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PREFACE. K r xi

sufficiently popular to have attained to some standard pronunciation, how. much more it is sc>wit:h words such

as acefamine, which have no popular currency, and which indeed were ma'&^pet primarily^t2b^ sj5okeji
but

to be used in books, and as to the pronunciation of which, or the question whetHet>/'$iey are
pronoirtSp'gialb^,

no thought was given by their makers? On several occasions, the Editor has app fifed directly to the

introducer of a word, to know how he pronounces it, or means it to be pronounced, and has rectfttd the

answer, that he has never thought of its pronunciation, does not presume to say how it ought to be pro-

nounced, and leaves it to people to pronounce as they like, or to the DICTIONARY to say what is the right

pronunciation. This, of course, reverses the natural order of language, in which speech comes first, and writing

is only its symbolization ;
for here the first thing is the written symbol addressed to the eye (and reminding

the reader perhaps more or less distinctly of other written symbols which are to be found in the Greek

Lexicon), while, for 'pronunciation', anything passes muster which suffices to recall the written symbol in

question ; just as any reading of a mathematical formula passes muster, if it enables an auditor to write down
the formula again. In dealing with words in which two or more pronunciations are current, these pronuncia-

tions are given in the Dictionary ;
in the case of those in which no standard exists, an attempt has been

made to follow analogies so far as they go, and at least to mark the place of the stress
;
but sometimes it has

not been possible to do even this.

The preparation of this volume has taken a much longer time than any of the promoters of the work Difficulties of

anticipated. The time has been consumed chiefly in two directions : first, with the larger articles, as those on
the work '

AT, BY, BUT, BE, BEAR, BREAK, the construction of which has occupied many days, sometimes even weeks.

The mere study of the result, arranged in some degree of order, gives little idea of the toil and difficulties

encountered in bringing into this condition what was at first a shapeless mass of many thousand quotations.

And in this part of the work there was practically no assistance to be got from the labours of our pre-

decessors
;
the attempt has never been made before to exhibit such a combined logical and historical view of

the sense-development of English words. Our own attempts lay no claim to perfection ;
but they represent

the most that could be done in the time and with the data at our command. The other direction in which

much time has been consumed is the elucidation of the meaning of obscure terms, sometimes obsolete, some-

times current, belonging to matters of history, customs, fashions, trade, or manufactures. In many cases, the

only thing known about these was contained in the quotations, often merely allusive, which had been collected

by the diligence of our readers. They were to be found in no dictionary, or, if mentioned in some, were

explained in a way which our quotations evidently showed to be erroneous. The difficulty of obtaining first-

hand and authoritative information about these has often been immense, and sometimes insurmountable. Ten,

twenty, or thirty letters have sometimes been written to persons who, it was thought, might possibly know, or

succeed in finding out, something definite on the subject ;
and often weeks have passed, and 'copy

'

advanced

into the state of 'proof ', 'proof into 'revise', and
'

revise' even into 'final', before any results could be obtained.

It is incredible what labour has had to be expended, sometimes, to find oat the facts for an article which

occupies not more than five or six lines ; or even to be able to write the words "
Derivation unknown ", as

the net outcome of hours of research and of testing the statements put forth without hesitation in other works.

These experiences have often called to mind the classical words in which Dr. Johnson recounts in his Preface Dr. Johnson's

his similar difficulties :

" When first I engaged in this work, I resr/ived to leave neither words nor things

unexamined, and pleased myself with a prospect of the hours which I should revel away in feasts of literature,

with the obscure recesses of northern learning which I should e*ter and ransack
;
the treasures with which I

expected every search into those neglected mines to reward my labour, and the triumph with which I should

display my acquisitions to mankind. When I had thus enquired into the original of words, I resolved to show

likewise my attention to things ;
to pierce deep into every science, to enquire the nature of every substance of

which I inserted the name, to limit every idea by a definition strictly logical, and exhibit every production of

art or nature in an accurate description, that my book might be in place of all other dictionaries whether

appellative or technical. But these were the drean* of a poet doomed at last to wake a lexicographer.

I soon found that it is too late to look for instruments, when the work calls for execution, and that whatever

abilities I had brought to my task, with those I trust finally perform it. To deliberate whenever I doubted,

to enquire whenever I was ignorant, would have protracted the undertaking without end, and, perhaps, without

much improvement ;
for I did not find by my *irst experiments, that what I had not of my own was easily to
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be obtained : I saw that one enquiry only gave occasion to another, that book referred to book, that to search

was not always to find, and to find was not always to be informed : and that thus to pursue perfection, was,

like the first inhabitants of Arcadia, to chase the sun, which, when they had reached the hill where he seemed

to rest, was still beheld at the same distance from them. I then contracted my design, determining to

confide in myself, and no longer to solicit auxiliaries, which produced more incumbrance than assistance : by
this I obtained at least one advantage, that I set limits to my work, which would in time be ended, though

not completed."

Assistance If the present writer has been more successful than Dr. Johnson in finding what he searched for, it has

been owing to the ready good-will and helpful co-operation of many scholars and specialists, most of them

men whose time is much occupied, but whose interest in this undertaking has led them willingly to place some

of it at the Editor's service, and freely to contribute of their knowledge to the perfection of the work. To the

following, in particular, grateful acknowledgements are made : Prof. Eduard Sievers of Halle (formerly of

Tubingen), also Prof. Julius Zupitza of Berlin, Prof. Johann Storm and Prof. S. Bugge of Christiania, Prof.

M. de Vries and Prof. E. H. Cosijn of Leiden, Prof. F. Kluge of Jena, Henry Sweet, Esq., M.A., the Rev.

Prof. W. W. Skeat, Litt.D., Prof. A. S. Napier, M.A., the Rev. A. L. Mayhew. M.A., GuSbrandr Vigfusson,

Esq., M.A., Oxford, and Mr. James Platt, jun., London, for help in various departments of Teutonic Philology

and Etymology ;
Prof. Paul Meyer of the College de France, Membre de 1'Institut, also the late Henry

Nicol, Esq., Prof. F. Neumann, Freiburg im Breisgau, and Mons. F. Godcfroy, Paris, for help with Old

French and Romanic words; Prof. J. Rhys, Oxford, and the Hon. Whitley Stokes, D.C.L.. also the Rev.

D. Silvan Evans, and Prof. Mackinnon, Edinburgh, for help with words from Celtic
;

I. Bywater, Esq., M.A.,

Oxford, for help with many words of Greek origin or use; J. H. Hessels, Esq., M.A., Cambridge, for help

with various Mediaeval Latin words
;
W. R. Morfill. Esq., M.A., Oxford, for help with words and matters

Slavonic
;

Prof. Ch. Rieu, Ph.D., Brit. Mus., Prof. W. Robertson Smith, Cambridge, the Very Rev. the

Dean of Canterbury (Dr. Payne Smith), John T. Platts, Esq., M.A., and the Rev. Dr. Pope, of the Indian

Institute, Oxford, Col. H. Yule, London, and the Rev. Prof. Legge, LL.D.. Oxford, for help with words from

Semitic and various Oriental languages ;
Dr. E. B. Tylor. Oxford, for help with words from Carib. Brazilian,

African, and other savage languages, especially terms connected with native customs, products, weapons,

etc.; A. J. Ellis, Esq., F.R.S., for help with Phonology and pronunciation; Miss Edith Thompson, also

Prof. E. A. Freeman, D.C.L., Prof. S. Rawson Gardiner, LL.D., the Right Rev. the Bishop of Chester (Dr.

Stubbs), and F. York Powell, Esq., M.A.. Oxford, for words connected with English History; Prof. F.

Pollock, LL.D., for help with legal terms and phrases ;
the Rev. Dr. E. Hatch, the Rev. Prof. Sanday, M.A.,

the Rev. Dr. Fairbairn, the Rev. Dr. C. Bigg, Oxford, for help with various ^ecclesiastical words ; James

Britten, Esq., F.L.S., W. T. Thiselton Dyer, Esq., F.L.S., Prof. I. Bayley Balfour, and Dr. R. C. A. Prior,

for help with Botanical terms and plant-names ; the late Henry Watts, Esq., F.R.S., Sir Henry Roscoe,

F.R.S., and Prof. W. Odling, M.A., Oxford, for help with Chemical terms; A. Geikie, Esq., F.R.S., Director-

general of the Geological Survey, Prof. Boyd Dawkins, M.A., and Prof. Lapworth, Birmingham, for some

terms of Geology and kindred sciences; Prof. A. Newton, M.A., Cambridge, for help with names of birds;

C. E. Cockayne, Esq., M.A., Norroy King of Arms ;
Alex. Beazeley, Esq.. M. Inst. C.E., for help with many

architectural terms : W. Sykes, Esq., M.R.C.S., Mexborough, for earliest instances of technical terms, csp. of

Medicine, Anatomy, etc.; Prof. Albert H. Chester, Hamilton College, Clinton, New York, for history of

Mineralogical terms, supplementary to Dana.

]

Also to the following for various help: lhe Rev. E. A. Abbott, D.D.
;
the Rev. Dr. Angus; Prof.

Edward Arber
;
the Rev. J. C. Atkinson ;

Dr. A. Bain : W. Beck, Esq. (author of the Draper s Dictionary) ;

Prof. E. Jeffery Bell, M.A. ;
W. Blades, Esq. ; Prince Louis Lucien Bonaparte ;

the late Henry Bradshaw, Esq.,

M.A., Cambridge : G. B. Buckton, Esq., F.L.S.
;
the Rev. Prof. L. Campbell, St. Andrew's : Dr. F. Chance ;

William Chappell, Esq., F.S.A. ; Prof. R. B. Clifton, F.R.S., Oxford
;
R. N. Cust, Esq., R. H. Davies, Esq.,

Apothecaries' Hall; C. E. Doble, Esq., M.A., Oxford; pro f. E. Dowden, M.A., Dublin; Robinson Ellis,

Esq., MA., Oxford; C. I. Elton, Esq., M.P. ; A. J. Evans, Esq., M.A., Keeper of the Ashmolcan

Museum: the Venerable Archdeacon Farrar, D.D., Westminster; the Rev. T. Fowler, D.D., President of

Corpus Christi College, Oxford: Dr. J. Hall Gladstone, F.KS.
;
C. Gray, Esq., Wimbledon; Dr. W. A.
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Greenhill, Hastings; the Rev. Dr. A. Grosart, Blackburn; Dr. A. Gunther, F.R.S., Brit. Mus. (Nat. Hist);
Dr. J. O. Halliwell-Phillipps ;

the Rev. R. Harlcy, F.R.S. ; Dr. H. R. Hclwich, Vienna; R. O. Heslop, Esq.,

Corbridge (Bogie, and various terms connected with coal-mining, etc.); R. H. Hutton, Esq. : H. Jenner. Esq.,
Brit. Mus.; the Rev. Prof. Jowett, M.A., Master of Balliol College, Oxford; C. F. Keary, Esq., Brit.

Mus.
; J. A. Kingdon, Esq., late Master of the Grocers' Company (Aimed, Bachelor, Balance] ; Andrew

Lang, Esq.; Prof. J. K. 'Laughton, London; W. J. Lawrence, Esq., Newcastle, County Down (contributions

to the history of theatrical words); Dr. J. Wickham Legg, London; the Very Rev. H. G. Liddell, D.D.,
Dean of Christ Church, Oxford; the Hon. J. Russell Lowell; the Rev. W. D. Macray, M.A., Oxford;
F. Madan, Esq., M.A., Sub-librarian of the Bodleian; Prof. F. A. March, M.A., Lafayette College, Pa., U.S.

;

Julian Marshall, Esq., London (words connected with games and sports): C. T. Martin, Esq., Public Record

Office
;
Russell Martineau, Esq., M.A , Brit. Mus.

;
Prof. Sir M. Monier-Williams

;
the Rev. R. Morris, LL.D.

;

Prof. H. N. Moseley, M.A., Oxford
;

Prof. F. Max Miiller : Dr. J. Murie, Linncan Society ; Dr. Br.

Nicholson; E. W. B. Nicholson, Esq., MA., Bodley's Librarian; J. H. Nodal, Esq.. Manchester: Wyatt
Papworth, Esq., F.R.I.B.A., London

;
Dr. John Percy, F.R.S. , London: E. A. Petherick, Esq. (Australian

words); Henry Phillips jun., Esq., Ph.D., &c., Philadelphia; Isaac Pitman. Esq.; Prof. J. P. Postgate, M.A.,

Cambridge; E. B. Poulton, Esq., M.A., Oxford
;
H. Power, Esq., M.B. (Joint-Editor of Sydenham Society's

Lexicon); R. B. Prosser, Esq., of the Patent Office; H. J. Roby, Esq., M.A. ; Prof. J. E. Thorold Rogers,

M.A., Oxford; W. M. Rossetti, Esq., London; Prof. J. Burdon-Sanderson. M.D., Oxford; the Rev. Prof. A.

H. Sayce, M.A., Oxford
;
P. L. Sclater, Esq., F.R.S.. Secretary of the Zoological Society : Edward J. Scott,

Esq., M.A., Brit. Mus.; Prof. T. E. Scrutton, M.A., London; Dr. W. F. Skene, Edinburgh; P. II. Pye-

Smith, Esq., M.D., London
;
Miss Lucy Toulmin Smith

;
Prof. Geo. Stephens, Copenhagen : E. Maunde

Thompson, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D.
;
W. Victor, Esq., Liverpool : Hensleigh Wedgwood, Esq., M.A.

;
W. H.

Wesley, Esq., Royal Astronomical Society ;
Dr. R. F. Weymouth ; W. White, Esq., Royal Society ; VV.

Aldis Wright, Esq., LL.D., Cambridge.

It has not, as a rule, been possible to submit to contributors or revisers the articles for which their

assistance was asked
;

it will, therefore, be understood that none of the foregoing are responsible for the use

made of their help in the Dictionary. If they have been misunderstood or misrepresented, the Editor

alone must bear the blame.

Still warmer acknowledgements are due to those gentlemen who, not occasionally, or for special words,

but systematically and continuously, have read the proofs, to improve the work as a whole by criticism, or

to enrich it by additions. And first of all, and above all others, to Mr. Fitzedward Hall. D.C.L., who, as

a voluntary and gratuitous service to the history of the English Language, has devoted four hours daily to

a critical examination of the proof-sheets, and the filling up of deficiencies, whether in the vocabulary or the

quotations. Those who are familiar with the pages of his Modern English, his English Adjectives in -able,

and his numerous articles and papers on special points of English, know with what an amazing wealth of

evidence the author illustrates the history of every word, idiom, or grammatical usage, upon which he touches
;

the whole of his stock of quotations, references, and indices, he has generously placed at the service of the

Dictionary, and there is scarcely a page to which he has not added earlier instances of words or senses than

those which our Readers had found
; many rare words and rare senses have been added entirely from his

stores. Mr. Henry Hucks Gibbs has also read all the proofs from the commencement of the work, and en-

riched them systematically by valuable criticism and additions : many articles owe much of their accuracy and

completeness to his assiduous care. The Rev. J. B. Johnston, B.D., of Glasgow, has also read all the proofs

since the beginning of B
;
and this voluntary help has been specially valuable from the experience in the

practical work of the Dictionary which he had previously gained as an assistant in the Scriptorium. Professor

Eduard Sievers has read, in proof, all the etymological articles on Teutonic words, besides advising the Editor

in the preparation of the more difficult ones, to the accuracy and completeness of which he has made many
additions. M. Paul Meyer has similarly contributed to the correctness of the etymological articles on

Romanic words, and has revised the proofs of the more difficult ones which have been submitted to him. Dr.

F. J. Furnivall has been constant with his help on all points requiring further investigation, and, by personal

search in the British Museum Library and elsewhere, has saved the Editor many hours of work.
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The following portions, before being finally taken in hand by the Editor and his staff in the Scriptorium,

were sub-edited by the lady and gentlemen here named, whose gratuitous services were an important

contribution to the accomplishment of the work.

Assail Assev-

At ....
Atabal Athy-

J

Att Attenuate )

Atter Atty
Au Az- .

Ba Baize

Bajri Banxring
Bar and derivatives

Baron- -Batful

Bap-, Bath Baz, Bea-

Beb Becatch .

Because Bedw-
Bee Behymn .

Bel Betrust- .

Bic Big .

Biga Birt

Birth Bitten .

Bla Blame
Bo Bolster

Boo (all) .

Bow Bowingness
Bri Brie

Brief Brigantine

Brill Briner

Brinie Bristly

Brist Britz- .

Broach Broadness

Broil Bronchus

Broth Brother

Bus Byz-

The REV. C. B. MOUNT, M.A., Oxford.

MR. G. A. SCHRUMPF, B.A., London.

MR. E. GUNTHORPE, Sheffield.

The REV. C. B. MOUNT.

MR. A. ERLEBACH, B.A., Woodford.

DR. BRACKEBUSCH, London.

The REV. C. B. MOUNT.

MR. W. J. ASHLEY, M.A., Oxford.

MR. GUNTHORPE.

The REV. A. P. PAYERS, B.A., Rawdon, Leeds.

MR. W. M. ROSSETTI, London.

MR. G. L. APPERSON, Wimbledon.

DR. BRACKEBUSCH.

Miss J. E. A. BROWN, Further Barton, Cirencester.

MR. GUNTHORPE.

The REV. C. B. MOUNT.

MR. APPERSON.

The REV. C. B. MOUNT.

Miss J. E. A. BROWN.

MR. APPERSON.

MR. T. HENDERSON, M.A., Bedford County School.

MR. W. NOEL WOODS, B.A., Westcombe Park, London.

MR. T. HENDERSON.

MR. W. N WOODS.

MR. T. HENDERSON.

I have also to acknowledge the collaboration, in parts of this volume, of Mr. Henry Bradley, whose

editorial work was more particularly devoted to part of the words in Bo-, BR-, and Bu-. Those who have

assisted in the Scriptorium with Volume I, or parts of it, are Mr. Alfred Erlebach. B.A., Mr. John Mitchell,

the Rev. J. B. Johnston, M.A., B.D., Mr. G. F. H. Sykes, B.A.
;
Mr. F. E. Bumby, Mr. Walter Worrall, B.A.,

Mr. A. T. Maling, B.A., Mr. R. H. Lord, M.A., Mr. C. G. Balk, Mr. H. F. P. Ruthven, Mr. C. G. Crump, B.A.,

and Mr. G. Parker, whose services are gratefully acknowledged.

After all the help which has been received, and which has contributed so much to the completeness of

the Dictionary, the element of time still remains inexorable
;

it is still, as in the days of Dr. Johnson,

imperative that limits be set to research, in order that the work may
'

in time be ended, though not com-

pleted '. Accordingly, since the close of Volume I, it has been the aim of the Editor and his staff to maintain

such a regular rate of progress as will ensure the production of one Part a year. As Mr. Henry Bradley (whose

co-operation in the present volume is mentioned above) is now at work independently, with a staff of assistants,

on a third volume, there is reasonable ground to expect that the production of the work henceforth will be

twice as rapid as it has been hitherto.

JAMES A. H. MURRAY.
OXFORD, April, 1888.
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Portions of the material have been sub-edited, or prepared for sub-editing, by the following voluntary
workers :

W. J. Anderson, Esq., Markinch
;
G. L. Apperson, Esq., Wimbledon ;

the Rev. W. H. Beckett, Chelmsford ; the Rev. G. I!. R. Bousiield, B.A.,
London; Dr. Brackebusch, London; K. L. Brandreth, Esq., London ; Jas. Britten, Esq.,F.L.S., London; Joseph Brown, Esq., M.A., Kcndal; Miss

J.E. A. Brown, Cirencester; the late Walter Browne, Esq., London; F.T. Elworthy, Esq.. Wellington, Som. ; A. Erlebach, Esq.,B.A., Woodford ;

the Rev. A. P. Fayers, B.A., Yeadon, Leeds
;
H. M. Fitz-Gibbon, Esq., Dublin

;
II. II. Gibbs, Esq.. M.A., London ^in former years) ; C. Gray,

Esq., Wimbledon; the Rev. W. Gregor, M.A., Pitsligo; E. Gunthorpe, Esq., Sheffield ; A. Hailstone, Esq., Manchester; T. Henderson, Esq.,
M.A., Bedford; E. C. Hulme, Esq., London; P. W. Jacob, Esq., Guildford

;
the Hon. and Rev. S. Lawley, M.A., Exeter; R. J. Lloyd, Esq.,

M.A., Liverpool ;
A. W. Longden, Esq., Stockport ;

the Rev. W. J. Lowenberg, B.A., Bury. Lane.
;
A. 1 .yall, Esq., Manchester

;
R. MLintock,

Esq., Liverpool ;
the Rev. T. D. Morris, M.A., Tottington, Lane.

;
the Rev. C. B. Mount, M.A., Oxford ; the Rev. W. Nicholls, Bury, Lane. ;

J. Peto, Esq., London
; Mrs. Pope, Clifton

;
the Rev. C. Y. Potts, Ledbury ^in former years) ;

W. M. Rossetti, Esq., London
; G. A.

Schrnmpf, Esq., London; the late Rev. T. H. Sheppard, B.D., Oxford; II. F. Morland Simpson, Esq., M.A., Edinburgh; the Rev. Prof.

Skeat, LL.D., Cambridge ,in former years) ; the Rev. J. Smallpeice, M.A., St. Bees; the late Rev. J. J. Smith, M.A., Tenby;-Mrs. J. Stuart,

Edinburgh ; the Rev. E. H. Sugden (late of Bradford) ;
A. Sweeting, Esq., Birkenhead

; II. S. Tabor, Esq., London
; S. Taylor, Esq.,

Chapel-en-le-Frith ; J. W. W. Tyndale, Esq., Evercreech, Bath; Mrs. L. J. Walkey, Chipping Norton; E. Warner, Esq., Eltham
;
the late

Miss M. Westmacott, London; the late Rev. G. Wheelwright, Crowhurst (in former years) ;
G. II. While, Esq., Torquay (in former years) ;

T. Wilson, Esq., Harpenden ;
the Rev. W. B. R. Wilson, Dollar; W. Noel Woods, Esq., B.A., and Mrs. Woods. H.A., Westcombe Pork,

London ; Miss C. M. Yonge, Otterbourne (in former years).

The following Readers have contributed most largely to the materials :

Thos. Austin, 165,000 quotations; Wm. Douglas, London, 136,000; Dr. II. R. Helwich, Vienna, 50,000; Dr. T. X. Bnishfield, Salterton,

50,000; T. Henderson, M.A., Bedford, 48,000; the Rev. J. Pierson, Ionia, Michigan, U.S.A., 46,000; R. J. Whitwell, Kendal, 33,000; Dr.

F. J. Furnivall, London, about 30,000; C. Gray, Wimbledon, 29,000; II. J. R. Murray, Oxford, 27,000; Miss J. Humphreys, Cricklewood,

18,700; the Rev. W. Lees, M.A., Sidlow, Reigate, 18,500; the Rev. B. Talbot, Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A., 16,600 ;
the late S. D. Major, Bath,

16,000; Miss E. Thompson and Miss E. P. Thompson, Waveitree, Liverpool, 15,000; G. H. White, Torquay, 13.000; Dr. R. C. A. Prior,

London, 11,700; Miss E. F. Burton. Carlisle, 11,400; G. L. Apperson, Wimbledon, 11,000; Miss A. Foxall. Edgbaston, Birmingham,
11,000.

About 10,000 quotations have been contributed by: A. Beazeley, London; the Rev. G. B. R. Bou^field, B.A., London; F. T. Elworthy,

Wellington, Som.; H. II. Gibbs, M. A., London
;
E. S. Jackson, M.A., Plymouth ; the Rev. W. M. Kingsmill, M.A., Droitwich

;
the Rev.

C. B. Mount, M.A., Oxford; Prof. G. M. Philips, West Chester, Pa., U.S.A.; II. Phillips, jun., Philadelphia, U.S.A.; A. Shackleton,
Birkenhead

;
Miss E. and Miss G. E. Saunders, Addlestone.

From 5,000 to 8,000 by : Col. Ardagh, London; Mrs. Bathoe, London; the Rev. W. II. Becket, Chelmsford; the late Rev. S. J. Bowles,

Beaconsfield, Bucks.; Wm. Boyd, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.; Mrs. Brooks, Birmingham; Miss J. E. A. and Miss E. Brown, Cirencester;
Mrs. Walter Browne, Worcester; the late Rev. T. Burdett, Rawdon, Leeds; A. Caland, Leeuwarden, Holland; Miss Kisdell, Colchester; the

Rev. J. T. Fowler, Durham; E. C. Hnlme, London; the Rev. J. B. Johnston, B.D., Glasgow; R. J. Lloyd, M.A., Liverpool; the Rev.

W. J. Lowenberg, B.A., Bury, Lane.; A. Lyall, Manchester; Dr. W. C. Minor, Crowthorne, Berks.; the late Cornelius Paine, Brighton;
E. Peacock, Bottesford Manor, Brigg ;

H. F. P. Ruthven, Sydney, N.S.W.
; G. A. Schrumpf, B.A., London

;
Adrian Scott, Black-stone, Mass.,

U.S.A.; the Rev. E. II. Sugden, late of Bradford; Joseph Thompson, Manchester; Paget Toynbee, London; the Rev. Kirby Trimmer,
Norwich; J. L. Ward, M.A., Burnley; Miss Wilkinson and Miss Gunning, Cambridge; the Rev. W. B. R.Wilson, Dollar.

From 2,000 to 5,000 by: W. J. Anderson, Markinch, Fife; Miss E. E. Barry, Sydenham, London ;
Rev. E. M. Barry, Scothorne, Lincoln ; Miss

Clementina Black, London
;
Dr. G. F. Blandford, London ; C. T. Bleeck, Bath

;
Rev. W. C. Boulter, Malvern Link

;
Miss Bradley, Bristol

;

R. R. Buehrle, Lancaster, Pa., U.S.A.; Miss A. Byington, Stockbridge, Mass., US.A. ; J. W. Caldwell, Dearborn Co., Indiana, U.S.A. ; Mrs.

G. M. E. Campbell, Peckham; Miss Cann, Plymouth; Prof. R. H. Carothers, Louisville, Kentucky, U.S.A.; Rev. E. H. Cook, B.A., New
Zealand ; Rev. F. Countryman, New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.A. ; Rev. Cecil Deedes, M.A., Halstead ; C. E. Doble, M. A., Oxford

;
T. Dobson,

South Shields; Miss K. Druitt, Christchurch ;
R. Druitt, Christchurch ; Mrs. F. T. Elworthy, Wellington, Somerset; A. Erlebach, B.A.,

Woodford
; H. A. Erlebach, B.A., Woodford ; Herbert A. Evans, Westward Ho

;
C. J. Farr, Broadcnjalke, Salisbury ; Rev. A. P. Fayers,

Yeadon, Leeds; G. L. Fenwick, Chester; Rev. T. Gasquoine, Llnndudno; Miss Giffard, Leatherhead; A. Hailstone, Manchester; H. F.

Hall, Liverpool; Mrs. E. Harding, Birmingham; C. F. Hardy, Clapham Park, London; G. Harrison, Manchester; Miss A. Hartley,.

London; T. J. Hughes, Bridgend, Glamorgan; Miss Ingall, High School, Manchester; D. C. Ireland, Brislington, Bristol; Miss E. Jackson,

Bishop's Waltham, Hants.; A. Kemlo, Aberdeen; E. de L. Little, Northallerton
; Miss E. Lloyd, Weybridge; Miss E. II. Madan, Dursley,

Gloucestershire; Miss S. J. Marriott, Exeter; Rev. A. L. Mayhew, M.A., Oxford; Mrs. Moore, Addlestone, Surrey; Wm. Moore, London;
C. J. Morris, Altrincham; J. Morris, Durham; Miss M. Murray, Calcutta; Mrs. J. A. II. Murray, Oxford; Miss Pearson, London; II. S.

Pearson, Edgbaston; J. Peto, Norwood, London; W. Flinders Petrie, Bromley, Kent; R. V. Porter, Beckenham; J. Randall, London; T. A.

Reed, Hornsey; Mrs. C. F. Richardson, New York, U.S.A.; W. M. Rossetti, London; Louis Rowe, London; Rev. S. J. Sanders, M.A.,

Northampton; Miss E. M. Saunders, Dulwich ; Miss F. E. Scott, Leamington; J. Slater, Warwick; R. T. Smith, Putney; W. Smith,

Edinburgh; Miss C. Southwell, London ; W. Barclay Squire, Feltham Hill
; Miss M. Stephenson, London

; C. Stoffel, Amsterdam ; Mrs. Stuart,

Edinburgh; C. E. Stuart, London; II. Tabor, London; F. A. Tole, Northampton; Mrs. Walkey, Leamington; Miss P. Walter, Wellington,

Somerset; T. Ward, Northwich; Miss M. Westmacott, London
;
R. D. Wilson, London.

From 1,000 to 2,000 by: Rev. C. Addison, Stockport; J. Amphlett, M.A., Stourbridge ;
E. Arblaster, M.A., Cork; Miss C. W. Atwood, San

Francisco, U.S.A. A. R. Avery, Belsize Park, London, N.W.
;
G. G. Bagster, Vienna, Austria; J. Beattie, Mill Hill, London; Miss A.

Beckett, Sheffield ; A. Black, Brighton ; J. H. Blodgett, Rockford, Illinois, U.S.A. ; J. S. Blomfield, Miss E. R. Blomfield, Miss A. K. Blom-

field, Upper Norwood, S.E. ; Miss Bonner, Spalding ; Rev. W. C. Boulter, Malvern Link; Miss B. M. Bousfield, Maida Vale, W. ; E. L.
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Brandreth, London ; Prof. H. C. G. Brandt, Clinton, New York, U.S.A. ; E. F. Bright, Bournemouth ; Mrs. S. V. V. Brown, Clinton, New York,
U.S.A. ;

L. H. Buckingham, Boston, U.S.A. ; H. P. Bull, Hereford
;
Miss M. J. Butler, Rye, Sussex ; M. Cann, Plymouth ; II. Chettle, London ;

E. R. Christie, Tunstall
; J. Cockburn, Selkirk ; Prof. A. S. Cook, Baltimore, U.S.A. ;

Miss A. K. Cooper, Miss E. Cooper, Bristol ; J. J. Cope,
Maida Vale, London, W.; Miss E. M. Creak, Cheadle Hulme, Stockport ;

H. P. Crofton, Manchester; Rev. A. Davies, South Croydon ;

,H. Dixon, London ; J. J. Dow, Minnesota, U.S.A. ;
Prof. T. M. Drown, Lafayette College, Pa.

, U.S.A. ; H. C. Drury, Dublin
;
Miss C. Ellis,

Leicester
;
Miss F. Elworthy, Wellington, Somerset ;

Miss H. Field, Canonbury, N. ; H. M. Fitz-Gibbon, M.A., Dublin
; Rev. \V. S. Gandy,

Norwich; Prof. J. M. Garnett, Ellicott City, Maryland, U.S.A.; A. E. Gatwood, Hitchin; Vicary Gibbs, Regent's Park, N.W. ; Rev. J. M.

Gillington, Woking; the Misses Goodier, Wilmslow, Manchester; Mrs. D. L. Gorton, Fayetteville, Arkansas, U.S.A.; Miss Graham, Hawick;
C. E. Grant, King's College, Cambridge ; Mrs. Gray, Wimbledon Hill, S.W. ; G. J. Gray, Cambridge ;

Miss E. Green, Leicester ; Mrs. T. H.

Green, Oxford
;
C. F. Greig, Lessness Heath, Kent ; Miss Hardcastle, Sydenham ; Mrs. Haslam, Ripon ;

Mrs. Herbert, Altrincham
; R. J.

Hodgson, London
; J. Holbrook, Islington, N. ;

F. M. Holland, Concord, Mass., U.S.A. ; Mrs. Hunter, Shortlands, Kent ; Mrs. W. Jackson,
St. Bees, Carnforth ; P. W. Jacob, Guildford

;
Mrs. R. Johnson, Strood, Rochester; A. S. Johnston, Mill Hill, N.W.

;
Rev. C. W. Kelt, South

Hampstead ; Miss Latreille, Henley-on-Thames ;
Miss L. A. Law, Rotherham ;

Miss Lees, Sidlow, Reigate ; Dr. J. Wickham I.egg, Park

Lane, W. ;
Howell Lewis, Caermarthen ; J. M. Lightwood, M.A., Croydon ; J. Macandrew, Mill Hill, N.W. ; H. J. Mackay, London

;

D. Macmillan, Abbot's Langley, Herts. ; Rev. K. MMinn, Easton, Pa., U.S.A. ; Lady A. Magenis, London
;
G. A. Marshall, Darlington,

Wisconsin, U.S.A. ; Rev. B. Matthews, Spalding ; J. Mathieson, West Brighton ; Mrs. Messent, Streatham
;
Hon. J. T. Mitchell, Philadelphia,

U.S.A. ; Major-Gen. Frank Moberly, London ; Miss G. Neville, Scarborough ; Mrs. Oliver, Hawick
; J. L. A. Paton, Nottingham ; Miss A. S.

Petrie, Rochdale ;
B. W. Pierson, New York, U.S.A. ;

Miss L. Poole, Clevedon ;
MUs Lela Porter, Miss S. M. Porter, North Finchley, N. ;

Rev. W. S. Pratten, Regent's Park, N.W.
;
Miss E. Preston, Marlborough; J. W. B. Purchas, Highbury, N. ; Rev. H. B. Purton, Alcester,

Redditch; J. Randall, London ; Mrs. II. E. Rickeecker, San Francisco, U.S.A. ; G. Robinson, Strood, Rochester; Rev. W. F. Rose, Worle,

Weston-super-Mare ;
Prof. J. B. Sewall, South Braintree, Mass., U.S.A.

;
L. 1.. Shadwell, M.A., London; H. F. Morland Simpson, M.A.,

Edinburgh; A. Smith, Peckham, S.E.
;
Eustace S. Smith, Victoria Park, E. ; Rev. J. J. Smith, Penally Abbey, Tenby ; Miss L. Toulmin

Smith, Uighgate, N.
;
Mrs. Smith, Putney, S.W. ;

T. C. Snow, M.A., St. John's College, Oxford
; Albert Spicer, London; Miss L Stephenson,

Chelsea
;
Miss M. K. A. Stone, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A. ;

A. G. Symonds, Manchester ; J. R. Tanner, M.A., St. John's College, Cambridge ;

Mrs. E. R. Trestrail, Newport, Isle of Wight; If. G. Turner, Highbury Quadrant, N.
; C. A. Ward, Haverstock Hill, N.W.

;
P. C. Webb,

Brockley, S.E.
;
Francis J. Weidemann, London

;
Mrs. Anna Wetherill, Philadelphia, U.S.A. ; Miss B. M. Weymouth, London ; Dr. R. F.

Weymouth, London ; W. Ward Wight, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S.A. ;
E. S. Wilson, Hull

;
Rev. W. E. Winks, Cardiff; W. N. Woods, B.A.,

Westcombe Park, S.E. ; Miss Worship, Riverhead, Sevenoaks; Dr. Yeats, Chepstow.

The value of quotations is, of course, independent of their number, and many valuable contributions have been received from friends whose
names do not appear in these lists

; especially from those who have devoted their attention to supplying our desiderata, or who, keeping
themselves acquainted with the current progress of the work, have been always ready to undertake searches in connexion with groups of words

at which the Editor and his staff were actually working. Among those who have been specially helpful in this way are Miss Edith Thompson,
Dr. Furnivall, Messrs. T. Henderson, R. J. Whitwell, E. Peacock, E. L. Brandreth, A. Lyall, C. Gray, A. Beazeley, R. B. Prosser, A. Caland,

J. Dixon, Harrow 1.rinds, Dorking ;
the Revs. W. C. Boulter, J. T. Fowler, Cecil Deedes, W. Lees ; Dr. W. Sykes, Dr. Brushfield, Dr. W. C.

Minor, Prof. Skeat.

Several collections of quotations for rare words or senses, which had been formed, in some cases, with the intention of independent

publication, have been generously given to the Dictionary, by Prof. G. Stephens, of Copenhagen ; the Rev. Addison Crofton, Stockport (collected

by his late father-in-law) ; the Rev. Kirby Trimmer, Norwich ;
Mrs. Hodgson, lionaly Tower, Midlothian (collected by the late Prof. W. B.

Hodgson) ; Mr. Alex. Smith, Langside, Glasgow (transcripts from MSS. collected by the late Mr. J. Payne Collier) ; a series of MSS. additions to

Halliwell (from early wills), by Mr. J. Challenor-Smith, Probate Registry, Somerset Ho.
;
a series of references for early instances of French words

in Middle English, by Mons. F. J. Amours, Glasgow. The Rev. T. L. O. Davies, M.A., who had already published his Supplementary English

Glossary, has desired that work to be treated as a contribution to the Dictionary, and has presented all his subsequent gleanings to it. The
quotations which we use from Mr. Davies's printed work are, as in similar cases, distinguished by (D.). Col. Yule was similarly good enough
to put at our disposal the proofs of his Glossary of Anglo-Indian Colloquial Terms, as it was passing through the press. Quotations thence

supplied are marked (Y.).



GENERAL EXPLANATIONS.

THE VOCABULARY.

THE Vocabulary of a widely-diffused and highly-cultivated living language is not a fixed quantity circumscribed by
definite limits. That vast aggregate of words and phrases which constitutes the Vocabulary of English-speaking men
presents, to the mind that endeavours to grasp it as a definite whole, the aspect of one of those nebulous masses familiar to

the astronomer, in which a clear and unmistakable nucleus shades off on all sides, through zones of decreasing brightness,
to a dim marginal film that seems to end nowhere, but to lose itself imperceptibly in the surrounding darkness. In its

constitution it may be compared to one of those natural groups of the zoologist or botanist, wherein typical species

forming the characteristic nucleus of the order, are linked on every side to other species, in which the typical character is

less and less distinctly apparent, till it fades away in an outer fringe of aberrant forms, which merge imperceptibly in

various surrounding orders, and whose own position is ambiguous and uncertain. For the convenience of classification,

the naturalist may draw the line, which bounds a class or order, outside or inside of a particular form
;
but Nature has

drawn it nowhere. So the English Vocabulary contains a nucleus or central mass of many thousand words whose
'

Anglicity
'

is unquestioned ; some of them only literary, some of them only colloquial, the great majority at once literary

and colloquial, they are the Common Words of the language. But they are linked on every side with other words which

are less and less entitled to this appellation, and which pertain ever more and more distinctly to the domain of local

dialect, of the slang and cant of '

sets
'

and classes, of the peculiar technicalities of trades and processes, of the scientific

terminology common to all civilized nations, of the actual languages of other lands and peoples. And there is absolutely
no defining line in any direction : the circle of the English language has a well-defined centre but no discernible
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circumference *. Yet practical utility has some bounds, and a Dictionary has definite limits : the lexicographer must, like

the naturalist,
' draw the line somewhere ', in each diverging direction. He must include all the

' Common Words
'

of

literature and conversation, and such of the scientific, technical, slang, dialectal, and foreign words as are passing into

common use, and approach the position or standing of
' common words ',

well knowing that the line which he draws will

not satisfy all his critics. For to every man the domain of ' common words
'

widens out in the direction of his own

reading, research, business, provincial or foreign residence, and contracts in the direction with which he has no practical

connexion : no one man's English is all English. The lexicographer must be satisfied to exhibit the greater part of

the vocabulary of each one, which will be immensely more than the whole vocabulary of any one.

In addition to, and behind, the common vocabulary, in all its diverging lines, lies an infinite number of Proper or

merely denotative names, outside the province of lexicography, yet touching it in thousands of points, at which these names,

and still more the adjectives and verbs formed upon them, acquire more or less of connotative value. Here also limits

more or less arbitrary must be assumed.

* The above diagram will explain itself, as an attempt to express to the eye the aspect in which the Vocabulary is here presented, and also

some of the relations of its elements typical and aberrant. The centre is occupied by the ' common '

words, in which literary and colloquial usage
meet. '

Scientific
' and '

foreign
'

words enter the common language mainly through literature ;

'

slang
'

words ascend through colloquial use ; the
'

technical
'

terms of crafts and processes, and the ' dialect
'

words, blend with the common language both in speech and literature. Slang also

touches on one side the technical terminology of trades and occupations, as in
' nautical slang,'

' Public School slang,'
' the slang of the Stock

Exchange,' and on another passes into true dialect. Dialects similarly pass into foreign languages. Scientific terminology passes on one side

into purely foreign words, on another it blends with the technical vocabulary of art and manufactures. It is not possible to fix the point at

which the '

English Language' stops, along any of these diverging lines.

C
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The Language presents yet another undefined frontier, when it is viewed in relation to time. The living vocabulary

is no more permanent in its constitution than definite in its extent. It is not to-day what it was a century ago, still less

what it will be a century hence. Its constituent elements are in a state of slow but incessant dissolution and renovation.

' Old words
'

are ever becoming obsolete and dying out :

' new words
'

are continually pressing in. And the death of a

word is not an event of which the date can be readily determined. It is a vanishing process, extending over a lengthened

period, of which contemporaries never see the end. Our own words never become obsolete : it is always the words of our

grandfathers that have died with them. Even after we cease to use a word, the memory of it survives, and the word itself

survives as a possibility ;
it is only when no one is left to whom its use is still possible, that the word is wholly dead.

Hence, there are many words of which it is doubtful whether they are still to be considered as part of the living language ;

they are alive to some speakers, and dead to others. And, on the other hand, there are many claimants to admission into

the recognized vocabulary (where some of them will certainly one day be received), that are already current coin with

some speakers and writers, and not yet 'good English', or even not English at all, to others.

If we treat the division of words into current and obsolete as a subordinate one, and extend' our idea of the Language
so as to include all that has been English from the beginning, or from any particular epoch, we enter upon a department

of the subject, of which, from the nature of the case, our exhibition must be imperfect. For the vocabulary of past times

is known to us solely from its preservation in written records ;
the extent of our knowledge of it depends entirely upon the

completeness of the records, and the completeness of our acquaintance with them. And the farther back we go, the more

imperfect are the records, the smaller is the fragment of the actual vocabulary that we can recover.

Subject to the conditions which thus encompass every attempt to construct a complete English Dictionary, the present

work aims at exhibiting the history and signification of the English words now in use, or known to have been in use since

the middle of the twelfth century. This date has been adopted as the only natural halting-place, short of going back to the

beginning, so as to include the entire Old English or
'

Anglo-Saxon
'

Vocabulary. To do this would have involved the

inclusion of an immense number of words, not merely long obsolete but also having obsolete inflexions, and thus requiring,

if dealt with at all, a treatment different from that adapted to the words which survived the twelfth century. For not only

was the stream of English literature then reduced to the tiniest thread (the slender annals of the Old English or Anglo-

Saxon Chronicle being for nearly a century its sole representative), but the vast majority of the ancient words that were

destined not to live into modern English, comprising the entire scientific, philosophical, and poetical vocabulary of Old

English, had already disappeared, and the old inflexional and grammatical system had been levelled to one so essentially

modern as to require no special treatment in the Dictionary. Hence we exclude all words that had become obsolete by

1150. But to words actually included this date has no application; their history is exhibited from their first appearance,

however earl}-.

Within these chronological limits, it is the aim of the Dictionary to deal with all the common words of speech and

literature, and with all words which approach these in character; the limits being extended farther in the domain of

science and philosophy, which naturally passes into that of literature, than in that of slang or cant, which touches the

colloquial. In scientific and technical terminology, the aim has been to include all words English in form, except those

of which an explanation would be unintelligible to any but the specialist ;
and such words, not English in form, as either are

in general use, like Hippopotamus, Geranium, Aluminium, Focus, Stratum, Bronchitis, or belong to the more familiar language

of science, as Mammalia, Lepidoptera, Invertebrata.

Down to the Fifteenth Century the language existed only in dialects, all of which had a literary standing : during this

period, therefore, words and forms of all dialects are admitted on an equal footing into the Dictionary. Dialectal words and

forms which occur since 1500 are not admitted, except when they continue the history of a word or sense once in general

use, illustrate the history of a literary word, or have themselves a certain literary currency, as is the case with many modern

Scottish words. It is true that the dialectal words are mostly genuine English, and that they are an essential part of the contents

of a. Lexicon totius Anglicilatis; but the work of collecting them has not yet been completed; and, even when they shall have

been collected, the phonetic variety in which they exist in different localities, and the want of any fixed written forms

round which to group the variations, will require a method of treatment different from that applicable to the words of the

literary language, which have an accepted uniform spelling and an approximately uniform pronunciation.

CLASSIFICATION OP THE VOCABULARY.

For the purposes of treatment in this Dictionary, words and phrases are classed as: (i) Main Words, (2) Sub-

ordinate Words, (3) Combinations. MAIN WORDS comprise (i) all single words, radical or derivative (e.g. Ant,

Amphitheatrically\ (2) all those compound words (and phrases) which, from their meaning, history, or importance,

claim to be treated in separate articles (e.g. Afternoon, Almighty, Almsman, Air-pump, Aitch-bone, Ale-house, Forget-

me-not, Adam's apple, All fours}. The articles in which these are treated constitute the Main Articles. SUBORDINATE

WORDS include variant and obsolete forms of Main Words, and such words of bad formation, doubtful existence, or alleged

use, as it is deemed proper, on any ground, to record. The Main and Subordinate Words are arranged in a single

alphabetic series, the former being printed in a larger, the latter in a smaller type. COMBINATIONS, when so simple as

either to require no explanation, or to be capable of being briefly explained in connexion with their cognates, are dealt with

under the Main Words which form their first element, their treatment forming the concluding part of the Main Article.
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MAIN WORDS.

Every Main Word is treated, once for all, under its modern current or most usual spelling ; or, if obsolete, under the

most typical of its latest spellings; the form or spelling thus chosen being considered the Main Form of the word.

Occasionally a form or spelling of an obsolete word has been assumed, which is not actually found in the quotations adduced, but is in

accordance with the usual analogies of the language, as seen in kindred words. Thus Aiinoyotisly is given as the Main Form, on the analogy of

annoy, annoyous, although only anoyously has actually been found.

All other important forms of each word, current or obsolete, are entered in their alphabetical order, as Subordinate

Words, and are there concisely referred to the Main Form under which they are treated.

When a word which is historically one has different grammatical relations, it is treated as one word only, and the

different relations are indicated by the division of the article into sections (marked A, B, C). This refers especially to

substantives used also attributively (or objectively), as in
' an ounce of gold, a gold watch, ^/(/-coloured scales

'

;
to adjectives

used substaniively or pronominaUy, as in
'

the catholic church, a good catholic
;
that book, that is mine, the words thai he

spoke
'

; to adjectives used adverbially, as in
'

the according voice of national wisdom
',

' he acted according to orders
'

;

to adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions, originally the same word, as ABOUT, AFTER, SINCE, As ; and of course a fortiori
to verbs used transitively and intransitively, as

'

to abide battle, to abide at home,' which, in some dictionaries, are reckoned

as two distinct words.

In this Dictionary,'transitive and intransitive seldom appear even as leading divisions of a verb, but, in accordance with the actual history of

the word, in most cases only as varying and often temporary constructions, subordinate lo the different senses, and liable to pass one into the other

in the development of the language. Thus a verb at one time intransitive finally takes a simple object, through the phonetic decay of a dative or

genitive ending, or the elision of a preposition, and is accounted transitive, without any change either in form or meaning (e.g. ANSWER) ; and a

verb used transitively, likewise without change of meaning and form at length becomes intransitive, through the regular modern English suppression
of the reflexive pronoun (e.g. Kzek. xx. 22 I withdrew mine hand

;
Mark iii. 7 Jesus withdrew himself to the sea; Revised Version, Jesus with-

drew to the sea). The history of ANSWKR or WITHDRAW would be misrepresented by splitting them each into two words, or even by
classifying their senses in a manner which would conceal these historical relations.

But verbs uniform in their stems with substantives or adjectives, as LAND, to LAND, DRY, to DRY, ABSTRACT, to

ABSTRACT, are, of course, distinct words
; as are adjectives and adverbs which, through

'

levelling
'

of terminations, have
become identical in form, though originally distinct, as ALIKE a., ALIKE adv.

;
and substantives and adjectives which

have always been identical in form, but were of separate introduction into the language, and have separate histories,

as ANIMAL sb., ANIMAL a. Where a word originally one has been, in the course of its history, split into two, whether

with distinction of sense, as ALSO, As, or merely as synonyms, as ANT, EMMET, APPRENTICE, PRENTICE, both modern forms

are treated as separate words, and there is a reference from one article to the other. Where two original words of

identical or similar form have coalesced into one, the modern word is treated as one or two, according lo practical

utility. When they are treated as two words, these come, of course, immediately together : see ALLAY, ALLOW, AMICE.

The treatment of a Main Word comprises : I. The Identification, II. The Morphology, III. The Signification,
IV. The Illustrative Quotations.

I. The Identification includes :

1. The Main Form, i.e. the usual or typical spelling, as already described. (In certain cases where two spellings are

in current use, both are given in the Main Form, as ANALYSE -YZE, CHEMISTRY CHYMISTRY, INFLECTION INFLEXION.) Words
believed to be obsolete are distinguished by prefixing t ;

non-naturalized or partially-naturalized words, by ||.

In the case of rare words, especially those adopted or formed from Latin equivalents, it is often difficult to say whether they are or are not

obsolete. They are permanent possibilities, rarely needed, but capable of being used whenever they are needed, rather than actually discarded

terms. To these and other words, of which the obsoleteness is doubtful, the f is not prefixed.

As to their citizenship in the language, words may be classed as Naturals, Denhens, Aliens, and Casuals. NATURALS include all native words
like /at/ier, and all fully naturalised words like street, rose, knapsack, gas , parasol. DENIZENS are words fully naturalized as to use, but not as to

form, injlcxion, orpronunciation, as aide-de-camp, locus, carte-de-visile, table d'hote. ALIENS are names of foreign objects, titles, etc., which we require
often to use, and for which we have no native equivalents, as shah, geyser, cicerone, targum, baekshcesh, sepoy. CASUALS are foreign words of the

same class, not in habitual use, which for special and temporary purposes occur in books of foreign travel, letters of foreign correspondents, and the

like. There are no fixed limits between these classes, and the constant tendency is for words to pass upwards from the last to the first. But, while

casuals and aliens from barbarous languages are readily and quickly naturalized, words from French and the learned languages, especially Latin,
which are assumed to be known to all the polite, are often kept in the position of denizens for centuries : we still treat phenomenon as Greek, genus
as Latin, aide-de-camp as French. The words marked with

||
in the Dictionary comprise Denizens and Aliens, and such Casuals as approach, or

formerly approached, the position of these. Opinions will differ as to the claims of some that are included and some that are excluded, and also

as to the line dividing Denizens from Naturals, and the position assigned to some words on either side of it. If we are to distinguish these

classes at all, a line must be drawn somewhere.

2. (Within parentheses) the Pronunciation or symbolization of the actual existing form of the word, as explained here-

after. A recognized difference of pronunciation is also shown, with occasional notes on the diversity. Of Obsolete

Words usually no pronunciation is given, but the place of the stress or accent, when ascertained, is indicated by a ' turned

period 'after the stress-vowel, as Alfe'res, A'nredly. In partially naturalized words two pronunciations are often given,

viz. the native (or what passes for the native), and one conformed more or less to English analogies ;
in actual use many

intermediate varieties may be heard, cf. rendcz-vous, envelope, environs, prestige, chignon, recitative, Koran, caviare, and the like.

3. The Grammatical Designation, i.e. the Part of Speech, or subdivision of the same, as/-j. pron., vbl. sb. See the list

of Abbreviations. All words having no Grammatical Designation are substantives: the letters sb. are employed only where

required to avoid ambiguity.
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4. In words of more or less specific use, the Specification, as Mus. (in Music), Bot. (in Botany), etc.

5. The Status, where there is any peculiarity, as Obs. (obsolete), arch, (archaic or obsolescent), colloq. (colloquial), dial.

(now dialectal, though formerly in general use : words exclusively dialectal are not inserted, except on special grounds). Here

also is added, when applicable, the epithet rare, with ~', or ~", indicating that only one, or no actual instance of the use of the

word is known to us. Words apparently employed onlyfor the nonce, are, when inserted in the Dictionary, marked nonce-wd.

6. The principal earlier Forms or Spellings, with their chronological range indicated by the unit figure of the century,

thus 3-6 = i3th to i6th cent.; i standing for all centuries down to noo.
These figures also correspond broadly to distinct periods of the language ; viz. i Old English or 'Anglo-Saxon'; 2 (izthc.) Old English

Transition (.'semi-Saxon'); 3 (i3th c.) Early Middle English; 4 (i4th c.) Late Middle English; 5 (ijthc.) Middle English Transition; 6

(i6th c.) Early Modern or Tudor English ; 7 (i7th c.) Middle Modern English ; 8, 9 (i8th and igth c.) Current English.

7. The Inflexions, i.e. plural of substantives, and principal parts of verbs, when other than the ordinary -s, -ed.

II. The Morphology or Form-History [within heavy square brackets] includes : 1. the Derivation, or Etymology,

showing the actual origin of the word, when ascertained. 2. The Subsequent Form-history in English, when this presents

special features, as phonetic change, contraction, corruption, perversion by popular etymology or erroneous association.

3. Miscellaneous facts as to the history of the word, its age, obsolescence, revival, refashioning, change of pronunciation,
confusion with other words.

In the light of historical Etymology, an English word is (i) The extant formal representative, or direct phonetic

descendant, of an earlier word
;

that is to say, it is the earlier word itself, in a later or more recent form, as it has been

unconsciously changed in the mouths of the successive generations that have used it. For example, ACRE (now really

/'kaj), formerly aker, is the extant form of Old English cecer, this the later form of prehistoric eecr, the special English
form of acr, air, this of West Germanic akra, this, through earlier akra-z, of Original Teutonic akro-z, this of original

Aryan or Indo-European agro-s; and agros, akroz, akraz, akra, akr, cecr, cecer, aker, aker, acre ('-kaa), are all merely
successive and temporary forms of one and the same word, as employed during successive periods. The word has never

died
;

no year, no day probably, has passed without its being uttered by many : but this constant use has so worn it

down and modified its form, that we commonly look upon acre as a distinct word from agros, with which it is con-

nected by many intermediate forms, of which only a few have been discriminated in writing, while the finer and more

intimately connecting links have never been written. This phonetic descent is symbolized by (: ); thus ACRE: OE.
cecer : O.Teut. *akro-z.

If not the extant formal representative of an original Teutonic word, an English word has been (2) adopted (a.), or

(3) adapted (ad.), from some foreign language; i.e. it is a word once foreign, but now, without or with intentional change
of form, used as English; or it has been {informed on or from

(f.)
native or foreign elements, or from a combination

of them. Adoption is essentially a popular process, at work whenever the speakers of one language come into contact with

the speakers of another, from whom they acquire foreign things, or foreign ideas, with their foreign names. It has pre-

vailed in English at all periods from the earliest to the latest times : inch, pound, street, rose, cat, prison, algebra, antic,

orange, tobacco, tea, canoe, focus, meerschaum, are adopted words. Adaptation is essentially a learned or literary process; it

consists in adapting a foreign word to the
'

analogies of the language ', and so depriving it of its foreign termination.

Examples are Latin or Greek words reduced to their stem form, or receiving recognized English endings. Latin words

which lived on in Gaul there underwent regular phonetic changes, whereby they at length became ' French
'

;
in this

living French form they were adopted in Middle English ;
but in more recent times numerous Latin words have been taken

into English directly, yet modified, in their terminations, in the same way as if they had lived on in French and been

thence adopted into English *. Such English words originate in an adaptation of the Latin original, not in an adoption

of its French (or other Romance) extant representative. Formation consists in the combination of existing words or parts of

words with each other, or with living formalives, i.e. syllables which no longer exist as separate words, but yet have an

appreciable signification which they impart to the new product. Formation is the chief natural process by which the

vocabulary of a language is increased : it is both popular and learned ;
in its popular application, it gives such words as

* The French words adopted before 1400 were generally taken from the Anglo-French, or French spoken for several centuries in England,
where they had undergone further phonetic change. It was in strict conformity with linguistic facts that Chaucer told of his Prioresse :

' Frenssh she spak ful faire and fetisly,

After the scole of Stratford at-te Bowe,
For frenssh of Parys was to hire vnknowe :

'

for the Anglo- F"rench dialect of the I4th century was distinct not only from Parisian, but from all dialects of continental French. In its origin

a mixture of various Norman and other Northern French dialects, afterwards mixed with and greatly modified by Angevin, Parisian, Poitevin, and

other elements, and more and more exposed to the overpowering influence of literary French, it had yet received, on this side the Channel, a distinct

and independent development, following, in its phonology especially, English and not continental tendencies. As the natural speech of the higher

and educated classes, it died out in the fourteenth century ; but it maintained a kind of artificial existence for a longer period, and was used (in an in-

creasingly debased form) for writing law-reports down to the I /th century, in which stage it still influenced the spelling of English words. Its forms

survive in many of onr terminations : armour, colour, glorious, gracious, envious, perilous, arrival, espousal, language, enjoy, benefit, gaoler, caitif,

are the actual Anglo-French forms, as distinct from those of continental Old and Modern French. As a rule, it may be assumed that the original

form of every Middle English word of French origin was identical with the Anglo-F>ench form ;
and that, where a gap appears between the

earliest known English form of a word and its Old French equivalent, that gap would be filled up by the recovery of the Anglo-French and

earliest English form. It was not until the fifteenth century, and chiefly at the hands of Caxton, that continental French forms and spellings

began directly to influence our language.
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black-bird, shep-herd, work-er, high-ness, grand-ly, a-swim, be-moan, after-noon ;
in learned application, such as con-caten-alion,

mono-petal-ous, chloro-phyl, tele-phone ;
in a mixture of the two, such as acknowledge-menI, lion-ize, starv-ation, betroth-al.

Much of the terminology of modern science is identical, or as nearly so as the forms of the languages permit, in

English and French, in English, French, and German, or sometimes even in most of the European languages. It would

often be as difficult as useless to ascertain in which language a particular scientific term first appeared in print, this

being, linguistically, a mere accident : the word was accepted as common property from the beginning. In such cases,

modern formation (mod. f.)
is employed to intimate that it is uncertain in what modern language, English or continental, the

word was first used; it may indeed have occurred first in some modern Latin work, either of English or foreign authorship.

Phonetic descent (: ), adoption (a.), adaptation (ad.), \\orA~formation (f.)
are usually combined.under the term derivation;

but, until we know in which of them, singly or in combination, a word has originated, we do not know its Etymology.
In this Dictionary, words originally native are traced to their earliest known English, and, when possible, to their

earliest Teutonic form, authenticated and illustrated by the cognate words in other Teutonic languages and dialects
; those

of foreign origin are referred to the foreign word or elements whence they were immediately adopted or formed. In certain

cases these foreign words, especially the French, are themselves traced to their antecedent forms or component elements
;

but these antecedents are considered only with a view to the clearer comprehension of the history and use of the word in

English. To trace the remoter history of these words, and determine their Aryan or other '

roots,' is no part of their

English history.

Of many words it has to be stated that their origin is either doubtful or altogether unknown. In such cases the

historical facts are given, as far as they go, and their bearing occasionally indicated. But conjectural etymologies are rarely

referred to, except to point out their agreement or disagreement with the historical facts
;

for these, and the full discussion

which they require, the reader is referred to special treatises on etymology.

III. The Signification (Sematology). Some words have only one invariable signification ;
but most words that

have been used for any length of time in a language have acquired a long and sometimes intricate series of significations, as the

primitive sense has been gradually extended to include allied or associated ideas, or transferred boldly to figurative and ana-

logical uses. This happens to a greater extent with relational words, as prepositions (cf. About, After, Against, And, Anenl]
than with notional words, as verbs and nouns ; of these, also, it affects verbs and adjectives more than substantives ; of substan-

tives, it influences those which express actions, qualities, and mental conceptions (cf. Account), more than those which name,
and are, as it were, fixed to material objects. Yet even these latter have often acquired many different senses. Thus, Board

names a material object ; yet compare : a thin board, a frugal board, a card-board, board and lodgings, passengers on board,

to fall over board, to sit at the council board, a board school, the Board of Trade, to tread the boards, a sea.-Aoard parish.

The order in which these senses were developed is one of the most important facts in the history of the word
;
to discover

and exhibit it are among the most difficult duties of a dictionary which aims at giving this history. If the historical record

were complete, that is, if we possessed written examples of all the uses of each word from the beginning, the simple exhibition

of these would display a rational or logical development. The historical record is not complete enough to do this, but it is

usually sufficient to enable us to infer the actual order. In exhibiting this in the Dictionary, that sense is placed first which

was actually the earliest in the language : the others follow in the order in which they appear to have arisen. As, however,

the development often proceeded in many branching lines, sometimes parallel, often divergent, it is evident that it cannot be

adequately represented in a single linear series. Hence, while the senses are numbered straight on i, 2, 3, &c., they are also

grouped under branches marked I, II, III, &c., in each of which the historical order begins afresh. Subdivisions of the senses,

varieties of construction, &c., are marked a, b, c, &c.
; subdivisions of these, which rarely occur, (<?.), (b.), (c.), &c. So far

for words of which the senses have been developed in English itself. But in adopted or adapted words which had already

acquired various significations in the language (e.g. Latin) from which they were taken, it often happens that the order in

which the senses appeared in English does not agree with the natural order in which they were developed in the original

language. The English order is in fact accidental. For it was not in the primary sense that the word was first taken into

English, but in a figurative, transferred, or specialized use, as an ecclesiastical, legal, grammatical, or medical term, which

perhaps took root in our language, and here received a development of its own. Subsequently, however, familiarity with

the Latin language and literature sometimes led to a fresh adoption of the word in the primary sense, or to a sudden

extension of English usage, so as to include the primary sense, which thus appears as of quite late origin in English.

In such a case it is not possible to make the historical order of the senses in English agree with the logical order in which

they arose in Latin or other previous language ;
and every such word must be treated in the way which seems best

suited to exhibit the facts of its own history and use. Instances of such words are afforded by ADVKNT, AGONY, AN-

NUNCIATION, APPEND.

Obsolete Senses, like obsolete words, have t prefixed, so as to be at once distinguished from those now in use. Under ^f

are included Catachrestic and erroneous uses, confusions, and the like.

To a great extent the explanations of the meanings have been framed anew upon a study of all the quotations
for each word collected for this work, of which those printed form only a small part. But the labours of other

scholars in this, the most successfully cultivated department of English lexicography, have not been neglected. In

particular, the explanations of Dr. Johnson and of his editor Archdeacon Todd have often been adopted unchanged

(within inverted commas and marked J. or T.), as have those of N. Bailey, and other early lexicographers, to whom it

is only right to give credit for original work which has become the common property of all their successors.

.
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IV. The Quotations illustrate the forms and uses of the word, showing the age of the word generally, and of its

various senses particularly; the earliest and, in obsolete words or senses, the latest, known instances of its occurrence

being always quoted. Except in special cases, where the letters of the Greek alphabet, a, ft y, &c. are used to separate

parallel forms, the illustration of the forms is subordinated to that of the senses : the quotations illustrating each sense

immediately follow the explanation. They are arranged chronologically, so as to give about one for each century,

though various considerations often render a larger number necessary. The original spelling is retained, as an essential

part of the history of the language. But merely graphical or typographical devices, such as contractions, erratic

presence of capitals, and (in seventeenth-century books) employment of italics to emphasize words, phrases, or whole

passages, are not reproduced ;
and simple blunders, which would mislead the reader, are tacitly corrected. The recent

use of italics, to indicate a doubt about the status of a word, is retained as being often of historical importance.

As to letters, the Old and Middle English
' thorn' (}>

= M) and Old English 'divided d' or 'the' (8; usually only a variant of '

]>', though some-

times distinguished, as in the KEY TO PRONUNCIATION) are retained; also ME. '

open-tailed g', or
'

yea' (3=/ initially, gh finally). In Old

English, the letter g had the form '

J, g
'

(a peculiar British development of the Roman G). Besides the original sound in go, gild, this letter had also

(at least in later Old English) a fricative sound as in German ta^f, or Irish louy// (or both', and a palatalized sound, approximately y mye,yes. After

the Norman Conquest the modern forms '

g, g ',
were introduced (from French) for the sound in go, and the new sound in .finder ;

but the OE. form

(in process of time slightly modified) was retained for the sounds in \ougA, yes, till the introduction of Printing. In printing Old English,

modern scholars sometimes reproduce the contemporary 's,g' (as is done by Sievers, in his Angelsaehsischt GrammatiK), but more commonly
substitute modern '

g, g '. The adoption of cither course exclusively in this work would have broken the historical continuity of the forms ; in the

one case, we should have had the same word appealing in the eleventh century as
'

sold ', and in the twelfth century as
'

gold
'

;
in the other, the

same word written in the eleventh century
'

ge
' and in twelfth century

'

3e '. To avoid this, both forms are here used in Old English, in accordance

with the Middle English distinction in their use ; thus,
'

gold ',
'

so ',

'

decs
'

The reader will understand that
'

g
'

and '

s
'

represent the same Old

English letter, and that the distinction made between them is purely editorial (though certainly corresponding to a distinction of sound in OE.).
For ME. the form '

3

'

commonly used in reprints is employed, so that OE. '

sc
'

becomes ME. '

se ', modern '

ye
'

; OE. '

senos, senoh
'

t

ME. '

yno;, inouj ', mod. '

enough '.

It is to be distinctly borne in mind that the quotations are not merely examples of the fully developed use of the word

or special sense under which they are cited : they have also to illustrate its origin, its gradual separation from allied words

or senses, or even, by negative evidence, its non-existence at the given date. It would often have been desirable to annotate

the quotations, explaining the purpose for which they are adduced
; but the exigencies of space render this impossible, and

they are therefore left to speak for themselves. Some help has been offered by enclosing within
[.

.
.] quotations given for

what may be called subsidiary purposes.

The need to keep the Dictionary within practicable limits has also rendered it necessary to give only a minimum

of quotations selected from the material available, and to make those given as brief as possible. It is to be observed

that in their abridged form they simply illustrate the word, phrase, or construction, for which they are given, and do

not necessarily express the sentiments of their authors, though in no case have they been intentionally curtailed in such

a way as to misrepresent their original meaning. This, however, may always be ascertained, and the full context recovered,

by help of the exact reference to author, work, and passage, which it is a special feature of this work to give. Here

also the utmost conciseness has been indispensable ; the exact date renders the surnames only of authors in most cases

sufficient
;
the titles of books are so abbreviated as to be recognizable by those who know them, or to be adequate for the

purpose of reference to a library or bibliographical catalogue. This is all that is now attempted; but a list, hereafter to be

given, of all the authors and works quoted, with the editions read, and the Readers who extracted them for the Dictionary

will give the full title of each work and form of abbreviation used, as well as indicate the mode of reference to each. Mean-

while, it may be stated that, in order to make the latter as simple as possible, an approximately uniform value has been given

to different forms of numerals. Thus, in all works, Roman Capitals (IV.) stand for rolume
;

small capitals (iv.) for

book, par/, or other larger division; lower-case letters (iv.) for chapter or its equivalent; and Arabic numerals (42) for

page. Other divisions, as marginal section the most useful of references, since it is not dependent on the paging of a

particular edition are indicated by special marks. In the Essayists of the i8th c. (Spectator, &c.), of which the editions

are innumerable, the reference T is to the paragraphs of each essay or number, counted for this purpose. In Poetry,

the reference iv. iv. 42 means act, scene, line; or canto, stanza, line, (rarely book, canto, stanza?) as the work may be divided.

In Shaksfiere (where the reading is that of the First Folio, 1623) the lines of the Globe edition are referred to. In

dramatic works, or other long poems, of which the lines are not numbered, the Arabic numerals mean the page of the

edition quoted. Single poems are, whenever possible, cited by name and line; in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, every

edition of which has its own order and numbering, the only useful mode of reference was to number the lines of

each piece, tale, or prologue, separately. As neither MSS. nor editions agree as to the junction of the Canon's Yeoman's

Prologue and Tale, the two have been reckoned as one piece. Melibaus and the Parson's Tale are referred to by the

versicles as divided in the Six-text edition, but numbered separately. In many works, both prose and verse, the only

available reference has been to the volume and page of a specified edition, which is thus indicated,
' Wks. 1802, III. 178 '.

Wherever practicable, a work is dated and quoted from its first edition : if the reference is to a later edition (as

has been often unavoidable), the date of this is added (within parentheses) to the reference *. It is necessary to be

* In the case of some well-known and often-quoted works, where the reference is always to a standard edition or modern literal reprint, it

has not been thought necessary to insert the date of it. This omission occurs in the case of nearly all the publications printed by the

Early English Text and other similar Societies, the repiints of Mr. Arber, and the following among other works: Aneren Rivile (ed. 1853),

BKLLENUENE Livy (ed. 1821), LD. BEKNERS freissarl (ed. 1812), BURKE Works (ed. 1808), FABYAN Chronicle (ed. 1811), GOWER Confessio
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precise on this point ; for later editions often change the spelling : hence a quotation from them is valid for the use of

the word, but not for its spelling, at the date assigned. It is hoped that reasonable accuracy has been attained in

dates and references : in the former, absolute accuracy is in many cases impossible, and, for the purposes of this work,
not essential ;

in the latter, errors are inevitable in the work of so many years and so many readers.

SUBORDINATE WORDS.
Under this head are here included: i. (and mainly) Obsolete and variant forms of words, when these are so far

removed in spelling as not to come closely before or after the regular form, or readily to suggest it. These words are

concisely referred to the Wain Form to which they belong, with an explanatory synonym, when the latter is itself obsolete
;

as Almucantar, -urie, obs. ff. (i.e. obsolete forms of) ALMACANTUR; Abugge, obs. w. and s.w. f. (= obsolete western

and south-western form of) ABYE v.; Almoise, -moyse, var. (= variant of) ALMOSE, Obs. alms. To economize space
variant forms which differ from the regular form only in the doubling of a single consonant or the converse, as Appert
for APERT, Aple for APPLE, or in the interchange of u, v or i, j, are not usually inserted. 2. Irregular or Peculiar

inflexions of Main Words. 3. Alleged words of bad or doubtful formation, or doubtful existence, and spurious or

erroneous forms found in Dictionaries, or cited from single passages in authors, but having little or no claim to re-

cognition as genuine constituents of the English vocabulary: their character is pointed out, and their history briefly given.

COMBINATIONS.

Under this term are included all collocations of simple words in which the separate spelling of each word is retained,

whether they are formally connected by the hyphen, or virtually by the unity of their signification. The formal union

and the actual by no means coincide
; not only is the use of the hyphen a matter of indifference in an immense number

of cases, but in many where it is habitually used, the combination implies no unity of signification ;
while others, in which

there is a distinct unity or specialization of meaning, are not hyphened. The primary use of the hyphen is grammatical:
it implies either that the syntactic relation between two words is closer than if they stood side by side without it, or that

the relation is a less usual one than that which would at first sight suggest itself to us, if we saw the two words standing

unconnected. Thus, in the three sentences,
'

After consideration had been given to the proposal, it was duly accepted,'
'

After consideration the proposal was accepted,' 'After-consideration had shown him his mistake,' we have first no im-

mediate syntactic relation between after (conjunctive adverb) and consideration
; second/)', the relation of preposition and

object ; thirdly, the relation of attribute and substantive, closer than the first, less usual than the second (since after is more

commonly a preposition than an adjective). But after-consideration is not really a single word, any more than subsequent

consideration, fuller consideration
;
the hyphen being merely a convenient help to the sense, which would be clearly ex-

pressed in speech by the different phrase-accentuation of a-fter considera-tion and a-fter considera'(ton. And as this
'

help

to the sense
'

is not always equally necessary, nor its need equally appreciated in the same place, it is impossible that

its use should be uniform. Nevertheless after-consideration, as used above, is on the way to become a single word, which

reconsideration (chiefly because re- is not a separate word, but also because we have reconsider) is reckoned to be
;

and indeed close grammatical relation constantly accompanies close union of sense, so that in many combinations the hyphen
becomes an expression of this unification of sense. When this unification and specialization has proceeded so far that we

no longer analyze the combination into its elements, but take it in as a whole, as in blackberry, postman, newspaper, pro-

nouncing it in speech with a single accent, the hyphen is usually omitted, and the fully developed compound is written as

a single word. But as this also is a question of degree, there are necessarily many compounds as to which usage has not

yet determined whether they are to be written with the hyphen or as single words. Many specialized combinations,

indeed, are often not even hyphened : especially is this the case with descriptive names, formed of a substantive preceded

by an adjective or possessive case, or followed by a phrase, as Aaron's Rod, All fours, Blue John, Jack by the hedge,

Jack in a box, Jew's harp, Sea Anemone, Sea Horse.

There is thus considerable difficulty in determining to what extent combinations are matters for the lexicographer,

and to what extent they are merely grammatical. While no attempt is made fully to solve this difficulty, combinations

formal and virtual are, for practical purposes, divided into three classes: First, those in which each word retains its full

meaning, the relation between them falling under one or other of the ordinary grammatical categories. Of these, specimens

merely are given, at the end of each Article, which are printed in italics, and illustrated collectively by a few quotations.

Second: Combinations of which the signification is somewhat specialized, but still capable of being briefly explained in

a few words, in connexion with their cognates. These also are concisely treated at the end of the Main Article, where

they are printed in small Clarendon type in an alphabetical series, and illustrated by quotations arranged in the same order.

When these are very numerous the word illustrated is distinguished in the quotation by prefixing *, in order that it may
catch the eye more readily. Third: Combinations which attain in specialization of sense to the position of full compounds

Amanlis (ed. 1857), HALL Chronicle (ed. 1809), HOLINSHED Chronicle (ed. 1587), HOLLAND Pliny (ed. 1634), JOHNSON Works (ed. 1787),
LUTTRELL Brief Relation (ed. 1857% MAUNDEVII.E Travels (ed. 1839), SIR T. MORE Works (ed. 1557^ PALSGRAVE Rclaircissement de la

Langue Fran^aise (ed. 1852"), PECOCK Represser (ed. 1860), RALEIGH History of the World (ed. 1736), ROBERT OF BRUNNE Chronicle ,ed. 1825),
ROBERT OF GLOUCESTER Chronicle (ed. 1824"), SHAFTESBURY Characteristics (ed. 1737), SHOREHAM Poems (ed. 1849), ADAM SMITH Wealth

of A'ations (ed. 1869), SOUTHEY Works (ed. 1853), STANLEY History of Philosophy (ed. 1701), STEWART Chronicle of Scotland (ed. 1856),
TOPSELL History of Four-footed Beasts (ed. 1673), History of Serpents (ed. 1653), TREVISA Higdeifs Polychronicon (Rolls Series).
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or which are used in various senses, or have a long history, and thus require to be dealt with more at large. These are

enumerated (in SMALL CAPITALS) at the end of the Main Article, and thence referred to their alphabetical place, where they
are treated in all respects as Main Words.

All Compounds and Combinations of interest or importance will thus be found either in their alphabetical order, or

under the word which constitutes their first element. But phrases are treated under their leading word, as on account

of, under ACCOUNT ; and specific names, like Sea Anemone, Black Alder, under their generic names ANEMONE, ALDER, etc.

Sea Anemone is considered (linguistically) as a kind of Anemone, but Adam's Needle not as a kind of Needle, nor Mouse-ear

as a kind of Ear.

PRONUNCIATION.
The pronunciation is the actual living form or forms of a word, that is, the word itself, of which the current spelling

is only a symbolization generally, indeed, only the traditionally-preserved symbolization of an earlier form, sometimes

imperfect to begin with, still oftener corrupted in its passage to our time. This living form is the latest fact in the

form-history of the word, the starting-point of all investigations into its previous history, the only fact in its form-history

to which the lexicographer can personally witness. For all his statements as to its previous history are only reproductions
of the evidence of former witnesses, or deductions drawn from earlier modes of symbolizing the forms of the word then

current, checked and regulated by the ascertained laws and principles of phonology. To register the current pronunciation
is therefore essential, in a dictionary which deals with the language on historical principles. It would be manifestly absurd,

for example, to trace the form-history of the first numeral from the Old Teutonic am, through the Old English an, to the

Middle English oan, on, oon, one, and to stop short at the last of these, without recognizing the modern English wz>n, which

represents a greater change within the last three and a half centuries than had previously taken place in 1 500 years. The
fact that the written history, as embodied in the spelling, accidentally stops short at the Middle English one, makes it all

the more necessary to give the modern history and current form of the living word, since of these no hint is otherwise

conveyed.

But the living word is sound cognizable by the ear, and must therefore be itself symbolized in order to reach the

understanding through the eye. The most that can be done is to provide a careful and consistent means of representing

it, in which the symbols should agree with the actual values of letters used either in the earlier or later stages of the

language. For historical purposes the earlier values of letters are the more convenient
;
and accordingly, the symbols here

adopted are the Roman letters, in most cases retaining the values which they had when first employed to write English ;

to these are added such modifications and amplifications as are required by the phonetic changes and discriminations

which distinguish a modern from an ancient language. The reference of the symbols to a permanent standard, such

as the Visible Speech of Mr. A. Melville Bell, will be made elsewhere : in the following table they are merely illustrated by

words which exemplify the sounds.

As a general principle, each simple sound is represented .by a single symbol. In choosing additional symbols, regard has been had to former

usage or analog)' ;
thus 'x' was the Old English symbol for a in at,

'

9
'

the Icelandic for o in not ;
3 (reversed e) is used for a sound most commonly

written e, as in err, evet
; {reversed a) for a sound expressed by a in Sanskrit and Oriental languages, as in Chandarnagar or Chundernugger. In

the consonants, i (reversed r) is used for the vocalized retracted r in he?" ;

'

J>

'

and ' S
'

are taken from Old English, with their powers discriminated ;

J (*/')> 3 C2/')' an(i 9 (ng) fr m the Phonotypy of Messrs. Pitman and Ellis.

In the Vcnvels, ordinary (or short") quantity is unmarked ; long quantity is marked by (") ;
medial quantity, when distinguished, by (' ) ; obscure

quality by ("). In modern English speech, vowels are regularly obscured in syllables that have neither primary nor subordinate stress, especially

in those that follow the main stress
; they then approach, or fall into, the sound of the mid-mixed vowel or 3. But, in syllabic or rhetorical pro-

nunciation, or in singing, the original vowels are more or less heard ; by writing these with the mark of obscuration, we are enabled to indicate at

once the theoretical and the actual pronunciation. The vowel in pass, command, variously identified by different speakers with a in man, and a

in father, is symbolized by the avowedly ambiguous a. Similarly, the doubtful length of the o in off, soft, lost (by some made short as in got, by

some long as in Corfe, by others medial}, is indicated by {>.
In cases where sounds are identified by some English speakers, and distinguished by

others, it has been thought best to mark the distinction, which may be disregarded by those to whom it is unknown ; thus, the sounds in

iir and fur are discriminated by the majority of orthoepists, though commonly identified by natives of the south of, England, to whom our

Ki and fw will thus indicate the same sound. So 9 and p, in watch, Scotch, are identified by many.

The generally recognized Diphthongs in by, boy, bow, few, pure, are expressed by ai, oi, au, i, iii
;
and the diphthong in ay (yes) by ai (when

distinguished from that in eye, si). After r, the simple u, u, take the place of iii, iii
;
which is also the usage of many speakers after /, as in lieu,

h<nar, lre, where others make, or try to make, a diphthong. This doubtful diphthong we write hi, 'u, as 1
!

, I'D'a. The half-sized ',
u
,
are also

used to express the second element in the imperfect or doubtful diphthongs in fate, note (f<
Tl

t, nout), which many orthoepists treat only as long S, 6
;

the half-sized is similarly used to express the non-recognized vowel-element developed between I, e, o, u, and J or r, as in pier, pare, pore, -poor,

weary (pi'i, wi'ri).

Syllables are not divided ; but, when two vowels come together and do not make a diphthong, they are separated by the break (,)> which in

this case divides two syllables. The break is not written between the two vowels in groups such as -ial, -ian, in pitlor-ial, Fen-ian, which

are pronounced either in two syllables, or (familiarly) in one. It is written between t and J,
d and 3, in compounds like knightship (uitijip),

where the two consonants do not form a consonantal diphthong, as tj and dg ordinarily do, as in pitcher, lodging (pi'tjai, If-d^ir^. Also in words

like antacid, antambulacra! (jc:nt|ae'sid, Ee:nt|Ccmbittlt
Tl
'kral) where the first syllable is ant-, not an-. And it is used in 'combinations and long words

with two accents, to separate the two accentual groups into which the word naturally falls, as in plano-convex, agamogenesis (pU
7i
:no,k(vnvt-ks,

The main Stress or Syllabic Accent is indicated by a ' turned period
'

() after the vowel, whether long or short (not after the consonant at

the end of the syllable) ;
subordinate stress is marked (;), only where it attains to the strength of secondary accent, in long words and compounds,

as cty-stalltea'tion, a-fter-wi-tled ;
the ordinary subordinate stress, as in the first syllable of telesco'fic, anlece-dent, which is not more than tertiary,

is not marked, being sufficiently indicated by the clearness of the vowel (telfskfpik, ocnt/srdcnt). In loose combinations, of which both elements

have a main accent, the stronger stress is occasionally indicated by () as in a-fter-cou
-

nsel.
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KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION.

I. CONSONANTS.

g as in go (go").

h .

r .

i .

s .

w .

hw .

y ... >es (yes).

^o! (ho").

run (TDD), terrier (te'risj).

her (ha.i), farther (faufia.1).

jee (si), cess (ses).

wen (wen).

when (hwen)

b, d, f, k, 1, m, n, p, t, v, z have their usual values.

]>
as in thin (}>in), baM (bof).

3 ... Men (en), baMe (be^).

J ... shop (Jpp), disk (dij).

tj ... chvp (tj>p), difc/4 (ditj).

5 ... vin'on (vi'gan), de/euner

dg ... /ufl^e (dgdg).

rj
... siji,f (si'rjin), think

(j?iijk).

ng ... fier (firjgaj).

(FOREIGN.)

n as in French nasal, eviro (anvzron).

1* ... It. sera^/io (serS'Uo).

It. si,foie (sm'oTc).

Ger. s.c/i (ax), Sc. loe/< (lox, 1XW
)-

Ger. -Wz (ix*), Sc. KU/ii (nex
y
t).

Ger. sajtn (za'^en).

Ger. le^tn, rejnen (le'yfe

ORDINARY.

a as in Fr. a la mode (a la mod').

ai ... &ye=yes (ai), Isu/ah (aizai'a).

x ... man (maen).

a ... pass (pas), chant (tfont).

au ... load (laud), now (nau).

D ... cat (kt), son (sn).

e ... yet (yet), ten (ten).

e ... survey sb. (souve), Fr. attache
1

(ataje).

He ... Fr. chef (J?f).

a ... ever (evaj), nation (nei'Jan).

ai ... /, eye, (ai), b/nd (baind).

||? ... Fr. eau de vie (o da vr).

i ... Sit (sit), nystz'c (mistik).

i ... Psyche (sai'kz), react (rz'iK'kt).

... achor (e'"koj), morality (morae'Hti).

01 ... ozl (oil), boy (boi).

... hero (hi^'ro), zoology (zoiplodgi).

9 ... what (hwgt), watch (wjtj).

9, P got (gpt), soft (tfft).

p ... Ger. Koln (koln).

||o ... Fr. pea (po).

u ... fall (ful), book (buk).

iu ... dz<ration (diure^Jsn).

... unto (fnta), fragality (fra-).

i ... Matthea/ (mae'pia), virtae (va
-

jti).

||
u ... Ger. Mailer (mii'ler).

II a ... Fr. dane (da'n).

(see i, e, o, u) 1

1 o (see f 1 o) I
see

' p- xxlv> no 3 '

'
as in able (e'b'l), eaten (ft'n) = voice-glide.

II. VOWELS.

LONG,

a as in alms (amz), bar (baj).

v ... carl (kwl), far (Ivi).

e (e)... there (Seei), pear, pare (pej).

e(i
[

)... rein, rain (rein), the_y (fie
1

).

j ... P'r. fa/re (f|r').

a ... fi"r (faa), fern (fajn), earth (5j)>)

I (!)... bz'er (blj), clear (kllj).

* ... thz'ef (J>ff ), see (s; ).

6(5)... boar, bore (boj), glory (glo'ri).

o (o)... SD, sazt/ (sJo), soal (soul).

g ... wa/k (wgk), wart i

f ... short (J^it), thorn

||
6 ... Fr. coear (kor).

II
o ... Ger. Gothe (g<?te), Fr. jerfne (gon).

u (u) . . poor (pu-^j), moorish (mu')'rij).

iu, m ... pare (piui), lare (1'uoj).

u ... two moons (t m;7nz).

iu, la... few (nit), lute (l';7t).

II" ... Ger. gni'n (grn), Fr. jas (j(J).

OBSCURE,

a as in amoeba (amrba).

& ... accept (oekse'pt), maniac (mi
7
''nia;k).

v ... dal;<m (de'-twm).

e ... moment (rro
a'ment\ several (se'veral).

! ... sepa:ate (adj.) (se-paift).

... added (x'ded), entail (i

i ... vanz'ty (vx'niti).

t ... remain (rftn-T'-n), believe (bfl/'v).

o ... theory (J,/'ori).

if ... violet (vsi'iJlet), parody (poe-rocli).

... aathority (ffo'rlti).

f ... connect (k^ue'kt), amazon (

iu, iu verdare (va'jdiuj), measure

ic ... altogether

iu ... circalar

f the o in soft, of medial or doubtful length. Only in foreign (or earlier English) words.

In the ETYMOLOGY,

OE. e, o, representing an earlier a, are distinguished as f,
o (having the phonetic value of { and p, or 9, above) ;

as in ewaV from andi (OHG. anti,

Goth. anJei-s), monn from mann, on from an.
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LIST OF BREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c.

a. [in Etymol.] ...

a (as a 1300)
a., adj., adj

ai/sol., absol
abst



A NEW

ENGLISH DICTIONARY
ON A HISTORICAL BASIS.

A (')> the first letter ofthe Roman Alphabet, and

of its various subsequent modifications (as were

its prototypes Alpha of the Greek, and Aleph of the

Phoenician and old Hebrew); representing originally
in English, as in Latin, the ' low-back-wide

'

vowel,
formed with the widest opening of jaws, pharynx,
and lips. The plural has been written aes, A's, As.

11340 H AMI-OLE Pr. Consc. 481 And by bat cry men knawban
Whether it be man or weman, For when it es born it cryes swa .

If it be man it says a ! a ! That be first letter is of be nam
Of our forme-fader Adam. .1386 CHAUCER Prol. 161 On
which was first i-write a crowned A, And after, Amor vincit

omnia. 1401 Pol. Poems II. 57 I know not an a [A'J from the

wynd-mylne, ne a b [B] from a bole-foot. 1678 BUTLER Hndib.
m.i. 1006 And loue your Loues with A 's and />'s. 1765 TUCKER

Light of Nat, II. 89 Tully tells us, a hog has been known to

make a perfect letter A with his snout upon the ground ; but

nobody ever saw, or thought it possible to see, the whole poem
of Ennius scratched out in that manner: and I believe he

might have added safely, that no man ever saw a single A
written by a hog, without a multitude of other irregular
scratches round about it. a 1842 TENNYSON The Epic 50

Mouthing out his hollow oes and aes, Deep-chested music.

Forms of A, and Sounds historically represented

by it : see INTRODUCTION. The sounds now repre-
sented by A are thus symbolized in this work :

(1) e 1 in name, n^'m.

(2) e bare, bei.

(3) x man, msen.

(4) a in father, f

00 9 " w"ter,

(6) 9 want, wont.

vHedj, mse'rid.^.

se'pare't (-ft, -rt).

se'paret (-/t).

senta'jktik.

1/7'naj, amrba.

The vowel in chant, past, varies with different

speakers from 3 to 4, with various intermediate

sr'nds, and is here, with intentional ambiguity,
indicated by
(7) a as tfant, past (without determining the

quantity or quality).
In unaccented syllables these vowels are modified,
and obscured ; thus :

(8) e (i) in village, marriage,

(9) e> (e) separate, v.

(10) e (<*) separate, adj.

(n) & antarctic,

(12) a lunar, amoeba,

('3) 9 a a!*thority,
i and 2 are also commonly represented by the di-

graphs ai, ay, as in pam, pay, pair (pe'n, pJ', pea) ;

and 5 by an, aw, as in laud, law (Igd, 1). Ai, ay

rarely represent a diphthong (ai), as in ay, Isa/ah

(ai, sizai'a, also si, aiz^i'a) ;
an is a diphthong

(au) only in foreign words.

Except in syllabic, or strictly rhetorical utterance,

10, n, 12 are practically
= 3 (e in water, wg'tai) ;

and 13 = 6 (as in collect, kole'kt), sinking collo-

quially to 3 (jbp'riti, 6b(mti, abp-riti), to which
a'lso 9 (but not 8) falls in careless speech. In

rapid utterance this 3 may become a mere voice

glide ('), or entirely disappear, as separate adj.

se'paret, se'psrst, se'p'rst, se'prat. These phonetic
variations in actual speech are reflected in variant

spellings like mackarel, mackerel, mackrel ; abanet,
abnet ; caravel, carvel ; Catharine, Catherine, Cath-

rine; dependant, dependent; and common 'mis-

takes' in spelling, such as seperate.

II. The letters of the alphabet, or some of them,
are also used to indicate serial order and distinguish

things in a series, as the notes of the musical scale,

the 'quires' or sheets of a book, classes of ships,

propositions in logic, quantities in algebra, points,
and hence lines and figures in geometry. As the

VOL. I.

order is in some cases fixed, A or a has some

specialized uses :

1. In Music : The 6th note of the diatonic scale

of C major, or the first note of the relative minor

scale of C, corresponding to la in the Tonic Sol-fa

notation. Also, the scale of a composition with

A as its key-note ; as ' a symphony in A.'

1609 DOL-LAND Ornithoparcus Micrologns 22 In the first

part set A Ba.ie, in the third D set re, in the fifth A lamire.

1806 CALLCOTT Gramm. of Music The notes of Music are

named from the first seven letters of the alphabet, A, B, C,

D, E, F, G. When the Melody, or Tune, exceeds these seven,

the same series of letters must be repeated. 1880 GKOVE
Diet. J\!us. I. 192 The beautiful and passionate Sonata in A
which was inspired by and dedicated to his [Beethoven's]
friend Madame Ertmann.

2. In Nautical language : see A I below.

3. In Logic : a universal affirmative.

1866 MAN'SEL (in Bowen Logic 201) A is declared by Aris-

totle to be the most difficult proposition to establish, and

the easiest to overthrow.

4. In Abstract reasoning, hypothetical argumen-
tation, Law, etc. A means any one thing or person,

B another, C a third, etc.
; as, A becomes surety to B

for C ; C fails in his engagements, on which B, etc.

1870 BOWEN Logic iii. 49 Every conceivable thing is either

A oriwt-A. Of course A and not-A, taken together, include

the universe.

5. In Algebra : a, b, c, and other early letters of

the alphabet are used to express known quantities,

as x, y, z are to express the unknown.
III. Abbreviations. A., a., a., stands for

1. anno, in the year, as A.D. anno domini, in the year of

our Lord; A.M. <*<> >/<<#, in the
year

ofthe world; A.U.C.
anno nrbis conditx, in the year of the city (Rome) having
been founded. 2. ante, as,' &.m.' ante meridiem, before noon;
a. 1600 or a 1600, before 1600. 3. adjective; active (verb).

4. arliunt, as A.B. artiitm baccalanreits', A.M. artiitm

maltster; which in England are now written B.A., M.A.,
Bachelor, and Master, of Arts. 5. alto. 6. accepted (of bills).

7. Associate, as A.L.S. Associate of theLinnzan Society. 8.

R.A. Royal Artillery,Royal Academy or Academician ; F.S.A.

Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries; F.R.A.S. Fellowofthe

Royal Astronomical Society, and many similar titles. 9.

A.B. able-bodied seaman. 10. a or aa in Med. ANA, q.v.

TV. Phrases, l.Aperse; the letterA when stand-

ing by itself, especially when making a word.
The word a was formerly spelt

'

a-per-se, a,' that is, 'a by
itself makes the word a,' whence also the letter itself was
sometimes called A-per-se-A. So also / per se, O per se,

q-pcr-se (and-per-se, an-per-se, ampersee).

Hence b. Jig. (also formerly Apersie, Apersey,
A per C) the first, chief, most excellent, most dis-

tinguished, or unique person or thing ; one who is

facile princeps, or in modern phrase, A I.

1475 HENRVSON Test, of Cresseide 78 (Speght's Chaucer)
The floure and A per se of Troie and Grece. a 1500 MS.
Cantab. Ff. ii. 38 f. 51 Thow schalt be an apersey, my sone,
In mylys ij, or thre. 1501 DUNBAR Poems, Sv&tt, (1865) 277
London, thowe arte of townes A per se. 1567 DRANT Horace

Epist. II. i If they make them A per se Aes that none are like

to them. 1578 Gvde andGodlie Ballates 128 Christ Jesus is

ane AperC, Andpeirlesse Prince of all mercy. 160* MIDDLE-
TON Blurt in. iii Who that is the a-per-se of all, the very
cream of all.

2. AI. Applied in Lloyd's Register to ships in first-

class condition, as to hull and stores alike. 'The
character A denotes New ships, or Ships Renewed
or Restored. The Stores of Vessels are designated

by the figures I and 2 ; I signifying that the Vessel

is well and sufficiently fonnd.' Key to the Register.
Added to the names of ships, as 'the fast-sailing ship

"Sea-breeze," A i at Lloyd's,' or used attributively,

'the splendid A i clipper-built ship "Miranda."'

Hence, fg. (familiar and savouring of commercial

phraseology), A I, or in U.S. A No. I, is used adjec-

tively for
'

prime, first-class.'

1837 DICKENS rkkaiick 341 (1847)
' He must be a first-

rater,' said Sam. '

Ai,'replied Mr. Roker. 1851 MRS. STOWE
Dred I. 313 An A number on*: cook, and no mistake. 1861

COL. G. WOLSELEV (Reynolds Xaosp. Nov. 24) The Chinese

police are certainly A i at such work.

t A, adj\ definite numeral. Obs. or dial. ApocOr

pate form of an, ane, used only before a consonant.

[OE. An, one, of which the n began to disappear
before a cons, about 1150. In the definite numeral

sense, an and d, following the ordinary course ofOE.

long d, became in the south bef. 1 300, on (oon, one),

; (oo); and eventually o became obs., leaving one as

the form in all positions ;
while an and a, pronounced

lightly and indistinctly, became the 'indefinite ar-

ticle.' See next word. But in the north an (or ane)

and a were written in both senses, the stress or em-

phasis alone distinguishing the numeral from the

article.] See AN(E, O a., and ONE.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. How. 39 Ure drihten drof fele deules

togedere ut of a man, be was of his wit. c 1300 A'. Alis.

5955 An eighe he had in his vys, And a foot, and no moo

Iwys. c 1350 HAMFOLE Prose Tr. 32 Some ere of '.. tre and

some er of anojier. 1483 CAXTON, Geoffroi de la Tour, If.

iiii b, They satte att dyner in a hall and the quene in another

A in the various forms a, ae, eae, eea, yea, ya, is still the

regular form of the numeral one when used adjectively, in the

northern dialects, the absolute form being an, ane, fan, yen,

yan, etc.

A (toneless a, a
; emph. <

T
'), *#''-, called

' indefinite

article.' Before a vowel-sound ar (an, emph. sen).

[A weakening of OE. an, 'one,' already by 1150
reduced before a cons, to a. About the same time

the numeral began to be used in a weakened sense

(usually unexpressed in OE. as he ivies god man,
'he was a good man"; cf. Chron. 1137 'he wjes

god munec & god man,' and 1140 'he wtes an

yuel man ') ; becoming in this sense proclitic and

toneless, an, a, while as a numeral it remained long,

an, d, and passed regularly during the next cent,

into on, o; see the prec. word. Though an began
to sink to a in midl. dial, by 1 150, it often remained

bef. a cons, to 1300; bef. sounded /;, an was re-

tained after 1600, and somet. after 1 700, as a:i house,

an heifer, an hermitage. The present rule is to

use an bef. a vo\vel-sound (incl. h mute, as an hour) ;

a bef. a consonant-sound (including h sounded,

and cu-, u- with sound of yn-, as a host, a o*e, a

ezintich,atmit). But in unaccented syllables, p-.any,

perhaps most, writers still retain an bef. sounded

/;, some even bef. en, u, as an historian, an eu-

phonic vowel, an united appeal, though this is all but

obsolete in speech, and in writing a becomes in-

creasingly common in this position. A, an has

been indeclinable in midl. and north, dial, since

1 150, but vestiges of the OE. declension (as nom. f.

ane, gen. m. ancs, gen. & dat. f. are, ace. m. aimc) re-

mained much later in southern. In north, an was fre-

quently written ane (withe mute), the use ofa and an(e

being as elsewhere ; but about 1475 Scottish writers

began to use ane in all positions, a practice which

prevailed till the disuse of literary Scotch after 1600.

Quotations illustrating the history of the forms:

<rii3l O. E. Clircm. (Laud. MS.) anno 1125 Se man8e hafde

an pund he ne mihte cysten a-nne peni at anne market, c 1150



\

ibid, anno 1 1 37, Wei bu myhtes faren all a dse'is fare, sculdest
bu neure finden man in tune sittende. ^1175 Lamb. Horn.
221 God ba ^eworhte aenne man of lame, a 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 47 jif hie was riche wimman, a lomb. 1105 LAYA-
MON I. 3 A [ttiasf. ] Frenchis clerc, Wace wes ihoten, ba luuede
he a \Jcin.\ maide, beo was Lauine mawe. 1483 CAXTON
Geoffroi de la Tonr E 4 A baronnesse, ryght a hyghe and
noble lady of lygnage. 1532 MORE Cotif. 'J'yndale Wks. 1557
447/2 We haue two articles in english, a & the : a or an (for
bothe is one article, the tone before a consonant the tother
before a vowell) is commen to euery thinge almost. 1611

BIBLE Acts vii. 47 But Solomon built him an house [1881
Revised a house]. Ibid. vii. 27 An eunuch of great au-

thority [Revised a eunuch]. 1732 POPE Essay Man iv. 78
Nor in an hermitage set Dr. Clarke. 1763 JOHNSON Aschain
Wks. 1816 XII. 306 An yearly pension. 1823 LINGARD
Hist. Eng. VI. 219 An eulogium on his talents. 1850 MRS,
JAMESON Sac.

<fr Leg. Art 206 A eulogium of Mary Magda-
lene. 1857 LKVER Tom Burke xxxix. 387 A eulogium on their

conduct. 1843 }*enny Cycl. XXVI. 25/2 In November [1835]
the great seal was put to a charter creating a University of

London. 1847 TENNYSON Princess \. 149 All wild to found
an University For maidens.

About the T.sth cent, a or an was commonly written

in comb, with the following sb. as atnan, anoke,
ancle. When they were separated, much uncer-

tainty prevailed as to the division ;
thus we find

a nend, a noke, a nadder, an adder, an csf. In

some words a mistaken division has passed into

usage : see ADDER, NEWT.
c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 515 And ry3t with bat worde he made

a nend. ]

A is strictly adjective and can only be used with
a substantive following. Meanings:
1. One, some, any : the oneness, or indefiniteness,

being implied rather than asserted. It is especially
used in first introducing an object to notice, which

object, after being introduced by a, is kept in view

by thc\ as *I plucked a flower; this is the flower.*

Used before a noun singular, and its attributes.

a. Ordinarily before the name of an individual

object or notion, or of a substance, quality or state

individualized, and before a collective noun, as a

tree, a wish, an ice, a beauty, a new ink, a greater
strength, a secondyouth, a legion, a hundred, apair.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 121 Vre drihten wes iled tosle^e al swa
me dede a seep. 1297 R. GLOUC. 78 He hadde a gret ost in

a lutel stonde. 1847 LONGF. Ev. i. i. 59 A celestial bright-
nessa more ethereal beauty. Mod. An ink that will retain
its fluidity; a permanent black. Is it a red wheat? Whav
kind of a wine is this? To walk out in a pouring rain. There
was a something of that we may be sure. Oh, a mere

nothing.

b. Also before proper names, used connotatively,
with reference to the qualities of the individual;
or figuratively as the type of a class.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. Yen. iv. i. 223 A Daniel come to iudge-
ment, yea a Daniel ! 1665*9 BOYLE Occ. Reft. iv. xii. 245

(1675) Our own History affords us a Henry the Fifth. 1683
D. A. Art of Converse 53 Cannot ye praise a philosopher
unless ye say he is an Aristotle, c 1830 A fable (in ^th Irish

Sckbk. 50) He whom his party deems a hero, His foes a Judas
or a Nero. 1855 TENNYSON Maud \. iv. 46 Shall I weep if a
Poland fall? shall I shriek if a Hungary fail?

C. A follows the adj. in many rt <-( -

" ni1 ' u ~

<

'

/ a!
vs any
, sum ;

tanner,

etc., as
'

v
See these

*

..O .ish.

____^ i.^ ^v. uuniused with the approximative a many
(see 2). Such a was earlier (2-3) a such. Each a and which a
survive in the north, as ilk a, ivhilk a. What manner a, and
its likes soon became corrupted to what manner of. See A
/rqMo
1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, v. iv. 12 Ah, what a shame ! ah, what

a fault were this! x6zx Wint. T. v. iii. 140 And haue

(in vaine) said many A prayer vpon her graue. 1611 BIBLE
Ruth iv. i Ho, such a one ! [Later reprints, such an one.]

James iii. 5 Behold, how great a matter a little fire kin-

dleth [1881 Revised Behold, now much wood is kindled by
ho"' Kill a fire.] Mod. Too high a price for so small an ad-

vantage. As fine a child as you will see.

d. V.
r
ith nouns of multitude, after which the gen.

sign, or prep, of, has been omitted, a conies appar-
>efore pi. nouns. Compare a score of men, a

'of} men, hundreds ofmen, a hundred men, a
-.r-td miles', and the obs. a certain of men or a

crtain men, now certain men. (See under these

jrds.)
c 1225 Sawles IVarde 251 pah ich hefde a busent tungen of

stele. 1523 Ln. BERNERS Froissart I. Ixxx. 101 A certayne
of varieties and boyes, who ran away. xiv. 13 A certayne
noble knightis . . she kept. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y.L. i. i. 2 It was
upon this fashion bequeathed me by will, but poore a thou-
sand crownes. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopins \. 32 Belisarius
commanded Bessas with a 1000. selected men to charge them.
1860 TYNDALL Glaciers \\. ii. 290 He had to retreat more
than a dozen times.

2. A with numeral adjectives removes their defi-

niteness, or expresses an approximate estimate :

some, a matter of, about
\
as a sixtyfathom, a six

years, a two hundred spears', so also a many men,
afew retainers, the latter already in OE. dnefeawa
(tine plural = some). An exceedingly common use

of a ini4-i6thc. Now obs. except in afew, a great

many, a good many (a many, a good few, a small

few, dialectal). See also under these words.

ioooGvsp. A~Kw/.(i6g8)5 Ane feawa worda. i97R.GLOUC.
18 De kyng with a fewe men hymself flew. 1366 MAUNDEV.
57 That See is wel a 6 myle of largenesse in bredth. c 1386
CHAUCER Sqityres T. 275 And up they risen, a ten other a
twelve. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froissart I. xxxvii. 50 A ii hun-
dred speres. xxxviii. 51, Axx. M. Almaynes. 1551 TURNER
Herbal ii. 7 Stepe them a fiue or sixe dayes in vineger. 1595
DKAKE Voyage (Hakl. Soc.)5 He had a three hundred men
more in his squadron. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. i. 121 And a

many merry men with him. 1611 BIBLE Lukeix. 28 An eight

days after these sayings. 1684 BUNYAN Pilg. Prog. \\ Introd.
Have also overcome a many evils. 1833 TENNYSON Miller's
Dau. 221 They have not shed a many tears, c 1860 H.
I!ONAR Hymn A few more struggles here, A few more part-

ings o'er, A few more toils, a few more tears, And we shall

weep no more. Mod* A great many acquaintances, a good
many well-wishers, a few tried friends.

3. In a more definite sense : One, a certain, a par-
ticular ; the same. Now only used in a few phrases
like once on a day, two at a time ; two, three, all of
a sort, a size, a price, an age.
c 1220 St, Katkeriae(A.\fo. Cl.) i Constantin & Maxence

weren on a time . . hehest in Rome. 1523 LD. BEHNKRS
Froissart I. ex. 132 In his dayes, ther was at a tyme, a great
tournayeng before Cambray. 1551 ROBINSON Mores Uto-

pia 45 The killing of a man or the takyng of his money. . .

were both a matter. 1553-87 FOXF. A. $ M. 695/1 (1596)
Whether the Christians yeeld to them, or yeeld not, all is a
matter. 1601 SHAKS. AlCs Well i. iii. 244 He and his Phisi-

tions Are of a minde. 1602 - Haml. v. ii. 277 These Foyles
haue all a length. 1694 BP. TENISON in Evelyn Mem.
(1857) III. 344 Six little pieces of coin (all of a sort) found in

an urn by a ploughman. 1701 SWIFT Wks.
(1755)

II. I. 25
The power of these princes . . was much of a size with that
of the kings in Sparta. Mod, Provb. Fowls of a feather flock

together.

4. '

Denoting the proportion of one thing to an-

other.' J. ; chiefly of rate or price : in each, to or

for each ; as a hundred a year, twenty pounds a

man, thirty shillings a head, sixpence an ounce,
a penny a line. This was originally the prepo-
sition a, OE. an, on, defining time, as in twice a

day; whence by slight extension, a penny a day
(par jour, per diem). Then, being formally identi-

fied with the indef. art., a, aj/was extended ana-

logically from time, to space, measure, weight, num-

ber, as a penny a mile, sixpence a pound (la livre\

tcnpence a hundred, so much a head. See A
prcp^ 8 b.

c tooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xvii. 4 Seofen si5um on dies, a 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 67 Knes o dai. Ibid. 109 Anes a dai. 1382
WYCLIF Matt. xx. 2 A peny for the day. 1526 TINDALE ib.

A per.y a daye. 1584 W. E(LDERTON) A new Yorkshire song
tVorke, Yorke, for my Monie, etc.] Yorksh. Antli. (1851) 2
And they shot for twentie poundes a bowe. 1725 DE FOE
Voyage round the World (1840) 50 His men to whom 1 gave
four pieces of eight a man. i794SouTHEV Botany Bay Eel. 3
Wks. II. 82 To be popt at like pigeons for sixpence a day.
1849 MACABLAY Hist, Eng. I. 305 Three hundred and eighty/
thousand pounds a year.

A, also a* (;, adj$ [from ALL
; /lost as in alms,

talk. A occurs rarely and doubtfully in ME. north,

or n. midl. ; #' is the current spelling in modern

literary Scotch.]
= ALL.

1280 Havelok 610 He sal hauen In his hand A denemark
and england. 1795 BURNS III. 234 For a' that, an' a' that,
His ribbond, star, an' a' that, The man o' independent mind
He looks an' laughs at a' that.

1A (a\ pron. Obs. or dial, [for HA ^HE, HEO, HI;

he, she, (it}, they, when stressless
; chiefly in southern

and western writers. A for he (ha in the Ayen-
bit} is common from 3 to 5 ; in the dramatists of

6, 7, it is frequent in representations of familiar

speech. A for ha, heo, = she, they, is rarer and
somewhat doubtful in Layamon, but common in

Trevisa; not found after 1450. Owing to the per-
sistence of grammatical gender in the south, Trevisa

also uses a he of inanimate objects, and so ap-

parently
=

it, which takes its place when rationality
and sex are substituted for gender in the concord

of the pronouns. The s.w. dialects still apply he

to inanimate objects. See further under HE.]
1. He.
1250 LAYAMON(/rt/Vr/f.r/) I. 59 pat

a lond a verde sechinge
ware he mihte wonie. [1205 he ferae sechinde.] c 1315 SHORE-
HAM Poems 3 Ac a deythe and he not [i.e. wots not] wanne.

1387 TREVISA Iligden (Norm. Inv. in Morris Specint. 341)
Kyng Edward hadde byhote due William bat a scholde be

kyng after hym if he dyede wyboute chyldern. c 1440 A rthitr

370 He went ouer to be hulle syde, And bere a fonde a
wommane byde. 1553 SIR T. GRESHAM (in Froude Hist. Eng.
V. xxix. 472/2) For that the retailer doth sell . . a doth not

only take away the living of the Merchant. 1584 PEELE
Arraign. Paris \\. i. 22 Tut, Mars hath horns to butt withal,

although no bull 'a shows, 'A never needs to mask in nets, 'a

fears no jealous foes. 1604 SHAKS. Haml. i\\. iii. 74 Now
might I doe it, but now a is a praying, And now He doo't,
and so a goes to heauen. 1610 Histriomastix \. 157 A speaks
to you players : I am the poet.

2. She.

1205 LAYAMON III. 127 Ne beo ich nauere bliSe, ba wile a

[the queen] beoS aliue. c 1220 St. Katherine (Abb. Cl.) 136
bus hwil a wiste hire & bohte ai to witen hire meiden in meiden-
had. 1387 TREVISA MS.Cott. Vesj>. D. vii. 2gb, He ran home

o uore & prayede hys w> f bat hue wolde helpe for to saue

lym, . . bote a dude pe contrary*.

3. It (for he).

1387 TREVISA (in Morris Spccim. 334}
Yn bis ylond groweb

a ston bat hatte gagates ; }ef me axe)> hys feyrnesse a ys
)Iak as gemmes bub . a brenneb yn water & quencheb in oyle
. ^if a ys yfroted & yhat, a holdeb what hym neyjheb ; 3ef
me axe^ hys gocdnes, hyt heeleb be dropesy & hyt be y-

drongke, etc. L 1500 Spirit. Rent, (in Nng& Poetical 67)

Cordys contrycio ys the too [=second] A wasshyth the

woundes as doth a welle.

4. They.
1205 LAYAMON I. 149 Ouer se a icomen; hauene sone a

nomen. [1250 Ouer see hii comen, and hauene hi nomen.]

1387 TREVISA Higden (Descr. Brit, in Morris Specim. 340)

pe kinges of Engelond woneb alwey fer fram bat contray,
for a bub more yturnd to be soub contray ; & jef a gob to be

nor|> contray, a gob wij? gret help & strengthe.

H A still retains all these meanings, and especially
that of he, in southern and western dialects, where

it appears as (a, a, 01). See Klworthy Gfamm.of
West Somerset Dial. 33, and Halliwell.
AKERMAN Wiltshire Tales One night a was coming whoame

vrom market, and veil off 's hos into the rood, a was zo drunk.

1864 TENNYSON Northern Farmer"yfrefr Pafgon jrtomes an'

a goos, an' a says it easy an' freeii. Ibid. Doctors, they knows
nowt, for a says what's nawways true : Naw soort o' koind
o' use to saay the things that a do.

In mod. north, dialects a, also aa, ah, aio (a, 9)
-

I, being the first half of the diphthong (ai, 91).

1864 T. CLARKE Jonny Shippardi^^\m. dial.) Let ma git

theear, an a's mebbie preeave a bit aaldther ner tha tak ma
ta be

% A! ^. for ha, ha*, a worn-down form of HAVE
(cf. French a from habet] when unaccented or

obscure in compound verbal forms, or where the

independent meaning is sunk in a phrase, as might
a been, would a said, should a thought, a done ! =
have done, a mind ! = have a mind. Exceedingly

frequent in 13-17^ c. ;
in later times chiefly in re-

presentations of colloquial or familiar speech, in

which it is still often said, though not written, ex-

cept in specimens of local dialects, where also,

under literary influence, it is generally spelt ha, ha,

although no h is pronounced.
1350 H''ill. Paleme 1177 A mynde on me lord, for bi moder

love help me. 1366 MAUNDEV. viii. 86 The lewes wolde a
stoned him. c 1400 APol. for Lollards, I knowlech to a felid

& seid bus. 1468 Ctn*. Alyst. 38(1841) Ha don; and answere
me as tyght. 1477 EARL RIVERS Du-fes(C&xton) 1 3, & might
a made you as euil as he. 1543 Si'.pp. to Hardyng 105
Richard might . . a saved hymself, if he would a fled awaie.

1556 Chron. Grey Friars 28 The byshoppe shulde a come
agayne to Powlles, & a preched agayne. 1684 BUNYAN Pilg.
11. 84 I might a had Husbands afore now, tho' I spake not of

it. 1864 TENNYSON Northern Fanner I done my duly by
un, as I 'a done by the lond. 1864 MRS. LLOYD Ladies of
Polearrow 149 We would a-had 'hurrahs' and a tar-barrel,

-Miss Loveday, ma'am.

T" A, adv. Obs. t also aa, o, oo. [OE. d, awa,

"cognate with ON. x, OHG. eo, io, Goth, aiw, cf.

aiws an age, L. aevuni, Gr. aiwv and adv. atff.

This word became obs. in i3th c., being replaced by
the cognate Norse word #3, at, ei, ay, aye, still used.

See AYE, and O.] Ever, aye, always.
aioooBt'o^vulfgi^Gs^ awyrdswa'trio' sceal. Ibid. 1914 pa;t

bin [dum] lyfao
' awa t<5 aldre. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 183 Te

engles .a. biholdeb be. 1205 LAYAMON II. 54 And a [1250
euere] to ure Hue ' witen ure leoden. c 1220 St. Kath. 279
l?at ha schulen lasten a. 1230 Ancren Riiule 36 World a buten
ende. izytHaliMeid. 15 peris a feht & mot beon aa nede.

_ft (a\/?v/.i, alsoo. [A worn-down proclitic form

of OK. preposition an, on. In compounds and
common phrases this became a even in OE., as a-

biitan, a timan. The separate an was labialized

to on, which form also (in West Saxon) absorbed
the prep. /';/, and so had the meanings on, in

; unto,

into, to. In nth c., on began to be reduced be-

fore consonants to o, which from its tonelessness

soon sank to a (a). Before a vowel an was occa-

sionally used ; when emphatic on remained. The

separate a is now rarely used, being replaced by
the full on, in, or the various prepositions which

represent them in modern idiom
; except in a few

verbal constructions, as to go a begging, to set a go-

ing
1

,
and in temporal distributive phrases, as twice

a day, once a year, where it has been confused with

the ' indefinite article.' See A adj.* 4. But the

preposition a really remains in a large number of

combinations, where present spelling treats it as a

prefix to the governed word, and the whole as a

compound adverb, as abed, afoot, aback, around,

atop, afloat, asleep, alive. As these combinations

are now viewed as individual words, they will be

found in their alphabetical places. The separate
uses of a, treated here, are very numerous, but all

included in those of OE. on]
1. Superposition : on ; as a the ground, a water

and a land, a the book, a the rood, a bed, a bench, a

shipboard, a wheels, a foot, a horseback. Ohs. ex-

cept in a few combinations, abed, aboard, ashore,

afield, afoot, etc.

a 1200 Moral Ode in Lamb. Horn. 173 Wise men . . a boken
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hit writen, f>er [me] mei hit reden. 1205 LAYAMON III. 7 pa
folc..bat J?er eoden a uotcn [1250 afotc]. 1230 Ancrcn
Riwle 430 Ase ofte ase }e readeS out [

= aught] o bisse hoc.

c 1420 LYDCATE Star. Thebes 1561 (Skeat) Hut he, alias ! was
mad light a foote. 1533 Lu. BERNERS Froissart I. xvii. 18

They are all a horsbacke. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. iii. 42 He
.. will stand a tip-toe. 1611 CHAPMAN May-Day (Plays 1873)

II. 328 Let her meditate a my late motion. 1616 PURCHAS

Pilg., Desc. Ind. (1864) 157 He almost first starued a ship-

boord. 1645 HOWELL EngL Tears 173/1 All my neighbour

Countreys were a fire. 1861 All Y. Round V. 13 And made
him trot, barefooted, on before Himself, who rode a horse-

back.

2. Motion : on, upon, on to ; as a the ground, a

the folk, a the stead, afield, a bed. Obs. exc. as in

prec. as go a-shore.

1205 LAYAMON I. 97 Moni eotend ic leide dead a bene

rund. ^1305 E. E. Poems, St. Katharine 92 [Thou] bus

fole maistres of clergie : bringest andsettest abenche. 1523
LD. BERNERS Froissart I. cxlvii. 176 The quene was brought
a bedde of a fayre lady named Margarete.

3. Juxtaposition: on, at; chiefly in the phrases
a right (or left} half, a this (or that) side, a God's

half= on God's side or behalf
;
and a-to-side = a t' o

side, on (the) one side, aside. Obs. exc. in comb.

^1x75 Lamb. Horn. 141 And ber stod a richt halue and
a leeft '. alse an caslel wal. c 1380 Sir Fcntmbras 1680

A bes half Mantrible be grete Citee \ ys be brigge y-set.

1449 PECOCK Represser 336 In the daies of Princis A this

side the Emperour Constantyn. 1477 EARL RIVERS Dictes

(Caxlon) i To sette a parte nlle ingratitude. X483CAXTON
Geoffroide la Tour E.v, And bothe . . wente and leyd them
self abothe his sydes. 1600 HOLLAND Lwy xxxvii. xi. 950
Those vessels which lay atone side upon the land. 1684
BUNYAN Pilg. ii. 67 I thought he gave you something, be-

cause he called you a to-side.

1 4. Position or situation : in ; as a thy hand, a

the world, a the folk, a the shroud, a watert
a blood,

a Rome. Obs.
c 1000 Blickl. Hfn. 89 On bendum & o wope. c 1066 O.E.

Ckron. (Cott. MS.) an. ion Man nolde him atiman gafol beo-

don. 1205 LAYAMON I. 49 A bon he3ene lawen [1250 In ban
hebene lawe]. a 1300 Judas, in Reliq. Ant. \. 144 Al it lavede

a blode. 1401 Pol. J*octs II. 43 Lijtly a lewid man maye
leyen hem a water. 1525 LD. BEKNEKS rroissart II. ccxxxii.

721 So the bysshoppe returned and came into Almaygne, and
founde the kyng a Conualence. 1608 TOI/RNEUR Reveng.
Tragacdie v. t. 129 That's enow a* conscience ! 1660 HAR-
RINGTON Prerog. of Pop, Sov. (1700) n. v. 362 Which is

enough, a conscience !

5. General direction or position : in the direction

of, towards ; as, a back, a fore, afar, a head, a side.

Still used in comb, aback, etc.

c 1420 LYDGATE Star. Thebes 1170 (Skeat Spec. Eng. Lit.)
And the remnaunt amased drogh a bak.

6. Partition : in, into
;
as a two, a three, a twelve,

a pieces. Obs. except in comb, asunder, apart.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 141 And ba fouwer weren ideled a

twelue. c 1280 F., E. Poems, Fall fy Passion 14 Hir ['03! hir

hert wot a two. 1398 TRKVISA Harth. De Pr. R. in. xii.

The vertu sensible bat meueS is departid a thre [ed. 1535 on

thre, 1582 in three]. 1509 FISHER IMs. (1876) 55 An other

sawed a two. 1535 COVERDALF. Acts \. 18, & brast a sunder
in the myddes. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, v. iv. So Being torne

a pieces. 16*3 BINGHAM Hist. Xenoplwn 75 Their legs and
sides crushed, and broken a peeces.

+ 7. Position in a series : at, in ; as afirst, a last, a

the(n} end. Obs.

1205 LAYAMON III. 106 ^> he com a Van ende. 1230 Ancr.
R. 46 A last schal siggen, hwo se con : Oremus.

8. Time : in, on, by ;
as a day, a night, an eve,

a morrow, a Monday, a doonfs day. Occ. prefixed
to OK. adverbial genitives dse^cs and nihtes, giving
a nights, now-a-days. Obs. exc. in a few archaic

phrases.
c 1000 Ags. Gospels Mark iv. 27, & sawe & arise daejes &

nihtes \Lindisf. & slepefl & arisaS on naeht and on dae^.
Hatton, & sawe & arise daises & nihtes]. Ibid. Luke xxi. 37
He was on dcei on bam temple Isrende . & on niht he code
& wunode on bam munte. 1205 LAYAMON II. 401 jif mon
mihte mid crafte

* a da-i ooer a nihte [lago Hi dai3e ober bi

nihte]. a 1200 Cotton Horn. 239 A domes deie. 1362 LANG-
LAND /'. /'/. A i. 99 And not to faste a Friday, c 1430 Syr
Generidfs 1797 Sith yesterday a eve, This sekenes first did

him greve. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froissart II. xxvii. 77 He
had not thanne this vsage to ryn a nyghtes, as he doeth nowe.

1575 LANEHAM Letter 20 (1871) A Sunday, opportunely, the

weather brake vp again. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. Cats. i. ii. 193 Let
me haue men about me, that are fat, Sleekeheaded men, and
such as sleepe a-nights. 1669 DIGBY Closet Opened (1677) 134
Monsieur de Bourdeaux used to take a mornings a broth

thus made. 1688 BUNVAN Holy War 336 The bold villain

. . . lurks in the Diabolonian dens a days and haunts like a

ghost honest men's houses a nights. 1721 SWIFT Efist. Corr.
" 557 Why did you not set out a Monday, like a true

country parson?
b. Especially, with adverbs of repetition: once,

twice, many times, oft a day (OE. on tfx$e\ twice a

week, thrice a year.
c looo Ags* Gospels Luke xx. 4 Seofan sibun on da^

\Lindisf. Scofa sifie on da^ej. rnjo Hatton Gosp.. ibid*

Seofen sySan n daij. a 1200 Trin. Coll. How, 67 Etc nu
leinte mete, and enes o day. Ibid. 109 Hie arist ancs a dai.

'1305 St. Edmund 72 And werede here brie a wyke, ober

tueye atte leste. 1382 WYCLIF Exod. xxiii. 17 Thries a jeer
(1388 in the Jeer] shal apere al thi maal child before the
Lord thi God. c 1386 CHAUCER Knight's T. 498 Ful ofte

a day he swelte and seyde alas! 1611 BIBLE Ps. cxix. 164
Seuen times a day doe I praise thee. 1878 HUXLEY Phy-
siogr. 174 It moves at the rate of between four and five miles
an hour.
In this construction ft is now generally explained as the

'indefinite article'; and it has, through such phrases as a

penny a day, fourteen shillings a iveek, led to the use of a.

to express rate, or proportion, as \n. a penny a mile, tenpcnce
a pound. Comp. French deux francs par jonr, and deux
francs la Ifare. See A adj? \.

t 9. Manner: in, with, etc.
;
as a this wise, a some

wise, agram=\n wrath, a scorn, a blisse\ a French,
a Latin

; a great speed, a purpose = on purpose, ft

colour = under colour, in the pretence, a f/ta^/iin
that way. Cf. OE. on pissre tutsan, on Engttsc,
mod. on this wise, in English. Obs.

1230 Ancrcn Riivle 100 Js is a cruel word, & a grim word
mid alle, j> vre Louerd sei5 ase a grome & a scorn, c 1305
.E. Poems, St. Kath. 92 For ich wole bet bat je hire ouer-

come : mid resouns a somme wise. 1387 TRKVISA Higden
Polychr. (in Morris Spectm. 338) To construe here lessons &
here bmgi* a Freynsch. c 1400 Afol.for Lollards 49 A color

of takyng of almis. 1533 MORE Anyiv. to Poysoned Boke
(Wks. 1557) 1117/2 Els may he neuer make himself so sure,
and face it out a this fashion. 1590 MARLOWE yew ofMalta
iv. iii. 312 Stands here a purpose. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well
u. iii. 265 Why dooest thou garter vp thyarmesa this fashion?

1695 CONGREVE Love for Love in. vii. 218 (1866) [A sailor

says] An' you stand astern a that'n we two will never grapple
together.

flO. Capacity: in any one's name; esp. a God^s

name. Obs.
c 1300 Life of Beket 146 And wende forth a Codes name:

to the hoh londe. -1386 CHAUCER Doctor's T. 250 Do with

your child your wille, a goddes name! 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froissart I. cxix. 142 Let them depart wnyder they woll a

goddes name, a 1577 NORTHBROOKE Against Dicing (1843)

152 Daunce a God's name. 1577 VAUTROVLLIER Luther's

Rp. to Galathians 129 Worke on a Gods blessing. 1600 HOL-
LAND Livy ix. iv. 315/2 Go then, Consuls, a gods name,
redeem the cittie. 1702 POPE Chaucer s U7

ifc of Bath 48
Let such (a God's name) with fine wheat be fed.

11. State : in
;
as a live, a sleep, a work, a jar,

a thirst, a blaze, afright, afloat, a stare. In these

the word governed by a was originally a noun, e.g.

life, sleep, work, float ('on the Mediterranean flote,
1

Shaks. Temp. I. ii. 234), but being often the verbal

sb. of state or act, it has been in modern times

erroneously taken as a verb, and used as a model
for forming such adverbial phrases from any verb,

as a-wash, a-blaze, a-bask, a-swim t a-Jlaunt, a-l>lou>,

a-dance, a-run, a-stare, a-gaze, a-hou>l, a-tremble,

a-$hake, a-jump. These are purely modern and

analogical.
1205 LAYAMON I. 59 Wei wes him on Hue. [1250 Wei was

him aliue.] c 1225 Sawles Warde 249 Lest sum for-truste

him, ant feole o slepe. 1533 MOKE Ansu-. to Poysoncd Boke
Wks. (1557) 1119/1 Al the while that al those holy folke

were a worke therwith. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars 47 And
[they] sette it alleafyer, and went their wayes agayne. 1611

COTGR. Estre an dcssus du rent, To flomish, live in pros-

peritie, be al a flaunt, or a height. 1611 HIBI.E 2 Chron. ii.

18 Three thousand and sixe hundred ouerseers to set the

people a worke. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle v. 1843 One
straight falles a sleep. 1663 SPALDING Troubles in reign of
Chas. 7(1829)44 The soldierssleepingcareles^lyin thebottom
of the ship upon heather, were all a-swim, through the water
that came in at the holes and leaks of the ship. 1868 Morn~

ingStari&June, Rocks which are a-wash at low tide.

12. Process; with a verbal sb. taken passively:
in process of, in course of, undergoing. Varying
with in: 'forty and six years was this temple in

building.* arch, or dial.

(In modern language the a. is omitted and the

verbal sb. treated as a participle, passive in sense ;

as tlie house iva$ a building, the house was building.
In still more modern speech ii formal participle

passive appears : the house was being built.}

1393 LANGLAND P. 1't. C iv. 51 We haue a wyndow a

worcnyng. 1489 CAXTON Faytcs of Arntes i. xiv. 37 Suche

fortyfycacyons are in dooyng. 1523 LD. BBSNBRS/VvMHZr/
I. cxx. 143 Ther they brake all [the bridge] to peaces that

had been longe a makynge. 1598 STOW Sitrvay of London
\. 3 (1603) Whilst these things were a doing. 1611 BIBLE
i Peter iii. 20 In the dayes of Noah while the Arke was a

preparing. 1662 H. kloKKAnt.ag: A //wism (1712)111. xiii. 130
The shrieks of men while they are a murthering. 1692
BENTLEY B*L. 211 The state or condition of matter before

the world was a-making, which is compendiously exprest by
the word chaos. 1727 WODROW Corresp. (1843) III. 296 To-

morrow, all day, papers will be a-reading.

13. Action ; with a verbal sb. taken actively.

a. with be : engaged in. arch, or dial.

(In literary Eng. the a is omitted, and the verbal

sb. treated as a participle agreeing with the sub-

ject, and governing its case, to be fishing, fighting,

making anything. But most of the southern dia-

lects, and the vulgar speech both in England and

America, retain the earlier usage.)
1523 Ln. BERNERS Froissart^

I. xviii. 20 They had ben
a fyghtyng with theyr cnnemies. 1x590 HORSEY Travels

(Hakl. Soc.) 163 His enyme . . that was a preparinge to

invade his countrys. 1683 tr. Erasmus Moriae Encomium
18 She imitates me in being always a laughing. 1684 BUSYAN

Pilg. n. (1862) 209 She is a taking of her last farewell of

her Country. 1716-18 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Letters I.

b. with verb of motion : to, into
;
to go a fish'

ing, come a wooing, fall a laughing, crying, fight-

ing, to set the bells a ringing, to send children a

begging. Arch, or dial, save in a few phrases, as

to go a begging (mostly of offices) ;
and with set, as

to set the clock a going, the bells a ringing, folk a

ihinking, where also a is often omitted.
1382 WVCI.IK John xxi. 3 I go to fische. 1523 TINDALE

IInd. I goo a fysshynge. 1551 ROBINSON Morn's Utopia 43
Whither, I pray you, but a beggynge or elles a stealing.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. (1651) in. 4. i. 3. 667 . . he would
burst out a laughing. 1692 BENTLEY B.L. 61 Watches
must be wound up to set them a going. 1715 BURNET Hist.
own Time II. 207 (1766) As soon as he was taken he fell a

crying. 1788 TH. JEFFERSON Writings II. 373 (1859^
We

were able to set the loan a going again. Mod. Such positions

rarely go a begging.

"VA 'a, a\//Y/.- Obs. [worn down from of,f being
dropped bcf. a cons., and the toneless o sunk into

the neutral 3, which being the ordinary sound of

toneless a, as in a man, amain, America, was here

also written a. It was once the ordinary repre-
sentative of of in certain phrases, as men a war,
cloth a gold, inns a court, time a day, fustian a

Napes, out a doors (where apparently confused
with at, cf. in a doorcs) and familiarly in many
others. In mod. spelling, oj when contracted is

written o\ but the familiar pronunciation is still a

as in man o
j

(9) ^w.]
1. Of.
? 1500 Chevy Chase (J/.9. Ashmole 48) 84 He spendycl A

spere a trusti tre. 1523 LD. BF.KNERS I-'roissart I. xxxviii.

52 The cyty was strong, and well furnysshed of men a warr.

1532 MORI-; Conf. Dr. Barnes vm. (Wks. 1557) 804/2, Ye
shall beare no part of that flesh foorth a dores. 1593 SHAKS.
Kick. II, i. iii. 76 The name of John a Gaunt. 1599 Much
Ado in. iv. 19 Cloth a gold and cut, and lac'd with siluer.

1599 CiiAi'MAN An humerons dayes w/j-rM (Plays, 1873) I. 63
Theeues, Puritanes, murderers, in adoores, I say. 1631
LKNTON Leasurcs char. 29 A young innes a court gentleman.
'^73 J- JANEWAY Heawn n/>on Earth (1847) 286 'Tis not

time-a-day for you to be sleeping or playing.

2. Especially common in the phrase a clock = Q$

the clock, o'clock.

(-1450 Wills and fur. Bury St. Edm. 17 At vii of the

clokke. 1480 Plntnpton Corr. 40 Uppon Munday by vm a
clocke. 1593 T. KALE Art of Dialling A. 3. The Meridian
and twelve a clock line are all out. 1598 1!. JONSON AV.
Man in }Iinn. (1616) I. iv. 14 It's sixe a clocke : I should ha

1

carried two turnes, by this. 1665 I'OVI.K Occ. Reft. vi. xv. 254

(1675) To know what a Clock it was. 1713 DERHAM Phy*
sico-Theol. 18 note, Sea-Breezes commonly rise in the Morn-

ing about Nine a Clock. 1741 AMHERST Terrze Filiiis I. 3

Coming into college at ten or eleven a clock at night.

3. After manner, kind, sort, etc. a, orig. the
' indef. article,' was taken as of. Orig. what man-
ner was in the genitive relation, thus: what manner
a man ? cujusmodi homo ; what manner men ? cujus-
modi homines? By being taken as of, a was first

extended to the plural, as 'what manner a men?' and

then changed to of, as in the mod. 'what manner
of men?' which no longer answers to cujusmodi
homines? but to qui modus hominum? The dialects

retain the original 'kind a' as kinda, kinder.

1388 WYCLIF Jndg. viii. -18 What maner men weren the!

[1382 What weren the men] that 5e kilHden in Thabor.
1611 What maner of men were they whom ye slew at

Tabor?] 1523 LD. BERNKRS Froissart I. Ixxv. 96 Ther
abode alyue no maner a person. 1583 GOI.IHNG Calvin rn

Dcut. vi. 33. 173, We know what maner a one that is. 1592
Rn. HYRDE tr. Fires' Instr. Christ. Woman G iij. \\'hai

maner a ones they shoulde be, S. Peter, & S. Panic, . . teach.

xxvii. 88 Orders. . . which may possibly be a month a-coming.

1769 ROBERTSON Charles V, III. vm. 65 The tempest which

had been so long a gathering was ready to break forth. 1815
LEIGH HUNT Feast of the Poets n You'd have thought
'twas the Bishops or Judges a coming. 1845 DISRAKI.I

A>/-//296 (Routl.) 'A-dropping wages, and a-raising tommy
like fun,' said Master Waghorn,

t A, pwp$ Obs. In phr. a f>c, a later form of OE.
Me = 0b~\mii\ +/c that, whereby a came to represent
OE. 08 till.

cnjs Lamb, Horn. 5 )>us ha hine hereden a l?e he rad in

et ban est lete. Ibid. 45 Ic ham }eue reste . . . from non on
saterdei a pa cume moncdeis lihting.

t A, fdtoj. Obs. A form apparently occurring oc-

casionaflybefore a consonant for a;/ = and, if. In

some cases, if not all, the correct MS. reading may
be a, compendium for an.

L-And.
c 1280 Fall ff Passion in E. E. Poents^ (1862) 13 Seue daies

a seue ni}! . vte of heuen hi ali^t . . an in to helle wer i(?row.

c 1400 Afol. for Lollards 56 He bat letti}> not silk Jelling,
wen he is holden a may, is strenid by ^e same gilt. < 1450
Morte Arth. (Roxb. Cl.) 91 Wendyth home a leue youre

werryeng.

2. = And, ati\ if.

c 1450 Morte Arth. (Roxb. Cl.) 91 And yit a thow woldyst

nyghe me nye, Thow shalt wele wj|te I am not slaj-n.

V A, inter. Obs. or dial. form, of o 1 and AH !

1. (IrTfTorthern and early southern Kng.) OI (for

which d! eh! (e, e) is still the ordinary northern

form) of invocation, surprise, admiration.

117$ Lamb. Hotit. 45 A! hwi wepest J>ou. Paul? r 1340
HAMPOLE/V. Tr. i A, a ! that wondyrful name! A ! that

delittable name 1 Pr. Cause. 481 For when it es born it

cryes swa : If it be man it says 'a. a/ And if Jjc- child a

woman be, When it es born it says
* e . e.' c 1460 TOWNLEY

Myst. 109 A, Gylle ! what chere?

2. (In later southern Eng.) Ah ! of pain, grief,

aversion.
1-2



A. AARD-WOLF.

_
c 1305 E. E. Poems 58 A beau frere qua|> )>is ober : strong

is bi misdede. 1340 Ayenb. 92 A God hou hi byeS foles and
more banne a best. 1-1386 CHAUCER Knigkt's T. 220 He
bleynte and cryed, a ! As that he stongen were vnto the herte.
f 1400 Apol.for Lollards 30 A }e vniust prestis, borow :our

bidding be prest of God ptintib be office of blessing. 1485
CAXTON Paris 4- 1'iaine (1868) 28 A Veray God ! I am wel

dyscomforted.
3. Prefixed to proper names as a war-cry, as A
Warwick ! Modern writers treat it as the ' inde-

finite article.'

c 1450 Merlin (1866) 11. 287 Than the! cried a Clarance with
a lowde voyse. 1808 SCOTT Martnwti vi. xxvii. The Border

slogan rent the sky : A Home ! a Gordon ! was the cry.
4. Appended to lines 'in burlesque poetry, to

lengthen out a syllable, without adding to the

sense." J. Not originally burlesque, but probably
originating in the necessary retention of the ME.
final -e where wanted for measure, the origin of

which being forgotten, it was treated as an ad-

dition of a. Thus ME. soiuieyronne, would be

treated as sun a! run a!
1567 Triall of Treasure (1850) 33 Wherein I doe delight,

a ; ... To Hue still in such plighte, a. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T.

iv. iii. 133 And merrily hent the Stile-a . . Your sad tyres in

a Mile-a.

Hence prob. the modern ballad and lyrical O I (which is not

burlesque) as in
' My Nannie, O.'

t A, a- (a, a) particle, prefixed to the pa. pple. and

occasionally to other parts of the verb, = earlier 3<-

[Ger. gc-, Goth, ga-, together, altogether, com-

pletely], which in OE. was sparingly used as a pre-
fix to the pple. (more commonlymaking a compound
verb), but in 2-4 became, as %e-, y-, i-, the regular

sign of the pa. pple. in the south, asy-comc, i-don,

i-sen, y-ben, i-ben, i-be, etc. The toneless {- after-

wards sank into &- (3), as it is still pronounced in the

south-western dialects, and was frequently written

a distinct, or a- joined, in 1 4-1 6th c. As many verbs

had also a derivative form in a- in OE. (as wake
awake, rise arise}, and many others were formed
after them in ME., it is not always easy to say
whether a pa. pple. in a- is to be referred to the

simple verb, or to a derivative verb in a-, of which
no other part is known. So in mod. G. ge-standen

may be pa. pple. olstchen, or oigc-stehcn. See I-.Y-.
c 1270 Ou>l fy Night. 1602, Ah thu me havest sore i-gramed

That min heorte is wel neh a-Iamed. c 1400 Twiddle's Vis.

700 Then seyd Tundale ablissyd be thou. 1458 Dottiest.

Arch. (Abingdon MS.) in. 42 Chees & chekenes clerelych a

dyght. 1684 BUNVAN Pilg. n. 70 The Highways have a been

un-occupied heretofore. 1859 W. BARNES Hivotnely Rhytncs
(Dorset dial.) 61 An' we have all a-left the spot, To teake,

a-scatter'd, each his lot.

A-, prefix, from various sources.

1. OE. a-, originally ar- (rarely preserved, as in

ar-xfnan), OIIG. ar-, ir- ur- (mod. G. er-), Goth.
us- in--, implying motion onward or away from a

position, hence away, on, up, out, and thus with
verbs of motion adding intensity; as in a-bidc,

a-go, a-risc, a-wake, and many obs. verbs
;
after

the analogy of which it was subsequently pre-
fixed to other vbs., not found with it in OE., as

a-curse. In some words this a- has been formally
confused with OFr. a-: L. ad-, ac-, a/-, etc. (No. 7\
and, like this, refashioned after assumed I,% ana-

logies, as in a(c)-cursc, iota-curse, a(l)-lay for a-lay,

a(f)-fright for a-fright, etc.

2. ME. a- : OE. an, on, prep. See A prcp.\ above.

\Vith nouns, in, on, engaged in, at, in loose combina-

tions, which are really two words
;
as abed, ashore,

afield, asleep, alive. With verbs, adverbs, and prepo-
sitions, more closely combined both in form and
sense, as akmrw, ashamc, afore, among, across.

3. ME. a-: OE. of prep, (see A prep?) mean-

ing off, from, in a-down, a-thirst; of, in akin, anew,
afresh, a-clock.

;-4. ME. a- : OE. and- against, opposite, as in

a-long.

5. ME. a- for AT, Norse at prep.
'

to,' used in the
north as sign of the infinitive = to. In ado, early
northern Eng. at do. See also A-DOOKS.
6. ME. a- for '-, y- :-$e-, as in a(f)-ford, along =

owing to, and in southern pa. pples. as a-done, etc.

See A particle above.

7. ME. a- = Fr. pref. a- : L. ad-, to, at, hence
sometimes expressing addition or increase, some-
times bringing into a state ; as in abandon, abase,

abate, abut, achieve, adroit, agree, alarm, amass,
amaze, ameliorate, amerce, amount, amuse, apropos,

avail, avenge, avenue, aver, avouch, avow. In 141)1
cent, a practice arose among French scribes of re-

fashioning words originally having this prefix, after

L. ad- and its phonetic variants ac-, of-, ag-, al-, an-,

ap-, ar-, as-, at-; this extended in I5th c. to Eng.,
where the great majority of words from OFr. were
so treated, so as to simulate a direct formation from
L. Cf. a(d)dress, a(c)count, a(f)fect, a(g)grieve,

a(l)lege, a(n)noy, a(f)pear, a(c)i/uit, a(r)rive,

a(s)sent, a(t)tain, a(d)venture, a(d)vcrtise, a(d)-

vise, a(d)vocate, a(ct)vcnuson, where etymological
spelling would have simple a-. It was even ex-

tended to words not derived from L. ad-, as

a(d)vance, Fr. avancer, L. ab-antcarc; a(c)know-

ledge, OE. on- + knowledge ; a(c)curse, OE.a- + curse.

8. ME. a- = Fr. a- : L. ab oft", away, from ; as in

a-bridge (ab-breviare), a-stcync, a-soil. Sometimes
afterwards refashioned, zsab-stain, or confused with
the prec. and erroneously respelt, as as-soil.

9. ME. a- = Anglo-Fr. a- for OFr. e-, es-: L.

ex- out, utterly; as in a-mend (L. emendare) abash

(OFr. esbahiss-), affbrce (esforcer), affray (esfrei),

and many forms, now obs. or refashioned, as a-may,
as-aumple, as-cape, a-move; or where the a- has
been lost by aphesis, as scapement, sample, spenser;
or has been confused with No. 10 and refashioned

with en-, as ex-emplum, es-emple, a-saumple, an-

sample, en-sample ;
or with ad- as admerveille.

10. ME. a- : earlier Eng. and Anglo-Fr. an-,
OFr. en-. This Anglo-Fr. an- was formally con-

fused with OE. an- (see No. 2), and like it reduced

bef. a cons, to a-, as in abushmcnt, acloy, acitmber,

alumine, apeach, apair, apoison. In most cases

these words are now obs. or refashioned, as am-
bushment, encumber, enlumine, impeach; or have
been aphetized, &s peach, cloy, limn ; or have been

further confused with words in a- : L. ad- (No. 7),

and erroneously respelt accordingly, as accloy, ac-

cumber, alUtmine, appair, appeach.
11. Many words with a- in one or other of the

preceding senses have aphetic forms with the a-

lost, as adown down, amid mid, alive live, amend
mend, abate bate. In others the force of the prefix
is so little apparent, that the derivatives in a-

hardly differ in sense from their primitives, as in

rise arise, wake awake, grieve a(g)grieve, cumber

acumber, done adone. Hence, it naturally happened
that all these a- prefixes were at length confusedly

lumped together in idea, and the resultant a- looked

upon as vaguely intensive, rhetorical, euphonic, or

even archaic, and wholly otiose. With this vague
feeling, a- was often prefixed by Spenser and other

artificial archaists of the i6th cent, to words both
of OE. and Romance origin, where it had no his-

torical or etymological basis and can only be ex-

plained as due to vague form-association. This
also was often treated like a : L. ad (No. 7), and

spelt ad-, ac-, af-, ag-, etc. accordingly.
12. a-, from L. a =ad prefix and preposition, to

;

reduced in late Latin to a- before sc-, sp-, st-
;
as

in a-scend, a-spirate, a-scribe, a-spect, a-spersion,

a-spire, a-spirate, a-strict, a-stringent. See An-.

13. a-, from L. a = ab, prefix and preposition

from, off, away; only before v, as in avert. See AB-.

14. a-, from Gr. d-, used bef. a cons, for civ-, pref. of

privation or negation = without, not, -less, in words
introd. into Eng. through L. and Fr. as abysm, ada-

mant, amethyst ;
or through L. as acatalcctic, adia-

phorous, apetalous ; or from Gr. direct (or through
a mod. lang.) as amorphous, adipsy ;

or formed on
Gr. elements, as abiogenetic, agnostic. In the latter

case, a- has become a living prefix of negation
=

un-, lion-, applied not only to words from Gr., as

a-cotyledonous, a-chromatic, a-philanthropy, but

also to technical words from L., as a-cau/pus, a-

sexual.

15. a-, from Gr. a- intensive, as in a-bolla, a-

maurosis, a-tlas.

-A, suffix, from various sources.

1. OE. -a (: early Teut. -o) nom. ending of

masc. - stem nouns, and foreign words associated

with them, as ox-a, ass-a (L. asinfi-), drac-a (L.

dracon-). This -a became in ME. -e, as ox-e, ass-e,

drak-c
;
in mod. E. dropped, or preserved only as a

spelling expedient, ox, ass, drake (
= drSik). Hence

a com. ending of OE. names and titles of men, as

in Ida, Ella, Offa, Ceadda (Chad), Sseda (Bede)
Brelvjalda.

2. Gr. and L. -a, nom. ending of fem. nouns of

first decl., some of which have been adopted un-

changed, as idea, chimsera, basilica, area, arena,

camera, corolla, formula, lamina, peninsula; and

esp. Nat. Hist, terms (often med. or mod. L.) as

alumina, ammonia, soda ; alga, asafatida, calceo-

laria, campanula, dahlia, fuchsia, lobelia; hysetia,

boa, cicada, salpa, amceba ; and geog. as Africa,
Asia, Corsica, Malta. Also propernames ofwomen,
as Diana, Lydia, Julia, Maria, Aurora, Anna,
Ada, Sophia, Victoria ; latinized forms of OE.
names, as Hilda (Hild), Godiva (Godsifu), Elfrida
(/ElfbryS), Ethelburga (^Selburs) ; med. or mod.

female names formed on male names, as Louis-a,

Joann-a,Albert-a,Alexandr-a, Robin-a, Carol-in-a,

Georg-in-a, Henri-ett-a. (L. names of women and

places remain unchanged, except when the Fr. form
has been adopted, as Maria, Marie, Mary; Italia,

Italic, Italy; Diana, Diane, Dian (arch.); Europa,

Europe; Africa, Afrique, Afric (arch.); Gnecia,

Grece, Greece; India, Inde, 7</(arch.); Hispania,

Espayne, Spain.")

3. Mod. Rom. (It., Sp., Pg.) -a, ending of fem.

nouns, as lava, opera, piazza, regatta, sonata, stanza,

tufa, umbrella
; armada, flotilla, mantilla, peseta,

vanilla
;
hence in proper names of women, as Isa-

bella, Berengaria, Eva ; and occasionally a sex-

suffix, as don, donn-a, duenn-a ; signer, -a ; amoros-o,
-a ; infanl-e, -a

; sultan, -a
; czar, czar-in-a.

4. Gr. and L. -a, plural ending of neuter nouns,
some of which have been adopted unchanged, as

phenomen-on, -a
; strat-um, -a

; dat-um, -a
; miasma,

-la
; genus, gener-a ; hence frequent in (mod.) L.

plural names of classes of animals, as Mammali-a,
Amphibi-a,Crustace-a,Mollusc-a, Prolozo-a, Quad-
ruman-a, Cetace-a, Macrur-a, of which the sing, is

variously supplied by Mammal, Mollusc, Quadru-
man, Crustacean, Amphibian, etc.

Aa, an occasional mode of spelling long a, now
obs. or dial., as in aage, aal, aale, aand(e, aare.

See AGE, ALL, ALE, AND(E, AKE.
t Aa. Obs. [prob. a. ON. d, cogn. w. OE. la,

Goth, ahwa, L. aqua ; see also /E, and EA.] A
stream, a water-course.

1430 Munim. Magd. Coll. Oxf. No. 7 A. (Saltfleetby, Line.)
Communis sewere vocat' le Seventffwnc Aa,

Aa, variant of A, adv. Obs., ever.

Aac, aak, aakin
; obs. forms of OAK, OAKEN.

II Aal (al) [the Bengali and Hind, name.] A plant,
a species of Morinda allied to the madder, the

roots of which yield a red dye ; also the dye itself,

used in India to colour cotton fabrics.

1875 URE Diet. Arts I. I Has obtained from the aal root
a pale yellow substance which he calls morindin.

Aald, obs. form of OLD.

II Aam (am, gm). Forms: 5-7 alm(e; 7 awme,
aume

; 7-8 ame, awm, aum. [Du. aam (pi.

amen) ; cogn. w. mod. G. ahm, ohm ; MHG. ante,

dine; OHG. ama, 6ma a cask; ON. ama a tub;
a. L. ama, hama ; ad. Gr. <J/) a water-bucket.

Aam is the mod. Du. spelling, the Eng. forms being

only historical.] A Dutch and German liquid

measure, formerly used in England for Rhenish
wine

;
a cask. It varied in different continental

cities from 37 to 41 gallons.
1526 Ord. for Royal Hotiseh. Henry VIII, 195 Renish wine

4 fatts, every fat containing 3 Almez, at 30$. the Alme. 1604
Act I James I, c. xxxii granting Tonnage and Poundage)
Of euery Awme of Rhenish Wine, that is, or shall so come
in, twelue pence. 1696 PHILLIPS, Auln or Aum of Renish

Wine, a measure containing 40 Gallons, and as many pints
over and above. 1717 BLOUNT Law Diet., I find in a very
old printed Book thus : The Rood of Rhenish-wine of Dor-

dreight is ten Awames, and every Awame is fifty Gallons ;

item the Rood of Antwarp is xliij Awames, and every Awame
is xxxv Gallons. 1721 BAILEY, Avlne Of Rhenish Wine, a
Vessel that contains 40 Gallons. 1731 Ibid. vol. II Aine (ofAnt-

werp) a vessel containing 50 stoops, each stoop 7 pints Eng-
lish measure.

Aan, -e, obs. forms of ON, and ONE.
Aane, obs. form of AWN.
Aar, obs. northern form of ERE.

II Aard-vark (audvajk). [Adopted from the

Dutch Colonists in South Africa, who have so

named it from Du. aarde, in comp. aard- earth +
vark=(X.. fearh, OHG. farh, L. forc-us pig.]
A South-African quadruped (OrycterSpus capensis

Cuv.1, about the size of the badger, belonging to

the insectivorous division of the Edentata, where
it occupies an intermediate position between the

Armadillos and Ant-eaters.

1833 Penny Cyc. I. 3 The aard-vark is in all respects ad-

mirably fitted for the station which Nature has assigned to

it. 1834 PRINGLE African Sketches iv. 176 Such ant-hills

as have been broken up and plundered by the aard-vark, or

ant-eater. 1847 CARPENTER Zoology 281 The Aard-vark . .

forms very extensive burrows at a little distance beneath
the surface of the ground, which are sometimes so numer.

ous, as to become sources of danger to horses and waggons
traversing the country.

II Aard-wolf (audwulf). [a. Du. aard-wolf, ap-

plied to this animal in S. Africa, f. aarde earth +

WOLF.] A South-African carnivorous quadruped

(Protcles Lalandii St. Hil.), of the size of a fox,

occupying an intermediate position between the

dogs, hyenas, and civets.

1833 Penny Cyc. I. 4 The genus Proteles contains but a

single species, the Aard-wolf or earth-wolf, so called by the

European colonists in the neighbourhood of Algoa Bay in

South Africa. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 198 The Aard-wolf

(earth-wolf) is evidently the connecting link between the

Hyznas and the Civets.

Aare, variant of AIKE, Obs. altar.



AARON.

Aaron 1 (e'ran). Proper name of the patriarch
of the Jewish priesthood ;

hence used of a leader of

the church. (Rare, and perh. only in loc. cit.)

1607 TOPSELL Four-footed lieasts, E/>. Dedic. Aarons, and

such as sit at the Helme of the Church, or are worthily ad-

vanced for their knowledge in Learning and State, I mean
both Bishops and Doctors.

Aaron- (e-ren), Herb. [a. Gr. Spov, corruptly

spelt like the prec. word.] The herb Arum, Wake
Robin, or Cuckoo Pint.

1611 COTGR., Jarrus; Wake-robin, Starch-wort, Rampe,
Aaron, Calues-foot, Cuckoe-Pint. 1741 Compl. Family-Piece
I. iv. 248 Take . . Aaron Root 2 Pounds, . . Nutmegs i Ounce.

Aaronic (e^-nik), a. [f.
AARON 1 + -ic.] Of

or belonging to Aaron, Levitical.

1874 REYNOLDS John tlie Baptist in. i. 142 John . . one of

the last representatives of the Aaronic priesthood. 18790. G.

ROSSETTI Seek and Find 307 Yet has the Aaronic priest-

hood, no less recognisably than the other, both a real and a

typical majesty of its own.

Aaronical (er(7-nikal), a. [f. prec. + -AL.] a.

"BAAROinc. b. High-priestly, pontifical.
1618 FEATLY Clnvis Myst. ii. (1636) 14 S. Gregory by smoak-

ing flaxe understandeth the Aaronical Priesthood. 1628

BP. HALL Marled Clcrgie i. xviii. 759 Our archbishops and

bishops have wanted some Aaronicall accoutrements, gloues,

rings, sandals, miters and pall, and such other trash.

Aaron's-beard (e^ranzbrajd), Herb. [Ref.

to Psalm cxxxiii. 2.] A name popularly applied to

several plants ; especially the Great St. John's wort

(Hypericitm calycinutit), from its prominent tufts

of hair-like stamens ;
a cultivated species of Saxi-

frage (S. sarmentosa} from S. Africa, and the Ivy-

leaved Toadflax (Linaria Cymbalaria), from the

long dependent runners which they throw over the

edge of a flowerpot ; also, a shrub {Spiraea salici-

folia), from its dense racemes of hairy-looking
flowers ;

and locally to other plants. Prior Diet.

Eng. Plant Names, s.v.

1549 Complaynt of Scotl. vi. 67 (1872) I sau ane erb callit

barba aaron, quhilk vas gude remeid for emoroyades of the

fundament. 1878 R. THOMPSON Gardener's Assist. 656/2

Hfypericum] calycinum, rose of Sharon or Aaron's beard.

Aaron's Rod. [Ref. to Numbers xvii. 8.]

1. Herb. A name popularly applied to different

plants with tall flowering stems
; especially the

Great Mullein or Hag-taper ( Vcrbascum Thafsus},
and the Golden Rod (Solidago Virgaured), or a

cultivated Canadian species of the latter.

1834 MARY HOWITT The Garden (Sketches of Nat. Hist.

1851) 108 I'd Jacob's Ladder, Aaron's Rod, And the Pea-

cock Gentianella.

2. Arch. 'An ornamental figure representing a

rod with a serpent entwined about it
; improperly

called the cadiicetis of Mercury.' Weale Diet, of
Terms 1849, and other mod. Diet. Not in Gwilt

or Parker.

Aas, obs. form of ACE.

Aat, obs. form of OAT.

tAb 1
, Obs. rare~ l

. [Etym. unknown
; only in

loc. cit. Perhaps a misprint.] Sap.
1577 W. HARRISON in Holinshed Dcsc. Engl. it. xxii. 213

Yet diverse have assaied to deale without {read with our]
okes to that end, but not with so good successe as they have

hoped, bicause the ab or juice will not so soone be removed
and cleane drawne out.

II Ab 2
(Kb), [cf. Chald. 33X to bring forth the

first or early fruit ; Heb. 3X eb verdure.] The fifth

month of the Hebrew ancient sacred year, but the

eleventh of the civil year. Also the twelfth month
of the Syrian year, answering to August.
1833 Penny Cyc. I. 5 On the ist day of Ab a fast is held

in commemoration of the death of Aaron . . The month ofAb
may begin in some years as early as the loth July, in others

as late as the ?th August.

Ab-, prtf. repr. L. ab, prep, 'off, away, from,'

cogn. w. Gr. diro, Skr. apa, OTeut. af, OE. of,

mod. E. of, off, mod. G. ab. In L. it was reduced
to a- before /-, /-, and v-, became an- before f-,
and alis- before c- and /-. The form ab- was in

OFr. generally retained as in abusntn, alms some-

times changed to av- as in abortionem, avortion;
sometimes reduced to a- as in abbrevidre, abregier,

abridge. Ab- appears in Eng. in words that have
lived on through OFr. as abuse

;
that have been

adapted or formed in later Fr. as absorb
;
or have

been adapted or formed in Eng. as ablaqueatc, ab-

Jiominal, abarticulation. Quite recent, and appar-
ently suggested by ab-normal, are formations like

ab-oral, ab-actinal, in which ab- is used for '

posi-
tion away from.'

Aba (se'ba). A new altazimuth instrument,

specially designed by M. Antoine d'Abbadie [from
whom it is said to be named] for determining the
latitude without the use of the artificial horizon re-

quired by the sextant on land, and also for deter-

mining small angular heights and true bearings of

terrestrial objects, without the trouble occasioned

by the sextant.

^876 S. Kens. Loan Colt. Catal. (ed. 3) 747 A person fami-
liar with the use of the sextant only, on observing circum-

meridian altitudes for his first attempt with the aba, obtained
his latitude to within 4". 1879 Daily Neivs 23 Aug. 4/4

The chief instrument he [an African explorer] used was the

sextant, but he also used the aba.

II Abaca (arbaka), alsoabaka. The native name
of the palm (Miua textilis} which furnishes what is

commonly known as Manilla Hemp ; occasionally

applied in commerce to the fibre, whence 'the most

exquisite textile fabrics, and the elegant Manilla

hats are manufactured.' Lindley & Moore Treas.

Sot., and Yeats Nat. Hist. Coiniit.

Abacinate (abarsindt), v. rare~. [f. med. L.

abacinare, It. abbacinare; (. ab off+oarin-us a

BASIN or cup.] To blind by placing hot irons, or

metal plates, in front of the eyes.

Abacination (absesim'i'J.in). [n. of action f.

prec.] (See quotation.)
1866 Chambers' Jour. 261 Rendered the delinquent liable

to abacination blinding by means of red-hot irons held be-

fore the eyes.

II Abaciscus (asbasrsk^s).^^//. [L., a. Gr.d/3a-

KicfKos, dim. of a$a a slab.]

1. 'A square compartment enclosing a part or the

entire pattern or design of a Mosaic pavement.'
Gwilt.

1 2. ' Sometimes used as synonymous with abacus.'

Gwilt. Obs.

Abacist (arbasist). [ad. late L. abaeista, f. aba-

cus: see -IST.] 'One who uses an abacus in casting
accounts

;
a calculator.' T.

1387 TKEVISA lligden's Potyclir. (Rolls Ser.) VII. 69 He
[Gerebertus] was be firste bat took abacus of Sarsyns, and

?af rules ber ynne, bat mowe unnebe be understonde of be

kunnyngeste men of be craft, be whiche craftes men be)?

cleped abaciste. [I'ix ab aciitis abacistis intelligttntur.}

1872 WHARTON Law I.ex. Abacist or Abaeista, a caster of

accounts, an arithmetician.

t Aback. Obs. rare--'. [ad. Fr. abacjite, ad. \-,.aba-

cus.] A square tablet or compartment.
1603 PEN JONSON James I's Enter. Wks. 1838 529/1 In

the centre, or midst of the pegne, there was an aback or

square, wherein this elegy was written.

Aback (abark), aJv. Forms : I on bsec
;

2 a

bee ; 2-3 on bak, o bak
; 2-5 a bak, abak ; 4-8

a-back(e, abacke ;
6- aback. [OE. on prep, bate

sb. = unto or in the rear, backward. The prep.
and sb., long written separate, were at length
treated as one word ; already in 3 the prefix began
to be dropped, leaving BACK as the ordinary modern
form of the word, aback being confined chiefly to

nautical language. Cf. adcni'ii and down, around

and round, etc.]

1. Motion : in a direction backwards, to the rear,

towards that which is behind
;
back. Fig. From

the front, or scene of action, off, away, to a dis-

tance. To draw, go, come a-back: to retreat; to

drive a-back: to repulse; to put a-back: to repel,

reject.
c 1000 Ags. Gospels Matt. iv. 10 Gang )>u sceocca on bsec !

John vi. 66 Mane^a his learning-cnihtas cyrdon on-bs:c, & ne

eodun mid him. f 1175 Lamb. Horn. 239 Mid al ban [ie ber

middenarde for his lufe werpe5 abe'c. 1297 R. GLOUC. 131
So bat be white was aboue, as be folk y seye, And drof be

rede al abak out of be put ney. c 1400 Afol.for Lollards

56 He [Christ] turnid & scid to Peter, Go o bak after Me, Sa-

thanas. 1449 PECOCK Represser in. iii. 200 Certis this seiyng

may be at fulle Putt Abak and be rebukid. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 117/2 O ye right noble knyghtes which ben

comen to the victorye & now goo abacke ! 1490 Eneydos
xxiii. 87 The sterres also and all the fyrmamente she maketh
to retorne abacke. 1500 Partcnay 5080 Neuer put A-bake,

manly was of myght. c 1505 DUNBAR Goldin Terge xxi Syne
went abak, rebuilt of the prey. 1552 LYNDESAY Tragedy 134

Than was I put abak frome my purpose, And suddanthe

caste in captyuitie. ISS4 Interl. of Youth (in Hazlitt's

Dodsley II. 6) Aback, fellows, and give me room. 1:1596

King and Barkur 46 (in Hazlitt's E.P.P. 1.6) The tanner

lokyd a bake tho, The heydes began to fall, a 1834 COLE-

RIDGE The Two Founts (Poems 340) To shrink aback and
cower upon his urn. 1865 CARLVLE Freiik. Gr. VI. XV. v. 10

Alas, Belleisle had his accident in the Harz ; and all went

aback, from that time.

2. Rest, or resistance to motion : in a position

to the rear, in that which is behind, in a backward

position ;
in the rear, behind. Fig. Away from the

front or scene of action, at a distance, aloof, in re-

tirement. To hold aback, to restrain, hinder
;

to

standabackfrom, to stand aloof, to avoid, or eschew.

c iizo O. E.Chron. (Laud MS.) anno mo, And furSor

nihtes sy3oan he ufor astah, he wx-s ^esewen on bEec on b^et

norfiwest gangende. c 1430 LYDGATE Boehas i. ix. (1544

If. 16 b), But aback winter can somer undermine And al bis

freshnes sodeinly decline, c 1525 SKELTON On Tyme 22 And
when tyme is, to put thyselfe in prease, And when tyme is, to

holde thyself abacke. 1637 RvranFOBD */**> xciv. (1862)

I. 242 Keep yourself in the love of Christ and stand far aback

from the pollutions of the world. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par.

I. I. 87 A temple fair We came to, set aback midst towering
trees. 1878 JOAQUIN MILLER Songs ofItaly 122 Front and
aback there is nothing but flood.

3. Naut. Said of the sails of a ship, when laid

back against the mast, with the wind bearing

against their front surfaces. Also, of the ship,

when her sails are so laid.

1697 JUMPER in Lond. Gaz. mmmcccxv. i, I braced my
main topsails aback 1761 FALCONER Shipwreck ii. 427 Away

ABACUS.
there ! lower the mizen yard on deck, He calls, and brace
the foremost yards aback ! 1790 R. BEATSON Nav. and
Mil. Mem. II. 58 The Revenge was necessitated to throw
her sails all aback. 1847 Ross Voyage to South Pole II.

217 We instantly hove all aback to diminish the violence of
the shock.

Hence the nautical phrase To be taken aback,
'when through a shift of wind or bad steerage, the

wind comes in front of the square sails and lays
them back against the masts, instantly staying the

ship's onward course and giving her stern way ;

an accident exceedingly dangerous in a strong gale."
Sir John Richardson.

1754 EELES Let. 2, in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 144 If they
luff up, they will be taken aback, and run the hazard of

being dismasted. 1870 Daily A'cws Sept. 16 This proves
to my mind that the Captain was taken as flat aback as

could be by a squall striking her from starboard.

fig. Of persons. To take aback : to surprise or dis-

comfit by a sudden and unlooked-for check.

1840 HOOD Uj> the Rhine 21 The boy, in sea phrase, was
taken all aback. 1841 DICKENS Amer. Notes 52 I don't

think I was ever so taken aback in all my life. 1878 BOS-

WORTH SMITH Carthage 95 They were for the moment taken

aback by the strange appearance of the vessels coining into

battle with their masts left standing.

t Abackstays (abcek-str>:z), adv. Obs. Naut. [A
/;</.' on, and BACK-STAYS.] Having the more

important sails hauled round so as to lie in the

plane of the wind's direction, and thus to present no

surface to it. (Done when a square-rigged vessel

is sailing in a wind more or less astern, and it is

desired to stop or slacken her speed temporarily;
or in lying 'hove to.' The stays or stay-ropes lie

permanently in this plane, whence the sail was
said to be abackstays. now backed.')
1628 SIR K. DIGBY Voyage into Medit. 75 (1868) I, lying

with myforesaile abackestayes, could not fill time enough to

stretch out a head of her till shee was gott abord me vpon
the bowe. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) A Ilram- Sea-fight
Wks. in. 39/2 The James got betweene one of their fleet,

and singled her out, lying by her sides with foresaile and

foretopsaile abackstayes, so neere as a man might quoit a

Bisket cake into her. 1694 Lond. Gaz. mmdcLcclxxviii. i

Captain Teissere remained a back stays several hours.

t Abackward, adv. Obs. [ABACK + -WAKD.] The
earlier form of BACKWARD.
1205 LAYAMON 20086 Arthur thelite hine a bacw.-ircl. c 1374

CHAUCER tioethins 108 Orpheus lokedle] abakwarde on Kru-

dice his wijf and lost[e] hir and was deed.

[Abacot, a spurious word found in many dic-

tionaries, originating in a misprint of BYCOCKET.]

Abactinal (se
:biaikt3i'nal, a;:b|a"ktii]al),n. Zool.

[f.
L. a/i away from + ACTINAL.] Remote from the

actinal area; pertaining to that part of the surface

of a radiated animal which is opposite to the

mouth, e.g. the apex of a sea-urchin, or upper sur-

face of a star-fish. See ACTINAL.

1857 L. AGASSIZ Contrib. Nat. Hist. America IV. 376 I

have called this side . . the oral or actinal area, and the oppo-
site side the aboral or abactinal area. 1864 A. AGASSIZ in

AYrtrtVrNo. 85, 204/2 The spines on the abactinal area. 1881

MACKINTOSH in Nature No. 628, 41 The abactinal system
and ambulacra! plates of a Cidarid combined with the thin

test and hollow spines of a Diadema.

t Abaction (a-bark/an). Obs.- [ad. assumed I,.

abaction-cm, n. of action, f. abigcrc to drive away;
see next.] A driving away, as of cattle. ( In Cocke-

ram 1626, and some mod. Diet., but perhaps never

used.)

tAbactor ( a-brc-ktaj, -01 ), Obs. [a. late L.

abac/or, n. of agent f. abig-crc, sup. abact-um, to

drive off, esp. in late L. to drive away cattle ;
f.

a* off, away + ag-crc to drive.] 'One who drives

away or steals cattle in herds, or great numbers at

once, in distinction from those that steal only a

sheep or two.' J.

1659 HAMMOND On Psalms cxliv. 14, 696 The safety of

their herds, not only from straying, but in time of warr, from

invaders and abactors, whose breaking in. . is attended with
the cattels passing through or going out. z6oi BI.OUNT

Lain Diet. Abactors (abactores) were stealers of Cattle or

Beasts, by Herds or great numbers ; and were distinguished
from Eitres. 1829 LAMB Lett. n. 66 (1841) The Abactor or

Abactor's wife (vide Ainsworth) would suppose she had heard

something.

II Abaculus (abarki//lus\ Arch. [L. dim. of

Abacus : see next.]
= ABACISCUS. Fairholt.

Abacus (ae-bakiis). PI. abaci (arbassi). [a. L.

abacus, f. Gr. a/3af a board or slab, a draught-

board, a calculating table, a sideboard, a plate,

&c. Used in Eng. in several of the Gr. and L.

meanings.]
1 1. A board or tray strewn with sand, for the de-

lineation of figures, geometrical diagrams, etc. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden's Poifchr. (Rolls Ser.) VII. 69 Aba-

cus is a table wi(j be whiche schappes beb portrayed and i-

peynt in powdre, and abacus is a craft of geometric. [Not in

the original Higden.]

2. A calculating table, or frame; spec, one in

which balls slide upon wires, and gen. any ar-

rangement for the mechanical solution of arith-

metical problems.
1686 Oh. cone. Chinese Char, in Mac. Cur. HI. 216 Their



A&ADA.
Abacus or counting Board, for performing the Operations of

Arithmetick, which I find pretty near to agree with that of
the antient Romans. 1861 T. WRIGHT Ess. on Arch&ol. II.

xv. 67 The system of the abacus appears to have continued
in use . . till late in the twelfth century. 1871 EARLE Philol.

Eng. Tongue 353 The science of calculation by nine figures
and zero, which was gradually superseding the abacus or

ball-frame, with its counters. 1881 Nature No. 625, 593 M.
Gariel has thus arrived at a kind of abacus by which the

various problems that arise may be geometrically solved by
simple inspection.

3. Arch, The upper member of the capital of a

column, supporting the architrave ;
in the Tuscan,

Doric, and ancient Ionic orders, a square flat plate,
but in the Corinthian and Composite, variously cut

and ornamented.
1563 SHUTE A rchitecture iv. za The Abacus, that lieth upon

Voluta, is just .4. square flat like to a trencher. 1664 EVELYN
tr. Freart t ParallelofA rch. 129 The Abacus . . is that quad-
rangular piece . . serving instead of a Corona or drip to the

Capitel. 1760 RAPER in Phil. Trans. LI. 797 The pointed
abacus shews the architecture to be Greek. 1879 SCOTT Lect.

onArchit. I. 127 The crochet capital, which is magnificently
developed beneath round abaci.

f 4. = ABACK, sb. Obs. (perh. never used in Eng.)
5. Gr. A Rom. Antiq. A side-board.

1853 SOYER Pantroph. 264 The most precious plate is

arranged before the arrival of the guests, on the abacus, or

sideboard.

Abad, abade, obs. forms of ABODE sb. and v.

t Abada. Obs, Also abda, abath. [a. Pg. abada,
the female rhinoceros;

'

perh. Malay; Favre gives
hddak (k mute) as rhinoceros, Batta hadak, Macas-
sar badOj Javan. wadak? (Col. Yule.) Cf. Arab.

aJol abadat, 'animal fugax, pavidum, immansue-

tum ;
fera.' Freyt.] An early name for the Rhino-

ceros.
a 1599 BARKER in Haklttyt II* 591 (1812) We sent commodi-

ties to their king to barter for Amber-griese and for the homes
of Abath . . Now this Abath is a beast which hath one home
onely in his forehead and is thought to be the female Vnicorne,
and is highly esteemed of all the Moores in those parts as a
most soverayne remedie against poyson. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgr.
I. v. ii. 387 Full of Elephants and Abada's (this Beast is the

Rhinoceros). Ibid. (1864)2 In Bengala are found great num-
bers ofAbdas or Rhtnocerotes, whose home (growing up from
his snowt,) is good against poyson, and is much accounted of

throughout all India. 1625 His Pilgrimes n. 1773 The
Abada or Rhinoceros is not in India, but only in Bengala and

Abaddon (abce-dan). [Heb. \fty&abadddn t

transl. in /V0r. xv. u, destruction, from T3X abad
he perished.] Used in Rev. ix. n as equivalent to

the Gr. 'AiroAAiW, destroyer, as the name of 'the

angel of the bottomless pit.
1

Hence applied by
Milton to the bottomless pit, or abyss of hell, itself.

c 1382 WYCLIF Re~s. ix. n The aungel of depnesse, to whom
the name bi Ebru Labadon [v.r. Abbadon, Laabadon, Aba-

don], forsothe bi Greke Appolion, and bi Latyn hauynge the

name Destrier. i5a6TisDAi,E ibid. The angell of the bottom-

lesse pytt, whose name in the Hebrew tonge is Abadon. 1611

Ibid. Whose name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon. 1671
MILTON Par. R. iv. 624 In all her gates Abaddon rues Thy
bold attempt. 1842 TENNYSON St. Simon Styl. 169 Abaddon
and Asmodeus caught at me. 1850 XEAI.K Med. Hymns 27

Michael, who in princely virtue Cast Abaddon from on high.

Abade, obs. form of ABODE sb, and v.

tAbseili-en,^- Obs. OE.abselis-an. [Perh.cogn.
w. ABELJ-AN.] To offend, vex.

a 1000 Chr. ff Satan 195 Da-t he ne aba^lije beam weal-

dendes. 1205 LAYAMON II. 3 Bruttes weoren bi,ie, & often

hine a-baeileden.

A-baffled, a-bafelled, s.w. dial. f. BAFFLED.

Abaft (abcrft\ adv. and prep. ; also 4 obaft. [A
//Y/.l on, at, + baft, faft, bi-#ftcn, OE. bc-wftan t

itself a combination of be, bi, prep, about + wftan,
adv. behind, back. See BAFT and AFT.]
A. adv.

fl. Of direction: backwards. Obs.

c 1275 CursorMundi 22150 Giitt. MS. The watris for to rin

on baft. Cotton MS. The burn[i]s for to rin obaft. (piker
MSS. of baft, on bafte.)

2. Of position: literally, back, behind, in the

rear. From an early period, it seems to have been

confined to a ship (in reference to which its imme-
diate source baft is also found in the I4th c.) ;

the bows are the foremost, and the stern the aft-

ermost part, hence abaft means ' In the after part
or stern half of the ship.*

^1395 E. E. Allit. Poems C. 148 J>e bur ber to hit baft bat

braste alle her gere pen hurled on a hepe J?e helme & be sterne.

1628 DIGBV Voyage to Medit. 46 She was in excellent trimme

(drawing 15 foote abaft and 14 and 3 inches before). 1677
London Gazette mcxciv. 4 The St. Alary of Ostend with 22

Men, .. having two Guns, one afore, and the other abaft.

1748 ANSON Voyage n. iv. 220 (ed. 4) Her upper works were
rotten abaft. 1833 MARRVAT Peter Simple (1863) 256 I hove
the log, marked the board, and then sat down abaft on the

signal chest. 1863 KINUSLEY Water Babies (1878) vii. 302
The gale was right abaft.

3. By extensionfrom the nautical term.

1797 THOS. BKYI>GF.S Homer Travestie II. 237 Two heads

are twice as good as one ; When one stands forward, one

abaft, They spy all matters fore and aft.

B. prep. [The adv. defined by an object.]

1. In the rear of, behind. Only in nautical lang.,

with reference to a ship or any specified part of her.

1594 DAVIS Seamois Secrets (1607) 6, I may say in the

Seaman's phrase . . in the time of her separation she is abaft

the Sunne. 1599 RD. HAKLUYT Voyages II. i. 187 The Bote-

swaine of the Galley walked abaft the maste, and his Mate
afore the maste. 1757 ROBERTSON Portsm. Docby. in Phil.

Trans. I. 292 Beside, the mawls worked at several shoars set

up abaft the said 64 feet. 1825 H. B. GASCOIGNE Path to

XavalFame 53 Abaft the Beam impelling breezes blow. 1857
SHKRARD OSBORN Qucdah ii. 31 A little cabin, which I saw
abaft the mainmast. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea xv. 642
The wind is aft, through the north-east just abaft the beam.

Abaid, obs. form of ABODE sb. and v,

Abaie, abaye, obs. forms of ABYE v.

+ Abail. "V . Obs. rare-^
[f.

BAIL v., with pref. A-,

in what sense doubtful.] ? To give bail for, liberate

on bail, or from bail.

? 1450 Copy ofa Paper Roll. temp. Hen. VI (in jrd Rep. of

Hist. MSS. Comm. (1872) 279) He [the Duke] therfor con-

spired . . to labour the delivraunce of the Mid Duke of Or-

liaunce, & so to h[ave the] seid scale ayen, the which he

complesshed withoute other payements of Fynaunce, raun-

ceoun, or depance, & toke grate sommes of gy[ftes], & re-

warde beside forth, & the kynge ne the lands never abailled.

t Abaisance (ab^-sans). Obs. [a. OFr. abais-

sance abasement, humility, n. of action f. abais-

sant pr. pple. of abaisscr to lower: see ABASE.
From the earliest period confused in Eng. with obei-

sance, Fr. obeissance, obedience, n. of action f. obeir

to obey. A few writers in 7-8 tried in vain to re-

store the etymological distinction.] The bending
of the body as a mark of respect ; a bow.

[1393 GOWER Conf. III. vi. iii. 75 And ate last he gan to

lout And obeisaunce unto her make.] 1671 SKINNER Etymol.
Ling. Ang. To make a low abaissance. 1675 Art of Con-
tentment iv. xv. 109 Haman can find no gust in all the sen-

sualities of the Persian court, because a poor despicable Jew
denies his abaisance. 1711 BAILEY An Abaisance, a low

Conge or Bow, a stooping down. 1755 JOHNSON Obeysance
is considered by Skinner as a corruption of abaisance, but is

now universally used. [1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick. (C.D. ed.)
xxiv. 193 Miss Snevellicci made a graceful obeisance.]

Abaisch, abaish, abaisse, obs. forms ABASH.

Abaise, obs. form of ABASE.

Abaiser (ab^-soi), 'Burnt ivory or ivory black.*

\Vcale Diet. Terms (1849), and mod. Diet.

t Abait, V. Obs.
;
also abate, abeyte. [f. A-

pref. I on + BAIT.]
tl. To set on (a dog\ to hound on, bait.

1485 MALORY Morte d'Arthur y.\\\\. xxi. (1817) II. 355 This

lady the huntresse had abated her dogge for the bowe at a

barayne hynde.

\%.fig. To excite, stimulate (the appetites).
1303 R. BRVSSE HandlyngSynne 181 Hys flesshe on here

was so abeytede, pat j?yke womman he coveytyde.

Abait, -ment, obs. forms of ABATE, -MEXT.

Abak, obs. form of ABACK.
t Abalienate (rcW-Hen^t), v. Obs, [f.

L. aba-

li?)tat-um, pa. pple. of abalicna-rc to estrange ;
f.

ab off, away, + aliena-re to estrange ;
f. alien-its

belonging to another; see ALIEX.]
1. 'To make that another's which was our own

before. A term of the civil law not much used in

common speech.* J. (Only used as a technical

equivalent of Abalienare in Rom. Law.)
2. To remove ; to estrange in feeling.

1554 JN. PmLfOT -E.ram. <$ Writ. (Parker Soc.) 328 No dis-

tances of places, no chance, no perversity of men, shall ab-

alienate me from your clemencyand faithfulness. 1652 GAULE

Alag'Ostro-mancer 202 God may be pleased . . so to abalien-

ate, or suspend, corruptions for the present.

3. To cause loss or aberration of (intellect).

1585 ABP. SANDYS SerttiMis (1841) 300 The devil and his

deceitful angels do so . . abalienate their minds, and trouble

their memory, that they cannot tell what is said. 1652
GAULE 3Iag-astro-mancer 195 Extasies of prophets did not

so abalienate their mindes as that they apprehended not what

they did or said.

Abalienation (sebiJMienJi'Jan), [ad. L. al>-

ali?na{ion-cm, n. of action, f. abaliend-re : see prec.]

1. 'The act of giving up one's right to another

person ;
or a making over an estate, goods, or

chattels by sale, or due course of law.' J. (A
technical use of the word to translate Abalienatio in

Rom. Law.) Alsoyf^.
1828 KIRBV & SPENCE Intr. to Ent. III. xxxii. 307 The

most entire abalienation of shape already known is in female

Coccus.

|2. Removal or transference of feeling; estrange
mcnt. Obs,

1656 J. TRAPP Expos. Matt. vii. t (1868) The not giving
vent to our hearts, by a wise and plain reproof, causeth

abalienation of affection. 1683 S. CLARK LKWS, S. Fair-

clongh 191 Neither difference of Opinion, nor distance ol

place, nor seldomness of Converse, nor any worldly respects,
did cause the least ab-alienation from a person so unworth,

f3. Loss or failure of the mental faculties. Obs.

1652 GAULE Mag-astro-tnancer 90 When reason is mosl

suspended, obscured, and debarred, as in sleeps, dreams,
abalienations, distractions, etc. 1853 MAYNE Exp. Lex.
Abalienation : A term formerly used for decay, either of the

whole or part of the body ; also for loss or failing of the senses

or mental faculties, according to Scribonius Largus.

i Aband (abarnd), v. Obs. [An artificial con-

traction of ABANDON, used by Spenser and other ol

the Elizabethan affecters of archaism ; prob. in imi-

tation of pairs like open, opc.~\

1. To abandon, forsake.

1539 Mirror for Mag., Albannct xx. 27 Let us therefore

)oth cruelty abande, And prudent seeke both gods and men
o please. 1590 SFKNSER F. Q. n. x. 65 And Vortiger enforst

he kingdome to aband.

2. To banish.

1559 Mirr. Mag. 1 19 Tis better far the enemies t' aband

Quite from thy borders, to a forren soile.

II Abandera'd.0. Obs. [Sp. abandcrado or ban-

ierado, 'an Ensignes seniant which carrieth the

ensigne for his master' Minsheu i(>23, f. bandera

a banner.]
1598 BARRET Thforikc of ll

r
arres'\\. i. 21 If he deliuereth his

Knsign] vnto his Abanderado, . . the rest are to do the like.

/*. The Abanderados are vsed to be souldiers, and some do
set their owne seruants to that office.

t Abando'n, -otrn, adv. Obs. 3-4; also aban-

dun, abaundune. [a. OFr. phr. a bandon, a ban-

dun, f. a at, to, bandon, -tin 'ban, proscription,
authoritative order, jurisdiction, control, disposal,

discretion,' as in avoir a (or en) bandon, to have in

one's jurisdiction, at one's disposal, under one's con-

trol ; a son bandon at his pleasure ;
coiirir a bandon

to run at one's own discretion, without restraint,

impetuously. See also BANDOCN sb. and cf. the

phrases at his bandoun, in hir bandonn, etc.]

1. Under jurisdiction, control, authority ; at (one's)

free disposal.
c 1225 Ureisun ofGod A hnihti 203 To beon moder of swich

sune . . & habben him so abaundune \Latub. MS, abandun]
oet he wulle 3et \>ln wille oueral beo i-uor5ed.

2. At one's own discretion, at one's will, without

interference or interruption from others. Hence, a.

Unrestrictedly, freely, recklessly, with all one's

might, in full career, b. Unstintedly, entirely,

wholly, o. Without bounds, to the fullest extent.

(Cf. OFr. tine portc avcrtc a bandon^
a 1320 Guy of War-M. (Turnb.) 181 Ther com an hundred

knigntes of gret might, Alle thai folwed him abandoun,
And he mett with hem als a lyoun. 1 13*0 A rthoitr <$ Mer-
fhi 6016 His ribbes and scholder fel adoun Men might se

the liuer abandon. 1423 JAMES 1 King's Quaint, vi Quhare
as in strayte ward, and in strong prison, Without confort, in

sorowe abandoune.

Abandon (abre-ndan), v. ; also4-6 abandoun'e,
abandune, habandone, habandoune. [a. OFr.

abandiinc-r, abandone-r, f. phr. a bandon : see

ABANDON adv.; = icttre a banJon in its various

senses
;
to put under any one's jurisdiction, to leave

to any one's mercy or discretion ;
to leave one to

his own discretion, let loose, let go ; to put under

public jurisdiction or ban, proscribe, banish.]

I. To subjugate absolutely.

f 1. To reduce under absolute control or authority ;

to subjugate, subject, subdue. ( Chicflynorthern?) Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bntce xxxii. 8 And sa the land abandonit he

That none durst warn him do his will, c 1425 WVNTOWN
Croii. n. ix. 36 pai dou-tyd at [

= thatl hys senyhowrey, Suld

bame abawndown halyly. c 1525 SKELTOS Magnif. 1477 I

have welthe at wylle Fortune to her law cannot abandune me.

1533 BELLENDENE Liry H. 141 The majeste of consulis micht

nocht abandoun the instant furie of pepill.

II. To give up absolutely.
2. To give up to the control or discretion of

another ;
to leave to his disposal or mercy ;

to yield,

cede, or surrender absolutely a thing to a person or

agent.
c 1386 CHAUCER Persoucs T. De Lvxnria 800 Avoutrie . .

thurgh whiche tho, that somtime were on fieshe, abandone
hir bodies to other persons. 1477 EARL RIVERS Dictes 87

(Caxton) If thou wol habandone to thy body al his wil thou

shalt be the worse. 1667 DRYDEN Ami. Mir. 224 He sigh'd,

abandoning his charge to fate. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. I. init.

To abandon that place to the merciless fury of the enemy.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 303 Those who completely aban-

doned to others the direction of the vessels.

f3. To sacrifice, devote, surrender. Obs.

c 1450 Merlin (1877) xx. 334 When he his bodye thus

abandoneth for us welle ought we cures for to abandon for

hym. 1523 LD. BERNERS J-'roissart I. ccxv. 272 All those

that wolde take on them this croysey, and that wolde abandon
their bodyes willyngly to distroy these yuell people and their

companyons. 1642 ROGERS Naamatt 163 He will abandon
all his worth, and gage his credit too, but hee will haue it.

1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Letters Ixxix. 131 I abandon all

things to the care of pleasing you.

4. re/I. To give oneself up without resistance, to

yield oneself unrestrainedly as to the mastery of a

passion or unreasoning impulse.
1564 HAWARD Eutropiiis vii. 68 [Nero] at laste, did ha-

bondone hymselfe whollye over to so great disworship, that

he woulde daunce and singe openly in the apparatle of com-

mon mynstrelles. 1601 SHAKS. T-wet. N. i. iv. 19 If she be so

abandon'd to her sorrow As it is spoke, she never will admit

me. 1722 DE FOE Hist. Plague 165 They gaue themselves

up, and abandoned themselves to their despair. 1762 KAMES
Klem. Crit. 11.26(1833) Has nothing left but to abandon
himself to chance. 1879 M' CARTHY Hist. Onm Time II.

xxix. 379 He seldom abandons himself altogether to the in-

spiration of the poet.

T 5. intr. (by omission of reft pron.) and fass. To

give oneself up, devote oneself to a pursuit or

course. Obs.

,393 GOWER Can/, n. 1603(1. 213) Which so ferforth was

abandouned To Cristis feith. Ibid. III. 253 Lucrece his wife

all environed With women, which were abandoned To werche.

1483 CAXTON G. Leg. 144/2 After he abandonned to lede an

holy lyf.



ABANDON.
6. trans. To relinquish to underwriters all claim

to property insured, or to any part of it which may
be recovered, after a loss. (Often used absol.}
T7S5 N. MAGENS Essay on Insurances I. 89 When a ship . .

shall not be heard of in three months beyond the usual

time for such a voyage, she may be considered as lost, and
the Insured is permitted to abandon Ship and Cargo to the

Insurers, and to demand payment of the sums they have re-

spectively underwrote. 1809 TOMLINS Laiv Diet. s.v. In-

surance ti. 7 As soon as the Insured receive accounts of such

a loss as entitles them to abandon, they must, in the first in-

stance, make their election whether they will abandon or not ;

and if they abandon, they must give the Underwriters notice

in a reasonable time, otherwise they waive their right to aban-

don. 1848 ARNOULD Laiv ofMar. Ins. (1866) II. in. vi. 855
If the assured, by mortgaging his ship, has parted with the

power of conveying an absolute title, he cannot abandon to

the underwriters on ship.

7. To let go, give up, renounce, leave off (a pos-

session, habit, practice, pursuit) ; to cease to hold,

use, or practise.
1393 COWER Conf. prol. 766 (I. 29) Thus was abandoned

Thempire, which came never ayeine Into the hands of no Ro-
maine. 1460 Pot. Rel. $ Love POCHIS 70 For suche yefte Is

Abandounyng expresse That [
= what] with worship a-yein

may not be take. 1577 tr. Bullinger Decades in The com-
maundement for abandoning and not worshipping of images.

1777 BURKE Left, to Bristol Sheriffs Wks. III. 173 The sense

of the nation obliged the court of Charles the second to aban-

don the Dutch war. 1856 KANE Arctic Explor. II. xvi. 172
Our fine theodolite we were forced to abandon. 1879 LUBBOCK
Scient. Lect. v. 152 It is a great mistake to suppose that imple-
ments of stone were abandoned directly metal was discovered.

8. To forsake, leave, or desert (a place, person, or

cause); to leave without one's presence, help, or

support.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos vi. 29 To habandoune and leue the

swete countrey of theyr natiuyte. 1588 ALLEN Admonition

57 The like vsurper Richard the third, being . . abandoned
of the nobility and people. 1671 MILTON Sams. 118 As one

past hope, abandoned, And by himself given over. 1722 Dt:

FOE Hist. Plague 105 How can you abandon your own flesh

and blood? \iqpAnecd.oflV. Pitll.xxii.$ King Frederick's

good fortune did not abandon him. 1879 Miss BRAUDON Vixen
III. 215 I felt myself abandoned and alone in the world.

^1 In many expressions, as to abandon a ship, for-

tress, post of duty, etc., the idea partakes of both

7 and 8.

1790 BURKE Reg. Peace Let. iv. Wks. V. 98 The helm of

justice is abandoned. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 633
When Tangier was abandoned, Kirke returned to England.
1860 MAURY Phys. Geoff. Sea xix. 807 That ship was made
a complete wreck in a few moments, and she was abandoned

by the survivors.

III. To let loose.

t 9. refl. To let oneself loose, give oneself up im-

petuously or recklessly, rush headlong, risk oneself.

Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvn. 393 Thar mycht men assailjeouris
se Abandoune thame richt hardely. Ibid. in. 48 And the King
him abandonyt ay To defend behind his mengje. c 1530
LD. BERNEKS Arthur of Lytell Bryt. (1814) 120 Hector . .

spurred hys horse, and habandoned hymselfe amonge his

enemyes.

f 10. To let loose, set free, liberate. Obs. rare.

1583 STANYHURST Virgil n. 41 Thow soon of holye godesse,
from flame thy carcas abandon Thee foes haue conquer'd,
Troy towne is fyred of al sides.

IV. To banish.

1 11. To put to the ban, interdict, proscribe, banish :

Jig. to expel, cast out, reject. Obs.

1548 UDALL etc. Erasm. Paraph. Matt. xi. 2 Abandone them
from him and deliuer them to Jesus. 1567 R. MULCASTER
Artontf (1679)98 To abandon sin out of the Realme, & to

advance vertue. 1570 LEVINS Manipnlus, To Abandon, Ex-
tenninare. 1581 JOHN STUDLEY Seneca's Tragedies, Hippo,
lytus 58 b, Craggy crested Taurus mount whose hoary and
frosty face With numming cold abandons all inhabitors the

place. 1582 Rheims Bible Luke vi. 22 Blessed shall ye be
when men shall hate you and abandon [ejecerint] your name
as evil. 1596 SHAKS. fain. Shr. Ind. ti. 112 Being all this time
abandoned from thy bed. 1649 BP. HALL Cases ofConsc. \\.

vli. 134 (1654) Whipt them in the publique Amphitheater, and
abandoned them out of their dominions. 1660 CIMELCUS
BONDE Scutum Regale 137 Flatterers will he abandon from
his Court, and those who keep other mens estates will he
banish from his Realm.

fb. refi.
XS77 VAUTROULLIER Luther's Ep. to Galat.W. 6 Thus I aban-

done my selfe from all actiue righteousness, both ofmine owne
and ofGods law.

t Abando'n, -on*n(e, st>-1 Obs. [a. OFr. aban-

don, f. vb. abandoner\ but in form confused with
the adv. ABANDON, so that both in OFr. & abandon,
and in ME. at, in abandonn, take the place of the

simple a bandon, and at, in bandoun.']
= BANDON.

1. Complete control
; mostly in phr. to put or

take in (
= into) abandoun, to have in abandonnt to

%ivc in abandoun : to give into the absolute control
of another, give up absolutely.
1475 CAXTON Jason 62, I haue nothing of valeur but that

ye shall haue at your abandon and will. 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froissart I. ix, 8, I and my sonne shall be to you for euer
bounde, and wyll put all the realme of Ingland in your aban-
don.

2. To do a thing in or at abandonn : recklessly,

impetuously, unreservedly, lavishly. (Northern.)
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xv. 59 The Scottis men dang on so

fast, And schot on thame at abandoune. c 1400 Rom. Rose
2342 Aftir this swiffte, it is good resoun, He yeve his good
in abandoun.

Abandon (abse'ndan), sb2 Wbs. [f. ABANDON z'.]

The act of abandoning ; abandonment, relinquish-
ment ; spec, of property insured to the under-

writers.

1755 N. MACKNS Essay on Insnr. I. 89 The Insurers shall be

obliged to pay 92 per cent, within two months from and after

the Time such Abandon was notified to them. 71776 Lu.
KAMES (T.) These heavy exactions have occasioned an aban-
don of all mines but what are of the richer sort.

U Cited by Todd from Sandys as ' a forsaker ;
he

who has abandoned or left any thing': so in succeed-

ing dictionaries ; but Sandys's word is Abandoner.

II Abandon (abandon-, jebandfrp, sb?> [mod. Fr.

abandon, f. vb. abandonner to ABANDON. See

ABANDONMENT 5.] Lit. a letting loose, abandon-
ment or surrender to natural impulses ; hence entire

freedom from artificial constraint or from conven-
tional trammels, unconstrainedness of manner, care-

less freedom, dash.

1850 M. F. OSSOU Woman in igth Cent. (1862) 228 I love
' abandon' only when natures arc capable of the extreme re-

verse. 1850 MRS. JAMESON Sacred and Leg. A rt 210 Flung
in all the abandon of solitude amid the depth of leafy recesses.

1851 RCSKIN Mod. Paint. I. n. v. n. 4. 345 The magnificent
abandon of Hoarding's brush. 1879 DOWDEN Soiithey iii. 75
He had not yet come out from the glow and the noble aban-
don of the South.

Abandonable (abarmhnab'l), a.
[f.

ABANDON
v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being abandoned.
1611 COTGR., Ccssihle : yeeldable, resignable, abandonnable,

t Aba'ndonate, v- Obs. rarc^. [Prob. f. It.

abbandondre to abandon; the orig. in loc. cit. is

non abbandonate. But cf. perturb and pcrtnrbatc,
determine and determinate, cxtirp and extirpate,
invoke and invocate, etc.] =To ABANDON.
1654 SIK A. COKAINE tr. Diatu-a of F. Loredano iv. 365

Friend, abandonate not Dianea, for Dianea will not forsake

thee alive or dead.

Abandoned (aba."ndand), ///. a.
[f.

ABANDON
V. + -EI).]

1. Given up, relinquished, forsaken, cast off.

1477 CAXTON Jason 916 I pray you that ye will haue re-

gale to myn ofiTre abandonned. 1578 (ii-.FF. FUSTON Hist.

Gtticciardin (Contents) The Pope being abandoned of all

hope, accordeth with the Imperials. 1600 SHAKS. A. V. L.
v. iv. 202 I'll stay to know at yuiir abandon'd cave. 1704
ROWE Ulysses in. i. 1093 A poor, forlorn, abandon'd woman.
1820 SHKI.LEY Prom. Unbd. \. \. 217 As rainy wind thro' the

abandoned gate Of a fallen palace. 1878 LKVKR Jack Hunter
vii. 46 A waiting-maid in the abandoned finery of her mis-

tress.

2. Self-given up to any influence or pursuit ;
devoted.

Now always to things evil or opposed to reason.

1393 GOWER Conf. n. 1603 (I. 213) Which so ferforth was
abandouned To Cristis feith. 1474 CAXTON The Chesse 104

Lecherye corupted and apayred the corages of tho men that

ben abandoned to the same delyte. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. i.

iv. 19 If she be so abandoned to her sorrow. 1692 BENTLEY
Boyle Lect. i. 13 Abandon'd to a callousness and numbness of

Soul. 1722 Dt FOE Hist. Plague 163 The people sat still . .

quite abandoned to despair. 1830 SCOTT jDentottoI. Let. x.

Profligate, worthless, sharking cheats, abandoned to vice.

3. Hence (without to} : Given up unrestrainedly to

evil influences ; utterly bad, immoral, profligate.
Of men and their actions.

1692 PRIOR Ode in imit. f/or. in. 2 Where our abandon'd

youth she sees Shipwreck'd in luxury, and lost in ease. 1705
STANHOPE Paraph. XL 476 That treacherous Kiss of an
abandoned Disciple. 1711 STEELE Spectator vi. i Aban-
doned writings of men ofwit, 1769 Jnnins Lett, xxxiv. 150
Have you a single friend, . so shameless, so thoroughly aban-

doned, as to undertake your defence'.' 1834 COLERIDGE Table
Talk 316 An abandoned woman who had been notoriously
treacherous to us. 1880 SPALDING KHz. Detnonology 39 The
abandoned impudence of the man !

Abandonedly (abarndsndli), adv. [f. prec. +

.LY.]
1. In an abandoned manner; unrestrainedly, profli-

gately, shamelessly.
1714 B. MANDKVII.LE The Bees (1725) I. 65 The more he

wallows in lust and strains every faculty to be abandondly
voluptuous. 1788 BURKE Sp. agt. Warren Hastings Wks.
XIII. 301 If there had been one more desperately and aban-

donedly corrupt . . to be found in India.

2. In abandon (sbty, free from conventional re-

straint, rare.

1855 TIIOREAU Letters (1865) 126 True, it is well to live

abandonedly from time to time.

Abandonee (abandon/'), [f.
ABANDON it. +

-EE ; repr. Fr. abandonnc.'} The person to whom
anything is formally or legally abandoned ; spec.

the underwriter to whom the salvage of a wrecked
vessel is abandoned. See ABANDON v. 6.

1848 ARNOULD Law. of Mar. Ins. (1866) II. in. vi. 869 It

is a question, whether, upon abandonment to the underwriter

on goods, the abandonee takes the salvage subject to Ship-
owner's claim for freight. 1880 MACLACHLAN Merch. Shipp.
(ed. 3) x. 507 If, upon the completion of a voyage, the aban-

donee may withhold the goods until the freight is paid, he
must have acquired an indefeasible title to it.

Abandoner (abce'ndanai). [f.
ABANDON v. +

-ERi.] One who abandons or forsakes
;
a forsaker.

(Gen. followed by of.}

1599 SANDYS Europx Speculum 64 (1632) Yet they onely can

sufficiently perhaps esteeme, who have seene a Frier an aban-
doner of the world, f 1613 UEAUM. & FL. or? SHAKS. Two
Nob. Kins, v. i. 138 Oh sacred, shadowie, cold, and constant

ABANNITION.

Sueene,
Abandoner of revells, mute, contemplatme. 1664 H.

IORE Myst. oflniq. 558 (Apology) Their Reverend Predeces-

sors, who were so judicious and zealous Abandoners of the
Church of Rome.

Abandoning (abce-ndanirj), vhl.sb. [f.
ABANDON

"v . + -INT.I.] Used in various senses of the verb.

1. The action of giving up, forsaking, deserting.
1640 HP. HALL Christian Mod. 32 (Ward's rep.) It is more

profitable to endure a scandal than an abandoning of truth.

1651 Sir IV. Raivldgh's Ghost 217 The Israelites returned

again to their old vomit by abandoning of dud. 1790 BL'KKK

AV<-. Peace Let. iv. Wks. V. 98 When thus the helm of jus-
tice is abandoned, an universal abandoning uf all other posts
will succeed.

t2. The action of banishing, casting out, expul-
sion. Obs.
1611 Sn:Ki> Hist, of Gr, I>r!t, vn. xxxvi. 332 For the better

ordering and admimstring of iustice, and for the abandoning
of theeues. 1660 MILTON Free Commit'. 449 The abandon-

ing of all those whom they call Sectaries, for the detected
Falshood and Ambition of som.

t Aba'ndonly, adv. Obs. [f.
ABANDON sb^ -t-

-LY*. Hence in or at abandonn, and, like that,

northern.] Recklessly, impetuously, unguardedly.
1375 BAR HOUR lyfiici' vin. 461 Thai ysthi tall abandon nly And

prikket furth sa willfully. 1375 Ibid. XL 629 The F.rll abaun-

donlyTuk the playn feld. c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 670 He
tuk the strcnth magre thar fay is will ; Abandonly in bargan
baid thar still.

Abandonment (Sbse'ndanment). [a. Fr.a&z;/-

doinicmcntt f. abandonner to ABANDON : sec -MKNT.]
The action or process of abandoning ;

the condition

of being abandoned.
1. The action of relinquishing to another, of

giving up, letting go, forsaking.
1611 COTGR., ^{biindon The quitting, abandonment, or pros-

titution of a thing vnto others. 1788 Iii KKE Sp. agt. Has-

thigs Wks. XIII. 468 Mr. Hastings'* abandonment of all bis

own pretences. 1818 BYRON (."/;. Harold\\\ cxxvii "1 is a base

Abandonment ufreason to resign Our right of thought. 1856
RANK Arctic Explor. II. xvii. 179 I regard the abandon-
ment of the brig as inevitable.

2. Comm. Law. The relinquishment of an interest

or claim ; esp. in Marine Insurance.

1809 TUMI.INS If n~\> Diet. Insurance n. 7 Abandonment is

as ancient as the Contract of Insurance itself. 1848 AKNOCUJ

Laivof?>Iar. Ins. (1866) 1 1. m.vi.852 Abandonment therefore

is the act of cession, by which . . the assured, on condition cf

receiving at once the whole amount of the insurance, relin-

quishes to the underwriters all his property and interest in

the thing insured.

3. Self-abandonment; the surrender of oneself to an

influence, of one's presence of mind, pretensions, etc.

1860 R. A. VAIXIIAN //". - Mystics (ed. 2) I. 153 Then un-

derstood this Master that true Abandonment, with utter

Abasement, was the nearest way to God. 1870 EMERSON
Soc. 4- So/it, iv. 6y Where heats and panics and abandonments
are quite out of the system.

4. The condition of being abandoned.

1839 DE QUISCEY Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 II. i Fortitude

which could face an occasion of sudden mysterious abandon-

ment.

5. Freedom from restraint of manner, careless

freedom, abandon.

1831 CARLYLE Sartor Res. 87 (1858) Gaily in light, grace-
ful abandonment, the friendly talk played round that circle.

1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets 158(1863) The elasticity

and abandonment of Shakespeare. 1844 DiSRAELl Con-

ingsby in. i. 88 His manner was frank even to abandon-
ment.

II Ahanclum, Law. [med. L. abandnm, and

abando-nis = OFr. abandon. See ABANDON sb.V\

'Anything sequestered, proscribed, or abandoned.

Tonilinb Law Diet. 1809.

^

abnct* a belt, Lev. viii. 1 3.] \.Jcwish Antiq. 'A band

made of fine linen, and used to bind as a girdle

about the body of persons in authority, especially
the Jewis^ priests.' Kitto Cyd. Bib. Lit. (1^49) 19.

1707 PHILLIPS, Abanet or Abnet (Heb.)asort of Girdle that

Priests wore among the Jews.

t2. Hence, Surg- A girdle-like bandage. Obs.

1802 TURTON jl/t
p

(/. Gloss. 1853 MAVNE A.i'/. Lex.

t Aba"nn(e, v. Obs. [OE. abann-an f. \-f>rcf. i,

+ bann-an to summon, and cogn. with ON. Itanna to

interdict : see BAN
;
on which in sense 2 the word

seems to be re-formed.]

1. To summon by proclamation, (only OE.)
1006 O. E. Chron. (Laud. MS.) DA het se cyng abannan ut

ealne betidscipe of Westseaxum.

2. To put under the ban of the church, anathe-

matize.

iS5z JEWEL Apol. 11.697 How durst the Bishops in this

present council of Trident so solemnly to abanne and accurse

all them that dare to find fault with the same.

Abannation. Obs., van of the following.

t Abanni*tioii. Obs.~ [expl. as f. al> away +
ann-us year ; but evidently n. of action f. med. Lat.

abanmrc (cf. Fr. bannir and Eng. abann} to ban-

ish.]
( A Banishment for one or two years for

manslaughter.' J. from lilount Glossogr. 1656, and

Bailey 1721. So abannatio in Du Cange, but evi-

dently a mere guess from a false etymology, the

meaning being simply
' banishment.'

1656 BLOUNT Chssogr.^Abannition^ a banishing for a year,

properly among the Greeks, for man-slaughter.



ABAR,

||Abapti*Ston. Obs.- [Gr. afiaimarov, not im-

mersed, f. d priv. + ftcarrif-fiv to dip.]
* The crown

of the old trepan, which was conical, or had some
contrivance to prevent it from penetrating the

cranium too suddenly, and so injuring the brain.'

Syd. Soc. Lex. (So called by Galen, and inserted

in early Dictionaries as the Greek name, but having
apparently no claim to be English.)
1696 PHILLIPS, Abaptiston or A nabapttston t

a Surgeon's in-

strument. 1847 in CRAIG, etc.

t AbaT,?'. Obs. rare-1
. [f.A-//v/! intensive + BAB

v. Aban-er also occurs in late Anglo-Fr. Littleton

Inst. 410.] To bar, debar.

1586 J. HOOKER Giraldns' Hist. Irel. in Holinsh. II. 17/2
They were thus abarred from approching to assaile the citie.

[Abarcy. [ad. med. L. abartia 'insatiabilitas'

Du Cange.]
'
Insatiableness

'

Bailey vol. II. 1731.
The L. and Eng. seem alike fictions.]

t Abare,z/. Obs-[Q!.abari-an] 'To make bare,

uncover, or disclose,' Bailey, vol. II. 1731 ; whence
in J., etc., but purely OE., obs. bef. iioo.

[Abarstic -ke, a. 'Insatiable,' Cockeram 1626.

Du Cange connects it with abartia
\ Blount 1712

with berstan to burst :

' who has so large a Belly
that tho' 'tis full it will not burst.' Some error.]

Abarticulation (seb&itMal#-Jan). Anat.[*\\.
mod. L. ab-artictdatio, a word for word rendering
of Gr. dTT-apQpajvts used by Galen, f. ab off, from, +
ai'ticttlatio a jointing, n. of action f. articul-dre to

join : see ARTICLE.] A kind of articulation ad-

mitting of free motion in the joint.
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., At<articnlation^ in Anatomy,

the same with diarthrosis. 1853 MAYNK.

II Abas. Obs.-o ' A Persian weight, used in

weighing pearls ;
one eighth less than the Euro-

pean caract.' Chambers Cycl. Supp, \ "53, whence in

subseq. Diets, but without quotations.
Abase (ab t~-s), v. Forms: 4abesse; 5 abasse ;

6 abace, adbass, abbase
;
6- abase, [ad. OFr.

abaiss-iej') abeiss-ici', abcss-icr, abcs-icr (mod. Fr.

abaissef}, f. d to 4 batssicr to lower: late L. *bas-

sarc f. bass-us 'short or low of stature' (in Papias =
curtits, /ntmilis, but in Isidore crassus, pingiiis}\
also a surname in early Lat. The regular mod.

repr. of OFr. abaissicr, abessier, ME. abcssc, would
be abcase, abcace (cf. case, lease, grease, peace} ; the
actual abase is due to the influence of base adj. Must
be distinguished from early and northern forms of
ABASH

;
of which abayss, abaisse, abasse became by

phonetic change abash, before abesse (by influence of

base} became abase
;
but in the north, where s was

not changed to sh, abaisse, abase, = abash are found

contemporary with southern abase the present vb.]
1. To lower (physically), depress, bring or cast

down. arch.

1477 CAXTON Jason 10 And peleus . . began to abasse and
hange doun his heed. 1589 PUTTENHAM Engl, Poesie (1811)
in. xxiv. 246 Their seruitours, speaking or being spoken vnto,
abbase their eyes in token of lowlines. 1594 SHAKS. Rich.

Ill, i. ii. 247 And will she yet abase her eyes on me? 1596
SPENSER /". Q. n. i. 26 Suddeinly that warriour gan abace His
threatned speare. 1671 SALMON Syn. Medic, in. xxii. 405 It

abaseth inflamations and Feavers wonderfully. 1676 Phil.
Trans. XI. 680 A Pump . . whose Sucker . . is raised and
abased by two Levers. 1870 J. R. LOWELL Am. my Books
Ser. II (1873) 323 Its delectable mountains which night shall

utterly abase and destroy.
2. To lower in rank, office, condition, or charac-

ter; to humble, humiliate; often with the sense of

degrade, make base.

1393 GOWEB Conf, L in Our king hath do this thing amis,
So to abesse his roialte, 1539 Bi'. TONSTALL Sermon on
Palme sondaye (1823) i He dyd abase hym selfe, takynge
vpon hym the fourmeof aseruant. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn.
1. 16 The grosse and palpable flatterie, whereunto many have
abassed & abused their wits and pens, a 176* LADY M.W.
MONTAGU Letters Jix. 79 Heaven . . you know delights in

abasing the proud. 1834 DJSKAELI Rei>. Epicki. xl. 44 (1864)
Their end To level not to raise ; where equal all All are
abased. 1876 FKKKMAX Norm. Cong. I. App. 620 This famous
refusal of Rolf to abase himself.

f3. To lower in price or value, to depreciate, de-
base (coin). Obs.

1569 GRAFTON Chron.Ed.VI an. 5,1316 Thepeece of ix pence
was abaced to sixpence, a 1656 HALKS Golden Remains Ser.
I (1673) 14 If He that abases the prince's coin deserves to
die. 1669 CHILD Disc. Trade 244 (ed. 4) The charge of mend-
ing our land would be doubled, and the land abased to seven
or eight years purchase. 1736 CARTE Life ofOrmonde I. 12
The standard of it [the coin] which had been much abased
in the time of her father Henry VIII.

t Abase) adv. Obs. rare [a. Fr. ^ bas down : see

BASE.] Down, lower ; back.

1543 BOORDE Dyetary iv. 238 (1870) The seller vnder the

pantry, sette somwhat abase ; the kychen set somwhat a
base from the buttry and pantry.

Abased (ab(
T
>-st), ///. a.

[f. ABASE v. + -ED.]
1. Lowered, cast down, downcast, arch.

1652 CRASHAW SVrrr.cif Poems 164 Now by abased lids shall
learn to be Eagles, and shut our eyes that we may see. 1801
SOUTHEY Thai. xii. 19 With head abased, he laid An arrow
in its rest.

2. Her. --Fr. Abaisse \ Turned downwards, as the

8

wings of an eagle. Also, said of a charge when

placed lower than its customary position; op-
posed to enhanced.

1741 CHAMBERS Cycl.

3. Lowered, humbled, in rank, condition, charac-

ter, feelings, etc.

1611 Uim.E Phil, iv. 12 I know both how to be abased, and
I knowe how-to abound [ /^(-///Icwid, Tindalec&sl doune].

1782 Cowi'ER Retiretnt. 94 I shrink abas'd, and yet aspire to
1 hee. 1823 SCOTT Peveril 255 (1865) It is well he is abased ;

but if it Hes with me, I may humble his pride, but will never
ruin his house. 1863 MKS. JAMESON Leg, ofMonast. Orders
348 He knew not how to deal with ruffians so abased.

t 3. Debased, depreciated, as coinage. Obs.

Abasedly (ab^-sedli), adv.
[f. ABASED + -LY*.]

In an abased or humbled manner
; humbly, ab-

jectly, downcast!?.
1571 HKNRYSON Fables 42 The sheepe againe before the

Wolfe areniied, But ( without) Advocate, abasedly could
(=did)stand. i9y)}&.HKc>n Milton's YouthmEt&y*4'*ThQ*t
other passages . . which exhibit the poet as . . looking about
abasedly among his literary contemporaries.
Abasement (ab^-sment). [f. ABASE v. after Fr.

abaisseinenf : see -MEXT.]
1. The action of abasing, lowering, casting down,

or humbling, in rank or character; humiliation.

1561 T. NORTON] Calvin's lust. i. xiii. 47 (1634) The time
was not yet come of his abasement. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.
Poesie 266 (1869) And almost speak vntruly and iniuriousTy
by way of abbasement. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa II. ii. 12

(1811) Pride in ourselves must, and forever will, provoke con-

tempt, and bring down upon us abasement from others. 1857
BUCKLE Civil. I. viii. 549 The abasement of the clergy pre-
ceded the humiliation of the crown.
2. The condition of being abased

; humiliation,

degradation.
1611 BIBLE Ecclns. xx, n There is an abasement because of

glory; and there is that lifteth vp his head from a low estate.

1747 HKRVEY Medit. II. 136 The deepest Degrees of possi-
ble Abasement. 1828 CARLYLK Misc. I. 231 (1857) Conscious
of its errors and abasement. 1860 R. A. VAUGHAN Ho. ic.

Mystics (ed. 2) I. 153 True Abandonment, with utter Abase-
ment, was the nearest way to God.

Abaser (ab^-sM). [f.
ABASE v. + -ERI.]

1. He who, or that which, abases.

1650 J. WKFKES Truth's Conf!. Hi. ?6 Yours will be found
the great exaltress of free-will, and the great abaser of free-

grace. 1656 J. TRAPP Expos. Rom. iv. 16 Paul was a greUt
advancer of the grace of God, and abaser of man.

1 2. Khet. The figure Tapinosi$\ depreciatory
phraseology. Obs.

1589 PfTTKNHAM Eng. Poesie 266(1869) These and such
other base wordes do greatly disgrace the thing, and the

speaker or writer: the Greekes call it Tapinosis, we the
Af'ast'r.

Abash. (abce'J), v. Forms : 4 abayss, abaisse,
abasse

; 4-5 abaisshe, -aische, -asche, -assche
;

5 6 abasshe, -asche, -aszshe
; 4-6 abashe ; 6-

abash. Northern : 4-6 abaiss(e, abase, [ad.

Anglo-Fr. abaiss- = OFr. cba'iss-, csbaiss-, length-
ened stem (occurring in pplc. abaiss-ant, 3 pi. a-

ba'iss-cnt, subj. abaisse, etc.) of esb-a'ir, mod. Fr.

ebahir ; f. es : Lat. ex 'out, utterly' + ba'ir, bahir
= Ital. baire to astound, regarded as formed on
bafi ! a natural exclamation of astonishment. The
OFr. -iss here became -is/i, as in perish, finish,

punish, and the / was absorbed, as in punch ; in

the north the -s remained, as in cheriss, jlitriss,

pttnyss ; hence a formal confusion between northern
forms ot abash, and the distinct vb. ABASE, q.v.]
1. To destroy the self-possession or confidence of

(any one), to put out of countenance, confound, dis-

comfit, or check with a sudden consciousness of

shame, presumption, error, or the like. a. active,

1375 IJAKBOUR Bruce yin. 247 And thouch that thai be ma
than we, That suld abaiss ws litill tiling. 1430 Pilg. Lyfof
Man 117 It is thilke hi whiche I abashe alle the bestes of
the cuntre. 1496 W. r>E WORDE Dives <$ Pauper xiv. viii.

340/1 Thelyon with his crye abassheth all other bestes. 1570
LEVINS Manipnlus, To Abashe Stupefacere. 1574 tr. Mario*
rats Apocalips 26 For although lightning be bright, yet is

it not cruerefull, but rather abasheth men. 1600 HEVWOOD
ist Ediv. /y, iv. 27 To weaken and abash their fortitude.

1751 FIELDING Amelia in. ix. Wks. 1784 VIII. 304 A man
whom no denial, no scorn could abash. 1863 H. ROGERS
Life of y. Hoive \\\. 83 If not to convince, to silence and abash
the gainsayer.

f b. refl. [mod. Fr. has only the refl. form febahir^
To gape with surprise, to stand confounded. Obs.

'1450 LONELICH Holy Grail xxi. 291 Thanne the Kyng
Abasched him sore For Je wordes he herde thore. 1485 CAX-
TON Paris

<$
Vienne 62 Abasshe you not for thys derkenes.

C. Most common in the passive : to be, stand, or

feel abashed
;
at an occasion, of (obs.} t by a cause.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems 42. 149 pat oj>er burne wat} abayst
ofhisbrobe worde}. 1366 MAUNDEV. xxix. 295 Alisandrewas
gretly astoneyed

and abayst. 1382 WYCLIF Mark v. 42 And
thei weren abaischt [1388 abaischid] with greet stoneying.
1386 CHAUCER Clerkes T. 955 Right nought was sche

abaissht of her clothing \v.r. abayst"-', abast, abayssht,
abasshed, abassched]. 1483CAXTON (7. Leg. 70/3 Whan Dauid
herd this he was sore abasshed. 1535 COVERDALE Is. xiii. 8
One shall euer be abaszshed of another. 1667 MILTON/*. L.
\. 331 They heard, and were abasht, and up they sprung. 1807
CRABBE Villager. 79 And while she stands abash d, with con-
scious eye. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synch. 72 I might
have been abashed by their authority.

t 2. ititr. (by omission of refl. pron.) To stand dumb

ABASING.

with confusion or astonishment ; to lose self-posses-
sion or confidence ; to flinch or recoil with surprise,
shame, or sense of humiliation. Obs.

1391 CHAUCER Boe'thins 146(1868) No strong man ne semej>
nat to abassen or disdaigner as ofte tyme as He here)? be
notse of \>G bataile. 1477 CAXTON Jason 45 b, The herte of
man sholde not abasshe in no thing. 1530 PALSGR. I abasshe,
or am amazed of any thing, Je me esbahis. 1577-87 HOLINSH.
Chron. III. 1098/2 For she, notwithstanding all the fearefull

newes that were brought to hir that daie, neuer abashed.

1585 JAMES I Kssayes in Poesie 44 She did shame The Sunne
himself, her coulour was so bright, Till he abash it beholding
such a light.

t Aba-sh, sb. Obs. rare-1
,

[f.
the vb.] Loss of

self-possession, confusion from surprise, shame, or

the like. = ABASHMENT.
1393 GOWER Conf. II. 46 The kynges doughter, which this

sigh, For pure abasshe drewe hir adrigh.

Abashaiice. Obs. rare 1
, [a. OFr. aba'is-

sancc, = esbaissance, ebahissance, n. of action, f.

aba'issant pr. pple. of aba'ir, esbahii". see ABASH
and -ANCE.] Abashment, dismay.

t 1430 Syr Generides 5515 Sampson beheld [Generides],
And saw that he noo colour lese, Nornoo manerabasshaunce,
But bare him bold of countynaunce.
Abashed (fibwjt), ///. a. Forms : 4 abayst,

abaist; 4-5 abaissht, -aisscht,-assht; 5-6 abassh-
ed ;

6 abaszshed; 6- abasht, abashed; also

aphetic BASHED. [ABASH v. + -ED.] Put out of

self-possession, stricken with surprise ; confounded,
discomfited, disconcerted ; checked with a sense of

shame, presumption, or error.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr, Consc. 1431 Swa bat man suld mare
drede and be abayste, Over mykel in be world here to

trayste. 1534 LD. BURNERS Golden Bk. of Marc. Anrel.

(i546)Oiiiib, We holdyng downe our heddes abashed. 1718
POPE Iliad viii. 540 The pensive goddesses, abash'd, con-
troll'd. 1859 TENSVSOS Enid -j6$ Enid, all abash'd she knew
not why, Dared not to glance at her good mother's face.

Abashedly (abarjedli), adv. [f. prec. + -Ly2.] In

an abashed manner ; with confusion of face.

c 1817 HOGG Tales
<$
Sketches IV. 26 George at length came

forward abashedly.

t Aba'shednCSS. Obs. rare [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or state of being abashed;
abashment.

1530 PALSG. 193 Abasshednesse, /raievr, s,f.

Abashing (abce'Jin), vbl. sb. also 4 abasshyng ;

and in Northern writers, 5- abaysing, abaisyng,
abasing ; not to be confounded with ABASING.

[f. ABASH v. + -ING*.] The act of confounding, or

putting to dismay ;
the state of confusion, dismay,

or astonishment
;
abashment. Now mostly gerun-

dial.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boethitts iv. i Certes, quoth she, that were a

great maruayle, and an abashinge without end. 1375 BAR-
BOUR Bruce xvn. 573 Thre sper-lynth, I trow weill mycht be

Betuixthame,quhen sic abasing Tukthame. 1404 H. SHARIS-

BROOK, in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 10. I. 30 A gret abayschynge
to oure enmyes. < 1425 WYNTOWN Crott. viii. xxxvii. 77 Dai
suld noucht have had abaysyng. Ibid. ix. i. 66 Rycht airly in

til be dawing He stoutly come but abaisyng And til the Cas-
telle set a stale, And syne gert bryn wp b Town hale, a 1564
BECON Demands of Script, in Prayers^ etc. (1844)604 The
amazing, dread, and abashing of the mind that the wicked men
have of the wrath of God. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. French
Tottff. , Effray, or effroy, feare, astonying, abashing, amasing.

Abashless (^abae-Jles), a. rare. [f. ABASH sb. +

-LESS.] Unabashed, shameless ; the reverse of

bashful.
1868 BROWNING Ring fy Book i. 127 Words as ready and as

big As the part he played, the bold abashless one. Ibid. \. 203
This else abashless mouth.

Abashment (abas'jment). Forms : 5 abayssh-
ment, abaschement

;
6 abasshement, abashe-

ment
;
6- abashment, [ad. OFr. aba'issement = es-

bahissemenfj i'bahissement, n. of action f. aba'irt

esbahir'. see ABASH and -MENT.] Confusion from

surprise, shame, or sudden check ; confusion efface.
i 1410 LOVE Bonaventura s Spec. V. Chr. iii. (Gibbs MS.)

As be perfyte meke may not here his praysynge wyth owten
abaschment and schame fastnesse. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of
Ariesi.xv,43 They were dysconfyted more by abayssh-
ment than by armes. 1523 State Papers Hen. VII f, IV.

36 An abashment and grete discorage to all those that be of

the Frenche faccion. 1600 ABBOT Jonah 423 That speech of

the great abashment of his people should be brought to the

King, 1749 WALPOLE Lett, to H. Mann No. 200 (1834) II.

271 To the great abashment of the Jacobites. 1837 CAR-
LYLE Fr. Rev. III. iv. vii. 168 (1871) On her countenance
there was visible neither abashment nor pride.

Abasing (ab^-sin),^/.^. [f. ABASE z>. + -IXG!.]
The action of lowering or depressing, a. physically.
b. in mind or feeling, c. of debasing ordepreciating
the currency (0/>s.). Now mostly gerundial.
1555 HARPSFIELD Di-vorce Hen. VIII (1878) 298 The ines-

timable loss it [England] suffered by the decay and abasing
of money. 1569 GRAFTON Chron. Ed. VI, an. 5, 1315-6 At
this tyme also the kinges maiestie, with the aduice of his

priuye counsaile, did now purpose not onely the abacyng of

the sayd copper moneys, but also ment wholly to reduce

them into bolHon. 1608 HIERON Wks. I. 745/1 To the abas-

ing & humbling of my hart. 1611 BIBLE zCor. XL 7 Haut I

committed an offence in abasing my selfe, that you might
be exalted. 1625 BACON Essays xxii (1862)92 This would be

done, with a demure Abasing of your Eye. . as the lesuites

also doe use. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 30 Gods purpose to-

wards him in this abasing of his stout heart.



ABASING. 9 ABATE.

Abasing, obs. north, form of ABASHING vbL sb.

Abasing (abJ'-sirj),///. a. [f. ABASE v. + -ING?.]

Lowering, depressing, humbling.
a 1665 GOODWIN A being filled with, the Spirit (1867) 116

The bodies of the saints, which now in the state of mortality

are vile, that is, of an abasing and humbling complexion
and frame.

Abask vabcrsk), adv. [Kprtp. of state-rJUsK v. :

see A/nr/.l 1 1.] In a basking condition, basking.
1866 NEALE Sequ. fy Hymns 144 Ephesus lies all abask in

Mediterranean noonday.

|| Abassi, -S. Obs.
' A silver coin current in

Persia, . . somewhat less than an English shilling.'

Chambers Cycl. Sitpp. 1753.
Ibid. The Abassi took its denomination fromSchah Abas II,

king of Persia* under whom it was struck.

t Aba'stard, v. Obs, [ad. . abastardir (as

old as i2thc.) from d prep. + bastard. Cf. OSp.

t&OStardarJ] prop. To make or declare bastard or

illegitimate: hence, to make spurious or degenerate ;

to debase, corrupt, deteriorate.

16x0 DONNE Psendo-Martyr 226. 6 In some of the meane
Parents by the way there may be fallacies which may cor-

rupt & Abastard it. 1651 Life of Father Sarpi 86
(1676)

They further insinuated that the Roman Religion was in-

sensibly abastarded.

t Abastardize, -ise (abcrstajdai/), v. Wl>s. [f.

Fr. abastard-irt
-iss-ant\ see prec. The term, -ise

representing the -iss- of the extended stem in Fr. has

been refashioned after vbs. in -IZE. Cf. AMORTIZE.]
To render bastard, spurious, or degenerate ; to de-

base, or deteriorate.

1580 HOLLVBAND Trgas, French Tong.^ Abastardir. . to cor-

rupt, or abastardise, to counterfeit. 1605 DANIELL Queen's
Arcadia v. iv. (Wks. 1717) I. 224 And being our selves Cor-

rupted, and abastardized thus. 1610 DONNE Sermon xcvi.

IV. 258 An insinuating of false and adulterous blood, in abas-

lardizing a race, by supposititious children. 1653 BULWER
A rtificiatl Changeling ($\x>t\\-\% Donne) Doe not abastardise

that noble kind, that noble nature, that God hath imparted
to thee.

t Abastardizedi ppl- <* Obs. ff. prec. + -KIX]

Degenerate, debased, spurious.
1653 URQUHART Rabelais (1727) ii. viil. The soule, by which

our name continues blessed amongst men would be degener-
ate and abastardised.

tAba'sure. Obs.
[f.

ABASE v. + -URE
; ofEng.

formation, afterwords like eras-ttre, seiz-nre.] The
action of abasing ; the condition of being abased

;

humiliation.

1653 MANTON Kp. JamesM. i Wks.iS?! IV. 181 They offered

injury and contumely to them, because of their outward
abasure and despicableness. 1671 FI.AVEL Fount, of Life
xix. 55 And it was no small Abasure of Christ to bind him-
self to the Law as a Subject made under.

Abatable (ab?-tab'l),*z. [a. OFr. abatable (Brit-

ton), f. abatre : see ABATE vl and -ABLE.] Capable
of being abated.

1821, i and 2 Ceo. IV c. 41, i By law, every such nuisance,

being of a public nature, is abateable as such by indictment.

1865 NICHOLS Britton n. xviii. 9 The writ is thereby abatable

[Fr. si est le brffabatable\.

t Abatayl, v. Obs. rare, [for anbatayl=en-
batayl, a. OFr. enbataillc-r : see EMBATTLE.] To
embattle.
c 1380 Sir Femmbras 4310 Mantrible \>e Citee ys y-called,

Wyp marbre fyn ys he walled, & abatayled with toures hye.

t Abataylment. Obs. rare [see prec.] Battle-

ment.

cvy&Gaw, and Or. Kn, 790 Enbaned vnder J?e abatayl-
ment, in be best lawe.

Abate (alvi-t), vl [a. OFr. abat-re, abat-tre, f. a

prep, to + batret battrc to beat : late L. batters, batcrc,

from cl. L. batuere. In the technical senses 18, 19,

the identity of the prefix is uncertain, and the re-

lation to the other senses undetermined.]
I. To beat down, demolish, destroy.

1. trans. To beat down, throw down, demolish,
level with the ground. Obs. exc. in Law.
1366 MAUNDEV. viii. 95 (1839) Jerusalem hath often tyme

ben destroyed, & the Walles abated & beten doun. c 14*0
Palladius on Husb. \\. 5 Hem to desolate Of erthe, and all

from every roote abate. 1494 FABYAN vii. 490 Yc
gates of

Bruges, of Ipre, of Courtray, and of other townes were abated
and throwyn downe. 1576 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent 185

(1826) By-cause Apultre was not of sufficient strength for their

defence and coverture they abated it to the ground. 1643
PRYNNE Doom of Ccnuardice <$ Trench. 4 And that night
came a great party of them, and by fine force made an assault
and abated the Baracadoes. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. 13

(1729) During the hottest months carefully abate the weeds.

1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. s.v., To abate ; to prostrate, break

down, or destroy. In law to abate a castle or fort is to beat
it down. 1864 Wandyiv. tir. Act 44 If any work made by
the Company in, over, or across the River Thames . . be aban-
doned or suffered to fall into disuse or decay, the Conserva-
tors of the River Thames may abate and remove the same.

1 2.
_/? To put down, put an end to, do away with

(any state or condition of things). Obs.
c 1170 E. E. Poems, Old Age 149 When eld blowid he is

blode . his ble is sone abatid. 1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc.

1672 Ded [=death], of al l>at it comes to, abates And chaunges
all myghtes and states, c 1350 Will. Palerne : 141 To abate }>e

bost of t>at breme duke. 1413 LYDGATE Pylg. Stnule v. xii. 103
(1843) And fynallyabatid isthestrif. 1585 ABP. SANDYS .frrwr.

79 (1841) St. Paul abateth this opinion. Ibid. 293 To abate
the haughty conceit which naturally we have of ourselves.

VOL. I.

3. Esp. Law. a. To put an end to, do away with

(as a nuisance, or an action).
1*97 R- GLOUC. 447 And ober monye luher lawes, ^at hys

elderne adde ywrojt, He behet, J>at he wolde abate. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 168 The primitive sense is that of

abating or beating down a nusance. 1780 BURKE Sp. on
Econ. Ref. Wks. III. 247 They abate the nuisance, they pull
down the house. 1844 H. ROGERS Essays I. ii. 88 He has not
lived in vain who has successfully endeavoured to abate the
nuisances of his own time. 1859 DE QLIINCEY The dxsars
Wks. X. 104 To put him down and abate him as a monster.

b. To render null and void (a writ).
1580 HA RET Alvearie* His accusation or writte is abated or

ouerthrowne when the Attorney by ignorance declareth not the

processe in due forme, or the writte abateth. 1621 SANPEKSON
Sertn. Ad. Cl. n. xxii. 30 (1674)

And any one short Clause
or Proviso, not legal, is sufficient to abate the whole Writ or
Instrument, 1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 266 This only suspends
but does not abate the action. 1741 ROBINSON Gevuelkind vi.

109 The Writ was abated by the Court. 1809 TOMLISS Law
Diet. s. v., To abate a nuisance is to destroy, remove, or put
an end to it. . . To abate a writ is to defeat or overthrow it

by shewing some error or exception.

4. intr. (through rejl.} To be at an end, to be-

come null or void ; esp. of writs, actions, appeals.
i6oa W. FULBECKE First Part ofParallels fa In the sum-

mons A. was omitted, wherefore the writte abated. 1745 DE
FOE Enff. Tradesni. I. xvi. 148 Commissions shall not abate

by the death of his majesty. 1768 BLACKSTONE Counn, III.

247 The suit is of no effect, and the writ shall abate. 1809
TOMLINS Law Diet. s.v. It is said an appeal shall abate, and
be defeated by reason of covin or deceit. 1860 MASSKY Hist.

Engl. III. .\xxi. 437 The Committee of Privileges resolved,
that impeachments stood on the same footing as appeals and
writs of error; consequently they did not abate.

II. To bring down, lower, depress.

t 5. To bring down (a person) physically, socially,
or mentally; to depress, humble, degrade; to cast

down, deject. Obs.
c 1325 GROSSETESTE Castel of Lone 1334 He was abated

of his tour [
= in his turn]. ^1386 CHAUCER Persones T. 118

The heyher that they were in this present lif, the more schuln

thay ben abatid and defouled in helle. 1470-85 MALORY
Marie Arthur (1634 repr. 1816) I. 241 Then sir Beaumains
abated his countenance. 1564 BAULDWIN Moral Phil, (ed.

Palfr.) iii. 4 Hee is to be honoured among them that be

honoured, that fortune abateth without fault. 1618 RALEIGH
Remains (1644) 27 If any great person to be abated, not to

deal with him by calumniation or forged matter. 1651 JI;K.

TAYLOR Sermons i. ix. 104 They were abated with humane
infirmities and not at all heightened by the Spirit.

t 6. intr. To fall, be dejected, humbled. Obs.

1306 Political Sffttgs(CaxnA. S.)2i6 Ys continaunce abated

eny bost to make. 1387 TREVISA Higdcn Rolls Ser. II. 185

pe bolde nolle abateb [cervix deprintitur}. c 1460 Urhanitatis
in Babees 0&(x868) 16 Lette not J>ycontynaunce also abate.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 30 The naturall spirit of the hautiest . .

will abate and come downe.

t 7. To abate of\ to bring clown (a person) from
;

hence to deprive of, curtail of. Obs.
t 1430 Octouian hnperator 1316 (Weber III. 212) He was

abated of all hys hete. c 1530 LD. BERNERS ArthurofLytell

Bryt. 105 (1814) That she be not thereby abbated of her noble-

nesse and estate. 1605 SHAKS. Lear n. iv. 161 She hath
abated me of halfe my Traine. 1637 LISLE tr. Du Bartas

30 Mens bodies were abated of their bignesse.

III. To bring down in size, amount, value, force,

f 8. To beat back the edge or point of anything ;

to turn the edge ;
to blunt, lit. and Jig. Obs.

1548 HALL Chron. 689 Such wepons as the capitain of the

Castle shall occupie, that is, Morrice pike sworde target,
the poynt and edge abated. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, v. v. 35
Abate the edge of Traitors, gracious Lord. 1613 W, BROWNE
Brit. Past. i. iv. (1772) 107 With plaints which might abate

a tyrant's knife. 1625 BACON Essays ix To abate the edge
of envy. 1634 HEYWOOD Maidenh. lost xi. 120 The name of

Childe Abates my Swords keene edge. 1699 EVELYN Acetaria

145 (1729) Such as abate and take off the keeness.

9. To bring down in size; lower, lessen or di-

minish (things tangible), arch.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De Pr. Rcrnmij.^) xvn. Ixxviii. 652
Gutta abatyth all swellynge and bolnynge. 1611 BIBLE Gen.

viii. 3 After the end of the hundred and fiftie dayes, the waters

were abated. 1611 WOODALL Surgeon's Mate Wks. (1653) 1 1

Small Files are used . . to abate any end of a bone . . which is

fractured. 1662 EVELYN Chalcog. (1769) 50 In wood, which is

a graving much more difficult ; because all the work is to be

abated and cut hollow. 1813 SCOTT Pei<e^7(1865)241 A lucky
accident had abated Chiffinch's party to their own number.

10. intr. To decrease in size or bulk. arch.

1587 GOLDING Mornay's Chr. Relig. xiv. 220 (1617) The
more that the body abateth in flesh, the more work full is the

mind. tUfV?AXti&&AlfaM'fJ5ilf, in.xviii. 86 Their poyson,

growing when it seemeth to abate. 1726 DE FOE Hist. Devil
i. x. 121 (1840) The arke rested, the waters abating.

11. trans. To bring down in value, price, or es-

timation, arch.

1340 Ayenb. 28 Vor be guode los to abatye, and hire guodes
to 103 y, be envious agrayjjeb^ alle his gynnes. 1:1400 Rom.
Rose 286 She ne might all abate his prise, c 1460 FORTESCUK
Absol. fy Lim. Mon. (1714) 116 Hou the Pricys of Merchaun-
discs, growyn in this Lond, may be holdyn up, and encreasyd,
and the Prycys of Merchaundise, brought into this Lond

abatyd. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan n. xxii. 119 They raise the

price of those, and abate the price of these. 1670 R. COKE
Disc, of Trade 33 If the Importation of Irish Cattel had
abated the Rents of England one half.

12. intr. To fall in amount, value, or price, suffer

reduction, be reduced, arch. exc. in Law.
1745 DE FOE Eng. Tradesm. II. xxxii. 101 As wages abate

to the poor, provisions must abate in the market, and rents

must sink and abate to the landlords. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Comm. II. 512 And in case of a deficiency of a.c sets, all the

general legacies must abate proportionably, in order to pay
the debts.

13. trans. To lessen or lower in force or intensity
(a quality, feeling, action, etc.) ;

to diminish, lessen,

lighten, relieve, mitigate.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 269 His moder Helianore abated

^ergretcbale. 1340 HAMI-OLE Pr. Consc. 2840 For na thyng
may abate ^air pyne. 1574 tr. Murlorats Apocalips 33
Charitie is lyke fyre, whyche is easyly put .oute if it be
abated. 1593 T. HYLL Profitable Arte of Card. 137 The
sauor ot them [garlic] wilbe greatly abated. 1599 SHAKS.
Hen. yt in. ii. 24 Abate thy Rage, abate thy manly Rage.
1611 BIBLE Dent, xxxiv. 7 His eye was not dimme, nor his
naturall force abated. 1670 WALTON Lives iv. 288 Lord, abate

my great affliction, or increase my patience. 1759 ROBERT-
SON Hist. Scot. I. 11. 156 She shook the fidelity, or abated the
ardour of some. 1859 MILL Liberty ii. 68 To abate the force
of these considerations.

14. intr. To fall off in force or intensity ; grow
less, calm down.

i 1400 Dt'str. Troy xi. 4665 Sesit the wyndis ; The bremnes
abated. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. K.iv.iv. 50 My fury shall abate, and
I The Crownes will take. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. \. 463
(1721) When Winter's Rage abates, when chearfiil Hours
Awake the Spring. 1720 DE FOE dipt. Singleton xvi. 274
Towards morning the wind abated a little. iSwCARLYLE />.
Rev. I. vi. iii. 322 This conflagration of the South-East will

abate. 1869 Echo Oct. y The Foot and Mouth Disease
which has been raging with some virulence is now beginning
to abate.

IV. To strike off, deduct.

15. trans. To strike off or take away a part, to

deduct, subtract.

a. with of (put of, from obs.).
c 1391 CHAIXKK .-Istrolalv 34 Abate thanne thees degrees
And minutes owt of 90. 1413 LYDGATE Pylgr. Sowlc\\. viii.

62(1483) He nele noo thynge abaten of the prys. 1551 Ki
coHiiE Pathway to Knoict. \\. Introd., And if you abate euen

portions from things that are equal, those paries that remain
shall be equall also. 1570 DEE Math. Praef. 9 If from 4.

ye abate i. there restetn 3. 1611 BIHLK Le7>. xxvii, 18 It

shall be abated from thy estimation. 16*9-88 Secret Servitv

Moneys of Chas. fy Jas. //, i26(Camd. S. 1851) To be abated
out of the moneys that are or shall l>e due tu him for work.

1741 Complete Family-Piece \. ii. 192 Take . .

9^ eggs, abating
4 whites. 1745 DE FOE Eng. Tradesm. I. xix. 178 Rather

thanabateafarthingofthepncethey had asked. 1866 ROCI-.KS

Agric. <$
Prices I. xx. 506 The merchant abating something

of his morning price.

b. with obj. (orifj. dative} of the person.
1465 Manners fy Hoitseh. E.\p$. 465 Roberd Thriipe lentc

me l.s. . . and herof he moste a bate me [
= tome] .xiiij.s. 1647

SANDERSON Sermons Ad Aul. xv. i (1673)209 He therefore

sendeth for his Master's Debtors forthwith ;
abateth them of

their several Sums, and makes the Uooks agree. 1671 FLAVEL
Fount, of Life in. 6 When the Payment was making, he
will not abate him one Farthing. 1771 FRANKLIN Avtobiog.
Wks. 1840 I. 61 She would abate me two shillings a week for

ihe future.

C. absol. To make an abatement.
I53 I'ALSGR. 420, I alowe or abate upon a reckenyng or ac-

compte made. 1745 DE 1'w.Eng. Tradesni. \. xix. 179 He can-

not abate without underselling the market, or underrating the

value of his goods. 1817 JAS. MiLL/>V/V. India II. iv. iv. ij^

Lacey offered to abate in his pecuniary demand.

16. fig. To omit, leave out of count
;
to bar or

except.
1588 SHAKS. L.L.L. v. n. 547 Abate [a] throw at Novum,

and the whole world againe, Cannot pricke out five such.

1700 LAW Council of Trade 253 (1751) Abating accidents

which happen but seldom. 1772 JOHNSON in Berweti(iBi6) II.

149 Abating his brutality, he was a very good master. 1865
SALA Diary in America I. 307 Abating the gold and silver

plate.

17. To abate of (a thing) : to deduct something
from, make an abatement from ;

to lower, or lessen

in amount, arch.

1644 UL'LWER Chirologia 144 It falls short and abates of

the perfection of the thing. 1645 Bi 1
. HALL Remedy ofDis-

content. 27 Their fading condition justly abates of their value.

1653 IZAAK WALTON Compl. Angler 2 [I shall] either abate

of my pace, or mend it, to enjoy such a companion. 1765
TUCKER Lt. of Sat. II. 635 Their own experience and the

world they converse with will abate of this excess. 1810

SCOTT Lady ofLake v. iii. 22 The guide abating of his pace
Led slowly through the pass's jaws.

V. Technical.

*t-18. Falconry. To beat with the wings, flutter.

More commonly aphetized to BATE. Obs.

c 1430 Bk. ofHatvkyng in Ret. Antiq. I. 297 If that she [the

hawk] abate, let her flee, but be war that thou constreyne
her not to flee. 1575 TURBERVILLE Booke of Pale. 135 You
shall keepe hiralwayes in best plighte and leaste daunger to

abate.

f!9. In Horsemanship. 'A Horse is said to Abate,

when working upon Curvets, he puts his two hind

Legs to the Ground, both at once, and observes

the same Exactness at all Times.' Bailey 1721 ;

whence in J. and subseq. Diets. Obs.

Abate iab<
7
'-t), v.'2 Law [a. Anglo-Kr. abat-rt\

earlier enbatre, cmbatre (see A-flref. 10), in the legal

phr. sc enbafre or abatrc en (Britton) to thrust one-

self forcibly into, f. en in, into + &z//v to beat; see

ABATE r.i Subseq. confused with the prec. both in

Anglo-Fr. and Eng. ; the law-books treat it as the

same word.] To intrude or thrust oneself forcibly

or tortiously into a tenement between the death oi

the owner and the accession of the legal heir. a.

reft, (early instances are wanting).
1865 NICHOLS tr./WMwiiLi. 2, II. 2 Because a person that



ABATE.

has no right may immediately after the death of any one
abate himself into the inheritance of the right heir, and keep
out the heir and chief lord of the fee [Fr. set enbatre en le

heritage}. Ibid. \\. xx. 4. I. 336 He by his own force abated
himself into the tenement [Fr. se abaty en eel tenement}.

b. intr. (by omission of refl. pron. in late Anglo-
Fr., or ME. The ordinary construction since 6.)

15*8 PERKINS Profitable Booke \. 325. 144 If a man seised

of three acres in fee taketh a wife and dyeth and a stranger
abate in one of the acres. 1629 COKE First Pt. of Inst. 277
Betweene the death and the entry of the heire, an estranger
doth interpose himselfe, and abate [ Yr.et un estraunge abate],

1809 TOMLINS Laiv Diet. s.v. He that steps in between the

former possessor and his heir is said to abate; he is called

an abator, and this act of intrusion or interposition is termed
an abatement.

t Aba'te, sb. Obs. [f. ABATE v.^] Abatement.
1. Depression, casting down.
14*3 JAMES I King's Qnair n. xxi. For quhich sodayne

abate, anon astert The blude of all my body to my hert.

2. The lowering of a quality ;
diminution.

1646 H. LAWRKNCE Com. fy IVarre itnth Angels, Ep. Ded.
The abate of power & strength which sinne had caus'd.

3. Deduction, subtraction.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. vii. 195 Nor will the

difference be sensible in the abate of scruples or dragmes.

Abated (abated), ///. a. [f. ABATE z'.l + -EH.]

1 1. Beaten, subdued, cast down. Obs.

1534 MORE Com/, agaynste tribnl. in. (Wks, 1557) 1258/1
That oure fleshlye affeccions, be more abated and refrayned

by the dreade and terroure of hell. 1548 in STKYPK Eccl.

A/er/r, vi. 351 The weakness of his often abated enemies. 1610

SHAKS. Coriol. in. iii. 132 Deliver you As most abated Cap-
tines, to some Nation That wonne you without blowes.

1661 Parismns \. 89 Which so revived the abated hearts of
the Thessalins.

2. Diminished, reduced, lowered in quality or

amount.

1594 R. C[AREW] Hnartes Exam, of Wits (1616) 45 And
those in whom this abated heat approcheth least. 1607
TOPSELL Serpents (1673) 629 By fasting it hath made his flesh

low and abated. 1855 I. TAYLOR Restor. Belief. 100 An
abated Christianity. 1859 Logic in Theol. 312 To estab-

lish an abated, or a contrary belief.

Abatement 1 (abutment), [a. OFr. abatement,

abattement) f. abattre ;
see ABATE v^ and -MENT.j

The action of abating, or state of being abated,
with most of the senses of the vb.

1. The act of overthrowing, putting down, or

doing away with
;
the state of being overthrown,

quashed or annulled. Obs. exc. as a Law term :

the abatement of a nuisance, action, writ, or claim.
' In its present most general signification it relates

to writs or plaints, and means the quashing or

destroying the plaintiff's writ or plaint.' Tomlins.

1538 PERKINS Profitable Booke v. 385. 167 (1642) A plea
which goeth meerelyin abatement of the writ. 1599 MARSTON
Scourge of I'itlanie n. vii. 205 Their only skill rests in Col-

lusions, Abatements, stoppels, inhibitions. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Comm. III. 5 A fourth species of remedy . . is the abatement,
or removal, of Nusances. 1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. s. v. A
Plea in Abatement is a plea put in by the defendant, in

which he shows cause to the court why he should not be im-

pleaded or sued. i86oMASSF.Y///j/. Engl. Ill.xxxi. 438 The
opinion in Westminster Hall was in favour of the abatement.

2. The act of lowering, lessening, or lightening ;

the state of depreciation, diminution, or decrease ;

the subsidence (of action) ;
alleviation or mitigation

(of evils).

1517 HAWES Past. Pleas, xliii. 14 And in like wise without
abatement I shall cause for to be memoriall The famus
actes. 1601 SHAKS. TweL A", i. i. 13 Nought enters there..

But falls into abatement, and low price. 1655 CROMWELL
(Carlylei Sfi. iv. I had much abatement of my hopes ; though
not a total frustration. 1675 BAXTER Catholick Theologie
\\. viii. 141 A delay of their future misery, and hopes of its

abatement. 1794 SULLIVAN View of Nat. I. 67 Like a high
sea on the abatement of a storm. 1878 GLADSTONE Print.

Homer 108 A sense of depression and disappointment, and
abatement of the higher energies,

j- b. Something which lightens toil
; relaxation,

recreation. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS ALneidv. prol. 45 Forquha sa list sere glad-
sum gamis lere, Ful mony mery abaitmentis followis here.

3. The result of abating or lessening ; the amount

by which anything is abated ; decrease, deduction,
drawback. ///. and fig. and as a technical term
in Comm.
1614 JOHN GEE in Shaks. Cent. Pr, 160 The third abate-

ment of the honor and continuance of this Scenicall company
is, that they make their spectators pay to deare for their In-

come. 1625 BACON Essays viii. 267 He hath a great Charge
of Children : As if it were an Abatement to his Riches. 1722
DE FOE Hist. Plague (j.-j^G) 183 All the Abatement I could

get was only, that . . I should be obliged to hold it .but three

Weeks. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Hbk. on Property Laiv \\. 7

Equity will compel him to take it, and will allow him a proper
abatement out of the purchase-money. 1866 ROGERS Agric.

Sf Prices I. xxviii. 677 The farmer obtained for the three

years an abatement of two marks.

4. Heraldry. A supposed mark of depreciation.
1610 GUILLIM Display of Heraldrie viii. i. 31 (1611) An

Abatement is an accidentall mark annexed to coat-armour

denoting some yngentleman-like, dishonorable, or disloiall

demeanour qualitie or staine in the bearer whereby the dig-
nilie of the coate-armour is greatly abased. 1751 CHAMBEKS

Cycl. s.v. It Is a little controverted among authors, whether

heraldry allows of any such things as regular abatements . .

The last editor of Guillim discards the whole notion of

Abatements as a chlmaera.

Abatement- (abutment), [a. Anglo-Fr. abate-

10

?NMif, earlier cnhatcment (both in Britton), f. abatre

=enbatre\ see ABATE ?-.
2 and -MKNT.] The action

of abating in a heritage, usurpation of a tenement
;

intrusion, tortious entry. See ABATE v.2

1330 R. BRLXNK Chron. 278 For bat mischance of Blanche
manage, For bat abatement he chalenges it Jx>rgh right.

1508 PERKINS Profitable Booke v. 325. 144 (1642) If the
heire of him after whose death the abatement was, re-

cover the acre of land in which the abatement was. 1586
HOOKER Giraldus's Hist. Ireland in Holinshed II. 83/2
After the decease of the earle James, a bastard Butler had
by abatement intruded. 1717 BLOUNT Laiu Diet., Abate-
ment (Fr.) is sometimes used for the Act of the Abater ; as
the Abatement of the Heir into the Land, before he has

agreed with the Lord. 1865 NICHOLS Britton in. i. 3. II. 3
Intrusion is a wrongful abatement during the vacancy of the
soil [Fr. intrusions est torcenons abatement}. Ibid. in. i. 4

By_reason of the abatement [Fr. pur Fembatetnent}. Ibid.
vi. ix. II. 354 Those impleaded ofhamsoken, or of fresh force,
or of abatement [Fr. ou de enbatement\.

Abater 1
(aLvi-taj). [f.ABATE7'.

1 +-ER1
.] Hewho

or that which abates, lowers, or mitigates.
1732 ARBUTHXOT Rules ofDiet 263 Abaters of Acrimony or

Sharpness.

Aba*ter 2
. [f. ABATE z-.

1 + -En 2
, in imitation of

misnom-cr, rejoind-ert rewiHd-er.] An abating, a

plea in abatement.
1660 H. MORK -1/yj/. Godliness \. vi. 17 Itbeingagreat abater

to our zeal and fervency in Religion to think that in the end
of our life we shall be dodged and put off by a long senseless
and comfortless Sleepe of the Soul under the sods of the
Grave. 1662 Ant. agst. Ath. i. viii. 2, 22 Our fancy can
shuffle in this abater, viz. that, etc.

Abating (ab^-tirj), vbl.sb.
[f.
ABATE v.i + -ING 1.]

The action or process of bringing down or lowering.
1. The action of casting down or overthrowing ;

and _/%. of doing away with, or putting an end to.

Obs. except in Law.
c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. $ Lint. Mon. (1714) 34 What Dis-

honour is this, and abatyng the Glory of a Kyng. 1768
BLACKSTONE Cotnm. 1 1 1. 168 This expression, ofabating, which
is derived from the French and signifies to quash, beat down,
or destroy, is used by our law in three senses. The first,

which seems to be the primitive sense, is that of abating or

beating down a nuisance . . and in a like sense . . of abating
a castle or fortress.

2. A lowering, lessening, diminution, decrease.

-1460 FORTESCUE^S. ($/,//. J/b.(7i4) 37 Pensions without

grete abatyng ofthe Kyngs Revenues. 1548 W. THOMAS Ital.

Gram. (1567) Ditttinnntento % the abatyng or decrease. 2674
PLAVFORD Skill of Mustek \. xi. 38 Those excellent Graces
and Ornaments . . which we call TrilU, Grupps, Exclama-
tions of Increasing or Abating of the Voice. 1699 EVELYN
Acetaria 12 (1729) Nor ought it to be over-oyl'd, too much
abating of its grateful acidity. 1861 TRENCH Seven Ch. in Asia

77 The abating of any other love but that to God and Christ.

3. A deducting, or subtracting.
1557 RECORDS Whstit, S iij b, Subtraction doeth depend

onely of thesigneof abatemente, which is this , and signi-
fieth lesse, or abatyng. c 1620 A. HUME Orthog. Brit.

Tongue 23 In abating from the word following, we, in the

north, use a mervelouse libertie.

Abating (ab^i-tirj), ///.</. [f. ABATE z-.i-f- -ING-.]

Decreasing, subsiding.
1727 DE FOE Hist. Apparitions xi. 218 The abating force

of the water. 1801 SOUTH KY Thalaba ii, 26 Wks. IV. 58 To
deluge o'er with no abating flood Our consummated World.

Abatis (re'batis). Milit., also abattis, abbatis,
abbattis. [a. Fr. abatis mass of things thrown
down: OFr. abate'is\ late L. * abatetiei-us arising
from throwing down

; cf. vb. abatre. See ABATE.]
A defence constructed by placing felled trees

lengthwise one over the other with their branches

towards the enemy's line, and piling them up until

a shelter for workmen is obtained.

1766 SMOLLETT Hist. Eng. (1828) II. 391 The ground before

It [wasj covered with an abbatis, or felled trees, with their

boughs pointing outwards, and projecting in such a manner
as to render the intrenchment almost inaccessible. 1795
NELSON in Nicolas s Dispatches (ed. 2) 1.380 The Seamen
and Carpenters were all night employed in cutting down
trees to form an abbatis. 1810 WELLINGTON in Gin-wood's

Despatches VI. 504 The first is loop-holed and there is an
Abbatis in its front. 1847 GLEIG Battle of Waterloo 152 The
riflemen attended to their own security by throwing an

abattis across the chausse'e. 1863 Life in the South II. 160

An abbatis still surrounded the stone bridge. 1865 Morning
Star Mar. 30 At about twenty paces in front of this earth-

work is what is termed the abatis.

Abatised (arbatisO, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED2.]
Provided with an abatis.

1859 WORCESTER cites Sat. Rev.

11 Abatjour (abag/rr). Arch. [mod. Fr. = ce qui
abat \Qjottr, what throws down the daylight.] A
sky-light. Hardly in Eng. use

;
not in Gwilt.

Abater 1

(abt'i'tar, -I5u). [late Anglo-Fr. abator

-tonr, n. of agent f. abatre
;
see ABATE v.1 and -OR.

Used for ABATER in legal senses.]
1. One who abates or overthrows a nuisance, etc.

2. = ABATER.
1592 S. DANIELL Cotnpl. of Rosam. (1717) 41 Impiety of

Times, Chastity's Abator. 1606 Sir Gyles Goosecappe sig. H
That painting is pure chastities abator.

Abater- (atv>-t3j, -tou). Law [a. late Anglo-Fr.

abator, -tour agent n. f. abatre enbatre : see ABATE -

and -OR.] One who abates, or without right seizes

upon the possession of a freehold between the death

of its owner and the entry of the heir or devisee.

ABATE.

1531 Dial, on Laws ofEng. \\. xii. 81 (1638) The abators were
bounden in conscience to restore to the executors . . the pro-
fits. 1629 COKE First Pt. ofInst. 194 Where there bee two
joynt Abators or Intruders which come in merely by wrong.
1768 BLACKSTONK Comm. III. 168 This entry ofhim is called
an abatement, and he himself is denominated an abator.

1831 Edin. Rev. LV. 324 The abator, or wrongful occupier . .

had entered upon the lands.

II Abattoir (abatwa-r). [mod. Fr. f. abattre to

strike down. See ABATE.] A public slaughter
house for cattle.

1840 PERRONET THOMPSON Exercises (1842) y. 340 As the
sacrifice of one little pig compared with the massive slaughters
that decorate a Parisian abattoir.

[Abatude, given by Bailey, etc. as = diminished,
and in subseq. Diets, as sb., is merely a dictionary

travesty of med. Lat. abatitda = abatnta, in fccunia
abatuda, clipped money. See \Vharton Law Lex,

(1872)6.]
Abature (se'b&tiuj). [a. Fr. abatture, abatiire,

throwing down.] The traces left by a stag in the

underwood through which he has passed.
1575 G. TURBERVILE Booke of Venerie 68 Of the Judgement

of the Abatures and beating downe of the lowe twigges
and the foyles. 1630 TAYLOR (Water P.) ll'ks. \. 93 What Ne-
cromanticke spells are Rut, Vault, Slot, Pores, and Entryes,
Abatures, and Foyles, Frayemtockes, Frith and Fell, Layres,
Dewclawes, and Dowlcets, drawing the Covert, Blemishes,
Jewelling, Avaunt-laye, Allaye, Relaye, Foreloyning, Hum-
cownter, Hunt-change, Quarry, Reward, and a thousand
more such Utopian fragments of confused Gibberish. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Age The huntsmen have several other

marks whereby to know an old hart without seeing him :

as the clot, entries, abatures, etc.

Abaundon, see ABANDON.
t Aba've, v> Obs., also abaue, abaw(e. fProb.

a. OFr. abaub-ir, abab-ir to astonish, confound,

frighten, disconcert, repr. L. ad to + balb-itm stam-

mering. No Fr. form -abavir is cited by Godef., but

its rise from ababir would be regular. The deriva-

tion from fi.esbak-ir, sometimes proposed, does not

account for the final -ave, -attf, -awe.] trans. To
put to confusion, discomfit

;
also intr. (rare} to be

confounded (Fr. s*ahaubir\
1303 R. BRUNNE Handlymg Synne 9536 Loke how je mow

be a-oawedepat seye bat be Jewe ys sauede. ^1375 CHAU-
CER Dethe qfBl. (Fairf. MS.) 614 And al abawed where so I

be My pees in pledynge and in werre. c 1430 LYDGATE Bochas

(1554) iv. i. 101 a, They were abaued \rhymes with saued].
Minor Poems 144 To fynde a mene the sowle for to save.

Of this terrible doolful inspeccioun The peeplis hertys gretly

gan abave.

Abaxial (cebiK'ksial), a. Bot. [mod. t.'L.ab away
from + axi-s axle -r -AL ; less analogically formed
than the following.] = ABAXILE.

1857 HENFBEV Elem. Botany 303 It [the embryo] may be
abaxial or excentric, when the layer ofendosperm is thickest

on one side.

Abaxile (abise'ksail), a. Bot. [mod. f. L. ab

away from + axi-s axle+-!LE.] Off the axis or

central line ; eccentric.

1854 BALFOUR OntL Bot. 265 When the embryo is not in the

centre of the seed it is abaxile or eccentric.

t Abay (abi*). Obs. [a. OFr. abai barking, f. vb.

abayer to bark
; cf. mod. Fr. aboi in phrase etre an.\

abois, mettre aitx abois (found in 15 c.) : to be or

put at bay, said of the stag etc. in the moment of

extremity, when closed in by the dogs which are

barking after him. See BAY $b$\
1. Barking, baying of dogs upon their prey; espe-

cially when they have run it down, and are closing
round it. To stand at abayt said of the dogs : to

stand barking round.

1580 BARET Ah'earie, Abbay is a French woorde, and signi-
fieth barking against something . . For when the Dere is ut-

terly wearied and out of breath, then is he faine (setting him-
selfe to some hedge, tree, etc.) to stande at defiance against
all the houndes barking rounde about him, and to defende

himselfe with his hornes, as it were at the sworde poynt, as

long as he is able. Hereupon we say commonly of men at

variance : He will holde or keepe him at abbay. 1616 SURFL.

& MARKH. Countrey Farme 700 At such times as foxes and
brocks haue young ones, you must take all your old earth

dogs, and let them take the earth, afterward when they shal

begin to stand at an abbaie, then must the young ones be

brought vnto the mouth of the hole one by one and there

cause them to heare the abbaie.

2. To be at abay, said of the hunted animal when
the dogs

' stand at abay
*

round him, or have re-

duced him to desperation ; hence, to be in ex-

tremities, to be in straits so as to have nowhere to

turn, to be in desperation. (Now at bay.}
c 1350 Will. Palerne 46 And euere the dogge at the hole

held it at a-baye. c 1400 Sir Degrevant 238 Hertus bade at

abey One a launde by a ley. c 1430 Hymns to Virg. etc. (1867)

70 Y am huntid as an herte to a-bay, I not whidir y may me
turne. 1430 LYDGATE Chron. Troy \. vi. She was at abay yset

Amydhope and fearfull dreade also. 1380 SIDNEY Arcadia

(1622) 34 The Stagge . . turning his head, made the hounds,
with change of speech, to testifie that he was at a bay; as if

from hot pursuit of their enemie, they were suddenly come
to a parley. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. 1862, 536/1
All former purposes were blancked (and) the Governour at

a bay. 1670 fcULtOM Hist. Eng. Wks. 1851, v. 229 Who like

a wild Beast at abbay, seeing himself surrounded, desperately
laid about him, wounding some in his fall.

t A-baye, adv. Obs. rare~}

, [properly phrase:



ABAYLE.

A//V/.I at + BAY sb. short, f. ABAY. OFr. has both

baytrw&abaycr. See BAY.] At bay.
c\yx* Kyng Alls. 3882 Wher hy hvm myghte, so hound

abaye [
= as hound at bay], Othir bygile othir bytreye.

t Abayle, v. Obs. rare-*, [ad. OFr. abailli-er to

overtake, gain, reach.] To reach, get to.

1430 LYDGATE Chron. Troy v. xxxvi. Or that he the cytye

myght abayle, Horestes Knyhtes unwarely haue him mctte.

Abb- is often found in older spelling where Ab-

is now used. Thus abbase, abbatis, abbet,
abbettor, abbay, abbortive, abbredge, abbut,
abbuttal, which see under their ordinary spelling
with one b.

Abb (seb). Forms: i fiwebb, 6web, fib; 8-9
abb. [f.A-//v/i + WEB; cLQ&.awtfan-QHG.
arweban, mod. G. ewveben to weave, f. a up + wefan
to weave. (Ettmiiller suggests for an-web, com-

paring mod. G. anwcbcn to weave on or to.) An-
other OE. form was dwef, 6"wef whence WOOF.]
The woof or weft in a web. Also attrib.

a 1000 jELFRic etc. in Wright's Vocabularies 1. 282/1 Stamen

wearp. Subtimen aweb. Ibid. 66/1 Subtegmen awebb. Ibid.

59/2 Tranta vel snbtetncn oweb vel ab. Ibid. 40/1 Trama-
sericum seolcen ab . . Linostema linen wearp, vel wyllen ab.

1757 LISLE Husbandry 500 What is on the hack and ribs is

somewhat finer, and makes, in druggets, the thread called

abb. 1774 Act 14 Geo. III. c. xxv Frauds are frequently
committed by persons employed in the woollen manufactory
. . by the weavers withholding part of the woof or abb yarn
delivered to them. 1835 PARTINGTON Brit. Cycl. s. v. Abb, the

yarn of a weaver's warp, whence the wool of which it is made
is termed abb-wool.

I! Abba (reba). [An Aramaic word, Chal. K3N
abbdt Syr. \^j

r
abbd or abbd, the father, or O father.]

Being retained in the Greek text of the N.T., and

the versions, along with its transl.yfe///*v, the com-
bination Abbafather is used by devotional writers

as a title of invocation to the first person of

the Trinity. Also a title given in the Syriac and

Coptic churches to bishops, and by bishops to

the patriarch : father, religious superior.
1382 WVCLIF Ront.\'\\\. 16 The spirit of adopcioun of sones

. . m which we cryen, Abba, fadir. 1557 Genevan^ ibid. The
Sprite of adoption, whereby we crye Abba, that is to say,
Father. 16x1 BIBLE jVarAxiv. 36 And he said, Abba, father,

all things are possible vnto thee. 165* J. SMITH Sel. Disc.

525 Abba is a word of honour and glory, even as Rabbi r

whence the Latin Abbas, and our English Abbot, have been
derived to denote the greatest person in a society. 171 <) WATT s

Hymn ' Behold what wondrous grace' (556), My faith shall

Abba, Father, cry And thou the kindred own.

Abba, obs. form of ABBEY.

Abbace, obs. form of ABBESS.

Abbacination, variant of ABACINATION.

Abbacy (je'basi), also 5-6 abbasy, 6-7 abba-
cie. [A modification of the earlier ABBATTE, assimi-

lated to forms like prelacy',
med. L. -acia, -alia. It

appears to have been originally a Scotch form.]

1. The dignity, estate, or jurisdiction of an abbot.
r 1425 WVNTOWN Crmt. vn. v. 123 Of byschaprykis, or ab-

basyis, Or ony kyrkis benefyis. 155* LYNDESAY Tragedie
53 At Arbroith I began, Ane Abasie of gret ryches and rent.

1580 BARET Alvearie^ An Abbasie or the office of an Abbot,
Antistitium. 1634-46 J. Row (the father) Kirk of Scot.

(1842) 55 That almes be given out of abbacies, as of before.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 322 Who knoweth not, that a Canon-

ship, Abbacy, Bishoprick, are but relations? 1691 BLOCNT
Law Diet. Abbacy (abbatia) is the same to an Abbot, as

Bishoprick to a Bishop : We may call it his Paternity. 1776
ADAM SMITH Wealth ofNat. II. v. i. 385 (1869) The abbot . .

was elected by the monks of the monastery, at least in the

greater part of abbacies. 1872 W. F. SKENF, Fordun's Chron.
II. 413 The word 'Abthama' has no connection whatever
with the word 'Thanus.' It is a Latin form of the Gaelic
word Abdhaine, which is the equivalent of the Latin

* Abba-
tia' and signifies both the office of Abbot and the territory

belonging to an Abbacy. 1873 BURTON Hist, ofScot. I. xii.

399 He is called the lord of the Abbacy.
2. The period during which any one is abbot.

'794 W. TINDAL Hist. Evcshatn 26 In the second year of
Randulfs Abbacy Thomas, then dean, went with him to

Rome. 1877 R. J. KING in Academy 3 Nov. 438 The east

window of Bristol is the work of Edmund Knowle, whose

long abbacy ranged from 1306 to 1332.

Abbad, OE. form of ABBOT.

Abbadisse, OE. form of ABBATESS, Obs., abbess.

II Abbas (ie'bas). The L. original of ABBOT, for-

merly sometimes used as a title in English.
1377 LANGLAND/*. PI. B.v. 171 Bothe Priour and suppriour,

And oure pater abbas. 1844 LINGARD Hist. Anglo-Saxon
Ck. (1858) I. iv. 135 He became their Abbas or spiritual father.

Abbas, -se, obs. form of ABBESS.

Abbat, variant of ABBOT.

II Abbate (abba-te). [Ital.: 'L.abbat-em, ABBOT.]
An Italian abbot ; the same as the French abbe.

1822 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. LI 1 1. 334 The abbate ob-
tained a catalogue of a library extant in trie Seraglio. 1860
HAWTHORNE Marble Farm (1879) 1 1. xxiv. 241 An abbate . .

was sitting there.

tA/bbatess, a-bbotess. Obs. Forms: i ab-

badisse, abbudisse, abbodLs.se ; 1-4 abbo-

desse; 2-7 abbatis.se, abbatesse ; 5 abatyse.

[a. abbadissa, late L. and early Rom. pronunc. of

L. abbatissa (cf. Pr. and It. abbaitessa} fem. of ahba$>

abbat-entj ABBOT ; introduced into Eng. at or soon

11

after the Conversion ; afterwards assimilated to the

literary L. spelling as abbatisse. In 2 or 3 the

Fr. abbesse was introduced, but the earlier form
continued to exist beside it as abbatessc, abbotess

till 7.]
= ABBESS.

cSss O.E.Ckron. an. 680 And by ylcan geare forbferde

Hild abbodesse on Streonesheale. ^885 K. ^LI-RICD Bxda
iv. 24 On Hilde mynstre ba:re abbudissan wies sum brt'io'or

Cacdmon jjehaten. a 1000 A. S. Inst. Polity in Anc, Laws
II. 320 Riht is ba:t abbodas & hum abbadissan fa:ste on
mynstrnm stngallice wunian. 1002 Will of \Vulfrict Coif.

Dip. VI. 147 And a:lcon abbode and aralcon abbatissan ,v.

mancusas goldes. 1393 LAN-GLAND P. PI. C. vn. 128 Ich haue
an Aunte to a nunne ' and to an abbodesse ["' r. abbesse,
abbasse]. c 1450 in Wright's Vocab. 215 Hcc abatissa^ a aba-

tyse. 1538 LKI.AND It. II. 67. 6 Hertane was the first Abba-
tisse therof. 1580 HOLLYBANO Treas. Fr. Tang. , A bbesse, an
Abbatesse. 1633 HANMKR Chron. Irel. 60 This Saint Yta was
an Abbatesse, whose originall was of Meth. 1647 N. BACON
Hist. Disc. xiii. 87 Abbatisses were present, & attested the

acts of that Synod. 'Aty&KuyBSxXtawsofJSnff, i. vii. 15(1739)
To govern, chuse, appoint, confirm, and remove Abbots,
Abbotesses, Presbyters, and Deacons. 1685 R. MORDKN
Geogr. Rectified Germany 132 The Abbey Quedelnburg,
whose Abbatess was sometimes Princess of the Empire.
Abbathie, variant of ABBATTE, Obs.

t abbacy.
Abbatial (ab^'al), a. [a. Fr. abbatial (i6th

cent, in LitO, ad. late L. abbatiiil-is f. abhatia.

See ABBATIK and -AL.] Of or pertaining to an ab-

bacy, abbot, or abbess.
a 1642 UKQUHAKT Rabelais iv. xiv. (1855) He was a public

person, a servant to the monking tribe, apparitor to the ab-

batial mitre. 1747 CARTK Hist. Kng. I. 420 The King be-

came entitled to the profits of the lands of bishopricks and
abbatial manses. 1851 PALCKAVK Norm, tf Eng. I. 366 This
is not the Cathedral but an Abbatial Church. 1876 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. II. x. 445 He bestowed the abbatial benediction

on Wulfstan.

t Abbatical (abse-tikal), a. Obs. [f.
L. Mat-ern

ABBOT + -ICAL
; apparently by form-assoc. with

sabbatical.]
= ABBATIAL.

1655 FULLKR C/i. Hist. Let others dispute, whether Ceol-

wolphus thus dispensed with them by his new Abbatical, or

old Regal Power. 1774'!'. WKST Antiq. 0fFwrne55(i$os) 75

Notwithstanding his abbatical dignity.

f" A'bbatie. Obs. Forms : 3 abboddie ; 6 ab-

batie, ab(b)athie. [ad. late L. abbatiat abbathia,

abbadia (cf. Pr. abadia}^ n. of state, f. abbat-ein

ABBOT. Afterwards changed to ABBACY, after words
in -Q', ad. L. -da, -da.]

= ABBACY.
1:1170 .-/ Old English Miscellany 145 On wiHames daye

be yonger kynges wes bat Abboddie by-numen. 1561 T.

N[ORTON! Calvin's Inst. iv. 28b, Abbaties and priories are

geuen to very boyes, by priuilege, that is to say, by common
and vsuall custome. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. tv. 147 No
Bishoprick, Abathie, Dignitie, or Rectorje, of value in Eng-
land was likely to fall, but a successour in reversion was by
the Popes provisions fore-appointed for the same.

Abba'ye. An archaic form of ABBEY, some-

times found in modern writers.

1805 SCOTT Lay ofL. Hf. n. xxiv. (Had when he passed the

tombstones grey, Which girdle round the fair Abbaye.

[1
Abbe (alv). [mod. Fr. a/>/>J: OFr. abet abet*,

\>.abbat-em\ see ABBOT.] The French title an-

swering to Eng. abbot, but extended to *

every one

who wears an ecclesiastical dress,* Littre
;
and

specially applied to one having no assigned eccle-

siastical duty, but acting as a professor, private

tutor, or master of a household ;
in which sense

the word is simply transferred into Eng. instead of

being translated. Thus,
*

Anselm, abbot of Bee,*

'the Abbe Montmorency.' Cf. Ital. ABBATE.

1780 COWPER Prog. Error 385 Ere long some bowing,
smirking, smart Abbe Remarks two loiterers that have lost

their way.

Abbe, v.-habbt) common for HAVE in 2-3.

Abbed, abbeod, obs. forms of ABBOT.

Abbeit, abbet, abbite, obs. forms of/ HABIT.

Abbess (arbes) Forms: 3-7 abbesse
; 4 ab-

bes(e, abbeys; 4-5 abbas; 4-6 abbasse ; 5-6
abbace ; 7- abbess, [a. OFr. abbesse, abcsse, ear-

lier abecssc, abaesse (Pr. abadessa) : late L. abba-

dissa, -tissa, fem. of abbat-em ABBOT ; see -ESS.

This OFr. form appears beside the earlier ABBA-
TESS in 2-3, and has superseded it since 7.] The
female superior of a nunnery or convent of women,

having the same authority over nuns that an abbot

has over monks.
1297 R. GLOIX. 370 pe eldeste, bat was at Came nonne &

abbese. c 1300 Met. Horn. 164 That was abbes of a nunrye.

1393 GOWER Con/. III. 337 His wife. . that was abbesse

there, Unto his tale hath laid her ere. c 1400 Rout. Rose

6352 Somtytne am I prioresse, And now a nonne, & now
abbesse. (1420 C/iron. Vilod. 155 Bot Radgunde was first

sacryd Abbas here. 148* Monk of Eves/mm 91 A certen

worschipful abbas was then 1513 Lyfc ofSt. IVerburgc 78
And dyd electe to them an other abbace. isjjoSnAKS. Com.
Err. v. i. 166 Go some of you, knocke at the Abbey gate,
And bid the Lady Abbesse come to me. 1859 TENNYSON
Guinei>ere 688 And likewise for the high rank she had borne,
Was chosen Abbess, there, an Abbess, lived For three brief

years, and there, an Abbess, past To where beyond these

voices there is peace.

Abbest, obs. form of ASBESTOS.

Abbey (arbi). Forms : 3-5 abbeye ; 3-8 ab-

baye ; 3 abbei; 4 abey ; 4-7 abbay; 6 abba,
abee, abbie, abbeie ;

6-8 abby ; 3- abbey, [a.

ABBEY-LUBBER.
OFr. abate, abeie, abbaie, abbeie (mod. abliaye}, 1'r.

a&2<*Y(Z : late L. abbadia, abbathia, abbatia, n. of

state, f. abbatcm ABBOT. Abbey, abbathic, abbacy,
all represent the same L. word, but English has
differentiated abbacy and abbey, which are both in-

cluded in L. abhatia, and Fr. abbayc^\
1. A monastery of religious persons secluded from

the world, and under vows of celibacy, consisting
of monks governed by an abbot, or of nuns under
an abbess. The development of meaning was a. the

jurisdiction or benefice of an abbot, abbacy, b. the

religious establishment or corporation. C. the mon-
astic buildings. But these senses cannot always be

separated.
1250 LAYAMON III. iyi At Bangor was on abbey [1*05

munuclifj ifulled with nionekes. Ibid. III. 192 He hadd-;

in soue abbayes [1*05 on seuen hepen] sixtene hundred
nionakes. 1*97 R- Gi-ouc. 369 }>ere, as ^e batayle was, an
abbey he let rere . . J>at ys ycluped in Kngelond, abbey of

t?e batayle. c 1300 .V/. Brandan 263 Into meni o stede, and
siththe into an Abbei. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce xx. 599 The.
Krll of Murreff. . hass ^ert bery The kyngis hert at the

abba)' of melross. (1450 I.ONKI.ICH Grail liv. 154 In Ab-

bey [losephe] was buryed fill Soletnpne, \Vhecli Abbey of

Cilaystyngbery now men hald. 1534 J-i>- I>ERNKRS Golden
Boke ofMarcits Aurel. [154^! Cvi. If ye gyue an abbaye to

a foole. 1536 Exhortacyon to the Xortk in Furnivall's Bal-
lads from MSS. Abbas to sujipresse

we haue lytyll nede.

1548 HAIJ, Chron. (1809) 729 With great triumph rode these

ij Cardinalls together to the Abee. 1590 SHAKS, Com. Krr.
v. i. 155 Then they fled Into this Abbey, whether we pursu'd
them. *595- John ^. i. 48 Our Abbies and our Priories
shall pay This expeditions charge. 1605 CAMDEN Remain cm

191 William Rufus loved wel to keep vacant liishopriks and
Abbies in his handes. 1639 DKUMM. 01 HAWTM. Consid. to

Pat it. Wks. 1711, 186 That all bishops houses, concierges,

abbays, and nunries, be made places to entertain souldiers.

1651 \V. G, tr. Ctnvt'Ts Inst. 204 Had monies owing to them
in the name of their Abbies. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist, ofScot.

(1817) 276 The Scottish monarch* had the sole right of no-

mination to vacant bishoprics and abbeys. 1772 PENNASI
Tours in Scotland 255 (1774) All the monks of this abby.
1861 \VADK Melrose Abbey 251 The estates of the abbey
were granted by Queen Mary to the earl of Bothwell.

2. Since the dissolution of the monasteries, popu-
larly applied to the Abbey Church, as W'cstminster

Abbey (in London, the Abbey] ; entering also into

the names of private residences, which were formerly
abbalial houses, as Battle Abbey, Ne-#l>attlc Abbey.
'557 MOKI-- Richaxi III, 192(1641) Kntred the Abbie at

the West end. 1584 PU\VM. Lloytfs Cambria 142 The toombe
of (ierald Sitfylt in the Abbeie of Dore. 1624 Ur.AVM. & Ki..

(Bell's ed.) Rulea wife iv.i.45 This would do rarely in an abby
window toco/t-n pilgrims, a 1674CLARENDON//;. Reb. I. iv.

265 The Abby at Westminster. 171* ADIJISOX bpectatot
No. 329. i He had been reading my paper upon Westminster

Abbey. 1849 MACAUI.AV Hist. Eng.\\. All the steeples from
the Abbey to the Tower, sent forth a joyous din. 1882

Daily XC~MS 27 April 4/7 In the presence of a lar^e and re-

presentative gathering the remains of the late Mr. Darwin
were yesterday interred in Westminster Abbey.
3. Scotl. The precincts of the Abbey of Ilolyrood,

as a sanctuary for insolvent debtors.

1709 FOCXTAISMALL Dfctsions II. 518 If he offered to go
back to the Abbey, and was enticed to stay and hindered to

go. a 1776 Cock Lain/ (Herd's Halladsll. 36) When broken,
frae care The fools are set free, When we make them lain.U

In the Abbey, quoth she.

4. Attrib. and Comb.\ as abbcy-chwch, al'bcy gate,

vault, wall, ivindoii'.

Also abbey-labourer, a labourer in the service

of an abbey ; abbey-lands, estates of an abbey ;

abbey man, a member of a monastery, a monk ;

abbey-monger ; abbey-stead, a monastic settle-

ment
;
the site of an abbey.

Also ABBKY-LAIKD, ABBEY-LIKE, ABBEY-LUBBER,

q.v.

1649 DRUMM. or HAWIII. Hist, yawcs /", Wks. 171 1,105 She
was crowned queen of Scotland in the abby-church of Holy-
rood-house. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Krr. v. i. 165 Go some of you,
knocke at the Abbey gate. 1655 Fi LLt-R Ch. Hist. \. v.

28 Abbey-labourers, not Abbey-lubbers, like their Succcs-
sours in after-Ages. 1679 PHASCI-; Add. Narrative 30 To
secure abbey-lands to their owners. ("1550 BALK A". lohnn

27 Thou art styll an abbeman. 1679 PRANCE Add. A'arra-
tii'C 30 It is almost incredible, what a Qualm . . came over

the Hearts of the stoutest abby-mongers in England. 1819
SCOTT Ivanhoe II. x. 175 It is a rich abbey-stede, and they
do Hve upon the fat. 1845 HIRST Av//43 ''!'''! '" abbey-
vault I sleep. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 265 I neuer came
within these abbey wals.

Abbey-larrd. [See ABBEY 3.] An insolvent

debtor sheltering in the precincts of Holyrood
Abbey. (Humorous.)
1861 R. CHAMBERS Dow. Ann, Scot. III. 349 It being part of

the law of Scotland that diligence cannot be proceeded with

on Sunday, the Abbey Lairds, as they were jocularly called,

were enabled to come forth on that day, and mingle in their

wonted society.

t A'bbey-like, a. Like an abbey; monastic,
monkish. Obs.

1553-87 FoxK.-J. $ M. 80/2 (1596) The admixture ofall the.se

abbeielike additions of moonkish miracles. 1644 K. CCLMEK
Cathedr. AVww An Abbey-Like, Corrupt and rotten con-

dition.

t Abbey-lubber (a^bi.l/'-bai). A lazy monk ;

a reproachful name in regular use after the Re-

formation.

1538 STARKKY England 131 (1871) The nuryschyng also of



ABBOT.

a grete sorte of idul abV-y-lubbarys wych are apte to no

thyng but as the byschoppys and abbotys be, only to etc and

drynke. 1589 THOMAS NASHF: Anat. Af>sur. 7 Those exiled

Abbie-lubbers, from whose idle pens, proceeded those worne
out impressions of the feyned no where acts, of Arthur of the !

rounde table. 1611 COTGR., Archintarmitonerastigue, an I

Abbey-lubber, or Arch-frequenter of the Cloyster beefe-pot, i

or beefe-boyler. 1655 MOFFET & BENNET Health's Imprm'. I

(1746) 365 Maximinus the Emperor, who, like our old Abbay-
lubbers, did eat till he sweat. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Phras.
Gen. 446 A porridge-belly Friar, an abbey lubber. 1705
HICKERINGILL Prtest-Cr. ii. iv. 45 The Dissolutions of Mon-
asteries, that fed Abby-Lubbers and wanton Nuns.

Comb. Abbey-lubber-like.
1570 BARSABE GOOGE Popish Kingdome\\. 23 So abby lubber

lyke they Hue, & Lordes they called bee.

Abbiliment, see ABJLIMENT, HABILIMENT.

Abbod, early form of ABBOT.

Abboddie, early form of ABBATIE, Obs., abbacy.

Abbodisse, OE. form of ABBATESS, Obs., abbess.

Abbot (ce'bat). Forms: i abbad, abbud; 1-3

abbod; 2-3 abbeod; 3-4 abbed; 2- abbot.

By-form 2-7 abbat. [a. abbad-em, late L. and

early Rom. pronunc. of L. abbat-em, in nom. abbas

(4th c.), a. Gr. a8&as, ad. Syriac abbtl, father (see

ABBA), an appellation given originally in the East

to all monks (cf. Ital. and Sp. padre, Fr. pere\ but

restricted at length in the \Vesl to the superior of a

monastery. Adopted in Eng. at or soon after the

English Conversion; the original abbad became by
assimilation to the native ending -ltd, -oti, abbud,

abbod, whence the i.^th c. abbed; the mod. repre-

sentative would have been abd (cf. Ger. abf), but in

I 2th c. the L. abbat-em gave a new literary form

abbat, under the influence of which OE. abbod be-

came abbot, found as early as 1123. Abbat con-

tinued as a by-form till 1700, and was especially
affected by the ecclesiastical writers of 5-7. The
difference is merely graphical, the atonic -ot and

-at being alike -3t.]

1. The head or superior of an abbey. After the

dissolution of the monasteries, sometimes applied
to the layman to whom the revenues of an abbacy
were impropriated.
+ a. Early form Abbod, -cd.

c 880 K. /ELFRKD B&da v. 13 On pam mynstre w;es . . Ab-
bad and messepreost /Eoelwold haten. 905 t'. E. Chron.

(Parker MS.) Eadwold cynges Sejen, and Cenulf abbod.

. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 93 Hi heore abbodes iwissunge. 1205
LVVAMON* II. 125 l>e abbed an horse leop . . bus selde be

abbed [1250 pe abbod vppe his horse leop . . bus spac pe
abbod]. c 1230 Ancren AVic/tr 314 J>uruh pen abbodes gro-

punge. 1297 R. GLOUC. 447 $yf byssop, oper abbed, in pys
lond ded were.

fb. By-form Abbat.

ruse O. E. Chron. (Laud. MS.) anno 1123 And bed his

biscopes and his ahbates and his peijnes. 1297 R. GLOUC.

376 Byssopes and abbates to hys wylle echon. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 2694 Fatter than abbatis or priours. 1571 KP. JEWEL
On i Thessal. (1611) 116 loachimus an Abbat hath told vs

Antichrist shall be called, holy Lord, and most holy Pope.

1598 HAKLUYT Eng. Voyages I. 71 Confirming likewise al

things . . by their Abbate. 16x4-25 Jx. HOYS (Wks. 1630)130
The begging Frier would be Prior : the Prior, an Abbat. 1691
Hi.ofNT Laiv Diet., Abbat or Abbot, A Spiritual Lord, that

lias the rule and preheminence over a Religious House

C. Current form Abbot.
c 1123 O.E. Chron. (Land. MS.) anno 963 [He] halxode him

pa abbot. Ibid, anno 1123 Ansealm abbot of S. ./Edmund.

( 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. x. 326 J>e abbot of Abyndoun And
iille [his] issu for euere. -1489 Plnmpton Corr. 84 My ser-

vant John Tomlynson hath taken a farmehold of the abut of

Fountayns . . which the abott wyll record the taking. i6n
COTGR., // inre comme "'it Abbe He sweares like an Abbot,
viz. extreamly. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. I'llI, \\. ii. 20 O Father

Abbot ! An old man, broken with the storms of State, Is come
to lay his weary bones among ye. 1641 Les Termes de la Ley
j. Abbot, was the soveraigne head, or chiefe of those houses,
which when they stood were called Abbies, and this Abbot to-

gether with the Monks of the same House, who were called

the Convent, made a Corporation. 1751 CHAMBERS CycL
Mitred Abbots were those privileged to wear the mitre ; and

allowed, withal, a full episcopal authority within their pre-
cincts . . and were lords of parliament. Of these Sir Edward
Coke reckons 27 in England. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil(\%&$ 13
The lay abbot of Marney, also in this instance like the other

whig lords, was careful to maintain . . a very loyal
and dutiful

though secret correspondence with the court of St. Germains.

1861 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. I. 270, Provb. When the Abbot
has dice in his pocket, the convent will play,

f 2.
' Also a title borne by several magistrates, and

other lay persons. Among the Genoese, one of

their principal magistrates was called the Abbat
of the people.' Chambers Cycl. 1741. Obs.

1 3. Applied ironically to the leader of certain dis-

orderly festivities, as the Abbot ofMisrule, Abbot of
Unreason. Obs.

4. Comb, abbot-presbyter.
1772 PENNANT Tours in Scotland 255 (1774) The island

always had for a governor an Abbot-Presbyter.

Abbotcy (se'tetsi). rare. [f.
ABBOT + -CY; of

which ABBACY is the ordinary derivative.]
= AB-

BACY, ABBOTSHIP.
1844 LINGARD Hist. Anglo-Saxon Ch. (1858) II. xiii. 269

The abbotcy of St. Alban's.

Abbotess, variant of ABBATESS, Obs. t abbess.

t Abbotric (arbatric). Obs. Forms : I abbo-

12

drice, 2 abbotrice, $ abbodryche, 6 abbatrik,

7 abbotrick. [f.
ABBOT 4- -BIC OR. rice kingdom,

realm, rule.] The benefice or jurisdiction of an

abbot ; an abbacy.
< 1120 O. E. Chron. (Laud. MS.) anno 656 On his time

x pet abbodricc . . swirSe rice. Ibid, annoys He macode.

pa;r twa abbotrice. 11*7 Ibid,
paet

he ne mihte hafen twa
abbotrices on hande. c 1200 Charter of Eadweard (1063)
Cod. Diplom. IV. 225 Ic habbe unnen Baldewine abbot oe

abbotn'che intd seint Eadmundes biri. n 1300 O.E. Misc. 145
And Babe wes Abbodryche. 1553-87 KOXE A. $ M, (1506)

189/2 He had had diverse bishopriks and abbatriks in his

hand which were vacant. 1711 MADOX Hist. E.rcheg. 7 He
filled up a great many vacant Bishopriks and Abbotrtcks.

Abbotsbip (arbatijlp), also 7 abbatship. [f.

ABBOT + -SHIP.] The office or rule of an abbot ;

abbacy ; abbatial term of office.

149$ Vitas Patmm (W. de Worde) i. clviii. 163 b, All the

Religious that so besily desyred her to take upon her the

auctorytee of the abbotshypp. 1560 J. DAUS tr. Sleidane's

Coinm. 348 a, In steade of one bishoppricke, which they left,

they had of them again many abbotships, or such other like

promotions. 1691 WoooAf/t. Oxon. II. 114 Richlieu . . con-

fer'd upon him the abbatship of Charroux. 1872 Spectator
6 April 444 The last years of John of Whethamstede's first

abbotship were not passed without the accustomed miscella-

neous litigations.

t Abbre'viarist. Obs. rare"1
,

[f.
L. breviari-

ttm abridgement, epitome -f- -IST ; whence regularly
breviarist ; expanded into abbreviarist after abbre-

viate^} One who makes an epitome or compendium.
1679 PRANCE Add, Narrative 18 The Dying Speeches of

all the Criminals are punctually set down by him, by our
Abbreviarist.

Abbreviate (abn"vi,et), ///. a. [t
viatus shortened, pa. pple. of abbrevid-rt, f. ab off,

or ?rt(/ to + brevia-re to shorten, f. brevi-s short.]

Abridged, shortened, cut short. At first used both

as pple. and adj., but afterwards superseded in most

senses by the normal pple. ABBREVIATED. Now used

chiefly
= ABBREVIATED 2.

1530 A proper Dyaloge 19 (1863) At seynt Edmundesbury
. . the famous prince duke Humfray of his lyfe was abbre-

uiate. 1677 GALE Ct. Gentiles II. in. 146 I shal give an
abbreviate Idea or character of his spirit & zele for God.

1852 J. D. DANA Crustacea n. 1078 Penult [joint] abbrevi-

ate. 1860 GOSSE Romance Nat. Hist. 357 The muzzle in

the latter is more abbreviate.

tAbbre'viate,-at f
;̂ . Obs. [Theadj.usedellip-

tically, like 'L.abbrcviatum that which is abridged.]
An abridgement, short sketch, abstract, epitome.
1531 ELYOT Governor (1580) 205 An abbreuiate, called of

y* Greekes and Latins, Epitoma. 1674 BHEVINT Saul at

Endor 104 To pick and chuse out of every Creature, as it

came out, the very best of it for this true Pandora and true

Abbreviate of all his works. 1686 SIR S. MORELANDHI Ptpys*
DiaryVl. 153 An unfortunate and fatall accident has lately
l>efallen me, of which I shall give you an abbreviat. 1708
CHAMBERLAYXE State of Gr. Brit. i. n. xi. 91 (1745)

The
Speaker taking the Bill in his hand, reads the Abbreviate or

Abstract of the said bill. 1716 WODROW Corresp. (1843) IL,

155 This Is an abbreviate of this attempt.

Abbreviate (abrrviicH),^., also 5-7 abreviate.

[f. ABBREVIATE///, a.
;

or on the analogy of vbs.

so formed ;
see -ATE. A direct representative of L.

abbreviate ; as ABRIDGE, and the obs. ABREVY, re-

present it indirectly, through OFr. abregier and
mid. Fr. abrcvicr. Like the latter, abbreviate, was
often spelt a-breviate in 5-7.] To make shorter,

shorten, cut short in any way.
i53oPAi,SGH., labrevyate'. Imakeathyngeshorte,y<ifr<gr.

1625 BACON Essays xxiv. 99 (1862) But it is one Thing to

Abbreviate by Contracting, Another by Cutting off.

fl. trans. To make a discourse shorter by omit-

ting details and preserving the substance ;
to

abridge, condense. Obs.

a 1450 Cluster PL I. a(Sh. Soc.)This matter he abbrevited

Into playes twenty-fuure. 1592 GREENE Conny catching HI.

16 The queane abrfcuiated her discourse. 1637 RALKIGH
Mahomet 34 Abreviated out of two Arabique writers trans-

lated into Spanish. 167* MANLEY Interpreter^^., I have
omitted several Matters . . contracted and abbreviated

Others.

fb. To make an abstract or brief of, to epitom-
ize. Obs.

ci4$o TREVISA Hidden's Polychr. I. 21 (Rolls Ser.) Trogus
Pompeius, in hys xl tl

iiij. bookes, allemoste of alle the stor>
pes

of the worlde, whom lustinus his disciple did abbreuiate.

1603 FI.ORIO Montaigne (1634)627 To reade, to note, and to

abbreviate Polibius. 1648-9 The Kingdomcs Weekly InteUi*

genccr Jan. 16 to 23 The high court ofjustice did this day sit

again concerning the triall of the King. The charge was

brought in and abreviated.

f c. Math. To reduce (a fraction) to lower terms.

Obs.

1796 Mathem. Diet. I. 2 To abbreviate fractions in arith

metic and algebra, is to lessen proportionally their terms,
or the numerator and denominator.

t 2. intr. To speak or write briefly, to be brief. Obs.

J597 WARNER Albion's Eng. xn. Ixxiv. 302 But new Rome
left, of old Rome now abreuiat we wilt 1621 MALYNES
Anc. Laiv-Merch. 233 To abbreuiate, I do referre the desir-

ous Reader hereof to Master Hill his booke of Husbandrie.

3. tram. To shorten by cutting off apart ;
to cut

short, a. Of time. arch.

*5*9 WHITINTON Vulgaria 56 Ryot . . abbreviateth and
shorteneth many a mannes lyfe. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.
I. ii. 3. xv. 130(1651) That adventure themselves and abbre-

viate their lives for the publike good. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE

ABBREVIATOR.
W. Kp. 300 Against this we might very well set the length

of their lives before the floud, which were abbreviated after.

b. Of any operation occupying time.

1494 FABYAN vn. 333 If it sounde any thynge to theyr dis-

lonoure, than shall it be abreuyatyd or hyd that the trouthe

shall not be known. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. II. ix. 116 King
Kthelbert was at his Devotions, which he would not omit,
nor abbreviate for all their Clamour. 1865 E. B. TYLOB

Early Hist. Man. iii. 48 The ancient Egyptian may be seen

in the sculptures abbreviating the gesture.

C. Of things material ; raostly_/f^'. arch.

1552 LATIMER Serin, for yd Sit'ul. in Adv. Wks. II. 287
His hand is not abbreuiated, or his power diminished. 1599
A. M. GaMhimer's Baack of Pkysicke 178/2 Abbreviate as

then the bagge, because it may gentlelye, & easilye exulcerate.

1661 MILTON Accedence (Wks. 1738) I. 607 The long way is

much abbreviated, and the labour of understanding much
more easy.
d. Of words spoken or written, or symbols of

any kind : To contract, so that a part stands for

the whole. The common mod. use.

IS88SHAKS. L.L. /,.v.i 26HeclepethaCalf, Caufe: Halfe,

Haufe, neighbour vocatur nebour ; neigh abreuiated ne : this

is abhominable. 1724 DE FOE etc. A Tour I. 364 (1769} The
Exancester of the Saxons, which was afterwards abbreviated

to Excesterand Exeter iWoGEiKiE/Vrvs. Geog. i.iv. 27 Paris

is situated two degrees, twenty minutes, and nine seconds east

from Greenwich, which is abbreviated thus: 2~2o'9"E.
e. Of sounds : To make (a vowel or syllabled short.

1699 BENTLEV Phalaris 136 The Dorians abbreviate even
nc in the Accusative Plural. 1717 SWIFT Let. on Kng. Toiigne
Wks. 1755 II. I. 188 That barbarous custom of abbreviating
words to fit them to the measure of their verses.

Abbreviated (abrfvisited), ///. a.
[f. prec. +

ED. It takes the place, to some extent, of AB-
BREVIATE ///. a.]

1. Shortened, cut short, in the various senses of

the vb.

1552 LATIMER Scrm. -$rd S. in Adv. Wks. II. 287 His hand
is not abbreuiated, or his power diminished. 1870 BOWEN
Logic vii. 221 The syllogism constituting a chain may be

partly complete and partly abbreviated. 1881 H. JAMES
jun. Portrait ofa Lady liv. (in Macin. Mag. XLV. 7) The
two ladies faced each other at an abbreviated table.

2. Nat. Hist. Relatively short ; shorter than the

ordinary- type, or than the adjoining parts.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 62 Spergula . . Leaves opposite,
with abbreviated leaf-buds in their axils.

f Abbre'viately. "Jv. Obs. rare. [f. ABBRE-
VIATE a. + -LY 2.] Shortly, briefly, concisely.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stnjfc 31 Abbreuiatly and meetely ac-

cording to my old Sarum platne song I haue harpt vpon.

Abbreviating (abrfviolin ),!-<V. sb.
[f.
ABBRE-

VIATE v. + -ING!.] The act or process of shorten-

ing ; abbreviation, compression.
1668 WILKISS Real Char. 343 Both these [prefixes] may

contribute to the abbreviating of language.

Abbreviation (abnvi^ijan), also 5-7 abre-

viaoioun, -ation. [a. Fr. abrcviation, ad. L. ab-

breviation-em, n. of action, f. abbrevia-re : see

ABBREVIATE. The prefix in Fr. a- has been re-

fashioned, after L., to at-.']

1. The act of shortening, reducing in length.
1530 PALSGR. 193 Abrevyation, abreviation. 1576 LAMBARDF.

Pcratnb. Kent 233 (1826) Neither hath this our manner of

abbreviation, corrupted the names of townes and places onely.

1:1590 HORSEY yVzv/s(HakL Soc.)is6 Withsom small abre-

viacion and pronunciacion it [the Russian language] corns

near the Polish. 1605 TIMME Qitersitanns III. 164 We come
. . to the causes of the conservation, prolongation, destruc-

tion, and abreuiation of our life. 1814 SOUTHEY Bookofthe
Ckurck I. 311 They might purchase a free passage through
Purgatory, or at least, an abbreviation of the term.

2. The result of abbreviating ;
an abbreviated or

reduced form ;
short summary, abridgement.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron, 17 Of these thre sones grew al man-

kynde in this world, and be what order here schul }e have
abreviacioun. 1589 NASHE Dedic. to Bmmc's Alenaphon
(1880) 12 And heere could I enter into a large fielde ofinvective

against our abject Abbreviations of Artes. 1791 BOSWECL

yoknson{-i%*$\) I. 180 Johnson's abbreviations are all distinct

and applicable to each subject 1865 F,. Z.'Yv\.o<n Early Hist.
Man. iii. 52 To makeasort of abbreviation ofthis movement.

3. esp. A shortened form of a spoken word, or

written symbol ;
a part of a word or symbol stand-

ing for the whole.

1717 SWIFT Letter ox Eng. Wks. 1755 1 1. I. 188 Most of the

books we see now-a-d.iys are full of those manglings and
abbreviations. 1855 1 HACKERAY Kraxomtt (1872) iv. 35

Snuffle, it must be explained, is a fond abbreviation for Smith-

field. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. App. 547 The latter

form is clearly a mere abbreviation.

Abbreviator (abrrviic'taj), also 7 -er. [a. L.

abbreviator; n. of agent f. abbrcvia-re to shorten ;

cf. Fr. alircviateur.]

1. One who abbreviates, abridges, or shortens.

1615 HELKIAH CROOKE Body ofMan 206 Oribasius, the great
abreuiater of antiquity. 1779 GIBBON Misc. Wks. (1814)

IV. 565 The opinion which attributes the last-mentioned pas-

sage to the aboreviator, rather than to the original historian.

1860 ADLER Prmi. Poet. xiii. 286 Outlines in which the arid

hand of the abbreviator does not become apparent.

2. spec. 'An officer in the court of Rome, ap-

pointed as assistant to the vice-chancellor for

drawing up the pope's briefs, and reducing peti-

tions, when granted, into proper form for being
converted into bulls.' Chambers 1751.

153* Addr.from Convoc. in STHYPE Mem. Re/, v. 481 The

writers, abbreviates, and registers of the letters, minutes,

and bulls. 1611 COTGR. , Aooreuiatettr, An abbreuiator : a



ABBKEVIATOBY.
maker of bre'efs, or of writs. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. The
earliest mention made of abbreviators in the papal court is in

one of the extravagantes of John XXII in 1317 . . The_ ab-

breviators at present make a college of 72 persons, divided

into two parks or ranks.

1 3. A school of physicians so named. Obs.

1605 TIMME Qiiersitanus Pref. v, Among Physitians there

are Empericks, Dogmaticks, Methodic! or Abbreviators, and

Paracelsians.

Abbreviatory (abrrvi,at3ri), a. rare-", [f.
L.

abbrcviat- pj>l.
stem alalibreviare : see ABBREVIATE

-t- -DRY.] Tending to abbreviate or shorten.

1847 In CRAIC.

Abbreviature (abrrvi,atiiu, -tfai). [f.
L. ab-

breviat- (see prec.) + -URE.]

j-L The process of abbreviating; abbreviation,

shortening. Obs.

1659 HAMMOND On Psalms iii. 7. 26 The abbreviature or

apocope hath no example. 1673 JKK. TAVI.OK StiffI. to

Sfnn. for Year^(1678) 131 I must be forced to use summaries

and arts of abbreviature in the enumerating those things.

1 2. An abbreviated or shortened state, condition,

or form ; shortness. Obs.

1614 SELDEN Titles ofHonor 114 Cultus alienus siue ex-

traneus, or Idolatrie, which they commonly express byl? in

abbreviature. 1650 JER. TAYLOR Italy Dyiiigi. 3. 27(1727)
God in pity . . hath reduced our misery to an abbreviature.

3. An abbreviated or abridged copy ;
an abridge-

ment, compendium, epitome, or abstract.

1650 JER. TAYLOR HolyDyingm. S 9. 4 There are certain com-

pendiums or abbreviatures and shortenings of religion, fitted

to several states. 1753 CARTE f/ist. Eng. IV. 55 To bestow

their time in the fathers and councils rather than on compen-
diums and abbreviatures. i8ia COLERIDGE The Friend v.

vii. 316 (1867) It is indeed little more than an abbreviature of

the preceding observation and the deductions therefrom.

4. An abbreviated or contracted form of a word

or phrase ; a contraction, an abbreviation.

< 1630 JACKSON Crefd\i\\. 27 Wks. VIII. 116 From mistake

of letters or abbreviatures by the transcribers. i68a SIR T.

BROWNE Chr. Mor. (1756) 35 The hand of Providence writes

often by abbreviatures. 1724 WODROW Carrcsf. (1843) HI-

149 The reading was easy to me, though some abbreviatures

stopped me a little.

tAbbrevy(e, abrevye, v., Obs. rare. [a.

mid. Vr.abrevie-r, abb-, (i,(thc.) td.'L.aitremarelo

shorten : see ABBREVIATE, the modern form from

L., and ABRIDGE, the earlier equivalent from OFr.

abregier] = ABBREVIATE, ABRIDGE.

1483 CAXTON G. Leg. 424/4 Which hystorye Saint Justyn
abreuyed or shorted.

Abbroche, obs. form of ABROACH v.

t AbbrO'Cllineilt, Obs. ;
also abrochement.

[A Dictionary rendering of med. L. abrocamentum,
used in the Acts of Parlt. of Edw. III., and formed

apparently on the stem of BROK-ER, BBOK-AGE.]
1671 T. MANLEY Interpreter, Abbrochment {abbrocnmcn-

titm) is a forestalling of a market or fair, by buying up the

wares before they are exposed to sale in the market or fair,

and then vending them again by retail. 1691 BLOUNT, &c.

Abbud, OE. form of ABBOT.

Abbudisse, OE. form of ABBATESS, Obs., abbess.

Abbuttal, obs. form of ABUTTAL.

Abby, obs. form of ABBEY.

Abbyt(e, obs. form of HABIT.

ABC (t~'
:brsf ), sb. 4- ; also written as a word :

3-6 abece; 5 apece, apecy, apsie; 6 apoie,

absee, absic, absey, abeesee; 5-7 aboe ; 6-7
abcie ; 7 abcee, a-bee-cee. (These names were

most frequent in sense 3.) The first three letters

of the alphabet ;
hence

1. The alphabet itself. [So inOFr..4v9C, afc.v.]

1207 ^- C-LOUC. 266 He was more )>an ten }er old, ar he

coue ys abece. 1356 WYCLIF Last Age 28 Kuery lettre in

^e abece may be souned wib opyn moup save .m . lettre one.

1387 TREVISA Higden VI. 259 (Rolls Ser.) He founded as

meny abbayes as beb lettres in pe A R C [/ alphabets], c 1394
Piers PI. Credc g A and all myn ABC After have I lerned.

1440 Prompt. Pan. A-pece apecy [1499 abce] alphabetuin,
afiecedariniti. ei igao Myrroitre ofOur Ladye 139 There is

xxii letters in the Abce of hebrew. 1573 COOPER Thesaurus,

Abecedarium, -rii An Absee. 1611 FLORIDA bece the ABC
or Criscrosse-row. 1653 URQUHART Ratelais l. xiv Master
Tubal Holophernes, who taught him his A B C, so well that

he could say it by heart backwards. 1781 COWPER Convers.

14 Sorting and puzzling with a deal of glee Those seeds of

science called his A B C. n 1845 HOOD Muggins f, Duggins 5

I'd carve her name on every tree, But I don't know my A B C.

1 2. An alphabetical acrostic ; a poem of which

the successive stanzas, or lines, begin with the letters

of the alphabet in order. Obs.
c 1382 WYCLIF "Jeremiah, Prologue 10 In Jewere onli and

Kemamyn he profeciede, and of his citee the fallingus with

fourfold abece he weilede. c 1430 The A BC of^A ristotle

(1868) Whoso wilneb to be wiys, & worschip desirib, I,erne

he oo lettir, & looke on anobir Of be a b c of Aristotill :

argue not ajen bat. 1597 SPEGHT fcdn. of Chaucer (title)

Chaucers ABC, called I .a Priere de Nostre Dame. 1855
Hell's ChaucerVl. 125 The A B C is a prayer to the Blessed

Virgin somewhat in the manner of an acrostic. It consists

of twenty-three stanzas, each of which begins with one of
the letters of the alphabet, arranged in their order. (H is a
transl. of the French hymn in Pilgr. ofthe Lyfe of Man.}
3. A spelling-book, or primer, teaching the alpha-

bet and first elements of reading (Obs.) ; hence

Jig. the first principles, most elementary part, or

simplest rudiments (of any subject).

13

r 1400 Poem in Reliq. Antitj. \. 63 Quan a chyld to scole

xat set be, A hok hym is browt, Naylyd on a brede of tre,

Sermons 22/1 When he gaue vs his worde, hee did not giue
vs an A. b. c. onely, but hee taught vs with open mouth.

ijSlGoi.DJNG Calvin oil Dcuteron. Serm. xix. no. 27 a, Wee
abide still at our Absie, and wot not what rule or doctrine

meaneth. a 1593 H. SMITH Sermons 252 This is the Abce,
and Primmer, and Grammar, the first lesson and last lesson

of a Christian. 1^37 Decree ofStar Chamb. 10 (Arber's

Areop. 14) Any Bibles, Testaments. . Primers, Abcees, or

other booke or books. 1641 M II.TON A nimadv. (1851) 204 To
tutor their unsoundnesse with the Abcie of a Liturgy. 1879
FARRAR.S/. Paul\\. 152 note, The notion may be that ritual-

ism is only the elementary teaching, the ABC of religion.

4. Attrib, t as in ABC-book or abcee-book,
absey-book, primer, horn-book

;
an introductory

book to any subject, often in catechism or dialogue
form. So ABC-scholar, A BC- learner, ABC-
leather; *thcABC( Alphabetical) RailwayGuide?
1595 SHAKS. John I. i. 196 I begin

'

I shall beseech you';
that is question now, And then comes answer like an Absey
booke : 'O sir,' sayes answer, 'at your best command.' 1611

FLORIO Abcccdario
t
a teacher or learner of ABC; also a

horne-booke, or A-bee-cee-booke. 1440 Prompt. Farv. A-

pece lerner, or he[>at lernythe (x; abece. Alphnbeticns^ abece*

dariits. 1380-95 Mrs DAY JohnaKent&.t. 60 Which a meere
abce scholler in the arte Can doo it with the least facilitie.

167* SHKRWOOD An Abcee-learner or teacher, AbecedaircO; r.)

A B C or abee-cee is even found as a vb. 'to

say the alphabet.'
1611 FLORIO Abeccddrc, to alphabet or abee-cee. 1/1845

HOOD My Sen <y Heir 12 A coppersmith I can't endure Nor

petty usher ABC-ing.
A B C process (in making artificial manure).

1879 E. (V. BARTHOI.OMKW in CasselFs Tech. F.duc. I. 115

The ABC is a patented process, and obtains its name from

the three initial letters of the three principal ingredients . .

alum, blood, and clay.

Abcaree, sb. (Anglo-Ind.) See ABKART.

ABC-darian, obs. form of ABECEDABIAX.

Abda, var. of ABADA, Obs. rhinoceros.

[[ Abdest (a-bdest). [Pers. o-jjjl abdast, f. ab

water + dast hand.] The Mohammedan rite ofwash-

ing the hands before prayer.
1847 In CRAIG.

Abdicabie (se'bdikab'l), a.
[f.

L. abdtca-re +

-BLE, repr. a possible L. *abdicabilis^\ Capable of

being abdicated.
Mod. Such responsibilities are not abdkable at will.

Abdicant (arbdikant), a. and sb. rare. [ad. L.

abdicant-cm pr. pple. of abdkdrct to abdicate ;
cf.

Fr. abdiquant^\
A. adj. Abdicating, renouncing, who abdicates.

1654 WHITLOCK Manners ofthe Kngl. 93 (T.) Wicked Jews,
murlherers of Christians, monks abdicant of their orders.

B. sb. One who abdicates.

Abdicate (srbdik-r-t), v. [f.
L. abdicat-, ppl.

stem of abdicd-rc to renounce, disown, reject ;
f.

ab off, away + <//Vrf->v to proclaim, make known.]
1. trans. To proclaim or declare to be no longer

one's own, to disclaim, disown, cast off ; esp. to

disown or disinherit children. Now only as a tech.

term of Rom. Law (L. abduarefilium, also/rt//vw).

1541 ELYOT /;. Gov. 149 The father . . doeth abdicate nowe
and then one, that is to sale, putteth them out of his familie.

dren, but after that could never abdicate them again, a 1763

SHENSTONE Essays 117 Wherever I disesteemed, I would

abdicate myfirst cousin. 1828 SFAVELL Oxf. I'r. Essay 70 Sons

were exposed, abdicated, and sold by the laws of Solon.

f2. To depose (from an office or dignity). Obs.

i6ai BURTON Anat. Mel. I. 2. in. xv. 127 (1651) The Turks

abdicated Cernutus, the next heir, from the empire.

t 3. rcfl. To formally cut oneself off, sever, or

separate oneself from anything ; esp. to divest one-

self of an office (L. abdicarc se magistratu}. Obs.

1548 HAU. Chran. Introd. Hist. Hen. IV. 11 (i8po)Toper-
swade a man . . to Abdicate himselfe from his empire and im-

periall preheminence. 1689 EVKI.YN Mem. (1857) II. 299

The great convention . . resolved that King James . .^had

by demise abdicated himself and wholly vacated his right.

1689 H. MORK Myst. f/'iif. 28 A Prince . . who, by transgressing

against the Laws of the Constitution, hath abdicated him-

self from the Government, and stands virtually Deposed.

j-4. trans. To put away, cast off, discard (any-

thing). Ol>s.

1553-87 FOXE A.
ff
M. (1596) 333/2 The King our soue-

reigne lord and maister cannot abdicate from himselfe this

right. 1633 Bp. HAU. Hard Texts 343 Neither hast thou,

O Cyrus, so well known me as to abdicate thine Idolatry.

1641 ROGERS \aamatt 527 If the Lord Jesus purposely would

defile and abdicate the seventh day Sabbath of the Jew.

1688-9 LADY R. RUSSELL Letters No. 84. II. n Accidents may
abdicate your opinion.

5. To formally give up (a right, trust, office, or

dignity) ;
to renounce, lay down, surrender, aban-

don
;
at first implying voluntary renunciation, but

now including the idea of abandonment by default.

See the parliamentary discussions of 1688.

16338?. HAU.//<z>-rfrrs4i Abdicating ourjust privileges.

1688 Li>. SOMERS Speech on ike Vacation of the Throne I he

word abdicate doth naturally and properly signify, entirely

torenounce, to throw off, disown, relinquish any thing or per-

ABDICATION.

son, so as to have no further to do with it ; and that whether
it be done by express words or in writing (which is the sense

your Lordships put upon it, and which is properly called re-

signation or cession), or by doing such acts as are inconsistent
with the holding and retaining of the thing, which the Com-
mons take to be the present case. 1726 DE FOE Hist, Devil
[1840) i. J. 14 The thrones which the Devil and his followers

abdicated and were deposed from. 1783 JOHNSON Club Rules
in /foj7C6*//(i8i6)IV. 277 Whoever sha I for three months to-

gether omit to attend . . shall be considered as having abdicated
the club. 1805 FOSTER Essays \. vii. 90 To have abdicated
the dignity of reason. 1857 PRHSCOTT Philip i. i. 10 The Re-

gent Mary formally abdicated her authority. 1857 RCSKJN
Pol. EC. A rt, 5 A power not indeed to be envied . . but still

less to be abdicated or despised.

6. Comin. Law. Said of the insurer surrendering
his rights of ownership to the underwriters.

1755 N. MACHNS Ess. Itisur. II. 36 The Owners of such

Gold, Silver, or Pearls, cannot renounce or abdicate them
to the Underwriters.

7. absol. (by ellipsis of the thing resigned, usually
the throne or crown^. To renounce or relinquish

sovereignty, or its equivalent.
a 1704 T. BROWS F.pigr. Wks. 1730 I. 121 Either he must

abdicate or thou. 1726 UK FOE Hist. Devil (1840) n. i. 181

The Devil abdicated for awhile. i837CAKLYLK French Re~c.

\, vn. xi. 399 Is it not strange so few kings abdicate ;
and

none yet heard of has been known to commit suicide? 1879
GLADSTONE Gleanings III. i. 5 The Majority have in virtue

and effect abdicated, and their opponents are the true and

genuine corporation.

Abdicated (arhdik^ted),///. <r. [f.prec. + -ED.]

1. Formally renounced, resigned, or given up.
Used especially of a possession, right, or function.

1688 I.n. SOMKKS S/>Ct~tft, It is an entire alienation of the

thing abdicated, and so stands in opposition to dicnrc. 1689

Apol. Fail. Walker's Ace. 25 A Head Abdicated of Reason
and Five Senses. 1713 ADDISOS To Sir Cod/. Kncller Old
Saturn too, with up-cast eyes, Beheld his abdicated skits.

1728 G. CARI.ETON Mew. Eng. Officer 233 The Siege thus

abdicated (if I may use a modern Phrase). 1852 COCKBVKN

Life of Jeffrey I. 26 Some new obstacle to my belief, which

might return me to my abdicated opinion.

2. Deposed from an office, function, or dignity.

In i /th c. including deposition by others (see AB-

DICATE 2), but now always, self-deposed, having

formally laid down or divested himself of a dignity
or trust. (See the ambiguity of its application to

James II.)

1691 Xc'v Disc. Oldtntreaguewmi. 15. So found too late

their abdicated James. 1714 SWIFT State of Affairs \Vk-.

11. i. 215 Those" who wish to see the son of the abdicated

prince upon the throne. 1781 t JIKBON />. -v F. II. xli. 531 The
abdicated monarch lied from the justice of his country. 1825

SOITHKV in Q. AY?'. XXXII. 368 That strange personage,

Christina, the abdicated Queen of Scotland. 1866 Ho\vu t.

/ "cnetian Life xx. 349 The abdicated Kmperor of Austria.

Abdicating (se-bdik^tin"), rH. sb.
[f.

ABDICATE

i'. + -jx<jl.] The act of formally resigning, renounc-

ing, or abandoning. (Now mostly gerundial.)

1673 Lady's Calling i. 2. 7. 14 If the abdicating a child be

a thing so unnatural. 1689 l.o. SOMKKS Speech, _For Ab-

dicating a thing it is sufficient to do an act which is in-

consistent with retaining it. 1809 ToMUNS Law Diet. s. v.

On King James II 's leaving the kingdom, and abdicating
the government. 1873 H. E. MANNING Mission ff Holy
Ghost iii. 87 It is not content with abdicating the powers of

reason.

Abdication (sebdik^i-Jsn). [ad. L. abdication-

cm, n. of action, from abdicarc : see ABDICATE and

-iox.] The act of abdicating, in various senses of vb.

1. The action of formally renouncing, disowning,
or casting off. Now only applied to the disown-

ing of a son in Roman Law.
1552 R. HULOET Abcedan'ion, Abdication, as when the

father doth wyllyngly exclude the sonne from his inheritaunce,

Abdicatio. 1615 Br. HALL Contemp. in. 66 A just abdication

from thy favour and protection, and an interminable selsure

by satan. 1651 HOBBKS GOT. <y Soc. ix. 7. 139 A son also

is freed from subjection in the same manner as a subject and

servant arc. For emancipation is the same thing with manu-

mission, and abdication with banishment.

f2. Deposition from sovereignty. Obs.

1660 R. COKE Elent. ofTower <y Subj. 57 Who . . had they

been able, would have advanced the power of the Senate to

the abdication of Caesars.

3. Resignation, surrender, renunciation (gene-

rally). Const, of.

1618 HP. HALL Righteous Munition 719 Both in preparation

ofmind, and (when need is) in a charitable abdication, hearken

to the duties which God layes upon you. 1668 J. HOWE
Blessedness of the Righteous (Wks. 1834) 261/2 Which abdi-

cation of the earth, as none of their country. 1695 Anc.

Const. Eng. 61 Thedoing ofany act that isutterly inconsistent

with the being or end of the thing for which it is ordained, is

as true a renouncing, or abdication of that thing as if it were

made in express words. 1786 BURKK A rticles agt. Hastings
Wks. XII. 323 He recommends an entire abdication for ever,

. . of all power and authority. 1848 Vrm HaroldW, i. 78

He implored the Earl to aid his abdication of the throne.

4. esp. Resignation or abandonment, either formal

or virtual, of sovereignty or other high trust.

'
It is used when there is only an implicit Renunciation, as

when a Person does Actions that are altogether inconsistent

with his Trust.' BAILEY 1721.

1688 in Stfwcrs's Tracts I. 441 Ihey pitched upon Derelic-

tion or Abdication, not that either of these were comniensu-

rate to the state of the business. 1716 DK FOE first. Drvil

(1840) i i. 14 The abdication and expulsion of the Devil and

his angels. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ Fall II. 2 After the defeat

and abdication of Licinius, his victorious rival proceeded

to lay the foundations of a city. 1809 TOMLISS Law Diet,



ABDICATIVB.
s. v. Abdication, in general, is where a magistrate or person in

office, renounces and gives up the same before the term of ser.

vice is expired. 1843 LYTTON Last ofBarons in. v. 173 What
suicide is to a man, abdication is to a king.

5. Comm.Law. Formal renunciation orrelinquish-
ment of the ownership of goods by an insurer to the

underwriters
; abandonment.

1755 N. MAGENS Ess, Insur. II. 38 A Ship is unfit to pro-
secute her Voyage, when an Abdication is made before the

justice and Leave given to discharge her.

Abdicative (se-bdik^tiv), a. rare-*, [f.
L. ab-

dicdtiv-us, f. abdicdt'its : see ABDICATE and -IVE.]

'Causing or implying abdication.' J.

1731 BAILEY, whence in JOHNSON 1755, etc.

Abdicator (se-bdik^tw). [L. n. of agent from
abdicdre ; see ABDICATE and -OB.] One who ab-

dicates.

1864 Dally Telegraph Nov. 16 It is hard to lose a crown
where the civil list can never be ; it is painful to abdicate
when the abdicator has no pension for his abdication.

t A'bdite* # Ol>s. rare 1
. [ad.L.&///-j hidden

away, pa. pple. of abd-ere to put away, hide ; f. ab

off, away + da-re to give, put. Cf. rcconditw re-

condite.] Hidden away, put out of the way.
i6jjj HEYWOOD Hierarchic vin. 561 Things supernaturall

we finde The depth whereof we cannot well conceive To
[ = too] Abdite and retruse from man's weake minde.

t A'bditive (arbditiv), a. Obs~*
[f.

L. abdifiv-

us, f. abdit-us : see prec. and -IVE.]
'

Having the

power or quality of hiding.' J.

1731 BAILEY, whence in JOHNSON 1755, etc.

Abditory (se-bditari). [ad. I,, abditori-um a

hiding-place, f. abdit-, ppl. stem of abdcrc : see

prec. and -OBY.] A hidden or withdrawn place, a
concealed repository.
1658 DR. ROBINSON Eiuioxa 162 In the center of the kernel

of grain, as the safest abditory, is the source of germination.
1809 TOMLISS Laio Diet. s. v., Abditorium, An abditory or

hiding-place, to hide and preserve goody, plate, or money.

Abdomen (bd<7u'men). [a. L. abdomen, of

unknown etymology ; it has been suggested from
abd-frt to stow away, conceal, cover ; and from

adeps, adip-em, fat, as if for *adipomcn. Occurs
first in transl. from French.]
fl. orig. Fat deposited round the belly; the fleshy

parts of the belly or paunch. Obs.

1541 COPLAND tr. Galyens Tcrapcutykc 2 G ij, The mem-
brane y* is stretched vnder labdomen \ Fabdottten\ 1601
HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 34.4 In old time they called this

morcell in Latine Abdomen. 1607 TOPSELL Four-footed
Beasts (1673) 300 Acites is a swelling in tbe covering of the

belly, called of the Physitians Abdomen, comprehending both
the skin, the fat, eight muscles, and the film or panicle called

Peritoneum. 1692 COLES, Abdomen, the Fat which is about
the Belly.

2. Anat. The belly; the lower cavity of the body,
from the diaphragm downwards, which contains

the stomach, bowels, and other organs of nutrition;
sometimes used as including, and sometimes as

excluding, the pelvic cavity ;
and often in Nat.

Hist, used of the outer surface of the belly.
1615 H. CsoQKEfioifypfJlfart 796 There bee tenne Muscles

which couer the nether Belly, on either side fiue, called the

Muscles of the Abdomen. 1656 RIDGLEV/V/K:/. ofPhysick

94 It floweth down into the cavity of the Abdomen. I 7S I

CHAMBERS Cycl. The abdomen is lined internally with a thin

soft membrane . . called the peritonaeum. 1847 CARPENTER
7,oot. 74 The skin of the abdomen, in front of the mammary
glands, forms a pouch which contains and protects the young
.of Kangaroos, etc.]. 1872 HUXLEY Physiology \, 5 The trunk
is naturally divided into the chest or thorax, and the belly
or abdomen.

3. Zool. In the higher Arthropoda (as insects,

spiders, and crabs), the posterior division of the

body, usually distinctly marked off from the an-

terior part containing the thorax and head.

1788-9 HOWARD Ncu< Royal Cycl. 1230 In insects of the

third order . . the head, thorax, and abdomen are wholly
different from those of the other orders. 1847 CARPENTER
Zool. 739 The body [of Spiders] is composed oftwo principal

parts nearly always distinct : one called the cef>halo-thorax
. . the other termed the abdomen. 1855 GOSSK Marine Zool.

I* *57 [The crabs have the] abdomen little developed, bent

under the body, with no trace of a swimming tail. 1868

DUNCAN Insect IVorld Intr. 9 In the perfect insect tbe ab-

domen does not carry either the wings or the legs.

Abdominal (bd/rminal), a. and sb. [ad. mod.
L. abdominal-is, f. abdomen, abdomin- ; see -AL.]

A. adj.
1. Anat. Of or pertaining to the abdomen ;

ventral.

1746 DR. R. JAMES Introd. to Moffefs Health's Impr. 8

The perpetual Compressure of the Stomach, and all the

abdominal Viscera. 1856 TODD Cycl. An. * Ph. I. 16 A
degree of antagonism exists between the diaphragm and the

abdominal muscles. 1870 ROI.LESTON Animal Life 7 The
walls of the abdominal and pelvic cavities. 1874WOOD Nat.
Hist. 553 That which is found on the under surface and in

front of the vent is called the abdominal fin. 1870 Syd. Soc.

Lex. 8 In man the respiration is said to be abdominal, in

woman thoracic.

2. Zool. Belonging or attached to the abdomen
of insects and crustacea.

1874 LUBBOCK Orig. Metam. Insects \. 7 Like caterpillars,

having three pairs of legs and in the former case abdominal

pro-legs as well. 1877 HUXLEY A nat. Inv. An. vi. 346 Cyn-
thia has its branchial appendages attached to the abdominal

members.

r
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3. Zool. Epithet of an order of fishes, a division

of the soft-finned group of the Osseous fishes, having
the ventral fins under the belly, as in the common
carp, salmon, herring, etc.

1835 KiRBY//rt. fflnst.An. I. il. 113 The herring., belongs
to the tribe calledabdominal fishes, or those whose ventral fins

are behind the pectoral. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. $ 573 [These]
have greater facility of ascending and descending than the
abdominal fishes. 1854 BADHAM Prose Halieutics 235 That
grand ichthyological section called abdominal, of which the

leading feature is to have the belly-fins suspended behind the

pectorals or side-fins.

B. sb. An abdominal fish ; in //. Abdominals,
more commonly L.

1]
Abdominales (-e^'ltz), the

order of soft-finned Osseous fishes, which have the

ventral fins under the abdomen and behind the

pectorals.

H Abclouiinalia (bd^miiv>'lia). Zool. [mod.
L. pi. neut. of abdominalis ; see ABDOHHTAL : sc.

animalia animals.] An order of the Cirripedes
or barnacles, having the body composed of one

cephalic, seven thoracic, and three abdominal seg-
ments, the latter bearing three pairs of cirri.

1876 BKNEDEN An. Parasites 55 The whole family of the

Abdominalia, a name proposed by Darwin, if I am not mis-

taken, have the sexes separate.

Abdominoscopy (bd^min^'so5pi).
MetL

[mod. f. L. abdomen, abdomin-, + Gr. -fJKoma look-

ing at, viewing ;
see -SCOPY.] 'Term for the

operation or mode of ascertaining the existence of

abdominal disease by percussion mediate or imme-
diate, by inspection, measurement, and manual ex-

amination.' Mayne 1851.
Not in CRAIG 1847.

Abdominous (slbd^minss), a.
[f. 'L.abddmen,

abdomin-, + -ous, as if from a L. *abddnrino$it$i

Having a p'aunch, or big belly; corpulent.
1651 CLIA LI.AND Dial. Two Zealots 44 (Wks. 1677) 34 It's so

abdominous [isf cd. abominous]. The Trojan Nag was not so

fully lin'd. 1655 FUI.LKR Ch. Hist, x. xvii. loHe was . . some-
what abdominous, and corpulent in his body, a 1782 COWPER
Pr. -VrtJ?*2i7Gorgoniussits, abdominous and wan, Like a fat

squab upon a Chinese fan. 1878 H. M. STASLKV Dark Cent.
I. xv. 3 To see him surrounded by fat wives and abdominous
brats.

Abduce (sebdi/rs), v. arch. [ad. L. abdfcc-ere

to lead away; f. ab off, away + dftc-cre to lead.

Now generally replaced by ABDUCT.]
1. To lead or draw away by act or persuasion ;

to

abduct.

1537 State Papers Hen. VIII, 1. 557 From the whych opinion
I come not abduce them witb all my endevor. 1863 N. fy Q.
3rd Ser. III. 284 Sir Henry Hayes, a gallant Corcagian knight,
abduced a Quaker damsel.

t 2. To draw away, as by an abducent or abductor

muscle. Obs.

1646 SJR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xx. 156 If we abduce
the eye into either corner, the object will not duplicate.

Abducent (bdi;7-sent), ///. a. [ad. L. ab-

ducent-cm pr. pple. of abdnc'cre : see ABIIUCE.]

Drawing away or out. Used chiefly in anatomy, as

the opposite of adducent.

1713 DERHAM Physico- TJieol. iv. ii [This] is the case of the

adducent and abducent muscles [ofthe eye]. 1751 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v. Abductor, Abductor or Abducent in anatomy, a
name common to several muscles whose action is the with-

drawing, opening, or pulling back, the parts they are fixed to.

1875 Encyc. Brit. (ed. 9) I. 881 The Abducent or sixth nerve

springs out of tbe groove between the lower border of the

pons and the anterior pyramid of the medulla oblongata.

Abduct (o.'bdzrkt), v. \i.\*.abduct-um, pa. pple.
of abdnc-ere ; see ADDUCE. Cf. conduct, induct.']

Not in Craig 1847 ; the earlier word was ABDUCE.
1. To lead or take away improperly, whether by

force or fraud ; to carry off, to kidnap. Applied

especially to the illegal carrying off of a woman
or child.

1834 LAKDOR Imag. Com 1
., Exam, of S/utksp. (Sir Thos.

Lucy lay.) That a goose on the common . . may be seized,

bagged, and abducted, with far less offence to the laws.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II, iv. 227 His Majesty has been

abducted, or spirited away,
*

enlevey by some person or per-
sons unknown. 1848 LEIGH HUNT Jar ofHoney v. 63 Two
foxes, one of whom is meditating to abduct his breakfast.

1861 Sat. Rci: No. 286. 400 The dairymaid . . is courted by
her master's son, and afterwards forcibly abducted by the

same villain. 1877 STEPHEN Crim. Lawxxx. 179 A and B,
two girls under 16, run away from home together. Neither
abducts the other.

2. To draw away (any member of the body) from

its natural or ordinary position.
1836 TODD Cycl. An, <5-

/*//. I. 297/1 The second [muscle]

goes to the base of the first toe, and abducts it. 1846^.
MILLER Pract. of Sure. xl. 639 Dislocation [of the Hip]
downwards . . The thigh is much abducted, and cannot be

brought near its fellow.

Abducted (fcbdtrkted),///. a. [f. prec.
+ -ED.]

1. Led or carried away improperly, kidnapped.
1878 J. BEERBOHM Wanderings in Patagonia His wrongs

avenged, and his abducted wives restored to his affectionate

keeping. 188* J. HAWTHORNE Fortunes Fool \, xii. (in Macm.
Mag. XLV. 273) By to-morrow morning Madeleine would
have lived out her character of the abducted heiress.

2. Of a member of the body : Drawn away.
1871 HUXLEY Physiology vn. 174 A limb is . . abducted

when it is drawn away from the middle line.

ABEAR.

Abduction (sebdtrkjan). [ad. L. abduction-ent
n. of action f. abdnefre ; cf. Fr. abduction : see AB-

DUCE.] A leading or drawing away, in var. senses

of vbs. abdiicc anda&jW. In Johnson 1773, with
no quot., but much earlier in Anatomy and Logic.
1. A leading away.
i6a6 COCKERAM, Abduction : a leading away. 1873 Times

Sept. g Increased abduction of the stream by the water com-
panies.

2. The act of illegally carrying off or leading
away anyone, such as a wife, child, ward, voter.

Applied to any leading away of a minor under the

age of sixteen, without the consent of the parent or

guardian ; and ft\& forcible carrying off of any one
above that age.
1768 BLACKST. Comm. IV. iv. xv. 9. 2i8The other offence,

that of kidnapping, being the forcible abduction or stealing
away of a man, woman, or child from their own country, and
sending them into another, was capital by the Jewish law.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 19/1 The forcible abduction and marriage
of women is a felony. 183$ TmRLv.-ALL Greece 1. v. 153 In the
abduction of Helen, Pans repeats an exploit attributed to
Theseus.

3. The muscular withdrawal of a limb or other

part of the body outward from the medial line.

1666 J. SMITH Solomon sPortr. Old Agc(i6jf>)fo If we con-
sider how they [the muscles] can stir the limb inward and out-

ward, they can perform adduction, abduction. 1787 A. FVFE
Compend. ofAnat. (1815) I. n. 294 Pyriformis [Muscle] . .

Actimt'. To assist in the Abduction of the Thigh, and in

its rotation outwards. 1836 TODD Cycl. An.fyPh. I. 156/1
Those motions of inclination of the foot known under the
names of adduction and abduction . . take place in the joints
of the tarsus.

4. Sitrg. The separation of contiguous parts after

a transverse fracture, causing the gaping of a wound,
the recession of the two parts of a broken bone, etc.

1753 CHAMBERS Cyc. Supp. s.v. This Abduction is the same
with what Greek writers call aira>^ta or atr6*Aaovza . . some
Latin writers call it abruptio. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v.

5. Logic. A syllogism, of which the major pre-
miss is certain, and the minor only probable, so

that the conclusion has only the probability of the

minor
; apagoge.

1696 PHILLIPS, Abduction Is an Argument which leads from
the conclusion to the demonstrations of the hidden and not

signified Proposition. 1766 SCOTT Diet. Arts $ Science

Abduction, in logic a form of reasoning called by the Greeks

apagoge, in which the greater extreme is evidently contained
in the medium, but the medium not so evidently in the lesser

extreme. iSy* GROTE Aristotle I. vi. 290 After adverting to

another variety of ratiocinative procedure, which he calls

Apagoge or Abduction . . Aristotle goes on to treat of Objec-
tion generally.

Abductor (Abdirktai). [a. mod. L. abductor,
n. of agent, f. abdftc-$re\ see ABDUCE and -OR.

Adopted in Eng. from the language of anatomy.]
1. Anat. A muscle which serves to draw any part

of the body from its normal position, or from the

median line of the body. (Often treated as Lat,

with pi. abctuctor-es.} Also attrib. with muscle.

1615 H. CROOKE Body ofMan 743 For euery Muscle almost
hath set vnto him another, whose action is contrary to his as

. . to an adductor is set an abductor. 1713 DERHAM Physico.
Theol. v. ii. 327 By being inserted into one of the Sesamoid
Bones of the great Toe, diverts the Power of the Abductor
Muscle. 1787 HUNTER in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 439 The
muscles that open the eyelids . . may be called the elevator,

depressor, adductor, and abductor. 1828 QUAIN Elem. oj
Anat. (1848) I. n. 412 The abductor of the great toe is placed
horizontally along the inner side of the sole of the foot. 1872
MIVART Anatomy \\\\. 282 Some muscles move a bone away
from a given axis, and are therefore termed abductors.

2. One who abducts or illegally leads away. (A
modern use, not in Todd 1818.)

1847 CRAIG, Abductor, one guilty ofabduction. 1872 Daily
NfU'S Nov. 6 The women themselves, most interested in the

immunities of their sex, usually gave their sympathy to the

abductors.

A-be, Sc. [Prob. for at be, early northern infini-

tive = to be.] In phr. let a be : let be, let alone ;

not to mention.
1818 SCOTT Br. ofLamm. I hate fords at a' times, let abe

when there's thousands of armed men on the other side.

1822 Pirate xxxvii. 288 (1859) I am for let-a-be for let-a-be,

as the boys say.

Abe, obs. form of ABYE v.

Abeal, obs. form of ABELE.

Abeam (abfm), adv. QT pred. a., prop, phrase.
Naut. [f. A//T/. 1 of general direction + BEAM sb,

The 'beams* ofa ship Heat right angles to the keel.]

In a line at right angles to the ship's length, op-

posite to the centre of her side ; abreast of her

actual position, as dist. from afore or ahead, abaft
or astern. Const, of.

^1836 M. SCOTT Cruise of the Midge (1863)23 What is that

abeam of us ? said Mr. Sprawl, who had now come on deck.

1853 KANE Grinnelt Expcd. (1856) xn. 29 Cape Farewell

was on our starboard quarter, and the Land of Desolation

nearly abeam. 1875 'STONEHENGE* Brit, Sports \\. VIH. i.

5. 619 When he has brought N. to bear exactly a-beam eight

points from the direction of the vessel's head.

Abear (abe'*i), v. str. Past and pple., as in BEAK,
butnow obs. [QE.aforattl f.A-pref.i + beran BEAK.]

tl. To bear, carry. Obs.

a 1000 Ags. Cosp, Matt, xxiii. 4 Hefi^e byroyna be man
aberan ne mtes- < 6o //aft. Gosp. ibid. Hefije byrdene



ABEAR.

be man abere ne maes. a lloo Cottm Horn. 225 J>at flod

wex and aber up ban arc.

2. To endure, suffer ;
now always with cannot.

A word of honorable antiquity, widely diffused in

the dialects ;
in London reckoned as a vulgarism.

c 885 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xxxix. 10 Hi ne majon nan ear-

foSa aberan. c 1175 Lamb. Ham. 35 Heo [be saule] ne mei

abeoren alia ba sunne be be mon uppon hire deO. c 1230

Ancren Rm'le 158 polemod is be bet buldeliche abereo wouh
bet me de3 him. 1836-7 DICKENS Sketches (1850) 151/2 The

young lady denied having formed any such engagements at

allshe couldn't abear the men, they were such deceivers.

!855 ATKINSON Whitby Glossary s.v. She cannot abear that

man, very much dislikeshim. 1861 DICKENS GreatExpec. I.

vii. 96 He couldn't abear to be without us.
_
1864 TENNYSON

Northern Fanner 64 I couldn abear to see it.

f3. refl.
To comport or demean oneself. Obs.

1596 SPENSER /'. Q. v. xii. 19 So did the faerie knight him-

selfe abeare, And stouped oft his head from shame to shield.

nU, vi. ix. 45 Thus did the gentle knight himselfe abeare.

t AbeaT, sb. Obs. rare. [f. the vb.] Bearing,

gesture, action, behaviour.

c 1313 SHOREHAM Poems 60 And jef the man other that wyf
By cheaunce doumbe were, Jef may wyten hare assent Hy
soum other abere. 1653 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint (1858) 11.

149 I met with a dead man, Who, noting well my vain abear,

Thus unto me began.

Abearance (abe-orans). [f.
ABEAK v. + -ANCE,

being a synonym of ABEAUING, on the analogy of

the pairs appearing, appearance, abhorring, abhor-

rence, etc., formed on vbs. of Romance origin.]

Behaviour ; always in phr. good abearancc.

1568 WATSON Polybins 93 a, Of their confederates and

mates they would cut of, and keep the lands, for good abear-

ance. c 1630 JACKSON Creed n. xxxi. Wks. II. 144 The su-

preme magistrate might bind their tongues and pens to good
abearance. 1683 Col. Rec. Pennsyh'. I. 88 To finde good
security for thy good abearance. 1768 BLACKST. Comm. IV.

256 The other species of recognizance with sureties is for

the good abearance or good behaviour.

tAbeaTing(abe--Tirj),M$/. sb. Obs. [f.
ABEARE.

+ -iNGl.] The action of comporting or behaving

oneself; behaviour, conduct. Nearly always in

the legal phr. good abcaring, which early passed
into popular use. Supplanted by the hybrid synonym
ABEARANCE.
1494 KABYAN VI. cliv. 141 That there after he shulde be of

good aberynge to warde the kyng. 1534 MORE Vpon the

Passion Wks. 1557, 1289/1 Man should . . haue standen styl

vpon the wynning or loosing of heauen after his abearing.

1623 FINCH Lam (1636) 338 Sufficient suretie and mainprise
for their good abearing towards the king, and towards his

people. 1708 Les Tcrmes lie la Ley 371 Good abearing

(Bonus gistus) signifies, the exact carriage or behaviour of a

subject to a king and his liege-people, to which men some-

times for their loose demeanour are bound.

tAbea-t, v. Obs. [f. ^-pref.i, intensive + BEAT.

In ME. sometimes confused with ABATE, which it

closely approached in form and sense.] To beat,

strike.

a looo Christ (Grein) 941 Steorran streSaS of heofone

stormum abeatne. c 1400 Destr. Troy xiv. 5686 There was

no Greke so grym, ne of so gret wille, Durst abate on bo

buemes, ne to bonke stride.

Abece, a-bee-cee, abeesee, obs. forms ofABC.

Abecedarian (^bfs/de-erian), a. and sb. ;
also

7 ABCDarian ;
8 abecedarian, [f. med. L. abcce-

ddri-iis (see ABECEDARY) + -AS.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the alphabet ;
marked with

the alphabet ; arranged in alphabetical order, as

Abecedarian psalms, like the iigth.
1665 GLANVILLE Scepsis Scientifica xxiv. 2. 150 The letter

which is most distant in the Abecedarian circle from that

which the needle turns to. 1668 Bp. WajanXtalCtaracttr
45 The first and more simple ingredients required to the fram-

ing of Discourse or Language are stiled Elements Abece-

darian. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. We meet with Abcedarian

psalms, lamentations, prayers, and the like, chiefly among
Hebrew writers. 1864 G. MACVICAR in Reader 16 July, 78
The earlier chemists, who, under the charm of the moment,

adopted an abecedarian method which . . can be made to

yield nothing more than the most ambiguous syllables.
1881

Athenzum No. 2801. 10/1 Abecedarian requirements have

rendered the present volume the least interesting.

2. Occupied in learning the alphabet, or pertain-

ing to one so occupied.
1631 NOAH BIGGS New Disp. 170. 130 Those ABCdarian

Nuntii. 1685 COTTON Montaigne I. 606 There is an abeceda-

rian ignorance that precedes knowledge, and a doctoral igno-
rance that comes after it. 1819 SOUTHEY Letters (1856) 1 1 1.

148 When she heard my abecedarian interpretation of your
abominableness.

B. sb. [The adj. used elliptically.]

1. One occupied in learning the alphabet. In

U.S. the regular school term.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xxviii. 394 O fond-foolish for

an old man to be ever an Abecedarian. 1851 S. Juno Mar.
garct (1871)11. i. 168 The goal ofevery breathless whip-fearing
abcd-arian's valorous strife. 1880 New Engl. Journal of
Edtic. 20 May, 325/1 (Time-table)o to 9. 15 Opening Exercise ;

0.15 to 0.25 Abecedarians, &c. &c. . . Abecedarians should

have at least four recitations per day.

2. One engaged in teaching the alphabet and

merest rudiments of instruction.

1691 WOOD Athrnx Oxcm. (1817) iii. 213 (Thos. Famabit)
His distresses made him stoop so low, as to be an abcdarian,
and several were taught their horn-books by him. 1714
WALKER Sufferings of Clergy n. 405 He had a wife and six

15

children, whom he made a shift to maintain, by submitting
to be an ABC-darian at Williton in this county. 1803 HAY
Wexford Insurrection 65 He therefore commenced abece-

darian. 1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trumpet i ABCdarian seems
to have been an ancient term for a pedagogue.

Abecedary (J'sWsfdari), a. and sb.1 ; also

ABCDary, abcedary, abscedarie. [ad. med. L.

abceedari-us alphabetical, also sb. masc. a learner

of the alphabet; f. the names of the letters A BCD.
See also next word.]
A. adj.

1. Of or according to the alphabet ; alphabetic ;

marked with the alphabet; arranged in alpha-
betical order.

1580 FLEMING in Baret's Ah'earie Nnnn 2 Such Prouerbes
as we have collected and reduced into an Abecedarie Index
or Table. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Kp. (1650) 76 Two
Abecedary circles, or rings with letters described round about
them. 1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 431 The French are

very fond of abcedary instruction.

2. Engaged with or needing to leam the alpha-
bet ; illiterate.

1589 NASHK Anat. Absurd. 20 Thanking God with that

abscedarie Priest in Lincolnshire, that he neuer knewewhat
that Romish popish I.atine meant. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne
i. Iv. 170 There is a kind of Abecedarie ignorance preceding
science : another doctorall following science.

B. s/>.

An abecedary scholar or teacher. (Cf. Florio

1611, Abecedario, a teacher or learner of A BC.)
1607 SIR T. BODLLKY Let. to Ld. Hacon in Bacon's Wks.

(1730) 578 Being now become again as it were abecedarii by
the frequent spelling of particulars, to come to the notice of

|
the true generals. 1623 MINSHEU, An Abecedarie, or teacher

I of petties, vide Abeeedario. Abecedario, a teacher to spell,

] reade, and the vse of the a b c, &c.

t AbeCC'dary, sb.-, Obs. ;
also 5 abscedary; 6

absedary ; 7 abcedarie. [ad. med. L. abcctdari-

am an alphabet or primer; cf. Prom. Parv, 1440

Apece, alphabelutn, abecedarian!, and Cooper The-

saurus 1573, Abeccdarium, an absee ;
see prec. and

-ABIUII, -ARY.] A table or book containing the al-

phabet ;
a primer ;

the first rudiments of anything.
1432-30 Ilarl. Tr. of HigJen (Rolls Ser.) VI I. 333 Lan-

francus toke to hym an abscedary I'S8? TREVISA, A bing

wi[> letters for to spel]. 1375 A Krieff Discours 35(1846)

Therfore, it was lawfull to begin off suche rudimentes or

absedaries. 1613 BYFIKLD On Colossians ii. 8 (1869) 198/1

But it is most likely they [the laws] are called so [rudi-

ments or elements] by a grammatical relation to the abceda-

ries. 1623 MINSHEU, An Abecedarie or alphabet, vide Abece.

Abece, the crosse rowe or alphabet of all the letters. 1660

HY. HEXHA.M Engl. $ \ether-Duyti -A Diet., Ken A KC, an

Abecedarie or an alphabet. Ecu A B C Meester, a School-

master that teacheth the Abecedarie.

tAbe'Che, v. Obs. rare, also abeshe. [a. OFr.

alechier, abeschicr, to feed (young birds) with the

beak ;
f. a to + bee beak.] To feed.

i393 GowER Conf. III. 25 Yet should I somdeleben abeshed,

Andforthe time well refreshed. 1731 1&IMXV,Atec>ud, fed,

satisfied.

Abed (abe-d), adv. Forms : 1-2 on bedde, 2-3
o bede, 3 a bedde, 5 a-bed, 7- abed. [A />r/U
of position

= OE. on + BED sb. It is only within the

last three centuries that the two words have been

written as one.]
1. In bed. Somewhat arch.

e icoo Ags. Gosp. Luke xvii. 34 On ba;re nihte beoS

twejen on bedde. 1203 LAYAMON 15706 Ich waes on bedde.

[later text Ich was abedde.] 1297 R. GI.OUC. 547 To habbe

inome horn vnarmed, & some abedde aslepe. 1377 LANGL.

P. PI. B. v. 417 And ligge abedde in lenten, and my lemman
in myn armes. 1336 Chron. Grey Friars 20 They came so-

deinly to Sandwych in the mornynge, when men ware a bede.

1604 SHAKS. OfA. in. i. 33 You haue not bin a-bed then ? 1603

.tract. II. i. 12 The King's a bed. 1684 BuNYAN Pilg. n.

77 We need not, when a-bed, lie awake. 1762 HUME Hist.

Eng. IV. lix. 573 (1806) The princess Henrietta was obliged

to lie a-bed for want of a fire to warm her. 1876 SMILES

Scotch Naturalist ii. 30 (ed. 4) The lights were out, and all

were thought to be abed.

2. Confined to bed (by illness) ;
laid up.

1660 PEPVS Diary(iBn) I. 151 Our wench very lame, abed

these two days. 1761 SMOLLETT Gil Bias I. i. x. 51 (1802)A
violent fit of the gout and rheumatism, that kept him a-bed.

1873 W. H. DIXON Two Queens III. xy.
ix. 182 Louis being

abed with gout, and otherwise broken in his health.

f3. To bring a-bed : to deliver of a child ; gen.

in passive, to be brought a-bcd, now to bed. Also

fig. to deliver one of a subject, draw out. Obs.

1513 LD. BERNERS Froissart I. cxlvii. 176 The quene was

brought a bedde of a fayre lady named Margarete. 1372

BARNABE GOOGE Htutmdrit (1586) 4 3 b, The recording

hereof is my great joye ; for in talking of these matters you

bring me a bedde. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 34 To go
her full time, and to be brought abed in good order. 1610

G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. i. 50 Upon her breast Delight

doth softly sleep, And of Eternal joy is brought abed.

t Abe'de, v. Obs. Forms : 1-2 abe6dan, 3-4

abede(n. Pa.t. I abeSd, 3 abed, 4 abode. Pa.fpie.
aboden. [f.

a- away, back, + befa-an to announce :

see BEDE v.] To announce, deliver (a message).

t-885 K. ALFRED Orm. iv. vi Dait he wolde Saet amende

abeodan. 1*05 LAYAMON 4423 pa spec Brennus, and his

mde abed, c 1380 Sir Fcrumb. 1540 Me selue by message
be>cfursteofalle: bat our

y wil abede. Ibid. i78oYschal be r

message schal a-bede. Ibid. 1924 He comeb by-fore be

Amyreli & ys message abed him here, lout 1985 Hure

message bay abode dispitously \ &. schamede me fnl sore.

ABERE.

Abed(e, obs. past tense of ABIDE.

Abedge, obs. form of ABYE v.

Abeere, obs. form of ABIER, on a bier.

t A-before, abefoir, adv. Sc. Of before, of

former times (Fr. tfavant).
1609 Acts fart. Jan. VI (1814) 457 (JAM.) The landis . .

quhilkis wer abefoir vnite, creat, and incorporat in ane hail

and frie tennendrie.

Abege(n, abejen, abeie, variants of ABEY z>.i,

Obs., to bow.

Abegge, abeie, obs. forms of ABYE v.

Abeigh (abrx, abei'x), adv. Sc. [Of uncert.

deriv. ; possibly f. A//Y/. l in + Norse beig, beyg, fear.

In any etym. the final guttural must be accounted

for.]
' At a shy distance, aloof.' Jamieson.

c 1707 AuldGray Afare in Jacob. Relics I. 69 Whene'er
her tail play'd whisk, Or when her look grew skeigh, It's

then the wise auld man Was blythe to stand abeigh. 1787
BIRNS III. 142 Town's bodies ran, an' stood abeigh, An' ca't

thee mad.

Abeisance, obs. f. ABAISANCE, OBEISANCE.

t Abe'lde, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. .\-fref. I, away, on-

ward + BELDE, OE. bealdian to be bold ; f. bcald

\VS. form aibald bold.] To wax bold, become bolder.

c 1300 A'. All's. 2442 Weber I. 103 So they weore cowardes

alle, . . Theo folk of Perce gan abelcle.

Abeie (abrl, i
Ti
'bel), also 7-8 abeele, abeal,

abeile. [a. Du. abed (abeel-booni), a. OFr. ate/,

earlier aubel (albel), north Fr. aubiel: late I,, al-

bell-us (found in I2th c., applied to this tiee), dim.

of alb-its, white. (See Dicz 351, and Grimm Diet.

I. 22.).] The white poplar tree (Popii/tis alba}.
1681 Lend. daz. mdclxii. 4 If any Person desire to be

furnished with young Abeele Plants . . they may be fur-

nished with what quantity they please, . . at 10*. a hundred.

1681 WoKi.incE Syst. Agric. 96 The Abele-tree is a finer kind

of white Poplar, and is best propagated of Slips from the

Roots. 1703 Art's Improvement 1. 33 The whitest Wood,
and such as the Grain is least visible in, i? ritest for this pur-

pose ; as Aspen, Abel, Sycamore, Maple or good white

Beech. 1725 BRADLEY Fant. Diet. s. v. Poplar, There is a

finer sort of white Poplar, which the Dutch calf Abeie, and
is transported hither from Holland. Ibiti. s.v. Garden-fences,
Lime-trees or Horse Chesnuts, whose Roots do It^s harm
than those of Elms, Abeals, or almost any other Tree. 1730
SWIFT ll'ks. II. 636 You have cut down more plantations of

willows and abeles than would purchase a dozen such islands.

1830 MKS. BROWSING Poems II. 49 Siv abeles i'the kirkyard

grow, on the north-side in a row. 1859 KINC.SI.KY Plays ,y

Puritans (1873) 76 The one great abeie tossing its sheets of

silver in the dying gusts.

t Abe'l^e-n, v. Obs. Forms: I abeKan, 2-4

abeljevii. Pa. t. i abealh, -'-4 abelh, abalh. J'a.

fple. i abolsen, 2-3 abol;e(n, 3 abolwefn, 4

abolke. [f.
A- prcf.\ +belwn to swell with anger.]

1. trans. To anger, enrage.
a looo Solom. % S,it. 328 Ne sceal ic 5e abeljan. i 1175

I.amb.lloiii. in Jifhemiltsaoban men be hine abelh. 1205
LAVAMON I. 67 pe beam was abohen [/. t. abolke]. Ilnd. I. 273

Morpidus be balde . iu-airohimabolwen [/.t. a-bolwe). < 1315
SIIORKIIAM 22 That by ne be abolke In prede.

2. intr. To become angry.
1250 LAYAMON III. 47 fo abalh Jaweyn, and wrebbede liLm

swipe [e.t. an-bajlhl.

Abe'lian, A-belite, Abelo'nian, Ecel. Hist.

[f. Abel, Gen. iv. 8.] A member of a small sect

of ancient heretics in the north of Africa, stated by

Augustine to have lived in continence after mar-

riage, after the alleged example of ' the righteous
Abel.'

1731 CHAMBERS Cye. s.v. Who in this footing should have

been called Adamites rather than Abelians.

Abeliohe, -liche, -yche, obs. forms of ABLY.

Abelmosk (<
T
i-b'lrnr'sk). [ad. mod. L. abclmos-

c/ius, ad. Arab, abifl-misk father, /.(-.source, ofmusk.]
A genus of plants of the order Malvaceae, of which

one species (A. esculentas) is cultivated in the south

of France for its pods.
Abel-whackets : see ABLE-WHACKETS.

t Abe'quitate, "'. Obs.-" [f.
L. abtguitart,

-iit-iim to ride off.]
'To ride away.' Minsheu 1627.

Aberand, north, var. AKEKRING, Obs. See ABERR.

Abere, obs. form of ABEAR v.

Aberdevine (x bsjdcvsi'n), also Sabadavine,

aberdavine. [Etym. unascertained.] A bird-fan-

ciers' name of the siskin (Cardnclis spimis}, a

small bird, closely related to the goldfinch.
i7 AIBIN Nat. Hist. Birds, Suppl. Plate 76 The Abada-

vine; p. 7i//(dated 1740)The Aberduvin*. ITMPENNANT
Brit. Zool. II. 310 It [the siskin] is lobe met with in the bird

shops in London, and . . sells at a higher price than the merit

of its song deserves : it is known there by the name of the

during the winter.

t A'bere, a. Obs. OE. xbcrc,
' Clear and evident

by proof, manifest, notorious,' Bosworth; as Se

sbera )*<!/" the notorious thief, Laws of Edgar, ii. 7 ;

Ktere morS manifest murder. Hence

Abere-murder. Obs. 'Plain or downright murder,

as distinguished from manslaughter and chance-

medlev.' Phillips 1706. [Only a dictionary trans-
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formation of Law-Latin aberemurdnim, for OE.
sebere mord.]
Aberne, obs. form of AUBURN.

t" Abe*TTf
v. Obs. [ad. L. aberra-re to go astray,

f. ab off, away + errd-re to wander.] To wander

off, go astray, diverge from a recognized path. Jig.

1536 BELLEXDENE Boece (1821) II. 50 Thay . . usit the cur-

sit ritis of Paganis, aberand fra the Crist in faith. 1646 SIR

T. BROWSE Pseud. Ep. 189 We may aberre from the proper ac-

ception, mistaking one side for another. Ibid, 217 Others

might be out in their account, aberring several! waies from
the true and just compute. 1658 DR. ROBINSON Eitdoxa 143
When we follow the steps of dubious guides, we may soon

aberre from the way of truth.

Aberrance (abe-rans). [f. ABERRANT, on the

type of nouns in -NC% a. OFr. -nee : L. -tiff
a."]

The action of straying or diverging from a recog-
nized course ; vagary.
1665 GLANVILLE Serfs' Scitnt. xvi This . . would alter the

crasis of his understanding, and render it as obnoxious to

aberrances as now. 1865 W. M. ROSSETTI Fine Art (1867)

276 The two remaining contributions . . are Japanese sub-

jects, unsurpassed in delicate aberrances and intricate hap-
hazards of colour. 1874 JONKS & SIEV. Path. Ana/. 4 The
perversion or aberrance of a natural function.

Aberrancy (abe-ransi). [f. ABERRANT, on the

type of nouns in -XCY, ad. L. -ntta.] The quality
or condition of being aberrant ; divergency from

the standard of usage, propriety, reason, truth, etc.

1646 SinT. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. iii. 9 Thus they commonly
affect no man any farther then hee deserts his reason, or com-

plies with their aberrancies. 1863 G. C. GELDART in Macm.
Mug. May, 63 What is that monstrous shape of many-
headed absurdity, or what that grotesque misconception of

some aberrancy?
Aberrant (abe*riint\ a. [ad. L. aberrant-em,

pr. pple. of aberra-re. See ABEKR.]
1. lit. Wandering away or straying from a de-

fined path ; hence fig. diverging or deviating from

any moral standard.

1848 Kixcsi.EY.Srt/Ws1

Trag. (1878) iv. ii. 123 Such a choice

must argue Aberrant senses, or degenerate blood. 1864
COCK RAN tr. Pressense's Reply to Rcnan 83 People see in it

the signs of a diseased, aberrant genius.

2. Deviating widely from the ordinary or natural

type, exceptional, irregular, abnormal ; especially
in A'af. Hist.

1830 LYELL Princ. GeoL (1875) II. in. xxxvii. 322 If there

be such proneness in each aberrant form to merge into

the normal type. 1835 KIRBY Habits fy In$t. An. II.

xvi. 74 The usual oral organs, though a little aberrant in

their structure. 1839 HALLAM Lit. Eitr. i. viii. 28 These
aberrant lines are much more common in the dramatic blank
verse of the seventeenth century. 1857 H. MILLER Sc/t. fy

Schoolm. viii. 167 His mother, though of a devout family of

the old Scottish type, was an aberrant specimen. 1878 M
FOSTER Physiology \\\ v. 560 The events are much more
characteristic in the typical female than in the aberrant male.

1881 WESTCOTT & HORT N. T. in Greek II. 240 It would be

. . difficult to derive the neutral reading from any coales-

cence of the aberrant readings.

Aberrate (o-'b'erc't), v. rare. [f. L. alwrat-

ppl. stem of aberra-re : see ABERR.] To diverge
or deviate from the straight path ;

to produce
aberration, as in optics.
1765 DOLLOSD Telescopes in Phil. Trans. LV. 55 The surfaces

of the concave lens may be so proportioned as to aberrate

exactly equal to the convex lens, near the axis.

Aberrating (a'b-er^tin\ ///. a. [f. prec. +
-ING 2.] Going astray, subject to aberration.

a 1854 DE QUINCEv (in Webster), The product of their own
defective and aberrating vision.

Aberration (cebeW'Jan). [ad. L. aberration-cm,
n. of action, from aberrdrc : see ABEKK. The Fr.

aberration seems to be later.] The action of wan-

dering away or straying ; the state of error or

irregularity thence resulting.

1. lit. A wandering away, a straying; a deviation

or divergence from the straight or recognized path.
1615 H. CROOKE Body of Alan 42 These vessels do not

directly passe vnto the braine, but after diuers contortions

and aberrations from a right & direct progresse. 1794 SUL-
LIVAN Vieiv of Nature II. 83 The aberration of the common
center of all these currents from the north point. 1827 SCOTT

Surf, Daitgh. i. 23 The slightest aberration would plunge
him into a morass, or throw him over a precipice. 18x7
CARLYLEIWJC., Richter (1869) 18 A comet with long aberra-

tions. 1830 LVELL Princ. Geol. II. 81 The aberration of

?lants
to great distances from their native countries. 1878

.ADY HERBERT tr. Hiibner'sRound the lVorld\\. viii. 433 We
hope that something useful will come out of their aberrations.

2.y?^. A deviation or divergence from a direct,

prescribed, or ordinary course or mode of action.

1610-31 DONNE Selections (i^o) 206 Though thy heart have
some variations, some deviations, some aberrations from that

direct point, upon which it should be bent. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 262 Where the real works of Nature, or

veritable acts of story are to be described, digressions are

aberrations. 1648 HERRICK Hesperides I. 42 If thou chance

t'espie Some abberrations in my poetry- 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 86. ^13 More than one aberration from the rule

in any single verse. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. L 10

Promoted according to the rule of seniority, unless where
directions from home prescribed aberration. 1861 GEO. ELIOT
Silas MarntrSoThe very pins on her pincushion were stuck

in after a pattern from which she was careful to allow no aber-

ration. 1881 WESTCOTT& HORT N. T. in Greek II. 249 Such

singular readings of H would be nothing more than examples
of early aberration early extinguished.

3. A wandering from the path of rectitude, or

standard of morality ; moral irregularity.
1594 T. B[EARD] tr. La Primaudaye's Fr. Acad. 2 Ep. to

Reader Error in religion and aberration in manners. 1656
BP. HALL Occ. Med. (1851) 103 The distractions of ray
thoughts, and the aberrations of my life. 1813 SISMONDI
Lit. Europe (1846) II. xxi. 28 Deep pity for her mother's
aberration. 1840 H. ROGERS Essays II. v. 221 The infallible

standard by which each man measures the aberrations of his

neighbour. 1869 LECKY Enrop. Morals II. i. 5 Habitually
measuring character by its aberrations,

4. A wandering of the intellect, an abnormal
state of any intellectual faculty; deficiency or par-
tial alienation of reason.

1823 LISGARD f/ist. Eng. VI. 312 Her affliction seemed to

produce occasional aberrations of intellect. 1829 SCOTT De~

monology x. 354 Shades of mental aberration have afterwards
occurred. 1878 SEELEY Stow II. 554 The slightest aberration
in his [Napoleon's] mind, might be represented by the com-

plete transformation of Europe.

5. Deviation from the ordinary or normal type
of any natural production ; abnormal structure or

development.
1846 LYTTON Literetia(&$-$ Pref., And the phenomena that

seemed aberrations from nature were explained. 1869 BUCKLE
Civ. II. vii. 403 The apparent aberrations presented by mine-
rals are strictly regular. Ibid. III.v. 444 He studied the aber-

rations of structure and of function.

6. Optics. The non-convergence of rays of light,

reflected or refracted, to one focus.

That due to the failure of a spherical mirror or lens to

cause all the rays to meet in a single point (as is effected by
a parabolic mirror or lens) is called sp/ierical aberration;
the distance of any ray from the geometrical focus, when
measured along the axis, is its longitudinal aberration, and
when measured at right angles to the axis, its lateral aber-

ration. Chromatic aberration is an additional irregularity
in the refraction of light through lenses, due to the different

refrangibilities of the different coloured constituents of white

light, whereby these diverge from one another, fringing the

images of objects with the prismatic colours.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. There are two species of the

aberrations of rays . . one arising from the figure of the glass
or speculum, the other from the unequal refrangibility of the

rays of light. 1868 LOCKVER Eletn. Less. Astron. No. 466.

217 If such an achromatic lens be truly made, and its curves

properly regulated, it is said to have its spherical aberration

corrected as well as its chromatic one, and the image of a
star will form a nearly colourless point at its focus.

7. Astron. The displacement of the true position
of a heavenly body to an observer on the earth,

occasioned by the joint effect of the earth's mo-

tion, and the non-instantaneous transmission of

light ; hence also called aberration of light.
As the earth has two motions, there is a diurnal as well as

an annual aberration, the amount of the former being, for a

star, very minute. Planetary aberration is effected by the

additional element of the motion of the planet itself, during
the time occupied by the passage of its light to the earth.

1856 GARDNER Astron. 2448 The apparent displacement

produced by aberration is always in the direction of the earth's

motion. 1867 E. B. Tfaftt&GA$trm. without Math. 193 We
may explain aberration thus : If you are running when the

rain comes down straight without any wind, you get wet
in front and not behind, and the rain beats against you as it

would if you were standing still, and the wind blowing in

your face. And if you carry an empty telescope tube pointed
straight up, the ram will not fall through it, but will strike

against the back inside : if you want the rain to fall through,

you must slope the tube forwards, more or less according to

your velocity forwards compared with that of the rain down-
wards. Then for rain substitute light, and the motion of the

earth for your own running, and you know what aberration

is. 1869 \$M-SKV& Midnight Sky 157 Dr. Bradley . . made the

important discovery of the aberration of light.

Aberrational (reb erJi-Janal), a. [f. prec. -f -AL.]

Of, pertaining to, or characterized by aberration
;

eccentric, irrational, or unsound.
1866 Reader No. 164. 170/1 The aberrational myths of

early ages.

t Aberu'ncate* ?'. Obs~
[f. abenmcare, er-

roneous form of L. averruncare to avert, remove

anything sinister.] 'To pull up by the roots
;
to

extirpate utterly.' J.

1731 BAILEY, vol. II, Aberimcated, pulled up by the roots,

weeded.

Aberuncator, incorrect form ofAVERRUNCATOR,
an instrument for lopping trees.

Abeshe, variant of ABECHE, Obs., to feed.

t Abe'sse, Obs. [a. Fr. abaisse\ {.^.abaisser

to reduce.] In cookery or confectionery, a piece
of paste rolled very thin.

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Casse-museau, Dress a small

abesse of puff paste very thin, garnish one of the ends with
a bit of marrow of an inch long.

Abesse, obs. form of ABASE v.

Abeston, obs. form of ASBESTOS.

Abet (abe-t), v., also 4 abette, 6 abbet. [a.

OFr. abeter, f. a to + beter to bait, hound on
; prob.

ad. Norse bcita to cause to bite, hence to 'bait/
to hound on dogs, etc. ; causal of bita to bite.]

1 1. To urge on, stimulate (a person to do some-

thing). Obs.
c 1380 Sir Fentmb. 5816 Bot if he J>anne wold take fullo^t,

As he hym wolde abette. 1587 FLEMING Cont. of Holinsh.
III. 1579/2 The Scottish queene did not onelie advise them,
but also direct, comfort, and abbet them, with persuasion,
counsel!, promise of reward, and earnest obtestation.

2. esp. in a bad sense : To incite, instigate, or

encourage (a person, to commit an offence "(0Ar.); or

in a crime or offence). In legal and general use.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. ir. ii. 172 Abetting him to thwart me
in my moode. 1593 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 429 He
will not only pardon without exception, but he will abet them
in their damnable courses. 1658-9 MR. SCOTT in Burton's

mtyou? i77oBuRKE/Vtf.r.Z?/.Kw/.Wks.II. 259 He
abets a faction that is driving hard to the ruin of his country.
1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. s. v. To abet . . in our law signi-
fies to encourage or set on. 1866 KINGSLEY flerward\\\\\.
219 The two regents abetted the ill-doers. 1876 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. III. xii. 113 To abet them against their sove-

reign.

f3. To support, countenance, maintain, uphold,
any cause, opinion, or action. Obs. in a good sense.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. \. x% 64 Then shall I soone . . abett that

virgins cause disconsolate. 1603 DRAVTOS Heroical Epist.
(1619) xvi. 29 Who moves the Norman to abet our Warre?
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 26 No farther to abet their

opinions then as they are supported by solid reason. 1649
MILTON Eikon. Wks. 1738, 1. 387 The Parlament . . had more
confidence to abet and own what Sir John Hotham had done.

1725 WOLLASTON 7?^/j-. Nat. 2. 31 That which demands next
to be considered . . as abetting the cause of truth.

4. esp. in a bad sense : To encourage, instigate,
countenance a crime or offence, or anything disap-

proved of.

1779 JOHNSON L. P. Dryden II. 367 He abetted vice and
vanity only with his pen. 1786 BURKE Warren Hastings^
Wks. 1842, II. 214 To abet, encourage, and support the

dangerous projects of the presidency of Bombay. 1849
MACALLAY Hist. Eng. II. 36 Having abetted the western
insurrection. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. v. 286 The
invasion was aided and abetted by Richard's subjects.

1 5. To back up one's forecast of a doubtful issue,

by staking money, etc., to BET. Obs.

1630 TAYLOR (Water P.) Travels, Ded. Wks. in. 76 I doe (out
of mine own cognition) auerre and abett that he is senselesse.

t Abet, sb. Obs. [a. OFr. abet instigation, wile,

trickery ;
f. abeter : see ABET v. Cf. med. law L.

abcttum, f. Fr. abet^\
1. Fraud, cunning, wiles.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 58 Hyt was God self that spousynge ferst

*

InParadys sette ; The fend hyt was that scheme hyt all 'Myd
gyle and hys abette. 1460 Pol. Rcl. <fr Lave Potnu(l&66) 63
Loue is subtitle, and hath a grete abaite.

2. Instigation, aid, encouragement (of an offence) ;

abetment.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troyl. n. 356 I am thyn erne, the shame were

to me, As wel as thee, if I shold assent, Thurgh myn abet,
that he thine honour shent. 1596 SPENSER /'. Q. iv. iii. n Lo !

faitour, there thy meede unto thee take, The meede of thy
mischalenge and abet.

Abetment (abe-tment). [ad. Anglo-Fr. abete-

ment, abettement (not found in continental Fr.), n.

of action, f. abeter : see ABET. The var. anbetment
arose from conf. of the prefix with Eng. a- : an-.]
1. The action or fact of abetting ; instigation,

encouragement.
a. Usually of an offence.
4 1380 Sir Fentinb. 2364 panne schal heo beo for-brent,

For hure couyne to-ward pat route 1 & hure anbettyment.
1461 PastonLett. 430, II. 76 The abbettement and steryng of
sum ille dysposed persones. 1538 KITZHERBERT fust. Pea.

(1538) 136 b, Found gyltie of any abbetment, counsaylynge,
helpinge or maynteyninge of or to any suche felonies. 1768
BLACKSTONE Cotnnt. IV. 36 The

very advice and abetment
amount to principal treason. 1816 SCOTT Old Mori. 65 The
recusancy of Cuddie Headrigg the ploughman, and the abet-
ment which he had received from his mother. 1878 Daily
News 26 Sept. 6/1 When I say fomented, I mean that the abet-
ment is of an indirect character, passive rather than active.

} b. formerly in a more general sense : encourage-
ment, countenance, aid. Obs.
c 1535 SIR T. MORE Debellacion ofSalem <$ Byzance Wks.

(1557)1019/1 He neither seeth nor a$igneth so much as any
assembly about them, or promise or abetment to procure and
pursue them, a 1677 BARROW Sermons II. xx. 279 (1683)
Never hardly any eminent Person appeared with a pretence
of coming from God . . without God's visible interposal and
abetment.

f 2. Deception. Cf. ABET sb. Obs.

1586 FERNE Blazon of Gentrie 330 Such men which by
fraude or abetment shall go about to stop or rather to pre-
uent the ordinance of lawes.

1 3. A bet, betting. Obs.

1615 BP. HALL Content^, viii. (1628) 975 As some skilfull

player loses on purpose . . to draw on the more abetmerits.

Abettal (abe-tal). rare. [f.
ABETZ'. +

-AI/-*.] The
action of abetting; encouragement (of an offence).
[Not in CRAIG, 1847. In WORCESTER, 1850.] 1861 Sat. Rev.

23 Nov. 528 No limit is imposed upon their discretion, either

in respect to the nature of the abettal or the extent of proof
required.

Abetter (abe-tsr) [f. ABET v. + -EH*. Formed on
abet as an Eng. verb, as in speak-er, begett-er, etc. :

see ABETTOR.] One who abets
; an instigator, sup-

porter, or promoter (psitaUy of an offence, or of

the offender).
16x1 SPEED Hist. Gr. Brit. ix. ii. 426 [He] shewed the

like measure of crueltie upon the Scotish Abetters, as they
had done against the English. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq.
\. 3 So far forth as they are Teachers, Abetters, or Obtruders
of such Practices or Principles. 1681 DRYDFN Hind and
Panther iii. 353 But let th' abetters of the panther's crime
Learn to make fairer wars another time. 1735-8 LD. BOLING-
BROKE Diss. upon Parties 78 The Dissenters . . became Abet,

tertof his Usurpations. 18*5 Brother-"Jonathan I. 3o8Aiders
and abetters of my rebellion.
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Abetting (abe-tin), vbl. s6. [(. ABET v. + -mcj.]
The encouragement, promoting, or instigation (usu-

ally of anything culpable). Now mostly gerundial.
r I374CHAUCER Troyhtsn. 356 If I shold assent, Thurgh myn

abettyng \v. r. abet], that he thine honour shent. 1629 SIR H.
LYNDE Via. tuta 26 A great abetting to their whole doctrine.

1634 Bp. SANDERSON 30 Scrnt. (1681) II. 292 The abetting,

countenancing, or strengthening of any injurious act. 1821

SCOTT Kenil-w. (1867)96 You suppose my Lord of Leicester

capable of abetting, perhaps of giving aim and authority, to

the base proceedings.

Abettor (abe'tai, -oj), also 6 abettour. [a.

Anglo-Fr.afe//0>- {Ofr.afetert, abeticre'), f. abeter :

see ABET, and -OR, -OUR.] This is the constant

form of the word as a legal term, and the more fre-

quent even in the general sense
; though in the latter,

ABETTER, formed on Eng. analogies, is also common.

1. Law and gen. One who abets, instigates, or

encourages to the committing of any offence.

1514 FITZHERBERT Just. Pea. (1538) 142 Every suche person
so offendinge, theyr ayders . . and abbettours . . shall runne

in the daunger. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. fficsie (1869) 153

The simple woman is not so much to blame as her lewde abbet-

tours. 1660 R. COKE Elein. Pmner $ Sbj. 250 Every such

person,
their Aiders, Counsellors and Abettors shall be ad-

judged Traitors. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 138 The person

committing, and all his aiders, advisers and abettors. 1856

MRS.STowEZ>^rf(i8s6)II. v.ooTo be your abettor in any
treason you might meditate.

2. gen. One who encourages, countenances, or

supports another in any proceeding ; one who sup-

ports or advocates an opinion or principle ;
a sup-

porter, adherent, advocate. (Prob. never now used

in a distinctly good sense, as in I7th c.)

1580 LYLV Eufhues fy his Engl. 270 Foes, which by thy well

doing thou mayst cause to be earnest abettors of thee. 1640
BP. HALL Episcvp. by divine Right n. 17. 184 Julius, Bishop
of Rome, the great Abbettor of Athanasius. 1651 BAXTER

Inf. Bapt. 227 An opinion that hath learned and godly abet-

tors. 1756 BURKE V'ind. Nat. *$'0<:.,\Vks. 1842, I. 17 A very
material difference between my manner of reasoning and
that which is in use amongst the abettors of artificial society.

1782 PRIESTLEY Matter fy Spirit I. 3. 36 The abettors ofthat

hypothesis . . object to mine. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 18

Pref. ,
The abettors of such a system must forget that in good

authors, etc.

Abevacuation (xb--i\x
i-kiu

l
e {

'$3n), Med. [f.

L. a/i off, from + EVACUATION ; cf. ab-articulation^
' A partial or incomplete evacuation, whether na-

turally or artificially produced.' Mayne 1851. Also

'Evacuation which is effected by the passage of

matter from one organ into another.' Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1879.

t Abey(e, abei3 e, v^ 06s. Forms : inf. i

abfisan, 2 abejen, 3 abei;e(n, 4 abeye. [\-pref.
I + bl)-an to bend (trans.), f. tiijan, betij, to bow :

see BEIE v.']
To bend, bow, subject, make obedient.

1073 O.E. Ckron. (Laud. MS.) anno 1073 [Hi] f>et land am-

yrdon, and hit call abejdon. c 1380 Sir Fentmb. 5657 fow
ne wolt byn herte ab[e]ye To Charllis] bat ys so gret. f 1420
Chron. Vilod. 97 Ni bei abeijedoun hem no bing to be king
hest.

Abey (ab<?'0, v.% rare. [Modern formation

deduced from abeyance, as said of the possession ;

not a. OFr. abeer, 'to gape for, aspire to,' said of

the claimant.] To put in abeyance, waive.
1868 BUCHANAN Trag. Dram. Wallace I. ii. All right of

rank and place abeyed, I'll follow any of the three,

Abey(e, obs. form of ABTE v.

Abeyance (aW'ans), also 7 abeiance, abbay-
ance. [a. Anglo-Fr. abciance, abeyance (Littleton),
= OFr. abeance, abacnce, n. of condition, f. abeer,

abaher, to gape or aspire after
;

f. a to + beer, baer,

liader, mod. bayer, to open wide (the mouth), gape
= Pr. and Sp. badar, It. badare : late L. baddre

(in Isidore = osci/are,
' to open the mouth wide,

gape') ; origin undetermined : see conjectures in

Diez and Littre. In OFr. the condition of the heir

or other aspirant, in whose abeance, aspiration, or

appetence a title or property stood ;
hence in Eng.

law applied to the condition of the property, the

ownership of which is thus claimed, or merely liable

to be claimed by some one.]
1. Law. Expectation or contemplation of law

;

the position of waiting for or being without a

claimant or owner.

1528 PERKINS Profitable Booke (1642) xi. 708. 308 The
fee is in abeyance. 1574 tr. Littleton, Tenures 119 a, The
righte of fee simple is in abeiance, that is to say alonely
in the remembrance, entendemente and consideration of the
lawe. 1649 SEI.DEN Laws of Eng. (1739) I. Ixvi. 145 The
right was vanished into the Clouds, or, as the Lawyers term

it, in Abeyance. 1691 BLOUNT Law Diet. s.v. And it is

a Principle in the Law, That of every Land there is a Fee-

simple in some man, or it is in Abeyance. 1763 LD. BAR-
RINGTON in Ellis Orie. Lett. 11. 449. IV. 462 Sir Francis Dash-
wood called to the House of Lords as Baron Dispenser (in

abeyance since Lord Westmoreland's death). 1863 Cox
Inst. of Eng. Gov. \. vii. 67 There are several instances of
a barony revived after an abeyance of several centuries. 1864
BOUTELL Heraldry Hist, ff Pop. xiii. 90 The Peerage that
is in Abeyance is dormant only, and not dead.

2. A state of suspension, temporary non-existence

or inactivity ; dormant or latent condition liable

to be at any time revived.

VOL. I.

1660 R. COKE Elem. Power fy Snbj. 61 And this monarchy
not a thing in abeiance, an aicry title, but an absolute free

and independent monarchy. 1794 UUKKE Sp. agst. Hustings
Wks. XV. iiHishonouris in abeyance ; his estimation is sus-

pended, and he stands as it were a doubtful person. 1829
SCOTT Demonology vi. 181 The belief was fallen into abey-
ance. 1868 MILMAN St. PauFs xvii. 419 In the abeyance of
the Cathedral services. 1878 TAIT & STEWART Unseen Uni->.

vii. 204. 203 That the soul may remain veiled or in abeyance
until the resurrection.

Abeyancy (abt
7
i-ansi), rare. [f. ABEYANCE,

with ending -N*CY,more specially expressing quality
or state.] A condition or state of abeyance.
1872 HAWTHORNE Septijttiiis (ed. 2) 247 There seemed to

be some pretentions to a title, too, from a barony which was

floating about, and occasionally moving out ofabeyancy.

Abeyant (ab^i-ant), a. [A mod. form deduced
from ABEYANCE. Not a. OFr. abeant, which was
said of the person aspiring, not of the thing that

was the object of aspiration.] Existing in a state

of abeyance or suspension ;
dormant

;
latent.

[Not in CRAIG 1847.] 1866 BURKE Dorm. $ Ext. Peerage,
Contents, Peerages, dormant, extinct, forfeited and abeyant.

Abeyd, obs. form of ABIDE.

Abeysance, obs. f. ABAI.SANCE, OBEISANCE.

Abeyte, variant of ABAIT v. Obs., to bait.

Abgect, obs. form of AB.JECT.

t A'bgregate, v . Ol>s-
[f.

L. abgregat- ppl.
stem Qiabgre^a-re, f. ab from + greg~em (nom. grex}

flock.]
' To disperse, as it were to lead out of the

flock.' Cockeram 1612, Phillips 1678. App. never

used

t Abgrega'tion. 0/>s.~" [n. of action f. L. a/i-

grcgarc.']
' A separation from the flock,' Bailey,

vol. II. 1731. App. never used.

Abholish, obs. form of ABOLISH.

Abhominable, abhomination,etc., the regu-
lar spelling of ABOMINABLE, ABOMINATION, etc. in

OFr., and in Eng. from their first use to 1 7th c.,

due to an assumed derivation from ab hominc, 'away
from man, inhuman, beastly,' which influenced their

early use, and has coloured the whole meaning of

the words to the present day.

t Abhominal, a. Obs. [f.
L. al> away from -t-

homin-e man + -AL, in imitation of the reputed

etymology of ABOMINABLE (see prec.)] Unworthy
of a man, inhuman, unmanly.
1550 CROWLEY Epigr. 480 So boeth sortes commit Moste

abhominal blasphemie. 1659 FULLER Appeal ofhtj. huwc.

(1840) 517 What could I have written more fully and freely
in the cordial detestation of such abhominal libels?

t Abhominalty. Obs. rare-1
, [f. prec. + -TY.]

An inhuman deed.

1483 CAXTON Geoffroide la Tour vii The grete crueltees and

abhomynaltees that she had done.

Abhor (fcbh/-j), v., also
fj-7

abhorre. [ad. L.

abhorre-re to shrink back in dread, to be far

from, to be inconsistent with ;
f. ab away from +

horrc-re, to bristle, to stand with, or as, hair on end,

to stand aghast, to shudder with fright, etc. Cf.

Fr. abhorrer which may have given the trans.

sense
;
the intr. ones are clearly from L.]

f 1. trans, lit. To shrink back from with shudder-

ing, to view with horror or dread. Obs. rare.

1513 DOUGLAS SEneid. xni. x. 47 Abhor thou not the fyre and
flambis bricht, From thydere spousis hede glaid to the hicht.

%-fig. To regard with horror, extreme repugnance
or disgust ;

to hate utterly, loathe, abominate.

a. Obj. a noun or noun-phrase.
1449 PECOCK Repr. 563 Thei abhorren aboue alle othere

. . the Sacrament of the auter, the preciose bodi and blood of

Crist. 1494 FABYAN I. xxvi. 19 (1542) The Brytons abhorred
the lynage ofGorbodio. 1535 COVERDALE Ecclits. 1. 25 There
be two maner of people, that I abhorre fro my hert. 1542

EooRDKDyetary(i8^o)vm. 247 Toslepe on thebacke vpryght
is utterly to be abhorred. 1601 SHAKS. Ttvel. Ar

. II. v. 219
He will come to her in yellow stockings, and 'tis a colour

she abhorres. 1611 BIBLE Ps. cvii. 18 Their soule abhorreth

all manner of meate. 1726 W. PENN Life Wits. I. 137
I always abhorr'd discounting private favours at the Publick

cost. 1793 BURKE Let. to Comte D'Artois, Wks. 1844, IV.

186 Abhor intrigue, and you will have the benefit of counsel.

1860 TRENCH Sena, in IVestm. Abbey xxvi. 297 How many
shun evil as inconvenient, who do not abhor it as hateful. . .

To abhor evil is to have it in a moral detestation ; to shrink

back from it with a shuddering horror, as one would shrink

back from a hissing, stinging serpent.

b. Obj. an infinitive phr.
1555 Fardle ofFacions n. x. 216 This people so despiseth

al other men, . . that thei abhor to speake to theim. 1611

SHAKS. L'yinb. IV. ii. 357 Nature doth abhorre to make his

bed With the defunct. 1644 MILTON Arcop. 53 Which I

know ye abhorre to doe. 1718 POPE Iliad xni. 331 Inglo-
rious here, my soul abhors to stay. 1799 W. TAYLOR in

Robberds' Memoirs I. 306, I abhor to exceed my income.

f3. causally. To make one shudder, to horrify;

to cause horror or disgust. Mostly impers. Obs.

1536 LD. BERNERS Golden Boke of Marcus Aurel. (1546)

J v/D, Flesshe oughte not to be so leane, that it abhorre, nor

so fatte that it cloie the stomacke. 1541 ELYOT Image ff
Gov. 7 It abhorreth me to expresse his beastly lyuyng. 1565

J. HALLE Hist. Expost. (1844) 18 It would abhorre any honest

mansearestoheareofit. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. ii. i62lcannot

say Whore ; It do's abhorre me, now I speake the word.

t4. intr. lit. To shudder, feel horror or dismay.
Obs. rare.

'535 W. STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 358 Quhen thai saw the

greit Montanis thay abhorrit with thame.

f 5. Jig. To shrink with horror, repugnance, dis-

gust, or dislike_/)w. Obs.

1538 STARKEY England 21 Wych [thing] hath causyd many
grete, wyse, and polytyke men to abhorre from commyn
welys. 1548 UDALL etc. Erastn. Paraph. Matt. xvii. 23 Theyr
mynd abhorred so muche from the remembrance of death.

1617 FVNES MORYSON i. 3. i. 208 Most part of the Mariners
are Greekes, the Italians abhorring from being sea men.
1651 R. WITTIE tr. Primrose's Popular Erroitrs m. i. 133
Some doe so much abhorre from the use thereof, that they
think it almost present poyson. a 1656 HALES Golden Rent.

(1688)423 They abhorr'd from the conceit of many men who
would believe nothing but what they were able to give a
reason for.

f 6. To be repugnant, be at variance, be incon-

sistent, differ entirely_/h?. Obs.

1553-87 FoxE.-l. <y M. II. 357 It did nothing at all abhor
from nature. 1650 F. ( '4 KHUORY ] Maps and Charts, Posthnma
324 Our own Island uselh to bee likened to a Triangle, and it

doth not much abhor from that Figure. 1671 KVEI.YS Me-
moirs (1857) III. 234 This new-minted transubstantiation,

abhorring from the genuine and rational sense of the text.

t AbhO'rfulneSS. Obs. rare- 1

. [Formed on ap-

parent analogy with fearfulness, carefulness, cheer-

fulness, in which the basis is the sb.ytw, care, cheer,

not the vb. Abhorful is not cited.] Abhorrence.

1556 RECORDS The Castle ofKnowledge ligatures abhor-
fulness to permitte any emptines.

tAbho'rment. Obs. [f.
ABHOR z. + -MENT.] The

action of abhorring ;
the condition of abhorrence,

detestation.

1576 BAKER tr, Gesner's JewellofHealth 77, '2 Which water
. . was delectable and without abhorrement to the

pacients,
1648 SYMMONS Vindication 122 Our abhorment of the cruel-

ties of the Irish, and how they are out-gone by the English
rebel-;. 1651 Life ofFather Sarpi (1676) 73 Might be be-

lieved to have had the baseness of Flatterers in abhorment.

Abhorred (oebh/vid \ppLa. [f.
ABHOH z: + -ED.]

1. Regarded with horror or disgust, detested.

1605 SHAKS. Lean. ii. 81 Abhorred Villaine, vnnaturall, de-

tested, bruitish Villaine. 1723 DE FOK Col. Jack (1840) 177
The abhorred crimes he had committed. 1832 GEN. P. THOMP-
SON Exercises (1842) II. 320 The abhorred thing which

weighed on our fathers like an incubus. 1846 KI.HI.I-: Lyra
hinoc. (1873) 141 Thy right arm shall wield his sword, Wield,
and take his head abhorred.

t 2. Filled with horror, horrified. Obs.

1602 SHAKS. IIami. v. i. 206 How abhorred my Imagina-
tion is ; my gorge rises at it.

Abhorrence (sebh^'rens). [f.
ABHORRENT a.

after nouns from Fr. in -nce\ L. -ntia: see -NCK.

Cf. also the rather earlier ABHORKENCV. By ana-

logy abhorrence is strictly the action or fact of

abhorring, and abhorrcncy the quality of being
abhorrent ;

but in this as in other words which ex-

press a continuous action or lasting state of feeling,

the distinction disappears, and after a period, during
which the two forms were used synonymously,

abhorrency was dropped, and abhorrence alone re-

tained.]

1. The action of abhorring or shrinking from with

horror ;
the feeling of detestation, repugnance, or

utter dislike.

1660 R. COKE Elcm. Pwcr $ Subj. 64 By a general abhor-

rence, democracy hath been exploded upon the face of the

earth for above 1700 years. 1680 Address to C/iiix. II in

Somers's Tracts I. 106 The Premises considered, \\'c yom
Majesty's Petitioners, out of a just Abhorrence of siu h a

dangerous and pernicious Council, etc. 1704 RAY Creation \.

83 Nature's abhorrence of a Vacuity or empty space, c 1746
HEBVEY Med. $ Contemp. (1818) 75 The Prince of Peace

rejects them with abhorrence. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scptf.

I. iv. 324 The Scots were held in abhorrence all over Europe.

1765 TUCKER Lt. of Nat. II. 659 Our abhorrences and tor-

menting passions, as well as the soothing, were designed for

our benefit. 1809 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXVII. 458
A proof. . of abhorrence against vice. jWoTYNDALL Glaciers

I. 19. 134 A wrench, for which I entertain considerable ab-

horrence. 1866 KINGSLEY Hereward xvii. 215 A woman's
instinctive abhorrence of wrong.

2. An expression of abhorrence ;
in Eng. Hist.

specially applied to certain addresses presented to

Charles II. t^see quotation in prec. dated 1680).

1678 MARVELL Growth of Popery Wks. 1875 IV. 305 The
members of Parliament were under a penalty to take the oath,

and make the declaration and abhorrence insuing. 1735-8
LD. BOLINGBROKE DissH. upon Parties 81 Their Brethren

refused to sign an Abhorrence of this Invitation. 1740

NORTH Exam. in. vii. 60. 548 A World_of such Flowers went

shew ; and thence the Addresses on this Occasion [anno 1680]

were called Abhorrences.

3. The object of abhorrence; what excites repug-
nance and detestation.

175* YOUNG The Brothers v. i. Wks. 1757 II- 287 Hi-;

father's rebel ! Brother's murderer ! Nature's abhorrence,

and thy lawful Lord ! 1783 COWPER Letters Nov. 23 Wks.

1876, 148 Politics are my abhorrence.

t Abhorrency t^bh^-rensi). Obs.
[f.

ABHOR-

BEXT, after nouns in -ncy, ad. L. -ntia
;

see -NCY.

Cf. ABHORRENCE.]
1. The quality, state, or feeling of being abhorrent

of, or of holding a thing in hatred and dfsgust ;

extreme repugnance or dislike.
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ABHORRENT.
1605 BACON Adt>. Learn. 157 Motions simple are . . lastly,

Motion of Rest or abhorrency of Motion, which is the Cause
of many things. 1627 FKLTHAM Resolves n. Ixv. (1677) 297
A vast Prerogative, that man hath over the rest of the Crea-

tures, by only knowing their Inclinations and Abhorrencies.

1659 JKK. TAVLOR Dnctor Dubit. \. i. 21 (2) A natural abhor-

rency against unnatural, lusts, 1660 BOYLE New Experim.
Phys.-Mech. ii. 41 Nature's abhorrency of a Vacuum. 1661

Origen his Opinions in Pluxnix (1721) I. 24 Out of an ab-

horrency to such Blasphemy. 1690 LOCKE Educ. Wks. 1812

IX. 100 The first tendency to any injustice . . must be sup-

pressed with a shew ofwonder and abhorrency, in the parents
and governors. 1709 STRYPE^HW. Ref. xli. 416 The lay people
were growing into an abhorrency of those that wore them.

2. That which excites abhorrence; a thing ab-

horrent to one ;
= ABHORRENCE 3.

1729 BURKITT On New Test. Heb. x. 38 Backsliders from
the gospel are, in a peculiar manner, the abhorrency of the

soul of God.

Abhorrent (rebh/rrent), ///. a. [ad. L. abhor-

rent-em, pr. pple. of abhorr-ere : see ABHOR.]
1. Abhorring, shrinking with horror; having or

showing abhorrence, repugnance, or detestation (of).

i749SMOLLETT/?^g7c&iv. iii. 79(i777)No ! let me wipe thee

. . From my abhorrent thoughts ! 1810 SOUTHEY Kehama
viii. 9 Whiten the Up, and make the abhorrent eye Roll back

and close. 183$ I. TAYLOR Spirit. Despotism iv. 155 The
two principles . . are abhorrent the one of the other. 1869
GLADSTONE Jim. Mundixv. 5. 533 The Greek of the heroic

age was eminently temperate and abhorrent of excess.

2. In a position of recoil or dissentfrom ; strongly

opposed to ;
at variance subjectively.

a. Of persons, which is the original use.

1619 SANDERSON Semi. /. ad Clerwn jj
21 They (the Pun-

tans) jumpe with the Papists, whom they would seeme above
all others most abhorrent from. 1664 H. MORE Apology 498
Which I must confess Calvin seems abhorrent from. 1678
CUDWORTH Intel/. Syst. 71 These Philosophers fall unawares
into that very thing which they are so abhorrent from. 1790
HTRKE French Rei>. 199 The persons most abhorrent from

blood, and treason, and arbitrary confiscation.

b. Of things: So far removedfrom as to be re-

pugnant or inconsistent.

1720 ROWE Tamerlane \. i. 71 It is a manner Abhorrent
from the softness of thy Sex. 1794 BURKE Rep. ofCommittee
im Lords' Jonrn. Wks. XIV. 379 Two stages of proof, both

of them contrary to the law, and both abhorrent from its

principles. 1822 T. TAYLOR Metam. of Apuleius 364 For
similars are not abhorrent from similars. 1845 STEPHEN
Laius ofEng. I. 113 An act abhorrent from Hindoo super-
stition. 1864 MKRIVALE Boyle Led. 37 The simple theory of

the Gospel . . was strange and abhorrent from the prejudices
of the heathen.

3. Repugnant in nature or character (to) ;
at

variance objectively.
1660 R. COKE Elem. Power fy Subj. 64 It is abhorrent and

impossible to frame a Commonwealth in England from the

example of the Romans and Athenians. Ibid. 49 Anarchy is

like a vacuum in Nature; so abhorrent, that the World will

rather return into Chaos, then suffer it. 1677 HALK Prim.

Orig. Alantfind 2 I think Atheism so unreasonable a thing,
so abkorrent to the Light of Nature. 168$ BURNET Mare's

Utopia 9 In a Way so abhorrent to my Genius. 1796 BURKE

Regicide Peace Wks. 1842 11. 323 A guilty race, to whose
frame. . order, peace, religion, and virtue, are alien and ab-

horrent. 1863 KF.MBLE Residence in Georgia 15 They are not

abhorrent to nature.

4. Hence, through influence of i : Viewed with

repugnance and aversion ; hateful, detestable, ab-

horred.

1833 I. TAVLOR Fanaticism i. 3 Pride, abhorrent as it is.

1852 Miss YoNGECrtuw(i877)III. xiii. 114 These of course

were abhorrent to the English, who were delighted when
Edward and Warwick hurried to the north. 1874 R. CONGREVE

/Assays 1 66 The case becomes almost infinitely more abhorrent,
when their acts . . expose others to suspicion.

Abhorrently(blyrentli), adv. [f.
ABHORRENT

a. + -LY-.] In an abhorrent manner, with abhorrence.

1813 JAMKS MONTGOMERY World bef. Flood ix. 14 Still on

the youth, his eye, wherever cast, Abhorrently return'd, and
fix'd at last.

Abhorrer (sebh/Tai). [f.
ABHOR Z. + ZBI.]

1. One who abhors.
i6it COTGR., Jfainenr, a hater, loather, detester, abhorrer.

c 1660 JER. TAYLOR Art//. Hands 134 Those things, whereof

they sometimes were great abhorrers. 1705 HICKERINGILL

Priest-Craft u. viii. 89 A Protestant Succession, ofwhich the

Highflyers are generally Abhorrers. 1827 HAI.LAM Const.

Hist. (1876) I. iv. 195 Every abhorrer of ceremonies. . might
be trusted as protestant to the heart's core.

2. Eng. Hist. A nickname given in 1680 to those

who signed addresses of ABHORRENCE.
1680 Political Ballads (1860) I. 214 This makes abhorrers,

makes lords protest , They know not why nor wherefore. 1682

Second PleaforNoneonf. 78 Abhorrers ofAddresses, and Non-
Addresses. 1757 TINDAL Rapin anno 1679-80 As soon as the

parliament was prorogued, and the duke of York at court,

many addresses were presented in abhorrence of the former,
so that two parties were formed, called the petitioners and

abhorrers. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. ii. 256 Opponents
of the Court were called Birminghams, Petitioners, and Ex-

clusionists. Those who took the King's side were Antibirm-

inghams, Abhorrers, and Tantivies. 1870 CURTIS Hist. Eng.
anno 1680 The factions were known by the names of petition-

ers and abhorrers, terms which soon became superseded by
whig and tory.

t Abh.o'rrible,a. Ofo.raw*. [I'L.abhon-e-re

(see ABHOR), on the type vi horrible, L. horribitis

f. the simple horrere.] To be abhorred, detestable.

1633 T.ADAMS Exp.vPet.ii. 7 (1865) 3643, How abhorrible

is that vice, which shall rob a man of himself, and lay a beast

in his room !
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Abhorring (rebhp-rirj), v/>l. sl>. [f. ABHOB v.

-ING!.]
1. The action of shrinking from with horror;

detestation, repugnance, disgust ;
= ABHORRENCE i.

1530 PALSGR. 193 Abhorryng, horrevr s.f. 1607 HIERON
Wks. I. 269 An vtter disliking and abhorring of the things
which before they tooke pleasure in. 1607 SHAKS Coriol.

i. i. 172 He that will give good words to thee, wil flatter

Beneath abhorring. 1645 MILTON Divorce viii. 38 (1851)
A certain religious aversation and abhorring, which can no

way sort with marriage. 1860 TRENCH Sertn. in Westm.
Abbey \. 53 That state may be one in itself sufficient to pro-
voke abhorring.
2. That which causes abhorrence or horror ; an

object of disgust ;
= ABHORRENCE 3.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. <$ Cl. v. ii. 60 Lay me starke.naked, and
let the water-Flies Blow me into abhorring. 1611 BIBLE Is.

Ixvi. 24 They shall be an abhorring vnto all flesh. 1862

TRENCH Miracles xxix. 414 When it was become an abhor-

ring even to them that had loved it best.

tAbhorring (Sbh/rirj ),///. a. Obs. [f. ABHOR
v. + -ING^.] Abhorrent, repulsive, repugnant. Const.

from, which is occ. omitted.
1611 Troublesome Raigne ofK. John II. 85 An act Abhor-

ring in the eares of Christian men. 1643 MILTON Divorce II.

vii. 79(1851) Which is utterly abhorring from the end of all

Law. 1649 SKLDEN Laws ofEng. i. xli. 68 (1739) A matter

quite abhorring the custom ofall the Grecians. 1678 MARVELL
Grmvth ofPopery 4 There was . . nothing so Monstrous to

Reason, so abhorring from Morality.

I Abliorri'tion. Obs. rare 1
, \i.\i.abhorre-re

after nouns in -ition, repr. L. -itionem, f. pa. pple.,

wanting in this vb. in L.] The action. of abhor-

ring, abhorrence. 49
1656 HFN. EARL OF MONMOUTH Advert.fr. Parnassus 222

Whose damn'd writings many forbore to read, out of meer
abhorition of such things.

Abhyme, variant of ABYME, Obs., abyss.

II Abib (t'l'bib). [Heb. 2'aK abib, lit. a spike of

corn.] The first month of the Jewish ecclesiastical,

the seventh of the civil year, afterwards called Nisan.

1382 WVCLIF Exod. xiii. 4 To day }e goon out, in the moneth
of new fruytis. 1535 COVERDALE ibid. This daye are ye gone
out, euen in y*" moneth of Abib. 1833 P^ntty Cycl. I. 29 In

the calendar of the modern Jews, Abib is no longer the be-

ginning of the
year,

its place being usurped by Tisri, which
was anciently tne seventh month.

Abichite (se-bikait), Min. [Named after Dr.

Abich of Tiflis.] A synonym of CLIXOCLASITE.

Dana. A native arsenate of copper, found chiefly

associated with other copper ores and veins in

Cornwall and elsewhere.

Abidal(ab3i-dal).ra>v. [f.
ABIDE v. + -AlA After

analogy of Romance words like removal, etc.] The
act of abiding; abode, stay.

1850 BLACKIE /Eschylns 1. 199 I will drag thee alive . . To
the dens of the damned For thy lasting abidal.

Abidance (absi-dans). [f.
ABIDE v. + -ANCE.

An instance of the Romance vb.-affix -ance:L.

-antia, added to an Eng. vb. in imitation of such

words as subsidence, observance, continuance, which

are adoptions of actual or possible Fr. words.]
1. Abiding, dwelling, continuance.

1647 FLM.LER Hy. War v.xi.249The Christians had no longer
abidance in the holy hill of Palestine. 1668 CL LPEPER COLE
tr. Bartholiiins Anat. n. vi. 101 From its abidance there, the

blood would not be perfected but become adust. 1755 S.

WALKER Sermons vi. The Days of Man are shrunk into the

Abidance of a Moment. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Prophetical

Office 102 It considers doubt incompatible with practical

abidance in the truth.

2. Continuance in a submissive or docile man-

ner by ; conformity to.

1875 HI:LPS Essays 179 A judicious abidance by rules, and

holding to the results of experience, are good.

Abide (absi-d),^. str. Pa. t. abode (abJu-d), also

abided. Pa. pple. abode, also abided, abidden.

Forms : Inf. I abid-an, 2-4 abid-en, 4-5 abyden,

3-6 abyde,j-abide. Ind.prcs. 3rd sing. I abide?,

i-4abit,4-abideth,6-abides ; (;;0?7/f.3-abydes,

-ys -is). Pa. t. \ abad, 2 -3 abad (3 abed, abeod),

3-5 abod (abot), 3-6 abood, 5 abode
;

also 6-7

abidd, abid, 8- abided ; (north. 3-6 abade, 5-6

abaid(e ;) //. i abidon, 2-5 abiden, 5 abydyn,

abide, aboden, 5-6 aboode, 5-abode. Pa.fple.
i abiden, 2-7 abiden, 3-6 abyden, 6 abydden,

6-7 abidd, abid, 6- abidden ;
also 6 aboded, 7

abode, 8 abided, [i. OE. abidan, cogn. w. Goth.

ns-beidan to remain on; f. K-fref. I, of onward mo-

tion + bldan : see BIDE. 2. The historical conj. is

abide, abode, abidden, but pa. t. and pa. pple. have

been variously assimilated to each other, and to

the weak conjugation. As early as 6, abidden was

shortened to abid(d, and this form occ. used for the

past (cf. writ, bit). On the other hand, abidden

was in 6 assimilated to pa. t. as aboden and abode
;

the latter is now the common form, though abidden

occurs in igth c. writers, and some make a weak

pa. t. and pa. pple. abided. 3. Orig. intrans. but

in OE. as in Gothic taking a genitive of the object

that was the occasion of the abiding, as tne abidon

his, we waited on account ofoTfor him : this was

subsequently replaced by a clative or accusative, the

ABIDE.

simple object of later times, whereby the vb. be-

came transitive]
I. intr. To wait, stay, remain.

1 1. To remain in expectation, wait. Obs.

din O.K. Citron. (Laud. MS.) anno 1091 He [cyng Mel-

jolm] for mid his fyrde ut of Scotlande into Loflene on Engla-
land and bxr abad. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 103 His wite abide5

on here oore weorlde. c 1250 Genesis fy Ex. 1638 )re flockes

of sep 5or-bi, Dat 3or abiden al for-5i. c 1374 CHAUCER Boe-

thins (1868) 63 I abood til bat thow haddest swych habyte of

thy thowght as thow hast now. c 1450 Merlin xviii. 290 Thei
abode stille in the town, and sojourned to abide to here tid-

inges of Kynge Arthur. 1611 SPEED Hist. G. Brit. ix. xii.

108 Hee had almost abidden in leaguer before it one whole

year. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xxii. 5 Abide you here with the asse,

and I and the lad will goe yonder. 1634 Modern, ofMalory's
Prince A rthnr (1816) 1 1. 249 Sir Percivale had abidden there

till mid-day.

t b. Const, on, upon, for. Obs.

1430 LYDCATE Minor Poems (1840) 223 Wheron was

./rytyn a resoun fulle ryghte, And alle was :
' For the better

abyde.' < 1450 LONELICH Graal II. 329 The steward Of the

kynge that Abod vppon hise lord. 1483 CAXTON G. Legend
215/3 TheGates ofheuen were opene and abode for her. Ibid.

99/3 They that were there abode upon thende of the thyng.

1533 BELLENDENE Livy\. 418 The Faderis . . determit to

abide on the returning of thare legatis. 1548 UDALL Erasm.

Paraph. Matt. viii. 12 We know what misery and wretch-

ednes abydeth for us.

f2. To wait before proceeding further; to pause,

delay, stop. Obs.
f 1230 Ancren Riwle 338 Moni mon abit to schriuen him

uort be nede tippe. 1297 R. GLOUC. 382 He nolde no}t abyde
vorte hys fader deb. c I386CHAUCER Knight's T. 2124 Theseus

abyden hadde a space Or eny word cam fro his wyse brest.

c 1420 1'alladius on Hnst. i. 1 18 In places cold thyne hervest

sede betyme Is best to haast ; in springyng seed to abyde.

1496 W. VK\\OKD*. Dives % Pauper \'\. xxv. 275/1 God abode

of punysshynge tyll he had undernomen Eue. 1513 DOUGLAS
/Eneidy.l. ii. 91 Eneas thogan styntyn and abaide, And wyth
ane pietuous regret thus he sayd. 1528 MORE Dial. Heresyes
iv. Wks. 1557, 251/1. Abide ye quod I, and ye shal heare

worse yet. 1535 COVERDALE Jndg. xvi. 2 Abyde, tomorrow
whan it is lighte, we wyll slaye him.

f b. To tarry over a work. Obs.

1531 ELYOT Gm'crnonr(isSo) 137 That incomparable trea-

sure called amitie, in the declaration wher-off I haue aboden
the longer.

1 3. To stop (absolutely) ;
to come to a halt. Obs.

c 1305 E. Eng. Poems 4- Saints' Lives 58 Ajen be deuel he

com adoun : & bad be schrewe abide. 1430 Syr Generides

(1865) 122 Here horses that the! on ride, Were so werie that

thei abide, c 1480 Robert the Deuyll (Thorn's Romances I.

54) Abyde, thou false traytour. 1634 Modern, of Malory's
Pr. Arthur (1816) 1. 103 I was so furious in my quest that 1

would not abide.

1 4. To stay behind, to remain (after others have

gone). Obs.

1375 HARBOUR Brnce-nn. 73 Than thai with-drew thaim euir-

ilkane, And durst nocht than abyde to ficht. c 1450 Relig.

Antiq. I. 309 Fy on a false hert that dar not abyde. 1523
LD. BERNKRS Froissartl. ii. 3 All such as in cruel batels haue
ben seen abyding to [

= till] the discomfeture. isdjCoLDlNC,
Cxsar 243 Suche as had abidden behinde to tyll the grounde.

5. To remain after other things are taken ;
to re-

main over, be left. arch.

(-1399 Pol. Poems II. 12 (1859) Here fame abit, bot al is

vanite. '535 COVERDALE Amos ii. 15 The archer shall not

abyde, and the swifte off fote shall not escape, a 1842
TENNYSON Ulysses 65 Tho' much is taken, much abides.

6. To remain without going away, to stay.

1205 LAYAMON 13135 Vortiger ber abed [1150 bar abod].

1-1386 CHAUCER Clerkes T. 1050 Hem that stooden hir bisyde,
Unnethe aboute hir mighte thay abyde. c 1420 Chron. I'Hod.

1087 Thre dayes and thre nyjt he ber abodde. 1574 tr.

Marlorats Apocalips 37 You are they that haue abidden by
me in al my temptations. 1605 SHAKS. Mafb. III. i. 140 lie

call vpon you straight : abide within. 1791 COWPER Iliad

ix. 407 He within his ships Abode the while. 1820 SCOTT
Monast. (1867)459 Had I abidden with him. a 1842TENNYSON
Two Voices 158 While thou abodest in the bud, It was the

stirring of the blood, a 1845 LYTE Hymn Abide with me !

fast falls the eventide, The darkness thickens, Lord, with

me abide.

7. Of things : To remain, continue (in a place).
c 1450 LONELICH Grail xxix. 32 The braunch in hire hond

was Abydinge. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas(\^i) i. ii. n/z.

48 Aire clung to Aire, and Earth with Earth abid. 1652 CUL-

PEPER Eng. Phys. 42 Before the stalk with the flowers have

abidden a month above ground. 1732 LAW Serious Call

xxiii. 464 (ed. 2) Their guilt still abides upon you. 1876
FREEMAN Norm. Cm?. IV. xviii. 185 Whose name abode on

Northumbrian tongues as the embodiment of good and just

government.
8. To remain in residence ;

to sojourn, reside, dwell.

1461-82 Ord. for Royal Honseh. Edw. IV. 24 A Prince . .

abyding at sojourne in this court, he hathe been accustomed

to pay for his diettes. Ibid. 25 If the prince be so abyding in a

household at a certayne . . then the Thesaurere to be charged.

'577 $< Augustine s Mamiell Pref., Thou [God] art in me,
because thou abydest in my mynde. 1611 BIBLE Luke viii.

27 And ware no clothes, neither abode in any house, but in

the tombes. 1686 DRYDEN Hind $ P- "< 634 No Martin

there in winter shall abide. 1862 Miss MULOCH Domestic

Stories 243 I had abided for a brief space at that paradise of

cockneys, Southend. 1875 HELPS Anim. * Masters vi. 136

I thought of the mean hovels in which many ofour peasantry
abide.

9. To remain or continue in some state or action,

to continue to be something.
c 1250 Genesis # Ex. 422 An hundred }er after is dead, Adam

fro eue in srifte abead. 1366 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxviii. 289
The Coles will duellenand abyden alle quyk. 1388 WYCLIK

John viii. 7 Whanne thei abiden [v.r. abideden, abedin,

1382 lastiden or contynuede] axynge hym. 1477 EARL
RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 14 b, If thou wilt the loue of thy



ABIDE.

frend shal abyde ferme unto the, be curteise to him. a 1520

Myrroure of Our Ladye 298 After the byrthe, thou haste

abyden vyrgyn vndefowled. X5J3 LD. BERNERS Froissart

I. cxcviii. 2 The towne abode frenche. 1611 BIBLE John xv,

byde, Rheims abide]. 1881 Globe 21 Sept. (leader) One of

the few Southerners in public life who abided faithful to the

Constitution when the battle of secession began.

10. To abide by. lit. to remain with
; hence, to

stand firm by, to hold to, remain true to.

1509 FISHER Wks. i. 221 His commaundement must nedes

be obeyed and abyden by. 1528 MORE Dial. Heresyes 11.

Wks. 1557, 183/1 The verye churche hath euer had some

that hath abidden by theyr faith. 1772 Letters of Junins
No. Ixviii, 337 You will abide by the authority of this great

man. 1813 MAR. EDGEWORTII Patronage (1833) I. xix. 333
Lord Oldborough abided not only by his own measures, but

by his own instruments. 1855 TENNYSON Maud\. xvi. 25

Dare I bid her abide by her word ? 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers

i. 24. 171 The rules were fixed, and I must abide by them.

11. To continue in existence, endure, stand firm

or sure.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xiv. xxxiv. 480 The cyte in

mount Segor sholde haue stonde stronge and abyde, yf they
had not synned. c 1460 FoRTEBCUE,/?0f. # Lim. Afon. (1714)

Hys Highness woll establish the same Lyvelood than

layning, to abyde perpetually to his Crowne. 1535 COVER-

'.iyi2^
be that shall abide.

II. trans. To wait for, await the issue of, endure.

12. To wait for, await
;
remain ready for, watch

for, expect. (The object was orig. a genitive.}

a. ///. of persons awaiting persons or things, arch.

c 1000 O.E. Gosp. Matt. xi. 3 Eart bu he to cumenne eart,

o'53e we ojjres sceolon abidan? (Lindisf. O(5er we bidas.)

c 1150 Hatt. Gosp. Luke i. 21 And bset folc WEES zacharium

je-abyddende. iao$ LAYAMON III. 226 per heo abiden we-

deres, For be wind heom stod to^acincs. c 1230 Ancren
Riivlc 358 Menske & reste abit us et horn, in ure owune
londe. c -LzSoO-wlfy Night. 1700 5ef$e abideth mine [ wait

for me] here, $e schule on other wise singe. 1305 E. E.

Poems, Life of Pilate 113 Ech schrewe wple abide his

tyme. a 1315 Northern Psalter xxxix. 2 Abidand Laverd
abade I. 1382 WYCLIF Luke ii. 25 To alle bat abiden be

redempcion of Israel, c 1400 Syr Perecyvelle 1278 My lady,

lele Lufamour, Habyddis the in hir chambour. 1423 JAMES I

King sQuair \\.-x. Weleishim that his tyme will abit. 1449
PECOCK Repr. 206 Whom alle holi men fro the bigynnyng of

day. 1541 ELYOT Image G<rv. 41 He abode an answer thereof.

1605 STOW Annales 676, 500 men . . abiding the wind in the

port of Sandwich. 1722 DE FOE Hist. Plague 21 The gene-

rality stayed and seemed to abide the worst. 1829 SCOTT
A ntiq. xxi. 143

'
I wad e'en streek my sell out here, and abide

my removal.' 1859 TENNYSON Enid 980 I will abide the

coming of my lord.

b. fig. of things (as fate, surprise, punishment)

awaiting persons, arch.

1340 Ayenb. 128 pe wrechche ne bengb of be glbet bet him
abit. 1382 WYCLIF Acts xx. 23 Bondis and tribulaciouns at

Jerusalem dwellen to me {one MS. abyden me
; text (1/1388

abiden me]. 1526 TISDALE ibid. Bondes and trouble abyde
me. 1549 COVERDALE Erasm. Paraphr. \ Pet. ii. 10 As long
as we were the sonnes of the synful Adam, an mfortunnte en-

heritaunce abode us. i6i9T.TAYLOR Tittisi. 13. aobHeknewe
that bands and imprisonment did abide him in euerie citie.

1640 Homilies i. ii. in. 88 Those most grieuous and intoler-

able torments, which abide all uncleane persons. 1826 E.

IRVING Babylon II. vi. 142 A foretaste of the fiery lake which
abideth him.

f!3. To wait till the end of, hear through. Obs.

c 1450 LONELICH Grail xv. 769 And losephes
Abod Alle hire

Answere Evene to the Ende that sche seide here. Ibid, xxiii. 5

And the Kyng Alle his tales wel Abod, & ful wel hem likede.

14. To await defiantly, to face, to encounter,

withstand, or sustain.

1297 R. GLOUC. 302 Dreduol he was to ys fon, pat hym durste

vewe abyde. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 14 He bauldly thaim
abaid. *"i435 Torrent ofPortugal 1470 He wold not the

geaunt abyde. (1440 Gcsta Rom. n. Ivii. 421 A man or a
woman may abide the conflicte of all vices, but [lechery] he

moste flee. 1570-87 HOLINSH. Scot. Chron. (1806) I. 378 The
other cast themselves about and manlie abode their enemies.

1623 J. BINGHAM Hist. Xcnoplion 47 They had not the heart

to abide you ; why should you be afraid of them. 1649 CROM-
WELL Lett. $Sp. (Carl.) Let. 67 Those gentlemen who have
abid the brunt of the service. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart. (1868)
xv. 724 The . . insurgents appeared to be drawn up with the

purpose of abiding battle. 1858 H. MILLER Sch. ff Schoolm.

133 He soon learned to abide. . terrors which most of my
bolder companions shrank from encountering.

15. To await submissively, await the disposal

of, submit to.

- 1360 CHAUCER A 3C 131 My faderes chastismge |?at
dar

I nouht abiden in no wise. 1400 Gamelyn 24 On his deeb
bed to a-bide Goddes wille. 1480 CAXTON Chron. England
ccxlii. 277 He founde suffisaunt suerte to abyde the lawe.

1523 LD. BERNF.RS Froissart I. xxv. 36 To abyde the ordyn-
aunce of the Kyng; of Fraunce. 1594 SHAKS. Rick. 77, v. vi.

23 Heere is Carlile, liuing to abide Thy Kingly doome, and
sentence. 1705 PERRY Hist. Coll. Am. Col. Ch. \. 163 Hav-
ing abiden her Majesty's just determination. 1791 T. PAINE
R t'gltts of'Man (ed. 4) 158 The creditors ought to have abided
the fate of the Government. 1821 JOANNA BAILLIE Met. Leg.
Wallace xcv. 4 He must abide his fatal doom. 1859 TENNY-
SON A'/V 584 [Thou shall] Crave pardon for that insult done
the Queen, And shalt abide her judgment on it.

19

f!6. To endure, suffer, bear, undergo, sustain. Obs.

1205 LAYAMON 15565 He beos dundes abad {later text-.

And he his dunt a-bod]. 1465 M. I*ASTON in Fusion Lett. 503
II.

ipo
He wold nothabydethe sorowand trobell that ye have

abyden to wyn all Sir John Fastolf ys gode. 15*6 TINUALE
Hebr. xii. 2 For the ioye that was set before hym abode the

crosse. 1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 199 The castele Abood
diuerse assaults. 1588 A. KING Canisius' Catecli. 125 Christ

ourlord. . abaidye schameofye croce. 1601 HOLLAND/*////?'

(1634) I. 59 The other name . . Valerius Soranus blurted out
and soone after abid the smart for it. 1606 Suetonius 239
Domltian abidd condigne punishment for his avarice and
crueltie. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Cottntrey Farme 412 The
best and sweetest, though not alwaies stronger than that
which hath abode the presse. 1638 SANDERSON Serm. II. 96
Service so hard that it might not be abiden. 1703 MOXON
Mech. Exerc. 103 It will not be strong enough to abide

tough Work.

17. To bear, endure, tolerate, put up with
; rarely

(now never) in a simple affirmative sentence, but

in such as '
I cannot abide, I can scarcely abide,

who can abide?'

1526 TINDALE John\\\\. 43 Ye cannot abyde the hearynge
off my wordes. '535 CovBRDALE Job ,\ix. 17 Myne owne
wyfe maye not abyde my breth. c 1585 Fairc Em. n. 591
Of all things, I cannot abide physic. 1618 RALEIGH Re*
mains (1644) 128 Oyntment is pleasing to Man ; but Beetles

and Bees cannot abide it. 1622 BABINGTON \Vks. III. 121

If Saint lohn should haue done so, no man would haue abid
him. 1627 DRAYTON Agiticourt, etc. 121 He would not haue
aboad it. 1676 ETHKRKDGK Jl/att ofMode n. i. 15 (1684) He
calls me Rogue, tells me he can't abide me. 1727 Die FOE
Hist. Apparitions xv. 370 He could not abide an ass. 1833
HT. MARTINKAU Three Ages in. 84 She could not abide the

country, and would not be tempted to leave dear Lon-
don. 1875 HELPS Anim. fy Masters i. 6 People can't abide

pamphlets in these days.
b. With ,in infinitive object : To endure, bear.
c 1460 Poem agt. Friars in AY/. Antiq. I. 322 To serve to

that same frer, the Pope mot abyde. 1551 ROBINSON Mores
Utopia 162 [I] was not sure whether he coulde abyde that

anye thynge shoulde be sayde. 1561 T. NORTON] Calvin's
histit. i. 36 Who can abyde to say, that then the Sonn
entred into the bosome of the Father, a 1593 H. SMITH
Serm. 97 Nature cannot abide that any place should be

empty. 1603 DRAYTON Barons Warres ir. 2 Could not abide
to heare the name of Peace. 1607 Torsi-: LL Four-footed
Beasts (1673) 244 A horse cannot abide to look upon a cnmel.
1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 2 They cannot abide to heare
of altering. 1643 FULLER Holy fy Prof. State v. viii. 389
Painted faces cannot abide to come nigh the fire. 1773 GOLD-
SMITH She Stoops to Cong. i. i. 50 I can't abide to disappoint

myself. 1840 (!EN. THOMPSON F..verciscs (1842) V. 323 One
or two lords cannot abide to see a Pasha set up his back

against his 'legitimate master/

*^ Through confusion of form with AsYE, q.v.,

when that vb. was becoming archaic, and through
association of sense between ahye (pay for) a deed,

and abide the consequences of a deed, abide has been

erroneously used for abyc = pay for, atone for,

suffer for.

1586-93 MARLOWE Eihu, 77, n. ii. 882 Dear shall you both
abide this riotous deed. 1607 SHAKS. Jnl. Cat's, in. ii, 119
If it be found so, some will deere abide it. 1719 YOUNG A' e-

renge in. i. Wks. 1757 II. 148 O sacred faith ! How dearly
I abide thy violation !

t Abide, sb. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. thevb.] An abode
or stay.
1640-1 Kirkcndbr. War-Comm. #///*-ftwi(1855)46 That

Kilquhennady be Captaine of Kirkpatrick- Durham, and
Glaisteres liberated of that charge during Kilquhennady's
abyde at hame.

t Abideable, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. ABIDE v.+

-ABLE.] Able to be borne or endured.
1611 CQTQ*, t S0itsttita&{f, sustainable, supportable, abide-

able.

Abider (abai-dw) [f. ABIDE v.+ -EK'.] One
who abides

;
in various senses of the vb. Esp.

fl. One who waits or awaits. Obs.

1543-63 BECON New Catechism (1844) M3 Such patient
abider of the Lord's leisure was Job. 1548 W. THOMAS Ital.

Gram. (1567) Dimorante, the abider or tarier.

f2. One who sustains an attack or stands his

ground. Obs.

1581 SIDNEY Def. Pocsie (1622) 503 Maisters of warre, and
ornaments of peace, speedie goers, and strong abiders,

triumphers both in Campes and Courts. 1614 RALEIGH Hist.

World(iT$)\\\. xii. 7. 126 The Lacedaemonians, being very
firme abiders, might seem the more likely to prevaile.

3. One who dwells
;
a dweller, a resident.

1611 COTGR., Habitant, a dweller, or abider in a place.

1627 SPEED Eng. etc. abridged xl. 4 What [land] is worst

for the Rider, is best for the Abider. 1816 Scorr Old Mart.

59 The scattered remnant, who, for His name's sake, were
abiders in the wilderness.

Abiding
1

(abardiq) vbl. sb.
; also abidyng(e,

abyd-yng(e, -ing(e. ff. ABIDE v. + -ING!.] The
action or state of one who abides.

fl. An awaiting, expecting, looking-for, lying-in-

wait-for; expectation, waiting. Obs.
n 1300 Northern Psalter xxxviii. 8 And now, whilk es min

abiding dai? Noght ne Laverd? (Vulg. Et nuttc quae est

exi>ectatio mca-f) x38aWvcnF ibid. And now what is myn
abiding ? whether not the Lord ? c 1430 Syr Gcnerides 234
And that is al his abiding, For to be wedded as a king.
c 1450 LONKLICH Graal II. 381 As thowgh nothing that they

wyste of owre abydyng. 1599 HAKLUYT Voyages II. i. 67
Thus in abiding for the Duke of Berrie, and for the Con-

stable, who were behind.

f2. A waiting at a point, stopping, cessation,

pausing; pause, delay. Obs.
c 1400 TUN DALE Circumc. 86 All abowet the rede blode can

ABIETITE.

gon, Withowt abydyng. c 1450 Merlin (1877) xv. 256 Thei
made no lengcr abidinge but mette togeder fiercely. 1480
CAXTON Chron. Engl. ccxxi. 213 Theyshold smyte ofsyred-
mondes hede. . withoute any maner of abydyng or respyte.

f3. A bearing or enduring; endurance, patience,

long-suffering. Obs.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems C. 419 }>y long abydyng wyth lur

[
= Ioss], by late vengaunce. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. ix. 18 The

pacient abydinge of soch as be in trouble shall not perish for

euer. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. T0ttf, tfr
attettt,paX.ten<Xl

abiding.
4. An enduring, continuing, or remaining ; con-

tinuance, duration, permanence, arch.

'535 COVERDALE i Chron. xxjx. 15 Our life vponearthe i> as a
shadowe, and here is no abydinge. 1611 BIBLE ibid. And there
is none abiding. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk$Selvedge 9& It can-
not be thought that two abjdings or durations, to wit, time
and everlastingne^s, should be together and not be the same
abiding.
5. A remaining, tarrying, staying, residing, or

dwelling at a place.
c 1440 Gencrydes (1873) 131 The wordis that she sayde of

his abiding there. 1616 SUKKL. & MARKH. Countrey Farme
jig Her quiet and peaceable abiding in her cage. 1808
SCOTT Ufartrt. n. xiv. Nor long was his abiding there.

f6. A place where one stops; a station or posi-
tion. Obs.

1571 DlGGES Gt'fmei. Pract. i. xxviii. sig. I i, The seconds
station M, where ye shal now set the centre of your instru-

ment, the diameter lying riyht agaynst your first abyding.
f 7. A place where one habitually remains or re-

sides ; abode, habitation, dwelling. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF i Esdras ix. 37 The sonus of Irael weren in

ther abidingus [1388 abidyngi>]. 1587 FLEMING Contin.
Holsnshed II 1. 1406/2 Neereness and commoditie of mtn-.

abiding:-;. 1607 DEKKER Knight conjuring (1842) 87 Get
leaue for thy ghost to come from her abiding.
8. Attrib. as in abiding house, city, and esp.

abiding-place, place of abode.

1571 DIGGES Geomet. Pract. \. xxviii. ABC are the marke>
in the fielde to be measured, 1) the first abyding or standing
place. 1580 HOLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tmtg., Lieu dc Dc-
/>icttrc, dwelling, abiding place. 1597-8 Sfii/. 39 Etiz. v. An
Acte for erecting of Hospitalles, or abiding and working
Howses for the poor. iSosSQUTHwllfat/ocinAzt. Wks. 185^
V. 206 Here had the chief Chosen his abiding place. 1876
FKKKMAN \orw. Cony. I. vi. 424 Next year Cnut came back to

Kn^land as his real home and abiding place. 1879 DOWDEN
SoHt/tty'iii. 52 Hut his heart needed an abiding-place.

Abiding (abardirj), ppl.a. [f. ABIDE v. + -ING-.]
f 1. Enduring, standing firm. Obs.

1377 LAXGL. P. PL B. xix. 289 Bolde and abidynge bismeres
to suflre.

2. Lasting, permanent.
1851 MAURICE PropJi, ^- Kings 81 The ark . . wa> there a>

an abiding witness of an invisible presence. 1876 FREEMAN
A~0rt, Cong. I. vu 462 Witness to the abiding connexion be-

tween Normandy and the North. 1878 A. J. CHURCH Stories

from I'irgilv. 45 The abiding love of her that was once
Hector's wife.

3. Comb, law-abiding, adhering to the law.

1876 FREEMAN Xorm. Cong. I, vi. 501 An English patriot
who on every other occasion appears as conciliatory and law-

abiding. 1879 T. H. E SCOTT fcng. ii. 498 The colonists are

law-abiding and law-loving people.

Abidingly (abordiijli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.]

In an abiding manner,

fl. Assiduously, patiently. Oh.
n 1520 Myrroure of Our Ladye 64 Thy* gostly study . .

muste be contynued ful besely and abydyngly euery clay.

2. EnduringlVJ permanently.
1840 CARLYLE Heroes (1858)11!. 258 The noblest idea . . i>

sung, and emblemed forth abidingly, by one of the noblest

men. 1881 Contcmp, RCT. Feb. 174 We have clutched some

good lawlessly, and found it abidingly precious.

Abie, obs. form of ARYE v.

t A-bier, abeere, adv., prop.///r<w. Obs. [Sec
A /;v/>.!] On, upon, or to a bier; into the coffin.

c 1450 Pol. Poems 1 1. 229 Hit is a shrewde pole, pounde,
or a welle, That drownythe the dowghty, and bryngtlhc hem
abeere.

Abietate (nrbi|ttH). Chcm. [mod. f. 'L.abict-

cm fir-tree + -ATE*.] A salt of abietic acid.

Abietene (ae'biietrn), [mod. f. L. abict~cni fir-

tree + -ENJ:, rupr. Gr. -rjvrj, female descendant.]
A hydro-carbon obtained by distillation of the

resin or balsam of the nut-pine of California (firms

sabiniana), analogous to oil of turpentine.

1875 URE Diet, ofArts I. 2 The commercial article is used

under different names, abietcne, crasine, thcoUne, Jyc.
for the

removal of paint from clothing and woven fabrics. . The

vapour of abietene is a powerful anaesthetic when inhaled.

Abietic (a,'bi|e-tic), a. Chcm. [f.
L. abict-cm fir-

tree + -1C.] Of or pertaining to fir. Abietic acid,

a monobasic acid, CjoH^O;., which is the essential

constituent of resin.

1864 Reader No. 86. 239/3.

Abietin e (te-biietin). Chcm. [f-
L. abict-em fir

+ -iN(E,repr.Gr. -tvr/, female descendant.] A neutral

resin extracted from Strasburg turpentine or Canada

balsam, products of two species of abics, or fir.

Abietinic (2ebi,eti-nic), rt. Ckem. [ABIETIN +

-ic.] Of or pertaining to abietin. Abietinic acid,

a bibasic resinous acid, CuH 8,Os> obtained from

species of fir.

AbietitC (ce-bi,etait). Chem. [mod. f. 'L.abict-em

fir + -ITK, chem. formative.] A saccharine substance

3-2



ABIGAIL.

CS H^O3 , obtained from the needles of the silver-fir,

analogous to mannite.

Abigail (rc'bigcil). [From the name of the 'wait-

ing gentlewoman
'

in Beaumont and Fletcher's popu-
lar play of The Scornful Lady \ so named possibly
in allusion to the expression 'thine handmaid' so

frequently applied to herself by Abigail the Car-

melitess, i .Stzw.xxv. 24-31 ; but Bible names were
common at this date without any special allusion.]
A waiting-woman ; a lady's-maid.
1666 PEPYS Diary IV. 195 By coach to the King's play-

house, and there saw ' The Scornful Lady' well acted ; Doll
Common doing Abigail most excellently, and Knipp the
widow very well. 1693 CONGRKVE Old Bacftelor in. vi.

(1866) 157 Thou art some forsaken Abigail we have dallied
with heretofore. 1771 SMOLLETT Humphry Clinker (1*15)
57 An antiquated Abigail, dressed in her lady's cast clothes.

1849 LYTTON Caxtons xiv. vi. 370 (1875) The woman was
dressed with a quiet neatness that seemed to stamp her pro-
fession as that of an abigail black cloak with long cape, of
that peculiar silk which seems spun on purpose for ladies'

maids. 1864 DUKE OF MANCHESTER Court fy Soc. Eliz. to

Anne I. 81 Her house remained full of dons and pages, ladies

and abigails.

Abigailship (srbigc'ljip). [f. prec. + -SHIP.]
The estate or condition of a waiting-woman.
1803 JANE PORTER Tkaddens (Wame) 72 The appellation

' Mistress' put her in mind of her ci-dcvant abigailship.

t A'bigate, v. Obs. rare-*-. [Irreg. f. L. abig-fre

(f. ab off, away + agere to drive) + -ATE 3.] To drive

away.
1657 ToMLixsox Rcnotis Dispcns. 282 Whose faculties are

infenour to no medicament in abigating diseases,

Abigge, obs. form of ABYE v.

tAbiliment, also 5 ablement, ; abillement ;

Sc. 5- abatement, abuilyment. Obs. form of

HAIJILIMEXT, used in all the senses, but esp. in those
of warlike munitions and accoutrements, things
which fitted out or made able for war. See ABLE.
1422 Surrender ofMarket of Afcau.v in Rymer Fcedera

(1710) X. 212 All the ablements of Werre. 1557 MORE
RickardIII (ibt,\} 414 K. Richard being furnished with men
and all abiltments of war. 1589 K. JAMES VI in Ellis Orig.
Lett. 11. 228. II. 29 Havinge directit the beraris . . mar-
chandis of Edinburgh, toward London for hying and pro-
vision ofcertaine abuljementis. 1605 CAMDEN Remaines 171
With harnesse and abillements of warre. 1830 SCOTT Leg.
^lontrose vi. 181 I must go down, look after my war-saddle
and abuilxiements \7. printedfor }],

i Abilitate, v. [obs. f. HABILITATE, q.v., the h

being dropped, as in ABILITY.] To give ability or

fitness ; to enable. See ABLE.
1627 SIR J. COOK in Rushworth's Hist. ColL (1659) I. 502

Necessity hath no law, you must abilitate the state to do.

t Abilitation [obs. f. HABILITATION-, q.v., the h

being dropped, as in prec.] A rendering fit or

able, a communication of ability. See ABLE.
c 1656 BP. HALL Soliloquies qj Thou . . vouchsafes! to give
me an abilitation to the work.

Ability (abHiti\ Forms: 4 ablete, 5 abilite,

habylite, 5-6 abletee, abilte, habilite, 6 ha-

bilitye, abilite. -ti, abylyte, abilyte, abylite,

6-7 habilitie, liability, abilitie, 7- ability, [a.

OFr. abletc : L. habilitdt - em t n. of quality f.

habilis: see ABLE and -TV. The Fr. was in 4-5
refashioned after L., as habilite, habilete, and was
followed by the Eng., though the initial // was

probably never sounded, and after a long struggle
on the part of scholars like More, Ascham, Sidney,
Hooker, Bacon, Browne, etc., to preserve this written

link with L., it finally disappeared before 1700.]
fl. Suitableness, fitness, aptitude. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF Of Confessions Wks. 1880, 331 If his ablete

shulde be proued . . before he were accepted. 1430 LYDGATE
Chron. Troy n. xvii. She entre niaye the relegyon Of myghty
Hachus forhabylite. 1509 FISHER "w^. IVks. 290 Crete able-

tees of nature to noble dedes. 1570 DEE Math. Przf. 18

Skillfull liability, also, for any occasion or purpose. 1622
FOTHERBY Atlieotnastixn. i. $6. 181 The habilitie and capa-
citie of the matter. 1678 MARVELL Def. John Howe Wks.
1875 IV. 187 A faculty conserved . . includes no such liability
and present promptitude in itself to action.

2. The quality in an agent which makes an action

possible; suitable or sufficient power (generally);

faculty, capacity {to do or of doing something).
c 1391 CHAUCER Astrolabe i I have perceived well by cer-

teyne evidinces thine abilite to lerne sciences, c 1535 MORE
Debelt. Salem $ Byzance Wks. 1557, 1000/1 Yf the onely
power and hability to fain, wer a cause sufficient. 1551
ROBINSON Mores Utopia 13 Though I be of muche lesse

habilitie to do any thinge. 1570-87 HOLINSH. Scot. Chron.
(1806) II. 340 We are not of habilitie . . to indure sa
reit and intollerabil panis. 1594-1600 HOOKER Scrm. iii.

ks. 1617, 729 Furnished with habilitie to annoy. 1605
TIMME Quersitanus i. iv. 13 The which habilitie of taking
forme is in the subject. 1636 HEALEY Cebes 156 A better

Hability to have goodnesse infused into them. 1651 Life of
Father Sarpi(i6j6) 19 The fame of his prudence and hability
of government. 1711 F. FULLER Medic. Gymn. u The Body
of Man . . acquires by frequent Motion an Ability to last the

longer. i86oTvNDALL Glaciers \\. 17. 323 The glacier of the
Rhone . . its ability to expand laterally is increased.

b. The action itself, a thing within one's ability.
1602 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 2 Be thou assur'd, good Cassio, I

will do All my abilities in thy behalfe.

C. Power to do a thing of legal validity; capa-
city in law.

g
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15*8 PERKINS Prof. Booke (164-2} m, 193. 86 Such persons are
of ability in law to take liverie of seisin by force of feoffments
of other men of abilities in law to make feoffments. 1649
SELDEtiLawso/Eng. (1739) ' XJtxvi. 55 The Canonists had in
those days brought into custom other ages of ability in
matters concerning Marriage.
3. Bodily power; strength. (Still common in

Scotland.)
1549 J. OLDE tr. Erasmus on EpJies. II. 6, 1 being fas con-

cerning myne owne habilitie) feble and weake. 1576 LAM-
BARDE Pcramb. Kent (1826) 211 To lift a great stone easily
Which before divers Lay persons could not stirre with all

their strength and abilitie. 1607 TOPSELL Four-footedBeasts
^673) 137 Impudently begging and complaining of bodily
weakness where is no want of ability. 1622 WITHER Motto
' Nee Habeo' (1633) 520 I have not found ability so much To
carry mllstones.

4. Pecuniary power ; wealth, estate, means. Obs.

exc. in a few phrases in which ' to give* is perhaps
always mentally added.
1502 ARNOLD Chron. 84 Where as diuers periured fremen

of smale abylite haue vsed and daily vse, to bye clothe and
other marchaundises of England. 1526 TINDALE Acts xi. 29
Every man accordinge to his habilite. 1580 BARETA foearie
To be of abilitie : to Hue like r. gentleman. What abilitie or

liuing is he of? or what may he dispende a yeere? 1601
SHAKS. Tivel. Ar

. nr.
iy. 378 Out of my leane and low ability

lie lend you something : my having is not much. 1665
MANLEY tr. Grotius's Low Countrey If^arresSiy Upon most
the fine exceeded their ability. 1729 BURKITT On New Test.
Luke ii. 24 She was to bring a lamb of a year old for a burnt

offering, in case she was a person ofability. 1766 GOLDSMITH
Vicar xiv. A draught upon my neighbour was to me the
same as money ; for I was sufficiently convinced of his ability.
5. Mental power or capacity ; talent, cleverness.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 247 Though it be fit that Cassio
ha'ie his Place For, sure, he fills it vp with great Ability.
1604 T. WRIGHT Passionsofthe Mind\. iii. 177 Ifaman haue
not a good natural 1 habilitie, it is impossible by art to come
to any perfection. 1650 BULWER Anthropowet. i. 6 The brain
is not so figur'd as is requisite for wit and liability. 1794
SULLIVAN View of Nat. II. 154 A late ingenious writer,
who has evidently studied his subject with ability and pre-
cision. 1858 BUCKLE Ciinliz, I. vii. 427 La Fayette was no
doubt inferior to Condorcet in point of ability. 1878 M. L.
HOLBROOK 1/ygiette ofthe Brain 3 The comparative ability
of men is also an interesting subject.

6. A special power of the mind, a faculty.

(Usually in plural.)
1587 GOLDING DC Mornay xv. 237 Euery abilitie thereof is

in . . the body, as much in one part as in another, as a whole
soule in euery part ; notwithstanding that euery seueral
abilitie thereof seeme to be seuerally in some particular
member . . as the sensitiue ability seemeth to rest in the

head, the irefull in the heart, and (the] quickning in the
liuer. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. i. iii. 179 All curabilities, gifts,

natures, shapes. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan i. viii. 32 Such
abilityes of the mind, as men praise. 1776 GIBBON Dec I.

fy Fall I. xiii. 267 His abilities were useful rather than

splendid. 1879 CassclCs Techn. Educ. IV. 130/1 Their
natural abilities, combined with excellent taste.

t Abi'me. Obs. The earliest form of ABYSM.
<7 1300 Cursor Mundi 22678 Right unto Je abime fra he^en.

1616 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Wks. 1711, 13/2 Feel such a case as
one whom some abime [other edd. abisme] In the deep ocean

kept had all his time.

Abiogenesis (re^bi^d^e-nesis), Biol. [f. Gr.

a^ioy without life (f. a priv. + /3tos life) + ytvtffts
birth : see GENESIS.] The (supposed) origination
or evolution of living organisms from lifeless matter
without the action of living parents ; 'spontaneous
generation.' (Introduced by Prof. Huxley in ad-

dressing Brit. Assoc. at Liverpool, Sept. 1870.)
1870 HUXLEY in Brit. Assoc. Rep. Ixxvi. To save circum-

locution, I shall call. . the doctrine that living matter may
be produced by not-living matter, the hypothesis of Abio-

genesis. 1875 Encyc. /Jr/V. (ed. 9)5. v., Abiogenesis, as a name
for the produc'ion of living by not-living matter, has of late

been superseding the less accurate phrase 'Spontaneous Ge-
neration.'

Abiogenetic (re^bi^id^ene'tik), a. Biol.
[f.

Gr.

a@ios without life + yevijr-os originated -f- -1C.] Of
or pertaining to abiogenesis.

Abiogenetically (^bbidsene-tikali), adv.

Biol. \\. prec. + -AL + -LY^.] In an abiogenetic
manner ; by way of abiogenesis.
1875 HUXLEY in Encyc/. Brit. (ed. 9) s.v. Biology 688 (also

Anat. /?'. An. i. 36) Therefore they have been formed
abiogenetically.

Abiogenist (seibi/rdsenist). Biol. [f. Gr. aj3ioy

without life + -7'-i7s born, produced + -1ST.] One
who holds the hypothesis of abiogenesis.
1870 HUXLEY CnV. fy Addr. (1873) x. 233 It has been a com-

mon objection of Abiogenists that, if the doctrine of Biogeny
is true, the air must be thick with germs. 1877 Echo 22
Oct. 4/1 Except to the Abiogenists, or believers in spontaneous
generation, the origin of the first protoplasmic mass is just
as much a problem, whether it is fashioned from ordinary
matter, or originates from matter infused and organised by
a spiritual substance.

Abiogenous (^bi^-dgenss),**. Biol. [f.Gr.afros
without life + -yev-rjs born + -ous.] Coming into

existence without springing from antecedent living

beings ; produced by
'

spontaneous generation.'

Abiogeny (ae'bi^rdseni). [f. Gr. dftws without
life + -ytvfia birth.]

= ABIOGENESIS.

Abiological (ae^bWlp'dgikal),
a. [f. Gr. d not

+ BIOLOGICAL ;
f. Gr. 0ios life + \6y-os -discourse +

-ICAL.] Not pertaining to biology ; pertaining to

the study of inanimate things.

ABJECT.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. 1. 1 The biological sciences are

sharply marked off from the abiological, or those which treat
of the phenomena manifested by not-living matter.

Abirritant (rebii-ritant), a. and sb. Med. [f.

L. ab off, away + IRRITANT.] Any soothing agent
which causes diminution of irritation.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Abirritate (tebii-rit^it), v. Med.
[f.

L. ab off,

away + IRRITATE.] To causediminution of irritation.

Abirritation (aebirrit^-Jan). Med.
[f. L.a^off,

away + IRRITATION.] A condition of the system

opposite to that of irritation ; a depressed con-
dition of the various tissues.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Abirritative (sebii-riWtiv), a. Med.
[f.

L. ab

off, away f IRRITATIVE.] Characterized by or due
to abirritation.

[Abishering, abishersing (Rastall), accord-

ing to Spelman an error for ^Ushering, mishersing,

miskcringt 'vox forensis, forensibus ipsis senigma-
tica.' (Some confusion

;
a correspondent suggests

Miskenning, a flaw in pleading.)]
1672 MANLEY Interpreter^ Abishersing (as Rastal in his

Abridgment expounds it) is to be quit of Amerciaments be-

fore whomsoever of transgression proved. It is called in the

AVw Tertnes of Z.awt Mishersing.

Abiston, abistos, obs. fonns of ASBESTOS.

Abit, obs. variant of OBIT sb.

Abit, obs. 3rd sing, of ABIDE v.

Abit(e, obs. form of HABIT.

Abitacioun, obs. form of HABITATION.

t Abrte, v. Obs. [f. \-pref. i + BITE.] To bite,

nip, taste.

c looo ^ELFRIC Deut. xxviii. 31 Man slihj? Jnnne oxon be-

foran be, and bu his ne abi'tst. 1205 LAYAMON III. 75 His
cnihtes . . uuenon ban Brutten, Swulc heo heom wolden
abiten. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 77 Thu starest so thu wille

abiten Al that thu mijt mid clivre smiten. c 1300 K. A Us.

7096 (Weber I. 291) Broune lyons, and eke white, That
wolden fayn his folk abyte. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 26
Windes . . in blowyng-tyme abite be floures. a 1450 Vox ff

Wolfing (Hazl. E. P. P. I. 64) A thousent shep ich habbe
abiten.

T Confused with ABYE.
c 1460 Totuneley Myst. 15 We, yei, that shal thou sore abite.

t Abi*tion. Obs. [ad. L. abition-em departure,

death.] 'A going away or dying.* Blount 1656.

Abject (ie'bdgekt), ///. a. [ad. L. abject-ust pa.

pple. of abjlcere to cast off, throw away, f. ab off,

away + -jic-ere*=jac-ere to throw, cast. At first,

like its L. original, a pple. and adj., accented abject.
After the formation of the vb. abject, it was gra-

dually superseded in the ppl. use, by the regular
form objected) but remained as an adj. with shifted

accent a-bject, also from an early period used sub-

stantively.]
A. pple. and ad).

-\\. pple. Cast off, cast out, rejected. Obs.
c 1430 LYDGATE Bochas (1554) n. i. 43 a, Thus was Saul . .

Abiect from his royal see. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys I.

72 The Holy Bybyll grounde of trouthe and of lawe Is now
of many abject and nought set by. c 1585 Faire Em 11. 388
I am abject in those gracious eyes, That with remorse erst

saw into my grief. 1614 W. BROWNE Shepherd's Pipe Wks.
1772 III. 16 Well worthy were it me to been abject From all

good company.
2. adj. Cast down, downcast, brought low in

position, condition or estate, low-lying.
a 1520 Myrrotire of our Ladye 52 And hir outwarde ap-

parell was nat after the condicion of hir persone, but moch
meke and abtecte. 1526 TINDALE 2 Cor. vii. 6 Hethatt com-
fortith the abiecte. 1671 MILTON Samson 169 To lowest

pitch of abject fortune thou art fall'n. 1729 R. SAVAGE The
Wanderer \. 399 Rains redundant flood the abject ground.
1742 WALPOLE Lett, to H. Mann 26 (1834) I. 112 I hope his

state will grow more abject every day. 1840 MACAULAY
Essays, dive II. 502 Nothing more than a nominal dignity
was left to the abject heirs of an illustrious name. 1854 S.

DOBELL Balder x\\\. 56 Lying most humbly weary and abject
On the immoveable earth.

3. Down in spirit or hope ;
low in regard or es-

timation, degraded, mean-spirited, despicable.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm, Paraph. Matt. x. 19 Unlearned and

abiecte men. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI', iv. i. 105 These paltry,

seruile, abiect Drudges. 1642 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. 163
I repute myself the most abjectest piece of mortality. 1771
SMOLLETT Humphry Clinker (-&\$f)i I know nothing so ab-

ject as the behaviour of a man canvassing for a seat in par-
liament. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 527 note, Howard
was an abject Har. 1879 O'CONNOR Ld. Beaconsfield 554
Those who in adversity are the most abject, are in prosperity
the most insolent.

B. sb. One cast off; a castaway, an outcast ;
a

degraded person.

1534 IfonCffVfrrtfrqfft Tribulacyon i. Wks. 1557, 1x45/1
He is not an abiect, cast out of god's gracious fauour. 1582
T. BENTLEY Monumt. Matrones iii. 328 O almightie God :

which raisest vp the abiects, and exaltest the miserable from

the dunghill. 16x1 BIBLE Ps. xxxv. 15 The abiects gathered
themselues together against me. 1631 G. HERBERT Tetnfle,
Sacrifice 36 Servants and abjects flout me, they are witty.
x8x8 SHELLEY Prom. Unbd. in. iv. The subject of a tyrant's
will Became, worse fate ! the abject of his own. 1867 H.
BUSHNELL Dark Things 57 What wonder thai men have been

deified and set up as idols of religious worship, when souls

are only abjects to themselves.

t Abject (Sbdse-kt), v. Obs. [f. prec., like



ABJECTATB.

content vb. from content adj. ABJECT continued

to be used for some time as its pa. pple. but was

gradually superseded by abjected^
1. To cast off, throw off or away, cast out, ex-

clude, reject, ///. and fig. ; generally, though not

always, as inferior, unworthy, or vile, and hence

passing into the idea of casting down, degrading.
c 1475 HENRYSON Moral Fables 42 Arguments they reuolue,

some abjectmg, and some can hald. 1509 BARCLAY Ship of
Fooles (1570) 217 To learne the wayes his vices to abiect.

1534 Polyd. Vtrg.i Eng. Hist. I. 89 The Brittaines . . abjecting
the Romaine yoke, created him kinge. 1587 GASCOIGNE

IVorkes; Hearbes, H'eedes 287 A Lover being disdainfully
abiecttd by a dame of high calling. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt.

Brit. ix. xxiv. 104 Dauid durst not touch Saul, though he

was abiected by God. 1650 VENNER Via Recta in The

Spawn of them is to be abjected.

2. To cast or throw down
;
hencefig. to lower,

degrade, abase, debase.

1553 FOXE A. $ M. (1596) 167/2 Such of the cleargie as ab-

jected themselues to be underlings or servants. 1557 Geneva
N. T. i Cor. iv. 10 note, In abiecting him selfe and exalting
the Corinthianshemaketh them ashamed oftheir vayneglorie.

1563 Homilies n. (1859) 445 A gross carnal feeding, basely

abjecting and binding ourselves to the elements and creatures.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions ofthe Mind \. 3. 181 The eye . .

may be grauely eleuated vp to heuen or abjected to earth.

1630-40 DONSE Serm. ix. 22 What phrases of abjecting
themselves in respect of the Prince, can exceed David's hum-
ble expressing of himself to Saul ?

t Abjectate, ^. Obs. In Bailey vol. II. 1731, as

a synonym of ABJECT v. Probably never used.

t Abjected (eebd.^e-kted),///. a. Obs. [f. ABJECT
v. + -ED.] Cast off, rejected ;

cast down, dispirited.

1633 LD. BROOKE Ulitstapha, Chorus 5. v. 158 Lift up the

hopes of thy abjected Prophets. 1647 LILLY Christian As-

trology Ixxxiii. 449 The abjected [obtains] a Command or

Office in some other Country.

tAbje'ctedness. Gftf.Ef.prec.
+ -NESS.] Down-

cast condition; abasement, abject state or condition.
1660 BOYLE Seraphic Love 69 [Christ] from the height of

Glory . . sunk Himself to the bottom ofAbjectedness, to exalt

our condition to the contrary extreme. 1694 LD. DELAMEK
Wks. 56 [James II] courted and even humbled himself to

those very people whom before he would not admit into his

presence, and with so much abjectedness made an offer of
their Charter and Franchises of the City of London and other

Corporations.

Abjection (dftbd^-kfrn). [a. r. abjection, ad.

L. abjcction-eni) noun of action, f. abject' ppl. stem
of abjiccre : see ABJECT <7.]

fl. The action of casting down ; abasement, hu-

miliation, degradation. Obs.

riszs MORE De gnat. Nouiss. Wks. 1557, 87/2 Suche hu-

mility contempt and abieccion of our self. 1608 CHAPMAN
Byrons Tragedie Plays 1873 II. 312 He would be the death
Of him he should die by, ere he sufferd Such an abiection.

1653 JER. TAYLOR Serin, xv. n. Growth in Grace, He reckons
it no abjection to be abased in the face of man.

2. The condition or estate of one cast down ;

abasement, humiliation, degradation ;
downcast-

ness, abjectness, low estate.
c 1410 LOVE Bonavcntiira*s Speculum (Gibbs MS.) viii. Ffor

he wold hat his lownes and abjeccioune were knowen. 1548
UDALL etc. Eretsm. Paraph. S. Luke ix. 58 His lowe state of

abjection in this world. 1576 LAMBARDE Peranib. Kent (i 826)

362 Somewhat releeved from this penurie, nakednes, and ab-

iection. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. (1632) v. 278 Basenesse, ab-

jection of mind, or seruilitie. 1675 Art ofContentment in.

19. loi Tho Christ seem the same to us in his glory which
he did in his abjection. 1741 MIDDLKTON Cicero (ed. 3) L
iv. 250 A base remissness and abjection of mind. 1879 M.
ARNOLD Equality (Mixed Essays) 93 Who that has seen it can
ever forget . . the abjection and uncivilisedness of Glasgow V

1881 F. P. COBBE Duties of Women g The women of Eu-
rope have never sunk to the abjection of the women of the
East.

f 3. The action of casting off or away ; rejection.
1607 ROGERS 39 A rticles 62 The torments of hell, the second

death, abjection from God. i6jz J. MAYER Comment, on the

Prophets 63 The abjection of the Jews, [and] the receiving of
the Gentiles. 1655 W. GOUGE Comm. on the Hebrews x. 2

The Armjnian errour of excision or abscission, and abjection
from Christ.

f4. That which is cast off or away ; refuse, scum,

dregs. Usually fig. of persons.
1447 BOKENHAM LyvysofSeyntys(Kt*xh. Cl.) 124 Thoushalt

of comoun bordel be the abjeccyoun. e igio Bonaventura's
Myrrour (Pynson) xiii. E ij, I am a worme and natte a man ;

reprefe of men and abjection of people. 1534 Polyd. Verg.>
Eng. Hist. I. 195 These dregges and abjection of all menn.

Abjective (Abd^e-ktiv), a. rare. [f. L. abjecl-

(see ABJECTION) + -IVE, as if from a L. *abjectlvus,
not found.] Tending to lower or demoralize.

1865 MAJ. NICHOLLS in PallMallGaz. 23 Sept. 11/2 We saw
then . . how abjective, in a moral sense, had been the terrible
influence of these campaigns.

Abjectly (arbd^ektli), adv. (f. ABJECT a. 4-

-LT2.J In an abject, mean, or degrading manner
;

basely.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. And. n. iii. 4 Him that thinks of me so

abiectly. 1622 FOTHERBY Atheomnstix \\. xi. 6. 324 No
man can be so abiectly minded, but he must needs know God
to be the Governour of all things. 1851 HELPS Friends in
Council I. 28 We must not abjectly bow down before rules
and usages. 1859 DEQUINCEY Caesars Wks. X. 24 No mob
could be more abjectly servile than was that of Rome.

Abjectness (ae-bdsektnes). [f. ABJECT a. +
-NESS.] Abject or downcast condition

; depression,
abasement, degradation, humiliation, servility.
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1599 SANDYS F.urflp& Specnlum (1632) 160 A timorous

very base mindednesse and abjectnesse. 1682 BURNET Rights
of Princes Pref. 96 By the abjectness of their stile. 1788
BURKED*, agt. Warr. Hast. Wks. XIII. 271 In this humilia-
tion and abjectness of guilt, he comes here. 1870 LOWELL
Study Windoivs 229 He could look to God without abject-
ness, and on man without contempt.

Abjudge ^aJbd^ird^), v. rare. [f.
L. ab away

4- JUDGE v.
; representing L. abjudicare in its clas-

sical sense : see ADJUDICATE.] To take away from

any one by judicial decision ;
the opposite of

adjudge.
1855 I. TAYLOR Restoration ofBelief\^ Even if one of the

three [pastoral Epistles of St. Paul] were abjudged it would
still keep its place in argument as a good imitation of the

apostolic manner.

Abjndicate (bd t^/7-dik^t),
v. Obs. [t.'L.abju-

dicat- ppl. stem of abjftdica-rc to deprive one of a

thing by judicial sentence ; but taken in the sense

of ' to decide against a thing.
1

]
1. To pass judgment against ; reject as illegal.
1602 FULBECKK Pandectes 27 Of the Emperour Constantine

furtiue and priuy manages are vtterly condemned and abiu-
dicated : because it is against Christianize. The Second
Part ofthe Parallele 21 Our [canon] law doth not refuse or
abiudicate the kinds of improper contractes.

2. = ADJUDGE.
1775 ASH and subseq. Diets. : n. q.

Adjudication (d&bdtf&dikfi'jMi). [n. of action

f. ABJUDICATE: see -ION.] The action of abjudi-

cating ; rejection by judicial sentence.

1676 In BULLOKAR. 1818 In Tom>. WORCESTER cites C. J.
Fox ; WEBSTER cites KNOWLES.

t A'bjugate, v. 0/>s.-
[f.

L. abjitgat- ppl stem
of abjugd-re to unyoke ;

f. ab off, from +juga-rc to

yoke, i.jug-tun a yoke.]
' To unyoke, to uncouple.'

Bailey vol. II. 1731, whence in J.

t Abjtrnct,///. a. Obs. rare*, [ad. "L.abjunct-
its unyoked, separated, pa. pple. of abjuHgfrc, f. ab

off, from +jung-2re to yoke, join.] Disjoined, dis-

connected, severed.
1610 Histrio-mastix I. 89 That knowledge (that considers

things) Abjunct from sencive matter, is exacter Then that

which joynes it selfe with elements.

Abjunctive (bdg0-ntiv), a. rare.
[f.

L. ab-

junct- ppl. stem (see above) + -IVK
;

as if from a
L. *abjttnctiv-us, analogous to conjunctvu~ust

ad-

juncflv^ts, but not found.] Of a disconnected or

isolated character
; exceptional.

1833 I. TAYLOR Saturday Evg. (1833) 270 It is this power
which leads on always from the less perfect, towards the

more perfect ; from the accidental and abjimctive, to the

universal.

Abjuratioil (ae'bdgknYi-jsn). [ad. L. abjftra-

tion-em, n. of action f. abjftni-re : see ABJURE.]
1. Renunciation on oath ; forswearing (particu-

larly of heretical opinions).
1514 FITZHERBKRT Justycc ofPea. (1538) 106 Yf any person

hereafter arrayned . . alledge . . upon abjuracyon made . .

the issue shall be tried furthwith before the same justices.

1532 MORE Confut, of Barnes vm. Wks. 1557, 789/2 Now
frere Barns in one of the articles which was layed agaynste
hym at his abiuraslon. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. 176 lohn
Hilton Priest, made a solemn Abjuration of his blasphemous
heresies. 1661 PAGITT Heresiog. 106 The abjuration ofcertain
Familistsat Pauls Crosse. 1839 W. IRVING Chron. Wolferfs

Roost (1855) 129 To avoid the sneers and jests of the Parisian

public, the ceremony of abjuration took place at Melun.

1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. II. 21 Prisoners who refused to ab-

jure their errors, who persisted in heresy, or relapsed into it

after abjuration, were sentenced to be burnt at the stake.

2.y?f. Solemn or formal renunciation or giving

up of anything.
1669 Survey ofNapthali\\. 113 An abjuration of part of the

Churches Christian liberty. 1842 H. ROGERS hitrod. to

Burke's Wks. 71 To demand an abjuration of all friendship
with those who in any measure favoured it.

3. An official repudiation upon oath of any prin-

ciple ecclesiastical or political, as the supremacy
of the pope, the claims of the house of Stuart.

1650 JOHN Row (son) Hist. Kirk Scot. (1842) 540 Supposing
that Episcopacie were indifferent in itselfe to be used or re-

fused yet I am sworne against it, and my abjuration of it will

be called a sin or a dutie. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. III.

xvi. 558 That no person whatsoever might be admitted to

the exercise of any Office or Function in the State or in the

Church, who did not first take the Oath of Abjuration of the

King, and of all his Family. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 15 An
abjuration of some Doctrines of the Church of Rome.

Hence Oath of Abjuration, i.e. disclaiming any
right to the crown of England on the part of descend-

ants of the Pretender: imposed by 13 William III.

c. 6 ;
i Geo. I. c. 13 ; 6 Geo. III. c. 53 ;

now super-
seded by a new form of the Oath of Allegiance.
1708 SWIFT Sacram. Tcst.\\.\. 137 Leading teachers in the

north, who having refused the abjuration oath, yet continue
their preaching. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 15 There is like-

wise another Oath of Abjuration, which Laymen and Clergy-
men are both oblig'd to take ; and that is to abjure the

Pretender. 1863 Cox Inst. of Eng. Gov. I. viii. 128 Three
oaths were required to be taken by members of Parliament.

These oaths were the oath of allegiance, of supremacy, and

abjuration. 1878 LECKY Eng. in iBtJi Cent. II. vii. 403 Who
refused to take the abjuration oath.

4. Abjuration of the realm, a town, etc. : an oath

taken to leave it for ever.

Act 35 Eliz, cap. i Euery such offender . . shall departe out

ABJUKEMENT.
of this Realme at such Hauen or Port . . as shall be assigned
and appointed by the sayd Justices before whom such abiu-
ration shall be made. 1622 R. CAI.US Statute of Stivers

(1647) 188 Butchers are to be abjured the Town, if they offend
the fourth time in selling measled flesh ; and this is a special
Abjuration. 1691 BLOC NT Law Diet., Abjuration, a for-

swearing or renouncing by Oath; a sworn banishment, or
an Oath taken to forsake the Realm for ever. 17*6 AYLIFFE
Parergon 15 In the 8th of Edward 1 1. an Abjuration is a Di-
vorce between Husband and Wife. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Contm. IV. 370 Some punishments consist in exile or banish-

ment, by abjuration of the realm, or transportation to the
American colonies.

Abjure (rcbd^froj), v., also 6 abjowre. [a. Fr.

abjttre-r (in Palsgr.), ad. L. abjitrd-re to deny on

oath, f. ab away +jura-re to swear.]
1. To renounce on oath

;
to retract, recant, or ab-

negate (a position or opinion formerly held).

a. trans.

1501 Willof John Bawde in Bury Wills 83(1850) Alle tho

wyllys abieured and revokyd byfor thys day mad. 1528
MOKE Dial. Hcrcs. \. Wks. 1557, 108/2 He wasforced to for-

swere and abiu re certaJne heresyes. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. v.

i. 51 But this rough Magicke I heere abjure. I^BURKI Sp.
on Amer. Tax. Wks, II. 379 The principle which lord Hills-

borough had abjured. 1829 SoUTHEV Young Dragon Hi.

Wks.VI. 274 My pagan faith I put away, Abjure it and abhor
it. 1871 R. W. DALE Ten Comwandts. vi. 155 I must die

rather than abjure a single article of my creed.

b. absol.

1528 MORI: Dial. Hcres. iv. Wks. 1557, 282/1 Nor neuer

yet found I ani. j. but he would once abiure, though he neuer
intended to kepe his othe. 1531 Dial, on Laws ofEng. n.

xxix. 115 (1638) If a man be convict of heresy and abjure, hee
hath forfeit no goods. 1538 BALK Thre Lnives 1773 Wylt
thu here abiure or no? I wyll neyther abiure, nor yet recant

Gods glorye,

f2. causally. To cause to forswear or recant

(heresies, etc.). Obs.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. vii. i5gb/2 (15201 Reynold Pe-

coke bysshop of Chestre was founde an herytyke, and the

thyrde daye of Decembre was abjured at Lambeth. 1494
FABYAN vii. cc.xliv. 286 Almaricus, a studyen t of Parys, helde

sertayne opynyons of heresy, of y which whan he was ab-

iured, he tooke suche thought y [ he dyed shortly after.

1528 MOKE Dial. Hcres. in. Wks. 1557, 216/3 Considering
that they might, as in conclusion they did, abiure him other-

wise. 1536-42 THYNNK Animad-'. App. i And then all such
must be burned, or ellis ab-Furyd.
3. To disclaim solemnly or formally; to repudiate

or reject upon oath (a claim or claimant),
1597 DANIKI, Civ. ll'arw. xxix. The foule report Of that

assa->inate : which utterly He doth abjure. 1665 MAXI.KY
tr. Cirotitis's Lm^-Cnuiitrcy-lVarrs 183 To abjure all Au-

thority over the Netherlands. 1667 MILTON /'. /,. vui.

480 To find her, or for ever to deplore Her loss, and other

pleasures all abjure. 1799 T. JKKI-KKSON Writings IV. 301

(1850) I sincerely join you in abjuring all political connection

with every foreign power. 1851 MACAULAY Essays, Milton
I. 15 While they abjured the innocent badges of popery.
1863 Cox Inst. Eng. Gir.'t. I. viii. 728 The oath prescribed for

abjuring the Pretender and his descendants. 1876 FRKKMAN
Norm, Cong, I. v. 381 The assembly abjured the whole house

of vKthelred. 1877 MOZLEY Unii>. Sewn. i. 3 [The Chris.

tianityof the Gospel] abjures force, it throws Itself upon moral

influence for its propagation and maintenance.

b. absol.

1671 MILTON /'. R. i. 473 Say and unsay, feign, flatter,and
abiure.

4. To abjure the realm, town, commonwealth, etc. :

to swear to abandon it for ever.

1530 PALSGR. 415 I abjowre, I forsake myne errours, as an

herelyke dothe, or forswere the kynges landes ; Je abjure.

1576 LAMBARDE Pcramb. Kent (1826) 497 If he take Sanc-

tuarie, and do abiure the Realme. 1609 SIR J. SKENK Reg.

Mag. 155 Gif any man hes abjured the towne (sworne
to passe forth of the burgh) and is returned againe. 1651
W. G. tr. Ccnvel'slnst, 274 He who kills Deere, and cannot

finde security to put in for the payment of the Fine imposed,
is compelled to abjure the Common-wealth. 1677 H.OBBES
Dial, on Com. Laivs Eng. 183 When a Clerk heretofore

was convicted of Felony, he might have saved his life by ab-

juring the Realm ; that is, by departing the Realm within a

ceitam time appointed, and taking an Oath never to return.

1768 BLACKSTONK Comm. IV. 399 Even while abjurations
were in force, such a criminal was not allowed to take sanc-

tuary and abjure the realm.

b. absol.

1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 14 Whoever was not capable of this

Sanctuary, could not have the Benefit of Abjuration : and

therefore, he that committed Sacrilege could not abjure.

f 5. causally. To cause one to forswear the realm,

to banish. Obs.

1603 DRAYTON Barons Warres I. xv. T' abjure those false

Lords from the troubled Land. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in.

90 He was onely abjured the Realm forever. 1709 STHYPK
Ann. Ref. xxvl. 269 His life was pardoned ; notwithstanding
he was abjured the realm.

Abjured (Abdg'frud), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

fl. actively. That has abjured or renounced heresy,

etc. ;
recanted. Obs.

1533 MORE Apology xxxv. Wks. 1557, 899/1 Bayfielde the

moiiKe and apostata, that was an abiured, and after per-

jured and relapsed heretyke, [was] well and woorthelye burned
in Smithfielde.

^.passively. Sworn against; repudiated on oath.

^1746 HERVEY Meditations (1818) 203 If an abjured pre-
tender had cut his way to our throne.

t Abju'rement. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. ABJURE v. +

-MENT.] The process of abjuring; abjuration, re-

nunciation.

1646 J. HALT, Poems Pref, Such sinncs as these are veniall

in youth ; especially if expiated with timely abjurement.



ABJUBER.

Abjurer (sebdj'u^raiV [f.
ABJURE -. + -ER!.]

One who abjures or forswears
;
one who solemnly

repudiates or gives up.
1777 SHERIDAN Sck. Scand. in. iii. What man can pretend to

be a believer in love, who is an abjurer of wine ?

Abkari (abka-ri), also abkary, abcaree, aub-

kaury. [a. Pers. \
ab-kar water (liquor)-business,

a distillery, with connecting particle -/-.] The manu-
facture or sale of spirituous liquors ; hence in Anglo-
Indian, the excise duty levied upon such manufacture
and sale. (Col. Yule.)

J797 Bengal Regulations x. 33 The stamps are to have the
words * Abcaree licenses

'

inscribed in the Persian and Hindee
languages and character. 1857 Calcutta Rm. Dec. 282 The
Abkari settlement is made. . in the following manner.

t Ablactate (seblre-kteit), v. Obs. rare~. [f.
L.

ablactat- ppl. stem of ablacta-rc to wean
;

f. ab off +
lactare to suckle; i.lac, lact- t milk.] 'To wean from
the breast.' J.

Ablactation (jeblsktJi-Jgn). \zA.\t.ablactation-

em, n. of action f. ablactare\ see ABLACTATE.]
1. The weaning of a child, or the young of quad-

rupeds, from the mother.
1656 BLOUNT Glossog., Ablactation^ a weaning, as children

from the Mother's Teat. 1666 J. SMITH Solomon's Portr.

Old^ Age (1752) 74 The time of ablactation of the child is

indicated by the beginning of the use of the teeth. 1841
COCKBURN Jeffrey II. Let. 157 The consequences of too sud-
den and peremptory an ablactation. 1863 BURTON Abeokitta
I. 45 In Northern Europe ablactation begins when the milk
teeth appear.
2. Hort. The process of grafting (trees), also

called inarching.
1676 J. K.KA/'Yorrt 195 Called grafting by Approach, by some

Ablactation. 1681 WOKLIDGE Syst. Agric. 321 Ablactation
is one of the ways of Grafting ; that is, weaning the Cion by
degrees from its mother. 1763 MIU.KK Card. Diet. Abridged
s. v. Grafting^ Grafting by approach or ablactation . . is to be

performed in the month of April. 1802 W. FORSYTH Fruit
Trees xxii. 311 11824) Grafting by approach, or ablactation
when the stock . . and the tree from which you take your
graft, stand so near together that they may be joined.

tAbla-cted,///.<z. Obs.-. Weaned.' Cock-
eram 1612.

Abland, ///. a. Ol<s. See ABLIND.
Abla-ndishment. Obs. rare- 1

. [The prefix
a- is prob. suggested by Sp. ablandar to blandish.]
Blandishment.

1728 MORGAN Hist. Algiers II. iv. 283 He began to call by
their names some of his favourite Renegadoes, intreating
them to give admittance to him. All these ablandishments
little availed.

AblaT|iiea.te, Ots.rare- 1
. [f.'L.ablaqtieal-

ppl. stem of ablaquea-rc to disentangle, loosen

(the earth round roots) ;
f. ab off, away + laqnea-re

to entangle, f. laqticits a noose.] To loosen or

remove the soil round the roots of trees, so as to

let their fibres spread out. A term of Roman
husbandry.
c 1420 Palladius on Iliisb. IV. 91 A better way for hem I

wol declare : Ablaquiate hem deep or make hem bare. 1721
BAILEY, Ablaqucate, To uncover the roots of trees. [So in

later Diets.]

t Ablaquea'tion. Obs. [ad. L. ablaqueation-
eni, n. of action f. ablaquea-re : see prec.] The

breaking up or removal of the soil around the

roots of trees ; the laying bare of roots.
c 1420 Palladius en Hitsb. n. i Alle Januerie ablaqueacion

The vynes axe in places temperate, a 1600 ? LAMRARDE Office

ofAlienations, If it be suffered to starve by want ofablaquea-
tion and other good husbandry. 1664 KYKI.VN Kal. Hort.

(1729) 190 Dig borders, c. Uncover, as yet, roots of trees

where ablaqueation is requisite. 1725 BRADLEY Fatn. Diet.
s.v. Fir tree, They abhor all stercoration, nor will they
endure much to have the earth opened about their roots for

ablaqueation. [JoHNSON 1755 and in later Diets.]

t Abla'st, v. Obs. [OK. onblxst-an, f. on on, in

-t- bl&st-an to blast, blow.] To blow upon or at.

1393 GOWER Con/. Am. II. 251 Venim and fire togider he
cast, That he lason so sore ablast.

Ablastemic (sebl&ste-mik), a.
[f. Gr. d priv. +

0Afi<TT!j^-os growth + -ic.] Not connected with

germination ; non-germinal.
1881 Nature XXIII. 277 There exists in the almond tribe

. . another form [of asparagin] apparently not having any
physiological connection withthe other [blastemic asparagin],
which may be referred to as ablastemic.

AblastotLS (ablarstas), a. rare-",
[f. Gr. a priv.

+ /3A.aiTT-os sprout, offspring + -ous. Cf. mod. Fr. a-

Maste.] Without germ or bud
; unfruitful.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Abla'te, f- Obs. rare. [f. L. ablat- ppl. stem
of aitfcr-re to carry away ; f. ab off, away +fcr-re,

pa. pple. lat-uni, to bear.] To take away, remove.

1542 BOORUE Dyetary (1870) xxi. 284 Althoughe the skynnes
or huskes be ablated, or cast away. 1606 WARNER Albion's

, ttg-.
xv. xcv. 379 A conquest though it much addes, alters,

and ablates.

Ablation (4W#>'Jan). [ad. L. ablation-em a

carrying away, n. of action, f. ablat- ppl. stem of

atifer-re : see prec. Cf. Fr. ablation used in sense 2.]

1. The action or process of carrying away or

removing ; removal.

1577-87 HARRISON England i. n. i. 37 (1877) The decaies
ana ablations scene and practised at this present. 1598

22

HAKLUYT Voyages \. 148 Marchants haue sustained sundry
damages and ablations of their goods. 1677 GALE Court of
Gent. II. iv. 261 Physic mutation is by Addition or Ablation
and Substraction of some real Entitle. 1687 H. MORE App.
to Antidote (\-j\-2\ 227 In the real ablations of Witches and
Magicians, when they happen.

1 2. Med. The removal or subsidence of the acute

symptoms of a disease ; cessation, remission. Obs.

1651 NOAH BIGGS New Disfens. 76. 120 It doth natur-

ally betoken the ablation of it. 1671 SALMON* Syn, Medic,
in. xxxvi. 514 If in the ablation of the disease, there be not a
. . reparation of the strength, the sick may dye. 1831
HOOPER Mcd. Diet. 4 Ablation, in some old writings, ex-

presses the interval betwixt two fits of a fever, or the time of
remission.

3. Surg. The removing or taking away of any
part of the body by mechanical means.
1846 J. MILLER Pract. ofSurg. xxvi. 350 There is safety in

nothing short of summary ablation not only of the nipple
itself, but of the mamma also. 1872 COHEN Dis. ofthe Throat
207 [He] succeeded in the ablation of one of these polyps by
means of a metallic nail attached to a thimble.

4. Geol. The wearing away or superficial waste
of a glacier by surface melting, or of a rock by
the action of water.

1860 TYNDALL Glaciers \\. 32. 418 The ablation of the ice

must be less than what is generally supposed. 1863 J. BALL
Guide to West. Alps Introd. 70 The vast amount of abla-

tion, or loss, which a glacier annually undergoes through the

melting of the surface.

Ablatitious (seblati-Jas), a. [t.'L.ablat-us taken

away, removed (see ABLATE) + -mous, L. -Tcius ;

cf. addit-itious,] Having the quality or character
of a withdrawal or deduction. Ablatitious force (in
Astr.} that which diminishes the gravitation of a
satellite towards its planet, esp. of the moon to-

wards the earth.
The moon being sometimes nearer to, and sometimes farther

from, the sun than the earth, the attraction of the sun on the
moon will sometimes be greater, and sometimes less, than his
attraction on the earth. The difference estimated along the

tangent to the moon's orbit and along the radius drawn from
her position to the earth is called the tangential and central

disturbingforce respectively. The central disturbing force
is ablatitious when it lessens the gravitation of the moon to-

wards the earth. 1 1 is ablatitious in syzygies and addititious
in quadratures.

1833 SIR J. HERSCHEL Astron. xi. 352 This . . is termed the
ablatitious force, because it tends to diminish the gravity.
ibid. 365 The average effect . . gives the preponderance to
the ablatitious or enfeebling power.
Ablative (x'blativ), a. and sl>. [a. Fr. ahlatij\

-ivc, ad. L. ablativ-us
t

lit. of or pertaining to re-

moval from, f. ablat- ppl. stem of attferrc to carry

away (see ABLATE and -IVE) ; applied by Crcsar to

a case of the noun found in L. but not in Gr. In

Latin only used in the grammatical sense.]
1. Name of one of the cases of the noun in Latin
and some other Aryan languages, the proper func-

tion ofwhich was to express directionfront a place,
or time. In Latin it was extended to the source

whence an action proceeds, the cause or ideal source

of an event, the instrument and agent or material

sources of an action, the manner in which, and some-
times the place and time at which anything is done.

Often used substantively, case being understood.
The ablative was one of the original Aryan cases. In

Greek, Teutonic, and Slavonic, it was lost or formally con-
founded with other cases ; but it survived in Latin, where
it had absorbed the Instrumental, and in part the Locative
of earlier Aryan (whence its extension in L. toother than ab-
lative senses*. The case, not occurring in Greek, was with-
out a name, till the appropriate one of Casits A&ldt&nawsa
given to it, from its primary function, by Julius Caesar. Since
the rise of Comparative Philology the name has been ap-
plied to the same case wherever found existing, as well as
to the relation properly expressed by it, however this may
be formally shown.
Ablatire Absolute, in Latin Grammar, an ablative case of

a noun with a participle in concord, expressing the time, oc-

casion, or circumstance of a fact stated, as sole orients, tene-

brae anfugintit, at, upon, or through the sun rising, darkness
flees away.
c 1440 Gesttt Rom. (18791 418 The vj

(
. case isablatifcase.and

are they that stelyn and leuyn on ober mennes goodes. 15*7
WHITINTON Vulgaria 3 Somtyme it is put in the ablatyue
case absolute. 1589 Pappe with an Hatchet 25 (1844) We
haue brought Martin to the ablative case, that is, to bee taken

away with a Bulls vpyder. c i6ao HUME Ortho^r.Brit. Tone.

(1865) 29 The ablative is noated with prepositiones in, with,
be, and sik lyke. 1861 MAX ML'LLER*$V/. Lang. icoWe learn
from a fragment of Cxsar's work, DC Analogia, that he was
the inventor of the term ablative in Latin. 1879 WHITNEY
Sanscrit Gr. 289 The ablative is the 'from '-case, in the
various senses of that preposition : it is used to express re-

moval, separation, distinction, issue, and the like.

f2. (From the etymol. meaning). Of or pertain-

ing to taking away or removing ; ablatitious. Obs.

1567-9 HARDING On lewelts Defense ofthe Apology (1611)

508 Such is the Logicke, such are the topicks of this new
negatiue and ablatiue Divinity . . taking away many good
things pertaining to the maintenance of Christian Religion
and God's honour. 1622 BP. HALL Sermon l>cf. Ifis Maiestie
15 Sept. 489 Ablatiue directions are first needfull to vnteach
error ere wee can learne truth. 1713 FLAMSTEED Letter to

Mr. Sharp in Bailey's Ace. of Flamsteed 304 D (1835) [Sir
Isaac Newton] has lately published his Principia anew,
wherein he makes this equation ablative where it was for-

merly to be added, and to be added where it was subductive.

II Ablaut (a-blaut). PhiloL [mod. Germ., f. ab
off-f laut sound.] Vowel permutation; systematic

ABLE.

passage of the root vowel into others in derivation,
as in s/ng, sang, song, s/mg, apart from the phonetic
influence of a succeeding vowel as in Umlaut.
1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tong. 124(1880) But it was in'the

verbal conjugation that the Ablaut found its peculiar home,
and there it took formal and methodical possession.

Ablaze iabl^z),^t>.and/w/.<z., properly phrase
ablaze; older form on blaze, [f. A//Y/.I+BLAZE.]
I. In a blaze, in a flame.

1393 GOWER Cottf. Am. v. 3510. II. 244 That casten fire and
flame aboute So that they setten all on blase. 1801 SOUTHEY
Tltalabay.\\. 15 All ablaze, as if infernal fires Illum'd the
world beneath. 1863 TYNDALL Heat\. u Forests are some-
times set ablaze by lightning. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
III. xi. 71 The sky was ablaze with a mighty mass of flame.

2.^; a. In flashing or brilliant colours, gleaming.
1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. iv. iii, What treasures of heart these

pages hold, All ablaze with silver and gold. 1878 BLACK
Green Past, fy Pice. ii. 12 A wilderness of sandy heath and
dark-green common now all ablaze with gorse and broom.
b. In the full glow of excitement.
c 1840 CARLYLE The young Cambridge democrats were all

ablaze to assist Torrijos, 1859 LYTTON What will he do* I.

93 The London season was still ablaze. 1879 J. D. LONG
sEneid ix. 961 Ablaze with anger at his brother's death.

Able (^ b'l), a. Forms: 4-6 abill(e, 5 abyl,

abylle, abel, 5-6 abul, 5-7 hable, 6-8 habil,

7-8 habile, 4- able ; [a. OFr. hable, able (mod.
Fr. habile) : L. habil-cm t verbal adj., f. habc-re to

hold; lit. 'easy to be held or handled, handy/
hence 'pliant, suitable, fit for a purpose.' The
initial silent h has been generally dropped in Eng.
from the first, though many classical scholars tried

to restore it in 6-7. In 5 the Fr. hable, able was
refashioned after L. as abille, habil, habile, and

spellings imitating either these or L. habil-em

occur in Eng. and Sc. writers in 6-7, of which
habile has come down to the present day, as a
differentiated form, able leaning in mod. use to the

sense of powert habile to that of skill. Of the

derivatives ability has lost the //, but habilitate,

habilitation, habiliment retain it, through being nar-

rowed down to senses which connect themselves with
mod. Fr. habit, habiller. In earlier senses, which

clearly connected themselves with able and ability,
we find abiliment, abilitate, and abilitation.'}

I. passively.

I 1. Easy to handle or use. Obs.

a. Of persons : Facile, complaisant.
1382 WYCLIF Nahum iii. 3 The fprnycaciouns of the hoore

fair and able. 11423 JAMES I King's Quair in. xxxvi. By
vertew pure of zour aspectis hable.

b. Of things : Manageable, handy, convenient.

1710 T. BETTERTON in Oldys Hist. Eng. Stage v. 67 The
Hands are the most habil members of the Body.

T" 2. Suitable, fit, appropriate ; suited, adapted,
fitted. Const, to, for. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. de P. R. xiv. 49 A felde oj?er ]yej> leye
. . or is able to pasture . . or bere|> floures and is able to been.
c 1430 Freemasonry 125 He may not ben able To lordys pro-
fyt. 1583 STUBBES Anat. ofAbuses 103(1877) A good peece
of beef was thought than good meat, and able for the best.

1659 I jROME Queen v. vii. 118 To the next able Tree with

him, and hang him presently. 1717 WODROW Correspond'
ence (1843) 1 1. 335 An ecclesiastical judicatory are most habile

judges of what is necessary.

tb. Seemly, proper. Obs.
a 1480 in fiabces Book 44 Ne spitte J>ow not over the tabylle,
Ne therupon, for that is no bing abylle.

f3. Liable, apt, subject, likely, fit. Const, to.

Obs. exc. in dial,

1413 LYDCATE Pilgr. of Sowle n. Ix. (1859) 57 Thyne was
the action, and I nought but abyl for to suflYe. a 1423
JAMES I King's Quair i. xiv. To fortune both and to infortune
hable. 1536 BELLENDENE Boece's Croniklis (1821) I. n Be-
caus thay knew al pepil but successioun abill to perische, thay
send thair ambassatouris to the Scottis, desiring to have thair

dochterisin mariage. 1656 EARL MONM. Advert. Parnassus
etc. 40 A spectacle able to make a man die for anger. 1866

MRS. LINTON Lizzie Lorton III. 116 [He] is nooyeble to be

beggared if folks hev a mind.

II. actively
4. Having the qualifications for, and means of,

doing anything ; having sufficient poiver (of what-

ever kind is needed) ;
in such a position that the

thing is possible for one
; qualified, competent,

capable. Const, for, to.

c 1325 E. Eng. Allit. Poems, Pearl 598 (1864) 18 {>enne be

lasse in werke to take more able, c 1400 Tale of Beryn
3237 (1876) Tyll it [the child] be abill of prentyse to crafft of

tanery. c 1440 Gesta Rom. 269 (1879) To be abill to wed hure.

c 1450 MVRC 1231 For he was more abeler ben bow To alle

manere gode and prow. 1489 CAXTON J-'aytes of Amies n.

v. 99 Whan they see the ost so lessed they thought to be able

for theym. ISSSCOVERDALE i Kingsy.y\\. 22 Thou shalt dis-

ceaue him, and shalt be able, c 1538 STARKEY Englanti
n. i. 150 Grettur nombur of men than he ys Abul to pro-
mote. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. v. i. 79 I thank my good
Father, I am able to maintaine it. 1611 BIBLE Matt. xxii.

46 No man was able to answere him a word. 1627 KELTHAM
Resolves i. xxxiv. Wks. 1677, 59 Worth without wealth, is like

an able servant out of imployment. 1758 S. HAYWARD Ser-

mons jv. 108 Christ is thus a compleat and able saviour. 1850
KINGLAKE Crimea VI. ix. 228 Abler . . than others to bring
their country new strength. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers \. 16.

105 He finally concluded that I was able to take care of

myself. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Wd.-Bk. s. v. Able seaman^
a thorough or regular bred sailor.



ABLE.

b. Legally qualified.

1708 KKRSEY, Admission, or Admittance . . in Law is when
a presentation to a void Benefice being made by the Patron,
the Bishop allows the Clerk to be able. 1751 CHAMBERS Cyc.
s.v. Admission, A bishop. . allows a clerk to be able, or com-

petently qualified for the office ; which is done by the formula

Admitto te habilem.

1 5. Having general physical ormaterial strength;

strong, vigorous, powerful. Obs.

ciyjS Morte Arthure 2636 He wille be Alexander ayre,

. . Aoillere |?ane ever was syr Ector of Troye. 1514 BAR-

CLAY Cyt. ff Uplandyshman 71 His shoulders large, for

burthen strong and able. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well iv. v. 86

His Highnesse comes post . . of as able bodie as when he

number'd thirty. 1607 ROWLANDS Diog. Lanth. 30 Hut in

thy youth and able strength, Giue prouidence thy hand.

1642 R. CARPENTKK Experience i. xv. 108 Dores strength-
ened with able barres. 1690 PETTY Polit. Arith. (1691) ii.

37 So many able Men, whose lives are taken away, for the

crimes which ill Discipline doth occasion. 1863 ATKINSON

Whitby Gloss. A yabble kind of a man, a strong stout person.

f6. Having material resources; influential, power-
ful, wealthy. Obs.

1578 Ps. cxxviii. in Scot. Poems of i6M cent. II. 122 So
will the Lord make theeabill. 1665 PEPVS Corresp. (1879) VI.

103 It was the child of a very able citizen in Gracious Street.

1863 MRS. TOOGOOD Spec. Yorkshire Dialect He's an able

man, he has a good bit o' land hereabouts.

7. Having or showing general mental power or

skill
; talented, clever. Said of men and their

achievements. When applied to the cleverness of

tact or dexterity, it is now commonly differentiated

as habile after mod. Fr.

1577-87 HARRISON England i. n. i. 25 (1877^ Such number
of able pastours as may suffice for everie parish to haue one.

1611 BIBLE Ex. xviii. 21 Thou shalt prouide out of all the

people able men. 1686 DRVIJF.N Hind fy P. \\. 432 Those
able heads expound a wiser way. 1734 tr. Rollin^ Anc. Hist.

III. vn. 449 Much more able with his tongue than his sword.

\iyiAnecd. of W. Pitt III. xliv. 197 General Washington
proved himself. . an abler general. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Moral Talcs I. xiii. 107 (1816) F. . . was by no means so able

a boxer as his opponent. 1840 GEN. THOMPSON Exercises

(1842) V. 211 The ablest exposure of., the Factory fraud,
which it has been my fortune to see. 1876 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. I. iii. 114 An able king is practically absolute.

8. Comb. ABLE-BODIED, ABLE-WHACKETS, q.v.

\ Used by Sc. writers adverbially = ABLES, ABLINS.

Possibly, perhaps.
c 1528 LYNDESAY Dreme 893 Quho wyll go sers amang sic

heirdis scheip, May, habyll, find mony pure scabbit crok.

1651 D. CALDERWOOD Hist. KirkdR^,) II. 523 Both write and

say he is evill spokin of. . and able he will give credite.

t Able. v. Obs. For forms see ABLE a.
[f.

ABLE a.

Cf. Fr. habitter, used in all the senses of this verb,

from which a by-form, habylc, habyllc, Sc. abilje,

abitlje, is also found in senses i and 2. In sense 3

replaced by ENABLE.]
1. trans. To fit, adapt ;

to prepare, make ready.

(Const, to, into, unto.}
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. (1866) 20 Tille oure soule be som-

what . . abiled to gostely werke. c 1430 in Babees Book (1868)

27 First bi silf able with al bin herte to vertuose discipline.

1449 PECOCK Repr. in. viii. 324 Deedis . . disposing and Abting
into the grettist Unpitee. 1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. v. iii.

(1652) 148 Unto Regeneratyon them ablyng. 1553-87 FOXE
A. fy M. I. 601/2 There are but few in number, that do able

them thus faithfully to grace. 1583 STANYHUKST Poems 140.

2 This new strange passadge winter his hoarnes habled.

2. To fit out or prepare the person ;
to attire, to

dress. (Cf. ordinary mod. sense of Fr. habiller.}

a 1450 Knt. de la Tonr 159 He abled hym selff in an other

gowne.
3. To endow with fitting power or strength ;

to

make capable ;
to capacitate, or enable (to do any-

thing).
1506 W. DE WORDE Ordinary of

'

Crysten Men iv. iv. 172 It

hym dysposeth & ableth to contynue in good werkes. 1617
HIERON ll'ks. II. 249 Indowments .. whereby the hauer of

them is abled of God to performe & to discharge the seruices

of that calling. 1693 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 335 If God
shall me able.

4. To endow with general power or skill (of

body or mind) ;
to make strong or powerful ; to

empower, strengthen, confirm, or fortify.

1483 CAXTON Cato hvib, In lyke wyse by ofte studyeng
. . men able them in whatsomeuer scyence that it be. 1550
BALE Int. ofBoth Ch. B. v. The Apostle of bothe testamentes,
abled both by the lawe and the gospel!. 1592 WYRLEY Ar-
morie ii. 115 loue abled much our might. 1631 J. DONNE
Resurrection in Fair's S. P. (1848) 14 And life, by this

death abled, shall controule Death.

b. To empower legally, to make competent.
c 1470 E. E. Gilds 316 And, whan he is abelled, to give a

brekefast to the Maister and Wardens, or he bee admytted.
c 1600 STRYPE Ann. Ref. xxvii. 284 (1709) That none be abled
in law to receive any benefice . . unless he be a preacher.
c. To warrant, vouch for.

1605 SHAKS. Lear\\. vi. 172 None do's offend, none, I say,
none, I'll able 'em,

-able, a. Fr. -aMeil,, -abilcni, adj. suffix, the

special form taken by the suffix -bili~ (see -BLE)
when added to vbs. in -are, Fr. ~cr. Extended in

Fr. to vbs. of all conjugations, -ble taking the place
of -/in pr. pple., thus pMss-able, rccev-able, vend-

ible, dcfend-able, mouv-able. Originally found in

Eng. only in words from OFr. but soon by analysis
of such instances as pass-able, agree-ablc, amend-

able, treated as a living suffix, and freely employed
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to form analogous adjectives, not only on vbs. from

Fr., but at length on native words, as bearable,

speakable, breakable, wearable. This extension seems
to be largely due to form-association with the adj.
ABLE (to which the suffix is not related), so that

eatable, e.g. is taken as eat + able, able to be eaten.

The vb. has often a sb- of the same form, as in

debat-able, ral(c)-able ; .these lead the way to such
as carriageable, clubbable, where the sb. seems to

be the source, and saleable, in which no vb. exists.

Recent usage adds -able even to a verbal phrase as

gct-a-t-ablc, coinc-a't-able. Now always with passive
sense, but in early words often active, as in com-

fortable, suitable, able to comfort, suit.

Able-bodied (^b'lbp-did), a. [f. able body (see

quot. from Shaksp. under ABLE a. 5) + -ED
'

2
.]

Having an able body, i. e. one free from physical

disability, and capable of the physical exertions

required of it
;
in bodily health

; robust.
a 1622 MASSINGFH etc. Old Laics \. i. A lusty woman, able-

bodied, and well-blooded cheeks. 1690 PKT~I v Polit. A rith.

v. 90 I n New-England, there are vast numbers ofable bodyed
Knglishmen, employed chiefly in Husbandry. 1800 COL-
QUHOUN Coiinn. ff Pol. Thames xvi. 511 Encouraged able-

bodied Landsmen to betake themselves to the Sea-service.

1851 Si'KNCEK Soc. Status xxviii. 6 The Poor-Law Com-
missioners were to have eradicated able-bodied pauperism.
1876 FAWCKTT Polit. Econ. i. iv. 29 Able-bodied labourers
were in full employment.
Able-bodiedness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Sound-

ness of bodily health
; ability to work

; robustness.

1870 Daily AVzc-J 8 Sept. 6 The bulk of these gentry are

dismissed, and told to make their able-bodiedness available

for defending the ramparts.

fAble'Ctick, a. Obs." \\i.ablcct-us separated,
selected ; a word of doubtful existence in L.]

'Any thing garnished for sale.' Cockeram 1612,

Cole 1708, etc. Only in old Diet.

Ablegate (ee-bl/g< >t), sb. [ad. mod. Fr. abl'gat
or L. ablegat-us, prop, one dispatched, pa. pple. of

ablega-re ;
see next.] An envoy of the papal see,

who brings to a newly-appointed cardinal his in-

signia of office.

t A'blegate, v. Obs. rare. [f.
L. ablcgat- ppl.

stem of ablega-re to dismiss
;

f. ab off, away + lega-

re to send on a message.] To send abroad or to

a distance.

1657 Physical Diet., Ablt'gate, remove, turn out, send forth

or out of the way. c 1665 K. CAKPENTKR Prag. Jesuit 64
Thou hellish Dog, Depart, or I will amand, ablegate, and
send thee to some vast and horrid Desert.

f Ablega'tion. Obs. [a. L. atlegation-em a dis-

missing, n. of action f. ablegare: see prec.] 'The
act of sending abroad.' J. Dispatch, dismissal.

1615 CROOKK Body of Alan 462 The allegation of excre-

ments. 1649 J KR - TAYLOR Gt.Exemp. xv. 4 Punished with

ablegation and confinement in outer darkness. 1662 H. MORF:
Antitl. agt. A tli. i. xi. 35 11712) An Arbitrarious Ablegation of

the Spirits into this or that determinate part of the body.
Ableinent. Obs. See ABILIMEXT, HABILIMENT.

t Ablemost, a. Obs. [A factitious superl. of

ABLE, imitating foremost, hindmost, etc. though
not analogous ;

see -MOST.] Ablest, most able.

1614 SVLVKSTF.R BethiiliansRescnei. 108 (D.) All the Coverts
of the Able-most For Pate, Prowesse, Purse.

Ablen, a dialect form of ABLET (according to

Ash and Craig).

t Able'nd, '<-'. Obs. Forms : Inf. I ablendan,

2-4 ablende^n, 4 ablynde(n. Ind.prcs. yd sing.

1-4 ablendeS, ablent, 4 ahlyndef. Pa. t. 1-3

ablende, ableynte. Pa.pple. \ ablsend, 2 -4 ablent,

4 abland. [f. &.-prcf. I + blend-on to blind. Cf. Ger.

erblenden. See also ABLIND, with which it was in

later times confused.] To dazzle, to take away
the sight (temporarily) ;

to blind the moral vision.

noooj^LLFRlc Pastoral Ep. irtA'tc.I~a7i's\\. 372 He[Arius]
Wes ablaend on his mode. 1205 LAYAMON 14659 He heom
walde ufel don : Ba6e ablenden and anhon. i 1230 Ancreti

Riinln 86 Ualse uikelare ablendeo J>eo Jje ham hercne5.

1297 R. GLOUC. 208 Ac bet blg^doun wende So vaste, in eye,
and in face, bat hym ney abnHL c 1320 Si'uyn Sag-t-s (W.)

2462 The walmes ban the ablaml. a 1327 Pol. Songs 345 And
so is al this world ablent, that no man douteth sinne. 1340

Ayetib. 16 pis jenne of prede . . ablent men 3110 J>et hi ham-

Jelve
ne knaweb. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 264 A beem in

ine owne [eye] A-blyndeth bi-selue. Ibid. xvm. 323 Lucifer

loke ne myjte So Iy}te him ableynte. 1393 C. XXI. 142

pis light and bis leom '

shal Lucifer a-blende.

t A'bleness. Obs. Forms : 4 abilnesse, 4-7
ableness(e, 5 ablynesse, 5-6 ablenes, 6 ha-

blenes(se. [f. ABLE a. + -NESS.] The quality of

being able ; ability.
c 1300 CHAUCER Test. Love II. 284/2 (1560) I wist well thine

ablate my service to further. I398TREVISA Barth. De P. R.

(1495) xvin. xxv. 797 The wylae gote hath ablynesse and

lyghtnesse to renne, 1489 CAXTON Faytcs ofA rines I. x. 28

Theysawhem with theyre ablenes of body. i535CovERDALE
2 Cor. iii. 5 Oure ablenesse commeth of God. 1548 GESTE
Preitee Masse 72 More or less, according to his hablenes.

1610 HEALF.Y A itgitstine's City of (rod i. x. 17 It taught them
a sparing dyet and ablenesse to faste. 1642 ROGERS Naaman
440 The Prophets ablenesse to heale him.

Ableow, ableu, ablewe, pa. t. of ABLOW v. Obs.

t Ablepsy. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. ablepsia ; a. Gr.

ABLUENT.

a0\e<l<ia blindness ;
f. d not + $\(wa, fut. PKtyu, I

see.] Blindness, physical or mental.
1652 URQUHART Jeivel (Wks. 1834) 279 Who doubteth, that

is not blinded with the ablepsie of an implicite zeal?

t Ablesse. Obs. rare-1
, [f.

ABLE O.4--ESSE Fr.

formative of state, not used in Fr. with this word,
but apparentlyemployed byChapman after the ana-

logy of noblesse = nobleness and Spenser's idlesse.]

1596 CiiAi'MAN Iliad v. 248 And then preferr'd his ablesse
and his mind to all his ancestors in fight.

Ablet (re-Met), also ableii. [a. Fr. ablctte 'a

little blay or bleak' Cotgr., dim. of able : late L.

abula for albula dim. of alba white.] 'A name

given in some parts of England to the Bleak, a

small fresh-water fish, Leitciscns albitrmts? Ash 1 775,

Craig 1*47.

Ablety, abletee, obsolete forms of ABILITY.

Able-whackets [f. \\HACK.] 'A popular sea-

game with cards, wherein the loser is beaten over

the palms of the hands with a handkerchief tightly
twisted like a rope. Very popular with horny-fisted
sailors.' Smyth Sailor's ll'ord-Bk.

Abliche, obsolete form of ABLY.

tA'bligate, '. OAr.-
[f.

L. ab from + Itgat
-

ppl. stem of ligare to bind.] 'To bind or tye up
from,' Bailey, vol. II. 1731, whence in Johnson 1755.

t Abliga'tion. Obs." [n. of action f. prec.] 'A

tying up from,' Smart 1849, whence in Webster, etc.

'[Abligurie. Obs.- '

Spending in belly-cheere,'
Cockeram 1612 and Minsheu 1626. Bailey 1742
corrects the form to ABLlGURiTloy with same def.]

f Abliguri'tion. Obs. [ad. \..abligfirition-tm
n. of action f. abligurl-re to squander on dainties ;

f. ab away + ligftri-re to eat delicately, to be fond of

dainties
;

desider. f. ling-tre to lick.]
'

Prodigal

expense on meat and drink.' J.

1742 BAH.KY, Al'lignritioti, a prodigal spending in Belly-

tAbli-nd, '' Obs.
[f.

A- //</. i+ BLINDS Cf.

Ger. cr-blindcn and the trans, form ABLKND, for

which in later times ablind was sometimes put.]
To grow blind.

< 1 175 /,<?;/>. //t';//. 109 Gif Jje eje ablinda5. t 1230 Ancrt-n
Riivle 92 Heo ablinde'A in J>t inre eien. Ibid. 2 Ablinde J?L-

heorte, lieo is e3 oucrcumen.

t A'bling (J-'-bliij), vbl. sb. Obs. ff.
AULE :-. +

-IXG^.] The act of fitting or emiiowerin^.
1489 CAX i ON J-'nyt,-s t]fA rwt-s i. ix. 24 Al this \\-as by cau^e

they shuld bere trauailles and be vsed in ablyng of them scli*

Ablings, -ins (fi'blinz),^/^, properlynorthern.

[f.
ABLE a. + -LINCS.] In a manner that is able to

be ; possibly, perhaps.
15^7-1605 A. MoNTGOMrciiii; Poems (1821) 42 The man

may ablcns tyne a stot That cannot count his klnsch. 1768
Ross Hcli-norc 101 I've ablins said that I sail tak you with

me. 1863 ATKINSON U'hithy Gloss, s.v. As for walking sae

far and nae farther, I think I aiblins might.

t A'blocate, v. Obs.~ [f.
L. ablocdt- ppl. stem

of ablociirc to lease; f. ab away + /<*vj;r to place,

set.] 'To set, or let out to hire.' Cockeram 1612
;

whence in Bailey 1721, Johnson 1755, etc.

\ Abloca'tion. Obs~ Q
[n. of action f. prec.]

'A letting out for money.
1

Bullokar 1676 ;
whence

in Bailey 1731, and Johnson 17-15.

Abloom (abl/7-m), adv. and prcd. a., properly

fhrasc. [A prep^ + BLOOM.] In or into bloom.

1853 BROWNING Men $ ll'^int-n II. Saul 128 The fern-

branches all round . . 13roke a-bloom. 1863 Mticut. Mag. Jan.

164 The whole hollow was abloom with the yellow gorse. 1876
Miss BKADDON Josh, liagg. Dan. I. v. 168 Sweet wild flowers

abloom under their feet.

tAblow*, v. Obs. [f.A-/nyiiintensive+^7c/-;/
to BLOW.]
1. To blow or breathe upon or into. ///. and^.
r 1000 /ELFKIC Gen. ii. 7 God . . on ableow on his ansine lifes

orSunge. c 117$ Lamb. }{oi. 99 Crist ableow bana halja

gast ofer Ha apostlas . , be helende ableu his gast on his

apostlas. ^1320 Arthour fy Merlin 8546 Aswan tho sche

oner threwe Wawain sone hir ablewe.

2. jnfr. and trans. To puff up, swell. ///. andyi^.
c 1000 Saxon Lecchdoms II. 250 Eft, bonne se milte a-

blawen wyrS, sona he aheardian. Ibid. 168 Ablawunge &
aheardunge J'jes blodes on bam milte. ^1315 SHORKHAM
Poems 160 Thos he [the devil] gan hyre herte ablowe, And

hy sey that frut . .Was fayr and god. Ibid. 166 pet was ablowe

bor^ j?e fenim of be fende.

t Ablo-y. Obs.- 1

[perh. ad. OFr. ablo !
' vive !

courage ! allons ! ferme !

'

Godefroi.]
c 1340 Gawavne q Gr. Knt. 1173 (1864) 37 pe lorde for blys

abloy Ful oft" con launce & lyjt, & drof bat day with joy,

Thus to be dark ny}t.

t Ablu'de, z'- Obs. rare. [ad. L. ablud-fre to

be unharmonious, differ from; f. ab away from +
Ifid-erc to play e.g. on an instrument.] To differ, be

*

out of keeping. Const, from.
1612-15 HP. HALL Conteinp. iv. ix. 265(1863) The occasion,

the place, abludes not much. 1650 Balm of Gilead 183

The wise advice of our Seneca (not much abluding from the

counsell of that blessed Apostle). 1655 LESTRANGK Charles /,

4 It will not be amisse nor ablude from the usuall ceremony.

Abluent (oe-blent), a. and sb. [ad. L. ab-

luent-em, pr. pple. of ablu-ere to wash off or away ;



ABLUSH.
f. ab ott+lu-ere to wash.] Washing away; carry-
ing off impurities ; abstergent. Used chiefly, if not

entirely, in Med.
; where also sb. an abstergent.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Abluents, Ablncntia, in medicine, a
name which some authors give to a sort of remedies, better
known by the name of abstergents. 1853 MAYNE Expos.
Lex., Abluent, washing away; that which washes away or
carries off impurities.

A-blush. (ablzrj), adv. and prcd. a., properly
phrase. [A prepl + BLUSH.] Blushing, ruddy.
1852 THOS. AIRD Mem. of Moir 128 The bank, all a-blush

with roses.

tAblu'ted, ///. a. [pa. pple. of vb. ablute, not
otherwise found (cf. dilute, diluted} ;

f. L. ablu-

ere, ablfit-urn
\
i.ab dft+lu-ere to wash.] Washed

away ; washed clean.

1650 VENNER Via Recta 307 Excorticated Barley well mun-
dified and abluted. 1754 GARDNER Hist. Dnnivich The
shingle & sand were so abluted in some places, by the
vehemence of the furious waves.

Ablution (a'bIi/7-Jan). [ad. L. ablution-em, n.

of action from ab-hiere to wash off.]
1. The act or process of washing clean.

f a. In early usage in alchemy and chemistry, the

purification of bodies by the use of suitable liquids.
c 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Yem. Prol. 303 Oyles abluctoun, and

metal fusible. 1477 NORTON Ordin. Alch. (1652) v. 59 Water
clenseth with ablution blive. 1594 PLAT Jewell-house n. 40
A soft or slimie substance, which you may after cleanse by
ablution. 1610 B. JONSON Alchemht\\.\. 632(1616) The mar-
tyrizations Of mettalls, in the worke. . . Putrefaction, Solu-

tion, Ablution, Sublimation, etc. i6ia WOODALL Surgeon s

J/<i/^(Wks. 1653) 268 Ablution is exaltation, cleansing unclean

things by often infusion. 1754 HUXHAM Antimony in Phil.
Trans. XLVIII. 853 Great care should be taken therefore in

the ablution of the sulphur auratum.

f b. ' The rinsing of chymical preparations in

water, to dissolve and wash away any acrimonious

particles.' J. Obs.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Ablution is sometimes used . . for the

washing or infusing certain medicines in water to freshen
them, and dissolve their salts

; otherwise called dulcifying.
c. The washing of the body as a religious rite.

1533 MOKE Apology viii. (Wks. 1557)861/1 Obedience on the
mannes part in submytting hymselfe to that ablucion [bap-
tism]. 1781 COWPER Conversation 566 A Jordan for the ab-
lution of our woes. 1786 BURKE Art. agst. Hastings Wks.
II. 442 The Rajah desired leave to perform his ablutions.

1856 STANLEY Sinai $ Pal. vii. 306 Ablutions, in the East,
have always been more or less a part of religious worship.

By extension (later, not in Chambers 1751):
d. The washing or cleansing of one's person.
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. Ixiv. 466 (1804) Having per-

formed the ceremony of ablution I shifted. 1835 THIRLWALL
Greece I. vi. 179 An ablution . . uniformly preceded the re-

past. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany iv. 38 I made up for the

necessarily scanty ablutions of the morning.
e. In Rom. and Angl. Churches: the washing of

chalice and paten after the celebration. InRom.Ch.,
the washing of the priest's hands before assuming
the sacred vestments, and during the celebration.

2. The water etc. with which anything has been

washed; spec, in Catholic Ritual, the wine and
water used to rinse the chalice, and wash the

fingers of the celebrant after the communion.
1718 POPE Iliad I. 413 Wash'd by the briny wave, the pious

train Are cleansed, and cast the ablutions in the main. 1846
MASKELL Mon. Rit. Eccl. Ang. I. 239 The ablution in other

instances, if not cast into the fire, was to be carried into the

sacrarium, doubtless in order to be thrown away through the

piscina. 1866 LEK
Direct^ Anglic, (ed. 3) 351 The wine

poured into the chalice and*also the wine and water poured
into the same and over the priest's fingers . . is drunk by the
celebrant and called the ablution.

tb. A lotion. Obs.

1671 SALMON Syn, Medic, in. Ixxxiv, 733 Cured by washing
with the ablution of Turpethum Minerale.

Ablutionary(bli;7-j3nari),tf. [f. prec. + -ABY.]
Of or pertaining to washing the body, or parts of it.

1864 HAWTHORNE Pansie (quoted in Reader) Those ton-

sorial, ablutionary, and personally decorative labours.

t AblU'vion, Obs.~ [ad. med. L. abluvion-em
for ablumnm, f. ab away + IttZre to wash. Cf. ALLU-

VION.] That which is washed away.
WEBSTER and WORCESTER cite DWICHT.

Ably (tfi-bli), adv. 5- ; also 4 abelyche, abilly,

5-6 ablie
[f.

ABLE a. + -LT2.] In an able manner ;

with fitness, power, or cleverness.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. (i4Q5)xii. xvii. 425 In fyght-
ynge the cocke meuyth the fethers of his tayle . . that he maye
soo the more ably come to the batayle. c 1430 Freemasonry
243 That he the craft abelyche may conne. 1592 WYRLEY
Armorie iv. 89 Thinking it against our power sure Ablie

well, one yeare strong to indure. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
III. 525 He had . . done his duty ably, honestly, and fear-

lessly. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. x. 477 Never was a
campaign more ably planned.

-aoly, compd. suffix, f. -ABLE + -LY (early -abel-

licks'] supplying adverbs to the adjectives in -able

of all ages, as passably, -unspeakably, ratcably.

Ablynd, variant of ABLEND v. Obs.

Abnegate (arbn/g^t), v. [f.
L. abnegat* ppl.

stem of abnega-re to refuse, to deny, f. ab off, away
+ negd-re to deny.]
1. To deny oneself (anything), to renounce or sur-

render ^a right or privilege).
1657 Deuine Loner 12 The which will of ours I meane is

lesse abnegated or mortified in or by matter of abstaynings

24

or restreignings then in or by those ofsuffering. 1846 GROTE
Greece 1 1. n. vi. 534 Voluntarily abnegating their temporal ad-

vantages. 1861 MILL Utilit. ii. 23 All honour to those who
can abnegate for themselves the personal enjoyment of life.

1870 Pall Mall G. 7 Sept. i To do so would be to abnegate
the one claim they have on the popular allegiance.
2. To renounce or abjure, as a tenet

; 'to deny,'
J. (The only meaning given by him.)
'755 JOHNSON Diet., Abjure : to retract, recant, or abnegate

a position upon oath. 1775 DK LOLME Eng. Const. (T.) They
have abnegated the idea of independent rights of the people.
1858 CARI.YLE Heroes 312 (1858) The very possibility of Hero-

lie

Abnegation (oe:bn/g^-j3n). [ad. L. abnega-
tion-em refusal, denial, n. of action from abnegare :

see ABNEGATE, and cf. Fr. abnegation (i6th c.) in

Littre, which has only meaning 2.]
1. Denial, negation ; refusal, formal rejection (of

a doctrine, etc.).

1554 KNOX Godly Letter C. vj. b. What is in Asya? ignor-
aunce of God, what in Affrika? abnegation of Chnste. 1633
ADAMS Exf. i Peter \\. 2 (1865) 235 Let us follow Peter's con-
fession, not his abnegation. 1646 GAULE Cases Conic. 148
That hath brought us to an Abnegation of the Sacred Trinity.
1825 SOI-THEY in Q. Jier. XXXIII. 155 On Easter., he was
to eat animal food, in abnegation of the opinion imputed to
the heretics on that subject. 1875 MCL.AREN Serm. Ser. n
xiv. 253 It is no cowardly abnegation of the responsibility
of choice which is here enjoined.
2. Denial (of anything) to oneself

; self-denial
;

renunciation (of rights, claims, or things esteemed).
1639 ROUSE Hear. Univ. vi. 91 (

1702) The abnegation of all

humane wisdon in a passive childlike resignation of the soul
to the Divine Spirit. 1863 MRS. JAMKSON Leg. Monast. Ord.
242 He set forth to preach . . humility, abnegation of the
world. 1866 MOTLEY Dutch Rcf. in. ix. 519 His abnegation
of an authority which he had not dared to assume.

3. Self-abnegation ; renunciation of oneself ; self-

sacrifice.

1657 REEVE God's Plea 304 So much humility, so much ab-
negation . . do not these discover a true mortified spirit?
1679 PENN Addr. Prat. (1692) n. v. 146 The Pretences of
Romanists to Abnegation, to a Mortified and Self-denying
Life. 1858 CAHLYLE Heroes 237 Difficulty, abnegation, mar-
tyrdom, death are the allurements that act on the heart of
man. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Cartilage 399 That alternation . . of
sordid selfishness and sublime abnegation.
b. Self is now often expressed.
1847 YEOWELL Anc. Brit. Ch. viii. 77 The principal reason,

however, which rendered the monastic orders so powerful . .

was the total abnegation of self. 1870 BOWEN Logic xiii. 446
That earnestness of inquiring purpose which leads not so
much to an abnegation as to the entire forgetfulness of self.

Abnegative (se-bnfg^tiv), a. rare.
[f. abnc-

gat- ppl. stem of abnegare (see ABNEGATE) + -IVE,
as if ad. L. *abntgativus.'\ Of or belonging to abne-

gation ; denying ; renouncing ; negative.
Not in CRAIG 1847 ; WEBSTER cites CLARKE, and WORCESTER

cites Monthly Rev.

Abnegator (se-bn/g^tai). [a. L. abnegator,
agent-noun from abnegare : see ABNEGATE.] One
who abnegates ;

one who denies, or renounces.

1637 SANDYS State of Relig. 96 Fighters against the light,

protectors of darkenesses . . abnegators and dispensers against
the Lawes of God. 1834 GEN. THOMPSON Exercises (1842)
III. 415 Habitual abnegators of the principles of public and
private morality.

Abnet, variant of ABAXET.

t A'bnodate, v. Obs.-*
[f. 'L.abnodiit- ppl. stem

of abnoda-re ' to clear trees of knots
'

;
f. ab off +

(g}ndd-its knot] 'To prune trees, etc.' Bailey 1721,
whence in Ash, and mod. Diets.

t Abnoda'tion. Of/s. [ad. late L. abnadatidn-

em, n. of action f. prec.] 'The act of cutting away
knots from trees

;
a term of gardening." J.

1678 PHILLIPS, Al'ttodatioti, An untying, or cutting off of

knots, also pruning of Trees. [So BAILEY 1721, BRADLEY
1724, JOHNSON 1755, etc.]

Abnormal (itbnjrjmal), a. [A refashioning of

the earlier ANOHMAL (a. Fr. anormal, ad. med. L.

anormal-us for anomal-us, a. Gr. drw/jaX-os : see

ANOMALOUS) after L. abnorjnis (see AUNORMOUS).
Few words show sucrwReries of pseudo-etymo-
logical perversions ; tj^avu^a\-os, L. anomal-us,

having been altered in late L. after norma to anor-

mahis, later anormalis, whence Fr. anormal ( 1 3th
c.) and Eng. anormal

; the^latter
.referred to

L. abnorm is, and altered to tVw,//. It has dis-

placed the earlier afaipriHoatifDeviating from the

ordinary rale or type ; cont&ry to rule or system ;

irregular, unusual, aberrant:'-'

[1835 HOBLYN Diet, ofJMedicbf, Anormal(\&. anormis)
without rule [Abnormal not ill}. 1853 MAYNE, Anormal,
departing from the natural condition, the same as Ahnarjiial. ]

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. f, Ph. I. 19 The relative |>-JBfcf
the contents of the abdomen, :md the abnormal statel|Bhat
cavity. 1836 Pen. Cycl. s. v. Botany, Abnormal, contrary to

general rules. 1840 HAMBLE Diet. Geol. % Miti. Abnormal,
Abnormous (abnortnis Lat.) Irregular, unwonted, unnatural.

1841 MYERS Catlt. Thoughts iv. $ 25. 302 The Mosaic sys-
tem must always be considered as an abnormal, exceptional
Dispensation. 1842 FERGUSSON Pract. Surg. xxiii. 105 In
false joints, as

jp
most other abnormal conditions. 1859

DARWIN Orig. Sjfcies v. 119 (1873) The wing of a bat is a
most abnormal structure. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases 1. 121
The strange and abnormal habits of certain savage tribes.

ABOARD.
1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Med. I. 77 (ed. 3) Abnormal ingre-
dients may be present. 1878 E. WHITE Life in Christ v. xxxi.
533 Special mercy and abnormal compassion.

Abnormality (cebn/jmse-liti). [f. ABNORMAL
+ -ITY ; cf.formality, etc.] It wants the deprecia-
tory force which generally attaches to ABNORMITY.
1. The quality or state of being abnormal

; irregu-

larity of constitution.

1854 BALFOUR Out/. Bat. 213 In cases in. which the stamens
are not equal in number to the petals the abnormality may
be traced to suppression of a certain number. 1874 CARPEN-
TER Ment. Phys. (1879) II. x. 459 That remarkable abnormality
known as Double Consciousness. 1880 DR. RICHARDSON in
Fraser's Mag. Nov. 675 The back, abnormally bent, retains
its abnormality.
2. An instance or embodiment of such irregularity ;

an abnormal or unusual feature or act.

1859 Topp Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. V. 208/1 Other congenital
abnormalities of the pelvic bones are mentioned. 1868 Sat.
Rev. 26 Dec. 828/2 The abnormalities of his position would
thus be considerably mitigated. 1879 SPENCER Ethics xi.

74. 98 Such abnormalities of conduct as are instanced above.
1880 C. & F. DARWIN Movem. Plants 157 Such abnormalities
would probably never . . occur with forms developed in a
state of nature.

Abnormally (EebnpMmalit, adv. [f. ABNORMAL
+ -LY-.] In an abnormal or irregular manner ;

ir-

regularly ; extraordinarily.
1845 Vest. Creat. (ed. 3) 340 Such abnormally constituted

beings [not in ed. 1844]. 1859 DARWIN Otig. Sjec. v. 154 The
most abnormally developed organs may be made constant.

1870 Pall Mall G. 7 Oct. 4 In time of war imagination is apt
to be abnormally prolific. 1871 STEWART Heat 45 The bulb
is therefore abnormally dilated.

[Abnormeth, quoted from Chaucer, Troylus i.

327, a misreading of vnourneth : see UXORJJ
v."]

Abnormity (ftbn/-imiti). [ad. L. abnormitas,
noun of quality from abnormis

; see next.]
1. The quality of being abnormal or irregular ;

contrariety to the ordinary rule or type ; irregularity,

deformity, monstrosity.
1731 BAILEY, Abnormity, mishapeness, hugeness. [Not in

PHILLIPS 1706, nor in JOHNSON 1755.]
2. A special instance or embodiment of such ir-

regularity; an abnormal or irregular form; a mon-

strosity or malformation.

1859 Westm. Km XXXI. 91 [The baby] rivalled that

physiological abnormity by coming into the world with a file

and hammer in his hand. 1865 C. C. BLAKE in Reader No.
145. 409/2 Such an abnormity as the Neanderthal skull.

1871 MRS. WHITNEY Real Folks (1872) xix. 258 An abnormity
. . like a calf born with two heads.

Abnormous (a'bnp-jmss), a. [f. L. abnorm-is

irregular (f. alt away from + norma rule) + -OUS. Cf.

enormous.']
'

Irregular, misshapen.' J. (no quot.)
[Not in PHILLIPS 1706.] 1742 BAiLEY,*4^w0rtt/0w$,inishapen,

vast, huge. 1771 Antiq. Sarisb. 240 Sir Toby Matthews
was a character equally if not of a more abnormous cast
than his suspected coadjutor. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit.
IV. iv. v. 48. 251 The general structure ofthe couplet through
the seventh century may be called abnormous. 1846 GROTE
Greece I. L 3 (1862) The former [divine myths] being often the
more extravagant and abnormous in their incidents.

t Abnoxious, a. incorrect form of OBNOXIOUS.
1649 Bp. HALL Cases Consc. (1654) iv. iii. 321 Of ill report,

and abnoxious to various censures.

t Abnu'tive, a. Obs. rare- 1
,
[f. late i..abnutiv-

us (Pandects) adj. f. abnut- ppl. stem of abnu-ere
to decline (f. ab away + mi-ere to nod or beckon).]
Negative ; implying denial or refusal.
a 1682 W. EVATS Grotins' War $ Peace 189 For such an

act, hath the force of a positive act, and is not to be ranked
among those which are barely Abnutive [L. nee inanet intra

fines nude abmttivos\

Aboad, aboade. See ABODE and ABIDE.

Aboard (abo'jd), adv. and prep. Also 5-7
abord(e, 6 abrode, aburd, 6-7 aboord(e, 7

abourd, and incorr. abroad, [f.
A prepl + BOARD,

and Fr. a bord, to which apparently the modern
use of aboard, on board, is chiefly due. Board is

orig. Teutonic : in OE., bord a plank, table, shield,
and poetically a ship, whence on horde in ship. But
this poetic form seems to have died out with OE.,
the ordinary ME. prose being within shippes borde,
within the ship's boarding or sides. Meanwhile the

Teut. bord, OHG. bort, had been adopted in Fr.

as i. board, plank, whence the boarding or sides

of a vessel ; hence, 2. the vessel itself, and, 3. the

side or border ofanything, edge, coast, shore. A bord,
in or on a ship ;

bord a bord, board to board, side

by side, hard aboard, touching ; venir a bord, to

come a-shore, to land
;
abordcr to come to the side

of; abord, approach, accosting. These uses and

phrases were adopted in Eng. where also from the

use of board in within shippes borde, etc., a-board

was very soon regarded as the Eng. prep, a + board,

and expanded passim into on board.']

A. adv.

1. On board, within the boards (of a ship) ; a.

(position) in or on a ship or other floating vessel.

1587 TURBERVILE Trag. Tales (1837) 174 The men aboord
that see them come Prepare them selves to fight. z6lo

SHAKS. Temp. I. i. 21 Good, yet remember whom thou hast

aboord. 1675 HOBBES Odyssey 171 Then I my fellows bad
aboard to stay And guard the ships. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc



ABOAST.

xvii. (1853) V. 128 Now all is done. Stores, beeves and flocks

and water all aboard.

b. (motion) on to or into the ship.
1509 BARCLAY Skip of Fooles (1570)

f
"

vj. There is great
number that fayne would aborde . . our ship can holde no
more. 1600 HOLLAND Livy XLIII. Ivi. 1148 h, C. Lucretius . .

himself went abourd unto ^a trireme galley. 1602 SKAKS.

Ham I. i. ili. 56 Yet heere Laertes? Aboord, aboord for

shame, The winde sits in the shoulder of your saile. 1611

BIBLE Acts xxi. 2 And finding a ship sailing ouer vnto

Phenicea, wee went abroad [sic], and set foorth. 1725 POPE

Odyssey \\. 332 The Mariners by my command Shall speed
aboard. ifypGROTEGreeceV. Ivii. 118(1862) The Syracusans

got aboard, and rowed close along-shore.

2. Alongside, on one side (of a ship or shore).

Modified by hard, close. See also BOARD-A-BOARD.

1494 FAHYAN vn. 373 The Turkes . . ordeyned .iiii. barges or

suche lyke vessayles, & . . sodaynly brought them a bord
where y* Cristen host lay. 1772-84 COOK Voyages (1790) V.

1782 He was desirous of keeping the coast ofAmerica aboard.

iSSx Daily Tel. Jan. 28 The proximity of the coast which the

education of his skipper obliges him, if possible, to keep close

aboard.

1758 DVCHE & PARDON s.v. Aboard, In sports and games^
this phrase signifies, that the person or side in the game
that was either none, or but few, has now got to be as many
as the other.

C. To lay (a ship) aboard: to place one's own

ship alongside of (it) for the purpose of fighting.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI', iv. i. 25 I lost mine eye in laying the

prize aboord. 1655 HKYWOOD Fortune by Land etc. iv. 416
Shall we grapple, and lay their Ship aboard? 1815 SCOTT
Lord ofthe Isles\. xxiv. A bark from Lorn Laid them aboard
that very morn.

d. To fall aboard, lit. of a ship : to strike its

side, fall foul of it. t/^ with or of a. person or

thing : to come to words, to quarrel ; to attack,

fall upon. The of is sometimes omitted.

1604 F. T. Cose is A tiered \n ThynnVs Aninmdv. (1865) 140
He falls aboord with him for her, to have her for his seruant.

1630 HOWELL Letters (1650) I. 387 I have sent your Lord-

ship this small survey of the Latin . . in my next I shall fall

aboard of her three daughters, viz. the Italian, the Spanish,
and the French. 1697 RAY in Phil. Trans. XIX. 636 The
Horse again refused the Grass, and fell aboard the Hem-
lock, greedily eating it up. 1816 *Ouiz' Grand Master \. 16

Why, are you blind? . . steer large, You'll get aboard of that

coal barge.

fe. To bring aboard: to bring to land. To
come to aboard (Fr. venir, arriver a bord} : to

arrive at the shore, to land. Obs.

1550 NICOLLS Thiicydides 53 They came to aborde in the

porte of Philie. a 1600 Mar. of Wit $ ll-'isd. Prol. (Shaks.
Soc. 1846) 6 Then Fancy frames effects to bring his braine

aborde, And shelue his ship in hauens mouth.

f. To haul the tacks aboard :

' to bring their

weather clues down to the chess-tree, or literally,

to set the courses.' Smyth Sailor's IVd.-Bk.

1549 Compl. ofScotlande vi. 40 (1873) Hail doune the steir

burde lufe harde a burde.

H Used by Spenser catachr. for ? abroad, adrift.

1591 SPENSER M. Hnbberd's Tale 324 They were in doubt,
and flatly set abord. 1591? Ruins of Rome Wks. 1862

433/1 The foord . . with his tumbling streames doth beare

aboord The ploughmans hope.
B. prep, [by omission of of, after the adv.]

1. On board of, within the boards or sides of;
a. (position) in or on (a ship).
1607 CAPT. KEELING in Shaks. Cent, of Praise -j^ I envited

Captain Hawkins to a ffishe dinner, and had Hamlet acted
abord me. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc xvii. (1853) V. 131 Is he
aboard the fleet ?

b. (motion) on to or into (a ship).
1466 Manners fy Honseh. Exp. Eng. 383 My mastyr paid

fore botes to set them a bord the barge. 1606 SHAKS. Ant.

ty Cl. n. vi. 83 Aboord my Gaily, I inuite you all. 1608
Peric. v. iii. 11 Her fortunes brought the maid aboord us.

1628 DIGBY Voy. to Medit. i (1868) Sent some of my men
abord her. 1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton xii. 205 He came
aboard my ship. 18780. MACDONALD Ann. Quiet Neighb.
xxiv. 420, Don't think I want to get aboard your ship.

1 2. Along, by the side of. To fall aboard any-

thing= fall aboard of it : see A 2 d. Obs.

1506 GUYLFORDE Pylgr. 62, 3 (Cam. Soc.) [We] laye amost
harde abrode the grete vggly rokkes. 1602 CAREW Cornwall

29 b, Vail'd with nights robe, they stalke the shore aboord.

1643 FULLER Holy <$ Prof. State \\. xxi. 134 They came hard
aboard the shore. 1677 Lond. Gas. mccxxxvi. 4 The Channel
close aboard the Main at Winterton-ness.

H Used by Spenser catachr. for ? abroad, across

the breadth or surface of.

1591 SPENSER yirgils Gnat 46 Nor yron bands abord The
Pontick sea by their huge Navy cast.

Aboard, obsolete form ofABORD v., to approach,
board, land on.

Aboard, obsolete form of ABORD sb., approach,
t Aboa'st, v . Obs. rare~*. [f.

A- prtf. 1 1 (here
with trans, force) + BOAST.] To address boastfully
or haughtily.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 156 A Brytonere, a braggere a-

bosted pieres als.

tAbo"bf
'. Obs. rare-*. \p..Qi.abobe-r,abaube-r,

also abaubicr, abaiibir to astonish, astound,

frighten : L. *adbalba-rc to strike speechless, f. ad
to + balbus stammering.] To astonish, confound.
r 1330 Arthonr fy Merlin (1838* 1969 The messangers were

abobbed tho. Thai nisten what thai migbten do.

Abococket. See BYCOCKET.
t Abo'dance. Obs.rare^. [f.ABODE v. -i -ANCE,

VOL. I.
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a Romance affix added to a natire word.] A fore-

telling, prefiguring, portending, omen.
c 1630 JACKSON Creed \\\. xvii. (1844) VII. 133 It had been

' verbum male ominatum,' an ill abodance, if the first of these
five Egyptian cities . . should be called the City ofdestruction.

Abode (atwu'd), sb Forms: 1-3 ab&d, 3-5
abort, 4-7 abood, 5 aboode, 6 aboade, 6-7
aboad, 5- abode. Northern 3-6 abade, 5-7

abaid(e. [vbl. sb. of ABIDE, with same stem-vowel
as the pa. t. ; cf. ride, rede, road.]
tl. The action of waiting; delay, esp. in phrase
without abode, without delay, immediately. Obs.

1/1250 Juliana (Bodl. MS.) 73 A! stalewurSe men do5
j

hire biliue to-deaS buten abade. 1314 Guy Warw. 46 Thurch
'

the bodi his swerd glod Ded he fel withouten abod. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce \. 142 He buskyt hym, but mar abad.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt. T. 107 And right anoon, withoute eny
abood His baner he

desplayeth.
c 1430 LVDCATK Bockas

0554) ! xv- 3 1 Whateuer he sayd, as longeth to Echo, With-
out abode, she sayd the same also. 1485 TREVISA Higden
(1527) I. xxxviii. 406 And made no more abood But ran
anone into the wood. .1500 Lancelot of the Laik (1865)

3259 Kyng clamedyus maldth non abaid. 1577 HOLINSHED
j

Chron. III. 918/1 Without anie abode he entered the barge. !

1596 SHAKS. Merck, l-'cn. n. vi. 21 Sweete friends, your
j

patience for my long abode, Not I, but my affairs haue
j

made you wait.

1 2. A temporary remaining ;
a stay. Obs.

.'1384 CHAUCKR //. Fame in. 942 Of restes, of labour, of
j

viages, Of abood, of deeth, of lyfe. c 1460 FORTKSCUE Abs. \

A- Lim. Mon. (1714) 49 Their long or schorte Abode. 1599
HAKLUVT Voyages II, i. 143 In any of their abodes or

,

passages by sea or land. 1607 HIKRON U'ks. I. 452 Wee
are wont to describe a short abood by lodging in an inne. :

1651 HOBBES Leviathan in. xli. 263 There are two parts ;

of our Saviour's Office during his aboad upon the Earth. !

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vi. ix. 76 (1840) He waxeth wroth
j

at your abode here.

1 3. Used by Puttenham for the rhetorical prac-
tice of 'dwelling upon a point.

1

Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesic 240 (1869) The perswader . . .

should dwell vpon that point longer then vpon any other, and [

as it were to make his chiefaboad thereupon, for which cause
j

I name him the figure ofaboad, according to the Latine name. I

4. Habitual residence, dwelling.
1576 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent 201 (1826) During his aboade

|

in Kent, he had so incroched upon the lands. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. f-V, v. iv. 88 The Countrey where you make abode. !

1611 BIBLE John xiv. 23 We will come unto him, and make !

our abode with him. 1718 POPE Iliad v. 101 The brave
]

Dolopian's mighty line, Who near adored Scamander made
|

abode. 1860 R. A. VAUCHAN Ho. w. Mystics (ed. 2) I. 206

To dwell on the union of Christians with Christ; on His
abode in us, and our abiding in Him.
5. An abiding-place, a dwelling-place, place of

ordinary habitation ; house or home.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World 11. 499 Her aboad was about

the River Liris. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple 167, Ps. xxiii. 4
In deaths shadie blackabode Well may I walk. 1^67 MILTON
P. L. in. 734 That spot to which I point is Paradise, Adam's
abode. 1767 FORDYCE Semi, to Yng. Worn, 1 1. xii.207 Visits

to the abodes of misfortune and pain. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. I. 320 He troubled himself little about decorating his

abode.

t Abode, sb$ Obs.
[f.

A-BEDE v., OE. abcod-a)i t

pa. pple. a-bodcn, 'to announce'; on the analogy
of the simple sb. BODE, and its relation to the

primitive beodan, bodcn : see next word.] An an-

nouncement, prediction, prognostication.
< 1600 CHAPMAN Iliad (1857) xin. 146 If even the best of

Gods, High thund'ring Juno's husband, stirs my spirit

with true abodes. 1667 Decay of Chr. Piety 5. 196 That

great unsensibleness many of us shew of what others groan
under, is a very ominous abode. 1696 OVINCTON Voyage to

Surat A superstitious fancy that mending old clothes in a

morning is of very ill abode.

t Abode, v- Obs. 6-7 also aboad(e. [f. ABODE
sb$ t on the analogy of the simple vb. bode (OE.
bodian} f. the sb. bode (OE. bod}. OE. had the

primitive vb. beodan, ME. BEDE, pa. pple. boden, the

sb. bodt ME. BODE, and its deriv. vb. bod-ian, mod.
E. to BODE ;

also the deriv. vb. abeodan, ME. ABEDE,

pa. pple. aboden ; whence at a later time the prec.
sb. and this vb.]
1. trans. To presage, prognosticate, be ominous

of, BODE, FOREBODE. ^
1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. Vft v. yBLL^The Owle shriek'd at thy

birth, an euill signe, The Nigffl^Bpw cry'de, aboding luck-

lesse time. 1603 Henry VrW%
\. i. 93 This tempest

Dashing the Garment of this Peace, aboaded The sodaine
breach on't. 1603 GREENWEY Tacitus, Ann. (1622) in. ii. 67
The which when Piso perceiued, to aboade his vtter destine,

tion. 1665 J. SPENCER -Prodigies 83 Lest it should abode
the running of that Vessel upon rocks.

2. intr. To be ominous.

1659 HAMMOND On Psalm lix. 5 This abodes most sadly to

Saul at this time. 1673 Lady's Calling n. 4. 16. 30 No
night raven or screech-owl can abode half so dismally as

these domestic birds of prey.

Abode (abJii'd), past tense of ABIDE.

t Abodement 1
. Obs.

[f.
ABODE v. + -MENT, an

early instance of a native vb. with this suffix.] A
foreboding, presage, or omen.
1593 SHAKS. -$}icn. l~I, iv. vii. 13 Tush man, aboadments

must not now affright vs. 1651 Reliquiae Wottonianse 119
The Lord Bishop . . took the freedom to ask whether he had
never any secret abodement in his minde. 1665 J- SPENCEK

Prodigies 179 But where matters ungrateful fall before us,

we usually serve pur little hatreds, by deriving upon them
the Opinion of being ill abodements.

ABOLISHMENT.
f Abodement 2

. Obs. [An irreg. formation on
ABODE sb)-, perh. due to form-assoc. with prec.]
Abode, abiding.
IJ9Z WYRI.F.Y Armorie \. 131 Making abodement with the

loued Prince. 1616 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems 174 Nor
time nor Place Of thy abodement shadows any Trace, But
there to me Thou shin'st.

t Aboding, vbl. sb. Obs.
[f.

ABODES. + -ING V]
Boding or foreboding.
a 1710 BP. BULL Wks. II. 489 What strange ominous

abodings and fears do many times on a sudden seize upon
men of certain approaching evils.

t Aboding, ///. a. Obs. [f. ABODE v. + -ING 2.]

Foreboding, portending, ominous.
c 1630 JACKSON Creed \\\\. xxvii. (1844) VIII. 107 This un-

reasonable, ill aboding desire did displease the Lord.

Abof, aboife, obsolete forms of ABOVE.

Abo5e, adv. Obs. dial. f. aboue, abowe, ABOVE.
c 1380 Sir Fcrunsbras 2972 IJy bat was Gyoun vp a-stoje ;

oppoun be laddre an he}, And pe rop y-knyt \>t tree aboje.
fold. 4319 Amydde be brigge bar stent a tour y-buld abojc
wyj? gret honour.

Abo3en, pa. pple. of ABOW r. Obs.

Abo3t(e, aboht(e, obs. past t. of ABYE v.

Aboil (aboH), adv. [f. A//Y/.
1
on, in 4 BUIL.]

In or into a boiling state
; a-boiling.

1858 HUGH MILLER Schools and Sckoohu. vi. 127 Scenes
of cruelty and spoliation of which the recollection . . hrul still

power enough to set his Scotch blood aboil.

t Abolete. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. abolet-its, pa.

pple. otaboltw. see ABOLISH.] Obsolete, out of use.

c 1525 SKHI.TOS IVhycom? ye not 710 And dare use this e.\-

periens To practyse such abolete sciens.

Abolish (ab^*li/\ v.\ also 5-6 abolyssh, 6

abholish; So. 7abolliss. [a. Yi.aboliss-, lengthened
stem of abolir: L. abolesc-?rc, inceptive of abole-re

to grow out of use, and trans, to destroy, do away
with; f. ab off, away + obs. ol?-re to grow. In Eng.
as in French always trans.] To put an end to, to

do away with
;
to annul or make void

;
to demolish,

destroy or annihilate. Its application to persons
or concrete objects is nearly obsolete ; it is usually
said of institutions, customs or practices. Formerly
often followed \wfrom, out of\ now usually without

complement.
1490 CAXTOS Encydos xxvj. 94 Thou ha-^t abolysshed my

fraunchise. 1542 Contn. FABVAN vn. 700 This yere was the

bishop of Koine . . abholished quit out of this real me. 1542
BRINKLOW Compl. (1874) xix. 44 How can wickydnesse abo-

lyssh wyckednesse, but rather increase it'.' 1596 SPENSER

/'.(? 11. iv. 45 And with thy blood abolish so reprochfull
blott. i6o7TQP5ELL Four-footed Beasts (\6j^ 371 He dotli

craftily dissemble and abolish his foot-steps to deceive the

Hunters. 1609 SKKXK Keg, Maj. 4 The fourtie dayes, or

thrie sunnes, granted to the persewer . . is discharged and
abollissed. 1611 UIUI.K /s. ii. 18 And the idoles hee shall

vtterly abolish. 1718 I.AIJY M.W. MONTAGU Lett, No. 49 II.

56 The adventure . . abolished that heathenish ceremony.
1837 CARLYLE />. RC-J. I. v, ix. 291 Thus in any case, with
what rule soever, shall the Bastille be abolished from our

Earth. 1854 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 415 Some dislike the

notion of its being possible to abolish pestilence by sanitary
reform. 1877 Daily News 5 Nov. 5 'i We know that the best

way to abolish darkness is to give light, that the best way
to abolish folly is to spread wisdom.

Abolisliable (atyrlijab'l), a. [f.
ABOLISH z. +

-ABLE. Cf. mod. Fr. abolissable.
~\ Capable of being

abolished, or put an end to ;
liable to abolition.

1660 HOWEI.L, Abolishable, Amortissablc, abrogablc. 1837
CARLYI.E Fr. Rev. I. 11. viii. 83 Hope is but deferred ; not

abolished, not abolishable. 1860 KL-SKIN Mod. Painters V,

vni. iii. 4, 180 This Leonidas shall. . abolish so far as

abolishable his own spirit.

Abolished (&lylift\ ///. a.
[f.

ABOLISH v. +

-ED.] Put an end to, done away with, suppressed.
1869 A. S. AVRTON in H. of Comm. Daily Ne^vs June 19 This

was an abolished office, and there was no contract binding
Government to give the officers of an abolished office their

full salaries for life.

Abolisher (ttylijai). [f- ABOLISH cr.+ -ni.]
One who abolishes, puts an end to, or abrogates.
1742 MIDDLETON Cicero III. xi. 264 (ed. 3) The abolisher

of a tyranny. 1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. IV. 208 The
abolisher of the political equality of religious sects. 1858
GLADSTONE Horn. Age II. 132 The Conqueror and Disarmer
but not yet Abolisher of Death.

Abolishing utyrlijln), vbl. sb.
[f.

ABOLISH v. +
-ING 1

.] The act or process of putting an end to, or

doing away with ; a suppression, destruction, or

annihilation ; abolition. (Now mostly gerundial.)

iS+pJ- PoNET(/#&)Ochinus, Bernard, ofSiena. ATragedie
or Dialoge of the uniuste vsurped Primacie of the Bishop of

Rome, and of the iust Abolishyng of the same, etc. 1653
MILTON Cons. Hirelings Wks. 1851, 353 To have prov'd in

eneral the abolishing of Tithes, a 1665 GOODWIN A being
lled iuit/i the Spirit (1867) 299 The abolishing or cessation

of the deeds of the flesh.

AboHslunent(ab^-liJment).tfn-//. [f,
ABOLISH v.

+ -MEXT. Cf. Fr. abolissemtnt i6th c. (which may
be the direct source).]
1. The process of abolishing, putting an end to,

or doing away with ; annulment, or destruction.

(It scarcely differs from ABOLISHING sb. on the one

hand, or ABOLITION on the other : the latter is now

generally used instead.)

1542-60 BECON Potation for Lent Wks. 1843, 119 Remem-
ber that he offered himself. . for ihe abolishment of all your

ge
fi



ABOLITION.

sins. 1563 FOXE A. ft M. 835/1 The Kynges rapremacie, and

thabolyshement of the byshop of Rome's author[it]ie. 1611

SPKEI> Hist, llrit. vn. xxxii. 322 Abolishment of the peruerse
law of the West-Saxons. 1626 Raivleigh's G/iost (1651)200
Decreeing the abolishment and death of mankind in revenge
of their sinnes. 1812 SOUTHEY in Q. Rn>. VIII. 328 By
abolishing that system in the countries which he has sub-

jected, and by necessitating its abolishment in others. 1881

Journ. Etfnc. i Feb. 25/2 The main points urged in the memo-
rial were i. the abolishment of payment for pass.

2. The result of abolishing ;
a state of annihila-

tion, or cessation of existence.

1868 BROWNING King 4- Bk. III. IX. 1499 Abolishment is

nothingness, And nothingness has neither head nor tail.

Abolition (a;b61i-j3n). [a. Fr. abolition, or?

ad. L. abolition-em annulling, amnesty, n. of action

from abolerc: see ABOLISH.]
1. The act of abolishing, or putting an end to

;

the fact of being abolished, or done away with ;

annulling, destruction, or annihilation.

1529 MORE Snppl. Sanies Wks. 1557, 311/2 They by the dis-

truccion of the clergy, meane the clere abolycion of Christes

faith. 1533 ELYOT Castel ofHeltli 55 (1541) It signifieth a

short abohcion or dissolution of nature, a 1638 MEDE / ar.

2 Pet. iii. Wks. 1672, in. 617 We look for a New heaven and a

New earth to precede this abolition. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Serin.

I. xxii. 286 Requiring onely contrition, even at the last for

the abolition of eternal guilt. 1763 LD. BARRINGTON in

Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 505 IV. 474 He recommended Union and

Abolition of party Distinctions. 1792 Gov. MORRIS Spark's

Life t, H'r. (1832) III. 29 The abolition of the slave trade

is disagreeable to them. 1862 H. SPENCER First Prin. i. v.

29. (1875) 103 The abolition of an imaginable agency, and
the substitution of an unimaginable one. 1875WOOD Thcrap.

375 (1879) The paralysis or quietness must have been due to

an abolition of sensation.

b. spec. The abolition of the slave-trade,which,

in the end of the i8th and during the I9th cen-

turies, both in the European colonies, and still

more in the United States of America, became a

great political question, so as to be spoken of

familiarly as
'

abolition.' Hence attrib. as the

'Abolition movement,' an 'Abolition speech,' etc.

1788 T. CLARKSON (title) Essay on the comparative Effi-

ciency of Regulation or Abolition as applied to the Slave-

trade. 1808 Hist, of the Abolition II. ii. 118 The author

travels to Paris to promote the abolition in France. 1863
W. PHILLIPS Speeches vi. 432 Dr. Channing has thanked the

Abolition party. 1863 KEMBLE Resid. in Georgia 57 Until

the late abolition movement.

1 2. A putting out of memory; a final overlooking
or condoning, an amnesty. Also (in Law) per-

mission to condone an offence, or withdraw from

its prosecution.
1606 HOLLAND Suetonius 89 After that Caesar was slaine . .

all men for feare of troubles and uprores decreed a finall

abolition and oblivion of that fact. 1691 ULOUNT Law Diet.,

A I'oUtion, A destroying or putting out of memory ; the leave

given by the King or Judges to a criminal accuser to desist

from further prosecution. 1809ToMLiNS/.rtW Diet., Abolition,
a destroying or effacing or putting out of memory.

Abolitionary (cebiSH'fonan), a. [f.
ABOLITION

+ -ARY.] Dealing with abolition or annihilation
;

destructive.

1868 AUG. BOBORLTKIN .ViA. ia Russia in Fortn. Re-.: IV.

(N.S.) 133 If he is a Nihilist, he should profess exclusively

negative and abolitionary doctrines.

Abolitionism (sebSU'Jsniz'm). [f. ABOLITION

i b. + -ISM.] The principles or measures of aboli-

tionists ; opposition to negro slavery.
1808 WlLBEREORCE Lit. to ll'm. Slllit/l ill ..#&_ (1838!

III.

xxii. 385 With a view to having the Spanish deputies well im-

pregnated with Abolitionism. 1853 M. HOKITT tr. ISremer's

llt'ines ofNw iroriii III. 344 Violent abolitionism is more

and more giving place to a nobler and calmer spirit. 1860

Sat. Rev. No. 255. 340/2 Even in the Free States Abolition-

ism is not quite safe.

Abolitionist (sebSli-Jsnist). [f.
ABOLITION +

-IST.] One who aims at or advocates the abolition

of any institution or custom.

1836-7 DICKENS Sketches (1850) 144 The abolitionist of the

national debt, the unflinching opponent of pensions. ^ 1871

Daily Nrws Nov. i Who, indeed, among the abolitionists of

Purchase has ever denied that English gentlemen . . have

served their country on the battle-field ?

b. Applied specially, and probably originally,

to persons seeking the abolition of negro slavery.

Used also attrib.

1790 CLARKSON in Slai'e-trade II. 212 Many looked upon
the abolitionists as monsters. 1842 DICKENS Lett. 1.6! (ed. 2)

Ibid. The doings of their. Abolitionist brethren,

Abolitionizela^boli-Janaiz), v. [f.
ABOLITION +

-IZE.] To imbue with the principles of abolitionism
;

to render opposed to slavery. Chiefly in U.S.

1848 BARTLFTT, To abolitionize : to convert to the doctrines

of the abolitionists. 1863 S.L.J. 'A Blockaded Brit. Subj.'

Life in the South I. i. 3 Scheme of abolitionizing Virginia.

Abolke, ? for aboty(n, pa. pple of ABELJEV.

||
Abolla (abp-la). [referred to a Gr. a^oK-i] for

ava/3o\-/i a throwing back and around ;
but very

doubtful.] A woollen cloak worn chiefly by the

soldiers and lower classes of ancient Rome.
1868 SMITH Diet. Ant. s.v. The abolla was used by the

lower classes at Rome, and consequently by the philosophers

who affected severity of manners and life. Hence the ex-

26

^ f Juvenal,./<:/$ majoris aboltae a crime com-
nitted by a very deep philosopher.

!, Aboilia (.abJi-ma). 'A large species of serpent,
which inhabits the morasses and fens of South

America, Epicratis Cfitcftria.' fenny Cycl. 1836.

I! Abomasum, -us (a-boinv'-s^m, -#s) [mod.
L., f. L. ah away from + oinas-iun or omass-um (a

Gallic word) bullock's tripe, hence a fat paunch.]
The fourth, and true digestive, stomach ofruminants.

1706 PHILLIPS, Aboinasiini, the Paunch of a Beast, the

Tripes; in Anatomy, one of the four Stomachs of Ruminant
Animals. 1741 CHAMBERS Cycl. It is in the Abomasus of

calves and lambs that the rennet, or earning is found, where-

with housewives turn or curdle their milk. 1875 BLAKE Zool.

32 In the 4th division, abomasus, or rennet, the lining mem-
jrane is filled with gastric tubular glands.

Abominable (abp'minab'l), a. Also 4-7 ab-

tiominable. [a. Fr. abominable, abhominable ad.

L. abominabil-is deserving imprecation or abhor-

rence ;
f. aliomina-ri to deprecate as an ill omen ;

f. ab off, away + omen ;
cf. the exclamation '

ab-slt

omen!' In med. L. and OFr., and in Eng. from

Wyclif to 1 7th c., regularly spelt abhominable, and

explained as ab homine, quasi 'away from man,

inhuman, beastly,' a derivation which influenced

the use and has permanently affected the meaning
of the word. No other spelling occurs in the first

folio of Shaks., which has the word 18 times
;
and

in L.L.L.v.i. 27, Holophernes abhors the 'rackers

of ortagriphie,' who were beginning to write abomin-

able for the time-honoured abhominable]
1. Exciting disgust and hatred, generally by evi-

dent ill qualities, physical or moral; offensive,

loathsome ; odious, execrable, detestable.

a. Of things.
MAUMDBV. (1830) ix. 101 The abhomynable Synne of

.!> -- Hf - .. T^ A _-_! t._lj:j-

ogge is

mouse and abhomynable therefore to men. 1535 FISHER Wks.

(1876) 373 Askyng of him mercy for your abhominable of-

fences. 1588 SHAKS. L.L.L. v. i. 27 Neighbour vocatur

nebour ; neigh abreuiated ne : this is abhominable, which
he would call abbominable. 1603 Metis, for Metis. III. ii.

25 From their abhominable and beastly touches. 1611 BIBLE

Lev. vii. 21 Any vncleane beast, or any abominable vncleane

thing. 1661 PAGITT Heresiog. 91 The authors of this opinion
that set Prayers are abhominable. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 465
This infernal pit, Abominable, accursed, the house of woe.

1756 BURKE I'inci. Nat. Sec. Wks. I. 76 Shall we pass by this

monstrous heap of absurd notions, and abominable practices?

1876 HUMPHREY Coin Coll. Man. xxiv. 337 The abominable

profligacy of her character did not prevent a servile senate

from conferring divine honours upon her.

b. Of persons.
1382 WVCLIF Titus i. 16 The! ben abomynable [1388 ab-

hominable] and vnbyleveful, and reprouable to al good werk.

1535 COVERDALE Wisd. xiv. 9 For the vngodly & his vngodly-
nes are both like abhominable vnto God. 1610 SHAKS. Temp.
n. ii. 163 The poore Monster's in drinke : An abhominable

Monster. 1619 T. TAYLOR Titus_
i. 16. 324 The miserable

condition of the hypocrite ; Hee is an abhominable person.

1668 CLLPEPER & COLE tr. Bartltalinns Anal. i. xxviii. 70
A young woman the Wife of an abominable Taylor. 1878
B. TAYLOR Deiikalimi i. iv. 36 Distinct, abominable, I sec

ourselves before the Titans were.

2. loosely. Very unpleasant or distasteful.

1860 TYNDALL Glaciers I. 27. 218 The rain was pitiless

and the road abominable. 1874 BLACK I'r. of Thule 37 Sheila

had nothing to do with the introduction of this abominable

decoration.

B. as adv.

1477 NORTON Ordin. Alcli. (1652) v. 73 For they maie be

abhominable sower, Over-.sharpe, too bitter.

\\BOMINABLE has occasionally been used, like

ttrriblc, prodigious, as a simple intensive. Juliana
Uerners (ijth c.) writes of 'a bomynable syght of

monks,' i.e. a large company. Cf. ABOMINATION 5

and ABOMINATIOXLY.

Abominableness (ab<rminab'lnes). Also 6-7
abhominablenesse. [f.ABOMiNABLE-t- -NESS.] The

quality or state of being very offensive ;
loathsome-

ness, odiousness.

1530 PAUSGR. Abhomynablenesse, abhotninabletf. 1541 K.

BARNES Wlti. (1573) 329 \ff men had rather here this ab-

hominablenes, then for tdfclease a litle of theyr own will.

1649 CROMWELL Let. 72 (Carl.) The propositions enclosed ;

which for their abominableness, manifesting also the im-

pudency of the men, I thought fit to present to your view.

1692 BENTI.F.Y Boyle Lect. i. 3 We must forbear to urge athe-

ists with the. .Abominableness of their Principles. 1819

SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III. 148 My abecedarian interpretation

of your abominableness.

Abominably (ab<rminabli), ai/v. Also 6-7 ab-

hominably. [f ABOMINABLE + -LY2.]

1. So as to cause disgust and hatred ; offensively,

loathsomely; odiously.
a 1520 Myrroure of Our Ladye 194 They . . ledde theyr

lyues abhomynably in fylthe of flesshely juste. 1535 COVER-

DALE Wisd. xix. 12 They dealt so abhominably & churlishly

with straungers. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 39 I haue thought
some of Natures louerney-men had made men, and not made
them well, they imitated Humanity so abhominably. 1611

BIBLE i Kings xxi. 26 And hee did very abominably in fol-

lowing Idoles. 1791 BURKE Reg. J'eacf Wks. IX. 46 The

Committee for foreign Affairs [Sansculottes] were such

slovens, and stunk so abominably, that no Muscadin Am-
bassadour . . could come within ten yards of them. 1881

ABOMINATOR.
SALA Illus. Lond. Neius 19 Feb. 171 The abominably des-

potic government of the kingdom of the Two Sicilies.

2. loosely. Verybadly, unpleasantly, or distastefully.
1643 TREVOR Let. in Carte's Collect. (1735) 259 The King

wants armes and money abominably. 1743 WALFOLE Lett,

to H. Mamt 87 (1834) I. 303 My dear child she brags abomin-

ably. T&e&Yih-s^GrinncllExpcd. 1.486 (1856) The abominably
iterated accordions, with their kindred Jews-harps.

Abominate labfrmin^t), v. [i.'L.abdniinat-'pf\.
stem of abomind-ri: see ABOMINABLE and -ATE-*.]

1. To feel extreme disgust and hatred towards ; to

regard with intense aversion ; to abhor, loathe.

1644 BULWER Chirononiia 53 Who refuse, abhor, detest or

abominate some execrable thing. 1649 MILTON Eikonokl. i.

339 (1851) A Scotch Warr, condemn'd and abominated by
the whole kingdom. 1706 DE FOE Jure Divino Pref. 4 Those
who Swore to him when he was King . . are all Perjur'd
Rebels ; abominable, and to be abominated by all good
Men. 1728 NEWTON Chrcmol. Amended g The Egyptians . .

lived only on the fruits of the earth, and abominated flesh-

eaters. 1866 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. in. v. 437 Influential per-

sons in Madrid had openly abominated the cruel form of

amnesty which had been decreed.

2. loosely. To dislike strongly.
1880 V. LEE Italy iv. iii. 170 Steele . . had no musical sense,

and abominated operas. 1881 A. TROLLOPE Ayala's Angel
III. xlvi. 37 Then he spake again

'

1 do abominate a perverse

young woman.'

Abominate (abp'minet\ ppl. a. [ad. L. abomi-

nat-us pa. pple. of abomina-t-i : see ABOMINABLE.]
Held in abomination, detested.

1850 BLACKIE /Eschylus I. 194 These are the horrid feasts

Of gods abominate. 1852 VMO&W.I Andromeda 58 Grieving
the eyes of their pride, abominate, doomed to their anger.

Abominated (,ab/rminf'ted),///.a. [f.ABOMIN-
ATE v. + -ED.] Held in abomination, detested.

1721 AUBREY Misc. i. 97 So certainly does the Revenge of

God pursue the abominated Murderer.

Abomination (ab^min^i-j3n), also 4-7 ab-

hominacioun, abhomynacion. [a. Fr. abomina-

tion (i3th c. in Litt.) ad. L. abomination-em n. of

action f. abomind-ri : see ABOMINABLE.]
1. The feeling or state of mind of combined dis-

gust and hatred ; abhorrence, detestation, loathing.

1395 PURVEY Remomtr. (1851) 7 Alle resonable men have

greet abhominacioun of bodili sodomie. 1483 CAXTON G.

Leg. 431 [He] vysyted the hospytalles . . wythout ab-

homynacion of dyfTormyte ne of ordure or fylthe of somme

pacyente. 1523-3 MORE Deguat. Nouis. Wks. 1557,96 We
se gret cause to haue it in hatred & abominacion. 1611

BIBLE i Sam. xiii. 4 Israel also was had in abomination with

the Philistines. Mod. To regard smoking with abomination.

t b. Physical disgust, nausea. [So in early Fr.] Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. (1495) vn. viii. 228 Yf ged-

ynes comyth of the stomak the pacyent felyth abhomyna-
cion and wamlynge.
1 2. A state or condition giving rise to intense dis-

gust ; defilement, pollution, abominableness. Obs.

1413 LYDGATE Pylg. Scmle (1483) III. i. 49 Wnat stynke and

corrupcion what fylthe and abhomynacion is there withynn'e

the helle. 1480 Rob. the Dnyll 31 I desyre youe to heare

my confession Of my greate synnes the abhomynacon.
3. An action, or custom, abominable, detestable,

odious, shamefully wicked or vile ; a degrading vice.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. Poems B. 1173 (1864) 73 He vsed abom-

inaciones of idolatrye. c 1386 CHAUCER Man of Lames T.

88 He . . Wolde never wryte in non of his sermouns Of such

unkynde abhominaciouns. 1494 FABYAN vi. clxxxi. 180 Y
great abhomynacion of thyse tyranous Danys, that beat,

robbed, and slewe y
e innosent people without mercy. 1549

LATIMER 7 Sertn. bef. Edw. VI (18691 207 What.an abhomma-
cion is it? the foulest that euer was to attribute to mans

worke oure saluacion. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. tf Cl. in. vr. 94

Th' adulterous Anthony, most large In his abhommations.

1611 BIBLE Mai. ii. n An abomination is committed in Israel.

1682 BURNET Jits, of Princes v. 159 He was not guilty of

these monstrous Abominations. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos

(1877) HI. xxiii. 355 Ninety-five theses, many of which were

directed against the special abominations of Tetzel.

4. An object that excites disgust and hatred ; a

thing detested or detestable. (Followed by unto,

to.} esp. in the Bible, a cause of pollution, an idol.

1366 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxviii. 282 Fro him comethe out

smoke and stynk and fuyr, and so moche Abhomynacioun,
that unethe no man may there endure. 1381 WVCLIF Matt.

1611 BIBI.K Prov. xii. 22 Lying lippes are abomination to the

Lord. 1794 SULLIVAN View ofA'at. II. Nor was it until the

days of Hezekiah .. that this abomination [the brazen serpent I

was torn from the land. 1856 KANE A relic Explor. II. v. 59

Brewed up flax-seed and lime-juice and quinine and willow-

stems into an abomination which was dignified as beer.

( 5. loosely. An unpleasant or disgusting amount,

etc. Obs.

1604 DKKKER Honest It'll. (1873) 8, I ha spent an abomina-

tion this voyage.

t Abomina-tionly, <**' Obs. [f.
ABOMINATION

+ -LY^.] Abominably ; hatefully ;
to an extent

which is an abomination to the speaker.

1503 G HjafOttfilreaSt^*fmf.lSa Deriding dunsically,

burning abominationly. 1716 MRS. BEHN Young Kmg\.
iii 365 Let me see a little ; my wife loves Newalties abomma-

tioiily, and I must tell her something about the King.

Abominator (Ibpniwitai). [f.
ABOMINATE v.

+ -OH, as if a. L. *abominator agent noun f. abonn-

nari.] One who abominates or detests ;
an ab-

horrer or extreme hater.

1816 SCOTT Old Mart. i. More than one non-juring bishop,



ABOMINE.
whose authority and income were upon as apostolical a scale

as the greatest abominator of Episcopacy could well desire.

t Abo'mine, v. Obs. [a. Fr. abomine-r, i4th c.,

ad. L. adominari.] -ABOMINATE v.

1683 HAMMOND ll'ks. IV. xii. 643 The Primitive Christians

wereoranded and abomined by them for three special faults.

a 1745 SWIFT (L.) By topics which though I abomine 'em

May serve as arguments aft Jiominctn.

t Abone, v. Obs. [See quot. Never used.]

1656 BLOUNT Gloss.) Abone (from the Italian abonare or

abbonare) to make good or seasonable, to ripen.

Abood, obsolete form of ABODE.

Aboo u, adv. *x\A.prep. Northern form of ABOVE
;

also used as a poetic form.

1875 B. TAYLOR Faust i. i. 4 Dazzling light & fainter sparkles
Gleam in cloudless dark aboon.

Aboord, obsolete form of ABOARD.
Aboral (a?b6-<>ral), a. Zool.

[f.
L. ab away from

+ -ORAL, f. L. or- mouth.] Pertaining to the region
of the animal body at the opposite extremity from

the mouth. Used especially of those types ofanimal

structure in which the mouth occupies one of

the poles.
1857 I... AGASSIZ Contrib. Nat. Hist. A". America IV. 376

I have called this side [of radiate animals] the oral or actinat

area, and the opposite side the aboral or abactinal area.

1878 MACALISTER hmcrtcbr. 56 The intestine .. ends in a
small aboral sac or cloaca.

Aborcement, var. ABORSEMENT, Obs., abortion.

Abord (abo-'\id), v. arch, also 6-7 aboard,

abord(e, abourd, abboord. [a.Fr.ffA?r<&-rto come
to the side of, approach, land, f. a bord to the side

of; see ABOARD adv. Cf. ACCOST z;.]

fl. To approach, come close to; to enter, land

on, gain a footing upon. Obs.

1509 HAWF.S Past. Picas, xxxvi, 20 And the royall shyppe,

yclipped Perfitenes, They dyd aborde. 1530 PALSGR. 415
I aborde : as one shyppe doth another, Jaborde. I aborde
a shyppe, Jc aborde. 1589 IVE Fortif. 5 That an enemie

may bee the more troubled to abourd the Fort. Ibid. 38

Approched, aborded, and surprised. 1611 COTGR., Confincr,
to abboord, adioyn, lye neere vnto. 1691 RAY Wisa, God.

(1714) 201 The first Spaniards that aborded America.

2. To accost. Obs. or arch.
1611 COTGR., Abordcr^ to approach, accoast, abboord. a 1628

F. GREVILLE Life ofSidney 7^(1652) To abbord, either with

question, familiarity, or scorn. 1841 THACKERAY Professor
ii. 176 He . . aborded the two ladies with easy eloquence.

t Abo'rd, sb. Obs. also aboard, [a. Fr. abord

approach ;
f. aborde-r : see prec.]

1. The act of approaching ; approach; manner of

approach* Cf. Fr. au premier abord.

1611 COTGR., A rrn'Se, an arriuall, accesse, abboord, or com-

ming to. 1645 DIGBY Nat. Bodies 253 (L.) He [a blind man]
would at the first aboard of a stranger . . frame a right ap-

prehension of his stature. 1655 JENNINGS Elise 116 This, at

first aboard, astonish'd Cyrilla. 1774 CHESTERFIELD Let. 186

(R.) Whether your first abord made that advantageous im-

pression.

2. Way of approach.
1670 LASSELS Voy. Italy I. 82 I never saw a more stately

abord to any Citty then to this [Genoa).

Abord, obs. form of ABOARD adv.

tAbo'rdage. Obs.falfT.abordage.] An attack

upon a ship by boarding it.

<-' '55 S IR J.BALFOL'R/Vrti-/'/r^(i754) 640 The master farther

gettis of the ship takin be him and the companie, the best

cabill and anchor for his nbordage.

Abore, obs. pa. pple. of ABEAR v.

t Abordering, ///. a. Obs. rare, [implies a

vb. abordcr, apparently due to confusion between

BORDER v. and ABORD z/., Fr. ahordcr, in Cotgr.
'
to lye neere vnto.'] Bordering, neighbouring,

contiguous.
1566 DRANT Horace^ Sat.\\. \. Leste people nyghaborderyng,

myght wyn the same. 1567 Ibid. Ep. i. iii. Twixt towers,

abordringe next [Lat. vtcinas].

Aborigen, aborigin (*lyridgui). [a form

occasionally occurring as a singular to ABOIU-
GINES (which had no sing, in L.) ;

ad. Fr. aborigine,
or following the analogy of the simple ORIGIN,
L. ongo, orTgin-ctn, pi. origin-cs. But the tendency
is to treat ABORIGINES as a purely Eng. word, and
make the singular aborigin-c]
1606 WARNER Albion s Eng. xv. xciii. 374 For Welsh and

Scots, so far-forth we Aborigetis may name. 1832 I. TAYLOR
Sat. Even. (1834) 349 He is then aborigin of all spheres of

thought, & finds himself at home & at ease in every region.

1859 R. F. BURTON Lake Reg. Cent. Afr. in Journ. R. G. S.

XXIX. 135. 7 The CSmex lectularius . . is apparently an

aborigen of the country.

Aboriginal (jeborrd^inal), a. and sb. [f.
L.

ab origins (see ABORIGINES) + -AL.]
A. adj.

1. First or earliest so far as history or science gives
record; primitive; strictly native, indigenous. Used
both of the races and natural featuresofvariouslands.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire ofLoud. 70 Mr. Spencer, the trusty
and Aboriginal Librarier. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. (1875)
II. in. xliv. 507 The very sites of the aboriginal forests. 1845
FORD Handbk. Spain \. 31 . The wild habits and early con-

dition of the aboriginal Iberians. 1874 I.VKI.L Elettt. Geol. vi.

77 The pebbles therefore in the older gravels are exclusively
constituted ofgranite and other aboriginal rocks. jSTsSTUBBS
Const, ffist. I. i. 2 The English are not aboriginal, that is,

they are not identical with the race that occupied their home
at the dawn of history.

27

2. spec. Dwelling in any country before the arrival

of later (European) colonists.

1788 BURKE Sp. agt. W. Hastings Wks. XIII. 64 This ab-

original people of India. 1866 LIVINGSTONE Jotirn, (18731 1-

x. 252 Munongo . . would apply to these aboriginal chiefs for it.

3. Of or pertaining to aborigines, to the earliest

known inhabitants, or to native races.

1831 D. WILSON Preh. A/inafs{i86^) I. ii. 57 The aboriginal
fleets of Ancient Caledonia. 1864 Social Set. Rev. I. 299 By
putting fire-arms into their hands the English doubled^

the

aboriginal power. 1874 SAYCE Contp. Philol. v. 175 The
chances are that a modern Hindoo will be altogether, or in

great part, of aboriginal blood, unless he be a Brahmin.

B. sb. (with//.) [The adj. used elliptically.]

An original inhabitant of any land, now usually as

distinguished from subsequent European colonists.

1767 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Prov. Ufass. Buy iii. 269 A good
friend to the aboriginals of every tribe. 1845 DARWIN Voy.

of Nat. (1879) xix. 441 The thoughtless aboriginal . . is de-

lighted at the approach of the white man. 1873 A. TKOLLOPK
Australia i. 60 It will be as well to call the race by the name
officially given to it. The government styles them '

abori-

ginals
'

. . the word ' native
'

is almost universally applied to

white colonists born in Australia.

b. fig. Of words.

1858 MARSH Lect. EngL Lang. xxlv. 539 The mischief it

[poetry] has done to the language by employing aliens as

substitutes for worthier aboriginals.

Aboriginal!sin (ceborrd^inaliz'm). [f.
ABO-

RIGINAL * -ISM.] Theduereco^nition of native races.

1868 New Zealandpaper quoted in Daily News Sept. 3 But

England has become troubled with qualms of conscience, or

it may be a sentiment, about aborigmalism.

Aboriginality (wboirdsjinrc-Hti). [f.
ABORIGI-

NAL + -ITV.] The quality of being aboriginal ; exist-

ence in or possession of a land at the earliest stage
of its history.
1851 Arch&ol. Cambr. (N.S.) n. 254 M. Worsaae denies the

aboriginality of the Celts. 1860 Westm.Rev. (N.S.) No. 36

432 The presumption . . is in favour of immigration rather

than aboriginality.

Aboriginally (aeb6ri"dgin&li), adv.
[f.

ABORI-
GINAL + -Lv2.] From the very beginning; from

the origin of a race ;
in the earliest times or con-

ditions known to history or science.

1821 W.TAYLOR in Month. Re-,'. XCV. 428 The eastern shore

had certainly been peopled, aboriginally, with Saxon settlers.

1845 DAKWLN I'oy. of Nat. (1879) xviii. 424 The land having
been aboriginally covered with forest trees. 1875 Insecth'.

Plants xv. 359 It seems scarcely possible that each tentacle

could have aboriginally existed as a prolongation of the leaf.

Aboriginary (se
:b6rrdginari). [f.

ABOBIGINE
;

the termination formed on L. originari-us an ori-

ginal inhabitant : see -ARY.] An aboriginal in-

habitant.
1868 BROWNING Ringff Bk. IV. xi. 1918 Name me, a primi-

tive religionist As should the aboriginary be, I boast myself.

Aborigines (sebSri'dginfz, -iz). [A purely L.

word, applied to those who were believed to have

been the inhabitants of a country ab origins, i.e.

from the beginning (see ORIGIN). At first only in

the pi. ;
for the sing. ABORIGINAL has been used, also

ABORIGEN, ABORIGIN; and aborigine (a'-borrd^-

nu"), which, seeming to be more in accordance with

ordinary Eng. analogies, is the usual form, though

etymologically as indefensible as scric or indicc as

a sing, of scries, indices.]
1. The original inhabitants of a country; origin-

ally, the race of the first possessors of Italy and of

Greece, afterwards extended to races supposed to

be the first or original occupants of other countries.

*547 J- HARRISON Exhort, to Scottes (1873) 214 The old

latins . . callyng themselfes Aborigines, that is to saie : a

people from the beginnyng. 1610 HOLLAND Caindens Brit.

i. 9 Diodorus and others . . would have the Britans to be . .

meere Aborigines ; that is, Homelings and not forren brought
in. 1735-8 LD. BOLINGBROKE Disstt. nflon Parties 141 The
antient Britons are to us the Aborigines of our Island.

1841 SPALDING Italy I. 44 The Umbrians are said to have
been the aborigines of Italy. 1864 R. F. BL-RTON Miss, to

Dahomc 19 The Uube, as may be proved by his language, is

an aborigine of the mainland. 1879 B. TAYLOR Germ. Lit. 3

The aborigines of Germanyhad their bards, their battle-songs
and their sacrificial hymns.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. 11. 119 The Aborigines and the

Advenae, the old Stock of Students, and the new Store

brought in by St. Grimball. 1704 SWIFT Battle of Bks.

(ITII) 224 As to their own Seat, they were Aborigines of it.

2. spec. The natives found in possession of a

country by Europeans who have gone thither as

colonists.

1789 96 J. MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 594 Calvert, their leader,

purchased the rights of the aborigines. 1845 DARWIN / ~oy. of
Nat. xix. 435 (1873) A score of the black aborigines passed
by., 1864 Spectator 31 Dec. 1689 It seems probable that in

half a century there will not be one aborigine left in Aus-
tralia. 1868 GRANT DUFF Polit. Surv. 112 From 300,000 to

400,000 aborigines reside within the territory of Liberia.

3. Occas. used also of animals and plants.
1677 HALE Print. Orig. Man. \\. vil. 199 Whereby it ap-

pears that the Brutes were not Aborigines. 1845 DARWIN
Voy. of Xat. vi. 119 (1879) I doubt whether any case is on
record of an invasion on so grand a scale of one plant over
the aborigines.

Aborne, obsolete form of AUBURN.
t Abo'rsenieut. Obs., also 6 aborcement.

[A variant of ABORTMKNT due to the fluctuation

ABORTION.

between abort-us and aboi-s-iis in L. See next.]

Abortion, premature expulsion of the foetus, mis-

carriage.
1540 T. RAYNOLDE Birth of inankynde (1654") 82 Aborcc-

ment or vntimely birth is, when the woman is delyuered be-

fore due season. 1650 Br. HALL Cases ofConsc. 91 To give
any such expelling or destructive medicine, with a direct in-

tention to work an aborsement.

t Abo'rsive, a. Obs. rare-*,
[f.

L. aborsust vari-

ant of abortus, pa. pple. of aborlri : see ABORT.
Nonius (c. 5, n. 506) makes a distinction between
abortus and abortus, evidently connecting the latter

with ordiri to begin ;
and this was probably also

the meaning of Fuller.] Abortive from the first
;

checked before even a beginning had been made.

1639 FULLER Holy Ji'ar v. xxv. 287 (1840) Most of these

designs were abortive, or aborsive rather.

Abort (atyrit), v. [f.
L. abort- ppl. stem of

aborl-ri to miscarry, disappear, f. al> off, away 4-

on-ri to arise, appear, come into being. Cf. Fr.

avortc-r\ late L. *aborta-ret f. abort-its]
1. intr. To miscarry, to have a premature delivery

of a child.

1580 HOI.LYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong.* Aroricr, to abort, or

when a woman goeth not hir full time. 1655 LESTRANGK
C/itirlcs /, 104 This Spring the Queen . . aborted of a son.

1859 Toon Cycl. An, fy rh, V. 615/2 A woman who aborted
at the sixth month.

b. trans.fig. To bring to a premature or fruitless

termination.

1614 Rcliq. IVotton. ('1672,1 431 It [the Parliament] is aborted
before it was born. 1880 Contanp. Rc-c. XXXVII. 248 Lord

Brougham did write a novel, but it was rather aborted than

produced.
2. Biol. To become sterile or nugatory ;

to under-

go arrestment of development, so as to remain in a

merely rudimentary condition, or to shrink away
entirely; said cither of the development of an in-

dividual, or of a race of plants or animals.

1862 DARWIN Fcrtiliz. Orchids 70 If the discs had been
small . . we might have concluded that they had begun to

abort. 1877 MIYART Klein. Anat. iii. 112 They [the turbinal

bones] may, on the contrary, abort altogether, as is the case

in the probably smell-less Porpoises.

t Abort ;ab<r.it). Obs. [ad. L. abort-its an un-

timely birth, f. abon-ri\ see ABORT
z/.]

1. A' miscarriage, an untimely birth: lit. andy/j,".
i6zi BURTON Anat. Mil. (1651) i. ii. iv. vi. 160 In Japonm

'tis a common thing to stifle their children if they be poor, or

to make an abort. 1651 Rcliq. Wofton. 241 Julia, a little

before dying of an abort in childbed. 1656 J. TRAIT K.\-f>os.

2 Tim. i. 15 (1868) 651/2 These stars fell from heaven, as fa--t

as the fig-tree makes abort, with any never so light and

gentle a wind.

2. The imperfect offspring of an untimely birth.

'1603 HOLLAND Plutarch*s Morals 140 False births, unkinde
1

or strange aborts. 1671 SALMON Syn. Medic, it. xlv. 306 Le^t
'

the Child, for want of Nutriment, prove an Abort.

Aborted (ab^utrd), ///. a. [f.
ABOUT v. + -ED.

! Cf. mod. Fr. abortc.]
1. Horn before its time

; hence, imperfect, un-

developed.
1604 T. WRIGHT Pass, ofMind, Ep. Ded. [I] could not tell

!
whether to reioyce to see mine aborted infant revived.

2. Biol. Rendered abortive or sterile
;
reduced to

a state of imperfect development, checked in normal

I development. Applied in Morphology to the rudi-

i mentary or imperfect appendages which, in some
1

species, represent the perfect organs of what may
;
be considered the archetype or ancestral form.

i Thus spines are aborted branches, the breasts of
1 male beings are aborted teats, etc.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. (1873) v. 116 When this occurs,

the adherent nectary is quite aborted. 1867 J. HoGGMicrosc.
u. i. 324 Thorns, such as those of the rose, are aborted

branches. 1870 ROLLKSTON An. Lift- Introd. 109 This rudi-

mentary or aborted condition of the hepatic organ.

Abortient (atyrj['ent\ a. rar. [ad. L. abor-

ticnt-em pr. pple. of abort7-rc (in Vulgate), f.

abort-us', see ABORT.] *Bot. Miscarrying; sterile.'

Craig 1847, and later Diets.

Abortifacient (abputif^'J'ent), a. and sb.
[f.

L. abortus-, see t&GBK+facient-ettl making: see

-FACIENT.]
A. adj. Productive of abortion, causing prema-

ture delivery.
1875 WOOD Therap. (1879) 70 It seems to me incredible that

. . doses of quinia are abortifacient. 1877 WOODMAN & TIDY
Forensic Mcd. 755 Savinc . . has often proved abortifacient.

B. sb. [sc. drug.]
1875 WOOD Therap. 537 (1879) Its use as an abortifacient is

accompanied by the gravest dangers to life. 1877 WOODMAN
& TIDY Forensic Mcd. 760 Dry herbs, reputed abort ifacients.

Aborting \$b$'3\\\fi t
vbl.sb.

[f.
ABORT Z/.+-INGI.]

A miscarrying ; a failure to produce perfect pro-

geny or fruit.

i<8o HOLLVBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong.^ Avortement > aborting.

Aborting (ab/Mtirj), ppl.a. [f.
ABORTS. -r-i.\<^.]

Producing abortions ; miscarrying.
163* BP. M. SMYTH Semi. 256 What wilt thou giue them?

barren wombes (or aborting wombs).

Abortion (ab/ujsn) ; also 6 abhorsion. [ad. L.

abortion-cm n. of action f. aborl-ri : see ABORT.]
1. The act of giving untimely birth to offspring,
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ABORTIONIST.

premature delivery, miscarriage ; the procuring of

premature delivery so as to destroy offspring. (In
Med. abortion is limited to a delivery so premature
that the offspring cannot live, i.e. in the case of the

human foetus before the sixth month.)
1547 BOORDE Brei 1

. Health iii. 8 Abhorsion is when a
woman is delyvered of her chylde before her tyme. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 67 Physitions . . promise therein a
vertue against abortion. 1778 ROBERTSON A merica \. iv. 297
The women by the use of certain herbs procure frequent
abortions. 1869 LECKY Europ. Morals II. i. 22 The practice
of abortion was one to which few persons in antiquity at-

tached any deep feeling of condemnation.

b._^. Failure (of aim or promise).
1710 in Somcrs's Tracts I. 10 All the Fruit of his Labour

ends in Sterility and Abortion. 1797 GODWIN Enquirer i. v.

35 Genius [may] terminate in an abortion. 1814 Miss Bt'R-

NEV Wanderer IV. 58 The abortion of my purpose may have
made me appear a mere female mountebank.
2. Biol. Arreatment of development of any organ,

so that it either remains a mere rudiment, or is en-

tirely shrivelled up or absorbed.

1842 ASA GRAY Struct, Bot. (1880) vi.
3. 179 Non-appear-

ance of some parts which are supposed in the type Abor-
tion or Suppression. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec, (1873) v. 116
The partial or complete abortion of the reproductive organs,

1870 ROLLESTON An. Life 25 The skull of the Common Fowl
diners in the abortion of the posterior crus.

3. The imperfect offspring of an untimely birth,

or any dwarfed and misshapen product of genera-
tion

;
hence fig. the nugatory or empty result of

any action.

1640 BP. HALL Christ. Mod. ^Ward) 15/1 Those bodily de-

lights . . alas ! what poor abortions they are, dead in the very
conception. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy ft. Jonrn. I. 171 A lit-

tle abortion of a man . . hastened before us. i87a O. W.
HOLMES Poet. Break/. Tab. x. 315 The doctrine of man's be-

ing a blighted abortion, a miserable disappointment to his

Creator. 1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark. Cent. II. iii. 74 His
feet are monstrous abortions.

Abortionist (ab/ujanist). [f. ABORTION + -IST.]
One who procures abortion or miscarriage.
1873 THOMAS Dis. of Women 63 Professional abortionists-

men and women who make a business of infantile murder.

Abortional (ab/ujanal), a.
[f. ABORTION + -AL.

Cf. nation-al.] Of or pertaining to abortion
;
of

the nature of a miscarriage or failure.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. VI. xv. vi. 22 The Treaty . .

proved abortional, and never came to fulfilment.

t Abo'rtivate, z (
. Obs. rarc~ l

.
[f. 'L.abortlv-us,

ABORTIVE, after anal, of captiv-ate,activ-att t etc. See
-ATE :

*.]
To render abortive ; ABORTIVE v.

c 1630 JACKSON Creed \. vii. Wks. 1844 IV. 62 Atheists may
so far abortivate or dead the seeds of religion sown in their

souls.

t Abo*rtivate,///.<z. Obs. rare-1
, [f. ABORTIV-

ATE v. for abortivatcd'. after analogy of ppl. adj.
like separate of identical form with the vb. See

-ATE-.] Imperfect, defective.
c 1630 JACKSON Creed x. xxiii. Wks. 1844 IX. 150 They were

a kind ofabortivate or ill thriven seed, no true sons or children.

Abortive abtr-itiv), a. and sb. [ad. L. abor-

tiv-us, f. abort-its : see ABOUT and -IVE.]
A. adj.

fl. Of or pertaining to abortion, a. Produced by
abortion, born prematurely; also, derived from a
still-born animal, as abortive parchment. Obs.

1394 P. rioitghm. Crede 485 Fy on his pilche ! He is

but abortiif, Eked with cloutes. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \.

ii. 21 If euer he haue Childe. Abortme be it. 1614 H. RICH
Honcstte of this Age (1844) 6 These abortiue brates that are
thus hast ely brought into the world. 1663 CoWLEV l-'erscs

ff Ess, (1669) 3 Th' abortive Issue never Hv'd. 1664 EVELYN
Diary (1827) II. 217 A sort of paper very broad thin & fine

like abortiue parchment.

*t*b. Causing abortion, rendering fruitless. Obs.

1611 HEYWOOD Gold, Age v. i. (1874) 74 We but saue Our
Innocent bodies from th' abortiue graue. 1667 MILTON P.L.
n. 441 With utter loss of being Threatens him, plunged in

that abortive gulf. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v. Abor^
tfon t Roman authors speak of the pocitliun abortionis or
abortive draught.
t c. Failing to produce offspring, miscarrying. Obs.

, i6zx BURTON Anat. Mel. (1651) i. ii. i. iii. 55 Witches . . make
Women abortive not to conceive. i66a R. MATHEW Unl.
Alch. 87. 121 It .. then brought from her an abortive or
false conception.

2. Failingof the intended effect, coming to nought;
fruitless, useless, unsuccessful.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. F/, iv.i. 60 Let it make thee Crest -falne,

I, and alay this thy abortiue Pride. if6$\\\Phil. Trans. I. 43
This also proved abortive, though there was great appearance
of success at first. 1713 ADDISON Cato in. vii. Our first de-

sign, my friend, has prov'd abortive. 1778 ROBERTSON
America I. in. 213 Though this attempt proved abortive it

was not without benefit. 18*7 SCOTT Surg. Dan. II. 35 Two
slips of ground, half arable, half overrun with an abortive

attempt at shrubbery. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. 1 1. ix. 420
He would rather have laboured to hinder Ealdred's mission,
or to make it abortive.

3. Biol. Arrested in development ; defective, im-

perfect ; sterile, barren.

1794 MARTYN tr. Roiisseaits Dot. x. 103 The florets .. of
the ray are imperfect, and therefore abortive or frustrate.

1834 GOOD Bk, of Nat. I. 177 The thorns of plants are abor-

tive branches. 1866 LIVINGSTONE Joum. (1873) I. iii. 60 He
had an abortive toe. 1870 DE QUATREFACES Hum. Spec. 74
Datura seeds, which he observed to become abortive or de-

void of embryo.
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B. sb. [The adj. used absol.]

1 1. An abortive progeny ; a still-born child
;
a calf

orother young animal dropped prematurely. (Some-
times used derisively.)
a 1*00 Cursor Mundi 22. 849 pe childir J?at es abortiues

)?aa pat er not born o-liues. 1381 WYCLIF Job iii. 16 Or as
abortif hid I shulde not abide, or that conceyved se^en not
Ii3t. t 1413 LYDGATE Pylg. Sowle (1483) iv, xxiv. 70 Wherof
seith the appostel seynt Powle that our lord had shewed
hym self to hym as to an abortyue. c 1605 ? ROWLEY Birth
ofMerlin iv. i. 335 Bearded abortive, thou foretell my dan-
ger? 1634 PEACHAM Gentlent. Exerc. i. xxv. 88/2 Take the
fine skin of an Abortive which you may buy in Paternoster-
row. 1760 T.W. Human Life in Phil. Tram. LII. 48 From
hence abortives and stilborn are included in the burials.

fb. A fine kind of vellum, being the skin of an
abortive calf.

1519 W. HORMAN Vnlgaria 80 b, 9 That stouffe that we
wry tte vpon . . is somtyme called parchement, somtyme velem,
somtyme abortyue.

f2. An abortive delivery; a miscarriage.
1587 LD. MASCAL Govern, of Cattle (Sheepe) (1627) 246 Also

abortiues come when they giue them in some place nothing
but akornes for their meate.

1 3. The fruitless, imperfect, or unsuccessful result

of an endeavour.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit, i. 391 Yet giue me leave . .

to cast forth my conjecture (although it is an abortive) con-

cerning this point. 1654 FULLER Two Sermons 75 Whether
this will ever be really effected, whether it will prove an Abor-
tive . . Time will tell. 1706 DE FOE Jure Divine ix. 209 It

[the Work] scarce out-liv'd The hated Birth ; The wild Abor-
tive dy'd.

1 4. An abortive drug.
1647 STAPYLTON Juvenal 19 Whil'st with abortives the poore

Julia marr'd Her fruitefuH wombe.

tAbo'rtive, v. Obs. [f. ABORTIVE a. Cf. to

negative,]
1. trans. To cause abortion

;
to render ineffectual

or fruitless.

ifn$Albiimaz<ir\. !ii.{D.) One of your bold thunders may a-

bortive And cause that birth miscarry. i67FELTHAM Resolves

(1677) n. Ixxxiv. 341 In War, the vexed Earth abortives all

her fruitfulness. 1699 EVELYN Acetaria 118 (1729) This is

that which abortives the Perfection of the most glorious and
useful Undertakings.
2. intr. To miscarry ; prove abortive.

1692 H\CKKT Li/ecfWit/tarns 1 1. 14710.)When peace came
so near to the birth, how it abortived . . comes now to be re-

membered.

Abortively (ab/>utivli), adv. [f. ABORTIVE a. +

-LY-.] In an abortive manner; by untimely birth;

by premature arrestment ; ineffectually.
1598 FLORIO, Abbortare, to be deliuered abortiuely. 1633

HEYWOOD Eng. Trav. (1874)111. 48 I thus abortiuely, before

my time, Fall headlong to my Graue. 1742 YOUNG Night
Th. (1757) vir. 96 If abortively poor man must die.

Abortiveness itttoitivnAs). [f. ABORTIVE a. +
-NESS.] The quality of being abortive ; unproduc-
tiveness, fruitlessness, state of failure.

1657 WINTHOKPE in Burton's Diary (1828) II. 268 We were
well warned by the abortiveness of another Bill as good.
1674 R. GODFREY Inj, fy Abuses in Phys. 52 At the Abortive-
ness and irrationality of which Recipe who is able enough to

admire? 1865 W. G. PALGRAVE Centr. Arabia I. 314 Plans
and schemes . . destined to lasting abortiveness.

t Abo'rtment. Ob$. [f. ABORT v. + -MENT ;

cf. Fr. avorfement, f. avorter to abort. See also

ABORSEMENT.] The action of aborting ; premature
expulsion of the foetus.

1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (1673) 18 The Mare shall

suffer abortment. 1652 CULPEPER Eng. Phys, 86 They are

dangerous for women with childe . . they cause abortment.

t Abote, /// a. (? for abeaten or abated} a facti-

tious form in one of the later poemsattri b. to Chaucer.
a 1597

* Chaucer's Drente* 1292 Of whiche sight glade, God
It wote, Sche was abasched & abote.

Abought, obs. pa. t. and pple. of ABIE.

Abought, abowght, obs. forms of ABOUT.
' Abound,, '? Obs. [a. Tr.abonde: L. abund-ttni

abundant ; f. same elements as vb. abumid-rt : see

ABOUND^.] Overflowing; plentiful; abundant.
(. 1400 TUNDALE Circumcision 92 The streme of sapience Of

whyche the flod most joly is habownd. c 1430 SyrGeneridts
(1865) 311 Of plentie thus he was abound To hem al that he
his frendes found.

Abound (abau-nd), v.1 Forms : 4-5 habunde,
4~6habound(e, 4- abounds e. Pr.ppU. : 4 abun-
dende, 5 abowndand. [a. OFr. abunde-r, abon-

de-r, habonde-r\\*. abunda-re to overflow
;

f. ab

from + iindd-re to flow in waves ; f. unda a wave.

Afterwards erroneously connected with habe-re to

have, and spelt with an initial h both in Fr. and

Eng.] To overflow as water does from a vessel ;

or as a vessel does with water.

1. To be present in overflowing measure ;
to be

plentiful ; to prevail widely.
138* WYCLIF 2 Cor. ix. 8 Forsobe god Is myjty for to make

al grace abounde in jou. 1481 CAXTON Myrrour \. v. 22 By
the hetpe of our Lorde of whom all science groweth and ha*
boundeth. 1513 LD. KEHKERS Frotssarf I.cccxci. 672 Bycause
of the great plenty and welthe that haboundeth in those

parties, the people are all ydell. 1590 SHAKS. Mid. N. n. i.

105 Rheumaticke diseases doe abound. 1611 BIBLE Phil. iv.

17 I desire fruit that may abound to your account. 1667
MILTON /*. L. in. 312 In thee Love hath abounded more than

glory abounds. 1845 FORD Handbk. ofSpain i. 48 The trial

becomes greater in proportion as hardships abound. 1850

ABOUNDING.

[

McCosH DK\ Cftvf. (1874) in. ii. 395 The discontent which
'

abounds in the world.

1 2. To be full, to be rich or wealthy; to have to

overflowing. (Of persons.) Obs.

138* WYCLIF i Mac. iii. 30 And he aboundide [1388 was
riche] ouer kyngus that weren bifore hym. c 1400 Apol.for
Lollards 51 pat he life lust Hi, or habunde after hienes of the
world. 1611 BIBLE PhiL iv. 18 But I have all and abound.

i 1613 SHAKS. Hen. l7III
t

i. i. 83 Kinsmen of mine . . that haue
i By this, so sicken'd their Estates, that neuer They shall

;
abound as formerly. 1713 STEELE .//*;. No. 21. 137 He

\ cannot bear to see any man want whilst he abounds. 1765
HARRIS Three Treat. HI. i. 153 Each supply where he is de-

i

ficient by exchanging where he abounds.
3. To abound in : To be plentiful, wealthy, or

copious in ; to possess to a marked extent, so as to

be characterized by; to have wealth of. (Used of

persons and things, in reference to inherent qualities,
characteristic attributes, or things whereby the sub-

ject is made wealthy, eminent, or distinguished.)
1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. vii. 4 I abounde (or am plenteuous) in

ioye in al oure tribulacioun. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. x. 337
These haboundiden in greet doctrine. iS35CovERDALE Jer.
vi. 6 Like as a condyte aboundeth in water, euen so this
cite aboundeth in wickednesse. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. \\. i.

120 When you shall know your Mistris Has deseru'd Prison,
then abound in Teares. 1676 CLARENDON Suru, Leviathan 2 1

Inwhich kind of Illustrations . . his whole Book abounds. i8
FESRIAR Illustr. oj'Sterne iv. 101 Some languages . . abound in

j

figurative expressions. 1869 BUCKLE Civil. III. iv. 259 At the
I christening , . the Scotch were accustomed to assemble their

relations, . . in whom, then as now, they much abounded.
4. To abound with (of obs., cf. Fr. abonder de} :

To be filled with, teem or swarm with, to be rife

with, to possess in great numbers. (Used chiefly
of things, in reference to accidental or unessential

properties, or such as do not essentially add to the

'abundance* of the subject. 'The ship abounds in

conveniences, but it abounds with rats.')

*[ A place abounds with all those things, which abound in
it ; it abounds in those things only which by their abundance
give it a character, or add to its resources.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boetkius (1868) 82 Whiche water habunde^
most of rede purpre. pat is to seyen of a maner shelfisshe.

1373 HARBOUR Bruce xin. 716 Hys cuntre Haboundyt weill

j

off corne. c 1415 WYNTOUN Cron. vm. xxii. 34 Elizabeth

j

Qwene ofEngland OfgretTresoreabowndand. 1513 DOUGLAS
i Virgil's SEneis (1710) vii. 46 Hir figure sa grisly grete ha-

j

boundis, Wyth glourand ene. 1583 STANYHUFST &neis (1880)
n. 62 Thee shoars of Dardan for her oft with bloodshed

|

abounded. 1611 BIBLE Prav. xxviii. 20 A faithful! man shall
I abound with blessings. 1705 ADDISON Retn. on //d/yfpref.)

I
It abounds with Cabinets of Curiosities. 1756 BURKE I'ind.

I Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 38 The palaces of all princes abound with
' such courtly philosophers. 1846 T. WRIGHT Mid. Ages II.

xix. 256 Warton's history is very incomplete, and abounds
with inaccuracies.

1 5. To go at large, be at liberty, revel, expatiate :

in the phr. To abound in one's own sense (late L.

abundare in suo sensut Fr. abonder dans son sens} :

to folio* Okie's own opinion, use one's liberty of
j

judgment.
*

1382 WYCLIF Rout. xiv. 5 Ech man habunde or be plenteuous
in his witt (Vulg. Unnsqnisqiie in suo sensit abundet}. 1554
TAUERNER Prwerbes 14 For the excludynge of contencyon
we suffre euery man to abounde in his owne sence. 1601
HOLLAND /Ymy (1634) I. 145 I wil not greatly busle my head
thereabout, but surfer euery man to abound in his own sence.

1643 ROGERS Naa>nan t to Reader 4 How abounding in their

owne sense, and stiffe in their owne conceit. 1651 CART-
WRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 42 In those points . . the Church leaves

every man to abound in his own sense. 1775 BURKE Sp.
Condi, 'with Ant. Wks. III. 95 I was resolved . . to let others
abound in their own sense, and carefully to abstain from all

expressions of my own.

1 6. trans. To overflow with, to pour forth.

1591 Troubles. Ratgne of A".
f
john 62 [He] foretelleth

famine, aboundeth plentie forth. 1631 A. CRAIGE Pilgrimc
andHeremite An hoarse hoarie Heremite . . Whose boyling
Breast nought but blacke baile abounded.

U In the following, abattndon = devote, is the true

reading :

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. 639 He that lovith God, wol . .

abounde himself, with alle his might, wel for to doon. [3 MSS.
abunden, habunden ; 2 abaundone, abawndone ; i enforce.]

t Abound, ^-2 Obs. [?
f. A- pref. 1 1 + BOUND v. ;

but only known in pa. pple., so that the a- may be

for I-, Y-. See A particle.'} To set limits to, to

restrain.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. (1495) iv. iii. 81 A fletynge

thynge . . dryeth
'

puttyth itselfe as it were abounded, and to

lette the fletynge. 16*7 SPEED England descr. fy abridged \.

9 The old names of whose Nations as also the knowledge of

their seuerall abodes . . haue of late with infinite labours. .

beene probably restored and abounded.

Abound, obs. past pple. of BIND v.

tAbonndable, Obs. [f.
ABOUND v^ + -ABLE.]

Fully sufficient, abundant.

c\4*QPalladiusonf/u$b. xn. 19 Andforanacrefatteishable
Sex strike to sowe, and lesse is aboundable In mene lande.

Aboundance, -ant, -ly, obs. ff.ABUNDANCE, etc.

Abounder (.abairndai). [f.ABOUND W.I + -ERI.]

One who abounds, has plenty, or is wealthy.
1755 YOUNG O/rtwHii. Wks.

17^7
IV. 184 Say, ye strangers

to care, and abounders in mirth! 1876 BROWNING Pacchi-

arotto\. 81 Wanters, abounders, March in gay mixture.

Abounding
1

(abairndin), vbl. sb. [f. ABOUND vJ-

-f -ING 1
.] Overflowing or plentiful supply.

1690 PENN Rise ff Progr. Quakers (1834) 12 The aboundings
of grace. [Now gerundial.]



ABOUNDING.

Abounding (abau-ndin),///. . [f. ABOUND vl

1. Overflowing ; flowing in a full stream.

1684 tr. Bonet, Merc. Cotttpil. in. 64 We must consider the

quantity of the abounding bloud. 1816 BYRON Childe Harold
HI. 50 But Thou, exulting and abounding river. 1826 Dis-

HAELI Viv. Grey iv. vi. 162 The beautiful and abounding
Rhine.

2. Plentiful ; abundant.

1697 Snake in the Grass (ed. 2) 80 The surest Method . .

for a Young Man to step into an abounding Trade. 1866

Standard^ Sept. 4/5 The abounding cases of Hardship which

continually occur under certain obnoxious statutes.

f3. Affluent.

1631 DONNE Biathanatos (1644) 91 For every labourer is

miserable and beastlike in respect of the idle abounding men.

Abourne, obs. form of AUBURN.
About (abau't), adv. and prep. Forms: 1-2 on-

butan, a-biitan, a-buton ; 2-3 a-buten, abuu-
ten

; 3 abute; (4 abote ;) 4-5 abouten, abow-
ten

; 4-6 aboute
; 5 (abought, abowght) ;

6-
about. North. : 3 abut ; 4 about, obout, abowt
(with final c already dropped). By-form, 5 abow-
tes, abouts, with genitival ending. [OE. on-biitan

(cf. OFries. abuto,}, f. on in, on + butati without,
outside of (itself an earlier comb, of be by, near, +
titan properly locative of ///' out, used adjectively
or substantively ; cf. be northan, etc.) The primary
meaning of on-biitan was thus, on or by the outside

of,
hence around^ wholly or partially. The idea of

fount/, about, was originally expressed in OE. by
ymbe, and its compound ymb-iitan ;

the latter

scarcely survived the i ithc., and the former became
obs. in the I3th, about taking the place of both.

Theweakening to a-bi'ttan began in the loth c. Mod.

poets have sometimes ''bout. The word was from the

first used without (adv.) or with (prep.) an object ;

the latter in the accus. or dat. The adverbial and

prepositional uses are here separated, but the dis-

tinction is one of construction rather than of mean-

ing, and it often melts away: see A 3, BQ.]
A. (without obj. expressed) adv. I. Position.

1. Around the outside, around
; on every side.

c uxo O. E. Chron. (Laud. MS.) an. 1090 [Hi] besaiton

t>onne castel abuton. c 1230 Ancren Riwle 246 Kastel bet

haueS deope dich abuten, & water beo i3e dich, |?e Kastel is

wel kareleas a3ean his unwines, 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls Ser.) I. 245 pe Frensche men and Hannibal byseged
hem [the Romans] all aboute. 1430 LYDGATE Story of TJtebes

1339 in Skeat's Spec. 37 A bed ryjt softe, Rychly abouten

apparayled With clothe of golde. 1610 SHAKS. Tcinp. v. i. 180
Now all the blessings Of a glad father, cpmpasse thee about.

1673 RAY Journey thro' L0w Countries 2 Dunkerk is . .

strongly fortified all about. 1873 BROWNING RedCott. N.-Cap
Country 109 The haschisch-man . . Then shows him how to
smoke himself about With Paradise.

b. Towards every side, in every or any direction

from a point, all round \fig. in cast about
t look about.

1205 LAYAMON III. 26}>abi-saehbat wifabuten [1x50 aboute].
1380 Sir Ferumb. 159 Behold aboute now y praye, ouer and
on euery helue. c iqaoCokes TaleofGamelyn 550 The scherref
aboute cast Gamelyn for to take. 1591 SHAKS. Rom. # Jul.
in. v. 40 The day is broke, be wary, looke about. 1697 DHYDES
VirgiFs Georg. i. 447 By fits he deals his fiery Bolts about.

2. Less definitely: on any side; near, in the neigh-
bourhood, without defining the exact direction.

1205 LAYAMON 12577 Arwen flujen ouer wal '

al abuten ouer
al. 1377 LANGL. P.Pl. B. H. 158 Sompne alle segges in schires
aboute. c 1385 CHAUCER Leg. G. Worn. 720 Wemen that were
neigheboris a-boute. 1388 WYCLIF Ecctus. xlvi. 16 The ene-

myes stondynge aboute on ech side. 1480 CAXTON Chron.

Eng, ccxliv, 304 They caught a gyde that knewe al the coun-

treyeaboute. 1859 jEPHSON-flrsY/awyvi. 71 Lying about was
what seemed to me to be the old altar-stone. 1877 MRS.
OLIPHANT Makers of Flor. Introd. 12 The tocsins. . were
sounding all about. Mod. Better to earn a little than hang
about doing nothing.

3. Nearly, approximately; not many more or less;
used with numbers or quantities. (Almost pre-

positional : about a hundred men were there = men,
about a hundred in number, were there. See B 9.)
1055 O. E. Chron. (Cotton MS.) Man sloh Saer mycel wael,

abutan feowerhund manna, oftSe fife. 4:1131 (Laud. MS.)
an. 1127 {>aer mihte wel ben abuton twente o3er Jmtti horn
blaweres. 1197 R. GLOUC. 247 J>ys was in J?e jer of grace syx
hondred }er ywys, And aboute an foure & Jir>-tty. 1535
COVERDALE Josh. iv. 13 Aboute a fortye thousande men ready
harnessed to the warre, wente before the Lorde. 1611 BIBLE
Ex. xxxii. 28 There felt of the people that day about three
thousand men. iSoa MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral Tatcs(i8i6) I.

iv. 20 A girl of about seven years old. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.
&*** I- 348 In 1685 London had been, during about half a
century, the most populous capital

in Europe. 1879 LOCKYER
Elent. Astron, vi. 36. 208 Light travels about 186,000 miles
a second.

4. Hence, in familiar language, of degrees of qua-
lity: nearly, almost, all but. Muchabout: very nearly.
1614 OVERBURY A Wife, etc. (1638) 94 Much about Gentle-

manlike. 1832-6 COBBETT Prospectus of his Wks. (aff. to

Eng. Gratnm.) In about every one of these works I have
pleaded the cause of the working people. 1842 E. MIALL
Nonconf. II. 335 The money-Moloch of our country . . is

about the grimmest, fiercest.most implacable god. 1850 E. P.
WHIPPLE Ets, fy Rev. 1. 299 The difference between duty and
conduct . . about measures the difference between the real
and the actual. 1851 DICKENS Bleak Ho. 1 1. 102 You're about
right respectingthe bond. 1880 HAWLEY SMART Social Sin.
rurs 1. i.\, 182 The first two are about the nicest girls in all
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London. 1882 SIR W. HARCOURT in Times 13 June 10/2 This
amendment was about as relevant to the clause as it would
be if it related to sheep-stealing. Mod. colloq. I am about
tired of this. Is your work about finished? Near about.

II. Motion.
5. Round, in rotation or revolution. Hence, fig.
To come about : to revolve tas time), to complete
a revolution, to be fulfilled

;
to come to pass, turn

out, or happen. To bring about: to cause to
revolve ; bring to pass, accomplish.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Manual of A strait. 10 Seo firmament tyrn5

symle onbutan us . . & ealle 5a steorran . . turniad onbutan
mid hyre. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr, Consc. 7712 Bot be planetes
er noght led swa, Ffor in

J>a!r cercles obout bai ga. c 1450
Merlin 7 The devell was right gladde that he hadde brought
this a-bouten. 1535 COVERDALE i Chron. xxi. i And whan y

e

yeare came aboute, what tyme as y* kynges vse to go forth,
loab . . layed sege vnto Rabba. 1580 TUSSER Husbandry
x. 45 To make thee repent it ere year about go. i6oz
SHAKS. Hanil. v. ii. 301 And let me speake to in yet vn-
knowing world How these things came about. 1607 Coriol.
iv. v. 160 What an Arme he has, he turn'd me about with
his finger and his thumbe, as one would set vp a Top.
1681 WORUDGE Syst. Agric. 29 Ere the year be about it may
yield you three such Crops. 1707 FREIND Peterboros Cond.
in Spain 200 A revolt had been brought about in the city of
Valencia. 1768 STERNE Sent, Journey (1778) II. 36 Let the
heralds officers twist his neck about if they will. 1876 FREE-
MAN Xorm. Conq. \. iv. 239 An accommodation was hardly
brought about when Lewis died.

b. In rotation, in succession
; alternately, whether

of many or tivo.

1393 LANGLAND P. PI. C. HI. 232 And jaf pardon for pans
'

pound-meel a-boute. 1801 STKUTT Sports <$ Past. n. i. 50
Butts . . at which the inhabitants were to shoot, up and down,
(called in the poetical legends 'shooting about'; upon nil

feast days. (-1817 J. HOGG Tales $ Sketches III. jygWehave
often sat together . . reading verse about with our children in
the Bible. 1851 MAYHEW /,<?</. Lab. III. 145 Turn and turn
about 's fair play. Billy, now it's your turn.

6. In partial rotation
;

half round ; from front

to back or vice, versa
; usually with turn, face.

Less usually, a short way round ; to one side,

aside, away. To send one to the right about : right
off in the opposite direction, away with a vengeance.
To get a thing the wrong way about : by the wrong
end or side. To tell a story the other way about'.

quite oppositely. To bring one about (or round), i.e.

from illness or insensibility.
1535 COVERDALE Prai<. xii. 7 Or euer thou canst turne the

aboute, the vngodly shal be ouerthrowne. 1596 SHAKS.
Merck, V. n. vi. 64 The winde is come about, Bassanio pre-
sently will goe aboord. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Kef. xlv. 456 He
had been a very zealous protestant, but under Q. Mary came
about, and was as hot the other way. 1839 TENNYSON Elaine
605 Saying that she checked And sharply turned about to
hide her face.

b. Nattt. On or to the opposite tack, as to make,

put, go about, to go about ship.
1588 Ordersfor the Span, Fleet in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II.

45 If he [the admiral] change her course, or make about.
Before he goeth about, he will shoot off a piece; and being
about, will put forth another light upon the poop. 1633 Staf'
ford Pac. Hib. xvi. 337 11821) They tacked about, and made
for Kinsale. 1690 Land. Gaz. mmdl.vx. 3 The French Ad
miral fired a Gun and went about Ship, and stood to the
Westward. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xxvi. 103 Don't you
think we had better go about? f&id.xxx. 117 The Aurora was
put about. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's \Vd.~Bk., Ready about ! and
About-ship! are orders to the company to prepare for tacking.
7. Round, in circumference; in circuit, lit. andyf^.
1598 SHAKS. Merry Wives i. ii. 44 Indeede I am in the waste

two yards about. 1600 HAKLUYT Voyages (1810) III. 429 A
more easie way though it were farther about. 1626 BACON
Sylva 328. (1650) 73 The sure way (though most about) to

make gold. 1651 tr. Bacon, Life $ Death 62 The Operation
. . is slow, and as it were about. 1705 ADDISON Italy (1767)

181, I have seen old Roman rings so very thick about, and
with such large stones in them. 1728 MORGAN Hist. Algiers
II. i. 212 Algiers . . measures barely one league about.

8. In a circuitous or winding course
;
with fre-

quent turnings ; hither and thither
;
to and fro ;

up and clown. Also, of the position of things so

scattered irregularly on a surface : here and there,

up and down.
<i 1x130. E.Chron, (Laud. MS.) an. 1001 And (>anon wendon

in Wiht-land, and J>er him ferdon on buton swa swa hi sylf
woldon. c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 37 He bereS abuten here
senil hakel. 1*05 LAVAMON 25756 Arftur code abute ' & his

cnihtes bi his siden. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 2361 Bot if a

synful myght se with-oute, How foul J>e syn es, fat he bers

oboute. 11450 LONELICH Grailx\\\. 201 Thanne Kyng Eua-
lach Abowtes gan sende Aftyr his barowns. 161 1 BIBLE Dent.
xxxii. 10 Hee ledde him about, he instructed him. 1751 EARL
CHATHAM Lett, to Nephew ii. 5, I have been moving about
from place to place. ci8i7j. HOGG Tales ft Sketches^. 150
He bustled about & about, speaking to every one. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 373 He had been willing to be the

right hand of Dundee : but ne would not be ordered about by
Cannon. Mod. To move furniture about ; scatter steeds

about; find plants growing about; insects crawling about.

9. Hence: On the move, afoot, astir: going,

moving ; going on, acting, in action
; prevailing (as

a disease).
1397 R- GLOUC. 246 Enfryd, Edwyne's brojjer, Jw he sey

pys wo aboute, To Cadwal he wende, & mercy cryde vor
doute. c 1360 Song of Yesterday m E. Eng. Poems (1862)

136 Bisi aboute . \K\ [children] han ben . To cacchen hit with
al heore mint. 1598 SHAKS. Merry Wiv. v. v. 59 About,
about, Search Windsor Castle (Elues) within, and out. 1601

Hanil. ii. ii. 617 Fye vpon 't ! Foh ! About, my Braine !

1663 PEPYS Diary (1876) II. 309 The building of St. James's
by my Lord St. Albans, which is now about. 1815 BIRK-

ABOTTT.

BECK yrny. through France 62 The wife of one of the la.
bourers was about, and seemed perfectly hearty. Mod. At
present, when small-pox is about.

flO. Togo about to do anything; to bestir oneself,
to busy oneself, to endeavour

;
to form designs, to

contrive, conspire. Obs.
c 1380 SirFernmbras 5821 AI ys for no$t, ?e A-boute goes'.

5e ne bnngep him neuere to }oure purpos. c 1400 Apol.for
Loll. 113 [pei] gredyly gon abowt to geyt al bat pey may.
1599 SHAKS. Mttch Ado i. iii. 12 Thou goest about to apply
a moral) medicine, to a mortifying mischief*. 1611 BIBLE
John vii. 19 Why goe ye about to kill me? 1635 N. R. tr.

Camderis Elizabeth i. 56 Cardinall Granvill . . went about
to set the English and the Netherlander* . . at variance. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Undent. I. iv. vii. i. 276 No Body . . ever went
about to show the Reason of their Clearness.

1 11. To be about (for) to do\ to be engaged in,

to be busied in preparation for, to be scheming,
preparing, or intending. Obs. Cf. ABOUT B6.
c 1230 Ancren Riiule 234 Satan is 5eorne abuten uorto rid-

len be ut of mine corne ! c 1386 CHAUCER Knt. T. 284 Thou
woldest falsly ben aboute To love my lady. 1541 R, BARNES
Wks. 1573, 325/2 The deuell hath beene of long tyme aboute
to bring in this snare for priests. 1634 Modern, of MALORY
Pr. Art/iur(i8i6) I. 125

' You will never be about to do such
deeds.' 'Nay, son,' said she, 'and thereto I make you as-
surance.'

12. Hence, it forms (with the infinitive) a future

participle : On the point of, going ; as scripturits,
about to write, going to write, on the point ofwriting.
1535 COVKKDAI.I-: Josh, xviii. 8 They were aboute to go far

to descrybe the londe. 1580 BARET Alrearic, To be alwut or

ready to (lie awaye. 1611 BIBLE J\e?'. x. 4 And when the
seuen thunders had vttered their voices, I was about to
write.

_ 1665 MANLEY tr. GrotIMS's LotU'Cotmtrey-lKarrs
289 Prince Maurice . . shews his Army in Bat t el- Array, a> if

about to storm. 1816 J. WILSON City of the Plague i. iv. 186
The wounded soldier rests his head About to die upon the
dead. 1871 SMILES Character (1876) iii. 74 A Catholic money-
lender, when about to cheat, was wont to draw a veil over
the picture of his favourite saint.

In this use it passes from the adv. to the//v/.,
which becomes still more distinct in 13. See B 6.

13. By further extension it is used with the verbal

sb. in the same sense.

1793 SMEATON Edystone Lightho. 254 The season we were
then about concluding. 1865 CARLYLE Frt'dk, Gt. i"x. 169 (187 j>
England seems about deserting him. Ibid. 88 The celestial

sign of the balance just about canting.
B. (with object expressed) prep. I. Position.

1. On the outside, on the outer surface of; on

every side of, all round ; around, surrounding.
<88o K.. &LFRED jPas/0ra CarexxL (Sweet, Reader i4)0nd

suae suab se here sceolde bion xetryined onbutan Hierusalem.
< 1000 .-Ki.i KIC Exod. xix. 12 J?u txcst ^emaero abutan bone
munt. i nzo O. E. Chron. (Laud. MS.) an. 1104 Feower
circulas to bam mid da^^e onbutan ba;re .sun nan. 1154 Ibid.

1137 Me dide cnotted strenges abuton here ha;ucd, & dlden an

saerp iren abuton pa mannes throte. Ibid. 1135 An sterres

abuten him at middaei, a 1200 Cotton. Honi, 239 Under him
helle mu5 open, abuuten him all folc. '1250 Gen. fy E.i\

3455 Abute ois munt Su merke make, c 1300 Early Engl.
Ps. (1844) lx\-vii. 28 Obout bar teldes bar bai lai. c 1386
CHAUCER Prof. 158 Of smal coral aboute hire arme sche baar
A peire of bedes. < 1450 LONELICH Grail xiv. 216 [Hel
beheld the hepe.s that Abowten him were. 1535 COVERDALE
Ps. cxxxviii, 3 Thou art aboute my path and aboute my
bedd. 1611 BIBLE Mark xii. i A certaine man planted a

vineyard, and set an hedge about it. 1655-60 T. STANLV.V
Hist, of Philos. (1701'! 9/2 Of equiangle triangles, the sides

that are about equal angles are proportion.il. 1830 TFXNV-
SON Fair Women 162 The Roman soldier found Me lying
dead, my crown about my brows. 1873 BROWNING RedCott.

N.-Cap Country 239 The balustrade About the tower.

b. Towards every side of oneself; in every direc-

tion ; all round.

1340 Ayenb. 150 Vor hi zyeb brijtliche and inc hare herten,
and al abote ham. c 1380 Sir I-'eriunbras 126 panne be kyng
gan waxe wrob \ & aboute him gan be-holdc. 1535 COVEK-
DALE Tob. xi. 5 The mother of Tobias sat daylie . . vpon ye

toppe of an hill, from whence she might se farre aboute her.

1607 HIERON ll'ks, I. 397 Many a coward layeth about him
for a bout or two. i6z5 tr. Gonsafoius, S/>an. Inqnis. 12 Vn^
lesse he look well about him, and be circumspect in his deal-

ing. 1863 LoSGF./
r
rt/tf? o/Serfaderigti 190 He looked about

him for some means or way To keep this unexpected holiday.

2. (Position) around less definitely: around any

part of, somewhere near, on some side of (not ex-

cluding the insitfe}, in or near. (Shading into n.)
1366 MAUNDEV. iii. 15 Abouten Grece there ben many Ile>.

1470 Paston Lett. 641 (1874) II. 399 I wold passyngly faync
that ye wer in London . . or nye abowght London. 1535
COVERDALE i Chron. x. 27 In the nighte season also remayned
they aboute the house of God. 1601 SHAKS. T-wel. N. n. iv.

13 He is about the house. 1653 WALTOHA ngleri. 20 Creatures

inhabiting both in and about that element. 1771 Antiq.
Sarisbur. 7 Carausius was born of mean parentage about
Cleves in Germany. Mod. The Snake's-head grows in

meadows about Oxford. The idlers hanging about the door
of the public-house,
3. With persons, the literal sense of around soon

passed into those of holding a position beside, be-

ing in common intercourse with, habitually con-

nected with, in attendance on, in the suite of.

f 1175 <. Horn. 55 Pater Noster 13 Abuten us he [beel-

zebubj is for to blenchen. 1366 MAUSUEV. xxii. 242 Tho
lordes only that ben aboute him. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour
ii. b, The fend that euer is incessauntly aboute the synnar.

1550 THOMAS Ital. Diet., Exculntorc, the chamberer that

watcheth as it is used aboutes great Personages. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry Wives n. ii. 17 Hang no more about mee, I am no

gibbet for you. *6ii Wint. T.n.'i. 59 Beare the Boy hence,
he shall not come about her. 17*3 BP. BLACKALL Irks* I. 46



ABOUT.

They become ten times more uneasy to themselves than to

those who are about them. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Sena.
(ed. 31 I. xxv. 384 We get used to the things about us. 1876
FREF.MAN Norm. Conq. II. ix. 365 The king was allowed to
have about him his Norman stallers.

4. Somewhere on or near the person ;
in one's

pockets or other receptacles ; with, at hand.
1567 MAPLET A greette Forest 12 b, It [Kabiates] is thought

being borne about one to make a man eloquent. 1590 SHAKS.
Com. Err. in. ii. 146 [She] told me what priuie marks I had
about mee. 1598 Merry Wives i. i. 209 You haue not the
booke of Riddles about you, haue you? 1637 MILTON Counts

647 If you have this {herb] about you . . you may Boldly
assault the necromancer's hall. 1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past.
ii. iiu 86 When they had lost all they had about them, they
would sometimes pledge a part of their wearing apparel.
5. Attributive connexion : Appertaining to ;

at-

tached to as an attribute or attendant circumstance.

1603 SHAKS. Metis, for M. n. i, 163 His face is the worst

thing about him. 1793 SMEATON Kdystone Lightho. 254
Leaving every thing about the work, up to the entry door,

ready to go to sea. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany v. 56 There was
a look about it . . which seemed to me to be foreign. 1876
FREEMAN Norm, Cong. II. vii. 124 There must have been

something specially hateful about this tax.

6. Practical connexion : Near so as to meddle with
;

concerned or occupied with
; dealing with, attending

to, interfering with ; prosecuting, trying to do or to

make. The early quot. show the transition in 'busy
about/ from the literal busy round, to busy inter-

fering with. (To send one about his business : off,

away, i.e. to attend to his own affairs. See BITSI-

XESS.) Closely connected with A 10-13, of which
the two latterarc indeed inmodern use prepositional.
c 1 175 Lamb. Honi. 1 75 fa be weren cure abuten bisse worldes

echte. c 1220 .5". Marhcrete 16 Ant am in hare beddes so bisi

ham abuten. 1 1385 CHAUCER Leg. Good M7. i6ioThis tbinge
the whiche ye ben aboute. c 1400 Apol.for Lollards 23 pe
souereynes of be kirke howun not to curse for temporal
bingis, ne bisy a bowt hem. ci^\oGencrydcsiij^(i^j^) Ffor

this iv yere we haue ben it abought. 1605 SHAKS. Wint, T.

iv. iv. 693 The Prince bimselfe is about a peece of Iniquitie.
1611 BIBLE Luke ii. 49 Wist yee not that I must bee about

iny fathers businesse? 1642 ROGERS Naantan 436 The worke
which himselfe and Paul went about. 1751 HARRIS Hermes
(1841) 225 These machines . . must be the work of one who
knew what he was about. 1801 STRUTT Sports $ Past. In-

trod-44 Neither might they. . prevent any one from passing
peaceably about his business. 1878 G. MACDONALD Ann.
Quiet Neigkh. iv. 44 Whoever made it has taken long enough
about it. ^lod. What are you about there?

7. Abstract connexion : Touching, concerning ;
in

the matter of, in reference or regard to. The regular

preposition employed to define the subject-matter
of verbal activity, as in to speak, think, ask, dream,
hear, know about

;
to be sorry, pleased, perplexed

about ; to give orders, instructions, information

about
;
to form plans, have doubts, feel sure about.

1230 Ancren Rhvle 144 Hu hire stont abuten vleschliche

tentaciuns, jif heo ham haued. c 1449 PECOCK Rej>r. \. xix.

(Skeat,^y*ft://.5i) Defautisdoon aboute ymagis&pilgrimagis
ben myche Ii3ter 8: esier to be amendid. 1590 SHAKS. Two
Gent. in. i. 2 We haue some secrets to confer about. 1596

MrrcJi. I', i. iii. 109 In the Ryalto you haue rated me
About my monies and my vsances. 1599 ( Title) Much
Adoe about Nothing. 1611 BIHI.E Le^\ vi. 5 All that about
which hee hath sworne falsly. 1777 HUMK Ess. -y Treat. I. 193
Shall we be indifferent about what happens? 1854 KISGSLEY
Alexandria ii. 50 It is better to know one thing than to know
about ten thousand things. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. IV.

13 Twenty governments, divided by quarrels about prece-
dence, quarrels about territory, quarrels about trade, quarrels
about religion.

b. This passes occasionally into the sense, on
account of, because of.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Ifen. //', v. i. 25 Doe you meane to stoppe
any of Williams wages, about the Sacke he lost the other

day? 1598 Merry Wives \\. i. 5 He is very couragious mad,
about his throwing into the water,

8. Of a point of time : Near, nigh ; close to, not
far from

;
in giving an approximative date or hour.

1154 O. E. Citron. (Laud. MS.) an. 1140 Abuton non tid

daeies, ba men eten. c 1230 Ancren Rhule 24 Abute swuch
time alse me singe'5 messe. 1297 R. GLOUC. 431 He deyde
aboute bulke tyme. c 1386 CHAUCER Knight's T. 1331 pise
lordes al and some Bene on the sonday to J>e cite come
Aboute prime. 1534 tr. Pofyd. Verg., Eng. Hist. I. 56 Caesar
abowte the asquinoctiall time of harveste, retourned into
Fraunce. 1598 SHAKS. Merry Wives v. I. 12 Bee you in the
Parke about midnight. 1611 BIBLE John\\\. 14 Now about
the middest of the feast Jesus went vp into the Temple, and
taught. 1756 BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 27 About this

time, another torrent of barbarians . . poured out of the south.

i88z Daily Ne^vs 22 Mar. 2/8 They returned to their quarters
about three o'clock.

9. Of a point in a scale of quantity: Near, close

to, not much above or below; in giving an approx-
imate weight, measure, or point on any scale.

1590 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. iv. 163 Si/. How tall was she?

Jul. About my stature. 1768 GOLDSM. Good Nat. M. in.

He's much about my size and figure. Mod. Its boiling point
is about 150^ Fahr. About the same elevation as the top of
Primrose Hill.

II These two last are closely connected with the

adverbial senses A 3, 4 ;
cf. Come about six o'clock ;

stay about an hour; to weigh about a pound ;
to

be about right.
II. Motion.

10. Round the outside of; round (in opposition to

across, over, or into), arch. (To beat about the

bush. See BUSH.)

30

r iooo ^ELFRIC Manual of Astronomy 8 Leessan ymbgang
heef5 se man pe gseS abiitan an bus, bonne se oe call ?a burh

be-gaeS. c 1075 O. E. Chrott. (Laud. MS.) an. 1000 And his

scipu wendon ut abuton Le^ceastre. 1205 LAYAMON 26065
And Ar'Sur aneouste pat treo bieorn abute. a 1300 Fragnt.
in Wright Pop. Science 132 Hevene goth aboute the wordle.

OipS&ua.Mtrtylfflvavf.yf.y. Herne the Hunter.. Doth
all the winter time, at still midnight Walke round about an
Oake. 1655-60 T. STANLEY Hist, ofPkilos. (1701) 86/2 He
sent two Companies of Horse secretly about the Hill. 1607
DAMPIER Voyages (1729) I. 257 They could not get about the

Cape. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. ofNat. \. 79 The revolution
of a planet about the sun.

11. Round or over the parts of; in circuit over
the surface of ; to and fro in

; across or over in

any direction. Used also of the position of things
scattered over the surface of anything: here and
there in or on. (Shading into 2.)

1534 MORE Upon the Passion Wks. 1557, 1318/1 Do my
message in preching my woorde aboute the worlde. 1596
SPENSKR /''. Q. i. i. 1 1 That path they take, that beaten seem'd
most bare, And like to lead the labyrinth about, c 1605Rniseis
Ghost B i Players were never so thrjftie as they are now about
London. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. e2o In troops I haue dis-

pers'd them 'bout the Isle. 18780. MACDONALD^WW. Quiet
Neigkb. Iv. 43, 1 was wandering about the place, making some
acquaintance with it.

1879 TENNYSON Lover's T. Friends
. . who lived scatteringly about that lonely land. Mod. The
cowslips dotted about the field.

b. Frequenting, mingling in the pursuits of; esp.in
the common phrase about town.

'593 NASHE Foure Lett. Confuted 83 Since I first knew
!

him about town. iS^STiiACKKKAY I'anily F. I. 131 A perfect
'

and celebrated 'blood' or dandy about town. Ibid. 192 He
was not very wise; but he was a man about town, and had

|

seen several seasons. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 153
Some Roman Catholics about the court had, indiscreetly or

artfully, told all.

C. Comb. When used as a verb-complement,
about was occasionally, like separable prefixes in

German, prefixed to the verb, as in about go, about

run, about stand
; these have sometimes been con-

nected by hyphens, but are scarcely compounds.
Also about-speech obs., a roundabout phrase,

circumlocution ; about-standing (cf. Germ. Um-
stand) obs., a circumstance ; about-writing obs. t

the legend round the head stamped on a coin.

Also ABOUT-SLEDGE, ABOUTWARD, q.v.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 7583 pir
twa hevens ay obout-

rynnes, Both day and nyght, and never blynnes ; J?e erth,
'

bat ba hevens obout-gase, Es bot als a poynt Imyddes a
'

compase. 1382 WYCLIF Ecclits. xlvi. 16 He inwardly clepide
the almi^ty Lord, in a^enfi^ting the enemys aboute stond-
ende. 1513 DOUGLAS VirgiCs ^Kneis i. 12(1710) Rycht so

by about-speich often tymes And semblabill wordis we com-
pyle our rymes. 1340 Ayenb. 174 Vor he ssel zigge alle his

/ennes . . and be aboutestondinges of be zennes. Ibid. 175
Ac pe aboutestondinges alle pet moreb be zennes. < 1449
PFCOCK Rcpr. II. ii. 140 And thei seiden, It is the ymage
and the Aboute-writing of C^sar, the Emperour.
About (abcurt), v.^ Naut. [f. phr. About-ship

see ABOUT adv. 6 b.] To change the course (of a

ship") to the other tack.

1688 I. CLAYTON Virginia Let. 4 in PhiL Trans. XVII. 984
Generally when they About the Ship as they call it, they are
so ni^h the Shoar, that, etc.

tAbout, v$ Obs. fa. Fr.flAw/Vrsaid of a tumour,
f. a boitt to a head: boutcr of buds.]
1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet., Aborting, a term used by the

French gardeners to denote that the Trees are budded; as it

signifies, in regard to Animals, the making a kind of a Head
or Abscess. 1731 BAILICY, Alwuted* budded. [In ASH 1775.]

Aboutie, obs. form of ABUT v.

t Abouts, aboutes, adv. and//r/., a genitival
form of ABOUT used in 5-6 ; still preserved in cer-

tain compound adverbs as HEREABOUTS, THERE-
ABOUTS, WHEREABOUTS, and the obs. THENABOUTS.

[prob. of northern origin, with ~es for -en, as in

northern genitives, plurals, possessive pronouns, and
vbl. inflections.]
A. adv.

c 1450 LoMBLICH Granl II. 27 In his herte hadde he gret
thowht howh this mater abowtes schold ben browht.

B. prep.
c 1450 LONF.LICH Gratl xxv. 215 Al and some abowtes him

ganne to drawen. 1552-3 /?'. Church Goods, Stafford^ 29
Abouts iiij yeres paste [they! solde xlix shepe vi kie.

1596 SPENSKR F.Q. \. ix. 36 His garment, nought but many
ragged clouts . . The which his naked sides he wrapt abouts.

Abou't-sledge. [AnouT+sLEncE.] The largest
hammer used by smiths.

1703 MOXOK Mcch. Exer. 4 The About Sledge is the big-
gest Hammer of all, and . . they hold the farther end of the
Handle in both their Hands, and swinging the Sledge above
their Heads, they . . let fall as heavy a Blow as they can

upon the Work. 1849 WEALE Diet. Terms.

t Abou'tward, -s, adv. 0^.4-7. [ABOUTAn
and B 6 -f -WARD.] Striving, trying, contriving, tend-

ing towards
; shading off, as it became obsolete,

into the mere idea of being about to, going.
f 1400 Sir Tryant. 65 Syr Marrok . . Was fasle aboutewarde
To do hys lady gyle, a 1440 Sir Eglamour 658 Thou art

abouteward, Y undurstonde To wynne alle Artas of myn
honde. 1524 Staff Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 257 Suche Coiin-
sail lours . . wolde be aboutewarde to distroy and putte doune
noble men. 1534 tr. Pol. Verg., Eng. Hist. \\. 128 The earle
of Warweke . . was than at hys owne towne aboutward to
come very shortly unto the camp. 1611 SPEED Hist. Brit. ix.

xxi. 96 All those that shall bee aboutwards to stop vs in the
said pilgrimage. ........ ,. . .

ABOVE.

Above (abzrv), adv. and prep. Forms : 1-2

(bufan, bufon) ;
2 (bufen, buven, buuen, bu-

uenne), abufan ; 3 (buven, buve), abuuen,
abuue

; 3-4 (boven), aboven ; 4-5 abouen,
abowen(e ; 4-7 aboue ; 5 abouyn, aboun; 6

abowe (abuffe, aboufe, abofe, aboif) ; 4- above.
North.: 4 abouen, obowen ; 4-6abown(e, aboun,
abone; 6- abune, abuin, aboon. [f. A//T/.

1
, on, +

bufan above, atop (cf. ODu. and MLGerm. bovcit),

itself an earlier comb, of be 'by, near, about' +

nfan adv. 'up, above' (cf. Germ. obcn\ properly
locative case of uf- (Goth. /") up, upward. The

simple it/an originally expressed the whole idea
of its successive expansions b\e}ufant a-b(e}ufan.

A-bufan did not appear till the I2th c., and was

evidently a northern formation, being rarely found
out of northern or north-eastern writers before the

end of the 1 3th, when it generally replaced bufan,
which sisfrove became obs. in the I4th. 'Bove is also

an occasional aphetism of above in modern poets.
For the illustration of the senses, bove and above

are here taken together, though formally distinct

words. A parallel compound of bufan was bibufen
= BE-BOVE ; cf. a-fore, be-fore ;

of ufan> an-ttfan,

ANOVE(N. Bufan was used in OE. without (adv.)
or with (prep.) an object ; the latter in the dative.

A-bufan was at first adverbial, but soon acquired
the prepositional use of bufan. The adverbial
and prepositional constructions are here separated,

though in the development of meaning they form

historically only a single series
; and, as in ABOUT,

in certain modern uses, the grammatical distinction

melts away ;
see B 8.

A. (without object expressed) adv.
1. Overhead

;
in a place vertically up ;

on high ;

upstairs.
c 1000 W^ELFRIC Manual of Astron. 2 Seo sunne ge<5 . . call

swa feorradune on nihtlicre tide under bsere eorban swaheo on
da; bufan up astih.5. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cofisc. 612 Bathe
fra aboven and fra benethe. 1413 LYDGATE/^/^-. Scnvle(i%yj)
v. i. 68 Angels also I sawe fleen to and fro, . . by see and land,
and in the eyer abouen. 1598 SHAKS. Merry Wives iv. ii. 78
My Maids Aunt the fat woman of Brainford, has a gown
aboue. 1611 BIBLE Prov. viii. 28 When hee prepared the

heauens, I was there . . when he established the cloudes
aboue. 1799 WORDSWORTH Prel. \. 14 (1850) Far above Was
nothing but the stars and the grey sky. 1865 DICKENS Our
Miit. Fr. iii. 13 In another corner a wooden stair leading above.

b. In heaven. Also elliptically to heaven
;
and

jrom above, from heaven.
c 1250 Gen. ff Exod. 10 Dan sal him almightin luuen, Her

bl-neoen and Sund abuuen. 1460 Pol. Rel. <$ Love Poems
(1866) 430 From here sone bat ys a-bouen. 1611 BIBLK
James \. 17 Euery good gift and euery perfect gift is from
aboue. 1647 H. MORE SongofSoul \. ii. 40 And ever naming
God, he lookd aboven. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick vii. (1853)
IX. 71 That vow hath been pronounced, and register'd Above.
1861 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxxiv. 10 And whether trust in

things above Be dimm'd of sorrow, or sustain'd.

2. On the surface ; on the outside ; covering,

binding down, or over all. lObs. or dial.

c 1305 Life of Beket 266 Thabyt of monek he nom, And
siththe clerkes robe above. 1340 Ayenb. 236 pe linene kertel

betokneb chastete of herte. {>e gerdel above betocneb chas-
lete of bodie. c 1440 Ancient Cookery in Housh, Ord. (1790)

468 Make a drage . . of pouder of ginger myneed, andstrewe
aboven theron. 1611 BIBLE Numb. iv. 25 The couering of
the badgers skinnes that is aboue upon it.

3. In a higher place ;
farther up a mountain or

river
;
farther from the sea ; hence (obs.) on shore,

whence men '

go down to the sea in ships.'
c 1270 Assntnpdoun de N. Dame 22 penkeb on my sonve

nowe, How I hange here abowe, How I hange apon a tre.

r 13x5 E. E. A Hit. Poems A. 1022 pe cyte stod abof ful

sware. 1366 MAUSDEV. xxv. 262 It hath aboven toward

Inde, the Kyngdom of Caldee. f 1435 Tor. of Portugal
1462 Ffast from land row they began, Above they left that

gentilman, With wyld bestis to have byde. 1611 BIBLE

yosh. ii. 13 The waters of Jordan shall be cut off from the
waters that come down from above. Mod. Below were the

silvery lakes, above were the snowy peaks.
4. Higher on a written sheet or page ; and hence,

in an earlier part of a writing or book
; before in

order. (Often used as a. and sb.
; see C I : and in

comb. ;
see D, and ABOVE-SAID.)

c 1120 O.F,, Chron. (Laud. MS.) an. 1090 Eall swa wse br

abufan ssedan be bam cynge. 1340 Ayenb. 247 pe bysye
lyue huerof we habbe}? aboue y-speke. 1574 Wills ff Jnv.
North. Count. II. 405 The Rest of all my Land I gyf and.

leiff to my sone . . except that aboun is exceptet. Mod.
Several examples of this construction are given in the exer-

cise above.

f 5. fig. (From the idea of two wrestlers or

combatants.) In superiority ; having the upper
hand in a struggle ;

victorious. Obs.

1205 LAYAMON 3764 Ofte heo fuhten. ofte heo weren bu-
uenne [later text bofe] and ofte bi-neoden. 1330 R. BRUNNK
C/tron. 32 If he wild praie him . . He wild do pe bataile, and
bei suld be aboue. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 94 Vencust is

he, And gerris his fay is abovin be. 1611 BIBLE Dent, xxviii.

13 And the Lord shall make thee the head and not the tail ;

and thou shalt be aboue only and shalt not be beneath.

Q-fig. In a higher rank, position, or station. Also,

(Itipt. a higher court, etc.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1467 Now er we aboven, and now
doun broght. . .c. 1400 Apol./or Lojlards 3 He .may not do



ABOVE.

l>is, but in as mykil as it soundi^ to J?e hed of \>e. kirk abouyn.

1465 MARG. PASTON Past. Lett. 502. II. 185 Ve shuld fynde
a mene to have a wrytte from above. ?i53 SlR R- C N'

STABLE in PlnmptoH Corr. 228 Make me a letter of attorney
unto some of your frinds aboufe to clame your arrearages.

7. In addition, csp. in the phrase over and above.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. iv. i. 413 And stand indebted ouer

and aboue In loue and seruice to you euermore, 1602

HamL n. ii. 126 This . . hath my daughter shew'd me : And
more aboue hath his soliciting As they fell out .. All given to

mine eare. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. vi. 35
* Old lady

don't like your humble servant, over and above,' t>aid Haley.

8. More than, fully : see B 8, in which above hovers

between an adv. and prep.
B. (with obj.) prep.

1. Directly over, vertically up from ; on or over

the upper surface ; on the top of, upon, over.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. i. 7 And to-twa;mde ba watcru J?e waeron

under bare facstnisse fram bam be wa;ron bufan Jxere fa;st-

nisse. Hontl. (Sweet A.S. Reader 86) >Kteowode heo-

fonlic leoht bufon 5am apostole. truyfi Lamb. Horn. 95 {>e

halia gast wes isejen on fures heowe bufan bam apostlas,

a 1200 Moral Ode (Lamb. Horn.} 87 He is buuen us and bi-

noben, biforenand bihinden. c 1230 AncrenRiiyle 362 And
we . . wulleS mtd eise stien to heouene bet is so heih buuen us.

(-1315 SHOREHAM 117 Al that hys bove and under molde.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 2794 Pat place es neghest aboven

hel pitte, Bytwen purgatory and itte. c 1450 Merlin 134 So

eche bar other to the erthe, and theire horse a-bouen hem.

i$95 SHAKS. John ii. i. 397 Now by the sky that hangs aboue

our heads, I like it well. 1611 BIBLK Gen. i. 7 And God . .

diuided the waters, which were vnder the firmament, from the

waters, which were aboue the firmament. 1833 WORDSWORTH
SoHttufsxxxii. Hell opens, and the heavens in vengeance crack

Above his head.

2. Relatively over, covering ;
farther from the

centre of a solid body; on the outer surface of;

on the top of; outside of, over. W/>s. or dial.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvi. 581 A chemeyr, for till heill his

veid, Abone his armyng had he then. 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froissart I. ccxvii. 275 The sayd lordes toke on them to

weare aboue all theyr garmentes, the redde crosse.

3. Higher up a slope, nearer the source of a

river, or summit of a mountain, than ;
farther from

theseathan. Also, of time: earlier than. (Occasion-

ally higher on a map, farther north than.)
r8o6 O.E. Chron. Be Ly^an xx mila bufan Lunden-byri^.

1564 KNOX Let. quoted in P. F. TYTI.ER'S Hist. Scot. (1864)

III. 402 Two barges . . came in our Firth, abone the Inch.

1789-96 MORSE Amer. Geog. 1. 1 The greatest part ofEurope
being situated above the 45th degree of Northern latitude.

1855 HT. MARTINEAU Guide to Eng. Lakes 36 Behind and

above it the vale head rises into grandeur. 1862 STANLEY

Jewish Ch. (1877) I. ii. 33 We are still above the point of

separation between the various tribes.

4. Higher in absolute elevation than ; rising or

appearing beyond the level or reach of. Above

ground : out of the grave, alive. Jig. Of sounds.

1205 LAYAMON 26051 Ah ArSur bneid he-e his sceld buuen

[later text boue] his hselme. c 1230 A ncren Riwle 46 Mid
te Jmme up buue be uorheaued. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cansc.

4760 pe se sal ryse . . Abowen be heght of ilka mountayne.

1552 LYNDESAY Monarche 5463 lerome sayis, it sail ryse on

heycht Abone montanis, to mennis sycht. 1653 WALTON

Angler ii. 43 The Otter which you may now see above water

at vent. 1711 F. FULLER Med. Gym. 79 Legions of the dead

might have been above ground. 1855 KINKSLEY Heroes >

Theseus n. 212 The citadel of Corinth towering high above

all the land. Mod. His voice was heard clear above the din.

^- fig- Superior to (the influence of); out of

reach of; not exposed or liable to be affected by;
not condescending to.

1340 HAMPOLE Prose Treat. isCristeslufe. . lyftesabowne

layery lustes and vile couaytes. 1653 WALTON Angler 6 We
enjoy a contentednesse above the reach of such dispositions.

1782 PRIESTLEY Corr. ofChristianity \. \, 61 It was not pre-
tended that the subject was above human comprehension.

1819 WORDSWORTH Poems ofSent, xxviii. 4 My spirit seems
to mount above The anxieties ofhuman love. 1832 HT. MAK-
TINEAU Life in Wilds iii. 42 [He] was quite above owing his

meal to the request of a little girl.

Q.fig. Higher in rank or position than ;
over in

authority.
c 1200 Ormulum 17970 Forr he batt fra bibufenn comm Iss

aneabufenn alle. i34oHAMPOLE/V. Consc. 4120And heghen
hym . . Aboven al bat er paens goddes calde. 1607 SHAKS.
Timon in. ii. 94 Men must learne now with pitty to dispence,
For Policy sits aboue Conscience. 1611 BIBLE i Ckron. xxvii.

6 This is that Benaiah, who was mightie among the thirtie,

and aboue the thirtie. 1697 DRYDEN Virgil, Georgics iv. 602

(1721) He breath'd of Heav n, and look'd above a Man. 1718
Free-thinker No. 57. 13 You dress, not only above your cir-

cumstances, but above your condition. 1829 SCOTT Antiq.
xxxii. 223 'She brought me up abune my station.' 1850
Me COSH Dili. Govt. (1874) in. i. 299 The conscience looks to

a law above it.

7. Higher in degree ; surpassing in quality ;
in

excess of, beyond ;
more than. Above all : beyond

everything ; first of all ; chiefly. Above measure :

beyond or more than what is meet ; in excess of

moderation ; excessively.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 357 Pat is- loue bi lorde god 'leuest

aboue alle. c 1400 Apol. for Lollards 64 & ban he schal

vnderstond a boun his enemies, & ouer his techars. 1535
COVKRDALE Ps. xliv. 7 God hath anoynted the with the oyle
of gladnes aboue thy felowes. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 168

He furnish'd me . . with volumes, that I prize aboue my
Dukedome. 1611 BIBLE James v. 12 But aboue all things,

my brethren, swearenot. 2 Cor. xii. 7 Least I should bee
exalted aboue measure. 1829 WORDSWORTH I'ct'irrs of Sent.

31

xxxvii. Taught to prize Above all grandeur, a pure life un-

crossed By cares.

8. Surpassing in quantity, amount, or number ;

more than. (Here the prep, passes again into the

adv., at least the numeral following may be the

nominative of a sentence, or the object of a vb. or

of another prep. Cf. nearly a. hundred, above a hun-

dred were present.)
1509 HAWES 1'ast. ofPI. xvi. 59 She is not yet in al above

xviii. yere. 1610 SHAKS. Hatitl. it. ii. 455 It was neuer Acted :

or if it was, not aboue once. 1713 STEELE English. No. 11.71
These Motions are performed Dy Wheels, which are above

fifty
in Number. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. I. 335 Above

a sixth part of the nation is crowded into provincial towns of

more than thirty thousand inhabitants.

9. In addition to, besides (in over ami above).

1581 WL*KUB/CRBk.ofComM,Places nsSTolooke for a good
turne againe, or anything else, over and above the principal!.

1618 BOI.TON tr. Floriis, Putting in a sword over and above
their bargaine, into the false balances. 1866 Ciiio. E nor Felix
Holt xlvii. 406 Over and above the stings of conscience . . he
had the powerful motive of desiring to do what would satisfy

Esther. MtnL He earns a large sum over and above his salary

by commissions.

C. Elliptically (quasi- a. and sl>.).

1. By ellipsis of a pple. as sail/, writ/en, men-

tioned, above stands attributively, as ' the above ex-

planation' ;
or the noun also mrty be suppressed and

above used absolutely, as ' the above will show,' etc.

*779 ^Y-
RL-SSF.M. I'iclv ofSoc. II. xcvi. 437 Just as I was

concluding the above, I received yours. 1851 F. \V. ROBERT-

SON Serm. Ser. iv. (1863) I. vi. 33 In God's world there is not

one monotony of plains without hills. . . There is an above

and there is a below. 1873 BAN-ISTER Music iii. 1 1 The above

signs for the Breve measure being omitted.

f2. With a possessive case, at, to mine (thine,

his, etc.) above : something above what I am (thou

art, he is). To bring one to his above : to bring

him to a superior position or condition ; to come
to, or be at the above of: to attain the supe-

riority or mastery of, to surmount, overcome, or

master. 06s. 3-5.
1330 R. BXUNNE Citron. I. i. 253 (Rolls Ser.) Mykel l;ow love,

I have 5ow holpen to joure above. 1387 TKKVISA Higdtn
(Rolls Ser.) 1 1. 29 (They) schal have be better ends and be at

here aboue [Lat. fraevalere}. c 1420 Palladivs on flush. I.

199 And vynes . . By processe may be brought to thair above.

1475 CAXTON Jnson xx b, I hope to come to thaboue of inyu

enterpryse. 1484 CAXTON Ora. C/iyitnlry-j'i [He] cometh to

the aboue of his enemyes.
D. Comb. Above was occasionally, when used

as a verb-complement by early writers, prefixed to

the verb, as is still the case with similar adverbs

in German ;
thus we have above build, above rise,

etc., which however are scarcely compounds. But

when above in sense A 4,
'

higher on a page or docu-

ment,' was prefixed to pa. pples., many regular

compound adjs. were formed, such as above-cited,

above-mentioned, above-named, above-written, which

see under ABOVE-SAID. Also above-ground, a techn.

term in dancing; above-hand, overhand
;
above-

head, obs., overhead; above -seated, obs. ; above-

stairs, obs., upstairs ;
above-wonderful, obs., more

than wonderful. Also AHOVE-BOARD, ABOVE-SAin.q.v.
1382 WVCLIF Jail? ii. 20 Aboue byldinge 3011 silf to }oure

moost hooly feith. fames ii. 13 Forsothe mersy aboue reisith

doom. 1622 MASSINGER, etc. Old Law m. ii. [Dancing-
master log.} Now here's your in-turn, and your trick above

ground. 1674 PLAYKORD Skill ofMnsick u. 114 The violin

is usually plaid abovehand. vnfcSu&KKS&EdystontLightka,
253 The weather . . above-head had remained . . much the

same. 1683 tr. Erasmus, Moriae Enc. 78 The above-seated

Gods in Heaven. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 28. F 5 I cannot

be above stairs and below at the same time. 1625 A. GILL

Sacred Phihf. It. 171 Nothing of this was in that above-

wonderful! generation.

Above-board (ab-v,bo-'jd), adv. fhr. often

used adjectively. [f.
ABOVE prep. + BOAHD so.]

1.
' In open sight ;

without artifice or trick. A
figurative expression, borrowed from gamesters,

ABRADED.

1790 COWPER Lett. June 17 Wks. 1876, 332 This, and more of

the same sort passed in my mind on seeing the old woman
abovesaid.

Similarly, above -bounden, -cited, -found,

-given, -mentioned, -named, -written.

1755 N. MAGENS ss. Ins. 1 1. 393 Whereas the abovenamed
CD hath advanced and lent unto the abovebounden A it B
the sum of 500, etc. 1653 MILTON Consid. Hirelings Wks.

1851, 378 By that command to Peter, and by this to all

Ministers abovecited. 1765 FERGUSON in /'/;//. Trans. LV.
68 Multiplying the above-found quantities by the square
of the diameter. 1865 LL-BBOCK Preli. Times 325 He refers

to the above-given calculation. 1707 FKKIND 1'eterboro's

Cond. in Spain 26 We are willing to comply with the

King's desire for the above-mention'd attempts. 1865 LVH-
BOCK Preh. Times 336 The above-mentioned facts prove
only that it will not always do so. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
(1634) 1 1.604 Xenocratesmine authour aboue-named afiirmeth

that, etc. 1674 PLAYKORU Skill of Mnsick I. xi. 45 Tryal
may be made in the above-written Notes.

t Abow, v.str. Olis. 1-5. Forms: Inf. i abusan;

2-3abu;e(n, abue(n, abouwe(n, abue(u, aboue ;

3-4 abowe. Pa. t. \ abeas ;
1-2 abeah, //.

abuson ; 2-3 abeh ; 3 (trans.) abuyde ; 4 (tiitr.)

abojede, ab'owj. Pa. pple. i abosen. [OK. a-

tiilzaii, f. A- pref. I + t/i!za>t ; cogn. w. OIIG. ar-

biiigan, X1IG. er-bicgen, Goth. us-biugan^\
1. intr. To bend, incline, bow, stoop ; fig. to do

homage or reverence, to submit.
c 1000 7jYflT<'//"i 555 J>ajrfram sylle abea^mcdu-bencmoni^.

1086 O.E. Cliron. (Laud. MS.) Ealle ba men on Englalande
him to abugon. r 1173 Lamb, lltnit. 227 pe nefcr ne abeah
o nane deofel

3yld. 1250 LAYAMON 4049 pat mak[ede a]lle be

>ber mid strengb }am a-bouwe. 1297 R. GLOUC. 193 pe nubU-

a. In orig. use.

1616 BEAUM. & Ft. Cast. Country l. i. Yet if you play not

fair play, and above-board too, I have a foolish gin here.

\}.f'g. Openly, freely ; without dissimulation or

concealment ; also, publicly exhibited.

1628 EARLE Microcosm. Ixxvi. 157 One that . . does it fair

and above-board without legerdemain, and neither sharks for

a cup or a reckoning. i648SvMMONs J'?W. 46 Suchadisloyal,

hypocritical, unchristian, and bloody faction as this now
above-board. 1664 H. MORE Mysl. Jnif. ix. 27 They would

have dealt above-board, and like honest men. 1788 BUKKK

Sf. agst. Hastings Wks. XIII. 293 All that is in this trans-

action is fair and above-board. 1871 FREEMAN ffittar. Ass.

Ser. I. iii. 69 Edward's conduct was throughout honest and

aboveboard.

Aboven, obs. form of ABOVE.

Abovesaid (ab-V|se:d), ppl. a. arch. [ABOVE
adv. A 4 + SAID.] Mentioned higher up on a docu-

ment or page ; previously mentioned
;

aforesaid

(which is the ordinary modern equivalent).

1366 MAI NDKV. iv. 26 Alle the contreyesand I les aboveseyd.

1494 FABVAN, v. xciii. 68 After the abouesayd victory . . he

sped hym towarde Yorke. 1680 H. MORE Afocalypsis
Apoc. 355 The wicked suggestions of the abovesaid Je/ebel.

steede, bat al be world abue}> to. Ibid. 302 So bat nober of

bys kynges abouynde to ober nere. c 1380 Sir Fentmbrns

2070 Wei corteysly banne abo}ede she. Ibid. 3390 Ac Roland
banne til hym a-bowj.
2. trans. To cause to bend ;

to bend or incline

(a thing) ;
also re/I. See ABEYK (? whence abuyde).

t 1175 Lamb. Horn. 45 Sancte paul . . abeh him redliche to

his kuierdes fet. 1297 R. GLOUC. 476 An other him smot tho,

That he abuyde is face adown, vort ther com mo. c 1430

Hymns to Virgin 59 (1867) 97 WoldUt boil god knuwe. . And
to him meekeli bee abowe, pan schal neuere my>uheef in \y

falle. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxxiii. 103 Yf the englyssh-
men had not abowed doune hir hedes . . vntothe danoys they
shold haue ben bete.

Abow, abowyn, obs. forms of ABOVE.

Abowten, abowght, obs. forms of AI:OUT.

Abracadabra (ivbrakadarbrii). [1..; origin

unknown. Occurs first in a poem by O. Severus

Sammonicus, 2nd c.] A cabalistic word, formerly
used as a charm, and believed to have the power,
when written in a triangular arrangement, and worn

round the neck, to cure agues, etc. Now often

used in the general sense of a spell, or pretended

conjuring word ;
a meaningless word of mysterious

sound ; jargon, gibberish.
1696 AUBREY Misc. 105 Abracadabra, a Mysterious Word,

to which the Superstitious in former times attributed a

Magic:il power to expel Diseases, especially the Tertian-

Ague, worn about their neck. 1810 BKNTHAM A rt ofracking
(1821) 124 Thereby, in legal abracadabra, like man and wife,

but one person. 1824 COLF.RIIJGE Aids to Ri'fl. (18481 I. 130

Leave him . . to retaliate the nonsense of blasphemy with the

abracadabra of presumption. 1860 'I'. A. G. BALFOUR Typ.
Cliarac. Nat. 118 Abra, which is here twice repeated, is com-

posed of the first letters of the Hebrew words signifying

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, viz. Ab, Ben, Ruach, Acadosch.

1879 Lit. World 5 Dec. 358/2 The new abracadabra ofscience,
'

organic evolution.'

Abraoock, obs. form of APKICOT.
! Abrad, OAs. rare- 1

. Perhaps = OE. abr&dde,

pa. t. of abnvdan (Germ, erbreiteii) to make broail

or wide, open widely.
1300 Omit, ffig/ilingiile 1042 The hule . . Mid thisse worde

hire e}en a-brad.

tAbrad, ppl. a. Obs. rare- 1
. [A doubtful form

of uncertain origin and meaning.]
1:1320 Senyn Sages (W.) 610 Fair i-woxe and fair i-sprad,

But the old tre was abrad.

Abrade (abr,
T
'-d\r'. [ad. L. abradere to scrape

off, f. ab oK+rad-sre to scrape.]
1. To nib or wear off (a \>a.t\.from anything).

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 95 What is successively

abraded from them [mountains] by decursion of Waters.

2. To wear down by rubbing, to rub away ; ///.

andyfj,'.

1748 mi. Trans. XLV. 47 They . . are capable of enlarging
their room as they grow bigger, by abrading the sides of

their cells. 1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. A'/. II. 336, A hack-

neyed clamouring for religion and order will not abrade the

popularity . . of a French government. 1856 KANE Arctic

E-rplor. II. i. u To dogs famishing . . frozen food often

proves fatal, abrading the stomach and oesophagus. 1863

LYELL Antiq. of&Ian xv. 293 Stones which lie underneath

the glaciers . . abrade, groove, and polish the rock.

Abraded^abr^i-'ded), ///. a.
[f.

ABRADE + -ED.]

1. Rubbed off, removed by friction.

1677 [See ABRADK i]. 1862 Sat. Rev. 8 Feb. 155 Those

youthful martyrs . . cannot have restored to them the abraded

cuticle they have lost. 1871 TYNDALL Frag. ofSc. (ed. 6)

I. xii. 362 Composed of the broken and abraded particles of

older rocks.

2. Worn by friction, rubbed ; ///. andyf^.

1792 Phil. Trans. LXXXI I. 45 Part of its mass is worn

away ; but a larger portion, lying iust above the abraded

part ,
is heated to redness. 1877 E. CONDKR Basis ofFaith iv.

138 What is every word but a condensed fragment of history,



ABRADER, 32 ABRENUNCIATE.
on whose abraded surface is still legible the handwriting of
countless generations of minds? 1878 M. FOSTER Physiol.
n. in. 316 But absorption takes place very readily from
abraded surfaces.

Abrader abr^-dai). [f. ABRADE + -ERI.] That
which rubs or wears down a surface.
1881 Metal World \. 4. The file is essentially a cutting tool,

not a mere abrader.

Abrading (abr^-din), ///. a. [f. ABRADE -t-

-ING2.] Wearing down, wasting by friction.

1830 LYKLL Princ. Geol. I. 13 The abrading power of floods,
torrents, and rivers. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea \. 55
Protected from the abrading action of its currents.

t Abraham, Abram, a. Obs. [Corruption of

AUBURN, formerly often written abern, abron^]
1599 Solim. fy Pers. (Hazlitt's DodsleyV. 363) Where is the

eldest son of Priam, That Abraham-colour'd Trojan ? Dead.

1607 SHAKS. CorioL n. iii. 21 Our heads aresome browne, some
blacke, some Abram, some bald [fol. ^1685 alters to auburn].

x67 PEACHAM Compl. Gent, 155 (1661) I shall passe to the ex-

position of certain colours. Abram-colour, i.e. brown. Au-
burne or Abborne, i.e. brown or brown-black.

Abraham-man, Abram-man. [Possibly in

allusion to the parable of the beggar Lazarus in
j

Lnke xvii.] One of ' a set of vagabonds, who wan-
dered about the country, soon after the dissolution

of the religious houses
;
the provision of the poor

in those places being cut off, and no other sub-

stituted.* Nares.

1561 AWDF.LAY Frat. I'acaboundes 3 An Abraham man is

he that walketh bare-armed and bare-legged and fayneth
hymselfe mad. 1633 MASSINGER A-Vw Way to Pay u. i. Are
they padders, or Abram.men, that are your consorts '{ 1813
Q. Rev. IX. 167 Pretended maniacs who wandered over Eng-

j

land, under the name of Abram-men.

Hence, To sham Abram : to feign sickness, a

phrase in use among sailors.

1860 J. C. HOTTKN Diet. Slang, When Abraham Xewland
was Cashier of the Bank of England, and signed their notes,
it was sung :

'
I have heard people say that sham Abraham

you may, but you mustn't sham Abraham Newland.'

tAbraham's Balm. Herb. An old name of

the chaste tree ( Vitex Agnus castits), a native of

the shores of the Mediterranean.

1676 BULLOKAR Expositor, Abraham's Baum . . hath a sin-

gular property to procure chastity, for which cause physicians
have named it Agnus castus.

tAbrai'd,^- sir. Obs. Forms: Inf. \ abresdan,
abr^dan, 3 abreiden, 4-5 abreyde, 5 abrayde,
abraide, 6 erroneous abray. Pa. t. i abrsejd, a-

breed(de, 2 abred, abrceid, 3 abraid, abreid, 4
abreyde, 4-5 abrayde, abraide, 5-6 abraid,

abrayed. Pa. pple. i abrojden, abroden, 2 a-

broiden, abroden, abruden. [f. A- pref. i -f

BRAID, OE. breydan to twist, cogn. w. OSax. breg-

dan, OFries. breida, Olcel. bregtia ; hence primarily
to twist or wrench back, retorqnere. In the primary
trans, meaning the vb. became early obs. The in-

\

transitive sense,
'

to spring, start/ was prob. also
j

obs. bef. 1600, when Spenser gave it the false form
;

abray, taken from the past abraid. In the sense of

*to ejaculate' abraid remained in the i6th c., and
was provided with a weak past abraided^\
1. trans. To wrench or pull out, to snatch, with-

draw, draw (a sword).
c 1000 O.E. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 51 Witudlice an Jwtra . . abrad

hys sweord. c 1x50 Hatton Gosfi., ibid. Wjtodlice an J>ara

. . abred hys sweord, a izoo Cotton Hom. 239 Alles goddes
fend simle fram his ^esecoe abroden bienn. c izoo Trin.
Coll. HOM. 209 Ure soule is abroiden of)>e hunte grune. 1205
LAYAMON 26534 Sone his sweord he ut abra;id {later text vp
breid].

2. intr. To start, usually out of sleep, a swoon,
or fit

;
to awake

; occ. also, to start or burst into

motion ; to spring or dart.

c 1230 Ancren Riwfc 214 He schal a domesdei grimliche
abreiden mid te dredful dreame of fc>e englene bemen. Ibid.

238 And te holi mon abreid. c 1250 Genesis fy Ex. 2111 De
king abraid and woe in Shogt. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerkes T.

1005 Til sche out of hir masidnesseaorayde. Squyres T.

469 And after that sche gan of swown abreyde. c 1430 LYDG.

Bochasd^^) iv. i. 101 Marcus in his bed lying Gan tabrayde.
x$ox DOUGLAS PaliceofHon. (1787) in. iii. 55 Be not affrayit
scho said . . And with that word up the strait rod abraid.
c 1570 THYNNE Pride fy Lmulities (1841) 65 I sodenly out of

my sleepe abraid. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. vi. 36 But, whenas
I did out of sleepe abray, I found her not. Ibid. iv. iv. 22 And
now by this Sir Satyrane abraid Out of the swowne. 1600
FAIRFAX Tasso xm. 1. 244 But from his studie he at last

abraid, Call'd by the Hermit old.

b. trans. To arouse, startle.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. in. i. 61 For feare lest her unwares she
should abrayd. Ibid. in. xi. 8 The braue maid would not for

courtesie, Out of his quiet slumber him abrade.

3. intr. To break forth abruptly into speech ; to

burst into a cry ; to shout out.

1430 LYDCATE Bockas (1544) i. i. i a, Our fader Adam
sodeynly abrayde, And to mine autour, euen thus he'sayde.
ibid. i. i. sb, In their working, as thei gan abrayde No man
wist what that other sayd. c 1440 Ipawydon (W.) 1149
Ipomydon with that stroke abrayde, And to the kynge thus
he sayde. 1531 ELYOT Gwemour (1580) 102 Holding his

eyes and handes up towards heaven [he] abrayded with a loud

voyce. 1541 Image Goi>. (1556) 145 After that he had sette

a good space without speakyng, he abraided out at the last.

1566 UKAST Horace, Sat. \\. B, Who . . doth not abrade, and
crye, Uppon the greateste God of all ?

b. trans. To ejaculate.

1578 T. PROCTER in Heticonia I. 172 Wherwith distrest,
with wood-like rage the wordes he out Abrade.

4. intr. To rise nauseously in the stomach.

1533 ELYOT CastelofHelth (1541) 33 An appetite to eate or

drynfce mylke, to the extent that it shal not arise or abraied
In the stomake.

5. reft. To exert oneself.

1530 PALSGR. 415/1 I abrayde, I inforce me to do a thinge,

ye mcfforce. He dyd abrayde him to reche it.

6. (In Lydgate.l To resort to, frequent.
c i43oLvDGATE Bochas(i$$t?\ in. v. 753, O thou princesseof

worldly goodes veyne, To thy flatterers I never did abrayde.
Ibid. vi. xv. 161 b, Plato, To whose cradle Bees dyd abrayde.
+ Abrai'd, sb. Obs. [f. ABRAID v.] A start.

1570 LEVINS Manipulus, An Abrayd, impetus.

t Abraid, v. and sb.
t abraitiing, vbl. sb., i;th

c. forms of UPBRAID, -ING due to phonetic con-

fusion with prec.
c 1430 Babees Book 28 Of old surfaytes abrayde nat thy

felawe. ^1430 LYDGATE Bockas (1554) vn. iv. 167 b, If the
famous prudent olde Caton Had agein me in such caas made
abrayd. c 1430 Syr Getterides 5335 The king seid . . Goo hens
for drede ofmore care. [Genendes] for that abraiding Waxed
wroth toward the king. 1530 PALSGR. 415/1 I abrayde one, I

caste one in the tethe of a matter. 1599 GREENE Alphonsns
(1861) 231 That thou da'rst thus abraid me in my land.

Abraid, obs. form of ABROAD.
Abranchial (abrre'nkial), a. Zool.

[f.
Or. d

priv. + &pa-fxia gills + -AiA] = ABRANCHIATE.
1861 Hi: I.ME tr. Moynin-Tandon's Med. Zool. u. in. iv. 137

Leeches are abranchial annelida.

Abranchiate (ftbnri)kit\ a. Zool. [Same
deriv. + -ATE^.] Having no gills.

1855 OWEN Comp. A nat. Invert. An. 667 Abranchiate . .

when an animal is devoid of gills.

t Abrase (abr^-s),///. a. Obs. [ad. 'L.abrds-ns,

pa. pple. of abrddere : see ABRADE.] Rubbed
smooth ; rubbed clear from all markings ; unoccu-

pied, clean, blank. (Cf. L. tabula rasa.)
1600 B. JONSON Cynthia's Revels v. vii. 42 A nymph as

pure and simple as the Soule, or as an abrase Table. 1688
R. HOLME Acad. Armory \. 12 But we must hold such things
[blank shields] as Plato did his abrase tables, to be fit and

capable of any form.

Abrase (abr^-s), v. [f. L. abras- ppl. stem of

abrdd-tre
;
see prec. Cf. erase and Fr. rascrl\ To

rub off or away ; to wear down by friction ; to

abrade (which is the ordinary form of the word).
1593 NASHE Christ's Teares 37 b, Thy habitation is quite

abrased and plowed vppe. 1612 COCKERAM, Abrase, to shaue.

1859 \V. H. GREGORY Egypt in 1855-6, I. 253 Sufficient skin

has been abrased from thy shins. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Wd.-
Bk. s.v. Abrase, to dubb or smooth planks.

t Abra'sing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. ABRASE v. + -

The act of scraping or rubbing off; abrading.
1482 Monk ofEvesham (i86o,> 83 I sawe suche persons by

full ofte betyngys and abrasyng of naylys alto toryn.

Abrasion tabiyi'gan). [ad. \*.abrasion-em, n. of

action from abrddere to ABRADE. Cf. Fr. abra-

sion, a recent word only used in sense 3.]

1. The act or process of rubbing off or away,

wearing down by friction, lit. and_/^.
1656 BtOUNT Glossogr.^ Abrasion, a shaving away. 1837

BABBAGE Bridget', Treat. K 250 Let us suppose, that from the
abrasion of the channel, the later tide arrives . . earlier than
before. 1858 J. G. HOLLAND Titcomb's Lett. iii. 32 To speak
pleasantly when irritated . . to avoid abrasion and collision.

1866 CRUMP Banking i. 4 All coins will, by wear or abrasion,
become thinner. 1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark Cont. II. xii.

361 The least abrasion of the skin was likely to result in

an ulcer.

2. The result of rubbing off. \ a. The substance

rubbed off, debris. Obs. b. A nibbed or abraded

place.
1740 DR. CHEYSK Ess. Regimen 5 Earth. . being probably

the Ramenta or abrasions of the other elements. 1853 KANE
Grinnell Exped. (1856) xxxiv. 305 Costing only a smart pull
and a bleeding abrasion afterwards. 1878 BRYANT Pract.

Snrg. I. 34 A bed-sore may appear as a simple abrasion.

3.
' Abrasion is sometimes used . . . for the act of

wearing away the natural mucus which covers the

membranes, and particularly those of the stomach
and intestines, by sharp corrosive medicines.'

Chambers Cycl. 1751 ; also in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1879.

Abrasive (abrr'-siv), a. [f. L. abra$-\is : see

ABRASE -f -IVE ; as if from a L. *a&rdft0*t.] Hav-

ing the property of abrading.
1875 URE Diet. Arts s.v. Abrasion, The abrasive tool or

grinder is exactly a counterpart of the form to be produced.
1880 G. C. WALLICH in Atttcn. 6 Mar. 316 To dispose of the

supposition that the shape of the Pyrospores is due to any
rolling or abrasive action at the sea bed.

II Abraum. Salts (a'b (
r.ium sglts). [ad. Germ.

Abraum-sahc salts to be removed.] Mixed salts

found above the pure rock-salt at Stassfurt in

Prussia, and also in the Isle of Wight, once thought
useless, now used for producing chloride of potas-
sium.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Abraum . . a species jof
red clay, used in England . . to give a red colour to new
mahogany-wood. 1875 URE Diet. Arts s.v. Abraum Salts

. . are employed on a very large scale for the production of
chloride of potassium.

II Abraxas. A cabalistic word used as a charm
and sometimes inscribed on gems for that purpose.
1738 WARBURTON Di-j. Legal. II. 153 These Gems called

Abraxas.

Abray, a false form of ABRAID v. found in

Spenser ; deduced from the pa. t. abraid, abraydet

quasi abrayed.
Abrazite (arbrazsit), Min. [f. Gr. d ? intensive

+ fipa(-etv to boil + -iTE mineral formative.] 'A
mineral which effervesces when melted before the

blowpipe.' Craig J 847. According to Dana a

synonym of Gismondite.

Abrazitic (sebrazi'tik), a. Min. [Same deriv. but

with d privative.]
' Not effervescing when melted

before the blow-pipe.* Craig 1^47.
f Abreak, v. Obs. For forms see BREAK. [OE.

a-brecan f. A- pref. I + brccan to break.]
1. trans. To break in pieces.

1205 LAYAMON 25929 Nu hafe6 be [?he] mine ban alle
'

ladliche a-brokene.

2. intr. To break forth, burst out.

1205 LAYAMON 722 Ich am mid aermften abroken vt of |>on
benden. c 1320 A rthour and Merlin 7903 And gif we may
owhai abreke Fie we hem with gret reke.

Abreast (abre'st), adv. prop, phrase also 5-6
abrest.

[f.
A prepl in 4- BREAST.]

1. With breasts in a line, or with fronts in a line

so as to compose as it were one breast of a wave
when in motion ; side by side (in advancing^.
1599 SHAKS. ffen.V, iv. vi. 17 My soule shall thine keepe

company to heauen : Tarry (sweet soule) for mine, then flye
a-brest. 1675 Land. Gaz. mi. 2 The Mines succeeded

very well, and made a breach, that 16 Men might enter

a-breast. 1879 FROUDE Csesar xiv. 205 A pass . . so narrow
that but two carts could go abreast along it.

*t* b. Also written variously as on a breast, of
breast, in a breast, breast-a-breast.

c 1450 LONELICH Grail xx. 271 Owt they Comen Al On
Abrest. 1567 MAPLET Greene forest 68 Another goeth and
taketh vpon him his [the leading crane's] office . . and
that other commeth to their place which be of breast. 1738
G. CARLETON Mem. Eng. Officer 40 We could but very

j rarely go two on a Breast. Ibid. 69 At the End of our March
1 all our Powder-Waggons were plac'd breast a-breast. 1801

R. GALL TintQney 179 Then a' at ancu ut is nae jest) Moved
slowly forit in a breast.

2. Naitt. With the ships equally distant, and

parallel to each other, so that each is at right

angles to the line of the squadron.
1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece (1715) in. xx. 150 If the winds

were high . . sailing one by one ; but at other Times they
went Three or more in a Breast. 1817 IAS. MILL Brit. India
II. iv. iv. 144 The English, having the wind, came down
a-breast.

3. Naut. l Abreastt within-board, signifies on a

parallel with the beam.' Smyth Sailor's IVd.-Bk.

4. Abreast of: in a position parallel to, or along-
side of something stationary ; also _/?. (In nautical

lang. of is frequently omitted.)
1748 ASSON Voyage (ed. 4) in. vi. 466 We were a-breast of

a chain of Islands. 1833 MARRYAT Jac. Faith/, vi. 22 The
tide was about three quarters ebb, when the barge arrived
abreast of Millbank. 1845 LOWELL Crisis Wks. 1879, 671

They must upward still, and onward, Who would keep
abreast of truth. 1857 TOMES Amer. in Japan xv. 356 The
Island of Ohosima, about two miles distant abreast the ships.

6. Abreast with : advancing on or to a level with,

| keeping up with
;
often fig. as, to keep abreast with

the thought of the age. In naut. lang. -with is some-

times omitted.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vn. 397 My Observations, as printed,

goe abreast in parallel columes with those of His Highnesse.
1833 MARRYAT Joe. faith/, xxvii. 96 [WeJ were soon abreast
and close to the wherry, pulling with us down the stream.
1860 SMILES Self-Help iii. 59 Nothing else could have en-
abled him to keep abreast with the flood of communications
that poured in.

f Abreatlie, z>- Obs. rare. [f. A- pref. I +

BREATHE.] To give time to recover breath.

c 1450 Merlin 335 And made hem refressh and girde hir

horse and a-brethe hem.

t Abreid (abrrd), adv. Obs. or dial. [OE. on
brede in breadth, Chaucer on brede, mod. Scotch

abreid, abreed.] Apart, widely. (Cf. ABROAD, a later

formation which took the place of a bfede in Eng.)
c 1400 Destr. Troy xxix. 11877 Bothe obreade & aboue [)>ai]

brekyn the yates. 1787 BURNS III. 143 Spread abreed thy
weel-fiH'd brisket.

t Abrenotrnce, v. Obs. [f. L. ab off, away
+ RENOUNCE, after med. L. abrenundd~re to re-

pudiate ;
f. ab away, off + renuntia-re to unsay,

retract ; f. re back + nuntia~re often corrupted to

nuncia-re to tell.] To renounce, repudiate; to

contradict.

1537 LATIMER Serin, before Convoc. 6 Many of these . . will

no better acknowledge and recognise theyr parentes . . but
abrenounce and cast them of. 1553-87 FOXE A.tf M. {\ycfy

159/1 Commanding all the clergie . . either to abrenounce
their wiues, or their livings. 1566 KNOX Hist. Rcf. Scotl.

Wks. 1846 I. 300 Many began opinly to abrenunce thare aid

idolatrie. 1656 I. TRAPP Exp. Matt. xvi. 24 (1868) 202/1 Let
him deny himself. . let him abrenounce himself flatly.

t Abrenou'tLcing, -vbl. sb. Obs. [f. prec. +

-ING*.] Repudiation, rejection.
c 1550 COVERDALE Carrying of Christ's Cross ii. Wks. II.

234 Where is our abrenouncmg and forsaking of the world?

t Abremrnciate, ^- Obs. rare [f. med. L.

abremtneiat-iis for abremmtidt-us, pa. pple. otabre-

nnntia-re ; see ABRENOUNCE. Cf. announce and

cmwtiafe.']
= ABRENOUNCE.



ABKENUNCIATION.
1618 Chron. a/S. Francis, Dedic., It sauored of the world

which ye have abrenunciated.

Abrenunciation (a::brrnnsi|,?i-j3n), arch.

[ad. med. L. abrenunciation-cm, n. of action from

abrenunciare ;
see prec. Mod. Eng. in all the de-

rivatives of nuntiarc follows the incorrect late

L. spelling nunfiare.'] Renunciation : retractation,

repudiation.
1641 Life ofCheeke in Hurt ofSedit. iii b, An abrenuntia-

tion ofthat truth which he had so long professed. 1655 FULLER

Ch. Hist. vin. 37 Hard usage in prison . . drew from his

mouth an abrenuntiation of that Truth. 1720 WATERLAND
tSerm. 318 A Profession of Faith in . . God the Father, Son,

and Holy Ghost, immediately followed upon the Abrenuntia-

tion of the Devil. 1841 H. E. MANNING Unity of the Ch. 20

The catechumen . . turned to the West for the abrenuncia-

tion of Satan.

t Abre'ption. Oh. rare-1
, [n. of action, f.

L. abrcpt- ppl. stem of abrip-?re, f. ah off, away +

rap-Ire to snatch : see -ION.] Snatching away ;

complete separation.
1681 HALLYWELL Melampronxa 73 (T) Cardan relates of

himself that he could when he pleased fall into this <i$aipe<m,

disjunction, or abreption of his soul from his body.

|| Abreuvoir (abrbvwa-r). [mod.Fr., i.abreuver

to cause to drink : OFr. abcitvrer : late L. abcver-

dre, for adbiberd-re, f. bibpre to drink.]

1. A watering place for animals. (\ Not Eng.)
2.

' In masonry, the joint between two stones, or

the interstice to be filled up with mortar or cement.'

Gwilt.

Abrevye, Abreviate : see ABBREVTE, -IATE.

Abricock, -coot, -cot, obs. forms of APRICOT.

Abridgable, -geable (abri-djab'l), a. [f.

ABRIDGE v. + -ABLE!] Capable of being abridged ;

liable to abridgment.
1864 CAHLYLE Fredk. Gt. IV. 338 Abridgable in a high

degree.

Abridge (abri-dj), v. Forms : 4 abrege, 4-5

abregge, abrigge, 4-6 abrydge, 6 abbredge, 6-

abridge. [a. OFr. abregie-r, abrcgc-r (Pr. abrev-

jar):L. abbrcvia-rc, f. ab off or ^.ad to + t>rcvid-re

to shorten, f. brevis short.] Always trans.

1. To shorten ; to make shorter, to cut short in

its duration, to lessen the duration of. Originally
of lime, or things occupying time.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4571 pan sal God abrege his

(Anticrist's] days Als Mathew in ^e Godspel says. Ibid. 4575
4 Bole his days war abreged,' says he,

' Fone men fra ban sal

save be.' Bot his tyme God abrege sal ban. c 1386 CHAUCER
Merch. T. 370 (E. 1614) He wolde abregge hir labour alle

and some [MS. Lansd. a-brigge]. c 1440 MYRC Instr. to P. P.

those daies. 1590 SHAKS. Two Gent. in. i. 245 Besides, thy

staying will abridge thy life. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pickle

(1779! IV. Ixxxvi. 17 The bridegroom . . abridged his visit.

1834 HT. MARTINEAU Morali. 17 To make a greater quantity
with the same capital ; in other words, to abridge the labour.

2. To make shorter in words, whilst retaining the

bense and substance ;
to condense, epitomize.

'393 WUli 4- I'm. North. Count. IV. 186 And in kase be

that this wytword will noght perfurnysche, I will it be

abrydged. 1494 FABYAN v. cxv. 8p I passe ouer in abrydg-
ynge and shortynge somedeale of this Storye. 1611 BIBLE
Transl. Pref. 5 Efnard (is reported) to haue abridged the

French Psalter. 178* PRIESTLEY Corr. Christ. I. Pref. 19
Some things will be found . . abridged from other works.

1840 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 474 James had ordered San-
croft to abridge the ritual. 1863 MAX MULLER Chips (1880)

II. xxvi. 294 This work was abridged in the first half of the

ninth century.
3. Law. ' To make a declaration or count shorter,

by subtracting or severing some of the substance

from "it." Blount 1691, Tomlins 1809.
4. To cut off, cut short ;

to reduce to a small

size. Now rare of things material.

-1420 L\DG*TE Minor Poems (1840) 5 Alle myscheffes from
him to abrigge. 1605 Play ofStucley (iS-jS) 186 But 'tis not

thou, nor any power but his . . That can abridge my pur-

pose. 1639 FULLER Holy fPar (1840) n. xxxi. 91 She retired

herself to Sebaste, and abridged her train from state to

necessity. 1748 SMOLLETT /?<W. Stand. (i8t>4)xxv. 172 Spoons
. . two of which were curtailed in the handles, and the other

abridged in the lip. 1822 SCOTT Nigel vi. Sir Mungo . .

laid on his hilt his hand, or rather his claw, (for Sir Rullion's

broadsword had abridged it into that form).

5. To curtail, to lessen, to diminish (rights, privi-

leges, advantages, or authority).
1393 GOWER Conf. III. 152 Largesse it is, whose privilege

There maynon avarice abrege. 1534 MORE On Passioti Wks.
'5571 1356/2 His former feare shall no whit abridge his re-

warde. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan n. xxvi. 138 The naturall

Liberty of man may by the Civill Law be abridged. 1702
POPE Jan. and May 489 He watch'd her night and day,
Abridg'd her pleasures, and confin'd her sway. 1761 HUME
Hist. En*. I. viii. 178 A tribunal whose authority he had
himself attempted to abridge. 1853 F. W. ROBERTSON Senrt.
Ser. in. xvi. 207 The Apostle Paul counsels these men to

abridge their Christian liberty.

6. With a person: Const, of, rarely from, in. To
stint, to curtail in ; to deprive of

;
to debar from.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 1 1950Whan of synne bou art

abreggede. 1523 FITZHERBERT Surveying (1539) iv. 8 It

were agayne reason to abrydge a man of his owne righte.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. yen. I. i. 126 Nor do I now make mone
to be abridg'd From such a noble rate. 1691 SOUTH 12 Serm.

VOL. I.

(1697) I. 33 Much tied and abridged in his freedom. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 154 The legislative therefore cannot

abridge the executive power of any rights which it now has

by law, without it's own consent. 1839 H. ROGERS Essays
II. iii. 147 The language, abridged of its native power,
needed this transfusion of fresh blood.

tAbri'dge, sb. Obs. rare- 1

, [f.'thevb.] A con-

densed form, an epitome, a compendium.
1634!'. HERBERT Travailc 2 Great Brittaine . . contains the

summe and abridge of all sorts of excellencies.

Abridged (abri-djd), ///. a. [f.
ABRIDGE v. +

CAXTON H'cmi to Din 23 Thus endeth the trayttye abredged
of the artc to lerne well to deye. 1646 SIR T. BROWNS I'scud.

Ep. 298 In our abridged and septuagesimall ages, it is very
rare . . to behold the fourth generation. 1819 SCOTT Ivanh.
xiv. (1820 I. 291) In heaven's name, said he, to what purpose
serve these abridged cloaks ? 1876 FREKMAN Norm. Conq.
I. App. 651 This account appears in an abridged form.

Abridgedly (abri-d^edli\a(fo. [f. prec. + -LY2.]
In a shortened or concise form.
iSoi WooiiiiorsE in Phil. Trans. XCI. 98 A method of

abridgedly representing the sine etc. of an arc. Ibid. 100

Which series is abridgedly expressed by the symbol.

Abridger tabii-d^ai'). [f.
ABRIDGE z; +

One who or that which abridges, shortens, or makes

abridgments ;
a summarizer, synoptist, or compiler.

1555 Fardle of Facions II. iv. 137 I rather fansie . . to

folowe the founteines of the first Authours, then the brokes

of abredgers. 1651 tr. Bacon, Life and Dent ft 21 The Great

Abridger of Age was the Floud. 1699 BuRNr.T 39 A riicles

(1700) xxii. 222 He was an Abridger of a larger Work. 1858
H. MILLKR Sch. ff Schoolm. 451 A concocter of paragraphs,
or an abridger of Parliamentary debates.

Abridging (4brrd3irj),#W..ri. [f. ABRIDGE v. +

-ING!.] The act or process of shortening the dura-

tion of any thing, or lessening it
;
or of making a

short compendium or abstract of a larger work.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. 168 Yit avaylen thay to abrigging

of the peyne of helle. 1475 Boke of Noblesse 31 The said

chieftein must pay his nien . . bethout any defalking [or]

abbregging of here wagis. 1611 BIIU.K 2 J/<i<r. ii. 26 This

paineful labour of abridging . . was nut easie, but a matter

of sweat. 1676 CLARENDON Snr;: Leviathan 297 The abridg-

ing his universal jurisdiction.

Abridgment, abridgement (abri-dsment),

also 6 abrygement. Spelt abridgment as early

as 7. [a. OFr. abregcmcnt f. abregcr + -MEN! as if

from a L. *aitreviamenlum.]
1. The act or process of abridging or shortening ;

a shortening of time or labour ;
a curtailment of

privileges.
1494 KABYAN VI. clxi. 154 His sayde sone . . was a cause

of the abrygement, or shortynge of his dayes. 1599 SHAKS.

Hen. V, v. Cho. 44 Then brooke abridgement; and your

eyes aduance After your thoughts, straight backe againe to

France, c 1660 SOUTH Serni. (1715) I. 5 Wilt thou demon-

strate, that there is any Delight in a Cross, any Comfort in

violent Abridgments. 1774 BRYANT Mythol. I. 80 The name
of Cyrus seems to have suffered an abridgment of this nature.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 48 Irregular vindications of

public liberty . . are almost always followed by some tempo-

rary abridgments of that very liberty.

b. (l}f'g- A means of shortening orwhiling away.

(The sense may be 3.)

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. D. v. i. 39 Say, what abridgement
haue you for this euening? What maske? What musicke?

2. An abridged state or condition ;
a shortened

form ;
abbreviation.

X797 GODWIN Enquirer i. vi. 41 We must not . . read them
in abridgment. 1876 FREEMAN Kortn. Cong. 1. App. 751 The
account given is essentially the same, with some abridgements
and verbal differences.

3. A compendium of a larger work, with the de-

tails abridged, and less important things omitted,

but retaining the sense and substance
;
an epitome,

or abstract.

1523 FITZHERBERT Surveying 30 He wyll cause his audy-
toure to make a value in maner of a bridgement of all the

sayd minystre accomptes. 1611 BIBLE Trans/. Pref. 2 One
that extinguished worthy whole volumes to bring his abridge-

ments into request. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) 1. 163

I shall in the first place give the principal events of it in a

chronological abridgment. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cotiq. I.

App. 694 His narrative is a mere meagre abridgement.

b. An epitome or compendium of any subject,

which might be treated much more fully; a concise

record, or instance ;
a synopsis ;

a representation

in miniature.

1609 SKENE Reg. Majest. 4 The Crowner, or the Schiref

. . sail take inspection of his wounds, quha is slane, & sail

cause their Clerk make ane abrigement of them. 1625 BACON

Essays (1862) 128 To be Master of the Sea, is an Abridge-
ment of a Monarchy. l6sS FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. 327 In-

gratitude is the abridgement of all basenesse. 1702 ADDISON
Medals ill. 154 You represented your ancient coins as

abridgements of history. 1774 GOLDSMITH Retell. 94 Here
lies David Garrick, describe me who can ; An abridgment of

all that was plea-sant in man. 1826 SCOTT Mai. Malagr.
Let. i. 4, A filthy little abridgement of a crocodile.

4. Law. The leaving out of certain parts of a

plaintiff's demand, in which case the writ still

holds good for the remainder.

1641 Termcs de la Ley 4 Abridgement of a plaint or de

maund.

fAbriped, [irreg. f. atrip-em.] 'Ravished.'

Cockeram 1626.

ABROAD.

Abroach. (abrJu-tJ), adv. prop, phrase. Also

4-5 abroche, abroache. [f. A prcpl in state of+

BROACH.]
1. Broached ; pierced ;

in a condition for letting
out or yielding liquor. To set abroach : to

broach, to pierce and leave running.

1393 GOWER Conf. II. 183 Right as who set a tonne abroche,
He percede the harde roche. c 1450 J. RUSSELL Nurture
in Babees Book 121 So when J>ow setiyst a pipe abroche

good [sone,] do aftur my lore. 1594 PI.AT Jrwell-house n.

15 There is none [of the fatts of wine] worth the tasting,
but that onlie which is abroach. 1697 DRYDEN Virgil Wks.
1806 II. 218 The jars of gen'rous wine . . He set abroach,
and for the feast prepar'd. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pickle (1779)
II. Ixvi. 226 There was a butt of strong beer abroach in the

yard. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. xvii. 67 Hogsheads
of ale and claret were set abroach in the streets.

1533 MORE Debel. Salem v. Wks. 1557, 39/2 They [the new
brotherhood] be a barel of poyson, yl the dyuel hath late set

abroche. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple 29, Agonie 15 That juice,

which on the crosse a pike Did set again abroach. 1662

H. MORE Antid. agsf. Ath. (1712) n. vii. 59 There was a

general Provision of Water, by setting the Mountains and
Hills abroach.

2. Hence, In a state to be diffused or propagated ;

afloat
;
afoot ; astir. To set abroach : to broach,

to set a-foot, to publish or diffuse.

1528 MORK Ilcrcsyt's iv. Wks. 1557, 284/2 Ascribing al our

dedes to destenie . . they . . set al wretchednes abroche.

1591 SHAKS. Rom. % Jnl. i. i. in Who set this auncient

quarrell new abroach? 1611 STKF.D Hixt. Brit. (1632) i.x.

xxiii. 1130 These stirres thus abroach, the Earle was sent

into those parts. 1638 WII.KINS DiACt>r. Nt'-v ll'orld (1684)

n. 2 Let hut some upstart Heresie be set abroach. 1742
YOUNG Night Th. n. 465 Hast thou no friend to set thy mind
abroach? 1835 BROWNING Paracel. 31 But 'twas not my de-

sire to set abroach Such memories and forebodings.

t Abroa'ch,?'. Obs. Also 4-5 abroche. [a. OFr.

ahrochic-r, abrochc-r, f. a prep, \Q+brochcr to prick,

pierce ;
see BKO.YCH.]

1. To pierce (a cask, etc.) so as to let the liquor
flow out.

^1386 CHAUCER Wyf of Bathes Prol. 177 Whethir thou

wilt sippe Of thilke tonne, that I schal abrodie. 1440

Prompt. Paw. Abbrochyn or attamyn a vesselle of drynke,
Attamino, 1530 PAI.SGR. 425/2 1 abroche, I set abroche a

vessell, Jt> brochc . . Abroche our wyne of Beaune.

2. fig. To give vent or utterance to.

(-1325 E.E.Allit. Poems A. 1122 pen glory & glewatinwe
abroched. 1430 LYDGATE Chron. Troy n. x. Thus she . .

After swete the bitter can a broche.

Abroad (abry-d), adv. and prep. Forms : 3-4 a

brod, 4 a-brood, 5 on brode, 5-6 a-brode, 6

abroade, 6- abroad, [f.
A //v/.

1 on, in, at +

BIIOAD a. Cf. a-long, at large, and A-BREDE, OK.
on brcdt\ mod. Sc. a breid^\

A. adv.

1. Broadly, widely, at large, over a broad or wide

surface.

1297 R. GI.OUC. 542 That win orn abrod so, That it was pite

gret of so much harm ido, 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour.

g viij b, Plenty of sylke and clothe of gold was there abrodc.

1611 HIBI.T; Rom. v. 5 The loue of God is shed abroad in our

hearts. 1796 MRS. GI.ASSE Cookery xiv. 216 Pour it on it and

spread it abroad with a rolling-pin. 1839 CARLYLF. Chartism

(1858) iii. 14 Would to Heaven one could preach it abroad

into the hearts of all sons and daughters of Adam.

b. "Widely asunder, with the fragments or portions

widely scattered.

c 1260 E. E. Poems (1862)6 Al bat J>ou wan here wty pine,

a-bro[d] b^n e i r sal wast '* a '- <" I4 Apol. for Lollards 73

He J>at gedreb not wlb Me, he sckateri|> a brod. 1483 CAX-

TON Golden Leg. 165/2 A man in that companye . . smote

hym on the heed that his brayne fyl alle abrode. 1588

SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. i. 106 The angry Northerne winde Will

blowe these sands like Sibels leaues abroad. 1654 G. Gon-

DARD in Burtons Diary (1828) I. 79 The Parliament had

already taken the Government abroad, (in pieces was meant,)
and had altered and changed it. 1875 B. TAYLOR Faust I. x.

127 Then a chance will come, a holiday, When, piece by

piece, can one abroad the things display.

C. Widely apart, with the parts or limbs wide

spread.
c 1430 Syr Gencridcs 4487 With his armes spred on brode

To Ismael his brodre he rode, c 1440 Lay-Folks Mass-Bit.

C. 242 He wille sprede his armes on brade [1450 abrade].

1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings xix. 14 Whan Ezechias had re-

ceaued the letters . . [he] layed them abrode before the Lorde.

1598 GERARDE Herball i. xxxv. 5. 50 But the leaues be

more spred abroad. 1627 BACON New Atlantis 6 At his

coming he did bend to us a little, and put his arms abroad.

1769-90 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. (1876) x. 15 The locks of

the hair are flying abroad in all directions. 1847 LONGI .

Evan. i. v. 116 Stretched abroad on the seashore motionless

lay his form.

fd. Hence, Naut. 'An old word for spread pa.

Men. 1790 BEATSON Nav. $ 'Mil. Mem. I. 187 The Admiral

made the signal . . for those who were to lead, to do so with

the starboard tacks abroad by a wind.

2. /*/. At large ; freely moving about
;
and Jig.

current in the outside world.

c 1500 Robin Hood \\. vii. ii Sad news I hear there is

abroad, I fear all is not well. 1538 STARKEV England \ 48 For

I wot not whether I may speke thys a-brode. 1588 SHAKS.

L.L.L. l. i. 190 Ther's villanie abroad, this letter will tell

you more. 1699 BENTLEY Phalaris 364 In the interval of

time between them . . these pretended Laws of Charondas
5



ABRODIETICAL.
came abroad. 1704 RAY Creation n. 288 What is abroad
round about us in this aspectable World, 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. II. 365 He was perfectly aware of the suspicions
which were abroad.

3. Out of one's house or abode
;
out of doors

;

out in the open air.

1377 LANGL. /*. PI. B. n. 176 To bere bischopes aboute,
abrode in visytynge. 1553 UDAI.L Roister D0ister(i$>(xj) 42
I bid him keepe him warme at home For if he come abroade,
he shall cough me amome. 1557 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, \. it. 107
I am glad to see your Lordship abroad : I heard say your
Lordship was sicke. I hope your Lordship goes abroad by
aduise. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 101 Any floor level with the

ground receives more dirt from abroad. 1728 YOUNG Love
ofFame (1757) v. 127 Tho' sick to death, abroad they safely
roam. 1841 BORROW Zincali I. iv. 296 He found me not, as
I was abroad dining with a friend. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany
lii. 23 The whole population was abroad, either reaping or

threshing. Mod. The badger ventures abroad only after dusk.

4. Out of the home country; in or into foreign
lands. From abroad : from foreign lands.

c 1450 LONELICH GVrt*7 xxxvii. 679 Estward ayens the sonne
lokeden they there Ful fer abrod into the Se. 1539 Myr-
roure for Mag. Salisbury xv. 7 The one at home, the other
abrode in Fraunce. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. viii. 66 Calling
home our exil'd Friends abroad. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe \. 5,

I resolv'd not to think of going Abroad any more, but to

settle at Home. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Hillfy Valley \\. 85
The Welsh iron-masters had now rivals abroad. 1849 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. I. 317 At the close of the reign of Charles
the Second, great part of the iron which was used in the

country was imported from abroad. 1866 GEO. ELIOT
Felix Holt Epil. 429 He was understood to have gone to

reside at a great distance ; some said
'

abroad,' that large home
of ruined reputations.

5. Wide of the mark or the truth
; 'out,' astray.

1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick. (C. D. ed.) vi. 33 I'm only a little

abroad, that's all. 1842 THACKERAY Van. Fair i. 5 At the
twelfth round the latter champion was all abroad, as the

saying is, and had lost all presence of mind. 1876 M. ARNOLD
Lit. fy Dogma 244 The first deals successfully with nearly
the whole of life, while the second is all abroad in it.

B. prep. [The adv. with place expressed]. Out,
over, throughout. Obs. or arch.

1523 LD. BURNERS Froissart I. ccxxxv. 330 So then the

prince's host spred abrode that countre. 1653 BAXTER Peace

ofConsc. 51 [They] will proclaim abroad the world that our
Ministers are Legalists. 1662 STILLINGFLEET Orig. Sacr.

(ed. 3) i. vi. 5. Q9 And walk abroad the world.

If Used as adj. ;
and elliptically for^i? abroad.

1550 LEVER Sermons 29 Their riches muste abrode in the

countrey, to bie fermes. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyssey xvi. 551
Then to the queen was come The \Vooers' plot, to kill her
son at home, Since their abroad design had miss'd success.

1676 COTTERELL tr. Cassandra vi. 97 We must abroad again.

Abroad, occ. by confusion for ABOARD, ABBOUD.

t Abroclietical, a. or sb. Obs. [f. Gr. d&pobi-
CLIT-OS living delicately + -ICAL.]

' A delicate per-
son.* Cockeram 1612. 'Feeding daintily, delicate,

luxurious/ Minsheu 1627. Prob. never used.

Abrogable (^e'brogab'l), a. \i.~L.al>ro^d-re: see

ABROGATE + -BLE
;
as if ad. L. *abr5gabilis^\ Cap-

able of being abrogated or done away with.

1599 SANDYS Europse Spec. (1632) 40 It is cleerly contrarie

to such a positive Law of God, . . no way abrogable or dis-

pensable with. <i 1718 PESN Tracts in Wks. 1726 I. 686 But
those Things that are abrogable, or abrogated in the Great

Charter, were neuer a Part of the Fundamentals.

Abrogate (ce'broget), a. and pple. arch.\ also

5-7 abrogat. [ad. L. abrogat-us pa. pple. of abro-

gare to repeal, cancel (f. ab off, away, + rogare to

propose a law). In earlier use than the verb to

ABROGATE, whence also a new participle abrogated,
now more generally used.] Repealed, annulled, can-

celled, abolished by authority.
1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 181 So that statute was abrogat,

and no lenger kept. 1538 STARKEY England 102 Ther be few

lawys and statutys, in parlyamentys ordeynyd, but, by pla-

cardys and lycence . . they are broken and abrogate. 1552-5
LATIMER Serm. fy Rem. (1845) 244 That no curate command
the even to be fasted of an abrogate holiday. 1609 SKENE
Reg. Majest. Pref. A 7 Some of them are abrogat, be pos-
tenour lawes, or be desuetude, are obscured. 1635 N. R. tr.

Camden's Eliz. Introd. , Lawes made by King Henry the eight

against the Protestants are repealed . . the Masse is abrogate.
a 1845 SOUTHEY Inscriptions xlv. Wks. III. 177 The promise
on the Mount vouchsafed, Nor abrogate by any later law.

Abrogate (wbr&g#t)i v. Pa. pple. 5-7 abro-

gat, abrogate; 6- abrogated, [f. prec., or on an-

alogy of vbs. so formed.]
1. To repeal (a law, or established usage), to an-

nul, to abolish authoritatively or formally, to cancel.

1526 TINDALE Heb. viii. 13 In that he sayth a new testa-

ment he hath abrogat the olde. 1553 WILSON Rhetorique
24 b, They abrogate suche vowes as were proclaimed to be

kept. 1649 MILTON Eikonokl. 46 Doubtless it repented him
to have established that by Law, which he went about so

soon to abrogat by the Sword. 1666 FULLER Hist. Cambr.
(1840) 157 Thus was the pope's power fully abrogated out of

England. 1775 BURKED. Concil. -with Amer. Wks. III. 60
We wholly abrogated the ancient government of Massa-
chuset. 1841 MYERS Cath. Thoughts iv. 26. 305 The Law
f .1 T ._ ___ __J __ . J- ..

' .--L- *- _

formed these rules may abrogate or suspend them.

2. To do away with, put an end to.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \\. ii. 55 Perge, good M. Holofernes,

:rge, so it shall please you to abrogate scurilitie. 1634 T.

ERBERT Travaile 141 Others say all the world was a para-
dice till sinne abrogated its glory. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa
Guidi Wind. 95 Pay certified, yet payers abrogated. 1855

ff,

34

OWEN Skel. $ Teeth 86 In the whales the movements of these
vertebr*e upon one another are abrogated.

Abrogated (se-brog^ted), ///. a. [f. prec. +
-ED.] Abolished by authority, annulled.

1709 STKYPE Ann. Kef. xxvii. 283 The open observers of

abrogated [ fasting-]days to be punished. 1879 FARRAR St.
Paul I. 3 The heavy corpse of an abrogated Levitism.

Abrogating (se-brog<:itin), vbl. sb. [f. ABRO-
GATE v. + -ING*.] The act or process of repealing,

annulling, or authoritatively abolishing ; abroga-
tion. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1577 tr. Bullinger* Decades(i 592) 4ioThe abrogating of the

lawe consisteth in this that followeth. 1643 MILTON Divorce

(1851) Introd. 9 We have an expresse law of God . . whereof
our Saviour with a solemn threat forbid the abrogating.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 103 The nulling of the Authority
of S. Paul's writings were the abrogating of the very Law
of Christ. Mod. Before abrogating the law.

Abrogation (sebrog^-Jsn). [ad. L. abrogation-
em repeal, n. of action, from abrogare : see ABRO-
GATE a. Perhaps immed. from Fr. abrogation i6th c.

in Littre.] The act of abrogating ; repeal or aboli-

tion by authority. (Not now used of persons or

things concrete.)
1535 COVERDALE Mai. iii. Contents, Off the abrogacion of

the olde leuiticall presthoode. 1617 JanuaLing. 1041 To re-

peale a statute is as much as an abrogation. 1651 HOBBKS
Leviathan n. xxvii. 157 The Command, as to that particular
fact, is an abrogation of the Law. 1692 S. JOHNSON (title) An
Argument proving, that the Abrogation of King James by
the People . . was according to the Constitution. 1734 tr.

Jtollin's Anc. Hist. (1827) I. Pref. 48 The universal sorrow
which the abrogation of that feast would occasion. 1866
ROGERS Agric. * Prices I. iv. 83 The act would be oppres-
sive . . and the abrogation of a settled right.

Abrogative (se'brogdtiv), a. [f. L. abrogat-

ppl. stem of abrogare + -IVE,] Having the quality
of abrogating.
Mod. A statute abrogative of these privileges.

Abrogator (se-brog^taj). [f.
ABROGATE Z/.+-OR,

-ERi.] Onewho abrogates orauthoritativelyrepeals.
1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 96 Abrogators and dis-

pensers against the Lawes of God. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp.
2 Pet. ii. 7 (1865) 359 Not an abrogater of the ceremonial, but
a filler of the law moral.

t Abro'ge, v. Obs. rare. [a. Fr. abrogc-r:L*.

abrogd-re : see ABROGATE.] = ABROGATE.
c 1450 in HALLAM Middle Ages (1872) III. 188 Nor might by

his last will nor otherwise altre, change, nor abroge.

Abroken, obs. pa. pple. of AEREAK and BREAK.

Abron, abroun, abrun(e, obs. ff. AUBURN.

Abrood(abr'd),o</z'. prop.////-, also 3-4 abrode.

[A/7Y/.
1 + BROOD j-^.]

On its brood or eggs ; hatch-

ing eggs ; breeding young, mischief, etc.

a 1250 Oit'l
iff Nightingale $i& So sone so thu sittest abrode,

Thu for-lost al thine wise. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R.

(1495) xn. ii. 409 The egle is a foule that selde syttyth abrood
and selde hath byrdes. 1586 HOOKER Giraldus's Hist. Irel.

II. 153/2 That Romish cockatrice, which a long time had set

abrood vpon hir egs, had now hatched hir chickins. 1656

J. TRAPP Exp. Matt. v. 8 (1868) 48 b, The natural heart is

Satan's throne . . he sits abrood upon it. 1694 ABP. SAN-
CROFT Serm. 135 The Spirit of God sate abrood upon the

whole rude Mass, as Birds upon their Eggs.

t AbrOO'k, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. A- pref. 1 1 +

BROOK
z>.]

To brook, endure, bear.

1392 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, n. iv. 10 Sweet Nell, ill can thy
Noble Minde abrooke The abiect People, gazing on thy face.

Abrupt (abrzrpt), a. and sb. [ad. L. abrupt-us
broken off, precipitous, disconnected, pa. pple. of

abrui

mp-$rcj i. ab off+ rump-Zre to break.]

fl. Broken away (from restraint). Obs.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abuses (1877) 23 There is not a people
more abrupte, wicked, or perverse, lining upon the face of the
Earth.

2. Broken off, terminating in a break. ? Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Serpents (1653) 603 The voyce of Serpents . .

differeth from all other Beasts hissing, in the length thereof:

for the hissing of a Tortoise is shorter and more abrupt.
1611 SPEED Hist. Brit. HI. xxxix. 5. 344 The Circle of their

liues are oftentimes abrupt before it be drawn to the full

round. 1634 CHII.LINGWORTH Charity by Cath. i. ii. 9 Of
Ecclesiastes he (Luther) saith, 'This book is not full, there

are in it many abrupt things.' 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl.
s.v. Atnianthu$t The bodies of it are flexile and elastic, and

composed of short and abrupt filaments.

3. Characterized bysudden interruption or change ;

unannounced and unexpected ; sudden, hasty.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI

',
n. iii. 30 My lady craues, To know

the cause of your abrupt departure? ^1725 POPE Odyssey
i. 413 Abrupt, with eagle speed she cut the sky, Instant in-

visible to mortal eye. 1834 H. MILLER Sc. J- Leg. (1857)
xxviii. 420 The motions of the vessel were so fearfully abrupt
and violent. 1871 BROWNING Bataustion 2135 Nor, of that

harsh, abrupt resolve of thine, Any relenting is there !

b. Of literary style : Passing suddenly from

thought to thought or phrase to phrase.
1636 B. JONSON Discovery (J.) The abrupt stile, which hath

many breaches, and doth not seem to end but fall. 1763 J.
BROWN Poetry fy Music 5. 84 His [^schylus'J Imagery and
Sentiments are great ; his Style rugged and abrupt. 1877
SPARROW Serin, vii. 93 In short, he is abrupt, in order to

awake attention, and give it a right direction.

4. Precipitous, steep.
1618 BOLTON Flonts\\. xii. 126 [He] walled Macedonia every

where in . . by planting Castles in abrupt places. 1726 THOM-
SON Winter 99 Tumbling thro' rocks abrupt, and sounding
far. 1813 RUTTER Fonthitl 2 Across this valley is an abrupt
ridge, c 1854 STANLEY Sinai <$ Palest. (1858) iii. 167, I do not

ABRUPTNESS.
mean that the ravines of Jerusalem are so deep and abrupt as
those of Luxembourg.
5. a. Bot. Coming to a sudden termination ; not

tapering off, truncated, b. Geol. Of strata: Suddenly
cropping out and presenting their edges.
1833 LVELL Princ. Geol. III. 197 The Meerfelder Maar is a

cavity of far greater size . . the sides presenting some abrupt
sections of inclined secondary rocks. 1854 BALKOUR Bot. 395
The Tulip-tree, remarkable for its abrupt or truncated leaves.

B. sb. An abrupt place ; a precipice, chasm, or

abyss. (?Only in loc. cit.)

1667 MILTON P. L. 11.409 Upborn with indefatigable wings
Over the vast abrupt, ere he arrive The happy lie.

t AbrU'pt (abrzrpt), v. Obs. rare.
[f. prec., or on

analogy of vbs. so formed. Cf. cor-rupt, dis-ruptl\
To break off, sever ; to interrupt suddenly.
1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. (1656) i. 13 Buzzing thy

praises which shal never die, Till death abrupts them. 1646
Pseud. Ep. 323 The effects of whose activity are not pre-

cipitously abrupted, but gradually proceed to their cessa-

tions. x68a Chr. Morals (1756) TOO The insecurity of their

enjoyments abrupteth our tranquillities.

Abrupted (abnrpted),///.a. rare. [f. ABRUPTZ/.
+ -ED.] Suddenly broken off

; abrupt.
1633 FORD Love's Sue. in. iii. (1811) +09 Did not I note your

dark abrupted ends Of words half spoke ; your
'

wells, if

all were known*?

In an abrupt or hurried manner ; abruptly.
1847 GROTE Hist. Greece IV. n. 1. 380 (1862) Abruptedly and

unexpectedly.

Abruption (abrzrpjan). [ad. L. abruption-em
breaking off, n. of action f. abrump-ere. See AB-

RUPT.]
1. A breaking off, an interruption, a sudden break

(in a narrative, etc.). arch.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. HI. ii. 69 Tr. O Cressida, how often

haue I wisht me thus? Cr. Wisht my Lord? the gods
grant ? O my Lord. Tr. What should they grant ? what
makes this pretty abruption? 1x1652 J.

SMITH Sel. Disc. vi.

211 The pseudo-prophetical spirit . . is also conjoined with
alienations and abruptions of mind. 1779 JOHNSON L.P.,
Cowley (1816) 40 Thoughts, which to a reader of less skill

seem thrown together oy chance are concatenated without

any abruption. 1868 MILMAN St. Paul's ii. 40 Sudden and
total abruption of all intercourse.

2. A sudden snapping or breaking ; the breaking
away of portions of a mass.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 145 Effused by the abrup-
tion of the glasses. 1860 J. P. KENNEDY Horse Shoe Robin-
son viii. 97 A cleft, which suggested the idea of some sudden

abruption of the earth. 1866 Reader i Sept. 767 The work
of abruption, or hollowing out, during the embryonic state

is little less active than that of secretion or building up.

1879 BRYANT Pract. Surg. II. 8 The removal of the softer

kinds of polypi should always be by abruption.

Abruptly (abnrptli), <&&/. [f. ABRUPT a. + -LY 2
.]

In an abrupt manner. Hence,
1. With a sudden break off, without warning or

preparation, suddenly.
1590 GREENE Neuer too late (1600) 18 And so as I begun

passionately, I breake off abruptly. Farewell. 1670 MILTON
P. R. n. 10 Now missing him their joy so lately found, So
lately found, and so abruptly gone. 1783 COWPER Lett. Nov.
24 Wks. 1876, 149 Your mother wants room for a postscript
so my lecture must conclude abruptly. 1838 DICKENS Nick.
Nick. (C. D. ed.) xxii. 171

' Will you let me take the bundle
now?' asked Nicholas, abruptly changing the theme. 1862
ANSTED Channel Isl. (ed. 2) 1. 1. 3 Fifty miles more to the
east . . the French coast abruptly bends round to the north.

2. Interruptedly, with sudden breaks.

1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (1673) 586 The body [of
the Civet-cat] .. having divers & sundry black spots scat-

tered abruptly throughout. 1618 BOLTON Flams Pref., The
varietie of matter makes the minde abruptly flit from one

thing to another. 1850 LYNCH Theoph. Trinal. ix. 162 The
generations do not succed each other abruptly, but pass one
into the other like the pictures in dissolving views.

3. Precipitously.
1623 BINCHAM Xenophon 59 The Carduchan Mountaines

being abruptly steepe, lay directly hanging ouer the same
Riuer. 1877 KINGLAKE Crimea (ed. 6) III. i. 3 It is the high
land nearest to the shore which falls most abruptly.
4. Bot. With a sudden termination

;
as abruptly

pinnate, when several pairs of leaflets are formed
without an intermediate one at the end.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 183 Scabiosa succisa . . Root-
stocK short, abruptly truncate. Ibid. 18 Fumaria densiflora
. . lower petal abruptly dilated at the tip.

Abruptness (aborptnes). [f. ABRUPT a. +

-NESS.] The state or quality of being abrupt. Hence,
1. Suddenness, unexpectedness of action.

1603 B. JONSON Pt. of King's Entert'mt. Wks. 1846, 533
Pardon, if my abruptnesse breed disease. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 139 F 7 The beginning [of Samson Agonistes] is

undoubtedly beautiful and proper, opening with a graceful

abruptness. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick. (C. D. ed.) xxii. 176
Nicholas could not refrain from smiling at the abruptness of

the question.

2. The presence of sudden breaks ; the roughness
or interruption thereby caused ; csp. ruggedness in

literary style or social manner.

1641 HOWELL For. Trav. (1869) $ 12. 58 Some other lan-

guages . . as having no abruptnesse of Consonants, have
some advantage of the English. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist.

iv. 173 Crystallized Bodies found in the perpendicular In-

tervalls have always . . Abruptness at the end of the Body
whereby it adhered to the Stone . . which Abruptness is

caused by its being broke off from it. 1773 J. WARTON Ess.

on Pope i. 10 Pope lengthened the abruptness of Waller, and
at the same time contracted the exuberance of Dryden. Ibid.



ABBTTTALIZE.

ii 27 The abruptness and brevity of the sentences are much

in character. 1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gayworthys (1879) xxul.

214 Full of little merry sarcasms and abruptnesses. 1874

Athcnxiim May 2, A certain abruptness in his manner, and

. . scant appreciation of her society, at once repel her and

pique her curiosity.

3. Precipitousness, ruggedness, steepness.
1620 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 38 I had much ado to reach

hither ; for besides the monstruous abruptness of the way,
these parts of the Pyreneys . . are never without thieves.

1876 PAGE Adi'. Text-Book Geal. ii. 40 Breadth or abrupt-

ness of its valleys.

Abrutalize, v. rare-1
, [f. A.-fref. ii, inten-

sive + BUUTALIZE ;
cf. a-baslardize] = Brutalize.

1795 J- WALKER Elem. Geog. Pref., To re-apply the abrutal-

izing scourge.

Abrygge, obs. form of ABRIDGE v.

tCOS-pref., repr. L. abs- the form of AB- off, away,

from, used before c- q- and /-, as in abs-ccssus, abs-

eondere, abs-tractns, abs-tincns. In words that sur-

vived into OFr. reduced to as-, as as-/raire,as-tenir;

subseq. refashioned after L. as abs-traire, abs-tenir.

In words taken directly from L. into later Fr. and

Eng. abs- from the first.

t Absce'de, i>. Obs. rare-'1

, [ad. L. absced-ert

to depart ; f. abs away + ced-ere to go.] To move

away, to lose contact.

1650 BULWER Anthrofomtt. xvi. 164 By reason of the mo-

tion of the right Arm, the Scapula is distracted & abscedes.

t Absce'dent, a. Obs. [ad. L. abscedent-em pr.

pple. of absccd-ere : see prec.] 'Applied formerly

to those parts which, when the body is in its

natural condition, are either united or contiguous

to other parts, but when diseased no longer main-

tain their union or contact, as the bones, etc., in

ulceration.' Mayne 1851 ; Syd. Soc.Lex. 1879.

Abscess (se'bses). [ad. L. abscas-iu a going

away, an abscess (Celsus), f. abscedcre: see AB-

SCEDE.] A collection of pus or purulent matter

formed by a morbid process in a cavity of the body.

1543 TRAHERON tr. Vigo's Chirurg. (Interprets Strange

Wordes) Aposteme . . In latyne it is called abscissas. 1615

H. CROOKE Body of Man 415 The purulent matter of the

Chest is by Nature euacuated . . lastly by Apostemation or

abcesse. 1836 TODD Cycl. A n. % Ph. 1 . 604/2 Few or no abs-

cesses granulate till they are exposed. 1860 SMILES Self-help

iv. 89 It was averred that vaccinated children became 'ox-

facerf,' that abscesses broke out to
' indicate sprouting horns.'

Abscessed (K'bsest), ///. a. [f. prec. +-ED*.]

Diseased with abscesses.

1856 KANE Arctic Explor. II. i. 17 Our sick have finished

the bear's head, and are now eating the condemned abscessed

liver of the animal.

t Absce'ssion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. abscesnon-

cm going away, separation, n. of action f. abscfdere :

see ABSCEDE.]
1. Departure, removal ; cessation of a pain, etc.

1599 A. M. Gatelhouer's Bk. of Phys. 98/2 Administre heer-

of to the Patient after the abscessione of the stitch. 1659

GAUDEN Tears ofCh. 3(D.) [Not] excommunicating himself

by voluntary Schisme, declared abscession, separation, or

apostasie.

2. = ABSCESS.
1610 BARROUGH Meth. Physik. (Nares) If truly it doth turne

into abscessions . . it shall be lawful! to use medicines which

can both matter, open, and cleanse the ulcer.

t Absce'ssional. Obs. rare-1
,

[f.
ABSCESSION

+-AL2
;
cf. processional. Prop. adj. jr.'order, decree.']

A permission or command to depart.

1656 J. TRAPP Exp. Matt. xix. 7(1868) 216/1 It was true that

Moses commanded . . that he should give her an abscession-

ale, a bill of divorcement.

Abscind (aebsi-nd), v. arch. [ad. L. abscind-

ere to tear or cut off, f. ab off, away + scindcre to

tear, rend.] To cut off. lit. and fig.

1657 Phys. Diet., Abscinded, cut off. 1731 BAILEY, Abscind,

to cut off. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 90 T 9 When two syl-

lables likewise are abscinded from the rest, they evidently

want some associate sounds to make them harmonious. 1861

HOOK Lives of Archbps. I. iii. 145 The flowing locks at the

back of his head were abscinded.

Absci'nded, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.] Cut off.

,11733 R- NORTH Lives of Norths III. 125 The worst

grievance [of the shrievalty] was the executioner coming to

him for orders touching the abscinded members, and to know
where to dispose of them.

tAbsci'SC, v. OPS. rare-1
, [f.

L. abscTs- ppl.

stem of absad-ere to cut off; f. abs oK-rCgdfrc to

cut. Cf. excise, incise.'] To cut off or away.
1612 WOODALL Surgeon's Mate Wks. 1653, 90 If the nerve

shall be wholly abscised, lesser symptomes . . ensue.

Abscision (Eebsi-.^sn). [ad. L. abscision-em n. of

action f. abscld-lre to cut off or away : see ABSCISE.

Absctsio and abscissio were confused in L., and abs-

cision can scarcely be separated from ABSCISSION in

Eng.] A cutting off or away.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. (1617) v. 351 [They! cure wilfully

by abscision that which they might both preserue and heale.

1767 A. CAMPBELL Lexiphanes (1774) 105 An abscision of

vowels, a detruncation of syllables.

Absciss, abscisse (arbsis). Ceoni. ; pi. -es
;

more commonly in the L.formabscissa(a'bsrsa), pi.

abscissae; also Eng. abscissas. [L. abscissa (sc. linen

a line) cut off; pa.pple.ofaAraW<r: see ABSCIND.]

Literally, a line or distance cut off; spec, the por-
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tion of a given line intercepted between a fixed

point within it, and an ordinate drawn to it from

a given point without it.

In Conic Sections : the segment (or segments) of a dia-

meter (or in a hyperbola, a diameter produced), intercepted
between the point where it is cut by an ordinate, and the

bounding curve. In Rectilineal Coordinates, the segment
of a given line, x, intercepted between the point where it is

cut by another line, y, and that in which it is cut by a line

parallel to the latter drawn from a given point without it,

and called the ordinate.

1698 DE MOIVRE in Phil. Trans. XX. 192 The Abscisse

corresponding to a certain Area in any Curve. 1748 HART-
LEY Obsem. on Man \. iii. 2. 339 The Ordinates & Points

of the Absciss being given, in the unknown Curve. 1798 in

Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 7 It was found to be a very accu-

rale parabola, the abscissa of which was 13-85 in. 1841

YOUNG Math. Dissert, i. 10 In what directions the positive

abscissas and the positive ordinates are usually taken. 1871

B. STEWART Heat 141 Let us . . reckon the temperatures

along a line of abscissae after the manner represented in

the figure.

Abscission (sebsi-janX [ad. L. abscission-cm n.

of action f. abscindfre ; see ABSCIND. Lit. 'a tear-

ing away,' but confused with ABSCISION, q.v.]

1. The action or process of abscinding ;
a cutting

off or violent separation, lit. andyff.
1612 WOODALL Surgeon's Mate Wks. 1653, 387 This abscis-

sion is not done without great danger of death. 1655 FUI.I.KR

Church Hist. vi. 290 Abscission is the onely plaster for such

an incurable Gangrene. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 88
pi_2

The abscission of a vowel is undoubtedly vicious when it_is

strongly sounded. 1878 BRYANT Pract. Sitrg. I. 375 Abscis-

sion is the removal of that portion of the eyeball situated in

front of the attachments of the recti muscles.

f2. The state of being cut off; separation and

removal. Obs.

1633 T. ADAMS Comm. 2 Pet. \. 8. (1865) 97 Bearing no

fruit, they are cut away from the vine; incision is blessed, but

abscission most wretched. 1649 JKR. TAYLOR Great Extmp.
i. 8. 114 He denounced judgement 8: great severities to

. . impenitents, even abscission and fire unquenchable.

tAbsci'SSOr. Obs. rare~l
. [f.

L. absciss- ppl.

stem of abscind-ere -f- -OR
;
as if a. L. *abscisso>:']

One that tears or rends asunder.

1647 LILLY Christian Aitr. xxviii. 184 We may justly call

him Strong, Hurtfull, Destroyer, Abscissor, because he onely

destroys and perverts the nature of the Question.

t AbsCO'nce, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. MFr. ab-

sconse-r to hide, f. L. abscons-us a late pa. pple. for

abscondit-i<s.] To hide, to conceal.

1372 Lament, of Lady Scotland (Scottish Poems of i6th

cent. II. 241) With Jour murning weid absconce my face.

Absconce (febscp-ns), sb. [ad. med. L. absconsa

a dark lantern, f. absconderc ;
see prec.] A dark

lantern used in monasteries (see Du Cange), and at

lauds and matins in the Roman Catholic church.

Abscond (oebskp-nd), v. [ad. L. abscond-erc to

hide or stow away, f. abs off, away + condere to put

together, to stow, f. con together + ddre to put.]

fl. trans. To hide away, to conceal (anything).

Obs. or arch.
1612 WOODALL Surgeon's Mate Wks. 1653, 388 I advise it

to be privately absconded for the reputation sake. 1669

FLAMSTEAD in Phil. Trans. IV. 1105 The Moon approaching
them (Stars of the 5th and 6th Magnitude) within 4 or 5 de-

grees, absconds them to the naked eye. 1699-1703 J. POM-

FRET Poet. Wks. (1833)99 The trembling Alps abscond their

aged heads In mighty pillars of infernal smoke. 1868 Cus-

SANS Handbk. Heraldry xi. 146 The first is absconded, or

covered, by the Canton.

2. rcfl. (Obs. or arch.}
.f..- K_ nt-.-r T- TTItT ..

I7JISTRYPE Eccl.Mem. (1822)!. 315 The poor man fled from

place to place absconding himself.

3. intr. (by omission of the refl. pron.) 'To hide

oneself; to retire from the public view: generally

used of persons in debt, or criminals eluding the

law.' J. ;
to go away hurriedly and secretly.

1565-78 CHURCHYARD Clnppes (1817) 20 He was obliged

to abscond, & to make his escape, in priest's attire. 1694

FALLE Jersey \. 34 The King . . was forced to abscond with

great danger of his Person, till he found a passage into

France. 1716 Du FOE Hist. Devil (1840) n. TO. 267 He did

his devilish endeavour, and stayed till he was forced to ab-

scond again. 1782 PRIESTLEY Matter f, Spirit I. xvu. 197

The villain who had absconded for a year would not escape

punishment. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. VIII. xym. xi. 5 Some
few absconded, leaving their property as spoil. 1870 J. K.

LOWELL My Study Windows 4 In the coldest weather ever

known the mercury basely absconded into the bulb.

tAbsco'nd,,a. Obs. rare- 1

. [? for ABSCONDED.]
Hidden from view.

1719 D'URFEY Pills (1872) II. 12 Pleased with the thought

he should sit abscond and see them.

Absconded (aebskp-nded), ///. a. [f. ABSCOND

+ -ED.] Concealed, hidden away ; secluded, secret.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. col. 83 The Author was living in

an absconded Condition in Fifteen hundred fifty & six. 1710

ABSENCY.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. col. 537 He [Thomas Fitzherbert]
would now and then hear a sermon . . by an old Roman priest
that then lived abscondedly in Oxon.

Abscondence (sebskp-ndens). [f.
L. abscond-ere

to ABSCOND + -ENCE
; after words a. Fr. -encc : L.

-cntia.'] The action or condition of absconding ;

fugitive concealment, seclusion.

1880 MASSON AJilton\l. i. ii. 162 The place of his retirement

and abscondence was a friend's house in Bartholomew Close.

1881 Sat. Rev. 5 Mar. 299 Mr. Parnell, though he has since

returned, has been in abscondence.

Absconder (sebscp'ndai). [f.
ABSCOND + -ER 1

.]

One who absconds ;
a runaway from justice.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pickle (1779) IV. xc. 87 Eternal war

against the absconder & the rigid creditor. 1864 Realm
24 Feb. 4 Atrocities perpetrated by Van Diemen's Land ab-

sconders in the early days of the gold discovery.

Absconding (a>bsk>-ndirj\ vbl. sb.
[f.

AB-

SCOND + -ING 1
.] The act ofself-concealment

;
asecret

running away from public gaze, or from justice.

1684 LUTTRHLL Brief. Rel. (1857) I- 29^ The coining over of

these Scotchmen . . and their absconding at the first breaking
out of the plott. 1715 BUKNET Hist, tnvn Tit>if(ij66) II. 211

His going out of the way might incline the Jury to believe the

evidence the more for his absconding. 1849 MACAULAY ///.*/.

Enf- IL 552 Still, however, the king concealed his intention of

absconding even from his chief ministers.

Absconding (i-bsk<rndirj), ppl. a.
[f.

ABSCOND
+ -ING-.] Concealing itself, or hiding ; retiring,

secretive ; runaway.
1692 Brit. I'ictrix 3 In proud Procession how they go, To

meet the Lurking and Absconding Foe. 1709 J. COLLII T;

Ess. Mor. Sitbj. (ed. 6} 11. 127 When they see . . a remote and

absconding kind of Countenance, they conclude it Cain's

Mark. 1879 W. H. DixoHRcyalWindsorll. iii. 29 No per-

son was allowed to shelter and employ absconding men.

t Absco'ndment. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
ABSCOND?;.

+ -MENT.] State of concealment ; hiding.
1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821) 336 You may observe

him in holes or hollow banks . . out of which abscondments

any man may angle him, that contrives but a worm neatly

on the end of a wand.

t Absco'nsion. Obs.-" [ad. L. absconsifiu-tm,

doubtful n. of action f. absconderc, attributed to

Pliny: see ABSCOND.] Hiding, concealment.

In PHILLIPS 1658, BAILEY 1742.

Absee, absey, absie, obs. forms of A B C.

Absence (arbsens), also 4 absens. [a. Fr. ab-

sence, refash. from OFr. ausence : L. absentia n. of

state f. absent-em ABSENT.]
1. The state of being absent or away (from any

place) ;
also the time of duration of such state.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troyl. ft Cres. iv. 427 Absens of hire shal

dryve hire out of herte. 1393 GOWKR Conf. 1. 203 He made

F.dwin his lieutenaunt . . That he the lond in his absence

Shall reule. c 1440 Gcsta Rain. i. i. 3 The knyjt . . told him

howe his wife hadde don in his absence. 1526 TINDALE

Phil. ii. 12 Not when I was present only, but now mocbe

more in myne absence. 1660 DRY.DEN Astrxn Redux 21 For

his [Charles Il'sl long absence Church and State did groan.

1719 YOUNG Busiris n. i. (1757) 29 Methinks Absence has

plac'd her in a fairer light. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison V.

iii 21 She was very variable all that time in her absences.

1859 LD. J. RUSSELL A ddr. to Electors of Land., Among the

defects of the Bill, which were numerous, one provision was

conspicuous by its presence, and one by its absence. i86z

TRENCH Miracles xxviii. 380 Our Lord . . was now returning

to Capernaum, after one of his usual absences. 186^TENNY-

SON En. Arden 246 She mourn'd his absence as his grave.

1882 Daily AVws 3 July 2/1 Other usually prominent members

were for several hours conspicuous by their absence.

b. poet. An absent form or face. Cf. presence.
1866 \V. D. HOWELL Venetian Life 118 The balconies are

full of the Absences of gay cavaliers and gentle dames. 1873

HIGGISSON Oldport Days i. 14 What graceful Absences (to

borrow a certain poet's phrase) are haunting those windows.

2. Of things : \Yant, failure, withdrawal.

1398 TREVISA Bnrth. De P. R. (1495) IX. xxii. 361 Floures

that open ayenst the sonne closen in the euen for absence of

the sonne. 1765 HARRIS Three Treat, i. 24 Was it not the

Absence of Health, which excited Men to cultivate the Art

of Medicine. 1847 CARPENTER Zeal. I. 239 They [the Eden-

tata] all agree in the absence of teeth in the front of the jaws.

1863 KEMBLE Rcsid. in Georgia 24 A total absence of self-

respect.

3. Absence (of mind) : inattention to what is

going on
;
failure to receive impressions of what is

present, through preoccupation with other matters
;

involuntary abstraction.

1710 ADDISON Spectator No. 77 I continued my walk, re-

flecting on the little absences and distractions of mankind.

1728 YOUNG Love of Fame (1757) in. 103 Absence of mind

Brabantio turns to fame, Learns to mistake, nor knows his

brother's name. 1782 PRIESTLEY Matter f, Spirit I. x. I2t

Absence of mind is altogether an involuntary thing. 1837

CARLYLE Fr. Rei: I. vn. vi. 366 Disquietude, absence of mmd^
is on every face; Members whisper, uneasily come and go.

4. At Eton College, calling of the roll to ascer-

tain if all the boys are present, or who are absent.

1856 W. N. LETTSOM Song of Floggatuaya 6 So the Lord of

SHAFTESBURY Charact. (1737) II. in. ii. 402 I am now oblig'd

i far in the pursuit of Beauty; which lies veryf absconded

anfdeep." 'isi^MrifiLNF.s'a^rd Houghto'n) Mem. of

Many Sc. 42 The eager heart was wont To lead us to the

boar's absconded rest, Unwearied.

Abscondedly (ibskp-ndedli), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY 2.] In a concealed manner; in concealment ;

in retirement.

the boys to answer their names.

t A'bsency. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. absentia ;

see

ABSENCE, the ordinary form, taken from Fr., while

absency is a direct adaptation of L.]
= ABSENCE.

ION BUTTES in Arber's Introd. to James I's Counterblast

93 Or Plinies Nosemen (mouthles men) surnamd, Whose

breathing nose supply'd Mouths absency.



ABSENT.

Absent (ae'bsent), a. and sb. [a. Fr. absent, re-

fashioned from OFr. aitsent : L. absent-cm pr. pple.
of ab-sum, ab-esse to be away.]
A. adj.

1. Being away, withdrawn from, or not present
(at a place).
1382 WYCLIF Deut. xxix. 15 Ne to 3ou alone I this cove-

naunt smyte, and thes oothes conferme, but to all present &
absent, c 1440 Gesta Row, \. vii, 16 And while (the serpent)
was absent, ther com a toode, and entrid into the nest. 1601
SHAKS. JuL C iv. iii. 156 With this she fell distract, And
(her Attendants absent) swallow'd fire. 1716-18 LADY M.W.
MONTAGU Lett. I. xi. 37 I know that you can think of an
absent friend even in the midst of a court. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 152 f 13 Letters are written .. to preserve in
the minds of the absent either love or esteem. 1817 JAS. MILL
Brit. India II. v. v. 485 Absent officers were summoned to

join their corps.
2. Of things : Withdrawn ; wanting, not existing.
1718 POPE Iliad vin. 633 Let numerous fires the absent

sun supply. 1810 COLERIDGE Friend (\W>$ 94 The reason
is either lost or not lost, that is, wholly present or wholly ab-
sent. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. II. 523 In fishes the ribs are

sometimes entirely absent. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers n. 17.

324 Crevasses . . are almost totally absent at the opposite side

of the glacier.

3. Of time: Not present, distant, afar off.

1535 COVERDALE Is. xiii. 2i And as for Babilons tyme, it is

at honde, & hir dayes maye not be longe absent.

4. Absent-minded
; paying no attention to, and re-

ceiving no impression from, present objects orevents.

1710 oTBELE Spectator No. 30 F 4 The whole assembly is

made up of absent men, that is, of such persons as have lost

their locality, & whose minds and bodies never keep com-
pany with one another. 1761 SMOLLETT Gil Bias (1802) III.

vin. xiii. 39, I lost all my gaiety, became absent and thought-
ful

;
in a word, a miserable animal. 1875 P. G. HAMKRTON

Intell.Life xi. v. 429 Deep thinkers are notoriously absent, for

thought requires abstraction from what surrounds us.

t B. sb. One who is absent, an absentee. Obs.
c 1425 \VvNTOWNCr(77yj'/vii.viii.20opeByschapysJ?at bare

ware, Of ba Absentis had na poware For til mak awnser.
I 53S~75 ABP. PARKER Corrcsp. 308 How many be resident . .

& in what place and calling the Absents do dwell. 1699
HURXKT 39 Articles (1700) xxviii. 341 Some parts of the Ele-
ments were sent to the absents, to those m Prison, and par-
ticularly to the sick.

C. Comb, absent-minded, a. pre-occupied, = AB-

SEXT0.4; absent-mindedly, adv. in a pre-occupied
manner, without active attention, = ABSENTLY

; ab-

sent-mindedness, pre-occupation, = ABSENCE 3.

1879 CALDERWOOD Mitid fy Brain 274 When so occupied a

person is readily charged with absent-mindedness, and his

look conveys the impression of remoteness from present in-

fluences. 1881 H. JAMES, jun. Portrait ofa Lady xxxvi. in

yi/rttrw./l/rtif.XLIV.gi
*

Doyoubelievehim?' Osmonda^ked,
absent-mindedly.
Absent (rebse-nt), v. [a. Fr. absente-r, ad. L. ab-

sentd-re to keep away; f. absent-em
;
see ABSENT .]

-(- 1. trans. To keep away, detain or withhold from

being present. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 415, I absente farre out of presence, Je es-

l(>yngne\ I absent or kepe out of sight, Je absente. 1557
SURREY Aencid iv. 908 And cruel so absentest me from thy
death. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia \. 5 They absented his eyes
from beholding the issue. 1678 MARVELL Growth ofPopery
28 The other, the honester Fellow it seems of the two, only
was absented.

b. refl. To keep or withdraw (oneself) away.
a 1420 OCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1434 From his cure he hym

absentethe. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cclxii. 342 The quene
with the prynce was in the north, and absented her from the

kynge. 1602 SHAKS. Haml. v. ii. 358 If thou did'st euer hold
me in thy heart, Absent thee from felicitie awhile. 1786
T. JEFFERSON Writings (1859) II. 47, I . . hope that I may be

permitted at times to absent myself from this place. 1853
MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. III. 378 The Club attempted to in-

duce the advocates to absent themselves from the bar.

f 2. intr. To be or stay away ; to withdraw.

.1400 Rom. Rose 4914 Though for a tyme his herte ab-

sente, It may not fayle,he shal repente. 1681 R. KNOX Hist.
Rcl. Ceylon 137 Then we were bidden to absent, while they
returned our answers to the King. 1709 in Strype's Ann.
Ref. xxix. 300 Many absented this afternoon, appearing
neither In person nor proxy.

f 3. trans, (by omission offrom ; cf. avoid}. To
leave. Obs. rare.

1695 LuTTRELL/JriV/V?^/. (1857) I H. 520 Bills of high treason
are found at the sessions against 23 persons, most Romanists,
who have absented the kingdom.
t Absenta'neous, a. Obs~. [f. ABSENT +

-ANEOUS, analogous to instant-ancotts, cf. L. moment-

ffttetts."] Done in absence, pertaining to absence.
In BAILEY 1721, ASH 1775, etc.

Absentation (aebsentei-Jan). [ad. med. L. ab-

scntdtion-em n. of action f. absentd-re to make ab-
sent

;
f. absent-em ABSENT. Cf. presentation] The

action of absenting oneself.
1800 WAKEFIELD Let. to Fox Mar. 13 Your absentation

from the house is a measure which always had my most en-
tire concurrence. 1852 SIR W. HAMILTON Discussions 229
His absentation at that juncture becomes significant.

Absented (bse-nted), ppl. a.
[f. ABSENT v. +

-ED.] Withdrawn ; retired ; absent.

1548 GESTE Priv. Masse 83 He meanethe not that Christes

body is absented from hys supper. 1580 SIDNEY A rcadia
(1622) 201 Imboldned by your absented maner of living.

1646 QUAHLES Shepherds Eclog. i. But tell me Gallio . . to
whose keep Hast thou committed thy absented sheep.

Absentee (sebsentr). [f. ABSENT v. + -EE.]
1. One who is absent, or away, on any occasion.
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1S37 in (1691) BLOUNT Law Diet., Absentees or des Ab-
sentees, was a Parliament so called, held at Dublin, 10 May,
28 H. 8. 1724 SWIFT Drapier's Lett. vii. Wks. 1761 III. 134
The occasional absentees, for business, health, or diversion.

1850 in Pro. Am. Phil. Sac. V. 160 Sir John Ross, an absentee
of four winters. 1872 Daily News Apr. 6 Cabinet Council . .

was attended by thirteen of the Ministers, the absentees

having been Lord Halifax and the Marquis of Hartington.
2. One who systematically stays away from his

country or home ; a landlord who lives abroad.

(Often used attrib., as an absentee king.}
1605 CAMDEN Remains (1637) 189 King Henry the eight . .

enriched himselfe by the spoyles of Abbayes, by first fruits,
tenths, exactions, and absenties in Ireland. 1723 SWIFT
Argt. agst. Bishops Wks. 1761 111.265 The farmer would be
screwed up to the utmost penny by the agents and stewards
of absentees. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. III.ni.iv. 55.166
The coin of Naples was exhausted by the revenues of ab-
sentee proprietors. 1851 HT. MARTINEAU Hist, ofPeace (ity-f)
III. iv. ix. 36 In 157 benefices, no service was performed, the
incumbent being an absentee. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.
I. vi. 454 The Norwegians preferred a foreign and absentee

king.

Absenteeism (sebs&atriz'm). [f. ABSENTEE +
-ISM.] The practice of being an absentee, or of

absenting oneself from duty or station, esp. The
habit of landlords who live away, or in a foreign
country, or otherwise at a distance from their estates.

1829 GEN. THOMPSON Absenteeism in Westm. Rev. Jan.Exere. (1842) I. 55 The only permanent effect of any given
quantity of absenteeism, is to make Ireland a smaller Ire-

land. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos (1877) IV. m, 34 There was
a talk of forbidding absenteeism of clergy from their bene-
fices.

_ 1877 WALLACE Russia vii. 109 The prevailing ab-
senteeism among the landlords.

Absenteeship (aetafoti'jip). [f. ABSENTEE +
-SHIP.]

= ABSENTEEISM.
1778 rhilos. Surv. South Irel. 364 Absenteeship would no

otherwise affect Ireland, than it does the distant parts of

England.
Absenter (cebse-ntsi). [f. ABSENT v. + -ER 1

.]

One who absents himself; who does not attend.

1678 MARVELL Corresp. Let. 86 Wks. 1872-5 II. 233 The
House was calld on Thursday, and ordered that the ab-
sentee should each be fined 4o/. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr.
III. 207 Had not these Absentees from the Feast before us,
all this to alledge in their own Vindication? 1829 SOLTHEY
in Q. Rev. XXXIX. 143 The dissenters and the absenters . .

will properly encourage the college in which any religion may
be taught, or none.

Absenting (sebse-ntiq), vbl. sb. [f. ABSENT v. +
-ING 1.] The act of being or of going away ; absence,
withdrawal. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1593-1620 SIR R. HAWKINS Voiage into South Sea (1847) 104

These absentings and escapes are made most times onely to

pilfer and steale. a 1709 SIR R. ATKINS Parl.ffPolit. Tracts

(1734) 123 The Offence of absenting from the Parliament,
Mod. Accused of absenting himself wilfully from his em-
ployment.

Absently (arbsentli), adv. [f. ABSENT a. + -LY 2.]
In an absent manner; with absence of mind.
1873 BLACK Pr. of Thule xxii. 369 Absently thinking of

all the strange possibilities now opening before him, 1881
W.COLLINS Black Robe \. viii. 240 Romayne looked up and
answered absently,

'
I don't know yet.'

tAbsentment (^bse-ntment). Obs. [f. ABSENT
f. + -ME N*T.] The act of absenting oneself

;
a with-

drawal, or staying away.
1600 ABBOT On Jonah 357 Separations and absentments

from the Sacraments, a 1677 BARROW Semi. (1683) II. xxvii.

383 Humane death is . . a peregrination, or absentment from
the body.

Absentness (orbsentnes). [f. ABSENT a. 4 +

-NESS.] The quality of being absent in mind
;
ab-

sentmindcdness
; involuntary abstraction.

1858 H. MILLER Sck* $ Schoohn. 386 He has . . more than
the average absentness of the great scholar about him.

Absey, Obs. See A EC.
Absidal, variant of APSIDAL.

Absimilation. Obs. rare--1
. \i.\^. absimil-is un-

like + -ATION ; cf. assimilation, dissimilation] The
act or process of making or becoming unlike.
c 1630 JACKSON Creed xm. ix. Wks. 1844 VIII. 232 The ab-

similation of this man . . from himself that he might be like

the Son of God.

Absinth., absinthe (wbsinj>, Fr. absent), [a.
mod. Fr. absinthe, the plant wormwood, and hence
the liqueur ;

ad. L. absinthium]
1. The plant Absinthium or wormwood.
x6ia BENVENUTO Passenger's Dialogues (Nares) Absinth

and poyson be my sustenaunce. 1657 TOMLJNSON De Renou's

Dispens. xxxvii. 316 Though Absynth be an herb of vulgar
dignotion, yet scarce two agree in . . describing its species.
1860 PIESSE Lab. Chem. Wonders 172 The principal bitter

used in England is . . derived from the hop plant . . in Italy
it is from absinth.

2. Essence of wormwood ; also_/?^.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. III. ix. iv. 115 What a drop ofcon-
centrated absinth follows next.

3. An alcoholic liqueur originally distilled from
wine mixed with wormwood, but said now often to

contain none.

1854 THACKERAY Newcomes I. 63 Barnes orders absinthe-

and-water. z86i Times 25 Mar. 8/6 Algeria . . imports great

quantities of Burgundy wines and absinth. 1869 Pall Mall
G. 24 Sept. 12 Every man taking his coffee or his absinthe.

Absinthial (sebsrnjiial), a. [f. L. absinthi-um

wormwood + -AL.] Of or pertaining to wormwood
;

hence bitter.

ABSOLUTE.
c 1525 SKELTON Image Hypoc. n. 309 Doctors that take all.

By lawes absynthyall. And labyrinthiall. 1860 R. A. VAUGHAN
Ho. w. Mystics (ed. 2) I. 1 10 It was once called the Valley of
Wormwood . . Bernard and his monks come . . lo ! the ab-
sinthial reputation vanishes the valley smites is called, and
made, Clairvaux, or Brightdale.

Absinthian (*bsi-n)>ian), a. [f. L. absinthi-um

+ -AN.] Of or pertaining to wormwood ; absinthial.

1638 T. RANDOLPH Poems (1652)60 Best Physick then when
gaul with suger meets Temp'ring Absinthian bitternesse
with Sweets.

Absinthiate (sebsi-nfi^t), v.
[f.

L. absinthi-um
+ -ATE-*.] To impregnate with wormwood.
Absintbiated (sebsi-n))i(?ited), ///. a. [f. prec.
+ ED.] Impregnated with wormwood.
1661 R. LOVELL Animals ff Min. 363 The diseases of the

ventricle . . are cured . . [by] red wine absinthiated, and ex-
ercise. 1808 MACDONALD Telegr. Comm. 59 The adscititious

part ofan absinthiated preparation. Mod. Absinthe properly
so called is a spirit distilled from absinthiated wine.

AbsinthlC (aebsi'n]rikl,a. Chem.
[f.

ABSINTH +

-ic.] Of or belonging to absinth, as Absinthic Acid.

1879 Syd. Sac. Lex.

Absinthin (a-bsi-nbin). Chem. [1. L. absinthi-

um + -IN(E *.] The bitter principle of wormwood or

Artemisia Absinthium.
1853 MAYNE. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Absinth,ine (e-
: : -

ii'nbain, -in). [f.L. absinthi-um
+ INE!.] Having the characteristics of absinth;
bitter.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. IV. XI. ix. in We must add two
notes, two small absinthine drops, bitter but wholesome.

Absinthism (as-bsin)>iz'm). [f. ABSINTH + -ISM.]
A disease resembling alcoholism, arising from the

abuse of absinthe.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Absinthium (a>bsi-n)>im). Bot. [L.] The
wormwood, Artemisia Absinthium of Linnaeus,

distinguished by its intensely bitter aromatic taste.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. (1495) xvn. xii. 610 Abscintiu} :

wormode is a full sharpe herbs. 1748 Phil. Trans. XLV.
299 For baking and roasting they make use of Abrotanum,
Absynthium, and such-Iike. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav. in France
366 Some of the absinthium and lavender, so low and poor,
as hardly to be recognized.

Absinthole
(ffibsi-nbpul).

Chem.
[f.
ABSINTH +

-OLE.] C 10 H,,O. A liquid camphor obtained from
the oil of wormwood.
1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Absis, obs. form of APSIS.

Absist, absistos, obs. forms of ASBESTOS.

t Absi'St (sebsi-st), v. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. 'L.absist-

ere to stand off, withdraw, f. ab off, away, + sist-Zre

to stand, redupl. deriv. ofsta-re to stand.] To with-

draw, desist.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \\l. 74 They promised to absist

from their purpose ofmaking a war. 1731 BAILEY, Absist, to

cease, leave off. 1755 JOHNSON, Absist, to stand off, to leave
off.

t Absi'stence. Obs.* [f. ABSIST + -ENCE, cf.

persistence] 'A standing off.' Mod. Diets.

t Absoil, absoyle, v. Obs. [a. 1 4 c. Fr. absolir,

absollir, absoillir, a refashioning of OFr. asollir,

asoillir, also assoiler, asolier, asoler, to ASSOIL, after

L. absolvcre] ASSOIL ; to absolve.
c 1450 Merlin n He seyde unto hir, quod he, 'Thow art

fulle of the deuell ; how sholde I absoyle the.' 1537 Instit,

Chr. Man 8 b, To loose and absoyle from synne all persons
whiche be dewly penitent. 1548 UDAL, etc. Erastn. Paraphr.
John viii. n He deliuered the aduoutresse oute of the stone-
casters handes and yet did not clerely absoyle her as fautlesse.

tAbsplent, absolete, erroneous forms due to

a confusion betweenABSOLUTE and OBSOLETE, which
latter frequently appears as absolute even in good
writers of 6-7, while absolute was similarly trans-

formed into absolute. The confusion was partly due
to form, partly to sense 4 of ABSOLUTE, completed,

Jinishcd ; hence, by easy transition, done with.
a 1550 Sq. oj

'

Lfftve Df^re6^o\n Hazl. E. P. P. II. 47 They
called hym knyght absolent. i6zi BURTON Anat. Mel. H.

iv. i. i Their medicines absolete, and now most part rejected.

1640 WILKINS Disc, concg. New Planet (1684) n. 3 To think

everything that is antient to be absolute. 1642 HOWELL For.
Trav. 44 Or they are some absolet peeces reflecting happily
upon the times of Cosmo de Medici. 1660 STILLINGFLEET
Irenicwn (1662) I. vi. 6. 121 Either in reviving absolete cus-

tomes, or imposing new. 16^9 GATES Myst. Iniq. 10 These
. . labour to reduce their Society to an obsolute Monarchy.
1687 SETTLE Reflect, on Dryden's Plays 7 How many times
he uses that damn'd canting absolete word [Host] for Army
in one Play.

Absolute (ae'bsoliKt
1

), a. [a. mid. Fr. absolut

(mod. absolu}, a I4th c. latinizing of OFr. asolu,

assolu : L. absoliit-um loosened, free, separate,

acquitted, completed, etc. ; pa. pple. of absolv-ere :

see ABSOLVE. The senses were largely taken in 6-7
direct from L., in which the development of mean-

ing had already taken place, so that they do not

form a historical series in Eng.] Originally apple.

absolved, disengaged : then adj. disengaged or free

from imperfection or qualification ;
from interfer-

ence, connexion, relation, comparison, dependence ;

from condition, conditional forms of knowledge or

thought. Formerly compared absoluter, -est.



ABSOLUTE.

I. Detached, disengaged, unfettered.

tl. pple. Absolved, loosened, detached, disen-

gaged (front.}. Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boethius 175 Men sen it vtterly fre and

absolut from alle necessite.

f2. Disengaged from all interrupting causes, un-

trammelled ; hence, completely absorbed in any

occupation. Obs.

1483 CAXTON G. Leg. 197/1 She abode there as recluse..

absolute in wakyng, in prayers, in fastynges and orysons.

t3. Disengaged from all accidental or special

circumstances ; essential, general. Obs.

1398 TREVISA A*r/A. rffc/V.J?. (1495) i. 5 The fader, the son,

the holy ghost be thre persones by personall proprytees, but

thabsolute propritees be comune to all thre persones.

II. Absolute in quality or degree ; perfect.

4. Free from all imperfection or deficiency; com-

plete, finished ; perfect, consummate.
c 1374 CHAUCER Bocthuts 89 For J>e nature of Binges ne

token nat her bygynnyng of Binges amenused and inperfit,

but it procedib of pingus pat ben al hool, and absolut. 1550
BULLINGER in Strype's Eccl. Mem. II. 407 The most wise and
absolute counsils. 1579 LYLY Eupkucs 123 A young man so

absolute, as yat nothing may be added to his further per-

fection. 1602 CAREW Cornwall 62 Captaine Hender, the

absolutest man of war for precise observing martiall rules.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. v. i. 44 As shie, as graue, as iust,

as absolute : As Angelo. 1615 SANDYS Travels 207 Where
mariners be English: who are the absolutest vnder heauen

in their profession. 1627 FELTHAM Resolves (1677) i. xxvi.

46 It is not to any man given, absolutely to be absolute.

1643 PRYNNE Sent, Pow, Parl. Ded. A ii. b, One person of the

exquisitest judgement, . . deepest Policy, absolutest abilities.

1705 STANHOPE Paraph. I. 49 The most absolute and perfect
of all examples. 1875 RUSKIN Lect. on Art in. 69 Two great
masters of the absolute art of language, Virgil and Pope.

5. Ofdegree: Complete, entire; in the fullest sense.

1574. tr. Marlorat's Afocalips 40 From whence should

we fetch the rule of absolute perfection. 1592 GREENE in

Shaksp. Cent. Praise 2 Being an absolute Johannes fac
totum. 1641 MILTON Ch. Discip. (1851)1. 32 The honour of its

|

absolute sufficiency. 1664 DR. H. POWER Exp. Philos. i. 3
These holes were not absolute perforations, but onley dimples.

1678 CUDWORTH Intcll. Syst. 897 Which yet is an Absolute

Impossibility. ifyzAnec. ofPitt III. xliii. 154 The absolute.

necessity for making peace with America. 1862 A. TROLI.OPE

Qrley Farm xvi. 127 This may with absolute strictness be

the case. 18780. MACDONALD Ann. Quiet Neighb, xviii. 356

Leaving me in absolute ignorance of how to interpret her.

6. Pure and simple, mere ; in the strictest sense.

Absolute alcohol, i.e. perfectly free from water.

1563 Homilies (1640") n. xxi. n. 286 David was no common or

absolute subject. 1677 HALES/V/W. Orig: Man. i. vi. 118 Dura-
tion without a thing that dureth . . is the veriest, the absolutest

Nothing that can be. 1688 CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVII.

980 The Fishing Hauk is an absolute Species of a Kings-
risher. 1693 in Misc. Cur. (1708) III. 340 Musk-Rats, an
absolute Species of Water-Rats, only having a curious Musky
scent. 1834 E. TURNER Elem, Chem. 877 The strongest al-

cohol . . is called absolute alcohol, to denote its entire free-

dom from water. 1847 L. HUNT Men, Worn. <$ Bks. II. i. 8

The absolutest, and sometimes loathsomest, trash. 1871 B.

STEWART Heat 26 To register still lower temperatures . .

a thermometer filled with Absolute Alcohol is employed.
III. Absolute or detached inposition or relation

;

independent.
7. Of ownership, authority : Free from all ex-

ternal restraint or interference; unrestricted, un-

limited, independent. Absolute prize, one which
becomes the absolute property of the winner, as dis-

tinguished from a challenge cup, etc. held till com-

peted for anew.

1533 TINDALE Sup. ofthe Lord 30 To dispute of God's al-

mighty absolute power, . . is great folly and no less presump-
tion. 1576 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 263 The Bishops
were never absolute owners heereof, till the time of King
William Rufus. 1630 PRW&V. Anti-Ann. 115 It makes man
an absolute, an independent creature. 1695 Anct. Const.

Eng. 19 As for the King . , he hath not absolute unlimited

power of doing whatever he will. 1738 WESLEY Psalms
(1765) 89 Possest of absolute Command, Thou Truth and
Mercy dost maintain. 1861 Times* 10 July, Lord Spencer
offered an absolute prize cup worth ao, to be competed for

at 500 yards by the best shot of each of the three schools.

1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. (1875) i. ii. 12. 38 Thus the
first cause must be in every sense perfect, complete, total :

including within itself all power, and transcending all law,
Or to use the established word, it must be absolute.

8. Hence, having absolute power, governing abso-

lutely ; unlimited by a constitution or the concur-
rent authority of a parliament ; arbitrary, despotic.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olbion xi. 178 Nor could time euer bring

In all the seauen-fold rule an absoluter King. 1625 BACON
Ess, xix. 80 To depresse them [nobles] may make a King more
Absolute, but less safe. 1735-8 LD. BOLINGBROKE Dissn.
on Parties 1 60 Absolute Monarchy is Tyranny; but absolute

Democracy is Tyranny and Anarchy both. 1756 BURKE
Vind, Nat, Soc. Wks. I. 46 Republicks have many things
in the spirit of absolute monarchy. 1775 SHERIDAN Reading
353 Our constitution is made up ofa due mixture of the three

species of government, being partly monarchical, partly re-

publican, and partly absolute. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.
I. Hi. 114 An able king is practically absolute.

9. Standing out of (the usual) grammatical rela-

tion or syntactic construction with other words,
as in the ablative absolute. The absoluteform of a
word: that in which it is not inflected to indicate

relation to other words in a sentence.

152? WHITINTON Vulg. 3 Somtyme it is put in the case of
the ablatyue case absolute. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. (ed. 7)
\~ xvi. 41 The Absolute [Numbers] are simply pronounced
without having any relation to any other number, measure,
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or quantity, as z, 3, 4, &c. 161* BRINSLEY Pas. Parts (1669)
77 The Ablative case absolute. What mean you by abso-
lute? A. Without other government. 1751 HARRIS Hermes
(1841) 142 All existence is either absolute or qualified :

absolute, as when we say, B is; qualified, as when we say,
B is_an animal. 1859 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaphysic II.
xxxvi. 330 The child commences, like the savage, by em-
ploying only isolated words in place of phrases ; he com-
mences by taking verbs and nouns only in their absolute state.

H The absolute case in English was formerly the Dative or
Instrumental : it is now the Nominative.
10. Viewed without relation to, or comparison

with, other things of the same kind
;
considered only

in its relation to space or existence as a whole, or
to some permanent standard

; real, actual; opposed
to relative and comparative.
1666 BOYLK in /Vi//. Trans. 1.239 Tne Absolute or Compara-

tive height of mountains. 1753 JOHNSON Adventurer No. 3
Wks. 1787 IX. no We find in it absolute misery, but happi-
ness only comparative. 1785 REID hitell, Pow. Man 293 This
space therefore which Is unlimited and immoveable, is called

by Philosophers absolute space. 1822 IMISON Sci. fy Art
I. 447 Absolute motion is the actual motion that bodies have,
independent of each other, and only with regard to the parts
of space. 1878 HUXLEY P&ysiogr, 68 It is not so much the ab-
solute quantity of moisture in the air as its relative humidity.

^[ Superlative absolute, that which expresses a very hi^k de-

gree of quality, as distinct from stating that it is the highest
of a set compared together (Superlative relative),

IV. Free from condition or mental limitation ;

unconditioned.

fll. Of persons and things: Free from all doubt
or uncertainty ; positive, perfectly certain, decided.
Sometimes adv. positively. Ohs.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. nr. i. 5 Be absolute for death.

1604 ROWLANDS Looke to It 14 Thou that wilt vow most ab-
solute to know, That which thy conscience knowes thou
neuer knew. 1611 SHAKS. (,'ymh. iv. ii. 106 I am absolute
'Twas very Cloten. i66z R, MATHEW Unl. Alch. 92. 160
He would warrant my recovery . . he commended it as one
of the most absolute things in the World. 1676 COTTKKI.L
Cassandra vi. 561 'Twill suffice to confirm me absolute in the

opinion I have of thy Vertue.

12. Of statements : Free from conditions or re-

servations
; unreserved, unqualified, unconditional.

1625-49 CHARLES I. IVks. 294 My thoughts were sincere and
absolute without any sinister ends. 1664 H. MORE Myst.
Iniq. 89 That it is not an Absolute, Inconditionate Promise
to the Whole is plain. 1736 KUTLER Anal. n. vii. 363 Some
of these promises are conditional, some are as absolute, as

anything can be expressed. 1832 J. AUSTIN Lect, Jarispr.

(1879)
I. xii. 357 Where an obligation is absolute there is

no right with which it correlates.

b. esp. in Logic.
1736 BUTLER Anal. \. vi. 104 The Question . . is not abso-

lute, . . but hypothetical. 1860 THOMSON Laws of Thought
297 With the exception of the last case it would be impossi-
ble to frame an absolute proposition. 1870 BOWEN Logic v.

127 In respect to the Relation of the Predicate to the Subject,
Judgments are divided into simple or absolute, and con-
ditional.

13. Alctaph. Existing without relation to any
other being ;

self-existent ; self-sufficing.

1858 MANS EL Bamp. Lcct. (ed. 4) ii. 30 By the Absolute is

meant that which exists in and by itself, having no necessary
relation to any other being-. 1869 J. MAKTINEAU Ess. II.

269 Schelling has vindicated the possibility of knowing the

absolute. 1875 H. E. MANNING Holy Ghost xii. 325 There
has sprung up . . a school of men who tell us that the Abso-
lute is unknowable, and that we can therefore know nothing
of God.
14. Metaph. Capable of being thought or con-

ceived by itself alone
;
unconditioned.

1853 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. App. i. To Cusa we can
indeed articulately trace, word and thing, the recent philo-

sophy of the Absolute. 1856 FERRIER Inst, Metsip/i. 370
Whatever can be known (or conceived) out of relation, that is

to say, without any correlative being necessarily known (or

conceived) along with it, is the known Absolute. Ibid. (ed. 2)

10 Another phantom is a mask, or ratherawhole toy-shop of

masks, which philosophers have been pleased to call the ' Ab-
solute*; but what they exactly mean by this name what it

is that is under these trappings, neither those who run down
the incognito, nor those who speak it fair, have ever conde-
scended to inform us.

15. Metaphys. Considered independently of its

being subjective or objective.
1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (sA. 3) III. 212 The absolute is

neither singly that which affirms, nor that which is affirmed
;

but the identity and living copula of both. 1858 R. A.
VAUGHAN Ess. $ Rev. I. 57 Schelling pronounced the subject
and object identical in the absolute. 1860 ffo. w. Myst.
(ed. 2)!. 213 Shake off that dream of personality, and you
will see that good and evil are identical in the Absolute.

11 In the last three uses the word approaches the

character of a substantive, as the name of a meta-

physical conception: the Absolute, i.e. that which
is absolute.

Absolutely (arbsolitli), adv. [f.prec. + -LY 2.]

In an absolute position, manner, or degree.
I. Separately, independently.

1. In a manner detached from other things ;

without the existence or presence of anything else
;

separately, independently.
1532 MORE Confut. T&utelfVflu. 1557, 450/2 Yf he speke

of hym absolutly, without mencion of any speache before

hadde wyth hym. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 67 Of
all things then that be in the world, some have their essence
and being of themselves absolutely and simply. 1618 HP.

HALi.6>rw. v. 121 Nothing is, nothing lives absolutely, but

he; all other things, by participation from him. 1736 BUTLER
Anal. (1807) Introd. 3 It cannot but be discerned absolutely

ABSOLUTELY.
as it is in itself. 1877 E. CONDER Das. Faith iv. 146We may
say that God exists absolutely, or is the Absolute Being, if
we are careful to explain that we oppose 'absolute' to 'de-
pendent.'

^

God alone has being in Himself. But 'absolute
existence,' if we do not explain what kind of existence we are

speaking of, is a phrase absolutely without meaning.
f2. Essentially. Obs.
1661 BKAMHALL Just. I'ind. ii. 9 If one part of the Univer-

sail Church do separate itself from another part, not abso-

lutely, or in Essentials, but respectively.
3. With unrestricted or unlimited ownership or

authority ; despotically.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olbion v. 75 Now Sabrine, as aQueene,

miraculouslie faire Is absolutelie plac't in her Empcriall
Chaire. 1660 Trial of the Reg. 1 1 It is one . . thing to have
an Imperial Crown and another thing to govern absolutely.
1875 MAINE Hist. Inst. ix. 254 The spear [was] the symbol of

property held absolutely and against the world.

4. Without the addition of any qualification,

logical or grammatical. Gram. \Vithoutthe usual

construction, as when an adjective is used without
a substantive, or a transitive verb without an object

expressed.
1656 tr. Hobbes's Elcm. Phil. (1839) 113 As magnitude is

by philosophers taken absolutely for extension, so also velo-

city or swiftness may be put absolutely for motion according
to length. 1668 CULPEPKR & COLE Bartholinns' A nat. n.

Introd. 85 The middle Venter ur Belly termed Thorax the

Chest, and by some absolutely Venter. 1766 BOSVVKLL
Johnson (1816) II. 21 You seem to use genus absolutely, for

what we call family. Mod. In 'the public are informed,'
1
the young areinvited,'/<V/c and young are adjectives used

absolutely.
5. Viewed by itself, without reference lo, or com-

parison with, others. Opposed to comparatively
1 or relatively.

1635 N. CARPENTER Gcog. Del. \. v. 117 The Globe ofthe Earth
1

may bee considered either Absolutely in it selfe, or Compa-
'

ratively in respect of the Heauenly Bodyes, 1651 BAXTER
Inf. Rapt, ii Though none be small absolutely, yet many are

very small in comparison of greater. 1874 MOTLF.Y Bar-

I

ncvcld \. i. 8 Somewhat larger resources absolutely, though
not relatively, than the Seven Provinces.

II. \Vithout doubt or condition,

j- 6. Certainly, positively. Ohs.

1489 CAXTON Fayt of^Arnifs iv. x. 257 Noon oughte to
swere absolutly for a t hinge but that by his owne eycn he be
sure and certeyn that it is soo. 1612 BKINSLF.Y I,nd. Lit.

(1627) xxi. 249 This helpes memory . . to have the text most
absolutely.

7. Without condition or limitation
;

uncondi-

tionally, unreservedly.
1644 QrARi.KS Jndgm. y Mercy 276 Though life be not ab-

solutely granted, yet duaili is but ronditionally threatened.

1724 A. COLLINS Gr. C/ir. Rclig. 69 Tho' absolutely .-.peaking,
the promise of the Mcssias might be fulfilled without it, yet
hypothetically it could not. 1876 GROTE Eth. Frag. 162

Absolutely not under limitation.

8. Actually, positively, as a simple fact. (Qualify-

ing the truth of the statement rather than the fact

stated.)

1851 HELPS Friends in (". I. 3 He was absolutely endeavour-

ing to invent some new method for proving something that

had been proved before in a hundred ways. 1853 KANK
Grinnell Exped. (1856) xlvii. 432 Three young ladies of the

half-breed, absolutely with frocks on. 1863 KEMBLE Resiti.

Georgia 59 She absolutely embraced him.

III. Of manner and degree : Completely, per-

fectly.
9. In a way that clears off everything ;

conclu-

sively, finally, completely, unreservedly.
1597 SHAKS. z tfcn. 1 l'

t
iv. i. 164 To heare, and absolutely

to determine. 1603 Meas,for M, iv. ii. 225 This shall ab-

solutely resoluc you. 1656 BKAMHALL Rcplic. v. 194 1'hey
refused absolutely to submit. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 1159
Why didst not thou, the head, Command me absolutely not

to go. 1758 S. HAYWARD Strut, v. 141 Many absolutely
deny Deity to the Son. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v.

iv. 448 Absolutely to strip them of their dominions.

f lO. Perfectly; in the most excellent manner. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 222 Most elegantly and abso-

lutely described by the Poet Virgill.

11. To the fullest extent, in the highest or utmost
i degree ; entirely, wholly, altogether, quite.

1570 DEE Math. Praef. That they may be very absolutely
skillfull. 1602 WARN i-: K Albion's Eng. Kpit. 390 (1612) A
Prince absolutely valorous and vertuous. 1635 N. CARPENTER
Geog, Delhi. \. ii. 37 The earth is not absolutely and geo-

metrically round. 1676 EARL ORRERY Parth. 24 Which I

have now as absolutely forgotten, a 1704 T. BROWN \stSat.

Persins (1730) I. 52 Surely, Jack, thou'rt absolutely mad.

1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 117 Rendering our whole

government absolutely illegitimate. 1820 SCOTT Monast, ii.

409 The glen . . was not absolutely void of beauty. 1834
Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange's Life III. ii. 14 My going to

town to spend money is absolutely out of the question. 1855
MACAU LAY ///^. Eng. III. 55 It was absolutely necessary that

he should quit London. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers \. 10. 66

Escape seemed absolutely impossible. i86a STANLEY Jewish
Ch. (1877) I. vii. 131 He was to come absolutely alone.

b. with a sb. In the strictest sense.

1649 MILTON Eikonokl. 145 To be absolutely a tyrant. 1879
DAVIDSON in CasselCs Tech. Educ. I. 163 Not professors in

name only, but absolutely professional men of the highest

position.

c. emphasizing no, nothing.
1726 BUTLER Serm. Rolls Chap. n. 43 There is absolutely

no bound at all to prophaneness. 1849 MACAULAY //M/. Eng.
II. 195 A man who had absolutely no claim to high place ex*

cept that he was a Papist. 1865 MILL Liberty iii. 33/2 That

Ele
should do absolutely nothing but copy one another.

FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. iit io6The King could do ah-

ely nothing without the consent of his Wise Men. 1878



p
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ABSOLUTENESS.
HUXLEY Physicgr. 40 You would see absolutely nothing in
the space above the boiling water.

Absoluteness (ce-bs61itnes). [f. ABSOLUTE +

-NESS.] The quality of being absolute (in various

senses of the adj.).

fl. The quality of being complete or finished;

completeness, perfection. Obs.

1570 DEE Math. Prgef. 16 The puritie, absolutenes . . of

Principall Geometrie. 1574 AHP. WHITCIFT Dcf. Answ. Tract
i. Wks. 1851 I. 173 The canonical scriptures are of that ab-
soluteness and perfection that nothing may be taken away
from them, nothing added to them. 1633 BP. HALL Hard
T. 137 He findes not any such stability or absoluteness in his

very Angels. 1692 BP. SOUTH 12 Serin. (1697) I. 36 There is

nothing that can raise a man to that generous absoluteness
of condition.

f2. Independence. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. IL 35 He pretended not to make
any newe Philosophic, yet did vse the absolutenesse of his

owne sense vpon the olde. 1652 P. STURRY Eng. Delh'.
North. Prcsb. Pref., Giving them a more Excellent Being in

this Relative State and Subordination, than they had in their

absolutenesse.

3. Unlimited or unrestrained authority ; arbitrary
rule.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World. \\. 439 Monarches need not to

feare any curbing of their absoluteness by mighty subjects,
as long as by wisedome they keepe the heartes of the people.

1633 BP. HALL Hard T. 513 Alexander of Macedon . . shall

rule very powerfullyand with great freedom and absoluteness.

1728 MORGAN Hist. Algiers I. vi. 195 His brother and pre-
decessor laid the foundation of that absoluteness. 1854
KINGSLEY Alexandria iv. 158 Their belief in God's om-

nipotence and absoluteness dwindled into the most dark,
and slavish, and benumbing fatalism.

4. Freedom from conditions
;
unconditional qual-

ity ; unreservedness.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt 209 The excellency of the mercy
promised, rather than any absoluteness in the promise. 1674
HICKMAN Hist, Quinquart. (ed. z) 31 God's Decree, and the
absoluteness or conditionally thereof. 1699 BURNET 39 Ar-
(iclcs(i-]Qo\ x\\\. 149 In the main points, the Absoluteness of
the Decree, the Extent of Christ's Death, the Efficacy of

Grace, and the Certainty of Perseverance, their opinions are
the same.

5. Unconditioned or independent existence.

1864 KINGSLKY Rom. $ Tent. (1875) iii. 68 Thus denying
the absoluteness . . the illimitability, by any category of

quantity, of that one Eternal.

6. Positiveness, actuality ; independent or objec-
tive reality.

1678 CrmvoKTH Jntell. Syst. 719 Sense considered alone by
itself doth not reach to the Absoluteness either of the Natures,
or of the Existence of things without us, it being as such,

nothing but Seeming, Appearance, and Phancy. 1856 R.A.
VAVGHAN Ho. ii>. Myst. I. v. Si. 169 To gaze on the Divine

j

Nature in its absoluteness and abstraction, apart from the
'

manifestation of it to our intellect, our heart, and our imagin-
ation.

*; Catachr. for Obsoleteness. (See ABSOLENT.)
i6iz BREREWOOD Ess. Lang, fy Rcl. vi. 52 The Verses of

the Salii . . could hardly be understood . . in the latter time
of the Commonwealth, for the absoluteness of the Speech.

Absolution (sebsoliw'Jan), also 3 absoluciun,
3-6 -clou, 4-5 -cioun, -coun, -tioun, 5 -tyoun,

5-6 -cyon, -tyon, 6- -tion. [a. Fr. absolution, ad.

L. absolution-em n. of action, f. absolv-ere to ab-

solve. In its ecclesiastical sense, in early popular
use in Fr. and Kng.]
1. ?;/. An absolving, discharging, or formal

setting free (from guilt, sentence, or obligation) ;

remission (<T/"sin or penance).
c 1400 Apol. for Lollards 19 Schakyng a wey syntie from

him be absolucoun of sacrament, and mekly taking a no|?er
absolucoun of iurisdiccoun of him f?at cursid. 1447 Ly~y$
ofScyntys (1835) 49 Whan thou hast get an absolucyon Of
this curs and hast fecundyte. 1538 STARKEY England 124

Hys powar . . extendyth only to the absolutyon of syn. 1638
KNOLLES Hist. Tnrkcs (ed. 5) 50 He . . procured of the

bishops a general absolution for them all, from the oath of
obedience which they had before giuen unto the Emperor.
c 1850 FABER Hymn ' Sweet Saviour bless us,' Grant us, clear

Lord, from evil ways True absolution and release. 1875
STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xiv. 155 He. . applied for a bull of
absolution from the oaths so lately taken.

2. spec. Remission or forgiveness of sins declared

by ecclesiastical authority. ( The earliest use.}
,1200 Trin, Coll. How. 95 ShereSuresdaies absolucion \>e

Ii5e }?e sinne bendes. Ibid. 99 Cumen . . a palm sunedai to

rocession, a shereSursdai to absoluctun, a lange-fridai to
oli cruche. a 1384 WYCLIP Antccrist and his Afeynee 153

False absoluciouns boujt at J?e court of Roome. c 1400
Rom. Rose 7700 Kneele doune anon, And you shal have ab-
solucioun. a 1520 Myrrourc ofOur Lady 39 Trew shryfte of
mouthe with absolucion folowyng lyghtyth moche a soulle.

1558 Bi>. WATSON Seven Sacr, xxx. 192 Fyrst to confesse

hym selfe and receyue the Sacrament of Absolution. 1638
Penit. Cfl'tf. (1657) vii. 128 Without Confession to a Priest
no absolution. 1704. NELSON Festiv,

fy
Fasts (1739) n. iv.

494 The Priest . . with a loud voice did proclaim publick
Absolution. 1809 BRYDONE Sicily xxxiv. 330 This is the
first mortal sin, for which there is neither atonement nor ab-

solution,
'
to lie with a nun, and yet not be in orders.' 1851

LONGF. Col. Leg. vi. i. After confession, after absolution,When
my whole soul was white I prayed for them. 1852 F. W.
ROBERTSON Sernt. (Ser. iv. 1863) xxxvii. 281 Absolution is the
authoritative declaration of forgiveness.

b. The formula declaring sins to be remitted.
a 1520 Myrrourc of Our Ladye 101 After Pater Noster

foloweth an Absolucyon, that is as moche to say as a losynge
fro or a fredome. 1660 R. COKE Power fy Subj. 90 But a
Deacon cannot consecrate the Sacrament, pronounce abso-
lution nor benediction. B/t. ofComm, Prayer (Rubric) The

38

Absolution or Remission of Sins, To be pronounced by the
Priest alone, standing.
3. Remission of penance or other ecclesiastical

sentence.
a 1674 CLARENDON'S/^/. Rebel. 1. 11. 86 To restrain any Ex-

communication from being pronounced, or Absolution from
being given, without the approbation of the Bishop, 1726
AYLIFFE Parcrgon 18 The word Absolution . . in the Canon-
Law, and among Divines, Is not only used to denote an Ac-

quittal or Discharge of a man . . but it likewise signifies a
Relaxation of him from the obligation of some sentence pro-
nounced either in a Court of Law, or else in Foro Pceniten-
tiali. And thus there is in this Law one kind of Absolution,
which is term'd Judicial ; and another, which is styled a De-
claratory or Extra-judicial Absolution.

4. Forgiveness of offences generally.
1330 R. UttuNNEC/froH. 215 pou may fulle lightly hafabsolu-

tioun, For it was a gilery, Jrou knew not
j?er

tresoun. c 1340
GaivaynefyGr. Knt. 1882 And of absolucioun he on J>e segge
calles. i393GowEK Conf. III. 372Touchende my confession,
I axe an absolution Of Genius, er that I go. 1480 CAXTON
Chton. Eng. (1520) v. 59/2 Then themperour meked hym-
selfe and fell downe to the grounde and asked mercy and
absolucyon. i6izDF,KKF,R Dinellisinit Wks. 1873 III. 282
I absolution beg on both my knees, For what my tongue
offended in. 1856 FROUDE Hist, Eng. I. 276 The govern-
ment, while granting absolution to the nation, determined to
make some exceptions. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. III. xii.

92 In the hope that an absolution after the fact might be won.

f5. Rom.Laiv. A legal acquittal, a declaration of
not guilty. Obs.
c 1600 HOLYDAY Jnt'. 244 In one [waxen table] being written

the letter A, to signifie the acquittal or absolution of the de-
fendant. 1631 PRESTON Effect. Faith 79 The sentence ofab-
solution was given by white stones, as the sentence of con-
demnation was by black stones. 1651 HOBBES Le7>iatka>i
\\. xix. 97 Condemnation, than absolution more resembles

Justice. 1726 AYLIKFE Parergon 18 The word Absolution . .

in the Civil Law imports a lull and entire acquittal of a
person by some final Sentence of Law, upon hearing the
Merits of a Cause. 1741 MIDDLETON C/rtvo ted. 3) II. vi. 120
It was all charged to the absolution of Gabinius after his

daring violation of religion. 1875 POSTE Gains iv. 114. 590
The grounds effectual for the absolution of the defendant.

t 6. Dismissal, getting quit of. Ohs. rare.

1655 FULLER Ch. ffist. xi. x. 8 (1845) VI. 315 But grant it

true, not a total absolution, but a reformation thereof [of the

liturgy] may hence be inferred.

f 7, The act of delivering words
; delivery. Obs.

a 1637 B. JONSON Discoveries Wks. 1846, 759 Some language
Is high and great . . the composition full, the absolution

plenteous, and poured out, all grave, sinewy, and strong.

Absolutism, [ce'bsoliwtiz'm). [f.
ABSOLUTES. +

-ISM
;
after mod. Fr. absolutismc] The practice of,

or adherence to, the absolute, in theology, politics,
or metaphysics.
1. Thcol. 'The dogma of God's acting absolutely

in the affair of salvation, and not being guided
in his willing, or nilling, by any reason.' Scott

Suppl. to Chambers.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Absolutism is one of those
doctrines charged on the Calvinists, for which the Lutherans
refuse all union with them. 1775 ASH, Absolutism, the doc-
trine of predestination.
2. Polit. The practice of absolute government ;

despotism; an absolute state. (First used, together
with ABSOLUTIST, by Gen. Perronet Thompson.)
1830 GKN. THOMPSON Excrc. (1842) I. 295 The experiment

of trying to have an agent of the foreigner upon the throne,
with leave to bring back the old absolutism. 1840 Ibid.

V. 148 The old flag of absolutism, which it might be well

enough to hoist two centuries ago, but is all too late now.

1841 Si'Ai.mNG Italy I. 24 Our dislike of absolutism in go-
vernment . . tempts us to overcharge all its evils. 1862 M,
HOPKINS Hmvaii 253 The king's power was absolute ; and
as is usually the case with absolutisms, his chiefs in their

separate spheres were smaller despots. 1878 SEELEY Stein
II. 231 Standing armies ushered in a period of absolutism
over the whole Continent.

3. = ABSOLUTENESS; positiveness.
1854 FARADAY Lect, on Educ. 72/2 The mind naturally de-

sires to settle upon one thing or another ; to rest upon an
affirmative or a negative; and that witha degree of absolutism
which is irrational and improper.

Absolutist (arbsoliwtist), sb. and a. [f.
ABSO-

LUTE a. + -IHT ; after mod. Fr. absolutist.
.]

A. sb. An adherent or partisan of absolutism,

1. Polit. One who is in favour of an absolute go-
vernment.

1830 GEN. THOMPSON Exerc, (1842) I. 300 Absolutists and

priests may rail. 1866 MOTLEY DutchR cf. n. i. 127 [Cardinal
Granvelle] was a strict absolutist . . His deference to arbitrary

fower
was profound and slavish. 1879 tr. BuscKs Bismarck

I. 286 A kindly, upright, and sensibly conducted absolutism
is the best form of government . . But we have no longer any
thorough-going Absolutists.

2. Alctaph. One who maintains the absolute

identity of subject and object.
1856 FEKHIKR Inst. Mctaph. 169 Out of this question . .

came the whole philosophy of the Alexandrian absolutists.

1859 SIR W. HAMILTON Lect. Metaph. II. xxiii. 79 The ma-
terialist may now derive the subject from the object, the
idealist derive the object from the subject, the absolutist sub-
limate both into indifference. 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ.

(1875) i. iii. 20. 65 On this
'

primitive dualism of conscious-
ness

'

. . Mr. Mansel founds his refutation of the German ab-

solutists.

B. adj. [The sb. used attributively.] Practising
or supporting absolutism in government; despotic.

1837 GEN. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) IV. 241 Imagine that

the Tories had undertaken to conduct an interference in

favour of absolutist principles. 1838 Ibid. IV. 337 The ab

ABSOLVE.
solutist powers will take it up next. 1850 MAZZINI Royalty
ff Repub. 182 A pretext for the machinations of absolutist go-
vernments. 1880 E. PEACOCK in Academy 28 Aug. 145 This
absolutist tradition derived from the flatterers of HenryVI 1 1.

Absolntistic (?ebs61itrstik), a. rare. [f. prec.
+ -1C

; cf. Calvinistic^\ Of or pertaining to abso-
lutists or absolutism ;

= ABSOLUTIST a.
;

as * abso-

lutistic principles.' In Webster 1864, n.q.

Absolutory (aebs^-liwtsri), a. [ad. L. absolii-

tori-tis, Sueton., serving for acquittal : see ABSO-
LUTE and -DRY.] Of or pertaining to absolution ;

absolving.
1640 m&JB*.A&elRtdfo. (1867) I. 329 Bertelerius prevailed

with the senate ; and he granted unto him his absolutory
letters. 1736 AYLIFFE Parergon 491 Though an absolutory
sentence should be pronounced in favour of the persons.

Absolvable t^bs^'lvab'l, a.'bz-) a. [f. ABSOLVE
V. + -ABLE.] Capable of being absolved, deserving
acquittal.
1865 CAHLYLE Fredk. Gt. V. xix. v. 526 Tried by the stand-

ard of common practice, Schmettau is clearly absolvable.

t Absolvant. Obs. [a. Fr. absolvant, pr. pple.
of absoudre : L. absolventemt whence the modern

ABSOLVENT.] He who absolves.

1506 W. DE WORDE Ordinary of Crysten Men iv. viii. [190]
After the jugement and dyscrecyon of the absoluant.

t Absolvatory, Obs. [Irregularly formed on

ABSOLVE, in imitation of consolatory, etc., the true

form being ABSOLUTORY, q.v.]
1611 COTGR., Absolutoire : Absoluatorie, pardoning, for-

giving. 1706 PHILLIPS, Absolvatorie, Belonging to a dis-

charge or acquittal. [In BAILEY 1721. Not recognized by
JOHNSON, but in TODD, WORCESTER, and WEBSTER.]
Absolve (sebs^-lv, sebz^rlv),

v. [ad. L. absolv-

es to loosen, free, acquit, complete ; f. ab off,

from, -f solv-Pre to loose. ,{.?. absoudre
t
absolv-ant.

lief, its employment the main senses were expressed
by ASSOIL. In the pronunciation of this word and
its derivatives, usage, as well as the opinion of or-

thoepists, is divided between sebs- and a'bz-
; cf. ab-

sorb, solve, dissolve, resolve^ Always trans.

1. To set free, pronounce free {from blame,

guilt, moral burden
; from the penalties and con-

sequences of crime or sin).
c 1538 STARKEY England \v. 124 To declayre penytent heartys

contryte for ther syn to be absoluyd from the faute therof.

1579 LVLY Enphnes 174 Whoabsolued Mary Magdalen from
hir sinnes but Christ? 1619 T. TAYLOR Titus ii. 14. 317 Ab-
soluingvsboth from the guilt and punishment ofthem, a 1674
CLARENDON Hist. Rebel. \. 20 Notwithstanding . . that he
was absolved from any notorious crime . . he was at last

condemned inagreat Fine. 1832 HT. MARTiNEAU/rWrtwrfii.

17 Father Glenny had readily absolved her from the sin of

mistrusting heaven. 1868 Ecce Homo (ed. 8) i. i. 5 Absolved
from all anxieties by the sense of his protection. 1870 R. W.
DALE IVeekd. Serm. i. 17 This does not absolve him from
moral blame.

2. spec. To pronounce (one) acquitted of sin, to

give absolution or remission of sins to.

a. simply, oTfor some offence.

1335 COVERDALE Jere. xi. 15 As though that holy flesh might
absolue the. a 1570 BECON Wks. 560, Neither did the apostles
absolve any otherwise than by the preaching of God's word.

1596 SHAKS. Rom. fy JuL in. v. 233 To make confession, and
to be absolu'd. 1638 Penit. Conf. (1657) xi. 307 The Frier ab-
solved him, but kept not his counsel. 1719 YOUNG The Re*
venge iv. i. (1757) II. 167 And yet (For which the saints ab-

solve my soul !) did wed. 1817 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange's
Life II. i. n One's conscience may be pretty well absolved
for not admiring this man. 1865 f. PARKMAN Champlain
(1875) vi. 265 Biard . . gained his pardon, received his con-

fession, and absolved him.

b. of the sin.

1651 HOBBES Leviathan in. xxxviii. 241 With them that
were absolved of their sinnes. 1866 KINGSLEY Hereward
iii. 80 But I dare not absolve him of robbing a priest.

3. To remit, give absolution for (a sin or crime).
1593 WARNER Albion's England (1612) vni. xli. 198 The

Pope for pay absolueth euery thing. 1647 COWLEY Mistress^
Dial. viii. (1669) 77 The Cause absolves the Crime. 1661
DRYDEN To Hyde 60 Not to increase, but to absolve, our
crimes. 1845 FORD Handb. Spain i. 67 He was a good Ro-
man Catholic canon who believed everything, absolved every-

thing, drank everything, ate everything, and digested
everything.
4. To acquit (a person) of a criminal charge, to

pronounce not guilty, esp. in Roman law.
1628 HOBBES Thucydides (1822) 62 Pausanias . . having

been calld in question by them (the Spartans) was absolvd.

1651 Leviathan \. xvi. 83 In condemning, or absolving,

equality ofvotes, even in that they condemne not, do absolve.

1665-9 BOYLE Occ. Rcfl. Ep.Ded. (1675) Diversof the Criticks

will chuse rather to Absolve my Writings, than Condemn
Your Judgment, a 1725 POPE Odyssey xi, 702 Absolves the

just, and dooms the guilty souls. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero

(ed. 3) II. vi. 156 Cato, who absolved him, chose to give his

vote openly. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gains iv. 47 Words are in-

troduced empowering the judge to condemn or absolve.

Ibid. 163 He does so without incurring any penalty, and is

at once absolved.

5. To set free, discharge (from, formerly of, obli-

gations, liabilities).

1649 MILTON Eikotwkl. 137 To be . . his own Pope and to ab-

solve himselfe of those ties. 1761 HUME ///*/. Eng. I. viii. 176
The Popes authority. . had absolved them from all oatns
which they had taken. 1862 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xii.

172 He also appealed to the Pope to be absolved from the

obligations which he had contracted. 1876 FREEMAN Norni.

Cong. III. xii. 150 So many wrongs had at last absolved him
from every duty of a vassal.



ABSOLVED.

j- 6. To clear up, solve, or resolve ; to explain

(i.e. to unloose the knot ofdoubt or difficulty). Obs.

*577 HELLOWES Giteuara's Fatn. Ep. 195 Some high mys*
terie, which if it be facil to demaund, is very difficil to ab-

solue. 1590 RECORDS, etc. Gr. ofArts (1646) 118 It maketli

just 700 pounds, and so is the question truly absolved. 1612

FLETCHER Women Pleas'd\. i. 43 If I absolve the words?

1667 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 195 The inventions, and pheno-
mena already absolved, improved, or opened.

f 7. To clear off, discharge, acquit oneself of (a

task, etc.) ;
to perform completely, accomplish,

finish. Obs.

1577 tr. Butlinger, Decades (1592)194.111 these fewe wordes

are comprehended al that which profound Philosophers doe

scarsely absolue in infinite bookes. 1619!'. TAYLOR Titns ii. 15.

538 Thus by the assistance of God, haue wee absplued this

second Chapter. 1621 B8VKUfXfM Mel. (1676)11. ii. in. 160/2

Saturn in 30 years absolves his sole and proper motion. 1652

GAULE Mag-astro-mancer 144 'Tis their own task; and, till

they absolve it, they must give us leave to tell them. 1667
MILTON P. L, VH. 94 The work begun, how soon Absolved.

1718 PRIOR Poems 300 She conscious of the Grace, absolv'd

her Trust, Not unrewarded. 1744 AKENSIDE Pleas. Imag. i.

194 Bend the reluctant planets to absolve The fated rounds of

time, a 1801 E. DARWIN Zoonomia III. 363 The frequent

swallowing of weak broth . . relieves the patient, and absolves

the cure.

Absolved (sebs^-lvd, sebz-), ppl. a. [f. prec. +

-ED.]
L Set free, delivered, cleared.

1535 COVERDALE Jer. vii. 9 Tusb, we are absolued quyte,

though we haue done all these abhomtnacions. 1651 HOBBICS

Leviathan in. xlii. 275 In case the absolved have but a

feigned Repentance. 1815 SCOTT Ld. ofIs. vi. xxix. Even
if now He stood absolved of spousal vow. 1876 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. I. v. 375 He may have thought himself absolved

from his duty.

t 2. Cleared up, solved ; completed. Ohs.

*577 HELLOWES Gueuara's Fatn. Rp. 171 Heholde your
douut absolued. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan. 301 When the

Infant is perfected and absolued the vitall heate floweth

onely from the heart as from a most plentifull fountaine.

Absolvent (sebs^-lvent, a-bz-), ///. a. and sb*

[ad. L. absolvent-em, pr.pple. ollabsolvere to absolve.

Preceded in use by the Fr. form ABSOLVANT.]
A., ppl. a. Absolving, acquitting.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. vi. vi. 394 Patriotism . . insults

many leading Deputies of the absolvent Right-side.

B. sb. One who absolves.

1651 HOBBES Leviathan in. xlii. 275 This Forgiveness . . is

thereby without other act, or sentence of the Absolvent, made
void.

Absolver (ifebsw'lvai, rcbz-). [f.
ABSOLVE v. +

-ER!.] One who absolves, pronounces absolution,
or acquits.
1663 BLAIR Autobiogr. (1818) ii. 26 He is made to us..

righteousness as our justifier and absolver. 1669 H. MORE

1827 K
The absolver saw the mighty griefAnd hastened with relief.

1855 MACAULAY Hist.Eng. IV. 681 The public feeling was

strongly against the three absolvers.

Absolving (cebs^rlvirj, sebz-), vbl. sb. [f. AB-
SOLVE v. + -ING!.] The process of setting free ; ac-

quitting. Also (obs.} solving ; completing.
1757 BURKE Abr. Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 125 It is changing

the nature of his crime ; it is absolving.

Absolving taebs^lvirj, bz-), ppl. a. [f. AB-
SOLVE v. + -ING2

.]
That absolves or sets free

; ac-

quitting.
1696 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) ^X- 4^ One ofthe absolving

parsons has privately printed his vindication. 1862 TRENCH
Miracles ix. 206 The absolving words are not to be regarded
as optative merely, . . but as declaratory.

AbsO'lvitory, . Sc.\ also 7 absolvitor. [Irreg.
form for absoltitory, ad. L. absolutorius. The obs.

form in -or represents Fr. -oire."] Absolutory.
1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 122 They will pronunce sentence

absolvitor or condemnatour. 1880 MUIRHEAD Inst. Gains
iv. 114. 323 The common saying that . . all indicia are ab-

solvitory [Lat. absolittoria\,

t Absolviture. Obs. Sc. [Irreg. form far abso-

future, as if from a L. *absolvittlra, the real form of

which would be *absolutura^\ The act or process
of absolving ; absolution.

1586 Protest ofA . Hunter; A ddenda to De Foe's Hist. C/i.

Scoff. 51 The Person excommunicated declaring no Signs of
true Repentance, nor craving the said Absolviture by him-
self, nor by his Procurators, before the very Time, wherein
they absolve him.

Absonant (arbsonant), a. [f. L. ah off, away
from + sonant-em sounding, pr. pple. of sonare to

sound
; on the analogy of con-sonant, dis-sonant,

and L. absonits.] Harsh, inharmonious
; Jig. dis-

cordant or abhorrent to reason, nature, etc.
;
un-

reasonable, unnatural. Const, to, from.
1564 HAWARD Entropius To Reader 7, It is very absonant

that anye one who hath the perfect use of corn and grain . .

woulde refuse the same to be fed wyth acornes. 1600 HOL-
LAND Liiy XLI. xviii. 1 107 fiote, I mervell much therefore, why
it [the word Osse] . . should be condemned as absonant, and
not pleasing to the ear. 1657 M. HAWKE Killing is Murder
42 Absonant from the harmony of the Scriptures. 1864 R. F.
BURTON Mission to K. ofDahome II. 176, I must again re-
fer to a curious fixed idea in England, absonant withal,
touching human sacrifice at Dahome.

tA'bsonate, v. Obs n '(A law term.} To
avoid, to detest.' Ash 1775. [Apparently merely

his adaptation of med. L. absoniarc, rendering as-

cwiian in Anglo-Saxon Laws.]
t A'bsonism. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. L. abson-us AB-
SONOUH + -ISM.] Something absonous or discordant
in the use of language ; solecism.

I593 NASHE 4 Lett. Confuted 68 Euerie third line hathsome
of this ouer-rackt absonisme.

t Absonous (re-bsonss), a. Obs. [f. L. abson-its

out of tune + -ous.] lit. Out of tune, inharmonious
;

fig. incongruous, absurd, unreasonable. Const, to.

1622 FOTHERBY Atheom. II. xi. 4. 318 That noise, as
Macrobius truly inferreth, must be of necessity either sweet
and melodious, or harsh and absonous. 1664 H. MORE Myst.
Iniq. How absonous and ridiculous it is not to interpret Pro-

phetick Figures according to the approved meaning and
observable use ofthe Prophedck style. 1681 GLANVILLE Sad.
Trium. (1726) i. 67 Which Distribution, notwithstanding, is

as absonous and absurd as if he had distributed Animal into
Sensitive and Rational.

Absorb (sebs/ub), v. Pa. pple. absorbed, for-

merly absorpt. [a. mod. Fr. absorbe-r, a refash-

ioning, after L., of OFr. asorber, more commonly
asorbir, assorbir : L. absorbc-re to swallow up, f. ab

off, away + sorbc-re to suck in
; pa. pple. absorpt-its,

whence ABSORPT, formerly used as pa. pple. In no
Diet. bef. Blount 1656; Cockeram 1626 has AB-
SORBEATE; Cotgr. 1611 has Fr. '

Absorbt, supped or

drunk wholly up; devoured, swallowed, consumed.']
I. To swallow up.

fl. To swallow up; as water, mire, an earth-

quake ; alsoy?^. Obs.

1490 CAXTON Encydos xxvii. 160 Take my sowle and de-

lyuere her. . from these sorowfulle peynes in whiche I am
absorbed in the grete viage of heuynes. 1548 UDALL, etc.

Erassn. Paraph. Matt. xvii. 5 Abryghte cloude ouershadowed

thapostles, lest they should be absorpte and ouercummed with
the highnesse of the sighte. 1684 T. BURNET Th. ofEartIt

85 As to Rome, there is . . a more dreadful fate that will

attend it ; namely, to be absorpt or swallowed up in a lake

of fire and brimstone. 1725 POI-K Odyssey xu. 130 Beneath,

Charybdis holds her boist'rous reign 'Midst roaring whirl-

pools, and absorbs the main, a 1800 COWPER On names in

Biogr. Hritann. Dark oblivion soon absorbs them all.

2. Hence, To swallow up, to include or take a

thing in to the loss of its separate existence ;
to

incorporate. To be absorbed, to be swallowed up,
or comprised in, so as no longer to exist apart.
1553-87 FOXE A. fy M. in. 17 The substance of the bread is

absorpt . . into the human body of Christ. 1659 PEARSON
On Creed d^g} 231 That old conceit of Eutyches. . that the

humanity was absorbed and wholly turned into the Divinity.
1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. 1. 120 In some countries, the large
cities absorb the wealth and fashion of the nation. 1866

ROGERS Agric. <$
Prices I. iv. 65 The purchase of a pound of

candles would have almost absorbed a workman's daily

wages. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. ii. 9 Into the English
nation his own followers were gradually absorbed.

3. To engross, or completely engage the attention

or faculties.

1830 BARONESS BUNSEN in Hare's Life I. ix. 353 fit] could
not so far absorb me as to prevent my often turning my back

upon it. 1853 KANE Grinnell E.\-pcd. (1856) xliii. 403 [I] only
postponed it because I happened to get absorbed In a book.

1875 FARKAR Silence fy Voices iii. 52 Let us absorb our entire

beings in this one aim.

II. To drink in.

4. To suck in, drink in (a fluid) ;
to imbibe.

a 1626 BACON (J.) The evils that come of exercise are that

it doth absorb and attenuate the moisture of the body. 1814
SIR H. \)\\"v Agricult. Chetn. 15 Animal and vegetable mat-
ters deposited in soils are absorbed by plants. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 24 The clay refuses to absorb the water.

5. To take up (imponderable agents) by chemical

or molecular action.

1707 in Phil. Trans. XXV. 2374 Whether the Muslin ab-

sorps the Effluvium, . . I cannot tell. 1794 SULLIVAN View
ofNat. I. xiv. 140 Some reflect the rays without producing
any change, and those are white ; others absorb them all,

and cause absolute blackness. c 1860 FARADAY Forces of
Nat. iii. 78 Whenever a solid body loses some of that force

of attraction by means of which it remains solid, heat is ab-

sorbed. 1869 ROSCOE Chem. 186 It is found possible to ab-

sorb hydrogen in certain metals.

Absorbability (aebs/ibabHifti). [f. ABSORB-
ABLE -t- -ITY.] The state or quality of being ab-

sorbable ; capability of being absorbed.
1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philas. 241 The weight ofchlorine,

its absorbability by water. 1875 WOOD Therap. (1879) 409
This absorbability depends largely upon the presence of free

fatty acids in the oil.

Absorbable (eebs^-ibab'l), a. [f. ABSORB +
-ABLE.] Capable of being absorbed or imbibed.

1779 INGENHOUSZ Inflamm. Air m Phil. Trans. LXIX.
385 Which . . might more properly be called vapour, as it is

absorbable by water. 1859 LEWES Physio I. ofCom. Life I.

iii. 208 Liquid albumen is very slightly absorbable and not
at all assimilable ; but when acted on in the stomach, it be-

comes readily absorbable and assimilable.

tAbSQ'rbeate, v. Obs. [Irreg. f. L. absorbe-rc

+ -ATE.]
' To swallow up.' Cockeram 1626. Prob.

nowhere else.

Absorbed (sebs/ribd),///. a. [f. ABSORB + -ED.]
lit. Swallowed up ; imbibed, fig. Engrossed or en-

tirely occupied.
1763 H. WALPOLE Corresp. (1837) II. 198 Monsieur de Ni-

vernois had been absorbed all day . . translating my verses.
1862 Lond. Rev. 23 Aug. 156 Large sums are paid . . to the
officers of the absorbed company. 1865 DICKENS Our Mitt.

ABSORBITION.
Fr. i. 2 He eyed the coming tide with an absorbed attention.

1871 B. STEWART Heat Introd., The laws which regulate the
distribution of absorbed heat. 1876 FREEMAN Korm. Cong.
II. x. 518 Absorbed in his own meditations.

Absorbedly (lebs/'jbedli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY2.]

In an absorbed manner
; with engrossed attention.

1868 Daily News 15 July, The next man's credentials being
favourably and absorbedly affirmed. 1880 MARK TWAIN
Tramp Abroad ii. 230, I saw young men gaze long and ab-

sorbedly at her.

Absorbedness (eebs^-jbednes). [f.
ABSORBED

a. + -NESS.] Engrossed attention, mental concen-
tration.

1881 W. ROBERTSON in Sunday Mag. Apr. 245 The pas-
sionate absorbedness with which again and again intellect
has plumbed its way forward in search for God.

Absorbefacient (seb^jb/fci-Jtent, -Jent), a.

and sb.
[f.

L. absorbc-re : see ABSORB +facicnt-em
pr. pple. of facere to make ;

on analogy of such

adj. as rnbefaticnt, f. L. rubcfaccrc : see -FACIENT.]
A. adj. Causing absorption, drying up.
B. sb. [sc. agent, substance.]
1875 WOOD Therap. (1879) 406 Dr. J. Moleschott praises it

[loaoform] most highlyas an absorbnacient, affirming that by
its use he has obtained absorption ofvarious lymphatic tumors.

Absorbency (ivbs^Mbensi). rare. [n. of state

f. L. absorbent-em : see ABSORBENT and -XCY.]

f 1. The action of absorbing (which would be

properly absorbcncc] ; absorption. Obs.

1762 DUNN Size ofSun in Phil. Trans. LI1. 469 Whether
this effect arises from . . absorbency of the rays, seems to me
to deserve a proper enquiry.
2. The quality of being absorbent; absorptiveness.
1859 (IrLLicK & TIMBS Painting 106 Ivory and enamel

being quite smooth, and without texture or absorbency.

Absorbent (s&bs/'jbent), a. and sb. [ad. L. ab-

sorbcnt-cm, pr. pple. of ab-sorbere : see ABSORB.]
A. adj. Absorbing, imbibing, swallowing; ab-

i sorptive. Absorbent system, see B 3.

1718 QUINCY Compl. Di$p. 8r It is both detergent and ab-

sorbent. 1752 BKOOKI-: Inoculation in Phil. Trans. XLVII.
471 The absorbent vessels , . will always take in a sufficient

quantity of the matter to contaminate the whole nia^s of the

]
circulating fluids. 1869 PHILLIPS l\'sitviiis\. 140 Rain sinks
in some considerable proportion into the absorbent soil.

B. sb. An absorbing substance or apparatus.
1. Any substance which absorbs fluids through

its sensible or insensible poro.-ity ; applied in a

special sense in .]/<'</. to such substances as chalk,

magnesia, which absorb the acidity of the stomach.

1718 QriNCY Ccmipl. Disp. 79 Dryers, or Absorbents, . .

prevent those superfluous Moistures, which the Nerves are

frequently overcharg'd with. 1769 UL:CHAN Dom. Mcd. (1826)
xlii. 175 Hut the best and safest absorbent is magnesia alba.

1845 DARWIN I'oy, of Nat, xi. 249 (1879) The clouded sky
seldom allows the sun to warm the ocean, itself a bad ah-

j

sorbent of beat. 1875 WOOD Therap. (1879)611 Absorbents,
I This class contains remedies which are used for the purpose

of absorbing acrid and deleterious materials, . . on the ex-

!
terior of the body, and . . in the alimentary canal.

2. fig.

1821-30 LD. CocKBURN Mem. wn Time 220 The country
gentlemen, the absorbents of every prejudice. 1875 Hi;u'S

Jtss. t Org. Daily Lift; 174 A persecution, which pinches, but

does not suppress, is merely an irritant, and not an absorbent.

3. Physiol. (in plural.} The vessels through which
the process of absorption is carried on in animals

and plants, such as the lacteals in the former, the

extremities of the roots in the latter. Attrib. in

absorbent system.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitppl. Naturalists speak of the like

Absorbents in plants ; the fibrous or hairy roots of which are

considered as a kind of vasa Absvrhcntia. 1795 AHKRSKTHV
Anat. of Whale in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 29, Absorbents
. . which terminated by open orifices. 1836 Tom> Cycl. An.
($ Ph. I. 20/1 The absorbents. . were among the organs which
were the latest in being discovered by anatomists. 1847
YOUATT Horse vi. no Much of the cartilage is taken away by
vessels called absorbents. 1856 WOODWARD Fossil Shells 30
The molluscs have no distinct absorbent system.

Absorber (sebs^-jbai). [f.
ABSORB + -ERI.] One

who, or something which, absorbs.
1861 Sat. Rev. No. 279. 222/1 Nitrogen and oxygen . . are

feeble absorbers and radiators. 1873 SYMONDS Gk. Poets i. 29
Aristotle was the absorber of all previous and contemporary
knowledge into one coherent system.

Absorbing (seb^'ibirj), ppl. a.
[f.

ABSORB +

-ING-.] ///. Swallowing, imbibing; hence, incoi-

porating, taking into itself ; fig. Engrossing, all-

engaging.
1754 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 582 The absorbing and exhal-

ing vessels, and the cuticle. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers \\. 3.

246 Radiant heat is allowed to fall upon an absorbing sub-

stance. 1862 Lond. Rev. 23 Aug. 156 An amalgamation,
under such circumstances, is a positive fraud on the proprie-
tors of the absorbing office. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I!.

ix. 330 He must have been engaged at this time in some such

absorbing pursuit.

Absorbingly (a
ibs

ip'jbirjli'),
adv.

[f. prec. + -LY-.]
In an absorbing manner ; engrossingly, entirely.
1868 Athcnxum 25 July 105/1 The sole idea which absorb-

ingly possessed him [Edward] was that of erecting a great
Norman Abbey in Westminster. 1872 LIDDON Elem. ofRe-
lig. v. 173 Any common act of prayer keeps . . the under-

standing occupied earnestly, absorbingly, under the guidance
of faith.

t Absorbi'tion. Obs. [Irregularly formed, as

if from a L. *absorbitus> instead oiabsorptus, whence

regularly ABSORPTION.] = ABSORPTION.



ABSORPT.
c 1680 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 165 Where to place that con-

currence of waters or place of its absorbition there is no
authentick decision.

Absorp, obs. form of ABSORB.

Absorpt (a:bsjMpt\ ///. a. arch. [ad. L. ab-

sorpt'us pa. pple. of absorbe-re : see ABSORB.]
The earlier equivalent of ABSORBED: swallowed

up ; rarely Jig. engrossed.
1528 MORE Dial. cone. Heresyes iv. Wks. 1557, 267/1 For all

other synnes(if beliefand faith stand fast) be quite absorpt and

supped vp he sayth in that fayth. 1626 T. H. tr. Canssin's

Holy Court 89 To raigne in heauen for euer, and there to

remayne absorpt, in an ocean of pleasures. 1736 J. H.
BROWNE ripe of Tab. (1768) 119 Absorpt in yellow care, And
at each puff imagination burns. 1839 BAILEY Pestus (1848)
xix. 210 Their souls absorpt of darkness.

t AbsO'rpted, ///. a. Obs. [f.
L. absorpt-us

(see prec.) 4- -ED: cf. corrupt, corrupted, abrupt,

abrupted] = ABSORPT, ABSORBED.
a 1631 DONNE Serm. IV. xcvi. 242 Absprpted & swallowed

up into the nature and essence of God himself.

Absorptio'meter. [f-
L- absorpt-um or ? ab-

sorption-em (see next) + -METER Gr. fitrpov mea-

sure, measurer.] An instrument for measuring the

amount of absorption
of gases in various liquids.

1879 WROBLEWSKI in Nature XXI. 191 The absorptiometer
which I have constructed for the determination of the co-

efficients of absorption, consists of glass throughout.

Absorption (E&bs^'ipjan). [ad. L. absorption-
em a swallowing, n. of action f. absorpt-vs : see

ABSORPT.] The act or process of swallowing up or

sucking in. Hence,
I. Swallowing up.

fl. The swallowing up or engulfing of bodies.

Obs.

1597 J. KING Jonah (1864) xxii. 139 The absorption or burial.

a 1656 BP. HALL Rent. 24 (1808) The aversion of God's face
is confusion . . but his whole fury is the utter absorption of
the creature. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl. Absorpt ions of the
Earth, a term used by Kircher and others, for the sinking in

of large tracts of land, by means ofsubterranean commotions.
2. The swallowing up or disappearance of things

through their inclusion in or assimilation to some-

thing else
; incorporation in something else.

1741 WARBURTON Alliance Ch. and St. 165 (T.) Of the
ancient Greek philosophy . . its gradual decay, and total

absorption in the schools. 1834 GEN. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842)
III. 201 Hut at the same time that copyists were being thrown
out of employ, printers must have been in demand ; here
then was one way for the absorption of at least a portion of
the copyists. 1860 All Y. Round No. 68, 418 The absorp-
tion of dialects by the Latin . . gave a great impulse to civi-

lisation. 1878 SFF.LF.V Stein III. 415 A provision expressly
intended to prevent the absorption of peasant-holdings.
b. Afett. and Path. Removal of tissues or deposits

by natural process, or by the use of medicines.

1804 ABEXMETHV Surg, Obser?>. 16 Another curative indica-

tion naturally arises which is to promote the absorption of
the new formed substance. 1881 MIVART Cat 20 Spaces are
then formed in this substance by absorption.
3. Entire engrossment or engagement of the

mind or faculties.

1855 DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 379 The absorption of the Eng-
lish mind in the war. 1859 GEO. ELIOT AdamBede 26 It was
an expression of unconscious placid gravity of absorption in

thoughts that had no connection with the present moment.

1875 FARRAR Silence 4- Voices ix. 164 Blind, groping, illiberal

absorption in some mechanical routine.

II. Drinking in.

4. The sucking in of fluid or of particles dis-

solved therein ; the taking up of imponderable
agents, such as light. (The investigation of the

relative quantities of coloured rays absorbed in

various media gives rise to attributive uses of the

word, as absorption spectrum, absorption-band?)
1744 WARRICK Injection in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 489 Where-

in the power of absorption seemed very considerable. 1794
J. HUTTON Philos. Light, Heat, fy Fire 89 Such are the
laws observed in the various absorption and reflection of light.

1794 SULLIVAN View of Nat. V. 329 The Arena, so called

from its being covered with sand for the absorption of the
blood. 1854 BAI.FOUR Outl. Bot. 1 33 When liquids are brought
into contact with the leaves of plants, absorption takes place.

1867 J. HOGG Microsc. \. ii. 121 For most absorption-bands

particularly if faint the prism would be ustd in the first posi-
tion. 1871 TYNDALL fragm, Sci. (ed. 6) I. ii. 35 In this

transfer . . consists the absorption of radiant heat.

5. Physiol. The imbibing of fluids by the vessels

or tissues of the body ; esp. the reception of nutri-

tive material by the lacteals of the intestine.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v., Absorption in the animal

economy is used for that power whereby the small open ori-

fices ofvessels imbibe liquors, 1848 CARPENTER Anitn. Phys.
37 It is by means of the membrane lining the digestive cavity,
that the functions of digestion & absorption are performed.
1881 MIVART Cat 167 Another process, which is ancillary to

nutrition and secretion, is termed Absorption.

Absorptive (aebs^-jptiv), a.
[f.

L. absorpt;

ppl. stem of absorbere to ABSORB + -IVE, as if ad.

L. *absorptTvus] Having the quality of absorbing,

swallowing, or imbibing. Jig. Engrossing.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. viii. 132 There being no Ark left

to take Sanctuary in, and to be safe from the working and
absorptive waves. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire of^Lond. 32 This
harrass of Fire and that so generally absorptive of the city.

1831 HRF.WSTER Optics xvi. 137 The absorptive power of air

is finely displayed in the colour of the morning and evening
clouds. 1870 ROLLESTON Anitn. Life 34 Absorptive as well
as secreting glands exist in great abundance in the walls of

40

the digestive tube. 1881 W. J. ROLFE Pref. to Coriol. 6 His

lazy, somnolent, stupidly absorptive satisfaction.

Absorptiveness (ebs/-jptivnes). [f. prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being absorptive.

Absorptivity (sebs/ipti-viti). [f. ABSORPTIVE
a. + -ITY.p= ABSORPTIVENESS.
WEBSTER cites DANA.

Absoyle, obs. var. of Assort v. : see ABSOIL.

Absquatulate (rebskwo-tiz^t), v., also ab-

squotilate. [A factitious word, simulating a
L. form (cf. abscond, gratulate) of American origin,
and jocular use.] To make off, decamp.
1837-40 HALIBURTON Clockmaker (1862) 363 Absquotilate

it in style, you old skunk, . . and show the gentlemen what

you
can do. 1858Dow Serm. I. 309 in Bartlett Dict.Amer.,

Hope's brightest visions absquatulate. 1861 J. LAMONT Sea-
horses xi. 179 He [an old bull-walrus] heard us, and lazily

awaking, raised his head and prepared to absquatulate.

[Abstable, sometimes quoted from Gower Conf.
I. 211. ii. 1553, is a misreading for obstacle.]

Abstain (ebstd
7i
-n). Forms : 4-5 abstene,

4-6 absteyn(e, -ein(e, 6 asteine, 6-7 abstayne,
abstaine, 7- abstain, [a. Fr. absteni-r, a I4th c.

refashioning of OFr. asteni-r (whence occ. Eng.
asfeme): 'L. abstme-re to withhold, f. abs = ab off,

away from + tene-re to hold. The Fr. (like the Eng.
originally) is only reflexive, s^abstenir, \j.se abstinere

to keep oneself from, refrain from.]

1 1. rejl. To keep or withhold oneself. Const, of,

from. Obs.
c 1380 Sir Ferumbras 3761 In herte hur gan to greue. of

wepyng ne mijt sche abstene hur no}!. 1382 WYCLIF i Cor.
ix. 25 Ech man that stryueth in fyst, absteyneth him fro alle

thingis. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour ij. b, To kepe trewly
her maryage and also absteyne her of synne. c 1500 Lancelot

of the Laik 1261 My consell is, therfore, you to absten.

1535 COVERDALE Acts xv. zo \Vryte vnto them that they
absteyne them selues from fylthynesse of Idols.

2. intr. (by gradual suppression of the pron.

object.) To keep or withhold oneself, to refrain.

Const, from (of obs.)
1382 WYCLIF Num. vi. 3 Fro al that may make dronkun,

thei shulen absteyne, c 1449 PECOCK Repr. \. xiv. 78 Y must
here therof abstene and forber. 1538 STARKEY England, 17
To absteyn from flesch apon the Fryday . . ys now reputyd a

certayn vertue. 1598 BARRET Theor. oflVar. v. v. 165 To ab-
steine from committing these excesses. 1667 MILTON /*. L.
iv. 748 Our Maker bids increase; who bids abstain But our

destroyer, foe to God and man? 1746 Col. Records Penn. V.

50 That they do abstain from all servile Lalraur on that Day.
1798 FF.RRIAR lllu&tr, ofSterne ii. 38 D'Aubigne was so fond
of writing epigrams, that he could not abstain from them.
1860 TYNDALL Glaciers \. 3. 26 I therefore abstained from

mentioning it subsequently.
3. esp. (being used most frequently in reference

to eating and drinking). To refrain from food, to

fast(0Ar.) ;
to refrain from the use of alcoholic bever-

ages, to be a 'total-abstainer.'

1534 LD. BERNERs<70/< Bk. ofM. Aurel. (1545)0. iij, If he
be temperate and moderate, all wil absteyne. 1547 BOORDE
Bret', ofHealth \. 7 Many men wolde eate meate if they had
it, and therfor nolens volens, they do asteine. 1867 B. NICOLS
in Cleric. Testy, to Tot. Abs, 98 Several have told me . . that

while they had abstained, some for weeks or months, they
were far better in every respect than while they drank.

t 4. trans, (later and rare, and probably a lite-

rary imitation of the trans, use of L. abstinere).
To keep back, keep off.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (1874) II. 275 From outwarde

thynges his mynde doth he abstayne. 1534 LD. BERXERS
Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) H ij, For a small season the
louer male absteyne his loue. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. (1851)

154 For what difference at all whether he abstain men from

marying, or restraine them in a mariage hapning totally dis-

commodious. 1644-58 J. CLEVELAND Gen. Poems^ib-j-j) 140
My Lord doth justly abstain his hand from his Dispatch.

Abstainer (aebst^nai). [f.
ABSTAIN + -ERI.]

One who abstains ; esp. one who abstains from

eating or drinking particular things ; in older

writers a Nazarite, in modern use an abstainer from
alcoholic beverages, a * total abstainer.'

1533 COVERDALE Anios\\. 12 But ye gaue the absteyners
wyne and drynke [WYCLIF Nasareys: 1611 Nazarites].
Lam. iv. 7 Hir absteyners for Nazarees) were whyter then y*
snowe or mylke. 1683 TRYON Way to Health 407 The holy
Men and Prophets . . were strict Abstainers, and separated
themselves from the Uncleannesses, Oppressions and Vio-
lencies that the superfluous worldly Belly-Gods do subject
themselves unto. ititeSat. Rev. XIII. 617/2 This observation

supplies an answer to some of the usual arguments of the

total-abstainers. 1879 BLACK Macleod
of^

Dare xxxvi. 322
If they ever put up an asylum in Mull, it will be a lunatic

asylum for incurable abstainers.

Abstaining (sebst^'-nirj), vbl. $b.
[f.

ABSTAIN +
ING!.] The act or practice of keeping oneself, or

refraining,/>w// anything. (Now mostly gerundial,
the sb. being supplied by ABSTINENCE.)
c 1440 Gesta Rom, (1879) 423 This wille of abstenyng from

synne ledithe here to heuyn. 1660 R. COKE Elem. Power $

Subj. 133 It is not alwaies the doing, or abstaining from what
is commanded or forbidden, which is virtue, but only the in-

genuous and upright doing or abstaining. 1744 HARRIS
Three Treat. (1841) 86 It prescribes no abstainings, no for-

bearances out of nature. 1850 CLOUGH Dipsychns n. ii. 74
But for perfection attaining is one method only, abstaining.

Abstaining (oebst^-nirj), ppl. a. [f. ABSTAIN
+ -ING^.] Practising abstinence (from alcoholic

beverages).

ABSTERGE.
1867 J. W. BARDSLEY in Cleric. Testy, to Tot. Abst. 30 The

bride was the daughter of an abstaining clergyman.
Abstainment (sebst^-nment). rare. [f. AB-

STAIN + -MENT
; cf. attainment^ The act or con-

dition of keeping from or refraining.
1859 DUKE OF BUCKINGHAM Mem. Crt. of'George IV, I. ii.

418 The abstainment on his part from all intrigue.

Absteinous, abstenious, by-forms due to con-
fusion of ABSTAIN, older absteine, w. ABSTEMIOUS.
Abstemious (sebstfmias), a., also 6 abste-

nious, absteinous. [f. L. abstemi-us + -ous. Ab-
steminsvizs considered by L. writers to be i.abs away
from + temctum intoxicating liquor ; but even in

L. was extended to temperance in living generally.
The verbal resemblance to abstain, absteine, has
in Eng. given it a still wider use, and also pro-
duced the forms absteinous, abstenious^
1. Dispensing with wine and rich food

; temperate
or sparing in food

; characterized by or belonging
to such temperance ; sparing.
a. Of persons, their lives, or habits.

1624 HEYWOOD Gunaikeion v. 226 To this absteinous life

shee added the strict vow of chastitie. 1718 POPE Iliadxix..

328 Let me pay To grief and anguish one abstemious day.
1832 CARLYLE Remin, \. 26 Mother and father were assiduous,
abstemious, frugal without stinginess. 1878 BLACK Green
Past, and Pice. xxix. 234 They were remarkably abstemious
at breakfast.

b. Of the food.

1776-88 GIBBON peel, fy Fall Iviii, His [Peter the Hermit's]
diet was abstemious, his prayers long and fervent. 1832
Scorr Talism. ii. 26 The meal of the Saracen was abstemious.

2. Abstinent, refraining, sparing (with regard to

other things than food), rare.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 53 Be more abstemious, Or else

good night your vow. 1632 MASSINGER MaidofHon. n. ii.

The king . . Is good and gracious . . Abstemious from base
and goatish looseness, 1823 LAMB Elia (1865) i. xxi. 163
You advised an abstemious introduction of literary topics.

Abstemiously (sebstfmiasli), adv. [f. prec. +

-LY^.] In an abstemious manner
; sparingly, tem-

perately.

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Sgleen, If the obstruction
of the Spleen proceeds from . . having lived a little abstemi-

ously. 1794 SULLIVAN View ofNat. II. 358 There are many
monastical persons, who live abstemiously all their lives.

Abstemiousness (sebstfmiasnes). [f,
ABSTE-

MIOUS + -NESS.] The quality of being abstemious,
or sparing in the use of strong drink and delicacies.
1626 DONNE Serm. V. cxxxix. 486 As if God required

such a forbearing, such an abstemiousness in man as that

being set to rule and govern the creatures he might not use
and enjoy them. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. x. 130 He could

digest a Bishoprick, which his abstemiousness formerly re-

fused. 1827 SCOTT Sure". Dau. i. 23 Four years, or so, of
abstemiousness enable them to stand an election dinner.

Abstenance, obs. form of ABSTINENCE.

Abstention (sebste'njan). [a. Fr. abstention

(OFr. astcnsion\ n. of action f. L. abstent- ppl. stem
of abstinere : see ABSTAIN.]
^ 1. The act of keeping back or restraining. Obs.

1521 WOLSEY in Strype's EccL Mem. I. 50 The abstention
of war, which may be as soon broken . . as all the other as-

surance, cannot then prevail. 1653 GAUDEN Hieraspistes
103 Which present denial, or abstention of such an one from
receiving the holy Sacrament, might afterwards be examined
by publick and lawful authority.
2. The act of keeping oneself back, abstaining

or refraining ; the state of refraining or of being
kept back.

1624-47 BP. HALL Ran. Whs. (1660) 303 Many sighes and
teares which now he bestowed upon his abstention from that

dearly affected devotion. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. in Critic.

(1875) x. 267 In them the character of abstention and re-

nouncement, which we have noticed in AH himself, was
marked yet more strongly. 1870 Daily News 23 Apr., M.
Picard . . justifies his abstention from signing the manifesto
of the Left. 1880 Illust. Lond. News 21 Feb. 178 The votes

given were for Mr. Clarke 7683 . . There were over 7000
abstentions.

Abstentionist (^bste'njanist). [f. prec. + IST.]

One who practises or approves abstention.

1880 Blackiv. Mag. June 810We may expect other Conserv-
ative abstentionists to imitate the good example set by Lord
Carnarvon.

Abstentious (sebste-nJasV [f. ABSTENTI-ON"

+ -ous, analogously to contention, contentious, L.

contention-e?n, contentios-us^\ Characterized by ab-

stinence
; self-restraining or refraining.

1879 FARRAR St. Paul II. 447 The Colossian teachers were

trying to supplement Christianity, theoretically by a deeper
wisdom, practically by a more abstentious holiness.

1* Abste*rf
z>' Obs. rare. [ad. L. absterre-re to

frighten from, f. abs from + terre-re. to frighten.]
To deter. (Perhaps only used by Becon.)
1542 BECON Christmas Bang. Wks. 1843, 63 This in like

manner should abster and fear me and mine from doing
evil. Pleas. New Nosegay Wks. 1843, 19% Unfeigned
Humility . . also absterreth and frayeth us from all arro-

gancy, pride, and elation of mind.

Absterge (&bstauds), v. [?a. Fr. abstergc-r(\ 6th

c. in Littre), ad. L. absterge-re to wipe away, f. abs

<& + terge-re to wipe. Perhaps directly from the

Latin.] To wipe away; to wipe clean
;
to cleanse;

alsoyS^-. to purge.
1541 K. COPLAND Galyett's Terap. 2 H j b, But yf ye wyll



ABSTERGENT.

dense the vlcere ye must chuse thynges y1

absterge or wasshe

moderatly, as rawe hony. 1621 BURTON Anat. ofMel. (1651)

il. ii. ii. 238 Baths . . are still frequented . . all over Greece,

and those hot countries ; to absterge belike that fulsomeness

of sweat, to which they are there subject. 1718 QUINCV

Compl. Disp. 98 [It] absterges the mucus from the stomach

and other parts. 1817 COLERIDGE ss. on Own Times (1850)

III. 957 It was left for the Kraulmen, from whose errors they

[some converts from '

Hottentotism'] absterged themselves,

to insult and abuse them as apostates and renegades.

Abstergent (sebsta-idjent), a. and sb. [? a. Fr.

a/istergent (i6th c.), ad. L. abstergent-em pr. pple.

of absterge-re ;
see prec. Perhaps f. the Lat. direct.]

A. adj. Cleansing, scouring, having a cleansing

quality.
1612 WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. 1653, 37 Honey. . hath an

abstergent or cleansing force. 1830 I.INDLEY AW. Syst. />'/.

162 Abstergent properties, mixed sometimes with a good deal

of acridity, distinguish them [the house-leek tribe]. 1860 J.

P. KENNEDY Life of It'. Wirt II. ix. 149 The abstergent,

bracing, exhilarating touch of a sea-bath after a hot day.

B. sli. [sc. agent or substance.]

1751 CHAMBERS Cyc. Abstergents or Abstersive medicines

41

XXIX. 323/3 One reason perhaps which causes them to avoid

heavy and close-fitting clothing is their want of abstergents.

t Abstergify, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [irreg. f. L. ab-

sterge-rc, + -FV.]
' To cleanse.'

1612 BENVENUTO Passengers Dialogues, Jtal. tf E>tf.

(Nares) Specially, when wee would abstergifie, and that the

huske remaine behind in the boyling of it.

t Abste'rse, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. absters-its,

pa. pple. of abstergere, cf. asperse.']
= ABSTERGE.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Epid. 164 Some attrition from

an acide and vitriolous humidity in the stomack .. . may ab-

sterse, and shave the scorious parts thereof.

Abstersion (SbstSupn), also 6 abstertion,

abstarcion. [a. Fr. abstersion (i6th c.), n. of action

f. 'L. absters- ppl. stem of abstergere: see ABSTKKGK
and -ION.] The act or process of wiping clean,

cleansing, scouring, or purging. ///. andyfy.
1543 TRAHKRON I'igo's Chirurg \\. xvii. 28 Incarne [the

place] wyth thys incarnative, whych dothe bothe incarne

and mundifye with some abstertion. 1562 BULLEYN Dial.

betw.Sorenes i6a, Use the maner of digestion, and abstarcion

in maner as I haue said. 1649 JKR. TAYLOR Great Excmp.
I. ix. 135 The Messias . . needed not the abstersions of re-

pentance, or the washings of baptisme. 1814 SCOTT Wav.

(i829)xx. 153 The task of ablution and abstersion being per-

formed . . by a smoke-dried skinny old Highland woman.

1850 MERIVALE Hist. Ram. Emp. (1865) VIII. Ixvi. 218 No
great city was ever so badly placed for due abstersion by
natural outfall.

Abstersive (Eebstausiv), a. and sl>. [a. Fr. al>-

stersif, -ive, (. L. absters- ppl. stem of abstergere :

see ABSTERSF. and -IVE.]

A. aitj. Having the quality of purging, cleansing,

scouring, or washing away impurities.

1533 ELYOT Castel ofHelth (1541) 27 White betes are also

abstersive, and lowseth the bealye. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's

Morals 656 These almonds have an abstersive propertie to

bite, to dense and secure the flesh, a 1680 BUTLER Kern.

(1759)!. in Has an abstersive Virtue to make cleanWhatever
Nature made in Man obscene. 1725 POPE Odyss. xx. 189
And let th' abstersive sponge the board renew. 1845 FORD
Hdbk. Spain iz^Aqua bendita which the devil is said to hate

even worse than monks did the common abstersive fluid.

B. sl>. [sc. medicine or agent.] Alsoyff.
1563 T. GALE Antid. i. iii. 3 Such medicines as do mundifie,

and dense wounds or filthy vlcers, are called abstersiues.

1645 MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 159 The lowest lees of a canon-

ical! infection livergrown to their sides, which perhaps will

never uncling, without the strong abstersive of som heroick

magistral. 1702 PETTY in Sprat's Hist. K. Soc. 295 Ab-
stersives are Fuller's earth, Soap, Linseed-oyl, and Oxgall.

1727 SWIFT Guilder III. vi. 216 Administer to each of them
. . abstersives.

Abstersiveness (Jcbsta-jsivnes). [f. prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being cleansing or pur-

gative.
1657 G. STARKEY Helmont's Vind. 327 The Abstersivenesse

of the Saline Elixir promotes the cure for the Nephritis.
1662 FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 203 The abstersiveness of

this water, keeping a wound clean, till the balsam of nature

doth recover it. 1759 MARTIN Nat. Hist. I. CO. Surrey 144

It [Epsom water] was at first applied to sores, which from its

Abstersiveness [pr. Abstensiveness] it soon healed.

Abstersory (a'bstaussri), a. 10bs. rare. [f. L.

absters-, ppl. stem of abstergere + -OKY.] Cleansing,

purgative ; abstersive.

1623 C. BUTLER Fern. Man. (1634) 170 Being boiled it [honey]
is . . lesse laxative, also lesse sharpe and abstersory. 1650
VENNEK Via Recta 55 It hath also a very speciall abstersory

property.

Abstinence (arbstinens). [a. Fr. abstinence,

refashioned on OFr. astcnancc, astincnte : L. ab-

stinentia, n. of quality f. abstinent-em, pr. pple. of

abstini-re. See ABSTAIN.]
1. The action or practice of abstaining or refrain-

ing ; forbearance. Const,from (o/obs.).
1382 WYCI.IF ffum. xxx. 14 That bi fastynge and abstynens

of other thingis she traueyl hir soul, c 1440 Gesta. Rom.
(1838) I. ii. 7 Goode werkis of kyndnesse, abstinence fro synne,
and almysdede. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. (1632) v. 388 Jewish
Abstinence from certaine kinds of meates. 1692 DRYDEN.SV.
Eurcm. Ess. 343 The true Devout Person breaks with Nature
. . to take pleasure in the abstinence of pleasures. 1732 An-
BUTHNOT Rules of Diet 397 There are no better rules than

Abstinence from those things which occasion it. 1862 TRENCH
VOL. I.

Miracles XV. 260 Abstinence from an outward work is not

essential to the observance of a Sabbath.

b. spec. A forbearance from hostilities, an armis-

tice or truce.

1419-SiKW. BARDOLPH in Ellis Or/-. Lett. n. 23. 1. 7sDuryng
the abstinence of werr of viij dayys. 1469 Paston Lett. 624
II. 379 I sent you a bill which concludith an abstinence of

werre to be had unto Fryday last was. 1577-87 HOLINSHED
Cliron. III. 1192/1 Mondaie the seuenteenth of June about

eight of the clocke, an abstinence of warre was concluded.

1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. V. Ivi. 1 16 The truce or abstinence . .

was continued by short additions to the end of the year.

2. absol. Forbearance of any indulgence of appe-
tite, self-restraint: a. continence (the oldest sense) ;

b. fasting ;
c. the practice of abstaining from alco-

holic beverages, also known as total abstinence.

c 1300 Si. Brandan (1844) 35 There he ladde a full strayte
and "noli lyfe in grete penaunce and abstynence. 1340 Ayt-nl>.

236 pet chastete ssel bi straytliche y-loked and wel wyj?-dra}e
be abstinence [uorberinge]. c 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. 757

Agayns glotonye the remedie is abstinence. 1494 FABYAN

(1542) v. cxxxv. 120 She remeued to Ely, and there was

abbesse, and lyued in great penaunce and abstynence. 1526
TINDALE Acts xxvii. 21 Then after longe abstinence, Paul
stode forth in the myddes of them. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L.

IV. iii. 259 Say, Can you fast? yourstomacks are too young:
And abstinence ingenders maladies. 1611 BIBLE 2 Esdras
vii. 55 The faces of them which haue vsed abstinence, shall

shine aboue the starres. 1704 XKI.SON Festivals^ l-'asts (1739)

434 No Abstinence can partake ofthe Nature of Fasting except
there be something in it that afflicts us. 1837 J. H. NI-WMAX
Par. Serin, (ed. 2) III. xv. 231 Such light abstinences as

come in our way. 1843 LYTTOX Last of Bar. in. v. 163 His
table was supplied more abundantly and daintily than his

habitual abstinence required. 1853 KINGSLKY Hypatia Pref.

14 The passionate Eastern character, like all weak ones,
found total abstinence easier than temperance.

Abstinency (se'bstmensi). \a.f\.\-.abstinentia:
see ABSTINENCE.] The quality of being abstinent ;

the habit or practice of abstaining, especially from

food ; fasting ;
a fast. (Not always kept distinct

from ABSTINENCE, the action of refraining, but never

used withfrom.)
1576 WOOLTON Chr. Manual (iBsi) 46 Ignorant people un-

doubtedly, if they see any men lean with abstinency . . con-

ceive an especial conceit of their sanctimony and holiness.

1649 SELDEN Laws ofEng. (1739)11. xxxiv. 153 She wanted a

mind to that course of life [marriage] from natural abstinency.

1683 TRYON II 'ay to Health 76 Abstinency is the only Phy-
sitian that a man can make use of. . also, Abstinency is the

most skilfullest cook. 1874 REYNOLDS John ISaft. iii. 2.

165 John the Nazarite, in . . his duties and abstinencies.

Abstinent (arbstinent), a. and sli. [a. Fr. ab-

stinent, refashioned on O~i.aslcna>tt:L. abstinent-

em, pr. pple. ofabstinf-re: see ABSTAIN.]
A. adj. Holding back or refraining ; csp. from

indulgence of appetite ; continent, abstemious,

temperate.
i 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. 873 Abstinent in etyng and drynk-

yng, in spcche and in dede. c 1440 Prompt. Pat-!'. Ab-

stynent, or absteynynge. 1588 A. KING Canisiiis' Cateck.

132 b, Bot he, quha is abstinent, sal prolonge his lyf. 1603
HOLLAND Plutarch's Morals 651 And he againe, who is

too too sober, and abstinent altogether, becommcth unpleasant
and unsociable. 1713 Guardian (1756) I. 16 She has passed
several years in widowhood with that abstinent enjoyment
of life, which has done honour to her deceased husband. 1867
I. MARTINEAU Chr. Life (ed. 4) 84 What abstinent integrity

is . . demanded by many a master.

B. sb. One who abstains, an abstainer, a faster.

In Eccl. Hist, the Abstinents were a sect who ap-

peared in the jrd century.
c 1440 Prompt. Pan 1

. Abstynent . . or he that dothe ab-

stynence. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyssey xvn. 381 And this same
harmful belly by no mean The greatest abstinent can ever

wean. 1669 J. REYNOLDS Disc, in Harl. Misc. (1745) iy. 48
Some of these Abstinents were of melancholick complexions.

1753 CHAMBERS Cyc. Siippl. s.v., Some represent the Absti-

nentes . . that they particularly enjoined abstinence from the

use of marriage ; others say, from flesh ; and others, from

wine. 1860 Ail Y. Round No. 64. 322 There is also [in

China] a female sect called the Abstinents . . who make a

vow to abstain from everything that has enjoyed life, and to

eat nothing but vegetables.

tAbstine'ntial,a. Obs. rare-1
. [f.L. absttncn-

tia + -At. Cf. penitential] Of or pertaining to

abstinence.
1681 Religio Clerici 120 Granting we have arrived at some

proficiency in the Abstinential vertues.

Abstinently (ae-bstinentli),a<fe. [f. ABSTINENT

+ -LY2.] In an abstinent manner, with abstinence.

1626 DONNE Devotions 582 O if thou hadst euer re-admitted

Adam into Paradise, how abstinently would he haue walked

by that tree. 1788 JOHNSON Lett. 230. II. 109 Mr. Thrale

never will live abstinently till he can persuade himself to

abstain by rule.

t AbstoTted,///. a. Obs. [f. 'L.abs away + tort-

us twisted + -El).]
' Forced away, wrung from an-

other by violence,' J., (from Phillips 1662, Bailey

1721). Cockeram 1626 has 'Abstorqued, wrested

away by force.'

Abstract (se-bstniekt), ///. a. and sb. [ad. L.

abstract-us drawn away, f. abs off, away + tractus,

pa. pple. of trahere to draw.] At first, like its L.

orig., a participle and adjective, accented abstra'ct ;

after the formation of the vb. abstract, ABSTRACTED

gradually took its place as a participle, leaving

crbstract with a new accent as an adjective only.

A. pple. and adj.

ABSTRACT.

1 1. Drawn, derived, extracted. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls Ser.) I. 21 The names of the

auctores been rehersede here, ofwhom thys presente cronicle

is abstracte. 1496 Bk. ofSt. A loans (1810) 6 The fyve perfyte

[coats ofarms] ben thise, Termynall : Collattrall : Abstrakte :

Fyxall : & Bastarde.

f 2. Withdrawn, drawn away, removed, separate ;

= ABSTKACTED I. Const, from. Obs.

1690 J. NORKIS Beatitudes (1694) I. 171 The more abstract

therefore we are from the body . . the more fit we shall be both

to behold, and to indure the Rays of the Divine Light. 1726

Let. in IVodrow's Corresp. (1843) III. 237 As to the other

query about Mr, Simson, I believe you know I kept myself
abstract in his former process. 1765 HARRIS Three Treat, n.iv.

80 There is an eminent Delight in this very Recognition itself,

abstract from anything pleasing in the Subject recognized.

3. \Vithdrawn from the contemplation of present

objects ;
= ABSTRACTED 2. arch.

1509 BARCLAY Ship ofFoolcs (1570) 51 Their minde attract,
not knowing what they say. 1860 R. A. VAUHAN'/A>. T. 1

.

Mystics I. M. i. 153 Master Eckart ceased, and went on his

way again . . with his steady step and abstract air.

4. Withdrawn or separated from matter, from

material embodiment, from practice, or from par-
ticular examples. Opposed to concrete.

1557 RECORDE U'hetst. A ii, Abstracte nombers are those,

whicne have no denomination annexed vnto them. 1651

HOBHKS Lfl'iathttn i. iv. 16 Called names Abstract ; because

severed (not from Matter, but) from the account of Matter.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 806 These Demons or Angels
arc nut Pure, Abstract, Incorporeal Substances. 1810 Cui.i -

RIDGE Friend (18651 121 I.uther lived long enough to see thi-

consequences of the doctrines into which indignant pity and

abstract ideas of right had hurried him. 1846 MILL L<>^i<

i. ii. 4. 33 An abstract name is a name which stands for an

attribute of a thing. 1851 SIR J. HKKSCHEI. Study of Xat.
Phil. I. ii. 18 Abstract science is independent of a system of

nature.^of a creation, of everything, in short, except

memory, thought, and reason. 1870 YI:ATS Nat. Hist. Coniin.

5 No amount of abstract reasoning \\onld have led us to

discover the properties and uses of iron. 1873 GLADSTONE
in Daily .\\~ivs Feb. 15

What I understand by an abstract

resolution is a resolution which does not carry with it an

operative principle likely to produce within a reasonable

time particular consequences.
b. Ideal.

1736 BUTLER Analogy n. viii. 399 That the three angles of a

triangle are equal to two rit;ht ones is an abstract truth. 1775
Ik-KKK Sp. on Condi, tv. Am. Wks. III. 51 Abstract liberty,

like other mere abstractions, is not to be found. Liberty in

heres in some sensible object. 1828 SKWELL Oxf. Prize /:>.

10 [They] never placed the perfection of human excellence,

as Lycurgus, in the abstract soldier. 1840 THIKIAVALL 6>mv
VII. Iv. no It is not to be supposed, that . . he was anim.itt'i!

. . by abstract philanthropy.

C. Abstruse.

1725 WODROW Corresp. (1843) III. 173, I was extremely

pleased with some of his reasonings; but in some places he

was so abstract and out of my dull way of thinking, that I

could not reach him. 1794 SULLIVAN View of .\'at. I.
iy.

:!

[Hclwill tremblingly. . repose upon abstract speculation-,

and incomprehensible mysteries.

5. absol. 'The abstract,' that which is abstract,

the abstract consideration of things ;
the ideal.

i6isCooKE Body ofMan 45 They adde indeed a perfection,

not to life, that is, to the concreate as we say, but to lining,

that is, to the abstract. 1628 T. SPKNCICK 7>s
r/t

"

J4 1 Justice

in the abstract, is nothing. 1820 W. IKUNG SI;. l!k. I. 47 She

has no idea of poverty but in the abstract : she has only read

of it in poetry.
B. sl>. Something abstracted or drawn from

others ; hence,
1. 'A smaller quantity containing the virtue or

power of a greater' (J.), or one thing concentrating

in itself the virtues of several ;
a compendium.

1561 T. N[ORTON] tr. Calvin's lust. (1634)1. xiii. 57 So shall

the Godhead of the Sonne bee an abstract from the essence

of God, or a derivation out of a part of the whole. 1606

SHAKS. Ant. <$ Cl. I. iv. 9 You shall finde there a man, who is

th' abstracts of all faults, That all men follow. 1677 HALK
Prim. Orig. Man. iv. viii. 362 He is an Abstract or Compen-
dium of the greater World. 1836 GKS. THOMPSON Exerc.

IV. 127 The Peers are not an abstract, or at all events not a

fair abstract, of the upper classes.

2. spec. A summary or epitome of a statement or

document. Also attrib.

1528 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. of Ref. i. 1. 117 We send

herein enclosed, abstracts of such letters as hath been sent

to the pope's holiness. 1715 BURNET Hist, ozox Time (1766)

II. 82 I will give you here a short abstract of all that was
said. 1799 WELLINGTON Lett. (G. D.) I. 34 In the abstracts,

it appears that the strength of the . . forces consisted of 48,000

men. 1863 Cox hist, of Eng. Gout. Pref. 8 Copies or ab-

stracts of State papers and records. 1867 SMYTH Sailors'

Word-Bk. s. v. An abstract log contains the most important

subjects of a ship's log.

Abstract of title (Law) : An epitome of the

evidences of ownership.
1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Property La~M viii. 57 One great

complaint at the present day, is the necessity of carrying

back abstracts of title for sixty years.

3. An abstraction, an abstract term.

1530 PALSGR. 50 All suche substantives . . especially if they

be suche as the logicians call abstractes. a 1638 MEDK
Apost. oflatter Times 100 The Hebrewes use Abstracts for

Concretes . . as justitia pro jvstis : captivity for captives.

1765 TUCKER Lt. of Nat. I. 498 Our abstracts derive all

originally from the concrete. 1865 FARRAR Lang. 69 In this

sense all words are Abstracta.

Abstract (*bstne-kt), v. [f. ABSTRACT///, a.,

like content vb. f. content adj. After the appearance
of the vb., abstract was used for some time as its

pa. pple. till superseded by the normal abstracted.]



ABSTRACTED.
1. trans. To withdraw, deduct, remove, or take

away (something) ; cuphem. to take away secretly,

slyly, or dishonestly ; to purloin.
1542 BOORDE Dyetary (1870) xi. 258 The brande abstracted

and abjected. 1549 Compl. of ScotL xv. 127 Thou suld ab-
slrak thy inuectiue reprocha, 1588 A. KING P. Canisius
Catech. h vij, Giff je sowld abstract vair fra 30. 1834 HT.
MAHTINEAU Morai\\. 42 The public burdens, which at present
abstract a large proportion ofprofits and wages. 1852 LAYARD
Nineveh ix. 233 The principal public quarrels related to

property abstracted by the Arabs from one another's tents.

1872 W. BLACK Adv. Phaeton vi. 72 Von Rosen had quietly
abstracted the bearing-reins from the harness. 1880 GEIKLE
Phys. Geog. ii, 10. 68 When evaporation takes place, heat is

abstracted by the vapour from the surface which evaporates.
b. absol. To deduct; to derogate; to take away.
1825-45 CARLVLE Schiller (ed. 2) n. 97 There is throughout

a certain air of stiffness and effort which abstracts from the
theatrical illusion.

fc. Chem. To separate an essence or chemical

principle by distillation, etc.
;
to extract. Obs.

71685 BOYLE (J.) Having dephlegmed spirit of salt, and
gently abstracted the whole spirit, there remaineth in the
retort a styptical substance. 1725 BRADLEY 7*Viw. Diet. s.v.

Scurvy, From the fresh gather d tops of Fir a little bruised,
Abstract spirit of Wine or at least good Nants Brandy.
2. trans. To draw off or apart ;

to separate, with-

draw, disengagefrom.
1557 PAYNELL Barclay's Jifgurtha 28 b, His mynde was

abstract . . from the defence of goodness and honesty vnto
his olde vice. 1649 SELDEN Laws ofEng. (1739) i. lv. 97 To
abstract the mixed people each from other. 1663 CQVtLKYO/
Solitude Wks. 1710 II. 696 The Importunities ofCompany or

Business, which would abstract him from his Beloved [ Poetry].
1692 BKNTLEY Boyle Lect. vi. 212 They might to abstract their

Imagination from that false Infinite Extension, and conceive
one Particle of Matter. 1756 BURKE Subl. <y B. Wks. I. 262

Campanella . . could so abstract his attention from any suf-

ferings of his body that he was able to endure the rack itself

without much pain.
b. absol. To withdraw (the attention), divert.

1823 LAMB Elia (1865) Ser. n. ii. 250 The healing influence
of studious pursuits was upon him, to soothe and to abstract.

3. refl., and intr. with rcfl. meaning. To with-
draw oneself, to retire from. lit. andy/j^.
1671 True Nfm-Conforniist 17 Desirous . . that private men

abstract from officious meddling. 1690 LOCKF,//W. L'ndcrst.
iv. iv. 8 Wks. 1727 I. 263 The Truth and Certainty of Moral
Discourses abstracts from the Lives of Men. 1722 STEELE
Come. Lover n. i. When I abstract myself from my own
Interest in the thing.

b. Abstractingfrom: withdrawing in thought from,
leaving out of consideration, apart from. Obs. or
arch.

1655 MARQ. WORCESTER Cent. Im<. Dedic. n. 16, Yet, ab-

stracting from any I merest ofmy own, but as a Fellow-subject
and Compatriot will I ever labour. 1667 Decay c/ Chr. Piety
v. 26. 240 Take her as mere Paynim, abstracting from the

expectation of reward or punishment. 167^ JENISON Narr.
Pop. Plot 24 His Person (abstracting from his Crimes) having
been always . . dear to me. 1711 C. M. Let. to Citrat 05
Abstracting from . . what was needful for humouring the

thing, the Curat seldom speaks but in the words of the First-
rate Divines. 1847 Ee QUINCEY Secret Soc. Wks. 1863 VI.

254 Abstracting, however, from the violent disturbances of
those stormy times . . we may collect that the scheme of the
Farrers was, etc.

4. To separate in mental conception ; to consider

apart from the material embodiment, or from par-
ticular instances.

1612 DRAYTON Poly-olbion A 2 The verse oft . . so infolds,
that suddaine conceipt cannot abstract a forme of the clothed
truth, c 1690 SOUTH Serm. (1715) I. 163 For the Vulgar have
not such Logical Heads, as to be able to Abstract such sub-
tile Conceptions. 1776 GIBBON Decl. fy &" ' xxi. 575 We
may strive to abstract the notions of time, of space, and of
matter. 1870 JEVONS Klein. Logic xxxii. 285 To abstract is

to separate the qualities common to all individuals of a group
from the peculiarities of each individual.

f5. To derive, to claim extraction for. Cf. AB-
STKACT a. i. Obs.
1610 GWILLIM Displ, Her. (1660) i. vi. 38 Our understanding

is informed from what Line of Consanguinity the Bearer of
such difference doth abstract himselfe.

6. To make an abstract of; to summarize, epi-
tomize

;
to abridge.

1678 QUARLES Arg. Sf Parth. i There dwelt that Virgin,
that Arcadian glory, Whose rare composure did abstract the

story Of true Perfection. 1743 FRANKLIN Let. Wks. 1840 VI.
17 That the business and duty of the Secretary be. . to ab-

stract, correct, and methodize such papers as require it. 1795
GIBBON Aitto-Biog. 46 This system I studied, and meditated,
and abstracted. 1882 Pall Mall G. 10 May 5/1 We cannot
attempt to abstract the article here, but some salient points
can be given.

Abstracted (%bstrce-kted\ ///. a.
[f. prec.

+ -ED.]
1. Drawn off, withdrawn, removed

; separate,

apartfrom.
1660 R. COKE Jtisi. Vind. 3 The whole body of Geometry

is of all Sciences most intelligible, and yet abstracted from
all sensible matter. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 463 The Evil one
abstracted stood From his own evil, and for the time re-

mained Stupidly good. 1736 BUTLER Anafogy \i. vii. 374, [A]
single event, taken alone and abstracted from all such corre-

spondence. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 237 Tke Provencal
love-poetry was as abstracted from all sensuality as that of
Petrarca.

2. Withdrawn from the contemplation of present
objects ; absent in mind.
1643 Sm T. BROWNK Relig. Med. (1656) n. n Our grosser

memories have then [in our dreams] so little hold of our
abstracted understandings, that they forget the story. 1731

42

A. HILL At/T. to Poets ix, For a Great Poet is, naturally, an
abstracted thinker. 1834 SCOTT St. Kent. Well (1868) xxx.

712 He walked on, sucking his cigar, and apparently in as
abstracted a mood as Mr. Cargill himself. 1864 SKEAT tr.

Vhland's Poems 170 And therefore let yon maiden take my
place, Who sits so silent and abstracted there.

1 3. Separated from matter or from concrete em-
bodiment, ideal

; hence, abstruse, difficult. (Obs.

replaced by ABSTRACT a. 4.)
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 30 The Faculties . . are but ab-

stracted Notions. 1648 WILKINS Math. Mag. i. i. 4 The
ancient Mathematicians did place all their learning in ab-
stracted speculations. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 76 P 2 It
is natural to mean well, when only abstracted ideas of virtue
are proposed to the mind. 1794 SULLIVAN View oj'Nat. Lin
The actual divisibility of matter, indeed, is a subject so very
intricate and abstracted, that it can only be conjectured upon.
1801 STRUTT Sp. fy Past. Introd. 9. n The abstracted love
of glory. 1823 LAMB Elia (1865) Ser. i. i. 7 A newspaper was
thought too refined and abstracted.

4. Presented in abstract
; concentrated, epitomized.

1633 MASSiNCERLTwtzn/ww in. vi. The subtlety ofall wantons,
tho' abstracted. Can show no seeming colour of excuse To
plead in my defence.

Abstractedly (sebstrre-ktedli), adv.
[f. prec.

+ -LY^.] In an abstracted or abstract manner.
1. Separately, distinctly, independently /rw.
1637 SANDERSON 21 Sewn. Ad Aul. vi. (1673) 90 We consider

it abstractedly from those discommodiousnesses and incum-
brances which yet inseparably cleave thereunto. 1741 MIDDLE*
TOX Cicero II. vii. 84 Ifwe consider this famous passage of the

Rubicon, abstractedly from the event, it seems to have been
. . hazardous & desperate. 1865 MILL Repr. Gav. 24/2 Ab-
stractedly from religious considerations, a passive character
. , may not indeed be very useful to others.

2. With absence of mind.
1836 DICKKNS XUh. Xick. (C. D. ed) 57 'Where indeed !'

said Nicholas abstractedly. 1866 GEO. ELIOT Felix Holt III.

xxxvii.47 The minister paused, and seemed to be abstractedly
gazing at some memory.
3. From an abstract point of view

; in, the ab-
stract ; abstractly.
1649 JER. TAYLOR Great Exemf. in. 17, If we consider a

spiritual life abstractedly, and in itself. 1790 BURKE Fr.
Rcvol. Wks. V. 36 Abstractedly speaking, government, as
well as liberty, is good. 1826 DISRAELI Vi?<. Grey \\. iv. 330A constitutional freedom the absence of which they only ab-

stractedly feel.

Abstractedness (rebstne-ktednes). [f. AB-
STRACTED + -NESS.] The state of being abstracted
or withdrawn. Hence,
f 1. = ABSTBACTNESS. Obs.

1665 GLANVILI.E Scepsis Scient. 63 It was not only the
abstractedness of the matter, that rendered Aristotle's phy-
siology so difficult of comprehension.
1 2. Withdrawal of self, disinterestedness. Obs.

1748 RICHARDSON C/tzrusa (1811) I. xx. 148 Your abstracted-

nes*, child, savours, let me tell you, of greater particularity,
than what we aim to carry.

3. Withdrawal from the contemplation of present
things ; absence (of mind).
1705 STANHOPE Paraplir. III. 209 Not that we are to like

or love nothing but Him; for of such Abstractedness our
Condition is not capable. 1844 PHILLIPS Mem. ofSmith 109A certain abstractedness of mind . . continually broke the

symmetry of Mr. Smith's lectures.

4. Ideality.
1878 DOWDEN Studies 425 He . . can value the abstracted-

ness, the aspiration, the Druidic nature-worship of Laprade.
Abstractor (iebstrarktai). [f. ABSTRACT v. +

-EH1
.] One who abstracts, separates, or makes an

abstract.
1681 MANNYNGHAM Disc. 58 A very judicious abstracter

would find it a hard task to be anything copious. 173*
BERKELEY Minute Philos. 1,1732) II. 126 An Abstracter or
Refiner shall so analyse the most simple instantaneous Act
of the Mind, as to distinguish therein divers Faculties and
Tendencies. 1878 J. THOMSON Plenip. Key 8 For what did
our great High Pontiff call himself? was it not the Abstracter
of the Quintessence?

Abstracting (bstne-ktirj),z//;/. sb.
[f.
ABSTRACT

v. + -INC;!.] The act or process of withdrawing,
separating, taking away, or forming abstract no-
tions. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1690 LOCKE Hum. Underst. (ed. 3) n. xi. 76 The power of

Abstracting is not at all in them [the beasts]. 1879 J.

WRIGHTSON Farming etc.. in Casselfs Techn. Kduc. IV. 108/2
We conclude . . by abstracting a sentence or two from Mr.
H. N. Jenkins's report.

Abstraction (debstnE-kfm). [a. Fr. abstrac-

tion (i^th c. in Littre), ad. L. abstract'ion-em, n. of

action f. abstract-its, pa. pple. of abstrahtre ; see

ABSTRACT.]
1. The act of withdrawing ; withdrawal, separa-

tion or removal ; in modern usage cttphem. secret or

dishonest removal
; pilfering, purloining.

1540 Compl. <jASV0//. (1873) i. 19 He dois chestee them be
the abstraction of. . superfluite. 1660 R. COKE Power $ Suhj.
122 I say, Justice must have . . abstraction from all affections
of love, hate, or self-interest. 1794 PALEY Evid. (1817) n. ii.

65 Amongst the negative qualities of our religion . . we may
reckon its complete abstraction from all views ofecclesiastical
or civil policy. 1818 FARADAY Exp. Res. vi. 13 He there
states its production to be dependent on the abstraction of
ammonia by the atmosphere. 1823 LAMB Elia (1865) Ser. n. vii.

284 He robs nothing but the revenue, an abstraction I never

greatly cared about. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. 5 (1876) A wrong-
ful abstraction of wealth from certain members of the com-
munity.

1 2. '

Abstraction, in chemistry, denotes the draw-

ABSTRACTIVENESS.

ing ofT, or exhaling away, a menstruum from the

subject it had been put to dissolve. Some also use
the word as synonymous with distillation or even
cohobation.' Chambers Cyc. Suppl. 1753.
3. The act or process of separating in thought, of

considering a thing independently of its associa-

tions
;
or a substance independently of its attri-

butes
;
or an attribute or quality independently of

the substance to which it belongs.
1647 H.MORE/*WM 126 Next argument let be abstraction,

When as the soul with notion precise Keeps off the corporal
condition. 1710 BERKELEY Hum. Knowl. i. 5 Can there be
a nicer strain of abstraction than to distinguish the existence
of sensible objects from their being perceived. 1782 PRIESTLEY
Mat. ffSpir. I.x. 113 Mr. Locke .. observed ..that abstraction

js nothing more than leaving out of a number of resembling
ideas what is peculiar to each. 1855 BAIN Senses $ Intell.

(1864) in. iv. 17. 606 The first in order of the scientific pro-
cesses is Abstraction, or the generalizing of some property,
so as to present it to the mind, apart from the other properties
that usually go along with it in nature. 1859 SIR W. HAMILTON
Lect. oti Metaph. II. xxxiv. 285 Abstraction is thus not a

positive act of mind, as it is often erroneously described in

philosophical treatises, it is merely a negation to one or
more objects, in consequence of its concentration on another.

4. The result of abstracting : the idea of some-

thing which has no independent existence ; a thing
which exists only in idea ; something visionary.
1644 MILTON Ednc. (1738) 136 They present their young un-

matriculated novices at first coming with the most intellective

abstractions of logic and metaphysics. 1818 HAZLITT Eng.
I Poets (1870) ii. 44 Death is a mighty abstraction, like Night,

or Space, or Time. 1850 GLADSTONE Gleanings V. IXXVL 218
Laws are abstractions until they are put into execution. 1851
MARIOTTI Italy in 1848, i. 4 They can see nothing in it, save

only an idle, chimerical abstraction. 1878 G. A. SIMCOX in

Academy 605/3 Science, strictly speaking, is an abstraction,
and is not and never can be adequate to the whole, even of
our experience.
5. A state of withdrawal or seclusion from worldly

things or things of sense.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Great Exemp. (1653) 124 Lifted up by the
abstractions of this first degree of mortification, a 1744 POPE
Let, i J.) A hermit wishes to be praised for his abstraction.

6. The state of mental withdrawal
;
inattention to

things present ; absence of mind.

1790 BOSWELL Johnson (Rtldg.) xxiv. 215 As he [Johnson]
could neither see nor hear at such a distance from the stage,
he was wrapped up in grave abstraction. 1848 L. HUNT Jar
of Honey iii. 31 Sir 'Isaac Newton carried abstraction far

enough, when he used a lady's finger for a tobacco-stopper.
7. Cofnb. abstraction-monger, one who deals

with visionary ideas.
1860 R. A. VACGHAN Ho. iv. Mystics (2 ed.) II. 95 His philo-

sophy is never that of the abstraction-monger.

Abstractioiial (cebstne-kfanal). [f. prec. +
-AL.] Of or pertaining to abstraction.

1867 H. BUSHNELL Dark Things 300 A result of this ab-
stractional process.

Abstractionist (rebstne-kfanist). [f. ABSTRAC-
TION + -1ST.] One who occupies himself with ab-
stractions ; an idealist.

1863 B. TAYLOR //. Thurston I. 37
' And your fanatical ab-

stractionists never look at anything in a practical way!' re-

joined the Hon. Zeno. 1876 EMERSON Ess. Ser. n. via. 192
She [Society] punishes abstractionists.

t Abstractitious t^bstnfekti-Jas), a. Obs. [f.

L. abstract-US-, see ABSTRACT + -ITIOUS.] Resulting
from abstraction.

1743 BAILEY, Abstractitious [in Pharmacy], a term used to

distinguish that Spirit which is drawn from Plants naturally
abounding with it. 18^3 MAYNE Exp. Le.r. t Abstractions,
old term applied to spirits obtained from plants by distillation,
as opposed to that produced by fermentation.

Abstractive (aebstne-ktiv>, a. and sb. fad.
assumed L. *abstractlvtts, f. abstract-its : see AB-
STRACT and -IVE.]
A. adj. Of abstracting character or tendency, a.

Drawing back, withdrawing, b. Having the power
of abstraction ; performing the mental operation
of abstraction, c. Epitomizing.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xii. 47 Elysse was esprysed with bren-

nyng loue towarde Enee, leuynge by dyspense abstractyue
her first vowes of chastyte promysed. 1610 HEALEY Aug.
City of God ix. xvi. 336 The wisest men in their greatest
height ofabstractiue speculation. 1668 HOWE/*'/, ofRighteous
(1825)92 How can we divide, in our most abstractive thoughts,
the highest pleasures . . from this dependence. 1859 SIR W.
HAMILTON Lect. on Metaph. II. xxxiv. 284 The human body
. . is thus itself a kind of abstractive machine. The senses
cannot but abstract. i86a Athenxum 559/2 We should like

to see Mr. Mill's abstractive descriptions reprinted.

B. sb. Anything abstractive ; spec, an abstractive

writing, an abstract.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxi. 67 These are the abstrac*
tiues taken out of larger discourses, whereof you may reade
if you please, more in Hollinshead.

Abstractively (bstrarktivli\ adv. l.Obs.

[f, prec. + -LY-.] In an abstractive or abstract

manner; in the abstract, abstractly; separately.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. (1632) ix. xvi. 862 They who ab-

stractiuely disputed these highest questions. 1627 FKLTHAM
Resolves Wks. 1677, n. xii. 186 So that life which abstractively
is good, by Accidents and Adherencies may become unfor-
tunate. 1677 HALES Prim. Orig. Mankind Pref., Yea when I

make use of the Sacred and Infallible Scriptures, I do use
them abstractively from their Divine and Infallible Authority.

Abstractiveness (sebstrae-ktivnes). rare. [f.

ABSTRACTIVE + -NESS.] The quality of being ab-



ABSTRACTLY.

stractive ;
the property of drawing away or sepa-

rating.
1818 BENTHAM Ch.-of-Engl. 274 Abstractiveness, the pro-

perty of drawing a man out of the meritorious course to which

he should be attached.

Abstractly (srbstrSktli), adv. [f.
ABSTRACT a.

-I--LY 2
.]

In an abstract manner, a. In an abstract

or epitome, b. In the abstract ; absolutely; with-

out reference to circumstances external.

a 1638 MEDK IVks. 1672, i. ii. 5 Nomcn tuittn, God's name . .

or His sacred Deity, to wit abstractly expressed. 1717 BF.NT-

LEY Boyle Lect. (1735) ii. 392 Death, abstractly consider'd, is

nothing but Privation. 1851 M'CuLLOCH Tax. f; Fund. (ed. 2)

I. iv. 125 Abstractly considered, nothing could be fairer than

this proposal.

Abstractness (arbstrcektnes). [f.
ABSTRACT a.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being abstract, or of being
withdrawn and separatefromtheactual, theconcrete,

or the common ; subtilty.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Underst. (T.) Truths which established

prejudice, or the abstractness of the ideas themselves, might
render difficult. i86a H. SPENCER First Princ. (1875) I. ii.

14. 44 The truth we have arrived at is one exceeding in

abstractness the most abstract religious doctrines.

tAbstra'ctor. Obs. \a..\
J.abstractor,n. ofagent

f. abstract-us : see ABSTRACT.] = ABSTRACTED (Ana-

logically the more regular form.)

1646 QUARLES Sheph. Or. ix. If each abstraction draws A
curse upon the abstractor from those laws, How can your
Councefs scape this judgment then?

t Abstracted, ///. a. Obs.-" [f. L. ab off+

strict-us bound (on anal, of adstrictus) + -ED.]

'Loosened, unbound.' Bailey 1731, whence in J.

t Abstraction. Obs. rare 1
, [f.

L. ab off +

strictidit-ein, n. of action, f. stringers to bind, on

anal, of adstfictioiicm.'] A loosening or unbinding.
1650 H. BROOKE Conserv. ofHealth^ 192 Disease which upon

an unadvised abstriction would be riveted into the Body.
i Abstri'iige, v. Obs.- [f. L.ali off+ string-ere

to tie, on anal, of aiislringcre.'] 'To unbind or

loosen.' Bailey 1731, whence in J.

t Abstm'de, v. Obs., less correctly abtrude.

[ad. L. abstri'td-cre to thrust away, conceal, f. abs

away + trfid-ere to thrust.] To thrust away.
1627 FEUTHAM Rcsoh>cs(\6ii) i. xii. 18 Those that are perfect

men . . must as well know bad, that they may abtrude it.

1662 PHILLIPS, Abstrude, to thrust away from. [Thence in

BAILEY, JOHNSON, etc.]

Abstruse (!Ebstr?7-s), a. ; also 6-7 abstruee.

[ad. 'L.abstrus-us thrust away, concealed, pa. pple.
of abstrud-?re : see prec. Mentioned by P. Heylin
as an 'uncouth and unusual word' in 1656.]

fl- Concealed, hidden, secret. Obs.

1602 THYNNE Chaucer (1865) 107 The Abstruse skill, the

artificial! veine
; By true Annalogie I ryhtly find. 1620

SHELTON Don Quixote (1746) II. iv. xv. 194 Hidden in the

most abstruse dungeons of Barbary. 1667 MILTON P. L. v.

712 The eternal eye, whose sight discerns Abstrusest thoughts.

1762 B. STILLINGFLEET Linn. Or. in Misc. Tracts 9 That the

abstruse forces of the elements, which otherwise would escape
our senses, may be made manifest.

2. Remote from apprehension or conception ;

difficult, recondite.

1590 THYNNE Aiiimadv. (1865) 36 That abstnice scyence
whiche Chaucer knewe full well. 1671 MILTON Sams. Af.
1064 Be less abstruse, my riddling days are past. 1704 SWIFT
Tale of a Tub Wks. 1760 I. 13 Readers, who cannot enter

into the abstruser parts of the discourse. 1751 WATTS 1m-

prov. jW</d8oi) 107 Let not young students apply them-

selves to search out deep, dark, and abstruse matters, far

above their reach. 1848 H. Mil.LER/Yri//w/r. d857)xix. 340
Men who had wrought their way . . into some of the abstrusest

questions of the schools. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Clir.
(i864_)

V.

ix. viii. 380 But these were solitary abstruse thinkers or minds
which formed a close esoteric school.

t Abstrused, ppl. a. Obs.rare~l
. [f.'L.afistrfts-

tis: see ABSTRUSE + -ED. Cf. diffuse, diffused.] Con-

cealed, hidden, remote.

1607 TOPSELI, Serpents 762 This plague the hollow breast,
and every vital part Abstrused . . Did open unto Death.

Abstrusely (ibstrK-sli), adv. [f. ABSTRUSE +

-LY^.] In an abstruse manner ; secretly; obscurely.
1611 Cui<w.,Sccretteme>it . . hiddenly, duskely, abstrusely,

mystically. 1686 Basil Valentine, His Last Will t, Test.

xxii. Be acquainted with its [the Fire-Rod's] friendlinesse . .

which is abstrusely hid, and goeth invisibly. Mod. The sub-

ject is treated too abstrusely to be of interest to the general
reader.

Abstruseness (iebstrw-snes). [f. ABSTRUSE +

-NESS.] The quality of being abstruse ; obscurity,

difficulty of apprehension.
a. 1691 BOYLE Wks. 11.267 (R-) I 1 's t^le abstruseness ofwhat

is taught in them that makes them almost inevitably so [ob-

scure]. 1754 EDWARDS Fr. of Will (ed. 4) n. viL 90 Not to

insist any longer on the abstruseness of this distinction. 1810

COLERIDGE Friend I. in. 18 You hear The Friend complained
of for its abstruseness and obscurity.

Abstrusion(sebstrH-;53n), rare-". \zA.~L.abstru-

sion-em, n. of action from abstrus-us : see ABSTRUSE.]
The action of thrusting away.
[Not in CRAIG 1847. In OGILVIE 1861].

Abstrusity (sebstrw-siti), arch. ;
also 7 ab-

struoity. [ad. assumed L. *abstrfisitas, n. of state

i.abstriis-us; see -ITY.] a. Abstruseness ; obscurity.
b. Anything abstruse

;
an obscure or recondite

matter or point.
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1646 SIR T. BROWNK rscttd. Efiid. i. viii. 34 Those authors
are also suspicious, nor greedily to be swallowed, who pretend
to write of . . the occult abstrucities of things. 1658 Gard.

ofCyrus II. 560 He may meet with abstrusities of no ready
resolution. 1755 B. MARTIN Mag. of Arts fy Sci. viii. 165

Reason, Nature, and Analogy here are but blind Guides ;

they conduct us with Certainty but a little Way in the Ab-
strusities of infinite Creation.

t AbstrU'sive, a. Obs. rare l
. [ad. assumed L.

*-abstrusivus, f. abstriis-iis : see -IVE.] Of abstruse

quality or tendency; abstruse, recondite.

1655-60 T. STANLEY Hist, of Pkilos. (1701) 65/2 Pericles

could easily reduce the exercise of his mind from secret ab-

strusive things to publick popular causes.

t Abstvme, v. Obs. [ad. L. absum-ere to take

away, f. ab away + sitmere to take.] To consume

gradually, to waste away, to carry off.

1596 BAKI.OW 3 Sertti. \. 45 A Famine . . lasting three full

yearcs, ahsuming many men. 1677 HALKS Prim. Orig. Man.
i. lii. 85 For if it had burned part after part, the whole must
needs be absumed in a portion of time. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess.
oti Waters III. 310 The humidity is absumed to about one
sixteenth.

t Absumption. Obs. [ad. L. absumption-em,
n. of action f. absftmpt-iis, pa. pple. of absum-ere :

seeABSUME.] The process of wasting away, gradual
destruction.

1651 tr. Bacon, Life and Death 53 Dead Bodies, if they be
not intercepted by Putrefaction, will subsist a long time,
without any notable Absumption. 1661 R. LOVKLL Anim.
fy A/in. 334 Trembling . . is cured, if from the absumption
and dissolution of spirits, by analepticks, moderate sleepe,
and wine.

Absurd (a-bs/rid), a. and sb. [a. Fr. absurds,
ad. L. absurd-us inharmonious, tasteless, foolish,

f. ab off, here intensive + surdus deaf, inaudible, in-

sufferable to the ear.]
A. adj.

} 1. Mus. Inharmonious, jarring, out-of-tune. Obs.
\

rare.

1617 Jamta Lin%. 773 A harpe maketh not an absurd sound.

2. Out of harmony with reason or propriety; in-

congruous, unreasonable, illogical. In modern use,

esp. plainly opposed to reason, and hence, ridicu-

lous, silly.

a. Of things.
'557 RKCORHK H'/irtst. Bb iij b, 8-12 is an Absurde nomber.

For it betokeneth lesse then nought by 4. 1602 SHAKS. Hand.
i. ii. 103 Fye, 'tis a fault to Heauen, A fault against the Dead,
a fault to Nature, To reason most absurd. 1671 J. WEBSTER
Metallogr. i. 5 That they had no other skill but oncly to em-

i

balm, were absurd to imagine. 1781 COWPKR Hoj>e 65 'Tis
|

grave philosophy's absurdest dream, That heaven's intentions
i

are not what they seem. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Rug, III.

249 That such reverence may be carried to an absurd extreme

is true. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. 36 It would be quite
absurd if a do/en travellers in one party were to light a dozen

separate fires, and cook a dozen separate meals.

b. Of persons.
1597 BACON Ess.) Ncgociating (1^-2} 196 Use also, such Per-

sons, as affect the Businesse, wherin they are Employed..
Froward and Absurd Men for Businesse that doth not well

beare out it Selfe. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rebel. I. in. 178
The next day after that Argument, Sir Arthur Haslerig, an

absurd, bold man . . preferr'd a Bill in the House of Commons.

1765 HARRIS Three Treat, in. 1. 161 Is not Education capable
of . . making us greatly Wise or greatly Absurd. 1874 BLACK
Pr. Thitle 16

' My dear fellow, 'said Ingram at last,
' don't be

absurd.'

f B. sb. An unreasonable thing, act, or statement.

Obs., now ABSURDITY.
\bv> IIistrio-mastix n. 264 Our heavenly poesie, That sacred

off-spring from the braine of Jove, Thus to be mangled with

prophane absurds. 1635 HKVWOOD Hierarch. v. 292 Ofwhich
Absurds, I'le make no more narration,

Absurdity (obso'idfti). [a. Fr. absurditc, f.

L. absurditdt-cm, n. of state f. absurd-us \ see AB-
SURD and -ITY.]

1 1. Mus. Lack of harmony, untunefulness.

1674 PLAYFORD Mustek in. 37 In the last disallowance, which

is when the upper part stands, and the lower part falls from

a lesser third to a fifth, many have been deceived, their ears

not finding the absurdity of it.

2. The state or quality of being absurd
; opposition

to obvious reason or truth ; folly.

1528 MORE Heresyes n. Wks. 1557, 184/2 Which argument
hath . . much inconuenience and absurdite folowynjj ther-

upon. 1615 CROOKS Body ofMan 507 In that he [Aristotle]

hath written concerning the vse of the brain . . he cannot be

redeemed from palpable absurdity. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 71 F 13 Divines have shewn the absurdity of delaying
reformation. 1798 FERRIAR Eng. Histor. 248 Caprice . . pre-

fers absurdity of invention to correct imitation. 1840 CAR-
LYLE Heroes (1858) 269 His Koran has become a stupid piece
of prolix absurdity.

3. Anything absurd ;
a statement, action, or cus-

tom opposed to obvious truth or sound reason ;
a

logical contradiction ;
a foolish error.

1528 MoRE//<rr<?w-Ji.Wks.i557, 138/2 All whiche absurdities

& vnreasonable fofyes appeareth as well in the worshippe of

our ymages, as in the Painims ydolles. 1570 BILLINGSLEY
Euclid i. i. 10 Of a demonstration leading to an . . absurditie,

you may haue an example in the fourth proposition. 1643
SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. (1656) i. 49 Moses . . committed
a grosse absurdity in Philosophy, when with these eyes of flesh

he desired to see God. 17*7 SWIFT Gulliver \\. viii. 168 The

mvn Times I. ii. 10 It is not that the demands of the Chartists

were anachronisms or absurdities.

ABUCCINATE.

Absurdly (sebsw-jdli), adv.
[f. ABSURD + -LY 2.]

In an absurd or foolish manner
;

in a manner

obviously opposed to what is reasonable or appro-
priate ; illogically.

1561 T. N[ORTON] Calvin's Inst. \. 22 They imagined God
to haue many natures although they thought somwhat lesse

absurdely than the rude people did of Jupiter, Mercuric,
Uenus, Minerua and other. 1660 R. COKE Jitst. Vind. Pref.

4 Mr. Hobbs . . therefore most absurdly makes jus naturae
to be contrary to lex naturae. 1784 COVVPER Task \\. 548 The
pastor . . taught To gaze at his own splendour, and to exalt

Absurdly, not his office, but himself. 1878 JEVONS Prim.
Pol. F'.con. 34 Anyone who has tried to .. play the piano,
without having learned to do it, knows how absurdly he fails.

Absurdness (ebsz>-idnes). [f. ABSURD + -NESS.]
The quality or state of being absurd ; absurdity.
1587 GOI.HING Mornays C/ir. Refig. (1617) xxvi. 458 The

absurdnesse which we suppose to be there [in Scripture], is

but a seeming so to our ignorance. 1612 BRINSI.KV Gram.
Sc/t. 212 What they cannot vtter well in Latine, cause them
first to do it naturally and huely in English, and shew them
your selfe the absurdnesse of their pronuntiation, by pro-

nouncing foolishly or childishly, as they do. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
Hulk and Sell: Cont., To make the best he can of the scurvy
recoil of his absurdness and impossibility.

i
Absurdum (absyudtfm). [L. neuter of ah-

surdus adj., used substantively as a scholastic term
in mcd. L.] An absurd or illogical conclusion or

condition. See REDUCTIO ad absttrdum.
a 1834 LAMB Sfcc.fr. Fuller 537 note, Setting up an ah*

sitrdutit on purpose to hunt it down. 1877 KINGLAKIC Criinrti

{ed. 6) I. xv. 342 Reducing the theory of Representative
Government to the absnrdum.

Absychitical, erroneous form of APSYCHICAL.

Abthain, abthane (ce-bl^in). [An Kng. or

rather Lowland Sc. formation on mod. L. abtliania,

for Gaelic Abdhaine, abbacy or abbotriek, abbatia,

variously written in the charters Abthcn, Ahthdn,
Abbathain, Abbcthayne. The meaning of Abthania

being lost, it was supposed to be some ancient

dignity, for the holder of which the imaginary title

of Abthanus was invented by Fordun (JSeotochron,
iv. xxxix.), and explained by him from a false ety-

mology as Father (abbas} or Superior ofthe 'Jliancs.

Thenceforward the imaginary Abthane flourished in

Scottish History, till the recent explanation of the

word by Dr. \V. F. Skene in Historians of Scot-

land IV, Fordun II. 413.]
1. Erroneous use: a 'Superior Thane.

1

1535 STKWAKT Cron. Scotl. II. 620 Duncane his oy succeidit

to his ring, His dochteris sone . , Quhilk weddit we.-" with the

Abthan of Dow. 1614 SELDEN Titles ofIfoner &$ Som in-

terpret their Thane by.. Steward; and deiiuer that the chief

Steward of Scotland was called Abthan. 1871 SKENE t ran si.

Fordun iv. xxxix, Abthane is the superior of the Thanes, or

their lord under the king.

2. Correct use : an abbacy (of the early Scottish

church).

1872 SKI-;NK 1'ordun II. 413 In the Chartulary of Ar-

bro.ith we have a grant of the 'Ecclesia Sancta Mariae de
veteri Munros, cum terra ejusdem ecclesiae, quae Scotice

Abthcn vocatur,' and in the confirmation by William the Lion
it is called 'terra Abbatiae de Munros.' These notices are

sufficient to show that the word Abthain was the equivalent
Scottice of Abbatia.
w If a representative of Gael, abdhainc, abthaitic,

med. L. abthania, is retained as a special term for

'the territory of those churches called Monasteria,
which were founded by the Columban clergy' in

ancient Celtic Scotland, the best form would be

Abthany, as distinct from the equivocal Abthane and

his supposed jurisdiction Abthanry or Abfhanagc.

Abthainry, abthanrie (x-bjjanri). Scot*

Hist. [f. prec. 4-KY.] An abbacy; the territory

and jurisdiction of an abbot
;
also the secular juris-

diction of what were previously abbatial lands. (Er-

roneously used as the jurisdiction of the imaginary
ABTHANE. As the office itself was \h.z Abthaine, the

words ABTHAINRY and ABTHANAGE are unnecessary,
and should be disused. See note to prec.)
1872 SKICSK Fordun IL 413 The following Abthainries ap-

pear in the Chartularies and Records : Dull, Abthania, etc.

Ibid. 414 The owners of an Abbatia or Abthanrie appear to

have occasionally borne the title of Abbe or Abbot.

Abthanage (rc'bjjaneds). [f.
ABTHANE + -AGE.]

The jurisdiction of theimaginaryABTHANE. See prec.

1872 E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Essays 127 A grant . . in which
the ecclesiastical and temporal prerogatives over a district

were alike vested in an abbot, seems to have been often known
in early days as an Abthanage.

Abtrude, variant of ABSTRUDE v. Obs.

t Abuccinate, "v. Obs.rare 1

',
more corr. ab-

bucinate. [f. L. a, ab from -t- bucdnd-re, properly
bndnd-rc to trumpet, publish abroad (f. budna a

trumpet) + -ATE a.] To proclaim as with a trumpet.
1569 T. NEWTON Cicero, Ofolde Age 8 a, But all men can not

bee Scipiones nor Maximl to abuccinate and recompt what

Cityes they have sacked.

Abuchment, abuchyment, variants of A-

BUSHMENT, Obs., ambush.

Abue, abuse, var. of ABOW, v. Obs., to bow.

Abuf, obs. form of ABOVE.

Abugge, obs. w. and s.w. form of ABTE v.
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ABUILYEIT.

tAbuilyeit, abnl;eit, ppl.a. Ol>s. [Sc.formof
HABILLED, f. vb. habille, Sc. abuly, a. Fr. habille-r

to fit out, array, attire.] Arrayed, attired.

1513 DOUGLAS sEn. xn. Prol. 34 Abul3eit in his lemand
fresche array, Furth of his palice riall ischit Phebus. 176*
ANDKKSON in Lecky Rationalism (1878) II. 286 twte. The
wives and daughters of merchants should be abuilzied \ifor 3).

Abuilyement, abul3ement, obs. Sc. forms of

ABILIMENT, HABILIMENT.
Abumbral ^b^-mbral), a. Zool. A shortened

equivalent of the following word.
1881 K. R. I-AXKESTERin Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 124 The

cells of the adumbral wall are like those of the ring-canal.
The cells of the abumbral wall are modified by the deposit
of block-like masses of a dense substance within them.

Abumbrellar (sc
:

b|Zmibre'laj,\ a. Zool. [mod.
f. L. alt away from + UMBRELLA, applied to the disk

of Acalcpha : cf. abacfinal, aboral.\ In sea-blub-

bers : pertaining to that surface of the velum or

marginal ridge, which is turned away from the
' umbrella' or disc, in opposition to the adumbrellar
surface which faces the ' umbrella.'

Abuna (ab/7-na). [Eth. and Arab. Abit-na,

pater noster, our father.] The Patriarch of the

Abyssinian Church.
1635 PAGITT Christianogr. 40 They are subject to a Patri-

arch of their owne, whom they call Abunna. c 1870 W. STAUN-
TOX Ecclcs. Diet. (ed. 4) Add. 2, Abuna, the native name for

. . the chief bishop of the Abyssinian church.

Abund, obs. north, form of ABOUND v.

Abund, pple. pass. Obs. OE. &c-hund-cn ) bound.
See BIND.

< 1280 Seven Sins in E. Eng. Poems 1 1862} 18 Nas neuer non
so fule ifund . as he in helle li|> abund.

Abundance (ab^ndans). Forms: 4-6 abun-
daunce, habundaunce, -ance ; 5-6 bound-
ance, haboundaunce, -ance ; 4-7 abouudaunce,
-ance; 4- abundance, [a. OKr, abundance, abon-

dance, hab- : L. abundantia, n. of state f. abun-

dant-cm, ABI'NDAXT. The spelling habundance fre-

quent in Fr. and Eng. from the i4th c. was due to

the word being mistakenly supposed to be a deriva-

tive of ha.bere to have. An aphetic boundance, 5-6,
was due to initial a being taken as the indef. art.

quasi a boundance]
1. Overflowing state or condition, overflow; super-

fluity; enough and more than enough: hence in a

looser sense, plentifulness, copiousness.
1366 MAUXDEV. (1839) xiv. 152 There ben hilles where men

geten gret plentee of manna, in gretter habundance than in

any other contree. 1382 WVCLIF .Mai. iii. 10 ^if >' shal not

opne to 3011 the gutters of heuen, and schal sheede out to

3011 blessyng vnto aboundaunce. 1446 HENRY Wallaces.
347 A land ofgret boundance. 1535 FISHER ll"ks. (1876) 382
You shall be partener to the more plentuous aboundance of
his loue. 1611 BIBLK Ps. cv, 30 The land brought foorth frogs
in abundance. 1756 BP. WATSON Apol.for Bible 190 There

,
were false prophets in abundance amongst the Jews. 1823 DK
QuiNCEY Isett.ou Educ. (1860) i.io My thoughts on that matter
are from the abundance of my heart.

2. An overflowing quantity or amount ;
a large

quantity, plenty.
1340 Ayenb. 261 Abundance and plenty" of alleguode. 1483

CAXTOS G. dc la Tour 11868) 135 They shalle yeue accompte
of thaire habundance of the worldely goodes that they haue
had. 1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 148 What cracker is this same
that deafes our eares With this abundance of superfluous
breath? 1722 J)K FOE .!/<>//. Fl, (1840) 346 I ordered abun-
dance o/ good things for our comfort in the voyage. 1824
DIBDIN Lib. Comp. 112 Abundance of valuable information.

b. Less correctly: A large number, very many.
I 37S BARBOUR Bruce x. no Quhar men mycht se So gret

aboundance cum off fe, That it war voundir till behald.

1687 T. BROWN Saints in an Ufiroar Wks. 1730 I. 82 Abun-
dance of worthless and fabulous scoundrels. 1751 FIELDING
Amelia Wks. 1784 IX. xi. ii. 254 There are abundance. .

who want a morsel of bread for themselves and their families.

3. Plentifulness, or plentiful supply, of the good
things of life

; superfluity, affluence, wealth.

138* \V\cu? Lui-e xii. 15 (.Lea Wilson's MS.) Be war froal

coueytise, for not in J>e aboundaunce of any man is his liif.

1535 CoVEttDALE iChron. xxx. 16 O Lorde oure God, all

this abundaunce . . came of thy hande. 1611 BIBLE Eccl. v.

12 But the abundance of the rich will not suffer him tosleepe.
1653 HOLCROFT Frocopiits \. 17 Victory brings all to that
side it enclines to. In your swords therefore consists your
safety, and aboundance. 1857 Bohn's Handbk. ofProv. 305
Abundance, like want, ruins many.
f4. a. Added to nouns: In abundance, in large

quantity, or number. (Probably after the analogy
of wine enough, ships enow.*} Obs. b. Adverbially
before adj. : Very much, a great deal. Obs.

1675 HOBBES Iliad 106 For ships abundance laden were
come in. Ibid. 164 While spears abundance at him hurled
were. Odyssey 103 Sheep & goats there lay Abundance
sleeping. Ibid. 167 And wine abundance drink. 1710 SWIFT
Baucis tf Phil. Wks. 1755 III. n. 35 The ballads pasted on
the wall . . Now seem'd to look abundance better, Improv'd
in picture, size, and letter.

t AblTD-dancy. Obs. [ad. L. abundantia
;
see

prec. and -NCY.] The quality or state of being
abundant ; abundantness, plentifulness.
1620 SHELTON DonQnixote III. xxix. 202 The Clearness of

the Water, the gentle Current, and the Abundancy of the

liquid Crystal. 1654 SIR A. COKAINE Loredano's Dianea i. 6
She breathed out most hot sighs . . accompanied with an

abundancy of teares.
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Abundant (abundant), a. ; for forms cf. ABUN-
DANCE, [a. OFr. abundant, abondant, hab- : L.

abundant-cm overflowing, pres. pple. of abundd-re
t

f. ab away from + unda-re to flow in waves, f. unda
a wave. For initial //- see ABUNDANCE.]
1. Overflowing, more than sufficient

; existing in

great plenty, plentiful, ample ; (properly of fluids,

but transferred to other substances and to qualities).
c 1450 TREVISA Higden (Rolls Ser.) I. 367 The water was

so habundante that hit pereschede Je woman with herechilde.

1509 FISHER \Vks. (1876) 120 Where synne is haboundant
charity waxeth colde. 1535 COVERDALE Dan. v. n Because
that soch an abundaunt sprete, knowlege & wisdome was
founde in him. 1611 BIBLE i Tim. i. 14 And the grace of
our Lord was exceeding abundant, with faith, and loue.

1783 COWPER Let. Nov. 24 Wks. 1876, 148 A treatment which
I had abundant reason to expect. 1874 HELPS Sac. Press.
iii. 46 The larger the town the more abundant and varied
is the noise in it.

2. Possessing in excessor superfluity; hence, having
great plenty, wealthy, abounding. Const, in (ofobs.}
1366 MAUNDKV. (1839) xxi. 230 To defend the and thi

contree that art so habundant of Tresore. c 1400 Destr. Troy
xin. 5205 The same yle I said you, Cicill is call, Ay abundand
of blisse. Ibid. v. 1695 All abundaunt in blisse. c 1450 TREVISA
Higden (Rolls Ser.) I. 108 Also that londe of Juda is . . ha-
bundaunt in hony & mylke. 1526 TINDALE 2 Cor. xi. 23 They
are the ministers of Christ . . I am moare ; in labours moare
aboundant. 1611 BIBLE Isa. Ivi. 12 To morrow shal be as
this day, and much more abundant. 1789-96 MORSE Amer.
Geog. II. 42 The river Motala . . is very abundant in salmon.
c 1854 STANLEY Sinai $ Palest. (1858) vii. 313 The one river
of Palestine . . abundant in its waters.

3. qitasi-adv.
a 1725 POPE Odyssey xvi. 237 They wept abundant and

they wept aloud.

Abundantly (ibarndSntli), adv.
;

for forms
cf. ABUNDANCE, [f. prec. + -LY-.] Overflowingly,

exceedingly, enough and to spare ; hence, in large

measure, plentifully, copiously, amply, sufficiently
for all purposes. (Formerly compared abundant-

liet'j abundantliest?)
1382 WVCLIF Tab. iv. 9 If myche were to thee, abundauntli

3if [1388 jyue thou plenteuousli]. c 1460 SIR j. FORTESCUE
Abs. ff Lint. Hlon. (1714) 31 It is verey necessary, .that
the Kyng have aboundantly, wherewith his astate may be

honorably kepte. 1533 ELYOT Castel of Helth (1541) 34
Mylke taken to purge melancoly wold be drunke in the

morning abundantly. 1603 Eng. ^lonrning Garment in

Harl. Misc. (Malh. ) II. 497 Her table was the abundantliest
furnished of any princes in the world. 1611 BIBLE Gen. ix.

7 Be ye fruitful!, and multiply, bring foorth aboundantly in

the earth. 1786 BURKE Art. agst. IV. Hastings Wks. 1842
II. 131 The evil designs of the said Hyder Keg were abun-

dantly known. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India III. v. iv. 432
They began now to feel their situation abundantly uneasy.
1880 GEIKIE Phys. Gcog. ii. 8. 54 The vapour which rises so

abundantly from sea and land into the atmosphere diffuses

itself through the air.

' Abundary. Obs. rare l
. [f.L.am/-.r'abun-

dant,' after the analogy of luminary, granary, and
other forms in -AHY = L. -ariiim."] An overflowing
source, a fountain-head.
1622 DONNE Serm. (1839) VI. 215 And to these [the cate-

chisms, homilies etc.] as to Heads and Abundaries, from
whence all Knowledge necessary to Salvation may Abun-

dantly be Derived, he directs the Meditations of Preachers.

Abune, obs. north, form of ABOVE.

t Abu'rden, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. A- pref. 1 1, in-

tensive + BURDEN ^.] To burden, oppress.
1620 SHELTON Don Quixote I. in. viii. 187 From whence I

have no hope ever to return, my years do so aburden me.

Aburn, aburne, obs. forms of AUBURN.
Abtirst (abz>'jst), adv., prop./Aroj/. [A/rc/.l

of state + BURST sb. The modern use of the word
is not descended from the old, but analogous to

ABLOOM, etc.]

+ 1. In a burst (of rage, etc.).

1205 LAYAMON II. 639 Cnihtes an burste weoren. 1250
Cnihtes a borst weren.

2. In a bursting condition ; bursting.
1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights $ Ins. II. xxxvi. 650 Country

like this, all alive, and aburst, and teeming.

Abnsable (abi/7-zab'l), a. [f. ABUSE v. + -ABLE.]
1 1. Of abusing or deceiving character ; deceptive.
Obs.
1660 H. MORE MysL of Godl. 25 As for that abusable

Opinion of Imputative Righteousness . . I have shewn my dis-

satisfaction touching that point.

2. Capable of being abused.

1667 H. MORE Dii'.Dial. (1713) in. xxxix. 288 Whose Humor
is to abuse in me whatever is or is not abuseable.

1 Abu'sage Obs. [f. ABUSE v. + -AGE.] Abuse,

misuse, perversion ;
defilement.

1548 GESTE Preuce Masse 133 He commaunded only y*

ryght usage and not y abusage . . of y* premisses . . He doth
. . detest y abusers with there abusage of hys commaunded
service. 1617 WITHER Fidelia in Jn-ven. 1633, 453 But grant I

had been guilty of abusage, Of thee I'm sure I ne'er deserved
such usage. 1649 W. BLITH Eng. Imfr. (1653) 192 Many good
Ploughs are utterly spoyled in the usage or abusage.
Abuse (abizrz), v. [a. Fr. abuse-r (cf. Pr. and

Sp. abusar, It. abusarc\ pointing to a popular L.

*ahiisa-ret f. abtls-us, pa. pple. of abut-i, \. to use

up, 2. to misuse, 3. (late L.) to disuse, f. ab away
-f ////, nsits to USE.]
fl. Sc. To disuse, give up. Obs.

1471 Parl. Jas. Ill (1814) ioo(jAM.) At [
= That] the futba!

ABUSE.
and golf be abusit in tym cummyng, & the buttis maid up,
& schilling usit.

2. To use improperly, to misuse
;
to make a bad

use of, to pervert, or misemploy ; to take a bad

advantage of.

1413 LYDGATE Pylg. Sowle (1859) i. xv. 12 Wei thou wost
who that me hath abused, myn enemy, that hath me now
accused. 1483 CAXTON Cato gviij, Thou oughtest to dys-
pende thy goodes bymesure . . tothende that men sayen not
that thou abusest them. 1581 LYLY Enphues (1636) E. x,
How wantonly, yea and how willingly haue we abused our

golden time. 1611 BIBLE iCor. ix. 18 That I abuse not my
power in the Gospel. 1663 GERBIER Counsel Cvj.a, With
more I shall not presume to abuse your Lordships patience.

1771 Juniits Lett. Ixi. 317 The liberty of the press may be
abused. 1829 SCOTT Rob Roy i. 64 I dare not promise that
I may not abuse the opportunity so temptingly offered me.

1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. x. 503 Restoring his brother
to the authority which he had so abused.

fb. To use in error, to mistake. Obs.

1548 TURNER Names of Herbes 29 Cholchicum is abused
of some Poticaries for Hermodactylus. 1551 Herbal(\ffA~}
i. 41 Some have abused long smallage for persely, wherein

they have been deceived.

1 3. To misrepresent, colour falsely ;
to adulterate.

reft. To show oneself in false colours, to make false

pretensions. Obs.
c 1430 LYDGATE 5^^*1^(1554) 1X - ' I97^> With litlegrayn,

your chaffe ye can abuse. 1509 HAWES Past, ofPteas, xviii.

84 O goodd madame ! though that they abused Them to

theyr Tadyes in theyr great deceyte, Yet am I true. 1697
View ofPenal Laws 243 None selling Wines in Gross shall

abuse or mix any of them with other Ingredients. 1701 Eng.
Theophr. Pref. 4 How miserably that noble author has been
abused by his Translators. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones (1840)
xvii. ii. 243/2 He hath been abused, grossly abused to you.

1 4. To make a wrong use of any one's confidence ;

to impose upon, cheat, or deceive (a person). Obs.

but preserved in the negative disabuse.

1481 CAXTON Myrronr n. ix. 87 Wherof . . the maronners
saylling by this see ben gretely deceyued and abused. 1553
LYNDESAY Jllon. i. 1004 Rychtso the woman hir excusit,
And said :

' the serpent me abusit.' 1649 JER. TAYLOR Great

Exentp. in. xvii. 65 He was abused into the act by a Pro-

phet. 1702 Eng. Theophr. 248 A Prince that desires by
means of his Ambassador to deceive any other Prince, must
first abuse his own Ambassador, to the end he should speak
with the more earnestness. 1776 WESLEY Wks. 1830 IV. 39
Many saw how miserably they had been abused by those

vulgarly called Gospel Preachers.

\ b. refl. and/tzjj. To be deceived, mistaken. To
be abused upon or in : to form a mistaken idea

of, to fall into error about. Obs.

1477 CAXTON Jason 41 b, If ye juge the disposition of my
body after the colour of my face ye be gretly abused. 15*5
LD. BERNERS J'roissart II. ccxxiv. [ccxx.J 703 The Christen
men were abused vpon ii. popes . . some beleuyng on the one

ope, and some vpon the other. Ibid, ccxxv. [ccxxL] 704 [He]
ad great dout that he was sore abused in those two popes.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \. 41 You are much abused if you
think your vertue can withstand the Kings power. 1660

HOWELL, Thou dost abuse thyself grossly : Tn t'abuses tout
a fait, a 1718 PENN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 766 That so we
may not profane the name of God . . nor abuse our selues

unto Eternal Perdition. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827)
VII. xvii. 305 To see themselves abused in the hopes they
had entertained.

5. To ill-use or maltreat; to injure, wrong, or hurt.

1556 W. LAUDER Tractate 331 And, geue thay haue the
floke abusit, Je, Kyngs, sail be for that accusit. 1611 BIBLE
2 Mac. xiv. 42 Chusing rather to die manfully, then to come
into the hands of the wicked to be abused otherwise then
beseemed his noble birth. i66z KILLER Worthies 117 He
that abuseth his servants, giving them too little food or

sleep. 1691 LUTTRELL BriefReI. (1857) H- 3*5 The duke of
Norfolke was abused in the fray at the playhouse. 1756
BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 30 In this kind of government
human nature is not only abused and insulted, but it is actu-

ally degraded. Mod. It is the characteristic of the English
drunkard to abuse his wife and family.

6. To violate, ravish, defile. W&s.
1553 LYNDESAY Monardie i. 1236 Quhow men and wemen

schamefullye Abusit thame selfis vnnaturallye. 1611 BIBLE

Jndg. xix. 25 And abused her all the night vntil the morn-

ing. 1767 FORDYCE Sertn, to Yng. Women I. i. 9 He that
abuses you dishonours hts mother.

7. To wrong with words
;
to speak injuriously of

or to ; to malign, revile, a. trans.

1604 SHAKS, Oth. v. i. 123 I am no Strumpet, but of life as

honest, As you that thus abuse me. 1705 OTWAY Orphan \\.

iv. 564 What have I done ? and why do you abuse me ? 1839
KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. II. 52 A preface in which the Pope
was abused in the most virulent terms.

b. intr.

1468 Covetitry Myst. (1841) 73 Whqw durste thou amonge
fruteful presume and abuse ?

Abase (abi-s), sb, [a. Fr. abus\ L. abusus, I.

wearing out, 2. misuse
;

n. of completed action

from abiit-i. See ABUSE z>.]

fl. The process of using up or wearing out. Obs.

1539 CRANMER Col. ii. 22 Touch not, last not, handell not :

whych all peryeshe thorow the very abuse [WyctiF vse.

TINDALE & 1611 vsinge].

2. Wrong or improper use, misuse, misapplica-
tion, perversion.
1538 BALE Thre Lawes 709 These two wyll hym so vse

Ichonein their abuse. 1602 WARNER Albion's England (1612)
ix. Iii. 236 Yet things, that of themselues be good, abuse

brings out of square. 1756 C. LUCAS On Waters I. 29 I have
observed the same from the abuse of Spa water. 1846 MILL
Logic (1868) i. ii. 4. 29 Imitating him in this abuse of lan-

guage. i86a LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const. \. 18 It would be a

great abuse of terms to call the Venetian a Mixed Aristo-

cracy. 1879 G. C. HARLAN Eyesight vi. 78 It [tendency to

p
h



ABUSED.

short sight] may sometimes originate In later life from abuse

of the eyes.

b. Rhet. Improper use of words, catachresis.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pwsia (iB6g) 190, Catachresis, or the

Figure of abuse . . if for lacke of naturall and proper terme

or worde we take another, neither naturall nor proper and

do vntruly applie it to the thing which we would seeme to

expresse. a 1716 SOUTH 12 Serm. (1744) II. 93 The acception

of the word amongst the Greeks and Latines . . is through
abuse and degeneration.

3. A bad or improper usage {i.e. a use which has

become chronic), a corrupt practice.

1486 CAXTON Cnrial 3 The abuses of the courte . . ben

suche that a man is neuer suffred tenhaunce hymself. 1550

CROWLEY Last Trumpet 615 Thou learned man, do not dis-

dayne . . Thy greate abuses to refrayne, And in thy callyng

to go ryght. 1699 DR. TANNER in Pepys
1

Diary VI. 186 Some
letters about the abuses of Christ's Hospital, a 1745 SWIFT

Adv. of Relig. Wks. 1824 VIII. 107 The nature of things is

such, that, if abuses be not remedied, they will certainly in-

crease. 1780 BURKE Sp. on Econ. Ref. Wks. III. 247 There

is a time, when the hoary head of inveterate abuse will neither

draw reverence, nor obtain protection. 1855 MACAULAV Hist.

En%. IV. 121 It seemed perfectly natural that he should

defend abuses by which he profited.

f4. Imposture, deceit; delusion. Obs.

1555 Fardle of Facions, Pref. 15 Some he [the deuell] re-

uersed into their former abuses and errours. 1602 SHAKS.

Ham, iv. vii. 51 Or is it some abuse? Or no such thing?

1605 Macb. in. iv. 142 My strange and self-abuse Is the

initiate feare, that wants hard vse. 1653 URQUHART Rabe-

lais i. xlv, Do the false prophets teach you such abuses ?

f5. Injury, wrong, ill-usage. Obs.

1593 SHAKS. $Ifen. 1 7, in. iii. 188 Did I let passe th' abuse

done to my Neece ? 1598 Merry It'i7vs v. iii. 8 My hus-

band will not reioyce so much at the abuse of Falstaffe, as

he will chafe at the Doctors marrying my daughter. 1682

LUTTRELL BriefRel.(i%<tf) I. 224 Lieutenant Colonel Quiney
. . offered an abuse to Sir John Lawrence by pulling him
down off the hustings.

6. Violation, defilement (now only in self-abuse}.

1580 SIDNEY A re. n. (T.), Was it not enough for him to have

deceived me, and through the deceit abused me, and after

the abuse forsaken me'.' 1751 CHAMBERS CycL s.v. Abuse,
Self-Abuse is a phrase used by some late writers for the crime

of self-pollution.

7. Injurious speech, reviling, execration; abusive

language.
1559 Myrroitre for Mag. \. 4 Blowen up the blast of all

abuse. 1603 SHAKS. Mcas.for .!/. v. i. 347 Harke how the

villaine would close now, after his treasonable abuses. 1759
DILWORTH Life ofPope 77 Mr. Pope bore for a long time the

gross abuses thrown out by his adversaries. 1780 HARRIS
Pkilol. Enq. (1841) 534 For every past age, when present,
has been the object of abuse, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
(1861) V. xxiv. 128 The two parties, after exchanging a good
deal of abuse, came to blows.

Abused (abi/7-zd), ///. a. [f. ABUSE v. + -ED.]

fl. Worn out, consumed by use; hence, disused,

obsolete. Obs,

1494 FABYAN vi, Whiche made theyr prayers to goddes
abused, As Jupiter and Mars. 1536 BELLENDENE Boece's

Cron. Scotl. (1821) I. 260 Thay convenit in Argyle . . to lerne

thair pepill the art of chevalry; for thay war mony yeris

abusit, but ony exercition thairof.

2. Misused ; wronged, done violence to, violated.

159* SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. iv. i. 29 Poore soule thy face is

much abus'd with teares. 1605 Lear iv. vii. 15 O you
kind Gods ! cure this great breach in his abused Nature !

1645 USSHER Body ofDhin. (1647) 226 For the brazen Ser-

pent abused, was worthily broken in pieces. 1719 DE FOE
Rob. Crusoe i. 42 Abus'd Prosperity is oftentimes made the

very Means of our greatest Adversity.
3. Imposed upon, deceived, mistaken, misguided.
1473 WARKWORTH Chron. 13 Sere Jhon Westerdale, whiche

aftyrward for his abused disposycion was casten in presone.
1549 Contpl. Scotl. (1872) viii. 72 O ignorant, abusit, ande
dissaitful pepil. 1660 MILTON Free Coinmw. 454 The gene-
ral defection of a misguided and abus'd Multitude. 1706
ADDISON Rosamd. n. vi. Misc. Wks. 1726 L 123 The bower
turns round, my brain's abus'd, The Labyrinth grows more
confus'd. x8oi SOUTHEY TJtalaba iv. 9 Wks. IV. 140 Things
view'd at distance through the mist of fear, By their dis-

tortion terrify and shock, The abused sight.

t Abusedly (abi/7'zedli), adv. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. prec. + -LY -.] Mistakenly, improperly; by abuse

of language.
1625 J. WODROEPHE Marrow of Fr. Tongue \. 180 The

Inhabitants and trades-men are (abusedly) called
' Monsieur

and Madame.'

Abusee (abi:zr). [f.
ABUSE -v. + -EE.] One who

is abused
;
correl. to ABUSER.

1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trumpet 1. 9 Abuse, intemperate, ex-

cites our sympathies, not for the abuser but the abusee.

t Abu'seful, a. Obs. [f. ABUSE sb. + -FUL.] A-

bounding in abuse ; using or practising abuse
j

abusive, reproachful.
1641 Caval. Adv. to his Maj. 7 The abusefull termes he

spoke. 1660 HOWELL, An Abusefull fellow : Faschetix, abn-
settr. 1693 T. BARLOW Remains 397 He scurrilously Reviles
the King and Parliament by the abuseful Names of Here-
ticks and Schismaticks.

t AbU'Sefolly, adv. Obs. rare. [f.prec. + -LY2.]
In an abuseful or abusive manner; abusively; im-

properly.
1656 EARL OF MONM. Advert.fr. Parn. 239 Maintaining

promise both to God and man, which most commonly is so

abusefully measured by the compass of interest. 1672 R.
TAYLOR Cromwell, orFlagel. 22 Most abusefully employed in

hyring Wagons for the Earl of Essex's Army.
Ab-usefulness. rare. Used by Kuskin for,

Capability of improper use.

1861 RUSKIN Unto this Last 124 And it depends on the

45

person, much more than on the article, whether its useful-

ness or ab-usefulness will be the quality developed in it.

t Abu'sement. Obs. [a. Fr. abustmtnt ' an

abusing, or misusing, mockery, beguiling,' Cotgr.,
f. abuser: see ABUSE v. and -MENT.] An abusing
or misleading,
1819

' R. RABELAIS' Abeillard $ Hctoisa 333 Amusements
which Abeillard had prov'd abasements.

Abuser 1 (abi-zai). [f. ABUSE e/. + -EB 1
]. One

who abuses : hence,

1. One who uses improperly, misuses, misapplies
or perverts ;

a perverter.
c 1450 Moral Play in Le Bibliophile, i May 1863, 55 An

abuser of Justice hateth my syght. 1638 WlLKlNS Xcu*
World (1707) ix. 67 There being not any Absurdity . . for

which these Abusers of the Text will not find out an argu-
ment. 1746 J. HKRVKY Medit. fy Contempt. (1818) 42 God . .

may swear in his wrath, that such abusers of his long-suffer-

ing 'shall never enter into his rest.' 1860 Westui. Rev. (N.S.)
No. 35. 66 The abusers of power received a merited amount
of censure.

f 2. One who perverts truth or abuses confidence ;

a deceiver or impostor. Obs.

1579 TO.MSON Calvin's Seri. Timothy 826/2 All they which

giue themselues to wickednesse . . are false varlets & abusers,
in pretending at this day the name of Christians. 1604
SHAKS.(^Mt'//(?i.ii.78,I therefore apprehend and do attach thce, >

For an abuser of the World, a practiser Of Arts inhibited, i

1614 ROWLANDS l-'ooies Bolt For so doth Sathan, soules

abuser, First tempt to ill, then turne accuser. 1667 DI.NHA.M

Sophy (J.) Next thou, the abuser of thy prince's ear.

3. One who uses badly or injures ; an ill-user,

violator
;
one who seduces, a ravisher.

c 1608 FLETCHER Fait/if. Shcph. I. 230 Retire awhile Behind
this Bush, till we have known that vile Abuser of young
Maidens. 1611 BIBLE i Cor. vi. 9 Nor adulterers, nor effemi-

nate, nor abusers of themselues with mankine. 1665 J.
SPENCER Prodigies 127 (T.) That day of vengeance, wilt-ruin

God will destroy the murderers and abusers of his servants.

4. One who reviles, or decries ;
a reviler.

1836 HOP. SMITH Tin Trumpet I. 9 Abuse, intemperate, ex-

cites our sympathies, not for the abuser but the abusee. 1861

FLOR. NIGHTINGALE Nursing 53 I should be very glad if any
of the abusers of tea would point out what to give to an Eng-
lish patient after a sleepless night, instead of tea.

t Abuser- (abi/rzai). Obs. [a. Fr. abusef inf.

used subst. : see ABUSE v.] Illegal or wrongful use.

1646 in Rushworth's Hist. Coll. I. iv. 316 That an act be

passed for granting and confirming of the charters . . of the

City of London, notwithstanding any Nonuser, Misuser or

Abuser, a 1734 NORTH Kxainen in. viii. 60. 630 The Cor-

poration . . for every unlawful Act done by the Body was

seisable, for tbe Abuser, as forfeited.

tAbu'sh.(e, abu'sse, abirsche, -<-' Obs.

[Reduced form of AMBUSH v., 3-4 en-bush, aii-

bush, a. OFr. cm-busche~r\ the toneless Fr. en-,

phonetically treated in Eng. as toneless OE. an-,

became a-, and then often disappeared ;
hence the

series, en-bvrsh, an-birsh(nowa'rnbush), a-birsh,
;

bush.] To ambush.
c 1300 Life of ticket 1382 In huding as it were . . for he him

abussed there. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 187 Saladyn priuely
was bussed beside be florn. Ibid. Sarazins . . enbussed borgh
be feld. c 1350 IVill. Palerne 3634 A fersche ost . . a-buschid

per bi-side, in a brent greue.
1 Abu'slmient. Obs. Forms: 4 abusse-, a-

buche-, abuchy-ment, 4-6abusshe-, abusche-

ment, 5-6 abuschment, 6 abushment. [Reduced
form of AM-BUSHMENT, in 3-4 an-bu-shment, en-

bu'shment,a.OFr.w/-w.sr/w;/tv^(seeprec.); whence
the series enbirshment, an-bu'shment, a-bu'sh-

ment, bu'shraent.] Ambushment, ambush.
1380 Sir Feritmb. 1380 Of ys enbuschyment ban brak he

out. 812 Of bys anbuschymentis Jxm brek out. 798 And
leued jond on a-buchyment. 2898 No^t fer fro ben buchy-
ment here. 1485 CAXTON Charles the Crete 133 Your peple
that shal be hydde in the busshement shal come out on
them. 1489 Faytcs ofA rmcs I. xxviii. 83 To putte abusshe-

ment where as they shal passe fore-by. 1392 WYRLEV Ar-
morie ii. 45 Vs to in trap abushment one they plast.

t Abu'shinently, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY^.]
In ambush, by way of ambuscade.

1553 HULOKT Abcedarium, s.v., Abushmently, or in Abush-

ment, Confertim.

Abusing (abi-zirj\ vbl. sb.
[f.
ABUSE v. + -ING *

.]

fl. The action or process of using up. Obs.

1554 J. PHILPOT Exam, fy Writings (1842) 419 Touch not,

taste not, handle not, which all perish with the abusing of

them.

2. The action or process of misusing, perverting,

spoiling, injuring, reviling. (Now mostly gerundial.)
4:1530 Lett, on Supp. of Mon. (1843) 12 Hys [Latimer's]

mynde ys myche more agenst the abusyng off thynges then

agenst the thynge hytt selfe. 1398 SHAKS. Merry Wives i. iv.

4 Here will be an old abusing of God's patience, and the

King's English. 1617 HIEKON Wks. 1619-20 II. 125 What
specialties are ripped vp, both of Gods fauours to their state,

& of their abusings of His goodnesse. 1678 Trans, at Ct. of

Spain 24 The abusing of Money that I have been speaking
of. Mod. To try the old device of abusing the plaintiff's

attorney.

t Abu'sioXL. Obs. [a. OFr. abusion, ad. L. abtl-

sion-cw, n. of action f. alnltit
abilsus : see ABUSE v.

Exceedingly common from 4 to 6
; but not in

Bible 1611, and rare after.]

1. Misuse, misapplication, perversion.
( 1450 LONELICH Grail xxx. 380, To putten so foul a thing

in Abvcioun To so riche a thing with-outen Comparison.

ABUSIVE.

1528 MORK fferesycs in. Wks. 1557 245/1 I would not for my
mynde witholde the profile that one good deuoute vnlerned

ley man might take by the reading, not for the harme that
an hundred heretikes would fall in by theyr own wilful abu-
sion. 1549 CHALONLR tr. Erasmus, Morix Enc. What is

madnesse else, savyng a general errour and abuhion of the

mynde? 1558 KENNEDY Compend. Tract, in Miscell. Wod.
Soc. (1844) 152 To mak up thair housis be abusioun of the

patrimony of the Kirk.

2. Perversion of the truth ; deceit, deception, im-

posture ;
also an instance of such perversion or

deception.
c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLawes T. 116 Many a subtyl re-

soun forth they leyden ; They spekyn of magike, and of
abusioun. 1485 CAXTON C/ias. the Crete 53 Leue the creaunce
of thy god Mahon & of other ydolles, whyche ben but abu-

syon and decepcyon. 1543 HAI.L Chron. (1809) 844 Indul-

gencies and Pardons graunted . . to the Abusion of the people
and the deceivyng of our Soules. 1596 SPKNSER /'".(?. n. ,\i.

ii Foolish Delights and fond Abusions, Which doe that sence

besiege with fond illusions. 1640 YORKK I'nion ofHonour 48
This intoxication, and abusion of the World, was wonderfully
encreased by the secret revolt of Sir Robert Clifford, Knight.
3. Rhet. Misapplication or perversion of terms,

catachresis. (Cf. L. abnsio in Cicero and Quintil.)
1553 WILSON Rhet, 93 Abusion, called of the Grecians Cata-

chresis, is when for a proper certaine woorde we use that

which is most nighe unto it. 1636 15. JONSON Eug.Grani.(ib()'2\
i. xi. 680 Many Diminutives there are, which rather be abu-

sions of Speech, than any proper English words.

4. Violation of law or right, outrage, wrong ;

anything opposed to propriety ;
bad or improper

usage ; corrupt or shameful fact or practice.
t 1374. CHAL-CER Troy Ius iv. 991 And certes that were an

abusion, That God shuld haue no perfyt clere weling More
than we men. a 1420 OCCLKVK De Reg, Princ. 40 Fy ! it is to

Sete
an abusioun, To see a man, that is but wormes mete,

esire richi:sse &grete possessioun. 1482 ^tonkofEresham
(1869) 58 Grete bestys onnaturally schapyne . . in a fowle

damnable abusion compellyd hem to medylle with hem. 1557
MURE Edward F 11641) 72 Howbeit much of this great abu-

sion might be amended. 1547 Homilies 11640) i. x. in. 7^

Usurped power full of enormities, abusions, and blasphemie>.
a 1718 PF.NN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 519 The Ancient Common
Law of England . . declares, That all Restraints of Jurors
are Abusions of the Law.

5. Contemptuous or reproachful language ;
re-

; viling, insult.

1382 WYCI.IF Ps. xx.vi. 18 Trecherous lippis, That speken

|
a}en the rijtwis wickidnes, in pride and in abusioun [1611

contemptuously]. 1529 RASTKLL Pastyme, Hist, firit. (181 rl

; 292 With many sclaunderous wordes, to the great abu^yon
' of all the audyence. 1553-87 FOXE A. fy JA (1596) 1018/1 I

:

will leant; out Christes answere, least I should be thought
I

ouer free and plaine in . . uttering of abusions.

t Abusious, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. ABUSI<>X on ana-

j logy of pairs like vexation, vexatious ;
cf. Fr. abus-

' eitx 'full of abuses' (Cotgr.) See -ous.] Given to
'

abuse, abusive.

1594 Taming of a Shr&u iv. Marrie, my timber shall tell

the trustie message of his maister even on the very forehead

uf thee, thou abusious villaine.

Abusive (abi/7'siv\ a. [a. Fr. abusif -ivc : L.

ahu$m-n$t
f. alnlsus : see ABUSE and -IVE. Some

of the meanings are direct from L.] Characterized

by abuse or abusing : hence

1. Wrongly used, perverted, misapplied, improper:
in Rhetoric, catachrestic.

1583 FULKK Dcf.^
vi. 253 You are driven to seek a silly

shadow for it [sacrificial power) in the abusive acception and

sounding of the English word 'priest.' 1603 FI.ORIO JA>-

taigne\\6^i. xxii-48 Notwithstanding this abusive custome,

loyaltie in married women is highly regarded. 1651 BAXTER

Inf. Bapt. 89 Therefore it is smfull to prefer before it an

abusive sence, wherein Scripture never useth the word.

1710 SHAFTESBURY Charact i. 2 (1737) II. 192 [Thou] didst

mock Heaven's Countenance, and in abusive Likeness of

the Immortals mad'st the Compound Man. 1859 SIR W.
HAMILTON Lcet. Metaph. II. xxxiii. 262 The Reproductive
Imagination (or Conception, in the abusive language of the

Scottish philosophers) is not a simple faculty.

2. Full of abuses ; corrupt, arch.

1589 NASHE Anaf. Absurd. 5 The abusive enormities of

these our times. 1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. iv. 281 If our

Lawyers will In their abusive wayes continue still. 1780
BL-RKE Sp. on Econ. Ref. Wks. 1842 I. 238 First . . is the

royal household. This establishment, in my opinion, is ex-

ceedingly abusive in its constitution. 1838 HALLAM Hist.

Lit. 1. 1. iv. 55. 299 The determination of Leo to persevere
in defending all the abusive prerogatives of his see.

f 3. Deceitful, cheating. Obs.

1602 DANIELL Civ. Wars iv. Ixxxv. (1718) II. 136 When as

th
r

illighten'd Soul discovers clear Th' abusive Shews of

Sense. 1624 BACON Consid. on IVariuitk Spain Wks. 1740
III. 515 Whatsoever is gained by an abusive treaty, ought to

be restored in integntm. 1667 Decay ofChr, Piety iv. 3.

222 He dazles their eyes with the glorious, but abusive

proposal of becoming like Gods

1 4. Given to misusing, ill-using, perverting. Obs.

1652 J. BURROUGHES E*p. Hosta vii. 276 Most are abusive

in their desires after, and use of the creature. 1669 PENN
No Cross xiv. 8 Wks. 1726 I. 351 The Fashions and Recrea-

tions now in Repute are very abusive of the End of Man's

Creation.

5 . Employing or containing bad language or

insult ; scurrilous, reproachful.
1621 HOWELL Lett. (1650) 1. 6z_Some years since, there was

Poi

1 1 1. 1 The Subject is nice, the Age abusive, the Town full of

Observers and Reviewers. 1865 DICKENS Our Mnt. Friend
xv. 381 You're an . . abusive . . bad old creature.



ABUSIVELY.

Abusively <abi/?sivli\ adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.]
In an abusive manner: hence,
1. In awrong use, improperly, incorrectly. Rhct. By
improper use of language orterms ; catachrestically.

Freart, Paral. ofA rehit. vii. 24 The Ionic fluting which is

abusively employ'd in this place. 1678 CUDWORTH Intellect.

Syst. 220 Goodness and Providence, Personated, are some-
times also Abusively, called Gods and Goddesses. 1728
MORGAN Hist. Algiers II. i. 213 The Spaniards, most cor-

ruptly & most abusively murder & confound several Letters.

1836 LANDOR Per. $ Asp. Wks. 1846 II. 378 Her malignity
alone could influence so abusively the generous mind of

Agapenthe. 1874 TRENCH Sacr. Lat. Poetry (ed. 3) Introd. 18
Nnmeri is only abusively applied to verses which rest on
music and time, and not on the number of the syllables.
2. With abusive language ; reproachfully, foully.
1755 JOHNSOM Diet., Abusively, reproachfully, a 1797 H.

WALPOLB G*wyr//(i847) I. xii. 408 Delayal had spoken pom-
pously and abusively against the petitioner. 1878 LECKY
Eng. in i8CA Cent. II. ix. 579 Who were often themselves

abusively attacked by ignorant lay preachers.

Abusiveness (abi/7-sivnes). [f. ABUSIVE +
-NESS.] The quality of being abusive : hence,
1 1. "\Yrongness of use, perversion, perversity. Ohs.
a 1677 BORROW ii. 328 (L.) This point doth clearly demon-

strate . . the abusiveness of evacuating all his [Our Lord's]
laborious and expensive designs in acquiring us.

2. Foulness or rudeness of language.
1633 G. HERBERT Church Porch 236 Pick out of mirth, like

stones out of thy ground, Profanenesse, filthinesse, abusive-
nesse. 1683 \VYCHERLY Country Wife m, i. (R.) I can no
longer suffer his scurrilous abusiveness to you. Mod. The
abusiveness of their language passes description.

Abusse, variant of ABUSH, to ambush. Obs.

Abut '

abyt), v. [appears to represent two Fr.

vbs. of cognate origin ;
OFr. aboitter 'toucher par

un bout,' aboiiter a, stir, to border on (countries,

estates), mod. Fr. abouter, tcchn. to join two things
end to end, f. ti to + bout end ;

and OFr. abufer,
' toucher au but,' f. a to + but end, mod. Fr. abutert

1 6th c. abuttcr, to put end to end, touch with an

end, as ' toutes les rues qui abuttoient a la maison
de ville

'

(Littre) ;
in la Vendee they use abuttcr to

signify 'mettre un support a un mur' (Godefroi).
Cf. also mod. Fr. aboutir to touch with an end,
terminate in or on. In reference to boundaries
abut represents abouter

; architecturally it = abuter,
abuttcr. The position of sense I is uncertain.]
1 1. intr. To stick out, lean forward (as in look-

ing out at a window or over a battlement). Obs.
c 1230 A ncren Riivlefa Ne aboutie heo nout vt et ham,

[the battlements] leste heo bes deofies quarreaus habbe amid-
den ben eien.

2. To end at, march with, border on, as contiguous
lands or estates do.

1463 Manners
<*( Housch. Exps. of Eng.qfii A pece of pas-

tor . . abuttynge to Hogge medew on the northe. 1650 FULLER
Pisgak Sight iv. ii. 22 The land alotted him [Ishmael] ranged
out so far, that the bounds and borders thereof abutted on
all his kindred. 1793 WHITE Nat, Hist. Selb. (1853) i. ii

Being very large and extensive it [Selborne parish) abuts on
twelve parishes. 1837 W. HOWITT Rur. Life (1862) III. iii.

229 Such is the region which abuts upon the Yorkshire dales.

b. trans, (on omitted.)
1871 Athenxitm 25 Mar. 374 We discovered a hole in the

pavement abutting the wall. 1882 Fall Mall G. 31 Mays/2
The Rotherhithe Baths, abutting Southwark Park.

3. To end on or against, to touch with a project-

ing end or point ; to lean upon at one end. Properly
said of the end or corner of anything projecting so

as to touch or lean on the side of another.

1578 T. N. tr. Cong, of IV. India 201 It is made of stone,
with foure dores that abutteth upon the three calseys. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie (1869) 133 If their last syllables abut
not vpon the consonant in the beginning of another word.

1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 348 Tertiary strata of the older

Pliocene epoch abut against vertical mica-schist. 1836 TODD
Cycl. An. $ Ph. I. 281/2 In the Ostrich the last rib abuts

against the ilium. 1868 MILMAN St. PauCs viii. 190 The
Chapter House abutted on the south aisle of the Cathedral.

b. trans, (on omitted.)
1864 A tlten&um No. 1929, 505/3 The arches are abutted by

outstanding structures.

4. trans. To cause to end against ;
to project.

1802 J. PLAYFAIR Illustr. Huttonian Th, 378 Such a face . .

can have been produced only by having been abutted against
some stratified rock.

Abute(n, obs. form of ABOUT.

t Abnteny /*?/. Obs. 2-$. The adv. d aye, ever,
and prep, buten, OE. butan, without

; orig. and

prop, written separate, but afterwards, from the

frequency with which they came together in certain

phrases, as d buten endet written as one word, in

which at length the meaning of d was often sunk,
and the whole used as = without. Not found after

1 3th c.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 181 f>er is blisse abuten tre^e, and Hf
abuten deabe. (1230 Ancren Riwle 396 World a buten
ende. c 1250 Moral Ode (1862) 33 He is soS sunne & briht .

& dai a-buten nihte.

t Occ. the two words are written as one in other

connexions, as in the following, which should be

printed a, butc t

always, unless.*

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 23 He wunet t>er-on abute Jm hit bete.

46

Abutilon (abi-tiln). Bot. [mod. L. ad. Arab.

^JuJejJjl aiibutilun applied to this or an allied

genus by Avicenna.] A genus of plants (N.O.
JMaluacca:) with handsome yellow or white flowers
veined with red.

1731 BAILEY, Abuttillon [with Botanists] yellow, mallows.
1865 Gayiuorthys 1 1. 202 Some tender abutilons like drops of
redder gold . . and little English violets.

Abutment (.ab/rtment). [f. ABUT v. + -MENT.
Cf. OFr. abotitcmcnt, 'borne, limite, extremite qui
confine avec une autre.' Godefroi.]
1. The meeting end to end ; the place where pro-

jecting ends meet each other
; junction.

1644 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. 118 The four fountains of
Leptdus, built at the abutments of four stately ways. 1674
N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 26 Two rooms cannot be within
one abutment, unless they be thereby clapt into one.
2. The action of abutting, or terminating upon.
1870 ROLI.KSTON An. Life 43 Separated into a lumbar and

a sacral division, by the abutment of the iliac bones upon
the vertebrae.

3. Arch. The solid part of a pier or wall, etc.,

against which an arch abuts, or from which it

immediately springs, acting as a support to the
thrust or lateral pressure. In a bridge, the masonry
(or rock) at either end supporting the arches.

1793 SMEATON Edystone Liglitlw. 274 The sloping abut-
ments of an arch [titnu skewback]. 1823 NICHOLSON Pract.
Builder 328 In masonry, the abutments of a bridge mean
the walls adjoining to the land. 1879 Building Constr, in
Casscll's Techn. Educ. I. 197 Piers imply supports which re-
ceive vertical pressure, whilst abutments are such as resist

outward thrust.

4. By extension, That upon which anything abuts
or leans, or from which it receives firm support.
a 1734 NORTH Exainen n. v. 81. 365 The whole Scheme

and Abutment of the rebellious Project was founded upon
them. 1793 HOLCROFT Lavater's Physiog. ix. 54 I have
generally considered the Nose as the foundation or abut-
ment of the brain. 1850 MERIVALE Hist. Rom. Emp, (1865)
VIII. Ixiii. 30 The no less rugged abutments of the northern

spurs of the Balkans. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers \. 25. 187
Long clear icicles, tapering from their abutments. 1873
MIVART Eletn, Anat. ii. 64 Its [the sternum's] human condi-
tion of serving as a ventral abutment to ribs though general
is not constant.

Abuttal (ab0-tal). [f. ABUT v. (in sense 2) +
-AL-.] Abutment;//, the extremities or bounds
of land

;
the parts in which it abuts upon neigh-

bouring lands.

1630 BACON Maxims Com. Law xxv. 89 The land is set
forth by bounds and abuttals. 1780 MARSHAM in Phil.
Trans. LXXI. 451 noic, I have the deed between my an-
cestor and the Copyhold Tenants of his Manor . and :

the abuttal is clear. 1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. s. v. The
boundaries and abuttals of corporation and church land . . ,

are preserved by an annual procession. 1876 GWILT, Abut-
tals '. the buttings or boundings of land.

tAbuttalling (ato-taHij), vbl sb. tots. [f.

ABUTTAL j/'. used as v. + -ING 1
.]

The marking or

declaration of abuttals or terminations of lands.
a 1641 SPELMAN Anticnt Deeds # Charters v. (R.) The

|

particular manner of abuttalling, with the term itself, arose
from the Normans, as appeareth in the Customary of Nor-
mandy, cap. 556, where it is said, that the declaration must
be made par bouts ct costcs dcstitcs terres saisies, of the
abuttals and sides of the said lands seized.

ABYSM.
Trin. Coll. Horn. 224 Swipes brade is wel swete . . Ac al to
diere he hit abuiS Je ^iefd )>ar-fore his swiere. c 1300
in Wright's Lyr. Poetry xxxvu. 103 A thyng that is ful pre-
cious, ful duere hit ys aboht. f 1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars
$ Venus 334 Thus dere abought is Love m yevynge. 1503
Stat. 19 Hen. VII^ vi. i Theves . . bryng such stolen vessel!
unto theym . . to sell . . and abought they bryng it to pryve
places . . and ther sell much part of hit to straungers.

2. trans. To pay the penalty for (an offence), to re-

deem, atone for, suffer for, make amends for, expiate :

commonly with sore, dearly, etc. arch.

<rii75 Lamb. Horn. 35 pa wrecche saule hit seal abuggen.
1205 LAYAMON 8158 pu me smite bi J>on rugge, Ah sare J?u
hit salt abuggen. c ivy* Ancren RiivlcyA Bute ^ifhe abugge
be sunne pet he wrounte. c 1270 King Horn no WiJ> swerd
ober wib kniue, We scholden alle deie And )n fader

Abutter (.ibytoj;. [f.
ABCT + -KB I

.]_
One who,

or that which, abuts, spec. The owner of contiguous
property.
1874 I-'itcJiburg City Docttm. (1874) 220 The concrete walks

on Depot Court and Pleasant Street have been wholly paid
for by the abutters. 1877 W. H. BURROUGHS Taxation 430
The expense of the work to be borne by the abutters.

Abutting (.abo'tirj

1

!, ///. a. [f. ABUT + -ING 2.]

Projecting towards ; terminating upon or against ;

coming into contact, touching.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. y, I Prol. 21 Whose high, vp-reared, and

abutting Fronts, The perillous narrow Ocean parts asunder.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 88 Those bodies or beings
that cannot have a placely respect, cannot have an abutting
or touching respect. 1848 LYTTON Harold iv. 313 She crept
. . into the shade of abutting walls.

Abversion, obs. irreg. form of AVERSION.
1638 Reliq. Wotton. (1672) 481 Rather an obduration then

an abversion.

t A'byplate, v. Obs.-' [irreg. form of Avo-

LATE.] 'To fly away." Cockeram 1626, Blount 1656,

Phillipsi662. NotinBailey. 'Not used,' Ash 1775.
t Abvola'tion. Ots. [n. ofaction f. prec.] 'A

flying away.' Bullokar 1676. 'Not used,'Ash 1775.

Aby, abye (atei-), v. arch. Forms: Inf. I

abycg-an, abicg-an ;
2 abug-en, 2-4 abuggen,

abigg-en ; 3-4 abugg-e, abigg-e ; 4 abegg-e, a-

bedge ; abey-e(n, abei-e, ab6 ; aby-en, abi-en;

4-5 abaye, abaie ; 4-6 able ; 5 (abyche) ;
6

(abygge), 4-9 aby, abye. Pa. t. 1-3 abohte ;

3-4 abojte, aboujte ; 4-5aboughte; 5-abought.
Pa. pple. 1-3 aboht

; 3-4 abojt, aboujt ; 4-
abought. Abtigge () was s.w.

; a/>eggc,abedges.e.;

alxye, abye, abie mdld. and nor. [f. A- pref. i away,
out, back + BUT, OE. bycgan ; cogn. w. Goth, us-

bugjan to redeem : see BUY.]

1 1. trans. To buy, purchase, pay for. Obi.
c 1175 I.atnb. /font. 185 Nis nan blisse so|es in an }>ing Jjet

is utewiS . )iet ne beo to bitter aboht. c isoo Moral Ode in

us hast y-don. lota. 3404 puke com-
panye JK> ful dere abohte 1 bat pay come J>are. 1393 LANGL.
/'. PI. C. xi. 233 Here

abou^te J>e barn' bus belsires gultes.
1393 GOWER Conf. I. 261 Thy false body shall abie And
sutfre, that it hath deserved. Ibid. II. 386 He wolde done
his sacrilegge That many a man shulde it abegge [some
edd. abedgej. c 1400 Gamelyn 810 He schal it abegge that

broughte him thertoo. c 1430 Hymns to Virg. 118 Now lete

my flesche my synnis abie ! 1560 Thersites iHazl. Dodsl. I.

406) They shall aby bitterly the coming of such a guest.
1613 BEAUM. & FL. Knt. of Burning Pestle in. iv. 26 Fool-

hardy knight, full soon thou shalt aby This fond reproach ,

thy body will I bang. 1815 SCOTT Lord of Isles v. xxvii.

By Heaven, they lead the page to die . . They shall abye it !

1876 BANCROKT Hist. U.S. V.ix. 432 Dearly did the Chero-
kees aby their rising.

3. trans. To pay (as a penalty) ; suffer, endure.

arch.

1374 CHAUCER Boethius 39 pou quod she abaist Jnis ^e
tourment of bi fals[e] opinioun. c 1386 Knight's 1\ 1445
Keep me fro the vengans of thilk yre, That Atheon aboughte
trewely. 1596 SPENSER F.Q. m. iv. 38 Who dyes, the utmost
dolor doth abye ; But who that lives, is lefte to waile his
losse. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 339 Certes thou
wouldst abye A heavy fate if thou shouldst lie herein.

1 4. absol. To pay the penalty, to make restitu-

tion, to atone, to suffer. Obs.
c 1300 Vox

<$ IVolf 208 5e quad the vox, al thou most
sugge, Other elles-wer thou most abugge. 1:1386 CHAUCER
Doctor's T. 100 For I dar wel seye, If that thay doon, ye
schul ful sore abeye. 1393 LASGL. P. PI. C. xxi. 448 Ac for
be lesynge ^at bow, lucifer

' lowe til cue, pow shalt abygge
bitere. 1400 Pol. Rel. <$ Love Poems (1866) 256 I am gylty
& bou abeyst. c 1449 PECOCK AV/r. in. viii. 331 Lete it Abie
which is gilti. 1548 UDALL etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xii. 47
He shall abye with many a sore strype. 1596 SPENSER F.Q.
in. vi. 24 If I catch him in this company . . he dearly shall

abye : He clip his wanton wings that he no more shall flye.

f5. absoL To endure, remain
;
QT trans, to endure,

experience. In this sense ABY came to be identical

with senses of ABIDE, and was formally confused
with it: see Note T under ABIDE. Obs.

1450 Past. Lett. 134 i. 179 Knowlage of myche more thyng
than he myth have . . because of short abyng. 1591 SPENSER
R nines of Time 101 For warlike power, and peoples store,
In Britannic was none to match with mee, That manie often
did abie full sore. 1596 /'. Q. in. vii. 3 But nought that
wanteth rest can long aby.

Abye, rare variant of ABEYE. v, to bend. Obs.

Abylement, abyliment, obs. f. HABILIMENT.

Abylite, obs. form of ABILITY.

Abysm (abi-z'm), also 3-7 abime, abyme
5-7 abysme ; 6-7 abisme, abism. [a. OFr.o&Vwt',
abime (cogn. w. Pr. abismc, Sp. abismo} : late pop.
L. *abyssimus, a superlative of abyssus, lit. the

profoundest depth ;
see ABYSS. Abime, which ap-

pears earlier in Eng., represents the Fr. pronuncia-
tion from loth c., now also the mod. Fr. spelling
abime. Probably abisme was at first merely an
artificial spelling, in imitation of the Fr.

;
we find

abisme rhyming with time as late as 1616
;

the

modern pronunciation follows the spelling.]
1. prop. The great deep, the bottomless gulf, be-

lieved in the old cosmogony to lie beneath the

earth, and supposed to be, specifically', b. an imagin-

ary subterraneous reservoir of waters
;

c. hell, or

the 'bottomless pit,' the 'infernal regions.*

1:1300 Cursor Mundi 22678 (Cotton MS.) Aboue be erth

and beneben Right unto be abime fra heben [other MSS.
abyme]. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xi. 43 I desire and wysshe
that erste thabysme of thobscure erthe swalowe me. c 1530
LD. BERNERS Arthur ofLytell Bryt. (1814) 43 The abysme
and swalowe of the earth. 1632 HEYWOOD Iron Age n. Wks.

1874 III. 409 Yet here's a hand can rayse you, deeper cast

Then to the lowest Abisme.

b. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems B. 363 pen bolned be abyme
& bonke^ con ryse. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 39/4 The welles

of the abysmes were broken and the cataractes of heven
were opened, a 1834 COLERIDGE Dest. Nations Poems 76
Or if the Greenland wizard in strange trance Pierces the

untravelled realms of Ocean's bed Over the abysm.
C. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1874) I. 135 Sometime

he punyssheth with infernall abhyme. 1606 SHAKS. Ant.fy Cl.

in. xiii. 147 When my good Starres . . Haue empty
left their

Orbes, and shot their Fires Into th' Abisme of hell, 1663
COGAN tr. Pintrfs Voy. $ Adi 1

, xii. 162 The gluttonous Ser-

pent that lived in the profound Obism of the house of smoak.

1857-69 HEAVYSEGE Saul (ed. 3) 418 Roll, roll away, thou

Stygian smoke, And let me into the abysm look.

2. Any deep immeasurable space, a profound
chasm or gulf- ///. andySg".

"495 CAXTON Vitas Patntm (W. de Worde) ii. 291 aa, His

J ugemens be as a grete & a depe abysme. 1610 SHAKS. Temp.



ABYSM.

i. ii. 50 What seest them els In the dark-backward and

Abysme of Time? 1616 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Pact/is $9 Feele

such a case, as one whom some Abisme, In the deep Ocean

kept had all his Time [in Wks. 1711, 13 printed Ab'\me}. 1653

COGAN Died. Siculus 95 This river . . is swallowed up in an

abysme or overture of the earth. 1818 KEATS Endymion n.

3. Attrib.

1818 KEATS Endym. in. 28 The abysm-birth of elements.

tAbysm, v. Obs. [a. Yi.abysmc-r, earlier spell-

ing of abitner, f. abysme sb.] To engulf.
1611 COTUK., Abysmer, to Abisme or ingulph.

Abysmal (abi-zmal), a. [f. ABYSM sb. + -AiA]

Of, pertaining to, or resembling an abyss ;
fathom-

less ; deep-sunken. ///. xnAfg.
MMKBLOCXrGi&ttsqfy. 1721 BAILEY. Not in JOHNSON.] 1817

COLERIDGE Biogr. Lit. 83
'

Only fourpence,' (O ! how 1 felt

the anti-climax, the abysmal bathos of that fourpence) ! 1850

MRS. BROWNING Poems l.j Countless angel-faces, still and

stern, Pressed out upon me from the level heavens, Adown
the abysmal spaces. 1865 .Sal. Rev. 4 Feb. 146/1 Madame
had carious teeth, abysmal eyes, and a wide wet grin. 1879 i

FARRAR St. Paul II. 546 The government of Nero . . at this i

moment presented a spectacle of awful cruelty and abysmal

degradation.

Abysmally (abi-zmali), adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.]

After the manner of an abyss ;
with unfathomable

depths ; unfathomably.
1879 GEO. ELIOT Thco. Such xviii. 314 The prejudiced, the

puerile, the spiteful, and the abysmally ignorant.

tAbysming, ppl- a. Ohs. [f.
ABYSM v.+

-ING-.] Sinking into or forming an abyss; engulfing.

1644 DIGBY On the Soul 464 To ayme att the discouery

of these abisming depths.

t Abysmus. Obs. [late L., occ. used in Eng.
instead of ABYSM.] An abysm or abyss.
1611 COTGR., Abysme : An Abysmus; a bottom le.sse hole

or pit.

Abyss (abi-sV Also 4-7 abyssus, abissus.

[ad. L. abyss-its, a. Gr. a&vaaos bottomless, sb.

the deep.] The older forms in Eng. were ABIME,
ABYSME from the Fr. The 'L.abyssns was adopted
as a more learned word in 4, and in course of 6,

englished as abyss. Thus the word has had five

variants, abime, abysm, abysmus, abyssus,

abyss ;
of which abyss remains as the ordinary

form, and ABYSM as archaic or poetic.

1. The great deep, the primal chaos ;
the bowels

of the earth, the supposed cavity of the lower

world ; the infernal pit. (See ABYSM.)
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P.R. (1495) xm. xx.449 The prim-

ordiall and fyrste matere in the begynnynge of the worlde not

dystinguyd by certayn fourme is callyd Abyssus . . Abyssus is

depnesse of water vnseen and therof come and springe welles

and ryuers. 1413 LYDGATE Pylgr. Sowle (1483) in. x. 56 This

pytte is the chyef and the manoyr of helle that is clepid
Abissus. 1534 Polyd. Verg., Eng. Hist. n. xii. 56 a, For the

desire hereof [gold] they have dygged in the depe bottomlesse

abisse of the yerth. 1649 LOVELACE Poems (1659) J 55 Ye
blew flam'd daughters oth' Abysse, Bring all your Snakes,
here let them hisse. 1704 RAY Creation i. 93 Bring up
Springs & Rivers from the great Abyss. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Suppl. S.V. The existence of an Abyss, or receptacle
of subterraneous waters is . . defended by Dr. Woodward.
1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. vi. 198 The abyss of Tartarus,
fast secured with iron gates, and a brazen floor.

2. A bottomless gulf; any unfathomable or ap-

parently unfathomable cavity or void space ; a

profound gulf, chasm, or void extending beneath.

1639 MASSINGER Unnat. Combat n. i. Were I condemned . .

to till up . . A bottomless abyss, or charge thro' fire, It could
not so much shake me. 1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 212 They
viewed the vast immeasurable abyss Outrageous as a sea,

dark, wasteful, wild. 1794 SULLIVAN View of Nat. I. 30 How
striking the profundity of the abysses ! the frightful eleva-

tion of the rocks ! 1831 SCOTT A . Geierst. ii. 25 I can see the

part of the path lying down in the abyss. '873 SIR J.HER-
SCHEL Pop. Lect. ii. 4. 50 That awful abyss which separates
us from the stars.

1619 H. HUTTON Follie's Anat. (1842) 18 And in th' abysse
of vintners chalked score, Shipwrack good fortune. 1620
SHELTON Dot Quixote IV. xxi. 167 You have flung it into
the Abissus of Silence. 1621 BACON in Four Cents. Eng.
Lett. (1881) 43 Your majesty's heart, which is an abyssus of

goodness, as I am an abyssus of misery. 1632 SANDERSON
21 Serm. Ad. Mag. (1673) 280 There is an abyssus, a depth
in thy heart which thou canst not fathom with all the line

thou hast. 1686 DRYDEN Hind $ Panther 66 Thy throne is

darkness in the abyss of light, A blaze of glory that forbids
the sight. 1796

BURKE Reg. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 80 Some of
them seemed plunged in unfathomable abysses of disgrace.
1871 F. T. PALGRAVE Lyr. Poems 101 Into the dismal abysses
Where outworn centuries He.

4. 'Abyss is also used in heraldry, to denote the
centre of an escutcheon.* Chambers Cycl. Suppl.
I 75.V (Fr. unefleur de Us en abimc, Littre.)

Abyss (abi-s), v.
[f. ABYSS sb] To swallow up

in an abyss, to engulf.
c 1860 LOWELL Poet. Wks. 1879, 381 The drooping sea-weed

hears, in night abyssed . . the wave's receding shock.

Abyssal (abi-sal), a. [ad. late L. abyssal-is of
or belonging to an abyss, f. abyss-its \ see ABYSS and

-AL-l.] Of unsearchable depth, unfathomable; be-

longing to the lowest depths of ocean. Abyssal
zone, the bottom strata of the sea, the belt of water
below 300 fathoms.

1691 P.EHMEN Theosoph. Philos. 42 Whose immensity is

Abyssal. 175* W. LAW Spir. ofLove (1816) n. 66 God is an
abyssal infinity of love, wisdom, & goodness. 1830 LVF.LL
Prim: Geol. (1875) II. in. xlix. 589 The Coral fauna of the

deep and abyssal sea. 1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 23 The
abyssal mud of the Atlantic is to a very large extent com-
posed of the microscopic shells of Foraminifera.

I! Abyssus (abi-s/V). [L. ; see ABYSS.] The
form in which the word ABYSS was first used.

Abyt, obs. f. HABIT = clothing, Fr. habit.

Ac, obs. early form of OAK.

t Ac, conj. Obs. 1-6 (only north, in 6), also ak(e
passim ; 2-4 oc, ok, 1-3 ah, ach, auch, aus, auh.

[OE.ar, cogn.w.OSax.flr, Goth.rtX\ OHG.oft.] But.
a 1000 CYNEWULF Andreas 2420 Ne mij> Su, ah 3mne nukl-

sefan staSola. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. 17 Ne com ic na to

towurpan, ac ^efyllan. 1154 O.E.Ckron, (Laud. MS.) an. 1140
God wimman sea; WEES, oc scse hedde litel blisse mid him.

1175 Lamb. Ham. 145 Alle we beoS in momfald wawe . .

ach god almibtin us freureS. Ibid. 211 Ich liuie nout ich t

auh cn'st liueS in me. r izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 258 Inne |>e
nis lac ne lest . au^ alle holinesse, c 1200 Orm. 1891 patt wass i

Marrch, ace Marrch w.iss JKI Neh all gan ut till ende. c 1270
K.Horn 116 Ofte hadde Horn beo wo Ac neure wurs ban
him was bo. 1340 Ayenb. 18 pe guodcs . . ne bye^> 11331 his,
ake byeb his Ihordes guodes. c 1380 Sir Fcrumh. 441 ^ Bub
nojt agast, Ac holdejj forb }our way an hast, a 1400 E, E.
Saints Lives in. 8 Hit nas no5t for is owen gilt Ok hit was
. . for sin (>ine. 1535 STEWART Cron. ofScot I. II. 630 Amang
the aill gart tume thame in the fat ; Ac leit it stand at greit
laser and lenth.

Ac-, pref. assimilated form of L. ad- to, bef.

-(/'-) and
i] it-,

as in ac-cumuldre, at'-ccdcrc, ac-

qtticsccre. Reduced in OFr. to a-, and so entered

Eng. in 3-4. Hut in 4-5 the spelling ac- was arti-

ficially restored in Fr. in imitation of L., and in

4-5 this extended to Eng. as in ac-coitnt, ac-quit,
EE. a-cttnte, a-cwite, a-qttitc. In all modern words
from L., ac- is written, though a- only is pro-
nounced. While the refashioning of the OFr. words
was going on, ac- was ignorantly extended to some
words having a- OFr. an- en- : in-, or es- :~ ex-, as

a(c}cloy, a(c^ati)iber, a(c~]conp, EE. acloyc, acitmbre,

acoupe, OFr. cncloer, cncomhrcr, cncoitlpcr
= L. in-

culparc, and even to some words with rt- = OE. a-

or on-, as a(c}curse, a(c}know, acknowledge.
Ac-, the earlier spelling of many words, which in

consequence ofthe refashioning mentioned in the prec.
are now spelt ace-, under which they will be found.

-ac, suffix formerly -aqne, -ak(e, -ack, prim-

arily adj., whence also sb. formative, repr. Gr. -a/coy,

-O.KTJ, -U.KOV, the form of the adj. suffix -KUS, in comb.
w. sb. in -m, -tos, -tov, as KapSiax-os cardiac, of the

heart, jyAicttf-os heliac, of the sun, Sat^ovtaK-vs de-

moniac, belonging to a demon. Some of these were

adopted in L. as cardiac-us} d;vnwmdc-us, elegiac~u$t

aphrodTsiac-us, on the model of which others as

maniac-us, iliac-us have been formed in med. or

mod. L. Thence they have been adopted in Fr.

as learned words in -aqne, partly from which, as

in demoniac, partly from L. or Gr. they have been

adopted in Eng. e.g. ammoniac, aphrodisiac, car-

diac, ccliac, elegiac, demoniac, hypochondriac, iliac,

maniac, prosodiac, zodiac. See also -ACAL.

Acacia1
^ak^'Jia). [a. Lat. acacia, a. Gr.dxav/a,

of uncertain origin ; perh. containing Q.KTJ a point,
in reference to its thorns.]
1. Bot. A genus of Leguminous shrubs or trees,

of the JMimosa tribe, found in the warmer regions
of the Old World ; several species of which yield
Gum Acacia orGum Arabic, Catechu, and other pro-
ducts ; they form in Australia thickets called scrubs.

1543 TRAHERON F/fo (1586) 429 Acacia is a thorny tree

growing in Egipte. 1712 POMET /fist, of Drugs I. 17 He
raised several Acacias, which are very prickly, c 1854 STAN-
LEY Sinai <$ Palest. ( 1 858)!. 20 The wild Acacia (Mimosa Nilo-

tica) everywhere represents the ' seneh
'

or ' senna
'

of the

Burning Bush. 1866 LINDI.EV & MOOKE Treas. Bot. 5 The
aspect of an Acacia scrub, which is one of the characteristic

features of Australian vegetation.

2. pop. The North-American Locust-tree, called

also False-Acacia {Robinia pseud-Acacia], with

sweet-scented white flowers, grown as an orna-

mental tree in England.
1664 EVELYN Sylva (1776) n. iv. 358 The Acacia . . deserves

a place among our Avenue Trees. 1816 SHKLLEY Alastor

437 The ash and the acacia floating hang Tremulous and

pale. 1855 TENNYSON Maud \. xxii. 45 The slender acacia

would not shake One long milk-bloom on the tree.

3. Med. The inspissated juice of the unripe fruit

of species of Acacia and Mimosa, used as a drug.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 194 There is a kind of

Thome, whereof commeth Acacia . . found in Egypt. 1769
HILL Fam. Herbal. (1812) 2 German acacia is the juice of

unripe sloes evaporated. 1853 MAYNE Exfy. Lc.r. s,v. Acacia
. . the pharmacopoeia! name for gum-Arabic . . the concrete

juice of Acacia vcra
t
etc.

+ Acacia-. Obs. 'Something resembling a kind

of roll or bag, seen on medals in the hands of

several of the consuls and emperors, from the time

of Anastatius.' Chambers Cycl. 1751. 'Filled with

earth ... to remind him of his frailty and mortality.'
Chambers Suppl.

ACADEMIC.

Acacine (re-kasin). [f. ACACIA* + -INK 4 chem.

form.] Pure gum arabic.

tAcacio. [Apparently forFr.acajott mahogany.]
'A heavy, durable wood of the red mahogany cha-

racter, but darker and plainer ;
it is highly esteemed

in ship-building.' Weale 1849.
t A'Cacy. 0&s, [ad. Gr. atcaicia guiltlessness,

f. a priv. -r a/cos evil.] 'Innocence, a being free

from malice.' Bailey 1 731. (' Not much used ') Ash
1775. Prob. never used.

Academe (aek&df'm\ poetic ;
also Achademe.

[f.
L. Acattcmia

; perhaps erroneously (in Milton

correctly) from Acadcmits : Atqnc inter sih-cts Aca-
dcmi (jitxrere vcritm, llor. Ep. II. ii. 45.] -ACA-
DEMY I, 3.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. i. 13 Our Court shall be a little

Achademe. Ibid. iv. in. 352 The Hooks, the Arts, the Acha-
demes. a 1642 PEACHAM Emblems, Ritra mihi etc. Thy
solitary Academe should be Some shady grove upon the

Thames' fair side. 1671 MILTUN /'. A', iv. 244 See there the

olive grove of Academt, Plato's retirement. 1847 TI-:SN*YSON

Princess ii. 180 The softer Adams of your Academe. 1870
LOWELL Cathed. Poet. Wks. 1879, 448 That best academe,
a mother's knee.

Academial (sekadrmial), a.
[f.

L. acadcnua -

-Ai, 1
.] 'Relating to an academy, belonging to an

academy.
1

J.; academic.

f^SS in JOHNSON, n.q.] 1852 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. 411
The right of Academial Instruction was deputed to ;t limited

number of ' famous colleges.'

Acatlemiaii (a'kadrmian). Ol>s. [f.
L. aca-

deniia academy + -AN.]
1. A disciple of Plato.

1534 !.!>. HKRNERS Golden Boke of ,V. AnrcL 115461 R ij.

Peripaticiens, Academiens and Epicuriens.
2. A member of an academy ;

an academic or

academician.

1599 MAKSTOX Sc. of V'illanic n. vi. 201 Then straight conic-;

Friscus, that neat Gentleman, That newt: discarded Acade-
mian. 1611 SI-F.ED J/ist.Gf. JJrt't. (1632)1*. xix. 931 Rcuerencc
of the man . . moued so the affection of the Oxford Aca-
demians. 1661 K. W. Cotif. C/ianut. (1860! 69 The couk, and
the bedmaker . . are the necessary evils of an accudemiaii.

1691 WOOD .-///;. Oxon. I. col. 22 He went to Loraine .. read-

ing the Hebrew Lecture to the Academians of that place.

Academic (cvkade-mikl, a. and sb. [ad. med.
I., academic-its, Fr. acadeniiqwe^\
A. adj.

1. Belonging to the Academy, the school or philo-

sophy of Plato
; sceptical.

1610 HI-;AT.I.Y St. Ang. t City of God (1620) xi. xxvi. 408
I fear not the Academike arguments . . that say : wli;u if

you erre? 1777 HI'MK Kss. <( Treat. II. 134 The wise lend

a very academic faith to every report which favours the

passion of the reporter. 1756 BURKE Subl. fy />, Pref., Wks.
I. 87 Cicero true as he was to the academick philosophy.
2. Of or belonging to an academy or institution

for higher learning ; hence, collegiate, scholarly.
c 1588 GKKFNI; Friar Bacon ii. 6 Masters of our academic

state That rule in Oxford. 1599 Hi 1
. HALL I

r

irgidcm iv. vi. 83
Oh let me lead an academicke life. 1633 G. HERBERT Tem-

ple 39, Affliction 45 Thou often didst with Academick praise
Melt and dissolve my rage. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 163

i4 Which my academick rudeness made me unable to re-

pay. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. (1858) 17 It betokens in the

Author a rusticity and academic seclusion. 1875 Ii. TAYLOK
Faust n. i. Il.g See hitherward your grateful scholar wend-

ing Outgrown the academic rods of old.

3. Of or belonging to a learned society, or asso-

ciation for the promotion of art or science ;
of or

belonging to an Academician.

1879 Daily Tel. May 23 Each successively forced the heavy
portals of Somerset House and Trafalgar-square lo . . admit
them . . to Academic rank.

B. sb. [The adj. used absol.]

1. An ancient philosopher of the Academy, an

adherent of the philosophical school of Plato ; a

Platonist.

1586 B[EARD]tr.Z, Priwaitdayt's Fr.Acad.g Plato, Xeno-

phon . . & manie other excellent personages, afterward

called Academikes. 1671 MILTON P. K. iv. 277 Mellifluous

streames that watered all the schools Of academics old and
new. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. They who embraced the

system of Plato, among the ancients, were called academici,

Academics; whereas those who did the same since the re-

storation of learning, have assumed the denomination of

Platonists. 1830 SIK J. MACINTOSH Progr. of Etli. Philos.

Wks. 1846 L 28 His [Cleanthes'J most formidable opponent,
Arcesilaus the academic.

2. A member of a college or university; a collegian.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1379/1 At hir being
in Cambridge . . thus did an academike write in praise of

the forenamed earle. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 438 All the men

generally doe weare it, both citizens and Academicks. 1750

JOHNSON Rambler No. 29 F 13 The academick hopes todivert

the ladies. 1795 GIBBON Auto-Bfog. 26 The uniform habit

of the academics, the square cap and black gown.
b. = ACADEMICAL h, which is the more usual term.

1823 LOCKHART Reg. Dalton (1842^ 144 Dressed in the full

academics of a gentleman Commoner one of the most grace-

ful, certainly, of all European costumes.

3. A member of a society for promoting art or

science ;- ACADEMIST 2, ACADEMICIAN, rare.

1731 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Academics or raihtr Academists
is also used among us for the members of the modern

Academies, or instituted societies of learned persons. 1868

SWINBURNE Ess. $ Stud. (1875) 372 Like Coriolanus, the

painter [Sandys] might say . . it is his to banish the judges,
his to reject the

' Common cry' of academics.



ACADEMICAL.

4. pi. Academics, Eng. name of the Acadcmica, one
of the writings of Cicero.

Academical (askade-mikal), a. and sb.
[f. prec.

+ -AlX]
A. adj.

1 = ACADEMIC A i. rare.
1666 J. SMITH OldAge^ 256 With Devotion to admire that

Academical Inscription aycujtrrw flew [to an unknown God].
2. = ACADEMIC A 2, for which it is now more

commonly used.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd III. 1321/2 As the aca-
demicall poet sometime said at the gratious entering of
hir maiestie into Cambridge. 1769 Lett, of Juniiis vii. 30
An academical education has given you an unlimited com-
mand . . of speech. 1853 FELTON f\ttu. Lett. (1865) iii. 22 He
came punctually in his academical costume. 1868 M. PAT-
TISON Academ. Organ. 83 Academical life within college
walls is a more valuable moral and social discipline than a

solitary lodging.
3. Of or belonging to an academy for the cultiva-

tion of belles lettres, arts, or sciences ;
of or per-

taining to an academician.

1879 Atitenxnm 17 May 639 Academical in the sense that

Couture's art was academical, the other work of the vener-

able member of the Institute pleases us more.

B. sb.pl. Academical robes
;
the articles of dress

usually worn by the students, graduates, or officials

of a college or university.
1823 LOCKHART Reg. Dalton (1842^ 130 Proctor.

' Who are

you? Are you gownsmen? Young man, how dare you be
without your academicals?' 1861 T. HUGHES T. Brown at

O.rf. xix. At first he caught up his cap and gown . . On
second thoughts, however, he threw his academicals back on
to the sofa.

Academically (sekade-mikSli), adv.
[f. prec.

+ -LY-.] Jn academic or academical manner, a.

Platonically; sceptically, "b. In relation to an aca-

demy or seat of learning.
1591 HORSEY Travels (1857) 237 [We] toke Cambridge . .

one our waye . . and wee wear verie accademicallie enter-

teyned. i68a Cabalistical Dial. 17 (T.) These doctrines I

propose academically, and for experiment sake. 1876 EMI.R-
SON Ess. Ser. i. x. 245 There are degrees in idealism. We
learn first to play with it academically. 1879 Standard
i July 4 Academically, Ireland is worse off than England.

Academician (akse'demi-JSn). [a. Fr. acadt-

micien, f. med. L. academic-its', see -IAN.]
1. A member of an academy, or society for pro-

moting arts and sciences ;
first used of the members

of the French Academies, and in England of the

Royal Academy ; now much more widely. It has

taken the place of ACADEMIST.
{Not in BAILEY 1766.] 1755 JOHNSON Plan of Diet. Wks.

1787 IX. 169 The academicians of France rejected terms of
science in their first essay. 1818 J. NORTHCOTE Sir J. Rey>
nolds II, 146 Invective and satire against the principal Aca-
demicians, and most pointedly against Sir Joshua. 1830
LYELL Princ. Geol. 118751 II. n. xxix. 119 The Academicians
described derangements in some of the buildings of Calabria.

2. A collegian ; ACADEMIC B:. rare.

1749 CHESTERFIELD Lett. 196 11792) II. 237 As for Turin.,

you cannot conveniently reside there as an academician.

1873 C. A. BRISTEDS Five Yrs. in Eng. Univ. fed. 3) 34 The
ignorance of the popular mind has often represented acade-
micians riding, travelling, etc. in cap and gown.
Academicism (aekade-misiz'm). [f. ACADEMIC
+ -ISM.] A tenet or opinion of the Academic

philosophy.
1610 HEM&vSt.Attg.iCiiyofGodjQ In these new Acade-

micismes . . the question medleth not with the nature of that

which we are to attaine. 1880 J. S. REID Cicero's Acad. 93
Varro was a follower of the Stoicised Academicism of An-
tiochus.

t Academism (akce'dcmi/'m). Obs. rare. [f.

ACADEMY -f -ISM.] The doctrine of the Academic

philosophy.' J.
c 1730 A. BAXTKR Eng. into Nat. Soul (17451 H- 254 This is

the great principle of Academism and Scepticism, That
Truth cannot be perceived.

t Academist (.akee-demisf). Obs. [a. Fr. aeade-

miste : see ACADEMY and -IST.]

1. An Academic philosopher ;
a sceptic.

c 1730 A. BAXTER Eng. into Nat. Soul (1745* II. 255 Some-
times a Dogmatist . . and sometimes a regular and precise
Academist. 1691 RAY Creation (1704) n. 386 These Acade-
mists (Aristotle and Pliny) do not refer merely to the light-
ness of this Creature's Body.
2. A member of an academy for the promotion of

arts or sciences. In this sense it is now supplanted
by ACADEMICIAN.
1691 RAY Creation (1704) ir. 384 The Parisian Acadermsts

observe of the Sea-Tortoise, that the Cleft of the Glottis was
strait and close. 1782 J. WARTON Ess. on Pope II. ix. 70 Such
is the Commentary of the academist on these famous lines.

3. A pupil in a school for riding, etc. See
ACADEMY 5.

1651 EVELYN Diary Sept. 7 Chevalier Paul . . had never
been an Academist, and yet govern'd a very unruly horse.

t Aca'demite. Obs. } A follower of Plato : see

ACADEMY i, 2.

1574 WHITGIFT Defence 39 Infected with the rustic sect of
Academites.

Academize (akoe-demaizX V. rare. [f. ACA-
DEMY -f -IZE.] To form into an academy.
1868 Daily Tel. May 4 English literature indeed made up

its mind long since not to be inregimented or academised.

Academy (akardemi), also 5 achadomye, 6

48

achademya. [a. Fr. academic, ad. L. acadetma,
a. Gr. aKaS-rjpia, more properly d/fa5^/iia adj., f.

'fi.Kabrjp.oi name of a man
; cf. Horace's silvas

Academi, the *

groves of Academus.']
1. Proper ijame of a garden near Athens where

Plato taught.
1474 CAJCTON The Ckesse 86 Plato . . chose his mansion and

dwellyng in achadomye. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch. 275 The
Academy, a little pingle or plot of ground, was the habita-
tion of Plato. 1807 ROBINSON Archxol. Grxca i. i. 16 Aca-
demy . . was a large enclosure of ground which was once
the property ofa citizen at Athens named Acaderaus . . Some
however say that it received its name from an ancient hero.

2. The philosophical school or system of Plato.

1677 GALE Crt. of Gentiles 1 1. in. 132 From the Philosophers
Scholes, specially from Plato's Academic. 1751 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v. The ancient academy doubted of everything, and
went so far as to make it a doubt, whether or no they ought
to doubt. 1871 FAKRAR ll'itm-ss of Hist. iii. 100 Without
eloquence she silenced the subtle dialectics of the Academy.
3. A place where the arts and sciences are taught ;

an institution for the study of higher learning ;
in

the general sense including a university, but in

popular usage restricted to an educational institu-

tion claiming to hold a rank between a university
or college and a school. In England the word has
been abused, and is now in discredit in this sense.

1549 Cotnpl. 0/.SV0//. 118721 13 Thir tua princis be chance
entrit in the achademya, to heir ane lesson of philosophic.
c 1588 GREENE Friar Bacon H. 37 Joying that our academy
yields A man suppos'd the wonder of the world. 1758
JOHNSON Idler No. 33 ^27 The fashionable academies of
our metropolis. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 532 He had
been master of an academy which the Dissenters had set up
at Islington. 1876 GRANT Burgh Schools Scot1. \\. n. 115 The
oldest Academy in Scotland is that of Perth.

t b.y%-. The arts, or circle of knowledge, taught in

an academy, or a treatise comprehending them. Obs.

1636 HEA LEY tr. Theophrastits* Char. 10 Whatsoever be-

j

longeth to the womens Academic, as paintings, preservings,
!

needle-workes, and such-like. a 1667 COWLEY Elegy on Little-

!
/<w\Vks. 1711 III. 50 He that had only talk'd with him, might

j

find A little Academy in his Mind. 1675 A. BROWNE (title)

Ars pictorial or an Academy treating of Drawing, Painting,
etc. 1754 H. WALPOLE Lett, to H. Mann 257(1834} III. 74
That living academy of love-lore my Lady Vane.
4. Hence, a place of training.
1570 SIR H. GILBERT; Qit. Elizabethes Achademy 12 Wrier-

by your Majesties and Successors courtes shalbe for euer . .

becomcn a most noble Achademy of chiuallrie, pollicy and
philosophic. 1677 R. GILPIN Daemon. Sacra (1867) 67 Evil

company is sin's nursery & Satan's academy. 1761 HT.MK
Hist. Eng. II. xli. 425 The assemblies of the zealots in private
houses which . . had become so many academies of fanati-

cism. 1847 I j - HUNT Men, Women
> fy llks. II. xii. 310 The

races and good qualities which she retained . . rendered her
ouse a sort of academy of good breeding.
5. A place of training in some special art, as a

Riding Academy, the Royal Military Academy, etc.

1734 tr. Ratlin's A nc. Hist. IV. x. 411 They called the places
. . Gymnasia, which answers very near to pur academies.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Academy is particularly under-
stood of a riding-school. 1882 Daily ,\V?w 5 May 2/1 The
Professor of Chemistry and Physics at the Royal Military
Academy at Woolwich . . The Officer who was placed in

charge of the Academy.
6. A society or institution for the cultivation and

promotion of literature, of arts and sciences, or of

some particular art or science, as the French

Academy, the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg,
the Royal Academy of Painting, Sculpture and

Architecture, which latter is commonly called in

England 'the Academy.' Familiarly the name is

extended to the Annual exhibition of the Society.
1691 RAY Creation (1704) 11.390 Several Creatures dissected

by the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris. 1769 SIR J.
REYNOLDS Disc, at OpeningofRoyalAcademyAn Academy,
in which the polite Arts may be regularly cultivated, is at

last opened among us by Royal Munificence. 1858 MAX
MULLER Chips (1880) III. i. 34 After the model of the literary
academics in Italy, academies were founded at the small
courts of Germany. 1873 BLACK Pr. of Thule (1875) xii. 190
We were at the Academy all the morning, and mamma is not
a bit tired.

7. Attrib., as in Academy-board, Academy Dinner,
Academy-figure, Academy Lectures, etc. An Aca-

demy-figure is usually drawn half- life-size in crayon
or pencil from a nude model.

1769 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc, i, I have seen also Academy
figures by Anmbale Caracci . . drawn with all the peculiari-
ties of an individual model. 1859 GULLICK & TIMBS Paint-

inSWS When a painter introduces a figure wanting in repose
or in its parts inharmonious . . it is at once called

'

Academic,'
or an '

Academy Figure.' Ibid, 217 Academy board is a thin

millboard, on which most of the studies made at the Academy
are painted.

Acadialite (ak^i-diabit). Min. [f. Acatiie, Fr.

name of Nova Scotia + -LITE repr. Gr. \i0os stone.]
'

Acadialite, from Nova Scotia, is only a reddish

chabazite.' Dana.
Acadian ^aktfi'dian), a. and sb. [f. Acadie Nova

Scotia + -AN.] Of or native to Nova Scotia.

1790 BEATSON Nay. $ Mil. Mem. I. 306 They were joined
by as many Canadians, Acadians and Indians. 1876 BAN-
CROFT Hist. U.S. III. x. 417 He sent De Pontleroy .. to travel

through America . . m the guise of an Acadian wanderer.

Acajou (a'kagw). [Fr. word: see CASHEW.]
1. The Cashew or Cashew-nut.

1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. The Nut or Chestnut of

fhi

ACANONICAL.

Acajou, a Fruit that is almost as big as a Chestnut. 1794
MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xix. 262 Acajou or Cashew we know
chiefly by the nut, which grows at the end of a fleshy body
as large as an orange, and full of an acid juice.

2. A medicinal preparation yielded by the ma-

hogany tree (Fr. acajou}.
1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

-acal, compound suffix ; consisting of -AL repr.
L. -alts, -ale

' of the nature of, belonging to,' added
to -AC (q.v.), which although strictly an adj. ending
was so often used substantively, e. g. demoniac,

maniac, ammoniac, aphrodisiac, that it became usual

to make the adj. in -acal even when no sb. occurs,
as heliacal. As in the cogn. -1C, -ICAL, adjectives
in -ac are primary objective attributes, of or per-
taining to the thing, while adjectives in -acal are

only secondary, of the nature of or connected with
the attribute in -ac, or its embodiment, hence more

remotely and subjectively relating to the thing;
e. g. the cardiac arteries, a cardiac (medicine), car-

diacal qualities of a herb. But this distinction is

not always observed. Examples : ammoniacal,

aphrodisiacal, cardiacal, demoniacal, heliacal, hypo-
chondriacal, maniacal, paradisiacal, frosodiacal,
thcriacal.

t Acale, akale, ppl. a. Obs. [contr. for fuller

*acalen
; probably : OE. of-calen pa. pple. of vb.

of-calan, -col, -calen, f. of+ calan to be cold ; but

possibly : a lost OE.acaim, f. a- pref. intensive, off,

away + calan. Acale is parallel to awake ppl. adj.
for awake}i : OE. awac-en pa. pple. See also the

later acold.'] Cold, frozen.

1320 Seuyn Sag-es(\V.) 1512 What helpeth hit lenger tale?
That night he sat wel sore akale And his wif lai warme abedde.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvni. 392 Bothe hungry- and akale.

1393 Ibid. C. xxi. 439 For blod may seo blood
' bobe a-burst

and a-cale, Ac blod may nat seo blod
'

blede, bote hym rewe.

1393 GOWER Conf. 111. 296 He was so sore a cale, That the
wiste of him self no bote.

Acaleph (oe-kalef), Acalephe (oe-kalff). Zool.

Also Aoaliphe. An animal of the class ACALEPHA.
1706 PHILLIPS, Acaliphe, the great stinging nettle, or the

Sea-nettle, a sensible Plant. 1835 KIRBY Habits ff Inst. o)'
AH. I.vi. 195 The Gelatines which some consider as a dis-

tinct class under the name of Acalephes. 1872 DANA Corals

App. u. 375 Acalephs, or Jelly-fishes, or Medusae as many of
them are called.

., Acalepha (oekalrfa), sb.pl. Zool. [mod. L. sb.

pi. (prop. adj. sc. animalia) f. Gr. aita.\T]<pT) a nettle;
also used in the form Acalephx fern. pi.j A class of

Radiate marine animals, embracing the Jelly fishes

and Medusas, of pellucid gelatinous substance
;
so

called from possessing the power of stinging or

tingling anything which they touch, whence some
of them are also known as sea-nettles. The sing.
is supplied by Acaleph, Acalephan.
1846 PATTERSON Zoology-is The various functions performed

by the Acalephae. 1855 GOSSE Marine Zool. I. 37, Class II

Acalepha (Sea Blubbers), The most common form of these
animals is that of an umbrella or a mushroom ; a broad cir-

cular convex disk of jelly, usually clear and colourless.

Acalephan (sekalrfan), a. and so. Zool. [f.

prec. + -AN.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to the class Acalepha.
Mod. Its structure shows an approach to the Acalephan type.

B. sb. An Acaleph, or animal of the class Acalepha.
1843 OWEN Anttt. Invert. An. in The form described and

figured by M. Sars in 1829 as a new genus of Acalephan.
1854 Knight's Eng. Cycl. I. 24 The general opinion seems to
be that touch is the only sense possessed by the Acalephans.

Acalephoid (sekalrfoid), a. Zool. [f. ACALEPHA
+ -OID repr. Gr. -of18-175 like.] Resembling the

Acalepha or jelly-fishes.
WEBSTER cites DANA, WORCESTER cites OWEN.

Acalyciue (ak:e-lisain), a. Bot. [ad. mod. L.

acalycin-us f. Gr. d not + tta\v(, -vx-a flower-cup :

see -INE!.] Having no calyx or flower-cup.
1858 GRAY.

Acalycinous (a'kalrsinss), a. Bot. [f. mod.
L. acalycin-us + -ous.]

= ACALYCINE.
1858 GRAY.

Acalyculate (Eekalrkilet\ a. Bot. [f. Gr. d

priv. + mod. l^.calycul-us dim. of calyx cup + -ATE2.]

Having no calyculus or accessory calyx.

Acalycal (akse-likal), a. Bot. [f. Gr. d priv. +
Ka\vit-a cup + -AL.] Of stamens : Inserted on the

receptacle without adhesion to the calyx.

A-camp (akse'mp), adz', prop, phrase, rare. [f.

after a-foM-] To the camp.
1809 J. BARLOW Colutnbiait\l. 637 Some carmen, as acamp

they drove, Had seen her coursing for the western grove.

t Aca'ng(en, w- Obs. [f.
A- pref. i, intensive +

CANGEX.] ? To grow foolish or mad.
c 1120 St. /Cat/I. (Abb. Cl.) 2045 De Reiser, al acanget, hefde

ilosed mon dream. Ibid. 2112 Hu nu, dame, dotes tu ? Cwen,
acanges tu nu ?

t Acano'nical, a. Obs. [f.
late L. acanonic-us

a. Gr. a.na.vianito's -f -AL.] Not belonging to the canon

(of Scripture) ;
uncanonical.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. The Apocryphal books are also

called Acanonical.



ACANTH.

Acanth (akoe-nji). Sot. also 7 acante. [a. Fr.

acantlic; ad. L. ACANTHUS.] = ACANTHUS.
1662 GERBIER Principles 5 The Corinthian Heads to repre-

sent a Basket with Acante Leaves. 1866 LINDLEY & MOORE
Treas. Bot. 6 The genuine acanths, formerly called Bran-

cursines, are emollient.

Acanthaceous (^ksenjvijas), a. Bot. [f.
L.

ACANTII-US + -ACEOUS.] Of the typeofthe Acanthus ;

epithet of the natural orderAcant'kacese of which the

Acanthus is the typical genus.
1731 CHAMBERS Cyc. s.v. Acanthus, Acanthus . . the repre-

sentation of the leaves of an acanthaceous plant. 1880 J. S.

COOPER Coral Lands I. xvii. 197 An acanthaceous herb, in-

habiting swamps.
Acanthiiie (akas'njiin, -sin), a.

[f.
L. ACANTH-

US + -INK.] Of, or pertaining to, the Acanthus.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., Acanthine garments . . a

kind of embroidery, wrought in imitation of the Egyptian
acanthus or thorn. 1823 NICHOLSON Pract. Builder 579
Acanthine means ornamented with leaves of the acanthus.

Acanthite (aka;'n)rait). Mill.
[f.

Gr. axavSa a

thorn + -HE formative of names of minerals.]
'A native sulphide of silver, found at Freiberg, etc. ;

crystals usually slender-pointed prisms; color iron-

black or like argentite.' Dana.

Acantho- ad. Gr. a/tavOo- combining form of

a/cat>6a thorn, as in dxavSo-fupos thorn-bearing ;

hence in many modern compounds with sense of
'

thorn, thorny.'

Acanthocephalous (ako:.-n[w,se-fabs\ a.

Physiol. [mod. f. Gr. duavOo- thorn + Httpa\-rj head

+ -OUS.] Having a spiny head.

1839-47X000 Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. III. 534/1 Inmanyofthe
Acanthocephalous Sterelmintha . . the skin . . becomes more
coriaceous.

Acauth.OClad.OUS (a-kinj^klacbs), a. Bot. [f.

Gr. dxavSo- thorn + AaS-os shoot + -OUS.]
'

Having
spiny branches." Gray Bot. Text-bk.

Acanthological (akse^njxnfrdjikal), a. Zool.

[f.
Gr. anavBo- thorn -I- -LOGICAL.] Pertaining to

the study of the nature and functions of spines,
founded on the study of spines.
1881 MACINTOSH in Nature No. 628. 41 The systematic

value of acanthological characters.

Acanthophorous (jeksenjyforos), a. Bot.

[f.
Gr. dimv9o<ptjp-os bearing thorns, prickly + OUS.]

'

Spine-bearing.' Gray Bot. Text-bk.

Acanthopterous (sek&nj^-pteres), a. [f. Gr.

uKavUn- thorn -I- vTtp-uv wing + -ous.] prop. Spiny-

winged, as the Cassowary; but used also as spiny-
finned = ACANTHOPTERYGIOUS.
1870 ROLLESTON An. Life 42 The perch, and indeed the

entire Acanthopterous order to which it belongs.

Acanthopterygian (akoe:n)ypteri-dj;!an), a.

and.ri. Zool. [f.
ACANTHOPTERYGII + -AN.] Belong-

ing to the spiny-finned fishes; substantivcly,& spiny-
finned fish.

1835 KIRBY Habits <$ last, ofAn. II. xxi. 393 The Acan-

thopterygians, or spiny-rayed Fishes. 1855 OWEN Skel. tf

Teeth. 23 Those fishes which have one or more of the hard

spines at the beginning of the pectoral, ventral, dorsal, and
anal fins are called

'

acanthopterygian,' or spiny-finned fishes.

1863 BURTON Book Hunter, If you speak of an Acanthop-
terygian, it is plain that you are not discussing perch in re-

ference to its roasting or boiling merits.

II Acanthopterygii (akse:nj>(>pteri-d3i|3i), sb.

pi. Zool. [mod. L., prop. adj. plur. masc. (sc. pisces),

f. Gr. dxavSo- thorn + irrtpvyi-ov a fin, dimin. of

TrWpuf a wing.] An order of Fishes, forming the first

group of the Osseous sub-division, distinguished by
having hard and spinyrays in the dorsal fins, as in the

common perch and stickleback ; spiny-finned fishes.

1833 /V. Cyc/. [See next.] 1847 CARPENTER Zool. II. 551
The Acanthopterygii cannot be easily subdivided, except
into families.

Acanth.Opterygi.OUS (ak^nj^pteri-dgas'), a.

Zool.
[f.

ACANTHOPTERYGII + -ous.] Having spine-
like rays in the dorsal fin

; spiny-finned : an epi-
thet of a group of fishes.

1833 Pen. Cycl. s.v. Acantkopterygii, M. Cuvier divided the

Acanthopterygious Fishes into fifteen families.

Acanthus (ak;e
p

nj>#s). [L., a. Gr. axavBos, f.

wtavda thorn, f. OKJJ a sharp point.]
1. Bot. A genus of herbaceous plants (monopetal-

ous exogens, N.O. Acanthcucx). In popular use,
the name is chieflyapplied to the species ,4. spinosus,
Bear's Breech or Brank-Ursine, native to the shores

of the Mediterranean, and cultivated in England,
celebrated among the Greeks and Romans for the

elegance of its leaves.

1616 SURFLET & MARKHAM Countrcy Farnte 203 Beares-

breech, called of the Latines Acanthus. 1667 MILTON P. L.
iv. 696 On either side Acanthus, and each odorous bushy
shrub, Fenced up the verdant wall. 1842 TENNYSON Lotos-E.
142 The emerald-colour'd water falling Thro' many a wov'n
acanthus-wreath divine !

2. Arch. A conventionalized representation of the
leaf of Acanthus spinosus, used in the decoration
of the Corinthian and Composite capitals ; said to

have been modelled after the plant by Callimachus.
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Acanthus, in architecture, an

ornament of the Corinthian and Composite orders. 1879
VOL. I.

SCOTT Lect. on Archil. I. 81 They assume an almost Classic
form the acanthus being freely used.

Aca iiticone. Sin. [mod. f. Gr. 0*17 point +
di/Ti against, opposite + uStvm cone.] A synonym
of Arendalite, a kind of epidote. (Not used by Dana.)
1804 Eiiin. RiT. III. 308 Epidote . . comprehends thallite

and the acanticone of d'Andrada.

Acapsular (akee-psilaj), a. Bot. [f. K- prcf.

14, not + L. cafsiila CAPSULE + -AH.] Not having
a capsule.
1879 Syd. Sac. Lex.

Acardiac (akardiak\ a. Pliysiol. [mod. f. Gr.

axapSi-os without a heart (f.
d not + KapSla heart) -t-

-AC
;
after Gr. KapSian-os of the heart.] Without a

heart.

1879 Syd. Sac. Lex.

II Acariasis (xkarai-asis). Path. [mod. L., f. Gr.

atcapi a mite + -ASIS.] A species of skin-disease,
caused by parasites of the mite kind.
1828 KIRBY & SPENCE Entiunol. Lett. I. iv. 97 The term

Acariasis by which 1 propose to distinguish generically all

acarine diseases.

Acaricide (srkarisoid). [f.
mod. L., ACAR-US +

-clda -killer ; f. c;vd?re in comp. -cidcre to kill.] A
preparation for destroying Acari.

1879 Syd. KK. Lex.

II Acaridae (aka-rid/"), sb. pi. Zool. [mod. L., f.

AcAR-US + -]]>.]:.] A family of small Arachnida,

breathing by pores like insects ; comprising mites

and ticks. (For the sing. Acaridan is used.)

1847 CARPENTER ZoaL II. 766 The Acaridae are very
widely, in fact universally, distributed.

Acaridan (aka-ridan), a. and sb. Zool.
[f. |

ACAIUD-.K + -AN.] Of or belonging to the Acariate

or mites, subst. A member of the mite family.
1835 KIRBY fhibits q Inst. of An. II. xix. 306 The bat is

infested by another parasite, placed by Dr. Leach at the end
of the Acaridans.

Acarine (ce'karain), a. Path. [f.
mod. L. ACAR-

US + -INE!.] Of, belonging, or due, to Acari'or mites.

1828 KIRBY & SPENCE Kntonwl. Lett. I. iv. 98 The cause
of either the pedicular or acarine disease.

Acaroid (cc'karoid), a. Zool. [f. mod. L. ACAR-US
+ -OID-] Having the form of, or allied to, an

Acarits or mite
;
mite-like.

1880 F. W. BURBIDGE Gard. of Sun xiv. 293 My skin . .

was covered with irritable red eruptions, caused by a minute
red parasite of acaroid nature.

II AcarUS (srkarys). Zool. PI. acari (-ai). [mod.
L. f. Gr. aita.pi a mite, f. dtfa/>ijs minute, too short

for cutting, f. a not + icap- aorist stem of xflpfiv to

cut.] A genus of minute Arachnida, or spider-like

animals, embracing the cheese-mite and its con-

geners ;
a mite.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Gard. of Cyrus iv. 179 [Boiled water]

affording neither uliginous coats, gnatworms, Acari, etc.
,
like

crude and common water. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. II. 766
Some of the Acari have the power of spinning webs . . one of
these is well-known as the Red Spider in hothouses. 1862

MRS. SPEID Last Years in India 140 The fowls have been ex-

terminated by small-pox, and by the assaults of a little blue
acarus.

Acarpellous (a-kajpe'bs), a. Bot.
[f. Gr. d

not + mod. L. carpcll-ns CAKPEL-I--OUS.] Having
no carpels.
1879 Syd. Soc, Lex.

Acarpous (akarpss), a. Bot. [f. Gr. d not +

icap-a-os fruit + -ous.] Not producing fruit; unfruit-

ful ; sterile.

t Acas, adv. Obs. [a. OFr. a cas, by chance,

accidentally ; see CASE.]
c 1300 Sir Tristrcm (1811) So it bifel acas.

t Acast, v. Obs. 3-4, also akast. Pa. t. acaste.

Pa.pple. a-oasten, acast, akest. [f. A.-fref. I away +

CAST.] To cast down, throw down, cast away or off.

c 1220 Seinte Mar/terete I [Ha] overcomen ant akasten
hare ^reo cunne fan. ,1220 Leg, St. Katherine 1127 DeaS
ne acaste nawt Crist, ah Crist ouercom deac-. c 1225 Hali
Meidcnhads WarpeS eauer toward tis tur for to kasten hit

adun . . Andnis ha witerliche akast, & in toj>eowdom idrahen.

c 1230 Aticren Riivle 318 Ich was sone ouerkumen ' and
|?ereuore be sunne is more ben }if ich hefde ibeon akest mid
strencSe. c 1320 Seuyn Sages (W.) 600 The olde tre his vertu

gan acast. 1394 Creed of Pierce PI. 197 Now is my com-
fort a-cast.

Acat, obs. form of ACHATE and AGATE.

Acatalectic (aktetale'ktik), a. Pros. [ad. late

L. acatalt'ctic-its ad. Gr.d*aTaX^T-oy (negat. ofKcnd-

ATJKTOS: see CATALECTIC).] Not catalectic; not

wanting a syllable in the last foot ; complete in its

syllables: a\sosutst. 'Averse, which has the complete
number of syllables, without defect or superfluity.' J.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie (1869) 142 The Greekes and
Latines vsed verses . . which they called Catalecticke and
Acatalecticke. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Catalectic, The
antients called Catalectic I 'erses, those which wanted either
feet or syllables; in opposition to Acatalectics, which are

complete verses.wanting nothing. 1859DONALDSON Gr. Gram.
656 The most important, and perhaps the oldest species of

iambic verse, was the Trimeter Acatalectic.

Acatallactic (aka;tala"ktik
1

), a. rare. [f. Gr. d
not + CATALLACTIC.] Opposed to catallactics or po-
litical economy.
1865 Pall Mall G. 12 Dec. 23 Communism and socialism,

ACATHARSY.
in all their forms.. I utterly abjure Christian or un-
Christian ; catallactic or acatallactic.

Acatalepsy (akse-talepsi). [ad. med. L. acata-

lepsia, a. Gr. dnaTa\ij^ia incomprehensibleness, f.

d not + Kara thoroughly + ATJ^IS a seizing.] Incom-

prehensibility: a term of the Sceptic philosophers;
the correlative of Agnosticism, which is said of
the mental faculty, while Acatalepsy is the property
of the unknowable object.
1605 BACON Adv. of Learning (1640) Pref. 37 Those very

schooles of Philosophers, who downe-right maintained Acata-

lepsie or Incomprehensibility. 1676 in Phil. Trans, XI.
791 The Academicks, who professing an Acatalepsy, affirmed
this one thing only to be certain, Nihilcerti sciri poise. 1847
\xwttIIist.Philos, (1871)1.369 Arcesilaus could from Plato's
works deduce his own theory of the incomprehensibility of
all things : the acatalepsy.

Acataleptic (aka'tale-ptik), a. rare.
[f. scho-

lastic ^..acatalepticus \Vi.a<:ii(alcptiquc} f. Gr.d/fara-

AT/TTT-OS incomprehensible + -?VJ, see -1C.] Relating
to acatalepsy ; incapable of being certainly com-

prehended or ascertained.

[1731 in BAILEY.] 1847 LHWHS Hist, riiilos, (1871) I. 369
According to the Academicians all Perceptions were acata-

leptic, i.e. bore no conformity to the objects perceived.

II Acatastasis (^katLV.stasis). rare~ l
.

[f.
Gr. d

not -h Karaaraats settlement ; the compound does

not occur in cl. Gr.] An unsettling, or confusing.
1683 DR. E. HOOKER Prcf. Pordagcs Myst. Div. 89, O the

Metempsychosis of our Souls! It is not a mere Acatastasis
of our minds that marreth all the Ueutie and Glorie of our

Religion.

Acate. Obs. 4-7, also acat, ac-hat, achate.

[a. early OFr. (nthc.) and Norman acat (later OFr,,
1 2th c., achai} purchase; stem of acater, achatcr

(mod. Fr. achctcr) to buy: late L. accapta-re to ac-

quire, f. ac- ad- to + captarc to seize, catch at. The

original Eng. form acat, acate, under later Fr. in-

fluence varied with achat, ACHATE, which, in the

original sense of fiitrcha.se, became at length the

regular form. But in the sense of provisions,

dainties, the Norman form acatcs predominated,
and was finally aphetized to CATE.S.]
1. Buying, purchasing, purchase.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prologue 571 Algate he wayted so in his

acate, That he was ay biforn and in good state [later AAS\S".

achaat, achate].

2. pL or colL sing. Things purchased ; such pro-
visions as were not made in the house, but had to

be purchased fresh when wanted, as meat, fish, etc.

Hence, all provisions except the home produce of

the baker and brewer; foreign viands, dainties, deli-

cacies. Aphetized as early as 1460 to GATES.

1465 Planners % Househ. E.vps. Eng. (1841) 511 My master

paid to Braham . , that he toke John Kooke for freshe

acates. 1526 J/oitsch. Ord. ofHen. VIII (1790) 139 To make
provision of fresh acate, as well for fle.sh as tish. 1611

COTGR. s.v. Ver, Tout estat cst i-iande aux vcrs: All States

are wormes acates. a 1637 B. JONSON Sad Shepherdi. iii. 19,

I, and all choi.se that plenty can send in ; Bread, wine, acates,

fowl, feather, fish, or fin. i6gz HACKKT Life oj H'illiants

i. 33 To which accates he [Abp. Spalato] . . never put his hand
towards them, but liked our venison and English dishes a

great deal better.

Acategorical (alcaetegyrik&l\ a. rare*. [f.A-

pref. 14, not + CATEGORICAL.] Not categorical, or

according to the categories ; loose, or inexact, in

reasoning.
1661 K. W. Con/. Charact. (1860) 84 [They] fill up their

sermon with the riff-raff of their own nodles . . and a multi-

tude of illogicall acatagoricall reasons and arguments.

( Aca'ter, aca'tour. Obs.\ also achatour,
achator. [a. Anglo-Norm, acatour, early OFr.
acateor (later OFr. achatour, mod. Fr. achetettr) a

buyer: late \..accaptatdrem, n. of agent f. accaptare:
see ACATE. ACHATOUR came to be restricted more
to the official title of an officer of the Royal House-
hold ; acatoitr, acater, passed into common use,

and was aphetized to catour, CATEH.] A purchaser
of provisions, a purveyor ; a provider or preparer
of cates or delicacies ;

a cater or caterer.

CX386 CHAUCER Prol. 568 (Camb. MS.) A gentyl Maun-
ciple was J>ere of a temple, Of whiche acatouris myjte take

exsaumple (Harl. MS. achatours). a 1637 B. JONSON Devil is

an Ass i. Ji. (?m.) He is my wardrobe man, my acater, cook,
Butler, and steward.

t Aca'tery. Obs.\ also acatry, accatre, acca-

try, achatry. [f. ACATEK +-Y.] Provisionspurchased ;

also, 'the room or place allotted to the keeping of

all such provisions as the purveyors purchased for

the King/ Halliwell.
a 1377 Honseh. Ord. ofEdiv. 7/7(1790)4 Buttery, Achatry,

Chandery, etc. 1522 Visit of Charles V to Eng. in Rittl.

Pap. (1842) 78 Item, placardes to be hadd for the purveors of

the pultre, accatre, and other. \p&Hoitsfh, Ord. ofHen.
VIII^ 142 The serjeant of the acatry. . shall see thai . . as

well flesh as fish, be good & of the best. 1551 MS. in Macin.

Mag. XLV. 447 The Acatrye, or purchases made of flesh meat,

579 /., includes veals, lamb, muttons.hogs of bacon. 175' CHAM-
BERS Cycl. s.v., The officers of the Acatery, are a serjeant,

two joint-clerks, and a yeoman of the salt-stores.

Acatliarsy (se"ka)>ajsi). J\Ied. [ad. Gr. aitaGap-

aia f. d priv. + ttaOapai-os purging ;
f. naOatp-ftv to

cleanse.] Filth, impurity ; lack of purging.
WORCESTER cites BUCHANAN.
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ACAUDAL.

Acaudal (akg-dal), a.
[f.

A- pref. 14, not +

CAUDAL.] = ACAUDATE, the more correct form.

1859 Toon Cycl. Anat. 4- Phys. v. 121/2 The several stages
of development of the peculiar acaudal . . spermatic cor-

puscles.

Acaudate (akg-d^t), a. [f. A- pref. 14 + CAU-

DATE.] Tailless.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Acanlescent (avkjle'sent), a. Bot. [f.
A- pref.

14, not 4- CAULESCENT.] Apparently stemless, having
a very short stem, or having the stem concealed in

the ground.
1854 BALFOUR Outl. Bot. 49 The stem is so short in some

plants, as the Primrose, Cowslip . . that they are called

stemless or acaulescent. 1869 M. T. MASTERS I'ff. Tcratol.

Acauline (akj'lin, -sin), a. Bot. [f.
mod. L.

acaul-is stemless (f. Or. a. priv. + L. caulis stem) +
-INE. Cf. mod. Fr. acaule.]

= ACAULESCENT.

1847 in CRAIG.

Acaulose (cekol^-s), a. Bot. [f. mod. L.acaul-is

(see prec.) + -OSE.]
= ACAULESCENT.

S86 in Phil. Trans. XVI. 284 Capillary or Acaulose Herbs.

1845 BRANDE Diet. Sc. s.v., Acaulose . . a term used for those

plants which have no stem.

Acaulous (akg-bs ,
a. Bot. [f.

mod. L. acaul-

is, Fr. acanle + -ous.]
= ACACI.ESCKXT.

1847 In CRAIG.

1 0f the three preceding attempts to enghsn L.m-

nanis's acaulis, Jussieu's acattle, this is most in ac-

cordance with Eng. analogies.

t Acca'ble, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. Fr. accablc-r.']

To overwhelm, crush.
<( 1626 HACON vi. 272 Ord. MS. (L.) Honours have no bur-

den but thankfulness, which doth rather raise men's spirits,

than accable them or press them down.

Accadian (,ak<?i'dian). Of or belonging to Ac-

cad, an ancient city mentioned in Gen. x. 10, along
with Babel, Erech, and Calneh, in the land of

Shinar. A language preserved in cuneiform in-

scriptions earlier than the Assyrian.

Accede (Aksrd). [ad. L. actcJ-frc, f. ac- = ad-

la -t- cedfre to move on, go, come. Cf. Fr. accldcr

(i 4th c.)] To come to a place, state or dignity ;
to

come into an opinion, to agree.
1. To come forward, approach, or arrive (at a

place or state).

1677 GALE Crt. of Gentiles II. iv. 239 As soon as it existes

it perisheth : it recedes as soon as it accedes. 1759 WILSON
Tourmalin in Phil. Trans. LI. 317 One body electrified plus
and another body electrified ittimts . . accede, or move to-

wards each other. 1862 F. HALL Kefut. Hindu Philos. Syst.

258 A property, acceding, or seceding, changes its subject.

2. To arrive at, or enter upon an office or dignity.

Const, to.

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. on Waters I. Dedn., That Chosen Fam-

ily . . acceded to the thrones of these Redeemed Realms.

1799 S. TURNER Anglo-Sax. (1828) I. 440 A petty prince in

the southern parts of Scandinavia who acceded in 802. 1867
BURTON f/isi. Scot. I. 43 The Emperor Julian . . had just ac-

ceded to the purple. 1879 THE PRINCE OK WALES in Daily
News 28 Apr. 2/5, I acceded to this post after the death ofmy
lamented father.

3. To join oneself, become a party, give one's ad-

hesion ; hence, to assent, agree to (unto obs.).

1432 50 TREVISA Higden (Rolls Ser.i I. 51 Alle thynges

lyffenge or groenge accede moore tollerably to the hieste

colde then to the hieste heete. 1726 AYLIKKE Parergon 21

An Accessory is said to be that, which does accede unto

some Principal Fact or Thing in Law. 1774 BRYANT Mythol.
II. 191 We may accede to the account given of them by
Zonaras. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece V. xxxvii. 12 Potidsa had

already acceded to the confederacy. 1867 LADY HERBERT
Cradle Lands viii. 217 In an evil hour this proposal was
acceded to.

Accedence (seksrdens). [a. Fr. accedence, f.

acceder; see ACCEDE, and -NCE.] The action of ac-

ceding; entering upon or agreeing to.

1597 DANIEL Civile Wares iv. 69 Thus were they entred in

the first degree (and accedence) of action. 1859 D. OF BUCK-
INGHAM Mem. Crt. George IV, I. iv. 167 You are to waive the

accedence to a junction till you are enabled to satisfy the

theories and calculations of your uncles.

Accedence, by confusion for ACCIDENCE.

Acceder (aeksfdaj). rare. [f.
ACCEDE + -ER!.]

One who accedes, joins, or enters upon (a dignity).

1821-30 LD. COCKBURN Mem. own Time 464 The original
members of the Academy objected to be swamped by a gush
of so many acceders all at once.

Acceding (aeksf-dirj), vbl.sb.
[f.
ACCEDE+-ING1.]

Approaching, coming ; adhering, assenting.

1759 WILSON Tourmalin \nPhil. Trans.\A.^z^ In this state

they were electrified plus, as appeared by their acceding
towards amber when it was rubbed and brought near them.

II Accelerando(a-kselenE-nd0u). Music. [It. pr.

pple. of accelerare to accelerate.] With gradual
increase of speed. (Used as an instruction in music.)

t Accelerate, /X- " Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. ac-

celerat-us, pa. pple. of accelera-re to quicken ; f. ac-

= a</- lo + cf/er swift.] Quickened, hastened.

1527 GARDINER in Pocock's Rtc. Ref. I. xxxviii. 73 Whose

expedition we desire your grace may be the more accelerate.

Accelerate (sekse-lercit), v. [f. prec. or on ana-

logy of vbs. so formed ;
see -ATE^.]
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1. trans. To quicken, or add to the speed of (a

motion or process).
1601 SIR A. SHERLEY Tra-v. into Persia (1613) 4 My iourney

was under-taken in the dead of winter, and I left no paines
untaken to accelerat it. 1771 JnniHs Lett, xliL 223 Every
step accelerates the rapidity of the descent. 1701 HAMILTON
tr. Bert/toilet's A rt ofDyeing 1. 1. i. iii. 57 Light greatly ac-

celerates the combustion of colouring matter. 1873 BUCKLE
Civilis. III. v. 319 The selfishness of the individual accele-

rates the progress of the community.
b. To quicken (anything) in motion or

process.
1631 BRAITKWAIT Whimsies 62 Elevate that tnpode ; sub-

Hmate that pipkin . . accelerate your crucible. 1797 Eticycl,

Brit. 1 1. 492/1 After conjunction Jupiter will again accelerate

Saturn.

2. To hasten the occurrence of (an event) ; to

bring it nearer, by quickening intervening processes,
or by shortening the interval.

1525-30 MORE De gnat. Nouiss. Wks. 1557, 101 Their
maner of Huing must nedes accelerate this dredfull day, &
drawe it shortly to them. 1662 FULLER Worthies (1840) III.

68 Change of air and diet . . are conceived to have acceler-

ated his death. 1772-84 COOK Voyages (1790) VI. 2216 The
intelligence we had gained . . rendered us the more anxious
to accelerate our departure. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III.

xviti. 87 The commons accelerated the grant of a tenth . .

due at Martinmas.

b. To place earlier in point of time, to antedate.

1855 MILMAN Lat. Christ. (1864) 1. 1. ii. 72 Deliberate in-

vention . . in defiance of history, accelerated the baptism of

Constantine.

3. intr. To add to one's speed, to increase in speed,
or become swifter.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 194 Putrefact

Accelerated (atkse-letted ),///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED.] Hastened, quickened. Accelerated motion, in

Physics : motion continually increased in velocity.

1803 WOOD Mech. i. n When the successive portions of

space, described in equal times, continually increase, the

motion is said to be accelerated. 1850 M' COSH Div. Govt.

(.1874) ii. iii. 243 The stone loosened from the brow of the

mountain, and descending with an ever accelerated speed.

Acceleratedly (.a-kse-len-'tedU', adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY-.] In an accelerated manner; with ever

increasing speed.
1751 KLAKE Steam-Eng. Cyl. in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 198

A weight on the piston, driving it to a depth of five feet . .

within the cavity of the cylinder; accelerated!)', till friction

and an impediment from the steam . . shall equal the ac-

celeratlve force.

Accelerating (a-kse
-

ler^'tin) t vbl. si), [f.
AC-

CELERATE v. + -ING 1
.]

The action or process of

quickening, hastening, or causing to happen more

speedily. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1591 SIR H. UNTON Corrtsp. (1847) 49 For the accelerating

of bothe theise matters, I praie you, faile not to presse the

King. 1665 GLANVII.LE Seeps. Sci, Addr. 17 The accelerat-

ing and bettering of Fruits.

Accelerating (a-kse'ler^tinX ///. a.
[f.

AC-
CELERATE v. + -ixti^.] Quickening, hastening, or

tending to quicken or hasten. Acceleratingforce', a

force that produces continually increased motion.

1829 U. K. S. Nat. Philos. 1. 1. iii. 25. 9 This peculiar spe-
cies of motion is therefore called accelerated motion, and the

force which produces it is called an accelerating force. 1878
SEKLEY Stein iii. 524 England's rapidly accelerating decline,

he [Niebuhr in 1828] writes, is a very remarkable and mourn-
ful phenomenon.
Acceleration (a.'kselert

7i
-Jbn). [ad. L. accelera-

tion-cm, n. of action f. accelera-re \ see ACCELERATE
a. and -ION. Cf. mod. Fr. acceleration^
1. The action or process of accelerating, quicken-

ing or hastening.
1531 ELYOT G<n>ernour (1834)117 Who beholding .. the

acceleration or haste to his [Caesar's] confusion, caused by
his own edict or decree, will not commend affability 1663
COWLEY Verses $ Essays (1669) 45 A Garden, destined to the

tryal of all manner of Experiments concerning Plants, as their

Melioration, Acceleration, Retardation, Conservation. 173*
AKBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet 266 Those things which take off

the Causes of Acceleration retard the Motion of the Blood.

1822 IMISON Sc. ^ Art I. 84 But the friction of the teeth and
the resistance of the air check this acceleration.

2. The condition of being accelerated or hastened;

increased speed.
1534 LD. BERNERS. 2?ftt*gfA/../4

>

/.(i546)F.viij.b,Gret
acceleracion in busynesses nowe presente maketh greate in-

conueniences in tyme to come. 1784 JOHNSON in Boswell

(1816) IV. 455 No, sir; you cannot conceive with what ac-

celeration I advance towards death.

3. The extent to which anything is accelerated ;

in Nat. Phil, the rate of increase of velocity per
unit of time. Uniform or constant acceleration : the

unvarying amount per second added to the velocity

or rate at which a body is moving, e.g. under the

influence of gravity.
1656 tr. ffoMvs's Elem. ofPkilos. (1839) 232 The body will

be carried through the same strait line . . provided it have

like acceleration. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 5 There be

many things touching Matters Physical . . as concerning the

degrees of acceleration of Motion. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. %
Exper. Phil. Ill.xxvii. 118 The law of acceleration, in fall-

ing bodies, was not discovered till the time of Galileo. 1876
TAIT Kec. Adv. in Phys. Sc. xiv. 352 Rate of change of velo-

city is called in kinematics, acceleration. 1879 THOMSON &
TAIT Nat. Phil. 1. 1. 28 The velocity of a point is said to be

accelerated or retarded according as it increases or dimin-

ACCENT.

ishes, but the word acceleration is generally used in either

sense, on the understanding that we may regard its quantity
as either positive or negative.

4. Astr. and Physics. Acceleration of the fixed
stars; the time (3' 55-9") which the stars gain

upon the sun in passing the meridian each day, or

by which the sidereal day is shorter than the solar,

due to the advance of the earth in her orbit while

revolving on her axis. Of the planets, the increased

velocity with which they advance from aphelion to

perihelion. Of the moon, an increase (of about 1 1"

in the century) in the rapidity of the moon's mean

motion, discovered by Halley. Of the tides, the

amount by which from special causes, high or low

water occurs at any place before the calculated

time.

1849 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connex. of Phys. Sc. 5. 43 This
secular increase in the moon's velocity is called the Ac-
celeration.

Accelerative (akse'lerativ), a. [f. ACCELER-
ATE v. + -IVE

;
as if ad. L. *accclerdtivus.] Pertain-

ing or tending to acceleration; quickening ; adding
to velocity.
1751 BLAKE Steam-Eng. Cyl. in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 198

Till friction . . shall equal the accelerative force. 1839 CAR-
LVLE Cliartism vi. 145 Democracy makes rapid progress . .

in a perilous accelerative ratio. 1862 MRS. SPEID Last Years
in India 14 Three second-class passengers, to whose minds
the firing of the signal gun had carried no accelerative con-

victions, were left behind.

Accelerator (a-kse'lerc'tai). [f.
ACCELERATE v.

+-OR, as if a. \*.*accelerdtor, n. of agent i.accelcrare;

see ACCELERATE. Accelerator is less in accordance

with the usual formation of agent nouns from -ATE.]

He who or thatwhich accelerates orquickens. Speci-

fically applied to the nerves and muscles that in-

crease the speed of certain organic functions ;
and

also to a light vehicle to convey letter-carriers to

their districts, and accelerate the delivery of letters.

1611 COTGR., Avancettr '. a forwarder, aduancer, hastener,
accelerater. 1841 HOR. SMITH Moneyed Man III. xi. 325
Steam . . that stupendous power which has since become
the great accelerator of mind and matter. 1861 G. M.
MUSGRAVE By-Roads 124 Our red-coated postmen drop out

of the accelerators. 1875 WOOD Therap. 11879) "5 The ac-

celerators of the heart . . are of course paralyzed by spinal
section.

Acceleratory (akse-leratari), a. rare-", [f.

ACCELERATE v. + -ouv as if ad. L. *acceleratorins.]
= ACCELEIIATIVE. In Craig 1847.

t Accend (dekse-nd), v. Obs. 5-8. [ad. 'L.accend-

ere to kindle, set on fire ;
f. ac- ad- to + -cendfre =

*candcre to set a-light.] To kindle; to set light to,

set on fire. lit. and _/?.

1432-50 TREVISA Higden (Rolls Ser.) I. 187 In this cuntre

is a ston callede Asbeston, whiche accendede oonys is neuer

extincte. a 1468 COT.'. Atyst. ( 1841) 214 Ageyn hym wrathe if

thou accende The same in happ wylle
falle on the. 1524

State Papers, Hen. VI11,\\. 367 Makyng suche persuasyons
unto the Pope, as may accende and kindle hym theruntc.

1622 FOTHERBY A theomastix Pref. 18 He must needes . .

be greatly accended vnto true deuotion. 1729 SHELVOCKC

Artillery iv. 279 Accended by the Wind, or Rain, or Dew,
it must consequently take fire.

Accendibility (a-kse:ndibi-liti). [f.
ACCEND-

IBLE: see -ITY.] Capacity of being kindled, set on

fire, or inflamed ; inflammability.
1859 WORCESTER cites Edin. Rev.

Accendlble (*kse-ndib'l\ a. "iObs. rare~\ [f.

ACCEND + -IBLE as if ad. L. *
'acccndibilis] Capable

of being kindled, or set on fire.

1630 H. LORD Relig. of Persees 44 Such fire as is occa-

sioned by lightning falling on some tree or thing accendible.

tAcce'nding,///.. Obs. [f.AccENDz/.+-iNG2.]

Kindling.
1646 SIR!". BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 90 Small-coale, Salt -peter

and Camphire made into powder will bee of little force, where-

in notwithstanding there wants not the accending ingredient.

tAccensed (a>kse-nst),///.a. Obs. [f.L.pa.pple.
acccns-us kindled + -ED. Analogous to incensed, but

no vb. to accense is cited.] Kindled, set on fire,

inflamed.

'573 T- TWYNE SEneid xil. L 1 3 b, The valient brothers

band with griefe accenst in ire [L. accensi}. 1613 T. ADAMS
Pract. ins. in Michel's Purit. Div. (1861) I. 458 Candles

once accensed are not to be thrust into abstruse corners.

1760 STILES >>/. J-Vsni'. in Phil. Traus.Ul. 41 The flames,

and the accensed stones thrown up, were very terrible.

Accension (a-kse-njan). Obs. or arch. [ad. L.

accension-em, n. of action, f. accend-ere, accens-us :

see ACCEND.] The action of kindling or the state

of being kindled
; ignition ;

inflammation ;
heat.

1646 SiRT. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 88 From Small-coal ensueth

the black colour and quick accension. 1673 Phil. Trans.

VI II. 6170 What remedies are proper for the Blood, to mend
. . its defective or excessive accension. 1729 SHELVOCKE

Artillery ill. 148 The great quantity of windy Exhalation,

produced by the accension of the Sajpeter.
1801 W. TAYLOR

in Monthly Mag. II. 645 This machine may facilitate the ad-

mixture and accension of the airs.

Accent (re-ksent), sb. [a. Fr. accent, OFr.acent :

L. accent-urn I. ad to + cantits singing, a literal

rendering of Gr. Trpoatjiola, f. Tpus to + yi-fi song, lit.

'

song added to
'

sc. speech : see note under sense I .]

1. A prominence given to one syllable in a word,



ACCENT.

or in a phrase, over the adjacent syllables, inde-

pendently of the mode in which this prominence
is produced.
Accent in Gr. (wpoaySta) is explained by Dion. Hal. irepi

<rvi'0t'<reufc Ofo/j-artuf ch. xi. as a distinct difference of musical

pitch In pronouncing the syllables of a word, those having the

%raz>e or heavy accent (ffapfta gravis) being spoken at a com-

paratively low pitch, those having the acute or sharp accent

(ofeia acutns} being spoken as nearly as possible a musical

Fifth higher (Sia vivrn\ and those having the circumflex
accent (n-epKrirttj^eVf? circnmflexus) beginning m the high

pitch and descending a Fifth during the pronunciation of

the same syllable. The same three varieties occurred in

Latin, but their positions in a word followed very different

laws. This variety of pitch disappeared for both Latin and
Greek towards the end of the Third Century A.D. when the

in Italian and Spanish, and is also found in German and

English. In Swedish and Norwegian a musical syllabic ac-

cent remains in use ; in Danish it is replaced in some cir-

cumstances by a peculiar catch, and in others by stress, as in

English. In French, where probably stress was at one
time strongly marked, the difference for at least three cen-

turies has been so slight
that writers have disputed as to its

nature and the position of the stress syllable. In all lan-

guages having the stress, a variable alteration of pitch and

quality of tone always prevails, and is used to express
varieties of feeling. This expression belongs to rhetoric.

The grammatical varieties of accent in English are great,
but are all varieties of stress. The position is fixed in words

of more than one syllable. Monosyllables have various de-

grees of stress according to circumstances. Hence the dis-

tinction of syllabic accent for the first, and verbal accent,

phrase accent, or emphasis for the second. (A. J. Ellis.)

1581 SIDNEY Def. Poesie (1622) 529 Though we doe not ob-

serue quantitie, yet we obserue the accent very precisely.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. /\vj/? (iSiint. vi. 65 To that which
was highest lift vp and most eleuate or shrillest in the eare,

they gaue the name of the sharpe accent, to the lowest and
most base because it seemed to fall downs rather than tcurUe

vp, they gaue the name of the heauy accent, and that other

which seemed in part to lift vp and in part to fall downe,
they called the circumflex, or compast accent : and

[f
new

termes were not odious, we might very properly call him the

(windabout) for so is the Greek word, a 1637 B. JONSON Eng.
Gramm. (1696) All pur vowels are sounded doubtfully. In

quantity (which is time) long or short. Or, in accent i which
is tune) sharp or flat. 1748 J. MASON Elocution 26 When we
distinguish any particular syllable in a word with a strong

Voice, it is called Accent ; and when we thus distinguish

any particular Word in a Sentence it is called Emphasis.
1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue xii. 525 Accent is the ele-

vation of the voice which distinguishes one part of a word
from another.

2. a. The marks by which the nature and position
of the spoken accent were indicated in a word.
The old Latin forms (

'
) acutns^ ) gravis, C")circittnflexits t

are retained, but each one now represents mere stress, ex-

cept in works on elocution where ('1 now generally repre-
sents a rising (not a fixed high) pitch ; (M a falling pitch

(the ancient circumflex), and (") a rising followed by a falling

pitch, not used in ancient Latin and Greek. Some writers

use (

A
) for length only, the same as ("). The old meanings

are quite lost. (A. J. E.)

b. Marks used to distinguish the different qualities
of sound indicated by a letter, called diacritical

accents.
The old

' r *
are mostly used, as French feet in /<?, <?//,

tiedC) memC) but a great variety of other signs have also

been introduced. These diacritical accents sometimes dis-

tinguish meaning only, as French a a, la la. These marks
are not used in English orthography. But sometimes

*

is

used to shew that -ed is to be pronounced as a distinct sylla-

ble, as learned^ hallowed^ and some write e for a final e

pronounced, as Halle (properly German Halle). (A. J. E.)

1596 SPENSER State ofIml. 30 Being likewise distinguished
with pricke and accent, as theirs aunciently. 1611 FLOKIO,
Accento '. an accent or point ouer anie letter to giue it a due
sound. 1611 COTGR., Accent aigu \ a sharp accent marked
thus ', and much used. Accentuer \ to marke, note, or pro-

nounce, with an Accent, c 1620 HUME Orthogr. Brit. Tongue
(1865) 22 The grave accent is never noated", but onelie under-

stood in al syllabes quherin the acute and circumflex is not.

1807 ROBINSON A rchxol. Grxca v. xiii. 470 The ancient Greeks
used no accents, which are supposed to have been invented

and introduced about two hundred years before J[esus
Christ.

After the Greek language became the favourite study of

foreigners, it was necessary to facilitate the pronunciation of

it by applying marks of accent for that purpose : and this,

very probably, induced Aristophanes of Byzantium to invent

ana introduce those accentual virgulae.

c. Marks of various kinds placed over and under

the consonants in Hebrew, serving as signs of tone

and of interpunctuation ;
hence Jig. the minutest

particular (of the Mosaic law).
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 443 That we, who sift

every pricke and accent of the law, may see the upright sim-

plicity of that age. 1659 B. WALTON Considcrator Con-

siiicred'ifn The Masorites . . invented the names and figures
of the vowels and accents, which they have left to posterity ;

though the later Grammarians herein differ from the an-
cienter about the names, nature, number, and use.

3. The mode of utterance peculiar to an individual,

locality, or nation, as 'he has a slight accent, a

strong provincial accent, an indisputably Irish,

Scotch, American, French or German accent.'

This utterance consists mainly in a prevailing quality" of

tone, or in a peculiar alteration of pitch, but may include

mispronunciation of vowels or consonants, misplacing of

stress, and misinflection of a sentence. The locality of a
speaker is generally clearly marked by this kind of accent.
(A, J. E.)
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. m. ii. 359 ^Your accent is something

finer, then you could purchase in so remoued a dwelling.
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1602 DANILL Miisoph. st. cli. Our accent's equal to the best.

c i6zo HUME Orthogr. Brit. Tongue (1865) 27 We fynd the
south and north to differ more in accent then symbol. 1711
ADHISON Sfact. No. 29 F 4 The Tone, or las the French call

it) the Accent of every Nation in their ordinary Speech is

altogether different from that of every other People . . By
the Tone or Accent I do not mean the Pronunciation of

each particular Word, but the Sound of the whole Sentence,

1772 JOHNSON in Boswell's Life II. 14 I have been correcting
several Scotch accents in my friend Boswel!. 1789 T. JF.F-
FKRSON li'ks. 1859 II. 559 He spoke French without the least

foreign accent. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes (1858)247 Accent is a
kind of chanting ; all men have accent of their own, though
they only notice that of others. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marble
Faun (1868) I. xn. 128 There is Anglo-Saxon blood in her
veins . . and a right English accent on her tongue.

4. The way in which anything is said
; pronuncia-

tion, utterance, tone, voice ; sound, modulation or

modification of the voice expressing feeling.

1538 B P. BONNER in Foxe A. y M. (Catley) V. 155 He said

with a sharp accent. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. 1. 1. 75 Rod. lie call

aloud. Ifigo. Doe, with like timerous accent, and dire yell.

1644 MILTON Education Wks. 1738, 138 And solemnly pro-
nounced with right accent & grace. 1699 DRYDEN Talcs

front Chaucer, Good {Carson 16 Mild was his accent, and his

action free. Wi th eloquence innate his tongue was arm'd. 1725
POPE Odyssey x, 402 Transform'd to beasts, with accents not

their own. 1727 SWIFT/*0AWWMyr^Cttf//WkSi 1755 III. 1. 151
What this poor unfortunate man spoke, was so indistinct,

and in such broken accents. 1768 STERNE Sent. Journey
(1778) 1. 123 I thought by the accent, it had been an apo-

strophe to his child. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Book I. 43 The
accents of those we love soften the harshest tiding^. 1831
SCOTT Abbot ii. 20 Echoing the question with a strong ac-

cent of displeasure and surprise. 1847 HAMILTON Rwards
<y Punishm. f 1853)111. 120 The very accents ofconsultation are

heard.

5. poet. A significant tone or sound ;
a word

;
in

//. speech, language ; including both the tones and
their meaning.
1595 SHAKS. A'. John v, vi. 95 Pardon me, That any accent

breaking from thy tongue, Should scape . . mine eare. 1601

Jitl. C. MI. i. 113 How many Ages hence Shall this our

lofty Scene be acted ouer, In State[s] vnborne, and Accents

yet vnknowne? 1663 BUTLER Hndibras i. iii. 186 Forcing
the Vallies to repeat The Accents of his sad regret. 1718
POPE Iliad in. 285 The copious accents fall, with easy art.

1777 SIR W. JONES An Ode of Petrarch 66 Soft-breathing

gales, my dying accents hear. 1817 BYRON Man/, in. iv.

(1868)312 In thy gasping throat The accents rattle, 1857
EMERSON Poems 16 One accent of the Holy Ghost The heed-

less world hath never lost.

6. Prosody. The stress laid at more or less fixed

intervals on certain syllables of a verse, the suc-

cession of which constitutes the rhythm or measure

of the verse.

English verse is theoretically marked by a periodical re-

currence of strong syllables, having a loud stress, a certain

number of times in a Hue, separated by one or two weak or

unaccented syllables. The habits of poets do not however

carry out this theoretical law. Thus in
'

to err is human, to

forgive divine,' theory would require to to be strong ; simi-

larly in
'
for the poor craven bride^mw;; said new?" a word,'

theory would require the first syllable in craven to be weak
and both groom and said to be as weak as the -ver and a
which follow. They are not so. Hence has arisen the con-

ception of rhythmically or metrically accented and unac-

cented syllables, as distinguished from the grammatically or

verbally accented syllables. Thus, in the above examples, to

has the rhythmical and not the verbal or phrase accent, and
craven has the syllabic but not the rhythmical accent ; err
has both verbal and rhythmical accent, divine has both syl-

labic and rhythmical accent. (A. J. E.)

1588 SHAKS. L.L.L.iv. ii. 124 Youfindenot the apostraphas,
and so misse the accent. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. JPaftu{i9n)
ii. iii. 59 Your ordinarie rimers vse

very
much their measures

in the odde as nine and eleuen, and the sharpe accent vpon
the last sillable, which therefore makes him go ill fauour-

edly. 1871 ABBOTT & SEELEY Eng. Lessons for Eng. People
152 Accent in Metre, if it fall on any syllable in a word, must
fall on the principal Word-accent. Accent in Metre may
fall on syllables that have not a distinct word-accent. We
can never have three consecutive clearly pronounced syllables
without a Metrical Accent.

7. Music. Anciently, the marks placed over words
to shew the various notes or turns or phrases to

which they were to be sung, these generated the

ncumes and the latter the notes. In modern music :

stress recurring at intervals of time which are gene-

rally fixed, but may be varied by syncopation and

cross accentuation.

1609 J. DOULAND OrnitJiop. Microl. 69 Accent (as it be-

longed to Church-men) is a melody, pronouncing regularly
the syllables of any words, according as the naturall accent

of them requires. 1795 MASON Ch. Music i. 1 1 In respect to

Accent, Rhythm and Cadence, Music becomes an object of

criticism which supersedes what is purely harmonica!. 1809
CALLCOTT Mas. Gram. 41 The bars of music are not only
useful for dividing the Movement into equal Measures, but

also for shewing the Notes upon which the Accent is to be

laid. . . In the course of this work the accented will be termed
the strong parts, and the unaccented the weak parts of a
measure. 1867 MACFARREN Harmony \. 4 The sense com-

prising rhythm, accent, and numberless delicate gradations.

8. fig. Distinctive stress, force, sharpness, or in-

tensity ;
a distinction, or distinguishing mark, cha-

racter or tone.

1639 FULLER Holy War(&4>\ v. xxi. 278 Now these are

the several accents of honour in the German Service. 1647
WARD Simple Cohler (1843) 37 The accent of the blow shall

fall there. 1655 GURNAL Christian, in Arm. i. 27 That which

gave accent to Abraham's Faith, was that he was *

fully

perswaded, that what God had promised, he was able to

perform.' 166* FULLER Worthies ii. 108 Marsh made amends

ACCENTUALLY.
for all the^e failings with his final constancy, being lx>th

burnt and scalded to death (having a barrel of pitch placed
over his head, an accent of cruelty peculiar to him alone).

1863 A. GILCHRIST Life of If'. Blake I. 41 The interior, with
its galleries. . and elaborately decorated apsidal dwarf-chancel,
has an imposing effect and a strongly marked characteristic
accent (of its day) already historical and interesting.

Accent (kse-nt), v. [a. Fr. afcente-r, OFr.
acenter, f. accent sb.}

1. To pronounce, utter, or distinguish with accent

or stress, to lay the vocal stress upon ; to emphasize.
1530 PALSGR. 415 I can nat accent aryght in the latyn tonge.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie \\. xiii. no God graftnt this

Peace may long endure Where the sharpe accent falles more
tunably vpon \graunt\ \peace\ \long\ {dure} then it would
by conuersion, as to accent them thus : God zraunt-thls

feace~may long-endure. 1790 BLAIR Rhetoric \. ix. 225 In
Greek and Latin, no word is accented farther back than the

third syllable from the end. 1795 MASON Ch. Music Wks.
1811 III. 291 For the preservation of tins Rhythm in Music
it is necessary that at least one note in every bar should be
accented. 1868 Pall Mall G. 23 July 4 The probability is

. . in favour of these words having been accented in his

[Milton's] day as they now are.

2. To mark with a (written) accent.
Mod. He accented his exercise very carelessly, making more

than twenty mistakes.

3. To pronounce, utter, intone.

a 1639 WOTTON (J.) And now congeal'd with grief, can
scarce implore Strength to accent, Here my Alberlus lies!

1656 W. COLKS Art of Simpling 93 The warbling notes,
which the charming birds accent forth from amongst the

murmuring leaves. 1816 SCOTT Old Mori. xv. (1830) II. i r6

These solemn sounds, accented by a thousand voices, were

prolonged among the waste hills.

4. Jig. To mark emphatically or distinctly ;
to

heighten, sharpen, or intensify; to make conspicuous.
1655 GUKNAL (Christian in Arm, i. 67 The remembrance of

his sin in hell thus accented will adde to his torment. 1725
WODKOW Corr. (18431 ^'- 2O7' I were an ungrateful wretch,
if this royal favour did not quicken and accent my concern
in them. 1876 Miss BRADUON Josh, Ilagg, Daughter \\. 10
* Of course I'm not eluding to ladies like you,' said the farmer

. accenting his speech by a Jap on Priscilla's spare shoulder.

1877 R. J. KING in Academy 3 Nov. 438.2 The great piers, of

Doulting stone, are accented at the cardinal points by shafts

of dark lias.

Accented (a'kse-ntt-d), ///. a.
[f.

ACCENT v. +

-ED.] Distinguished by or marked with accent or

stress; emphasized.
1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. (1847) I. i. 34. 29 The accented, or

If we choose rather to call them so, emphatic syllables, being
regulated by a very different though uniform law. 1873 Miss
BROUGHTON Nancy II. 120 '

Algy !

'

repeat I, in a tone of the

profoundest, acccntedest surprise.

Accenting (a.'kse*ntin), vbl. sb. [f. ACCENT v. +

-INQl.]
1. A pronouncing with accent or stress.

1633 P. FLKTCHKK Purple Isl. v. xli. [It] perfects the sound
and gives more sharp accenting. 1653 WALTON Angler 106

The ill pronunciation or ill accenting of a word in a Sermon
spoiles it.

2. The marking of the written accent.

1661 BOYLE Style of H. Script. 129 The strange Mysteries

they fancy in the strange Accenting of the Ten Command,
ments in the Original.

3. Uttering or pronouncing ; intoning.
1552 HCLOET Abct'dariuw, Accenting or trew pronouncyng

or readyng : Accentns. 1657 1 ^ AV ^u- Life of a Satyrical

Puppy called Xint 41 O how he weigh'd each word to the

very poyse of Accenting.

Accentless (ae-ksentles), a.
[f.

ACCENT sb. +

-LESS.] Unmarked by accent or emphasis.
1879 MAX Mi'-LLKK vb. Academy 5 July n/i The Svarita, an

excellent expedient to break through the ekasruti or mono-
tonous and accentless recitation prescribed for the Sutras.

Accentual (wkse'ntiwial), a. [f. L. accentu-s

accent + -AL, as if ad. L. *accentiiali$ analogous to

manitalis, visutilis. First in Todd iSiS.] Of or

belonging to accent; formed by accent, as distinct

from quantity, as in accentual iambics, etc., verses

in which the ancient alternation of long and short

syllables, is replaced by an alternation of strong and

weak syllables, as in the versification of English,
and other modem languages.
1610 E. BOLTON in S/taks. Cent. Praise 91 Our tongue hath

not received dialects or accentuall notes as the Greeke. 1775
TVRWHITT Lang, ofChaucer I. 10. 83 To form any judg-
ment of the versification of Chaucer, it is necessary that we
should know the syllabic value of his words and the accent-

ual value of his syllables. 1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. led. 31

I. 27 The latter (poem] is in accentual iambics with a sort of

monotonous termination in the nature of rhyme. 1870 LOW-
ELL Am. my Books Ser. 11(1873) 292 Our prosody is accentual

merely. 1875 WHITNEY Life of Lang. iv. 53 The Germanic

languages are all characterized by a pretty strong accentual

stress.

Accentuality (a'kse;ntii^e*liti). rare

\iionce-ivd. f. prec. + -ITY.] The quality of being
accentual ; also in //. accentual particulars or

characteristics.
a 1834 LAMB Misc. Wks. 1871,451 With an insight into the

accentualities and punctualities of modern Saxon.

Accentually (3ekse'ntiw t ali), adv. [f. ACCENT-

UAL + -LY^.] In an accentual manner; with due

attention to accent.

1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. 1. 1. i. 34. 31 The stress falling on

the penultimate, as is the usual case in a Latin pentameter
verse, accentually read, in our present mode.
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ACCENTUATE.

Accentuate (aekse*ntii^t), v. [f. med. L.

accentud-rej -dtum, f. accentits : see ACCENT, and
-ATE 3. Cf. Fr. accentuer^\
1. To pronounce, or distinguish with an accent.

1731 BAILEY, Accentuate', to pronounce in reading or

speaking according to the accent. 1827 HARE Guesses at

Truth. II. 212 They [the French] never accentuate their

words or their feelings : all is in the same key ; a cap is

ckartnanty so is Raphael's Transfiguration. 1880 Paper ff

Printing Trades Journ. xxx. 7 You will find that he ac-

centuates his words . . quite naturally.

2. To mark with the written accent.

1846 T. WRIGHT Ess. on Mid. Ages I. i. 9 The [Anglo-Saxon]
scribes not only omitted accents, but they often accentuated
words wrongly.

3. Jig. To mark strongly, emphasize.
1865 LECKY Rationalism I. 371 To accentuate strongly the

antagonism by which human nature is convulsed. 1875
HAMERTON Intellect. Life vn. v. 254 His marriage would

Ltrongly accentuate the amateur character of his position.

Accentuated (skse-ntiwi^ted), ///. a. [f. prec.

+ -ED.] ///. Pronounced with or distinguished by
accent ;

furnished with written accents. Jig. Em-

phasized, strongly marked.

1873 A. FLINT Physiol.ofMan i. 20 If the nerves be examined
. . their anatomical elements appear m the form of simple
fibres with strongly accentuated borders. 1873 SYMOKD8Cr/fe.
Poets xii. 403 The olive stem retains in youth and middle

and old age the distinction of finely accentuated form.

Accentuation (a'kse:ntmKTi 'Jan). [ad. med. L.

accentuation-em intoning, chanting, n. of action f.

accentuare : see ACCENTUATE.]
1. The marking of accent or stress in speech ;

the

use or application of accent.

1827 HARE Guesses at Truth II. 208 The Latin . . has sub-

stituted a stately monotonousness for the ever flexible rhythm
and changing accentuation of the Greek. 1859 DE QUINCEY
WAs. XII. 1 89 The accentuation of Milton's age was, in many
words, entirely different from ours. 1866 FELTON Attc.

fy Mod. Greece I. iii. 37 It has been recently placed beyond
a doubt that the Sanscrit system of accentuation is identical

with that of the Greek.

2. The notation of accents in writing.
1846 T. WRIGHT Ess. on Mid. Ages I. i. 10 In every [Anglo-

Saxon] word we ought to know the accentuation. Mod.
Two Greek words which differ only in accentuation.

3. Mode of pronunciation ;
vocal modulation.

1818 SCOTT Rob Roy 347 There was a strong provincial
accentuation, but, otherwise, the language . . was graceful,

flowing and declamatory. 1879 A. TROLLOPS Cousin Henry
xiv. 161 Read them one after another...slowly, but with clear

accentuation so that every point . . might be understood.

4. fg. Emphasizing, laying stress or dwelling

upon, bringing into prominence.
1875 STL-BBS Const. Hist. III. xxi. 501 The constant 'accen-

tuation,' as it is called, of principles in historical writing, in-

variably marks a narrow view of truth.

fAccenty. Obs. rare 1

. Irreg. var. of ACCENT.
i6ooToi'RNEUR Trans. Mctamorph. (1878)175 Still tumbles

forth half-breathed accenties.

t Accept (aekse-pt),///. a. Obs. [a.d.'L.acccfl-us,

pa. pple. of accip-crc to receive, take what is

offered, {.ac- ad- to + -cipcre capere to take.] =
ACCEPTED.
1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. vi. 2 In tyme accept, or wel plesynge,

I haue herd thee. 1432-50 TREVISA Higdcn (Rolls Ser.) I.

108 Thapostle testifienge, that
'

thei diedde alle, the promis-
biones not accepte.' c 1510 BARCLAY Mir. ofGood Manners
(1570) E ij. Suche maners shall thee make . . before all other

accept and amiable. i5z6TiSDALK Luke i. 75 In suche holy-
nes and ryghtewesnes that are accept before him. 1599 SHAKS.
Hen. yt \. ii. 82 We will suddenly Passe our accept and

peremptorie answer.

Accept (aekse'pt), v. Pa. pple. at first accept,
now accepted. [?a. Fr. accepte-r (i4th c. aceptcr},

ad. 'L.acceptd-re, freq. Qiaecip-ere : see prec. CvYyclif

may have taken it directly from L.)] gen. To take

or receive what is offered. Hence,
1. To take or receive (a thing offered) willingly,

or with consenting mind ; to receive (a thing or

person) with favour or approval, e.g. to receive as

a prospective husband.
c 1380 WYCLIF Eng. Wks. (1879) 257 pes foure witnessis weren

acceptid of be holy gost. 1461-83 Ord. for Royal Hoitseh.

54 Wardes . . take . . allwey lyveres of mete & drinke & other

by the Thesaurere of houshold tyll they be accepted to theyre
landes or elles solde by the Kinge. 1494 FABYAN in. Ivii. 37

They made humble request to the kynge that he wolde accept
theym vnto his grace. 152$ LD. BERNERS J-'roissart II.

Ixxxvii. 257 He sente letters of defyaunce . . whiche were

nothynge pleasaunt accepted of the Kynge. 1535 COVERDALK
Mai. i. 13 Ye haue brought me in a meatofferynge, shulde 1

accepte it of youre honde ? 1596 SHAKS. Merck, yen, i. ii. IDC

You should refuse to performe your Father's will, if you
should refuse to accept him. Ibid. iv. ii. 9 His ring I doe

accept most thankfully. 1719 YOUNG Busiris \\. i. (1757) 32

My lord, I want the courage to accept What far transcends

my merit. 178* COWPER Let. 18 Nov. Wks. 1876, 121 Accept
therefore, your share of their gratitude. 1802 SOUTHEY
Thalaba v. 39 Hear me, Angels \ so may Heaven Accept
and mitigate your penitence. 1880 M. PATTISON Milton 5;

The girl herselfconceived an equal repugnance to the husbam
she had thoughtlessly accepted. 1882 Daily Tel. 17 May
(Cricket.} Leslie gave an easy chance to M'Donnell at slip

which was not accepted.

2. To accept the person or face of : To receive

any one's advances with favour, to treat him as a

persona grdtat to favour him (csp. on corrupt

grounds, as personal attractions, rank, influence

52

lower to bribe). Hence to accept persons : To
how (corrupt) partiality or favouritism. [A He-
roism C*:E NTT; ndsd phdnlni 'to accept the face,'

iterally rendered in N. T. Gr. irpooojTroXrjirrfiv, and
n Vulgate acceptdre person-am^ -as, whence it has

>assed into Eng. theological language.]
c 1360 WYCLIF De Dotations Eccl, 104 For Crist may not

>f his ryjtwisnes Jus accepte persones. 1535 COVERDALE
Esd. iv. 39 The trueth accepteth no personnes, it putteth

no difference betwixte rych or poore. 1611 BIBLE Joby\\\. 10

le will surely reprooue you, if yee doe secretly accept per-
.ons. Gal, ii. 6 God accepteth no mans person. [WYCLIF,
Tod takith not the persoone of man. TINDALE, God loketh

jn no man's person. COVERDALE, God loketh not on the out-

warde appearaunce of men. CRANMER, God lokeih on the

outward appearaunce of no man. GENEVA, God loketh on
no man's person. RHEIMS, God accepteth not the person of

man.]
3. To receive as sufficient or adequate ; hence, to

admit, agree to, believe.

1530 PALSGR. 416, I accepte, or take In worthe, or alowe :

'. accepte all his commaundementes in good worthe. >534
WHITTINTON Tnlly's Off. (1540) HI. 167 These thre bokes
shall be accept and taken as straungers or gestes amonge
.he commentaryes and workes of Cratippus. 1651 HOBBKS
Leviathan n. xxi. 114 He hath Libertie to accept the con-

dition. 1729 BURKITT On Neiu Test. Mark xii. 44 God Al-

mighty accepts the will of those that give cheerfully. 1876
FRKEMAN Norm. Cong. II. App. 530 A fact which we may
surely accept on the authority of the Biographer. Mod. His

apology was not accepted. To accept the Calvinistic doc-

:rine of the atonement, the evolution theory, etc.

Law. To accept service of a writ : to agree to

consider as valid its informal delivery.

4. To take formally (what is offered) with con-

templation of its consequences and obligations ;
to

take upon oneself, to undertake as a responsibility.

i$z4 WOLSEY in Strype's Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. 81 They shall

have little leisure either to mind or accept the seige of

Calais. 1530 PALSGR. 416, 1 accepte, or take in hande. 1718
POPE Dune. n. 167 Osborne and Curl accept the glorious strife.

1869 HOOK Lives ofA rchbps. I. vii. 368 His disinclination to

accept the office was real and sincere. 1880 M. PATTISON
Milton 94 The post was offered him, but would he accept it?

*l In the preceding senses accept is frequently fol-

lowed by of.

1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 22 They sent defiance to each

other . . Both of them accepted of it. 1611 BIBLE 2 Mace.
:iii. 24 And [the King] accepted well of Maccabeus, made

_jim principall gouernor. 1722 DE FOE Hist. Plague 71 If

he would accept of that lodging he might haue it. 1792 T.

JEFFERSON Writings (1859) III. 456 There are some hopes

they will accept of peace. 1818 Q. Rev. XVIII. 459 He will

not accept of the text as adopted by his predecessors.

5. Comm. To accept a bill or draft (said of the

person to whom the bill or letter of exchange is

addressed, or one who takes his place, or accepts
for the honour' of the drawer or endorser) : to

acknowledge formally its receipt or presentation,
and undertake the liability or obligation to meet it

when due
;
to agree or promise to pay.

The acceptor usually writes the word '

Accepted' with his

signature on the face of the document ; adding the date, when
the latter affects the date of payment.
1665 S. KING in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 310, IV. 24 Trading

strangely ceaseth, and bills of Exchange are not accepted.

1848 MILL Pol. Econ. (1876)111. xi. 3. 312 A bill ofexchange
. . when accepted by the debtor, that is authenticated by his

signature, becomes an acknowledgment of debt.

b. absol.

a 1845 HOOD Sniffing a Birthday vii, I'm free to give my
I O U, Sign, draw, accept, as majors do.

Acceptability (ikseptabrliti). [ad. late L.

aeceptabiliiat-em (used in scholastic theology, T)u

Cange), n. of state f. acceptdbilis. See ACCEPTABLE.]
The quality of being acceptable ;

= ACCEPTABLE-

NESS, which is the commoner form.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy COMM, \, 3. 48 For the obtain-

ing the grace and acceptability of repentance. Wks. III.

Serm. 10 Praying with his heart and with the acceptabilities
ofa good life. 1850 W. \K\\XG Goldsmith \\v. 253 Endeavour-

ing by the aid of dress to acquire that personal acceptability
. . which nature had denied him.

Acceptable (sekse-ptab'l, arkseptab'l), a. [a.

Fr. acceptable, ad. L. acceptdbil-is, vbl. adj. f. acceptore.

See ACCEPT and -ABLE. Orig. pronounced, accord-

ing to the analogy of words in -hie from Fr. and L.,

acceptable, and so in all poets to the present day ;

but from the tendency to treat it as a direct deriva-

tive from the vb. acce'pt, as in advi'sable, mista'k-

able, denvable, understandable, the pronunciation

acceptable is now more prevalent. So with the

derivatives acceptably, -ableness. Sometimes com-

pared acceptable?; -eft."] Capable, worthy, or likely
to be accepted or gladly received ; hence, pleasing,

agreeable, gratifying, or welcome.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn, T. 205 Oure prayeres . . Ben to the

hihe God mor acceptable Than youres. 1447 BOKENHAM
Lyvys of Seyntys (1835) 280 That the

acceptabyllere
the

sacryfyse of hyr preyers to God myht alwey DC. X535
COVERDALE Mic. vi. 6 What acceptable thynge shat I offre

vnto the Lorde? 1611 BIBLE Deut. xxxiii. 24 And of Asher
hee said, . . Let him be acceptable to his brethren. 1667
MILTON P.L. x. 139 This woman, whom thou mad'st to be

my help . . So fit, so acceptable, so divine. 1758 WESLEY
Psalms (1765) cxviii. x. Now, send us now thy saving Grace,
Make this the acceptable Hour. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsmith,

xxix. 283 He was becoming more and more acceptable in

ACCEPTANCY.
ladies' eyes, 1850 MRS. BROWNING Drama of Exile I. 74
Found acceptable to the world instead Of others of that

name. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expec. viii. 36 The bread and
meat were acceptable, and the beer was warming.

Acceptableness (sckse'ptab'lnes, see prec.).

[f. prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being acceptable,
or agreeable to a receiver, entertainer, hearer, etc.

x6n COTGR., Agreablete, Agreeablenesse, acceptablenesse.

1648 Eikon Basaike 120 A greater Blessing & acceptableness
attends those Duties which are rightly performed. 1865 Sat.

Rev. 4 Nov. 573 Announcing his own acceptableness by
repeating the churchwarden's praises of his last Sunday's

homily. 1877 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. ii. 29 Love . . is what

gives the character of acceptableness to all our actions.

Acceptably v a-kse'ptabli), adv. [f. ACCEPTABLE

+ -LV. The accent varies, as in ACCEPTABLE;

Southey has acceptably] In an acceptable or

agreeable manner
;
so as to be accepted ; so as to

give satisfaction.

1535 COVERDALE Ecclus. xliv. 16 Enoch walked right & ac-

ceptably before the Lorde. 1611 BIBLE Heb. xii. 28 Let vs

haue grace, whereby wee may seme God acceptably. 1829
SOUTHEY Allfor Lore i. Wks. VII. 153 And Heaven accept-

ably receive His costliest sacrifice. 1839 REEVE Brittany

87 The glare of the sun being acceptably veiled at intervals.

Acceptance (Skse-ptans). [a. OFr. acceptance,

f. accepter ;
see ACCEPT and -ANCE.]

1. The act or fact of accepting, or taking what is

offered, whether as a pleasure, a satisfaction of

claim, or a duty.
1596 SPENSER State oflrel. (J.) By the acceptance of his

sovereignty, they also accepted of his laws. 1607 SKAKS.

Coriol. n. iii. 9 If he tel vs his Noble deeds, we must also tell

him our Noble acceptance of them. 1667 MILTON P.L. v.

531 Our voluntarie service he requires, Not our necessitated,

such with him Findes no acceptance, a 1764 R. LLOYD The
Poet Wks. 1774 II. 21 The mob his kind acceptance begs Of
dirt, and stones, and addle-eggs. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
II. App. 531 William or his advisers may., have pressed the

acceptance of the crown on Eadward,

2. csp. Favourable reception, a. Of persons.

1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. Ven. IV. i. 164, I neuer knewe so yong a

body, with so old i head. I leaue him lo your gracious ac-

ptance. 1611 COTGR., Malgrace'. . bad acceptance, ill

opinion. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick vii. Wks. IX. 71 That vow
hath been pronounced . . whereby we stand For condemna-
tion or acceptance. i88a Daily Tel. Mar. 9 The vocalist . .

sang with marktd acceptance.

b. Of things : Favourable consideration, approval ;

and hence, of statements, theories, etc. : Mental

assent, belief.

1669 PEPYS Diary (1877) V. 452 It did meet with the Duke
of York's acceptance well-liking. 1779 NEWTON Bk. of
Praise (Gold. Tr. Ser.) 52 By Thee my prayers acceptance

gain Although with sin defiled. 1794 SULLIVAN View of
A'at. II. 230 Recommend them to the belief and acceptance
of all reasonable persons. 1854 FARADAY Exp. Res. Iv. 470

c. Acceptance ofpersons : undue favour on personal

grounds, partiality. See ACCEPT 2, ACCEPTION 2.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng;. IV. 580 A Sovereign who had
sworn that he . . would do justice, without acceptance of

persons.

3. The state or condition of being accepted.
1649 SELDEN Lavis of Eng. (1739* i. v. 12 She first brought

Austin into acceptance with the King. 1714 T. ELLWOOD

Li/e<i^6^72 t
I found acceptance with the Lord. 1745 WES-

LEY AnsTv. to Church 17 Can we deny, That Holiness is a

Condition of Final Acceptance?
4. The sense in which a word or expression is ac-

cepted or taken ;
understood signification, rare.

(More usually ACCEPTATION 4.)
: a 1716 SOUTH ( J.) An assertion, most certainly true, though,
under the common acceptance of it, not only false but odious.

1857 S. OSBORN Quedah xvii. 237 Neither Jadee nor I were

sportsmen in the proper acceptance of the word.

5. The quality of being accepted or acceptable ;

acceptableness, agreeableness.
1593 MARLOWE Dido m. iii. 926 Love and duty led him on

perhaps To press beyond acceptance to your sight. 1666

SOUTH Serm. Tit, ii. 15 Wks. 1715 I. 197 Some Men cannot

be Fools with so good Acceptance as others. 1868 BROWNING

Ring <( Bk. 837 The Canon ! We caress him . . A man of

such acceptance.

6. Comm. (See ACCEPT v. 5.) a. The act of form-

ally accepting the liability to pay a bill of ex-

change when due
;
the formal engagement to pay

it. b. The bill itself when 'accepted' by A. B. is

termed A.B.'s Acceptance.
1682 T. SCARLETT Stile ofExch. 59 Acceptance must be de-

manded of him only, to whom the Bill is directed. 1865

TRAFFOKD G. Gcith 1 1. ii. 30 There is scarcely a business man
. . the aim and object of whose life is not to get his ac-

ceptances into circulation. 1866 CRUMP Banking v. 117

Acceptance . . signifies an engagement on the part of the

drawee to meet the bill in money when it falls due.

7. Law. An agreeing to the act or contract of

another (as a predecessor in office or agent) by
some act which amounts to a recognition or ap-

proval of the same, and binds the person in law.

J574 tr- Littleton's Tenures 99 b, A man shal have none

advantage by suche release that shalbe againste his owne

propre acceptance. 1691 BLOUNT Law Diet. s.v. Acceptance
is . . a tacite kind of agreeing to some former Act done by
another, which might have been undone or avoided.

Acceptancy (sckse-ptansi). [f. ACCEPT, as if

ad. L. *acceptantia. See -NCY.] Willingness to re-

ceive, receptiveness.



ACCEPTANT.

1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh ii. 1057 Here's a proof of

gift, But here's no proof, sir, of acceptancy.

Acceptant (itkse'ptant), a. and sb. [a. Fr. ac-

ceptant adj. and sb., properly pr. pple. of accepter
to accept.]
A. adj. Willingly receiving (what is offered), re-

ceptive. Const, of.

1851 RUSKIN Mod. Painters II, in. 2. iii. 18 Too painful to

be endured even by the most acceptant mind. 1866 Eth.

ofDust 152 Angelico merely takes his share of this inherit-

ance, and applies it in the tenderest way to subjects that

are peculiarly acceptant of it.

t B. sb. One who accepts, or takes what is offered
;

an accepter, spec. The acceptor of a bill. Obs.

1596 CHAPMAN Iliad vn. Argt. 3 Nine Greeks stand up ac-

ceptants every one, But lot selects strong Ajax Telamon.
1682 J. SCARLETT Stile ofExch. 41 If the Draught be for the

account of the Drawer . . it is not necessary that he advise the

Acceptant of the course.

Acceptation (*k*l*pt'Jwi). [a. Fr.^^accepta-
tion (i4th c. in Littre) ad. late L. acceptation-em,
n. of action f. 'acceptors ; see ACCEPT.]
fl. gen. The action of taking, or receiving, what is

offered, whether by way of favour, satisfaction, or

duty; reception ;
= ACCEPTANCE i. Obs.

14x6 Past. Lett. 7 I. 25 By this acceptacion of this bys-

shopricke, he hath pryved hym self of the title that he

claymed. 1528 GARDINER in Pocock's Rec. Ref. I. Ii. 133

Temper it so as might further the acceptation of this Com-
mission. 1633 J. HAYWARD Banish'd Virg. 219 Upon ac-

ceptation of this last courteous proffer, they mount up. 1692
BENTLEY Boyle Lect. ix. 326 Without his Satisfaction there is

no Remission of Sins nor Acceptation of Repentance.
2. esp. Favourable reception ;

= ACCEPTANCE 2,

which is now in this sense the usual word.

t a. Of persons. Obs.

1567 Trial of Treasure (1850) 5 Though the style be bar-

barous . . our author desireth your gentle acceptation. 1658
IVk. Duty of Man in. xii. 31 You cannot deceive God, nor

gain acceptation from him by anything which is not perfectly

hearty and unfeigned.

b. Of things : Favourable reception, approval ;

hence, assent, acquiescence, belief.

1611 BIBLE i Tint. i. 15 This is a faithfull saying, and
worthy of all acceptation. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan \. xiv. 69
Without mutuall acceptation, there is no Covenant. 1803
MAR. EDGEWORTH A-fanufact.d^i} 1.73 Their cards ofaccept-
ation were shewn in triumph. 1855 H. RF.ED Lect. Eng.
Lit.( 1878) x. 318 What else can explain the large acceptation,
which a poem like

'

Gray's Elegy
'

found at once ? 1881 J. A.
BROWN in Nature XXIII. 559 That hypothesis will have a
better claim to acceptation.

fc. Acceptation ofpersons : = ACCEPTIOX 2. Obs.

"S^S JEWEL Repl. to Harding (1611) 387 God . . hath no

acceptation, or choice of persons.
3. The state of being accepted or acceptable ;

acceptableness, regard, arch. ACCEPTANCE 3.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \\. (T.) Some things . . are notwith-

standing of so great dignity and acceptation with God. 1642
ROGERS Naainan no Elbow roome in the world, acceptation
with our betters, c 1800 KIRKE WHITE Lett. (1837) 248 Not
only to secure your own acceptation.
4. The sense in which a word or sentence is ac-

cepted or received ; the received meaning.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \\. 243 Which Nationall Law,

according to divers acceptations . . may be sometime taken
for a Species of the Natural!, sometime of the Humane.
1690 LOCKE Hum. Underst. (16951 iv. i. 302 It is necessary
first, to consider the different acceptations of the word
Knowledge, a 1754 FIELDING Remedy ofAjft. Wks. 1775 IX.

254 In its common and vulgar acceptation it [Philosophy]
signifies, the search after Wisdom. 1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON
Exerc. (1842) 1. 286 War, in the acceptation of modern pub-
licists, is self-defence against reform.

f5. Acceptation of a bill of exchange = ACCEPT-
ANCE 6. Obs.
1623 G. MALYNES Anc. Law-Merch. 400 [He] doth come to

him vpon whom the said Bill was directed, and desireth his

promise of acceptation.

Acce'ptativeness, ra/-e~. [f. acceptative

(not cited), f. L. acceptdt- ppl. stem of acceptd-re ;

see ACCEPT and -IVE.] Tendency to give acceptance
to statements. Prob. only in loc. cit.

1870 SMITH Syn, fy Antonyms^ Credulity^ Syn. Gullibility,
Simplicity, Acceptativeness.

Accepted (sckse'pted), ///. a. [f. ACCEPT v. +
-ED.]

1. Received as offered
; well-received ; approved.

M93 Petronylla 26 She was acceptyd so in the lordys sight
To be noumbryd one of the maydyns fyue Afore Jhesu that
bare their laumpys light. 1611 BIBLE i Sam. xviii. 5 And he
[David] was accepted in the sight of all the people. 1814
SOUTHEY Roderick vii. Wks. IX. 73 The royal Goth Had
offer'd his accepted sacrifice. 1879 TOURGEE Foots Errand
xxii. 129 Ideas at variance with the accepted creed.

1 2. Hence, satisfactory, acceptable. Obs.
a 1500 Songs on Costume (1849) 54 Humylyte . . Most ac-

cepted was onto the Devie". 1611 BIBLE 2 Cor. vi. 2 Beholde,
now is the accepted time. 1677 HALE Contempt. \\. 49 And
surely, the first fruits ofour Lives . . are best accepted to him.

Acceptedly (sekse-ptedli), adv. [f. prec. -f

-Ly2.] fn the accepted manner: hence, fa.accept-
ably, welcome (obs.} ; "b. according to common
acceptation, admittedly.

X599JONSON Ev.Man outofHum. i. ii. 92 1 1 [payment] comes
more acceptedly, than if you gave 'hem a new-yeeres gift.

1872 in A thenseum 5 Oct. 435/3 No statesman . . would dare to
use a sentence put of their acceptedly divine Revelation, as

having now a literal authority over them.

53

Accepter (aekse-ptai). [f. ACCEPT v. + -ERI.

Now the general word ;
ACCEPTOR the older form

is retained in special senses.] One who accepts,
or receives what is offered or presented. Accepter

ofpersons orfaces, a judge who is influenced by the

personal acceptableness of individuals, one who
shows partiality on personal grounds. See AC-
CEPTION 2.

1585 ABP. SANDYS Serm. (18411 226 God Is no accepter of

persons. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (iBn) I. xlv. 349 The
giver and accepter are principally answerable in an unjust
donation. 1860 TRKNCH Serm. in IVestm. Ablwy xv. 176 He
now is . . the justifier and accepter of the ungodly.

Acceptilate (kse-ptildt), v. [f. ACCEPTILA-

TION, as if this originated in a L. vb. acceptila-re,

acceptildt-um, which had no existence.] A technical

phrase in writers on Rom. law, for discharging an

obligation by acceptilatio.
1880 Mt'iRHEAD6Vm;544i Whether a debt could be partially

acceptilated was matter of dispute.

Acceptilation (a'kse^ptil^i'Jan). [ad. L. aceep-

tilatidn-cm, properly accepti Idtio an accounting of

a thing as received.] A technical term in Roman
law, 'importing the remission of a debt by an ac-

quittance from the creditor testifying the receipt
of money which has never been paid.' J. Also^1

".

in a theological sense, free remission.

1562-3 FOXE A. fy M. (1596) 993/2, I neither am, neither
shall be able to requite this your lordships most special
kindnesse . . unlesse I shoulde use that ciuill remedie called

in law accept ilat ion. 1656 JKR. TAYLOR AIISTV. to Bp. of
Rochester (R.) Our justification which comes by Christ is by
imputation and acceptilation, by grace and favour. 1880

MUIRHEAD Gains 241 An obligation is also extinguished by
acceptilation, which is as it were an imaginary payment.

Accepting
1

(&kse'ptiq), vbl. sl>. [f. ACCEPT v. +
-ING 1

.] The action of taking or receiving what is

offered or presented ; acceptance, reception. Accept-

ing offaces or persons of men : partiality, undue

favour; see ACCEPT 2, ACCEPTION 2.

1577 tr. Bullinger, Decades (1592) 193 One ofthe.se two vices,
which so infecteth the mindes of Judges . . is the accepting
of faces, or respect of persons, a 1649 DRVMM. OF HAWTH.
Earn. Ep. Wks. 1711, 156 Your chearful accepting of such
like essays heretofore. Mod. John's accepting of the ap-

pointment.

Accepting (dekse*ptin\ ppl. a. [f. ACCEPT v. +

-ING-.] That accepts or has accepted.
1718 POPE Iliad xv. 438 Presumptuous Troy mistook the

accepting sign. 1861 GOSCHEN For. Exch. 55 The value of

money in the accepting country.

tAcception (a'kse'pfan). Obs. [ad. 'L.acception-

-c?n, n. of action f. accept- ppl. stem of accipere ;

see ACCEPT. Used by Wyclil to translate the Vulg.

acceptio personantni {Rom. ii. II, etc.) exception

of persons, a phrase occurring hundreds of times

down to 1 700, when it was supplanted by ACCEPT-

ING, ACCEPTANCE. In the general sense of AC-
CEPTANCE = reception, the word is rather rare

;
but

in that of ACCEPTATION ^signification, in regular
use from 6 till the beginning of 8. Cf. Fr. deception,
which has likewise yielded to acceptation in the

general sense, but still remains in senses 2 and 3,

deception de personne, deception cfun mot]
1. The act of accepting; the receiving or taking

of anything presented ; acceptance, reception.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 427/1 To euerichone [he] rendryd

his owne by right withoute ony accepcion or takyng of

money. 1578 LYTE Niewe HerbalL Pref. 2 Most numbly
craving a favourable acception hereof. 1624 J. SMITH Vir-

ginia v. 194 Acknowledgement and acceptton of all resident

Gouernours. 1662 H. STUBBE Indian Nectar i. 5 The uni-

versal acception of this drink amongst the most sober.

2. Acception of persons or faces. [A Hebrew

phrase D'3Q KU'D tnasso pkanim,
'

accepting of

the face,' verbally rendered in Gr. ftpoawnoKrjfyia,

'L.acceptiopersons.
1

, -drum, the latter simply adapted
in Fr. and Eng.] The receiving of the personal
advances of any one with favour; hence, corrupt

acceptance, or favouritism, due to a person's rank,

relationship, influence, power to bribe, etc. See
ACCEPT 2. (The earliest sense in Eng.)
1382 WYCLIF Rom. ii. 1 1 For accepciouns of persoones, that

is, to putte oon bifore another withoute desert, is not anentis

God. [TiNDALEparcialyte, CRANMER andi6n respect, Rheinis

acception.] 1494 FABYAN vi. clxi. 154 He shuld purpose the
sothe & trowthe withoute accepcion of parsonys, and pon-

ysshe mysdoers, as well the ryche as the poore. 1677 GALE
Crt. of Gentiles II. iv. 372 Acception of persons has place
only where . . any favors one more than another.

3. The accepted or received meaning or signifi-

cation of a word or phrase ;
= ACCEPTATION 4.

1543 Necessary Doctrine B, Faythe in the fyrst acception,
is consydered as it is a seuerall gifte of God by it selfe. 1612

T.TAYLOR Titus 1.7. (1619) 121 The Apostle's argument and
context can admit no other acception. 1651 BAXTER Inf.

Bapt. 1 86 That is the common acception, in six hundred

places it Is so taken. 17x1 J. GREENWOOD Eng. Gram. 86
This Acception of the term.

H Acception is frequently found for EXCEPTION,
with which it was phonetically confounded.

Acceptive (kse-ptiv), a. [f. ACCEPT v. + -IVE,

as if ad. L. *acceptlvus. Cf. deceptive^

ACCESS.

1. passively. Fit or suitable for acceptance ; ap-
propriate.
1596 CHAPMAN Iliad VH. 85 Myself will use acceptive darts,

And arm against him, ciSji MRS. BROWNING Loved Once
And yet that word of * Once '

Is humanly acceptive.
+ 2. actively. Having a tendency to accept, ready
to accept ; receptive of things offered. Obs.
1601 JONSON Poetaster in. iv. 74 Please you to be acceptive

. . Yes sir, feare not ; I shall accept. 1609 Case is Alt.
n. vii. 76 The people generally are very acceptive, and apt to

applaud any mentable work. 1653 BROME City Wit iv. iii.

350 Jo. Received they my Jewells? Cra. Yes, they prov'd
acceptive.

Acceptor (a-kse-ptai, -tou), also 4-6 acceptour.
[a. Anglo -Fr. accepting ad. L. acceptor-em n. of

agent, f. accept- ppl. stem of accipere to receive
;
see

ACCEPT. This is the older form of the word, found
in \Vyclif, afterwards replaced by or refashioned as
ACCEPTER

;
in recent times it has been restored in

a special sense, and is sometimes also, after the L.,

used in the general sense.]
1. One who accepts ;

= ACCEPTER.
1382 WYCLIF Acts x. 34 For god is not acceptour of per-

sones. 1865 Athenaeum No. 1979. 434/1 The interpretation
. . has found innumerable acceptors.

2. He who accepts a bill of exchange, or formally
undertakes its payment when due.

1776 A. SMITH Wealth ofNat. I. u. ii. 309 If, when the bill

becomes due, the acceptor does not pay it. 1868 ROGERS
Pol, Econ. fed. 31 xi. 150 The Bill of Exchange . , is an order
written by the drawer and addressed to the acceptor.

Acce'rse, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. L. accers-erc

to summon
; perh. only in loc. cit.] To summon.

1548 HALL Chron. Ediu. IV, an. 10 (R. t The Krle of War-
wicke . . thereupon accersed and called together his army.
t Accersi'ted, pa. pple. Obs. rarc~ l

.
[f.

L.

acccrs7t-itst pa. pple. of accerscre to summon + -Kb
;

perh. only used in loc. cit.] Summoned, sent for.

1548 HALL Chron. (18091 475 Your realme to the whiche
you be . . by your people accercited . vocaled unto.

Access (K'kses, a-kse's). Forms: 4 acces 54-7
accesse

; 5- access ;
and in the special sense iv :

4 axcesse, axcess
; 5 axces, axesse, axez, aksis

;

5-6 axes, axis
;
6 axys, acceys. [In sense iv, the

earliest in Eng., a. Fr. acces, OFr. accs
t
aceis : L.

access-its, a coming unto, vbl. sb. f. acccd-cre to come
to : see ACCEDE. In this sense the word soon re-

ceived the Eng. accent a'cccss, whence the spellings

axes, axis, etc., above. In its more general senses

app. taken direct from L. access-us chiefly after

1500, and retaining the pronunc. access in all the

poets of 6-8
;
but erccess is given by Sheridan 1789,

rejected by Smart 1857, used by Tennyson 1864,
and is now apparently the more usual, as more
distinct from excess. Cf. recesst success ; abscess,

pro-cess. Like variety of usage prevails as to

access-ary} -ory, and their derivatives, though in

these it is more common to accent the first syllable.]
I. Coming to or towards ; approaching.

fl. The action of going or coming to or into;

coming into the presence of, or into contact with
;

approach, entrance. (Const, into, unto, /&.} Ol>s.

1528 GARDINER in Pocock Kec. Ref. I. xlvii. 90 How to use
and order our^elf at our access to the pope's presence. 1682

GREW^(I/. Plants 10 Lest its new access into the ayr should
shrivel it. 1699 GARTH Dispensary \. (1706) 2 The Goddess
. . shuns the great access of vulgar eyes. 1718 Port: Iliad xiv.

195 Safe from access of each intruding power. 1721 STRYPE
Eccl. Mem. 1. 138 He kept an honourable post here : and had
great access of gentlemen to him.

2. The habit or power of getting near or into con-

tact with
; entrance, admittance, admission (to the

presence or use of).

1382 WYCLIF Rom. v. 2 By whom we han accesse, or nyj
goynge to. 1534 Polyd, Verg,, Eng. Hist. (1846) I. 23 Thus
crowse have free accesse to these highe trees. 1579 GOSSON
Sck. of Abuse (Arb.) 39 How many times hath accesse to

Theaters beene restrayned. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. i. 98 He
is heere at the doore, and importunes accesse to you, 1772- 84
COOK Voyages (1790) IV. 1192 These voyages have facilitated

the access of ships into the Pacific Ocean. 1864 TENNYSON
Aylnt. F. 503 Those at home . . Then closed her access to the

wealthier farms. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. viii. 180

Some office which . . gave him close access to the person of

his princely nephew. 1879 LUBBOCK Sc. Lect. xi.
39^

This pre-
vents the access of ants and other small creeping insects.

3. The state or faculty of being approached ;

accessibility.
c 1425WYNTOUN Cron. v. iii. 21 He gret repayre amang bairn

mad ; Be sic access he kend wele. 1559 Myrrourefor Mag.
(ed. 2) xiii. i Disdayne not prynces easye accesse. 1662 GER-
BIER Princ. 13 The Staires . . are . . of so easie an Accesse, as

that Travellers do ascend them on Horse-back.
1^91

BOSWELL
Johnson (1816) I. 244 He insisted on Lord Chesterfield's

general affability and easiness of access. 1870 YEATS Nat.
Hist. Comm. 89 Markets are so difficult of access, that much
wealth is wasted.

4. The action of coming towards, coming, ap-

proach, advance. Contrasted with recess.

1610 HEALEY Aug. City of God (1620) v. vi. 193 We see the

alteration of the year by the Sunnes accesse and departure.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist, ofEarth (1723) vi. 279 The Sea,

by this Access and Recess, shuffling the empty Shells. 1843

tMARTiNEAU
Endeav. after Chr. Li/e(ify6) 506 The Rain-

w interpreted by the prism . . painting the access and reces*

of his thought.



ACCESSARILY.

1 5. A coming to work or business, an assembling
or meeting of a body. The access and recess of Par-
liament. Obs.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1584/1 A briefe report
of the second accesse . . and of the answer made in the name
of the lords of the parlement. 1647 MAY Hist. Part. n. i. 3
Before the Accesse and meeting again of the Parliament.

f6. A coming to office, dignity, or sovereignty;
arrival at the throne

;
= ACCESSION 3. Obs.

1641 CHARLES I Let. to Judges 5 July 3 Our Accesse to the
Crowne. 1650 J. HALL Paradoxes 25 Many Princes have
sweetened and disguised the memory of their accesse to
Government. 1759 MARTIN Nat. Hist. 1. 247 Their first Access
to their Dignity.

II. A way or means of approach.
7. An entrance, channel, passage, or doorway.
1642 HOWELL For. Trav. 14 They . . have not those obvious

accesses and contiguity of situation. 1670 MILTON Hist. Brit.
n. Wks. 1847, 484 The Accesses of the Island were wondrously
fortify*d. 1725 POPE Odyssey vm. 51 Now all accesses to the
dome are find. 1831 SCOTT Anne of Get. ii. 25 If there be

actually such a pass, there must be an access to it somewhere.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. (1640) Pref. 17 We doe heere, in

the Accesse to this work, Poure forth humblest and most
ardent supplications toGod. \-]2o'RQ\\-?.Antl>. Step-Mother
Prol. 7 The Poet does his Art employ, The soft Accesses of

your Souls to try. 1878 R.
^y.

DALE On Preaching vii. 216
We ought to try . . every possible access to the conscience.

III. A coming as an addition.

8. The coining of anything as an addition ;
ad-

herence, addition, increase, growth. Now almost

obs. and replaced by ACCESSION.
1576 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (18261 272 The death of this

one man [Becket] . . brought thereunto more accesse of esti-

mation and reverence. 1610 GWILLIM Displ. Herald. (1660)
in. xxvi. 258 They had in them neither accesse nor defect.

1667 MILTON P.L. ix. 310, I from the influence of thy looks
receive Access in every virtue. 1728 NEWTON Chroiiol,

Amended The Philistines, strengthned by the access of
the Shepherds, conquer Israel. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesut'. ix. 261
The liquid mass of rock is always ready to be poured out

upon the access of adequate pressure. 1881 BROADHOUSE
jlfus. Acoustics 270 Their varying rates bring about, at regu-
lar intervals, an access of tone, when the crests of the waves
correspond, and a diminution of tone when the crest of one
coincides with the trough of the other.

IV. A coming on or attack of illness, anger, etc.

9. A coming on of illness or disease, especially of

sudden illness ;
an attack or fit.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems C. 325 pacces ofanguych wat3 hid
in my sawle. 1423 JAMES I King s Qnair n. xlviii, Bot tho

began myn axis and turment. it 1597 'Chaucer's Dretne'
Wks. 1855, 56 The peyne, and the plesaunce, Which was to

me axes and hele. 1656 RIDGLF.Y Pract. Phys. 139 Let meat be

given at the time of the least accesse. 1678 BUTLER Hudibras
in. ii. 822 Relapses make Diseases More desp'rate than their

first Accesses. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. on Man i. i. i. 7. 55
In the Access of most Fevers the Patient is listless & sleepy.
1821 G. TICKSOR Life i

Lett, fy Joum. I. xvii. 334 He had had
an access of paralysis the afternoon previous. 1862 TRENCH
Miracles xxvii. 368 These accesses of his disorder might come
upon him at any moment.

flO. spec. An ague fit
; ague, intermitting fever. Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 1316 A charme . . The whiche
cannelen the of thyn accesse. 1398 TRE\ ISA />'arM. De P.R.

U495> vii.:xxxviii. 252 Fyrste the cold and therafterthe heete

and euery daye axes, yet worse, for some daye comith double
axes. 1459 Paston Lett. 970 III. 426, I wasfalle seek with an

.xe}. 1475 AVDKI.AY Poems 47 A seke man, That is y-schakyd

.nd schent with theaksis. 1493 /Wr<wy///z 45 And Petromlla

quaketh in hir accesse. a 1500 Lancelot of tlie /,<&( 1865! 2

So be the morow set I was a-fyre In felinge of the access hot
and colde. 1527 L. ANDREW tr. Brimsivyke*s Distyll. Waters
A ij, The same water . . is good for the dayly axces or febres.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Ague, The cure [ofAgue] is usually
begun with an emetic ofipecacuanha, an hour before the access.

ll.ySJf. An outburst; a sudden fit of anger or other

passion. (Modern, after Fr. acccs.}

1781 J. MOORE Italy (1790) II. Ixi. 214 These accesses and
intervals (of thunder and explosion] continued with varied

force. 1815 SOUTH KY in(X Ket>. XIII. 10 In a fresh access of

jealousy, [he] plunged a dagger into her heart. 1878 Bosw.
SMITH Carthage 56 He gave him [his brother] over, in an
access of sublime patriotism, to the death he had deserved.

^1 Access is frequently found written for EXCESS,

chiefly by phonetic confusion ;
but the senses also

approach in 8 above ; see quot. of date 1610.

Accessarily (arksesarili, a.'kse'sarili), adv. [f.

ACCESSARY^. + -LY2.] After the manner of an acces-

sary; also (less correctly) for ACCESSOKILY.

1623 MINSHEU, Accessoriatntnte, accessarily, consenting!}',

Accessariness (ae-ksesarines, sekse'sarines).

[f. ACCESSARY a. + -NESS.] The state or quality of

being accessary ; concurrence, privity.

1654 GAYTON Festiv. Notes \\. vi. 60 Shee . . doth vindicate

all refractory damosels, from the least accessarinesseor lyable-

nesse of guilt from the ends (violent or melancholy) of their

puling . . Servants. 1667 Decay of Chr. Piety xix. 18. 370

Perhaps this consideration will draw us . . into the guilt of a

negative accessariness to the present mischiefs,

Accessary (ce'ksesari, sekse'sari^ sb. and a.

[f.
ACCESS sb. + -ARY, as if ad. L. *acc?ssari-its,

an analogical formation on accesses, cf. emissaryt

commissary, adversary, notary. The sb. is etymo-

logically accessary and the adj. accessory, cf. emis-

sary sb., promissory adj., but as the adj. was first

taken directly from the sb. it was naturally spelt

accessary. Being afterwards '
rectified

'

by scholars

to accessoryt after the L. accessoriust it drew the

S
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noun after it, so that this also is now often spelt
ACCESSORY. In the legal sense the word is com-

monly accessary ^though Blackstone wrote acces-

sory), and Webster recommends that it be so pre-
served, and spelt accessory in other senses. But as
it is often used of thingsJig. from the legal sense,
as in accessary and principal, it is doubtful if the
distinction is practicable. The historical and etymo-
logical pronunc. is accessary, but accessary (cf. z-
terccssoiy) is also in use. So with its derivatives.]

A., so.

1. One who accedes, or gives his accession (formerly
access) to any act or undertaking ;

an adherent,
assistant, or helper. In Law :

' He who is not the
chief actor in the offence, nor present at its per-
formance, but in some way concerned therein, eithei

before or after the fact committed.' 1 768 Blackstone
Comment. IV. 35.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. (1520) vn. 157 b/i To take and

brynge hym and his accessaryes to the kynge. 1504 NASHE
Uttfort. Trav. 40 To prison was I sent as principal, and my
master as accessarie. 1660 H. FISCH Regicides (1679) 158 He
knows very well there are no accessaries in Treason. 1859
MILL Liberty iv. 129 The moral anomaly of punishing the

accessary.
2. Of things. (Partly Jig. from the last, partly

from ACCESSOKY a.) Anything assisting or con-

tributory; anything subordinate; an adjunct, or

accompaniment. (See ACCESSORY, B. I.)

1534 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. ofM. A urel. (15461 H h. ij, The
auctoritie of his office . . ought to be his accessarie, and his

good lyfe for principal!. 1699 KtmLEY PAataris 42^ Itshews
no great reverence to those Sacred Writings, to bring them,
though it be but as Accessaries, into Farce and Ridicule.

1859 MRS. JAMESON Sacred
ff Leg. Art 355 The attention . .

is distracted by the accessaries.

B. adj.
1. Of persons : Acceding or adhering to; assisting

as a subordinate. In Law. Participating or sharing
in a crime, though not the chief actor; participant,

privy.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \. ii. 192 To both their deaths shalt

thou be accessary. 1698 DRYDEN sEneid iv. 543 A God's
command he pleads, And makes Heav'n accessary to his

Deeds. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela 11824) I- xix- 3 Don't

imagine that I would be accessary to your ruin for the world,

1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) I. i. 31 Both houses of par-
liament were commonly made accessary to the legal murders
of this [Henry VIII's} reign.

f2. Of things: Subordinate, additional, accom-

panying, non-essential, adventitious ;= ACCESSORY,
A. i (which is now alone used in this sense). Obs.

i55*-5 LATIMER Serin, f. Rent. (1845) 37 Hawking and hunt-

ing is but an accessary- thing. 1661 BRAMHALL Just Vind. iii.

38 Foundations which were good in their original institution

ought not to be destroyed for accessary abuses. 1691 Case
ofExeter Coll. 20 The Oath being accessary to the Statutes

Accessibility (Ekse:sibi-liti). [f. ACCESSIBLE +
-ITY. Cf. Fr. accessibility also quite modern.] The
quality of being accessible, or of admitting ap-
proach, fig. Openness to influence.

[WEBSTER cites LANGHORNE 1766-1802. Not in CRAIG 1847',
In WORCESTER 1859.] 1810 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 362
Accessibility to the sentiments of others . . often accompanies
feeble minds. 1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets (1863) 10
The greater accessibility of Latin literature. 1850 MERIVALE
Hist. Rom. Ettip. IV. xxxviii. 323 The accessibility of Italy
upon this side . . was at all times a matter of anxiety to her
rulers. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. in Crit. (1875) v. 190 The French
. . have shown more accessibility to ideas than any other

people.

Accessible (ikse-sib'l), a. [a. Fr. accessible (in

Cotgr.), ad. L. accessibil-em, vbl. adj. f. access- ppl.
stem of afcfj-?re ; see ACCEDE and -BLE.]
1. Capable of being used as an access ; affording

entrance
; open, practicable. Const, to.

1610 SHAKS. Cytnb. ill. ii. 84 Accessible is none but Milford

way. 1667
MILTON /'. L. iv. 546 With one ascent Accessible

from Earth. 1835 J. HARRIS Gt. Teaclier (1837) 347 All the

paths of human ambition were open and accessible to him.

2. Capable of being entered or reached
; easy of

access ; such as one can go to, come into the pre-
sence of, reach, or lay hold of; get-at-able. Const, to.

1643 HOWELL For. Trav. 45 She [Spain] hath bold acces-

sible coasts. 1670 G. H., Hist. Cardinals II. ii. 149 He is ac-

cessible enough, but not too liberal to the poor. 1776 GIBBON
Decl. ff Fall I. xix. 537 The town was accessible only by two
wooden bridges. 1850 MERIVALE Hist. Rom. Entp. (1871) V.

xli. 89 The ear ofthe public was accessible perhaps byno other

means. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip 11, 1. 1. iv. 52 He was .. as ac-

cessible as any one could desire, and gave patient audience
to all who asked it. 1861 MAY Const. Hist. Eng. (1863) I. i.

44 Evidence, not accessible to contemporaries, has since made
his statement indisputable.

TO. Jig. Accessible to : open to the influence of.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. of Midi. 185 He had shewn himself in a
certain degree accessible to touches of humanity. 1881 Rep.
ofElect. Cotnnt. in Daily Tel. 31 Jan. 500 or 600 [voters] are

at all times accessible to bribery.

Accession (aekse'Jsn). [a. Fr. accession (i-fth c.

in Godef.), ad. L. accession-em a going to, joining,

increase, n. of action f. accedfre, accessum : see

ACCEDE. It has partly occupied the ground of the

earlier ACCESS.] Generally, the action of going to,

joining oneself to, and its result. Hence,
I. A coming to.

ACCESSIVB.

1. The action of coining near, approach; a coming
into the presence of any one, or into contact with

any thing; admittance, admission
;
= ACCESS i.

1652 GAULE Mag-astro-mancer 160 The rationall creatures
are the more noble in themselves, and of more neer accession
to the divine similitude. 1655 FULLER CA. Hist. ix. 100 There

1691 RAY Creation (1714) 198 For want of Accession of the
Sun. iSza SIR H. DAVY Chcm. Philos. 395 Two of the oxides
of lead may be formed by heat, with accession of air. 2853
KANE Grinnell Exfed. (1856) xxxv. 312 It might be supposed
. . that the accession of solar light would be accompanied by
increase of temperature.

f 2. The action of coming to (a point) by forward
or onward motion ; advance, coming, arrival. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 57 Not varying at all by the
accession of bodyes upon, or secession thereof, from its sur-

face. 1655-60 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 9/2 He first

found out the accession of the Sun from Tropick to Tropick.
1656 tr. Hobbes y Elem. Philos. (1839)471 Now this expan-
sion of the air upon the superficies of the earth, from east to

west, doth, by reason of the sun's perpetual accession to the

places which are successively under it, make it cold at the
time of the sun's rising and setting.

3. The act of coming or attaining to a dignity,

office, or position of honour, esp. the throne.

1769 BURKE State ofNation Wks. II. 15 That the only good
minister . . since his Majesty's accession, is the Earl of Bute.

1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. iv. 232 Hugh, on his accession
to manhood, did homage to the King.

II. A coming to as an addition.

4. The act of coming to so as to join, or of joining
oneself to ; joining, addition.

1633!'. ADAMS Count. 2 Pet. 1.6(1865)79 Necessary therefore

is the accession of piety to patience. 1675 BARCLAY ApoL/or

a waiters xiv. 4. 498 The Church can be no ways bettered by
e Accession of Hypocrites. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.

I-
\. 356 England had gained greatly by the accession of the

valiant Thurkhill.

5. The act of acceding or agreeing to an opinion,

plan, or proceeding ; adherence, assent.

1603-5 SIR J. MELVIL Mem. (1735) 130 The King repented
himself of his Accession to that affair. 1794 S. WILLIAMS
Hist. Vermont 283 Declaring their acquiessence in, and ac-

cession to the determination made by Congress. 1828 SCOTT
A M. Perth II. 251 The Prince had no accession to this second

aggression upon the citizens of Perth.

Deed of Accession, in Scotch Law, a deed by the

creditors of a bankrupt, by which they accede to a

trust executed by their debtor for the general
behoof, and bind themselves to concur in the

arrangement.
6. That which adds itself,, or is added to any-

thing ;
that whereby it is increased ; addition,

augmentation, increase. Applied also to persons.
1588 LAMBARDE Eirenarcha i. ix. 47 The forme of this Com-

mission hath varied with the time, and received sundrie ac-

cessions. 1592 W. WEST Symbol&ogr. B iiij. 37 A, Accessions
. . to contracts be these things which be required beside the

principal! things themselves. 1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton^

Def. Pop. (1851) v. 139 And Egypt became an Accession to

the kingdom of Ethiopia. 1778 JOHNSON in Boswell\\\. 159
Mr. Banks desires to be admitted [to the club]; he will be a

very honourable accession. 1798 WELLESLEY Desp. 25 He
has not yet obtained any formidable accession of strength
from his alliance with France. 1838 HALLAM Hist. Lit. I.

Pref. 10 This volume . . is a very convenient accession to any
scholar's library. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, I. iv. ii. 409 Every
year the fraternity received fresh accessions of princes and
nobles.

7. Law. Addition to property by natural growth
or artificial improvement ; which becomes the

property of the owner of that which receives the

addition, who is said to acquire the proprietorship
thereof by Accession.

1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 404 The doctrine of property

arising from accession is also grounded on the right of occu-

pancy. 1831 J. AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) 1 1. liv. 904 The acqui-
sition of 'jus in rem' by accession . . as land washed away
and joined to one's own land, or the fruits of one's own land.

1847 CRAIG, s.v. Artificial accession is that addition which is

the result of human industry, called likewise industrial ac-

cession, as trees planted, or a house built on the property of

another, which belongs to the proprietor of the ground, and
not to the planter or builder.

t III- A coming on or invasion of disease ; an

attack, fit, or paroxysm ; also a visitation, or fit of

folly, etc. ACCESS 9. 06s.

1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint. \. 105 Pills that change Thy
sick Accessions intosetled health. 1771 SMOLLETT Humphry
Cl. (1815) 162 Some of our family have had very uncommon
accessions . . [and] sometimes speak as if they were really

inspired. 1827 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 54 Those accessions

of folly to which men are sometimes subject.

Accessional (ikse-Jsnal), a.
[f. prec. -f -IX1.]

Pertaining to or due to accession ;
of the nature of

an increase, additional, accessory.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 106 This accessionall prepon-

derancy is rather in appearance then reality. 1784 J. BARRY

Lect. oil A rt (1848) v. 187 Almost all compositions afford these

accessional advantages. 1805 FOSTER Ess. iv. viii. 253 You
will find various accessional suggestions.

t Accessive (sekse-siv), a. Obs. [a. Fr. accessif,

-ive\ ad. late L. acctssiv-us, f. acces$us\ see ACCESS,

and -IVE.]
1. Pertaining to access or approach ; seeking to

approach, pressing in, aggressive, rare.

[ i6n FLORIO has the adv. in this sense ; see ACCESSIVELY.J



ACCESSIVELY.

1641 SIR R. NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. in Phenix VH. I. 206 My
Lord of Essex . . then grew accessive in the appetite of her

favour.

2. Fitted for, or capable of, access ;
accessible.

1609 HKYWOOD Brytaine's Troy \\. x. 137, I haue stopt

up each Accessive way. 1611 COTGR., Accessif, Accessible,

accessiue, easie to come vnto.

% Accessive also by confusion for EXCESSIVE.

t Acce'SSively, adv. Obs. [f. prec. -f-LY^.] In

an accessive manner ; pressingly, aggressively.
1611 FLORID, Accessoriamlntet accessiuelie, by his own

seeking.

Accessless (kse-sles\ a. poet. [f. ACCESS +

-LKSS.] \Yithout access ;
inaccessible.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. vn. 387 A ruthless billow smit Against

huge rocks, and an accessless shore, My mangl'd body.

Accessor, Sc. form of ACCESSORY, B.

Accessorial (oekseso^rial), a. [f.
L. accessories,

see ACCESSORY + -AL 1
.]

Of the nature of an access-

ory or accompaniment ;
associated in a secondary

yet useful manner ; auxiliary, supplementary.
1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 490 A sentence pray'd or mov'd for

. . on Accessorial matters . . may be uncertain. 1860 WHITE-
SIDE Italy in ioM Cent. xli. 431 Lastly, there are accessorial

punishments. The pillory, public acknowledgment ofguilt, etc.

Accessorily (se-ksessrili, sekse-sorili), adv. [f.

ACCESSORY a. + -LY2.] In an accessory or supple-

mentary manner, additionally; also (less correctly)

for ACCESSARILY.
c 1400 Apol. for Lollards 22 Nebeles it is not to deme Hat

ne it is leful to curse accessorily. [1755 In JOHNSON, etc.]

Accessoriness (see ACCESSORY), [f.
ACCES-

SORY a. + -NESS.] The quality of being accessory;

secondary character, subordinate association. Some-

times used less correctly for ACCESSARINESS.
a 1655 VINES Lonfs Sup. (1677) 386 Allowance & content

denies by accessoriness unto the sin. 1668 WILKINS Real
Char. 35 Relations ofquality at large . . ^.Accessoriness, Abet,

adherent, second, Companion.

Accessory (re'ksesari, a'kse'ssri), a. and sb.

[ad. late L. accessori-us adj., f. accessor, agent noun f.

atced-ifre ; see ACCEDE, and -ORY.] For the variant

pronunciations, of which a'cccssory is historical and

etymological (d. pro-missory}, see ACCESSARY.

A. adj.
1. Of things : Coming as an accession ;

contribut-

ing in an additional and hence subordinate degree ;

additional, extra, adventitious.

1618 BOLTON Florus ii. ix. 122 The lies in that Sea .. ac-

cessory members of the VEtolian Warre. 1726 AVMFFE Pa-

These are. . multiplications of the regular axillary bud. 1872
HUXLEY Physioi. vi. 139 To distinguish the essential food-

stuffs or proteids from the accessory food-stuffs or fats and

amyloids. 1875 OUSELEY Mns. Form \. 38 Accessory passages
may be added to either, or both, of the principal themes.

2. Aiding in a crime, privy ;
= ACCESSARY B i (the

better spelling in this sense).

1607 Mis. Enforced Marriage n. m Hazl. Dodsl. IX. 506

Thyselfa murderer, thy wife accessory. 1751 SMOLLETT Per.

Pickle (1779) II. xlvi. 86 We shall be accessory to the ruin of

this enslaved people. 1818 Scorr Rob Roy 121 He charged
me with being accessory to the felony.

B. sb. [The Scotch form accessor is adopted
directly from Fr. accessoirc : L^accessoire suit le

principal. Littre.]
1. An accessory thing ; something contributing in

a subordinate degree to a general result or effect ;

an adjunct, or accompaniment.
1549 Compl. ofScot. (1872) xiii. 112 jour particular veil is hot

ane accessor of jour comont veil [
= common weal] ande the

accessor folloms the natur of the prencipal. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch's Mor. 70 All pleasures else, I Accessories call.

1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 21 If a Man sells a House, the Glass-
Windows thereunto belonging are said to be sold as an Ac-

cessory. 1847 DICKENS HauntedMan (C.D. ed.l 222 Season-

ing . . is an accessory dreamily suggesting pork. i85oGt'LLiCK
& TIMES Painting 129 Accessories are those objects in a
picture, auxiliary or accessorial to the general effect, but

apart from the principal subject or figure. i88a Daily Tel.

16 May 2 No mansion in Belgravia is better provided in all

the accessories of luxurious ease.

2. Of persons : = ACCESSARY A i (the more usual
and better spelling in this sense).
1602 Choose a Good Wife v. iii. in Hazlitt's Dodsley IX. 93

For justifiers are all accessories, And accessories have de-
serv'd to die. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 520 Transformed Alike,
to serpents all, as accessories To his bold riot. 17*6 AVLIFFE
Parergon 21 A man that gives Aid, Counsel, or Assistance
unto any Crime, is . . an Accessory thereunto. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. IV. 288 But that he was an accessory after the
fact no human being could doubt.

Accessour, obs. form of ASSESSOR.

Acceys, obs. form of ACCESS, attack, coming on

(of disease).

1541 R. COPLAND Galyen's Terapentyke 2 D i b, Vlceres that
come to cycatryce, and open agayne shall be healed in the

acceys and vlceracyon.

Acchymosis, obs. form of ECCHYMOSIS.

II Acciaccatura(attja:kkat7/'ra). Mns. [Italian,
f. acciaccdre to crush, pound.] An ornament or

'grace' in Music, consisting of a small note (or
two at a distance of not more than a minor third
from each other

1

) performed as quickly as possible
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before an essential note of a melody, the single
small note (or first of the two) being a semitone
below the essential note; a 'crush-note.*

1876 TROUTB. & DALE Music Primer 47 The beat is a short

acciaccatura, consisting ofits first note only, a semitone below

any note to which it gives special force. The tivitch Is a
short acciaccatura consisting of its latter note only.

Accide, variant of ACCIDIE, Obs, sloth.

t A'ccidence '. Obs. [a. Fr. accidence, ad. L.

accidtntia sb. chance ; f. accident-em, pr. pple. of

accid-Src to fall, happen : see -NCE.] Hap, mishap,
chance ;

fortuitous circumstance.

1393 GOWER Conf. I L 153 And ofte of accidence . . They ben

corrupt by sondry way. 1513 DOUGLAS /Ends x. Prol. 23
Thy maist supreme indiuisibil substance . . Rengand eterne,
ressauis na accidence. 1604 DKKKKK King's Entert. Wks.
1873 I. 300 Summon each Sence To tell the cause of this

strange accidence. 1811 J. PINKEKTON Petralogy Introd. 4

Petralogy . . divided into twelve domains . . six being dis-

tinguished by circumstances or accidences of various kinds.

Accidence 2
Ue'ksidens). [Apparentlya corrup-

tion oiaccidcnts (ACCIDENT^), Mr.accidens, transl. L.

a<r/</tv;// pl.neut., butperhaps a direct formation on
the latter treated as a sb. fern. See quot. dated 1751.
1. That part of Grammar which treats of the

Accidents or inflections of words
;
a book of the

rudiments of grammar.
1509 HAWKS Past. Picas. (1845) v. ix. 23 Dame Cramer . .

taught me ryght well Fyrst my Donet and then my accidence.

1598 SHAKS. Merry U'ificsi\', i. 16, I pray you a^ke him some
questions in his Accidence. 16x2 BRIXSLEY Lnd. Lit. (1627)
iv. 40 Let us begin with the rudiments of the Grammar, I

meane the Accedence. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Accidence,
Accidintia, a name chiefly used for a little book, containing
the first elements, or rudiments of the Latin tongue. 1840
DE QLISXLY Style Wks. XL 198 With two or three excep-
tions . . we have never seen the writer . . who has not some-
times violated the accidence or the syntax of English grammar.
2. Hence, by extension; The rudiments or first

principles of any subject.
1562 11. LEIGH {title) The Accedence of Armorie. 1664

BUTLER Hndibras n. ii. 221 Their Gospel is an Accidence

By which they construe Conscience. 1870 LOWELL Among
my Books Ser. 11. (1873) 162 The poets who were just then

learning the accidence of their art.

Accidency (se-ksidensi). ? Obs. rare*, [ad. L.

accidentia sb. chance : see ACCIDEXCE, which repre-
sents the Fr. form of the same word, and -NOV.] A
fortuitous circumstance or acquisition ;

a chance ;

a windfall.

1864 lirRTON Scot Abroad II. ii. 202 That country, where

quarters, accidencies and shifts are the greatest part of their

subsistence.

Accide&t (arksident). [a. Fr. accident : L. ac-

cidcns, -ent~, sb. properly pr. pple. of accid-Zre to

fall, to happen.] As in many other adopted words,
the historical order in which the senses appear in

Eng. does not correspond to their logical develop-
ment, a fact still more noticeable in the derivatives.

I. Anything that happens.
1. fa. An occurrence, incident, event. Obs. b. Any-

thing that happens without foresight or expectation ;

an unusual event, which proceeds from some un-

known cause, or is an unusual effect of a known
cause ;

a casualty, a contingency. The chapter of
accidents : the unforeseen course of events. C. cip.

An unfortunate event, a disaster, a mishap.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylits in. 918 This accident so petous was

to here. 1483 CAXTOM Cato k vi, By some accidentes and

wantynges of nature thauncyent retournen and becomen as

chyldren. 1571 Q. ELIZABETH in Ellis's Ong. Lett. n. 189.

1 1 1. 1 You maie well gesse, by the accidentes of the time, whie
I have not made anie answer. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 135 I

spoke . . Of mouing Accidents by Flood and Field. 1650
WvLUtxftijgnXtStg*li.63 The most memorable Accident in

this place, was the Idolatry of the Israelites to liaal-peor.
1688 DRVDEN Brit. Rediv. 183 No future ills nor accidents

appear, To sully and pollute the sacred infant's year. 1702

Eng. Tlieophrasttts 230 The wisest councils may be discom-

posed by the smallest accidents. 1793 SMEATON Edystone
Lightho. 117 In the progress of the work we should He so

widely open to accidents. 1824-8 LAN DOR Imag. Conv. (1846)

453 Him I would call the powerful one, who . . turns to good
account the worst accidents of his fortune. 1871 H. LEE
Miss Harrington I. xxi. 299 Leaving time to fight for them
and putting their trust in the chapter of accidents. 1879
CARPENTER Ment. Phys. n. xii. 504 He was led to the dis-

covery .. by a series of happy accidents. 1883 Daily News
10 July 3/6 Serious railway accident : thirtypersons injured.
Mod. ' Insure your life against accidents.'

2. abstractly, Chance, fortune. (By accident = Fr.

par accident (i4th c.), L. per accidens.}

1490 CA.XT.ON EHeydosxxvm. no Hir deth naturalle oughte
not to hauen comen yet of longe tyme, but by accydente and
harde fortune. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. \. v. 278 Consider Sir,

the chance of Warre, the day Was yours by accident. 1756
C. LUCAS On \Vaters\\\. 141 The good or ill they do depend
alike upon accident. 1788 JOHNSON Lett. I. cxiv. 239 Nature

probably has some part in human characters and accident

has some part. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. I. App. 628

William, whether by accident or by design, was not admitted.

f 3. Med. An occurring symptom ; esp. an ton-

favourable symptom. Obs.

1563 T. GALE Antidotarie \\. 23 Thys Vnguent . . dothe . .

remoue diuers accidentes and sicknesses. 1622 BACON Henry
VII, 9 There began . . a disease then new : which of the

Accidents and manner thereof they called the Sweating-sick-
nesse. 1671 MILTON Samson 612 Oh, that torment ., must

ACCIDENTAL.
secret passage find To the inmost mind, There exercise all

his fierce accidents.

1 4. A casual appearance or effect, a phenomenon.
Obs.

1:1386 CHAUCER Clerkes T. 551 Non accident for noon ad-
versite Was

seyn in hir. 1635 N. CARPENTER Geogr. Del. \. x.

220 The Inhabitants of a Right Spheare in respect of the
heauenshaue the same accidents. x6Q5WoouwAHD.V(z/.//;V/.
Earth i. (1723)24 These Fossil Shells are attended with the

ordinary accidents of the marine ones, ex. gr. they sometimes
grow to one another. 1765 HARRIS Three Treat. \\. ii. 66
Music may imitate the Glidings, Murmurings, Tossings,
Roarings, and other Accidents of water.

5. An irregular feature in a landscape ;
an undu-

lation.

(-1870 LOWELL Poet. Wks. (1879) 391 Accidents of open
green, Sprinkled with loose slabs square and gray. 1878111 igtft
Cent. 42 Taking advantage of every accident of the ground
to conceal himself.

II. That which is present by chance, and there-

fore non-essential.

6. Logic. A property or quality not essential to

our conception of a substance ; an attribute. Ap-
plied especially in Scholastic Theology to the ma-
terial qualities remaining in the sacramental bread

and wine after transubstantiation ; the essence be-

ing alleged to be changed, though the accidents

remained the same.
c 1380 WYCUK Eng. Wks. (1880) 466 No man durste seye til

nou bat accident is goddis body, for }>is news word may haue
no ground. 1413 LYDGATE Pylg. Stno/t.' (1483* iv. xxvi. 71

Quantity is an accident only appropred to bodyly thyngcs.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 439/3 Whan the breed is conuerted
into the precious body of our lord the accidentes abyden . .

whytnesse, roundenesse and sauoure. 1561 T. N[ORTON] Cal-

vin's Inst. (16341 i. xiii. 56 Hee sticketh not to faigne new
accidents in God. 1656 tr. Hobbt-s's Elan. Philos, 11839* I04
Wherefore, 1 define an accident to be the manner of our con-

ception of body. 1664 H. MOKE Myst. Iniq. xiii. 45 Hut I

demand, Whether is it less Idolatry to adore tht: Accidents
of the Uread . . or the Bread it self.' I765TLX-KKR Lt. t>/\<it.
I. 17 Disposition, configuration, and motion, are . . accidents
in ancient dialect, or modifications according to mudern philo-

sophers. 1846 MILL Logic i. vii. 8. 181 Inseparable accidents

arc properties which are universal to the species but not

necessary to it . . Separable Accidents are those which are

found in point of fact to be sometimes absent from the species.

1872 O. SHIPLEY Gloss. Eccl. Terms 179 Elements, the Knglish
equivalent term for the accidents after consecration.

7. Hence, by extension, Any accidental or non-

essential accompaniment, quality, or property; an

accessory, a non-essential.

i6ai IJuKToN Anat. Mel. (1651) i. i. in, ii. 31 Old age, from
which natural melancholy i.s almost an inseparable accident.

1725 I )K FOE / 'cy. round It 'orld 1 1840) 6 We had also a third

design in our voyage, though it may be esteemed an acci-

dent to the rest. 1837 DISRAELI /-'enetia 11871 ' i. \. 2 With all

the brilliant accidents of birth, and beauty, and fortune. 1843
KINGSLKY Lett. (1878) I. 104 Eternity is really his home, and
Time but an accident to him.

8. Heraldry. An additional point or mark that may
be retained or omitted in a coat of arms.
1610 GWILLIM Heraldry (1660) i. iii. 15 I call those notes or

marks, Accidents of Armes, that . . may be annexed unto

them, or taken from them, their sub^itance still remaining.

t9. Grammar, pi. (L. accidentia, Quintil.) The

changes to which words are subject, in accordance

with the relations in which they are used ;
the ex-

pression of the phenomena of gender, number, case,

mood, tense, etc. Obs. replaced by ACCIDKN'CE.

1589 PumiNiiAM Eng. Pofsie (1869) 182 Not changing one
word for another, by their accidents or cases. 1612 BttlNSLEY

Posing of the Parts 116691 i The Accidents; that is, the

things belonging to the parts of speech

t A'CCident, a. Obs. [ad. L. accident-em fall-

ing, happening, pr. pple. of accid-ere. See ACCI-

DENT sb^\ Accidental, contingent, incidental.

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas. (1845) xxvil. xx. 123 Desteny is a

thyng accydent. 1610 HKALEY St. Aug., City of God xi. iv.

389 They can neuer shew how that misery befalleth it anew,
that was neuer accident to it before.

t Accident, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. ACCIDENT s&.]

To endow with accidents or sensible attributes ; to

materialize or inform.

1548 GESTE Pr. Masse 86 Christes body is adjudged of no
man to be accidented, notwithstanding it is presented in the

accidentes of the bread.

Accidental (a;kside-ntal), a. and sb. [?a. Fr.

accidental, -el, i6th c. in Littre (cf. Pr. and Sp.

accidental^ It. accidentalc}, ad. med. or late L. acci-

dental-is f. accident, -ent-, sb. (see ACCIDENT); cf.

occidental-is, parental-is. The regular L. form would

probably have been accidential-is i. accident ia, cf. es-

scntial, substantial] Earliest occurrence in senses 3, 4.

A. adj.
I. Coming by chance, or on a chance occasion.

1. Happening by chance, undesignedly, or un-

expectedly ; produced by accident ; fortuitous.

1578 TIMME Calvin en Gen. 84 As though all the crooked-

ness of our disposition were not accidental. 1607 TOFSELL

Four-footed Beasts (16731 267 Accidentall diseases be those

that come by chance, as by surfeiting, of cold, heat, and such
like thing. 1653 WALTON Compl. Angler i. 14, I made an

accidental mention of it. 1765 TUCKER Lt. of Nat. II. 88

A man shoots at a rat in his yard, and kills a chicken which
he did not intend, therefore we call this accidental. 1830
LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 256 They are causes, therefore, as con-

stant as the tides themselves, and, like them, depend on no

temporary or accidental circumstances. i88a Pall Mall G.



ACCIDENTALISM.
10 May 3/1 The jury . . deciding after some hesitation to find

only accidental death,

2. Of or pertaining to a chance occasion or chance

circumstances ; casual, occasional.

1506 W. DE WORDE Ordinary of Crysten Men v. vii. [415!
The prayse of the good dedes done in the estate of mortall

synne is a Joye accidentalle. 1533 ELYOT Cartel ofHelth

(1541) 39 Some accidentall cause, as syckenes, or moche
studye. 1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. in. 1. 149 Oh fie, fie, fie :

Thy sinn's not accidentall, but a Trade. 1772 PENNANT
Tours in Scott. (17741 34 1 Discovered by the accidental dig-

ging of peat. 18*5 WATERTON Wanderings i. i. 109 The acci-

dental traveller . . can merely mark the outlines of the path
he has trodden. 1836 Toup Cycl. An. fy Ph. I, 497/1 Acci-

dental Cartilage . . the cartilaginous concretions . . found in

situations where they do not ordinarily exist.

II. Present by chance ; non-essential.

3. Logic. Pertaining to logical accidents ;
not

essential to the conception of a substance ;
not of

the nature of its essence ;
non-essential.

1553-87 Fox A. fy M. III. 251 Pendleton saith that the

colour [of bread] was the earthly thing, and called it an ac-

cidental substance. 1628 T. SPENCER Logick^j-j The second,
and third [figures] haue perfection essential!, but not acci-

dentall. 1788 REID Active Powers I. i. 513 There are other

relative notions that are not taken from accidental relations.

1846 MILL Logic i. vi. 2. 147 All properties, not of the es-

sence of the thing, were called its accidents . . and the pro-

positions in which any of these were predicated of it were
called Accidental Propositions,
4. Xon-essential to the existence of a thing, not

necessarily present, incidental, subsidiary.
c 1386 CHAUCER Melib&tts 432 The cau^e accidental was

hate ; the cause material, ben the five woundes of thy
doughter. 1670 BAXTER CitreofCh. Div. 18 If in any in-

tegral or accidental point you think that you are wiser.

1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 150. F4 Those accidental bene-
fits which prudence may confer on every state. 1858 F. W.
ROBERTSON Lect. ii. 148 Poetry is a something to which words
are the accidental, not by any means the essential form.

5. ^Iitsic. Accidental sharps, flats, naturals ;

signs of chromatic alteration, raising or lowering
notes a tone or semitone, strictly so called only
when they occur before particular notes, and not in

the signature of the various keys.
1806 CALLCOTT Mns. Gram. Accidental Sharps and Flats

onlyaffecl the Notes which they immediately precede. 1867
MACFARHEN Harmony i. 23 The employment in the minor of
an accidental sharp or natural.

6. Optics. Accidental colours : complementary
colours not actually caused by light, but due to

subjective sensation.

1849 MRS. SOMERVILLK Connex. ofPhys. Sc. 19. 184 After

looking steadily for a short time at a coloured object, such as
a red wafer, on turning the eyes to a white substance, a green
image uf the wafer appears, which is called the accidental
colour of red. All tints have their accidental colours.

7. Painting. Accidental lights: 'secondary lights;
effects of light other than ordinary daylight.' Fairholt.

8. Perspective. Accidental point : 'A point in the

horizontal line, where lines parallel among them-

selves, though not perpendicular to the picture, do
meet.' Phillips 1706.
^1 Also used adverbially.
1622 ROWLANDS Good .\'ewes 13 Two canting rogues, that

old consorts had bin, Did accidentall at an alehouse meet.

B. sb. a. A casual or subsidiary property, see A3;
b. Music. A sharp, flat, or natural, occurring not
at the commencement of a piece of music in the

signature, but before a particular note, see A 5 ;

C. Painting, pi. 'Those unusual effects of strong

light and shade in a picture produced by the in-

troduction of the representations of artificial light,
such as those proceeding from a fire, candle, or

the like.' Fairholt.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 31 You must distinguish between
the Essentials and some Accidentals of the Jewish Church.

1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 75 Altho' a Custom introduc'd against
the Substantials of an Appeal be not valid . . yet a Custom
may be introduc'd against the Accidentals of an Appeal.
1868 OCSELEV Harmony (1875! i. 6 The use of them [sharps,
flats, etc.] both as accidentals and in the signature,

Accidentalism (^kside-ntaliz'm). [f. prec. -f

-ISM.]
1. Accidental manner. In Painting, The effect

produced by accidental lights.
1851 RUSKIN Mod. Painters I. n. 4. iii. 4. 287 The con-

stant habit of nature to . . make the symmetry and beauty
of her laws the more felt by the grace and accidentalism
with which they are carried out.

2. Aled. A system of medicine which regards
disease as an accidental modification of health and

preventible by the arrestment of external causes.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Accidentalistvcekside'ntalist). [f. ACCIDENTAL
+ -IST.] One who believes in or practises ACCI-
DENTALISM 2.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Accidentally (x-ksidentarliti). [f.
ACCI-

DENTAL + ITY.] Accidental state or quality, casual-

ness ;
= ACCIUENTALNESS.

1651 N. BIGGS New Dispcns. 168 In this only supposed
Accidentality. 1831 COLERIDGE Table Talk 147 I wish . .

lo take from history it's accidentality, and from science it's

fatalism.

Accidentally (rekside-ntali\ adv. [f.
Acci-

56

DENTAL + -LY2.] Sense 2 was the earlier in use
;

see ACCIDENT,
1. In an accidental manner ; by accident, by

chance, unintentionally, casually.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. ii. 143 A Letter . . which acciden-

tally . . hath miscarried. 1607 Coriot. iv. 11.40 I am most

fortunate, thus accidentally to encounter you. 1639 FULLER

Holy IVar (1840) it. xxi. 77 Being accidentally poisoned by
one of his own arrows. 1771 Jttnius Lett.

xfvi. 246 A great

authority . . I accidentally met with this morning. 1823 LAMB
Elia Ser. 11. xxiii. 393 (1865) Accidentally their acquaintance
has proved pernicious to me.

j2. Non-essentially, incidentally, as a secondary
or subsidiary effect. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barih. DC P.R. (1495^ xvn. i. 593 Drye es-

sencialli and moyst accidentally. 1541 R. COPLAND Gitydon's

Quest. ofCyrurg. Suppose that holly they do nat contrary,
neuerthelesse they contrary accydentally. 1651 HOBBES Gov.

ff Soc. iii. 21. 50 Everj- man is presumed to seek what is good
for himselfe naturally, and what is just, only for Peaces sake,
and accidentally. 1781 GIBBON Decl. <y Fall, III. 139 The
invasion of the Goths . . contributed, at least accidentally,
to extirpate the last remains of Paganism.
Accidentalness (aeksiaeTitilnfiB). [f. ACCI-

DENTAL + -NESS.] The quality or fact of being acci-

dental
; casualness, fortuitousness.

1684 CHARNOCK Attrib. of God (1834) I. 557 The necessity
of their meeting in regard of their master's order and the

accidentalness of it in regard of themselves. Mod. The
alleged accidentalness of the explosion.

tAccide'ntarily, adv. Oi>s. [f.
ACCIDENTARY+

-LY'-i.] By way of accident; casually, incidentally.
1651 HOBBES Leviathan \\. xxv. 133 Directed principally

to his own benefit, and but accidentarily to the good of him
that is counselled.

tAccidentary (a.'kside-ntari),fl. Obs. [f.
ACCI-

DENT sb. + -AKY
;
as if ad. L. *accidentdrius^\ Sense

2 was the earlier in use
;
see ACCIDENT.

1. Fortuitous, casual ;
= ACCIDENTAL I, 2.

1607 WAI.KINGTON Opt. Glasse of Hunt. 34 For this acci-

dentary death instance mote be given of many. 1655 CUL-
PEPER Kh-crins v. iv. 127 In some an accidentary Stammering
cometh by a Catarrh. 1678 Cathol. Cause in Harl. Misc.

tMalh.i II. 134 Those that erroneously refer all things unto
. . fortune, or such like accidentary events.

2. Having the natureof alogical accident, notaffect-

ing the essence, non-essential ;
= ACCIDENTAL 3, 4.

c 1555 HARI-SFIELD Dii'. ofHen VIII (1878) 246 The second

perfection . . is not essential but accidentary. 1656 HOBBES
Six Less. Wks, 1845 VII. 218 Is not the drcumduction of a
semicircle accidentary to a sphere?

Accidented (ze-ksidented), ///. a. [f.
ACCIDENT

sb, (see I. 6) + -Er>2. Cf. Fr. accidente^\ Character-

ized by accidents.

1879 Daily AVrcjr 16 Apr. 3/2 A reckless headlong steeple-
chase over a violently accidented ploughed field.

Acciclential (aekaide'njal), a. rare. [f. V..acd-

dcntia, see ACCIDENCE I + -AL. Cf. essential] Charac-

terized by non-essential qualities.
1811 J. PINKERTON Petralogy Introd. 4 Petralogy . . divided

into twelve domains . . six being distinguished by circum-
stances or accldences of various kinds, may be called circum-

stantial, or accidential. 1814 Edin. Rev. XXIII. 67 The last

[six domains] . . are denoted by the ingenious appellation of

Accidential.

Accidentiality(a.-kside;nJ'i,rc-liti). [f.
ACCIDEN-

TIAL + -ITY.] An accidential quality.
1814 Edin. Rev. XXIII. 66 We are assailed, at every step,

by . . accidentialities, and all the ineffable appellations. Ibid.

67 While the last six are . . on account of their
' accidenti-

ality,' subdivided.

t Accide'ntiary, a. Obs. rare-1
. [t.'L.acci-

dentia ACCIDENCE* + -ABY.] Engaged on the acci-

dence (in Grammar).
1633 KP. MOKTON Discharge 186 You know the word Sacer-

dotes to signifie Priests, and not the Lay-people, which

every Accedentiarie boy in schooles knoweth as well as you.

tA*ccidently,rt</z>. Obs. [f. ACCIDENT a. + LY*.]
Sense 2 was the earlier in use

;
see ACCIDENT, -AL.

1. Accidentally, casually, by chance.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. (1632) ix. vii. 530 Which Act was

accidently hanseld. 178* J. FLETCHER Let. Wks. 1795 VI 1. 239,
I broke my shin accidently against a bench. 1864 E. SARGENT
Peculiar III. 87 Accidently attending an auction he buys an
infant slave.

2. Non-essentially, incidentally, as a subsidiary or

secondary effect.

1306 W. DE WORDE Ordinary of Crysten Men v. v. [400]

They haue glorye not to haue done them [sins] . . but accy-

dently for as moche as they haue done penaunce. 1533
ELYOT Castel ofHelth(\^i) 13 Age [is] . . accidently moist,
but naturallycold and dry. z6i6Si'Ri'LKT& MARKH. Coimtrey
fanne\\. xxii. 626 But and if it I wine] be yet so drunke im-

moderately. . accidently it cooleth . . and quite undoeth the

prouocat ions and acts of lust.

t Accidie. Obs. Forms : 3-4 acci'de, ac-

cyde ; 3-5 acci'die, accydye, a'ccidye ; 5-6
a'ccydye. [a. OFr. acci-de, acrde, ONormFr.
acci'dic, aci'die ; ad. med. L. accidia, corrupt, of

late L. acedia, a. Gr. axijSia heedlessness, torpor

(in Cicero, Att. xii. 45") n. of state f. d not + K7j8-o$

care, xqS-ofiac I care, lit. non-caring-state. Acedia
became a favourite ecclesiastical word, applied

primarily to the mental prostration of recluses, in-

duced by fasting, and other physical causes ; after-

wards the proper term for the 4th cardinal sin, sloth,

sluggishness. (See Chaucer, Persones T. 03.) Its

ACCITE.

Greek origin being forgotten, the word was variously
' derived

'

from aciduni sour (see Cxsarhts quoted in

Du Cange, and Roquefort 'Acide \ Ennui, tristesse,

degout : d'aaV/ww'); and from accidere to come

upon one as an accident or access, whence the med.
L. corruption, accidia, and OFr. and Eng. acci-de,

acci'die. The latter is Norman, the former Parisian
;

the later Eng. accentuation was a'ccidie. With the

restoration of Gr. learning, the L. became again
acedia, whence a rare ACEDY in 1 7th c.] Sloth, torpor.
c 1230 Ancren Ri-wle 208 Under accidie, J>et ich cleopede

slouhfle. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. .$*?<.' 4784 Swych synne
men kalle accyde Yn Goddes seruyse slogh betyde. Ibid.

5326 Hyt ys sloghnes and kalled accyde, Fro goddys seruyse
so long J?e hyde. c 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Treat. 21 Breke doune
also as pou may flesshely likyngis oj?er in accidie or in bodili

ease, or glotonie, or licherye. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 366
And after al Jns excesse He hadde an accidie pat he slepte

saterday and sonday. c 1386 CHAUCER Persones T. 603 After
the synne of Enuye and of Ire, now wol I speken of the synne
of Accidie.[Lansd.MS. accide]. 1393 GOWER Conf. II. 19 To
serve accidie in his office, There is of slouth an other vice.

1484 CAXTON Ordre ofChyualry 81 A man that hath accydye
or slouthe hath sorowe and angre the whyle that he knoweth
that an other man doth wel. 1484 Ryall Book A 5 The
fourth heed of the beest of hell is slouthe, whyche is callyd
of clerkys accidye, 1520 W. DE WORDE Treatise of this

Galaunt (Furnivall's Ball. fr. MSS. I. 448) Abhomynable
accydye accuseth all our nacyon Our aungelyke abstynence
is nowe refused.

t Acci'dious, a. Obs.* [ad. med. L. accidiosus

wearisome, f. accidia : see prec.]
'

Slothful.' Bailey

1731.
' rather bombastic? Ash 1775.

t Acci'dity. Obs. Q
[ad. med. L. acciditas,

irreg. f. accidia : see ACCIDIE.]
' Slothfulness.'

Bailey 1731. Ash 1775.

A'ccinate,
"

Ob$.rare~~*. [improp. f. L. ac-

cinere + -ATE-*.]
= To ACCENT.

1652 URQL'HART Jeivel Wks. 1834, 233 Conforme to the

matter's variety, elevating or depressing, flat or sharply
accinating it [the elocution], with that proportion of tone
that was most consonant with the purpose.

tAcci'nct, /// a. Obs. [ad. L. accinct-us pa.

pple. of accing-cre to gird.] 'Girded, prepared,

ready.' Bailey 1/31. Ash 1775.
t Acci'llge, z'. Obs. rare~ l

. [ad. L. accing-ere
to gird, reji. to undertake.] To 'gird up one's

loins,' apply oneself.

1657 TOMLINSON Renoiis Disfetts. 219 ^Eschylus never ac-

cinged himself to write tragedies unless he were first madefied
with wine.

Accipenser, see ACIPENSER.

tAccipient (seksrpient), ///. a. Obs.-* [ad.
L. accipient-em pr. pple. of accip-ere to take to

oneself.] 'One who receives.' J.

1731 In BAILEY, whence in JOHNSON etc. n.q.

II Accipiter (seksrpitai). [a. ~L.accipitert
f. acci-

pjfre to take to oneself: see ACCEPT.]
1. Zool. A bird of prey, a member of the order

AccipitrcS) or Raptores, including the eagles, fal-

cons, etc.

1874 WOOD Nat. Hist. 275 The genus Accipiter finds re-

presentatives in every quarter of the globe.

2. Surg. 'A bandage applied over the nose, re-

sembling the claw of a hawk.' Syd. Soc. Lex.

Accipitral (ceksrpitral), a.
[f.

ACCIPITER + -AL

as if ad. L. *accipitrdlis.'] Of the nature of a falcon

or hawk; rapacious; keen-sighted.
1841 CARLYI.E Miscell. (1857) IV. 245 Of temper most ac-

cipitral. 1881 LOWELL in Harper's Mag. Jan. 271 That
Hawthorne's eyes were sometimes accipitral we can readily
believe.

> Acci'pitrary. Obs. [ad. VQK&.'L.accipitrarins
a keeper and tamer of hawks.]

' One who catches

birds of prey.' Craig 1847.
'{a 1600 HALI.IWELL cites NASHE.

Accipitrine (seksrpitrain), a. Zool. [a. Fr. ac~

cipitrin-e, f. L. accipiter: see -INE 1
. Cf. aquiline.]

Of the falcon kind
;
hawk-like.

1838 Pen. Cycl. XI. 513/2 M. Latreille places the Secretary in

his second family of the Diurnal tribe of Rapacious birds, viz.

the Accipitrtne. 187* RCSKIN Eagle's Nest n The differ-

ence between man and man is in the quickness and quality,
the accipitrine intensity, the olfactory choice, of his vov*.

Accise, an earlier form of theword now corruptly
written EXCISE, orig. asisc, assise, acise: see ASSIZE.

1645 HOWELL Fam. Lett. i. 14 The monstrous Accises
which are impos'd upon all sorts of Commodities.

|] AccisniUS (ksrzms). Rhet. [med. or mod,

L., a. Gr. axKiapos coyness, affectation.] A feigned
refusal of that which is earnestly desired.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., Cromwell's refusal of the

crown . . may be brought as an instance of an Accismus.

1876 tr. Rickters Levana iv. iv. 89. 243 A woman uses no

figure of eloquence her own, at most, excepted so often as

that of accismus.

t Acci'te, v. Obs. 6-7, also 6 acite, acyt, as-

site. [ad. late L. accttdre, f. ac- ad- to + cit-are to

summon
; see CITE. The earlier forms seem to repre-

sent an OFr. derivative *aciter (not in Godef.).
1. To summon, to call, to cite.

1506 W. UK WORDE Ordinary ofCrysten Men \\. xxix. [328)
We be now acyted for to appere unto suche and soo meruayl-
lous lugement. 15*4 S. FISH Suppl.forBeggers 3 Howe muche
money get the somners . . by assityng the people to the



ACCLAIM.

commissaryes court, and afterward releasing thapparaunce
for money? 1600 CHAPMAN Iliad xi. 595 Our heralds now ac-

cited all that were Endamag'd by the Elians. 1674 MILTON
Declaration etc. Wks. 1851, 465 His most noble Uncle Stanis-

laus . . whom . . Valour and youthful Heat accited at his own
expence and private forces into the Tauric fields.

2. To cite (in writing), to quote.
a 1631 DONNE Ess. (1651) 23 And Beasts who have often the

honour to be our Reproach, accited for examples of vertue

& wisdome in the Scriptures.

3. To arouse, to excite (with which word it was

probably sometimes confounded).
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. ii. 64 And what accites your

most worshipful thought to thinke so? a 1637 B. JONSON
Underwoods (1692) 563 What was there to accite So ravenous

and vast an Appetite ?

Acclaim (akl/l*na), v. } also 4 acleim, 5 acleyme,

6-7 acclame. [Strictly there are two verbs : the

current ACCLAIM ad. cl. L. acddmd-re f. ac-^=ad- to,

at + ddmd-re to shout (cf. mod. Fr. acdamcr}, the

spelling assimilated to CLAIM ;
and an earlier

northern acleim t acclame, ad. med. L. acclamd-rc

to claim (see many instances in Du Cange) ; the

form of the latter suggests an OFr. *adamc-r,

adaime-r, but this is unknown to Littre and Godef.]
I. From med. L. acclamdre vindicaret assererc.

t 1. To lay claim to, to claim. (In Scotch and

northern writers.) Obs.

c 1310 Syr Bevis 1344 Ech yer [he] . . Acleimede his eri-

tage. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 495 How Donald of
the Ylis come in Ros and acclamit the Erldome thairof. 1609
SKENE Reg. Majest. 12 That it may be knawin . . quhilk of

them hes maist richt, to the lands acclamed. 1717 WODROW
Corresp. (1843) II. 326 Other Protestant Churches where
this power is acclaimed.

II. From the classical L. senses.

2. trans. To applaud, extol ; welcome with ac-

clamation.

1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 243 A magnificent Prince that is

honord & acclaimed of all his subjects. 1865 Cornh. Mag.
Aug. 246 Beatrice . . acclaimed by angels . . descends to

accompany him in his visit to Paradise. 1879 MCCARTHY
Hist, own Times II. 165 An immense amount of national

enthusiasm accompanied and acclaimed the formation of
the volunteer army. 1881 Times Feb. 24 The spirit which
acclaimed the speeches of Mr. Bright.

b. (With complement.) To name with acclama-

tion as ; to proclaim or announce with applause.
1749 SMOLLETT Regicide v. ix, (1777) 121 The shouting crowd

Acclaims thee king of traitors. 1876 SWINBURNE Erechtheus

462 The twelve most high Gods judging with one mouth
Acclaimed her victress.

c. intr. To shout applause.
1652 STAPYLTON Herodian 16 The Romans did this brave

young Emp'rour crown . . Acclaiming from their steeples and
their towers. 1857 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. II. vi. vii. 343 And all

men accuse, and uproar, and impetuously acclaim.

3. trans. To shout
;
to call out

; spec, to utter an
ACCLAMATION 3.

1690 LESTRANGE Alliance o/Div. Off. (1846) vi. 3. 247 We
presently all rise up acclaiming,

'

Glory be to Thee, O Lord.'

1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems 1. 166 Who art thou, victim, thou
who dost acclaim Mine anguish in true words, on the wide

air?

Acclaim (akL?i-m). [f. the vb.] The act of

acclaiming ; acclamation, applause ;
a shout of

applause. (Mostly poetic.)
1667 MILTON P.L. XL 519 All the host of Hell With deafen-

ing shout returned them loud acclaim. 1699 DRYDEN Pal. fy

Arcite 525 The vaulted firmament With loud acclaims and
vast applause is rent. 1810 SCOTT Lady o/L. n. xxi. Echoing
back with shrill acclaim, And chorus wild the chieftain's name.

1859 TENNENT Ceylon II. x. ii. 600 Universal acclaim pro-
nounces Minery . . the most charming sylvan spot in Ceylon.
Acclaimable (akU7i 'mab'l), a. rare~ {

. [f.
AC-

CLAIM v. i + -ABLE.] Capable of being claimed ;

liable to be claimed.

1704 Rymer's Fcedera II. 551 in C. Macfarlane's Hist. Eng.
(1845) IV. 42 He meant not to relinquish his right of property
in the kingdom of Scotland, acclaimable hereafter.

Acclaimer (ikl/i*mai). [f. ACCLAIM v. + -En1
.]

One who acclaims, or applauds ;
an applauder.

1869 DailyA
rewszB Apr., Public opinion .. was beginning to

tell upon these indefatigable acclaimers and accomplices of

every folly.

Acclaiming (akl^-mirj ),///. a. [f. ACCLAIM v.+
-ING 2

.] Loudly approving or applauding.
1868 MILMAN St. Paul's xvii. 446 Unhesitating and ac-

claiming gratitude for his inappreciable services.

t A'CClamate, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [i.'L.acdamat-,

ppl. stem of ace-lama-re: see ACCLAIM and -ATE 3.]
=

ACCLAIM v.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire of Lond. 43 Which causes that
axiom to be so acclamated among Politicians.

Acclamation (seklanVijen). [ad. L. acddma-
tion-em a shouting at or to, n. of action f. acdd-
mdre : see ACCLAIM. Cf. Fr. acclamation, also i6th
c. in Littre.]
1. The action of acclaiming, fa- Calling to, ap-

pealing. Obs. b. Loud or eager expression of
assent or approval, as to vote a motion by accla-

mation, c. Shouting in honour of any one.

1585 ABP. SANDYS Serm. (1841) 56 The people of Israel ..

sang with joyful acclamation unto the Lord. 1612 T. TAYLOR
Titus (1619; iii. 8. 679 Giuing consent and acclamation vnto
the most weighty and necessarie doctrine of free Justification.

1730 JOHNSON Rambler No. 91. F 3 With the general acclam-
ation of all the powers. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 408

VOL. I.

Dryden . . joined his voice to the general acclamation. 1860

FROUDE Hist. Eng. VI. xxxl 196 The spirit which thirty years
before had passed the Six Articles Bill by acclamation. 1868

PEARD Water~farming \. 51 Crowned long ago by acclama-
tion king of fish, learning has done him [the salmon] homage.
2. An act ofacclaiming ; an exclamation, or phrase

addressed to anyone in a loud voice, t a. (as in early

L.) in expression of dislike ; -f* b. (as in later L.) of

approbation or applause. Hence c. Loud applause
or approbation however expressed.
1541 ELYOT Image of Gov. 172 With these and other moste

ioyouse acclamations, the emperour issued out ofthe Theatre.
1606 HOLLAND Suetonius 39 Acclamations must be restrained
heere to the worse sense . . of Curses and Detestations. 1611
BIBLE i Mace. v. 64 The people assembled vnto them with

ioyfull acclamations. 1611 bPEBO Theatre Ct. Brit. 121/1
The cruell tyrant, to stop her cries and acclamations, slew
her. 1664 H. MORE Rlyst. Iniq. 361 That auspicious Ac-
clamation of the Senate to their Caesars, Felicior Augnsio t

Melior Trajano. 1673 Ladys Calling n. 2. 75 To force
their unhappy mothers to that sad acclamation, IJlessed are
the wombs which bare not. 1718 POPE Iliad y.\. 872 This
happy day with acclamations greet. 1776 OIBUON Decl. $
Fall\.x. 196 The acclamations of the soldiers proclaimed
him emperor. 1862 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Constitn. x. 136
The assembled people , . by their acclamations gave an af-

firmative answer.

f 3. Rhet. A brief isolated sentence in a discourse,

emphasizing what precedes it. Obs.

1561 J. DAustr.
>

///^rcw.-(/V(<t/.(i573)8b, Hefinisheth
the title With an acclamation [AVr\ i. 3]. Ibid. 56 b, Here-
unto is annexed the wonted acclamation . . Let hym that

hatheares, heareetc. [A' IT. ii. 7 etc.] 1641 MILTON Animadv.
(1851)202 This ancient Father mentions no antiphonies, or

responsories of the people heer, but the only plain acclama-
tion of Amen. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. Um>. 143 Accla-
mation is a figure, when after a thing is done or declared,
a clause or part of a sentence is added, briefly purporting
some Emphasis.

I Acdamator. Obs. rarc~ l

. [n. of action, L.

in form, f. L. acdama-re (see ACCLAIM), on the

analogy of damator f. damarc^\ One who joins
in acclamation ; an acclaimer, an applauder.
1651 EVELYN Diary (ifay) II. 38 He went almost the whole

way with his hat in hand, saluting the ladys & acclamators,
who had filled the windows with their beauty and the air

with
' Vive le Roi.'

Acclamatory (aklormatsri), a.
[f. L. acdamat-

ppl. stem of acdamarc, see ACCLAIM + -OKY as if

ad. Lat. *acdamatdr?2(sj\ Relating to or express-

ing acclamation.

1675 T. BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 488 Christ's jus-
tice hath two acclamatory notes,

'

Higgajon, Selah.' 1864
R. CHAMBERS Bk. of Days II. 199 He . . was sent out again
by the acclamatory voice of the nation.

t Accle'arznent. Obs.rare-^.
[f.

CLKARMENT:
see A- pref. 1 1 as if f. a vb. ACCLEAB

; cf. OFr.
adarirt adairir.] Clearing, exculpation.
1692 HACKET Life of Williams \. 148 The accused Lord

protested upon his salvation he was not the discoverer. The
acclearment is fair, and the proof nothing.

Acclimatable (&klarmat&b*l\ a. [f. ACCLI-

MATE + -ABLE.] Capable of being acclimatized, suit-

able for acclimatization.
1880 Echo 18 Sept. 2/6 Dr. Ricoux defines what he calls an

4 acclimatable zone.'

Acdimatation (aklaimaV'Jen). [a. Fr. ac-

dimatation, n. of action f. acdimatcr to ACCLI-

MATE.] = ACCLIMATIZATION.
1859 Sat. Rev. 3 Sept. 281 The true Pheasants . . are all

capable of the most perfect acclimatation in Western Europe.
\1&$ A II YearRound \i July 467/1 Experiments have proved
how possible is the acclimatation of the ailanthe silkworm
on the northern side of the English Channel.

Acclimate (akbi-met), v. [a. mod. Fr. accli-

matc-r (Acad. Diet 1798) f.d to + climat CLIMATE.]
To habituate to a new climate;- ACCLIMATIZE, now
much more common. ///. and_/%f.
1792 A. YOUNG Trav. in France 296 Kerry, where the

arbutus is so ac-climated, that it seems indigenous. 1859
Sat. Ret'. 12 Feb. 183/2 The idea of acclimating the eland in

England is due to the late Earl of Derby. 1872 O.W. HOLMES
Poet at Breakf. T. iii. 75, I have not been long enough at

this table to get well acclimated.

Acclimated (akl3i'meted\///.. [f.
ACCLIMATE

+ -ED.] Habituated to a new or strange climate.

///. andy?^.
1856 LEVER Martins of Crd M. 592 Acclimated, as I may

say, to such incidents. 1862 Times 18 Apr. 8/6 Even among
the acclimated New Orleanists the annual mortality is, etc.

Acclimatement (akbi-metment). rare. [a.

mod. Fr. acdimatement : see ACCLIMATE and -MENT.]
The condition of being acclimatized ; habituation

or adaptation to climate.

1823 COLERIDGE Notes Theol. $ Polit. 401 The multitude
of genera of animals and their several exclusive acclimate-
ments at the present period.

Acclimation (cekKm^Jbn). [f. ACCLIMATE,

by form-assoc. with words like narrate, narration,
in which -ate is a vbl. ending : in acclimate it is

part of the stem.]
= ACCLIMATATION or ACCLIMAT-

IZATION
;
but see last quot.

1853 KANE Grinncll Exped. 11856) iii. 26 (I] could temper
down at pleasure the abruptness ofmy acclimation. 1859 Saf.
Rev. 12 Feb. 183/2 With such animals as these [American
deer] acclimation is comparatively easy. 1878 BARTLEY tr.

Topinard's Anthrop. n. viii. 393 The words acclimation and
acclimatization are not synonymous. The former is under-
stood of the spontaneous and natural accommodation to new

ACCLIVOUS.
climatic conditions, the latter of the intervention of man in

this accommodation.

Acclimatizable (aklarmatarzab'l), a. [f.
AC-

CLIMATIZE + -ABLE.] Capable of being acclimat-

ized.

1860 Saf. Rev. 14 Apr. 466/2 Supposed exhaustion of the
series of acclimatizable animals.

Acclimatization (&kldian&taU*Ten). [f.
AC-

CLIMATIZE + -ATION.] Theprocessof acclimatizing, or

of being acclimatized, orhabituated to a newclimate.
Also attrib., as 'the Acclimatization Society.'

1830 LYFILL Princ. of Geol. (1875) II. in. xxxvii. 320 This
acclimatization has been the result of Natural Selection

during thousands of generations. 1878 J. BULLER New Zea-
land i. Introd. 17 In the acclimatization gardens our British

song-birds . . are now finding a home. 1880 GUNTHKR Fishes

185 The first successful attempts of acclimatisation were
made with domestic species,

2. An example of acclimatization ;
a thing which

has been acclimatized.

1864 OWEN Power QfGod 4$ The bird which we call turkey
. . was one of our best acclimatisations after the discovery of

the New World.

Acclimatize 'aklarmatsix), v. [f. Fr. acdimat-

er : see ACCLIMATK + -l/E. A more recent and more
common adaptation of Fr. accliwater than acclimateJ\
1. trans. To habituate or inure to a new climate,

or to one not natural, lit. and_/S&
r
.

1836 MACGILLIVRAY Trai>. of liumholdt xi. 128 Having in

some measure become acclimatized. 1876 M. DAVIES i'n-

orth. Land. 289, I have long since learned to get readily
acclimatized to unfamiliar ecclesiastical surroundings. 1880
(JfNTHKR Irishes 185 Attempts to acclimatise particularly use-

ful species in countries in which they were nut indigenous.

2. rejl. and intr. To grow or become habituated

to a new climate.
1862 M. HOPKINS Haivaii 63 The settlers acclimatise to

the new locality. 1877 DOWDKN Shaks. Prim. vi. 144 He
cannot acclimatise himself, as Alcibiades can, to the harsh
and polluted air of the world.

Acclimatized (aklormataizd), ///. a. [f. prec.

+ -ED.] Habituated or inured to a particular
climate.

1855 W. H. RUSSKI.L The War II. xiv, The Sardinians, now
acclimatized . . form a fine corps. 1881 DR. Gwi-.i M: in -Vr.

Gossip No. 202. 223 An acclimatised grey parrot is very hardy.

Acclimatizer (aklsrmatai'zai). [f.
ACCLIMAT-

IZE +-KRI.] One who acclimatizes, or naturalizes

foreign species in a new country. ///. andy/^
r
.

1864 DK. J. E. GRAY in Athcn&um No. 1926. 407/2 The
schemes of the would-be acclimatixers. 1869 DII.KK Greater
Brit. xiv. 391 We English are great acclimatises : we have
carried trial by jury to Bengal, tenant-right to Oude, and

caps and gowns to . . Calcutta University.

Acclimatizing (aklarmataizuj
1

), vbl.sb. [f.Ao
CLIMATI/K + -TNG-.]

= ACCLIMATIZATION.
1881 COXWKI.L in Standard 3 Feb., Skill, judgment, and a

certain amount of acclimatising were indispensable for that

kind of work [ballooning].

Acclimature (akbrmatuu), rare.
[f.

ACCLI-

MATE + -UKK, on apparent analogy of legislat-ure,

etc. SeeACCLIMATION.] = ACCLIMATIZATION.

1847 In CKAIG. WEBSTER and WOKCFSTKR cite CALDWELL.

Acclime (aklarm),^. rare 1
. [Apparently short

for ACCLIMATE; as dime for climate.'] ?To ac-

climate, habituate.

1843 E. JONES Sensation $ Event 22 And now to acclime

His gasping life to the heaven it nears.

t Accli'iie. v, Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. acdnta-rc

to lean towards; f. ac- ad- to + clTna-re to bend.]
To incline, or slope towards.
c 1420 Palladitts on Hitsb. \. 250 Eke comes best wol thryve

In open lande solute acclyned blyve Uppon the sonne.

tAcdi've, Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. acdTv-is,

acdiv-us steep, f. ad to, towards + cllvits a rising

ground.] Rising with a slope, sloping upward,

steep ; ACCLIVOUS, ACCLIVITOUS.
a 1697 AUBREY Ace. l-'erulam \nLett. II. 231 (T.I From hence

to Gorhambery is about a little mile, the way easily ascend-

ing, hardly so acclive as a desk.

Acclivitoiis (akli-vitas), a. [f. ACCLIVIT-Y +
-ous

; cf. calamity, calamit-ous. See -ITOUH, -ous.]
Of the nature of, or characterized by an acclivity;

having an upward slope.
1815 PAULSON in Henderson's Iceland 203 We continued

our route up the S.E. side of the Yukul, where it was least

acclivitous. 1879 Contemp. Rev. 507 Herds of agile creatures

abounding in the acclivitous glades of the woods.

Acclivity (aklrviti). [ad. L. acdivitat-em

steepness; i. acdTv-is, accllv-its
\
see ACCLIVE and

-ITY.] Theupward slope of a hill
; an ascendingslope.

[Not in COTGRAVE or FI.ORIO 1611 or MINSHKU 1623.] 1614
PURCHAS PHgr. v. xiii. 511 These bottomes of the sea haue
also their . . hillocks, mountaines, valleyes, with the Ac-

clivities and Decliuities of places. 1692 BENTLKY Boyle Led.
viii. 290 The additional Acclivity would be imperceptible.

1789-96 J. MORSE Amur. Geog. XI. 319 The ascent to the

upper story is not by steps but a paved acclivity. 1850
MERIVALE Hist. Rom. Emp. (1865) I. viiL 323 The acclivity

was studded with the pleasure-houses of the noble families

of Rome.
Acclivous (akbi-vss), a.

[f. 'L.accKv-us + -ous.]

Rising with a slope, sloping upward, ascending.

1731 BAILEY (not in 1721]. 1771 SHERIDAN Aristxnetuf
L<n*e Ep. in. 21 The bank acclivous rose, and swelled above.

xSijo J. LKITCH Mutter's Anc. Art 294. 329 The tombs at

Chalcis . . are hewn out in the gently acclivous rocky ground.



ACCLOY.

Accloy (aklor), v. Obs. or arch. Also 5 encloy,
8 ancloy, 5-6 acloy. [a. OFr. encloye-rt earlier en-

floer (mod. encloucr} : late L. indava-re to drive

in a nail, f. in in + clavdre to nail, f. davits nail.

The Anglo-Fr. en-, an-, being formally associated
with OE. an-, on-, was worn down to a-, by aphesis
of which came the later cloy. By further confusion
with a : L. ad, acloy became in the literary spell-

ing of 6-7 ac-doy, as a-cuse became ac-cuse. Hence
the series en-doy, an-cloy, a-doy (cloy), ac~doy.~] The

development of meaning is fully seen under CLOY.
1. To drive a nail into a horse's foot when

shoeing ; hence, to lame. lit. and fig.
< 1325 Polit. Songs. 335 Thus knihtshipe [is] acloied and

waxen al fot lame. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. xxi. 296 With
croke.s and with kalketrappes

'

a-cloye we hem echone. c 1440
.

(acloyin), Acclaudico, acclavo, inclavo. 1530 PALSGR. 416 I

a cloye with a nayle as an yuell smythe dothe an horse

foote, ye cncltnte. I wolde ryde further but my horse is a

cloyed . . est enclone. iSoyToPSELL Four-footed Beasts (1673)

323 OfAccloyd or Prickt, Accloyd is a hurt that cometh of

shooing, when a Smith driveth a nail in the quick, which will

make him to halt. 1725 BRADLEY/-^///. Diet. s.v. Prict, Prict,
otherwise call'd Ancloy'd, Cloy'd and Retraised, a Misfortune
which befalls Horses, when by the Negligence, or Unskilful-
ness of the Farrier, they are prick'd in driving the Nails.

2. To pierce, stab. rare.

1470 HARDING Chron. Ixx. 5. 5 Of his people many [were]
slain and foule acloyed.
3. To stop up an aperture as with a nail, peg, or other

obstruction, to stop a passage. See CLUY. Hence,
4. To block, obstruct, clog, choke. ///. ancly?^.
c 1430 LVDHATE Bochas in. xxi. 92 a (1554) Wherby his pur-

pose should be encloyed. 1555 FardleofFacions n. viii. 172
Otherwise the housebande menne should in siede tyme . .

be muche acloyed and hyndered by the fowels. 1596 SI-ENSEK

F.Q. n. vii. 15 But mucky filth his braunching armes an-

noyes, And with uncomely weedes the gentle wave accloyes.
1647 H. MORE Song of the Soul n. i. i. xii. They are ill ac-

cloy'd With cloddie earth, and with blind duskishnesse

annoy'd. 1652 ASHMOLE Theatr. Chem. Brit. \\. 201 For
with what Mettall soever that Mercury be joyned, Because
of her Coldnes and Moistnes sche ys acloyd. 1676 CUDWORTH
Serin, i John ii. 3. (ed. 3) 55 Heaven [is] . . Holiness, freed
from those encumbrances that did ever clog it and accloy it

here. 1835 BROWNING Paracel. Wks. 1863 I. 29 Discovering
the true laws by which the flesh Accloys the spirit.

5. To fill full. a. To fill to satiety, b. To over-

fill, overload, burden, oppress.
f 1374 CHAUCER Assembly of Fonles 518 Whoso it doth,

full foule himself acloyeth, For office uncommitted oft

annoyeth. 1430 LYDCATE Chron. Troy i. x. The people in

soroweand wo acloyed. 1557 P'AYNELL Barclay's Jitgiirthu,
28 b, Many other of his sect were corrupt and accloyed
with bribes. 1567-9 JICWKL Def. Apol. (1611) 373 We are
accloied with Examples in this behalfe. 1581 T. HOWELL
His Devises (1879! 189 Whose wanton Fole by her sweete

mylke acloyde Oft kicks the Nurse. 1610 G. FLETCHER
Christ's Viet. in Farr's S. P. (1848) 72 Their brain sweet in-

cense with fine breath accloyes. 1611 COTGK. To accloy : see,
to cumber, to overcharge.
6. To overburden (the stomach) ; to nauseate.

1519 HORMAN Bulgaria xi. 32 b, My stomake is accloyed.
1530 PALSGK. 416 I acloye ones stomacke with excesse of
meate and drinke, yengloutts,
7. To disgust, weary, become offensive to.

1530 PALSGK. 416 I acloye, I forwery, Je lasse. He acloyeth
me norrybly : // me lasse horriblement. 1593 ^'- HARVEY
Pierces Super. 138 What honest mynde or civill disposition
is not accloied with these noisome and nasty gargarismes.
1704 RAY Creation n. 230 They . , would be accloyed with

long Nights very tedious.

t Accloy. Obs. rare~l
. [The vb. used subst.]

farriery. A stab or prick with a nail.

1725 BRADLEY Fain, Diet. s.v. Halting, Distemper . . in the

Sole from some Prick, Accloy, Nail, etc.

tAcclo'yiiig,^/.^. Obs.
[f.

ACCLOYD. + -mi 1
.]

Filling up ; overloading.
1557 PAYNELL Barclays Jugurtha 112 The accloyeng of

gyftes gyuen for rewardes . . was vnknowen. 1598 FLORIO,
Fastidio, tediousness, lothsomnes . . a loathing of the

stomack, an accloying.

Accoast,^. ; accoasting,^/.^. The older forms
of ACCOST, ACCOSTING, while they retained the sense

of to coast, border upon, orjoin.

Accoie, variant of ACCOY v. Obs. to soothe.

tAccol'l, ^. Obs. fa. OFr. acoillir to gather, as-

semble (mod. accneillir to receive) : late L. accol-

lige're, adcolligere to associate ; f. ait to + colligerc
to gather. See COIL.] infr. To gather together, to

collect. (Only in Spenser.)
1596 SPEXSER F.Q. ii. ix. 30 About the caudron many

cookes accoyld With hookes and ladles.

Accoi'l, st>. rare. [a. OFr. acoil (mod. acciteif)

reception, welcome, f. accueiller, OFr. acoillir : see

prec.] Reception, welcome.
1814 SOUTHEY Rodk. xvii. Wks. IX. 157 He had a secret

trembling on his lips., he fear'dTohave it chill'dincoldaccoil.

Accolade (cekfl^'d, ak^lird). [a. mod. Fr. ac-

colade, ad. It. accollata, sb. f. pa. pple. of accollare

to embrace about the neck ; see ACCOLL, and -ADE.

Introduced into Fr. in l6th c. superseding the

OFr. cogn. acoli'e
;

it has similarly superseded the

earlier ACOLEE in Eng.]
1. Properly, an embrace or clasping about the

neck; technical name of the salutation marking

58

the bestowal of knighthood, applied at different

times to an embrace, a kiss, and a slap on the

shoulders with the flat blade of a sword.
(Not in COTGKAVE 1611 who has Accollaite (Fr.) a colling,

clipping, imbracing about the necke ; Hence, the dubbing of
a Knight, or the ceremony used therein.] 1623 FAVINE Tkcat.
Honour I. vi. 51 Giuing him also the Accollade, that is to

say, Kissing him. 1706 PHILLIPS, Accollade, clipping and
colling, embracing about the Neck. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.
Siifip. s.v. Antiquaries are not agreed, wherein the Accolade

properly consisted. 1817 SCOTT Wavcrley I. x. 131 The quan-
tities of Scotch snuff which his accolade communicated. 1852
Miss YONGE Cameos I. xvi. 122. (1877) Henry conferred on
him the accolade, or sword blow, which was the chief part
of the ceremony. 1858 WISEMAN Last Four Popes 511 Could
he [the Pope] receive him [Czar Nicholas] with a bland smile
and insincere accollade?

2. Music. A vertical line or brace, used to couple
together two or more staves. (Sometimes confined
to a straight thick line so used, as distinguished
from a brace or double curve

;
but in mod. Fr.

accollcuic = the brace or double curve , used not

merely in music but in ordinary printing, algebra,
classification, etc.)
1882 ROCKSTKO in Grove's Diet. Mus. s.v. Score, In Scores

. . the Staves are united, at the beginning of every page,
either by a Brace, or by a thick line, drawn, like a bar,
across the whole, and called the Accolade.

Accoladed (rekoU-i-ded ),///. a. [f. prec. + -ED^.]

Having received the accolade
; knighted, dubbed.

1863 Daily Tel. 17 Nov. 4/4 The sonorous cognomen of
each of these accoladed Princes.

Accolated (arkJkHed), fpl. a. [f. mod. Fr. ac-

coli', It. atcollate, see prec.]
= ACCOLLED 3.

1879 H. PHILLIPS Xotes upon Coins 2 There are medals of
. . N apoleon and Josephine accolated.

t A'CCOlent, a. Ol>s.-<> [ad. L. aceolent-em pr.

pple. of accollre to dwell near.] 'Dwelling hard

by.' Bailey 1731, Ash 1775, Johnson, etc.

t Accoll, v. Oiis. 4-5 acole, 5-6 acooll. [a.OFr.
acole-r, f. a to + fo/ neck. Spelling afterwards
assimilated to mid. Fr. accoller (mod. Fr. accolcr).
Cf. It. accollare, suggesting a late L. or early Rom.
accolldre, f. ac- = ad- to + coliuin neck).] To throw
the arms round the neck of, embrace, clasp, hug.
1340 Gawayne $ Gr. A". 1936 pen acoles he [}>e] knyjt, &

kysses hym pryes. Ibid. 2472 pay acolen & kyssen, [bikennen]
ayber oj>er. c 1450 Merlin xv. 234 And each acoled other in

armes for grete love. 1557 SURREY Aencid n. 1055 Thrise
raught I with mine armes taccoll her neck.

Acolled, fpl. a. Her.
[f. ACCOLL + -ED. The Fr.

form aecoll6 (mod. Fr. accolf) is more used.]
1. Wreathed about the neck, collared, gorged.
1723 ASHMOLE Antiq. Berks. III. 134 Accolled with a

Dncal Coronet.

2. Intertwined ; entwined, wreathed.
3. Conjoined, united

; joined at the sides like two
shields, or at the angles like two lozenges ; placed
side by side like two busts or heads on a coin ;

jugate ; accolated. [In this sense sometimes re-

ferred to It.
' accolare to glue vnto or together'

Florio, f. cola (colla), Gr. xu\\a glue ; but this

seems only a plausible explanation of a use some-
what remote from the original sense of accolti and

aecoOed.]

Accomber, -bre; -braunce. See AOCUMBER.
Accoiubina'tioil. rare.

[f.
L. ac- = ad- to +

COMBINATION.] The act of combining together.
WORCESTER cites Q. Rev.

Accommodable (ak-^-mJclab'll, a. [a. Fr. ac-

cotnoJablc, {.accomoiicrio suit: see ACCOMMODATE and

-ABLE.] Capable of being accommodated ; suitable.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1632) n. viii. 212 A fit and accom-
modable condition for such a di^nitie. 1672 R. TAYLOR
O. Croimuell 176 That the Title of the Protector might be
made accomodable to the Laws. 1724 WATTS Logic v. 4
Wks. 1813 VII. 467 We must be furnished with such general
rules as are acconnnodable to all this variety.

Accommodableness (ak^-mjdab'lnes). [f.

prec. + -NESS.] Capability of becoming or being
made suitable.

c 1760 CATH. TALBOT Ess. iii. Wks. 1809, 83 Let me be allowed
to make a new word, and let that word be accommodableness.

t Accommodant, a. Obs. rare 1
, [a. Fr. ac-

comodant pr. pple. of accomodcr to suit : see AC-
COMMODATE and -ANT.] Accommodating, self-

accommodating, suiting oneself to circumstances.

1693 EVELYN De la Quintinye's Compl. Card. 7 Be they
Plants, or Trees, there is none of them, as to their Culture . .

more Easie, Tractable, and (as I may say) Accommodant,
then are Orange and Lemon-Trees.

tAccO'mmodate, ppl. a. Obs. \aA.~L.accommo-
dat-its suited, suitable, pa. pple. of acconinwdd~re,
f. ac- = aJ- to + commodore to suit; f. commod-us
suitable in measure, fitting ;

f. com- = cum together
with -t- modus measure, manner.] Suited, adapted,
fitted ; hence suitable, fitting, fit.

1525 WOLSEY in Strype's Eccl. Mem. 1. 95 Loving and kind
words . . meet and accommodate for the company present.
1531 ELYOT Governor I. x. 26 (1557) Moste accommodate to
the aduancemente of some vertue. 1627 SPEED Irel. descr. <$

abridged iv. 4 Many accomodate and fit Bayes, Creekes,
and nauigable Riuers. 1680 H. MORE Apacalypsis Pref. 15
Grotius . . is now accounted the Chiefest Interpreter, and
most accomodate to baffle the true and genuine meaning

ACCOMMODATE.
of those Prophecies. 1765 HARRIS Three Treat, in. i. 122
The Sovereign Good ought to be something . . accommodate
to all Places and Times. 1796 PEHGE Anonym. (1809) 186

Applications of passages in the Classics, when they are per-

fectly accommodate, always give pleasure.

Accommodate (akfrm^dt-M;), v.
[f. prec. or on

anal, of vbs. so formed. See -ATK^.] To fit or suit.

I. To fit one thing or person to another.

1 1. To apply fittingly (a thing to a person) ;
to

attribute or ascribe, by way of explanation, or

from inherent fitness. Obs.

1531 ELYOT Gwcrnor (1834) 174 This sentence is . . sup-
posed to have been first spoken by Chilo. Others do ac-

commodate it to Apollo. 1676 J. OWEN Wor. God\-$-$ Many
names . . are equally accommodated unto all that are par-
takers of it, as Elders, Bishops.

2. To adapt, fit, suit, or adjust (one thing or

person to another) either actually or in idea.

1588 WHITEHORNE Machiattels Arte of Warre 104 b,

[He] must accommodate himselfe with the situation. 1692
BENTLEY Boyle Led. ix. 335 The Political Institutions of
Moses were accommodated to the circumstances of Affairs.

1735 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 210 Accomodate him-
self to the men on board. 1831 SCOTT Peveril iv. 60 I would
fain accommodate myself to your scruples. 1856 BREWSTER
Mart, of Sc. in. ii. (ed. 3) 184 Kepler likewise observed the

power of accommodating the eye to different distances.

f3. intr. (by omission of refl. pron.) To adapt
oneself to. Obs.

1597 BACON Cottiers of Good fy Evill x. 153 Keepe the
minde in suspence from settling and accomddating in pa-
tience and resolution. 1677 Governm. Venice 72 Cato . , knew
not how to accommodate to the propensity of the age.
4. To show the adaptation or correspondence

of one thing to another
;
to make a statement fit

with facts or vice versd ;
to make consistent, to

harmonize; to adapt by analogy, or by 'humour-

ing' an account or statement. (Often used in the

sense of producing an artif'cial or surface harmony.)
Const, to, (with, unto obs.).

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Morals 17 Ponder well the in-

tention of Poets, unto which they addresse & accommodate
their verses. 1655-60 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. 11701) 75 To
accommodate this time with our account is neither easie nor
certain. 1760 JORTIN Life ofErasmus II, 226 Erasmus sus-

pected that this MS. had been accommodated by the Tran-
scriber to the Latin Version. 1860 TRENCH Serin, in Westw.
Abbey ix. 93 The words . . were not accommodated to Christ,
but were most truly fulfilled in Him.

II. To fit things (sc. to each other).
5. To adjust, reconcile (things or persons that

differ), and hence, to compose, settle (their differ-

ence) ; to bring to harmony or agreement.
1597 DANIEL Civile Wares vm. Ixv. Repaire to us, who will

accomodate this businesse. 1677 Gtn<ernni. Venice 53 The
Senat found some way or other of interposing, under
colour of accommodating their Quarrel. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Snpp, s.v. Galenist, At present, the Galenists and chem-
ists are pretty well accommodated. 1786 T. JEFFERSON
Writings (1859) I- 5^2 It is uncertain how far we should
have been able to accommodate our opinions. 1849 MAC-
AULAY Hist. Eng. II. 667 At length the dispute had been
accommodated.
6. Hence (with obj. indefinitely represented by //),

7*o atcommodate it: to settle or compromise matters.

1667 PRPYS Diary 30 Nov. The King will accommodate it

by committing my Lord Clarendon himself.

7. intr. (by entire suppression of object) To settle

differences, to come to terms.

1648 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 12 Either they must accom-
modate with His Majesty, or resolve to despatch with

monarchy. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (i8n) IV. 60 I hardly
expect that we can accommodate. 1801 T. FREEMANTLE in

Dk. of Buckingham's Crt. George III, III. 154/2 I hope we
shall accommodate with the Danes.

*t" III. To fit a thing (sc. for its proper uses). Obs.

t 8. To fit or equip (a thing for use) ; to put in

order
; hence, to repair, refit, mend. (Fr. ratcom-

moifer.} Obs.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia (1629) 61 The rest of the day
we spent in accommodating our boat. 1763-5 SMOLLETT
Travels 311 One of the irons of the coach gave way . . we
were detained two hours before it could be accommodated.
1812 HENRY Camp, agst, Quebec 143 We found it well ac-

commodated for our lodgment.

t 9. To fit (a person, for any duty or position) ;

to meeten. Obs.

1658 SIK H. SLINGSBY Diary (&$) 211 You shall everyday
get by heart some new lesson, that may season and accom-
modate you.

1 10. To minister convenience to
;
to aid, speed,

facilitate. Obs.

1634 MASSINGER Very Woman iv. ii. One o' the slaves he

lately bought . . To accommodate his cure. 1690 LOCKE
Hum. iJnaerst, (1727) I. n. xxiii. 12. 129 We are able . .

several ways to accommodate the Exigencies of this Life.

1703 MAUNDREI.L 'Joitrn. Jems, (1732) 36 To accomodate the

passage you have a path.

IV. To fit (a person with the understood requi-
sites of the occasion).

11. To furnish (a person with (of obs.} something
requisite or convenient) ;

to equip, supply, provide.
Now usually with the sense of doing it to suit a

person's felt requirements. (An obs. and rare const,

is to accommodate a thing to a person.)
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 72 A Souldier is better ac-

commodated, then with a Wife. 1598 B. J DNSON Ei>. Man in

Hunt, (1616) i. x. 17 Hostesse, accommodate vs with another
bed-staffe. Poetaster iii. 4 (Nares) Will you present and



ACCOMMODATED.
accomodate it to the gentleman. 1627 Lisandcr fy Calista

in. 43 To goe unto Paris to accommodate him there of such

things as were most necessary. 1672 JORDAN Lond. Triumph.
in Heath's Grocers' Coinp. (iS6oj 489 Three score and six

poor men, pensioners, accommodated with Gowns and Caps.

1725 DE FOE Voy. round World 11840) 269 We had wax can-

dles brought in to accomodate us with light. 1794 S.WILLIAMS

Hist. Vermont 94 His hind feet are accommodated with webs.

Mod. Can you accommodate me with cash for a cheque ?

12. simply. To suit, oblige, convenience.

1663 COGAN / 'oy. <y Adv. ofPinto Ixxix. 321 If it were such

as would accommodate us, he would desire us to buy it.

I784COWPEB Taski.-i-i, Ingenious fancy, never better pleas'd

Than when employ'd t' accomodate the fair. 1861 GEORGE
ELIOT Silas M. 24 I was willing to accommodate you by
undertaking to sell the horse.

13. esp. To furnish or supply with suitable room

and entertainment ;
to make room for, entertain

suitably ;
to receive as an inmate.

1715 BURNET Hist, mvn Time (1766) I. 8r How the King
would be accommodated if he came among them. 1772
Hist. Rochester 17 The honour of accommodating her (the

Queen) at his house. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rnd. (C. D. ed.)

Iviii, 273 The cell . . having recently accommodated a drunken

deserter, was by no means clean.

Accommodated (ak^mJd^ted), ///. a. [f.

prec. + -ED.] Made fit or suitable
; fitting, fit ;

adapted, suited.

161 1 COTGR., Propre . . seemlie, comelie, well accommodated.

1630 IN. TAYLOR Gt. Eater of Kent 13 After some accomo-

dated salutations, I asked him if he could eate any Thing?
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rehetl. III. xm. 286 He had a little

House well enough accomodated. 1829 I. TAYLOR Knt/ins.

iii. 61 An accommodated yet legitimate sense of the word.

t Acco*mmodately,<2</2'. Obs. [^ACCOMMODATE
a. + -LY 2

.]
In a manner suited or adapted to.

1681 GLANVILLE Sad. Trium. (1726) 1.73 We do not speak

properly, tho more accomodately to the vulgar Apprehension.

1687 H. MORE Conjee. Cab. (1713) 68 Of all these, Moses his

wisdom held fit to give an account accommodately to the

capacity of the people.

t Acco'mmodateness. Obs. [f. ACCOMMO-
DATE a. + -NESS.] The quality of being accommo-
date or suited ; suitableness.

1660 H. MORE Myst. Godliness vi. vi. 228 The fitness and
accommodateness of so ample a Reward. 1677 HALLYWELL
Sav. of Souls 80 (T.) Its [the Gospel's} aptness and ac-

comodateness to the great purpose of men's salvation.

Accommodating (akfm^dcitirj),^/.^. [f.
AC-

COMMODATE v. + -ING C] The action of adapting,

suiting, fitting, adjusting, furnishing, obliging, or

making room for. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1619 SIR T. EDMONDES Let. in Eng. fy Germ. (1865) 57 His

journey to Germany for the accommodating of the broyles
in Bohemia. 1625 MKADE in Ellis Orig. Lett. \. 318. III. 210

[The] Students at Oxford are by Letters of the Council com-
manded away for the better accommodating the parliament.
Mod. They have no means ofaccommodating so many visitors.

Accommodating (j&?\\\8<\c^\ppl.a. [/.AC-
COMMODATE v. + -ING 2

.]
As a pple. Fitting, suiting,

giving accommodation. Hence, adj. Affording, or

disposed to afford accommodation ; obliging, pliant,

conciliatory ; easy to deal with
;
in an evil sense,

pliable, accessible to corruption.
1775 BURKE Cone. Amer. Wks. III. 59 Perhaps a more

smooth and accomodating spirit of freedom in them would
be more acceptable to us. 1850 MRS. STOWE Unc. T. Cab.

xxxix. 342 Cassy had been unusually gracious and accommo-
dating in her humours. 1855 PRKSCOTT Philip /A I- ' *8

The accommodating spirit of the good ecclesiastic had doubt-
less some influence in his rapid advancement.

Accommodatingly (ik^rm^kltinli),
adv. [f.

prec. + -LY-.] In an accommodating manner
;
so as

to suit or convenience ; conveniently, obligingly.
1847 A. SMITH Stuck-up People (ed. 4) 39 Mr. Lacquer drops

it into the plate so accommodatingly presented to him. 1873
G. C. DAVIES Mount. Mead. % Mere xi. 88 Griffith guided
the worm accommodatingly to the noses of the largest [fish].

Accommodation (ak^mJd^Jan). [a. ^.ac-
commodation (Cotgr. 1611), ad. L. accommodation-
em t n. of action f. accommodd-re to ACCOMMODATE.]
l.The action of accommodating, or process ofbeing
accommodated; of fitting, adapting, adjusting,

suiting ; adaptation, adjustment.
1644 BULWER Chironomia 58 Gestures and motions must

come in with their accommodation. 1665 GLANVILLE Scepsis
Sc. Addr. 6 That disputing physiology is of no accommo-
dation to your designs. 176^-90 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. (1876)
v. 372 Skilful accommodation of other men's conceptions to

his own purpose. 1841 MYERS Cath. TJtoughtsiu. 4. 12 What
was Judaism itself . . but a great system of accommodation ?

b. spec. The action or power of adapting the eyes
to view objects at various distances.

1833 BREWSTER Nat. Magic iii. 53 The accommodation of
the eye to the distinct vision of external objects. 1875 WOOD
Therap. 11879) 35^ Local application of gelsemia to the eye
produces . . paralysis of accommodation.

2. Adaptation of a word, expression, or system
to something different from its original purpose.
1724 A. COLLINS Gr.Chr. Relig. 212 The frequent accom-

modation of the Septuagint Version to the later Hebrew.
1860 TRENCH Serm. in Wcstm. ix. 92 The adaptation or
accommodation of a prophecy . . having properly no allusion
to Him at all. 1865 MOZLEY Miracles vii. 282 Some inter-

mediate religion being preached first as an accommodation.
3. Self-adaptation ; conformity to circumstance ;

conciliatory disposition or conduct ; obligingness.
1768 STERNE Sent. Journey (17781 1. 4 When I had . . drank

the King of France's health, to satisfy my mind that I bore

59

him no spleen . . I rose up an inch taller for the accomoda-
tion. 1827 HALLAM Const, Ifist. (1876) II. viii. 66 His object
in these accommodations was to draw over the more moderate
Romanists. 1830 SIR J. MACINTOSH Kth. Philos. Wks. 1846
I. 186 Accommodation, without which society would be pain-
ful, and arduous affairs would become impracticable.
4. An arrangement of a dispute ;

a settlement,

composition, treaty, or compromise.
1645 Liberty of Consc. 36 By accommodation I understand

an agreement of dissenters with the rest of the Church in

practicall conclusions. 1689 SELDEN Table Talk 62 'Tis

hard to make an accommodation between the King and the

Parliament. 1745 DK FOR /'-'iff. Tradcsm. II. xxxix. 119 He
will bring all differences to a friendly accommodation. 1855
PKESCOTT./V/// //, I.i. vi.Si Negotiations were now opened
for an accommodation between the belligerents.

5. The supplyingwithwhat is suitable orrequisite.
1737 JOHNSON Rambler 145. PI The meanest artisan or

manufacturer contributes more to the accommodation of

life, than the profound scholar and argumentative theorist.

6. Anything which supplies a want, or affords

aid or refreshment, or ministers to one's comfort ;

a convenience, an appliance.
1616 SURFI,. 8: MARKH. Conntrey Farnte 539 When a man

liueth farre from his necessarie accommodations, as from his

fuell, his fencing, his timber. 1662 FULLER H'ort/ticsci^o)\\l.

731 Wilton is the stateliest and pleasantest for gardens, foun-
tains and other accommodations. 1769 90 SIR J. REYNOLDS
D isc. (i 8761 301 The regular progress of cultivated life is from
necessaries to accommodations, from accommodations to or-

naments. 1866 GKO. ELIOT Felix Holt 4 They probably
thought of the coach with some contempt, as an accommoda-
tion for people who bad not their own gigs.

b. attrib.

1813 MAR. GRAHAM Jml. in India 128 A particular police

regulates the catamarans, accommodation-boats and bar-

boats. 1847 DISRAELI Tancrcef(i^'ji)\\'. xi. 327 From the door
of the house were some temporary steps, like an accommoda-
tion ladder. 1867 SMYTH Sailors' \^~d.~Bk. s.v. Accommo-
dation ladder, a convenient flight of steps fixed at the gang-
way, by which officers and visitors enter the ship. 1881

Miss BRADDON Asphodel I. 289 Goring Lane was an accom-
modation road, leading down from the home farm to the
meadows.
7. esp. Room and suitable provision for the recep-

tion of people; entertainment; lodgings. (Formerly
mostly in//.)
1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 239 Such Accomodation and besort

As leuels with her breeding. 1650 CROMWELL Let, 92 (Car-

lyle) The having of a garrison there would furnish us with
accommodation for our sick men. 1722 DE FOE Moll /'/.

(1840* 343 These had accommodations assigned them in the

great cabin. 1803 PORTER Thad. Warsaw \i1>-$i\ xi. 100 The
Hummums, Covent Garden, has as good accommodations as

any in town. 1856 KANE Arctic Explor. I. xvi. 192 Our sole

accommodation a tent barely able to contain eight persons.

8. Pecuniary aid in an emergency ;
a loan. Ac-

commodation Bill, a bill not representing or origin-

ating in an actual commercial transaction, but for the

purpose of raising money on credit.

1824 SCOTT Rowan's WW/U868) xv. 653 There is maybe an
accommodation bill discounted now and then, Mr. Touch-
wood; but men must have accommodation, or the world
would stand still accommodation is the grease that makes
the wheels go. i8z6 in Lockhart's Life 11839) VIII. 336
Having obtained an accommodation of 100 from Kalian-

tyne. 1868 ROGERS Polit. Econ. (ed. 3) xi. 142 Persons pay
highly for accommodation, because they have no security,
or no good security, to offer. 1882 Daily Neivs July 3 (Advt.)

Cask Accommodation. Respectable Householders in town
or country supplied with money at moderate interest.

Accommodative (fttyinAtotiv), a.
[f. accom-

modat- ppl. stem of aecommoda-re + IVE
; as if ad.

L. *ateommoda.tiuus?\ Tending to accommodate
;

accommodating.
1841 MYERS Cath. Thoughts in. 26. 97 This peculiarity of

its accommodative character. 1880 BURTON Reign ofQ. A nm'
III. xix. an In the strifes, religious and secular, that had
shaken Scotland, no such accommodative adjustment had
been permitted to grow.

Accommodativeness (SJwTndB^tivnes). [f.

prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being accommo-
dative

; adaptability, pliableness ; tendency to give
or show accommodation.
1860 Times 4 July 10/2 Mere accommodativeness to the ir-

resistible tide of events. 1868 MERIVALF. in Fortn, Rev. Nov.

472 [They] are apt to learn much of forbearance and civility,
and kindness and accommodativeness.

Accommodator (ak(vm#di*itai). [a. L. accom-

modator, n. of agent f. accommoddrc : see ACCOMMO-

DATE.] tie who, or that which, accommodates (in

various senses of the vb.).
c 1630 W. ROBINSON in Lett* Set. Men (1841) I. n At the

most he is but the accommodator, (an easy trifle,) not the
inventor. 1662 FULLER Worthies (T&QQ} III. 125 These [Nails]
are the accommodators generally to unite solid bodies. 1762
WARBURTON Doct. ofGrace II. 331 (T.) Mahomet wanted the
refinement of our modern accommodators.

tAccomniO'de, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. Fr. aceom-

mode-r, ad. L. accommoda-re to ACCOMMODATE. Cf.

incommode] A by-form of ACCOMMODATE.
1671 VINES Lord's Sup. 90 In reason did Christ accomode

his blessing to the occasion.

t Accommo'dement. Oto.rare 1
. [a. Fr. ac-

commodcmcnt, f. accommodcr ; see prec. and MENT.]
An

arranfljMient, settlement, or accommodation.
1678 GM-Rv?rt. Gentiles III. 123 They required the Jansen-

ists to conforme in those points controverted, in order to an
accommodement.

Accompactment, ?Acompactment; a compact.
a 1500 Merlin 249 in Percy's Folio MS.* Bal. $ Rom. 1. 430

ACCOMPANY.
Vortiger the traitor bold lett make accompackement of erles

& barrons that were gent.

t Acco-mpaiiable , -table, a. Obs. [a. Fr. ac-

compagnabk f. accompagncr -t- -ABLE.] Sociable,

companionable.
1543 GESTE Preuee Masse 135 Sequestering him selve from

hys accompanable parrishioners. 1580 NORTH Plutarch
(1676)871 Cecinna was neither for person nor manners ac-

companiable for the people. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 6
A shew, as it were, of an accompanable solitarinesse, and of
a ciuill wildenes. [Not in COTCR. or FLORIO 1611. The former
has Fr. accomfagna&let companable, sociable.]

Accompanier (akzrmpaniiai). [f.
ACCOMPANY

-I- -KB 1
.]

He who, or that which, accompanies.
[1755 In JOHNSON as a '

Dictionary word.'] 1823 LAMB F.lia

436 Dear, cracked spinnet of dearer Louisa! . . thou thin ac-

companier of her thinner warble. 1834 PERRONETTHOMPSON
Excrc. (1842) in. 33 He would then be prepared to come out
as an accompanier of the voice.

Accompaniment (ak*rmpaniment), also S ac-

companyment. [a. Fr. accompagncment (i.^th c.

in Littre) f. accompanier + -MENT.] Anything that

accompanies ;

'

something attending or added as

a circumstance to another, either by way of orna-

ment, or for the sake of symmetry or the like.'

Bailey 1731. Not in Johnson.
1756 82 J.WARTON Kss. Pope (ed. 4! I. g 2. 77 The magnificent

spectacle . .which is, if I maybe allowed the expression, the

accompanyment of the picture. 1782 GII.MN Wye 4 None of

these landscapes however are perfect, as they want the ac-

companiments of foregrounds. 1875 KRYCF. Holy Rom. Kwp.
(ed. 5) xvi. 286 A Roman sedition was the all but invariable

accompaniment of a Roman coronation.

2. Music. The subsidiary part or parts, instru-

mental or vocal, added for the sake of effect to a

melody or musical composition ; chiefly applied to

the instrumental part which sustains the voice.

i744l)vcHK, Accompaniment\ theinstrumental part playing
or moving while the voice i's singing. 1754 GRAY Progr.
Poetry i. i, Pindar styles his own poetry with its musical

accompaniments AioA>jf? \t,o\rrf\. 1795 MASON Ch. Jlf/ts. Wks.
1811 III. 318 The former fPurcell] adding Violin accompani-
ments to some of his anthems and services. 1859 JKPHSON
Brittany v. 60 Sung in unison with a modest organ-accom-
paniment.
3. Heraldry. 'Such things as are applied about

the shield, by way of ornament, as the belt, mant-

lings, supporters, etc.' Bailey, vol. II. 1731.

Accompanist, accompanyist (ak^mpan-
ist, akarmpaniiist). \i. ACCOMPANY + -LST.] One
who, or that which, accompanies ; cj/.ihe performer
who takes the accompanying part in music.

1833 Pen. Cycl. I. 74 Kst modus in rebus and sensible ac-

companists well know this medium. 1837 9 DICKFNS Oliv.

Tiv. II. iv. 143 The accompanyist played the melody. 1871
X/ArfKarw/tt 15 July 89 Mr. Emanuel and Signor Fiori, ac-

companists. 1872 Daily .Vcrttf 7 Aug., A fleet of friendly ac-

companyists [yachts] brought up the rear. 1878 HuEFFER in

Grove's Diet. Music 1. 28 From which post he soon advanced
to that of accompanyist at the same theatre.

Accompany [fik*mpani),v,[a.Fr.afr^/^e-y'
f. r? prep, to + compagne COMPANION.] To make

any one, to make oneself, become or act as a com-

panion.
I. To accompany one thing to or with another,

fl. To accompany (a person orthing) to (another) :

to add as companion ;
to associate

;
to add or con-

join to. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold, f-fff, 174/1 As many as ye can ronuerte

to your feythe . . ye shal haue lycence to baptyse them and
to accompanye them to your lawe. 1553 87 FOXF. .-/. -S- M.

(1596) 127/2 The King againe gathered his men . . iS: with

fresh souldiours to them accompanied, met the Danes.

2. To accompany (a person (ofis.) or thing) with

(another) : to send it with (or give it) the accom-

paniment or addition of; to supplement it by; to

join to it. (Rare and less correct const, by.}

1629 HOWELL Fatn, Lett. (1650) 163, I thought it a good
correspondence with you to accompagne it with what follows.

1655 Lu. BURGH LEY in Fuller's Ch. Hist. ix. 167, I have

thought good to accompany him with these my letters,

1810 W. TAYLOR in Robberds' Mem. II. 285 Accompanying
my letter by a copy of the 'Tales of Yore.' Mod. He ac-

companied the word with a blow.

+ 3. rcjt. To associate or unite oneself with. Obs.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictcs 119 Accompanye the

with good peple and thou shall be one of them. 1650 SIR A.

WELDON Crt.fyChar.K. yawcste And did accompany him-
selfe with none but men . . by whom he might be bettered.

t II. To accompany (jr. oneself ) with others. Obs.

f4. intr. (by omission of retl. pron.) To accom-

pany with : to associate, consort, or keep company
with; eitphcm. to cohabit with. Obs.

1534 LD. BURNERS Gold. Bk. M.Aurcl. (1546) G ij b, Suche
as accompanyeth with man-killers and murtherers. 1577
Test, of 12 Pair. When Anan was marriageable, I gaue
Thamar unto him, & he likewise of a spite accompanied not

with her. 1676 CLARENDON ..S^rr'. Leviath. 257 Those men who
had accompanied with them all the time. 1760 T. HUTCHIN-
SON Hist. Cot. Mass. Bay (1765) v. 461 A young woman was
not less esteemed for having accompanied with a man.

1 5. ahsol. To associate in a company; to congre-

gate ;
to meet, to unite or combine. Obs.

1540 WHITTINTON Tnlly's Off. i. 70 Swarmes of bees do ac-

company. . for as moch as they be companable by nature.

*577 HKLLOWES tr. Gucuara's Fain. Ep. 27 Noblenessc and
contention did neuer accompanie in one generous personage.
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ACCOMPANYING.
III. trans, (from 4, by omission of with.) To

accompany persons or things.
t6. To remain or stay with; to keep company
with; cuphem. to cohabit with. Obs.
c 1500 Rcmcdie of Lone in Speght's Chaucer (1^02) 308 b/i

If she sit idle . . not accompanide . . with maidens I meane,
or women. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia, (1622) 195 Shee vsed no
harder wordes to her, then to bid her go home, and accom-
panie her solitarie father. 1660 R. COKE Power fy Snl>j. 161
We teach, that upon Festival and Fasting times every man
forbear to accompany his wife.

t 7.yff
r
. To tenant or fill (a place) with company.

Obs. rare.

1631 Celestina xxi. 201 What hast thou done with my
daughter? where hast thou bestow'd her? who shall accom-
pany my disaccompanied habitation?
8. To go in company with, to go along with ;

to

convoy; to escort (for safety), to attend (as a

retinue). (The passive formerly took with, now by.)
c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. fy Lint. Mon. (1714)48 Which Am-

bassatours . . schal nede to be honorably accompanyd. 1494
FABVAN i. ii. 8 Accompanyed with a great Nombre of Troyans
. . [he] landed in the countre of Italye. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.
i. i. 335 Panthean Lords, accompany Your Noble Emperour
and his louely Bride. 1659 RUSHWORTH Hist. Collect, I. 76
The Marquiss went privately accompanied with the Earl of
Bristol. 1722 DK FOE Hist. Plague 43 That no neighbours
nor friends be suffered to accompany the corpse to church.
1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past. i. i. n The ladies often accom-
panied the gentlemen in hunting parties. 1876 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. III. x. 462 The Ear! went as a pilgrim, ac-

companied by his wife.

k-
./?;*"-

Of things personified or viewed as com-

panions.
1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictcs 91 Couetise hath ac-

compaigned them from their childehode. a 1541 WYATT
Complaint 11831) 161 So shall mine eyes in pain accompany
my heart. 1611 KIBLE Hub. vi. 9 Wee are perswaded better

things of you, and things that accompany saluation. 1643
FULLER Good Thoughts (1841) 23 Lord, I read how Jacob
(then only accompanied with his staff) vowed at Bethel, that
. . he would make that place thy house. 1856 MILL Logic
1 1868) i. v. 4. 109 One attribute always accompanies another
attribute. 1875 HAMERTON Intell. Life i. iii. 14 His adviser

prescribed a well-cooked little dejeuner a la jbifrc/tette,

accompanied by half a bottle of sound Bordeaux.
9. To go along with, or characterize, as an attri-

bute or attendant phenomenon. (The passive still

takes 7t'////, but by is sometimes found.)
1731 SWIVT Pref. to Sir ll

f
. Temple's Wks. I. 254 To pre-

vent him from finding them in other Places very faulty, and
perhaps accompanied with many spurious Additions. 1751
JORTIN Serin. (17711 I. jv. 62 Their faith was accompanied
with greater degrees of fervour. 1794 SULLIVAN View of
Nat. I. 179 The sparkling flame and vivid heat which ac-

company the rapid combustion produced by that air [oxygen].
1869 PHILLIPS J 'esuvius iv. 112 The ejections of scoriae were
accompanied by bellowings. 1878 GLADSTONE Print. Homer
148 The wisdom of Nestor is amusinglyaccompanied with self-

complacent reflection.

10. Music. To join a singer or player, by singing
or playing on any instalment an additional part or

parts. (The player is said also to accompany the

singing or piece sung, as well as the singer; and to

accompany, ivith music, on the instrument.)
T 583 GOLDING Cahnns Dent, xliii. 255 A gratious and plea-

saunt melody wherein wee be accompanied with the Angels
of heauen. ri68o SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 124 This hymn ac-

companied with instrumental musick. *753 RICHARDSON
Grandison (1781) VI. liv. 351 After breakfast, Lucy gave us
a lesson on the harpsichord. Sir Charles accompanied her

finger, at the desire of the company. 1845 E. HOLMES
Mozart 26 A lady asked him if he could accompany by ear
an Italian Cavatina . . [he] accompanied it with the bass
without the least embarrassment. 1869 OUSELEY Counter-

point xx. 162 The counter-subject is a supplementary melody,
intended to accompany the subject and answer.

The preposition used after the passive accompanied is

still somewhat misettled. As in passives generally, it was
formerly with \ but by is now always said of personal agents,
and, it appears, of things personified or viewed as active

agents: 'He was accompanied by two policemen,' 'a ship
accompanied by several native junks.' When accompany is

used causally, with, introduces the secondary agent or in-

strument, as ' he accompanied the word with a blow ;

'

and
this is of course retained in the passive,

' the word was ac-

companied with a blow (by him).' Hence with is used in
the passive whenever the agency may be looked upon as

merely secondary, or as an accompaniment rather than a

companion^ even though no primary agent is expressed,
' The

operation was accompanied with much pain.' Cf. associated^
combined with ; attended with /<', by satellites

; followed
by unpleasant symptoms.

Accompanying (akympaniiin.), vbl. sb. [f. AC-
COMPANY + ING

i.] The action of being a com-

panion, associating, going or acting with ; or of

giving anything an accompaniment, spec. The act
of playing an additional part on an instrument in

support of a singer. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1581 SIDNEY Dcf. Poesie (1622) 515 Heraclitus . . is to be

praised for compassionate accompanying iust causes of la-

mentations. 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Jairtes III Wks.
1711,56 Acts were made that no convention of friends should
be suffered for the accompanying & defence of criminal per-
sons. Alod, May I have the pleasure ofaccompanying you?

Accompanying (akzrmpaniiiij),///. a. [f. AC-
COMPANY + -ING-.] Acting as a companion ; going
along with

; attending; attached, appended.
1850 M rCosH Div. Govt. (1874) in. iii. 428 The moral good

or the evil lies not in the affection itself, but in its accom-

panying desire or volition. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geogr.
iii. 134 The Gulf Stream is shewn In the accompanying map.
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t AcCO'mpass, v. Obs. rare-1
. [f.L..ae-=att- +

COMPASS v.\ see A- pref. ii.] To compass; to go
about, to contrive.

1693 HACKET Life of Williams i. 189 The Prince . . was
privy to the undertakings of his [Lord Cranfeild's] adver-
saries and accompassed suffrages to condemn him.

Acco'mplement. Obs. 6-7. [f. late L. ac-

comple-re (i.ac- ad- to + complere to fill, see COM-
PLETE) + -MENT. Formed directly from L. like

complement, supplement, whereas the more common
ACCOMPLISHMENT was adopted from Fr.] Anything
that completes or perfects; that adds grace or orna-
ment to body or mind. See ACCOMPLISHMENT, 3.

1587 FLEMING Contn. HolinsJied III. 1579 Accompanied
with all princelie and graceful! accomplements. 1596 ? SHAKS.
Ediv. ///, iv. vi. 66 A puissant host of men Array'd & fenc'd
in all accomplements. 1634 PEACHAM Gent. Exerc. to Rdr. i

Those things of accomplement required in a Scholler or
Gentleman. 1643 BIRO Mag. Honour 107 b, Vertue and riches

. (as Ecclesiastes teacheth) maketh a good accomplement.
t Accomplet(e,/X-. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. late L.

accomplet-its pa. pple. of accomplcre ; see ACCOM-

PLISH.] Filled up, complete.
1450 Knt. de la Tour no The fest was fulfelled and a

complet in eueri wise.

Acco'mpletive, a. rare. [f. L. accomplet- ppl.
stem of accomplcre (see ACCOMPLISH) + -IVE.] Hav-

ing the property of fulfilling ; tending to accomplish.
1839 BAILEY Fesfus (1848) xiv. 216 Full of inborn virtue

more than known, Accompletive of destiny divine.

Accomplice (&k^-mplis), [f. the earlier COM-
PLICE. The prefixed ac- is not accounted for ; it

may have arisen from the indef. art. a complice, or

by assimilation to accomplish ; there is no ana-

logous form in L. or Fr.] An associate in guilt, a

partner in crime. Const. of\ also with the criminal,
in (to obs.) the crime.

1485 CAXTON Chat, the Crete (1880) 164, I shal make thad-

myral to dye, and al hys complyces. 1589 NASHK Aim.
for Parrat 5 d, Call to minde the badde practise of your
brother the Booke-binder and his accomplishes at Burie. 1596
SPENSER State Irel. 20 And many the like of others his ac-

complices and fellow-traytors. 1692 DRVDEM St. Eitrenionf$
Ess. 319 He was a friend of Cataline's and a secret accom-

plice of his Crime. 1732 LKDIARD Life ofSethos II. vn. 43
Thou who hast been accomplice with the thieves and mur-
therers. 1735-8 LD. BOLINGBROKE Diss. on Parties 152 We
cannot lose . . our Constitution, unless We are Accomplices
to the Violations of it. 1853 H. ROGERS Ecl.Faifki$%"<3 per-
mit any evils which we can prevent is in like manner to be

accomplices in the crime. 1860 W. COLLINS Worn, in White
ii. ii. 181 English society is as often the accomplice as it is

the enemy of crime.

2. rare, and perh. onlyplayfully, in a sense not bad.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. /"/, v. 2. 9 Successe vnto our valiant

Genera!!, And happmesse to his accomplices, c 1860W RAXALL
tr. A'. Houdin vii. 96 In the mean while be kind anough to act
as my accomplice.

Acco'mpliceship. rare.
[f. prec. + -SHIP.]

=
ACCOMPLICITY.

1834 SIR H. TAYLOR Ph. ?'. Artevelde i. v. ix. Wks. 1864
I. 136 This craven cowardly companion Of whose accom-
pliceship to do the deed, And not the deed itself, I speak
with shame.

Accompli*city. rare. [f. as prec. + -ITY.] The
state of being an accomplice ; criminal assistance.

WORCESTER cites Q. Rev.

t Acc omplimeiit ,
sb. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Ac- =
A.- pref. ii + COMPLIMENT.] = COMPLIMENT sb.

1601 CORNWALLYES Ess. (1631) ii. xxviu. 27 This is the most

poysonous qualitie in accomplements, the pretyest are those

that meane neither well nor ill.

t Accompliment, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. as prec.]

= CO.MI'LIMKNT V.

1601 CORNWALLYES Ess. (1631) n. xxviii. 23 Wee accomple-
ment, and . . kisse the hand.

Accomplish (ak/i-mpUJ), v.
;

also accom-

plice, -ise, -isse, -yshe, -ysshe, -issh(e. [a. OFr.

acompliss- extended stem of acomph r, acttmplir, now

accomplir (as in pr. pple. accompliss-atif] : late L.

accomplcre (f. ac- = ad- to + complere to fill up, com-

plete) : see -LSH. The historical pronunc. is aktf-m-

plif, which has recently given way to one founded
on the spelling.]
1. trans. To fulfil, perform, or carry out (an under-

taking, design, desire, promise, etc.).
c 1386 CHAUCER Meliheits 199 Crete thinges ben not ay ac-

compliced by strengthe, ne by delyvernes of body, but by
good counsel), c 1450 Merlin 61 It shall not be in thy tyme ;

ne he that shall a-complesshen it, is not yet be-geten. 1480
CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxlvi. 311 He spared

no thyng of his

lustes ne desyres, but accomplysshed them after his lykyng,

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, in. iii. 124 And all the number of
his faire demands Shall be

accomplish'd
without contradic-

tion. 1611 BIBLE Prov. xiii. 19 The desire accomplished is

sweet to the soule. 1769 BURKE State Nat. Wks. II. 43
The original great purposes of the war were more than

accomplished by the treaty. 1878 SEELKY Stein II. 511 What
is here proposed, was, we know, actually accomplished . ,

under the leadership of Alexander.

f 2. intr. To carry out a design. Obs. rare.

1490 CAXTON Encydos v. 26 Thenne Eneas and alle his

id

of

sapience, Before that thou accomplysh outwardly, For to

revolve understandyng and prepence All in thy selfe full

often inwardly.

ACCOMPLISHMENT.
3. To bring to an end, complete, or finish (a work).
1447 BOKENHAM Lyv. Seyntys Introd. i (1835) The auctour

. . after hys cunnyng doth his labour To a complyse the be-

gunne matere. 1577-87 HbUMHB>frwb 1. 161/2 The abbeie
ofAbington also he accomplished and set in good order. 1605
THYNSE Advoc. in Animadv. (1865) 112 Therby to accom-
plish the quadrat number, the number of all perfection. 1855
PRESCOTT /"/*///)//, I. n. i. 154 The work of the reformer was
never accomplished so long as anything remained to reform.

b. To complete (a portion of time).
1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 22 b, After that shee had accom-

plished the age of xiiij. 1611 BIBLE Dan. ix. 2 The word of
the Lord came to leremiah the Prophet, that he would ac-

complish seuentie yeeres in the desolations of Jerusalem.

1809 KENDALL Trav. I. vi. 46 All such inhabitants in this
state as have accomplished the age of twenty-one years.
c. To complete (a distance).
1853 PRFSCOTT Philip // (1857) I. 120 Rising ground which

lay between him and the French prevented him from seeing
the enemy until he had accomplished half a league or more.
1860 TVNDALL Glaciers i. n. 86 We had accomplished our

journey just in time.

4. To complete with external appurtenances ; to

equip perfectly.
1588 LAMBARDE Eirenarcha \. xii. 65 Our Justices of the

Peace . . are accomplished with double power, the one of

Jurisdiction, and the other of Coertion. 1599 SHAKS. Heit.

V, iv. Chor. 12 The Armourers accomplishing the Knights,
With busie Hammers closing Riuets vp. 1662 FULLER
Worthies (1840) I. 367 The garden on the back side, with
an artificial rock and wilderness, accomplisheth the place
with all pleasure. 1673 JORDAN London in Splend. in Heath
Grocers' Comp. (1869) 509 Thus accomplish'd they march
from their place of meeting to Clothworkers' Hall. 1813
SCOTT Rokcby v. iv, Those arms, those ensigns, borne away,
Accomplished Rokeby's brave array.
5. To perfect in mental acquirements and per-

sonal graces ;
to polish, to finish off.

1475 CAXTON Jason 32 Jason was more and more in the

graces of the ladyes, for the best born, the most fay re, the
best accomplished . . fyxed their loue in him. 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. iv. iii. 13 Thou art a Gentleman: Valiant, wise,
remorse-full, we 11-accomplish'd. 1639 FULLER Holy War
(1840) Ep. I)ed. 6 Next religion, there is nothing accom-
plisheth a man more than learning, 1726 VANBRUGH Jonrn,
Land. in. (1730)246 Every thing that accomplishes a fine Lady
is practised, to the last perfection. 1842 MRS. BROWNING Gr.
Chr. Poets 176 From the Italian poets as well as the classical

sources and the elder English ones, did Milton accomplish
his soul. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaksp. Char. xvi. 401 These
qualities adorn the character of Portia, and these go to ac-

complish a perfect woman.

Accomplishable (ak^rmplijab'l), a.
[f. prec.

+ -ABLE.] Capable of being accomplished ; at-

tainable
; practicable.

1793!'. VM^^. RightsMan \\. Ded., That which you suppose
accomplishable in fourteen or fifteen years. 1846 CARLYI.E

quoted in MancJi. Guard. 10 Feb. 1881 This . . seems to me
the most accomplishable and by no means the least needful.

Accomplished (ak/rmplijt), ///. a. [f. AC-
COMPLISH + -ED.]
1. Fulfilled, completed, finished, perfected.
1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 886/1 The little children of

the king, of whom the eldest had not yet run eight yeares
accomplished. 1726 VANBRUGH Relapse i. iii. (1730) 17, I have
brought your Lordship as accomplish'd a suit of clothes as
ever Peer of England trod the stage in. 1784 COWPER Task
i. 88 Convenience next suggested elbow chairs, And luxury
th' accomplished sofa last. 1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba vn. xxix.
IV. 263 With its rewards and blessings strews my path Thus
for the accomplish'd service. 1882 Bill ofLading, In Wit-
ness whereof the Master or Agent of the said Ship hath

signed Bills of Lading, all of this Tenor and Date, one of
which being accomplished the others to be void.

2. Complete, perfect ; esp. in acquirements, or as

the result of training.
1475 CAXTON Jason 32 The best accomplished and the most

speciall [ladies] fyxed their loue in him. 1581 SIDNEY Def.
Poesie (1622) 524 That Realme neuer brought forth a more
accomplished Judgement, more firmely builded vpoti vertue.
16x1 SHAKS. Cymb. i. v. 103 Your Italy containes none so

accomplish'd a courtier to conuince the honour ofmy mistris.

1786 COWPER Lett. 19 Feb. (Wks. 1876) 227 An accomplished
person moves gracefully without thinking of it. 1833 Miss
AUSTEN Pride <$ Prej. 33 No one can oe really esteemed

accomplished who does not greatly surpass what is usually
met with. 1874 BLACKIE Self-Culture 25 Accomplished
speaking, like marching or dancing, is an art.

f3. Completely versed (in\ fully informed, Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 497 Finding him so faire, so

young and strong, she, who was perfectly accomplished in

all his qualities, aduised him to lye with her.

Accomplisher (ak/rmplipM). [f. ACCOMPLISH
+ -ER!.] One who accomplishes; who carries

out, completes, perfects ;
a finisher or perfecter.

1611 COTGR. , Par/aiseur, a perfecter, accomnlisher, finisher,

1687 H. MORE Conject. Cabhal. (1713) Pref. 2 Such inspiration
as this is no distracter from, but an accomplisher and an en*

larger of the humane faculties.

Accomplishing (ak^'mplijln), vbLsb.
[f. AC-

COMPLISH + -IM;!.] The action of fulfilling, com-

pleting, perfecting, or finishing. (Used both as

sb. and gerund.)
1581 MARBECK Bk. Notes $ Com. PI. 307 The Jewes . . sup.

posed that the hearing and vnderstanding ot the lawe was
sufficient to the accomplishing of the same. 1649 DRUMM.
OF HAWTH. Fam. Ep. Wks. 1711, 161 All the qualities requisite
for the accomplishing of a perfect creature. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. IV. 536 Scarcely any step was taken towards the

accomplishing of her favourite design. 1858 J. G. HOLLAND
Tttcomb's Lett. viii. 76 It is a divine contrivance or plan for

accomplishing this purpose.

Accomplishment (ak^-mplijment). [a. Fr.



ACCOMPT.

accomplisscment action of accomplishing. Sec AC-

COMPLISH and -MENT.]
1. The action of accomplishing, or state of being

accomplished; fulfilment, completion, consumma-

tion.

c 1460 FORTESCUE Als. f, Liiii. Man. (1714) 8 He would not

have it governyd . . but by his own Will
; by which and for

th'accomplishment thereof he made it. 1361 T. N[ORTON]

Calvin's lust. (1634) n. xvi. 244 We have in his death a full

accomplishment of salvation. i6uT. TAYLOR Tiiusi.g.li6ig)

1787 III.-./ -

JT--
-

upon his Accomplishment of the duke ofYork's marriage with

the princess of Modena. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Eng.V. xxiv. 3

He saw England, as he believed, ripe for mighty changes

easy of accomplishment.
2. The act of perfecting, or state of being per-

fected ; perfection, completion.

hornet . . set out the felicitie of his heaven, by the content-

ments of flesh . . slightly passing over the accomplishment of

the soule. 1666 FULLER Hist. CamMjatf&jO) 158 Robert

Wakefield . . who, for his better accomplishment, travelled

most parts of Christendom. 1710 SHAFTESBURY Cliaract.

(r737) II- " 2 - 25 J ^ s no
^

l^'s l^e SUI" f a"^ l^e finishing

stroke and very Accomplishment of Virtue ?

3. Anything accomplished or performed ; any-

thing achieved by study or practice ;
a perform-

ance, achievement, or attainment.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, Prol. 30 Turning th' accomplishment
o! many yeares Into an Howre-glasse. 1664 POWER Exp.
Philos. in. 124 It has been held accomplishment enough to

graduate a student, if he could but stiflly wrangle out a

vexatious dispute. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Tke Italian (1824)

xxv. 665 A harmony, not the effect of torpid feelings, but the

accomplishment of correct and vigilant judgement. 1881

A. HERSCHEL in Nature No. 622. 508, I have here ventured

to disown, and to disclaim for myself some of the major
accomplishments of meteor-spectroscopy.

4. Anything that completes, finishes off, or com-

pletely equips, a. Formerly including bodily equip-

ment, accoutrement ; b. now, a faculty or quality

that completes or perfects a person for society

that adds delicacy of taste and elegance of man-

ners to accuracy of knowledge and correctness of

thought. As such faculties, besides accomplishing
or perfating their possessor, are usually also accom-

plished or attained by study and practice, as in sense

3, the common modern use of the word combines

the two senses in that of 'an ornamental attain-

ment or acquirement,' i.e. some study accomplished
which accomplishes the student. The word is also

abused to mean 'superficial acquirements,' embel-

lishments that pretend to perfect or complete an

education which does not exist.

1605 BACON Advaitc. Learn, n. 2 Conduits, Cesternes, and
Pooles . . men haue accustomed . . to beautifie and adorne
with accomplishments of Magnificence and State, as well as

of vse and necessitie. 1641 MILTON Ch. Discip. (1851) n. 50
The externall Accomplishments ofkingly prosperity, the love

of the people, their multitude, their valour, their wealth.

1672 JORDAN Loiid. Triumph, in Heath Grocers' Cotnfi.

(1869) 491 The company of Artillerymen . . being in all their

accomplishments of gallantry, some in Buff, with Head
pieces, many of massy silver. 1774 Ad-'t. to Cliestcrfield's

Letters 8 Hence we find him induced to lay so great a stress

on what are generally called Accomplishments, as most in-

dispensably requisite to finish the amiable and brilliant part
of a complete character, a 1830 TENNYSON Sonnets viii. 4 To
dance and sing, be gaily drest, And win all eyes with all ac-

complishment. 1853 ^E QL'INCEY Sp. Mil. Nun. 5. 9 To
fold and seal a letter adroitly is not the lowest of accomplish-
ments.

Accompt, v. and s/>., arch, form of ACCOUNT
;

still occas. written for the sb. in the sense of money
reckoning.
Accomptant, arch, form of ACCOUNTANT.

Accompter, obs. form of ACCOMTEU.
I Accompter, acompter. Obs. [a.Fr.a<w//-

er, ace-, inf. used substantively : see ACCOUNT v.

and -ER-.] Account, reckoning.
1483 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 271 The averagis of the last

acompter.

t Acconse'nt, <'. Obs. rare- 1
, [perh.ad.lt.

acconsentire to consent unto (Florio 1598), f. a, ad
to + conscntire to CONSENT.] intr. To consent to

anything proposed, to give consent.

1560 J. DAUS tr. Sleidanc's Comm. 350 a, The Emperour
very hardly acconsented at the laste.

Accorage, var. ACCOURAGE v. Obs. to encourage.
Accord (akjvjd), v., also acord(e, and aphe-

tically oord(e. [a. OFr. acorde-r : late L. ac-

cordd-re, f. ac- = ad- to + cor, cord-is heart
;

cf. cl. L.

concordare. As in French the c began to be doubled
in writing in 5 after the Latin spelling.] Lit. to

bring heart to heart : hence, to reconcile, reconcile

oneself, agree, agree to, agree to give.
I. trans. To cause to agree, to reconcile.

fl. To bring (persons) into agreement or har-

mony, to reconcile one with another. Obs.

11*30. ^- Chron. (Laud. MS.) an. 1120 An se arceb[iscop] . .

wears |>urh |>one papan wio J>one cyng acordad. laOT R.
GLOUC. 388 po wende vorb Roberd Courtese & Edgar Abe-
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lyng, And acordedc Macolom, Wyllam ourc kyng. 1366
MAUNDEV. xviii. 195 (1839) $i( 2 persones ben at debate,
& peraventure ben accorded be here Frendes. 1461 Past.

Lett. 421. II. 63 The parson hopyth verily to make yow
acordyd when he comyth to London. 1523 LD. BKRNERS
Froissart ccxxxvi. 335 \Ve wolde gladly and we coude, acorde

you and hym toguyder. 1613 PUHCHAS Pilgr. n. xx. 223 Then
shall be peace among men and beasts ; if there arise any war

among the Gentiles the Messias shall accord them. 170*
tr. L,e Clerc's Prim. Fathers 102 To the end it might appear
that he had accorded them more by persuasion than force.

f 2. rejl. and pass. To reconcile oneself, to agree,
to come to an agreement. Const, with. Obs.
c 1340 Gawaync fy Or. Knt, 2380 Cowardyse me tajt To a-

corde me with couetyse,my kynde to for-sake. 1366M AUNDEV.

195 (1839) It behovethe that every of hem, that schulle ben

accorded, drynke of otheres Hlood. c 1450 Merlin 79 The
kynge seide to this,

*
I a-corde me well, and will that it be -so

as ye haue devised/ 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 72/2 All the

Royames fro the ryuer of the endes of the phylisteis unto
thende of egypte were acorded with hym. 1619 W. SCI.ATER

Expos. Thessalns. I. i. (1627) Mcntior, ifmy soule accord him
not. 1762-86 H.WAI.POLE I 'ertne's A need. Paint. I. 179(1786)
Let but France and England once dispute which first used a

hatchet, and they shall never be accorded 'till the chancery
of learning accommodates the matter by pronouncing that

each received that invaluable utensil from the Phoenicians.

3. To bring into agreement (things that differ) ;

to reconcile (quarrels or differences) ;
to compose,

settle, arrange (a matter), arch,
c 1385 CHAUCKR Leg. Good IV. 2027 And whan these thynges

ben a-cordit thus Adoun sit Thesyus up-on his kne. r 1400

Apol. for Lollards i, I purpos to take vndirstond her
wordis . . and so to acorde hem to gidir. 1481 CAXTON
Myrronr i. xii.'3/ Musyque accordeth alle thinges that

dyscorde. 1580 Proscr. agst. Pr. Orange m Phenix (1721)
I. 438 We sent the Baron that he might accord the whole
matter. 1615 SANDYS Trav. 239 To accord a dangerous
sedition, they chose Gelon for their tyrant. 1655 FULLER Ch.
Hist. i. iv, 19 Who will undertake to accord the Contradic-

tions in Time and Place, between the severall Relations of

this History. 1676 NEWTON in /'////. Trans. XI. 192 Mr.
Lucas will be enabled to accord his tryals of the Experiment
with mine. 1842 LONGF. Sp. Stud. \\. vi. 14 Is there no way
left open to accord this difference ?

f4. To compose, sing, or play (something) in

harmony ;
to attune. Const, to. Obs.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia 72 (1622) The first sports the shep-
heards shewed, were full of such leaps and gambols, as being
accorded to the pipe, made a right picture of their chiefe

god Pan, and his companions theSatyres. a 1650 SHERBURMB
Sun-rise v, But all those little birds . . Accord their disagree-

ing throats. 1663 H. COGAN / ~oy. <y Adv. Pinto xxiii. 84 Six

girles . . that very harmoniously accorded their voyces to cer-

tain Instruments of Music whereon they played.

II. intr. (by suppression of rcfl. pron.) To agree.
5. To come to an agreement or to terms

;
to be

at one, to agree, a. simply. (Often emphasized
by together, in one.}

11546'. E. Chron. an. i^SiS'San lialduin acordede. 1330 R.
BKI.-SNK Chron. 48 In be sex batailes was many a man slayn.
At be last bei acorded, be lond was fulle fayn. c 1450 Merlin
vi. 99 Than acorded alle the noble men and wise, and seide

that he hadde seide soth. c 1500 Rcliq. Antiq. I. 233 Two
wymen in one bowse, Twocattes and one mowce, Two dogges
and one bone, Maye never accorde In one. 1667 Decay of
Chr. Piety v. g 8. 228 Herod and Pilate, Sadducees and Phari-

sees accord against Christ. 1809 J. BARLOW Colnnibiad iv. 241

Quell'd by his fame, the furious sects accord. 1817 SCOTT

Waverley II. xix. 253 Proceed as we accorded before dinner,
if you wish to remain longer in my service.

b. with (a person or opinion.)
1123 O.K. Chron. (Laud. MS.) an. 1120 ^Efter heora sehte

acordedan ealles bt~cs cynges Heanri^es ajene men wi5 hine.

c 1360 CHAUCKR A. B. C. 27 God vouched saf thoruh bee
with us to accorde (Tor certes crystes. 1387 TREVISA Iligdcn
(Rolls Ser.) VI. 369 Charles cordede with Rollo. 1653 HOL-
CKOFT Procofiius n. 45 We may repaire to the Emperour, and
conclude and accord with him. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk, Ot. X.
xxi. v. 57 The Queen accorded with this view of the matter.

fc. in (an opinion or course). Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvm. 232 Alle (?e wyse of bis worlde*
in o witte acordeden, That such a barne was borne 'in beth-

leem citee. 1449 PECOCK Repr. 243 And manye of these men
Accordiden to gidere in chesing to hem oon the same thing
for her God. 1630 PRYNNE Anti-Ann. 182 The wheeles in

a clocke . . haue contrary motions, yet they sweetly concurre
and accord in the same effect. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man.
61 Mankind in general . . seems to have those common sen-

timents in them, and to accord in them in a very great measure.

fd. of or upon (the matter in question). Obs.

c 1450 LONELICH Graal II. 140, & acorden they myhten not

In non weye Of these .xij. loves Certeynlye. 1562 CECIL in

Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 159 II. 266 The Quenes Majestic was con-

tented in June to accord upon an Enterview in August with
the Queue of Scottes. 1593 H. SMITH IVks. (1867) II. 84 We
have long purposed to serve God . . but we cannot accord of

the time when to begin. 1640 BP. "H.\\^Episc. bydi^>. Right
i. 18. 71 Such a Kingdome upon earth . . cannot yet be fully
knowne and accorded upon.

f e. With suhord. d. Ohs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 388 Hi! acordede atte laste m suche fourme
bere, pat wober of hem tueye lenger alyue were, pat he ssolde

be ojrere's eyr. c 1385 CHAUCER Leg. Good Wont. Prol. 3, I

acord wel that it ys so. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 169/1 They
wold not accorde that he shold be amytted to be worshypped
emonge the goddes. a 1593 H. SMITH lVks. 11867) I. 469 One
despised another, because they did not accord what wisdom
was. 1676 Row *$"///. BlairsA i4tflbioff.(iZ$)\\. 327 It was
accorded that these mulcts should be divided.

t 6. To agree to (something viewed as a standard,

rule, aim, end in view, or course to be taken) ; to

assent or consent to. Obs.

1340 HAM POLK Pr. Consc. 2500 Here to acordes, als be buk
telles us, Ysidre be grete clerk. 1366 MAUNDEV. (1839) v. 38

ACCORD.

They were at gret discord for to make a Soudan, And fynally
thei accordeden to Melechnasser. 1393 GOWER Conf, III. vi.

27 Herchinne accordeth to the face, All that he seeth is full

of grace, c 1450 Merlin vi. 96 Thei acorded to the counseils
of Merlyn. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. iv. 139 You, to his loue
must accord, Or haue aWoman to your Lord. 1633 STAFFORD
Pac. Hib. (1821) xviii. 189 The Earle accorded both to time
and place, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. I. in. 193 These

things so graciously accorded unto by your Majesty.

fb. "With inf. Obs.

1366 MAUNDEV. (1839! xxviii. 262 Some of oure Fellowes
accordeden to enter, and somme noght. c 1450 Merlin (1877)
xii. 191 Thei acorded to go to logres in bretein, the chief

Citee of kynge Arthur. 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India 102

He did secretly accord with one of the maisters of his fleete

in the night season to bore holes in them. 1605 VF.RSTKCAN
Dec. Intfll. (16281 vi. 173 Odo Bishop of Bayeux accorded to

furnish him with forty ships.

7. Of things : To agree, be in harmony, be con-

sistent. Const, with.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. 364 Ryht as adjectif and substantif

A-cordeJ> in alle kyndes
' with his antecedent. 1477 EARL

RIVERS iCaxton) Dfctes 64 Moche wyne & sapience may not
accorde. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 218/4 Other bokes of Jose-

phus accorden ynough wyth the sayde storye. 15^2 HOOKDK

Dycttiryii$-jo}\\. 250 Moremeate than accordeth with nature.

1810 SCOTT Lady of the L. II. xxv. His form accorded with

a mind Lively and ardent. 1839 KKICHTI.F.Y Hist. Kng. II.

56 Parliament met . . and its acts perfectly accorded with
the royal wishes. Mod. His principles and practice do not

accord well together.

t 8. inipers. To agree with propriety; to be suit-

able or proper. (L. convcnit.} Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER TroyI. n. 1043 For if a peyntour wold peynt
a pyke With assis feet, and heed it as an ape, Hit cordid not.

a 1520 Myrrottrc of Our Ladye 66 Suche bokes of
gnstly

iruyte as accordeth for you to rede or to here, i55^ ^
LAUHKR Tractate 11864*410 So that he sail tyll euery wycht
]_>o that thyng quhilk accords, of rycht.

III. trans, (by omission of the prep, in 5, 6).

f 9. To agree upon, arrange. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Mclibcus 383 But now let us speke of the

counseil that was accorded by youre neighebours. 1485
CAXTON Paris

<*j-
Viennc 58 Whan therle of Flaunders had

accorded the maryage. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 12 b,

After the number of yeres that is accorded beUvene the lessor

and the lessee. 1676 W. Row Sitf>pl. lUairs Antobiog. 1 1848)

x. 103 All business being thus accorded and ordered.

10. To agree to, consent to, grant (a request);

hence, in T9th c. To grant (a thing asked) to (a

person), to give with full consent, to award.

1393 LANGL. P. PL C. iv. 275 Seriaunles for here seruice'

mede bey asken, And taken mede of here maistres'as |>ei mow
a-corde. -71649 ^n - HERBERT in Cobbett's State Trials I.

336 Who thereupon sends word of it to Charles and Fer-

dinand, intreating them to assist their aunt, which they
accorded. 1718 POPE Iliad x. 352 The heroes pray'd, and
Pallas from the skies Accords their vow. c 1820 WORDS-
WORTH Sonnets iChandosi 143 Bright as the glimpses of eter-

nity, To saints accorded in their mortal hour. 1861 TEMPLE
& TREVOR Tannhanscr 22 Hell the horrid prayer Accorded
with a curse. 1873 MAX MULLER Sc. Refig, 330 A kind of

anticipated Christianity had been accorded to the ancient

sages.

*I Phonetically confused with RKCOBD.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims 1 1. 1064 They have accorded in their

old Bookes.

Accord (ak^'jcU ;
for forms see prec. [a. OFr.

aeon/, acorde agreement, f. acordc-r: see AccoRDz/.]
1. Reconciliation, agreement, harmony; concur-

rence of opinion, will, or action ;
consent,

1297 R. GLOUC 237 (R.I Some frend hym bybo}te bet, & by-
tuene hem gonne ryde, And made acord bytuene hem. 1387
TREVISA Higdcn (Rolls Ser.i III. 247 Molimicius was i-buritd

by be temple of Acord [juxta templum Concordix}. 1393
GOWKR Conf. Prol. 1049 In heven is pees and al accorde But
helle is full of such discorde. c 1450 Merlin i. 20 Thou pur-
chasest a-corde be-twene the and thi husbonde. a 1520

Myrroure ofOur Ladyc 61 He behoteth that in eche lande

where eny Monastrery of thys order ys founded, there shall

be encresed peace and accorde. 1619 R. JONES Recant.

Scrnt. in Phenix 1708 II. 495 True Accord is an Union of. .

the Will and Affections. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 380 Thus

harmony and family accord Were driv'n from Paradise. 1800

WORDSWORTH Brothers Wks. I. no He fed the spindle of Ins

youngest child, Who, in the open air, with due accord Of

busy hands and back and forward steps, Her large round
wheel was turning.

tb. To_/c7// at or of accord: to be reconciled. To

be of, at accord with : to agree with. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Doctors T. 25 And for my werke no thing
wol I axe; My lord and I ben fully at accord. Frankl.

T. 13 That pryuely she fit of his accord To take hym for hir

housbonde and hir lord, c 1430 LYDG. Rochas d554* ' viii.

12 a, Poetes make thereof no mencion . . how they fell at ac-

corde. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froissart I. viii. 6 They besought
and requyred eche other among them selfe to be of a peasable
accorde. Ibid. I. xiv. 14 That the sagis of the realme might
. . fall at acorde howe the realme shuld be gouerned. 1600

SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. i. 67 Sweet Masters bee patient, for your
Fathers remembrance, be at accord. 1704 RAY Creation

Ded. 3 I am of accord with him.

c. With (of obs.) one accord', with entire agree-

ment, with one consent, with unanimity.
1375 Lay-Folks Afnss-Bk. B. 541 Make bou, gode lorde, my

The wordes of y* prophetes are with one acorde good before

the kynge. 1611 BIBLE Acts xix. 29 They rushed with one

accord into the Theatre. 1878 M. A. BROWN Nadeschda 34

With one accord On castleyard and all around The people
sink on bended knee.

2. A formal act of reconciliation, or agreement ;

a treaty of peace, a treaty generally.



ACCORD.

1397 R. GLOUC. 388 J>ys acord was vaste ymade Jx>ru stronge
treupeynou. Vaste yply^t in ey^er syde, ^at non ne wyj drou.
c 1440 Generydes 6399 I he corde is made, the mortuall werre
issese, Betwix hym and the Sowdon all ispece. 1480 CAXTON
Cron. Eng, ccxxxi. 247 The pees and the acord y made bi-

twene the ij kynges. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 889/2
The pope, whom they named as conseruator of the accord.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World 11. 275 Thirdly the accord which
Israel made with these crafty Canaanites, was without war-
rant. 1700 DKYDEN Fables, Pal.

<$ Arcite 1034 If both are

satisfy'd with this accord Swear by the laws of knighthood
on my sword. 1860 MOTLEY Netherlands I. v. 240(1868)
Antwerp might perish, before a general accord with Holland
and Zeeland could be made.
3. Law. A private or extrajudicial arrangement.
1625 Sm H. FINCH Law 181 (1636) Accord is an agreement

betweene the parties themselues. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm.
III. 15 Accord is a satisfaction agreed upon between the party
injuring and the party injured; which, when performed, is a
bar of all actions upon this account.

4. Agreement or harmonious correspondence of

things or their properties, as of colours or tints, esp.
of sounds: Agreement in pitch and tone; harmony.
c 1384 CHAUCER H. ofFame 696 Mo loue dayes and acordes

Then on Instrumentes be acordes. 1398 TKEVISA Barth.
dc P. ,.(1495)111. iv.5i Pyctagoras callyth the soule Armony,
acorde of melodye. 1483 CAXTON G. Leg. 412/1 Somtyme
they sangc psaltnes aboute the aulter . . by accorde to gyder.
1563 BARHABE GOOGE Eglogs (Arb.) no Or yf it were the

sweete accorde that syngyng Byrdesdyd keepe. 1605 BACON
Adv. Learn, i. 32 In thatfayned relation ofOrpheus Theater
. . all beasts and birds assembled . . listening vnto the ayres
and accords of the Harpe. 1659 HAMMOND On Psalm xx\v.

7. 138 That rendring can have no accord with the Hebrew.
1777 SIR W, JONES 7-'ss. ii. 200 Our boasted harmony, with
all its tine accords, and numerous parts, paints nothing, ex-

presses nothing. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. (1832) I. i. 5 Bating an
occasional temptation to warble along with the accord, he
behaved himself as decorously as any of the congregation.
1867 MRS. OUPHANT Madonna Mary (Tauchn.) I. xi'i. 161

It was a strange sort of position and strangely out of accord
with her character and habits. 1879 G. C. HARLAN Eyesight
ii. 15 The color of the ins is usually in accord with the general
coloring of the individual.

t5. Assent to a proposal or request ; permission,

grant. Obs.

1393 GOWER Cojtf. I. 102 Though it be nought with her
accorde. 1483 CAXTON G. Leg. 301/1 Som monkes by thac-

corde of Charles had impetred and goten of Nycholas the

?ope
the body of Saynt Urban thu pope. 1602 SHAKS. Ham.

. ii. 123 This gentle and vnforc'd accord of Hamlet Sits

smiling to my heart.

b. Of (/y, on ohs.) one's own accord: by one's

unsolicited assent
; of one's own spontaneous motion.

c 1450 LOXELICH HolyGrail-x\\\, 102 And whanne king Kua-
lach herd this word, Thus thanne dide he be his owne Acord.

1555 Fardle of Facions Pref. 9 Thenhabitours ouer all be-

came milded and wittied, shaking of teuen of their owne
accorde) the brutcshe outrages. 1611 SHAKS. M'int. T. \\. iii.

63 On mine owne accord, He off, But first, He do my errand.
1611 BIBLE 2 Cor. viii. 17 But being more forward, of his owne
accord he went vnto you. 1697 DRYDEN Virgil, Pfist.vii. 13
Your lowing Heifers, of their own accord, At wat'ring time
will seek the neighb ring Ford. 1862 A. TROLLOPE OrIcy
Farm xiv. 109 She had no idea of giving up Felix of her own
accord, if he were still willing to take her.

fAcGO'rd, #(/'. ora. Obs. \?fQTaaccord', orshort-

ened f. pple. accorded.'} In accord, in agreement.
c 1374 CHAUCER TroyI. v. 446 Nor in this world ther is noon

instrumente Delicious, thorugh wynde, or louche on corde,
. . But nt that fest, it nas wel herde acorde. a 1440 .SVV

Dfgrcvtint 1767 Hyt is gode ye be a-corde And yowre
wyllus ware. 1461 Fast. Lett. 402. II. 28 I pray yow bryng
hem to gedyr, and set hem acord.

Accordable (ak/Mdab'l), a,
;
also 4-5 acord-

able. [a. OKr. acordablc, t.acordcr\ see ACCORD v.

and -ABLE.]
f 1. Agreeing, consonant, harmonious, accordant;

suitable, agreeable. Obs,
c 1374 CHAUCER Boethhis 621 18681 The fasoun of this worlde,

the which they now leclen in acordable feith by fayre moeu-

vnges. 1393 GOWER Cotif. II. 225 It is nought discardable
Jnto my word, but accordable. 1470 HARDING Citron,

Ixxviii. 14. 5 With all seruyce for the death accordable.

2. Capable of being accorded, harmonized, or

reconciled ; reconcilable.

1664 H. MORE Apology 486 Most easily accordable with the

Attributes of God and the Phenomena of Providence. Mod.
Things hardly accordable with our ordinary notions.

Accordance (ak/ridans) ;
also 3-4 acordance,

-auns. [a. OFr. acordance agreeing, n. of action

f. acorder\ see ACCORD v. and -ANCE.]
1. The action or state of agreeing ; agreement ;

harmony ; conformity.
1303 R. HRUNNE HandlyngSinne 2006 Se how fresewymmen

a-cordaunce Plesyde God wyj> lytyl penaunce. 1330
Chron. 180 pei parted \>c oste in tuo, ^orgh comon acordance.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 498 Ful blisful was the accordaunce, Of
swete and piteous songe thei made. 1596 SPENSER /*'. Q. v.

viii. 14 So can they both themselves full eath perswade To faire

accordaunce. 1633 BP. HALL Hard T. 605 I will draw my
Church to a happie accordance so as both Jewes and Gentiles
shall be linked together in the bonds of peace, c 1800WORDS-
WORTH To the Moon Wks. 1849 V. 278 Touched by accord-

ance ofthy placid cheer,With some internal lights to memory
dear. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesnv.vi. 164 Ifwe place in parallel col-

umns the number of earthquakes and the number of volcanic

eruptions, the degree of accordance will be seen at a glance.

b. esp. in the modern phrase, In accordance with

(rarely to) : in agreement or harmony with
;

in

conformity to.

1806-31 A, KNOX Rent. (1844) I. 44 Where religion is pur-
sued . . in accordance with the views of the New Testament

5

u

62

some tastes of such happiness are soon perceived. 1861 GEO.
ELIOT Silas M. 20 With which the look of gloomy vexation
on Godfrey's blond face was in sad accordance. 1865 PUSEV
Truth $ Off. Eng. Ch. 212 This was in accordance to Du
Pin's previous conviction. 1880 W. H. DIXON Windsor IV.
xxviii 262 His deeds were never in accordance with his votes.

2. The action of granting.
1881 Times 20 Aug. 9/2 The scheme . . includes, among

other matters, the accordance to Ireland of the rights both
of taxing herself and of spending the taxes as she pleases.

Accordancy (akpudansi). [f. ACCORD v., as if

ad. L. *accordantia : see -NCY.] A condition or state

of agreement ; harmony.
1790 PALEY Hor. Paul. Rom. i. 10 This . . brings the nar-

rative in the Acts nearer to an accordancy with the epistle.
1826 E. IRVING Babylon II. vn. 234 Mercy and justice in
sweetest accordancy.
Accordant (ak/udant\ a. ; also acordant.

[a. OFr. acordant, pr. pplc. of acorder : see AC-
CORD v. and -ANT.]
1. Agreeing, consonant, conformable. Const, to,

with ; the latter is now the more common
; per-

haps a distinction should be observed between
accordant to a rigid standard, accordant with a

parallel circumstance.

^1315 SHOREHAM 89 Acordaunt to thy trauayl, Lord, graunte
me thy coroune. c 1374 CHAUCER Parlt. Foulcs 203 Therwith
a wynd . . Made in the leuys grene a noyse softe Acordaunt
to the bryddis song a lofte. 1393 GOWER Con/. III. 163 So
thy prince for to queme Is nought to reson accordaunt. 1494
FABYAN cxlvii. 133 (1811) An excedynge nombre, to be accor-
daunt with reason. 1579 News from North in Thynne's
Animadv. (1865) Pref. 135 As neer accordant to the truth as
I could. 1776 BOSWELL Johnson (1816) II. 486, 1 went to the

Cathedral, where I was very much delighted with the music,
finding it to be peculiarly solemn, and accordant with the
words ofthe service. 1822 BARRY CORNWALL Miscall. Poems,
Autumn, Man's bounding spirit ebbs and swells more high
Accordant to the billow's loftier roll. 1852 Miss YONGE
Cameos II. xxxi. 327 (1877) The motto must have been more
accordant with the pride of London than with Henry's good
sense.

2. absol. f a. Agreeing or concurring in mind,

agreeable. Obs. b. Agreeing in external action or

motion; esp. of sounds: harmonious.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado \. i. 14 Hee loued my niece your
daughter, and meant to acknowledge it this night in a dance,
and if hee found her accordant, hee meant to . . instantly
breake with you of it. a 1764 R. LLOYD Poet. If'ks. 1774 I.

151 While eager genius plumes her infant wings, And with
'

bold impulse strikes th' accordant strings. 1830 LYELL /*r/c.
Geol. (1875) II. ii. xxxiii. 233 These data . . are not as yet
sufficiently extensive or accordant in different regions. 1850
BLACKIE sEschylns II. 100 Thy tale with mine accordant
chimes. 1877 KINGLAKK Crimea (ed. 6) III. iv. 357 That
kind of understanding which leads to . . accordant action.

t 3. Agreeing with any one's character, or with
circumstances ; suitable, fitting, appropriate. Obs.

1413 LYIJGATK Pylgr, Sowle n. Iviii. 56 (1859) Sothly, this

lykenes is accordaunt. 1477 CAXTON Dictcs 149 It is acor-
daunt that his [Socrates'] dyctes and sayengis shold be had as
well as others. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 1363, Yf tenaunt

by the curteyse had aliened in fee with warrantee accordaunt.

Accordantly (aki(TudantH),fl^.[f.prec + -Ly^.]
In a manner accordant or agreeing ; agreeably,

conformably (to, with) ; suitably, fitly, properly.
c 1400 Apal. for Lnllards 55 Are pel not, a cordantly to J>e

word is of fe prophets, werr, & abhominabler (?an carnal
sodomists. 1621 T. APAMS White Devill (ifa^) 60 If any be

worthy to beare the usurer company, let it be the rioter,

though of contrary dispositions, yet in this journey fitly and

accordantly met. 1858 H. BUSHNELL Nat. <y Sitpernat. xii.

394 (1864) Accordantly also with such a conception of God,
the divine unity is reproduced as trinity. 1875 B, TAYLOR
Faust II, in, 176 The echo of his orders then returns no more
Accordantly to him in swiftly finished acts.

Accorded (ak^udt-d), ppl.a. [f.
ACCORD v. +

-ED.] Reconciled
;
harmonized

; agreed to, granted.
1581 SIDNEY Def. Poetrie (Arb.) 46 The Liricke, who with

his tuned Lyre, and wel accorded voyce, giueth praise, the

reward of vertue, to vertuous acts. 1806 WORDSWORTH Son-
nets to Lib. xxviii. 44 Nations wanting virtue to be strong
Up to the measure of accorded might.

Accorder (ak/Mdai). [f. ACCORD v. + -ER*.]
One who accords

;
one who agrees ;

one who cor-

dially grants or bestows.
1860 L. HUNT Autobiog. ix. 174 Hearty accorders with the

dictum of the apostle, who said . . 1861 Cornhill Mag. III.

543 There is only one modern instance of a sovereign raising
an unmarried lady to a place in the peerage out of pure gal-

lantry, and with attendant increase of respect and honour
both to the accorder and to the recipient.

According (ak/udiq), vbl. sb.
[f.

ACCORD v. +
-ING*.] The action of reconciling, harmonizing,
or granting. (Now mostly genmdial.)
1530 PALSGR. 193 Accordyng, Acordance. 1709 STRYPE Ann,

Ref.\\. 54 Laws for the according and uniting of the people
into an uniform order of religion. Mod. I cannot think of

according you such unusual privileges.

According (ak/udin), fpl. a. and adv. ;
also 4

ccordend, 5-6 cording, [f. ACCORD -v, + -ING2.]
A. adj.

fl. Agreeing, corresponding A? ; matching. Obs.

1398 TKEVISA Barth. De P. R. (1495) xvn. ii. 595 Some trees

haue humour proporcyonall and acordynge eyther to other,
so that the humour of that one be acordynge to nourysshe
and to fede that other, c 1460 Household Stat. in Babees
Book (1868) 329 Not oolde robis and not cordyng to the

lyuerey. 1480 Robert the Devyll 2 I se well yt ys youre
wyll that I shoulde be maryed, But yet woulde I have one

to myne estate Accordynge. a 1510 Myrrotire ofOur Ladye

ACCORDINGLY.
7 For there y* many wordes in Latyn that we haue no propre
englyssh accordynge therto. 1532 THYNNE Dedic. Chaucer
in /)/W(?f/7'.(i865)24 Frutefulnesse in wordes wel accordynge
to the matter and purpose.
2. absol. Agreeing in nature or action ; consen-

tient, harmonious.
c 1450 Merlin 52 He is but a fole, that hath tolde these two

dethes, whiche may not be acordinge. 1626 W. SANDYS Ovid's

Metamorph. n. 216 An other hurles a stone ; this, as it flew,
His voice and harps according tunes subdue. 1780 BURKE
Sp. at Bristol Wks. 1842, III. 395 This according voice of
national wisdom ought to be listened to with reverence.

1864 TENNYSON Ayliner's F. 453 Harder the times were and
the hands of power Were bloodier, and the according hearts
of men Seemed harder too.

f3. Agreeing with what is right or due
; becom-

ing, proper, appropriate, fitting. Obs.

I449PECOCK Repr. in. viii. 324 It is not semeli. . connen-
ient and according. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 399/3 A clerke
. . sayd it was not honest ne accordyng, to mysentrete the

holy body by vyolente hondes
t 1526 TINDALE Rom. i. 27

And receaved in them selves the rewarde of their errour as it

was accordynge [1611 meetej. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron.
III. 1190/1 The whole armie should be readie armed with
their weapon and furniture according by midnight. 1674
PLAYFORD SkillofMns. ii. 101 A bass-viol for divisions must
be of a less size, and the strings according.

B. adv.

f 1. absol. In a manner logically agreeing with the

premises ;
= ACCORDINGLY 4. Obs.

'1 1495 Plitmpton Corr. 1 10 Send me word by wrytting how he
wilbe demeaned, & therafter I shall entreat him according.
1523 FITZHKRBBRT Bk. Surveying 2 Wherfore the acres are

tpbepraysed [= appraised] accordynge. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.
for M. v. i. 487 Sirha, thou art said to haue a stubborne
souleThat apprehendsno further then this world, And squar'st
thy life according Thou'rt condemn'd.

t2. According after, according at: In accordance
or agreement with. Obs.

1523 LD. BKRNERS Froissart I. cccxxix 515 The kynge of
Nauer [was] to pay them their wages . . acordyng after the
same rate that the kynge of Englande was wonte to pave his
men of warre. /^/V/.ccccvi. 705 Acordyng at thekyngesdesyre
[he] dyde beare him ouer all the great wodes and trees.

3. According as: Consistently as, exactly or just

as, in a manner corresponding to the way in which
. . . (Now confined to an accordance with one of two
or more alternatives.)

1509 HAWES Pastime ofPleas, (i 8451 48 Wyth humble voyce
and also moderate Accordynge as by hym is audyence. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. l-'f, n. iii. 12 Madame, according as your
Ladyship desir'd, By message crau'd, so is Lord Talbot come.

1678 BUTLER Hudihras in. i. 912 Like Musick, that proves
bad or good According as 'tis understood. 1785 RtiD Ess*
i. iv. 82 11803) Analogical reasoning . . may afford a greater
or less degree of probability, according as the things com-

pared are more or less similar in their nature. 1855 BAIN
Senses <$ Intell. n. ii. i (1864) 233 According as bodies be-

come transparent they cease to be visible.

4. According to. a. In a manner agreeing with,
consistent with, or answering to ; agreeably to.

a 1450 Chester Plays I. 3 (1843) Of the drapers you the

wealthy companye The creation of the worlde, Adam and
Eve, Accordinge to your wealth, set out wealthilye. 153$
COVERDALE Ps. c\\\. io He hath not dealt with vs after oure

synnes, ner rewarded vs acordinge to oure wickednesses.

or fo, or friend, or Gentleman, According to the Phrase.

1780 BURKE ,Sy*. Econ. Rcf. Wks. III. 295 According to the

present course ofthe office, and according to the present mode
of accounting there, this bank must necessarily exist some-
where. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. vii. 153 This, accord-

ing to our ideas, seems the worst action of his life.

T" b. Suitably to, with respect or reference to. Obs.

1549 LATIMER 7 Serin, bef. Ediv. '7(1869) J 33 Calling to

remembraunce . . that I must preach, and preach afore ye
kyngs maiesti I thought it mete to frame my_ preching ac-

cording to a king. 1611 BIBLE Rom. \. 3 His Sonne lesus

Christ our Lord, which was made of the seed of Dauid ac-

cording to the flesh. 1647 J- SALTMARSH Sparkles of Glory
21 (1847) I must decrease, out he must increase, which surely
was spoken not according to the persons of John and Christ,
but according to their ministration.

Accordingly (ak^-jdinlij.a^/z/. [f. prec. + -LY2.]

fl. Harmoniously, agreeably; correspondingly.
Obs.

.1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xvii Into the same vnderstondingis
to gidere accordingH thei fallen. 1481 CAXTON Myrrour
n. vi. 76 The olyfauntes goo moche symply and accordyngly
to gydre. 1514 in Strype's-ficr/. Mem. (1822) I. n. iv. 9 The
king's most gracious coin is not accepted here [Tournay]
and in England accordingly.

f2. In accordance with what is proper or due;

suitably, becomingly, duly, properly. Obs.

1528 GARDINER in Pocock.A'w. Ref. I. xliii. 83 We shall not

fail to signify the same unto your highness by our letters ac-

disguised as four Wild Irish in trowses, long-haired, and ac-

cordingly habited.

1 3. In accordance with the order specified ;
re-

spectively. Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 842 Empedocles supposeth
that Males and Females are begotten by the meanes of heat

and cold accordingly.
4. In accordance with the logical premises ; agree-

ably, correspondingly.
1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in. ii. 125 When you haue scene

more, & heard more, proceed accordingly. 1655 FULLCB



ACCORDION.
Ch. Hist. vi. 314 He was . . adjudged to ride with his face

to the Horse-tale at Windsor and Ockingham with papers
about his head, which was done accordingly. 1792 A need. II'.

Pitt III, xxxix. 31 He is the receiver of stolen goods, and

ought to be treated accordingly. 1848 C. BRONTE fane Kyre
(ed. 3) v, 36 She told me to remember that she had always
been my best friend, and to speak of her and be grateful to

her accordingly.

5. In accordance with the sequence of ideas
;

agreeably or conformably to what might be ex-

pected ;
in natural sequence, in due course ; so.

1688 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 235 He answered he would read

it himselfe to ye board, and accordingly read the same. 177*
PENNANT Tours in Scot I. 261 (1774) Accordingly having put

up two days provisions we put off. 1860 TVNDALL Glaciers

i. 13. 92 The summer . . was accordingly devoted to this

purpose.

f-6. Accordingly to\ agreeably or conformably
to ; according to. Obs.

1500 H. SWINBURN Testaments 98 The value of the mariage
. . is commonlie rated accordinglie to the profitesof his landes.

a 15*0 ftlyrroitre ofOur Ladye 69 When ye rede these bokes

ye oughte to laboure in your selfe inwardly, to sturre vp your
affeccyons accordingly to the matter that ye rede.

7. Accordingly as = just as, according as. See

ACCORDING adv. 3.

1618 tr. Barnevelifs Apology G t>, Questions were moued
accordingly as order required, in these Prouinces. 1880

CYPLES Hum. E*p. v. 109 And accordingly as the simul-

taneity repeats.

Accordion (ak/rjdian). [f. It. accord-arc to

attune an instrument, to play in unison : the termin-

ation imitates words like clarion.'] A portable
musical hand-instrument invented in 1829 by I)a-

mian at Vienna (Grove), consisting of a small

pair of bellows and a range of keys, which on

being pressed admit wind to metal reeds.

1842 DICKENS in Forster's Life in. iv, 105 I have bought
another accordion. The steward lent me one on the passage
out and I regaled the ladies' cabin with my performances.
1864 ENGEL Music A nc. Nat. 18 Each of these tubes con-

tains a small metallic tongue, like the so-called free-reed

stops of our organ, or like our accordion. 1878 PHOUT in

Grove Diet. Music. I. 40 The auolina may be regarded as the

first germ of the Accordion and Concertina.

Accordionist (&k/*idwnist). [f. prec. + -IST.]
A player on the accordion.

Accordmeilt (.ak^-jdmenO ; also 4 acorde-

ment, 4-5 accordement. [a. OFr. acordemant act

of agreeing, f. acordcr\ see ACCORD v. and -MKNT.

The old word seems to have become obsolete in 5 ;

and to have been formed anew in 8 either from
mod. Fr, accordement

t
or independently from AC-

CORD z.] Agreement, reconciliation; reconcilement.
c 1330 Art/war fy Merlin 2604 Long therafterward, verra-
mentWas y-made acordement Bitvene Ygerne and the king.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 90 To make melodic By vois and
soune of instrument Through notes of accordement. 1480
CAXTON Citron. Eng. 11520)11. 17 b/i Accordement was made
bytwene Brenne and Belyn through Cornewen that was theyr
moder. 1790 CATH. GKAHAM Lett, on Educ. 466 Such de-
terminations are construed by the stoics to be a proper ac-

cordment of their volitions to the will of the Deity.
t AcCO'rpOrate,'

1

- Obs. rare 1

, alsoadcorpo-
rate in Diet. [f. late L. accorporare to unite in

one body ;
f. ac- = ad- to + corpus, corpor-is a body.]

To unite, to INCORPORATE.
1611 COCKEHAM, Adcorfinrated, married. 1643 MILTON

Divorce (1851) Introd. 4Custome. . rests not in her unaccom-
plishment, until by secret inclination she accorporat herself
with error. 1732 BAILEY, Adcorporate^ to join Body to Body.
Accost ^ak^rst), v., also 6-7 acoast, aocoast.

[a. Fr. accostc-r, OFr. acoster : late L. accostare to

be side to side, f. ac- ad- to + costa rib, in late L.

side. While still consciously connected with COAST
it remained accoast, but since the idea of to address

has become the leading one, it has been pronounced
and written accost. Cf. ABORD, aboard^\
t 1. intr. (as in late L. accostare cuni). To lie

alongside, to coast, border ; keep close. Obs.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. xi. 42 All the shores, which to the sea

accoste, He day and night doth ward both farre and wide.
Ibid. vi. ii. 32 Ne is there hauke which mantleth her on pearch,
Whether high towring or accoasting low. 1611 COTGR., Ac-
coster : To accoast, or joyne side to side ; to approach, or
draw neere unto.

f 2. trans. To border on, adjoin. Obs.

_
1610 HOLLAND Camaen's Brit. L 641 On the south side it

is accosted with the Severn sea. 1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof.
State iv. xix. 338 If his land accosteth the sea, he considereth
what havens therein are barr'd. i66z Worthies, Derby-
shire 235 Lapland hath since been often surrounded (so much
as accosts the sea) by the English.
f3. To go alongside of; to keep by the side of,

to sail along the coast or side of. Obs. Cf. COAST v.

1578 G. FENTON Hist. Gnicciardin (1618) 346 The French . .

after they had accoasted the enemie to the mount Argentaro,
returned againe to Genes. 1603 FLORID Montaigne (1634)
463 This [society of books] accosteth and secondeth all my
course, and everywhere assisteth me.

f4. refl. To accost oneself 'with: To keep be-

side, keep company with. Obs. rare.
a 1631 DONNE tr. .-/ risteas (1633) 92 Those that custome and

acost themselves with men wise and prudent . . change from
good to better.

f5. intr. To approach, draw near to. Obs. rare.
1635 J. HAYWARD Banish'd Virgin 54 If, leaving naturall

considerations, we accoast to the supenialurall.

6. trans. To go close to, to approach, for any
purpose ; to assail, to face ; to make up to. arch.

1599 Br. HALL Virgidetn, Def. to Envie 29 That Envie should
accoast my muse and me. 1601 SHAKS. Tiv. Night i, iij. 52
T. Accost SirAndrew, accost. .A. Good mistris Mary, accost.
T. Accost, is front her, boord her, woe her, assayle her. 1611

COTGK., Aborder : To approach, accoast, abboord, or draw
neer unto. 1641 LD. BKOOKE Episcopacy 22 Iron when ac-
coasted by two load-stones of equall vertue on either side,
not daring to embrace either, hoverethin medio between both.

1645 QUARLES Sol. Recant, x. 72 Rebell not thou, nor in a
hostile way Accoast thy Prince ; or suffer, or obey. 1704 SWIFT
Ta. Tub Wks. 1760 I. 100 How fading and insipid do all

objects accost us that are not conveyed in the vehicle of
delusion. 1765 TUCKER Lt. ofNat. II. 382 Incapable of re-

sisting the nrst temptation that should accost him. 1874
J. H. NEWMAN Dream of Ceront. 16 All around Over the
surface of my subtle being, As though I were a sphere, and
capable To be accosted thus.

7. To make up to and speak to
;
to address.

1612 CHAPMAN Widdowes Teares Plays 1873 III. 10 lie

a-coast her Countesship. 1630 LORD Banians 20 Shuddery
at length accoasted her, whose approach she received doubt-
fully. 1667 MILTON /'./,. iv. 822 [They] thus, unmoved with
fear, accost him soon. 1718 Poi-t; Iliad x. 224 Nestor with
joy the wakeful band survey'd, And thus accosted through the

gloomyshade. 1785 Cowi-ERGY/// 56TheCallender. . Laid
clown his pipe, flew to the gate, And thus accosted him. 1794
PA LEY Kind. (1817) ii. ix. 216 The first epistle of Peter accosts
the Christians dispersed throughout Pontus, Galatia, Cappa-
docia, Asia, and Bithynia. 1833 UHEWSTER J\'at. J/ijgici. 4
The vocal statue of Memnon, which began at thy break of

day to accost the rising sun. 1839 W. IRVING ll'oift-rt's
Koost 1.18551 IO1 Accosting the commander with an air ofcool-
ness and unconcern.

Accost (akfrst), sb. [f. the vb.] Address, salu-

tation, greeting.
1854 MRS.GASKEi.L.A'tfr/AifriS'.viiL mHoiise/i. ll'ds. No. 236.

159/1 She shrunk with fastidious pride from their hail-fellow

accost, and severely resented their unconcealed curiosity.

1859 RAMSAY Scot.LifeXf t'/mr. 60, I recollect her accost to me
as well as if it were yesterday. 1877 J. MORLEY Crit. Misc.
Sen ii. 248 The warm kindliness of his accost.

Accostable (ak/rstab'l), a. [a. Kr. accostable

(i6th c. in Litt.) : see ACCOST and -ABLE.]

*|*1. actively. Ready to accost, courteous. Obs.

1622 HOWELL Lett. (1650! I. 92 The Walloon is quick ami
sprightful, accosiablennd full of compliment. 1634 /bid. II.

24 The French are a free and debonnaire acostable people :

. . at first entrance one may have acquaintance.
2. passively. Capable of being accosted or ap-

proached ; approachable, accessible, affable.

1655 LESTRANGE A". Charles 92 Seeing God is accostable

by inorganicall and inaudible ejaculations. 1863 X. H.uv-

THORSE Oldlfoinedfyq) Up the Thames 285 Old soldiers,
I know not why, seem to be more accostable than old sailors.

Accosted (akrstt-d),///. a. Her.
[f.

ACCOST v.

+ -ED.] Haced side by side.

1610 GWILLIM Disp. Heraldry (1660) in. xv. 177 He beareth
. . a chevron between 6 Rams accosted, counter-tripping, two,
two, and two.

Accosting (ak/>'stirj\z'/j/..r#. ;
also 7 accoasting.

[f. ACCOST v. + -IM;!.] Now only gerundial.

"f"
1. A coming alongside. Obs.

1635 J. HAYWAKL) Banish'd I'trgin 80 The accoasting of
the MX to one of the sides [of the ship] afforded our knights
the commodity to tell our oaremen that the ship was by us
taken.

2. Approach or advance ^towards intercourse").

1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1632)1. xiii, The., first accoast ings
of society and familiarity. 1736 HKRVEY Mem. II. 114 This

prostration was known to be so acceptable an accusing to his

Majesty's pride.

i AcGO'stmeiit. Obs. rare 1
, [f. ACCOSTS. +

-MENT.] The action of accosting; salutation, assault,

accost.

1652? SIR A. COCKAYNE Cassandra I. 34 Infinitely sur-

prised by an accostement and usage so extraordinary.

II Accouche (ak/rj, akau-tj), v. [a. l'"r. ac-

couche-r, f. a to + coitchcr to put to bed: OFr.
cw/f/w : L. colloca-re to lay together. See COUCH.

Recognized as French, and, like the three following,
used to avoid vernacular words.] To assist or de-

liver women in child-birth
;

to act as a midwife

or accoucheur.

1867 Lancet March 23 (Advt.) A Gentleman, aged 26, long
accustomed to Visit, Accouche, Dispense, and having good
references.

II Accouchement (akKJman, aku'Jment, akair-

tjment). [Fr., n. of action i.accoucher : see prec. and

-MENT.] Delivery in child-bed.

1809 Q. Rtrs. I. 340 She receives the necessary attendance
in her premature accouchement. 1843 Pict. Times 102 Until
her Majesty's accouchement took place. 1853 ALISON Hist.

Europe (Am. ed.) I. iv. 109 The direct line of succession de-

pended on the success of her accouchement. i859'l'KNNENT
Ceylon II. ix. vi. 546 Their accouchements were assisted by
women retained for their knowledge of midwifery.

II Accoucheur (akJb'T). [Fr., n. of agent f.

accouchcr : see ACCOUCHE
>.] Properly a man who

assists women in child-birth, a man-midwife ; but

until the very recent adoption of the T. accoucheuse,
used of both sexes. Alsoy?^.
1759 STERNE Trist. Shandy (1802) II. xii. 181 Nothing will

s^rve you but to carry off the man-midwife. Aceoncheur,
if you please, quoth Dr. Slop. 1775 in Phil. Trans. LXV.
312 To an experienced accoucheur will be a sufficient index.

1810 Rtiin. Rev. XVII. 147 A violent philippic against ac-

coucheurs in general. 1845 DIRRAKU Sybil (1863) 43 His
father was only an accoucheur. 1847 LEWES Hist. Pkilos.

ACCOUNT.
(1867) 1. 127 He [Socrates] was an accoucheur of ideas. He
assisted ideas in their birth, and, having brought them into

light, he examined them, to see if they were fit to live ; if

true, they were welcomed ; if false, destroyed. 1848 H.
ROGERS Ess. I. vi. 328 All the progeny of poor Theatetus . .

expire as soon as they see the light, under the rude hand
of this logical accoucheur. 1859 Edin. Rev. CIX. 332/1 Mrs.

Hockley was a professional accoucheur for many years,

Accoucheuse (akJo-z, -a-z). [Fr., fem. of
ACCOUCHEUR. Of very recent use in Eng.J A mid-wife.

[1847 In CRAIG.! 1867 Pall Mall G. 26 July, 10 Mdme. Sie-

bold, the accoucheuse here mentioned, had only three months
before attended the Duchess of Kent at the birth of the
Princess Victoria.

t Accounsel, v. Obs.
;
also 5 accounsayl. [a.

OFr. aconscillie-r
t

f. a io + conscillier to COUNSEL.]
To counsel, advise.

c 1420 Richd. Ctt'itr de I, ion 2140 (Weber I. 82) And called
him without fail, and said he wold him accounsayl. 1649
SELUEN La~t>s of Etig. (1739) n. iii. 18 They shall not ac-

counsel the King in decreasing the Rights of the Crown.

Account (akairnt) v. Forms : 3 acunte(n,
4 acounte, 5-6 acompte, acownte, accompte,
accounte, 6-7 accompt, 6- account, [a. OFr.

acunte-r, acontc-r (I'r. aconfar, aconitar'} : late I,.

accoinftil-re for *acconipittil-rc, f. ac- = ad- to + coni-

pnta-rc to calculate (f. com- together +putii-n: to

reckon). In i4th c. confer^ in the original sense of

compittare
'

count,' began to be artificially respelt

coupler, cottiptcr, after the Lat., the natural spelling
confer remaining in the sense of narrare 'tell';

the variant spellings passed to acontcr and Kng.
account, accotnpt, though here with no correspond-

ing division of meaning. The doubled -c- is part
of the same refashioning.]

I. To count, reckon. Mostly Obs.

fl. trans. To count, count up, enumerate. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNK Handlyng Synne 6392 J>e katel wa*
acountede More ban be testament amountede. 1387 TKI--

VISA Higden {Rolls Ser.) 1.9, I schulde also write be famous
stories and acounte be jeres from be bygynnynge of be
world anon to oure tyme. 1393 GOWEK Conf. III. 78 He
sigh The sterres such as he accompteth. 1430 LVIH;. ( '/n\i.

Troy i. vi, She gan acounte and caste well the tyme.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 78/4, I knowe wel that my f;i<U:r and

my moder acompte the ilaye.s. 1582 IJICSTLEY A'lonjemt. J/<r-

tmnes n. i My sinnes . . in number are so manie . . that 1

cannot account them.

fb. absol. To count, perform the act of counting.
Obs.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 89 The wise man accompteth After

the formal proprete Of algorismes a be, cc. 1631 I'm-sinN

l>rcastf>. Lore 198 When men have knowledge onely to know,
as they have money to account with, and not to buy and
sell with. 1660 1'. STANLEY Hist. Philos. 117011 56..' Ih- -.aid,

the Greeks made no other use of Money but to account with

it. 1776 ADAM SMITH Wealth of Nat. I. i. x. 117 He [a

grocer] must be able to read, write, and account.

t 2. trans. To calculate, reckon, compute. Obs.

1398 TKI-IVISA ftarth. De P. R (14951 ix. iv. 349 The Grekes
acounte tyme anil yere^ fro the fyrst Olympian. 1547 J. HAR-
RISON Exhort. Scottes 214 Wee accompt nobilitie by aun-

cientie ofyeres. 1571 DIUOKS Ccom. Pract. i.xvii, It i^also to

be wayed how this difference of highnesse and lownesse i^ tt.>

be accompted. 1635 N. CAKI-KSTEK deogr. Delitt. ii. xiv. 224
'1'he second is accompted from the pole, the other i-. con-

ceiued to lye betwixt both. 1692 RAY Dissol. oj'II \-rld 25
I suppose that the Deity doth account days of a thousand

years long. 1766 CUALKI.HY //7^. 71 Which were to the

Number of Forty-five, thus accounted. 1788 MAKSMJ-N in

Phil. Trans. LXXVIII-4I4 The era of the Mahometans,
called by them the Hejera, or Departure, is accounted from

the year of the flight of Mahomet . . from Mecca.

tb. To reckon in, count in; to include in an

enumeration or reckoning. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Myrrour i. vi. 29 The philosophres that tlu IIIH-

were . . acompted but thre maner of peple in the world. 1586
T. COGAN Hat-en ofHealth 116361 159 Accounting the Lent

season, and all fasting dayes in the yeare, together with Wed-
nesday, Friday, and Saturday. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. \l'orld\\.

372 By accounting of some part of the yeares of affliction

. . we have the just number of three hundred yeares. 1826

SOL-THKY in Q. Rev. XXXIV. 335 They argued that Wales,

Scotland, and Ireland ought to be accounted with England.
C. To reckon to, put to the credit of. rare.

1577 **7 HOLINSHEU Chron. I. 115/1 Some account that

yeare vnto his reigne, in the which his predecessors Osrike
and Eaufride reigned. 1675 T. UKOOKS Golden Key Wks.

1867 V. 226 The imputation of Christ's righteousness to us

is a gracious act of God the Father, whereby as a judge he
accounts believers' sins unto the surety, as if he had com-
mitted the same. 1846 L), JEKROLD Chron. Cfovern00&Vtk&.

1864 IV. 408 You have all sorts of graces accounted to you.

fd. To reckon or count on, expect. Obs.

1587 TURBERVILLE Trag. Ta. 11837) 108 And selfe same day
that he accompted on, to make Returne unto his mother's

house at Boline.

t e. To reckon or calculate that, to conclude. Obs.

1570 HARNAUE GOOGK Popish Kingd. i. 2 b, For every man
accompted sure, that after losse of life They should r^ceyve
eternall blisse, and heaven voyde of stryfe. 1667 PRIUATT

City <y Country Builder 32 It may be accompted that a yard
of Earth square will make seven or eight hundred of Bricks.

II. To render a reckoning.
3. intr. To reckon for moneys given or received,

to render or receive an account.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xii. 298 [>e reyue pj>er
be centerroller.

J>al rekene mot and acounte Of al bat bei hauen had. c 155

CHEKE Matt, xviii. 23 Lijk vnto a man which is a king which
wold come to accompt with his servants. 1687 Royal Order

27 Nov. in Lend. Gaz. mmccxcviii/i And that they do like-



ACCOUNT. 64 ACCOUNT.
wise Accompt every two Months with each Soldier for Six-

Pence per Week more, 1714 ELLWOOD Autobiog. 260 To
take a journey into Kent and Sussex, to Accompt with their

Tenants, and overlook their Estates. 1780 BURKE Sp. Ecott,

y?r/C Wks. III. 296 We have a long succession of paymasters
and their representatives, who have never been admitted to

account, although perfectly ready to do so. 1817 JAS. MILL
Brit, India II. iv. v. 189 Both insisted upon the fact, that
Ramnarain was ready to account fairly.

b. trans. To render account of.

1614 SKLDEN Tit/, Hottorm Before him as Chief Justice
were all suits determined, crimes examined, the Crown-
reuenue accompted, and whatsoeuer done, which, to so great
iurisdiction was competent. 1868 M. PATTISON Acad<.tn.

Organ. 2. 42 All receipts should be accounted to a finance

committee.

4. To accounty^r: a. lit. To render an account or

reckoning of money held in trust ; hence, to. to

answerer discharge of duty or conduct.

1679 PENN Addr. Prot. \, 8. 41 (1692) If every poor Soul
must Account for the Employment of the small Talent he
has received from God. a 1700 DRYDES Jni>. Sat. xiii. At
once accounting for his deep arrears, a 1710 ATTERBURY
Sermons (R.) A future reckoning, wherein the pleasures they
now taste must be accounted for.

c. To give a satisfactory reason for, to explain.
1768 STERNE Sent. Journey (1778) I. 190 Mr. Shandy . . ac-

counted for nothing like anybody else. 1770 Jnnhts Lett,

xli. 214 How will you account for the conclusion? 1794
SULLIVAN View of Nat. I. 209 In accounting for the mon-
soons, however, it is necessary to mark the peculiar circum-

stances which obtain in the Indian Ocean. 1800 MRS. R.
TRENCH Rent. 86 I dined also again with the Arnsteins, who
I see hate the Austrian government. She is a Prussian, and

according to the late cant phrase 'That accounts for it.'

i86oTvNDALL Glaciers \\. 4. 248 Having thus accounted for

the greater cold of the higher atmospheric regions.

d. in sporting phra$e\ To answer for the fate of,

be the death of, make away with.

1842 THACKERAY I'an. Fair II.xx.The persecuted animals
bolted above ground : the terrier accounted for one, the

keeper for another, i&ffc Let.fr. Lalwre 28 Sept. in Times^
19 Nov., In the course of one week they were hunted up and
accounted for; and you know that in Punjab phraseology
'

accounting for
' means the extreme fate due to mutineers.

III. To estimate, consider.

f 5. trans. To take into account, or consideration
;

to consider. Ohs.
? 1400 Koberd of Cysilee 26, in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 270 The

kynge thoght he had no pere For to acownte, nodur far nor
nere. 1486 CAXTON Cnrial 7 They acompte not the pryck-
kyng that he hath felt in the pourchassyng of it.

6. trans. To reckon, estimate, value, hold (a thing
to be so and so), a. with simple complement.
1377 LANGL. /'. PL B. xi. 15 And bad me for my conten-

aunce Acounten clergie light. Ibid. xix. 410 Neuere man
, . J?at acounted conscience at a cokkes fetter or a henries.

1470 MALORY Morte d'Arthur (1817) 11. iv. That ony shold be

accounted more, hardy or more of prowesse. 1563 Ulyrroure
for Mag. (ed. 2) Blacksni. xxxiv. 4 Which of all wreckes we
should accompt the worst. 1579 LYI.Y Kitphues So In the

meane season accompt me thy friend. 1596 SHAKS. Merch, V.

1 v. i. 41 7 And I deliuering you, am satisfied, And therein doe ac-

count my selfe well paid. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr.
to Reader 36 We accompt Oermanes heavy dull fellowes.

1653 WALTON Angler 86 A Trout . . that is accounted rare

meat. 1728 NKWTON Chronol. Amended i. 123 Chronologers
. . account Phidon the seventh from Temenus. 1827 SCOTT

Highl. Widow I. 169 The Lowland herds and harvests they
accounted their own. 1837 CARLYLE />. Rmol. 11872") 1. 1. L
2 Fortune was ever accounted inconstant. 1865 MILL Liberty
ii. 24/1 By Christianity I here mean what is accounted such

by all churches and sects the maxims and precepts contained
in the New Testament.

f b. with as, for. Obs.

1480 CAXTON Descr. Ireland (1520) 6/1 [It] is acounted
for a myracle that lechery reygnethe not there as wyne
reygneth. 1558 BP. WATSON Seven Sacr. i. 5 [He] would the

nolle church shoulde accompt him as a faythful soldiour.

1566 ARLINGTON tr. Afiitleins 9 Milo is called an elder man
and accompted as chiefe of those whiche dwel without the

walles of the Citie. 1586 T. COGAN Haven ofHealth (1636)

170 It may seeme to be flesh, except you would account it

as a Syren or Mermayden, that is halfe fish and halfe flesh.

1611 BIBLE Rom. viii. 36 Wee are accounted as sheepe for

the slaughter. 1630 PHYNNE Anti-Ami. 118 Accounting
it for a slaue, whereas it is a Lord, a King. 1660 FULLER
Mixt. Contempt. (1841) 211 To contest and contend who shall

be accounted for the greatest. 1674 PLAYFORD Musick in. i

Unison, Eighth, Fifteenth, are accounted as one, for every
Eighth is the same.

C. with inf. or subord. d.

1558 BP. WATSON Seivu Sacr. i. 4 He shall be of all the
arnne accompted to haue bene a faithful soldiour. u 1593
H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 65 She accounted the glory of God
to be taken from Israel. 1611 BIBLE 2 Peter iii. 15 Account
that the long suffering of the Lord is saluation. a 1626 BACON
Use Com. Lam 42 The Father shall there bee accompted to die

without heire. 1669 BUNYAN Holy Citie 165 Those precious
Stones, Paul accounts to be those that are converted by the

Word. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apologia, App. 22 I account no
man to be a philosopher who attempts to do more.

f b. rarely with on. Obs.

1614 B. RICH Ifonestie of'this Age (1844) 57 I think bribery
is no sinne at all ; or if it be, it is but veniall, a light offence,

a matter of no reckoning to account on. 1646 J. G[REGORY]
Notes fy Obs. (1650) 5 It is plainly void and supernumerary,
and an escape not fit to be accounted upon the Sagenesse of

that translation.

7. To account of: To estimate, value, esteem ; to

think much, little, nothing, etc. of a thing. (Now
only in \he passive.)

1:1369 CHAUCER Dethe of Hlannche 1237 God wote she

acounted nat a stree Of al my tale, so thoght me. 1587
HARRISON England (1877) i. 2. ii. 38 The see ofCanturburie . .

whose archbishop . . is most accompted of commonlie. 1589
BEARD tr. La Primaudaye's Fr.Acad. 334 For everie beast is

accounted of according to his vertue. 1611 BIBLE i Kings x.

21 None were of siluer, it was nothing accounted of in the

dayes of Solomon. 1649 SELDEN Laws of Eng. (1739) i.

xvi. 32 [They] thereby taught Princes to account of Canons
but as Notions. 1684 R. WALLER Ess. Nat. Exper. 45 This
Experiment is not to be much accounted of. 1829 1. TAYLOR
Enthns. 11867) 4. 76 They are nothing to be accounted of.

1853 LYNCH Self-Impr. v. 104 Let him not be accounted of,
unless he has a backbone of character. 1863 CANON ROBIN-
SON in Macm. Mag. March, 410 Never was preaching more
accounted of than in the sixteenth century.

f IV. To recount, narrate. Obs.

t 8. To recount, relate. Obs. a. trans.
c 1386 CHAUCER Monkes T. 715 Why schuld thyn infortune

I nought accounte, Syn in astaat thou clombe were so hye.
1483 CAXTON G. tie la Tour b i Thensample of the doughters
of the king of denmarke which I shall acompte to yow.
1485 CAXTON Charles the <7r,ti88o) 175 A messager departed
. . for tacompte and telle the tydynges. 1563 FOXE A. fy M.
762 b, I was bolde to accompte vnto them mery tales of
my mysery in pryson. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. in. vi. 30 Long
worke it were Here to account the endlesse progeny Of all

the weeds that bud and blossome there.

fb. intr.

1393 GOWER Can/. III. 160 To accompte Of hem was tho
the grete fame, c 1400 Destr. Troy xin. 5443 To acounte
of be kynges, Caras was on, And Nestor another.

Account (akuu-nt), sb. Forms: 3-4 sfcunt,
4 acont, 4-6 acount(e, 5-6acompt(e, accownt(e,
5- accompt, 6- account, [a. OFr. acunt, acontt

later acompt 'account/ f. a to + font: late L.

compt-uw, cl. L. compitt-ittn a calculation, f. com-

pitta-re to calculate : see prec. Cf. also OFr.

acttnte, aconte, \kteraconpte, accompte 'account,' f.

vb. acunter, accompter, to account
;
see prec. The

senses of both are found in the Eng. word. The re-

fashioned Fr. spelling accompt of isth c. also passed
into Eng., was favoured in 6-7, and is even now
sometimes met with in the arithmetical sense.]

I. Counting, reckoning.
1. Counting, reckoning, enumeration, computa-

tion, calculation. Now chiefly in a few phrases : To
cast accounts, to revolve or make calculations, to

calculate ; Money of account^ denominations of

money used in reckoning, but not current as coins.
c 1305 F.. E, Poems (1862) 50 Ei3te hondred $er & neo}en-

tene : bi acountes riste. a 1360 A Sotig of Yesterday 66
in E. E. Poems 135 And in vr herte^ acountes cast Day bi

day. 1477 NORTON Ordin. Alch. (Ashm. 1652) v. 84 Twenty-
six Weekes proved by accompt. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid v.

In trod. 126, Arithuietique, thearte of accomptes and reckon-

ing- '597 MORLEY Introd. Mnsicke 86 It is twentie miles

by account from London to Ware. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
(16341 I. 74 The Greekes and Chaldeans account of yeares.
1611 BIBLE Eccl. vii. 27 Counting one by one to finde out
the account. 1612 BREREWOOD Lang. $ Relig. xiii, 140 Five
miles of descent in perpendicular account. 1616 SURFLET
8: MARKH. Countrey Forme 397 Women with child, and neere
their accompts. 1632 MASSINGER Maid of Hon. ii. ii, You
are in a wrong account still. 1662 H. MORE Antid. ag. Ath.

(1712) i. ii. 12 When he has cast up his account. 1664 G.
M. in Marvell's Corr, Wks. 1872-5 II. 103 Which according
to the Moscovite accompt was the third hour of the day.

1691 LOCKE Money Wks. 1727 II. 72, I have spoke of Silver

Coin alone, because that makes the Money of Account. 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. 25. p 2 As for the remaining Parts of the

Pound, I keep no accompt of them. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela
(18241 I. i. 17 My lady's goodness had put me to write and
cast accompts. 1742 POPE Poet, W^ks. (Tauchn. 1848) 286 This

day Tom's fair account has run . . to eighty one. 1844 LINGAKD
Hist. Anglo-Saxon Ch. (1858* II. 391 From the coinage we
now proceed to moneys of account. 1871 DAVIES Metric

System in. 204 The weights for account are different from
the weights for trade, ^lod. Writing good, dictation very
good, quick at accounts.

II. Reckoning of money received and paid.
2. A reckoning as to money, a statement ofmoneys

received and expended, with calculation of the

balance; a detailed statement of moneydue. Hence,
To open or close an account with one. To render

or send in an account : to give any one a statement

of money due by him. To pay or settle an account :

to pay the amount therein shown to be due. Ac-

count current : a continuous account in which sums

paid and received are entered in detail. Joint
account : a transaction or speculation entered into

by two parties not otherwise in partnership. In the

general sense commonly in the plural, as, To keep
accounts. To balance or square accounts with any
one : to pay or receive the balance shown by a

statement of account. Also b. One of the heads or

subdivisions under which accounts are kept in a

ledger,, as a Cash Account, General Goods Account,
Bills Receivable Account, the Profit and Loss Ac~

count, Personal Accounts, a Suspense Account.
c 1300 Life ofBeket 164 This child . . Servede a burgeys

of the toun, and his acountes wrot. c 1386 CHAUCER
Shipm. T. 87 Wolde no man schold him lette Of his ac-

comptes. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Smvle (1483) iv. xxxiv. 83 The
Shirreue muste yeue rekkenynge soo that the ende of his

offyce is acountes of money. 1523 FITZHKRBERT Surveying
(i539)xvii. 35 The accomptes ofeuery bayly orreueand other

accomptance. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. 77, i. i. 130 My Soue-

raigne Liege was in my debt, Vpon remainder of a deere

Accompt. 1607 Thium ii. ii. 142 At many times I brought
in my accompts, Laid them before you. a 1618 RALEIGH Ma-
homet 42 Reckoning made without an hoste is subject to

a reare accompt. 1636 HEALEY Theophrastns* Characters
xxiv. 84 If hee cleare an accompt with any, hee commands
his boy to cast away the Compters, 1652 BSOME Joviall
Creiu i. 358 The ballance of the several Accompts, Which
shews you what remains in Cash. 1682 I. SCARLETT Stile

of Exch. 39 The account currant . . should alwayes be clear

and demonstrative, and show how the account stands with
the Correspondent at all times. 1685 R. MORDEN Geogr.
Rectified 275 They keep their Accompts by Livers, Solds,
and Deniers. 1719 W. WOOD Sitrv. Trade 88 The Com-
missioners of the Publick Accompis. 1727 ARBUTHNOT Hist.

John Hull 11755) J6 Bless me, what immense sums are at the

bottom of the accompt! 1771 FRANKLIN Autobiog. Wks.
1840 I, 68, I attended the business diligently, studied ac-

counts, and grew expert at selling. 1779 JOHNSON L. P.,
Fenton Wks. 1787 III. 198 Detained him with her as the
auditor of her accompts, 1823 SCOTT Peveril II. ix. 195 The
shot has balanced all accompts. 1839 G. P. R. JAMES Gent.
Old Sch. v. 51 You are running up a long account against
us. 1841 MACAULAY W. Hastings (1851) I. 7 After two years
passed in keeping accounts in Calcutta, Hastings went up
the country. 1850 THACKERAY Pendennis xli. 351 Pen
thought of opening an account with a banker. 1852
Esmond 11876; i. ix. 79 Besides writing my lord's letters, and

arranging his accompts for him. 1853 LYTTON My Novel
I. x. xx. 175 When you have squared your account with
'

delicacy,' come to me. 1874 MRS. RIDDELL Mortomley's
Est. 1 1. ii. 24 To have an account at an old banking establish-

ment. 1878 MRS. H. WOOD Potneroy Ab. n. iii. 282 (Tauchn.)
I told him I should take the accounts into my own hands.

C. On Stock Exchange. The fortnightly or monthly
settlement of transactions between buyers and

sellers, or the transactions to be then settled. A
sale for the account, as distinguished from a sale

for cash, is an engagement on the part of the seller

to deliver, and on the part of the buyer to receive

and pay for the slock sold, at the ensuing settle-

ment.
1880 Daily Tel. April 30 A large amount of business was

done for the new account.

3. In account with : in business relations requiring
the keeping of an account with. To place or pass to

account : to debit or credit a person's account with

an amount. For account of: to be sold or realized

for, to be accounted for to.

1647 J. SALTMARSH Sparkles ofGlory (1847) 109 I left my ad-

versary still upon some account with me. 1678 LESTRANGE
Seneca's Morals 4 (1702) For there are, that reckon it an

Obligation . . and place it to Accompt.. 1690 LOCKE Hum.
Unders.\e&. 3^111. x. 279 A man in his Accompts with another.

1711 STEELE Spectator No. 87. p 2 Beauty is thrown in to

the accompt in matters of sale. 1732 LAW Serious Call

(ed. 2) i. 12 Placed to her account at the last day. 1823 SCOTT

Quent. D. (1871) xxviii. 365 Oh ! do not reckon that old debt
to my account. 1826 T. TOOKE Currency 102 A very con-

siderable proportion are shipped for account of the manu-
facturers. 1882 Daily Tel. 4 May, A large portion of the

fold
recently advised as having been shipped from Australia

as been landed at Galle for Indian account.

4. On account : as an item to be accounted for at

the final settlement, in anticipation of or as a con-

tribution to final payment, as an interim payment on

account of something in process. On one's account :

so that it shall be charged or entered to his account;
in his behalf and at his expense. On one's own ac-

count : for one's own interest, and at one's own risk.

1611 BIBLE Philemon 18 If hee oweth thee ought, put
that on mine account. 1678 BUTLER Hndibras in. ii. 1158
Resolution Charg'd on th' account of Persecution. 1691
PETTY Polit. Arith. x. 114 All Commodities, bought and
sold upon the accompt of that Universal Trade. 1698 LUT-
TRELL Brief R el. (1857) IV. 333 The summ of 250,000 be
allowed upon account towards defraying the charge of dis-

banding the private troopers. 1826 DISRAELI Vivian Grey
v. vi. 199 Shall I throw down a couple of Napoleons on joint
account? 1852 M cCuLLOCH Taxation {ed. 2) in. i. 420 Going
into the money-market and borrowing iooo/. on his account.

1853 LYTTON My Novel I. in. xiii. 129 [She] was sometimes
austere and brusque enough on her own account, and in such
business as might especially be transacted between herselfand
the cottagers. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip II (1857! I. i. vii. 124
The sum offered by the constable on his own account and
that of his son. 1879 J. GRANT in Cassells Techn. Educ. IV.

62/2 He started in business on his own account.

Hence, ttfon (obs. since 1750), on account of\
a. In consideration of, for the sake of, by reason

of, because of.

1647 J. SALTMARSH Sparkles of Glory (1847) 86 Upon this

account those offices have been thought ordinary which were

upon the mere and pure account of the Holy Ghost. 165*
M. NEEDHAM tr. SeIden's Mare Cl. 82 The Customs out ofthis

Sea were very great, onely upon the accompt of Fishing. 1694
LESTRANGE Fables No. 444 (ed. 6) 481 She'll never Trouble
herself farther upon any Accompt of mine. 1727 SWIFT Gul-
liver in. iv. 199, 1 was far their inferior, and upon that account

very little regarded. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scott. I. vi. 400
On many accounts she did not think it prudent. 1792 BUHKE
in Corr. (1844) III. 367 It is a matter on which I am doubly
anxious, on its own account, and on account of your con-

cern in it. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Demerara \. 10 He keeps at

home now, on account of his great age. 1855 PRESCOTT

Philip 77(1857) I- " v"- 2&> He recommends the king on no
account to remove Granvelle from the administration.

fb. In the matter of, with regard to, concerning.
Ohs.

1657 CROMWELL Lett. $ Sp. (CarU IV. 270 The arguments
were upon these three accounts. 1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees L 5

Men are generally mistaken upon this accompt. 1679 PENN
Address toProt. (1692) n. iv. 123 He hath said so well on this

Account, that there is little need I should say any more. 1743
N. APPLETON Sernt. 34 Should he be never so poor and low

upon outward Accounts. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones (1840)

xin. iv. 190 I am satisfied on the account of my cousin.



ACCOUNT.

5. A reckoning in one's favour ; interest, profit,

advantage : esp. in find one's account in ;
turn it

to one's account.

1611 BIBLE Phil. iv. 17 I desire fruit that may abound to

your account. 1701 SWIFT Wks. 1755 II. i. 34 Wherein they

expected best to find their own account. 1727 Modest Prop.

II. n. 61 They will not yield above three pounds . . which can-

not turn to account either to the parents or kingdom. 1788
PRIESTLEY Lect. on Hist. \. Ixvi. 545 Gaul manifestly found

its account in being conquered by the Romans. 1831 HT.

MARTINEAU Hill attd Valley iv. 52 A kind, too, which cannot

be turned to any other account. 1860 THOREAO Lett. 192

(1865) However, he found his account in it as well as I.

1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char, ii, 286 To make the best

account of everything they encounter. 1878 Bosw. SMITH

Carthage 329 But the inactivity which was forced upon him

. . he turned to good account.

6. The preparing or making up a statement of

money transactions.

1646 RECORDE etc. GroundofA rts 258 Now for the Accompt
of Auditors, take this example. 1781 GIBBON Decline fy Fall

II. 55 The actual account employed several hundred per-

sons. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) II. xi. 377 Hence
the bill appointing commissioners of public account.

III. The rendering of a reckoning.
7. A particular statement of the administration

of money in trust : esp. in phrases ;
To give, yield,

or render an account ; to ask an account ;
to call

or bring to account.

1513 L.D. DACRE in Ellis Orig. Letters i. 34. I. 97 Alwey
I shall be redy to gif accompt of the same at your pleasure.

1528 PERKINS Profitable Bk. (1642) viii. 504. 221 The or-

dinary cannot demand accompt for them. 1535 COVEHDALE
Luke xvi. 2 Geue accompte of thy stewardshlpe. c 1538
STARKEY England n. ii.

1,1871)
186 To make a rekenyng and

count before a juge. 1603 in Siiaksp. Cent. Praise 103 The

Accompte of the right honourable the Lord Stanhope of

Harrington for all such somes of money as have beine re-

ceaved and paled. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopius in. 76 Calling
the Italians to accompt, who never toucht the Emperour
monies. 1738 Hist. View o/Crt. E.rcheij. ii. 18 The Sheriff

was upon his Account, and shewed the Book of the Clerk of

the Pells in his Discharge. 1866 MRS. GASKELL Wives #

Daughters (Tauchn.) I. xvii. 285 The money for which he will

give no account.

8. Hence a. A statement as to the discharge of

responsibilities generally ; answering for conduct.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3986 pe Acunt and be reken-

nyng pat ^ai sal yheld of alle Jrair lyfyng. Ibid. 5613 Alle

J>at sal com byfor Crist bat day, Sal stray t acounte yhelde.

a 1450 Knight de la Tour 59 Of the which God wille axse

hem acompte at the dredfulle day. 1563 Homilies n. xv. u.

(1640) 204 Let us call ourselves to an accompt. 1579 TOMSOS
Calvin's Serin, on Tim. 116/1 Will not God aske vs an

accompt? 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado iv. i. 338 Claudio shall

render me a deere account. 1601 BARLOW Sertit. at Panics
Crosse Pref. i Heaven is not liable to any accompt. 1654
E. JOHNSON Wonder-working Prov. 183 Being questioned
how he came by it, could give no good accompt. 1732 LAW
Serious C//(ed. 2) ii. 21 Whether we shall be call'd to ac-

count at the last day. 1824 SCOTT St. Ron. Well (1868)

xiii. 643 Obliged to bring somebody or other to account for the

general credit of the Well. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. III.

xii. 89 Theobald of Chartres was also called to account.

b. The final account at the judgment-seat of God,
on the '

great day of accounts.*

1743 J. MORRIS Semi. ii. 52 In this awful account they,
who are set on the left hand, are supposed to believe in Christ.

1822 S. ROGERS Italy (1852) 107 Many a transgressor sent to

his account. 1848 MARRYAT Ckildr. N. Forest (Tauchn.) xx.

248 He has gone to his account ! God forgive him.

c. To give account of; to give an explanation,
account for.

1775 JOHNSON Lett. No. 126 (1788) I. 274,1am so much dis-

ordered by indigestion, of which I can give no account, that

U is difficult to write more.

d. in sporting phr. To give a good account of: to

be successful with ;
do his duty by.

1684 Scanderbeg Redivhnis iv. 81 Offering that with an

Army of 60 thousand . . he did not doubt but to give a good
account of this Summers Campaign. Mod. The terrier gave
a good account of the rats.

t 0. In the prec. sense the pi. accounts was for-

merly used collectively, or as a singular, a. of money.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. (1495) vi. xvii. 202 Wyse

and waar and cunnynge to 3eue acomptes and rekenynge.
1461 Paston Lett. No. 395. II. 19 That I may have xx11

//,

I xall 3eve ^ow acompts ther of. 1591 LAMBARDE A r-

ckeion (1635) 30 He talketh of Accompts to be made to the

King there. 1611 BIBLE Dan. vi. 2 That the Princes might
giue accompts vnto them, and the King should haue no
damage. 1704 Col. Records Penn XI. 128 And return ac-

compts thereof. i?6z GOLDSMITH Beau Nasli 14 To glue in

his accompts to the masters of the temple.
b. of responsibility or conduct.
c 1260 A Samnun 24 in E. E. Poems 3 5e sulle we jiue a-

cuntis Of al fat we habbif> ibe here, c 1300 Scyn Julian
(Ashm.) 98 Biuore our maister wende, Oure acountes uorte

yelde. c 1460 How a Marchande tyc. 248 in E. P. P. (1864)
207 I wyll neuyr aske yow accowntys. 1526 TINDALE Matt.
xviii. 23 They shall geve acountes at the daye off judge-
ment. 1549 COVERDALE Para^k. Erasm, on Hebntes 6
Unto whom we must geue an accomptes of our lyfe. 1549
LATIMER 7 Serm. bef. Ediv. K/(i869) 50 Before whom thou
shall appere one day to rendre a strayght accomptes, for the
dedes done in thy flesh. 1564 BECON Gen. Pref. Wks. 1843,
25 We shall render an accompts for the lives of them all.

10. Law. A writ or action against a bailiff or

receiver, or others, who, by reason of their offices

or business, are to render accompt but refuse to do
it. Tomlins Law Diet. 1809.
1622 MALVNES Anc. Laiu-Merch, 468 The trial of an Action

of Account at the common-law is tedious. 1641 Tgrmes
VOL. T.

65

de la Ley Acompt is a Writ, and it lyeth where a Bayliffe
or a receiver to any Lord or other man, which ought to

render accompt, will not giue his account. 1809 TOMLINS
Law Diet. s.v. One merchant may have accompt against
another where they occupy their trade together . . Account
does not lie against an infant, but it lies against a man or

woman that is guardian, bailiff, or receiver, being of age
and dis-covert.

IV. Estimation, consideration.

11. Estimation, consideration, esteem, wQrth,

importance in the eyes of others ; esp. in the phrases:
a person or thing of some account ; to be held in

some account.

1393 GOWER Conf. I. 217 That he his fader in disdeigne
Hath take and sette at none accompte. 1587 FLEMING Cotitn.

Holinshed's Chron. III. 1375/1 To view Sussex and the

havens, and as he thought, to tast the best of account there.

'598 B- JONSON E^'. Man in his Hum, \. i. n A Scholler . .

of good accompt, in both our Universities. 1599 GREENE
Alplumsusw (1861) 244 Rich Pactolus, that river of account.

1613 PURCHAS Pilg. (1864) 3 Wild goats, whose homes are
in account against venome. 1645 PAGITT Heresiogr (1662)
208 More ancient and of so special accompt. 1667 PRIMATT
City and Country Builder 3 Decent Houses made for the

dwelling of gentry or citizens of accompt. 1680 W. ALLEN
Peace <$ Unity ii To appear considerable in the account of
others. 1681 DKYDEN Abs.

<|j-
Ach, i, 628 Moses' laws he

held in more account, For forty days of fasting in the mount.

1767 FokDYCE Serm. to }'. Worn. I. iii. 95 Are all these of
no account ? 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. IV. xviii. 222 The
town of Huntingdon was, then as now, one of much less

account than Cambridge.
12. To make account of: to hold in estimation,

regard as important ;
to value, esteem.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 267 A Icon in his rage, Which of no
drede set accompt. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xvi. 62 Therof
she made none acompte. 1578 LYTK Dodocns 735 This kind
of Nut is a wild fruite, whereof men make none accompt.
1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 4 She was not a beast to be
made light account of. 1611 BIBLE Ps. cxliv. 3 Or the

sonne of man, that thou makest account of him? 1616

SURFLET & MARKH. Country Fartne 581 At Rome this kind
of bread is made no account of. 1855 PEESCOTT Philip II

(1857) n. vii. 276 They were indignant that so little account
should be made of their representations. 1860 DICKKNS Un-
com. Trav. (1866) vi. 37/1 Of the page I make no account,
for he is a boy. 1866 MRS. GASKELL Wives fy Daughters
^auchn.) I. xviii. 329 The little account she made of her own
beauty pleased Mr. Gibson.

f!3. Reckoning, estimate, consideration, thought.

esp. in phrase To make account (that, to do] : to

reckon, calculate, resolve, expect. Obs.

1583 GOLDISG Cah'in's Deut, xix. no Wee haue made our
Account to rest simply vppon his Word. 1586 G. WHITNEY
in Farr's S. P. (1845) I. 206 And make accompte that honor
to be theires. 1600 HOLLAND Livy XLI. xix. 1108 h, Making
full account [hand dnbie\ that the next day the enemies
would yield. 1611 BIBLE i Mace. vi. 9 He made account
that he should die. 1623 BINGHAM Xenophon 41 Wife and
Children, which he made account neuer to see again. 1633
BP. HALL Hard T. 52 That yee may know where to make
account of my presence. 1642 HOWELL For. Trav. 37 Make
accoump for matters of fertility of soyle. i66z H. MORE
Antid. agt. Ath. (1712) Pref. Gen. 5, I make account I began
then to adorn my Function. 1697 PATRICK On Exodus i. 17

They made account the things of God were to be preferr'd
before those of Men. 1729 BURKITT On N. T., Mark vi. 35
No pastors in the sight of God and in the account of Christ.

1784^
COWPER Task iv. 356 Oh happy ! and in my account,

denied That sensibility of pain.

14. To take info account, take account of: to take

into consideration as an existing element, to notice;

so, to leave out of account.
1681 CHETHAM Anglers I'ade-mecnm xl. 30 (1689) 304

Some Rivulets are taken into the accompt 1844 Li>.

BROUGHAM Alb. Lunel (1872) I will . . take the royal

training into my account. 1868 KINCSLEY Heroes iv. 129
Do you take no account of my rule? 1871 SMILES Character

(1876) i. 25 It is not great men only that have to be taken

into account. 1880 GEN. ADYE in igth Cent. No. 38. 702

Any system must be bad which leaves out of account the

first principle of regimental efficiency.

15. To lay one's account with (on, for) : to reckon

upon, anticipate, expect, (orig. Scotch.}

1746 Rep. on Cond. Sir J. Cot>e 189 These are fixed Resolu-

tions, on which your Royal Highness may lay your account.

1748 SMOLLETT R. Random (1812) I, 176 I must lay my ac-

count with such interruption every morning. 1799 DuNDAsin
Wellcslcy Desp. 644 We must lay our account with being at

all times obstructed in our views. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist.

(1876) I. v. 233 The jurors must have laid their account with

appearing before the star-chamber. 1844 Ln. BROUGHAM
Alb. Lunel (1872) II. v. 167 You may lay your account with

increasing rather than stemming the mischief. 1845 HAMIL-
TON Pop. Ednc. (ed. 2) ii. 17 We as Christians need not lay
our account for any other state of society. 1852 M cCuLLOCH
Taxation in. ii. 456 (ed. 2) We may lay our account with

being again involved in war.

V. Narration, relation.

16. A particular statement or narrative of an

event or thing ;
a relation, report, or description.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World in. 5 To this accompt agreeing
with the Scriptures . . I have sometimes subscribed. 1633
CAMPION Hist, /re/and ftp-Ded, ii. i An accompt ofmypoore
voyage. 1715 STEELE Addison's Drummer Pref., Having re-

commended this Play . . I feel myself obliged to give some
Account of it. 1762 GOLDSMITH Cit. World^1837) cxix. 464
Though I gave a very long account, the justice said, I could

give no account of myself. 1792 A nee. IV. Pitt I. ii. 29, A
dark, confused, and scarcely intelligible accompt. 1793
SMEATON Edystont Lightho. 313 Edwards gave account that

they lighted the house, as they were directed. 1804 Miss
AUSTEN Watsons^ (1879) 335 Begin and give me an account
of everything as it happened. 1860 DICKENS Uncom. Trav.

(1866) v. 31^ When he heard of talent, trusted nobody's

ACCOUNTABLE.
account of it. 1872 FREEMAN Hist. Ess, (ed. 2) 14 The whole
Norman account of Godwine is one of the best specimens of
the growth of legend.
Attrib. and Comb. Account-book, a book pre-

pared for the keeping of accounts. Account day,
day of reckoning. Account Sales, a detailed ac-

count of the sale of a parcel or cargo of goods.
1699 BENTLEY Phalaris 535 He represents the Account-

Hook ofsome of the wealthy Men ofthat Age. i838CAKLYLE
Sarf. Res. n. in. 124 My Teachers were hide-bound Pedants,
without knowledge of man's nature or of boy's ; or of

aught save their lexicons and quarterly account-books. 1853
LYTTON My Novel II. vm. xii. 51 Never kept the money;
and never looked into the account books ! 1860 FROUDK
Hist. Eng. V. xxix. 460 If the account-books of twenty years
of confusion . . were not forthcoming and in order, they were
to be proceeded against without mercy. 1580 HOLLYURANL>
Trcas. Fr. Tong^ Dresseur tic co}>tptc t

an accompte caster.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. n. viii. 83 Now the account day-
has come.
IQ- Phrasc-kcy. Balance a 2, bring to a 7, call to a 7, cast

a i, close a 2, a current 2, find a in 5, fur a of 3, for the a -2 c,

give a of 8 c, d, hold in a 1 1, in a with 3, joint a 2, keep a 2,

lay a with 15, leave out of a 14, make a of, that 12, 13, of
a ii, on 4, open a 2, pa.*, place to a 3, render a 2, 7, settle

a 2, square a 2, take into <?, take a of 14, turn to a 5, upon a 4.

t AccO'UUt,///?. Qbs.\ also accompte. [Contr.
for ACCOUSTED account d, as lit for lighted^

=
ACCOUNTED.
1548 CRANMKR Catechismits 100 b, Yet verely (all thynpes

accompte) theyr lo.sse is greater then theyr gaynes. 1608

SHAKS. Pericles \. i. 30 Was with long use aceount'd {Globe ed.

account] no sin.

Accountability (akau^ntabrllti). [f.
AC-

COUNTABLE: see -BILITV.] The quality of being
accountable ; liability to give account of, and answer

for, discharge of duties or conduct
; responsibility,

amenableness. = ACCOUNTABLENESS.
1794 S. WILLIAMS Hist. I'cnnont 140 No mutual checks

and ballances, accountability and responsibility. 1808 Mt'in.

Dr. y. Cadwan (1853) 75 1 affect the accountability of

man. 1837 J. HARRIS Grt. Teacher 170 The perception of

your new accountability might well impress you with an awful
concern. 1849 GROTE uV"f V. n. xlvi. 475 Individual magis-
trates exposed to annual accountability. 1859 MILL Dissert.

I. 467 Pushing to its utmost extent the accountability of

governments to the people.

Accountable (akatrntab'l), a.
;
also 6-7 ac-

comptable. [f. ACCOUNT v. + -ABLE.]
1. Liable to be called to account, or to answer

for responsibilities and conduct
; answerable, re-

sponsible. Chiefly of persons, a /# a person, jor
a thing).

1583 T. WATSON Poems {1870! 134 He setteth them du\vne
in this next page following, but not as accomptable for one
of the hundreth passions of this booke. 1603 DRAYTON He-
roical Ep. 116191 Pref., I ought to be accountable of my pri-

vate meaning. 1623 SANDKKSON Sena. Ad. Mag. I. 10(1674)
86 They stand accountable to him from whom they have
received it

;
and woe unto them if the accounts they brin^

in be not . . answerable to the receipts, 1688 Kings Ih-cL

14/2 I am nevertheless Accomptable for all Things that I

openly and voluntarily . . do or say. 1713 S'i I:I:LK Englishm.
No. i. 9 I am accountable to no Man, but the greatest Man
in England is accountable to me. i8iz WELLINGTON in G.

D. IX. 153 The officer commanding the company must be

accountable to the volunteer for the residue of the sum.

1873 W. COLLINS Neiv Alagd. (Tauchn.) I. xiv. 222 She is not

accountable for her actions.

b. Also without to or for.
1642 Declar. Lords and Comm. 9 Jan., 4 The Lord Lieu-

tenant and Committee shall be accomptable. 1736 UUTLMK
Anal. i. vi, 152 That he was in fact an accountable child,

1742 MIDDLETON Cicero I. Pref. 36 (ed. 3> The Consuls,
whose reign was but annual and accountable, could have no

opportunity of. . erecting themselves into Tyrants. 1788
REID Active Pofwcrs i. v. 523 It is of the highest import-
ance to us, as moral and accountable creatures. 1836 J.

GILBERT Chr. Atoneni. (1852) viii. 222 God has chosen also to

sustain the character of a governor of accountable agents.

t 2. To be counted or reckoned on. Obs.

1603-5 SIR J. MELVIL Mem. (1735) 286, I could do him ac-

countable Pleasure and good Service. 1709 J. COLLIKK Ess.

011 Sci'. Mor. Snbj. I. 39 led. 6) Those who have not, must be

Curates . . or else lay by the use of their Priesthood ; which
I am afraid is not very accountable.

f3. Able to be reckoned or computed. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie (1869) go There is an accompt-
able number which we call arithmeticall \arithmos.) as one,

two, three.

f4. To be reckoned or charged ; chargeable, at-

tributable to. Obs.
1681 EVELYN in Pepys Corr. 311 That I did not proceed

with the rest is accountable to his successor.

5. Able to be accounted for or explained ;
ex-

plicable. (Cf. unaccountable.}
1665 GLANVILLE Scepsis Sci. 34 The proposed Instances are

far more accountable then this before us. 1684 T. BURNET
Theo. Earth \. 20 A way of making the deluge fairly intel-

ligible, and accountable without the creation of new waters.

1834 HT. MARTINEAU Moral MI. 124 The progress of freedom

has been continuous and accountable. 1869 SWINBURNE Ess.

<y Stud. (1875) 207 There is another omission after verse 165,

more accountable than this. 1876 GEO. ELIOT D. Dtronda
III. xxxvi. 59 By George it was a very accountable ob-

stinacy.

b. Wither.
1745 WESLEY Annu. Church 45 Every thing, which is not

strictly accountable for, by the Ordinary Course of Natural

Causes. 1862 F. HALL Refut. Hindu Philos. Syst. 81 The

phraseology . . is accountable for only by the identity, under

one aspect, of a property and that which is propertied.
y



ACCOUNTABLENESS. 66 ACCOUTREMENT.
Accountableness (akau-ntab'lnes). [f. prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality or fact of being accountable
or liable to give account and answer for conduct; re-

sponsibility, amenableness (to a person,for a thing).
1668 HONYMAN Surv. Naphtali (1669) n. 64 Subordination

to the Prince, as to direction, accountableness, or censur-
ableness. 1680 MATHER Irenicum n The lawfulness and
usefulness of Synods in the Church of God, and the account-
ableness of particular Congregations thereunto, 1788 REID
Active Ptnuers iv. vii. 622 His accountableness has the same
extent and the same limitations, 1858 DE QUINCEY Whig-
gism Wks. VI. 65 The same disdain of accountableness to his

party leaders. 1868 Miss BRADDON DeadSea Fr. (Tauchn.)
II. xiv. 198 The . . ideas of man's accountableness r the
soul of his weaker partner.

Accountably (akmrntabliX adv. [f.
ACCOUNT-

ABLE a. + -LY-.] In a manner accountable, that can

be reckoned, or that can be accounted for.

1646 SiR.T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 307 The Sunnearisethunto
the one sooner then the other, and so accountably unto any
Nation subjected unto the same parallel!. 1665 J. SPENCER

Prophecies 122 He acts so accountably and consonantly to

our Notions in the Works of his Providence. 1713 Guardian
No. 55 (1756) I. 244 If a Christian forgoes some present ad-

vantage for the sake of his conscience, he acts accountably.

Accountance, occ. found for accountants (Fr,

accomptans\ pi. of ACCOUNTANT a. or sb.

Accountancy (akau-ntansi). [f.
ACCOUNTANT :

see -CY.] The art or practice of an accountant.

1854 Illus. Lond. News 22 Apr. 378 The practical adapt-
ation of the decimal system to our money and accountancy.

1872 Miss BKADDON Rob. Ainsleigk I. xvi. 287 His task of

cleansing this Augean stable of foul accountancy. 1879
Standard 7 Apr. [Advt.] Accountancy Pupil. An Opening
for a Young Gentleman in an Accountant's Office.

Accountant (akau-ntant), a and sb. ; also ac-

comptant. [a. (i5th c.) Fr. accomptant (OFr.
afitntanf), pr. pple. of accompter, acunter : see

ACCOUNT V.]

t A. adj. Giving or liable to give an account ;

accountable, responsible. (In early usage with

plural -J.) Obs.

1494 FABVAN vn. 366 He admytted to that ofFyce William de
Hadestok & Anketyll de Aluerun, and sware theym to be

accomptauntes, as theyr predecessours were. 1603 SHAKS.

Meas.forM. n.iv. 86 His offence is so, as it appeares Account-
ant to the Law, vpon that paine. 1604 Oth. n. i. 231
Peraduenture I stand accomptant for as great a sin. 1611

SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. (1632) ix. ix. 605 [It] was no reason

why he should not stand accountant to the Son. 1622 DONNE
Sertn. cxxiv. V. 225 He . . that is accomptant for their souls.

1649 SELDEN Laws Eng. i. Ixvit. 176 (1739) The Guardian in

Socage remaineth accomptant to the Heir, for all profits

both of Land and Marriage.
B. sb.

1. One who renders or is liable to render account ;

one accountable or responsible. In Law, the de-

fendant in action of Account. (In earliest instances

not separable from prec. adj. ;
afterwards a true sb.

The pi. was sometimes corruptly accomptance, Fr.

accomptans ; cf. accidents, -nee, acquaintants, -nee.}

1453 LD. LE SCROPE in Test. Ebi>rac.(i^^ 1 1. 192 Acquyt and
I discharged of onydett yatyei, oronyofyaime,oweme,except

, foreyne accomptaunts and seruaunts accomptaunts. 1523
FITZHERBERT Surveying- 30 a, All the mynistre and party-
culer accomptes of euery baylye or reue and other accompt-
ance. Ibid. 30 b, If the accomptance bring him perfyte rentals

and court roles. 1613 Life IVm. Cong, in Sel.fr. Harl. Misc.

(1793) 23 Committed to prison ; not as bishop of Bayonne,
but as earl of Kent, and as an accomptant to the king. 1630
R. BRATHWAIT Eng. Gent. (1641) 223 They must be accompt-
ants in that great assize where neither greatnesse shall bee a

subterfuge to guiltinesse, nor their descent plead priviledge
for those many houres they have mis-spent. 1649 SELDEN
Laws Eng; n. xx. 98 (1739) He took away the course of farm-

ing of Sheriff-wicks, and make the Sheriffs bare accountants

for the Annual profits. 1708 CHAMBERLAYNE Grt. Brit.

(1743) i. it. ii. 46 All accomptants to him for any of his Reve-

nues, 1745 FLEET-WOOD Chron. Precios. App. 17 The said ac-

comptant chargeth himself with arrearages. 1809 TOM LINS

Law Diet. s. v. Account, It is no plea by an accomptant that

he was robbed. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prop. Law (1877) 9 1

Any crown debtor, or accountant to the crown. 1865 Times

17 Aug., An 'imprest' means an advance of public money to

enable the person to whom it may be made to carry on some

public service ; and the person to whom the advance is made
is called the '

imprest accountant.'

2. One who counts or can count or reckon ; a

reckoner, calculator.

1646 H. LAWRENCE Cotnttt. fy Warre w. Angels 31 In mat-
ters of numbring and account, an accountant will tell you
that in a quarter of an hower. 1697 DAMFIER Voyages (1729)
I. 360 The Mindanaiaas are no good Accomptants ; therefore

the Chinese that live here, do cast up their Accompts for them.

1710 STEELE Tatler No. 228. F 10 He is an excellent Penman
and Accomptant. 174* YOUNG Night Thoughts ix. 1307 O
ye Dividers of my Time ! Ye bright Accomptants of my
days, and months, and years, c 1817 J. HOGG Ta.

.5-
Sb. V.

21 The best grammarian, the best reader, writer and ac-

countant in the various classes that he attended. 1828 Miss
MITFORD Our Village Ser. in. 7 (1863) A false accomptant, a

stupid arithmetician, would put her out of humour.

3. One who professionally makes up or takes

charge of accounts
;
an officer in a public office

who has charge of the accounts. Accountant-general,
the chief or superintending accountant in various

public offices.

1539 Hottseh. Ord. m Thynne's Animadv. (1865) 33 And
the said Books shall be examined with the Accomptants
and particular Clerkes for the perfecting of the same. 1605
CAMUEN Rem. 18 To admonish accontants to be circumspect

in entring. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. 553 Herein the Dean
and Chapter of Paul's, were both their own Accomptants
and Auditors. 1679-88 Seer. Serv. Mon. Chas. II ty Jas. //,
121 (1851) To Katherine, the widow and relict of D r Robert
Wood, dec'ed, late accomptant general! of the Revenue m
Ireland. 1719 D'URFEY Pills (1872) VI. 329 A British ac-
countant that's frolic and free, Who does wondrous Feats by
the Rule of Three. 1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom 142/1 (1784)
A third was the issue of an accomptant, and a fourth the

offspring of a woollen-draper. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthns. (1867)
ii. 32 Note particularly and with the scrupulosity of an

accomptant. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Polit. Econ. 82 Skilful

accountants should examine the books at the end of the year,
and certify the amount of profits due to the men.

f 4. A narrator. Obs. rare.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. Cent xn. i. 70 The same accompt-
ant, when coming to set down, what then, and there was
offered to Christ's, or the High-Altar, dispatcheth all with a
blanke, Sitmtno Altari nil.

Accountantship (akau-ntantifip). [f. prec. +
-SHIP.] The office or employment of an accountant.

1824 R. WATTS Bibliotheca III (Heading} Accounts, Ac-
compts, and Accomptantship. 1858 H. MILLER Sc/i. $
Schoohn. 507, I was not a little surprised . . to be offered by
him the accountantship of the branch bank.

Accounted (akau-nted),///. a., also acounted,
accompted. [f.

ACCOUNT v. + -ED.] Counted, reck-

oned, considered.

1362 LANGL, P. PI. A. i. 88 He is a-counted to be gospel
.. And eke I-Hknet to vrlord. 1385-6 In Rymer/ta&ntXlI,
479 To serue the King in his warres beyond see an hole yere
with two speres, himself accompted. 1550 CROWLEY Epigr.
in Men accompted wyse and honeste do so. 1585 ABP.
SANDYS Sertn. (1841) 297 This is the acceptable and only ac-

counted time. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopius \. 21 Beyond which
it is called Dalmatia, accompted of the western Empire.
t Accounter (akairntai). Obs. Forms : 4

acountour, acounter ; 6-7 accompter, accounter.

[Prob. a. OFr. acuntonr, acontonr (not in Godefr.),
n. of agent f. acunter : see ACCOUNT v. and -ouit.]

1. One who accounts, reckons, calculates, renders

an account.

1303 R. KRUNNE Handl. Synne 5410 Lordynges cunsey-
lours Wykkede legystrys or fals acountours. 1540 WHITTIN-
TON Tullyes Off. \. 27 That we may be as good accompt-
ers of our offyces and dutyes. 1587 GOLUING />t' Mornay
viii. 92 It is not for me to stand here disproouing the doubts
of the Accounters of times. 1591 PF.RCIVALL Sp. Diet., Con-
tador^ an accounter, a receiuerof the exchequer, computator,
quaestor. 1601 CORMVALLYES Ess. (1631) n. Ii. 328 Hee that
can make so even a reckoning is none of the worst Accomp-
ters. 1633 STAFFORD Pac. Hih. (1821) x. 343 The Accounter,
the Steward of the artillery remayning.
2. A narrator.

1356 \VYCLIF Last Age 26 pis also [he] schewib openly bi

discripcioun of tyme, of Eusebi, Bede, and Haymound,
most preued of acountt;ris, or talkeris.

Accounting (akuu-ntirj), vbl. sb. [f. ACCOUNT v.

+ -IXGI.]

fl. The action or process of reckoning, counting,
or computing ; numeration, computation. Obs.

1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls Ser.) I. 39 Dionysius Exiguus
acorae}> nou ,t with ^e Gospel in acountynge of Jeres. c 1400
TUNDALE Circnmcis. 85 By just a countyng in the kalendere
The fyrst day of the new yere. 1494 FABYAN I. 2 Thus end-

yth thaccomptynge of the yeres of the worlde from the
Creacion of Adam vnto the Incarnacion of Christ, a 1716
SOUTH 12 Semi. (1717) III. 407 Running behind-hand in his

Spiritual Estate, which, without frequent Accountings, he
will hardly be able to prevent.

\Attrib. or Comb. (Obs.} accounting-book, ac-

count-book
; accounting-house, counting-house ;

accounting-table, counter, desk.

1552-5 LATIMER Serin, fy Rem. 11845) 2 6 Christ is the ac-

counting book, and register of God. i8ia CKABBE Tales 16,

Wks. 1834 V. 168 This trader view'd a huge accompting-
book. lySSV. KNOX Winter Evgs. III. vm. i. 105 Your souls

are . . confined in their flight to the regions of Change Alley
and your accompting-houses, 1649 JEH. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp.
n. xi. 21 Jesus drave the beasts out of the Temple and over-

threw the accounting tables.

2. Accounting for (gerundially) : Answering for,

giving a satisfactory explanation of.

1855 PRESCOTT Philip II (1857) I. viii. 144 One obvious way
of accounting for this, doubtless, is by the spirit of persecu-
tion which hung like a dark cloud over her reign.

Accounting (akau-ntin),///. a., also accompt-
ing. [f.

ACCOUNTS. -h-ING^.]

T~l. Counting, reckoning. Obs.

1551 RECORDE Pathw. KntnvL n. 42 That is to save D. E.
K. H, which was at no tyme accompting as percell of any
one of them, a 1628 F. GREVILLE Life of Sidney (1652) 28

The ill-accompting hand of war.

2. That keeps accounts, arch.

1810 CRABBE Borough xxi. 6 A kind merchant hired his use-

ful pen, And made him happiest of accompting men.

tAccou*ntless,<z. Obs. [f. ACCOUNT^. + -LESS.]
1. Beyond count or reckoning, countless.

? 1650 Don Bellianis ofGreece 54 Yielding the accountless

thanks of dutiful servitors at your command.
2. Free from accountableness; irresponsible.
1655 J. SHIRLEY Politician i. i, Accountless liberty Is ruin

of whole families.

Accountment (akau-ntmentX rare. [f. AC-
COUNT v. + -MENT.] The work of accounting or

reckoning for, responsibility.
1857 HKAVYSEGE ^i/(i869)404 On Samuel may the feud's

accountment fall, And the blood be on the fiend that stirred

my gall.

Accoup, variant of ACOUP v. Obs. to blame.

t Accou'ple, v. Obs. 6-7, also 6 acople, acouple.

[a. OFr. acofle-r, later acouple-r, to join in a couple,
f. a to 4- cople, couple, COUPLE. Refashioned Fr.

spelling accoupler (see Ac-) also followed in Eng.]
To join one tiling to another, to couple.
1486Plumpton Corr. 50Ye be acopled as brether and sisters.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. 14 That application which he

accoupleth it withal. 1613 SIR H. FINCH Laiv(i6^6\ 369 They
were never accoupled in lawful! matrimonie. 1622 BACON
Henry VH^ 81 Accoupling it with an Article in the nature
of a Request. 1635 D. PERSON Varieties n. ix, Fire being
accoupled to a matter contrary to its owne nature . . this

terrestrial! matter draweth the fire perforce with it.

AcGOUplement (akc-p'lment). [a. Ti.accouph-
ment (i6tn c. in Littre), n. of action f. accoupler :

see ACCOUPLE and -MENT.]
f 1. The action of coupling one thing to another ;

union, pairing ; marriage union. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 347/4 This excellence that virgynyte
had as to the respect of thaccouplement of mariage ap-
piereth bymanyfold comparacion. 1576 LAMBARDE Peramb.
Kent (1826) 339 The lawe of God maketh the accouplement
honorable amongst all men. 1594 R. C[AREW] flnarte's
Exam. Men's Wits (1616.) 318 If the father be wise in the
works of the imagination, and . . take to wife a woman cold
and moist in the third degree, the sonne borne of such an

accouplement, shalbe most vntoward.

2. (In carpentry.)
1823 NICHOLSON Pract. Builder 579 Accouplement, in car-

pentry; a tie or brace, or the entire work when framed.

t Accou'pling, vbl. sb. Obs. [f.
ACCOUPLE -t-

-ING!.] The act ofjoining two things into a couple
or pair ; coupling ; esp. union in marriage.
1525 MORE Richard III Wks. 1557, 63/2 For lack of which

lawfull accoupling, & also of other thinges, which the said

worshipful doctor rather bignified then fully explaned.

Accoupment, var. ACOUFEMENT, ^bs. blame.

Accoirrage, Obs.
;
also accora'ge. [a. Fr.

accourage-r to hearten, encourage, imbolden, OFr.

acorager, f. a to + corage, mod. Fr. courage, COUR-

AGE.] To encourage, hearten.

1596 SPENSER /*". Q. n. ii. 38 But that same froward twaine
would accornge, And of her plenty adde unto their need
Ibid. in. viii. 34 But he endevored with speaches milde Her
to recomfort, and accourage bold.

tAcGOU'rse, Obs. rare~ v
. [a. Fr. accourse =

It. accorso : L. acctirsus a running to, f. ac- = ad-

to + cztrsus running, f. citrr-e"re to run.] A running

uj\ a hastening forward.

1635 J.HAYWABD&HH*IV Virgin 215 Hee call'd for water,
which came (but too latet, with the accourse of all that were

above, to helpe her.

t Accou'rt, v. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f. COURTS., with

ac- = ad- to, here intensive or expletive : see A-

prep. ii. A Spenserian artificial form.] To court.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. n. ti. 16 Her other sisters . . were at their

wanton rest, Accourting each her frend with lavish fest.

Accoustics, obs. bad spelling of ACOUSTICS.

Accoustre, -trament, obs. f. ACCOUTRE, -MENT.

Accoutre (ak'tai), v.t also 7 accoustre, acou-

tre. [a. MFr. accoustre-r (mod. accoutrer), of uncer-

tain origin ; prob. f. a to + coustre, coutret
a sacristan

or vestry keeper, who robed the clergyman: see

Littre and Skeat. The Fr. accoustrer was in i6th c.

pronounced accoutrer (Cotgr. 1611 has both spell-

ings), whence accoutre is the ordinary Eng. form ;

accoustre occurs less commonly in I7th c.] To
attire, equip, array. (Rare except in the pa. pple.

ACCOUTRED.)
1606 DEKKER Seven Sins n. (Arb.) 19 Another therefore of

the Broode . . aptly accoustred, and armed
Cap-a-pe. 1659

Lady Alimony \\. vi. in Hazl. Dodsl. XIV. 322 But hark you,
madam ;

what be those brave blades That thus accoutre you.
1682 BUNVAN Holy War 55 So gallant a company so bravely
accoutred. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2182/4 There could not

be a finer body ofmen, nor better accoutred. 1706 PHILLIPS,
To accouter, to dress, attire, or trim. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver

iv. XL 335 He accoutred me with other necessaries, all new.

1755 CROKER Ariosto's Orl. Fur. XLVI. xlvi. II. 407 Leon his

'squires commanded, him to take, Accoutre him, and fit for

Ruggiermake. 1849 DICKENS B. Kudge i. 3<C. D. ed.)He..
was accoutred in a riding dress. 1869 Pall Mall G. 13 Oct. 4

The new system of accoutring the soldier can only be intro-

duced gradually.

Accoutred (ak/rtaid), ///. a., also 7 accous-

tred. [f. prec. + -ED. The first part of the verb to

be used, and the only one in common use.] Attired,

dressed, equipped, arrayed ; generally with the idea

of being specially attired for some purpose.
1596 SHAKS. Merck. Ven. HI. iv. 63 When we are both ac-

coutered likeyong men. 1601 Jul. C. I. ii. 105 Vpon the word,
Accoutred as I was, I plunged in. 1652 BENLOWE Theophila
XL. Ivi. At length shee's built up with accoutred grace. 1663
H. COGAN Voy. $ Ad^'. Pinto 200 All mounted on horses,

very richly accoustred. 1713 DERHAM Physico-Theol. 225
The helpless well accoutered and provided for. 1795 SOUTHEY

Joan of Arc iv. 87 Wks. I. 54 Trimly accoutred court-

habiliments 1858 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. xi. 57/1 It was a

very triumphant thing to see them thus richly dressed and
accoutred.

Accoutrement (ak/rtejment), also 6 accous-

trament, G-^accustre-, accutre-, aecoustrement.

[a. mid. Fr. aecoustrement (mod. accoutrement), n.

of action f. accoustrer : see ACCOUTRE v. and -MENT.]
1. Apparel, outfit, equipment. Almost always in

the pi., clothes, trappings, equipments. Aliltt, The

equipments of a soldier other than arms and dress.



ACCOWARD.

1549 Cmnpl, ofScotl. (1872) vii. 68 The acoutrementis ande

clethyng of this dolorus lady, vas ane syde mantil. 1586
FERNE Blazon of Centric 29 Let al men embrodure, de-

paint, engraue and stampe vpon their hanginges, walles,

windowes, and other domesticall accoustramtnentes these

glorious and commendable ensignes. 1596 SHAKS. Tain.

Shr. ill. ii. 121 To me she's married, not vnto my cloathes :

Could I repaire what she will weare in me, As I can change
these poore accoutrements, 'Twere well for Kate, and better

formyselfe. 1600 A. Y. L. HI. 1.402 You are rather point
deuice in your accoustrements. 1641 SANDERSON Serin. II.

6/1 What are all our crossings, and kneelings, and duckings?
What surplice, and ring, and all those other ritesand accoutre-

ments that are used in or about the publick worship; but so

many commandments of men? 1649 W. BLITHE Eng. Im-

Praver Impr. (1652) 195 Having his Plough and all its Ac-
cutrements compleated. 1751 WATTS Intfrov. VI//W{i8oi)

365 Rich and glittering accoutrements wherewith the Church
of Rome hath surrounded her devotions. 1813 WELLINGTON
in Gurwood's Desfi. X. 495 In order to collect the wounded
and their arms and accoutrements. 1850 MERIVALE Rom.
under Emp. III. xxviii. 329 There was no camp filled with

plate, jewels, and splendid accoutrements to be devoted to

plunder. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. Part. I. Ixii.

241 Without sacrificing everything to the game of the war-
contractor and the accoutrement-maker.

2. The process of accoutring or being accoutred.

1598 SHAKS. Merry Wives iv. ii. 5 Not onely in the simple
office of loue,but in all the accustrement, complement,and cere-

mony of it. 1850 LEITCH Afuller's A nc. Art 409. 552 Youth-
ful representations, with slight indication of accoutrement.

t Accoward, v. Obs. [a. mid. Fr. accouard-irj
f. & to + couard coward.] To render cowardly ;

to

intimidate, cow, or make faint-hearted.

1530 PALSGR. 416 I accowarde, I make one faynteherted, Jc
accouardys : I thought that all the wordes in the world shuld
not have accowarded the,

t Accowardize, ^- Obs. t also 5 acowardyse.

[f.
Fr. acconardis(s-'} extended stem of accouardir:

see prec.; assimilated to vbs. in -I/E.]
= ACCOWARD.

ijBoCAX^tiOz'iifsJlfetatti. xn. xiii,[Patroclus]assayled the

Troyans whom he greved moche and acowardysed and mad
them torne to flyghte. 1611 COTGR., Acouhardir : To ac-

cowardize, emminate, make faint-hearted.

Accownt(e, obs. form of ACCOUNT.

Accoy, V- Obs. ;
also 4-5 acoy(e, acoie, 6-7

accoy(e. [a. OFr. acoie-r, acoye-r to calm, appease,
f. a to + coi quiet, calm: L, quiet-urn QUIET.] To
still, calm, quiet, or appease ; hence, to soothe or

coax (the alarmed or shy), to tame, silence, or daunt

(the forward or bold).
^1350 \Vm. ofPalcrne 56 J>e cherl . . chastised his dogge,

bad"Kim blinne of his berking_, & to J>e barne talked, acoyed
it to come to him, & clepud hit oft. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylits
v. 782 He nyst howjjest hire herte for t' acoie, c 1400
ROM. Rose 3564 Bialacoil, his most joye, Which alle hise

peynes myght acoye. 1430 LYDC. Chron. Troy \\. xiv,
Brother a whyle do acoye 1 he cruel tourment that byndeth
you so sore. 1530 PALSGR. 416 I acoye, I styll, Je afiaise, or

je rens quay '. Be he never so angrye, I can accoye hym : tout

soyt ilcourrouce',je kpnis apayser or accoyser. 1557 Tottell s

Misc. (Arb.) 197 Transmuted thus sometime a swan is he,
Leda taccoye, and eft Europe to please. 1567 TURBERVILLE
Louer abused, A loving wight For to accoy, accoy, And
breede my joy. 1579 SPENSER .S^y*^. Cat. Feb., Then is your
careless courage accoyed. 1596 F. Q. iv. viii. 59 I received

was, And oft imbrast . . And with kind words accoyd. 1598
B. YOXG tr. Diana That sweete gracious smile, . . wherewith I

sawe thee not accoyd. a 1600 PEELE Eclogue in. 152 How
soon may here thy courage be accoy'd ? 1647 H. MORE
Poems 76 The voice these solemn sages nought at all accoyes.

1706 PHILLIPS, To Accoy (old word) : To assuage.

Accoynt, early form of ACQUAINT.
Accrase, accraze, variants of ACUAZE v. Obs.

t Accrease (akrrs), v. Obs.\ also 5 acrese,

6-7 accress e, 6 accreace. [a. OFr. accreistret ac-

creiss-ant: \j-accresc-ere, i.ac- ad- to + crcst'-erc\.o

grow. See also ACCRESCE, later, f.L. In sense 2, prob-

ably for earlier encrese, INCREASE; seeA-//*^ 10.]

fl. intr. To increase or grow by addition. Obs.

1535 W. STEWART Cron. Scotl. II. 529 Malice and invy,
With greit fervour accressand to sic feid. 1598 FLORIO, Ac-
crescere, to increase, to accrease, to add vnto, to augment,
to growe, to multiplie, to spring, to accrew, to eeke. 1635
D. PERSON Varieties i. 6. 24 Such as aske, why the sea doth
never debord nor accreace a whit, notwithstanding that all

other waters doe degorge themselves into her bosome.
2. trans. To increase. Obs.

1401 Pol. Poems II. 105 (1859) Mo fyngns on myn hond than
foure and the thombe amenusith my worching more than it

acresith.

t Accrea'se, sb. Obs. [f. the vb.] Increase.

1598 FLORIO, Accresciwertto, Encrease, accrease, profit, ad-

vancement, accrew, eeking. 1603 Montaigne^(1634) 93 The
friendship I beare unto myselfe, admits no accrease, by any
succour I give my selfe in any time of need. Ibid. (1632) i.

xix. 34 For then we shall have worke sufficient, without any
more accrease.

Accredit (akre-dit), v.\ also 7 acredit. [a. Fr.

accrcditc-r, earlier aerediter Cotgr. = mettre a credit,
f. (i to + credit CREDIT. Occurs in 7, but not in gene-
ral use till late in 8. In no Diet. bef. Todd 1818.]
1. To put or bring into credit, to set forth as

credible ; to vouch for, sanction, or countenance.
i6o SHELTON Don Quixote II. iv. vi. 65 As well by these

reasons as by many other. . which acredit and fortifie mine
opinion, c 1775 COWPER Let. 43 (T.) His censure will (to use the
new diplomatic phrase) accredit his praises. 1803 HOWARD
in Phil. Trans. 175 The exhibition of this stone . . did not
tend to accredit the account of its descent. i8aa SOUTHEY
in Q. Rev. XXVIII. 29 The prediction of calamities for

France accredited these dreams. 1850 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. 4-

67

Leg. Art 223 It was not sufficiently accredited for a church
legend. 1879 GLADSTONE.^, at Glasgow 6 Dec. [His] mode
of action at the Cape of Good Hope does not tend to accredit
his advice in Affghanistan.

2. To send forth with credentials, to furnish with
letters of credit

; to recommend by documents as
an envoy or messenger. Const to, at.
c 1794 MATIHAS Pursuits of Lit. 320 (1708) He repre-

sents the opinions of a very large portion of their body bywhom he is accredited. 185* GLADSTONE Gleanings IV. vi.

144 There are representatives of Portugal and Spain, ac-
credited from Sovereigns themselves symbols of the popular
principle. 1860 MoTLEV Netherlands II. xviii. 432 ( 18681 The
sovereign to whom I am accredited. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea
I. vi. 89 (1876) There was a prospect of his being accredited
at St. Petersburg.

3. To accredit one with something-. To accredit it

as his, to vouch for his being the owner or author
of it

;
to ascribe or attribute it to him.

1864 Morning Star 13 June 4 Whenever topics fail them
these worthy gentlemen fall back upon his Royal Highness
and accredit him with the most wonderful sayings and doings.
1880 MCCARTHY Hist, own Times III. 208 Mr. Bright him-
self was accredited with having said that his own effort to
arouse a reforming spirit . . was like flogging a dead horse.

t Accre*ditate, v. Obs.
[f. Fr. accredite-r or

It. accreditd-rt + ~AT&3t as iff. L. *aecreditd-re, ac-

creditat-us, assumed as their source.] A by-form of
ACCREDIT.
1654 SIR A. COKAINE tr. Lorcdano, Dianca iv. 3. 306 She

bowed, kissing the Thracians hands, who would not resist it,

to accreditate the beginnings of his Love to be of estimation.
1660 HOWKLI. Lexicon Tetragl. To Philol., It will be an oc-
casion hereby to accreditat her the more.

Accreditation (akreditc
7
i-Jan). [n. of action

f. prec. : see -TION.] The action of accrediting ;

the fact of being accredited
; recommendation to

credit or to official recognition.
1806 J/c///. ofR. Cumberland \, 417 Having received my

instructions and letters of accreditation from the earl of Hills-

borough on the i7th day of April 1780. 1814 SIR R. WILSON
Pr. Diary II. 291 Obtaining my letters of accreditation, etc.,
I set ofTat one o'clock in the morning.
Accredited (akre-dited), ///. a.

[f.
ACCREDIT

+ -ED. Cf. Fr. accrcdite used in the same sense.]
Furnished with credentials, publicly or officially

recognized ; given forth as worthy of belief, authori-

tatively sanctioned.

1634 J. CANNE Neccss. Sej>ar. (1849) 3. Those accredited
believers for whom it was appointed. 1804 SOUTHEY in A nn.
Re? 1

. II. 4 Columbus persevered, and his discoveries received
the name of India from his accredited error. 1810 Lett.
I 1. 201 Colonel Burke is there as an accredited spy. 1831
GEN'. P. THOMPSON Excrc. (1842) I. 436 The latest accredited
rumour is, that the Lords are determined to resist the reforma-
tion of the House ofCommons. 1837 WHEWELL//^. Induct.
Sc. \. 238 (1857) They sought their philosophy in accredited
treatises. 1863 Conf. Ticket ofLeaveMan 4 To reward long-
accredited .service in a confidential situation. 1870 Illustr.

Lond. News 29 Oct. 438 The diplomatic body accredited at

Madrid.

Accrediting (akre-ditin), vbl.sh.
[f.

ACCREDIT
+ -IXG!.] The action of vouching for or furnishing
with credentials. (Mostly gemndial.)
1834 SoUTBKY/?0e/0rcxyn. 285(1862)! have wronged Job's

wife by accrediting a received calumny. 1850 ALISON Hist.

Eitrope\\\\. Iv. 10. 566 The effects . . appeared in the ac-

crediting of Russian ambassadors to the courts of these infant

sovereigns. 1872 W. MINTO Eng, Lit. Introd. 24 There is

not so much unanimity in accrediting him with dignity.

Accrediting (akre'ditirj), ppl. a. [f. ACCREDIT
+ -IXG-.] Giving credit, furnishing with credentials.

1865 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 608 Having negotiated bills and ob-

tained money for a considerable amount, the 'honourable
traveller' had taken himself off before notices of protest had
come from the accrediting bankers.

Accrementitial (spkrftn&itrjal), a. Biol. [f.

L. *accrcment-uni addition (f. accrese-ere, see Ac-
CRESCE ; cf. cxcremcnt-uni f. cxcresc-$re) + -ici-us +
-AL

;
see -ITIAL.] Pertaining to accrementition.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Accrementition (ce-kr/mentrj^n). Biol. [Im-

properly formed by form-assoc. with prec. The

regular word would be decrementation ;
cf.fir-ment-

ation^ Organic growth, by development of blas-

tema, or by fission of cells, in which the new
formation is exactly like that from which it pro-
ceeds

;
= ACCRETION.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Accresce (akre-s), v.
;
also 7 accress. [ad. L.

accresc-e're to grow to, grow on, f. ac- = ad- to +
cresctrc to grow. Substituted for, or refashioned

on, earlier ACCREASK from Fr., the form accress

being intermediate.]
1. To accrue. Obs. exc. as rendering accrescere

in Rom. law
;
see ACCRETION 8 b.

1634-46 J. Row (the father) Hist. Kirk Scotl. (1842) 84 Pre-

bendaries founded upon tithes to accress to the ministers live-

ing, and the rest for schoolls. 1661 La-wsff Acts ist Parlt.

Chas. If. ofScotl, 3 Considering the great advantages [that]

do accress to the publick good ofHis Subjects, by the due ob-

servance ofsuch ancient and well grounded Customs and Con -

stitutions. a 1685 Housek. ofChas. II \t\Housek. ?/.( 1790)
378 [It] accresses only to theire chamber keeper, to the ruyne
of the waiters table. 1753 Stewart's Trial 161 These lands

were the best farms on The estate, and most of the benefits

accresced from them. 1880 MUIRHKAD Gains n. 199 The
share of any one who fails accresces to his co-legatee.

ACCRETION.

1 2. intr. To increase, grow up. Obs.
1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerent, u. iii. 19 How little

moates have accresced to Mountains.

t 3. trans. To increase, add to. Obs.
1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. :834, 247 Having repaired to

the great city of Vienne to accresce his reputation in some
more degrees.

Accrescence (akre-sens). [f. (as if through
Fr.) on late L. acerescentia, n. of quality f. accresc-
ent-em pr. pple. of accresc-erc

;
see prec. and -NCE.]

1. The process of growing continuously, contin-
uous growth.
1839 COLERIDGE Statesm Man. App. E 296 The silent

accreScence of belief from the unwatched depositions of
a general, never-contradicted hearsay.
2. Something which grows on a thing from with-

out ;
an accretion.

1649 JP-. TAYLOR Gt. Excmp. xvii. 6 The primitive Chris-
tians . . when they had washed off the accrescences of Gentile

superstition, they chose such rites which their neighbours
used, c 1819 COLERIDGE in Ron. (1836) II. 220 This accres-
cence of objectivity in a ghost that yet retains all its ghostly
attributes and fearful subjectivity is truly wonderful.

Accrescency (akre-scnsi), Obs. rare- 1
, [ad.

late L. accrcscentia ; see prec. and -XCY.] prop.
The quality of being accrescent or of growing on

;

hence, an accrescence or accretion.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exctnf. i. iv. 124 We shall have more
of human infirmities to be ashamed of than can be excused by
the accrescencles and condition of our nature.

Accrescent (akre-sent), a. [ad. L. accrescent-

em pr. pple. of accresccre : see ACCHE.SCE.]
1. Growing continuously, ever increasing.
1753 SHUCKFORD Creation <y 'Fall 90 iR. \ New appearances

of accrescent variety and alteration.

2. Bot. Continuing to grow, growing larger after

flowering; applied to those parts of the flower
which normally fall off or wither after fertilization.

1857 HENFREY Botany 102 Occasionally [the calyx] grows
during the maturation of the fruit, and is accrescent, forming
. . a vesicular envelope to the fruit. 1876 OLIVER Elem.
Rot. 231 Observe the two accrescent (enlarging after flower-

ing! bracteoles, replacing the perianth in the pistillate flowers
of Orache.

II Accrescinientp (aklcresjtine'nto), sb. Mns.

[mod. Ital., n. of action, f. accrcsccre to increase.]
The increase of the length of a note by one half,

indicated by placing a dot after it. (Little used.)
1847 In CRAIG.

Accrete (akrrt), v.
[f. L. accret- t ppl. stem of

accrcsc-ere
; see ACCRESCE.]

1. intr. To grow together by adhesion, to combine.
1784 J. TWAMLEY Dairying 175 How the different parts

accrete to bring on Fermentation, or cause the Intestine
motion excited in Vegetables. 1875 WHITNFY Life ofLang.
xii. 248 The variously accreted formative elements.

2. intr. To grow to, adhere, attach itself to.

1869 Spectator i May 532 An instrument of power too long
neglected and disused, the loyalty which accretes to the 1m-

?arti.il,

impassive, all-protecting State. 1880 Ibid. 3 Jan. 11/2
n this country, popularity, no less than power, tends to

accrete to the old.

3. trans. To cause (a thing) to grow or unite to.

1871 EARLK Philot. Eng. Tongue vii. 262 We must assume
that the reader has thoroughly accreted and assimilated this

distinction to his habits of mind. 1881 MVF.KS Wordsworth
95 Its arguments and theories have lain long in Wordsworth's
mind, and have accreted to themselves a rich investiture of
observation and feeling.

Accrete (akrrt), ///. a. [ad. L. accrct-us, pa.

pple. of accrcsccre ; see ACCRESCE.]
1. Formed by accretion ;

made up, factitious.

1824 LANDOR Imag. Com: Wks. 1846 I. xxvii. 152 Milton
is no factitious or accrete man ; no pleader, no rhetorician.

I^59 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. V. 411/1 Masses of accrete . .

colouring matter.

2. Bot. Grown together by adhesion of external

parts ;
said of organs normally separate.

1847 LINDI.F.Y Introd. Dot. (1848) II. 379, Accrete \ fastened

to another body, and growing with it (De Cand.). 1880
A. GRAY Bot. Text-Bk. 393, Accrete, Grown together, con-
solidated with some contiguous body.

Accretion (akrrjbn). [ad. L. accretion-cm, n.

of action, f. accret- ppl. stem of accresc-erc ;
see

ACCKESCE.]
1. The process of growing by organic enlarge-

ment ; continued growth.
1615 CROOKE ^(^(2/' Jl/43oTheaction of the Increasing

faculty we call Accretion, that is, when the whole body en-

creaseth In all his dimensions. 1684 LEIGHTON on i Peter \\. i

(1817) To desire the word for the increase of knowledge. . is

necessary and commendable and being rightly qualified is

a part of spiritual accretion, c 1720 GIBSON Diet ofHorses v.

78 (ed. 3! Young Horses require a greater quantity of food,

as that is necessary for the Accretion and Growth of their

Bodies. 1828 KTKBY 8: SPF.NCE Introd. Entom. IV. xxxix.

82 The blood is the principal instrument of accretion. 1859
HELPS Friends in C. II. x. 232 The tendency of all power is

to accretion, and indeed, to very rapid accretion.

2. The growing together or coherence of separate

particles, or of parts normally distinct ;
continuous

coherence ;
concretion.

1655-60 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. 183/2 (1701) After the

second accretion followeth this contemplation which holdeth

the third room. 1656 tr. Hobbes's Blent. Philos. 479.<
J839)

As for stones, seeing they are made by the accretion of

many hard particles within the earth. 1794 SULLIVAN View
of Ar

at. I. 94 Compounded indurated matters which are,
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ACCRETIVE. ACCUMBENCY.
formed by the accretion of particles, accumulated and de-

posited by water. 1853 PHILLIPS Rivers of Yorksh. iii. 43
The drop, gathered by accretion of minute particles, may
be snow, ice, or water. 1866 FELTON Anc. $ Mod. Greece
I. ii. 24 They [languages] agree, with a single doubtful ex-

ception, in the agglutinating or synthetic method, called

by Humboldt incorporation, by Cass, coalescence, and by
Schoolcraft, accretion.

3. Anything formed by the preceding process.
1873 H. ROGERS Orig. Bible (ed. 3) iv. 171 That the Bible is

an accretion of casual writings arbitrarily linked together.

4. The process of growth by external addition.
1626 BACON Sylva vn. 602 (1651) 125 Plants doe nourish ;

Inanimate Bodies doe not : They have an Accretion, but no
Alimentation. 1627 HAKEWILL Apol, i. iv. i. 40 The losse

of Elements is recovered by compensation, of mixt Bodies
without life by accretion, of living Bodies by succession.

1678 HOBBES Decam. Physiol. viii. 94 They may by accretion

become greater in the Mine, or perhaps by generation,

though we know not how. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. I.

33/1 An organized part increases in its dimensions . . not by
mere accretion, nor by simple distention. 1869 NICHOLSON
Zool. 2 When unorganised bodies increase in size, as crystals
do, the increase is produced simply by what is called

'
accre-

tion,' that is to say, by the addition of fresh particles from
the outside. 1871 FARRAR IVitn.Hist. i. 39 The presumptu-
ous arrogance which can measure its [a crystal's] angles,
but throw no light on the laws of its accretion.

f5. The assimilation of external matter by a grow-
ing body. Obs.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Pet, iii. 18 (1865) 819 I must lay to

your charge . . the acquisition [of grace], and the accretion
of it.

6. The adhesion of external matter or things to

anything so as to increase it.

1713 STEELE Englishman No. 2, 12 A false Appearance of
Wealth within, but no Accretion of Riches from abroad.

1765 DELAVAL in Phil. Trans. LV. 38 Augmented by the
accretion of the oily and earthy parts of that moisture. 1873
GofLBL'RX Pevs. Relig. ii. 12 This constant discharge of old

particles, or accretion of new ones . . is a sign of the vitality
of the body. 1876 DOL'SE Grimm's Law 61. 151 The accre-

tion after A' pure, of the palatal semivowel y. 1881 Daily
Tel. 8 Mar. To the fund estimated to be produced by the
accretion of new subscribers must be added the large per-
centage of renewed subscriptions.

7. That which has grown upon or been gradually
added from without

; an extraneous addition.

1653 A. WILSON James I. Proem 4 To remove the accre-

tion of bad Humors. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 96
Those places . . have buried the fallen Trees three, four, or five

foot deep in the ground, by an accretion or cover of Earth.

1774 BRYANT MythoL I. 164 This accretion will be in every age
enlarged ; till there will at last remain some few outlines only
of the original occurrence. 1853 MERIVALE Rom. Rep. v. 150
(1867) He strove to pare away the accretions of age. 1878
GLADSTONE in igth Cent. 752 Professor Geddes divides the
Iliad into a primary work and a later secondary addition or
accretion.

8. Law. a. The increase of property by the ad-

herence of something to it, as of land by the form-

ation of alluvium
;
= ACCESSION, b. The increase

of an inheritance or legacy by the addition of the

share of a failing co-heir or co-legatee.
1830 LVELL Frinc. Geol. I. 308 To this source the rapid ac-

cretions of land on parts of the Syrian shores where rivers

do not enter, may be attributed. 1880 Ml/lRHEAO Gaius \\.

124 If a man have instituted say his three sons as his heirs,
but have passed over his daughter, she by accretion becomes
heir to the extent of a fourth of the inheritance. Ibid. 447
Where there were several agnates of the same degree, and
some declined the inheritance, their shares went by accre-
tion to those who took.

Accretive (akrrtiv), a.
[f.

L. accret-, ppl.
stem of acercscere (see ACCHE.SCE) + -IVE, as if ad.

L. *accretfvus.'] Belonging to accretion or con-

tinuous growth.
1665 GLANVILLE Scepsis Set. ix. 81 Wecan no more discern

their accretive motion, than we can their most hidden cause.
Ibid. xi. 60 We have no sense of the accretive motion of
Plants or Animals.

Accrewfe, obs. form of ACCRUE sb. and v.

t Accri'minate, v. Obs. rare- '.
[f.

L. ac~ =
ad- to + crimind-ri to accuse of crime.] To accuse
of a crime.

1655 LESTRAXGE Charles 7, 146 Being accriminated in the
Star-chamber for this corrupting of witnesse.

Accrimina'tion, Obs. rare- 1
, [n. of action,

f. prec.] Accusation of crime.

1655 LESTRANGE Charles /, 54 King Charles . . did not dis-

cern any thing in the accriminations, of so horrid import as

might blemish his owning him [Buckingham].

Accroach (akrJ-t/), v.\ also 4-6 acroche, ac-

croche. [a. OYT.acroche-r (later aecroeher, see Ac-)
to hook in, draw with a hook

; cf. acroc sb. ; f. a prep.
to + croc crook, hook ;

an adoption of a word com-
mon to Scandinavian, German, and Celtic, Olcel.

kr6k-r, ODu.irofc, Breton krok, Welsh crwg, Gaelic

croc-an. See CROOK.] prop. To draw with a hook
or grapple ; hence,
1. To draw to oneself, catch, attract, acquire.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems A. 1068 f>e mone may J>er of

acroche no my^te To spotty. 1303 GOWER Con/. II. 315
And fire, whan it to tow approcheth,

To him anon the

strength accrocheth Till with his hete it be devoured. Ibid.

I. 314 The ship, which wend his helpe accroche, Draf all

to pieces on the roche. c 1430 LYDG. Bockas in. v. 733
(1554) Ambitious t'accroche great richesse. 1530 PALSGR.

416 I acroche, as a man dothe that wynneth goodes or landes
oflT another by sleyghl, Jaccroche,

2. \Vith to oneself: To grasp or lay hold on what is

not one's own; to usurp (authority or jurisdiction).
1520 RASTALL, Stat. 25 Ed. III. viii. 3 For that the secu-

lar Justices doe accroche to them conisance of voidance of
benefices or right. 25 Ediv. Ill, 6 (anno 1350) The Bishop
of Rome accroching to him the Seigniories of such posses-
sions and Benefices, doth giue and graunt the same Benefices
to Aliens. 1643 PRYNNE Sov. Power ParL in. 34 The said
Sir Hughes had accroached to them the royall power in

divers manner. 1750 CARTE Hist. Eng. II. 595 Aiding and
abetting the five appealed and attainted persons, in their

accroaching to them the royal power. 1875 STUBBS Const.
Hist. II. xvi. 374 They had attempted to accroach to them-
selves royal power.
3. intr. To encroach. [See A- pref. 7.]

1530 PALSGR. 417 The mighty men accroche ever upon
their poore neyghbours : les puissans accrochent tousjours
stir leurs poures voysytts.

Accroaching (akn?-tfin\ vbl. sb.
[f. prec. +

-ING!.] (Now mostly genmdial.)
1. The act of drawing to oneself.

c 1430 LYDG. Bockas in. xix. or a (15541, Their accroching
of temporal riches Whan thei be tirantes.

2. The seizing or usurping of sovereign power.
1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV, 76 The accroaching, or at-

tempting to exercise, royal power (a very uncertain charge)
was in the 21 Edw. III. held to be treason in a knight of

Hertfordshire, who forcibly assaulted and detained one of
the king's subjects til! he paid him go/. 1874 CURTIS Hist.

Eng. 126 They had been guilty of accroaching to themselves
the royal authority.

Accroachllient (akrJu'tfment). [a. Fr. ac-

crochemcnt, n. of action, f. aecrofher ; see ACCROACH
and -MENT.] The action of accroaching ; usurp-
ation

; encroachment.
In PHILLIPS 1706, BAILEY, JOHNSON, etc,

Accrual (akr-al). [f. ACCRUE v. + -AiA] =
ACCRETION 8 b.

1880 MUIRHEAD Gaius 447 Adcretio, accretion or accrual.

t Accrue (akr*) sb. Obs.\ also 6-7 accrewe.

[a. Fr. accrue, OFr. aereuc, acrewe growth, in-

crease, orig. pa.pple. viac-crottre, QFr.atretstre:

L. afcrescere : see ACCREASE.]
1. Accession, reinforcement. (Cf. CREW.)
1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1135/1 The towne of Calis

j

and the forts thereabouts were not supplied with anie new
accrewes of soldiors. 1630 M. GODWYN Annals Eng. in. 283 !

Should be able . . to oppose the French by the accrue of
'

Scotland. 1641 Pref. to Cheke's Hurt of Sedition^ c 2 This !

accrue of honour to her sonne made his learned mother the :

Vniversity a suiter to him.

2. Advantage accruing.
1625 SIR H. FINCH Law To Reader (1636! Witnesse the

very phrase, the termes of Art, excluding all hope of accrue
to Lay-conceited opinions.

3. A stitch increasing the size of network.

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Casting-net^ As you work,
cast some Accrues from six Meshes to six Meshes, even to !

the second Range from the Lever, and make the third with-
|

out Accrues ; then cast the Accrues again to the fourth
j

Range, and work the fifth without Accrues, and do so by all
j

the rest, until the Net is eight or nine Foot in Heighth.

Accrue (aknr), v., also 5 acrewe, 6-7 accrew.
'

[App. f. the sb. in early sense of OFr. acrewe ' that

which grows up, to the profit of the owner, on the

earth or in a wood,' though early instances of this

in Eng. are wanting. It translates L. accrescere and ;

OFr. acreistre in the law-books.]
1. To fall (to any one) as a natural growth or in-

:

crement
;
to come by way of addition or increase,

or as an accession or advantage. Const, unto, to.

1470 HARDING Chron. Proem, xii. 7 So by your mother the
,

right to you acrewes. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. Ded. , That,
by the basenes of such parts, more excellencie may accrew
to the principall. 1602 WARNER Albion's Eng. (1612) ix. xlv.

213 To him by law-Descents, the Scepter did accrew. 1622

HEYLYN Cosmogr. (1682) 1. 140 Such lesser parcels and addita-

ments, as have accrewed to their Estate. 1622 R. CALLIS
On Stat. Servers (1647) 30 Lands left to the shore by great

quantities . . accrew wholly to the King. 1642 SIR T. BROWNE
Relig. Med. 59 There are, I confess, some new additions,

yet small to those which accrew to our Adversaries, a 1680

BUTLER Rent. (1759) I. 234 More Proselites and Converts use
t'accrue To false Persuasions, than the right and true. 1691
RAY U'isd. God(\-ji$ 204 Several advantages which accrue
to us. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 269 The forfeiture for

such alienations accrued in the first place to the immediate
lord of the fee. 1856 Miss MULOCH John Halifax (ed. 17)

223 Pay over to your order all moneys, principal and interest,

accruing to her.

2. To arise or spring as a natural growth or re-

sult. Const./rom (by, 0/"obs.). Esp. of interest: To
grow or arise as the produce of money invested.

1589 HORSEY Trav. App. 302 (1857) The costomes that

acrewe by traffycke manye kyndes of wayes. 1592 W. WEST
Symbolxogr. i. i. 21 B, Obligations accrewing of these are

said to bee contracted by consent, c 1620 H. ANDERSON Laiv
of Christ in Fair's S. P. 306 From innocence a native joy
accrues. 1635 QUARLES Emblems (1718) i, i. 6 What danger
can accrue from such blest food. 1672-5 COMBER Comp.
Temple (1702) 202 The comfort and credit that will accrue
from such admissions. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes ii. 34 A
Divine Right is that which accrueth from a Divine Law.

1766 [C. ANSTEY] New Bath Guide xv. 66 Do the Ills of

Mankind from Religion accrue? 1774 BRYANT Mythol. I.

14 Great light . . will accrue from examining this abuse. 1852
M CCULLOCH Taxation in. ii. 451 Interest begins to accrue

from the moment that the loan is bargained for.

1 3. To grow, grow up. Obs. (See ACCRESCE.)
1604 C. EDMONDS Cxsars Com. 116 They would haue ac-

crewed to such a multitude ofpeople, as could not haue bene

contained within the rules ofgouernement. 1612 WARNER A /-

bioris Eng. n. xi. 50 But sight and tatke accrew to loue. 1633
P. FLETCHER Purple Is. 1. 1. i. The world more aged by new
youths accrewing. 1682 GLANVILLE SadncismusdtA.. 2)1. 126

Body is a substance material coalescent or accruing together
into one.

T" 4. trans. To gather up, collect. Obs.

1594 R. QAREW] Huarte's Trial of Wits (1506) i. 7 When
our nature hath accrued al the forces that she can haue.
Ibid. iv. 41 A man .. at one instant, .accrues more wit and
abilitie than he had before. 1665 MANLEY Gwtiuss LcnV'

Countrey-Warrs 656 The United States, to whom but newly
redeem'd from Servitude was accrewed an Ample Dominion.
[The last example is perhaps intr. Cf. the sun ivas risen.]

Accrued (akr/7'd), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
1. Accumulated by growth.
1780 KIRWAN in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 18 To determine . .

the real specific gravity of this acid . . the quantity of accrued

density must be found, and subtracted. x88x Times 19 Feb.

9/5 With an accrued surplus of revenue over expenditure and
an augmenting income.

2. Her. Grown up, full grown, as a tree.

1864 BOUTELL Heraldry Hist. $ Pop, xi. 70 Trees . . ifgrown
to maturity, are accnted.

Accruement (aknrment). [f. ACCRUE v. +
-MEXT.] The process or work of accruing ; hence,
1. The action of falling to any one, as a natural

growth or accession
;
the coming into existence or

becoming due of interest on money.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. (1632) ix. vii. 530 He did un-

questionably vpon the first accruement of the interest . . ex-
ercise all the offices of the royall power. 1672 R. TAYLOR
Cromwell 10 The glory and grandeur of that renowned
succession to, and accrument of, Dominion.

2. That which accrues or has accrued ;
an addi-

tion or accession by natural growth ;
an increment.

1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glasse ofHum, Ep. Ded. 2 It brings
a great accrument unto wisdome and learning. 1622 HEYLYN
Cosmogr. (1682) n. 73 Much impoverished in their Estates by
Marriages and other accruments. 1649 JER - TAYLOR Gt.

Exemp. n. 95 We shall not finde any great affluence of tem-

poral] accruements. 1662 FULLER Worthies in. 164 The
Knight calmly gave in the unquestionable particulars of the

Bottom he began on, the accrewment by his Marriage, and
what was advanced by his industry and frugality. 1678
JER. TAYLOR Suppl. Serm, 245 For ever receiving new Addi-
tions and fresh Accruments.

Accruer (akr-aj). Law. [f. ACCRUE v. + -EB-,

by form-imitation of misnom-er, us-er, etc., where
the termination is that of Fr. infin.] The action of

accruing ;
= ACCRETION 8 b.

1865 NICHOLS Britton n. ii. 9, I. 219 There is also a kind of
title which has some resemblance to succession, namely title

by accruer [siccum par accres]. This is where, by the death
of one parcener without heir, his share accrues to the other

parcener. Ibid. vi. ii. 7, II. 316 If one of them dies, the
shares of the rest shall be thereby increased . . by a kind of

right called that of accruer [apde dreit de accres}.

Accruing (aknrirj), vbl. sb. [f. ACCRUE v. 4-

-IXG!.] Natural growth. (Now mostly gerundial.)
Mod. On the accruing of the interest.

Accruing (akr/?in), ///. a. [f. ACCRUE v. +
-ING2.] Coming as a natural accession or result ;

arising in due course.

1683 Brit. Speculum 234 The Inestimable and unspeakable
Blessings accrewing from the Union of England and Scot-
land. 1704 SWIFT Ta. Tub ix. (1709) 117 A mighty ad-

vantage accruing to the public. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India
II. v. viii. 670 The accruing demands of the current year.

1877 H. A. PAGE De Quincey II. xix. 172 To set forth even
the accruing disadvantages in humorous self-irony.

Accrust (aknrst), v. rare~l
.

[f. L.ac-~ad-
to + frusta hard surface.] ? To stiffen or harden.
1881 BLACKMORE Christowell in Gd. Wds. Mar. 148 Her

name accrusted finally to the positive form of 'Spotty.'

Accuate, obs. var. ACUATE v.

t Accub.
' The print of any creature's foot.'

Cockeram 1626.

Accuba'tion (se-kibtTi J3n). [ad. L. accubd-

tidn-cm, var. viaccubition-em, n. of action, i.aecuba-re

to lie near to, f. <u- = ad- to + citbare to lie.]

f 1. The posture of reclining at table, practised by

many ancient nations.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 241 Accubation, or lying
downe at meales was a gesture used by very many nations.

Ibid. 244 Now there was leaning on Jesus bosome one of his

disciples whom Jesus loved
;
which gesture will not so well

agree unto the position of sitting, but is naturall . . in

the Laws of accubation. 1656 CowLEY,><zz'/<t/H.s( 1669) 11.71

The words of Session and Accubation are often confounded,
both being in practice at several Times, and in several

Nations.

2. Med. Lying in
;
= ACCOUCHEMENT.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Accu'mb, v. Obs. rare~l
. [ad. L. accunib-2re

to lay oneself down, esp. at table, f. at~ = ad- to +
-cumbere to stoop, lie down.] To recline at meals,
like the Greeks and later Romans.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 241 Now oftheir accumbing

places, the one was called Stibadionand Sigma, carrying the

figure of an halfe Moone, and of an uncertaine capacity.

t Accn'mbency. Obs.rare~*. [f. ACCUMBKKT,
as if ad. L. *acctimbentia : see -NOT.] The state of

being accumbent ;
the reclining position at table.

1658 J. ROBINSON Eudoxa v. 142 They dare not seem to

worship the bread, by kneeling before it ; yet will they
reverence it with their head bare ; which is no gesture be-

fitting familiar accumbency, and fraternal communion.



ACCUMBENT.

Accumbeilt ^akzrmbent),///. a. and sb. [ad. L.

accumbent-cni) pr. pple. viaccumb-cre'. see ACCUMB.]
A. adj.

1. Lying up to, or reclining at table.

1727 C. ARBUTHNOT Anct. Coins, etc. 134 The Roman re-

cumbent or (more properly) accumbent posture in eating was
introduc'd after the first Punick War.

2. Bot. Lying against anything ;
used in oppo-

sition to incumbent, or lying upon something. A
term applied to the embryo of crucifers, when the

cotyledons have their edges longitudinally applied
to the folded radicle.

1835 HOOKER Brit. Flora 294 Thlaspi: Pouch laterally

compressed, emarginate ;
valves winged at the back, many-

seeded. Cotyledons accumbent (O ).

B. sb. One who reclines at table according to

the ancient manner. Hence generally, One who is

at table (without regard to posture).
1656 BP. HALL Occas. Medit. (1851) 91 What a penance

must be done by every accumbent, in sitting out the passage
through all these dishes.

t AcCU'mber, v. Obs. Forms : 4-5 acombre,
acumbre; 4-6 acomber, acumber; 5 6 acorner,

accombre; 6 accumbre, accoumbre, accomber,
accumber. [for earlier encombre (see A- pref. io\
a. OYi.encoffibre-r, f. en in, <y& + coi)ibrert cumbrer\
see CUMBER. Subseq. confused with words in a- :

L. ad-
t
and refashioned as ACCUMBER. For this the

original encumber and simple cumber have again
been substituted, flr*;&?rnotappearing after 1600.]
To encumber, overload, oppress, overwhelm, crush.

c 1314 Guy IVariv. 118 Mete we hem ther on the doune,
Acumbre hem and legge hem doune. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B.

n. 50 And lat no conscience acombre be. 1399 Dep. Rich. //, 9
Ffor they a-combrede the centre, and many curse servid,
And carped to the comounes with the kyngys mouthe. 1460
CAPGR. Chron. 122 Ethelthredus . . was so acomered with the

Danes, that he . . acorded with them to pay hem $erly X
thousand pound. 1470 HARDING Chron. Ixvii. [A] greate
whereafter it received the name of Hexaclinon, Octoclinon.
multitude of paiens . . accombred all the realme. 1477 Past.

Lett. 793 III. 183, I wote not whether that the length of

mater acumbred you. 1481 CAXTON Reynard'(1844(43 1 make
my confession openly . . that my soul be not acombred. 1535
FISHER IVks. 416 She was sore accombred with that open
shame. 1544 PRAYER Of the Pestilence n. ii. Oftentimes ac-

coumbred with manye naughtyesycknesses. 1561 T. N[ORTON]
Call-ins Inst. \. 53 Vnlesse we listed to accomber our selues

in thinges trifling and vnprofitable. 1563 Homilies \\. xv. n.

(1859) 449 Yea, being accombred with the cloaked hatred of

Cam, with the long covered malice of Esau. 1580 CAMPION
Hist. Ircl. '1633) ix. 28 Unable any longer to dwell in their

ships, accumbred with carriage of women and children.

t Accu'mbered, ///. a. Cb$.
\

also 4 acom-
bred, 5-6 accombred.

[f. prec. + -ED.] Over-

whelmed, embarrassed, entangled, encumbered.
c 1300 K.Alis. 8025 Acombred buth theo lymes alle. c 1386

CHAUCER C. 7". /Vv/. 508 (Ellesm. & Hengw.) He sette nat

His benefice to hyre And leet his sheepe encombred in

the myre [other MSS. acombred, acumbret, acumbrede].
1520-41 WYATT Poet. Wks. (1861) 147 As doth th' accumbred
sprite the thoughtful throes discover, Of fierce delight, of
fervent love, that in our Hearts we cover. 1562 STERNH. &.

H. Ps. cxliii. 4 (1619) Within me in perplexitie Was mine
accombred sprite. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 907/2

My conscience was incontinentlie accombred, vexed, and

disquieted.

1" AcCU'inhering, vtt/. sb. Obs., also 4 accom-
bring. [f.

ACCUMBKH + -INC.I.] The action of en-

cumbering, overloading, or overwhelming.
1340 Ayenb. 182 Vor ine be ende li|> ofte be accombringe

and nyxt be havene spilb ofte bet ssip bet geb zikerliche ine

|?e he^e ze.

t Accu'mbing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f.
ACCUMB -f -ixc1.]

A reclining at table.

1646 [See under ACCUMB].

t Accu'nibrance. Obs.
;
also 5 acombraunce,

6 ace-, [for earlier encombraunce, a. OFr. cncom-

brance, f. encombre-r : see ACCUMBEH and -NCE.]
The act of encumbering, impeding, overwhelming ;

molestation, injury.
1489 CAXTON Faytcs ofAmies i. xvii. 49 Which thyng is

grete acombraunce and full of parel. a 1521 Helyas in

Thorns' E. E. Pr. Rom. (1858) III. 67 To noye and do ac-

combraunce to them.

t Accu'mbrous, a. Obs.
;
also 5 acombrous

[for earlierencomberous: seeAccuMBEBand -ous; cf.

CUMBROUS.] Cumbrous, oppressive, troublesome.

1392 CHAUCER Compl. Venus 42 (Tanner MS.) A litill

tyme his gifte is agreable But ful acombrous is the vsynge
[other MSS. encoumberouse, encumbrous, encomberous].

Accuminate, obs. variant of ACUMINATE.
1 Accumul' e, accumyl(e, z>- Obs. rare-1

.

[a. Fr. accurnttU-r, ad. L. accumul-re : see next.]
The early form of ACCUMULATE.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos iii. 17 In whiche place there hadde be

accumyled or heped of sonde a lytyl hylle or mountycle.

Accumulate pUdiHnWfUSt), ///. a. ;
also 6

accumulat, accumilate. [ad. L. aecumulat-us,

pa. pple. ofaceumuld-re to heap up ;
f. ac- = ad- to +

atmuld-re to heap ;
f. cumul-us a heap.] Heaped

up by additions ; aggregate. Formerly both adj.
and pple.\ as pple. now replaced by ACCUMULATED.
'533 MORE To Henry VI!I, Wks. 1557, 1424/1 Of your

mere abundant goodnes heped and accumilate vpon me.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. ii Socrates., was made a person

69

heroyc.il I, and his memorie accumulate with honors dmine
and humane. 1667 H. MORK Dit>, Dial. (1713) v. xxix. 498 A
very accumulate Completion of that Prediction. 1704 T.
H EARNED we/. Hist. led. 3) I. 223 It was an accumulate Num-
ber, or Council of Priests, to whom ordinary appeals came.
1821 SOUTHEY Vis. Jndgm. Wks. X. 225 The blast with light-

ning and thunder Vollying aright and aleft amid the accu-
mulate blackness. 1878 B. TAYLOR Pr. Denkalwn \\. Iv. 80
The accumulate store saved from the wrecks of Time..

Accumulate (fiJawTButfl^t), v. [f. prec. (or
on analogy of vbs. so formed) ;

with pple. accumu-

lated, in presence of which the earlier participial
use of aceiimulatc went out.]
1. trans. To heap up in a mass, to pile up ;

to

amass or collect, a. Usually _/?^.

1529 WOLSEY in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 105. II. 11 I desyre nat

thys for any mynde, God ys my jugge, that I have to accu-
mulat good. I54 1 K'-VOT Im. Gouern. 8 This Zoticus . . solde
all the saiynges and doynges of the Emperour, intendynge
to accumilate abundance of richesse. 1604 SHAKS. Otft.m.
iii. 370 Neuer pray more : Abandon all remorse On Horrors
head, Horrors accumulate. 1613 ffen. f"///, in. ii. 107
What piles of wealth hath he accumulated? 1692 RAY
Dissol. World 41 I might accumulate places out of the
Ancients and moderns to this purpose. 1769 I5i'RKF, State
Nat. Wks. II. 82 She borrowed large sums in every year ;

and has thereby accumulated an immense debt. 1798 FEKRIAR
Cert. Var. Man 190. Pliny exerted surprising industry in ac-

cumulating authorities. 1840 MACAULAY Clive 7 Those who
lived to rise to the top of the service often accumulated con-
siderable fortunes. 1875 GLADSTONE Gleanings VI. xxxvi.
128 To accumulate observances of ritual is to accumulate

responsibility.

b. lit. (after Lat^ rare.

1809 J. BARLOW Colnmbtad in. 662 Soon the young captive

prince shall roll in fire, And all his race accumulate the pyre.
1880 STANLEY in Evening Standard 24 Feb. 8/5 Had either

of them fallen in that arduous struggle, their graves would
have been accumulated with all the honours which the Ameri-
can Republic could bestow.

C. absol. (in fig. sense).
1858 J. G. HOLLAND TitcontVs Lett. vii. 237 We strive

to accumulate beyond our wants and beyond the wants of
our families.

2. To take {degrees] by accumulation, to take a

higher degree at the same time with a lower, or

at a shorter interval than is usual
;
as permitted at

some of the Knglish Universities
;
also ahsol.

1691 WOOD At/i. Oxon. I. col. 862 He accumulated the de-

grees in Physick, and was afterwards honorary Fellow of the

Coll. of Phys. at Lond. Ibid. I. col. 819 Rob. Moor of New
Coll. who accumulated, was admitted. 1721 AMHERST Terr.

Fit. Ded. 7 Doctor Wills . . was strenuously opposed in

taking his degree . . and was by many persons denied the

common favour of accumulating. 1753 CMAM BERS Cycl. Wood
gives numerous instances of Accumulators, i.e. persons who
accumulated or took degrees by Accumulation, at Oxford,

3. intr. (from reflexive). To grow into a mass,

quantity ornumber; to go on increasing. (Not in J.)

1759 SYMMER in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 477 IV. 413 Setting
aside the debt that must accumulate upon it. 1769 GOLD-
SMITH Deserted Vill. 52 111 fares the land, to hast'ning ills a

prey, Where wealth accumulates, and men decay. 1796 J.

MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 417 These funds . . are fast accumulat.

ing by interest. 1816 SHKLLEY Alastor 431 More dark And
dark the shades accumulate. 1856 KANE Arctic Explor.
I. xx. 250 On the 26th disasters accumulated. 1866 MOTLEY
Dutch Rep. iv. v. 627 Events were rapidly rolling together
from every quarter, and accumulating to a crisis. 1868

PEARD Water-farming xv, 157 Mud is apt to accumulate in

such places.

Accumulated (aki/F-mirflc'ted), ///. a. [f. prec.
+ -ED.] Heaped up, collected.

1762 FALCONER Shijnv. ii. 263 Accumulated perils thus

arise. 1764 REID Ing. Hum. Mind. v. i. 119 They make
heat a particular element diffused through nature, and accu-

mulated in the heated body. 1781 GIBBON Decl. fy F. III.

study. 1860 DICKENS Lett. (1880* II. 121 Yesterday I burnt

. . the accumulated letters and papers of twenty years.

Accumulating (aki/rnm/l^tirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

as

prec. + -ING i.] The action of heaping up, of gather-

ing, or growing into a heap. Also gerundially.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 76 These different matters,
in accumulating, form a cone, the necessary shape given by
accumulated substances falling from the same given point.

1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. 15 How the love of accumulating
money grows an absorbing passion.

attrib.

1852 McCuLLOCH Taxation (ed. 2) in. i. 419 By giving addi-

tional force to the accumulating principle, and by stimulating
individuals to maintain themselves.

Accumulating (aki/7:mi//kitin), ppl. a.
[f.

as

prec. -f -ING^.] Growing into a heap or stock; in-

creasing.
1824 SOUTHEY Bk. ofthe Ch. I. 300 A large and accumulat.

ing fund of good works, which though supererogatory in

the Saints were nevertheless not to be lost.

Accumulation (aki;?mi?n^-j3n). [ad. L. ac-

cumulation-em, n. of action, f, accumuldre: see

ACCUMULATE.]
1. The action of accumulating; heaping up,

amassing, collecting, lit. and Jig.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. in. i. 19 His lieutenant. For cmicke

accumulation of renowne, Which he atchiu'd by' th' minute,
lost his fauour. i6ia BREREWOOD Lang. # Relig. xiii. 136
That gathering of waters & discovery of the Earth, was

made, not by any mutation in the Earth, but by a violent

accumulation of the waters, or heaping them up on high.

1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 147 F i Little things grow by

ACCUMULATOR.
continual accumulation. 1825 M' CULLOCH Pal.Ectm.iv. 415
In all lolerably well governed countries, the principle of ac-
cumulation has uniformly had a marked ascendancy over
the principle of expence. 1875 HAMERTON Intcll. Life v.

ii. 185 There are a hundred rules for getting rich, but the
instinct of accumulation is worth all such rules put together.
2. The action or process of growing into a heap,

or large amount, spec. The growth ol a sum of

money by the continuous addition of the interest to

the principal.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xviii. 68 MerueyHouse sorowe,

wherof her herte was surprysed in gret accumylacyon of ex-
treme dysplaysur. 18*8 CD. GRKNVILLE Sinking Fund 9
The principle of unlimited accumulation was expressly ex-
cluded from that law, by a provision which limited to four
millions the sinking fund then established, c 1854 STANLEY
Sinat ff Palest. (1858) iii. 172 The accumulation of ruins and
rubbish from above must have raised its ancient level. 1878
HUXLEY Physingr. 189 They form, by their accumulation, a

cone-shaped mound or hill.

3. The combination of several distinct acts or

exercises into one, so that they are performed at

a single exercise, or without the usual interval.

spec. The taking of several degrees together, and
in such a way that the exercises for the lower count

as part work for the higher.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s. v., Accumulation ofdegrees, in

an university, is used for the taking of several degrees to-

gether, and with fewer exercises, or nearer to each other,
than the ordinary rules allow of. 1865 Monastic Life in Mid.

Ages in EnglisJnn. Mag, Feb. 139 It would not appear that

the divine offices were said then as now by accumulation,
i.e. by joining several of the services together at convenient
times.

4. An accumulated mass
;
a heap, pile, or quan-

tity formed by successive additions.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xv. 61 He was thcrof vtterly dys-

playsed wherby a grete acumulacyon of yre and wrathe he

begate wythin tbe roote of hys herte. 1665 MAM.KY Gro-
tius's L<nt'-Cou>itrey-U'~arrs 6 This great Accumulation of

Fortune, being transposed unto the Austrian Family. . aug-
mented their Power. 1760 JOHNSON in Bosvell (Routl.) 225
You [Dr. Burney] are an honest man to have formed so

great an accumulation of knowledge. 1843 CAKLVLE Past

<( Prcs, (1858) 242 The Ant lays up accumulation of capital.

1876 FRKEMAN Norm. Conq. I. 656 The nickname evidently
alludes to his great accumulations of property. 1878 Hrx-
LEY Physiogr. 64 The winter's accumulation of snow is never

completely melted by the summer sun.

Accumulative (akifrmu/letiv), a. [f.
L. ac-

fumnlat- ppl. stem Qiaccwmtlare : see ACCUMULATE
+ -IVE.] Characterized by accumulation.

1. Arising from accumulation or successive addi-

tions of particulars ; cumulative, collective.

a 1651 CLEVELAND RnpertisMNS 167 Scatter th' accu-

mulative King; untruss That five-fold Fiend the State's

Smectymnuus, 1652 MILTON Lett. ofState 'Wks. 1847, 596/2
For more ample and accumulative satisfaction, and to re-

move all Scruples from your Excellency. i66z FULLER
Worthies n. 211 The Distinction of Accumulative and Con-

structive Treason was coyned, and caused his Destruction.

1766 Hist. Europe in Ann. Keg. 9/1 No particular crime

was specified in the sentence against Sully, but a genera!
accumulative charge in which treason was comprehended.
1862 WHATELEY in Life <$

Corr. (1866) II. 392 Such persons
cannot understand the force of accumulative proof.

2. Of things : So constituted as to accumulate or

increase in amount ;
as money does by the con-

tinuous addition of the interest to the principal.

1857 KUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art. ii. 96 Thus the science of na-

tions is to be accumulative from father to son : each learning
a little more and a little more; each receiving all that was

known, and adding its own gain T the history and poetry of

nations are to be accumulative ;
each generation treasuring

the history and songs of its ancestors, adding its own history
and its own songs : and the art of nations is to be accumu-

lative, just as science and history are; the work of living

men not superseding, but building itself upon the work of

the past. 1863 Morning Star 7 Jan. 6 The sinking fund is

accumulative.

3. Of persons : Given to accumulate or amass.

1817 COLKRIDGE Poems 139 Taylor is eminently discursive,

accumulative, and (to use one of his own words; agglomera-
tive.

Accumulatively (akiw'mi/netivli), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY2.] In an accumulative manner ;
collec-

tively.

1657 REEVE God's Plea,for Ninei'eh 144 We cry cunningly,

artificially, disjunctively, by parts, by halfes, rather then cry

really, accumulatively, mightily. 1870 SMITH Syn. ft Ant-

onyms, Apiece, adv. Ant. Collectively, Accumulatively.

Accumulativeiiess (akn?mif?letivnes). [f.

as prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being accumula-

tive
; tendency to amass.

1862 THORNBURY Turner I. 363 That greedy accumulative-

ness that made Turner amass money, made him also, in its

intellectual tendency, accumulate facts.

Accumulator (akurmitfVtai). [a. L. accwNtt-

Idtor, n. of agent f, accttmttldre ;
see ACCUMULATE

and -OR.]

1. One who heaps tip, amasses, or collects.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa I. 62 (1811) To go on heap-

ing up, till Death, as greedy an accumulator as themselves,

gathers them into his garner. l9yaAtAt*ntm*3JlUy m/i
The contemptible insignificance of the sordid accumulator

. . whose wealth becomes much less his own property than

the possession of society.

2. One who takes degrees by accumulation.

1691 VfoooAt/t. Oxon. \. col. 851 Charles Croke of the same

house, an Accumulator and Compounder. 1753 CHAMBERS



ACCUBRE.

CycL Snpf>. Wood gives numerous instances of Accumula-
tors ; i. e. persons who accumulated, or took degrees by Ac-
cumulation at Oxford.

3. Anything that accumulates, spec. An apparatus
or arrangement for collecting and storing electricity.

1877 W. THOMSON l
r
oy. ofduillcnger II. iii. 43 These ac-

cumulators are india-rubber bands, 3 inch in diameter and

3 feet in length. 1875 R. S. BALI, in Cassell's Techn. Ednc.
I. 241/2 This energy is stored up by the engine m what is

called an accumulator. 1881 Standard 30 Dec. 5/3 The
Faure, Plante, and Meriten's accumulators . . are assuredly
among the great factors of the future. 1881 SIR W.THOMSON
in Nature No. 619, 434 However convenient and non-waste-
ful the accumulator whether Faure*s electric accumulator,
or other accumulators of energy hitherto invented.

t Accur re, v. Obs. [ad. L. aecurr-ere to run to,

Lac- ad- \Q + curr-2rc to run. Cf.Fr.aafurir.1 To
run to, to run together ;

to meet (intr. and trans.),

fiSSS HARPSFIELD Divorce of Hen. K/// (18781 30 Both
these impediments accurre in this marriage. 1603 DRAYTON
Hcroical Ef>. v. 118 Thus all accurre, to put backe all ex-

cuse. 1651 Rawleigh's Ghost 340 When we vehemently apply
our minde to understand, and apprehend any thing, we
scarcely observe and note such things, as do accurre our sense.

Ii Often for OCCUR, through confusion of S and a.

Accuracy (rc'kiiiresi). [f. ACCUR-ATE ; see

-ACT.] The state of being accurate ; precision or

exactness resulting from care ; hence, precision,

nicety, exactness, correctness.
1662 H. MORE Antid. ag, Ath. n. x. 70 (1712) Which per-

fect artifice and accuracy might have been omitted. 1684
R. WALLER Ess. Nat. Exper. 12 Experiments that require
a greater acuracy. 1765 HARRIS Three Treat. MI. n. 186 But

why then, said I, such Accuracy about Kxternals. 1814
SCOTT ll'ayerley (1817) I. ix. 114 The garden . . seemed to

be kept with great accuracy. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Cotnp. 90
This edition is executed with particular attention to accuracy.

1869 HUXLEY Physiol. vii. 204 (ed. 3) Accuracy of singing

depends upon the precision with which the singer can volun-

tarily adjust the contractions of the thyro-arytenoid and
crico-thyroid muscles.

f Accurance. Obs. rare 1
, [f. L.afcura-reto

take care of (see ACCURATE) + -NCE.] A taking care,

care, solicitude.

1677 HALE Contcmpl. \\. 23 Can a woman . . forget a Child,
a piece of her self, her sucking child . . when her natural

Love is heightened by a pitiful accurance.

Accurate (arkiureO, a. [ad. L. aaurat'iis per-
formed with care, exact, pa. pple. of accnra-re to

apply care to
;

f. ac- =ad- \to + eiira-rc to care for ;

f. euro, care.] In Latin only said of things, but in

Eng. extended in sense 2 to persons.

1 1. Executed with care; careful. Obs. in the gen-
eral sense.

1621 BURTON* Anat. -1A7. it. ii. iv. (1676) 176/1 Those acurat

diaries of Portugals, Hollanders, etc. 1650 VESSER Via
Recta 224 An Accurate Diet is that when a man taketh his

meats in a certaine measure, order, and number. 1675 Art
of Contentm. ix. ir. 228 Finally his [Christ's] life expiring
amidst the full sense of these accurate torments. 1738 Lend.

(5- Country Bre^ver in. 11^43)242 Such Drink always remains

so, notwithstanding their most accurate Attempts to the

contrary.
2. Of things and persons : Exact, precise, correct,

as the result of care.

1612 BRINSLEY Ltid. Liter, xx. 242 ("1627) They might come
in time to be as accurate in writing Greeke for the stile and

composition, as in Latine. 1684-5 BOYLE Mist. Min. Waters
68 The accuratest way, 1 know, is by comparing the differing

weights that the same sinking Body has in common Water,
and in the Liquor propos'd. 1794 SULLIVAN Vow ofNat.
\. 89 [He] discovers avery accurate knowledge of mineralogy.

1824 DteniN Libr. Comf. no Executed by one of the most
accurate and learned printers of the age.

3. Of things, without special reference to the

evidence of care : Exact, precise, correct, nice ;

in exact conformity to a standard or to truth.

1651 HOBBES G0v. y Soc. xviL 12. 308 The accurate and

proper signification (i. e.) the definition of those names. 1660

H. MORE Myst. Godl. vii. xvii. 359 By how much accuratcr

their Predictions are, by so much the more cause of suspicion.

1756 BURKE Introd. Subl. $ B. Wks. I. 97 The term taste,

like all other figurative terms, is not extremely accurate.

1850 LYNCH Theoph. Trinali. 17 Accurate thought on defin-

ite subjects can alone give freedom and variety to general
meditations. Mod. I am afraid that the solution of the

problem is not quite accurate.

Accurately (se-kiuretli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.]

In an accurate manner.

1 1. Of manner alone : Carefully. Obs.

i63 SHERWOOD Accurately, soigneusement >
exactement.

1669 EVELYN Vintage 41 (1675) When the white is tunn'd,
close it immediately and accurately.

2. Of manner and result : \Vith careful exactness

or nicety.
1611 BIBLE Trans/. Pref. 7. It got credit with the Jewes, to

be called Kara amptfiftav, that is, accuratly done, a 1665 J.

GOODWIN A beingfilled iv. the Spirit 395(1867) The apostle
doth distinguish very accurately and carefully in that case.

1776 A- SMITH Wealth of Nat. 1. 1. viii. 81 The price of labour

. . cannot be ascertained very accurately anywhere. 1879
LOCKYER Elem. Astron. i. 16 A!l the constellations, and the

positions of the principal stars, have been accurately laid

down in Star-Maps.

3. Of result alone: Precisely, exactly, correctly;
without error or defect.

1651 HOBBES G<n>, 4- Sac. xv. 2. 238 Yet this, to speake
properly, and accuratly, is not to reigne, for he is sayed to

reigne, who rules . . by precepts and threatnings. 1771

jfunius Lett. Ixii. 321 A man who has not read that argu-

ment, is not qualified to speak accurately upon the subject.

70

1817 MAT/THUS Population. \. 474 The average number of the

births being for a period of 30 years almost accurately equal
to the number ofdeaths. 1860 'Y\w>\\.\.Glaciers i. 6. 42 The
ridges upon its surface accurately resemble waves in shape.

Accurateness (ce'kiuretnes), ff. ACCURATE a.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being accurate ; careful

exactness ; precision, nicety. (More properly a

quality of a person, while ACCURACY is a state of a

thing ;
the accurateness of an observer

;
the accu-

racy of his results )

1644 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. 55 Which being kept with all

imaginable accurateness . . seemed a Paradise. 1662 FULLER
Worthies (1840) II. 289 Such his accurateness, as not only
to tell the initial words in every of their books, but also to

point at the place in each library where they are to be had.

1675 BAXTER Cath. Theol. n. viii. 168 He was not so want-

ing in accurateness, but that he knew how to have exprest
himself, had that been his meaning. 1695 WOODWARD Nat.
Hist. Earth( 172311. 7 As to the Certainty and Accurateness
of my Observations, thus much may . . be said. 1871 Stand-
ard i Feb., Their shells were not fired with that accurate-

ness upon which they so much pride themselves.

t Accu'rrent, a. Obs. rare*-, [ad. L. accurr-

cnt-CHi, pr. pple. of accurrere to run toward ; f.

ac- = ad- to + curr-cre to run.] Running or flow-

ing into
; affluent, tributary.

1432-50 TREVISA Higdcn (Rolls Ser.) I. 57 That see [the

Pontic] is moore swete . . for floodes, accurrente on euery side.

ACCUrse (ak/ris), v. Obs. or arch. Forms: 2-5

acurse, 2-4 acorse, acorsy, 5- accurse. Pa.

pple. accursed, also 6-8 accurst, [f. A- pref.
+ OE. cttrsian to CURSE. As a-curse is not found

before the I2th c., the prefix does not here repre-
sent an older ar- or an-, but is imitated from the

a- into which both of these had then sunk, and
was apparently intensive, as in wake, a-wake, rise,

a-rise. In 5, when the scribes latinized the Fr. prefix
a- before c to ac-, they servilely did the same with

a-curse, whence the false spelling ac-eurse^ To

pronounce or imprecate a curse upon, to anathema-

tize ;
to devote to perdition, evil, or misery.

1175 Lamb. Hont. 31 f>ene preost he mot isechen be hine

acursede
'

[>et he hine iblecie on^ein bet he hine acursede.

a 1250 0W/4" jV>///. 17* jCott. SlS.) >e schuleon oberwise

singe And acursi alle fi^tinge [Arc/t. MS. cursi], 1297 R-

GLOUC. 474 He acorsede all thulke men, that he hadde uorth

ibrou3t. Ibid. 296 Hii my^te acorsy be fole quene, bat

Seynt Edward slou. a \yoGuy IFrtrrc.iTurnb.)6 Heacursed
the time that hir say [= saw]. c 1360 WYCLIF De Dot. Eccl.

55 Popis . . confermen and acursen men whanne hem likij?

and myslikib men. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. Prol. 99 Lest

crist in cons[is]torie
* acorse ful manye. 1494 FABYAN vn. 361

She had also purchased a curse of the pope, to a curse all

ye said barons. 1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 1557,

710/1 Of Noe hys owne sonnes one ye wot wel was so bad,
that hys owne father accursed him. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Great

Exemp. in. xiv. 50 God can accurse the soul as well as punish
the body. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 175 Because thou hast done

this, thou art accursed Above all cattle. 1868 MILMAN St.

Pants iii. 70 He had been Dean of St. Paul's, and in that

office accursed at Paul's Cross all who had searched.

Accursed, accurst (akyused, ak^ist),///. a.

Forms : 2-5 acursed(e, acorsed ; 3 akursid,
akursede ; 4 acursid ; 5-6 accursed, accurst,

[f. acurse, later ACCURSE v. + -ED.]

1. Lying under a curse or anathema ; anathema-

tized
;'
doomed to perdition or misery.

c i2zo S. Ularherctc 10 ]>u ouercume . . bene acursede gast.

c \zjpAncren Riwle-2.-$tt Efter breottene jer com be akursede

gost bet hefde hire itented. 1388 WYCLIF Gal. i. 8 Be he

acursid [15*6 TINDALE Holdehim as a cursed. 1611 Let him

./t alle the erthe ful sikerle, And the erthe, a-corsed I wel

it be do. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. \. iii. 5 Take you in this

barbarous Moore, This Rauenous Tiger, this accursed deuill.

1611 Wint. T. in. iii. 52 Most accurst am I To be by oath

enioyn'd to this. 1611 BIBLE Joshua xxii. 20 Did not Achan
the sonne of Zerah commit a trespass* in the accursed thing ?

1718 POPE Iliad vr. 174 A wretch accurst and hated by the

gods ! i8> HOOD Eug. Aram xxviii. [I] sought the black

accursed pool With a wild misgiving eye. 1855 TENNYSON
The Letters 36 Thro' you, my life will be accurst.

2. Worthy of the curse, or bringing a curse along
with it

; execrable, damnable ; detestable, hateful.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 71 The priuate wound is deep-
est : oh time, most accurst : 'Mongst all foes that a friend

should be the worst. 1713 STEELE Englishm. No. 48, 308

That accursed Quality . . or Disorder of the Mind, called

Ambition. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut. Break/. T. xii. 119 I

never saw the accursed trick performed. 1863 KEMBLE Rcsitt.

in Georgia 97 This accursed system of slavery.

3. absoL quasi -sh.

1611 BIBLE Joshua vii. 12 Neither will I bee with you any
more, except yee destroy the accursed from amongst you.

1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xii. (1853) IX. 113 Swear that thy
soul Will make no covenant with these accursed.

Accursedly (akz>Msedli), adv. arch. [f. prec. +

-L\2.] In an accursed manner ; damnably.
1607 TOURNEUR Ktv. Trag. in. i. in Hazl. Dodsl. X. 69 Sup.

Fell it out so accursedly? Antb. So damnedly ? 1630 TAY-

LOR (Water P.) Agt. Cursing Wks. i. 48/1 How many of vs,

instead of giving God glory, praise, and thankes for all his

benefits, doe most accursedly (or maliciously) sweare him

ouer and ouer, from the head, to the foot.

Accursedness (akz>-jsednes). arch. [f. as prec.

+ -NESS.] The quality or state of being accursed.

1583 GOLDIKG Cah'in's Dcuter. cxx. 739 Shall wee mistrust

that our Lorde Jesus Christ hath not sufficient power to doe

ACCUSATIVE.

away al! our accursednesse ? 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk ff Selv.
World 6 Blotting out of the Book of God would have been
a good, and accursedness from Christ, a blessedness,

Accursing (akivrsirj), vtl. sti. arch.
[f.

Ac-
CURSE v. + -ING!.] The act of pronouncing or impre-

cating a curse ; anathematization, excommunication.

1574 tr. Littleton, Tenures 42 a, The Bishopes letters under

hys scale, witnessing the accursynge. 1602 CAREW Cornwall

129 b, Some in Germany . . who for a Semblable prophanation
with dauncing, through the Priests accursing continued it on
a whole yere together.

t Accurtation. Ohs.fi. [a..me&.L.accurtalion-

em, n. of action, f. late L. *accurtd-re (It. accortar)
to abbreviate ;

f. ac- = ad- to + cnrtare to shorten ;

f. curt-us short.] Shortening, curtailment, abbre-

viation.

1583 STANYHURST Virgil To Reader 36 [M is] clipped if the

next word beginne with a vocall : z&fame, name ',
for albeit

E be the last letter, that must not salue M from accurtation,
because in the eare M is the last letter. 1594 PLAT Jeivell-
house i. 44 In the time whereof, some English wits., did

offer to make a great and gainefull accurtation, and yet could
not be heard.

Accusable (aki'zab'l), a. [a. Fr. excusable, ad.

L. acciisdbilis, f. accnsa-re: seeACCUSED, and -ABLE.]
Liable to be accused or censured ; blameworthy,

reprehensible ; liable to the charge (of).

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 245 Wherein indeed the

hand of the Painter is not accusable, but the judgement of the

common Spectator. 1676 'A. RIVETUS, JR.' Mr. Smirke 55
Yet those that were accusable were all very well satisfied. 1858
DE QaaoanAiettAieg.sk. Wks. I. ii. 58 Thumping or trying
to thump, somebody who is accused or accusable of being
heterodox.

Accusably (aki-zabli), adv. [f. prec. + -I.Y2.]

In an accusable manner ;
with liability to accusation.

1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist III. x. 213 There is a probability
of your being not less than the fount and origin of this

division of father and daughter, though Willoughby in the

drawing-room last night stands accuseably the agent.

Accusal (akitt-zal). [f.
ACCUSE v. + -AiA] The

act of accusing ;
accusation.

1594 R. QAREW] Godfrey of Fvlloigne d88i1 54 Ech

gainst himselfe doth this accusall lay. 1821 BYRON Cain in. i.

Cain ! clear thee from this horrible accusal. 1860 Introd.

A utobiog. Leigh Hunt 9 To him the shocking part of these

accusals lay m their uncharitableness. 1878 GEO. ELIOT

Coll. Breakf. Party 707 Your accusal, Rosencranz, that art

Shares in the dread and weakness of the time.

Accusant (aki-zant), a. and sb. [a. Fr. accus-

ant, pr. pple. and sb. : L. accfisant-cm, pr. pple.

of acctisW-rc to ACCUSE.]
t A. adj. Accusing. Obs.

1611 COTGR. ^rrwrtx/ (panic.) accusant, accusing.

B. sb. One who accuses ;
an accuser.

1611 COTCR. Accusant, An accusant, or accuser. 1635
SIR J. HARINGTOS Kpigr. n. 6 Surely one should be deemed
a false accusant, That would appeach Leda for a Recusant.

1660 BP. HALL Real. Wks. 54 The Accusant must hold him
to the proof of the charge. 1831 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc.

(i 842) 1 1. 66 He accuses the father of having only told half.

He replies, he has told it all to the
'

college.' The accusant

says, he knows that.

Accusar, obs. form of ACCUSER.

Accusation (sduwMHsn), also 5 aoousasi-

owne, acousacion. [a. Fr. accusation ad. L. ac-

cusatidnem, n. of action, f. accusa-re to ACCUSE.]

1. The act of accusing or fact of being accused ;

arraignment.
1430 LYDGATE Chron. Troy III. xxv. His clauses for to rede

That resowned in conclusiowne Onely of malyce to accus-

asiowne. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour f vb, Mardocheus was

accused of the accusacion of Amon and was nothynge gylty.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado n. ii. 55 Be thou constant in the

accusation, and my cunning shall not shame me. 1611

BIBLE Luke xix. 8 If I haue taken any thing from any man

by false accusation, I restore him foure fold. 1667 MILTON

P. L. IX. 1190 Thus they in mutual accusation spent The
fruitless hours. 1794 BURKED/, afst. ffattmflWta. XV. 13

shadow past the people'
Across her mind.

2. The charge of an offence or crime, or the de-

claration containing it
;
an indictment.

c 1415 WYNTOWN Croii. ix. Prol. 46 At a court I mon appeir

Fell accusationis >are til here, it 1450 Chester Plays (1847)

II. 44 Men of thyn owne nacion Shewen for thy damnacion

With manye accusacion And all this daie have. 1603 SHAKS.

Meas.forM. n. iv. 157 My vouch against you, and my place

i' th State Will so your accusation ouer-weigh. 1759 ROBERT-

SON Hist. Scotl. 1. 11. 152 An accusation so improbable gained

but little credit. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Christ. (1864) II. in. vii.

136 He is not content with repelling
the accusation as false

and alien to his humane disposition.
i86a A. TROLLOPE Orley

Farm Iviii. 421 (ed. 4) To this accusation I will not plead.

Accusatival (aki zatsi'val), a. [f.
L. accusa-

tlv-um -r -AL!.] Pertaining to the accusative case.

1874 SAYCE Comf. Philol. vii. 289 The so-called genitive

termination in /, which the second substantive takes in As-

Syrian, is but a modification of the accusatival -a.

Accusative (akiH-zativ), a. [a. Fr. accusatif,

-ivc, ad. L. accilsdtiv-us, lit. of the nature of ac-

cusation, a verbal rendering of the Gr. (irrwffis)

amdTtK*7 (the case)
' of accusing,

1

but also ' of

or pertaining to that which is caused or effected

(TO alnaruv)
'

; hence, prop, the case of the effect,

or thing directly affected by verbal agency.]



ACCUSATIVELY.

1. Grammar. In inflected languages the name of

the case whose primary function was to express
destination or the goal of motion ; hence the case

which follows prepositions implying motion to-

wards, and expresses the object of transitive verbs,

i.e. the destination of the verbal action
;
sometimes

applied, in uninflected languages, to the relation in

which the object stands, as shown by its position
alone. By omission of the word case, accusative is

commonly used substantively.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. ( 1 879) 4 1 7 The fourte case is accusat ifcase.

a 1535 MORE Confut. Barnes\\\\. 742/1 (1557) Some vnlearned

vse thys worde learne for thys worde teache, with his accus-

atyue case set oute, as Richarde learneth Robert. 1598
SHAKS. Merry W. iv. i. 45 E^>ans. Well, what is your Accusa-

tiue case ? William. Accusatiuo hinc. c 1620 A. HUME Or-

tftogr. Brit. Tong. 29 (1865) The accusative hath noe other noat

then the nominative ; as, the head governes the bodie. 1751
HARRIS Hermes 11. iv. 283 (1786) The Accusative is that

Case, which to an efficient Nominative and a Verb of Action

subjoins either the Effect or the passive Subject. 1879 J-

A. H. MURRAY Address to Pkilol. Soc. 60 The use of the

Accusative to supply a Nominative, originally wanting in

neuter nouns, is probably connected with the appearance of

the passive voice in the verb.

t 2. (From ACCUSE -.) Pertaining, tending, or

addicted to accusation ; accusatory. Obs. rare.

a 1400 Cov. Myst. 84 (1841) The elefnte [degree] is accusatyf
confessyon of iniquite of whiche ful noyous is the noyis.
a 1576 SIR E. DERING Speeches ii2(T.) This hath been a very
accusative age. 1641

' SMECTYMNUUS
' Vindie. A nsiv.

' Hmnb.
Retnonst.' 13, 168 Episcopacy and their Cathedrals, with
whom it is now the Accusative age.

Accusatively (aki;7-zativli), adv. rare. [f.

prec. + -LY^.]
'
i. In an accusative manner. 2. Re-

lating to the accusative case, in grammar.' J.
Mod. In midland English the dative case him began to be

used accusatively in the first quarter of the I2th century.

tAccusator, accusatour. 0^.4-5. [a.liter-

ary Fr. accusateur, which in 4-5 took the place of

the pop. Fr. acuseiir: L. accusatorem^\ An accuser.

1382 WYCLIF Acts xxiii. 30 1 sente him to thee, denounsinge
and to accusatours [1388 accuseris] that thei seie at thee.

c 14*5 WVNTOWN Cron. vi. xiv. 22 All bai . . bat he Hys ac-

cusatowris trowyd to be.

Accusatorial (aki:zatooTial), a.
[f.

L. acciis-

atori-us belonging to an accuser + -AiA] Of or per-

taining to an accuser. Applied to legal procedure,
in which a distinct accuser or prosecutor appears.
1823 BENTHAM Not Paul but Jesus 350 In modern Rome-

bred law, this mode of procedure, in which the parts ofjudge
and prosecutor are performed by the same person, is styled
the inquisitorial ; in contradistinction to this, that in which
the part of prosecutor is borne by a different person, is styled
the accusatorial. 1847 Seer. Soc. Middle Ages 332 The
Fehm-tribunals had three different modes of procedure ;

namely, that in case of the criminal being taken in the fact,
the inquisitorial, and the purely accusatorial.

Accusatorially(aki27:zatooTiali), <z</. [f.prec.
+ -LY2.] In an accusatorial manner; after the
mode of, or by means of, a formal accuser.

1847 Seer. Soc. Middle Ages 333 When a crime had been
committed, and the criminal had not been taken in the fact . .

it was imperative that he should be proceeded against ac-

cusatorially.

Accusatory (aki^-zatari), a. [ad. L. accftsd-

tdri-us belonging to an accuser or accusation.] Of
or belonging to accusing ;

of the nature of, tending
to, or containing an accusation.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 171 ,/Eschines . . at Rhodes

rehearsed that accusatorie oration which he had made a-

gainst Demosthenes. 1726 AVLIFFE Parergon 50 In a charge
of adultery, the accuser ought to set forth in the accusatory
libel . . some certain and definite time. 1850 GROTE Greece
VIII. n. Ixii. 37 He represented the demagogic and accusa-

toryeloquence of the democracy. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect.
I.iii.32[He]moved his blunt head round in such an accusatory
manner as I moved round, that I blubbered out to him,

*
I

couldn't help it, Sir !'

t Accusatrix. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. accusatrix,

fem. of accusdtor : see -TRIX.] A female accuser.
X655 J- JENNINGS Elise 149 Isabel, the accusatrix, is in full

liberty.

Accuse (akitt-z), v. Forms : 3-4 acuse, 4- ac-
cuse, [a. OFr. acuse-ri L. accusa-re to call to ac-

count
;
for accausd-re, f. ac~ = ad- to + eausa-re ; f.

rajacause,reason,account. Ini4thc.theFr.prenx#-
began to be refashioned afterL. as ac- in Fr. andEng.]
1. To charge with a fault; to find fault with,

blame, censure.

a. Of persons.
1297 R. GLOUC. 523 Sir Hubert de Boru . . Acused was to

the king of mani luther prise. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc.

5423 Many accusers bar sal be ban, To accuse bam byfor bat
domesman. 1393 LANGLAND P. PL C. iv. 220 For conscience
acusej* the

'

to congie be for euere. c 1440 Gesta ROM. (1879)
417 The wolfe had Envie, and began to accuse hym to the
lyon. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam. xix. 27 He hath accused thy
seruaunt before my lorde y* kynge. 1611 BIBLE Prov. xxx. 10
Accuse not a seruant vnto his master. 1715 BURNET Hist.
Own Times (1823* I. 366 He had accused him to the King.
1847 TENNYSON Princess iv. 220 She sent for Blanche to ac-
cuse her face to face.

b. Of things.
1450 LONELICH Grail xxvii. 331 Why art thow so hardye& so fre The erthe to acvsen in ony degre? 1646 SIR T.

BROWNE Pseud, Ej>. i. iv. 16 The Pharisees . . accused the
Holinesse of Christ. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. fy Ack. 622 Such
frugal Virtue Malice may accuse. 1708 CHAMBEKLAYNK Si.

71

Gt. Britain (1743) i. in. i. 140 Which being done accordingly,
he accuseth their contumacy. 1781 GIBBON DecI $ F. II.

xxxi. 181 Popular clamour accused the dearness and scarcity
of wine. 1857 Bonn's Handbk. Prov. 305 Accusing the times
is but excusing ourselves.

2. (With the charge expressed.) To blame, charge,
indict, a. with as (for obs.).
1513-4 R. PACE in Ellis Oriff. Lett. i. 37 I. 108 For the

punischement orT suche as were accusidde as autors off the
sayde poysonynge. 1538 1US3Sm England 10 The socyety
and cumpany of man ys not to be accusyd as the cause of
thys mysordur. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI* i. iii. 192 Doth any
one accuse Yorke for a Traytor? 1655 FULLER C/i. Hist.
v. 229 Many indeed accuse such payments, as Popish in their

original. 1673 W. CAVE Prim. Chr. \. i. 6 Caecilms . . ac-
cuses the Christians for a desperate undone and unlawful
faction. Mod. He was accused as accessary to the crime.

t b. with sitbord. cL or inf. phr. Obs.
XS35 CovBRDAUK zMticc. x. 21 Accusynge those personnes,

that they had solde the brethren for money. 1577 HANMEK
Anc. Eccl. Hist. (16191 4^ Certaine of this sect and opinion,
were accused to have come from the Ancestors of Judas.
1611 BIBLE Luke xvi. i The same was accused vnto him that
he had wasted his goods. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Undcrst. Wks.
1727 I. i. ii. 25. ii That I may not be accused, to argue
from the Thoughts of Infants, which are unknown to us,
and to conclude, from what passes in their understandings.
3. To accuse (a person) of, (for, in, upon obs.) :

To charge with the crime or fault of.

1393 GoWEROwIII.33<5 The world hath oft accused Full

grete princes of this dede. c 1430 LVDGATI-: Bochas{i$w) i. ii.

22 a, Atreus accused himself of murdre, and his brother upon
advoutrye. 1579 (iossoN Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 17, I accuse my
selfe of discourtesie too my friendes in keeping these abuses
so long secret. 1598 SHAKS. Merry Wives n. i. 180 These that
accuse him m his intent towards our wiues, are a yoake of
his discarded men. 1602 Haml. in. i. 124, I could accuse
me of such things, that it were better my Mother had not
borne me. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. 163 As a Father of
the Church, he is accused for too much conniving at the
factious disturbers thereof. 1809 SUUTHEY in Q. AV-7'. I. 193
The Romanists accuse the Protestants for their indifference.

1878 SEELEY Stein III. 476 They may accuse his admirers
of claiming too much, but they can bring no such accusa-
tion against himself.

5. absol. (by omitting the personal object), as in
( \Vho is he that accuseth?' and hence, intr. To
bring an accusation

;
to utter charges.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wyckct 18 Nowe a dayes they accusen

falsely agaynste Chrystc. 1579 LYLY Eitphuei 116361 K 4
Doth not Physicke destroy if it be not wel tempered? Doth
nut Law accuse if it be not rightly interpreted? 1868 GKOKCH
ELIOT ^T/S. Gypsy 318 He accused no more, But dumbly shrank
before accusing throngs Of thought.

6. To betray, disclose. Hence, Jig. to reveal, dis-

play, indicate, show, or make known. (Rare in mod.

Eng. t
and when found, perhaps in imitation of moil.

Fr., in which this is a common sense of accuser?)
c \qaoR0m.R0sei5gi Right so the cristalle stoon shynyng,

Withouten ony disseyvyng, The entrees of the yerde accus-
ith. 1477 EARL RIVERS Dictes (Caxton) 29 Withoute he
wolde accuse them that wer consenting to make werre ayenst
the King. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia n. 124 The Princes did in

their countenances accuse no points of fear. 1649 MILTON
Eikonokl. Wks. 1738 I. 376 This wording was above his
known Stile and Orthography, and accuses the whole com-
posure to be conscious of some other Author. 1658 Relief.
IVotton. (1672* 362, I cannot (according to the Italian phrase*
. . accuse the receit of any Letter from you. 1864 CKOWI-:

& CAVALCASELLE Painting in Italy II. xxi. 523 The distribu-

tion of the scene accuses an absence of motive or thought.

I Acctrse. Obs. rare. [f. thevb.] The act of ac-

cusing or charging with crime ; charge, accusation.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VIt m. i, 160 And dogged Yorke . . By
false accuse doth leuell at my life. 1647 N. BACON Hist, Disc.
xxxvi. 86 In nature of positive accuse of one for a crime.

Accused (aku?'zd),///. a.
[f.

ACCUSE v . + -ED.]

Charged with a crime or fault. Commonly used

subst., as the accused : he or she who is accused
in a court of justice, the prisoner at the bar.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, i. i. 17 And frowning brow to brow,
our selues will heare Th" accuser, and the accused. 1728
POPE Dune. w. 420 Th 1

accus'd stood forth, and thus ad-
dress'd the Queen. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 521 He
and he alone. . could save the accused from the gallows.

1876 FREEMAN Norm.Conq.\\.\'\y.i^ Eustace and the other
accused persons should not be given up.

1 Accusement (aki/?zment). Obs. [a. MFr.
accusement, vbl.'sb., f. accuser', see ACCUSE and

-MENT.] The action of accusing or charging with
an offence ;

an accusing, an accusation, a charge.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylits iv. 557 Than thynke I, this were

her accusemente, Syn wel I woot I may hire nought pur-
chace. 1393 GOWER Conf. I. 216 The gilteles was dampned
there And deide upon accusement. 1509 BARCLAY Skip of
Fooles (1570) 27 To her husbande she accused him falsly.
. . Ipolitus was murdered for this accusement, 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. v. vii. 47 He gan t' efforce the evidence anew, And new
accusements to produce. 17x5 BURNET Hist. Ref, (1865) III.

34 The same justices shall . . punish the offenders, according
as their offences shall appear to them upon the accusement.

Accuser (aki-zai), also 5-6 accusar. [f. AC-
CUSE v. + -ERl. See the parallel forms ACCUSOUR
from OFr. and ACCUSATOUR from MFr. and L.

Accuser, though Eng. in form, may have originated
in an altered pronunciation of accusour with accent

thrown back and final syllable obscured. Cf. soldiert

warder, orig. soldiour, wardour^\ One who accuses

or blames
; esp. one who accuses or prosecutes in

a court of justice.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5422 Many accusers bar sal be

ACCUSTOM.
^an . . Fiften maneres of accusours sere. 1388 WYCLIF Acts
xxiii. 35 Y schal here thee he seide, whanne thin accuseris
comen [15x6 TINDALE, accusar.s]. 1489 CAXTON Fayt of
Armes iv. xi. 262 What shuld be doon of the accusar. 1535
COVERDAI.E zEsd. xvi. 65 Youre owne synnes shalbe youre
accusers in that daye. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 174 Take
that of me my friend, who haue the power to scale th'ac-
cusers lips. 1667 MILTON I'.L. iv. 10 Satan, now first in-
flamed with rage, came down, The tempter ere the accuser
of mankind. 17*6 AYLIFFK Parergon 4 Whatever Persons
the Civil-Law forbids to be accusers, the Canon-Law does
the self-same. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Con<j. I. vL 499 God-
wine's accuser was an Englishman of the highest rank.

Comb. Accuser-general sb., accuser-like adj. or adv.

1561 T. N[ORTON] Caknrfs Inst. iv. 88 Whosoeuer knoweth
the thyng it selfe will confesse that there is nothyng spoken
accuserlike. 1828 E. IKVISG Last Days 209 There is no ac-

cuser-general in any Christian state, nor m any Christian
church.

Accusing (aki/7-zin), vbl. sb.
ff.

ACCUSE v. -f-

-ixci.] The action of charging with an offence;
accusation. (Now mostly gerundial.)

("1300 A'. Alisannder 3973 He is forth brought, and the

kyng Geveth him acoysyng. < 1440 Gesta Rom. (18781 241
Whenne the Emperoure had hardc this accusynge, he was
hili hevi. 1538 STARKEY England 121 Further also in the

accusyng of treson, ther ys, me semyth, over-grate lyburty.
1611 COTGR., Clabaitderie . , an enuious accusing. Jlftn/. Why
are you so persistent in accusing me?

Accusing iaki/7-zin),///.fl. [f.Acci'SEz/.+-ixG2.]

Charging with a fault, blaming ; reproachful.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia^ n. 126 Accusing Sycophants of all

men did best sort to his nature. 1709 STANHOPE Paraphr.
IV. 175 So bitttr is the Reflection, so dismal is the Prospect
of an accusing Mind. 1859 Gno. Ei.ior Adam Bed? 17 So
candid, so gravely loving, that no accuMiig scowl, no light
sneer could help melting away before their glance.

Accusingly (aki-zirjli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.]

In an accusing manner; reproachfully.
1580 HULLYUANU Trcas. />. 7'cfi^., Categoriqnemettt) ac-

cusingly. 1867 H. BUSHNELL Dark '1'Jiings 224 Our moral
nature recoils accusingly upon it>elf.

t Accuser, -our. Ofis. [a. Anglo-Fr. (i4th c.)

a(c}citsonr (mod. Kr. accttsenr} : OFr. atitsor, actts-

eor\VI.accitsatd)'-em', sec ACCUSATOK. Subseq. sup-

planted by or altered to accuser, with native suffix

-KR: see -OR, -OUH.] The early form of ACCUSKH.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5422 Many accusers bar sal be

ban . . Fiften maneres of accusours ^ere. (1385 CHAIXTK
Leg. G. 11^. Prol. 353 For in your court is many a losengeour,
And many a queinte totoler accusour. 1413 LYDG. Pytg''.
Swlt! (1483* i. vni. 5 The accusours haue fyr>t jjhice and
tyme of audyence. 1494 FAUYAN vi. cxciii. 197 [He] >huKle

forfayte a certayne peny, wherof y
i

' one half shuld fall to

the accusour.

Accustom (akz7-stom},t'. Forms: 5 acustum(e,
5-6 acustom(e, 6 accustome, 6- accustom, [a.

OFr. acostitmc-r, later acoustumer, accoitstumcr

(mod. Fr. accoittumer) f. () to + costume, constitute'.

late L. costfima : earlier costudineni : cl. L. con-

suetudinem CUSTOM, Thevb. accostnmarc was prob-

ably already in use in late pop. L. The prefix a-

was refashioned as ac- after L. in I4th c.]

*t" 1. trans. To make (a thing) customary, habitual,

usual, or familiar
;

to practise habitually. Most
common in the passive, to be accustomed: to be

made customary, to be practisetl habitually. Obs.

1477 EARL RIVERS Dictes (Caxtom 74 Angre the not sod-

eynly, for if thou acustume it, it wulle tourne ones to thy
harmes. 1523 Lu. BERNKKS Froissart I. cliii. 182 [He] was
made cardynall . . by authoritie of a bull fro the pope, the
which hadde nat be acustomed ther before. 1567 Trial of
Treasure in Hazl. Dodsl. III. 265 Hypocrites accustom the

like, day by day. 1593 MARLOWE Dido iv. iii. 11700.) 416
Such ceremonious thanks, As parting friends accustom on
the shore. 1650 VENNER An Advert. 370 It were much
better to abate and attemper their bloud by fasting . . than
to accustome the opening of a vein. 1768 BLACKSTONE Coinm.
III. 88 Whether such tithes be due and accustomed . . can-
not be determined in the ecclesiastical court.

fb. To use (a thing) customarily or habitually;
to frequent as a customer. Obs. rare exc. in pa.pple.
1690 [See under ACCUSTOMED, 2.] 1852 THACKKKAY Esmond

(1876) i. xiv. 126 An house used by the military in his time as

a young man, and accustomed by his Lordship ever since.

f2. intr. (reft. pron. suppressed). To become fa-

miliar, go or act familiarly. To accustom to : to

resort to, frequent ; to accustom with : to consort

or cohabit with. Obs.

1567 MAPLET Greene Forest 101 All those sea fishes which
accustome to Aquitania. 1670 MILTON Hist. Brit. Wks. 1738
II. 33 We with the best man accustom openly j you with the

basest commit private adulteries.

3. To habituate, familiarize (a person or thing /0 (in,

info, for, with obs.) something, or to do something).
i^fi Liber Niger \i\ Pegge's Curialia Misc. 86 It [the office

of Barber to the king] hath been much accustomed to one or

two well known officers. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos viL 31 [They]
dyd alle other thynges whiche is acustumed to be doon by-
twene neyghbours and good frendes. 1509 HAWES Past.

Pleas, xxxv. ii, Bulwarkesabout accustomed for warre. 1535
COVERDALE Ecclus. xxiii. 9 Let not thy mouth be accustomed
with swearinge [1611 Accustome not thy mouth to swear-

ingj. 1586 Let. to Earle of Leicester, etc. 14, I haue not ac-

customed my tongue to be an instrument of untrueth. 159*
HYKDE tr. Vivest

Instr. Chr. Woman B. iij. What thing so-

ever they have beene accustomed in before, they doe the

same afterward. 1664 EVELYN Sylva 19 The incomparable
use of this noble Tree for shade and delight, into whatever

Figure you will accustom them. 1756 BURKE Subl. fy B. Wks.



ACCUSTOM. 72 -ACEAN.

1. 160 When we can accustom our eyes to it [danger], a great
deal ofthe apprehension vanishes, rty.'^**. Mod. Painters
I. n. i. ii. \ 2. 50 The ear is not accustomed to exercise con-

stantly its functions of hearing ; it is accustomed to stillness.

b. rcfl.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour, a vj. It shalle be to yow a

lyght thyngyfyeaccustommeyowtherin. 1561 T. N[ORTON] \

Calvin's Inst. in. 182 We should accustome vs with much
abasing of our selues, reuerently to looke vp vnto the

I

mightinesse of god. 1585 ABP. SANDYS Serm. (1841)172 If
jwe accustom ourselves with sinning . . our custom will wax

to be our nature. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett._
I.

xxxii. 112, I cannot enough accustom myself to this fashion
|

to find any beauty in it. 1754 EARL OF CHATHAM Lett, to

Nephew v. 39 Towards servants, never accustom yourself to !

rough and passionate language. Mod. She soon accustomed
herself to her new surroundings.

t C. intr. (from re/I.) To be wont, to use, to have

the habit to do something. Obs.

1571 JEWEL on i Thess. iv. 6 (1611)78 The mouth that ac-

custometh to lie slaieth the soule. 1602 CAKEW Cornwall

27 b, Some accustomed to burne it on heapes in pits at the

cliffe side. 1640 MILTON Eikouokl. Pref., Kings, who ever

have accustom'd from the cradle to use thir will onely as thir

right hand. 1668 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 209 Those, there-

fore, who . . accustom to wash their heads, instead of pow-
dering, would doubtless find the benefit of it.

d. pass. To be habituated, to be in the habit, to

be wont or used.

1534 Lu. BURNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546) B 8 b, The
auncient Romayn historiens were not accustomed to write

the lyues of the Emperours fathers. 1611 UIBLK
l

)cr. xiii. 23
Then may ye also doe good, that are accustomed to doe euill.

1788 RKID Active Powers \. vii. 530 We are accustomed to

call the first the cause, and the last the effect. 1846 MILL

Logic ii. v. 611868) 269 Were we not well accustomed to see

the sun and moon move.

tAccu'stom,^- Obs. [f.thevb.] Custom, habit,

habituation.

1523 SKKLTON Garland of Lanrel 64 The accustome and

usage Of auncient poet is. 1533 BELLKNUKXE Livy (1822) 66

And now, be lang accustum, [he) has perfitelie lernit all the

Romane lawis. 1538 LELAND Itin. V. 8. 56 Hoele . . by
auncient Accustume was wont to give the Bagge of the

Sylver Harpe to the best Harper of North Walys. 1645
MILTON Tetrach. (i8si> 171 Tribonian defines Matrimony a

conjunction of man and woman containing individual accus-

tom of life.

t Accu'stomable, a. Obs. [f.
ACCUSTOM v. +

-ABLE.] Usually practising or practised ; habitual,

usual, customary, wonted.

1494 FABYAN vii. 375 He also made . . punysshement for all

accustomable great swerers. 1538 LATIMER Serm. fy Rem.

(1845*394 The rest I commit to your accustomable goodness.

1577-87 HARRISON Eng. (1877) i. n. xiii. 260 The prince dooth

. . loose nothing of his duties accustomable to be paid. 1625
tr. Gonsalvhts's Span. Inqnis. 65 The Jayler commeth to

visile his prisoners at his accustomable houres. 1677 HALF.

Prim. Orig. Man. n. vii. 201 Animals even of the same

Original . . be diversified by accustomable residence in one
Climate. 1741 T. ROBINSON Gavelkind iv. 39 The accustom-
able and actual Partition.

Accustomably (akzrstamabii), adv. arch.
[f.

prec. + -LY-.] In a manner conformable to custom ;

customarily, habitually, usually, ordinarily.
c 1450 C/tester PI. \. 5 You, bowchers of this citie The storie

of Sathan, that Christe woulde needes temple, Set out as ac-

coslamablie have yee. 1494 FABYAN vn. 344 Exceple ii. tunne
of wyne, which ihe Kyng accuslomably had of euery shyp
commynge from Burdeaux. c 1540 Polyd. Verg., Eng. Hist.

(1846) I. 153 When the childe was not accuslomablie scene

the suspicion might easlie arrise. 1576 LAMBARDE Peramb.
AV/(i826)95 Pride is a fault that accuslomably followeth

prosperitie. 1655 BAILY Life ofFisher xxii. 203 The shirt of
haire (which accustomably he wore on his back). 1725 COTKS
Dupins Eccl. Hist. L ii. iii. 45 To pay what was accustom-

ably due for them. 1806 J. PYTCHES in Monthly Mag.
XXII. 209 The word is accustomably writ Ien with a d by all

authors.

t Accu'stomance. Obs.
;

also ac(c)ustum-
aunce. [a. OFr. acostttmancc, acoustitmaunce, ace-,

f. acostttmeri see ACCUSTOM and -ANCE.] Custom-

ary use or practice ; custom, habit.

c 1384 CHAUCER Hous ofFame 28 Or ellis by dysordynaunce
Of naturell acustumaunce [v. r. accustumaunce, accustom-

aunce, accustomancej. 1483 CAXTON Cato b iij b, Oftentymes
they inclyne or bowen to such playes by acustumance. 1603
HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 1213 Exercise and accustomance
to sobriety, temperance and continency. 1660 BOYLE New
Exp. Pkys.-Mech. Digr. 375 By accustomance, some Men may
bring themselves to support the want of Air a pretty while.

1690 Chr. Virtuoso 1. 103 An Accustomance of endeavour-

ing to give Clear Explications of the Phaenomena of Nature.

t Accu'stomarily, adv. Obs. [f. ACCUSTOM-
ABY a. + -LY a

.] Usually, customarily.
1661 H.MoRE^w/iW.fl^/.^M. Pref. Gen. 11(1712^ A tena-

cious adhesion to what has accustomarily been received.

a 1689 CLEVELAND (J.) Go on, rhetorick, and expose ihe

peculiar eminency which you accustomarily marshal before

logick to publick view.

Accustomary (akzrstamari), a. arch. [f.
AC-

CUSTOM sb. + -ABY representing an analogically
formed late L. *acco$tnmdrius, whence also OFr.

acostumicrj] Usual, customary.
1541 COVERUALE The old Faith Wks. 1844 I. Prol. 3 The ac-

customarygoodnessofGod. 1654 SIR A.COKAINE tr./,0m/rt0,
Dianeai. \. 71 The Armenians .. demanded the obedience

accustomary to the Sea. 1662 H. MORE Antid. agt. Ath.

(1712)1. i. 9 They that adhere to Religion in a mere super-
stitious and accustomary way . . easily turn Atheists. 1755
MAGENS Ess. Insitr. I. 428 The accustomary Methods of
such dealings wherein we were respectively engaged. 1865
Cornh, Mag. Sept. 273 At length came bed-time, and the

accustomary little speeches.

t Accn'stomate, ///. a. Obs, [f. ACCUSTOM +
-ATE! as if ad. late L. *accostitmatus, cf. It. accostit-

mato, Pg. acostiimatOj OFr. acostitme.] Accustomed,
habituated, wonted.

1494 FABYAN vn. 552 After noone were proclamacyons made
in accustumat placis of the cytie. 1533 BELLENDKNE Livy
(1822) ii. 108 Thair wes certane public sacrifices quhilkis war
accustumate to be done alanerlie be kingis. a 1568 COVER-
DALE Fruitful Less. Wks. 1844 I. 205 Long accuslomate

doing of virtuous deeds.

' Accustoma'tioii. Obs. rare~^. [n. of ac-

tion f. OFr. acostutne-r, late L. *accQStnina~re\ see

-ATION.] The action of rendering habitual ; the

habitual practice or use.

i6osA'arra/./omfyMi(rf/iersfl/Sir^.Fif=(i86o)i4[He}
stoutly persevered in the accustimation of his former breaches
of all commendable carriage.

Accustomed (akystamd),///.a. [f. ACCUSTOM
v. 4- -ED.] The pple. has all the const, of the vb.

1. Made customary, practised habitually ; wonted,
used ; customary, habitual, usual.

1483 CAXTON G. tie la Tour aib, They had neyther drede
ne .shame, so moche were they endurate and acustomed.

1483 Gold. Leg. 258/1 He sent an Aungel acustomed whiche
shewed to her to fore the demonstraunce of hir departyng.
1585 ABP. SANDYS Serm. (1841) 349 He left them to be
devoured with pestilence, with hunger, and with the sword,
the accustomed instruments of his wrath. 1600 SHAKS.
A. y, L.u\. v. 4 The common executioner Whose heart th'

accustom'd sight of death makes hard. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgrim
n. 7 5 They had prepared for them a Lamb, with the accus-

tomed Sauce belonging thereto. 1776 GIBBON Decl. <$ F, I.

341 He used the victory with his accustomed moderation.

1819 SHKU.KY Ros. <(
Helen 142 The accustomed nightingale

still broods On her accustomed bough. 1876 Miss BKADDON
Josh. Hagg. Dan. II. 28 They had both grown accustomed
to the half light of the wood by this time, and saw each
other's faces very clearly.

f 2. Frequented by customers. Obs.

1690 Ltmd, Gaz. mmdcxi. 4 The Hull-Inn in Fenny-Strat-
ford . . a well Accustomed Inn, is to be Lett ready Fur-

nished. 1761 SMOLLETT Gil Bias (1802) I n. vii. 171 There I

got a place . . in a well accustomed shop, much frequented
on account of the neighbourhood of the church. 1772
GRAVES Spiritual Quixote ix. vi. (D.) [He] observed to my
landlord that his seemed to be a well-accustomed house.

Accustomedly (ikzrstemdli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY-.] In an accustomed manner; usually, cus-

tomarily.
1615 SANDYS Trav. 248 About mid-day, when for certaine

houres it accustomedly forbeareth to flame.

Accustomedness (&k'Btamdnes). [f. ACCUS-
TOMED a -j- -NESS.] The quality or fact of being ac-

customed or customary; wontedness, habituation.

1661 K. W. Conj. Charact. (1860)42 Through his continual

use and accustomednesse to . . coin new words he makes
no conscience of breaking oatns. 1869 RLSKIN Queen of the

Air 137 It is the habit of all modesty to love the con-

stancy and 'solemnity,' or, literally,
'

accustomedness,' of

law. 1876 MRS. KIDDELL Ahcwe Suspicion II. xii. 283 His

Lordship stepped, with an air of dignified accu:.tomedness

. . into the carriage.

' Accustomer. Obs.
[f.

ACCUSTOM z>. + -ER 1
,

or a. OFr. acostumier, acitstitmier : late L. *am>s-

tumdrins, f. costfirna: see ACCUSTOM v.] ?A col-

lector of customs. (So in OFr.
1

)

1538 LELAND Itin. II. 7. 97 The Accustumer of Bridge-
water hath translatid this Place to a right goodly and

pleasant dwelling house.

Accustoming (ako-stamirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

ACCUS-

TOM v. + -INGI.]
1 1. The action of making oneself familiar with,

using, practising, consorting. Obs,

1567 MAI'LET Greene Forest 25 Brought to it by evill

accustoming, [thou] giue. t consent, and, so wonne, dost

becken at it. 1599 SANDYS Enropx Spec. (1632) 235 Their

people with small accostoming understand the Liturgies
well enough. 1643 MILTON Divorce (1851) iii. 27 They who
have Hv'd most loosely by reason of their bold accustoming,

prove most succesfull in their matches.

2. The action of habituating or familiarizing.

Now always gerundial.
1617 HIERON Wks, II. 340 Now the accustoming of the

tongue to euill speech is like the poysoning of the well.

Mod. By accustoming one's eyes gradually to the light.

Accustrement, obs. form of ACCOUTREMENT.

Accyde,-ie, -ye, variants of ACCIDIE, Obs. sloth.

Ace (^s). Forms: 3-6 as, 4-6 aas, ais, ase, 6-

ace, PL aces ;
in 4-5 aas. [a. Fr. as : L. as unity,

a unit, (said to be a. Tarentine as, for Gr. is one).

In OFr. popularly restricted to the side of the dice

marked with one pip.]

1. One at dice, or the side of the die marked
with one pip or point, and counting as one ; after-

wards extended to cards, dominos, etc., and mean-

ing the throw of one, or the card, etc. so reckoned.

Ambs ace, the first connexion in which the word
occurs in Eng. (OFr. I2th c. ambes as), both aces;

dmce ace (OFr.) two aces, at one throw (now taken

as deux + ace = 2 and i
; so trey ace, syce ace, etc.)

c 1300 [See under 2.] 1566 UDALL Royster Doyster in. iii.

(1847) 45, I wyll he here with them, ere ye can say trey ace.

1611 SHAKS. Cytub. it. iii. 3 Your Lordship is the most patient
man in losse, the most coldest that euer turn'd vp Ace. 1650

SHERWOOD, To cast ambes-ace,.AVWrtwrt/2. 1656 1 1 emu s

Lib.Necess.fy Cfiance { 184 1)41 This will be yet clearer by con-

sidering his own instance of casting ambs-ace, though it par-

take more ofcontingency than offreedom. 1680 COTTON Compl.
GoflMMtario Singer Hist. Play. Cards 336 If you put in your
dice so that two fives or two fours lie a-top, you nave in the

bottom turned up two two's, or two treys ; so if six and an
ace a-top, a six and an ace at bottom. 1880 Boy's O-wtt Bk.

619 The dice are perfect cubes, marked with dots from one to
six . . one is called ace, two deuce t three ire (or trots), four

guatrc, five cinque, and six size.

b. At cards.

3533 MORE Debelt.Salein fy Byzance Wks. 1557, 955/2, I am
as sure of this game . . as he that hath iii. aces in his hande.
c 1590 HARRINGTON Marcus at Primero in Singer Hist. Play.
Cards 253 For either Faustus prime is with three knaves,
Or Marcus never can encounter right, Yet drew two aces.

1594 PLAT Jewell-house in. 42 Carefull schollers will find

some of these helpes, as good as the Ace of heartes in their

weighting ; heedelesse Drones will scarce make the Ace of
Diamondes of the best meanes. 1676 ETHESEDGE Man of
Mode n. i. (1684) 18 She loves nothing So well as a black
Ace. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela 11824) I. 187 By the ace [in

whist] I have always thought the laws of the land denoted ;

and as the ace is above the king or queen, and wins them, I

think the law should be thought so too. 1853 LYTTON My
A'ovel i. xii. 47 The unfortunate adversary has led up to ace

king knave with two other trumps. Squire takes the Par-
son's ten with his knave, and plays out ace king.
C. A point at racquets, lawn-tennis, etc.

2. fig. a. As the ace at dice was the lowest or

worst number, ace was frequently used for bad luck,

misfortune, loss. Esp. in ambs ace and deuce ace

the lowest possible throw, and hence, naught, worth-

lessness, nothing, b. But in some games at cards,
the ace is the most valuable, and hence the ' ace of

men *

the perfection or highest. See also AMBS-ACE.
c ijpQHarrowing ofHell 2i Stille be thou, Sathanas ! The

ys fallen ambes aas. c 1386 CHAUCER Monkes T. 583 (Six-t.

6701 Empoysoned of thin oughne folk thou were ; Thyn sis

fortune is torned into an aas. [Lansd. as,] c 1386 Man
of Lawes 7'. 26 Youre bagges beth nat fuld with ambes aas,
But with sys synk, that renneth on your chaunce. [z>. r. as,

ais.] 1481 CAXTON Reynard the Foxe 62 A pylgrym of deux
aas. 1787 BURNS tChamb.) 74 My heart-warm love to guid
auld Glen, The ace and waie o' honest men.

3. fig. A single point, a minute portion, a jot,

particle, or atom.

1528 MORE Heresycs \. Wks. 1557, 170/2, I will not muche
sticke with you for one ace better. 1579 TOMSON Calvin's
Serin, on '2 int. 13/2 Such as did their best to be an ace
above Timothie. 1586 J. HOOKER Giraldus's Ifist. Ircl. in

HolinsJted II. 95/1 [He] determined to go an ase beyond
his fellows, in betraieng the castell to the gouernor. 1587
GASCOIGNE Steefe Glass Epil. 42 Better looke off than looke
an ace too farre. 1598 tr. Terence, Eun. in. i. Did I tell

thee how I tooke a young man down an ace lower at
Rhodes? 1621 BUKTON Anat. Mel. Democr. (1651) 9, I may
peradventure be an ace before thee. 1652 CI/LPEPPER Engl.
Pliys. Enl. (1809) 165 The root spreadeth like the other,
neither will it yield to its fellow one ace of bitterness. 1737
Dragon of Wantley in Aqitar. Naturalist (1858) 355 The
Corporation worshipful He valued not an ace.

To bate an ace : To abate u jot or tittle; to

make the slightest abatement.
a 1603 Proverb m Camden Rem. (1623) 293 Bate me an ace,

quoth Bolton. 1616 Englishmenformy Money n. ii. in Hazl.
Dodsl. X. 504 Yet a man may want of his will, and bate an
ace of his wish, a 1638 MEDE Paraphr. on 2 Peter iii. 9 God
would not bate them an ace of the judgment they had
merited. 1676 MARVELL. Mr. Smirke Wks. 1875 IV. 60 The
exposer has not bated him an ace. a 1733 NORTH Lives of
NortJis (1826) III. 323 Bating him that ace, he was truly a

great man.
Within an ace of : On the very point of, within

a hair's breadth of.

a 1704 T. BROWN Lett. Wks. 1730!. 184, 1 was within an ace
of being talked to death. 1711 POPE Lett. (1736) V. 112, I

was within an ace of meeting you. 1824 W. IRVING Tales of
Trav, 11.43, * came within an ace of making my fortune.

1880 Manch. Guard. Oct. 30, A conspiracy to restore the

Throne, was within an ace of being carried into execution.

4. Attrib. ace-point : the first of the points or

divisions of the tables in backgammon.
1880 Boy's Own Bk., Backg. 619 The men move towards

their ace-points . . white counts round from the ace-point of

black, and black counts round from the ace-point of white.

H Ace is in many dialects pronounced yace, yas,

yess, whence in the following: O ace, a curious

spelling of OYEZ ! or O yes ! with plural O's ace for

Oyezes.
1635 BRATHWAIT Arcadian Princesse ii. 196 Having first

commanded Cletor, the Pretorian Cryer, with three O's ace
to command silence.

-acea, L. suffix, pi. neut. of -dceus, comp. adj.

formative (
= -de- + e-us)= belonging to, of the nature

of : see -ACEOUS. The analogy of a few words in L.,

as gallindceits, has been followed in the extensive

use of this ending (in neuter pi. agreeing with ani-

mdlia understood) to form names of classes or

orders of animals, like Crustacea crusty or shell-

coated animals, Ci'tacea animals of the nature of

the whale (cetus}. These are collective plurals ; the

sing, is supplied by crustaceans animal, crustacean.

-aceE, L,. suffix, pi. fern, of -aceus, as above. The
analogy of L. words like hcrbdceits, rosdceus, viol-

dceus,hordeaceus has been followed in the unlimited

use of this ending (in fem. pi., sc. plantae) to form
collective names of orders or families of plants, as

Rosaceae, Geraniaceae, Algaceae, Graminactae, etc.

-acean, comp. adj. (or sb.) formative, f. L. -ace-

us + -AN. As an adj.
= -aceous ; as a sb, it supplies a
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sing, to collective plurals in -area, as a crustacean

a crustaceous (animal), one of the Crustacea.

Acediamine (ars/cbi-anwin). Clicm. [f.
ACE-

[TIC] + DIAMINK.] An amine of composition

C:N,H,= (H,C)C
j
I^{| 2

, a!s called Ethenyl-

liiamine, or Metkyl-mcthcnyl-iliamine, derived from

two molecules of ammonia in one of which II, in

the otherH2 are replaced collectively by the trivalent

radical Ethenyl (C,H,)'".

1877 WATTS Fmviu-s' Cliem. II. 225.

t Acedy. Obs. rare. [ad. L. acedia, a. Gr. aicrj-

5i'a lieedlessness, sluggishness, torpor, n. of state f.

d priv. + KrjS-os care, concern, xrjS-o^ai I heed. A
later derivative of the word which gave the very

common ME. ACCIDIE, q.v.] Torpor, stupor.

1623 BP. HALL Sfrin. v. 140 Though the mind be suffi-

ciently convinced c.f the necessity or profit of a good act ;

yet for the tediousness annexed to it, in a dangerous spiritual

acedy, it insensibly slips away from it.

Aceldama, [a. 'A/A5a/m, the Gr. repre-

sentation of an Aramaic phrase, Chal. N-DT ^n,

Sy-]ii'
>

^o^' okeldamo the field of blood.] The

name given to the field in the vicinity of Jerusalem,

purchased with the blood-money received and re-

linquished by Judas Iscariot. Hence fig. A field of

bloodshed, a scene of slaughter or butchery.

1382 WYCLIF Acts i. 19 Thilke feeld was clepid Achildemak

[1388 Acheldemak) in the langage of hem, that is the feeld

of blood. 1611 Ibid. That field is called in their proper

tongue, Aceldama, that is to say, The field of blood, a 1658

CLEVELAND Content (1687) 38 In this dark way Of Death,
this Scarlet-streak'd Aceldama. 1658 R. FKANCK Korth. Mem.
(1821) 20 Are not the nations about us like an acaldemy of

blood, that darkens the air? 1742 YOUNG Night Th. vi. 103
Love Divine, Which lifts us . . From earth's aceldama, this

field of blood. 1756 BURKE Yind. Nat. Sac. Wks. I. 22 What
an Aceldama, what a field of blood Sicily has been in an-

cient times. 1859 DE QUINCEV TheCxsars Wks. X. 175 All

brought their tributes of beauty or deformity to these vast

aceldamas of Rome.

Acele, variant of A-SEAL v. Olis. to seal.

Acenaph.th.ene (sessjhse'fjwh). Clicm. [f.
ACE-

fTicl 4- NAPHTHENE.] A compound substance of the

,CH,
Naphthalenegroup,C,,H 10,=C lo H,<^

i

,
or naph-

thalene with two atoms of H replaced by divalent

ethene (Q,H4)".

1877 WATTS Fownes' C/iem. II. 581 Acenaphthene . . crys-

tallises from fusion in flat prisms, from alcohol in long needles.

Acenaphthylene (^smarfbilfn). C/iem. [f.

ACE[TIC] + NAPHTHA + -YL = base + -ENE = deriva-

tive.! A compound substance of the Napthalene
,CH

group, C1JHS ,
= C 1I1H,< , having two atoms of

II less than Acenaphthene, whence it is derived.

1877 WATTS Fffivnes' Chem. 1 1. 582 Acenaphthylene is formed

by passing the vapour of acenaphthene over gently heated

lead oxide. It . . crystallises in yellow tables . . its picric
acid compound forms yellow needles.

Acenne, early f. AKENNE v. Obs. to bring forth.

Acent, obsolete form of ASSENT sb. and v.

Acentric (ase'ntrik), a. Gcom. [f. Gr. anivrp-os
without centre + -ic.] Destitute of a centre.

1851 GREGORY Solid Geont. (ed. 2) 77 Acentric Surfaces :

the general equation to these may be put in the form . .

Aceose, early form of ACHOOSE v. Obs. to select.

-aceous (^'jas), compd. adj. formative f.'L.-acc-us,

a, -urn, of the nature of, (f. ac- + -e-tis, -e-a, -c-um,
see -EOUS) -I- -ova, favoured by the formal resem-

blance of the compd. Eng. -ace-ous to the simple
L. -ace-us of the nom. masc. Of extensive use in

Nat. Hist., where it supplies adjectives, Eng. in

form, to the nouns in -dcea, -aceae, as cetaceous,

crustaceous, testaceous, rosaceous, ranunculaccous,

papilionaceous ; also in other words, as setaceous,

cretaceous, carbonaceous, saponaceous, argillaceous,

coriaceous, herbaceous, membranaceous, etc. Only
a few of these represent actual L. words in -aceus,
the majority being purely modem and analogical.

I Acephal, a. andrf. Obs. rare; also asephal.

[a. Fr. accphale, ad. late L. acephal-us : seeACEPHALI.]
A. adj. Having no head or chief ;

= ACEPHALOUS.
1549 Compl. Scot. xx. 167 There is ane vthir sort of veyris

callit battellis asephales, that is, quhen the pepil gadris to-

giddir in ane grit conuentione but the autorite of the superior.
B. sb.A (supposed) headless animal ;

= ACEPHALAN.
1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (1673) 9 The West region

of Lybia and Ethiopia have great store of Cynocephals,
Babouns, and Acephals, beasts without a head, whose eyes
and mouth are in their breasts.

II Acephala (ase-fala), sb.pl. Zool. [late L. ace-

phala, a. Gr. cucf<fa.\a adj. neut. pi.
= headless (sc.

animalia).] Name given (by Lamarck) to one of the
two great divisions of Molluscs. The sing, is sup-
plied by ACEPHAL or more commonly ACEPHALAN.
1847 CARPENTER Zool. 876 The_ Conchiferous Acephala,

with scarcely an exception, have bivalve shells. 1863 LYELL
Antic. Man xxii. 442 A greater number of acepnala or
lameUibranchiate bivalves could be identified with living
species than of gasteropods.
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Aceplialan (ase'falan), a. and.r. [f. prec.4 -AN.]
1. adj. Of or pertaining to the ACEPHALA.
Mod. An animal of the acephalan type . . One skilled in

acephalan zoology.
2. sb. An animal of the division ACEPHALA.
1856 WOODWARD Matt. Mollusca 49 Viviparous reproduc-

tion . . appears to take place in the acephalans.

II Acephali (ase-fatoi), sb. pL [late L. (IskU pi.

of accphal-tts a. Gr. dte<f>a\-os headless, f. d priv. +

e<paA-77 head.]
1. Nat. Hist. (Imaginary) men or animals with-

out heads.
1600 ABP. ABBOT Jonah. 209 Some such things were talked of,

Act-pJutlt, men without heads, Cynocephaii^ men with heads
like to dogs. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Though the

existence of a nation of Acephali be ill warranted.

2. Eccl. Hist. A name applied to various Christian

sects or bodies, from the want of a chief or leader,

from acknowledging no earthly head, or from rejec-

tion of episcopal jurisdiction.
1625 A. Gn. i. Sacr. J'hilos. ii. 195 The heresies concerning

the proprieties of the Mediator . . The Acephali or headlesse,
because they had neither bishops, nor priests. 1642 JKK.
TAYLOR Kpiscopacic 1 1 647) 333 Why are they called Acephali ?

Nicephorus gives this reason, and withall a very particular
account of their heresy . . They refused to live under Bishops,

1707 PHILLIPS, Act'p/uilit a sort of Hereticks, whose first

Ring-leader is unknown. Acephali Sacerdotes^ Priests that

own no Bishop over them, Independent Ministers. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. The name Acephali is sometimes ap-
plied to such priests, or bishops, as are exempted from the

discipline and jurisdiction of their ordinary bishop or pa-
triarch.

t 3. Eng. Hist. ' Certain Levellers that acknow-

ledge! no Head or Superiour, mentioned in the

Laws of K. Henry I.' Phillips 1707.
1721 BAILKY [as in Puii.ui's]. a 1824 I)' ISRAELI Cur. Liter.

(1866) 448/2 That party which as far back as in the laws of our

Henry I
,
are designated by the odd descriptive term ofAceph-

ali, a people without heads, the strange equality of levellers.

t Acepha'lian, a. and sfr. Ot>s.
[f. prec. + -AN.]

A. ^'.Belonging to the ecclesiastical sect or party
of the ACEPHALI.
B. si). A member of this sect.

1586 T. ROGERS 39 Art.(i6oj\ 54 Detestable therefore is the

error of the Acephalians, who denied the properties of the

two natures in Christ.

Acepha-lisis, akephalisis, ^ rare-1
.

[Gr. in form, as if n. of action, f. a vb.* <iUtyaA/-
fiv, f. d*'(/aA-os headless.] Headlessness.
1611 SI-EED Hist. Gf. Brit. ix. x. 20 King Edward . . would

not neglect the aduantage of this Akephalisis, or want uf a

knowne head in Scotland.

i Ace'phalist. Obs. rare. [f. cU'</>aA-os-f -1ST.]

One who professes the doctrines of the (Ecclesias-

tical) Acephali ; one who acknowledges no head or

superior.
1659 GAUDEN Eccl. Angl. Susp. 464, I ask these Acephal-

ists, who will indure no head but that on their own shoulders,
whether the City of London is worse governed, because it

hath a Lord Maior among and above the Aldermen and
Common Councel. 1696 PHILLIPS, Acephalists^ a sort of

Hereticks, whose first founder is unknown ; also Vagabond
Clergymen, having neither King nor Bishop for their Head.

Ace'phalite. [f.
med. L. acephallta f. acephal-

us : see -ITE.]
= ACEPHALIST. Applied to various

sects in Eccl. Hist.

Acephalocyst (ase-fa!0|Sist). [ad. mod. L.

acephahcystiS) f. Gr. dwe'</>aA.-os headless + xvar-ts

bladder.] A headless bladder-worm ;
a name ap-

plied by Laennec to the group of parasitic worms
known as hydatids. They are now ascertained to

be the immature form (larva or scolcx) of one of

the tapeworms ( Taeniadof), which, when it has

quitted the egg, finds its way from the intestine to

the liver or other solid organ of its host, and there

enlarges into a globular cyst, while the head is

inverted so as not to appear externally.

1836 TOUD Cycl. A nat. $ Phys. 1 1. 1 16/1 The Acephalocyst is

an organized being, consisting ofa globular bag . , The young
Acephalocysts are developed between the layers of the

parent cyst. 1839 Ibid. III. 196/1 The Entozoa met with in

the human liver are hydatids or acephalocysts. 1862 FULLER
Dis. Lungs yyj In all instances in which acephalocysts are met
with in the lungs, the issue of the case is extremely doubtful.

Acephalocystic (ase^fal^isrstik), a. [f. prec. +

-ic.] Belonging to, or of the nature of, acephalocysts.
1859 TODD Cycl.Anat. $ P/tys.V, 26/1 Every thing that is

known of the acephalocystic productions seems to point to

the view that they are all nearly allied.

Acephalous (ase-falas), a. [f. Fr. accphale or

late L. acephal-us (a. Gr. cUe'^aAos) + -OUS.]

1. \Yithout the head, headless.

1731 BAiLEY.vol.II, Acephalous, without ahead. I7S3CHAM-
BERS Cycl. Supp. Some modern travellers still pretend to find

Acephalous people in America. 1774 COOPER in Phil. Trans.

LXV. 311, I take the liberty to remit you an account of the

delivery of a very curious acephalous monster. 1836 -9 Toon
Cycl. Anat.fyPhys. 11.219/2 In the true acephalous foetus the

bones of the face . . are ofcourse wanting. 1846 GROTE Greece

I. i. xvi. 592 Without the ancestorial god the whole pedigree
would have become not only acephalous, but also worthless

and uninteresting. 1854 \$\UH\M Prose Halletttics 391 With
so strong an inducement for fishmongers to decapitate con-

gers, acephalous specimens would probably be . . common.

2. Having or recognizing no governing head or

chief.

ACEROSE.

1731 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Acephalous, in a figurative sense is

more frequently applied to persons destitute of a leader, or
chief . . We find a great number of canons of council . . against

Acephalous clerks. 1857 SIR F. PALGRAVE Hist. Norm, fy

iig. 1 1. 324 Regality was the organic element of the com-
monwealth . . an acephalous body politic was inconceivable.

1858 GLADSTONE Homer I. 502 The acephalous state of
the Elian division of the army. 1873 STUBBS Const. Hist.

1 1. xv. 267 The tendency to division was strengthened by the

acephalous condition of the Courts.

3. Zool. Having no part of the body specially

organized as a head or seat of the brain and special
senses. Acephalous Molluscs ACEPHALA.

1741 CHAMBKKS Cycl. s.v., Acephalous worms, or what are

supposed such, are frequent. 1835 K i KIIY Hat', tf lust. A nint.

I. ix. 268 The acephalous or bivalve Molluscans. 1836 TODD
Cycl. Anat. fy Pliys. I. 166/2 The mouth . . in the acephalous
annelidaisdirected forwards. xBygCASifRmxRAfmtalPAyst-
ology I. ii. 49. 49 The two primary divisions of the IMol-

luscous] series, the cephalous and the acephalous.

4. Hot. Headless, with the natural head aborted

or cut off.

1880 GKAY Bat. Text-Bk. 393.

5. Wanting the beginning, as an imperfect manu-

script; wanting the first syllable or foot of the

verse, said esp. of a hexameter beginning with a

short syllable.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpf., Acfphaliis is used in poetry

fur a verse which is lame or defective, by wanting ;i be-

ginning. 1841 DE QUINCEY Khc-t. 403 (1860) A faUe or

acephalous structure of sentence.

Acerate (a-sert'it). Chein. [mod. f. L. afcr

maple + -ATK-I.] A salt of aceric acid.

1847 CRAIG, Aceric acid exists in the juice of the maple tree,

in the shape of an acerate of lime.

Acerb (asoub), a. [ad. L. accr/'-as harsh to the

taste ; cf. mod. Fr. aecrie.'] Sour, with an addition

of bitterness or astringency, as unripe fruit
;
also

fig. sharp and harsh.

1657 l*hys. Did., Acerb, sowr or sharp. 1661 R. LOVFLI.
Aniin. fy Min., Some are austere and acerb . . as rosted x
quinces, wardens, services. 1731 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Physi- \
cians usually make Acerb an intermediate savour between V

acid, austere, and bitter. 1766 LEK in I'hiL Trans. I.VI. 96
Three drams ofa gummy substance intensely bitter and acerb.

1873 MRS. WHITNEY Other Girls (1876) xviii. 241 A kindlier

touch to her antitheses than pertained to those of that acerb

damsel.

Acerbate (asoubet), ppl. a. [ad. L. accrbat-us

pa. pple. of accrba-re to embitter
;
see prec. and

-ATE-.] Embittered, exasperated; severe.

1869 1-'.cJw 16 Sept. 1/3 The very faults of a fat man are less

aix-rl>:ite than those of other people.

Acerbate (a-sajb^'t),!'. \i.^..accrbnt- ppl. stem

of accrba-re to embitter ;
f. accrb-tis bitter, harsh.]

To sour or embitter ; usually^, to exasperate.

[1731 In BAILEY, vol. II. 1818 In TOIJII n.q.] 1845 LYTTOX
Zmioni Ep. Ded., The ignoble jealousy and the sordid strife

which degrade and acerbate the ambition of Genius. 1862

A. TRoLi.orK Xort/i Anier. \. 86 The Canadians . . have been

vexed and acerbated by the braggadocio of the Northern

States.

Acerbic (asa'ibik), a. rare. [f.
L. accrb-us + -ic.J

Of a sour, harsh, or severe character.

1865 North Brit. Daily Mail 4 Dec., Exaggerated notions

are entertained now-a-days regarding the gloomy acerbic

nature of Sabbath observance among the ancient Jews.

Acerbity (aso-ibiti). [a. Fr. accrbiti; ad. L.

accrbitat-cm, n. of quality f. acerb-its ACERB.]
1. Sourness of taste, mingled with bitterness or

astringency ; harshness, roughness of taste.

1611 COTGR-, Acerbiie'. Acerbitie, sharpnesse, sournesse.

i6zo VENNER I'ia Recta vii. 113 By reason of their acerbity,

they are soone offensiue to the teeth, a 1735 ARBUTHNOT

Aliments, in Philol. Anglic., Fruit, especially unripe fruit,

has a degree of acerbity in it. 1814 Eain, A',T>. XXIII. 118

Salt communicates an unpleasant acerbity to substances.

2. fig. Of men, their words and actions : Sharpness

mingled with bitterness, keen harshness.

1572 G. BUCHANAN in Knox's Wks. (1846) I. 29 Thai ar in

consultation to mitigat sum part the acerbite of certain

wordis. 1626 T. H. tr. Cctnssin's Holy Crt. 411,! yet among
so many acerbityes sucke some sweetnesse out of the world.

a 1677 BARROW Serin. Wks. 1716 I. 339 We may imagine what

acerbity of pain must be endured by our Lord. 1844 DISRAELI

Coningsby \. ix. 35 A spell that can soften the acerbity of

political warfare. 1877 Miss WORBOISE Our AVrc House' xiv.

214 There was an acerbity in her tone that made me feel

extremely uncomfortable.

t Ace'rbitude. Of>s.- [ad. ~L.accrbitfulo harsh-

ness, f. acfrius.']
'

Sourness, harshness in taste,

bitterness.' Bailey, vol. II, 1731, and in mod. Diets.

Aceric (ase-rik), a. [ad. mod. L. actric-us, f.

accr maple ; see -10.] Of the nature of, or pertain-

ing to the maple. Aceric acid, an acid which exists

in the sap of the maple.
1847 CRAIG. (See under ACERATE.)

Acerose (a^serju-s), a. [ad. L. accrds-us chaffy,

f. acus, accr-is chaff ; apparently afterwards referred

in error to acus, acu-s a needle or accrsharp ;
whence

sense 2 in which it has been used by botanists since

Linnoeus. See Phil. Botanices pp. 42, 219.]

1. Chaffy; like, or mixed with chaff.

1721 BAILEY, vol. II. 1775 ASH, and mod. Diets.

2. Bot. Needleshaped and rigid ;
as in the leaves

of heaths and pines.
10



ACEROTJS.

1785 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. (1794^ xxviii. 445 The leaves

of all these are linear and permanent ; Limiicus calls this

sort of leaf acerose. 1870 BENTLEY Het. 159 When a linear

leaf terminates in a sharp rigid point like a needle, it is acer-

ose or needle-shaped.

Acerote, a. \\ mispr. for ACEKOSE in sense i
.]

1612 COCKERAM, Acerote bretut, Browne bread.

Acerous (ze'seres), a. Bot. [f. L. accros-us, as if

nil. Fr. aci'reax.'] ACEKOSE.
1847 In CRAIG; and in mod. Diets.

t Acerseco'mic. Obs,'' [f.
L. acersccom-es in

Juv., a. Gr. a.K(pafx<i/:Lrjs with unshorn hair, + -1C.]

1612 COCKEKAM, AccrseconikhC) One whose hair was never

cut.

Acertain, obs. form of ASCERTAIN.

t Acerval, a. Ol>s.> [ad. L. accrualis adj. f.

accrviis a heap ; see -AL.]
'

Belonging to a heap.'

liailey 1731, and subseq. Diets.

Acervate (re'sajv^t), v. rare~. [f.
L. aceruat-

ppl. stem of accrvare to heap up, f. acerv-us a

heap.] 'To heap up.' J. (no quot.)
1611 COCKEHAM, Aceruatf, To mough up. 1847 CRAIG,

Acervatc, To heap together.

Acervate (asauvet), ///. a. [ad. L. acervdi-us,

pa. pple. of accrvd-re to he'ap.] Heaped, growing
in heaps, or in closely compacted clusters.

1848 DANA Zoophytes 293 The spines, in adult specimens,
often acervate. 1867 J. HOGG Micros. II. ii. 400 Bundles of

acervate spicula; of the flesh.

Acervately (asauvetli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an acervate manner
;
in heaps or clusters.

1848 DANA Zoophytes 358 Cells at summit acervately pro-

liferous.

Acervation (a::s3jv l
T
'-Jon). rare. [ad. L. acer-

viifion-cni, n. of action f. accrua-re to heap up.]
The action of heaping up, accumulation.

1676 HVLLOKAK, Acci-'atioii, A gathering into heaps. 1755

JOHNSON, s.v. Aggregate, The complex or collective result of

the conjunction or acervation of many particulars. 1794
SVLI.IVAN View (ifXat. II. 106 The deposition and acerva-

tion of oily, greasy parts of marine substances. 1823 CONY-
BEARE in Huckluntts Reliq. Dilnv. 196 These accumulations

. . sometimes by their acervation constitute decided hills.

Acervative (asa'ivativ), a. [f.
L. accrual- ppl.

stem of afCfvare + -IVK.] Pertaining or tending to

heaping up ; piled or heaped up.
1865 CARPENTER in Intcll. Observer No. 40. 289 Piled to-

gether irregularly, or in an acervative manner.

Acervose (x:saivo's), a. rare. [f. L. acerv-us

heap + -OSE, as if ad. L. *afcrvosits.~\
' Full of

heaps.' Bailey 1731, Johnson, etc.

Acervulilie (asauvirfbin), a. [f. L. accrvul-us

a little heap + -UfE 1
.]

Of the form or appearance
of little heaps.

I 8?5 J- W. DAWSON Dawn ofLife iv. 66 The cells became
a mass of rounded chambers, irregularly piled up in . . an
acervuline manner. 1876 PACK Aavd, Text-book of Geology
x. 192 Weathered specimen of Eozoon . . with acervuline

portion above and laminated below.

Acesceiice (ase'sens). [a. mod. Fr. accscence, f.

acescent, after nouns in -ncc\ L. -ti/ia: see ACESCENT
and -NCE.] The action of becoming acid or sour

;

the process of acetous fermentation. (Not in John-
son's Diet., though used by him.)
1765 JOHNSON Xote on Slinks., Timon in. i, Alluding to the

turning, or acescence of milk. 1791 Etiin. AVrc Disp. 39 Glu-

tinous matter seems to run into putrefaction, without shewing
any previous acescence.

Acescency (ase'sensi). [f. ACESCENT, after

nouns in -NCY, ad. L. -nlia
; see -NCY.] The quality

or state of being acescent, or of turning sour
;

tendency to sourness ; incipient or slight acidity.

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. on Waters III. 333 [It isj from an acri-

force 465 All sweetness without the slightest acescency.

Acescent (ase'sent), a. and sb. [a. mod. Fr.

acescent, or ad. L. acescent-em pr. pple. of acesc-cre

to grow sour, inceptive of ace-re to be sour ; stem
ac- sharp, as in ac-id, ac-tite.]

A. adj. Turning sour
;
or having the tendency to

turn acid, or to undergo acetous fermentation, as

milk, etc.; hence, slightly sour, 'turned.' ///. andyff
1731 ARBUTHNOT Aliments, Chem, Terms 29 Substances,

which are not perfectly Acid, but naturally turn so, I cal

Acescent. 1746 R. JAMES Introti. Moffet's Health's Impr
30 The Milk of the Ass, Goat, Cow, Mare, and Sheep, are

acescent, that is, turn sour upon Putrefaction, like acescenl

Vegetable Juices, from whence it is prepared, c 1816 WILBER
FORCE in Life (1838) IV. xxxi. 305 Their feelings cannot bui

be wounded and acescent. 1826 FARADAY Exp. Resear. xxxi

174 A disagreeable acescent odour something resembling tha

of putrescent milk.

B. sb. An acescent substance ; one liable to undergo
acetous fermentation.

1731 ARBUTHNOT Aliments viii. 213 Animal Diet qualify'c
with a sufficient Quantity of Acescents, as Bread, Vinegar
and fermented Liquors.

Acet-. Chem. In comb. = ACETIC, ACETYL befon

a vowel, as in acet-amide, acct-anilide, acet-itric.

Acetable (se's/tab'l). [acl. I., acetabulum, nov

commonly used in the L. form, q.v.]
1. An ancient Roman, and old medical, fluii

74

measure; a saucerful; usually reckoned at i\ fluid

mnces, or one-eighth of a pint.

1551 TURNER Herbal \\. 78 An acetable holdeth two vnces

.nd an half. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. xiii, Take a saucer

ull or acetable of the juice and so drink it with wine.

2. =ACKTABULUM 2 b.

1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Comfit, ix. 340 If the Humour run
nto the Acetable, and force the head of the thigh-bone out.

Acetabular (sesAze-biwlai), a. [f.
I,, ctceta-

ntl-itin +-AH, as if ad. L. *acetdbidar-isl\ Cup-like,

cup-shaped ; sucker-shaped.
1849 MUKCHISON Silitria App. 544 The acetabular booklets

of Cephalopods. 1856 WOODWARD Mollnsca i. 76 The speci-
mens . . show the large acetabular bases of the hooks.

Acetalmliferous (res/tse:bilrferes) f a. Zool.

T. L. a<v/<F/w/-tt/// + -FKROUS = bearing.] Bearing
acetabula ;

furnished with fleshy cups or suckers

"or adhering to bodies.

1836 TODD Cycl.Anat. fy Phys, I. 550/1 The nerves are con-

inued of a simple structure as far as the acetabuliferous ex-

remities. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. viiL 253 There are ten of

hese acetabuliferous arms. 1877 HUXLEY Atiat. Inv. An.
mi. 507 Two acetabuliferous tentacles take their origin on
,he inner side of a cup-like hood.

Acetabuliform (scsftarbiwlifjaim), a. Bot.

'ad. mod. L. acetabitliformis saucer-shaped ; see

ACETABULUM, and -FORM.] Shaped like a saucer, or

.hallow cup, as the calyx or corolla of many flowers.

1835 LINOLEY//>W. Bot. ii. 3521 1848) Acetalmllform'. con-

cave, depressed, round, with a border a little turned inwards ;

as the fruit of some lichens. 1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bk. 394.

|[ Acetabuluiu (res/ta"bi//hnn). [L. aettabu-

liim a vinegar cup or saucer, also a saucerful, a

liquid measure, and Jig. a cup or saucer-shaped

cavity; f. acctum vinegar + -aindum dim. Qi-ahmm
= a holder or receptacle. Used in Eng. both as the

proper name of the ancient vessel and measure, and

as a technical term in various sciences.]
1. Rom. Antiq. a. A vessel of porcelain or metal

for holding vinegar at table ; a cup or cup-shaped
vessel, b. A liquid measure of the capacity of this

vessel, about half a gill or a| fluid ounces.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. (1495) xix. cxxiii. 933 The
vessel in the whyche was soure wyne and corrupte was callyd
Acetabulum. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) s.v., Acetabulum,
or Acetable, a measure among the Romans, of liquor espe-

cially, but yet of dry things also, the same that oxybaphon
in Greeke. 1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery 11858) II. 335 A small

vase for oil or vinegar, acetabulum. Ibid. 11.317 Small vases

called acetnbula, or vinegar cups.

2. Animal PhysioL Applied to various cup-shaped
cavities and organs : as, a. A sucker of the cuttle-

fish, or other cephalopod, by which it adheres to

bodies, b. The socket of the thigh-bone. (Both of

these uses in Pliny) ; Hence, by analogy, C. The
socket or cavity of any joint in insects, d. A lobe or

cotyledon of the placenta, in ruminating quadrupeds.
a. 1661 R. LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. Amongst Fishes. .

The Mollusca, or soft .. some have acetabula, and two long
trunks. 1835 KIKBY Habits fy hist. Anim. I. App. 357 Two
oval plates, or disks, containing four oblong acetabula or
suckers. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. viii. 252 The arms are pro-
vided with acetabula or sucking discs, for adhesion to bodies.

1877 HUXLKY Anat. Intf. An. viii. 532 In Nautilus, the
brachial processes are short, and possess no acetabula.
b. 1709 BLAIR Qsteogr. Elcph.in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 150

The Acetabulum was perforated in the bottom. 1872 HUXLEY
Physiol. viL 173 In one joint of the body, the hip, the socket
or acetabulum fits . . closely to the head of the femur. 1873
MIVART Elem. Anat. v. 180 The socket for the thigh-bone is

called the acetabulum or cotyloid cavity.
C. 1828 KIKUY & SPENCE Entomol. III.xxxv. 537 The base

Is a spherical boss moving in an acetabulum of the thoracic
shield. 1835 Habits $ Inst. Anim, II, xxii. 432 The lower

[jaw] extends beyond the skull, a condyle of which acts in an
acetabulum of that jaw.
d- ft 1859 WORCESTER cites DUNGLISON.

3. Bot. a. 'The receptacle of certain fungals.
1

Lindley & Moore, b. 'An obsolete name of the

herb Navelwort.' Bailey 1731.
Acetal (ars/lae:!). Chem. [f. ACET(IC) + AL-

(COHOL).] A colourless liquid with alcoholic smell,

found among the first portions of the distillate in

preparing spirit of wine ; a derivative of alde-

hyde, converted by oxidizing agents into acetic

acid. It is the diethylate of ethylidcne or ethidene

CH 3-CH(OC2H5)2.

1869 ROSCOE Eleni. Chem. 250 Acetal is isomeric with di-

ethyl glycol.

2. Sometimes extended to analogous ethidene

derivatives in other series of the hydrocarbons, as

Dimethyl acetal, found in crude wood-spirit ;
also

called Ethidene dimethylate, CH, CH(OCH,)2.

In this nomenclature, the preceding substance is

distinguished as Diethyl acetal.

Acetaldehyde(3e:s/tarIdJh3ul). Chem. [contr.
for Acetic aldehydel\ Common or Ethyl aldehyde,
viewed as the special aldehyde of the acetic series.

1877 WATTS Fmvnfs Chem. II. 240 Acetic aldehyde, or

Acetaldehyde, also called Ethyl aldehyde, but more gener-

ally by the simple name aldehyde.

Acetamicle (ars/lamard, ase'tamaid). Chem.

[f.
ACKT- + AMIDE.]

1. The primary AMIDE in which the replacing acid

ACETIC.

radical is ACETYL; C2H3O.NHj; a white crystalline
solid of nearly neutral properties.
1873 WILLIAMSON Chem. 282 Products formed like aceta-

mide by the replacement ofhydrogen in ammonia by a radical

of chlorous properties are called amides. 1874 ROSCOE Elem.
Chem. 354 Acetaimde is a colourless solid, fusing at 78, and

boiling at 222 J
. 1877 WATTS Ftrumes* Chem. 11.379 Acetamide

. . crystallizes in long needles.

2. A series of analogous compounds, in which two
or all three hydrogen atoms in ammonia NH 3 ,

are

replaced by the radical acttyl (diacetamidc, tria-

cetamide\ or in which one or two are replaced by
acetyl, and one or two by other radicals, as ethyl-

acctamide, ethyl-diacctamide, etc.

Acetanilide(se:s/te-niUid). Chem. [f. ACET(YL)
+ AMLIDE.] A compound of aniline in union with

the radical acetyl, forming an acetamide with the

radical phenyl. C^.NH.CjHjO. Less correctly
acetanilinc.

1864 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 41 1. 1877 FOWNES Man. Chem.
1 1. 453 Acetanilide, or Phenylacetamide, produced by heating
aniline and glacial acetic acid for several hours . . forms

colourless, shining, laminar crystals, melting at ii2-ii3.
1882 Athenxum 2859, 211 Acetaniline acted on by chloride

of lime at a temperature of 270 Cent, produces a beautiful

yellow to which the name of flavaniline is given.

t A'cetars, a'cetaries, sb. pi. Obs. [ad. L.

acetari-a salad plants, prop, adj., neut. pi. of acet-

ari-s, pertaining to aeet-wn vinegar.]
1612 COCKERAM, Acetarr^ a salad of smal hearbes, 165?

Phys. Diet., Acetaries,sa.l\ets, or herbs mixed with vinegar to

stir up appetite. 1676 BULLOKAR, Acefar, a sallad ofraw herbs

eaten with vineger. 1775 ASH, Acetars, salads and vinegar.

Acetarious (sewte*ri3s), a. [f.
L. acetdri-a

see prec. +-ous.] Used in salads, as lettuce, cress, etc.

1822 J. C. LouDON Encycl. Gardening (1835) m. i. viii. 7.

856 The acetarious vegetables are . . all articles of compara-
tive luxury, or condiments rather than food. 1832 Veg. Snbst.

Food of Man 299 Vegetables . . eaten raw . . in their natural

state, or blanched, are . . termed acetarious, or salad plants.

1835 J. C. LOUDON in L. Hunt's Journal No. 70. 261 Those
. . would not readily reconcile themselves to the acetarious

productions of Dublin and Glasgow during that season.

Acetary (ze's/tari). [ad. mod. L. acetartum,
f. acet-um vinegar + -ariitm receptacle ; see -ABT.]
*An acid pulpy substance in certain fruits, as the

pear, inclosed in a congeries of small calculous

bodies towards the base of the fruit.' Craig 1847.
1674 GREW Anat. Plants \. vi. (1682) 41 Within this lies tbe

Acetary; 'tis allways spur, and by the bounding of the Cal-

culary of a Globular Figure. Ibid. iv. ii. 5. 183 I have taken

leave to name it the Acetary. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp.

s.v., The quince also haj an Acetary, resembling, tho' less

than, that of a pear.

Aoetatd (arsrtrH). Chem. [f. ACET-IC + -ATE 1

*.]

A salt formed by the combination of acetic acid

with an alkaline, earthy, or metallic base ;
as

Acetate of lead, called also Sugar of lead.

1827 FARADAY Chem. JManip. 10. 253 Nitrate of mercury,
acetate of lead. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem.

94^
Marsh gas

may . . be artificially prepared by heating sodium acetate.

1872 WILLIAMSON Chem. 278 The metallic acetates are, for

the most part, very soluble in water. 1876 HARLEV Mat.
Med. 143 Acetate of potash was known in trie i3th cent., and

probably earlier.

Acetated (setteHAd), ///. a. [formally pa.

pple. of acetate \\*.t apparently not otherwise used.]
Treated or combined with acetic acid, formed into

an acetate.

1791 HAMILTON tr. Berthollet, Art of Dyeing 1. 1. i. v. 86

The precipitate obtained from acetated lead. 1794 G. ADAMS
Nat. fy Exper. Phil. I. xi. 450 Acetated mercury. 1804 ABEK-
NETHY Surgical Ob$en>. 127 Bathing it with a solution of

acetated lead.

Acetation (ces/Vjan). [n. ofaction f. ACETATE;
see prec. and -TION.]

= ACETIFICATION.

1863 H. ROGERS Life of J. Hcnve v. 155 note, As though
. . it had, by some magical process of acetation, been all at

once turned into verjuice.

Acetenyl(ars/t/hil). Chem. [short for acctylenyl,
f.ACETYLENE + -YL.] Aname fortheunivalent group
C,H ;

= C= C H, = ACETYLENE minus one atom of

hydrogen ;
as in Acetenyl-benzene CBHS C = CH.

1877 WATTS Fownes' Chem. II. 434 Acetenyl-benzene or

Phenyl-acetylene . . is an aromatic liquid, boiling at 140
J
.

Acetic (asrtik, ase'tik), a. [mod. f. L. acet-itm

vinegar (f. ace-re to be sour) + -ic.] Of the nature of

vinegar ; pertaining to vinegar. Hence,
1. Acetic acid: The special acid of which vinegar

is a diluted or crude form, produced by the acetous

fermentation of alcohol. Chemically, the monatomic
monobasic acid of the ethyl or dicarbon series,

C 2H4O3
= C2H 3O(OH), derived from ethyl alcohol

C2H 5(OH) by the substitution of an atom of

oxygen for two of the hydrogen of the ethyl.

Anhydrous acetic acidt a synonym of acetic anhy-
dride ; see 2.

1808 HENRY Epit. Chem. (ed. 5^302 It appears that acetic

acid differs from the acetous, only in containing less water
and no mucilage. 1814 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. 108 Acetic

acid, or vinegar, may be obtained from the sap of different

trees. 1827 FARADAY Chem. Manip. 12. 280 Acetic acid . .

is much in use in the arts m an impure state. 1860 PIESSE
Lab. Chem. Wonders 97 Concentrated acetic acid is also a

powerful disinfectant.

2. Acetic series : The series of compound bodies



ACETIFICATION.

related to Acetic acid, or containing the radical

ACETYL QHjO ;
as Acetic ether or Ethyl acetate

QHj.CjH.Of, a fragrant liquid; Acetic oxide or

anhydride (C2HjO)jO, a heavy oil gradually con-

verted by water into acetic acid.

1871 TVNDALL Frag, ofScience I. ii. 56 led. 6) Reducing dry
air to the pressure of the acetic ether. 1872 WILLIAMSON Client.

279 Acetic ether has an agreeable odour,bywhich its presence
can be detected. 1875 DARWIN Inscctiv. Plants vi. 88 The
acid belongs to the acetic or fatty series. 1876 HARLEY Mat.
Mcd. 349 Acetic anhydride may be isolated by several pro-
cesses.

Acetification (ase'tifik^'-JsnV acetifaction in

Ash.
[f.

L. acet-um vinegar + -FICATION = -making.]
The action of converting into vinegar ;

the chemical

reaction which converts alcohol into acetic acid.

X753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpf. s.v., Acetification is a branch or

species of fermentation, arising by exposing vinous liquors

ncation of pure alcohol in the presence of atmospheric air.

1871 Eclw July 27 In countries where wine and cyder pre-

vail, domestic vinegar is obtained by the acetification of these

beverages.

Acetifier (ase-tifaiai). [f.
ACKTIFY zi. + -EB1

.]

An apparatus for conducting acetous fermentation,

and producing vinegar.
1863 Sarson <$

Sons Circular, This Vinegar is pure as when
first drawn from the Acetifiers.

Acetify (ase'tifai), v. [f. L. acet-uiii vinegar +
-FY = make.]
1. trans. To subject to acetous fermentation; to

convert into vinegar; to make sour.

1872 WILLIAMSON Chem. 277 A stream ofwash either fresh

or partially acetified.

2. intr. To become sour, to undergo acetous fer-

mentation. Cf. ACETIZE.
ft 1864 WEBSTER cites Encyc. Doitt. Econ.

Acetimeter (8e=itnnttai). fa. Fr. acMmiire,
{. L. acet-um vinegar + metre ad. Gr. pirpov a

measure.] An instrument for measuring the strength
of vinegar or other acids.

1875 URE Diet. A rts 1. 16 Acid which contains 40 per cent.

of real acetic acid, is in the language of the Revenue, 35

per cent, over proof; it is the strongest acid on which duty is

charged by the Acetimeter.

Acetimetrical (a^s/tiime'trikal), a.
[f. prec. +

-ICAL.] Of or pertaining to acetimetry ; used in the

measurement of the strength of vinegar.
1875 URE Diet. A rts 1. 16, 1000 grains of the above proof

[acid] would require 50 measures of the acetimetrical alkaline

solution.

Acetimetry (^s/trmetri). [f. L. acct-iiin vine-

gar + -METKY = Gr. -niTpia measuring.] The deter-

mination of the strength of vinegar, or the ascer-

taining of the degree of sourness or proportion of

acetic acid in any substance.

1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 15 (Title of Article).

Acetin (je-s/tin). Chem. [f. ACET- + -IN(E =
Gr. -ivrj daughter, derivative, here used to form
a term matching glycerin."] Acetic glycerin ;

class

name of a series of thick oily liquids, formed (by

Berthelot) by the action of acetic acid upon glycerin ;

they consist of glycerin C 3H s(OH)j in which one,

two, or all the three hydrogen atoms are replaced
by the radical acetyl C2H3O, the result being mono-,

di-, or tri-acetin ; the formula of the last is

1874 ROSCOE Elem. Ckem. xxxvi. 386. 1877 WATTS Fmuncs'
Clicm. II. 285.

t A'cetite (arsftait). Client. Obs. [f. L. cuel-um

vinegar -t- -ITE.] A salt of the supposed Acetous acid ;

the substances formerly so named are ACETATES.
1791 HAMILTON tr. Bert/toilet, Art pfDyeing I. i. i. ii. 29

One pound ofacetite of lead, or sugar oflead. 1802 CHEVENIX
in Phil. Trans. XCII. 135, I sent a current of oxygenized
muriatic acid through a solution ofacetite of potash. 1812 SIR
H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 394 A solution of acetite of lead, i.e.

sugar of lead, may be used. 1822 I MISON Scienee <$ A rt 1 1. 61
A piece of paper, dipped in a solution of acetite of lead.

Acetize (orsftaiz), v. rare. [f. L. acet-itm vine-

gar + -IZE.]
= ACETIFY.

1859 R. F. BURTON in Jrnl. R. G. S. XXIX. 185 The vinegar
is also made of honey . . and water . . mixed, and poured in a
calabash under the sun to ferment and acetize.

Aceto-. Chem. In comb. = ACETIC, ACETYL
before a consonant (cf. ACET-), as in accto-chloride,

accto-nitril, acetophenone, aceto-sodacetate, etc.
1880 tr. Wnrtz, Atom. Theory 180 This is the case in the

combinations described by Carius under the name of plumbic
aceto-chlorhydrin, aceto-bromhydrin, and aceto-iodhydrin.

Acetometer (sesrt(7'm/t3j). \l.\-,,acct-utnvinegar
+ Gr. itirpov a measure. See -OMETEK.] Another
form of ACETIMETEB.
1855 STOCKHARDT Exferim. Chem. \ 514. 409 Glass cylin-

ders constructed for this purpose [ascertaining the strength
of vinegar] and divided into degrees are called acetometers.
1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 12 The determination of the

strength of commercial acetic acid by the hydrometer or
acetometer, as it is called when graduated for this purpose,
is not much to be depended upon.

II Acetonaemia (oe:sfto,nrmia). Med. [f.
ACE-

TONE + Gr. olfia blood.] (See quot.)

75

1876 tr. Wagners Gen. r<tthoL 577 Acetonxmia is a morbid
state . . characterized by the presence of acetone in the blood.

Acetonamiue (ars/t<?an,am3i:n). Chem. [f.

ACETONE + AMINE.] A compound amine, obtained

by heating acetone with ammonia
;
two or three of

the hydrogen atoms of which are replaced by mole-
cules of acetone, which also lose sufficient oxygen
to form water with the hydrogen from the ammonia.
Hence di- and tri-acctonamincj with other more

complicated compounds.
1877 WATTS Fownes' Chan. II. 263.

Acetonate (nj-s/ttm^t). Chem. [f. ACETONE +
-ATE 4.] A salt of acetonic acid.

1873 WILLIAMSON Chem. 295 IHydric] acetonate is in its

composition homologous with lactate.

Acetone (srs/ttmn). Chem. [f. ACET(IC) + Gr.

-cavil female descendant ; see -ONE.] A colourless

limpid liquid related to acetic acid, but containing
less oxygen; pyro-acetic spirit. It is the acetic

member of the kefones, or ketone of the acetic scries,
and is also called Dimethyl ketone, CO(CHa )2 .

1858 THUDICHUM The Urine 314 Acetone is a colourless
thin liquid. 1873 WILLIAMSON Chan. 289 Acetone isa neutral

liquid of an agreeable odour. 1875 URE./)/'^. Arts I. 15 s.v.

Acetimetry, The acetate of silver gives no acetone; whilst
those of the alkaline earths yield chiefly acetone or marsh
gas. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Patlwl. 577 Acetone . . is pro-
duced according to some in the stomach and intestines, ac-

cording to others in the liver and thence is carried into the
blood. 1877 FO\VNL.S Man. Client. II. 261 Acetone is very
inflammable and burns with a bright flame.

Acetonic (aesft^mik), a. Chem. [f. ACETONE +
-ic.] Of or derived from acetone, as in Acetonic
acid C4HBO3 -

1873 WILLIAMSON Chem. 2^5 Butylactlc and oxybutyric
acids are names given to acids of the same composition as
acetonic acid.

Acetomtoll (ae
:

sft0|nartril). Chem. [f.AcETo-+
NITRIL.] An alcoholic cyanide orhydrocyanic ether;
the nitrogen compound, or;///;-//, of the acetic series,

C 2H3N, called also Ethenyl ;///;//, and, as the cyan-
ide of the methyl series, Afcthyl eyanirfedl^CN.
1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 320. 1877 FOWNKS Man. Chem.

II. 92 The bodies obtained by these two processes are oily

liquids .. Methyl cyanide, ethenyl-nitril, or acetorutril, boils

at 77".

Acetose (^s/tJ'i-s), a. [ad. late L.fl^Af-wjsour,
f. acetum vinegar : see -OSE.] Tasting like vinegar ;

sour. Chiefly applied to the natural sourness of

unripe fruits, sorrel, etc.

1533 ELYOT CastelofIlelth 36 (1541! With sugar and vyne-
ger is made Sirupe Acetose. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Ace-
tous or Acetose, something relating to Vinegar. 1854 AINS-
WORTH Flitch ofBacon n, iii. 117 If acetose claret I happen
to sip. 1868 PAXTON Bot. Diet.) Acetose, sour, tart, acid.

t Acetose, -ouse, sb. Obs. [a.d.mod.'L.Mefosa
(f. acetos-its sour), given to the plant by Tournefort
as generic name.] The herb Sorrel or Sorrel Dock
{Rumex Acetosa).
1547 EOORDE Brev. in Dyctary 102 (1870) Qualyfie the

heate of the Lyuer and the stomake with the confection of
Acetose. 1605 TIMMF, Qnersitanns in. 177 The juice of

lemons, the water Melissa, Acetouse, and of roses mingled
with the sayd wine,

Acetosity (ces/t^siti). [ad. late L. acctositas,

f. acetosus sour : see ACETOSE and -ITY.] The
quality of being acetose or sour; sourness, tartness.

1599 A. M. Gabel/wuer's Bk. of Phys. 12/1 Throughe the

acetositye of the Vineger the duricies of the Eggeshels wit be

mitigated. 1612 WOODALL Surgeons Alate Wks. 1653, 175
The juice or pulpe of Tamarinds hath a great acetositie.

[1731 in BAILEY, and subseq. Diets.]

t Aceto'SOUS, a. Obs. [f. L. acctos-tts + -ous.]
An early by-form of ACETOSE, ACETOUS.
tSa&TnaatQvm&amu in. 189 Fermentation., consisteth

in a certaine acetosus liquor of nature. 1612 WOODALL Snr~

givti's Mate Wks. 1653, 174 Rather use Acetosous medicines.

Acetous (re'sftas), a. [ad. Fr. aceteux, -euse, ad.

late L. acetos-its ; see ACETOSE.] Of or pertaining
to vinegar ; having the qualities of vinegar ; sour.

.

1714 BP. LOWTH On /MUbi
{1778} ft68 Unless further fer-

entation is promoted by their lying longer on their own
lees, they will . . soon degenerate into a liquor of an acetous
kind. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv. 200 A man . . whose
small soul, transparent wholesome-looking as small ale, could

by no chance ferment into virulent alegar, the mother of ever
new alegar, till all France were grown acetous, virulent.

1865 Athenaeum No. 1942. 52/1 Stimulating unguents and
acetous lotions.

Acetous fermentation'. The chemical reaction by
which sugar or alcohol is changed into vinegar ;

occurring naturally when bread, milk, or beer
turns sour.

1794 SULLIVAN I'ifMofNat. I. 148 This latter, modified by
the various fermentations, produces . . the acid of vinegar,
after having been anew modified by the acetous ferment-
ation. 1822 I MISON Science fy Art II. 159 The vinous fer-

mentation must be checked in time, otherwise the acetous
fermentation would begin. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 237/2 Fer-
mentation is of three kinds : the vinous, producing alcohol ;

the acetous, yielding vinegar ; and the putrefactive. 1857
HAWTHORNE Fr. 4- //. Journals II. 236 The Romans like

their bread . . m a state of acetous fermentation.

Acetous acid: A name formerly given to vinegar
in the belief that it differed from Acetic acid by

ACHANGE.

containing one atom less of oxygen in its molecule.
Since it has been ascertained that vinegar is only
dilute acetic acid the name has become obsolete.

1791 HAMILTON tr. Bcrthollet^ Art of Dyeing I. i. i. ii. 30
[It] combines with the acetous acid and produces an acetite
of alumine. 1796 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 398
It afforded no acetite of lead on digesting it in acetous acid.
1806 Brit. Encycl. I. 13 Acetous acid in that concentrated
state in which it is called radical vinegar. 1828 MARCET
Conversations on Chemistry II. 218 The acetous acid is de-

veloped by means of the acetous fermentation.

Aceturic (reaJtiltoik), a. Chem.
[f.

ACET- +

URIC,] In Aceturic acid, CH 3 <(^j^
HiO

,
a

secondary amide, consisting of glycocine with one
H atom of the typical ammonia replaced by the
radical acetyl; hence also called Acetyl-glycodne.
1877 WATTS Ftrwucs' Chem. II. 383.

Aoetyl (ae-s/til). Chem. [f.AcET(ic) + Gr. V\TJ

substance, stuff: see -YL(E. Hence 'radical of

the acetic series.'] A monatomic organic radical

C|H|O| the oxidized radical of the dicarbon scries,

and the basis of the acetic series. Also attrib.

as in Acetyl compounds, Acetyl (acetic or acetylic)

chloride, and in comb, as Acetylorthoamidobenzoic.
1864 Atlienxnm No. 1937. 788/3 The ethylate of acetyl.

1873 WILLIAMSON Chem. 281 Acetic acid is a molecule of
water in which the two atoms of hydrogen are replaced by
two atoms ofacetyl. 1877 WATTS l-'tnvnes' Chem. 11.286 Acetyl
peroxide (CgHgOJaOglS a viscid liquid, which explodes with
violence when heated, and acts as a powerful oxidizing
agent. 1880 CLEMENSHAW Jf 'artz's Atomic Theory 277
Acetyl is ethyl modified by substitution. 1880 Athen&um
13 Nov. 645/2 The following papers were read : On Acetyl-
orthoamidobenzoic Acid.

Acetylene (K
p

s/til/"n). Chem. [f. ACETYL + Gr.

-771/77 female descendant, weaker derivative : see -ENE.]
A gaseous hydrocarbon C 3 II3 ,

= IIC = CH, also

called Ethine, interesting as being producible by
the direct combination of carbon and hydrogen
at a high temperature, and of forming by further

syntheses more complex carbon compounds, thus

rendering possible the artificial preparation of or-

ganic substances from their simple elements.

1864 H. SPENCKR Biology I. 8 With the exception of acety-
lene, the various hydro-carbons are not producible by di-

rectly combining their elements. 1869 Roscoi; Elem. Chem.
95 Acetylene is a colourless gas, winch burns with a bright
luminous flame, and possesses a disagreeable and very pe-
culiar odour; it is produced in all cases of incomplete com-
bustion, and its smell may be noticed when a candle burns
with a smoky flame. 1873 WATTS Fffiynes*

Chem. I. 559
Ethine or Acetylene is one of the constituents of coal gas.

1877 Ibid. II. i Recently it has been shown that ethine or

acetylene, C. Ho, can be produced by the direct combination
of carbon and hydrogen ; that this compound can be made
to take up two additional atoms of hydrogen to form [defiant

gas, or] ethene Ci H< ; and that this . . can be converted into

alcohol, CaH.-.O, a body formerly supposed to be producible
only by the fermentation of sugar.

Acetylic (a-s/ti-lik), a. Chem. [f. ACETYL + -ic.]

Of or belonging to acetyl ;
as in Acetylic vt Acetyl

chloride.
1881 Aihen&um 12 Nov. 634/3 Malic anhydride can be

obtained directly from malic acid by heating with an excess
of acetylic chloride.

Ach., variant of Ac, conj. Oi>s., but.

Ach, obs. form of OWE.
11 Ach (ax\ int. [Xot Kng. unless meant for an

emphatic and strongly aspirated form of ah ! Used
in German and Celtic.]
1865 E. CLAYTON Cruel Fort. III. 81 Ach ! you irritate me.

Acheene, var. form of ACHEXE.

Achseiiocarp (akriwkajp). Bot. [f. Gr. d priv.
+ xaiv~iv to gape + Kapir-us fruit

;
cf. ACHEKE.

The Gr. for
' not gaping

'

is ax&vfyt whence an

etymological derivative would be &chanocarp^\ A
fruit which is an achcne.
1880 GRAY Bot. Text-Bk. 394, Achsnocarp^ general name

of a dry and indehiscent fruit.

t Acha'fe, v. Obs. 4-5 ;
also eschaufe, a-

chauf(fe ; esp. in pple. achaufed, achauffed. [:

earlier E.SCHAUFE, a.OFr.cj-(V/a/(/t'-r(mod.(r//fl^_^t'-r)

to heat; f. cs : L. ex out, extremely + chaufc-r\
late L. *(alcfa-re for calefac-cre to heat, warm, f.

calcre to be hot +faccrc to make. See A- pref. 9.]

To heat, to warm; also fig. to kindle anyone's

wrath, to heat with passion, to chafe.

^1325 E. E. Allit. Poems B. 1143 His wrath is achaufed.

c 1340 Gaiuayne $ Gr. Knt. 883 He sete in bat settel sem-

lych ryche, & achaufed hym. c 1374 CHAUCER Boethius 22

Whan be sterre sirius eschaufe^ nym. '1450 LoNELiCH
Grail xxiii. 507 Whanne cold thing a-chawfed is owht, Anon
to red colour it is i-browht. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng.
ccxxxiv 256 Prynce Edward was sore achafed and greued.
c 1490 Ovid, Metam. x. vi. Crete hete, whereofthe ground
was sore achauffid.

Achage t/'-ked^). rare. [f.
ACHE z>. + -AGE

; sug-

gested by break-age^ Aching state. (Humorous.)
1878 TENNYSON Q. Mary i. i. O, the Pope could dispense

with his Cardinalate, and his achage, and his breakage.

tAcha-nge, achau-nge. Obs. rare-1
. [:-

earlier esehanget cschaunge (afterwards refashioned

to EX-CHANGE) a. OFr. eschanget echange. See

A-/~/ 9 .]
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ACHAPE. 76 ACHENE.

1470 HARDING Chron, xiii. i So was the name of this ilke

Albyon All selte on side in Kalender of achaunge . . And
Kriteyn hight so furth by newe eschaunge, After Brutus.

1 Acha'pe, v. Obs. [A by-form of ESCAPE,

adopted from later OFr. echaper, occas. achapcr

(mod. cchapper] : early OFr. and Norm, escapcr,
whence the ordinary form. Scotch writers in 6 have

echap as in Fr. Also aphetized in 5 to CHAPE. Cf.

SCHAPE, SHAPE, and SCAPE.] = ESCAPE.
1250 LAYAMON II. 342 J>e Alemainsi bat a-chaped were

[1205 weoren awei idra^ene]. c 1325 E. E. A tlit. Poems B.

970 pe wrake bat no wy^e achaped. c 1350 Will. Palerne 2805
Whan be hert & be hind ' were of so harde a-chaped. Ibid.

1248 Gretly y bonk god bat gart me a-chape. 1588 A. KING
Can isins' Catech. 143 Presumption of gods mercie to echap
for sinne vnpunished.

tAch.aq.ue. Obs. [Sp. word.] Habitual indis-

position, ailment.

1646 HOWELL Fam. Lett. (1650) I. 407, 1 am sorry to hear of

your achaques, and so often indisposition there.

I! Achar (Mai), Anglo-Ind. \ also atchaar, att-

jar, achiar. [a. Pers. A-,.1 achar pickles, adopted

in nearly all the vernaculars of India for acid or

salt relishes, and extended by Europeans to pickles
of every description. Mentioned by Garcia 1563.

(Col. Yule.)]
1697 DAMI-IER Voy. round World I. 391, Achar I presume

signifies sauce. They make it in the East Indies. 1866

LINDLEY & MOORE Treas. Bot. 9, Achiar; an Eastern con-

diment, formed of the young shoots ofBambnsa arundinacea.

tAcha'rne, v. Obs. rare, [a. Fr. acharnc-r to

flesh, bait ; refl. s'acharner to thirst for blood, be-

come cruel : late L. *adearna-re f. ad to + carn-em

flesh.] To become greedy of flesh, to thirst for blood.
c 1400 J/1S", Bodl. 546, 35 b, per ben somme [wolves] bat eten

chyldren 8: men and eteb noon ober flesh fro bat tyme bat

bei be a charm[?n]ed wij? mannys flesh .. Whanne thei

acharneth in a contre of werre, there as batayles haue ybe,
there thei eteth of dede men.

Acharne, obs. form of ACORN.

Acharnemeiit (ajanwman, atjaunment).

[Fr. n. of action, f. acharnc-r to give a taste of flesh

(to dogs, falcons, etc.) Included as a technical

military term in James's Mil. Diet. 1816 which pro-
fessed to give

* the explanation of military terms in

English, with the admixture of French words.']

Eagerness for blood, bloodthirsty fury, ferocity.
1816 JAMES .Mil. Diet. led. 4^, Acharnement, Fr., the rage

and frenzy to which soldiers are subjected in the heat of an

engagement. 1830 Caledonian Merc. Sept. 30 The extra-

ordinary acharnement of the Belgians against their Govern-
ment. 1833 Blackw. Mag. XXXIII. 502 The dreadful
acharnemcnt which marked the war on both sides the

acJiarncmcnt of long-hoarded vengeance and maddening re-

membrances. 1854 BADHAM Prose Ifalteutics 46 Leaping at

it with all the acharnement of dogs on a hoar's back. 1857
DEOuiNCEV ll'ks. VII. 299 The Jewish acharnement against
the Christians . . would be inflamed to a frantic excess.

Acha'sed, pple. Obs. rare- 1
. [Either from

a vb. achase, f. A- pref. intensive -f CHASE, or from
the simple CHASE with a- for i~, y-, in pa. pple.
See A- particle.] Chased.
c 1440 Partonofie 6888 But both a chased were ryght wele.

Achate (arkat), sir.
1 arch. [a. OFr. acate, achate,

ad. L. achatcs, a. Gr. dxa-n??. The unchanged L. a-

chates was also in common use. In end of 6 the

form AGATE, agath was adopted from the Fr., and
is now the ordinary form.] An agate, a kind of

precious stone. (It was occasionally confounded
from similarity of name with the gagafes oryV/.)
c 1230 Ancren Rhvle 134 Enne deorewurSe 3imston bet

hette achate. 1398 TREVISA Rarth, De P. R. (14951 xvi. x.

557 Achates is a precyous stone, and is blacke wyth white

veynes. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. vi. Which stone these

prudent clerkes call Achates most vertuous of all. 1535
COVERDAI.E F,x. xxvtiL 19 A Ligurios, an Achatt and an

Ametyst [1590 Genevan achate, 1611 agate]. 1648 SIR E.
BACON in Bury Wills 11850) 216, I give him alsoe my achate
with the picture of the butterfly in it. 1750 Leonardos
Mirror of Stones 64 Sicily gave the first Achates, which was
found in the River Acheus. 1855 P. J. I.AILEV Mystic 90
The achate, wealth adductive, and the mind Of the immor-
tals gladdening.

t Aclia'te. sb2 Obs. 4-7 ;
also achat. [a. OFr.

(i2th c.) achat purchase : earlier OFr. and Norm.
acat, whence the earlier Eng. form acat, acate,

which became achat, achate, under later Fr.influence,
and in the original sense ofpurchase. In the sense

ofprovisions, the prevailing form remained AGATES,

aphetized GATES.]
1. The act of purchasing or buying ; purchase ;

contract, bargain.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boethius i Coempcioun bat is to seyn

comune achat or hying to-gidere. c 1386 Prol. 570 For
whethur that he payde, or took by taille, Algate he wayted
so in his Acate [later MSS. achaat(e, achate]. c 1460 Bk.

Curtasye in Babees Bk. (1868) 317 Of achatis and dispenses

fen wrytes he. 1601 Househ. Ord. Ed. 77, 43 (1876) 25 He
must make the achates in due manner for the kinges best

profet. 1691 BLOUNT Law Diet., Achat is used for a Con-
tract or Bargain.
2. //. Things purchased ; provisions that were

not made in the house, by the baker or brewer, but

had to be purchased as wanted. In this sense

more commonly AGATES.
1469 Ord. Royal Househ. 93 Pieces of beefe, & moton, &

all other acate-;. 1596 SPENSER F.Q. n. ix. 31 The kitchin

clerke, that hight Digestion, Did order all th'achates in

seemely wise. 1644 HEVLIN Life of Land n. 300 Kvery
Office in the Court had their several diets . . with great
variety of Achates.

t Acha'te, v. Obs.rare. [a. QYi.achate-r (i2th
c.) older acater (nth c.) to purchase : late L. ac-

captd-rc, i.ac- = ad- \.Q + capta-re to take, seize. Cf.

mod. Fr. achetcr.'] To purchase, lay in provision of.

1601 House/i. Ord, Ed. 77, 36, A serjant of the scullery who
shal achate & puruey fuel, coale, etc.

t Acha'tour. Obs.
;
also acatour, achator, a-

chater. [a. AngloFr. achatour, earlier acatour

(mod. Fr. acheteur) : late L. accaptdtor-cmt n. of

agent f. accaptare : see prec. Originally a variant

of ACATOUR, ACATER.] A purchaser or buyer of

provisions ; esp. the officer who purchased pro-
visions for the royal household ;

a purveyor.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 568 A gentil Maunciple was ther of

a temple Of which achatours mighten take exemple (other
MSS. acatourisX c 1475 Lib. Nig. Ed. IV in Househ. Ord.

(1790)22 The officers, ministers, achatours, purveyours, ser-

feaunts.
1601 Househ. Ord. Ed. 77, 33 The flesh and the

sh which the achators shal send into the larder. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Pourveyor became a term so odious in

times past, that, by Stat. 36 Ed. Ill, the heinous name pour-
veyor was changed into that of achator, or buyer.

t Achatry. Obs. [A variant of ACATERY.] The
office or room of the Achatour.
a 1377 Househ. Ord. Ed. Ill (1790) 4.

Achauf, achauff, var. ACHAFEZ>. Obs. to warm.

Ache, ake (*
T|
k), v> Pa. t. and pple. ached.

Forms: /;// i acan
; 2-4 aken, -in, eken; 3-9

ake
; 8-9 ache. Ind.prcs. yd sing, i secS

; 2-4 ak)>,

ake|>. Pa. t. 1-2 6c ; 2-4 ok ; 3-4 ook
; 4-5 oke

;

4-5 akede, -ide
; 5-aked ; 8-9 ached. Pa. pple.

i acen
; 2-3 aken ;

soon obs. and repl. by aked ;

8-9 ached. A late Sc. variant is jaik, yak(e.

[Originally a strong vb. of same class as taket shake,
but with weak inflections since 4. The current

spelling ache is erroneous ;
the vb. being histori-

cally aket and the sb. ac/ie, as in bake, batch, speak,

speech. About 1 700 the sb. began to be confused in

pronunciation with the vb., whence some confusion

in spelling between ache and ake\ and finally instead

of both being written ake the word that has sur-

vived, both vb. and sb. are now written ache the

word that has become obsolete. That is, the word
ache has become obs. and been replaced by the

word ake, while the spelling ake has become obs.

and been replaced by the spelling ache. For this

paradoxical result, Dr. Johnson is mainly responsi-
ble : ignorant of the history of the words, and

erroneously deriving them from the Gr. a.\o$ (with
which they have no connexion) he declared them
'more grammatically written ache? See next word.]
To be in pain, to have the sensation of pain con-

tinuous or prolonged ;
to throb with pain.

c looo /ELKHIC Grain. 36 (MS. D.) AcaS mine ea^an. c 1175
Lamb. Hont. 149 penne wule his hearte ake alse his fet &
his honde. c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 21 De time cam swo J>at

hire ne oc . ne ne smeart. 1:1230 Ancren Riwlt: 360 lietere

is Tinker oflfe J>en he eke euer. a 12^0 Juliana (R. MS.) 48
Ant bond . . ba twa his honden J?at him eoc euch neil. 1297
R. GLOUC. 208 Ech lyrne hym ok. c 1305 St. Andrew, in E.h.
Poems (1862) 100 Him oke ech bon. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B.

vi. 258 So owre wombe aketh. 1382 WYCLIF i Kings xv. 23
In the tyme of his eelde he akide the feet, c 1385 CHAUCER
Leg. Good \V. 706, I preye God lat oure hedes nevere ake !

1393 LANGL. P. PL C. xx. 159 J>auh alle my fyngres oken.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 6910 Sadde burdons that men taken, Make
folkes shuldris aken. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Smvle (1483) v. xiv.

105 When I the Appel took Hit sat so nyhe my sydes that

they ook, c 1430 Hymns to Virg. (1867) 80 Oure body wole

icche, oure bonis wole ake. c 1440 Prom. Paru., Akyn : doleo.

1572 Lament. Latiy Scotland (Scottish Poems i6th Cent.)
II. 243 My held dois wark and gaik. 1595 SHAKS. John iv.

i. 41 When your head did but ake I knit my^ hand-kercher
about yourbrowes. 1664 BUTLER//7#iV<w n. li. 707 Cramm'd
'em till their Guts did ake With Cawdle, Custard and Plum-
cake. 1729 SAVAGE Wanderer i. 176 Now veers the wind
full east ; and keen, and sore, Its cutting influence aches in

every pore ! 1753 RICHARDSON Grandisott (1781) I. xxx. 216
Does not your heart ake for your Harriet? 1821 KEATS
Isabella xxviii. Ah ! when a soul doth thus its freedom win
It aches in loneliness. 1821 COMBE Dr. Syntax, Consolation

iii. 187 Her death made many a bosom ake Upon the banks
of Keswick Lake. 1850 M RS. BROWNING Prom, Bound Poems
1. 153 Thy sorrow aches in me.

1 2. trans, causal. To make to ache. Obs. rare.

1566 UDALL R. Doyster iv. vi. (1847) 68 III ake your heades
bothe 1 I was never werier, Nor never more vexte, since the
first day I was borne.

Ach.6 (^k), sb.1 Forms : i ace, sece, ece ; 2-3
echo; apache; (4 hacche) ;

6 atche. [OE. &ce

is a primary deriv. of vb. ac-an to ACHE, in which,
as in parallel forms, the c (k) was palatalized to

t& ( 1J) while in the vb. it remained (k); cf. make,
match

;
baket batch ; wake, "watch \ break, breach ;

speak, speech ; stick, stitch. Occasional early in-

stances of ake as sb. are northern, in which dialect

c (k) was not palatalized, cf. make match, steik

stitch, kirk church. In 7 the sb. was still atche

(atji etj) pi. atch-es (atjez, etjez), but about 1 700
it began to be confused with the vb. as (ek). The

spelling of the latter has in turn been changed to

ache, so that though both vb. and sb. are now
really ake, both are in current spelling written ache.

See prec. The former pronunciation survives in the

dialectal cddage = head-ache
;
cf. Smallage for Small

Ache f. ACHE sb.2 The 'O.P.' rioters, ignorant of

the Shaksperian distinction of ake and ache, ridi-

culed the stage pronunciation of the sb. by giving
it to the vb. in 'John Kemble's head aitches?] A
pain ;

in later usage, a continuous or abiding pain,
in contrast to a sudden or sharp one. Used of

both physical and mental sensations.

^883 K. ALFRED Bgeda v. iii. (1722) 616 Eal Saet sar and se

aece onwa^g alceded waes. (940 Sax. Leechd. II. 32 Manlg
man haefb micelne ece on his eagum. c izpo Trin. Coll.

Horn. 165 Eche and smertinge, sorinesse, werinesse. c 1130
Ancren Riivle 360 He bet naue5 eche under so sor ekinde
heaued. c 1350 Will, Palerne 826 So harde hacches of loue

here hert hadde birled. 1388 WYCUF i Kings xv. 23 Asa
hadde ache in feet, c 1440 Prom. Parv. 8 Ake, or ache, or

akynge : Dolor. 1568 TURNER Herbal 20 Catarres, run-

ninges of the eyes and other aykes. 159* H. CHETTLE A'itttf-

Harts Dr. (1841) 22 These trauelers that, by incision, are
able to ease all atches. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in. iv. 56
Beat. I am exceeding ill, hey ho. Mar. For a hauke, a horse,
or a husband? Beat. For the letter that begins them all, H.
1610 Tentf. i. ii. 370 He racke thee with old Crampes Fill

all thy bones with Aches, make thee rore. 1674 J. B[RIAN]
Harvest-Home 4. 23 Free from attaches Of sickness weak-

ness, in no part feel aches. 1727 SWIFT City Shmver Wks.
1755 III. ii. 38, A coming show'r your shooting corns presage,
Old aches throb, your hollow tooth will rage. 1796-7 COLE-
RIDGE Poems (1862122 AH the thousand aches ' Which patient
merit of the unworthy takes.' 1807 CRABBE Village 1. 149 And
hoard up aches and anguish for their age. i86a B. TAYLOR
Poet's Journal (1866) 21 The steady ache of strong desires

restrained.

t Ache (*
7i
tJ), sb? Obs. [a. Fr. ache :-L. opium t

ad. Gr. airiov parsley (or some allied plant). The
intermed. stages between apitim and ache were

apio, apje, apche."] An umbelliferous plant ; prop-
erly the Smallage (i.e. Small-Ache} or Wild

Celery (Apiitm graveoletts}, but loosely applied
also to other species of Apium, and allied genera,
as parsley.
c 1300 in Wright Lyric P. 26 The primerole he passeth,

the parvenke of pris, With alisaundre thare-to, ache ant

anys. 1502 ARNOLD Chron. 172 Also etc fenel sede corny
and ache. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 24 As for the gar-
den Ach, commonly called Parsely, there be many kinds
thereof. 1865 Pop. Sc. Rev. IV. 199 Celery . . having been

formerly called Ache m England which is in fact its true

English name.

Ache (t
7i

tf),
sb$ Name of the letter H, q.v.

1599 SHAKS. [see quot under ACHE j.']. 1623 MISSHEU
Span. Gram, 6, H. This letter . . is called in the Spanish as
in the English Ache.

Ache, obs. form of AGE, and of ASH (tree).

t Achea't, achete, v. Obs. [Intermediate
form between ESCHEAT and CHEAT, with h.-pref. 9
= OFr. es-, e-.] To escheat, confiscate ; do one out of.

c 1430 LYDG. Bochas n. xiii. 86 a, The treasour of them and
of their line Acheted was. c 1440 Prom. Pan>.^ A-chetyn
Catifiscor. 1460 CAPCRAVE Chron. 152 The Kyng . . comaunded
alle his temporal good to be achetid.

t Ache'ck, v. Obs. [f.
A -pref. ii + CHECK. Only

found in pa. pple., so that the prefix may be A-

particle^\ To check, bring to a sudden stop.
c 1384 CHAUCER Hons ofFame 2093 And when they metten

in that place They wer a-cheked bothe two. \MS. Bodl.

a-chekid, Caxt. a chekked, Thynne a checked.]

t Achee'r, ^. Obs.
[f.

A- pref. n + CHEER z>.

See also ENCHEER.] To cheer, to cheer up.
1607 HIERON Whs. I. 302 The souleis acheered and inwardly

refreshed. 1617 Ibid. II. 191 Make vs to know that Thou art

pacified towards us . . this one thing shall be able to acheere
vs. 1660 A. SADLER Subject's Joy -2 She also [to acheer the

King] doth . . prsesagingly prxact his just Inauguration.

Acheilary (aksrlari), a. Bot. [f. Gr. <i not +
X~A.-OJ lip + -ART. Better spelt achilary.] Wanting
the lip of the corolla.

1868 MASTERS Veg. Teratology 398 Acheilary^ proposed . .

to apply to the deficiency of the Up in certain Orchidaceae.

Acheilous (akarlas), a. Bot. [f. Gr. d not +

XeiA-os lip + -ous. Better achilous.] Without a lip.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Acheke, variant of ACHECK v. Obs. to check.

Acheke, variant of ACHOKE v. Obs. to choke.

Acheless ((
7i
'kK-s), a. [f. ACHE sb. + -LESS.]

Without ache or throb.
1880 V. LEE Belcaro ii. 26 A vague, acheless pain.

Achelor, obs. form of ASHLAII.

Achement, acheament, ach'ment, interme-

diate forms between ACHIEVEMENT and HATCHMENT.
Achene (ak/-n). Bot.; also acheene. [ad. mod.

L. achsenium, an anomalous formation on Gr. d

priv. + xa
'

tv~ftv to gape (whence the true adj. form

dxar-iyy not gaping) ;
sometimes spelt achenium,

and erroneously explained as f. Gr. ax-r^v poor,

wanting, tixyvia want.] 'A monospermal seed-

vessel which does not open, but the pericarp of

which is separable.* Balfour. 'Any small brittle

seed-like fruit, such as Linnseus called a naked
seed.

1

Lindley.
1845 LINDLEY Sch.Bot. \. 18(1858) The achanium.. is small,

seedlike, dry. 1855 HENFREY Sketch oj Plants 15 Ranun-



ACHENIAL.

culacez, the carpels . . ripening into a hard seedlike inde-

hiscent body (achene). 1876 OLIVER Elem. Bat. 98 They [the

carpels or seeds scattered over the surface of a strawberry]

are indehiscent, and therefore wholly agree with the achenes

of buttercups.

Achenial (akrnial), a. Bot. [f.
L. adi&m-um,

see prec. + -AlA] Pertaining to an achene.

1881 G. MACI.OSKIE in Nature XXV. 174 Observations on

the achenial awns of Erodimn Moschatnm.

Acher (t
7
'-kai). [f. ACHE v. + KR!.] He who,

or that which, aches.

a 1845 HOOD True Story iii. (1871) 317 And this same tooth

pursued their track By adding achers unto achers.

Acher, obsolete form of USHER.

II Acheron (oe-ker^n). [L. Acheron a. Gr. 'AX*'-

paiv.] A fabulous river of the Lower World ; hence,

the infernal regions.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. D. in. ii. 357 With drooping fogge as

blacke as Acheron. 1637 MILTON Comus 604 Under the sooty

flag of Acheron. 1667 I'.L.ii. 578 Sad Acheron of sorrow,

black and deep. 1756 BURKE SiM. $ B. Wks. I. 199 The

poisonous exhalation of Acheron is not forgot.

Acherontic (ajker/mtik), a. [ad. L. achcrontic-

tis adj. f. Acheron, onteni.'] Of or belonging to

Acheron, infernal ; hence, dark, gloomy ; also,

waiting to cross the river of death, tottering on

the brink of the grave, moribund.
i6ooToURNEUR Mctainorpli. xviii. 121 To shrowde her safe

from Acheronticke mistes. i6zi BURTOM Anat. Rid. in. iii.

Iv. ii. (1676) 379/2 An old acherontic dizzard, that hath one

foot in the grave. 1860 All Y. Round No. 43. 404 At night

they [owls] fill these Acherontic woods with demon hooting.

Acherontical (a-ker^'ntikal), a. /we 1

, [f.

prec. + -AL!.] Infernal.

1635 PAGITT Christinnogr. 270 Our Acherontical powder
treason for the heinousness thereof will seem incredible in all

ages to come.

[Acherset (Bailey). See CHERSET.]
t Ach.e'SOUH. Obs. [a. OFr. aclicson, acheison,

achaison, -nn occasion, cause, motive : L. occasion-

em occasion, n. of action f. occas- ppl. stem of oc-

ciJ-ere, f. oc- = ob-'m the way of + cad-ere to fall.

Very early refashioned in Anglo-Fr. as anchesoun,

cnchesoun, by form-assoc. with words in which a-

stood for earlier en-, an- : see A- prcf. 10, so that

ESCHESOUN, KNCHEASON, became a far more com-
mon form in Eng. Also as early as 3 aphetized to

CHESOUN.] Occasion, reason, purpose, motive.

1330 Artlwur ff Merlin 132 And all he it dede for trai-

soun, King to be was his achesoun.
c 1230 Ancrcn Riwle 232 Six ancheisuns beoS hwi God . .

wio"drauh<5 him. 1297 R. GLOUC. 452 Wan ich am enchesun
of such pereyl. a 1400 Metr. Hoin. 38 Bot chesoun till him
fand scho nan.

Acheve, obs. form of ACHIEVE v.

Aclievisauiice. Obs. [a. OFr. achcvis-, a-

chcviss-ance n. of action f. achevir, achevissant, by-
form of achcvcr to ACHIEVE. Achcvissancc is an

early by-form of the more common achcvance, Eng.
ACHIEVAJJCE ; it has also been aphetized to cluvis-

ance^\ Achieving, accomplishment.
< 1430 LVDG. Minor Poems (1840) 77 And almesdede shal

make achevisaunce, T'exclude by grace the rigour of ven-

geaunce.

Achew, obs. by-form of ESCHEW. See ACHUE.

Achievable (atjfvab'l), a. [f. ACHIEVE v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being achieved.
c 1630 JACKSON CrtWvn. iv. Wks. VII. 22 Whether the con-

version of other metals or materials into gold be acheivable.

1851 H. SPENCER Soc. Stat. xxxii. 2 The degree ofconformity
achievable by one is not the same as that achievable by others.

t Achie'vance. Obs.
;
also 6-7 atchievance.

[a. OFr. achevance, n. of action f. achevcr to A-
OHIEVE. See -ANCE.] Achievement, performance.
1531 ELYOT Gwernor 195 (1580) To them that will read

his noble actes and atchieuances. 1599 HAKLUVT Voy. II. 26
Of all which his atchevances the sayd K. Richard sent his

letters of certificate. 1633 T. N[EWTON] Lonnies Touctist.

Complex. 28 Their dexterity for the attainment ofany notable
atchievance surpasseth.

Achieve (atjrv), v. Forms : 4-6 acheve ; 4
achyve

; 5 aoheive, atcheve ; (6 asoheve) ; 6-7
atchive

; 6-9 atchieve
; 5- achieve, [a. Fr.

afheve-r, formed from phrase a chief (venir) : late

L. adcaput venire to come to a head with, to bring
to a head, to finish. An aphetic form, common in

ME. but now obs., was CHIEVE. Northern writers
had also ESCHEVE, with the prefix erroneously re-

fashioned by form-assoc. with words in a- for

original es-, as achape for cschape, escafe."}

I. Of a process : To finish, complete.
1. trans. To bring to a successful issue, to carry

out successfully (an enterprize) ; to accomplish, per-
form.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems A. 474 What more-hond mojte he

a-cheue. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 785 He that nought
nassayeth, nought nacheveth. 1475 CAXTON Jason 13 b,
Myrro suffrid him tachieue alle his proposition. 1513 MORE
Ediu. V, 3 Appointed to atchieve a more abominable enter-

prise. 1587 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 808/1 Thus began the
lusts, which was valiantlie atchiued by the king. 1664 H.
MORE Myst. Iniq. 336 The strange Feats they say Antichrist
is then_to atchieve. 1725 POPE Odyss. i. 99 Let all combine
to atchieve his wish'd return. 1815 SOUTHEY Roderick xix.

77

96 Much might Count Julian's sword atchieve for Spain.

1853 C. BRONTE Villette xix. 188 (1876) He was achieving,

amongst a very wretched population, a world of active good.
2. ahsoL

1607 SHAKS. Coriol. iv. vii. 23 [He] does atcheeue as soone
As draw his sword. 1713 STEELK Guardian No. 13 F 5 This

youth has a mind prepared to atchieve for the salvation of

souls.

^ 3. trans. To bring to an end or termination ;
to

finish, to terminate. Obs.

^1385 CHAUCER Leg.G. Wow. 2111 For tacheve myn batayle
I wolde nevere from this place fle. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4630
How is this quarelle yit acheved Of Loves side? Ibid. 1068

And yvel achyved mote they be, These losenger ful of envye !

1534 LD. BERNEHS Bake of M. Anrelius B (1546) All these

thynges tyme acheueth and burieth. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V,
iv. iii. 91 Bid them atchieue me, and then sell my bones.

+ 4. intr. To come to a natural end or conclusion ;

to end, result, turn out. Obs.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 81 For it shall never well acheve,
That stont nought right with the beleve. a 1440 Sir ]~>egrc-
vant 464 He snalle love that swet wy3t, Acheve how hit

wold. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froissart I. ccclxxvi. 626 Wherfore
all your busynes shall acheue the better, 1534 Koke of
M. Anrelt}(s'D& viiib (15461 Thei [gods] bee called immortall
. . and we be called mortal . . thus acheuethe the persones ;

but the goddis neuer.

II. Of an end ; To attain, gain.
5. trans. To succeed in gaining, to acquire by

effort, to gain, win.

a. An abstract property or possession.
1393 GOWER Conf. II. 10 All though thou mightest love

acheve. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froissart I. cxxxvi. 164 He
achyued suche grace among them there, that, etc. 1601

SHAKS. Tivcl. N. v. i. 378 Some are borne great, some at-

chieue greatnesse. 1674 MILTON P. /,. xr. 792 Having spilt
much blood . . and achieved thereby Fame in the world. 1833
HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley \. vii. 151 Now is the time for you
and me to try to achieve a truer independence. 1874 BLACK
Pr. Thitle 35 He had achieved a good reputation.

fb. A material acquisition. Obs.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 170 Whan that he wenJth best acheve
His gode world, it is most fro. iSSS Fardle of Facions App.
315 What time then ye shall haue achieued the land of Cha-
naan. 1604 SHAKS. Otk. n. i. 61 He hath atchieu'd a Maid
That paragons description. 1618 BOLTON Floras (1636) 325
Provinces are atchieved by the sword, but retayned by
lustice.

t 6. intr. To arrive or attain successfully (to a

point or position). Obs.

1495 CAXTON Vitas ratrum (W. de Worde) i. xlv'ii. 84 b, That
this begynnynge maye achyeue fro good to better. i53 87
FOXE A. fy J/. 17/1 (1596) By the means whereof, the arch-

bishops of the Romish see haue atchiued to their great king-
dome.
7. trans. To attain successfully, to reach (an end).
? 1569 KYNGES.MILL Mans Estate xi. (1580) 77 By these

means, in some hath he atchived the ende of his message.
1684 R. WALLER Ess. Nat. Exficr. 70 Whether she Atchieves
her End by Contracting, or Rarefying the Fluid. 1794 SULLI-
VAN View ofNat. I. 255 These able men strove to attain the

same great end, and separately atchieved it. i88z Daily
Nnvs 17 July 4/6 Kven though to achieve its [the policy's]

necessary ends, it should lead to invasion and war.

Achieved(atjrvd), ///.#. [f.prec. + -ED.] Com-

pleted, accomplished ; attained, won.

1474 CAXTON Chcssc 39 Goten and achyeued by force of

money. 1648 COTTRELL tr. Davila, Hist. France IT, (16781
Their newly atchieved greatness. 1805 S. TURNER Anglo-
Saxons I. vi. 81 11828) The '

adject'is Britannis imperio
1

of
Horace is rather a poetical figure than an achieved fact.

Achievement (atfrvment). Also 6-9 at-

chievement, and see sense 3. [a. Fr. achievement

a finishing, completing, n. of action, f. achcvcr.

See ACHIEVE.]
1. The action of achieving, completing, or at-

taining by exertion
; completion, accomplishment,

Successful performance.
1475 CAXTON Jason no b, With thachieuement of these

deuises lh'e"Tcing Oetes approched. ("1585 Fairc Em \. 69
The bliss That hangs on quick achievement of my love. 1638
KNOLLES Hist. Turkes 182 (ed. 5) He would vndertake the

atchieuement of that explpyt. 1815 SOUTH EY Roderick ix.

19 So it be lawful, and within the bounds of possible achieve-
ment, 1878 B. TAYLOR Pr. Dcukalion r. vi. 46 What virtue

lies More in achievement than its hot desire?

2. Anything achieved, accomplished, or won by
exertion ;

a feat, a distinguished and successful

action, a victory.
1593 R. HARVEY Philad. 106 Spending the might of it [the

flesh] in contemplatiue assaults and atchiuements. 1602
WARNER Albion's En. xi. Ixviii. 289 We intreate of great
Achiuements done By English, in contrarie Clymes. 1678

JORDAN Loud. Triumph, in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) 522
You might see an hundred persons confusedlyscrambling in

the dirt for the frail atchievement of a bunch of raisins. 1794
SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 367 The many and great atchieve-

ments attributed to heroes of the first ages. 1824 DIBDIN
Libr, Comp. 161 The achievements of Agincourt and Water-
loo. 1855 BREWSTER Newton 1 1. xxvii. 398 The achievements
of genius, like the source from which they spring, are in-

destructible.

3. Her. An escutcheon or ensign armorial, granted
in memory of some achievement, or distinguished
feat. (In this sense variously contracted or cor-

rupted to atcheament, achement, atch'ment,
ach'ment, achment, hachement, hatchment.)
1548 HALL Chronicle, Henry Vt 50 The Hachementes

wer borne onely by capitaynes. 1586 FERNE Blazon of
Centric 186 The creast, tymber, man tell, or worde, bee no

part of the coat-armour; they be addicions called atchea-

ments. i6ioGwiLLiM Displ.Hcraldry\\, v. 394 An Atchieve.

ACHLAMYDATE.
ment, according to Leigh, is the Arms of every Gentleman,
well marshalled with the supporters, Helmet, Wreath and
Crests, etc. 1750 GRAY Let. m Poems (-177 5) 214 To raise the

cieling's fretted height, Each pannel in achievements cloath-

ing. 1809 W. TAYLOR in Robberds' Memoir II. 283 Let no
motto be written upon its ach'ment but Resurgant. 1868
STANLEY Westm. Abb. iv. 201 Graves, piled with the stand-
ards and achievements of the noble families of Florence.

Achiever (atjrvai). Also 6-8 atchiever. [f. A-
CHIEVE + -ER!.] One who achieves; an accom-

plisher, or winner.

1594 J. KING Jonah (1864) 301 That notable achiever of
the victories of God. 1599 SHAKS. Mitch Ado i. i. 8 A vic-

torie is twice it selfe, when the atchieuer brings home full

numbers. 1661 SYLV. MORGAN Sph. Gentry in. iv. 36 There
was nothing which was gained by armes, but was born in

armes and did carry a proportion to the Atchiever. 1860

FROUDE Hist. Eng. V. xxiv. 3 He saw . . himself as the
achiever of the triumph.

Achieving (atjrvin), vbl. sb. Also achevyng,
achiving, atchieving. [f.

ACHIEVE + -ING V] A
completing, accomplishing or successful perform-

ing. (Now mostly genmdial.)
1539 TAUBKNEK /Vwftfrtftts (1552)25 One daye or lyttl tyme

is not ynoughe for the acheuynge of a greate matter. 1625
BACON Ess. xxxix. (18621 162 For the Atchieving of a desperate

ConspSracie, a Man should not rest upon the Fiercenesse of

any mans Nature.

Acllill (atjrl), adv. and prcd. a. prop, phrase.

[A- /;r/.l -4- CHILL.] In a stale of chill ; chilly.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 391 Had the flowers

shrunk, the warm breeze grown a-chill?

Achillean (re:kilran), a.
[f.

Achilh-s prop.
name of a Grecian hero + -AX.] Resembling A-
chilles ; invulnerable, invincible.

1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Popish C?r. C 3 We are not well ad-

vised to enter into combate with such Achillean strength.

1849 W. FITZGERALD tr. H'hitaker, Disputation 276 How
well this reason deserves to be considered Achillean, will

appear hereafter.

t Achillize, v, Ohs* rare. [f. Achill-es, see

prec. (cf. to hector'} + -i/E, as in Gr. voirjri^-tiv to

play the poet, and Eng. tyrannize] To play Achilles

with, to chase as Achilles did the Trojans.
1672 MARVEI.L Rehearsal Transf. i. 217 He Hectors and

Achillizes all the Nonconformists. 1673 Transpr. Rehears d
20 You would expect that he had Hector'd and Achilliz'd

'em all out of the pit.

Achilous (aksrlas), a. Bot. [The same as

ACHEILOUS, of which it is the more analogical

spelling, Gr, -ei becoming in L. -T and ling. ->.]

Without lips.

Achime (atjarm), adv. w\& prcd. a.\>r\>. phrase.

[A/jr/.
1 of state + CHIME.] Chiming, ringing.

1860 RASKIN Mod. PaintcrsV. vi. x. 18. 100 A little belfry
of grain-bells, all a-chime.

Aching (^kin
1

), vbl. sb. Forms : 2-4 akyng,

5-8 aking, 7-9 acting, [f.
ACHE z>. + -ING ]

.] A
painful throbbing ;

a feeling of continued pain.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns \. 1088 A man that hurt is sore, And

is sumdel of akyng of his wound. 1398 TREVISA Barth. /V
P.R- (1495* xvn. clxxxv. 726 Adronklew matin feleth . . aking
in his heed. 1580 HOLI.YBAND Trcas.fr. Tong., The aking
of ones fingers endes with very cold, c 1690 SOUTH iiSentt.
II. 42 Painful Girds and Achings, which are at least called

the Gout. i84z WORDSWORTH Borderers iv. Wks. 1849 VI. 323
'Tis a strange aching that, when we would curse And cannot.

Aching (f
i

-

kin\ ppL a. Forms : 3 akende,
ekinde

; 5-6 akynge ;
6-S aking ;

8- aching,

[f. ACHE v. 4- -ING-.] Having the sensation of con-

tinuous or ever-recurring pain, throbbing painfully.
C\*,y*AncreH Rnule$6o So sor ekinde heaued. 1398 TPF-

VISA Barth. DC P.R. (1495) v. xix. 124 Vf the mouth be reed

. . and hote and akynge and brennynge. 1606 S*HAKS. Tr. ^
Cr. v. x. 35 A goodly medcine for mine aking bones. 1702
ROWE Tamerlane n. i. 961 My aking sight hangs on thy

parting beauties. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I, i. 385 Yet
is there in mine heart an aching pain.

f \).Jig. in phr. an aching tooth. Obs.

1552 HULOET Abccdarium, Akynge tothe, Rabidus dens.

1674 W.ALLEN Dang. Enthns. 83 One would think you have
an akingTooth against outward teaching. 1721 SOUTHERNS
Maid's iast prayer II. i. i. 17 Thou hast such an aking tooth

after that maidenhead of hers.

Achingly (/
7i
'kinli), adv.

[f. prec. 4- -LT^.] In

an abidingly painful manner ; painfully.

1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy III. 216 My eyes dry now,
achmgly dry flashing a wretched hostility back into his.

1881 COXON Basil Plant. II. 106 He wanted it, craved for

it acheingly.

11 Achio'te, acho'te. [Sp. achiote, ad. native

Amer. achiotl\ A native name for the seeds of the

Arnotto or Arnatto (Bixa ordlana], and the red

colouring matter obtained from their pulp.
1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery xxi. 342 As much achiote as will

make it the colour of brick. 1866 Treas.Bot. 10 Achote, the

seeds of the Arnotto.

Achirite (se-kirait). Min. [See quot] A syn-

onym of DIOPTASE.
1837-80 DANA Min. 402 Named Achirite after Achir Mah-

med, a Buchanan merchant . . who furnished the specimens
that were taken in 1785 . . to St. Petersburg.

Achison, acheson (Scotch coin). See ATCHISON.

Achlamydate (aklarmidet), a. Zoot. [f. Gr. d

not+ x^a^S-a (x^a^tJy) cloak, mantle + -ATE 2
.]

Of certain Molluscs: Having no mantle.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. viii. 510 In the achlamydate
forms true gills are usually absent.



ACHLAMYDEOUS.

Achlamydeous (reklamrd?>s), a. Bot. [mod.
f. Gr. d priv. + x^a/^wS-a cloak + -EOUS.] Having
no floral envelope ; destitute of apparent calyx and
corolla. Applied to a division of Exogens, named
by De Candolle Achlamydcx.
1830 LINDLEY Nat.

Syst.
Bot. Introd. 24 Its absence [that

of the Calyx] implies the absence of the corolla also . . By its

absence all the orders called Achlamydeous are characterised.

1876 OLIVER Elem. Bot. 40 Having therefore no envelope to
the essential organs, they [the willow flowers] are called
ach 1amydeous.
Achma, achme, obs. forms of ACME.
Achmatite (te-kmatsit). Min. [See quot.]
1837-80 DANA Min, 282 Achmatite is ordinary Epidote, in

crystals, from Achmatovsk, Ural.

Achmit, variant of ACM ITE.

t Acho'ke, v. Obs. Forms : i aceocian, 2 a-

cheke(n, 4 achoke(n. [f.
h- prcf. i + CHOKE:

?OE. ceocian.'] To choke, to suffocate.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 181 Adam bar-ofie bot, and wearS

bar mide acheked . and bureh bat one snede wearft al his of-

spring acheked. ^1374 CHAUCER Boethius 47 5'f bou wi'*

achoken be fulfillyng of nature wib superfluites. -1385
Leg, Good If. 2004 Whan that Theseus seeth The beest

acheked, he shall on him leepe.

Acholithite, acholite, obs. forms of ACOLOU-

THITK, ACOLYTE.

Acholous (nj'k^las), a. [f. Gr. d'xoA-oy lacking
bile + -ous.] Deficient in or without bile.

r 1850 WHEWELL quoted in Mozley Miracle* ii. 232 The
untrue, Aristotelian fact of the longevity of acholous animals.

t Achoose, v. Obs. Forms as in CHOOSE, [f.

A- prtf* i -f CHOOSE, OE. ccosan^\ To choose out.

c^1150 Cott. Horn. 229 J>a se35en aceas he him leorning-
chnihtes, erest twelf, ba we haiaft apostles.

I! Achor ( (
T;
'koj). Mcd. [L. achor, Gr.ax&P scald,

scurf.] A scaly eruption in the hairy scalp, con-

stituting the disease scald-head.

1585 H. LLOYD Treas. Health B iij, The Pustules called

Achores or Tineae }>e engendred ofa humore. 1678 PHILLIPS,

Ac/iflr, a disease possessing the hairy scalp or musculous
skin of the head, and eating therein like a moth; it is com-

monly called in English, the Scald. 1835 HOBLYN Diet.
Med. Terms, Achor, a small acuminated pustule, which con-
tains a straw coloured matter, and is succeeded by a thin

brown or yellowish scab.

Achorn(e, obs. form of ACORX.
T A-ckristism. ? nonfc~wd. [f. Gr. d priv. +

XptTT-os Christ
; after atheism.] Disbelief in Christ.

17*6 M. HENRY Wks. 1835 II. 722 But what do you think
of such a thing as a-Chri>tism?

Acliroite (K-kw,ait). Min. [f. Gr.

colourless + -ITE min. formative.]
* Colorless tour-

maline from Elba.' Dana.

Achromatic (a^kromrc-tik), a. [f. Gr. dx-pw-

/wr-or colourless (f. d priv. + xpw^ar- colour) + -1C.]

1. Optics. Free from colour ;
not showing colour

from the decomposition of light in passing through
a refracting medium ;

as an achromatic lens or tele-

scope. (Sometimes used substantively by ellipsis

of 'lens,' as 'a four-inch achromatic.')
1766 MATY (tr. from Fr.l in Phil. Trans. LVI. 57, I likewise

made use ofa verygood achromatic telescope, ^S^HERSCHKL
in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 44 One of Mr. Dulloncf's best si feet

achromatics. 1805 Edin. Rev. Apr. 34 The fact, that the

eye is achromatic, cannot be doubted. 1831 HREWSTER Optics
ix. S 67. 83 They . . will refract white light to a single focus
free of colour. Such a lens is called achromatic. 1848

QUEKETT Microscope (\%,$y 37 In 1747 . . Euler suggested the

construction of achromatic object-glasses. 1859 PARKINSON
Opt it. s ix. 154 A combination of prisms or lenses is said to

be achromatic when the dispersion of the pencils of light
refracted through them is reduced within the narrowest pos-
sible limits. 1869 TYNDALL Lect. on Light 42 The human eye
is not achromatic. 1 1 suffers from chromatic aberration. 1878
NEWCOMB Pop. Astrott. \\,\. 125 An achromatic of four inches

aperture was then considered of extraordinary size.

2. BioL Of tissue : Uncoloured, not absorbing
colour from a fluid. See ACHROMATIC.
1881 J. T. CUNNINGHAM in Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 41, Figs.

30 and 31, from the cranial cartilage of a toad, show the

achromatic striae more clearly.

Achromatically (se
:kr0m:e'tikali), adv. [f.

prec. + -AL + -LTa.l In an achromatic manner; so

as to produce freedom from colour.
1881 Edin. Rev. 540 The eye does not deal achromatically

with the coloured constituents of light.

Achromaticity (akr^mati-siti). [f. ACHRO-
MATIC + -ITY.] The quality of being achromatic ;

= ACHROMATISM.
1845 Encycl, Metro}. IV. 423 s. v. Light, The order in which

they [lenses] are placed is ofno consequence as far as Achroma-
ticity is concerned. 1860 SIR J. HERSCHEL in Encycl. Brit. s.v.

Telescope, This condition . . furnishes the '

equation ofachro-

maticity' ofan eye-piece. 1876W'EBsin Chambers' A stron. 745
Errors due to the imperfect achromaticity of the object-glass.

Achromatin (akrJn*matin). Biol. [f.
Gr. dxpw-

/mr-of uncoloured + -IN, repr. GT.-IVIJ female descend-

ant, hence, derivative.] Tissue which is not stained

by colouring matter when immersed in it.

i88a J. T. CUNNINGHAM in Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Jan., 37 Flem-

ming concludes from this that the nucleus is composed of

two substances, of which one is stained by dyes, the other

not, and he accordingly calls the former chromatin, the latter

achromatin. i88a GILBURT in Jml. Quek. Cl. Ser. u. No. i. 33
The two daughter nuclei now approach each other somewhat,
the achromatin bulging out between them.
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Achromatism (akron-matiz'm). [mod. f. Or.

axpaipaT-os uncoloured + -ISM.] The stale or quality
of being achromatic, or of transmitting only white

light.
1797 Encycl. Brit. s.v. Telescope, Mr. Dollond was anxious

to combine this achromatism of the eye-pieces with the ad-

vantages which he had found in the eye-pieces with five

glasses. 1859 PARKINSON Optics ix. 167 The conditions of
achromatism depend only on the focal lengths of the com-
ponent lenses. 1881 G. R. PIGGOTT in Nature No. 622. 515
Achromatism is seldom attained without generating a whitish
haze, the inevitable accompaniment of residuary spherical
aberration.

Achromati'stous, a. rare. [f. mod. Fr. a-

chromatiste (seeACHROMATISM) + -ous.] Colourless ;

achromatic.

1879 Syd. S<v. Lex.

Achromatization (akrJu mataizr'-Jan). [f.

ACHROMATIZE + -ATIOJT.] The action or process of

achromatizing, or rendering achromatic.

Achromatize (akr<?'mataiz), v. [mod. f. Gr.

\\plai>xn-o'i colourless + -IZE.] To deprive of colour;
to render achromatic.

1845 iLtuycl. .Mctrof. IV. 423 s.v. Light, If we can achro-
matise each elementary prism, the whole system is achro-
matic. 1848 QUKKETT Microscope (1855! 38 In 1784 /Epinus
made many fruitless trials to achromatize the microscope.
187* KVERETT tr. DesckatitFs Nat. Phil., Two prisms . . will

achromatize one another if . . the product of deviation by
dispersive power is the same for both.

Achromatized (akroi'mataizd), ///. a.
[f.

prec. + -ED.] Rendered achromatic.

1871 SIR J. HERSCHEL/VIW. Lect. onSc. 135 looking at the
comet through an achromatized doubly refracting prism.

Achromatopsy (akrJ'matc psi). Meat.
[f. Gr.

dxpi/iaT-05 without colour + -oif/ia seeing f. fyts

sight.] Inability to distinguish colours
;

colour-

blindness.

1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. ff Fhys. IV. 1452/2 Achromat-
opsy, or insensibility of the eye to colours, is an affection

which has been recognised nearly two hundred years.

t Achro'mic, a. Ol<s. [same deriv. as ACHRO-

MATIC, but improperly formed.] = ACHROMATIC (of
which it seems to have been the earlier form).
1761 SHORT in Phil. Trans. LII. 179 Reflector of 2 feet focus,

with an achromic object-glass micrometer of 40 feet focus.

Achro'mons, a- rare, [same deriv. and forma-

tion.] Colourless ; without colouring matter.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

AchrOO-, combining form of ACHROOUS common
in chemical nomenclature, as achrocdextrin colour-

less dextrin, aehroSglycogen, etc.

1879 Academy 35, Science Notes.

Achroous (re-knras), a.
[f. Gr. axpo-os colour-

less (f.
d priv. + XP"> X/>"* colour) + -ous.] Colour-

less ; achromatic.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Achronical, -ly, incorr. forms ofAcROfiYCAL.-LY.
Achronism (arknCniz'm). noncc-wd. [f. Gr.

axpovos without time + -ISM.] The state of timeless-

ness
; deficiency of time.

1877 R. LOWE in Daily News 26 July 3/3 It [House of Com-
mons] has not got the element of time. It is smitten, if I

may coin a word, not with an anachronism, but an achronism
viz. the absence of time.

TOcc. for ANACHRONISM, as if an achronism.

1674 MARVELL Rehearsall Transp. n. 135, I speak not of

stale Achronismes, but of things that really happen'd all since

the writing of your Reproof. 1697 V'crdicts cone, \~irgilfy

Homer 3. 8 All Authors have observed two . . Faults of

Achronism and Slander in that Kptsod of Dido.

Acht, obs. form of AUGHT sb., OUGHT v.

Acht, obs. norlh. form of EIGHT.

t Achtande, a. Ol>s. rare- 1
, [a. ONorse dt-

tand-i eighth, f. atta eight ; cogn. w. OE. cahtff&;,

OHG. ahtodo (dialectally ahtandc, achtcnde), Goth.

alttuJa.] Eighth.
a 1400 Metr. Horn. 26 And al the erthe the achtande day

Sal stir and quac and al folc slay.

Achtaragdite (axtarargdsit). Min. [f. Ach-

taragda a Russian river + -ITE min. formative.] An

earthy hydrous aluminous silicate, considered by
Dana a doubtful species, and placed in his ap-

pendix to clays.

t Achne, v. Obs. [A by-form oteschue, ESCHEW :

seeA-/>r/: 9. So OFr. has occ. achevirforesfhevir

(eschcver, eschivcr, mod. esi]iiivcr).~\
= ESCHEW.

c 1440 Pronip. Pan: 6 Achwyn or fleyn ; vita, de-Mo. A-

chuynge, or beyng ware (v. r. achewynge, achue) : precaveris,
vitans.

AchylouS (aksi-bs), a. Fhys. [f. Gr. axv\-os
without juice + -ocs.] Without chyle.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex,

AchymoUS (aksi-mas), a. Pliys. [f. Gr. 0x171-

os without juice + -ous.] Without chyme.
1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Acicle (arsik'l). Nat. Hist. [ad. L. acicula,

more commonly used ; see next word.] = ACICULA.

l8$a DANA Crustacea I. 434 The basal part of the outer

antenna: furnished above with a moveable acicle.

II Acicula (asi-kila). Nat. Hist. PI. aciculfB.

[L., dimin. of acm a needle. Incorrect variants

are aciculum, aciculus.] A technical name for a

ACID.

slender needle-like body, such as the spines or

prickles with which some animals and plants are

furnished, or the needle-like crystals of certain

minerals
;

' the bristle-like abortive flower of a

grass.' Lindley Treas. Bot.

1875 J. \V. DAWSON Da-tun ofLife iv. 87 This fringe . . is . .

made up of a multitude of extremely delicate aciculi, stand-

ing side by side like the fibres ofasbestos. 1858 W. CLARK tr.

Van tier Hoeven's Zool. I. 231 Body round, with 4 rows of
double acicuke. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Ini'.An. v. 229l'heneu-
ropodial is very much longer than the notopodial aciculum.

Acicular (asi'kirflaj\ a. [ad. mod. L. acicular-

is, f. ACICULA a small needle. See -AR.] Needle-
like

; resembling a slender needle or bristle, as the

leaves of pine-trees, and various crystals.
1794 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 396 Oxalic acid

produced immediately a precipitation of white acicular crys-
tals. 1836-9TODD Cycl. Anat. % Phys. II. 234/2 The phosphate
. . of lime (forms] small acicular prisms. 1848 DANA Zooph.
449 With long acicular, and nearly naked branchlets. 1857
H. MILLER Test, of Rocks 496 Coniferous trees, that retain

at all seasons their coverings of acicular spiky leaves. 1860
RUSKIN Mod. Painters V. vm. iii. 5. 182 Their trees always
had a tendency to congeal into little acicular thorn-hedges.

Acicularly (asi-kizaajli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

In an acicular manner
;
after the manner of needles

or fine prickles.
1834 R. ALLAN Mineral. 147 Actinolite comprehends the

green acicularly-crystallized varieties.

Aciculate (asi-kirflet), a. Nat. Hist. [ad. mod.
L. acicnlat-iis, {. ACICULA : cf. caudat-us f. cauda,
and see -ATE 2.] prop. Furnished or clothed with

acicula; ; marked as with needle-scratches ;
im-

properly = AciCUL AK.
1836 Penny Cycl. V. 251 Aciculate, needle-shaped. 1870

HOOKER Stud. Flora 121 Calyx-tube densely aciculate.

Aciculated (asi-ki/?l<*ted), ///. a.
[f.

mod. L.

aciculat-us, see prec. + -ED
; cf. slriate -d, separate

-</.] Marked or striated with fine impressed lines,

as if produced by the point of a needle. Lindley
Treas. Bot.

Aciculiform (asi-kuflifpim), a. [ad. mod. L.

acifuliformis, f. ACICULA + -formis = -shaped. See

-FORM.] Needle-shaped, ACICULAR.
1847 In CRAIG.

Aciculiue (asi'kittbin), a. [ad. mod. L. aci-

culinns, f. ACICULA : see -INE!.]
= ACICULAR.

1847 In CRAIG.

Aciculite (asi-kiwbit). Min. [f. ACICULA -t-

-1TE, mineral formative.] A synonym of AIKINITE,
or Acicular Bismuth.

Aciculum, -us, incorrect variants of ACICULA.

Acid (arsid), a. and sb. [a. mod. Kr. acidc (Cotgr.

1611) or ad. L. acitl-us adj. of state, f. ad-re to be

sour (root ac- sharp).]
A. a,/j.

1. Sour, tart, sharp to the taste
;
of the taste of

vinegar.
I&MrBACOHiSy&BVII. 672 It [sorrel] is a cold and acid herb.

1676 in j'hil. Trans. XI. 614 These crystals are pure vitriol,

acid-austere, a 1704 LOCKE Cottd. Underst. 40 The acid oil

of vitriol is found to be good in such a case. 1855 BAIN Senses

<$
Intell. II. ii. 13. 162 (1864! The sour or acid taste is much

more uniform in its nature than either the saline or the alka-

line. 1866 J. T. SVME in Treas. ofHot. 830 This plant has a

pleasant acid taste.

2. A"-
1 77S HOSWELL Johnson II. 370 (1826) Beauclerk . . said in

his acid manner,
' He would cut a throat to fill his pockets, if

it were not for the fear of being hanged.' 1826 DISRAELI / 'iv.

Grey vi. vi. 346 A hale old woman, with rather an acid ex-

pression of countenance. 1851 RUSKIN Stones of Venice I.

xxiii. 264(1874) The mere dogtooth is an acid moulding, and
can only be used in ceVtain mingling with others, to give
them piquancy; never alone.

3. Chcm. Having the essential properties of an

ACID. SeeB. (Not separable in early use from I.)

a 1787 NEWTON quoted in Chambers' (.'yd. s.v. Acid, In

decompounding sulphur we get an Acid salt. 174? HERKELEY
Sin's 124 The mild native acids are observed more kindly to

work upon and more thoroughly to dissolve metallic bodies

than the strongest acid spirits produced by a vehement fire.

1812 SIR H. DAVY Chcm. Philos. 48 The analysis of mineral

bodies . . by the application of acid and alkaline menstrua.

1873 WILLIAMSON Chtnt. 58 The solution has a slightly acid

reaction to litmus-paper.

b. Acid Salt : A salt that retains part of the re-

placeable hydrogen of a bibasic acid.

1869 ROSCOE Eletn. Chcm. 132 Thus [from dibasic acids]

two classes of salts are derived ; the so-called acid salts,

where only one atom of hydrogen has been replaced, and the

neutral salts, where both atoms have been replaced by a

metal. Hydrogen potassium sulphite HKSOs in an acid

salt. 1873 FOWNES Cfam. \. 339 The acid sulphite is very
soluble in water, and has an acid reaction.

4. Min. ACIDIC 2.

1874 LYELL Elem. Geol. xxviiL 497 Rocks containing an ex-

cess of silica from 60 to 80 per cent, are termed by many
petrologists

' acid
'

rocks.

B.J&
Popularly, A sour substance. Chem. A substance

belonging to a class of which the commonest and

most typical members are sour, and have the

property of neutralizing alkalis, and of changing

vegetable blues to red ; all of which are compounds



ACIDIC.

of hydrogen with another element or elements (oxy-

gen being generally the third element), and in the de-

composition of a compound substance are relatively
electro-negative, and borne to the positive pole.
1696 PHILLIPS [not in ed. 1678], Acid in Chymistry, that

sharp Salt, or that potential and dissolving Fire which is in

all mix'd Bodies, and gives 'em being. Of Acids, Vitriol is

the chiefest, Sea-salt next to that. 171* tr. Pomet's Hist.

Drugs I. 57 The Edges or Points of the Acid penetrate the

gustatory Nerve, a 1727 NEWTON quoted in Chambers' Cycl.

(1751) s.v. Add, The particles of Acids are of a size grosser
than those of water. 1747 BERKKLEV Siris 159 What the

chemists say, of pure acids being never found alone, might
as well be said of pure fire. 1791 HAMILTON Bertiwllet, Art
of Dyeing Pref. 7 The improvement depends principally
on the use of the acids. 1814 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. 106

The acids found in the Vegetable kingdom are numerous.

1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. xiv. x, The whole fabric of

chemistry rests, even at the present day, upon the opposition
of acids and bases; an acid was certainly at first known by
its sensible qualities, and how otherwise, even now, do we
perceive its quality? 1871 TYNDALL Frag, of Sc. I. v. 161

(ed. 6) Neither acids nor alkalies had the power of rapid de-

struction. 1879 MCARTHY Hist. Own Titties I. 42 Lord

John Russell . . was especially effective in a cold irritating

sarcasm, which penetrated the weakness of an opponent's
argument like some dissolving acid.

Acidic (asi-dik), a. Mitt.
[f.

ACID + -IC.]

1. Applied by Dana to that element in a ternary

compound mineral, which forms an oxygen, sulphur,
or other salt, with a basic element

; e.g. the silicon

in silicate of lime. See quotation under ACIDIFIC.
1880 DANA Mineral. Introd. 16 In some classes of com-

pounds only part of the oxygen serves to unite the acidic

element to the basic.

2. Abounding in an acidic element, usually silicon.

1877 GREEN Phys. Geol. ii. 5. 47 So the Crystalline rocks
can be divided . . into the Highly Silicated or Acidic rocks.

1878 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta, Rocks Classified 120 The acidic

rocks . . are distinguished by a felspar richer in silica. 1879
RUTLF.Y Study of Rocks iv. 34 Both acidic and basic rocks
are known in some instances to have emanated, etc.

Acidiferous (a^sidrft'ros), a. rare. [f. L. acid-

ttfft; see ACID + -FEROUS bearing.] Producing or

yielding an acid.

1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 12 Of undecompounded
inflammable or acidiferous substances not metallic.

Acidifiable (asi'difoi'ab'l), a. [f. ACIDIFY +

-ABLE.] Capable of being converted into, or of

combining so as to form, an acid.

1794 G. ADAMS 2* at. <$- Exfier, Phil. I. App. 531 Any simple
substance which, by its combination with oxygen, becomes an
acid, is termed the acidifyable base, or radical of that acid.

1808 HENRY Epit. Chem. 21.4 (e<\. 5) The brittle and acidifiable

[metals] include four species. 1812 SIR H. DAVY C/ie?n. Philos.

482 Amongst the acidifiable bodies, sulphur, which is repre-
sented by 30, may be supposed to consist of 6 hydrogene,
and 24 basis. 1853 CHAMBERS Introd. to Sciences 81 Those
formed with the other acidifiable bases being generally of
minor importance.

Acidlfiailt (asi'difaiant), a. [a. Fr. acidifiant pr.

pple. oiacidijier to ACIDIFY
;
see -ANT.] Acidifying.

1879 Syd. Sac. Lex.

Acidific (sesidi-fik), a. Min. [f. L. acid-urn

ACID -t- -fic-jts making : see-Fic.] Applied by Dana
to the oxygen, sulphur, selenium, or tellurium, in a

mineral, which is an oxygen, sulphur, selenium, or

tellurium salt of any basic element.
1880 DANA Mineral. Introd. 15 Ternary compounds (called

also salts and double binaries) consist of elements of three

kinds, (i) basic, 12) acidic, (3) acidific. Thus. . sulphate of lead
contains (i)lead, (2) sulphur, (3) oxygen ; the sulphantimonite,
jamesonite, contains u) lead and iron, (2) antimony, (3! sul-

phur . . The replacing power of the elements is in proportion
to their combining power, the combining power being reckon-
ed in number of atoms of oxygen (or sulphur, or the acidific

element, whatever it may be).

Acidification (asi-difikJi-Jsn). [n. of action f.

ACIDIFY : see -FICATION. Also in mod. Fr.] The

we have no conception, lead us only to consider these acids
as liberated. 1804 in Pkil. Trans. XCIV. 322 After the

complete acidification of the sulphur. 1837 WHEWELL Hist.
Induct. Sc. III. xiv. vii. 141 The leading generalisation of

Lavoisier, that acidification was always combination with
oxygen, was found untenable. 1847 Rural Cycl. I. 590 To
prevent the too rapid acidification of the cream, and forma-
tion of the butter. 1863 FOWNES Elem. Chem. 481 (ed. 9)
The best vinegar is made from wine by spontaneous acidin-

Acidifier (asi-difaisj). [f. ACIDIFY + -ER.] Any-
thing that acidifies, or generates an acid. The name
was originally given (in error) to oxygen, as the

supposed active agent in producing acids.

1847 I" CRAIG. 1875 URE Diet. Arts 1. 18.

Acidify (asi-difai), v. [mod. f. L. acid-urn ACID
4- -FY = to make. Cf. Fr. acidifierj]
1. To make acid or sour. Chem. To convert into

an ACID by combination with anysubstance. Also fig.
1797 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 29 The three

acids (viz. the oxymuriatic, the n it ro-muriatic, and the nitric)
which can acidify oxides. 1808 HENRY Epit. Chem. 272 (ed.
5) Sugar is acidified by distillation with nitric acid. 1837
CARLYLK Fr.Rev. III. in. iii. 181 His thin existence all acidi-
fied into rage, and preternatural insight of suspicion. 1851
RICHARDSON Geol. v. 82 The name of the acid was derived
from the substance acidified by the oxygen.
2. intr. {rcjl.} To become acid.
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Acidifying* (asi-difsijirj), ppl, a. [f. ACIDIFY +

-ING^.] Forming an acid
;
that combines so as to

form an acid.

1784 CAVENDISH in Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 152 Another
thing which Mr. Lavoisier endeavours to prove is, that

dephlogisticated air is the acidifying principle. 1794 (J.

ADAMS Nat. % Kxpcr. Phil. I. ix. 360 Called by M. Lavoisier
the oxygenous or acidifying principle. 1822 IMISON Science
<$ Art II. 54 It has lately been discovered, that hydrogen,
like oxygen, is an acidifying principle. 1830 LINDLEY Xat.
Syst. Bot. 84 Malic acid . . is also almost the sole acidifying
principle of the berries of the Mountain Ash. 1851 RICHARD-
SON Geol. v. 83 The erroneous idea of oxygen being the gene-
ral acidifying principle.

Acidimeter (.fie'ridrmftai). [mod. f. L. acid-urn
AciD + Gr. fitfrpov measure.] An instrument for

measuring the strength of acids.

1839 REID Elem. Chem., Such instruments are termed Acidi-
meters when charged with alkali for ascertaining the value
of acids. 1875 UHE Diet. Arts I. 21 Fill the acidimeter up
to o (zero) with the solution of caustic lime. Ibid. I. 19 A
standard liquor of ammonia of that strength (17 grains of
ammonia in loool becomes therefore a universal acidimeter.

Acidimetrical (&ndijme*trik&l),a. [f. ^.acid-
urn Acn> + Gr. utrpiK-us pertaining to measure -f-

-AL.] Of or pertaining to acidimetry.
1875 UHI; Diet. Arts 1.23 Acidimetrical operations may like-

wise be performed by determining the weight instead of the
volumes of the carbonic acid expelled from bicarbonate of

potash . . by a given quantity of acid. Ibid. Liebig's acidi-
metrical method.

Acidimetry (ce^sidi-metri). [mod. f. L. acid-urn
ACID + Gr. /icrpta a measuring. The form of the
word is due to the previous existence of alkali-

metry^ The chemical process of measuring the

strength of acids,
' that is to say the quantity of pure

I

free acid contained in a liquid.' Ure.

1839 REID Elem, Chem., To ascertain the strength of any
i acid, an operation that is now termed Acidimetry. 1875 URK

Diet. Arts I. 18 Acidimetry is exactly the reverse of alkali-

I metry, since in principle it depends on the number of volumes
ofa solution ofa base diluted with water to a definite strength,
which are required to neutralize a known weight or measure
of the different samples of acids.

Acidity (asi'diti). [a. Fr. acidite ( 1 6th c.) ;
or

of its prototype, L. aciditiit-ein, n. of quality f.

afid-us sour: see Acu>.] The quality or state of

being acid or sour
; sourness, tartness, sharpness to

the taste.

1620 VKNNKR l'iaRecta\{.^ Sugar correcteth their acidity.

1656 />'. Valentine, Repet. Former Writings n There is

an acetum made of antimony, of an acidity as other acetums
are. 1681 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. 9 The heat of the lire

evaporating, and consuming the Acidity of the Earth. 1732
AHBCTHNOT Rules of Diet 262 No animal Substance pru-
duceth Acidity, except Milk. 1748 HARTLEY Obsen<. on Alan
i. i. 3. 98 Acidities, and other I rritations in the Bowels. 1863
MITCHELL Farm of^EdgPWOodl.^ I count upon its brilliant

colouring, and its piquant acidity, in the first days of Aiit;u^.t.

Acidly (ce-sidli), adv. [f.Acin a. + -LY-.] Sourly.
1880 Miss LAPFAK CArfcp/*Corw II. vi. 263* Well,

1

retorted
Mrs. Carew acidly, '.she only shows her ignorance.'

Acidness (se'sidnfis). [f.
ACID a. +-XESS.] The

quality of being acid, degree of acidity.

t AcidO'leOUS, a. Obs. [f. L. acid-us sour +
ole-um oil + -ous.] An oily liquid of acid character,
as vitriol.

1674 GnswAnaf, Plants in. 2. iv. 15 A Rosin, is originally
a Turpentine, or Acidoleous Liquor. 1676 Ibid. in. ii. (1682)

259 Rosin and Mastick seem to be more purely acidoleous

gums. .

II Acidulae (asrdi/71/), sh. pL Obs. [L. aciduhts

adj. 'sourish,' in pi. fern. sc. aqitf? waters.] A name
formerly given to springs of cold mineral waters, from
their sharp and pungent taste, then considered acid.

1681 PHILLIPS, Acidulae', Any Medicinal or Spaw-waters
that are not hot ; in which respect they are oppos'd to

Thermae. i68iT. WILLIS Rem. Med. Wks.^fXxhjAcidiilx.
Medicinal waters running forth from veins of iron, copper,
and such like, called Spaws from that famous place for

mineral-waters, the Spaw in Germany. 1765 BROWNRICG in

Phil. Trans. LV. 242 The brisk and pungent taste of the

acidulae is also a further evidence that the mineral air which

they contain is nearly related to the choak-damp,

Acidulate (Ssi'duSfkH), v. [f. L. acidul-us sour-

ish (dim. of acid-its ACID) + -ATE 3
, as if repr. a L.

*aciduld-rc. CmocLFr.aftii&&?".l To make some-
what acid or sour

;
to flavour with an acid. Also

Jig. of the temper. (Rare exc. in pa. pple.)
1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 311 Decoctions of mealy

substances acidulated. 1747 WALL in Phil. Trans. XLIV.
588, I acidulated the Liquors with the Vitriolic Acid. 1844
T. J. GRAHAM Dont. Med. 91 (Vinegar] may be used to acidu-

late barley-water, or any other ordinary beverage of the

patient. 1856 MACAU LAY Johnson (1860) 99 Garrick . . could
obtain from one morose cynic scarcely any compliment not
acidulated with scorn.

Acidulated (asi-di/fl^ted), ///. a. [f. prec. -*-

-ED.] Rendered somewhat acid or sour
;
flavoured

with acid. Also _/?. Somewhat soured in temper.
1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 245 Likewise all acidu-

lated and chalybeat Waters. 1837 BREWSTER Magnetism
156 Two ends of the wire were plunged in slightly acidulated
water. 1853 SOYER Pantropheon 122 The pomegranate,
whose acidulated flavour is so pleasing to the inhabitants of
hot climates.

t Acidulcis, a. [L. in form, f. acid-us sour-t-

dulcis sweet.] Sour and sweet blended, aigre-doux.

ACINIFORM.
1675 GREW Anat. Plants vi. i. 4 (1682) 280 The taste of a

Peppin is Acidulcis.

Acidulent (asi-dirflent), a. [a. Fr. acidulant

pr. pple. of acidulcr to sour slightly.]
= ACIDULOUS.

1834 PRINGLK Afr. Sk. vi. 203 Being of such an acidulent

quality that sheep . . will not eat it. 1837 CARLYLE Fr, Rev.
1. 1. 1. iv. 2011857) Abbe Moudon starts forward ; with anxious
acidulent face. 1865 Fredk. 67. IX. xx. x. 179 Wrapt in

despondency and black acidulent humours.
Acidulous (asi-dirflasl, a.

[t. L. acidnl-its sour-
ish + -ous.] Slightly sour, sourish, sub-acid. Also

fig. Sour-tempered.
1769 HI-CHAN Dam. Med. liv. (1826) 265 Acidulous chaly-

beate waters. 1796 BURKE Let. Noble /.^r./Wks. VIII 44
Whatever in his pedigree has been dulcified by an exposure
to the influence of heaven in a long flow of generations,
from the hard acidulous, metallick tincture of the spring.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Rot. 44 The fruit of a species of

Sauranja is said to be acidulous, and to resemble Tomatoes
in flavour. 1860 PIKSSE Lab. Client. Wonders 82 Gold is not

easily acted upon by acidulous agents. 1865 CAKI.YI.F, Fredk.
Gt. IX. xx. x. 179 Towards the middle of March, he becomes
specially gloomy and acidulous.

fAcier. Obs.\ also asser. [OFr. accr, later

acier : low L. aciariuni steel, properly adj. quali-

fyingfurruw, f. acies point, edge + -anus adj. affix

= concerned with
;
hence edging or pointing iron.]

Steel (properly Fr., but occ. used in early Eng.).
1866 ROGERS Agric. <y Prices I. xix. 470 Steel, sometimes

called by its English name, but much more commonly known
as asser or acier, is found even mort: frequently.

Acierage (arsicredsj). [a. mod. Fr. acicrage f.

acier steel + -AGE.] The process of depositing a

layer of steel on the surface of another metal, to

render it more durable, as is sometimes done with

stereotype plates, and engraved copper-plates.

I! Acies. Obs. [L. acies edge, keenness, sharp-

ness.] The keen attention or aim, of the eye, ear,

etc. when fully directed towards any object.
1646 SIR T. BKOWNK Pseud. Kp. 181 A Frogge . . seemes to

behold a large part of the heavens, and the acies of his eye
to ascend as high as the Tropick. 1677 HAI.H Prim. Orig.
A/mi. 30 Though I do by the Empire of my Will direct the
Motion or Acies of my Organ to this or that Object.

Aciform (arsiffunr, a, [mod. f. L. acn-s needle

+ -FOKM.] Needle-shaped.
1847 In CKAIG.

t Acin, aciiic .'x-sin). Obs. [a. Fr. acinc, ad.

h. acin-its: see ACINUS.] One of the small grains
of which a blackberry or mulberry is composed.
1693 SIR II. SLUAXI; in Phil. Trans, XVII. 923 An Oval

Kerry, made up of two, three, or mort; Acins or htile Berries.

1775 ASH, Adits, berries growing in bunches.

Acinaceous (a^sin^-Jss), a.
[f.

Acix-us +

-ACEOU8.] Consisting of acini ; formed of a cluster

of small berries or fleshy drupes, like a black-

berry or raspberry.
1775 In ASM.

II Acillaces (asrnas/z, akrnak/z). [The L. spell-

ing of Gr. U.KLV a/fT/s, orig. a Persian word.] Anc. Hist.

A short sword or scimitar.

Acinacif61lOUS (,asi:nasi|fJu
-

lios), a. Hot.
[f.

ACINACES + L. folios-its leafy.] Having acinaciform

leaves. (See next.)
1879 Sytf. Stv. Lex.

Acinaciform (se^sinse'sif^um, asrnasi|(}um), a.

[ad. mod. L. acinaciform-is, f. ACINACES ; see-FORM.]

Scimitar-shaped. In Bot. applied to leaves, etc.,

'curved, rounded towards the point; thick on the

straighter side, thin on the convexity.'
1774 in Phil. Trans. LXV. 104 The body . . becomes of

an acinaciform shape, to the point of the tail, which is rather

blunt. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 251 Acinacifornt% scymitar-

shaped. 1838 LouDON Encycl. Plants (1855(617 Doliclws

tctrtisf>ertniis . . pods racemose acinaciform 4-seeded. 1876
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 9) IV. 1 12 When the veins (of a leaf) spread
out in various planes, and there is a large development of

cellular tissue, so as to produce a succulent leaf, such forms

occur as . . acinaciform, or scimitar-shaped.

Acine'sic, #. Med. [improp. f. Gr. factyrjata or

dKtvrfffa motionlessness + -ic.]
= ACINKTIC.

1879 Syd, Soc. Lex., Acinesic remedies are those which are

opposed to motion.

Acinetic (seaine'tik), a. Med.
[f.

Gr. facinjr-os

motionless + -ic.] Preventing motion.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Acinetiform (sesuw'tUjam), a. [f.
mod. L.

or/'w^Aj^f.Gr.d/ftVT/Tojmotionless) + -FOUM.] Having
the form ofAcinetae, a genus of parasitical infusorial

animalcules, with spherical bodies furnished with

radiating trumpet-shaped suckers, which are not in

constant motion like the cilia or flagella of other

infusoria.

1877 HUXLEY Attaf. Inv. An. ii. 108 Balbiani figures all the

stages by which the acinetiform embryo becomes a Para-

mo-'cium. 1878 MACALISTER Invertebr. 28 Other minute

forms, called Acinetae, are small stalked masses whose sur-

face is studded with radiating, retractile tubular suckers,

through which they suck the juices of their prey.

Aciniform(asrnifpjm,rc'sini|f^jm),a. [ad. mod.

L. aciniform-is f. ACINUS. See -FORM.] a. Having
the form of a cluster of grapes, consisting of closely

packed berries or drupes, b. Full of small kernels

like a grape.



ACINOSE.

1847 CRAIG, Acini/arm, full of small kernels. 1853 MAYNE,
Acini/ornt', having the form or appearance or colour of a

grape; grape-like. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. vii. ^81
These glands are divisible into five different kinds (acini*

form, ampullate, aggregate, tubuliform, and tuberous 1
.

Acinose (ae:sin0's), a. [ad. L. acinosus full of

grapes, grapelike. f. ACINUS.] Consisting of acini;

composed of, or resembling, a cluster of small berries.

1873 WEALE Diet, 5 Acinose, a term applied to iron ore
found in masses, and of several colors. 1874 ROOSA Dis. of
Kar 210 The mucous membrane is made smooth by numer-
ous acinose glands.

Acinous (K-sinas), a. [f. L. acinosus (see prec.)
as if ad. Fr. acineux] = ACINOSE ; applied especially
to glands occurring in clusters.

1871 COHEN Dis. of Throat 179 This pouch is ordinarily

enveloped by acinous glands. 1878 HABERSHON Dis.^
Ab-

domen 51 Some isolated submucous glands of an acinous
character may still be found.

II Acinus (arsinw;). PI. acini. [L. acinus, a

berry growing in a cluster, a grape ; also a kernel

occurring in a cluster, a grapestone.]
\\. A berry which grows in clusters, as grapes,

currants, etc. ;
sometimes applied to the whole

cluster. Obs.

1731 BAILEY,vol. 1 1, Acini . . small grains growing in bunches
. . cf which the fruit of the Elder-tree, Privet, and other

plants of the like kind are composed.
2. Bot. One of the small fleshy berries or drupes
which make up such compound fruits as the black-

berry; sometimes applied to the compound fruit

which they compose.
1830 LINDLKY .Vat. Sy*t. Bot. 81 Fruit either i-seeded nuts,

or acini, or follicles containing several seeds. 1834 GOOD
Bk. of \at. I. 164 The acinus or conglomerate berry, as in

the rasp. 1837 MACCULLOCH Attrib. of Cod III. xlvi. 220
The acinus of botanists constitutes the basis of another class

of fruits, and the Raspberry is a familiar example. 1880
GRAY Bot. Text-Ilk. 394, Acinus . . now sometimes applied to

the separate carpels of an aggregate baccate fruit, or to the

contained stone or seed.

3. The stones or seeds of grapes and berries.

1731 BAILKY, vol. II, Acini [with Physicians] the seed that is

within a fruit, and thence they in their prescriptions fre-

quently use WTVI t'xacittata, i.e. the Acini or seeds being
taken out. 1880 [See under 2}.

4. Anat. A racemose gland ;
a blind end of a

duct of a secreting gland, which is divided into

several lobes.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Acini, Anatomists have called

some glands of a similar formation [to bunches of grapes]
Acini Glandiilosi. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. vii. 410
The ducts which arise from these acini unite first into a

single trunk on each side.

5. Anat. (See quot.)
1847 YOUATT Horse xiii. 297 There are, scattered through

the substance of the liver, numerous little granules, called

acini, from their resemblance to the small stones of certain

berries.

-acious (-t
T|

'j3s), comfil. suffix, forming adjs.

meaning 'given to, inclined to, abounding in';

f. L. -act- (nom. -ax), adj. ending added chiefly to

vb. stems (Fr. -ate) + -ous ; as L. viv-ere to live,

vlvijci- lively (Fr. vivace}, Eng. vivaci-ous ; so men-

dacious, voracious,fallacious, capacious. Hence adv.

in -aciously; sbs. of quality in -acious-ncss, -acity;
vbs. in -acitate.

II Acipenser (xsipe'nsaj). Zool. [L.] The stur-

geon.
1853 SOYER Pantrophi'oti 216 Some flatterers . . with eyes

fixed on the noble accipenser, compared its flesh to the am-
brosia of the immortals.

Acise, obs. form of ASSIZE.

Acite, early form of ACCITE v. to summon.
-acitate (-re-siu-it), compd. suffix

= -aci- (see

-ACIOUS) + -/- (see -TV) + -ATE, forming vbs. on adjs.
in -aci-ous or sbs. in -aci-ty, according to the regular

type of vbs. in -TATE (L.-tarc, -tatum) f. sbs. in -TY

(L. -tcitem). As cap-acitate, to produce the capacity.

-acity (-re-siti), formerly -acite, -acitie, compil.

suffix, a. Fr. -acite, ad. L. -acitat-em (nom. -acitas),
f. -aci- (see -ACIODS) + -tilt- (see -TY), according to

the regular type of sbs. of quality in -tat-em f. 3rd
decl. adjs. in -i-, as celeri-tat-em, voraci-tiit-tm,

voracity, the quality of being voracious. All the

Fr. adjs. in -acite are literary adaptations of or

formations on L. words
; the Eng. are either adop-

tions of Fr. words, or analogous formations on L.

adjs. Every adj. in -ACIOUS may have a sb. of

quality in -acity, on some of which are formed vbs.

in -acitate
\
as cap-aci-ous, capaci-ty, capacit-ate.

Ack, occas. Sc. form of ACT v. and sb.

Ack(e, variant of Ac conj. Obs., but.

-ack, earlier form of -AC, suffix.

Ackele, variant of AKELE v. Obs., to cool.

t Acker. Obs. or dial.
;
also aker, akyr, aiker.

[Of uncertain origin ; probably a variant of EAGEK
sb., the 'bore' on tidal rivers, called by Lyly agar.~\

fl. 'Flood tide; bore; strong current in the sea.

Olis.

c 1440 Protn. Parr. 8 Akyr of the see flowynge [1499 aker],

Impetus maris. ?rt 1500 Knyghthode fy Batayle MS. Colt.

Titus A xxiii. 49, quoted in Prom. 1'arv. 8 Wel know they
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the remue yf it a-ryse, An aker is it clept, I vnderstonde,
Whos myght there may no shippe or wynd wyt stonde.
This remue in th' occian of propre kynde Wyt oute wynde
hathe his commotioun. 1552 HULOET Abecedarinm t Aker of
the sea, whiche preventeth [

= precedes] the flowde or flow-

ynge, impetus marts.

2. A ripple, furrow, or disturbance of the surface

of water ; a 'cat's-paw.* dial.

1808 JA.MIESON Scot. Dict. t Aikery the motion, break, or

movement, made by a fish in the water, when swimming
fast. 1865 WAY in Prom. Parv. 8 In Craven Dial., Acker
Is a ripple on the water. 1865 Provincialism in Cornhitt

Mag. July 34 Sailors at sea name it when seen on a larger
scale by the expressive term '

cats-paw.' The North-country
peasant, however, knows it by the name '

acker,' implying,
as it were, a space ploughed up by the wind.

Acker, obs. form of ACRE.

Ackerne, obs. form of ACORN.

Ackerspyre, -sprit, obs. or dial, variants of

ACIIOSPJKE.

Acketon, obs. form of ACTON, HAQUETON.
tAckno'w, aknow, v. Obs. Forms: Inf. i

oncnawan; 3-5 aknowe(n, aknowe; 5-6 ak-
now. Pa. t. i oncneaw; 2- aknew. Pa. pple.
i oncn&wen, onknaun, oknaun

; 4 oknowen ;

4-6 aknowen, aknowe ; 5 aknow ;
6 aknown,

aknowne, acknowen ; 6-7 acknown(e, ac-

known.
[f. ON, in, on + cndtvan to know (by the

senses), to recognize ; the prefix afterwards reduced,
as usual, to o-, a-, and at length corruptly written

ac- in imitation of ac- before c- k- q- in words

adopted from L. See h.~ pref. 2.] Very rare after

OE. period exc. in pa. pple.
1. To come to know, recognize.
933 Battle of Jlaldon (Sweet 134) Man mihte oncnawan

5a:t se cniht nolde wacian set 3am wige. c 1330 Arthonr
<y Merlin io8r But gif Y do hirben a-knawe With wild hors
do me to drawe. c 1430 Syr Gcnerides 6739 Tho [Generides]
wold be a-know, Ful simplie he answerd . . It am I, hide it

wol I noght.
2. To admit or show one's knowledge, acknow-

ledge, confess.

<riooo &LFKIC On O. Test. (Sweet 68) Daet he mihte
oncndwan his manfullan did a. a 1500 Merline 901 (Percy
Fol. .MS. I. 450) To mee wold shee neuer aknow That any
man for any meede Neighed her body. 1561 T. N[ORTON]
Calvin's Instit. iv. 134 God will not be acknowen true in the

receiuyng [of the bread] it selfe, but in the stedfastnesse of
his owne goodnesse.
3. In pa. pple. Acquainted, apprized, informed (<jf).

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 69 If he wild not so, hesuld malt him
oknowen, He suld wynne it . . as for his owen. 1490 CAX-
TON Eneydos xviii. 68 To departe out of my land sodaynly
wythout to make me a knowen thereof.

4. To be acknown : To be (self-)recognized or

avowed in relation to anything ; hence, to avow,
confess, acknowledge (to a person).
a. absol.

c 1350 U'ill. Palerne 4391, I haue be gretli a-gelt, to god
ich am a-knowe. < 1430 LVDG. in Mass Bk. 39011879) I am
aknowe, and wot ryght well I speke pleynly as I fel. c 1440
Prom. Pan'. 280 Knowlechyn or ben a-knowe be constreyn-
ynge, Fateor, Knowlechyn or ben a-knowe wylfully, COH-

fiteor. 1460 CAPGRAVK Chron. 266 The ErI of Warwick . .

was a knowe, as the! seid. For which confession the King
gave him lif, and exiled him.

b. with sitbord. cl.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 4788 f>at we ar worj>i to J>e deth wel
we be a-knowe. c 1440 Gesta Rom. 201 The first knyght was
aknow that he slew the man. 1447 BOKENHAM Lyvys of
Seyntys Introd. 14 lie not aknowe whom it comyth fro. i 45o
PECOCK Repr. 149 Neither he woll be Aknowe that the

ymage is his God.
1534^

MORE Treat, on the Passwn Wks.
1 557t I273/2 They . . will not be aknowen that it is his.

1535 COVKRDALE 2 Meici. vi. 6 There durst no man be a
knowne that he was a Jewe. 1535-75 ABP. PARKER Corr.

441 To put you in remembrance not to be acknown to him
that you have it from me. 1548 HALL Chron. (1809) 374
Menne must sometym for the maner sake not bee aknowen
what they knowe. 1583 GOLDING Cafcitt t Dent, xxxiv. 202
In deede men will not be acknowen y* it is so. 1639 H. AINS-
WORTH Annot. on Pentat. Pref. 4 They will not bee a knowne
that they pray or doe worship unto them.

c. with simple obj.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boethius 17 J>at I confesse and am a-knowe.

1414 liitAMPTON 7 Penit. Ps. IviL 22, I am aknowe my syn-
full lyif. -1430 How the Good Wift etc. 159 in Hazl.
E. P. P. 191 Tylle thei crye mercy, and be here gylte aknowe.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. 395 She wolde haue more sharpe penaunce,
and was a-knowe all here synnes to a wicked preste.

d. with of.
c 1430 flow the Good Wijf^ etc. 191 in Babees Bk. 46 Til bei

crie mercy, & be of her gilt aknowe. c 1440 Gesta Rom. 201

It is better forto be aknow of my synne here openly, and
take my penaunce. 1496 Dives $ Pauper (W. de Worde) vi.

xxiv. 272/2 He wolde not be aknowen of his synne, but put
his synne on god, and excused hym by Eue. 1526 TINDALE
Rom. i. 28 As it semed not good vnto them to be aknowen
ofGod, even so God deliveryd them vppe vnto a leawde mynd.
1560 DAUS Sleidane's Comtn, 390 b, Touching religion &
doctrin, they will be acknowne of none error. 1589 PUTTEN-
HAM Eng. Poesie (1811) in. xxii. 212 So would I not haue a
translatour be ashamed to be acknowen of his translation.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 319 Be not acknowne on't : I haue
vse for it. 1633 BP. HALL Hard T. 140 The very place where
he grew shall not be acknowne of him.

t Acknowledge, sb. Obs, [f. AKNOW, AC-
KNOW v. + -LEDGE, after the analogy of KNOWLEDGE
from KNOW.] Admitted or communicated know-

ledge, recognition, cognizance.
1548 GESTE Prenee Masse 91 The Kynges Majestic . . hath

ACKNOWLEDGING.
enforced them to the outward acknowledge therof. a 1555
RIDLEY Wks. 332 Before I should make the king's majesty
privy unto it and of acknowledge, before the collation of it.

Acknowledge (sekn^ledg), v. [either from
ACKNOWLEDGE sb.> like the earlier KNOWLEDGE v.

f. KNOWLEDGE sb. ; or formed on KNOWLEDGE v.,

like AKNOW on KNOW. There was also an earlier

i-knowledge. By i6th c. the earlier vbs. knowledge
and a(c}kn(nv (exc. in pa. pple.) were obs., and ac-

knowledge took their place. (In this and the

kindred words, many pronounce mw'led^.)]
1. To own the knowledge of; to confess ;

to recog-
nize or admit as true.

1553 LATIMER in Sonthey's C. P. Bk. Ser. n. 55 One man
took remorse of conscience, and acknowledged himself to me
that he had deceived the king. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado i.

iL 13 He loued my niece your daughter, and meant to ac-

knowledge it this night in a dance. 1611 Wini. T.
in. ii. 62 In name of Fault, I must not At all acknowledge.
1611 BIBLE Jer. iii. 13 Acknowledge thine iniquity that thou
hast transgressed against the Lord thy God. 1756 BURKE
Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 35, I acknowledge indeed, the

necessity of such a proceeding. 1794 SULLIVAN V
7inv of

Nat. 1.71 The sea, he must acknowledge, is always at the
same level. 1850 M'CosH Div. Gm<t. iv. i. (1874)464 Their
views of God are acknowledged to be miserably meagre.
2. To recognize or confess (a person or thing to

be something); a. with complement, b. simply.
To recognize (one) to be what he claims ;

to own
the claims or authority of.

1481 CAXTON Myrroitr in. xxiv. 193 In whiche translacion I

acknowleche myself symple, rude and ygnoraunt. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 322 Thou sham'st to acknowledge me
inmiserie. 1597 i Hen. IV,\\\. ii.ni Through all the King-
domes that acknowledge Christ. 1611 BIBLE Wisd. xii. 27
They acknowledged him to be the true God, whome before

they denyed to know. Prov. iii. 6 In all thy wayes ac-

knowledge him, and he shall direct thy pathes. 1651 HOBBES
Leinatlian i. x. 43 He acknowledged the power which others

acknowledge. 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. World (1837) iv. 16 An
Englishman is taught to acknowledge no other master than
the laws which himself has contributed to enact. 1781 GIB-
BON Decl. fy F. III. 65 The authority of Theodosius was
cheerfully acknowledged by all the inhabitants of the Roman
world. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 532, A secret purse
from which agents too vile to be acknowledged received hire.

1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. ix. 433 Harold was publicly
acknowledged as . . the designated successor to the crown.

3. To own as genuine, or of legal force or

validity; to own, avow, or assent, in legal form,
to (an act, document, etc.) so as to give it validity.
1870 PINKEKTON Guide to Administr. 48, A release should

be acknowledged before proper authority and recorded in

the office for recording deeds, etc.

4. To own with gratitude, or as an obligation
(a gift, or service rendered). Hence, To acknow-

ledge (the receipt of) a letter.

1667 MILTON /*. L. XL 612 But they his gifts acknowledg'd
none. Mod. To acknowledge the divine goodness in our de-
liverance. I hope you have properly acknowledged their
kindness. These letters have not been acknowledged.

Acknowledgeable (&kiylAd$ib
T

l)J a. [f.
AC-

KNOWLEDGE v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being acknow-

ledged or admitted ; recognizable.
1856 RUSKIN Mod. Painters III. iv.x. 2 Of all painters

[Turner] seemed to obtain least acknowledgeable resemblance
to nature.

Acknowledged (a-kn^-ledgd), ///. a.
[f. as

prec. + -ED.] Kecognized, confessed, owned
;

ad-

mitted as true, valid, or authoritative.

1769 Jnnitts Lett. iii. 19 The acknowledged care and abili-

ties of the adjutant-general. 1781 GIBBON Decl. <V /' II. 87
These five youths, the acknowledged successors of Constan-
tine. 1810 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 122 To do anything
which the acknowledged laws of God have forbidden me to
do. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers i. 24. 168 Theirpleasure is that
ofovercomingacknowledged difficulties. i868Gt:oRGE ELIOT
Felix Holt 14 To rule in virtue of acknowledged superiority.

Acknowledgedly (sekn^r ledsdli), adv.
[f.

AC-
KNOWLEDGED a. + -LY] By general acknowledg-
ment ; admittedly, confessedly.
1685 Graciiin's Courtier's Manual 95 Such as are acknow-

ledgedly capable of being good judges. 1827 HARE Guesses
at Truth (1847) Ser. i. 375 The historian's facts are true ; the

poet's are acknowledgedly fictitious. 1845 Vestig, Creat.

(ed. 3) 150 Marsupialia, acknowledgedly low forms in their

class.

Acknowledger (a-kn^Ied.^). [f. ACKNOW-
LEDGE v. + -EK.] One who acknowledges or owns
the claims of.

1535-75 ABP. PARKER Corr. 112 Ye his followers & acknow-

ledgers partake of this sin also. 111662 HERRICK Poems
(1844)31 And ever live a true acknowledger. i678CunwoRTH
Intell. Syst. \. iv. 186 Aristotle [was] an acknowledger of

many gods.

Acknowledging (a-kn^led^in), vbl. sb.
[f.

as

prec. 4 -ING 1
.] Recognizing or admitting as true

or valid
; owning, confessing, or avowing. (Now

mostly gerundial.)
1561 T. N[ORTON] Calvin's Instit. HI. 324 To come to the

acknowledginge of the trueth. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet.,
Conocimiento, knowledge, acknowledging, Cognitiot agnitiot

notitia. i6zx BIBLE Philemon 6 The acknowledging of euery
good thing. Mod. I should like to know the facts before ac-

knowledging the letter.

t Acknowledging (a-kn^-led^in), ppl. a. Obs.

[f. as prec. +-ING^.] Making known or expressing

regard, esteem, gratitude ; grateful. (Fr. reconnais-

sattf.} Now only as participle.



ACKNOWLEDGMENT.
1692 DRYDEN St. Enremont's Ess. 199 There are but few

acknowledging Persons, a 1700 Dram. Wks. (1701) III. 8

Certainly, ifever Nation were oblig'd, either by the Conduct,

the Personal Valour, or the good Fortune of a Leader, the

English are acknowledging, in all of them, to your royal

Highness. 1750-1 MRS. DELANY Lett. 9 She . . was . . so ac-

knowledging that I should desire her acquaintance, that she

overwhelmed me with her civilities.

Acknowledgment ^knp-led^ment) ; also ac-

knowledgement (a spelling more in accordance I

with Eng. values of letters), [f. ACKNOWLEDGE v.

+ -MENT. An early instance of -went added to an

orig. Eng. vb.]
1. The act ofacknowledging, confessing, admitting,

or owning ; confession, avowal.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. (1632)
v. 394 To require acknow-

ledgement with more than daily and ordinarie testifications

of grief. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. viii. 124 Yes Captaine :

but with this acknowledgement, That God fought for vs.

1684 MANTON Serw. Wks. 1872 IX. 325 Now the act of faith

is an assent, not knowledge but acknowledgment. 1686

Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 185 In case he give not an acknow-

ledgment of his great abuse. 1792 Anted. W. Pitt III. xliv.

195 A formal acknowledgement of our errors . . must precede

every attempt to conciliate. 1825 Br. Jonathan IIL 301 By
which he can escape any acknowledgement of subordination.

f-2. Recognition, knowledge. Obs.

1616 SL'RFLET &. MARKH. Cotintrey Fartne 123 To take ac-

knowledgement of the loue that one Horse beareth towards

another, and accordingly to set them one by another in the

Stable.

3; The act of recognizing the position or claims

of; owning or recognition in a particular character.

1611 BIBLE Coloss. ii. 2 The acknowledgement of the mys-
terie of God, and of the Father, and of Christ. 1697 Snake
in the Grass (ed. 2) 223 These Priests turned to every Power
and every Government, as it turned ; and made Addresses

and Acknowledgments to every Change of Government.

1818 JAS. MILL Hist. Brit. hid. (ed.-t) 1. 1. ii. 58 All such places
as owe acknowledgment to the Dutch. 1849 MACAU LAY Hist.

Eng. I. 291 The king was, by . . the recent and solemn ac-

knowledgment of both houses of parliament, the sole captain

general of this large force.

4. A formal declaration or avowal of an act or

document, so as to give it legal validity.

1651 W. G. tr. Cffwcl's Instit. 98 He payes a yearly Rent,

by way of an acknowledgement of the Seigniorie. 1858 Ln.

ST. LEONARDS Property Law xiv. 93 The suit must be

brought within twenty years next after the last of such ac-

knoyiedgments, or the last of such paymentsias the case may
be). Mod. Has there been any acknowledgement ofindebted-

ness ? This was a virtual acknowledgement of the contract.

5. The owning of a gift or benefit received, or of

a message ; grateful, courteous, or due recognition.
1611 DEKKER in Wks. 1873, 261 Acknowledgement is part

of payment sometimes. 1630 LORD Banians Ep. Ded., Let
it be as an Attestate of my acknowledgments to you. 1747
W. GOULD English Ants Ded., I am, with all Acknowledg-
ment, your most Obliged Humble Servant, William Gould.

1769 Junius Lett. v. 27 You . . may be satisfied with the

warm acknowledgements he already owes you. 1775 TRUM-
BULLin Sparks' Cor. Am. Rev. (1853) 1. 10 These instances of

kindness claim my most grateful acknowledgments. Mod.
After so public an acknowledgement of his friend's help.

6. Hence, The sensible sign, whereby anything
received is acknowledged ; something given or done

in return for a favour or message, or a formal

communication that we have received it.

i73j)
T. SHERIDAN Persius Ded. 3, I dedicate to you this

Edition and Translation of Persius, as an Acknowledgment
for the great Pleasure you gave me. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Moral T. (1816) I. xvi. 133 To offer him some acknowledg-
ment for his obliging conduct. 1881 Daily Tel. Dec. 27 The
painter had to appear and bow his acknowledgments. Mod.
Take this as a small acknowledgement of my gratitude.

7. Comb, acknowledgment-money.
1717 BLOUNT Law Diet. s.v., Acknowledgment-money is a

Sum of Money paid by some Tenants, at the Death of their

Landlord, in Acknowledgment of their new one,

Acknown, pa. pple. of ACKNOW.

Ackward, obs. form of AWKWARD.
Adastic (aklce-stik), a. Nat. Phil. rare. [f.

Gr. awAaar-os unbroken + -ic.] Not refracting ; ap-

plied to substances which do not refract the rays of

light which pass through them.

1870 Syd. Sec. Lex.
t Aclea've, v. Obs. rare-'1 , [f. A- pref. I +
CLEAVE. Not recorded in OE.] To cleave or split.

1460 in Pol. Rel. $ Love Poems 252 And as f>yn hert aclef

atwynne With doleful deth on be rode tre.

Acleim, acleyme, early f. ACCLAIM v. to claim.

Aclinic (akli-nik), a. [f. Gr. dxAti'-fc unbend-

ing (f. d priv. + K\iv-ttv to bend) + -ic.] Without in-

clination. Applied to the magnetic equator, or line

surrounding the earth and cutting the terrestrial

equator, on which the magnetic needle has no dip
but lies horizontal.

^
[Not in CRAIG 1847.] 1850 ANSTED Elcm. Geol. 20 There

is in the neighbourhood of the earth's equator, and cutting it

at four points, an irregular curve called the magnetic equa-
tor or aclinic line. 1873 ATKINSON Ganofs Phys. (ed. 6) 565
The aclinic line is the line which joins all these places on
the earth where . . the dipping-needle is quite horizontal.

A-clock, earlier form of o'clock. See A prep?
and CLOCK.
t Aclo'se, "v. Obs. rare. [f. OFr. ados closed up

'for encfas, or f. a to (see A- pref. 7) +t?os: L.

claus-um shut.] To enclose, shut up.
c 1315 SHOREHAM, 145 God nys nau?t in ther worldle a-closecl

VOL. I.
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Ac hy ys ine hym. c 1400 Destr. Troy XXVI. 10524 Jfcrn Paris
and his pepull past to the temple Keppit horn in couert,
aclosit horn Jerin.

A-cloy, earlier and betterf.AccLOYz/. Obs. to cloy.

t Aclu'msid, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
. [? pa. pple. of

*aclumsen, f. A-//i t + clitmsen to be stiffor numb ;

or for y-clumsed pa. pple. of the simple vb. See
A particle.'] Benumbed, paralysed. Cf. Aci'MBLE.

1388 WYCLIF Jcr. vi. 24 Oure hondys ben aclumsid, tribu-

lacioun hath take vs.

Acme (se'kmz), also 7 achme, achma, 8-9 ac-

me^ acme. [a. Or. dx^yj point. Long consciously
used as a Gr. word, and written in Gr. letters from
Ascham 1570 to Goldsmith 1750, although spelt as

Eng. by B. Jonson 1625, and commonly afterwards.]
1. gen. The highest point or pitch ;

the culmina-

tion, or point of perfection, in the career or develop-
ment of anything.
1570 ASCHAM Scholem. (1863) 03 The Latin tong, even whan

it was, as the Grecians say, in aKufj, that is, at the hiest pitch
of all perfitenesse. a 1637 B. JONSON Discos*. So that he may
be named, and stand as trie mark and ax^ri of our language.
1641 W. CARTWRIGHT Lady Err. n. iv. (1651) 23 I' th' heat
and achme of devotion. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. 78 Date
we from this day, the achme or vertical height of Abbeys,
which henceforward began to stand still, & at last to de-

cline. 1659 LESTRANGE Alliance Dit*. Off. ix. The Liturgy
and ceremonie of our Church, drawing nigh to its O.KIJ.Y!. 1675
OC-ILBY Brit. Ded., In the Achma of the Three Last Empires
of the World. 1765 GOLDSM. Ess., Taste, By the age often
his genius was at the a/*>j. 1790 BURKE Fr. Ret'ol. Wks.
V. 236 The growth of population in France was by no means
at its acint in that year. 1800 WEEMS H'asfiitit^ton 118771
xi. 155 Having at length attained the acme of all his wishes.

1817 MALTHUS Population III. 57 No country has ever reach-

ed, or probably ever will reach, its highest possible acme of

produce. 1835 1. TAYLOR Spir. Despotism 5. 188 A position
whence the transition was easy to the acme of unbounded

despotism. 1868 GLADSTONE 'Ju-v. J/rtV(i87ot xi. 421 It is

however in Achilles that courtesy reaches to its acme. 1880

Boy's Own Kk. 240 The acme of bicycle riding,

f 2. csf. a. The period of full growth, the flower

or full-bloom of life. Obs.

1620 VENNER F/a Recta, viii. 174 They haue not attained

vnto the Acme, or full height of their growing. 1625
B. JONSON Staple of Neivs Prol. (1631) 5 He must be one
that can instruct your youth, And keepe your Acme in the

state of truth. 1650 BUI.WER Anthropometam. 22. 245 [It]

may be either in the achma or declination of our age.
1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701! 259/2 Youth is the en-

crease of the first Refrigerative part, Age the decrease there-

of, ajciiti, the constant and perfect Life which is betwixt

both. 1664 EVKLYN Syh'a 37 Every tree . . after each seven

years improving twelve pence in growth, till they arriv'd to

their acme. 1844 STANLEY Arnold's Life <$-
Corr. II. x. 314

The thought that the forty-ninth year, fixed by Aristotle as

the acme of the human faculties, lay still some years before

him.

b. The point of extreme violence of a disease, the

crisis, arch.
c 1630 JACKSON Creed vni. xiii. Wks. VI 1.496 Christ Jesus

. . in the very <iieju>7 of his agony . . did set the fairest copy of

that obedience. 1676 GREW Plants, Lect. n. i. 26 1 1682) 242
We may conceive the reason of the sudden access of an acute

Disease, and of its Crisis . . when the Cause is arrived unto

such an dM>). 1752 in Phil. Trans. XLVII. Ixxiii. 586 From
the beginning to the flatus or acme of the disease, they almost

all die. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rc-jol. (1872) I. v. vi. 167 Paris

wholly has got to the acme of its frenzy.

Acne, acneon, obs. forms of A-KNEE.

Acne (re'knz). Path. [mod. L., supposed to be a

corruption of Gr. d/t/tr/ point.] (See quotations.)
1835 HOBLYN Diet. ofMed. Terms 3, Acne, tubercular tu-

mours slowly suppurating, chiefly occurring in the face. 1853

MAYNE, Acne . . also called Rosy-drop. 1876 DUHRING Dis.

Skin. 257 Acne is an inflammatory, usually chronic disease

of the sebaceous glands, characterized by the formation either

of papules, tubercles, or pustules, or a combination of these

lesions, occurring for the most part about the face.

Acnodal (xkno"-dal), a. Geom, [f. ACNODE +

-AL.] Of or pertaining to acnodes.

1873 SALMON Higher Plane Curves 126 Nodal cubics may
obviously be subdivided into crunodal and acnodal

Acnode (ce-kn<7d). Geom. [f.
L. acus needle +

NODE.] That point in a curve where the moving

point, by which it may be conceived as generated,

turns sharply back on its path ;
otherwise known

as a cusp.
1873 SALMON Higher Plane Curves 23 In this case no real

point is consecutive to the origin, which is then called a con-

jugate point or acnode.

Acoast, obs. form of ACCOST v.

t A-COast, adv. Obs. prop, phrase ;
also 3-4

acost. [A//.l+CoAST. The earlier a-cost-xas a di-

rect adoption of OFr. a caste, mod. a cSte : see COAST.]
1. At one side, by the side, by the coast. See ACOST.

2. Ashore.

1599 HAKLUYT l'oy. II. n. too After we had lost ancres, hois-

ing vp the sailes for to get the ship a coast in some safer place.

Acock (ak/i-k), adv. prop.phr. [hprepl of state

-(- COCK.] In cocked fashion ; defiantly.

1846 JERROLD Chron. Clovern. Wks. 1864 IV. 379, A man,

who, on his outstart in life, sets his hat acock at matrimony
a man who defies Hymen and all his wicked wiles.

A-COCk-bill, Naut. Having the bills or tapering

ends cocked or pointing upwards. Said of the

anchor when it hangs from the cathead ready for

dropping, and also of the yards of a vessel, when

they are placed at an angle with the deck.

ACOLYTE.
1708 Sea. Diet. s. v. Anchor, The Anchor is a Cock-bell,

when the Anchor hangs up and down by the Ship's Side.

1833 Pen. Cycl. \. 507/1 An anchor is said . . to be ' a cock-
bill,' when hanging vertically. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.
198 To put the yards a-cock-bill is to top them up by one lift

to an angle with the deck. A sign of mourning.

A-cock-horse, phrase: see COCK-HOUSE.

Acoie, variant of ACCOY v. Obs. to calm.

t Acola'stic(ke, a. Obs.-"
[f. Gr. d/roAaffT-os,

see next, + -1C.] 'A prodigall person.' Cockeram
1612. 'That liveth under no correction, riotous.'

Blount 1656. 'Incorrigible, not better by chastise-

ment.' Bullokar 1676.

t A'COlaust. Obs. [? ad. Gr. axo\aaT-os unchas-

tised, licentious.] One that revels in sensual pleasures

(like the prodigal of the parable).
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Pet. ii. 19 (1865) 547/1 The acolaust

loathes the service of that churl, that allowed him no better

diet than husks.

Acold (akJu-ld), a. arch. Forms: 3 acoled(?), 4
acoold, acoild, 56 acolde, 6-7, 9 acold. [prob.

orig. a-colod, a-ft'lcd, pa. pple. of acolian, aeolen

(see ACOOL), which became regularly acooled in

1 6th c., but when used adjectively preserved the

original o before two consonants, or by assimilation

to adj. CoLn.] Cooled, chilled, cold.

< 1314 Gny U rtr7c. 20 AI to michelthouart afoild [-afooledj,
Now thi blod it is acoild. 1393 GOWER Con/. Am. III. 35
Thus lay this pouer in great distresse, Acolde and hongry at

the gate, c 1400 Row. A'^5^2658 And waite without in woo and

peyne, Full yvel a-coolde in wynde and reyne. 1461 Past.

Lett. 421 II. 63 It begynyth to wax a cold abydyng her.

1474 CAXTON Chesse 52 He behelde where satte an olde

kny.yht that was sore acolde. 1563 Homilies u. ii. in. (1859)

233 Who have need either of meat when we be hungry, or

drink when we be thirsty, or clothing when we be acold.

1589 Pin I:XHAM Lng. Poesie (1869" 236 Alwaies burning and
euer chill a colde. 1605 SHAKS. A". Lear in. iv. 59 Tom's
a-cold. 1608 TOURNEUR Reveng. Trag. \\. i. 51 All thriues

but chastity; she lyes a cold. 1821 KEATS St. Agnes' Eve i.

170 The owl for all his feathers was a-co!d. a 1843 SOL'THKY

Co-nipl. ofPoor Wks. II. 195 And we were wrapt and coated

well, And yet we were a-cold. 1863 A. R GROSART Small
Sins (ed. 2) 90 Their a-cold breath blights the fragile blossoms.

1870 M ORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 341 Before the sun of that

day grew acold.

t Aco'ld, z'- Obs. [OE. acalJ-iaii, \V'. Sax. aceal-

dian cogn. w. OHG. irchaltcn, mod. G. erkaltcn ;
f.

K-pref. i + OE. cald-ian, ccaldian to become cold.]
1. intr. To become cold.

(-880 K. /ELFREof7r^-. Past. Iviii. 447 Swa eac ?an wearme
wlacaS, zr hit eallunga acealdi?,e. 1388 H'imblctmi's Ser-

mon in Halliw., The syknesse of the world thou schalt know-e

by charyte acoldyng. c 1440 Gesta Rcnu. 96 When this

knyght bat was accolded, & hit was grete froste.

2. trans. To make cold, cool.

c 1230 Ancren Ri-U'lc 404, O sond ne groweS no god, and
bitocneS idel '. and idel acoaldeo & acwenched I is fur.

Acole, earlier form of ACOOL v. and of ACCOLL v.

t Acolee. Ola. [a. OFr. acolee embrace, hug ;

properly pa. pple. of acoler: see ACCOLL.] The

embrace, or other greeting, by which knighthood
was conferred : the earlier equivalent of ACCOLADE.'
c 1450 Merlin xxi. 374 The kynge Arthur yaf hym the

acolee, and bad god make hym a gode knyght.

AcO'logy. Med. rare. [f.
Gr. axos cure, remedy +

-\oyia treatise; see -LOGY.] 'The doctrine of

therapeutic agents in general, or of the method

of curing disease.' Craig 1847, etc.

t Acoloutllite. Obs. rare
;
also 7 acholithite.

[f. Gr. d/coXot<e-os + -ITE.] By-form of ACOLYTE.

1599 lir. HALL Virgidem iv. vii. 53 To see a lasie dumbe

Acholithite, Armed against a devout flyes despight. 1642

JER. TAYLOR Episcopacie (1647) 174 The office of an aco-

iouthite, of an exorcist, of an ostiary, are no way dependent
on the office of a deacon.

Acoluteship, obs. form of ACOLITESHIP.

Acoluth, obs. but more correct f. ACOLYTE.

Acolyctine (oekoli-ktain). Chem. [f.
the plant

whence derived.] An organic base obtained from

Aconitum Lycoctonum ; supposed to be identical

with aconine.

Acolyte (ce-Wbit). Forms: 3-6aoolyt, 4 aco-

lite, 6 aooluth(e, 6-9 acolyth(e, 8-9 acolyte,

[ad. med. L. acolitus, acolithus, acolythus, corrupt

forms of acoluthtis a. Gr. doAou0os following,

attending upon, subst. an attendant. The normal

form is acoluth, as written by some of the i6th c.

scholars. Occ. aphetized to COLET, and expanded
to ACOLYTHIST, ACOLOUTHITE.]
1. Eccl. An inferior officer in the church who

attended the priests and deacons, and performed sub-

ordinate duties, as lighting and bearing candles, etc.

c 1000 J<LFRIC Past. Ep. in Anc. Laws II. 378 Acolitvs is

fore the apostle, thennis boundyn, writith to hem fro Effecie

bi Tyte, a dekene, and Honesym, acplite. 1460 CAPGRAVE

Chron. 74 He that schuld be mad a Bischop schuld first be a

Candle-bearer. 1561 T. N[ORTON] Calvin's hist. (16341 iv.

155 They play y Philosophers about y name of Acoluth,

calling him a Ceroferar, a taper bearer with a worde . .



ACOLYTESHIP.
wheras AcolutJws in Greke simply signifieth a folower. 1588
A. KING Canisius

1

Catech. 109 Gif ony man deseruis to be
ane Bishope lat him first be ostiar, secundlie lecteur, nixt ane
Exorcist, efter ane Acolyt. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. VIL xx.
Wks. III. 347 The bishops attendants, his followers they
were ; in regard of which service the name of Acolythes
seemeth plainly to have been given. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng.
Popish Cerent, in. viii. 161 Exorcists, Monkes, Eremits, Aco-
luths, and all the whole rabble of Popish orders. 1649 SELDEN
Laws ofEng. i. x. (1739) 18 Acolites, which waited with the

Taper ready lighted. 18x4 SOUTHEY Bk. ofthe Ch. I. 353 The
candlestick, taper and urceole were taken from him as aco-

lyte. 1849 W. FITZGERALD tr. IVhitaker's Di$j>ut. 505 The
apostolic canons . . name only five orders, the bishop, priest,

deacon, reader, and chanter, omitting the exorcist, porter,
and acolyth. 1855 tr. Laharte's Arts Mid. Ages $ Renaiss,
L 15 Two acolythes carried the candlesticks. 1873 W. H.
DIXON Tivo Qnecns I. vi. x. 369 At every porch a pnest came
out with acolyte and choir.

2. In other senses : a. An attendant or junior
assistant in any ceremony or operation ;

a novice.

1829 SCOTT Demonol. vii. 213 Nor are such acolytes found
to evade justice with less dexterity than the more advanced

rogues. 1831 Keniliv. xxxn. (1853) 296 To awaken the

bounty of the acolytes of chivalry. iMkDiCKKKB Our. Mitt.
Fr.\. 137 It was the function of the acolyte to dart at sleep-

ing infants.

b. An attendant insect or other animal.

1876 BENEDEX An. Paras. 4 Species at the mercy of others,
and dependent on acolytes, which are in every respect in-

ferior to themselves.

C. An attendant star.

1876 CHAMBERS Astron. 910 Acolyte . . sometimes used to

designate the smaller of two stars placed in close contiguity.

Acolyteship (ork^bitjip). Also 6 acolute-

ship. [f. prec. + -SHIP.] The position or office of

an acolyte.
1562 FGXE A.fy M. I. 749/2 [Degrading] from Acoluteship,

by taking from them the Cruet and Candlestick.

Acolythist. arch.\ also 8 acolothist. [f. med.
L. acolyth-ns + -IST.] By-form of ACOLYTE.
I726AYLIKFE Parfrgon.gb To ordain the Acolothist, to

keep the Sacred Vessels, etc. Ibid. 184 The word Clerk is

confin'd to the Seven Degrees . . viz. the Ostiarius . . the

Acolythist, Reader, Exorcist, Sub-deacon, Deacon, and Pres-

byter. 1751 CHAMUERS Cycl. s.v.Acolut/i, Among the eccles-

iastical writers, the term Acolythns or Acolythist^ is pecu-
liarly applied to those young people, who in primitive times

aspired to the ministry. 1811 GRANT Hist. Eng. Ch. I. 158
Two candlesticks for the acolythists. 1844 LINGARD Hist.
A. S. Ch. (1858) I. iv. 133 Subordinate officers were required ;

and we soon meet . . with . , acolythists . . these were ordained.

Acomber, -bre, variants of ACCUMBER v. Obs.

Acombraunce, -ous, var. ACCUMBRAXCK, -ous.

t Aco'iue, f. Obs. Forms : Inf. \ acuman,
3 acome(n. Pa. pple. i acumen, 5 acomen.

[f. A-//Y/! i +ntw-atft cf. OHG. injitcman, mod.
G. erkommenl\ To come to, attain, reach.
a 1000 CJKDMON Gen. 1544 Wses of fere acumen. i>97 R-

GLOUC. 126 Eldol . . Hente a strong leuour bat him a-com at

hand bi cas. c 1315 SHOREHAM 73 Ase Jef hy hy5t my}! wel
a-come To letten other wyle. a 1450 Chester PL 11843) I- IO9
Though in thee be God vereye A-comen againste kinde.

Acomer, var. ACCUMBER v. Obs. to encumber.

t A-CO'nipass, adv. Obs. prop. f>Ji rase. [a.OFr.
(i compas, f. compos circle.] In a circle.

(-1385 CHAUCER Leg. Good W. 30 i And with that word,
a-compas enviroun, They setten hem ful softely adoun.

Acompte, obs. form of ACCOUNT sb. and v.

t Acompter. Ol>s. [a. t. acompter to ACCOUNT,
inf. used subst.] Account, reckoning.
1483 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 271 The averages of the last

acompter.

Acondylous (Sk^ndilas), a. Nat. Hist.
[f.

(Jr. a priv. + ttJpffvX-o? a joint + -ous.] Not jointed.
1853 III M.AYNE.

Aconelline (cekone'lain). Chetn. [dimin. f. Aco-
NINK.1 An organic base obtained from the root of

the aconite ;
also called Aconelta.

1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 771 Messrs. T. & H. Smith have
isolated another crystalline body identical with narcotia, and
have called it aconella. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Aconellin.

Aconic (ak/rnik), a. Chem. [Short, f. ACONJTIC.]
1. In Aconic Acid': A non-saturated monobasic acid

of formula CSH4 O<.
1877 FOWSES Man. Chem. II. 355 By boiling with baryta-

water, aconic acid is resolved into formic and succinic acids.

2. In comb, a group of isomeric non-saturated
bibasic acids of formula QH,O4

= C,H 4 . 2(00,11),
derived from aconitic acid by the loss of carbon
dioxide in distillation. They are distinguished as

citraconic, ilaconic, mesaconic, and paraconic.
1877 FOWNES Man. Chem. II. 353 Citraconic and itaconic

acids are produced by the action of heat on citric acid.

Aconicke, Toysonous.' (Jockeram 1626. [?for

Acouine (wk&wn). Chem.
[f.

L. aconitum^\
A substance obtained by the continued action of

hot water on Aconitine, supposed to be identical

with Napelline.
Aconital (cekonartal), a. rare. [f.

L. aconit~um+

-AL.] Of the character of aconite.

a 164* URQUHART Jewel Wks. 1834, 281 Almost ready to

choakwith the-aconital bitterness and venom thereof. 1834
H. MILLER Sc. % Leg. vii. (1857) 98 The aconital bitterness of
the preacher.

AcOH.itat6 (ak^nitdt). Chem. \i.\.Mcomt-um +
-ATE 1

*.]
A salt of Aconitic acid.

1873 WILLIAMSON Chemistry 307 When the citrate is cau-
tiousTy heated, it loses the elements of a molecule of water,
forming aconitate (C tl Hf,OG).

Aconite (.MAfllt). [a. Fr. aconit, ad. L. acomt-
;//, ad. GT.O.KUVITOV ofuncertain etymol. The L. form

acon/tttmis&lsQ used unchanged,especially insense 2.]
1. A genus of poisonous plants, belonging to the

order Ranunculaceae. esp. The common European
species Aconitum Napellns, called also Monk's-
hood and \Yolfs-bane. Also applied loosely or

erroneously to other poisonous plants.
1578 LYTE Dodoens 426 Aconit is of two sortes . . the one is

named . . Aconit that baneth, or killeth Panthers. The other. .

Aconit that killeth Woolfs. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. Hi.

(1641)27/1 Onely the touch of Choak-pard Aconite Bereaves
the Scorpion both of sense and might. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
1 1. 271 (1634* Itgroweth naturally vpon bare and naked rocks,
which the Greeks cal Aconas : which is the reason fas some
haue said) why it was named Aconitum. 1613 HEYWOOD Braz.
Age ii. ii. 215 With Aconitum that in Tartar springs. 1697
DRYDEN VirgiCs Georgic \\. 209 Nor pois'nous Aconite is here

produc'd, Or grows unknown, or is, when known, refus'd.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxi. 298 Aconite has the upper
petal arched ; and three or five capsules. 1860 PIESSF. Lab.
Chetn. Wond. 91 The accidental substitution of aconite root
or monkshood for horse-radish.

2. An extract or preparation of this plant, used as

a poison and in pharmacy, poet. Deadly poison.
I597SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, \v.iv.48 Though it doe worke as strong

As Aconitum, or rash Gun-powder. 1606 DEKKER Xewesfr.
Hell(i%42) 87 note, Ingenious, fluent, facetious'!'. Nash, from
whose abundant pen hony flow'd to thy friends, and mortall
aconite to thy enemies. 1656 COWLEY Anacreont. i. (1669)41

1 All the World's Mortal to 'em then, And Wine is Aconite
: to men. a 1735 LD. LANSDOWNE To Mira 21 (1779) Despair,
,

that aconite does prove, And certain death, to others' love.

a 1868 H. BuCK/KAw/Z#fc(eA 3) 124 Aconite . . this remedy
'. has been aptly styled 'The Homoeopathic Lancet.' 1869 Daily
I

AViw May 26 She and the deceased had eaten the root of a
i plant called wolf's-bane, the active poison ofwhich is aconite.

3. Winter Aconite : Common name of another
little plant of the same order, Eranthis hyemalis,

!

having a yellow anemone-like flower springing from

|

a whorl of leaves.

1741 Compl. Fain. Piece \\. iii. 379 Yellow Aconite, double
scarlet and dwarf Lichnis. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot.

1 xxi. 299 The winter-flowering species commonly called Winter-
! Aconite, is the only one that drops its petals. 1879 Spectator

6 Sept. 1127/1 The small yellow winter-aconite is more cheery
than the

lingering rosebud born too late to bloom.

Acouitia (a-'k^ni-Jia). Chem. [f. L. aeonit-um\
ending as in ammonia.'] ACOMTIN.
1835 HOBLYM Diet. Med. Terms, Aconitia y an alkaloid;

the narcotic principle of A. Xapellus. 1882 Pall Mall G.

13 Jan. 8/1 Aconitla caused death by paralyzing the heart.

Aconitic (rekoni-tik), a. Chem. [f.L.atonit-itm;
see ACONITE + -ic.] Of or pertaining to aconite.

Aconitic acid, a basic triatomic acid (C gH3O3y"
(OH) 3 existing in monkshood, larkspur, and other

plants, and also obtained by heating citronic acid.

1873 FOWNES Chem. 730 Aconitic Acid exists in Monkshood.
Aconitine (ak^-nitain). Chem. [f. L. acomtum
+ -IX(E.] The essential principle of aconite, an ex-

tremely poisonous vegetable alkaloid
;
a light white

powder, without smell, with a bitter taste.

1847 CRAIG, Aconitine. 1853 MAYNE, Aconitin. iBjpSyd.
Soc. Lex. s.v. Aconitia i Aconitine resembles Curara in im-

pairing the conducting power of the motor nerves. 1881
WONTNER in Standard 30 Dec. 2/5 One of these pills, at all

events, contained a sufficient dose ofaconitine to cause death.

Acont(e, early form of ACCOUNT v. and sb.

fAcOO'l, v. Obs. Forms: Inf. i ac6Uan, 2-3
acolen, 3-4 acole, 4-5 acoole, 5-6 acoole. Pa.

pplc. i acolad, acolod, 2-4 acoled, 5-6 acooled.
See ACOLD for adj. forms of the pple. [f. K-pref. i

intensive -t- colian to cool or make cold. Cf. AKELE,
OE. ace/an, originally the transitive vb. while ac6~

Han was intr.]

1. intr. To wax cold, to cool.
a \QQioAgs. Go$p, Matt. xxiv. 12 Manegra lufu acola'3. a 1200

Caff, How. 237 pes lare and laje swiSe acolede |urh manifead
se'nne. a 1250 Owl $ Nigkt. 1273 Nis nout so hot that hit

nacoleth.

2. trans. To cool. (The first instance may be intr.}
a 1250 (>'/# Night. 205 Ich wot he is nu suthe acoled. 1548

UDALL, etc. Erasm. Parapkr. John 103 b, The Lorde Jesus
dyd thus abate and acoole that arrogancie. 1540 WHITTINTON
Tally's Offyce 11. 77 The greuance of heates be acooled and
abated.

t AcO'p, adv. Obs. rare. [A prep.
1 + COP top.]

On the top ; on high.
1610 B. JONSON A Ich. ii. vL 33 Marry, sh' is not in fashion

yet; she weares A hood, but it stands acop.

Acopic (akfrpik), a. and sb. Med. [mod. f. Gr.

a.Kov-os removing fatigue (f. a priv. + KOTTOS weari-

ness) + -ic.] Remedying fatigue ; anything which
has the property of removing the feeling of fatigue.

Acople, early form of ACCOUPLE v. Obs.

tA'COpon. Obs. Med. [translit. of Gr. atcoirov

adj.neut., sc. <pappaKov; see prec.] A soothing salve;
a poultice or plaster to relieve pain ; an anodyne.
1661 R. LOVELL^WZW/. <V Min. 82 Old oile boiled to the

temper and thicknesse of an Acopon, helpeth all vices of the

nerves, and paines.

II Acor. Med. [L. afor f. stem ac- sharp.] Sour-

ness or acidity, as of the stomach.

1847 In CRAIG. 1853 In MAYNE.

ACORN.

Acord, -ant, etc., earlier form ofACCORD, -ANT, etc.

tAco're, v. Obs. Forms: Inf. 2-3 acori-en,
acory-en, acory-e ; 4 acore. [f. A- pref. i inten-

sive + corian, cogn. w. ODu. corett, OHG. coron,
choron, to taste. Neither corian nor acorian has

yet
been found in OE., and the history of the word

is a blank before its appearance in the 1 2th c. as

below.] To taste, feel the smart of, suffer.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 45 OSer hadde the gult . and ure
hlouerd ihesu crist hit acorede. c 1130 Ancren RhvU 60 J>u
schalt acorien be rode '. bat is acorien his sunne. ctvjoOId
Eng. Misc. 75 In helle . . Acorj-en hit ful wrabe. 1297 R.
GLOUC. 75 Pat a corede al bis lond. c 1305 E. E. Poems 63
J>u hit schalt acore sore. ^1330 Florice $ Bi. 767 Thou ne
aughtest nowght mi deth acore.

Acorn (^'l^m). Forms : i aecern, secirn,

(2-3 ?akern); 4-7 akern, (4 hakern) ; 4 //.

acres, atcherne ; 4-5 acharn(e ; 4-6 achorn(e,
5 akerne, ackerne, accharne, acorun, accorne,
hockorn

; 5-7 acorne, oke-corne
;
6 akecorne,

okehorne, acquorn, eykorn ; 6-7 akehorne,
akorne, acron

; 7 oke-corn, akorn ;
6- acorn.

[The formal history of this word has been much
perverted by 'popular etymology.' OE. secern neut.,

pi. cerniit is cogn. w. ON. akarn neut. (Dan. agern,
Norw. aakorri), Du. aker 'acorn,* OHG. cukeran
masc. and neut. (mod. G. ecker, pi. eckeni)

' oak or
beech mast,' Goth, akran 'fruit,' prob.a deriv. ofGoth.
akr-st ON. akrt OE. secer 'field/ orig. 'open unen-
closed country, the plain.' Hence akran appears to

havebeen originally 'fruit of the unenclosed land, na-
tural produce of the forest,' mast of oak, beech, etc.,

as in HG., extended in Gothic to 'fruit' generally,
and gradually confined in Low G., Scand., and Eng.,
to the most important forest produce, the mast of

the oak. (See Grimm, under Ackeran and Ecker.)
In ^ilfric's Genesis xliv. n, it had perhaps still the

wider sense, a reminiscence of which also remains
in the ME. akernes of okes. Along with this restric-

tion of application, there arose a tendency to find

in the name some connexion with oakt OE. dc
t
north.

aket aik. Hence the I5th and i6th c. refashionings

ake-corn, oke-corn, ake-horn, oke-horn, with many
pseudo-etymological and imperfectly phonetic vari-

ants. Of these the i /th c. literary acron seems to simu-

late the Gr.a/cpoc top, point, peak. The normal mod.

repr. of Cj^.secern would \>eakeni,akren, oilatchem
as already in 4 ; the actual acorn is due to the i6th c.

fancy that the word corn formed part of the name.]
1. Fruit generally, or ? mast of trees. Obs.
ciooo ^)LFRIC Gen. xliii. n BringaS J>am men lac, somne

diel tyrwan & hunig and stor, and secirnu & hnite. c 1374
CHAUCER Boeth. (1560) I. 201/1 (1868) 25 Let him gone, be-

guiled of trust that he had to his corne, to Achornes of Okes.
Ibid. (1868.1 50 To slaken her hunger at euene wij acornes
of okes.

2. The fruit or seed of the oak-tree ; an oval nut

growing in a shallow woody cup or cupnle.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wright's Voc. 33 & 80 dans,

secern. Ibid. 284 Glandijc t aeceren. (1350 Will. Palernc
181 1 Hawes, hepus & hakernes, & J>e haseTriotes. '387 TRE-
VISA Higden (Rolls. Ser.) I. 195 (The Athenians) taujte . . etc

acharns \Cajcton acornes]. Ibid. II. 345 Toforehonde )wy
lyued by acres (

= cum ante glandibus sustentarentnr). 1388
Inv. of Goods of Sir S. BurUy in Prom. Paw. 6 Deux pairs
des pater nosters de aumbre blanc, 1'un countrefait de Atch-

ernes, I'autre rounde. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. (1495)
ix. xix. 357 Nouembre is paynted as a chorle betyng okes
and fedynge his swyne with maste and hockornes. Ibid.

xvn. cxxxiv. 690 The hoke beeryth fruyte whyche hyghte
Ackerne. Ibid. xvm. Ixxxvii. 837 Hogges bothe male and
female haue lykynge to etc Akemes. c 1440 Prom. Part'.

361 Ocorn or acorn (1499 occame, or akorne) frute of an oke.
Ibid. 6 Accome or archarde, frute of the oke. a 1500 Nomi-
nal? in Wright's Voc. 228 Hec glans a nacorun. 1500 Ortns
Voc, Accharne, okecorne. 1509 FISHER Wks. 234 (1876) He
coude not haue his fyll of pesen and oke cornes. 1513 FITZ-

HERBERT Snrv. xxix. 51 Ye must gather many akehornes.

1547 SALESBURV Diet. Eng. ty Welsh, Mesen An oke corne.

1549 Compl. ScotL xvii. 144 (1872) Acquoms, vj-ild berreis,

green frutis, rutis & eirbis. 1551 TURNER Herbal, in. 109

(1568) The oke whose fruite we call an Acorn, or an Eykorn,
that is the corn or fruit of an Eyke. 155* HL'LOET, Woode
bearynge maste or okehprnes, Glandaria syhta. 1565

JEWEL Re6l. to M. Harding 302 (1611) They fed of Ake-

cornes, and dranke water. 1570 ASCHAM Scholetn. 145 (1870)
To eate ackornes with swyne, when we may freely eate

wheate bread emonges men. 1572 J. BOSSEWELL Armorie ii.

74 b, To assuage theire hongre at euen with the Akecornes of

Okes. 1580 TUSSER Husbandry 28 For feare of a mischiefe

keep acorns from kine. 1^80 NORTH Plutarch (1595) 236 The
Arcadians . . were in olde time called eaters of akornes. 1586
B[EARD]La Primaudaye's Fr.Acad. II. 1 17 (1594) The hogge,
who with his snowte alwayes towardes the earth, feedeth

upon the akornes that are underneath the Oakes. 1594 PLAT

Jewell-house in. 13 You may feed Turkies with brused acrons.

1597 BACON Ess. 25611862; Satis gitercus, Acornes were good
till bread was found, etc. 1611 HEYWOOD Gold. Age \. L n
He hath taught his people to skorne Akehornes with their

heeles. 1611 COTGR., Couppelettes de gland, Akorne cups.

1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. II. n. iii. (1772196 Green boughs
of trees with fat'ning acrones lade. 16*7 MAY Lncan vi.(i63i)

481 That famed Oake fruitfull in Akehornes. 1612 SANDERSON
12 Sert. 471 Vnder the Oakes we grouze vp the Akecorns.

1640 BROME Sfiaragns Card. 113 Leekes, and Akornes here

Are food for Critickes. 1649 LOVELACF Grasshopper 34 Thou
dost retire To thy Carv'd Acron-bed to lye. 1651 HOBBES



ACOBNED.

Leviathan iv. xlvi. 368 They fed on Akorns, and drank Water.

1664 EVELYN Syh'a 15 (1679) Any Oak, provided it were a

bearing Tree, and had Acorns upon it. 1674 GREW Anat.

Plants l. i. (1682)3 Oak-Kertu'ls* which we call.Acvrns. Ibid,

iv. n. iv. 186 An Akcrn, is the Nut of an Oak. a 1681 SIR T.

BROWNE Tracts 27 Some oaks do grow and bear acrons under

the sea. 171* tr. romet's Hist. Drugs I. 81 The Acorn of the

Cork is astringent, c 1811 KEATS Fancy 248 Acorns ripe

down-pattering While the autumn breezes spring. 1859 COLE-

MAN II 'oodl. Heaths *r Hedges ^ The young trees usually first

produce acorns when about fifteen to eighteen years old.

3. Nattt.
' A conical piece of wood fixed on the

uppermost point of the spindle, above the vane, to

keep it from being blown off from the mast-head.'

Craig 1847.
4. Sea-acorn = ACOBN-SHELL.

1764 CROKER Diet. Arts s.v., Acorn, a genus of shell-fish,

of which there are several species.

5. Atlrib. (in sense 2.) in aconi-breoti, crop, meal,

etc. acorn-cup, the cupulate involucre in which the

acorn grows; acorn-barnacle = ACORN-SHELL.

1590 SHAKS. Mitts. -V. D. n. i. 31 All there Elues for feare

Creepe into Acome cups, and hide them there. 1758 NI-:KD-

HAM m Phil. Trans. L. 783 Their shape . . when they are ex-

tended resembles nearly that of an acorn-cup. 1836 PKAED
Poems (1865) 1.412 She sent bim forth to gather up threat

Ganges in an acorn-cup a 1845 Hoon The Kltn Tree iii. 16

With many a fallen acorn-cup. 1859 COLEMAN ]l'f>(tiU.

Heaths i<f Hedges 7 Swine took his place in the woods and
to them the acorn crop . . has for past years been resigned.

1882 J. HAWTHORNE Fortune's Fool I. xxiii. (in Macttt. Mag.
XLVI. 44) What I need now is a bellyful of venison and

acorn-bread.

Accrued (f'-kpmd), a.
[f.

ACOKX + -ED*.]

1. Furnished or provided with acorns ; bearing
acorns ; csf. in Her,
i6n GUILLIM Heraldrie 105 He beareth Azure, a Cheueron

Ermine, three Oken Slips, acorned proper.

2. Fed or filled with acorns.

6n SHAKS. Cymb. n. v. 16 Like a full Acorn'd lioare, a

larmen on[e] Cry'd oh, and mounted. 1855 BROWNING Men
ff H'otiien II. 160, I liken his grace to an acorned hog.

Acorn-shell. Popular name of a multivalve

Cirriped (Balainis, Ellis), called also Sea-acorn,

allied to the Barnacles, but without a flexible stalk,

several species of which live sessile upon rocks,

piles, iron pillars, and shells of othermarine animals,

between high and low water-mark.

1764 CROKER Diet. Arts s.v., The great furrowed Acorn-
shell .. is found sticking to the rocks in the East and West
Indies. 1857 WOOD Comm. Obj. Seashore\\\\. 157 The entire

surface of the limpet was covered with acorn-shells.

Accrue, -y, obs. forms of ACCURSE v.

Acorun, obs. form of ACORN.

II Acorns (arkorfe). [I-.,
= Gr. oKopos, Dios-

corides.] A genus of Endogenous plants (Nat. Ord.

Orontiaceae), of which the native Eng. species is

the Sweet Flag or Galingale (Acorns Calamus),

formerly used, from its aromatic odourwhen bruised,

for strewing on floors and in churches
;
and still

employed to flavour beer, etc.

1714 French Bk. ofRates 88 Acorus per 100 Weight.

Acosmism (akp'zmiz'm). [mod. f. Gr. d priv. +

xoff^-os world + -ISM.] A denial of the existence of

the universe, or of a universe as distinct from God.
1847 LEWES Hist. Fhilos. II. 176 (1867) Logically there is

but a trivial distinction between his Acosmism, which makes
God the one universal being, and Atheism, which makes the

cosmos the one universal existence. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess.

I. 223 The akosmism of Spinoza and the atheism of Comte.

Acosmist (akp'zmist). [mod. f. Gr. d priv. +

Koap-os world + -1ST.] One who denies the existence

of the universe or its distinctness from God.
1847 LEWES Hist. Philos. (1852) III. 145 Spinoza did not

deny the existence of God ; he denied the existence of the
world ; he was consequently an Acosmist, not an Atheist.

t AcO'SJny. Ol>s. [ad. Gr. axoafiia disorder, f. a

priv. + ffwr/tos order.] (See cjuot.)

1704 J. HARRIS Lex, Techn., Acostiiy, is an ill state of
Health accompanied with the loss of the Natural Florid

Colour of the Face.

t Aco'st, adv. Obs.
;
also 6 a-coast. [a. OFr. a

caste (mod. Fr. a cote), f. a to, at + costc side :

L. costa rib, in late L., side. Afterwards treated as

if formed on Eng. A//Y/.I + COAST in its restricted

sense of 'side of the land.']
1. On or by the side ; beside

;
aside

;
at one side.

c 1300 A". A lisantider 6485 On a grene wode acost Verra-

ment, ther he fond Wymmen growing out of the ground.
Ibid. 6028 Feorre about, and eke acost, He sente his mes-

sangers bet. 6-1330 Arthoitr
<$ Merlin 7613 Forth thai

passeth this lond acost.

2. Ashore. See ACOAST.

Acost, earlier form of ACCOST v. and sl>.

Acotyledon (ak^tilrdan). Bot.
[f.

mod. L. a-

cotylcdoncs, f. Gr. d without + KOTV\^WV a cup-
shaped hollow, also the plant Navel-wort, and in

mod. Rot. a seed-lobe, f. Korv^r] a hollow, cup. It

provides a sing, for the L. word, which is often re-

tained unchanged in the pi.] A plant which has no
distinct cotyledons, or seed-lobes ; as a fem, moss,

fungus, or seaweed.
1819 Pantologia. I. s.v., The distinction of vegetables into

acotyledons, monocotyledons, dicotyledons . . has been long
made, and is the basis of Jussieu's natural arrangement.
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1850 M cCosn Div, Govt. \\. i, 119(1874) Acotyledons, without

seed-lobes, such as lichens and fungi.

Acotyledonous (ikptUrdanaiX a. Bot. [f.

prec. + -ous.] Having no distinct cotyledons or

seed-lobes, attribute of one of Jussieu's three great
divisions of the vegetable kingdom.
1819 Pantologia I. s.v., It is a doubt however, whether

any plant be strictly acotyledonous. 1835 HOOKKR Brit.

J'7(tr. 477 Acotylctionoas or Cellular Plants : this class cor-

responds with the 24th Cryptogamia in the Linnaian System,
1880 GRAY Hot. Tcxt-Bk. y)i,AcotylcdonoiiS) without cotyle-
dons . . Mostly applied to plants which have no proper seed
nor embryo, and therefore no cotyledon.

II AcOUChi (akirji). Bot. [native name with Indi-

ans of Guiana.] Acoitchi resin or balsam : the in-

spissated juice of Idea heterophylla, a forest tree of

Guiana.
1866 A. SMITH in Treas. of Bot. 617 Balsam of Acouchi,

yielded by /. kcterophylla, is employed as a vulnerary.

Acoxicliy (aku'Ji). Zoo?, [a. Fr. acouchi, agottehi,
said to be adaptation of native name in Guiana.]
A small rodent quadruped allied to the guinea-pig,
and agouti, sometimes called the Surinam Rabbit.

1831 F/iilos. Mag. X. 147 A stuffed specimen and a skeleton

of the Acouchy \Dasy/>rocta Acitsc/ty, Illig.) having been
laid on the table. 1833 Pen. Cycl. \. 214 The Acouchi is con-

siderably smaller than either of the foregoing species, and is

at once distinguished by the greater length of its tail . . In
other respects it is of the same form as the Agoutis.

Acoumeter (akairmftai). [improp, f. Gr. O.KOV-

tiv to .hear + -METEK *= Gr. pirpov measure.] An in-

strument, invented by Itard, for estimating the power
or extent of the sense of hearing. Variant names
in Diets, acouometer, acoemeter, acousmeter.
1847 In CKAIU, and subseq. Diets.

Acoumetry (akairnu'tri\ [f. as prec. + -METRY.]
The measuring or estimation of the power or extent

of the sense of hearing. Variant forms found in

Diets, are acouometry, acoemetry, acousmetry.
1879 Syti. Siv. Lex.

Acount(e, early form of ACCOUNT sh. and r.

Acounter, -our, early forms of ACCOUNTER.

I Acou'nter, v. Obs, ; also 4 acuntre. [A re-

duced form of enconnfcrt
a. OFr. encontrer, en-

countrer\ see A- pref. 10.] To encounter, meet.
( 1350 Will. Palcrne 3602 So kenli bei a-cuntred at J>e coup-

yng to gadere pat be kni3t spere. . alto-schiuered.

t Acou'nter, acouiitre, sb. Obs. [f. prec. :

cf. ENCOUNTER so."]
An encounter.

i 1314 Guy H'am: 291 The acountre of hem was so strong,
That inani dyed ther among, c 1440 Morte Arthur^ In

alle the batailles that Launcelot had bene With hard a-

countres hym agayne.

t Acouiitering, vbL sl>. Obs. [f. ACOUNTER v.

+ -ING!.] Encountering, jousting.
r 1420 Avowynge ofArthur xxxv, Of kny}tus in a-cowun-

turinge This forward to fulfille.

t Acotrp(e, 2'-1 Obs. Forms : 3 acoup-en, 4 a-

cope, acoupe, 5 acoulpe. [a. OFr. acopc-r, acofpcr,

acitlfier, acottlper, acoiiper ;
f. a to -t coulpcr, cottpcr,

to blame : L. cnlpd-rc, f. culpa fault, blame
;
or

?for earlier encolper, cncoitper : L. inatlpa-re. Ad-

ailpare is not found in L. Subseq. refashioned as

accoiip : see Ac-.] To accuse.

1297 R. GLOUC, 544 Me acoupede horn harde inpu, & suththe

atte laste, As theues & traitors, in strong prison me horn

caste, c 1300 I-iff of Bckct 773 The King sat anhe} on his

cee, and acopede him faste. 1340 HAMTOLE Pr. of Cause,

2947 A man has drede bodily, When he es acouped of felony.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xni. 459 Til conscience acouped hym
bertr-of

*
in a curteise manere. 1480 CAXTON Citron, cxcviii,

And Syre Robert hym acoulped in thys nianer. 1717 KLOUNT
J.aw Diet., Accetiped, His conscience accouped him [quoted
from P. PL as above]. So HAILEY 1731.

t Acou'p(e, 2'-- Obs. [a. Qr,*acotpe~rs acoitpe-r,

to strikeon (not in Godef.) ;
t.a to + conpcr to strike,

cut ;
f. coup, OFr. colp, stroke, blow : late L. colp-

iis\ colaptts, colaphtts, a. Gr. *o\a^>os a cuff.] To
strike, shower blows.
c 1380 Sir Fcrumb. 1594 So harde bay acoupede on luir

scheldes \ bat broke buf> bobe hure schafte.

t Acou'pement. Obs. rare*-, [a. OFr. acoupe-

went> n. of action, f. acoitpcr ; see ACOUPE z'.
1
]

Accusation.
a 1300 Floriz $ Bl. 664 Hit nere no}t clles ri^t iugement

Bibuten ansuare to acupement. c 1330 {later text) 691 Hit
ner nowt ri^t iugement Wibouten answere to acoupement.

tAcou'ping,^/.^'. Obs. rf.AooupKz/.a+-iNa1.]
A coming to blows ; the shock of spear on shield.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 3438 At be a-coupyng be knistes speres'

eiber brak on ober.

Acouple, variant of ACCOUPLE r. Obs.

|| AcOUSHiata, sb. pi. Obs. fGr. aKova^ara pi.

of &KOVOIM anything heard, n. of action f. a.Kov~fiv

to hear.] Things received on authority : a technical

word of a school of philosophy.
1655-60 T. STANLEY Hist.Philos. 374/1 (i/o^They did esteem

those amongst them the wisest, who had most of these Acous-

mata. Now all these Acousmata were divided into three kinds ;

some tell, what something is, others tell, what is most such a

thing; the third sort tell, what is to be done, and what not.

t Acousmatic (sekauzmce-tik), Obs. [ad. L.*z-

cousmatic'its (of which the pi. acousmatici also oc-

curs unchanged), a. Gr. axovcf^artKoy lit. one willing

ACOVBK.
to hear.] A professed hearer, a class of scholars
under Pythagoras, who listened to his teaching,
without inquiring into its inner truths or bases.

1655-60 T. STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. 358/1 (1701* There were
many Auditors called Acousmaticks, whereof he gained two
thousand by one oration. Ibid. 373/1 The Acousmatici they,
who heard only the chief heads of learning, without more
exact explication.

Acousme'tric, [improp. f. Gr. awo^cm hear-

ing + peTp-ov measure + -ic.] Pertaining to acou-

metry. (Also found in Diets, as acousmometrie.)

Acoustic (ak/7-stik, akau'stik), a. and sb. [a.

Fr. acoitstiqitCi ad. Gr. oKovartK-os pertaining to

hearing, f. dicov-tiv to hear. The reg. Eng. repre-
sentative of the Gr. would be acusticJ}
A. adj. Pertaining to the sense of hearing, used

in hearing, auditory ; adapted to aid hearing ; per-

j taining to the science of audible sounds.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. 135 This hath place . . in Acom-
1

tique Art ; for the Instrument of hearing is like to the straits

j

and winding within a Cave. 1743 tr. Hci&tcrs Snrg. 435
i An acoustic Instrument so small as to be concealed under

one's Wig. i8zz IMISON Sc. fy Art I. 230 A very useful con-

trivance, called acoustic or speaking tubes, which are now
fixed up in houses for the purpose of speaking from one

story to another. 1855 O\\ I:N Skel. <V Teeth 34 The acoustic

capsule remains in great part cartilaginous. 1864 Reader
18 June 783/2 The two primary sounds, the co-existence uf

which gives rise to the acoustic figures, are not in absolute

unison. 1865 Pall MallG. 30 June n The drawing-room , .

formed a very aristocratic but not very acoustic theatre for

the display of their talents. 1867 Under one Roof 14 Mr*
Clevedon's ears, though exquisitely shaped, were very sharp
in the acoustic sense. 1871 TYNDALL !'rag. Science I. .\. 331
<ed. 6) There we had the acoustic opacity of the air. 1873
SIR J. HERSCHEI. Pop. Lcct. vii. 102. 318 An evident acoustic

shadow. 1878 KOSTUR Physiol. m.i. 392 The olfactory, optic
and acoustic nerves are purely sensory nerves. 1879 PK i s< o n
Sp. Telephone 47 Already has the acoustic telegraph been
invented. Ibid. 49 A perfect system of acoustic telegraphy.

B. sb.

1. A medicine or appliance which assists hearing.
1704 I. HARRIS Le.v. Tcch-ii., Acoitsticks, Medicines or in-

struments which help the hearing 1727 SWIFT Gidlirer in.

vi. 216 Administer to each of them . . accoustics. 1790 B.\n i.v

(ed. Harwood) [as in Harris],

2. in//.: see ACOUSTICS.

Acoustical v ak/7--, akuirstikal), a.
[f. prec. +

-AL.] Of or pertaining to the science of acoustics.

1831 FARADAY A'.t/. Res. xlvi. 314 On a peculiar class of

acoustical figures ; and on certain forms assumed by groups
of particles upon vibrating elastic surfaces. 1859 PICKI-NS '/'.

fftwo Cit. 65 Such a curious corner in its acoustical proper-

ties, such a peculiar Ear of a place. 1871 EARLK Phihi, /-",(,'.

Tongue g 109 The acoustical study of the organs of speech.

1877 TYNUALL in Daily News 2 Oct. 2/5 Does it describe

an optical and acoustical fact, a visible host, an audible

song?
2. Promoting hearing.
a 1845 HOOD T. of Trumpet xxv, Foi the Aurist only took

a mug, And pour'd in his ear some acoustical drug.

Acoustically ^ak/7
p

-, akau'stik&H), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY-.] In an acoustic manner; in relation

to the hearing or appreciation of sounds.

1874 TVNDALL in Contemp. Rev. 826 The day was acousti-

cally clear ; at a distance of 10 miles the horn yielded a

plain sound. 1880 H. SWEF.T in Academy 3 Apr. 254 Many
phoneticians still confuse them acoustically.

Acoustician ^k/?-, a^kuusti-Jan). [f. ACOUSTIC,
on analogy of physic-ion^ etc.

;
see -ICIAN.] One

versed in acoustics.

1879 A. J. HIPKISS in Grove Diet. Kins. II. 54 It ir- . . a-

greed, even by acousticians, that the piano had best remain
with thirteen keys in the octave. 1879 Spectator 22 Feb. 241
Mr. A. J. Kllis, Mr. Sedley Taylor, and other acousticians

AcoustlCO-, combining form of ACOUSTIC.
1880 in Xature XXI. 359 An acoustico-electrical kaleido-

scope . . consists of a microphone used in conjunction with

an induction-coil and a Geissler tube, and is . . intended for

the optical study of sounds.

Acoustics (ak/7
!

-,
akuu'sliksV [pi. ofACOUSTICS.

used as sb., on analogy of mathematics, politics^ etc. ;

see -TCS. Usually treated as a singular.]

1. The science of sound, and of the phenomena
of hearing.
1683 in rhil. Trans. XIV. 473 Hearing may be divided

Into Direct, Refracted and Reflcx'd, which are yet nameless

unless we call them Acousticks, Diacousticks, Catacousticks,

1692 WOOD Ath, O-i-on. IV. 499 11820) An introductory Kssay
to the Doctrine of Sounds containing Some Proposals for

the Improvement of Acoustics. i8o*t CARLISLE in/V//V. Tnttts.

XCV. 198 A more intimate knowledge of the structure of the

organs of hearing may illustrate the doctrines of acoustics.

1810 COLERIDGE Friend i\\. 89 (1867) Which may easily impose
>n the soundest judgements, uninstructed in the optics and
acoustics of the inner sense. 1830 SIR J- HERSCHEL Nat.

.. ith some of their best deceptions.

2. Also pi. of ACOUSTIC s/>. an acoustic medicine.

Acoutre, obs. form of ACCOUTRE v.

t AcO'ver, v. Obs. Forms : i a-cofri-an, 2-4
acover-en. Subseq. aphetized to COVEK v.'2

, (not to

be confused with cover ft. convrir}. [With OK.

a-cofrian for at'-cffi't'ian, cf-OHG. ?V-/'<?&7/w/, point-

ing to an OTeut. *cr-coocr~an, ad. L. rc-cttf>era-rct

in its popular form rc-cobera-rc9 cf. Sp. rccohrar

and OKr. rccovrc^ rccouvrcr. See RECOVKB.] trans.
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ACOVERING.
To recover, get back, regain, intr. To regain health,
recover from illness.

a noo Ags. Leeckd. iii. 184 Se be Ii5 ra3e acofraS. c 1*25
Hali Meidenhad n {>at ilke bing bat ne mei neuer beon
acouered . . Ne schal tu neauer nan o3er al swuch acoueren.
c ixy>A>u,ren Riivle 412 5 muwen akoueren hit bene nexte
sunendei berefter. Ibid. 364 Heo beo3 boSe seke '. be on . .

drinkeS bitter sabraz uorto akoueren his heale. c I'yypArthour
#r Merlin 8519 Belisent, withouten lesing Acouerdand vndede
her eyin.

t AcO'Vering, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. prec. 4- -ING 1
.]

Recovering.
c 1225 Hali Meidenhad 27 Of bis lure n*is nan acoueringe.

Acoward, earlier form of ACCOWABD v. Obs.

1485 CAXTON Chas. tlie Grete 173 There is none so franke
ne valyaunte that wyl acoward hymself.

Acownte, obs. form of ACCOUNT.

t Acoy*, fo Obs. rare 1

, [f. A.-pref. n + COY
;

or ioracoye, acoie, a. OFr. acoiQ ? Calmed, subdued.

1567 TURBERVILLE Compl. A bsencc ofhis Loite Ifthou had'st

ment (unhappie hap) Thus to have nipt my joy, Why didst

thou show a smiling cheere That shouldst have looked acoy.

Acoye, variant of ACCOY v. Obs. to calm, tame.

Acquaint (akw^nt), ///. a. and sb. arch. For
forms see ACQUAINT v. [a. OFr. acoint, later ac-

coint : L. accognit-um, ad-cognit-ion ;
f. ad to +

fognit-um pa. pple. of cognosc-erc to know, f. eo- =
com together +gnosc-erc to come to the knowledge
of, inceptive of *gno-ere to know. Superseded in

lit. Eng. by the pple. ACQUAINTED, but retained in

northern Eng. and in lit. Scotch.]
A. ///. a. = ACQUAINTED: personally known ;

mu-

tually known
; having personal or experimental

knowledge of. Const, with (to obs.)
1297 R. GLOUC. 465 He was a quointe muche to the quene

of Fraunce. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vii. 138 Forthir aquynt
quhill that we be. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5203 With such love be
no more aquente. c 1450 Merlin iv. 72, I shall make you a-

queynte with a gode man. 1663 BLAIR Autobiog. (1848) v. 79
Desirous that I should be acquaint with him. 1720 WODROW
Corr. II. 471 (1843) Some coffee-houses you are acquaint
with. 1794 BURNS IVks. IV. 295 John Anderson my jo, John,
When we were first acquent, Your locks were like the raven,
Your bonnie brow was brent. 1867 J. IXGELOW Story of
Doom vii. 131 As men the less acquaint with deeds of blood.

fB. sb. An acquaintance. (Cf. OFr. acointfa-
miller, ami.) Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 283 Harl. MS., To thy subjects

do noon oppressioun ; Ne make thyn acqueyntis fro the fle

[SiX'ttf.i't JfSS. acqueyntance-s].

Acquaint (akw^-nt), v . Forms : 3-5 acoint ve,

akoint e, acoynt(e ; 4-5 aqueynt, aqweynt, ac-

queynt ;
6 acquaynt ;

6- acquaint. Aphet. 4-6
quaynt(e. [a. OFr. acointe-rt also acuintier^ acoin-

tier, acoentier:\nte L. adcognita-re^ accognita-re

(c. 856) to make known, f. adcognit-um : see prec.
Cf. mod. Fr. s'accointer.] Primary sig. To make
known, but in Eng. reflexive from the first.

fl. refl. To make oneself known, introduce one-

self, become known (to any one). Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 15 Heo a coynted hym a non, and bi comen
frendes gode. c 1314 Guy Warw. 35 To king Athelston thou

schaltaqueyntthe. c\qx>Destr. o/Troy vii. 2931 Acoyntyng
horn with kissyng and clippyng in armes. 1483 CAXTON G.
de la Tour C ij. He hym self also spente largely for to ao
queynte hym att the festes.

t2. intr. (by omission of refl. pron.) To become

acquainted, or familiar; to attain to a state of

mutual knowledge. Obs.
c 1384 CHAUCER HousofFanie 250 To telle the manere How

they aqueynteden in fere. 1509 HAWKS Past. PI. xi. xxi,
But of rude people the wyttes are so faynt, That wyth theyr
connyng they can not acquaynt. 1559 Myrrourefor Mag.,
Mortimers xiii. 2 Well was the man that myght with me
acquaynte. 1678 BUSYAN Pilg. Prog. \. 156 He would that

you should stay here a while to acquaint with us. 1774 H.
WALPOLE Corresp. (1837) HI- IJ

5 Though the Choiseuls will

not acquaint with you I hope their abbe Barthelemi is not put
under the same quarantine.

3. refl. To make (oneself) to have knowledge of, to

give, or gain for, oneself personal knowledge of, or

acquaintance with (any one). Now only in passive
'To be acquainted (with anyone)'; the active is

supplied by
' to become acquainted with/

' to make
the acquaintance of,

1 and faw. 'to get to know.'

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 225 t>an wentj>ls Ottobone|?orghout
be cuntre, & quaynted him with ilkone. I369CHAUCER Dethe

ofBlaunche 532 And I saw that, and gan me aqueynt With
hym. c 1430 How tlte Good Wijftaif^te hir Doubter 88, in

Babees Bk. 40 Aqweynte bee not with eche man fcmt gooj? bi

t?e strete. f 1450 LoMBUCB Grail lii. 931 Mochel desire I

now trewelye . . Aqweynted with him to be. 1483 CAXTON
G. de la. Tour hv. b, It is good to acqueynt hymself with

holy men. 1611 BIBLE Job xxii. 21 Acquaint now thy selfe

with him, and be at peace, 1653 MARVELL Let. i Wks. 1875
II. 5 Most of this time . . ham been spent in acquainting
ourselves with him. 1798 SOUTHEV Bug. Eel. L Wks. III. 8

You did not know me, But we're acquainted now.

4. refl. and trans. To give (oneself or any one)

experimental knowledge of, or acquaintance with.

(a thing).
1567 Tria.ll of Treasure {\%%o) 15 Next here with Sturdiness

you must you acquainte. 1611 BIBLE Eccl. ii. 3 Acquainting
mine heart with wisedome. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan n. xxii.

J20 Power to order the same; and be acquainted with their

accounts. 1666 FULLER//^/. Walthatn Ah. (1840)268, 1 shall

select thence some memorable items, to acquaint us with the
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general devotion of those days. 1683 DRYDEN Life of Plu-
tarch 65 Where he may command all sorts of books, and
be acquainted also with such particulars as have escap'd the

pens of writers. 1863 BRIGHT Speeches, Atner. (1876) 139 No
man in America or in Kngland is more acquainted with the
facts of this case. Mod. Acquaint yourself with the duties
of your new sphere.

f5. trans. To familiarize, accustom, or habituate.

Const, with, or inf. phrase. Obs.

1586 B[EARD] tr. La Primaudayes Fr. Acad.\\. 284 Ac.
quainting our selves to love them that doe us good. 1599
HAKLUYT I'oyagcs II. n. 137 The recouerie of their diseases
doeth acquaint their bodies with the aire of the countries
where they be. 1612 BRINSLEY Grammar-Sett. 213 Acquaint
them to pronounce some speciall examples. 1658 EVKLYN
French. Card. (1675) 144 You may take off the bells to ac-

quaint them [plants] with the air.

6. trans. To inform (a person) of (athing); to make
cognizant or aware. Const. with

t that (ofobs.).
1559-66 Hist, Estate Scotl. in Miscell. IVod. Soc. (1844) 57

They sent a post to the Oueene, acquainting her of the mat-
ter. 1586 JAMES VI

in^Ellis Grig. Lett. \. 224. III. 21 Quho
indeid are fullie aquentid thairwith. 1611 SHAKS. H'int. T.

iv. iv. 696 It were a peece of honestie to acquaint the King
withall. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jerusalem (1732)66 To
acquaint the Governour of our Arrival. 1742 Fi ELDING
Jos. Andrews iv. v. 115 He was acquainted that his worship
would wait on him. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, 185 Jeanle . .

could scarce find voice to acquaint him, that she had an order
from Bailie Middleburgh. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, 11. vii,

(,1857)276 They had acquainted the regent with their intention.

b. ellipt. (with personal obj. only). To inform.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. ii. 15 Be secret false ; what need
she be acquainted? 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vi. ii. (1840)

68/1 [He] begged her, if anything ailed his daughter, to ac-

?uaint
him immediately. 1775 SHERIDAN Dttewta i. iv. 196,

shall certainly acquaint your father.

t C. (with the thing only as obj.) To tell, make
known. Obs. (In this sense the word comes round

again to the original sense of adcognitare?)
1607 ROWLANDS Famous Hist. 79 Acquaint thy name in

private unto me. 1678 BUTLER Hitdibr. in. i. 1390 And he
knows nothing of the Saints, But what some treach'rous spy
acquaints.

Acquaintable (akw^i-ntab'l), a. Obs., also

aqueyntable, acquayntable. [a. Fr, acointable, f.

acoint-er. See ACQUAINT and -ABLE.] Easy to be

acquainted with, affable, familiar.

11400 Rom. Rose 2213 Wherfore be wise and aqueyntable,
Goodly of word, and resonable. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froissart
II. xlii. 134, I founde hym ryght gracyous . . courtoys, amy-
able, and acquayntable. 1611 COTGR., Accointable, acquaint-
able, easie to be acquainted, or familiar, with.

Acquaintance (akw^-ntans). Forms : 3-4
acoyntaunse ; 3-5 acqueyntaunce, aquaynt-
once ; 4-5 acquaintance, -aunce, acqueyntanse ;

6 accoynt-, acquent-, acquayntaunce ; 6- ac-

quaintance. North. : 4-5 aquentance ; 5 a-

qweyntans, -ance, acqueyntawns. Aphet. : 3-4
queyntance ; 5-6 quayntaunce; 6-7 quentance.

[a. OFr. acointance, I5th c. accointance, n. of action,

f. acointcr. See ACQUAINT v. and -NCE.]
1. Personal knowledge ; knowledge of a person

or thing gained by intercourse or experience, which
is more than mere recognition, and less than fami-

liarity or intimacy. Const, with (of obs.).

1393 GOWER Conf. I. 212 Deth comend er he besought Toke
with this king such acqueintaunce. c 1400 Destr. Troy v.

1865 He has no knowlage, ne acoyntaunse of my cors. 1480
CAXTON Ckron.Eng. iv. (1520)36/2 Vortiger.. thought prevely
in his herte thrughe quayntaunce for to be kynge hym selfe.

1595 SHAKS. John v. vi. 15 Pardon me, That any accent

breaking from thy tongue, Should scape the true acquaintance
of mine eare. 1675 CROWNE Country Wit iv. 61 What would
this fellow have .' who let him in without my acquaintance ?

1756 BURKE Subl. fy B. Wks. I. 164 Knowledge and acquaint-
ance make the most striking causes affect but little. 1875
BRYCE Holy Rom, Emp. vii. (ed. 5) 116 An acquaintance with
those works themselves such as only minute and long-con-
tinued study could give.

To take acquaintance of, with : to acquaint
oneself with (Obs.} ;

=* mod. to make the acquaint-
ance of, form an acquaintance with.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tonr 55 Eue . . toke aqueintaunce lightly

of the serpent. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos x. 40 He toke grete

acqueyntaunce and ofte repayred vnto the
palays. 1509

HAWES Past. PI. xxx. xii, I toke acquaintaunce of her excel-

lence. 1647 CRASHAW Poems 208 For who so hard, but, passing
by that way, Will take acquaintance of my woes. 1860

TYNDALL Glaciers \. 6. 43 We spent a day or two in making
the general acquaintance of the glacier.

2. The state of being acquainted, or of knowing
people and being known by them ;

mutual know-

ledge. Const, with (ofobs.), obj. gen. as ' her ac-

quaintance'; reciprocal gen. as * our acquaintance.'
riioo K. Alts, 6173 Queyntaunce of al men they schoneth.

Ibid. 7259 For acqueyntaunce that hath beon . . heom by-
tweone. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce \\. i67Thusgat maid thai thar

aquentance. c 1386 CHAUCER Freres T. 42 For here acqueint-
aunce was not come of newe. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6403, I love
bettir the queyntaunce, Ten tyme, of the kyng of Fraunce.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. xviii. 64 In swylka-qweyntansswa
bai fell. 1514 BARCLAY Cytezen 4- Uplondyshm. (1847)62 For
olde acquayntancebetwene them erst had bene. 1530 RASTELL
Purgatory ProL, Ofold famylyer accoyntaunce. 1590 SHAKS.
Mids. N. in. L 185, I shall desire you of more acquaintance,
good Master Cobweb. 160$ Philohts 41 To makmalr quent-
ance vs betwene, I glaidly could agrie. 1611 BIBLE zMacc.
vi. 21 The olde acquaintance they had with the man. 1773
GOLDSM. She Stools to Conq. H. i. (1854) 36 Give me leave to

introduce Miss Neville to yonr acquaintance. i8a* BYRON

ACQUAINTED.
Werner i. i, Let's have some wine, and drink unto Our better

acquaintance. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick. xxx. (C.D. ed.) 244
Those who had not the honour of his acquaintance.
3. A person or persons with whom one is ac-

quainted. (Originally a collective noun, with both

sing, and pi. sense, but now usually singular, with

pi. acquaintances?)
i- 1386 CHAUCER (6-text MSS.) Sompn. T. 283 Ne make thyne

aqueyntance nat for to flee [3 MSS. acquaintances, Harl. MS.
acqueyntis]. c 15*5 SKELTON Bowge ofConrte 45 There coude
1 noneaquentaunce fynde. 1526 riNDALEZ-K^ii. 44 Sought
him amonge their kynsfolke and acquayntaunce [WvctiF
knowleche]. 1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 1557, 702/2
He was his acquaintaunce and farnilyar. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen.
II', v. iv. 102 What? Old Acquaintance? Could not all this

flesh Keepe in a little life? 1663 COWLEY Verses $ Ess. 89
(1669^ Now meditate alone, now with Acquaintance talk.

a 1794 GIBBON Miscell. Wks. 1814 II. 96 If among a crowd of

acquaintances, one friend can afford you any comfort. 1816
Miss AUSTEN />itntz i, iii. 17 The acquaintance she had al-

ready formed were unworthy of her. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Si/as

Marner-$\ He might meet some acquaintance in whose eyes
he would cut a pitiable figure.

Acquaintanceship (akw^-ntansjip). [f.prec.
+ -SHIP. A modern formation due to the applica-
tion of the simple acquaintance to a person ; cf.

friend-ship.] The standing or relation of an ac-

quaintance or of mutual acquaintances ; the state

or position of having acquaintance or personal

knowledge ;
= ACQUAINTANCE 2.

1803 SOUTHEY in Robberds' Mein. W. Taylor \. 440 A man
with whom I have scarcely had any intercourse, not even of
common acquaintanceship. 1881 MASSON Carlyle in Mactn.
Mag. XLV. 71 His acquaintanceships among his fellow-

students do not appear to have been numerous.

Acqtiaintancy (akw^-ntansi). rare. [f. AC-

QUAINTANCE, by substituting the ending -NCY, which
is distinctively one of state

;
cf. coherence and co-

herency^ = prec. (and due to same cause).

1859 MAHOSEY AW. Father Front 567 But there came anon,
As we journey'd on, Down the deep Garonne, An acquaint-
ancy, Which we deem'd, I count, Of most high amount.

t Acquaintant (akwji-ntant). Obs. [a. Fr. a-

cointant, later acc&intantt pr. pple. of accointer ;

see ACQUAINT v^\=- ACQUAINTANCE 3; by which it

has now been disadvantageously superseded ; there

has perhaps been some confusion between the pi.

acquaintants, -ans, and the collective acquaintance.
1611 COTGR., Rotnfire la Paille avec, To fall out with a

friend, companion, or familiar acquaintant. 16*7 FELTHAM
Resolves \\. v. Wks. 1677, 169 If not for his own sake, yet
for that of his children and acquaintants. 1654 LESTRANGE
Fables ccccliii. (ed. 6) 493 He finds his old Friend and Ac-

quaintant. 1704 SWIFT 'Fale ofa Tub I. 164 (1768) He and
his readers are become old acquaintants.

Acquaiiita'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [n. of action

f. ACQUAINT + -ATION. Not in Fr. though *acoint-

ation would have been quite reg.]
= ACQUAINTANCE.

1468 SIR J. PASTON in Lett. 588 II. 321, I as yet have gqvyn
yow bot easy cause to remembyr me for leke ofaqweyntacion.

Acquainted (akwt^'nted), ///. a. For forms

see ACQUAINT v.
[f. ACQUAINT v. + -ED.]

1. Personally known
; familiar, through being

known. Const. /<?, unto. Obs. of persons ;
arch, of

things.
c 1314 Guy Warw. 57 To an ermite he is y-go That he was

ere aqueynted to. 1560 PHAER Eneid ix. B b 3 The horsmen
kest themselues in crokings knowen of quainted ground.
1565 JEWEL Refl. M. Harding (j.b\i) 377 These authorities

. . be also plaine and euident, and well acquainted and
knowen vnto the World. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. lVt v. ii. 139
That Warre, or Peace, or both at once may be As things
acquainted and familiar to vs. 1627 FELTHAM Resolves i.

xxxv. Wks. 1677, 60 Fram'd so, in an acquainted shape, to

advantage his deceit the more. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in

Aztl. xiv. Wks. V. 297 With cautious strength did Madoc
aim attack, Mastering each moment now with abler sway,
The acquainted sword. 1823 LAMB Ella n.ix. (1865) 294 We
are at home and upon acquainted ground.
2. Personally known (to any one) and having

personal knowledge (of him) ; having mutual know-

ledge. Const, with.
c 1230 Ancren Riwle 218 pet he beo wel akointed mid ou.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 600 Aqueynted am I & pryve With Myrthe,
lord of this gardyne. 1494 FABYAN v. cxxxiiL 117 An holy
man, named Felix, y* which he was firste acqueynted with
in Fraunce. 1509 HAWES Past. PI. xix. xiii, Tell me I pray

you hertely . . how were ye acquaynted? 1611 SHAKS. Cymb.
I. iv. 132, I pray you be better acquainted. 1779 JOHNSON
L. /*., Gay Wks. 1787 III. 204 [Pope] when he became ac-

quainted with Gay . . received him into his inmost confidence.

1882 Daily News 20 July 3/6 They had been some time

acquainted, and walked out together.

3. Having personal or experimental knowledge ;

possessed of personal knowledge, more or less com-

plete. Const, with, rarely of (men or things).

1480 Ragman Roll 100 in Nazi. E. P. P. 177 Your hert ys
roted in humylyte, And aquented nothing wyth his contrarye.

1535 COVERDALE Iso. Ixili. 16 For Abraham knoweth vs not,

nether is Israel acquainted with vs. 1611 BIBLE Isa. liii. 3
A man of sorrows, and acquainted with griefe. 1771 Junius
Lett. xliv. 237 We have but one way left to make ourselves

acquainted with it. 1836 WHATELY Let. in Life (1866) I. 346

Being sure of his being better acquainted than most people
in England of the real state of Irish affairs. 1868 GEO. ELIOT
Felix Holt 34 You have kept yourself. . thoroughly acquaint-
ed with English politics.

1 4. Familiarized by experience wit?i t accustomed

to. Obs.



ACQTJAINTEDNESS.

1533 BELLENDENE Livy i. 107 (1822) The swetnes of native

cuntre, to quhilk men bene nocht haistelie acquentit. 1623
BINGHAM A'e>u>P/ion-]i It was a strong drinke . . very pleasant
to them that were acquainted with it. (11674 CLARENDON
Hist. Reo. (1843) 692/2 A vulgar spirit, accustomed to no ex-

cesses, and acquainted only with a very moderate fortune.

1683 TRYON Way to Health 578 They'l be acquainted at

Java and Japan . . to understand their own Constitution.

B. absoL quasi-jA
1577 HEI.LOWES Guetiara's Fam. Ep. 257, I take my leaue

of your friendship, and also to call you my acquainted.

Acquainteduess (akw^-ntednes). [f. prec. +

-XESSJ The state of being acquainted ;
the degree

or amount of acquaintance.
1661 BOYLE StyleofH, Script. 24^ AfterwardsbyAcquainted-

nesse brought to Believe the Scripture upon its Own score.

1851 I. TAYLOR Wesley <$
Method. (1852) 222 A full minis-

terial acquaintedness with those inexhaustible treasures of

thought.

Acqueint, acquenche, var. AQUENCH v. Obs.

Acquest (akwe*st). [a. i6th c. Fr. acquest, mod.

focaefutsit-um, pa. pple. (used su

see ACQUIRE. The parallel form ACQUIST follows

the med. L. acquistutn^ It. acqitisto, and has been

more generally used for the action or process, while

acquest is commonly used for the thing acquired,
in which sense it is used in Fr. and in jurisprudence.]
1. A thing acquired, an acquisition,
1622 BACON Hen. VI11 97 New Acquests are more Burthen,

HEVLIN Cosmogr. (1682) i. 156 Being
he first acquests of the French. 1630

.385 TheRomans sent legions . . partly

then Strength. i6 HEYLIN Costnogr. (1682) i. 156 lieing
all (except Bretagne) the first acquests of the French. 1630

to secure their new acquests. 1671 F. _ -.....

536 That Earthly Honor which his great Acquests in the

Study and Practice ofthe Law had gained him. a 1734 NORTH
Examen in. vl. 95. 494 Mentioning the French King's Ac-

quests in Flanders. 1864 SIR F. PALGRAYE Norm, ty Eng.
IV. ii England . . was an acquest fully subject to the Con-

queror's disposal.

f2. The action of acquiring. More commonly
written ACQUIST. See also QUEST, to whicli this

sense often approached. Obs.

1613 SIR A. SHERLEY Trav, to Persia 100 When if there be

anything acquished, the distribution of the members of that

bodle is such, vpon whom the acquest is to be made, that

there is no possible pretendence from one to the others get-

ting. 1651 M. NEEDHAM tr. Selden's Mare Cl. 425 The de-

taining of the said people with their goods as also his suage-
ment and award for the forfeiture and acquest of them, he
hath justified before you. 1684 J. SCOTT Ckr.

Life^ (ed. 3) 173
We are in the Acquest, and they in the Possession of the

heavenly Canaan. 1713 DERHAM Physico-TIieol. iv. xi. o6
The peculiar structure of the principal Parts acting in the

acquest of their Food. 1787 J. BARLOW Oration 4 July 16

He was . . one of our principal supporters in the acquest of

Independence.
3. Law. Property gained by purchase, or gift, or

otherwise than by inheritance.

t Acquie'SCate, ^. Obs.rare~~l
. [improp. f.Fr.

acquicsce-r + -ATE :*. Cf. terminer, terminate, isoler>

isolate.']
= ACQUIESCE.

a 1586 SIDNEY Wanstead Play Wks. 1674, 623 (D.) Do but

acquiescate to my exhortation, and you shall extinguish him.

Acquiesce (rekwije-s), v., also 7 aquiess(e,
acquiese. [a. MFr. acquiesce-r (i6th c. in Littre),
f. 'L.acquiesc-ere ;

f. ac- = ad- to, %.\.+quit'sc-erc to rest.]

f 1. intr. To remain at rest, either physically or

mentally ;
to rest satisfied (in a place or state). Obs.

c 1620 A. HUME OrtJiogr. Brit. Tongue (1865)9 But Q& now
we sound it in qules and quiesco, the judiciouse ear may
discern tuae soundes. But because heer we differ not, I wil

acquiess. 1642 HOWELL For. Trav. (1869)88 Being safely re-

turned to his Mother soile, he may very well acquiesse in

her lap. 1756 BURKE Subl. % B. Wks. L i. 9. 136 We were
not made to acquiesce in life and health. 1788 PRIESTLEY
Lcct. on Hist. v. Ii. 386 No situation in which he can en-

tirely acquiesce, so as to look out for no farther improvements.

fb. To acquiescefrom : To rest, or cease from.

Obs. rare.

1659 LESTRANCE Alliance Div. Off. (1846) 12, 1 resolved to-

tally to acquiesce from such contests.

fc. To acquiesce under; To remain in quiet subjec-
tion, to submit quietly, to remain submissive. Obs.
1680 in Somers's Tracts 1 1. 90 For ifhe be innocent, and that

the Right of Succession be his, all Men will quietly acquiesce
under him. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones ix. vii. (1840) 137/2
Our readers may not so easily acquiesce under the same
ignorance. 1771 Junius Lett. xliv. 236 Privilege of parlia-
ment .. has hitherto been acquiesced under. 1781 T. JEF-
FERSON Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 310 [It may] lead the minds of
the people to acquiesce under those events which they see
no human power prepared to ward off.

2. To agree tacitly to, concur in ; to accept (the
conclusions or arrangements of others).
1651 HOBBES Leviathan i. vii. 32 Our Beleefe . . is in the

Church ; whose word we take, and acquiesce therein. 167*
MARVELL Rehearsal Transp. i. 52 You are bound to ac-
quiesce in his judgment, whatsoever may be your private
Opinion. 1690 LUTTRELL Brief ReL (1855) II. 21 The said
citty acquiesced, and wrote a submissive letter to the king.
1781 COWPER Lett. 4 Oct. Wks. 1876, 85, 1 perfectly acquiesce
in the propriety of sending Johnson a copy of my produc-
tions. 1831 SCOTT /'. M, Perth xi. (1874) 1 1 5 Douglas seemed
to acquiesce in the necessity of patience for the time. 1877
MOZLEY Univ. Serin, iv. 76 They speak with an air of men
whose claims have been acquiesced m by others.

tb. Const, to, with. Obs.
1651 HOBBES Gov.

<$ Sac. xi. 6. 171 We must acquiese to
their sayings, whom we have truly constituted to be Kings

85

over us. 1685 LADY R. RUSSELL Lett. 24. I. 64 The great
thing is to acquiesce with all one's heart to the good pleasure
of God. 1703 DI-; Foi; Shortest ivay to Peace in Miscell. I. 465
If they acquiesce with a Church of England Government.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (i8n)V.33 Clarissa had a double
inducement for acquiescing with the proposed method.

f 3. trans. To bring to rest; to appease, satisfy, or

harmonize. Obs.

1658-9 LOCKYER in Burton Diary (1628) IV. 114 This union
did most acquiesce all interests.

t Acquie'SCement. Obs.-* [a. Fr. acquiesce-

ment, n. of action i.acquiescer\ see ACQUIESCE and

-MENT.] = ACQUIESCENCE.
1721 BAILEY, Acquiescence, Acguiescency, Acquiescement

!

,

the Act of Acquiescing ; Consent, Compliance.

Acquiescence (rckwi|e-sens). [a. Fr. acquies-
cence, n. of action f. afqniescer\ see ACQUIESCE and

-NOB.]
1. The action or condition of acquiescing ; resting

satisfied
; rest, quiet satisfaction.

a 1631 DONNE Selection (1840* 49 In the spirit of content-

ment, and acquiescence, and thankfulness to God. a 1667
JER. TAYLOR Semi. xx. On Cfir. Prudence That is most eligi-

ble, and most to be pursued which is . . the acquiescence, the
satisfaction and proper rest of our most reasonable appetites.

1867 J. MARTISEAU Chr. Life (ed. 4) 88 A life of worldly ac-

quiescence . . will not do.

2. Silent or passive assent to, or compliance with,

proposals or measures.
1661 BRAMHALI, Just I'ind. ii. u They confound obedience

of acquiescence with obedience of conformity. 1775 JOHN-
SON Tax. no Tyr. 7 Terrifying the English hearer to tame
acquiescence. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit, India II. v. viii. 678
His policy was . . to excite opposition to those whose ac-

quiescence he failed in acquiring. 1845 DARWIN Voy.ofXat.
viii. (1879) 157 The Chief Justice smiled acquiescence. 1875
HAMERTON Intell. Life vn. vii. 261 Women live in an atmo-

sphere of acquiescence which makes them intolerant of any-
thing like bold and original thinking.

b. Const, in (with, to obs. or arch.).

1646 SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. Ep. 18 Ry a content and ac-

quiescence in every species of truth we embrace the shadow
thereof. 1763 WII.KKS Corr. (1805) I. 228 Necessity. . drove
him to an entire acquiescence with every measure prescribed.

1794 SULLIVAN View of Nat. I. 401, I yet cannot . . im-

plicitly yield an acquiescence to a superior faculty in the

moon. 1856 Miss WINKWORTH tr. Tattler's Serm, xxii. 363
Free and full acquiescence to the will of God. 1866 ROGKKS
Agric, ^- Prices I. xxv. 624 Patient acquiescence in the enor-

mous charges levied.

Acquiescency (aekwiie-sensi). [f.
L. acquiesc-

ent-em : see -NCY, as if ad. L. *acqiiiesccntia^\ The

quality of being acquiescent; a condition of peaceful

agreement or submission.

1654 COTTON Eccles. (1860) 54 Which acquiescency in the

creature is an idolatry which the Lord will curse. 1668

J. HOWE Bless. Righteous Wks. 1834, 217/2 Their former

acquiescency, and sedate temper was hence, that they
believed God would deal well with them at last. 1684 MAN-
TON Expos. Lord's Prayer Matt. vj. 13 Our faith, that is,

our acquiescency in the mercy & power & wisdom of God.

Acquiescent (xkwiie
p

senO, ft. and sb. [ad. L.

acqiticscent-ctn, pr. pple. of acquicsc-cre ;
see AC-

QUIESCE, and -NT.]
A. adj. Acquiescing ; disposed to acquiesce,

quietly agree, or assent.

[1697 Acqitiescent-ly occurs : see next.] 1753 RICHARDSON
Grandison xxiii. (1781) III. 236, I really think his Sisters are

too acquiescent. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (18761 I. Si. 38 The
acquiescent policy of 1829 would again be followed.

B. sb. One who acquiesces, who silently assents

or submits.
1810 COLERIDGE Friend(z<\. 3) II. 117 Such fear-ridden and

thence angry believers, or rather acquiescents, would do
well to re-peruse the book of Job.

Acquiescently (xkw^e'sentli), adv.
[f. prec.

+ -LY-.] In an acquiescent manner; with silent

assent.

1697 HUMFREY Right, ofGod m. 37 Mr. Samuel Cradock . .

falls in with Sir Charles, and acquiescently receives the same
Notion from him. 1876 GEO. ELIOT D. Deronda vn. Hi. 493
Mirah smiled acquiescently, but had nothing to say.

Acquiescing (8ekwi,e'8iq), vbl. sb. [f.
AC-

QUIESCE + -IKOM Silently agreeing; assenting;

giving a passive adherence. (Xowmostly gerundial.)
1689 Col. Rcc. Penn. I. 314 You declared your acquiesceing

with my Government. Mod. Would anyone dream of ac-

quiescing in such a decision ?

Acquiescing (rekwiie-sirj), ///. a. [f.
AC-

QUIESCE + -ING^.] Assenting, silently compliant.
1842 H. E. MANNING Serin. (18481 I. vi. 86 Beware, then,

of an easy, acquiescing temper, which lulls you to be secure.

Acquiescingly (rckwiie'sinli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.]
In an acquiescing manner

;
with silent as-

sent; acquiescently.
1842 H. E. MANNING Str/M. (1848) I. xi. 153 Even they that

have higher yearnings, and pulses that beat for nobler deeds,
sink back acquiescingly under the burdensome traditions of

our easy life. 1855 BROWNING Men. <$ Worn. I. 136 Yet ac-

quiescingly I did turn as he pointed.

t Acqui'et, v. Obs.
[f.

late L. acqtiicta-re to put
at rest ;

f. ac- - ad- to + quicta-re to QUIET.] To set

at rest, quiet, or pacify.
1548 LD. SOMERSET Epist. to Scots 244 Is it not better to

compose & acquiete al this calamitie and trouble by man-
age i 1577 tr. Bullinger, Decades (1592)

666 They may ac-

quiet themselues, and rest from their laboures. 1613 SIR
A. SHERLEY Tra-v. to Persia 86 No fauour, grace, nor benefits

from your Maiesty, can acqulet his mind.

ACQUIREMENT.
t Acqui'eting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. prec. + -ING I.]

A bringing to rest, quieting, or pacification.
1334 MORE Com/, agt. Tribul. u. Wks. 1557, 1209/2 For the

acquyetinge of their conscience speake we now.

Acquight, obs. form of ACQUIT.

Acquirability (akwaiarabrliti). [f. ACQUIR-
ABLE + -ITY.] Thequalityof being acquirable; capa-
bility of being acquired or attained ; attainableness.

1794 PALKY Nat. Theol. xxvt. The acquirability of civil ad-

vantages, ought, perhaps, in a considerable degree to lie at

the mercy of chance.

Acquirable (fikwai^r&b'l), a. [f. ACQUIRES/. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being acquired ; attainable.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pscnd. Ep. 174 Wherein as yet mens
enquiries are blinde, and satisfaction acquirable from no
man. 1784 J. BARRY Lcct, on Art ii. (1848) 112 Invention . .

can hardly be considered as an acquirable quality. 1880
MUIRHEAD Gains 598 In early times an hcreditas was held

acquirable by usucapion by one who had no title as heir.

Acquire (akwai-'u), v. Forms : 5 aqwere, ac-

quere, 6 acquyre. [a. OFr. aqucr-rc, acqucr-re:
L. aeqitir-fre to get in addition

;
f. ac- = ad- to-t-

qiwrere to seek. Refashioned in 6 after L.]
1. To gain, obtain, or get as one's own, to gain

the ownershipof i,by one's own exertions orqualities).
c 1435 Seven Sages i P.) 1080 Thanne the childe were godc

of lore, }yt he wolde aqwere more. 1483 CAXTON Cato x viij.

These fyue goodes acqueren the juste and good folke after

their clethe. 1602 SMAKS. IIanil. in. ii. 8 In the verie . .

Whirle-winde of Passion, you must acquire, and beget a

Temperance that may glue it Smoothnesse. a 1680 BUTLER
Rein. (1759) I. 173 For what w'acquire by Pains and Art IM

only due t'our own Desert. 1769 Juntas Lett. iii. 17 He
has acquired nothing but honour in the field. 1847 YI:OWJ-:LL

Anc. Brit. Ch. ix. 93 But if the clergy thus acquired riches,

they applied them to the noblest purposes.
b. Const, for (to or dative obj. obs.).
1601 SHAKS. Alts Well iv. iii. 80 The great dignitie that his

valour hath here acquir'd for him. 1624 GATAKI.R 'Fran*

snbst. 144 Thereby to acquire judgement or condemnation
to themselves. 1656 W. MONTAGUE Accowpt. Wont, i Such
a kind of wit acquires us a command as powerful as pleasing.
X7S9 ROBKRTSON Hist. Scot. (1817! I* " 382 Another circum-

stance contributed to acquire the Regent such considerable

influence.

2. To receive, or get as one's own (without refer-

ence to the manner), to come into possession of.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. 1*1fI, n. iii. 9 Pompe, the which To
Icaue, a thousand fold more bitter, then "I'is sweet at first

t'acquire. 1758 Tonssos Idler No, 9 8 The Idler acquires

weight by lying still. 1818 ACCUM Cheni. Tests 167 The
mixture will acquire an orange colour. 1862 RLSKIN Unto
this Last 130 If, in the exchange, one man i^ able to %\\'v

what cost him little labour forwhat has cost the other much,
he acquires a certain quantity of the produce of the other's

labour. And precisely what he acquires the other loses,

f3. 'To come to, to attain.' J. Obs. rare.

1665 OLASVII.LE Scepsis Set', xi. 60 Motion cannot be per-

ceived without the perception of its terms, viz. the parts of

space which it immediately left, and those which it next ac-

quires . . Now the space left and acquir'd in such slow pro-

gressions is so inconsiderable that, etc.

; Confused with ENQUIRE and REQUIRE. See

AD- 2.

1624 HF.YWOOD Gmm ikeion n. 57 None at that age ac-

quires after things unknown. 1553-87 FOXK A. fy M. II. 48/j

(1684! The Cardinal hath acquired, al the commandment of

the Pope, three things of me to be observed.

t Acqui're, sb. Obs. rare~ l
. Also 6 acquier.

[f.
the vb.] Acquirement or gain.

1592 WYRI.KY Arntorie iii. 116 An Engli>h squier Had tane

Flauigni, cald John Dalison, Wherein prouision was of great

acquier, With as good wine as need would well desier.

Acquired (akwai^ud), ///. a.
[f. ACQUIRE v. +

-ED.] Gained or obtained by one's own exertion ;

gained, in contradistinction to innate or inherited.

1606 SHAKS. Tr, fy Cr. \\. iii. 201 No, this thrice worthy and

right valiant Lord Must not so staule his Palme, nobty ac-

quir'd. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan i. viii. 35 Acquired Wit, I

mean acquired by method and instruction. 1790 BURKB/V.
Rei'O/. Wks. V. 96 Illustrious In rank, in descent, in heredi-

tary and in acquired opulence. 1826 DISRAELI / '-. Grey vn.

v. 415 His natural habits as a boy and his acquired habits

as a courtier. 1873 SYMOSDS Grk. Poets ii. 63 Empedocles
possessed more acquired and original knowledge than any
of his contemporaries.

Acquirement (akwai^ument). [f. ACQUIRE v.

+ -MENT. Cf. i6thc. Fr. acqucrcment) OFr. aquerre^

mcnt, f. aquerre to acquire.]
1. The action of acquiring (usually of personal

enhancements).
1712 ADDISON Spectator No. 409 P7 It is very difficult to

lay down Rules for the Acquirement of such a Taste. 1818

MRS. SHELLEY Frankenstein iii. 59(1865) Learn . . how dan-

gerous is the acquirement of knowledge. 1866 GEO. ELIOT

F. Holt II. xviii. 51 That wisdom of the serpent which . . is

only of hard acquirement to dove-like innocence.

2. That which is acquired ;
the result of acquiring

for oneself ; gam, or attainment. Usually a personal
attainment of body or mind, as distinct from an

acquisition or material and external gain, and op-

posed to a natural gift or talent.

1630 J. HAYWARD Edw. VI (J.) These his acquirements, by

industry, were exceedingly both enriched and enlarged by
many excellent endowments of nature. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. 18 We embrace the shadow thereof [of truth], or

so much as may palliate its just and substantiall acquire-

ments. 1704 SWIFT T. of Tub (1709) 77 _Every Branch of

Knowledge has received wonderful Acquirements since his

age. i8oa MAR. EDCEWORTH Mor. Tales I. 206 (1866) A



ACQUIRER.
woman of considerable information and literature ; acquire-
ments not common amongst . . ladies. x86a LD. BROUGHAM
Brit. Const, xv. 218 His capacity was far from mean, and
hii acquirements were very considerable.

I), collectively.

f
1868 M. PATTISON Academ. Organ. 4. 95 The competition

is not an examination in acquirement, but turns mainly on
the performance of exercises. 1878 SEELEV Stein I. 149
A man of

greater ability and acquirement than Stein.

Acquirer (akwaia-rai). [f. ACQUIKK v. + -EK*.]
One who acquires, or obtains for himself.

1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 221 He was not descended,
nor derived his blood, from the first acquirer. 1865 CARLVLE
Fredk. Gt. I. n. i.\. 108 This is the third Hohenzollern whom
we mark as a conspicuous acquirer.

Acquiring (akwaia-rirp, z ./;/. sb. [f. ACQUIRE v.

1. The action of gaining or obtaining for oneself;

gaining possession.
1656 tr. Hobbcs^ Elem. Pkilos. 14 (18391 For the acquiring

of philosophy. 1660 R. COKE Power fy Sub}. 264 How fraile

a mans reason and understanding is, even to the acquiring
of things necessary for his preservation. 1878 M. L. HOL-
BROOK Hygiene ofthe Brain 41 There is a limit to our ac-

quiring power.
2. The thing gained or obtained for oneself; ac-

quirement, acquisition.
1630 NAUNTON Fra^tn. Keg. 27 (1870") The King in honour

could doe no lesse, than give back to his Son . . the acquir-

ings of his Fathers profession. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. I. 205

(1857* Infinite longings and small acquirings.

t Acqrii'ry. Obs. [f. ACQUIRE v.+ -Y-. Cf. in-

tjniry, expiry.'} The process of acquiring ; acquire-

ment, acquisition.
1549 CHALONER tr. Erasmus, Mori? Enc. Inj. b, How

muche lesse costeth the acquirey of this felicitee. 1644
I'indic. Treat. Monarchy v. 35 This Title got the favour of
a .great party, and was a niaine Meane facilitating his ac-

qmrie [of England], a 1677 HARROW Serttt. (1686) III. vi, 62
No art indeed requireth more hard study and pain toward
the acquiry of it.

t A'cqiUsite, a. Obs. 6-7. Also, acquysite,
acquisit. [ad. L.or^tffj/7-wJpa, pple. tfactjittrerf.
See ACQUIRE.] Acquired ; gained, gotten, obtained
for oneself. Used orig. also as pa. pple. of ACQUIRE.
iS3a MORE Confut. Tindalc Wks. 1557, 696/1 The faythe

acquysite and gotten by gyuing credence to the reporte.
i6zi BURTON Anat. Mel. i. i. it. 11, A Humor is a liquid or
fluent part of the Body . . either innate and borne with vs,
or adventitious and acquisite. 1634 PRESTON New Cove-
nant 323 It is not only put into the mind as acquisit hnbits

are, but it is ingrafted as any naturall disposition is. 1660
MILTON Free Cowntiv. 436 Good Education and acquisit
Wisdom ought to correct the fluxible fault, if any such be.

1677 HALK Prim. Orig. Man. 63 Which could not be from

any habit barely acquisite by the exercise of Faculties.

t Acquisited, ///. (t. Obs. [app. due to formal

confusion of ACQUISITE and ACQUISTED.] Acquired.
1613 SIR A. SHERLEY Tra~-. to Persia 100 If there be any-

thing acquisited, the distribution of the members of that

1>odie is such, vpon whom the acquest is to be made, that

there is no possible pretendence from one to the others getting.

Acquisition (sekwizrjan). [ad. L. acquisi-
tion-em n. of action, i.acquisit-t ppl. stem viacqulr-
crc. See ACQUIRE.]
1. The action of obtaining or getting for oneself,

or by one's own exertion.

1387 TREYISA Higden Rolls Ser. 1.35 The adcjuisicion of a
hollesom merite. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan n. xix. 96 \

r

ersed

more in the acquisition of Wealth than of Knowledge. 1736
BUTLER Anal. \, \\. no Neither is it offered to our accept-

ance, but to our acquisition. 1842 H. ROGERS Introd. Jiitrke's

Wks. (1842) I. 3 A tenacious memory, and an unrivalled

facility of acquisition. 1876 HAMERTOX Intell. Life \\. ii. 61

Work involves the acquisition of new habits.

2.Athingacquiredorgained; again oracquirement.
1477 EARL RIVERS (CaxtprO Dictes 53 Trouble not thyself

gretly with wordely acquisicions. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i.

13 Then as my guest \v. r. gift], and thine owne acquisition

Worthily purchas'd, take my daughter. 1686 R. BURTON
(.title) View of the English Acquisitions in Guinea. 1750

JOHNSON Rambl. No. 77 P n Writers whose powers & ac-

quisitions place them high in the rank of literature. 1809
SYD. SMITH Wks. 1867 I. 174 A great classical scholar is an
ornament and an important acquisition to his country. 1840
MACAU LAY Ess, t dive 89 Acquisitions made by the arms of
the State belong to the State alone.

Acquisitrtious, a. ? Obs.
[f. acqitislt- ppl.

stem bi&cqutrtrt', see ACQUIRE J--ITIOUS.]
Of the

nature or character of an acquisition ; gained by
exertion ; acquired, as opposed to native or innate.

1653 A- WILSON James /, His choler and fear . . drew him
with most violence, because they were not acquisititious, but
natural. 1673 H. MORE App. to Antiff. \. 2. 181 That there

is no such idea of God at all as we have describ'd, neither

innate, nor acquisititious. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit.
vi. 244 Consider here the temperament natural and acqui-
iitltious.

Acquisitive (akwi-zTtiv), a. [f. acqttTsit- ppl.
stem of acquirere (see ACQUIRE) + -IVE, as if ad. L.

*aequi$TtTvusI\ Characterized by acquisition, Hence,
tl. Belonging to one by acquisition ; that has been,

or is liable to be, acquired ; acquisititious.
Obs.

1637 Relia. Wotton. 106 (1672) He died not in his Acquisi-
tive but in nis Native Soil. 164* FULLER Holy $ Prof. State
i. xv. 48 Neither doth an apprentiship extinguish native, nor
disinable to acquisitive Gentry.
2. Able, or given, to make acquisitions; acquiring.
1846 GROTE Greece I. i. 51 (1862) The knavish, smooth-

tongued, keen and acquisitive Hermes. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk.

Gt. II. v. ii. 67 The sieging Turks, liberative Sobieskis, ac-

86

quisitive Louis Fourteenths. 1870 BOWEN Logic x. 316 The
beginning of all knowledge is in single acts of the Perceptive
or Acquisitive Faculty.

Acquisitively (akwi-zitivli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY-.J In an acquisitive manner
;

in a manner ex-

pressing or tending to acquisition.
1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet. F.b, Verbes put acqui&itiuely

with the slgne for will haue a datiue of the person, and a
nominatiue or accusatiue of the thing \e.g. do this for mej.
1612 BRINSLEY Posing ofParts 74 (.1669) All sorts of verbs
which are put acquisitively.

Acquisitiveness (akwi-zitivnes). [f.
AC-

QUISITIVE* -NESS.] The quality of being acquisi-
tive ; propensity to make acquisitions, or to make
oneself possessor of things ;

desire of possession.

(One of the faculties to which phrenologists have
allotted a special

'

organ
'

or region of the brain.)
18*6 Editi. Rev. XLIV. 271 Because avarice is a vice of

pretty
common occurrence, it is raised into an original attri-

bute of our nature, by the name of Acquisitiveness. 1827
HARE Guesses at Truth I. 14^ Civilization takes the heart

and sticks it beside the head, just where Spurzheim finds the

organ of acquisitiveness. i86z STANLEY Jgmtk Ch. I. ii. 31

(1877) The ear-ring or nose-ring . . the exact ornaments still

so dear to Arab acquisitiveness.

Acquisitor (akwi-zitsi). rare~. [f. acquTslt-

ppl. stem of acquirers (see ACQUIRE) + -OR, as if a.

L..*ac(/u7sitor.'} One who acquires. (In mod. Diets.)

Acquist (akwi-st). [a variant of ACQUEST, after

L. acqitisit-um, med. L. acqnist-um, It. acqitisto.

Commonly used for the action, while acquest is more
common for the result.]
1. The action of acquiring, acquisition, gain.
1613 SIR A. SHERLKY Tra.ii. to Persia 7 The profile which

must needs follow from so great an acquist. 1619 BACON War
with Spain in Hurl. Misc. (MalrO IV. 138 A nation, that is

manifestly detected to aspire to monarchy and new acquists.

1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy LIT. (1727) Pref. 2, Assist their en-

deavours in the acquist of verities, a 1677 BARROW Serin.

(1683* II. iii. 53 Let us therefore be exhorted, if we do want
it [faith], to endeavour the acquist of it by all proper means.

1850 BROWNING Christmas Eve 213 How gladly ! if I made
acquist, Through the brief minute's fierce annoy, Of God's

eternity of joy. 1851 TRENCH Poems 177 In the acquist of
what is life's true gage.

f 2. A thing acquired, an acquisition. Commonly
written ACQUEST. Obs.

J63S J- HAYWARD Banish'd Virgin 75 The parts neerest it

were the Tingitans new acquists in Iberia, a 1677 BARROW
in Beauties of Barrow (1846) 165 In the gifts of fortune, or

in the acquists of industry.

t Acqui'st, v. Obs.rare~ x
. [w&.lttOcquistarcQi

Sp. aqutstar to acquire ;
f. med. L. afqiiist-um : cl.

\*.acquisit-um\ see prec. and ACQUEST.] To gain for

oneself, acquire.
1598 BARRET Tehor. Warres n. i. 28 He shall acquist and

gaine the name . . of a . . vertuous and discreet Captaine.

t Acqui'Sted, ///. a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED
;
also

written ACQUISITED, by assimilation to L.]
= AC-

QUIRED.
1613 SIR A. SHERLEY Trav. to Persia ii 'Ihe preservation

of their States, so great and so many acquisted. Ibid. 100

If there be anything acquisiied. 1635 J. HAYWARD BanisKd
Virgin 178 He bestowes on them his acquisted crownes.

t Acqui'ster. Obs. rare-1
, [f. ACQUIST v. +

-ER 1
.]
= ACQUIRER.

1613 SIR A. SHLRLEY Trav. to Persia 27 Learning of other,

and exercitation . . are the acquisters of all Sciences.

Acquit (akwi'O, r. Forms : 3 acwit-en,

aquyte ; 3-4 aquite ; 4 aquytye ; 4-6 acqwyte,

acquyte ; 4-7 acquite, 6- acquit. Pa. pple. 3 a-

quited, aquyted; 4 acquite; 5 aqwyt, aquytte;

6acquytte; 4- 7 acquit; 7 -acquitted, [a. OFr.

aquitc-r, acuiter (Pr. aquitar) : late L. *acqititaret

f. ac- = ad- to + *qnitaret
= L. quietare to settle ;

see QUIT. As in quit, the vowel was long, aquite,

to i6th and even i7thc. Cf. requite] orig. To

quiet, appease, or satisfy a claim. Hence, To
satisfy or settle the claimant or creditor ;

to clear

or discharge the debtor.

I. To acquit a claim, debt, obligation.
1. To settle, clear off, discharge, pay (a claim,

debt, or liability).
c 1*30 A ncren Riwle 126 J>et is ure raunsun bet we schulen

areimen us mide,& acwiten ure dettes touward ure Louerd.

iw>7 R. GLOUC. 565 To & fifti Jwusund pound, al in one daye
. . God wite in o dai wan it aquited be. 1393 LANGL. P. PI.

C. xvi. 12 Yf he quike by-quethe hem auht 'oper wolde helpe

aquite here dettes. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6744 If his wynnyng
be so lite, That his labour wole not acquyte Sufficiantly al

his lyvyng. 1475 CANTON Jason 67 It behoueth that I ac-

quite myn avowe. 1598 B. YONG tr. Diana 51 The debt . .

which., we are neuer able to acquite. a 1643 Qu^ARLESSamson
in Fair's S. P. (1848) 126 The sweetness of the season does
invite Your steps to visit Timnah, and acquite Your last

night's promise. 17*5 POPE Otfyss. xx. 362 This gift acquits
the dear respect I owe, 1770 Jnnhts Lett. xl. 204 An obliga-
tion he was . . unable to acquit. 18x9 I. TAYLOR Entkus.

7. 146 (1867) A responsibility that can never be absolutely

acquitted. 1831 SISMONDI ItaL Repttb. viii. 173 It was not

till the month of April, 1370. . that they could acquit the

enormous sum of 300,000 florins.

f2. To discharge the claims or duties of (an

office), to perform, fulfil, accomplish, finish. Obs.

(71530 LD. BERNKRS-4-Mr(i8i4)i75 Thewhiche knyghte
. . hath aquyted the Porte Noyre, and acheued all alone the

aduentures of that place. 1591 DAVILS in Chalmers' Eng.

ACQUIT.
Poets V. 86/2 Nor can a judge his office well acquit If he

possess'd of either party be. ^1670 Ht&.vi'tt Life ofWilliams
n. 42 Like Samuel, when he had acquitted his government,
he liv'd in estimation like the chief of the prophets.
3. To discharge (,a debt arising out of something

done to orfor us); to pay back, pay off, requite (a
benefit or injury), arch.
c 1314 Guy IVanu. 30 Here is thine hors, Y glue it te, When

Ichaue nede, aquite it me. 1393 GovvEitGw/C III. 352 Thus
wolde I for my last word beseche, That thou my love aquite,
as I deserve, c 1440 Morte A rthur 48 (:8ig> Welle acquyt-
este thou it me, That I haue worshipped any knyght. 15*9
WOLSEV in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 104. II. 9 And as my poore
shal increase, so shal I not fayle to acquyte your kyndnes.
1535 A Goodly Prymer (1834) 60 Make us that we acquit not
evil for evil, i 1630 JACKSON Creed \\\. xviii. Wks. VII. 150
Some reward sufficient to acquit or countervail his pains.

1726 GAY Fables \. xv. 45 When services are thus acquitted,
Be sure we pheasants must be spitted.

f4. To discharge (a debt arising out of some-

thing done by us) ;
to pay for, atone for (an offence).

Obs.

1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1071 Till life to death acquit my forced

offence. 1598 B. Yosc tr. Diana 25 What haue I done, that
I haue not acquitted, Or what excesse, that is not amply
paied? 1600 HEYWOOD i Edw. //', 18 Vntil at Tyburn you
acquit the fault.

t 5. To cancel (a debt due to us), to surrender,

give up (a claim or right). Obs. rare.

1649 SELDEN Laws ofEng. i. xix. 35 (1739) The Lord might
acquit his own title of Bondage, but no man could be made
free without the act of the whole body.

II. To acquit the claimant or creditor.

f*6. To payoff (a person in respect of a. debt due
to him, a benefit or injury received of him); to

repay, requite, be quits with. Obs.
c 1380 Sir Fermnb. 3084 pan schalt bov him acquyte we! 1

of al ys shrewidnesse. Ibid. 3298 Ofte sche do)* me gyle,

Yhope to Mahoun J?at ?ute y schel '. ones a-quyte hur wyle.
(,1425 WYNTOWN Cron. ix. x. 70 Thar-of I dare the welle

acqwyte. c x$*5 SKELTON Poems 180 Scrybbyl thou, scrybyll
thou, rayle or wryghi, Wright what thou wylte, I xall the

aquyte. 1580 TL-SSER ///& vii. 16 So many as looue me, and
vse me aright, With treasure and pleasure, I richly acquite.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. I'en. v. i. 138 Por. For as I heare he was
much bound for you. Ant. No more then I am wel ac-

quitted of. 1599 Hen. I', n. ii. 144 Their faults are open,
Arrest them to the answer of the Law, And God acquit them
of their practises.

1 7. To discharge or dispossess (a person ^/"some-

thing belonging or due to him); deprive of. Obs.

a 1300 Floriz ty Bl. 208 per nis non so riche king J>al dorst

entermeten of eni such ping And be Admiral hit mi^te iwite

pat he nere of his lif aquite. c 1300 A'. Alis. (W.1 3868 Y am
of Perce deschargid, Of Mede, and of Assyre aquyted.

III. To acquit the debtor, prisoner, person

charged or responsible.

t 8. To pay the debt for and free (a debtor or

prisoner); to deliver, ransom. Obs.

1130 Ancren Riwle 394 Ne telleS me him god feolawc
bet Iei5 his wed ine Giwerie uorto acwiten ut his fere? c 1380
Sir Ferunib. 3453 He schal be kept, by swete iesous, For to

aquytye on of ous, If he wer take there. 1596 SPENSER F.Q.
i. vii. 52 For, till 1 have acquit your captive knight, Assure

your selfe, I will you not forsake.

f 9. To cancel the debt of and set free (one's own
debtor or prisoner); to release, liberate. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xix. 237 He send and acquyt hym all

planly, And gaf the trewis wp oppinly. (1386 CHAUCLR
Frercs T.

2o_9 Pay anoon, let se, Twelf pens to me, and I

the wil acquite. 1630 PKYNNE God No Impostor 32 A man
who hath two just, two deepe ingaged Debtors, doth freely

; acquite the one.

10. To set free, release, liberate, deliver, rid (a
! person oforfrom a duty, obligation, or burden), arch.

1463 J. BARET in Bury Wills 21 (1850) To a qwyte the said

! Seynt Marie preest of the taske Abbott's cope, and alle

i maner charges. 1574 \x. Littleton's Tenures 26 a, Theye
were acquited agaynste theire lordeof al manner of services.

1

c 16*7 BP. HALL Dauitis Ps. Afetaflhr. vii, From bloudy spight
Of an my raging enemies Oh ! let thy mercy me acquite.

1654 JER. TAYLOR RealPres. 27 To acquit us from our search

after this question in Scripture. 1696 in Col. Rec. Penn. I.

498 Desired of the Governor to be acquitted of his assistance-

snipp. 1701 SWIFT Cont. Nobles fy Com. Wks. 1755, II. i. 28

To be acquitted of all their debts. 1853 Arabian Nights 131

(Routl.) The liberty you grant me acquits you of all obliga-
tion towards me.

11. To set free or clear from a charge or accusa-

tion ;
to exculpate, exonerate, declare not guilty

(of) formerly from the thing charged).
c 1386 CHAUCER Persones T. 105 A man mayaquyte himself

byforn God by penaunce. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxi. 394
Ich . . Bobe aquyte and aquykye

'
bat was aqueynt )x>rw

synne. c 1450 Merlin 87 Vlfyn is somewhat a-quytte of the

synne that he hadde in the love makinge. 15*8 A'ORE Here-

syes in. Wks. 1557, 211/2 Than may the iudges acquite and

assoyle the defendaunt. 16x1 BIBLE Job x. 14 Thou wilt not

acquite me from mine iniquitie. 1620 SANDERSON Serrtt. t

Ad Pop. i. iii. (1674* 137, I hooe . . to acquit his Holiness and
Truth and Justice from all sinister imputations. 1759 RO-
BERTSON Hist. ScotL I. iv. 311 The jury under these circum-
stances could do nothing else but acquit him. 1833 HT.
MARTINEAU Loom $ Lugger n, v. 108 To acquit him wholly of
the charee. 1880 M CCARTHY Hist. Oivn Time IV. liii. 149
Three others were acquitted after a long trial

f!2. refi. To discharge, free, deliver, rid, oneself

((j/"any thing). Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvm. 74 Bot we acquyt vs vtirly, That
nane of vs wil] stand to ficht. 1489 CAXTON Fayt o/Armes
in. xxiii. 222 He is lyke his seruant and in hys mercy, unto

tyme that he haue acquytted hym self of hys raunson. 1616

SURFLET & M ARKH. Cowitrey Fanne 687 The Hart . . when



ACQUIT.

hee seeth himselfe neere pursued by the dogges, indeuoureth

and bestirreth himselfe now to acquite and rid himselfe of

them. 1671 MILTON Samson 896 Gods unable To acquit them-

selves, and prosecute their foes But by ungodly deeds. 1711

F FULLER Medic. Gymnast. 5 Observe how Nature acquits

her self of what we commonly call a Cold. 1753 RICHARDSON

Grandison 22 (1781) III. 215 What shall I do to acquit my-
self of the addresses of this Count of Belvedere?

13. To discharge oneself (of duty or responsi-

bility). Hence, simply, To discharge the duties of

one's position, perform one's part on any occasion.

c 1386 CHAUCER Clcrkes T. 880 Ther can no man in hum-

blesse him acquite As woman can. c 1450 Merlin 39 Ye were

foles in youre art, that wolde not a-quite you as trewe men.

1475 CAXTON Jason 116 The daye of thy promesse is passed

thou acquitest the not. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froissart I. cxi.

133 Ye knowe right well howe I haue aquyt myselfe. 1594

SHAKS. Kicfi. Ill, v. v. 3 Couragious Richmond, Well hast

thou acquit thee. i66a FULLER Worthies II. 488 (1840) Those

flowers carry it clearly, which acquit themselves to a double

sense, sight and smell. 1776 GIBBON Decl. ff F. I. x. 203 They
acquitted themselves of their important charge with vigilance

and success. 1863 THACKERAY Pmdennis xlvii. 412 I.ady

Mirabel . . in a common note of invitation or acceptance ac-

quitted herself very genteelly. 1878 SIMPSON Sell. Slmks. I.

94 He was present and acquitted himself like a man.

t b. With complement : To perform one's part as,

prove oneself. Obs.

1641 FULLER Holy ff Prof. St. n. xvi. no Hard, rugged
and dull natures of youth acquit themselves afterwards the

Jewells of the countrey. 1655 Ch. Hist. IX. 1 74 The Queen
acquitted herself more then Woman in her masculine re-

solutions.

Acquit (akwi-t), ///. a. arch. [Short for ac-

ijuitea', acqidtted, on analogy of pa. pples. like hit,

lit, hid. See QI;IT.] Acquitted, cleared, set free.

1393 GOWER Cottf. I. 362 Nought as he wolde, it was acquit, i

1400-4 Past. Lett. 434, II. 81, I am ryght ille aqwyt. 1551

ROBINSON More's Utopia 15, I am herin clerely acquytte and

discharged of all blame. 1674 (7<>:'. of Tongue 6,137 ^e
j

may then . . see him we censur'd acquit, and our selves

doom'd. 1875 BLACKMORE A . Lorraine I. xi. 88 Hilary Lor-

raine was quite acquit of Oxford leading-strings.

t Acqui't, sb. Obs.
[f.

the vb. ; cf. Fr. acquit,

OFr. ajutt, acnit, f. aquifer to ACQUIT.] The act

of acquitting ; discharge ; guarantee ; acquittance,

acquittal.
1475 CAXTON Jason 33 Madame I haue seruid you as well

as to me is possible . . for thacquite of chiualerye. a 1521

HELYAS in Thorns' E. E. Pr. Rom. (1858! III. 135 The sayd
abbot . . demaunded of him familiarly the sauf conduyt and

acquite for the countreys and landes of beyonde the sea.

1738 WARBURTON Dili. Legat. I. 291 note, Faintly, and only

by way of acquit.

Acquitment (akwi-tment). ? Obs. [a. OFr.

aquitement action of acquitting. See ACQUITS, and

-MENT.] The action of acquitting, discharging, or I

releasing ; acquittal, discharge, release.

1643 MILTON Divorce H. xiv. 98 (1851) The indulgent arrears

which those judiciall acquitments had ingaged him in. 1645
Tetrachordon 191 On both sides the acquitment will be

reasonable, if the bondage be intolerable. 1683 tr. Erasmus,
Morix Enc. 27 Creditable acquitment of ovrselves in any
one station of life. 1703 MANTON Expos. Is. liii. 6 Wks. 1871
III. 320 It is God that justifieth, the whole business of your
acquitment is carried on by the Lord. 1810 BENTHAM Art
ofPacking (1821) 255 The judge's certificate of acquitment.

Acquittal (akwi-tal). Also 5-6 acquitayle,

aequytaylle, 6 acquyghtall, 6-8 acquittall. [f.

ACQUIT v. + -AL 2
. Also in late Anglo-Fr. (Little-

ton).]

fl. Payment, repayment, requital, or retribution;

an amends, set-off, or counter-consideration. Obs.

c 1430 LYDG. Minor Poems (1840) 89 To shewe how moche
that konnyng may availe ; And wey ageynwardes the fro-

ward acquitayle. 1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe of James I (1818)

22 Thay were all takyn, and byhedid at Edynburghe. The
Qwene did herselfe grete worship for here trew acquit-
alle [printed acquitable]. 1547 HEYWOOD Wit <$ /-W/y(i846)

5 The sotts pleaseure in this last acquyghtall Counterwayleth
his payne. 1749 H.WALPOLE Lett, to H. Mann 200(1834)
II. 274, I have been long in arrears to you, but I trust you
will take this huge letter as an acquittal.

2. Release or discharge from debt or obligation ;

= ACQUITTANCE 2. Obs. exc. in Law.
1463 J. BARET in Bmy Wills (1850) 42 My executours . .

shall make a clere declaracion and a trewe accountys yeerly
. . for here trewe aequytaylle. 1641 Termes de la Ley 9 To
acquit and discharge him of all rents, services, and such
like : This discharge is called acquitall. 1809 TOMLINS Law
Diet., Acquittal . . signifies in one sense to be free from
entries and molestations of a superior lord for services issuing
out of lands. 1815 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles iv. xxvii, The ring and

spousal contract both, And fair acquittal of his oath.

t3. A release, or deliverance, from liability or

risk. Cf. ACQUITTANCE 4. Obs. rare.

1618 BOLTON Florus iv. ii. 292 Nor was the forbearance of
him [Czsar] an acquitall any longer ;

for Brutus, and Cas-
sius . . conspired to assassinate him.

4. A setting free, or deliverance from the charge
of an offence, by verdict, sentence, or other legal

process.
a 1535 MORE Wks. 238 (R.) The chaunceler . . neuer durst

abyde the tryal of xii men for his acquitayle : but was fain

by frendship to geat a pardon. 1639 COKE Instit. looa,
Hereof Cometh acquitall, and quietus est, (that is) that hee is

discharged. 1771 Jiimus Lett. Pref. 15 The jury should

bring in a verdict of acquittal. 1840 MACAULAY Clive 88 The
sentence ought to be one, not merely of acquittal, but of

approbation.
6. Discharge (of duty) ; performance.
1656 MILTON Lett, of State (1851) 344 His own deserts in
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the diligent acquittal of his trust. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spirit,

Despotism 4. 154 For the acquittal ofnone of these perplex-
ing duties does a church receive one word of guidance.

Acquittance (akwrtans), sb. Forms : 4 aquit-

ans, acquetaunce, acquitance, 5 aquetons, 4-6
acquitaunce, 6- acquittance, [a. OFr. aquitancc
n. of action, f. aquifer. See ACQUIT v. and -ANCE.

Cf. QUITTANCE.]
1. The action of settling or satisfying the legal
demands of others, the clearing off of debt or obli-

gation ; satisfaction, settlement, repayment.
1330 R. BRI:NXK Chron. 156 Ten J?ousand mark & mo, J>at

now er in balance . . I salle bring him to stalle, bot he mak me
acquitance. c 1460 Cnrtasyc in Babees Rook (1868) 319 Of ^e

resayuer speke wylle I, J?at fermys resayuys wytturly Of
grayuys, and horn aquetons makes. Ct$gfivety?MaM in Hazl.

OoebL I. 127 Knowledge, give me the scourge of penance,
My flesh therewith shall give acquittance. 1769 Juniits
Lett. xiii. 57 This may be an acquittance of favours upon
the turf.

2. Hence, putting the result (however attained)

for the means : The act of releasing from a debt or

obligation ; release, discharge.
(1360 CHAUCER A. B.C. 60 And with his blood he wrote

that blisfull bill Upon the crosse as generall acquetaunce,
To every penitent, c 1400 Rom. Rose 4707 Love it is an hate-

fulle pees, A free acquitaunce withoute rc-lees. 1528 PERKINS

Prof. Bk. ii. 148 (1642) 66 If a man bring an Action of debt

against me . . and I plead against him acquittance. 1574 tr.

Littleton, Tenures 31 b, Service by homage auncestrel draw-

eth tohym acquitance, that is to saye, the Lorde oughte to ac-

quite hys tenante against al other lordes above him of everye
manner of service. 1627 FELTHAM Rfwives 11. v. Wks.

1677,
168 The whole worlds wealth is a bribe too small to win
him [Death] to acquittance. 1672 MARVELI, Rehearsal

Transp. \. 307 If a man be in the Churches debt once, 'tis

very hard to get an acquittance. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. II.

60 Payment in bank-notes is a complete acquittance to the

payer.
3. A writing in evidence of a discharge ;

a release

in writing ;
a receipt in full, which bars a further

demand. Also attrib. as acquittance-roll.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. IS. xiv. 189 He shulde take be acquitance
as quik'and to be qued schewe it. 1393 J. CROXTON in Test,

Kborac. (18361 186, I will that the same company sele Robyn
another generall acquitans, and gif hym y\s. 1531 Dial, on

Laws of Eng. n. xlii. 138 (16381 The creditour liad taken

an acquittance of him without paying him his mony. 1588
SHAKS. L.L.L. n. i. 161 Boyet, you can produce acquit-

tances For such a summe. 1684 London Gaz. mdccccxciv. 4

I,ost . . a File with Writings and Acquittances, supposed to

bedropt not far off the Exchange, London. 17*7 ARBUTHNOT
Hist. J. Bull 61 The same man bought and sold to himself,

paid the money, and gave the acquittance. 1844 Queens
Regul. $ Ord. Army 137 An acquittance-roll, containing the

names of the Men of each Troop, or Company, and showing
the debts and credits, with the Signature of each Man. 1851
MrCui.LOCH Taxation n. vi. 29^(ed. 2) The tax on receipts,

or acquittances for money, was introduced into this country
in 1783.

f4. Deliverance, release (from danger or trouble).

Cf. ACQUITTAL 3. Obs. rare.

1610 HEALKV St. Aug., City ofGod\\\\. xvi. 307 That per-
fection . . that is promised vs after our acquittance from

mortalitie. 1621-31 LAI'D Serw. (1847) 55 Neither of these

elements [fire and water] have any mercy, but the 'mercy
of the Highest' was his acquittance from both.

5. Exoneration from a charge ;
remission of

offences ; discharge.
= ACQUITTAL 4. rare.

1612 T. TAYLOR Titus iii. 3 (1610) 608 They rest herein as a

sufficient acquittance from all their vnrighteousnes. 1783
BURKE Sp. OK Fox's E. hui. Bill Wks. 1842 I. 286 They
gave him a full and complete acquittance from all charges of

rebellion. 1860 C. INNES Scotl, in Mid. Ages 193 Purgation
and acquittance according to ancient law.

6. Discharge (of a duty) ;
= ACQUITTAL 4. rare.

1865 W. G. PALGRAVK Centr. Arabia I. 225 The precise
exactitude required in the acquittance of religious duties.

t Acquittance, "v> Obs. rare. [f.
the sb. Cf.

to receipt an account, to pension, etc.] trans. To

give an acquittance or discharge ;
to discharge.

1464 MARG. PASTON in Past. Lett. 490 II. 159 The sewlys
wer wythdrawyn on bothe partyes, and iche of hem aquy-

tauncyd othyr. 1590 GREENE Neuer too late (1600) 3 Nor
am [I] a Pilgrime to acquittance sinne with penance. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. vii. 233 Your meere enforcement shall ac-

quittance me From all the impure blots and staynes thereof.

Acquitted (akwrted), ///. a,
t formerly ACQUIT.

[f. ACQUITS. + -ED.] Discharged, released, set free,

exonerated (from a charge or offence).

1679 MARG. MASON Tickler Tickled t> But what have these

acquitted Offenders got by this Excuse? 1780 BURKE Sp.

Econ. Ref. Wks. III. 247 It is not possible to give a fair

verdict by which he will not stand acquitted.

Acquitter (akwi-tai). [f. ACQUIT P. + -EB!.]
One who acquits, or releases.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VII. 101 He will be but

a languid acquitter. 1859 Times 26 Dec. 8/4 If we are to

maintain our position as the heirs of Bacon and the acquit-
ters of Galileo.

Acquitting (akwi-tin), -vbL sb. [f. ACQUIT v. +

-ING 1
?] A discharging, setting free, or releasing.

(Now mostly gerundial.)
1436 Pol. Poems ff Songs II. 150 Ffor concyens and for" * md ;

, , . __
hesitated about acquitting the prisoner.

Acraldehyde (a: kra-ld^hsid). diem. [f. L.

acr-is, acrid + ALDEHYDE.] One of the polymeric
modifications of ALDEHYDE.

ACRE.

1869 ROSCOF. Elem. Chem. 350 Aldehyde is capable of ex-

isting in three other peculiar states . . a third modification
termed Acraldehyde boils at 110. The molecular formula

appears to be C ( H BOj or 2(C2 H<O).

II Acrania (akr^i-nia). Pliys. [mod. L. f. Gr. &

priv. +itpaviov skull.] Defective development con-

sisting in the absence partial or total of the skull.

1849-52 TODO Cycl. Anat. <y Pliys. IV. 956/2 Acrania does
not seem to interfere with uterine life.

Acranial (akr^-nial), a.
[f.

mod. L. Acrania,
sb. pi., applied by Haeckel to the lowest type of

Vcrtebrata, represented by \hzAmphioxusfxLancC'
lot : see prec.]
1870 ROLI.ESTON Anim. Life 32 In all Vertebrata, with the

exception oftheAt't^tw.rns, which is hence called 'Acranial,'
the neural canal widens considerably in the anterior region
of the body. 1878 BELL Gef&llmter's Klein. Comp. Aunt.

444 The indifferent stage in which the head is found in the

Acrania makes it impossible to distinguish any distinct

cephalic skeleton.

Acra'sial, a. rare-1
,

[f.
next + -AL.] Ill-regu-

lated, untempered, intemperate.
1851 S. JUDD Margaret II. xi. 321 (1871) 'Acrasial Philo-

gamy? Brother Edward, what is that?' 'That,' replied

Edward, 'is an incurable malady to which young persons
arc subject.'

tA'Crasy. Obs. [ad. med. L. acrasia, which

seems to confuse Gr. aitpdala ill-temperature, badly-
mixed quality (f. axpa-roi unmixed, untempered, in-

temperate) applied by Hippocr. to meats, with

attpaola impotence, want of self-command (f. ditpu-

T?)! powerless, without authority, without self-com-

mand, incontinent).] Irregularity, disordei, intem-

perance. In Spenser's Faerie Qucene, intemperance
or incontinence personified as an enchantress.

1596 SPENSER /'. Q. n. xii, motto, Guyon . . Doth overthrow
the Bower of Blis, And Acrasy defeat. 1617 S. D[ANIEI.]
Hist. Eng. (1617) 156 A time [reign of Henry III] that hath

yeelded notes of great varietie with many examples of

acrasie, and diseased Slate, bred both by the inequality, of

this Princes manners, and the impatience of a stubborne

Nobility. 1707 PHILLIPS, Acrasia, Indisposition, Disorder.

[Also as in BAILEY.] 1731 BAILEY, vol. II. Acrasy iwith

Physicians) the Excess or Predominancy ofone Quality above
another in Mixture, or in the Constitution of a Human Body.

1780 CORNISH I.
if: ofFirniin 84 IT. ) A little prone to anger,

but never excessive in it, either as to measure or time ; which
acrasies. . occasion great uneasiness. 1818 TODD, Acrasy,
Excess, irregularity.

f A'Cratism. Obs. [ad. Gr. cmpa-napa. break-

fast, f. aKparos neat (wine).] See quot.
1805 W. TAYLOR m Monthly Mai;. XX. 34 An acratism was

the old name for a whet, or cordial.

t Acraze vakrt~'-z% v. Obs. Also 6 acrase, 6-7

accrase, accraise, accraze. [Either formed on

Eng. vb. CRAZE, with A- pref. 10, or a. Fr. acrase-r

(Cotgr. affrazer) var. of {eraser (see A.- pref. 9) f. a

simple
*
eraser, cogn. w. Eng. CRAZE, CRASH, f. Norse

kras-a, krasa, to shiver, crash. A- refashioned as Ac-

in 6 after words f. L.] To weaken, impair, enfeeble.

1549 CHEKE Hurt of Sedition (16411 38 With cold in the

nights which acrazeth the body. 1577-87 HOLINSHEU Chron.

III. 1049/2 By glutting of meats which weakeneth the bodie,

and with cold in the nights which accraseth the bodie.

tAcrazed(akr,-i'zd),///.a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED.]

1. Weakened, enfeebled, diseased in body, affected

with illness, indisposed ; impaired.
1521 State Pap. Hen. I'llI, VI. 83 The same day I spake

with the King, my Lady was sumwhat accrased. 1540 WHIT-
TINTON Tullyes Off. \. 37 The maner of phisycions is to be

folowed, whiche with easy medicynes cure them that be a

lytell acrased. 1565 JEWEL Repl. tc tfardiiigiifai' 183 Then
is M. Hardings argument much acrased, and concludeth not

so much, as is pretended, a 1670 lAusKEt LifeofWilliams u.

100 No good physician will try experiments upon an accrazed

body.
2. Mentally affected ; crazed.

1576 GASCOIGNE in Nichols's Prog. Q. Eliz. I. 496 A Porter?

surely then He eyther was accrased, Or else, to see so many
men His spirits were amased. l634SmJ. HMUNGTON Arfostffs

Orl. Fur. XLVI. xxi. 356 Don Leon with these newes was so

accrazed, He seemed in a traunce.

Acre (t
7i
'kaj). Forms: i (aoer), eecer, secyr; 2 se-

ker; 2-7 aker; 5 akere, akyre, hakere ; 5~6akir;
6 aoer; 4 -acre. PI. acres: in I seceras, acras, 2-5
akrea. [OE. tectr, acer, cogn. w. Goth, akr-s, ON.

akr, OSax. aecar, OFris. ekker, OHG. achar
;
L.

ager, Gr. d-ypos ;
Skr. ajras plain ; originally

'

open

country, untenanted land, forest
'

; cf. Gr. ayptos, L.

agrcstis wild, dyptiis a hunter, peragrare to rove
;

then, with advance in the agricultural state, pasture

land, tilled land, an enclosed or defined piece of

land, a piece of land of definite size, a land measure.

Very early adopted in med. L. and OFr. as acra,

acre, whence the mod. spelling for the regular alter.]

1. A piece of tilled or arable land, a field. Obs.

exc. in God's Acre [from mod. Germ.] a church-

yard, and prop, names as Long Acre.

c 975 Rashiu. Gasp. Matt. xii. i Eode se hzlend purh acras.

c looo Ags. Gosp., itul., Se Haelend for ofyr asceras [MS. C.

zcyras]. cn6o Hatton Gosp., ibid., Se Hajlend for ofer

xkeres. c xooo Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 8 Forpam is se secer

jehaten Acheldemagh, pact is . . blodes zcyr. c 1160 Hattoit

Gosp., ibid., Forpam ys se aker gehaten Acheldemach, pset

ys . . blodes aker \Lindisf. fy Rushiu. lond blodes, blodes lond].

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 115 Pople with alle pe recchesse, &
akres, als pei wonnen, porgh per douhtinesse, pe lond porgh



ACHE.

\*!\ ronnen. ("1415 WYNTOWN Cron. vm. xxvi. 70 DC Myl-
naris akyre it callyd wes, And men sayis, bath Hors and
Man In J>at-Akyre was Iwgyd ban. 1483 CAXTON G. de la
Tt'itr f vj, A good man . . named Nabot which had an Akerof
a Vine yerd. 1635 N. CARI-KNTER Geog. Delhi, n. x. 179 Some
parcels ofgroundshould as pastures beeduiided from Woody
acres, a 1700 DRVDKN Ep. t To Sir G. Etheredge, 33 Spite of
all these fable-makers, He never sow'd on Almain acres.

1844 LOMHVUOW Misc. Poems, God's Acre, I like that ancient
Saxon phrase, which calls The burial Around God's Acre ! . .

This is the field and Acre of our God, This is the place where
human harvests grow.
b. liymodern writers the pi. acres is used rhetorically
for lands, fields, landed estates. Broad acres, ex-
tensive lands.

2. A definite measure of land, originally as much
as a yoke of oxen could plough in a day; after-

wards limited by statutes 5 Edw. I, 31 Edw. Ill,

24 Hen. VIII, to a piece 40 poles long by 4 broad

( =4840 sq. yds.), or its equivalent of any shape.
'Normally, it was understood to consist of thirty-two fur.

rows of the plough, a furlong in length.' A. S. Ellis in JV*. 4-

Q. i6Sept. 1882, 230.

ciopo &I.FRIC Dial, in OK. % Lat. (Thorpe Anal. 8> >Elce

da-j ic sceal erian fuTOnerer-oS&e mare. 1038 44 Charter
ofEadiueard, C "<></. Dip/. I V. 77 An niylen be dofcrware troce.
& seofon ieceras J>.u t->. 1377 LANGL. /', PI. B. vi. 4, I have
an half acre to erie. f 1420 Palladius on Hns(>. v. 15 Thre
hors a yere an acre wel sufficeth. 1466 Manners <y Househ.
F.xj>$. 326, I have ^even to John Hamondes wyffe iiij. hakeres
of wete. 1494 FAIIVAN vu.ccxxii. 246 An acre conteyneth xl.

perches in length, and iiii. in brede : &iiii. acres make a yertle,
and v. yerdes make an liyde, and viij. hydes make a knyKhtes
fee, by the whiche reason, a knygntes fee shuld welde clx.

acres, & that is denied for a ploughe tyll in a yere. 1502
AKSUI.D t'/mw. u8ii) 173 Of what leiigilh soo euer they be,
ctx. perches makeanakir. 1542 KKCORDK Groutidc of Artes
208(15751 A Rod of lande, whiche some call a roode, some a
yarde lande, and some a Farthendele, 4 Farthendels make an
Acre. 1581 STAFFORD Exam.of Ccmpl. \\. 43(1876) One Acer
bearinge as much Corne as two most commonly were wont to
do. 1601 CARKW CortiivaU 36 a, Commonly thirtie Acres
make a farthing land, nine farthings a Cornish Acre, it foure
Cornish Acres, a Knight's fee. i6ioSnAKS. Tonp. i. i. 70 Now
would I give a thousand furlongs of sea for an acre of barren
land. 1694 CAI^T. SMITH Virginia \\\ 126 Kn^lish Wheat will

yeeld but sixteene bushels an aker. 1669 J. W[ORLIDGE] A>y/.
Agri{.(\(&\\ -^21 An Acre is one hundred and sixty square LUR,
or J'earch of I,antl, at sixteen foot and a half to the Perch;
but of Coppice-wood eighteen foot to the Perch is the usual
allowance. Hut an Acre sometimes is estimated by the pro-
poriiun of Seed used on it ; and so varies according to the
Richness or sterility of the Land. 1691 PKTTY Pol. Anat.
52, 121 Irish Acres do make 196 English Statute Acres.

1790 Hi'RKK />. A**T'. Wks. V. 212 Their estates were bound
lo the last acre. 1799 J. ROIJKKTSON Agric. in Perth, A
Scotch acre commonly 6084 square yards. If the differences
of inches were narrowly attended to in making the Scotch
chain, a Scotch acre would be equal to 6150-7 square yards,
1807 CRABBR Pnr. Reg. u. 248 He, for his acres few so duly-
paid, That yet more acres to his lot were laid.

b. loosely in //. Large quantities, a wide ex-

panse.
1830 (IKN. P. THOMPSON A'r.vr. (1842) I. 317 If the King

wants a yacht, or Her Majesty's Grace would like a few
acres of real lace. 1865 CARI.YLK Fredk. Gt. II. v. \ i. tn He
. . writes cunningly acres of despatches to Prince Eugene.

1 3. As a lineal measure: an acre length, 40 poles
or a furlong (/'.<'. furrow-length) ; an acre breadth,
4 poles or 22 yards. O/>s. or dial.

c 1380 Sir }''f>-nni!<. 971 J>e fren.sche men pai made recullel
wel an akers len^be. IHd. 2770 pay dryuen hem a^en an
aker lengjw. ( 1425 WYNTOWN Cn>n. vii. iv. 162 And fra it a

spere
wes draw>-n . . Large thre akyre leynth of Land, c 1440

Morte Art'hurc 3850 With be lussche of be launce he Ijxhte
one hys schuUlyrs, Ane akere lenghe one a launde, fulle

lothely wondidft. '53 FITZHKRBF.RT Ifusb. (1534^ C 2, xvi.

fote and a halfe, to the perche or pole, foure perches to an
acre in brcdth, and fortye perches to an acre in lengthe.

1535 COVKRDAI.K i Sain. xiv. 14 The first slaughter that lona-
thas and his wanen bearer dyd, was. . with in the length of
haltie an aker of londe. [1611 An halfe acre of land. Marg.
hatfe a furrow of an acre of land.] n 1540 [ K. JAMKS of Scott.]
Christis A'/>-/- of the Grene viii, lie ane aikerbraid it cam not
neir him. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634* I.

117 The length of
the very demy Island . . is not aboue 87 miles and a nalfe,
and the breadth in no place lesse than two acres of land.
c 1805 WORDSWORTH The Brothers (Chandos ed.) 31/2 What
a feast . To see an acre's breadth of that wide cliff One roar-

ing cataract ! 1809 HAWDWEN Domesday Bk. 326 Four
Villanes have there one plough, and an acre of wood in length
and one acre in breadth.

4. Comb, acre-land, obs. t ploughed or arable
land ; acre-shot, obs. t a payment or charge rated

at so much per acre. Also ACHE-DALE, ACHE-MAN,
ACRE-STAFF, q.v.
a 1400 Chron. Eng/. in Ritson's Met. Kotn. II. 270 In thilke

time, in al this londe, On aker-lond ther nes yfounde Ne
toun ne houses never on Er then Bruyt from Troyc com.

1479 R. ROKEWOODE in Bury Wills 53 (1850) Also an acre
lonue inclosed, late purchased of Water Dey. 1585 Act 27
/-'//. xxiv. 6 i. 3 Such of the said Sea-banks as are not main-
tained . . at the charge of any Township or by Acre-shot or

any other common charge.

f Acre (or Acre-flght), explained by Cowel as

'an old sort of duel fought by single combatants,

English and Scotch, between the frontiers of their

kingdoms, with sword and lance/ seems to be

merely transliterated by him from a med. L. phrase
afram committcre in the Annals ofBurton 1237, where
acram (for pitgnam} is a bad translation of OE.

camp combat, confused with L. catttpus, Kr. ehampt

and so with Eng. acre. From Cowel it has found
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its way into mod. Diets., outside of which 'to fight
an acre' or 'acre-fight' has no existence.

Acreable (r'-karab'l), a.rare. [f,ACBK + -ABLE.]
Of or proper to an acre ; per acre.

1791 A. YOUNG Trav. in France 341 As to . . the acreable

produce of corn land, the difference will be found very great
indeed. 1880 BUCK-JOm Macm. Mag, No. 246, 514 Re-
duction of the acreable rent for the number of wet acres taken.

Acreage (J^karMs). U- ACRE + -AGE.] Ex-
tent or amount of acres; acres collectively or in

the abstract. Also attrib. as acreage-rate.
1859 SIM E. TKNNKNT Ceylon II. 235 (ed. 2) Suitable lands

yet to be brought under cultivation may add treble to the

present acreage. 1860 Times 4^an. 10/6 The tenantry pay.
ing a small acreage rate. 1871 SMII.MS Character 11.62(1876)
The cultivable acreage of our country.

Acred ^I'kaid), a. [f. ACRE + -ED'2
.] Possessing

acres, or landed estates; mostly in comp. as large-
acred.

1844 DISRAELI Coningsby \\. iv. 74 It was from such mate-
rials . . with great numbers, largely acred . . but without
knowledge, genius . . or faith, that Sir Robert Peel was to
form a great Conservative party. 1859 GKO. ELIOT Adam
Bcde 51 If ever I live to be a large-acred man.

Acre-dale. dial. [f.AcBE+<&/* DIAL: OE,W part share.] 'Lands in a common field, in which
different proprietors held portions of greater or less

quantities. North' Halliwell.

Acredit, obs. form of ACCREDIT v.

t Acrenian. Ot>s. A cultivator of the ground,
a husbandman, or ploughman.
c IOOO/KI.FRIC Glossy i-Ecerman, agricola. 1389 R. WIMBLK-

DON St-rni, in Helmingh. MS. (also in FOXE A. <y M. (1562) I.

622) If be laboreris were not, bot> prestis and kni^tis mosten
bicome acremen and heerdis. c 1400 Lay le Fretne 176 Acre-
men yede to tbe plough.

1 Acreme. Obs. [An entry copied from Diet, to

Diet, since i ;th c. ; its source has not been ascer-

tained ; find as the form of the word does not admit
of explanation, there is ground to suspect its origi-
nation in some error in the transcription of a L. or
OFr. document. If the word existed, and is cor-

rectly explained, it would be a square acre, i.e. a

piece of land a furlong square -^48, 400 sq. yds.]
1669 J. WfoRUt^E] Systi-nta Agriculture (1681) 321 An

Acreme of Land is ten Acres. 1706 PHILLIPS, A erfme, a
law-word for ten Acres of Land. 1715 BRAULFY Fain. Diet.

s.v., Actv/tti' of Land, ten Acres of Land. 1751 CIIAMBKRS
Cyc/., and 1819 RI-KS Cycl. s.v., Acreme, a term sometimes
used in antient law-books for ten acres.

Acrese, early f. ACCKEASE v. Obs. to increase.

t Acre-Staff. Obs. (See quotations.)
1611 COTCR., Curette ^ a plough -staffe, or Aker-stafle (where-

with the cutter is cleansed). i6x6SuRi-LKT& MARK. Count try
Fanni' 532 The acker-staffe to cleanse the plowe when it

shall be loaden with earth or other vild matter. 1650 FULL IK

Fi*ah-Sight n. viii. 174 Let none turn their flailes, aker-

staves, sheep-hooks, shuttles, needles, into swords, till first

with Gedeon they have a warrant from God. 1866 ROGKKS
Agric. -V Prices L xxi. 539 The ploughman was provided with
a pole shod with a flat iron, and called in later times an aker-
staff.

Acrewe, early form of ACCKUE v.

t A'Crid, sb. Ol>s. [ad. Gr. aKpiba (nom. cU/x'r)

locust.] A locust.

figgoCREKB Matt. iii. 4 H is meat was acrids and wild honi.

[One of the terms introduced by Cheke in attempting to give
a closer version of the Greek N. T. Used by no one else.]

Acrid (ct"krid), a. [an irreg. and recent forma-
tion on L. den'-s sharp, pungent (f. root as-, in

acute, acid, acerb} +-m, perh.
in imitation of acid.

Cf. Fr. acre (in Cotgr. 1611). Preceded in i;th c.

by acrimonious, also by acris unchanged, and the

more regularly formed acrious^\
1. Bitter and hot or stinging to the taste, or having

a similar effect upon the eyes, skin, and mucous
membrane ; bitterly pungent, irritating, corrosive.

171* tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 321 Of an acrid astringent
taste. 173* ARBVTHNOT Jtufcs of Diet 296 Stimulating Sub-
stances abounding with a pungent acrid Salt. 1764 REID

Inijj.
Hum. Mind vi. 21, 187 Gnawed and corrodea by some

acrid humour. i784powpER 7ai<-i.448Themariner,hisblood
inflamed With acrid salts. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot.
i2 This resin is extremely acrid, causing excoriations and
blisters if applied to the skin. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aurora
Leigh 49 The sweat of labour in the early curse Has (turning
acrid in six thousand years) Recome the sweat of torture. 1868
BAIN Ment. ff Mor.Sc. 39 In the third class of tastes, there is

present an element arising through the nerves ofTouch . . The
acrid combines the fiery with the bitter.

2. Bitterly irritating to the feelings ; of bitter and

irritating temper or manner. (Stronger than afri-

MOfnous.)
(Not in JOHNSON 1773.] 1781 COWPER Charity 503 Their

acrid temper turns, as soon as stirred, The milk of their good
purpose all to curd. 1840 CAKLYLK Heroes 297 (1858) He
was found, close at hand, to be no mean acrid man ; but at

heart a healthful, strong, sagacious man. 1850 MKRIVALE
Hist. Rom. Emp. VIII.Txiv. 129 11865) Tacitus grows more
acrid, more morbid in temper, even to the last.

Acridine (arkruUin). Ghent. [? f. ACRID a. 4-

-INE = Gr. -tvrj daughter, derivative.] A crystalline

substance, C,,H BN, of the diphenyl group,
isomeric

with carbazol, extracted from coal-tar oil.

1877 KOWNES Man. Chttn. II. 563.

Acridity (akri-diti). [f.
Acnm a. + -TTY

; cf.

acid-ity. A formation, having no prototype in Fr.

ACRIOTTS.

or L., which has superseded the more regular aeri-
tnde and aerify, and to a great extent the literal use
of acrimony. Not in Todd 1818

; in the quot. from

j

Boorde it is probably an error.]
1. The quality of being acrid ; a combination of

bitterness to the taste with irritancy or corrosion to
the mucous membrane

; pungent, inflammatory, or
corrosive bitterness.

1547 A. BOORDE Breuiary cccxxxii. 107 b, This infirmitie

[Strangury] may come thorowe acredite or sharpness of the
water. 1803 Edin. Rev. III. 13 An acid, when combined
with an alkali . . destroys the acridity of the alkali. 1830
LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 7 Acridity, causticity, and poison,
are the general characters of this suspicious order. 1876
BARTHOLOW Mat. Med. fy Thcrap. (1879)259 When swallowed
it leaves a sense of constriction and acridity in the throat.

2. Irritant bitterness of speech or temper.
1859 G. MEREDITH R. Feverel I.i. 17 The very acridity of

the Aphorisms . . sprang from wounded softness, not from
hardness. 1861 FRKER Henry IV fy M. <ie Med. II. 215
Madame La Marquise revelled in well-aimed acridity of
speech, inexpressibly provoking.

1881 A*. V. Nation XXXI I.

367 The acridity which marks his speeches is quite absent
from his private conversation.

Acridly (arkridli), adv. [f. ACRID a. + -LY2.]
In an acrid manner

;
with sharp or irritating bitter-

ness : a. to the taste or bodily senses.

1793 ABERNETHV in Phil. Trails, LXXXIII. 61 Not so

acridly or nauseously bitter as common bile.

b. to the feelings of others.

1837 CARI.VLE Fr. Rev. \. vn. i. 340 Complimentary har-

angues, of which, as I^oustalot acridly calculates, 'upwards
of two thousand have been delivered within the last month.'

Acridness (rc'kridnes). rare.
[f. ACRID a. +

NESS.] The quality of being acrid
; acridity,

1769 SIR J. HILL Fata. Herbal. (1812) 27 The water is a
gentle carminative, without any heat or acridness.

Acrimonious (re
:krim0'nias), a. [ad. Fr. acri-

monicHXy -ense, ad. med. L. acrimonics-us, f. acri~

monia
;
see ACRIMONY and -ous.]

1. i = ACRID i. arch.
1612 WOODAI.L Surgeon's Mate Wks. 1653, 180 If it proceed

of an acrimonious fretting humor, etc. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud, l-.p. 316 Artificiall copperose . . is a rough and acri-
monious kinde of salt. 1664 I)K. H. POWER Exp. Philos. i.

63 A sharp and acrimonious vapour that strikes our nostrils.

1733 AKBUTIINOT Rules of Diet 298 All Substances that
abound with an acrimonious Salt and Volatile Oil are hurt-
ful. 1813 MARSHALL Gardening 19, 328 fed. 5) The sap is

very (even dangerously) acrimonious. 1856 MILL Logic iv. v.

4 (1868) 1 1. 244 Natural substances which possessed strong
and acrimonious properties.
2. Bitter and irritating in disposition or manner ;

bitter-tempered.
1775 JOHNSON TaJc.noTyr.fa Malignity thus acrimonious.

, 1831 SCOTT Abbot\. 12 Engaged in a furious and acrimonious
I contest. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanaticism $1,2 If . . his feelings
|

are petulant and acrimonious. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
'

1.565 Only a single acrimonious expression escaped him.

j

1861 MAY Const. Hist. Eng. 1.1.54(1863) Political hostility
had been embittered by the most acrimonious disputes.

Acrimoniously OkrimJu-niasli),^. [f.prec.
+ -I.Y -.] In an acrimonious manner ;

with irritat-

ing bitterness or severity.
18*9 S. TURNER Mod. Hist. Eng. IV. n. xxvii. 173 Commenc-

ing and acrimoniously pursuing a personal and deadly war-
fare against the queen. 1866 C. C. FKLTON Greece II. vii.

114 They often differed, sometimes acrimoniously.

Acrimoniousness (aNkrirmJu-niasnes), rarf~.

[f. as prec. + -NESS.] The quality or habit of being
acrimonious.
1818 In TODD, and subseq. Diets.

Acrimony (arkrimani). [ad. L. acrimonia pun-
gency, f. acn-s sharp ; see -MONY. Cf. Fr. acri-

monie ad. from the L. about the same time as the

Eng. word, and possibly its actual model.]
1. Biting sharpness to the taste or other bodily

sense; pungency; irritancy; acridity, arch.

1542 BECON Christm. Batty. 68 (1843) The acrimony and
tartness of this dish shall so pierce your stomachs, that it shall

minister to you an appetite and lust to devour the other the

more greedily. 1578 LYTK Dodoens 55 Pimpernell is hoate
and dry without any acrimonie, or byting sharpnesse. 1635

J.SwAN-SyVf.j't/wwdVvi. 2, 195 (1643) Water strained through
ashes is endued with a certain tart and salt kind of acrimonie.

1711 F. FULLER Medic. Gymn. 88 When the Blood of a Poor

Consumptive Wretch is . . loaded with Acrimony. 1804 ABER-
NETHY Surg. Obsen>. 227 The effect of the acrimony of the

putrid blood. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 214 [The milk-

tree) is described . . to yield a copious stream of thick, rich,

milky fluid, destitute of all acrimony. 1876 GROSS Dis. Urin.

Org. 23 To allay the acrimony of this fluid.

2. Sharp or irritating bitterness of disposition or

manner.
1618 SIR H. MAY in Fortescue Pah?rs 47 Which may stir

up a fresh acrimony in your Lordsnip towardes me. 1630
NAUNTON Fragnt. Reg. (1870) 16 Emulations, which are apt
to rise and vent in obloquious acrimony (even against the

Prince), a 1674 CLARKNIJON Hist. Rebel. I. i. 22 They who
flattered him most Before, mentioned him Now with the

greatest bitternessand acrimony. i77oLANi;noRNK/Y/a7r^'jf
Lives I. 195/2 (1879) Cleon attacked him with great acri-

mony. 1803 WELLINGTON Gfn. Disp. II. 461 There is no
occasion for interference or acrimony of expression. i8<j8

FROUDK Hist. Eng. III. xvi. 401 The acrimonies which the

debate had kindled.

t A'CriouS, a. Obs. [f. L. dcn-s pungent (f. root

ac- shaqi, in ae-id, ac-u(e} + -ous, as in alacri-oits>

s, etc. The earliest adaptation of L.orrrrf



ACBJSY.

mod. Fr. ilcre, attempted in F.ng. (Grew, in 1675,

used the L. acris unchanged.) .Superseded by the

irregularly formed acritl.]
= Acini).

1675 GREW Plants, Lect. vl. i. (1682) 281 Acris is also com-

pounded. For first, simply Hot, it is not ;
because there_are

many Hot Bodies which are not Acria. . Nor secondly, it is

simply Pungent. i68a Weekly Man. 238 Catharticks, and

whatsoever is acrious, being hurtful. 1689 in Phil. Trans,

XVI. 552 In the Gout the humour likewise is of a different

Nature; sometimes Acid, or Saline, and sometimes Acrious.

1694 IHJ. XVI 1 1.34 The Acrious Particles ofwhich itconsists,

t A'Crisy. O/>s. [ad. med. L. acrisia, a. Or. d-

itptala want of judgment. Also used in the L. form

(Phillips 1 706, Kersey 1 726, SyJ. Soc. Lex. 1879).]

1. 'That of which no judgment is passed, or choice

made ;
a matter in dispute ;

also want of Judicious-

ness, or Rashness in Judging.' liailey 1721.

2. 'Such a State or Condition of a Disease, that

no right Judgment can be made of it, or the 1'atient,

whether he will recover, or not.' liailey 1721.

||
Acrita (a.-krita), sl>. pi. Zool. A singular form

is ACBITAN. [mod. I,., a. Gr. a/tpira, pi. neut. of

QK/JITOS undistinguishable, sc. animalia.'] A name

given by MacLeay to a division of the animal

kingdom, comprehending the Infusoria, the Po-

lypes, and some of the Intestina
;
so called from

the want of a distinct nervous system. Adopted in

1835 by Owen for a series of the Radiated animals.

1835 KIKDV Habits ff Inst. Aniitt. I.iv. 149 [Infusoriesalso

called) Acrita or indiscernihles. 1835 OWKN in Todd Cycl.

S.V., The Acrita have been termed Protozoa, as being on the

first step of animal organization. 1837 WIIEWELL Induct. .S'r.

1 1 1. xvn. vii. 2. 450 Some naturalists have doubted whether

these zoophytes are not referrible to two types (acrita or

polypes, and the true radiatai, rather than to one. 1879
CHAMUKRS Encycl. s.v. Zoology, The lowest animals, in which
no trace of a nervous system has been discovered, have been

formed into a separate division of the animal kingdom, under
the names Acrita and Protozoa.

Acritaii (arkritan), a. and sb. Zool. [f. prec. +

-AN.] adj. lielonging to the Acrita. sl>. An individual

of the Acrita (to which word it supplies a sing.).

Acrite (arkrit), a. Zool. [ad. Gr. dxpfr-os ;
see

ACRITA.] Of or pertaining to the Acrita ;
acritan.

1835 OWKN in Todd Cycl. Anim. PAys. I. 48 The fissipa-

rous and gemmiparous modes of reproduction are not, how.

ever, the exclusive modes by which the Acrite classes are

perpetuated. 1847 9 TODD Cycl. Anal. .$ Pliys. IV. 21/2 The
Hydra . . in its whole structure, is completely acrite.

Acritical (akrvtikal), a. McJ. [f.
Gr. d priv. +

CRITICAL.] Not having or indicating a crisis ; ap-

plied to a disease, symptoms, etc.

1864 in WEKSTER. 1879 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Acritochromacy (krfto|kr'inSi). [mod.
f. Gr. dxpiro-i undistinguishing + \paip.ar- colour :

see -ACY.] Colour-blindness, achromatopsy.
1879 Sytt. Sac. Lex. and mod. Diets.

t A'critude. Obs.rare. [ad. L. acritudo sharp-

ness, f. acri-s sharp ; see-TUDE.] Sharpness or pun-

gency of taste ; pungency mixed with heat orbiting

quality ;
= ACRIDITY.

1675 GREW Plants, Lect. VI. i. (1682) 281 Acritude is Pun-

gency joyned with Heat. 1681 Museum III. 341 In green
vitriol, with its astringent and sweetish Tast-s, is joyn'd some
Acritude. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff. s.v. Acrid, The cha-

racteristic therefore of Acritude consists in pungency joined
with heat. 1773 in JOHNSON.

tA'crity. Oos.rart~*. [ad. mod. Fr. acrete, ad.

L. acritas, -tatcm (Cell.) sharpness, f. acri-s sharp.
Cf. alacrity^] Sharpness, keenness.

1619 A. GORGKS tr. Jiacon, De Sap. Veter. xviii, Diomedes

87 That is, by the acrity of prudence and severity of judge-
ment \prndentia qitiutain acrt, et

jndicii sevcritatc\. 1721
HAILEY, Acrity, Sharpness in Taste, Tartness. [So in

subseq. edd.]

Aero-. Gr. &npo- combining form of axpos a. ter-

minal, highest, topmost ; sb. a tip, point, extremity,

peak, summit; as in d/cpo-XiOos stone-tipped, Acito-

LITH
; d/fpoiroAis the highest city, ACROPOLIS; dtcpo-

vvx-ot happening at the point of night-fall, ACKO-
NYCHAL. Largely used in its various senses to form
modern technical terms.

II A croa'ma. PI. a croa mata. [Gr. dxpud^a

anything heard, f. anpoa.aOa.1 to hear.]
1. A rhetorical declamation (as opposed to an

argument).
185* SIR W. HAMILTON Disc. 153 Facciolati expanded the

argument of Pacius . . into a special Acroama; but his elo-

quence was not more effective than the reasoning of his pre-
decessors.

2. Anc. Phil. Oral teaching heard only by initiated

disciples ;
esoteric doctrines, as distinguished from

the exoteric, which might be committed to writing,
and published to the world.

1580 NORTH Plittarck(i(yjf>) 561 Alexander did . . learn of
Aristotle . . other more secret, hard, and grave Doctrine,
which An .I'll 1 1: , Scholars do properly call Acroamata.

1 Acroamare, " Ol>s. rare', [improp. f. L.
acris pungent + amar-um bitter.] Pungently bitter.

1657 TOMUNSON Kenoits Disf>. 273 Its roots [those of Aco-
rus] are . . of an acroamare sapour.

Acroamatic (arkroamce'tik), a. and sb. [ad.
Gr. dKpoafjLaTiKvt adj., f. uHp6dfjta. See ACROAMA.]
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A. atij. Of or pertaining to hearing ; hence, pri-

vately communicated by oral teaching to chosen

disciples only; esoteric, secret.

1632 T. RANDOLPH Jealous Lovers iv. (1652)64 Noyse That
with obstreperous cadence cracks the organs Acromalick.
n 1656 }. HAI.KS Cold. Rent. John xviii. 36, 148 Beloved, we
read no Acroamatick lectures ; the secrets of the Court of
Heaven . . lie open alike to all. 1656 Bi.oUNTtoto.wtfr., Aero-

ittaticfc, that hearkens or gives ear to anything, that requires
much study and search ; also musical, harmonious, or delight-
ful to the ear. 1770 LANGHOHNE Plutarch's Lilies II. 716/1

(1879) You did wrong in publishing the acroamatic parts of

science. 1819 KKES Cycl. s.v. Hooks, Acroamatic Books
Hooks containing some secret and sublime matters, calcu-

lated for adepts and proficients on the subject.

B. sb.pl. [The adj. used cllipl. after Gr. rd uitpoa-

naTina acroamatic (matters).] Aristotle's lectures

to intimate friends and scholars on the esoteric parts
of his philosophy.
1660 How ELL Lex. Tt'trarl., The Peripatetic in his Acroa-

matiques, the Kgyptians in their Hieroglyphics . . involve

the choicest of their Knowledge (though obscurely). 1678
CUDWORTH Intcll. Syst. 314 The Egyptians, besides their

vulgar and fabulous theology . . had another arcane and re-

condite theology; these two theologies of theirs differing as

Aristotle's Exotericks and Acroamaticks.

t Acroama'tical, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -AL'
;
see

-ICAL.]
= ACROAMATIC.

1580 NORTH Pliftarch (1676) 561 Alexander unto Aristotle

greeting. Thou hast not done well to put forth the Acroa-
maticall Sciences. 1605 BACON Adi'. Learn. (1640) 273 The
one is an Exotericall or revealed ;

the other an Acroamaticall
or concealed Method. /7i6s6J. HALMS C,old. Rein. 18911688)
Divide his Lectures and Readings into Acroaniatical and
Exoterical.

II Acroasis (a2'kn>?i'sis). PI. aeroasos. [Gr.

drcpudmy a hearing, something listened to, f. dupod-
aSai to hear.] Anc. Hist. An oral discourse

;
a

discourse listened to.

1655-60 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. 358/1 (1701) Six hundred
Persons . . came to his nocturnal Acroasis, perhaps meaning
the Lectures through a Skreen during their Probation. 1842
MRS. BROWNING (!k. Chr. Poets 64 I He] gave his admiring

poems the appropriate and suggestive name of acroascs

auscultations, things intended to be heard.

Acroatic (a;:kn;;e-Uk), a. and sb. [ad. Gr. dxpaa-

Ti/t-05, of or proper to hearing, f. dupvdaSat to hear.]
= ACROAMATIC.
1655 60 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. 232/1 (1701) He called

. . Acroatick those [discourses] in which more remote ami
subtile Philosophy was handled. 1847 CRAIG, Acroatics . .

Aristotle's lectures on the ahstruser points of philosophy.

Acrobat (.a-kr^ba-t), also acrobate. [a. mod.

Fr. acrobate ; f. Gr. dxpufiaTOs walking on tiptoe,

climbing aloft, f. dxpos point, or highest + -/-ia-ros

vbl. adj., f. vb. stem 0a- to go. Used in pi. acre-

bales as a term of Classical Antrq. before the adop-
tion of the modern word from Fr.J A rope-dancer; a

performer of daring gymnastic feats and evolutions;

a tumbler. lit. anAJitf.
1825 FOSIIKOKE Kucycl. Antiq. (1843) II. 673 Acrolintfs . .

were Rope Dancers of which there were four kinds. 1845

[T. MARTIN] lion Caultier Ilallads 99 And the Clown in

haste arising from the footstool where he sat Notified the

first appearance of the famous Acrobat. 1846 Punch 24 Jan.

52 We nave no doubt that the performances at St. Stephen's

during the coming session will be enlivened by feats of

agility and strength on the part of the three great Political

Acrobats. 1859 %V. S. COLKMAN Woodl. Heaths fy Hedges
(1866)08 Those little ornithological acrobats the Tit-mice.

1860 Cornhill Mag. Mar. 275 We can go and purchase Noah's
arks and flexible acrobats for our children. 1879 Daily Tel.

30 May, The acrobat of to-day is a skilled professor of the

trapeze and the parallel bars; he flies through the air, or

comes careering from a hole in the ceiling.

Acrobatic (a;:krbartik), a.
[f. prec. + -ic. Cf.

mod. Fr. acrodatiyut.] Of or pertaining to an

acrobat, gymnastic performer, or tumbler.
1861 Br. G. SMITH 10 Weeks in Japan xxvi. 373 One of the

actors came forth before the crowd of holiday-makers and

performed a variety of acrobatic evolutions. 1880 A. TROL-
LOPE Duke's Children III x. 109 The acrobatic manoeuvre
which had carried Mr. Spooner over the peril.

Acrobatically (a^kr^bartikali), adv. [f. prec.

( -AL + -LY a
.]

After the manner of an acrobat ;
with

gymnastic skill.

1880 Miss HROUGHTON Second Thoughts I. I. xii. 206 Most
of them are standing acrobatically on their heads.

Acrobatism (arkrd'ba.'tiz'm). [f.
ACUODAT +

-ISM.] The art or profession of the acrobat ; the

performance of gymnastic feats, lit. andyf^-.

1864 Daily Tel. 29 July, The course and its follies . . its

quacks and mountebanks, and its acrobatism. 1865 Reader
No. 133. 76/1 Displays of vocal acrobatism. 1866 S. G. p[s-
BOHNK] Lett, on fcduc. 13 This infantine, mental acrobatism,
is to me simply hateful. 1882 Athenaeum i Jul_y

n A cer-

tain amount of moral acrobatism will be practised on the

line which divides the proper from the improper.

Acrocarpous (a; kroka'jpas), a. fiot. [mod. f.

Gr. dnpo-, see AcitO- -t- Kapn-6s fruit + -OU8.] Having
the fructification at the end or top of the primary
axis ; terminal-fruited. Said of some Mosses.

1863 M. BERKELEY Brit. Mosses Gloss. 311 Acrocarpus,
bearing fruit at the tip of the stem or branches. 1875 UI:N-

NETT & DYER Sachs' not. The flower of Mosses either ter-

minates the growth of a primary axis (Acrocarpous Mossesl,

or the axis is indeterminate.

Acre-cephalic (a.-:kr0|S/fa:-lik), a. Phys. [mod.
f. Gr. aitpo-, see ACHO- + /tt<pa\--fi head + -1C. A

ACROLITHIC.

better form would be acroccphalons. Cf. Fr. aero-

cfphalc.] Characterized by a lofty skull.

1878 HARTLEY tr. Topinard, Anthrop. v. 176 Acroccphalic,
elevated skull.

Acrocephaly (rckrose-fali). I'/iys. [mod. f.

(Jr. dicpo-, see ACRO- + KKpa\-j] head + -Y^'.J Lofti-

ness of skull.

1878 HARTLEY tr. Topinard, Anthrop. u. xi. 483 The height
of the vertical diameter or acrocephaly.

Acroche, earlier form of ACCROACH v. Obs.

Acrochord (wkrrfkjid). Zool. [see next.] A
snake of the genus Acrochonlus, family Hyiiridte,

having a fusiform body covered with tricuspid scales.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 98 The acrochord is covered with scales

like all other serpents, though they are minute and separate
from one another . . When the skin is inflated, and apparent
between the scales, these assume the granulated or warty
appearance expressed by the n:ime.

|| AcrOCb-Ordon (a'-krokji-jdon). /'a/li. [a. Gr.

dxpi>xopOujv a wart with a thin neck, f. dxpv-, sec

ACRO- + X pfy cord.] A kind of hard and elon-

gated wart, supposed to resemble the end of a

string ;
a hanging wart.

1720 SIIADWEI.L Itiiinitnrisfs II. I. I <; ; O, sir, I should have

fought belter, but fur . . si.mt: A<:rocli<jrdo!ic<. upon my right
shoulder. 1853 MAVM: A'.i/. l.c-\., Acrochoraon . -a small

wart, having a narrow base ur pedicle.

A-CrOck (akrfk). [Fr. i) nvi."] With a prop or

support; in Arijitcbus-a-croch, Muskel-a-frock.

1615 SANDYS '/>vi7r/.v 153 Wherein are certaine hanim--
buses acrock for the safe-guard of the harbour. 1634'!'. 1 h if-

ln-:Hi- Travaile 15 The Sentinel! with his mliscjuet acrocke
was sft to guard it.

( AcroCO'mic, O/>s.~"
[f.

Gr. d/tpWo^-os having
hair at the lip, like a goat's chin -t- -1C.] 'One having

long hair.' Cockeram 1626, (Never used.)

Acrodont OirkrJdf'nt), sl>. and a. '/,ool. [f.
Gr.

nH/ni-, see At'Rn- + ufiuvr-a tooth.] A name given by
Owen to li/ards whose teeth are firmly soldered to

the ridge of the jaw-bones. Used also as adj.

1849 52 TODD t'yil. Aunt, f, Pliys. IV. 884/1 In a fuw Ig.

uaiiiaiis . . the teeth appear to be soldered tu llir margins of

the jaws; these have been termed ' AcroduMts.' 1872 Mi\ AI<I

Anat.z^ We may have teeth which become am hylost-d i,,

the summit <jf the jaw, there being no bony w:ill developed
on either the inner or the outer side of the teeth, ;is in c t-i -

tain I.i/ards termed A<.rodont. 1872 Ni< lini SON PuLei'nt. -/>;;

In its dentition Telerpetoli seems t'j have been '

acrodont.'

Acrogeii (orknCdgen). Jlot. [mod. f. Gr. *po-,

sec ACRI i- + -ytvijs -born ; Bee-GEN.J A cryptogainous

plant of the higher division, including ferns and

mosses, so called from having a distinct perennial
stem with the growing point at its extremity, in

contradistinction to '1'hallo^ctis, as lichens and fungi,

which have no permanent stem, but grow from a

centra] rosette.

1845 I.INIII.I-.Y .SV/i. Hot. ii. (1858)32 Acrogcns differ essen-

tially from the two other classes, in having no flowers. 1857
H. MlLLKK '1'est. AVi/.-.v i. 12 In the Coal Measures . . both

the Gymnogens and Acrogens are largely developed.

Acrogeiiic (a^kral.^c'nik), a. Jiot.
[f. prec. +

-ic.] Ofor pertaining to acrogcns.
1857 11. MII.I.KR 7't'St. Kotks i. 23 The Old Red flora s( ' in .

to have been prevailingly an acrogenic flora.

AcrogeilOUS (;i-krc'd/,eii.is), it. l!ol. [f.
Acitu-

CKN + -uus.] Of the nature of acrogens ; increasing
in growth from the extremity of a stem.

1848 DANA /.oopliytrs iv. . 69. 68 Polyps have an acrugen-
oils growth, and bud j>erio<lically as they grow upwanl.
1866 BERKELEY in Trt'ns. Hot. 14 A few acrngenous I.ivt-r.

worts have the habit of Lichens, but differ totally in structure.

Acrography (dekr^erifi). [mod. f. (Jr. */-,
see ACRU- + -7pa</>io writing.] The art of making
blocks in relief, as a substitute for wood-engraving.
Acrolein (&krJ'h'iin). [f.

L. acr-is sharp, pun-

gent + olc-re to smell + -IN(E = Gr. -in? daughter,
derivative ;

here used to form a term analogous to

glycerin^ A colourless acrid liquid, of pungent

'irritating odour, formed in the destructive distilla-

tion of glycerin (from which it is derived by the

abstraction of two moleculesof water, thus, Glycerin
C 1H 5(OH) 1 ,

Acrolein C,H,O")- I* is th<- aldehyde
of allyl, produced by the oxidation of allyl alcohol,

and itself rapidly oxidizing to acrylic acid.

1869 KOS<:OK l:lem. C/iem. xxxvi. 388 A llyl alcohol . . is

oxidized in presence of air and platinum to acrolein and

acrylic acid, which stand to this alcohol in the same relation

as aldehyde and acetic acid stand to ethyl alcohol.

Acrolith (arknKlib). [ad. I,, acrolith-tts, a. Gr.

d/tpuXiffov having the ends of stone ;
f. dxpos extreme,

end -i- \i8ot stone.]
' A statue, with the head and

extremities of stone, the trunk being usually made
of wood, either gilt or draped.' Encycl. Brit. 1853.

Used in early Grecian art.

1850 LEITCH tr. Mailer's Anc. Art 8 119,91 The extremi-

ties are of marble after the manner of acroliths.

Acrolithan (i-kr^lijian), a. [f. prec. + -AN.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of an acrolith.

1842 BRANDK Diet. Sci. n According to Vitruvius there

was a temple at Halicarnassus dedicated to Mars wherein

was an acrolithan statue of the God.

Acrolithic (wknpH'Hc), a. [f. ACKOLITH + -ic.]

= prec.
12
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1857 BIRCH Anc, Pott. (1858) II. 192 The acrolithic statues
of Greece.

Acrologic (oNkwlp-dgik), a. [mod. f. Gr. dfcpo-

(see ACHO-) + Ao7-osword + -lC.
'

Pertaining to, or founded on, initials.

1882 I. TAYLOR jun. in Academy 28 Jan. 68 This method of

acrologic notation may have received a further extension ;

so that the ciphers i, 2, and 3 may have been derived from
the initial letters of eka t W, and trit to which they bear
some resemblance.

Acromatic, used erron. for ACHROMATIC and
ACROAMATIC.

Acromial (aknJtrmial), a. Phys. [ad. mod. L.

acromial-is
\ cf. Fr. acromialc. See ACROMION and

-AL 1
.] Of or pertaining to the ACROMION.

1836 TODD Cycl. Atiat. <$ Phys. I. 363/2 The acromial artery
arises from the anterior side of the axillary artery. 1855
HOLDEN Hum. Osteol. (18781 140 The acromial end [of the

.clavicle] is broad and flattened.

II Acromion ^akr<>'mi3n). Phys. [a. Gr. dxpaj-

l/uov f. dfcpo-s extremity -f w/^os shoulder. Cf. Fr.

acromion, which may be the direct source of the

Eng.] The outer extremity of the shoulder-blade
;

the apophysis forming the upper and posterior ex-

tremity of the shoulder-blade, which is articulated

with the external extremity of the clavicle, and gives
attachment to the trapezoid and deltoid muscles.

Also attrib. as acromion process.
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan xn. xxvii. 985 The extremity of

this Spine is commonly called axptoMtor, albeit according to

Hippocrates Acromionbe the articulation of theclauicle with
the vpper part of the blade. 1827 AEERNKTHY Surg. ll'ks,

II. 1 54 The patient complained of pain, extending towards the
axilla and also towards the acromion. 18361*000 Cycl.Anat. <$

Phys. I. 364/2 The branch of the supra-scapular . . descends
under the root of the acromion process.

Acron, obsolete form of ACORN.
Acronarcotic (sefcwinaik^tik), a. [improp. f.

L. acris sharp, pungent + NARCOTIC.] Having both
acrid and narcotic qualities.
1882 in Mcd. Temp. Jrnl. LI. 126 Its acronarcotic or cor-

rosive effect upon the stomach and alimentary canal.

Acronych (akip-nik), a.
;
also 7 acronick. [ad.

Gr. d/epdj'i/x-os at nightfall, vespertine ;
f. apoy tip,

point + n/ night. Cf.Fr.<Krtfy^w^.]=AcBOKYCHAL.
1594 DAVIS Seaman's Secrets n. (,16091 25 The triple rising

and setting of the Starres, Cosmice, Acronyce, and Heliace.

1652 URQCHART fi'iucl Wks. 1834,235 Her appearance was
like the . . acronick rising of the most radient constellation
of the firmament. 1833 KEIGHTLEY Ovid's Fasti *$ The cos-

mic rising or setting was the true one in the morning : the

acronych (<ip6i/uxo?) the true one in the evening.

Acronyclial, acronycal (akr^nikal), a.
;

also acronical, achronical, achronycal, acro-
nichal, [f.prec. + -AL.I. Incorrectlyspeltof^rittzittz/j
as if derived from \p6vos time

;
and with many in-

termediate forms.] Happening in the evening or at

night-fall, vespertine, as the acronychal rising or

setting of a star. (Sometimes used as if= Rising in

the evening or at sunset and setting at sunrise ; but
this is not correct. \Yhen the rising is acronychal,
the setting is cosmicat, and vice versfi.}

1594 BLUNDEVILLE Ejcerc. iv. 35 (ed. 7) 492 Now to know
the Acrunical rising of any star at any time, bring the starre

to the East part of the Horizon. 1622 HEYLIN Costogr.\\\.
(1682) 109 The rising and setting of the Stars, whether
Heliacal, Acronical, Matutine, or Vespertine. 1642 MORE
Poems (1647) 173 At eventide when they rise Acronicrdl.

1697 DRYDEN Virgil (1806) II. 159 The achronical rising
. . is when it appears at the close of day. 1751 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s-v., The Achronychal is one of the three poetical ris-

ings, and settings of the stars; and stands distinguished
from CosmicalzLud Heliacal. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct.
Set. (1857) I. 160 The acronycal and heliacal risings and set-

tings of th'e stars. 1856 UURRITT Astroti.fo [Incorrect use.]
When a star rose at sun-setting, or set at sun-rising, it was
called the Achronical rising or setting.

AcronychaUy (akip-nikali), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY^.] In an acronychal manner; at the acro-

nychal time
;
at sunset or nightfall.

1594 BLUNDEVILLE Exerc. rv. 34 (ed. 7! 401 Turne the degree
of the Sunne unto the West part of the Horizon, and . .

marke what starres are ready to go downe with him, for

those are said to set Acronically, and staying the Globe still

there in the West, marke what starres at that present do rise

in the East part of the Horizon, for those are said to rise

Acronically. 1706 PHILLIPS s.v. Achronychal, When a Star
rises at Sunset, it is said to Rise achronychally, and when a
Star sets with the Sun 'tis said to Set achronychally. 1876
CHAMBERS Astron. 910 A heavenly body is said to rise or set

acronically when it rises or sets at sunset.

Acronyctous (ce^nmi-ktasV [f. Gr. dxpu-
VVKT-OS, an occas. variant of cUpiWxo? ;

see ACRO-

NYCH.] = ACRONYCHAL. (In mod. Diets.)

Acrook (aknrk), adv., prop. phrase, [\prepl +
CBOOK.] In a bend or curve

; awry, crookedly.
1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 12 Humbre renneth fyrst a crook

oute of the southside of York, a 1500 Cotirt of Love Hv,
And truly els the matter is acrooke. 1553 UDALL Roister
Z}0tster (1869)62 This gear goth acrook. 1881 Miss ROSSETTI
A Pageant 177 Our spirits immersed In wilfulness, our steps
run all acrook.

Acropetal (akr^p/"tal), a. Veg. Phys. [mod. f.

Gr.atcpo- (see ACKO-) + ^.pet-Sre to seek + -AL 1
,
after

analogy of centripetal.] Tending towards the sum-
mit or apex ;

said of the order in which the parts

90

of a plant arise, when the course of development is

from below upward.
1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs Bat. 149 Similar lateral mem-

bers usually arise on the common axial structure in acropetal
or basifugal order, i.e. the younger a member is, the nearer
it is to the apex ; counting from below upwards the members
arise in the order of their age. 1882 Xature No. 636, 236
Is the ramification in plants everywhere and always aero-

petal ? by M. Trecul. He is led to a negative.

Acropetally (akiy-p/ tali), adv. Vcg. Phys. [f.

prec. + -LV -.] In an acropetal manner ; withdevelop-
ment from below upwards.
1878 M'NAB Bot. 66 Secondly, the root does not develope

leaves acropetally.

Acrophonetic (;>e:kr0,f(7ne-tik), a. [mod. f. Gr.

axpo-, see Acno- + <paivrjT-6s to be uttered + -1C.]

Pertaining to acrophony.
1866 FELTON Anc. fy Mod. Greece I. lit. 49 The principle of

this alphabetic element has received the technical name of

acrophonetic, or the principle of initial sounds.

Acrophony (ikrp-foni). [mod. f. Gr. axpo- (see

ACRO-) + .(pavia voice, sound.] The sound of the

initial ; the use of what was originally a picture-

symbol or hieroglyph of an object to represent

phonetically the initial syllable or sound of the

name of the object; e.g. employing the symbol of
an ox, 'alcph,' to represent the syllable or letter a.

1880 R. S. POOLF. in Etuycl. Brit. IV. 808 The Phoenician
letters had names indicating an origin from a hieroglyphic
system on the same principle of acrophony.

Acropolis (akrypolis). [Gr. anpuwo\is. f. axfo-

(see ACR(I-) + jroAis city. (The pi., rarely used, would
be analogically acropolis', we find the Gr. d/rp07roAet?

simply transliterated.)] Theelevated part ofthe town,
or the citadel, in a Grecian city ; esp. that of Athens.

Also/--
1662 MORE Antid. agst. Ath. n. xii. (17121 79 As if Nature

kept garrison in this Acropolis of Man's body, the Head.
1840 ARNOLD Hist. Rome 11.428 The Acropolis of Corinth
was held by one Alexander. 1850 LEITCH tr. Mailer's Anc.
Art 168, 146 Massive walls . . surround their cities, not

merely their acropoleis. 1876 HUMPHREY Coin Coll. Man.\\.
65 In Athens the weights connected with the coinage were
kept with great care in the Acropolis.

t Aerosaline, a. Obs. [improp. f. L. acris

sharp, pungent + SALINE.] Salt and acrid.

1761 British Slag. II. 117 The urine remarkably acrosaline.

Acrospire (cc'krJspai^i), sb. also Obs. or dial.

ackerspyre, akerspire. [f. Gr. d/cpo- (see ACBO-)
+ aneip-a anything twisted, or ffirfip-tiv to sow.]
*The first leaf that appears when corn sprouts ; it

is a developed plumule.' Lindley Treas. of Hot.

1674 GREW Anat. Plants \. \. 1311682* 3 In com, it is that

Part, which after the Radicle is sprouted forth, or come,
shoots towards the smaller end of the Grain, and by many
Malsters, is called the Acrospire. 1858 MAUNDER Sclent.

Treas. 443 By the aid of moisture, the barley js
made to ger-

minate, that is to put forth roots and almost its acrospire or
first sprout ; and by the aid of fire, the roots are destroyed
and the acrospire prevented from bursting the skin.

Acrospire (arkr^spaiaj), v.
;

also 7-8 aker-

spire. [f. prec.] To throw out the first leaf-sprout.
1616 SURFLET & MARK. Conntrey Farnte 557 Turne the

malt vpon the floore twice or thrice a day, least forbearing
so to doe, the corne heat, and by that meanes aker-spire,
which is, to sprout at both ends, and so loose the heart of
the graine, and make the malt good for nothing. 1742 Land.

*r Country Brewer i. (ed. 4> 6 Turning the Malt often, that it

neither moulds nor aker-spires.

Acrospired, ///. a, [f. ACROSPIRE v. + -ED.]
Furnished with an acrospire, having the first leaf-

sprout.
a. 1755 MORTIMER (J.) For want of turning, when the malt

is spread on the floor, it comes, and sprouts at both ends,
which is called acrospired, and is fit only for swine.

Acrospiring, vbl.sh.
[f. ACROSPIRED. + -ING *.]

Sprouting into leaf.

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Malt, If to prevent the aero-

spiring it be thrown thin, many of the Corns will dry.

Acrospore (ce-knfepwi). Bot. [f. Gr. dtcpo- (see

ACRO-) + ffirop-os fruit : see SPORE.] A spore pro-
duced at the apex of a hypha or cellular fila-

ment forming the structural element of fungi ; a

basidiospore.
1870 H. MACMILLAV Bible Teachings vi. 127 No less rhan

four kinds of fructification spores, acrospores, zoospores,
oospores have been discovered on the same plant.

Acrosporous (a'kr^spon>s\ a. Bot. [f. prec. +
-ous.] Pertaining to or characterized by acrospores.
1870 BENTLEY Bot. 379 All Fungi which thus bear their

spores on the outside of peculiar cells or basidia, have been
called Basidiosporous or Acrosporous.
Across (akrjrs), adv. and/;v/. ; also aphetically

cross. [A prepl in + CROSS. Cf. Fr. encroixt

whence Caxton's in cross, perh. the earliest form.]
A. adv.

1. In the form of a cross, crosswise, crossing each

other, crossed.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxciv. 170 Syr hugh spencer . .

fell doune vpon the grounde by the see bank acros with his

armes and thryes kist the grounde. 1485 C/ias. the Gt.

239 He layed hys armes vpon hys body in maner of a crosse.

Ibid. 240 He fonde Holland expyred, hys hondes in crosse

vpon hys vysage. 1590 WEBBE Tranailes (1868) 25 Two
kniues are laytle acrosse vpon the loafe. 1646 H. LAWRENCE
Com. <$

Warre >. Angels 117 Thinke not to goe to heaven

ACROSTIC.
with your armes acrosse. 1771 FOOT Pcnseroso in. 120 Yon-
der, tow'rds the east A warrior frowns in stone, his legs
across. 1826 WORDSWORTH Poems on Affec. xi. Wks. 1849
I. 152 Pine not like them with arms across.

2. In a position or direction crossing the length-
line of anything, transveisely; hence, from side to

side, or corner to corner, through.
1523 FITZHERBERT Husb. (1534) FS The whiche blyster must

be slytte with a knyfe a-crosse. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. v. L

178 H'as broke my head a-crosse, and has giuen Sir Toby*a
bloody Coxcombe too. 1774 Phil. Trans. LXIV. 355, I found
it impossible to saw it directly a-cross. 1850 MRS. STOWE
Uncle Tom's C. ix. 71, I jumped right on to the ice, and
how I got across I don't know. Mod. Was the Channel rough
when you came across ?

b. Nattt.

1633 STAFFORD Pac. Hib.vm. (1821) 325 And ride with their

yards a crosse. 1794 NELSON in Nicolas's Disp. <y Lett. (1845)
I. 504 [Ships] of the Line, sails bent, some with top-gallant

yards across.

3. In a position actually or potentially the result

of crossing anything; on the other side.

1816 SCOTT Old Mort. 146 Lord Evandale . . was no sooner
across than he was charged by the left body of the enemy's
cavalry. Mod. At this rate we shall soon be across.

f-4. Not straight or directly; obliquely, athwart,

awry, amiss. Obs.

1559 Mirr. for Mag. 344 (T.) When king and queen saw
things thus go across, To quiet all, a parliament they called.

1615 BP. HALL Contempt, in. vii. 64 The squint-eyed phari-
sees looke a-crosse at all the actions of Christ. 1687 R.
LESTRANGE Ansiu. Dissenter 8 This Gentleman will needs
set them on a-Cross, and then Exclayme against them as [the
most Contrary Things in the World].

B. prep. [The adv. with obj. expressed.]
1. Direction : In a direction forming a cross with,

or transverse to ; a. at right angles with.

1634 BRERETON Trav. (1844)45 A long table .. placed length-
ways in an aisle which stands over across the church. 1697
POTTER Antiq. Greece I. viu. (1715) 42 A Partition . . reaching
quite cross the Theater. 1742 YOUNG Night Th. iv. 721
Faith builds a bridge across the gulph of death. 1816 J. WIL-
SON City ofPlague i. i. 77 How idly hangs that arch magni-
ficent, Across the idle river. 1830 TENNYSON Lady Clara
Vere 31 But there was that across his throat Which you had
hardly cared to see. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers \. 12, 88 A line

set across the fissured portion [of the ice].

b. at any angle with ; sideways or obliquely

against. To come across : to come upon or meet

obliquely, indirectly, or unintentionally.
a 1626 BACON (T.) The harp hath the concave not along the

strings, but across the strings. 1747 COLLINS The Passions

(18301 61 When Cheerfulness, a nymph of healthiest hue, Her
bow across her shoulder flung. z8i6J. WILSON City ofPlague
ii. ii. 211 Across our gracious lady's bed A blast hath come as
from the grave. 1860 DICKENS Uncom. Trav. viL(i866) 49/2
A wind very like the March east wind ofEngland, blew across
me. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. III. xii. 191 We come across
more than one incidental mention of those wars. Mod. I ran
across him in the City yesterday.
2. Motion: From side to side of; quite through,

over, in any direction except lengthwise. Across the

country, straight through between two points,
without regard to the regular roads ; not along the

regular roads.

1591 SHAKS. i Ntn. VI, iv. 1.114, I charge thee waft me
safely crosse the Channel!. 1611 U'int. T. iv. iv. 15 When
my good Falcon made her flight a-crosse Thy Fathers

ground. 1728 THOMSON Spring 439 You, now retiring, fol-

lowing now Across the stream, exhaust his idle rage. 1784
COWPER Task vi. 275 Pushing iv'ry balls Across a velvet
level. 1831 TENNYSON Miller's Dau. 32 After dinner talk
Across the walnuts and the wine. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
I. 573 He was directed to hasten thither across the country.
1866 GEO. ELIOT Felix Holt xlvi. 402 A sort of gleam seemed
to shoot across his face. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. \. 372 A
footman will run your errand across the town. 1876 G, O.
TREVELYAN Life fy Lett. Macaulay II. i. 16 All its associ-
ations and its traditions swept at once across his memory.
1879 TENNYSON Lm>erfs T. 9 Permit me, friend, I prythee To
pass my hand across my brows.

3. Position : On the other side of, beyond, over.
c 1750 Jacobite Toast t

' 1"he King across the water !

'

1855
TENNYSON Daisy$2 To lands ofsummer across the sea. Mod.
The great republic across the Atlantic.

t AcrOSSed(akr^st),///. a. Obs. rare-1
. [Ap-

parently a blending of ACROSS and CROSSED. See
ACROSS A i.] Crosswise, crossed.

1548 W.THOMAS It. Gram. (1567) Raccosciare, to sit vpon
the legges acrossed, as the taylours vse to doe.

Acrostic (akrfrstik), sb. and a.\ also 6-8 acros-

tick(e, 7 achrostiche, acrostique, 7-8 acrostich.

[ad. L. acrostichiSy a. Gr. dxpoffTtx^, f- attpo- (see

ACRO-) + OTJ'XOS a row, order, line of verse. Occurs
in the L. form as late as 1642. The etymological

spelling is acrostich, as in distich. Cf. Fr. acrostiche.']
A. s&.

1. A short poem (or other composition) in which
the initial letters of the lines, taken in order, spell
a word, phrase, or sentence. Sometimes the last or

middle letters of the lines, or all of them, are

similarly arranged to spell words, etc., whence a dis-

tinction of single, double, or triple acrostics. See
also TELESTICH.
1587 GOLDING De Mornay xxxii. 508 Cicero . . maketh men-

tion of Sybil's Acrosticke, that is to say, of certeine verses of
hirs whose first letters made the name of that king. 1605
CAMDEN Kern. (1637) 340 Our Poets have their knacks as

young Schollers call them, as Ecchos, Achrostiches, Ser-

pentine verses. 1643 MONTAGU Acts % Mon. 220 The whole
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Poeme, or Passage of that Acrostichis, is a Description of

the generate Judgement. 1656 COWLEY Of Wit \'\. Wks.
1686, 2 In which who finds out Wit, the same may see In

An'grams and Acrostiques, Poetry. 1711 ADDISON Spectator
No. 60 F 4 Besides these there are compound Acrosticks,
where the principal Letters stand two or three deep. 1767
A. CAMPBELL Lexiphanes (1774) 98 Rhyme is fit for nothing
but madrigals, epigrams and acrosticks. 1841 SPALDING Italy
II. 25 Publius Optatianus Porphyrius composed, in.326, a

poem, still extant, in praise of Constantine, the lines of which
ae acrostics. 1844 LINGARD Hist. A.-S. Ch. ii. (1858) II. 145
Acrostics were also admired, both single and double.

2. A Hebrew poem in which the consecutive

lines or verses begin with the successive letters

of the alphabet ; an ABECEDARIAN poem.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siifp. s.v., Some pretend to find

Acrostics in the psalms, particularly in those called Abcdarian

psalms. 1868 CHAMBERS Encycl. I. 33 It was customary at

one time to compose verses on sacred subjects after the

fashion of these Hebrew acrostics, the successive verses or

lines beginning with the letters of the alphabet in their order.

f3. The beginning or end of a verse. Obs.

1614 SELDEN Titles of Honor (1614) 12 That Acrostich . .

Kpijrfs aei \litu<rrat. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sttpp. s.v., Tho'
an Acrostic properly signifies the beginning of a verse, yet it

is sometimes also used for the end or close of it ; as by the

author of the constitutions, when he orders one to sing the

hymns of David, and the people to sing after him the Acros-
tics or ends of the verses . . This was called singing Acrostics^

Acrostichia, which is a species of psalmody usual In the

antient church.

B. adj. Pertaining to or characterized by acrostics

(in senses A i, 2).
1682 DRYDEN Macjlecknoe 206 Leave writing plays, and

choose for thy command, Some peaceful province in Acrostic

land. 1669 GALE Crt. of Gentiles 1. 1. xii. 78 That the Pheni-
cian order [of Letters] . . was most ancient, appeares by the

Acrostic verses of David. 1868 CHAMBERS Encycl. I. 33 The
Acrostic poetry of the Hebrews.

Acrostic (akr^'stik), .
2
[A factitious formation

from ACROSS, or ACHUSSEU {^acrost}."] Crossed,
folded across

; moving crosswise, erratic, zig-zag.
1602 MIDDLETON Fam. of Love iv. iv. Wks. II. 179 What

melancholy sir, with acrostic arms, now comes? 1797 W.
TAYLOR in Monthly Rei>. XXIII. 566 The capricious skips
of an acrostic itinerary.

Acrostichal, -cal (akr^-stikal), a. rare- , [f.

ACROSTIC a.1 + -AL 1
.] Of or pertaining to acrostics.

(In mod. Diets.")

Acrostichally, -cally (akr^stikali), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY-.] After the manner of an acrostic.

1865 E. B. TVLOR Early Hist. Man. v. 103 Letters may be
named . . acrostically, by names chosen because they begin
with the right letters.

Acrostichic (aekrcrsti-kik),*?. [f. Gr.d/fpo<mx-fc
ACROSTIC + -ic.] Of or pertaining to acrostics.

1880 R. N. CUST Ling. Ess. 353 In assigning these names
the Acrostichic principle was followed inversely.

Acrostichoicl (akr^-stikoid),a. Bot. [f.AcRos-

TIC(H + -OID.] Resembling the commencement of

lines of poetry ;
an epithet of the genus of ferns

Acrostichum, N.O. Polypodiaceac, so called from the

peculiar distribution of the sori on the back of

the fronds.

i88a T. MORE in Gardener? Chron. No. 438 XVI 1. 672 The
decurrent base, with light brown spore-cases, forming the
usual universal acrostichoid fructification.

Acrosticism (akrp-stisiz'm). [f. ACROSTIC +

-ISM, more correctly acrostichisml\ The method of

acrostics ; acrostichal arrangement or character.

1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets 73 There is an ear-

nestness in the poem, acrostic as it is, a leaning to beauty's
side, which is above the acrosticism.

Aerotch, variant of ACCROACH v. Obs. to grasp.
Acroteleutic (se:kw|tfli*tik). [f. Gr. dicpoT-

\fvri-ov the fag-end, hence the burden or chorus (f.

a/fpos extreme+reXei/T-Tj end)+-ic.] 'Among Eccle-

siastical writers, the end of a verse or psalm, or

something added thereto to be sung by the people.*
Chambers Cycl. SuppL
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., The Gloria Patri is by

some writers called the Acroteleutic to the psalms ;
because

always used to be repeated by the people at the end of each.

Acroter (akwu-tai). Also acrotere. [a. Fr.

acrot$rct ad. L. acroteriumt ad. Gr. aKp&Trjpiov a

summit or extremity, f. dtcpos extreme, endmost,

highest. The L. form acroterium (VC^TO \

and Gr. acroterion are more commonly used.]
1. Arch. In//. acroteria or acroters, prop. 'The

pedestals, often without bases, placed on the centre

and sides of pediments for the reception of figures.'
Gwilt. Sometimes applied less correctly to the

statues on these pedestals.
1706 PHILLIPS, Acroteres, in Architecture, Pedestals upon

the Corners and Middle of a Pedement to support Statues.

1708 View ofLond. 1. 95/2 Over each Column, upon Acroters,
is a Lamp. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Acroteria or Acroters in
Architecture. 1857 BIRCH AHC. Pottery (1858) I. 292 The
acroteria of tombs were coloured blue and green.

1 2. 'The pinnacles or other ornaments standing in

ranges on the horizontal coping or parapets of a

building.' Gwilt. In this sense the pi. acroteria is

found as a collective singular. Obs.

,. _'HILLIPS. Acroteria.
'

"

and spi:

London (ed. Strype) in. viiL (1754) I, 650/1 At the west end is

91

an Acroteria of the figures of the Apostles each about eleven
feet high. 1759 MARTIN Nat. Hist. I. 295 The Cornish, on
which is a kind of Acroteria, enriched with Roses.

f 3. Med. The extremities of the body, as the hands,

feet, and head. . Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS, Acroteria, the utmost parts ofa Man's Body,
as his Fingers-ends. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., The Acro-
teria growing cold in acute distempers, is held a prognostic
of death.

Acroterial (knrtl*ril)j
a. [f. L. acrotcri-um

+ AL 1
.] Pertaining to, or having the character of,

an acroterium.

1708 I'irtu ofLond. I. 96/2 The Acroterial Pinnacles are
of the Gothic order. 1833 Pen. Cycl. I. 100 The bases or

pedestals on which the acroterial ornaments are placed.
i Acrote'riasill. Obs. [ad. Or. dfcpojrrjpiaafta

mutilation {,aKpojrijpta^iv to cut off the extremities.]

Amputation of the extremities; 'The act of cutting
off the extreme parts of the body, when putrefied,

by a saw.* Chambers, Cycl. SuppL 1753.
In BAILFY 1731, ASH 1775.

Acroterion, acroterium, see ACROTER.

Acrotic (akr^tik\ a. Path, [improp. f. cufpoT-ij?
an extreme + -ic.] Of diseases : Pertaining to the

surface or outside.

1853 MAYNE Exp. Lex.

Acrotism (a.-krJtiz'm). Med. [mod. f. Gr. a

priv. + Kpor-os sound of striking + -ISM.] Lack of

pulsation.
1853 MAYNE Exp. Lex.

Acrotomous (sckrfrtomas), a. Min. [f. Gr.

dporo/i-os having the top cut off + -ous.]
'

Having
a cleavage parallel with the base.' Dana.

tA-cry, adv. or fhrasc. [^ prep.
1 + CRY.] In

a cry, crying.
1593 NASHK 4 Lett. Confut. So He brides it and simpers it

out a crie, No forsooth God dild you.

Acryl (arkril). Ghent,
[f. ACR(OLEIN + -YL(E =

GT.V\TJ substance, stuff.] The hypothetical oxidized

radical of the allyl series, C 3H SO, formed from allyl

by the substitution of an atom of oxygen for two of

hydrogen; a constituent of acrolein and acrylic acid.

Acrylate (arkrikt). Ghent,
[f.

ACRYL + -ATE.]
A salt of acrylic acid (which is hydrogen acrylate).
1873 WILLIAMSON C/u'in. 302 I>y its [acrolein's] oxidation,

hydnc acrylate is formed.

Acrylic (a&krHik), a. Chcm. [f. ACRYL + -ic.]

Of or containing the radical acryl ; as the acrylic
series of compounds. Acrylic acid, C 3H 3O.OH,
formed by the oxidation of acrolein.

1869 ROSCOE Elcm. Chcm. xxxvi. 389 Acrylic acid is the
first term of a series of monobasic acids, [which] differ from
the series of fatty acids in containing two atoms of hydrogen
less. 1877 FOWNES Man. Chcm, II. 304 Of the acids of the
first group, called normal acrylic acids, some occur mostly as

glycerides in vegetable and animal organisms.

Acse, acsi-en, early forms of ASK.
Act (sekt). \orig. a. Fr. acte, but in some of the

senses referring directly to L. actits a doing, and
actuni a thing done (pi. acta}^\
1. A thing done; a deed, a performance (of an in-

telligent being).
' 1384 CHAUCKR //. of Fame 347 And al youre actes red

and songe \MS. Boal. actys], ,1460 FORTESCUE Abs. $
Lint. Mon. (1714) 99 Thay have no Hertys to do so terry-
ble an Acte. 1335 COVKRDALE Ps. lix. 12 Thorow God we
shal do greate actes, for it is he that shal treade downe oure
enemies. 1584 POWKL Lloyd's Cambria 99 The prowesse
and worthie Actes of the ancient Brytaines. 1611 BIBLK
Transl. Prcf., As worthy an acte as euer he did. 1678
BUTLER Httdibras in, i. 925 An act and deed that makes one
heart Become another's Counter-part. 1807 CRABBE Par.

Reg. in. 74 And snatch some portion of their acts from fate.

1832 J. AUSTIN Lect. Juri^pr. xviii. (1879) I. 427 The only
objects which can be called acts are the consequences of
volitions . . The involuntary movements which are the con-

sequences of certain diseases are not acts.

b. A thing done as the result, practical outcome,
or external manifestation of any state, and, whence
the state may be inferred.

1751 JORTIN Serin. (1771) I. ii, 27 God required of him this

act of obedience. 1768 HLACKSTONE Coinm. 11.477 This hath
been declared by the legislature to be an act of bankruptcy,
upon which a commission may be sued out. Mod. It would
be the act of a madman.

f2. A state of accomplished fact or reality, as

distinguished from subjective existence, intention,

possibility, etc. Obs.

1398 TRF.VISA Barth. DC P. R. iv. i. (1495) 78 The noblest

thynges of shappes of kynde and of crafte that be hydde
comyth forth in acte and in dede. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. iii.

135 If I in act, consent, or sinne of thought Be guiltie. i66z

MORE Antid. agst. Ath. Ep. Ded. (1712)2 Plato, if he were
alive again, might find his timorous supposition brought into

absolute Act. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man, 109 They are

only in possibility, and not in act.

f 3. ? Activity, active principle. Obs.

1398 TKEVISA Barth. De P. K. in. xxiv. (1495) 74 The soule

is acte and perfeccion of the body. 1651 J. BURROUGHES

Exp. Hosea v. 92 Grace] is called the Divine nature, and
God (we know) is a pure act, and it is called the life of God.

1694 LESTRANGE Fables clxv. (1714) 179 Nothing can be more

contrary to God Himself, who is a Pure Act, then the Sleep-

ing and Drowsing away of our Life and Reason. 1730
BEVERIDGE Priv. Thoughts \. 18 But my Reason tells me,
God is a pure Act, and therefore How can He suffer any
Punishments.

ACT.

4. The process of doing ; acting, action, opera-
tion. (L. ac/its.} arch. exc. in Act ofGod : action of
uncontrollable natural forces in causing an accident,
as the burning of a ship by lightning.
1494 FABVAN vn. 579 The acte of Frenchmen standyngc

moche in ouer rydynge of theyr aduersaryes by force of
speremcn. 1504 DRAYTON Idea 860 Wise in Conceit, in Act
a very sot. 1035 J. SWAN Spec. Mitndi v. 2. (1643) 130 The
Materiall cause [of the rainbow] is not water in act. 1732
POPE Ess. on Man ii. 105 The rising tempest puts in act the
soul. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 340 To give such act and
utt'rance as they may To extasy too big to be suppress'd.
1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 193 And hear the flow of
souls in act and speech. 1882 Charter-party '. The Act of
God, the Queen's Enemies, Fire, and all and every other

Dangers and Accidents of the Seas . . always excepted.
b. /;/ act : in the process, in the very doing ;

in

the interval, however momentary, between the in-

ception and completion of the deed ; on the point
of. (L. in actu.)

1596 SHAKS. Merck. Vcn. \. iii. 84 When the worke of genera-
tion was Betweene these woolly breeders in the act. 1611
Hiiji.i-: jf(>Jinv\\\. 4 This woman was taken in adultery, in the

very act. 1678 BUTLER Hudibras in. i. 666 And ofif the loud
oaths go, but, while They're in the very act, recoil. ^1746
J. HERVEY Mcdit. # Contempt. (1818) 220 It is in the very
act to fly. 1826 SOUTHEY Vind. Eccl. Angt. 86 He was in

the very act of death. 1874 KOUTELL Arms $ Armour v.

78 When armour was in the act of ceasing to be worn.

5. Something transacted in council, or in a

deliberative assembly; hence, a decree passed by a

legislative body, a court of justice, etc. (JL..ac(uin,

pi. acta.}

1458 in Doin. Arc/tit, III. 43 This was preved acte also in

the perlement. 1535 COVF.RDALE Josh. xxiv. 26 losua wrote
this acte in the bokc of the lawe of God. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen.
I'/, ii. ii. 91 You . . Haue caus'd him by new act of Parlia-

ment, To blot out me, and put his owne Sonne in. 1640-1
Kirkcudbright War-Coni. Min. .(1855)98 All fugitives
inu^t be apprehendit and punished conforme to the actes.

&y$Mcni.Connt Tcckcly \\. 91 The Male-contents demanded
a general Act of Indempnity. i7O4T. BROWN Praise of
Wealth Wk*. 1730 1.83 Before this proclamation passed into

an irrevocable act. 1795 Sl-:\vt;L tr. Hist. Quakers II. vn.66

They asked him if he knew not of an act against meetings.

1839 KKIGHTI.I.Y Hist. Eng. \. 373 An act of attainder was
passed against York, Salisbury, their wives and children.

6. A record of transactions or decrees
; any instru-

ment in writing to verify facts. (L. actum, pi. acta.}

1535 COYKHPAI K Ezra vi. 2 A boke, m it was there an acle

wrytten after this maner. 1663 BITLKK Hudibras \. i. 143
He could reduce all things to Acts. 1704 Ni-.i-sos I-'esth: .y

Fasts (17391 7 * n tne Acts f tne Martyrdom of St. Ignaliu*
we find. 1726 AVLIITT; Parcrgon 27 Judicial Acts are said

to be all those Writings, and matters which relate to Judicial

Proceedings, and are sped in open Court at the Instance of

one of the Parties Litigant ; and, being reduced into writing

by a Publick Notary . . are recorded by the Authority of the

Judge. 1789 Constit. U. .V. iv. $ i Full faith and credit shall

be given in each state to the public acts, records and judicial

proceedings of every other state. 1821 BYRON M. Faticro
i. i. (18681 315 The ducal table cover'd o'er With . . petitions,

Despatches, judgements, acts, reprieves, reports.

b. Acts (of the Apostles}, name of one of the

books of the N. Test.

1539 TONSTALL Serin, on Palme sondayc (:823) 55 It ap-

pereth playnly in the x. of the actes. 1549 COVERDALE Erasw.

Paraphr. Rout. Atgt., As Luke in the xxi chapiter of thactes

reherseth. 1833 CRUSI-: tr. Eusebius
t
Eccl. Hist. n.x. 59 It is

also recorded in the book of Acts.

7. A '

performance' of part of a play; hence, One
of the main divisions of a dramatic work, in which
a definite part of the whole action is completed.
Also often fg. (L. actits.}

1613 SHAKS. Hen. V1H, Epil. 3 Some come to take their

ease, And sleepe an act or two. c 1615 FLETCHER Mad Lercr
i. 21 Away then : our Act's ended. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 156 P 8 An act is only the representation of such a part
of the business of the play as proceeds in an unbroken tenor,

or without any intermediate pause. 1769 Junins Lett, xxiii.

ji2 Can age itself forget that you are now in the last act of

life? 1858 DE QUISCEY Grk. Trap, in Wks. IX. 64 The very

meaning of an act is, that in the intervals, the suspension of

the acts, any possible time may elapse, and any possible action

go on. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. II. x. 507 We are ap-

proaching the close of the first act of our great drama.

8. In the Universities, a thesis publicly maintained

by a candidate for a degree, or to show a student's

proficiency.
At Oxford, the Act took place early in July. The graduates

was last held after long interruption in 1733; in 1856 the name,
with all that related to the ceremony, was removed from the

Statute-book, and only_
survives in the appellation Act Term

sometimes given to Trinity Term. At Cambridge, the name
is still given to the thesis and accompanying examination

required for the obtainment of the doctor's degree in Divinity,

Law, and Medicine.

1641 LD. BROOKE Disc. Nat. Episc. 11. vii. 118 They desire

they may have leave (as Probationers) to exercise, or keepe

Acts, before the Church ; 'till the Church shall approve of

them. 1654 GATAKER Disc. Apol. 42 At the time . . were

divers created Doctors without attendance to keep Acts. 1691

WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 182 Upon Act Sunday the same year
he preached the University Sermon at S. Maries. 1695

Knaf*TT Paroch. Antiq. II. 58
This method was first re-

flected on by Mr. Peter Heyhn, in an Act sermon at St.

Mary's in Oxon, .July ii, 1630. 1713 Guardian No. 72 (1756)

I. 320 This paper is written with a design to make my journey
to Oxford agreeable to me, where I design to be at the Pub-

lick Act 1733 BERKELEY in Fraser's Life vi. 207 The ap-

proaching Act at Oxford is much spoken of. 1877 Cainb.
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ACT. 92 ACTINIA.
Univ. Calend. 51 The Degree of Bachelor In Divinity, for

which the requisite Exercises are, one Act, and an English
Sermon. The Act is required to be kept in the following
manner : . . The Candidate shall read a thesis composed in

Latin by himselfon some subject approved by the Professor ;

the Professor or graduate presiding, shall bring forward

arguments or objections in English for the Candidate to

answer, etc.

f 9. An auto dafc, or act of faith ;
a burning of

heretics. Ohs.

1709 STRYPE Annals of Ref. xx. 228 In this act also were
burnt the bones and picture of D. ^Egidio.

Act (a.
i

kt), v.
[f.

L. act- ppl. stem of ag-<?re to

drive, carry on, do. Probably influenced in its

development by ACT sb. More than a century inter-

vened between the use of the word by the Sc. poet

Henryson, and its first appearance in Eng.]
jl. trans. To put in motion, move to action,

impel ; to actuate, influence, animate. Ol>s.

c 1475 HENRYSON Mor. Fables 79 The Fiend . . Actand ilke

man to rin vnrighteous rinkes. 1602 WARNER Albion's Eng.
xiii. Ixxvi. (1612)316 Thy senses fiue that acte thy life. 1605
TIMME Quersitanus ii. 8 All spirit . . in the world is acted &
gouerned by the spirit. 1642 ROGERS Naanian 453 There
was a different principle that acted them. 1649 H. UUTHRY
Mem. (1702) 54 The People of Scotland are much acted by
their Ministers Doctrine. 1675 BARCLAY AJ>ol. Quakers n.

i. 19 They are not acted nor led by God's Spirit. 1677 GALE
Crt. of Gentiles II. iv. 235 Al his companions, who are acted

by the same atheistic principes. 1691 PETTY Pol. A rith. iii. 54

Ships, and Guns do not fight of themselves, but Men who
act and manage them. 1712 ADDISON Spec. No. 287 r i If I

shall be told that I am acted by prejudice, I am sure it is an
honest prejudice. 173* POPE Kss. on Man ii. 59 Self-love,
the spring of motion, acts the soul. 1748 RICHARDSON Clar-

>..-/ i:ir 111.309 Mrs. Howe was acted by the springs I

set at work.

f2. To bring into action, bring about, produce,

perform, work, make, do (a thing or process). Obs.

1594 GREENE Orl. i-'nrioso 17 Thus did I act as many brave

attempts. 1611 SPEKH Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xliv. (1632) 414
Dunstan . . who not onely did refuse to act his Coronation.

1649 SELDEN Laws of Eng. \\. viii. (1739) 52 Whereby they
did get power to act other enormities mentioned in the Charge.
1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. 11701! 82/2, I do most act the
business of the Commonwealth, if I practise it only. 1726
DE FOE Hist. Devil i. xi. (1840* 172 Had Satan been able to

have acted anything by force. 1791 T. PAINE Rights ofMan
(ed. 4) 144 Measures which at other times it would censure, it

now approves, and acts persuasion upon itself to suffocate its

judgment.
3. To carry out in action, work out, perform (a

project, command, purpose), arch.
1610 SHAKS. Temp, i. ii. 273 To act her earthy, and abhord

commands. 1659 REYNOLDS in Burton's Diary (18281 IV.

302 Our enemies . . take an advantage of a parliament sitting
to act all their plots. 1693 Mem. Count Teckely Pref. u, A
formed Design, intended to be acted in one Place after

another, throughout Europe. 1718 POPE Iliad i. 426 The
unwilling heralds act their lord's commands, a 1842 TENNY-
SON OLnone 146 To live by law, Acting the law we live by
without fear.

4. To carry out or represent in mimic action (an

ideal, incident, or story) ; to perform ^a play).
Hence yfc. in a bad sense: To simulate, counterfeit.

1594 M. DRAYTON in Shaks. Cent, of Praise 13 Acting her

passions on our stately stage. 1601 Returne fr. Parnass.,
Ibid. 48 Let me see you act a little of it. 1602 SHAKS. f/antl.

n. ii. 455 It was neuer acted : or if it was, not aboue once, for

the Play I remember pleas'd not the Million. 1812 J. & H.
SMITH Rejec. Addr. v. (1873) 40 It is built to act English
plays in. 1823 LAMB Klia Ser. i. xx. (1865' 149 A present
sense of the blessing, which can be but feebly acted by the

rich. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 474 Sunderland acted
calumniated virtue to perfection. 1858 DICKENS Lett. (1880)
II. 43 It is extremely well acted by all concerned.

5. With various complemental phrases.
1611 W. GODDAKD Sat. Dial. Kb, Oh, her that well cann

acte-out such sweete partes. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

Ef>. i. vi. 23 To act the Fable into a reality. 1659 SOUTH
Sertn. Matt. x. 33 I. 83 It has been still preached up, but
acted down. 1715 BI-KNET Hist. Own Time II. 237 Lord
Tweedale saw, that . . he would act over his former extrava-

gances. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 36 This would be to

act over again the scene of the criminals condemned to the

gal lies. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi. (18581 354 To speak-out, to

act-out what Nature has laid in him.

6. To act a part, or the part of: orig. To sustain

the part of one of the characters in a play, hence to

simulate. Jig. To fulfil the character or duties of.

1611 SHAKS. Cymh, in. iv. 26 That part, thou (Pisanip^ must
acte for me. 1684 T. BURNET Thco. Karth 185 Our life now
is so short . . by that time we begin to understand our selves

a little, and to know where we are, and how to act our part,
we must leave the stage, and give place to others, 1769
Jttnitts Lett. xxxv. 167 You have still an honourable part to

act. I794PAI.EY E-vid. H.ix.{i8i7)2ii Those who had acted
and were acting the chief parts in the transaction. 1876
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. III.xiL 121 He acted something like

the part of a deserter.

v 7. To act (anyone) : To personate, assume the

character of, to play ; orig. on the stage ; Jig. in

real life
;
dial, it passes into the sense of mimick-

ing, mocking,
1651 HOBBES Leviathan i. xvi. So He that acteth another,

is said to beare his Person, or act in his name. 1670 COTTON
Espemon in. ix. 470 Why should I take that ill from you,
which I suffer from Marais, who every day acts me in

your presence? This Marais was . . a Buffoon, that had a
marvellous faculty of imitation. 17*7 SWIFT To Yng. Lady
Wks. 1755 II. n. 41 A wise man. . soon grows weary of acting
the lover and treating his wife like a mistress. 1742 YOUNG
Night Th. iv. 556 She gives the soul a soul that acts a god.

1796 Gov. MORRIS Sharks' Life $ Writ. (1832) III. 98 It is

to act, not to be, the monarch, and he suits better the theatre
than the throne. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Sertn. xxvi. (ed.

3) I. 390 What was it but to act the child, to ask how many
times a fellow-Christian should offend against us.

8. intr. (object suppressed). To perform on
the stage.
1598 J. MARSTON in Shaks. Cent, ofPraise 27 Say who acts

best? Drusus or Roscio? 1611 CORYAT Crudities 247, I saw
women acte, a thing that I neuer saw before, though I haue
heard that it hath beene sometimes used in London, a 1625
PutTCiaatJflufXiMMra. i. 8 Plague act yee, I'le act no more.

1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. I. xxi. 64 No women are
suffered to act on the stage.

9. To perform on the stage of existence
;
to per-

form actions, to do things, in the widest sense.

a. With special reference to the reality of the

doing, as opposed to think, speak, etc. b. With
reference to the manner or mode of action, and
hence behave, comport, or demean oneself.

1684 Scanderbeg Redii'. vi. 133 The Emperour obliged
himself to Act with an Army of Sixty Thousand Men against
the Turks. 1742 YOUNG Night Th. n. 92 Who does the best
his circumstance allows Does well, acts nobly; angels could
no more. 1751 JORTIS Serin. (1771) VI Li. 13 Who beleeve in

Christ, with a resolution to act suitably to this persuasion.
1756 BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 14 We begin to think
and to act from reason and from nature alone. 1833 HT.
MARTINEAU Loom <$ Lug. \. iv. 54, I never could act for my-
self in my life. 1846 SIR R. PEEL Sp. on resigning ?& June,
Acting., from pure and disinterested motives. 1865 MILL
Repr. Gov. 8/2 It is what men think, that determines how
they act. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. IV. xviii. 145 In over-

coming the hostility of the West, William acted as he always'
did act.

c. To do the duties of an office temporarily, with-

out being the regular officer
;
to act for, or in the

absence of another. To act as : To perform in the

character of, to do the work of, to serve as. (Also
of things.)
1804 [See under ACTING vbl. sb. 5.] 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

J'*ng. I. 490 He had no scruple about acting as chaplain. 1857
LIVINGSTONE Trav. vi. 114 A person who acted as interpreter.

1879 G. C. HARLAN Eyesight \\. 25 They [the eye-lashes] are

delicately sensitive to the slightest touch, and act as feelers

to warn the eye of the approach of any small object. Mod.
Is any one empowered to act in the manager's absence ? I am
here to act for my brother; to act in behalf of the children.

d.. To tict on, upon : To regulate one's conduct

according to.

1847 TENNYSON Princess \\. 211 If more there be, If more
and acted on, what follows? Mod. I wish the maxim were
more generally acted upon in all cases.

e. To act up to \ To come up in practice to an
assumed standard, to fulfil or carry out in practice.
1747 in Col. Rcc. Penn. V. 149 As long as you shall act up

to your Engagements, 1829 LANDOR Imag. Convert. (1842)
II. 99 Your lordship acts up to your tenets. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. 1 1. 63 That . . the members of the Church of Eng-
land would act up to their principles.

10. Of things: To put forth energy, produce
effects, exert influence, fulfil functions.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler^. 141? 2, A combination of incon-

siderable circumstances, acting when his imagination was
unoccupied. 1812 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. LXIX. 384
Rapid composition acts best. 1870 JEVONS Eletn. Logic xxix.

251 When several causes act at once.
1878

HUXLEY Fhysiogr.
63 A fall of snow thus acts like a mantle of fur thrown over
the earth. Mod. The brake refused to act.

b. To act on : To exert influence on
; to influence,

affect. (Here act on comes round nearly to the

earliest transitive sense of act
;
see i.)

1810 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 124 Reason to act on man
must be impersonated. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Chent. Philos. 437
The clear liquor, .is acted on by a rod of zinc. 1855 BREWSTER
Life ofNewton I. xii. 322 One sphere will act upon another
with a force directly proportional to their quantities of matter.

1855 BAIN Senses <V Intell. n. ii. 2 (1864) 177 Gases do not
act on the touch.

Actable (se-ktab'l), a.
[f.

ACT v. + -ABLE.]
1. Capable of being acted (on the stage).
1849 Eclcc. Rev. XXVI. 212 If not actable, to what end

the acting form? 1881 M.THOMAS vn Dram. Ref. Jml. Nov.

216/2 He first learnt how to write a fairly actable comedy.
2. Capable of being acted or carried out in

practice.
1878 TENNYSON Harold m. i. 72 Is naked truth actable in

true life?

I Actaeon (sekt/'an), v. Obs. [f. Action, the

mythological hunter turned into a stag by Diana,
witha play upon his becoming 'homed.'] Tocuckold.
1615 NICHOLS Disc. Marriage xi. in Harl. Misc. (Main.)

III. 274 There are of opinion, that there is, in marriage, an
inevitable destiny . . which is either to be actseoned, or not
to be. a 1658 CLEVELAND I'it. Uxoris x, And thou'lt Acta>
on'd be.

t A'Ctative. Obs'. rare~l
. [f. ACT, by form-

assoc. with words \\\& purgative, restorative, provo-
cative, of which the basis is not the Eng. //#*,
restore, prwokc, but L. furgare, etc. ; see -ATIVE.]
? A thing that animates or energizes. See ACT v. i .

1605 TIMME Quersitanus i. xiii. 53 A certaine red ccre

an asswager ofthings and a right actative and a great miti-

gator of all griefes and paines.

Acted (ic'kted),///. a. [f. ACT v. + -En.] Carried

out in action ; performed (esp. dramatically) ; feigned.
1597 DANIEL Civile Wares v. Ixxili. Envie had been unable

to reprove His acted life unless shee did him wrong. 1648
MILTON Tenure ofKings Wks. 1738 I. 322 All the acted zeal

that for these many years hath fill'd their bellies. 1855

TENNYSON Will 12 But ill for him who . . ever weaker grows
thro' acted crime. 1859 JEI-HSON Brittany vii. 86 The acted
drama cannot long survive among a reading people.

Actinal (a.-ktarnal,je-ktinal),a. Zool. [f.Gr.Atri'j,
a.KTiv-a ray-f -AL 1

.] Pertaining to that part or sur-

face of a radiate animal which contains the mouth
and surrounding organs, as the lower side of a star-

fish
;
a term introduced byL. Agassiz in connexion

with his view that the body of a Radiate animal is

essentially a sphere, with the mouth or actinostome
at one of the poles.
1857 L. AGASSIZ Contrib. Nat. Hist. N. Amer. IV. 376 The

so-called mouth is always placed at one of these poles, and
from it radiate the most prominent organs, in consequence of
which I have called this side of the body the oral or actinal

area, and the opposite side the aboral or abactinal area.

1872 DANA Corals i. 22 The upper extremity (of an actinia)
is called the actinal end, since it bears the tentacles or rays.

Actine (re'ktin). [ad. Gr. CLKTIV- ray.] (Seequot.)
1849 SIR J. HERSCHEL in Adtn. Man. Set. Eng. 295 The

abstract unit of solar radiation to be adopted in the ultimate
reduction of the actinometric observations is the actine.

Acting (arktirj), vbl. sb. [f. ACT V. + .IKU'.]
1. The process of carrying out into action

j per-

formance, execution.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. n. i. 63 Betweene the acting of a dread-

full thing, And the first motion. 1853 F. ROBERTSON Scntt.

Ser. i. viii. 124 Let impression pass on at once to acting.

2. The performance of deeds, doing, continued

action, practice; in //.doings, practices, proceedings,
conduct. Usually with reference to the manner or

character of what is done.

1603-5 SIR J. MELVIL Mem. (1735)267 So to direct my Act-

ings a.s they might tend to his Glory. 1649 CROMWELL m
Southey's Cotnmon~PL Bk. Ser. it. (1840) 128 It's easie to

object to the glorious actinges of God if we look too much
upon instruments. 17*2 UE FOE ///./Vfif;( 1754)10 Rather
for a Direction to themselves to act by, than a History of

my Actings. 1825 LD. COCKBURN Mem. oivn Time iii. 164 The
past actings of Courts ought not to be merely stated, but
criticised and appreciated. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. viii.(i846)88
The great actings which are now on foot in these nations.

3. The performing of plays or other fictitious

scenes and incidents, playing, dramatic performance;

feigning a character not one's own, simulation.

1664 PEPYS Diary (1879* HI- 8 The play not good, nor

anything but the good actings of Betterton and his Wife and
Harris. 1761 CHURCHILL Rosciad Poems 1763 I. 31 Whose
Acting's hard, affected, and constrain'd. 1779 SHERIDAN
Critic i. i. 450, I speak only with reference to the usual length
of acting plays. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. I. 6r Acting was
the especial amusement of the English, from the palace to
the village green.
b. Acting over: A re-enacting, repetition.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 171 Making the creatures

of one Element, but an acting over those of an other.

4. The putting forth of energy or activity, working,

operation.
1647 SPRICG Angl. Rediv. \. \. 2 This did but put nature

upon more vigorous and industrious actings to defend itself.

1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will \. i, 2 There is nothing else in

the Actings of my Mind, that I am conscious of while I walk.

1833 CHALMERS Constit. Man iv(i835) 1. 173 The actings and

readings that take place between man and man. 1846 H. E.
MANNING Sernt. (1848,1 II. ii. 30 The continual actings of the

desires, lusts, imaginations, leave soils and stains.

6, Comb, acting-order, i. e. orderfor acting in a

certain capacity, spec. A temporary appointment to

a vacant position made by one entitled to do so,

but which may or may not be confirmed by the

superior authority.
1804 NELSON in Nicolas's Despatches VI. 199, I.. have ap-

pointed Mr. Edward Flin, of the Victory, to act in the Bittern

. . a copy of whose Acting-Order is also herewith transmitted

.. I therefore hope their Lordships will confirm the appoint-
ment. 1836 W.b.'KBXict Midship. Easy (1863) 213, 1 really think
that an acting order would do more than the doctor can.

Acting (arktin), ///. a.
[f.

ACT . + -iNG 2
.]

1. Performing (dramatically).
2. Performing functions, putting forth activity.

1597 DANIEL Civile Wares vn. xxxiv, The acting spirits

up and awake doe keepe.
3. Performing temporary or special duties ; on

temporary service.

1797 NELSON in Nicolas's Despatches VII. 133 The Gunner
of the Peterell not having joined, I shall put John Brady
acting into the Peterell.

H In senses 2 and 3 it is used esp. as a qualifying

adj. to official titles, meaning either doing duty

temporarily, &&Acting-Captain ; ordoingdutysolely,

though nominally associated with another or others

who take no practical share in the work, as Acting-
Manager, -Secretary,

- Trustees, 'Executors, etc.

1801 NELSON in Nicolas's Despatches IV. 287 Our friend

Troubridge will tell you his opinion of the present Acting-
Captain of the San Josef. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Hill fy

Valley ii. 19 He resolved .. to be an acting partner.

II Actinia (aekti-nia). Zoo!.\ pi. actiniae, actinias,

[mod. L. f. (by Linn.) Gr. d/mV ray.] prop. A
genus of Zoophytes belonging to the family Actin-

iadw \ pop. extended to any animal of the family,
whether of the genus Actinia or one of its con-

geners ;
a Sea-Anemone, or animal of the Sea-

Anemone group.
1748 Sm J. HILL Nat. Hist. 94 The body of the actinia is

of a naturally cylindrick, but variable figure. 1767 ELMS
Actinia in Phil. Trans. LVII. 428 The Actinia, called by



ACTINIC.

old authors.. Urtica marina* from its supposed property of

stinging. Is now more properly called by some late English

authors the Animal flower. 1850 DANA Geol. i. 10 The waters

abound in .. asterias or star-fish, and the variously coloured

actinias or sea-flowers. 1855 KINGSLEY Glancus (1878) 112

Beautiful Actinia; filled the tiny caverns with living flowers.

Actinic (kti-nik), a. [f. Or. dicriv- ray + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to actinism.

1844 SIR J. HERSCHEL Brit. Assoc. Report 13 While the

actinic influence is still fresh upon the face ii.e. as soon as it

is removed from the light). 1845 Pen. Cycl. I. 167/2 A beam
of solar light is made up of three distinct sets of rays the

luminous, the calorific, and the chemical or actinic rays.

1859 Bentley sQ. Rev. No. 3, 157 The actinic force, or that of

the violet end of the spectrum, quickens germination much
more than the luminous. 1870 PKOCTOR Other Worlds x. 246

Besides light and heat, the stars emit actinic rays. 1871

H. MACMII.LAN True Vint' 124 We produce photographs^ by
a power in the sunbeam called the chemical, or actinic

power. 1874 HARTWIG Aer. World vi. 68 These ultra violet,

actinic, or Ritterian rays, as they have been named, after

their discoverer Ritter.

Actiniform t&ktiTiif^im), a. [f. Gr. attriv-

ray + -KOKM.] Having a radiated form
;
of the form

of a sea-anemone, as the coralline polypes.
1843 OWKN Anat. Inv. Aniin. 87 Many of the large actini-

form polypes of the tropical
seas combine with a structure

which is essentially similar to our sea-anemonies, an internal

calcareous axis or skeleton. 1855 KNIGHT F-ng. Cycl. III.

587 Madre^ora, Animals actiniform, rather short, with twelve

simple tentacula.

Actinism (arktiniz'm). [f.Gr.d*riV-ray +-I8M.J

fl. 'The radiation of heat or light, or that

branch of Philosophy which treats of it.' Craig

1847. Obs.

2. That propertyor force in the sun's rays by which

chemical changes are produced, as in photography.
1844 R. HUNT Brit, Assoc. Report 30 By a most careful

prismatic analysis of the rays . . I have ascertained the rela-

tive quantity of the active chemical principle (Actinism).

1849 LINDLKY Etem. Hot. 56 Mr. Hunt believes that the germ-
ination of seeds in the spring^

. . is dependent upon the varia-

tions in the amount of actinism or chemical influence of

light and of heat in the solar beam. 1862 R. H. PATTERSON
Ess. Hist. if- Art 13 The electro-positive and electro-negative

rays, of which Heat and Actinism are the representatives.

Actinium (ktrni/>m). Chem. [mod. L. in form,

f. Gr. O.KTIV- ray + -IUM, as in sodiumtpotassium^ etc.]

A supposed chemical element, a metal discovered

111 1881 in association with zinc
;
so called because

of the action of light upon its salts.

1881 Nature XXIV. 428 The existence of a new metallic

element, actinium, in the zinc of commerce. Ibid. No. 620,

470 On the New Metal Actinium^ by J. L. Phipson. The
sulphide of actinium is described as a pale yellow canary-
coloured substance.

Actino-, a* Gr. QKTIVQ- combining form of

<wms (gen. dTtV-os> a ray, a beam, as in aKrlvo-

/SoAoy darting rays. Entering into numerous deriva-

tives, chiefly connected (i) with ACTINISM, (2) with
animals related to the ACTINIA.

t Actino'bolism. 0/>s. [f. Gr.aKTtvo&6\-o$ ray-

darting (f. axrivo- ray + 0X17 throwing) + -ISM.]
1681 T. WILLIS Rent. Med. Wks. (Vocab.i, ActinoboUsm*

an irradiation of beams, or shooting forth of the spirits like

beams of the sun.

A'ctino-che'iuistry. [See ACTING-.] The

chemistry of actinism
;
that branch of chemistry,

which treats of the chemical energies existing in the

solar rays.

1844 S IR J- HF.RSCHEL Brit. Assoc. Report 12, A contribu-
tion to the newly created science of actmo-chemistry. 1853
R. HUNT Man. Pkotog. 116 Proceeding only to the more
delicate processes when he has mastered the rudimentary
details of the more simple forms of actino-chemistry. 1875
URE Diet. Arts I. 28 Actino-chemistry was a term first ap-
plied by Sir John Herschel, and has been generally adopted.

Actinograph. (a?kti-n#graf). ff.
ACTING- +

*ypa<-os writing. Cf. Gr. a.KTlvoypatpia.'] An instru-

ment, invented by Sir J. Herschel in 1838, for re-

cording the variations in the power of the solar rays.
1840 SIR J. HERSCHEL Phil. Trans, i, 46 Description of an

Actinograph, or self-registering Photometer for meteorologi-
cal purposes. 1853 R. HUNT Man. Plwtfig, 154 The instru-

ment constructed by Sir John Herschel, which he has named
an actinograph, not only registers the direct effect of solar

chemical radiation, but also the amount of general actinic

power in the visible hemisphere.
Actinoid (arktinoid), a. [f.

ACTING- + -*5-r}s

-form.] Having the form of rays, radiated ;
said

of a division of Zoophytes or Polypes, having the

internal cavity divided by radiated partitions, as in

the coral zoophytes.
1848 DANA Zoophytes iv. g 37, 43 Other actinoid polyps.

1860 Actinolog. Brit. Introd. 22 The cnidx, in the Actinoid

Zoophytes, are not confined to one organ or set of organs.

Actinolite (ftktin^bit). Min.\ incorrectly
actynolite. [f. ACTING- ray +\i$os stone.] A bright
green variety of Hornblende, occurring usually in

fasciculated crystals.
1833 LVELL Elcm. Geol. (i86s> 592 Hornblende and Actino-

lite may be united. 1835 KIKBY Habits $ Inst. Anim. I. vi.

193 Actinolites, Pyrites, and other substances exhibit it [a

tendency to radiation] in the former [the mineral kingdom].
1876 PAGE Advd. Text-bit. Geol. \. 104 Asbestos or amian-
thus .. may be regarded as a variety of actynolite.

Actinolitic (aektrndli-tilO, a. Min. [f. prec. +
ic.] Of the nature of actinolite.

1878 I,,\\VRKNCF. tr. Ctt/ta, Roeks Class. 149 The diorite at

Klausen contains actinolitic hornblende with oligoclase.

Actinoinere (jvktrm*rnii), Zool. [f. ACTINO-
4 ntp-os part.] A portion of the surface ofa radiated

animal cut off by any two meridional lines reaching
from pole to pole. See ACTINAL.
1869 N ICHOLSON Zool. i 1 1 Eight meridional bands, or ' cteno-

phores,' bearing the comb-like fringes, or characteristic organs
of locomotion, traverse at definite intervals the interpolar

region, which they divide into an equal number of lune-like

lobes, termed the 'actinomeres.'

Actiiiometer (a^ktin^-m/toi). [f.
ACTING- +

fterpov measure.] An instalment for measuring
the intensity of the sun's heating rays ;

first in-

vented by Sir John Herschel, and described in

Kdinb. Journal of Science for 1825.
1833 SIR J. HKKSCHKI, Brit. Assoc. Report 379 The actino-

mcter is an instrument .. for measuring at any instant the

direct heating power of the solar rays. 1879 Photogr. in Cas-
selfs Teehn. Edttc. III. 326 The consequent progress of the

printing may be most accurately determined by means of the

actinometer. 1880 RAOCLIFPE in Cdntetnp.Rev. Feb. 210 In

interplanetary space, if the experiments with the actino-

meter are to be trusted, the temperature is not less than

256 Fahrenheit below the freezing point of fresh water.

Actinometric (se*ktin0|ine*trik), a. [f.Acrixo-
+ ptTptKos measuring.] Of or pertaining to the

measurement of the intensity of the sun's heat.

1849 SIR J. HJCRSCHKL Admiralty Man, Sci, Enq. 295 The
ultimate reduction of the actinometric observations. 1881

Ettg. Meth. 27 May 280/1 Some actinometric measurements
were made last autumn at different heights in the Alps, by
M. Puiseu.v . . The activity of this [vegetation] at Montsouris

was proved to be in direct proportion to the actinometric

degree.

Actinoinetrical(:v:ktin0ime'lrikal),rt. [f. prcc.

-f -AL.] ACTINOMETKIC.
1873 ATKINSON tr. (ianofs Physics 345 The absorptive action

which the aqueous vapour in the atmosphere exerts on thti

sun's heat has been established by a series of actinometrical

observations made by Sorel at (leneva.

Actiiiometry (8e
!ktinp*metri). [f. ACTINO- +

-pfTpta. measurement.] The measurement or estim-

ation of the radiation of heat from surfaces.

1860 MAUKV Phys. Cleog. Sea vii. ^67 We have in the land

and sea-breezes a natural index to the actinometry of sea

and land, which shows that the radiating forces of the two
are very different.

Actinoniorphous(tt:ktirwimfr.ifos),. Bot.
[f.

ACTINO- ray +/*o/></-r/ form -f-ous.] Ofradiated shape.
i858(lK.vv Hot, Text-bk. 394 Actinomorfhons^ capable of

bisection through two or more planes into similar halves, as

is a regular flower.

Actillopholie (a-ktrnAftnin). [f.
ACTING- +

-<paw-os sounding, vocal.] (See quot.)
1881 A. (T. HKLL in Nature 12 May 44 We have decided to

..limit the word . .actinophone.. to apparatus for the pro-
duction of sound . . by actinic rays.

Actinophonic (a-kti'iwf/rnik), a. [f. prec. +

-ic, after Gr. -</>wi'(/c-os pertaining to voice.] Per-

taining to sound produced by chemical action.

1881 in Nature No. 622, 528 When exposed in dark to a

copper plate gradually heated with an oxyhydrogen blow-

pipe, no sound is heard in the telephone till the plate is raised

to a dull red; then it gradually increases in intensity. The
author is disposed to consider the phenomenon photophomc
rather than actinophonic.

#op-os(f.a/fTrfo-ray + -(popos -bearing) -f -OUS.] Bear-

ing straight projecting spines ; spiny.
Actinostome (0ekti-n<5stc7m). Zool. [f. AC-

TING- + ffTopa mouth.] L. Agassiz's name for the

mouth of radiated animals, considered by him
as essentially different from that of Vertebrates.

1857 I,. AGASSIZ Contrib. Naf. Hist. N. Amer. IV. 376.

1880 HKLL in Zool. Jrnl. Lin. Soc. XV. No. 82, 127 The
actinostome has been pushed forwards and to the left.

i A'ctiiiote. Min. Obs. [f.Gr.d/fTiV<uT-ds rayed;
f. aKTivo- ray.] A synonym of ACTINOLITE.

1804 Edin. Rev. III. 308 Some of the common and glassy
strahlsteins correspond to actinote. 1852 T. Ross tr. Hum-
boldt's Trav. 1 1. xxiv. 434 Rock-crystals . . coloured by chlorite

or blended with actinote.

[[ Actinozoa(a.':ktirW|7.fW'a\ sb.pl. Zool. [mod.
L. f. ACTING- + Gr. u>a pi. of (taov animal.] A
class of Radiated animals, comprising part of the

Ceeleiitcrata of Huxley, and of the Zoophytes of

other naturalists, containing the sea-anemones and

coral polypes. The sing. Actinozoon. is rare.

187* NICHOLSON Pal&ont. 85 Of the living groups of the

Actmozoa, the Ctenophora and the Sea-anemones from_their
absence of hard parts, are unknown in a fossil condition.

1878 M. FOSTER Physiol. IL i. 2, 224 Why the gastric mem-
brane of the bloodless actinozoon or hydrozoon does not digest
Itself.

Actinozo'al, a. Zool. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of or

belonging to the Actinozoa.

1873 MfHingr. Gymnoblastic Ilydroids 199 Used as an argu-
ment for the actmo7oal nature of the Ctenophora.

Action (re'kjan). Also4-5accion, -oun. [a. Fr.

action ad. L. action-em a doing, performance, f. act-

ppl. stem of aff-ifre to do : see -ION.]
I. Generally.

1. The process or condition of acting or doing

(in the widest sense), the exertion of energy or

influence
; working, agency, operation.
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ACTION.

a. Of persons. (Distinguished from passion, from

thought or contemplation, from speakingQTwriting,}
1393 LANGL. /*. /V. C. n. 94 And holde with hym and with

hure '

Jat ban trewe accion. 1413 LYIX;. Pylgr. Smvle n. lx.

(1859)57 Thyne was the action, and I nought but abyl for to

suffre. c 1425 WYNTOWN Cron. \\. xix. 32 He gave up all

hys actyown. 1586 Let. to Earl of Leyccstcr 26 In case he
failed in the action of her deliuery. IJ^SHAKS. -zHcn. /F,
li. iv. 406 The vndeseruer may sleepe, when the man of
Action is call'd on. 1600 A. Y. L. iv. i. 141 Certainely a
Womans thought runs before her action. 1653 WALTON
Angler i. 15 Is not yet resolved whether contemplation or

Action lie the chiefest thing. 1692 BKNTLKY Boyle Led. ix.

309 The human Soul is vitally united to the Body by a re-

ciprocal commerce of Action and Passion. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 184 P 10 It is necessary to act, but impossible
to know the consequences of action. 17^4 EDWARDS Freed.
Will n. 4, 48 The exercise of his Activity is Action. 1756
BURKE Vina, ;\'at. Soc. Wks. I. 19 Millions, who know no
common principle of action. 1828 D.STEWART Wks.\\. 121

The word action is properly applied to those exertions which
are consequent on volition. 1846 MILL Logic I. iii. 5, 71

What is an action ? Not one thing, but a series of two things :

the state of mind called a volition, followed by an effect. 18

BAIN Senses fy Intcll. i. i. 311864' 5 Volition is separat
from Feeling, by superadding the characteristic of action,
the putting forth of energy to serve an end.

b. Of things. (Distinguished from inaction, repose.}

Quantity of action, in Physics: The momentum of

a body multiplied into the time.

< 1386 CiiAl/CKR Pcrst^ic's T. iEllesmerc'82 In how manye
maneres been the acciouns or werkyngcs of Penitence [4 J/.S'.V.

accions / worchyng], 1775 H A KRIS Philos. A rrangrvt. (1841)

^29 Another mode of action may be found in the following
instances. A lamb acts upon the senses of a wolf that sen-

sation acts upon his appetite that appetite acts upon his

curpore.il organs. By the action of these organs he runs, he

seizes, and he devours the lamb. 1833 BRICWSIKK Nat. Altigi'c.

xi. 293 To avoid all risk of two opposite action-; arriving at

the same instant at any part of the engine. 184* (!ROVK Corr,

Phys. Forces 77 If gold be immersed in hydrochloric acid,
no chemical action takes place. 1869 Pmi.urs t-'csur, iv. 174
The Intervals of action and repose were irregular. 1869
OI'SKI.KV Counterpoint xiv. 83 Until the additional parts re-

commence their action. 1879 THOMSON it TAIT Nat. Phil. I.

i. $ ^26 Taking it, however, as we find it, now universally
used hy writers on dynamics, we define the Action ofa Moving
System as proportional to the average kinetic energy, which
the system lias possessed during the time from any convenient

epoch of reckoning, multiplied by the time.

C. /;/ action ; In a condition of activity, at work,
in practical or effective operation.
1652 M. NKKDMAM tr. SeMen's Mare Cl. To Reader, The

Republic!; maintein's continually in action a threat mimlx-i

of ships, gallics and galliots. 1714 SWIFT State ff Affairs
Wks. 17 = 5 II. I. 216 The bulk of those who are now most in

action either at court, in parliament, or publtclc offices, were
then boys at school. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist, iii, 1 187'')! I.

154 Schemes .. were put in action against her life.

d. Action ofavcrb, verbal action: The action ex-

pressed by a verb ; properly of verbs which assert

acting, but conveniently extended to the thing as-

serted by a verb, whether action, state, or mere

existence, as I strike, I stand, I live, I am.

2. The exertion of force by one body upon
another

;
influence.

c 1360 CHAUCKR A. />'. C. 20 Myn sinne and myn confusioun

. . Han taken on me a grevous accioun. 1692 BKNTLKV ISflyte

Led, iv. 134 He exposed them to the action of the Sun. 1748
HARTI.KY ( Vwrr'. .Man i. \. i, 15 The subtle Actions of the

Small Particles of Bodies over each other. 1812 Woonnot SK
Astron. xv. 149 The action, or the attractive force, of the

Sun and Moon, on such protuberance. 1822 FARADAY A'.r/.

Res. xvi. 75 With similar acid the action on the pure steeles. xvi. 75 s

was hardly perceptible. 1846 MILL Logic in. xxi. $ 4 118681

II. 107 Implicitly obedient to the action of fixed causes.

the action of a sunbeam.

3. A thing done, a deed. Not always distinguished
from ACT, but usually viewed as occupying some
time in doing, and in //. referred to habitual or

ordinary deeds, the sum of which constitutes conduct.

1600 SIR W. CORNWALLIS in Shaks. Cent. Praise 41 His
lawes and actions. 1602 SHAKS. Hand. in. i. 87 And enter-

prizes of great pith and moment, With this regard their

Currants turne away [v. r. awry], And loose the name of

action. 1605 Macb. iv. ii. 3 When our Actions do not,

Our feares do make vs Traitors. 1611 BIBLE i Sam. V\. 3
The Lord is a (Joel of knowledge, and by him actions are

weighed. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Underst. i. iii. (1695) 16, I have

always thought the Actions of Men the best Interpreters of

their thoughts. 1769 ROBERTSON Charles Vt V. 11. 252 The
manner in which he justified this action was still more
offensive than the action itself. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. (1872)

II. in. i. 86 An action, the product and expression of exerted

force. 1859 DEO.UINCEY /.<?/ Wks. XII 1. 289 Successional

objects, or ofwhich the parts are in succession, we call actions :

consequently actions compose the proper object of poetry.

4. The thing represented as done in a drama ; the

event or series of events, real or imaginary, forming
the subject of a fable, poem, or other composition.
1712 ADDISON Spec. No. 267 P2 This Action [of an Epic]

should have three Qualifications in it. First, It should be

but One Action. Secondly, It should be an entire Action ;

and, Thirdly, It should be a great Action. Ibid. No. 273

f i Having examined the Action of Paradise Lost, let us in

the next place consider the Actors. 1751 CHAMBERS CycL
s.v. ( The action of the Iliad holds but forty-seven days.

1 5. //. The transactions, acts, or records of a

court or deliberative body. (Fr.) Obs. rare.

i6ia BREKEWOOD Lang. $ Relig. xxi. 187 As we read in the



ACTION.

actions of that Councel. 1635 PAGITT Cfirtsttano^r. i. Hi.

< 16361 197 The 3 tome of the sixt action of the second Councell
of Nice.

6. Mode of acting, a. Of persons : Gesture,
oratorical management of the body and features

in harmony with the subject described
;
in Sculpt.

and Painting : Gesture or attitude as expressive of
the sentiment or passion depicted.
1579 GOSSON Sch. ofAbuse 68 Players action doeth answere

to their partes. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 55 The
phrase, utterance, and action of those that exercise to make
speeches. 1602 SHAKS. HamL in. iL 19 Sute the Action to
the Word, the Word to the Action. 1605 Macb. v. i. 32
It is an accustom'd action with her, to seeme thus washing
her hands. 1748 J. MASON Elocution 38 Under the Word
Pronunciation the Antients comprehended Action as well
as Elocution. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 90 F 8 In the pulpit
little action can be proper. 1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past. n.

i. 64 The representation of an archer with his bow in the
action of shooting. 1850 MERIVALE Hist. Rom. Emp. liv.

(1865* VI. 403 It was not the mere trick of action, or knack
of speaking, that he was to acquire. 1856 PATMORE Angel
in Ho. i. n. ii. 11879) 162 She spoke thift speech, and marked
its sense By action.

b. Of animals.
<v/>. The trained management of

the body or limbs by domesticatedVnimals.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. !', in. i. 6 Imitate the ac\ion of the Tyger.

1882 Daily AVttw 30 May 3/1 The judges Vonsidertd as a

prime essential the action of the competing Vorses, and this

of course would be action according to the behests of English
park fashion. Mod, The roan has good knee-action.

c. The way in which an instrument\icts ;
also

concretely, the arrangement or mechanisnv^y which
this is effected. \
1845 Loud. Unit'. Calentl, Exam. Papers 219 ExWain the

action! 1 1 of the siphon, (21 of the air-pump. 1865 DICKONS Our
Mut. I-r, iL iC. D. ed.) 4 The grand pianoforte with the new
action. 1881 GREENER Gw 195 This lever is secured in posi-
tion by the screw and washer to a pivot passing through the
lever, the said pivot being solid with the action.

II. Specifically.
7. The taking of legal steps to establish a claim

or obtain judicial remedy; legal process ;
the right

to raise such process. To take action : to institute

legal proceedings ; hencegen. to take steps in regard
to any matter, to act. Property in action, i. e. not
in possession, but recoverable by legal process.
(The earliest sense in Eng.)
_ 1330 R. HKL-NNE Chron. 196 Whilk of vs is doun, & mad
is recreant, Cleyme it accioun he lese. c 1440 Gcsta Rom, \.

xxxix. 129, I may have noone accione ayenst the. 1594 K.
PARSONS .\Vr/ Succession Cont., Such a- may have clayme
or action to the crowne of England at this day. 1641
Termes <ic la Ley 59 The King himselfe cannot grant his

thing in Action, which is uncertain. 1660 T. STANLEY Hist.
Philos. 117011 22/1 Liable to the action of every Man. 1768
BLACKSTONK Comm. II. 396 We will proceed next to take a
short view of the nature of property in action, or such where
a man hath not the occupation, but merely a bare right to

occupy the thing in question ; the possession whereof may
however be recovered by a suit or action at law : from whence
the thing so recoverable is called a thing, orc/iose, in action.

1769 Jnniits Lett. Pref., A double remedy is open to them
by action and indictment. 1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. I. D/2
If one calls a merchant bankrupt, action lies. Mod. He
took prompt action to defend his rights.

f b. Legal ground. Acfion ofhattlc ~ 'casits belli? Obs.

1536 BBLLENDENE Cron. Scot. (18211 II. 374 The Paip . .

decernit the Scottis to have just action of battal, in defence
of thair liberteis, aganis King Edward.
8. A legal process or suit.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 431/3 Doubtyng that the stryf ac-
cions and pletynges of the poure shold come onely to the

presence and knowlege of nya counceyllours. 1523 FITZ-
HERBERT Surveying 7 The lorde maye haue an aciyon of

Tre--pace agaynst any man. 1591 LAMBARDE .1 reheion (1635!
99 In all other Actions personalls or realls, we have power
to yeeld such ludgements as doe appertaine. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. /F, H. i. 2 Mr. Fang, haue you entred the Action?

1641 Termes de la Ley 6 Actions personals be such actions

whereby a man claimeth debt, or other goods and chattels . .

for wrong done to his person. 1690 W. WALKER Idiom.
A nglo-Lat. 9 I'le clap an action on your back. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Comm. II. 393 While they thus continue my qualified
or defeasible property . . an action will lie against any man
that detains them from me, or unlawfully destroys them.

1794 S. WILLIAMS Hist. Vermont 216 Actions of ejectment
were commenced in the courts at Albany. 1809 TOMLINS
Lain Diet. I. D/i A man attainted of treason . . cannot bring
an action. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1. 179 All actions for

mesne profits were effectually barred by the general amnesty.

f9. A proposition, motion, or question for dis-

cussion. (L. ftctio.) Obs. rare.

1533 BELLENDESE Ltvy 11. (1822) 154 Valerius dictator . .

afore ony accioun wes discussit be the senate, proponit the
accioun of the victorius pepill.

1O. Active operation against, orengaging an enemy,
fighting.
1604 SHAKS, Oth. n. iii. 186 Would in Action glorious I had

lost Those legges. 1606 Tr. $ Cr. iv. v. 113 They are in

action. 1684 Scanderbeg Redi^>. v. 115 His Majesty with a
Natural Air of Gallantry usual to him in time ot Action.

1761 SMOLLETT Humphry Cl. U8is> 95 Retire into a peas-
ant's house, near the scene of action. 1805 in Nicolas's

Dispatches VII. 167 Bore up, and made all sail, forming in

two divisions cleared Ship for Action. 1861 J. H. MAC-
DONALD Evol. of Battalion 7 Column formations again, in

the British army, are for motion, and not for action, under-

standing the word action to mean, as in military parlance,
engaging the enemy.
IT. An engagement with the enemy, a fight.
1590 SHAKS. Much Ado i.i.6 How many Gentlemen haue

you lost in this action? 1665 PEPYS Diary (1879) III. 175

94

His serviceablenesse in this late great action. 1684 Life of
John HI of Poland v. 116 In this great Action the most
Memorable Victory that has been Atchieved in our Age, or
indeed almost in any other. 1769 ROBERTSON Charles (', v.

iii. 330 They defeated the nobility in several actions. 1798
NELSON in Nicolas's Dispatches III. 95 During their march
they had some actions with the Mamelukes, 1709 WEL-
LINGTON Gen. Disp. I. 22 More troops being sent to their aid,
a general action took place. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
III.437 Between the army of Waldeck and the army of
Humieres no general action took place.
12. Histrionic personation j acting of plays, per-

formance. tObs.
1626 MASSIXGER Rom. Actor \\. ii, As thou didst live

Rome's bravest actor, 'twas my plot that thou Shouldst die
in action. 1710 STEELE Tatlcr No. 3^1 This Evening the

Comedy . . was acted for the Benefit of Mrs. Bignall . .

Through the whole Action, she made a very pretty Figure.

\ 13. A theatrical performance, a play. Obs.

1679 Trials ofWhite $ Other Jesuits 47 [Parry log.} He was
at an Action of ours, a Latine Play.
14. A devotional or religious performance or

exercise ; a solemn *
function.' Action Sermon

(Scotch), a Sacramental or Communion discourse.

1825 E. IRVING in Mrs. Oliphant's Life I. xi. 368, 1 returned
home about seven, and addressed myself to write my action
sermon. 1855 F. PROCTER Bk. of Comm. Prayer 353 The
Lord's Prayer aiso begins the action of thanksgiving \actio

gratiarnm\. 1863 Glasgmv Her. 15 Apr., An interval is now
allowed in some congregations Jjetween the 'action sermon'
and the sacramental service.

f!5. A share in a joint-stock company (as if

the amount of action or operation which one takes
in it). (Fr.) Obs.

1641-1706 EVELYN Diary (18191 11.40 African Actions fell

f > 30, and the India to ^So. 1683 Loud. Gaz. mdcccxv. 4
The Actions of our East-India Company are very much
fallen. 1715 BURNET Hist, cnvn Times I. 573 The actions

sinking on the sudden on the breaking put of a new war.

1750 CHAMBERS Cycl. s,v., To melt or liquidate an Action, is

to sell, or turn it into money. 1758 Ann. Reg. 235 An Eng-
lish lady being possessed of Actions shares in the Embden
company. 1864 BL~RTON Scot Abroad n. 264 The impetu-
osity with which the actions rose.

16. Comb, action-noun, a substantive expressing
action ; action-taking a., litigious.

1879 WHITNKY Sanskrit Grant. 374 There is hardly a suffix

by which action-nouns are formed which does not also make
agent-nouns or adjectives. 1605 SHAKS. Lear \\.\\. 18, A lily-
liver'd action-taking knave.

Action (aj'kJ9n),z'. [f.thesb. Cf. YT. acttenner.]

To institute a legal action against.
1733 FIELDING Don QHI.V. Wks. 1861, 999, I don't question

but to action him out on't. 1881 Kcho i July 2/4 To prove
his innocence, he took the only course open to him actioned
his enemy for libel.

Actionable (arkjanab'l), a. [f. ACTION sb. 8 +

-ABLE.] Subject or liable to an action at law ; of

such a character that an action on account of it

will lie.

1501 LAMBARDE Arclieion (1635) 90 Baited, and bitten with
libells and slanders that be not actionable. 1691 SHADWELL
Scotvrers n. Wks. IV. 331 Have a care what you say, Sir,

your words will be actionable. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm.
III. 217 This . . is no injury to the sufferer, and is therefore

not an actionable nusance. 1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina ix.

(1784* 11.71 Everybody agreed that the illusage the Captain
had given her was actionable. 1848 ARNOULD Mar. Insnr.

i. iv, (1866) I. 160 Guilty of actionable negligence.

Actionably (ai-kpmabli), attv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

' In a manner subject to a process of law.' Todd.

Actional (arkjsnal), a. [f. ACTION sl>. + -AL. Cf.

rational, fractional etc.] Of or pertaining to ac-

tion or actions.

1731 In BAILEY. 1870 J. GROTF. Exam. UtiLPhilo$.x\\\i.

307 The actional principle of conservatism.

t A'ctionary. Obs. [f.
ACTION sb. 15 + -ART,

after Fr. actionnaire ;
cf. missionary] A share-

holder in a joint-stock company.
1731 BAILEY [see ACTIONIST ij. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl t

Actionary or Actionist, a term frequent in foreign news-

papers ; denoting the proprietor of an action or share in

a company's stock. 1755 JOHNSON, Actionary^ one that has

a share in actions or stocks.

Actioner (arkjanai). [f.
ACTION sb. 6+-XK1.]

An artisan who makes the action of an instrument,

as of a gun, piano, etc.

1881 Daily Tel. 12 Dec. Advt, To Gunmakers only.

Wanted, a few good, steady hands. No actioners, lock-

makers, barrelmakers, or military workmen need apply.

Actionist (re-kfanist). [f. ACTION sb. + -IST.]

f 1. = ACTIONARY ; a shareholder. Obs.

1731 BAILEY, Actionary or Actionist, a Person who owns
or is possessed of Actions, Shares, or Stock, in a Company.
1755 In JOHNSON.
27 One who professes, practises, or lays great

stress on (oratorical) action.
1812 Religionism 32, Actionists (title), Some taught by

thee, Demosthenes, are bent, On action, action, action, ne'er

content With emphasis of utterance (fault absurd !) Unless

pronounced, and acted too, each word.

Actionize (oe-kjanaiz), -v. rare, [f.
ACTION sb. 8+

-IZE. Cf. Fr. actionner^ To bring a legal action

against.
1872 COM P. READE Take Care 291 'My dear sir,' replied

the lawyer,
'

you have the power of actionising these people
for conspiracy.'

Actionless (srkfanles), a.
[f.

ACTION + -LESS.]

Void of action, inactive, inert.

c 1817 J. HOGG Tales $ Sk. (1837) IV. 199 With regard to

ACTIVE.
the natural affection of this animal [sheep], stupid and action-
le.-,s as it is, the instances that might be mentioned are with-
out number.

t A'Ctious, a. Obs. [ad. L. actiosus officious,

turbulent; f. offion-em ACTION: see-ous.] Abound-

ing in, or giving rise to action, active, energetic.
1592 WARNER Albion's Eng. vin. xliii. (1612) 207 The fourth

and fifth of Henries were as actious as the rest. 1607 DAR-
KER Hist. H'yatt 1 14 He knowes you to be eager men, mar-
tiall men . . verie actious for valour. 1613 Uncasing of
Machiavels Instr. 22 Be rich, I say; nay, boy, be rich and
wise ! Gold is an actious mettle for the eyes.

tActitaction. Qbs* [n. ofaction l.'L.actita-re

to act much, freq.of ag-erc to act.] 'Debating of law-

suits.' Bailey 1742. 'Action quick and frequent.
1

J.

t A'ctivate, -v. Obs. [f. ACTIVE a. + -ATE 3. Cf.

captiv-ate, and mod. Fr. activcr] To make active,
move to activity. Cf. ACTUATE.
i6z6 BACON Sylva 83 For as Snow and Ice especially,

being holpen and their cold Activated by nitre or salt, will

turn water into Ice and that in a few hours. 1642 BF. MON-
TAGU Acts <y Man. 190, I cannot see that he would consent
with Ambrose, that they [the Sibyls] were activated by the
Deuill. 1673 O. WALKER Education (1677) 124 This warms
and activates the spirit in the search of truth.

Active (ze'ktiv), a.
;
also 4-5 actif . [prob. a.

Fr. actif, fern, active, ad. L. activ-us. But it may
be a direct adoption of the L., in the theological

phrase vita activa, which is the earliest application
of the word in Fr. and Eng. alike.] gen. Charac-
terized by action. Hence
1. Opposed to contemplative or speculative : Given

to outward action rather than inward contemplation
or speculation ; practical ; esp. with 'life.

1

(Also
formerly absol. in //. sc. virtues, faculties.)

1340 Ayenb. 199 Holy writ ous tek}> tuo maneres of Hue . .

J?e verste is yhote workvol [active] vor Jet hi is ine zuynch
of guode workes, 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 24 Vnto thes

men itt longith som tyme to vsene werkis of mercy in actife

liffe. 1362 LASGL. P. PI. A vn. 236 Actyf lyf or contem-

ilatyf
'

Crist wolde hit alse. c 1400 Apol. for Loll. 23 Also
:1 tokun actifis & contemplatifis ; J?at sterun to vertewe be
jr two maneris, 1401 Pol. Poems II. 63 There is maad

mencion of two
perfit lyves, that aclif and contemplatif

comounli ben calhd, ffulh figurid by Marie and Martha hir

sister. 1538 STARKEY England ^ But wether hyt [i.e. per-
fection] stond in the actyve lyfe . . or els in the contempla-
tive . . hyt ys not al sure. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. \. ill 271 My
speculative and active [1623 offic'd] instruments. 1609 TOUR-
NEI;R fun. Poenie 355 All his industries (As well in actives as

contemplatives*. 1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Philor. (1701* 161/1

Philosophy concerns either action or contemplation
t thence

assuming two names, Contemplative and Active) the Active

consisting in practice of moral Actions, the Contemplative,
in penetration of abstruse Phisical causes, and the nature of
the Divinity. 18x8 D. STEWART Wks, VI. 122 As the opera-
tions in the minds of other men escape our notice we can

judge of their activity only from the sensible effects it pro-
duces ; thence we are led to apply the character of activity
to those whose bodily activity is the most remarkable, and
to distinguish mankind into two classes, the Active and the

Speculative.

j-
b. Practical, as opposed to theoretical. Obs.

1609 Dot"LAND Orinthop. MicroL 2 Active Musicke, which
also they call Practick, is . . the knowledge of singing well.

2. Opposed to passive : Originating or communi-

cating action, exerting action upon others
; acting

of its own accord, spontaneous. In 1 7th c. often

absol. in //. sc. qualities, forces.

c 1400 Apol.for Loll. 14 God may not autorise f>at actyfe

cursyng . . But passyue cursyng . . is just. 1413 LYDCATE
Pylg. Sowle ii. Ix. (1859' 57 Quod the body . . thou were in

me actyf as fire is in the wood, and I in to the passyf as

woode is in thefyre 1477 NORTON Ordin.Alch, v. tAshmole

1652) 54 Heate, and Cold, be qualities Active, Moisture, and
Drines, be qualityes Passive. 1592 W. WEST Symbolzogr.
i. 48 G. The actiue person in Instrumentes is he which
maketh the Instruments. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man.
iv. v. 332 If it should be in the power of an Angel by apply-

ing actives to passives to produce an Insect. 1736 BUTLER

Analogy i. v. 117 Perception of danger is a natural Excite-

ment of passive fear and active caution. 1846 MILL Logic
in. iii. 9 (1868) 292 Objects which they first believed to be

intelligent and active are really lifeless and passive. 1876
FREEMAN Norm. Conq. II. x. 492 The treasons of Eadwine
were often passive rather than active.

3. Grammar, a. properly, An epithet of Voice in

verbs used transitively; opposed to Passive (and,
in some languages, to Reflexive or Middle). That
form of the verb in which the action asserted by it

is viewed as a characteristic or attribute of the

thing whence it issues, as opposed to the Passive

Voice in which the action is viewed as an attribute

of the thing towards which it is directed ; or, that

form of the verb in which the logical subject of

the action is made by the speaker the grammati-
cal subject of his assertion, as shown by the verb's

agreement with it in inflections, by position, or

otherwise. This being (in Aryan Languages) the

simple or original form, verbs used intransitively

naturally have no other, and are said to have the

Active Voice only.
b. Less correctly, said ofverbs themselves ; in two

senses, i. Applied to verbs which assert that the

subject acts upon or affects something else, as dis-

tinguished from Passive Verbs, or such as assert of

the subject that it is acted on by something or
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suffers the action, and Neuter Verbs which assert

an action or state that has neither character. 2. Ap-
plied to all verbs that assert action as distinct from
mere existence or state ;

in this sense Active Verbs

are divided into Active Transitive, in which the

action passes over to or affects an object, as kill

(corresponding to the Active of i ), and Active In-

transitive, in which the action does not affect an

object, as rise (forming part of the Neuter verbs of

i), Neuter in this nomenclature being restricted to

verbs of existence or state, as be, sit.

Both of these uses of the word are etymologically defensible,
but both are inconvenient : the distinction between action and
state Is not always clear, and above all is one of things, not

ofassertions about them ; that of action and^assiew is merely
that of two ways of viewing and asserting the saute action ;

while the passing over of an action to an object or the con-

trary is better expressed by Transitive and Jntransith>e t

and is moreover not a division of verbs, but of the construc-

tions of each verb separately, the great majority of verbs in

Kng. having both constructions.

1530 PALSGR. 4 The thyrde parsonnes plurelles of verbes

actyves in thefrenche tonge . . ende in ent. 1591 PERCIVALI,

Span. Diet. C b, Of Uerbs personals there be three kinds,

Actiue, Passiue and Neuter. 1611 HHINSLEY Pos. Parts.

(1669) 29 Cannot a Verb Neuter take r, to make it a Passive,
as Actives do? c 1620 A. HUME Ortlwgr. Brit. Tongue (1865)

32 Verbes of doing are actives or passives. The active verb
adheres to the person of the agent; as, Christ hath con-

quered hel arid death. 1765 ^ WARD Kss. Grain. 59, A
verb in the active voice very frequently denotes a state

which implies no real action, as for instance to suffer \
and

so, a verb in the passive voice frequently denotes a state

which implies no real suffering, as to befound. 1876 MASON
Eng. Gram. 59 We may speak of one and the same action

by means either of a verb in the active voice, or of a verb in

the passive voice.

4. Opposed to quiescent or extinct : Existing in

action, working, effective, having practical opera-
tion or results.

1640-4 CAPT. MERVIN in Rushworth's Hist. Coll. ni.(i692)
I. 214 The Gray-headed Common Laws Funeral; and the
Active Statutes death and Obsequies. 1790 BOSWLXL Johnson
xxiv. (Rtldg.lzis Here was one of the many, many instances
of his active benevolence. 1790 BUKKI; Fr. Rev. 39 The
whole government would be under the constant inspection
and active controul of the popular representative and of the

magnates of the kingdom. 1830 LYELL Print:. Geol. I. 317
Kamtschatka, where there are seven active volcanos. 1857
LIVINGSTONE Travels vi. 113 It contains an active poison.
1876 FREEMAN JVVrw. Conq. II. vii. 102 Weary of tarrying
where there was no chance of active service. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 79 It is the oxygen which is the active agent.

5. Opposed to sluggish or inert : Abounding in

action ; energetic, lively, agile, nimble ; diligent,

busy, brisk. i,Of persons and things.)
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iii. 24, I were simply the most

actiue fellow in Europe. 1609 Man in the Moone (1849) 31
It maketh her unfit te to performe any agill or active thing.
1666 PEPYS Diary (1879) 111.485 He being the activest man
in the World. 1718 POPE Iliad xv, 683 So strong to fight,
so active to pursue. 1786 COWI-ER Lett. 31 Jan. Wks. 1876
224 Infirmities . . which make him less active than he was.

1857 HUCKLE Civil, iii. 142 Now, the richest Countries are
those in which man is most active. 1863 FAWCETT Pol.
Econ. in. vi. 371 An active demand for any other commodity
is characterised by a rise in its price or value. 1866 ROGERS
Agric. $ Prices I. xxiii. 599 The most active seat of the trade.
1880 Manck. Guard. 16 Dec., The market to-day has been
more active than for a considerable time.

6. On the credit side of the balance-sheet, of the
nature of an asset ; as opposed to passive, i. e. of
the nature of a liability. (Common in Fr., but

hardly English.)
1875 POSTE Gains in. 350 Selling the active and passive

universality of the insolvent's estate . . to a purchaser who
became liable to the insolvent's creditors.

7. Used as the first element in such obv. Comb.
as active-bodied, active-limbed, active-minded.
1870 BRYANT Hotner I. v. 152 There the active-limbed,

Fleet Iris stayed them. 1837 WHEWKLL Induct. 6V. (1857) I.

121 The pleasure which . . active-minded men feel in exercising
the process of deduction. 1878 SEELEY Stein III. 547 The
more active-minded among his contemporariesJ

Activeable, perhaps = '

excitable,' f. stem of
activ-ate (cf. separate, separable} : but probably to
be read as two words active able.
1602 Return fr. Parti, iv. 5 (Arb.) 62 To thinke so many

actiueable wits, That might contend with proudest birds of
Po, Sits now immur'd within their priuate cells. [In Hazlitt's

Dodsley spelt activable.}

Actively (oe-ktivli), adv.
[f. ACTIVE a. -f -Lv2.]

In an active manner ; hence

1 1. In action, as opposed to contemplation ; prac-
tically, in practical life. Obs.

p

c 1400 Apol.for Loll. 22 Nejjeles it is not to deme J?at ne it
is leful to curse accessorily ; for bat tendib but to men lifing
actifly.

2. In originating action ; by one's own action
;

that is to say, he can neither make a testament, nor receiue
anie benefite by a testament 1649 BP. HALL Cases o/Consc.
(1654* 38 Is the fraud actively yours, done by you to another?
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 635 The king was at least
passive. He could not actively counterwork the regent. 1858
KiQ?\.vt Dutch Repub. Introd.v. 19 His son Poppo . . did not
actively oppose the introduction of Christianity.
3. Grammar. In the manner or with the construe-
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tion of an active verb
;

a. in a manner asserting
action

;
b. transitively.

1612 RRINSLEY Pos. Parts (i66g> 30 Deponents . . signifying
Actively.that is, when they are construed like Actives . . Active
Verbs or Verbs signifying Actively govern the Accusative.
Ibid. 37 Rehearse them Actively and Passively together.
1661 Grand Debate 88, Nnlla sains in nobis is spoken ac-

tively and not possessively or passively.
4. With effective or vigorous action ; energetically,

busily ; briskly, nimbly.
1602 SHAKS. Haml. m. iv. 87 Since Frost itselfe as actiuely

doth burne, And Reason panders Will. 1605 STOW Ann. 1429,
o Trumpets and a kettle drome did very actiuely sound the
Danish march. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 189 Some
most actively use the contrary arme and leg. 1816 SCOTT
OldMort.zi-} Actively engaged in his military duties. 1869
PHILLIPS I'esuv. iii. 79 Within the crater was found a round
and small actively eruptive cone.

Activeness (cc-ktivnes). [f. ACTIVE a. + -NESS.]
The quality of being active

; agility, nimbleness,
energy, diligence ;

= ACTIVITY 2.

1601 R. C-HKSTKtt Love's Martyr Ixvi. (1878^ 96 Because in
activenesse she much excelled. 1612 WARNER Albion s Eng-
land \.\v. 12 Yea yet a Lad, for Actiuenes The world did
lackhislike. 1754 HOWARDS Freed. //'///. iv. 3, 203 Action,
when set property in Opposition to Passive or Passivenesse
is . . a meer Relation ; 'tis the Activeness of something on
another thing. 1878 A'. A mcr. A'ti'. CXXVI. 307 Activeness
in religious practices, and soundness in ethical teachings.

Activity (ivkti'viti). [a. Kr. activity ad. med.

^L.acttvitatem, a word of the Scholastic Philosophy,
=-vis agcndi, f. L. actnnts

;
see ACTIVE.]

1. The state of being active
;

the exertion of

energy, action.

1549 COVERDALK Erasut. Paraphr. i Cor. 33 There is of al

men but one god, of whome the power and actmitie of al

thinges . . haue theyr begynnynges, 1648 Hi-. RKYNOLUS
Lorifs Supper xi, All manner of activity requiring a contact
and immediateness between the agents and the subject. 1664
POWER E.\-p. Philos. Pref. 13 The supreme Being (who is Ac-
tivity itself). 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 50 What is the Sphere of

Activity of Cold '! 1703 MOXON Mcch. Excrc. 98 '1'he Saw
is designed to cut only in its Progress forwards; Man hav-
ing in _that Activity more strength. 1764 REID Inq. Hum.
Mind, ii. jo, 1 15 No man would attribute great activity to
the paper I write upon. 1782 PRIESTLEY Matter <y Spirit I.

16, 189 We have no experience of. . primary activity, in

any respect. 1876 MOZLKY Univ. Serin, iii. 49 Activity is

naturally at first sight our one test of faith. 1879 THOMSON
& TAIT Xat. Pkil. I. i. g 263 If the Activity of an agent be
measured by its amount and its velocity conjointly ; and if,

similarly, the Counter-activity of the resistance be measured
by the velocities of its several parts and their several amounts
conjointly, whether these arise from friction, cohesion, weight,
or acceleration IActivity and Counter-activity, in all com-
binations of machines, will be equal and opposite.
2. The state or quality of being abundantly active ;

brisk or vigorous act ion; energy, diligence, nimble-
ness, liveliness.

1530 PALSGR. 193 Activyte, quickenesse, actiniti'(r\ 1535
COVERDALE Gen, xlvii. 6 Vf thou knowest that there be men
of actiuyte amonge them, make them rulers of my catell.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. in. ii. 60, If shee call your actiuity in
question, a 1704 T. BROWN Table Talk Wks. 1730 I. 144
Laziness and want of activity. 1775 BURKE Sp. Conc.Amer.
Wks. III. 46 Neither the perseverance of Holland, nor the
activity of France. 1832 SCOTT M'oodst. 183 The latter

stepped back with activity. 1854 ALISOX Hist. Eur. IV.
xxvii. 255 The sieges of these places . . were now pressed with
activity. 1869 PHILLIPS I \'sm>. iii. 51 The volcano continued
to manifest activity till November. 1882 Daily A-Vri* 5 Mar.,
There is not quite so much activity in the iron market.

f 3. Physical exercise, gymnastics, athletics. Also
attrib. Obs.

1552 HULOET Abcedarhim, Master whyche teacheth acti-

uitie, Gymnastcs. c 1595 J. NORDEN Spec. J3rit. t Corn-wall
(1728)29 Especially Wrastlingand Hurling, sharpeandseuere
actiuities. 1624 bOLTON Nero C,rsar6i The antient Greeke
Gymnasium was diuided into threecMefe spaces, or actiuitie-

yards. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 51 F 3, A great deal of good
Company of us were this Day to see or rather to hear an art-
ful Person do several Feats of Activity.
4. Anything active ; an active force or operation.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 307 Some . . to salve the

effect have recurred unto the influence of the starres, mak-
ing their activities National!. 1677 HALE Prim. Grig. Man.
348 Christ and his Apostles, did wonderful things, beyond
the reach and p^ower of created Agents or Activities. 1823
LAMB Elia ii. ix. (1865) 294 An endless string of activities
without purpose, of purposes destitute of motive. 1869
HUXLEY m Scient. Opinion 28 Apr. 486/1 The study of the
activities of the living being is called its physiology. 1876
GEO. ELIOT D. Deronda v. xxxvii. 353 Still more he wanted
to escape standing as a critic outside the activities of men,

Actless (ce-ktles), a. rare. [f. ACT sb. + -LESS.]
Without action, inactive.
1682 T. SOUTHEKNE Loyal Brother \. L Wks. 1. 21, A poor,

young, actless, indigested thing, Whose utmost pride can only
boast of youth And innocence. 1765 LAW Bfhmen's E.rpl.
i,th Table 1 8 This Idea, or Spirit of the Soul, dumb and actless.

Acton (re'ktan). Forms 3-5 aketoun ; 4 ac-
ketton ; 4-9 aketon

; 5 akatown, aktone, ac-

tone, -oun(e, -owne, hacton; 6 hocqueton,
hocton ; 6-7 haketon ; 6-9 hacqueton ; 5-9
acketon, haqueton ; 4- acton, [a. OFr. (i 2th c.)

ampteton, later (45th, i6th c.) hocqueton, hocton,
mod. Fr. hoqncton, cotton wool, padding, whence,
a padded and quilted jacket ;

a. Sp. alcotont

algodon 'cotton, bombast,' ad. Arab. .Ja_aJ|, al-

qutun, al-qfttn the cotton. Obsol. since i6th c.

exc. as a historical term. Acton is the lineal de-

ACTRESS.

scendant of the ME. forms
; in Fr. the word has

since received an initial /;, which has also influenced

English since Caxton's time in the forms HAQUE-
TON, hacqueton, haketon, hacton, some of which also
are still in historical use. Hoqueton, hocqiteton,
hocton, are later Fr. forms, not now used.] A
stuffed jacket or jerkin, at first of quilted cotton,
worn under the mail; also, in later times, a jacket
of leather or other material plated with mail.
11300 A'. A Us. 5150 Withouten sotoned aketoun, Oither

plate, cither gaumbisoun. 6-1386 CHAUCER Sir Thopas 149And next his schert an aketoun, And over that an haberjoun.
( 1400 Sege offMetaync 917 Ther oon he keste an acton syne.
rti45o Syr Pertcyvelle 1102 Blode rede was his stede, His
aktone and his other wede. c 1450 LOSKLICH Graal II. 199
Here hors, here armures, here akatowns. 1475 CAXTON
Jason 16 He percid hit and the hauberk and the haqueton.
1496 Dives fy Pauper \\V. de Wordet x. vl 380/1 We muste
do aboue the Jacke or acton of charyte. 1523 I,i>. J'KKNKKS
J-'roissart I. ccccxxx. 756 With pauesons and cootes of steele,
hoctons.shapeaux.and bassinettes. 1576 HOLINSHKD C/;>w;.
II. 581 The bishop had upon him a certeine cote of defense,
which was called an aketon. 1599 THYNNK Animathn'r. 31
Aketon or Haketone you [Speght] expounde a jackett with-
oute sieves , . Hut haketon is a slevelesse jackett of plate for
the warre, couered with anye other stufTe ; at this day also

called_
a jackett of plate. 1609 SIR J. SKKNE Reg. Maj. 25

That ilk laick landed man haueand ten punds in gudes and
geir, sail haue for his bodie, and for defence of the Realme,
ane sufficient Acton, ane basnet, and ane gloue of plate.
1623 CAMDEH Kent. (16371 1 96 They had also about this time
. . a jacket without sleeves called a Haketon. 1805 SCOTT
Lay L, Mlltst. in. vi. But Cranstoun's lance, of more avail
. . Through shield, and jack, and acton past. 1828 /'. M.
Perth 111.341 His rich acton, and all his other vestment;,,
looked as if they had been lately drenched in water.

Actor (arkta:). Also actour. [a. I., at tor, n. of

agent, f. act- ppl. stem of ag-frc to drive, carry on,

do, act. The Kr. actcnr is later in Littre. The de-

velopment of meaning took place in I,.]

fl. A manager, overseer, agent, or factor (transl.
I., actor.) Obs.

1382 WYCI.IF Gal. iv. 2 He is vndir tutouris and actouris,
til to the tyme dtftermyned of the fadir. [1388 under kcpcris
and tutoris. Vuig. sub tntoribus ct actoribns.\

f2. A pleader; he who conducts an action at law;
a. the plaintiff or complainant ;

b. an advocate in

civil cases
;

c. a public prosecutor. Obs. exc. as a
term in Rom. law.

1413 LYIXJ. Pylgr. Smvte i. vi. (1859! 6 That the actour be

admytted to inaken his compleynt, and purpoos his askynge.
i6o3ClKi.KNWi.v Tacitus, Ann. in. xiv. 1 1622* 85 The publicke
actor had bought Silanus bondmen, to the end they should
bee examined by torture. 1625 BACON Ess. xxv. iArb.t 247
Sometimes it is scene, that the ModerafoFtS more trouble-
some then the Actor. 1649 SKI.UEN Laws of Etig. \. xx. (17 ^9)

37 The king may not . . determine Causes wherein himself is

actor. 1768 BLACKSTONE_Ow/;/f._III. 25 In every court there
must be at least three constituent parts, the actor^ reus, and
jiuinx; the actori or plaintiff, who complains of an injury
done. 1875 POSTK (iiiiut\. 154 The temporary representative
of a Corporation for the purpose of suing and being sued,
was called Actor.

3. One who acts, or performs any action, or takes

part in any affair ; a doer. (In later usage nearly
always with fig. allusion to 4.)

1603 SHAKS. Mcas.for M. \\. ii. 37 Condemn the fault and
not the actor of St. 1604 Case is Altered in Thynne's Ani-
wa<h\ 138 Oh wicked money, to be the Actor of such a mis-
chiefe. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scotl. I. i. 5 The characters
of the actors are displayed. 1819 S. ROGKKS Hum. Life 102
Now distant ages, like a day, explore, And judge the act, the
actor now no more. 1875 POSIK Gains Intrud. 13 An actor i^

negligent when he is ignorant of the consequences of his act.

4. One who personates a character, or acts a part ;

a stage-player, or dramatic performer.
1581 SIDNEY Def. Poestc (Arb.) 25 There is no Arte deliv-

ered to mankinde, that hath not the workes of Nature for

his principall object . . on which they so depend, as they be-
come Actors and Players as it were, of what nature will have
set foorth, 1393 SHAKS. Rich. //, v, ii. 24 After a well grac'd
actor leaues the Stage. 1646 J. HALI, florae I'ach-ae 19
God sends us not unto the Theater of this World to be mute
persons, but actors. 1651 HOBBKS Leviathan I. xvi. 80 A
Person, is the same that an Actor is, both on the Stage and
in common Conversation. 1748 J. MASON Elocution 4 The
Latins by Pronunciatio and Actio meant the same thing . .

hence they whose business it is to speak publickly on the

Stage, are with us called Actors. 1774 BURKE Sp. Amer.
Tax. Wks. II. 419 Another scene was opened and other
actors appeared on the stage. 1876 ORF.EN S/twt Hist. x.

(1878) 730 Pitt was essentially an actor, dramatic in the

Cabinet, in the House, in his very office.

5. Comb, actor-man, obs., a ^theatrical) actor;
actor-manager, a manager of a theatre, who U
also an actor.

1796 Miss IJuRNEvCaw/y/a ii. v. (18401, I desire to know by
whose authority you present such actormen to a young lady
under my care. 1864 Reader 24 Dec. 792/1 Another mischief-

working influence is that ofactor-managers and manageresses.

Actor, actour, obs. form of AUTHOR.

Actorshiptx'ktajjip). [f.
ACTOR + -SHIP.] The

quality or position of a (dramatic) actor.

1598 MARSTON Ant. fy Mell. i. Introtl. Wks. 1856 I. 3, I was
never worse fitted since the nativitie of my actorshlppe ;

I

shall be hist at.

Actress (a."ktre9^ Also 8 actrice. [f.AcroR +
-ESS ; probably formed independently of Fr. actrice,

which is occasionally found instead.] At first used

only in the general sense, not in the dramatic
;
now

only in the dramatic, not in the general.



ACTUABILITY.

( 1. A female actor or doer. Otis. repl. by ACTOR,
1589 WjoarttAMttt* Eng. (1612) 335 Opportunitie, the

chiefe Actresse in all attempts, gaue the Plaudite in Loue.
1596 FiTz-cEFFREY-SVr/^. ZVa&- (1881) 25 Tasking your pens
to pen a womans praise, And she the actresse ofyour owne
disease. 6a6 COCKERAM, Actresse, a woman doer. 1670
Lond. Gaz. cccclxviii. i A principal Lady of the Island who

been the chief actor in the tragic scene.]
2. A female player on the stage. (ACTOR was at

first used for both sexes.)
1666 PKPVS Diary 27 Dec., Doll Common doing Abigail

most excellently, & Knipp the widow very well, & will be an
excellent actor, I think. 1700 DKYDEN Epil. to Pilgrim 40
To stop the trade of love behind the scene, Where actresses
make bold with married men. 1711 SHAFTESBURY Charact.
(1737) 111.368 Study'd action and artificial gesture may be
allow'd to the actors and actrices of the stage. 1741 WAL-
POLE Lett, to H. Mann 6(1834* I. 15 A bad actress, but she
has life. 1790 BOSWELL Johnson xxiv. (Routl.i 214 This
elegant and fashionable actress. 1882 Academy 8 July 39/2
As long as such an actress treads the boards, it is possible to
take a worthy view of the functions of the theatre.

t Actuabi'lity. Obs. rare~l
. [f. med. L. actml-

?V + -BIUTY.] Capability of being acted upon or
actuated.

1689 H. MORE AHfit', to Psych. 115 If he acknowledge a

Spiritual substance distinct from the Material, he will give
Activity to the one, and Passivity or Actuability to the other.

Actual (arktial), a. ; also 4-5 actuel. [a. Fr.

actttel, ad. late L. actual-is (in philos. and theol.

writers), of or pertaining to action ; f. actn-s acting;
see ACT and -AL. Subseq. assimilated to the L.

spelling.]

fl. Of or pertaining to acts; exhibited in deeds;

practical, active. Obs.
c 1315 SHORKHAM 107 Thys senne cometh naugt of thy ken I

. . Tno seggeth thys leredemen And clypyeth hyt actuel.
c 1386 CHAUCER Persones T. 283 Thus is synne accomplisid
. . and thanne is the synne cleped actuel. 1534 MORE On the
Passion Wks. 1557, 1284 Original syn without actual adioyned
thereto dampned the

Itynde
of man. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. \

Poiitie (16171 47 Actuall, that holynesse, which afterwards '

beautifieth all the parts and actions of our life. x6osSHAKs. |

Macb. v. i. 13 In this slumbry agitation, besides her walking,
and other actuall performances, what (at any time) haue you

'

heard her say? 1647 H. MORE Song of the Soul u. ii. n.

xxxviii, So when the present actuall centra.ll life Of sense
and motion is gone.

f 2. Abounding in action, active, energetic. Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Morte ttArth. i. xvi. u8i6> I. 30 'I wol
wel,' said Arthur,

'
for I see your dedes full actual.'

3. Existing in act or fact ; really acted or acting;
carried out

; real ; opposed to potential, possible,

virtual, theoretical^ ideal. Formerly often absol.

in//.
= actual qualities, actualities.

1541 COI-LAND Gnydott's Quest. Cyrurg. D iij b, Whiche
cauteres are the surest, the actualles, or the potencyalles?
Answere. Theactualles, bycause faction of fyre is mostesim-
pie. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xii. 178 And thinkest thou..
that his [God's] potentials . . are not stronger than thine ac-
tuals? 1651 HOBHES Lt-i-iathan in.xxxviii.244 Bycomparison
with their own actualj miseries. 1656 BRAMHALL Refilic.iv.
160 With the Romanists themselves I distinguish between
habituall and actuall Jurisdiction. Habituall Jurisdiction is I

derived only by Ordination. Actuall Jurisdiction is a right to

exercise that habit, arising from the lawfull application of the
matter or subject. 1769 Junins Lett. xxxv. 155 The natives
of Scotland are not in actual rebellion. 1817 JAS. MILL
Brit. India II. v. viii. 661 The nominal revenue was but a

portion of the actual proceeds. 1837 CAKLYLE Fr.RevoL I.

i. n.iii. 31 Great truly is the Actual ; is the Thing that has
rescued itself from bottomless deeps of theory and possi-
bility, and stands there as a definite indisputable Fact. 1853
F, W. ROBERTSON Serm. \\\. vii. 90 There is every difference

between the ideal and the actual between what a man
aims to be and what he is. 1870 TYSDALL Heat v. 154, 131
It may be called actual energy in antithesis to possible.

4. In action or existence at the time
; present,

current.

1642 R. CARPENTER Experience u. vii. 162 If a man finde
his wife in the actuall commission of Adultery, he may kill

both his wife, and the Adulterer. 1790 BURKE l-'r. Revol. 78
If this be your actual situation, compared to the situation to
which you were called. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. N.-Cafi
Country 1 32 Never constructed as receptacle . . for him their
actual lord. 1880 GEIKIE Phys. Geog. i. 3, 21 No telescope
has yet detected any actual volcanic eruption going on in

the moon. Mod. In the actual position of affairs in Egypt.
Actualism (se-ktializ m). [f. prec. + -IBM.]
c 1860 J. HINTON Philos. fy Rclig. Pref, One new word I have

introduced . . the word actuatism . . it is parallel to idealism,
materialism, positivism, etc., and was adopted to express the
idea that all existence is truly active or spiritual, as opposed
to inert or dead. i88a Academy 14 Jan. 29 It is the central
doctrine of Actualism, that self-sacrifice for others is the law
of life and conduct.

Actuality (oe^ktiwias'liti). [ad. med. L. actuali-

tatem, f. actual-is. See ACTUAL and -ITY
;

cf. mod.
Fr. aetualite (*a neologism.* Littre).]

1 1. Capacity of action, activity. Obs.

1398 TKEVISA Barth. De P. R. vni. xvi. (1495) 323 The sonne
hath moost actualyte and vertue of werkinge. 1647 H. MORE
Song oftke Soul u. ii. in. v, Yet falls she down at last and

lowly lies . . sleep doth seise her actualities. 1677 GALE Crt.

ofGentiles III. 122 God, by reason of his infinite actualitie,

permits nothing but what he wils.

2. The state of being actual or real
; reality,

existing objective fact.

1675 J. HOWE Living Temple Wks. 1834, 34/2 An infinite
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possibility on the part of the creature . . and a proportion-
able infinite actuality of power on the Creator's part. 1775
J. HARRIS Philos. Arrangem. (1841) 365 That there are
things existing in act, in reality, in actuality, {call it as you
please,* we have the evidence both of our senses and of our
internal consciousness. 1847 LEWES Hist. Philos. (1867) I.

313 Which passed from possibility into actuality. 1848 Rus-
KIN Mod. Painters I. u. i. vii. 15, 90 To sacrifice a truth of
actuality to a truth of feeling. 1853 MILMAN Lat. Chr. xiv.
iiL (1864! IX. 136 Universals are real only in God but . . in

potentiality rather than in actuality.
3. //. Actual existing conditions or circumstances.
1665 GLANVILLE Seeps. Sci. 42 These distinct possibilities

are founded upon distinct actualities. 1832 COLERIDGE Table
Talk 5 Apr. 168 The public mind, which substitutes its own
undefined notions or passions for real objects and historical
actualities. 185* GROTE Greece IX. u. Ixix. 34 To look at the
actualities of the present and take measure of what is best to
be done for the future. 1876 M. DAVIES Unorthod. Lond.
250 His words would therefore be few, and directed to the
actualities of the case.

4. Realism in description.
1850 MERIVALE Hist. Rom. Emf. (1865^ VIII. Ixiv. 83 It in-

vests traditions and legends with the hard colouring of
modem actuality. 1879 W. E. HENLEY in Academy 5 Apr.
298/1 Some of the characters grouped about her have a
flavour of actuality.

Actualization (xMwalaiz^-Jaii). [f. ACTUAL-
IZE v. + -ATION.] A making actual; a realization
in action or fact.

18x4 COLERIDGE Aids to Refl. (1848) I. 221 The non-actual-
ization of such power is, apriori, so certain. 1861 EMERSON
Cond. ofLife i. 27 The event is only the actualization of its

thoughts. 1869 RAWLIXSON Am: Hist. 352 The constitution
established . . was, in part, the actualisation of the ideal of
Servius,

Actualize (wktiwabiz), v.
[f. ACTUAL a.+

-1X1.1

1. To make actual, to convert into an actual fact,
to realize in action.
1810 COLERIDGE Friend \. xv. {18661 65 To make our feel-

ings, with their vital warmth, actualize our reason. 18*3 UK
QUINCEV \\'ks. 1860 XIV. 56 When these inert and sleeping
forms are organized, when these possibilities are actualized.

1850 E. P. WHIPFLI-; Ess. -y Rev. ted. 3) I. 300 If the phrase,
realizing the ideal, were translated into the phrase, actual-

izing the real, much ambiguity might be avoided.

2. To represent or describe realistically.
1881 A thcnxum p July 39/3 Other writers . . have not suffi-

cient imaginative force to actualize a truly imaginative situ-

ation, and require the 'prop of allegory.'

Actualized (re-ktiwabizd), ///. a. [f. prec. 4

-ED.] Rendered actual.

1823 COLERIDGE in Rent. 11836' II. 338 To distinguish being
from existence or potential being . . from being actualized.

Actualizing (a-ktiabizin\///. a. [f. ACTU-
ALIZE v. + -IXG-7] Making actual or real

;
which

makes real.

18*4 COLERIDGE Aids^ to Rejl. (1848) I. 28 Marriage con-
tracted between Christians is a true and perfect symbol or

mystery ; that is, the actualizing faith being supposed to

exist in the receivers, it is an outward sign co-essential with
that which it signifies, or a living part of that, the whole of
which it represents.

Actually (arktiali),/z>. [f. ACTUAL tf. + LY2 .1

f 1. In a way that is characterized by doing; with

deeds ; practically, actively. Obs.

1587 GOLDING DC Alornay v. 50 Now-, this vnderstanding is

actualle [? read -alie] euerlasting, (that is . . in deede) and

euerlastingly actuall, (.that is . . doing*. 1651 HOBBES Levia-
than in. xxxv. 219 Christ shall come. . to judge the world, and
actually to governe his owne people. 1660 T. STANLEY Hist.
Philos. 11701) 135/1 Those who offend actually, are most

grievously punished.

1 2. Actively, energetically. Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Morte tfArt/t.(iBi6) 1.137 Then on foot

they drew their swords, and did full actually.

3. In act or fact ; as opposed to possibly, poten-

tially', theoretically, ideally \ really, in reality.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xv. 232 This minde . . hath be-

ing and continuance actually and of it selfe, and euen when
it is seperated from the body. 1608 SIR H. WOTTON in Ellis

Orig. Lett. i. 261 II. 99 He was heere . . actually a Senator.

T77S J- HARRIS Philos. Arrangem. (1841) 365 Every sub-

stance that actually is, by actually being that thing, actu-

ally is not any other. A piece of brass, for example, actually
is not an oak. 1782 PRIESTLEY Matter $ Spirit I. Pref. 15,

I would have every man write as he actually feels. 1868
GEO. ELIOT F. Holt 19 She . . sat with a fixed look, seeing
nothing that was actually present. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol.

Econ. 52 The rates of interest actually paid in business vary
very much.
4. As a present fact, at present, for the time

being,
1663 GERBIER Counsel fa Workmen, actually employed in

every work. 1699 LUTTRELL Brief ReL (1857) IV. 567 The
Turks have actually evacuated Camineec. 183* HALLAM
Const. Hist. Eng. I. 507 The impeachment of the earl of

Middlesex, actually lord treasurer of England. Mod. The
party actually in power.
5. As a matter of fact, in truth, truly ;

indeed ;

even. Not said of the objective reality of the thing

asserted, but as to the truthfulness of the assertion

and its correspondence with the thing ;
hence added

to vouch for statements which seem surprising, in-

credible, or exaggerated : 'He has actually sent the

letter after all.*

1763 GOLDSM. Cit. of World cxix. (1837) 463, I had some

dispositions to be a scholar and had actually learned my
letters. 1849 RUSKIN Seven Lamps iv. 33, 124 And this

principle will be actually found, I believe, to guide the old

workmen. 1863 KEMBI.E Resid. Georgia. 22 This woman
actually imagines that there will be no slaves in heaven.

ACTUATE.
1878 G. MACDONALD Ann. Quiet height, vii. 121, I actually
found the door standing open.
Actualness (re-ktiwalnes). [f. ACTUAL a.+

-NESS.] = ACTUALITY.

fl. Active working or operation, activity. Obs.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vni. xxviiL (1495' 340 One

poynt of lyghte or of shynynge were sufTysaunt to beshyne
alle the world, for noblynesse of matere and for moast actual-
nesse and doynge offourme. 1742 E.\iLE\,Actna/ify, Actual-
7u-ss, Perfection of being.
2. The quality of being actual, actuality.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. i. 3, 28, Actualness^ existence,

extant. 1755 In JOHNSON. 1876 WHITNEY Sights $ fns.ll.
xiv. 441 The real fact through whose vitality and actualness
the stones were put one upon another.

Actuarial (ektiie>rial), a.
[f.

L. actitari-us

ACTUARY + -AL 1

.] Of or pertaining to actuaries or
their profession.
1869 Echo 22 Nov. i/i Most of us are allowed to go through

the span of life allotted to us in actuarial tables. 1869 Daily
AYww 18 Aug., Calculated on well-known and acknowledged
actuarial principles. 1879 Ibid, i Feb., The actuarial value
of the annuity would be considerably more than 6,soo/.

Actuarial! (sckti)eTian), a. rare. [f. L. actu-
ari-us + -AN.] = ACTUARIAL.
1863 A. RCMSEY Reports, Reporting, $ Reporters-iv Pecu-

niary compensation, to be calculated on actuarian principles.

Actuary O'ktmari). [ad. L. actttari-us an
amanuensis, a keeper of accounts, f. actu-s act ; see

-AUY.]
1. A registrar or clerk, a notary; an officer ap-

pointed to write down the acts or proceedings of a
court. Still used in the Convocation ofthe Province
of Canterbury.
1553 Fox A. <y M. in Cobbett's St. Trials I. 628 Requiring

also the copies, as well of the articles as of his protestation,
of the Actuaries. 1658 BRAMHALL Consecr. Bishops m. 30
The same publick Notary who was

Principall Actuary both
at Cardinall Poles Consecration and Arch-Bishop Parkers.

1667 CHAMBERLAYNE St. Grt. Brit. \. u. viii. (1743) 73 To
this Court [of Arches] belongeth an Actuary, a Register,
and a Beadle. The office of the Actuary is to attend the

court, set down the judges decrees. 1717 BLOUNT LawDict. t

A ctnary \actitarius} is the Scribe that registers the Acts and
Constitutions of the Convocation. 1870 Wfiitafct'r's Abnan.
155, Com*, ofProv. of Cant. (Officers) Vicar-General, Regis-
trar, Actuary.

f 2. The managing secretary or accountant of a

public company. Obs.

1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. II. 238 The managers and
actuaries of our public companies.
3. An official in an insurance office, whose duty

it is to compile statistical tables of mortality, and
estimate therefrom the necessary rates of premium,
etc.; or one whose profession it is to solve for

Insurance Companies or the public, all monetary
questions that involve a consideration of the sepa-
rate or combined effect of Interest and Probability,
in connexion with the duration of human life, the

average proportion of losses due to fire or other

accidents, etc.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1.283 An actuary of eminent
skill, subjected the ancient parochial registers of baptisms,
marriages, and burials, to all the tests which the modern im-

provements in statistical science enabled him to apply. 1859
Q.Rev. No. 211, 75 Many actuaries acknowledge the sound-
ness of that basis for life assurance and annuity calculations.

Actuate ^wktiw^t), v. [f. med. L. actual- ppl.
stem of actud-rc aii actutn rcdigere ^Du Cange) ;

f.

attu-s, see ACT.]
fl. To reduce to action ;

to carry out in practice,
to perform (a command, proposition, etc.). Obs.

1596 HUARTE Trial of H 'its xv. 265 If there be any .. who
speaketh or actuateth this in the presence of another. 1649
JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. r. iii. 12, 88 He that neglects to

actuate such discourses loses the benefit of his meditation.

1677 HALE Contemp I. u. 68 That must ..actuate such a Con-
viction to attain its due effect.

\ b. To reduce into the form of an act. See A.crsl>.

7. Obs.

1658 BRAMHALL Consecr. Bps. in Ang. Cath. Lib. III. 64
With their registers to actuate what is done, they do solemnly
in form of law confirm the election.

f 2. To render active, to stir into activity (a latent

or inert property) ; to stir up, arouse, or excite. Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Morals 1347 And the cause

whicn doth excite and actuate the same. 1609 Amm.
Marcell. xvn. ii. 81 Who took this opportunity to actuate

their boldnesse in doing mischiefe. 1655 GURNAL Chr. in

Amtour H. 506 So doth faith actuate sin in the Conscience.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 117 P 10 We must actuate our

languor by taking a few turns round the centre in a garret.

3. To inspire (a thing) with active properties, to

quicken, enliven, or vivify, arch.

1643 HowELL/^r. Trav. (1869)82 What kind of soule doth

inform, actuat, govern, and conserve that vast empire. 1664
H. MORE Apology 498 The Soul is a Spirit that actuates the

natural Body. 1824 COLERIDGE Aids to Refl. (1848) 115 Its

[spirit's] property is to improve, enliven, actuate some other

thing, not constitute a thing in its own name.

b. absol.

1664 Knavery in all Trades in. Da, A Cup of Ale-berry,
or Warme-Broth exhibited to his small Guts . . shall actuate

in all parts of his Body.
4. To move to mechanical action, to communi-

cate motion to, to move, impel (an instrument,

machine, or agent). AUo^f.
1645 RUTHERFORD Tryalfy Triumph ofFait



ACTUATE.

devil in his element is twice a devil ; he is in his own when
he formeth and actuateth bloody instruments. 1750 JOHN-
SON Rambler No. 67 ? n Wings, which others were con-

triving to actuate by the perpetual motion. 1794 O. ADAMS
Nat. ff Exper. Phil. III. xxix. 191 Either of these forces is

sufficient to actuate or put in motion the system of wheels

and pinions. 1831 PORTER Porcelain 50 It has also a piston,

actuated by a screw. 1879 PRESCOTT Spkg. Telephone 3 In

1861, Reiss discovered that a vibrating diaphragm could be

actuated by the human voice.

5. To act upon, or move, the will, as motives do.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela xv. (1824! I. 255 The girl has

strong passions and resentments ; and she that has, will be

actuated, and sometimes governed by them. 1791 BOSWELL

Johnson Ded. i (18161 Every liberal motive that can actuate

an Authour. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. 1. 169 The motives

which governed the political conduct of Charles the Second

differed widely from those by which his predecessor and his

successor were actuated,

f 6. intr. To exert activity, to act. Obs.

1620 VENNER Via Recta 3 Consequently it not being able

to actuate as it ought, putrifieth. 1629 I >ONNE Serin, cxxxvi.

V. 438 The Soul that does not think, [does] not consider,

cannot be said to Actuate i,which is the proper operation of

the Soul) but to Evaporate, not to work through the Body,
but to breathe and smoke through the body. 1657 Deuine

Loiter 3. 9 Wee ought in spule with Loue to actuate towards

God the intensest and continuallest . . wee can.

t A'Ctuate, /// - Obs. [ad. med. L. actnat-its,

pa. pple. of actua-re
;

see ACTUATE z.] Carried

out in action ; realized in fact ; ACTUATED.
1662 (Nov. 24) SOUTH 12 Serm. (1697) I. 66 And the Active

informations of the Intellect, filling the Passive reception of

the Will . . grew actuate into a third, and distinct perfection
of Practice. 1671 True Non-Con/. 119 By which even the

gift of Miracles was actuate, made effectual.

Actuated (arktii*ted), ///. a. [f. ACTUATE v.

+ -ED.] Rendered actual, or active; put into action,

moved, stirred, impelled.
1652 BENLOWE Tlteophila iv. xxvii, In Sanctitie Be actuated

then. 1657 T. REEVE Pleafor Nineveh 243 It doth delight

me to see a bright creature come out of the slime-heap, and

to see these slime-heaps such actuated Models, that they
should have the whole world wait upon them, and the Creator

himselfe bow down to them. 1794 SULLIVAN View of Nat.

I. 333 AH bodies loose their parts, in proportion as they are

more actuated by the power of heat. 1826 DISRAELI Viv.

Grey iv. iv. 152 Actuated by the vilest of hatreds.

Actuating (wkliwitfitiq), vbl.sb. [f.
ACTUATED.

+ -ING!.] fa. Reducing to action, carrying out in

actual practice, b. Moving to action, impelling,

animating. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1645 BP. HALL Content. 132 Certain firm resolutions for the

full actuating our contentment, c 1680 P. STERRY \Vks.\\.

226 The actuating of this in the real Performance, the making
of it actual on us, in our own Persons, is then when we are

New-born.

Actuating (pe-kti|C'tin), ///. a. [f.
ACTUATE v.

+ -ING 2
.] Moving, inspiring, influencing.

1659 Gentleman's Calling (1696) 2 That actuating power,
which should set them on work, c 1746 J. HKKYEY Medit.

<V Contempt. (1818) 79 Having his will for thy rule, his glory
for thy aim, and his Holy Spirit for thy ever-actuating prin-

ciple. 1861 A. GEIKIE E. Forbes x. 288 Vanity was not the

only actuating motive.

Actuation (se^ctiwi^'jan). [n. of action f. med.

L. actnare ;
see ACTUATE and -ION. Actuatio may

have been used in med. L.] A communication of

motion, a bringing into action, a moving, stirring

up, or urging ; excitement, impulse, movement.

.

Christ 390 The Actuation, the stirring up of our faith, wh
is our receiving and acceptance of Christs fulnesse. 1

0f
ich

699

residua [in the nervous system] might be described generically
as the department of actuation. 1879 GLADSTONE /f<i/>/3

I. i. 55 How the best designs are spoiled by faulty actuation.

t A:ctuo*S6, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. actttosus full

of activity, f. actu-s ACTION ;
see -OSE.] Full of

activity, abounding in action ; very active.

1677 GALE Crt. of Gentiles III. 22 'Evepydi; as applied to

God, notes his actuose, efficacious, and predetermmate con-

curse in and with althings.

t Actuo'sity. Obs. [f.
L. actuds-us, see prec.,

+ -ITY.] Abounding activity.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. in. iv. 66 Time present being

urgent and raging like a Lion through its instant actuosity.

1677 GALE Crt. of Gentiles II. iv. 102 What is life but the

Actuositie of the Soul informing the bodie? and what more

promotes this Actuositie than Exercice?

t A'cture. Obs. rare. [f. L. act- ppl. stem of

agSre to do + -URE
;
as if ad. \.*actura ;

cf. tidtiira,

factura, etc.] The process of acting ;
action.

1593? SHAKS. Lover's Compl. 185 With acture they may be,

Where neither party is nor tnie nor kind.

Acturience (sektiuo-riens). [f.L. act- ppl. stem

of ag-?re to ACT, on analogy of esurient ad. L.

esurient-em pr. pple. of Zsuri-rc to hunger, desider-

ative of 2d-eret es-um to eat.] Desire to act.

a 1880 WEBSTER cites J. GROTE.

Acuate (a-kiet), ///. a. [ad. med. or mod.

L. acuat-us, pa. pple. of acud-rct f. acu-s needle
;

ti.situatiis, fluctuates] Sharpened, sharp-pointed.
1471 RIPLEY Cotnp. Alch, in Ashmole (1652) vii. 191 With

a quantyte of Spyces acuate. Ibid. \. xiii. 132 Agaynst a

brodykeof lyron or Stele newacuate. 1880 RIDLEY in Jrnl.

Linn. Sac. XV. No. 83. 149 Certain long acuate spicules.

VOL. I.

tA'cuate, v. Obs.\ also 6 acuat, 7 aocuate.

[f. prec., or on analogy of vbs. so formed.] To
make sharp or pungent, to sharpen, lit. and_/?^.
1542 BOORDK Dyetary xxit. (1870) 286 Grene gynger eaten

in the moreninge, fastynge, doth acuat and quycken the re-

membraunce. 1657 TOMLINSON Rcnons Dtsf. 219 Wine
acuates the ingenuity and rouses the spirits. 1683 SALMON
Doron J\Ied. \. 363 Comforts the Memory, accuates the Senses.

1750 Phil. Trans. XLVI. 443 To be well rubb'd once in

three Hours with a Mixture acuated with Spir. Sal. marin.

.jA Obs. [f. ACUATE z/.

The act of sharpening.
1753 CHAMBERS CycL Supp., Acuition t in a general sense

the same with acualing or sharpening.

Acuation ^kiw^-Jan). rare. [n. of action f.

ACUATE v. See -ATIOX.] Sharpening, rendering
acute.

1837 WHEWELL Induct. Sc. III. xv. i. 197 Werner . . had form-

ally spoken of truncation, acuation t and actimination^ or

replacement by a plane, an edge, a point respectively, as

ways in which the forms of crystals are modified.

t Acui'tion, Obs. rare. [ad. med. L. acuition-

eni sharpening, f. acti-i-re, as if f. a ppl. stem
*acuit- for #r/7/-.] The act of sharpening.
1753CHAMBERSC>v Snpp. z,v. t Acttifttm, in a general sense,

the same with acuating or sharpening . . The Acuition, says
Gaza, is where the sound is highest in the pronunciation of
a word . . Acuition, in medicine and chemistry, is used for

sharpening or increasing the force of any medicine.

Acuity (aki/7'iti). [a. Fr.a'A f

(i6th c. in Litt.)

ad. med. L. acititat-cm, f. acu-s needle, atu-erc to

sharpen ;
see -ITY.] Sharpness, acuteness

;
as of

a needle, an acid, a disease, wit.

1543 TRAHKRON Vigo's Chirnrg. n. 63 In this case supposi-
tories and clysters having some acuity or sharpnes seme
more convenient, than medicynes receyved by the nioutli.

a 1554 HOOPER Coininandiit. i. Wks. 1843-52, 272 There is

no acuity nor excellency of wit .. that can comprehend or

compass the doctrine. 1610 HEALEY Si. Aug., City of God

9 14 They excel! in acuity of understanding. 1678 R. RfussKU-1
Gcber\\. i. iv. xiii. 116 Water admits not the Acuity of Ignition
as Ashes doth 1872 THOMAS Dis. Women 145 The disease may
at any time take on the characters of virulence and acuity.

Aculeate (aki/?het), a. [ad. L. acftleaf-its fur-

nished with a sting or prickle, f. aallcns, dim. of

acit-s needle ;
see -ATE.]

1. Zool. Furnished with a sting.
1661 LovKLt,Atttm.^MiH. 200 Flounder.. They have a soft

flesh, yet the Aculeate are hard. 1875 HOVOBTON S&. Brit.

Insects 130 The aculeate Hymenoptera are those insects fur-

nished with a sting. 1880 Athenaeum No. 2748, 827 Sir J.

Lubbock regards the ancestral ant as having been aculeate.

2. Bot. Prickly, set with prickles.
1870 HOOKKR Stud. Flora 199 Bidcns.. Fruit compressed,

ribbed, ribs often aculeate.

3. Jig. Pointed, incisive, stinging. [So in L.]
1605 BACON Adv. Learn. (1640^ 29 The labour here is alto-

gether, that words maybe aculeate, sentences concise, 1693
BEVERLEY Gospel Truth i Any Aculeate Animadversions on

..particular Expressions. 1880 R. L. POOLE Huguen. of
Disp. 186 Political action, hardened and aculeate by hatred.

Aculeated (aki^'l/Vted), ///. a. [f. prec. with

the ppl. ending -ed
t
after analogy of the later pples.

from vbs. in -ATE.]
1. Nat. Hist. Pointed, sharpened to a needle-like

point ; armed with prickles.
1681 WILLIS Ron. Med. \Vks.> Aculeated, Made sharp and

prickly like a needles point 1713 DERHAM Physico-fheol.
iv. xi. 19 The mouth is . . in some [insects] aculeated ; to pierce
and wound Animals, and suck their Blood. 1774 BRYANT

Mythol. 1. 344 The murex is of the turbinated kind, and par-

ticularly aculeated; having strong and sharp protuberances.

2. fg. Pointed, incisive, keen, pungent.
1655 LESTRANGE Charles I, 71, A man of an acute but acu-

leated wit. 1813 KNOX& JEBB Corr. II. 170 The apothegms
. . and aculeated sayings of the ancients are inestimable. 1839

'Dv.Qvi'scE.Y Recoil, ofLakes Wks. 1862 II. 233, A trenchant,

pungent, aculeated form of terse, glittering, stenographic

Aculeation (aki^h'i^-Jan). rare. [f. ACULEATE;

see-ATioN.] The state of being sharpened or pointed.

1870 SMITH Syn. ff Antonyms, Acuity ..Syn. Pointedness,

Aculeation, Acumination.

Aculeiform (aki;7'l?'|if^jm), a. Bot. [f.
L. acute-

MJ + -FORM.] Spine-shaped, like a prickle.

1837 BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 393, 360 Elongated aculei-

form processes,

Aculeolate (aki/?b'^lot), a. Bot. [f.
L. acultol*

us a little prickle, dim. of aalkus + -\TY.-.'\ 'Beset

with diminutive prickles.' Gray Bot. Text-bk.

tAcu'leouS* a. Obs. rare. [f. L. acule-us +

-ous.] Needle-like, sting-like ; aculeate.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus II. 515 The aculeous

prickly plantation, upon the heads of several common thistles.

1713 DERHAM Physico-Theol. iv. xiv. 250 They have some

acujeous Part or Instrument to terebrate, and make way for

their Eggs.

II Aculeus (aki/H/#s). PL aculei. [L.,
= a sting,

dim. of aeus a needle.]
1. Zool. The sting of an insect or other animal.

1828 KIRBY & SPENCE Entomol. IV. xiii. 162 The valves are

linear, exserted, and as long as the aculeus itself.

2. Bot. 'A prickle ;
a conical elevation of the

skin of a plant, becoming hard and sharp-pointed:
as in the rose.* Lindley in Treas. of Bot.

1878 M'NAB Bot. 76 Prickles or aculei occurring on some

brambles and roses, differ from true hairs in their originating
from the epidermis, and one or more cells below it.

ACUMINATION.

Acumber, acumbre, earlier (and better) form
of ACCUMBER v. Obs. to encumber.

t Acumble, v. Obs. [?a. Yi.acomble-r to load :

L. acntnntlii-re
; see ACCUMULATE.] To benumb.

a 1300 W. DE BIBLKSWORTH in Wright's Voc. I. 161 Jo ay
la mayn si estomye [glossed so acomeled (winded)]. 1388
WYCLIK Jer. vi. 24 We herden the fame therof, oure hondis
ben aclumsid [?'. r. acumhlid]. c 1440 Prompt. Parr. 6 Aco-
melyd for coulde, or aclommyde [1499 acomyred, 1516 ac-

combred], Evtratns
t ener^'a-tus.

Acumen (aki;7-men). [a. L. acumen, anything
sharp ; sharpness, point ;

f. am-crc to sharpen.]
1. Sharpness of wit

; quickness or penetration of

perception ; keenness of discrimination.

1531 ELYOT Governors xv. 4 Wherein is the chiefe sharpe-
nes of witte, called in latin acumen. 1645 M. CASAUBON
Orig. Cause of Temp. Evils^ Neither is the jest or acumen
of them [epigrams] any wayes improved by it. 1678 GALE
Crt. of Gentiles III. 124 Sopenetrant an acumen, so profound
soliditie. 1764 Ri-:m /(/. Hum. Mind \. 5. 102 The honour
and reputation justly due to his metaphysical acumen. 1860
MOTLEY Netherlands (1868) I. ii. 54 Mysteries . . which no

political sagacity or critical acumen could have divined.

jj
2. Bot. A tapering point. Gray Bot. Tcxt-bk.

1794 MARTYN Roftssean's Bot. xxxi, 475 A/crcnrialis has
two subulate acumens or sharp points.

Aeumer, var. ACCUMBEH v. Obs., to encumber.

Acuminate (aki/7-mintjt), ppl. a. [ad. L. acft-

tninat-its pa. pple. of acuinind-rc to point ;
f. acft-

mer?, acfunin-, see ACUMKX.]
1. Pointed, tapered or tapering to a point, esf. in

Nat. Hist.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 369 The Nightingale hath
some disadvantage in the tongue; which is not acuminate
and pointed as in the rest, but seemetb as it were cut off.

1650 Un.wER Anthropomet. \. 16 If the Occipitiutt) trans-

gresse its bounds the Head is acuminate, a 1661 HOLYDAY
jif;>. 210 The other [tiara] upright and acuminate, worn only

by kings. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxix. 454 You will

know it by the lance-shaped, acuminate leaves. 1874 E.Coui-.s

Birds ofN.'Wcst qoi The tail equals, or rather exceeds, the

wing in length, and consists of twenty very narrow acuminate
feathers. 1875 BLAKE Zool. 201 The teeth are conical, acu-

minate, and crowded.

b. absot. quasi-j/>. A pointed form.

1605 BACON Adi'. Learn. (1640) 109 He had on his Head a

pair of Hurnes, riseing in a sharp acuminate to Heaven.

f2. Having acumen, sharp-witted. Obs. rare.

1654 GAYTOX Festir. Xotes\\. v. 198 Rare, acuminate, quick
and phantasticall blades of your employment, that have
hundred witty Remoras for their guests.

Acuminate (aki77-minf>t\ v. [f.
L. acuminat-

ppl. stem oiatiifnind-r\ see prec.]
1. trans. To sharpen, to point ;

to give poignancy
or keenness to.

1611 CORYAT Crudities 452 Where the thicknesse doth begin
to be acuminated in a slender toppe. a 1800 Cm\ N-.K in

Hayley's Life 1 1, 250 Tones so dismal, as to make woe itself

insupportable, and to acuminate even despair. 1806 W.
TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. IV. 613 They often supply an agree-
able variation of imagery, and serve to acuminate attention.

1679 Cornh. Mag. Dec., 689 The work has been revised and
acuminated.

f 2. i'ntr. To rise or taper to a point. Obs. rare.

1641 MILTON Church Govt. vl. (1851) 128 Their hierarchies

acuminating still higher and higher in a cone of Prelaty.

Acuminated (akiw'mirw'ted), ///. a. [f. prec.

f-m]
1. Brought to a sharp point, pointed, fg. Of

speech : Sharp, pointed, stinging.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 261 The toppe whereof on both

sides above their forehead is acuminated in two peakes.

1615 CROOKF. Body of Afan^o Pericles had an accumulated
head and somewhat long. 1790 COWTKR Iliad xv. 635, A

91 The palate is narrowed, and its arch somewhat acuminated

in front.

2. Intellectually sharpened, made keen in discern-

ment ; acutely concentrated (in attention).

1831 G.P.R. JAMES De L'Onne x\v\. 313 Mounted troopers

..acuminated in every point of stratagem. 1861 H. MAC-
MILLAN Footn.fr. Page ofNat. 14 We observe with speechless

admiration that the Divine attention is acuminated and His

skill concentrated on these vital atoms.

Acuminating (aki/7-min^tirj), ///. a. [f. as

prec. +-ING-.] Rising or tapering to a point.

1804 JAMESON Mineral. I. 213 The acuminating planes form

truncations on the angles. 1850 DANA Geol. App. 1.694 The

approximated and acuminating apices of the beaks.

Acumination (aki;7:mim
T
i-j3n). [n. of action

f. L. acumina-re to sharpen; as if ad. L. *acumind-

tidn-cm ;
see -ATION.]

1. The action of sharpening or bringing to a

point ;
the giving point to. ///. andy?^.

1837 WHEWELL Induct. Sc. III. xv. i. 107 Truncation,

cuation and acumination, or replacement by a plane, an

distinctions.

2. The product of sharpening or giving point ;
a

tapering point.
1659 PEA.RSON Creed (1839) 270 The coronary thorns . . did

also pierce his tender and sacred temples to a multiplicity of

pains, by their numerous acuminations. 1804 JAMESON
Mineral. I. 213 The extremity of the acumination is often

truncated.
lo



ACTTMINOSE.

3. A tending towards a point.
1866 CARLYLE Remin. (1881) I. 183 Steadily denied acu

mination or definite consistency and direction to a point.

Acumiuose (akiK^minJi's), a. [f. L. acumen,

acumin-, as if ad. 1^. *aciinrinds-its, analog, to lii-

minosus. See -OSE.] (See quot.)
1830 LINDLEY Introd. to Bot. (1848* II. 357, Acuminose,

terminating gradually in a flat narrow end.

Acuminous (aki/rminas), a.
[f.

L. acumen,
ar;7/i- + -ou8. See prec.]
1. Distinguished by acumen ; acute.

1618 BOLTON Floras To Reader, Whose writings are alto-

getheras luminous as acuminous. iSioHiGHMORK Jus Keel.

Anglic. 149 The same acuminous display of talent and of

science.

Acuniinulate (re:kimrnilet) a. Bot. [f.
ACU-

MINATE, as if f. L. *acuminl-um, dim. of acftmcn.1

Slightly pointed, or tapering. (In mod. Diets.)

Acunt(e, early form of ACCOUNT v. and sb.

Acuntre, early form of ACOUKTEK v. Obs.

t Acupi'ction. Ois.~" [n. of action f. Acu-
PIXGE (pict- ppl. stem of ping-fre.)] 'An embroy-

dering, or as it were painting with a needle.' Bul-

lokar 1676.

tAcupinge, v. Obs.~" [f.
L. acu with a needle

+ping-ere to paint, embroider.] 'To embroider.'

Cockeram 1612.

Acupressure (se'kittpre'J'fu, -Jsj). [f. L. of"

with a needle + PRESSURE.] (See the quot.)

1859 Proc. Roy. Soc. Ediat. 19 Dec., Professor Simpson
made a communication on acupressure as a new mode of

arresting surgical haemorrhage. 1865 Reader 13 May 541/1

Acupressure . . consists of the artificial arrestment of the haj-

morrhage from cut or wounded arteries by the pressure of a

metallic needle or pin passed across their mouths or tubes.

Acupunctuate (se=kiwptri|ktii<'t), v. [f. L.

acu with a needle 4- PUNCTUATE.] To prick with a

needle or pin ; also_/?f.

1865 Macm. Mag. Jan., 251 That exquisite sweet malice

wherewith French ladies so much delight to acu-punctuate
their English sisters.

Acupunctuation (xk'mpv rjktijfV'Jan). [n.

of action f. prec.]
= ACUPUNCTUBATION.

1832 SOUTHEY Lett. (18561 IV. 305 Colchicum is often suc-

cessful [in rheumatic gout], but more often fails. The same

may be said of Acupunctuation.

Acupuncturation (rc:kif<p:nktiun"''j3n). [n.

of action f. ACUPUNCTURE.] The practice or process
of acupuncture, lit. anAJig.
1743 tr. Jleister's Surg. 313 The famous Operation of the

Chinese and Japonese, termed Acupuncturation. 1821

Monthly Mag. LII. 448 Acupuncturation .. consists in in-

serting a needle into the muscular parts of the body, to the

depth, sometimes, of an inch. 1865 CAKLYLE Fredk. the Gt.

I. i. iv. 34 Her Majesty . . throws into him, as with invisible

needle-points, an excellent dose of acupuncturation, on the

subject of the Primitive Fathers.

Acupuncture (a;:kipyrjktiu.i, -tjai), sb. [f. L.

cuu with a needle + PuNCTUKE.] Pricking with a

needle ;
a prick so made. spec. The insertion of

needles into the living tissues for remedial purposes.
1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. I. 33 They have a two-fold

method of Cure [in gout] . . Acupuncture, and burning with

their Moxa. 1801 E. DARWIN Zoonomia III. 254 Incases of

strangulated hernia.could acupuncture .. be used with safety?

1872 THOMAS >is. Women 291 Acupuncture . . may be per.
formed by an ordinary three-sided surgical needle. 1875
M. COLLINS Th. in my GanteudSSo) II. vi. 224 The bees this

year are . . stinging with unusual sharpness of acupuncture.

Acupuncture, v. [f. the sb.]
= ACUPUNCTUATE.

Acurology, see ACYROLOGY.

Acurse, early (and better) form of ACCURSE v.

Acustom, -ance, obs. ff. ACCUSTOM, -ANCE.

tAcutangular.a. Obs. [f.
ACUTE + ANGULAR.]

Having acute angles ; acute-angled.
1732 BERKELEY Minute Philos. II. 93 Whence they [tri-

angles] are denominated aequilateral, aequicrural or scalenum,

obtusangular, acutangular, or rectangular. 1752 CHAMBERS

Cycl. s.v. Triangle, If all the angles be acute the triangle is

said to be acutangular, or oxygonous.

Acute (aki-t), a. [ad. L. acut-us pa. pple. of

acti-ere to sharpen.]
1. Sharp at the end, coming to a sharp point,

pointed. Acute angle, one less than a right angle.

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid i. xi. 3 An acute angle is that,

which is lesse then a right angle. 1599 A. M. Gabclhoner's

Phys. 29/1 Take the extreamest acute toppes of sage. 1668

CULPEPPER & COLE Bartholinus, Anat. iv. ii. 162 Growing
smaller by little and little, it terminates with an acute end.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 179 The stigma which was
obtuse in that, is acute in this. 1842 GRAY Struct. Bot. iii.

4 (1880 97 Leaves may be . . acute, ending in an acute

angle, without special tapering. 1879 NORTHCOTT in CasselFs

Techn. Educ. IV. 2/2 The softer the material the more acute

should be the angle of the cutting tool.

2. Of diseases: Coming sharply to a point or

crisis of severity ; opposed to chronic. Msofg.
1667 Phil. Trans. II. 546 She had every year an acute dis-

ease or two. 1727 ARBUTHNOT John Bullf>\ It is plainly an

acute distemper, and she cannot hold out three days. 1876
tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 13 Diseases which last buta short

time are called Acute. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Mat. (ed. 3)

I. 328 Acute rheumatism is distinctly a hereditary disease.

3. Of pain, pleasure, etc. ; Acting keenly on the

senses ; keen, poignant, intense.

1727 SWIFT Poisoning of Curl! Wks. 1755 III. I. 150 The

symptoms encreased violently, with acute pains in the lower
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belly. 1855 BAIN Senses f, Ixtell. it. i. 12 (18641 97 The
pleasure is not what would be called acute, or ofgreat intensity.

1876 GROTI: Ethical Frag. i. 10, A man may feel sympathy
in the most acute degree.

f 4. Of tastes or odours : Sharp, pungent. Obs.

1620 VENNER Via Recta viii. 186 It . . offendeth thehead with
acute vapours. 1638 T. WHITAKER Bt. ofGrape 24 Let us
take a taste, and principally pierce these four vessels, sweet,
acute, austere, and mild.

5. Of sounds : Sharp or shrill in tone ; high ;

opposed to grave or low. Acute accent: see AC-
CENT i, 2. Also applied to the mark (') by which
this is indicated, or to a letter so marked for any

purpose, as e acute (f).

1609 DOULAXD Ornithop. Microl. 70 An acute accent . .

musically . . is the regular eleuation of the finall words or syl-

lables according to the custome of the Church. 1656 tr.

Hobbes, Elem. Philos. (1839) 488 Bodies when they are stricken

dc
'

1855 BAIN Senses ff InteTl. \\. ii. j 8 (1864) 215 The cry of a
bat is so acute as to pass out of the hearing of many persons.

1875 OUSKLEY Princ. Harmony \. 3 The most acute [stave]
is called the soprano.
6. Of the senses or nervous system : actively,

Keen, sharp, quick in catching or responding to

impressions. Hence passively, Sensitive to im-

pressions, delicate, finely-strung.
1762 KAMES Elem. Critic, xvi. (1833! 216 The acutest and

most lively of our external senses. 1812 Miss AUSTEN Mans-

field Pk. (1851) ii Her feelings were very acute, and too

little understood to be properly attended to. 18x7 JAS. MILL
Brit. India II. v. v. 528 The jealousy of the Admiral was
acute. 1878 G. MACDOXALD Ann. Quiet Neighb. xix. 365
His hearing is acute at all times,

7. Of the intellectual powers : Having nice or

quick discernment ; penetrating, keen, sharp-witted,

shrewd, clever. Opposed to dull, stupid, obtuse.

In the sense of sharp in business, shrewd, it is

familiarly aphetized, esp. in U.S., to 'cute.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 67 A most acute luuenal ;
voluble

and free of grace. 1599 B. JONSON Ei>. Man Oitt o/Hum.
in. iii. 20 The most divine, and acute lady in court. 1755
YOUNG Centaur L (1757) IV. 125 Acutest understandings in

religious debates often lose their edge. 1788 REID A ristotle's

Logic vi. i. 128 Chillingworth was the acutest logician as

well as the best reasoner of riis age. 1814 DAVY Agric.
Chem. 65 Such a circumstance could not be lost upon^so
acute an obsefljer. 1863 BURTON Book Hunter 102 Bargains
may be obtained off the counters of the most acute. 1860

BARTLETT Diet. Americanisms 112 About as cute a thing
as you've seen in many a day. 1882 Manch. Even. Mail

31 May, American girls, in fact, appear to be as cute as the

masculine Yankee.
B. quasi-j^. sc. accent.

1609 DOULAND Ornithop. Micro!. 70 The circumflex is . .

contrary to the acute, for it begins with the acute, and ends

with the grave. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr, n. iii. 34 The five

vowels marked with acutes over them.

Comb. In synthetic derivatives, in -ed, as acute-

angled, having an acute angle.

t AcTTte, v. Obs. [f. prec.]
1. To sharpen, quicken (a quality), rare.

1637 N'ABBE Microc. in Dodsl. O. PI. IX. 163 As it acutes

Sloth often into diligence, despair May be hope's cause.

2. To pronounce or mark with an acute accent

(perh. only in pple. ACUTED).
1751 WESLEY in Wks. 1872 XIV. 80 Monosyllables, unless

contracted, are acuted. 1775 T. SHERIDAN Reaiiing 115

Whereas every last syllable in the Scotch is acuted.

t Acu'ted, /// a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED.] Made
acute or sharp ; marked with the acute accent (cf.

circumflexed}.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Acutition, The error of

the moderns in pronouncing acuted syllables in the Greek,

as long, when they are naturally short.

Acutely (aki-tli), adv. [f.
ACUTE 0. + -LY 2

.]

In an acute or sharp manner ;
hence

1. Of things material: Sharply. (Late in this

sense.)
1874 BOUTELL A rms t, A rmourvm. 128 Having the acutely-

peaked visor or mesail lowered and closed. Ibid. x. 196

Acutely pointed at the toe.

2. Of senses and feelings: Keenly, delicately;

sharply, poignantly.
1838 DICKENS A'icA. Nick. xii. (C. D. ed.) 89 Acutely felt by

one so sensitive as Nicholas. 1842 MACAULAY Fredk. Gt.

58 The sore places where sarcasm would be most acutely felt.

3. Of the mental faculties : With ready or quick

apprehension, with keen penetration, shrewdly.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well i. i. 221, I am so full of businesses,

I cannot answere thee acutely. 1673 Lady's Calling I. 4.

30 Some new comer perhaps has better refined the art, and

do's the same thing more acutely and ingeniously. 1756-82

I. WARTON Ea. on Pope II. 12. 282, A line which Bentley
has explained very acutely. 1864 BURTON Scot Abroad II.

ii. 158 The project was acutely conceived.

Acuteness (aki-tnes). [f. ACUTE a. + -NEBS.]

The quality of being acute ;
hence

1. Of things material : Sharpness of point or edge.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 84 Glasse . . by reason of

its acutenesse and angularity, commonly excoriates^the parts

through which it passeth. 1798 GREVILLE in Phil. Trans.

LXXXVI11.44I Thehexaedral pyramids are usually incom-

plete in their apex, and they vary in acuteness. 1869 Daily
Neivs 14 May, To appreciate for himself the poisonous odours

of Bamwell Pool, the acuteness of Chesterton Corner, and

the perils of the bridge.

2. Of a disease or pain : Sharpness, keenness.

-ACY.

1661 R. LOVELL Anini. fy Min. 438 The acutenesse of the

diseases, and signes of concoction. 1732 ARBUTKNOT Rules

of Diet 353 If the Patient survives three Days, the Acute-

ness of the Pain abates.

3. Of sounds : Shrillness, high pitch.
n 1691 BOYLE tj.t This acuteness of sound will shew, that

whilst, to the eye, the bell seems to be at rest, yet the minute

parts of it continue in a very brisk motion. 17^0 Phil.

Trans. LI. 768 All this seems plainly to put the difference of

the tones only in the acuteness or gravity of the whole.

4. Of the senses or feelings : Keenness, quickness,
sensitiveness.

a 1704 LocKE(J.) Ifeyes so framed could not viewat once the

hand and the hour-plate, the owner could not be benefited

by that acuteness. 1764 REID Ing. Hum. Mind ii. i. 104
The acuteness of smell in some animals, shews us, that these

any one sense, its acuteness is increased.

4. Of the mental faculties : Readiness of appre-

hension, keenness of penetration, shrewdness.

1627 BP. HALL Epistles iv. iii. 341 To finde wit in poetry,
in philosophy profoundnesse, in mathematicks acuteness.

'755 YOUNG Centaur i. Wks. 1757 IV. 109 The boasted acute-

ness of his superior understanding. 1847 HALLAM Lit. Eur.

II. 235 It cannot be reckoned a proof of his acuteness in

Zoology, that he placed the hippopotamus among aquatic
animals. 1859 GEO. ELIOT Adam Beae 166 The father and

mother exchanged a significant glance of amusement at their

eldest-born's acuteness.

Acuti-, a combining form of L. acut-us sharp,

in mod. L., as acfitifolius ; hence in Eng. words

formed on them, or on the same analogy, with

sense of sharp, sharply ;
as acutiangle a. obs., acute-

angled ;
acutifoliate a., sharp-leaved ;

acutilo-

bate a., sharp-lobed.
1571 DIGGES Geometrical Practise n. iv, Mj. b, Of Acuti-

angle Triangles, called Oxigonia, there are three kindes.

Acutish (aki/7-tiJ), a. [f. ACUTE a. + -isH.]

Somewhat acute.

1852 DANA Crustacea i. 510 Tooth . . acutish, not incurved.

t Acuti"tion. Obs. rare, [improp. f. L. acut-us

sharp, ppl. stem of acu-!re + -IT1ON.]
= AcuiTION.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Acutition or Acuition.

Acuto- vaki'to), combining adverbial form of

ACUTE, analogous to L. scuro- in sacro-sanctus.

1. prop. Acutely ;
as in acuto-nodose.

1852 DANA Crustacea 11. 929 Three abdominal segments . .

sparingly acuto-nodose on the sides.

2. Acute + ;
as in acuto-grave.

1807 J. THELWALL in Monthly Mag. XXIII. 30 Their dis-

tinctions of gravo-acute and acuto-grave or circumflexes.

Aewell, acwench, acwick; see AQUELL,

AyuENCH, AQUICK.

-acy, suffix of sbs. [a branch of the wider suffix

-CY, a virtual compound of -Y, ME. -ye, -ie, Fr. -it,

L. -ia, with preceding t or c, though the L. was

rather -ci + a, -ti + a, than -c + ia, -t 4-
z'fl.]

1. ad.

L. -dci-a, forming sbs. of quality on adjs. in -dfi-, as

fall- deceive, fall-dci- deceitful, falldci-a deceitful-

ness,
'

fallacy' ;
so '

contumacy, efficacy.' The corre-

sponding Fr. words are in -ace ; -acy is entirely of

Eng. formation, analogous to other endings in -Y,

for L. -ia ; cf. -NCE and -KCY. A parallel suffix is

the more frequent -ACI-TY, as in rapacity; and an

equivalent to both -AOIOUB-NESS, as in rapacious-

ness, fallaciousness. 2. representing or imitating L.

-at-i-a, in med. L. often written -dcia, OFr. -acie,

forming sbs. of quality, state, or condition, on nouns

in -at- (nom. -as), being only a section of the sbs.

in -tia from nouns in -/-, -//'-, in which the suffix was

properly -a, and the either part of the stem or

connective, cf. inerti-a, infant(i-a, milit-i-a. Thus:

late L. abbdt-, abbdt-ia 'abbacy', L. primal-, med.

"L.primdtia, Fr. primatie, 'primacy'; L. optimal-,

Fr. optimatie, 'optimacy' ; L. diplomat-, Fr. diplo-

premalie. 3. repr. med. L. -dtia, forming sbs. of

state on nouns in -dt-us ; cf. cl. L. -tia from -tus, in

grdt-ia, minut-ia, molest-ia, etc. Thus, (perhaps

due in part to form-association with abbdtia, pri-

mdtia,pdpdtia,) med. L. advocdtia, prxldtia,legatia,
'

advocacy, prelacy, legacy,' f. advocdtus, prxldt-us,

legat-us; whence without any L. precedent, 'curacy,

confederacy, magistracy,' on other words in L. -dtus or

Eng. -ate. Also extended to adjs., as accurate, alter-

nate, whence '

accuracy, alternacy
' = accurate-ness,

alternate-ness. So 'degeneracy, delicacy, effeminacy,

intimacy, intricacy, inveteracy, legitimacy, obstin-

acy, privacy, profligacy, subordinacy,' etc. The cl.

L. forms answering to these, when f. pples., were

in -dtio^nem}, as acciirdtio, obstindtio, prieldtio,

Icgdtio: hence -dtio has been englished as -acy

iii other words where no Eng. -ate exists, as

conspirdtio, procurdtio 'conspiracy, procuracy.'

Of others the proper L. form was -dtus (4th

decl.) as pdpatus, magistrdtus : hence in other

words this has given Eng. -acy, as episcopdtus,
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cxlibdtus, 'episcopacy, celibacy.' Lunacy has been

formed to match lunatic, after the relation of pre-

lacy, diplomacy, to prclatic, diplomatic. It thus ap-

pears that -acy f. -atus, -ate, is almost entirely ana-

logical and of Eng. formation. 4. repr. Gr. sbs. of

state in -arfta, f. nouns in -OTT/S, or vbs. in -arttjftv;

as impoTTJi, Ij.ptrdta, pirate, Ttftparev-tiv to pirate,

iraparfia, Anglo-L. plrdtia, 'piracy,' identified with

L. forms like legdtta 'legacy' above. Also in -ci-acy,

Gr. sbs. in -xparla, L. -cratia, Fr. -cratic, as '
aristo-

cracy'; see -CBACY.

Acyce, obs. form of ASSIZE.

Acyclic (asi'klik), a. Bot. [f. Gr. d not-t-Ku-

xKm-M circular.] Not arranged in circles or whorls.

1878 M'NAB Bot. 179 The flowers generally have the parts
in whorls (cyclic). Sometimes they are wholly (acyclic) or

partially spiral (hemicyclic).

Acyde, obs. form of ASIDE.

Aoyne(n, obs. form of ASSIGN.

AcyrolO'gical, a. ? Obs. rare* ,
[f. Gr. axvpo-

\uf-o; incorrect in speech (f. a priv. + xvpos au-

thority + A.O-Y05 speech) + -ICAL.] Incorrect in use

of words. Also subst.

1626 COCKERAM, Acyrologicall, An vnproper speech.

Acyrolo'gically, adv. ? Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec.

+ -LY 2
.] Incorrectly as to use of words.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft, go He saith . . that the Apostle

speaks acurologically and abusively.

Acyro'logy. ? Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. acyrologia,

a. Gr. aKufoKofia. ;
see At'YROLOClCAL.] Incorrect

use of language.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Acyrology, improper speech, or a

speaking improperly. 1839 LADY LYTTON C/icreky (ed. 2) I.

x. 221 His work . . was meant to be . . a condensation of all

the
'

logics
' and all the 'ology's '; but, unfortunately, tautology

and acyrology were the only ones thoroughly exemplified.

Acyte, early form of ACCITE v. Obs. to summon.

t Ad, sb. Obs. 1-3 ;
also 3 od. [OE. izVcogn. w.

O. and MHG. cit, Goth. *aids ; Gr. a?0os fire, burn-

ing heat. The mod. repr. would be ode."] A fire, a

blazing pile, a funeral pyre.
0900 Leiden Gl., Sweet O. E. T. 114,95 Rogus: beel vel

aad. c 1000 Poetry ofCodex Vercellensis 1898(1846)11.56 And
on fyrbae<5e suslum bebrungen sioSan wunodest ade onjeled.

c i2*o Leg. Kath. 1364 Bed bringen o brune a fur amidde be

burh [i>.r. an adj.
c 1225 In Wright's Vocat. 94/2, Kogiis od.

Ad-, pref. 1. repr. L. o</prep. 'to,' cogn. w. Teut.

at, frequent in comp. with sense of motion or

direction to, reduction or change into, addition,

adherence, increase, or simple intensification, as

ad-ventus, ad-versus, ad-ditus, ad-albdtus, ad-minis-

trdre, ad-augere. Before the consonants c,f, g, I, n,

p, q, r, s, t, ad- was in later L. assimilated, as ac-,

of-, ag-, al-, an, ap-, ac-, ar-, as-, at-
;
and before sc,

sp, st it was reduced to a- (a-sccndere, a-strictus,

a-spirare). It remained before vowels, and the con-

sonants d, h,j, m, v. It was probably assimilated

before b, in ab-brevidrc, for ad-brevidre, cf. al-

leviare, attenudre, accurtdre. In OFr. ad- was De-

duced to a- in all cases where its character as a

prefix was recognized, even beforevowels,asa</0/-<z>Y,

ab'rer, adorndre, ab'rner, adsestimdre, aesmier. But

in the I4th c. the written forms began to be arti-

ficially refashioned after L., this being in words

like alotier alloner, anoncer annoncer, atendre at-

tendre, only an artificial spelling, but resulting,

in such as ab'rer adorer, ajoint adjoint, in a real

change of sound. In ijth c. this fashion spread to

England, where the words had originally been

adopted in their OFr. forms, and was here carried

out far more rigorously, attacking also words that

remained unchanged in Fr., or in which the pedantic
form was again rejected, as a-dresser ad-dress, a-ver-

tissement ad-vertisenicnt, a-vouerie ad-vowry. All

words subsequently formed in Fr. and adopted in

Eng., or formed in Eng. on L. words, or according to

L. analogies, follow L. spelling. A very recent use

of ad-, unknown to L., is to employ it in contrast to

ab- in pairs like ad-oral, ab-oral, situated at the

mouth, and awayfrom the mouth.
2. While the refashioning of words in OFr. a- was

going on in i6thc., mechanical imitation or pedan-
tic assumption extended ail- and its variants to

many words in which a- had quite a different origin,
as L. ab, OFr. en (an), es, re, OE. a (ar), on, set,

etc.; as in a(d)vance Fr. avancer L. ab-antedre,

a(d)debted OFr. endette, a(c}cloy OFr. encloyer L.

incldvdre, admerveyl OFr. esmerveiller, a(f)fray
OFr. esfreyer, a(f)force OFr. esforcer L. *exfortiare,

a(f)eurse ME. a-curse, a(l)lay OE. a-lcc^an, a(c)-

knoiv(ledgeQTJL.on-cnawan,a(d)blastQTL.o>Msestan,

a(d)dight OE. a-dihtan, y-dihtan, a(d)miral Arab.

amir-al-. New compounds of native words with

prefix a- were also falsely written ad-, as a(d~)deem,

d(a")doom. Inmostofthesewordsthe perversionwent
no farther than the spelling, but in some, as a(d}-

vatKt, a(d~}miral, it has distorted the spoken word.
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-ad, siiftxofsbs. 1. repr. Gr. -dS-a (nom.-as) form-

ing, a. Collective numerals, as floras unity, monad,
so dyad, triad, tetrad, pentad (especially used to

class chemical elements or radicals according to the

number of theircombining units) ; hebdomad, chiliad,

myriad, etc. ;
also perissad, Olympiad ;

decade re-

tains final e from Fr. b. Feminine patronymics (in

which it is a phonetic variant of -id}, in proper
names of females and districts, as Dryad, Naiad,
Troad; often in pi. as Pleiad-es, Hyad-cs, Cyclad-cs.
Hence C. in names of Poems, as Iliad, 'the lay

(cu'Sij) of Ilium," often imitated in modern times,

as Lusiad, Dimciad, Rosciad, Columbiad; and d.

used by Lindley to form family names of plants
akin to a genus, as alismad, IHiail, trilliad, as-

clefiad, etc. (on words in -a or after a vowel ;
other-

wise -id, as in orchid}. 2. a. Fr. ode-, in salad, bal-

lad; see -ADE the more usual form.

t Ada'ct, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. at/act- ppl. stem
of adig-ere to drive towards, f. ad to + agere to

drive.] To drive or compel to a course.
1621 FOTHERBY A theomastix I. ii. 5, 15 God himselfe once

compelled the wicked ./Egyptians, by flyes, and frogs . . to

confesse the power of his diuine Maiestie ; not vouchsafing
to adact them by any other of his creatures. i6zz Ibid. I. vl.

4, 48 The force of Religion adacteth him.

.Adacted (adse-kted), ///. a. ? Obs. rare-',
[f.

prec. + -ED.] Beaten or driven in by force.

1626 COCKF.RAM, Adacted, driveri in by force. 1816 JAMES
Mil. Diet. (ed. 4) 5, A dacted, applies to stakes, or piles, driven
into the earth with large malls shod with iron, as in securing
ramparts or pontoons.

t Ada'Ction. Obs.~a [n. of action f. ADACT.]
'A driving in violently or by force.' Bullokar 1676.

Adactyl(e (adse'ktil), a. Zool. [mod. f. Gr. d

priv. + SaKTv\-os finger, toe.]
= AoACTYLOUS.

1847 In CRAIG.

AdactyloUS (adarktibs), a. Zool. [f.
as prec. +

-ous.] Without fingers or toes. Also applied to

crustaceous animals without claws on their feet.

1858 CLARK tr. Van dcr Hoeveti
'

s Zool. II. 290, Pseudopus
Merr. Two rudiments of hind feet, adactylous.

t Adad (adx-d), int. Obs. [Cf. EGAD ! of which

it is prob. a variation.] An expletive of asseveration

or emphasis.
1663 KILLICREW Pars. VVedd. in Dodsley (1780) XI. 419

You cannot, adad; adad you cannot. 1678 WYCHERLEY
Plain-Dealer in. i. 35 Adad, I shall make thy Wife jealous
of me. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison li. (1781* VI. 312 Adad,
adad, said he, I do not know what to make of myself. 1763
BICKERSTAFF Lffl'c in Village 37 Why, you look as fresh and

bloomy to-day Adad, you little slut, I believe you are

painted.

Adcemoiiist (adf'manist). rare. [f. Gr. d not +

Saifiov-a (evil) spirit + -1ST.] (See quot.)

1837 Pen. Cycl. VIII. 447 Among the German adffimonists,

or those who deny the personality of the devil, may also be

named Wetstein, Webber, Naudseus ', . Unitarians, in ac-

cordance with the scriptural adaemonists of Germany, main-

tain that the Bible affords no sufficient evidence of the ex-

istence of a being purely malevolent.

Adaequate, obs. variant of ADEQUATE.

Adage (oe'dedz,). [a. Fr. adage, ad. L. adagium
a proverb, f. ad to + *agl- root of a/a = agio I say.

(Fick I. 481.) A by-form was ADAGV.]
' A maxim

handed down from antiquity ;
a proverb.' J.

1548 HALL Chron. Edw. IV, an. 9, 209 He forgat the olde

adage, saynge in tyme of peace prouyde for warre. 1593
SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, I. iv. 126 Vnlesse the Adage must be veri-

fi'd, That Beggers mounted, runne their Horse to death.

1603 Maeb. I. vii. 45 Letting, I dare not, wait vpon I would,
Like the poore Cat i'th'Addage. 1641 HOWELL For. Trar.

25 Every Nation hath certain Proverbs and Adages pecu-
liar to it selfe. a 1733 NORTH Lives ofNorths (1826) II. 355

According to the philosophic adage, ottines stulti insaniunt,
all fools are out of their wits. 1847 BARHAM Ingol. Leg.

(1877)6 That truest of adages 'Murder will out.' 187^2

JENKINSON Guide to Eng. Lakes (1879) 189 Tourists in their

anxiety to cut off a corner are sometimes induced to cross

the valley, but . . discover the truth of the adage
' most haste,

least speed.'

Ada'gial (ad^'d^ial), a*rare. [a. Fr. adagial ;

see ADAGE and -AL. Cf. proverbial^ Of the nature

of an adage, proverbial.
a 1677 BARROW Serm. (1687) I. 93 That adagial verse, *Afi'

i7A<Vac ai Te'0F7jei' ^ xP". No sooner the courtesie born

than the resentment thereof dead. 172* WOLLASTON Relig.

Nat. 4, 64 Aristotle goes further than that old adagial

saying (apxn ij^Kru trot-ros).

Ii Adagio (ada'dj'o), adv., a., and sb. Mus. [It.

ad agio at ease, at leisure.]

A. cuiv. A direction for the musical time in

which a piece is to be sung or played : Slowly ;

leisurely and gracefully.
c 1746 GARRICK Musical Lady I. Deep despair now thrums

adagio. 1826 DISRAELI Vhi. Grey \\. vi. 348 Mr. Becken-

dorff began an air very adagio, gradually increasing the

time in a kind of variation.

B. adj. Of musical movement : Slow, leisurely.

1773 BARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 252, A musical

bar of four crotchets in an adagio movement. 1788 A. PAS-

QUIN Childr. Thesfis (1792) 128 His words flow too quick to

administer pleasure In adagio time, and precipitate measure.

1828 E. HOLMES Musicians ofGerm. 70 In an adagio move-

ment played by this gentleman . . I found excellent taste.

ADAMANT.
C. sb. A slow movement in music ;

a piece of
music in adagio time. Also_/ff.
1784 COWPER Task n. 361 [He] sells accent, tone. And em-

phasis in score, and gives to prayer The adagio and andante
it demands, a 1790 T. WARTON Wks. I. 187 (T.) He has no
ear for musick, and cannot distingish a jig from an adagio.
1867 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 31 The adagio is hurried till it over-
takes the allegro, and the allegro apes the manners of the

presto. 1876 GEO. ELIOT D. Deronda II. xxvii. 187 Said G.
in an adagio of utter indifference.

+ A'dagy. Obs. Also 6-7 adagie. [ad. L. ada-

giuni (see ADAGE), also found unchanged, and (im-

properly) as adagia."] A by-form of ADAGE, frequent
in 1 7th c.

1549 CotHpl. Scoff, xv. 127 Conformand til ane adagia of
ane of the seuyn sapientis of rome. 1570 ASCHAM Scfiolent.

n. (Arb.) 128 All adagies, all similitudes and all wittie say-

inges. 1591 HORSFY 7~rav. (1857*266 This true adagium, .V(

Christum s\c]is, nihitl estsicetera non s[c]is. i642MiLTON
Apol.forSmect. (185 1)255 Quips and snapping adagies. 1656

JER. TAYLOR Dens Justjf. Ep, Ded., That wise Heathen said

rarely well in his little adagie. ai6jo HACKET Life of
Williams I. (1693) 17 The Greek Adagy goes, Nilsine Thesco.

Adam (re-dam). [Heb. DTK d-dam man.]

1. The name given in the Bible to the first man,
the father of the human race ; hence Jig. as in the

phrase Old Adam, the ' old man '

of St. Paul (Rom.
vi. 6, etc.) : The unregenerate condition or character.

a 1569 KYSGESMILL Godly Adv. 1 1580) 27 If you laied Adam
aslepe, I meane, if you renounced all carnal! affections.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, I. i. 29 Consideration like an Angell
came, And whipt th' offending Adam out of him. 1846
GROTE Greece (1862) II. vi. 165 An impatience to shake off

the old social and political Adam.
2. = ADAM'S ALE.
a 1704 T. BROWN Wks. 1760 IV. ii. (D.), A cup of cold
Adam from the next purling spring.

Comb. ADAM'S ALE, -APPLE, -FLANNEL, -MORSEL,

-NEEDLE, -WINE, q.v.

Adamant (EC'damant). Also 4-5 adamaunt,
-aund, ademaunt, -and; atha-, attha-, atthe-,

attemant, -maunt, 5 admont, 6 adamounde. [a.

literary OFr. adamaunt, ademaunt, ad. L. ada-

mant-cm (nom. adamas}, a. Gr. d5o/^as, aSa/^ayT-a,

orig. adj. invincible (f. d not + 8a/*d-cu I tame),
afterwards a name of the hardest metal, prob. steel',

also applied by Theophrastus to the hardest crys-

talline gem then known, the emery-stone of Naxos,
'an amorphous form of corundum.' In L. poetically
for the hardest iron or steel, or anything very hard

and indestructible
; also, with Pliny, the name of

a transparent crystalline gem of the hexahcdral

system, apparently corundum or white sapphire,
but extended and at length transferred to the still

harder DIAMOND (q.v.) after this became known in

the West. The early med. L. writers apparently

explaining the word from adama-re 'to take a liking

to, have an attraction for,' took the lapidem ada-

mantem for the loadstone or magnet (an ore of iron,

and thus also associated with the ancient metallic

sense) ;
and with this confusion the word passed

into the modern languages. In OE. it occurs as

ff&amans, from med. L.
;
and in I3th c. as adaman-

tines stan, a transl. of lapis adamantimis, with the

adj. mistaken for a sb. in apposition to lapis, and

so englished as stone of adamantin. In the current

form it is a I4th c. adoption of the literary Fr.

adamaunt, ademaunt, adapted from the L. in place
of the popular form turnout (: late L. *adimant-

em, cf. Pr. adiman, aziman, ayman, Sp. iman} load-

stone, also found in Eng. ;
see AYMONT. Diamant

arose as a variant of adamant or adtmant
;

see

DIAMOND.]
Name of an alleged rock or mineral, as to which

vague, contradictory, and fabulous notions long

prevailed. The properties ascribed to it show a

confusion of ideas between the diamond (or other

hard gems) and the loadstone or magnet, though

by writers affecting better information, it was dis-

tinguished from one or other, or from both. The
confusion with the loadstone ceased with the 1 7th c.,

and the word was then often used by scientific

writers as a synonym of DIAMOND. In modern use

it is only a poetical or rhetorical name for the

embodiment of surpassing hardness; that which

is impregnable to any application of force.

1. Without identification with anyother substance.

cWs K. ALFRED Greg. Past. (1871) 270 Se hearda stan, se

be acamans hatte, 6one mon mid nane isene ceorfan ne mzg.
r 1223 Mali Meidenhad 37 Ha is hardre iheorted ben ada-

mantines stan. 1382 WYCLIF Ezek. iii. 9 And Y Jauc thi face

as an adamaunt, and as a flynt. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt's

T. (Ellesm.) 1132 The dore was al of Adamant eterne [i'.r.

ademauntz, athamant, atthemant, athamauntz, attemant].

Ibid. 447 Writen in the table ofatthamaunt \_v.r. athamaunte,

athamaunt]. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4181 The stoon was hard of

ademaunt. 1535 COVERDALE Zach. vii. 12 They made their

hertes as an Adamant stone. 1579 LVLY Etiphucs (1636) I. 8

The Adamant though it be so hard that nothing can bruise

it, yet if the warme blood of a Goat be powred vpon it, it

bursteth. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 436 Gates of burning ada-

mant Barred over us prohibit all egress. 1735 SOMERVILLE
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ADAMANTEAN. 100 ADANSONIA.
The Chase in. 605 On Rocks of Adamant it stands secure.

1783 COWFER Lett. 24 Feb. Wks. 1876, 128, I am well In body
but with a mind that would wear out a frame of adamant.
1851 GLADSTONE Gleanings IV. xxiii. 158 Here we impinge
upon a dilemma hard as adamant. 1875 FARRAR Silence $
V
r
oices Ser. I. 14 Around every step of our career on earth

the mystery of the Infinite rises like a wall of adamant.
b- fig.
1641 R. CARPENTER Exper. 11. vii. 178 For the bloud of

Christ will breake the Adamant of his heart. 1828 CARLYLE
Misc. (1857) I. 223 In collision with the sharp adamant of
Fate. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. I. ii. (1868147 The young King
. . was not adamant to the temptations spread for him.

f2. Identified with the diamond. Obs.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. x 12 Theseconde [stone in the crown]
is an adamant, c 1440 Front. Pari>.> Adamant, precyowse
stone, Adamas. 1598 GREENE Jtunes IV (1861) 201 The
adamant, O king, will not be fil'd But by itself. 1617 FVNES
MORYSON r. in. i. 213 They say that Adamants are found

here, which skilfull jewellers repute almost as precious as the

Orientall. 17^4 SULLIVAN View of Nat. I. xxix. 438 The
garnet, and diamond, or adamant.

tb. as the natural opposite of the loadstone. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvi. viii. (1495! 557 This
stone Adamas is dyuers and other than an Magnas, for yf
an adamas be sette by yren It suffryth not the yren come to

the magnas, but drawyth it by a manere of vyolencefro the

magnas. 1567 MAPLET Greene Forest i The Adamant placed
neare any yron, will not suffer it to be drawen away of the

Lode Stone. 1750 Leonardus's Mirr. Stones 63 The Ada-
mant . . is such an enemy to the magnet, that if it be bound
to it, it will not attract iron.

f3. Identified with the loadstone or magnet. Obs.

1366 [under 3_b].
t 1400 Rom. Rose 1182 Right as an ada-

maund, iwys, Can drawen to hym sotylly The yren. 1481
CAXTON Myrrour 11. vii. 79 In ynde groweth the Admont
stone . . she by her nature draweth to her yron. 1527 WHIT-
TINTON Gramm.) Lapis ferrum attra/iens, an adamounde
stone, magnes. 1614 J. COOKK City Gallant in Ha/1. Dodsl.
1 1. 277 As true to thee as steel to adamant. 1656 Bi>. HALL
Occas. Medit. (1851) 52 The grace of God's Spirit, like the
true loadstone oradamant, draws up the iron heart ofman to it.

f b. as the natural opposite of the diamond. Obs.

1366 MAUNDEV. xiv. 161 Afire that, men taken the Ade-

niand, that is the Schipmannes Ston, that drawethe the

Nedle to him, and men leyn the Dyamand upon the Ade-

mand, and leyn the Nedle before the Ademand ; and ^if the

I >yamand be gode and vertuous, the Ademand drawethe not
the Nedle to him, whils the Dyamand is there present. 1579
LYLY Eitphues K 10 The Adamant cannot draw yron, if the

Diamond lye by it.

fc. Jig. A magnet, centre of attraction. Obs.

1596 DRAYTON Leg. in. 67 My Lookes so power full Ada-
mants to Love. 1610 Histrio-inastix n. 47 Your bookes are

Adamants, and you the Iron That cleaves to them. i6zz

HEYLIN Cosmogr. Introd. 4/2 (1674) The seat of Religion is

not the least Adamant which draws people to it. i6z$ BACON
Ess. xviii. 523 A great Adamant of Acquaintance.

f4. Confusing 3 with I or 2. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. A". D. n. i. 195 You draw me, you hard-

hearted Adamant, But yet you draw not Iron, for my heart

Is true as steele.

5. Attrib.

1387 TREVISA Htgden Rolls Ser. I. 221 Adamant stones

[L. lapides magnetes\. 1535 COVERDALE Jer. xvii. i With a

penne of yron ft with an Adamant clawe. 1677 R. GILPIN

Dymonol. Sacra (1867) 38 Which might make impressions

upon an iron breast or an adamant heart. 1878 R TAYLOR
Pr. Deukalion i. vi. 50 Solid adamant walls Seem built

against the P'uture that should be.

t Adamante'an, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f.

L. ada-

mante-us adj. (f. adamant- + -E-) + -AN.] Of ada-

mant ; of the nature or strength of adamant.

1671 MILTON Samson 134 Chalybean tempered steel, and
frock of mail Adamantean proof.

t Adama'ntic, a. Obs. rare~l
. [f.

ADAMANT +

-ic.] Having the nature ofadamant ( incl . loadstone).
1605 Jeronimo i. in Hazl. Dodsl. IV. 372 A silver tongue . .

that, when I approach Within the presence of this demi-

goddess, I may possess an adamantic power.

Adamantine (ocdamccTitin), a. [ad. L. ada-

mantin-us a. Gr. afiapavTiv-os adj. of material, f.

ci8a/zas ; see ADAMANT.]
1. Made of, or having the qualities of adamant

;

incapable of being broken, dissolved, or penetrated;

immovable, impregnable.
1381 WYCLIF Jer. xvii. i The synne of Juda writen is with

an Irene pointel, in an adamantyne nail. 1590 GREENE
Mourn. Garm. (1616) 20 That set a fire with piercing flames

euen hearts adamantine. 1599 MARSTON Sco. Vill. n. viii. 211

Vnlesse the Destin's adamantine band Should tye my teeth,
I cannot chuse but bite. 1610 HOLLAND Camdcn's Brit. 1.39
To the end it might be a State Adamantine . . that is, in-

vincible. 1662 H. MORE Antid. agt.Atk. Pref. Gen. 26(1712)
These are the Adamantine Laws and Tyes of Religion.

1667 MILTON P. L. n. 646 Three folds were brass, Three iron,

three of adamantine rock. 1718 POPE Iliad n. 581 To count
them all, demands a thousand tongues, A throat of brass, and
adamantine lungs. 1737 W. MATHER Ydltng Man's Comp.
68 Vertue is an Adamantine Mountain, and Invincible

Fortress. 1817 COLERIDGE Biogr. Lit. 70 The adamantine
chain of the logic. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 167, A
risk which severely tried even the adamantine fortitude of

Cromwell. 1865 RUSKIN Sesame 129 The victorious truth and
adamantine purity of a woman.
Adamantine Spar, an old name of CORUNDUM.
1798 GREVILLE Corundum in Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII.

403 The mineral substance from the East Indies which is

generally called Adamantine Spar. 1874 WESTROPP Prec.

Stones 59 When first introduced into the European atelier,

some ninety years ago, it [corundum] was known by the

name of adamantine spar.

1 2. Having the qualities of the loadstone ; mag-
netic. Obs.

1604 DEKKER Kings' Rntert. (1873"* I. 269 All mens eyes
were presently turned to the North . . like the poynts of so

many geometricall needles, through a fixed and Adamantine
desire. 1641 BRATHWAIT Eng. GentI. 6 The eyes . . those
adamantine orbes which attract affection to us. 1655 GOUGE
Comm. on Hebr. xi. 15, in. 59 The world hath an adamantine
force to draw mens hearts to it,

t Adama'ntive, a. Obs. rare. [f. ADAMANT +

-IVK; or perh. misprinted for adamantine, with
* turned n (u)' as u = v.]

= ADAMANTINE.
1599 BEN JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum. n. iv. 166 My ada-

mantive eyes might head-long hale This iron world to me.

1605 DANIEJ.L Philotas (1717) 374 Th' Adamantive Ties Of
Blood and Nature. ''1650 Don Bellianis of Greece 181 It

would have made any Adamantive breast to pitty them.

t Adamantize, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. ADAMANT +
-IZE

; but only cited in pr. pple.] To act like

adamant (i.e. loadstone"! ; to attract.

1605 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass of Hum. 3 The inveigling
and adamantizing societies of some.

Adamantoid(2edamjE-ntoid). Crystallog. [mod.
f. Or. aSapavTos of ADAMANT -r-etSijs -form; see

-DID.]
(A form of crystal occurring in the diamond,

bounded by forty-eight equal triangles.' Dana.
t A'damanty, Obs. rare 1

,
[f.
ADAMANT +

-Y 1
;

cf. rocky, pearly.] Of or characterized by ada-

mant
;
of the character of adamant

; flinty.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe (1871) 32 How impetrable he
was in mollifying the adamantiest tyrany of mankind.

ilA'damas. [a.L.a.Gr.(alsoinOFr.)]=Ai>AMANT.
1398 [See under ADAMANT 2b.] 1684 I. MATHER Rem.-

Pro^'id. 73 There is a certain stone called pantarbe, which
draws gold unto it ; so does the adamas hairs and twigs.

t A'damate, v. Obs.-
[f.

L. adamat- ppl. stem
of adanm-re to love dearly.] 'To loue dearely.'
Cockeram 1612, Minsheu 1627, etc.

Adambulacral (re'disembiKtei-kral), a. Zool.

[f.
L. ad to, at + AMBULACRA + -AL.] Adjacent to the

ambulacra, in sea-urchins and other echinoderms.

1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 113 At their outer extremities
the ambulacral ossicles are articulated by the intervention
of the ' adambulacral plates,' with plates belonging to the

external or integumentary skeleton. 1882 SLADEN in Jrnl.
Lin. Soc. XVI. No. 91, 204 The ambulacral spines that form
the comb belonging to the first adambulacral plate have their

bases arranged in a semicircular curve.

Adamhood (se'damhud). [f.
ADAM + -HOOD.]

poet. Manhood, humanity.
1857 EMERSON Poems 29 They discredit Adamhood.

Adamic (adormik), a. [f. ADAM -f--ic. Cf. Fr,

adamitftte.] Of or belonging to Adam ;
ADAMICAL.

1657 R. TURNER Paracelsus 32 The Composition of this sa-

cred Adamick Stone, is made after the Adamick Mercury of
the wise men. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .?//., Adamic earth
is a name some have given to common clay. 1788 WESLEY
Wks. 1872 VI. 412 Neither can any man, while he is in a

corruptible body, attain to Adamic perfection. 1839 BAILEY
Festus xix (1848) 210 That with man it rests to reinstate the

Adamic Eden. 1868 DILKE Greater Brit. I. n. i. 322 The
rest dressed as they pleased . . generally in Adamic style.

Adamical (adee-mikal), a. [f. ADAM + -1CAL.]
Of or pertaining to Adam

; resembling Adam, in

moral freedom, nakedness, fallen condition.

1657 R. TURNER Paracelsus 27 The matter of the stone Is

understood to be Adamical. a 1658 CLEVELAND Rel. of
Quaker^ Though the Devil trapan The Adamical Man,
The Saints stand uninfected. 1662 R. MATHEW Unl. Alch.

58, 71 To abide in their pure Adamical freedoms, pleasing
themselves in all things. 1756 W. LAW Lett. Import. Subj.

95 All that is done from the life, the power, and natural ca-

pacity of the Adamical nature, is heathenish. 1859 R. F.

BURTON Centr. Africa in Jrnl. R. G. S. XXIX. 415 Many
prefer the Adamical costume, having an alacrity at twisting
their solitary garment round their neck.

Adamically (.adnrmikali), adv. [f. prec. + -LY2
.]

In an Adamical manner; nakedly.
1860 H. KINGSLEY Gcoffry Hamlyn xlvi.(D.) Standing upon

the plunging-stage Adamically, without a rag upon him.

Adamine, variant of ADAMITE sbt

t A'damish, a. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f.
ADAM + -isH 1

.]

= ADAM ic.

1569 GOLDING tr. Heminges Postill. 16 Hys newe byrth
which sanctifieth the olde Adamishe and corrupt byrthe.

Adamist (wdamist). rare. [f.
ADAM + -1ST.]

A follower or imitator of Adam; used for 'one

who tends a garden.
1

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. ir. 32/1 He calls it [his

garden] Paradise, in which he playes the part of a true

Adamist, continually toyling and tilling.

Adamite (.x-damait),^.
1 anda.

[f.
ADAM + -ITE.]

A. sb.

1. A descendant or child of Adam, a human be-

ing ; also, b. with some, a name for that section of

the human race which alone they derive from Adam.
1635 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 9 Error therefore entring

into the world with sin among us poor Adamites. 1821

BYRON Heaven <y Earth i. iii, I ne'er thought till now To
hear an Adamite speak riddles to me, 1865 Reader 28 Jan.

98/1 That the Adamites or Caucasians were created, as the

Bible tells us, about 6,000 years ago.

2. An imitator of Adam in his nakedness, an un-

clothed man ;
in Ecd. Hist, the name of sects,

ancient and modern, who affected to imitate Adam
in this respect.
1628 BP. HALL Hon. ofMaried Clergie i. 4. 743 We know

well what the . . Adamites, and Apostoliques, held of matri-

monie. 1657 S. COLVIL Whig's Supplic. (1751) 143 Some
Adamits, who as the speech is, Cast off their petticoats and

breeches. 1713 Guardian No. 134 (1756) II. 205 There was a
sect of men among us, who called themselves Adamites, and

appeared in publick without clothes. 1831 CARLYLE Sart.
Res. (1858) 34 An enemy lo Clothes in the abstract, A new
Adamite.

~B.adj. Descended from Adam ; human. Cf. A. i.

1860 RVSKIN Mod. Painters V. ix. i. n, 203 Two states of
this image . . both Adamite, both human, both the same like-

ness. 18^0 Athen&um 14 May 642 The black Turanian who
uniting with the white Aryan . . gave rise to a third or Adamite
race.

Adamite (re'damsit), sb.~ Min. [See quot.] A
hydrous arsenate of the Olivenite group.
1837 80 DANA Mineral. 565 Adamite . . is a zinc olivenite.

On charcoal fuses, producing a coating of oxyd of zinc.

Namad after Mr. Adam of Paris.

t Adami'tic, ' Obs. rare *. [f.ADAMITE + -ic.]

Of, pertaining to, or resembling an ADAMITE.
1662 JER. TAYLOR A rtif. Handsaw. 164 (T.) Nor is it other

than rustick or adamitick impudence to confine nature to

itself, and to
strip

our bodies, etc.

t Adami'tical, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec. + -AL 1
.]

= ADAMITIC.
1666 G. ALSOP J/rtry/rt//{i86g^45 Nor did I ever see. . any

of those dancing Adamitical sisters. 1704 Gent. Instruct. 169
(D.) Nor your Adamitical garments fence virtue in London.

Adamitism (Erdamsitiz'm). [f.
ADAMITE +

-ISM.] The system of the Adamites.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. (1858) 34 [Chapter on] Adamitism.

Adam's ale. Humorous name for water, as

the onlydrink of our first parents. (See alsoADAM 2.)

1643 PRYNNK Sov. Pcnver ofPart. H. 32 They have beene
shut up in prisons and dungeons . . allowed

onely
a poore

pittance of Adams Ale, and scarce a penny bread a day to

support their lives, a 1845 HOOD Drinking Song. iv. We'll
drink Adam's ale, and we get it pool measure.

Adam's apple. [In allusion to the story of

the Fall.]
1. A name given to a variety of the Lime or

Bergamotte (Citrus Limettd), and sometimes to

varieties of the Orange and Shaddock.
1599 HAKLUYT l>'oy. II. 227 There came two of their Barkes

neere vnto our ship laden with fruite . . which wee call Adams
apples. 1615 SANDYS Trav. 224 The apples of Adam . . the

iuyce wherof they tunne vp and send into Turky. 17*5
BRADLEY Fatn. Diet., Adam's Apple . . a Fruit but little

different from Lemons. 1866 LINDLEY & MOORE Treas. Bat.

i. 292/2 Among them [limes] is one called by the Italians

Pomo d'Adamo, because they fancy the depressions on its

surface appear as if it still bore the marks of Adam's teeth.

2. The projection formed in the neck by the ante-

rior extremity of the thyroid cartilage
of the larynx.

1755 JOHNSON, Adants-apple, a prominent part of the

throat. 1847 CRAIG, Adam's-apple, so called from a super-
stitious notion that a piece of the forbidden fruit stuck in

Adam's throat, and occasioned this prominence. 1865 Daily
Tel. 20 July, Having the noose adjusted and secured by
tightening above his

' Adam's apple.' 1871 HUXLEY PhysioL
vii. 178 The thyroid cartilage . . constitutes what is com-

monly called
' Adam's apple.'

Adam's Flannel. Herb. The Great Mullein

( Verbasfttm Thapsits}.
' From the texture and ap-

pearance of the leaves/ Britten Plant-Names.

Adamsite (se-damzait). Min. A synonym of

MUSCOVITE.
1837-80 DANA Mineral. 311 A greenish-black mica, con-

stituting a micaceous schist or rock in Derby, Vt. the so-

called Adamsite of Shepard.

t Adam's morsel. Obs. i. q. ADAM'S APPLE.

1586 B[EARD] La Primaudayes Fr. Acad. (1594) II. 94
The knot or joynt of the necke, or Adam's morsel.

Adam's Needle. [In allusion to Gen. iii. 7-]

1. Popular name of the Yuccas (especially Yucca

glonosa\ plants allied to the Aloes, cultivated as

garden flowers.

1861 DELAMKR FlovjerGard. 158, Yucca Adam's Needle
In appearance, something between dwarf Palm-trees and

Aloes. 1872 OLIVER Eletn. Bot. n. 260 The Crown-Imperial,
Asphodels, and Yucca or Adam's Needle, belong to the

order \Liliaceag\

2. Occ. name of the plant more commonly known
as Shepherd's Needle (Scandix Pecten-Veneris).
' From the long needle-like fruits.' Britten Plant-

Naifit's.

Adam's wine, Sc. phrase
= Eng. ADAM'S ALE.

A-dance (ada-ns), adv., prop, phrase. \&prepl
+ DANCE.] Dancing.
1869 HLACKMORE Lorna Doone xxviil. (1879) 160 With hope

on every beam adance to the laughter of the morning. 1870
LOWELL Study Wind. 238 You cannot prevent Be'ranger
from setting all pulses a-dance.

A-dangle (adse'rjg'l), adv., prop, phrase. [A
+ DANGLE.] In a dangling state or position.

1855 BROWNING Men * Women I. 37 The slave that holds

John Baptist's head a-dangle by the hair.

II Adansonia (sedan&?'nia). Bot. [mod. L. f.

Adansoft, name of a Fr. naturalist in 1794.] A
genus of gigantic trees (N. O. Bombacex) containing

only two species, of which one is the Baobab,

Monkey-bread, or Ethiopian Sour Gourd of \V. and

Central Africa ;
and the other the Cream of Tartar

Tree, or Sour Gourd of N. Australia.

185* T. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. I. ii. 62 The Adansonia
or baobab of Senegal, [is] one of the oldest inhabitants of

our globe. 1866 A. A. BLACK in Treas. Bot. 17 The Adan-
sonia has, until lately, been considered the largest tree in

the world, but it must now give place to the mammoth tree

of California ( Wellingtonia gigantea)



ADAPERTILE.

tAdapertile, a. Obs-* [ad. L. adapertilis

that may be opened, f. ad intensive + apcrire to open ;

see -ILE.] 'Easy to be opened.' Bailey, vol. II, 1731.

Adapt ^adce'pt), v. [a. Fr. adapte-r, ad. L.

adaptd-ret f. ad to + aptd-re to fit ;
f. apt-us fit ;

see APT.]
1. To fit (a person or thing to another, to orfor a

purpose), to suit, or make suitable.

1611 FLORID, Addattarc, to fit, to adapt, to appropriate

[not in ed. 1598]. a 1616 B. JONSON Discov. Wks. 1616 II.

128 He is adapted to it by nature. 1636 HEALEY Epictetus'

Man. xlii. 65 Adapt the discourses of thy friends unto thine

owne as neere as thou canst. 1763 MILLER Card. Diet., A
seminary is a seed-plot, which is adapted or set apart for the

sowing of seeds. 1756 BURKE SttM. fy B. Wks. I. i82_The
senses strongly affected in some one manner, cannot quickly

change their tenour, or adapt themselves to other things.

1847 YEOWELL Anc. Brit. Ch. \. 5 To have adapted poetry to

the preservation of their historical memorials. 1855 BAIN

Senses $ Intcll. 11. ii. 3 (1864) 209 The structure of the outer

ear is adapted to collect and concentrate the vibrations.

2. To alter or modify so as to fit for a new use.

1774 BRYANT Mytkol. I. 117 It is called Anchia . . it signi-

fied eitherfans spduncre^ or spelunca fontis, according as it

was adapted. 1849 Athcnxum 3 Nov. 1113/3 A three-act

drama adapted from the French comedy. 1858 HAWTHORNE
Fr. fy It. Jrnls. II. 199 A kind of farm-house, adapted, I

suppose, out of the old ruin.

t Ada'pt, ppl- a. Obs. [f. ADAPT v. on analogy
of ppl. adjs. like content, distract, erectt

which were

in form identical with verbs, though really adapta-
tions of L. pples. in -fits

;
but there was no L.

adaptus. The adj. APT may also have helped in

the production of ad-apt.'] Fitted, suited ;
fit.

1704 SWIFT T. ofa. Tub ix. Wks. 1760 1. 100 This definition

of happiness . . will be acknowledged wonderfully adapt.
a 1733 NORTH Lives ofNorths II. 369 Nothing could have
fallen out more exquisitely adapt to Mr. North's desires.

Adaptability (adreptabi-liti).[f.Ai)APTABLEa.;
see -BILITY.] The quality of being adaptable; capa-

city of being adapted or of adapting oneself;

potential fitness. Const, to, for.
1661 R. LOVELL Anim. fy Min. 315 The manner of using,

adaptability of the matter, and nature of the patient. 1796
W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XIX. 513 Adaptability to de-

fine and discriminate contiguous shades of idea. 1845 Toon
& BOWMAN Phys. Anat. 1. 149 One of the most wonderful
circumstances in the construction of the hand, is its adapta-
bility to an infinite number of offices. 1873 FARRAR Famil.

cfSp. ii. 69 General adaptability for every purpose. 1875
STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xv. 293 The adaptability of his people
to the execution of his design.

Adaptable (adarptab'l),^. [f.
AnAPT v. + -ABLE,

as if ad. L. *adaptabilts.'\ Capable of being adapted ;

applicable ; pliable.
1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. X. 317 The very metre

employed . . is no less adaptable to the other Gothic dialects

than to the German. 1857 TOULM. SMITH Parish i Princi-

ples, which are adaptable to all the changing conditions of
human progress. 1865 TRAFFORD Geo. Gcith II. vi. 58 Be-
fore marriage men are not so adaptable as women.

Adaptableness (adse-ptab'lnes). [f. prec. +

-NESS.]
= ADAPTABILITY.

1847 In CRAIG.

t Ada'ptate, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. adaptat- ppl.
stem of adapta-re \

see ADAPT, and -ATE.] A by-
form of ADAPT.
1659 fnstr. Oratory 26 Those [words] derived from the

Latine . . being . . more adaptated for many discourses. 1678
CL-DWORTH Intell. Syst. \. v. 690 It is your work now to

Adaptate the Mortal to the Immortal.

Adaptation (sed&pt^'Jwi). [a. Fr. adaptation,
ad. late L. adaptation-em, n. of action f. adapta-rc\
see ADAPT. NotinCotgf.io~32 ; BeeADAPTINGp/.j-.]
1. The action or process of adapting, fitting, or

suiting one thing to another.

^6loHE.*LEYS.Aug.,City<>/'G0d743 They. .made a very
ingenious adaptation of the one to the other. 1646 SIR T.

BROWNE Pseud. F,p. in. xi. 130 A commixtion of both in the

whole rather than an adaptation or cement of the one unto
the other. 1782 PRIF.STLEY Nat. $ Rev. Relig. I. 29 There
are . . many adaptations of one thing to another. 1881 LUB-
BOCK in Nature No. 618, 411 Electricity in the year 1831

may be considered to have just been ripe for its adaptation
to practical purposes.
2. The process of modifying a thing so as to suit

new conditions : as, the modification of a piece of

music to suit a different instrument or different

purpose ; the alteration of a dramatic composition
to suit a different audience ; the alteration of form
which a word of one language often undergoes to

make it fit the etymological or phonetic system of

another, as when the L. adaptationem is taken into

Fr. and E. as adaptation.
1790 PALEV Hor. Paul. 1.3 His adaptation will be the result

ofcounsel, scheme, and industry. 1846 KINGSLEY Lett, (j 878)
I. 140 Man has unrivalled powers of self-adaptation. 1878
C. PARRY in Grove Diet, Music I. 89 Arrangement, or adapt-
ation, is the musical counterpart of literary translation.

3. The condition or state of being adapted ;

adaptedness, suitableness.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i.
j.

2 This adaptation and
congruity of these Faculties to their several proper Objects.

17^1 JOHNSON Rambler No. 160 F 2 The benefit of this adapt-
ation of men to things is not always perceived. 1836 J.
GILBERT Atonement viii. (1852) 230 He perceives its adapt-
ation to melt his mind. 1867 J. MARTiNEAuC/m Lifc($&. 4)

291 The adaptation of immortality to our true wants.

101

4. A special instance of adapting ;
and hence,

concr. an adapted form or copy, a reproduction of

anything modified to suit new uses.

1859 DARWIN Orig, Spec. iii. (1873) 48 We see beautiful

adaptations everywhere and in every part of the organic
world. 1860 Sat. Rei>. No. 250, 181/2 A French play is

adapted by A . . B either appropriates A's adaptation or

makes another. Mod, The word pibroch is our adaptation
of the Gaelic piobaireaclid, that is to say

'

piper-ship.'

Adaptations! (arisept^janal), a. [f. prcc. +
-AL 1

.] Of or pertaining to adaptation.
1879 LUBBOCK Sclent. Lect. ii. 42 The modifications which

insect larvai undergo may he divided into two kinds de-

velopmental . . and adaptational or adaptive ; those which
tend to suit them to their own mode of life.

Adaptatlve (adse'ptativ), a. [f.
L. adaptat-

ppl. stem of adaptd-re to ADAPT + -IVE.] Charac-

terized by, or given to, adapting things to a

purpose, or oneself to circumstances ;= ADAPTIVE.

1857 TOMES Amcr. in Japan xi, 247 The Japanese are . .

a very imitative, adaptative, and compliant people. 1870
PROCTOR Other Worlds iii. 81 Adaptative power . . by which
the various creatures we are acquainted with are enabled to

live in comfort under all degrees of light. 1875 STUHHS
Const. Hist. II. xv. 297 The great merit of his statesmanship
is adaptative rather than originative.

Adaptativeness (adarptativnes). [f. prec. +

-NESS.] Ability to suit things to a purpose, or one-

self to circumstances ;
= ADAPTIVENESS.

1881 Harpers Mag. Apr. 645 He possessed plenty of that

Yankee adaptativeness.

Adapted (adse'pted),///. a.
[f.
ADAPT v. + -ED.]

1. Fitted; fit, suitable. Const, to, for.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug., City ofGod %w As spirits doe in

characters and signes ad-apted to their natures. 1754 CHAT-
HAM Lett, to Nephew v. 37 A proper behaviour, adapted to

the respective relations we stand in. 1803 W. TAYLOR in

Ann. Rev. I. 35 Conferring on Mr. Collins an adapted and

distinguished appointment. 1875 DARWIN Insectiv. Plants
\. 3 Drosera was excellently adapted for., catching insects.

^. Modified so as to suit new conditions.

1816 SOUTHEY Poet's Pilgr. iv. 52 Wks. X. 103 A race, who
with the European mind, The adapted mould of Africa com-
bined. Mod. Adapted comedies are being played at several

theatres. Syntax is the adapted form in which the Greek

(rurrafis is used in English.

Adaptediiess (adae'ptednes). [f.prec. +-NESS.]
The quality or state of being adapted or suited

;

suitableness, special fitness.

1698 [R. FEKGUSSON] View of Ecclcs. 18 Their adaptedness
for their employ. 1800 W. TAYLOR in Robberds' Memoir I.

327 The adaptedness of one rhythm or form of stanza for

one purpose, and of another for a different purpose, is wholly,
or nearly so, the result of association. 1875 WHITNEY Life

ofLang. xiv. 293 When the time for the use came, the per-

ception of its adaptedness . . necessarily followed.

Adapter, rarely -or (adarptaj). [f.
ADAPT v. +

-ERl.]
1. One who adapts, a. One who fits or suits one

thing to another, b. One who modifies or alters

a composition to suit it to new purposes.
1801 CHALMERS Let. in Life (1851) I. 48 Such adaptation

speaks of a divine and intelligent adapter. 1858 DE QUINCEY
H'/cs. VI. 374 If these imaginary adapters of Homer, ac-

cording to the German pretence, modernised his whole dic-

tion. 1865 Sat. Rev. 12 Aug. 210/1 The original author is of

opinion that the adapter has not mended but marred his

work. 1877 R. H. HUTTON Ess. (ed. 2) I. 43 Intelligence is

the conscious and voluntary adapter of means to ends.

2. A connecting part : in Chcm. a tube to connect

two pieces of apparatus ;
in Optics, a metal ring

with screw threads to unite two lengths of a tele-

scope ;
a 'sliding fitting* in an optical instrument.

1808 SIR H. DAVY in Phil. Trans. Vol. XCIX. 454 The

adaptors must have contained '8 of a similar gas. 1867

J. HOGG Microsc. \. iii. 170 A flat piece of glass placed at an

angle of 45 across the tube, interposed like an adapter be-

tween the objective and the microscope-body. 1875 URE
Diet. Arts I. 7 An adapter tube is then fitted to the lateral

cylinder. This adapter enters into another tube at the same

degree of inclination. 1876 CHAMBERS A stron. 623 A more

simple form of solar eye-piece is that which consists of an

adapter in which a diaphragm plate is fitted as above.

Adapting (adse-ptirj), vbl. sb. [f.
ADAPT v. +

-ING 1
.]

The action of fitting, suiting, or rendering
suitable. (Now mostly gerundial.)

1632 COTGR., Adaptation [Fr.] An adapting, fitting,_
or

suiting of one thing to another. 1656 COWLEY Davideis \.

(1684) 35 An adapting of all these to the Constitution, Dis-

position, and Inclinations of the Patient. 1714 SWIFT State

ofAff. Wks. 1 755 1 1. 1. 205, I do not know a greater mark of

an able minister, than that of rightly adapting the several

faculties of men. Mod. This clever adapting of means to

ends. He is skilled in adapting French plays.

Adapting (adarptirj), ///. a. [f.
ADAPT v. +

-ING2 .] Rendering suitable, modifying.
1836 J. GILBERT Atonement iv. (1852) 91 The adapting in-

telligence which limited their energy to the discharge of

that office.

Adaption (adarpjsn). [f. ADAPTS, as if formed

on a L. ppl. stem; ct.adopt-ion t See -ION.]
= ADAPT-

ATION ;
the action of adapting.

1704 SWIFT T. ofa Tu^(iy6B) 1. 127 For great turns _are
not always given by strong hands, but by lucky adaption.

1790 BLAGDEN Spirit. Liq. in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 344 The

adaption of the duties to different degrees of strength. 1860

DICKENS Lett. (ed. 2) II. 124 There it is, needing no change
or adaption.

Adaptitude (adarptitiwd). [A mixture of

ADATTNT.

ADAPT and APTITUDE.] Adaptedness ; aptitude

specially produced.
1843 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets 129 A hedge-thorn

catches sheep's wool by position and approximation rather
than adaptitude. 1852 BROWNING Ess. on Shelley (1881) 16
A

profound^sensibility and adaptitude for act.

Adaptive (adarptiv), a. [irreg. f. ADAPT v. 4-

-IVE, as if on ppl. stem
;

cf. adopt-ive ;
see -IVE.]

Characterized by, or given to adaptation.
1824 COLERIDGE Aids to Reft. (1848) 193 This higher spe-

cies of adaptive power we call Instinct. 1854 WOODWARD
Mollusca 56 Modifications relating only to peculiar habits

are called adaptive. 1866 ARGYLL Reign ofLaw iy.
ted. 4)

185 Adaptive colouring as a means of concealment is never

applied to any animal whose habits do not expose it to spe-
cial danger. 1875 EMERSON Lett, fy Soc. Aims iv. 114 Ah !

what a plastic he is ! so shifty, so adaptive !

Adaptively (adse'ptivli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY^.]

In an adaptive manner ; by way of adaptation ;
so

as to suit special conditions.

1854 WOODWARD Mollusca n. 253 The form of the foot is

usually characteristic of the families; but sometimes it is

adaptively modified.

Adaptiyeness (adae-ptivnes). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being adaptive ;
the capa-

city or tendency to adapt one thing to another, or

oneself to circumstances.

1863 J. C. JEAFFRESON Evcrard's Dan. xiii. 221 The man
had . . a subtle adapttveness as well as sincere desire to

please. 18780. STANFORD Symb. Christ\\. 172 1'he Saviour's

words have minutely particular adapt tveness to every moment
of the soul's history. 1879 CARPENTER Mctif. Physiol. i. ii. 70.

74 The adaptiveness of the movements is no proof of the

existence of consciousness.

t Ada'ptly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

ADAPT a.+
-LY 2

.]
In a fit or adapted manner; by being

adapted or fitted.

1709 PRIOR Colin's Ulist. iii. 3 For active horsemanship
adaptly fit.

t Ada'ptment. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. ADAPT v.+

-MENT.] Adaptation ; fitting condition.

1739 H.WALPOLE Lett. 11861) I. 19 All the conveniences,
or rather lif there was such a word), all the adaptments arc

assembled here that melancholy, meditation, selfish devotion,
and despair would require.

t Ada'ptness. Obs. rare 1
, [f.

ADAPT a.+

-NESS.] The quality of being adapted, suitability;
= ADAPTEDNESS.
1749 Br. NEWTON Milton I. Pref, The variety of the

pauses, and the adaptness of the sound to the sense.

t Adapto'rial, a. Oh. rare, [irreg. f.AnAPTOH,
after visitorial, etc. There could be no adaptor or

adaptoriits in L.] = ADAPTIVE.
In mod. Diets. WORCESTER cites MUUIE.

II Adar (t
T
-diu). [Hcb. T1X add'r of uncertain

etymol.] The twelfth month of the Hebrew eccle-

siastical, the sixth of the civil, year.

1382 WYCLIF i Ksdr. vii. 5 The monelh of March [1535
COVF.RUALE ibid. The moneth Addar], Esther iii. 7 The
twelfthe moneth went out, that is clepid Adar. 1535 COVKK-
DALE ibid. The twolueth moneth, that is the moneth Adar.

1611 ibid. The twelfth moneth, that is the moneth Adar.

1833 Pen. Cycl. I. 115/1 Adar may begin as early as the ist

of February, or as late as the 3rd of March.

[Adaration, Souldiers pay. Cockeram 1626.]

i Adarticula'tioii. Anat. Obs. [mod. f. ].. ad
to + articulation-cm jointing: see ARTICULATION.]
A loose jointing of two bones ;

one which affords

room for play ; specially, the jointing of a bone

into a shallow socket.

I7S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. .$//., Adarticuhition, in some

physicians, is used for Arthrodia ;
in others for Diarthrosis.

1853 MAYNE Exf. Lex., Adarticulatiou, a term in all re-

spects synonymous with Arthrodia.

t Ada'Sed, ///. a. Obs. [f. A.-f>ref. i intensive

+ dased\ see DASE, DAZE. As adase is not found,

it is doubtful whether a-dascd is not merely the

pa. pple. of dose with A particle, repr. earlier /-,

j/-, j<?.] Stupefied, confused, dulled, dazzled.

a 1500 Poem in Todays Illustr. 297 As a wytles man gretely

adased, I gave no credence. 1532 MORE Confitt. Tindalc

Wks. 1557, 459/i Wold haue made euerymans eyes so adased,
that no man should haue spied his falshed. 1556 ABP. PARKEK
Psalt. Ps. cxvi. 336 Myne eyes were so adasd.

ilAdatis, -ais, addatys (ardatis). Indian

muslin.

1687 London Gaz. mmcclxxiu. 7 The Cargo of the last three

Ships arriv'd, is as follows, viz. Atlasses 549 pieces, Addatits

1406, Bettellees 9680. 1806 Brit. Encycl. I. 25 Adatais, A-

datsi, or Adatys, a muslin or cotton cloth, very fine and

clear . . The finest is made at Bengal.

t AdatL'ge, v- Obs. rare~l
. [ad. L. adaugc-re

to increase by addition, f. ad to + augc-re to in-

crease.] To add to, augment.
1657 TOMLIXSON Renou's Dispens. 260 Mixed with other

purgatives which may adauge its imbecil purgative faculty.

t Adairnt, v. Obs., also 6 addaunt. [a. OFr.

adante-r var. of adonter (later addomter} f. a to +

dante-r, dontc-r (mod. dompter) : L. domitd-rc,

freq. of domd-re to tame.] To quell, subdue, or

reduce to submission.

1297 R. GLOUC. 372 Kyng Wyllam adauntede J>at folc of

Wafys. c 1300 A'. Alts (W.) 2853 Ageyns heom thy wraththe

adant. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems A. 157 More meruayle con

my dom adaunt 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xv. xii. (1495)

492 Hercules adauntyd fyrste the fiersnesse of the Amazones.

c 1449 PECOCK Kefr. i. vii. 37 Forto rebuke and adaunte the



ADAW.
presumpcion of the lay persones. 1483 CAXTON CM. Leg.
309/4 For to adaunte and subdue my prowde flesshe I rose
at mydnyght alle the weke long. 1513 SKELTON Garl. Laurel
1302 With mighty corrage Adaunted the rage Of a lyon
savage. 1597 DANIEL Civ. Wares iv. xiv. (1609) Wherewith
the Rebel! rather was the more Incourag'd than addaunted.

t Adaw, f.1 Obs. [f. A- pref. I + DAW, OE.
dorian to dawn, become day, awake ; cf. MHG.
er-tagcn to dawn. Occ. found as of-itaw, prob. by
confusion with the adv. adawe or of-davie^
1. intr. To wake up, awake, from sleep, swoon, etc.
c 1300 K.Alis. 2265 Glitoun tho gan furst of-dawen, And

his lymes to him drawen. c 1374 CHAUCER Tnilia in. 1120
He gan his breeth to drawe, And of his swoun soone aftir
that adawe. 1430 LVDG. Chron. Troy i. v. Reioyse wolde
these folkes amerous . . AnU efte adawen of their paynes
smerte. 1530 PALSGR. 417, I adawe or adawne, as the daye
dothe in the mornynge whan the sonne draweth towardes his

rysyng.
2. trans. To awaken, arouse, recall to conscious-

ness. (The earlier instances may be intr.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Mm/ifs. T. 1156 Til that he be adawed

verrayly. 1430 LVDG. Citron. Troy in. xxii. Hector . . a
thousand knightes slowe That neuer were adawed of their
sowe. 1447 BOKENHAM Lyvys ofSemtys (1835) 56 He thus
ageyn was com And wel adawed of his swouwnynge. 1530
PALSGR. 417, I adawe one out of a swounde . . He fell in
soche a swoune that we had moche a do to adawe hym.
t Adaw, v:- Obs. [First used by the archaists

of the 1 6th c.
; derivation uncertain. Probably the

obsolete adverb ADAWE (^see next), in such a phrase
as 'they did him odawe? i.e. out of life, to death,
was mistaken for a verb infinitive, quasi

' to quell,
crush, put down,' and this in subsequent use fancied
to be a compound of a:;',-, after the analogy o(ad-aff,
ad-minister, aj-vmv ; see An- 2.] To subdue, daunt.
"557 Tottelts Mis,: ( Arb.l 158 Headawththe force of colde,

1596 SPENSER F.Q. in. vii. 13 The sight whereof did greatly
him adaw. Ilnd. v. vii. 20 Like one adawed with some
dreadfull spright. 1621 lip. MONTAGU Diatribe 85 Being
overawed and adawed, as they are. 1654 USSHER Annals
vi. 116581 249 They. . being adawed at his constancy and
resolution . . fled every man of them.

t Adawe', atfa. 0/>s. [For o Jawc, a contr. form
of ofdawe, of day, of

'

dayu, north, ofdawes, = OE.
of tla-,um 'from days,' in sense of 'from life.' The
full phrase

' oflytus dawc* is also common. See

DAW(E,DAY.] Out of life, out of existence. Usually
with verbs brim;, do: To put out of life, to put to

death, kill.

c 1250 Genesis ff Ex. 3545 Bat wod folc cor Ur of da;e
broken, c 1300 Lifr of fSeket 2305 This holi man was
ibro}t of Dawe. c 1314 <;. Ifaw. 53 He wist his folk y-slawe
And thurch him brought o Hue dawe. e 1325 E. E. Allit.
Poems A. 282, I trawed my perle don out of dawe}. c 1330
Florice f, Bl. 634 Sithen he thoughte hem of dawe don.
c 1370 A". Kab. of Cysillc 133 in E. P. P. Hazl. I. 273, I

schalle yow teche me for to knawe, And brynge yow fro

Vowre lyfe dawe. c 1420 /v . Ccptir tie Lion 973 Some wolde
hym adawe. c 1425 WVNTOWN Cron. vm. xxvt. 29h'

Qwhen (>at he wes dune of dawe, Dai tuk be Land for outyn
awe. 1447 BOKENHAM Lyzys of Seyntys (18351 86 He
cruelly shuld be brought adawe As a transgressour of hys
lawe. 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis vi. vii. 68 Thou with swerd was
slaw, Hereft thy self the life, and brocht of daw.

. ...p.phrase. [A
1 + DAWX.] Dawning, gleaming withnew light.

iftBi K. H. HK:KI v in Academy No. 459, 133 Have written
ne'er a better thing than the thought a-dawn in your eye.

Aday, a-day (ad^-), adv. prop.phrase. [A//V/.1
+ D\Y = OE. on

t/te^e.']

f 1. In or on the day (in opposition to the night) ;

by day. Obs.
a 1250 Ou'l fy Xighting. 219 Thu singist a m^t, and no5t a

dai. 1297 R. Clone. 289 Seynt Edward J>e vyfte ^er of ys
kynedom A^en cue aday aslawe was. CTyyoAle-v. ff Dindi-
mtts 425 And us bi-dewen aday 'be dewen of heuene.

2. On each day; daily. (See A adj.- 4, and A
frepl 8.)

c 1500 Partcnay 4252 Full moch haue Thurd spokyn of
the aday. 15*6 TINDAI.E Matt. xx. 2 He agreede with the
labourers for a peny a daye. 1611 ibid. Apenyaday. 1783
ROBERTSON Anter. 1. 163 The scanty allowance of six ounces
of bread a-day for each person. 18*5 Br. Jonathan II. 217
You would have begun with nearly three hours a-day.

Adays, a-days, adv . phr. [A prepl on +
day's gen. sing. Qlday. In OE. the gen. itx-&s was
used adverbially = by day, during the day, Mxses
and nihtes/ he is anxious 'day and night* Subse-

quently, the genitive was strengthened by the prep.
a = in, on. See A prepl 8 and DAY.]
1 1. By day, during the day, in the day-time. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xv. 278 Antony a dayes aboute none
tyme, Had a bridde J>at brou3te hym bred. 1560 INGELAND
Disob. Child (1848) 21 With broylynge & burnynge in the

kytchyn adayes. 1631 BURTON Anat. Mel. r. iL n. ii. (1676)
45/1 Pining a daies . . waking a nights. 1675 HOBBES
Odyssey 59 A-days he weeping sat upon the shore. 1765
ELLWOOD Life (ed. 3) 140 We had also the Liberty of some
other Rooms over that Hall, to walk or work in a-Days.
2. Now-a-days : At the present day, during the

present time.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. T. 425 Ffor any wit bat men

han now a dayes [Camb, MS. on dayes]. a 1420 OCCLEVE
De Reg. Princ. 1415 Adayes now, my sone, as men may see,
O chirche to o man may nat suffise. c 1449 PECOCK Rc/>r. n.

xiii. 227 Peple now adaies ben not to be blamed. 1590
SHAKS. Mid*. N. D. in. i. 148 Reason and loue keepe little

company together, now-adayes. 1651 WITTIE Primrose's

102

Pep, Err. i. ii. 4 But now adayes great is the neglect herein.

1711 GREENWOOD Eng. Gram. 227 One ought not promis-
cuously to write every Noun with a great Letter, as is the
Fashion of some now adaies. 1856 K. B. DKNISON Church
Bldg. iv. 150 What would nowadays be talked of as a very
fine spire.

tAdba'SS, t'- Obs. rare- 1
, [a 1 6th c. refashion-

ing of ABASE after L. ad to + kassus low.] = ABASE.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Parapkr. Luke ii. 7 Who had for

our sakes adbassed and humbled himselfe downe euen to
swadling cloutes,

t Adbla-St, v. Obs. rare. [prob. refash. of

ABLAST, Q?,.onbl#stan to blowupon. See A-/>r/ 2.]
To inflate, inspire.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Paraphr. Pref. 4 So adblasted

the worlde. Jbid. Luke \. 44 The mother too is adblasted
in suche sorte that she on herpartie also beeyng replenished
with the holy ghoste dyd not now kepe in the ioyes of her
heorte.

Adcorporate in Baileyand J. ; see ACCOBPOEATE.
Add (xd\ v. [ad. L. add-trc \ f. ad to + d&re to

give, put]
1. To join or unite (a thing to another) so as to

increase the number, quantity, or importance.
f 137*4 CHAUCER Boethins in. ix. 11868* 83 Lat vs quod she

ban adden reuerence to suffisaunce and to power . . Certis,
quod I, lat vs adden it. 1388 WYCLIF Hosea xiii. 2 Thei
addiden to do synne, and maden to hem a ?otun ymage
{1381 Puttiden to. Vulg. Addiderunt adpeccandnm\. 1570
BiLLtNGSLEY Euclid i. ii. 7 If ye adde equall thinges to

equall thinges : the whole shalbe equall. 1593 SHAKS.
3 1fen. I'f, v. iv. 70 I need not adde more fuell to your fire.

1611 BIBLE Matt. vi. 27 Which of you by taking thought,
can adde one cubite vnto his stature ? 1756 BURKE Nat. Soc.
Wks. I. 29 Add to the account those skirmishes which happen
in all wars. 1827 HUTTON Mathcm. 1.8, 5+3 denotes that

3 is to be added to 5. 1859 TENNYSON Guinevere 203 Yet
this grief Is added to the griefs the great must bear.

t b. To give by way of increased possession or

share (to a person). Obs.

1534 TINDALE Re-s. xxii. 18 God shall adde vnto him the

plages that are wrytten in this boke. 1611 BIBLE Matt. vi.

33 All these things shalbe added vnto you. [IVycl. cast,
Tint/., I'ranttt.y Genev. ministred, Rheints given you besides.]
1640 Fri.i.KR Abel Rcdir. (18671 I. 18 Posterity may know
who added the part of helpful Onesiphorus to this Paul in
bonds. 1709 STRVPK Ann. Ref. liii. 532 Who seemed by the

special will of God to be added to the Queen in those most
difficult times.

t To add faith to: to give credence to, to believe.

Cf. L. adderejidem, Fr. ajoittcr foi. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Cato fiiijb, Thow oughtest not euer byleue
that that men sayen and reporten to the, ne to adde feythe
to hit.

2. (With object unexpressed) To make an addition
to ; to increase, augment, enlarge.
1591 SHAKS. \Hen, /'/, i. i. 103 My gracious Lords, to adde

to your laments . . I must informe you of a dismall fight.

1697 DRYDES I
r
trgt7t Georgic i. 420 When Autumn weighs

The Year, and adds to Nights, and shortens Days. Mod.
It adds greatly to our labour, but also to our pleasure.
3. To say or write further or in addition

; to go
on to say or speak.
1382 WYCLIF Gen. xv. 3 And Abram addide, To me forsothe

thow hast not }ouun seed. 1388 Luke xix. u He addide,
and seide a parable [Another MS. He addide to. 1382 He
puttinge to, seide a parable]. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. v. ig
Further to boast, were neyther true, nor modest, Vnlesse I

adde, we are honest. 1671 MILTON P. R. i, 497 He added
not; and Satan bowing low His gray dissimulation, disap-
peared. 1735 POPE Epil. Sat. ii. 133 But let me add, Sir
Robert's mighty dull. 1879 BARTLKTT Egypt to Palest, x.

224 It may be added, in this connection, that the iron. .

occurs elsewhere in the Peninsula.

4. To unite (two or more things or numbers) into

one sum
; often with together, absol. To perform

the arithmetical process of addition. To add up,
to find the sum of a column or series of numbers,
to 'cast'; to add in

t
to include in a sum.

1509 HAWES Past. f>f PL xv. v, Who knewe arsmetryke in

every degre . . Bothe to detraye and to devyde and adde.

1579 DIGCES Stratioticos 2 To adde is to gather and knit in

one many numbers or unites. /? 1704 LOCKE (J.) As easily as
he can add together the ideas of two days, or two years.
1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. 29/2 Add each column separately,
and carry the overplus as before, from one column to another.

1872 HAMB. SMITH Algebra 2 When several numbers are
added together, it is indifferent in what order the numbers
are taken. 1879 COLENSO Arithm. 2 We then add these

figures thus, 5 and 7 are 12.

Addable (rc-dab'I), a.
[f.

ADD V. + -ABLE. A
variant of ADDIBLE, formed on Fr. and Eng. analo-

gies, without reference to a possible L. *addibilis^\

Capable of being added, or added to.

1678 COCKER Arithm. (J.) The first number in every addi-
tion is called the addable number, the other, the number or
numbers added.

Addatys, see ADATIS.

II Addax (ae'daks) ; also 7 addace. [L., ad. African
word. '

Strepsiccrotit quern Addacem Africa ad-

pellat.* Plin. H.N. xi. 37. post in. 45.] A quad-
ruped: a species of boviform or ox-like antelope,
allied to the Nyl-ghau and Gnu, inhabiting Northern
Africa. (Oryx nasomaculata.}
1693 RAY Synop.Quadr."}^ in Chambers CycL Supp. (1753),

Addace
t
in natural history, the name by which the Africans

call the common Antelope. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 268 The
Addax . . living solitarily, or in pairs, on the borders and
oases of the deserts. 1876 WOOD Bible Anintals 141 Modern
commentators have agreed that there is every probability that

the Dishon of the Pentateuch was the Antelope known by

ADDER.
the name of Addax . . The ordinary height of the Addax is

three feet seven or eight inches.

Adde, adden, var. of hadde, hodden, older forms
of had. See HAVE.
t Adde'feted, pa.ppk. Obs. Forms 6 adettyt,

addettit, addetted, addebtit
; 7 adebted, 7-9

addebted.
[f. earlier cn-dctted pa. pple. of ent/ef,

a. OFr. endete-r, endctte-r : late L. indebitd-re : see
ISDEBT. The Fr. prefix *-, like Eng. an-, on-,
reduced to a-, afterwards refashioned as ad-\ see A-

, .oyng Onto our cuntre, till haue sutterit pane.
'535 STEWART Cron. Scott. 36060, II. 521 He wes aboue
all erthlie thing, So far addettit to that nobill king. 1566
KNOX Hist. Kef. Scott. Wks. 1846 I. 289, I am addetted to

your Lordschip. 1639 DRCMM. OF HAWTH. Wks. 1711, 223How much is Florence adebted to the noble Laurentius of
Medices, for his library? 1651 CALDERWOOD Htst. Kirk
(1843* II. 252 How muche we were addebted unto God.
1822 SCOTT Ni%el iv. (1874)61 His Majesty's maist gracious
mother . . justly addebted and owing the sum of fifteen
merks.

t Adde'cimate, v. Ot>s.-. [f. late L. added-
mat- ppl. stem of addedma-re, f. ad to + dedmd-re
to take the tenth, f. dcccm ten.] To tithe.

1612 in COCKERAM ; whence in BAILEY, JOHNSON, etc.

fAdde-cked, /<z.///V. Obs. rare- 1

. \f. \-pref.
ii +DECK. Of doubtful existence; see the quota-
tion.] Decked, covered.

1513 DOUGLAS VtrgiCs JEneis xi. xi. 170 Than Opts licht-

lie of the heuynnys glade . . Persand the are with body all

ouer schroude Addekkit in ane wattry sabil cloude \Ruthv.
MS. Indekkit, Elphinst. MS. And dekkyt).

Added (x-ded), ///. a. [f. Ann v. + -EL>.] Given
as an accession, increased

; additional.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. <$ Cr. iv. v. 145 A thought of added honor

tome from Hector. 1718 POPE Iliad i. 125 Perhaps, with
added sacrifice and prayer, The priest may pardon. 1818
BYRON Childt Har. iv. cix. Till the sun's rays with added
flame were fill'd. 1870 MCCARTHY Hist, own Times I. 412
An added effect was given to this well-deserved panegyric.

t Addee'm, v. Obs. [f. DEEM, with pref. ad- in

imitation Q{ ad-judge : see K-pref. ii. There was
an OE. adJtnan, but this vb. is not connected with

it.] To adjudge.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. iii. 15 So unto him they did addeeme

the prise. Ibid. vi. viii. 22 The winged god, that woundeth
harts . . Addeem'd me to endure this penaunce sore. 1597
DANIEL Civ. Wares vm. Ixxii. She scornes to be addeem'd
so worthlesse base.

II Addendum (ade'nd^m). PI. addenda (ade'n-

da). [a. ^.addendum something to be added, gerun-
dive of add-ere to ADD. The pi. was in earlier use

than the singular; cf. miscellanea, minutix, etc.] A
thing to be added ;

an appendix or addition.

1794 BURNS Wks. IV. 179 You cannot, in my opinion,dispense
with a bass to your addenda airs. 1830 Miss MITFORD t?wr

Village iv. (18631 2&> The addenda of the work. 1879 O.W.
HOLMES Motley xxi. 179 After I had gone over the induc-
tions for the last time I wrote an addendum. 1879 Daily
News 1 6 Apr. 3/6 The mover of the resolution accepted as an
addendum thereto the further expression of opinion that, etc.

Adder 1
(3e-daj). [f.ADDv. + -ERi.] Hewhoadds.

1580 HOLLVBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, t Qui adjoinct^ a ioiner

to, an adder to.

Adder- (ze-dai). Forms: 1-2 nsedre, needdre,

3 nadre, 3-4 naddre, 4-5 nadder
; 1-4 nedre,

2-4 neddre, 3-4 neddere, 3-7 nedder, 4-5 -ir,

5 -yr ; 4 eddre, eddere, 4-5 eddyre, 5 eddyr,
-ur, 5-6 -ir, 5-7 -er ; 4 addre, 5- adder. Sc. 6

ather. PL adders
; formerly i nsedran

; 2-4 ne-

dren, neddren, naddren, addren
; 3 nedres,

neddres, -is
; 4-5 eddres, addres. [OE. nxdre,

cogn. w. OLG. natfrat OHG. natra, natara,
ON. ttaCra, ttatir, Goth, nadrs. The initial was
lost in ME. 130x5-1500, through the erroneous

division of a naddre, as an addre. Nedder is still

a north, dial. form. The Lindisf. Gosp. gloss has

cyn settcrna ' brood of venomous ones/ for OE.
wedrena cynn, but there is nowhere any form-

confusion between ntedre serpent and setter venom ;

though, from meaning serpent generically, the word
has gradually been restricted in Britain to the

native viper, and its supposed foreign congeners.]

f 1. A serpent ;
the generic name in OE. Jig. The

' old serpent/ the devil. Obs.

cyffiLind.Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 33 Nedra,cynnztterna! ""975
Rushw. ibid. 5 nedra, cynn uiperana ! ciooo Ags. Gosf.
ibid. Eala ge narddran [v. r. nxdran] and nxddrena [v. r.

nadryna] cynn, hu flt-o e fram helle dome? czi6o Hatton.

Gosp. ibid. Eale je nxddra & naeddrena kyn ! John iii. 14
Swa swa Moises ^a neddre up a-hof \Ags. Gosp. J>a nacddran
v. r. nxdran, Ltnd. 6a ne'dra, Rushiu. 8a nedre]. ni75
Lamb. Horn. 53 WiteS eow Jt |e

ne beo noht ^e foa^e
neddre ne be blake tadde. Ibid. Nedre haue<5 m\> and onde.
moo Moral Ode 277, in Trin. Coll. Horn. 228 par be8 nad-
dren and snaken, eueten and fruden. 1150 Gen, ^ Ex. 323
Eue, seide he, Sat neddre bold, c 1300 Cursor Mundi 758
J>e nedder nerhand hir gun draw. 1340 Aytnb, 61 Hi re-

semble^ an eddre bet hatte serayn. 1366 MAUNDEVILE 205
Thei maken a maner of hissynge, as a neddre dothe. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B xviii. 352 Lucyfer in lyknesse Of a lutner

addere. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. iii. 4 Forsothe the eddre seide to
the woman (1388 serpent], c 1386 CHAUCER Ptrsones T. 957
Dedly synne hath first suggestioun of the feend, as scheweth



ADDER-. 103 ADDICTION.

here by the neddir \v.r, naddere, adder, Hadder]. 1440

Promp.Parv. 135 Eddyrorneddyr, wyrme : Serfens. i 1440

Morte Arthur <i8ig) 108 An edder glode forth upon the
< 1460
ugh
*y
ny

thraw Fast throw the fluide towart the land can draw.

tb. By extension, A dragon, i.e. a supposed ser-

pent with wings. Obs.

c 1300 A'. A Us. 5262 Grete addren comen flynge. 1366

MAUXDEv.27TherefleygheoutanEddererightehidoustosee.
2. A small venomous serpent or snake

;
a viper.

spec. The Common Viper (Pflias Bents} : the his-

torical and popular name, retaining the old associa-

tions, as the ideas of darting and stinging, not

associated with the name viper.

1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud. MS.) an. 1137 Hi dyden heom in

quarterne bar nadres & snakes & pades warron inne. 1297
R. GLOUC. 43 Nedre ny ober wormes ne mow per [Ireland]

be no;t. c 1315 SHORF.HAM 104 So doth the naddre stinge.

. . haj iio]>er addres noper venym, but bey haue an herbe bat

hatte apium, bat make)? men laughe hem selue to de\>. c 1425
WYNTOWN Croft, i. xiii. 55 Dare [in Irland] nakyn best of

wenym may lyue or lest atoure a day ; As Ask, or Eddyre,
Tade or Fade. 1501 DOUGLAS Palice of Honour n. xxiv.

(1787)43 A vennomousatherand aserpent fell. 1535 COVER-
DALE I*rev. xxiii. 32 Itbyteth like aserpent t'^3't"7y eddere],
and styngethasan Adder [/Kyc///"kokatrice]. 1601 SHAKS.

Jul. Cars. n. i. 14 It is the bright day, that brings forth the

Adder, And that craues warie walking.
"

1641 MU.TON ApoL
for Smect. (1851) 291 Stung with Adders, and Scorpions.

1674 RAY N. C. Words 146 A Nedder, Coluber, Anguis.
1719 YOUNG Revenge \. i. (1757) II. 107 Has the.dark adder
venom? So have I, When trod upon. 1810 SCOTT Lady of
Lake v. xvi. Like adder darting from its coil. 18x4 CAREY
Dante's Inferno xxiv. 96 Near to our side, darted an adder

up.
1816 SCOTT Old Mart. 132 A pang which resembled the

sting of an adder.

b. By extension, Applied in the Bible and classical

translations to various poisonous snakes, as the asp,

basilisk, cockatrice,
' deaf adder,' etc. In mod.

Zoology to species of Clotho and other Viperidte,
as the Puff Adder and Horned Adder of Africa,

Death Adder of N. Australia, etc.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter\\\\\. 54 Als of a neddre def als-swa Pat

stoppand es his eres twa. 1483 Cathol. Ang. A Neddyr. Hec
Asflis, hec lacerta, hie stellio, hie bisilliscns^ hoc cicadrilltts.

1611 BIBLE Ps. Iviii. 4 They are like the deafe adder \inarg.
or aspe] that stoppeth her eare.

3. Flying Adder, a widely diffused popular
name of the Dragon-fly, used from Scotland to the

Isle of Wight; also called Adder-fly and Adder-bolt.

4. Sea Adder, a species of pipe-fish Syngnathus
ants.

5. Comb, adder-bead, an amulet or ornament of

prehistoric age, attributed to the Druids ; adder-
bred a., engendered ofthe serpent (ordevil) ; adder-

close, applied by W. Morris to the enclosure in

which Rognar Lodbrok was said to be stung to

death; adder-deaf a. deaf as an adder, see ADDER
ab; adder-fly, a dragon-fly; adder-footed a. poet.

dragon-footed ; adder-hate poet, virulent, deadly
hate ;

adder-like a., like an adder ; also obs. of or

pertaining to an adder, viperine ; adder-pike, the

sting-fish, or lesser weaver (Trachimts Viperd}\
adder-stone = adder-bead ; adders' fry, obs., brood
of vipers ; adder's-meat, pop. name of the Greater

Stitchwort ; adder's-mouth, name given in U. S.

to plants of genus Microstylis ; adder's-spear =
ADDEK'S-TONGUE.
1699 E. LHWYD in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 98 The Snake-

button is the same described in the Notes on Denbighshire
In Camden, by the Name of Adder-Beads. 1587 GOLDING
De Mornay xvii. 271 This Diuell which hath marred . . y*
whole earth was a Serpent, (whom he called wi>ioyei'T( or

o^tociof (?i, that is to say, Snakebread or Adderbread,^ which
armeth men by whole troopes against God. 1870 MORRIS
Earthly Par. III. iv. 85 When song arose From that North-
umbrian adder-close, a 1837 CAMPBELL Power ofRussia i.

7 Wks. 1837, 227 O heartless men of Europe Goth and Gaul
Cold, adder-deaf to Poland's dying shriek. 1593 GOLDING
Ovt'tfs Metani. \. 6 When with there hundred hands a peece
the Adder-footed rout Did practise for to conquer heaven.
88o Contemp. Rev. March 431 Hated with the adder-hate

of fear. 1611 CoTfflL,CmZnwrn . . adderlike, of an adder.

1814 BYRON Corsair i. xiv. Worm-like 'twas trampled ad-
der-like avenged. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Annals II. in. iv.

126 The Adder Stone is thought by superstitious people to

possessmany wonderful properties. i54omStrype.Vr/.A/7.
vi. 332 You serpents, adders-fry, how wil ye escape the judg-
ment of God? 186 1 PRATT Fltnverine Plants I. 245 Greater
Stitch-wort, Satin-flower, or Adder's Meat. 1864 T. MOORE
Brit. Ferns 17 The common Adder's-tongue is gathered by
country-people for the preparation of adder's-spear ointment.
Also the following :

A'dderbolt. [f. ADDER + BOLT the arrow of a
cross-bow

; from the shape of its
body.] Adragon-fly.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 57/2 The eygth our lord sente to
them locustes which is a maner grete flye callyd in some place
an adder bolte. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \. 6 In the sloe-
black eye of the Dragon-fly or Adderbolt. 1703 PETIVER in
Phil. 'I rans. XXIII. 1414 Here is fieur'd a very uncommon
Libella or Adderbolt.

A'dder's-grass. Herb, Popular name of
various plants.

1. The Early Spring Orchis (0. mascula).
1551 TURNER Herbal 1 52 Cynos orchis is called. . mEnglishe

adders grasse, or goukis meat. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 222 In

English some cal it also Orchis . . Adders grasse and Bastard

Satyrion.
2. Improperly for ADDER'S-TONGUE.

A'dder's-toiigue. Herb. Popular name of a

genus of ferns (QpMQglQSSUm Linn.) which bear the

fructification on a distinct simple spike springing
from the base of the barren frond, which clasps it

when
youog^^p

as to suggest the mouth and tongue
of a serpent. \
1578 LYTE Dodoens 135 Adders tonge is an herbe of a

maruelous strange nature . 1597 GERARDE Herball \\. Ixxxiv,

3, 327 Adders toong groweth in moist medowes through-
out most parts of Englande. 1794 MARTVS Rousseau's foot.

xxxli. 488 Adder's-Tongue has th.e fructification on a spike,
in a jointed row along each side of it ; when they are ripe,
these joints gape transversely. 1820 KEATS Lamia \\. 224
The leaves of willow and of adder's tongue. 1862 ANSTKD
Channel Islands n. viii. (ed. 2! 183 Two species of adder's-

tongue are found in Guernsey.
2. Dialectally, applied loosely to various other

plants, superficially more or less resembling the

above, as Wake Robin, Lily of the Valley, etc. See
Britten an'd Holland Eng. Plant Names.
Adderwort (ae'daiwnit). Also i needderwyrt.
Theherb BistortorSnakeweed(/Vj;.W^ Bistorta],
c 1000 Saxon Leeclui. I. 96 Deos wyrt be man . . na;dder-

wyrt nemne5, bi5 cenned on waitere, & on aecerum. 1617
MINSHKU JDtictor, This hearbe hath his root crooked and

winding vp, as a snake when he lieth wound vp, and there-

fore it is called Adderwort.

Addibility (xdibi-liti). ff.
ADDIBLE : see-BiL-

ITY.] The quality of being addible; capability of

addition.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Underst. \\. xxix. (ed. 3) 204 Endless

Divisibility giving us no more a clear and distinct Idea of

actually infinite Parts, than endless Addibility iif I may so

speak) gives us a clear and, distinct Idea of an actually in-

finite Number.

Addible (Vdib'l), a. [f. ADD v. + -IBLE. As if

ad. \*.*addibilis ;
and so preferred by some to ADD-

ABLE which follows purely English and Fr. analo-

gies.] Capable of being added.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Underst, 11. xvii. (1727) I. 83 The clearest

idea it can get of infinity, is the confused, incomprehensible
remainder of endless, addible numbers, which affords no

prospect of stop or boundary.

Addice, earlier form of ADZE.

Addicent (re-disent). rare. [ad. L. addicent-cm

pr. pple. of addtc-Zre, see ADDICT.] He who ad-

dicts or authoritatively transfers a thing to anyone.

(Only as a transl. of addicens in Rom. Law.}
1880 MUIRHKAD Ulpian xix. 9 Cession . . is accomplished

by co-operation of three persons, the cedent, the vindicant,
and the addicent. It is tlie owner that cedes; he to whom
the thing is ceded vindicates : the praetor addicts.

t Addict (adi'kt), ///. a. Obs. fad. L. addict-ns

assigned by decree, made over, bound, devoted
;

pa. pple. of addlcZrc, f. ad to 4- dicSre to say, pro-
nounce. Now replaced by ADDICTED.]
1. Formally made over or bound (to another) ;

attached by restraint or obligation; obliged, bound,

devoted, consecrated.

1529 J. FRITH Antithesis 318 Be not partially addict to the

one nor to the other. 1533 Agst. Rastell. (1829) 217 As
the Spirit of God is bound to no place, even so is he not

addict to anyage or person. 1549 L. COXE Erasm. Paraphr.
Titus i. i, I Paule my selfe y8 addict seruaunt & obeyer,
not of Moses lawe as I was once, but of God y* father.

c 1577 J. NORTHBROOKE Against Dicing (1843) 6, I perceive

myself something addict & tyed with the bonds of singular &
great friendship. 1583 FULKE Defence xiii. 448 Delivering
is a kind of

'

dissolving,' or *

breaking from him
'

to whom he
was before addict or bound.

2. Attached by one's own inclination, self-ad-

dicted to (a practice) ; devoted, given, inclined to.

"535 J- AP RICE in Four Cent, ofEng. Lett. (1881) 33 He
seemeth to be addict to the mayntenyng of suche supersticious
ceremones. 1551 R. ROBINSON Mores Utopia (1869) 165, 1

beyng then of purpose more earnestly addict to heare. 1561

J. DAUS tr. Bnltinger On Apocal. (1573) 141 Geuen to volup-

tuousnes, full of surfeiting, addicte to filthy lust. 1598 M AR-

STON Met, Pigmalions Image i. 141 Robrus . . adic't to nim-

ble fence. 1640 Homilies n. v. (1859) 301 Neither would we
at this day be so addict to superstition, were it not that we
so much esteemed the filling of our bellies. 1790 COWPER
Iliad v. 1084 A foolish daughter petulant, addict To evil only.

Addict (adi'kt), v. [f. ADDICT a.\ or on analogy
of vbs. so formed.]
1. To deliver over formally by sentence of a judge

(to anyone). HenceyS&r. to make over, give up, sur-

render. Obs. except as a techn. term in Rom, Law.
1586 J. HOOKER Giraldns's Hist. Irel. in Holinshed II. 61/2

With what limitation a prince may or may not addict his

realme feodarie to another. 1592 tr. Jnnius OnApocal. vi. 7

That God will addict the fourth part of this world . . unto

death and hell. 1670 G. H. tr. Hist. Cardinals n. ii. 163
The greatest part of the day he addicts either to Study,
Devotion, or other Spiritual exercises. 1774 BP. HALLIFAX
Anal. Rom. Civ. Laiv (ed. 4) 58 The Effects of the deceased

were by the Praetor addicted, or made over, to one or more
of the manumitted Slaves. 1880 [See under ADDICENT].

1 2. refl. To bind, attach, or devote oneself as a

servant, disciple, or adherent (to any person or

cause). Obs.

1560 J. DAUS Sleidant's Comm. 138 a, He addicted him

selfe to neyther of them : but now he seined to incline to the

Emperour. 1621 \st $ 2nd Bk. ofDiscipline 86 True bishops
should addict themselves to a particular flocke. 1623 BING-
HAM Xenophon 39 He addicted himselfe a scholar to Gorgias
the Leontme. 1653 in Baxter Chr. ConcordA 3 We do Agree
and Resolve, not to addict or engage ourselves to any Party.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. 208 We sincerely addict ourselves
to Almighty God. 1684 Scanderheg Rediv. v. 97 He would
be too much addicted to the House of Austria.

f3. To attach (anyone) to a pursuit. Obs.
1660 T. STANLEY Hitt. Philos. 1,1701) 22 He addicted the

Citizens to Arts.

4. To devote, give up, or apply habitually to a

practice, a. trans, with refl. meaning. (A person
addicts his mind, etc., or his tastes addict him.)
1607 TOPSKLL Four-footed Beasts (1673) 247 It cannot be . .

that ever he can addict his mind to grave, serious and profit-
able business, c 1630 JACKSON Creed iv. vi. Wks. III. 68 To
addict our l>est abilities to the service. 1662 FULLER H'or-
t/iit-s (1840* III. 195 His genius addicted him to the study of

antiquity. 1667 OLDKXBURG in Phil. Trans. II. ^13 If these
men would addict their palats to the pure fountains, and not
wander after every pointed stream. 1829 Scon Antiq. xvi.

107 The researches to which your taste addicts you.
b. rejl. and pass. (A person addicts himself, or is

ADDICTED.
1

)

1577 HAN.MIIR Anc. Ecclcs. Hist. (1619) 226 Addicting my-
self with you vnto the same busines. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen.
/V) iv. iii. 135 To forsweare thinne Potations, and to addict
themselues to Sack. 1611 BIBLK i Cor. xvi. 15 They haue
addicted themselues to the minister}- of the Saints [only

occurrence; Wyclif, Rhem. ordained, 7/W.t/i', Cranntcr

appointed, Geneva given]. 1665-9 BOYLK Cnvis. Kt'jJ.

(1675) Pref. 34 Addicting themselves . . to write Occasional
Reflections. 1704 T, HEARNE Duct. Hist. ted. 31 I. 414 He
addicted himself to the Discipline of Pythagoras* 1782
PKIKSTLEV Nat. $ Rev, Rclig. I. 33 Persons who addict

themselves to vice , . become miserable. 1846 MILL Logic
in. xiii. 6 (18681 339 Such persons . .will addict themselves
to history or science rather than to creative art.

Addicted (adi-kted),///. a. [f. ADDICTS. + -ED.]
1. Delivered over by, or as if by, judicial sentence ;

devoted, destined, bound. Obs. exc. in Rom. Laiv.

1534 MOKE On the Passion Wks. 1557, 1280/1 The kinde of

man, that was bysynne addicted and adiudged to the duiel,
as his perpetuall thrall. 1590 GKF.F.NE Arcadia 116161 29
We be virgins, and addicted to virginitie. 1600 HOU.ANU
Liiy viii. x. 288 k, The man who is . . addicted and destined

\dtrsotns est\ to death. 1679 PHMice. Add, Narrative 11 He
himself was addicted to a Trade.

-f2. Attached by one's own act; given up, devoted,
inclined (to a person or party); naturally attached

(to a place). Obs.

1560 J. DAUS Slcidane's Connn. 12!), Some princes are ad-

dicted to others for stipendes. 1579 LVLV Knphm's 105 The
one was so addicted to the court, the other so wedded to the

universitie. 1588 in Harl. Misc. (Malh.l II. 62 To destroy
the queen, 8: all her people addicted to her. 1616 SURFLET
& MARKH. Conntrey Farme So This bird is addicted to hot
Countries. 1642 ROGEKS Xaaman 308 He was so addicted
to Marius his Master. 1685 K. JAMKS II, in London Gax.

mmxxxi/4 You are still . . addicted to the Royal Interest.

1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref. xxv. (1709) 246 Bishop Cheney, who
was . . most addicted to Luther.

3. Self-addicted (to a practice) ; given, devoted or

inclined ; attached, prone. Const, to, formerly also

infinitive', on, against \
or adv. of manner, as

peevishly addicted.

1561 'I'. N[ORTON] Calvin's hist. n. iv. (1634) 139 His judg-
ment and affection be so addicted unto evill. 1568 Like
Will to Like in Hazl. Dodsl. III. 328 He is wholly addicted

to follow me. 1580 T. LUPTON Siqttila 75 The people are

so peevishly addicted that they esteeme Wealth above Wis-
dome, 1597 DANIEL Chnle ll'arcs\. liii, Whose holy minde
so much addicted is on th' world to come. 1601 SHAKS.

Twelfth N. n. v. 222 Being addicted to a melancholy as she is.

1612 T. TAYLOR Titus i. 7 (1619) 140 To be addicted to the

wine or strong drinke, taketh away the heart. 1618 LATHAM
A'tw <$-

2nd Bk. Falconry (1633) 36 If you doe finde her to

bee tutchie or nicely addicted. 1634!". HERBERT Travaile^
They were more addicted homewards. 1660 T. STAN LEV Hist,

rhilos. (1701) 149/1 He was much addicted to civil Affairs.

1661 Grand Debate 97 If the Magistrate would be advised

by us (supposing himself addicted against you). 1703 MAUN-
DRELL Jrny. Jems. (1732) n Much addicted to Merchandise.

1771 Jttnins Lett. \. 259 His majesty is much addicted to

where slavery exists,

1 4. without const. Devoted, attached. (Formerly
in common use in subscribing letters.) Obs.

1594 BEARD La Priinaudayes Fr. Acad. n. Ep. Dedic.,

Subscr., Your Honors most addicted, T. B. 1597 T. MORLEV
Introd. Mitsicke Ded., Subscr., And so I rest, In all loue and
affection to you, Most addicted, Thomas M or ley. 1645
MILTON Tetrachordon 11851) 139 With the same affections

therfore, and the same addicted fidelity. 1652 GAULE Mag-
astrom. 22 The superstitious and addicted profession [i. e. of

Addictedness (adi-ktednes). [f.prec. + -NESS.]
The quality or state of being addicted, or habitually

given (to a practice) ; devotion, attachment.
1660 BOYLE Seraphic Love 47 Your past addictedness to

the latter may prove serviceable to you. 1661 BAXTER Monil
Prognost. n. 20, 49 To disable them from a total Addicted-

ness to their proper Work. 1675 J. HOWE View of Late'
Consid. Wks. 1834, 158/1 With less . . addictedness to the in-

terest ofany party. 1788 PRIESTLEY Lect* on Hist. v. lx\ . 523
Remarkable for their addictedness to drinking. 1865 Reader
No. 117, 337/2 They are fanatics in their addictedness to the

dance.

Addiction (adrkjan). [ad. L. addiction-em, n.

of action f. addic-fre ; see ADDICT.]



ADDING.
1. Rom. Law. A formal giving over or delivery

by sentence of court. Hence, A surrender, or dedi-

cation, of any one to a master.

1625 T. GODWIN Rom. Antiq, 170 The forme of Addiction
was thus . . the party which preuailed, laid his hand on the

thing or the person against which sentence was pronounced
vsing this forme of words, Hunc ego hominem sine hanc rem
ex iure Qniritiutn meant esse dico. 1735 BP, PATRICK On
Exodus xx. 6 Look upon it only as a solemn Addiction of
him to his Master's Service. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Adjudi-
cation is more particularly used for the addiction, or con-

signing a thing sold by auction, or the like, to the highest
bidder. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gains iii. 189 Whether this ad-
diction made him a slave . . was a. point of controversy with
the old lawyers.
2. The state of being (self-) addicted or given to

a habit or pursuit ; devotion.

1641 Vintf. Smectytn. ii. 43 The peoples . . more willing ad-

diction to hearing. 1675 E. PHILLIPS in Shaks. Cent. Praise

360 His own proper Industry and Addiction to Books. 1779

JOHNSON L. P., Philips Wks. 1 1. 291 His addiction to tobacco
is mentioned by one of his biographers. 1789 T. JEFFERSON
Writings (18591 II. 585 Such an addiction is the last degra-
dation of a free and moral agent. 1858 GLADSTONE Stud.
Mower I. 237 Their addiction to agricultural pursuits. 1859
MILL Liberty 146 A man who causes grief to his family by
addiction to bad habits.

f 3. The way in which one is addicted
; inclination,

bent, leaning, penehant. Also in//. Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. ii. 6 Each man to what sport and revels

his addiction leads him. 1634 PEACHAU Cotnpl. Gentlem.
iv. 34/2 For every man to search into the addiction of his

Genius, and not to wrest nature. 1675 in Phil. Trans. X.255
The genius, faculties, addictions, and humors of men of all

ages.

Addight,latef.AmGHTz>. Obs. to appoint, equip.

Addill, obs. form of ADDLE sb. and v.

Adding
1

(se'diq), vbl. sb. [f. ADD v. + -ING 1
.]

The act or process of putting or joining one thing
to another, or of combining several quantities into

one ;
addition. (Now mostly gerundial.)

c 1391 CHAITKR Astrolabe 11872! 52 Thries 20 feet ys the

heyght of the Tour, with addyngof thyn owne persone to thyn
eye. 1536 Pilgr. T. 226 in Thynnes Anitnadv. 83 It is ex-

presse agaynst godis beading that we to his ruell shold mak
any adyng. 1611 COTGK., Adjoustement^ An add ing, putting,
or setting unto. 1860 TYXDALL Glaciers n. i, 230 By add-

ing sound to sound, silence may be produced.

Addis, obs. form of ADZE.
Additameiit (re-ditamcnt) ;

also 6-7 addite-

ment, additiment. [ad. L. additdment-um f. ad-

dit-its pa. pple. of add-cre
; see ADD.] Anything

added or appended ;
an addition.

1460 CAPGRAYE Chron. 307 Thei have Seynt Austyn reule;
with certeyn additamentis. 1577-87 HARRISON England \.

ll. i. (18771 37 Whereas now prebends are but superfluous
additaments unto former excesses. 1600 ABP. ABBOT On Jonah
593 Our great joy must be in the Lord ; other things must
be as appendices and additimenU. 1622 MALYNKS Anc. Law-
Merchant 55 One pound [of silk] of 16 ounces was by so-

phistications of additements augmented to 32 ounces. 1662

FULLER Worthies 11840) III. 52 It is the most impure of

metals, hardly meltable but with additanients. 1741 Cotnpl.
}'am. -Piece \. \. 32 Let the Patient take it at IJed-time in the

Pap of an Apple, or some other proper Additament. 1823
LAMB/*VZ i.xvii. 11865) 134 So many pretty additaments and
ornaments to that main structure.

Addition (adrjan\ sb. Forms : 4 addicioun,

5 addicion, 5-6 addycyon, 6 addycion, 6- ad-

dition, [a. Fr. addition, ad. L. addition-cm n. of

action f. add-ere ; see ADD.]
1. The action or process of adding ; the putting

or joining of one thing to another so as to increase

it, or the joining together of several things into one

amount.
(-1440 Prom. Parv, 6/2 Addycyon, or puttinge to for en-

crese, Addicio. a 1550 Compl. Leer's Life zoi Without
addicioun Or disencrese, eyther more or lesse. 1590 SHAKS.
Com. Err. \\. ii. 130 And take vnmingled thence that drop
againe Without addition or diminishing. 1635 N. CAHI-I.NTJ.R

Geogr. Delin. \. iv. 74 The Addition or Subtraction of some

parts would make but an insensible difference. 1703 MAUN-
Dki.i.i, Journ. Jems., Let. in Pref. (1732) Accept the Whole
as it was first set down, without Addition or Diminution. 1870
YEATS Nat. Hist. Comm. 13 The addition of a new fact to a
farmer's mind often increases the amount of his harvest more
than the addition of acres to his estate.

2. The process of collecting separate numbers into

one sum, which is the first rule of arithmetic.

1542 KECORDE Grounde of Aries (1575) 60 Addition is the

gathering together and bnngyng of twoo numbers or more,
into one totall summe. 1827 HuTTOMJfaMffM. I. 8 Addition
is the collecting or putting of several numbers together, in

order to find their sum, or the total amount of the whole.

1872 HAMB. SMITH Algebra 2 The process of addition in

Arithmetic can be presented in a shorter form by the use of
the sign +.

3. That which is added to anything ; an appendix,

augmentation, accession.

1366 MAUNDEVILE vii, 80 Thei ne know not the Addiciouns,
that many Popes han made. 1483 CAXTON Cato Pref., The
said book of Cathon with some addicions and auctoritees of

holy doctours. a 1520 Myrroure ofOur Ladye 29 Certeyne
addycions that are put therto. 1611 KIBLE i Kings\\\. 29 Be-
neath the lyons and oxen were certaine additions made of
thinne worke. 1691 PETTY Polit. Arith. Pref. a 2 That Ire-

land and . . other Additions to the Crown, are a Burthen to

England. i8<S BKKWSTER Newton II. xxvi. 384 Had Sir

Isaac enjoyed ms usual health, he would no doubt have made
greater additions to the Principia.

f 4. Something annexed to a man's name, to

104

show his rank, occupation, or place of residence,
or otherwise to distinguish him; 'style' of ad-
dress. Obs.

1494 FABYAN iv. Ixix. 48 He had an addycyon put to his

name, and was called for his great myght and power, Con-
stantyne the Great. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froissart Pref. 2,
I haue not gyuen euery Torde, knyght, or squyer his true

addycion. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. I. 105 lago. How do you
Lieutenant ? Cass. The worser, that you giue me the addition.

1605 Lear i. i. 138 Onely we shall retaine The name, and
all th' addition to a King. 17*6 PENN Wks. I. 503 To set
down the Names of those Justices who were present, with
all their Additions and Titles.

t 5. Her. Something added to a coat of arms, as
a mark of honour; opposed to abatement ordiminn-
tion. Obs.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. iv. v. 141, I came to kill thee Cozen,

and heare hence A great addition, earned in thy death. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. t The arms of a kingdom have been
sometimes given, by way of A ddition^ to a private subject.

f6. Point atrnote of addition in Music-. A dot

placed on the right side of a note, to signify that
it is to be lengthened by one half. Obs.

1674 PLAYFORD Skill ofMusic i. viii. 27 This Prick of Per-
fection or Addition is ever placed on the right side of all

Notes, for the prolonging the sound of that note it follows
to half as much more as it is. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siipp.
s.v., A note of Addition amounts to the same, with what is

by some old English authors, called prick of perfection,
1880 F. TAYLOR in Grove Mm. Diet. I. 456/2 The

*

point of
addition' was identical with our modern dot.

t Addi'tion, v. Obs. rare. [ADDITION sb. 4 used

asvb.j To add something to the name of (any one) ;

to surname or style.
1662 FULLER Wort/ties (1840) I. 266 A worthy knight, whom

I forbear to name .. partly because, before my pains pass
the press, he will probably be honourably additioned. Ibid
in. 228 Bale . . is pleased to Addition this worthy man, Se-
waldus Magnanimus.

Additional (adijanal), a. and sb. [f. prec. +
-AL, as if ad. L. *additiondlis. Cf. mod. Fr, ad-

di(ionnel^\
A. adj. Existing in addition, coming by way of

addition
; added

;
adscititious. Const, rarely to.

1646 Sm T. BROWNE Pseud. fCp. 2 There were no lesse then
two mistakes, or rather additionall mendacites. 1688 Col.

Rec, Pennsylit, I. 219 Being explanatory and additional to a
former Law. 1794 SULLIVAN View of Nat. II. 23 A body
having received an additional quantity of electric fluid, is

said to be overcharged or positively electrified. 1824 DIBDIN
Libr. Conip. 37 The last volume contains additional matter.

1870 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange's Life L vi. 198 What vile

wretches these ministers are to think of putting an additional
tax on dogs.
"B.sb. An additional matter or particular; some-

thing added; an addition; an'extra.' In the Univ.
of Cambridge (Engl.)/aw. for

' Additional Subjects
of Examination in Mathematics

1

in the 'Previous
Examination.

1

1639 FULLER Holy Warn. iv. (1840) 52 Their second master
made some additional to their profession. 1647 SPRIGG

Aug. Rctiiv. iv. iv. (1854) 238 As an additional to the occur-
rences of these five days. 1673 W. CAVE Prim. Chr. \\. \. 9
Having no beauty of their own [they] fly to the additional
of dresses and paintings. 1882 Girton Km. July? The ma-
jority take the Additional. . simply because it is practically
the only recognised door of admission to a Tripos.

Additionally (adi-Janali), adv. [f. prec. + LY2.]
In an additional manner ; by way of addition

;

still more.
a 1665 J.GOODWIN A beingfilled with the Spirit ( 1867) 481
We cast in this likewise additionally, that this blessedness,
etc. 1741 H. WALPOLE Lett, to Mann 8(1834) I. 25 He has

additionally brought over an Italian tailor because there
are none here. i88z W. COLLINS Black Robe i, viii. 228

Having additionally conciliated him by means of a glass of
rare liqueur.

t Aclcli'tionary, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. ADDITION

sb. + -AKY, as if ad. L. *additionarius^\ Additional.
1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. 105 Common gratitude must

be kept alive by the additionary jewel of new courtesies.

Addititious (xditi-Jas), a. [f. L. additlci-us

(Tertull.), i.addit-us added + -tci-us, see -ITIOUB.]
Characterized by having been added

; due to, or of

the nature of, an addition ; additive. Addititious

force (in Astr.} ;
see ABLATITIOCS.

1748 RUTHERFORD Nat. Phil. II. 1081 The ablatitious force

upon the water at C, when the moon is in zenith, must be
double the addititious force. 1833 SIR J. HERSCHKL^^TW*.
xi. 351 This force is called the addititious part of the disturb-

ing force.

Additive (arditiv), a. [ad. L. additiv-u$t f.

addit- ppl. stem oiadd-ere to ADD
;
see -IVE.] Char-

acterized by, or tending to, addition ;
to be added.

1699 In Phil. Trans. XXI. 352 Additive Ratio \s that whose
Terms are dispos'd to Addition, that is, to Composition.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Suppose the line ac divided in the

points b and x, the ratio between ab and b.t is additive ; be-

cause the terms ab and bx compose the whole ax. 1833 SIR

I. HERSCHEL Astron. v. 202 The quantity by which the true

longitude of the earth differs from the mean longitude . . is

additive during all the half-year. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes iv.

(1858) 279 The general sum of such work is great ; for . . all

of it is auditive, none of it subtractive.

Additively (ce-ditivli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an additive manner ; by way of addition.

1866 A. J. HERSCHEL" in Intel/. Observer No. 48, 444 To be

applied additively for the index error.

t A'dditory, # Obs. [f. L. addit- ppl. stem of

ADDLE.

add-Pre to ADD + ORY, as if ad, L. *additorius.'\

Tending to add something. (Also used subst.)
1659 FULLER Appeal of Inj. Innoc. (1840)652 This is not

contradictory', but additory, to what I have written
;
an ad-

ditory only of suggestions and suspicions. 1737 SWIFT Polit.

Lying Wks. 1755 III. i. 117 The additory [he] gives to a
great man a larger share of reputation than belongs to him.

Addle (coxl'l), sb. and a. Forms : i adela, 2

adele, 3 adel, ?5~8 adle, 6- addle. North, adle

(^'d'l). [OE. adela is cogn. w. MLG. adele, mod.G.
add, mire, puddle ; O. Swed. adel in ko-adel cow-
urine. (Not connected with OE. adl disease.) After
the OE. period found only in northern literature,

except in ADDLE-EGG (where it is now treated as an

adj.) ; but still widely diffused in the dialects.]
1. Stinking urine, or other liquid filth ; mire.
a 1000 Enigma in Cod. Exon. no, i Da:t her yfle adelan

stinceb. c 1000 J^LFRIC Homil. n. 380 For dzere fulnysse
fenlices adelan. 1513 DOUGLAS Virgil^ Aeneis iv. viii. 98
Scho gan behald In blalc adill the hallowit waiter cald Changit
in the altare. 1710 RVDDI.MAN Gloss, to Donglas^ Adill,
addle, rotten, stinking water. 1785) BURNS (Chambers ed.)

75 Then lug out your ladle, Deal brimstone like adle. 1847
HAI.LIWELL Addle-poolt A pool or puddle, near a dunghill
for receiving (he fluid from it. South. 1864 E.CAPERN^Jt^ow
Proi>inc. t Addle-pool, stagnant water.

2. ' The dry lees of wine.* In Bailey, vol. II, 1731 ;

whence also in Ash 1775.
B. attrib. and adj.

1. In addle egg [addle orig. the prec. sb. used
attrib. (

= med. L. ovum nrtnse egg ofurine or putrid

liquid, a perversion of cl. L. ovum iirinum, repr.
Or. ovpiov ojov, wind-egg), at length, c 1600, treated

as adj.] A rotten or putrid egg ;
one that produces

no chicken. Applied usually to a fecundated egg
in which through exposure to cold the chick dies

during hatching ; but also to an egg having no

germ, which soon begins to decompose; and ap-

parently sometimes to an egg no longer fit for food

because partly hatched. ('J he idea of abortiveness

led to many word-plays on addle and idle.)
a 1250 Owl <J- Nightingale 133 Ever he cuth that he com

thonne, That he com of than adel-eye, The$ he a fro neste
leie. 1563 NOWELL in Strype Ann. Ref. xxxvj. (1709) 377
Hatched us out such a sort of goodly decrees, worse than
addle eggs. 1589 Pappe -with an Hatchet (1844) ri These
Martins were hatcht of addle egges, els could they not haue
such idle heads. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. i. ii. 145 Pan. He
esteemes her no more then I esteeme an addle egge. Cre.

If you loue an addle egge as well as you loue an idle head,
you would eate chickens i'th'shell. 1611 COTGR., Oeufabor-
tif* an addle egge, or an egge whose shell is not yet hard.

1617 MINSHEU Ductor, An A'die Egge q. idle egge, because
it is good for nothing, oenf gut n'a point de gerrtie . . [Du. ]

windeye q. ovittn sitbuentanenm, a windie egge. L. Ovum
jtrinaw, because it hath water in it like urine. 1623 Span.
Diet., Hnevo gnero, an addle egge, or rotten egge. 1632
SHERWOOD, Adle or Addle; as an Adle Egg, OeTiffonrci,
corritntpit, on, sans germe; oenf abort'if. 1667 DKNHAM
Direct, to Painter n. ii. to in T.C.P. (1689) 12/2 Alas, even

they, though shell'd in treble Oak, Will prove an Addle Egge,
with double Yolk. 1739 GRAY Lett. (1775) 43 We dined at

Montreuil, much to our hearts' content, on stinking mutton
cutlets, addle eggs, and ditch water. 1768 WILLOUCHBY in

Pennant Brit. Zool. I. 125 Upon which lay a young one and
an addle egg. 1840 GEN. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) V. 191

Why must the 130 millions which are involved in railways
be an addle egg? 1863 KINGSLEV Wat. Bab. (1878) 193 The
distilled liquor of addle eggs.

b. as simple adj.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jitl. in. i. 25 Thy head hath bin beaten
as addle as an egge for quarreling. 1643 HORN & ROBOTHAM
Gate ofLang. Unlocked xiv. 147 Poultry shut up in a hen-
house lay eggs , . and sitting on them (unlesse they be addle)

they hatch young chicks. 1655 MOFFET & BENNET Health's

Intproi
1
. (1746) 225 New Eggs are ever full, but old Eggs

lose every Day somewhat of their Substance, and in the end

waxing addle, stink like Urine, whereupon they were called

of the Latins Ova Urinx. 1781 PENNANT in Phil. Trans.
LXXI. 70 They [Turkeys] sit on their eggs with such per-

severance, that if they are not taken away when addle, the

hens will almost perish with hunger before they will quit
the nest.

2.y?f. Empty, idle, vain ;
also (with reference to

the decomposed or disorganized condition of an

addle egg), muddled, confused, unsound.

[1706 PHILLIPS, Addle, Empty or rotten; properly spoken
of an Egg, and figuratively apply'd to a Hair-brain'd, Empty
scull'd Fellow.]

rti$93 H. SMITH Works (1867) II. 480 Sudden qualm, or

sullen care, Or addle-fit of idle fear. 1594. HOOKER Eccl.

Politie in. (1617) ioi Concerning his preaching, their very

by-word was Aoyos efovOenjMC"^* Addle speech, emptie
talke. 1591 LVLV Endymion iv. iii. 58 Till sleepe has rock'd

his addle head. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle v. 1835 Thus

they drink round, Vntill their adle heads doe make the

ground Seeme blew vnto them. 1622 M. FOTHERBY Atheo-
mastix I. xi. 2, 113 The corrupt fancies of their owne
addle heads. 1674 FAIRFAX Bulk. $ Selv. World 59 Some-
what that is the fondling of our addle brains. 1693 W.
ROUKRTSON Phraseol. Gener. 1333, I wish him an ounce more
wit in his addle head, c 1800 R. FELLOWES Milton's 2nd
Def. 11847) 924/2 That tiresome and addle epistle which
follows. Ibid. 923/1 The shell was no sooner broken than

they loathed the addle and putrid contents.

b. as simple adj.
1602 T. FITZHERBERT Apology 15 Your owne imagination,

which was no lesse Idle, then your head was addle all that

day. 1621 BUKTON Anat, Mel. in. iv. i. ii. (1651) 657 Their

brains were addle, and their bellies as empty of meat as their

heads of wit. 1690 DKYDEN Don Sebastian Prol. 24 Thus
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far the poet ; but his brains grow addle, And all the rest is

purely from his noddle. 1795 BURKE .SVrt/r/YjsWks.VII. 4^19

The brains of the people growing more and more addle with

every sort of visionary speculation.

3. dialectally. Unsound, crazy.

1847 HALLIWELL, Adle, Unsound, unwell, East. 1876

Surrey Prov. (Eng. Dial. Soc.l, A die U'-'d'lJ weak, shaky;
said of a fence the posts of which have become loose.

C. Comb.

1. Addle-brain, addle-head, addle-pate ;
one

whose head is addled, a stupid bungler.
1601 Death ofHnntington i. i. in Haxl. Dodsl. VIII. 219,

I and my mates Like addle-pates. 1641 'SMECTYMNUUS' Vin~

die. Anrw. Hitinb. Remonstr. 16. 205 Call them if you will,

Popish fooles, and addleheads. 1849 Miss MULOCH Ogilvies
xviii. (1875) 141 It is" quite too overpowering for such addle-

pates as this gentleman and myself. 1880 DISRAELI En~

dymion\. viii. 71 'Nevermind Lord Waverly and such addle-

brains,' said Zenobia,

2. Addle-brained, addle-headed, addle-pated,
a. ; applied contemptuously to one whose intellect

seems muddled.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water Poeti Wks. n. 252/2 Let euery idle

addle-pated gull With stinking sweet Tobacco stuffe his

skull. i67oHACKET Life ofWilliams \\. i66Unstable people
flock after these coachmen-preachers, watchmaking-preach-
ers,barber-preachersand such addle-headed companions. 1848
DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 202, I was quite addle-headed for the

time being. 1864 Mattie, A Stray III. 212 Two weak addle-

pated mortals, only fitted for each other. 1866 MOTLEY
Dutch Rep. iv. v. 633 The addle-brained Oberstein had con-

fessed . . the enormous blunder which he had committed.

3. Addle-headedness, fatuity.

1835 GEN. P.THOMPSON Exerc. (1842)! 1 1. 435 Calculate the

addle-headedness of such inveterate old women, as should

go about recommending to try Juno for dry nurse.

Addle (se'd'l), v- 1
[f-

ADDLE a. ; cf. to sour,

to wef, to cool, etc.]

1. trans. To make addle ; to muddle
;
to confuse

(the brain) ; to spoil, make abortive.

c 1712 OTWAY C. Marius n. ii. One bottle to his Lady's
health quite addles him. 1841 DICKENS Lett. (ed. 2! I. 43, I

have addled my head with writing all day. 1849 B. Rudge
(1866) I. x. 50 He addled . . his brain by shaking his head.

t9yBSiiAPSQtiSck.S/ta&s. 1.97 His cold procrastination addled
the victory of Lepanto, as it had formerly addled that of St.

Quentin.
2. intr. To grow addle (as an egg) ; alsoyf^.
1812-21 COMBE Dr. Syntax xi. (Chandos) 42 Though his

courage 'gan to addle, He still stuck close upon his saddle.

1829 SOUTHEY Pilgr. Compost, iv. Wks. VII. 266 Not one of

these eggs ever addled. 1857 H. MILLER Test. Rocks viii.

337 For in still water, however pure, the eggs in a few weeks
addle and die.

tAddle (aed'l), z>.2 Obs. or dial [a. ON. <>Wa,

izft.otila-sk to acquire (for oneself) property, f. oftal

property. Found only in northern writers, and

now exclusively dialectal, but used everywhere from

Leicestershire to Northumberland ;
not in Scotland.

(Spelt by some compilers of local glossaries eddle,

after a false etymology in OE. ed-lean a reward.)]
1. trans. To acquire or gain as one's own ; to earn,

r 1200 Ormulttm 16102 Hemm addlenn swa be maste wa

patt anij mann ma}} addlenn. Ibid. 6235 & heore Ie3he

birr|> hemm beon Rsedi}, bann itt iss addledd. c 1460 Towne-

ley Myst. , Crucif. 218 If thou bekyng we shalle thank adylle,

For we shalle sett the in thy sadylle. 1483 Cathol. A nglic. To
Adylle : cotmereri,protnererit mercri^ adipis<.it adquirere.

1570 LEVINS Manip. To addll, demerere : to addle, lucrari,
mereri. 1674 RAY N. Countrey Wds. 2 To A die or A ddle ;

to Earn. 1680 Trial [at York} in Howell State Trials

(i8i6)VII. 1169 He would give me more than I could addle

(that is, earn) in seven years. 1825 BROCKETT Gloss. N.
Country Wds. t Addle, Eddie; v. To earn by labour. Add-
lings, labourer's wages. 1862 in Chambers' Jrnl. 30 Apr. 216

[West Riding of York] A good man '11 addle aboot four shil-

lings or four and sixpence a day. 1865 HAULAND.#<:. Lyrics
76 He says he's addled fifty pund, An bowt a kist an' clock.

2. absol. Of crops : To produce, yield, ripen fruit.

1580 TUSSER ffusb. li. 6 Where luie imbraceth the tree

verie sore, Kill luie, or else tree will addle no more. 1865
Cornk. Mag. July 31 Crops . . in Westmoreland, when they
ripen well, are said to

' addle well,' as if a notion of working
and earning were implied.

Addled (ce-d'ld),///. a.
[f.
ADDLE v.l + -ED. But,

as it seems to have existed before the verb, it was

perhaps originally, like newfangled, etc., an assimi-

lation of the adj. to the participial form.] Become
or made addle, as an egg, or brain.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. vi. 194 Eggs, wherof the
sound ones sink, and such as are addled swim; as do also

those that are termed kypanemiae, or wind eggs. 171* W.
ROGERS Voyage (1718) 276 They found the [turtle's] eggs
addled in less than twelve hours, and in about twelve more
they had young ones in them completely shaped and alive.

1732 FIELDING Cov. Card. Trag. n. xii. Wks. 1784 II. 330
My muddy brain is addled like an egg. 1868 GEO. ELIOT
Felix H. 24 Things don't happen because they're bad or

good, else all eggs would be addled or none at all.

Addlement (re'd'lment). [f. ADDLED.* + -MENT.]
The process of addling or being addled.

1859 HELPS Friends in Council Ser. n. II. xi. 286 The law
of their addlement proceeds with adamantine vigour.

Adclleuess (se'd'lnes). [f. ADDLE a. + -NESS.]
The quality of being addle as an egg ; putrefaction.
17940. ADAMS Nat. fy Exper. Phil. I. iv. 146 App., Pervious

to particles of air, which. . tend to produce. . at length, putre-
faction, or addleness in the egg.

Addling (pe-dlin),^/.^.
1

[f.
ADDLE z'.

1
-H-ING*.]

Decomposition of an egg ; muddling of the wits.
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1843 E. A. POE Purloined Let. Wks. 1864 I. 275 An unac-
countable addling of the brains.

tAddling (K-dlin),^/.^. Obs. Gtdial, [f.
ADDLE

v.'2 + -ING !.] Earning.
cizoo Orwitlitm 17705 Al affterr batt tin addlinng iss Na

lasse, ne na mare. 1483 Catlwl. Anglic. An Addyllynge ;

weritnm,gracia. 15920. HARVEY Pierces Supererog. App. 3
According to Chaucer's English there can be little adling
without much gabbing, 1851 Coal-trade Terms, Northumh.
<$ Dnr/t. 3 Addlings, Adlings. Earnings. 1855 IVhithy
Gloss. (1864) Addlings, wages.

' Poor addlings,' small pay for

work. ' Hard addlings,' money laboriously acquired.

I Atldocrm, v. Obs. [f. k-pref. n +DOOMZ/.,
probably in imitation of adjudge, award, where the

pref. is etymological.] To adjudge, to award.

1599 SPHNSER /*'. Q. vii. vii. 56 Now judge then, O thou

greatest goddesse trew . . And unto me addoom that is my dew,

Addorsed (adjust), ppt.a. Her. [As if pa. pple.
of vb. addors t f. L. ad to + dors-ttni back ; in imit-

ation of Fr. ado$$e^\ Turned back to back ; said

of two animals, or objects, on a shield.

1572 J. BOSSEWELL Armorie\\. 45 b, The fielde is sable, two
Cranes Addursed proper. 1766 PORNY Elem, Her. (1777.) s.v.,

Addorsed, a. The corruption of the French word adossc,
and signifies born or set back to back. 1787 Heraldry 191

Ruby, two Keys addorsed in bend . . the Arms ofthe Bishop-
ric of Winchester. 1864 UOVTELI. Her. Hist. <y Pop. x. 60
Two Lions Rampant, placed back to back, are addorsed.

Addoub, later f. adoub, ADUB v. to equip.
Address (adre's), v. ; also 4-5 adress(e. [a.

(l4th c.) Fr. adrcsse-r, earlier adrescc-r, adrcce-r,

ailrecie-r (Pr. adrcysar, Sp. adcrczar, It. addiriz-

zare} : late pop. I>. *addrictia-re, addirectia-rc ;

f. ad to + drictia-re, directid-rc to make straight
or right, f. drictum, dirictitm, directum

t straight,

right : see DKESS and DIRECT. The subseq. refash-

ioning of a- to ad- occasional in the i5th c. Fr.,

has been permanently adopted in Eng. ; see AD-.]
Prim. sign. To straighten : I. To make anything

straight ; then, to put things
'

straight' or right ;

to put in order ;
to order, prepare ; to array,

clothe. IT. To make straight the course of any-

thing, to direct, to dispatch ; to direct a letter,

direct one's speech or oneself to, speak to. III. To
direct towards an object, apply to a purpose, to

apply oneself.

I. To make (a thing) straight or right.
'

fl. trans. To straighten up, to erect ; to raise, to

set up. refl. To raise oneself, to stand erect, lit.

and^g; Obs. ^
c 1375 HARBOUR Bruce \\, lysHowhesahardyly Addressyt

hym againe thaim all. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg: 87/2 The
first day that he was wasshen and bayned he addressid hym
right up in the bassyn. 1620 SHELTOM Don Quixote I. in. i.

116 He arose, remaining bended in the midst of the way, like

unto a Turkish Bow, without being able to address himself.

f2. To put (things)
'

straight/ or 'to rights,' to

set in order
;
to order, arrange, draw up in line

(a body of troops, etc.) Obs.t but cf. DRESS.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xiv. 265 His men addressit he thame

agane. 1523 Li>. BERNERS Froissart I. ii. 2 [He] achyued
many perilous a.ventures, and dyuers great batelles addressed.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Rartas \. iv. (1641) 33/2 The spitefull

Scorpion, next the Scale addrest. With two bright Lamps
covers his loathsom brest. 1598 R. BARNFEILD in Shaks.Cent.
Praise 26 The rest Whose stately Numbers are so well

445 Put to their shifts, and
,
and range a nauall battell

f b. To right what is wrong ;
to redress (wrongs),

reform (abuses). Obs.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froissart II. Ixxx. [Ixxvi.] 238, I say
not this to you, bycause ye sholde addresse my wrongs . .

by hym ye maye be addressed of all your complayntes. 1670
MILTON Hist. Eng. \\\. Wks. 1851, 95 A Parlament being
call'd, to addres many things.

f 3. To order or arrange for any purpose ;
to

prepare, make ready, rcfl. To prepare oneself.

Const, to, unto, for. Obs., but see III.

1483 CAXTON Paris fy Vicnne 40 Eche departed fro other for

tadresse suche thynges as to them shold be necessarye. 1560

Q. ELIZABETH in Ellis Orig-.Lett.u. 158 II. 265 We will that

you shall from time to time address several Schedules con-

taining the names of all suchhableSchoIers. 1596 CHAPMAN
Ilzad v. 730 And Hebe, she proceeds T

1

address her chariot.

1633 \{\\A*Hard Texts 315 Those ofMedia addressed their

Target for a present defence. 1655 LESTRANGE Chas. /. 117
He. . did addresse himself for the stroke of death. 1678 BAN-
YAN Pilgr. n. 201 He addressed himself to go over the River.

1818 BYRON Ckilde Har. n. Ixix. When he did address Him-
self to quit at length this mountain-land.

f-b. intr. (refl. pron. suppressed). To prepare. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS &neis vi. iv. 2 Sibillais commandment Enee
addressis performe incontinent. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. # Cr. iv.

iv. 148 Let vs addresse to tend on Hectors heeles.

-j-4. esp. To prepare or make ready with the

proper attire ;
to accoutre, array, apparel, or attire,

for any special purpose or occasion ;
in later usage,

simply to clothe. (Const, to address a person in
;

also oichthcs addressing a person?) Obs. ; cf. DBESH.

*393 GOWER Conf. I. 100 As he her couthe best adresse

In ragges, as she was to-tore. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. ii.

38 Thaire ryng, thaire sceptyre, and thare crownys ar de-

votly blest Or thai in-to thaim be addrest. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEnei's iv. iv. 40 [HeJ wmquhile thaim gan balmyng and

anoint, And into gold addres, at full gude poynt. 1567

JEWEL Def. Apology 349 Tecla sometime addressed her

addrest. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 445 Put to their shifts, and
iselues, ;

in order.

forced for to addresse themsi

ADDRESS.
selfe in Mans apparell. 1598 YONG Diana 157 Kembe and
adresse (louely Shepherdesse) thysilke soft haire. 1615 lip.

HALL Contemp. xxi. 80 That soule which should be ad-
dressed, a fit Bride for thine holy and glorious majestic.
1678 QUARLES Arg. $ Parth. 63 A Pilgrims weed herliveless
limbs addrest from head to foot.

b. To put on (a garment), to don. (Also with

on.) Obs. or arch.

1313 DoL'GLAs /Eneis xi. x. 2 Turnus hym self, als fers as

onygleid, full bissely addressyt on his weid. 1835 BKOWNINC;
Paracelsus in. 81, 1 have addressed a frock of heavy mail.

II. To direct.

t 6. To make straight the course or aim of (any-

thing^ ;
to direct

;
to aim (a missile). Obs. except

as a techn. phrase in Golf, 'to address the ball.'

c 1374 CHAUCER Bodkins v. (1560)224 b/i As men scene the
Carter worching in the tourntng, and in the attempting or

adressing of his carts or chariots. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
204/3 My crosse shall shewe my hede to therth and addresse

my feet to heuen. 1520-41 SIR T. WYAIT Poet. Whs. 197
Sinners I shall into thy ways address. 1598 SVLVKSIKR Du
Bnrtas i. v. (1641! 42/2 If without wings we fly . . Through
hundred sundry wayless ways addrest. 1601 SHAKS. Ttvcl.

.V. I. iv. 15 Therefore, good youth, address thy gait unto her.

1676 HOBUKS Iliad 159 Paris.. To him an arrow unper-
ceiv'd addrest. 1677 MILTON P. L. ix. 496 So spake the

enemy of mankind and towards Eve Addressed his way.
1725 I'OPE Odyss, xin. 19 Then all their steps addrest To
sep'rate mansions. 1867 Cornh. Mag. Apr. 494 The moment
[a golfer] begins to 'address

'

his ball, as it is called, he ex-

pects that as a matter of course, everybody near him will

become dumb and motionless.

6. To direct (any one) to go (to a person or placc\
to send, dispatch ;

to refer, introduce. Still said

of a ship.
1475 CAXTON Jason u, I pray yow if ye knowe any in this

centre that hit may plese yow to adresse me to them. 1530
PALSGH. 417/2 I am nowe out of the waye, who shall nowe
adresse me? 1570-87 HGLINSHED Scot. Chron. II. 19 King
Edward addressed his orators into Scotland. 1660 KVI-I.VN

Mem, (1857) I, 355, I addressed him to Lord Monlnunt.

1715 BURNKT II ist. mvn Times 11823) I. 285 He was addressed
first to the Earl of Clarendon. -iS&zChartcr-party, Ship to be
addressed to Charterers or their Agents at port of discharge.

t b. rejl. To direct one's course, to make one's

way; to betake oneself. Obs. (See III.)

1475 CAXTOS Jason 30 He addressid him on tlint parte
where he sawe the banyer royall. 1576 LAMBAKDE Pcrawb.
Kent 11826* 137 Into Italic whether warde he addressed
himself with all speede. 1647 FULLER Holy ll'ar n. iii. 46
Such pilgrims as were disposed to return addressed them-
selves for their country. 1683 Hrit. Spec. [He] addressed
himself to the IJritish King Arviragus.
7. To send as a written message to (some one) ;

to write (anything) expressly that it may reach

and be read by some one; to destine, inscribe,

dedicate. To address a letter to one : To write

and send it ;
in modern usage also, techn. to write

on the outside the name and residence of the per-
son to whom it is addressed, to 'direct' it.

1636 HKALF.Y Kpictetits Ep. Bed., [He] ever wisht if these

ensuing were published, they might onely bee addressed unto

your Lordship. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan n. xxiii. 126 For
the Advice is addressed to the Soveraign only. 1772 JuniHs
Lett. Ixviii. 355 This letter is addressed not so much to you,
as to the public. 1855 PKESCOTT Philip II (1857) I. ii. 19
Previous to his embarkation Charles addressed a letter tu

his son. 1880 /*. O. Guide 16 Letters for well-known firms

and persons in London are sometimes addressed 'London'

only; but this practice often causes delay.

8. To direct spoken words to anyone; (imply-

ing that they are meant expressly for him
1

).

a. trans. To address prayers, z'owst a speech,
ivords (to a person).
1490 CAXTON Ifmv to Die 17 The oraysons and prayers

whiche [thei] adressen vnto our lorde. 1654 BAKER Lett.

Balzac in. 134 They have addressed incense to Apes and
Crocodiles. 1684 DRYDEN Thren. August. 2 His usual morn-

ing vows had just address'd. 1718 POPE Iliad v. 38 When by
the blood-stain'd hand Minerva press'd The God of battles,

and this speech address'd. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I.

623 Her husband received her very coldly, and addressed

almost all his discourse to Clarendon. 1858 O. \V. HOLMES
Autocrat'xi. 109, 1 never addressed one word of love to the

schoolmistress.

b. rcfl. To address oneself in speech (to a person).

1665 J. SPENCER Prophecies 53 God addrest him to men in

more natural and familiar ways. 1751 FIELIJING Amelia
in. iv. Wks. 1784 VIII. 271 Some on board were addressing
themselves to the Supreme Being. 1855 MAURICE Proph.
# Kings xvii. 293 To all these different tendencies of the

people s mind, Isaiah addresses himself. 1858 DE QUINCEY
\Vhiggism Wks. VI. 41 To consider the Doctor as addressing
himself exclusively to the lady of the house. Mod. He
addressed himself to the reporters.

f c. intr. (by omission of obj. or refl. pron.) To
address to a person. Also techn. to present a formal

address, and to 'pay addresses,' to court. Obs.

1605 SHAKS. Lear i. i. 193 My Lord of Burgundie, We first

addresse toward you. vji^Gnardian No. 45 (17561 L 194 A
man ofgreaterfortune than she could expect would address to

her upon honourable terms. 1715 BURNKT Hist, mvn Times
II. 32 Yet they addressed to him against it. 1754 RICHARD-
SON Grandison IV. xxxix, Miss Clements is addressed to by
a Yorkshire gentleman. 1756 HUMK Hist. Eng. vii. (1767)

524 The Commons . . addressed against the King's guards.

1765 TUCKER Lt. of Nat. II. 686 If either he had addressed

to the studious, or I been to write for the better sort.

d. trans, (by omission of to} To speak directly to.

Also with inf. phr. To request (the sovereign) in

a formal address.

1718 POPE IliadV. 518 And, calling Venus, thus address'd

14
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his child. i?8a PRIESTLEY Matt, fy Spir. I. Pref. 12 In printed

publications we, in fact, address all the world. 1827 HALLAM
Const. Hist. xi. (1876) II. 380 The Commons . . instantly ad-

dressed the king to disband his army. 1859 DE QUINCEY
Cxsars Wks. X. 112 The custom was that the candidate

chair !

e. To deliver a prepared speech to a company or

meeting (extended to any speech appealing to an

audience).
1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. I. vi. 208 He now addressed the

House of Peers for the first time. 1870 Crown Hist. Eng.
818 Mr. Hunt began to address the assembly amidst a pro-
found silence. Mod. Messrs. Fawcett and Holmes will ad-

dress their constituents on the work of the session.

III. (Special development of $ influenced by 6.)

f9. trans. To apply, direct, or turn (to some

object or purpose). Obs.

*393 GOWEB Con/. III. 213 Where slant the verray har-

diesse, There mote a king his herte adresse. 1481 CAXTON

Myrrour i. xiv. 43 The axe doeth nothynge but cutte And
he that holdeth it addressith it to what parte he wylle. 1591
GARRARD Art of U'arre 300 To carry Ladders and such

Engines, to addresse and reare them to the breach.

10. refl. To turn oneself with preparation, to

apply oneself, to direct one's skill or energies (to

some work or object).

*393 GOWER Con/. Ill, 259 And he, which all him hadde
adressed To lust, tokethanne what him liste. 6*1525 SKELTON

Agst. Scottes 89 And now to begyn I will me adres, To you
renersjmg the somme of my proces. y.yj/1 Parismus i. (1661)

31 Parismus and the rest of the company addressed them-

selves to that pastime. 1633 UP. HALL Hard Texts 348
The captive Jewes . . shall soon addresse themselves to their

returne. *75* WATTS Itnproi'. Mind i. (1801) 3 To address

yourself to the work of improving your reasoning powers.
1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague i. iv. 30 We may address our-

selves to revelry. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 67 These
men addressed themselves to the task of subverting the

treasurer's power.

1 11. intr. (by suppression of refl. pron.) To turn

the attention to, set about. Obs.

1643 MILTON Divorce iv. (1851) 28 Which I shall forthwith

addresse to prove. 1725 POPE Odyss. \\. 131 But Pallas now
addrest To break the bands of all-composing rest.

Address (adre-s), sh. [partly a. Fr. adresse, f.

adrcsse-r
; partly f. Eng. vb. ADDRESS.]

I. Preparation.
fl. The action of making ready, the state of

being ready, preparation. Obs.

1633 HP. HALL Hard Texts 408, I beheld a present repre-

sentation of addresse unto a terrible judgement. 1665-9
BOYLE Refl. Ep. Ded.,Your Importunity ingaged me (though
not to the address) yet to the Publication of these Papers.

1671 MILTON Samson 731 But now again she makes address

to speak. 1673 Lady's Calling Pref. 2 The Spartans not-

withstanding their ready address to Empire. . could have but

half a happiness. 1788 PRIESTLEY Led. Hist. 20 By proper
address, they are as capable of entering into any subject of

speculation as they ever will be.

f 2. That which is prepared ; an appliance. Obs.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres \. iii. 132 Bridges, barks and

boats, and other Addresses and engines . . to be framed to

passe riuers.

f3. Array, attire; dress. Obs.

i59a\VvRLEY Armorlev. 100 Foorth I proceed in order clad,

In weldie armes right fair addresse. 1660 P.p. HALL Rent.

\Vks. 203 Secondly, here must be a light address ; no Man
that goes to sojourn in a strange Country will carry his

lumber along with him.

4. General preparedness or readiness for an

event : skill, dexterity, adroitness.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. vi. (1641) 50/1 The quick,

proud Courser, which the rest doth passe For apt address.

1622 BACON Jul. Cses. Wks. (Bohn) 499 His ready address to

extricate himself both in action and discourse : for no man
ever resolved quicker, or spoke clearer. 1644 EVELYN Mem.
I. 94 Being built exceedingly reclining, by a rare address of

the architect. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 3^6 His Royal
Highness employs all his Address in alarming the enemy.

1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina 1. 169 The prisoner had had the

address to escape. 1829 SCOTT A ntiq. xxx. 208 Miss Griselda

. . had not address enough to follow the lead. 1830MERIVALB
Hist. Rom. Emp. Iviii. (1865) VI. 310 With the charms ^of

beauty she combined the address of an accomplished in-

triguer. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //(i87) I. vi. 93 The French
commander had the address to obtain instructions to the

same effect from his own court

II. Direction.

5. The action of directing or dispatching (to a

person or place). Still said of ships.
1882 Charter-party^ Ship to be addressed to Charterers or

their Agents at port of discharge, paying 3% address com-
mission.

f6. The action of sending a written message, of in-

scribing or dedicating what has been written. Obs.

1643 MILTON Divorce Introd. (1847) 123/2 The address of

these lines chiefly to the parliament of England might have

seemed ingrateful. 1663 GERBiERO.st?/c 8 a, The Addresse

of this little Treatise to your Lordship. 1705 ADDISON Italy

[1] can have no other Design in this Address than to declare

that I am your lordship's most obliged .

7. The direction or superscription of a letter, etc.;

the name of the person and place to which it is

addressed or directed ; the name of the place to

which any one's letters are directed.

1712 BUDGELL Spectator No. 277 P6 Having learnt the

Milliner's Addresse, I went directly to her house. 1848 / \>st.

Creation (ed. 3) 312 The number of letters put in without

addresses is year by year the same. 1863 THACKERAY Pen-

106

dennis Ixxi. 606 His address was to his brother's house in

Suffolk. Mod. This letter is to your address.

)
8. The act of addressing or betaking oneself

to any one ; recourse, application, approach for

any object. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Acneminement, an addresse, introduction,

entrie, ingression. 1661 BRAMHALL Just Vind. iii. 35 To
make his first addresse for justice to a secular Magistrate.

1704 NELSON Fest. <$ Fasts x. (1739) 127 Our Addresses to

Heaven are represented by Frankincense.

9. csp. Dutiful or courteous approach to any
one, courtship to a sovereign (obs.) or a lady. Now
always in the plural, as in to fay one's addresses

to a lady.
1539 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. 544 The king looked for ad-

dress : and was well pleased when he had it from such as

had a repute for learning. 1665-9 BOYLE Refl. IV. xix. 284

Procuring her to he haunted by some . . and to make an
address which aims but at the Portion, not the Person.

1749 RICHARDSON Clarissa II. iii. n She did not dislike his

address, only the manner of it. 1749 FIELDING Tom Janes

(1775) III. 93 To make sham addresses to the older lady.

1854 THACKERAY Neuxames I. 17 The black foo'tman perse-
cuted her with his addresses.

10. Manner of speaking to another, bearing in

conversation ; accost.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk % Sclv. 17 With a goodly income of

Learning, and a right handsome address of words, and well

air'd periods. 1716-8 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. 20 I. 61

A princess of great address and good breeding. 1753 JOHN-
SON in Bosivcll (1816) I. 240, 1 was overpowered . . by the en-

chantment of your address. 1807
CKABBE Flattery n And

who that modest nymph of meek address? 1851 CARI.YLE

7. Sterling n. ii. (1872) 93 His address, I perceived, was

abrupt, unceremonious.

11. A discourse specially directed to any one,

a formal speech of congratulation, respect, thanks,

petition, etc., csp. the formal reply of the Hoii>-e of

Lords or Commons to the Royal Speech at the

opening of Parliament
; and, in modern usage, a

set discourse, a speech addressed to, or appealing
to an audience. (Expressing less oratorical style,

than a speech ; less systematic treatment of a theo-

logical subject than a sermon?}
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Address, a discourse presented to

the king, in the name of a considerable body_ of his people.

1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. I. ii. 154 They joined with this

view, in an address to the regent. 1853 PRESCOTT Philip II

(1857) I. ii. 28 The magistrates of the cities through which

he passed welcomed him with complimentary addresses.

1870 Crown Hist. Eng. 808 Lord Liverpool moved the

Address . . the debate lasted two nights, the Address being

finally carried by a majority of 163. 1872 A. J. ELLIS in

Trans. Philol. Soc. 1873, i To make our Anniversary con-

form to those of other learned Societies, by delivering an

annual address. Mod. The proceedings consist of prayer,

singing of hymns, short and stirring addresses.

Addressed (adre-st),///.tf.; also addrest. [f.

ADDRESS v. + -ED.]

f 1. Erected, raised. Obs.

1595 SPENSER Colin Clout 563 She . . like a goodly beacon

high addrest.

f 2. \Vell-ordered, accomplished. Obs.

!475 CAXTON Jason 12 Jason the most adressid knight
that euer was in mirmidone. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. I. xi. ii

Full jolly knight he seemde, and wel addrest. 1597 DANIEL
Civile Wares (1717) II. 13 Never this Island better peopl'd

stood, Never more Men of Might, and Minds address'd.

f3. Made ready, prepared, 'dressed,' as food. Obs.

1387 TKEVISA Higden (1527) i. xlii. 42 b In Brytayne ben

hote welles wel arayed and adressed to the use of mankynd.

1567 MAPLET Greene Forest 84 The Ele being killed & ad-

dressed in wine whosoeuer chaunceth to drinke of that wine

so vsed, shall euer after lothc wine. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV,
jv. iv. 5 Our Nauie is addressed, our power collected. 1633

HP. HALL Hard Texts 394 They were accordingly addressed

for their execution upon the third part of the inhabitants.

4. Arrayed, attired, trimmed, dressed, arch.

'393 GOWER Conf. I. 134 The better addressed and arraied.

1398'fREVisA.SrtrM. DeP.K. (1495) xn. iii. 411 A goshawke
is adressyd wyth dyuersyte of pennes and fetheres. 1513

DOUGLAS jEtuis x. xiii. 178 His jallow lokkis brycht, That

ayre was kemmyt and addressit rycht. 1507 DANIEL Civile

Wares vi. xxviif. When faire Europa sate With many goodly
Diadems addrest. 1820 SHELLEY Sens. Plant. 20 The rose

like a nymph to the bath addrest, Which unveiled the depth
of her glowing breast.

5. Directed, dispatched, aimed.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. ii. (1641) 14/2 Anon, from

North to South, from East to West, With ceasless wings,

they drive aship addrest. 1793 SMEATON Edystmie Lightlw.

15 The large copper plate print addressed to Prince George
of Denmark. 1810 SOUTHF.Y Kehama x. 21 Wks. VIII. 84

The shaft, unerringly addrest, Unerring flew, and smote

Ereenia's breast.

6. Directed as a letter, superscribed with the

name of the person for whom it is intended.

Mod. The letter has been posted insufficiently addressed.

An addressed envelope was found in his pocket.

t Addre'ssedness. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or state of being addressed or

prepared ; preparedness.
1633 HP. HALL Hard Texts 378 His ready addressednesse

to the gracious works of his mediatorship.

Addressee (adre;sf). [f. ADDRESS 0. + -M.1

The person to whom a letter or other commercial

document is addressed.

a 1858 DK QUINCEY Wks. VI. 328 Out of five thousand ad-

dressees, if nine-tenths declined to take any notice of his

letters. 1880 /'. O. Guide 235 When the addressee resides

beyond the free delivery, porterage is charged.

ADDUCED.

Addresser (adre-saj). [f. ADDRESS v. + -ER!.]

One who addresses ; one who sets right (obs.) ;
one

who pays addresses (obs.) ; the signer or deliverer of

an address ;
the person who addresses or directs

a message or letter to any one.

[1495 Addresseress is quoted.] 1681 LUTTRELL Brief
Rel. (1857) I. 100 The addressers . . adjourned to the Divill

tavern, and there signed the addresse. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa xvii. (1811) II. 112 It is dangerous to be laid under

the sense of an obligation to an addresser's patience. 1844
LD. COCKBURN Jrnl. II. 86 As an addresser of the lower

orders he has no existing equal. 1881 Echo j Nov. 4/6

Adi't., Envelope and circular addressers.

tAddre-SSereSS. Obs. rare~\ [f. prec. +

-ESS.] A female addresser, who directs or sets

right.
1495 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de Worde) I. xlii. 69 bb, Our

lady . . the very adresseresse of theym that ben out of the

Addressing (adre-sirj), vbl. sb. [f. ADDRESS v.

+ -ING 1
.]

The action of righting, preparing; acting

with address or dexterity (obs). ;
of directing or

speaking directly to. (Now mostly genmdial.)
1601 HP. BARLOW Scrm. Panics Crosse Pref. 3 The address-

ing my selfe to this sermon. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xvii.

(1632) 362 Of addressing, dexteritie, and disposition, I never

had an)'. 1611 COTGR., Adressement, an addressing .. or

setting in the nearest and readiest course, a 1682 in Roxb.

Ballads IV. 256 With Abhorring and Adressing their time

is spent. 1845 CARLYLE Cromwell (1871) I. 29 Immense

sumptuosities, addressings, knight-makings, ceremonial ex-

hibitions. Mod. Blamed for wrongly addressing the letter.

Addressing (adre-sirj),///. a. [f. ADDRESS v.

f ING 2
.] Forming a straight line ; preparing ;

directing ; issuing an address.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froissart I. ccxii. 237 All lies addressing
to the landes . . we helde in the tyme of the sayd treatye.

1705 PERRY Hist. Coll. Am. Col. Cli. I. 156 The addressing

Clergy have the general favor of the people. 1773 BURKE
Pres. Discont. Wks. II. 289 An addressing house ofcommons.

t Addre'ssion. Obs. rare. [f. ADDRESS in

imitation of forms like oppress-ion, confcss-ion, ag-

gress-ion] The direction of one's course.

1596 CHAPMAN Iliad \i. 371 (1857)
I. 147 My wife with her

advice inclin'd This my addression to the field. 1615

Odyss. i. 438 To Pylos first be thy addression then.

tAddre'SSly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
; 5 adresly. [f.

ADDRESS^. + -LY^.] Withgood address, courteously.
c 1425 WYNTOWN Cron. ix. xxvii. 317 Commendyt heily . .

his manere As he hym hawyt adresly.

Addre'SSment. Obs. [a. Fr. adressement ;
f.

aiiresser to ADDRESS.] The act of addressing, a.

Putting right, adjustment, b. Direction or dedi-

cation of a writing. C. Of the face or outward

attention : Attitude, d. Of the mental attention :

Devotion of attention, application.
1525 Q. Margaret of Scotl. I. 360 After the good addres-

ment of that your borderers ancf your commissioners con-

cludes. 1630 LORD Persees 29We make addressment to the

third Tract . . which layeth downe their Law. 1641 BRATH-

WAIT Eng. Centlav. Ded., This addressement of mine [my
book] to his daughter. 1646 J. GREGORY Notes on Script.

81 The Great Atonement was performed towards the East,

quite contrary to all other manner of addressment in their

devotion.

Addresser (adre-sai, -6u). [f. ADDRESS v. +

-OR.] One who signs or joins in signing a formal

address ; one who addresses a formal document, as

the addresser of a Letter of Credit.

1691 A'f Disc, of Old Intreague Introd. 5 With greater

Gust than our Addressers sold Their Liberty for Lust. 1806

W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. IV. 64 A meeting of the addressers

had nominated him as their chairman.

Addressy (adre-si), a. nonce-wd. [f.
ADDRESS

s[>, + -yl.] Having the character or aspect of an

address, or speech directed to an audience.

1870 Echo 23 Nov., Upon the unsectarian point their utter-

ances are
'

addressy.'

t Addubita'tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. addubi-

tdtion-cm a doubting, f. addttbita-re to incline to

doubt, f. ad to, towards + dubita-re to DOUBT.]
The suggestion of a doubt.

1631 GOUGE Expos. Ps. cxvi. (i868)'78 The manner of ex-

pressing his profession is by a rhetorical addubitation. 1655

Hebr.dtbb) I. 315 By way of addubitation or supposition.

Adduce (adiK-s), v. [ad. L. addfic-?re to lead

to, to bring forward or allege ; f. ad to + dfic-cre to

lead.] To bring forward (verbally) for considera-

tion, to cite, to allege.
1616 N. BRENT Hist. COMIC. Trent (1629) 545 For better

proofe many authorities of the Fathers were adduced. 1678

Trans, at Crt. Spain 88 Though all that I have adduced,

be sufficient to convince every disinterested person. 1769

ROBERTSON Charles I', III. Mil. 88 In proof of this they ad-

duced many arguments. 1806-31 A. KNOX Ran. (1844) 1. 90
He adduces Martin Luther as an instance of clearness re-

specting justification. 1870 BOWEN Logic ix. 305 Supported

by better reasons than he has been able to adduce.

Adduceable (adi;J-sab'l), a. [f.
ADDUCE +

-ABLE.] Another form of ADDUCIBLE, on analogy
of adjectives in -ABLE not adopted from L.

1869 Pall Mall G. u Oct. i The rapid improvement.,
is confirmed by such statistical facts as are adduceable.'

Adduced (adi-st), />//. a. [f.
ADDUCE + -ED.]

Brought forward in a statement, cited, alleged.

1790 PALEY Hor. Paul. Rom. ii. 17 The two congruities

last adduced depend upon the time. 1860 FARRAR One-



ADDUCENT.

Lang. 205 Attempts have, indeed, been made to connect
Hebrew and Sanskrit, but the adduced points of osculation
are . . few and dubious.

Adducent (.adi-sent\ a. Pliys. [ad. L. ad-

ducent-em, pr. pple. of adduc-lre ; see ADDUCE.]
Bringing or drawing towards a given point or

common centre ; attribute of the muscles, called

ADDUCTORS. Opposed to abducent.

1694 GWITHER Physiognomy in Pint. Trails. XVIII. 120
We see great Drinkers with Eyes generally set towards the

Nose, the adducent Muscles being often employed to let

them see their loved Liquor in the Glass. 1713 DKRHAM
Pliysico- Tkeol. iv. ii. 99 Which is the case of the Adducent
and Abducent Muscles [of the eye]. 1843 WILKINSON
SM&ftfog'j Anim. Kingd. I. viii. 225 The glands have four

vessels, two adducent or afferent.

Adducer (adiK-ssj). [f. ADDUCE + -EKI.] One
who adduces, or brings forward in a statement.
1810 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 115 Principles, from which

the adducers of these arguments loudly profess their dissent,

1817 Ess. on oivn Times (1850) III. 952 The charge, as far

as it allows even a plausible excuse for the adducer, implies
a complete ignorance.

Adducible (adiw-sib'l), a. [f. ADDUCE, as if

ad. assumed L. *additcibil-is, vbl. adj. f. addnc-ere ;

cf. condficibilis: See -BLE.] Capable of being ad-

duced or produced in a statement.

1799 COLERIDGE Ess. oil oivn Times (1850) II. 344 The only
argument . . which . . is fairly adducible against it.

Adduct (adzrkt), v. r/iys. [f. L. addnct- ppl.
stem of addiic-Hre to lead to : see ADDUCE.] To
draw towards a common centre or median line.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anal. , Phys. II. 528/1 When the thumb
is adducted the first dorsal interosseous projects consider-

ably. 1870 W. ADAMS in Lancet 13 Aug. 236/2 The thigh is

flexed_
and adducted so that the knee is drawn across the

opposite thigh.

Adducted (ad-kted), ///. a. Phys. [f. prec.
+ -ED.] Drawn towards the median line.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Attat. fy Ptiys. II. 790/2 The limb . . be.
came so strongly adducted as to cross the median line.

i87_*
HUXLEY Physiol. vii. 174 A limb., is adducted, when it is

brought to the middle line.

Adduction (idc-kfan). [a. Fr. adduction (i6th
c. in Litt.), ad. med. L. adduction-em, n. of action,
f. adducere : see ADDUCE.] The action of bringing
to or towards.

fl. The action of bringing a thing to something
else ; spec, the alleged bringing of our Lord's body
and blood into the elements, transubstantiation. Obs.

1638 FEATLEY Tramubst. 182 Such an adduction importeth
onely a translocation.

2. The action of adducting ;
in Phys. the oppo-

site of abduction.

1656 tr. Hoobes's Elem. Philas. (1839) 343 The bending
of a line is either the adduction or diduction of the ex-
treme parts. 1666 J. SMITH Solomon's Old Age (1676)62
If we consider how they [the muscles] can stir the limb
inward, outward . . can perform adduction, abduction. 1709
BLAIR Osteogr. Elepli. in Phil. Tram. XXVII. 129 The
motion of the Humerus . . is rather Flexion and Extension,
than Adduction or Abduction. 1872 HUXLEY Physiol. vii.

174 The different kinds of movements which the levers thus
connected are capable of performing are called . . abduction
and adduction.

3. The action of adducing or bringing forward
facts or statements.

1764 SWINTON in Phil. Trans. LIV. 399 The Chaldee term
being of the singular number . . the adauction of it seems
altogether impertinent. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr. A tonem. ii.

their adduction gives a measure ofauthority to the statement

Adductive (adzrktiv), a. [f. L. adduct- ppl.
stem of addilc-ere + -IVE, as if ad. L. *adductlvus :

see ADDUCE.] Tending to lead towards, bringing
to something else. Formerly applied spec, to the

change said to be wrought in transubstantiation.
1638 FEATLEY Transubst. 182 SuareE drives this nayle to

the head, by a meere adductive action. 1654 JER. TAYLOR
Real Pres. (1836* 659 If we ask what conversion it is . . at
last it is found to be adductive. 1674 BREVINT Saul at
Endor^it For bringing their Imaginary Christ from Heaven ;

which is the English of their Adductive Motion. 1855 P. J.
BAILEY Mystic. 90 The achate, wealth adductive, and the
mind Of the immortals gladdening.
Adductor (sedc-ktai). Phys. [a. L. adductor

a bringer to ; also in the Pliys. sense.] A muscle
which draws any limb, or part of the body, towards
the trunk or main axis, or which folds or closes ex-
tended parts of the body. Also attrib. with muscle.
1746 PARSONS Hum. Pkysiogn. i. 17 in Phil. Trans. XLIV.

The Adductor arises tendinous and fleshy from the edge of
the Hole of the optic Nerve. 1836 TODD Cycl. A tint. $ Phys.
I. 296/1 There are [in birds] most commonly three adductors
of the thigh. 1859 CARPENTER Anim. Physial. i. (1872) 41
The animal forcibly draws them together by its adductor
muscle.

t Addulce, v. 06s. Forms : 5 adoulee, 6 ad-
douloe, 7 addoulse, aduloe, addulce. [orig. a.

MFr. adouldr, also written addotdcir
; (mod. adou-

cir) to sweeten : late L. addulcire; f. ad to + dulcis
sweet. Subseq. refashioned after L.] To sweeten, to
render pleasant or palatable (a thing) ; to soothe,
mollify (a person).
1475 CAXION Jason 20 b, Shalle not the Rigour . . of my

noble lady be myned and adoulced by my habondant prayers ?

107

155* HuLOETAocca'ariurrr, Addoulce or mitigate with swet-

nes, Pcnnulceo. < 1592 (1. HARVEY.SV^.rxv. 69 Then would
I so my melody addoulce. 1617 MINSHEU Dnctor, To Ad-
doulse, or mitigate with sweetenesse, Fr. addoulcir, ad.
doncir'. It. addolcire. 1622 BACON Henry l*'ll, 90 With
great show of their king's affection, and many sugared words,
seek to addulce all matters between the two kings. 1655
DIGGES Compl.Atnbass. 263 The answeryou see., is addulced
so much as may. 1633 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. 203 The Queen
having lately Adulced him with fair language. 1679 PRANCE
Add. Narrat. 18 For the addulcing and ascertaining his
Friends and Partizans beyond the Seas. 1696 PHILLIPS,
Addoiclcc (French) to sweeten, mollifie, or asswage. [Not
in ed. 1706.]

-ade, stiff, of sbs. 1. a. Fr. -ode, ad. Pr., Sp. or

Pg. -ada or It. -ata : L. -a/a, subst. use of fern, of

pa. pple., as in pop. L. strata (sc. via) 3.paved way,
a '

street.' The native Fr. form of this suff. is -c'e,

as in entree, acolce
;
-adc appeared first in the adapt-

ation of Proven9al words in -ada, as ballade, 1'r.

ballada, and became established as the reg. form in

which Pr., Sp. or Pg. words in -ada, or their It. cog-
'

nates in -ata, were adapted in Fr. In some cases these

supplanted the native Fr. forms as accolade, ad. It.

accollata, for OFr. acolee ; in mod. Fr. -ade has
become a living suffix, on which new words are

formed, as gasconnade, cannonade, fusillade. From
Fr., words in -ade have been adopted in Eng., with-
out change (exc. that the early ballade, salade, have
become ballad, salad) as in accolade, ambassadc,
ambuscade, arcade, balustrade, bastonnade, brigade,
cannonade, cascade, cavalcade, comrade, crusade,

cnjilade, escalade, esplanade, fanfaronna.de, lemon-

ade, marmalade, masquerade, palisade, parade,
rodomontade, serenade, tirade. In imitation of these
some have been formed in Eng. itself, as blockade,

gingeradc, orangeade. The sense is analogous to

the pa. pple., and to Eng. sbs., in -ate, as acetate,

mandate, syndicate ; hence a. An action done
;
as

in blockade, cannonade, fusillade, crusade, parade,
tirade, b. The body concerned in an action or

process ; as in ambuscade, ambassade, brigade, caval-

cade, comrade, c. The product of an action, and,

by extension, that of any process or raw material
;

as in arcade, colonnade, masquerade, lemonade, mar-
malade, pomade.
Equivalent forms, all : L. -ata, appear in son-ata (a. It. i,

arm-ada (a. Sp.l, lev-ee, soir-ee (a. Fr.), voll-ey, arm-y
(a. OFr. I'olee, armee=armata, armada, arinade}.

2. a. Fr. -ade, ad. (directly or through L.) Gr.
-a5-a (nom. -as) ; as in decade, nomade. The or-

dinary Eng. form of this suffix is -ad: see -AD i.

3. ad. Sp. or Pg. -ado, or cogn. It. -ato, the mas-
culine form answering to No. \ above, and having
a. the same meaning, as in brocade, embossed (stuff) ;

or b. that of a person affected, as in renegade, one
who has re-denied his faith. These also remain as

-ado, cf. desperado.
A-dead (ade-d), adv. and prcd. a.

[f. A.-fref.
11+ DEAD ; apparently due to form-assoc. w. a-live,

a-sleep, a-cold, but not analogous.] Dead.
1879 E. ARNOLD Light ofAsia. 101 As ye lie asleep so must

ye he A-dead.

t Adea'd-en, v. Obs. Forms : I adeadan,
a-dydan, 2-3 adead-en. [f. A-// i, intensive

+ dedd-an to deaden. Cf. Ger. ertodten.']
1. trans. To kill, put to death ; deaden, mortify.
c loco ,/ELFRIC Gen. ix. ir Ic nelle heononforo call flisc

adydan. c izy^AncrenRivjlcii-z No ping neuer nes berinne

|?et hit muhte adeaden.

2. intr. To die.

fx23p Ancren Ritule 150 pe bouh, hwon he adeadeo, he
hwiteo wi3uten . . & worpeo his rinde, Al so god dede bet
wule adeaden forworpeS hire rinde, bet is, unheleS hire.

t Adeal. Obs. 4-6 ;
also adele, adell, adeale

;

properly two words a deal, a part ; used in negative
phrases not a deal, never a <for/=not, or never a
bit

;
not at all. See DEAL.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6402 This ought thee suffice wele, Ne be
not rebel never adele. Ibid. 7435 For he lie drede him not
adele. 1430 LYDG. Citron. Troy i. vi. Some . . lyke it neuer
adell. c 1450 LONELICH Grail xxx. 220 And Salomon . . there

a3ens spak neuere adel. 1534 MORE On the Passion Wks.
J557 J 369/2, I double it neuer adeale.

T Adea'th, adv. Obs., prop, phrase, [kprepl
+ DEATH. Cf. a-live.'] In death.
< 1315 SHOREHAM 7 God thorwe miracles ketheth hit A-lyve

and eke a-dethe.

t Adea-ve, v. Obs.
[f.

A-/>-</ i + DEAVE, OE.
deaf-ian to make deaf.] To deafen, strike deaf.

1:940 Sax. Leechd. II. 38 Wi5 earena adeafunge. cijij
SHOREHAM 103 Ac purgatorie and helle hy beth So lyte by-
leved, That what somevere men telleth, Ben throf al adeved.

II A'deb. [Arab.] (See quot.)
1743 R. POCOCK Egypt 175 in (1753) Chambers Cycl. Supp.,

Adep, in commerce, the name of a large Egyptian weight . .

consisting of 210 okes, each ofthree rotolos, a weight [i.e. the
rotolo] of about two drams less than the English pound.

t Adeca'stic(ke, a. O/>s.-
[f. Gr. dSe'a<rr-os

impartial (vbl. adj. f. d priv. + Sfxdf-ftv to bribe)
+ -ic. Also used subst.]

' One that will doe itist

howsoeuer.' Cockeram 1626.

ADENALGIA.
Adeem (adrm). [ad L. adim-erc to take to one-

self from, take away, f. ad to + em-ere to take
;

assimilated to REDEEM.] To take away ; spec, in
Rom. Law, to revoke the bequest of (a legacy, etc.).
1845 STEPHEN LatvsofEng. II. 206 Where a specific legacy

is so adeemed, the legatee has no longer any claim under the
will. 1880 ML-IRHEAD Ulpian xxiv. g 29 A legacy that has
been bequeathed may be adeemed either in the same testa-
ment or in a codicil confirmed by it.

A'deep (adrp), adv. pmp.f/irase. [A/;v/.l in
+ DEEP.J Deeply, deep.
1850 MRS._ BROWNING Poems II. 286 We shout so adeep

down creation's profound, We are deaf to God's voice.

Adel, obs. f. ADDLE.
II Adelantado (a:d<;lanta-d<7). [Sp., substantive

use of pa. pple. of adelantar to advance, promote,
f. adelanle before, forward, f. ad to, at + el the +
ante before.] A Spanish grandee ;

a lord-lieutenant
or governor of a province.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stiijfc (1871) 99 As complete an Adc-

UntadOi as he that is known by wearing a cloak of tuft-taffeta

eighteen years. 1610 B. JONSON Alchemist in. iii. (1616)

641 [He is] an Adalantado, A Grande. 1783 ROBERTSON
Amer. I. 258 Ferdinand .. appointed him Adelantado, or

Lieutenant-governor of the countries upon the South Sea.

1876 BANCROI-T Hist. U.S. I. ii. 62 Marquez, nephew to the
Adelantado.

II Adelaster (sed/lre-stai). Sot. [mod.f.Gr.aB^A-
os not manifest -r- dcrrfip, -tpa star.] A provisional
name for a plant of which the flowers are unknown,
so that it cannot be as yet referred to its proper
genus.
1866 LINIILEY & MOORE Treas. Bot. 18 All Addasters are

therefore provisional names, to be abandoned as soon as the
true names of the plants so called can be ascertained.

Adeling. See ATHELING.

Adelopod(e (adrl^d). [f. Gr. a8ij\os not seen
+ TruSa (irotJs) a foot.]

' An animal whose feet are
not apparent.' Craig 1847.

-adelphia (ade-lfia) suffix. Bot. [Gr. -oSa^i'o
(in comb.) brotherhood, f. dSeAcpot brother.] Col-
lection of stamens into a bundle

;
as in the Lin-

na-an class-names Monadelphia, Diadelphia, /'oly-

adelpliia.
1858 CARPENTER Vcg. Physiol. 456 The more or less com-

plete union of the filaments of the stamens into bundles, or
brotherhoods ; on account ofwhich the termination adelphia
is applied to the number of such bundles.

Adelphic (ade-lfik), a. Bot. [ad. Gr. dSfXtpixus

brotherly.]
' In Botany, having the stamens into a

parcel or parcels.' Craig 1847.

Adelpholite (ade-lfpbit). Min. [mod.? f. Gr.
dS(A</xis brother + Ai'tfos stone.] A Columbate of
iron and manganese, found associated with Colum-
bite in Finland.
1868 DANA Mineral. 525.

Adelplious (fide-lfas), a. Bot.
[f. Gr. dS(\c/>-,'^

brother + -ous.] Having the stamens grouped or

united : generally in comp. as monadelphous, dia-

delphoiis.
1855 HOOKER & ARNOT Brit. Fl. 151 Order Rryonia,

Filaments, 3 Adelphous. 1870 BENTLEY 7>W . 249 The union
of the filaments may take place in one or more bundles, the
number being indicated by a Greek numeral prefixed to the
word adelphous.

Adernand, -mant, obs. forms of ADAMANT.
t Ade'mpt, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. ademptus pa.

pple. of adimcre ; see ADEEM.] Taken away, re-

moved.
1432-50 TREVISA Higden (Rolls Ser.) I. 17 Part is ademptc

and loste pro the slawthe of wryters. 1549 LATIMKK S,~'cn
Scrm. bef. Edit?. 1 7 (1869) 54 Without al sinister suspicion
of anye thynge in the same added or adempte. 1561 Queen
Esther (1862) Our lyfe and godes from us were adempte.
t Ade'mpted, ///. a. Obs. rare~ l

.
[f. prec. +

-ED. Cf. exempted^ Taken away, adeemed.
1590 H. SvviNUL'kN Testaments 281 The will of the testator

is not presumed to be altered, nor the legacie adempted.

Adeniptioil ^ade-mjan). [ad. L. ademption-ein
n. of action, f. adimSre : see ADEEM.]
1. A taking away ; mostly in Law, a revocation

of a grant, or bequest.
1590 H. SVVINBURN Testaments 277 Ademption is a taking

away of the legacie before bequeathed, c 1630 JACKSON Creed
iv. v. Wks. 111. 42 Whether ademption of equal portions
from things equal leave not such equality betwixt them as it

found. 1765 BURN Eccl. Law iv. 263 Ifa man gives a portion
to his daughter by will, and afterwards advances her with
the like sum, it shall go in ademption of the legacy. 1880
MUIRHEAD Ulpian xxiv. 29. 420 The words of ademption
were to be a repetition of those of bequest, with the addition
of a negative.

A'deii. Phys. Obs. PI. aden-es. [Gr. dSr/v,

d5iv-a, an acorn
;
a gland.] A gland.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. xliv. He cut clean thorough the

jugularie veins . .even unto the two Adenes, which are throat-
kernels. 1706 PHILLIPS, Aden (in Anat.} a glandule or kernel
in an Animal Body : some also take it for a swelling in the

groin, the same as Bnbo. 1775 ASH, Aden (not used) a
glandule, a bubo.

Aden-, adeni-, adeno-, combining forms of

prec. in Gr., mod. L. and Eng.
II Adenalgia (redenarldgia). Med. [mod. L. f.

ADEN- + -ALGIA.]
' Pain seated in a gland : a pain-

ful swelling in a gland.' Craig 1847.
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ADENIFORM.

Adeniform (ade'iiiiXim, se'denif/jm), a. [ad.
mod. L. aJeni-formis, f. ADEN + -FORM.] Having
the form or appearance of a gland ;

adenoid.

1853 MAYNE EJCJ>. Lex.

Adenocele (ardeno,sn) Path. [mod. f. ADENO-
+ Gr. (njAi; tumour.] An adenoid tumour ;

see

quot. under ADENOID.
1870 Syd. Soc Lex.

Adenography (^den/i-grafi). [f.
ADENO- +

-GBAPHY.] Description of the glandular system.
1721 In BAILEY. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Adeno-

graphy',
that branch of anatomy which describes the glands,

and glandular parts of the body.

Adenoid (ardenoid), a. [ad. Gr. dfoi'ofiSijs

glandular; f. aSiv- gland + -fiSTjs -form; see -OID.]

Gland-like ; glandular.
1873 KLEIN Hattdb. Physiol. Lab. iii. 45 It remains to de-

scribe the so-called adenoid tissue. By this term is understood,
a dense reticulum of branched cells, the processes of which
are short but of great delicacy. 1878 BRYANT Svrftry I. 09
Should a tumour be present in a gland . . the probability of its

being an adenoid or glandular tumour cannot be overlooked.

Adenoidal (xdenordal), a. [f. prec. + -AL.]

Having the appearance of a gland.

Adenological (se:den<?|l^>xi3ikal),
a.

[f.
ADENH-

UIGY + -ICAL.] Of or pertaining to adenology ;
deal-

ing with the structure of the glands.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siipp., Adenography., or the adeno-

logical part of anatomy.

Adenology (rcdenp-lod^i). [f.ADEXO- + -LOGY.]
That part of Physiology which treats of the glands.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Adenography is the same with

what some others call Adenology. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex,

Adenopathy (a:deiypaj>i). Path. [f.
ADENO-

+ -PATHY, Gr. -nafi/a suffering.] Disease of the

glandular system.
1879 Syd. Soc. Lex. 1879 BRYANT Surgery II. 179 Adeno-

pathy or bubo is a common complication of the simple as

well as of the infecting chancre.

AdenophorOils (jeden<rf6r3s),a. Bot. [f.
ADEN0-

+ -c/>o/>os -bearing.] Bearing or producing glands.

Adenophylious (sMlenoifrbs), a. Bot. [f.

ADENO- + Gr. <pi\\-ov leaf + -ous.] Bearing glands
on the leaves ; glandular-leaved.
WEBSTER cites HENSLOW.

Adenose (le-di-ncirs), a. [ad. mod L. adenpsus,

ee ADEN- and -OSE.] Full of glands, glandulous.
1853 MAYM. /-".t/. Le.i'.

Adenotomy (Kdenp-tomi). [f. ADEXO- + Gr. -ro-

fiia cutting.] Dissection of or incision into a gland.
1847 I'1 CHAIG.

Adenous (ardenas), a. Phys. [f.
ADEN- + -ous]

= Adenose.
1864 In WKHSII.K.

t Adent, '<-' Obs.-" [a. Fr. adentc-r (Cotgr.) to

mortice, to fasten, f. a to + dent tooth.]
' To fasten

(old word)? Kersey 1708. Bailey 1721 and 1800.

Ii Adephaga (ade-faga), sb. pi. [prop. adj. pi.

neut. of Gr. d5r;t/xry-os voracious (sc. animaha) f.

dS-rjv enough -t- -<payos eating.] A name applied to a

family or group of Beetles, also called Carnivora,

and divided into the two sections of Geodcphaga
and Hydradephaga. An occ. sing, is Adephagan.
1842 HRANDE /?/rr\ Sci. it, Adephagans, Adepliaga,z.i-a.\[tiy

of carnivorous and very voracious coleopterous insects.

i| Adeps (ardeps). [L.,
= fluid fat, grease.]

Animal fat, lard.

1657 Phys. Diet., Adeps, fatness. 1683 SALMON norm
Med. i. 271 If you desire the Adeps rather than the Spirit.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. <r Pkys. II. 817,2 The texture of

the f/Htaciis miniums resembled adeps more than healthy
muscular fibre.

Adept (ade-pt), a. and sb. [ad. L. adept-its having

attained, f. pple. of adipisci to attain, acquire ;
f.

fli/to, at + a/- to get.]

A. adj. Completely versed (in) ; thoroughly

proficient ;
well-skilled.

a 1691 BOYLE (J.) If there be really such adept philosophers
as we are told of. 1755 H. CROKER Ariosto's Orl. Fitrioso

xvni. clxxiv. I. 297 Where the learned Alpheus slept . .

Physician, in astrology adept. 1782 COWPER Hope 350 Beaus

adept in ev'rything profound, Die of disdain. 1861 L. L.

NOBLE After Icebergs 325 Scarecrows a peculiar walk of

art, in which the painter . . became sufficiently adept to

frighten . . the little creatures that pulled up the corn.

B. sb. [In med. L. adeptus was used subst. and

assumed by Alchemists that professed to have at-

tained the great secret. In Eng. the L. form was

at first used, with pi. AJepti.] Hence,
' He that is

completely skilled in all the secrets of his art.' J.

One that has attained to proficiency in anything.

1663 BUTLER Hudibras I. i. 546 In Rosicrucian lore as

learned, As he that I'ere adeptus earned. 1665 in Phil.

Trans. I. 112 The several processes of the reputed Adepti.

1685 Load. Gaz. mmlxxii/4 Four Books . . concerning the

secrets of the Adepts. 1704 T. HEAHXE Duct. Hist.(ed. 3) I.

401 Unintelligible to all but Adepti. 1785 REID Infill.

Powers n. viil 271 Queens became adepts in Des Cartes

philosophy. 1831 SCOTT Kmitui. xviii. (1853) 193 Varney
heard the adept's door shut and carefully bolted. 1863

BURTON Book Hunter 124 The greatest adepts abandoning
the effort in despair.

t Ade'pted, ///. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. + -ED.

Cf. ailemft-eil.] Gained, acquired.

108

("1595 NORDEM Spec. Brit., Cormoall (1728) 55 For a me-
moriall of their valor and adapted dignitye, they have caused
the historye of the exployte to be registred in the window.

rAde'ptical, a. Obs. [f. ADEPT-IST, after

analogy of chemist chemical, botanist botanical^ Of
or pertaining to an Adeptist; alchemical.
i66a J. CHANDLER Helmont's Oriatrike 157 They who

study in Adepticall things, do strive to promote their labour

ofwisdom by the objects of sight. Ibid. 7 Medicine Adeptical.
xSoi BARRETT Magits 26 According to the Adeptical philo-

t Ade'ption. Obs. Also adepcion. [ad. L.

adeption-em an attaining, n. of action f. adipisci ;

see ADEPT.] An obtaining, gaining, or attainment.

1548 HALL Chron. t 23 Ediv. 7F(i8oo) 339 Sith the adep-
cion of the Croune. 1605 BACON Adv. Leant. \\. 12 Adeption
ofacrowne.byArmesandTytle. i6$5LESTRANGE Charles J',

8 Before his adeption of the crown.

t Ade'ptist. [f-
ADEPT a, + -IST.] A professed

adept, a skilled alchemist.
1662 J. CHANDLER Helmonts Oriatrike 2 Hypocrates, a

man of a most rare gift, and a partaker with the Adeptists.

1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. \. 16 Lock'd up in the breasts of

a few mystical authors or Adeptists. 1715 iSjEUwAdtfttQT
Adeptists, the obtaining sons ofart, who are said tohave found
out the grand elixir, commonly called the philosopher's stone.

Adeptness (ade'ptnes). [f.
ADEPT a + -NESS.]

The quality of being adept ; skill, proficiency.
1881 SAINTSBURY in Academy 5 Feb. 92 None the less does

I'ane's Story complete the proof of Mr. Thomson's poetical

adeptness.

Adeptshlp (ade-ptjipy. [f.
ADEPT sb. + -SHIP.]

The condition or rank of an adept ; special pro-

ficiency.
1882 Church Times 17 Feb. 104 Jesus in their systemjs but

an Adept . . who gained his adeptship by an ascetic diet.

Adequacy (K'd/'kwesi). [f. ADEQUATE a. : see

-ACY.] The state or quality of being adequate
or sufficient for any purpose ; sufficiency.
1808 WYVILL Intolerance, Their immediate effect was great :

the adequacy of it becomes continually more visible. 1832
LVELL Princ. Geol. II. 309

We do not, therefore, anticipate
that the reader . . will object to the adequacy of the cause

proposed. 1870 BOWEN Logic x. 336 The test of the adequacy
of a Concept is its more or less complete enumeration of

the essential qualities of the real thing.

Adequate (se'd/kwet), a.; also 7 adeequat,

adsequate. [ad. L. ad&quat-it$ equalized, pa. pple.

<&adxqiia-re\ see next.] Const, to (with obs.).

f 1. Equal in magnitude or extent ;
commensu-

rate
;
neither more nor less. Obs.

1628 T. SPENCER Logick 108 Those things are equall . .

which are adequate in magnitude. 1662 FULLER Worthies

(1840) III. 140 He grew so tall in stature, that a hole was
made for him in the ground, to stand therein up to the

knees, so to make him adequate with his fellow-workmen.

1677 HALE Prim. Grig. Man. 311 No finite Being can be

an adequate Image ofan infinite Being or Perfection. 1750

JOHNSON Rambler No. 150 F 3 Acquisitions of man are not

always adequate to the expectations.

2. Commensurate in fitness
; equal or amounting to

what is required ; fully sufficient, suitable, or fitting.
a 1617 P. BAYNE Ephes. (1658) 123 To justifye is not the

sole adequate or full act of it. c 1685 In Somers's Tracts

II. 444 They were at a stand for want of Words adequate
to it. 1738 WARBURTON Diz: Legat. II. 148 Wit consists in

using strong metaphoric Images in uncommon and adequate
Allusions. 1771 JunittsLett. Ivii. 294 People .. have no ade-

quate idea of the endless variety of your character. 1817

JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. iii. 389 A remedy which was far

from adequate to the disease. 1860 \V. COLLINS Worn, in

White n. 275 Is language adequate to describe it? a 1870
Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life I.

jv.
100 Mr. Herbert

does me a very great honour in thinking me adequate to

the Copenhagen subject.

3. Logic. Fully answering to, or representing.
1600 LOCKE Hum. Underst. \\. xxxl. (1695)207 Those [Ideasl

I call Adequate, which perfectly represent those Archetypes,
which the Mind supposes them taken from; which it in-

tends them to stand for. 1724 WATTS Logic \. vi.
5 (1822)

116 A definition must be universal, or as some call it, ade-

quate ;
that is, it must agree to all the particular species or

individuals that are included under the same idea. 1846
MILL Logic \. viii. 3 (1868) 152 The only adequate defini-

tion of a name is . . one which declares the facts.

t A'dequate, ^. Obs.\ also 7 adsequate. [f.
L.

ad&quat- ppl. stem of adseqita-re to make or be-

come level or equal ; f. ad to +quaret f. xqu-us

level, equal.]
1. To equalize ;

to make equal or sufficient.

1622 FOTHERBY Atheomastix II. ii. 7. 208 A truly intel-

lectuall obiect, exactly adequated and proportioned vnto

the intellectuall appetite. 1671 True Xoii-Conformist 16

Adequating the guilt and punishment. 1691 E. TAYLOR Beh-

t/tftis Theos. Phil.f& What adequated and priviledged him.

2. To equal, to be equal to, or sufficient for.

^599 NASHEZ-*te.Sy1^(1871)29 Her sumptuous porches,

|
and garnished buildings, are such, as no

port-town
in our

i
British circumference . . may suitably stake with, or ade-

1

quate. 1635 SHELFORD Disc. 227 Though it be_an imppsi-
bilitie for any creature to adequate God in his eternitle.

1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 291 The Husk being . . divided into

Five Points, Adequating the Segments of each Flower.

Adequately (re-d/kwetH), adv. [f. ADEQUATE a.

+ -LY-.] In an adequate manner.

f 1. With complete equality, with perfect cor-

respondence ; exactly. Obs.

1656 tr. Hobbes Elem. Philos. (1839) 76 Place is that space
which is possessed or filled adequately by some body. 1689
H. MORE Answ. Psychop. 121 You confound Substance and

Matter, as if they adequately signified the same. 1692

ADEVISM.
BFNTLEY Beyle Lect. vii. 222 Adapting itself to the figure of

every Pore, may adequately fill them.

2. In a manner fitted to satisfy the requirements
of the case ; sufficiently, suitably.
1690 B[OYLE] Chr. Virtnosol. 71 Many of which [points of

Supernatural Experience] are not to be Adequately esti-

mated by the same Rules, a 1763 SHENSTONE Ess. 186 A
man of sense can be adequately esteemed by none other
than a man of sense. 1821-30 LD. COCKBURN Mem. his Time
254 The grounds of divorce were, that I had never been

adequately ofhis party. 1877 MRS. BRASSEY Voy. Sunbeam xv.

(1878)268 No words could adequately describe such a scene.

3. Logic. With perfect correspondence of idea to

object.
1628 T. SPENCER Logick 191 Life and Rationalitie are at-

tributed vnto man . . adaequatly : so as, all that is in Life,

and Rationalitie, is sayd to belong to man : and all that is

in man, is denoted, and set out by life, and rationalitie.

1722 WOLLASTON Retig. Nat. iii. 3 (1738)42 Those ideas or

objects, that are immediate, will be adequately and truly
known to that mind, whose ideas they are.

Adequateness (rc'd/kwetnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being adequate.

) 1. Equality ; commensurability ; exact corre-

spondence in extent or scope. Obs.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Initj. 261 The Adequateness of these

Parallelisms demonstrated by comparing the Seventeenth

and Thirteenth Chapters.
2. Correspondence in fitness ; sufficiency ; suit-

ableness.

1672 T. QRAXE] Da: Provid. 7 The wonderful adequateness
of a dispensation. 1728 EARBERY tr. Biintct's State ofDead
I. 243 The adequateness of Punishments and Rewards. 1852
F. W. ROBERTSON Lect. 176 Only a few . . can comprehend
with something like adequateness the Cosmos, or order of

the Universe.

Adequation (sedfkw^i-Jan). [zA.'L.adyquation-

em, n. of action, f. ad&quare : see ADEQUATE >.]

1. The action of equalizing, or making equal or

commensurate ;
commensuration.

1651 N. BIGGS A'fiu Dispetis. 295. 218 There is required
an adequation of the remedy to the indisposition. 1684 tr.

Sonet's Merc. Compit. in. 87 The concoction and maturation

of Deflu.xions, is the moderation or adequation of their sub-

stance. 1866 Q. Re-.: CXIJt 74 The growing strength of

criticism in society must be met by the continuous adequation
of a like reflective strength in the individual.

1 2. The action or fact of equalling. Obs.

1589 NAsHE-4wtff. Absurd. 42 Let vs with Themistocles,

set before our eyes one of the excellentest to imitate, in

whose example insisting, our industry may be doubled, to

the adequation of his praise.

3. The result of equalizing or rendering adequate ;

produced equivalency ; concr. an equivalent.
1605 TIMME Quersit. n. iv. 116 The perfect combination,

adequation, equabilitie of elements. 1626 ANDREWES Serm
(18561 I. 185 Then are the words uttered true, when there is

' a just adequation between them and the mind. 1662 FULLER
Worthies i. 98 The arme of King Edward the first . . is noto-

i riously known to have been the adequation of a yard. 1726
! PESN Wks. I. 452 There ought to be an Adequation and

Resemblance betwixt all Ends, and the Means to them.

Adequative (ardfkwc'tiv), a, [ad. med. L.

ad&qudtiv-us, f. adsequdt- ppl. stem of adxqud-re :

see ADEQUATE v, and -IVE.] Of or pertaining to

adequation; adequate; equivalent.

1823 SCOTT St. Reman xxvi. Wks. 1830 XXXIV. 119 With-

out some adequative motive. 1865 Pall MallG. 17 May n
I It is difficult to turn even French or German into critically

! adequative English.

t Ade'quitate, v. Ol>s.~" [f. L. adequitdt-

ppl. stem of adequita-re to ride up to.]
' To ride

by.' Cockeram 1626.

t Adequita'tion. Oi>s.- [n. of action, f. Ai>

EyuiTATE?]
' A riding towards? Bullokar 1676.

Ades, obs. variant of HADES.

Ades^e, obs. form of ADZE.

t Ade'sed, /// a. 06s- "
[f.

L. adcs- ppl. stem

of adcd-crc to eat up + -ED.]
' All eaten up.' Cock-

eram 1626.

Adesmy (ade-smi) Bot. [mod. f. Gr. aSfapas

unbound (f.
d priv. + Sfo>ior a bond) + -T.] Defective

coherence or Adherence between vegetable organs.

1870 Svd. Sue. Lex.

Adespotic (redesp/vtik),
a. rare-", [f. \-pref.

14 not + DESPOTIC. Gr. aSioiroTos = ' without mas-

ter.']
' Not absolute, not despotic.' Craig 1847.

Adessenarian (scde:s/he'rian). Eccl. Hist. [f.

med. L. adessenarii (see -AN) ; f. adcssc
to^be pre-

sent ;
a 'name first framed by Prateolus.'] One

who held the real presence of Christ's body in the

Eucharist, but not by transubstantiation.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.,A dessenarii, called also Impanatores.

1835 J. ROBINSON Theol. Diet. s.v.,Adtsseiianaiis were a

branch of the Sacramentarians.

t Adete'rmine, v. Obs. rare. [f.
K- pref. ii +

DETERMINE.] To bring to an end, terminate.

1413 LYDC. Pylgr. Simile II. xli. (1859* 46 Theyr iourney was

fully adetermyned. Ibid. v. i. 69 Now ben ended the peynes
and tormentes, and fully adetermyned.

Adeve, var. of ADEAVE v. obs. to deafen.

Adevism (x-dfviz'm). [f. Gr. d priv. + Skr.

ilfva god + -ISM.] A term introduced by Prof. Max
Miiller, to express a disbelief in the legendary deity

or deities, as distinguished from atheism or dis-

belief in a God.



ADEW.

1878 MAX MC'LLER HMcrt Lect. 303 Their atheism will

more correctly be called Adevism, or a denial of the old

tAdeW, v. Obs. ran. [f. A- pref. \ I + DEW.]
To BEDEW.
c 1430 LYDG. Bochas iv. ix. (1554) 105 b. By influence of

heauenly fate adewed. 1 c 1450 ? LYDG. Life ofoure Ladye I.

iv. (R.) The soyle to adewe with her swete stremes,

Adew(e, obs. form of ADIEU.

Adfected (sedfe-kted), ///. a. [A specialized

variant of AFFECTED.] Compounded. Of equations

in Algebra : Containing different powers of an un-

known quantity.

root

XXXV. 515 Every adtected quadratic* /equation ax* nx
+ A=o, whose Roots are real. 1870 TODHUNTER Algebra.

xx. 169 Quadratic equations which contain the first power
of the unknown quantity as well as the square are called ad-

fected quadratics.

Adfiliate, -ation, obs. var. AFFILIATE, -ATION.

Adfluxion (redflykjan). [A special variant of

AFFLUXION with more emphasis on the prefix.] A
flowing towards ; an attracted flow.

1829 Edin. Rc~.'. L. 160 The one is termed an impulsion, and

Ihe other an adfluxion of the sap.

Adfriction, Adgeneration, obs. variants of

AFFBICTION, AGGENEBATION.

t Adfjeuicilla'tioil. Obs. [n. of action, f. L.

adgcnicula-ri, f. ad to +gxnicul-us a little knee :

see GENICULATION.] A kneeling to or towards.

1659 LESTRANGE A lliimce Div. Off. 487 Consequently no

adgeniculation at the altars.

Adglutinate (asdgli-tinet), a. Bot. [f.
L. ad-

gliitindt-us (also aggl-) glued to ;
= AGGLUTINATE.

1858 GRAY Bot. Text-bk. 5.v.
t Adghttinate, same as accrete.

t Adha'bitate, v. Obs.- [f.
late L. adhafr-

itat- ppl. stem of doubtful vb. adhalnta-rc to dwell

near, f. at/to + habita-re to dwell.] 'To dwell nigh.'

Cockeram 1626.

t Adhalate, v. 0fo.- [f.
L. adhsidt- ppl.

stem of adhdla-re to breathe upon.]
' To breathe

or blow on.' Cockeram 1626.

t Adhamate, z7 - Obs." [f.
L. adhamat- ppl.

stem of doubtful vb. adhamd-re to secure, f. ad to

+ hdmus hook, hdmdtus alluring.]
' To hooke, to

bind.' Cockeram 1626, Blount i6;;6.

t Adhama'tion. 06s "
[n. of action, f. prec.]

'A taking hold like a hook.' Bullokar 1676.

Adhere (i'dhi^'j), v. ; also 7 adheere. [a. Fr.

adhere-r (ijth c. in Litt.), ad. L. adhxrc-re to

stick to, f. ad to + hare-re to stick.]

1. intr. To stick fast, to cleave, to become or

remain firmly attached, to a substance, as by a

glutinous surface, or by grasping, etc.

1651 Ra-.vleiglts Gliost 96 The stalks do not adhere or

cleave to the boughes by any^/f^ra*. 1764 REID ftiy. Hum.
Mind v. 2. 120 When the parts of a body adhere so firmly
that it cannot easily be made to change its figure, we call it

hard. 1849 RUSKIN Seven Lamps iii. 22. 90 These mould-

ings nearly adhere to the stone. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers \.

3. 30 The fragments ofsnow that adhered to the staff. Mod.
These labels do not adhere well.

b.fe
c 1620 A. HUME Orthogr. Brit. Tong. (1865! 32 An adverb

is a word adhering mast commonlie with a verb. 1781
GIBBON Dec/, fy F. II. xli. 517 Flattery adheres to power,
and envy to superior merit. 1854 J. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855)
II. xxx. 559 A straggling village adhered to the sides of a
vast ravine.

2. To cleave to a person or party ;
to be a close

companion, partizan, or follower.

1597 BACON Ess. (Arb.) 76 Meane men must adheare, but

great men, that haue strength in themselues, were better to

maintaine themselues indifferent, and neutral!. 1602 SHAKS.
Haml. ii. ii. 21 Two men there are not liuing To whom he
more adheres. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan i. xi. 49 It disposeth
men to adhsre, and subject themselves to those men. 1690
LUTTRELL BriefRet. II. (1857) 124 High treason in adhering
to the King's enemies. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 129
These people . . with few exceptions, adhered to the Church
of Rome. 1865 GROTE Plato I. iv. 165 Thrasyllus adhered
to Aristophanes on so many disputable points.

tb. refi. Obs.

1631 STAFFORD Pac. Hib. xxiv. (1821) 448 Or haue com-
bined, or adhered themselves to any her majestie's enemies.

3. To cleave to an opinion, practice, or method ;

to continue to maintain or observe. To adhere to a

decision^ etc. : to confirm or approve it by a sub-

sequent decision.

1656 BRAMHALL Replie 42 In things not necessary a man
may fluctuate safely between two opinions . . without cer-

tain adherence, or adhere certainly without Faith. 1756
BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 64 The lawyer has his posi-
tive institutions too, and he adheres to them with veneration.

1772 Juntas Lett. Ixviii. 338 In one instance, the very form
is adhered to. 1879 B. TAYLOR Germ. Lit. 68, I shall

adhere to the plan stated in the beginning of these lectures.

f 4. without const. To be coherent, to
'

hang to-

gether,' as a story ; to be consistent with itself or

with circumstances, to agree. Obs. rare.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. n. i. 62 They doe no more adhere
and keep place together, then the hundred Psalms to the
tune of Greensleeues. 1605 Mach. \. vii. 52 Nor time,
nor place Did then adhere, and yet you would make both.

5. Hot. To be naturally united or soldered to
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what is normally an unlike part, as a distinct whorl

of the inflorescence ;
to be adnate.

1857 HENFREY Bot. 94 Adhesion may exist between the

inner and outer circles of the floral envelopes . . or the calyx,

corolla, and stamens may all adhere to the pistil.

Adherence (aedhH-rens). Also 7 adherance. [a.

Fr. adherence^ ad. \J.adhxrentia : see ADHERENCY.]
1. The action of sticking or holding fast {to any-

thing, or together).
i6ia T. TAYLOR Titus iii. 7 (1619^ 670 A thing is ours two

waies, i. by infusion, inherence, or adherence ; or 2. by
account or reckoning. 1794 SULLIVAN ViewofNat. I. 435 Sili-

ceous earths are characterized by . . a total want of flexibility,

and adherence to each other, when minutely divided. 1875
SWINBURNE Ess. fy Stud. 338 Anbther child clings to his leg
. . The helpless adherence of the slighted older child.

2. Attachment (to a person or party) ;
adhesion.

1634 46 T. Row (father* Hist. Kirk ScotI. (1842) 44 The
causses of adherence and divorcements ought also to ap-

pertaine to them [ministers]. 1660 R. COKE Just. Vind.

Ep. Ded. 8 Your constant adherence to the Church. 1754
SHERLOCK Disc. I. i. (1759) 2 The ground of their Constancy
and Adherence to Christ. 1853 CONYBEARE & HOWSON
St. Paul (1862) I. xi. 374 His present host and hostess had
now given their formal adherence to St. Paul.

3. Persistence in a practice or tenet
; steady ob-

servance or maintenance. Const, to.

1638 OIILLINGWORTH Rflig. Prot. i. u. 154. ii2 God's

Spirit . . may work a certainty of adherence beyond a cer-

tainty of evidence. 1769 BURKE State Nat. Wks. II. 144

What does he mean by talking of an adherence to the old

navigation laws? 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 424, I profess
adherence to the English psychological method. 1879
GLADSTONE Gleanings II. v. 219 An uncompromising ad-

herence to what was right.

4. Bot. = ADHESION 4 ; adnation.

1857 HKNFRF.Y Bot. 94 Adherence of sepals and petals.

f 5. A particular instance of adhering ; adherent

matter or circumstance. Cf. ADHEKENCY 2. Ohs.

1531 ELYOT Go-'crnnur (1580! 166 Unto this noble vertue

[fortitude] be attendant, or as it were continuall adhtrences,

diners uertues. 1650 JUR. TAYLOR Holy Living (1727) 94 To
discern his own infirmities and make discovery of his bad

adherence*. 1667 mP/til. Trans. II. 426 Every one of these

small adherances is turned into a little Vermiclc.

Adherency (^dhl
p

rensi). arch. Also " adhser-

ency. [ad. L. adhserentia, n. of action and state,

e: see ADHERE
and -NCY.]
1. The quality or state of being adherent

;
com-

panionship ;
attachedness.

1647 JKK- TAYLOR Lib. Prophcs.x\\\\. 235 By vertue of its

adherency and remanency in their flesh
;

it did that work.

1693 BEVKRLEY Condi, Disc. 8 Christ . . bare as deep a share

of adherency in our sin, as could consist with an unspotted

Purity from any inherency of sin in himself. iSzoCoLFRinGi:

Lett. Cowers. $c. I.viii.siThe passions of the adherency to

the former [the Stuarts], if not the adherency itself, [wai]

extant in our own fathers' or our grandfathers' times.

f 2. That which is adherent ; adhering matter or

circumstance. Cf. L. adhxrentia. Obs.

1608 TOPSKLL Serpents 748 Not lana, wool!, but lamygo
[1 /atiugo], that is, a vapoury adhxrency of a thing which

flyeth from the strokes of hammers upon hot burning iron.

1637 T. REEVE God's Plea. 30 The compleatest actions of

men have an adh?erency of evill cleaving to them. 1681

Whole Duty of Nations 60 The reputation of Religion . .

often suffers by those unnecessary adherencies.

f 3. An adhering party ;
a following. Obs.

1582 8 Hist. James l
r
l (1804) Not againes the Lords . .

or onie of thair adherencis in this laitt actioun. 1633
BP. HALL Hard Texts 399 A great part of the Romane
adherencie shall fall off from her. 1662 H. STUBBE Indian
Nectar 4 The late changes in our Nation have disengaged
me from my former adherencies.,

Adherent (^dhi^rent),**. and sb.
;
also 7 adhe-

rent. [a. Fr. adherent, ad. L. adh&rent-cm pr. pple.

of adhxre-re : see ADHERE.]
A., adj.

1. Sticking fast (to), clinging, attached materially.

1615 SANDYS Trav. 215 On the South side vpon a rocke,

and adherent, stood the castle. 1725 POPE Odyssey v. 547

Close to the cliff with both his hands he clung, And stuck

adherent. 1857 J. G. WOOD Com. Obj. Sea-sh. 45 It is better

that they [porphyra] should be adherent to some stone or

shell. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesnv. via. 240 Marked by two bands

of adherent incrustation.

2. Jiff.
Attached as an attribute or circumstance.

1588 FRAUNCE Laiuiers Logike i. viii. 41 An adjunct is

eyther inherent in the subject, or adherent to it. 1651

HOBBES /.>*/# n. xxvii. 151 A Passion so adhaerent to the

Nature of man. 1725 WATTS Logic ii. 4- Wks. 1814 VII.

325 Modes are said to be inherent or adherent . . Adherent

or improper modes arise from the joining of some accidental

substance to the chief subject, which yet may be separated
from it

;
so when a bowl is wet or a boy is cloathed, these

are adherent modes. 1825 COLERIDGE Wks. II. 213 The
transitoriness adherent to all antithesis ;

for the identity or

the absolute U alone eternal.

f 3. Attached in sympathy, or as a companion,

partizan, or follower. Const, to. Obs.

'ic 1400 Test. Love i. (R.) My seruauntes shoulden . . bee

adherand to his spouse. 1451 in Rymer Foedera (1710! XI.

201 All othir that woll be to Me adherent in this Party. 1548

HALLOinw.Ed. IV. an. 3 All persones which were adherent

to his aduersaries part. 1602 FITLBECKE First Pt. ofParallel?

86 It is treason . . to be adherent to the King's enemies.

4. Bot. United to each other, though normally
not only distinct but belonging to distinct whorls

of the plant or flower ; adnate.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 44 The stamens slightly ad-

ADHESION.
herent to the base of the petals. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. IT.

157 The coat of the latter [Sweet Chestnut] is a perianth,
adherent to an inferior ovary.

B. sl>.

1. One who adheres to a person, party, or system ;

a partizan, follower, or supporter. Const, of a

person, of (fo obs.) a thing.
c 1460 FORTKSCUE Aos. ff Litn. Men. '1714' 66 His said

Kyng had made such End, with him, his Adherents and
Fautours, as he desired. 1528 MORE Hcrcsycs\\\. Wks. 1557
222/1 Luther and his adherentes holde this heresy, that all

holy order is nothing. 1606 HOLLAND Suetonius 137 The
dependants and adherents of Seianus. 1758 JOHNSON Idler
No. 10 F 10 Jack Sneaker is a hearty adherent to the present
establishment. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. E>;g. I. 22 The ad-

herents of Lancaster rallied round a line of bastards, and
the adherents of York set up a succession of impostors. 1862

H. SPENCKR First Princ. i. i. i. (1875) 4 The presumption
that any current opinion is not wholly false, gains in strength

according to the number of its adherents.

1 2. That which adheres to anything ;
an attached

property or quality. Obs.

1636 HKALEY Epictcttts x.vxi. 37 All those goods which
are peculiar adherents to the nature of man. 1645 MILTON
Tctrachfrdon (1851) 162 Not a true limb . . but an adherent,
a sore, the gangrene of a limb.

Adherently (a'dhi->Tentli), adv. rare", [f.

prec. + -LY~.] In an adherent manner. Todd 1818.

Adherer (a-dhl-vroi). 'tOhs. [f.
ADHERE -r-ER 1

.]

One who adheres or gives his adhesion (to an act,

proposal, etc.). More general and loose in its ap-

plication than adherent, which implies a professed
or organized adherer.

1635 F. WIUTK Sabhath-day 192 A labyrinth, out of which
he and his adherers [printed adheres] will not easily free

themselves. 1649 DKTMM. OF HAWTII. James /'. \Vks. 1711,
106 It is an errour of state . . to condemn to deatli the ad-
herers to new doctrine. 1650 J. Row i son >///$/. K'irk Scott.

(1842' 485 This Supplication given in to the Councill, the

number of adhearers there to multiplied dayhe. 1733 SWIFT
Chinee ofRecorder Wks. 1745 VIII. 286 A firm adherer to the

established church.

Adherescent (ae
:dhfre'sent),flE. rare*, [ad. L.

adhtvrcsccnt-cm pr. pple. of adhxr?sc-cret inceptive
of adhwc-re to ADHERE.] Tending to adhere ;

adhesive.

1775 FiicuuNr, in /'/;,'/. Trans. IX. 229 These subdivided

parts [of a guinea! are by some observed to lose in a great

degree their adherescent quality.

Adhering (itdhl-'-rin

1

), vM. sb, [f.
ADHEKE +

-ING 1

.]
The act or process of sticking, clinging,

or remaining attached. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1611 COTR., Adhesion, an'adhering, cleaving, sticking fast

unto. 1681 M ANTON Sa-t. (m r$, cxix. 92 Wks. 1872 VII.

426 The adhering of the soul to the promises is the un-

questionable way to obtain a sound peace. 1754 CHATHAM
Lett, to AV///cw iv. 23 A more serious danger is . . the ad-

hering perhaps to false and dangerous notions. Mod. The
limpet has the power of adhering firmly to the rock.

Adhering (a-dhl-Tini, ///. a. [f.
ADHERE +

-ixc-.] Sticking, clinging, abidingly attached.

1657 Divine Lone 197 Vet by the Grace of God will I haue
noe adheringe Affection to them. 1695 WOODWARD Nat.
Hist. Earth (1723! 19 Metallick or mineral matter, adhering

firmly in Lumps to the Outsides of them. 1807 CRABBE/^.
Reg. in. iSy Then from the adhering clasp the keys unbound.

Adhesion u^-dh/'ganl. Also 7 adheesion. [a.

Fr. adhesion, ad. L. adhesion-em, n. of action, f.

adh;vs- ppl. stem of adhivre-re to ADHERE.]
1. The action of sticking (to anything) by physical

attraction, viscosity of surface, or firm grasping.
Also a particular instance of such clinging. In

Path. The unnatural union of surfaces consequent

upon inflammation.

1645 HOWELL Lett. v. ii To the nutrition of the body,
there are two Essential! conditions requir'd . . concoction

and agglutination or adhesion. 1661 BOYLE Spring fy

Weight ofAir \. iv. (1682* 10, I could not find the Adhesion
of the Finger to the Tube to be near so strong as our author

related. 1794 SULLIVAN l-'iezv of Nat. I. 120 The strong
adhesion of two leaden balls which touch by polished sur-

faces. 1804 ABERNKTHY Snrg, Obser-,: 224 A very slight

adhesion had taken place between the sigmoid flexure of the

colon and . . the peritoneum. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers n. 23.

352 A new adhesion occurs which holds the pieces together.

1875 F. AUCKLAND Log-book 125 One of the most remarkable

adhesions of oysters that ever came under my notice.

K.fig.
31641 BP. MONTAGU Acts fy Man. (1642) 122 He was. .

separated from us in inseparable adhesion to perfection.

1779 J. MOORE Vicu' of Sec. II. xcvi. 436 There
are,^

how-

ever, so many repelling points in the American and French

chaiacters, that I cannot imagine the adhesion between them
could be of long duration.

2. The action of attaching oneself, or of remaining

attached, to a person, party, or tenet, as a partizan,

supporter, or follower. To give in one's adhesion :

to declare oneself an adherent, join as a supporter.

1624 BP. MONTAGU New Gagg 164 For faith is an adhesion

unto God. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. vi. 20 The
mortallest enemy unto knowledge . . hath been a peremptory
adhesion unto authority. 173* LEDIARD Stthos II. vin. 166

[It] carries with it the condition of a sincere adhesion to

my interest. 1846 PRESCOTT Fen/, ff Isab. I. iv. 197 The
Pimentels . . now openly testified their adhesion to her

[Isabella's] niece. 1851 HUSSEY Papal Power \\\, 136 John
. . and the Synod under him, sent in their adhesion to Rome,

1863 KINCLAKE Crimea (1876) I. xiii. 209 Austria had never

ceased to declare her adhesion to her accustomed policy.



ADHESIVE.

3. Psych. Intimate and involuntary association of
ideas and action.

1855 BAIN Senses fy Intuit, n. i. 322 (L.) There grows up in
course of time an adhesion between the tension of the rota-

tor muscles and the several movements of walking, and at
last they coalesce in one complete whole. Ibid. 325 It is

within the cerebral hemispheres that the adhesion takes place.

4. Bot. Union of organs by confluence of normally
unlike parts, such as the distinct floral whorls ;

in

opposition to cohesion, the coalescence of like parts,
such as the margins of organs in the same whorl.
1857 HENFREY Bot. 94 No case is known of adhesion of

the three inner circles, with a free calyx. 187* OLIVKR
Elan. Bot. i. iv. 27 Union of corolla to stamens, or ovary to

calyx, or of stamens to corolla or to pistil, is due to adhesion

-parts of different whorls or series being concerned.

5. Any substance or circumstance which adheres ;

an attendant, appendage, or accessory, rare.

1743 tr, Heister's Surg. 300 Having freed the disordered

Artery from its Adhesions. 1827 CARLYLE Misc. 1. 14 Cast-

ing off all foreign, especially all noxious adhesions. 1839 -47
TODD Cycl. A nat. # Phys. III. 748/1 The adhesions which are
formed by the consolidation of coagulable lymph.

Adhesive (sedhrsiv), a.
\

also 7 adhaesive.

[a. Fr. adhcsif, -ifc, as if ad. L. *cuihxsivus. See
ADHESION and -IVE.]
1. Having the property of adhering ; sticky.
1775 GOOCH in Phil. Trans. LXV. 374, I apply a circular

plaster, moderately adhesive. 1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. II.

36 The paste, made by boiling wheat-flour in water, ceases
to be adhesive after having been frozen. 1858 H. MILLER
Cruise of Betsey \\. 258 The Klackpots clay is. . so adhesive,
that I now felt . . as if I had got into a bed of birdlime.

2. Furnished with an appliance for adhesion.

Adhesive envelope, one having a gummed flap.

1854 MAYHEW Loud. Lab. I. 287 The envelopes are sold
at from 6d. to 15^. the dozen : the higher-priced being
adhesive.

S.yfy. Apt or tending to adhere, cling to, or per-
severe in.

1670 O. H. tr. Hist. Cardinals in. Si. 262 To render the elec-

tion of the Pope more tedious, and pernicious, that is,

more adhaesive to the World, a 1748 THOMSON ij.) If slow,

yet sure, adhesive to the track, Hot steaming up. a 1845
HOOD Cranial, iv. (1871) 333 What severs man and wife? a

simple Defect of the Adhesive pimple.

Adhesively ul-dhrsivli), adv. we~. [f. prec.

-LY-.] 'In an adhesive manner.' Todd iSiS.

Adhesiveness (a-dhrsivnes). [f. as prec. +
-NES3.1

1. The quality of being adhesive
;
the power of

adhering; stickiness, viscosity, tenacity. ///. andy^f.
1839 LADY LYTTON Cheveley led. 2) II. ix. 283 Adamantine

adhesiveness to a particular principle. 1868 Morn. Star
6 Mar., The adhesiveness and tenacity of this cement are

truly extraordinary.
2. Phrcn. The faculty of forming and maintain-

ing attachments to persons. Psych. The tendency to

association of ideas which is the basis of memory.
1815 SPURZHEIM Physiognom. Sysf. Pref. 9 Attachment in-

dicates only the effect of this faculty, and I require a name I

to express the faculty of producing such effect . . and it

seems to me that the sound attachiveness would be infinitely
more disagreeable than adhesiveness. 1868 BAIN Mental fy

Moral Sc. n. i. 88 Natural adhesiveness usually shows itself

in special departments aptitude for languages, for science,
for music, etc. 1879 CHAMBERS Encyct. s. v. Phrenology,
Adhesiveness is strongest and its organ largest in woman.

t Adhi'bit, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. adhibit-ns, pa.

pple. of adhihe-re to hold towards, bring to, em-

ploy in, f. ad to + habe-re to hold.]
1. Brought or let in, admitted to.

J543 GRAFTON Contn. Harding's Chron. 492 To whiche
counsel there were adhibite very fewe, and they very secrete.

2. Brought into application, employed, used.

1528 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. xl. 78 The main-
tenance of this town . . requireth your grace's help and com-
fort to be adhibite in time. 1671 True Non-Conformist 118

Anointing . . the accustomed Symbole, adhibite in the exercise
of the Gift of healing.

Adhibit (ztdhrbit), v.
[f. prec., or on analogy

of vbs. so formed.]
1. To take in, let in, admit (a person or thing).
1528 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. Ii. 121 Whose coun-

sels the popes heretofore have most commonly adhibite and
followed. 1565 JEWEL, Repl. M. Harding <i6u) 133 The
conference betwixt Sylla . . and Bocchus King of Numidia,
had by meane of Interpreters adhibited of both parts. 1611
SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xviii. 40 To which counsell . . there
were adhibited very few. 1743 BAILEY, Adhibit, to admit.
1880 MUIRHEAD Gains n. 116 It avails nothing that the
testator's./?iw//rVz has been sold, the witnesses adnibited.

2. To put to or upon, to affix.

1567 MAPLET Greene Forest 48 It joyneth togither those
sinews which are cut, being adhibited and used plaister like.

1768 BOSWELL Corsica iii. (ed. 2) 239 We impose taxes and
contributions, we adhibit our seals. 1849 ALISON Hist.

Europe I.iv.g 52. 488 Will he adhibit to subsequent decrees
a sanction? 1862 Advt. in Old Mart,, The Subscribers to
the Shilling Edition of the Waverley Novels . . will receive
a set of Adhesive Labels, which may be adhibited to the
back of the Volumes.

3. To apply, employ, use, give, devote.

1574 T. NEWTON Health of Magistr. 71 So that so muche
space and time in the use thereof be adhibited. 1605 CAMDEN
Kem. 233 Wherevnto ought to be adhibited, first fervent

prayers then a lowely minde. 1656 EARL MONM. Advt.fr.
Parnass.^f}^ The pernitious disease of politicians . . not to

adhibit faith to such actions as have a certain affected ap-

pearance of extraordinary goodness.
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4. To apply as a remedy, to administer.

1654 T. WHITAKER BloodofGrape 33 (T.) Wine also that is

dilute may safely and profitably be adhibited in an apozemi-
call forme in fevers. 1725 BRADLEY Fant. Diet. s. v. Slinking
Breath^ Let this Bolus be adhibited Morning, Noon and
Night. 1864 R. F. BURTON Dahome 1. 123 Nothing but the

strongest drink, constantly adhibited, carried him through his

trials,

Adhibited (sedhi-bited), ppl. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

Admitted, applied, employed, administered.

<;i555 HARPSFIELD Divorce of Hen. VIII (1878) 45 The
wife and the man may with their mutual consent adhibited
and foregoing enter into religion. [See also prec.]

Adhibiting (dhi-bitin\ vbl. sb.
[f,

as prec. +

-iXGi.] The action of admitting, applying, or ad-

ministering. (Now gerundial.
1

)

1720 BLAIR in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 37 Next to the ad-

hibiting of the Bitters in substance, such as Wormwood,
Gentian, and Camomile Flowers, this is the most convenient
way of administring them. 1859 R. F. BURTON in Jrnl. R. G. S.

XXIX. 390 In common diseases . . they will condescend
to such

profane processes as adhibiting sternutatories.

Adhlbition (sedhibi-Jan). [ad. L. adhibition-em
admission, application, n. of action, f. adhibe-re :

see ADHIBIT
<7.] The action of adhibiting ; a. of

affixing ; b. ofapplying, employing, administering.
1654 T. WHITAKER Blood of Graj>e 55 The adhibition of

dilute wine. 1742 BAILEY, Adhibitimi^ A taking or apply-
ing to. 1835 L. HUNT Land. Jrnl. No. 53. 98 An apple pie
was improved bjr

the adhibition of a quince. 1848 ARNOCLD
Mar. Insur. \. iii. (18661 1. 142 The adhibition of the Seal of
the body corporate. 1838 Chambers Jrnl. No. 331 quoting
Edin. Kez 1

. on Homceop. t Every sickness . . must by the ad-
hibition of proper medicines be converted into a similar,
but more energetic artificial sickness.

II Ad hominem (x-d hominem), phrase. [L.
ad to, hominem ace. of homo a man.] A phrase
applied to an argument or appeal founded on the

preferences or principles of a particular person
rather than on abstract truth or logical cogency.
1748 HARTLEY Observ. an Man \. iii. 2. 359 The Argu-

ment here alleged is only one ad hominem. 1787 BENTHAM
Def. of Usury vili. 83 This argument ad hominem, as it may
be called.

t Adho'rn, v. Obs. rare-1
,

[f.
L. ad\& + HORN.]

Used (jocularly, and with ref. to adoni), for 'to

plant horns on,' to cuckold.

1605 CHAPMAN All Fools in Dodsl. O. P. (1780) IV. 146 O
yes, he adores you and adhorns me. 1612 Widdawes
Tcarcs ( Plays 1873) III. 9 While you adhorne their temples.

t Adho rt, v. Obs. [ad. L. adhorta-ri to en-

courage, urge on
;

f. ad to + horta-ri to incite.]

To urge, exhort, incite.

1539 TAVERN F.H Onrd. \l'y$doiiic\\, 42 b, Adhortyngeoffycers
and rulers to punysh offendours. 1598 R. BERNARD Terence's
Ennnch in. v, I adhort them thereto, and they make readie
with speede. 1605 CAMDEN Rent. 231 Sadolet adhorted him
vnto the studie of Philosophy. 1631 DONNE Biathanatos

(1644) 130 The writers in the Romane Church . . obliquely
adhort these inordinate Fasts and other disciplines.

T Aclhorta'tion, Obs. [ad. L. adhortation-em,
n. of action, f. adhortat- ppl. stem of adhortd-ri :

see ADHORT.] Exhortation to or toward anything;

encouragement, persuasion.
1536 CHUKK Remedyfor Sedition E i b, The swete adhort -

ations, the hyghe and assured promises that God maketh
unto us. 1651 J. F[REAKE] Agrippa's Occ. Pkilos. To Trit.

4 Your ardent adhortation put courage and boldness into

me. 1659 GLLL Amcndm. Bible 604 A forcible cohortation,

adhortation, or manifold exhortation. [Also in mod. Diets.]

t Adho'rtatory, a. Obs. [f.
L. adhortat- (see

prec.) + -oRY, as if ad. L. *adhortatoriusl\ Of or

pertaining to adhortation
; hortatory ; persuading

or urging to a course.
1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. III.n. 119 This 'Wear not

a Ring
'

is likewise adhortatory. 1697 PormAilttff, Greece
i. xxvi. (1715) 164 Some adhortatory Lessons. . are to be pri-

vately inculcated. [Also in mod. Diets.]

Adiabatic (ardiabartik), a. Physics, [f.
Gr. dSirl-

0ctT-os not to be passed through (f.
a not + did

through + /SGTO'S passable, vbl. adj. f. &a-iv-tv to

go) + -ic.] Impassable {sc. to heat) ; existing under

a constant temperature, i.e. when no heat enters

or leaves the substance.

1877 WORMELL Thermodyn. 130 If a substance can expand
without gain or loss of heat, and a curve is drawn, such
that the abscissa and ordinate ofany point respectively repre-
sent the volume of a unit of mass, and the corresponding

pressure for unit of area, this curve i* termed an adiabatic

line. 1882 SIEMENS in Nature XXV. 603 Let us suppose
that the attenuated matter in space has a temperature of

160 on the absolute scale, and that it is 3000 times more
rarified than when it reaches by adiabatic compression the

solar photosphere.

Adiabatically (?e
:diaboe

-

tikali), adv. Physics.

[f. prec. + -AL + -LY 2
.]

In an adiabatic manner ; so

that heat neither enters nor leaves (a substance).
1882 Eng. Mech. No. 887. 48 In a non-conducting cylinder,

the fluid expanding adiabatically.

Adia'bolist (sedijae-btflist). rare-*, [f. Gr. d

priv. + 5idoA-os devil + -IST.] One who does not

believe in the existence of a Devil.

1646 GAULE Cases ofConsc. 2 Both for the Atheist and the

Adiabolist.

Adiactinic (te^iaekti-nik), a. CJuni. [f. \-pref.

14 + DIACTINIC.] Not diactinic ;
not transmitting

the chemical rays of light.
1880 Nineteenth Cent. Mar. 529 Those substances which

ADIAPNEUSTIA.
are chemically transparent are said to be diactinic ; while
those which are chemically opaque are, of course, adiactinic.

Adiantum (Kdi,a:-ntm). Bot. [L., ad. Gr.
adiavTov maiden-hair, prop. adj.

'

unwetted,' f. d
not + Stalv-fiv to wet

;
so called from the way in

which the surfaces of the fronds resist wetting.]
1. A genus of ferns, having more or less wedge-
shape pinnules on slender black shining stems, and

marginal sori, covered by distinct indusia, of which
one species (A. Capillus Veneris^, commonly called

True Maiden-hair, is a rare native of Britain.

1706 PHILLIPS, Adiantum, The Herb Maiden-Hair, so call'd

because its Leaves take no wet. 1866 MOORE Treas. Bot.

'20 In Adiantum the spore-cases are not attached to the

frond, but to the under side of the indusium.

2. Herb, and/c/. The Black Maiden-hair, a spe-
cies of Spleenwort(^j^/^z?/;// Adiantum-nigmnf).
1866 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 536 Maidenhair, black adiantum,

and blue violets hanging from the brink.

Adiaphanous (rediiie'fanas), a. rarer. [f. Gr.
d priv. + diaphanous] Not translucent, opaque,
f Adia-phoracy, -icie, improp. ff. ADIAPHOHY.
1612 COCKERAM, Adiaphoricie, indifferency. 1847 CRAIG,

Adiap/wrafy, indifference, neutrality.

j-Adia'phoral, a. Obs. [f. Gr. dSia^o/^os, in-

different +-AL'.] Indifferent in the eyes of the

church, or of theologians ;
= ADIAPHOROUS I.

1593 G. HARVEY Pierce s Snpererog. 92 Why may not such
. . condescend to a like toleration of matters adiaphorall ?

Adiaphorisxn.(a:di|De'f6riz'm). [f.Gr.d5[<i<j>op-o5

indifferent + -ISM.] Religious or theological indif-

ference ; indifferentism, latitudinarianism.
1866 Macm. Mag. Oct. 472 Much that has of late been

called Toleration has been only adiaphorism. 1881 STANLEY
Chr. Inst. viii. 167 If this absolute adiaphorism could be
made to take possession of the popular mind.

Adiaphorist (sediioe'forist), sb. and a. [f. as

prec. + -IST.] A. sb.

1. One indifferent about points of theological dis-

cussion ; an indifferentist, or latitudinarian.

1645 Lib. ofConsc. 30 When the Magistrate is a Nullifidian,

Neutralist, and Adiaphorist. 1710 W. HUME Sacr. Succes-
sion 169 There is one text, which . . if it confound not our

adiaphorists, may make them indifferently modest.

2. Eccl. Hist. A member of a sect so called ;

moderate Lutherans, who held some things, con-

demned by Luther, to be indifferent or non-essential.

a 1564 BECON Articles o/Chr. Rflig. Wlcs. 1844,401 In the

freewill men, in the libertines, in the Adiaphorists. 1738
NKAL Hist. Puritans (1822) I. 56 Those who complied [to

the Interim of Charles V] were for the most part Lutherans,
and carried the name of Adiaphorists. 1831 MACAULAY
Burhigh 118541 223/1 Those German Protestants who were
called Adiaphorists . . considered the Popish rites as matters

indifferent.

B. ailj. Theologically indifferent.

1882 Spectator n Feb. 195/1 Fused, as Catholicism and
Protestantism once seemed likely to become fused, while

England for a moment became Adiaphorist

Adiaplioristic (sedi|a:f5rrstik), a.
[f. prec.

+ 1C.] Relating to adiaphorism or the adiapliora.

1844 MACLAINE tr. Alosheim's Eccl. Hist. xvi. n. i. 28 That
violent scene of contention . . called the Adiaphoristic con-

troversy.

Adiaph.orite(sedi,a:-for3it).=ADiAPHORisTAj.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. 1847 CRAIG.

11 Adiaphoron (sedi|DS'foron), a. and sb. arch.

PI. adiaphora. [Gr. dSia<t>op-ov, adj. neut., indiffer-

ent ;
f. d not + &ia<t>opos differing ;

f. Sid apart +

tptpftv to bear.] A thing indifferent, upon which

the Church has given no decision ;
a non-essential.

(Once very common as a theological term.)

1553-87 F'OXE A. <j-
M. (1596) 51/1 The celebration of

Easterdaie remained adiaphoron, as a thing indifferent in

the church, a 1651 J. SMITH Set. Disc. iv. 126 These we

may safely reckon, I think, amongst our adiaphora in mo-

rality, as being in themselves neither good nor evil. 1865
PUSEY Truth, fy Off. Eng. Ch. 207 Images are to be reckoned

among the adiaphora, wnich do not belong to the substance

of religion.
( ,

Adiaphorous (xdiiarforas) a. [f. Gr. aSicufop-os

indifferent + -ous.]
1. Indifferent, immaterial, non-essential ; neutral.

1635 F. WHITE Sabtatk 27 Divine Lawes . . command or

prohibite actions, which before the position of the outward

Law, are adiaphorous. 1647 JEH. TAYLOR Lib. Prophts. Ep.
Ded. 7 Matters adiaphorous, as meats and drinks and holy

dayes. Ibid. v. 93 We are taught to have no obligation in

them but to be adiaphorous, 1657 TOMLINSON Rfnou's Disp.

220 Wine therefore is adiaphorous and indifferent, good or

evil, as its use is good or evil. 1748 HARTLEY Ooserv. art

Man i. ii. i. 116 The Sensations [the tangible Qualities of

Bodies] are for the most part, adiaphorous ones.

f 2. Chem. Neutral in chemical properties ;
nei-

ther alkaline nor acid. Obs.

a 1691 BOYLR (J.) Our adiaphorous spirit may be obtained,

by distilling the liquor that is afforded by wood and divers

other bodies.

3. Med. Incapable of doing either harm or good.
WEBSTER cites DUNGLISON.

tAdia-phory. Obs. [ad. Gr. d8ia^>opio: see

quot.] Indifference, indifferentism.

t6o T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. (17011 98/2 The Opinion
which he taught was aSio^opwi, indifference. 1741 BAILEY,

Adiapkory, indifferency.

II Adiapneustia (a;:diapni'stia). Mca. [Gr.



ADIATHERMIC.

uSmm'fvinia (. a. not + 8m through + vvfvOT-, f. mi-
ni> to breathe.] Defective or impeded perspiration.

1706 PHILLII-S, Atfiapneitstin, a breathing thro' the Pores

of the Bociy. '74* BAILEY, Atiia^nenstia, a Diminution or

Obstruction of Natural Perspiration. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Adiatherniic (a::diaj>3umik), a. Physics, [f. Gr.

a not + 5idftpn-tis warmed through + -1C.] (Seequot.)
1867 W. MILLER Elem. Chem. I. 271 Melloni terms those

bodies . . which do not so allow this transmission of heat . .

athermanous or adiathermic.

t A'dible, a. 06s. rare-', [ad. late L. adibilis

accessible, f. adl-re to go to : see -KLK.] Accessible.

1568 C. WATSOX Polyb. 87 b, To keep themselves continu-

ally in the sides of the mountains and in adible wayes.

Adicity ;*drsiti). Client, [f.
-AD i, after atom-

icity^ Combining capacity, according as an element

or non-saturated compound is a inoitaJ, dyad, etc.

1882 ODLING in Nature XXV. No. 642, 379 A considera-

tion of the valency or adicity of the elements.

Adieu (adi/7
-

), int., also adv., sb., and ellipt. vb.

Forms: 4-7 adew(e; 5-7 adue
; 5 adyeu, adieux;

6 adeu ; 7 adiew\e ; 4- adieu, [a. Fr. adieu, f. a.

to + dieu God, i.e. 'I commend you to God !' ori-

ginally said to the party left, as 'Farewell!' was
to the party setting forth.] A. int.

1. An expression of kind wishes at the parting .of

friends, sinking into a mere formula of civility at

parting. Good-bye! farewell! arch.

1393 Gowr.R Con/. II. 250 He saide : Adewe my swete may.
1440 I. SHIRLEY Dethe of James 29 Adieux. To God I you
beteche. 1509 HAWES Past. Ft. xx. xi.v, Farewell, swete
herte ! farewell farewell, farewell ! Adieu, adieu ! 1387
FLEMING Cantn. Holiiished III. 292/1 So with this grace
good queene now heere adue. 1697 DRYDKN Virgil, Past. iii.

123 (1721) Adieu my Dear, she said, a long Adieu. 1850
TENNYSON In Mem. Ivii. 16 And '

Ave, Ave, Ave,' said,
'

Adieu, adieu
'

for evermore.

2. fig. An expression of regret at the loss or de-

parture of anything ;
or a mere exclamatory re-

cognition of its disappearance ;
= Away !, no longer,

no more, all is over with.

c 1400 Test. Love II. (1560) 292/1 Adewe and adewe blis.

0430 LYDG. Bochas in. vii. (1554) 79 a, Touching defence,
adue al hardinesse. 1586 G. WHITNEY in Fair's S. P. (1845!
I. 209 Adve, deceiptfull worlde, thy pleasures I detest. 1586
JAMES VI in Ellis Orig.Lett. i. 222. III. 14 Then adeu with

my dealing with thaime. 1652 ASHMOLE Tlieatr. Chftn.
Brit. xiii. 216 Adew my song and al my notes cler. 1777
HUME Ess. fy Treat. I. 377 Adieu to all ideas of nobility,

gentry, and family.

B. adv.

fl. Togo adieu: to go away, depart finally. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS sErteis I. vi. 174 Thus he repreuis, hot sche
is went adew. 1575 CHURCHYARD Chippes (1817) 151 And
set the world agoing once adue It is mutch like a streame
that hath no stay.

2. To bid or say adieu (to) : to take affectionate,

regretful, or formal leave of. (Here it approaches
the character of a noun.)
1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowle 11. Ixv. (1859) 59, I bad hym adyeu.

1634 H. SMITH 6 Serin. 1 1 Bid conscience adiewe. 1771 Jitnins
Lett. xlii. 221 The king . . bids adieu to amicable negociation.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. (1873) 119 The old man arose and bid
them adieu.

C. Hence so. An affectionate or formal leave-

taking ; a parting word ; a farewell
; esp. to make

or take adieu.

(1374 CHAUCER Tray I. it. 1084 And said, he wold in
trouthe alwey hym holde, And his adew made. 1591 WARNER
Albion's Eng. vm. xl. (1612) 196 Their eies . . now looke their
last adew. 1601 SHAKS. A ll's Well 11. i. 53 Too cold an adieu.
1606 A nt.9[ Cl. iv. v. 14 Write to him, gentle adieu's, and
greetings. 1653 A. WILSON James I, 251 The Queen spoke
her own Adieu in French. 1703 POPE Sappho 1 1 1 Sure 'twas
not much to bid one kind adieu, c 1815 Miss AUSTEN
Nortkang. Ab. (1833^ I. xv. 98 His adieus were not long. 1855
TENNYSON Daisy 85 What more we took our last adieu.

D. ellipt. as v. To bid farewell to; to take
leave for ever of.

1602 CAREW Corn-wall iiia, Shepherd adiews his swym-
ming flocke, The Hinde his whelmed haruest hope,

t Adi'ght, v. Obs. Forms: Inf. ? i adiht-an; 2-3
adiht-eii

; 3-4 adijt-e(n, adyjht-e ; 4 adyte ; 4-6
adyght(e; 6 adight, addight. Pa.pfle. i-3adiht,
later adi;t, adyjt, adyht, adyght, adight. [f. A-
pref. i intensive + diht-an to compose, set in order :

see DIGHT. In i6th c. the prefix was erroneously re-

fashioned as ad-, afterwords from Fr. in a-: L. a;/-.]
1. To prepare, dispose, order, appoint.
c 1120 Leg. St. Katk. 1382 f>e deore Drihtin . . haueS

adlht us to dei to drehe bis deao. a 1250 Omltf Night. 326
And so ich mine song adijte. 1:1315 Pol. Songs II. 329
[He] adihteth him a gay wenche. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems
A. 349 Deme dry^tyn, euer hym adyte.
2. To '

appoint
'

with attire
;

to equip, attire,

dress, deck.
c 1400 Gamelyn 634 Yonder ben tuo yonge men, wonder

wel adight. c 1450 LONELICH Grail xxxvi. 125 Ryaliche sche
was adyht. 11460 Lybtaus Discomu 227 in Ritson Met.
Rom. II. 10 An hawberk bryght, That rychely was adyght.
1581 STUDLEY Seneca's Trag. 191 And mee addight In shape,
that may be suitable vnto my playntiffe plight.

tAdi'ghting, vbl. sb. Obs.; also 6 addighting
[f. prec. + -ING!.] Preparing, preparation.
I57 MAPLET Greene Forest 49 Wolfbane .. which the

huntesman vscth . . with the which after their addighting they
destroy Wolues.

Ill

I Adigre'ssioil. Obs. rare. [perh. by attraction
of article a in phrases like ' to make a digression.']
= Digression.
1482 Monk of Elitsham (1869* 35 And nowe after this adi-

gression go we ageyne to the narracion.

Adill, obs. form of ADDLE.
t A'dimate, v. Obs. rare~ l

. [improp. f. L. adim-
tre to take away (see ADEEM) + -ATE :

'.]

1657 TOMI.INSON Kenan's Disp. 339 Woodbind . . adimates
singultion.

t Adi'mpleate, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [improp. f. L.

adimplc-rt to fill up (f. ad- intensive simple-re to

fill) -r -ATE'!.] To fill Up.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 328 It adimpleats ulcers

with flesh and cures them.

i Adimple'tion. Obs. rare-'1, [ad. L. adimplc-
tion-cin completing, fulfilling, n. of action f. adim-

ple-re : see prec.] Completion, fulfilment.

1650 Kepi. Sanderson 10 We owe time, which may suspend
the adimpletion of a Promise, but not its obligation.

i Acli'ii, v. Obs. rare. Forms: 3 adune, 5 adene.

[f. K-pn'f. i intensive + DIN v., OE. dynian, f. dyne
sb. noise, DIN.] To din

;
to deafen, stun with noise.

a 1250 Owl fy Night. 337 Mid }>ine pipinge ^u adunest pas
mounts caren bar bu wunest. 1426 AUDELAY 78, 1 was adenyd
of that dynt, Hit stonede me, and mad me stont.

. Act infijiitiiiu (x--d infinai-tum), adv.phr. [L.

ad\.o,infinltum infinity, prop.neut.of adj. infinttiis

endless.] Without limit, endlessly, for ever.

1678 BUNYAN Pilgi'. Apol. 17 I'll put you by your selves,
lest you at last Should prove ad hifinitutii. 1733 SWIFT On
Poetry Wks. 1755 IV. i. 194 A flea Hath smaller fleas that on
him prey, And these have smaller still to bite 'em, And so

proceed ad infinititni. 1860 ADLF.R Prfn'cnc. Poet. iii. 48
The character of their execution varied ad hifinitiim.

Adinole (re-din<7l). Min. A variety of A [.BITE.

1837 So DANA Mineral. 351 Adinole is probably albitic.; it

is reddish, from Sala, Sweden.

IIAd interim (x-d i-nterim), adv. phrase, also
used as adj. [L. ait to, for, interim adv.

' meanwhile'
used subst.] adv. During the intervening time,
meanwhile, adj. Temporary.
1856 farmer's Mag. Nov. 377 That ad interim the recom-

mendations of the Lords Committee of 1851 would be acted
upon. 1880 SIR E. REED Japan I. 123 The story of the ad
interim empress or regent . . has already in the main been
told. 31od. An ad interim injunction was granted.

. Adillve'lltioil. Obs. [ad. L. adimicntion-cm,
n. of action f. adinvem-rc, f. ad to, in addition +
inveni-rc to INVENT.] An invented addition.
1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Smule n. xliii. (1859) 49 They peruertyn

hooly Scripture, cloutynge with vycyous adinuencyons the
lawe of Crystes Gospel. -1630 JACKSON Creed xn. cxxii.
Wks. XII. 165 Additions or adinventions unto the ancient
or primitive canon of Catholic faith.

t A'dipal, a. 0/>s.- [ad. L. adipal-is greasy, f.

adip-ein fat.]
' Fat or gross.' Blount 1656.

tA'dipate, v. Obs.-"
[f. L. adipat-us fatty,

greasy, f. adip-ein fat.] 'To feed fat.' Cockeram 1626.

Adipescent (redipe-sent), a. [f. L. adip-em fat

+ -ESCENT in imitation of ppl. adjs. f. inceptive vbs.
as adolescent, obsolescent^ Becoming fatty.
1847 D. CRAIGIE Elem. Anat. vi. i. 2 (1848) 1032 The

adipescent transformation of the organ.

Adipic(adi-pik),a. Chem. [f.L. adip-em fat +-ic.]
In Adipic acid, C, H 10 O 4 , a dibasic, diatomic acid,
obtained by the oxidation of fats with nitric acid.

1877 FOWNES Afati. Chem. II. 349.

AdipOCerate (redip^-seivit),
v. rare~. [f.

ADIPOCEKE + -ATES in imitation of ulcerate]
' To

convert into adipocere.' Craig 1847.

Adipoceration (aedip/>:ser<
T
i-j3n). rare-", [n.

of action f. prec.]
' The process of changing into

adipocere.' Craig 1847.

Adipocere (e-dipo,sl<>:j). Also adipocire. [a.
Fr. adipocire (1 787) ;

f. L. adip-em fat + Fr. fire, L.
cera wax.] A greyish white fatty or saponaceous
substance, chiefly Margarate of Ammonia, spon-
taneously generated in dead bodies buried in moist

places or submerged in water
; supposed to be pro-

duced by the reaction of ammonia upon the marga-
rine and oleine of the animal fat and muscular fibre.

1803 NICHOLSON Jrnl. Nat. Pkilos. 135 This fluid [alcohol]
when boiling, dissolves about its own weight of adipocire.
1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. 4- Phys. I. 56/1 Adipocere . . is a soap
composed of margaric acid and ammonia. 1877 ROBERTS
Ilandbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 63 The conversion of muscle into

adipocere after death is a form of fatty degeneration.

Adipoceriform (a^dipoisIo-rifiJ.im) a. Having
the form or appearance of adipocere.
1878 Syd. Soc. Lex. Adipoceriform tumours.

Adipocerous (sedip^-serss), a. [f. prec. + -ous.]
Of the nature of adipocere.
c 1850 A. S. TAYLOR Med. Jnrisp. (1873) I. vii. 129 The adi-

pocerous state of the body could not have been brought
about in less than six weeks. 1852 Ross tr. Hnmboldt's
Trav. II. xvi 54 Sebaceous and adipocerous matter, capable
of being used in the fabrication of soap.

Adipose (asdipou-s), a. and sb. [ad. mod. L.

adipos-us fatty ;
f. adeps, adip-ein fat.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to adeps, or animal
fat ; fatty. Adipose tissue : the vesicular structure
in the animal body, which contains the fat.

ADJACENT.
J743 tr- ffeister's Snrg. 324 Encysted Tumours in the adi-

pose Parts of the Neck. 1794PALEY Nat. Theol. xi, Thecel-
Inlar or adipose membrane which lies immediately under the
skin, c 1854 CARPENTKR Man. Phys. \. iii. (18561 165 Adipose
tissue is composed of isolated cells . . which have the power
of appropriating fatty matter from the blood. 1881 MIVART
Cat 18 Fat, or adipose tissue, consists of round or oval vesi-
cles containing an oily matter.

B. sb, [sc. substance.] The animal fat
; the oil

or fat which fills the vesicles of the adipose tissue;
which in life is semifluid, but at death becomes
solid, and is known as suet or tallow.

1865 A. L. ADAMS in hitcll. Obsen-. No. 42, 435 The ex-
ternal adipose on the loins.

Adiposeness (aMlipJu-snes). [f. prec. + -NESS.]
The state of beinij fat ; fatness.
1868 H ELI'S Reahnah vm. (1876) 227 What are the compo-

nent parts of adiposeness ?

Adiposity (iulip^-Mti). [f. mod. L. adipos-us
fat + -ITV.] Fatness

;
or tendency to fatness.

1859 LI-.WKS rhys. Coin. Life I, ii. 149 Vinegar helps to

keep down an alarming adiposity. 1876 HARLMY Mat. Med.
320 Too free a use of sugar leads to adiposity.

AdipOUS (a.-dipos), a. [ad. Fr. adipeitx -eitsc

(i6th c.).] Abounding in or characterized by fat
;

fat ; fatty. (Less technical than ADIPOSE.)
1667 OLDENBURG in Phil. Trans, II. 553 Many Vessels,

which may be call'd Adipous or Fatty. 1721 KAILF.Y, Adi-

POHS, Full offal, greasy. [Also in ASH 1775, WEBSTER, etc.]

liAdi'pson. Med. [Or., neut. ofd&^osnot thirsty,
f. a priv. + Itya thirst.] A drink that allays thirst.

1651 N. I'.iccs .Y(-7(<7,>/A/. 229, 166 A drink in the infancy
of a feaver should be an adipsott,

AdipSOUS (adi-pns),
a. McJ.

[f.
as prec. +

-ous.] Allaying thirst.

1879 Sytf. .SV't-. /,,-.(-.

Adipsy (ordipsi). Med.
[f.

as prec. i -v :i

.]
Ab-

sence of thirst.

WFHSTKR cites Drx<;i.iso\.

Adistance (adrstans),ff//f. prop.////-. [A/;r/.'
+ DISTANT*:.] In or to a distance ; afar.

1809 J. BARLOW Colttmbiad \'. 275 A side-seen storm, a-

distance driven.

Adit fivditV Also 7 adyt, 7-8 audit, addit.

[ad. L. adit-us approach, access; f. ad to 4 ifits

going, f. 7-i'e to go.]
1. An approach ; .</Vv. a horizontal opening by

which a mine is entered, or drained.
1602 C?AKI-W Cwnwall ii b, They cal it the bringing of an

Addit or Audit when they begin to trench without, and
carrie the same thorow the ground to the Tynworke, some-
what deeper then the water doth lie, thereby to giue it

passage away. 1662 Fi I.I.KR W'ortliies iv. 3 Ky Adyts,
making their entrance., into the Mountain, at the lowest
levell lhcruof. 1704 KAY Creation n. -251 It being impossible
to make any Addits or Soughs to drain them. 1841 TRIMMKR
Fract. Gcol. $ A fin. 237 Many <jf the beds of coal are worked
by means of adits driven into the sides of the hills.

2. The action of approaching or coming to
;
ac-

cess, entrance, approach.
1847 TKNNYSON Frini?$s vi. 283 Yourself and yours shall

have free adit. 1859 Hn.i-s Friends in C. Ser. 11. II. ix.

186 Stjmi; means of adit to the imperial Executive.

tAdi'tion. OAv.- [att. L. adition-cm n. of

action f. adire, f. ad to + ire to go.]
' A going or

coming nigh to.' Bailey 1731, whence in J. etc.

tAdja'Cence. Obs. rare,
[f. late L. adjacentia

(see ADJACENCY) as if through Fr.
;
see -NCK.] The

state or condition of lying near.

1605 UACON Aih'. Learn, n. 30 Their adiacence to forreine
orvnlike bodies. 1652 URQUHART TV-Tiv/Wks. 1834, 270 The
Latines' vicinity and neer adjacence to Rome. 1870 SMITH
Syn. <V Antonyms, Contact . . Ant. Proximity, Adjacence.

Adjacency (ad^-sensi). [ad. lateL.(Z^/rt<r//<7,
n. of state f. adjacent-em : see ADJACENT. In med.
L. the pi. adjacentiae was in common use for '/oca

z'tcitta'
1

dependencies].
1. The quality or state of being adjacent, or of

lying near ; contiguity.
1805 Ii. MONTAGU tr. Bacon's De Sap. V

r
cter. 11860) 217

Regard is justly had to contiguity, or adjacency, in private
lands and possessions. 1858 DE QL-INCEY A utobicg. Sk. Wks.
II. 37 All great cities that ever were founded have sought
out, as their first and elementary condition, the adjacency
of some great cleansing river.

2. That which lies near. //. Adjacent or con-

tiguous places, environs, precincts, vicinity.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Kp. 64 At that point the needle

conforms unto the true Meridian, and is not distract by the

vicinity of Adjacencyes. 1726 DE FOE Hist, Devil (1822)61
He pitches his grand army, or chief encampment, in our ad-

jacencies, or frontiers. 1809 PINKNEY Trav. France 29, I re-

turned to Calais, and was accompanied to the immediate
adjacency by one of the parties. 1866 CARLYLE E. Irving
272 The Palais Royal and adjacencies.

Adjacent (adg*'snt),a.and.r, [^.^.adjacent-
em pr. pple. of adjace-re to lie near ; f. ad to +

jace-re to lie. Cf. Fr. adjacent, i6th c. in Littre.]
A. adj.

1. Lying near or close (to) adjoining ; contig-
uous, bordering. (Not necessarily touching, though
this is by no means precluded.) Adjacent angles, the

angles which one straight line makes with another

upon which it stands. Also_/f^. in Logic of near-

ness in resemblance.
f 1430 LYDG. Bochas v. xiii. (1554! 132 a, There wer two



ADJACENTLY.
cuntries therto adiacent. 1509 BARCLAY Ship ofFooles (1570)

104 [He] warred on other rcalmes adiacent. 1606 SHAKS.
Ant. <$ Cl. ii. ii. 218 A strange inuisible perfume hits the
sense Of the adiacent Wharfes. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 6
The Houses adjacent, and those which are opposite. 1745
DE FOE Eng. Tradesm. XI. xxxiv. 72 Those parts of Essex,
Surrey, and Kent, which lie adjacent to London. 1789-96
J. MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 302 The adjacent inhabitants had
assembled in arms. 1827 BOTTOM Course of Math. I. 317
The sum of the two adjacent angles DAC and DAB is equal
to two right angles. 1846 MILL Logic in. xxi. 4 (1868)
II. 108 With a reasonable degree of extension to adjacent
cases. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers i. 2. 20 Furnishing ourselves
with provisions at the adjacent inn.

fB. sb. That which is adjacent, or lies next to

anything ; an adjoining part ;
a neighbour. Obs.

1610 HEA LEY St. Ang. t City ofGod 721 The LXX rather

expressed the adjacents, then the place it selfe. 1635 SHEL-
FORD Disc. 220 (T.) He hath no adjacent, no equal, no corrival.

1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (i%40) 224 The whole place
and its adjacents.

Adjacently (ads^-sentli), adv. rare~. [f. prec.
+ -LY2

.] So as to lie near to, contiguously. Craig.

t Adject, ///. a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. adject-its

pa. pple. of adjic-cre to lay to ;
f. ad to +jai'-ere'to

cause to lie, lay, throw.]
A. ppl. a. (adje'Ct.) Annexed, joined ; adjective.

I432 "S<> TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. I. 195 By whiche
chaunce that londe and see adiecte to hit toke hit name.
1612 BRINSLEY Pos. Parts (1669) 41 How is a Participle de-

clined? With Number, Case, and Gender, as a Noun Adject.

B. sb. (a-dject.) An addition, additament; added

qualification.
1672 1'. jAcoMB(>^\*fl;. viii. (1868)216 He is God . . not a

made god, a contradiction in the adject. 1677 GALE Crt. of
Gentiles II. iv. 154 Doth it not implie a contradiction in the

Adject, that man should make a right use of his natural
abilities or prepare himself for the reception of supernatural
grace ?

Adje'Ct (ad.^e'kt), v. [ad. L. adjecta-re to put
to, add, freq. of adjic-ere, see prec. ;

thus having the

appearance of being f. ADJECT
.]

To annex, add,
or join.

1432-50 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. I. 89 The foreseide

Arsaces adiecte to his empyre the realme of Hircanes. 1538
LELAND Itin. III. 108 Sum Uisshop of Winchester renewed
the old Fundation adjecting more Lande. 1662 FULLER
Worthies xxiv. (1840) I. 93 They made the child's name by-

adjecting the syllable son to the appellation of the father.

1733 LINDSAY Interest ofScotl. 107 They adjected this Condi-
tion. 1832 J. AL-STIN Lect. Jnrisp. Ivt. 11879) 1 1- 925 The law

adjects to the title an element which is properly accidental.

t Adje'Ctament. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. med. L.

adjectaincnt-wn ihat which is added
;

f. adjecta-re \

see prec. and -MENT.] Anything thrown in by way
of addition ; an addition.

1630 NAUNTON Fragtn. Reg. '1870) 44 Sir Christopher
Hatton . . besides the graces of his person and dancing, had
also the adjectaments of a strong and subtill capacity.

Adjected (ad^e-kted^ ///. a.
[f.

ADJECT v. +

-ED.] Added on, annexed, appended (to}.

1538 LELAND Itin. III. 26 (R.) Removid from Cairmaerdin-

shire, and adjected to Pembrokeshire. idogSKtst: Rej. Mag.
55 Gif the donator fulfills not the condition adjected to the

donation. 1727 WODROW Corr. (1843) III. 307 Adebateabout
the adjected words as to his Deity. 1832 J. AUSTIN Lect.

Jnrisp. Ivii. (1879) II. 935 Many remarks touching solemni-
ties adjected to alienations apply mutatis mutandis to

solemnities adjected to other titles,

Adjectician ccd^ektijan^, a. Rom. Law. [f.
L.

adjecttci-ns ADJECTITIOUS + -AN.] (See quot.)
1880 MUIRHEA D Gains 448 Adjectician actions^T^e so-called

actiones adjecticise qualitatis, praetorian actions against
a paterfamilias in respect of debt contracted by ^.jilitts-

faniiliaf or a slave.

tAdje'Cting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. prec. + -ING 1
.]

Adding.
1639 UHL-MM. OF HAWTH. Wks. 1711, 230 If it be asked

whether adjecting or omitting be more to be tolerated? I

answer, Adjecting.

Adjection (ad^e-kjan). Also 4 adieccioun.

[ad. L. adjection-eni addition, n. of action, f. ad-

jirfre ; see ADJECT///, a.]
1. The action of adding, adding on, annexing or

appending ; addition.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boethi}ts(i%(&} 176 pe propre nature of It

ne makeb it nau,t. but be adieccioun of pk condicioun maki>
it. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. iv. viii. 5 Without

adjection Of your assistance. 1664 H. MORE ATyst. Inig.
309 The adjection of this last part of the Interpretation is of

special consequence. i8ji j.
AUSTIN Lect. Jnrisp. xxx.

(1879) II. 567 Much of the positive law is custom turned into

law by the adjection of the legal sanction.

1 2. The result of adding on
;
that which is added

;

an addition. Obs.

1556 PONET True Obed. 19 (R.) This word [church] signi-
fieth not euery congregaucion (but with an adiection, as I

hate the malignant church). 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

Ep. 257 The fabulous adjections of succeeding ages, unto
the veritable acts of this Martyr. 1691 RAY Ace. ofErrors

163 Words formed from Verbs . . by a syllabical Adjection.

1704 EARL CROMARTY in Lend. Gaz. mmmmxxxvii/4, I may
justly fear what I can say, will prove a Diminutive Adjection,

Adjectitious (aed^ekti-Jas), a. [f. L. adjectl-

ci-us, f. adjectus (see ADJECT a.) + -ous. See -ITIOUS.]
Of the nature of adjection or addition ; additional.

1652 URQUHART 7<w//Wks. 1834, 200 Adjectitious sylla-

bicals annexible to nouns and verbs. 1703 MAUNDRELL
Journ. Jerns. (1732^ 135 The adjectitious Buildings are of

no mean Architecture.

112

Adjectival (3eda[ektai-val), a. [f. L. adjectTv-its :

see ADJECTIVE + -AL1 . (A modern formation to pro-
vide a more distinctly adjective or adjectival form
to the word ADJECTIVE, this having become com-

monly a sb.)] Of or belonging to the adjective.

1797 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. XXIV, 558 All the regu-
lar inflexions which bestow on it [a noun] a privative, an
adjectival, or a verbal form. 1858 MARSH Eng. Lang. \\.

135 Our adjectival ending in -ble.

Adjective (ae'd^ektiv), a. [a. Fr. adjectif, -ive, ad.

L. aiijccttv-us, f. adject-us\ see ADJECT a. and -IVE.]
A. adj. Of the nature of an addition or adjunct.

1. Gram. Naming or forming an adjunct to a
noun substantive; added to or dependent on a sub-

stantive as an attribute. Noun adjective : a word

standing for the name of an attribute, which being
added to the name of a thing describes the thing
more fully or definitely, as a black coat, a body
politic ; now usually called an adjective only, see B.

1414 DK. OF EXETER to Henry /Kin Hall's Chron. 1.18091

55 Scotland is like a noun adiective that cannot stand with-
out a substantive. 1561 T. N[ORTON] Cah'ins Inst. i. xiil

(1634) 46 All other names of God [except Jehovah] are but

adjective names of addition. 1612 BRINSLEY PosingofParts
\ 11669) 3 Q. How many sorts of Nouns have you ? A. Two :

a Noun Substantive, and a Noun Adjective . . A noun ad-

jective is that cannot stand by itself, without the help of
another word to be joyned with it to make it plain. 1875
WHITNEY Life ofLang. vi. 103 The variation of an adjective
word for gender and number and case.

2. Hence, gen. Not standing by itself, dependent.
Used spec, of colours that are not permanent with-

out a basis.

1622 HEYLIN Cosmogr. in. 11682) 113 The People, the most
Adjective of any that we have met with hitherto ; able at

i no time to stand by themselves, n 1628 F. GREVILLE Life
< ofSidney 11652) 120 Our Modern Conquerors would craftily
! entice the Noun-adjective-natured Princes and subjects of

j
this time to submit their necks. 1813 E. BANCROFT Perm.

\
Colours I. n. i. 341 Adjective colours owe their durability,
as well as their lustre, to the interposition of some earthy
or metallic base. 1856 GROTE Greece XI. n. Ixxxv. 257 The
women were treated on both sides as adjective beings.
3. Of Law : Relating to procedure, the sub-

sidiary part of law
; opposed to substantive, relat-

ing to the essential justice of law.
1808 BENTHAM Scotch. R?f. 5 The system of procedure, or

|
adjective branch of the law. 1870 Daily Xe^vs 12 May,

;

Law may be divided into Law and Procedure ; Law Sub-
1 stantive and Law Adjective.

B. sb. [The adj. used absoL]
1. A 'Noun Adjective' (see Ai.); one of the

Parts of Speech.
1309 HAWES Past. PI. v. x. A nowne substantyve Might

stand wythout helpe of an adjectyve. 1597 BP. HALL Sa-
tires vi. i. In epithets to join two words in one. Forsooth,
for adjectives can't stand alone. 1690 LOCKE Hunt. Underst.
in. viii. (1695) 267 Our simple Ideas have all abstract, as
well as concrete Names : The one whereof is a Substantive,
the other an Adjective; as Whiteness, White; Sweetness,
Sweet. 1865 MARSH Eng. Lang. xiv. n The only striking
peculiarity of the English adjective . . is its invariability,
or want of distinct forms for different cases, genders and
numbers.

2. Hence, gen. That which cannot stand alone
;

a dependent ;
an accessory.

1639 FULLER Holy War v. xviii. (1840) 274 Subjects should
be adjectives, not able to stand without their prince. 1658
OSBORN King 9[rtw 11673) 516 Those Northern Adjectives,
not able to subsist without England. 1801 FUSELI Lect. on
Art ii. (1848) 394 In Parmigiano's figures action is the adjec-
tive of the posture.

3. Comb, or Attrib., as adjective clause^ phrase
(/.f.one equivalent in function to an adj.),;;0//0, etc.

1860 ABP. THOMPSON Laws of Thought 26, 39 Every verb

may be resolved into an adjective-notion ;
' he loved' is ex-

plained by
' he was loving,'

* he hopes' by 'he is hoping.'
1881 WHITNEY Mixt. in Lang. 23 What is the relation of

genitive-position in a given tongue to adjective-position?

Adjective (se'dgektiv), v. [f. the adj.] Tomake
adjectival ;

to form or change into an adjective.
1659 Instruct. Oratory 27 The adjectiving of the Substan-

tive, by adding -s, 1786 H. TOOKE Parley (1840* 650 Some
languages have adjectived more ; and some languages have
adjectived fewer of these moods and Tenses.

Adjectived (re-d^ektivd), ///. a. [f. prec.+
-ED.] Made adjective ; used as or turned into an

adjective.
1786 H. TOOKE Pitrley (17981 634 The sign, when thus ad-

jectived, is not to be used by itself or to stand alone.

Adjectively (ae-dsektivli), adv. [f. ADJECTIVE
a. + LY^.] In an adjectival manner ; after the

manner of an adjective.
1548 W. THOMAS Ital. Diet. (1567) Secondo, -a, adiectively,

sometimes do signifie the seconde in nomber. 1607 TOPSELL
Four-footed Beasts (1673)9 The Latins use them adjectively
to signifie any angry, stubborn, froward, or ravening man.
1816 J. GILCHRIST Philos. Etym. 145 When he and she are
used adjectively, as a hc-goat t a she-goat. 1870 BOWEN
Logic v. 145 Sometimes the Exclusive particles only, one,
sole, etc., are annexed adjectively to the Predicate.

Adjectiving (3e'd^ektivirj),^/.^.[f.ADJECTiVE
z>. + -ING!.] The making or rendering adjectival.
1659 [See ADJECTIVE ?'.] 1786 H. TOOKE Purley (1840) 639

Such words., would have been much better and more pro-

perly obtained by adjectiving our own words.

Adjoin (adgoi'n), v. Forms: 4 aioyne, ajoine ;

5-6 adione, adjone ; 5-7 adioyne, adjoyne ;

ADJOINER.

7- adjoin, [a. OFr.o/o/w-, ajoign~ t
stem oiajoindre,

mod. adjoindre : L. adjitng-tre to join to
;

f. ad
to +jitng-?re to join.]

fl. trans, lit. To join on
;
to join or unite (a per'

son or thing to or unto another). Obs.
c 1325 [See ADJOINT, pa. pple.\ c 1350 Will. Palemt 1753
The posterneof that perles erber pat was to meliors chaum-
ber choisli a-ioyned. 1:1400 Destr. Troy iv. 1135 lason full

iustly aioynet to my-seluon, . . Draw furthe in the derke.

1530 PALSGR. 417/2 If they be ones asondre, we shall have
moche ado to adjoyne them. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasin.

Paraphr. Matt. i. 20 Adjoyne her unto the. 1602 SHAKS.
Haiti/, in. iii. 20 A massie wheele. . To whose huge spoakes,
ten thousand lesser things Are mortiz'd and adioyn'd. 1659
HAMMOND On Ps. cxviii. 27, 594 To them were adjoyned
branches of trees.

%-fig. To join on as an adjunct or supplement ;
to

add, annex, attach, or append ; to subjoin. Const.

to, unto. arch.
c 1400 Destr. Troy i. 292 A god . . J>at ajoinet was lobeter

to his iuste nome. a 1509 in Ellis Orig. Lett. \. 23 I. 55
Police and wisdom is to be adjoyned to the Popes Holy-
nesse in this behalve. 1594 J. KING Jonah (18641 187 The
epithet is very fitly adjoined to vanity. 1616 HAVWARD A?f^.
Troubled Soule 11. n 116201 292 Thou wouldest adioyne
our sins vnto thee. 1649 SLLDEN Laws of Eng. I. xiv.

(1739) 26 And so unto the Lay-power was the Ecclesiastical

adjoined in this Work. 1734 WATTS Logic i. iv. 7 (1822) 75
I might adjoin another sort of equivocal words. 1865 Daily
Tel. 6 Nov. 5/2 A secretary, with a handsome salary, is

adjoined to the commissioners.

f 3. refl. To adjoin oneself to: To join. Obs.

1533 BELLENDENE Lh>y n. (1822) 204 Cam ane huge multi-
tude of Volschis and Equis, and adjonit thaim to the tentis

of Sabinis. 1640 FULLER Abel Rediv. t fincer (1867) I. 179
He adjoined himself to the order of the Dominicans. 1656
JEANES Fvlnesst of Christ 45 Such Proselytes as adjoyned
themselves thereunto.

t4. intr. (by suppression of refl. pron.) To join ;

to come into union or contact. Const, to. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy n. 350 To this souerayne Citie |jat yet

wasolofte lason aioynid. foia'.xxxii. 12782 This Egeaajoinet
to hir iust spouse. 1484 CAXTOS Cnrial 4 Hys tormentis
adione to our lyf in such wyse that, etc. 1589 GREENE
Menaphon (Arb. i 73 Maugre al the shepheards adjoining,
he mounted her behind him. 1671 J. WEBSTER Metaliogr.
iv. 61 His censure upon it, and his own opinion adjoyned.

7 5. intr. To be or lie close, or in contact; to

be contiguous. Const, to, on, with. Obs.

1479 R. RoKEwoon in Bury Wills (1850) 53 A mees called

Pacnette, and an other mees called Coles, adioynand to-

gedyr in Euston. 1578 T. N., tr. Conq. W. India Pref. 3
Part of India, which adjoyneth with Brazil. 1652 C. STA-
PYLTON Herodian 61 The Roman Empire to defend and
hold Against the Barb'rous people that adjoyne. 1725 POPE
Odyssey vi. 317 Close to the bay great Neptune's fane ad-

joins. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Hist. Vermont 242 The towns in

Vermont which adjoined to Connecticut river.

6. trans, (by omission of to} To be contiguous
to or in contact with.

1745 [See under ADJOINING i b. J 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India
II. v. iv. 430 The M ahrat tas would in that case immediately
adjoin Carnatic. 1870 WILSON Churches ofLindisf. 76 The
head of the tomb adjoins the west wall.

<i Used also for ENJOIN. [See PL-
pref. 10.]

c 1400 Destr. Troy vi. 2197 I Aioyne thee this iorney with

ioy for to take. 1590 A. MONDAY in Harl. Misc. (Malh,)II.
180, I am adioyned such a penaunce.

t Adjornant,///. a. and sb. Obs.\ also ad-

ioynaunt, adioynant. [a. OFr. ajoinant, MFr.

adjoinant (mod. Fr. adjoignant), pr. pple. of ad-

joindre. See ADJOIN.]
A. ///. adj. Adjoining ; lying next ; contiguous.

1494 FABYAN v. cxviii. 94 Assautis vpon ye Saxons nexte to

hym adioynaunt. 1557 T. PBAnuAffffifrn. S iij, Along dame
Circes coast adioynant next their course they cut. 1602
CAKEW Cornwall n6a, To the town there is adjoynant in

site, . . an ancient Castle.

B. sb. One living close by ; a near neighbour.
1548 HALL Chron. (1809) 186 To greve and hurte his Neigh-

bors and Adjoynauntes of the realme of Englande.
t Adjoi'nate,///#- Obs. rare l

.

[f. ADJOIN z/.

after ppl. adjs. in -ATE from L.] Joined, allied.

1470 HARDING Chron. cxlvii. His brother Edward and he
associate To I erusalem their voiage then auowed, Two
semely princes together adioynate (?'. r. adunate].

t Adjoi'nder. Obs. rare 1
, [a. Fr. adjoindre

vb. inf. (see ADJOIN) used subst. Cf. rejoinder.'}

Something joined to
;
an addition or appendix.

1604 PARSONS Three Conversions Contents, The third

Tome . . hath for his adioinder in the end A review of Ten
publike Disputations.

Adj oined (ad^oi-nd),///. a.
[f. ADJOINS. + -ED.]

fl. ///. Joined, united. Const, to, ttnto. Obs.

1500 FISHER Wks. 300 The Soule of this noble prynces,
whiche had the Body adioyned vnto it . . as Syster and
Brother. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck. 12 There was
added ir dales called JEpactx t as adioyned dales. 1695
ALINGHAM Geom. Epit. n The Angle ABD contained
under the adjoined lines BA, BD.
2.yf^. Joined as an adjunct, added, annexed, at-

tached ; appended or subjoined. Const, to. arch.

1528 AfoRE Heresyes i. Wits. 1557, 148/1 Ther must be
none errour adioyned therto. 1684 BAXTER Cath. Contm.
37 Davids Lies are recorded without adjoyned reproof.

t Adjoi'nedly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -Ly2.]

Unitedly ; by way of union or conjunction.
1721 STRYPE Ecc 1. Mem. i. xxiv. (R.) They Have adjoinedly,

naturally, corporally, and really, the true body and blood
of Christ.

tAdjoi'ner. Obs. rare 1
,

[f.
ADJOINS. + -ERI.]



ADJOINING.

He who, or that which, adjoins or lies next ;
a

neighbour.
1627-8 FELTHAM Resolves (1647) 298 The giddy ayrinesse

of the French, I shall rather impute to their dyet of wine,
and wilde foule, than to the difference of their clyme, it

being so near an adjoyner to ours.

Adjoining
1

(adgornin), ///. a.
[f.

ADJOIN +
nms.1
1. Lying next, contiguous, adjacent ; neighbouring.
1494 FABVAN vi. cc. 208 Other countrees adioynynge dyd

the same. 1794 SULLIVAN Vino ofNat. I. 291 The seas,

forests, and adjoining mountains. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. II. 506 To step aside into some adjoining room.

b. with const, of the vb. See ADJOIN 5, 6.

1523 FiTZHERBKRT//w.r<Mi534) 4 Adioynynge to the ende
of the same, make an other lyttell folde. ft 1593 MARLOWE
Dido i. i. 374 The land . . Adjoining on Agenor's stately town.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. % Cl. iv. x. 5 Our Foote Vpon the hilles

adioining to the Citty, Shall stay with vs. 1667 E. CHAMBER-
LAYNE St. Gt. Brit. 1. 1. iii. (1743)6 Eton, a village adjoining
to Windsor. 1745 in Col. Rec. Penti. V. 29 Who had Lands

adjoining the Road. 1864 D. MITCHELL Wet Days 62 Ad-

joining this is a tower.

2._/%
r
. Pertaining, belonging ;

connected.

1494 FABVAN i. iv. n With also the Commodities therunto

adioynynge. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 28 The words
and sentences either adjoyning, or intermingled with those

speeches. 1869 BUCKLE Ctvilis, III. v. 417 Considerations,
which are to be taken partly from the adjoining sciences.

t Adjoint, pa. pplc. and sbl Obs. ; also 4 an-

ioynt. [a. OFr. ajoint\\->. adjunct-uni ADJUNCT.]
A. pple. Adjoined, united.

r 1325 E. E. Allit. Poems A. 894 And to the gentyl lombe
hit arn anioynt [ed. amoyntj.
B. sb. [The pple. used subst.] A helper, aider

;

an adjunct, addition.

1597 DANIEL Civ. Wares iv. Ixix, Here with these grave
Adjoynts (Then learned Maisters) they were taught to see

Themselves. 1639 H. AINSWORTH On Pcntat., Lev. xiii. i,

66 Sapachath is an adjoynt to the swelling, and an adjoynt
to the Bright-spot, c 1700 Gentlem. Instr. (1732) 108 You
are, Madam, I perceive, said he, a publick Minister, and
this Lady is your Adjoint.

II Adjoint (adijoatr, ze*doint), sb? [mod. Fr.

adjointi pa. pple. of adjoindre to ADJOIN, used as

an appellative. Mod. Fr. form of prec.] Official

title of a French civil officer who assists the maire ;

also, an assistant professor in a French college.
1833 Blaclau. Mag. XXXVIII. 19 The lower professors or

adjoints cannot, in one instance out of twenty, rise above
their actual position. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 16 Aug., Halt-

ing to exchange official commonplaces with . . the adjoint of
the mayor. 1865 PallMall .6 Nov. 10, Arab adjoints are to

be associated with European mayors in towns and villages.

Adjourn (adgwun), v. Forms: 4 aiorne, 4-6
aiourne, 5-6 ajourn(e, 6 adiorn(e, 6- adjourn,

[a. OFr. ajornc-r, ajurne-r, ajourne-r : late L.

adiurna-re, adjurnd-re, adjornd-re
' diem dicere

alicui,' Ducange, f. ad to + late L. jurnus, jormis
(cf. It. giorno, Pr./ww, Fr. jour} a day : cl. L.

diurn-us daily, lasting for a day : see JOURNAL.
The occasional MFr. ad- for a-, rejected in mod.

Fr., has been retained in Eng. since 6.]

f 1. trans. To appoint (one) a day for his ap-

pearance ; to cite or summon for a particular

day ;
to remand (one) for justice to another day

or occasion. Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 309 He aiorned bam to relie in be
North at Carlele. c 1360 CHAUCER A. B.C. 158 Ladi, vn to bat

court bou me aiourne bat cleped is bi bench. 1530 PALSGR.

419/2, 1 adjourne, I monisshe or warne one to apere afore a

judge at a daye certayne : Jesemons. I am adjourned by
the bysshops offycers. 1600 HOLLAND Lii>y XLII. xxii. 1128
The Pretour . . adjourned \jussit\ the defendant to make

appearance in the court upon the Ides ofMarch. 1660 HOWELL,
To Adjourn, or Cite to Apeer, ciiare, appellare.
2. To defer or put off (a time, action, or state),

prop, to another day; also indefinitely; to post-

pone, defer, put off.

1430 LVDC. Chron. Troy v. xxxvi, For they them caste the
time not aiourne, For daye and nighte with her they soiourne.

1559 Myrrourefor Mag, t Suffolk xxii. 4 Fro place to place
to adiourne it divers times. 1589 WARNER Albion's Eng. vi.

xxxL (1612) 152 My Deitie adiornde therefore, in humaine
forme I wowe. 1600 CHAPMAN Iliad xvi. 74 No more let

them ajourn Our sweet home-turning. 17*5 POPE Odyssey
xii. 33 This day adjourn your cares. 1847 BCSHNELL Chr.
Nurt. iv. (1861) 102 Every law of physiology must be ad-

journed. 1861 EMERSON Cond. Life ii. 50, I adjourn what I

have to say on this topic.
3. To adjourn (a meeting) : To put off or defer

its further proceedings to another day ;
to discon-

tinue or dissolve it, in order to reconstitute it at

another time or place.
1494 FABVAN an. 1433 (R.) Parlyament . . was aiourned

onto Seym Edwardes day. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII\ n. iv.

232 'Tis a needful! fitnesse That we adiourne this Court till

further day. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero (1742) II. vi. 6 The
Consul . . immediately adjourned the Senate into the Capitol.
1880 W. MAcCoRMAC Antis. Surgery 71 The meeting . . was
adjourned for a fortnight.

t4. refl. (as in 5). Obs.
a 1626 BACON Adv. to Villicrs (R.) By [the king] alone are

they prorogued and dissolved ; but each house may adjourn
itself. 1641 in Rushworth's Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 496 The
Lords and Commons may Adjourn themselves to any place.
1660-70 MARVELL Corr. 134 Wks. 1875 II. 300 The House

then adjournd themselves till Thursday.
5. intr. (from rcfl.} Of persons met for business:

VOL. I.
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To suspend proceedings and disperse for a time

agreed upon, or sine die, that is, without speci-

fying any day for reassembling. Also, to sepa-
rate in order to meet at another place \ hencefam.
to remove the place of meeting, without the inter-

vention of any time save that occupied by the

change of place.
1641 in Rushworth's Hist. Coll. m. (1692) I. 496 Touching

the Houses Adjourning to any other place at their pleasure.
17x8 Pon/HtufxtX. 289 The speedy council at his word ad-

journ 'd. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. III. xlviii. 25 From the
church the people adjourned to the hippodrome, c 1815
Miss AUSTKN, Korthang, Ab. (1833) I. xv. 94 They thence
adjourned to eat ice at a pastry-cook's.

t Adjou'rnal. Obs.
[f. prec. + -AiA] Adjourn-

ment, respite, or postponement (of a sentence).
i&xjSKKNK-AV^-. Maj. 171 Ane act is made in court, quhere-

by he and his cautioner are oblished to assith and satisfie
the partie within the space foresaid, quhilk is called ane act
of Adjournall. 1620 SANDERSON 35 Sertn. (1681) I. 149 The
removal or adjournal of temporal punishments, which other-
wise had speedily overtaken them. 1829 SCOTT Hrt. Midi.
i. 16 In the State Trials, or in the Books of Adjournal.

Adjourned (ad^Mnd), ///. a.
[f. ADJOURN

+ -ED.]

t 1. Cited, prop, for a fixed day ; summoned. Obs.

1577 FENTON Gnicciardin xvm. (1599) 832 Such as were
absent . . were adiorned, and taxed at rates to nourish the
armie. 1608 SYLVESTER Dubartas 243 Wolves and panthers
waxing meek and tame, . . Adjourned by Heaven, did in my
presence com.

2. Deferred, postponed ; held over to another
time.

1699 DRVDEN Palam. <$ Arcite m. 188 The day To distance

driven, and joy adjpurn'd with long delay. 1876 FKKKMAN
Norm. Conq. II. vii. 147 Let the meeting stand adjourned.

Adjourning (ad^unirj), vbl.sb.
[f. ADJOURN

+ ING 1
.]

A putting off to another time or place,

adjournment. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1641 [See under ADJOURN 5.] Mod. They talk of adjourn-

ing the meeting till tomorrow.

Adjournment (ad^Mnment). [a. MFr. ad-

journement\Q^i. ajornement ;
see ADJOURN and

-ME NT.]
1. The act of adjourning, or of putting off till

another day, or indefinitely.
1641 Termfs dc la Ley 1 1 Adjournement, is when any

Court is dissolved and determined, and assigned to be kept
'

againe at another place or time. 1762 HL'.MK Hist. Eng.
(1806) IV. L\v. 789 The parliament met, according to ad-

journment. 1875 STCBBS Const. Hist. III. xx. 480 The dis-

tinction between adjournment and prorogation, in so far as
the one belongs to the houses and the other to the crown, is

a modern distinction.

2. The state of being adjourned ;
the interval dur-

ing which the business of an assembly is formally
deferred.

1670 in Somers's Tracts I. 28 During one Day's Adjourn-
ment made by the House. 18758x^865 Const. Hist. II, xiv.

126 A day's adjournment was granted.

t AdJQU'st, v. Obs.\ also 5 aiust, 6 adjust, [a.

MFr. adjoust-er (mod. a/outer), OFr. ofouster,

ajoster, ajuster to place beside
;
in i4th c. to add :

late L. adjuxtd-re= approximdret
f. ad to+Jttjctd

hard by, close to. Occ. written adjust either in

imitation of one of the OFr. spellings, or of med.
L. adjustdre, formed on Fr. ajoustcr, ajuster, under
the false idea that these were f. ad and_/V7j/w; but

to be distinguished from the modern ADJUST, q.v.]

1. To put a thing (to one) for consideration ;
to

bring forward, suggest.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boethius \\. (R.H?ed. 1561) For whan time

is I shal moue and aiust soch things, that percen hem ful

depe. [ The words and aiust are not in ed. Morris E. E. T. S.

43.] a 1521 Helyas in Thorns' E. E. P. Rwn. (1858) III. 90 She
never propenced it, but myselfe adjusted it to her.

2. To put one thing to another, to add. Esp. in

adjouste feyth t OFr. ajouster fey to give faith or

credence.

1474 CAXTON Chesse iv. viii. / 6 He adjousted wyth al

that he had founden thys game. 1483 Cato cviij, Man
ought not to beleue no adjouste feyth to the sayeng of many
one, Gold. Leg. 316/4 Adjoustyngwoodenes to wodenes.

!484 Chynalry 88 They adiouste feyth to deuynours.
1484-5 Citrial i Thou adioustest other causes that meve
the therto. 1530 PALSGR. 417/2, I adjoust or joyne togyther,

Je adjouste . . and this terme is not yet used [i.e. no longer]
in our comen speche though Lydgate have it ofte tymes.
[From this it appears that ADJOUST was obs. in 1530. See

ADJUTE, which seems to be a readoption of the word from
Fr. adjouter.\

Adjudge (adsirds), v. Forms: 4-5 aiuge,

aiugge, 5 adiuge, 6 ajudge, 6- adjudge, [a.

OFr. ajuge-rt earlier ajugicr (mod. adjuger] : L.

adjndicd-re: see ADJUDICATE.] The a- was re-

fashioned as ad- in Fr. in I4th c. ; the d was still

mute in Fr. in i6th c., but has been fixed in mod.

Fr., and in Eng. since Caxton.]
1. trans. To settle, determine, or decide, judi-

cially ;
to adjudicate upon.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boethius i. iv, 325 (1868) J?e peyne of be
accusacioun aiuged byforn. 1628 COKE on Littleton i. i. i r

(1633) 18/1 And so was it adiudged in the Court of Com-
mon Pleas. 1664 BUTLER Hudibr. 11. ii. 346 Will not Fear,

Favour, Bribe and Grudge The same case several ways ad-

judge. 1775 BURKE Sp. Cone. Anter. Wks. III. 107 When

ADJUDGMENT.
their removal shall be adjudged by his majesty in council.
1850 GLADSTONE Gleanings V. Ixxvii. 218 A right to govern,
to decide, to adjudge, for spiritual purposes. 1861 STANLEY
East. Cn. ii. (1869) 78 The differences which it was called to
adjudge.
2. To pronounce or decree by judicial sentence

(a thing to be, or that it is so and so).
1563 GRAFTON Hen. //, an. 9 His moveables were adiudged

to be confiscate to the king. igSa N. T. (Rhemj Luke
xxiii. 24 And Pilate adiudgmg their petition to be done.
1630 PRYNNE Anti-Armin. 101 Wee may . . adiudge it to be
the Doctrine of our English Church. x66o H. FINCH Trial
of Regie. 10 This was adjudged horrid Treason by two Acts
of Parliament. i66z FULLER Worthies (1840) II. 468 The
king's grant was adjudged void. 1846 HAWTHORNE Mosses
n. iii. (1864) 68 And almost adjudged himself a criminal.

1852 Miss VONGK Cameos II. xx. 216 It was adjudged that
the handsome knight must abide by his own terms.

f3. To determine in one's own judgment; to

deem, consider, reckon, regard, or judge ,a thing
to be, or that it is so and so). Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy \ in. 3718 The gentils aiuges horn two

iuste goddis. Ibid. x. 4271 Gentils aiugget, & for iuste held,

pat in (*at bare yle bothe borne were ^ai first. 1494 FABYAN
vn. ccxlvi. 289 A great comete or blasyng starre, the whiche
the Frenshe men, with also the foresayde eclypce, adiudged
for pronostiquykys & tokens of the Kynges dcth. 1548
GESTE Prince Masse 72, I adjudge it a present worthy your
worship. 1564 HAVVAHD Entrap, ix. QO Divers adjudged
that he was a scrivener's sonne. 1644 tiEYUH Laitd 11. 387
An impossible design, . . as some . . did adjudge. 1719 Cot,
Rcc. Penn. III. 68 It was adjudged Convenient to Defer
the Consideracon of that address. 1729 BURKITT N. T.,
Matt. xxvi. 7 Nothing is adjudged too dear for Christ.

"|"
4. To try judicially, judge, pass sentence on. Obs.

1 509HAWES Past. Picas, xi. viii, That the comon wyt.-
Maye well a judge the perfyt veritie Of theyr sentence.

1605 CAMDEN Rent. 5 The Archbishops of Canterbury.,
were adiudged by the Popes. 1623 SANDERSON Serm. Ad.
Mag. iii. (1674) 122 When they had been convicted in a fair

trial,. . then to have adjudged them according to the Law.
1659 HAMMOND On Ps. i. 6, 6 They shall all be severely ad-

judged by him.

5. To sentence or condemn (any one to a penalty,
or to do or suffer something).
c 1400 Destr. Troy xxxin. 13031 Engest headiuget, .. Na-

kid thro the noble toune onon to be drawen. 1548 UDALL,
etc. Ernsnt. Paraphr. Luke Prol. 14 He shal bee adjudged
. . to the tormentes of the diepe pitte of hell, c 1555 R. LIND-
SAY Hist. Scot/. (1728) 189 The Cardinal and prelates. . con-
demned him of heresy, and adjudged him to be burnt. 1638
Penit. Conf. vii. 1 1657' 131 Quoth the Pope, I am adjudged to

eternal death. 1660 H. FINCH Trial of Regie. Here lie-;

Thomas Scot, who adjudged to death the late King. 1756
BURKE I'ind. Nat. Sac. Wks. 1842 I. 18 Sending me from
the court to a prison, and adjudging my family to beggary
and famine. 1878 P. BAYSF. Pier. R??>. v. 205 By a com-

pany of Puritan soldiers, . . Charles was adjudged to die.

6. To award judicially ;
to grant, bestow, or

impose by judicial sentence (a thing to or iwto a

person).
1494 FABYAN vn. 319 That he wolde be obedyent vnto the

court of Koine, and stand and obey all thyng y
c the same

court woll adiuge hym. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. iii. 144
Hither hale that misbelieving Moore, To be adiudg'd some
dtrefull slaughtering death. 1649 SKLDKN Laws ofEng.
II. xxvii. (1739) 119 Both parts carry themselves so cunningly,
as it is hard to adjudge the Garland. 1774 BRYANT Mythoi.

I. 101 The battle. . was fought at Gaugamela ..It is also

adjudged to Arbela. 1789-96 J. MORSE Amcr. Geog. I. 437

Adjudging and conferring degrees. 1837 WHEWELL Hist.

Induct. .SV. (1857,1 1- 333 1 ne umpire who was to adjudge the

prize. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip II, I. i. j. 3 The great prize of

the empire was adjudged to Charles.

Adjudged tadgsrdgd), ///. a.
[f- prec. + -KI>.]

1. Determined, decided, or settled judicially.
c 1374 [See ADJUDGE i.] 1737 WATERLAND Enchar. 3 The

Reports, Precedents, and adjudged Cases are allowed to be
of considerable Weight for determining Points of Law. 1742
FIELDING Jos. Amir. \\. iii. (1815* 49 It is an adjudged case

and I have known it tried. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. 11876)
III. xv. 157 Our law is mainly Built on adjudged precedent.

f2. Judged, deemed, regarded, held. Obs.

i 1440 Mortc Arthitre (Hall) 73 The gentileste jowelle a-

juggede with lordes. 1608 HIERON Wks. \. Qqq [689) They
are aiudged to be a kind of confining and limiting of God's

Spirit.

3. Sentenced, doomed.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. i. i. 147 Thou art adiudged to the

death, And passed sentence may not be recal'd. 1671 MIL-
TON Samson 286 Without reprieve adjudged to death, For
want of well pronouncing Shibboleth.

4. Awarded judicially. See ADJUDICATION- 4.

i79<j J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 433 If. . the lease be

forfeited or adjudged any time before the last years of the

contract.

Adjndger (id^ardgw). [f. ADJUDGE + -ER 1
.]

One who awards or gives judicially ;
an awarder.

1832-4 DE QUINCEY Caesars, Wks. 1862 IX. 99 The fa-

bulous adjudgers o*f future punishments.

Adjudging (ad^zj-d^in), vbl. sb. [f. ADJUDGE
+ -ING!.] The action of deciding judicially, sen-

tencing, decreeing, or awarding. (Now mostly

gerundial.)
1689 Myst. Intg. 24 We had a new Court of Inquisition

erected for the adjudging and punishing of them. 1734 tr.

Rollin's Ane. Hist. (1827) I. 151 The adjudging the prize of

glory to him. Mod. In adjudging him the victor.

Adjudgment (ad.5'd3ment). Also adjudge-
ment in J. [f.

ADJUDGE v. + -MENT.] The act of ad-

judging, adjudication ;
a decree, judicial sentence,

or award.

1699 SIR W. TEMPLE Introd. Hist. Eng. (R.) The adjudg-
15



ADJUDICATE.
ment . . came to be given by one or two, or more persons. 1723
LE NEVE Lives ofAbps. I. 242 (T.) The right of presenta-
tion was adjudged for the King . . and such adjudgement
was afterwards confirmed by the house of Lords. 1820

FOSTER Evils ofPop. Ignor. 62 Numbers of that community,
having conspired to obtain this adjudgment.

Adjudicate (adgi/7'dikc't), v. [f. L. adjudicat-

ppl. stem of adjudicd-re, I. to award, 2. to give
sentence ;

f. ad to +jitdicd-re to JUDGE.]
\ 1. trans. To adjudge ;

to award ;

' to give

something controverted to one of the litigants, by
a sentence or decision.' J. Obs.

1700 [See ADJUDICATING i.] 1731 In BAILEY vol. II, whence

inJOHNSON.
2. trans. To try and determine judicially; to

pronounce by sentence of court.

'775 ASH, Adjudicate, v. tr. To determine any claim in

Law. 1859 J. LANG Wander. India 53 He had been called

upon to adjudicate the affair in a court of justice. 1864

C. CLERK in Mom. Star 2 Feb. ,
Instead of nations adju-

dicating their prizes in their own courts, they should be

allowed to carry them for adjudication into the courts of

neutrals. 1870 Echo 10 Nov., [He] was adjudicated a bank-

rupt yesterday by Mr. Spring Rice.

3. intr. To sit in judgment and pronounce sen-

tence ; to act as a judge, or court of judgment.
1840 JEFFREY in Ld. Cockburn's Life II. Let. 165 Each of

the Courts . . must have an equal right . . to adjudicate upon
it. 1848 BRIGHT Sp. (1876) 161, I would establish. . a special

court in Ireland to adjudicate on all questions connected
with the titles and transfers of landed property. 1837 M.
HOPKINS tlaitdbk. Average 393 It is said that he ought not

to adjudicate as to his own fees.

Adjudicating (ad3i;?dik<;itirj),z>W. sb. [f. prec.

+ -INOl.]

fl. An adjudging or awarding. Obs.

1700 Paper to Vr, Penn 12 He does decree also an ad-

dedicating of them upon that Account to eternal Glory.

2. A sitting in judgment, or pronouncing sen-

tence, upon a claim. (Mostly gerundial.)
1842 MACAL-LAY Fredk. Gt., Ess. (1877! 675 Men whose

lives were passed in adjudicating on questions of civil right.

Adjudication (ids'w'dik/l-Jiai). [ad. L. adju-
dication-em, n. of action, f. aiijndicare : see ADJU-
DICATE. The Fr. adjudication, i6th c. in Littre,

may be the immediate source.]
1. The act of adjudicating or adjudging ;

an

awarding or settling by judicial decree.

1691 BLOUNT Law Diet., Adjudication, A giving by Judg-
ment, a Sentence, or Decree. 1772 PENNANT Tours in

Scotl. U774* 353 The courts of law had made an adjudica-
tion in his favour. 1814 WELLINGTON in Gurwood's Desp.
XII. 87 The adjudication should take place in the Courts of

Admiralty. 1857 M. HOPKINS Handbk. Average 373 Arbi-

trators should not . . introduce in their award questions
which have not been left to their adjudication'. 1871 SMILES
Character v. (18761 153 The adjudication of the medal.

2. A judicial sentence, or award.

1782 BURKE Sp. on Ref. Wks. X. 96 Any adjudication in

favour of natural rights. 1825 T. JEFFERSON Wks. 1859 I-

16 They would not . . acknowledge the adjudications of our

courts. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gains iv. 39, 42 The clauses of

a formula are these, the demonstration, the intention, the

adjudication, and the condemnation. . . The adjudication is

the clause whereby the judge is authorized to adjudicate a

thing to one in particular of the litigants, as when co-heirs

are suing for partition of an inheritance.

3. Law. A decree in bankruptcy.
1869 Latest News 17 Oct., The adjudication was made on

the petition of Mr. . . a creditor for I4O/. 1870 Daily News
to Oct., The act of bankruptcy was a declaration of insol-

vency made by his lordship on the 29th of September, and
the adjudication was now made by consent.

4. Scotch Law. An attachment of heritable estate

as security, or in satisfaction of a debt. (See
ADJUDGED 4.)

Adjudicative (adjia'dikc'tiv), a.
[f.

ADJUDI-
CATE + -IVE ; as if ad. L. *adjudicativus^\ Having
the character or attribute of adjudicating.
1848 AHNOULD Mar. fnsur. n. iii. (1866) II. 594 Although

this do not appear in the adjudicative part of the sentence.

Adjudicator (adg' dikfitai). [a. assumed L.

*adjudicator, n. of agent, f. adjiidicdrc : see ADJU-

DICATE.] One who adjudicates ;
who settles a con-

troverted question, or awards the prize in a com-

petition.
[Not in CRAIG, 1847.] 1860 R. A. VAUGHAN Hours iu.

Mystics II. x. ii. 194 Two successive bodies of adjudicators
were impanelled and dissolved, unable to arrive at a decision.

1870 Daily News 8 Feb., (Cambridge) Smith's (Mathemati-
cal) Prizes. The adjudicators are the Chancellor, Vice-

Chancellor, etc. 1875 Miss BKADDON Strange \Vorld\\\.
i. 49 Lady Cheshunt was one of the lady adjudicators.

Adjudicatnre (ad3i-dik<;i:tiuj, -t|aj). [f. AD-
JUDICATE + -URE, as if ad. L. *adjiidicdtiira!\ The

process of adjudicating ; adjudication.
1859 F. W. ROBERTSON Led. on j Cor. iii. i-io, (1878) 40

The difficulty in social adjudicature is, to determine who
ought to be the leaders, and who are to be the led ; to abo-
lish false aristocracies, and to establish the true.

fA'djUgate, v. Obs.-" [f. L. adjugdt- ppl.
stem of aajuga-re to couple to ;

f. ad to +jngcire
to yoke : cf. conjugate^

' To yoke or couple to.*

Bailey, vol. II, 1731 ;
whence in Johnson, Ash, etc.

I A'djunient. Obs. [ad. L. adjfiment-um,
contr. from adjuvamenttim, f. adjuva-re to assist :

114

see ADJUVANT.] Help, assistance. Also of per-
sons : A help, helper, or assistant.

1607 WAI.KINGTON Optick Glasse 3 Such thinges as may
either be obnoxious or an adjument to nature. 1641 in Rush-
worth's Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 287 Adjuments or Assistants

to the Bishops in Cathedrals as be the Archdeacons abroad.

1663 R. TAYLOR Cromwe#(1672) Pref. 3 By a mixt adjument
of Tumults and Arms . . did Cromwel usurp the Soveraignty.

Adjunct (flrdgvnkt), ///. a. and sb. [ad. L. ad-

junct-its pa. pple. of adjungtre to join to
;

f. aii to

+jung-cre to join.]
A. adj. Joined or added (to anything) ; con-

nected, annexed
;
subordinate.

1593 SHAKS. John in. iii. 57 Though that my death were
adiunct to my Act By heauen I would doe, it. c 1600 Son-
nets xci. Euery humor hath his adiunct pleasure. 1827
SOUTH EY in Q. Rev. XXXV. 191 Underived as it is from

any parent or adjunct dialect. 1870 BOWEN Logic v. 144
Whether the adjunct word or clause is to be considered
as Explicative or Limitative.

B. sb. (Cf. L. adjitnctum and Fr. adjoint,'}

1. Something joined to or connected with another,
and subordinate to it in position, function, char-

acter, or essence
;

either as auxiliary to it, or

essentially depending upon it.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L, iv. iii. 314 Learning is but an adiunct
to our selfe, And where we are, our Learning likewise is.

a 1677 BARROW Sertn. Wks. 1716 II. 103. His folly ariseth

from worse causes, hath worse adjuncts, produceth worse
effects. 1794 PALEY Evid. in. viii. 11817) 387 Other articles

of the Christian faith. . are only the adjuncts and circum-
stances of this. 1846 GROTE Greece (1862) II. iii. 61 Each
with its cluster of dependent towns as adjuncts. 1875
STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xvi. 369 The king. , confirms the

charters with their adjuncts.

2. A person joined to another in some office or

service ; spec, applied to a class of Associates of

the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, instituted

in 1716.
a 1639 WOTTON (J.) He made him the associate of his heir-

apparent together with the Lord Cottington (as an adjunct
of singular experience and trust) in foreign travels. 175*
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Academy, Establishing a new class

of twelve adjuncts to the six several kinds of sciences cul-

tivated by the Academy. 1753 Cycl. Supp.^ Adjuncts of

the gods . . were a kind of inferior deities . . To Mars was
adjoined Bellona and Nemesis. 1831 SCOTT Kenihv. xxv.

( T 853> 254 Said his unexpected adjunct. 1877 Monthly
Packet XXIV. 373 This employment of Colleagues, or

rather Adjuncts, in the duties of the office.

3. A personal addition or enhancement ;
a qua-

lity increasing a man's native worth.
1610 HKALEV St. Aug., City of God 342 The midlemost

are divine, and happy adjuncts of the wise man onely. 1635
NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. in Phenix (1708) I. 205 A Gentle-

man, that . . had also the Adjuncts of a strong and subtil

Capacity. 1821 BYRON Mar. f-'al. iv. i. (1868) 334 There

Youth, which needed not, nor thought of such Vain ad-

juncts, lavish'd its true bloom, and health.

4. A qualifying addition to a word or name.
1608 NORDEN Surveyor's Dial. 176 If a man should aske

a Scholler . . what adiunct he would giue vnto a man, dwell-

ing tn a Country village or house : hee would say hee were
Villamts or Villaticus. i6aa HEYLIN Cosmog. in. (1673) 5/2
Called from hence Pontus by the Latines, the adjunct of

Euxinus coming on another occasion. 1876 FREEMAN
Norm. Cony. I. App. 534 Almost always coupled with one
of its geographical adjuncts

'

West,'
'

East,' or ' South.'

5. Gram. Any word or words expanding the es-

sential parts of the sentence
;
an amplification or

'enlargement' of the subject, predicate, etc.

1589 NASHE Aim. for Parrat 5 His auncient burlibond

adiunctes, that so pester his former edition with their vn-

weldie phrase. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Adjuncts, in rhetoric

and grammar, are certain words or things added to others ;

to amplify the discourse or augment its force. 1881 MASON
Eng. Gram. 149 The basis and type of the Adverbial Ad-

junct is a substantive in an oblique case, used to limit or

define the signification of a verb or adjective.

6. Logic. Anything added to the essence of a

thing; an accompanying quality or circumstance;
a non-essential attribute.

1588 FRAUNCE Laivicrs Logike \. ii. sb, Who thinke that

Judgement is not any severall part of Logike, but rather an

adjunct or propertie generally incident to the whole Art.

1628 T. SPENCER I.ogick 57 An adiunct is that to which some-

thing is subiected, and whatsoever doth externally belong,
or happen to any subiecL 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. iiL 60 The
one species of ardent emotion differs from the other more in

adjuncts and objects, than in innate quality or character.

Adjunction (SdgtrgVJan). [ad. ^adjunction-
em, n. of action, f. adjunct- ppl. stem of adjiing-fre :

see ADJUNCT. Cf. Fr. adjonction (i 4th c. in Littre.)]

1. The joining on or adding of a thing or person
(to another).
i6i8 RALEIGH Rent. (1644) 270 That supposition, that your

Majesties Subjects give nothing but with adjunction of their

own interest. 1650 R. STAPVLTON Stradas Lower Countrey
Warres in. 71 It never entered into his mind, by that ad-

junction of Bishops to impose the Spanish Inquisition upon
the Low-countreys. 1817 COLERIDGE Biogr. Lit. 182 This

adjunction of epithets for the purpose of additional descrip-

tion. 1868 Daily Nnvs 20 June 5/1 The adjunction of the

telegraph business to the Post Office.

2. That which is joined on or added
;
an ad-

junct. V Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1355 The second syllable

Of is an adjunction idle and superfluous. 1606 Siteton.

Annot. 2 liy Citria simply without any adiunction, is ment

Curia HostHia.

ADJURED.

Adjuiictive (adgzrrjktiv), a. and sb. [ad. L.

adjunctivus, f. adjunct-us : see ADJUNCT and -IVE.]
A. adj. Having the character or quality of con-

tributing (to} or forming an adjunct.
a 1820 N. DRAKE Lit. Hours, Crit. 'Fanner's Boy,' The

imagery and adjunctive circumstances are original. 1855
I. TAYLOR Restor. Belief iZg These affirmations are all of
them adjunctive to his proper subject. 1859 MRS. SCHIM-
MELPENNINCK Princ. Beauty \. vi. 18 The adjunctive phases
of Beauty may be broadly classed under two heads.

B. sb. [The adj. used absol."] That which is, or

may be, used as an adjunct ; a thing or person of

the nature of an adjunct. rare~.

1755 JOHNSON, Adjunctive t
i. He that joins. 2. That which

is joined.

Adjuiictively (ad^-nktivli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY2?] In an adjunctive manner ; as an adjunct.
1818 In TODD. 1829 I. TAYLOR Entkus. ii. (1867) 52 The

great facts of Christianity possess adjunctively the means of

exciting in a powerful degree the emotions that belong to

the imagination as well as those that affect the heart. Mod.
A clause is a sentence adjunctively dependent on some word
of a main sentence.

Adjunctly (adgznjktli), adv. rare~. [f. AD-
JUNCT a. + -LY^.] In an adjunct manner; in auxili-

ary conjunction with.
1818 in TODD.

Adjuration (^dg'ur^'bn). [ad. (directly or

through Fr. adjuration^ i6tn c. in Litt.) L. adjura-
tion-em, n. of action f. adjnrd-re : see ADJURE.]
The action of adjuring; a solemn charging or ap-

pealing to (one) upon oath, or under penalty of a

curse ;
an earnest appeal.

1611 COTGR., Adjuration, An adjuration, or conjuration ;

an earnest swearing unto ; also, th' exaction of an oath from
others, a 1638 MEDE On Zach. iv. 10, Wks. I. 42 S. Paul

speaks in adjuration to Timothy,
'
I charge thee (saith he>

before God, and the Lord Jesus Christ, and the Elect Angels.'

1738 CLARKE Wks. II. cxxv. (R.) Our Saviour when the

high-priest adjured him by the living God, made no scruple
of replying upon that adjuration. 1803 Miss PORTER Thadd.
Warsaw \. (.1831.) 5 My sobs followed this adjuration. 1858
FROUDE Hist. E.ng, IV. xxiit. 530 An adjuration as vain as

it was earnest. 1858 GLADSTONK Homer III. i6oThe Rivers
are expressly invoked, in this character, by Agamemnon in

the adjuration of the Poet : and are associated with the
deities that punish perjury after death.

b. spec, in exorcism.
c 1386 CHAUCER Persones T. 529 Thilke horrible sweryng

of adjuracioun and conjuraciouns, as doon these false en-

chauntours or nigromancjens. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. ii.

L i. i. (1651) 221 Our Pontificiall writers retain many of these

adjurations and forms of exorcismes. 1635 PAGITT Chris-

tianogr. i. iii. (1636) 158 An Adiuration of the Divell and a
Renuntiation or renouncing of him. 175' CHAMBERS Cycl, t

Adjuration, a part of exorcism, wherein the devil is com-
manded in the name of God, to depart out of the body of the

possessed. 1875 B. TAYLOR Faust I. vi. 109 Come, draw thy
circle, speak thine adjuration.

Adjuratory (ad^u^ratari), a. [ad. L. adjura-
tori-its, f. adjurator, n. of agent f. adjilrd-re: see

ADJURE.] Of or pertaining to adjuration ; contain-

ing a solemn charge or appeal.
1815 Hist. y. Decastro II. 317 He, . ought to name the im-

pediment as soon as the parson has read the adjuratory
charge. 1881 Echo 28 Apr. 1/5 An oath which, so far as its

adjuratory terms were concerned, was to him no more than
if a man uttered '

By Jove !

'

as an exclamation.

Adjure (adg'ue-j), v. [ad. (directly or through
Fr. adjurer) L. adjura-re to swear to (a thing),

also, in late L., to put (one) to an oath ;
f. ad to

4 jura-re to swear, {.jus^jitr- oath. Our earliest

instances occur as translating L. adjfirdre.]

fl. To put (one) to his oath; 'to impose an oath

upon another, prescribing the form in which he

shall swear/ J. ; to bind under the penalty of a

curse. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF i Kings xviii. 10 He hath adjurid (Vulg. ad-

juravit) alle rewmes and folkis, for thi that thou art not

foundun. 1539 BIBLE ('great') i Sam. xiv. 28 Thy father

adiured the people [WYCLIF, boond the puple with an ooth],

saying : Cursed be the man that eateth any sustinaunce.

!(5n Josh. vi. 26 loshua adiured them at that time, saying,
Cursed be tfle man before the Lord, that riseth vp and
buildeth this city lericho. 1612 MASON Anat. Sorferiej$
We are constrained to make an English word of the Latine,

saying (we adjure). 1643 MILTON Doct. Divorce \\. xvii.

(1847) 152/2 The woman, .was adjured by the priest to swear

whether she were false or no.

2. To charge or entreat (any one) solemnly or

earnestly, as if under oath, or under the penalty of

a curse. Const, inf. or subord. fl.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 78/2 Raguel desired and adjured

(Vulg. adjuramt} Thobie that he shold abyde with hym.
1597 T. MORLEY Introd. Musicke Pref., The earnest intreatie

of my friends daily requesting, importuning, and as it were

adiuring me. 1611 BIBLE i Kings xxii. 16 How many times

shall I adiure thee, that thou tell me nothing but that which
is true 1 1718 POPE Iliad xv. 704 Nestor most . . exhorts, ad-

jures, to guard these utmost shores. 1849 MACAULAV Hist.

Eng. II. 168 His friends adjured him to take more care of a

life invaluable to his country. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Dead
Pan xxi. Poems II. 417 Gods! we vainly do adjure you.

1875 J. G. HOLLAND Arth. Bonnie. i. 15 Standing by the

truth, as he so feelingly adjured me to stand.

Adjured (ad^ueud), ppl. a. [f.
ADJURE + -ED.]

1 1. Bound by oath. Obs.

1598 YONG Diana What cruell mmde, what angry brest

displaied, With sauage hart, to fiercenes so adiured.
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2. Solemnly charged, earnestly entreated or ap-

pealed to.

1671 MILTON5wK0 853 Solicited, commanded, threaten'd,

urg d, Adjur'd by all the bonds of civil duty. 1697 DRVDEN
Eneid n. 209 (Lat. 155) Ye sacred altars ! from whose flames

I fled, Be all of you adjur'd.

Adju'rement, ? Obs. [ad. L. adjuramcntum,
n. of action, f. adjiira-re\ see ADJURE.] A solemn

or earnest entreaty.
1382 WVCLIF Tob. ix. 5 Thou seest how Raguel hath con-

iurid me, whos adiurement I mai not dispisen [Vulg. citjits

adjitramentum sj>ernerc non possnm\

Adjurer, -or (fidg*u^ra*)". [f.
ADJURE + -ER*.

The spelling in -or imitates the legal JUROR : see

-OR.] One who adjures.

1383 WVCLIF Prov. xxix. 24 The adiurere he herith [Vulg.

.adjurantcm audit] and not shewith. 1611 COTGR., Ad-

jnrateitr, An adjuror or earnest swearer. 1838 LD. LYTTON
Leila i. iv. 33 As he spoke, the adjuror himself rose, lifting

his right hand.

uring (ad^ua-rinX ///. a. [f. ADJURE +

] Charging upon oath ; exorcising.

1637 MILTON Counts 858 Add the power of some adjuring
verse. 1641 Ch, Govt. ii. (1851) 105 He closes up the

Epistle with an adjuring charge.

Adjust (adg
p

st),z>. [a.

ajuster).
The OFr. ajuster, ajoster, ajouster \t.

aggiustare, aggiostare (: late L. adjuxfdre}, gave
rise to a med. L. adjustare, which was naturally,

though erroneously, taken as a derivative of ad+

Justus, and so consciously used. After Fr. ajouster
became ajouter, so that its formal relationship to

aggitistare and adjustare was lost sight of, a new
Fr. adjuster was formed after the latter, and re-

ceived those senses of ajouster, which seemed to

approach to *L. Justus, FT. juste. In It. and Sp.
also the mod. sense of aggiustare, ajustar, has

been influenced by association \fithjristtts. Thus
mod. Fr. ajuster may be viewed as a refashioning
or re-forming of OFr. ajouster \-adjitxtare, after

a +juste. See also ADJOUST.]
1. To arrange, compose, settle, harmonize (things

that are or may be contradictory, differences, dis-

crepancies, accounts). To adjust an average: see

ADJUSTER, ADJUSTMENT 4.
1611 COTGR., Adjuster, To adjust, place justly, set aptly,

couch evenly, joyne handsomely, match fitly, dispose orderly,
severall things together. <zi667CowLEY Shortn. Z,yfc Wks.

1684,137 Ifwe could but learn to number our days, .we should

adjust much better our other Accounts. 1710 STEELE Tatler
No. 24 P 14 To ratify the Preliminaries of a Treaty adjusted
with Monsieur Torcy. 1713 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 254
I had no difficulty left but what would soon have been ad-

justed. 1741 H. WALPOLE Lett, to H* Mann 7 (1834) I. 20
I believe the Euston embroil is adjusted. 1759 ROBERTSON
Hist. Scotl, I. vi. 444 Four were named on each side to ad-

just their differences. 1762 H. WALPOLE Vertnes A need.

Painting (if%6) III. 52, I am desirous of adjusting the pre-
tensions of the three Le Fevres. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India
II. v. viii. 650 Balances, which appeared on adjusting the

books of the Presidency. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. 1. 145We
own the difficulty of clearly adjusting their relation.

f 2. ellipt. intr. To adjust (sc. differences, or one-

self) : To come to terms, or to an understanding ;

to arrange. Obs.

1647 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 6 Persuading him to adjust
with the holy agitators, a 1733 NORTH Lives ofNorths III.

228 We had adjusted two days after to go down and agree
for Besthorp.

3. To arrange or dispose (a thing) suitably in

relation to something else, or to a standard or

purpose. Const, to, rarely by, with.

1664 in PhiL Trans. I. 13 Having there adjusted his

watches. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Vnderst. III. ix. 5 Wks. 1727
I. 219 No . . settled standard . . to rectify and adjust them
by. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 86 P 2 There was a great point
in adjusting my behaviour to the simple Squire. 1730 AD-
DISON Chr. Relig. (J.) Nothing else in view, but to adjust
the event to the prediction. 1756 BURKE l^ind. Nat. Soc. Wks.
1. 64 They have adjusted the means to that end. a 1800 BLAIR

(J.) Nothing is more difficult than to adjust the marvellous
with the probable. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea, xii. 531 To
adjust the pendulum of his clock to the right length. 1862
H. SPENCER First Princ. i. iv. 25 (1875) 84 The external
relations to which the internal ones are adjusted.

4. To arrange or dispose (a thing) suitably in

relation to its parts; to put in proper order or

position ; to regulate, systematize.
1667 MILTON P. L. vr. 514 Sulphurous and nitrous foam

. . with subtle art Concocted and adjusted. 1704 SWIFT T.

of Tub i. 23 Reducing, including, and adjusting every genus
and species within that compass. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler
No. Q4P4 Milton understood the forceof sounds well adjusted,
>754 SHERLOCK Disc. i. (1759) I. 7 The motions of the stars
had been observed and adjusted. 1864 BURTON ScotAbroad
I. ii. 100 The symmetrical and scientifically adjusted court

precedency of France.

b. esp. of clothes, armour, and the like
;
in which

sense also To oitjttst oneself.
c X73S POPE Donne Sat. iv. 242 See them . . adjust their

clothes. 1761 SMOLLETT Gil Bias x. iv. (1802) III. 151,
I . . dressed myself in a hurry. Just as I had done adjusting

BRADDON Hen. Dunb. Hi. 25 His tremulous hands could
scarcely adjust his spectacles. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Cartilage

232 The men had hardly time to adjust their armour or to
draw their swords.

Adjustable (adgO'Stab'l), a. [f.ADJUST+-ABLE.]
Capable of being adjusted.
1775 MASKELYNE in Phil. Trans, LXV. 500 Which wanted

nothing to make it an excellent instrument hut to have the

plumb-line made adjustable. 1795 SIR W. HERSCHEL in
PhiL Trans. LXXXV. 388 The plate on the west is fixed,
but that on the east is adjustable. 1833 BABBAGE Econ.
Manuf, 27 The opening of the valve . . being adjustable at the
will of the engine-man. 1851-9 SIR J. HERSCHEL in Man. Set.

Eny. 126 The lower level [of the mercury] in the cistern is

adjustable to contact with a steel or ivory fiducial point.

t Adjustage (adgzrstedg). Obs. rare. [a. Fr.

ajustagc; see ADJUST and -AGE.]
1. = ADJUSTMENT, rare.

1598 SYLVESTER is cited by Webster and Worcester.
2. A pipe or opening through which water is

discharged so as to form a jet ;
= ADJUTAGE.

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Reservatories, To play a
Jetteau of the thickness of four or five Lines, that is, one
whose Adjustage is four or five Lines diameter . . the Passage
or Mouth of the Adjustages should be four times less than
the Opening or Diameter of the Pipes of the Conduit.

Adjustation (oe'd^wst^-Jan). rare. [n. of action
f. med. L. adjustd-rc '. see ADJUST.] The action of

adjusting ; ADJUSTMENT.

f

1866 J. B. ROSE Virgits Eel. $ Georg. 150 The difficulty
in the Roman adjustation of the year was that they had not
our hours, minutes, and seconds.

Adjusted (ad^-sted), ///. a. [f. ADJUST + -ED.]
1. Arranged, composed, harmonized, settled.
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. I. i. 14 All the overtures they

had made being adjusted. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 13
P 13 Promises of friendship are useless and vain, unless they
are made in some known sense, adjusted and acknowledged
by both parties. 1811 L. M. HAWKINS Countess fyGertr. I.

243 A species of thrift, which by an adjusted balance of

caprice and parsimony, saved nothing in the event.

2. Disposed or arranged so as to fit or answer (to

something) ; adapted.

1777 HUME -". <$ Treat. 1. 109 It is rapid harmony, exactly
adjusted to the sense.

3. Properly ordered or regulated.
1675 OGILBY Brit. Pref. 4 This, if accurately adjusted. .

would conduce. . to the Regulation of Latitudes. 1865
MOZLEV Miracles viii. 175 Who could stand firm, and main-
tain a moderate and adjusted ground against the strong
tendencies to extravagance.

Adjuster (ad^-stai). [f. ADJUST + -EH1
.] One

who adjusts, settles, or regulates. Average ad-

juster-. An accountant whose business it is to

assess and apportion claims arising out of loss or

damage to ship, freight, or cargo at sea.

1756 J. WARTON Ess. on Pope II. 298 Collectors of various

readings, and adjusters of texts. i86z Standard 24 Apr.
[One] who has had large experience as a compass adjuster.

1870 Daily News 13 July, An association of Average Ad-
justers of London has recently been formed, with a view to
the arbitration and examination of claims.

Adjusting (adszj'stirj), vbl. sb. [f. ADJUST +
-ING1

.] The process of arranging or disposing

things suitably to one another or to a purpose.
(Now mostly gerundial.)
1667 G. C. in H. Mare's Di?>. Dial. (1713) Pref. 3 The Ad-

justing of the Phenomena of the World to the Goodness of
his Providence. 1790 BEATSON Nav. <y Mil. Mem. I. 8 The
adjusting of so many pretensions, and the reconciling so

many different powers to them. 1794 HOME in PhiL Trans.
LXXXV. 18 In the adjusting of the eye to different dis-

tances. Mod. In adjusting the terms of the lease.

t Adju'stly, adv. Obs. [irreg. f. ADJUST, by
form-assoc. with justt justly] "With self-adjust-

ment, with ready adaptation to circumstances.
1681 Relig. Cler. 230 He can easily and adjustly act the

Scholar or the Gentleman as occasion requires.

Adjustment (&dgtrstmnt). [ad. Fr. ajuste-
ment\ see ADJUST v. and -MENT.]
1. The process of adjusting ; setting right, regu-

lating, arranging, settling, harmonizing, or pro-

perly disposing.
1644 MILTON Jits Pop. 60 Fit for that adjustment of time,

and other circumstances. 1678 Trans, at Crt. Spain 11. 92
There arose new difficulties in the adjustment ofour troubles.

1769-90 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. xi. (1876) 25 His principal
care and attention seems to have been fixed on the ad-

justment of the whole. 1814 SCOTT Waverley xln. (1862)

187 The rest of the apparel required little adjustment. 1869
TVNDALL Light 177, 26 The eye possesses a power of ad-

justment for different distances. 1881 ROUTLEDCE Science
i. 12 The adjustment of the calendar was a subject which
received much attention. 1881 MIVART in Nature No. 614,

326 Of all the races of men they are the mightiest and most
noble who are, or by self-adjustment can become, most fit

for all the new conditions of existence in which by various

changes they may be placed.
2. The state or condition of being adjusted, or

put in proper order ; arrangement, settlement.

1689 Lend. Gaz. mmcccclxv/3 The Business of Holstein
was in a very fair way to an Adjustment. 1713 Guardian
No. 27 (R.) Say if there be not a connexion, and adjustment,
and exact and constant order discoverable in all the parts of
it. 1798 WELLINGTON in Gen. Desfi. I. 5 A regular mode of

bringing to an amicable adjustment. . any questions which

might hereafter arise. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes (1858) 272 The
Poet indeed, with his mildness, what is he but the product
and ultimate adjustment of Reform, or Prophecy, with its

fierceness? 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. in. iii. 321 The prices
obtained for the produce . . cause everything to be in a state

of perfect adjustment.

3. An arrangement or means whereby things are

adjusted.
1736 BUTLER Anal. i. v. 131 Unsettle the adjustments and

alter the proportions, which formed it. 1793 WOLLASTON
Transit Circle in PhiL Trans. LXXXIII. 138 The adjust-
ments of the Ys are both of them at the same end of the axis,
opposite to the divided circle and the microscopes. 1871
TYNDALL Frag. Sc. I. vi. fed. 6) 207 This instrument, with
its wheels and verniers, and delicate adjustments.
4. Comm. The settlement among various parties

of their several shares in respect of claims, lia-

bilities, or payments ; as the adjustment of the

policy, or of general average in Marine Insurance.
c 1670 in Burton's Diary (1828) III. 548 Yesterday the said

resident signed the adjustment of the sum, with the deputies
of the States General. 1842 PARK Latv Mar. Insnr. I. vi. 267
The policy had been adjusted by the defendant at so/, per
cent., and it was contended that he was now bound by that

adjustment. 1848 ARNOULD Mar. Insnr. i. iv. (1866) I. 182
The several underwriters, as this indorsement is submitted
to them, sanction it with their initials, and this is called

the adjustment of the policy. Ibid. in. iv. II. 772 The as-

certainment of the damage done and of the sums to be
paid in contribution by the parties or their underwriters,
is called the adjustment of general average.

f Adjutable, a. Obs. [ad. L. adjfttabilis, f.

adjiitd-re to help: see ADJUTANT and -ABLE.]
'That may help, helping.' Bailey 1721 .('Not used?)
Ash 1775.

Adjutage, ajutage (idgW-teda, se-d^ted^),
[a. Fr. ajutage, variant of ajoutage, f. ajoitter to

add, join on: see also ADJUSTAGK, another form
of the word. Mod. Fr. has also ajoutage and

ajustage, in accordance with the two forms ajouter
and ajuster, to which the early ajouster has given
rise: see ADJUST.] lit. An adjustment, adaptation,
or addition : hence in Hydraulics^ A tube adapted or

adjusted to a pipe or aperture through which water

passes, so as to determine the character of the

jet ;
the efflux-tube or mouthpiece of an artificial

fountain.

1707 PHILLIPS, Ajutage^ the spout for a Jet d'Kau, or

Pipe that throws up Water in any Fountain. 1751 CHAMBERS
CycL s.v., It is chiefly the diversity in the Ajutages that

makes the different kinds of fountains. 1808 J. WEBSTER
Nat.Philos. njlt willissueattheadjutageor aperture. 1828

HUTTON Course ofMath. II. 251 Ifan adjutage be turned up-

ward, the jet will ascend to the height of the surface of the

water in the vessel. 1829 U. K. S. Nat. Pkilos. I. Hydranlit s

i. 4 The spouting or flowing ofwater through jets or adjutages.

1875 ATKINSON tr. Canons Phys. (ed. 3} 157 A cylindrical or

conical efflux tube or adjutage is fitted to the aperture.

Adjutancy (se'dg'rftansi). [f. ADJUTANT; as if

ad. L. *adjutanlia : see -NCY.]
1. The office or rank of an adjutant.
iSzo OUT RAM in Goldsmid's Life\. 27 An adjutancy is

thought by the generality of people to be a very arduous

and responsible situation. 1880 Atken&um 24 July 103/1

Having apparently retained the acting adjutancy up to that

time.

2.,/zf. Official order.

1791 BURKE Appeal to Old Whigs Wks. 1842 I. 527 It was,

no doubt, disposed with all the adjutancy of definition and
division.

Adjutant (se'dgWt&nt), a. and sb.
;

also cor-

ruptly agitant. [ad. L. adjutant-cm pr. pple. of

adjuta-re to assist, freq. of adjirM-re to assist ;
f.

ad to -vjuva-re to help. See -ANT.]
A. adj. Helping, auxiliary, assistant.

1676 BULLOKAR, Adjutant, helping. 1880 BURTON Q. Anne
II. ix. 58 With adjutant vessels and small craft there were

upwards of a hundred and fifty sail.

B. sb.

1. An assistant or helper. Now rare in the gene-
ral sense.

1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. to S. Sea (i&tj) 4 The pilot, or his

adjutants, which are the same officers which in our shippes
we terme the master and his mates. 1644 BULWER Chiron.

17 The Hands so surpassing in dignity all the other corporall

adjutants ofman's wit. a 1733 NORTH Examen MI. vii. 54. 542
These [petitions] were put into the Hands of Agitants and

Suh-agitants in the Countries about. 1856 KANE Arctic

Explor. II. xix. 191 Taking with me Morton, my faithful

adjutant always.
2. Mil. An officer in the army whose business it

is to assist the superior officers by receiving and

communicating orders, conducting correspondence,
and the like.

1600 HOLLAND Lhiy xxxvm. xlvii. 1013 My ten adjutants

\pr. adjacents] or suffraganes \legatis\ whome our ancestors

thought good to give unto their Generals in the war. 1622

BACON Jul. Cms. Wks. 1860, 503 In great battles he would
sit in his pavilion, and manage all by adjutants. 1751

CHAMBERS Cycl., Adjutant is the same that we otherwise

call Aid-Major. 1868 Rtgul. t; Ord. Army \ 857 All

guards are, previous to marching on duty, to be inspected

and sized by the Adjutant.

3. Ornith. (Also adjutant-bird, -crane, -stork.)

A gigantic species of stork (Ciconia Argala] native

to India
;

so called from its stiff quasi-military

gait when walking.

. . . 343
carrion-eater throughout India. 1857 S. OSBORN Qncctah
ix. no The tall adjutant . . a very king of fishing birds.

1880 Daily Tel. 28 Oct. ,
The adjutant-bird and the black

turkey buzzard.
15- 2



ADJUTANT-GENERAL.

A'djntant-ge'neral.
1. Mil. An officer who assists the general of an

army.
1643 in Rushworth's Hist. Coll. I. TV. 34 Adjutant-General

Flemming, being engaged in a single encounter, shot his

enemy. 1770 Juntas Lett, xl, Who advised the King to

appoint Mr. Luttrell adjutant-general to the army in Ire-

land? 1844 Regul. ff Oftf. Army 54 To report to the Adju-
tant-General, as soon as possible after its march, the [corps']
state and condition with respect to Arms, Ammunition, and
general equipment.
2. Among the Jesuits, a superintendent of a pro-

vince or country, conducting its business and cor-

respondence under the supervision of the General
of the Order.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufip.A djutator. [n. of agent f. L. adjutfi-re to as-

sist : see ADJUTANT.] /:'/. A helper, an assistant.

As^ first used in 1647, nly a bad spelling of AGITATOR,
originating with soldiers familiar with Adjutants token pro-
nounced and occas. written AGITANT) and the Adjjttors of

1642. But writers unacquainted with the function of these

'agitators, 'mistook rz<///rtr0minderstood in its etymological
sense) for the proper form. Hence, it has been occas. used
in the general sense of '

helper.'

1647 [See AGITATOR.) 1656-7 in Burton's Diary 11828) I. 333
Sexby was once an adjutator. i66a I.ifo nf Fuller 29 Such
feeble Adjutators or Helpers (as he pleased to style them'.

1670 HOBBES Ilthemoth 335 To put it into the head of these

adjutators. 1876 GREKN Hist. Eng. P. 548 The Adjutators
had taken a step which put submission out of the question.

t Adju'te, v. 0/>s. [a. Fr. ajoute-r, in 1 6-1 7th c.

adjoutcr, to add. See ADJOUST and cf. ADJUTAGE,
AJUTAGE, Fr. a/outage. The spelling was perh.
due to false etymology connecting the word with
L. atijfitare (whence it is derived by Dr. Johnson,
who also explains it as 'To help').] To add.
1524 PACE in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. II. 29 Able . . to dis-

comfit the Turque and his armie . . ye, if there were ther-
unto adjuted fifty thousand moo. 1633 R JONSON I.m-c's
ll'elc. at Welbcck, Six bachelors as bold as he, Adjuting to
his companee.

t Adjirtor 1
. 0/>s. [a. L. aJjiitor, n. of agent, f.

adjuva-re to help : see ADJUTANT.] A helper, as-

sistant. Also rarely used for ADJL'TAXT B 2.

1531 ELYOT Gnvertwr n. x. (1557) 118 Adjutours and sup-
porters. 1592 WYRLKY Arniorie 104 Companions, bold ad-

jutors of thy acts. 1642 Declar. Lords ff Comm. ,
For Rats.

Forces 22 Dec. 7 That the Lord Lievtenants . . appoint one
experienced Souldier in every Regiment to be an Adjutor . .

to exercise the several! Companies of the sayd Regiments.
1652 GAULK Magastrotn. 321 Darius the King, with some
adjutors of like dignity, entred into a pact.

t Adjtrtor-. Phys. Obs. [ad. Fr. adjutoire ('the

upper bone of the arme toward the shoulder
;
so

called by some anatomists.' Cotgr. 1611), ad. L.

adjutffnaat.'] Properly the fiumerus, but applied
also to the ulna. See ADJUTOKIUM, ADJUTORY.
1541 R. COPLAND Cuydon's Quest. Cyrurg. Y fyrste parte

of the great hande that is named vlna or adiutor.

t Adjuto'rious, a. 06s. rare- 1
,

[f.
L. atijft-

tori-us ADJUTORY +
-ous.] Helpful, affording aid.

1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's nisf. 209 To which parts their
faculties are destined as adjutorious.

tA'djutory, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. adjutori-us
serving to help, also subst. masc. 'a helper,' neut.

oriuin 'a means of help,' f. ADJUTOR ; see -ORY.]
A. adj. Helping, contributing aid. spec, in

Phys. applied to certain bones of the arm, from
their assisting in raising the hand.
1612 WOODALL Surr. Mate Wks. 1653, 155 The arm-pit,

or hollow place . . under the upper round end of the adjutory
bone. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., The two bones which extend
from the shoulders to the elbow are called adjutory ones.

[Repeated with little or no variation in PHILLIPS, KERSEY,
BAILEY.] 1706 PHILLIPS, Adjutory, aiding or helping.
B. sli.

1. A helper (L. adjutSrius).
155* LYSDESAY Monarche (1866) 6270 Tharfor, cal god to

be thi adiutory.
2. I'hys. A bone of the arm ; prop, the humerus,

but with some the ulna. (med. L. os adjutorium.)
1541 R. COPLAND Cuydon's Quest. Cyrurg., Towarde the

elbowe ben receyued y roundnesses graduates ofthe adiutory.
3. Help, assistance. (L. adjfitHrhtm.')
c 1505 DUNBAR To King xvii, I haif belief, In howp, Schir,

of your adjutory. 1678
GALE Crl. ofGentiles III. 125 The

Dominicans have reached the Marrow of Divine adjutorie.

t Adjn'trice. Obs. rare-*, [a. Fr.
adjutrice

a female helper, ad. L. adjiltrtc-em, nom. adjtltrix :

see next.] A female assistant.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. MarceU. XXVI. ii. 286 Fortune, the
adiutrice of good purposes.

t Adjtrtrix. Obs.~ [L. adjutrix, fem. of AD-
JUTOR.] A female helper.
1721 in BAILEY, whence in JOHNSON, etc.

t A'djuvable, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. assumed

L. *adjuvabil-is, f. adjuva-re to assist : see ADJU-
VANT and -ABLE.] Helpful.
1590 A. M. Gahtlhouer's Bk. Physic 10/2 This corroborateth

the Braynes, and is adiuvable to the Memorye.

Adjuvant (Ee'djiwvant), a. and sb. [a. Fr. ad-

juvant (i6th c. in Litt.), ad. L. adjuvant-em, pr.

pple. of adjuva-re to assist
;

f. ad to +juva-re
to help.]

116

A. adj. Assisting, aiding, helpful, auxiliary.
a 1614 P. LILIE 2 Se-nn. (1619) 3, I doe not say they are

principall causes, but instrumentall, adjuvant, secundary,
inferiour causes. 1650 GREENHILL On Ezek. (1874) Ded. 4
It is my unhappiness that I cannot be sufficiently adjuvant
to such Princely beginnings. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. ff

Phys. I. 645/2 Used as adjuvant respiratory organs. 1874
WEBSTER Rep. Patent Congress at Vienna IV. 355 An ex-
amination system which should be adjuvant and advisory
to the applicant.
B. sb. [The adj. used absol."] A person or thing

helping or aiding ; a help, helper, or assistant.

spec, in Med. A substance added to a prescription
to assist the action of the principal ingredient
or 'base.'

1609 YELVERTON in Archxol. XV. 51 (T.) I have only been
a careful Adjuvant, and was sorry I could not be the effi-

cient. 1654!'. WHITAKER fil. ofGrape 2 (T.) These [plants]
are adjuvants by reason of their cathartique quality. 1865
HUXLEY Ethnology in Crit. ff Aiidr. 1873, vii. 138 The value
ofphilology as an adjuvant toethnology. 1875WOOD Therap.
(1879) 83 Serpentaria, An elegant stimulant tonic, especially
useful as an adjuvant to more powerful bitters.

t A'djuvate, v. Obs. [f. L. adjuvat- ppl. stem
of adjuva-re ;

see prec.] To assist or aid.

1599 A. M. Galiel/wner's fSk. Physic 34/2 The one might
somewhat adiuvat the other. 1634 J. B[ATE] Myst. Nat.
112 Nature being but a little adjuvated or seconded with
Art. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 335 Eyebright . . doth
with much efficacy adjuvate the eyes. 1708 MOTTF.L'X
Rabelais v. xxiii, Your frequently experimented Industry
. . continually adjuvates you to perficiate all things in so
expeditious a manner.

Adle, obs. or dial, form of ADDLE.
t A'dle. Obs. Forms : I 6dl. North. 3 adle.

[from same root as ad burning, hence orig. in-

flammation, fever. It does not seem to have sur-

vived the 1 2th c. in southern Eng., where it would
have become odle. Not connected with ADDLE in

addle-egg] Sickness, disease.
c 1000 Ags. Gospels Matt. x. i And haeldun adle, and selce

untrumnysse. c 1160 Hatt. Gosp. ibid., And helden adle, &
a:lche untrumnysse. c 1200 Ormnlnm 4803 Onn all hiss bodij
her & ta;r J>urrh an full atell adle.

Adlegation (x--d\tgei-fen). [ad. L. adlfgatian-
cm (more commonly allegation-em, whence in an-

other sense ALLEGATION), n. of action, f. adlcgd-re
to

depute to, f. cui to, in addition + lega-re to de-

pute.] The right formerly claimed by the states of
the German Empire of associating delegates or
ambassadors of their own with those of the em-

peror in treaties and negotiations relating to the

public concerns of the empire ; hence distinguished
from legation or the sending of envoys on the

private affairs of each state.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supg. s.v.. The bishops have the

right of adlegation in treaties which concern the common
interest, but no right of legation for their own private affairs

. . The emperor allows the princes of Germany the privilege
of legation, but disputes that of adlegation.

II
Ad libitum (a?

:d li-bitcm), adv. phr. [L. ad
to + libitum pleasure, pa. pple. used subst. of libel

it pleases.] At one's pleasure ; to the full extent

of one,'s wishes, as much as one desires. In Music

opposed to obbligato.
1705 HICKERINGILL Priest.Cra/tu. \. 14 Afterwards comes

another King . . and quite contrary disannuls, ad libitum,
the Acts of Uniformity and Conformity. 1878 E. J. HOPKINS
in Grove's Diet. Mils. I. 20 An accompaniment . . is said to
be Ad libitum when . . it is not essential to the complete
rendering of the music.

Adlocution, obs. form of ALLOCUTION.
> Adlube~scen.ee. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. L. adlu-

bcscent-em, pr. pple. of cuttubcsc-ere to find pleasure
in ; as if a. Fr. adlubescencc, ad. L. *adlubescentia.']

Pleasure, delight.
1673 MARVELL Rehears. Tratisp. II. (1674! 102 Such an ex-

pansion of heart, such an adlubescence of mind . . that he
could scarce refrain from kissing it.

Admarginate (ftdma-id^inf't), v. rare.
[f.

L.

aii to + margin-cm edge, border + -ATE-i, as if f. L.

*admargina-re ;
cf. emarginate.] To add or note

in the margin.
a 1834 COLERIDGE in WEBSTER, Receive candidly the few

hints which I have admarginated for your assistance.

Admaxillary (Admarksilari), a. Phys. [f. L.

ad to, at + MAXILLARY, f. L. maxilla jaw. Cf.

adambulacral, and see AD-.] Connected with the

jaw, or maxillary system.
1881 KLEIN in Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 116, I propose to

call these two glands, viz. connected with the parotid and
the submaxillary, as the admaxillary glands, and to dis-

tinguish. . the latter as the lower or inferior admaxillarygland.

Admeasure (sedme-^'ui, -33.1), v . ; also 4-5
amesure. [a. OFr. amesure-r : late L. admen-

surd-re, f. ail to -I- mensiird-re to measure, f. mensiira

MEASURE. Occ. refashioned after L. as admesurcr
in MFr., whence the established Eng. form.]

T 1. To assign a measure or limit to (a thing), to

keep in measure ; to moderate, limit, control. Obs.

1340 Ayeno. 150 He make); man wytvol, and wys, and

amesurep alle f>ing. a 1450 Knt. dela Toitr 25 Here is a good
ensaumple toamesure in this matere bothe herte and thought.

1627 SIR E. COOK in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 512 The
Common-Law hath admeasured the Kings Prerogative.

ADMINICLE.

wordes. 1599 SANDYS EitropsSpec, (1632)5 The admeasuring
of devotions by tale on beads. 1697 View ofPenal Laws
51 All Keel-boats . . that before they be admeasured . . shall

carry any coal, shall be forfeited.

3. To measure out to (a person) ; to apportion ;

to assign to each claimant his righful share.

1641 Termes de la Ley n Where a woman is endowed . .

of more than she ought to have . . the woman shall be ad-

measured, and the heire restored to the overplus. 1656
J. TRAPP Expos. Matt. xxii. n (i868t II. 233 [God] is in the
assemblies of his saints . . to admeasure unto them in bless-

ing as they do to him in preparation. iSwjToMLiss Laiv
Diet. s.v. Common, It recites a complaint that the defendant
hath surcharged the common ; and therefore commands the
sheriff to admeasure and apportion it. . . Upon this suit all

the commoners shall be admeasured.

Admeasured (sedme-giujd, -3jd)f ///.a.; also

4-5 amesured. [f. A(D)MEASURE v. + -ED.] Kept
within measure or bounds ; measured, apportioned.
1340 Ayenh. 258 Zuo ssolde he by we! ytempred and

amesured ine hyerbe and ine Ihestinge. 1489 CAXTON Faytes
of Arntes \. vii. 17 Not testyf, hastyf, hoot ne angry but
amesured and attemporat. 1647 ^AKD Dimple Cobler(\%4$
51 Civill Liberties and Proprieties admeasured to every man
to his true sunlit.

Admeasurement (scdme-gaument, -ger-). [a.

OFr. amesuremtntt occ. later spelling admesure-
ment : see ADMEASURE and -MENT.]
1. The process of admeasuring ; applying a mea-

sure in order to ascertain or compare dimensions.
a 1626 BACON Hist. Alienations^.^ In some counties they

are not much acquainted with admeasurement by acre.

1767 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Prov. Mass. Bay iii. 326 When
the terror is so great, no dependance can be placed upon
the admeasurement of time in any person's mind. 1842
MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets (1863) 134 Too low for ad-

measurement with Spenser.
2. Absolute or comparative dimensions

; size,

dimensions, proportions.
1790 BURKE Fr. Rerol. Wks. V. 237 The middle term for

the rest of France is about nine hundred inhabitants to the
same admeasurement. 1853 MAURICE Proph. ff Kings xxvii.

465 Accurate admeasurements in feet and cubits seem as if

they must relate to a visible, not to an invisible fabric.

1870 DISRAELI Lotkair Ixxii. 380 His steam-yacht Pan, of
considerable admeasurement,

3. The ascertainment and apportionment of just
shares in anything, as in an inheritance oracommon.
1598 KITCHIN Courts Leet (1675) 187 Admeasurement lies

between commoners. 1650-4 USSHER Annals vi. (1658) 374
A further admeasurement of corn among his army. 1691
BLOUNT Law Diet., Admeasurement is a Writ which lies,

for bringing those to Reason, or a Mediocrity, that usurp
more than their share. 1768 BLACKSTONE Cotnm. III. 238
By writ of admeasurement of pasture.

Admeasurer (ftdme-gmraj, -garai). [f. Ai>-

MEASURE + -ER 1
.] 'One who admeasures.' Craig

1847, and mod. Diets.

Admeasuring(6'me'3 i

urin,-33rirj), vhl.sb. [f.

ADMEASURE + -ING!.] Measuring; apportionment.
1599 LSee under ADMEASURE i].

Admensuration (aedme nsiur^'Jan). [ad. late

L. admensiiration-em = rediictio ad mensilram, n.

of action, f. <uimensurd-re to assign a measure to,

f. ad to + mensiira MEASURE.] = ADMEASUREMENT.
1673 MARVELL Rehears. Transp. II. 182 Some of 'm have

more and some perhaps less than is absolutely necessary.
'Tis pity that you were not at the admensuration. 1778-80
BURROWS Rep. I. 263 (Joo.) He has remedy; viz. either by
admensuration, or assize of novel disseisin.

Admenuse, refash. f. AMENUSE,^. Obs., to lessen.

Admerall, obs. form of ADMIRAL.

t Admerveylle, -aylle, v. Obs. [A refash-

ioning of earlier amerveil(le, a. OFr. amcrveillie-r9

earlier ^merveillier^ esmervcillier to marvel, ad-

mire ;
with a- \e$- : L. ex~, confused with a- :

L. ad. This pseudo-etymological spelling arose

in MFr., whence introduced into Eng. by Caxton;
mod. Fr. h.as restored bnervciller. See AMERVEIL ;

also A- pref. 10 and AD-.] trans., intr., and pass.
To marvel ; marvel at, wonder at, admire.

1474 CAXTON The Chesse 49 Whan Pirrus vnderstood this

he was gretty admeruaylid. 1485 Chas. the Gt. 53, I am
wel admeruaylled fro whens that cometh. 1495 Vitas

Pair. (W. de Worde\ i. i. 6 ab, He admerueylled and was

heuy and sory. 1506 Ordin. Crysten Men (W. de Worde)
I. vii. 59 Such nobles . . no tonge may suffycyently speke,

nor understandynge byleue comprehende nor duely aamer-

uaylle [printed adueruaylle].

t Adme'tiatef
^- Obs. [improp. f. L. admeti-ri

to measure to + -ATE 3.]
' To measure.' Cockeram

1612, whence in Todd.

Adminicle (axlmrnik'l). Also 8 -cule [ad. L.

adminicul-um a prop. Cf. Fr. adminicule, in Cotgr.
1. Anything that aids or supports ; an auxiliary.
a 1556 CBANMER Wks. I. 37 (D.) The author would have

the sacraments . . to be adminicles as it were. 1597 J. KING
Janatt xxxv. (1864)223 They adjoin fasting and sackcloth . .

as adminicles . . to that effectual prayer of theirs. 1788

REID Aristotle's Log. iv. 3. 74 The invention contained in

these verses is . . so great an adminicle to the dexterous

management of syllogisms. 1847 GROTE Greece III. n. x.

99 The senate of five hundred . . was a permanent adjunct
and adminicle of the public assembly. 1872 Daily News
2 Oct. 5 Floriculture and other adminicles of civilisation.



ADMINICULAR.

2. Law. Supporting or corroboratory evidence ;

that which, without forming complete proof in

itself, contributes to prove a point. In Sc. Law, Any
document or writing tending to prove the existence

and tenor of a lost deed, which if it existed would

have been full evidence.

1706 PHILLIPS, Adminicle . . In Civil-Law, it signifies im-

perfect Proof. 1819 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxiii. 178 Only as

adminicles of testimony, tending to corroborate what is con-

sidered as legal and proper evidence.

8. ArcliKol. In//. Ornaments which surround the

figure on a medal or coin.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Among antiquaries, the term
Adminicitlcs is applied to the attributes or ornaments,
wherewith Juno and some other figure* are represented on
medals.

Adminicular (a^dminrkirflii), a.
[f.

L. a</-

minicul-urn + -AB, as if ad. L. *atiminifularis.'\

Helpful, auxiliary, corroboratory. (Said chiefly

of evidence.)
1676 BULLOKAR, Adminicnlar, helpful. 1716 AVLIFFE

Parergon 445 The Aid of some adminicular Proof, c 1817

J. HOGG TalesfySk. (1837) II. 201 Whatever proves admini-
cular to its concentration is meritorious. 1847 WHARTON
Law-Lex. (1872) 33 Adminicitlar evidence, explanatory or

completing testimony.

t Admini'CUlary, a. and sb. Obs. [An incor-

rect form (as if f. a L. *adminicularius, not ana-

logical.)]
= ADMISICULAR ; also used subst.

1653 URQUHART Jewel H'ks. 1834, 254 Dotations . . should
be most subservient to the use of those that afford literatory
adminiculariesof the longest continuance, a 181811 . Rabelais
III. 34 (T.) Auxiliary suffrage, or adminiculary assistance.

Adminiculate (K :dmini'ki??l't), v. Sc. Law.

[f.
L. adminiculat- ppl. stem of adminicula-rc to

prop up.] To support by corroboratory evidence.

(Chiefly in pa. pple.)
18*9 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxiii. 187 Bolstered up or supported,

or, according to the law phrase, adminiculated, by other

presumptive circumstances.

Aclmiliicula'tioii. ' Obs. rare
~

'. [n. of action,

f. prec.] The process of giving help or support.
rti6roHACKET.f/(-0/"/Kjy/jVz;>mi.2i7(p.lSomeplantsgrow

straight, some are help't by adminiculation to be straight.

II Adminiculuni(a: :dminrkittl.vm). PI. -a. Nat.

Hist. [L. ;
see ADMINICLE.]

1. Entom. In//. Kirby's name for the short spines
or teeth on the abdominal segments of certain

insects, pupae or grubs, whereby they make their

way through any substance in which they burrow.

1815 KIRBY& SPENCE Entotn. Ill (1826) 255 TheaJwitiicHta
or short spines . . with which the dorsal segments of the

abdomen of some pupa; are armed.

1 2. Hot. Scopuli's name for all those organs, such

as tendrils, with which plants cling to any sup-

port, called by Linna;us//fnz. Obs.

Administer (sedmi'nistai), v.
;
also 4 amynis-

tre, 5 ammynyster, 5-6 admynystre, -er. [a. OFr.

aininistre-r, a semi-popular adaptation of L. ad-

ministrd-re, i.to ministerto(anyone), J.tomanage;
f. ad to + ministrdre to serve, to MINISTER. In

14th c. the Fr. began to be refashioned after L.,

as administrer, and this spelling soon became the

only one in Eng.]
1. trans. To manage as a steward, to carry on,

or execute (an office, affairs, etc.) ;
to manage the

affairs of (an institution, town, etc.)
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. (1868) 135 He [God] amynistre^i

in many maneres and in dyuerse tymes by destyne, bilke
same binges bat he hab disponed. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sffzule

iv. xxxiv. (1483) 82 The gouernement of a reame shold be

admynystred and executed by suche as were of grettest
bounte. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan in. xlii. 291 They that
administer the secular affairs of the Church. 1756 C. LUCAS
Ess Waters III. 242, I could never learn how, or by whom,
that charity is administered. 1865 GROTE Plato I. xix. 564
Pericles administered Athens. 1868 M. PATTISON Academ.
Organ. 4, 109 Each college has one or more bursars who
administer the finances.

b. absol.

1866 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. iv. i. 546 Much incapacity to

govern was revealed in this inordinate passion to administer.

Z. Law. To manage and dispose of the goods
and estate of a deceased person, either under a
will, or by official appointment under Letters of
Administration.
c 1430 Polit. Rel. f, Love Poems 29 Peyse wisely the besy-

nes and the purpose of them wich ammynyster thy goodes.
1809 TOMLINS Lam Diet. s.v. Executor, The Ordinary shall

depute the nearest and most lawful friends of the deceased
to administer his goods.
b. absol. To act officially as an executor or ad-

ministrator.
1601 FULBECKE First Pt. Parallele 44 Hee shall not haue

an action of debt against the executour of his coexecutour,
although the partie indebted did not administer in his life-

time. 1714 [ARBUTHNOT & POPE] M. Scriblcrus (J.) Neal's
order was never performed, because the executors durst not
administer. 1870 PINKERTON Guide to Administr. 9 When
a stranger is about to administer, a renunciation should be
obtained in writing from those who are by law entitled.

3. trans. To execute or dispense ( justice).
1509 FISHER Wks. 1876, 297 And admynystre ryght and

lustyce to euery party. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. II.

viii. 286 The citizens disliked the rule of William on ac-
count of the strict justice which he administered.
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4. trans. To execute or perform (offices of reli-

gion) ;
to dispense (a sacrament). A rare obs.

const, is (of a person) To be administered \ to

receive the sacrament.

1495 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de Wordel i. xlii. 70 ab, I

neuer receyued hym syth I was admynystred in the chyrche
of saynt Johan. 1585 ABP. SANDYS Serm. (1841) 252 We in

our churches have both the gospel preached, and the sacra-

ments . . administered. 1611 BIBLE 2 Cor. viii. 19 This grace
which is administred by vs. 1735 WESLEY Wks. 1872 I. 17
I . . administered the Lord's Supper to six or seven com-
municants. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, i. ix. (1857) 175 It

was thought proper to administer extreme unction to him.

b. absol.

1590 GREENWOOD in Conferences in. 57 By the Bishops call-

inS> Y u administer, and by none other. 1634 J. CANNE
Necess. Scpar. (1849) 33 A true vocation and calling by . .

ordination of that faithful people where he is to administer.

5. To tender (an oath to any one).

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. iii. 182 Sweare by the duty that

you owe to heauen . . To keepe the Oath that we administer.

1751 JORTIN Serin. (1771) IV. i. 4 To administer an oath to

a man. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Mor. Tales (1816) I. 223
The oath, which has just been administered to you.
6. To apply or perform (any branch of the heal-

ing art). Obs. exc. as, To give (medicine to).

1541 R. COPLAND Galyens Terap. 2 C i, They that by rea-

son & Methode admynyster the arte of medycyne do cure

y* vlceres. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 537 The Physitians ad-

ministring this operation. 1743 tr. Hsister's Snrg. 277 His
Attendants should stand ready to administer the Dressings.

1747 in Col. Rcc. Penn. V. 136, I administer'd the Medicines
to Shikalimy. iSt^ABERNETHYiV/fjg". Obscn1

, log Ifa surgeon
. . administers mercury in one of the diseases.

b. absol.

1843 FORD Handbk. Spaini. 47 The patient however must
administer to himself.

7. Hence fig. To dispense, furnish, supply, or

five
(anything beneficial, or assumed to be bene-

cial, to the recipient ;
extended humorously to a

rebuke, a blow
t etc.) Const, to.

1489 CAXTON Fayt ofAmies in. xxi. 219 Euery- noble man
shulde peyne him self after hys powere to admimstre unto
him helthe of witte and aduyse. 1628 DIGBV Voy, Medit.

56 A place that administred meanes of such debauched nesse.

1713STEELS fl-?/&^W. No. 38, 243 The Joy which this Tem-
per of Soul administers. 1789-96 J. MOUSE Amcr. Gcog. I.

296 These annual orations administered fuel to the fire of

liberty. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond \\\. vii. (18761 377 She kept
him by her side to nurse the baby and administer posset to

the Gossips. 1865 Morn. Star 31 Mar., By Invading the

North he might administer his old antagonists another severe
blow.

b. intf. (obj. omitted.) To contribute beneficially,
to minister to.

1712 Spectator^. 477,? i A Fountain . . administers to the

Pleasure, as well as the Plenty of the Place. 1779 J. MOORE
Vieiu ofSociety xiv. (1789) I. 99 Who are supposed to ad-
minister to the King's pleasures. 1872 R. ANDERSON Missions
Am. Board III. xi. 164 He was soon able to administer to
the comfort of his associates.

t Admi'nister, sb. Obs. [a. L. administer an

attendant, f. ad to + minister a servant.] One who
administers or ministers to others

;
a minister or

administrator.

1506 Ordin. Crysten Men (W. de Worde) iv. xxi. 248 To
make admynysters unto the poore. 1586 T. ROGERS 39 A rt.

(1607) 234 The public ministers of the word are to be the

administers of the Sacraments. 1650 HOWELL Lett. II. 4

They serve the dead and living ; they becom Attorneys and
administers. 1677 GALE Crt. ofGentiles II. m. 172 These
Apuleius cals Administers and Salvation-bringers.

Administered (a?dmi-nistaid), ///. a.
[f. prec.

+ -ED.] Managed, carried on; dispensed, tendered.

1538 STARKEY England 46 Cyvyle ordur and polytyke law,

admynystyrd by onycers and rularys. 1651 HOBBES Lmia-
than n. xxx. 176 The Kingdome of God, (administred by
Moses,} over the Jewes. 1809 TOMLINS Latu Diet. s. v. Oath,
The Oath of Allegiance, as administered for upwards of six

hundred years. 1865 Pall Mall G. 6 Nov. 10 The highly
administered Arabs of the Tell or cultivated districts. Mod.
The dose administered was deadly poison.

Administerial (&dmi:nistl'rial), a. [f. AD-
MINISTER v. on analogy of ministerial (f. L. minis-

terinni) and its apparent relation to
minister^

1

Pertaining to the administration or government.

Craig 1847.

Administering (sedmrnisterirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

ADMINISTER v. + -ING*.] The action of managing ;

of ministering ; or of supplying, giving.

1678 BUTLER Hudibr. in. i. 1276 What makes rebelling

against Kings A good old Cause? Administerings. Mod.
He thought of administering a sharp reproof.

Administering (sedmrnisterin), ppl. a.
[f.

as

prec. + -ING a
.] Managing; ministering; supplying.

1685 tr. Bossuet) Doctr. Cath. Ch. 4, 7 Angels . . being
established by God's order, as administring Spirits.

Aclministra/ble (ccdmrnistrab'l), a. [f.
L. ad-

ministrate to ADMINISTER + -BLE, as if ad. L. *ad-

ministrabilis.] Capable of administration.
1818 In TODD. 1832 J. AUSTIN Lect. Juri$p. li.

(1879)
II.

865 The Scotch law of succession in moveables (that is, ad-

ministrable property).

Administrant (a?dmrnistrant), a. and sb. [a.

Fr. administrant pr. pple. of administrer : see

ADMINISTER z/.]

A. adj. Acting, managing affairs ;
executive.

1602 SIR W. SEGAR Honor, Mil. *f Civ. iv. xxi. 236 The
officers Administrant are to precede ; next to them the

ADMINISTRATION.
Vacants. 1855 H. REED Lect. hng. Hist. vii. 238 Justice
is made to appear almost self-administrant.

B. sb. One who administers or conducts any
office or affair

; an acting officer.

1602 SIR W. SEGAR Honor, Mil. % Civ. iv. xxi. 236 To be-

gin with Administrants and their order among themselues.
1873 BROWNING Red Cott. N.-Cap Country 254 The Church
is sole administrant, Since sole possessor of what worldly
wealth Monsieur Leonce Miranda late possessed.

t Administrate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. 'L. admin-
is(rdt-us pa. pple. of adntinistrd-re : see ADMIN-
ISTER v.] Administered.

1617 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerew. in. i. 5 Baptisme might
not be administrat in private places. 1671 True Non-Con-
formist 226 These faithful men, by whom it [the oath] was
administrate. 1715 in Wodrow's Corr. (1843) II. 96 To have
got favourable Justices of the Peace to have administrate the

Allegiance and Assurance.

Administrate (aMmrnistwH), v.
[f. L. ad-

ministrat- ppl. stem &t administrate; see ADMIN-
ISTER (cf. demonstrate, etc.). A by-form of AD-
MINISTER v. (a sacrament, oath, medicine).
1651 CALDERWOOD //ist. Kirk( 1843} 1 1. 38 That no maner of

person, in time coming, admimstrat anie of the sacraments
secreetlle. 1733 G. CniiYNK Eng. Malady (1735' Pref., When
Lithotomy cannot be administrated. 1855 MH.MAN Lat. Chr.
in. v. (1864) II, 70 The delimiuent clerk might be deprived
for a time of his power of administrating sacred things.

Administrating (s&dmi'nistr^tirj), vbl. sb.

[f. prec. + -ING 1
.] Managing, conducting affairs;

administration. (Mostly gerundial.)
1862 RI.-SKIM Unto this Last 74 Whether the stream shall

be a curse or a blessing, depends upon man's labour, and

administrating intelligence [ intelligence in managing or

administrating]. 1873 />>/'/. Q . Re1
!'. Jan., 93 Thanks to the

system in vogue for administrating our naval affairs.

Administration (ildmrnistr^j^n). Also 4-6
admynystracion, -cioun, -tyon, etc. [ad. L. ad-

fttinistration-on, n. of action, f. administnl-rc : see

ADMINISTER v. The Fr. administration (i3th c. in

Littre) may be the immtd. source.]
fl. The action of administering or serving in

any office ; service, ministry, attendance, perform-
ance of duty. Obs. in general sense.

1382 WYCLIK 2 ("Vr. iv. i Therfore we hauynge this ad-

ministracioun, or office [Vulg. administrationcm} , . faylen
not. 1484 CAXTON Cnrinl iij b, Thanguysshes that he hath
suffred in admynystracion publycque. 1526 TIN DALE i Cor.

xii. 5 Ther are differences of administracions, and yet but
one lorde [WYCLir seruycis, Rheinis ministrations. 1611

administrations]. 1676 HALE Contempt, \. 356 No man's
condition is desperate so long as the Physician continues his

administration. 1791 BOSWKLL Johnson (i8i6> J. 18 All the

stores of nature and of art stand in prompt administration.

1 2. Performance, execution^/! Obs.

1598 BARKCLEY FelicitieofMan 11631* 309 Hee that buyeth
an office, must sell the administration of it. 1611 BIBLE
2 Cor. ix. 12 For the administration of this seruice . . is

abundant also by many thanksgiumgs vnto God [WvcLiF
mynyhterie, TINPAU; ministracion],

3. Management (<j/'any business).
c 1374 CHAUCER Koethiits \. (1560' 199/2, I . . desired to put

foorth in execucion and in act of commen administracion

thilke things that I had learned. 1494 FAHYANVII. 547 Rule
and gouernaunce of the same kyngedome and lordeshyppes,
with all admynystracions of the same. 1538 STARKEY Eng-
land 4 Admynystratyon of the maters of the commyn \vel.

1769 ROBERTSON Chas. &', VI. vi. 107 In him was vested

the sovereign administration of the revenues. i868RusKiN
Polit. Econ. Art \. 18 The principles which are right in the

administration of a few fields, are right also m the administra-

tion of a great country.

4. cllipt. The management of public affairs ;
the

conducting or carrying on of the details of govern-
ment ; hence, sometimes, used tor government.
1681 H. NEVILE Plato Rediv. 79 All the difficulty in pur

Administration, hath been to regulate our own Nobility.

1771 Jnnius Lett. xlix. 254 The real injuries they received

from every measure of your grace's administration. 1825
T. JEFFERSON Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 50, 1 resigned the ad-

ministration at the end of my second year. 1851 MARIOTII

Italy i. 25 Salutary reforms in every branch of adminis-

tration.

5. The executive part of the legislature; the minis-

try; now often loosely called the 'Government'
1731 GcntUm. J\Iag. (1806) I. 9 A Defence of the measures

of trie present Administration. 1783 COWPER Pri-v. Co>r.

(1824)!. 250 The deplorable condition of the country, insisted

on by the friends of administration, and not denied by their

adversaries. 1790 BEATSON Nav. fy Mil. Mem. I. 17 Our
Administration took alarm thereat. 1840 MACAULAY Clive

84 A rapid succession of weak administrations . . had held

the semblance of power.
6. Law. The management and disposal of the

estate of a deceased person by an executor or ad-

ministrator, spec. As opposed to probate. The au-

thority to administer the estate of an intestate, as

conferred by Letters of Administration granted,

formerly by the Ordinary, now by the Probate

Division of the High Court of Justice.

1538 STARKEY England 127 The prerogatyfe gyven to the

same Byschopc of Canterbury, wherby he hath . . the ad-

mynystratyon ofintestate godys. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures
200 If that he make no executours when he entreth into re-

ligion, then the ordinary may commit the administration of

his goods to others, as if he were dead indeed. 1708 Bicker-

staff Det. in Swift's Wks. 1755 II. i. 166 Once a term she is

cited into the court to take out letters of administration. 185*
McCuLLOCH Taxation n. vi. 3 (ed. 2) 300 The court by
which the probate or administration is granted. 1867 E. V.



ADMINISTRATIONAL.
WILLIAMS Executors <$ Administr. HI. i. u. (1867) II. 885
Co-executors. . are regarded in law as an individual person
. . the acts of any one of them, in respect of the administra-
tion of the effects, are deemed to be the acts of all.

7. The action of administering something to

others : a. Dispensation (of a sacrament, of justice,

etc.). b. Giving or application (of remedies), c.

Tendering (of an oath).
c 13*5 SHOREHAM 57 The signe hys of thys sacrament The

bisschopes blessynge, Forth myd the admynystracioun.
1474 CAXTON Chcsse \\. \. A 8 b, He ought alwey thynk on
the gouernement of the royame & who hath thadmynystra-
cion of justyce. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /f-', v. ii. 75 In the ad-
ministration of his Law. 1655 PAGITT Christiatiogr. 66 For
the Administration of the Sacrament of Baptisme. 1677
HALE Prim, Orig. Man. 232 These severe Administrations
ofWar could not DC without great Desolations. 1768 RLACK-
STONE Comm. III. 73 To rectify and redress any mal-ad-
ministrations of justice. 1875 WOOD Thcrap, 11879) *95 I n

poisoning by oxalic acid, the immediate administration of
an antidote is of the utmost importance.

Admhiistratioiial (sfedministrfi-Janal), a. [f.

prec. + -AL*.] Of or pertaining to administration;
administrative.
1862 RAWLINSON Five Gt. Man. v. vii. (1873! III. 429 The

administrational merits of Darius . . have obscured his

military glories.

Administrative (^dmrnistr^tiv), a. [ad. L.

administrativ-us
;

f. administrat- ppl. stem : see

ADMINISTER and -IVE.]
1. Pertaining to, or dealing with, the conduct or

management of affairs
; executive.

1731 BAliASX,Admirustrtitivei pertaining toadmmistration.

1794 LD. HOOD in Nicolas's Di$p. $ Lett. J\'elson 118451
I. 399 Captain Young . . returned to the Victory with two
Officers and two of the Administrative Bodies. 1850 KING-
LAKE Crimea VI. x. 399 The administrative troubles of the
winter campaign. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ It. Jrnts. II. 234
He was in his element as an administrative man. 1872
YEATS Growth fy l/'iciss. Comm. 34 A municipal oligarchy . .

insured some degree of administrative skill.

f2. Of the nature of stewardship, or delegated
authority; 'used in contradistinction to dominion
or power in propriety.' Obs.

1753 CHAMBERS Cyct. Supp. s.v., 'Tis contraverted whether
the power given to Augustus were only administrative , or

proper and immediate.

3. absol. quasi-j. An administrative body; a com-

pany of men entrusted with management.
1876 Acadi-my 13 May, 455/3 Grossly unjust to the more

prominent administrates and executives concerned.

Administratively (axlmrnistr^tivli), adv.

[f. prec. -r -LY-.] In an administrative manner; in

respect to administration.
1860 ll'fsttn. Rev. No. 34, 503 As fast as a government,

by becoming representative, grows better fitted for main-

taining the rights of citizens, it . . grows administratively
unfitted for other purposes. 1871 Daily *\V?cj 2 Jan., A
post which is administratively subordinate to the Treasury.

Administrator (a-dmi-nistr^tai, se'dminis-

trri'toi). [a. L. administrator n. of agent, f. admin-
istrate', see ADMINISTER. Cf. Fr. administrates

(i 6th c. in Litt.).]
1. One who administers

;
one who manages, car-

ries on, or directs the affairs of any establishment
or institution

;
a steward, manager, or acting

governor.
1533 BELLEXDENE Livy in. (18221 306 Quhilk is ane richt

proffittabil thing in admini.stratoris of grete materis. 1675
BAXTER Cath. TJicol, 11. i. 177 Jesus Christ . . is Gods Ad-
ministrator General of the humane world. 1705 LCTTRELL
Brief R el. 11857) V. 627 Danish troops were marching to

dislodge the forces of the administrator of Holstein. 1859
MILL Liberty v. (1865) 68/1 The administrators of the Poor
Rate throughout the country. x88o Daily AVws 15 Apr. 5/6
The Acting Administrator of Griqualand West.

2. absol. One who has the faculty of managing or

organizing. Cf. manager.
1855 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. IV. 14 All the implements of

war had been largely provided by Louvois, the first of living
administrators. 1870 Standard 16 Nov., What is really
wanted for the pacification of Marseilles is a new superior
administrator.

3. One who executes or performs the official

duties of religion, justice, etc.
;
one who dispenses

or ministers to the public in such matters.

1563 MAN Muscitlits' Corn. Places 272 b, We bee not makers
of sacramentes, but administrators of them. 1651 BAXTER

Inf. Bapt. 95 The Holiness which is the ground for the Ad-
ministrator to baptize. 1865 MAULE in Cornh. Mag. Oct.,
429 The answers to them by the judges may embarrass the
administrators of justice.

b. One who applies, proffers, or gives anything.
1828 LANDOR//. Com). Wks. 1846, I. xxxvi. 227 Bonds

may hold the weak ; the stronger break them, and strangle
the administrator.

4. One to whom authority is given to manage
estates, etc. for the legal owner during his mino-

rity, incapacity, etc.
;
a trustee, a steward, esp.

in Sc. Law, 'A person legally empowered to act

for another whom the law presumes incapable of

acting for himself {Encyc. Brit.}, as the father of

children under age.
1590 SANDYS Euroj>y Spec. (1632) 53 To b administrators

of Abbeys, Bishopncks and other benefices. i6za BACON
Hen. VII (].} Whether he did it in his own right, or as ad-
ministrator to his daughter.
6. A person officially appointed to manage and
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dispose of the estate of one who dies without ap-
pointing executors, or whose appointed executors
cannot or do not act ;

an executor dative.

1514 FITZHERBERT JustyceofPeas (1538) 127 Yfany person
having shepe of his owne happen to be made executor or
administratour. 1641 Tennes de laLeyiz, Administrator
is he to whom the Ordinary committeth the administration
of goods of a dead man for default of an Executor. 1824
DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 455 Would not trust them to the custody
of a careless heir, or mercenary administrator. 1870 PINKER-
TON Guide toA dministr. 1 1 The administrator must bear in
mind that he has nothing to do with the real estate of
decedent,

Administratorship (dmi -nistivitaifip, se:d-

ministr,?i-t3jjip). [f. prec. + -SHIP.] The position
or office of an administrator.

1590 SWINBURN Testaments 251 Whether of them were to
be admitted to the administratorship, in case the testator
had died intestate. 1865 CARLVLE Fred. Gt. I. in. xii. 300
This first crisis, of getting into the Prussian Administrator-
ship . . our vigilant Kurfiirst . . has successfully managed.
Administratress (Eedmrnistr^-tres). rare.

[f. ADMINISTRATOR + -ESS, on Eng. analogies ; cf.

waitress^ actress.'] A female administrator.

1775 MRS. HoscAWENin.l/rj. Delany,Lett. Ser. n. II. 176, 1

will allow your word 'administratress,' and I understand it.

tAdministra'trice. Obs. Ia, Fr. administra-
trix, ad. It. administratice : L. administratrTc-

em.'] A female administrator.

a\$tQMyrronreofOurLadye*>j> As a busy administra-
trice mercyful & pytuous she visited the nedy syke men.

Administratrix (a-dim:nistr*i-triks). [a. L.

administrdtr-txfam. ofADMINISTRATOR : see -TKIX.]

\.gcn. A female administrator; an administratress.

1790 BURKE />. fie?'t>/. Wks. V. 63 The princess Sophia was
named. . as a temporary administratrix. 18590. WILSON Life
ofForbes iv. 126 A mighty change passing over Medicine as
an administratrix of substances, which in one sense are food,
in another medicine, in another poison.
2. spec. A woman appointed to administer the

estate of an intestate.

i6z6 COCKERAM, Administratrix, a woman in that place
[i.e. as administrator]. 1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. State xi.

(1840) 27 Her daughter had little comfort to be executrix or
administratrix unto her. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Ad-
i;nnistrator> If a woman have goods thus committed to her
charge, or administration, she is called administratrix.

T The special meaning is the earlier
;
and it is due

to its technical use as a legal term that the Latin
form of the word has been retained, rather than
the still earlier administresst and the later adminis-
tratrcss and admiiiistratrice.

tAdmi'nistrer. Obs.
[f. ADMINISTER z/. + -EH*.

Cf. OFr. antenistrere, -cor, -cur : L. administra-
tort -em, afterwards supplanted by the learned form

administrateur^ One who administers, esp. who
administers anything to another.

1495 CAXTON Vitas Pair. <W. de Worde) i. li. 105 bb, Goo
hens thou wicked and peruerted admynystrer of malice. 1631
DONNE Biatkanatos A i Poysons, which the nature of the

disease, and the art of the Administrer made wholesome.
1654 GENTIUS Servita's Hist. Inquis. (1676) 843 But where
the Administrer hath all his requisite qualities, it is neces-

sary to withstand his excesses.

r Aclmrnistress. Obs. rare. Also admynys-
tresse. [a. \&Sr.administrsset earlier amenistressc,

amcnistreresse, fern, of amcnestrerc : see prec. and

-ESS.] A woman who administers or ministers to

others
; a dispenser of benefits.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 255/4 Marye moder of Jhesu crist

admynystresse andseruaunt. 1616 CHAPMAN Musytts (1858)
217 A Light [Hero's torch] that was administress of sight
To cloudy Venus.

t Admrnistry. Obs. rare- 1
. [^ADMINISTER

v.
; after minister, ministry^ The action of ad-

ministering or ministering to ; administration.
1616 CHAPMAN Sonnets ii. Poesy is not so remov'd a thing

From grave administry ofpublic weals As these times take it.

t Admrnutive, a. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f. ?med. L.

admin-fit- ppl. stem of adminu-^re (f. ad to + mintt-

ere to lessen
; cf. ME. AMENUSE, OFr. anunuser)

+ -IVE.] Characterized by diminution, tending to

grow less.

1656 TRAPP >/#.?. Rer. xiii. 3(1868)763/1 Cotton the Jesuit
confesses . . that now the Christian Church is but adminutive.

Admirability (3e:dmirabi'liti). rare~. [ad.
L. admirdbilitas, n. of quality f. adnnrabilis : see

ADMIRABLE and -TY.]
= ADMIRABLENESS.

1731 In BAILEY, whence in JOHNSON, etc.

Admirable ((se'dmirab'l), a. [a. Fr. admirable,
in OFr. amirable '.L,. admtrabil-em, f. admird-ri\
see ADMIRE and -ABLE.]

fr 1. To be wondered at
; wonderful, surprising,

marvellous. Obs.

1506 SPENSER F. Q. i. vii. 36 He . . was knowne right well

To have done much more admirable deedes. 1601 SHAKS.
All's Well\\. i. 26 Lord. Oh 'tis braue warres. Parr. Most
admirable, I haue scene those warres. 1635)

FULLER Holy
War i. vi.

(18^0)
8 It may justly seem admirable how that

sanseless religion should gain so much ground on Chris-

tianity. 1660 MILTON Free Comnvw. 431 Not only strange
and admirable, but lamentable to think on. 1718 J. CHAMBER-
LAVNE Relig. Philos. (1730) I. vi. 10 All the admirable curio-

sities observable in the Heart. 1794 SULLIVAN View ofNat.

II, He has in his words something 0oioi'Tt[?0u>f TI], divine

and admirable.

ADMIRAL.

Hence, by insensible gradations,
2. Exciting gratified surprise, or wonder united

with approbation, esteem or reverence. In later

usage the idea of wonder disappears, and the word is

a mere exaggerated or emphatic way of expressing
estimable, excellent, afprovable, likable, pleasing.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. \\. ii. 234 You are a gentleman of

excellent breeding, admirable discourse. 1604 MARLOWE
Faiistus 70 Helen of Greece was the admirablest lady that
ever lived. 1678 HOBBES Decam. Phys. i. t What so many
do so highly praise must be very admirable. 1754 CHATHAM
Lett, to AbfSkttotV, 28 The admirable dispositions you have
towards all that is right and good. 1788 V. KNOX WM.
Even. I. n. xiv. 200 The dialogue of an admirable author.

1823 M'Cl'LLoCH Pol. Econ. n. 2, 09 The admirable ma-
chinery invented by Hargreaves. 1856 KANE A rctic Expl.
I. xi. 29 Crimped seal-skin boots or moccasins, an admirable
article of walking gear. 1867 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 288
His wife takes admirable care of him.

U Also used formerly assb. and adv., and as name
of a butterfly; see ADMIRAL 5.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bar/as i. iii. (1641) 23/2 Sure, in the

Legend of absurdest Fables I should enroll most of these
admirables. i6xz SHAKS. Cyrnb. n. iii. 19 A wonderful sweet
aire, with admirable rich words to it, 1725 DE FOE Voy.
round World'11840) 291 Made them roast a piece of venison
. . admirable well.

Admirableness (Ee-dmirab'lnts). [f. prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being admirable ; wonder-
fulness ; wonderful excellence ; estimableness.

1607 Mis. Enforced Marr. iv. in HazL Dodsl. IX. 540 The
admirableness of her virtues. 1673 T. BROOKS Golden Key
Wks. 1867 V. 593 The greatness of God's love, the vehemency
of his love, and the admirableness of his love. 1677 HALE
Print. Orig. Man. 343 The admirableness of these Phse*
nomena. 1851 RUSKIN Stones of yen. III. ii. 44, 64 The
principal church in Italy was built with little idea of any
other admirableness than that which was to result from its

being huge.

Admirably (srdmirabli), adv.
[f. ADMIRABLE

+ -LY 2
.] In an admirable manner; marvellously,

wonderfully {obs. ) ;
in a manner exciting wonder

and pleasure ; excellently.
T593 R- HARVEY Pliilad. 4 So you may deny almost euery

actors Actes, that hath liiu;d admirably in the worlde. 1615
SANDYS Trav. 19 Being borne by a tempest vnto this Hand,
and so admirably deliuered. 1664 PEPYS in Skaks, Cent.
Praise 318 'Macbeth,' a pretty good play, but admirably
acted. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 102 Calicoes,
muslins, wrought silks, some of them admirably fine. 1769
Jttnius Lett.iv. 21 He handles his weapon most admirably,
1855 MACAULAY Fredk. Gt. 87 The Prussian army . . was
also admirably trained and admirably officered. 1863 KCMBLE
Resid. Georgia 47 The pigs thrive admirably here.

Admiral (s-dmiral), sb. Forms : 3-4 amyrayl,
amrayl, 5 amyrayle, amerayle ; 4 arayral,

4-5 amyrall(e, amerel(le, 5 amyrel(le, 5-6
amiral, amcrall e, amrall, amrel le

; 3 admi-

rail, -ale, 4-5 admyral, 4-6 admyrall(e, admi-
ralle, ;-6 admerall, 5-7 admirall, 5- admiral.
Also 3 admirald, 5 amireld

; 4 ameraunt, 7 ad-

rnirant. [a. OFr., ad. Arab, directly, or through
i

med^
L. or some other Rom. lang. The Arabic

V) amir commander, (f-J>j-l
anlara> tocommand,

i order,) commonly Englished AMEEB, EMIR, occurs in

i many titles followed by -al- '(of) the,' as mamir-al-

\

umard ruler of rulers, amtr-al-md commander of

the water, amir-al-bahr, commander of the sea,

the earliest of which is amlr-al-nmminin com-
mander of the faithful, assumed by the Caliph
Omar, and Latinized in many forms by the early
chroniclers (see Amirmumnes in Uu Cange). As
amir is constantly followed by -al- in all such titles,

amtr-al- was naturally assumed by Christian writers

as a substantive word, and variously Latinized as

amlr-alis, -allus, -dlitis, -drills, OFr. amiral, -ail,

'dill, -ayl, Pr. amirau, amirar, amiralh, Pg. ami-

ralh, It. amiraglio. But as is usual with foreign
words, popular etymology was soon at work on these

original forms, assimilating them to more familiar

words, ( i ) by treating the am- as = Fr. and Pr. am-
: L. adm-, and refashioning it accordingly as med.
L. admir-dlis, -allus, -dlius, -arius, OFr. admiral,

-ail; (2) by assimilating it to other Arabic words
in al- (which prob. began in Spain) as med. L.

almirallus, OSp. almiralle, almirage, It. almi-

raglio, OFr. almiral, -ail ; (3) by assimilating the

ending to familiar Teutonic or Romance suffixes,

as med. L. amir-aldus, OFr. amiralt, -ault, -out

(after names like Reginald), Sp. almirante (? after

imperante), OFr. amirant, admiranl; (4) by
confusing the refashioned forms in adm- with de-

rivatives of L. admlrdri to wonder at, whence
med. L. admirdbilis ('Rex Africa: qui dicitnr vul-

gariter admirabilis mundi'), admirandus, ai/mi-

rdtus (these again with the initial variations am-,

amm-, aim-), whence Pr. amiratz, OFr. amirtt,

amirt, amirauble, amirajle, amirand, etc., etc. In

Eng. the chief form represents OFr. amiral, -ayl, re-

duced in 1 6th c. by phonetic gradation to amrel,
a pronunciation still common with sailors. But



ADMIRAL.

the refashioned admiralc, -ail occurs as early as

1205, and became regular after 1500 as the literary

form. Variants in -aid, -aunt, after med. L. arnir-

aldus, and OFr. amirant
t are also found in ME.

As in the other languages the original meaning
was '

Emir, Saracen commander, ruler under the

Caliph or Sultan* ; the modern maritime use is

due to the office of amir-al-bahr or annr-al-ma

'Ameer of the sea' (Sp. almirantc de la mar},
created by the Arabs in Spain and Sicily, continued

by the Christian kings of Sicily, and adopted suc-

cessively by the Genoese, French, and English
under Edward III as *

Amyrel of the Se,' or 'ad-

myrall of the navy.' After the original use became
obsolete about 1500, admiral \i3& used in the naval

sense, without anyqualification, as an English title.]

jl. An emir or prince under the Sultan; any
Saracen (or

' infidel ') ruler or commander. Obs.

c 1205 IJ.AYAMON 27668 f>at on admiral 1 of Babiloine he wes
aeldere. Ibid. 27689 peos admirale sone, Gecron is ihate.

x97 R. GLOUC. 407 An amrayl (>ere bysyde . . }eld hym vp
to Cristene men. Ibid. 409 pe kyng of Camele made pays,
& an amyrayl also, And ?eue hem gret garyson. a 1300 A'.

Horn 95 panne spak on admirafljd, Of wordes he was bald.

^1314 Guy IVanu. TOI With that come forth an amireld, A
Sarra/in. 1366 MAUNDEViLK(x83g)v. 38 Be the Cytees and
be the Townes ben Amyralles, that have the Governance of

thePeple. ^1380 Sir Fcrumb. 1920 'Yhaue y-hurd .vj. of

my fon,' saide J>e Amyrelle. Jbid. 532 Ne fa}t he neuere
in feide I wyj> kyng ne Ameraunt, bat he ne aslo? ouber
madem ^elde. 1393 GOWER Con/. I. 196 Where that an
heathen admiralle Was lorde. c 1430 LYOG. ficc/ias v. v.

(1554) 1263, Old Hanniball Which of Chartage was chief

Admirall. ^1450 Merlin xviii. 281 Maglaant, an amyrall
saisne cruewell and felon. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 190/4
Sone of the admyralle of babylone which was named exerses.

1490 Eneydos xxvii. 104 Pluto the grete god of hell

admyrallof thestyge. [1561 J. DAUS tr. Bullin^eronApoc.
(1573) i24b, After Mahomet him selfe they had in order
xxv Amirals (for so they called their Kings or Princes).]

2. The commander-in-chief of the navy of a

country; in England, formerly, the title of 'an

officer or magistrate that has the government of

the king's navy, and the hearing and determining
all causes, as well civil as criminal, belonging to

the sea' (Cowel), also styled more fully Lord High
Admiral, whose administrative duties are now in

commission, and discharged by five Lords Com-
missioners of the Admiralty, and his judicial func-

tions vested in the High Coitrt of Admiralty.
1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 250 The Erl of Arundel, Richard,

was mad amyrel of the se. 1480 CAXTOHCAfUff. Eng. ccxliii.

290 Erie of kente made Admyral of Knglond for to kepe the

see. 1494 FABYAN vi. cxcvh. 203 Elfricus, that than was
mayster or admyrall of the Kynges nauy. 1513 ARNOLD
Chron. (1811) 47 Syr Edward Howard, the Amerall, with

other, was drownyd. *549 EDWARD VI Death warrant
in Facsim. ofNational MSS. n. xliv, Sir Thomas Seymour
knyght, Lorde Seymour of Sudeley, late Highe Admyrall
of our Realme of Englande. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars of
LoHii.(i8$2) 37 The lorde amrelle of France came into Yng-
lond. /bid. 54 Sir John Dudley that was amrelle of the see

was made yerle of Warwyk [1547]. 1699 LUTTRELI. Brief
Rel. (1857) IV. 558 [The King of Spain] will suddenly re-

call to court the admirant of Castille. 1772 PENNANT Tours
in Scotl. (1774) 161 The Earl of Bute is admiral of the

county. . but no way dependent on the lord high admiral
of Scotland. 1868 CHAMBERS Encycl. I. 46 The office of
Lord High Admiral was last filled by H.R.H. the Duke of

Clarence, afterwards William IV.

3. A naval officer of the highest rank
; the com-

mander of a fleet or squadron ; a flag-officer. In

England there are four grades Admiral of the

Fleet, ranking with a field-marshal in the army ;

Admiral, Vice-Admiral, and Rear-Admiral, rank-

ing with a general, lieutenant-general, and major-

general respectively. Formerly they were also di-

vided into classes denominated from the colours

hoisted by them, Admirals of the Red, White, or

Blue Squadron.
Hence Admiral of the Bine, an obs. jocose name

for a tapster (from the colour of his apron).
(1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vn. ix. 99 Slwe be amyrale of bat

flot. 1475 Rk. ofNoblesse (iftfo) 16 Johan erleof Hontyndon
was made cheif admyralle of a new armee to rescue Harflue.
1606 SHAKS. Ant.

<$-
Cl. in. x. 2 Thantoniad, the Egyptian

Admirall, With all their sixty flye. 1656 MILTON Lett, of
State Wks. 1738 II. 198 One Giles, a French-man, a petty
Admiral of four Ships. 1688 Lotid. Gaz. mmccclvi./^ Sir

Roger Strickland, Rear Admiral of England, rides present
Admiral in the Downs of a Squadron of Ships. 1731 Poor
RobinCN.} As soon as customers begin to stir, The Admiral
ofthe Blue, crys, Coming, sir ! 1853 Encycl. Brit. 1 1. 142 For
nearly a century we had no Admiral of the Red Squadron.
4. The privileged commander of a fishing or

merchant fleet.

Fishing boats in the North Sea often fish in company in

fleets. They are all under the command of one man, who
gives the orders when to shoot the nets, haul them, etc. He
is called the *

Admiral.' R. G. Marsden. <Cf. ADMIRALTY 7.>

vp&Royal Proclm., June 26, in Lond. Gaz. mmmmcccclii,
It is . . Enacted, That whoever should after the said Five and
twentieth Day of March, first enter with his Fishing-Ship,
any Harbour or Creek in Newfoundland, should be for that
Season Admiral of the said Harbour or Creek, and should
reserve so much Beech or Flakes as should be necessary for
his Boats, and One over, as a Privilege . . ; and the Master of
(he Second Fishing-Ship Entring such Harbour . . , shall be
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Vice-Admiral, and the Master of the Third Ship. . ,
Rear-

Admiral for that Season .

._^11 Differences. . shall be deter-

min'd by the Fishing Admirals in the several Harbours ; and
an Appeal is given from such Judgment to the Commanders
of the Men of War appointed Convoys for Newfoundland.
5.= Admiral'-ship {cf. Fr. le vaisseau amiral.

Milton's amwiral is in imitation of It. ammiraglia
'an admirall or chief ship* (Florio) ; cf. ammi"
raglio, later form of almiraglio : see above) :

The ship which carries the admiral ; the Flag-
ship. Also applied to the most considerable ship
of a fleet of merchantmen, or of the vessels em-

ployed in the Newfoundland cod-fishery.
1388 in /far/. Afisc. iMalh.) II. 52 Theadmiral and another

ship of four hundred tons. 1590 WEBBE Tra~'. (1868) 19
The Harry appertayning to the company of the Marchants,
was our Yice-admirall. 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. to S. Sea
19 The admirall of the Spanish armada was a Flemish

shippe. 1667 MILTON P. L. \. 294 The mast Of some great
Ammiral. 1725 DE Foi: I'oy, round World (18 40) 79 Under
orders of the great ship as admiral. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk.
Gt, II. vii. vi. 317 Tall branchy timbers yonder, one day to
be masts of admirals.

6. Pop. name of two European species of butterfly

(fam. Vantssidai), distinguished as the Red and
the White Admiral ( Vanessa Atalanta, and Lime-
iritis Sibylla}. The name belonged at first to the

former, also (perh. originally) the Admirable ; see

ADMIRAL a.

1720 ALHIN Nat. Hist. Eng. Insects Plate in, A most
beautiful Fly called the Admiral Butter-fly. 1798 E. DONO-
VAN Art/. Hist. Brit. Ins. VI 1 1. 20 The red admirable Butter-

fly is certainly a very common species. 1868 BARING-GOULD
Silver Store 1 16 Admirals on bark of oak Tarry till a sunny
stroke O'er their scarlet stripes and rings Drinks the water
from their wings,

7. Conch. = Admiral-shell'. A collector's name
for certain beautiful shells of the genus Conns.

1748 SIR J. HILL Gen. Nat. Hist., Anim. 137 The admiral-

shell, the voluta with a broad yellow fascia, with a punctuated
line in it. 1819 Pantokgia I.S.V., There are four species of
this shell, viz. the grand-admiral, the vice-admiral, the

orange-admiral, and the extra-admiral.

8. Attrib. and Comb., as admiral court, galley,

ship, etc.; also admiral -in -chief or admiral-

general, the supreme naval commander.
1681 Land. Gaz, mdcliv/4 An Act concerning the Juris-

diction of Admiral-Court. 1770 LANGHORXE Plutarch's
fjii'es (1879) I. i38

/
i Themistocles was sacrificing on the

deck of the admiral-galley. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxvi. xliv.

943 c, Livius.. advaunced forward with the Admirall ship
\_firxtoria nave}. i&j/zLond. Gaz. mmdcclxi/i The Admiral
Ship, which is to carry 70 Guns. 1699 Ibid, mmmdxxx/2
Baron Jewell is made Admiral General. 1849 GROTE Greece
(1862) V. n. Ixi. 343 An act of direct insubordination . . to-

wards the admiral-in-chief.

I A'dmiral, a. Obs.\ also admirall, admirale.

[A by-form of ADMIRABLE, caused by confusing
that word with ADMIRAL sb. t of which one of the

med. L. forms was admirabilis, as in Matthew
Paris, ann. 1251, Regi fifarok, qucm Admirabilein
mundi appellare consuevinnts. As admirabilis was
thus used for admiral, there was apparent autho-

rity for using admiral for admirable] Admirable.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xxviii. (1632* 123 For his

admirall height, he was admitted. . into the rank e of a com-
mon souldier. ? 1650 Don Bellianis ofGreece 77 Else could
no knights in the world perform such admirale deeds.

t A'dmiraless. Obs. rare 1
, [f. ADMIRAL sb.

+ -ESS.] The wife of an admiral.
1611 COTC;R., Admirale, an Admiralles.se.

Aclmirailing
1

(re'dmiralirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

An-
MIRAL sb. used as vb. + -ING*. (Cf. went a-colonel-

ling, Iludibras.)] Being or acting as an admiral.

1838 GEN. P. THOMPSON ".1-^(^(1842) IV. 332 'An admiral
is to sail to a given port' (it was in the admiralling days).

Admiralship (ee'dmiraljip). [f. ADMIRAL sb.

+ -SHIP.]
1. The office or position of an admiral.

1617 MiHSREtf, Admiralshipi the estate and office of the
Admirall. 1872 Daily .\Vzcs 5 Aug., The steamer was com-
manded by her own legal master, but the admiralship of the

day was shared by Mr. Pegler.
2. Capability of performing the duties of an ad-

miral.

1873 MASSON Drnmni. ofH. viii. 172 All faith in his general-
ship and admiralship for the rest of the war had been lost.

Admiralty (ardmiralti). Forms: 5 amyralte,
amrelte, ameralte

;
6 amraltie, amiraltye, ad-

miraltie; 6- admiralty. \^..OYr.admiralfc} a??iir-

aulte\ see ADMIRAL and -TY.]

1. The office or jurisdiction of an admiral, or of

the Lord High Admiral
; admiralship.

1327-1485 Pol. Poetns\\. 158 Cheryshe marchandyse, kepe
thamyralte', That we bee maysteres of the narowe see. 1538
LELAND Itin. VII. 87 The Wyndowes be full of Rudders . .

his Badge or Token of the Amiraltye. 1600 HOLLAND Livy
XLIII. XL n62k, The admiraltie of the navy. 1668 PEPYS

Diary (1877) V. 386 The Duke of York's regiment is ordered
to be disbanded, and more, that undoubtedly his Admiralty
will follow. 1846 PRESCOTT Ferd. fy Isab. II. xvi. 117 Ex-
clusive right of jurisdiction over all commercial transactions
within his admiralty.

f 2. TA* department under command of the ad-

miral
;
me naval branch of the public service ;

the navy. Obs.

ADMIRATION.
1465 Manners fy llomch. Exps. Eng. 473 My master hathe

receyvid of doctor Aleyn, sen he ocupyd in the Ameralte,
but

xxxiij.s. iiij.d. a 1626 BACON Union ofEng. % Sct?f.(T.)
For admiralty or navy, I see no great question will arise.

3. That branch of the Executive which super-
intends the navy ; the power or officers appointed
for the administration of naval affairs ; now in

England the Lords Commissioners of Admiralty.
1459 BRACKLKY in Paston Lett. 341 I. 497 The bokys of

regystre of the amrelte [were] takyn a wey from my Lord
Scalysmen, 1679 DK. YOHK in Pepys V. 131 It is Mr. Pepys,
who now, upon this change in the Admiralty, is like to suffer.

1758 in /'////. Trans. 1,1. 461 Sir Charles Wager, first lord of
the admiralty. 1833 MARRVAT Peter Simple (1863) 435 His
case was strongly recommended to the consideration of the
Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. IV. 233 Meanwhile the admiralties of the allied

powers had been active.

4. That branch of the administration of justice
which deals with maritime questions and offences.

Court of Admiralty: the tribunal for the trial and
decision of such causes, formerly presided over by
the Lord High Admiral, whose jurisdiction is now
transferred to the Probate, Divorce, and Admiralty
Division of the High Court of Justice ;

also ellipti-

cally called The Admiralty.
1589 Mtirprcl. 7X, liny any li 'ork. (1844) 46 Yea but Civil-

ians Hue by the court of Amrnltie. 1666 PEPYS Diary IV.

131 Sir R. Ford would accept uf one-third of my profit of
our private man-of-war, and bear one-third of the charge,
and be bound in the Admiralty. 1667 Ibid. IV. 281 This

Judge of the Admiralty, Judge Jenkins. 1768 KLACKSTONK
Cinnttt. IV. xix, The high court of admiralty, held before
the lord high-admiral of England, is not only a court of civil,

but also ofcriminal jurisdiction. 1853 Encycl.Brit. II. 145 I>y
the 6th and 7th Will. IV. c. 53, the admiralty jurisdiction is

extended to Prince ofWales' Island, Singapore, and Malacca.
5. The building where the Admiral or Lords of

the Admiralty transact business.

1617 MiNSiir.t', Admiral! it' . . the place where the Admirals
office is kept. 1661 R. BI/KNKY Ke'p6i*ror .iwpoc 66 He
takes the Flag down from the main Top-mast head, when
he pleases at the Admiralty. 1879 U'hittikcrs Almanac
302/2 Public and Private Buildings . . Admiralty, Horse
Guards, Treasury, War Office.

f6. A station for ships of \var in charge of an

admiral. Obs. rare.

1677 YAKKANTON Eng, Iw/>rm>cw. 40 Ships for the Royal
Navy nuiy. . !><- kept either in an Admiralty at Wexford,
or in some Port near.

T" 7. A sailing in company (originally for mutual
defence against pirates). Obs. rare. [PAKDEssfs Coll.

Lois Maritime^ II. 548 'Toutes les lois et coutumes
anciennes de la Hollande, de la Basse Saxe et de

laBaltique, emploient le mQ\.admiralitas,amiraut t

pour designer les voyages dc conscrvc?\
1622 MAI.YNKS Anc. Law-Merch. 180 When ships do enter

into Admiraltie one with another, whosoeuer breaketh the

Admiraltiu is bound to answer the damage which shall

happen thereby. Laws ofHanse Twns 24 When ships
do enter into admiralty one with another, they shall be bound
to keep together, and tu stay for each other.

i Admi'raiice. Obs. rare~*. [a. OFr. admir-

ance, f. admirer: .see ADMIRE and -ANCE.] Ad-

miring, admiration.

1596 SI P I;NSF.H /'". Q. v. x. 30 Who with right humble thankes
him goodly greeting . . With greai admiraunce inwardly was
moved.

Admiration (a- dmir^-JonV Also 5-6 -cyon,
-cion, -tyon. [a. Fr. admiration (i-fth c. in Littre\
ad. L. admiration-em, n. of action f. admira-ri :

see ADMIHK.]
1. The action of wondering or marvelling ; won-

der, astonishment, surprise, arch.

1506 Ordin. L'rystcn Men (W. de Wprde) i.
yii. 73 Yf he haue

admyracyon that one essence of deite be in thre persones.
1611 BIBLK A'tT 1

. xvii. 6 When I saw her, I wondred with

great admiration. 1642 FULLKR Holy <$ Prof. St. iv. xvi.

323 Admiration is the daughter of ignorance. 1662 EVELYN
Syk'a (1679)9 I'1 admiration at the universal negligence.
1719 DE FOE Cntsoe 331 But now the Admiration was turned

upon another Question, (viz.) what could be the Matter.
1826 SCOTT ll'twdst. xxv. Wks. 1830 II. 143 Pha-be stood

gaping in admiration at the sudden quarrel. 1852 SIR W.
HAMILTON Discuss. 14 How it could ever be doubted . . may
well be deemed a matter of the profoundest admiration.

2. Agreeable surprise ;
wonder mingled with re-

verence, esteem, approbation; hence, in late usage,

pleased or gratified contemplation.
1589 PUTTENHAM fang. Pocsie n. xii. (1811)01 To bring the

world into admiration of their lawes and Religion. 1617
WITHER Fidelia, in Jnvetnl. 1633, 480 That love which Ad-
miration first begot, Pitty would strengthen, c 1680 BEVER-
IDGE Serin. (1729) I. 10 Take heed that you have not men's

persons in admiration. 1793 SMEATON Edystone Lightho,
152 The Buss in all the past bad weather had indeed

rode it out to admiration. 1860 TVNDALL Glaciers i. 11,

72 One large star in particular excited our admiration. 1871
RUSKIN Fors Clav v. 17 Admiration the power of discern-

ing and taking delight in what is beautiful in visible Form,
and lovely inhuman Character. iS^MozLEY Univ. Serm.
vii. 146 The test of true admiration is pleasure.

f 3. The faculty of exciting either wonder or agree-
able surprise and approbation ; admirableness. Obs.

1534 LD. BERNERS Golden Bk. ofM. A urel. (1546) E b, Theyr
fewe woordes and good workes haue lefte vs exaumple of

great admiracion. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. i. 38 Admir'd
Miranda! Indeede the top ofadmiration. 1642 JER. TAYLOR
God's Judgetn. I. i. xxix. 133 [They] found him to be starke

dead, not without markes upon him ofwonderfull admiration.



ADMIRATIVE.
3. An object of admiration or wonder; a marvel.

In mod. usage only in the phrase the admiration of,
with a distinctly verbal reference.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxvii. 97 The harde and sorowfull
admyracions that thenne made palmyreus that was maistre
of eneas shippe ben declared. 1548 Cornel. Scoff. (1801) 86
Ther is ane vthir admiration of the variant course of the
moone. 1601 SHAKS. Alls Well \\. i. 91 Now, good Lafew,
Bring in the admiration, that we with thee May spend our
wonder too. 1716-8 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. I. xxii.

69 The young prince . . is the admiration of the whole court.

1833 Hr. MARTINEAU Brooke Jh'artn xii. 133 Joe's house is

the admiration of all who know what comfort is.

4. Note of admiration : the mark (!) affixed to

words, phrases, or sentences, intended to be uttered
with an intonation of exclamation or surprise.
1611 SHAKS. H'int. T. v. ii. 12 The changes I perceiued In

the King and Camillo, were very Notes of admiration. 1611

COTGR., Admiratifi Th' admirative point, or point of ad-
miration (and of detestation) marked, or made thus ! 1719
SWIFT To Yng. Clerg. Wks. 1755 II. 11.8 To skip over all

sentences where he spied a note of admiration at the end.

1859 J;
LANG Wand. India 387 You will have the Commander-

in-Chief down upon you with five-and-twenty notes of ad-
miration at the end of every sentence.

Admirative (se-dmir**tivfgedm3i*retiv), a. rare.

[a. Fr. admiratif, -ive
;

f. admiral- ppl. stem of ad-
mira-ri : see ADMIRE and -IVE.] Pertaining to or
characterized by wonder or admiration.
1611 COTGR. [see prec. ^.] 1641 BP. MONTAGU Acts

fy
Man.

160 The common people, ignorant, credulous, and admirative.
1861 C. M. IXGLEBY Compl. l'ii~iv 148 Admirative comments
in the Edinburgh and Saturday Reviews.

Admiratively (see prec.), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY^.] In an admirative manner; with pleasur-
able approbation.
1881 C. M. I. in N. $ Q. i Apr. 245/2 So wonderfully ap-

plicable . . that it may be admiratively quoted just now.

Acimira'tor. Obs. rare l

. [a..L..attmFrdior,
n. of agent, f. admira-ri to ADMIRE.] An admirer;
a wonderer.

1603 HAKSNET Declar. Pop. Impost, no When we have
instructed their Admirator in the secret causes. . we shal
ease him of his labour and cause his wonderment to cease.

Admire (a-dmaia-j), v. [a. Fr. admire-r
t
a re-

fashioning of OFr. amirer : L. adnura-ri to won-
der at

;
f. ad at + mira-ri to wonder.]

1. intr. To feel or express surprise, or astonish-

ment
;
to wonder, to marvel, to be surprised.

t a. simply. Obs.
c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon ix. 233 Lordings, admire not if

your cheer be this, For we must keep our academic fare.

1626 T. H. Caussins Holy Crt. 7 This would make you ad-

mire, your haire stand an end, and bloud congeale in your
ueynes. 1697 MOLYNEUX in Locke's Lett, (1708) 238, 1 should
have much more admired had they been otherwise,

b. with at.

1600 ROWLANDS Letting ofHum. Blood i. 48 Vttring rare

lyes to be admired at. 1650 FuLLEttPisgaJkSig&tn, vi. 150
King Ahab stood admiring at the miracle. 1656 BAXTER
Kef. Pastor. 348 It maketh me admire at the fearful de-
ceitfulness of the heart of man. 1708 SWIFT Baucis A> Phil.

148 And she admir'd as much at him. '759 MARTIN Nat.
Hist. I. 271 Posterity may justly admire at their being de-
molished. 1865 CAHLVLE Frcdk. Gt. III. vm. iv. 17 A result,
which Friedrich Wilhelm not a little admires at.

c. with subord. cl. arch, or dial.

1600 HOLLAND Livy \, xli. 24 A great concourse of the

People, admiring what the matter was. 1641 FULLER Holy
<f- Prof. State it. lii. 59 We may more admire that so beastly
a drunkard lived so long. 1681 CROWN K Hen. VI, iv. 38,
I admire my Ix>rd of Glocester is not come. 1694 PravuL
ofGod 147, 1 admired why I should be suspected. 1701 PENS
in Pa. f/ist. Sac. Man. IX. 45, I admire how thou couldst

stay so long. 1794 GODWIN Caleb ii 'illiams 176, I admire
that the earth does not open and swallow you alive. 1848
DICKENS Dombey 316 Mrs. Chick admires that Edith should
be, by nature, such a perfect Dombey.

f-d. with inf. Obs. or dial.

1645 HOWELL England's Tears 173 The Italian admires to
see a people argue themselves thus into arms. 1676 HOBBES
Iliad xxiv. 386 You would admire to see him look so fresh.

1869 Miss ALCOTT Little Wow. i. ix. 134, I admire to do it.

2. trans. To view with wonder or surprise ; to
wonder or marvel at. arch.
c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon ii. 40 England and Europe shall

admire thy fame. 1643 FULLER Holy $ Prof. State n. ix.

83 He accounts their examples rather to be admired then
imitated. i68a Lond. Gaz. mdccxxvii/3 We cannot but
admire and dread those restless Men. 1714 ADWSQH Sfleet.
No. 575 P 6 How can we sufficiently admire the Stupidity
or Madness ofthese Persons? i738WARBORTON Div. Legat.
\. 68 That Disorder in the Life of Man, which Moralists so
much admire. 1876 FARRAR Marlb. Serm. iv. 36 One hardly
knows whether most to admire the stupidity of such a de-

gradation or to detest its guilt.

Hence, by insensible gradations,
3. To regard with pleased surprise, or with
wonder mingled with esteem, approbation, or affec-

tion ; and in modern usage, To gaze on with pleasure.
1594 H. WILLOBIE in Shaks. Cent. Praise 10 You must

admire her sober grace. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. \. \. 29
We do admire This virtue, and this morall discipline. 1660
T. STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. (1701) 31/2 Some Vulcan's and
Minerva's arts admire. 1751 HARRIS Hermes (1841) 113
Admiring only the authors of our own age. 1807 CRABBE
Par. Reg. in. 163 Thus long she reign'd, admired, if not

approved. 1860 TVNDALL Glaciers i. 16. 118, I had oc-
casion to admire the knowledge and promptness ofmy guide.
18780. MACDONAI.D Ann. Quiet Neighb. xxx. 526 She could
admire good people.
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f 4. causal. To astonish, to
surprise.

Obs. rare.
c 1650 Don Bellianis 204 A Tent . . with so many gallant

Devices, that it admired every beholder.

t AcLmrre, sb. Obs.
[f. the vb.] The act of

admiring, admiration.

1591 (',. MARKHAM Sir Jt. Grinnile clxvii, But with all

kindnes, honor, and admire To bring him thence. 1602
WARNKR Albion's Eng. x. lix. (1612) 261 Natures Mynion,
eyes Admier. 1613 ROWLANDS Knave of Hearts (N.) He
thus concludes his censure for admire.

Admired (dedinai*ud), ///. a.
[f. ADMIRE v.

+ -ED.]
1. Regarded with admiration ; wondered at ;

contemplated with wonder mingled with esteem,
etc. ; wonderful, surprising.
c 1430 Pol. Rel.

<$
Love Poems 49, 453 And ther-too schee

was well emyred. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. <y Jnl. i. ii. 89 All the
admired Beauties of Verona. 1621 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II.

50 Venice. . the admiredst city in the world. 1709 POPE
Ess. Criticism 502 Then most our trouble still when most
admird. 1867 INGELOW Story ofDoom in. 77 And half-shut
fans of his admired wings.
2. Astonished ; struck with wonder.
rtiTOo Ballads on Gt. Frost 1683-4 (1844) 4 All stand ad-

mir'd, and very well they may To see such pastimes.

Admiredly (sedmaia-rwlli), adv.
[f. prec. -f

-LY2.] In an admired manner
; surprisingly.

1637 SYDENHAM Serm. 218 Tho' in their own condition
admiredly happy heretofore.

Admirer (i-dmai-Tai). [f. ADMIRE z/.+ -ER!.]
1. One who admires, wonders at, or views with

surprise and pleasure, or with pleasure only.
1605 HACON Adv. Learn, i. vii. 5 11873) 54 There was not

a greater admirer of learning [than Trajan], 1710 ADDISON
Whig-Exam. No. 2 IP i, I never yet knew an Author that had
not his admirers. 1839 DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 27 A little

tribute from an unknown but ardent admirer of your genius.
2. ' In common speech, a lover.' J.
a 1704 T. HROWN Comical View Wks. 1730 I. 163 'Tis by

your beauty that you make so many of your admirers hang
and drown themselves every year. 1874 BLACK/"?-. Thule
35 Vexed by the incomprehensible conduct of her reputed
admirer.

Admiring (aedmsi^Tirj), vbl. sb.
[f. ADMIRE v.

f -ING 1
.] Viewing with wonder, reverence, esteem,

pleasure. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1603 FLOHiO,#40fcjJWtf (1634)402 That other faculty., often

causeth sport and breedeth admiring. 1633 P. FLETCHER
Piscat. Eel. in. xii. 17 Live in her love, and die in her admir-
ing. 1761-* HUME Hist. Engl. V. Ixviii. (1806) 133 Instead
of admiring that a palpable falsehood should be maintained.

Admiring (sedmsi-mn), ///. a. [f. ADMIRE v.

+ -I\G-.]
1. \Vondering ; regarding with loving wonder

;

full of admiration.
i6a6 D'EwEs in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 322 III. 217 The

313 The voice ofadmiring friends was tumultuously raised to

predict splendid things for him.

1 2. Causing wonder or admiration. Cf. ADMIUE
v. 4. Obs.
1610 GWILLIM Heraldry in. xxii. (1660) 235 Dolphins here

are in their natural! form of swimming, wherein they use
to marshele their great troopes in admiring order.

Admiringly (a-dmaia-rinli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY^.] In an admiring manner ; with admiration
;

with fond looks.
1601 SHAKS. Alls ffW/v. iii. 44 Admiringly my Liege, at

first I stMcke my choice vpon her. 1823 MOORE Loves of
Angels ii. xxviii. 575 When I've seen her look above At
some bright star admiringly. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.
III. xii. 217 Two such men must have looked admiringly on
each other's great deeds.

1 Admirize, '". Obs. rare- 1
, [improp. f, ADMIRE

QTlFT.admirer+ -IZE. Ct.acclimafea.n&acclimatize.']
To wonder.

1702 LOGAN in Pa. Hist. Sac. Mem. IX. 108 Orders to

proclaim the queen have arrived in Virginia . . but none here,
which makes many admirue.

Admissibility(?edmi:sTbi-liti).[f. ADMISSIBLE;
see -BILITY. Cf. mod. Fr. admissibility The
quality of being admissible ; admissibleness.

1778-80 BURROWS Reports IV. 2058 The counsel for the de-
fendant objected to the admissibility of the evidence. 1801
W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XI. 290 A hybrid word, and
therefore of equivocal admissibility. 1849 BEST Evidence
(18701 10 The admissibility of evidence is a matter of /7c, but
the weight or value of the evidence is matter offact.

Admissible (aedmrsib'l), a. [a. Fr. admissible,
ad. late L. admissibilem, f. admits- ppl. stem of
admitt-cre: see ADMIT and -BLE.]
1. Worthy of being entertained as an idea or

project ;
allowable.

1611 COTGR., Admissible [Fr.]. admittable, admissible, fit

.o be admitted, received, allowed of. 1677 HALE Print.

Orig. Man. i. vi. 126 Suppose that this Supposition were ad-
missible. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) V.x. 58 He
used to pay nis duty to me, and ask blessing the moment he
came in, if admissible (Is that a word, Harriet ?). 18543 MILL
Liberty 171 What amount of public control is admissible for

the prevention of fraud by adulteration.

b. Law. Allowable as judicial proof.
1849 BEST Evidence (1870) 116 The parol evidence of a

witness [as to the contents of a lost document] is admissible,

though there is a copy of the document.

2. Capable or worthy of being admitted to an

ADMIT.

office or relation, or to the use of a place. (Differs
from ADMITTABLE, as admission from admittance.')
1775 ASH, Admissible, worthy of being admitted. 1849

MACAULAV Hist. Eng. II. 14 They were admissible to poli-
tical and military employment. 185* M'~CULLOCH Taxation
(ed. 2) n. v. 215 The average Gazette price of muscovado
sugar, admissible to the English markets. 1868 M. PATTI-
soxAcadein. Organ. 5, 239 Let all who choose be admiss-
ible to our lectures.

Admissibleness (axlmi'sib'mes). [f. prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being admissible ; capa-
bility of being entertained or allowed.
1861 Press IX. 779/3 The admissibleness of such a system.

Admissibly (sedmi-sibli), adv. rarc~.
[f. as

prec. + -LY^.] In an admissible manner; so as to
be entertained, or allowed.
1818 in TODD.

Admission (sC'dmrJan). [ad. L. admission-em,
n. of action f. admiss- ppl. stem of admitttre : see

ADMIT. Cf. Fr. admission, late, not in Cotgr. 1632.]
The action of admitting to some position, standing,
or privileges ; distinguished from ADMITTANCE the
literal action of letting in to a place.
1. The action of admitting to a place and its

privileges, into a society or company of men, or
class of things. Attributed also to the person ad-
mitted ; thus = the fact of being admitted, access.
162* BACON Henry I'll (J.) There was also enacted that

charitable law, for the admission of poor suitors without
fee. 1630 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (1870) 17 Charged by her
expresse command to look precisely to all admissions into
the Privy-Chamber. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 14 Baptizing
is the Act, or Sign of their solemn admission. 1667 SPRAT
Hist. Roy. Soc. 77 (T..) Some small admission-money and
weekly contributions amongst themselves. 1790 PALEY Hor.
fan/, i. 6 They have never found admission into any cata-

logue of apostolical writings. 1828 LANDOR Imag: Cottv.

(1846) 218 Elegance in prose composition is mainly this : a
just admission of topics and of words. 1851 RUSKIN Stones
of Vcn. xvii. (1874* I. 188 They have free admission of the
light of Heaven.

2. Reception or acceptance into an office or posi-
tion ; appointment, institution.

1494 KABYAN vi. cxcvi. 200 After y* deth of Edgare, stryfe
arose amonges the lordes for admyssion of theyr kyng.
1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers Logic Ded. If 4b, Having once
knowen the price of an admission, Salting, and Matricu-
lation, with the intertayning of Freshmenne in the Rhetorike

suhoples. c 1680 BEVERIDGE Serm. (1729) I. 17, This formal
admission of St. Matthias into the number of the apostles.
1726 AVLIFFE Parcrgon 39, Admission is when the Patron
presents a Clerk to a Church that is vacant, and the Bishop
upon Examination admits and allows of such Clerk to be
fitly qualify'd. 1818 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange'sZi/t II.

xi. 45 Poor Miss Phoebe was in that state which is of all

others most favourable to the admission of a new lover she
had just lost an old one.

3. The admitting (of anything) as proper, valid,
or true

; acknowledging, allowing, or conceding.
1538 STARKEY England 128 You are veray esy in the ad.

myssyon of thes fautys in the spiritualty. 1661 BRAMHALL
Just. Vind. ii. 15 In admission of the same discipline, and
subjection to the same supream Ecclesiastical authority.
1794 SULLIVAN View of Nat. II. The admission of super-
natural truths, is much less an active consent, than a cold
and passive acquiescence. 1807 MARSHALL Constit. Ofin.

(1839) 45 To the admission of this testimony great and serious

objections have been made.

b. Latuz.'b.&gen. Aconcession,anacknowledgement.
1808 PEAKE Evidence 17 His wife's admission that she had

agreed to pay 4.1. a week was allowed to be given in evidence.

1846 MILL Logic n, iii. 2 (1868) 205 To press the conse-

quences of an admission into which a person has been en-

trapped. 1868 HELPS Realmah xv. (1876) 410 I decline . . to
make more admissions than I can help. 1876 J. F.STEPHENS
Law of Evid. xv. An admission is a statement, oral or

written, suggesting any inference as unfavourable to the
conclusion contended for by the person by whom or on whose
behalf the statement is made.

f Admision c 1450 in tr. Higden Rolls Ser. I. 105
is a misprint for a diuision (Higd. limiteni}.

Admissive (a-dmi-siv), a. [ad. L. admissw-ttst

f. admiss- ppl. stem of admitt-Sre
;

see ADMIT and

-IVE.] Characterized byadmitting; tending to admit.

1778 HARTLEY Sivedenborg's Heaven 4- Hell (1851) Pref. 48
But this . . is the sole effect of that grace which they are not
admissive of. 1823 LAMB Klia 482 It would be a good face
if it were not marked by the small-pox a compliment which
is always more admissive than excusatory.

Admissory (sedmrsari), a. [f. L. admissor n.

of agent f. admitt-Pre (see ADMIT) + -y, as if ad. L.
* admissori-us.] Of or pertaining to admission.

(Not in CRAIG 1847.] 1859 WORCESTER cites Eel. A'.

t Admi'SSUre. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. L. admis-
sura putting to, admission (of male to female), f.

admiss- ppl. stem of admitt-tre\ see ADMIT and

-URE.] Pairing of animals.
c 14*0 Pallad. on Hush. iv. 875 Til yeres x she [the mare]

for this admyssure Is goode.

t Admi'Stion. Obs. [ad. \s.admistion-em (also

admixtidn-em} t see ADMIXT.] A by-form of AD-
MIXTION.
1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 482/1 That the ad-

mistion of some humors, m those who are unsound, excites
Phantasies. 1697 WALLIS In Misc. Curiosa (1708) II. 317
The admistion of Charcole being chiefly to keep the Parts

separate.

Admit (sedmi't), v.\ also 5-6 amit, amitte,
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amytte. [orig. a. OFr. amett-w* L. adnritt-Hre to

let to or into; f. ad to + mittfre to send, let go.
In i5thc. the Fr.was refashioned after l+BMufautfrt,
in the wake of which the Eng. also became admit.]
To let come or go in, (i) willingly, as a person

does, (2) by physical capacity as a thing. The

secondary meanings are earlier in Kng. than the

primary, for which native words were in use.

I. As the action of a voluntary agent.
1. To allow to enter, let in, receive (a person or

thing), a. {to or into a place, real or ideal).

1530 PALSGR. 417/2, I admyt or retain to a rome or other-

wyse, Je admets. 1667 MILTON /*. L. xi. 596 The heart Of
Adam, soon enclin'd to admit delight. 1713 SWIFT Cadenus
Wks. 1755 III. ii. 17 Vet some of either sex . . She conde-

scended to admit. 1755 JOHNSON Diet, Pref., Obsolete words
are admitted, when they are found in authours not obsolete.

1850 TENNYSON In Mem* xxxn. 2 No other thought her mind
admits. 1860 TYNDAI.L Glaciers i. 25. 184, I had opened
the little window of the cabin to admit some air.

b. into any office, position, or relation ; spec, in

Law, into the possession of a copyhold estate.

1473 WARKWORTH Ckron. 13 Kynge Herry was amitted to

his crowne and dignite ageyne. (1480 Childe of Bristowe

57 in Hazl. E. P. Poetry 113 Any science that is trouthe y
shal amytte me therto. 1494 FABYAN v. cxxviii. no Wold-
ist thou not admit suche one for thy freende? 1534 Ln.
BERNERS Gold. Bk. ofM. Aurcl. (1546) Lvj, They amytted
hym a citezen and dweller in Rome. 1660 JER. TAYLOR
IVorthy Cominnn, i. 2. 38 We are admitted to pardon of
our sins if we repent. 1713 Guardian No. 2 (1756) I. 13, I

was admitted a commoner of Magdalen-Hall in Oxford.

1715 BURNET Hist, wn Times i. (R.) The triers of all those

who were to be admitted to benefices. 1768 BLACKSTONH
Comm. III. 203 If the tenant . . does not within a limited

time apply to the court to be admitted a defendant. 1809
TOMLINS Law Diet. s.v. Copyhold^ If the lord refuses to

admit he shall be compelled in Chancery . . But that Court
will not grant a mandamus to admit a copyholder by de-

scent. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. IV. xviii. 127 With what
readiness they were admitted to the royal kiss. 1878 Bosw.
SMITH Carthage 49 Begging that we would admit his prison-
ers to ransom.

c. to do anything.
1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Soiule i. viii. (1859)6 In euery ryghtwys

court skyle Is that the actour isadmytted to maken his com-

pleynt. 1538 STARKEY England \gz Only such , . schold be

admyttyd to practyse in causys. 1722 DE FOE Hist. Plague
55 The houses and villages refusing to admit them to lodge.

1747 in Col. Rec. Penn. V. 113 The Ship was admitted to

come up to the City.

yd. into the number or fellowship of. Obs.

1632 MILTON I,'Allegro 38 Mirth, admit me of thy crew.

1713 Guardian No. 151 (1756) II. 265 Jack . . was sent up to

London, to be admitted ofthe Temple. vMNfwLorttl, Nag.
157 Who afterwards admitted him of his Privy-Council.
2. fig. To allow a matter to enter into any rela-

tion to action or thought.
a. To consent to the performance, doing, realiza-

tion, or existence of; to allow, permit, grant.
a 1423 JAMES I King's Quair iv. ix, Gif mercy sail admit*

ten thy servise. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 169/1 They wold
not accorde that he shold be amytted to be worshypped.
1513 DOUGLAS xTmv. xiii. 72 Amit \v.r. admit] my asking,
gif so the fatis gydis. 1601 SHAKS. Tiuel, N, i. ii. 45 She
will admit no kinde of suite, No, not the Duke's. 1682-3
Penn. Arch. I. 55 Desiring thee to admitt, that the people
may have the Nomination. ^1750 SHENSTONE Elegy xvii. i

Stern Monarch of the winds ! admit my pray'r. 1817 JAS.
MILL Brit. Ind, II. v. v. 534 Tippoo, in the mean time, had
admitted no delay.

b. To allow or receive as valid or lawful
; to ac-

knowledge.
1538 STARKEY England vt. 125 Seyng you graunte the Pope

. . to be hede . . you must need admit also apellatyon thereto.

1595 SHAKS. John, n. i. 200 Let vs heare them speake, Whose
title they admit, Arthurs or lohns. 1805 WELLESLEY Dcsp.^\
We did not admit his claim to tribute. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. II. 208 His power to dispense with Acts of Parliament
had been admitted.

C. To accept as true, or as a fact, to concede.

1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 1557, 668/1 That the

scripture is not true, but because y* churche salth so and
admyt it. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. it. iv. 159 Though
an External Succession of Men were admitted. 1777 PRIEST-
LEY Matt. 4- Spir. xx. (1782) I. 257 Descartes' . . principle was
admitting nothing but what his own consciousness obliged
him to admit. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1. 155 Admitting
the virtues of the late king. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. I.

v. 330 The outline of the story may, I think, be admitted.

d. With subord. d. To allow, concede, grant (either
from conviction, or for the sake of argument).
1538 STARKEY England'107 Hyt ys to be admyttyd . . that

then a nother ys to be chosen. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks
(1638) 197 But admit he were able to bring an hundred
thousand. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece i. xxvLdjis) I. 173
All Genuine Citizens . . shall have permission of leaving their
Estates to whom they will, admit they have no Male-children
alive. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1. 159 The moderate Epi-
scopalians would admit that a bishop might lawfully be
assisted by a council.

II In these senses admit is sometimes followed by of.
1649 SELDEN Laws ofEng. i. lix. (1739) no Had she been

as willing to have admitted of the Laws. 1699 BENTLEY
Phalaris 62 We admit of the present Calculation. 1774
CHESTERFIELD Lett. I. xiii. 43 Luxury and ease were not
admitted of at Sparta. 1828 SCOTT /''. M. Perth I. 4 With
our equals in age only, for in dignity we admit of none.

II. As the action of an involuntary agent.
3. trans. To be the channel or means of admis-

sion to ; to afford entrance, let in. Also absol.

1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jems. (1732) App. 7 Compassed
VOL. I.

with good Walls and five Gates, which admitted into it.

Mod. This order admits the whole party. The ticket admits
to the meeting, but not to the conference. A key which ad-

mits to the garden.
4. To have the capacity to allow to enter, to

have room for.

1661 DRYDEN Coron. Chas. //, 66 Not that our wishes do
increase your store, Full of yourself, you can admit no more.

1781 J. MOORI-: View ofSoc. xli. (1790) I. 451 A staircase suf-

ficiently wide to admit a man to ascend. 1789-96 J. MORSK
Amer.Geog. 11.24 [A] commodious harbour, which admits

only one ship to enter it at a time. Mod. The passage ad-
mits two abreast.

5. To allow of the co-existence or presence of; to

lie open to, be capable of, or compatible with.

a. trans. Obs. or arch.

1538 STARKEY England'ii. 45 Me semyth felycyte ys the
most perfayt state, wych admyttyth no degre. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. $ Cr. iv. iv. 9 My loue admits no qualifying crosse.

1699 BENTLKY Phalaris 407 IIpoTpeTrw in the sense of Ex-
hortation admits a Dative Case after it. 1803 WELLESLEY
Dcsp. 228 This movement admits the uninterrupted march
of the combined forces. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem, cvii. 5 The
time admits not flowers or leaves To deck the banquet.
I), with of.

1718 Free-thinker No. 65, 67 This is a character in Life,
the sublimity of which admits not of Mediocrity. 1802 MAR,
EDGEWORTII Moral T. (18661 216 Her son's conduct admitted
. . of no apology. 1873 MAX MULLER Science of Rcl. 284
So firmly established as hardly to admit of the possibility
of a doubt.

Admittable (&dmrtftb'l), a. ; also 5-7 ad-
mittible.

[f. prec. + -ABLE. The earlier admittible

follows the analogy of credible, etc., repr. L. forms
in -ilnlis

;
but adinittilnlis is not found, and the

late L. was adtnissibilis. See ADMISSIBLE and

-BLE.] Formerly = ADMISSIBLE, but now limited

more closely to the literal sense of ADMIT: Capable
of being admitted to a place or as a fact.

a 1420 OcCLBVE De JKfg. Princ, 3120 A man to slee by
lawe it is lisible, That slaughter afore God is admyttible.
c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen, I'llI ^1878) 75 A dispensa-
tion is sooner admittable in affinity than in consanguinity.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep, 152 This appellation is not
admittible in propriety of speech. Ibid. 274 A conceit . .

not admittable in Philosophy, much lesse in Divinity. 1726
AYLIFFE Parcrgon 40 For as the Law then stood, a Deacon
was admittable.

Admittance (sedmrt&ns). [f. ADMIT + -AXCE,
cf. remittance ; after Fr. and Kng. analogies in

assistance, attendance, etc. The analogical forma-

tion on L. adniittens would be admittence^\ The
action of admitting, now confined to the literal

sense of giving entrance, the fig. ideas connected
with admit being expressed by ADMISSION.
1. The action of admitting, letting in, or giving

entrance ; permission to enter. Usually attributed

to the person admitted: 'our admittance (by the

porter) into the grounds
*

rather than ' the porter's
admittance of us'; thus = the fact of being admit-

ted, entrance given or allowed.

a. lit. into a place.
I593THYNNE Let. mAnimadf. (1865)97 Whene your Lord-

ship will vouchsafe mee admyttance to your presence. 1611
SHAKS. Cymb. \\. iii. 73 'Tis Gold Which buyes admittance.

1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. in Phcnix (1708) 1. 208 He came
up per ardua . . nofpulled up by Chance, or by any gentle
admittance of Fortune, a 1704 LOCKE (J.) There are some
ideas which have admittance only through one sense. 1731
ARBUTHNOT On Aliments (J.) As to the admittance of the

weighty elastic parts of the air into the blood. 1837 CAR-
LYLE^"r. J?f?'.(i872) I. vii. ix. 238 He gets admittance through
the locked and padlocked grates. Mod. ' N o admittance ex-

cept on business.'

b. fig. into an office, position (arch.\ or society

(pbs.} Mostly replaced by ADMISSION.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. m. (1617) 124 Therefore a solemne

admittance [to office in the Church] is of such necessitie,
that without it there can be no Church-Politic. 1611 SPEED
Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xxxix. (1632)400 Without the admittance
of any Secondary or Viceroy to rule there vnder him. 1649
SELDEN Laws ofEng. n. xxxv. (1739) 160 The Pope had no
admittance unto his ancient Claim. 1743 J. MORRIS Serin.
viii. 230 The condition of our admittance into his favor.

C. spec, in Law, into a copyhold estate. The act

by which the copyholder is put in actual and legally

recognized possession.
1741 T. ROBINSON Gavelkind\\. 98 Who dies before Admit-

tance. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 370 Admittance is the
last stage, or perfection, of copyhold assurances. 1809 TOM-
LINS Law Diet. s.v. Copyhold^ The consent of the lord to

the surrender shall be adjudged a good admittance. If the
steward accept a fine of a copyholder, it amounts to an ad-
mittance. But delivering a copy is no admittance.

f2. Hence, The habit or faculty of being admitted
;

admissibility. Obs. rare.

1598 SHAKS. Merry Wh>. \\. ii. 235 You are a gentleman of
excellent breeding, admirable discourse, of great admittance.

f3. The action of admitting as valid or satis-

factory; acceptance, sanction. Obs.

1598 SHAKS. Merry IViv. m. iii. 61 The Tyre-valiant, or

any Tire of Venetian admittance. 1622 MALYNES A nc. Laiv-
Merch. 424 All other coynes inhaunced aboue the Par of

Exchanges heretofore calculated amongst Merchants, and
especially with the admittance of Princes.

*f 4. The action of admitting the truth (of a tenet),

either from conviction or for argument's sake. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie (1869) 235 This figure is much
vsed by our English pleaders . . which they call to confesse

and auoid . . I call it the figure of admittance. 1635 J. SWAK
Spec. Mundi y. 2 (1643} 165 We fall into other absurditks
upon the admittance of this tenet.

Admitted (scdmi-ted), ///. a. [f. ADMIT + -ED.]
1. Allowed to enter ; taken in.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. v. ii. 140 'Tis exactly valewed,
Not petty things admitted. 1661 DRYDEN Coron. Chas. //,
no Beyond your court flows in the admitted tide. 1815
MOORE Parad. fy Peri 334 Upon whose bank admitted souls
Their first sweet draught of glory take.

2. Received into an office or relation, instituted.
a 1555 LATIMER in Foxe A. ff AT. III. 398 To inhibit a

Preacher of the Kings admitted, is it not to disobey the

King? 1881 Daily Tel. 25 Oct. \Advt.) Wanted . . an ad-
mitted solicitor as Managing Clerk.

3. Received as true or valid ; received, accepted,

acknowledged.
1846 MILL Logic i. iii. ^(1868) 54 But this is an admitted

departure from correctness of language. 1851 H. STENCER
Sflc, Stat. i. iii. i We may therefore safely consider it as
an admitted truth.

Admittedly (wdmrtwlli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY-.] In an admitted or acknowledged manner;
by general admission; confessedly, acknowledgedly.
1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. II, 318 Both these classes

of revenue are admittedly progressive. 1865 CARLYLK l'"rcdk.

Gt. IV. xi. i. 24 Many Acts of Parliament admittedly rather
wise. 1879 M. ARNOLD Falkland in Alixed Rss. 228 The
good which we admittedly have in the England of to-day.

Admitter v^dmi-t^j). [,ADMIT+-EBI.] Onewho
admits, who givesofficial reception, or mental assent.

1581 MULCASTKR Positions 284 The admitters to schooles

haue a great charge. 1385 ABP. SANDYS Serin. 11841) 120

The admitters of ministers are too lavish in our days, ti 1656
HALES Gold. Rein. 1 1688) 359 The first Admitters of nil Ground
of Science.

Admittible, variant form of ADMITTABLE.
t Admi'ttie. Obs. rare* also admitty. [f.

ADMIT, in imitation of inqnir-y, cxfir-y, etc.] Ad-
mittance.
n 1616 11. JoNSON/; <Wi? Restored 58 iedd. 1616, 1640) Your. .

rude good-fellowship must seeke some other spheare for

your admittie [edd. 1838, 1875, admitty].'

Admitting (sedmi'tiij), vbL sb.
[f. ADMIT +

ING 1
.] Willing or official reception; mental as-

sent
; acknowledgment. (Now gerundial.)

1598 FLORIO, Alatricnlationt't a matriculation, registring,
or admitting. JjW. Afraid of admitting the whole truth.

Admix (axlmrks ,
v. rare.

[f.
L. ad to + Mix

: OE. misc-an ;
in imitation of L. ad-misccrc, and

perh. directly due to the ppl. adj. ADMIXT, ad. L.

admixt-iiS) being taken as a regular Eng. pple.

adwix-f.'] trans, and intr. To mingle with some-

thing else ;
to add as an ingredient.

1533 J. FRITH Anstv. to filore (1829) 382 First, you shall

understand, that in the wine, which is called Christ's blood,
is admixed water. 1593 BILSON dx't. Chr. Cft. To Reader 6

Levites being admixed with them to direct them. 1859 Topn
Cycl. Anat. <y Phys. V. 275/1 The blood of the bronchial

arteries is poured directly into the pulmonary artery, with the

venous blood of which it admixes.

Admixt (i'dmi'kst), ///. a. [ad. L. admixt-tts

pa. pple. of admiscc-re to mix with, f. ad \.v + ttiis-

ct'-rc to mingle ; afterwards taken as the pa. pple.
of an assumed Eng. vb. ADMIX, and spelled ad-

mix~ed^\ Mingled with ; added as an ingredient.
c 1420 Pallad, on llush.i. ix, Withouten moolde admixt,

nor sandy lene. 1651 CARTWRIGHT Roy. Slave (NARES) Like
those better spirits, that have nothing of earth admixt.

1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. xiii. 214 Having something of

purple coloured raw silver admixed. 1803 in Phil. Trans.
XCIII. 14 Dry . .merely implies free from mechanically
admixed water.

tAdmi'Xt, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. prec.]
--= ADMIX.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 5 Not supposing, nor admixtyngany
thyng created . . to . . represent those Numbers imagined.

Admixtioli (ocdmi'kstian). Also 7 admixion.

[ad. L, admixtion-cni (also admistion-cHi}, n. of

action, f. admixt- or admist- t ppl. stem oiadmisce-

rc
;
see ADMIXT. The form AI>MISTION also oc-

curs.] The mingling of one thing with another;
the addition of an ingredient ; admixture.

1432-50 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. I. 389 But now thei be
amendede thro' the admixtion of Englische men. 1599 SIK

J. HAYWARD Hen. Ilr
,

I. 140 A people uncorrupt, without
admixtion of forreine manners of bloud. 1615 CROOKE Body
ofMan 466 It is made of Arteries onely without any ad-
mixtion of Veines. c 1681 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 132 Con-
fusion, admixtic and corruption [of language] in length of

time. 1822 T. TAYLOR ApuUias n. 33 Two cups already
half-full of water, only waiting for the admixtion of wine.

Admixture (flfednovkstitii). [f.
L. admixt- (see

prec.) + -UUE, as if ad. L. *adnrixtiira
; cf. mixtilra^

1. The action or process of mingling one sub-

stance with another, or of adding as an ingredient ;

the fact of being so mingled.
1605 TIMME Quersitanns 111. 184 Out -of hearbes . . waters

are extracted by simple distillation, without the admixture
of any other liquor. 1704 RAY Creadon Pref. 8 By the Ad-
mixture of that which is false, [they] render that which is

true suspicious. 1791 HAMILTON Berthollefs Art ofDyeing
II. ii. 6. 306 Compound colours . . are formed by the ad-

mixture of simple ones. 1861 STANLEY East. Ch. ii. (1860) 72
It is important to notice this admixture of secular and lay

authority.
2. That which is mixed with anything ;

an alloy,

an alien element.

1665 GLANVILLE Scepsis Sci. 71 Natural Theory hath been
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ADMONISH.
very much hindered and corrupted by metaphysical admix-
tures. 1818 ACCUM C/iem. Tests 126 Increasing the admix-
ture of oxymuriate. 1850 MERIVALE Hist. Rom. Emp. (1865)
I. ii. 52 Its original patrician element might in time be com-
pletely absorbed in the plebeian admixture. 1878 GREEN
Coal \. 7 The shales contain a large admixture of sand.

Adiuod, variant of EDHOO a. Obs. humble.

Admonish (*dm<vnij'), v. Forms: 4-6 amo-
nest ; 4 ammonest, amonist

; 5 amonace, a-

monesshe, -esche
; 5-6 admonest ; 6 admonase,

admonyss, -ysch, -yash ;
6- admonish, [a. OFr.

amoneste-r : late L. admonesta-re an unexplained
derivative form of L. admonere. In Eng. the final

-t was at length taken as the ppl. ending, leaving
the stem as amoness, amonase, which soon by
form-association with v^jlike abolissc, abolish,
became amonesh. Meanwhne the prefix also was
refashioned after L., giving admonest, admonesse,
admonish. The refashioning of the termination is

seen in the following :

c 1386 CHAUCER Parsons T. 509 Whan a man is sharpely
amonested in his schrift to forleten his synne. So Ellesmerc
and Christch. MSS. ; Catnb. amonestid, Petia. amonased,
= amonest, Selden amonesshed, Latisd. amonesched.]
1. gen. To put (a person) in mind of duties ; to

counsel against wrong practices ; to give authori-

tative or warning advice
;
to exhort, to warn.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boethiits (1868) 171 5if bou erbely man
wexest yuel . . bis figure amonesteb J>e. 1388 WVCLIF I Cor.
iv. 14, I amoneste or warne [}ou] as my moost dereworthe
sones. c \qooApol.forLollardsq's Feibfulprestis ammonest
be peple. 1489 CAXTON Fayt of Arwes iv. xiii. 270 Thus
oughte the sayde wysemen to exorte and admoneste them.
1534 LD. BERNERS Gold. Ilk. of M. Aurel (1546) Kij, Ad-
monishe her often, and reproue her but seldome. 1611 BIBLE
2 Tkcss. iii. 15 Count him not as an enemy, but admonish
him as a brother. 1667 MILTON/". L. IX. 1174, I warned thee,
I admonished thee, foretold The danger. 1807 CRABBE Libr.

44 Fools they admonish and confirm the wise. 1824 DIRDIN
Libr. Comp. 92 He makes our hearts reprove, admonish and
comfort us.

b. absol.

1375 HARBOUR firuce vm. 348 Bot he mycht nocht amonist
swa That ony fur him vald turne agane. 1754 CHATHAM
Lett, to Nephew v. 39 When they [servants] are bad, pity,
admonish, and part with them if incorrigible.

1 2. To call to mind, inculcate (a thing). Obs,
f 1386 CHAUCER Melibens 3-2% In manye othere places he

amonesteth pees and accord [Corpus amonysscheb]. c 1400
Apol.for Lollards 32 To preche_ is in siche maner to a monest
good pingis, as Crist bad His disciplis do.

3. To put (one) in mind to do a duty ; to charge
(a person) authoritatively, to exhort, urge (always
with a tacit reference to the danger or penalty of

failure). Const, inf. or subord. cl.
; (to rare and obs.)

c 1315 E. E. Allit. Poems B. 818 Loth . . his men amonestes
mete for to dyjt. 1340 Ayenb. 8 pis heste ous amoneste^
bet we ous loky bet we ne wrebbi uader ne moder. 1480
CAXTON Chron. Rug. vll. (1520) 84 We admonest you fyrste
in the popes halfe that ye make full restytucyon. 1523 LD.
BERSERS Froissart I. ccccxix. 733 Admonyst your people to
do well their deuoyre. 1557 Kynge A rthnr v. viii, Syrs I

admonest you that thys daye ye fyght . . as men. 1611 BIBLE
Transl. Pref. n Doth not a margine do well to admonish
the Reader to seeke further? 1709 STRYPE tr. Beza in Ann.
Ktf. (1824) I. xliv. 174 To send their letter . . to the queen
and bishops, to admonish them to their duty. 1781 GIBBON
Decl. fy F. II. xli. 502 He admonished the usurper to repent
of his treason. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers \. 16. 117 Bennen
admonished me to tread in his steps.

4. To put (a person) in mind of anything to be
avoided

;
to warn or caution against clanger, error,

or fault. Const, usually of, rarely against, for, or
subord. cl.

1541 EI.YOT Image ofGov. (1549) 49 He would admonest or
warne him of his lacke in diligence. i7i8/m'-M/f>-No.
68, 87, I promised . . to admonish the Ladies against the In-
novation of Masquerades. 1754 SHERLOCK

Disc.(\-jy^\
I. x.

289 Moses was sent. . to reprove and admonish the People
for their manifold Transgressions. 1785 Rolliad. Ded. (1799)
21 To admonish them, how they rush into future dangers.
1855 PHESCOTT Philip 11, I. n. xii. 277 A gallows erected on
an eminence admonished the offenders ofthe fate that awaited
them.

5. To put (a person) in mind of a thing forgotten,
overlooked, or unknown ; to give formal or express
notice ; to notify, apprize, or inform. Const. <^~ or
subord. cl.

1574 tr. Marlorats Apocalips 3 Miracles doe teache men
and admonishe them of Gods will. 1586 THYNNE Contn.
Holinsked in Animadv. 70, I am to admonish thee, good
reader, that . . I have neither word for word, nor sentence for

sentence, set downe the writings of Lesleus. 1661 BRAMHALL
Just. Vind. vii. 198 So soon as he shall be admonished of
the Kings pleasure. 1710 BERKELEY Princ. Hum. Knowl.
I. 44 [They] only admonish us what ideas of touch will be
imprinted in our minds. 1844 LINGARD ffist. A.-Sax. Ch.
(1858) II. i. ii Admonished her of the obligations which it

imposed. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling i. ii. (1872) 10 Descended,
too, from the Scottish hero Wallace, as the old gentleman
would sometimes admonish them. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip II,
n. (1857) 281 The duchess of Parma admonished her brother
that the lords chafed much under his long silence.

Admonished (a-dny-nijt),///.<*. [f. prec.+.ED.]
Exhorted, urged, cautioned, warned, informed.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofArmes i. i. i Admonested of veray
afleccion and good desyre. 1659 PEARSON Creed (1839) 279
His own wife, admonished in a dream, sent unto him. 1784
COWPER Task ii. 593 But thus admonish'd we can walk erect.

Admonisher (a-dmfrnijai). [f. ADMONISH +

122

ER 1
.] One who admonishes or gives authoritative

advice ; a monitor.

1570 T. WILSON in Ascham, Scholem. (Arb.) Pref. 7 Your
good admonisher, and teacher in your yonger yeares. 1617
HIERON Wks. II. 113 [What] a blessing to haue such a faith-
ful! admonisher in ones bosome. 1840 BROWNING Sordello
v. 411 Courteously He turned then, even seeming to agree
With his admonisher.

Admonishing (sedrnp-ni/in), vbl. sb. [f. AD-
MONISH + -ING 1.] The action ofexhorting, caution-

ing or authoritatively counselling, or of notifying ;

admonition. (Now mostly gerundial.)
c 1374 CHAUCER Boethias (1868) 149 Certys ryjtful is bin

amonestyng and ful digne by auctorite. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce
iv. 533 We haf thre thingis, That makis vs amonestyngis
For to be vorthy. 1570 ASCHAM Scholem. (Arb.) 28 Chere-
full admonishinge, and heedefull amendinge of faultes.
a 1688 BUNYAN Mr. Badman (1767) I. 738, I cannot conceive
since their sin was so conspicuous that my admonishing the
world thereof should turn to their detriment. Mod. Tired
of admonishing them in vain.

Admonishing (sednynijirj), ///. a. [f. as prec.
I- -ING 2

.] Warning, advising.
16x1 COTGR., Monitoire, monitory, monishing, admonish-

ing. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt IV. xxxvii. 58 He would be
to her as if he belonged to the solemn admonishing skies.

Admonishingly (ffidmfrnij'inli), adv.
[f. prec.

+ -LY 2
.]

In an admonishing manner
; by way of

admonition, or authoritative counsel.
1850 LYNCH Theoph. Trinal ii. 18 Patience and wisdom say

admonishingly, Not now not yet. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas
M. 52 Nodding his head aside admonishingly.

Admonishment (iEdmjj-niJment). Forms: 4-6
amoneste-, 5-6 amonyste-, admoneste-, 6 ad-
monishe-, 6- admonishment, [a. OFr. amoneste-

ment, later admonestement
;

f. amonester; see AD-
MONISH and -MENT.] The action of admonishing,
or fact of being admonished ; also an act of ad-

monishing, a reproof, warning ; admonition.
c 1300 A". A Us. (W.) 6974 The kyng amonestement herde

;

Quykliche thennes he ferde. 1475 Ilk. ofNoblesse 79 Joachym
king ofJuda despraised the admonestementis . . of God. 1494
FABYAN vn. 644 The rulers of Parys, by the amonystement of

SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. v. iii. 2 To stop his eares against admonish-
ment. 1691 J. NORRIS Pratt. Disc. 189 The whole course of
our Saviour's Actions tends to our instruction and admonish,
ment. 1813 SOUTHEY Roderick v. 282 Disdaining all ad-
monishment. 1850 WORDSWORTH Prel. iv. 90 Grateful for
that admonishment, 1 hushed my voice.

Admonition (^dm^ni-Jsn). Also 4-6 amo-
nicioun, -cion

;
6 ammonycyon, admonicion

;

6- admonition, [a. OFr. amonition, later admo-
nition ; ad. L. admonition-em, n. of action, f. ad-

mone-re to ADMONISH.]
1. The action of admonishing ; authoritative

counsel ; warning, implied reproof.
c 1374 CHAUCER Rotthins (1868) 13 Nede[> it jitte, quod I,

of renersyng or of amonicioun. 1506 Ordin. Crysten Men
(W. de Wordel iv. xxi. 281 Take payne by ammonycyon or

otherwyse that restytucyon were made. 1604 ROWLANDS
Looke to it 20 You that Hue as you please, do what you list,
and admonition vtterly resist. 1611 BIBLE i Cor. x. 1 1 These
things . . are written for our admonition. 1757 JOHNSONRambler No. 155 P6 Few are persuaded to quit it by ad-
monition or reproof. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. 7 Feeling
bound to accept rebuke and admonition as a brotherly office.

2. An act of admonishing ;
a warning, reproof ;

an utterance or statement of grave counsel or cen-

sure, csp. of ecclesiastical censure.

1526 TINDALE Tit. iv. 10 A man that is geuen to heresie,
after the fyrst and the seconde amonicion, avoyde. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. 102 Admonition is the lowest of Eccle-
siastical! censures. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v., By the
ancient canons, nine monitories, or Admonitions, at due dis-

tance, are required before excommunication. 1843 LYTTON
Last ofBarons i. iv. 57 He now called to mind the admoni-
tions of his host. 1870 BRYANT Homer I. vi. 184 The timely
admonition changed The purpose of his brother.

i Admonrtioner. Obs.; also admonishioner
in Hales, [f. ADMONITION + -EH'.] One who gives
admonitions

;
a monitor, spec. in//. The Puritans

who in 1571 presented an 'admonition' to Parlia-

ment, condemning the ceremonies of the Church of

England.
1586 ROGERS y)Art. (1607) Pref. 8 Even the admonitioners

themselves . . hold the substance of religion with us. 1594
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. 240 The admonitioners did seeme at
the first to allow no prescript forme of prayer at alt. a 1656
HALES Gold. Rent. (1688) 135 Teaching us to make our former
sins and impieties admonishioners unto us. [So always.]
Admonitive (Eedm^mtiv), a. 10bs. rare- 1

.

[f. L. admonit- ppl. stem of admone-re to ADMON-
ISH + -IVE, as if ad. L. *admonitiv-us] Of or per-
taining to admonition

; admonitory.
a 1677 BARROW Sernt. (1683) 1 1. xxvi. 370 This kind ofsuffer-

ing to the devout Fathers did seem . . full of instructive and
admonitive emblemes.

Admonitively (aedmp-nitivli), adv. rare .

[f. prec. + -LY a
.] In an admonitive manner ; by

admonition. (In mod. Diets.)
Admonitor (dm(j-nit3j). l.Oh. [a. L. admon-

itor n. of agent ;
f. admonit- ppl. stem of admo-

ne-re to ADMONISH
;
see -OR.] One who admonishes ;

an admonisher ; a monitor, spec.
= ADMONITIONER.

ADNATB.
1547 HOOPER Answ. to Bp. of Winch. Wks. 1852, 177 He

[Judas] departed out of Christ's company, and with all dili.

gence sought how to have his admonitor slain. 1655 FULLER
Ch. Hist. ix. 102 If the Parliament complied not with this
Admomtors desires, a 1763 SHENSTONE Ess. 222 Conscience
.. at most times a very faithful and a very prudent admonitor.
Admonitorial (Sdm^nitooTial), a. rare. [f. L.

admonitori-us, f. admonitor (see prec.) + -AiA] =
ADMONITORY.
1848 DICKENS Dombey ii. (D.) Miss Tox . . in her instruction

of the Toodle family had acquired an admonitorial tone.

Admonitorily (sedmp-nitarlli), adv. [f. ADMON-
ITORY + -LY *.] In an admonitory manner

; with

warning or reproof.
1845CARLYLE CVowiwy/da?!) IV. 30 [They might] reproach,

fully or admonitorily appeal to it.

Admonitory (sedmp-nitari), a. [ad. L. admon-
itori-us

; see ADMONITOH and -Y.] Of or per-
taining to an admonitor ; giving or conveying
admonition

; warning.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. I. 5 8 (J.) The sentence of reason is

either mandatorie . . or else permissiue . . or thirdly, admoni-
torie. 1679 in Somers's Tracts I. 44 This little Admonitory
Address. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. 279 The clergyman . . fixed

upon her a glance, at once steady, compassionate, and ad-

monitory. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Friend xi. 254 A raised ad-

monitory- finder.
Admonitrix (sedmp-nitriks). [a. L. admonitrix

fern, of admonitor ; see ADMONITOR.] A female ad-
monitor ; a monitress.

i86oL.HuNT.4i/totofr. iv. 105 Our admonitrix, who spoke
in no measured terms, was her Serene Highness herself.

Admortization (sednyjtiz^Jsn). rare. [a.
Fr. admortization, -isation, ad. med. L. (izthc.)
admortization-em, n. of action f. admortiza-re

admortiflta-re, admortf-re to reduce to mortmain ;

really a latinizing of OFr. amortir, amorliss-ant,

assimilating it to vbs. of Gr. origin in -izare : see
-IZE. More commonly AMORTIZATION.] The re-

duction of lands or tenements to mortmain.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Admortizatian denotes the

acquisition of lands, by a monastery, college, church, chapel,
or even lay corporation.

fAdmo'tion. Obs. rare~\ [ad. L. admotidn-

ern, n. of action f. admove-re ; see ADMOVE.] A
bringing into contact.

1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 86 And this was but an Ad-
motion or touch of the Girdle. [BAILEY 1731, not in ed. 1742.]

Admotive (&dm<-tiv), a. [f. L. admot- ppl.
stem of admove-re ; see ADMOVE and -IVE.] Char-
acterized by motion towards.
1879 i>rf. Soc. Lex. Admotive germination : That in which

the episperm containing the end of the cotyledon more or
less tumefied remains fixed laterally near the base of th

cotyledon.

Admount, occas. i6th c. form of AMOUNT v.

1" Admo've, v. Obs. [ad. L. admove-re to move
to or towards, f. ad to + movere to move.]
1. To move to or towards, to apply (a thing to

or unto another.) 'A word not in use.' J.
c 1410 Palladia* on Hint. i. 276 And first be moolde ad-

moved And after dounge. 1549 COVERDALE Erasmus'
Paraphr. i Ep. John ii. 8 Through discrete sobrenes we
maye be admoued vnto the light. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseitd. Ep. 74 If unto the powder of Loadstone or Iron we
admove tne North pole of the Loadstone.

2. To promote, advance. (A Latinism.)
1839 J. ROGERS Antipopopr. Introd. 823 That the work

will serve and admove the cause of God and goodness.
t Admovent, ///. a. Obs.- [ad. L. admovent-
tm pr. pple.

of admove-re : see ADMOVE.]
'

Moving
to.' Bailey, vol. II, 1731. 'Not much used.' Ash
1775. ( Perh. only in Diets.)

t Admurmura"tion. Obs.-" [ad. L. admur-
mtiration-em, n. of action f. L. admurmurd-rc to
murmur at.] 'A murmuring at." Bailey 1731. 'The
act of murmuring.' Ash 1775. (Never used.)

Admyral, -all(e, -aid, -el, obs. ff. ADMIRAU
tA'dname. Obs. [f. L. ad to + NAME sb. an

englishing of mod. L. atinomen and Fr. adnom ;

see ADNOUN.]
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Svpp. [See under ADNOUN.]
Adnascence (sednse-sens). [f. ADNASCENT on

anal, of sbs. in -NCE, a. Fr. -nee : L. -/fiz.] Ad-
hesion of parts to each other, by the whole surface.

1879 Syd. Sac. Lex.

t Adna'SCent, a. Obs. [ad. L. adnascent-em, pr.

pple. of adndsci or rather adgndsci, commonly ag-
nasci to grow upon ; f. ad to +gnasci to be bom.]
Growing or produced upon something else.

1664 EVELYN Sih'a (1776)448 Moss, which is an Adnascent
plant.

tAdnasce'utia, sb.pl. Obs.- [L. neut. pi.
of pr. pple. adnascens (sc. things).] (See quot.)
1706 PHILLIPS, Adnascentia . . Branches which sprout out

of the main Stock as in the Veins and Arteries. 1731 BAILEY,
vol. II, Adnascentia (with Botanists) those excrescencies
which grow under the earth, as in the Lily, Narcissus,
Hyacinth, etc. which afterwards become true roots.

Adnate (se-dn^'t), a. [ad. L. adttat-us, more

commonly agndtus, f. ad to + (g")ndtus bom. See

also AGNATE.]
1 1. Added to something naturally existing. Obs.



ADNATION.

1677 GALE Crt. a/Gentiles II. iv. 141 There is an adnate

acquired hardnesse by custome in sin.

2. Phys. and Bot. Attached congenitally by the

hole surface ; grown to congenitally.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anitn. fj Mitt. 312 The pancreas . . is

Inate to the fundus of the ventricle. 1666 J. SMITH Salo-

on's Old Age (1752) 155 The adnate or the enate parts,

:her the epiphyses or the apophyses of the bones. 1696

-IILLIPS, Adnate Titnicle, the common Membrane of the

ye called Conjunctive. 1830 LINDLEY .Vat. Syst. Bot. n
ic ovarium, to the surface of which it is adnate. 1856
'OODWARD Afollusca 130 Eye-pedicels short, adnate with

e tentacles, externally. 1857 HENFREY Elein. Bot. 202

the filament runs up the back of the anther as it were . .

e anther is adnate.

ddnation (redn^'Jan). [n. of action f. prec. ;

e -ION.] Attachment of surfaces ; growth to. esp.

Bot. Adhesion of different whorls of the inflores-

:nce to each other.

842 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 3 (1880) 179 Union of contigu-
s parts of different circles [of the inflorescence] = Adnation.

\dnect, -nexion,obs.formsofANNCT,-NEXiON.
r Adni'chil, r. Obs.-" [a. Fr. (I4th-i5th c.)

hiichille-r, mod.aiini/ii/c-r, ad.L. adni/iild-re,an-

hila-re to ANNIHILATE.]
,706 PHILLIPS, Adnichilcd(old Law-word 'annulled, brought
nothing, or made void.

kdnichilate, adnihilate, obs. ff. ANNIHILATE.

4.dnize, variant of AGNIZE v. Obs. to recognize.

&.dnoniinal (pedn^'minal), a. [f.
L. adnomen,

ir. of a^MffWCrt + 'AL 1
.] Of or belonging to an

Inoun ; attached to a noun.

84$ J. W. GIBBS Philol. Stud. (1857)63 This case [genitive],

ing in its origin the adnominal case, or case joined to a

un. 1860 J. HADLEY Grk. Gram. 488 The adjective in

e former case [attributive use] is purely adnominal, be-

iging exclusively to its substantive.

r Adnomination, obs. f. AGNOMINATION, a

ord-play, paronomasia.
628 WITHER Brit. Renicmt. vi. 280 Compos'd ofClinchings,
d Adnominations.

Adno'te, v. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. adnota-re

Iso annota-re) to put a note to, remark ;
f. ad to

nota-re to mark, f. no/a a mark. More commonly
NNOTE.] To note, remark, observe.

558 W. FORREST Grisild the Sec. (1875) 79 In this mateir is

bee adnoted What euyl counsell with Pryncys maye induce.

\.dnouu (ardnaun). [mod. f. L. ad to + NOUN,
i the model of adverb. Also in mod. Fr. adnom,
id mod. L. culnomen

;
the cl. L. adnomen, var. of

itffttien, had a different sense.] A word added

joined to a noun substantive, an adjective ; spec.

ed by some grammarians for an adjective used

bstantively.
753 CHAMBERS Cyel, Supp., Adnoun, Adttotnen, or Ad-
\me, is used by some grammarians to express what we
>re usually call an adjective, a 1834 COLERIDGE Notes
\fol. i$-

Polit. 401 The modification of the noun by the verb
the Adnoun or Adjective. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U.S. II.

xvi. 415 The verb, says Elliot, is thus changed to an
noun.

idnounce, obs. form of ANNOUNCE.

Adnn'bilated, ///. a. Obs.~a [f. L. adnu-
lat- ppl. stem of adnfibilct-re to involve in clouds ;

ad to + nuHla-re to cloud, mibil-ns cloudy ;
i.

~ibes cloud.]
' Darkened or clouded.' Bailey, 1731.

rVdnul, obs. form of ANNUL.

\ Admrmber, v . Obs. [f. L. a<l to + NUMBER v.,

imitation of L. adnumcrare to count or reckon

i.]
To reckon into a number, count in ; to take

to account.

-1526 J. FRITH Dispiit. Purgat. (1829) 134 Howbeit I will

>t adnumber it for an argument. 1561 T. NtoRTON] Cai-
n's Instil, iv. 108 They may be adnombred among the
:ires of the heauenly kmgdome. Ibid. 1 1 1 To be adnum-
ed among his people.

Adnychellate, obs. form of ANNIHILATE.

4LdO (ad'),rf., properly v. inf.
= at do, which was

ie fuller form. [In Norse at is the prep, used

ith the inf. = Eng. to ; see A- pref. 5. Hence in

Drthern Eng., as still used in north Lane, and
t'estm.

' a bit o' summat at eat.' Ado is thus a

orthern dialect form for to do, which has in cer-

lin phrases, and as a sb., passed into general use.]
1. pres. inf. To do ; in northern writers in all

instructions ;
in others only after have, in phrase

i have ado. (Cf. Fr. avoir affaire, orig. avoir a
lire to have a-do, or to do.)
! 1280 Ktmklc's Cod. Dipl. II. 186 Na man sal have at do.

(75 BARBOUR Bruce x. 349, I mycht nocht suffice thar-to, Sa
ckill suld be thare ado. f 1400 Rom. Rose 5083 Al that
ici han ado. c 1460 Tovmeley Myst. 181 We have othere

linges at do. c 1466 SIR J. PASTON in Lett. 566 II. 295 Fur
woll nowt have ado ther with, c 1550 CHEKE Matt. vi. 34
lUeri dai hath inough adoo with her own troble. 1637
'ILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerem. i. viii. 35 We are dead to them,
id have nothing adoe with them. (-1817 J. HOGG Tales
837) II. 194, I wonder what he had ado in appearing to me?
2. In doing, being done ; at work, astir.

1577 FLEETWOOD in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 202 III. 56 Upon
'hursday there was nothing ado but preaching of Sermondes.
5*8 EARLE Microcosm, xxvii. 58 Only an eager bustling,
lat rather keeps ado than does anything. 1634-46 J. Row
ather) Hist. Kirk

(1842) 291 The tryell of presbyteries is

ie principal! thing that is ado at this tyme, 1637 RUTHER.

123

FORD Lett. 97 (1862) I. 248 The remembrance . . raised a great

tempest & (if I may speak so) made the devil ado in my
soul. 1698 J. NEWTON in Phil. Trans. XX. 263 How now,
what is here ado?

f Hence through such phrases as much ado, little

ado, more ado, by taking the adverbs as adjs.

qualifying ado the latter was viewed as a sb., and
so construed in a great ado, any ado, etc. The
transition may be seen in the following quotations,
in the first of which ado is still the inf., in the

second the sb., in the third it may be either.

1563 Homilies n. (1859) J9* T have any thing ado with
him. Ibid. 178 That any true Christian ought to have any
ado with filthy and dead images. Ibid. 472 St. Paul had
much ado for the staying of that matter.

3. sb. (pi. rare, adoes, ados.) Doing, action, business,
fuss. Without more ado : without further work,

ceremony.
c 1380 Sir Feruinb. 1495 pe lordes bub ban a-paste ! wyb-

oute more a-do. 1440 From. Pan'., A-do, or grete bysy-
nesse, Sollicitudo. 1489 CAXTON I-'aytcs ofA rules u. x.xxviii.

160 They that by the see wol go, be it in armee or to som
other adoo. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xlv. 6 The Heithen are

madd, the kyngdomes make much adoo. 1592 SHAKS. Rom.
<y Jut. in. iv. 23 Weele keepe no great adoe, a Friend, or two.

1634-46 J. Row (father) Hist. Kirk 1 1842) 162 The King's Ma-
jestic . . imployed them at his pleasure in some particular
adoes. 1755 B. MARTIN Afag. Arts fy Sc. in. xi. 237 The
Ancients made much more ado about this Season of the

Year than we. 1876 FREEMAN Korm. Conq. III. xii. 85 Wil-
liam wanted a wife, and they were married without more ado.

4. Action or work forced upon one, labour,

trouble, difficulty. IVith much ado: with much
trouble or difficulty.

1485 CAXTON Chas. the Gt. 221 And made no more a-doo
to here hym, than dooth a wulf to here a lytel lambe. 1513
MORE Hist. Edn'd. V, 6 His Mother the Dutches had much
adoe in her travel!. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Parapkr.
Mark v. 27 She had with muche ado wounde her selfe out

of the prease of people. 1650 FULLER Pisgak Sight iv. vi.

105 Their clothes were made large and loose, easie to be put
on, without any adoe. 174* WESLEY \Vks. 1872, I. 357, I

had much ado to sit my horse. 1850 CARLYLE Lattcr-d.

Painphl. i. 56 Unhewed forests, quaking bogs ; which we
shall have our own ados to make arable and habitable.

1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cotuj. I. iii. 129 Tribes which the

Kings had much ado to keep in even nominal subjection.

t Ado, pa. ffle. Obs. or dial, [for earlier ido,

ydo, ydon done
;
see A- particle. Still in common

use in s.w. dialects ; see 'Exmoor Scolding?] Done.

Dead for ado : dead for clone, dead and done with,

dead 'for good.' Once for ado : once for done, once

for all.

1554 Interlude of Youth in Hazl. DodsL II. 16 Youth, I

pray thee have ado, And to the tavern let us go. a 1638
MEDE lyks. III. ix. 599 If the Csesarean state may revive . .

how shall we ever know when it is dead for adoe? 1642
ROGERS Naaman 849 Be persuaded to settle once for adoe

upon the promise.

-ado, suffix of sbs. 1. a. Sp. or Pg. -ado masc. of

pa. pple., as El Dorado the gilded : L. dcauratus ;

rfer/<r>Wooneoutofhope: desferatus; tornado (Pg.)
that which is turned or whirled

; rencgado one who
has re-denied the faith, now renegade.
2. An ignorant sonorous refashioning of sbs. in

-ode, a. Fr. -ade fem. (
= Sp. -ada, It. -ata) probably

after the assumed analogy of renegade = renegade ;

e.g. ambuscado, bastinado, bravado, barricade, car*

bonado, camisado, crusado, grenado, gambado, palis-

ado, panado, scalado, stocccuio, strappado, all of

which in Sp. have (or would have) -ada. So ar-

mado obs. var. of armada.

IIAdobe (ad<?'bz, adiJu-b). Also adobi, -ie. [Sp.;
f. adob-ar to daub, to plaster : late L. adobare ;

see Ani'B. (Dozy derives the Sp. from Arab. a(-(<?/>,

^al-\ob, prob. a Coptic fob, Egypt, hierog. fb, of

same meaning; but Minsheu 1623 has '

Adobe_
de

barro, mortar, clay.') Adopted in U.S. from Mexico,
and popularly made into dobie. In Eng. sometimes

with e mute, after mod. Fr. (in Littre's Supp.).] An
unburnt brick dried in the sun.

1834 J. L. STEPHENS Centr. Amer. (1854) 224 The houses

in Costa Rica are . . built of adobes or undried bricks two
feet long and one broad, made of clay mixed with straw to

give adhesion. 1865 E. B. TYLOR Early Hist. Man. iv. 09

Adobe, in which form and as dobie, it is current among the

English-speakingpopulation ofAmerica. 1879 E. S. BRIDGES
Round the World 12 He . . has a nice little adobi house.

1880 EARL DUNRAVEN in ia/A Cent. Oct. 593 Small settle,

ments . . consisting only of two or three mud, or rather

adobe, houses.

t Ado'd, int. Obs. [for Ah God! cf. adad, agad,

egad, ecod, etc.]

1708 MRS. CENTLIVRE Busie Body u. i. 30 Adod, I don't

like those close Conferences. 1768 FOOTE Orators i. (1780) 9

Adod, away, in a hurry, Alice and 1 danced to Pewterers

Hall.

t A'dolent,///. a. Obs. rare l
. [ad. L. adolent-

ei pr. pple. of adole-re, occ. used in med. L. for

the inceptive adolescentem : see Du Cange.] Grow-

ing, adolescent.
c 1410 Pallad. on ffust. iv. 30 Lest it adolent Be letted to

encrece and wex stronge.

Adolescence (redole'sens). [a. Fr. adolescence

(I4th c., Littre), ad. L. adolescentia; see next.] The

process or condition ofgrowingup ;
the growing age

ADONIS.

of human beings ; the period which extends from
childhood to manhood or womanhood ; youth ;

ordinarily considered as extending from 14 to 25
in males, and from 12 to 21 in females.

Alsoyff-
c 1430 LYDG. Bochas ix. xxv.(i554> 207 b, Afterward in their

Adolescence Vertuously to teach them. 1647 HOWELL Lett.

(1650) I. 423 Those times which we term vulgarly the old

world, was indeed the youth or adolescence of it. 1760
STERNE Tr. Shandy^ I. 439 System of education, for the

government ofmy childhood and adolescence. 1865 CARLYLE
Fredk. Gt. IX. xx. xiii. 242 Ballot-Box Influenza ! One of
the most dangerous Diseases of National Adolescence. 1876
ROGERS I'ol. Econ. vii. 2 An infant had its price which rose
as the child reached adolescence.

Adolescency (oedole'sensi). [ad. L. adole-

scentia n. of state f. adolescent-em pr. pple. of ado-

li'sc-lrc to grow up.]^f quality or state of being
adolescent, or in the^rowing age. Properly dis-

tinguished from ADOLESCENCE, as youthfiilncss is

from youth, as in
' a protracted adolescence,' but

' evidences of adolescency.'
1398 THEVISA Rarth. DC P. A', vi. i. (1495) 186 Adolescencia

duryth the thyrd vii yere . . and after this adolescenciaes aege
comyth the aege that is callyd juventus. 1495 CAXTON yiteis

Patr. iW. de Worde) i. liv. nobb, In his adolescencie he
was Paynem. 1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 157 The iij.age is

adholocencye and endurith vnto xxv. yere age. 1603 FLOKIO

Alontaigne (1632) i. xxvii. 92 The first and beardlesse youth
of his adolescency. 1719 Freethinker No. 138 in Philol.

Anglii., In the seasons of puerility and adolescency.

Adolescent (oxtale'sent), sb. and a. [as sb. a.

Fr. adolescent (i jth c.) ad. L. adolescent-em growing
up, a youth, prop, pr. pple. of adolesc-Sri to grow
up : see ADULT. The subst. use is the commoner
in L., and much earlier in Fr. and Kng. than the

adj. ;
the latter is probably taken direct from L.]

A. sb. A person in the age of adolescence ;
a

youth between childhood and manhood.
1482 MonkofE~t>eshain(\$,&i]iQ'$ Acertenadolescenteayonge

man. 1495 CAXTOS Vitas j'atr. (W. de Wordei i. li. 104 bb,
He admonested . . the adolescentes as his chyldren. 1813
W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXVI. 498 Conveying, with-

out indecency, to adolescents many facts concerning the

human frame.

B. adj. Growing towards maturity ; advancing
from childhood to maturity.
1785 COWPKR Tirocin. 210 Schools, unless discipline were

doubly strong, Detain their adolescent charge too long.

1809 J. BAKLOW Colitmb. vm. 149 Unfold ench day some
adolescent grace. 1878 B. TAYLOR Pr. Deitkal. in. i. 100,

I see Near manhood in thy adolescent limbs.

t Ado'lorate, v. Obs. rare-*, [irreg. f. \-fref.
J I + L. dolor grief + -ATE 3.] To vex, grieve.

1598 FLORIO, Dvffliizre, to greeue, to molest . . to adolorate.

t AdO'mmage, v. Obs. rare*, [for earlier

endommage, ENDAMAGE ;
see A- pref. 10.] To en-

damage, damage or injure.

1475 CAXTON Jason 31 His armures were adommaged.

t Adon. Obs. [a. Fr. Adon, a. L. Aden, another

form of Adonis (q.v.).] Adonis
;
a fop or exquisite.

1592 SHAKS. ^'en. ff Ad. 769 'Nay then,' quoth Adon.

1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Foetus 172 The Graces Darling,
Adon of our plaines.

II Adonai (ad<m'nai, rcdcm^'ai). Also Adonay.

[Heb/yilX adondi my Lords (f. |V"IN adon lord),

one of the names given in O. T. to the Deity, and

represented in the A.V. by 'Lord' in ordinary type;
also substituted by the Jews, in reading, for the

'ineffable name' ni.T WH.=Ja/iveh or Jthcn'ah,

the latter of which is said to owe its vowels to

being 'pointed' by the Masoretes with those of

the word adondi] A name of the Supreme Being.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 230/2 She thenne . . prayed in

thys maner,O adonay lord Jhesu crist. 1557 Sarum Primer i.

O greate and marvellous Lord, Adonay.

Adoneau (xdonran), a. [f. L. Adonc-us + -AN.]

Of or* belonging to Adonis.
a 1864 FABER in WEBSTER, Fair Adonean Venus.

Adonian (adJu-nian), a.
[f.

'L.Adonl-tis + -AN.]
= ADONIC.

Hiatus at the close of the latter is unusual, and words are

sometimes divided between the two verses.

Adonic (adp-nik), a. and sb. [ad. Fr. adenique,
ad. med.LW<?;V*, after L..Sa///V7-,/<JK/'rtAr, etc.]

A. adj. Of, or relating to Adonis ;
in L. and Gr.

Prosody, epithet of a metre, consisting of a dactyl

and spondee (- u 1 ).

1678 PHILLIPS, Adonick Verse . . so called from A donis, for

the bewailing of whose death it was first compos'd.

B. sb. An Adonic verse or line.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff. s.v. We meet with Adonics by
themselves without sapphics, as also sapphics without

Adonics. 1805 Edin. Kev. VI. 374 The sapphics . . were

broken at a longer interval by the adonic.

Adonis (adJu-nis). [Gr. prop, name; ad. Phcen.

pS addn lord; title of a Phoenician divinity; in

Heb. a name of God.]
1. In Greek Mythology, a youth beloved by Venus

for his beauty : hence ironically, a beau or dandy.

1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 457 Two such Adonises talking

so sw-eetly of our reciprocal passion !

16 - J



ADONIST.

t 2. A particular kind of wig. Obs.

1760 H. WALPOLE quoted in Blackiv. Mag. III. 167 He had
a dark brown adonis and a cloak of black cloth. '775
GRAVES Sfir. Quix. in. xix. (D.) A fine flowing adonis or
white periwig.
2. A genus of plants, N.O. Ranuncidacex, of

which the common species is called Pheasant's Eye.
1507 GERARDE Herball Ixxiv. 2. 310 The red flower of

A j "* _ ii :i _i_ :_ ii L __ri^ i i__.

Adonis (Pheasants' eye). . Name from 'Adonis'. . whose
blood was fabled to have stained the flower.

3. A species of butterfly (Polyommatus Adonis},
also known as the Mazarine or Clifton Blue.

t Ado'nist. Obs. [f. ADOXAI + -IST.]

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. A&maJ, We find great disputes
in authors, concerning the use^^l acceptation of the word
Adonai ; particularly, whether it is always read for the word
Jehovah. This has given rise to two opposite sects among
Hebraists, called Adonists and Jebovists.

Adonize (ard^nsiz), v. [a. (iGthc.) Yr.adonise-r;
see ADONIS and -IZE.] trans, and intr. Of men :

To make an Adonis of; to adorn
;
to dandify.

1611 COTGR., Adoniser, to adonize it ; to resemble Adonis ;

to imitate, or counterfeit the graces, or beautie of Adonis.

1761 SMOLLETT Gil Bias xir. xiv. 11802) III. 418 Three good
hours, at least, in adjusting and adonizing myself. 1865
/W/.l/rt//^ n Aug. 9/2 They may be Adonizing at Truefit's.

f-A-doorS, Obs.
; prop, written separately a

doors; less commonly a door. A phonetic reduc-

tion apparently of both of doors, o* doors (see A
prep2\ and at doors (cf. a-do}; common 6-8 in

the phrases forth a doors, out a doors, in a doors,

for which also the full forms occur.

1526 TINDALE John xii. 31 Nowe shall the prynce off this

\vorlde be cast out a dores. '532 MOKE Conf. Barnes viii.

Wks. 1557, 804/2 Ye shall beare no part of that flesh foorth

a dores. 1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 393 Charitie driueth

feare out a doores. 1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (1673)

487 He taketh one . . and draweth him in adoors. 1647 K.

STAPYLTON Juvenal-fi Out a' doore I'm hurld. 1675 HOBBES
Odyssey 51 She saw him coming in a door. Ibid. 204 And
with two dogs at's heels went out a door. 1777 SHERIDAN
Trip to Scarb. in. iii. 504 Here, run in a-doors quickly.

Cf. the full phrases:
6*1325 /:. It. A Hit. P. C. 268 In at a munster dor. 1590

SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. iv, 36 Driuen out of doores with it

when I goe from home, a 1593 MARLOWE Jeiu of Malta
n. ii. 283 As you went in at doors, a 1654 GATAKER Spirit.
Watch 79 (T.) She would not go out at doors.

tAdo'perate, v. Obs,
[f. med. L. ailoperat-

ppl. stem of adopcra-re to use
;

f. ad to + operdre
to work : see OPERATE.] To bring into operation,

employ, use.

1632 J. HAYWARD Eromcna 88 By the secret intelligence
of the meanes already adoperated. 1681 NEVILLE Plato
Rediv. 19 Without the Sword, which in this Case was never

adoperated.

Adoperation (;Tedp:per^'-j3n). rare- 1
, [n. of

action f. med. L. adoperd-re ;
see prec. and -TIOX.]

Application, employment.
1817 PEACOCK Melincourt 11.56 By a skilful adoperation

of these means . . he might himself become the lord and
master of the lands.

Adopt (adf pt), v. [a. Fr. adopte-r (i6th c. in

Litt.) ad. L. adoptd-re to choose for oneself, esp. a

child ;
f. ad to + optdre to choose ; prop, a freq. vb.

f. an obs. pple. *opt-us, f. *op-erc to wish.]
1. gen. To take (any one) voluntarily into any

relationship (as heir, son, father, friend, citizent

etc.) which he did not previously occupy. Const.

as {to, unto, sb. in appos. obs.X
1548 HALL Hen. VII, an. 7 fR.) He did adopt to his heyre

of all his realmes and dominions, Lewes the XI. 1598 K.
BARCKLEY Felicitie ofMan in. (, k>3) 158 Adopting mee to

his sonne in law. 1593 SHAKS. 3 fen. V!t i. i. 135 May not
a King adopt an Heire? ^173? T^OPE Hor. Ep. \. vi. 108

Adopt him son or Cousin at u.- least. 1737 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 142 F 12 Those whom he happens to adopt as
favourites. 1782 .CowpER Retirement 725 Friends, not

adopted, with a schoolboy's haste, But chosen with a nice

discerning taste. 1818 HAI.LAM Middle Ages (1872) II. 91
They were adopted into the Diet,

2. esp. (Without complement, and sometimes

absol.) To take as one's own child, conferring all

the rights and privileges of childship, or such of

them as the law permits to be thus conferred.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii, 191, I had rather to adopt a Child,
then get it. 1750 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Pope John VIII
adopted Boson, king of Aries, which perhaps is the only in-

stance in history of adoption in the order of ecclesiastics.

1873 Miss BROUGHTON Xancy III. 20 My child ! my child !

. . what possessed me to marry you? why did not I adopt
you instead?

f 3. To receive a graft, as a tree. \\^.fac ramnm
ramus adoptet Ov. Rem. 195.] Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634! II. Fit one [vine stocke] to the

other, ioyning pith to pith, and then binding them fast to-

gether so close, that no aire may enter between, vntill such
time as the one hath adopted the other.

4. To take up (a practice, method, word, or idea)
from some one else, and use it as one's own

; to

embrace, espouse.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. ii. 48 Which, for your best ends, You

adopt your policy. 1749 CHESTERFIELD Lett. 205 II. 280

Adopt no systems, but study them yourself. 1850 KINGSLEY
Alt. Locke (1876; I. ii He might possibly not have adopted
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the costume of the island. 1879 FROUDE Caesar xxiii. 397
These men had married Egyptian wives and had adopted
Egyptian habits.

b. Philol. (as used in this Diet.) To take a word
from a foreign language into regular use without

(intentionally) changing its form.
Thus'. We have adopted the modern German names of

several rocks and minerals, as gneiss, hornblende, quartz,
and nickel.

5. To take (a course, etc.) as one's own (with-
out the idea of its having been another's), to choose
for one's own practice.
1769 Junius Lett. xxxv. 160 You cannot hesitate long upon

the choice which it equally concerns your interests and
your honour to adopt. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Manch. Strike
ix. 92 He adopted one posture, from which he determined
not to move. 1875 HIGCINSON Hist. U. S. xvii. 164 His re-

solutions were adopted by a small majority.
1 6. causal. To make over to any one as his child,

adherent, or subject ;
to affiliate, attach. [L. se

alicui adoptare^\ Ob$.

1725 POPE Odyss. xv. 521 Sold to Laertes by divine com-
mand, And now adopted to a foreign land.

t 7. To name after; to name anew after an adopt-
ive parent ;

to christen or rechristen. [L. aliquid
(suo nomini} adoptare^\ Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 109 When you are past

Smyrna, you come into certain plains, occasioned by the
riuer Hermus, and therefore adopted in his name.

Adoptability (ad^ptabHiti). [f.
ADOPTABLE :

see -BIUTY.] Capability of being adopted or
chosen, concr. An adoptable thing.
1843 CARLYLE Past <$ Pr. n.xvii. (D.) The Liturgy . . was

what we can call the Select Adoptabilities . . from that wide
waste imbroglio of prayers already extant.

Adoptable (ad^-ptab'l), a. [f. ADOPT + -ABLE.]
Capable of being adopted ; fit to be adopted.
1843 CARLYLE Past fy Pr. (iSsff) 171 His . . metaphor was

found adoptable. 1862 R. H. PATTERSON Ess. Hist. $ Art
68 An i-i8th being the smallest difference of [musical] pitch
adoptable without confusion.

t Ado'ptant, a. and sb. Obs. [a. Fr. adoptant,
ad. L. adoptant-em pr. pple. of adoptd-re to ADOPT.
Cited as sb. only.] adj. Adopting, sb. One who
adopts, or takes a child as his own.
1671 FLAVEL Fount, of Life xv. 42 Both flow from the

Pleasure and Goodwill of the adoptant.

t Ado'ptate, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. adoptat-

ppl. stem of adoptd-re to ADOPT.] = ADOPT.
1662 PETTY Taxes $ Contrib. 12 Having calculated these

numbers, to adoptate a proportion of chirurgeons, apothe-
caries, and nurses to them.

Adoptative (adp-ptativ), a.
[f.

L. adoptat- ppl.
stem of adoptd-re to ADOPT -t- -IVE ;

as if ad. L.

*adoptatlv-us^\ Of or pertaining to adoption ;

adoptive.
1615 BP. HALL Contempl. iv. xxii. 11833) 395 A spiritual and

adoptative sonship. 1875 M CCLELLAN New Ttst.fa^ Adopt-
ative or other legal parentage, in opposition to the natural.

Adopted (adapted), ///. a.
[f.

ADOPT + -ED.]
Taken voluntarily or admitted into any relation-

ship not formerly occupied ; esp. that of a child.

f 1590 GREENE Friar Bacon ix. 204, I accept thee here

Without suspence as my adopted son. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.
i. ii. 246 To be adopted heire to Fredricke. 1741 MIDDLETON
Cicero 117421 II. vi. 65 The only instances of Foreigners, and

adopted Citizens who had ever advanced themselves to

either of those honors. 1823 LAMB Elia n. vii. (1865) 277 An
adopted denizen of the sea.

2. Taken up or chosen as one's own ; assumed.
1660 DRYDEN A str. Red. 70 These virtues Galba m a

stranger sought, And Piso to adopted empire brought. 1763

J. BROWN Poetry % Mus. u, 184 Their [the Romans']
Music and Poetry was always borrowed and adopted. 1876
FREEMAN Norm, Conq. II. x. 458 Gisa does not seem very
warm in his patriotism for his adopted country. Mod.
Rose, though an adopted word, is now as familiar as daisy.

Adoptedly (adp-ptedli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]

In an adopted manner ; by adoption.
1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. \. iv. 47, Luc. Is she your cosen?

Isa. Adoptedly; as schpole-maids change their names, By
vaine, though apt affection.

Adopter (ad^-ptaj). [f. ADOPT + -ER 1
.]

1. One who adopts into any relation, esp. that of

sonship ; an adoptive father.

1572 HULOET Abecedarian, Adopter, that makes the

adoption, Adoptator. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. cxviii.

99 Antoninus . . did not onely equall his Adopter and Prede.

cessours, in wisdome and other princely qualities. 1741
MIDDLETON Cicero II. vi. (1742) 13 The Adopter was not
full twenty years old, when he adopted a Senator, who was
old enough to be his father. 1870 WVNTER in Athenxum
6 Aug. 174 The . . speculative father of six children, who
sought charitable adopters for his offspring.

2. One who takes up any opinion or plan ; prop.
from another ; also gen. as a matter of choice.

1829 SCOTT Aniiq. xxxv. 244 The rash adopters of the more
obvious etymological derivations. 1876 M. ARNOLD Lit. <$

Dogma 218 A practical rule, which f if adopted, would have
the force of an intuition for its adopter also.

3. Chem. A tube connecting two pieces of appa-
ratus ; esp. one which connects the retort and re-

ceiver in apparatus for distillation. Also called

ADAPTER.
1767 WOULFE in Phil. Trans. LVIL 411 The retort was

set in a reverberatory furnace, and an adopter and quilled
receiver luted to it. i8 IMISON Sc. $ Art II. 10 Conical

ADOPTIVE.
tubes that fit into another, for lengthening the necks of
retorts . . are called adopters.

Adopting (adp-ptirj), vbl.sb. [f. ADOPT + -ING 1
.]

A choosing or taking as one's own, or into any
relationship, esp. as a child ; adoption.
1591 PERCYvALL Sp. Diet., Ahijamiento, adopting, adop.

tatio. 1861 GEO. ELIOT S. Marner 313 That was the only
adopting I ever heard of: and the child was transported
when it was twenty-three.

Adopting (ad^-ptirj), ppl. a.
[f. ADOPT t-ixoS.]

That adopts.
1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. 47 II. 44 The adopting

fathers are generally very tender to these children. 1850 L.
HUNT Autobiog. xv. (1860) 238 Torn from the arms of her

adopting father.

Adoption (ad^'pjan). [ad. (directly or through
Fr. adoption} L. adoption-em n. of action, f. obs.

ppl. stem adopt-, whence also adoptd-re to ADOPT.
In late L. adoptio was used instead of adoptdtio,
the n. of action, from adoptd-re.]
1. The action of voluntarily taking into any rela-

tion ; esp. of taking into sonship. a. -viewed actively.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls Sen) V. 213 J?e sacrament of

adopcioun \sacramento adoptionis\ i.e. baptism. 1483 CAX-
TON Cato a iiij. The second [kind of cousin] is legale, the
whiche cause is by adopcyon. 1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes

15 The Lawiers . . define Adoption to be a legitimate act

imitating nature, found out for their solace and comfort,
which haue no children. 1602 SHAKS. Haml. i. iii. 62 The
friends thou hast, and their adoption tride, Grapple them to

thy Soule, with hoopes of Steele. 1755 SHERLOCK Disc. I.

viii. 230 The Spirit itself, that is the Spirit of Adoption,
which Christians receive, is one Witness. 1875 H. E. MAN-
NINC Holy Ghost i. 18 We are made sons of God by adoption.
b. fig.
1644-58 CLEVELAND Gen. Poems, fyc. (1677) 1 18 As Chickens

are hatcht at Grand Cairo by the Adoption of an Oven.

C. viewedpassively, The fact of being so adopted ;

adopted relation or condition.

i38z WYCLIF Rom. viii. 23 We vssilf sorwen withynne us
for the adopcioun of goddis sones, that is . . the staat of
Goddis sones bi grace [TINDALE adopcion, CBANMER adop-
cyon, Genevan, Rhfitns, 1611 adoption]. 1494 FABYAN vii.

ccxxxiii. 268 The kynge shulde take hym for his sone of

adopcion, and ryghtefull heyre. 1823 L,AMB.7/a Ser. n. xxu.

(18651 388 It could not taste of death, by reason of its adop-
tion into immortal palaces.
2. The act of taking up and treating as one's

own ; acceptance, espousal.
1598 SHAKS. Merry \yives n. ii. 309, I shall . . stand vnder

the adoption ofabhominable termes. 1769 BURKE Pres. State
Nat. Wks. II. 121 They may add to the publick calamity of
their own measures, the adoption of his projects. 1821 CRAIG
Draiving <$ Paint, vi. 347, I cannot, therefore, recommend
this mode of miniature painting to your adoption. 1878
SEELEY Stein. III. 550 The country of his own adoption.
b. Philol. (as used in this Diet.) The taking of a
word belonging to a foreign language into regular
use in our own, without (intentional) change of
form

;
a special instance of this process.

7*kas '. The English word hotelis an adoption of the modern
French (as hostel was of the Old French) living descendant
of Latin hospitdle\ mhospitalvft have a French and English
adaptation of the Latin word itself. These facts are thus

symbolized: Eng. hotel, a. mod. Fr. h&tel'. OFr. hostel*.

L. hospitals. Eng. hospital, a. OFr. Iwspital, ad. L. hospitale.
C. passively, The fact of being so taken up and

accepted ; the being adopted.
1755 JOHNSON Pref. to Diet., Which [words] . . must de-

pend for their adoption on the suffrage of futurity. 1879 in

Casselfs Tec/in. Educ. IV. 10/2 The great advantages of
their adoption in all great metropolitan centres.

Adoptional (ad^-pjanal), a.
[f. prec. + -AL1

.

Cf. nation-al, etc.] Of or belonging to adoption.
1861 W. H. MILL Pantheist. Princ. (ed. 2) 212 Leaving

them [the Evangelists] to describe severally the natural and
the adoptional lines of this, and withholding the descent of
the only true parent.

Adoptionism (ad^pjaniz'm). EccL Hist. [f.

ADOPTION + -ISM.] The tenets of the ADOPTIONISTS.
1874 BLUNT Diet, of Sects 8 By contemporaries Adoption-

ism was regarded as identical with . . Nestorianism.

Adoptionist (ad^rpjanist). Ecd.Hist. [f. ADOP-
TION + -IST.] One of a sect who maintained that

Jesus Christ is the son of God by adoption only ;

commonly known under their Latin appellation of

adoptiani. Also used attrib.

1847 in CRAIG. 1853 C. HARDWICK Hist. o/Chr. Ch. iii. 66
The controversy known as the Adoptionist, but in reality a
phase of Nestorianism revived. 1874 BLUNT Diet, of Sects

7 The Gnostics were in a certain sense Adoptiontsts.

Aclo'ptioiis, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. ADOPTION,

after analogy of ambition, ambitious, etc., as if f. L.

*adoptiostts.'\ Of, or connected with, adoption.
1601 SHAKS. All's Wett\. i. 187 With a world Of pretty

fond adoptions christendomes That blinking Cupid gossips
\i.e. christenings of adopted children for which Cupid stands

godfather].

Adoptive (ad^-ptiv), a. [a. Fr. adoptif, >ive,

ad. L. adoptivus characterized by adoption : see

ADOPT and -IVE.]
1. Due to adoption, as an adoptive son, father, etc.

^1430 LYDG. Bochas vn. viii. (1554) 1703, Sonne adoptife
. . Of sayd Galba. 1432-50 tr. Higden Rolls Ser. VII. 510
The holy kyng Edward . . made William Norman his sone

adoptivus. 1534 LL>. BERNERS Gold^Bk. ofM. Aurel. (1546)
X viii, She is thy mother adoptiue, and my natural wife.

1598 SYLVESTER DM Bartas \. i. (1641) 4/1 A Hen that fain

would hatch a Brood, Some of her own, some of adoptive
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bloud. 1641 MILTON Ck. Discip. i. iii, The adoptive and

cheerefull boldnesse which our new alliance with God re-

quires. 1748 CHESTERFIELD Lett. 176 II. 155 The herd of

mankind can hardly be said to think
;
their notions are al-

most all adoptive. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. 710 That

the adoptive brother should be preferred to the brother by
blood. 1880 W. CORY Mod. Eg, Hist. I. 189 To sacrifice

himself to Greece as his adoptive country-

2. Fitted or inclined to adopt, having the habit

of adopting.
a 1834 LAMB Lett. xvii. 164 There is adoptive as well as

acquisitive sacrifice. 1880 G. A. SALA in Illust. Land. Ncii-s

18 Dec. 587 Surely the English language is the most recep-

tive and most swiftly adoptive in the world.

Adoptively (ad^-ptivli), adv.
[f. prec. + LY 2

.]

In an adoptive manner ; by way of adoption.
1844 MAiTLANr>Z?<zr Ages fa For it is one thing to be so

[i.e. one with God] adoptively, and another to be so sub-

stantially. 1844 B. THORPE ^Ifric's Horn. I. 259 God, the

Father Almighty, has one Son naturally, and many adop-

tively [A.Sax. gewiscendlice}.

|| Ador. [L.] The grain used in sacrifices, spelt.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hitsb, x. 41 In mene lande of ador or of

whete, An acre lande to strikes 1111 is mete.

Adorabllity (ad6:rabi-liti). [f.
ADORABLE ;

see -BILITY.] The quality of being adorable ;
ador-

ableness.

1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Ccrcm. m. iv. 64 If adorability

agree to the humanity of Christ, then may his humanity
help and save us. 1794 BURNS in ll'ks. IV. 173 The adora-

bility of her charms. 1832 COLERIDGE Table Talk Apr. 4

Both Laelius and Faustus Socinus laid down the adorability
of Jesus in strong terms.

Adorable (adoa'rab'l), a. [a. Fr. adorable, ad.

L, adordhil-cni worthy of worship ;
f. adora-re\ see

ADOHE + -ABLE.]
1. Worthy of worship or divine honour.
1611 COTGR., Adorable^ adorable, worthy, or fit to be

adored. 1654 BAKER Lett. Bahac III. 105 And make me a

thing adoreable and divine. 1756 BURKI-; Snbl, <$ />'. Wks.
1. 228 We discover the adorable wisdom of God in his works.

1794 SULLIVAN View of Nat. III. 399 That adorable Being
who governs all.

2. By exaggeration, said of anything to which
one is passionately attached,

1710 SHAFTESBURV Charact. in. i. (1737; II. 349 A way to

make very adorable Placesof these Silvan Habitations. 1766
ANSTEY BathGuide (\n$ 139 I'mgriev'd to the heart With-
out cash to depart, And quit this adorable scene. 1847
DISRAELI Tancred\\. ix. (1871) 469 The ever adorable had

truly quitted the mountains.

Adorableness (ado->-rab'lnes). [f. ADORABLE
+ -NESS.] The quality of being adorable; 'worthi-

ness to be adored.' Bailey 1731, whence in J.
1806 DAWSON Phil. Angl. s.v., The adorableness of the

divine nature is demonstrated in the works of creation and

providence. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. in. xxii. 177 What
suffused adorableness in a human frame where there is a
mind that can flash out comprehension and hands that can
execute finely !

Adorably (ftdo**r&bli), adv. [f. ADORABLE -H

-LY-.] 'In a manner worthy of adoration.' J.
1806 DAWSON Phil. Angl. s. v., O adorably great and

glorious majesty of heaven and earth!

Adoral (a^do^ral), a. [f.L.a^to, at + or- mouth
+ -AL.] Situated at the mouth. Cf. ABOKAI,.
i88z SLADEN in JrnL Linn. Soc. XVI. 194 The first or

most adoral transverse ambulacral combs of two neighbour-
ing rays touch one another at their bases.

Adorally (ae'do^'raH), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In the direction of or towards the mouth,
1882 SLADEN in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XVI. 196 The thickened

extremity being directed adorally.

Adorat. 'A chymical weight of four pounds.'

Phillips 1678. Also in Kersey, and Bailey.
Adorate, obs. variant of ODORATE, scented.

Adoration (ae'dor^ijbn). [a. Fr. adoration,
ad. L. adoration-em, n. of action f. adora-re ; see

ADORE.]
1. The act of worshipping, or paying divine

honours ; worship, reverence.

1543 JOVE Expos. Daniel \\\. (R.) Muchc more execrable is

it to serue or worship them [images] with any reuerent be-
hauiour ether by adoracion, prostracion, knelyng, or kissing.

1667 M ILTON P. L. in. 35 1 With solemn adoration down they
cast Thir Crowns inwove with Amarant and Gold. 1774
BRYANT Mythol. II. 174 The Greeks in times of old . . paid
their adoration to rude unwrought stones. 1855 MILMAN
Lat. Chr. II. iv. vii. (1864) 344 The Church may draw fine
and aerial distinctions between images as objects of reve-
rence and as objects of adoration. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i.

25, 187 That deep and calm beauty which suggests the

thought of adoration to the human mind. 1866 LIDDON
Bampt. Led. vii. (1875) 362 Adoration is no mere prostration
of the body, it is the prostration of the sou!.

2. fig. The exhibition of profound regard and
love.

1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. i. v. 274 Ol. How does he loue me ?

Vio. With adorations. 1859 GEO. ELIOT Ad. Bede 29 That
adoration which a young man gives to a woman whom he
feels to be greater and better than himself.

3. techn. A method of electing a pope.
IS99 SANDYS Eur. Spec. (1632) 146 Two third parts of their

voyces . . are requisite to him, that either by adoration or in
Scrutinie shall winne that glorie. 1670 G. H. tr. Hist.
Cardinals in. ii. 286 The third way of creating Popes, is by
Adoration, which is perform'd in this manner ; That Car-
dinal, who . . desires to favour any other Cardinal . . puts
himself before him in the Chappel, and makes him a low
Reverence ; and when it falls out that two thirds of the
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Cardinals do the same, the Pope is then understood to be
created. 1860 FROUDK Hist. Eng. V, 296 There was a
moment when the feeling was so far in his [Pole's] favour
that he might have been chosen on the spot by adoration.

f4. Kissing the hand as a sign of honour. Obs.

(Prob. never so used, but given in the following passage as

the 'right sense' of the word adore, as if formed from Lat.

ad to + Ci, 0ris
t
the mouth.)

1614 SKLDEN Titles 41 Adoration, and Salutation with a
kisse of the hand, is all one in the right sense of the word.

t Ado'rative, a. Obs. [f. adorat- ppl. stem of

adora-re to ADORE + -IVK] Of or pertaining to

adoration.

1637 S. RUTHERFORD Lett. 179 (1862) I. 429 Not a formal

thanksgiving but an annunciation or predication of Christ's

death concional, not adorative.

Adoratory (adp-ratari). rare. [ad. med. L.

adoratdriiim, f. adorator a worshipper.] A place
of worship : specially applied like the med. L. to

those of pagans.
1800 M. KKATINGE tr. Diaz, Conq, /1/c.i". 16 On the shore

they found some adoratories or temples, built of lime and
stone, and containing idols made of clay and wood.

Adore (ado^i), v. Forms: 3-4 aoure, 5 ad-

oure, 6- adore, [a. OFr. aiire-r, aiin'-r, aourc-n
L. adord-re to address, salute, reverence, in late L.

to worship ; f. ad to + ord-re to speak, entreat, beg,
f. or- (nom. 5$) mouth. Refash. in I4th c. Fr. as

adourer, adorer, whence Eng adore. See ANOURE.] !

1. To worship as a deity, to pay divine honours

to. (Now almost confined to poetry.)
c 1305 St. Katli. in E. J-'. P. 31 Here godes nobing nere : bat

hi aourede hem to. 134 Ayenb. 135 Vef bou wilt banne

lyernigodtobiddeand toaouri ari^t. K^aCAXTON&w. Leg.
\

268/1 He was adoured and worshyped of all the peple as a
|

god. 1484 Chynatry 4 To preye and adoure god Almyghty. I

1557 SURREY sILncid \\. <R.) My father. . Spake to the
,

gods, and tholy sterre adored. 1611 BIBI.K Bel ^ 'J'he king ,

worshipped it, and went daily to adore it. 1628 PRYNNK
;

Ceits, ofCozens 18 We may worship them in their Pictures I

though wee may not Adore the Pictures themselues. 1732
POPE Ess. on Man m. 198 Be crown'd as Monarchs, or as

Gods adored. 1738 C. WESLEY Hymn, Rejoice ! the Lord
is King ! Your Lord and King adore ! c 1860 J. S. B. MON-
SELL//V; *O worship the Lord,' Kneel and adore Him, the

Lord is His name!
2. (In the usage of R. C. Ch.) To reverence with

relative or representative honours.

1582 X. T. (Rhem. )//(/'. xi. 22 By faith lacob dying, blessed

euery one of the sonnes of Joseph ; and adored the toppe of
his rodde. 1762 SMOLLKTT Hist. Eng. an. 1689 (R.) He was
met by a procession of popish bishops and priests . . bearing
the host, which he pubhckly adored. 1839 KKICHTLEY Hist.

Eng. II. 69 He forbade the practice of creeping to the cross

and adoring it.

3. ahsol. and intr. To offer worship.
1582 N. T. (Rhem.)^(-/f x. 25 Cornelius came to meetehim,

and falling at his feete adored. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq.

279 Pretending that a piece of bread is the very body of
Christ . . and is adored towards accordingly, a 1826 HEBEK
Hytnn

'

Holy, Holy, Holy,' Gratefully adoring, our songs
we raise to thee. 1843 E. JONES Sensat. fy Event 12, I adore
to it again.
4. tcchn. To kiss the hand, to a sovereign, etc.

(So explained by Selden, but pern, never so used.)

Obs. Also, To elect (a pope) by ADORATION-.

1614 SELDEN Titles 40 npoo-Kurw is truly interpreted in

Adoscnlor (if the composition bee lawfull) or Adoro\ both

signifying to honor by kissing the hand. 1670 G. H. tr.

Hist. Cardinals in. n. 272 The Cardinals meeting in the

Gallery, to go together and adore him in his Chamber.

5. fig. To reverence or honour very highly ;
to

regard with- the utmost respect and affection.

1594 SIIAKS. Rich. ///, i. ii. 177 Let the Soule forth that

adoretbthee. 1593 MARSTON Scourge of I'ill. in. ix. 218 My
soule adores iudiciall schollership. 1718 POPE Iliad ix. 453
Slave as she was, my soul adored the dame. 1766 ANSTEY
Bath Guide vin. (1779) 61 The tender soft sex I shall ever

adore. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. \. 575 The great mass
of the population abhorred Popery and adored Monmouth.

^[By confusion of ME. adorc-n and adorn-e(iit

and contact of meanings in sense of honour, used

for ADORN.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. ii. 46 Like to the here Congealed

drops, who do the morn adore, c 1624 FLET. & MASS. Elder
Brother iv. iii. (fol. 2, 118) Armlets for great queens to adore.

Adored (adoe-jd), ppl. a. [f.
ADORE v. + -ED.]

Worshipped, revered, highly reverenced, regarded
with profound affection.

. E. A Hit. P. A 368, I forloyne my dere endorde.-. . . . ,
.

1653 CHASHAW Sacr. Foetus 164 At Thy adored feet, thus,

he lays down His gorgeous tire Of flame and fire. 1713
POPE Winds. For. 301 Old warriors whose ador'd remains

In weeping vaults her hallow'd earth contains. 1762 HUME
Hist. Eng. Ixix. (1806) V. 198 To seek a second time, through
all the horrors ofcivil war.for his adored republic. 1855 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. IV. 163 The husband of her adored friend.

tAdoTement. Obs. rare. [f. ADOBE v. + -MENT

after analogy of words in -went a. from Fr., as

judgement^ commandment, etc.] The act of ador-

ing ;
adoration. (' A word scarcely used.'

J.)
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. iii. it The literati and

downe-right adorement of Cats, Lizards, and Beetles. Ibid.

i. xi. 46 That reasonable spirits would never firmely be lost

in the adorement of things inanimate.

Adorer (adoo-rai). [f. ADOBE + -ER!.]

1* One who adores ;
a worshipper ;

a votary.
1602 WARNER Albion's Eng. xm. Ixxvii. (1612) 318 lupiter

. . ofwhom euen his Adorers write euill Taches many an one.

1615 BKAVM. & FLET. Cupid's Rn>, i. i. (.T.) Adorers of that

ADORN.

drowsy deity. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 143 And thinner left

the throng Ofhis adorers. 1850 M KRIVALE Rom. Etnp. V. xlii.

12 Which had . . driven his adorers from his shrine with blows
and menaces.

2. fig. An ardent admirer, a lover.
1611 SHAKS. Cyiitb. i. iv. 74, I professe my selfe her Adorer,

not her Friend. 1665 GLANVILLE Seep. Sci. 70 And who that
adorer of Des-Cartes that professeth Scepticism? a 1704
T. BROWN Wealth Wks. 1730 I. 86 They were fain of ac-

cusers, to become the adorers of Scipio. 1853 Miss MITFORD
in L'Estrange's Lt/elll. xiv. 256 As to the adorers of Alfred

Tennyson, they unluckily haunt one at all seasons.

Adoring ^ad6'rirj\ v6l. sli.
[f.

ADOBE + -TNG '.]

The giving of worship or reverence, or expressing
ardent regard ;

adoration. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Is. \\. v. 66 Two shepherds most

J love with just adoring. 1684 BURNET tr. A/ore's Utopia
183 The contemplating God in his Works, and the adoring
him for them. 1820 KEATS S. Agues vi, Young virgins might
have visions of delight, And soft adorings from their loves

receive.

Adoring (add^rirjl, ffl.a. [f.
ADOBE z/. + -ING 2

.]

Worshipping, reverencing, showing ardent regard.

1652 CKA.SHAU- Sacr. Poems 153 It comes, among The con-

duct of adoring spirits. 1827 KEBLE Clir. }'. Trin. Sund.,
Teach the adoring heart to fall. 1839 SIR R. GRANT Bk.

Praise^'. T.I 71 Saviour when in dust to Thee Low we bend
the adoring knee. 1866 Gl:o. ELIOT f. Holt I. viii. 205 Not
one of those bland, adoring, and gently tearful women.

Adoringly (adf>->-rirjli),
adv. [f.

AiX'Ki.Nf, a. +

-LV-.] In an adoring manner
;
with adoration, or

ardent admiration.

1824-5 Life of Dean Hook I. 57 Your most devoted ador-

ingly affectionate nephew. 1844 / 'est. Crfat. led. 3 240 Such
a degree of wisdom . . as we only can attribute adoringly to

the one Eternal and Unchangeable. 1859 MASSON Milton
I. 438 They appear, dance round him adoringly.

Adorn (ad^'jn), v. Forms : 4-5 aourne, j

aorne, j-6 adourne, 5- 7 adorne, 6- adorn,

[a. OFr. aiirnc-r, aiirnc-r, aournc-r, (later a-

doiiruc-r, ado)'nc-r~} : L. adornd-rc to fit out, to

deck out ; f. ad to + onia-rc to furnish, to deck.

The d of pref. ad-, regularly dropped in OFr.,

began to be inserted again by the Fr. scribes in

J^th c., and has regularly appeared in I'.ng. since

the end of the ijth. See also the form AXOKN.]
I. To be an ornament to.

1. To beautify as an ornament does
;

to be an

ornament to ; to add beauty or lustre to.

f 1374 CHAI.'CKK Troylus in. Proem 2 O blisfull light, of

which the bemts clere Adornith al the thryd hevyn faire.

1659 ORVPEN < '// Dentil <\t'C>-onni<. vii, No borrow'd bays his

temples did adorn. 1667 MILTON /'. L. ix. 840 Of choicest

Flours a Garland to adorne Her Tresses. 1775 BUHKE Sf.
('<!<-. Aitier. Wks. III. 94 The venerable rust that rather

adorns and preserves, than destroys the mtlal. 1851 RVSKIN
Stones of I'cn. (1874! I. Pref. 7 The circular temple of the

Croydon Gas Company adorned the centre of the pastoral

and sylvan scene.

2. fig. To add lustre to, as a quality does.

1398 TREVISA l!nrtli. Dt J'. R. xv. l.xxiii. 11495) 515 Moost

noble ryuers, Ganges Indus and Hispanes, that aourne the

countrc of ynde. 1666 DKYDEN^WM. Alirab. 176 Thousands
were there Whose names some nobler poem shall adorn.

1742 W. COI.LINS Eel. I. 40 Each softer virtue that adorns

the fair. 1848 L. HUNT Jar ofHoney ix. 119 The follow-

ing might have adorned the pages of Spenser. Mod. The

piety which adorns his character.

3. Hence, Of a person : To add to the honour, splen-

dour, or attractiveness of anything, by his presence.

1534 Gold. Bk. M. Aarel. 11546) E, The holie senate was

adorned with olde prudente persons. 1712 STLELE Sfect.

No. 527 P2 The pitying Goddess easily comply'd, Follow d

in Triumph, and adorn'd her Guide. 1727 POPE Dune. in.

134 And a new Cibber shall the stage adorn. 1795 SEWEL
tr. Hist. Quakers I. n. 143 That every one, in your respective

places, may adorn the truth. 1870 L'ESTRANGE Life ofMiss

Mitford I. iv. 108 Three such women as have seldom adorned

one age and one country.

II. To furnish with ornaments.

4. To fit out or furnish with anything that

beautifies
;
to deck, ornament, beautify, decorate,

or embellish {with). Now chiefly poetic.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy 11. xvi, I can my worke . . Right as

me lyst, adourne and make fayre. a 1450 Knt. dc la Toitr^q
To see you in suche pompe and pride to aorne suche a carion

as is youre body. 1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 268/2 Our sauyour
went to his passion on horsbacke aourned as a kynge. 1530

PALSGR. 417/2, I adorne, I beautyfy with fayre clothes or

otherwyse. Jadorne. 1580 BARET A Imarie, To be adourned

with garlandes and Roses on their heades. 1591 SHAKS.

i Hen. VI, v. iv. 1 34 Adorne his Temples with a Coronet. 1607

Vo. 150 in Philtl. Anglie., He would take as

much care to adorn his mind as his body. 1807 CRABBE Par,

Reg. II. 318 A decent room Adorned with carpet, forme_d m
Wilton's loom. 1853 Arabian Nights (Routl.) 584 Begin to

adorn yourself in one of your most elegant dresses.

5.fitf. To embellish with any property or quality.

UM IfMl vcl lu^a. j(ww * " ....
j

^
., J 1

II. 195 The gifts and graces, wherewith God daily adorneth

and enricheth his children. 1651 NEEDHAM tr. Selden's Mare
Cl a Most deservedly adorned with divers other honors in his

own country. 1756 BURKE Sntl. I, B. Wks. 1 . 208 The many
great vertues with which he has adorned his mind.

(

1 6. To deck out speciously, dress up,
'

get up,

prepare. Obs.



ADORN.
E^Mrt/. A bsurd. 6 Are they not ashamed .. load-

orne a pretence of profit mixt with pleasure. i6u FOTHERBY
Atheom.\.v.\-$. 34 No man adorneth disputation against him.

^1 By confusion of odor-en and adorn-(en t helped
by the sense of honour, in which both meet : To adore.

1470 HARDING Chron. Ixvii, Mars, the God of Armes, they
did adorne. 1480 CAXTON Ovid's Metam. x. v, She wolde leve

this contre in [which she] was aorned and worshipped.
1581 NUCE tr. Seneca's Octavia i74b, Augustus . . Whom as
a God in minsters we adorne. a 1600 Sontar descryvit in

Ever-Green 11761) 1. 118 Kneiland full lawly on thair Kneis,
Thair Gods till adorn.

t Adorn, ' Obs. [f. thevb.] Adornment.
1599 WYRLEY Armorie 44 With brave Bundutia or Vira-

foes
best . . She may compare for valerous adorne. 1596

FENSER F.Q. in. xii. 20 Without adorne of gold or silver,

t Adorn (adpun), a. rare~ l

. [f.
It. cuiorno, short

for adornato adorned : L. adornatns pa. pple. of

adorna-re : see ADORN*
v."] Adorned, omate.

1667 MILTON P.L. vm. 576 She will acknowledge thee

her head, Made so adorn for thy delight the more.

tAdornate, v. Obs. rare" 1
.

[f.'L.adffrnat-ppl.
stem of adorna-re : see ADORN. The Eng. repr. of L.

adorna-rft
as ADORN is of Fr. adonicr] To adorn.

1577 FRAMPTON in Arber's Apf>. Jus. /. Connterbl. 'fob. 81

To adornate Gardens with the fairnesse thereof.

f Adorna"tion. Obs. [n. of action f. 'L.adornat-

ppl. stem of addrnare : see AnoRN. As if ad. L.

*addrnatidn~e>n] The act of adorning ;
also that

with which anything is adorned; adornment, deco-

ration
;
ornament.

I597 J- KING Fun. Sgrt. in Comtit. on Jonah (1864) 320
Making show to the world, under his glorious adornations,
that he is of some better substance. 1616 T. ADAMS Pract.
IVks. (1861) II. 439 Fair monuments of her beauty and
adornation. 1631 MARKHAM ll'ay to Wealth 3. n. ii.fi668)87

They are so useful for adornation. 1676 BULLOKAR, Adorn.
tition, a decking or trimming. [So 17*1 in BAILEY. 1775ASH,
'Not much used.'J

Adorned (ad^und), ///. a.
;
also 5 aourned,

5-6 adourned. [f. ADORN v. + -ED.]
1. Furnished or decked, with things that add

beauty or worth; beautified, decorated, ornamented.

1481 CAXTON Myrrour Prol. i Sette by declaracion in fair

and Aourned volumes. 1490 Eneydos ii. 15, A coffre well

rychely adourned wyth many precyous stones. 1548 HALL
Chron. (1809) 52 The Monarchial prince, or adourned Kyng.
X593 SHAKS. Rich, //, v. i. 79 She came adorned hither like

sweet May. 1667 MILTON P.L. x. 151 Adorned She was
indeed, and lovely. 1730 THOMSON Autumn 206 Loveliness,
Needs not the foreign aid of ornament, But is, when un-

adorned, adorned the most.

2.y?-. Furnished with properties or qualities that

confer distinction or give delight.
1475,

CAXTON Jason sb, The herte adourned with vertue

rendrith the man noble. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 446 Adorn'd
With splendor, arm'd with power. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver in. iv.

200 Adorned with integrity and honour. 1794 SULLIVAN View
r/A'at. 1 1. 261 Adorned with eloquence, piety, and persuasion.

Adorner (ad^mai), [f. ADORN v. + -ER !

.]
He

who, or that which, adorns.
1818 BYRON Ch. Harold iv. cxxx, O Time ! the beautifier

of the dead, Adorner of the ruin. i86a LYTTON Strange
Story I. 32 Poet or painter might have seen an image equally
true to either of these adorners of the earth.

Adorning (ad^jniq), vbl. sb.
[f.

ADORN v. +
-ING 1

.] Adornment, ornamentation, decoration.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P.R. x. iii. (1495) 374 The ele-

mentesben not bare of arayeng and aournynge. 1580 BARET
Al-'carie, The fayre greene adourning of the bankes with

grasse. 1611 BIBLE \Pet. iii. 3 Whose adorning, let it not bee

that outward adorning, of plaiting the haire. 1635 R. N.
tr. Camden's Kits. \. 33 For the more plentiful adorning of

their wits. 1669 H. MORE Seven. Ch.\\. (T.) Herprankings
and adornings in the splendour of their altars.

Adorning (ad^jniq), ///. a.
[f.

ADORN v. +

-ING^.] Adding or giving beauty or splendour;

embellishing ; ornamental, decorative.

1659 Gentleman's Calling (1696) 30 The most adorning Ac-

complishments of a Gentleman. 1775 ASH, A doming, orn&-

menting, embellishing, decking-up. Mod, Traces of his

adorning pencil.

Adorningly (adp-inirjli), aiiv. [f. prec. + -LY2
.]

In an adorning manner
;
so as to adorn ;

decora-

tively. (In mod. Diets.)

Adornment (adjrjnment). Forms : 5 aourne-

ment, aornement, 5-6 adournement, 6 adorna-

ment, 6-7 adornement, 6- adornment, [a. OFr.

aournementj later adournemenf, adornement ;
f.

aourner> adourner, to ADORN + -MKNT, as if: L.

^adornamentum, to which the Eng. spelling was

occasionally assimilated.]
1. The action of adorning, or embellishing ; em-

bellishment, ornamentation.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Metam. x. vi, He . . made to her many
fayre aornamentis. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World (J.) The
heavens, before they had motion and adornment. 1641

MILTON Ch. Govt. n. (1851) 145 All the industry and art I

could unite to the adornment of my native tongue. 1877
MRS. BRASSEY I'oy, in Sunbeam x. (1878) 163 The finest de-

scription used for personal adornment.

2. A thing employed to adom ;
an ornament, a

decoration. With //.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofAmtes \. v. n The ladies them self

brought theyr jewellis and ryche adoumemens. 1543 BLO
MEYR in Richtn. Wills $ Invent. (1853)47 Decent kepyng
and wesshyng of the adornaments belongyng to the altars.

1814 BYRON Corsair \\\, viii. 40 My steps will gently tread

126

With these adornments. 1850 BLACKIE sEsthylus I. 28 Thou
hast won thee rich adornments. 1859 MRS. SCHIMMELPEN-
NINCK Beauty i. ix. 29 The colouring, adornments, and fur-

nishing of a room.

Adorty, adorthy, ? obs. form of AORTA, with
a- changed to ad- after A- pref. 7.

1541 COPLAND Gnydoris Quest. Cyrurg. What veynes passe
betwene the kydnees ouer the spondyles? A. There passe
the veyne adorty. Ibid. The veynes called kyllis, and
adorthy.

Adoscnlation (aed^skiwl^-Jwi). [n. of action,
f. addsculat- ppl. stem of adoscttla-ri to give a kiss

to ; f. ad to + osculd-ri to kiss
;

f. dseul-ttin a little

mouth, dim. of ds mouth.]
1. Impregnation of animals or plants by mere

external contact, without intromission.

1674 GREW A nat. Plants iv. v. 9 (1682) 173 By many
Birds, where there is no Intromission, but only an Adoscula-
tion of Parts. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., Divers kinds
of birds and fishes are also impregnated by adosculation.

2. The insertion of one part of a plant into

another.

1731 BAILEY, vol. II, Adosatlation (in Botany) a joining
or insertion of one part of a plant into some cavity, as it

were mouth to mouth. [WEBSTER cites CRABB.]

il Adossee (ad<?s^, adfsi), ///. a. Her. [Fr. pa.

pple.ofat&tfirto turn the back to; f.^to + ^back.]
Turned back to back. (See the Eng f. ADDORSED.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl, Snpp.^ Adossee is used, in heraldry,

to denote two figures or bearings, placed back to back.

+ Ado'te, v . Obs. rare~^. [f.
A- pref. i + DOTE.]

To become silly.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2054 He wax nei}h out of wit

*

for

wrap bat time & for dol a-dotej>.

+ Ado'ted, ppl. ft. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED.] Grown
silly, become foolish

;
infatuated.

c 1130 Ancren Riwle 222 Ase dusie men & adotede. Ibid.

272 So he bringe5 ofte a^ean into pe adotede soule . . beo like

sunnen. 1393 GowBB Conf. III. 4 It falleth, that the most
wise Ben other while of love adoted.

Adoub(e, variant of ADUB z r

. Obs. to equip.
1 Adou'bt, v. Obs. rare~*. [phonetic var. of

REDOU(B)T, a. Fr. redoute-r^\ To fear, dread.

1400 Destr. Troy iv. 1097 Ye noblist of nome bat neuer
man adouted.

t Adoubted, ///. a. Obs.
[f. prec. + -EI>.]

1. Redoubted, dreaded ;
formidable.

ciy+Guy \Vanv. in The more adouted thou schalt be.

1340 Alex, ff Ditid. 970 To his adoutede duk ' dindimus
sente.

2. Frightened, afraid.

1471 SIR J. PASTON in Lett. 668 III. 5 Be ye not adoghtyd
off the worlde, ffor I trust all schall be well.

Adoutry, obs. form of ADULTERY.

Adown (adairn), adv. and pref. arch. Forms :

i of dune, 1-2 adun(e, 2 odune, 3 adun, 3-5

adoun(e, 4-6 adowne, 4- adown. [OE. of dtine
off the mount, tie monte (see DOWN sb,\ cf. OFr. A

!/: L. ad vallein to the valley, used in the same
sense. As early as 2, the reduced form a-diln was

aphetizecl to dun, lioiui, DOWN, which soon became
the ordinary prose form. But aJown never became

obs., and still survives as a poetic variant of dmuii."]

A. adv.

1. To a lower place or situation ; downward,
down. With vbs. of motion, and pleonastically
with vbs. signifying descent ;

as fall, sink, alight,

sit, kneel.

r 975 Knshiv. Gosf>. Luke iv. 9 5if sunu godes arS, asend
3eh hiona of-dune {Lindisf. aduna, W. Sax. nyber]. a 1000

CYNEWULF Judith 291 Hi S.i hreowis mode Wurpon hira

wabpen of dune, c zooo ^ELFRIC Man. Astrott. 16 Se ne gEe8
naifre adune under byssere eorcian. a 1090 O. . Chron.

(Laud MS.) an. 1083 And ba o<Sre 5a dura brsecon bzr adune
and eodon inn. c 1175 /.'& llotti. 61 pe engles adun follon

in to be bosternesse hellen. l8o Havelok 567 And caste be

knaue adoun so harde. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 717 Eyber
enpeynede him with al ys mijt: to dyngen o)wr adoun.

c iqaaSege ojff

'

Melaytte 1480 He tuke his spere owt of reste

adownn. l48oC*XTON Chrtm. Eng. clxxviii. isgThebrayne
fel adoun vpon the ground. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. vii. 24 Thrise

did she sinke adowne in deadly swownd. 1717 PARHELL Poet.

IVlcs. (1833) 17 And drops his limbs adown. 1808 SCOTT Afar,

tnion v. vni, His gorgeous collar hung adown. 1870 MORRIS

Earthly Par. 1. 1. 418 Till the wretch falls adown with whirl,

ing brain.

1 2. In a lower place ; csp. on earth, here below.

Obs.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Man. A stron. 16 On winterliere tide hi beo5

on niht uppe, & on dxge adune. c 1386 CHAUCER Maitnc.

T. i Whan Phebus duelt her in this erthe adoun. 1501
DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. Prol. l.viii, O May thou Mirrour of Soles

. . Till curie thing adown respirature [ = refreshing].

1 3. Jig. To a lower condition or state. Hence,
to bring admvn : to bring to an end. Obs.
c 1x75 Lamb. Hoin. 205 Det blisfule hern . . 5et buruh his

holi passiun werp bene deouel adun. i*>5 LAYAMON 19686
A bat Saexisce merrsetten us a-dune [1250 a-doune].

,-doun. iMj LANGL. /'. PI. C. xi. 94 And with be pyk putte
..doune . . Lordes bat lyuen as hem lust, c 1430 Syr Gene-

rides 5418 To bring al this werrc a dpune. 1587 Myrrourt
for Mag., Morgan vii. i, If once I might put her adowne.

f 4. fg. In a lower condition or state. Obs.

i97 R. GLOUC. 376 Monye heye men of be lond in prison
he huld strong . . And }yf )>at eny hym wrabbecUi adoun he

ADRAD.
B. prep, (with a defining obj.)

1. In a descending direction upon or along.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troyl. n. 764 Adoune the staire anon right

tho she went. 1596 SPENSER F.Q. i. vii. 31 [His] scaly taile

was stretcht adowne his back full lowe. 1710 PHILIPS fas-
torah i. 34 To chase the lingring Sun adown the Sky. 17*5
POPE Odyss. xvn. 365 Adown his cheek a tear unbidden
stole. 1811 BYRON Ch. Harold i. Ixxxix, Fresh legions pour
adown the Pyrenees. 1868 HAWTHORNE Anter. Note-Bks.

(1879) I. 50 There is also a beautiful view from the mansion,
adown the Kennebec.

2. fig. Of time.

1839 LOWELL Threnodia Wks. 1879, 2 He did but float a
little way Adown the stream of time. 1877 M. ARNOLD Kew
Sirens in Poems I. 40 Adown life's latter days.

t Adownriffht, adv. Obs.
; 2-3 adun-riht(es.

[f.
OE. adiin down + riht straight.] Straight down,

DOWNRIGHT.
c\ii$ Pater Nostery* in Lamb. Horn. 59 Alle dor andfu)el

ifliht t lete he makede adunriht. J>ene Mon . . his neb up-
ward he wrohte. c 1*30 Ancren Riwle 60 Sweordes dunt is

adunriht. 1250 LAYAMON 29894 And adun rihtes slowen '.

al pat hii neh comen.

t Ad.OW'n'ward, o<fe. andprep. Obs. For forms

see ADOWN.
[f.
ADOWN + -WARD.]

A. adv. = DOWNWARD.
a 1090 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1083 J>a Frencisce men

. . scotedon a-dunweard mid arewan toweard bam halig dome.

1205 LAYAMON 9298 Hamun arnde upward
' & o3er while

adunward. c 1130 Ancren Rhvle 140 J>et heui ulessis, J>ct

drawe5 hire aduneward. c 1374 CHAUCER Boethitts 7 pus J>is

compaygnie of muses I-blamed casten wrobely be chere
adounward to be erbe.

B. prep. ADOWN prep.
1205 LAYAMOS 1920 Corineus . . hine fusde mid nixine, a-

duneward ba elude.

t AdO'xal, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Gr. ato(-os ({.

a

priv. + Sofa opinion) + -AL'.] Not according to

right reason ; absurd.

1652 GAULE Magaslroin. 107 But the contrary, in most, or
all ; not orthodoxall, but paradoxall, heterodoxall, adoxall.

A'dox(e. Obs. rare.-1
,

[f.
Gr. doof-ot (oc-

casionally irapdSo-or, opposed to common sense),

f. a priv. + Soa opinion.] An absurdity.
1624 HAYWARD Snpretn. 5 Who esteemed that which I had

said, not for a Paradoxe, but for an Adoxe, or flat absurditie.

t Ado'xy. Obs.~ [ad. Gr. aSo(la ill-repute, f.

a5oos, f. a without + Sofa reputation.]
'

Ignominy,
shame

; slander, infamy." Blount 1656.

t Adrryle, adv. Obs. rare-1
. [A prep.'

1 on +
DOYLE squint, given by Halliwell as a Gloucester-

shire word.] Askew, awry.
c 1450 J. RUSSELL Hk. Nurture in Babets Bk. 139 Wrye not

youre nek a doyle as hit were a dawe.

Adoze (adJu'z), adv., prop, phrase. [A prep.
1

on, in + DOZE.] In a doze, or dozing state.

1868 BUCHANAN Wallace i. ii, I hoped to find them, Drugged
with the Gallic potion, all adoze.

Adp-, obs. form of APP-.

Adpress (zedpre-s), v. [f. L. adpress- ppl. stem

of adprim-cre, (. ad- to +frem-erc to press.] trans.

To press closely to a surface, to lay flat.

1872 DARWIN Emotions iv. 100 Birds when frightened, as a

general rule, closely adpress all their feathers.

Adpressed (sedpre-st), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

Pressed close to, lying flat against, as the hairs on
the stems of some plants, etc.

1828 KIRBY & SPENCE Entom. II. xix. 124 The dorsal seg-
ments are covered with shining adpressed hairs. 1876 HAR-
LEY Mat. Med. 412 Twigs, densely covered with minute, im-

bricated, adpressed leaves.

I! Adpromissorfxxlpromi-sajj-oj
1

). Rom. Law.

[a. L. adpromissSr one who is security, f. ad- in

addition +promitt-cre to PROMISE.] One who gives
bail or security.

1875 POSTE Gains in. 402 The adpromissor at different

epochs of the law appears as sponsor, fidepromissor, fide-

jussor.

t Adpu (fn(e, v. Obs." [ad. L. adpugnn-re to

fight against, attack, f. ad to, at + pugna-re to

fight.]
' To fight against.' Cockeram 1626.

Adq-, obs. form of ACQ-.

Adrad (adrae'd), ///. a.1 Obs. or arch. Forms:

3 adrasd, 3-6 adred, adrad(de, 5 adrade, adrede,

5-6 adredde, 6 adread ;
revived in 9 as adrad,

(adread). [Probably weakened form of of-drad,

pa. pple. of OF-DREDE to frighten, terrify. Of-
drad and a-drad are used synonymously from 1 200

to 1 300, about which date the former disappears.]

Frightened, greatly afraid, put in dread. Const.

gen. or of; dot. inf. ; subord. cl. ; W. Morris has al.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 31 pe engel quaS to hem ne be }e
naht ofdredde. 1205 LAYAMON 7575 His men weoren of-

dredde [1250 a-draddej. Ibid. 10952 Adred he wes swiSe

[1250 adred]. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 21 For alle derke

deuelles
'

aren adradde to heren it. c 1384 CHAUCER Hout of
F. 928 Loke thou ne be Adrad of hem. a 1420 OCCLEVI De
Reg. Princ. 1275, I am adredde God is not in this place.

.1440 Generydts 3867 He was full sore adrede of his com-

yng. < 1440 Morte Artkur(r%ig) 47 The quene of dethewas
sore A drade. 1549 CHALONER tr. Erasm, Moria Enc. R iv b.

He nothyng helde hymself adradde of drunken Marks

Anthony. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia. (1622) 126 Thinking to

make all men adread. 1600 TOURNEUR Metanwrfh. liv. 377

(1878) 208 The beast gan looke as one that were adrad. 1851$

SINGLETON Virgil I. 390 Her sister heard it breathless, and



ADRAD.

adread. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 147 Thereat

adrad He turned him round. Ibid. I. I. 19, I was the less

adrad Of what might come.

f Adra'd, /// ".-, dreaded. See ADBEAD v^

Adradial (ceclivi'dial), a. Zool. [mod. f. L. ad

to, at + radius ray + -AL 1
.] Situated at or on a ray,

in Radiate animals.

1880 E. R. LANKESTER in Nature XXI. 414 An organ may
be . . per-radial, inter-radial, or adradial in position.

t Adragaat. Obs. [a. Fr. adragant(e a popular

corruption of tragacanthe\ = TBAGACANTH.
I75 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. I. s.v. Appetite, Gum Adragant

half an Ounce. 1775 BRUCE in Phil. Trans. LXV. 416 It

resembles gum adragant much in quality.

f AdraW, v. Obs. Forms as in DRAW v. [f. A-

fref. I out, away + DRAW.]
1. trans. To draw out

; esp. to draw (a sword).
1305 LAYAMON 16487 Aldolf his gode sweord adroh. 1297

R. GLOUC. 361 Adraweth joure suerdes. 1330 R. BRUNNK
Cftron. 400 Robert . . hys gode suerd adrou. 1340 Ayenb.
218 Come na}t beuore God mid /uorde adra}e and mid blodi

honden. 1380 Sir Feritmb. 2281 Hure swerdes ban bay a-

drowe.

2. intr. To withdraw oneself.

c 1430 Octouian Imp. (W.) 357 Awey fro hem he wold a.

drawe. 4:1450 Siege of Rouen in Archxot. XXI. 67 The
trcwys adrew and warre toke hys way.

fAdray". Obs. [f. prec. SeeDuAY.] Withdrawal.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 4671 Haldyst bou forwarde,

certys nay, Whan bou makyst swyche a-dray.

Adraynt, pa. pple. of ADRENCH v. Obs. to drown.

t Adrea'd, v.1 Obs. Forms: Inf. \ andracd-an,
on-drsed-an ; 3-4 adred-en, adrede. Pa. t. I

ondreord, ondr6d, ondredde
;

2 adred(e, 3

adredde, 4adrad(de. Pa.fpie. I ondreeden; 3-6
adrad. [f. K-pref. 4= and- against, towards + drse-

dan to dread. Cf. OSax. and-, ant-, ati-dr&dan,
OHG. intr&ten. In OE.ai/- before initial d became

an-, which, following the analogy of the prefix an-,

became OF., on-, and ME. a-. See AND- and AN-.]
1. trans. To dread, to fear greatly.
a 900 Betnv. 3353 J>a;t bu him on drxdan ne bearft. 1-950

Litidisf. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 5 He pndreard baH folc. 1:975
Ruskw. Gosp., ibid. Anddreord him bau folc. c looo Ags.
Gosp., ibid. He adred him bset folc. c 1160 liatton Gosp.,
ibid. He adrede him bast folc. c 1175 Lamb. 1/otn. 60 pet
ive bene fend noht ne adreden. c 1399 Pol. Poems ff Songs
^1859) II. 6 The pes is sauf, the werre is ever adrad.

2. intr.

a 1075 O. . Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1013 Hi ondreddon
?at he hi fordon wolde. 1205 LAYAMON 8744 Nu \>\\ scalt

idreden [l.t. adrede] for bine zerda?den. c 1380 Sir Feritmb.
3146 Nobyng bay ne adradde.

3. With refl.prm. (Orig. dot., with or without ace.

}f the thing.) To fear for oneself ; to be afraid.

a 1000 CYNEWULF Elene 81 (Grein), Ne ondraed bu be.

1 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke ii. 9 Hi him mycelum eje adre'don . .

^elleje eow adrsedan [MS. A. on.]. ciifoHatton Gosp.,
'bid. Hyo heom mycel eige adredden . . Nelle je eow on-
Irxden. c rzoo Moral Ode 124 in Trin. Coll. Horn. 223 He
naij him sore adrade. c 1300 Rel. Songs iv. Hwenne ich
henche of domes-dai ful sore ime adrede. c 13*) Sir Tristr.
88 Ganhardin seighe that sight, And sore him gan adrede.

t Adread, v* Obs. ; also 5 adrede. Pa. t. 6
idrad.

[: earlier OF-DREAD, OE. of-<trxdan] To
nake afraid, terrify. Cf. ADRAD///. a.

c 1314 Guy Warm. 47 No was ther non in that ferrede
fhat of his liif him might adrede. 1603 HARSNET Pop. Int.

latt. 135 With these they adrad, and gasten, sencelesse old
vomen.

t Adrea'd, adreid, adv. prop, phrase ; Sc.

Obs. [A fref.
1 on, in + DREAD rf.] For fear, lest.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Honour III. Ixv. (1787) 76 Zit studie
locht ouir mekill, adreid thow warie.

A-dream (adrf-m), adv. prop. phr. [A prepj-
+ DREAM st>.] In a dream, dreaming.
1854 S. DOBELL Balder xxiv. 141, I lie a-dream.

t Adrea'med, adrea'mt, pa. pple. Obs.
[f.

DREAM sb. or v. ; exact formation uncertain. The
form is that of a pa. pple. of a vb. *adream, or
iream. No instances of the vb. a-dream have been
Found

;
and the prefix is prob. A particle, southern

form of the ppl. prefix^/-, as in a-been. See DREAM
n.] In phr. To be adreamed: to be visited by a

Iream, to dream.
1556 WITHALS Diet. (ed. 1634 in Nares) Hee is adreamd of

* dry summer. 1605 Play of Stucley 359 in Sch. Shaks.
1878) I. 172, I was adreamt to night that he

paid me all.

1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 76, I was a Dreamed that I sat all

ilone. 1736 FIELDING Pasqvin iv. i, I was a-dream'd I over-
ward a ghost.

t Adree, v. Obi. Forms : Inf. i adreoxaii, 3

idrije, adrie. Pa. t. I adreas, adreah. Pa. pple.
[ adrosen. [f. \-pref. i intensive + dredsan to per-
form, endure, DREE, cogn. w. Goth, driugan to per-
form military service.]
1. To carry on, practise, pass (life, time, etc.).

Only in OE.
c 1000 CLERIC on O. T. (Sweet 57) Men 8e heora lifadrujon

Hi ealre idelnisse.

2. To bear, endure, or suffer.
a 1000 A ndreas 1488 EarfeSo be he adreah. ft 1300 A". Horn

1067 (Lumby 1035) Ne mi^te heo a-dri^e, |>at heo ne weop wib
ije. ?ai40oinHalliwellZ)/rf.s.v.^rfrj'^> Therisnot soche
a knyv . . bat his strok migt adrie.

t Adref-e, v. Obs. Forms : Inf. i adraf-an, 2

127

adref-en. Pa. t. i adreef-de, t adrefde. Pa. pple.
I adrsefed, 1-2 adrefed.

[f. k- pref. i intensive +

drftf-an to drive, chase.] To drive forth, or away.
c 1150 Cott. Ifont. 223 God . . adrefde hi lit of paradis.

c^^J$ Lamb. Horn. 219 Se almihti sceappende . . hi alle

adrefde of heofan rices mirhSe,

Adregh, -eich, -eigh, variants of ADRIGH adv.

Adreint, pa. t. of ADRKNCH v. Ohs. to drown.

t Adrelwurt. Herb. Obs. [Cf. OE. adremintet

supposed to be the same plant.] Feverfew.
HALLIWELL cites early list of plants in MS. Harl. 978.

f Adre'nch, v. Obs. Forms: Inf. i adrenc-an,
2- adrenche(n. Pa. t. 1-3 adrenc-te, 2-3 a-

drengte, adrente, adreinte; 4 adraynte, 4-5
adreynte. Pa. pple. \ adrenc-ed, 2-3 adrenct,
adrent, adreint

; 4-5 adreynt, adraynt. [f. A-
pref. i intensive + DRKNCH, OE. drcncan % causal

deriv. of drink. Cf. Ger. ertranken^\ lit. andy^'-.

throughout.
1. To give to drink.

1340 Ayenb. 92 He uoluel|> pe herte of loue . . and him
adrengb of ane zuetnesse wonderuol. Ibid. 251 And hire

adraynk}? and makeb him dronke of holy loue.

2. trans. To submerge, to drown.
a 1000 Ags. Met. Ps. cv. 10 Heora feondas flod adrencte.

1:1150 Cott. Honi. 225 Ic nelle henon for5 mancyn mid watere
adrenche. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 141 Heo wende to gederes,
and adreinte pharao. 1197 R. GLOUC. 437 Hys sones were 5111

alyue, pat adrencte were atte laste. 1387 TRKYISA I/igden
Rolls Ser. I. 195 Helle was adraynt in that see [snbmt-rsa].

1494 FABYAN v. cxxx. 112 Ye last bishop was a dreynte.
8. reft. To drown (oneself).
c 1230 A ncn-n Riivfe 230 Te swin anonriht urnen & adrein-

ten ham suluen i5er see. 1340 Ayenb. 50 An }uo moche
dnnke ; (jet hy ham adrencheb. 1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Smule
i. xiii. (1859) 10 Adrenchyng hym self, as it were, in worldly
vanyte.
4. intr. (by omission of refl. pron.) To be drowned,

or drown
; to perish in the water; to 'go clown,'

as a ship. (In this const, it ^ ADRINK, and often

interchanges with it
; see 6rst quot.)

1205 LAYAMON 2206 Ferde into ane watere '

per inne he
adronc [1250 a-dreint], < 1230 Ancren Riivle 220 per a-

dreinte Pharao, hore uoan alle. c 1305 Pilate in /,'. E.
Poems (1862) 118 J>o com ber a gret tempest . . J>at schipes

adreynte pere menie on. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. x. 408 And
men bat maden it

'

amydde pe flode adreynten.

Adres(se, early form of ADDRESS v. and sb.

Adrie, adri$e, forms of ADKEE v. Obs.

Adrift (adri'ft), adv. prop. ///;. [A prep.^ on,

in + DRIFT. Cf. afloat.]
1. In a drifting condition, drifting, at the mercy

of wind and tide.

16x4 CAPT. SMITH Virginia \, 16 The ship yet went so fast

a drift. 1667 MILTON /'. L. XL 832 With all his verdure

spoiled, and trees adrift. 1748 ANSON Voy. n. i.\. (ed. 4) 318

They had immediately turned the canoe adrift. 1853 KANE
Grinnell E.\-p. xxxviii. (1856) 353 Caught and carried adrift

on disengaged ice-floes.

2.^.
1690 LOCKE HHM. Underst. n. vii. 3 And so we should . .

let our Thoughts (if I may so call it) run adrift, without any
Direction or Design. 1718 YOUNG Lwe ofFame v. (1757)

138 The mind, when turn'd adrift, no rules to guide, Drives
at the mercy of the wind and tide. 1831 HT. MARTINEAU
Hill fy Valley vii. 106 The concern must be closed and all

these people turned adrift. 1878 BLACK Green Past, fy Pice.

xvii. 139 To cut myself adrift from my relatives.

f A-fl-mgTi,
ai/v. Obs. prop.///r. Forms: 3-6 on

dregh(e, on dryge, o dreghe, o dreih, a dre^e,
a dreigh, a drigh. [A prepl -t- dreje, dreghe, ex-

tent, length, distance : see DREGH.] At or to a

distance, away, off,

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems B. 71 Jhis pay dro? hem a-drej.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 194 He bad J?am alle draw pam o
dreih. c 1340 Gaw. <5- Gr. Knt. 1031 pere

he dra;e5 hym on-

dry3e. 1393 GOWER Con/. II. 46 The kinges doughter . .

drewe her adrigh. < 1400 Destr. Troy xxvui. 11647 Why.

draghes (K>U on dregh (>es dedis so ferr? 1513 DOUGLAS
Eneis ii. xi. 56 My spous on dreich efter our trais sail hy.

t Adri'nk, v. Obs. Forms as in DRINK, [f. A-

pref. i intensive + DRINK, OE. drinc-an. Cf. Germ.

ertrinken.'] lit. To swallow too much water ; hence,

1. To be drowned.
<:88o K. ALFRED Baeda\\\. xxiv. 221 Mycele ma monc>'nnes

adranc on 5am waetere. iw>5 LAYAMON 2490 In ane deope
watere "per heo adronken. c 1130 Ancren Riwle 58 Heo
unwrelh pene put ty hit adronc inne. a 1300 A". Horn 971

pe knaue per gan adrinke.

So to be adrunken.
x5 LAVAMON 2497 Pat like water

'|>er
Abren was adrunken

[/. t. adronke.] 1*97 R. GLOUC. 430 In pe se adronke he was.

Adrip (adri-p), adv. and pred. a., prop. phr.

[A prep.^ + DRIP.] In a dripping state.

1867 D. MITCHELL Wet Days 84 And the pelted leaves all

wincing and shining and adrip. 1881 Atlantic Month.
XLVII. 251 Oars adrip with silver foam.

t Adrrve, v. Obs. Forms as in DRIVE. [OE.

culrifan, f. A- pref. I away, on+dr/fan to DRIVE.]
To drive <iway, chase, pursue, follow up.
a 1000 Laws ofJEthelstan v. 8. 4 (Bosw.) Adrife 5aet spor

iit of his scire. ^1175 L&tnb. Horn. 115 He seal . . heordom
for-beodan, and peouas addriuan, of his erde.

Adrogate (se'drog^O, v. Also arrogate. [A
specialized form of ARUOGATE, f. L. adrogdt- ppl.
stem of adroga-re or arrogdre, to ask or claim to

ADBOP.

oneself, to adopt one whose consent may be legally
asked, f. ad\Q + rogare to ask. Arrogate was for-

merly used in all senses, but mod. writers on Rom.
Law have appropriated this differentiated form for

the special sense.] Rom. Law. To adopt a person
who was at the time sui juris, or his own master,
and under the potestas or legal power of no one else.

1649 J ER - TAYLOR Great Exemp. in. 15. 89 He did arro-

gate John . . into Maries kindred, Making him to be her
adopted son. 1651 W. G. tr. Ctnvefs Inst. 164 There is no-

thing hinders, but that the English may adrogate or adopt,
and be adopted . . the consent of both parties is solely es-

sential). 1861 MAINE Ane. Laiv\\. (1876) 180 When a Roman
citizen adrogated a son, i.e. took a man, not already under
Patria Potestns, as his adoptive child. 1875 POSTIC Gains
i. (ed. 2) 90 Women, being incapable of exercising parental
power, could not, properly speaking, adrogate.

Adrogated (ardr^g^ted), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED.] Rom. Law. Adopted, when sut juris or of

full age and under no potestas.
1875 POSTK Gains \. (ed. 2) 129 The children who follow an

adrogated parent suffer diminution of head. 1880 MCIRHKAU
Gains 450 Results for the adrogated or adopted child.

Adrogating (rc-dr^tirj), ///. a. [f.
ADRO-

GA.TE + -ING-.] That adrogates.
1880 MUIRHKAD Gains 450 Results for the adrogating or

adopting parent.

Adrogation (x-drog^'^n}. Also arrogation.

[ad. L. adrogation-em n. of action f. adrogd-re :

see AnuoGATE.] Rom* Law. The technical name
of adoption where the person adopted was his own
master, or under no potestas.
1581 J. MARHKCK Bk. of Xotes 15 Arrogation they saie is,

when he which is his owne man, and at libertie, is receiued
in steede of a sonne. But Adoption is, when hee which is

receiued, is vnder an other man's power. 1682 W. EVATS tr.

Grotiwf Peace iff
M'ar 115 Arrogation or Adoption, whereby

a man translates himself into the Family of another. 1705
STANHOPE Paraphr, I. 321 This the Lawyers call'd Adroga-
lion, or perfect Adoption. 1833 Penny Cycl. s.v. Adoption,
The Prussian law does away with all distinction between

adoption and arrogation. 1880 MuiRHEAuC7a//^i. $ 99 This

species of adoption is called ad rogation ; because both he who
is adopting is asked, rogatnr, whether he will have as his law-
ful son him he is about to adopt, and he who is being adopted
is asked whether he submits, and the people is asked whether
it ordains that so it shall be.

Adrogator (srdwg^tw). Also arrogator. [a.

L. adrogator n. of agent f. adrogd-re to ADROGATE.]
Rom. Law. lie who adrogates.
1774 HALLIFAX Rom. Civ, Lau-ajg^: 58 He . . by that spe-

cies of adoption, called Arrogation, transferred himself and
all his rights, except such as perished by the change of fam-

ily, to the Arrogator. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gains 40 If a man
who . . has children in his potestas give himself in adroga-
lion, not only does he himself become subject to the potestas
of the adrogator, but his children do so too in the character

of grandchildren.

Adroit (adroi't), a. [a. Fr. adroit, orig. adv.

phrase a droit according to right, rightly, properly,
f. a to + t/rffit right, OFr. ttrei(:late L. drictum,
dirictum : cl. L. directnm right : see DIRECT.

Subseq. used as adj., and in this sense adopted
in Eng.] Possessing address or readiness of re-

source, either bodily or mental ; having ready

skill, dexterous, active, clever.

1652 EVELYN France (R.) The best esteemed and most
adroit cavalry in Europe. 1678 BUTLER Hudibras in. i. 365
He held his talent most adroit, For any mystical exploit.

1718 Free-thinker No. 150, 326 The Right-Hand and Arm
of most Men are . . more adroit than the Left. 1809 W. IR-

VING Knickerb. XL vii. 11849) 122 The adroit bargain by which
the island of Manhattan was bought for sixty guilders.

1823 Br. Jonathan I. 269 They played about one another
now like adroit wrestlers. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) II.

xiii. 139 Adroit intriguers burned incense to him as to a god.

Adroitly (adroi-tli), adv. [f. prec. +-LY-.] In

an adroit manner ;
with ready skill

; dexterously,

cleverly.
i748CHESTERFiELD/,^/. 163(1792)11.92 Doyou use yourself

to carve adroitly and genteely ? 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India
II. v. v. 515 Words . . so adroitly ambiguous, as in fact to

evade the question. 1849 W. IRVING blahonied fy Sncc. xii.

(1853^51 He used his left as
adroitly

as his right hand. 1850
MERIVALE Rom. Emf. V. xiii. 14 Tiberius . . replied adroitly,
that it was not for him to choose or to reject any particular

charge.

Adroitness fadroi-tnes). [f.
ADROIT -f -NESS.]

The quality of being adroit ; ready skill, dexterity,

cleverness, either bodily or mental.

174* tr. KlimiuSt Her Snbter. vii. 87 The Person's dexterity
and adroitness. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom'sC. xxiii. 226

Henrique . . valued himself on his gentlemanly adroitness

in all matters of gallantry. 1879 FROUDE Caesar vi. 55 To
Sylla's combined adroitness and courage Marius owed the

final capture of Jugurtha.

Adronc, -nken, pa. t. and pple. ofADRINKE. Obs.

Adroop (adn?p), adv. and pred. a., prop./^r.

[A prepf+ DROOP.] In a drooping position.

1879 J. D. LONG ^Eneid xi. 1128 Her neck adroop, she last

let go her spear.

tAdro'p. Alch. Obs. (See the quot.)

1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. n. (Ashm. 1652) 135 These two

and no mo Be our Magnesia, our Adrop. 1610 B. JONSON
Alch. ii. iii. (i6i6f 627 Your moone, your firmament, your

adrop. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.* Adrop, among alche-

mists, denotes either that precise matter, as lead, out of

which the mercury is to be extracted for the philosopher's

stone; or it denotes the philosopher's stone itself, inasmuch



ADHOSTRAL.
as this is also called Saturn and plumbum, or lead. CAS-
TELLUS [Lejc. Meet, Geneva 1746] in voc.

Adrostral (aedrp'stral), a. Zool. [mod. f. L.

ad to, at + rostr-um beak, mouth + -AI.!.] Pertain-

ing to or situated at the be?k or snout.

1878 BELL tr. Gegcnbauer 's Camp. Anat. 457 The presence
of special cartilages irostral and adrostralj m front of the

primordial cranium of the larva; of Anura.

t Adrou'gh, adv. Obs.

1698 Bncaneers ofAmer. ii. 151 We set our sail adrough,
and so drove to the Southward.

tAdrough(e, adrowe, v. Obs. Forms:////
i adruxian, adruwian

; 2-3 adrujien, adru-

wien, adruien
; 4 adrouse. Pa. pple. I adrusod, <

adruwod ; 2-3 adruwed. (All southern.) [f.
A- I

pref. I intensive + dnczian to (become) dry, see
j

DBOW v. and DROUGHT. There was also an OE. 1

adryffln to (make) dry, which seems to have been
|

confused in 2-3 in the south with adrinuim, so

that the latter is used in the senses of both the

earlier verbs.]
1. intr. To dry up, to become dry, withered, etc.

c 1000 .-Ei-i'-Ric Gen. viii. n pa waetera wiron adruwode.

cioooO. E. Gosf. Matt. xiii. 6 Hisadruwodon and forscrun-

con. rn6o llation Gasp, ibid., Hyo adruwedon and for-

scrunken. c lljs Lamb. Horn. 133 Sum . . feol an uppe be

stane and ber adrugede. ,1230 Ancren A'/Wf 150 Auh
adruie5 be bowes, & iwur5et hwite rondes . . Hwon hit is so

adruwed. 1315 SHOREHAM 34 >ef thou wylt, man, thor}

thy schryft Lat thy senne al a-drou}e.

2. trans. To dry, dry up. (In this sense it seems

to take the place of OE. adryT&n ;
see first quot.) !

1-940 .SVt-v. LcccM. II. 70 Adrige beana & geseob butan

sealte. cnyoAncr. Riwle 220 He adruwede be Reade See.

Adrowse (adrau'z), adv. and prcti. a. prop,
j

phr. [A /'''/.
! in + DROWSE.] In a drowsy state.

1866 MBS. A. WEBSTER dm 41 And if my heart must al-

ways be adrowse In a hush of stagnant sunshine.

Adry (adrai-), adv. and/ra/. a. [f. DKY a. prob.
in imitation of acold, athirst; see K- pref. ii.] In

a dry or thirsty condition ; thirsty.

1599 H'arn. l-'aire U'om. 11. 610 Nay, prethee fill my cup
. . How say you now, sir? was I not a-dry? 1628 DIGBV

I'oy. to Mcdit. 94 Att the ebbe shee [the ship] remained all

adry. "714 GAY Shtph. Week Wks. 1745 I. 82 Your herds

for want of water stand adry. 1830 HOOD Haunted Ho. i.

xxvi, The Fountain was a-dry.

t Adrylie, v. Obs. rare. [f.
A- pref. I away +

DRILL, in mod. Kentish dial, to slide away.] To
slide or slip away.
ri3is SHORKHAMOO Meche hys the mede that hym worthe

By [ be it) so thai he na dry!!e. Ibid. 114 The fyfte senne

hys sleuthe . . Wanne man leteth adrylle Thai he god }elde
|

schel.

Ads, n. variant of ODS, a 'minced' form of God's,

formerly used in various oaths ;
as Adsbud (for

God's l>lood\ Adsheart (God's heart], etc.

1693 COXGRKVK Old Bachelor m. vi. (18661 158 Adsbud,
who's in fault, mistress of mine? 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela
xxi. (18241 I. 271 Ads-dines, madam, said he, what of all

that ! Ibid, xxviii. I. 45 Ads-heartikins ! you young gentle-
men are made of iron and steel, I think. '75* SMOLLETT
Per. Pickle Ixxxvii. (1779) IV. 35 Adsoocks! ye baggage,
cried the lover. i8ia H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr. (1873) 94
I'll catch at the handle, add's life !

Adscititious (x dsiti'Jss),a. ;
also ascititious.

[f.
L. adscit- (asd/-) ppl. stem of adscisc-lre to ad-

mit, accept, or receive from others (f. ad to + scisf-

fre to acknowledge, approve by vote, inceptive of

set-re to know)+-nious, as if f. L. *
adscft-uius.'}

Assumed, adopted from without
;

' taken in to

complete something else, though originally ex-

trinsic ; supplemental ;
additional.' J.

1620 BACON Nov. Org. n. xlviii. 542 They therefore called

this [motion] perpetual and proper . . and they called the

others adscititious. 1697 EVELYN Nitmisnt. ix. 305 Such
adscititious Habits as may be contracted by Institution,

Discipline and custom. 1783 MARTYN Geog. Mag. II. 517
The adscititious inhabitants of Terra Firma. 1847 HAMIL-
TON Rew. ff Punishm. III. (1853) 127 Immortality being ad-

scititious, may be withheld. 1864 MAX MULLER Sc. Lang.
Ser. n. vi. (1868) 261 These initial vowels . . are not radical,

but merely adscititious in Greek.

Adscititiously (ae
:

dsiti-Jasli),
adv. rare.

[f.

prec. -t- -LY2 .]
In an adscititious manner ; supple-

mentally. (In mod. diets.)

Adscribe, rarely used forAscRiBEand SUBSCRIBE.

1603 B. JONSON Sejanus v. v. 4 Beare it [an Edict] to my
fellow Consul to adscribe. 1665-6 in Phil. Trans. I. 252 He
adscribes them to the same cause.

Adscribed (sedskrai-bd), ///. a. [formally pa.

pple. of adscribe, L. adscrlb-ere, f. ad to + scrib-cre

to write ; also written ascrtblre, whence in other

senses ASCRIBE.] Described upon, applied to a

given line or dimension of a figure.

1685 WALLIS Secants in Misc. Cur. 1708 II. 9 Which formed

an Adscribed Figure made up of those Parallelograms.

Adscript (ae'dskript), a. and sb. [ad. L. ad-

script-us pa. pple. of adscrlb-ere (more commonly
ascribifre, ascriptus) ;

see prec.]
A. adj.

1. Written after, as distinguished from subscript.

1875 LICHTFOOT Col. f, Phi/em. (1876) 251 The iota adscript

was still written.

2. For med. L. adscriptus (glebx) attached (to
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the soil). Said of feudal serfs, who were trans-

ferred along with the estate to which they here-

ditarily pertained.
1822 Edin. Rev. XXXII. 291 Consider the men as being

in some measure adscript to the glebe.

B. sb.

1 1. Math. A natural tangent, so called because

applied to the circumference of a circle. Obs.

1722! 1. MACKENZiE-SVof. Writerslll. 520 To these Tables of

Sines, Bressius added the Table of Natural Tangents, which
he call'd Adscripts. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-Bk., Ad-
scripts, sometimes used for the tangents of arcs.

2. A 2 used subst.

1849 CARLYLE Nigger Quest. 44 The Blacks in Java are

already a kind of Adscripts. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. I '. S. I.

xvii. 496 Not only destitute of political franchises, but mere

adscripts to the soil.

Adscripted (aedskri-pted), ///. a.
[f. prec. +

-ED.]
= ADSCRIPT A 2.

1878 F. A. WALKER Money i. vi. 126 The conscripted and

adscripted laborers in the mines, those drawn by lot and
those born to the service.

Adscriptiou (itdskri-pfan). [ad. L. adscrip-
tion-t'm (also ascriptidn-eiii) n. of action, f. ad-

scnb-cre or ascrih-cre to write to, to add in

writing. Commonly ASCRIPTION, exc. in senses 2, 3.]

1. = ASCRIPTION.
1857 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. $ Eng. II. 510 Good Queen

Anne has no peculiar claim to that adscription of benignity.
1880 WARREN Bk. -plates xviii. 194 The purport, date, and

adscription of each individual book-plate.

+ 2. spec. The describing of one geometrical

figure about, or within, another ;
a general term

including circumscribing and inscribing. Obs.

1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701)9/1 The second, third,

fourth, and fifth propositions of the fourth Book of Euclid

. . concerning the adscription of a Triangle and a Circle.

3. [From med. L. adscriptus glcbx; see ADSCRIPT.]
Attachment as a feudal inferior.

1872 E. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 159 This personal adscription
to the overlord is the real source of the feeling . . described

as
'

clannish.'

Adscriptitious (sedskripti-Jss),
a.

[f.
L. a(d)-

scriptici-us enrolled + -ous ;
see ADSCRIPT and

-ITIOCS.] Bound by adscription.
1831 HEIDICE* DiJaniad i. 6Yesimple Nine ;todream,when

we began, That we were adscriptitious thralls to Quatrain.

Adsignification (,*dsi:gnifik(
7
i-fan). [ad. med.

L. adsignificatiSH'tm n. of action f. adsignificd-re
to make evident, denote

;
f. ad to -I- sigmfica-rc to

SitiXiFY.] (See quot.)
i7S3Cn\VKnKsCy*:/.S!iJ>p.,Adsign(/icatict, among school-

men, the act of ncti-ig or signifying a thing, with the addition

of the time when it happened. 1798 TOOKF. Parley 648, I

did not mean to deny the adsignification of Time to all the

participles.

Adsignify (a'dsi'gnifai), v. rare. [ad. L. ad-

signijifa-re : see prec. and -FY.] To signify an

action with an addition of time, as is done by the

tenses of the verb.

1798 TOOKE Purify 11857) 654 The other Participles . . are

indeed merely those Moods and Tenses adjectived, and do

truly therefore adsignify Manner and Time.

Adsistency, obs. variant of ASSISTANCY.

fAdsolve, v. Obs. rare- 1

; perh. a misprint;

perh. for a-solve = re-solve, as in ADOUBTED.
1605 CHAPMAN AllFoolcs Plays 1873 I. 132 Durst my Sonne

thus . . Adsolue to runne beyond Sea to the warres?

Adsorption (cedsjrjpjon). [f.
L. ad to, towards

-t- -sorption, see ABSORPTION.] (See quot.)
i88z in Nature XXVI. 139 'Adsorption,' or condensation

of gases on surfaces of solids.

t Adspira'tion. Obs. [ad. L. adspiratiSn-em

(commonly aspiratidneni) n. of action, l.adspird-rc,

asplra-re to blow or breathe upon, to favour ; f.

ad ta + spira-re to breathe. Usually ASPIRATION.]
Gracious or favouring breath ; favour, patronage.
1532 MORE Con/lit. Tindale Wks. 1557, 357/2 Without the

adspiracion and helpe of whose especial! grace no laboure of

man can profile.

Adstipulate (a-dsti-pi!fl<?it), v. Rom. Laiv.
[f.

L. a(d)stipulat- ppl. stem of a(d)stiptild-ri to join

in a bargain, f. ad to, in addition + stipuld-ri to

bargain.] To act as second stipulant or receiving

party to a bargain, attaining thereby an equal
claim with the principal stipulant.
1880 MUIRHEAD Gains ill. 114 A son, however, who is in

the power of his father, may effectually adstipulate.

Adstipulation (&dsti:piL?''j3n). Rom. Law.

[ad. L. a(d~)stipiilatidn-em n. of action f. a(d)stipu-
la-ri ; see prec. and -ION.] The addition of, or act-

ing as, a second receiving party in a bargain.
1880 MUIRHEAD Gains m. 114 Adstipulation by a slave is

of no avail.

Adstipulator (sedsti-pi/fl^tai). Rom. Law.

[a. L. a(a)slipulator n. of agent f. a(d)stiptila-ri ;

see ADSTIPULATE and -OR.] (See quot.)
1880 MUIRHEAD Gains III. no It Is in our power, in enter

ing into a stipulation, to conjoin with us a third party, who

stipulates in the same terms as we have done ; such a person
is commonly called an adstiptilator.

Adstrict, -ion, -ory, obs. variants of ASTRICT,

-ION, -ORY.

Adstringe, -ent, obs. variants ofASTHINGE, -ENT,

ADULATORY.

Adstupiate, v. Obs.-" [?]
'

Greatly to esteem

riches/ Cockeram 1626.

Adtemper, obs. variant of ATTEMPER.

t Adu'b, v. Obs. Forms : 5 adube, adubbe,

5-6 adoub(e, 6 addoub(e. [a. OFr. adubc-r,

adoitbe-r, adubbe-r, adoitbbe-r, to equip a knight,
to array ; f. a to + dauber to DUB.]
1. To invest with the insignia of knighthood ;

to

knight ;
to dub.

c 1450 Merlin 122 Thei shull neuer be dubbed of no man
till thow a-dubbe hem and yeve hem armes. a 1521 Helyas
in Thorns' E. E.P.Rom. III. 148, 1 shal adube you knight.

2. To equip, array, invest, accoutre.

1475 CAXTON Jason 28 b, Jason and the Syriens adoubed
them. 1480 Ovid's Mctam. xn. xxii, Appollo adoubed

hyme with a thycke clowde.

t Advrbbed, ///. a. Obs. ;
also adoubed, add-,

[f. prec. + ED.] Equipped, arrayed, accoutred.

1475 CAXTON Jason 117 Ye shall do her to be adoubed for

to bringe her in to your countrey. 1481 Myrrour \. v. 25

Precyous bookes richely lymned storyed and wel adoubed.

1580 SIDNEY A rcaiiia in. (1654)277 Saying hee would go to

the island bravely addoubed.

t Adu'bment. Obs. [a. OFr. adoubement,

adubcmcnt, f. cuiuber; see ADUB and -MENT.j

Adornment, decoration.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems A. 84-5 pe sunne bemej hot bio

& blynde, In respecte of bat adubbement. The adubbe-

ment of bo downe} dere Garten my goste al greffe for-^ete.

t A'dulable, a. Obs.- [ad. L. adfdabil-is, f.

adfila-ri : see ADULATE and -BLE.] 'To be flattered.'

Cockeram 1626.

II Adularia ^di*/le>ria). A/in.
[f.

Adttlansme
of a mountain in Switzerland.] A variety of Ortho-

clase.

1798 GREVILLK Corundum in Phil. Trans. LXXXV1II.
412 The texture of the matrix appears sometimes like adu-

laria, and confusedly crystallized. 1850 C. DAUBENY^/OW.

Theory xii. led. 21416 In glassy felspar . . there is more soda

than in orthoclase and adularia, the minerals usually found

in granite.

Adulate (a'dbfl^t), v. [f. L. adnlat- ppl. stem

of adftla-ri to fawn upon like a dog, to flatter ser-

vilely. Cf. Fr. adul-er, used since the ijth c.] To
flatter basely or slavishly ;

to do servile or indis-

criminating homage to.

1777 DALRYMPLE Trav. Spain ft Port, xxxix, The way to

preferment here is by . . adulating some superior, who prob-

ably is a despicable character. 1794 D'IsRAELl Curios. Lit.

11848) I. 154 He actually condescended . . to adulate the un-

worthy Christina of Sweden. 1858 Times 12 Nov. 7/3

Adoring and adulating absolute monarchy. 1880 W. S.

GILBERT Patience i. 9 What is there to adulate in me ! Am I

particularly intelligent?

Adulating (se-diwl^tin), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ING^.] Basely flattering, fawning.
1734 tr. Ratlin's Anc. Hist. (1827) I. Pref. 8 A set of adulat-

ing courtiers. 1796 Miss BURNEY Camilla Vlll. ix, His adu-

lating airs as little suited that character, as his inclination.

Adulation (sc:di*le''E). Forms : 4 adula-

cioun, adulacion, adulation, [a. OFr. adu-

lacion, ad. L. adulation-cm, n. of action f. adfila-ri:

see ADULATE.] Servile flattery or homage ; ex-

aggerated and hypocritical praise to which the

bestower consciously stoops.
<- 1380 CHAUCER Bal. Good Counsailfc.) Men woll . . call

faire speache adulacion. 1429 Pal. Poems (1859) II. 145

Eschew flatery and adulacioun. 1538 BALE Thrc La'wes 964

By fayned flatterye, and by coloured adulacyon. 1582 N. T.

(Rhem.) i Thess. ii. 5 For neither haue we been at any time

in the word ofadulation, as you know. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I ',

iv. i. 271 Thinks thou the fierie Feuer will goe out With
Titles blowne from Adulation? 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. Wakcf.
iii. 18 Adulation ever follows the ambitious, for such alone

receive pleasure from flattery. 1858 O. W. HOLMES A tit.

Brkf. Table xii. 115, I have two letters on file; one is a

pattern of adulation, the other of impertinence.

Adulator (avdili*ta.i). [a. L. adfilator n. of

agent, f. adiild-ri : see ADULATE, cf. Fr. aditlateur.]

One who offers praise consciously exaggerated or

unmerited ;
a servile or hypocritical flatterer.

[Not in COTGR. 1611, who defines Adutateur Fr. as A flat-

terer, cogger, smoother, soother, fawner, clawback. Not in

SHERWOOD 1650.] 1696 PHILLIPS, Adulator, a Flatterer, a

fawning Fellow, a Claw-back. 1779 J.SULLIVAN in Sparks'
Corr. Am. Rev. (1853) II. 367 Could you have believed that

those Adulators . . would become your bitter enemies? 1835
I. TAYLOR Sp. Despotism vi. 259 Constantine . . by his adu-

lators styled Chiefbishop ofthe Church. 1854 tr. Lamariines
Celebr. Charact. II. 40 Aristophanes, a vile adulator of the

follies and superstitions cherished by vulgar ignorance.

t Adulato'rious, a. Obs. [f. L. adftlatori-us

ADULATORY + -ous.] A by-form of ADULATORY.

1664 R. BAILLIE Lett. 145 The way here of all preachers . .

has been, to speake before the Parliament with so profound
a reverence as . . made all applications to them toothless and

adulatorious.

tAdulato-riously.^fo. Obs. [f. prec. + -LYZ.]

In an adulatory manner.
1602 FfLBECKE Pand. LawofNat. 21 Against whom rather

adulatoriously then aptly Alciat replyeth, that no prescrip-

tion of time wil hold place against the Empire.

Adulatory ^se-ditflatari), a. [ad. L. adulatori-us

of or belonging to a flatterer ; f. adfilator. Cf. obs.

Fr. adulatoirel^ Of or belonging to an adulator ;

full of adulation ; servilely or fulsomely flattering.

1611 COTGR., Adulatoirc (Fr.), Adulatorie, belonging to



ADTJLATRESS.

flattery, full of cogging. 1652 URQUHART JV*nv/Wks. 1834,

376 [He] thinks no better of adulatory assentations then of

agnat[h]onicsycophantizing. a 1733 NORTH Lives ofNorths
I. 386 After the adulatory manner of a court. 1790 BURKE
Fr. Revol. 40 Dr. Price, in this sermon, condemns very pro-

perly the practice of gross, adulatory addresses to kings.

1838-9 HALLAM.///V/. Lit. I. r. iv. 52, 296 He wrote to Leo
X. in a style rather too adulatory.

i Adulatress. Obs. [f.
ADULATOR + -ESS. Cf.

L. adulatrix, Fr. adulatricc^\ A female adulator
;

a woman who flatters with servility.

1572 in HULOET.

Adulce, earlier f. ADDULCE v. Obs. to sweeten.

Adullaniite (adwlamait). [f. Adullam, name
of a place in the tribe of Judah, where there was a

noted cave, -T-ITE.]

\.prop. An inhabitant of AduUam.
138* WYCLIF Gen. xxxviii. 12 Yras the sheepherd of the

flok, Odollamyte in Tampnas. 1611 Ibid. He and his friend

Hirah the Adullamite.

2. A frequenter of the cave of Adultam. Jig. A
nickname applied in 1866 to certain members of

the British House of Commons, who seceded from

the Liberal party then in power, from dissatisfac-

tion with their attempt to carry a measure of Parlia-

mentary Reform. The name originated with an

expression in a speech by Mr. Bright ; see quot.

[Cf. BIBLE i Sam. xxii. i, 2. 1866 BRIGHT.?/. (1876) 349
The right hon. gentleman is the first of the new party who
has expressed his great grief, who has retired into what may
be called his political Cave of Adullam, and he has called

about him 'everyone that was in distress and everyone that

was discontented. '] 1866 Pali'Afall G. No. 440, 66/1 The other

leading Adullamites. 1880 M CC'ARTHY Hist, oivn Times IV.

I. 65 The little third party were at once christened the Adul-

lamites, and the name still survives and is likely long
1

to

survive its old political history.

Adult (adff'lt), a. [ad. L. adult -us pa. pple. of

adohsc-tre to grow up ;
but perh. as first used a

direct adoption of the Fr. aditltc, a i6thc. adapta-
tion of the L. Though once used by Klyot, not

really naturalized till the middle of the i7th c.,

being unknown to Cotgrave, Florio, and Minsheu,
in translating Fr. adulte, It. and Sp. adultol\
A. adj.

1. Grown up, having reached the age of maturity.

(Of men, and, in mod. use, of animals.)

1531 ELYOT Goveriiour n. i. (R.) Soche persons being now
adulte, that is to sei passed their childehode. [1611 COTGR.,
Hors de paye (Fr.), Adultus, past breeching . . growne a tall

man, or, a full-growne man.] 1653 BAXTER Chr. Cone. 10, I

intend to have the Names of all the Members in a Church-
Book (the Adult in one Colume and the Infants in another).

1736 AYLIFFE Parergon 360, An adult Age is above the age
of Puberty, and under that of twenty-five years. 1836
THIRLWALL Greece III. xxiv. 360 They put to death all the

adult citizens, and enslaved the women and children. 1871
DARWIN Desc. Man I. i. 13 The orang is believed not to be
adult till the age of from ten to fifteen years.

2. fg. Of anything growing, as a plant, a

language : Matured, full-grown.
1670 G. H. tr. Hist. Cardinals i. n. 55 Heresie (that is but

Schism adult). X7$a CHAMBERS Cycl. S-upp. s.v., Adult plants
. . differ from immature ones in that they contain more oil,

and less salt. 1838 SIR JAS. MACINTOSH in Encycl. Brit, (ed. 7)

294 He can as rarely hazard glaring innovations In diction,
at least in an adult and mature language like ours.

B. sb.

1. A person adult ; one who has reached maturity.
Adult Baptism : the baptism of those only who

are ecclesiastically adults, or of the years of dis-

cretion ; opposed to Infant Baptism.
1658 BAXTER Saving Grace 4. 26 Neither common nor

proper Grace is ordinarily infused (at least into the Adult).

1686 BP. COMPTON Episc. Lett. 34 (T.) The Jews, when they
admitted adults into their synagogues. 1752 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Supp. s.v,, Several conditions and preparations were required
at the baptism of adults. 1797 GODWIN Enquirer i. x. 90
Treat the child . . as he would an adult. 1851 H. SPENCER
Soc. Stat. xvii. i They must say what rights are common
to children and adults, and why.

Adultage ; perh. two words, Adult age.
^1670 HACKET Life ofWilliams i. 75 And was not this come

to adultage for tryalf after seventeen years vexation in it

first and last.

t Adu'lted, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ADULT + -ED.]
Grown to maturity, matured.

1645 HOWELL Lett. 32 (1688) I. 253 Now that we are not

onely Adulted, but Ancient Christians, I believe the most
acceptable Sacrifice we can send up to Heaven, Is Prayer
and Praise. 1656 BLOUNT, Adulted, grown to full age, come
to his full ripeness, force and bigness.

t Adu'lter. Obs. Forms:4avouter, 4~5avow-
tier, avowter(e, 5 avoutere, 5-6 advouter, ad-

voutour, advoutre, 6-7 adulter. Strictly speak-
ing, avouter and adulter are two words, as distinct

in form as chapter and capital, but as the meaning
was always identical, and the one form was gra-
dually changed into the other, it is most con-
venient to treat them together; and so with all

their derivatives. [In its oldest form a. OFr.
avoutre (Pr. avoutre, -ro) aoutre : L. adulterum

(etymol. uncertain, perh. f. ad to + alter other,

different) ; afterwards assimilated to the L. as

ad-voutert ad-voultct (MFr. advoultre} : so as to
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become at length in form a direct adoption of the

L. See also ADULTERER.] An adulterer.

1382 WYCLIF Luke xviii. 11, I am not as othere men, ra-

ueynouris, vniust, auouters, as also this pupplican [1388

auoutreris]. c 1386 CHAUCER Friar s T. 72 Or an Auowtier
or a paramour \other MSS. auouter, -ir, Harl. avouter].
,f 1420 OCCLEVE De Reg. Pritic. 64 Who so lithe with his

neighbores wyfe Is cursed, and who is ony advoutour. 144

Promp. Parv.
t Avowtere (v.r. avowtrere, avowterere) A-

dulter^ Aditltcra. 1502 ARNOLD Chron. (i8u> 175 Noterye
and knowen fornicatours or auouteres. 1535 COVERDALE
Luke xviii. n Robbers vnrighteous aduouters or as this

publican. 1537 TIXDALE /?.*/. \st Ef>. John v, The covetous,

first took shipping to Lacedsmon, T .

1645 MILTON Tetrach. (1851)244 It would be strange that he
. . should become an adulter by marrying one who is now no
other mans wife.

t Adulter, V. Obs. Forms:4avoutre(vowtre),
5 advouter, 6 adulter. [orig. a. OFr. avoittrc-r :

aoutrer : L. adulterd-re to debauch, to corrupt ;

f. adulter. Subseq. refashioned after L.]
1. intr. To commit or

practise adultery.
c 1400 Apol. for Loll. 87 pey kepe noiber clene lif, ne

wedding, but . . vowtrand, or doing avowtri. c 1550 CHEKE
Matt. xix. 9 Whosoever loouseth himself from his wijf ..

and marieth an ober, he adultereth, and whosoever marieth

y- looused awai, advoutereth. n6i6 JJ. JONSON Epigr. i. 26
He adulters still; his thoughts He with a whore. 1755 JOHN-
SON,

' A word not classical.' 1775 ASH (' not much used '}.

2. Jig. To corrupt, debase ;
= ADULTEKATK.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. ii. 17 Auoutrynge be worde of God.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas (1878) 146 With vile Drugs adul-

tering her Face. 1651 CARTVVRIGHT Cert. Rclig. \. 89 Thou,
O Luther, corruptest and adulterest the Scriptures.

Adulterant (ad^-lterant), a. and sb. [ad. L.

adulterant-cm pr. pple. of adultcra-rc'. see ADCL-
TEB v. Prop, an adj., but usually subst.]
A. sb. That which adulterates, or is employed to

adulterate anything. (J. says 'The person or thing
which adulterates'; but it does not seem ever to

have been used in Eng. of a person.)
1755 JOHNSON n.q. 1861 Jrnl. Soc. Arts IX. 488/2 Mr.

John Horsley of Cheltenham has also found copper as an
adulterant in the bread and flour of that place. 1881 A.

GRIFFITHS Sc. Gossip No. 203. 248 By a careful microscopical
examination these adulterants can be easily found out.

B. adj. Adulterating.
1881 Philad. Rec. No. 3470.

2 Adulterant agents and pro-
cesses rest on no better principle than short measures and
false weights.

Adulterate (SdzrltSret), ///. a. [ad. L. adnl-

terat-tts, pa. pple. of adultera-re ; see ADULTERY.]
1. Denied, or stained by adultery, either in origin

or conduct ;
adulterous.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. \\. ii. 142, I am possest with an
adulterate blot. My bloud is mingled with the crime of lust.

xjj)4. Rich. Iff, iv. iii. 69 Th'adulterate Hastings. 1607
TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (16731 129 And so enjoyed the

Adulterate woman for his wife. 1651 W. G. tr. CffiveFshistit.

27 Adulterate Issue. 1755 SMOLLETT Don Quix. (1803) I.

103 Not . . held as a legitimate member, but some adulterate

brood. 1857 H. REED Lect. Brit. Poets viii. 272 The low
tastes of a worthless and adulterate generation.

2. Of things : Spurious, counterfeit ; of base

origin, or corrupted by base intermixture.

1592 DANIELL Cornel. Rosamond 20 Th' adulterate Beauty
of a falsed Cheek, Vile stain to Honour and to Women eke.

1599 THYXSE Animadii, (1875) 69 Yt wolde be good that

Chaucers proper woorkes were distinguyshed from the adult-

erat. 1622 Raiuleigh's Ghost 237 Many false and adulterate

miracles. 1634 HABINGTON in Shaks. Cent. Praise 200 That
adult'rate wine Which makes the zeale of Amsterdam divine.

1638 J. R. tr. Monffet's Theat. Insectcs 908 Not of good
Honey indeed, but of base, adulterate, impure trash, a 1680
BUTLER Rem. (1759) I. 57 Not only slight what they enjoin,
But pay it in adulterate Coin. 1681 HOBBES Rhetorick i.

xvi. 40 The Judge ought to discern between true and adul-

terate Justice, a 1703 POMFRET Poet. Wks. (1833) 113 Adul-
terate Christs already rise, And dare to' assuage the angry
skies. 1721 AUBREY Misc. 222 The rest [women] are adul-

terate in face, but much more in Behaviour. 1724 SWIFT

Drapier Lett. 3 Wks. 1761 1 1 1. 57 Let England be satisfied

and keep their adulterate copper at home. ?i833 H. COLE-
RIDGE Poems II. 387 Purge the silver ore adulterate. 1867
SWINBURNE Ess. fy Stud. 165 If he has not himself burnt a

pinch or two of adulterate incense.

Adulterate (4d*rltw*t), v. [f.
L. adnlteraf-

ppl. stem of adulterd-re
\

it replaces the earlier

ADULTER #.]

1 1. intr. To commit or practise adultery (absol. or

with anyone). Obs. (Repl. by To commit adultery?)
1595 SHAKS. John in. L 56 Sh' adulterates hourely with

thine Vnckle lohn. i6igT. Adams WkitsDtvill$\ 'Time'

adulterating with the harlot
'

Fraud,' begot a brood of ' Nove-
rints.

1 a 1675 LIGHTFOOT Misc. 201 Whom, from whom, and
with whom we must not kill, steal, nor adulterate. 1698
VANBRUGH Proi>. IWfe in. i. 11730) 153 If I cou'd but catch
her adulterating, I might be divorc'd from her. 1860 TH.
MARTIN Horace 226 And the turtle-dove adulterate with the
falcon and the kite.

t2. trans. To defile by adultery; to debauch. Obs.

1613 HEA-WOOD Sifoer Age \\. i, That durst presume to

adulterate Juno's bed. 1649 MILTON Tenure ofKings (1847)

234/1 To murder Uriah and adulterate his Wife. 1657 TRAPP
Cotnm. Esther \\. 12 II. 119 Their bodies were first adulter-

ated and then vitiated. 1678 MARVELL Growth ofPofi. Wks.
1875 IV. 257 That . . the clergy should, by remaining un-

married, either frustrate human nature if they live chastly,
or, if otherwise, adulterate it.

ADULTERER.
3. Of things : To render spurious or counterfeit ;

to falsify, corrupt, debase, esp. by the admixture
of baser ingredients.
1531 ELYOT Gwernonr (1834) 162 He that., adulteratethhis

coin, with a more base metal. 1532 MORE Confnt. Tindale
Wks. 1557, 636/2 The scripture [they] adulterate and viciate
with false gloses. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 266 They adul-
terate their faces. 1673 Ess. to Revive Educ. Gentlew. 22
Not truly to adorn, but to adulterate their Bodies. 1677
GALE Crt. Gentiles \. Introd. 7 The minds ofyoung Students
. . adulterated and corrupted with false Principes. 1711
ADDISON Spcct. No. 165 ? i The present war has . . adulter-
ated our tongue with strange words. 1785 REID Intell.

Powers n. iii. 249 Philosophy has been, in all ages, adulter-

ated by hypotheses. 1822 lmsott$C,$ArtIl. 152 They are

apt to adulterate the bread sometimes with alum, and also
1

with chalk.

Adulterated (ado-Iterated),///, a.
[f. prec.+

fl. Defiled by, tainted with, or guilty of adul-

tery.
= ADULTERATE a. i. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts{if)T$} 576 An adulterated
woman desiring to make away her jealous husband.

2. Corrupted, debased, spurious, counterfeit
;
in

modern usage, corrupted by admixture of a baser

ingredient.
= ADULTERATE a. 2.

1610 CARLETON Jurisd. 73 Caelestinus . . rejoined with
shame ynough to stand for the adulterated Canon. 1640
FULLER Joseph*s Coat \\\.(i&fy) 128 Jezebel. . stopped up the

leaks of age with adulterated complexion, and painted her
face. 16750-1 WAY Aid/', in. ii. (1735* 36 Your Guards I'll

with adulterated wine secure. 1723 Bi*. NICHOLSON in Ellis

Orig; Lett. n. 446 IV. 332 Losing all our Gold and Silver in

exchange for Halfpence and farthings of an adulterated
metal. 1853 KANE Grlnnell Kxped. xvii. 1:8561 132 The
adulterated breeds of the Danish settlements. 1876 Miss
BRADDON' J. Haggard's Dan. I. 9 No adulterated coffee, no
sanded sugar, came from his stores.

Adulteratelv (adzrlteretli), adr. [f.
ADUL-

TERATE a. -f -T.Y-.J In an adulterate manner ; with
an admixture of falseness

; corruptly.
n 1619 DONXK Biaihan. 46 Every Sect will a little corruptly

and adulterately call their discipline Naturall Law. 1818 in

Toon, and subseq. Diets.

Adulterateness (adtf-lterStnes). [f.
ADUL-

TERATE a. + -NESS.] The quality of being adulterate
;

debased or counterfeit state ; spurionsnoss.
1666 Fi'Li.t-ji M'althain Abb. (1840! 272 Adultery in men,

and adulterateness in money, both hardly reclaimed. 1731
in BAILF.Y

;
also in JOHNSON and mod. Diets,

Adulterating (&d27'lter^tiij), ///. a. [f.
ADUL-

TERATED. + -IXG-!] Debasing, corrupting, making
counterfeit or spurious, by base admixture.

1869 LD. ELCHO in H.ofComm. JDaityAfeJusaJuly, Amongst
the adulterating articles were the husks of rice . . and acorns.

Adulterating (Sdzrlter^tirj), vbl. sb. [f.
ADUL-

TERATE v. f -IHOVJ The action of corrupting, de-

basing, or falsifying, esp. by spurious admixture.

1610-31 DONNE Select. (1840) 176 Almost euery means be-

tween God and man, suffers.some adulterat ings and disguises ;

but prayer least. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .$>///., The adul-

terating of gems is a curious art. Mod, \gernndial\ Chicory
is used for adulterating coffee, beans and iron-rust for adul-

terating chicory.

Adulteration (adp'lterJi'Jbn). [ad. L. adul-

teration-em, n. of action, f. adidtera-rc : see A-
DULTER V.]

1. The action of adulterating ; corruption or de-

basement by spurious admixture.

1506 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de Worde) Prol. 4 Folowe the

pathes and the wayes of theyr adulteracyon. 1603 FLORIU

Montaigne \. xlvi. 116321 150 The most obscure houses are

most apt unto adulteration, and falsification. 1626 BACON

Sylva vin, 798 To make the compound pass for the rich

metal simple is an adulteration or counterfeit. 1751 CHAM-
BERS Cycl.) We have laws against the Adulteration of coffee,

tea, tobacco, etc. 1823 BYKON Don Juan xii. Ixiii, Merely
innocent flirtation, Not quite adultery, but adulteration.

1859 MILL Liberty 171 Public control is admissible for the

prevention of fraud by adulteration. 1864 Weekly Desp.
14 Aug., Even chicory, we find, does not escape adulteration.

2. The result of adulterating ;
an adulterated con-

dition, product, or substance.

1655 FULLER C/i. Hist. n. 154 Though there be much Adul-
teration therein,yet I conceive the mainBulk and Body thereof

uncorrupted. 1756 BURKE l
rind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 35 Free

from the mixture of political adulterations. 1775 ADAIR
Atner. Ind. 164 Indians, who are free from adulteration by
their far-distance from foreigners. 1859 JEPHSOX Brittany
vii. 87 We actually adulterate our adulterations.

Adulterator (ado'ltert-itaj). [a. L. adulterator

a corrupter ;
n. of agent f. adultera-re

;
see A-

DULTER '.]

fl. One who defiles by adultery ;
an adulterer. Obs.

1632 HEYWOOD Iron Age, n. iv. i. 411 The adulterator ot"

his Soueraignes bed.

2. One who falsifies, corrupts, or debases any-

thing by spurious additions or admixtures.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 17 The depravers and adulter-

ators of the atomical philosophy. 1870 Echo 7 Feb., The
Board ofCommerce of Delft tried to combat the adulterators,

and for that purpose sent real butter of good quality to Eng-
land.

t Adultered, ///. a. Obs. [f.
ADULTER v.+

-ED.] Corrupted, debased ; adulterate.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia (1629) 221 Seeing what paines the

Spaniards take to bring them to their adultered faith.

Adulterer (ado-lteraj). Forms : 4-5 avou-,

avow- -terer, -terere, -tereer, -trer, -trere, -treer
;
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ADULTERESS.

4-7avouterer; j-fadvou-, advow- -terer, -trer,
etc. ; 6 advoterer, advoulterer, aduoulterer,
adoulterer

;
6- adulterer, [f. avoutcr, ADULTER

if. +-ER!, term, of male agent. Cf. rare OFr.
amnttritr and fern, avoltreressc. (For the gradual
change of the word under L. influence from avou-
terer to tutitltcrer, see ADULTEK sb. and v.) Already
in Wyclif interchanged with the earlier avouter,
and in the middle of 1 7th c. adulter-er (in its various

forms}, more distinctly expressing the agent, dis-

placed adulter and its forms. Cf. cater-er,fripper-
er, sorcer-er, and see -ER!.]
1. One who commits adultery ;

who violates a

marriage-bed, whether his own or another's.
r 1370 WYCI.IF Agst. Begging Friers {1608)53 ^ there be

anie cursed Jurour, extortioner or avowtrer. 1382 Ps.
xlix. 18 With avoutereres thi porcioun thou leidist.

Dent. xxii. 22 Eyther shal die, that Is the auowtreer and the
auowtresse [1388 auowter and auowtresse]. c 1386 CHAUCER
J'ars. T. 805 (Petw. MS.) pise aduoutrers breken be temple
of god spiritually [other JAS'.Y. avowtiers, auoutyeris, aduou-

tresj. ci44<j PECOCK AV/r. i. xviiL 103 Summe ben founde
. . to be greet lecchouris, summe to be avoutreris. 1509
BARCLAY Ship of Fooles (1570) 65 Keping the dpre while the
auoutrer is within. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xi. vi. 106 The sle

adultrare occupiis his stede. 1535 COVERDAI.E yob xxiv, 15
The aduouterer, that wayteth for the darcknesse. 1541
BARNES lf

r

s. 1573, sig^i Certayne men doe affirme those
mentobeeaduoulterers. 1549 7Vycr- />'., Exhort.atComm.,
Ifany here be a blasphemer, aduouterer [1552 adulterer], or
bee in malyce or envie. (1585 PILKINGTON Wks. 1841, 642
And called him proud, advoterer, a thief and heretic. 1611
BIBLE l!eb. xiii. 5 Whoremongers and adulterers \Wycl.
auoutrerjs (ailOUtens), Tind. advoutrars, Cranm. aduoutrers,
Gener. t Rhem. aduouterers] God will judge. 1629 COKE ist

Pt.ofInsiit.']'2\), Ifsheegoeth willingly with or to the auow-
trer. 1653 BAXTER Chr, Cone. 70 Hereticks, Advouterers,
Church-robbers. 1686 DRYDKN Hind fy P. in. 1216 Reeking
from the stews, adulterers come, 1708 Termes de la Ley 68
Avowterer is an Adulterer with whom a married woman
continues in Adultery. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul 1 1. 3o6<transl.
Stiefon.) This husband or adulterer of three queens [Felix].

b. Also of a woman = ADULTERESS.
c 1550 CHEKE Matt. v. 32 Whosoever divorceth his wife,

except it be for fornications cause, doth mak her an adulterer.

J557 ^- ' (Genev.),fftff.'vii. 3 Sheslial be called an adulterer.

f 2. One who adulterates, corrupts, or debases
;

an ADULTERATOR. 0/>s. rare.

1650 VRQUHART Rabelais (1807) III. 295 Usurers, apothe-
caries, cheats, coiners, and adulterers of wares.

Adulteress (adirlt&rca, -tres). [Forms: 4-5
avoutres, avoutresse, avowtresse, 6 advou-

trice, 6 7 advoutresse, advouteresse, 7 adul-

tresse, adulteresse, 8- adulteress, occ. adul-

tress. [The form in -trice imitates Fr.
;
but the

earliest form is a. OFr. avotressc, avoutresse f.

avoittre
;

cf. Mattre, mattressf, and see -ESS. 3t is

thus, formally, the feminine of ADULTER, not of the

later adulter-cr^\ A woman that commits adultery.
138* WVCLIF 7,f7'. xx. 10 Thur} deth dye both the lecchour

and the auowtres [i388bothe auowter and auowtresse]. 1502
ARNOLD Chron. iiSii) 275 Vf ony weddyd woman bee ad-
uoutrlce. 1548 HALL Chron. (1809) 365 To pretende that his

awne mother was an avoutresse. 1553 UPALL Rots. Dais.

(1869) 81 Thou didst helpe the aduoutresse that she might be
amended. 1567 JEWEL De/. ofAPol. (16111 176 She is twice
an Aduouteresse. 1611 SHAKS. H'if. T. u, i. 78 But be't

knowne . . Shee's an Adultresse. 1611 BIBLE 'James iv. 4 Ye
adulterers and adulteresses. 1625 BACON Ess. xix. 303 This
kinde of danger, is then to be feared . . that they be aduou-
tresses. 1626 MASSINGER Rom. Actor \. iii, Bringing on the

stage a loose adulteress. 1697 DRYDEN Virgil >,}.\ Helen's rich

attire; From Argos by the fam'd adult'ress brought. 1784
COWPER Task in. 64 Th' adultress ! what a theme for angry
verse. 1845 WHEWELL Elcm. Morality iv. v. 728 The
adulteress was to be repudiated and otherwise punished.

Adulterine (aatrltfirein), a. and sb. [ad. L.

adulterin-us born of adultery, spurious ;
f. adulter.

Used first in the fig. sense.] A. adj.
\. liorn of adultery.
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. Adulterine children are more odious

than the illegitimate offspring of single persons. 1875 MAINE
Hist. Jnst. ii. 53 Matthew O'Neill was an adulterine bastard.

2. Of or relating to adultery.
1865 Pall Mail G. 25 Aug. 9/1 The demand for homicidal

and adulterine fiction is enormous.

3. Jig. Spurious, counterfeit ; due to adulteration.

154* 'BECON Potation for Lent Wks. 1843, 87 To try the

adulterine, feigned, and false, from the sincere, germane, and
true learning. 1546 Sitppl. ofCommons 92 Forget not your
owne youthe, when these adulterine trees were too strange
for you. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \\. iv. i. i. (1676) 226/2 A
knave Apothecary . . may doe infinite harme, by . . adulter-

ine drugs, bad mixtures, a 1667 JER. TAYLOR Serm. (1678^
182 As adulterine Metals retain the Lustre and Colour of

Gold, but not the Value. 1865 KINGSLEY Hcre-M. xx. (in

Gd. Wds. 417/2^ The French look on us monk-made knights
as spurious and adulterine, unworthy of the name of knight.
4. Illegal, illegitimate, unlicensed ; csp. in Eng.

Hist. * Adulterine* castles, guilds.
1640 BP. HALL Episc. by Dii>. Right n. 8. 130 It is enough

that it is adulterine, for that it is not named by the Apostles.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. t Adulterine marriages, in St.

Augustine's sense, denote second marriages, contracted after

a divorce. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. (1869) I. I. x. 130 When
any particular class of artificers or traders thought proper to
act as a corporation or guild without a charter, such were
called adulterine guilds. 1829 HEATH Grocers' Comp. (1869)

39 Upon the
Pipe

Roll of the 26th Henry 2nd is a return of
the adulterine Gilds in the city of London. 1851 TURNER
Dom. Archit. II. Introd. 23 The erection of numerous fort-

130

resses, adulterine castles they were termed, as built without
license from the crown. 1875 STCBBS Const, Hist. I. x. 333
The adulterine or unlicensed castles, hy whomsoever erected
. . are to be destroyed.
B. sl>. An illegitimate child, rare.

1708 H. COLEBROOKE Hindu Law fiSoi) II. 480
' Cunda '

is

explained, by Amera, an adulterine begotten during the hus-
band's life-time.

t Adu'ltering, ///. a. Obs. [f. ADULTEK v, +
ING-.] Corrupting, debasing, adulterating,
1599 MARSTON Scourge of I'ill. i. iii. 185 Shall cock-horse,

fat-pauncht Milo staine whole stocks Of well-borne soules,
with his adultering spots?

Adulterism. rare. [f. ADULTERIZE; see -ISM.]
1870 POWER Handy-book fib. Books 91 (quoting O. HAMST

Martyr to Bibliog.^^ Adulterism
t
name altered or adulter-

ated, as d'Alton iDalton), de Foe (Defoe).

Adulterize (adzHteraiz), v. arch. [f. ADULTEK
sb. + -IZE. Cf. tyrannize^ etc.] To commit adultery.
x6n COTGR., Adulterer (Fr.t, to commit adultery, to play

the adulterer, to adulterize it. 1625 F. MARKHAM Bootee of
Honour 190 Examine the Decalogue in the old Law . . that
saith 'Doe not adulterize/ 1643 Mil.TON Divorce \\. xvii.

152 If the wife attempted . . such things as gave open sus-

picion of adulterizing. 1871 F. J. FURN'IVALL pref. to Lang'
ham's Lett, 71 Other spiritual fathers . . haunt ale-houses,
adulterize with women.

Adulterous (adtrlteres), a. Also 5-6 advou-
trous, 6 advout-, advoulterous. [f.

ADULTKR -f

-ous, after anal, of words ad. Fr. or L. in -onsJ]
1. Pertaining to, or characterized by the practice

of adultery.
1470-85 MALORY Morte Arthur (1634) ! *97 Knights that

he advoutrous or lecherous, shall not be happy nor fortunate
in the wars. i$6 TINDALE Matt. xii. 39 The evyll and ad-
voutrous generacion seketh a signe [Cranm., Geitev., Rhew.
aduouterous, 1611 adulterous.] 1535 COVERDALE Hosea iii. i

( lo yet thy waye &. wowe an aduouterous woman. 1549 OLDE
ir.Erasni.on Epkes. Prol. II. 105 Blasphemous swearyng;
advouterous lyving. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. in. vi. 94 Th*
adulterous Anthony, most large in hisabhominations. 1667
MILTON /'. I*, iv. 753 By thee [wedded love] adulterous lust

was driven from men Among the bestial herds to range.
1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xx. \Vks. IX. 179 Efface the shame
Of their adulterous birth. 1841 EMERSON Meth. Nat. (1875)
II. 233 It is the office . . of this age to annul that adulterous
divorce. Mod. The offspring of this adulterous union.

t 2. Born in adultery, adulterine. Obs.
a 1593 MARLOWE Dido in. ii. 828 Lustful Jove and his adul-

terous child. 1607 TOPSELL Serpents (16531 807 They were
adulterous, and the children of strangers.

3. Pertaining to, or characterized by, adultera-

tion
; spurious, counterfeit, adulterate, arch.

1567 MAPLET Greene Forest 21 All adulterous and counter-

fayted Mettals it doth betray. 1586 FKRNE Blazon ofGcittrie

238, I meane not only that they l>e vnperfect, but also adul-

terous and dishonorable. 1635 f WHITE Treat. Sabbath

Ep. Ded. 20 We haue justly rejected all counterfeit and
adulterous Traditions. 1743 Land, fy Country Brewer (fA. 2)

n. 127 There are Thousands in the Nation . . tbat are guilty
of this adulterous Part of Brewing. 1771 SMOLLETT Hiunph.
Clinker 806 An adulterous mixture, brewed up of nauseous

ingredients. 1808 WILFORD Sacr. Isles in Asiat. Res. VIII.

252 He took out one or two leaves and substituted others
with an adulterous legend.

Adulterously (adzrlte'rasli), adv. [f. ADUL-
TEROUS + -LY-.] In an adulterous manner.
1599 SANDYS Enr.Spcc. (i632>4i Children adulterously be-

gotten. 1643 MILTON On Divorce \\. ii. 11847)138 i A patent
to wed another adulterously. 1723 PRIDKAUX Mahomet 152
(T.> No man should be allowed adulterously to take to wife
her that is at the same time the wife of another.

Adultery (adwlteri). Forms : 4-5 avowter,
avowtrie, -tri, -tery, avouterye ; 4-6 avoutrie,
-try ; 5 avutrie, avoutri, -trye, -terie, avowtrye ;

adultery, -trye (only in Sc. and north, writers);

5-6 advoutrye, -tery, -terye, advoultrye, 5-7
advowtry, -trie, advoutrie, -try, 6 advoutri,
-treye, adoutry, aduoultrie, -try, adoultry, 6-7
adultry, -trie, -terie, 6 -adultery, [a. OFr. avoti-

ferie,avotttriet earlier aontcrie, afi/terie, n. ofcondi-

tion f. avoutre, aoutre; L. adultert see-v; found

alongside of avoutire, earlier adittire, aiilterc : L.

adulteriittn t occas. also in Kng. as av<nvtcr. In

1 4th c. Fr. a learned form aiiidtere was formed
afresh on L. adulttriwn^ and gradually superseded
the popular avoutire and avouterie ; under the same
influence the Kng. avontrie was progressively re-

fashioned as advoutrie or aditoittric, aduonttric,

adoultry, adultry, adultery, thus ending in a direct

Kng. repr. of adttlterium^ and practically a distinct

word from avoutrie, though connected with it by
every kind of intermediate form. This latinized

type had also been used by Scotch and northern

writers as early as 1 430. Advoivt)-y*,\\T\\\<\ to 1688.]
1. Violation of the marriage bed

;
the voluntary

sexual intercourse of a married person with one of

the opposite sex, whether unmarried, or married to

another (the formercase being technicallydesignated

single, the latter double adidtcry).
1366 MAUNDF.V. 249 $\f ony man or woman be taken in

Avowtery or Fornycacyoun, anon thei sleen him. c 1370
WYCLIF Agst. Hegging J*'riers(i6oty'$i Fryarssuffrenmightie
men, fro yeare to yeare, live in avowtrie. 1386 CHAI-CER
/^arson's 'f. 766 Thilke stynkynge synne of lecherie that

men clepe auowtrie (v.r. avoutrie, auouterie, advoutrie'-, ad-

uoutre 1
, 1400 Apol.for Loll. 78 If J>e first woman may

not proue her contract, f'.in }*,- secound schal be his wif, bi

ADUMBRATE.
resoun of avowter. c 1418 PoL Poems (1859) II. 247 So over-
set with avutrie. c 1425 WVNTOUN Crmi. vi, ii. 87 Hot a wyk-
kdy wyf had he Dat levyd in-til Adultery, c 1460 Cov. Myst.
(1841) 10 A woman .. The whiche was taken in adultrye.
1485 RICHARD III in Paston Lett. 883 III. 317 Doughter
unto Dame Katryne Swynford and of her in double Avoutry
gottyn. 1491 CAXTON How to Die 6 The woman that was
taken in aduoultrye. 15*5 LD. BERNERS Froissart xliii. II.

139 She was but a bastarde, and borne in aduoutrye. 1533
ELYOT CastelofHelth in. xii. 67 Hym, which had committed
adoutry with his mayster's wyfe. 1541 BARNES Wks. 1573,
187/2 That you shal depose a kyng, bycause hee lyueth in

aduoultry. 1570 ASCHAM Scholem. (1863) 81 Knightes that
do kill . . and commit fowlest aduoulteres. 1611 BIBLE John
viii. 4 This woman was taken in adultery, in the very act.

\ll
7
ycl. avoutri, Tind. advoutry, Cranm. aduoutry, Genet'.,

Rhem. aduoutrie,7c. isgoadulterie.] 1641 \V. CARTWRICHT

. . $ Sitbj.

194 Deadly sin, of Fornication, Avowtry, and such like.

1677 BAXTER Let. in AHSW. Dodwell 114, I heard, when I

was young, of one, or two, that for Adultery* stood in a
White Sheet in the Church. 1688 Pol. Ballads (1860) I. 265
As long as you've pence, y' need scruple no offence, For
murder, advoutery, treason. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece I, viii.

327 Adultery was long unknown at Sparta.

b. Extended in Scripture, to unchastity generally;
and by various theologians opprobriously used of

any marriages of which they disapproved, as of a

widower, a nun, a Christian with a Jewess, etc.

(Interprftativt adultery}. Also fig. in Script, to

giving the affections to idols, idol-worship ; and in

EccL writers to the enjoyment by any one of a
benefice during the life-time of the legal incumbent,
or to the translation of a bishop from one see to

another (Spiritual adultery}. See Chambers Cycl.

Supp. 1753, s.v.

1388 WYCLIF *Jer. iii. 9 Bi li}tnesse of hir fornicacioun sche
defoulide the erthe, and dide auowtrie with a stoon, and with
a tree. 1590 BIBLE (Genev.) Matt. v. 28 Whosoever looketh
on a woman to lust after her, hath committed adulterie with
her already in his heart. 1611 BIBLE Jer. iii, 9 Shee defiled

the land,and committed adultery with stones and with stockes.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v. A kind of second marriage,
which was esteemed a degree of adultery. 1872 FREEMAN
Hist. Ess. ed. 2) 17 He is rebuked by Saint Dunstan who
pronounces the marriage to be mere adultery.

U 'Used in ancient customs for the punishment or

fine imposed for that offence, or the privilege of

prosecuting for it.' Chambers, Cycl. Supp. 17.^3,

whence in subseq. Encyclopaedias and Diets. But

Spelman, who is quoted for it, gives it only (and
that erroneously) as a use of the L. adulteriiim.

f2. Adulteration, debasement, corruption.
Ohs.

1609 B. IONSON Epicene \. i, Such sweet neglect more tak-

eth me, Than all th' Adulteries of Art. \fyj-$ Lady's Calling
n. iii. 20. 92 Nor must she think to cure this by any the
little adulteries of art : she may buy beauty, and yet can
never make it her own.

Adulthood (adzrlthud). [f. ADULT a. + -HOOD.]
= ADULTNESS.
c 1870 COWDEN CLARKE in Two Gent. Verona (ed. Rolfe

1882} 26 Twelfth Kight . . was written in the full vigour and
adulthood of his [Shakspere's] conformation.

Adultness (adzrltnes). [f.
ADULT a. + -NESS.]

The state of being adult ; complete development.
1754-64 SMELLIE Midwifery II. 58 The gums being cut the

teeth appeared in the adultness of those in grown persons.

t Adirmber, -"bre, v. Oh. rare- 1
, [a. MFr.

aditmbre-r, adombre-r, refash. of OFr. aiimbrer,
aombrer : L. adumbra-re to shadow forth, to over-

shadow: seeADUMBRATE.] To overshadow, obscure.

*535 STEWART Cron. Scotl. 23661 II. 118 The cruell dartis

with mony awfull ganje . . The dais licht ndumbrit.

t Adu-mbered, ///. a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED.]
Overshadowed.
1609 J. DAVIES Holy Rootle (1876) 26 (D.) Serene thy woe-

adumbred front, sweet Saint.

Adumbral (adfmbral), a.
ff. L. ad to +

iim/'ra shade + AL l
;
with reference to adumbrare,

ADUMBRATE v. 4.]
1. Of overshadowing nature ; shady.
1845 Kliickiv. Mag. LVII. 246 This circular adumbral and

pluvial roofing had to be adapted to the female head.

2. Zool. A shortened equivalent of ADUMBIIKLLAK.
1881 K. R. LANKESTFR in Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 124 The

cells of the adumbral walls are like those of the ring-canals.

Adumbrant (ad-mbrant), a. rarc~. [ad. L.

adumbrant-em pr. pple. of adumbra-rc ; see ADUM-

BRATE.] Shadowing forth, representing in outline.

1731 in BAILEY, vol. 11. Also in JOHNSON and mod. Diets.

Adumbrate (adprnbre'O, v. [f. L. adiimbrat-

ppl. stem of adumbra-re to overshadow, to shade,

to shadow out ;
f. cul to + umbra-re to shade.]

( 1. To shade (a picture), to represent with due

light and shade so as to complete what has been

sketched or delineated. (So in L.) Obs.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stiiffc (1871) 113 Whose resplendent
laud and honour, to delineate and adumbrate to the ample
life, were a work that would, etc.

2. To represent the shadow of (anything), to draw
or figure in outline

;
to outline

;
to sketch ; to give

a faint indication of.

1641 FRENCH Distillation Ep. Ded. A iiij b, I crave leave

to adumbrate something of that art which I know you will

be willing .. to promote. 1691 Vif.wV.iv Anrtv. Touchstone



ADUMBRATED.

223 Which is not expressly prepounded . . but adumbrated

and obscurely indicated. 1817 JAS. MlU.r& India II. v.

Sx. 706 Its duties were very ill defined, or rather not defined

at all, but only adumbrated.

3. Jig. To represent a substance by its
' shadow

or emblem ;
to shadow forth, to typify ; hence, to

foreshadow, prefigure, as 'coming events cast their

shadows before.'

1581 MARBBCK Bk. ofNotes 147 Abolished by the glorie of

Christ, whose death and passion they [burnt offerings] did

adumbrate. 1611 J. GuiLUM/frmAfotfJurri* 181 The Griffon

. . will neuer be taken aliue ; wherein hee doth adumbrate

or rather liuely set forth the propertie of a valorous Souldier.

1637 GTLLESPIE Eng, Pop. Cerem. I, viii. 28 All Rites . . our

Hofy-dayes among the rest, serve onely to adumbrate and
shadow foorth something. 1677 GAM: Crt. ofGentiles \, \\.

vi. 72 Noah . . is adumbrated to us, not only in Saturne, but

also in Prometheus. 1872 H. MACMILLAN Trite Vine 1.32

What qualities in Christ are adumbrated by the vine?

4. To overshadow ; to shade, obscure,

1670 G. H. tr. Hist. Cardinals n. iii. 180 The lustre of his

good qualities is in some measure adumbrated by certain

defects. 1681 Trial of'S, Collcdgc 4 r To adumbrate our Ac-

shelter of a huge willow.

Adumbrated (adzrmbitfted), ///. a. [f. prec.

f -ED.] Shadowed forth ; represented faintly or in

outline.

1706 PHILLIPS, Adumbrated, shadowed, resembled. 1877

CAIRU Philos. Kant iv, 64 The vaguely adumbrated idealism

of the Siris.

Adumbration (aedpmbi/i'fon). [ad. L. adum-

bration-em, n. of action, f. aaumbrd-re ;
see AD-

UMBRATE.]
fl. Shading in painting. Obs.

1531 ELYOT Governor 115801 207 Alexander. . came to the

shop of Apelles . . reasoned with him of lynes, adumbrations,

proportions and other lyke things perteining to imagery.
2. Representation in outline, sketching ;

and

cotter, an outline, a sketch
;
a shadowy figure ;

a

faint or slight sketch or description.
155* HULOET, Adumbration or light description of a house

side or front, where the lyue [?line] do answer to the com-

passe and centrye of euerye parte. Scenographia. 1586 Let.

to Earl Leycester 2 Her inward vertues, whereof it is im-

possible for mee to make the least adumbration. 1656 JKANES
Fulness* ofChrist 14 Painters, whose first rude or imperfect

draught is termed a shadow, or adumbration, upon which

they lay afterwards the lively colours. 1677 GALIC Crt. ofGen-
tiles II. in. 90 The Pagan Philosophers had some kind of. .

dark adumbration or shadowy description of the first
princi-

ples of Nature. 187* MIVART Anat. 290 The only faint ad-

umbration of such organs, outside Man's Class, is to be

found in Pigeons. 1876 LOWKLL Among my Bks. \\. 43 Nor
capable of being told unless by far-off hints and adumbra-
tions. 1880 H. JAMES Bcnvalio \. 346 Like the dim adum-
bration of the darker half of the lunar disk. 1881 Times

4 May, The Prime Minister's adumbration of measures.

3. Symbolic representation typifying or pre-

figuring the reality.
162* FOTHERBY Atjieom. 27 Which three Arts haue appa-

rently an adumbration of the Trinity. 1650 GREGORY Sernt.

on Resiirr. 60 Death as it is here . , under the type and ad-

umbration of sleep. 1748 HARTLEY Obscrv. Man i. iii. i.

319 An Emblem, or Adumbration of our Passage through
the Present Life. 1858 E. H. SEARS Athanasia vii. 58 The
reality of which earth is only a dull and feeble adumbration.

4. Her. An outline figure.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldrie \\. iii. 42 Adumbration, or Trans-

parency, is a cleere exemption ofthe substance of the Charge,
or thing borne, in such sort as that there remaineth nothing
thereof to be discerned, but the naked and bare proportion
of the outward lineaments thereof.

5. Overshadowing ; shade, obscuration.

1653 MANTON Expos. James i. 17 in Wks. 1871 IV. no
Stars, according to their different light anil posture, have
divers adumbrations. 1658 SIR T. BROWNEI//*/. Cyrus II.

549 The sight being . . circumscribed between long parallels
and the fii<r*eiaa>xtK and adumbration from the branches.

1863 \MWtf.Wayside Inn Interl. 111.9 Above them ,.its awful
adumbration passed, A luminous shadow, vague and vast.

Adumbrative (ad^-mbretiv), a. [f. L. adum-
brat- ppl. stem of adwnbra-re (see ADUMBRATE) +

-IVE.] Having the attribute of shadowing forth,

faintly indicating, figuring, or typifying.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. (1872) II. i, x. 44 Mute monuments

pathetically adumbrative of much. 1865 Fredk. Gt. V.
xiv. iii. 178

* Bob Monopoly, the late Tallyman* (adumbrative
for Walpole, late Prime M inister). 1858 KITTO Bible Illitstr.

Morn. Ser. III. 149 They are remarkably typical or adumbra-
tive of that larger and greater work ofGod in the soul of man.

Adumbratively (ad-mbretivli), adv.
[f. prec.

+
-LY^.J

In an adumbrative manner ; so as to repre-
sent or indicate in a shadowy way.
1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. V. xiv. iii. 178 England, or, as it

is adumbratively called,
' the Manor of St. James's.'

Adunibrellar (re'dirmbre-laA a. Zool. [mod.
f. L. ad to, at + UMBKELLA, applied to the disc of

Acalepha, + -Alt. Cf. adaetinal, adoral^\ In sea-

blubbers : Pertaining to the upper surface of the
velum or marginal ridge, which is turned towards
the ' umbrella

'

or disc, in opposition to the abum-
brcllar or lower surface.
1881 E. R. LANKESTER in Jrnl. Microsc.Sc. Jan. 131 The

ectoderm of the adumbrellar surface of the velum.

Adun(e, early form of ADOWN.
t Adunate, ///. a. Obs. we-*, [ad. L. *<//?-

131

nat-us pa. pple. olaJtlna-re to unite ;
f. aJto + find-

re to make one, f. I'IHUS one.] United, joined in one.

1470 HARDING Ckron. cxlvii, Two semely princes together
adunate [t'. r, adioynate].

Adunation (seclumJipn). [ad.L.o<///ff-//
n. of action f. adnna-re to unite : see prec.] Union
or combination into one.

1551 CRANMER Aiisu 1
. to Gardiner 352 (TJ Before the adu-

nation in the Virgin's womb, the godhead and manhood
were two natures. 1612 WOOUALL Siirg. Mate Wks. 1653,^90
The cure is not so safe to sew it up , . because his adunation
is uncertain. 1680 BOYLE Scefit. Cfiyntist. 04 The cold does
not cause any Real Union or Adunation of these Bodies. 1881

OVERTON Win. Law 275 This analogy one might almost

say this adunation of the spiritual and the natural worlds.

Aduiic (adc'iik), a. ; also 7 adunque. [ad. I...

aiiunc-us bent in
;

f. ad to + uncus adj. hooked, sb.

a hook.] Hooked ;
bent inward.

1616 BACON Syh-a 238 Parrels have an adunque Bill.

1697 EVELYN Xnmisiii. ix. 297 The Nose . . if Aquiline or

Atlunc. 1872 M. COI.LI ss Pr. Clarice I. v. 74 The astute bill-

discounter, adunc of nose.

t Adtrncate, ppl- <* Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. med. L".

aditncdt-its pa. pple. of adiinca-rc ;
f. I/, ad to +

unca-re to hook : see ADUNC.] Bent inward
;

hooked ;
= ADUNCOUS.

1661 R. I.OVKLL Aniut. $ Min. The nailes are in . . those of
the rapacious aduncate.

Aduncate (adzmkc't;, v. [f. med. L. aditncat-

ppl. stem of adwnca-re
;
see prec.] To curve in-

ward. (Cited only in pa. pple.)
1823 LOCKHART AY^-. DultoH v. iii. (18421 302 You shall see

the son of a London tailor strut past . . with a beak as ex-

travagantly aduncated as if, etc.

Aduncity (adynsiti). ? Obs. [ad. L. adutuitas

n. of state, f. adunc-us ADUNC ;
see -ITY.]

' Crook-

edness ; flexure inward ; hookedness.' J.

1589 [HALLIWELL quotes RIDKR). 1626 COCKERAM, Adiin.

city, hookednes, crookednesse. 1714 [ARBUTHHOT & Port]
M. Scritterns Pope's Wks. 1824 VII. 71 The aduncity of

the pounces and beaks of the hawks, is the cause of the great
and habitual immorality of those animals.

Aduncons (&do
-

nks), . [f.
L. adunc-us

ADUNC + -DUS.] Hooked, bent inward, incurved.

1656 BLOUNrGYtm. , At/itncons, crooked downwards, hook-

ed. 1713 DERHAM I'hysico- 'ilitol. iv. xv. 257 They are char-

acteristics of Rapacious birds, to have Aduncous Bills and

Talons. 1869 GROOM-NAPIER (,'tms. Bat. Terms 521, Aiinii-

ctts, crooked or hooked.

t Adu'nct, a. 0/is. A badly formed variant of

ADUNC, ADUNQUE, simulating the form of a pa. pple.

1635 HEVWOOD jficrurcfiie ill. 157 Of Democrilus his

Alomes, some are light . . some Cornered, others
' Adunct.'

Adune, var. of ADIN v. Obs. to stun with noise.

tAduni'te, v. Obs. [f.
L. tut to + UNITK, f. L.

ilnT-re. There was no L. aduirire, but adunare :

see ADUNATE.] To unite or join to.

i64a J. CHANDLER Ilelmonfs Oriatrikt 256 It might he ad-

united within the Cup-board.

t Adnrritiiig, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. prec. + -ING i.]

Uniting together.
i6z J. CHANDLER llelinoufs Oriatrike 67 The water doth

sustain as much pressing together, going to ruine, and ad-

uniting, as great Stones or Mettalls do overpoyse the water

in weight.

t AduTe, v. Obs. [ad. L. attiir-frt to burn,

scorch ;
f. ad to + fir-ere to burn.] trans, or absol.

To bum completely, to calcine ; to scorch, parch.
c 1420 Pallad. on llitsb. n. 354 And askes with, the heete

apart toputteOfdoungeindoon.lestitadureand iette. 1599
A. M. tr. Gatclhoner's Bk. Physic 3, 22/1 Flea a little Mouse,
lake the intestines . . adure them in a piptken. 1620 VENNER
ViaRecla.\\. 93 It adureth the blood. 1626 BACON Syh'a.

319 Such a degree of Heat . . doth Mellow, and not Adure.

t AdUTent, ///. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. adu-

rent-em pr. pple. of adiir-Hre : see prec.] Burning,
hot and dry.
1626 BACON Sylva 460 Nitre, the spirit of which is less

Adurent than salt.

t Adush, v. Obs. [f. A-fref. I + DUSH.] To cause

to fall heavily, to precipitate.
c 1220 IIall Mcia. 41 Heo Jiet tus adustc hire heuenliche

fader adun.

A-dusk (ad-sk), adv. taA.prea.0., prop.////-.

[A //.! in + DUSK sb. after analogy of alight,

afire.] In dusk, in gloom ; gloomy, dark.

1856 MRS. BROWNING A urorti Leigli i. 502 You wish to die

and leave the world a-dusk For others.

Adust (adzrst), ///. a. [ad. ~L.adiisl-us pa. pple.

of adur-Src : see ADURE. A favourite term of the

medical writers of the middle ages; see sense 3, in

which it was found in most of the mod. languages.
The Fr. aduste (i?th c.) may therefore be the im-

mediate source of the Eng.]
1. Scorched, seared ; burnt up, calcined ;

dried

up with heat, parched. Alsoyff.
1550 BALE Eng. Votaries II, 41 b, Lyke an adust conscyenced

hypocrite. 1623 ROWLANDSON Bless, in Blasting 40 Being
burnt, or made adust, by some extraordinary heat of the

sunne. 1637 NABBE Microcosm, in Dodsl. IX. 124 Provoke

me no more ; I am adust with rage. 1667 MILTON /'. L. xn.

634 With torrid heat, And vapour as the Lybian air adust.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit, vi. 179 The Vulgar now and

then cure putrid Fevers by taking of adust Wine. 1755
HALES Distillation in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 327 Its more

disagreeable adust taste. 1854 DE QL'INCEYRevtilt. Tartars

Wks. IV. 152 The camels . . these arid and adust creatures.

ADUSTIVE.

1857 Eraser's Mag. LVI. 69 African islands . . whose deso-

late and adust beauty sets the imagination all on fire.

2. Of colour : Brown, as if scorched by fire, or

by the sun
; sunburnt.

1596 NASHK&r^nw // "alden no Of an adust swarth choI-
lericke dye. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 11634) I- 28 Which stone
is shewed at this day . . carrying a burnt and adust colour.

1678 LomL Caz. rncccxxv/4 One Mary, a Lccestershire
woman . . complection somewhat adust . . Run away from,
etc. ciy6o SMOLLETT Ode to Indep. 67 Arabia's scorching
sands he crossed . . Conductor of her Tribes adu^t. 1845
FORD Handbk. Spain I. ii. 202 Here everything is adust and
tawny, from man to his wife, his horse, his ox or his ass.

3. Applied to a supposed state of the body and
its humours, much spoken of in the earlier days of

medicine, its alleged symptoms being dryness of

the body, heat, thirst, black or burnt colour of the

blood, and deficiency of serum in it, atrabilious or
* melancholic

'

complexion, etc. Obs. exc. in general

sense, atrabilious, sallow, gloomy in features or

temperament.
c 1430 LVDG, Mm. Poems (1840^ 197 Ay ful of yre, of inalys,

and rancour, Drye and adust and a gret wastour. 1542
BOOHDE Dyetary xi. (1870) 261 Burnt breade and hard crustes,

doth ingendre color aduste and melancoly humours. 1576
UAKKR Gesners Jewell of Hetiltk 633, Cares of the mynde
. . of adust flewnie engcndred. Ibid. 101 a, This purgeth
choller adust, and melancholic. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

Ep. 335 In Fevers and hot distempers from cboler adust is

caused a blacknesse in our tongues, teeth and excretions.

1657 Physical Diet. The blood is then said to be adust,
when by reason of extraordinary heat the thinner parts are

evaporated, and the thicker remain black and dreggy. 1728
POPE Dune. ii. 33 No meagre muse-rid mope adust and thin.

1820 W. IRVING SA. Bk. II. 91 That plodding spirit with

which men of adust temperament follow up any tract of

study. 1880 Athcn&ntn 27 Mar. 414 The tall, somewhat
adust and worn woman standing by a table.

t Adu'st, v. Ok. [f. prec.] To burn, to scorch,
to sear; to dry up with heat. Also//!,'-.

I5S BALE Kng. I otarics i. 46 b, An hundred thousands

conscyences dyd he . . aduste with his Romyshe faythe.

1633 T. NLKWios) Ltatniie's Touchst. Complex. 64 Beards of

the colour of brasse : for that the haires are neither adusted

by the Sunne, nor yet by any inward heat. J^7 MlLTON
/'. L. vi. 514 Sulphurous and Nitrous Foame . . Concocted
and adusted they reduced To blackest grain.

Adust (adtf-st), adv. and/;W. a., prop.////-. [A-

/;(/.' of state + Drsr
;

after analogy of a-l>laze t

a-sleep.] In a dusty condition, aftected by dust.

[So explained by the author quoted.]
1863 ( IKO. KuoT Ronwla in Cornh. Mag. VII. 297 He was

tired and adust with long riding.

t Adu-sted, ///. a. Ol>s. [f.
Ani'.vr v. + -KI>.]

1. = Am~sT a. i.

1550 BALK Apol. 63 What your adusted conscyence thynk-
eth of it I can not tell. 1642 HOWKLI, For. Trav. 118691 74
Those rayes which scorch the adusted soyle.s of Calabria.

2. = ADUST a. 2.

1530 NICOLLS Thncyd, 57 lR.) Thair skyn tie was as redde

colour adusted, full of a lyttle thynne blaynes.

1607 TOVSELL Four-footed Beasts (i6f$ 19 [They] eat the

flesh of Asses, which begetting in their body much meliin-

cholick rind adusted humor, causeth them to fall into the

Elcphantia, or spotted leprosie. 1620 VKNSER / 'in Recta, iv.

77 Red Herrings give a very bad and adusted nourishment.

t Adu'Stible, O/>s. [a. Fr. adustible ;
see

ADUST a. and -BLE.] Capable of being burnt, or

dried with fire.

1611 COTGR., Adnstiblt\ adustible, burnable, wasteable,

parchable. 1650 ASHMOJ.K Chymical Coll. 102 The unctuous,

adustible, pfilegmatick, and evaporable parts. [In BAILEY,

JOHNSON, and mod. Diets.]

fAdustion. Obs. [ad. \^. adustion-em n. of

action f. adftr-?re : see APUUE. In the medical

vocabulary of most modern King, in i6th c. (see

sense j\ and possibly in Kng. immed. from Fr.]

1. The action or process of burning, scorching,

heating to dryness, or parching/
J594 I

JLAT Jewcll-ho, 3 The more you distil at once . . the

oyles will be in lesse daunger of adustion. 1601 HOLLAND

Pliny (1634) I. 424 The faults and imperfections of pitch . .

are known by . . the very adustion thereof. 1673 i" PhH~
Trans. VIII. 6128 The Peripateticks, who derive the Salt-

ness of the Sea from the Adustion of the water by the sun-

beams. 1723 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Gravel, Turpentine-

powder, made by Way of Adustion, or drying in the Sun.

2. The state of being burnt, or scorched ; parched

dryness.
J559 MORWVNG Evonynnts 218 Fire in destination clothe

more procure the savoure of adustion and brentnesse. 1650
ASHMOI.I-; Chyndcal^ Coll. 103 Decoct it in Dung, because by
Inhumation, Adustion is taken away. 1725 BRADLEY Fain.

Diet. s.v. Distilling^ The least Savour of Smoke or Adustion.

3. The state of being ADUST in sense 3 ; hotness

and dryness of the humours of the body.
1533 ELYOT Castel ofIlelth (1541) 6 The lyverin hete dis-

tempered hath moche blacke choler toward age by adustion

of red choler. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. iit. in. 11651) 207

Adustion of humours makes men mad. 1658 CULPEPPER

Astral. Jndgetn. Dis. 90 Such diseases as come of adustion

of blood, as the Pestilence.

t Adu'Stive, a. Obs. [f.
L. culfist- ppl. stem of

adnr-fre (see ADI-RE) + -IVE, as if ad. L. *adns-

tivtts.] Burning, scorching, fiery.

1633 T. ADAMS F-xp. 2 Pet. ii. 4 (1865) 282/1 God's power
shaltseparate the clarity of fire from the adustive virtue. 1678

R. RfussELL] tr. Geber \\. i. iv. ii. 86 The adustive unctuosity

of Sulphur . . which is easily inflamed.
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ADUSTNESS.

t Adtrstness. 01*. /-an 1
, [f. ADUST a. +

-NESS.] The state of being adust ; scorching heat.

1652 FRENCH yprti/i.Sfax\v.io6 Consider whether there be

not abundance of terrene adustnessin the bowels of the earth.

Advail, advale, obs.forms ofAvAiLand AVALE.

il Ad valorem (a^d val6-rem), adv. phr. [L.
= (according i to value, (in proportion) to worth.]

A phrase (properly adverbial, but more commonly
attributive) meaning

'
in proportion to the value,'

applied to a mode of levying customs-duties upon

goods, when these are taxed at rates proportioned
to their estimated value.

1711 Act 10 Anne xix. 34 The said Books, Prints and

Maps as are to pay the said Duties ad I'alorem. 1787 PITT

Sp. on Customs Bill 21 Mar. , Particularly the case of ail val-

orem duties. 1825 Ediii. Rev. XLIII. 76 Silk goods are to

be freely admitted . . on payment of an ad valorem duty of

30 per cent. 1866 CRUMP Banking iv. 88 Cheques drawn out

of the United Kingdom are . . required to have ad valorem

foreign stamps.

Advance (sedva-ns) v. Forms : 3-6 avaunce,

3-5 avaunse, (4 avonci), 4-7 avance, 5 avanse

(awawns Sc.), 5-6 advaunce, 6 avawnce (a-

wance -Sr.), 6- advance, [a. OFr. avancc-r, avan-

cie-r :-pop. L. abantcd-rc, f. late L. abante (Fr.

avanf) away before, f. ab off, away + ante before.

The form advance, due to mistaking initial a for

a representative of L. ad, as in a(ii}venture, oc-

casional in i5-i6th c. French (in which, the d

being mute, it was merely an artificial spelling)

has been established in Eng. as a permanent perver-

sion of the word. So in advantage. See AD- 2.]

I. To move forward in place.

1. trans. To move, put, or push (a thing) for-

ward. Alsoy?"'.
1509H UVES Past. PI. xxxni. xvi, His glave he did agaynst

me advaunce. 1611 HEYWOOD Gold. Age ill. i. 48 Brauely

aduance your strong orbicular shields. 1667 MILTON P. L.

II. 682 Execrable shape, That dar'st, though grim and ter-

rible, advance Thy mis-created Front athwart my way. 1718

POPE Iliad xi. 721 Who spread their bucklers, and advance

their spears. 1844 DISRAELI Cmingsly vi. v. 240 The sofa

which Sidonia had advanced to the middle of the room.

1875 H. ROGERS Superh. Orig. KKlc ix. (ed. 3) 386 Man has

advanced the frontier of physical science.

fb. refl. To move (oneself) forward. Obs.

(1637) 60 He . . avanced himselfe before the ensignes on foot.

2. intr. (by omission of refl. pron.) To move or

go forward ;
to proceed.

1513 DOUGLAS ^-Eneis vi. x. 1 16 Agane returnis he, and thay

auance. 1607 SHAKS. Car. i. iv. 25 Aduance, braue Titus.

1645 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. 161 After we were advanced

into this noble and altogether wonderful crypt. 1725 DE
FOE Voy. round World (1840) 330 They had by swim-

ming and wading together advanced about a mile. 1839

KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. II. 43 The duke of Norfolk, as

general of the royal forces, advanced to Doncaster. 1860

TYNDALL Glaciers i. 10. 65 The crevasses as I advanced

became more deep and frequent.

3. intr. fig. To go forward or make progress in

life, or in any course.

what is better than admiration, judgment. 1865 RUSKIN

Sesame 107 He only is advancing in life, whose heart is get-

ting softer, whose blood warmer. 1866 CRUMP Banking l.

14 We are surprised that neither the Greeks nor the Romans
advanced further than they did [commercially].

4. trans. To forward any process or thing that

is in course ; to further, promote, help on, aid

the success, completion, or perfection of.

I393GOWER
men ought ensample take The gode lawes to avaunce. c 1410

Pallad. on Huso. 1. 1 144 Thi bakhous therwith all thou maist

avance. 1538 STARKEY England 3 To study to maynteyn and

avaunce the wele of thys same yourcuntrey. 1655 CW.PEPPER

Riverius To Reader, All which wil very much advance the

cure. 1799 WELLESLEY Desp. go He advanced his hostile

preparations. 1856 KANE A rctic Explor. I. 20 The officials

. . vied with each other in efforts to advance our views.

5. refl. and intr. Of a process or thing in course :

To go on towards completion or perfection.

1644 MILTON Educat. (1788) 1. 140 If there were any secret

excellence . . [these ways would] give it fair opportunities to

advance itself by. 1855 TENNYSON To F. D. Maurice 39

How gain in life, as life advances, Valour and charity more

and more? 1875 FORTNUM Maiolica iv. 38 From 1520 to

1 540 the art constantly advanced in this duchy. 1879 C.

HIBBS in Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 117/1 Tightened up with

screws as the work advances.

6. To put forward (a statement, suggestion, or

claim) for notice or acceptance ;
to put forth, to

bring forward ;
to offer, propose, present.

1509 HAWES Past. PI. xn.v.Evermore they [poetsjdo to them

avaunce Nurture, maner, and al gentylnes. 1665 J. SPENCER

Proph. 29 They presently become considerable, are advanced

the common Subjects of Discourse. 1699 BENTLEY Flialaris

The very learned Mr. Dodwell has advanced some other Ar-

guments. 1718 J. CHAMBERLAYNE Relig. Philos. (1730) II.

xix. 45 It may be safely advanced that there falls about

20 inches of Rain yearly. 1829 SOUTHEY/!/ Love ix.

Wks. VII. 207 Claim to him as thy Bondsman thou Canst

never more advance. 1848 RUSKIN Mod. Painters I. 1. 1. 1.

132

4- 5. 1 nave accordingly advanced nothing in the following

pages but with accompanying demonstration.

TI. To move forward in time.

7. trans. To make earlier (an event or date) ;
to

hasten, accelerate.

1481 CAXTON Myrrourm. x. issTheyabregge their dayes
and auaunce their deth. 1549 CHALONER tr. Erasm. Moriae
Enc. G iii b, Elde and horenes which his own wilfull studie

avaunced to him before his tyme. l6i TOURNEUR Ath.

Trag. \. ii. 149 All the wealthie benefits My death aduances

you. 1854 J. ABBOTT Napoleon xxxvii. (1855) I. 569 To ad-

vance the moment when the public rights of Europe . . will

be definitely established.

8. To make earlier the date of a payment ;
to

pay before it is legally due. Hence, to pay or

lend on security, either real or personal, of future

re-imbursement.

1679 88 Seer. Sen'. Moneys (1851) 63 For interest and gra-

tuity for advancing the Duchess of Portsmouth's quarter . .

25 daies 12 5$. $d. 1820 CAREY Guide to Funds 27 The
Bank advanced 400,000 more to government. 1882

Charter-party, One third to be advanced in cash, on account

of Freight, if required on signing Bill of Lading. Mod. The

pawnbroker declined to advance more than 3 shillings on
the article. I will advance him ^50 on your note-of-hand.

b. absol. with on.

1866 CHUMP Bankingm&i Dock-warrant and bills of lading
are frequently advanced on.

III. To move upward.
9. trans. To raise or lift up. lit. and_/ff. arch.

1475 Bk. ofNoblesse (1860) 22 Put forthe youre silf, ayauns-
ing youre corageous hertis to werre. IST3 DOUGLAS sEneis v.

iv. 134 Thare happy chance So gan the breistis of the vtheris

awance [-.'. i: avance]. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. I. ii. 408 The

fringed Curtains of thine eyes aduance. 1624 HEYWOOD
Gunaik. in. 156 Advancing his wife from the earth. 1697
POTTER Antio. of Greece in. ix. (1715) 78 The signal to be

given . . was a Purple Coat, which was to be advanc d in

the Air. 1712 POPE Messiah 25 See lofty Lebanon his head

advance. 1814 WORDSWORTH Wh.DoeofRyl. in. 158 At need

he stood, advancing high The glittering, floating Pageantry.

10. trans. To raise or promote (a person) in

rank or office, to prefer. Hence gen. To put in a

better or more advantageous position.

1297 R. GLOUC. 77 And bihet hym, bat, jef ber of wel

auaunsed he were To }e!de more god to Rome. 1366 MAUN-
DEVILE v. (1839) 38 Whan the Soudan will avance any
worth! Knyghte, he makethe him an Amyralle. 1461-83
Lib. Nig. Dom. in Hoitseh. Ord. (1790) 50 The King's grace
avaunceth these preests and clerks by prebends, churches,

etc. 1538 ELVOT in Ellis Orig. Lett. I. 142 III. 115 My
saide Lord Cardinal . . advauncid me to be Clerk of the

Counsayle. 1576 THVNNE in Animadv. (1865) 113 Good
vertue hym advanced above the reste. 1611 BIBLE Esther

iii. i Ahasuerus . . aduanced him, and set his seate aboue

all the princes. 1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 148 Determin'd to

advance into our room A Creature form'd of Earth. 1728

YOUNG Love ofFame iii. (1757) 106 The man that's nearest,

yawning, they advance. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. II.

ix. 314 His eagerness to advance his family may well have

offended others.

|-b. construction transposed. Obs.

1623 W. L'ISLE Testim.A ntiq. Pref., Oswald avoided out ol

the most notable Churches the Clarkes, and advanced the

same places with men of the order of Monkes.

c. refl.
To push oneself forward in rank or station.

1340 Ayenb. 82 Hy ne bencheb ne studieb bote ham zelue

to auonci. 1475 Bk. of Noblesse (1860) 46 They alway a-

vaunsid hem forthe withe the formost. 1563 Homilies II.

(1839) 480 It shall make us not to avaunce ourselves before

our neighbour.
11. Law. To provide for children, especially in an-

ticipation of the provisions of a settlement or will.

1411 SIR T. LANGEFORDE in E. E. Wills (18821 17 And it

falle bat sche deie, or scheo be a-vauncyd, ban wille y bat

be forseyd C:li. be don for my sowle. 1574 tr. Littleton,

Tenures 55 b, Shee shall haue nothing in the remenaunt for

that . . she is sufficiently^ advaunced. 1809 TOMLINS Lam
Diet. s. v. Hotchpot, I fa child advanced by the father, do after

his father's decease challenge a child's part with the rest.

fl2.y?-. To extol, to magnify (in words), refl.

To boast. Obs. Cf. AVAUNT, VAUNT.

1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Sowle in. iii. (1483) 51 Ful wel myght
the bocher auauncen hym self, and seyn that al other boch-

ers had nought so moch flesshe hangynge in theyr howses.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 267/1 He had no more wylle to

auaunce hym. ^1526 FRITH Dispiit. Pnrgat. (1829) 153 Bless

the Lord ; praise and advance him for
eve_r. 1551 ROBINSON

tr. Mare's L/tofia(iS6g) 44 You shall in vaine aduaunce your
selues of executing iustice vpon fellons. 1633 Bp. HALLHard
Texts 477 Thou advances! thyselfe to be as that glorious

Cherub which covereth the Ark of God. 1660 IER. TAYLOR

Worthy Commun. i. $ 5. 97 Let no man advance the preaching

ofthe word of God, to the disparagement . . ofthe Sacraments,

f 13. To raise in amount or number, increase. Obs.

1576 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 271 Lanfranc ad-

vaunced the number of the Monkes from 30 to 140. 1650

FULLER Pisgah Sight iv. iv. 66 What a mass of money might
he have advanced for himselfe.

14. To raise in rate or price.

1691 PETTY Polit.Arith. iv. 67 The Rent of Land is ad-

vanced by reason of Multitude of People. Mod. The Bank
of England has advanced the rate of discount to 5%.
15. intr. To rise in price.
1882 Daily Neva 19 Aug. 7/1 Brush Light shares advanced

in a prominent manner . . Indian Rupee Paper has fraction-

ally advanced.

f!6. intr. To be over in amount ;
to be in ex-

cess. (Cf. It. avanzare.) Obs.

1557 NORTH Dial, ofPrinces (1582)26 To speake truely, in

princes houses there is more offence in that that avaunceth

then in that that wanteth. 1601 SIR A. SHERLEY Trav. to

Persia (1613) 71 All his Goods and Lands, should be sold, for

ADVANCE.
the satisfaction of those men . . If anything advanced, it

should be giuen to his children.

IV. To advantage.
1 17. Irans. To advantage, benefit, profit (any

one). Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pro!. 246 It may not avance, As for to delen

with no swiche pouraille.

1 18. intr. To be advantaged ; to benefit, profit. Obs.

,71440 Cokwolds Daunce 165 in E. P. P. 45 Ffor any cas

that may be tyde, Schall non ther of a vanse.

Advance (*dvcrns), sb. [partly a. Fr. avance,

n. of action, f. avancer, partly subst. use of Eng.
vb. ; see prec.]

I. A going forward, onward, or upward.
1. The action of going forward or onward ;

for-

ward motion ; progression (in space). Also ellipt.

The order (bugle-call) to move forward.
^

a 1674 CLARENDON (J.) The manner of the enemy's advance.

1815 SCOTT Lord of Isles v. xx, When, in retreat or in ad-

vance, The serried warriors move at once. 1858 HAWTHORNE
Fr. ff Hal. Jrnls. (1872) I. 4 This my first advance into

French territory. 1868 Queen's Regul. ft Ord.Army \ 1131

When the train is ready to proceed the Advance will be

sounded.

2. fig. Onward movement in any process or

course of action ; progress.
1668 PEPYS Diary (1877) V. 323 Thence to Cooper's, and

saw his advance on my wife's picture. 1751 JOHNSON Ram-
bler No. 147 F 3, I made very quick advances in different

kinds of learning. 1855 TENNYSON Maud 1. i. vii, These

are the days of advance, the works of the men of mind. 1859
BUCKLE in Eraser's Mag. May 509 Who, among our living

writers, had done most for the advance of knowledge.

b. A step forward, a degree of progress actually

accomplished.
1860 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. no It is a very great advance

on all your former writing.

3. A personal approach ; a movement towards

closer acquaintance or understanding ; an overture.

1678 DRVDEN All/or Lovtw. (R.) Th' advance of kindness

which I made, was feign'd. 1692 Land. Gaz. mmdccxxx/i
The Pope's Ministers think there have already been Ad-

vances enough made on their side. 1802 WELLESLEY Dcsp.
218 The Resident has prudently rejected every advance of

this nature. 1842 MACAULAY Fredk. Gt. in Ess. 11877) 690
Frederic had some time before made advances towards a

reconciliation with Voltaire.

4. A rise in amount, value, or price.
" 1677 YAHRANTON Eng. Imprav. 153 There would be ten

thousand pound per annum advance in the Kings Customs

yearly. 1866 CRUMP Banking vii. 155 An advance in the

Bank of England rate of discount. 1882 Daily News 23 Aug.

7/1 Austrian Gold Rente showing an advance of i per cent

f5. An elevation ;
a rise (in space). Obs. rare.

1655 LESTRANGE C/ias. I, 137 The Communion Table . .

placed at the East end, upon a graduated advance ofground.

II. A putting forward.

1 6. The action of forwarding ;
furtherance ;

AD-
VANCEMENT. Obs.

1528-1696 in Sel. fr. Harl. Misc. (1703) 412 The end for

which they at first were chosen, viz. The advance of their

protector's interest.

f7. The putting forward of statements ; the state-

ment put forward ; assertion, allegation. Obs.

1699 BENTLEY Phalaris 235 Mr. B.'s advances upon this

Topic.
8. Payment beforehand or in anticipation ; pay-
ment on security of future re-imbursement. Hence,

a sum of money so furnished, a loan.

1681 NEVILLE Plato Redh<. 81 Who may Imploy their Ad-

vance to better profit elsewhere. 1727 ARBUTHNOT John

to the company's use of a sum of money, amounting to fifty

thousand pounds. 1866 CRUMP Banking iii. 84 Life assur-

ance policies art almost invariably objected to as security

for advances.

III. A being forward.

9. The state or position of being before, to the

front, or above ; precedence, anticipation. Usually

in adv. phr.
In advance : a. Of place, In front,

ahead ;
D. Of time, Beforehand ; c. In the posi-

tion of having advanced money on account. Also

prep. phr. In advance, of: Before, in front of, ahead

of, beyond.
1668 CHILD Disc. Trade (ed. 4) n Much in advance of the

rates of goods. 1742 YOUNG Night Th. vn. 89 Men perish

in advance, as if the sun Should set ere noon. 1761 SMOL.

LETT Gil Bias x. vii. (1802) III. 142, I paid the first year's

annuity per advance. 1786 JEFFERSON Writings (1859) '.

2 Without this supply, Mr. Grand would have Deen in ad-

vance for the United States. 1851 RUSKIN Mod. Painter!

(1856) IV. v. v. 22. 82 Which I could not refer to in advance

without anticipating all my other illustrations. 1860 TYN-

DALL Glaciers I. i . i As wood opens in advance of a wedge
driven into it. 1869 HUXLEY in Sci. Ofin. 21 Apr. 464/1

Hutton was in advance of the geological speculation of his

time.

IV. 1 1O. One who has been advanced to office.

(Prob. for Fr. avarice
1
.) Obs. rare.

1496 Dives 4- Pauper (W. de Worde) iv. xxiv. 191/2 Pa-

trons fynde full ofte ther auaunces full unkynde to them &
full proude.
V. Comb, and Attrib. advance (d)-guard, a

guard before or in front of the main body of an

army; advance-money, -payment = ADVAHCB
sb. 9 ; advance-proofs, -sheets, parts of a forth-



ADVANCEABLE.

coming work supplied previously to its publication j

advance-account, -freight, etc.

1677 Lend. Gaz. mccxliv. 4 Troops of the two Armies, who
had the Advanced-guards. 1701 Ibid, mmmdccxi. i The

50000 Pistoles which the French were to pay him by way
of Advance-money. 1870 POWER Haiuly-bk. ab. Bks. 91

Advance sheets . . supplied elsewhere previous to publica-

tion, generally for simultaneous reproduction. 1876 BAN-

CROFT///**. U.S. 1 1 1. x. 435 Virginia volunteers formed the

advance-guard. 1880 Paper % Print. Trades Jrut. No. 32,

27 The plates, advance-proofs of which we have seen.

Advaiiceable (cedva-nsab'h, a. Wbs. [f.
AD-

VANCE v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being advanced,

put forward, or promoted.
1656 J EASES Fvlncsse of Christ 57 The greatest height of

honour, and power, that the humane nature is advanceable.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 311 Animals are advanceable

by Industry and disciplinable Acts to a great perfection.

Advanced (scdva-nst), ///. a. [f.
ADVANCE v.

+ -EH.]
1. Moved forward, standing or being to the

front ; esp. in military phr. advanced guard (see

ADVANCE sb. V.), post, works.

1795 HOTHAM in Nicolas's Disp. (1845) II. n The French

ships were seen by our advanced Frigates. 1810 SCOTT

added to the ordinary works of a permanent front.

2. fig.
Far on in life or time, or in any course of

action, or march of ideas.

1534 Lu. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Piijb, In

the most highest trees the force of wyndes is most aduanced.

1628 DIGBY Voy. Medit. (1868) Pref. ic- He had attained a

very advanced period of life. 1646 SIR 1 . BROWNK /'send. Ep.
i. vii. 25 Our advanced beliefs are not to be built upon dic-

tates. 1776 GIBBON Decl. ff f. I. 326 A very advanced season

of life. 1846 MILL Logic in. xi. 2 (1868) 512 The most ad-

vanced truths of mathematics. 1863 IfavLSL&Resid. Georgia

74 The season is too little advanced. 1879 Standard -25

Apr., He is an advanced Liberal.

f3. Promoted. Obs.

1460 FORTESCUE A 6s. $ Lint. Mon. (1714) 137 The Clerks

of his Chapelt that have Wifes, or be not avaunsyd. 1681

DRYDEN Abs. <$
Ac/tit, n. 48 Pamper'd Corah when ad-

vanced to court.

j-4. Raised, elevated (physically). Obs.

1576 GASCOIGNE Princely Pleas, (1821) 5 Six Trumpeters
hugely advanced, much exceeding the common stature of

men. 1596 SPENSER /*". Q. \\. \. 33ToMe the Redcrosse thus

advaunced hye. 1604 KDMONDS Observ>. ottCxsars Comm.
133 That all men performe their directions with their pikes
aduanced. 1667 MILTON P. L. \. 536 Th' Imperial ensign,
which full high advanc't Shon like a meteor. 1675 Vain

Insolntuy of Rome 35 The people could observe mm ad-

vanced a Cubit above the earth.

5. Raised (in amount), increased.

1782 COWPER Lett. 23 Nov. Wks. 1876, 122 The advanced

price of grain.

1 6. vSet off to advantage. Obs.

1554 PHILPOT Exantin. fy Writ. (1842) 389 Thou wouldst
have churches well furnished with altars . . avanced with

lights and tapers.

Advancement (axlv<rnsment). Forms : 3-6
avaunce- ; 4-6 avance-; 6 avauuse-, advauuce-;
6- advancement, [a. Fr. avancemcntt f. avancer :

see ADVANCE and -MENT.] The action or fact of

advancing.
1. The raising of any one to a higher rank or

position ; promotion, preferment.
1297 R. GLOUC. 312 He aef hym such auauncement as he

wolde. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 103 On ober wise he salle haf
auancement. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowle iv. xxxiii. (1483) 82

They coueyte nought to be neyhe the kyng for no corrupte
cause ne hope of auauncement. 1599 THYNNE Animadv.
(1865) 24 You seme to attribute the advancemente of the

Poolcs to William de la poole. 1602 SHAKS. Haml. m. ii.

62 Nay, do not thinke I flatter : For what aduancement

may I hope from thee? 1660 MILTON Free Commit*. 449
The Civil Rights and Advancements of every Person accord-

ing to his Merit. 1700 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) IV. 661

Mr. Ryley's advancement to the excise. 1853 THACKERAY
Eng. Hum. 3 His hopes of advancement in England failing,
Swift returned to Ireland.

2. Law. The promotion of children in life, espe-

cially by the application beforehand of property or

money to which they are prospectively entitled under

a settlement or will
; also the property so applied.

1411 SIR T. LANGEFORDE in E. E. Wills (tf&$ 17 pe Silver

bere-of spendyd to be avauncement of lucie, my dowter.

1574 tr. Littleton, Tenures 5sb, Shee shall have nothing
in the remenaunt for that . . she is sufficientlye advaunced to

whiche advauncement sheeagreeth. a, 1626 BACON (J.)The
jointure or advancement of the lady, was the third part of
the principality of Wales. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. II.

517 But if the estates so given them, by way of advancement,
are not quite equivalent to the other shares, the children so
advanced shall now have so much as will make them equal.

1 3. Extolment, lauding ; vaunting. Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 196 What tyme or whan I mad
auancement with be alone to fighL 1564 BECON Gen. Pref.
to Wk&. (1843) 16 To seek the glory ofGod, the avancement
of his blessed name. 1646 SIR T. -BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 213
Thus is it also esteemed no small advancement unto this

number [7] that the Genealogy of our Saviour is summed up
by 14. that is, this number doubled.

4. The helping forward of anything in process
toward completion or perfection ; furtherance, pro-

motion; improvement.
1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utopia 13 For the auaunce-

merit and commoditle of the publique wealth. 1589 FLETE.

133

WOOD in Ellis Ortg. Lett. i. 229 III. 31 As touching the

avaunsemeyt of Religion. 1605 BACON (^//A.')Twoo Bookes of

the Proficience and Aduancement of Learning. 1658 BRAM-
HAI.L Consccr. Bps. xi. 234 Ceremonies are advancements of

Order, decency, modesty. 1810 HORSLEY Sermons I. x. (R.I

The joint advancement of the virtue and the happiness of

the people.

fO. A going forward, lit. and fig. Obs. See

ADVANCE i, 2.

1730 SWIM (J.) This refinement makes daily advance-

ments, and, I hope, in time will raise our language to the

utmost perfection. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. iv. 450
They retired upon the brisk advancement of the grenadiers.
1825 M^CLLLOCH/W. Econ. \. 10 The advancement of nations

in civilization.

0. Advancing or advanced condition.

1793 SMEATON Edyshmc Lig/it/w. 271 [I] gave an account
of the advancement of our works. 1868 HAWTHORNE Ainer.
Note-Bks. (1879) II. 139 We have water-melons in good
advancement.

t 7. The advancing or putting forward of a state-

ment or assertion. Obs.

1532 THYXSF. Ded. Chaucer in Animadv. (1865) App. 25

Very remysse in the settyng forthe or avancement.. of the
j

histories therof.

1 8. The advancing or paying beforehand of
j

money ; payment in advance. Obs. See ADVANCED/'. 9.

1640 EVELYN Kletn. (1857) III. 47 The Common Council I

require double security., of this last advancement.

Advancer (axlvo/nsoi). Also 6 avauncer,
j

avancer. [f. ADVANCE v. + -EK!.] He who or that
'

which advances.

1. One who moves (a person or thing) forward

or upward ;
a. physically (ofo.) ; b. to higher rank

or station (obs.} ;
c. to a better or more advanta-

geous condition ; a promoter.
1538 LELAND Itin. I. 40 This old Mounsun is in a maner I

the first avauncer of his Family. 1548 HALL Chron. ,
Hen.

K//anno n (R.) Suche as haue bene ayders and auauncers i

of Perkyns foolishe enterprice. 1610 HOLLAND Cantdens
Brit. i. 208 Revolting from King Edward his advancer most

ingratefully. 1639 FULLER Holy War v. xxix (1840) 295

Chiefest mover and advancer of this war. 1741 MlODLETON

CVr(i742) III. 10. 183 You will find me, not onely the

favorer, but the advancer of your dignity. 1856 EMERSON

Eng. Traits 28 Navigation. . is the most potent advancer

of nations.

t2. One who extols or lauds
;
an extoller, sup-

porter. Obs.
a 1546 EI.VOT Let. in Gm>ernour (1836) 286 The boasters

and advancers of the pompous authority of the Bishop of

Rome. 1656 TRAPP Expos. Rom. iv. 16 (1868) 497/1 Paul was
a great advancer of the grace of God. 1677 HALE Prim.

Orig. Man. 10 The Supposition of Epicurus, . . and his Ad-

vancer, Gassendus.

t3. Rhet. Amplification, auxesis, or climax. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pot'sie (1869) 226 We call this figure

by the Greeke original] the Auanccr or figure of encrease

because euery word that is spoken is one of more weight
then another.

4. One who puts forth (a statement) ; an asserter.

1843 J. T. COLERIDGE in Stanley Life ofArnold II. i. 20

A confident advancer of his own opinions.

5. One who gives (money) before it is legally

due, or who lends it for any purpose.
a 1733 NORTH Lives ofNorths III. 167 The goldsmiths, I

who gained by the melting trade, were advancers to the i

Treasury. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VI. 363 She

mistrusted, that I was the advancer of the money.

6. A second branch of a buck's horn.

1496 Bk. ofSt. Albans d ij, Twobraunchesfyrste pawmyd
he must have And four avauncers. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl,
Advancer^ among hunters, is one of the starts, or branches

of a buck's attire, between the back antler and the palm.
(

1827 GRIFFITH Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 85 Additional ad-

vancers and spillers, or snags on the anterior and posterior
'

parts of the palm.

Advancing (sC-dva-nsirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

ADVANCE
|

v. + -ING 1
.] Moving forward, or forwarding ; pro- i

motion, advancement. (Now mostly gerundial, j

in various senses of ADVANCE.)
1388 On 25 Articles in Wyclifs Wks. 1871 III. 470 Tern-

porale avaunsyng of sum one man. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr.

Sffivle n. xlv. (1859) 51 For theyr fyers condycions ofprowde
auancynge they ben caste a bak in to endeles dampnacion.

1541 BARNES Wks. (1573)343/1 Thepractysyngand aduaunc-

ing of Idolatry. 1549 Compl. Scotl. (1873) 2 The contenual

auansing of the deffens of oure cuntre. 1655 GOUGE He-

brews i. 5. 37 He did not usurp it by a proud advancing of

himself. Mod. The fact of your advancing such strange

opinions hinders us from advancing your cause.

Advancing (Sdvo/nsirj),///. a. ff.
ADVANCE v.

+ -ING 2.] Moving forward, approaching, progress-

ing, increasing.
1801 SOUTHEV Thalaba vi. xxviii. Wks. IV. 233 And un-

veil'd women bade the advancing youth, Come merry-make
with them ! 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 50 Advancing

age had made no essential change in his character. 1862 H.

SPENCER First Princ. i. i. 2 (1875) 6 With advancing poli-

tical opinion has come still greater restriction of imperial

power. Mod. Heedless of the advancing tide.

Advancingly (sedva-nsirjli), adv. [f. prec. +

-LY 2
.]

In an advancing manner; with onward

motion, progressively.
c 1875 PROCTOR Expanse ofHeaven (1877) 158 The comets

of short period travel advancingly. x88 Contemp. Rev. Jan.

135 They are advancingly important in the order here stated.

Adva'ncive, a. rare , [improp. f. ADVANCE v.

+ -IVE.]
'

Tending to advance or promote.
1

Craig

1847.

ADVANTAGE.

t Adva'nti vl Obs. [an occas. refashioning of

avant, AVAUNT z^.
1

] To vaunt, boast.

1541 EI.YOT Image Gw. (1556) 20 Who can advanthimselfe
to be well assured from this nette of hipocrisie?

I Aclvaiit, v2 Obs. [a refashioning of avanf,
AVAUNT v.-, avaunt adv. forward.] To advance.
1605 CHAPMAN All Fooles 1873 I. 136 Then with a Bell

regard aduant mine eye With boldnes on her verie visnomle.

Advantage (redva-nttd^). Forms: 4-6 a-

vauntage, avantage (Sc, awawntage, awan-
tage) ;

6- advantage, [a. Fr. avantage, f. avant
forward + -AGE

;
the cognate Romance forms point

to the word as already formed in late L. as aban-

ttiticum. The occasional MFr. corrupt spelling

a(dyvantage%
as if from L. ad-, has been perma-

nently adopted in Eng. ;
seeADVANCE v. The original

survives in the aphetic form ''vantage, vantage^
I. Superior position.

1. The position, state, or circumstance of being
in advance or ahead of another, or having the

better of him in any respect ; superior or better

position ; precedence, superiority, esp. in contest

or debate.

1330 R. BRLNNK Chron. 314 The auantage set so hie

That thou may gyue with right, whan thou wills & how.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 219 And whan they wiste their

avauntage, They fell anone unto the chace. 1523 LD. BEK-
NEKS Froissart I. c.xciv. 230 'J'her tliey had a great aduant-

age. 1642 ROGERS Naa)iian 19 What rescue hath the dry
stubble against the advantage of fire. 1692 RAY Di^c, iii.

(1732) 32 The Advantage or Height of all the dry Land.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 177 Fj When the smallest ad-

vantage was gained against me in dispute. 1781 GIBBON
Dccl. tf F. III. 63 The Gauls maintained their advantage.
1810 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 20 The advantage given to

the opponents of Christianity. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng,
I. 115 When the war had lasted a year, the advantage was

decidedly with the Royalists.

b. To have, gain, get, give advantage of, over

(on obs.) : superiority over. Also techn. To have

the advantage of (& person): To have a personal

knowledge that is not reciprocal.
1561 BKCON Sick Afun's Salre (18441 M^ Let his enemy

the devil have none avantage of him. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonnets
Ixiv. 6, I have seen the hungry ocean gain Advantage on the

kingdom of the shore. 1603 GREKNWKY Tacitus xn. viii.

(1622) 164 In skilfulnes.se of thecountrey [Caractacus] hairing
the aduantage on vs. 1611 BIBLE 2 Cor. ii. n Lest Satan
should get an aduantage of vs. 1700 LUTTRELL Brief Rel.

(iSs? 1 IV. 704 The Swedes have bad an advantage against
the Muscovites. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals v. n. (1873) 94 Von
have the advantage of me, I don't remember ever to have had
the honour. 1813 Miss AUSTEN Pride fy Prej. ii. 4 You may-
have the advantage of your friend, and introduce Mr. Hing-

ley to her. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 115 Unbelief has

no advantage over belief.

f c. To be at, upon, advantage : in a favourable

position. Obs.

1375 BAK HOUR Bruce xi, 288 We sail be at awantage thar.

1513 DOUGLAS sKncis xn. xi. 112 Thou . . Walkys at auan-

tage on the wod grene. 1656 in Burton's Diary (1828) I.

89 Some had dined and were upon an advantage.

\ d. With poss. pron. At my, his, etc. advantage :

In a position where one has the advantage or supe-

riority. Obs. Cf. ABOVE C 2.

1375' HARBOUR Bruce vi. 66 Sua that we Sail ay at our

avantage be. c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 44 Loke who that

is most pacient in love, He is at his avantage al above, c 1430

Hymns to Virg. (1867) 81 Whanne age haj> us at his auaunt-

age. 1475 CAXTON Jason 77 b, That they sholde slee him
if they founde him at their auantage.

2. In Tennis, when the two sides have gained
the equal number of points or games known as

DEUCE, the next point or game is reckoned as

advantage or vantage (i.e. temporary superiority)

to the side winning it. Hence attrib. in advan-

tage game, set. AlsoyTy.
6-1641 MILTON Reform. \. Wks. 1847, 10 For if the Scrip-

ture be for reformation, and antiquity to boot, it is but an

advantage to the dozen, it is no winning cast. 1875 H. H.
GIBBS (Note} In matches, advantage sets are played ; and

then, when the players are at say
'

5 games all,' either must

win two games running in order to win the set. 1882 Daily
Tel. 10 July 2/7 The first was an advantage sett, and in

playing off Lawford won by 4 to 2.

f 3. A place of vantage ; esp. a rising ground
an elevation ;

= VANTAGE-GROUND. Obs. See III.

1386 CHAUCER Man ofL. T. 48 Such place as thought hem
avauntage For here entent. c 1425 WYNTOWS Cron. vm.
xxxvi. 53 Had he noucht fowndyn in mare hy Ane Awawn-

tage, he had bene dede. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \\. 412
Shimei. . holding himselfe upon the advantage of a moun-
tain-side. 1633 STAFFORD Pac, Hib. xvi. (1821) 387 A Plat-

forme was made upon a ground of advantage (not farre

from the Campe). 1630 FULLER Holy War MI. xxvii. (1840)

166 Egypt is a low level country
1

, except some few advantages
which the Egyptians had fortified for themselves. 1663 BLAIR

A utobiog. vu. (1848) 96 Upon this rebuke I drew my horse to

an advantage.

1 4. A time of vantage, a favourable occasion,

an opportunity, a ' chance.' Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Man o/L. T. 118 They cannot seen in that

non avantage Ne m non other way, save manage, c 1400

Destr. Troy xv. 7051 But wirdis, (rat is wicked, waitis hir

avauntage. 1561 T. N[ORTON] tr. Calvin's Instit. iv. 137

He was compelled to watch an aduauntage to take his lour-

ney. 159* SHAKS. Ven.ff Aden. 129 Make use oftime, let not

advantage slip. 1655 FULLER C/t, Hist. in. 5 [They] lie at

catch, and wait advantages one against another. 1667



ADVANTAGE.
MILTON P. L. ix. 258 Watches, no doubt, with greedy hope
to find His wish and best advantage, us asunder.

5. A favouring circumstance ; anything which

gives one the superiority or tends to improve one's

position. (The opposite is disadvantage.)
1483 CAXTON Cato C ij, Euery man kepeth and loueth better

that which he acquirelh wyth payn . . thenne that whych
Cometh of auauntage. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, in. iii. 42 lie

vse th' aduantage of my Power. 1607 TOPSEI.I. four-footed
Beasts (1673) 55o[He] compareth the wrath of Perseus stand-

ing betwixt two advantages unto a Tiger betwixt two preys.

'*55 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. 121 This petition, though pre-
sented with all advantage, found no other entertainment
than delays, c 1660 A'arr. late Parlt. in Sel. llarl. Misc.

(i793> 406 What company of foot, and other advantages,
it is not certainly known. 1716-8 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE
Lett. I. xviii. 57 He needs not the advantage of his rank

to appear charming. 1874 REYNOLDS John Baft. i. i.

12 He was himself possessed of all their advantages, while

he is placed on a vantage-ground above them.

b. To take (the obs.) advantage of (by, at obs.),

to make one's advantage of, a thing : To use any
favourable condition which it yields; to avail

oneself of. Often in a bad sense : To seize an

accidental or unintended opportunity of profiting,

to overreach (a person).
I393GOWER Cmf. III. 322 He, that by her body wolde

Take avauntage. 1398 SHAKS. Merry Wives in. iii. 116 To
take an ill aduantage of his absence. 1618 DONNI: Sen/i.

cxliii. V. 851 Laban . . made advantages upon him, deluded

him. 1620 SANDERSON Serin. Ad. Pop. n. v. 155 He doth

arripere ansani, take all advantage as it were, and lay hold
on every occasion to do that. 1657 Ibiti. (1674) Pref. 10

The Papists make a great advantage of these home-differ-

ences. 1664 POWER Kxp. Philos. I. 16 You may see them

sometimes, if you happily take the advantage. 1705 Aonl-
SON Italy 6 Taking the Advantage of a Side-wind. 1817

JAS. MILL Brit. India. II. iv. iii. 95 Inclined to make their

advantage of his necessities. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cony.
III. xii. 251 Here was material enough for the craft of

William to take advantage of.

c. To take any one at (upon, on obs.) advantage :

when the circumstances favour the taker, as by

surprise, stratagem, etc.
;

to surprise. To flay

upon advantage (obs.) : to cheat.

1523 LD. BEHSERS p'roissart I. xviii. 24 They wold haue
ben slayn, or taken at auauntage. 1592 WARNER Albion's

Eng. vn. xxxvi. 11612) 174 Howlieit, on aduantage plai'd

Gynetta all this while. 1607 HIERON ll'tt. 1. 430 The griping
Nimrods of the world reioyce in their taking men vpon ad-

uantages. 1656 Bp. HALL Occas. Mcdit. (1851) T7 It were
woe with any of us all, if God should take us at advantages.
1668 SEDLEY Mulb. Garden H. ii. (1766) 63 Your only way is

to turn rook and play upon advantage. x8a6 SOUTHEY in

(_'. Rci: XXXIV. 330 Once it happened that the enemy
took him at advantage.

II. The result of a superior or better position.
6. Benefit; enhancement, improvement; increased

well-being or convenience ; resulting benefit. To

one's aiivantage : to one's benefit, beneficial to one.
.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cottsc. 1012 fat world was made to our

most avantage. i3p3GowKR Con/. I. 194 So can I see none

avauntage, But all is lost, if she abide. 1477 EARL RIVERS

(Caxton) Dictcs 143 Wisemen . . semblably do auantage to

other. 1396 SHAKS. i lien. II7
,

i. i. 27 Those_blessed feet,

Which, fourteen hundred years ago, were nail'd, For our

aduantage, on the bitter Crosse. 1667 MILTON /'. /.. xn.

510 Who all the sacred mysteries of Heaven To their own
vile advantages shall turn Of lucre and ambition. 177Z

Junius Lett. Ixviii. 337 You shall have all the advantage
of his opinion. 1843 MIALL Xonconf. III. 209 Tahiti can-

not be colonised with advantage. 1881 Daily A'rats 3 Nov.

1/2 If the Gentleman who travelled from Yeovil Junction . .

with a violin case, will send his address he will hear of some-

thing to his advantage.
b. To advantage : So as to increase or augment

the effect of anything ; advantageously, favourably.

1709 POPE Ess. Critic. 297 True Wit is Nature to ad-

vantage dress'd. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. ff It. Jrnls. I. 303
The atmosphere has a quality of showing objects

to a better

advantage. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. 15. looTo see the lower

portion of this glacier to advantage. Mod. That dress sets

off her figure to advantage.

t7. Pecuniary profit, gain; interest on money
lent. Obs.

'393 GOWER Con/. III. 46 The scale and therupon thymage
OfThebith for his avauntage He taketh. 1413 LVDC. Pylgr.
Sfnvle iv. xxxiii. (1483) 8r His rentes and revenues and suche

other nuantages. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. Ixxiii. 10 There out

sucke they no small auauntage. 1596 SHAKS. Aferch. Yen.

I. iii. 71 You neither lend nor borrow Vpon aduantage.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World II. iv. vii. i. 280 Forcing them
to restore the spoyles with aduantage. 1665 MANLEY
Grotiuss Low-Countrey-Warrs 181 Another fleet . . had
fallen upon the Molucca Islands, bringing away great ad-

vantage.

t 8. Greater quantity or number,
' more-ness' ;

amount or quantity over, additional amount, over-

plus, excess. To, of advantage (Fr. tfavantage,
de plus) : in addition, more. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 209 Atle bise timliche binges bou sselt habbe to

auontage. Ibid. 210 God deb him auontage of be timliche

guodes. 1534 LD. BERSERS Gold. Bk. M. A urel. (15461 Bv. b,

I saie further of aduauntage, that dyuers haue written of

the tyme of the saide Marke Aureleo. 1570 KANAM in Bury
Wills (1850) 156 One blacke stered heckforde of the age of

two yeres and the aduantage. 1604 SHAKS. OtH. iv. iii. 84
As many to' th' vantage. 1611 SHELTON Quix. I. 15, 4
or 5 Sheets of Advantage at the end of the Book. 164*
FULLER Holy I, Prof. St. \. xi. 29 She being a woman that

in all her actions (to be sure to do enough) made always
measure with advantage.

III. Comb, advantage-ground, a position that

134

gives advantage or superiority to a combatant j

now usually written vantage-ground.
1628 EARLK ^licrocosni. .\xxiv. 73 He stands taller on his

own bottom, than others on the advantage ground of fortune.

1659 RCSHWORTH tfist. Coll. I. IT The Bohemians stood

upon the advantage-ground betwixt the Imperialists and

Prague, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rehell. III. Ded. 10 On
the advantage-ground of being established by the Laws.

C5- Phrase-key. At my, his a i d, be at a i c, gain, get,

give a over i b, have a of i b, make a of 5 b, of a 8, play

upon ,150, takertofsb, take at ti 50, tennis a 2, to<z6b, 8,

to one's a 6.

Advantage (dcdwntfabtX v.\ also 5-6 avan-

tage, 6 advauntage. [a. Fr. avanfage-r, -tt't; to

cause advantage. For change from a- to ad- see

ADVANCE.] To do, bring, or be of, advantage to.

1. To give an advantage or superiority to, favour.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres iv. i. 117 Souldiers of great

working Prm', 192 Although Charles Town do not advan-

tage such o're-topping batteries as Boston doth. 1871
LOWELL Study Windows 96 Boston was also advantaged
with the neighbourhood of the country's oldebt College.

f b. To place advantageously. Obs.

1650 FuLLKR/Yi^wA Sight n. iv. 115 All the cities of refuge
on this side Jordan were advantaged on very high founda-

tions. 1662 Worthies (1840) III. 116 Advantaged for

western voyages by its situation.

f c. To set off to advantage. Obs.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (i8nj V. 303 How dress advan-

tages women !

2. To further, promote, advance, contribute to the

progress of (anything).
1586 J. HOOKER Giraldnss Hist.Irel. in Holinsh. II. 84/2

Hereby he . . aduantaged the flight of his capteine. 1651
HOBBKS GOT.', fy Soc. vi. 4. 113 It would no whit advantage
the liberty of the subject. <ri68i SIR!'. BROWNE Tracts 6

Variously interspersed expressions from plants, elegantly

advantaging the significancy of the Text. 1692 WASHING-
TON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. ii. 11851' 62 Nor do you much ad-

vantage your cause by telling us Moses was a king. 1858
BRIGHT Sp. 11876' 301 The agriculture of this country has

been advantaged by the importation of reaping machines.

f 3. To add to the amount or value of. Obs.

1496-7 PLUMPTON Corr. 129, I have done good ther and

avantaged much wood and tymber. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. JIf,

iv. iv. 323 Aduantaging their I-oue [? loan] with interest Of
ten-times double gain ofhappiness. 1640 FULLER AbelRediv.,

l>'oxe (1867) II. 81 Friendship . . advantaged with the sym-
pathy of their natures. 1673 RAY Journ. Lmu Countries

Pref., To advantage the Catalogue I have added thereto a

brief narrative.

4. To put in a better position, prove beneficial

to, benefit, profit.

1530 PALSGR. 440 This can nothyng avauntage you. 1647
FULLKR Holy War n. xxix. 81 Some think their coming ad-

vantaged King Baldwine. 1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos,

(1701) QI/I [I] have advantaged all that conversed with me.

1686 W. DE BRITAIN*: Hum, Prud. 22. 108 Winds, which

jf they do not throw down, do advantage Trees, a 1754
FIELDING Wife at Home in. vi. Wks. 1784 II. 40 If you are

not advantaged by the stratagem, you will be disadvantaged

by the discovery. 1848 RUSKIS Mod. Painters II. in. n. iv.

$9. 191 How far it would be possible to advantage a statue

by the addition of colour, I venture not to affirm.

fb. impersonal. To profit, benefit. Obs,

i56TiNDALE Luke ix. 25 What shall itt avauntage a man '?

1549 COVERDALE Erastit. Paraphr. i Cor. x. 5 Nothyng ad-

uauntaged them to escape out of Egipte, if they caried furthe

Egipte with them. 1611 BIBLE i Cor. xv. 32 What aduan-

tageth it me, if the dead rise not?

f c. absol. Obs.

1610 SHAKS. Temp, i. i. 34 Make the rope of his destiny
our cable, for our own doth little aduantage. 1668 CHILD
Disc. Trade (16941 57 To leave them money without skill

to use it, would advantage little.

f 5. refl.
To benefit oneself. To advantage one-

self of,
with : to take advantage of. Obs.

1598 VONG Diana. 187 Yet will I not aduantage me with any
such remedy. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. viii. (1632) 212 No
man of courage vouchsafeth to advantage himselfe of that

which is common unto many. 1615 T. ADAMS Lycanthropy

31 They will be sure to advantage themselves of the wind.

1693 Mem. Count Teckely ii. 149 The Christians sought for

nothing but advantaging themselves at the expence of the

Turks.

t6. To gain, profit. Obs.

1557 N - T. (Genev.) Luke xix. 15 To wyt what euery man
had auantaged.

t Adva*ntageable, a. Obs. Also 5-6 av-.

[f. prec. + -ABLE.] Tending to advantage ; profit-

able ; advantageous.
1548 GESTE Priuee Masse 72 Nedefull to hys churchc and

so avantageable to him selve. 1599 NASHK Lenten Stuff*-

25 A cowe . . what an advantageable creature she is. 1657

1 . REEVE Pleafor Nineveh Ep. Ded. i If ye be industrious

..ye may drive a very advantageable trade.

Advantaged (Jedva-ntM^d),///. a. [f. AnVAS-

TAGE v. + -El).] Placed at advantage ; furthered,

promoted ; benefited, profited.

1603 SHAKS. Metis, for M. in. i. 265 The poore Mariana

aduantaged, and the corrupt Deputy scaled. 1654 FULLER

2 Serai. ^ Armed Power, advantaged with Pohcie. 1796

BURKE Regie. Peace Wks. 1842 II. 280 Thus advantaged, if

it can at all exist, it must finally prevail. 1878 SIMPSON

Sch. Shaks. I. 134 Philip as their nearest neighbour would

be the most advantaged.

Advantageous (tedvant^i'djas), a.
;

also 6-7

advantagious. [ad. Fr. avantageux, -euse, f. avail-

tage : seeADVANTAGE and -ous. The common 1 7th c.

ADVENT.

spelling is evidently due to looking upon the word
as formed from the med. L. avantagium, a latinized

form of avantage. Cf. contagious, litigious.]

1. Of advantage ; furnishing advantages ; profit-

able, useful, opportune, beneficial, favourable.

1598 FLORIO, Artaiitaggioso, aduantageous, hauing ods or

aduantage. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. ff Cr. v. iv. 22, I doe not flye ;

but aduantagious care Withdrew me from the oddes of

multitude. 1667 MILTON P. L. IL 368 Here perhaps Som
advantagious act may be achiev'd By sudden onset, 1766
BURKE Late Administ. Wks. II. 5 Making an advantageous
treaty of commerce with Russia, c 1860 MAURICE filer.

$ Mctapk. Pkilos. IV. ix, 37. 559 Condillac is an advan-

tageous and admirable type of the school.

b. Const, to, for (unto obs.).
1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 49 Heere is euery thing aduanta-

geous to life. 1618 RALEIGH Rein. (1664) 149 Advantagious
also, as well for the publick weal, as the private person. 1630
PRYNNE Anti.Arntin. 123 What can be more aduantagious
vnto Satan. 1767 Jnnius Lett. viii. 33 A wise doctrine . .

equally advantageous to the king and his subjects. 1868

PF.ARD Water-farming tim. 131 Heat is agreeable, if not

advantageous to most fresh-water fish.

1 2. Apt to take advantage, overreaching, sharp.

(Cotgr. Avantagenx, advantageous, also very for-

ward, full of forwardness.) Obs. rare.

1590 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 226 They (Jews) are a

subtile and advantagious people and wonderfully eager of

gaine.

Advantageously (Eedvant^-dgasli), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY-.]
1. In an advantageous manner ; with advantage ;

beneficially, profitably ; favourably.

Fishing . . which so advantageously offers it self. 1734 tr.

Rollins Anc. Hist. I.n. 1 11827) 230 The scripture in several

places speaksadvantageouslyoftheircavalry. 1863 KISGLAKE
Crimea (18771 IV- ix. 235 Lord Raglan was advantageously
placed, 1878 GLADSTONE Prim. Homer 133 Hector com-

pares , . very advantageously with the worthless Paris.

f2. With readiness to take (improper) advan-

tage, eagerly. Obs.

1602 WARNER Albion s Eng. xv. xcviii. (1612) 388 Too ad-

uantagiously from out our Kubrick they vnyoke.

Advantageousness (cedvantji-d^asnes). [f.

as prec. + -NESS.] The quality or state of being ad-

vantageous ; profitableness, usefulness.

1659 BOYLE Love ofGod 18. 117 The last Property which

qualify's God the fittest Object for our Love . . is the Ad-

vantagiousness of His to us. 1750 F. COVENTRY Pompcy
the Little v. (1788) 40 The advantageousness of the match
soon prevailed with her parents. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Loom ff Lugger II. v. 90 The advantageousness of trade.

Advaunt, variant of AVAUNT v. Obs. to boast.

Advayle, -able, obs. forms of AVAIL, -ABLE.

Advecti'tious, a. 06s.~ a
[f. L. aitvectid-us

(f. advcct-us, pa. pple. of aiiveh-!re to carry to ;

f. ad to + veh-lre to carry) + -oi'S.]
' W hich is

brought or carryed unto.' Blount 1656. Whence
in Phillips, Bailey, Ash, and mod. Diets.

Advelient (ardvilient), a. fad. L. advehent-em

pr. pple. of adveh-ere: see prec.] Carrying to-

wards, afferent.

1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. ff Phys. I. 646/2 The advehent

veins of the kidneys carry venous blood to these organs.

Advencoun, early form of ADVENTION. Obs.

Advene (acdvrn), v. [a. MFr. adven-ir, com-

mon spelling of avenir : L. advenire to come to,

f. ait to + venire to come.]
1. itttr. To accede or come (to} ;

to be
super-

added, as part of something, though not essential.

1606 OWEN Epigr. (NARES) Venus (saith onei spontan'ous

doth advene Un? all things. i6ji N. BIGGS A'cw Dispens.

229. 166 But a momentary help is that, which advenes by

phlebotomy. 1710 AYLIFFE Pnrerg. 148 The accidental of

any act, is said to be whatever advenes to the act itself

already substantiated. 1810-30 COLERIDGE Rent. 11836) III.

19 Where no act of the will advenes as a co-efficient.

2. tram. To come to, reach.

1839 J. ROGERS Antipopopr. Introd. 25 The extremity

whereof I have not arrived at or advened.

f Adve'nement. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. MFr. ad-

vencmcHt, occas. spelling of avenement a coming,
an event, f. avenir : see prec. and -MENT.] That

which comes or happens ;
an event, incident.

1400 CAXTON Eneydos \. 12 The aduenementes and aduer-

sitees of warre ben doubtous and vnder the honde offortune.

Advenge, -ment, obs. forms of AVENGE, -MENT.

f Adve'nient, a. Obs. [ad. L. advenient-em

pr. pple. of adveiu-re : see ADVENE.] Coming (to

anything) from without; additional, superadded;
adventitious.

1594 Wounds of Civ. War iv. i. in Hazl. Dodsl. VII. 158

OldMarius will foresee advenient harms. 1646 SIR T.

BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 336 These are the advenient and

artificiall wayes of denigration. 1667 BOYLE Orig. Form ff

Qiial , The advenient Humane Soul becoming now the true

Forme of the Humane Body. 1870 SMITH Sjnt.t, Antonyms,
Future Syn. Forthcoming, Coming, Advenient.

Advent (se-dvent). [a. OKr. advent, literary

form of attvent : L. adventus arrival, f. advent-re

to come to : see ADVENE. Applied in Christian

literature specially to the Coming of the Saviour ;

whence, in the ecclesiastical calendar, the name of



ADVENTION.

the period preceding the festival of the Nativity,

the earliest sense in Eng. (loth or nth c.) and the

only sense in French. In the middle of the I5th c.

it became in Eng. also the proper title of the Incar-

nation ;
whence extended to our Lord's anticipated

Second Advent as Judge (as already in Latin, in

Tertullian), and to that of the Holy Spirit at

Pentecost ; in modern times partly as an extension

of this, partly with reference to the primary sense

of 'arrival' in L., it has been used of any important
arrival, or even for arrival simply.]
1. In the ecclesiastical calendar, the season im-

mediately preceding the festival of the Nativity,
now including the four preceding Sundays.
1099-1121 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) anno 1099 Osmund

biscopof Searbyris innon Aduent for&ferde. a 1121 //V/.anno

963 On J>e fyrste sunnondaeg of Aduent. c xaoo Trin. Colt.

Horn. 3 pesse J>re wuken, |>e ben cleped aduent, bat is seg-

gen on englis ure louerd ihesu cristes to cume. 1297 R.

GLOUC 463 Gret frost ther com in Aduent. 1482 flfotik of
Evesham (1869) 49 Y fastyd the dayes of aduent. 1599
THVNNE Animadv. (1865) 40 Nowell . . is that tyme whiche
is properlye called the Advente. 1611 COTGR., Advents
de Noel, the time of advent ; before Christmas.

17^04
NELSON Festiv, 4- Fasts ii. (1739) 27 Advent Sundays, The
four Sundays that preceed the Great Festival ofour Saviour's

Nativity. 1860 TRENCH Serin. Westm. Abb. i. i All the ser-

vices of this Advent season.

2. The Coming of the Lord Jesus Christ as Sa-

viour of the world
;
the Incarnation. Hence his

expected Second Coming as Judge, and the Coming
of the Holy Spirit as at Pentecost.

ciw>Gesta Rom. ii. 7 Afore be Advente ofcriste. 1582 N.T.
(Rheims) i Thess. iv. 15 We which Hue, which are remain-

ing in the aduent \other versions coming] of our Lord. 1636
PRVNNE Unbish. Tim. fy Tit. (1661) 63 Priests and Presby-
ters who .. imprecate the Lords Advent to the Eucharist.

1664 JER. TAVLOR Confirm. (R.) The perfective Unction of

Chrism gives to him the advent of the Holy Spirit. 1784
COWPER Task vi. 866 Who, could they see The dawn of thy
last advent, long desir'd, Would creep into the bowels of the

hills. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul I. 605 On the nearness of the

final Messianic Advent, the Jewish and the Christian world
were at one.

3. By extension, Any important or epoch-making
arrival. In modern usage applied poetically or

grandiloquently to any arrival. (This use is un-

known to Johnson 1755 and Todd 1818.)
174* YOUNG Night Th. v. 906 Death's dreadful Advent is

the Mark of Man. 1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past. Introd. 4,

5 The advent of the Normans. 1840 HOOD Up the Rhine
50 Too much interested., to notice the advent of another pas-

senger. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. vi. 21 Expecting still his

advent home.

Adventayle, var. AVENTAIL, part of a helmet.

[Adventine, in Johnson, copied by subseq. Diets.,

from Bacon's Nat. Hist., is a misprint foi adventiue :

see ADVENTIVE.]
t Adve'ntion. Obs. rare~l

; only form 5 ad-

vencoun. [ad. med. L. advention-em addition

(Du Cange), n. of action, f. L. advem-re to come
to : see ADVENE.] An extrinsic addition.

{1400 Apol. for Loll. 55 Al kynd of syn, felony, and
abhominacoun, and new aduencouns. And in ber acluen-

couns )>ey are filid [ = defiled].

t Adve'ntious, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec. after

contention, contentious, etc.] ADVENTITIOUS.
1641 FRENCH Distillation vi. (i6si> 177 Ifanyskilfull philo-

sopher could . . separate this adventious impurity from gold.

1652 Yorksh. Spa xiii. 104 Rather adventious, or preter-

natural, then natural.

llAdyentitia (cedventi-Jia), sb.pl. Phys. [L.

adventicia, pi. neut. of adj. adventicius: see AD-

VENTITIOUS.] Membranous structure, usually mor-

bid, covering but not belonging to an organ.
1876 tr. Wagtiers Gen. Pathoi. 147 The adventitia of the

large veins of the abdomen. 1878 HAMILTON Nerv. Dis. 18

Any adventitia that may be attached to the dura mater.

t Adventi'tial, a. Obs. [f. L. adventJci-ns AD-
VENTITIOUS + -ALI.] A by-form of ADVENTITIOUS.
Also used subst.

1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (1673) 102 Their flesh

allayeth all adventitia! and extraordinary heat. 1633 T.
ADAMS Exp. 2 Pet. iii. 5 (1865) 636/2 There be three degrees
of ignorance .. Secondly, adventitial, which is accompanied
with actual sin. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 77 Neither doth
nature prefer any creature for its adventitials or accidentals.

t Adventi'tion. Obs. rare 1
, [improp. f. AD-

VENTIT-IOUS + -ION, after nutritions, nutrition, etc.]
= ADVENTION.
1671 J. WEBSTER Metattogr. viii. 123 The adventition and

mixture of extraneous matter.

Adventitious (redventi-J^s), a.
;
also adven-

ticious.
[f. L. adventici-iis, in med. L. corruptly

written aaventiti-ns, coming to us from abroad +
-ous: see ADVENT, and -ITIOUS). The occas. ad-

venticious is etymologically a better spelling.]
1. Of the nature of an addition from without

;

extrinsically added, not essentially inherent ; super-
venient, accidental, casual. Cf. the obs. ADVENTIVE.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 1307 That which is extra-

ordinarily adventitious, unholsome and diseased. 1627
HAKEWILL Apol. \\. ix. 6 This decay in the creatures ariseth
. . from an adventicious and externall cause. 1630 HOWELL
Lett. (1650) I. 387 Greek. . was an adventitious, no mother-

language to them. 1677 GALE Crt, of Gentiles II. iv. 36 An
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adventitious joy which hath no funde or bpttome. 1756 C.

LUCAS Ess. on waters I. 35 Our Thames . . is tainted with an
infinite variety of adventitious bodies from the streets. 1831
CARLYLK Sart. Res. (1858) 34 When a man first strips him-
self of adventitious wrappages; and sees indeed that he is

naked. 1846 GROTE Greece 118621 I, xviii. 424 An adven-
titious population accumulated in Attica.

2. Law. (See quot.)
1651 W. G. tr. CmveVs Insiit. 17 Estate whither adven-

titious or bequeathed. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Adventitious,
in the Civil Law, is applied to such goods as fall to a man,
either by mere fortune, or by the liberality of a stranger,
or by collateral, not direct succession. In this sense the
word stands opposed to Profeditions ; by which are signi-
fied such goods as descend in a direct line. 1880 MVIRHEAD
Ulpian vi. 3 A dowry is either

profecticious,
that is, given

by the woman's father, or adventicious, given by some other

person.
3. Nat. Hist. Appearing casually, or out of the

normal or usual place, tsp. in Bot. of roots, shoots,

buds, etc. produced in unusual parts of the plant.
1676 GKKW At/at. Plants iv. i. ii. 11682) 148 There are also

some spots, or rather streaks, which are adventitious ; as
those in the Leaves of Sonchus. 1836 TODD Cycl. Antit. fy

Phys. I. 606/1 Like all adventitious organic products, cica-

trices are very readily irritated. 1842 (JR\\ Struct. />W. iii.

2 (1880) 45 Even leaves may develop adventitious buds,

1872 OLIVES Kleni. Hot, n. 233 The celebrated Banyan tree,
remarkable for the enormous extension of its crown by
means of adventitious roots.

Adventitiously (sedv&rti-Jasli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -L\*2.] In an adventitious manner; byway of

extraneous addition ; extrinsically.

1746 WATSON in Phil. Trans, XLIV. 82 The Phosphor!
. . some of which shine of themselves naturally, as the Glow-
worm and Dates; or adventitiously, as the Flesh of Animals,
which most probably arises from a Degree of Putrefaction.

185* GLADSTONE Gleanings IV. Ixxvii, 118 A political colour
has been adventitiously affixed by some persons to my pub-
lication.

Adventitiousness (sedv&itrjasnes), [f.
as

prec. -f -NESS.] The quality or state of being ad-

ventitious ;
accidental presence.

1847 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. IX. 71/1 The character of

adventitiousness is conceived to arise in three different ways.

t Adve'ntive, and sl>. Obs. [f.
L. advent-

(ppl. stem of advcm-rc, see ADVENE) + -IVE, as if

ad. L. *adventivits. Cf. preventive, inventive]
A. adj. Used by Bacon for ADVENTITIOUS.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, IT. xi, i The considerations of
the original of the soul, whether it be nattue or adventiue.

1626 Syh'a 456 11651) The Cause may be, for that Ad-
ventiue Heat doth chear up the Natiue Juyce of the Tree.

B. sb. An immigrant, a sojourner.
a 1626 li.\cox Adi', i 'filters tT.t That the natives be not so

many, but that there may be elbow-room enough for them,
and for the adventives also.

t Adve'lltry. Obs. rare 1

. [Formed by Ben

Jonsonon adventer, a 1 7th c. form of ADVENTURE?'.,
after the analogy of enfry from enter.'] An adven-

ture
;
an enterprise or undertaking.

a 1616 B. JONSON I'oyage Itself (.R.) Act a brave work,
call it thy last adventry.

t Adve'ntual, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med. L. ad-

ventndlis pertaining to Advent, f. L. adventus :

see ADVENT and -AiA] Of or belonging to Advent.

(Blount in Ghssogr. (1656) gives it as a synonym
of ADVENTITIOUS.)
1614 25 J. BOYS Wks. 1630, 78 The first Gospel in the first

Dominical 1, according to the Churches account is Adven-
tuall, a Scripture describing Christ and his Kingdome.
a 1663 SANDERSON Semi. (J.) I do also daily use one other

collect : as, namely, the collects adventual, quadragesimal.

Adventure (sC'dve'ntuu, -tjai). Forms : 3-6
aventure, auenture, aunter

; 3-5 auntre
; 4

aventer, auntyre, -our
; 4-5 aventur, -owre,

awnter, auntur(e, -er(e, anter ; 4-6 aventre,
auentour; 5 awentuer, awntyr ; 6-7 adventer ;

5- adventure, [a. OFr. auentitre : L. advcntilra

(sc. res} a thing about to happen to any one
;

fut.

pple. of advem-re to happen : see ADVENE. The

early Eng. auentifre soon passed in pop. speech

through the forms a^rentur, airntnr, to aunter

and antcr (still common in Scotl.), while aventicre

remained a literary form. In 5-6 the Fr. was
often re-spelt adventure in imitation of L., a fashion

which (though it soon died out in France) passed
into Eng., and permanentlyaflected the word. After

1600 the last syllable was still obscure, -sr.]

j-1. That which comes to us, or happens without

design ; chance, hap, fortune, luck. Obs.

(1230 Ancren Rtivle 340 Swuch cas, and swuch auenture
bitirned to summe monne. f 1314 Guy Wariv. 187 To the

Lombardes bifel iuel auentour. 1340 Ayenh. 18 Guodes of

aventure, ase richesses, worssipe, and hesnesse. a 1400
Metr. Horn. 30 Fel auntour that this enfermer Was sek.

c 1450 LONELICH Grail xxxviii. 109 Go As Aventure wil the

lede. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay i. 5 As for aduenture or

chaunce it is nothing els but disorder and confusion. 1594
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. (1617) 52 Infants . . whom the cruelty
of unnatural parents casteth out and leaveth to the adven-
ture of uncertain pity. 1699 DRVDEN T./r. Chaucer, Flower
and Lea/'605 She smiled with sober cheer, And wish'd me
fair adventure for the year.

t b. Per adventure, by adventure, of adven-
ture Of T. par aventure) : By chance. The two
latter are obs., the first now treated as a single

ADVENTURE.
word, with sense perchance, perhaps. See PERAD-
VENTURE.
i97 R. GLOUC. 375 He rod an honte}>, & per auntre hys

hors spurde. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. v. 25 Lest perauenture
thin aduersarie take thee to the domesman. c 1440 Rom.
Rose 1502 For Narcisus, shortly to telle, By aventure come
to that welle. c 1430 LVDG. Bochas n. xxviii. (1554) 64 b,
So befell, Remus, . .Of auenture, went ouer the wall. 1483
CAXTON Gold. l^eg. 98 Of auenture with his handes he
touched his eyen. 1557 A". A rtlntr (Copland 1 1. i. Hy aduen-
ture he mette Merlyn in a beggers araye. 1675 HOBBKS
Odyss, 210 A chopping -board was near him by adventure.

t C. An, on, in, upon, for adventure gaunter) :

In case, lest, for fear. (Grig, with
if, lest, that

added.) Obs. (Hence by the addition of the ad-

verbial -INGS, the northern ANAUNTEKINS.)
1362 LANGI.. /'. /'/. A. in. 72 An auenture ^e han ^owre hire

here, and ^oure heuene als. 1387 TRI-.VISA Higden Rolls
Ser. II. 295 Anaunter leste he olde man schulde be holde a
lecchour. 1393 GOWKR Con/. III. 331 In aunter if he might
amende. < 1430 LVDG. Alin. Poems (1840) 45 In aunter that
thou tourne unto displeasaunce. c 1430 SyrGeneridesgi-fi
And so ihei ride on hunting For auenture of ony spiyng.
'ta 1450 I'isit. Sick in Maskell's Men. Rit. Eccl. AngL III.

3 Sinne no more on aunter thow fallc wors. 1480 CAXTON
Chron, Kng, vn. (1520) 84/2 Upon aventure me sholde lyke
some other bysshopryche to gyve hym. 1551 ROBINSON tr.

More's Utopia (1869) 57 In aunters the Englishmen shoulde
sturre. 1558 KENNEDY in blisc. ll'od. Sec. (18441 127 Nor be
led with hym that is blynd, in aventure ge fall baith in the
fowsie.

1 2. A chance occurrence, an event or issue, an
accident. Also in Law. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor Ulumii 454 Qua herd euer a warr auntur.

c 1400 Di-str. Troy xvi. 7327 Achilles ban auerthward bis

auntre beheld. 1551 ROBINSON iT.More's Utopia 141 Them
that kepe watchc and warde in harneis btfore the tranche
for sodeine auentures. 1663 KL'TLKR Hitdibret& i. i. 633 For
they a sad Adventure met. 1691 I.IUUST Laiv Ditt., Avt'n-
tnrc is a mischance, causing the death of a Man, without

Felony. I7Z7 S\VIKT C,nllh>. in. i. 181, I was ready to enter-
tain an hope, that this adventure might some way or other

help to deliver me.

t 3. A trial of one's chance, or of an issue
;
a

hazard, venture, or experiment. To give the ad-

venture ; to make the venture, to try the experi-
ment. To stand in aventure : to remain on trial,

to hang in the balance, or in doubt. Obs.

f 1306 CHAUCER A"/. ^'.328 Hecre in this prisoun, moote
we endure And euerich of vs, take his auentnre. c 1400
Dcstr. Troy in. 827, I wold boune me to batell and take my
bare aunter, Von worthy wethir to wyn. < 1460 TemiteIcy
Myst. 189 By nyghtertaylle dede shuld he be, And tille oure

awnterstanaiIkon. 1523 Li>. BERNEKS frofssarf I.ccxxxvi.

334 Itbehoutd them to nLytie their aduentur. 1535 STEWART
t'tvn. Scotl. (1858) I. 85 The victorie stude lang in aventour.

J595 SHAKS. John \. v. 22 To try the faire aduenture of to

morrow. 1607 Torsi-.i.L Four-footed Beasts (1673,1 1 5 Where-

upon
' Patroclus' (one of the elephants] gave the adventure,

and passed over safely. 1673 Lady's Calling u. in. xv. 80

Marriage is so great an adventure, that once seems enough
for the whole life. 1769 90 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. xiv. (1876)

<jo When we adapt the character of the landscape . . This
is a very difficult adventure.

t b. At adventure, -s : At hazard, at random,

recklessly ; ('//// clause) on chance. Obs.

c 1420 Cirnr (ft' I,i(ni 2188 The bowmen and eke the arblas-

ters, Armed them all at aventer*. 1523 LD. HERNKRS Froissart

I. cxcii. 228 Certayn of the garyson .. rode forthe at aduen-
ture somwhat to wyn. 1561 T. N[ORTON] tr. Cah'in's lust.

i. ii Yet is this no small fault, at aduenture to worship an
unknowen God. 1577 tr. Hnllinger Dec. (1592) 228 Some . .

marrie at aduentures, to their owne decay, and vtter de-

struction. 1665 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 772 Nor was what
I writ a prophecy at adventure. 1777 HUME F,$s.$ Treat.

I. 172 Shall this business be allowed to go altogether at

adventures?
In later times sometimes improperly printed at a venture

as in i AVsxxii. 34
' A certaine man drew a bowA/ a rv-

tnre' (read at ai>nture\ and in SHAKS. 2 Hen. 11
', i. i. 59,

where the correct
*

Speake at aduenture' is printed in the

Globe ed.
'

Speak at a venture.'

f c. At all adventure, -s : At random, anyhow ;

hence. At all hazards, at any risk, whatever may
be the consequence, recklessly ;

and later, At all

events, at any rate, in any case. Obs.

1485 CAXTON (.'has. the Gt. 193 Kche took an hors of them

Jat were dede, which ranne at al aduenture. 1540 WHIT-
TINTON Titlly's Off. i. 46 We shall do nothyng folysshly and
at all aduentures. 1553 T. WILSON Rhetor. 47 b, Plaie as

young boyes or scarre crowes do, whiche showte. . at all

aventures hittie missie. 1677 HALE Contempt, n. 195 Be
contented herein .. and be Thankful to him at all adven-
tures. 1690 LOCKE Hunt. Undcrst. \\. xvii. 2 (1727) I. 316
The Effects of Chance and Hazard, of a mind floating at all

adventures. 1760 JORTIN Life ofErasm. 11.76 At all ad-

ventures the yoke was to be shaken off. 1793 SMEATON

Edystonc Lightho. 275 At all adventures they were to fit

the outside shell of the building.

4. Chance of danger or loss
; risk, jeopardy,

peril. To put in adventure', to put in jeopardy,
to imperil, to risk, to stake. Still in Mar. Jnsur.

1297 R. GLOUC. 64 And Jrou^te yt was not god To do hys

lyf an auntre._ c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. C. 242 His seele is on
anter. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce \. 606 He wes in full gret auen-

aduenture. 1615 Br. HALL Contempl. xxi. 79 Labouring to

prevent a common mischiefe, though with the adventure of

their owne. 1882 Mar. Jnsur. Policies And touching the

adventures and perils which the capital stock and funds of

the said Company are made liable unto. Ibid. Beginning the
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adventure upon the said Goods, Freight, and Merchandizes,
from the loading thereof aboard the said Ship.

5. A hazardous or perilous enterprise or perform-
ance ; a daring feat ; hence a prodigy, a marvel.
c 1314 Guy Warm. 35 Now GH wendeth into fer lond

More of auentoursfar to fond, c 13*5 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1600

To open vch a hide byng of aunteres vncowbe. 1384 CHAUCER
Leg~. G. Worn. 953 His aventourys in the se. c 1400 Destr.

Troy i. 153 In a cuntre was cald Colchos by name, Was
an aunter.. a wonderfull wethurweghes to be-holde. c 1420
Antnrs ofArther i. i (1842) i In the tyme of Arther thys
antur be-tydde. 1583 STANYHURST sEneis it. (1880) 69

Throgh surgye waters with mee too seek ther auenturs.

1617 SIR L. CRANFEILDE in Fortesc. Pap. 42 My many and

dangerous adventures in his Majesties service. 1867 PEAR-

SON Hist. Eng. I. 22 The romance of a brilliant adventure.

This passed insensibly into,

6. Any novel or unexpected event in which one

shares ; an exciting or remarkable incident befall-

ing any one.

1570 ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 29 Adventures now a days
mean experiences in travel. 1608 SHAKS. Peric. n. iii. 83 A
gentleman of Tyre. . looking for adventures in the world.

1716-8 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. I. xi. 40 One of the

pleasantest adventures I ever met with in my life. 1853 C.

BRONTE Villette vi. (1876) 42 To walk alone in London
seemed of itself an adventure.

7. A pecuniary risk, a venture, a speculation, a

commercial enterprise.
1625 BACON Ess. xxxiv. 239 He that puts all vpon Aduen-

tures, doth often times brake, and come to Pouerty. 1668

CHILD Disc, of Trade (ed. 4* 54 Whilst interest is at 6 per
cent, no man will run an adventure to sea for the gain of 8

or 9 per cent. 1683 EVELYN Mem. (1857) II. 179, I sold my
East India adventure of ,250 principal for 750. *793
SMEATOX Edystone Lightho. 197 Pu/zolana . . had been

imported as an adventure from Civita Vecchia. 1832 G. C.

LEWIS Use fy Ab. Pol. Terms iii. 33 Employing his capital
or labour in adventures only compatible with the existence

of the law.

8. The encountering of risks or participation in

novel and exciting events ; adventurous activity,

enterprise.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 64 My goste is gon in gode} grace,

In auenture her meruayte? meuen. 1596 SI-KSSKR /'. Q.
i. ix. 6 But what adventure, or what high intent, Hath

brought you hether. 1600 nKYWOOD ist Ediv. / /
', Anth.

to Bk. 17 Some citizens, some soldiers, borne to adventer . .

When we are borne, and to the world first enter. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turkes 11621) 1228 So the assault was begun
with great furie and adventure. 1823 Br. Jonathan I. 382,

I felt a yearning after adventure. 1863 BURTON l>k. Hunter

87 The auction room . . calls forth courage, promptness, and
the spirit of adventure.

f9. (,By analysis of the L. elements of the word.)
?A coming, arrival, advent. Obs.

i6 MEADE in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 297 III. 162 From a

delight they took in .so rare an adventure of a Prince of his

quality. 1649 SELDEN Laws of Eng. \. lix. (1739) 109 In

their first Adventure they paced the Stage.

1O. Comb, adventure-school, a school started

and conducted as a private speculation.
1834 H. MILLER Sc.

<$ Leg: xxviii. (.1857) 4 8 Sometimes he

taught an adventure school.

Adventure (sedve-ntiui, -tja-i),
v. Forms as

in ADVENTURE sb. [a. OFr. aventure-r, f. aventitre,

ADVENTURE.]
I. To commit to chance.

1. trans. To take the chance of; to commit to

fortune ;
to undertake a thing of doubtful issue

;

to try, to chance, to venture upon.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 70 Toward bis lond bei drouh, to

auenture his chance, c 1386 CHAUCER Reves T. 289, I wol

arise and auntre it by my fay. 1587 FLEMING Cotitn.

Holinsh. III. 1319 '2 Readie prest to aduenture anie aduen-

tures for your gratious fauour. a 1618 RALEIGH Instruct.

Son iii. (1651) n He adventures thy mislike, and doth hazard

thy hatred. 1633 ?ORD Love's Sacr. i. ii. (1839) 78, I am
loth to move myTord unto offence ; Yet I'll adventure chid-

ing. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round H 'orId (1840) 184 From east

to west . . it la voyage] may be adventured with ease. 1815
SCOTT Ld. of Isles vi. xiv, I would adventure forth my
lance. 1834 HT. MARTINEAU Moral \\\. 89 Surely no states-

man will be found to adventure it.

2. To risk the loss of, to risk, stake
;
to imperil,

or expose (to danger).
ci3oo K. Alis. 4265 Hors and kyng .. Was auntred undur

the water. < 1440 Gesta Rom. (1879) 40 Thou haddist aun-

tred thi owne body. 121535 MORE Rich. Ill, Wks. 1557,
51/2 For what wise merchaunt aduentureth all his good in

one ship. 1648 COTTRELL Davila (1678) 709 To adventure
his Army to new dangers. 1654 GODDARD in Burton's Diary
(1828) I. 84 We had adventured our lives and liberties for

the cause. 1665 EVELYN Diary (1827) II. 250 My Wife went
back to Wotton, I not as yet willing to adventure her.

1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I. vi. 300 Elizabeth was taking
the diadem from her head . . and adventuring it upon the

doubtful chance of war,

3. refl. To risk oneself; to venture.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 3268 Of bo wib-inne
' non wold hem

out aunter. 1393 LANGLAND P. PI. C. xxi. 232 And after

auntrede god hym-self'and tok aclams kynde. ,1440
Morte Arthurs 360, I salle auntyre me anes hys egle to

louche. 1475 CAXTON Jason 65 b, To auenture myself in

the conqueste of the noble moton or flees of golde. 1509
BARCLAY Ship ofFooles\ 1570) 178 Howethouthee aventrest

in holowe beame. 1611 BIBLE Acts xix. 31 Desiring him
that he would not aduenture himselfe into the Theatre.

1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece in. iv. (1715) 22 Thinking it un-

safe to adventure themselves abroad. 1803 WELLINGTON in

Gen. Desp. I. 568 You must . . take care not to adventure your-
self single handed against the combined forces ofthose chiefs.

4. intr. (by omission of refl. pron.^ To risk one-

self, to venture, to dare to come or go (;', into, on,

upon any place). Jig. To venture (<?, upon a course

or action), to dare to undertake. To adventurt
at (obs. rare) : to dare to attack.
c 1340 X&MWH&r(Sfeeot) 90* pe armed Atenieeins auntred

hym till, c 1400 Destr. Troy xn. 4985 pen auntred Vlexes
and his erund said. 1575-6 THYNNE Let. in Animadv. 54
I rashely aduentured beyoynde the course of my desertes.

ft 1581 CAMPIAN //*>/. Irel.
Ii6p3t

vii. 22 When Japheth.. ad-
ventured by ship into divers West Islands. 1581 LAMBARDE
Eiren. n. iii. 117 Staying them that doe any way aduenture
towardes the breach thereof. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV^ i. ii.

192 Then will they aduenture vppon the exploit, a 1628 F.

GREVII.LE Life ofSidney (1652^ 33 This Narration I adven-
ture of, to show the clearness and readiness of this Gentle-
mans judgment. 1642 MILTON Apol. Sweet. (1851) 293 To
strike high, and adventure dangerously at the most eminent
vices among the greatest persons. 1704 SWIFT Batt. Bks.

(1711) 235 By this time the Spider was adventur'd out.

1797-8 WELLESLEY Dtsp. 779 Every man who pleases may
adventure thither. 1812 BYRON Childe Har, \\, xliii, Now
he adventured on a shore unknown. 1878 E. WHITE Life in
Christ in. xvii. 215 The awe under which it becomes sinful

men to adventure into that Holiest Place.

5. intr. (with inf.} To dare, to run the risk, make
the experiment ; to go so far as, to venture.

1387 TREVISA //>?& Rolls Ser. I. 29 pe secunde book aun-

trep forto telle berynge and dedes. c 1400 Destr. Troy i. 314
The Emperour Alexaunder Aunterid to come. 1490 CAXTON
Eneydos xlii. 134 Noo body durste not auenture for to goo
to hym. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. iii. 116, I dare aduenture
to be sent to th' Towre. 1616 SIR R. DUDLEY in Fortesc,

Pap. 15 My very enemies have never adventured to esteem
me ungrateful!. 1678 QuABLES/frf. fy Parth. n[He]boldly
enters, and after mutual complement adventers To break
the Ice of his dissembled grief. 1719 WODROW Corr. (1843)
II. 431, I adventured to show him the volume I brought up.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. 288 She feared she could not safely
adventure to do so.

II. To be or come as a chance.

t 6. intr. To come by chance, happen, chance,
befall. Usually impers. Obs.

1400 Destr. Troy xx. 8235 Hit auntrit, bat Ector was

angrit full euill. Ibid. in. 742 And oft in astronamy hit

auntres to falle, pat domes men dessauis. Ibid. vi. 2107 pe
Authwart answares bat Auntrid hym here Ys knowen.

Adventured (sedve-ntiiud), ///. a.
[f. prec. -f

-ED.] Risked, staked
; which one has run a risk

for, gained at a risk, or put in danger.
1570 ASCHAM Scholctn. (Arb. I 57, A fit Similitude of this ad-

ventured experience. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) V. i.

289 He will suffer an adventured portion of his force to go
on to its fate.

Adventurefnl (sedve-ntiurfol), a. [f. ADVEN-
TURE sb. + -FUL.] Ready for adventure, enterprizing.
a 1832 WEBSTER cites BENTHAM. 1847 in CRAIG.

t Adve'nturely, adv. Obs. rare- 1
. Also

aventurly. [f. ADVENTURE sb. + -LV 2. Cf. man-

nerly.] Adventurously, daringly.
c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1230 This squier that hath brought

this hede, The kyng had wend he had the dede, And aven-

turly gan he gone.

t Adve'nturement. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

AD-
VENTURE v. + -MENT.] Running of risk.

1599 Br. HA.I.L Stiffres iv. iii. 35 Wiser Raymundus. . laughs
at such danger and adventurement.

Adventurer (sedve'ntiursj). [a. Fr. aventu-

ricr, adv-, f. aventure ADVENTURE; see -ER 1
.]

f 1. One who plays at games of chance, or adven-

tures his money in such games ; a gamester. Obs.

1474 Ord. Royal Honsh. 29 That no person . . being within

our sayd sonnes householde be customable swearer, brawler,

backbyter, common hasorder, adventorer.

2. One who seeks adventures, or who engages in

hazardous enterprises.

1667 MILTON P. L. x. 440 Now expecting Each hour their

reat adventurer from the search Of foreign worlds. 1794
ULLIVAN View ofNat. 1 1. The first voyages into the >Egean,

Euxine, and Mediterranean Seas made by the various ad-

venturers. IS&MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1 1 1. 506 A succession

of Irish adventurers . . attempted to earn the bribe.

3. esp. One who engages in warlike adventures,

attaching himself to no party ;
a soldier of fortune;

also, a volunteer, one who makes war at his own
risk.

1548 HALL Chron. (1809) 646 He gave them a Pennon of

St. George and bade them, Adventure (of whiche they were

called Adventurers). 1555 Fardle of Facions ii. xi. 244
Much lyke to our aduenturers, that serue withoute wages.

1665 MANLEY Grotius's Lo-w-Countrey-IVarrs 251 One of

the famous Adventurers in the taking of Breda. 1844 THIRI-

WALL Greece VIII. Ixi. 78 Military adventurers ready to

flock to any standard.

4. One who undertakes, or shares in, commercial

adventures or enterprises ; a speculator ;
as in the

ancient Society viMerchant Adventurerst
so named

by Henry VII.

'1609 THORPE in Shaks. Cent. Praise 86 To the onlie be-

getter of these insving sonnets, Mr. W. H., all Hapinesse
wisheth . . the well-wishing adventvror in setting forth. T. T.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia iv. 166 Fewer Aduenturers

here will aduenture any more. 1644 HEYLIN Life ofLaud
i. 220 The party so designed shall be presented to their

Lordships by the Merchant Adventurers. 1653 (27 Sept.)

Ordinance for the Satisfaction of the Adventurers for Lands
in Ireland, and the Arrears due to the Soldiery there. 1713
Guardian No. 54 (1756) I. 240, I became an adventurer in

one of the late lotteries. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV.

135 private adventurers had sometimes . . fitted out ships for

the Eastern seas. 1881 R. W. RAYMOND Mining Terwst

Adrentnrers (Eng.\ Shareholders or partners in a mining
enterprise.
5. One who is on the look-out for chances of

personal advancement
; one who lives by his wits.

1663 GERBIER CVw/gia, Since Courtaines, Bastions,
and Contrescarps are to be traced for Old Eyes, as well as
for young Adventurers. 1704 SWIFT T. of Tub J) i. 22 To
encourage all aspiring adventurers. 1762 GOLDSM. Beau
Nash 50 Wherever people of fashion came, needy adven-
turers were generally found in waiting. 1879 FROVDE Cysar
xv. 224 He saw adventurers pushing themselves into office.

Adventures, adv. See AUNTERS.

Adventuresome (axlve-mixussm
1

), a. [f. AD-
VENTURE sl>. + -SOME.] Given to adventures, or to

running risks ; adventurous, venturesome.

1731 HAILEYVO!. \\
1 Ad?'entitresoni,\xAA.j daring, hazardous.

1755 JOHNSON, Adventuresome, the same with adventurous '.

a low word, scarcely used in writing. 1821 KEATS Endytn.
i. 6 Adventuresome, I send my herald thought into a wil-

derness. 1865 Reader No. 151. 574/1 The most adventure-
some if not foolhardy feat.

Aclventiiresomeness (xdve-ntioissmnes).
rare , [f. prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being ad-

venturesome; tendency to incur hazards ;
boldness.

1731 BAILEY vol. l\,Adventuresomeness t
venturesomeness,

[Also in JOHNSON, etc.]

Adventuress (sedve'ntiures). [f. ADVENTURER,
after analogy of sorcer-er, sorcer-ess

; gwern-or,
govcrn-ess> etc. See -ESS.] A female adventurer ;

a woman on the look-out for a position.
1754 H. WALPOLE Lett. toff. Mann 2^7 (1834) III. 74 There

is an adventuress in the world who even in the dullest times
will take care not to let conversation stagnate. 1758 CHES-
TERFIELD Lett. 331 (1792) IV. 122 She must be a kind of

a~'enturii're, to engage so easily in such an adventure.

1827 SCOTT Snrg. Dan. Wks. 1868 XLVIII. 365 That the

gentle and simple Menie Grey should be in the train of

such a character as this adventuress. 1847 THACKERAY
Van. F. xlviii. 425 The odious little adventuress making hei

curtsey. 1863 M. A. POWER Arab. Days 232 A good sprink-

ling of foreigners, adventurers, and adventuresses.

Adventuring (iX'dve'ntiurirj), vbl. sb. [f. AD-
VENTURE v. + -ING 1

.] Risking, hazarding; trial,

venture. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1580 UARET Afoearie A 171, A prouing, or aduenturing, a

jeoparding, Periclitatio. 1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. vi.

(1628) 170 Knowing the Crowne of England to be more
worth then to bee let slip for the aduenturing for. 1683
Lond. Gaz. mdccclvi/3 Your Majesties Subjects and Sol-

diers shall be always ready in the adventuring of our Lives.

Adventuring (a'dve'ntiurirj), ppl. a. Sc. an-

trin*. [f.
as prec. + -ING-.] Making trial of one's

chance, risking, daring ; venturesome, forward,

audacious.

1677 HALE Contempt, n. 86 It is made more bold, and con-

fident, and adventuring. 1774 FERGUSSON Ode to .#^(1845)
18 Vet they, alas ! are antrm fouk That lade the scape wi
winter stock. 1796 BURKE Reg. Peace ii. Wks. VIII. 243 A
body of active, adventuring, ambitious, discontented people.

1840 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) V. 248 The adventuring
detachment has been allowed to move out unchecked.

Adveiiturish. (sedve'ntiurij), a. [f.
ADVEN-

TUBE sb. + -ISH.] Somewhat connected with adven-

ture, or with adventurism.

i8$a G. P. R. JAMES Peqninillo I. 238 Captivated by the

shrewd, trenchant, man -of-the-world, adventureish observ-

ations of his new-found friend.

Adventurism (sedve'ntiuriz'm). rare.
[f.

AD-
VENTURE sb. + -ISM, with special reference to ad-

ventur-er, -ess.] The principles and practice of

an adventurer or adventuress ;
defiance of the or-

dinary canons of social decorum.

1843 Fer. $ Col. Q. Rev. II. 343 Concubinage, Socialism,

and Adventurism, and all the practical results.

Adventurous (sedve-ntiuras), a. Forms : 4
auenterous, -turus, aunterous, -trous, -trose,

-tres, awntrouse, anterous, -trus
; 4-5 awnte-

rows ; 4-6 auntrus ; 5 auenturouse, aventrous ;

6- adventurous, [a. OFr. aventuros, -eus, mod.

aventeureuxt f. aventure : see ADVENTURE sb. and

-ous.]

f- 1. Occurring or coming by chance ; casual, for-

tuitous, accidental. Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boethius i. vi. 28 t>e folie of bise
happes

auenterouses, c 1386 Melib. 701 The dedes of batailles

ben aventurous. .for as lightly is on hurt with a spere as

another, c 1400 Ywaine fy Gaivin 3399 He wald cum at

the day, Als aventerous into the place. 1440 Prontp. Parv. t

Awnterows, or dowtefulle, Fortnnalis,fortuitus.

+ 2. Full of risk or peril; hazardous, perilous. Obs.

c 1350 Will. Paleme 921 panne seide Alisandrine.'auntrose

is bm euel.' 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vm. 495 The auenturus

castell off douglas That to kepe so perelous was. 1637

MILTON Comns 78 To pass through this adventurous glade.

3. Prone to incur risk, venturesome, rashly daring,

rash.
c 1400 Destr. Troy vi. 2186 Ector the eldist, and heire to

my selfe, Antrus in armys. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IVt
\. iii. 191

As full of peril! and aduenturous Spirit, As to o're-walke a

Current, roaring loude, On the vnstedfast footing of a

Speare. 1614 RALEIGH Hist, World i. 150 They [GrimnsJ

grow inraged and adventurous. 1640 SANDERSON 21 Sertn.

Ad Aul. xi. 13 (1673) 155 In these doubtful cases it is safer

to be too scrupulous than too adventurous. 1667 MILTON

P. L. ix. 921 Bold deed thou hast presumed, adventurous

Eve. 1704 SULLIVAN F/y^/"A'rt/.iy.447 This.. supersedes,

in my opinion, every adventurous criticism . . of late thrown

upon the early knowledge of the Celts. 1875 WHITNEY Lift



ADVENTUROUSLY.
ofLang. ix. 169 We resort to adventurous hypotheses for Its

explanation.
4. Given to, or having many adventures, enter-

prising, daring (without the idea of rashness}.
c 1440 Morte Arthnre 1624 peawntrouseste mene ^at to his

oste lengede. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xix. ix, I wyll to the

toure of Chyvalry, And for your sake become adventurous.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg, iv. 4 Embattel'd Squadrons and

advent'rous Kings. 1757 BURKE Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks.
X. 253 Five great bodies of that adventurous people, under

different and independent commanders. 1853 DE QUINCEY
Span. Nun (1862) III. 95 Lawless and gigantesque ideals of

adventurous life. 1861 T. WRIGHT Ess. Arch&ol. II. xiii. 17

Perhaps many an adventurous monk wandered over the in-

tervening lands.

Adventurously (seclve'ntiiirasli), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY*.]

f 1. By chance, casually, accidentally. Obs.

c 1460 Coventry Myst. (1841) 334 Here Longeys showyth the

spere . . and he avantoresly xal wype his Eyn. 1440 Prcin.

Parv. t Awnterowsly, Forte, fortasse, forsan. 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. Ixxv, And after that shall the moldewarpe dye
aventoursly and sodeynly.

2. In an adventurous or daring manner ; dar-

ingly, at a risk.

c 1314 Gny Warw. 83 Al auntreoufiliche ther he comen
wes. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. iii. 79 If hee durst steale any
thing aduenturously. a 1674 MILTON Jlist. Moscow, Wks.

(1738) II. 140 Shusky . . was adventrously supply'd with

some Powder and Ammunition by the English. 1723 J.

SHEFFIELD Dk. of Buckhm. Wks. 1753 I. 93 On then, my
Muse, adventrously engage To give instructions that con-

cern the Stage.

Adventurousness (sedve-ntiurDsnes). [f.
as

prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being adventurous;

daring; exposure of oneself to risk or peril.

1530 PALSGR. 195/2 Aventurousnesse, aventnre(r.} 1647
SPRIGG Ang. Rediv. \\. iii. (1854) 93 The great adventurous-

ness of many of the soldiers comes fitly to be remembered.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 129 F 9 Fixing the justlimits of

caution and adventurousness. 1824 SOUTHEY Sir T. More

(1831) II. 176 In a spirit of desperate adventurousness.

tAdvenue. Obs. rare, [a refashioning of

AVENUE (also found in MFr.).]
1. = AVENUE.
2. Income, revenue. (Cf. OFr. les essues et les

avenues des choses que nous avons en la dite chas-

telanie, anno 1283 in Godefroi.)

i6jx> HOLLAND Livy XLV. xl. 1229/1 The issue and advenues

[fructus] of his metall mines.

Adverb (se'dvarb). Gram. [a. Fr. adverbe, ad.

L. adverbium, f. ad to + verbum word, verb
;
ac-

cording to Priscian 'cujus significatio verbis adji-

citur;' a literal rendering of Or. $iri#pi?/ux, some-

thing additional to the predication.] Name of one

of the Parts of Speech : a word used to express
the attribute of an attribute ;

which expresses any
relation of place, time, circumstance, causality,

manner, or degree, or which modifies or limits an at-

tribute, or predicate, or their modification
;
a word

that modifies or qualifies an adjective, verb, or other

adverb. Also used attrib.

1530 PALSGR. 800 It is harde to alerner to discerne the dif-

ference bytwene an adverbe and the other partes of spetche.
1620 FORD Linea Vitx {18431 ^4 This man not only Hues but

Hues well, remembring alwayes the old adage, that * God is

the rewarder of aduerbes not of nownes.' c 1620 A. HUME
Orthogr. Brit. Tong. (1865) 32 An adverb is a word adhering
mast commonlie with a verb. 1827 COLERIDGE Table Talk

38 Modify the verb by the noun, that is, by being, and you
have the Adverb. 1873 R. MORRIS Eng. Accid. xiv. 310
Adverbs are mostly either abbreviations ofwords (or phrases)

belonging to other parts of speech, or particular cases of

nouns and pronouns. Ibid. ix. 63 Many relational adverbs

are formed from demonstrative pronouns, as he-re, hi-thert

wke-n. 1879 WHITNEY Sanskr. Gram. 352 Of still more
limited use, and of noun rather than adverb-value.

Adverbial (sedva-ibial), a. and sb. [ad. L. ad-

mrbidl-is (cf. mod. Fr. advtrbial\ f. adverbi-um :

see prec. and -AiA]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to, or of the nature

of an adverb.
1611 COTGR., A before an Adjective, sometimes makes it

admit of an Adverbiall interpretation ; as a droict, a tort
;

rightfully, wrongfully, a 170$ T. BROWN (title) in Wks.

(1730) I. 38 A bantering adverbial declamation, written by
Mr. Brown. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.> Adverbial num-
bers are sometimes used to denote once, twice, thrice. 1873
R. MORRIS Eng. Accid. xiv. 31 1 In such phrases as ' He
went home,' 'They wandered north and south' . . home,
n0rth t south are adverbial accusatives. Ibid. In Elizabethan
writers we find the adverbial -ly often omitted, as 1

grievous
sick,'

'

miserable poor.'

2. Given to the use of adverbs ; fond of modify-

ing, limiting, or extending one's statements, rare.

1710 STEELE Tatler No. 191 F i He is also wonderfully
adverbial in his Expressions, and breaks off with a 'per-

haps.'

B. sb. [The adj. used absol.]
1591 PERCIVALL Span. Diet. B iij, The aduerbialls, vna

vez t once, dos vezes, twise.

Adverbiality (sedvSMbise'liti). [f. prec. +
-ITY. Cf. Fr. adverbialite.~] The state or quality
of being adverbial ; adverbial form or expression.
1873 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tong. 441 The termination ~ly

as the English sign of adverbiality. Ibid. 444 The requi-
site display of adverbiality is accomplished with another
sort of instrument.

Adverbialize (sedvS-ibiabiz), v. [f. ADVERB-
VOL. I.

137

IAL + -IZE ; cf. Fr. adverbialiser. Cited only in pr.

pple.] Tomakean adverb of, convert into an adverb.

1804 W. TAYLOR in Ami. Rev. II. 632 The adverbializing
s also occurs in hockivards,fonuards, tijnvards.

Adverbially (aedvo'rbiali), adv. [f.
ADVER-

BIAL + -LY2.] In an adverbial manner; with ad-

verbial meaning.
1548 W. THOMAS Itnl. Gram. , La, aduerbially signifieth,

there, or thyther. 1656 COWLEY Davideis^ in. (1669) 113, I

wonder none have thought of interpreting Aucjjf, adverbially.

1711 GREENWOOD ug. Gram. 161 There are great Numbers
of Adjectives that are used Adverbially, or as Adverbs. 1873
EARLE Philol. Eng: Tong. 434 A new and effectual way
of applying a noun adverbially was by adding it to the sen-

tence in its genitive or ablative or instrumental case.

Adverbiation (ftdv5abi|*i
-

Jan). [f.
L. adverbi-

um ADVERB + -ATION.] (See quot.)
1873 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tong. 451, I would propose that

for such extended phraseological adverbs [aswithagoodivilt,

?vitk n green purse, etc.] we adopt the title of Adverbiation.

i Aclve'rsable, Obs.~ [f.
L. adversa-ri to

oppose -f- -BLE, as if ad. L. *adversabilisl\ 'That
is adverse or contrary to.' Bailey, vol. II, 1731.
'

Contrary to, opposite to.' J. 1 755.
'

Capable of

being opposed.' Ash 1775-
i Adve'rsant, ppl. a. Obs. [a. MFr. adversant,

pr. pple. of adverse?, averser to oppose : L. ad-

vcrsant-em, pr. pple. of adversa-ri to oppose one-

self to, f. ad-versus opposed : see ADVERSE.] Op-
posing oneself, opposing ; adverse, hostile (to).

a 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb, i. 553 Let honge aboute in dyvers
places rewe, And bestes adversaunt hem wol eschewe.

1433-50 tr. Higden Rolls Ser. I. 87 More prompte to do

ylle than to speke, coverenge thynges adversaunte with
silence. 1548 U DALL, etc. Erasm. Paraphr. John ix. 40 Even
when aduersaunt misery is immynent. c 1630 JACKSON Creed
v. xiv. Wks. IV. 378 Our Saviour's advice to Martha . . is

no way adversant to my intended choice.

II Adversaria (cedvsjsea-ria), sb. fl. ;
also in

Eng. form adversaries. [L. adj. pi. adversaria

(sc. scrip/a) things written on the side fronting us

(i.e. on one side of the paper), notes, a common-

place book ; f. adversus : see ADVERSE. Prop, pi.,

but in Eng. usage often a collective sing.] A com-

monplace-book, a place in which to note things
as they occur ; collections of miscellaneous remarks

or observations, = MISCELLANEA
;

also commen-
taries or notes on a text or writing.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. \. 237 As P. Pcena in his

Adversaries or Commentaries of plants hath noticed. 1713
Bp. BL'LL.5Vrw. (J.) These parchments are supposed to have
been St. Paul's adversaria. I753CHAMEERS Cycl. Sitpp.s.v.,
Morhof speaks much of the use and advantages of such
adversaria to men of letters. 1842 WHITTOCK Compl. Bk.
Trades 482 We never spent an hour more at our repose,
than in silent attention to the political adversaria of this

benevolent man.

t A'dversarily, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. ADVER-

SAKY a. + -LY-.] In the manner of an adversary,

adversely, hostilely.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (1860) 50 The thinges . . whiche comethe
to us adversarily or on the lift side, for oure offenses.

Adversarions (ajdvaiseoTiss), a. rare. [f.
L.

adversdri-us turned towards or against (f. adver-

sus: see ADVERSE) +-OUS. Used instead of the

earlier adj. ADVERSARY, in order to distinguish the

adj. from the sb.] Adverse, opposed, hostile.

1826 SOUTHEY Vinrl. Eccl. Angl. 275, I am not sensible of

any adversarious feeling.

Adversary (Ee'dvaisari), sl>. and a. Forms :

3 aduersere, 5 adversaire, 6 adversare, 4-6
adversarie, 4- adversary. Sc. 4 adversour, 5

adwerser, 6-7 adversair, -ar, -are. [a. OFr.

aversier, adversier, Anglo-Fr. I3th c. adverser

(mod. Fr. adversaire) sb. and adj. : L. adversdrius

opposed, opponent, f. adversus : see ADVERSE and

-ARY. The forms with -aric, -ary, as in Wyclif, di-

rectly from L. Shaks. accents a-dversary, Milton

both a'dversary and adve'rsaty."]

A..sl>.

1. One who, or that which, takes up a position

of antagonism, or acts in a hostile manner ;
an

opponent, antagonist ;
an enemy, foe. spec. The

enemy of mankind, the Devil.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 82 per men him teld, who was
his aduersere, Of Northfolk >e Erie Roger, men said of

him treson. 1340 Ayenb. 238 To ouercome hire aduersarie

|?et is |>e dieueL 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvn. 736 Thair ad-

uersouris assailjeit swa. 1382 WYCLIF i Pet. v. 8 Joure ad-

uersarie, the deuel, as a roryng lioun goith aboute. [Also in

TINDALE, CRANMER, Geneva, Rheims, 1611, and Revised.}

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sovjle i. viii. (1859) 6 Let us haue place
to ben herd, and thenne oure aduersarys. c 1420 Pallad.

on Husb. l. 529 Gooses dounge . . is an adversarie to every
seed, a 1541 WYATT Poet. Wks. i86r, 142 Mine adversare

with such grievous reproof, Thus he began. 1594 SHAKS.

Rick. Ill, in. i. 182 His ancient Knot of dangerous Ad-
uersaries To morrow are let blood at Pomfret Castle. 1667
MILTON P. L. II. 629 The Adversary ofGod and Man, Satan.

Ibid. ill. 156 Or shall the Adversary thus obtain, His end?

I77 I Jnnhis Lett. Ixiii. 324 Our adversaries would fain re-

duce us to the difficulty of proving too much. 1825 Br.

Jonathan III. 154 He . . overthrew his brutal adversaries,

like a giant. 1861 J. TULLOCH Eng. Purit. ii. 276 A hard

adversary with his pen.

ADVERSE.

2.//. See ADVERSARIA.
B. adj. Opposed, antagonistic, hostile, inimical,

adverse {to}, arch. In Laiut An adversary suit :

one in which an opposing party appears.
1382 WYCLIT i Chron. xviii. 10 Forsothe kyng Adadezer

was aduersarie to Thou. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. JR.

xviii. Ixxi. (14951 827 All the kynde of wulues is contrary
and aduersary to all the kynde of shepe. 1461 Paston
Lett. 397 II. 22 On the adversaire parte Judas slepith
not. 1609 SKKNE Reg. ftlaj. 8 The name of him, quha
is adversare partie to him, quha is summoned (that is,

the name of the persewer). 1618 BOLTON florus i. xiii. 42
Manlius, in a single combat, tooke from the adversary
Champion a Torques. 1710 PKIDEAUX Orig. Tithes iii. 149
Least we become Adversary to ourselves. 1860 J. P. KENNEDY
Rob of the Bffiul xvii. 206 Your whole life has been ad-

versary to the good will of the father.

1 Aclversa'tioil. Obs. rare, [ad. (prob. through
Fr.) L. advcrsdtion-em, n. of action, f. advcrsd-ri:

see ADVERSANT.] Opposition, hostility.

1470 HANDING Citron. Ixvii, Hym and his men to kepe
frometallJaduersacyon.ofScottes&Peyghtes. Ibid. Ixxxviii,

Eche kyng warred on others lande . . And Britons also did

great aduersation.

Adversative (sedva'is&tiv), a. and sb. [ad. L.

adversatlviis, f. adversat; ppl. stem of advcrsa-ri :

see prec. and -IVE.]
A. adj. Characterized by opposition ; hence,

1. Of words or propositions : Expressive of op-

position, contrariety, or antithesis.

1533 MORE APol. xvii. Wks. 1557, 877/1 But being a prepo-
sicion aduersatiue. a 1698 SOUTH 12 Scrtn. III. JIT These
words are ushered in with the Adversative Particle (.But)

which stands as a note of Opposition to something going
before. 1752 HARRIS Hermes n. (1786) 257 Of these Dis-

junctives some are Simple, some Adversative . . the Simple
do no more than merely disjoin ;

the Adversative disjoin,
with an opposition concomitant. 1879 FARRAR-SY. Paul II.

561 The adversative force of fie . . does seem to imply that

passing shade of hesitation.

f 2. Of opposing tendency or adverse nature. Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxv. viii, Pistolochia, which herb is

so adversative unto serpents, that . . it will chase away all

kind of serpents out of the house. 1603 Plutarch's Mor.
1143 1.ne other is adversative, and inaketh us to hate that

which is foule and bad.

"B.sb. [The adj. used absol.] An adversative pro-

position or word ; one which expresses opposition.
a 1556 CRANMER Whs. I. 57 Every indifferent reader under-

standeth this adversative upon our side, that we say Christ

is not received tn the mouth, but in the heart. 1612 BRISSLKY

PosingofParts (1669) 47, Q. How many kinds of Conjunc-
tions nave you? A. Twelve. Copulatives, Disjunctives. .

Adversatives, etc. 1778 BP. LOWTH On Isaiah ted. 12) 134
Which, being rendered as an adversative, sets the opposition
in a stronger light.

Adversatively (sedvausativli), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY 2.] In an adversative manner ;
as expressing

opposition.
a 1624 SWINBURNE Spousah (1686) 100 [It] standeth ad-

versatively establishing the contrary- 18x4 JAMIESON Hermes

Scyth. 186 The terms would come to be applied adversatively.

Adverse (ce-dv5rs), a. and sb. [a. MFr. advers, -e

refashioned f. OFr. avers, auvers : L. adversits

turned towards, turned against, hostile, pa. pple. of

advert-ere, f. ad to + mrt-ere to turn. Poets have

accented both a-dversc and adverse.]
A. adj.

1. Acting against or in opposition to, opposing,

contrary, antagonistic, actively hostile. Const, to.

c 1440 Parto)iope 5716 That tocrystes lawe ys aduerse And
leeveth on machoun. 1575 CHURCHYARD Chippes (1817) 12

English volunteers served during those wars, in adverse

armies. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. ii. 172 When aduerse For-

reyners affright my Townes. 1628 DICBY Ifty.
to Medit.

47 The aduerse windes had hindered my designe of going.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 103 His utmost power with adverse

power opposed. 1798 JEFFERSON Writings (1859) IV. 210

The general spirit, even of the merchants, is becoming ad-

verse to it. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. i. 805 On life's rough
sea they sail With many a prosperous, many an adverse gale.

1868 HELPS Realmah viii. (1876) 239 To go over to the side

of their adverse critics.

b. Law.
1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy Bk. Prop. Law xxiii. 177

What I may call adverse possession, which now is a pos-

session by a person not the owner during a certain number
of years without acknowledgment of the right of the real

owner, and yet not necessarily in open defiance of him.

2. Opposing anyone's interests (real or supposed) ;

hence, unfavourable, hurtful, detrimental, injurious,

calamitous, afflictive. Const, to.

1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1192, O cruel Joue and thou

fortune aduerse. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos \. 13 But the pros-

perous fortune of the kynge pryam torned in to aduerse.

1601 SHAKS. All's Wett\. i. 26 Though time seeme so ad-

uerse, and meanes vnfit. 1671 MILTON Samson 192 In pros-

perous days They swarm, but in adverse withdraw their

head. 1806-31 A. KNOX J?fw. (1844) I. 96 Strengthened in-

stead of being shaken byadverse circumstances. iS^BniCHT
Sp. t

Amer. (1876) 146 The presidential election of 1860 was

adverse to the cause of slavery.

3. Opposite in position.

1623 BINGHAM Xenophon 77 The Macrons . . stood im-

battled on the aduerse side of the riuer. 1753 CHAMBERS

Cycl. Sttfp. i
Adversaria . . so called because the notes were

written on the adverse or opposite page. 1873 BLACKIE

Laysof Highl. 167 He looked upon the bright green slope,

that skirts the adverse hills.

B. sb. An adverse party, an adversary, rare.
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ADVERSE.
1850 BLAcKie^scArltisII. 183 If Jove hath worsted This

Typhon in the fight, we too shall worst Our adverse.

L. ativersd-ri to be opposed, f. adversusADVERSE a.]
To be opposed or adverse to, to oppose.
1393 GOWER Con/. I. 219 It was a presage . . Of that for-

tune mm shulde adverse.

Adversely (re-dv5jsli), adv. [f. ADVERSE a. +
-LT2.] In an adverse manner

; unfavourably ; con-
trariwise. Const, to.

1607 SHAKS. Coriol. ii. i. 61 If thedrinkeyougiueme, touch
my Palate aduersly, I make a crooked face at it. 1881 SIR
W. HARCOURT in Manch. Guard. Feb. 12 It does not act
with but adversely to the agrarian party. 1882 Daily Tel.
21 Feb., 2 Foreign Government bonds were adversely in-

fluenced by the political news.

Adverseness (srdvaisnes). ? Obs. [f. AD-
VERSE a. + -NESS.] The quality or state of being
adverse

; opposition, hostility ; aversion.
i6ao DONNE Serm. Ixxiv. 753/3 Men, who . . delight in

Hostility, and have an adverseness and detestation of peace.
1680 HOBBES Cansid. 6, A new Parliament, consisting for the

greatest part of such men as the People had elected only for

their adverseness to the Kings Interest.

Adversifoli-ate,-ons(sedv5:jsif<7u-liet,-3s),a.
Hot. [f. mod. ii.adversifoli-us (i.^.advers-us oppo-
site +foli-um leaf), + -ATE-, -ous.] Having leaves

placed opposite each other on the stem or axis.

t Adve'rsion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. adversion-em
a turning towards, f. advers- ppl. stem of culvert-

Sre : see ADVEHT and -ION.] Attention, perception.
1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul n. in. n. x]v, Our listning mind

by its adversion Doth notice take. Poems 141 And yet
we not [be] pressed To any adversion.

Adversity (cedva-jsiti). Forms : 4-6 adver-

site(e, adversyte(e ; 4-7 adversitie
; 7- ad-

versity, [a. MFr. adversite, refash. f. OFr. aver-

si/t: L. adversitat-ei opposition, contrariety, f.

adversus : see ADVERSE and -ITY.]

1 1. The state or condition of being contrary or

opposed ; opposition, contrariety. Obs.

1382 WVCLIF /'*. iii. 8 For thou hast smyte all doende ad-
versite [1388 beynge adversaries] to me with oute cause.
a 1420 OCCLEVE De Reg. Prhtf. 390, I was agast fulle sore
of the, Leste thow thurghe thoughtfulle adversitee Not
hadest stonden in the feithe aright, c 1450 LONELICH Grail
xviii. 174 One bone, sire kyng, |?at thow graunte me With-
owten lettynge owthir adversite.

2. The condition of adverse forttrne
;

a state

opposed to well-being or prosperity ; misfortune,

distress, trial, or affliction. (The earliest sense in

Eng.)
c 1230 Ancren Rwle 194 J>e uttre uondunge is mislicunge

in aduersite. 1340 Aycnb. 27 Kuead of aventure, ase pover-
tle o^er adversitie. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 399/4 Thenne
late us praye . . that he so gouerne us bytwene welth & ad-

uersyte in this present lyf. 1535 COVKHDALE Prtn>. xvii. 17
In aduersite a man shall know who is his brother [1611
A brother is borne for aduersitie]. 1570-87 HOLINSHED
Scot. Chron. Ii8o6) I. 81 Adversitie findeth few friends. 15^2
SHAKS. Rom. \\\. iii. 55 Aduersities sweete milke, Philosophic.
1600 A. V. L. ii. i. 12 Sweet are the vses of aduersitie.

1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 150 P 5 He that never was ac-

quainted with adversity has seen the world but on one side.

1771 yttntits Lett. xlix. 254 A virtuous man, struggling with

adversity, [is] a scene worthy of the gods, a 1852 D.WEBSTER
Wks, 1877, III. 341 The discipline of our virtues in the severe
school of adversity.

3. An adverse circumstance; a misfortune, cala-

mity, trial.

1340 Aycnb.Z^G. kueades and beaduersetes of b wordle.
c 1386 CHAUCER Clcrkes T. 551 Noon accident for noon ad-
uersiteeWas seyn in hire. 1483 CAXTON Cato\)\\.\>, Strengthe
for to resiste ageynst all aduersytees. 1526 TINDALE Acts
vii. 10 And God was with him, and delivered hym out off

all his adversities. 1651 HOHBES Leviathan \\. xxxi 188
The Prosperities and Adversities of this life. 1842 LONGF.
Sp. Stud. n. i. i Pray, tell me more of your adversities.

f 4. Contrariness of nature
; perversity. (In

Shak. = perverse one, quibbler.) Obs.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA rmes in. ix. 186 The felawes muste
be chaunged by som aduersyte that is in them. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. $ Cr. v. i. 14, P. Who keepes the Tent now? T. The
Surgeons box, orthe Patients wound. P. Well said aduersity.

Adversour, obs. var. ADVERSARY : see -OUR.

Advert (sedvaut), v.
;
also 4-6 auerte, avert(e.

[a. Fr. avert-ir : late L. advertc-re for cl. L. ad-

vertfre to turn to, also (sc. animum) to turn the

attention of oneself or another to, to remark, ad-

monish ; f. ad to + vertere to turn. L. dvertere to

turn away, AVERT, also made OFr. avertir, which
had thus all the senses ' turn to, turn away, remark,
call attention.' In 14-1 6th c. avertir, when an-

swering to ]-..adverteret vtfi.$ often written advertir\

and, since Caxton, advert and avert have been

distinguished in Eng. Mod. Fr. has avertir (Palsg.
and Cotgr. oulvcrtir) only in the sense of '

call the

attention of another, admonish* (one of the senses

of L. advertere). The lengthened stem of this,

a(d)vertiss-, has given Eng. ADVERTISE, orig. a

synonym of advert, but subseq. differentiated, so

that advert retains the sense of * turn one's own
attention,' advertise that of ' direct the attention

of others.' Advert, advertise, avert, are thus all

immediately from OFr. avertir, avertiss-ant.]
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fl. trans. To turn towards (lit. or _/?-.) ; to turn

favourably. Obs. rare.
a 1423 JAMES I King's Qnair n. vi, Till Jupiter his merci

list advert And send comfort, c 1430 LYDG. Kochas n. xxviii

<i554) 64 a, Beastes which ben rage of theyr nature He can
aduert and make them lye full styll.

2. intr. To turn one's attention ; to take notice,
take heed, attend, pay attention. (L. aninntm ad-

vertere.} Const, to (absol., subord. d.t on obs.).
arch. = ADVERTISE i.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy \. ii, In so slye wyse that no man
myght auerte Upon no syde but that he mente well. 1509
BARCLAY Ship ofFooles 11570} 42 Thinking that God doth
not therto aduert. 1530 PALSGR. 440 Nowe, my yonge
chyldren, if you wyl avert, you shal have the frenche tonge
moch more easely than men had afore your dayes. a 1535W. DE WORDE Communycacyon B iij, Lorde whan I on thy
pouerte aduerte. 1557 BARCLAY Jugurthe (Paynell) b ij. b,

Micipsa aduertynge that Jugurth was redy ofhande to strike.

1755 B. MARTIN Mag. Arts $ Sc. 328 We shall find it our
Interest to advert on the different Degrees of the Moisture
and Dryness of the Air. 1790 BOSWELL Johnson (1816) IV.
133 They do not advert that the great body of the Christian
Church . . maintain also the Unity of the Godhead. 1806
WELLINGTON in Wellesley Desp. 92 The British government
were compelled to advert to the means of strengthening the
government of the Nizam. 1875 POSTE Gains (ed. 2) Introd.,
14 Negligence is inadvertence to consequences to which a
man might have adverted.

3. esp. To turn one's attention in a discourse
written or spoken ; to refer to.

1777 PRIESTLEY Phil. Necess. 179, I shall now advert to
some other matters. 1798 FERRIAR lllustr. Sterne vi. 172
Mauriceau adverts to the circumstance, in his attack on the
Caisarian operation. 1861 MAY Constit. Hist. Eng. (1863)
I. iii. i6g The king's illness was adverted to In the House
of Commons.

f 4. trans. To turn the attention to, attend to,
take note of; to observe, note, notice, or heed

; to

consider, think of (a thing). Obs.= ADVERTISE 2.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. iii, He nought advertith the

menyng fraudulent. 1432-50 tr. Higden Rolls Ser. I. 361
Hit is to be aduertede that the extremites of the worlde
schyne in newe wondres. 1470 HARDING Chron. civ, Eg-
^berte . . was royally accepte, With all honour yl

[the lordes

"could] aduert. 1557 BARCLAY Jugurthe (Paynell) a iij. b,
Yf we aduert the worlde as it is. 1655 SANDERSON Serin.
II. Pref., Frailties and infirmities . . not hitherto by them
adverted, because never suspected. 1692 WAGSTAFFE Vind.
Carol. Introd. 12 If he had any fault, it was his not timely
adverting his Father's dear bought experience.

f 5. trans. To turn the attention of another to,

to give warning of. Obs. rare. See ADVERTISE 5.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis in. x. 113 Quhen horrybil thingis
sere he dyd aduert.

H Incorrectly for AVERT. [See above.]
1578 /V. li. in Sc, Poems efi6t/t c. II. 115 Fra my sinnes

advert thy face.

i Aclverta'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [improp. f. L.

advert-cre, as if it were a vb. of the ist conj. ; cf. the

regular deriv. ADVERSION.] The action of turning
the attention ; observation, notice.
c 1480 Digly Myst. 90 Of yower good hertes I have adver-

tacyounes, Where-thorow, In sowle holl made je be.

Advertence (a'dva-jtens). [a. MFr. advert-

ance, -etue, refashioned f. OFr. avertance, -ence :

late L. advertentia attention, notice, f. advertent-

em pr. pple. of advert-ere : see ADVERT and -NCE.]
The action or process of adverting or turning the

attention to; observation, notice, heed, attention,
consideration. Often passing into the habit or qua-
lify, which is properly expressed by ADVERTENCY.
c 1370 CHAUCER Troylusv. 1258 What guilteof me? what

fel experience Hath fro me rafte, alias! thyn advertence?

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy \. i, Their [the ants'] wisdome their

prudent advertence Besy labour and wilful diligence. 1509
BARCLAY Skip of

'

Fooles 258 b, If he with good aduertence
looke therein. 1557 yngurthe (Paynell) 106 The Romayns
intentifelygaue aduertens to the demeanour of their enemies.

1673 Lady's Callings v. 74, 56 A serious advertence to the
divine presence is the most certain curb to all disorderly

appetites. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. ii. 33 The finer or

nicer the advertence or reflexion is, into the more parts is

the time divided. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. v. vii. 2 (1876) 529
To this difference it is right that advertence shall be had
in regulating taxation.

Advertency (xdvsutensi). [ad. late L. adver-

tentia : see prec. and -NCY.] The quality of being
advertent or attentive; the habit of turning the at-

tention to ; attentiveness, needfulness. (See prec.)
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 386 Some errors in inter-

punctions or poyntings the advertency of the Reader may
correct 1683 DRYDEN Life ofPlutarch 77 Through want
of advertency he has been often guilty of that errour. 1790
PALEY Hor. Paul. \, 7 No advertency is sufficient to guard
against slips and contradictions. 1800 STUART in Wetfesley
Desp. 569 An advertency to the former periods of history . .

ought to caution us to keep a watchful eye on this quarter.

Advertent (edv5utent), ///. a. ? Obs. [ad. L.

advertent-em pr. pple. of advert-Sre to ADVERT.]
Attentive, heedful.

1671 True Non-Conf. 483 This objection showes that you
are . . little advertent to the conclusion you have in hand.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i. ii. 62 This requires very
choice Parts, great attention of Mind . . and a long adver-

tent and deliberate connexing of Consequents.

Advertently (sedv5Mtentli), adv. rare. [f.

prec. + -IA'2.] In an advertent manner ; needfully.

t^Only in mod. Diets.) Cf. inadvertently.

ADVERTISE.

Advertise (^dvajtai-z, ne-dvartaiiz), v. ; also 5
avertise, 5-6aduertyse, 6 advertisae, -es(e, 7-9
advertize, [f. Fr. avertiss-, lengthened stem of

avertir, as seen in pr. pple. avertiss-ant, pres. subj.
avertisse, and vbl. sb. avertisse-ment, often written
in 1 4- 1 6th c. advertir\ see ADVERT. Advertise was
thus at first simply an alternative fornioi advert, as
seen by comparing the earlier senses of both, but
in their development they have been differentiated,
advert following the usual senses of L. advertere,
and advertise those of mod. Fr. avertir. The
formation of advertise was probably largely due to

the ^.advertisement; fortheT.fonver/ir, divertirt
etc. have only given convert, divert, etc. In 6-7
the pronunciation was regularly adve'rtis ; it was

subsequently conformed to Fr. as advertise
; the

present tendency (in commercial usage, at least) is

to say a-dvertise, apparently after the vbs. in
-ize.']

*f*l. intr. To take note, give heed, consider. Const.

to, of, inf., or subord. cl. Obs. ADVERT 2.

c 1430 LYDC. Bochas u. xxvii. (1554' 62 b, To wil he gaue
wholy the souerantie, And aduertised nothing to reason.

1475 CAXTON Jason 12 b, He had auertised of that they
shold doo. c 1500 Doctr. GoodSeruants (1842) 5 Seruauntes
ought to aduertyse, To say euer trouthe and veryte. c 1526
FRITH Disput.Purgat. (1829)83 Not advertising who speak-
eth the words, but rather what is said.

f2. trans. To take note of, attend to, notice, ob-
serve (a thing). Obs. = ADVERT 4.
c 1430 LYDG. Bochas vi. iv. (1554) 141 b, He list not aduer-

tise tneyr prayere. 1494 FABYANiv.lxiv.44 Liuius Gallus,
aduertysynge this myschief,and the great daunger that the
Romaynes were in, drewe backe into the cytie. 1533 FRITH
Mirror (18291 29 T Advertising the kindness of God, and our
promise in baptism, 1606 BRYSKETT Disc. Civ. Life 252
Vet is it to be aduertised, that it is in diuers respects that

they be so exercised.

t 3. refl. To turn one's attention to. (OFr. s*aver-

tir.) Obs.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, v. i, The lady Gramer . . Dyd me
receyve into her goodly scoole ; To whose doctrine I dyd
me advertise.

4. trans. To call the attention of (another) ; to

give him notice, to notify, admonish, warn, or in-

form, in a formal or impressive manner, (mod. Fr.

avertir.) a. simply, arch.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxiii. 86 In this place thenne wherof
I telle you, as I haue be aduertised, is a right holy woman.
1597 T. MORLEY Introd. Musicke, Annot., If thou find any-
thing which shal not be to thy liking, in friendship aduertise
me, that I may either mend it, or scrape it out. 1611
BIBLE Ruth iv. 4 Naomi , . selleth a parcel! of land . . And
I thought to aduertise thee, saying, Buy it. 1669 MARVELL
Corr. 115 Wks. 1875 II. 276 Be pleas'd to consider thereof,
and advertise me timely. 1714 French Bk. of Rates 205
The said Merchants shall be obliged to advertise the said

Judges . . under the particular Fine of 500 Livres. 1859
SiRW. HAMILTON Lect. Metaph. xvi. (1877) I. 306 The insect
is advertised and put upon the watch.

fb. with inf. To warn, admonish. Obs.

1494 FABYAN fxxxiii. (R.) The lordes of Britayne . . ad-

uertysed him . . to expelle & put theym out of his realme.
a 1555 LATIMER Serm.

<$ Rem. (1845) 108 St. Paul advertised
all women to give a good ensample of sadness, soberness,
and godliness. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 218 Till the
cold being more intense advertise you to inclose them
altogether. 1778 J. GLOVER in Sparks' Corr. A m. Rev. (1853)
II. 73, I have to .. advertise the inhabitants to come and
receive their moneys.
c. with of, concerning {against rare and obs.).
146* RUSSE in Past. Lett. 456 II. 107 Chapman proposyth-

. . to avertise the Kyng and my Lord Tresorer ageyn me
to the grettest hurt he can imagyne. 1477 EARL RIVERS
(Caxton) Dictes 78 Wherof aristotill was aduertised, and
hastily departed from Athens. 1559-66 Hist. Est. Scot.

(Wodr. Misc. 81) The Lords were advertissed of their de-

parting. 1681 NEVILLE Plato Rediv. 8 Which hindred me
from advertising you of my Distemper. 1748 SMOLLETT
Rod. Rand. vii. (1804) 34 Being advertised by me of his

design. xtesSouTHEY in Q. Rev. XXXI 1. 383 Some prison-
ers . . advertised the French of this terrible danger. 1860
FREER Hist. Hen. /V, I. i. L 47 To advertise her majesty
concerning his precarious position.

d. with subord. cl. To notify, inform.

1454 Let.fr.Kildare'm Ellis Orig.Lett.n. 39!. 118 Please

youre gracious Hynes to be advertised that, etc. 1481
CAXTON Myrrour\\.y.\\\. 1 15Whan they be not aduertysed at

what tyme such tempeste shal come. 1593 SHAKS. ^Hen. yf,
v. iii. 18 We are aduertis'd by our louing friends, That they
doe hold their course toward Tewksbury. 1657 COLVILL

Whigs Suppl. (1751) 99 And how he cited ends of verse . .

At which some laugh'd, and some were vex'd, Ye'll be ad-
vertis'd by the next. 1794 MARTYN tr. Rousseau's Bot. ii. 32
The young botanist should be advertised that these filicles . .

differ much in their form. 1850 BLACKIR sEschylus II. 325
It would be unfair not to advertise the English reader that

this fine sentiment is a translation.

5. Hence (by omission of the personal object),
To give notice of (anything), to notify, indicate, or

make generally known.
1588 A. KING Canisius' Catech. 256 For we offend in mony

things, as I haue aduertissit also befoir. 1591 UNTON Corr.

(1847) 235 Maklnge hast to advertise this our gtod successe.

1689 Col. Rec. Penn. I. 268 For y8 Reasons advertised in

y Returns thereof, given by y* Sheriff, [it] was not a good
Election. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 500 Vain th' attempt To
advertize in verse a public pest. 1801 MAR. EDGEWOBTH
French Gov. (1832) 125 Ladies . . come to wear pearl powder,
and false auburn hair, and twenty things that are not to

be advertised, you know. 1872 BAGEHOT Physics $ Polit.



ADVERTISED.

(1876) 1 10 Changes bring out new qualities, and advertise

the effects of new habits.

6. esp. To give public notice of, to make pub-

licly known, or call attention to, by a published
announcement in & journal, by a circular, etc., as
'
to advertise the resolutions of a meeting

*

; and

with various elliptical constructions, as * to adver-

tise goods (for sale), a child or ring (as lost),' etc.

1750 H. WALPOLE Corr. 222 (ed. 3) II. 374 A citizen had*

advertized a reward for the discovery of a person who had

Stolen sixty guineas. 1775 BURKE Sp. Cone. Amer. Wks.
III. 68 The Guinea captain attempting at the same instant

to publish his proclamation of liberty, and to advertise his

sale of slaves. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. I. 496 That he

should be missing so long, and never return to pay his bill.

I therefore advertised him in the newspapers.

f 7. intr. To give warning or information (of}.

Obs. in general sense.

i6iz T. TAYLOR Titus iii. i (1619) 550 Ministers must take

heede, that they take no more vpon them, then to advise

and aduertise from the Lord. 1765 H. WALPOLE Otranto

^.(1798)63 Isabella had sent one of the domestics before to

advertise of their approach.
b. esp. To put a public notice in a journal, or to

announce by placard in any public place. To ad-

vertisefor : to ask for by public notice.

1772 Junius Lett. Ixvhi. 357 He Advertises for patients.

1879 Printing Trades Jrnl. xxix. 38 Don't advertise unless

you have something worth advertising. Mod. He advertises

largely in the daily papers.

Advertised (se^dvajtai-zd, se'dv-), ppl. a. [f.prec.

+ -ED.]
1. Informed, notified, admonished, warned.

*475 CAXTON Jason 54 b, The king Laomedon thus ad-

uerttsed of the descente of the knightes of Greece . .

ymagined anon that they were espyes. c 1560 Calvin's Com.

Prayer Bk. in Pltenix 1708 II. 213 If so be that . . being

brotherly advertis'd, he acknowledg not his Fault. 1622

BACON Hen, VII, Wks. 1860, 340 The king was neither so

shallow, nor so ill advertised, as not to perceive the inten-

tion of the French. 1802 PLAYFAIR Hnttoniati Theory 317

Seymour and myself were advertised of our approach to a

junction of granite and schistus.

2. Publicly announced (as being done, being for

sale, etc.).

1784 COWPER Task in. 668 Estates are landscapes, gaz'd

upon a while, Then advertis'd, and auctioneer'd away. 1882

J.M.WILSON in Daily News 12 Sept. 6/6 If the Tabard
were a well-managed and well-advertised hotel.

Advertises (acdvsMtizr). [f. ADVERTISE v. +

-EE.] One advertised for, one to whom an ad-

vertisement is addressed, or who is expected to re-

spond to it.

1861 Sat. Rev. 7 Dec. 580 The precise effect which it is

designed to produce on the mind of the advertisee [by an

advertisement].

Advertisement (sedvautizment). Also 5-7
avertise-

;
6 advertyse-, advertisse- ; 7 adver-

tize-, averti-ment. [a. Fr. avertissement, in 5-6
advertissemcnt \

f. avertiss- lengthened stem of aver-

tin see ADVERTISE and -MENT. The ordinary Eng.

pronunciation has been as above since Shakspere
at least : sedvaitai-zment is found early in 6, and
is now usual in U.S.]
1 1. The turning of the mind to anything ; at-

tention, observation, heed. Obs.

1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel 808 Behold and se in your ad-

vertysement How these ladys . . For your pleasure do there

endeuounnent. 1594 HOOKER Eccl, Pol. v. (1632) 451 Men
should either need much advertisement or long time for the

search thereof. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Holy Liv. (1727) 140 It

helps much to attention and actual advertisement in our

prayers.

t2. The action of calling the attention of others
;

admonition, warning, precept, instruction. Obs.

1475 Bk, ofNoblesse 79 Joachym king of Juda desp_raised
the admonestementis, advertisementis, and the doctrines of

God. 1538 BALE God's Promises in Dodsley (1780) I. 14

Doth what hym lust without dyscrete advysement, And
wyll in no wyse take myne advertysement. 1381 MARBECK
Bk. ofNotes 258 By the aduertisement of the Emperour,
he graunted it to prpceede. a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc, ii. 31
Some secret advertisements of their consciences. 1675 T.
BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 379 Christ, in his advertise-

ment to Philadelphia, Rev. iii. 7. 1715 BURNET Hist, own
Time (1766) II. 108 The advertisements came to him from
so many hands, that he was inclined to believe there was
somewhat in it. 1827 HALLAM Const, Hist. (1876) I. iv. 180

Parker . . set forth a book called Advertisements, containing
orders and regulations for the discipline of the clergy.

1 3. The action of informing or notifying ;
in-

formation, notification, notice. Obs.

1528 GARDINER in Pocock^c. Kef.sv 1. 1 18 As other things
occurreth here worthy advertisement, we shall not fail to

signify the same. 1581 SAVILE Tacztus,Agric0to(ifo2)ig2lle
bedeckt not with lawrell his letters of aduertisement. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turkes (1621)1189 Hatwan , . being so seated
. . it much hindered both advertisements and victuals to be

brought unto Pesth. a 1649 CHARLES I Wks. 230 He had
avertjsement that the person of the said Earl of Glamorgan
was arrested. 1716 in Wodrow's Corr. (1843) II. 136 The
first advertisement they gave of it was Clanronald's orders
to his men to kindle straw.

4. A (written) statement calling attention to any-

thing; a notification, a 'notice.' Obs. or arch.
c 1460 FORTESCUE Absol, fy Lint. Mon. (1714) 122 Here fol-

lowen Advertisements, for the gevyng of the Kyngs Offyces.
e 1548 GESTE Let. to Parker 141, I have sent . . your booke

againe with such notes & advertisementes that . . I could

well gather. i6as BURGES Pers. Tithes To Reader, Some

139

Aduertisements. 1. Reade All, or reade nothing, 1645 MIL-
TON Tetrach. Wks. 1738 I. 265 The Canons and Edicts . .

with the avertlmente of Balsamon and Matthaeus Monachus
theron. 1728 POPE Dunciad (1736) Advertisement to the
first Edition, with note, etc. 1824 DIBDIN Libr, Comp. 278
At the end of this volume is an advertisement to the reader,

5. A public notice or announcement : formerly
by the town-crier

; ncno, usually, in writing or

print, by placards, or in a journal ; spec, a paid an-

nouncement in a newspaper or other print.
1582-8 Hist. James VI (1804) 141 To attend thair quietlie

uppun aduertisement of the drum. 1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado
v. i. 32 My griefs cry lowder then aduertisement. 1692
LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) II. 566 He has published an ad-
vertisement in this days Gazet of it. 1722 DE FOE Moll Ft.

(1840) 273 An advertisement of the particulars in the com-
mon newspapers. 1868 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 339 A short

newspaper advertisement is all we want. 1876 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. I. App. 719 A general advertisement for the
heads of his enemies. 1878 Printing Trades yrnl. xxv. 27
The publishers are not in the habit of inserting gratuitous
advertisements.

Advertisements! (sedv5Mtizme:ntal), a. [f.

prec. + -AL.] Of or pertaining to advertisement.
1881 World 1 1 May 14/1 The incomparable

* Nabob Pickle
'

and other well-known advertisemental triumphs.

Advertiser (ee'dvaitarzai, ce-dv-). [f. ADVER-
TISE + -ER!.] One who advertises.

fl. One who informs, notifies, or warns. Obs.
c 1565 LINDSAY Hist. ScotL (1728) 55 The first advertiser

of this prosperous success brought with him Archibald

Douglas's head. 1611 COTGR., Advertisseur^ an advertiser,

informer, intelligencer. 1665-6 m Phil, Trans, I. 15 The
solution of Plains antT Solids, which had been seen (as the
Advertiser affirms) before Monsieur Des Cartes had publish'd
anything upon this subject.

2. Onewho issues a publicnotice orannouncement.

1712 STEELE Sped. No. 521 r 4 He has desired the Ad-
vertiser to compose himself a little, before he dictated the

Description of the offender. 1784 COWPER Task n, Argt.,
The reverend advertiser of engraved sermons. 1882 Daily
Ne^vs 4 May i/i Advertisers are requested to make their

Post-office Orders payable to, etc.

3. A journal or other print in which advertise-

ments are published.
1769 BURKE Pres. State Wks. II. 13 They have drawled

through columns of Gazetteers and Advertisers for a century
together. 1770 yunius Lett. Pref. 13 This edition contains
all the letters of Junius . . according to the order in which

they appeared in the Public Advertiser. 1841 GEN. P. THOMP-
SON Exerc. (1842) VI. 303 Just as an advertisement in the

body of some of the 'monster' advertisers of the day,
amounts to next to no advertisement at all. 1882 (title) The
Morning Advertiser.

Advertising (a^dvaitai-zin, ae'dv-), vbl. sb.
[f.

ADVERTISE + -ING 1
.]

fl. Warning, notification, information. Obs.

1530 PALSGR., Advertysing, advertence (Fr.). 1549 Compl.
Scotl. xiii. in The counsel of ingland gettis . . haisty aduer-

tessing of the priuitate that is amang the lordis of Scotland.

2. A bringing into notice ; spec, by paid announce-

ment in a printed journal, by prominent display of

placards, etc.

1762 GOLDSMITH Beau Nash 13 By self-advertizing, attract

the attention of the day. 1810 CRABBE Borongh\\\. 118

Should the advertising cash be spent, Ere yet the town has
due attention lent, Then bursts the bubble. 1882 Daily
News 4 May 1/2 The vendors undertake to defray all the

expenses of .. printing, advertising, legal charges. Mod,
'Ihere is one way of obtaining business publicity, one

way of obtaining publicity advertising.'

Advertising (K-dvaitarzin, oe'dv-), ///. a. [f.

as prec. + -ING 2
.]

fl. Adverting, attending, attentive. Obs,

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M.v. 1.387, I was then Aduertysing,
and holy to your businesse.

2. Issuing advertisements ; giving public notice.

1807 CRABBE Neivspaper320When lo ! the advertising tribe

succeed. 1882 Daily Tel. 6 Sept. 4/6 As a convenience to the

Advertising Public, it has been thought desirable, etc.

t Adve'sperate, v. Ofo.~~ [f.
L. advesperat-i

ppl. stem of advesperd-sc-ere to draw towards even-

ing ;
f. ad to -t- vesper evening.]

' To waxe night.'

Cockeram 1626. ' To grow towards night.' Bailey

1721. Johnson, etc.

T Adve'St, v. Obs~ [a. MFr. advest-ir, OFr.

avestir : late L. advestl-re ;
f. ad to + vestlre to

clothe.] To invest, put into possession.
1611 COTGR., Adheritert to advest, to put into possession.

tAdve'sture. Obs~ [a. MFr. oddest-liret

OFr. overture ;
f. a(d}vestir : see prec. and -URE.]

The act of advesting, investing, or clothing.
1611 COTGR., Advesture, an advesture, an investure, a

cloathing or possessing with ; a delivering over, a making
of Liverie and seisin unto. 1650 SHERWOOD, Advesture, ad*

vest, advesture (Fr,).

Advice (sedvai-s). Forms : 3-5 avis, avys, 5

avise, avyse, avyce (Sc. 4 awyss, 6 awise) ; 5 ad-

vys, 5-6 advyse, 4-8 advise, 6- advice, [a. OFr.

avis (cogn. w. Pr. avis
t Sp. aviso, It. a-vviso] : late

pop. L. *advtsum view, opinion, f. ad to + visum

seen, pa. pple of videre to see. Occ. written advis

after L. by Fr. scribes in I4th-i6th c., a spelling

introduced (by Caxton) into Eng., where it per-

manently changed the word. In 1 5th c. final ~e was

added to indicate the length of the /"; and in i6th the

s was written c to preserve the breath sound; whence

ADVICE-BOAT.

the stages avis, advis> advise, advice. Senses 8 and

9 represent Sp. aviso ( Fr. avis], also used un-

changed, and in the adapted form ADVISO, q.v.]
1 1. The way in which a matter is looked at or

regarded ; opinion, judgment. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 144 pe erchbischop of Walls seide ys auys.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 32 Bot as I herd telle I say myn
auys. 1366 MAUNDEV. xxvlii. 284 But that myghte not ben
to myn avys. 1475 CAXTON Jason n b, Me thinketh in

myn aduys that the king of Esclauonye doth euyl. 1529
MORE Supplic. Soules Wks. 1557, 334/1 He hath geuen hys
aduise therto, and said that they haue to much. 1623
BINGHAM Xenophou 56, I am not of that aduice, quoth Che-
risophus. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple 113 All things . . joyn
with one advise To honour thee. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan
n. xjx. 95 With power to make known their Advise, or
Desires.

T2. Forethought, prudence, wisdom. Obs.

auyse . . He put us bothe into paradise. 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froissart I. cclix, Howe the erle of Cambrydge and the erle

of Pembroke toke by great aduyse the garyson of Bourdeile.

1 3. Provision for, endowment, advancement.

(OFr. avis, portion de biens qu'un pere assigne a

ses puines). Obs. rare.

1433 MANGEARD in "... fK/V/s(i88a)Thet the seyd Bestall

be salde be the vice of the paresshens ther, as for the most
avice of the sayd chirche werkes.

f4. Weighing of opinions ; consideration, deli-

beration, consultation, reckoning. To take advice :

to deliberate. Obs.

1366 MAUSDEV. 180 The schipmen taken here Avys here
and governe hem by the Lode star, c 1386 CHAUCER Melt-
beus 285 It semeth bat it sufTiseth to ban been conseilled

by thise cpnseillours oonly, and wij> litel Auys [v. r. avisi'c,

auys(e, avice]. 1565 JEWEL Repl. to liarding(i&\\)-i>\ Whom
vpon verie short aduice, hrc hath condemned. 1596 SHAKS.
Mercfi. Ven. iv. !i. 6 Bassanio vpon more aduice, Hath sent

you heere this ring. 1611 BIBLE Judges xix. 30 Consider
of it, take aduise, and speake your mindes. 1654 GODDARD
in Burton's Diary (1828) I. 7 In such manner as the Com-
missioners of the Admiralty, by advice with the generals
of the fleet, shall think fit.

5. Opinion given or offered as to action; counsel.

spec, medical or legal counsel.

1393 GOWER Conf. I. 340 So that anone by his advise
There was a prive counseil nome. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sfftvlc

iv. xxx. (14831 77 To receyuen goodly good aduys and coun-

ceyll withouten indignacion of herte. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv.

ii. 68 If you will take a homely mans aduice, Be not found
heere. 1667 PEPYS Diary (1879) IV. 398 He is very ill of
his fever, and come only for advice. 1702 POPE Jan. fy

May 84 But fix'd before, and well resolv'd was he
;
(As men

that ask advice are wont to bel. 1718 Iliad i. 361 If in

my youth, ev'n these esteem'd me wise ; Do you, young
warriours, hear my sage advise. 1761 GIBBON Misc. Wks.

1814 V. 211 These are so many advices which it is easy to

give, but difficult to follow. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers i. 25,

182 Acting on his advice I had a ladder constructed in two

pieces. Punch, Advice to those about to marry:
'

Don't.'

f 6. The result of consultation ; determination,

resolve, intention, plan, design. Obs.

c 1440 Arthur 104 Arthour . . toke be castelle & >e town
at hys avyse. 1455 ARDERN in Test. Eborac, (1855) II. 195
That thai . . myne exequies done and avyce before writen,
those gudis distribute. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xn. v. 51

Thay quhjlkis are desyrit peace . . Ar alterit halely in ane
vthir auyse. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Agricola (1622) 194

Changing aduice on the sudden . . they iointly assaulted by
night the ninth Legion. 1704 DRYDEN Aureng-zebe in. i.

1035 The fatal Paper rather let me tear, You may, but 'twill

not be your best Advice.

1 7. A decision of a deliberative body ;
an act ;

a Senatus consultum. Obs, rare.

1661 BRAMHALL Just Vind. vii. 173 The advises of Con-
stance conceived by the Deputies of the German Nation in

that Councel, against some special abuses of the Pope . .

The advises of Ments made and concluded in that City by
the States of the Empire.
8. Information given, notice ; intelligence, news ;

in //. communications from a distance, spec, in

Comm. Formal or official notice from a party
concerned.

ugoCUxTQNttO'4&xxu. 82 Afterwyth this dreme cometh
to her aduyse that her cyte and landes of Cartage are

all dystroied. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong, W, India 114 These
fifteene were spies and . . beganne to flie with feare, or else

to give advice. 1633 STAFFORD Pac. Hib, xxii. (1821) 424 A
Pinnace of advice that brought the Kings Letters. 1665
PEPYS Diary (1879) VI. 99 Where some advice from my
Lady shall meet your Lordship. 1710 STEELE Tatler

No. 129 F i A mail from Holland, which brought me several

Advices. 1737 WESLEY Wks. 1830 I. 70 Visiting a dying
man, we found him full of the freshest advices. 1745 DE
FOE Eng. Tradesm. I. xxviii. 279 He should not pay his

money till he has advice that my bills are accepted. 1849
MACAULAY Hist, Eng. I. 590 Advices came down to htm
that many thousands of the citizens had been enrolled as

volunteers. 1866 CRUMP Banking v. 133 It is more prudent
in all cases to give a banker advice of bills becoming due.

1880 P. O. Guide 217 The Postmaster has first to see that

the signature of the payee be in agreement with the advice.

9. = ADVICE-BOAT. Cf. also pinnace ofadvice in 8.

1595 DRAKE Voy. (1849) 18 We took a frygotte which was
an advice of the kinge's [of Spain].

10. Comb, or Attrib.y as advice-giver ; advice-

yacht ~ ADVICE-BOAT.
1663 GERBIER Counsel d 3 a, The Advice giver to Builders.

1666 Lond. Gaz. lxvi/2 A Pleasure-Boat . . after ten hours

chace, put on shore near this Harbor, a Dutch Advice-Yacht.

. 'A boat employed to bring in-
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ADVICEPUL.

telligence,' J. ;
a dispatch-boat ;

called also shortly

an advice. See ADVICE 8, 9, and A"DVISO.

1668 Land. Gaz. ccxxxviii/3 All these Men of War are to

be attended by a proportionable number of Galliots, Advice

Boats, and Victuallers. 1790 BEATSON Nov. f, Mil. Mem.
I. 384 While on this station, he took an advice boat from

Old Spain. 1798 LD. ST. VINCENT in Nicolas's Disp. (1845)

III. 27 A good Sparonara or Felucca . . will serve for an

Advice-boat during the summer months.

t Advi'ceful, a. Obs. ;
also 6 avizeful, 1 ad-

viseful. [f. ADVICE -t- -FUL.]
1. Considerate, thoughtful, attentive, careful.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. vi. 26 When Britomart with sharp

avizefull eye Beheld the lovely face of Artegall. <rl6o7

Beggars Ape(&.\Which everywhere advisefull audience bred

While thus th' inditement by the clerke was read.

2. Full of counsel ;
skiltul as an adviser.

1600 CHAPMAN Iliad IX. 87 The first was famous Thrasy-

med adviceful Nestor's son. 1624 Batraclwm. (1858) tp.

Ded 23 Th' adviceful guide of my still-trembling star.

Adview, refashioned f. AVIEW v. Obs., to view,

t Advrgilance. Obs.-" [f.
L. advigilatttia,

as if a. Fr. *advigilance : see next. Cf. VIGILANCE.]

A diligent watching.' Bailey, vol. II, 1731.

t Advi'gilancy. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. L. advigi-

lantia, f. advigilant-em, pr. pple. of advigild-rc :

see next.] Watchfulness, vigilance, care.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Citron. III. 1263/2 All the nobihti: of

the realme may hereby receiue admonition, and cause of

further circumspection and aduigilancie.

t Advi-gilate, v. 06s- [f.
L. advigildt-, ppl.

stem of advis;ila-rc to be watchful over ;
f. ad to

+ vigila-re to watch.] 'To watch diligently.'

Cockeram 1626 ;
whence in Bailey, Ash, Toad, etc.

t Advigila-tion. Obs.~ [n. of action f. prec. ;

see -ms.]
' A diligent watching.' Bullokar 1676.

t AdviTOn, v. Obs. rare. [a. occ. MFr. advi-

ronnc-r for avironncr, OFr. avironcr to surround ;

To environ, surround.

140

1297 R. GLOUC. 558 He avisede fa ost sui) wel. c 1386

(cf. environ}] To environ, surround.

1475 CAXTOX Jason 17 Jason felte hym self so aduironn

on alle sydes by hys enemyes. 1483 Gold. Leg. 127

Thys lyght of heuen aduyronned hym sodeynly.

Advisability (sedwzabrKti). [f. ADVISABLE,

on analogy of L. sbs. in -bilitas : see -BILITY.] The

quality of being advisable ;
advisableness.

[Not in TODD 1818, RICHARDSON 1836, CRAIG 1847, LATHAM

1872, OGII.VIE 1882. In WORCESTER 1859.] 1839 DICKENS

Nick \~ick. xxxvi. 286 Pondering upon the advisability of

this step, and the sensation it was likely to create. 1857

S. OSBORN Quedah iv. 57 The lesson I had learnt upon the

advisability of using smoke preservers.

Advisable (i-dvai-zab'l ., a.
;
also 7-9 advise-

able. [f. ADVISE + -ABLE.]

1. Of persons : Able to be advised ; open to advice.

sometimes morbidly advisable.

2. Of things : Proper to be advised or recom-

mended ; expedient, prudent.
1647 JER. TAYLOR Dissnas. Popery \. 11. 16 (R.) Whether to

confess to a priest be an adviseable discipline . . is no part

of the question. 1650 CROMWELL Lett, ft Sf. (Carl.) Let. 87

1 did not think advisable to attempt upon the Enemy, lying

as lie doth. 1790 COWPER Odyssey XV. 615 It were a course

Now not adviseable. 1851 MARIOTTI Italy in. 150 Various

reasons . . seemed to render advisable the abandonment of

the Tyrol.

Advisableness (*drarzib ines). [f. prec. +

-NESS.]
1. Of persons : Readiness to be advised ; open-

ness to advice, rare.

1673 O. WALKER Education (1677'' 94 These then promise
virtue modesty, obedience, advisableness.

2. Of things : The quality of being advisable or

expedient ; expediency, propriety.

1731 BAILEY, vol. II, Aihiisal'leness, fitness to be advised,

done, etc., expediency. 1755 in JOHNSON n. q. iBJsWAYLAND
Mem. Judson II. iii. 109 You inquire about the advisable-

ness of setting up a school at Amherst. 1881 Sat. Rev.

2 Apr. 428 Lord Coleridge . . gently suggested the advisable-

ness of hostile encounters being brought off on a foreign soil

Advisably (ftdvai-zabli), adv. [f. ADVISABLE

4--LY2 .]
In an advisable manner; expediently,

prudently, wisely.

who were left behind . . were alarmed.] 1865 RUSKIN Sesame

45 We may advisably carry out this idea a little. 1873

Lect. on A rt iv. 108 To carry the pitcher you may most ad-

visably have two handles.

Advisal (dedvai-zal). rare. [f. ADVISE+-AL2, after

devisal, revisal, etc.] Advising, advice, counsel.

1850 BLACKIF. jEschylut I. 197 The sure advisal of our

voiceless guide.

Advise (a-dvsi-z), v. Forms : 3-6 avise, 4-5

avyse, 6 avize, 5-6 advyse, 6 advyoe, 6-8 ad-

vice, 4- advise, [a. Fr. avise-r : late L. advisd-

re, f. late L. advisum view, opinion : see ADVICE.

Refash. in 5-6 after occ. MFr. spelling adviser.']

tl. trans. To look at, view, observe, consider,

watch ; also, to watch for. Obi.

husbonde alone. 1529 RASTELL Pastyme (1811) 172 He rode

about the castell to advyse it. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. n. xu.

66 Abasht that her a straunger did avise. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch's Mor. 96 They advised you well and their eie

was never off, wondering to see your rich purple robes,

t b. absol. Obs.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (1874) II. 29 Such ar so blynde
that they can not aduyse.

f C. To look to, provide for (cf. OFr. avise, mum,
doue, Godef.). Obs. rare.

c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. v. 14 Hit doungeth landes lene,

and beestes lorne For lene it fedeth uppe, and seek aviseth.

1 2. causal. To make (one) observe (a thing) ;

also, To bring (a thing) into view. Obs. (Cf. 10, n.)
c 1460 Towaeley Myst. 61 My wand he bad, in thi present,

I shuld lay downe, and the avyse How it shuld turne to

oone serpent. 1557 SURREY Aeneid iv. 461 The troubled

ghost doth fray me, and advise The wronged bed by me of

my deare sonne, Whom I defraud of the Hisperian crown.

4 3. To look at mentally; to consider, think of,

think over, ponder. Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boethius (iW&) 174 Yiflu wolt ban jjenke
and avisen be prescience by whiche it knoweb al[le] binges.

1:1460 FORTESCUE Absol. f, Lim. Mem. (1714! 105 Hyt may
than be advysed by the Counceile, hou such a person may
be rewarded. 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India 123 Advising

them to be madde and stubborne in their opinion. 1677

YARRANTON Eng. Improv. 18 He advises not his Creditors,

but his own interest.

b. Sc. Law. To consider together ;
to reconsider

a verdict, to review or revise. (Also called 'taking

into avizandum.')
1609 SKENE Kfg. Maj. 121 That the Judge advise the

cause, and decerne, quhether that quhilk was admitted to

probation, is sufficientlie proven, or not proven. 1863 Scots-

tnan 16 Alar., Some time ago the case was again heard be-

fore both Divisions, and to-day it was advised,

f 4. To devise, to purpose. Obs.

c 1340 Ga-Mayne <y Green Knt. 45 With alle be mete &: t

mir);e bat men coube a-vyse. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 128/4

They that were enuyous durst not auyse on her ony euyl

fame. 1586 Let. to Earl Leycester -2, I did therefore aduise

to haue this my letter . . to be ready.

t5. refl.
To bethink oneself; take thought, con-

sider, reflect. (Fr. s'aviser.) Const, of, on, upon,

subord. cl. ;
also inf. phr. implying caution. Obs.

See also ADVISED i.

1297 R. GLOUC. 547 Hii wende S: auisede horn somdel vp
an doun, That hii mijte bewar of hor fon. c 1386 CHAUCER
Melibens 167 Ye moste auyse yow on it ful ofte. Sckipm.
T. 236 Therfor have I gret necessity Upon this queynte
world to avyse me. 1393 GOWER Con/. III. 234 Therfore

a prince him shuld advise, Er that he fell in such riote

1491 CAXTON How to Die i Fewe there be that aduyse theym
of theyr ende. 1557 N. T. (Genevan) Matt. xxi. 29 But

afterwarde [he] aduised him selfe, and went. 1563 Homilies

n. xvii. iv. (1640) 235 Let us well advise our selves to ad-

vouch that certainly, whereof we have no good knowledge.

1601 SHAKS. Tiuel. N. iv. ii. 102 Aduise you what you say ;

the minister is heere. 1623 CAMDEN Kern. (1637) 124 When
they shall better advise themselves . . they will not presse

mee ouer eagerly herein, [a 1656 HALES Gold. Rem. (1688)

99 When David advised with himself.]

t 6. intr. (by omission of refl. pron.) To take

thought, consider, reflect, ponder, deliberate. Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 1657 He gan to taken of it

hede, Avysynge of the lengthe and of the brede. 1485

CAXTON Paris ff Vtinne 30 He aduysed yf he lacked ony

thynge. 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis vin. i. 46 Auising wele,

quhou al this thing was wrocht. 1611 BIBLE 2 Sam. xxiv.

13 Now aduise, and see what answere I shall returne.

a 1642 QUARLES Glar. Cceli in Farr's 5. P. (1848) 139 When
I behold, and well advise upon The wise man's speech.

1649 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 39 Please to advise to what

persons you communicate the author of this intelligence,

for he desires to be concealed. 1671 MILTON Samson 326

Advise Forthwith how thou oughtst to receive him.

Whence, by extension to a multitude,

7. To consider in company, to hold a consulta-

tion, to take counsel. Const, on, upon, of. Obs.

exc. in To advise with : to consult with.

I5I3-7S Diurnal o/Occurr. (1833)88 The quenis majestic

and counsell awysit thairvpone. 1613 BINGHAM Xenophon
121 The other Coronels said, they would aduise, and re-

turne him answer. 1636 HEALEY Thcophrastus' Charac.

iv 16 Who distrusting his friends and familiars, in serious

affairs adviseth with his servants. 1641 in Rushworth's

Hist Coll. in. (1692) I. 310 To be read in full Parliament,

and to be advised of by both Houses. 1723 Col. Records

Penn. III. 158 Chiefly to advice with them on that Head.

1852 MissYoNGE Cameos (1877) III. xiv. 121 Edward.,

merely told them that he must advise with his Council.
_

8. absol. To offer counsel, as one of a consulting

body ;
to give advice.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce n. 298 As he awisyt, now have thai

done. 1530 PALSGR. 441, I avyse, I rede or counsayle,

Jaduise. 1611 BIBLE i Kings xii. 6 How doe you aduise,

that I may answere this people? 1850 LYTTON My Novel I.

xi. 39 Mr. Hazeldean sowed and ploughed . . very much as

Mr. Stirn condescended to advise.

9. trans. To give counsel to, to counsel, caution,

warn. a. at first simply ; then with subord. cl. or inf.

1175 BARBOUR Bruce xvi. 134 Othir lordis that war him by
Avlsit the king. 1483 CAXTON Chas. the Gt 194

j
He was

taken and not slayn . . to thende that he shold be aduysed to

byleue in Ihesu cryst, 1509 FISHER Sertn. Wks. 1876,292

An olde Gentylwoman.. dyde aduyse her to commende her-

1604

ADVISEDLY.
MARLOWE Faustus vii. 80Well use that trick no more I would

advise you. 1713 DERHAM Physlco- Tkeol. in. iv. 82 Should

we pretend to amend his work ; Or to advise infinite Wisdom.

1860 TYNDALL Glaciers I. 8 16, 104 My host advised me to

avail myself of the promising weather.

t b. to, from, against an action or course. Obs.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour 128 To be auised and saued

from velaine reproche. 1605 SHAKS. Lear ill. vii. 9 Aduice

advising them to milder counsels. 1734 tr. A ollin s Kom.
Hist. (1827) II. 358 Croesus took upon him to advise Cam-

byses against his conduct. 1779 JOHNSON L. P.,_Pope (1787)

IV. 8 Walsh advised him to correctness.

t C. with personal obj. understood and cl. or phr.

retained, the latter becoming at length the obj. Obs.

1586 Let. to Earl Leycester 23 They durst not aduise any

security to rest in any, no not in all of them. 1613 SHAKS.

Hen. VIII, I. i. 114 Loe, where comes that Rock That I

aduice your shunning. 1728 T. SHERIDAN Persius iii. (1739)

47 In the next Place he advises to consider the End of our

Creation.

d. with objective of the thing.

1658-9 SIR H. VANE in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 183, 1 can-

not advise it to be well for you. 1693 Mem. Count Teckely I.

51 Having been the first to advice the War. 1735 POPE Sat. l.

19 Celsus will advise Hartshorn, or something that shall

close your eyes. 1798 SOUTHEY Sonnets xi. Wks. II. 95

Wisely was it he advised distrust.

10. To give notice or intimation, to instruct, to

inform, to apprise (a person), esp. To send (him)

formal notice (of a transaction). Const, of,
or

subord. cl.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. in. i. 122 Aduise me, where I may
haue such a Ladder. 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. to S. Sea 229

My servants . . advised me ordinarily of that which past.

1710 STEELE Taller No. 7^7 The States are advised that

the Auxiliaries of Saxony were arrived. 1855 PRESCOTT

Philip 7/U857I I. 119 He advised the constable of this at

once. 1879 Globe 17 Sept. 7/1 [He] advised the inspector

that Gaydon had committed a murder.

11. To give information of, announce (an event,

transaction). (Commercial^
1880 Echo 3 Mar., The manager . . advises the landing of

the first Palestine party. Comm. Have these drafts leen

Advise, advisee,///, a. Obs. See ADVISY.

Advised (sedvai-zd ),///. a. For forms see AD-

VISE, [f. ADVISE -t- -ED. In its adjective use, an

Eng. trans, of avise (see ADVISY).]

^i.pple. Of persons: Having considered or pon-
dered. To be advised: to consider, reflect, to

act after consideration. Const, of. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 620 Ic ask }ou respyt for to se This

lettir, and tharwith awysit be. c 1500 Maid f, Magpie in

Halliw. Nnpz Poet. 43 Ye wylle wedde me now, as I trowe.

I wylle be advysed, Gylle, sayd he. 1598 SHAKS. MerryWives
i. iii. 106 Are you a-uis'd o' that? 1602 DEKKER Satirom.

265 Are you advized what you doe when you hisse ? 1633
HANMER Chron. Irel. 49 Merlin came, and being advised,

said as followeth.
_ f

( 2. Hence adj. (in sense of the older avise, ad-

visee) Deliberate, cautious, wary, judicious. Obs.

1475 CAXTON Jason 91 b, Thenke ye what ye haue to do

and De ye aduised. ^579 TOMSON Calvin's Serjti. on Tint.

893/2 Man is head of the woman, hee ought to be more

aduised & wise. 1611 COTGR., // a dii plomb en teste. He
hath a sad, aduised, or discreet pate of his own. 1702 Eng.

Theophrastus 246 In all actions a Prince ought to be slow

and advised.

t3. esf.-vrith well or ///
; both///i. as in I, and

adj. as in 2. Obs.
a 1375 WYCLIF Wks. 1880, 375 )>u . . art wo \n& euer crist

was so yuel avised to say . . pes wordis. c 1386 CHAUCER
Miller's T. 398 Be well avised on that ilke night . . That

non of us ne speke not o word, c 1450 Merlin 45 Be well

a-vised that ye knowe it is he. 1580 NORTH Plutarck (1676)

43 To another he put forth a question, who was to be well

advised of his answer. 1611 BIBLE Prov. xiii. jo But with

the well aduised is wisedome.

4. Of things : Considered, deliberate, intentional ;

hence well considered, judicious. (Fuller contrasts

these senses.) Ill-advised: injudicious.

ciuaRelig. Pieces /r. Thornton MS. (1867) 19 Kepe \s

Lorde. . fra sodayne and avysede dede. 1363 Homilies u.

xv. (1640) 199 Ought we not then by the monition of the

Wise-man . . to take advised heed ? 1642 FULLER Holy f,

Prof. State n. xix. 127 The more advised the deed is, the

lesse advised it is. 1665 J. SPENCER Prodigies 17 His cool

and advised thoughts. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. 10, 262

The atheistical conspiracy made its long-concerted, and

well-advised and consentaneous and furious attack. 1870

FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. App. 722 His statement has more

the air of a deliberately advised statement. Mod. His con-

duct throughout has been very ill-advised,

f 5. Of persons : Purposed, determined. Cf. AD-

VISE 4. Obs.

c 1315 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1365 Such a mangerie to make J>e

man watj auised. 1393 GOWER Co/ II. 10 But sheisother-

wise avised Than graunte such a time assised. 1483 CAXTON

Gold. Leg. 263/3, ! am auysed neuer to leue the.

6. Counselled. See ADVISE v. 9 a, and d.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II7,
iv. iii. 5 Good Cousin be aduis'd,

stirre not tonight. 1871 RUSKIN Fors Clav. ix. 1 1 The better

minded ones really take the advised measures.

7. Informed, apprised, warned.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, n. Cho. r2 The French aduis'd by good

n oe entywoman . . ye
selfe to saynt Nycholas. 1593 T. WATS9N Sonnet v. (Arb.)

181 She . . Aduised the boy what scandall it would bee. 160

ighly
Leicester and the States.

Advisedly (sedvai-zedli), adv. Forms: 4-5



ADVISEDNESS. 141 ADVOCATE.

avisily, avissely ; 4-6 avisely ; 5 avysilye ;

5-6 avysely, avyssely; 6-7 advisedlie ;
6- ad-

visedly. [Two forms are here : i avisi-ly, f. avist

ADVISY + -LY 2
;

2 ADVISED + -LY 2. But as avisily

was changed by various intermediate forms to ad-

visedly, it is convenient to treat the whole together,]

In an advised manner.

f 1. With watchfulness or attention ; warily, at-

tentively, carefully, circumspectly. Obs.

*375 BARBOL-R Bruce n. 344 Thai saw cumand Thar fayis

ridand. . Arayit rycht awisely, c 1420 Paltad. onHusb. in.

356 A wegge of boone or yron putte bytwene The bark and

tree. . Avisily, the rynde unhurte to kepe. <: 1440 Mortc

Artkure 3166 Avissely in bat vale he vetailles his biernez.

c 1570 THYNNE Pride fy Lcnul. (1841) 19 Beholding him ad-

visedly. 1651 N. BIGGS New Dispens. 263, 192 Let the

Fontanells be advisedly closed up.

f2. \Yith prudence; wisely, prudently, judi-

ciously. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Mane. T. 223 But for a litil speche avisily

Is no man schent. 1391 How tlte goode wife, etc. 22 in Hazl.

?if any man bidde the worschipe, and wille wedde the,

Avysely answere hym. c 1500 Partenay 538 Thaim aid and

councell ryght auysilye. c 1571 HENRYSON Mor. Fables 40

The sheepe auisely gaue answeir in the cace, 1683 CORBET

Nonconf. Plea 8 To do all things advisedly, honestly, peace-

ably . . is the best means of such reputation.

f3. With full or calm consideration; delibe-

rately, leisurely. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 161/1 He sente for the pryour and

tolde to hym aduysedly al this vysyon. 1549 COVERDALE
Erasm. Paraphr. Col. \\. 13 We haue aduisedly sworne to

be obedient to Moses lawe. 1655 MOFFET & BENNET Health's

Improv. (1746) 396 Mince or chew your Meat finely, eat

leisurely, swallow advisedly. 1656 BRAMHALL Rt-plic. vii.

295 If he Had advisedly read over my assertion it is this.

4. As the result of deliberation or thought ;
de-

liberately, intentionally.

1562-3 Act 5 Eliz. i- 17 Suche as shall openly and ad-

visedly deprave, by Woordes or Writinges . . any of the Rites

and Ceremonies. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. Ven. v. 253 Your
Lord Will neuer more breake faith aduisedlie. 1755 MAGENS
Ess. Insitr. I. 53 If the Master of a Ship has advisedly

dropt Anchor in rocky ground. 1851 HT. MARTINEAU Hist.

Peace i. v, 56 We speak advisedly and from experience when
we say that this was the general feeling. 1876 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. I. 533, I do this advisedly.

Advisedness (sedvai'zednes). ? Obs. Also 5

avysnes, 6 avysenesse. [orig. f. avist (see AD-

VISY) + -NESS. Etymologically avyseness and ad-

viscdncss are two words
;
but historically advised-

ness came in as a 'rectification' otavyscness, when
the Eng. ppl. adj. ADVISED took the place of

avis%, avisy.'] The quality of being advised
; pru-

dent consideration, caution, deliberation.

c 1400 Tiutdale Vis., Purif. Marie 132 Mary. . gan mer-

veyly with grete avysnes Of the wordis that he can expresse.
IS9 J3'iy>tt of Evyll Maryage 9, I was in purpoce . . for to

have wedded without avysenesse A fulle fayre mayde. 1633
HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 349 Such a kind of cunctation, ad-

visedness, and procrastination is allowable also in all councils

of state. 1755 S. WALKER Serin, ix, His Recreations also,

are with much Consultation and Advisedness. 1789 BEN-
THAM Princ. Legisl. Sx. 10 Advisedness with respect to

the circumstances .. extends the intentionality from the act

to the consequences.

Adviseful, variant of ADVICEFUL a. Obs.

Advisement (aedvsi'zment). For forms see

ADVISE, [a. Fr. a^d^visement, f. aviser : see ADVISE
and -MENT.]
f 1. The process of looking at or viewing ; ob-

servation, notice, attention, consideration. Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 241 Sent bei non bifore, to wite how
bei mo passe, perfore had J>ei lore, for non avisement wasse.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 1811 And ther he saugh, with ful

avysemente, The erratyk sterres. 1447 BOKENKAM Lyvys
ofSeyntys (1835) 14 Hyr bewte so sore dede lure Hys herte,
that. . ofhyr he took more avysement. 1600 HOLLAND Liny
i. xviii. 14 He had with good avisement taken a prospect and
view towards the cittie.

f 2. The process of viewing or considering men-

tally ; thought, thinking, consideration, reflection,

deliberation. ? Obs. or dial.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 289 Pride and rile avisement

Misnapnes oftentide, and dos many be schent. c 1386
CHAUCER Merchfs. T. 287, I warn yow wel it is no childes

pley To take a wyf withoute avisement. 1425 WYNTOUN
Cron. ix. xxvii. 282 To bat rycht sone assentit he And blythly
, . Wyth schort Avisment maid ansuere, 1571 GRINDAL
Articles xviii, Whether they doe every day with good ad-
uisement conferre one Chapter of the Latine and English
togither. 1603-5 SIR J. MELVIL Mem. (1735) 354 After fifteen

days Advisement and devout Prayer. 1709 STRYPE Ann,
Re/, xxxvii. 390 It was the work of ten years, written with
good advisement. 1794 BURNS Whs. IV. 319 O'gude advise-
ment comes nae ill.

t b. The result of thinking ;
a thought, opinion,

resolution, plan. Obs.
1S3S COVERDALE Jer. xxvi. 13 Therfore amende youre

wayes, and youre advysementes and be obedient. 1590
Span. Invas. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 159 By reason of
a great calm, which fell out, no part of this advisement
could be accomplished.

t3. To take advisement', to take thought, to
consider or deliberate ; (of a multitude) to take

counsel, consult
; hence, to decide, resolve. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce vii. 526 He tuk avisment vith his

men, On quhat maner thai suld do then, c 1385 CHAUCER
Leg. Good IVom. 1413 At the laste he tooke avysemente, To
send hym Into some fer countre. 1462 DAUBENEY in Past.

Lett. 452 II, 102 Take avisment of this mater tille tomorowe.
a 1569 KYNGESMILL Godly Advise (1580' 4 You ought to take

good advisement howe you bestowe yourselfe, least you both
marie and marre yourselfe in one daie. 1597 DANIEL Civ.
Wares (1609) i. xcii, And mus'd awhile, waking advisement
takes of what had past in sleepe.
4. Combined deliberation

;
consultation.

1417 T. BROKE in E, E. Wills (1882) 24 Iff ych haue . .

mystake hir good, I wyll bat it be restored to ham . . be

the aduysement of the senate. 1634-46 J. Row (father) Hist,
Kirk Scotl. (1842) 186 Whereupon the magistrals, after ad-

visement, withdrew themselves. 1735 Col, Rec. Penn. IV.

23 Til! the Bill for establishing Courts of Equity comes under
advisement. 1881 Times 19 Feb. 5/2 The application [to the

Court] was made upon advisement.
5. Advice, counsel, arch.
c 1440 Morte Arthure 148 Thus schalle I take avisemente

of valiant beryns. 1509 BARCLAY Ship of Foolcs (1570) 17
The reade and advisement Of wise men, discrete, and full of

grauitie, Helpeth thine owne. 1658 BROME Co~'. Card, v,

i. 77 There's hope that he may be fetch'l halfe way back

again, by your fatherly advicement. 1658 S. LENNARH tr.

:rron's Wisdoms \. xx. 12 (1670) 74 Particular advise-Char
ments and remedies against this evil you shall find. 1850
BLACKIE ^Eschylits II. 271 My son, Xerxes, Being young
hath young conceits

;
and takes no note Of my advisement.

1 6. An instruction how to act, an injunction,
a warning. Obs.

1538 in Strype Eccl. Mem. App. xci, I charge and enjoyn
to every curate . . to accomplish these few advisements and
injunctions. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warres n. i. 17 That they
may before the enemy arriue, give aduisement. i6s4GENTiLis
tr. Serz'itft's Hist. Inqnis, (16761 860 The punishments which
the Inquisition imposeth, are spiritual, as Abjurations, Ab-
solutions, or Advisements.

Adviser ^aedvsrzai). [f. ADVISE + -ER!.]
1. One who advises or counsels.
1611 FLORIO, Avisatore, an aduiser, an advertiser. 1651

HOBBES Gov.
<$

Soc. xiv. i. 210 When obedience is yielded
to the Lawes, not for the thing it self, but by reason of the
advisers will, the Law is not a Counsel], but a Command.
1741 MIDDLETON Cicero (1742) II. vii. 266, I . . who from the

very first have always been the adviser of peace. 1863 Cox
hist. Eng. Govt. i. v. 29 The advisers of the Crown have
taken upon themselves the responsibility.

2. One who sends advice or notice of anything.
1854 DE QUINCF.Y in Page (1877) II. xviii. 83 To you, as

being i,I think) my latest adviser from Tlpperary, I address

my answer.

1 3. A dispatch-boat ;
an A(D)VISO. Obs.

1658-9 in Burton's Dt'ary (i&2&) HI, 383 One-hundred-and-

twenty sail, whereof ten are advisers, and as many fire-ships.

Ad.visersh.ip (sedvai-zajjip). [f. prec. + -SHIP.]
The office of an adviser.

1868 Pall Mall G. 2 Dec. 8 The Law Advisership to the
Castle is the most important of the remaining appointments.

Advising (sedvai-zin), vbl. sb.
[f. ADVISE +

-ING 1
.]

The action expressed by the verb advise.

Considering, consulting, counselling, warning, no-

tifying. (Now mostly gerundial.)
c 1450 PECOCK Repr. 75 Bi avisingis, and bi conseil taking.

1603 SHAKS. Metis, for -I/, in. i. 203 Therefore fasten your
eare on my aduisings. 1640 FULLER Abel Redh<. (1867) II.

234 He approved of the vice-chancellors advising. 1866
CARLYLE Inaug. Addr. 171, I would not. . go much into ad-

vising ; but there is one advice I must give you.

Advising (?edvai-zin), ///. a.
[f. ADVISE +

-ING^.] That advises
; counselling.

Mod. Advising words ; an advising solicitor.

f Advi'sion. Obs. A rare form of AVISION,
but that which the word would have regularly
received, had it survived to the i6th c.

t Advi'sive, a. Obs, rare- 1
, [f. ADVISE + -IVE.

Prob. a. OFr. *avisif, -ive.]

1. Observant, prudent. See ADVISIVENESS.
2. Supplying advice, advising, counselling.
1648 HERRICK Wkst II. 47 A Parseneticall or Advisive

Verse to his friend.

Advi'siveness. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being advisive ; thought-
fulness, prudence, discretion.

1436 Pol. Poems II. 200 Discrecioun, subtile avisifenesse.

tAdvi'SO. Obs. PI. -oes. [ad. Sp. aviso advice,

intelligence; also, an advice-boat: late ~L,advTsttm :

see ADVICE, under the influence of which, and the

cognate Eng. words, adviso became common in

Eng., though Aviso (q.v.) was also used, and is

now the only form (in sense 3).]
1. Information, intelligence ;

an official notifica-

tion, dispatch, or 'advice.
1

Obs. (Sense retained

in ADVICE 8.)

1594 CAREW Tasso's God/r. Bvlloigne (1881) 119 William
. . This fresh aduiso sendeth you by mee. 1621 F. MARKHAM
Dec. Warre \\\. ix. 4. 114 By the imployment of Spies, by
Traytors or by some other advisees.

2. pompously, An advice, counsel, suggestion.
1501 RALEIGH Fight of Revenge 15 Slandrous Pamphlets,

aduisoes and Letters, 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. \.

19 Who forgetting the honest advisees of Faith, have
listened unto the conspiracy of Passion and Reason. 1676
in Phil. Trans. XI. 573 Our modern [writers] have been free

of their Adviso's to prompt the studious.

3. (Also Caraval of adviso.} A dispatch or ad-

vice-boat
;

in which sense the word survives in

the form Aviso.
1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia v. 179 The aduenturers sent

them an aduiso with thirtie Passengers. 1642 FULLER Holy
ff Prof. State u. xxi. 138 The King of Spain knew of it, and
sentaCaravall ofadviso to the West Indies. 1650 R. STAPVL-
TON Strada's Lmu Conntrey Warres vi. 8 Who dispatched
back his Adviso with more then ordinary speed.

Advisory (a-dvarzsri), a.
[f.

ADVISE + -ORY,
as if ad. late L. *advisdrius, f. late L. advisor,\
Having the attribute of advising ; giving, or tend-

ing to give, advice.

1809 D. RAMSAY Hist. South Carolina II. 20 Churches,
as corporations, can enforce their by-laws, but their powers
as spiritual courts are merely advisory. 1847 in CRAIG.
1862 J. CHESTER in Mactn. Mag. Nov. 62 The expression
of their opinions is advisory only. 1882 Times 27 Mar. 4
There was some difference of opinion m the Advisory Board.

f Advisy, advisee, ///. a. Obs. Forms: 3-5
avys6 ; 4-5 avise(e ; 5 avisy, aduisy, aduysee
(Sc. 5 awyss6 ; 6 awysee). [a. OFr. avisct, avise,

pa. pple. of aviser to ADVISE.] Well-advised
;

cir-

cumspect, heedful, wary, cautious.
c 1300 A". Alts. 5261 The kyng, and his meigne, Gladdest

weren and aveyse. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 188 Of werre
and of bataile he was fulle auise. 1426 Pol. Poems 11859^! I.

137 This Henry of knyghthode moste famous, Moste avisy,
and moste victorious. 1443 HENRY VI in Ellis Orig, Lett.

in. 34 1.79 Notable and aduisy labours and diligences. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis v. ix. 35 Scharp Mnestheus war and awysee.

Advocacy (se'dWkesi). [a. (i4th c.) Fr. advo-

cacic, -atie, avocacic, ad. med. L. advocatia, n. of

state, f. advocatits : see ADVOCATE and -ACY.]

1. The function of an advocate
;
the work of ad-

vocating ; pleading for or supporting.
1413 LVDG. Pylgr. So-Mle i. xv. (1859} 15 Blysful lord ! .. I

haue spoken of aduocacye, soo that thou sholdest myn ad-

uocate be. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 427/1 He had ocupyed
and exerced moche holyly and deuoutelye thefayte of aduo-

cacye in the bysshoppes courte. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

F.p. 47 Shall he want herein the applause or advocacy of

Satan. 1849 COBDEN Sp. 21, I will never cease the advocacy
of this question. 1867 CARLYLE Remin. fiSSr) II. 13 It is a

strange trade, I have often thought, that of advocacy. 1872
YEATS Growth fy I'iciss. Comm. 273 Whose voice then first

began to be heard in advocacy of freedom of commerce.

2. = AnvowsoN, ADVOCATIOX 5.

1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. III. xii. 194 Bishop Gervase
. . petitioned the king to grant the royal rights over the see,

the rights of advocacy or patronage.

't AdvOCEl'Cyer, v. Obs. [a. Fr. advocacies, avo-

cacier, f. avocacie advocacy, transferred with inf.

ending.] To practise as an advocate.

1506 Ord. Crystcn Men (W. de Worde) iv. xxi. 262 Suche

people the whiche misbere them for to aduocacyer synneth
gretly . . The luge may not aduocacyer in the cause that he

ought to luge.

1" Advocary. Obs. rare~*. [ad. med. L. advo*

cdria (cited by Du Cange from charter of 1216),

f. OFr. avocric
t avouerie, n. of state, f. avocor, avou-

eiiri^advocatdrem-. see ADVOCATOR.] ? Pleading.
(-1374 CHAUCER Troylus ii. 1469 Be ye not ware how that

false Polyfete Is now about eftsones for you to plete, And
bring on yow advocaries \_v.r. advocatis, advocacies] newe?

Advocate (ardv^ket), sb. Forms: 4-5 avocat,
avoket ; 5 advoket, -ette

; 5-7 advocat
; 5-

advocate. Aphetic 5-6 voket, vocate. [a. OFr.

avocatj ad. L. advocatus, one summoned or 'called

to' another, esp. one called in to aid one's cause

in a court of justice; prop. pa. pple. of advoca-re,

f. ad\.o + vocdre to call. The OFr. living descendant

Gladvocatus was avoet, avoe, avotte (see ADVOWEE) ;

avocat was a semi-popular adaptation of the L. title.

In 1 4- 1 6th c. it was often still further conformed to

the L. as advocat, an artificial spelling, afterwards

abandoned in Fr., which has caused in Eng. a per-
manent refashioning of the word. See An- 2.] lit.

One called in, or liable to be called upon, to defend .

or speak for.

1. One whose profession it is to plead the cause

of any one in a court of justice ;
a counsellor or

counsel. (The technical title in the Roman law

courts, and in those countries which retain the

Roman law, as Scotland and France ; also in the

Admiralty Courts, and many special tribunals ex-

isting or historical ;
but not in ordinary English

law courts.)
Faculty ofAdvocates \ the collective body of members of

the bar in Scotland. Lord Advocate, formerly King's (or

Queen's') A.
t
the principal law-officer of the crown in Scot-

land, answering to the Attorney-General in England. Judge-
Advocate, the officer who manages the prosecution before a

court-martial, the supreme officer for the whole army being
the Judge-Advocate-General. Advocate is also in the city

of Aberdeen a local title for a solicitor. Devils' Advocate

(see quotation).

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6084 For-why J?ai sal J>an

na help gett Of sergeaunt, ne auturne, ne avoket. i38z
WYCLIF Acts ^xiv. i Tertulle, sum oratour, or fair speker,

or avocat. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Sen II. 373 For

)?e delyueraunce of t>e advoketes and ditoures. 1393 LANGL.

P. PL C. in. 61 Foragers and vytailers and vokettus

of fc>e Arches \v.r. voketts, vocates, a-uoketes, B. vokates].

c 1400 Row, Rose 5724 Phiciciens and advocates Gone right

by the same yates. They selle her science for wynnyng.

1483 CAXTON Cato 03, b, They may selle their scyence and

kunnyng for siluer .. As done these grete allocates, c 1538

STARKEY Eng, 118 Thes hungry Aduocatys and cormorantys
of the law. 1635 QUARLES Emblems i. v. (1718) 21 There was

no client then to wait The leisure of his long-tail'd advocate.
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1679 Indictment, Trial ofLanghorn 3 The Place and Office
of Advocate General of the Army aforesaid, 1768 BLACK-
STONE Comm. in. in, Of advocates or (as we generally call

them) counsel, there are two species or degrees, barristers
and sergeants. 1796 MORSE Ainer. Geog, II. 168 The col-

lege or faculty of advocates . . may be called the seminary
of Scotch lawyers. 1810 BENTHAM Packing (1821) 48 The
duty of an advocate is to take fees, and in return for those
fees to display to the utmost advantage whatsoever falshoods
the solicitor has put into his brief. 18*5 Reward 93
At Rome, if certain travellers may be believed, it is the
custom when a saint is about to be canonized, to allow an

advocate, who in familiar language is called the advocate of
the devil) to plead against his admission. 1826 DISRAELI Vh>.

Grey \. viii. 18 To succeed as an advocate, I must be a great
lawyer : and, to be a great lawyer, I must give up my chance
of being a great man. 1862 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Constitti.

xvii. 281 A Scotch Judge making a vacancy on that Bench
removed the Lord Advocate. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S.

VI. 1. 373 The advocate-general Segur having drawn up the

most minatory indictment.

2.yff. and^. One who pleads, intercedes, or

speaks for, or in behalf of, another; a pleader, in-

tercessor, defender.

1340 Aycnb. 127 Bidde we mid al oure herte Jrane holy
gost . . J>at he by oure auocat. c 1405 Lay Folks Mass-Bk.*
B. Pr. ii. 66 Pray specialy til oure lady saynt mary that sche

becum oure auoket. 1460 in Pol. Rel. % Love Poems 148,
I loke for loue of man my broj>ir, I am his avoket_pn euery
wise, a 1535 W. DE WORDE Communycacyon B Hj, Mercy
was thyn aduocat chefe. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. in. 87
An earnest aduocate to plead for him. i6ia DRAYTON Poly-
olbion A ij, I have (but as an Advocat for the muse) argued.

1735 POPE -Eth. Ep. 11.30 The Frail one's advocate, the Weak
one'sfriend. 1774 MRS. CHAPONE Improv, Mind\\. 8 Hewill
find an advocate in every human heart. 1828 MACAULAY
Hallam's Const. Hist. 40 The advocates of Charles have

very dexterously contrived to conceal . . the real nature of

this transaction.

b. Specially, applied to Christ as the Intercessor

for sinners.

1382 WVCLIF i John ii. i We han auoket anentis the fadir,

Ihesu Crist just [1388 an aduocat]. 1509 FISHER Wks. 282

Jesus is . . a suffycyent vocate for vs. 1611 BIBLE i John ii. i

We haue an Aduocate with the Father, lesus Christ the

righteous. 1667 MILTON'/'. L. \\. 33 Let me Interpret for him,
me his advocate And propitiation, a 1788 C. WESLEY Hymn
'

Light of those,' Come, thou Advocate and Saviour, Mani-
fest thy wondrous grace. 1826 BINNEV Hymn ' Eternal

Light,' A Holy Spirit's energies, An Advocate with God.

3. One who defends, maintains, publicly recom-

mends, or raises his voice in behalf of a proposal
or tenet. Const, ^(yp^obs.).
c 1735 Port; /for. Ep, ii. i. 34 Advocates for folly dead and

gone. 1756 LUCAS Ess. on Waters III. 318 The advocates

for brimstone will here triumph. 1792 Anted. W.
Pitt^

I.xx.

332 Truth will continue to have her worshippers ; and it may
be presumed thai they will . . survive the advocates of False-

hood. 1810 COLERIDGE Friendd 8651 128 The most respectable

English advocate for the theory- 1858 MAX MCLLER Chips
(1880) II. xxvii. 349 The priests were .. the strongest advo-

cates of the system of caste. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea
ii. 92 The advocates of the trade-wind theory.

1 4. The secular defender or '

patron
'

of a church

or religious house ; an ADVOWEE. O/>s.

1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. I. 283 pe Romayns chees

hym afterwardes for to be Seynt Petres aduokett [tr. 1432-

50 aduocate]. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Advocate is more par-

ticularly used, in church-histor>'i for a person appointed to

defend the rights and revenues ofa church, or religious house.

Ad'vocate, v- 1 Pa. pple. Sc. advocat. [f. L.

advocat- ppl. stem of advocd-re to call to; f. ad
to + voca-re to call.]

+ 1. To call (to oneself), summon, invite. Obs.

1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce ofHen. VIII (18781 271 The em-

peror, minding to advocate to himself another wife.

2. Sc. Law. To call to a higher tribunal
;
to AD-

VOKE. See also AVOCATE.

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 55 The pley sould not be advocat
fra the inferiour court, except it be proven that wrang was
done in it to the persewer. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.Supp. s.v.

By these letters [of Advocation], the lords of session advo-

cate, that is call that cause from the incompetent judge to

themselves.

Advocate (srdv^k^t), v.2 [f. ADVOCATE sb. on

analogy of minister, ct. pilot, carpenter, doctor, etc.]

fl. intr. To act as'advocate, to pleader, arch.

1641 MILTON Animadv. i (1847) 58/2 It had been advo-

cated and moved for by some honourable and learned gentle-
men of the house. 1655 FULLER App. Inj. Innoc. (1840) 339
I wonder that the Animadvertor will advocate for their

actions, so detrimental to the church. 1661 HEYLIN Ref. i.

ii. 37. I will not take upon me to Advocate for the present

distempers and confusions of this wretched Church. 1872
F. HALL False Philol. 75, I am not going to advocate for

this sense of actual [i.e. as=present].

1 2. trans. To defend (by action). Obs.

1666 PEPYS Diary i Dec., Ready . . to part with al! his

estate in these difficult times to advocate the King's service.

3. trans. To plead or raise one's voice in favour

of; to defend or recommend publicly.
? 1767 BURKE Ref. Represent. (T.) This is the only thing dis-

tinct and sensible that has been advocated. 1789 FRANKLIN
Lett, to N. Webster 26 Dec. Wks. 1840 X. 414 During my late

absence in France, I find that several new words have been

introduced into our parliamentary language. For example
I find a verb . . from the substantive advocate ; the gentle-
man who advocates or has advocated that motion . . If you
should happen to be of my opinion with respect to these in-

novations you will use your authority in reprobating them.

1821 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. XCVI. 450 The interests of

justice, of liberty, and of independence arc advocated. i8o
MERIVALE Rom. Emp. III. xxiii. 29 They advocated its

publication for their own private interests. 1860 TYNDALL

Glac. M. 28. 396 Dr. Whewell, who advocates this view, thus

expounds it.

Advocateship (je-dv^ketjip). [f. ADVOCATE
sb. + -SHIP.] The office of an advocate : i. e.

1. of an intercessor ; intercession, pleading, ad-

vocacy.
a 1568 COVEHDALK C/irist's Cross ix. Wks. III. 260 Christ's

mediation, intercession and advocateship. 1656 HARDY SerrH.
XX. (1865) 125/2 The advocateship of Christ consists in a four-

fold presentation, c 1680 HALLYWELL Sav. of Souls 71 (T.)
This redargution of the world was made a part of the advo-

cateship of the Holy Spirit. 1748 RICHARDSON CYar/wauSn)
I. 232 So expect not any advocateship from me.

2. of a legal pleader.
1611 COTGR., Ath'ocatic, an Advocateship; the duty or

place of an Advocate. 1618 tr. Bariieveltfs Apol. Gj, After
the fifteenth yeare of my Aduocateships place. 1631 H.

JONSON New Inn n. vi. (T.) Leave your advocateship
Except that we shall call you Orator Fly. 1858 CARLVLE
Fredk. Gt. II. x. ii. 580 Francois accordingly sat

'

in cham-
bers '. . even became an advocate ; but did not in the least

take to advocateship. 1867 Rettiin. 1'iSSii II. 60 He was
quitting his Lord Advocateship, and returning home.

t 3. of the patron of a church ; advocation,

patronage. Obs.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Princes had also another title

to advocate-ship, some of them pretending to be advocati
nati of the churches within their dominions.

' A'dvocatess. Obs. rare-'1 , [f. ADVOCATE sb.

+ -ESS. Cf. poet-ess. Advocatissa occurs in med. L.

as patroness of a benefice.] A female advocate.

1647 JER. TAYLOR Diss.fr. Pop. I. 8 Therefore God hath

provided us of an advocatess [some edd. advocatressj. [Be-
sides this the forms ADVOCATRIX, ADVOCATRICE, ADVOCATRESS,
have all been used for the feminine.)

Advocating (ardwkv'tirj), 'M. sb. [f.
ADVO-

CATE v2 + -iNoT] The action of publiclydefending,

maintaining, or standing up for.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 274 Some defence for the

public advocating of opinions, even when obnoxious to the

majority of the house.

Advocation (axlvok^i'fsn). [a. Fr. advocacion,

earlier avocation (I2th c. in Godef.), ad. L. advo-

cation-em, n. of action f. advoca-re, see AnvoKE.
The senses are partly taken from this, partly from

med. L. advocatio, the function of the advocatus, in

the various mediaeval senses of that word.]
I. n. of action from L. advocare.

1 1. A calling of people to council
;
a summoning

or convocation. Obs.

1474 CAXTOS Cliesse iv. i. i8 Hit apperteyneth not to hem
to be of counceyls ne at the aduocacions.

2. The calling of an action before itself by a

superior court. Not used in Eng. law, but the

technical term in Scotland, as also in the papal
court. (See ADVOKE, and ADVOCATE t/.1 )

Bill pf Advocation (Sc. Lcnu) The written application to

the higher court asking for removal of the action. Letters

or Piett of Adi'ocation, the order issued by the higher court,

equivalent to an Eng. writ of certiornri issued by a superior
Court for the removal of an action to itself.

a 15*8 SKELTON /;//. Hypocr. 1 1. 361 He robbeth all nations

With his fulminations, Advocations. 1:1555 HARPSFIELD Di-

vorce of lleti. yilI (1878) 184 The Cardinall (Wolsey) most

earnestly travelled to . . stay the advocation of the said

cause . . to the court of Rome. i6op SKENE Reg. Alaj. 62

Advocation of causes, may be admitted be reason of the

iniquitie of the Judge in the inferiour court : or of his

doubting, or ignorance of the cause. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Sitpp. s. v., If after letters of advocation are intimated to

that judge, he yet proceeds, his decree will be null. 1808

BESTHAM Scotch Kef. 15 Instruments of usurpation, in Eng-
lish practice, pone and certiorari', in Scottish, bills of ad-

vocation. iSslS FROUDE Hist. Eng. 1. 147 Wolsey, however,
failed in his protest ; the advocation was passed.

1 3. The act of calling to one's aid
;
an appeal

(for aid or defence). Obs.

1598 HARCKLEY Felicit. Man (1631*685 True Religion doth

direct us & our prayers and advocations to one God. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp., Advocation, in the civil law, the act

of calling another to our aid, relief, or defence.

II. n. of office from L. aitvocatus.

f4. The function of an ADVOCATE (i, 2} or

pleader; pleading, advocacy, advocateship. Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iv. 123 Alas . . My Aduocation is not

now in Tune. 1651 JKR. TAYLOR Serin, i. xxvii. 349 [Christ]

sits in heaven in a perpetual advocation for us. 1767 H.
BROOKE Fool ofQiial.d&sq) I. 310 Rejecting your advocation

in behalf of your friend.

f 6. The function or office of a patron (see ADVO-
CATE 4) ; guardianship, protection, or patronage
of a church, or benefice ; right of presentation to a

living;
= ADVOWSON (another form of the same

word). Obs.

1566 in Harrington Nug. Antiq. 151 [He] would bestowe the

advocation therof uppon my son. i6ai SANDERSON Serin.

Ad. Pop. iv. 33 (1674) 205 Parents, that have the donations

or Advocations ofChurch Livings in their hands, must needs

have some of their Children . . thrust into the Ministry. 1661

BRAMHALL Just Vind. iv. 66 To the Kings of England . . the

Advocation and protection
of all the Churches of England.

i Advocatrstical, ?<r. Obs. rare- 1
.

c 1614 Englands Way to Wealth in Arb. Eng. Carn, (1882!

IV. 352 We do charge also the Chancellors and Provincial

Council, and the Council of Admiralty, the Advocatistical,

and the Procurer General, and all other officers.

Advocator (ardvJk^taj). [As an early word,

a. late L. advocdtor, n. of agent f. advocare to call

to, but used by eccl. writers as = cl. L. advocatns,

from the active function of the advocatus or helper
'

called in,' as a pleader or '
caller for

'

justice
or mercy. In mod. use f. ADVOCATE v.]

fl. An intercessor, patron (saint) ;
= ADVOCATE sb.

i, 2. Obs.

1482 Revel. Monk of Evesham (1869) 52 My moste meke
and dere aduocatour seynt Nicholas to whome y called.

2. One who advocates, or publicly stands up for
;

= ADVOCATE sb. 3.

1845 BROWNING SouFs Trag. n. Wks. 1863 II. 458 The ad-
vocators of change in the present system of things.

Advocatory (se-dvJk^tari), a. [f. L. advocat-

ppl. stem of advoca-re + -ORT. Cf. med. L. advocd-

tori-us, f. advocdtor ; and Fr. avocatoire^\ Of or

pertaining to the advocate.

1864 Daily Tel. 16 Aug., Their author is by nature rather
a critic than a partisan, more inclined to the judicial than
the advocatory function.

t A'dvocatress. Obs. [f. advocdtor + -ESS ;

prob. refashioned from the earlier ADVOCATRICE.]
A female advocate.

1641 WARMSTRY Blind Guide 47 The Scripture . . speaketh
nothing of. . any Advocatresse or Mediatrix towards God.

1647 JER. TAYLOR Diss.fr. Pop. i. 8 God has provided us of
an advocatress [r.r. advocatess], who is gentle and sweet.

t A'dvocatrice. Obs. [a. MFr. advocatrice, ad.

L. advocdtrix, -Icein : see next.] A female advocate.

1384 CHAUCER M. ofGod 40 Swich an advocatrice who can

dyvyne . . our greeves to redresse. 1485 CAXTON St. Wene/r.
13 Seynte Wenefryde To whome late us praye to be a

specialle aduocatryce for us. 1531 ELYOT Governour n. vii.

(R.) The emperour reioysed to nim selfe that Cinna had
founde such an aduocatrice.

t A'dvocatrix. Obs. rare. [a. L. advocatrix,

{em.ofai/tvcator.] Afemaleadvocate. (Seetwoprec.)
1631 Celestitta i. 1 1 His successe in bringing me such an

Advocatrix. 1749 WESLEY in Wks. 1872 X. 105 They fly
unto her as the advocatrix of the faithful.

t Advo'citate, v. Obs.~ [i.l^^advocita-re, fre-

quent. ofadvocare (ofwhich simple vocitare occurs,).]
' To call often vpon.' Cockeram 1626.

Advoid, -ance, obs. lorms of AVOID, -AKCE.

tAdvO'ke, v. Obs. [a. MFr. advoque-r, earlier

avoqttc-r, ad. L. advoca-re to call to, f.ad to + vocare

to call. Cf. convoke, revoke, provoke, etc.] To call

to oneself, to summon, esp. To summon a cause to

a higher from an inferior tribunal. The same as

ADVOCATE vl in Sc. Law.
1533 Bp. BONNER in Froude's Hist. Eng. II. 147 His Holi-

ness . . would not have advoked the matter at all, but been
content that it should have been determined and ended in

your realm. 1535 SHAXTON in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1832) I.

n. Ixi. 224 If yee advoking this matter into your hands, by
that means bear the abbot in his evil dealing. 1655 FULLER
Ch. Hist. v. 175 By this time Queen Katharine had privately

prevailed with the Pope, to advoke the cause to Rome.

Advoket, -ette, obs. form of ADVOCATE.

f Advola"tion. Obs.- [n. of action f. L. ad-

vola-re to fly to.]
' A flying towards.' Bailey 1731.

f Advolu'tion. Obs.- [n. of action f. L. ad-

vo/v-cre to roll to.] 'A rolling towards.' Bailey

1731, whence in J.

t AdvO'rt, v. Obs. [erroneous refashioning of

avort, a. Fr. avortc-r: late L. abortd-rc, as in AD-
VANCE ;

see AD- 2.] To miscarry.
1571 Lament. Lady Scotland in Sc. P. ofMh c. II. 242, I

trauell jit as I had them aduortit ;
The malice greit that ilk

to uther beires Doth ryfe my bowells with their ciuile weirs.

Advoteresse, obs. form of ADULTERESS.

f AdvO'trix. Obs. [L. fem. of *advotor, n. of

agent f. advovc-re to vow to ; apparently here con-

founded with advocatrix; see Avow.] A female

advocate, or intercessor.

1611 CHESTER Cantoes i_ n (1878) 145 Loue is my great

Aduotrix, at thy shrine Loue pleads for me.

Advouch, -er, obs. forms of AVOUCH v., -EH sb.

Advoulter, advouter, -er, -ess, -ous, -y,

obs. early forms of ADULTER, -ER, -ESS, -ous, -T.

Advoure, obs. form of ADVOWRY.

t Advourer. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

ADVOWRY + -ER 1
.]

An advocate or patron (saint).
a 1686 DUGDALE LifeofGeste 125 That therin those sainctes

bee oncalled as advourers and ayders who bi not here pre-

sently conversant emong us.

Advow(e, obs. form of Avow sb. and v.

Advowee (sedvau'J-). Forms: 3-7avowe, 6-7

avowee, 7-9 advowee, [a. OFr. avoue, earlier

avoe, avoet : L. advocat-us in sense ofpatron ;
see

ADVOCATE. Avoet, avoue, was the living descendant

of advocat-us, of which avocat was a later learned

adaptation, as a title. In ijth c. the scribes some-

times Latinized avoue to advoui-, whence the current

Eng. form: cf. ADVOWSON. Though avowi and

advowee are thus the same word, the former is asso-

ciated with a sense which became obs. before the

form advowee was established ;
and they are here

treated separately : see Avowfe.]

[1. An advocate, protector or patron : esp. a patron

saint; seeAvoWE, the older form used in this sense.]

2. The advocate, protector, or patron of an eccle-

siastical office or benefice. One who protected and
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defended its interests, and thus usually became

privileged to nominate or present to it ; the pro-

tection has long disappeared, but the right of

presentation is retained as a marketable 'property.'

One who holds the advowson.

1691 BLOUNT Law Diet. s.v., Advowee alias avowe (advo-

:atus) is used for him that hath right to present to a Bene-

fice. 1691 Case (>fExeter-Coll. 44 The Custody of Voidances,

Presentments, Collations, etc. as Lords and Advowees. 1744

J. LEWIS Life ofPccock 252 He gave & granted them as if he

were the patron or advowee of them. 1751 CHAMBERS CycL,
Advmuees were the guardians, protectors, and, as it were,

administrators of the temporal concerns of the churches . .

i'hey are sometimes called by their primitive nameAdvffwee,

though more usually patron.

t Advower. 06s. [A refashioning of avowcr,

i. Fr. avoiter inf. used subst] A vowing, a vow.

1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 146 The iii parte of alle his

;ynnes releced, and all aduowers and promyse releced.

Advowre, var. form of AVOWBE, patron.

f AdvoWry . Obs. Forms : 5 advour, 6 -ie. A
variant of the word more commonly spelt AVOWBY.
The spelling with ad- was especially common in

sense 3, 'The advowson or patronage of a benefice.'

1495 Act it Hen. VII, xxxiij, The Amobreshippe of the

Countie of Meryonneth with the Reglorshippes and Raglor-

ihippes of the Advoures of the same Countie. 1593 BILSON

Govt. Christ's Ch. 363 The gift and collation of bisnoprikes
ind other dignities of their advourie.

-

(^[corrupt
form.

ations on advtnvson or adv&wsen (probably taken

'& = adv<nv5-ing, from an imaginary verb advowse,

whence advows-ance, advoi.vse-ment, on analogy of

such regular forms as cognisance, cognisement, etc.]

pui

Somersetshire, together with a

1590 SWINBURN Testaments 44 The Lord hath no title to

. the aduowsement of a church, belonging to the villeine.

'754 GARDNER Hist. Dnn-Mich 135 He granted by Fine, to

Richard Abbat of Sibeton, the Advowsance of the Church
>f Tunstall in Norfolk.

AdvOWSOn (aedvairzsn, -z'n), sb. Forms: 3-4
ivoweiaoun, avoweaon, voweson

;
6 avoson ; 7

iduouson, advouson, aduowsion, advousen,
idvowzen ;

6- advowson. [a. OFr. avocson (in

Anglo-Fr. advoeson, advvweson, adv0wsori}\-\*. ad-

vocation-em : see ADVOCATION (a doublet of ad-

uowson). Avoweson, beside being refashioned as

zdvowson after L., was aphetized in 4 to voivc-

wnl\ The '

patronage
'

of an ecclesiastical office or

religious house ; the right of presentation to a

benefice or living, (prig. The obligation to defend

its rights or be its
' advocate"

1

'; see ADVOWEE.)
1297 R. GLOUC. 471 Eni striuing . . betuene a lewede & a

:lerc, vor holi churche thing, As vor voweson of churche.
: 1300 Life of Beket 575 As for an Avoweisoun of churche.

1502 ARNOLD Citron. (1811) 183 All such landis, tenementis,

rentys, aduousons or other poscessions. a 1556 CRANMER Whs.
\\. 239 Mine old suit for the receipt of Mr. Benet's advowson
sf the Benefice of Barnabe. 1571 Act i^Ettz. xxix. 3 in

Qxf. fy Camb. Enactmts, 30 Services, annuyties, advousons
af Churches. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 4/1 Such thinges
that lye not in manuell occupacion as . . avowson of a churche.

1595 ERRINGTON in Wills $ Invent. N. Counties (1860) 253
Ihe avoson of the rectorie of Elton. 1602 FULBECKE ist Pt.

ifParallels 10 It isfructvs aduocationis, and not the aduou-
son it selfe. 1634 PEACHAM Compl. Gent, iv. 31 To be set off

in hope of the next advouson (which perhaps was sold before

the young man was borne\ 1652 NEEDHAM tr. Selden's
Mare Ct, 342 Our Lord the King was seised of the aforesaid

Advousen in time of Peace. 1663 BUTLER Hitdibras \. i. 236
As If Hypocrisie and Non-sence Had got th'Advowson of
his Conscience. 1691 BLOUNT Law Diet, s.v., Advowzen
{advocatio}, a right to present to a Benefice ; as much as Jus
Patronatus in the Canon Law. '713 STEELE Englishm.
No. 6. 37 He has lately named me for a Living, of which he
had the Advowson. 1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Train, 1. 18 Ad-
vowson, the purchaseable right (purchaseable even by a Jew,
Pagan or Mahometan) of controlling the souls of a whole

parish. 1865 Reader g Sept. 279/2 The traffic in advowsons
has never been actually prevented in any country.
Comb, advowson-monger.
1660 QUARLES Div, Fane, in. Ixxxii. 134 [The church] sus-

tains th' extremes of cold and hunger, To pamper up the fat

Advouson-monger.
t AdvOWSOn, V- Obs. rare~l

.
[f. thesb. Cf. to

provision.'] To invest with the advowson.
1597 BP. HALL Sat. n. v, Thou servile fool, why couldst thou

not repair To buy a benefice at steeple fair ? There moughtest
thou, for but a slender price, Advowson thee with some fat

benefice,

t Advowsonage. Obs. rare. [f. ADVOWSON
+ -AGE (the suffix superfluous).] Advowson.
15*8 Lp. CROMWELL in Ellis Orig. Lett. in. 160 II. no Ad-

vowson in grosse, that is to saye, advowsonage onely ap-
pending to no Manor, ne yet to none acre of londe. a 1556
CRANMER Wks. 11.262 Have my friend Mr. Newman in your
good remembrance for Mr. Benett's advowsonage.
Advowter, -er, -ess, -ous, -y, obs. 15-17111

c. forms of ADULTER, -ER, -ESS, -ous, -T.

Advoyde, obs. form of AVOID v.

Advoyer, obs. form of AVOYEB.

Advys, -vyse, -vysee: see ADVICE,-VISB,-VISEE.
Adwait, -wate, obs. refash. of AWAIT.
Adward, obs. variant of AWARD sb. (Spenser),
t Adwe'sch, v. Obs. Forms: i adweesc-an, 2

adwesc-en, 3 adwesch-en. [f.
A- pref. i intens.

+ OE. dwsc-an to extinguish. Cf. ADUSH.] To
quench, extinguish (fire, pain, malice, enemies).
a 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark jx. 46 par hyra wyrm ne swylt ne

fyr ne bi5 adwaesced. c 1160 Hatton Gosp. ibid., pser heora

wyrm ne swelt ne fyr ne beo5 adwesced. cwo Leg. St.
Katk. 1 196 Adweschde & a dun weorp be wiSerwine of helle.

t Adwi'te, z>- Obs. [var. of EDWITE or ATWITE.]
To reproach, accuse, twit.
c 1430 Hymns to Virg. fy Christ 396 (1867) 70 J?e synnes bat

y loued, now haten me, To conscience be: adwiten me.

tAdwO'le, adv. Obs. prop.////-., adwole. [See
DWOLE, DWALE.] In error, erroneously, mistakenly.
111250 Owlfy Night. 1775 Swo heore wit hi demth adwole,

That ever abid maister Nichole.

Adylle, obs. form of ADDLE z/.
2 to earn.

I! Adynamia (axlinji-mia). tiled, [mod. L. a.

Gr. ddvi'Oftia, f. d priv. + Sivapis power.] The want
of vital power, which accompanies some fevers ;

physical prostration.
1870 Westm. Rev,, On Fever XII. 204 The Adynamia of

the Borough has not only crept over London, but is groping
its way into the outskirts of the British empire. 1875 WOOD
Therap. (1879) 659 The serious lung-affections of low fevers

are, however, largely dependent upon the general adynamia,
and this adynamia is, in turn, largely the result of the ex-
cessive temperature.

Adyiiamic (sediiue'inik), a. [f. prec. + -ic. Cf.

mod. Fr. adynamiqiie^\
1. Mcd. Of or pertaining to adynamia ; charac-

terized by, or attended with, weakness or physical
prostration ; asthenic.

1829 W. STOKES Path, Observ. (quoted in Westm. Rm.
Jan. 1830, 308) On account of this debility being an essential
character of typhoid fevers, I denominated them adynamic.
1859 R. F. BURTON in Jrnl. R. G.S. XXIX. 39 Action of a

poisonous miasma upon an adynamic condition of the system.
2. Nat. Phil. Characterized by the absence offeree.

1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 345 The first class

of fundamental modes may be called adynamic because they
are the same as if no forces were applied to the system, or
acted between its moving parts, except actions and reactions
in the normals between mutually pressing parts (depending
on the inertias of the moving parts).

t Adynamous, a. Obs.-
[f.

as prec. + -ous.]
' Weak, impowerful.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.

Adynamy (adi-nami). Med. rare. [Eng. adapt-
ation of ADYNAMIA.] = ADYNAMIA.
1847 in CRAIG. 1852 WEBSTER cites A trier. Jrnl. Science,

t A'dyt. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. adyt-um, now com-

monly used in its L. form, q.v.] An adytum, a

shrine or sanctuary.
1594 GREENE Looking Gl. (1861) 137 Amidst the adyts of

our gods . . The ghosts of dead men howling walk about.

t Adyte, v.i Obs. [for ENDITE; see A.- pref. 10.]
To indite.

c 1420 R. Cceur de Lion 1174 Kyng Richard dede a lettre

wryte, (A noble clerk it gan adyte).

Adyte, variant of ADIGHT v. Obs., to prepare.
11 Adytum (oe'ditum). PI. adyta. [L. adyt-um a.

Gr. aSuiw prop. adj.
= not to be entered

;
f. d not

+ -Sur-os vbl. adj. of 5v-etv to enter. Commonly used

in the L. form sing, and pi. ; at first also in the

Gr., though it had already been anglicised by
Greene as ADYT.] The innermost part of a temple;
the secret shrine whence oracles were delivered ;

henceJig. A private or inner chamber, a sanctum.
1673 HOLYDAY Jni>. 235 The adyta, whence the oracles

were delivered . . The Romane temples . . having the aSvrov,
answerable to the quire, unto which only priests might come.

1778 BP. LOWTH On Isaiah (ed. 12) 339 Adytum means a

cavern, or the hidden part of the temple. 1800 COLERIDGE
Ess, on Oivn Times I. 247 [He] carries with him the habits
of a disputing club into the adyta of the Cabinet. 1859 Is.

TAYLOR Logic in Theol. 46 To give the foot a place in the

adytum of intellectual & moral life. 1863 W. THORNBURY
Trite as Steel II. 158 But the prettiest sight of all was in the

adytum the inner room of all where the Duchess herselfsat.

Adz, adze (sedz). Forms : i adesa (eadesa),

2-4 adese, 5 adse, 6 adys, 6-7 addis, addice,
addes, adds, ads, (7 atch), 8- adz, adze. [Origin
of OE. adesa unknown.] A carpenter's or cooper's

tool, like an ax with the blade set at right angles
to the handle and curving inwards towards it

; used
for cutting or slicing away the surface of wood.
c 880 K. ALFRED B&da iv. 3 He . . bser him Eecse and ade-

san on handa. nth c. Vocab, (in Wright 84) Ascia, Adesa.

1388 WYCLIF Is. xliv. 13 A carpenter stretchide forth a reule,
he fourmyde it with an adese. c 1420 Pallad, on Hush. 1. 1161

Set rakes, crookes, adses, and bycornes. a 1500 Debate of
Carp. Tools 53 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 81 To hym then seyd the

adys, And seyd ; ge, sir, god glades. 1530 PALSGR. 193/1 Addis
a coupers instrument. Dolovere. 1552 HULOET, Addice

y cow-

pers instrumente. Harpago. 1578 R. SCOT Per/ifePtatf.P/
Hoppe Caret. 27 Prepare a toole af yron fashioned somewhat
lyke to a Coopers Addes. 1580 TUSSER Hush, xvii.g An ax
and a nads, to make troffe for thy hogs. [Cf. another.}
1594 NASHE Vnfort. Trav. 20 Some had barres of yron . .

some wood-kniues, some addises for their weapons. 1598
LYLY Mother Btnnbie iv. ii. 128, I had thought I had rode

upon addices between this & Canterbury. z6iz COTGR., Do-
loiret a (Coopers) ax, or addis. 1665 PEPYS Diary (1879) III.

254 A yew tree . . which upon cutting with an addes, we
found to be rather harder than the living tree is. 1681 R.
KNOX Hist, Rel. Ceylon (1817) 174 They have also . . axes,

bills, houghs, atches, chissels, and other tools. 1697 DAM-
PIER Voy. (1729) I. 332 They can take it out of the Helve,
and by turning it make an Adds of it. 1703 MOXON Mech.

Exerc, 119 The Adz . . hath its Blade made thin, and some-
what arching. 1772-84 COOK Voy. (1790) I. 60 Captain Cook
haying produced an iron adze. 1869 LUBBOCK Prehist. Times
xiii. 459 The stone axes, or rather adzes, were of various sizes.

1877 BRYANT Odyss. v. 287 A polished adze she gave him next.

Comp. adze-like a.

South Sea Islanders.

Adze (cedz), v. [f. the sb.] To cut, or dress with
an adze.

1845 CARLYLE Cromwell's Lett, fy Sj>. (1871) IV. 79 Ham-
mering, adzing, sawing. 1861 Lloyd's Weekly 26 Oct., A
shipwright . . adzing a piece of timber, accidentally sliced
one of his heels completely ofl".

f Adzoo-ks, int. Obs. ? or arch. [See ADS-.]
1761 SMOLLETT Gil Bias in. v. (1802) I. 264 'Adzooks ! my

dear,' cried I, with an air of assurance. 1841 HOR. SMITH
Moneyed Man I. iv.'us Adzooks ! one would think I was a

gambler.

JE (usually written as a digraph or ligature,
but also, and in the earliest times, separately ae)
was in OE. the symbol of a simple vowel, inter-

mediate between a and e. "When short, as in glwd,

feeder,, it represented orig. Tent, short a, and had
the power of modern Eng. a in man, glad ;

when

long, as in s^,JJivsc, the same sound prolonged, as

in a common American pronunciation oibcar, hair,
there. After noo the short aj was generally re-

placed by a (though sometimes by c) ;
the long <r

continued to be written & in the 12th and early
1 3th c., the OE. ed passing into the same sound and

symbol, but in the development of ME. this symbol
died out, and was replaced by simple e or ec.

Thus OE. s;v, jltxsc, eifr, east are in Ormin and

Layamon sx, Jl&ssh, xr, test, but afterwards se(et

flesh, ere, eesl. The symbol -,
which thus disap-

peared from the language in i^th c., was re-intro-

duced in 1 6th c. in forms derived from Latin
words with #, and (this being the Latin symbol-
ization of Greek at) Greek words in at

; as xdifyt

ivtJier. But this & had only an etymological value,

and whenever a word became thoroughly English,
the * or ae was changed into simple e as edifyt

ether. The a; or ae now remains, only (i) in Greek
and Lat. proper names as in sEneas, Csesar\ even

these, when familiar, often take e as Judea, Etna.

(2) In words belonging to Roman or Gr. Antiquities
as ivdite, xgis. (3) In scientific or technical terms
as xtiotog}

1

, Rstivation, ph&nogamoits, Athenxiim ;

these also when they become popularized take e, as

phenomenon, Lyceum, museum, era.

& initial is thus to be looked upon as an earlier

spelling of E, and will here occur only (i) in EE.
words that became obsolete, before changing to e,

as se law (OE. w), se river (OE. ea)\ (2) in words

directly adopted or formed from Latin and Greek
which became obsolete before changing to e as

sdituate
;
or have not changed to e because they

indicate ancient things as xdilc, Kgis, or are

technical as ssgilops^ segrotant, etiology. All other

words will be found under their later form in E.

(In many modern books the digraph se is regularly re-

solved as ae\ when this is done, dissyllabic ae ought to be

printed ae: thus either xgis, acreal, or aegis, aereal\ but

simple ae is often used in both.

As to pronunciation usage differs. The analogy of the

language, the practice of orthoepists, and the alternate

spelling with e, are in favour of a? being treated precisely
like e in the same position. But there is a strong tendency
with classical scholars (at variance with their practice as to

other long L. and Gr. vowels) to make it long (f) in all posi-
tions. This influences popular usage to some extent, so long
as x is written ; as soon as e takes its place, natural English
habits prevail : cf. xstivate, ystuary, estuary.

t2E, -f^- 1 Obs. Forms: i e&, 6
; 1-3 ee. [OE.

ed, e, , cogn. w. OFris. &, e, ON. a, OS. and OHG.
aha, Goth, ahiva, L. aqua.~\ A river, a running
water. See also AA and EA.
896 O. E. Chron. 92 On twa healfe baer e. Ibid. 94 Up be

ba;re ese . . On twa healfe 5a5re eas. ctoooAgs. Psalms xxxv.
8 On oWe ab . . bYi n^ drencst. c 1200 Ornntl. 7091 Tar iss

i batt illke land An SE Saba 3ehatenn. 1205 LAYAMON 1400
In are swi6e feire ze per Lseire falleS i ba SEC.

t -ZEf J& 2 Obs. Forms : i sew, 1-3 SB, 2-3 e.

[OE. K, sew, cogn. w. OS. eo, OFris. ewa, ewe, 2, a,

OHG. ewa, 2/ia, 2a, e\ Skr. etva course.] Law,
especially the law of nature, or of God

; hence,

legal custom, rite, marriage.
^975 Rushw. Gosp. John xv. 25 In ae hiora awriten is. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. ibid., On hyra se awriten ys. [c 1160 Hatton Gosp.

ibid., On heora laga ys awritan.] c IZ7S Cott. Horn, 227 pes
cenne god saelde and gesette SB \vel laga]. ^1175 Lamb.
Horn. 89 Dreo tiden beo'5 on bissere worlde. An is bet wes
buten e, and oSer is be bet wes under here e, be bridde is nu
. . we ne beo5 na buten e, ne we ne moten holden moyses e

licamliche. c 1200 Ormul. 145 patt hemm wass sett burrh

Godess a;.

Comb, eeu-breche, EAU-BRECHE, adultery.

Ae (e), mod. Sc. form of northern ME. a, OE. dn,

one, used adjectively. See A adj.^
In ME. and early Sc., a was used bef. a cons., an, ane t



JE.

bef. a vowel, and absolutely; in mid. Sc. ane was used in all

positions and constructions ; in mod. Sc. at (the Sc. spelling
of final a long* is used bef. a sb. however beginning, ane only
absolutely :

' he has ae hand, only ane'

JE-, pref. The stress form of OE. a- (see A-

pref. i) used with sbs. and acljs., the unaccented a-

being used with verbs. Meaning : out, off, onward,

away; hence, from idea of doing away, a priva-
tive = -, -less. Thus ik-fyrmSa washings off, ablu-

tions, ie-silde without payment, ie-mSd out of his

mind, x-scxre unshorn, without tonsure, x-rist

arising, x-cumba what is combed off, oakum. Only
a few examples survived in ME. as e-rede unadvised,

se-rist, a-rist rise. The \Vest Germ, dialects had
two forms answering to Goth, us- (ur-): viz. OHG.
ur-, OE. or- with sbs. and adjs. ;

OHG. ar-, er-,

ir-, mod. G. er-, OE. ar- (rarely preserved), a- with

vbs., x- with sbs. and adjs. This a'- represented an
earlier a- for ar- (ifmid = O'mod = armod, like

streets = \VGer. strd/c}. Air- reappears in Laya-
mon in ser-wene, xr-witte (where it may be due to

a mixture of OE. ae- and or-}.

-ae (-'} pi- suffix of L. nouns of 1st decl. in -a,

and romanized form of Gr. -ai pi. of nouns in -e, -a,

-es, -as. Retained in Eng. in words not naturalized

or merely in technical use, as aim, laminx, larvx,

nebulae, strife. Esp. in proper names of cl. antiquity,
as Heraclidse, and modern names of orders and
families of animals and plants as Felidtv, Falconidtv,

Geometridx, Ltsuminosse, Rosaces, Rosidiv, Rosex.

In other words it varies with the Eng. form in -as,

as actinias or actinias; or is retained only in techni-

cal senses as mathematical fornnilie, theological

formulas. In all words thoroughly popularized it

yields to -s, as in arenas, areas, auroras, hyxnas,
fuchsias, calceolarias, Floras, Faunas, Julias,
Marias, CUopatras, the two Americas.

^3ac, sec, obs. forms of EKE adv.

.SScern, aecirn, obs. forms of ACORN.

-<93ch, obs. form of EACH.

II JEcidium (/si-dii/m). Bot. PI. -a. [mod. L
,

dim. of Gr. aixia injury.] The cup-shaped fruit

borne on the mycelium of certain parasitic fungi
which especially attack the orders Composite?, Ka-
nuticulacex, Leguminosse, and Labiatx.

1867 J. HOGG Microsc. II. i. 291 Producing chains of orange
coloured fruit or in other words an SEcidiinn. iSySM'NAB
Bot. 56 The mycelium gives rise to small fruit-lite bodies,
the sEcidict.

j3Sdi, variant of EADI a. Obs. blessed.

JEdicule (e'diki/). [ad. L. sdicula, dim. of

aides a dwelling.] A small house or room ; also, a

niche - for a statue).
1832 W. GELL Pompciana I. viii. 159 In the aedicule on the

left, was probably placed the statue.

JEdile (.f'dail^, sb. and a. Rom. Antiq. [ad. L.

xdil-is, prop. adj.
'

having to do with buildings,'
f. xdcs, xdis, a building, a house. (Used at hrst in

the full L. form.)]
A. sb. A magistrate in Rome, who had the super-

intendence of public buildings, shows, police, anil

other municipal functions ; hence, by extension, a

municipal officer.

1580 NORTH Plutarch (16761 822 How cometh it to pass
thou art thus rich, that thou doest sue to be ^Editis? 1607
SHAKS. Coriol. in. i. 214 ^Ediles seize him. 1741 MIDDLETON
Cicero I. vr. 433 The election of /Ediles . . could not easily
be kept off any longer. 1879 FROL-DE Cxsar xi. 123 The
a;diles had charge of the public buildings and the games and
exhibitions in the capital.

B. adj. [Cf. sillies ludi in Plautus.]
1880 BURTON Q. Anna III. xviii. 194 An aedile police pro-

hibited the erection of houses.

JEclileship (f'dailjip). Also 6 edileshippe,
-shyp. [f. yEDiLE + -smp.] The office of an oedile ;

also, the duration of his term of office.

1541 PAVNELL Catiline vii. 12 Cicero . . also made thre playes
in the tyme of his edileshyp. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634)
II. 563 The plaies exhibited by him in his jEdileship. 1840
ARNOLD A'onie II. 60 The two Scipios . . have their asdileships
as well as their censorships and consulships recorded.

JEdilitian (rdili'Janl, a. [f. L. xdillci-us +

-AN.] Pertaining to an ajdile.

1880 MUIRHEAD Gains i. 6 There are no quaestors sent

to the imperial provinces, where, consequently, the aedilitian

edict is not propounded.

JEdility (iHIti). Also 6 edylite. [ad. L. a>-

dilitatem the office of :edile ; see ./EDILE and -TY.]
The office, or term of office, of an aedile

;
aedile-

ship ; superintendence of public works.

1540 WHITTINTON Tullyes Offices n. 98 A lytle after Lucius
Crassus occupyed the roume of the edylite. 1607 TOPSELL

Four-footed Beasts (1673* 374 Lucius Sylla, in the office of

his .1 dility, or oversight of the Temple. 1881 Daily Tel.

28 Jan., The singularly energetic action of the Metropolitan
Board proves in one respect how miserably weak is our

general system of '

aedility.'

t JEdi'tnate, v. Obs. rare~*. [f.
L. xdituat-

ppl. stem of xditud-re to act as an xdituus or

sacristan, f. xdcs a temple.] To take charge of,

as a temple-keeper.

144

1646 J. G[REGORY] Notes ft Observ. (1650) 49 To affect the

Dignity and Title of the Neiunopos, to aedituate such a piece of
Divine office.

Aefald, -fauld, Sc. form of AFALD a., simple.
JEi'en, obs. form of EVEN".

-<?Efre, seferaslc, aefrich, obs. ff. EVER, EVERY.

.ffifter, obs. form of AFTER.

JEa;, obs. form of EGG.

t JE'gaede, Se'gede. Obs. [ad. ON. d-gmti ex-

cellence, glory, f. if intensive +gc/a to get.] Luxury.
c 1200 Ornutl. 2165, I skemmtinng & inn ide!le33C, Inn

aegaede & i le^kess. Ibid. 8060, & all forrwerrpenn illc un-
nitt Off asgede & offles^kess.

.Cgemony, obsolete variant of HEGEMONY.
II JEger (rd^ajl, a. [L.,

=
sick.] The L. word for

'sick,' used at the Eng. universities in excusing
absence on account of illness

; hence, a note certi-

fying that a student is 'xgcr' or sick.

1865 Cornh. Mag. Feb. 227 A very common method of

escaping the tedium of this duty . . is 'to send in an aeger ;

'

in other words, to improvise an attack of illness.

II JEgilopS (e'd^il/jps). [L. xgilops, a. Gr. 0171-

Xwtfi, f. ai, 01705, a goat, aiyi\-os, a herb eaten by
goats + ufy eye, face.]
1. Med. An ulcer or fistula in the inner angle of

the eye.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634! II. 234 There is a running be-

tweene the corner of the eie and the nose, called
.rEgilops ;

for to heale which sore, there is a soueraigne herbe of that

name growing among Early. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., If

the REgilops be neglected, it bursts, and degenerates into a
fistula which eats into the bone.

t 2. Herb. The wild-oat or other grass found as

a corn-weed. Obs.

1601 [See under i.] 1706 PHILLIPS, SEgilops'. aWeedthat
grows amidst Corn, Daniel, Wild Oats. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Siipp. s. v., The aegilops is the avena sylvestris, the

wild oat.

3. Bot. A genus of grasses, native to the south of

Europe.
1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. n. 278 Some botanists have tried

to show that Wheat may have been derived from a South

European grass, called SEgilops.
4. A species of Oak (Quercus xgilops}.

1706 PHILLIPS, sEgilops . . a kind of Tree that bears Acorns
or Mast. 1865 DAUBENV Trees of Ancients i. 16 The SEgi-

lops [of Pliny and Theophrastus] is probably the species now
known as sEgilops,. the finest and tallest of the Oaks that

occur in Greece.

JEgirite (e'd.?irait, z~-\ Min. Also called eegi-

rine. [See quot.] An ore belonging to the Amphi-
bole group of Bisilicates.

1837-80 DANA Mineral. 224 ^sgirite . . monoclinic, and

isomorphous with pyroxene . . Named after ^Egir, the Scan-
dinavian god of the sea. Ibid, ^girine holds the same re-

lation to pyroxene that arfvedsonite does to hornblende.

II JEgis (rdjis). [L. segis, a. Gr. alyis, of nncert.

etym.; see Liddell and Scott, s.v.]

1. A shield, or defensive armour ; applied in

ancient mythology to that of Jupiter or Minerva.

1704 ROWE Ulysses in. i. 4128 She [Pallas] shakes her

dreadful ^.gis from the Clouds. 1760 HOME Sit'ge qfAqiu-
leia IV, His adamantine afgis Jove extends. xSia BVRON
Ch. Harold li. xiv, Where was thine .fEgis, Pallas, that

appalled Stern Alaric?

2. _fig. A protection, or impregnable defence.

J 793 HOLCROFT La-'ater's Pltysiog. xxix. 137 Feeling is the

aegis of enthusiasts and fools. 1836 THIRLWALL Greece III.

xviii. 83 They were sheltered by the aegis of the laws. 1865
LECKY Rationalism 11878) II. 323 He cast over them the

aegis of his own mighty name.

3. Attrib. and Comb., aegis-bearing, xgis-orb.
X 793 WORDSWORTH Ei'en. \Valk 69 The broadening sun

appears ; A long blue bar its aegis orb divides. 1877 BRYANT
Odyss. \. 128 The purposes Of ^Lgis-bearing Jove.

./?Eglogue, obs. form of ECLOGUE.

.TEgophonic (/~
:

g0fc'nik),a. Path.

+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to oegophony.

JEgOphony (/gc'foni). Path. [mod. f. Gr. ai(

(a'-ya) goat + -tpuvia sound.] A tremulous reso-

nance of the voice, like the bleating of a kid, oc-

curring in cases of pleurisy.

1853 MAYNE ExJ>. Lex.

jEgre, -ness, obs. forms of EAGER, -NESS.

t JE gritude. Obs. also 7 egritude. [ad. L.

xgritfido sickness, f. seger sick: see-Trj)E.] Sickness.

1531 HENRY VIII in Burnet Hist. Re/. II. 168 We have

augmented our argritude and distress. 1610 HEALEY St.

Aug., City of God xiv. vii. (1620) 478 That sorrow which

Tuily had rather call egritude and Virgil dolour. 1647 R.

BARON Cyprian Acad. 34 (N.) Now, now we symbolize in

egritude And simpathize in Cupid's malady.

JEgrotant (z'grju'tant). rare~ l
. [ad. L. xgro-

tant-em pr. pple. of srgrota-re to be sick ;
f. Kger

sick.] A sick person, an invalid.

1865 Temple Bar Sept. 262 There is a large class of asgro-

tants in this country.

II JEgrotat (*gTO-i-t*t). [prop. 3rd pers. sing, of

L. sfgrotare (see prec.)
' he is sick.'] In the Eng.

Universities, a certificate that a student is too ill

to attend at a lecture or examination. Cf. JEGY.K.

1864 C. BABBAGE Philosopher 37, I sent my servant to the

apothecary for a thing called an aegrotat, which I understood

. . meant a certificate that I was indisposed.

JEht, variant of AGHT a. Obs., noble, valiant.

.ffiht, aahte, obs. forms of AUGHT, EIGHT.

JEOLIPYLE.

./Eie, obs. form of AWE.

.ffiihwaer, seiwser, var. AYWHERE adv. Obs.

Aeipathy (t&kftjt). Med.
[f.

Gr. &tl ever +
-TraBeia feeling ; see -PATHY.] 'Continued passion.'

Craig 1847. 'Term for an unyielding or inveterate

disease.' Mayne Exp. Lex. 1853.

, obs. form of EITHER.

, an early form of ALL.

\c, obs. form of EACH.

jElmesse, obs. form of ALMS.

-<*Elpi, variant of O.NELEPY a. Obs., single.

-5Dniti, obs. form of EMPTY.

t JE'mule, z'. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. mmula-ri, f.

semulus a rival.] Early by-form of EMUIATE.
1595 SPENSER Col. Clout 72 Vet, semuling my pipe, he tooke

in bond My pipe, before that aemuled of many, And plaid
theron.

t Ae'lieail a. Obs. rare ; also ahenean. [f. L.

a(!i}enc-us brazen + -AN.] Brazen.

1664 QUARLES P'un. Eleg. Wks. 1717, 418 Thou dry-brain'd
Portick, whose Ahenean brest (Transcending passion) never
was opprest With grief.

JEneid (infid, rnijid). Obs. forms were Eney-
dos, JEneidos, ^Eiieis, ^!nead. [a. Fr. Eneide,
f. L. Aincid-a adj. prop. Greek, 'of or pertaining
to ALneas

'

; see -ID.] An epic poem describing the

adventures of .^neas
; esp. that written by Virgil.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos 1513 DOUGLAS Eneis. 1548 PHAER
Eneidos. 1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. 790 Virgil, in his sixth

^Lnead. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 60 f 2, I have seen half the

jEneid turned into Latin Rhymes.
Aeneous (e,rni l3s\ a. rare. [f. L. a()i)ene-tts,

brazen + -ous.j Brassy; brass-coloured (like some

beetles).

1815-43 in KIRBY & SPENCE Entomol. 1847 HARDY in

Proc. Bent>. Nat. Clue. II. v. 236 Head rather small . . with
the thorax aeneous.

^Jness, obs. form of ONCE.

jEngel, obs. form of ANGEL.

./?Eni, aenij, obs. forms of ANY.

./Enigma, -tic, etc. ; see ENIGMA, -TIC, etc.

JEnigmatite, Min. a variety of KCELBINGITE.

2Eolian (|t'lian), a. [f.
L. xoli-us adj. f. sEolis

or sEolus + -AN.]
1. Of ^Eolis or ^,olia, a district of Asia Minor

anciently colonized by Greeks
;

^lolic. Aeolian

mode in Music '

is the ninth of the church modes.'

Grove Diet. Music.

1789 BUKNEY Hist. Music (ed. 2) I. iii. 53 The ^Eolian is

grand and pompous though sometimes soothing. 1880 HEL-
MORE in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 40/2 Mozart's Requiem may be
said almost to begin and end with the ^tolian scale.

2. Of yHolus, the mythic god of the winds ; hence

of, produced by, or borne on the wind, or by cur-

rents of air
;

aerial, kalian harp : a stringed
instrument adapted to produce musical sounds on

exposure to a current of air.

1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. i. 181 You melt in dulcet chords,
when Zephyr rings The Kolian Harp. 1820 SHELLEY Prom.
Unb. iv. 1. 188 The music of the rolling world Kindling with-

in the strings of the waved air, jtolian modulations. 1879
RUTLEY Study of Rocks xiv. 275 Rounded by attrition, the

result of their transport by water, or in the case of aeolian

rocks, of their transport by wind. 1880 M. D. CONWAY in

Academy 24 Jul. 56 There is a pure aeolian quality, a music
as of storms telling their secret on the strings of a heart.

JEolic (z'ip'1'k), a. [ad. L. eeolic-us a. Gr. oioXix-

cis.]
= ./E< IL:AN i. sEolic Digamma : the sixth letter

of the early Greek Alphabet preserved in the

^Eolic dialect. Aiolic mode ;
see ./KOLIAN i .

1674 Y\-viTotn> Skill of Mus. i. 59 The ^Eolick Mood, was
that which was of a more Airy and soft pleasing sound. 1807
ROBINSON Archzol. Gryca

y.
xxiii. 534 The Phrygian mode

was religious . . the ^tolic, simple.

JEolina, -ine u^bi'na, fJlain). [f. ALol-us

on analogy of female names like Carolina, -line ;

see -INE".] (See quot.)

1876 HILES Catfc/i. Organ x. (1878^ 73 Saline, a delicate,

free reed stop. 1879 A. J. HIPKINS in Grove Diet. Music I.

667 In 1818 Haeckef constructed a diminutive aeoline as an

instrument to be used with a pianoforte. 1879 E. PROUT ibid.

I. 40/2 The seolina may be regarded as the first germ of the

Accordion and Concertina.

JEolipyle, -pile (ftflipail, iVlipsfl). Also

eolipyle, -pile. [a. Fr. seolip)'le (i6th c.) ad. L.

sEcli pyls (=Gr. nuXai) the doorway of ^Eolus,

Vitruv. i. 6, the vapour bursting from the orifice

like the winds from the opened door of the cave of

./Eolus.] A pneumatic instrument ortoy, illustrating

the force with which vapour generated by heat in

a closed vessel rushes out by a narrow aperture.

(It is said to have been invented by Hero of

Alexandria, and has had many forms and appli-

cations, but is now arranged to illustrate the re-

action of the air upon the issuing stream of steam

producing circular motion.)
[1611 COTGR., Eolipyles (Fr.), hollow brazen bowls, etc.]

1656 tr. Hobbes's Elem. Philos. (1839) 425 Many other pheno-
mena . . as those of weather-glasses, aeolipyles, wind-guns.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. I. 205 Experimental philosophers

produce an artificial wind, by an instrument called an seoli.

pile. 1857 CHAMBERS Inf. I. 388 The aeolipyle
is formed by

a globular metallic vessel, which rests on pivots where it can



JEOLIST.

revolve with perfect facility. Two tubes proceed from this

ball at right angles to the pivots, shut at the extremities,

but with a small aperture at the side whence steam may
escape.

JEolist (relist). rare- 1
, [f.

L. sEol-us the god
of winds + -IST.] Used by Swift for: A pretender
to inspiration or spiritual regeneration.

1704 SWIFT T. of Tub viii. 94 The learned ./Eolists maintain

the original cause of all things to be wind.

JEolistic (/Vli'stik), a. [f. prec. -i- -1C.] 'Long-
winded.'
1882 Glasgow News 26 Sept. 4/4 Men who are thought to

be wise by their solemn reiteration of the most elementary

platitudes. This latter class of *olistic orators.

JEolo-, combining form of sEohts, regarded as

the impersonation of wind, found in several names

of tentative musical wind-instruments, as the xolo-

dicon, xolodioti, xolomclodicon, xolophone.

JEolotrOPlC (f
:

#10|tr<rpik), a. [f.
-'EOLOTROPY +

-ic.] Pertaining to, or characterized by, seolotropy;
not isotropic.
1867 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Philos. I. 518 An individual

body . . may be isotropic in one quality or class of qualities,

but zolotropic in others. 1881 Nature XXIII. 475 To dis-

tort the metal tube by a definite twist, thus rendering it

aeolotropic as regards its electric conductivity.

JEolotropy (f^lp'tropi). [f. Gr. cu'oAoy change-
ful + -Tpoiria turning.] Change of electrical, optical,

or other physical qualities consequent upon change
of position, as when the refractive property of a

transparent body is not the same in all directions ;

the opposite of
isotrofy\ anisotropy.

1881 SIR \V. THOMSON in Nature No. 628.47 One of the

most curious and interesting things in the mathematics of

aeolotropy. Slod. The well-known Btalotropy of Iceland spars,

JEoii, eon, (J""/n). [a. L. son, a. Gr. aiwv age.]

1. An age of the universe, an immeasurable

period of time ; the whole duration of the world,
or of the universe ; eternity.

1647 H. MORE SongofSoulNotes 136/1 For such is the nature

of sEoti or Eternity. 1765 TUCKER/-/, ofNat. I. 650 He shall

endure, not simply to the aion, that is,
'

for ever,' but to the

aion of aions. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. (18581 157 The mys-
terious Course of Providence through /Eons of ./feons. 1857
H. MILLER Test. Rocks iii. 147 The protracted eons of the

Carboniferous period. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul I. 598 The last

great aeon of God's dealing with mankind.

2. The personification of an age. In Platonic

philosophy, A power existing from eternity ; an

emanation, generation, or phase of the supreme

deity, taking part in the creation and government
of the universe.

1647 H. MORE Song of Soul Notes 138/1 But Intellect or

JEoti hath in himself proper Intellectual! life. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. 212 The next considerable appearance of

a multitude of self-existent deities seems to be in the Valen-

tinian Thirty Gods and /Eons. 1865 LECKY Rationalism
I. iii. 228 More commonly she was deemed a personification
of a Divine attribute, an individual ./Eon.

JEonial (i|^u*nial) f a. [f. Gr. alojvi-os eternal -f-

-AL1
.] Age-long, eternal, everlasting.

1865 Daily Tel. 8 July, The Millennium of eternal Stafford

Northcotes, sempiternal John Pakingtons, immutable Hen-

leys, and a^onial Whitesides.

JEoilian (z'^'nian), a. [f. Gr. at'ow-os age-long,
eternal -f -AN.] Eternal, everlasting.
1765 TUCKER Lt. of Nat. 1. 650, I might insist that the term

translated 'everlasting' ought to be preserved untranslated,
as a kind of technical term, and called aionian. 1850 TEN-
NYSON In Mem. xxxv. n The sound of streams that swift or

slow Draw down aionian hills. 1867 G. MACDONALD Poems
109 Heaven's xonian day.

JEonist (r/nist). rare. [f. ^EoN + -1ST.] One
who holds the eternal duration of the world.
1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. IV. 723 A third sect is grow-

ing up, who, with Toulmin, maintain the eternity of the

world ; they might be called ^Eonists.

jEqual, equate, fflqui-, etc. ; see EQU-.

JEqttOreal(/kw6eT/al),a. Zool. [f.'L.se.quore-us,

f. sequor sea + -AL
; merely a technical anglicizing

of the L.] Marine, oceanic.

1838 DR. JOHNSTON in Proc. Ber^v. Nat. Club I. vi, 175

Syngnathus a;quoreus, Linn., The ^quoreal Pipe-fish,

-3r, obs. form of AIR, EAR, ERE, and OAK.
^Er- pref. See JE- pref.
JErarian (/r^'rian), a. and sb. [f. L. asrdri-us

fiscal, xrari'Um the treasury, + -AN.]
A. adj. Connected with the public treasury; fiscal.

1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (18651 IV. xxxii. 19 The senate,
the knights, and the aerarian tribunes,

B. sb. [The adj. used absol. sc. citizen.] A Roman
citizen of the lowest, unenfranchised, class, who
paid only a poll-tax (mra pendebaf).
1872 E. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 225 The ./Erarian was any

contributor to the Roman treasury who was not in the en-

joyment of the suffrage.

Aerate (?WO, v.
[f. L, aer air + -ATE3, prob.

after Fr. aer-er
t a latinized spelling of OFr. airert

ayrer, f. <n>.]
1. To expose to the free (mechanical) action of

air, to supply with air.

1856 Fanner's Mag. Jan. 20 Mineral nutriment . . could
not be restored by his process of stirring and aerating with-
out help from manure. 1879 WRIGHTSON in Cassell's Techn.
Ettitc. 1. 78/2 The soil between the drains must be thoroughly
aerated.

145

2. To expose to the chemical action of air; to

oxygenate (the blood) by respiration.
1794 E. DARWIN Zoonowia I. 7 The blood . . has been thus

aerated in the lungs. 1860 HARTWIG Sea xi. 203 The crus-
tacean possesses a heart, which propels the blood, after it

has been aerated in the gills.

3. To charge (a substance) with carbonic acid

gas, formerly called fixed air. (Usually in the pple.
AERATED.)
Aerated (rar^ted), ///. a.

[f. prec. + -ED.]
1. Exposed to the action of the air, supplied with

air, charged with air.

1862 ANSTED Channel Isi. 10 The water is always well
aerated, there is abundant vegetation. 1875 RICHARDSON
Dis. Mod. Life 34 The body, fed with a blood that is only
partially aerated, is imperfectly heated.

2. Charged with carbonic acid gas (or oxygen),
so as to effervesce ; raised, as bread, by means of
such effervescence. Alsoyf^.
1794 SULLIVAN View of Nat. I. 454 Ponderous spar, is a

terra ponderosa, combined with the aerial acid, and aerated
baroselenites. 1861 WYNTF.R Social Bees 162 In the produc-
tion . . of aerated bread, the hand of the workman never
touches the material. 1870 LOWELL Amongmy Bks. i. (1873)
21 The best English poetry . . is understanding aerated by
imagination. 1880 \$?.M3L Slight Ailm, 149 Most practitioners
recommend their patients to drink special aerated waters.

Aerating (rar^tin), vbl. sl>. [f. as prec. + -ixci.]
a. Supplying with oxygen, b. Charging with car-

bonic acid. -

1860 All \'. Round No. 45. 443 The rapidity of the new
aerating process. 1870 ROI.I.KSTON Anim. Life 60 The prin-
cipal aerating organ, the gills.

Aeration (tfsartfi'Jwi). [a. Fr. aeration, f. aercr\
or (in modern use) independent Eng. f. AERATE,
after analogy of create, creation, etc. : see -TIOX.]

*t*l. Kxposuretotheopenair ; openairlife. Obs.rare.

1578 TVMME Calvin on Genesis 313 The weariness of a

wandering life and irksomeness of continual aeration.

2. Exposure of all the parts of anything to the

mechanical influence of the air
; supplying with

fresh air
; airing.

1835
KIRBY Bridgew. Treat. (1852) II. 194 To seek those

stations for oviposition that are best suited to the aeration,

hatching, and rearing of their spawn. 1858 T. R. JONES
Aqnar, Naturalist 27/2 Artificial aeration of the water con-
tained in an aquarium may sometimes be beneficially adopted,
1881 T. HUGHES Rugby Tennessee 137 The soil . , thoroughly
drained and sweetened by aeration.

3. Exposure to the chemical action of the air
;

oxygenation of the blood in respiration. x
1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. I. 142/2 That "modifica-

tion of the function of aeration entitled respiratiob. 1879
CARPENTER Mcnt. Physiol. \. i. 15. 17 If we try to

* Hold our

breath,' for such a period that the aeration of the blood is

seriously interfered with.

4. The charging with carbonic acid, or oxygen,
so as to give briskness.

Aerator (t
T
'9rit3j). [f.

AERATE after analogy of

L. agent nouns in -OR.] That which supplies or

charges with air.

1861 WYNTER Social Bees 44 What is this park but an
aerator to the race, as the one [the lung] I before looked at

was to the individual?

-<2Crd, var. ERD sb. and v. Obs., dwelling, to dwell.

Aereal, obs. form of AERIAL.

.^Erende, aernde, obs. forms of ERRAND.

t Ae'reosaliiie, a. Obs.
[f.

L. dcre-ns of the

air + SALINE.] Of the nature of a carbonate, or salt

of carbonic acid ('fixed air
1

).

1774 BROWNRIGG Aerated Waters in Phil. Trans. LXIV.
367 Exact agreement between these aereo-saline concretes

and various neutral salts.

t Ae'reous, ae rioUS, a. Obs. [f. L.dere-us or

deri-us, adj. f. dcr air, + -ous.] Of the nature of air,

airy ;
= AERIAL, of which it may be viewed as a by-

form of earlier date.

1594 PLAT Jewell-house in. 81 So as the lightest or most
aereous, or fierie [liquor] bee placed uppermost. 1657 AUSTEN
Fruit Trees i. 104 Whatsoever is a thin aerious light body
ascends upwards. 1677 GALE Crt. of Gentiles II. in. 133

Affirming that our Bodies after the resurrection should be

round, aereous, and not of the same substance they now are.

.^Erer, rest ; see ERE, ERST.

Aerial (>|J>Tial, ^eTtal), a. ; also 7 aereal. [f. L.

deri-iis or aerc-us airy (f. aer air) + -AL^. As L. had
two forms of the adj., acrius a. Gr. atptos, and dereus

after L. anal, as in aureus, ferreus, etc., so the early

spelling in Eng. varied between aereal and aerial
;

the latter is alone used now. Cf. aereous and aerious.

ethereal and etherial^\ Airy or of air.

I. Of air as a substance.

1. Consisting or composed of air ; aeriform,

gaseous. Aerial acid : obs. name of carbonic acid

gas, as being the only aeriform or gaseous acid.

1664 POWER Exp. Pkilos, it. 118 The aerial particles may
be in a new motion. 177* PRIESTLEY Air in Phil. Trans.
LXII. 153 It is not improbable but that fixed air . . may be
of the nature of an acid . . Mr. Bergman of Upsal . . calls it

the aerial acid.

2. Thin or attenuated as air, etherial ; unsub-

stantial, intangible, shadowy ; hence, immaterial,

ideal, imaginary. Aerial architecture : building
castles in the air.

AERIE.

1610 HEALEY St. A ng. t City ofGod 349 Those creatures . .

being reasonable,passive, aereall and immortall. 1651 HOBUES
Leviathan i. xii. 53 The Latines . . thought them Spirits,
that js, thin aereall bodies. 1714 MANDEVILLE Fable of
Bees (1725) I. 40 The breath of man, the aerial coin of praise.
1829 SCOTT Dt-monol. x. 388 She was surprised to see a gleamy
figure, as of some aerial being. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick.
xxvii. (C. D. ed.) 213 With such triumphs of aerial architec-
ture did Mrs. Nickleby occupy the whole of the evening.
1855 MILMAK Lai.Ckr. iv. vii. 118641 II. 344 The Church may
draw fine and aerial distinctions.

3. Light as air, airy.
1606 lfa\*KKrr Civill Life $4 For that tender age is rather

sanguine and aerial). 1756 BI'RKE Snbl. fy B. Wks. 1842 I.

24 This delicate and aerial faculty, which seems too volatile
to endure even the chains of a definition, a 1802 W. L.
HOWI.ICS Poems I. 149 Aerial Claude shall paint The gray
fane peering o'er the summer woods.

II. Of the mass of air or atmosphere.
4. Of, pertaining to, or produced in the air or

atmosphere ; atmospheric.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. 11, i. 39 Euen till we make the Maine, and

th' Kriall blew, An indistinct regard. 1697 DRVDEN Virgil
Gcorgtcs (J.I Aerial honey, and ambrosial dews. 1819 SHEL-
LEY Prom. Unb. 11. v, 13 As the aerial hue Of fountain-gating
roses. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea xv. 677. 370 On the

edges of this remarkable aerial current the wind is variable.

1870 TVNDALL Heat vi. 206. 164 We live at the bottom of
an aerial ocean.

Aerial Perspective.
1731 BAILEY, vol. 1 1, Aerial Perspective is that which repre-

sents bodies weakened and diminished in proportion to their

distance from the eye. 1851 Rt'SKix Mod. Painters 1. n. 11.

i. 3 Aerial perspective is the expression of space by any
means whatsoever, sharpness of edge, vividness of colour, etc.

5. Existing or moving in the atmosphere, above
the earth, flying or floating in the air.

1621 BURTON Anat. Alel. i. ii. i. ii. (1676) 28/1 Aerial! Spirits
or Devils are such as keep quarter most part in the air.

1704 POPE Pastorals, Spring \b While she [the Nightingale]
sings . . All th' aerial audience clap their wings. 1836-7 DICKENS
Sketches (1850! 78/2 Then the balloons went up, and the
aerial travellers stood up. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. vi. (1873)

142 Petrels are the most aerial and oceanic of birds.

6. Placed aloft, or at an airy height, lofty, elevated ;

alsoy?<,
r

.

1620 Choyce Drollery in Shaks. Cent. Praise 134 Cloud-

grapling Chapman, whose Aerial minde Scares at Philosophy,
and strikes it blinde. 1733 Poi'i: Ess. Man in. 183 Here sub-

terranean works and cities see, There towns aerial on the

waving tree. 1847 LEWES Hist, Philos. (.1867) II. 97 Rising
into the aerial altitudes of imagination.

7. Growing, or existing, in the air or above

ground, instead of, a. underground, b. under water.
1620 Reliq. Wotton. (1672) n Cypresses, Cedars, and such

other Aereal aspiring plants. 1842 GRAY Struct. Bot. in. i.

(1880) 34 Aerial Roots for climbing are familiar in the Ivy.

1833 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 424/1 Such openings, when occur-

ring on land, constitute subaerial volcanoes.

A6riality(^ii*
: ri

1 se*liti). [f.prec. + -ITY.] Aerial-

ness
; airiness, unsubstantiality.

1854 DK QUINCEY Wks. IV. 60 Suggesting to the reader

continually the mere aeriality of the entire speculation.

Aerially (^I^'riali), adv. [f.
AERIAL + -LY^.]

In an aerial manner
; airily, etherially, celestially.

1827 MOORE Epicurean v. (1839) 33 She glided gently and

aerially round the altar. 1830 TENNYSON Margaret 51 Your

eyes Touch'd with a somewhat darker hue, And less aerially
blue. 1853 Di-: QUINCEY Wks. XIV. ii. (1862 \ So The filaments

connecting my heart were so aerially fine and fantastic.

Aerian (^ii^'rian), a. rare. [a. Kr. aericn

1 5th c., f. L. aeri-us: see AERIAL and -AN.] Of or

belonging to the air or atmosphere ;
= AERIAL.

1632 BESLOWE Theopkila vi. Ixxxiii, He curbs aerian Po-

tentates. 1865 Morn. Star 22 Feb., A lecture on aerian

navigation.
t Ae'rical, a, Obs. rare 1

, [f. L. acr air, after

atmospherical^ AERIAL.
1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. (17011 326/1 Qualities are

Corporeal, for they are Spirits, and aerical intentions.

Aerie, aery, eyrie, eyry (e>ri, iTi).
Forms: 6 ayerie, eeiry, 6-7 airie, 7 aiery, ay-

rie, earie, 8 aeiry, 7~9
r

aerie, airy, aery ; 7 eye-

rie, eyery, 7-9 eyrie, 8-9 eyry. [ad. med. L.

aeria, aerea, {aria, area} prob. formed on Fr. aire

with same sense. The etym. of the latter is doubt-

ful
;
Littre classes it with other senses of aire : L.

area (also written aria)
' a spot of level ground,

an open place, a threshing-floor'; whence 'surface

plaine du rocher oil 1'aigle fait son nid.' Diez,

comparing Pr. aire, takes *

family, race, stock
'

as

the original idea, and suggests L. ager or atrium
;

Wedgewood L. aer through the senses of 'climate,

country, residence, family.' The probability rests

between area and atrium the latter, as M. Paul

Meyer notes, would account well for the dubiety
of gender in OFr. ;

aire m. '.atrium aire f. :

atria. The med L. forms appear already in I2th c.

The spelling EYRIE seems to have been introduced

by Spelman (Gl. 1664) to support his notion of its

derivation from egg, 'Dictum a Gallico aire'. sed

utrumque a Sax. eghe, Germanis et Anglo-Normanis

[!] eye, i. ovnnt . . - unde nidus eyerie vocatur, quasi
ovorum repositorium.* Eyre was an occas. spell-

ing of AIRE, ayre, the earlier form in which the

OFr. had itself been adopted in ME.]
19



AERIE.

1. The nest of any bird of prey ; especially, in

modern usage, of an eagle ;
also extended to that of

ravens and other birds building high in the air ;

and fig. to a human residence or retreat perched

high on a rock or mountain side.

[1224 Chart. Forest, cap. 13 Unusquisque liber homohabeat
in boscis suis aereas accipitrum, espernarum, falconum, aqui-
larum & hieronum.] 1581 LAMBARDE Eirenarcha n. vii. 277
To take yong pigeons or yong^ hawkes out of their nests (or

airiest 1595 SHAKS. John v. li. 149 And like an Eagle o're

his ayerie towres. 1618 PULTON Coll. Statutes 6, Chart.

Forest, (see above) xiii, Euery Freeman shall have within his

own Woods ayries of Haukes, etc. 1622 MASSINGER Maidof
lion, l LJ One aiery with proportion, ne'er discloses The eagle
and the wren. 1622 F. MARKHAM Bk. Hoiwuri. iii. i An Ob-

ject bright enough to trie the vertue of the best Eagle (bred in

the Earie of Meditation i. 1667 MILTON P.I.. ML 424 The

eagle and the stork On cliffs and cedar tops thir eyries build.

1691 BLOL-NT Law Diet, [from Spelman], Aery or Airy of

Goshawks, rectius Eyery (from the French Eyre, i. ma}. 1728
THOMSON Spring 451 Or where the hawk, High, in the beet-

ling cliff, his aeiry builds. 1818 KEATS Endym. in. 94 Wher-
ever beauty dwells, In gulf or aerie, mountains or deep dells.

1823 SCOTT Peveril I. i. 2 The principles on which an eagle
selects her eyry. 1861 F. \V. JACOMB in /'. P. ff Cl. Ser. 2 I.

328 These men had, from their eyrie, seen us go up the glacier.

2. The brood in the nest ;
the young of a bird of

prey, ory?f. a noble stock of children.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \. iii. 264 Our ayery
buildeth in the

Cedars top, And dallies with the winde, and scornes the

Sunne. 1598 KITCHIN Courts Leet 11675) 114 Also if any . .

take any Hauks or >Eiry of Hauks. 1602 SHAKS. tlawl. n.

ii. 354 But there is Sir an ayrie of Children, little Yases, that

crye out on the top of question ; and are most tyrannically

clap't for't. 1604 DRAYTON The Oit'le 859 The Fesant . .

Seeking for safetie bred his Ayry there. 1613 W. BROWNE
Brit. Past. 11. iv. < 17721 II. 140 As an eyerie from their seeges
wood, Led o're the playnes and taught to get their food.

t Ae'rie, v. Obs. Also 7 ayre, ayrie. [f. prec.

sb.] To build an aerie or nest.

1616 SURFI.KT&: MARKH. CmHtrryf'armt'iglStaAs] in the

time of their ayring and bringing vp of their young ones
. . doe ayre and neast themselues willingly also in the tops
of high Towers. 1672 JOSSELYN A>7f En%. Rarities 41 She

ayries in the woods upon the high hills.

Aerie, variant of AERY a.

Aerifaction (rarifie-kJsnX [f.
AERIFY ; see

-FACTION.] The action of aerifying or charging
with air.

1879 Sytl. Soc. Lex., Aerifaction of lung.

Aeriferous i^arvfc'ras), a. ; also 7 airiferous.

ff.L.fftvair + -FERGUS. Cf. mod. V^.aerifi-re, possibly
the direct model.] Hearing or conveying air.

1687 H. MORE Aff. to Antidote (1712) 232 Who have not

only observ'd the succiferous but also airiferous vessels of

Plants. 1868 Di'SCAN Insect World Introd. 16 The body of

the goat-moth caterpillar is traversed in all directions by
1,572 aeriferous tubes.

Aerification (farifik^'Jan). [mod. f. AERIFY;
see -FICATION.]
1.

' The act of becoming air, or changing from a

liquid or solid into an aeriform state.' Craig 1847.

2. The process of charging with air,
' the state of

being filled with air
'

(Craig) ; aerifaction.

Aeriform (rsrif^m), a. [f. L. tier air + -FORM.
Cf. Fr. ati'iforine^\

1. Of the form of air or vapour, gaseous.
1620 BACON A"t77'. Org. n. vii. 455 Whether that spirit is . .

fine or coarse, aeriform or iEniform, active or sluggish. 1782
KIRWAN in Phil. Trans. LXXI I. 209 Which, when fixed and
concrete, is called phlogiston, and, when rarified and aeri-

form, injlatnmac'leair. 1822 IMISON Sc. fy Art I. 126 Pneu-
matics is the science which treats of the mechanical proper-
ties of elastic or aeriform fluids. 1860 PIESSE Lab. Client.

Wonders 125 Gases which are only known to exist in an
aeriform state.

2. fig. Unsubstantial, intangible, unreal.

1828 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 176 The figures light and
aeriform, come unlocked for, and melt away abruptly. 1831

Sart. Kes. (1858) 104 Of Man's Activity and Attainment
the chief results are aeriform.

3. quasi-rf. An aeriform fluid ; a gaseous body.
1865 MACYICAR in Reader No. 147. 462/3 The volumes of

aeriforms.

Aerify (?arifai), v. rare", [f. L. Ser air + -FT.]
1. To turn into vapour ; to make aeriform.

2. ' To combine with air
;
to infuse air into, to fill

with air.' Craig i847. = AERATE.

Aerish, variant of AIRISH a. Obs., airy.

./?Erist, earlier form of ARIST. Obs., arising.

./93m, obs. variant of EARN.

./Erndrake, aerendrake. Obs. ;
see ERRAND.

AerO-f
*> Gr. uipo-, combining form of ajjp, df'^a,

air, the atmosphere, as in d(paperpiftv to measure

the air, dtpoaxo-nia divination by observing the

heavens, etc.

Aerobate (^srob^'t), v. rare. [a. Gr. aepo-

ftari-ftv, t. dtpo- air + 0ar(-ftv to tread.] To walk

(as if) on the air.

1835 Aristophanes' Clouds in Blackiv. Mag. XXXVIII.
520 Sir. Pray who's that in the basket hung up in the air? . .

Do tell me, 1 pray, what you're doing up mere. Soc, Aero-

bating sun-musing, pacing air.

Aerocyst (<"an>sist). Bot. [mod. f. AERO- +
xvar-ts bladder: see CYST.] 'The air-cells of

algals.' Lindley Treas. Bot.
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Aerodynamic (^sroidinarmik), a. [See next.]

Pertaining to the force of gases in motion.

Aerodynamics (^aroidinarmiks). [f.
AERO-

+ DYNAMICS, i.e. the dynamics of aerial bodies.

Cf. Fr. aerodynatique^\ The branch of Pneumatics

which treats of air and other gases in motion, and

of their mechanical effects.

1837 Pop. Encycl. 1.45 Aerodynamics; a branch ofaerology,
or the higher mechanics, which treats of the powers and mo-
tion of elastic fluids. 1868 CHAMBERS Encycl. I. 56 One of

the most important inquiries in Aerodynamics is the resist-

ance offered to a body moving in air, or which is the same

thing the pressure exerted by air in motion upon a body
at rest.

Aerognosy (i^ar^-gnosi). [f.
AERO- + Gr. -yva- \

oia knowledge.] That part of science that treats
]

of the properties of the air.

1847 in CRAIG.

Aerographer (^srivgrafai). [f.
AEROGRAPHY

+ -ER!.] One who undertakes the description of

the atmosphere.

Aerographic (^anigree-fik), a. [f.
AERO-

(iKAPHY + -ic.J Pertaining to aerography.

Aerographical (^srograrfikab, a. [f. prec. +

-.M.I.]
=

prec.

Aerography (<
7;
3rc-grafi). [ad. Fr. aerographic,

f. Gr. drip, depot, the air + -yfiacpia description, f.

ypdip-ftv to write : see -GRAPHY.] Description of

the atmosphere.
"753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., Aerography, a description of

the air, or atmosphere, its limits, dimensions, properties, etc.

1818 in TODD.

AerohydrOUsC^sroihai-dres),*:. [mod.f.AERO-
+ HYIIR- (

= Gr. v&aip water) -i- -ous. Cf. Fr. afro-

liyJre] 'Applied to minerals which contain water

in their cavities.' Craig 1847.

Aerolite (A-arolait). [An alteration of AERO-

LITH, assimilating the ending to those of minerals

in -ITE.] A stone or portion of matter which has

fallen to the earth from, or rather through, the

atmosphere ; a meteoric stone, or meteorite. In

recent usage, the name aerolite has been confined

to those meteorites which consist of stone or other

substance than meteoric iron : see AEROSIDERITE.

1815 Encycl. Brit. Supp. I. 65 Aerolite, a term recently
but perhaps improperly applied to those singular substances

called meteoric stones. 1870 TYNDALL Heat i. 12. n The

velocity of the aerolites varies from 18 to 36 miles a second.

1881 BROOKS Candle ofthe Lord 133 God does not fling His
hero like an aerolite out of the sky. He bids him grow like

an oak out of the earth.

. [mod. f. AERO- + Ai'0os stone.

Cf. Fr. a?rflit/ie.] The more etymological form of

AEROLITE.
1819 Pantologia I, Aeroliths, air-stones: a name lately

given to those solid bodies composed of several mineral sub-

stances, which have been seen to fall from the atmosphere.

1864 Daily Tel. 8 June, This aerolith belongs to a very rare

type of meteorites : it contains carbon.

Aerolithology (Fxa>U}p\&&&). [mod. f.

AEROLITH + Gr. -Ao-yia discourse : see -LOGY.] That

department of science which treats of aerolites.

a 1864 WEBSTER cites DANA.

Aerolitic (.
T
aroli-tik\ a. [f.

AEROLITE + -1C.]

Of or pertaining to aerolites ;
meteoric.

1868 LOCKVER Element. Astron. 139 Among the largest
aerolitic falls ofmodern times we may mention the following.
1880 Pop. Sc. Km. Jan. 13 Could such bodies as aerolitic

stones fall from the moon?

Aerological (^awlfdgQcal), a. [f. AEROLOGY
-t- -ICAL.] 'Pertaining to aerology.' Craig 1847.

Aerologistl^v'iod.^ist). [f. AEROLOGY + -IST.]
' One who is versed in aerology." Craig 1847.

Aerology (rar/vlodji). [mod. f. AERO- + -\oyia

discourse: see -LOGY.] That department of science

which treats of the atmosphere.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., Aerography . . amounts to

much the same with aerology. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1837 Pop.

Encycl. I. 45, Aerodynamics, a branch of aerology.

i Aeromaiicer. Obs.ra.re~*. [f. AEHOMANC-Y
+ -ER 1

.]
One who practises divination by air ; a

weather-prophet.
c 1400 Afol. for Lollards 96 Ayeromauncers fiat wirkun

bi be eyre.

Aeromancy (?3r0m;e :

nsi). Forms : 4 aero-

maunce, 5 -mancye, 7 -manoie (heromanty), 7

aeromancy. [orig. 3..Qt.*aero"iance\ afterwards

modified after later Fr. aeromancye, aeromantie,

or med. L. deromantia ;
f. Gr. drip atmosphere +

navriia prophesying: see-MANCY.j Divination by
air, including augury ; passing in 1 7th c. into the

idea of weather-forecasting, meteorology.
1393 GOWF.R Cottf. III. 45 And eke also Aeromaunce in

jugement To love he bringeth of his assent. 1496 Dives fy

Pauper (W. de Worde) I. xxxvi. 77/1 Aeromancye, that is

wytchecrafte done in the aver, c 1590 GREENE Fryer Bacon

(1630) 6 By /Eromancy, to discouer doubts. 1607 TOPSELL

Serpents (16531 645 Countrey people . . have learned of them
Aeromantie, that is, Divination of things by the air, for they
have a forefeeling and understanding of rain and windes
aforehand. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. in. 12/2 By fire

he hath the Skill of Pyromanty By Ayre he hath the Art of

Heromanty. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff. s.v., Barometers,

AEROPLANE.
thermometers, hygrometers, and anemometers, are of con-

siderable use in this kind of aeromancy.

Aeromantie(k (^srcmarntikl, a. rarer-1
, [f.

Gr. dr)/> air -f pavTiKus prophetic, f. pnvris prophet,

diviner.] Belonging to divination by air.

1635 HEYWOOD Hierarchie vin. 1 16351512 Using their helpe,
one John Teutonicus By Aeroma[njticke Magicke sported
thus. 1742 in BAILEY.

Aerometer (rar/vmftaj). [mod. f. AEBO- + Gr.

UtTpov measure : see -METER. Cf. mod. Fr. ai'ro-

wiV/v.] An instrument for ascertaining the weight
or density of air and gases.
1794 G. ADAMS A'ut. fy Exp. Philos. III. xxxiv. 390 Com-

paring fluids with each other by means of the hydrometer
or aerometer. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. III. 32/2
Attached to the same mercurial trough is placed a little ap-

paratus termed an aerometer.

Aerometric ^amme-trik), a. [f. prec. + -IC:

see -METRIC.] Of or pertaining to the measurement

of the air. (In mod. Diets.)
Mod. Aerometric experiments and investigations.

Aerometry (^sr^'metri). [mod. f. AERO- + Gr.

-Lttrpia measuring : see -METRY.] The measuring
of the air

;
the science of pneumatics.

1731 BAILEY, vol. II, [the Latin form] Aercnnetria. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl., Aerometry includes the laws of the motion,

gravitation, pression, elasticity, rarefaction, condensation,
etc. of the atmospherical fluid. 1777 Phil. Traits. LXVII.

413 The application of the laws of aerometry. 1819 Panto-

logia I, Aerometry, a scientific term which has now given
way to the equivalent term pneumatics.

Aeronaut U'orongt, eo'nSipt). [a. mod. Fr.

aci'onaittc ;
f. Gr. drjp atmosphere + i OUT-T/S sailor ;

f. voCs a ship. (The first balloon ascent was made
in 1 783-)]
1. One who sails through the air, or who makes

balloon ascents ;
a balloonist.

1784 Europ. Mag. VI. 331 The intrepid Aeronaut sitting in

his car. 1790 BCHKE Fr. Rcvol. 355 Let us be satisfied to

cdmire, rather than attempt to follow in their desperate flights

the aeronauts of France. 1831 LARDNER Pneitinatics vii. 340
Such a valve is also necessary- in order to enable the aeronaut

to descend at pleasure.

2. Jig. A gossamer spider which floats on films.

1845 DARWIN I'oy. ofXat. viii. (18791 160 The little aeronaut

as soon as it arrived on board was very active . . sometimes

letting itself fall and then reascending the same thread.

Aeronautic (<~-arcng-tik, eT-), a.
[f. prec. +

-ic
;

cf. Gr. rauTiK-ds pertaining to sailing.] Of or

pertaining to aeronauts, or to aerial navigation;

sailing the air.

1826 Miss MITFORD Our Village Ser. It. (1863) 402 The
announcement of the aeronautic expedition drew at least

ten thousand gazers into_
the good town. 1876 M. COLLINS

Rlacksm. Iff
Scholar I. viii. 197 The aeronautic art will not

1 e perfected until the flight of birds is more carefully studied.

1878 Daily Nev.<s 24 Oct. 6/4 The threads of the gossamer
or aeronautic spider may be now seen.

Aeronau tical, a.
[f. prec. + -AiA] Of or

belonging to aeronautics; connected with the navi-

gation of the air.

1802 in Ann. Kef. 449/2 The extraordinary" display of

aeronautical dexterity . . was this day prepared with con-

summate skill, and executed with an admirable intrepidity.
1881 PETTICREW in Times 30 Mar. 9/6 That aeronautical

societies had of late years been established in France.

Aeronau'tics. [ad. mod. L. aeronautics, adj.

pi. neut. (see AERONAUTIC), literally
' matters per-

taining to sailing the atmosphere' ; in Chambers

1753 in its L. form: see -ics.] The science, art, or

practice of sailing in the air ;
aerial navigation.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Aeronatttica, the pretended
art of sailing in a vessel thro' the air or atmosphere. 1838
DICKENS Nich. Nick. xvi. (C. D. ed.J 120 Balloons of a size

hitherto unknown in the history of aeronautics. 1870 Echo

19 Oct., Aeronautics must make many a Jong stride before

they do much practical work, either in commerce or war.

Aeronautism (t'arcngtiz'm, e !#). rare~ a
. [f.

AERONAUT + -ISM.] The practice of ascending and

floating in the atmosphere.
1847 In CRAIG,

Aerophane (enaC'l*). [a. mod. Fr. aerophone
f. AEHO- + GT. -tpavTjs appearing.] A semi-trans-

parent fabric of the nature of a thin crape.

1871 Miss BRADDON Levels of Arden v. 36 A white aero-

phane bonnet.

Aerophobia, aerophoby (^arofju-bia, esrf-

fobi).
' The dread of air, a kind of phrenzy." Ash

1775. Also _/?-.

1785 FRANKLIN Lett. Wits. 1840 VI. 526, 1 myselfhad formed

this prejudice, this aerophobia, as I now account it. 1847

CRAIG, Aerophobia, the dread of air; a symptom of hydro-

phobia. 1853 MAYNE, Aerophobia . . aerophoby.

Aerophyte (< arrfait). [mod. f. AERO- + Gr.

<pvr-w plant.]
' Plants growing wholly in the air;

such as epiphytal orchids, many lichens, brome-

liads.' Treas. Bot. 1866. In L.
pi. aerophyta

specially applied tS) lichens, as the division of the

Thallogens which live in the air. (Henfrey.)

i84ol'lMBS YearKk. Facts 190 [It] appears as an aerophyte
in Nees von Esenbeck's valuable appendix to R. Brown's

Kotan. Schriften. 1858 GRAY Bot. Text-bk. 394 Aerophytes,

Air-plants.

Aeroplane (raropl^n). [f.
AERO- + PLANE.]

A plane placed in the air for aerostatical experi-

ment.



AEROPLEUSTIC.

iSfigin Eng. Mcc'h. 4 June 241/3The dynamometer and regis.

tering apparatus, to which the aeroplanes are to be attached.

Aeropleustic^srflpl'/rstik),
a. [mod. f.AEBO-

+ Gr. Tr\(uariKof belonging to sailing; f. w\tboTTis

3. sailor; f. ir\i-tir to sail.] Of or pertaining to

navigation in the air ;
aeronautical.

1827 POCOCK (title) The ^Eropleustic Art of Navigation in

the Air.

Aeroscepsy (J-aroske^psi). rare. [f. AERO- +
Gr. trusts a viewing, f. fftteirT-toSat to view.] Obser-

vation of the changes of the atmosphere ; aeroscopy.

1835 KIRBY Habits ff lust. Anim. II. xvii. 112 Snails and

slugs issue forth, when the earth is rendered moist enough

by showers for them to travel easily over its surface ; so that

they must be endued with some degree of aeroscepsy.

AerOSCOpy (H^rp'sk^pi). [ad. Gr. depoaxoma ;

f. arip the air + -axonia viewing : see -SCOPE.] The

observation of the air
;

divination by observing

the atmosphere or heavens.

'755 in JOHNSON las Diet. word*. 1815-43 KIRBY & SPENCF.

Etitontol. {1826} III. 46 If insects do not hear with them in

one sense they may, by communicating information and by
aeroscopy . . supply the place of ears.

JErOSe (!->rou-s), a. [ad. L. xrffsiis of copper or

brass, f. ,vs, teris, copper, brass.] Of the nature of

copper or brass, coppery, brassy. (In mod. Diets.)

Aerosiderite (^aroisrdcrait). [f. AERO- + Gr.

aiSqpiT-rjs of iron, iron ore ; f. aiSrjp-os iron : see

-ITE.] A mass of meteoric iron ;
a meteorite con-

sisting of iron-ore.

1865 A. S. HERSCHEL in Intellect. Observ. No.
33. 219 Some

meteorites called aerosiderites. 1868 LOCKYER The Heavens
-

Stones, Aerosiaentes or i\ieieonc iron, ana

lites,' which includes the intervening varieties.

Aerosiderolite (t
7:ar0|sidiT<nait). [f. AERO- +

Gr. oiSrjp-os iron + A/0os stone : see AEROLITE.] A
meteorite intermediate in character between stone

and iron.

1882 Academy 7 Jan. 13/3 The entire collection of meteorites

classified as aerosiderites, aerosiderolites, and aerolites.

Aerosphere (<?arusfii). [mod. f. AERO- + Gr.

o-cpaipa globe; cf. Fr. aerosphc'rc.'] The body of

air that surrounds the earth. (In mod. Diets.)

Aerostat (?ar<istas:t, eVnJstoet). [a. Fr. aerostat,

f. Gr. cUpo-, see AERO-, + OTOT-OS standing, f. vbl.

root ma- stand.]
1. A balloon or other machine capable of sup-

porting weight in the air. (The original name.)

1784 Enrop. Mag. VI. 384 The first aerostat filled with in-

flammable air ascended from the Thuilleries on the ist of

December 1783. 1785 CAVALLO Aerost. \. v. 82 This paper
aerostat rose rapidly into the atmosphere. 1865 Reader
I Apr. 375/3 Until the time shall arrive when an aerostat or

flying machine can be introduced with something like success.

2. An aeronaut or balloonist. (Mod. Fr. probably
after analogy of avocat, jurat, etc.)

1870 Daily News 4 Oct., The aerostat who brought from
Paris the second balloon despatches. 1871 Ibid. 3 Jan., Im-

provised aerostats who, with commendable courage, under-

took a perilous task.

Aerostatic (f
T:3r0staytik, e:r0-), a. [ad. Fr.

curostatique, f. Gr. dfpo-, see AERO-, + crraTix-os

causing to stand ;
f. vbl. root am- stand.]

1. Of or pertaining to the balancing or weighing
of air; pneumatic.
1791 E. DARWIN Hot. Card. i. 83 Which [air] could not be

s
thus accumulated . . by any aerostatic laws at present known.

'1828 KIRBY & SPENCE Entomol. III. xxxv. 591 A celebrated

French writer seems to think their origin and structure

aerostatic.

2. Of or connected with the navigation of the

air; aeronautic.

[1784 DE GALVEZ in Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 469 Le moyen
de pouvoir donner la direction aux machines aerostatiques.]

1785 CAVALLO Aerostation Pref., Thus the aerostat, or the

aerostatic machine, is the general appellation of the flying
instruments. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 255 Hydrogene
gas is . . well fitted for aerostatic purposes. 1849 MRS. SOMER-
VII.LE Connex, Phys. Sc. xxxv. 381 The observations of MM.
Biot and Gay Lussac during their aerostatic expedition.

Aerostatical (^arostse-tikal), a. [f. prec. +

-AL!.] Of or pertaining to aerostatics.

1685 in /'/:*'/. Trans. XV. 996 Thus we have an Intelligible
and Aero Statical account of the ascent of Vapours,

Aerostatics (farostse-tiks). [AEROSTATIC a.

in pi. treated as a collective sing, after analogy of

mathematics, etc. : see -ics. Long used in the L.

form aerostatical] The branch of Pneumatics that

treats of the equilibrium and pressure of air, and
other elastic fluids, or gases, and of bodies sustained

in them : hence including AERONAUTICS.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Aerostatics is used by some

authors for the science called by others aerometry. 1788
HOWARD Encyc. I. 56 Aerostatica. aiso denotes the doctrine
of the pressure and balance of the air. 1864 H. SPENCER
Illttst. Progress 121 The invention of the barometer enabled
men to extend the principles of mechanics to the atmosphere ;

and Aerostatics existed. 1881 in Mature XXIII. 298 The
study of the applications of aerostatics to military purposes.

Aerostation (/-arost^i'Jan). [a. Fr. aerostation ;

improp. formed on aerostat, as if this represented
the L. ending -alus : see AEROSTAT and -ATION.]

1 1. The science of weighing air
; aerostatics. Obs.
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1788 HOWARD F.ncycl. I. 56 Aerostation, in it's primary and
proper sense, denotes the science of weights suspended in

the air. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav. in France 171 Important
works on volcanoes, aerostation, and various other branches
of natural history.
2. The art of raising and guiding balloons or

other machines in the air
; aerial navigation.

1783 CAVALLO (title] History and Practice of Aerostation.

1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rn*. XXVT. 512 The Mont,
comers, after their splendid discoveries in aerostation. 1881
COXWELL in Standard 16 Dec. 3/2 To interest him in the
resources of aerostation.

JEruginous (/rv/'djinas), a. [ad. Fr. eritgin-
cn.f, -case ; ad. L. scrftginos-us rusty, f. xrftgin-cin

verdigris, f. xs, a'r-is, brass.] Of the nature or

colour of verdigris, or copper-rust.
1605 TIMMF. Qnersit. ill. 158 Shal it bee free and permitted

to common physitians to cal choler aeruginus, vitelline, and
proracious? 1651 N. BIGGS AVw Dispens. 160. 120 Par-
take of a canckerous asruginous quality from the brazen
vessel. 1721 BAILEY, sEmtgineous, rusty. 1875 GRIFFITH &
HENFREY Microsc. Diet. s.v. Calot/irijc, A rare freshwater

species. . seruginous green, growing blackish.

i JErugO (itii'go). [L. verdigris ;
f. as, ivris,

brass.] The rust of copper or brass, verdigris;

occasionally used for the rust of metals generally.
1733 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stipp. s.v., The seriigo of antient

metals adds greatly to their value. 1845 FORU Ilandlik.

Spain II. 786 With pumice and emery to scrub off the

respectable aerugo.

t JErU'mnouS, a. 06s.- [ad. L. xruninos-its,
f. mrumna toil] 'Full of trouble.' Bailey 1721.
t JE'rwene, a. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. xr- away, pri-

vative, -less (
= OE. or- and ;t'-)+w/ hope; OE.

or-wene. See /E- fref.'] Hopeless, desperate.
izos LAYAMON 27537 For heo weoren to kene & to ser-wene

and to swioe fuhten.

t JE'rwitte, a. Obs.
[f. xr- see prec. + WIT.]

Witless, unwise.

1205 LAYAMON 22069 Pat na mon on worlde swa wod no
iwuroe ; no swa er-witte gume ; )>at his gri<5 braxe.

Aery (<rari), a.; also aerie, [ad. L. aeri-us, f.

tier the air.] Aerial ; hence etherial, spiritual, in-

corporeal, unsubstantial, visionary. (In later usage j

only poetic; a favourite word with Milton.)
1586 T. B. tr. La Primandaye's Fr. Acad. 11594) 560 Al

living creatures, whether earthie, watrie, aerie, or flying.

1634 MILTON Cotnits 208 Beckoning shadows dire, And aery
tongues that syllable men's names. 1667 P.L. n. 536 Be-

fore each Van Pric forth the Aerie Knights, and couch their

spears. 1727 THOMSON Summer 585 Thus up the mount, in

aery vision wrapt, I stray. 1855 M. ARNOLD AVw Sirens

72 Her load of streaming tresses Weigh'd, like Ossa, on the

aery soul.

Comb, aery-light, of aerial lightness, light as air.

1667 MILTON /'. L, v. 4 His sleep Was Aerie light, from

pure digestion bred.

Aery, variant spelling of AERIE.

.SSsample, obs. form of EXAMPLE.

JEschynite (e~skinait). Min. [f. Gr. alaxdm}

disgrace + -ITE. Named '

by Berzelius, in allusion

to the inability of chemical science, at the time of

its discovery, to separate the two unlike sub-

stances, titanic acid and zirconia.' Dana.] A
blackish mineral of the Tantalite group found in

different
parts

of Russia.

t JEschynO'menouS, a. 06s.~a
[f. Gr. alaxv-

yo^i'-o5asriamed,bashful-t -ous.] Sensitive (plants).

1706 PHILLIPS, sKschynotncnous Plants (among Herbalists)

those Plants which as one comes near them with the Hand,
shrink in their Leaves, the same with the Sensitive. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl., sEschynomcnous Plants, among botanists,

are those popularly called sensitive plants.

ZEscnlapian (eski!<U
T
''pian), a. ; also Esc-,

[f.
next + -AN.] Of or belonging to /Esculapius (the

god of medicine), or to the healing art ; medicinal.

1622 MASSINGER /
T

irg. Mart. iv. i, Turn o'er all the volumes

Of your mysterious jEsculapian science. 1792 D. LLOYD

I'oy. Life v. 107 /Esculapian art could not restore The springs
and movements into harmony. 1843 A. BETHUNE Scott. Peas.

Fireside 4 The time at which Roland Bridges began his

Esculapian labours.

II JEsculapius (eskud^'pu's) ;
also Esc-. [L.]

The Roman godof medicine; henceyTf.A physician.
1714 MANDEV. Fable of Bees (1725) I. 298 The British Escu-

lapius was undeniably a man of sense. 1840 HOOD Up the

Rhine 4 Besides the daily visit of routine, the Esculapius is

generally sent for, in haste, some twice or thrice a week
extra.

JEsculetin (eskilrtin). Chem. [f.
L. sesculet-

/ a grove or wood of ssculus : see next.] A
bitter crystalline substance (CSHSO4) formed by
the decomposition of sesculin.

1877 WATTS Fonvties' Chem. II. 604.

JEsculin (e'skiwlin). Chem. [f.
L. gscul-us a

species of oak, in mod. Bot. applied to the horse-

chestnut, +-IN, chem. form.] A glucoside contained

in the bark of the horse-chestnut and allied trees
;

a crystalline fluorescent substance of composition

1877 WATTS Ftnvnes' Client. II. 604 The aqueous solution

of aesculin is highly fluorescent, the reflected light being of a

sky-blue colour.

.ffist, obs. form of EAST.

t JE-stable, a. Obs.-. '

Belonging to summer.'

Bailey, vol. II, I73T.

AESTHETIC.

JEsthesics (esbf-siks, r-). [formed (on the rare

analogy of Gr. <pvainus from <pt<ris) on Gr. a'aOijais

perception, the regular xsthetics from Gr. alcrerjrt.
KOS being pre-occupied. Pronunciation : see y ]
1879 LEWES Psychol. 64 It would be an abstract science of

Feeling, to stand beside the abstract science of Force an
/Esthesics parallel with Dynamics.

JEsthesiogenic (esbrsi^d.^e-nik), a.
[f. Gr.

ataSr/cn-s perception + feviKus pertaining to what is

born or produced, taken as = producing: see -GEN.]
Producing or causing sensation.
1881 in Xatitre XXIV. 480 Researches on the phenomena

of sense, motion, circulation, and respiration in hypnotism,
and on their modification by aesthesiogenic agents.

JEsthesiometer (esb;:si^-m;tai). [f. Gr. a!tr-

07/ai-f perception -t- -(o)METER.] (See quot.)
1871 HAMMOND J)is. Nervous Syst. 14 The a:sthesiometer

is an instrument for the purpose of determining the degree of
tactile sensibility possessed by the patient.

-ffistliesis (esbi~sis\ [Gr. uio$r/ats a perceiving,
f. vbl. stem aia&t- perceive.] The perception of
the external world by the senses.

1851 RUSKIN Mod. Painters II. in. I. ii. i The term 'a:s.

thesis' properly signifies mere sensual perception of the
outward qualities and necessary effects of bodies. 1879
LEWES Psychol. 87 The antithesis between facts and feel-

ings, Physis and .-Ksthesis.

JEsthesodic (esb/sfi-dik;, . Phys. [mod. f. Gr.

aiaSria-ts sensory perception -r 65-cJs way, path + -1C.

In mod. Fr. esthesoditfuf^\ Of nerves : Providing
a path for sensory impulses ; conveying sensations

fromthecxternal organsto the brain or nerve centres.

1878 M. FOSTER Physiol. in. v. 3. 488 They speak of it

accordingly as kinesodic and Ksthesodic, as simply affording
paths for motor and sensory impulses.

JEsthete (e'sbrt, rsb/t). [ad. Gr. alaOr/Tri? one
who perceives ;

cf. athlete."] One who professes a

special appreciation of what is beautiful, and en-

deavours to carry his ideas of beauty into practical
manifestation.
1881 BURNAND in Daily Xtr.t'S 31 Jan. 2/3 The matter-of-

fact, slily-humorous, but quiet American colonel, who
descends like a bomb-shell in the midst of the aesthetes.

1881 Spectator 2 July 859 The sham {esthete never chooses

pretty colours.

^Esthetic 'esbe'tik: see below), a. and si.
; also -

esthetic, [mod. ad. Gr. alaOr/TiK-ot, of or per-

taining to aifjOijTa, things perceptible by the senses,

things material (as opposed to vor
t
Ta things think-

able or immaterial), also '

perceptive, sharp in the

senses
'

;
f. vb. stem alaBt- '

feel, apprehend by the

senses.' Applied in Germ, by Baumgarten(i 75058,
sKsthetica) to 'criticism of taste' considered as a

science or philosophy ; against which, as a misuse

of the word found in German only, protest was
made by Kant (1781, Crit. K. V. 21), who applied
the name, in accordance with the ancient distinction

of alaSr/rd and vorjra, to ' the scienge which treats

of the conditions of sensuous perception,' a sense

retained in the Kantian philosophy, and found in

English f 1800. But Baumgarten's use of msthctik

found popular acceptance, and appeared in Eng.
after 1830, though its adoption was long opposed.

(See below.) Recent extravagances in the adoption
of a sentimental archaism as the ideal of beauty
have still further removed aesthetic and its deriva-

tives from their etymological and purely philo-

sophical meaning. The pronunciations esj>e'tik,

/sjwtik, esjirtik, /sbrtik, are all in use; the second

is at present most common in London.]
*1 The following quotations illustrate the history

of the word :

1832 Penny Cycl. I. 156 .Esthetics (sEsthetik*\i, the designa-
tion given by German writers to a branch of philosophical

inquiry, the object of which is a philosophical theory of the

beautiful. 1832 /'/<///. Museum^ 369 Beautiful and ugly de-

pend on principles of taste, which it would be very conve-

nient to designate by an adjective . . Some English writers

have adopted the term cstlictical. This has not however

yet become an established English word . . Perception in

general is something very different from that peculiar and

complex modification of it which takes cognizance of the

beauties of poetry and art. Esthetics would naturally de-

signate the doctrine of perception in general, and might be

wanted as a technical term for that purpose. By the Kantian

school, indeed, esthetic is used to denote that branch of

metaphysics which contains the laws of perception . . As an
additional reason for hesitating before we adopt esthetic, it

may be noticed that even in Germany it is not yet established

beyond contest. 1842 GWILT Encycl, Architect. 673 There
has lately grown into use in the arts a silly pedantic term

under the name of Esthetics . . it is however one of the

metaphysical and useless additions to nomenclature in the

arts in which the German writers abound. 1839 SIR W. HAMIL-

TON Lect. Metaph. I. vii. 124 It is nearly a century since

Baumgarten .. first applied the term Esthetic to the doctrine

which we vaguely and periphrastically
denominate the Phi-

losophy of Taste, the theory of the Fine Arts, the Science

Of the Beautiful, etc., and this term is now in general ac-

ceptation, not only in Germany, but throughout the other

countries of Europe. The term Apolaustic would have been

a more appropriate designation.

A. ailj.

\\. Of or pertaining to sensuous perception, re-

ceived by the senses. Otis,
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1798 \V. TAYLOR in Monthly Rw. XXV. 585 In the dialect

peculiar to Professor Kant . . his receptivity for aesthetic

gratification [Is] not delicate.

2. Of or pertaining to the appreciation or criticism

of the beautiful.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. (1858) 77 In answer to a cry for

solid pudding .. comes, epigrammatically enough, the in-

vitation to a wash of quite fluid /Esthetic Tea ! 1855 BAIN
Senses fy IntelL in. iv. 27 118641 622 The first object of an
artist is to gratify the feelings of taste, or the proper aesthetic

emotions. 1872 H. SPENCER Psychol. (ed. 2) II. 533 The
Aesthetic sentiments originate from the play-impulse. Ibid.

535 The aesthetic character of a feeling is habitually asso-

ciated with separateness from life-serving function.

3. Of persons, animals: Having or showing an

appreciation of the beautiful or pleasing ; tasteful,

of refined taste. Of things : In accordance with

the principles of good taste (or what is convention-

ally regarded as such).
1871 DARWIN Desc. Man II. xiii. 39 Birds appear to be the

most aesthetic of all animals, excepting of course, man, and

they have nearly the same taste for the beautiful as we have.

1875 FARRAR Silence fy Voices in. 62 A corrupt Hellenism,
which regards sin forsooth with aesthetic toleration. 1880

W. S. GILBERT Patience i. 24, I am a broken-hearted trou-

badour, Whose mind's sesthetic, and whose tastes are pure.
Mod. Colloq. He must have aesthetic wall-paper and a dado.

B. sb. commonly pi. aesthetics, as collect, sing. :

but also in sing., after Ger. xsthetik, Fr. esthi'tique.

t 1. The science which treats of the conditions of

sensuous perception. Obs.

1803 Edin. Rev. 1. 253 ( Villiers, Philos. ofKanfr If the ex-

perimentalists of the Institute had abandoned their physics
for . . the study of transcendental aesthetics and all the re-

finements and abstractions of pure reason.

2. The philosophy or theory of taste, or of the

perception of the beautiful in nature and art.

a. //.
1833 Penny Cycl. I. 157/1 Most German writers, who have

published systematic treatises on aesthetics, have followed
the principles laid down by Baumgarten, Kant, or Schellmg.
1862 SHIRLEY Nttg. Crit. \. 82 John is a man of taste, and
knows something of practical aesthetics. 1872 H. SPENXER
Psychol. II. 536 To deal fully with the psychology of
aesthetics is out of the question.

b. sing.
1857 T E. WEBB Intell. of Locke v. 84 The two proposi-

tions which constitute the Esthetic of the Essay. 1864
Press 2i May 481 Certes, we English are behind hand in

aesthetic. 1868 M. PATTISON Acadetn. Organ, J) 5. 196 Two
professors of the science [of art] and aesthetic, dealing with

Painting, Sculpture, etc.

JEsthetical (es]>e'tikal, T-, see prec.\ a. [f.

/ESTHETIC + -AL.] Of or relating to a'sthetics ;

relating to the philosophy or theory of beauty.
Often interchanged in use with zst/tttic, but properly dis-

tinct ; thus my sesthetical notions are the notions I have
on the subject of aesthetics ', my sesthetiefaculties are those
which exercise aesthetics.

1832 (See under /EsTHETic** 1
. 1837 LOCKHART^C// (1839!

III. 77 His own aesthetical notions are indicated rather than

expressed. 1870 DISRAELI Lot/tatrxxxv. 182 Lady Beatrice
was there, herselfan artist, and full of aesthetical enthusiasm.

1876 M. DAVIES Unorth. Land. 204 The aesthetical element in

religious matters that element which addresses the feeling
of devotion through the channels of the senses.

JEsthetically ^esj>e-ttkali, J-;, adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY-.] In an aesthetic or a>sthetical manner; in

relation to aesthetics, or to a standard of taste.

i8MDKOuiNCEY3/afcr(i86a) IV. 5 It may also be treated

aesthetically as the Germans call it- that is in relation to

good taste. 1873 SYMONDS Crk, Poets vi. 171 The aestheti-

cally ennobling enthusiasm for the old Greek deities. 1882
STUART-GLENNIE in Macm. Mag. XLV. 497 Archsologically
interesting . . as they might be, they were aesthetically tawdry
. . to the last degree.

JEsthetician (esjvlrjan, /-\
[f. ^ESTHETICS +

-IAN after mathematics, mathematician, etc.] One
skilled in or devoted to aesthetics ;

a professor of

taste.

1845 Blackw. Mag. LVII. 613 The aesthetician has to lay
aside nearly all terms of reprobation, in alluding to the
habiliments of ladies of the present day. 1874 SULLY Sensaf.

fy Intuit. 366 /Estheticians in their love of simplicity have
persisted in forcing all forms of Art under this one Con-
ception.

JEstheticism (es]?e'tisiz'm, f-). [f. ESTHETIC +
-ISM ; cf. critic, criticism, etc.] The quality of

being aesthetic ; the pursuit of, or devotion to,

what is sensuously beautiful.

1855 BRIMLEY Ess. 237 The Lotos Eaters carries Tenny-
son's tendency to pure zstheticism to an extreme point. It

is picture and music and nothing more. 1876 MELLOR
Priesthood viii. 392 If it [the Ritualistic movement] were
nothing but a development of astheticism, it might be left

to pursue Its course.

JEstheticist (esbe-tisist, *-). [f. ESTHETIC +

-IST.] A professor of sestheticism ; an sesthetician.
1868 Chronicle No. 44. 86/1 Those aestheticists of the future.

JEstheticize (eshe-tisaiz, /"-), v. [f. ESTHETIC +
-IZE, after critic, criticize, etc.] To render aesthetic,

or agreeable to a refined taste, to refine.

1864 Realm 22 June 4 The sentimental theory of aesthetl-

cising the architecture of grimy manufacturing centres.

./Esthetics : see ESTHETIC.

JEsthiology (esJV'lod^i). [f. Gr. cuotf- or ai~

ffOf- vbl. stem, = perceive + -Ao-yux discourse: see

-LOGY. The formation is not analogical.]=next.
1831 D. CRAIGIE in EncycL Brit. s.v. Anatomy> Compara-

tive /Esthiology, or the comparative anatomy of the organs
of sensation.

JE Stho-physio'logy. [f (not on Gr. analogy)
Gr. altrO- perceive + PHYSIOLOGY.] The scientific

study of the organs of sensation.

1855 H. SPENCER Psychol. (1872) I. i. vi. 97, I deliberately
adopt ^Estho-physiology in preference to . . ^isthesi-physi-
ology.

t JEsti'ferOTLS, a. Obs~ [f.
L. &stus heat, tide

+ -FEB- bearing, bringing + -ous.]
'

Ebbing and

flowing as the tide.' Bailey, vol. II, 1731. 'Turbu-
lent as the tide.' Ash 1775.

JEstival, estival (e-stival, estai-val : see below),
a. Forms : 4 estyva'll, 5-6 estiva'll, e'stivall, 6

aestrval, 6- estival, oestival. [a. Fr. estival (i6th
c. in Littre), ad. L. festival-is a secondary adj. f.

sestiv-us (see ^STIVE) ; said at first onlyof the (sum-

mer) solstice, afterwards used instead of gstivus,
as more analogous to vernalis, autiimnalis, hie-

malis. The spelling with a* after the Latin, is the

more common in later times, especially in Nat.

Hist, to which the word is chiefly restricted. The
historical accentuation is e'stival (cf. festival] ;

but estl'val appears in 1590 and was adopted by
Dr. Johnson, after anal, of antu'mnal\ the initial

vowel in this and the following words in sEsl- is

by many pronounced (f-).]

1. Of or belonging to summer, or the summer
solstice.

1386 Altnanak of Year (1812) 49 Fro be stacyon of be son

estyval to be stacyon of besonhyemal. 1430 LYDG. Chroti.

Troy i. iii, Where halowed is the stondyng estiuall Of
freshe Appollo, with his golden wayne. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Scott. I. 89 Fra the coluyre to tropic estivall. c 1590 GREENE
Poems (18611 303 When in festival Cancers gloomy bower
The greater glory of the heavens doth shine. 1698 [R. FER-

GUSON] View of Eccles. 106 The Estival or Brumal Temper
of the Air. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Estival solstice,

the time when the sun enters the festival point. 1880 M.
COLLINS Th. in Card. I. 235 You generally get true summer
in August : this year it has been unusually xstival.

2. Appearing or produced in summer.
a 1682 SIR T> BROWNE Misc. 92 (R.) Beside vernal, estival,

and autumnal, made of flowers, the ancients had also hyemal
garlands. 1870

HOOKER Stud. Flora 365, Lcucojiim xsti-

1'iim
; leaves hibernal, flowers aestival.

JEstivate (e'stivi-% rstiv^t), v.
; also estivate.

[f. L. gestivdt- ppl. stem of gestwd-re to reside

during the summer
;

f. xsiTv-us : see ESTIVE. Cf.

Fr. fstiver (i6th c.).] To spend the summer, esp.

in Zool. To pass the summer in a state of torpor or

suspended animation. (Cf. hibernate.}
i6z6 COCKERAM, Aestiuate, to summer in a place. 1742

BAILEY, j"Ksti~'ate, to sojourn or lodge in a Place in Summer-
time. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca (1856) 49 The mollusca . .

activate, or fall into a summer sleep, when the heat is great,
1882 Pall Mall G. i Feb. 5 The snails of the equatorial re-

gion, though they do not hibernate, yet activate (if we may
coin a wordV

JEstivation, estivation, (estiva-Jan, fsti-

vtTi 'JwO. [mod. f. L. xstlvdt- ppl. stem of tvstiva-re

(see ^ESTIVATE), after nouns of action in -TION, as

if ad. L. *3&stlvdtion-em. In the liot. sense it is ad.

mod. L. tesfivdtio introduced by Linnaeus. Lord
Bacon spelt estivation, but the techn. spelling is

commonly aestivation. As to the pronunciation of

a>, see ESTIVAL, and cf. estimation, L. xstimdtio.]

fl. The passing or spending of the summer;
summer retreat or residence. Obs.

1625 BACON ss. xlv. 552 Let it be turned to a Grotta, or

Place of Shade, or Estiuation. 1731 BAILEY vol. H.sEsfiva-
tion, a dwelling or residence in a place for the summer time.

1755 JOHNSON, Esth'ation, the act of passing the summer.
27 Zool. The act of remaining dormant or torpid

during the dry season, or extreme heat of summer ;

summer-sleep. Opposed to hibernation. Alsoyf^.
1845 UARWIS Voy. ofNat. v. (1879) 99 Within the tropics,

the hybernation, or more properly aestivation, of animals is

determined not by the temperature, but by the times of

drought. 1870 Pall Mall G. 12 Dec. n With what we are

pleased to call the cold weather Calcutta rouses herself from
her aestivation of seven long months.

3. Bot. Internal arrangement of a flower-bud ;

manner in which the petals are folded up therein

before expansion ; pnefloration. Opposed to ver-

nation, or the arrangement of the leaf-bud (flowers

expanding in summer, and leaves in spring}.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 151 With Malvaceae they

agree in the twisted estivation ofthe corolla. "'875 HULME
Wild Flmvers 6 Meadow Crane's- liill. Calyx of five sepals,
imbricate in aestivation.

t JE'stive, a. Obs. ; also estive. [ad. L. ysttv-ns

of summer, or heat; f. x$t-ns heat.] Of or belong-

ing to summer ; hot or burning.
1607 TOPSELL Serpents (1653) 719 Frogs . . are likewise in-

endered out of the dust of the earth by warm, eestive, and
ummer showers. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarchie in. 124 Auriga

mounted in a chariot bright (Else styl'd Heniochus) re-

ceives his light In th
1

Estive circle.

f JE'Stuant, a. Obs. rare~*. [ad. L. ftstu-

ant-em pr. pple. of tutuare to burn, be inflamed.]

Boiling ; heaving with heat.

1633 T. ADAMS E.*p, 2 Pet. ii. 10(1865) 4*9/i Not that every
tickfing should draw us to marrying ; but a burning, an
icstuant flame.

t JE'Stuary. Obs. [ad. L. xs/ttarium (prop,

adj. tidal) a tidal opening, also a vent-hole for

vapours. The L. form is also found unchanged.]
1. = ESTUARY.
1706 PHILLIPS, /Estuary, a Place overflow'd with Sea-

water, such as the Washes and Fens in Lincolnshire. 1787
T. BEST Angling (ed. 2) 129 The Humber . . is rather the
mouth or xstuarium of divers rivers meeting together.
2. A vapour-bath.
1706 PHILLIPS, sEstnary, in a Medicinal Sense, a receiving

of the Vapours or Steam of certain boiled Drugs into the

Body, thro' a hole made in a Seat or Chair. 1775 ASH,
sEstuarinm, in pharmacy, a vapor-bath.

t JE'Stuate, v. Obs. ; also 7 estuate. [f. L.

xstttdt- ppl. stem oSxstua-re to be hot, boil up, bub-

ble.] To boil; to heave; to surge up like the tide.

i62oVENNERFm^ft/r Introd. n Astomackethatestuateth
with heat. 1648 Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche\\\\. iii, /Estuating in

her mighty toil The sea has wrought up to her highest shore.

169* WAGSTAFFE Vind. Carolinxiv. 41 Some humours might
glow and estuate in the body.
t JC'stuating, vbl. sb. Obs.

[f. prec. + -ING 1.]

Boiling ; heaving with heat.

1674 R. GODFREY Inj. fy Abtts. Physick 88 The real pro-
ducer of that eestuating and Feverishness, is not an inflamed
mass of putryfyings.

t JEstna'tioiL. Obs. Also 7 estuation. [ad.
L. Rstuation-cm n. of action, f. &sttia-re to boil

up.] Feverish disturbance, boiling up, ebullition.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. 74 Men in ambition . . are in

a perpetual Estuation to exalt their place. 1683 SALMON
Doron Med. i. 147 Depress the feverish zestuation of the

Blood. 1684 T. BURNET Theo. Earth 118 The fires and
actuations of it [/Etna] are excellently describ'd by Virgil.

JEstuous (e-sti|3s), a. rare. [ad. L. -studs -us, f.

a-j/wjheat.] Agitated (as with heat or tide); heaving.
1844 R. M. MILNES Mem. Many Scenes 156 Why do I

tremble at my zestuous soul, That would embrace the burn-

ing God?
t JE'sture. Obs. rare 1

, [f. L. wstus boiling,

bubbling, tide, by false analogy (as if like pasture
from pas/2ts\ tes/us not being a pa. pple., and
xsttlra an impossible form in L.]
1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xn. in For the seas retain Not only

their outrageous aesture there.

tJCsyxnne'tlC, a. Obs.
[f. Gr. atVvju^T-^ an

elective ruler (f. aura a share) + -ic.] (See quot.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.,&symnetic monarchy^ among

antient writers on government, denotes a limited elective

monarchy.

-<?Et, variant of ETE. Obs., food.

JSjt, obs. form of AT.

j33teow, fflteau, var. ATEW v. Obs.t to show.

.Ctern, -al, -ity, etc., obs. var. ETEBN, -AL, -ITT.

t obs. form of OATH, and of EATH, easy,

l, variant of ATHEL a. and sb. Obs., noble.

obs. form of ATHELING.

Aetheogam '>,rJ)/VgDem). [f. Gr. dij^ un-

usual + -yd^-os marriage.] An aetheogamous plant,
a cryptogam.
1845 LINDI.EY Sch. Bot. (1858) ix. 151, Aetfuogaiiis, plants

furnished with air vessels and stomates or air pores.

Aetheogamous (<?i'
:

J>*V&*mas) a - ^ot- [*

as prec. + -ous.] A synonym of CRYPTOGAMOUS.
1842 GRAY Struct. Bot. ix. 2 (1880* 340 Aetheogamous^

with sexual apparatus, and vascular tissue ; or only cellular
tissue.

^Bther, -ial, etc., occas. var. ETHER, -IAL, etc.

tJEthiops Mineral. Chem. Obs. (See quot.)
1706 PHILLIPS, sEthiops Mineral, a Medicine made by*

Imbodying equal Parts of running Quicksilver and Flower
of Brimstone, and then Deflagrating or Burning off the
Mixture in a Crucible. 1755 JOHNSON, &thiops Mineral,
a Medicine, so-called from its dark colour, prepared from

quicksilver and sulphur, ground together in a marble mortar
to a black powder. [J. cites QUINCY.)

JEthogen (rf^dgen). Chem. [f.
Gr. afOos fire -t-

-GEN taken as = '

producing.'] A name applied to

boric nitride because of the brilliant phosphorescent
light that it gives under the blowpipe. (In mod.

Diets.)

JEthrioSCOpe (r]>rWsk<7np). [f. Gr. alOpia the

open sky + -LOTTOS, -atcoiriov an observer.] An in-

strument invented by Sir John Leslie to indicate

the variations of solar radiation.

x8ta XJ.K.S. Nat. Philos. II. iv. 44 The ^thrioscope of
Lesae is another modification ofthe differential thermometer.

JEtiological (rti^l^-d^ikal, e;ti-), a.
[f. Gr.

aiTio\oytK-6s inquiring into causes (see ./ETIOLOGY)
+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to aetiology ; assigning
or tending to assign a cause or reason.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., sEttological, something that

assigns the cause of an effect or appearance. 1837 WHEWELL
Induct. Sc. III. xvm. 481 The sciences which treat of causes
have sometimes been termed

aetiologjcal. 1869 HUXLEY in

Set. Opin. 28 Apr. 486/2 It will be aetiological speculation, if

it attempts to deduce the history of the world, as a whole,
from the known properties of the matter of the earth in the
conditions in which the earth has been placed.

JEtiolOgically (^ti^V-d^ikali, e'ti-)( adv. [f.

prec. + -LT^.] In an retiological manner; so as to

assign a cause or reason.

1849 W. FITZGERALD Whitaker's Dispitt. 403 Scripture is

expounded Eetiologically, when it is shewn why any thing
was done or said.
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t JE'tiolOgUe. Obs. rare .
[f.

Gr. at ria cause,

ground + \6yos speech. Cf.vETlOLOGYi.] The cause

assigned, or reason annexed to a statement.

163* BP. SMYTH Sfrm. 43 In the aetiologue following,

namely, in these words : Thou hast the words of euerlast-

ing life.

JEtiology (ItiifIMS* e-ti-)- Also 7 aiti-, 8 eti-.

[ad. L. KttOwgiOj a. Or. alrtoXoyia giving a cause, f.

alria cause, reason + -\oyia discourse : see -LOGY.]

1. The assignment of a cause, the rendering of a

reason ; also, the reason annexed, the wherefore of

a command or utterance.

a jj55 BRADFORD Wks. 44 He addeth this etiology or cause,

saying,
' For the kingdom of heaven is at hand.' 1615 BP.

HALL Contempt, iv. xi. (1853^ 279 And consider with me the

topography, the aitiology, the chronography of this miracle.

1716 HALLKY in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 406 The Etiology of a
matter so uncommon, never before seen by my self. 1771
WOULKE ibid. LXI. 115 jEtiology of the Operation. Mod.
Title of a lecture :

' The aetiology of the drinking customs.'

2. The science or philosophy of causation
;
that

part of philosophy which treats of the demonstra-

tion of causes ; the part of any special science

which speculates on the causes of its phenomena.
1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 486/2 Whereby he

conceives all Dogmatick /Etiology may be refelled, as de-

fective. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v., The sceptics were

professed opponents of all tetiology, or argumentation from

causes. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. Introd. 35 ^Etiology
has for its object the ascertainment of the causes of these

facts, and the explanation of biological phenomena, by show-

ing that they constitute particular cases of general physical
laws.

3. That branch of medical science which investi-

gates the causes and origin of diseases ; the scientific

exposition of the origin of any disease.

1684 tr. Bonef's Merc. Compit. xvi. 562 Nor will it be easie

. . to inquire the particular reasons of this Ail, nor to pro-
ceed in this Aitiology. 1737 R. BRACKEN Farriery I. vi. 36
The Aetiology or Doctrine teaching (or rather pretending
to teach) us the Knowledge of the Causes of Distempers.
1881 HUXLEY in Nature No. 615. 346 The important part

played by parasitic organisms in the aetiology of disease.

il Aeti'tes. Obs. [a. L. acfttes, a. Gr. atnTijs

prop. adj. 'of the eagle, aquiline,
1

subst. 'eagle

stone.'] The eagle-stone ;
a hollow nodule or peb-

ble of argillaceous oxide of iron, having a loose

nucleus, which derived its name from being fabled

to be found in the eagle's nest, and to which

medicinal and magical properties were ascribed.

1570 LYLY //* (1636) Fg The precious stone Elites
which is found in the filthy nests of the Eagle. 1626 BACON

Syfoa 154 The /Etites or Eagles Stone, which halh a little

Stone within it. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., Dr. Wood-
ward places the distinguishing characteristic of the xtites,

in that it consists of several crusts, which have in them a

cavity with matter in it, loose and moveable. 1862 Reader
8 July 33 Another stone, the Aetites, possessed the singular

property . . of detecting theft.

^Euriche, sevriche, obs. forms of EVERY.

T JEvite'rnal, ft. Obs. rare. [f.
L. xvifar11-11$

(the full form, of which xtern-us is the contr., f. &v-

tttn an age + -tennis adj. suffix) +-AL 1
.] Everlast-

ing, endless, eternal.

1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. Ill.n. 137 Gods placed in

the highest regions of aether, aeviternall. Ibid. (1701)817/1
The second or middle kind of Things is begun in time, but
is without end (commonly termed Eeviternal>.

t JEvite'rnity. Obs.
[f. as prec. + -ITY.] Eternal

existence, everlasting duration
; eternity.

i596MvcHELBORNE in Grosart's.SiV./r.ZVaXydSSi) Introd.

7 Penning forth his story In golden lines of/Eviternitie. 1640
REYNOLDS On the Passions 1081 Our pursuits of them [know-
ledge and truth] seem infinite and unlimited, by reason of
our own infiniteness and aviternity that way.

). Obs. rare. [L.
= anage.] For-

merly used as = yEoN, age, eternity.
1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 428/1 His soul ascends

to the pure ^Ether, and lives in the happy ^Evum with the
blessed.

.^Ex, obs. form of AXE.

Aey, obs. variant of AYE, always.
Af-f pref. 1. Assimilated form of L. ad- to, bef.

initial f-, as in af-fectus, af-flatust af-fluentia.
Reduced in OFr. to a-, and so adopted in Eng.
But artificially restored in Fr. spelling in 4-5,
whence extended to Eng. in 5-6 ; as in affair,

affiance, affront, early Eng. afaire, afiaunce, afront.
fn all mod. words from L., off- has been written

from the first, though only one f- is pronounced.
2. While the words from OFr. were being re-

fashioned after L. spelling, of- was substituted for

a- in various words where it did not represent L.

af-t as in a(f)fray, a(f)fright ;
see AD- 2.

A,prep. Obs. vt dial. Occas. Sc. form of OF, OFF.
I535 STEWART Cron. Scot I. II. 321 Syne af his hors amang

thame fell doun deid. c 1620 A. HUME Orthogr. Brit. Tone,

(186519 Af this voual ryseth tuae dtphthonges. Ibid. 12 lo
put our men af their errour.

Aface (afri's), adv. prop. phr. [fi.prepJ> on +
FACE.] In face, in front.

n86o LEICHTON Trad. Scot. Life 174 Right aface of him.

AfaintCa&i-nt^afr. prop.//*r. [A/nr/.
1 ofstate

+ FAINT sb. or v,
; cf. a~float\ In a fainting state.

1878 Thf First I 'iolin in, ii, No sign of emotion, no quiver
of the lips, no groan, though the heart might be afaint.

t Afai'te, v. Obs. Forms : 3 afeite, afyght(e,

3-4 afaite, afayte, 4-5 aflayte, affaite. [a. OFr.

afaitic-r, afaitc-rt afcitc-r, to prepare, dispose, train,

fashion : L. affecta-re, freq. of officers to move,
touch, incline, f. af-

= ad- to +facere to do, make.

Afaite is thus an early doublet of AFFECT. In I4thc.
the pref. a- was refashioned as af- in Fr. and Eng.]
1. To affect, influence, incline, dispose, in anyway.
c 1230 Ancrcn Riivle 284 }if eni is ^et naueS nout J?e heorte

Jms afeited. 134 Aycnb. 75 pe wel louiynde of gentil herte
and afTayted.
2. To bring into any shape, to fashion, mould

;

to adapt or prepare to orfor a purpose.
c i2y>A'icren Ritvlevfy puruh so monie duntes . . so swuSe

ueire afeited. 1340 Ayaw. 212 Wordes afaited and y-sliked
ueleuold. iMaGoWEK Conf. II. 113 He had affaited his

lusty tales. Ibid. III. 22 His cokes ben for him affaited.

Ibid. III. 234 He hath gere at home inough Affaited at his

owne heste.

3. To fit out, array, dress.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour bi, They afiayted and arayed
the doughter the best wyse they my}!.
4. To train '^hawks, hounds, etc. to obedience} ;

hence, to tame.
c 1300 A'. Alls. 6583 Delfyns they nymeth, and cokedrill,

And afyghteth, to heore wille. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. R vi. 32
And go affaite be faucones ' wild foules to kille. 1393 GOWKR
Conf. \. 84 The yonge whelpe, which is affaited,

5. To reduce, subject, subdue.

1297 R. GLOUC. 179 To Yrlond he gan \vende, Vor to afayty
bat lond, 8: to wynne ech ende. ^1315 SHOREIIAM in The
man the hym wole afayty Of prede that hys so he}. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 296 It affaiteth be flesshe

' fram folyes
ful manye.
6. To affect with disease.

1475 CAXTON Jason 17 Arte thou he that arte afiayted with
the blanche feures for cause of my right redoubted lady.

t Afartement. Obs. [a. QYr.afaitement pre-

paration, address, n. of action f. afaiter\ see prec.
and -MEXT.] Training, address, proper behaviour,

breeding.
(-1300 A". Alis.66i Theo thridde him taughte to play at bal;

Theo feorthe afatement in halle.

t A'fald, (i. Obs. or dial. Forms : i anfeald,

1-3 anfald, 4-6 afald
ve, 5-6 anefald, 6 afauld,

efald, 7 effa.Xld, 8- aefauld
;

all north, after 2.

Rare midl. form 5 oonefold.
[f.

A adjl, AN, one
+ FOLD

; cogn. w. OS. and OFris. enfdld, OX. cin-

falldr, Goth, ainfalps, mod. G. tinfalt-ig. Con-
fined after 1 2th c. to northern, and after i4th to Sc.

writers, by whom reduced to a-fald, effaitldt mod.
Sc. aefauld. The oonefold of Townl. Myst. is only
a transliteration of the north, anfald, the midl.

and south, dialects having lost the word, which
has however been used anew in modem times

as ONE-FOLD. Cf. two-fold, etc.]

f 1. Single, singular, sole, only. Obs.
c 1000 /Eu-'Rtc Gramm. xiii. 83 Xnnicrits is getel, singu-

laris et pluralis anfeald o&5e meni^feald. c 1175 Lamb.
How. 25 Er5onhehefdeanfalde sunne and seodSan he hauert

twafald. c izoo Or-ttnt/. 11296 Swa J at t tu shule twej^enn
menn WiJjJ anfald name tellenn. c 1300 Cursor Mundi 6342
Cotton MS. Persons thre, And an-fald godd in vnite. Fair-

fax MS. Anfalde god in trinite. Gb'ttingen MS. A-fold

godd in vnite. Trinity MS. Ogodhede in vnite. 1375 HAR-
BOUR Britce^yi. 618 The afald god in trinite' < 1460 Townl.

Myst. i32Hayn, oonefold God in persons bre ! 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis Pref. 463 Afald Godhede, ay lesting but discrepance.

2. Simple, sincere, without duplicity; honest.

(In mod. Sc. Jamieson.)
v. Gosp. Matt. vi. 22

^if bin ege bib anfald. ciooo. . . . .

Ags. Go$p. ibid., 5yf J?in ea^e bi5 an-feald. ^1175 Lamb.
Horn. 151 Anfald oder twafald is ech mon . . lob wes anfald
rihtwis Mon, and swa god mon. c 1200 Ormiil. 1537 To
J?eowwtenn an Allmahhti^ Godd WibJ* anfald rihhte laefe.

1465 quoted in P. F. Tytler's Hist. Scot I. II. 388 To stand in

afald kendnes, supple', and defencs, ilk an til odir. 1513
DOUGLAS &tieis vn. Prol. 159 With ane fald diligence, Ibid.
xiii. vii. 90 Traistis wele Enee afald and kynd. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scotl. (1858) 1. 63 Come in that tyme with anefald mynd
and hart. 1600 in Pitcairn Critn. Trials (1833! II. 284 To
obey and serve, with efald and ever ready service. 1609 A.
HUME (title) Ane Afold Admomtioun to the Ministerie of

Scotland, by a Deing Brother. 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk.

(1843) II. 353 We sail tak effald, plaine, and upright part
with him.

t A'faldly, adv. Obs. or dial. Forms : I an-

fealdlice, 2 anfaldeliche, 6 afaldly, 7 effauldly.

[f. prec. + -LY2.]
1. Singly, simply.
cii^Lamb. Horn. 5 Ic eouhabbe bet godspel Iseid anfalde-

liche nu scule 56 understonden twafaldeliche.

2. \Vith single-heartedness, sincerely, truly.

1533 BELLF.NDENE Li-vy\\. (1822) 137 To mak thame stand
the mair afaldly at thair opinioun. 1639 K. JAMES Tumults
in Scotl. 143 And effauldly joine in defence and pursuit.

tAfa'lle, z'- 1 str. Obs. Forms as in FALL. Pa. t.

afell. Pa. pple. afallen. [f. h-pref. I intensive +
FALL. Cf. a-rise.]
1. intr. To fall down

;
to fall (in battle) ;

to fall

(upon) as a destroyer.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke vi. 49 Hrsedlice hit afeoll & wear<5

mycel hryre Jwes buses, c 1160 Hniton Gosj>. ibid., Riedlice
hit afeol & war5 mycel ryre bas buses. 1205 LAYAMON
15949 ^i wal is afallen. 1*50 Ibid. 16929 Arere chirches J>at

beojj a-vallo. ^1230 Ancren Riwlc 246 A muchel tentaciun
. . analle3mid a.softe rein ofa lut teares. c 1380 Sir Feritmb.
1519 Charlis be kyng of fraunce . . is oppon my lond afalle.

.1420 Pallad. ou Husb. ix. 172 And if it sholde afialle into
the dale.

2. Jig. To fall in amount, price, estimation, rank,
moral state.

rtiiai O. K.Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1100 On his dagan selc

riht afeoll
' and a;lc unriht . . up ar:\s. 1205 LAVAMON

31967 pa afeot bat feoh here, fif and sixti ^ere. a izjo Ou'l
$ A'/V///. 1683 Ower prude schal avalle.

tAfa'lle, Z'.- Obs. Forms: /;// 3 afall-e(n,
avalle (n. Pa. t. 3 avalde. Pa.pplc. 3 afalled, -et,

availed, [a variant of the causal AFKLLEX, con-

fused with the intr. afallen (see prec.), and perh.
with avalcn OFr. avaler.] trans. To fell, strike

down, cut down, lay low.

izos LAYAMON 26096 Whi bu mine ma^e a-ualled hafuest
mid morSe [later text a-falled]. ('1230 Ancrsn A'/rc/c 122

pet a windes puf of a word mei auellen \~\ r. afallen ]. 1250
LAYAMON 2069 Hire names . . beo3 swi5e a-valled [earlier t.

afellccll-

t Afa'me, z'. Obs. raw 1
. []>rob. for an earlier

cnfamct a. OFr. infamc-r or ? fnjamc-r : late L. iu-

fama-re to defame.] trans. To defame.

1375 Disp, petit'. Mary ,y Cross 20 11871) 131 pe fruites

Mooder ' was neuere a-famed.

Afamish, variant of AFFAMISH T. Obs.

Afand, afaynd, var. AFOXD v. Obs., to try, tempt.
Afang, earlier f. AFOXG v. Obs., to seixe.

Afar (,afau\ adv. Forms : 2-3 of feor, 4 a ver,
a feer, afer, afur, ofer

; 4-5 a fer ;
=; offerre ; 6-7 a

farre, a-farre ; 7- afar. Also 4 on ferr, a ferr, afer,

i-verre; 6-7 a farre, a-farre, afar, a-far ;

~- afar,

[f. FARflf/v. : OE.y"(.'(7;-, with prep. OF, or ON. The

phrase of fcor appears in i 2th c., as an analytical
form *tfeorren,ferreniQQ.feQrran, 'from far.' i^Cf.

Fr. dc loin, L. a longe, dc longinqtto?) On Jcrr ap-

pears c 1 300, as = OK.yiw, or a strengthening of it
;

(^perhaps orig. an erroneous expansion of a ferr for

Offcor)* In 1 4th c. both were afcr, and the force of

the of being thus lost except in special connexion,
the combination from afar took the place of the

earlier fcorran, ofjeor, a fcr\ and a /cr = on-Jeor

began to be strengthened with a following off.

The result is that afar is now a synonym of the

simpleyizrin the local sense, chiefly used in poetry.
See also FAR, FERREX.]
1. From far, from a distance. Now only with

.<((.' and the like, ajar being transferred from the

seer to the thing seen.

< 1175 Ltniil'. Hoin, 247 pe warliche loki . . and of feor hi-

halde alle be cumincle. < 1230 Ancrcn Kiu-lc 250 Derne
uondunpes J>et he .scheoteS of feor. c 1300 Cursor ^Inndi

8484 On-ferr be golden letters scan. (-1320 R. BRUNNE^/^iV.
583 Mary, hys modyr folewed a %-er. 1382 WYCI.M- Gen. ,\xii.

4 He sawe a place a feer [1388 seij a place afer]. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P.R. v. vi. (1495) in A depe syghte seeth

afcrre. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy v. 1642 Of height so hoge . . to all

J>e prouyiis pai apperit & pertis ofer. 1489 CAXTON Feiytesqf
Amies i. xxv. 8 1 Other parte of the ost >ha! folowe offerre.

b. In this sense now usually preceded \yyfrom.
c i3X5,SnoRKHAM 122 The kynges thre that come ryde Fram

be caste wel i-verre. 6*1385 CHAUCER !<' G. H 'oin. Prol. 212

And from a fer came walking in The God of Love. 1548
UDALL&C. Erasm. Paraphr. Matt. iv. 24 Manye brought
from a farre theyr diseased. 1611 HKYWOOD Gold. Age i. i.

]2 To strike and wound thy foeman from a farre. 1667
DRYDKN Ann. Alirab, cv, For now brave Rupert from afar

appears. 1812 J. WILSON Isle of Palms l. 74 Some stately

ship, that from afar Shone sudden. 1878 G. MACDONALD
Ann. Quiet Neighb. x. 172 That foolish emulation which
makes one class ape another from afar.

2. Far, far away, at or to a distance; fig. re-

motely. (Earlier on feor?)
^1300 CursorMnndi 12352 Cotton MS. pai stod on ferr als

best vnbald. Fairf. JlfS, On ferre. Gott. MS. On fer. Trin.

MS. Stoden a fer as bestis wolde. c 1384 CHAIXKR Hous
ofFame 1215 A fer fro hem alle be hem selue. 1440 Promf,
Paw. A-ferre, not nyet 1499 v.kvProcul. 1475 CAXTON Jason
115 An hye roche to whom the see touched beneth a ferre

lowe doun. 1597 SHAKS. i Hen. ll'
t

I. i. 4 New broils To
be commenc'd in Stronds a-farre remote, c 1655 H. VACGHAN
Peace 2 My soul, there is a country, Afar beyond the stars.

1760 BEATTIE Afinstrel(R.} The steep where fame's proud
temple shines afar. 1817 CHALMERS Astron. Disc. \. (1852)

36 There are other worlds which roll afar. 1821 SHELLEY
Adonais xiv, Afar the melancholy thunder moaned.

b. In this sense, now usually followed in prose

tyoff.
1574 tr. Marlorats Apocalips 25 Lyke as starres are scene

a farre off vpon the earth. 1578 TYMME tr. Calvin on Gen.

148 Hide himself in some Desert a farre off. 1586 T. B. tr.

La Primaudaye's Fr. Acad. 95 It will be best for a man to

keepe himselfe a far off. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xxii. 4 Abraham
lift vp his eyes, and saw the place afarre off. 1660 T. STANLEY
Hist. Philos. (1701)2/1 Thales a Milesian, afaroff by descent

a Phoenician. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. ix. 420 Whoever among
the nations, afar off or near, would renounce his delusions.

t Afa're, ^- Obs. Forms : Inf. I afar-an. Pa. t.

i afor. Pa.pplc. i afaren, 2-4 afare. [f.
PL- pref. i

away +far-an to go. After the OE. period found

only in pa. pple., varying in Layamon with ifaretr,

ifare, so that the a- may be A particle = i- t
OE.

-.] To depart ; pa. pple. > departed, gone.
a 1000 C^DM. (Thorpe 217) Hie of Egyptum lit afo*ron.

-1305 St.Kath. in E. E. P. (1862) 94 pemperour fram home
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was afare. 1*50 LAYAMON 13533 Nau Vortiger his a-fare

[earlier text Nu Vortiger is iuaren].

Afe, -n,-15, occas. var. of Stave, -, -///, from HAVEZ*.

f Afea'r, v. Obs, or dial. Forms : I afeer-an,
2 afreren, 2-3 afer-en, 3-6 afer-e, affer-e, 6

affeare. [f. \-pref. I intensive +fn
jr-an to frighten :

see FEAR. For the late spelling af-fear see AF- 2.

The vb. either in its full form, or aphetized to *fear,

is still common in the dialects : see also AFEARD.]
To frighten, terrify, or make afraid.

a 1000 Ags. Metr. Ps. l.xxxix. TO J>set heo [the spider] afaere

fieo'san on nette. laoj LAYAMON 25554 pene king hit a-uerde

[later ttxt a-ferde]. 1*97 R. GLOUC. 22 pat folc forte a-fere.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvm. 430 And it [i.e. the cross] a-fereth

the fende. f 1380 Sir Ferumb, 742 pou ne afferest me no$t
so! 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowle iv. xxx. (1483) 80 Homes or

Srennyng
teeth to aferen fooles. 1496 Dives <$ PauperW*

e Worde) v. xix. 222 Clerkes may here wepen . . to afere

theues. 1596 SI'ENSER F. Q. n. iii. 20 And ghastly bug does

greatly them affeare.

tAfea'r, afere, afeir,rt'^.amhw//.prop.//z/-.
Obs. m dial. [\prt*p.\ in + FEAR.] A. adv. In fear.

'1386 CHAUCKR Mottkes T. 190 Ever he is afere To doon

amys. 1460 Pol. Rel. fy Love Poems (1866) 60, I am defied

and putte a-ferre.

B. conj. For fear, lest. (Still used in Scotl.)

1552 LVNDESAV Pafiyngo 1,1866,) 232 Afeir that he be nocht

offendit.

Afearcl, -ed, (afi*ud), ppL a. Forms: i-a

afeered, 2-5 afered, 3 offearet, offered, 3-6
aferd, 4-6 affered, afferd ; 5-6 aferde, afferde;
6 afearde, 6-7 afeard, afear'd

; 7 affeard, -'d ; 9
afearX d. [f.

AFEAB v. + -ED. Used more than 30
times by Shakspere, but rare in literature after 1 700,

having been supplanted by AFRAID. It survives

everywhere in the popular speech, either as afeard,
or Afeard ;

and has again been used in poetry by W.

Morris.] Affected with fear or terror; frightened,
afraid.

'jooo O. E. Gosp. Mark ix. 6 He waes afered mid e^e.
a 1090 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1083 And ba waeron f?a

munecas swiSe aferede of heom. et.vy>AncrtnRii<ule% Hit
wolde . . hurten ower heorte, & makien ou so offered. 1197
R. GLOVC. 388 Of nobing he nas aferd. c 1386 CHAUCER
Schipm. T. 400 This wyf was not affered ne affrayed, 1483
CAXTOS Gold. Leg. 290/1 He . . was aferd and adrad of the

Sepulcre of our lord, a 1560 Chaucer's Test, of Lffi'e I.

276/1 He that is afearde of his clothes, let him daunce
naked. 1563 Homilies (1859) 514 Why therefore shouldest

thou be afeard of the danger. 1601 SHAKS, All's U'elt\\ iii.

153, 1 am afeard, the life of Helen, lady, Was foully snatch'd.

j6os Macb. v. i. 41 Fye, my Lord, fie! A Souldier and
affear'd? 1603 GREENWBY Tacitus' Ann. iv. xv. 11622) 114
Some came backe and .shewed themselues againe, afeard for

that they were scene to be afeard. 1664 PEKYS Diarycifyg)
III. 10, I am sometimes afeard that he do this only in policy.
,i i68o./Y>//i-/f /W. Vnmaskt 1-2-2 in T.C.P. 23 .'2 Stand listning
now concern'd, and much afearM. 1868 W. MORRIS Eartlity
Par, \. 23, I was sore afeared At all the cries and wailing
that I heard. Ibid, I. 373 She woke and heard A rustling

noise, and grew right sore afeard.

t Afe'de, afee'd, v. Obs. Forms as in FEED.

[f. &- pref. i intensive + FEED.] To feed, nourish.

..1000 /EI.KKIC Gen. xxv. 27 Da big afe'dde waeron. ("1175
Cfltt. I{out. 227 He hi afedde . . mid hefenlice hlafe.

tAfe'fe, afief, v. Obs. [?a. OFr. *afieffe-r,

*<ijtt-z't-r,
Pr. afftuar to give as a fief; or for earlier

KXFEFE a. OFr. *enfieffe-r to establish in a fief; f.

QHti.Jiefferifiever, {.ficf,ficit,jiu> a feudal estate
;

see FIEF.] To give in rief, to enfeoff, to endow by
feudal law.

i
m

1360 A iis <y A miloutt 2486 The! lete make a guode abbey,
And welt yt afefed tho. 1401 Pol. Poems (1859.) !* 5 1 Keue
men of her rest, and ferli hem afefe.

tA'fel. Obs. rare. [a. OX. a/I strength.]

Strength, physical force.

(i2oo Ornittl. 3717 And asse bohh itt litell be, Itt hafeJ>J>

mikell afell.

Afeld, obs. form of AFIELD.

tAffe*n(6|V.O&. Forms: //iafellan,afyllan;
2-3 afelle;n, avellen, afylle n, afulle ; 4 affulle

(}. Pa. t. i afellde, afyllde ; 2-3 afelde, afeelde,

afylde, afulde. Pa. pple. 1-2 afelled, afylled; 3

afulled, afeld. [f. A- pref. I intensive +fe/fan t

fyllan to FELL, causal of FALL. The forms in u
(/'/)

for OE. y are s.w. See also AFALL v2] To fell,

strike down, cast down, lay low.
c 1000 O. E. Gosp. Luke xix. 44 And to eorban afyllaS l>e

and j?ine beam. <rn6o Hatton Gosp. ibid., And to eorSan
afelled ^e, and }>ine beam. 1*55 LAYAMON 22814 &* }>*
sweordes comen '. seouene he afelde [later text afulde].
< 1230 Ancren Ri-wle 122 An ancre J>et a windes puf of a
word auelleS. *ri3*>o K. Alis. 5240 The kyng dude onon
afelle Many thousand okes. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2494 Mo
ban hundred of hure rout '. f>ay aftulde ded on be clay.

Afence, -fend, obs. variant of OFFENCE, -FEND.

Afeorm, obs. form of AFFIRM v.

Afer (Ji'fai). [L., prop. adj. = African.] The
south-west wind.

1667 MILTON P. L. x. 702 Notus and Afer black with thun-
derous clouds From Serraliona.

Afer, var. AVER sb. Obs., a horse; and obs. f. AFAR.
Afere, obs f. AFIRE, AFEAB, and AFFAIR.

t A-fe'rrom, adv. Obs. 5 ; also 3-4 on ferrum,
o ferrom. [a confusion ^>iferrom t ferrent OE._/-

orran from far, with the analytical onfeor, offeor,
a fear: see AFAR.] From afar; afar off.

1220 St. Kath. 1294 Icorene and of ferrene ifat [i.e. fetched],
c 1300 Cursor Afttndi 5751 AIs moyses on-ferrum thoght.

1366 MAUNDEV. xxvii. (1839) 271, I my self have seen o Fer-

rom in that See . . a gret Yle, c 1500 Partenay 629 Tho A
ferrom saw to worthi men comyng.
Afersche, obs. form of AFRESH.

t Afeynted, pa. pple. Obs. [Either from a vb.

afeynt, afaint, f. FAINT, with \-pref. i intensive;
or pa. pple. vifaint itself, with A particle.] Ren-
dered faint, enfeebled.

1393 LANGL. /'. PL C. xxin. 198 So elde and hue hit hadde *

afeynted and forbete.

ArT (af), prep, and adv. Sc. [dial, form of OFF
in mod. Sc.]
1733 A. RAMSAY Tea-Table Misc. (ed. 9) I. 8 He took aflf

his bonnet. 1826 J. WILSON Wkt. 1855 I. 178 Whene'er I

hear . . o' any man being killed aff his horse.

Affability (ctfabrliti). [a. Fr. affabitite (i4th
c. in Litt.) n. of quality f. AFFABLE : see -BILITY.]
The quality of being affable ; readiness to converse

or be addressed especially by inferiors or equals ;

courteousness, civility, openness of manner.

1483 CAXTON Cato a iiij b, Drawe and enclyne hym to loue
and affabylite. 1531 ELYOT Governoitr (1580) 9^ Affability
. . is also where a man speaketh courteysly with a sweet

speach or countenance, wherewith the hearers (as it were
with a delycate odour) be refreshed and allured to love him.

1603 T. WILSON in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 246 III. 201 That
gracious affabilitye which ther good old Queen did afford

them. 1656 TRAPP Expos. Luke xv. i. (1868) 328/2 Affability

easily allureth, austerity discourageth. 1774 MRS. CHAPONE
Improv. Mintil. 168 Treat . . inferiors . . always with affability.

1855 THACKERAY Xewcotnes xxviii. 281 Greeting the other

two gentlemen with his usual politeness and affability.

Affable (fe-iab'l), a. [a. Fr. affable (i4th c. in

Litt.) ad. L. affabilis easy to be spoken to
; f. affa-

ri or adfdri to address
;

f. ad to +fari to speak.]

Easy of conversation or address ; civil and court-

eous in receiving and responding to the conversa-

tion or address of others especially inferiors or

equals; accostable, courteous, complaisant, benign.

(Const, to comparatively recent.)

1540 WHITTINTON Titllyes Offyce I. 50 Ulysses . . wolde
shewe hym selfe to all persones effable and gentyll to speake
vnto, 1545 JOYE Expos. Dan. xi. (R.) He was prudent,
comely, princely, affable, ientle and amiable. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen.Il/t

in. L 168 Valiant as a Lyon, and wondrous affable.

1610 K. JONSON Alchem. n. iii. 116161 628 [She is] the most
affablest creatur, sir ! so merry ! 1667 MILTON /*. L. vu. 42

Raphael, The affable archangel. 17*3 J. SHEFFIELD (Dk.

BucUhm.) Wks. (1753) I. 53 Gentle his look, and affable his

mien. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq, II. vii. 27 When not

stirred up by passion he was gentle and affable to all men.

fb. Formerly used more loosely. Obs.
1621 MALYSES Aiic. Law-Merck. 501 The judicial! and

affable judgements of this age. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. \\.

(1851) 148 The learned and affable meeting of frequent Aca-
demies. 1700 STEELE Tatler No. 101 PS A Country Fox-
hunter . . shall in a Week's Time look with a courtly and
affable Paleness.

Affableness (ce-fab'Ines). [f. AFFABLE a. +

-NES.S.] The quality of being affable ; affability.

1615 HP. HALL Contempt, n. ii, Neither as God or man, doth
he [Christ] take pleasure in a stern froward austerity, but
in a mild affableness and amiable conversation.

Affably (ae'fabli), adv. [f.
AFFABLE a. + -LY2

.]

Tn an affable manner ; in a manner indicating

willingness to converse ; courteously.
1608 NORDEN Surtteyors Dial., To giue his fellow work-

men a congie early in the morning, and affably to call them.
nx6i6 BEAUM. & ^i.. Martial Maid\\\. iv<R.) She'll. . answer

affably and modestly. 18*9 FoNBLANQUE,f/rt<f(i837) I. 238
Some . . to whom the Duke has affably said

' Good morning.'

1869 MRS. WOOD Rol. \'orke III. 279 Making himselfat home
and enquiring affably the price 01 butter.

Affabrous (arfabras), a. rare. [f. L. affaber

(f. af-
= ad- to +faber artificial, ingenious) + -ous.]

'Skilfully made ; complete; finished in a work-

manlike manner.
1

J.

1731 in BAILEY. 1755 in JOHNSON, no quot. 1808 J, MAC-
DONALD Telegr. Cotimi. 59 His anthology, affabrous in its

nature, afforded him amusement.

t Affa'bulate, v. Obs. [f.
L. af-

= ad- to +ffi-
bula tale, fable,/rt/;///rt->-/ to talk, tell tales + -ATE^.]
To attribute by legend ; to assign fabulously.
x6 HEYLIN Cosmogr. \. (1682^ 264 Those feats of Chivalry,

affabulated to him and his knights of the Round Table.

t Affabula'tion. Obs.- 1

[a. Fr. affabttlation,
f. L. af-

= ad- to +fdbula fable + -TION formative of

n. of action. Cf. 'L.fabtilatioiTQmfabuldri.] 'The
moral of a fable.' J. (from Bailey.)
1649 ARNWAY Tablet (ed. 2) 97 As an Affabulation to the

Apologue of the huider parts.

Affadyll, variant of AFFODILL. Obs., a daffodil.

t Affa'bulatory,
a. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f.

as prec.
as if ad. L. *affabulatdrius.'\ Of the nature of the

moral of a fable ; having a moral.

165* URQUHART y^w/Wks. 1834, 202 Allegories of all sorts,

whether apologal, affabulatory, parabolary, etc.

tAffarn, v. Obs. rare~l
. [f. L. af-

- ad- to +
?FEIGN, formerly often spelty#/.] To feign to

belong to (any one), to attribute fictitiously.

1640 BP. HALL Chr. Moder. 35/2 Those errors which are

maliciously affained to him.

Affair (afe<M). Forms: 3-4 afer(e, 4-5 affer(e,

5-7 affayre, 6-7 affaire, 7- affair. North. 6 ef-

fere, effaire. [a. OFr. afaire, afeire, afere, origin-

ally infinitive phrase a fairs to do. Cf. the Eng.
A-DO, the history of which is parallel to that of a

faire in Fr. All the earlier instances of affair are

northern ;
its general use in Eng. and later spell-

ing, from 1 5th c. Fr., are due to Caxton.]
1. What one has to do, or has ado with; what

has to be done
; business, operation.

ciyx* Cursor Mundi 12116 Cotton MS. {>e wicked gastes
. . Him foluand in al his afers \Edin. JljS. afferis, Fair/.
MS. afers, G&tt. MS. fersj. c 1300 A'. AUs. 410 And tellith

to Neptanabous, Alle theo afens of Ammon. 1393 LANGL,
P. PI. C. vii. 152 per bet? meny felle frekus myne afferes to

aspye. c 1400 Row. Rose 3455 Now goth wel thyn affere,
He shalle to thee be debonaire. 1602 SHAKS. Hatnl. i. U.

174 But what is your affaire in Elsenour? 1720 OZELL tr.

V 'ertot's Row. Rep. I. iv. 224 The Tribunes . . wou'd not suffer

the Peoples Votes to be gathered upon any Affair whatsoever.

1793 BURKE Pol. of Allies Wks. VII. 127 The affair of the
establishment of a government is a very difficult undertaking.
1842 LONGF. Sp. Stitif. i. i. 5 It was a dull affair, one of those
comedies. 1870 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange's Life I. iii. 79,

1874 BLACKIE Self'set about the grand affair of dressing.
Culture 47 Dinner is a more serious affair. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. Pref. 8 Seeing a book through the press is a laborr
ous and time-wasting affair.

b. More vaguely, A thing that concerns any one ;

a concern, a matter.
1611 BIBLE i Chron.

xxyi. 32 Euery matter perteimng to

God, and affaires of the king. 1770 LASGHORNE Plutarch's
Lives (1879) I- 98/1 When the trouble about Cylon's affair

was over. 1859 MILL Liberty 188 The pretext that the
affairs of another are his own affairs. Mod. An affair of a
few days; an affair of five shillings, at most.

2. esp. (in//.) a. Ordinary business or pursuits of

life, transactions between man and man.
1484 CAXTON Cnrial i t I am there where the places and

affayres desioyne vs. 1559 Myrroitrefor Mag. t Cade vL 2
Medleth not with any worldes affaires. 1685 MORDEN Geogr.
Rect. Ep. Ded. i Your . . Affairs abroad have . . given you a
better knowledge and experience of Foreign Parts. 1750
JOHNSON Rambler No. 179 F 9 As he did not suspect his un-
fitness for common affairs. 1798 FERRIAR Of Genius 281
Some degree of similarity in the course of human affairs

must often recur. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 55 Practical

sympathy with the . . affairs of mankind.
b. Commercial or professional business.

1519 SIR T. BOLEVN in KlHs Orig. Lett. \. 53 I. 149 Amongs
all his other things and great affaires he is so mocn desirous
to mete visile and see your Grace. 15*8 PERKINS Profit.
Bk. v. 342 (1642) 150 A woman shall be endowed of a Bay.
liwick . . And so in like manner she shall be endowed of
affaires. 1600 Letting ofHumours Bl. i. 47 And there his

tongue runs byas on affaires, No talke but of comodities and
wares. X7>i JOHNSON Rambler No. 142 ^7 He took his af-

fairs into his own hands. 1871 SMILES Charact. iv. (1876) 107
Men of affairs, trained to business.

C. Public business, transactions or matters con-

cerning men or nations collectively.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. ii. 2 The chronicle . . read

before Ahasuerus . . contained matter of affairs. i6a6 T. H.
tr. Caussin's Holy Crt. 7 The good successe of affayres haue
followed your desires. 1697 DRVDEN b'irgil, Georgic iv. 260

That in the Field; this in Affairs of State, Employ'd at

home. 1715 BURNET Hist, own Time (1766) 1. 1, I had while

I was very young a greater knowledge of affairs than is

usual at that age. 1733 POPE Prol. Satires 267, I was not

born for Courts or great affairs. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
I. 447 The general expectation was that he would be imme-

diately placed at the head of affairs, and that ail the other

great officers of state would be changed.
3. sing. Vaguely, and with intentional indefinite-

ness, of any proceeding which it is not wished to

name or characterize closely ; as a military 'action*

or engagement of undefined character, a political

job, a duel (affair of honour), an intrigue (affair

of love\ etc.

1702 STEELE Funeral i. (1704) 21 To marry a Woman after

an Affair with her. 1^3* BERKELEY Minute P/iilos 1 1732) I.

46 In our Dialect a vicious Man is a Man of pleasure . . a

Lady is said to have an affair, a Gentleman to be a gallant,
a Rogue in business to be one that knows the world. 1741
MIDDLETON Cicero (ed. 3) II. vii. 196 After the affair of Pin-

denissum, an exploit of more e'clat and importance. 1753
HANWAY Tray. (17621 II. i. i. 3 The french .. calling it an

affair of honor. 1774 MRS. CHAPONE Improv. Mind I. 182

If your friend should . . intend to carry on an affair of love.

18x6 SCOTT OldMort. xvii. (1868) 730 The enemy persevered
in their attack-theaffair was fiercely disputed. i8a6Di5RAF.i.i

Viv. Grey vu. viii. 434 Every affair of any character during
the late war was fought over again in the tent. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. III. 2i6The strenuous

opposition,
.offered to the

government . . in the affair of Wood s patent.

4. Loosely and familiarly of things material, in

was no grand affair . . a merchant's daughter. 1845 DAR-
WIN Voy. Nat.

yiii,
The Plata looks like a noble estuary on

the map, but is In truth a poor affair. 1879 H. NORTHCOTT
in Casselts Techn. Educ. IV. 344/1 In this example the

cone-headstock is a very small affair.

f5. Doing, action, performance.
Obs. rare.

c 1500 Lancelot 983 Wich ware to few againe the gret
affere Of galiot. 1596 CHAPMAN Iliad v. 503 Mars . . with

his best affair, Obey'd the pleasure of the Sun.

t6. Mode of doing; bearing, deportment, appear-

ance, conduct. [Very common in OFr. Here only

in Sc. writers.] Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 361 He wes off full fayr effer, Wyss,
curtaiss, and deboner. [Cf. Vie S. A lexi 31, II est how de



AFFAMINE.
teen (tferf, Douz et creablc et deboncre.\ -1425 WVNTOUN
Cron. ix. xxvii. 315 Commendyt heily his affere His aporte
and his manere. c 1500 Lancelot 3043 Yhowr manhed,
yhour worschip, and affere. Ibid. 3059 Most knychtly of

affere. c 1505 DUNHAR Datmce in Warton II. 445 Frawart
was their affeir. 1575 in Pref. to Latn-hanis Lett. 73 That
fre answerd with fayr afeir.

1 7. Fortune, rank, dignity. [Very common in

OFr. in phr. de haute afaire, lie grant afaire, de

fovrc afaire, etc. In Kng. ?only in Caxton.] Obs.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Metattt. xiv. xii, She was ryche and of

grete afiayre. 1481 Alyrrtnir in. xxi. 180 Our lord god
is moche myghty, & of a right hye affayre.

Affaminait, obs. form of EFFEMINATE.

t Affamine. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. FAMINE, ? after

Fr. affame>nent.\ Famine.
< 1450 LONELICH Graal II. 356 A gret affamyne amonges

hem was.

t Affamish, v. Obs. ; also 7 afamish.
[f. Fr.

affame-r, OFr. afamer, afemcr, = Pr. afamar, It.

affamare, pointing to a late L. or early Rom. *affa-

marc, f. ad to, famcm hunger. Many OFr. vbs. in

tr had variants in -tr, -iss-ant (whence Kng. -ISH) ;

cf. AFFEEBLE, AFFEF.BLISH
;
on this analogy other

Fr. vbs. in -er received the ending -isA in Kng.]
1. trans. To afflict with hunger or famine; to

starve.

1568 BIBLE C Bishops') Gen. xlii. 55 All the land of Egypt
was affamished. 1615 BVFIELD Oti Cvloss. \. 21 (1869) 125/2
The deadness of his heart, which afamishtth the soul in

spiritual things. 1633 Bp. HALL Hard Ttxts 249 The fool-

ish slothful man . . affamisheth himselfe with wilfull idleness.

2. intr. (fr. refl.) To suffer or perish from hunger.
1621 Bp. HALL Serm. 130 That men may not affamish,

whom God hath fed. 16550. HALL Triumphs ofRatne 123
Heggars which are ready to affamish for want.

tAffa-mished,///. a. Obs.
; also -ysit. [f. prec.

+ -EIX] Afflicted with hunger, famished, starving.
1552 LVNDESAY Monarclie 5495 Affamysit for fait of fude.

1615 T. ADAMS Pract. Wks. (1861) 1.429 To become the
food of the affamished sons of men. 1657 TKAPP Comment.
Esther iv. ii II. 143 King Jorarn [heard] the affamished
woman that called to him for justice.

1- Affa-mislling, vbl. sl>. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-ING!.] Afflicting with hunger; famishing, starving.
1649 Bp. HALL Cases ofConsc. v. (1654)37 To raise himself

by the affamishing of others. Ibid. IV. i. 288 To preserve
him from affamishing.

t Affa/mishing, ///. a. Obs. [f. as prec. H-

-ING 2
.] Thataffiictswithhungerorstarves; starving.

1650 lip. HALL Balm of Gilcad ij.) I tell thee of. . their

affamishing meals ; their nightly watchings.

AffamishmentCafje-miJment). [f. AFFAMISH z>.

+ -MENT.] The act of famishing or starving with

hunger ;
the state of being starved

; starvation.

1590 J. GREENWOOD Sland. Art. Pref. A 2 To the vtter

vndoing and affamishment of them. 1615 CROOKE Body of
Manqg In time of necessity and affamishment. 1855 SINGLE-
TON Virgil I. 327 Rueful despite and foul affamishment.

Affatuate (afje-ti*<et), a. [f. (on analogy of

infatuate] L. ad to +fa/uus silly. There is no
corresponding L. compound.] Infatuated.

1834 SIR H. TAYLOR A rtevelde n. v. ii. Wks. 1864 I. 259 By
art of witchcraft so affatuate, That for his love they'd dress
themselves in dowlas And fight with men of steel.

t Affa'tuated, ///. a. [f. as prec. with ppl.
ending -ED. Cf. infatuated] Infatuated.

1649 MILTON Eikonokl. Pref. Wks. 1851, 332 [They] are so
much affatuated, not with his person, only, but with his pal-
pable faults, and doat upon his deformities.

Affear, affeard, variants of AFEAB, AFEAKD.
Affear, variant of AFFERE v. Obs., to apportion.
t Affe'Ct, st. Obs. [ad. L. affcctu-s, n.xif com-

pleted action, f. affic-ere to act upon, dispose, con-

stitute.] Disposition or constitution.

I. Mental.

1. The way in which one is affected or disposed ;

mental state, mood, feeling, desire, intention.

(-1374 CHAUCER Traylus in. 1342 And therto dronken had
as hotte and stronge As Cresus did, for his affectes wronge.
1528 kov Rede me (Arb.) 117 Goode christen men with pure
affecte. 1531 ELYOT GOT. (1557) n. vii. 104 Contrary to his
owne affectes and determinate purposes. 1533 TINDALE
Supper of the Lvra"Wks. III. 266 God is searcher of heart
and reins, thoughts and affects. 1580 SIDNEY ,4rriK/<a(i622)
351 She gaue a doleful! way to her bitter affects. 1626 BACON
Sylva 97 The affects and Passions ofthe Heart and Spirits,
are notably disclosed by the Pulse.

esp. b. Inward disposition, feeling, as contrasted
with external manifestation or action ; intent, in-

tention, earnest, reality. Contrasted with chcre or
outward appearance ; and with effect or result.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5489 Fully to knowen, without were,

Freend of affect, and freend of chere. c 1449 PECOCK
Refr. v. v. 509 This man ou;te loue in affect and in effect
his owne bodi more than the bodi of his fadir. 1552 LATIMER
Serm. in Line. vii. 127 Restitution must be made eyther in
effect or affect, thou must be sorry in thy hart and aske
God forgiueness. 1591 FLORIO Second Frutes 3$, I accept the
affect, in lieu of the effect. 1615 T. ADAMS Lycanthr. 6 Reall
in his right, in his might : Royall in his affects and effects.

c. Feeling, desire, or appetite, as opposed to
reason ; passion, lust, evil-desire.

1531 ELYOT Governoitr (1580) 109 Temperance . . is the
moderatrice . . of al motions of the minde, called affects.

'545 JOYE Expos. Daniel iv. 64 These flaterers so nyghe
them in fauour, feding their affectes. 1591 GREENE Maidens

151

Dreatne xxv, He bridled those affects that might offend.

1619 MIDDLETON Temple Masque Wks. V. 144 No doubt
affects will be subdued with reason.

d. Biased feeling, partiality.
1557 KARI. SURREY in Tottell s Misc. (Ark.) 29 An eye, whose

Judgement none affect could blinde.

2. Disposition, temper, natural tendency.
1541 ELYOT Int. Govern. 35 To knowe the sundry wittes,

maners, affectes, and studies of men. 1588 SHAKS. L.L.L.
1. 1. 152 Foreuery man with his affects is borne. 1592 GREKNK
Canny catching Pref. i, Time refineth mens affects. 1606
HRYSKETT Civill Lift 50 Plato . . distinguished these two
affects, into both these faculties of the soule.

3. esp. Feeling towards or in favour of; kind

feeling, affection.

1440 Prowp. /'rt/*7'. Affecte, or welwyllynge, Affectus. 1543
BECON Policy of U'ar Wks. 1843, 234 Her private affect to-

ward her children. 1586 J. HopKtK Giraldns's Hist. Irel.

in Holinsh. II. 55/1 Vtterlie void of that affect, which is

naturallie ingrafted in man. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. iv. 30
Wooing poore Craftesmen, with the craft of soules . . As
'twere, to banish their affects with him. 1396 SOUTHWELL
(title) Consolatorie Epistle for afflicted minds, in the affects

of dying friends. 1633 FORD Lores Sacrif. i. ii. (1839) 78
Madam, I observe, In your affects, a thing to me most strange.
4. An affectation, a trick.

1588 KRAUNXE LaivicrsLogike i. v. 31 b, This were an affect

of an extemporall Rhetor to salute a man by name without

premeditation.
II. Physical.

5. The way in which a thing is physically af-

fected or disposed ; especially, the actual state or

disposition of the body.
1605 UACON Adv. Learn, n. ix. 3 (1873) How far the hu-

mours and affects of the body do alter or work upon the
mind. 1626 Syh-a 835 The true passages and processes
and affects and consistencies of matter and natural bodies.

1679 HRIAN Pissc-proph. 7 The symptoms and affects of the
sick party.
6. csp. A state of body opposed to the normal

;
in-

disposition, distemper, malady, disease;
'
affection.'

1533 ELYOT CastelofHeltk (1541) 54 Vomyte amendeth the
affectes of the raynes. 1563 T. GALE Antidot. \\. 9 Very
precious in burnings and scaldings and lyke affectes. 1616
St'RFLET & MARKH. Coioitrey J-arme 245 It is of great vse
for the affects of the lungs. 1679 tr. ll

r
illis's Phariii. Ration.

in Blount's Nat. J/is{.(1693) 112 Who presently after drink-

ing Coffee became worse as to those Affects.

t Affe'Ct, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. affcct-ns pa. pple.

viajjiccrc to do something to, to act upon, influence,

dispose, incline
;

f. of-
= ad- to -i fac-cre to do.] Dis-

posed, inclined = AFFECTED II.

11400 Apol.for Loll. 88 J>ey are more affect to o ymage
J>an to an ober. 1538 STARKEY England \\. 19, 47 Euery
cuntrey, cyty, and towne lyke wyse affecte and disposyd.

Affect (afe-kt), z'.l [a. Vi.affecfe-r (ijlhc.); ad.

L. affccta-re to aim at, aspire to, endeavour to have,

pretend to have
; frcq. of officer* (f. ad to +facerc

to do) to put to, hence rerl (sefacere ad} to put
or apply oneself to, to aim at. See also AFFECT v*~\

\ 1. trans. To aim at, aspire to, or make for
;
to

seek to obtain or attain, a. a thing. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Ctf/t/. Leg. 263/1 Rocb aftectyng no mortal
glorye hyd his lignage. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 1

7
I, iv. vii. 104

Have I affected wealth, or honour? 1605 BACON Adv. Learn.
i. vii. 27(1873) Caesar did extremely affect the name of
king. 1615 SANDYS Trav. 105 Elated with these beginnings,
he affected the empire of the world. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.
ix. 192 He with more earnestness refused a Bishoprick, then
others affected it. 1675 T. BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V.
21 Gracious hearts affect that which they cannot effect. 1721
SIRVPE Ecc/. Afei. (iBi6) II. 200Was beheaded on Tower hill

for affecting the kingdom. 1725 POPE Odyssey xi. 386 The
Gods they challenge, and affect the skies. 1794 PALEY Nat.
Theol. xxiii. 390 How should the blind animal affect sight,
of which blind animals . . have neither conception nor desire?

*fb. to do a thing.
1589 BERNARD '/VmuvDed., Ihaveaffectedtomakeknowne

the good will I doe . . beare to you. 1611 BIBLE Ecclus.
xiiL ii Affect not to be made equall vnto him in talke. 1776
T. JEFFERSON Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 22 He has affected to
render the military independent of, and superior to, the civil

power.

2. To be drawn to, have affection or liking for
;

to take to, be fond of, show preference for; to fancy,
like, or love. a. a person, arch, or ? Obs.
la, 1550 Robin Hood in E. E, P. Rom. (1858) II. 91 He,
whom he most affected . . was called little John. 1580
NORTH Plutarch (1676) 43 Their favourers and lovers, which
did affect and entertain them. 1601 SHAKS. Ttvel. N. 11. v.

28 Maria once told me, she did affect me. 1623 BINGHAM
Xenophon 39 Alwaies soure and cruell, so that Souldiers
affected him as children doe their Schoolemaster. 1627
FELTHAM Resolves i. xvi. Wks. 1677, 28 It learns him in his

patience, to affect his Enemies. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts
223 Those that affect me shall be sure not to lose their love.

1690 W.WALKER Idiom. Ang-Lat. 13, I do not affect you,
nonamote, 1760 STERNE Tr. Shandy (1802) VIII. xxxiv. 192
All the world knows that Mrs. Wadman affects my brother
Toby.
b. a thing, arch.

1593 DRAVTON Eclogues v. 45 Nor things so base doe I

affect at all. 1639 FULLER Holy War i. xv. (1840) 25 Who
never cordially affected this war. 1656 BRAMHALL Repltc. i.

71 Persons . . who doe passionately affect Episcopacie. 1720
SHADWELL Timon i. II. 302 No man can justly praise But
what he does affect. 1735 POPE Donne Sat. \\. 76 Takes God
to witness he affects your cause. 1875 F. I. SCUDAMORE Day
Dreams 5 Nor do I greatly affect the early thrush.

c. a thing touching one's own practice : To like

to practise, use, wear, or frequent.
1589 NASHE Alm.forParrat 153, As in garments so in

AFFECT.
gouernment continually affecting new fashions. 1642 FULLER
Holy fy Prof. St. iv. xiv. 319 She much affected rich and
costly apparell. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 373 The
i urkes without scruple affect the name of Mahomet. 1660
T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 85/3 Socrates little affected
Travel, his Life being wholly spent at home. 1665 WITHER
Lords Pr. Pref., They who superstitiously affect this Form
of Prayer. 1704 HEARNE Duct. Histor. (1714* I. 4i6Dionysius
affected Plato's Conversation. iftMFrtt-Mtit&tr'NQ. 75. 142
The little Genius affects Wiles. 1854 THACKERAY AVwr<>/
I. 126 That peculiar costume which he affected. 1862 J^ond.
A'rr'. 23 Aug. 168 He affected the back Ministerial benches.
d. to do a thing. ? Obs.
1660 T, STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 28/2, 1 affect above all

things to live under a Democracy. 1699 EVELYN Acetaria
(1729)180 Some affect to have it fry'd a little broun and crisp.
1751 JORTIN Serin. (1771) V. viii. 172 The greatest monarchs
have affected to be called Father of their country,
f e. absol. To incline or like. Obs.
1606 SHAKS..4 nt. % Cl. I. in. 71, I go from hence Thy Soul-

dier, Seruant, making Peace or Warre, As thou affects.

^43-5 'n Scl.fr. Harl. Misc. (1793) 301 His malady in-

creased or diminished as he [his man] affected.

3. Of animals and plants : To frequent naturally
or habitually, to haunt, to inhabit.
1616 SURPLET & MARKH. Countrey Jeanne 285 luniper

affecteth the tops of mount aine.s. 1793 G. WHITE Sat, Hist.
Sell', xviii. (1853! 210 Here and there a bird may affect some
odd peculiar place. 1849 MRS. SOMEKYILLE Connex, Phys.
Sc. 27. 305 Groups of algae . . affect particular tempera-
tures or zones of latitude. 1873 UROWNINC; Red Crtt. _V.-CYi/

1076 Tessellated pavement, equally Affected by the scor-

pion for its nest.

4. Of things : To have or display a natural ten-

dency toward, to tend to assume or put on.
1611 DRAYTON Poly-olbion v. notes 80 Their tongues did

naturallie affect . , the British Dialect. 1664 PUWKR Exp.
Phifos. in. 158 A contrary posture to that which it naturally
affects. 1756 BL-RKE Subl. % B. Wks. 1842 I. 57 Any body . .

affecting some regular shape. 1850 C. P.UTJI.NY A tomic Th.
viii. (ed. 2) 269 Why the same body should sometimes affect
one crystalline form, and sometimes another?

5. To show ostentatiously a liking for ; to make
an ostentatious use or display of; to take upon
oneself artificially or for effect, to assume.
1605 SHAKS. Lear \\. ii. 102 Who hauing beene prais'd fur

bluntnesse, doth affect A saucy roughnes. 1663 BTTLI-.R
Hudibr. \. i. 94 A Babylonish Dialect, which learned Pedants
much affect. 1715 BL-RNET Hist, men Time 11766' I. 17 He
affected the grandeur of a regal court. 1733 PUI-I: //<>;. Ep.
II. i. 97 Spenser himself affects the obsolete. 1781 ('.IHHON
Jh'd. <y /'. II. xxxiv. 283 He at first affected a stern and
haughty demeanour. 1796 MORSE Amcr. ('''eg. I. 781 They
affected the appellation of patriots. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. IV. 135 To affect the character of loyal men. 1866
ROGERS Agric. ty Prices I. xiv. 250, 1 am not botanist enough
to affect any judgment on the subject.

b. To assume the character of (a person\
1595 SHAKS. John i.i.86 The accent of his tongue affecteth

him. a 1616 Ii. JONSON Disccn-. i.T. i Spenser, in affecting
the ancients, writ no language. 1729 T. COOKE Tales, etc.

27 Her Sire, affecting now the tender Man. 1865 CARLYLH
Fredk. Gt. II.

yi.
viii, 217 He affected the freethinker, and

carried libertinism to excess.

c. with
i)tj. : To '

profess,' take upon one.

1720 WATI-.RI.ASD Serm. 56 Some of 1;

very much to say that all things were created through the
have affected

Son. 1724 DE FOE, etc. Tour thr. Gt. Brit. (17691 IV. 273
The Lochs . . which some affect to call the River Aber. 1853
MAI-RICE Proph. fy Kings viii. 123 He affected to restore the

idolatry which Aaron had sanctioned in the wilderness. 1856
KANE Arctic Expl. I. xxviii. 363 Every one who affects to

register the story of an active life.

Hence, by imperceptible gradations,
6. To put on a pretence of; to assume a false

appearance of, to counterfeit or pretend.
1661 BARROW Serm. 1. 1.4 He affects commendations incom-

petent to him. 1723 J. SHEFFIELD (D. of Buckhm.) M'ks.

(17531 I. 290 Who . . would soon have shewn A real rage,
which now he but affected. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby v. xvi. 209
Each look and accent, framed to please, Seemed to affect a

playful ease. 1837 DISRAELI Venetia i. viii. (1871) 40 He
had ever affected a haughty indifference on the subject.

b. with inf. (or gerund).
1603 DANIEL Defence Rhime 13 (1717) 12 We smooth up a

weak confused Sense, affecting Sound to be unsound. 1679
SHEFFIELD & DRYDEN Ess. on Sat. 70 How that affects to

laugh, how this to weep. 1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom (1784)
138/1 Although Fathom looked upon this proposal as an
extravagant symptom of despair, he affected to approve of
the scheme. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. (1879' II. xxv. 52 He tired,
or affected to tire. 1848 DICKENS Dombey \C.T),tA.) 33
"Oh you beauties !" cried Susan Nipper, affecting to salute
the door by which the two ladies had departed. 1879 M.
ARNOLD Irish Catk, in Mixed Ess. 100, 1 have never affected
to be surprised . . at the antipathy of the Irish to us.

1 7, absol. To assume artificial or pretended man-
ners ;

to put on airs. Obs. rare.

1631 CORNWALLYES Ess. xxiii, Affectation begets Extremi-
ties : Man is allowed onely the middle way, he strayeth when
he affects. 1692 LADY RUSSELL Let. 21 July, I take some
care not to affect in these retirements.

Affect (afe-kt), z/.2 [f. (directly or through Fr.

affecter) L. affect- ppl. stem of affictrt to do to, act

on, influence, attack with a disease
; also, to put

to, attach to ; f. ad to +facere to do, make. The
L. frequentative affectarc (see prec.) had also rarely
the sense of ' attack as a disease,' whence sense i

might be taken, merely as another branch of the

preceding verb; but the others can be referred

only to affitfre. Though all the senses are in mod.

Fr., our 1-4 are not in Cotgr. (1611-50), who has



AFFECTATE.

only to ' fasten or tye on ; destinate (or bind for) ;

assigne or appoint unto;* whence our sense 5,

though this is also a less common use of L. officers

(aliquid ad aliqucni}. It corresponds formally,
and in sense partly, to the earlier AFAITK, which
was obs. long before the introduction of this.]
1. To attack, lay hold of, act upon contagiously,

or attaint (as, or after the manner of, a disease).
Rare in the active voice in earlier usage.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. <$ Cr. n. ii. 59 A_nd the will dotes that is

inclineable To what infectiously it selfe affects. 172* DE
FOE Plague 77 The inward gangrene affected their vitals.

1782 F. HOME Clin. Exper. 283 Affected with pain in his

loins, which affects the thigh-joint. 1881 Daily Tel. 27 Dec.,
The returning pilgrims . . were the means of affecting the

people of the districts through which they passed.

1 2. To attaint with a crime or offence : 'a phrase

merely juridical.' J. Obs.

17*6 AYLIFFE Parergon 59 She shall have alimony . . un-
less you can affect them with Fraud.

3. To lay hold of, impress, or act upon (in mind
or feelings) ;

to influence, move, touch.
1662 FULLER Worthies ( 1840)11!. 159A passage that affected

me with wonder. 1667 MILTON P. L.\. 97 The trouble of thy
thoughts this night in sleep Affects me equally. 1722 DE FOE
Moll Fl. 11840) 238 When once we are hardened in crime no
fear can affect us. 1780 BURKE in Corr. (1844) 1 1. 354, 1 do not

think I have ever on any occasion seemed to affect the House
more forcibly. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Life in Wilds vii. 99
The honour paid to her husband had affected her. 1876
BLACK Madcap V. xviii. 161 The sportsman was not affected

with all these taunts and jeers.

4. To make a material impression on ; to act

upon, influence, move, touch, or have an effect on.

1631 SANDERSON Serin. II. 6 Oils and ointments .. affect

three distinct senses. 1667 MILTON P.L.x. 653 The Sun . . so
to move, so shine, As might affect the Earth with cold and heat.

1667 BOYLE Orig. Formes fy QuaL 26 External bodies being
fitted to affect the Eye, others the Ear, others the Nostrils.

1764 REID/WJ. Hum. Mind\. 2. 121 The effluvia of bodies af-

fected our hearing. 1817 MALTHUS Population I. 360 Causes,
which affect the number of births or deaths, may or may
not affect the average population. 1840 MACAULAY Cliwfo
This system . . might affect the amount of the dividends.

1846 PHESCOTT Ferd. 4- Isab. I. Introd. 17 No person could
be affected in life or property, except by a decision of this

court. 1855 BAIN Senses fy Intell. 118641 " ' JI -93 Bodily
exercise indirectly affects all the organs of the body.

5. To apply specially; to assign, to allot; to

attribute. i^Only in passive voice, as in mod. Fr.,

though in i;th c. Fr. active, as in L.)
1611 COTGR., Nantir, to consigne . . to tye fast ; affect, ap-

point, or point out, one thing for th' indemnitie, or assurance,
of another. 1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. V, 296 Broker is

become a nobler designation than formerly, and is now af-

fected to agents of exchange. 1847 THACKERAY Van. Fair
in.

yiii,
One of the domestics was affected to his special

service. 1868 M. PATTISON Academ. Organ. 4. 108 Of
our total endowment fund, one, and the smallest third, is

affected to the promotion of science and learning.

t Affectate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. a/cctat-tts as-

sumed, affected, feigned, pa. pple. of affcctd-re to

aim at : see AFFECT z>.l] a. Of a thing : Assumed

unnaturally, forced, strained, stilted, b. Of a per-
son : Assuming artificial airs ;

= AFFECTED I. 4, 6.

1559 ELYOT Dict. t Acccrcitum dictum, an oracion to much
affectate or as we saie to farre fet. 1578 N. T. (Genev.) i Cor.

Argt., Puffed vp with vaine glory, and affectate eloquence,
1606 HOLLAND Suetonius 18 Affectate forced phrases and
curious ynkehorne termes. 1635 J. HAYWARD Banish'd
Virg. 170, I like not the being an affectate follower of the

common stile.

t Affectate, v Obs. [f.
AFFECTATE a., or L.

affectdt- ppl. stem of afftcta-re\ see prec.] A more
Latinized by-form of AFFECT v. 1

iS/boJ.DwsSteid'ane'sCowtt. i34b,He.. maye not affec-

tate rule and gouernment, and playe the tyraunt. 1582
G. MARTIN Disco-v. in Fulke's Def. (1843) 202 You affec-

tate to thrust the word 'image' into the text, when there
is no such thing in the Hebrew or Greek. 1588 FRAUNCE
Lawiers Logike i. iv. 27 The like absurditie would it bee
. . to affectate such woordes as were quite worne out at

heeles and elbowes long before the nativitie of Geffrey
Chawcer. 1595 LODGE Def. Stage Plays ( 18531 9 What made
Austin so much affectale that heavenly fury ?

t Affectated, ///. a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED.]
=

AFFECTATE,///. a., and AFFECTED L 4.

1580 BARET Al-vearie^ A 194 Much affectated : farre fette

. . A stile or oration to much affectated wyth strange words.

1617 J. RIDER Much affectated, Putidulus , . A little af-

fectated, Putidiusculus.

t Affectately, adv. Obs. [f. AFFECTATE a. +
-LY*.]

= Affectedly.
1635 J. HAYWARD Banish'd Virgin 136 There was not any

species of simplicity that I counterfeited not affectately.

Affectation (sefekt^-Jan). [ad. (directly or

through Fr. affectation, ifith c. in Litt.) L. affecta~
tion-em a pursuit after, an aspiring to, f, affectd-re :

see AFFECT z/.
1 Sense 6 is a direct adoption of one

sense of Fr affectation. See AFFECT v2 5.]

fl. A striving after, aiming at ; a desire to ob-

tain, earnest pursuit. Const, of. Obs.

1549 SIR W. FACET in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1816) II. 295 His
opinion to be good to the poor, and affectation of the good
word of the commons. 1608 ii BP. HALL Medit. (16271 in.

95 To be caried away with an affectation of fame is so yaine
and absurd. 16x7 J. RIDER, Affectation, a curious desire of
a thing which nature has not given, Affectatio. 1659 PEAR-
SON Creed (1839) 293 Pretended sedition and affectation of

152

the crown. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 6 f< The Affectation
of being Gay and in Fashion, has very nearly eaten up our
Good Sense and our Religion.

-f-
2. Inclination towards, affection, liking, fond-

ness (of}. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (1673) 390 No conscience
of religion can avert the monstrous love of delights from
the affectation of men. 1641 LD. BROOKE Disc. Nat. Episc.
i. it. 4 If a Minister once come to lose the heart and affec-

tations of his people. 1795 GIBBON Autobiogr. in Misc. Wks.
(1814) I. 115 Nor was I displeased at her preference and
affectation of the manners, the language, and the literature
of France.

3. A displayed or ostentatious fondness for ;

studied display of.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Paraphr. 371 Affectation of elo-

Sjence.
1600 B, JONSON Cynthia Rev. v. i. 6 The affectation

f an enforc'd, and form'd austeritie. 1686 DRYDEN Hind
fy P. i. 395 Affectation of an ancient line. 17x6-8 LADY M.
W. MONTAGUE Lett. I. xxv. 80 It was not an affectation of

showing my reading. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, i. ii. (Routl.)

29 His dress . . was rich and elegant, but without any affecta-
tion of ornament. 1861 T. WRIGHT Ess. Arckseol. II. xiv.

60 This affectation of Latin reached its greatest height in ..

the reign of James I.

4. Artificial or non-natural assumption of behav-
iour ; artificiality (of manner) ; putting on of airs.

1593 NASHE Christ's Teares 2 a, The superfluous affecta-
tion ofmy prophane puft vp phrase. 1598 SHAKS. Merry Wives
i. i. 152 What phrase is this, He heareswith eare? Why, it is

affectations. 1642 HOWELL For. Trav. (1869) 63 Hee must
abhorre all affectations, all forced postures and comple-
ments. 1776 GIBBON Dec/, fy F. I. xxii. 616 His simplicity
was not exempt from affectation. 1827 CARLYLE Misc. 1. 10
The essence ofaffectation is that it be assumed. 1872 BLACK
Adv. ofPhaeton iii. 29 Her pretty affectations of petulance.
5. As that which is artificial is often unreal, this

passes imperceptibly into, Unreal assumption ;

hollow or false display ; simulation, pretence.
1581 SIDNEY Def. Poesie (1622) 527 That hony-flowing

matron Eloquence, apparelled, or rather disguised in a cur-

tisan-like painted affectation. 1625 BACON Ess. xxxviii.

(1862) 160 A Mans Nature is best perceived in Privatenesse,
for there is no Affectation. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 20
P i Affectation, or a perpetual disguise of the real character

by fictitious appearances. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. I. 191
Their profession . . becomes an empty affectation. 1873
BUCKLE Civilis. III. v. 321 Some people affect to carry on
trade for the good of others ; but this is mere affectation.

f6. Special application, destination, or attribu-

tion. Obs. rare.
1611 COTGR., Nantissement . . a publicke, or legal! affecta-

tion, fastening, appointing, or pointing out of one thing for

the securitie or indemnitie of another.

Affectationist (aefekt^'Janist). [f.prec. + -IST.]
One who indulges in affectation or artificiality.

1873 F. HALL Mod. Eng. 177
' Adamantiferous,' etymologi-

cally correct, would never answer ; but all except pedants or

affectationists would be satisfied with 'diamond-producing.'

t Affecta'tiotlS,'*. Obs. rare~ l
. Ofthenature

of affectation. (In the quotation read instead of

affectations in Shaks. Merry Wives I. i. 152.)

1687 M. CLIFFORD Notes on Dryden iii. 12 For to me, as
Parson Hugh says in Shakespear, they seemed Lunacies, it

is mad as a mad Dog, it is affectatious.

t Affectator. Obs. rare. [a. L. affectdtor n. of

agent f. afftctdre : see AFFECT f. 1
]
- AFFECTER.

1610 HEALEYtr. VivesonSt. Aug. City ofGod \\& Hee was
an affectator of glory. 1733 BAILEY tr. Erasm. Colloq.

1 1877)

79 (.D.) Those anectators oTvariety seem equally ridiculous.

Affected (afe-kted), ///. a. [f. AFFECT + -ED.

Really consists of three words: i. pa. pple. of

AFFECT ^.1 = earlier affectate ; 2. adj. f. AFFECT sb.

+ -ED
; 3. pa. pple. of AFFECT v.2 . To some ex-

tent the senses are confused, through the formal

identity of the words.]
I. Pa. pple. of AFFECT w.i, earlier AFFECTATE.

f* 1. Sought after, aimed at, desired. Obs.

1597 DANIEL Civ. Wares v. xc, Twixt Yorke, and the

affected sov'raignty. x6oa CAHEW Cornw. 14 b, With other

lesse beneficiall and affected commodities. 1608 BP. HALL
Epistles \. iii, It is at once had and affected. 1649 MILTON
Eikonokl. Pref, (1847) 274/1 A work assigned rather than by
me chosen or affected.

f-2. Fondly held, cherished ; entertained of

choice, intentional. Obs.

1589 T. B. tr. La Primaudaye's Fr. A cad. 150 Man having

by nature imprinted in his soule an affected and earnest in-

clination to his soveraigne good. 1623 W. LISLE tr. Sax.
Treat, on O. <$ N. T. Pref. 13 Grosse, wilfull, and affected

ignorance. i6^oPrerog. Par/. inSel.fr. Harl. Misc. (1793)

241 Make the world know, that his cruelty was not affected.

1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. I. 171 Their Love and Preference
of Darkness is more affected and obstinate.

f3. Loved, beloved. Obs.
1600 CHAPMAN Iliad vin. 318 In all the desperate hours Of

his affected Hercules. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia (1629*78
They should live with Powhatan as his chiefe affected. 1626
W. SANDYS Ovid's Metam. 216 Her speare . . Kist hisaffected

lips without a wound. 1640 FULLER Joseph's Coat viU. (1867)

190 Some sacrifice the reverence to this admired preacher,
and others almost adore that affected pastor. 1654 GAVTON
Festiv. Notes iv. ii. 183 His love to his affected, though some
106 years posthumus Kinsman.

4. Assumed or displayed artificially ; put on for

effect; non-natural, artificial, stilted, 'got up.*
1594 C(AREW) Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 136 To haue a

readie tongue of his own, and not affected, choice words,

1642 MILTON Militia A 4, 1 have not used any affected style.

1678 ROCHESTER in Shaksp. Cent. Praise 364 But does not

Dryden find .. Shake-spear's stile Stiff and affected? 1713

AFFECTED.

J. SHEFFIELD (D. ofBuckhm.) JF&r. 1753!. 51 An air affected,
and a haughty mien; Something that seems to say, I would
be seen. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 645 His diction,
affected and florid, but often singularly beautiful and melo-

dious, fascinated many young enthusiasts.

5. Assumed falsely or in outward semblance

merely ; pretended, simulated.

1663 GERBIER Counsel g i a, Those Lines must be visible,
no affected ones, nor small as a haire. 1679 SHEFFIELD &
DRYDEN Ess. on Sat. 67 Dissembling still in either place,
Affected humour, or a painted face. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 153 p ii Without any of the heir's affected griefor secret
exultation. 1850 LYNCH Theoph. Trinal v. 85 This their
dull sadness.. is affected and heartless. 1879 M rCARTHY
Hist. &wn Times I. 30 His real or affected levity gave way
to a genuine and lasting desire to make her life happy.
6. Of persons : Full of affectation ; non-natural

or artificial in manner, pretentious, assuming airs.

(An extension of 4 ; not directly from pa. pple.)
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. i. 15 He is too picked, too spruce,

too affected, too odde. 1689 SHADWELL Bury fair i. i. 122
Conceited affected lades. 1703 ROWE Fair Penit. n. i. 440
Each affected She that tells my story. 1735 POPE Hor. Ep.
ii. i. 105 Damn all Shakespear, like th' affected Fool. 1858
HAWTHORNE Fr. <$ //. Jonrn. I. 157 She seemed to be her
actual self, and nothing affected or made up.

II. = earlier AFFECT///, a., L. affectus. [whence
formed by distinctive ppl. ending -ED

;
or from AF-

FECT sb. -- -ED -, as in mind-ed, will-ed, etc.]
1. Having an affection (formerly affect], disposi-

tion, or inclination of any kind
; disposed, inclined.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinsh. III. 372/2 That will judge
to the contrarie, unless he be parciallie affected. 1598 BARRET
Theor. IVarres i. ii. 12 Let him make choise of the armes. .

whereunto he findeth himselfe most affected and fit, 1611

COTGR., Addonne, given, bent, affected, addicted, inclined.

1611 BIBLE 2 Mace. xiv. 5 And asked how the lewes stood
affected. 1682 HEWER in Pepys' Diary VI. 144 Variously dis-

coursed of as people were affected and inclined. 1684 BUNYAN
Pilgr. ii. 151 How stands the country affected towards

you? . 1815 Miss AUSTEN Persuas, (1833) II. ix. 390 You
might, some time or other, be differently affected towards him.

b. Usually with the direction of the affection or

disposition indicated by well, ill, etc. \Yell- or

ill-disposed, or -conditioned (mentally).
1553-87 FOXE A. fy M. (1596) 136/1 If anie good men were

well affected or minded toward religion. 1605 SHAKS. Lear
n. i. 100 No maruaile then, though he were ill affected. 1611
BIBLE Acts xiv. 2 Made their mindes euill affected against
the brethren. 1647 SPRIGG Ang. Rediv. iv. ix. (1854) 315
Many well affected citizens also went forth, a 1674 CLAREN-
DON Hist. Rtbell. 1 1 . vi. 90 The M ajor part . . being cordially
Affected to the Government. 1832 LYTTON Eug. Aram ix.

60 You are an honest man, and well affected to our family.

\ 2. esp. Having a favourable affection or inclina-

tion ; favourably disposed or inclined ; attached,

partial (to}. Obs., but cf. dis-affected.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scotl, II. 557 On to his sone affectit

so wes he. 1553-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1596) 136/2 Ethelstan. .

was so affected towards Odo. 1584 A. MUNDAY (title) A
Watchwoord to Englande . . Written by a faithfull affected
Freend to his Country. z6i8 Shoemaker's Holiday i. (1862)

6, I hear my cousin Lacy Is much affected to your daughter
Rose. 1622 HEYLIN Cosmogr. iv. (1682) 03 The men are
much affected to hunting. 1690 EVELYN Mem. (1857) H- 3*9
On suspicion of being affected to King James.
f3. Of bodily disposition or tendency: -condi-

tioned; -disposed. Ill-affected indisposed.
Obs.

1586 T. B. tr. La Primaudaye's Fr. Acad. n. (1594) 139
When the bodie is well affected. 1615 LATHAM Falconry
(1633) 104When you do perceive your Hawke to be ill affected

in that place.

III. Pa. pple. of AFFECT z/.
2 = L. affectus. Ap-

parently first = ' laid hold of* by a disease (L. af-

fectus tnorbd), and so apparently connected with
II. 3, above ;

then extended to what lays hold of,

touches, or moves the mind or feelings, or moves

physically.
1. Laid hold of (by a disease), under the influence

of; attacked, seized, afflicted; tainted, distem-

pered, diseased. Const, with,
a 1619 DONNE Biathan. CsTo confesse, that those times were

affected with a disease of this naturall desire of such a death.

1633!'. N[EWTON] Letnnie's Touchst. Complex. 120 The body
is mutually affected, and alike distempered. 1751 CHAMBERS
Cycl, s,v. Affection^ The sick are frequently mistaken as to

the place affected. 1806 T. PAINE Yellow Fever in Misc. Wks.
II. 180 Of the same extent as the affected part of a

city.
1857 T. WATSON Lect. Physic xxviii. (ed. 4! 502 To conclude
that the side towards which the mouth was drawn was the
affected side. 1864 Daily Tel. 26 May, The accused was
mentally affected, her father and three of her aunts having
all been insane. 1868 Public Ofin. 2 May 460/1 On exa-

mination of the affected region with the hand.

t b. fig. Seized or possessed. Obs.

1579 LYLY Eitphites (1636)
G b, Lest being affected with

barbarisme, they be also infected with their vncleane con-
uersation. 1656 N. BERNARD Life of Ussher 28 He was so

affected with chronology and antiquity.

\ 2. Mentally influenced, moved, impressed ;
in-

terested or taken up. Const, with. Obs.

1616 MASSINGER Rom. Actor Ded., Such as are only affected
with jigs and ribaldry. 1673 True Worship oj God 64 If

Pulpit Discourses were not so frequent, people would be
more affected with them. 1756 BURKE Subl. <$ B. Wks. I. 173
The imagination and passions are little or nothing affected.

3. Moved, influenced, or touched in the feelings ;

usually to sympathy, sorrow, or sadness. Const.

by (with obs.).

1633 Bp. HALL Hard Texts 32 Hee is more affected with
the recovering of that one sheepe . . than with the safety of



AFFECTEDLY.
the rest. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 187 P2 Ajut was so

much affected by the fondness of her lover. 1781 GIBBON

4. Moved, influenced, acted upon, physically or

materially. Const, by (with obs.).

1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man \. i. i. 30 The Vibrations . .

may be affected with four sorts of Differences. 176* DUNN
in Phil. Trans. LI I. 468 Trees and bushments of equal mag-
nitude at other times, but in their affected state as much
larger. 1783 GEORGE III in Dk. of Buckingham's Crt. Geo.

///, II. 219 Preventing the public finances from being ma-

terially affected. 1849 MURCHISON Siluria iv. 71 The latter

strata, affected . . by a slaty cleavage. 1878 HUXLEV Phy-
siogr. 188 The water is affected even more than the land.

f5. Math. Compounded ;
= ADFECTED, the special

form now restricted to this sense. Obs.

1717 B. TAYLOR E.rtr. of Roots in Phil. Trans. XXX. 610
Method ofextracting the Roots ofaffected Equations. 1802

WOODHOUSE ibid. XCII. 115 The terms affected with ,r>.

-j-
b. by extension. Obs.

1652 URQUHART 7<'7tv/ Wks. 1834, 276 He had his proper
name affected with the agnominal addition of Parresiastes.

6. Specially applied ; appointed, assigned, al-

lotted; attributed. (Cf. Fr. affect? &R& AFFECT zj.~5.)
1611 COTGR., Nanti . . affected unto; fastened or tied on

',

appointed, or pointed out for; or to whom a thing is affected ;

on whom it is fastened ; for whom it is appointed. 1850
THACKERAY Penden. xxii. (1863) 181 A female servant . .

affected to his private use. 1871 Daily Nnvs (Let.fr. Paris)
21 Jan., Horses . . affected to military purposes.

Affectedly (afe-ktedli), adv. [f.
AFFECTED a. I.

+ -LY-.] In an affected manner; with affectation

or affection.

fl. With aim or desire, with true intent
;

inten-

tionally, sincerely, earnestly.
1596 CHAPMAN Iliad n. (355 note) Simple, well-meaning,

standing still affectedly on telling truth. 1628 EARI.K Mi-
crocosm. Ixxviii. 161 One not hasty to pursue the newfashion,
nor yet affectedly true to his old round breeches. 1690 LOCKE
Hum. Underst, (1727) I. iv. x. 10. 293, I have affectedly
made use of this measure . . because I think it would be of

general convenience. 1738 WARBURTON Div, Legat. I. Ded.
26 [He] goes affectedly out of his way to do it.

f2. With favourable affection; affectionately,

lovingly. Qhs.

1611 TOURNEUR Ath. Trag. iv. iv. 123 Methinkes she's very
affectedly enclin'd To young Sebastian's company o' late.

3. With affectation or studied art
; artificially,

fancifully. (Opposed to simply or naturally.}
1617 HOLYOKE Diet- Etym. n. Affectate . . affectedly,

with overmuch curiosity. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
359 Some . . have beene so affectedly vaine as to counterfeit

Immortality. 1673 Ladies Callings i. 14 Their gesture,
their language, nay sometimes their habit too being affec-

tedly masculine. 1787 BONNYCASTLE Astron, xii. 198 His

a
y ...

4 flashed from Boleyn'seyes.' 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I.

App. 683 The person affectedly described as 'Lupus' is

really Archbishop Wulfstan.

4. With studied simulation ; with appearance
rather than reality ; pretendingly, hypocritically.
1656 Du GARD Lat. Unlocked 674. 207 Do nothing af-

fectedly, dissemblingly, appearingly for fashions sake. 1795
T. HURLSTONK Crotchet Lodge 41, Miss Crotchet. O, dear
Doctor [turning from him affectedly]. 1839JAMES LouisXIV
II. 336 Terrified at a tumult, that he had at first affectedly

despised. 1861 FLOR. NIGHTINGALE Nursing 35 An affectedly

sympathising voice, like an undertaker's at a funeral.

Affectediiess (afe'ktednes). [f. AFFECTED a. I.

+ -NKSS.] 'The quality of being affected or of

making false appearances.* J. ;
= AFFECTATION.

1652 FRENCH ) 'orksh. Spa xvii. 23 Neither do I do it out of

any affectedness to contradict D. Deane's judgement. 1873
F. HALL Mod. Eng. 100 There is a repulsive affectedness in

this.

Affecter (afe-ktaj). Also 7-8 affector. [f.

AFFECT Z/.I + -EB.]

fl. One who has an affection for, a lover. Obs.

1568 C. WATSON Polyl. 16 b, I think they were deceyved (as

affectouresareaccustomed). 1590 MARLOWE isfPt. Tambiirl.
v. ii, Madam, your father, and the Arabian King The first

affecter of your excellence, Come now. 1622 HEYI.IN Cos-

mogr. (1682) n. 178 Famous for Government, affectors of
Freedom. 1638 VENNER Tobacco (1650) 404 These idle

affectors of Tobacco.

2. A professed adherent or practiser (of any-
thing) ;

an ostentatious or pretentious user, pos-
sessor, or professor.
1580 ind fy yd Blast (1869) TOO A great affecter of that

vaine Art of plaie making. i6z8ARLK Microcosm, xlii. 93 A
great affecter of wits and such prettinesses. 1660 T. STANLEY
Hist.Philos. (1701) 87/2 Vatn affecters of Words, ignorant
of those things which they professed. 1713 BI.ACKALL Wks.
I. 499 Our Saviour was no Affecter of Novelty in Devotion.
1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 20 F 14 The affector of great
excellencies. 1830 COLERIDGE Ch. $ St. 168 There are few
[charges], if any, that I should be more anxious to avoid
than that of being an affecter of paradoxes.

j"
3. absol. An affected person. Obs.

1607 P.C. tr. //. Stephen's IVorIdofbonders 238 Neithercan
these fine finicall affecters alleadge the Italian tongue . . to
warrant their pronunciation. 1611 COTGR., Affectatenrt an
aflector ; one that (curiously) imitates a fashion, or takes on
him a habit, which either becomes or befits him not.

Affectibility (afeMbHiti). [f. AFFECTIBLE:
see -BILITY.] The quality or state of being affectible.

1847 in CRAIG.

VOL. I.

g

153

Affectible (afe-ktib'l), a. rare. [f. L. affect- ppl.
stem of L. affic-?re (see AFFECT z.2) + -JBLE, as if

ad. L. *afectibilis.] Capable of being affected.

a 1834 COLERIDGE Notes Theol. (1853* 2 That He could not

lay aside the absolute, and, by union with the creaturely,
become affectible.

Affecting (afe-ktin), vbl. sb. [f. AFFECT v. +
-ING i.] The process of the vbs. AFFECT in various

senses ; now mostly gerundial.
1. Aiming at, showing fondness for, ostentatiously

displaying, pretending.
1564 HAWARD Entrap. To Reader 7 The affectynge and

desyre of the attaynynge of the Greeke, Latyne, Italian and
other lounges. 1649 DRTM.M. OF HAWTH. Il'A-s. 1711, 162
If any part of his work distaste the reader, it will be the
extreme affecting of policy. Mod. The folly of affecting
ignorance of what had happened.
2. Assuming artificial airs.

3. Moving of the emotions.

^ 1756 BURKE Subl. % B. Wks. 1842 I. 30 Pain and pleasure,
In their most simple and natural manner of affecting.

Affecting ^afe-ktin), ///. a. [f. AFFECT v. +
-INI;-.]

f 1. (From AFFECT z;.i) Loving, affectionate, so-

licitous. Obs.
1616 SURFLET & MARKH. Conntrey Farme Ded., Darius

in his deepe affecting desire, made choice of many such
subjects and Captaines. 1619 HUTTON J^ollies Anat. 1,1842)

48 To gratulate their kinde affecting host.

f 2. (From AFFECT v.i .} Using affectation ;
af-

fected. Ol>s.

1598 SHAKS. Merry il'/Tt's n. i. 145, I neuer heard such a

drawling -affecting, rogue, 1611 COTGR., Pinsegreneur
ifAmadiS) a Phrasemonger . . affecting speaker.

f 3. (From AFFECT z
1

.-) Arresting the mind
;
im-

pressive. Obs.

1665 J. SPEXCKR Prop/i. ioi When we suddainly awake out
of some very affecting dream. 1768 BI.ACKSTONJ-; Comnt.
I. 12 How much more serious and affecting is the case of a

superior judge. 1779 JOHNSON Milton 154 Epick poetry
. . relates some great event in the most affecting manner.

4. Acting upon the emotions
; moving, touching ;

thrilling; pathetic.
1720 KOWK L'lysses \\. \. 46 Oh Nature, how affecting are

thy Sorrows ! 1756 BCHKK Snbt. fy B. Wks. I. 231 Beauty
in distress is much the most affecting beauty. 1790 Cook's

Voy. in. VI. 2239 On hearing the recital of lm affecting
catastrophe. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, i. i. (Routl.) 9 Even
the most stoical, was touched by this affecting scene.

f5. Having a physical influence. Obs.

1794 S. WILLIAMS Hist. Vermont 46 Nor is the cold so

affecting to the human body.

Affectingly (afe-ktinli), adv. [f. prec. +-LY2.]
In an affecting manner

; touchingly, pathetically.
1788 LORD SYDNEY in Dk. of Buckingham's Crt. Geo. Ill

(1853)!. 438 Attention, .of the value of which he has shewn
himself affectingly sensible. 1841 SPALDING Italy II. 27
Prefatory verses, which contain an affectingly humble self-

review. 1871 Athen. 8 Apr. 423 It is when he has wanned
to his work . . that his words read the most affectingly.

Affection (Sfc'kjbn), sb. Forms : 3 affectiun, 4-
5 affectioun, affeceyone, affeccoun, affeccioun,
affecsioun, 5 6 affectione, 6- affection, [a. Fr.

affection, an early ad. L. affection-em disposition,

inclination, fondness, f. ajfic-cre; see AFFECT v.~]
I. Generally and literally.

1. The action of affecting, acting upon, or in-

fluencing ; or (when viewed passively) the fact of

being affected.

1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 134/2 Whether the
same affection hapneth to any one, and to him that is next
him from white, neither is he able to say. 1756 BURKE Snbl.

^ B. Wks. 1842 I. 28 There is no difference in the manner
of their being affected, nor in the causes of the affection.

IMiJ.HuTTMI/VbVSw.^pWjrft'.ii Thereciprocal affection

of those bodies. 1846 MILL Logic i. iii. 4 u868) 57 Besides
the affection of our bodily organs from without. 1879
CARPENTER Mcnt. Physiol. \. v. 186 The spots of the retina

by the affection of which they are produced.
II. Of the mind.

2. An affecting or moving of the mind in any
way ;

a mental state brought about by any influ-

ence ;
an emotion or feeling.

c 1330 Ancren Riwle 288 preo degrez beo3 berinne [in car-
nal desire] |?e uorme is cogitaciun i be o3er is affectiun !

be bridde is kunsence. -1385 CHAUCER Leg. G. Wont. 1518
Withouten any other affeccioun Of love, or any other yma-
ginacioun. 1545 ASCHAM Toxopk. (Arb.) 146 A man . . is

subiecte to inmeasurable affections. 1625 tr. Gonsalviuss
Sp. Inqnis. i Accompany the outward motions of the players,
with some inward affection. 1713 BLACKALL Wks. I. 70
Mercy . . is an affection of the Mind. 1764 REID Inq. Hum.
Mind ii. 9. 112 The smell of a rose is a certain affection or

feeling
of the mind 1878 HOPPS R cl. $ Mor. Lcct. xvii. 53

It is simply impossible to reveal anything to a human being
except through his reason, his conscience, or his affections.

b. The representation of feeling or emotion.
1624 WOTTON Archit. (J.1 Affection is the lively repre-

sentation of any passion whatever, as if the figures stood
not upon a cloth or board, but as if they were acting upon
a stage.

1 3. esp. Feeling as opposed to reason; passion,
lust. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. in. vi. (1495) 53 Afieccions

SPENSER /-. (J. n. iv. 34 Most wretched man, lhat to Affec-
tions does the bridle Tend ! 1611 BIBLE Rom. i. 26 For this
cause God gaue them vp vnto vile affections. 1643 MILTON

AFFECTION.

Saveraignt Salve 25 A will over-ruled by enormous affec-
tions or passions. 1681 HOBBES Rhetor, i. i Anger, Envy,
Fear, Pity or other Affections. 1736 BUTLER Anal. \\. vil

357 Over and above our reason and affections.

f 4. State of mind generally, mental tendency ;

disposition. Obs. in general sense.

1540 WHITTINTON Tntly's Offyces in. 125 Suche affection
of mynde, that I do no man wronge bycause of my profyte.
1622 FOTHERBY Atheom. \\. viii. i. 279 Good Affections,
which are prarparatiues vnto Vertue. 1756 RL-RKE Snbl. #
B. Wks. 1842 I. 34 Let the affection be what it will in appear-
ance, if it does not make us shun such objects.
5. esp. State of the mind towards a thing ; dis-

position towards, bent, inclination, penchant, arch.

1330 R. BKUNME Chron. 162 To hat sollempnita com lordes
of renoun, pat weddyng forto se, for grete affectioun. c 1385
CHAUCER Leg. (>. Il'iwr. 793 This Tesbe hath so grete af-

feccioun, And so grete lykynge Piramus to see. c 1386
J/'///w/jF284 Ye have schewed to youre counseilours . . youre
affeccioun to Make werre. 1481 CAXTON Myrrour \. v. 20
It was all their affeccion, intencion and reson to knowe god.
1549 Compl. Scot I. x. 83 The tngltsinen exponis the prophe-
sye of merlyne to there auen anectione. 1561 T. N[ORTON]
tr. Calvin's Instit. \\. 125 Where anger or hatred is, there
is an affection to hurt. 1604 ROWLANDS Looke to it 10

Lawyers that wrest the Law to your affection. 1625 BACON
Ess. vii. (1862) 25 If the Affection or Aptnesse of the Chil-

dren, be Extraordinary, then it is good, not to crosse it.

1642 ROGERS Naanmn Kp. Ded. 2 A few good reaches and
affections after holinesse are not enough for us. 1762 KAMKS
Elcm. Critic. (1833) 483 Affection, signifying a settled bent
of the mind toward a particular being or thing. 1877
MOZLKY Univ. Serin, iii. 69 The two desires . . are in fact

bound up with each other in one affection, and make but
one affection between them.

6. Good disposition towards, goodwill, kind feel-

ing, love, fondness, loving attachment.
1382 WYCLIK 2 Afafc. xiv. 37 Nychanore . . that for affec-

cioun, or fame, was clepid fadre of Jewis. c 1385 CHAUCKR
Leg. G. H'otn. 1421 Made he to Jason (irct chiere of love &
of affeccioun. c 1440 Protnp. Ptiri'., Affeccyon, or hertyly
\\-ellwyllynge, Affectio. 1488 CAXTON Chastysing ofGoddes
Chyldern xxiii. 61 Affeccion is a \vyliull bowyng or enclinyng
of a mannys hert with loue to a nother man. 1599 SHAKS.
Much Ado n. i. 175, Cf. How know ycu he loues her? lohn.
I heard him sweare his affection. 1611 BIHI.I-: TransL Prcf,
6 The Church of Rome would seeme at the length to beare
a motherly affection towards her children. 1698 J. NORRIS
Pract. Disc. IV. 289 To love one another, with the most
Heroic and Divine Affection. *749 Fn I.UING Tfn font's
ix. v. 11840' 135 We are no sooner in love than il becomes
our principal care to engage the affection of the object be-

loved. 1868 (ii.o. KUOT/C//.I- //. 22 Affection and satisfied

pride would again warm her later years.
b. esp. in pi.
i6o4SiiAKs. Oth. i. iii". 112 Did you . . Subdue, and poyson

this yong Maides affections? 1768 STKKNI-: Serif. Journey
(1778) II. 26, I never hail my affections more tenderly awak-
ened. 1851 CHALMKKS Let. in Life 11815' II. n Give my
kindest affections to my father, mother, and family. 1855
PRESCOTT Philip U, i. ii. (Routl.) 19 In the society of one
who was now the chief object of his affections.

T" 7. Feeling against, animosity. Obs.

1485 CAXTON Chas. the Cf. 44 And he cometh rennyng
agenst me wytli affectyon mortal. 1589 UP. COOPER Adnwn.
22, I heare some crie out with earnest affection against me.
1600 HAKI.UYT Voy. (1810) III. 164 They uttered their old

spiteful affection towards vs.

f 8. Jtiased feeling, partiality. Obs.

1547 J. HARRISON Exhort, to Scottes 227 Weigh the querell

indifferently, and without affeccion. 1559 KENNEDY m Misc.
Wodr. Site. 11844) 271 The anceant fatheris . . without affec-

tioun schaws truelie thair jugement. 1577 HANMKR Anc.
Ecclcs. Hist. (1619) 452 Very partiall . . and led very much
with affection.

III. Of the body.
9. A bodily state due to any influence.

1541 R. COPLAND Galyen's Temp. 2 A iii, Euery vlcere is

eyther symple and alone witliout other dysposytyon or affco

tyon begynnynge with it. ( 1660 SOUTH Semi. Prov. iii. 17
(1715' I. 3 To place Men with the furious Affections of Hun-
ger and Thirst in the very liosom of Plenty. 1756 BURKE
Snbl. <y />'. Wks. 1842 I. 59 Why certain affections of the

body produce such a distinct emotion of mind.

10. esp. An abnormal state of body ; malady,
disease.

1541 R. COPLAND Gtilyen's Terap. 2 O ij, In all suche affec-

tions behoueth purgacyons. 1633 T. NffiWTOW] tr. Lenmie's
Touchst. Complex. 4 Throwne into sundry diseases and in-

numerable affections, 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 198
Affections both of Lungs and wea/on. 1804 ABERNETHY
Sitrg. Observ. 157, I mean here only to advert to those rheu-
matic affections. 1853 LYTTON My Novel \\\. Hi. 342 Died,
sir, suddenly, last night. It was an affection of the heart.

IV. Of substances or essences.

11. A temporary or non-essential state, condition,
or relation of anything ;

a mode of being.
1567 MAPLET Greene Forest 32 The coldenesse or other af-

fection of the Aire about it. 1643 SIR'!". BHOWlwJ?#/feJl!f*B& f.

35 The spirits walke . . freely exempt from the affection of

time, place, and motion. 1674 N. FAIRFAX BnlkfySt:ti>. 99 Mo-
tion, which is an all-reaching affection or belonger to each bit

of the world. 1677 GALE Ct. of Gentiles II. iv. Proem. 7 The
affections of propositions are either absolute or relate : abso-

lute affections are quantitie and qualitie. 1751 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v., The generality of Peripatetics divide Affections

into internal ; as motion, and fimteness : and external, as
,

place, and time. 1802 PLAYKAIR Hnttonian Theory 337 To
be veined or not veined, is an affection ofgranite, that seems
. . accidental. 1842 W, GROVE Correl. Phys. Forces (1867)
106 Electricity is that affection of matter or mode offeree

which most distinctly and beautifully brings into relation

other modes offeree.

12. Hence, A property, quality, or attribute.

i6s SIR H. FINCH Law (.1636) 225 There remaineth yet
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AFFECTION.
one generall and common affection scattered throughout
the whole Law . . which we call au Action. 1657 J. SMITH
Myst. Rhet. 3 The affections of Tropes . . are such qualities
as may put ornament upon any of the forementioned Tropes.
1659 PKARSON Creed I. 504 Holiness and Catholicism are but
affections of this Church. 1751 HARRIS Hermes 1,1841) 153
It fares with tenses as with other affections of speech. xSao
MAIR Tyro's Diet. (ed. 10) 389 Attrilntttun, an affection, an
attribute. 1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. i. 20 Thought is merely
an affection of perishable matter.

V. From AFFECT z/.l, confused with AFFECT v.-

1 13. The act of affecting or assuming artificially ;

= AFFKCTATION. Obs.

'553 87 FOXB A. %-M. (1596) 171/2 He . . dooth answer

ayaine, by cauilling sophistication, & by meere affec-

tion. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. i. 407 Taffata phrases, silken
tearmes precise, Three-pil'd Hyperboles, spruce affection.

1603 Hist. Eng. in Hurl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 415, I dislike af-

fection of foreign and new-coined words, when we have good
and sufficient store of our own. 1631 SANDERSON Serin. 1 1. 2/2
Affection in this, as in every other thing, is both tedious it

ridiculous. 1686 in Misc. Cnriasa 11708) III. 230 A most
inconvenient affection of Monasyllabical Words. 1776 SHKKI-
DAN Sch. Scandal i. i, With the very gross affection of good
nature.

Affection (ife'kfan), v. [a. Fr. affectionnc-r,
f. affection. Cf. Arcr, to love ; honour, to honour^
To have affection for

;
to like, love.

1584 Copie of a Leter 31 A goodlie Gentlewoman, whom
the Earle affectioned much. 1598 SHAKS. Jlerry Wives i. i.

234 Can you affection the 'o-man . . can you carry your good
wil to ye maid? 1765 H. WALPOLE Otranto\. (1798) 79, I do
not think my lady Isabella ever much affectioned my young
lortl, your son. 1863 CO\VDKN CLARKE Slinks. Char. viii. 207
-\Ialvolio . . is the only person in the play who does not af-

fection the gay and sweet-spirited jester. 1880 Cornh. Mag.
XLII. 659 Those underground regions he affectioned.

Affectional (afe-kfenal), a. [f. AFFECTION sb.

-r-AL 1
. Cf. rational.] Of or pertaining to the

affections
; having affections.

1859 T. PARKER fCxfer. as Minister 112 The leading Re-
formers are men of large intellect, of profound morality,
earnest, affectional men. 1862 F. HALL Refill. Hindu P/iilm.
228 Affectional cognition is a property of the mind. 1864
E. SARGES-T Peculiar I. 65 The affectional part of his nature
was touched.

t Affe'Ctionally, aJv. Obs. (in quotation ,/-

fictionally^) Affectionately; earnestly.
n 1657 HALFOUR Ann. Scof. fi824) II. 83 That he effection-

ally deall with the Frenche Kinge, that the Scotts merchants
trading in France . . may haue free trade.

Affectionate (afe'kjsnct), a., formerly also

fple. [Latinized adaptation of Fr. affectionnc pple.
and adj., on analogy of ortie, ornate, determine,
determinate, etc. See -ATE-. Parallel forms are
AFFECTION -ED with the Eng. ppl. ending, and AF-
FECTIONATF.D with that ending added, as in nomi-
nate, nominated, separate, separated^

fI. = Pa. pple. ofAFFECTION v. C.l.ft.affettionne.
Held in affection, beloved. Obs. rare.

1494 FABYAN vn. 675 u8ii) Another of the affeccionat ser-
uantes of kyng Lowys. . and thus two of the derest beloued
seruantes.

II. adj. Possessed of affection. Cf. AFFECTIONED.
1 1. Mentally affected, disposed, inclined. Obs.

1533 MORE Ar/su'. to Poysaned lik. Wks. 1557,1053/2 Heare
howe Christes audience . . wer affeccionate to this euerlast-

ing liuely bred, a 1333 Wks. 584 i K.) The wille as it hap-
peth . . at the time to be well or euill affectionate. 1540
WHITTIXTON Tu tip's Offyces m. 121 If we shall be so affec-
tionate that euery man shall spoyle and robbe . . an other
man. 1657 Penil. Con/, ix. 282 Thus stood St. Paul affec-
tionate unto the Corinthians.

1 2. Unduly affected, biased, prejudiced, partial.
Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 328/2 Upright, indifferent bytwene party and
party,and not affectionate. 1533-87 FoXE^..J-.'I/.865b,Judges
not indifferent but very much affectionate against me. 1589
Bp. CaQraLAetMMt. 129 It is but an affectionate iudgement of
some, when they impute the onelie cause to be in bishops.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xliv. 358 Subiect to the cen-
sures of euery affectionate and malignant reporter.

f3. Passionate, wilful, self-willed, headstrong,
obstinate. Obs.

1541 UDALL tr. Erasm. Apofhth. (1874) 35 Affeccionate
appetites, perturbyng and corruptyng, the tranquilitee of
the mynde. 1548 HALL Chron. (18091 774 He . . was not
pityful, and stode affectionate in his owne opinion. 1554KNOX Faythfult Admon. E iv, The vsurped gouernment
of an affectionate woman is a rage without reason. 1600
HOLLAND Z/PCXXVI. ii. 583/3 The inconsiderate wils of rash
affectionate souldiours. 1716 PENN Tracts in Wks. I. 478The affectionate Passions, and voluntary Humilities, of a
Sort of People, whose Judgment goes always in the rear of
their Affections.

t4. Eager, ambitious, earnest. Obs.
1598 FLORIO, Zelatore, a iealous affectionate man. 1603BACON Adv. Learn, n. vii. 2 11873) I am . . zealous and

affectionate to recede as little from antiquity. 1654 MARVELL
Corr. Let. 2 Wks. 1875 1 1. 12, 1 have an affectionate curiosity
to know. 1705 STANHOPE Parnfhr. 1 1 1. 424 No Man is more
affectionate in pressing a good Life than this Apostle. 1750
JOHNSON Rambler No. 87 T 5 Their labours, however zealous
or affectionate, are frequently useless.

1 5. Well affected, kindly inclined, favourable
(to a proposal or thing). Obs.

'543 sta'" t'"t. Hen. VI11, I. 754, 1 am thought affection-
ate to these parties here. 1622 BACON Hen. I'M, 50 They
being affectionate unto the quarrell of Britaine. 1*47 MAY
Hist. Par/, n. vi. 104 The Trained Bands were. . so affec-
tionate to that cause. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. I. xv. 370

154

Tournay . . containing above sixty thousand inhabitants
who were affectionate to the French government.
b. quasi-J

1

^. A well-affected person, a favourer, rare.

i6a8 EARLE Microcosm. Ivi. 122 Men esteem him for this

a zealous affectionate, but they mistake him many times,
for he does it but to be esteemed so.

6. Of persons, animals: Having warm regard or

love, loving, fond, tenderly-disposed.
1586 JAMES VI in Ellis Orig. Lett. \. 224 III. 22 Youre

most loving and affectionat brother and Cousin James R.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Afor. Ded. i This generall ipy of
affectionate and loyall subjects. 1605 SBAU*nw iv. vi. 276
Your iWife, so I would say,! affectionate Seruant. Gonerill.

1769 Jitniiis Lett. xxxv. 154 Your subjects . . are affectionate

enough to separate your person from your government. 1814
SOUTHEY Roderick viii. Wks. IX, 76 A gentle heart, a soul

affectionate, A joyous spirit fill'd with generous thoughts.
1879 GEO. ELIOT T/teo. Such vi. 119 An affectionate-hearted
creature.

6. Of things : Expressing or indicating love or

afiection ; tender.
a 1586 SIDNEY (T.) Beholding this picture I know not with

how affectionate countenance, but, I am sure, with a most
affectionate mind. 1655 DIGGES CmnpL Ambass. 144 To
present his affectionate Commendations unto her Majestic.
1725 DE FOE I'oy. round World 11840) 158 The affectionate

carriage of this poor woman to her infant. 1756 BURKE
Snbl. iy B. Wks. I. 236 The French and Italians make use
of these affectionate diminutives even more than we. 1855
PRESCOTT Philip II, i. iv. 74 Philip, taking an affectionate

farewell . . took the road to Dover. 1876 GKO. ELIOT Dan,
Der. IV. 1x11.238 Babli, by which affectionate-sounding di-

minutive is meant, etc.

t Affe'ctionate, z>. Ol>s. [f.
AFFECTIONATE a.,

or latinized adaptation of Kr. affcctionn~er on ana-

logy toitermincr, terminate, clever, elevate^ etc. Cf.

AFFECTION* v., the direct adoption of the Fr. word.]
1. To have affection for, to regard with affection.

c 1590 GREENE Friar Bacon (1630) 42, I will reply, which
or to whom my selfe affectionates. 1593 Tell-trothe's N.
1'r's. Gift 30 If mens love be simplie good, women cannot
but affectionate them. 1615 HKYWOOD Fonre Prentises \.

223 Whom . . I do more affectionate. 1654 USSUER Ann.
vii. 11658) 815 Honouring him that was dead, and greatly
affectionating the widow Agrippina.
2. rcjl. [after Kr. s'affectionner a ~ s

1

attacker^
To attach onself.

1603 FI.OKIO Montaigne \. iv, Those who affectionate them-
selves to Monkies, and little Dogges. 1620 SHELTON Quixote
IV. xix. 153 He saw me, courted me, I gave ear to him, and
. . I affectionated myself to him.

tAffe*ctionated,///.rt. Obs. [f. prec.+-ED;or
rather f. AFFECTIONATE a. after the appearance of the

vb. By-form of AFFECTIONATE
; cf. AFFECTIONED.]

1. Inclined or disposed; with to
t itnfo, favour-

ably inclined, tenderly disposed, attached.

1578 FLORIO Firste Frutcs Ep. Ded., Your Honours . . well

favouring and affectionated mind, both unto me, and all

other. 1620 SHELTON Quixote III. xviii. 119, I am somewhat
affectionated to Poesy and to read good Poets. 1651 J. ROCKET
Chr.Snbj. (1658) iii. 21 Hee delights to see you . .so graciously
affectionated as to pray for them. 1722 WODROW Corr. (1843)

11.679 No sort of persons were more entirely affectionated to
his Majesty's government and family.

2. Unduly inclined or biased
; swayed by affec-

tion ; partial.
1586 J. M<X>KS.*Giraldus'3Hist. Irel.\v\ Holinsh. II. 134/2

I n deciding of all matters he was vpright and iust, being not
affectionated nor . . corrupted for anie mans pleasure. 1587
FLEMING Contn. Holinshed\\\. 309/1 Without reproch of

being affectionated or corrupted,
3. = AFFECTIONATE 5, 6.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 19 If he did but only repeate
the lamentable, and truely anectionated speeches. 16*4
CAPT. SMITH Virginia (1629) 142 A vigilant and faithful I

counceller, ashee is an affectionated brother. 1631 in Hart.
Misc. iMalh.) IV. 156 By her Majesty's most affectionated
and bound in all humble Duty, W. H.

Affectionately (afe-kfanetli), adv.
[f. AFFEC-

TIONATE a. +-LY-.] In an affectionate manner.

fl. With strong inclination
; eagerly, zealously,

earnestly. Obs.

1588 W. AVERELL Combat ofContrar. B, Their beholders
. . while they affectionat lie gaze on their painted pride, doe
lose the reason of men and become like stones. 1609 HOL-
LAND AmM.AfarceU.-xv, iii. 32 A man at all times affection-

ately given [avitfxm} to entertain the worst matters. 1723
BLACKALL Wks. I. 487, I can see no Reason why we may not
as well use the Lord's Prayer (provided that we do it devoutly
and affectionately) twice, thrice or oftener.

1 2. With a biased or partizan spirit ; partially,

interestedly. Obs.
1610 CARLETON Jmisd. 14 Persecution began against them,

that were called Albingenses : whose opinions are made
hainous by some that write affectionately.
3. With favourable disposition, kindly, lovingly,

fondly.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. HI. i. 74 My lord Pandarus : honey-

sweet lord . . commends himselfe most affectionately to you.
1611 BIBLE i Thess. ii. 8 Being affectionately desirous of you,
we were willing to haue imparted vnto you. [WvcLiF We
desiryng jou with greet loue.] 1650 FULLER Pisgak Sight
n. xii. 247 Strange, that strangers .. should so affectionately
bemoan the death of a man no whit related unto them. 1814
WORDSWORTH Excursion v. 101 As a king Is styled, when
most affectionately praised, The father of his people. 1853
LVTTON My Novel iv. xvi. 199 Mrs. Riccabocca took her hus-
band's proffered hand affectionately.

Affectionateness (afe-kjanetnes). [f. AFFEC-
TIONATK a. + -NESS.] The quality of being affec-

tionate
; passing from a. Earnestness, heartiness

AFFECTIVE.

(in earlier use), to b. Kindness, loving disposition,
fondness (in later use).

1669 HONVMAN Snrv. Naphtali n. 244 Persons not equally
allowed by Christ to be in the ministry, may be equal in the
manner oftheir utterance, seeming affectionateness . . earnest
manner ofapplication. 1740-87 Lett. Miss Tatti>t

t etc.(i8oB)

283 A fair-dealing kind ofaffectionateness, ready to encourage
and acknowledge its liking of all amiable people. 1826 Miss
MITFORD Our Village 11.11863*453 The generosity and affec-

tionateness of the motive. 1827 HARE Gites&es at Truth
(1859) 515 The strong affectionateness of womanhood. 1858
THACKERAY Virginians ii. 19 The affectionaleness of the

present greeting. 1877 MOZLEY Univ. Serin, ix. 201 The
affectionateness of beseeching looks and supplicating voices.

Affectioned (afe-kfand), ///. a.
[f. AFFECTION

sb. -(--ED 1

*; probably imitated from Fr. affectionne.

See also AFFECTIONATE a. t a latinized form of the

same word
;
and cf. the senses of both.]

1. Disposed, inclined (in any way), arch,

<~i555 HARPSHIELD Divorce Hen. I'llI (1878) 29 Reasons
which may seem sufficient to any indifferent affectioned man.

1561 T. NIORTON] tr. Calvin's Instit. n. 109 So affectioned and
minded by the direction of the spirit that they desire to obey
(lod. a 1581 CAMPIAN Hist. Irel. xi. ix. no They sate upon
him diversely affectioned. 1611 BIBLE ROM, xii, 10 Bee kindly
affectioned one to another with brotherly loue. 1631 B. WEBBK
Qitietnesse (1657) 107 To be affectioned to love one another.
1881 N. T. (Revised) Roin. xii. 10 Be tenderly affectioned
one to another.

f2. Swayed by the affections; biased, partial. Obs.

1589 PL-TTENHAM Eng. Poesie (1860) 166 Such manner of
forrame and coulored talke to make the iudges affectioned.

f3. Passionate, wilful; self-willed, obstinate. Obs.

1582 BESTI.EY Monum. Matroncs n. 177 No teares can staie

him from his affectioned tyrannic. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. 11.

iii. 160 An affection'd Asse, that cons State without booke,
and vtters it by great swarths.

f4. Kager, ambitious; zealous. Obs.

1534 LD. QEBNKKfl Cold. Bk.M. Anrcl. Gvijb,Those fathers
that ar so extremly affectioned, to haue theyr chyldren to

begynne as olde men. 1567 in Strype's Ann. Ref. \.
(1709)

503 To destroys all suche as be affectioned, or make clajme
to the same kingdome. 1623 HART Arraign of Urines Ded.,
Great Princes have beene afiectioned favourers of Physicke
and Physitians.

fr 5. Well affected, kindly disposed. Obs.

1539 BIBLE (* Great') i Thcss. ii. 8 As a norsse cheryssheth
her chyldren, so were we affeccyoned towarde you. 1601
W. T. tr. Ld. Relay's Civ. Lonsid. 7 His citizens, being in-

clined and affectioned to the French, were much displeased.
1640 FULLER Abel Rediv.^ Luther (1867) I. 57 He was very
lovingly affectioned towards his children.

f6. Loving, fond; affectionate (in mod. sense). Obs.

1578 N.T. (Genev.i Matt, Argt, To forsake the world . . and
with most affectioned hearts embrace this incomparable
treasure freely offred vnto vs.

Affectionless (afe-k/anh's), a. poet. [f. AFFEC-
TION sb. +-LESS.] "Without affection; in the qnot.
without bias, unbiased, passionless.
1598 SYLVESTER Diibartas (1608) 576 Upon the Law thy

Judgements alwayes ground And not on man; for that's
affection less.

t Affe'ctious, a. Obs. [f. AFFECTION on ana-

logy of fauticm, cautious, action, actions, etc. : see

-lot's. The etymological form is AFFECTUOUS, q.v.]
AFFECTIONATE ; earnest, cordial, loving.

1581 MARBECK Bk. ofNotes 845 True prayer is an earnest

tAffe*ctiously, adv. Obs. [f.

= AFFECTIONATELY, AFFECTUOUSLY ; earnestly,

cordially, kindly.
1430 LYDG., Chron. Troy in. xxii, Theyr gladnesse when he

hath perceyued Spake vnto theim full affectlously. 1755
JOHNSON, Aflectiously, in an affecting manner. Diet.

Affective (afe-ktiv), a. [a. Fr. affcctif, -ive, ad.

med. L. affectivus ; f. affect- ppl. stem of affic-$rc :

see AFFECT v* and -IVE.]

fl. Earnest, zealous. Obs. rare.

1549 Compl. Scotl. 148 Throucht ane afftctyue loue that
there prince hes touart them.

\ 2. Affectionate, loving. Obs. rare.

1656 BP. HALL Breathings ofDevout ^>>/ 1x851) 158 Cast
me off with scorn, for casting any affective glances upon so
base a rival.

1 3. Existing in feeling or disposition, as dis-

tinguished from external manifestation. Obs. rare.

1633 T. ADAMS ExJ>. -z Pet. ii. i (1865* 223 This world God
loveo, affective before all time, effective in time.

f4. Of affectation ; artificially assumed. Obs. rare.

1641 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gent. 4 That which is most native

and least affective deserves choisest acceptance.

f5. Having the quality of affecting ; tending to

affect or influence ; influential, operative. Obs.

1656 TRAP? E.I'P. Matt. vii. 20^868)132/1 Knowledge, not

apprehensive only, but affective too. 1678 Lively Oracles
viii. 42, 318 Other manner of impressions, more affective

and more lasting then bare reading will leave.

f6. Having the quality of influencing the emo-
tions : affecting. Obs.

1654 WHITLOCK Manners oj Eng. 525 iT.) By affective medi-
tations to view, as re-acted, the tragedy of this day [Good
Friday]. 1715 BURNET Hist, mvn Times 695 He was a

judicious preacher, more instructive than affective.

7. Of or pertaining to the affections or emotions ;

emotional.

1623 Bp.HALL&rw. Wks.V. 138 This monosyllable 'heart)

. . comprises all that intellective and affective world, which
concerneth man;., when God says, The heart is deceitful,



AFFECTIVELY.
he means the Understanding, Will, Affections are deceitful.

1659 HARDY Serin, xlii. (1865) 266/2 Pride., as well in the
intellectual as in the affective faculty. 1865 LECKY J?atian-

alism (1878)1 1. 391 Act upon and develope the affective or

emotional side of human nature. 1876 MAUDSLEY Physiol.
Mind i. 36 The affective functions of the brain., are the

foundations of the emotions, and impulses.

Affectively (afe-ktivli), adv.
[f. prec. -f -LY2.]

In an affective manner.

fl. In respect to inward
disposition.

Obs.

1649 ROBERTS Clavis BibL Introd. iii. 53 In some sense God
cannot repent, vis. Affectively, in respect of his essence.

f 2. In a manner that influences conduct, etc. Obs.

1654 TRAPP Exp. Phil. iii. 10 (1863) 609/1 And may know
him . . not apprehensively only, but affectively.

3. As regards the affections ; emotionally.
1852 A. P. FORBES Xieate Creed yz\ The highest happiness

consists intellectually in the sight of God, and affectively in

the adherence of the will to the Supreme Will.

t Affe'ctly, adv. Obs. [f.
AFFECT a. + -LY^.] =a

AFFECTEDLY (I earnestly, or pretendedly).
1628 BP. HALL Hon. ofMarled Clergie \. ix. 750 He, being

suspected of Priscillianisme, wrote affectly against that

heresie, at last, foulely fell to that which he disclaimed.

Affector, variant of AFFECTEB.

fAffe'Ctual, a. Obs. [a. OFr. affccttid, f. L.

afftctus; see AFFECT sb. and -AL 1
. Cf. effectual,

AFFECTUOUS, AFFECTIVE, AFFECTIONATE.]
1. Earnest, ardent, eager, hearty.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 389/2 God hath beholden your
affectuel deuocyon fro heuen, 1552 HULOET Abcedarium,
Affectuall desyres, A inbiciosv preces. 1581 RICHE Fare^vell

to Milit. Prof.(\%\^} 169 With affectuall and manifest argu-
nientes to perswade her.

2. Of or pertaining to the affections or emotions.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions of Mind v. 3. 175 Reasonable

persuasions resemble words, affectuall passions are compared
to deeds.

3. = AFFECTIVE 3.
a 1655 T. ADAMS Wks. 1862 I. 205 (D.) Lust not only affec-

tual, but actual is dispensed with.

t Affextually, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]
=

AFFECTIONATELY.
1. With eager desire, earnestly.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour f iij b, Mocheaffectuallyl praye

yow as my right dere daughters. 1495 CAXTON Vitas Patr.

{W. de Worde) n. 184 b/i Some folke . . prayed hym thre

dayes duryng affectually that he wolde delyuer . . the poore

syke. 1509 FISHER in Wks. 1876, 303, I pray you al nowe
affectually to praye, and for her . . to say one Pater-Noster.

2. Lovingly, fondly; affectionately (in mod. sense).

1447 BOKENHAM Lyvys ofSeyntys 11835) 53, I love my wyf
as affectually . . as any man dothe his. ^1530 Ln. B&RNKKS
Arthur (1814) 91 Whan Arthur was within the tente wyth
the ladyes, who affectually behelde him.

t AffectllO'sity. Obs.- [a. Fr. affectitosite, ad,

med. L. affcctuositas, n. of quality, f. affectttosus :

see next.] 'Affection' Bailey. 'Passionateness' J.

t Affe'ctuous, a. Obs. [a. Fr. affectucux (i4th

c.), ad. L. affectuos-us, f. affcctus : see AFFECT j^.]

Full of affection or '
affect/

1. Earnest in feeling or desire ; eager, ardent, hearty.
1494 FABYAM vi. clxxxv. 184 He was affectuse In his desyre.

1519 SIR T. BOLEVN in Ellis Orig. Lett. \. 53 I. 147 As harty
and affectuous recommendacions from your Grace, c 1656
BP. H\LL(fitfe) The great mystery of godliness laid forth by
way of affectuous and feeling meditation.

2. Well disposed ; loving, affectionate, tender.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chrott. 152 That same Gilbert was ryth
affectuous vnto the Heremites ofSeynt Austin. 1575 PAINTER
Pal. Pleas. I. 206 Mine affectuous accentes, my sorowful

words, and feruent sighes.

3. Emotional ; moving the emotions.

1674 PLAYFORD Skill of Mttsick \. xi. 39 In some kind of

Musick less Passionate and Affectuous . . Points of Division

may be used.

4. Influential, effective, successful, rare.

1674 PLAYFORD Skill ofMusick i. xi. 43, 1 have found it to

be a more affectuous way to Tune the Voice.

t AfFe'ctuonsly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY ^.]

In an '
affectuous' manner.

1. With earnest feeling or desire (see AFFECT j^.);

earnestly, ardently, eagerly.
1450 Q. MARGARET in Four Cent. Eng. Lettdttrt 8 Praye

you right affectuously, that, at reverence of us, ye will have
cure said squire. 1494 FABYAN v. xcvii. 71 Both she and

Seynt Remigeus prayed so affectuously that the childe

was restoryd. 1552 HULOET Abcedarium^ Affectuouslye, or

ardentlye. A uieic. 1569 T. NEWTON Cicero de Senect. 53 b,

Neyther affectuously to be desired, nor without cause to be
lefte and forsaken. 1645 in Harrington's Nugx Antiq. 72
Most affectuouslye beseaching your Grace.

2. With favourable or loving feeling ; affection-

ately (in mod. sense) ; kindly, lovingly, tenderly.
1447 BOKENHAM Lyvys of Seyntys (1835) 51 Lorde thou

knowyst how affecteuously I hym now love and evere have
do. 1481 EARL WORCESTER Titlly on Frendship iv. 10 We
should love our frend as affectuously as our self, c 1530 LD.
BERNERS Arthitr^^i^ 91 All other ladyes and damoyselles
affectuously beheld hym. 1549 COVERDALE Erasm. Paraphr.
Phil. \. 7 My minde is so affectuously set towards you.

1" Affee'ble, v. Obs. [a. OFr. afcbli-er (also

afebl-ir}> f. <J to+febli-er to weaken, i. fable, now
foible, FEEBLE.] To weaken, enfeeble.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Metanu XH. xiv, Thou hast this daye
overmoch grevyd and affeebled my peple. c 1534 tr. Polyd.
Verg.i Eng. Hist. II. 68 Which affeebled no litle the force

of Englande. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. r. 88 For euer to

affeeble the repaires and for to abash us . . day and night

they ceased not to shoot great artillery.
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t Affee'bled, ///.. Obs. [f.prec.+-ED.] Weak-
ened, enfeebled.

1577-87 HARRISON Descr. Eng. i. n. xxiii. 348 Strengthen-
ing the aiTeebled members.

t Affee'blish, v. Obs. rare.
[f. OFr. afebliss-,

extended stem of a/Mir (mod. affaiblir): see AK-
FEEBLE. Cf. FEEBLISH v.] A by-form of AFFEEBLE.
1483 CAXTON G. fie la Tour h iij b, Wyn taken ouer mesure

. . affeblysshed the brayne.

Affeer (afl-j), v. Also 5 affure, 6 affer, 7 af-

fear. [a. OFr. afeurc-r, affeurc-r (Anglo-Fr. afere-r,

affcre-r), earlier aforcr (Sp. aforar) : late L. affo-
rd-re to fix the price, or market-value, f. ad to +

forum market, in late L. also '

market-price.']
1. To fix or settle the amount of an amercement,

to assess ; to reduce to a fair or equitable amount.
1467 Ordhi. Wore, in E. E. Gilds 305 Affurers of good

name and fame . . to assesse and affure all such amerciaments.

1516 Modus teucndiCnr. Bnronnm (Pynsonl Ci, Chose ii.

iii. or iiii. afferers to affer the court. 1523 FITZHERBERT

Surveying 21 [See APFEEBOR]. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. iv.

xvi. (1602) 541 By the great Charter that Amercement and
summe of money, which he is to pay . . ought to be assessed
& affeered by the good and lawful men of the neighbourhood.
1641 Tcrmes dc la Ley 13 The amerciament of every Juror
shall be affeered according to his offence. 1738 Hist. I'iciv

Crt. Exclu-q. iii, They used likewise to affere, or bring in

their own Assessments, just as the Freemen in a Court-Baron
do affere the assessments of those who are absent. 1768
BLACKSTONE Coinni. IV. iv. xxix. 379 Amercements imposed
by the superior courts on their own officers and ministers
were affeered by the judges themselves.

2. fig. To settle, confirm.
c 1440 r(irtanopeT,\?'& The bisshope he gan his tale subtilly

All affere and seyde. 1605 SIIAKS. Alacb. iv. iii. 34 Great

Tyrrany, lay thou thy basis sure, For goodnesse dare not

check thee ! wear thou thy wrongs, The Title, is affear'd.

t Affee ranee. Obs. [prob. a. Anglo-Fr. *affer-

ance, f. offerer: see AFKEEK and -AXCE.] The act

or process of affeering ; assessment.

1432 MS. Roll of York Mercers' Myst. TO-II 11en. I'f,

Recd. of diverse persones that wer afferyd in ye tyme of

Robert of }arow & hafe noght payde thaire afferaunce.

1641 Termcs de In Ley 13 But if a towne be amerced . . the

affeerance shall be generall.

Affeering (afI<mij),wV..r& [f. AFFEEE + -iss1
.]

The settling of amercements or fines.

1738 Hist. View Crt. E.fchcq. v. 81 They were not worth
the Affeering.

Affeerment (afi->ument). [f.
AFFEEK + -MENT.]

The action of affeering or assessing.

1641 Termcs de la Ley 13 The amerciment is the act of the

Court, & the affeerement the act of the Jury. 1738 Hist.

Vie*iv Crt. Excketj. iii. 39 They assessed the Escuage, which
was the Nature of an Afferement of a Sum of money. 1768
BLACKSTONE Coinin. IV. iv. xxix. 379 By the assessment or

affeerment of the coroner.

Affeeror (afiauai). Also 5 affurer, 6-7 af-

ferour, 7 affearer. [a. OFr. affeurcttr, aforair

(Anglo-Fr. *affcrcnr, -our) : late L. afforator-cm,
n. of agent f. afford-re : see AFKEEU.] He that

affeers.

lafrjOrdin. Wore, in E. E. Gilds 395 Affurers ofgood name.

1523 FITZHERBEKT Surveying 21 The othe of afferoure : I

shall truely affere this court, and highe no man for no hate,

ne lowe no man for no loue, but to sette euery man truely

after the quantite of his trespace, 1615 MANWOOD Lawes of
Forest xxv. i. 252/2 They shal be amerced and their amerce-

ment shall be affeared by affearers there. 1641 Termes de

la Ley 13 Affeerors are such as be appointed in Court leets,

&c. to mulct such as have committed any fault which is

arbitrably punishable, & for which no expresse penalty is

prescribed by Statute. 1768 BLACKSTONE Canim. IV. 373
This method, of liquidating the amercement to a precise

sum, is usually done in the court-leet and court-baron by
affeerors, orjurors sworn to affeere, that is, tax and moderate,

the general amercement according to the particular circum-

stances of the offence and the offender.

t Affeir, affere, v . north, dial. [a. OFr. afer-ir,

affer-ir,
to belong, pertain ; impers. afiert it be-

longs, behoves ; (Pr. afferir) :-late L. *affenre,

(. ad to+firire to strike, fig. to reach, affect.

Though common in Anglo-Fr., <z/-;>seems to have

been adopted only in north. Eng. and Sc., where it

is retained, esp. in Sc. law, to the present day, and

usually spelt EFFEIB.] impers. To fall by right,

appertain, become, be proper or meet.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 162, I sail . . Hald It, as It afferis

to king, c 1450 Merlin 225 And dide hym grete honour as

Dreine (1866) 279 Sum swyft, sum slaw, as to thare kynde
afferis. 1609 SKENE Keg. Maj.zi He salbe punissed conforme

to the maner & quantitie of the crime, as affeires of Law,

tAffeiring (afi-rirj),///.a. Sc. ; also 6 affeirand,

7- effeiring. [pr. pple. of AFFEIR v.] Properly

pertaining, appropriate, meet, proportionate. (Still

used in Scotl. : see EFFEIRING.)

>S3S STEWART Cron. Scotl. III. 374 Artaljerie affeirand for

the weir. 1683 Act of Council (Wodr. II. 318) Such as will

not [take the Test] that these be put under caution under

great sums effeiring to their condition and rank. 1800 Mod.
Sc. (JAMIESON s.v.)

'
It's no sae ill, affeiring to.'

tAffellowship, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [formed on

FELLOWSHIP sb. apparently in imitation of ac-com-

pany.] To be in fellowship with, to accompany.
'559 Homilies i. (1859) 91 Sicknesses and painful diseases

AFFIANCE.
. . use commonly to come to sick men before death, or at the
least accompany or affellowship death, whensoever it cometh.

Affend, obs. variant of OFFEND.
Affer(e, obs. form of AFFAIR.

t Afferant, ///. a. and sb. Obs. [a. OFr. affer-

ant, afcrant, falling by right, appropriate, pro-
portionable ; pr. pple. of afh-ir : see AFFEIR.]
A. aJj. Falling by right, pertaining, befitting,

appropriate : see also AFFEIHING.
1480 CAXTON Oviifs Metam. xv. iv, It is not afferant that

man shall slee another beeste for to fede withal his body.
B. sb. Portion properly falling to one, share,

proportion. (Cf. OFr. a 1'aferanl, a son afcrant,

proportionally.)
c 1400 MS. Bodl. 546 (Halliw.) Thei have a longerc tayl

than the hert, and also he hath more grece to his afferaunt

than the hert. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 43 The habondaunce of
noble men of chevalrie, passing alle othir landes, after the

quantite and afferaunt of youre roiaume.

Affere, obs. form of AFFEEH z/. and AFFEIR v.

Afferent (efferent', a. [ad. L. afferent-cm pr.

pple. of affcr-rc to bring to ;
f. af-

= ad- to +fcrre
to bear.] Bringing or conducting inwards or

towards. Chiefly in Phys. as afferent nerves, vessels.

1839 47 TODD Cycl. Anat. fj Phys. III. 646/2 The former
are tailed efferent, the latter afferent fibres. 1845 TODD &
BOWMAN Phys.A nat. 1 1.274 These vessels being styled afferent

as they enter the gland, and efferent as they leave it. 1860 H.
STENCER in Macni. Mag. I. 395 An impression on the end of

an afferent nerve is conveyed to some gangliom'c centre, and
is thence usually reflected along an efferent nerve to one or

more muscles which it causes to contract. 1870 ROLLESTON
Aniui. J,ife 52 One of the afferent pulmonary veins.

Afferme, -ly, obs. form of AFFIHM, -LY.

t Affe'rre, '<-' Obs. rare 1
,

[f. afferr, early form

of AFAR adv.~\ rcjl. To remove, go to distance.

(Fr. s'tHoigncr.)
(-1380 Sir I-\'runib. 5565 After hem prikede duk Rolant, &

Olyuer his felawe; Ac or bay afferrede hem o^t myche ben

Mo ban an .C. of )?e hebemen Had hy tweyne a-slawe.

^ Affe S6d, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
A- prcf. 1 1

(written af-} + FEEZE, or perh. pa. pple. of FEEZE
with \farticle -y-.~\ Scared, alarmed, perturbed.
1614 W. BROWNE S/u-pfi. Pipe Wks. 1772, 25 She for a while

was full sore affesed.

II AffettuoSO (arfetttti<rs0), <*. Afiis. fit.
= with

feeling, affecting.] \Vith feeling; a direction placed
over a single passage, or at the commencement of

a movement,
'
in which case a somewhat slow tune

is intended.' Grove. Hence fig. as sb.

1796 BURKE Regie. J'cacc i. Wks. VIII. 132 The tender,

soothing strains, in the affettuoso of humanity.

Affiance (afai'ans). Forms : 4 afy-, 4-6 affi-

aunce, 5 affyanse, 5-6 affyaunce, 4- affiance, [a.

OFr. afiance, n. of action f. afier to trust : see AFFY.]
1. The action of confiding, or fact of having

faith, in a person, quality, etc. ; faith, trust. Const.

in, rarely on (sttborJ. cl., upon, to, unto, obs.)

1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. 87 pat he so suld he barons had

affiance, t 1340 Guv. <$ Or. Kiit. 642 Alle his afyaunce vpon
folde wat? in be fyue woundej pat cryst ka?t on be croys.

1475 Bk. Kotlcsse (i&fx 41 That ever we shulde put affiaunce

and trust to the Frenshe partie. 1549 COVERDAI.E Krann.

Paraphr. Heb. xi. 24 Puttyng his affyaunce in God. 1633

BP. HALL Hard Texts 125 Repose the whole affiance of

your hearts upon me. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824' I.

104 How well I did to put my affiance in his goodness. 1859

TENNYSON Elaine 1348 My Lancelot, thou in whom I have

Most love and most affiance. 1862 TRENCH Miracles Introd.

93 A true affiance on Him who is the Giver of this faith.

t2. Confidence generally; assurance. Obs.

I483CAXTON Cold. Leg. 16/4 Who is he that is not ravysshid

to hope of affyaunce? 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Paraflir.

Joint ix. 34 The Phariseis beyng sore prouoked with the

beggars great affyaunce, made no aunswere. 1591 Traubl,

Raignc of K. John 11. (1611) 92 There's no affiance after

periurie. 1633 T. ADAMS E.rp. 2 Pet. ii. 2 (1865) 243/2 Abra-

ham in affiance of this truth ventured to forsake his country.

'753 RICHARDSON Grandison (17811 1. xxxix. 282 My prayers

. . have not that affiance with them that they used to be

attended with.

3. The pledging of faith
;
solemn engagement ;

esp. the plighting of troth between two persons in

marriage, a marriage contract.

1489CAXTON Faytcs ffA rmcs iv. iv. 238 Not sayeng trouthe

af hys promesse and affyaunce made. 1528 PERKINS Profit.

f>k. v. 442 (1642) 191 Endowment ought to bee made imme-

diately after affiance made betwixt them at the Church doore.

'557 A". Arthur (W. Copland) I. iii, He made affyaunce to

the kynge for to nourysshe the chylde. 1628 COKE mi Little-

tout v 39(1633)34/1 After affiance and troth plight between

them. 1783 MARTVN Geog. Mag. I. 20 The affiance is com-

pleated by a prayer. 1809 TOMLINS Law Diet., Affiance,

the plighting of troth between a man and a woman, upon

agreement of marriage. _

f4. Henceyfy. Intimate relationship, affinity. Obs.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. (163*) 35 Religion and Super-

stition have more affiance .. then Superstition and Prophanc-

ness. 1601 CHESTER Loves Martyr xliii. (18781 45 Merlin,

that did alwaies loue the King, As bearing chlefe affiance to

his countrey.

Affiance (afai-Sns), 11.; also 6 affyaunse, affl-

aunce. [a. OFr. afaiice-r,
f. afiance : see prec.]

1. To promise (anything) solemnly, to pledge.

1513 SKELTON Gar/. Laurel 545 Affyaunsynge her myne
hole assuraunce.

2. esp. To promise solemnly in marriage ; to

betroth, to engage. Commonly in the passive.
20-3



AFFIANCED.

"555 Fardlc ofFacions tr. xii. 288 Aftre that he [the Prieste]
affiaunceth them both with one ringe. 1603 SHAKS. Metis,

for AT. \: i. 227, I am affianced this mans wife, as strongly
As words could make vp vowes. 1627 Lisandcr fy Cal. v.

87 Argire . . determined to affiance her selfe unto him. 1769
ROBERTSON C/ias. F, II I. x. 2 10 To affiance their young Queen
to his son the Dauphin. 1847 DISRAELI Tancred \\. vii.

(1871) 452 Tancred was affianced to the daughter of Besso.

Affianced (aforanst), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

1. Promised in marriage ; betrothed, engaged.
1580 BARET Alvearie A 200 Affiaunced and promysed in

mariage, Dcsponsatus. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. II. viii.

iii. 315 And Wilhelmina is the affianced Bride of Friedrich
of Baireuth.

f2. Hence fig. Closely related ; akin. Obs.rare.

1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (1673) 7 Yet is their head
and tip of their tail yellow, so that the Martins before men-
tioned, seem to be affianced to these.

f3. Assured by pledge or promise. Obs.

1725 POPE Odyssey i. 162 Stranger! whoe'er thou art, se-

curely rest, Affianc'd in my faith.

t Affi'ancer. Obs. Q
[f.

AFFIANCE v. + -EiU.]
One who makes a contract of marriage between
two persons.

I 75S i'1 JOHNSON [as a '
Diet.' word].

Affiancing (afoi-ansin), vbl. sl>.
[f.

AFFIANCE v.

+ -ING l.] An engaging in marriage ; a betrothing.
i6i7MiNsm-:u, An Affiancing or betroathing. 1660 HOWKLL,

An Affiancing, Fiancaillcs. 1735 in JOHNSON [as 'Diet.' word).

Affiant (afoi'ant). [a. Fr. affiant, earlier afiant,

pr. pple. of afier : see AFFY.] One who makes an
affidavit ; a deponent. (Only used in U. S.)

1850 Bi-RRiLi, Law Diet. (U.S.). i88z An Amer. Dcpos.
in Standard 15 Apr. 2/3 Affiant also states that said
made habitual and frightful use, in his practice, of the poi-
sonous drug aforesaid.

t Aflrantly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
AFFIANT

(in sense of giving faith, trusting) +-LY-.] \Vith

trust, confidently.
,,-1641 HP. MONTAGU Acts fy Mon. 543 We may chu.se

whether we will affiant ly beleeveany thing that is not written.

t Affi'ch(e, v. Obs.
;
also 4 affitch, 5 afficche,

-yche. [a. Fr. affiche-rt
OFr. afichcr, afiihier,

cogn. w. Pr. ajicar, afiquar, Sp. ajijar, It. officeare,
for the origin of which Diez assumes a late L.

*aff7gictire t f. ad to -f *figictire % deriv. form of

figcre to fix
;

cf. /odcre, fodicare, pendere, pendi-
care, whence Fr. penekerA To fix to, affix.

1382 \VYcLiF2 Kings \v\\\. 1 6 The platis of gold, the whiche
be hadde affitchide. 1393 GOWKR Conf. II. 211 Right only
for the coveitise Of that they sen a womman riche, Ther
wol they alleher loueaffiche. c 1450 Merlin 117 HeafTicched

hym so in the sturopes that the horse bakke bente.

f Afficti'tions, a. Ol>s.- ff. L. affictici-us

annexed, f. affict- ]>pl. stem of affing-cre to add to

by inventing : see -ITIOUS.]
'

Feigned or counter-

feit.' Hlount Glossogr. 1656.
+ Affida'tion. Obs. rare'*-, [ad. med. L. affl-

dation-eniy f. affiJd-re\ see AFFIDAVIT and -TION.]
A solemn promise of fidelity.

1613 DANIEL I fist. Eng. 62 The Empresse swore, and made
affidation to the Legal . . The same oath and affidation looke
likewise her brother. 1755 in JOHNSON.

t Affida'ture. Obs.-* [ad. med. L. affiddftlra,
f. afftdare : see AFFIDAVIT and -UBB.]

' Mutual
contract.' Bailey, vol. II, 1731.

Affidavit (scfidJi'vit). Law. [late and med. L.

affidavit has stated on faith or oath, perf. t. of

affiddre, used for /c&#f dare : see AFFY.] A state-

ment made in writing, confirmed by the maker's oath,
and intended to be used as judicial proof. (In legal

phrase the deponent swears an affidavit, the judge
takes it

;
but in popular usage the deponent makes

or takes it.)

1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Mcrch. 227 Which by Affidauit

must be certified, a
1677

HARROW Serin. (1810) I. 9 An illus-

trious affidavit of God s wonderful propensity to bless and
save mankind. 1755 SMOLLETT Quix. (1803) IV. 60, I will

make affidavit, that I have really and truly returned, and

repaid the sum borrowed. 1853 KncycL Brit. 1 1. 200 Justices
are permitted to take affidavits in any matter by declaration.

1872 THACKERAY Christm. Bit. 100 Of this I am ready to

take an affidavit any day. [1860 HOTTKN Slang Diet. s.v.

Davy, 'On mydaty,' on my affidavit, of which it is a vulgar
corruption. 1

Comb, or Aitrib.

1678 BUTLER Iludibr. HI. i. 485 Held up his Affidavit Hand,
As if h'had been to be arraign'd. 1808 BENTHAM Scotch.

Kef. 93 The favourite sort of evidence already mentioned
affidavit evidence. Ibid. 23 The affidavit-maker (deponent)
remaining subject to examination.

Affied (afai'd), ///. a. arch. [f. AFFY v. + -ED.]

Affianced, betrothed. AlsoyS#".
(-1500 Partenay 5087 In noble Bretain gan he to mary,

Affyed and sured to a gret lady. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. viii.

53 Though affide unto a former love. 1659 J- ^AY Blind-

Beggar (1881) 8 The Lady Elizabeth, your noble Daughter,
Is my affied wife. 1855 BAILEY Mystic 18 His [soul] Affied

to God.

tAffi'er. Obs.rare- 1
. [f.

AFFYZ/. + -ER!.] One
who trusts or confides.

a 1641 BP. MONTAGU Acts <V Mon. 204 He baptizeth some-
where some, such as be his Believers and Affiers in him.

f Affi-lft, v. Obs. 4-6; also afile, affyle. [a.

QYr.afile-r: late 'L.ajfild-re, i.af-=-ad- to +fil-nm
a thread, also (in late L."i the edge of a cutting in-

156

strument.] To file down, polish, sharpen, lit. and

fig. (Cf. Fr. affiler la langne.}
c 1386 CHAUCKR Prol. 712 He moste preche, and wel affylehis

tunge, To wynne silver {"'.r.afile, affyle], 1393GOWKR Cow/Ill.
113 Mercury, which was all affiled, This cow to stele he came
desguised. 1485 CAXTON C/tas. 6V. 11880) 167 A grete axe of

fyn steele bended and affyled that there was noo side but it

cutted. "1520 Cotnpl. of them to late niaryett (18621 3 All

yonge lovers sholde them so affyle, That they love trewely.

Affiliable (afrliab'l), a. [f. L. affili- (stem of

affiliare : see AFFILIATE) + -ABLE
;

as if ad. L.

*aJfTlialrilis.'\ Capable of being affiliated on, or

causally traced to. Const. on
t upon.

1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. n. viii. 69 (1875) 207 Geo-
logical processes which these marine currents effect, are
affiliable upon the force which the sun radiates. Ibid. H. viii.

67 (1875)202 Due to forces affiliable on the like or unlike
forces previously existing.

Affiliate (airlift), v.
[f. L. affiliat- ppl. stem

of aftlia-re to adopt ; f. af- ad- to +fili~us a son ;

app.in imitation of mod. Fr. affilier (ad. affiliare}. ~\

I. Of adopting into the position of a child.

1. To adopt as a child : but always fig. of a

parent institution adopting or attaching others

to itself as branches, or of a society adopting a

member.
1797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXIII. 530 The sophists

of rebellion . . affiliated an antient sect, the machinations of
which formed the secrets of the arrere or occult lodges of
free masonry. 1860 Times 30 Nov. 6/5 Why does not the

great firm . . affiliate provincial tan-yards?
2. To attach a smaller institution to, or connect

it with, a larger one as a branch thereof ;
to unite

or attach a member formally to a society. Const.

to, TcvV//, according as the idea of filial union, or

connexion, is thought of.

1761 SMOLLETT Gil Bias i. i. (Routl.t 171 The very sharpers
with whom I had been affiliated at Toledo. 1794 \V. BURKE
in Burkes Wits. 1842 VII. 318 The great patriarchal
jacobiniere of Paris, to which they were (to use their own
term) affiliated. 1880 M. L. MEASON in Macm. Mag. 426
Ampleforth has only been affiliated to the London University
during the last four years.

b. rejl.
1866 Spect. i Dec. 1332 That colleges . . be allowed to affili-

ate themselves to the University of Oxford.

c. intr. (red. pron. omitted.) To connect or asso-

ciate oneself ivith
;

to rank oneself under the

banners of.

1860 Tunes 28 Nov. 10/1 The party in the South that

affiliates with the Republicans. i879TounGF,E Fool's Errand
xxi. 125 To affiliate somewhat coolly with the party of re-

construction.

II. Of imputing or fixing as the child.

3. Laiv. To fix the paternity of an illegitimate
child on the putative father (for the purpose of

maintenance). In this sense apparently introduced

by the Act cited below ; the term in previous Acts

\\asjiliafe. Hence gen. To refer or ascribe (a child)
to its proper parent.
1834 Act 4 -V 5 tt'UL II', Ixxvi. 69 To charge or affiliate

any such Child or Children on any Person as the reputed or

putative Father thereof. 1836 W, ROHINSON Justice ofPeace
ii, vi. 539 In that year a bastard child was affiliated upon
him. 1844 A. S. TAYLOR Med^. Jurisp. Ixix, There would be
no medical ground for affiliating the child to one man rather

than the other. 1868 GLADSTONE JUT. Mnndi vi. (1870) 172
Sarpedon, who is directly affiliated to Zeus.

^..fig. To father on or upoJi, attribute to, trace

origin to.

1844 H. ROGERS Ess. I. ii. 84 The compositions which

Captain Thomson's indiscriminate admiration would fain

have affiliated to his muse. 1855 H. SPENCER Psychol. (1872)
I. in, iv. 311 How do these facts, .affiliate the faculty of hear-

ing on the primary vital processes? 1872 E. ROBERTSON
Hist. Kss. 194 Our venerable Abbey of Westminster, when
. . in search of a pedigree, sought to affiliate itself upon the

Archbishop [Dunstan].

Affiliate (afi-liet), ppl. a. and sb. [ad. L. affilid-
tns pa. pple. of off"ilia-re to adopt : see prec.]
A. adj. Affiliated, received into intimate con-

nexion.
1868 BROWNING Ring * Bit. x. 492 The much befriended

man, The man almost affiliate to the church.

B. sh. A recognized auxiliary.
1879 TOURGEE Foot's Errand xxi. 126 Scorn for their asso-

ciates and affiliates of the North.

Affiliated (aft-lifted), ///. a.
[f.

AFFILIATE v.

+ -ED.] Adopted as a child or fixed in paternity.

Usuallyyf^. United in a dependent relation, as the

branches of a society to the central organization.

1795 in Monthly Rev. XVI. 528 Soliciting the provincial
affiliated societies to separate from the republicans. 1850
ALISON Hist. Europe VII. xlii. 35. 117 Surrounding France
with a girdle, not of affiliated republics, but of dependent
dynasties. 1863 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Monast. Ord. 138 And
numbered, within a century after its foundation, 3000 affili-

ated monasteries.

Affiliation (afili^ jsn). [a. mod. Fr. affiliation

(Cotgr,), ad. med. L. affiliation-cm n. of action f.

affiliare : see AFFILIATE 1
.]

1.
'

Adoption ; the act of taking a son.
1
Chambers.

The establishment of sonship.
1751 CHAMBERS Cyc/. s.v., Among the antient Gauls, Affilia-

tion was a sort of adoption only practised among the great.

1867 J. MARTINEAU Chr. Lift (ed. 4) 117 Let there be a con-

scious affiliation with God.

AFFINITY.

2. Adoption, by a society, ofsubordinate branches
;

union of branches to a supreme or central organi-
zation.

1799 S. TURNER Hist. A.-Sax. (1828) II. vi. 258 The hoary
advocates of a new system . . whose Affiliation and credit

multiplied their power. 1868 M. PATTJSON Acadein. Organ.
5. 195 The numerous art-schools scattered over the country

in affiliation to the establishment at South Kensington.
3. The fixing of the paternity of a child. Also

fig. The fathering of a thing upon any one ; and,
the assignment of anything to its origin.
1830 HOR. SMITH Tin Tritiit. (1870! 15 Man has been termed

the child of affliction, an affiliation of which the writer does
not recognise the truth. 1836 W. ROBINSON Justice ofPeace
II. vi. 541 The original order of affiliation was not actually
destroyed, but only suspended during the lives of the husband
and mother. 1859 Edin. A'<v. No. 293. 50 The question of
the originality of Greek art or of its affiliation on Egypt.

tAffiuage. Oiis.-" [a. Fr. affinagc, n. of process
f. affincr: see AFFINE v. and -AGE.] 'A fineing or

refining of metals.' Blount Glossogr. 1656. 'The
act of refining metals by the cupel.' J.

Affinal (afai-nal), a.
ff.

L. affjnis a relative +
-AL 1

,
as if ad. L. *affinalis ; ci.fTnalis.~\

fl. Music. (See quot.') Obs.

1609 J. DOUI.AND Ornilhof. Microl. 27 Ofthe Affinal! Keyes
of Tones. The Keyes (which we call Affinallibe the Letters
which end irregular Songs . . viz. alainire wherein ends euery
song of the First and Second transposed Tone. Ibid., Let
euery transposition be from a Finall to a fift the proper
Affinall.

2. Related by marriage ;
derived from the same

stock or source.

1846 GHOVE Contrib. to Sc. 327 That chemical and physical
attraction are affinal, or produced by the same mode of force.
1882 A. MACFARLANE Consanguinity 5 As this group embraces
the relationships by affinity, it may be denoted by affinal.

tAffi'ne, si. and a. Obs. [a. Fr. affin, OFr.

a/in : L. afftn-em, adj. and sb., related, or a rela-

tion, by marriage, lit.
'

bordering upon,' f. ad to +
fin-is end, border.]

A. sb. A relation by marriage ; also, less strictly,
one connected or akin, a connexion.
a 1509 HKNRV VII in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 23 I. 55 His Cousyn

and affyne the king of Spayne. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. WorU
I. 164 The name of Belus, and other names affines unto it.

1641 PRVNNE Antifathie 98 Hee that could but onely reade
. . should likewise as affines and allies to the holy Orders,
be saved, and committed to the Bishops prison.

B. adj. Closely related.

1657 TOMLINSON Retiou's Dispfns. 267 Thymelaea indeed
and Chamela;a are affine both in form and nature,

t Affi'iie, v . Obs. rare-1
, [a. Fr. ajjiiie-r, OFr.

afmcr (Pr. and Sp. afmar, It. affinare) : late L.

*affina-re f. of-
= ad- to +fin-em end.] To refine.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 473 Very proper it [quick-
silver] is therefore to affine gold.

Affined (afai-nd), ///. a. [ad. Fr. afflni; [. affiti,

see AFFINE a. ; with Eng. ppl. ending -ED. No Fr.

affiner or Eng. vb. a/fine existed in this sense.]
1. Joined in affinity ; related, connected.

XS97 J- KING Jonah u864)xxxv. 275 Those that are affined

nnto him in the flesh. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. f, Cr. i. iii. 25 The
Wise and Foole, the Artist and vn-read . . seeme all affin'd,

and kin. 1866 HUXLEY Prehist. Ken:. Cnitltn. 131 So far as

cranial characters go . . all the people whom I have enume-
rated are affined. 1879 M CCARTHT Oiutt Time 1 1. xxv, 224

They were thus affined by a double tie to the Russian people.

2. Bound by any tie.

1604 SHAKS. Otlt. i. i. 39 Be judge yourself, Whether I in

any iust terme am Aflin'd To loue the Moore.

( Affi'ningf , //' <* Obs. rare 1
, [f. affine, stem

of prec. + -INO *.] Having close connexion or rela-

tion ; appropriate.
1606 WARNER Albion's Eng. xiv. Ixxxiii. 346 lacob. .That

to his Births, his Burials, euen his Wels, as good or ill Did
then and there betide, gaue names affining.

Affinitative (afrnitc^tiv), a. rare-", [f.
L.

affJnitiit-ein
AFFINITY + -1VE

;
cf. quantitative] Of

the nature of affinity, as ' an affinitative resem-

blance.'

Affinitatively (afrnitiMivli), adv. rare-*, [f.

prec. + -LY-.] By way of affinity.
tr 1859 WORCESTER cites Phil. Mag.
Affiiiition (a-fini-Jan). [f. stem of AFFINED,

affinity, after defiled, definition : see -TION. Affiii-

ition is in 1 6th c. Fr. in sense of AFFINE V.]

Formation or recognition of affinity.

1879 HOWELLS L. ofAroostaok xiv. 165 By some infinitely

subtle and unconscious affinition she relaxed toward him.

Affinitive (afVmtiv). a. [f.
AFFINITY after in-

finity, infinitive : see -IVE.] Characterized by affin-

ity; closely connected or related.

1651 WILLAN Astrxa A iij, By the Reflection of your affini-

tive eminence in Vertue and Beauty, It hath presumed to

assume a Being more communicable. 1880 I. HATTON Three
Recruits 1. 1. i. 10 The kitten playing with that ball of yellow
thread somehow struck Oliver North as affinitive to his own
position.

Affinity (afrniti). Forms : 4-5 afinite, 4-6
afflnite, affiynyte, afiynite, fj-6 aft>nytye, affi-

nyte, afiynitie, afflnytye, aflynytie, 6-7 affl-

nitie, 6- affinity, [a. Fr. afinite, affinite,
ad. L.

affinitat-cm, n. of state f. affin-is: see AFFINED.]



AFFINITY.

I. Affinity by position.
1. Relationship by marriage ; opposed to con-

sanguinity. Hence collect. Relations by marriage.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Sinne 7379 Or jyf he wy(> a

womman synne pat sum of hys kyn haf> endyde ynne . . He
called hyt an affynyte. c 1315 SHOREHAM 70 Alle here sybbe
affinite. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour C viij b, Be he of his

parente his affynyte or other. 1509 FISHER Wks. 1876, 293

What by lygnage what by affinite she had xxx. kinges &
quenes within the iiii. degre of maryage vnto her. 1649

SELDEN Laws Eng. I. Iv. (1739) 98 Many . . that by affinity

and consanguinity were become English-men. I7MAYU7FE
Parergon 326 Affinity is a Civil Bond of Persons, that are

ally'd unto each other by Marriage or Espousals. 1849

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1. 172 He was closely related by affinity

to the royal house. His daughter had become, by a secret

marriage, Duchess of York.

b. In A'. C. C/i. : The spiritual relationship be-

tween sponsors and their godchild, or between the

sponsors themselves, called in older English gossip-

red (cf. kin-red).

1:1440 Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. (1867) 13 His sybb
frendes or any ober bat es of his affynyte gastely or bodyly.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The Romanists talk of a spiritual

Affinity, contracted by the sacrament of baptism and con-

firmation. 1872 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. (ed. 2) 23 When he has

succeeded in placing the bar of spiritual affinity between the

King and his wife.

2. Relationship or kinship generally between

individuals or races, collect. Relations, kindred.

1382 WVCLIF Ruth iii. 13 If he wole take thee bi rijt of

affynyte the thing is wel doo. 1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe ofK.
James (1818) 7 With many other of thare afinite. 1494
FABYAN iv. Ixx. 49 He therfore with helpe of his affynyte
and frendes, withstode the Romaynes. 1677 GALE Crt.

Gentiles 1. 1. ix. 47 The great Identitie, or at least, Affimtie

that was betwixt the old Britains, and Gauls. 1794 G.

ADAMS Nat. $ Exp. Philos. III. xxxii. 316 The labour of

individuals . . weaves into one web the affinity and brother-

hood of mankind. 1872 YEATS Growth q Viciss. Comm. 37

The affinities of the people which connected them . . with

the Semitic races of Arabia.

3. Philol. Structural resemblance between lan-

guages arising from and proving their origin from

a common stock.

1599 THYNNE Animadv. (1865) 66 The latyne, frenche, and

spanyshe haue no doble W, as the Dutche, the Englishe,
and suche as have affynytye with the Dutche. 1659 PEAR-

SON Creed (1839) 245 We know the affinity of the Punic

tongue with the Hebrew. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 80

Between some of these languages, there is indeed a great

affinity. 1859 JKPHSON Brittany xx. 313 To trace the affini-

ties of words in different languages.

4. Nat. Hist. Structural resemblance between

different animals, plants, or minerals, suggesting
modifications of one primary type, or (in the case

of the two former) gradual differentiation from a

common stock.

1794 SULLIVAN View ofNat. I. 458 Thus we shall find that

antimony has an affinity with tin. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geal.

(1875! II. in. xxxiv. 250 The species are arranged . . with due

regard to their natural affinities. 1862 DARWIN Orchids iii.

115 In the shape of the labellum we see the affinity of

Goodyera to Epipactis. 1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 353 The
true Reptiles and the Birds . . are nevertheless related to

one another by various points of affinity.

5. jig. Causal relationship or connexion (as flow-

ing the one from the other, or having a common

source), or such agreement or similarity of nature

or character as might result from such relationship

if it existed ; family likeness.

1533 ELYOT Castel o/ Helth (1541) 35 By reason of the

affinitie whiche it hath with mylke, whay is convertible in

to bloude and fleshe. 1540 MORYSINE tr. Vives Introd.

Wysdome Ciiij, Vyces and their affynities, as foolyshnes,

ignorancy, amased dulnesse. 1642 R. CARPENTER Experience
lit. v. 46 What is the reason that Grace hath such marvellous

affinity
with Glory? 1795 MASON Ch. Mus. i. 76 The sound of

every individual instrument bears a perfect affinity with the

rest 1855 H. REED Lect. Eng. Lit. ii. (1878) 74 Philosophy
and poetry are for ever disclosing affinities with each other.

1861 TULLOCH Eng. Purit. iv. 421 This spiritual affinity be-

tween Luther and Bunyan is very striking.

1 6. Neighbourhood, vicinity. [OFr. afoii/f.] Obs.

1678 R. RUSSELL tr. Geber iv. ii. 242 The third Property is

Affinity (or Vicinity) between the Elixir and the Body to be

transmuted. 1770 HASTED in /'/*//. Trans. LXI. 161 Some
kinds of wood . . decay by the near affinity of others.

II. Affinity by inclination or attraction.

f 7. Voluntary social relationship; companionship,
alliance, association. Obs.

1494 FABYAN v. ciii. 78 Gonobalde . . promysed ayde to his

power. Lotharius, of this affynyte beyng warned, pursued
the sayde Conobalde. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 4 That
so many good men would have had affinity with so naughty
and wicked a man. 1611 BIBLE 2 Chron. xviii. i Now Je>

hosaphat . . ioyned affinitie with Ahab.

8. Hence Jig. A natural friendliness, liking, or

attractiveness ;
an attraction drawing to anything.

1616 SURFLET & MARKH. Countrey Farine 322 For this

dung, by a certaine affinitie, is grateful! and well liked ol

Bees. 1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spa yiii. 71 With this hath the

spirit of the Spaw water great affinity. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU
Each $ A II iv. 61 Natural affinities are ever acting, even

now, in opposition to circumstance. 1860 MAURY Phys
Geog. Sea ii. 70 So sharp is the line, and such the want of

affinity between those waters.

9. esp. Chemical attraction ; the tendency which

certain elementary substances or their compounds
have to unite with other elements and form new

compounds.
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1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., M. Geoffroy has given [in

718] a table of the different degrees of affinity between most
Df the bodies employed in chemistry. 1782 KIRWAN in Phil.

Frans. LXXIII. 35 Chymical affinity or attraction is that

tower by which the invisible particles of different bodies in-

ertnix and unite with each other so intimately as to be in-

separable by mere mechanical means. 1831 T. P. JONES
Convers. Client. \. 22 Elective affinity, or elective attraction,
rou will find spoken of in every work upon chemistry, c 1860

FARADAY Forces of Nat. iii. 93 This new attraction we call

chemical affinity, or the force of chemical action between
different bodies.

10. A psychical or spiritual attraction believed

}y some sects to exist between persons ;
sometimes

applied concretely to the subjects or objects of the

affinity.'
1868 DIXON Spir. Wives I. 99 All these Spiritualists accept

;he doctrine of special affinities between man and woman ;

affinities which imply a spiritual relation of the sexes higher
and holier than that of marriage. Ibid. II. 204 Such natures

as, on coming near, lay hold of each other, and modify each

other, we call affinities.

Affirm (afjj'jm), v. Forms : 4-5 aferm(e, 4-6

afferm(e, 6-7 affirme, 6-affirm. \s..QJ?i.aferme-r,
-ier: \^.affirind-re, i.af- <z</-to +_/Jriita-reioniake

irm, i.firin-ns strong. In ifith c. the spelling was
refashioned after the L., as Fr. affirmcr, Eng. affirm]
1 1. trans. To make firm

;
to strengthen ;

to con-

irm, to support (an institution, purpose, proposi-

tion). Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 316 The pes bei suld afferme, for

drecfe of hardere cas. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. IX. v. 27 Dan
>ai Welle afermyd hys cunnand. 1485 CAXTON Clias. the

It. i The cristen feyth is affermed and corrobered by the

doctours of holy chyrche. 1534 LD. BERNEKS Gold. Ilk. of^I.
Aurel. (1546) K k v, The goddis assure & affirme euerything.

2. Law. To confirm or ratify (a judgment, law).
c 1386 CHAUCER Melibcus 84 He consented to here coun-

seilyng, and fully affermed here sentence. 1393 GOVVKR Conf.
1. 257 The lawe was confermed In due form and all affermed.

1628 COKE On Littleton i. iii. 32 (16331 28/1 This Judge-
ment was affirmed in a Writ of Error. 1825 J. WILSON Wks.

855 I. 38 Well then appeal to posterity . . and posterity

vill affirm the judgement with costs. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. III. 388 Twenty-three peers voted for reversing the

judgment ; thirty-five for affirming it.

f 3. To confirm or maintain (a statement made by

another) ;
to maintain or stand to (a statement of

one's own). Obs.

'393 GOWER Conf.\\\. 172 And alle tho Affenncn that,

-;hich he hath tolde. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xx. 68 He shalle

afferme my word, and sey
as I seid. 1509 SHAKS. Hen. I', v.

ii. 117, I said so, deare Katherine, and I must not blush to

affirme it. 1611 BIBLE Acts xii. 15 But she constantly af-

firmed that it was euen so. 1670 BAXTER CureofCh.-div.
n. Pref. 4 When one hath said it the rest will affirm it.

4. Hence, To make a statement and stand to it ;

to maintain or assert strongly, to declare or state

positively, to aver. Consi.snborJ.cl., inf., simple obj.

c 1374 CHAUCER Bocthins n. ii. 34, I dar wel affermen hardy-

ly, bat }if bo binges . . hadde ben bine, boil ne haddest not

lorn hem. 1382 WYCLII- Wisd. Prol., Thys booc the Jewis
afermen [1388 affermen] to ben of Filon. c 1400 Afol. for
Loll. 29 It semib to me bat is fo!y to a ferme in bis case piber

3ie or nay. c 1450 LONELICH Grail xlvii. 501 Holy chirche

afermeth also, How long King Mordreins lyvede here. 1523

LD. BERNERS Froissart I. ix. 8 For this that ye say and

affirme me I thanke you a thousande tymes. 1599 SHAKS.

Hen. V, I. ii. 43 Yet their owne Authors faithfully affirme,

That the Land Salike is in Germanie. 1616 PURCHAS

Pilgr. (1864) 2 None of credit . . hath affirmed himselfe to

haue scene this Vnicorne, but in picture. 1702 POPE Jan.

f; May 160 Nay, if my Lord affirm'd that black was white,

My word was this, your honour's in the right. 1850 LYNCH

Theoph. Trinal ii. 19 Let us often affirm the clearness that is

in God. 1877 LYTTEIL Landmarks III. i. 104 That such a

report existed in Claudian's time cannot now be affirmed.

b. absol.

1366 MAUNDEV. xiv. (1839) 159 As thei beyonde the See

seyn & affermen. 1382 WYCLIK i Tim. i. 7 Not vndirstond-

inge . . of what thingis thei affermen [TlNDALE, Gawv., ion

whereof they affirme]. 1657 TRAPP Ezra i. 3 II. 4 Many
there were who affirmed deeply of being the people of God.

1667 MILTON P. L. vill. 107 Not that I so affirm.

c. To make a formal declaration or affirmation.

Const, as in 4, and absol. See AFFIRMATION 5.

c 1400 Destr. Troy xix. 7999 He affyrmit with faithe & with

fyn chere, All bo couenaundes to kepe. 1424 Paston Lett.

4 I 13 The seyd William .. affermyd a pleynt of trespas.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Affirmation, Anno 1721, the fol-

lowing form was settled . . I, A. B. do sincerely, solemnly,

and truly, declare and affirm. 1863 Cox lust. Eng. Gmit. I.

viii. 120 Quakers and others, now permitted bylaw to affirm

instead of swearing.

5. Logic and Gram., trans, and intr. To make a

statement in the affirmative (as opposed to the

negative). See AFFIRMATIVE A 4, B i.

1581 SIDNEY Aslntf/mlVfks. 1622. 552 For Grammer sayes

That in one speech two Negatiues affirme. 1628 '1 .

SPENCER Logick 172 An Axiome is Affirmed when the band

of it is affirmed. 1870 BOWEN Logic vu. 210 1 o affirm the

Reason or the Condition is also to affirm the Consequent or

the Conditioned; and to deny the Consequent is also to

deny the Reason.

Affirmable (afp-imab 1), a- [f. prec. + -ABLE, as

if ad. L. *ajfir>nabilis.]

1 1. Affirmative, positive. Obs. See AFFIRMABLY.

2. Capable of being affirmed or asserted. Const, of.

1611 COTGR., Affertnatle, affirmable, avouchable. 1643

PRYNNE Sm. Power Far/, in. 116 What is truely affirmable

of the one, is of the other too. 1824 COLERIDGE Aids to Rejl.

(1848) I 228 The grounds on which the fact of an evil in-

AFFIRMATIVE.
herent in the will is affirmable. 1846 MILL Logic vi. x. 5

(1868) II. 517 This seems to be affirmable of the conclusions
arrived at.

Affirma'bly (afs-jmabli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY".]
In an affirmable manner.

1 1. Affirmatively, positively. Obs.

1470 HARDING Chron. Ixix, I cannot wryte of suche af-

firmably \v.r. affirmandlye]. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of Amies
II. vi. 102 The Lacedemonyens had ordeyned affirmably that

. . they shulde kylle and slee al the men and women.

2. ' In a way capable of affirmation.
1 Todd 1818.

Affirmance (afa-jmans). [a. OFr. afennance,
-aiince, later affcrmance, t.afermer: see AFFIRM
and -ANCE.]
1. A confirming.
1531 ELYOT Governor n. xiv. (1557) 139 To the affirmaunce

whereof they adde to others. 1650 GODFREY in Burton's

Diary (1828) III. 541 Rather an affirmance than an exclu-

sion of the old peerage. 1794 PALEY F.vid. i. u. i. 7 (1817)

327 Which come merely in affirmance of opinions already
formed. 1824 H. CAMPBELL Love-left. Mary Q. of Scots

295 An affirmance or corroboration of all that has been

added by his predecessors against Mary.
2. esp. Of laws, verdicts, etc. : Ratification.

1528 PERKINS Profit. Bk. v. 377 (1642) 163 That statute is

but an affirmance of y1
' common law in that point. 1657

BURTON in Diary (1828 '1 1. 19 The Countess's Jury brought in

another and a raging verdict . . in affirmance of the private

verdict they had given. 1798 DALLAS Rep. n. 84 Detinue and

replevin are actions in affirmance of property. 1808 BI-N-

THAM Sc. Reform 112 The affirmance or reversal of the de-

cree appealed from.

3. An assertion, a strong declaration.

1494 FAUYAN i. xxvi. 18 Here now endy th y1-
1

lyne or ofspryng
of Brute, after y1 aiTermaunce of moste wryters. 1553-87
FOXE A. Jff AL (1596' 182/2 One named Joannes de tenipori.

cits, which by the affirmance of most of our old histories,

liued 361 yeers. 1612 DRAVTON Pufy-otoiou Notes ii. 34 Of
whom Bale dares offer affirmance, that . . hee first taught
the Britons to maku Beere. 1781 COSTER Convers. 65 They
swear it, till affirmance breeds a doubt. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe

II. xiv. 258 His lightest affirmance would weigh down the

most solemn protestations of the distressed Jewess.

Affirmant (afcuniant), a. and sb. [?a. Anglo-
Fr. afermant, affirmant :Tu, affirmant-em pr. pple.

of ajfirma-rc : see AFFIRM and -AM.]
A. adj. Affirming.
B. sb. One who affiims, who makes a statement

or declaration.

1747 in Col. Rcc. Penn. V. 117 A Company of Foreigners,

which this Affirmant believes to be Spaniards. 1865 GROTK
Plato I. vi. 243 Socrates being opposed to him under the un-

usual disguise of a youthful and forward affirmant.

Affirmation (a-famv'-fan). [a. Fr. affirmation

(I4th c. Godef.), ad. L. afjii
ination-cm n.' of action

l.a_ffi.rma-re:
see AFFIRM.] The action of affirming.

1. The action of confirming anything established ;

confirmation, ratification (esp. of laws).

a 1533 J. FRITH AHSW. Kp. Rochester k 2 iR.) For a more

vehement affyrmacyon he doubleth his owne wordes. 1645

MILTON Tetrach. Wks. 1738 I. 246 To establish by Law a

thing wholly unlawful and dishonest, is an affirmation was

never heard of before. 1860 FORSTER Grand Renionstr. ?

The Petition of Right . . was hut the affirmation and re-

enactment of the precedents of three foregoing centuries.

2. The action of asserting or declaring true
;

assertion, esp. assertion in the affirmative, as op-

posed to the negative.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. \. iv. 63 This gentleman, at that time

vouching, (and vpon warrant of bloody affirmation,' his ]nns-

tress] to be more Faire. 1743 TINDAL tr. Rapin's Hist. VII.

xvn. 127 Whether more credit were to be given to her bare

negation than to their affirmation. 1831 CARLYLE ^art. Res.

(1858) ii Instead of Denial and Destruction, we were to

have a science of Affirmation and Reconstruction. 1872

DARWIN Emotions xi. 273 A single nod implies an affirmation.

3. Logic.
' A positive judgment, implying the

union or junction of the terms of a proposition'

(Encycl. tfrit.) ; predication.
1656 tr. Hoboes's Elem. Philos. (1839! 23 Abstract names

proceed from proposition, and can have no place where

there is no affirmation. 1788 REID Aristotle's Logic i. 4.

14 Affirmation is the enunciation of one thing concerning

another. 1877 E. CONDER Basis of Faith iv. 161 A judg-

ment is an assertion, affirmative or negative. Affirmation

and denial are as the opposite motions of the same wheel ;

the extensor and contractor muscles of the same limb.

4. The words in which anything is asserted ; an

assertion, declaration, or positive statement.

1593 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 63 Paul's affirmation, who

saith,
' Such as the root is, such are the branches.' 1651

HOBBES Leviathan i. iv. 17 It be a false affirmation to say a

quadrangle is round. 1876 J. PARKER Paraclete n. xvm.

324 The bold affirmation that we have no sensation of effi-

ciency is probably best met by a bold affirmation to the

exact contrary.

5. Law. A formal and solemn declaration, having

the same weight and invested with the same re-

sponsibilities as an oath, by persons who con-

scientiously decline taking an oath.

1695 Act 7 f, 8 Will. Ill, xxxiv, Every Quaker . . shall in-

stead of the usual Forme be permitted to make his or her

Solemne Affirmation or Declaracion. 1745 DE FOE Eng.

Tradesm. I. xvi. 138 To be examined on oath, or if a quaker

on affirmation. 1878 LECKY Eng. in i8r* Cent. II. vii. 427

Giving their affirmation the value of an oath.

Affirmative (afsumativ), a. and sb. [a. Fr.

affirmatif, -ive (ijth c. Littre") ad. L. affirmativ-tts,

f. affirmat- ppl. stem of affirma-re : see AFFIRM

and -IVE.]



AFFIRMATIVELY.
A. adj.

t 1. Strengthening, corroborative ; confirmatory.
Obs.

1509 HAWKS Fast. Picas, xvi. xlix, No worldely thyng
can be wythout stryfe, For unto pleasure payne is affyrma-
tyfe. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treat. /*>. Tong.^ Da, for Dca, a
word affirmative, as ouyda t yea forsooth, n 1674 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. I. n. 106 He received the affirmative advice of
all the Judges of England.
t 2. Strong in assertion ; positive, dogmatic. Obs.

1650 JER. TAYLOR Ifoty Liv.d-jvj) 102 He not confident and
affirmative in an uncertain matter. 1734 tr. Ratlin's Anc.
Hist.

(1827) V. xiv. 364 He at first speaks in an affirmative
tone of voice.

3. Logic. Expressing the agreement of the two
terms of a proposition.
1570 HILLINGSLEY Euclid i. vii. 17 A proposition vniuersall

affirmatjue is most agreable to sciences. 1628 T. SPENCEK
Logick 188 A definition must be vniversall, and affirmatme.
1860 AHP. THOMSON Laws of Thought 75. 128 Where a

judgment expresses that its two terms agree, it is called

Affirmative.

4. Hence, Asserting that the fact is so; answer-

ing 'yes* to a question put or implied; opposed
to negative.
1628 Bp. HALL Hon. of Marled CU-rg. \. 28. 759 This

negatiue charge implyes an affirmatiue allowance. 1638
Penit. Con/, vii. (16571 *33 Therefore the Commission runnes
in words affirmative, and not negative. 1651 HOBBES Levia-
than m. xlii. 290 The ordinary way of distinguishing the
Affirmative Votes from the Negatives, was by Holding up of
Hands. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., In grammar, authors dis-

tinguish affirmative particles; such is, yts. 1849 GROTK
Greece (18621 VI. n. Ixvii. 48 The negative and the affirma-

tive chains of argument. 1851 H. SPENCER Sec. Stat. xxxii.

4 This question seems to claim an affirmative answer. 1865
CARLVLE fr'rcdk.Gt. X. xxi. vi. 104 Gortz Junior . .after some
intense brief deliberation, becomes affirmative.

1 5. Math. Of quantities : Positive, or real
; op-

posed to negative or less than nothing. Obs.

1693 K. HAI.LEY Algebra in Phil. Trans. XVII. 964 Which
is affirmative when 2rp is less than dr~dj, otherwise nega-
tive. 1789 WAKING in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 187 When
is a given quantity, and i not a whole affirmative number.

B. sl>. [sc. mode, proposition, statement.]
1. The affirmative mode in a proposition ; that

which affirms or asserts. To answer in the affirma-
tive

;
to answer 'yes,* or that it is so.

(1400 Hcryn 2605 rfor then were they in the affirmatyff,
and wold preve anoon. 1532 MORE Ansiv. Frith. Wks. 1557,
841/1 Ifhewillbydde meproue theaffyrmatiue. i663GERBiEK
Counsel 108 The one will resolve on the affirmative. 1725
DF, FOE l'oy. round World 11840) 84 They all very cheer-

fully answered in the affirmative. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas JA
38 'Well; yes she might,' said the butcher, slowly, con-

sidering that he was giving a decided affirmative,
'
I don't

?-ay contrary.'

2. An affirmative word or proposition; opposed
to a negative.
1588 FBAUNCE Lawiers Logic \. \\. 49 b, Affirmative is that

which doth affirme and lay downe something to bee or

imagined to bee. 1601 SHAKS. Tiut'l. A", v. i. 24 If your foure

negatiues make your two affirmatiues. 1628 COKE On Lit-
tlctan i. i. T 1 16331 6 b, Witnesses cannot testifie a negatiue,
but an affirmatiue. 1725 WATTS Logic \\. ii. 2 In Latin
,ind English two negatives joined in one sentence make an
affirmative. 1870 BoWBM<V2C vi. i6g Two judgments which
are alike in Quality, either both Affirmatives or both Ne-
gatives.

1 3. A statement affirmative of, or asserting some-

thing ; an assertion, or affirmation. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 73 That affirmative which

sayes the Loadstone is poyson. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy
Commitn. i. 4. 75 That he is a priest in heaven appears in

the large discourses and direct affirmatives of St. Paul.

Affirmatively (afo'imativli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY-.] In an affirmative manner.
1. By way of assertion or express declaration.

1533 MORE APol. xlviii. Wks. 1557, 924/2 He did but

speake it affirmatiuely, and wil not holde it opinatiuely.
1612 T. TAYLOR Titus ii. 10 (16191 431 The Apostle extend-
eth the former precept, and in this forme of words affirma-

tiuely propoundeth it. 1860 MASSEV Hist. Eng. III. xxx.

362 That the right of Parliament to provide for the exigency
. . should be affirmatively stated.

2. In the affirmative mood, so as to assert that a

disputed or doubtful thing is ; opposed to nega-

tively.

1491 CAXTOK How to Die ii Who someuer shall mowe af-

fyrmatyfly ansuere to these askynges. 1570 BILLINGSLEY
Euclid i. vii. 17 Sciences vsing demonstration, conclude af-

firmatiuely. 1639 ROUSE Hea.v. Univ. i. (1702) 6 And they
had answer'd him affirmatively. 1794 SULLIVAN VieivofNat.
I. 429 The question, I confess, is difficult, however affirma-

tively it may have been determined by philosophers. 1840
CARI.YLE Heroes iv. 239 The people answered affirmatively.

i-3. Math. Positively, as a positive quantity. Obs.

1789 WARING in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 174 The co-efficients

are to be taken affirmatively, or negatively, according as .v is

an even or odd number.

Affirmatory (afs-jmatari), a. [f.
L. affirmdt-

ppl. stem of affirmd-re (see AFFIRM) + -ORY, as if

ad. L. *affirmotori-us, f. affirmator an affirmer.]

Giving or tending to give affirmation or to make
an assertion

; affirmative, assertive.

1651 HOBBES GOT: ty Sac, ii. 20. 32 An Oath may as well

sometimes be affirmatory, as promissory. 1860 MASSEV Hist.

Eng. III. xxx. 361 Mr. Pitt moved three resolutions . . the

second, affirmatory of the right and duty of both Houses
to, etc.

Affirmed (afo-imd), ppL a. [f. AFFIRM + -ED.]
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+ 1. Made firm, established, strengthened, con-
firmed. Obs.

c 1300 A". A Us. 7356 Afeormed faste is this deray; Hostage
y-take, and treuth y-plight. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 51 He
had hoped to haue turned her, but she was so afermed in

fKxlnesse,

that it wolde not be. 1541 R. COPLAND Gnydon's
'test, Cyrnrg, t In the vpper roundnes therof is affyrmed
e holownesse of the pyt or morteys bones.

f2. Confirmed, corroborated (by new statements).
Obs.

'1440 Prom. Part?., Affermyd, or grawntyd be worde,
Affinnatns. 1551-5 LATIMER Serm. <y Rcni.\-&+$ 149 A
story, written by a Spaniard . . and affirmed by many godly
and well learned men.
3. Maintained, positively asserted, declared.
1611 COTGR., Ajffinne, affirmed, avouched. 1641 LD. BROOKE

Disc. Nat. Episc. i. v. 21 To an Affirm'd Syllogisme, every
part must be affirm'd. Mod. The picture affirmed to have
been stolen.

Affirmer (afaum3j\ [f. AFFIRM + -ER!.] One
who affirms: a. who confirms, or supports (<?&.};
b. who asserts or declares ; c. who maintains what
is disputed or denied, as opposed to the denier.
1540 COVERDALE Coftfnt. Standisk Wks. II. 374 Ye . .

report us to be the affirmers of your wicked words. 1611
COTGR., AJfirmateurt

an affirmer, soother, avoucher. 1637
GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerem. \\. vii. 29 His Majesties Auc-

tprity, did . . exeeme the affirmers from the paines of proba-
tion. 1860 H'cst. Rm. No. 36, 419 But the proof lies with
the affirmer. 1865 Reader 30 Sept. 371/1 It is chiefly as an
affirmer of positive doctrine that Plato has been influential.

Affirming (af5'imin), vbl, sb.
[f. AFFIKM +

-ixoi.] (Now gerundial.)
1 1. A strengthening, confirmation, or corrobora-

tion. Obs.

CI450 LOSELICH Graal II. 184 Thanne was this a gret
afennengTohere creaunce. a 1520 Myrroure ofOur Ladye
77 Amen . . ys a worde of affermynge, and ys as moche as to

say, as Treuly, or Faythfully.
2. An asserting positively ; affirmation.
c 1440 Prom. Pan'., Affermynge, AJfirmacio. 1530 PALSGR.

193/2 Affermyng, Affirmation [Fr.]. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.
iv. 130 If his foes affirming be a proof, why should not his
friends denial thereof be a sufficient refutation? Mod. Do
you prefer taking the oath or affirming?

Affirming vaf9umiij),//>/.<z. [f. AFFIRM + -ixc 2
.]

That affirms
; asserting, maintaining the truth of

anything.
1849 GROTI; Greece VI. n. xlviii. 139 The lines just cited

make him as much a contradicting as an affirming witness.

Affi.rmi.ngly (afaumiijli), adv. Wbs. [f. prec.
4- -LY^.] In an affirming manner

; positively.
1470 [See AFFIRMABLY i]. 1541 WYATT Let. in Wks. 1861,

19 For my part I declare affinningly . . I never offended.

tAffi-rmly, affe'rmely, adv. Obs.
[f. Fr.

offermJ made firm + -LY-.] Firmly, strongly.
1494 FAHVAN vn. ccxliv. 286 Ferrande, than Erie of Flann-

ders, had affermely promysed to come. 15251,0. BERNERS
Froissart II. clxix. fclxv.] 485 We wyll holde and kepe as

affermely and trewly the treuce . . as we wolde they shulde
kepe with vs.

Affi-g (afrks\z>. [ad. med. L. affixd-re, frequen-
tative of affi&'fre, to fasten to, f. ad to ^flg-cre to

fasten. First used by Scotch writers, and perhaps
directly due to MFr. affixer, an occas. refash. of
OFr. afifhiert mod. afficher (see AFFICHE).]
1. trans. To fix, fasten, or make firm (a thing

to, on, upon another), a. ///. as by a nail, a string,
cement.

1533 BELLENDESE Livy iv. (1822) 347 The dictator affixt

his tentis at Tusculum. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot I. II. 482
Ane crucifix . . In quhome the image of ouir Saluiour Affixt

wes. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (17231 218 Affix-

ing them upon any Thing which occurrs in the Way. 1734
tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 39 This sail was affixed to a
vessel. 1837 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) I. iii. 137 Felton
affixed this bull to the gates of the bishop of London's
palace. 1880 P. O. Guide 14 Obtain postage stamps, and
affix them carefully to the letters.

f b. To fix in occupation or possession. Obs.

1649 SELDEN Laws ofEng. i. Ixviii. (1739) 178 Other Courts
were rural, and affixed also to some certain place. 1654
GATAKER Disc. Apolog. 57 This affixed me for a longer space
of time, then before, to my Bed. 1658 OSBORN Adi: to Son
(1673*221 A dread they have to affix the Miter in a particu-
lar Family.

f c. fig. To fix (the desires or mental faculties)
on or to an object. Obs.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. in. ii. u She affixed had Her hart on
knight so goodly-glorifyde. 1506 BELL Surv. Pop. in. x. 439
Ye must not affixe your mindes to these. 1640 FULLER
Abel. Rediv., Jewel (1867) I. 365 He was so affixed to his

studies.

2. rejl. To attach oneself, cling to.

1796 MORSE Amcr. Gcog. I. 201 They [young opossums],
from a principle of instinct, affix themselves to her teats.

f3. intr. (by omission of reft
1

, pron.) To cling
or be attached to. Obs.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 222 Part [of
these Minerals] affix to them, incrusting them over.

4. From the affixing of a seal (actually attached

by a strip of parchment, etc.) extended to, To im-

press a seal, stamp, or signature, write one's
'

signa-
ture,' initials, or name, add a postscript or note (to}.

1658 BRAMHALL Consecr. Bj>s. xi. 18 And did cause his

Authentick Episcopall Scale, to be there to affixed. 1771
Junius Lett. xlix. 254 The king . . graciously affixed his

stamp. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Camp. 208 But it seems to be
above all price. At least, none is affixed. 1878 SIMPSON Sch.

AFFIXTURE.
Shaks. I. 98 To this paper the following notes arc affixed in

Philip's handwriting.
b._/?; To attach as a stigma (to\ to stamp or

stigmatize (-with}.

1665 GLASVILLE Scepsis Sci, 96 Very innocent truth's are
often affix't with the reproach of Heresie. 1734 tr. Rollins
Anc. Hist.

(1827)
I. 115 Affixing ridicule to them. 1805

FOSTER Ess. i. ii. 23 The ungracious necessity of affixing
blame.

c - fig- T attach as an appurtenance or con-
comitant.

1759 HUME Ifist. Eng. an. 1521 To bribe their indolence,
by affixing stated salaries to their profession.

t 5. intr. (for rcfl.^ To stick as a mark or stigma ;

to attach. Obs. rare.
1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. 224 No stain af-

fixes to his honour from the accusation.

1 6. trans. To fix upon, determine, settle. Obs.
1621 ist fy-indBk. Discipline^ Another day to be affixed

'

by your Honours. 1715 POPE Odyss. v. 372 The land, affix'd
, by Fate's eternal laws To end his toils.

Affi-g (jL-fiks), sb.\ also 7 affixe. [a. Fr. affixe

adj. and sb., ad. L. affix-its fastened to, pa. pple. of

afftg-ere : see prec.]
1. That which is joined or appended; an ap-

pendage, addition.

1642 JKR. TAYLOR Episcop. (1647) 341 The ambitious seek-

ing of a temporall principality as . . an affixe of the Aposto-
late, c 1854 STANLEY Sinai fy Pal. xi. (1858) 129 Designated
like the various ranges of Maritime, Graian, Pennine and
Julian Alps, by some affix or epithet. 1864 Spectator No.
1875, 642 Mr. Gladstone's affix to his speech on the suffrage
which he calls a preface.

2. esp. in Gram. (See quot. 1865.)
i6ia BREREWOOD Lang. <y Relig. ix. 76 Framing it some-

what to their own country fashion, in notation of points,
affixes, conjugations. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp, s.v., The
oriental languages . . differ chiefly from each other as to
affixes and suffixes. 1865 HALDEMAN Affixes to English
Words 65 Affixes are additions to roots, stems, and words,
serving to modify their meaning and use. They are of two
kinds, prefixes, those at the beginning, and suffixes^ those
at the end of the word-bases to which they are affixed.

Several affixes occur in long words like in-cotn-pre-\idi-s-ilj -

il-it-y which has three prefixes and five suffixes. The term
interfix is hardly necessary for ad in anim-ad-vert t or t in-

serted as a fulcrum between two vowels as ego-t-ism.

t3. A public notice posted up. (Cf.Fr.arfftrA*.) Obs.

1647 R. STAPVLTON Jwenal 48 An affix or bill of the goods
beingposted

for the buyers to read.

Affixation (pefiks^jan). [n. of action f. med. L.

affixare* freq. ofaffig-fre: see AFFIX.] The action
of affixing or attaching; attachment

;
= AFFixit'N.

1851 I. TAYLOR Wesley (1852) 190 The affixation of a name
to a Christian Institute.

Affixed (afrkst), ///. a.' also affixt. [f. AFFIX
V. + -ED.]
1. Fixed, fastened, or appended (to} ; causally con-

nected (with*}. Alsoyfc. Devotedly attached (obs.}.

1651 Life ofFather Sarpi (1676)41 His being affixt to the
Divine Scripture . . which he used to read from one end to
the other. 1660 R. COKE Power fy Suhj. 99 His Royal
capacity is affixed and inseparable with nis person. 1675
O<,ILBY Brit. Pref. 4 The Distance . . is signify'd by Figures
affixt.

1794
ATWOOD in Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 149 The

balance during this motion carries with it the crank and the
affixed rods. 1849 MACAVLAY Hist. Eng. I. 378 A notice af-

fixed in all public places. 1871 JENKINSON Guide to Eng.
Lakes (1879) 149 The summit is reached by a ladder affixed

to the stone.

1 2. Fixed upon, appointed, settled. Obs.

1559 Let. in Tytler Hist. Scoff. 11864) III. 396 My Lord of

Huntly . . will keep the affixed [time].
' Affi'xeduess. Ofo.rare*. [f. prec. + -NESS.]

The state of being affixed ; devoted attachment.
1668 J. HOWE liless. Righteous Wks. 1834, 267/2 A mere

sordid love to the body, and affixedness of heart to the earth.

Affixer (afrksoi). [f. AFFIX p.+*ttl,] One
who affixes or fastens on.
1860 W. WHITE Round the Wrekin xix.fed. 2) 192 The af-

fixers of postage stamps.

Affixing (afrksirj), vbl. sb. [f. AFFIX v. +-IKG 1.]

Attaching, fixing, fastening on, appending.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 6/2 The affixing of the residence

of God to a consecrated place. 1880 /*. O. Guide 255 Best
mode of affixing stamps.

t Affi'xion. Obs. [ad. 'L.a/lxidn-em.n. ofaction
f. affix- ppl. stem rfaffig-ere : see AFFIX and -ION.]
The action of affixing, attaching, or fastening to

;

also, the state of being affixed ;
= AFFIXTURE.

1633 T. ADAMS Comm. 2 Fet. \. 4 (1865) 38 If yet the sub-

scription of God's hand, and affixion of his seal . . be not
sufficient. 1653 MANTON Sweet. Rediv. Pref. Wks. 1871 V.

502 The affixion of the name to any work being a thing in-

different. 1654 GENTILIS tr. Servita'sHist. Itiquis. (16761887
To advise by Edict, Proclamation, or Affixion, are signs of

superiority. 1675 T. BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 90 It

was full three hours betwixt his affixion and expiration.

t Affi'xment. Obs. rare 1
, [f. AFFIX v. + -MENT.]

The action of affixing, fastening to, or posting up.
1654 GENTILIS tr. Scrvita't Hist. Inquis. (1676) 832 He . .

shall not be cited by Criers, nor by affixment of Schedules.

Affixture (an-kstivu). [f. AFFIX v., after Fix-
TUBE

;
the reg. deriv. f. "L./ixiira would be afftxure.]

The action of affixing or fastening to ; the state

of being fastened to
; attachment. Cf. AFFIXION,

AFFIX-ATION, -MENT.

1793 SMEATON Edystont Lightho. 195 The lantern having
no affixture to the stone work but its own weight. 1855



AFFLATE.

MILMAN Lat. Cfir. (1864) IV. vii. ii. 42 The perpetual affixture

of the anathema to all papal, almost to all Ecclesiastical

Afflate (afiVi-t), v. ? Obs. rare-', [f.
L. afflat-

ppl. stem of affld-re to blow upon, f. af-
= ad- to +

fla-re to blow.] To blow upon or towards.

1599 A. M. Gabelliouer's Bk. Physic 54/1 Afflate or blowe

this poulder in their Eyes.

t Affla'te, sb. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. afflatus a

blowing upon, f. affla-re : see prec. Now used in

the L. form.]
= AFFLATUS.

1677 GALE Crl. of Gentiles II. in. 58 The afflate of the

Holy Spirit.

Afflated (afiV'-ted), ///. a.
[f.

AFFLATE v. + -ED.]

Breathed upon ; inspired.

1850 MRS. BROWNING /'V/. /femans v. 4 Poems II. 210 The

tripod for the afflated Woe. 1862 THACKERAY Roundab.

Pap. (1879' II. 229 We spake anon of the inflated style of

some writers. What also if there is an afflated style when
a writer is like a Pythoness?

Afflation (anV'-fsn). [f. afflat- ppl. stem of of-

fla-re, as if ad. L. *afflation-em : see AFFLATE v. and

-ION.] A blowing or breathing upon ; inspiration.

1662 H. MORE Entlius. Triumph. (1712) 56 A sort of wild

and sordid Fanaticism, such as must proceed from an affla-

tion of an unclean complexion or habit ofbody. 1673 Ladies

Calling i. \ i. 32 This [pietyj . . is an afflation of the blessed

Spirit. 1814 GARY Dante's Parad. iv. 36 Diversly Partak-

ing of sweet life, as more or less Afflation of eternal bliss

pervades them. _

t Afflati'tious, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
L. afflcit-,

ppl. stem of afflii-re (see AFFLATE v.} + -ITIOUS ;
cf.

a/ilatitious.'] Characterized by afflatus ; inspired.

1671 True Non-Conf. 278 The Psalms, Doctrine, Tongue,

Revelation, and Interpretation, there spoken of, appear to

be inspired and afflntitious motions.

Afflatus (afU'i-tus). [a. L. afflatus a breathing

upon, blast, f. affla-re : see AFFLATE v.~\

f 1. Breathing, hissing. [L. afflatus serpentis] Obs.

'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff, s.v., Naturalists sometimes

speak of the afflatus of serpents.

2. The miraculous communication of supernatural

knowledge ;
hence also, the imparting of an over-

mastering impulse, poetic or otherwise ; inspiration.

1665 J. SPENCER Prophecies 54 Those writings being in-

spired by . . a more gentle and easie afflatus. 1782 PRIEST-

LEY Nat. f, Rev. Relig. I. 245 Orpheus said antient poets

wrote by a divine afflatus. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xxiv.

497 A migratory afflatus seems to have come over the Ajawa
tribes 1873 GOULBURN Pcrs. Relig. iv. vii. 310 When writ-

ing under the Afflatus of the Holy Ghost. 1873 SYMONDS

C,rk. Poets viii. 248 Aristophanes must have eclipsed them

. ..by the exhibition of some diviner faculty, some higher

spiritual afflatus.

3. Meif. A species of erysipelas, so called from

the suddenness of its attack. Mayne Exp. Lex.

t Affli'Ct,//''- ". Obs.; also 5 aflyght, aflight.

[a. MFr. afflict occas. refashioning of OFr. aflit :

L. affltct-um pa. pple. of afflig-ere to dash against,

to throw down, to distress ;
f. af-

= ad- to +flig-ere

to dash. The earlier aflight shows the same pho-

netic change as flWyw-MFr. delit and delict.']

Overwhelmed with any trouble, afflicted, distressed.

'393 GOWER Con/. II. 309 Her herte was so sore aflight,

That she ne wiste what to thinke. c 1430 Octouian Imp.

191 Tho was the boy aflyght, And dorst not speke. 1432-50

tr. Higden Rolls Ser. 1.193 The women of whiche cite were

afflicte in ij. maneres. 1564 BECON Christm. Bang. Wks. 76

They [these histories] be very comfortable for poor afflict

sinners. 1583 (STERNH. & ' HOI-K. Ps. Ixxxviii. 16, I am afflict

as dying still, From youth this many a yeare.

Afflict (afli-kt), v .
;
also 4 fa. t. aflight (see

prec.). [f. prec., or on analogy of vbs. so formed.]

fl. trans. To dash down, overthrow, cast down,

deject, humble, in mind, body, or estate. Obs.

'393 GOWER Con/. I. 327 Cam never yet . . to mannes sight

Merveille, which so sore aflight A mannes herte. 1611 BIBLE

Lev. xvi. 29 In the seuenth moneth, on the tenth day of the

moneth ye shall afflict your soules. 1667 MILTON P. L. 1. 186

And reassembling our afflicted Powers, Consult how we may
henceforth most offend Our enemy.

f2. intr. To becomedowncast(with trouble). Obs.

1393 GOWER Can/. III. 58 Wherof the kinges herte afflight.

3. Hence, trans. To distress with bodily or mental

suffering ;
to trouble grievously, torment, refl. To

distress oneself, grieve.
i '535 MORE Wks. io8o(R.l The hope that is differred and

delaied, paineth and afflicteth the soule. 1590 MARLOWE
/Viwffttsxiii.So, I cannot touch his soul But what I may afflict

his body with I will attempt. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, v. iii. 179

O coward Conscience ! how dost thou afflict me? 1667 FAIR-

FAX in Phil. Trans. II. 546 She much afflicted her self for

the Death of her Father. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World

(1840) 328 They had no cold to afflict them. 1771 Jitnius
Lett. liv. 287 It is their virtues that afflict, it is their vices

that console him. i8zo SHELLEY Prom. Unbd. \. i. 43 The

genii of the storm . . afflict me with keen hail.

t Afflict, sb. Obs. rare ; also aflight (see AF-

FLICT a.), [f. the prec. vb.].
= AFFLICTION.

1564 BECON Fasting (1844) 542 The life of man upon earth

is nothing else than a ' warfare
' and continual afflict with

her ghostly enemies. 1592 HYRDE tr. Vives' tnstr. Chr.

Worn. Pij, With the which aflight of her mind, she fell to

labour of childe afore her time.

Afflicted (afli-kted), ///. a. ;
also 6 aflighted.

[f. AFFLICT v. + -ED.]
1. Cast down, depressed, oppressed, in mind, body

or estate ; hence, grievously troubled or distressed

159

1534 tr. More's On the Passion Wks. 1557, 1389/2 Judas . .

:ooke a speciall pleasure to see them so aflyghted. 1558
K.NOX First Blast (1878) 38 A deliuerer to his afflicted people

|

Israel. z6n BIBLE job xxxiv. 28 He heareth the cry of the
,

afflicted. 1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy Liv. 11727) Pref. 2 Men
are apt to prefer a prosperous errour before an afflicted

truth. !78iGiBBON Decl. # F. III. 255 To heal the wounds
[

of that afflicted country. 1879 Miss BRADDON Vixen III. i

279 Here the afflicted Pamela began to sob hysterically.

2. esp. Grievously affected with continued disease

of body or mind
; suffering. Alsoyfo-.

1680-90 SIR W. TEMPLE Pop. Disamt. Wks. 1731 I. 287 A
Piece of Scarlet dipt in scalding Brandy, laid upon the af-

flicted part. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 153 F 19 If I pro-

pose cards, they are afflicted with the head-ach. 1864
BURTON Scot Abroad I. i. 15 The literary language of Eng-
land became afflicted with Gallicisms. Mod. The afflicted

child has been removed to the Asylum.
f3. Dejected, downcast, humble. Obs.

CI593 SPENSER Sonnet ii, And with meek humblesse and
afflicted mood. 1596 F. Q. I. Introd. 4 The argument of

mine afflicted stile.

Afflrctedness. "iObs. rare-1
, [f.prec. -t- -NESS.]

The slate of being afflicted ; distress.

1650 Br. HALL Balm o/Gilead ii. 6. 54 Thou art deceived

if thou thinkest God delights in the misery and afflictedness

of his creatures.

Afflicter (afli-ktsj). [f. AFFLICT v. + -ER!.] One
that afflicts or distresses ;

an oppressor, tormentor.

1572 HULOET in TODD. 1611 SPEF.D Hist. Gt. Brit. vm. i.

376 These Danes . . the great afflicters of the English state.

1682 2>ui Plea for Nonconf. 77 If God hear their Prayers,
then many of their Afflicters must repent. 1842 Black.

Mag. LII. 451 Thine own afflictor be ! And what of all thy

worldly gear Thy deepest heart esteems most dear, Cast into

Afflicting (afli-ktirj),
vbl. sb. [f.

AFFLICT v. +

ING!.] Troubling, distressing, harassment. (Now
genmdial.)
1611 BIBLE Jud. ii. 2 So he . . concluded the afflicting of

the whole earth out of his owne mouth.

Afflvcting (am-ktirj), ///. a. [f.
as prec. +

-m;*.] Grievously painful, distressing.

1605 Playo/Studey 457 Whose afflicting pain Hath neither

left him appetite nor taste. 1667 MILTON P.L. li. 166 We
fled amain, pursu'd and strook With Heav'ns afflicting

Thunder. 1703 STANHOPE Paraphr. II. 459 A very serious

and afflicting Concern for having Offended. 1823 SCOTT

Q. Durward II. x. 197 The farther tidings . . will be afflict-

ing to you to hear.

Afflictiugly (afli-ktirjli),
adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.]

In an afflicting manner ;
so as to distress or trouble.

1818 in TODD. 1845 Blackm. Mug. LVII. 371 Cato was

really and afflictingly a rational drama.

Affliction (afli-kfan). Also 4 affliccioun, 5

-tyon, 6 -cion, -cyon. [a. Fr. affliction, OFr. a-

flicion, early ad. L. affliction-em, n. of action and

state, i.afflict- ppl. stem of afflig-ere : see AFFLICT a.

and -ION.]

tl. The action of inflicting grievous pain or

trouble, spec, in its earliest use, Self-infliction of re-

ligious discipline ; mortification, humiliation. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handling Synne 309 Yn byn afflycciouns

Yn fastyng and yn orisouns. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour

h vi, The sayd hooly prophete . . made his prayers and his

afflyctions solytaryly and secretely. 1534 MORE Com/, agst.

Tribal. n.Wks. 1557, 1177/1 Lett hytn putvpponhys bodye,

and pourge the spirite by the afflyccion, of the fleshe. 1611

BIBLE zCkron. xviii. 26 Feede him with bread of affliction,

and with water of affliction, vntill I returne in peace. 1628

tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. (1688) n. 147 Affliction for Religion

groweth every day heavier and heavier.

2. The state of being afflicted ; sore pain of body

or trouble of mind ; misery, distress.

Haml in ii. 324 The Queene your Mother, in most great

affliction of spirit, hathsent me to you. 1671 MILTON Samson

j 10 Enemies, who come to stare At my affliction. 1715 POPE

Odyss vm. 32 Here affliction never pleads in vain. 1781 1 .

JEFFERSON Corr. Wks. 1859 1. 303 The affliction of the people

for want of arms is great. 1816 SINGER Hut. Playing C ards

10 During the affliction of a famine.

3. An instance of affliction; a pain, calamity,

erief, distress.

1598 SHAKS. Merry li'. v. v. 178 To repay that money will

be abiting affliction. 1652 J. BURROL-GHES Exp. Hosea vii.

130 Afflictions are as lead to the net, the promise is as the

corke 1812 Miss AUSTEN Mans/. Pk. 1 1851) 96 So harmon-

ised by distance, that every former affliction had its charm.

Afflictionless (afli-kfmles), a. [f. prec.+

-LESS.] Free from affliction.

874 T HARDY Madding Crm'd I. ix. 125 He always had

loosened tooth or a cut finger . . being thereby elevated

above the common herd of afflictionless humanity.

Afflictive (afli-ktiv), a. [a. Fr. afflictif, -ive, f.

afflict- ppl. stem of afflig-ere
to AFFLICT, as if ad.

L. *afflicfivus:
see -IVE.] Characterized by afflict-

ing ; tending to inflict continued pain or distress ;

distressing, painful ; trying, troublesome. Const, to.

iSn COTGR., Afflictif, afflictive, grieving, molesting, tor-

menting. 1623 SANDERSON Serm. Ad. Mag. i. in. (1674) 84

To make the afflictions of this life yet more afflictive. 1670

T. BROOKS 0*j.<i867 ) VI. 176 Losses, crosses, and afflictive

cnam WKS. 1 * . uj;, *MH mu. .. - '
.,T ,

of sleep. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. vi. 178 A military-despotism

. . is often less afflictive to a country in fact than in name.

AFFLUENT.
1865 CARLYLF. Fredk. Gt. VI. xvi. xv. 313 This afflictive, too

aspiring King of Prussia.

Afflictively (afli-ktivli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY-'.]

In an afflictive manner
;
so as to distress ; 'painfully,

grievously, troublesomely.
1677 R. GILPIN Dirmonol. Sacra ( 1867) 467 No argument . .

can be more afflictively discouraging to Satan. 1682 SIR T.
BROWNE Chr. Mor. x. ii. (T.) Who, having acted their first

part in heaven . . more afflictively feel the contrary state of

hell. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. III. ix. xi. 191 Fleury was

very pacific . . and did not crow afflictively.

t Affli'ge, v. Obs. [a. Fr. afflige-r ( 1 6th c. Littre)

f. L. afflig-!re : see AFFLICT a.] An early (Scotch)
form of AFFLICT v.

1349 Compl. Scotl. v. 34 Quhen ire affligis vs, ve seik nocht
the vertu of patiens. Ibiil. i To cure & to gar conualesse al

the langorius desolat & affligit pepil.

Afflight, eaily form of AFFLICT, AFFLICTED.

Afflight, bad spelling of AFLIGHT, Obs., flight.

t Afflue', v. Obs. [a. Fr. afflue-r (Mth c. Littre)

f. L. affln-ere to flow towards, f. af-
= ad- to +flii!rc

to flow.] To flow towards ; to flock, to congregate.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 431/2 So grete nombre of freres

affluyng or comyng to parys oute fro alle londes. a 1521

Helyasm E. E. Pr. Rom. (.18581 1 1 1. 29 All the people afllued

from all partes.

Affluence (se
-

fl'ens). [a. Fr. affluence, ad. L.

afflmntia, n. of state f. affluent-em flowing towards,

pr. pple. of afflu-fye : see AFFLUE.]
1. A flowing towards a particular point ; a gene-

ral movement of people in any direction, a con-

course, a moving crowd.
1600 HOLLAND Li-,y XLV. vii. 1205 d, The affluence of the

people was so great . . that for the very prease he could not

march forward. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit. L 8 Others

die, when there is not a sufficient Affluence to the heart to

continue the Circulation. 1759 SYMMER Electr. in Phil.

Trans. LI. 380 The effluence and affluence of electrical

matter. 1782 KIK\VAN ibid. LXXI1.223Ph!ogisticatedairmay
also be formed by a rapid and copious affluence of phlogiston.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. III. MIL v. 37 There had been great

affluence of company, and no lack of diversions.

2. A plentiful flow (of tears, words, feelings, and

flg. fortune's gifts) ; profusion, exuberance.

1447 BOKLNHAM Lyvys of Seyntys Introd. (1835) 4 Demo-
stenes of Grece more affluence Never had in rethoryk. 1490

CAXTON Kneydos vi. 26 Her eyen better semed two grete

sourges wellynge vp grete affluence of teerys. 1610 HEALKY
tr. St. Aug., City of God 511 How could they either feare or

grieve in that copious affluence of bli.sse? 1633 EARL MAN-
CHFSTFR Contempt. Mort. U&36) 84 Man that thus lives at

ease in delicacie with affluence of all things. 1849 LONG-

FKLLOW Katianagh xii. 56 Winter . . with its affluence of

snows. 1867 SWINBURNE in Fortn. Re-j. Oct. 420 The am-

bient ardour of noon, the fiery affluence of evening.

3. ellipt. Profusion or abundance of worldly pos-

sessions ;
wealth.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 35 A heavenly goate whose

influence Brings in riches with affluence. 1608 J. KING

Serm. i Citron, xxix. 26-28, 29 The very wormes that growe
out of their [Kings') fulnes & affluence. 1713 STEF.LE Giiar.

dian No. 22 ? 3 They lived in great affluence. 1766 GOLDSM.

Vic Wakef. xxxii, As merry as affluence & innocence could

make them. 1807 SOUTHEY Lett. II. 35 Jt was not possible

to make a better use of affluence than he did. 1840 MACAU-

LAY M., Cfcv II. 521 Trade revived ; and the signs of afflu-

ence appeared in every English house.

t A'ffluency. Obs. [ad. L. affluentia : see AF-

FLUENCE.] The quality or state of being affluent,

profuseness, wealthiness = AFFLUENCE 2, 3.

1664 H MORE Myst. Iniq. 99 Wealth and honour and af-

fluency of all things. 1683 TRYON ll'ay to Health 184 For

in the midst of all their Affluencies . . they are yet most

"Affluent (iffl'ent), a. and sl>. [a. Fr. affluent

(I4th c. Godef.), ad. L. affluent-em, pr. pple. ot

afflucre : see AFFLUE.]
A. adj.

1 1. Flowing toward a particular place. Obs.

1432-50 tr Higden Rolls Ser. 1. 63 The stonys of whom as

meltenge thro the veynes of sake mixte among theyme

causethe an humor affluente. 1666 HARVEY Anat.Consiimf.

(J I These parts are . . raised to a greater bulk by the affluent

blood that is transmitted out of the mother s body. 1759

SYMMER Electr. in Phil. Trans. LI. 386 The effluent current

must have just as great an effect in separating them, as the

affluent can have in bringing or keeping them together.

2 Flowing freely or abundantly.
1816 SOUTHEY Lay ofLaureate Wks. X. 152 And o'er his

shoulders broad the affluent mane Dishevell d hung. 1828

Miss M.TFORD Our Village m. (1863) 30 The beautiful

Loddon, always so affluent of water, had overflowed its

boundaries. 1863 BURTON Bit. Hunter 403 In the centre . .

is an affluent fountain of the clearest water.

3._fig.
Of the gifts of fortune, etc.: Flowing m

abundance ; abundant, copious, plenteous.

1413 LYDC. Pylgr. Sawlc I. xv. u8S9> 15 Thy Srace alwey

hath ben affluent, decrecyng nought . . though never so

largely thou geue it. 1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. 30 Dilat-

ing on so affluent an argument. 1725 POPE Odyt*. x IX. 135

Their affluent joys the grateful realms confess. 1766 GOLDSM.

Vic Wakef. xxxii, My son was already possessed of a very

affluent fortune. \*,l STL-BBS Const. Hist. 1 1. xv,, 625 The

graceful and affluent diversity of the Decorated [style].

4 Hence, Flowing or abounding in wealth ;

wealthy, rich. Also/?- Const, in, rarely of.

I7o Junins Lett. i. 9 No expense should be spared to

secu/e to him an honourable and affluent retreat. 1806

WILDERFORCK in Life (.8381 III. xix 246 Considering the

number of affluent men connected with Pitt. 1831 W. & M.



AFFLUENTLY.
HOWITT Seasons 255 The orchards are affluent of pears,
plums, and apples. 1837 DISRAELI Venetia iv. xiii. (1871) 287
Existence felt to her that moment affluent with a blissful

excitement. 1846 PRESCOTT Ferd. fy l&ab. I. iv. 200 Commo-
dities . . beyond the reach of any but the affluent. 1855 H.
REED Lect. Eng. Lit. v. (18781 173 The language became af-

fluent in expressions incorporated with it from the literature
of antiquity.

B. sb. [The adj. used absol. ; prob. after mod. Fr.

affluent sb.] A stream flowing into a larger stream
or lake ; a tributary stream ; a feeder.

[Not in TODD 1818, RICHARDSON 1836, CRAIG 1847.] 1833
Penny Cycl. I. 433 The great Missouri with its affluent the

Mississippi. Ibid. The table-land in which the Mississippi
and the affluents of Lake Superior rise. 1853 PHILLIPS
Rivers of ) 'orksh. Hi. 104 The only remaining affluent of im-

portance on its northern banks, viz. the river Hull. 1878
HUXLEY Physiogr. 4 As the Thames rolls along, it receives a
number of these feeders, or affluents.

Affluently (as-fliwentli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an affluent manner
; abundantly, richly.

1818 in Tono. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scotl. VII. Ixxv. 9 This

deputation was not affluently adorned by rank and station.

f A'ffluentness. Obs~ Q
[f.

AFFLUENT a. +

-NESS.]
' Great plenty.' Bailey, vol. II, 1731,

whence in J.
= AFFLUENCE.

Afflux (ae'fltfks). [ad. med. L. afflux-us, n. of

action f. afflu-fre : see AFFLUE. Cf. mod. Fr. afflux,

perh. the direct source of the Eng.].
1. A flowing towards a point ; csp. in Med. of

humours
; also by extension, of air, a crowd of

people, etc.

1611 COTGR., Afflux, an Afflux or Affluence, plentiful! ac-

cess. 1635 N. CARPENTER Geogr. Delin. \\. vi. 82 The Affluxe
and Refluxe of the Sea is generall throughout the whole
Ocean. 1661 LOVELL Anim. $ Min. 354 Tubercles of the

lungs . . are caused by the afflux or congestion of matter.

1794 SL-LLIVAN View of Nat. I. 175 There is no need of the
afflux of vital air. 1872 Pall Mall G. i Aug. 10 The afflux

of purchasers has much more than doubled.

2. That which flows into any place ;
an accession.

1661 GRAUNT Bills of Mart, tj.) The cause hereof. . must
be by new affluxes to London out of the country. 1859 TODD
Cycl. Anat. <$ Phys. V. 355/1 At this period, they [i.e. the

villi] receive an increased afflux of blood.

t Afflu'Xed, ///. a. Obs. rarc~\ [f. AFFLUX +
-En-.] That has flowed to.

1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Compit. vni. 277 In this case we have
not so much regard to the humour affluent, as affluxed.

Affluxion (afiVkfan). [n. of action f. afflux-

ppl. stem of afflu-erc (see AFFLUE and -ION) after

\-.. fluxionem.\ A flowing towards; an afflux.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 182 An Inflammation,
either simple consisting only of an hot and sanguineous

affluxipn. 1835 HOBLVN Diet. Med., With this are associated

Affluxion, or accumulation of the fluids, etc.

t A'ffodill. Obs. Forms: 5 affadille, affodylle,

5-6 affadyll^e, 6 affodyl, y'affodille, -dill, -dil.

[ad. med. L. affodillus (Prom. Farv., Turner Lib.,

and Bailey vol. II), prob. for late L. *asfydilhts,

*asphodillus, for cl. L asphodilus (Pallad.) and as-

phodthts ; a. Gr. da<po8t Atiy. The form *asphodillus

(whence Ital. asfodillo} was prob. due, as in some
other words, to the simulation of a diminutive

ending. Another med. L. corruption was affrodillus

(Turner Lib.} t whence Fr. afrodille]
1. Name of a liliaceous genus of plants, Asphodel,

or King's Spear (Asfhodclus, incl. Anthtricum),
natives of the south of Europe, and grown as garden
flowers and medicinal herbs.

(In this sense Daffodil!, and Daffodilly%
are mentioned as

variant forms of Affodil as early as 1538 and as late as 1611.)

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. I. 921 With affadille upclose her

hooles alle ; Thai [field mice] gnawe it oute, but dede downe
shal thai falle. 1440 Prom. Parv.

t Affodylle herbe [v.r. affa-

dylle], affodillus, albucea. [v. r. affadilla.\ 1483 Cathol.

Angl., An Affodylle; Affodillns^harba. 1530 PALSGR. 193/2

Affadyll a yelowe floure affrodille. [AspJiodelus luteus.}

1538 TURNER Libellus A 3, Asfhodclus a latinis hasta regia
& albucum dicilur, a barbans & latine lingue corruptori-
bus aphrodillus &. affodillus, ab anglis Affadyll & Daffa-
dilly. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 647 The flower . . is called in

Greeke atrttfpi<c'>c, A nthericos \ and in Latine, as Plinie sayth,
Albucum'. in English also Affodyland Daffodyll. [The mod-
ern Daffodil appears at p. 214 as Yellow Crowbels, Yellow

Narcissus, Bastarde Narcissus.] 1611 COTGR., Affrodille,
th' Affodille, or Asphodill flower. Ibid., Asphodele, the

DafTadill, Affodill, or Asphodill flower. Ibid., Hache royalle,
the Affodille, or Asphodill flower ; especially

< the small kind

thereof called i the Speare for a King. 1615 MARKHAM Eng.
Housewife 28 You must be carefull that you take not Daffo-

dil for AffodiL

2. Applied, by confusion, to a species of Narcissus.

In this sense the variant DAFFODIL (q.v.) became
almost from the first the accepted form ;

so that

eventually Affodill was confined to Asphodelus, and

Daffodil to Narcissus.

1551 TURNER Herbal i. b iij b, I could neuer se thys herb

[asphodelos ryght affodill] in England but ones, for the

herbe that the people calleth here affodill or daffodill is a

kynd of narcissus.

tAffo'rce, adv. Obs. [for offorce', see FORCE.]
Of necessity; by compulsion or constraint; perforce.
1399 LANGU Rich. Redeless iv. 21 No bing y-lafte but be

bare baggis, pan ffelle it a-fforse to ffille hem a3eyne.

Afforce (afoXis), v. ; also 3-6 aforce, 4 aforse,
afforse. [a. OFr. aforce-r, in one of its senses a

variant of OFr. efforce-r, earlier esforce-r, esforcie-r

160

: late L. exforlia-re, (. ex out + late 'L.fortid-re to

make strong, f. forti-s strong ;
in the other perh.

a distinct formation on L. ad to forliare. The
med. L. afforcidre seems to be formed on the Fr.]

I. To apply force (
= Fr. ejforccr).

) 1. To apply force to ; to torce, to compel. Obs.
f 1300 A". Alls. 789 Paste he sat, and huld the reyne . . And

aforced hit [the colt] by streynthe. f 1330 Artft. ff Merlin
3285 Arthour aforced him to deie.

t b. To force, to ravish, to violate. Obs.
c 1330 Art/t. <$ Merlin^ 2360 He hath me of vilanie be-

sought, Me to aforce is in his thought.
1 2. refl. To force or strengthen oneself (to do a

thing) ; to exert oneself, to do one's best, to try.

(OFr. s'aforcer, mod. s'cjffbrcer.) Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 121 And heo a forcede horn be more, ]>e
hebene a way to dryue. c 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Treat. (18661 8

Deuells bat affbrces tham to reue fra vs be hony of poure
lyfe and of grace, c 1400 Destr. Troy I. 228 pat wold duutles
be done . . wold bu aflbrce be berfore. Ibid. xxvn. 11129
Thai afforset horn felly . . The vilany to venge. a 1528
SKELTON Magnificence 257 Herein I wyll aforce me to show
you my mynde.
t 3. trans. To endeavour, attempt, or try. Obs.

1513 SKEI.TON Garl. LmirttBiS Ye must nedis afforce it by
pretence of your professioun unto umanyte. a 1528
Bvwge ofCrt. 17, I was sore moued to aforce the same.

II. To add force (? properly OFr. aforccr).

t 4. To add force to
;
to strengthen, fortify, rein-

force. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy xv. 6593 Then Menesteus . . aflfbrsit hys

frekys to be fight harde. c 1430 LYIX;. Bochas (1554! n. xvii.

66/1 And tafforce them, let workmen vndertake Square has-
tiles and bulwarkes to make.
5. Eng. Const. Hist. To reinforce or strengthen

a deliberative bodyby the addition of ntwmembers;
as a jury by skilled assessors, or persons acquainted
with the facts. [In this sense med. L. afforciarc is

found in contemporary records ; see Blount :

'

Af-
forcit'fiir assisa, let the \\itnesses be encreased,'

(rather,
' Let the Assise or bench be reinforced or

afforced ').]

1818 HALLAM Middle Ages (1872) II. 399 It was the prac-
tice to afforce the jury. 1870 STCBBS Set. Charters Introd.

24 The jurors are at first witnesses of the fact ; as business
increases they are, under Edward I, afforced by the addition
of persons better acquainted with the matter; a further step
separates these afforcing jurors from the original twelve.

Afforcement (af6-jsm<:nt). [a. OFr. afforce-

tucnt, (. afforcer : see AFFORCE and -MF.NT.]
1. A strengthening ;

a reinforcement. (See AF-
FORCE 5.)
1818 HAI.LAM Middle Ages (18721 II. 399 This afforcement

it appears could only be made with the consent of the parties.

1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. xiii. 619 The jurors summoned
were allowed to add to their number persons who possessed
the requisite knowledge, under the title of afforcement.

t2. = AFFORCIAMENT I. Obs.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.Spp. t Afforcement, Afforciamentum,
in some antient charters, denotes a fortress, or work of forti-

fication and defence.

t Affo rciament. Obs. [ad. med. L. afforcia-

ment-utn, f. L.affbrfid-re: see AFFORCE and -MF.NT.]
1. A fortress ;

a fortified place.
1706 PHILLIPS, Afforciatnent un old Records) a Fort or

Strong-Hold.
2. = AFFOHCEMENT i.

1738 Hist. View Crt. Excheq. v. 79 There was an Afforcia-

ment of more Jurors, till they had a Verdict of twelve.

Afforcing (afo >-jsin), vbl. st. [f. AFFORCE +

-ING!.] A reinforcing or strengthening.
1875 STL-BBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 270 In the 'afforcing'

or amending of the council.

Afforcing (afo^-isin), ///. a. [f. AFFORCE +
-ING 2.] Reinforcing ; adding strength, influence,

or knowledge.
1870 [See AFFORCE 5.]

Afford (afo'jd), v. Forms : i sefor'S-ian, 2

3efor5-ien, iforo'ian, -en, 3 i-forSen, i-vor5en t

4-5 aforth(e, avorthi, 6 afforthe, aforde, 6afoord,

6-7 aflbord, affoard, 7 affowrd, 6- afford, [f.

ge- pref. implying completeness +fot$-ian to fur-

ther, advance ; f. for& forth, forward, onward. The

prefix was subseq. reduced to i- (see A- pref. 6),

and this in i6th c. corrupted after L. of-. With
the change of S to d, cf. burthen, bttrden.] orig.
To further, promote ; hence achieve, manage to do,

manage to give, have the power to give, give what is

in one's power, supply, yield.

) 1. To forward or advance to or towards com-

pletion ; hence, to perform, execute, accomplish,
fulfil. Obs.
c logo O. . Ckron. (Cott. MS.) an. 1045 He . . bzt mynstre

wel gefor&ode ba hwile be he bjer WEES. 1205 LAVAMON 31561

pact nulle he come nauere no bine heste iuorSen.
_

c 1230
Ancren Rrwle 366 (T. & C.) pi wille, bauh, & nout min, euer

beon jforSet [t'.r. ifulled).

f 2. To carry out, accomplish, achieve, manage
(something planned or desired). With may (

= can).

Obs.

1085 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) His feond . . ne mihten na

jeforoian heora fare. <- 1123 Ibid. an. 675 Hwilc man swa
haueft behaten to foren to Rome, and he ne muse hit for3ian.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 31 He ne inahte na mare jeforSian. Ibid.

AFFORDMENT.
39 Hwet ?esculen don }if }e hit ma^en ifor8ian. 1377 LANCL.
P. PI. B. vi. 201 And }af hem mete as he myghte aforth and
mesurable huyre, 0:1420 OCCLEVE tin Halliw.), And hero
and there, as that my litille wit Aforthe may, eek thinke I

translate hit.

3. \Vith inf. or suhord. d. To manage (to do any-
thing) ; with can : To have the means, be able or
rich enough ; to bear the expense.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. v. 306 Greet lordis mowe avorthi to

Kaue . . officers undir hem forto attende. Ibid. 562 The
comoun peple my^ten the wors avorthi in cost of money
for to gete to hem thir present book. 1514 BARCLAY Cytezen
<$ Uplandysh. (1847) 69, 1 may not aforde nowe for to spende
out all. a 1745 SWIFT Mod. Educ. <J.) All families, where
there is wealth enough to afford that their sons may be good
for nothing. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816.) I. iv.

24 She could not afford to pay. 1814 WORDSWORTH Excnrs.
i. 370 He could afford to suffer With those whom he saw
suffer. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Brooke Farm viii. 98 Those
who could afford to try new methods. 1847 MACAU LAV Hist.

Eng. I. xii, Luxuries which few could afford to purchase.
4. \Vith simple obj. a. To manage to give, to spare.
'1449 PECOCK Repr. in. x. 336 Thei my^ten miche more

avorthi into almes than thei that hadden litil. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. iv. i. 40 Praise we may afford, To any Lady that
subdewes a Lord. 1667 MILTON P.L. ix. 912 Should God
create another Eve, and I Another Rib afford. 1833 HT.
MARTINEAU Brooke Farm vii. 89, I cannot afford them a

quart a day at my own expense. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. 27.

195 The loss of a single day was more than I could afford.

f b. To manage to sell (at such a price). Obs.

1617 J. RIDER (in Halliw.), Non possum tantnlo vendere.
I cannot afford it at so little price. 1705 ADDISON Italy ij.)

They fill their magazines in time of the greatest plenty so
that they may afford cheaper. 1793 SMEATON Edystone
Lightho. n6The stone could be afforded at somewhat less

price than Portland.

c. To manage to procure or maintain, etc. ; to

spare the price of, bear the expense of.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Brooke Farm ii. 19, I cannot afford

stockings for so many, nor shoes either. Ibid. vii. 87 Now
they could not afford beer, except a little on Sundays. Ibid.

viii. 93 He cannot afford a team to plough his field.

5. Without can : To give of what one has, to

furnish, bestow, grant, yield. (Often with to.)

1596 J. NORDEN Progr. Pietie (1847) So To accept this

church as his spouse and wife, affording himself to be her
husband. 1633 G. HERBERT Ch. Porch lii, Gladly welcome
what he doth afford. 170* POPE Wife ofB. 254 Kind heav'n
afford him everlasting rest. 1738 WESLEY Psalms li. 4 Tho'
I have griev'd thy Spirit, Lord, His Help and Comfort still

afford. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. vii. 602 Rights
which the custom of India gave, to the Prince who received
over the Prince who afforded the tribute. 1853 MARSDEN
Early Purit. Pref., Should life and leisure be afforded to

the author.

6. Of things : To be capable of yielding, to have
for one who asks or seeks.

1581 LAMBARDE Eircn.i. iv. 25 More than their owne Com-
mission doeth afoord. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. v. i. 73 The
world affords no law to make thee rich. 1593 Rich. If,
i. i. 177, The purest treasure mortall times afford Is spotless

reputation. 1671 True Kon-Conf. Contents, Whether the

Angels of the Churches affoord any ground for Bishops.

1782 PRIESTLEY Nat. fy Rei>. Relig. 1. 354 Their whole history
affords not a single instance. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk.
II. 8 The lives of literary men afford no striking themes for

the sculptor. 1876 GLADSTONE Horn. Synchr. 234 The Poems
afford no explanation.
7. To supply or furnish from its own resources, to

yield naturally.
a 1600 Q. ELIZ. Let. in Beveridge Hist. Ind. (1858) I. i. x.

236 Commodities which our dominions may afforthe. 1589
GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 50 Can a countne cotage affoord

such perfection ? 1611 BIBLE Ps. cxliv. 13 That our garners
may bee full, affoording all maner of store. 1654 BAKER
Lett, ofBalzac in. 97 As Affrick affoards Lions, and France
Souldiers. 1673 RAY Jourti. Low Countries 459 Olives . .

afford most oil when fully ripe. 1697 DRVDEN Virg, Georg.
n. 716 Fruits, which, of their own accord, The willing

Ground, and laden Trees afford. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. on
Waters III. 238 The gardens afford good supplies of the

best esculent vegetables. 1879 in Cassell's Techn. Educ.
IV. 69/2 The figure . . affords a correct representation. 1878
G. MACDONALD Ann. Quiet Neighb. xviii. 351 The comfort-

able confidence afforded by the mask of namelessness.

b. In this sense rarely of persons.
1588 GREENE Pandas^(1843) 36 He wondred how a country

maid could afoord such courtly behaviour. 1839 MURCHISON
Silur. Syst. \. xxxviii. 530 We shall hereafter afford inde-

pendent proofs of the existence of dry land.

Affordable (afo>jdab'l), a.
[f. prec. + ABLE.]

That can be afforded, spared, or yielded.
1866 CARLYLE Remin. (1881) II. 169 Spasmodic writhing

. . never the smallest help affordable.

Afforder (afo^-jdaj). [f.
AFFORD + -ER!.] One

who, or that which, affords, spares, or yields.

1598 FLORID, Porgitore . . a bringer, an affoorder.

Affording (afo->Mdiq), vbl. sb. [f. AFFORD +

-ING 1
.]

A yielding, producing, sparing.

1598 FLORIO, Porgintento . . an affoording, a yMlding, a

bringing. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 13 The affording of suffi-

cient light to the rooms. 1754 SHERLOCK Disc. (1759^ I. i- 17

The Excellency of Religion consists in affording certain

Means of obtaining eternal Life.

Affording (afo^jdirj), ///. a. [f. AFFORD +

-INI;*.] Producing, yielding; liberal, helpful.

1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy II. 87 Perhaps she may be

stupid ! Certainly she is not affording.

t Affo'rdment. Obs. [f.
AFFORD + -MENT.]

Granting, bestowal.

1633 T. ADAMS Comttt. 2 Pet. i. n (1865) 126 So the Lord

doth allure us by gracious affordments.



AFFOREST.

Affore, afforn, obs. forms of AFORE.

Afforest (af^-rcst), v.; also 5-6 aforest. [ad.

med. L. afforesta-re (Charter of Forests 9 Hen. Ill)

f. ad to +foresta, forestis, FOREST.] To convert

into forest, or hunting-ground.
1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 208 Vf any wood other than . .

his owne he aforestid . . it shalbe disforestid, and yf he af-

forested his owne propur wood remayne it forest. 1612 DAVIF.S

Discm'. why Irel. etc. (1787) 124 He [Henry the Second] af-

forested many woods and wastes, to the grievance of the

subject. 1837 W. HOWITT Rnr. Life v. i. (18621 352 The

Conqueror's motive for afforesting so large a tract of country-.

Afforestation (af^restfijan). [ad. med. L.

afforestation-em
n. of action f. affbrestd-re : see

prec.] The action or result of converting into

forest or hunting-ground.
1615 MANWOOD Laives of Forest xvi. 9. 116/2 The dis-

afforestation of the new afforestations aforesaid. 1649 SEL-

DEN Laws ofEn?. i. Ixiv. (17391 130 Revoking of Charters . .

Afforestations, with a train of oppressions depending there-

on. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Purlieu, The greatest part of

the new afforestations were still remaining. 1862 Lotul.

Rev. 20 Dec. 538 Why were two churches built in the very

midst of the forest immediately after the afforestation?

Afforested (afr-rested), fpl. a. [f. AFFOREST +

.ED.] Converted into forest.

1679 HOBBES Dial. Com. LawsdS^o) 154 [They] had much
land remaining in their own hands, afforrested for their re-

creation. 1873 Q. Rev. CXXXV. 154 The whole of the

afforested parts of Devon.

Afforesting (afrrestirj), vbl. sli. [f. AFFOKEST

+ -ING 1

.]
The process of converting into forest ;

afforestation.

1649 SELDEN Laws ofEng. i. Ivi. (1739) 102 Unlawful Taxes,

Afforrestings, and other such Oppressions. 1757 BURKE

Abridgm. Eng. Hist. in. viii. (1812) 534 The Charter of the

Forests had for its object . . the prevention of future af-

foresting.

Afforism, -yame, obs. variants of APHORISM.

t Affo'rm, v. Obs. rare. [a. OFr. aforme-r, off-,

{. a to +former to FORM.] To form, fashion, model,

according to.

c 1500 Doctr. good Seruautites (i 842) 8 To hym that is most

honourable, Afforme your maners and your entent.

Afforse, obs. variant of AFFOROE.

Afforst, obs. form of ATHIKST.

Affrait, -ly, see AFFRAYITLY, AFRAID.

f Affra'ming,
v&/. sb. Obs. rare-1

, (for a-

framing.) [f.
A- pref. i intens. -I- FRAME, OE.

fram-ian,frem-ian, to profit, avail.] Gain, profit.

1440 Prom. Pam., Framynge, orafframynge, or wynnynge.
Lucriim, emoiumentiim.

Affranchise (afra-ntfiz, -Jaiz), v. ; 5 affranchise,

5-6 affranchyse. [f. Fr. afranchiss- lengthened

stem of afranch-ir (now affranchir) f. a to-f

franchir to free; i. franc free: see FRANK.] To
free ;

to set at liberty from servitude ;
also from

an obligation.
'475 CAXTON Jason C b, I shall affranchyse yow of your

vowe. 1477 EARL RIVERS iCaxton) Dictes 1 10 He afranchised

legmon, and made him fre that afore was bonde and thralle.

1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxv. xxiii. 908 h, Antiochus should be

sent for to affranchise Greece. 1725 COTES tr. Dufin's
Eccl. Hist. I. in. i. 76 It cannot be said, that France . . has

been made Free, or affranchised, since she was free in her

first original. 1863 LANDOR in Atl. Monthly (1866) June 702/2

Every slave, after fifteen years, should be affranchised.

Affranchised (afra-ntjizd), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED.] Freed, set at liberty.

1495 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de Worde) i. cliii. 158/2 Fyrst
bonde & sith afraunchised, and made free. 1611 COTCR.,

Main-mis, an affranchised person ; one that is freed from

seruitude. 1863 GILCHRIST Life of IV. Blake I. 100 The af-

franchised tree consequently bore a luxurious crop of leaves.

Affranchisement (afrcrntjizment). [f. AF-

FHANOHISE + -MEN!.] 'The act of making free.'

Todd 1818.

Affranchising (afrcrntjizirj), vbl. so. [f. as

prec. + -ING!.] The action of freeing. (Chiefly

gerundial.)
1688 Lond. Gaz. mmcccxxvii/2 Since their affranchizing

themselves . . they have all along preserved their Liberty.

( Affra'p, v. Obs. rare. [ad. It. affrappare, f.

ad to -tfrappare to beat, knock, see FRAP
;
but

Spenser's word is perhaps an analogical formation

on frap, like addoom, etc.] To strike, strike

against. (With or without object expressed.)
1596 SPENSER F. Q. n. i. 26 They bene ymett, both ready to

affrap. Ibid. m. ii. 6 To tossen speare and shield, and to

affrap The warlike ryder to his most mishap.

Affray (afr^l-), v. Obs. or arch. Forms: 4 afrai,

afrey, 4-7 afray(e, afflraye, 4- affray. Pa. t. 4
afrayed, affraied, 6affraide, afraid. Pa.pple.: see

AFRAID. Also aphetic FEAY. [a..Ang\o-Fr.afraye-r,
effraye-r, early OFr. effreer, esfreer, I sing. pres.

esfrei, (Pr. csfredar) : late L. ex-fridare ; f. ex
out of + late L. fridus, fridum, ad. Teut. fn'Su

(OHG./ruht, OSax. fn'Sii, OE. frit, ON. /?#>-)
peace. The pa. pple. AFFRAYED, 'alarmed,' ac-

quired the meaning of ' in a state of fear,' and has
since the 1 6th c. ben treated as a distinct word : see

AFRAID.]
1. To disturb, or startle, from sleep or quiet, as

VOL. I.

161

a sudden noise does
; passing into the sense of

alarm, as the effect of such startling, arch.

1325 E. E. Allit. Poems B. 1780 Afrayed J>ay no freke . ,

t to t>e palays pryncipal bay aproched ful stylle. 1:1369
CHAUCER Blaunche 296 Smale foules a great hepe That had
ifrayed [v.r. affrayed, afraied] me out of my slepe. 1393
JOWER Con/. III. 371, I was out ofmy swoune affraid. ("1450
^ONELICH Grail xxv. 227 And wondirly sore afrayed jhe was
Of his noise sche herds in that plas. 1563 BARNABI-: GOOGK
^glogs vi. tArb. ) 55 Than rest and slepe I straightway sought
Mo Dreames dyd me afraye. 1820 KEATS 6V. Agnes xxix.

The kettle-drum, and far-heard clarionet Affray his ears.

f b. To disturb with hostilities
;
to attack with

an armed force. Obs. rare.

1467 MAKG. PASTON in Lett. 576 II. 308 Ye wote wele that
I have ben affrayd ther befor this tyme.

By imperceptible gradations the idea of alarm

passed into that of

2. To frighten, to affect with fear
; especially in

ihe passive voice to be affrayed or AFRAID, arch.
c 1314 Gity IVa-rw, 57 Now goth Gii sore desmaid, His

woundes him ban iuel afreyd. c 1315 SHOREHAM 158 For of
thet he hadde her y-do He was affrayde, c 1386 CHAUCKR
Clerkcs T. 399 Nedelees, god wool, he thoghte hire for t' af-

raye [MS. Heng, t'afraye]. 1456 Past. Lett. 277 I. 380, I

lave somwhat affrayed them, and made hem spend mony.
1523 LD. BURNERS Froissart I, ccxxix. 307 The whiche so

affrayed them, that they had no lust to go thyder. 1637
CJiLLESPlE Eng. -Pop. Cerent, \\. i. 6 If Papists . . were so af-

frayed of Conformists. 1763-5 CHURCHILL Duellist \. Poems
II. 7 Bid Terror, posting on the wind, Affray the spirits of

mankind. 1875 B. TAYLOR Faust xxv. I. 212 Nay, sheathe

thy sword at last ! Do not affray me !

f3. intr. (refl.} To be afraid, to fear. (Fr.

s'cffrayer^} Obs.
c 1440 Partonope 845 She gan affray of this sodeyn cans.

4. To scare, to startle or alarm into running

away, to frighten away. arch. Cf. FRAY.
1375 HARBOUR Bruce xvi. 205 [Thai] dang on thame so

hardely, That all thair fay is afrayit war. r 1400 Destr.

Troy vn. 3200 pai affrayet the folke fuersly by dene, Sesit

and slogh, slongen to ground. 1549 Contpl. Scotl. vii. 70
Beand al affrayit ande fleyit for dreddour of his lyue. 1592
SHAKS. Rout, fy Jnl. in. v. 33 Since arme from arme that

voyce doth vs affray, a 1610 BABINGTON U'ks, 32 To prick vs

to the good and to afray vs from the euill. 1855 SINGLETON

Virgil I. So And with a din Affray the birds.

Affray, used for DEFRAY.
1584 LODGE Alarum agst. I'surers (1853') 48 Not having

friends to releeve them, or money to affray their charges.

Affray (afivi'), sl\ Forms: 4-5 afray(e, 4-6
affraye, (4 affroi, 5 enfray), 4

- affray. Also aphet.
FRAY. [a,r QT?T.e$reit esfrei, f. esfre-er: see AFFRAYS.
The form enfray is an erroneous expansion after

the apparent analogy of en-conbre, a-combre, etc.]

f 1. The act of suddenly disturbing some one who
is at rest

;
an attack, an assault. Obs.

133 K- BRUNNE Chron. 176 In mirke withouten sight wille

enmys mak affray. ^1360 Yesterday in E. E. P. (1862^

137 pin enemy woltou ' not forgete
* But ay be aferd * of his

affray. 1400 Destr. Troy xi. 4746 In diffensof J>e folke bat

affroi made. 1509 Farlyamcnt of Denylles xxvi, [He]

strongly withstandeth myn affray. 1583 STANVHURST^^W
xi, (1880) 43 Learne our fatal auentures, Thee toy Is of Troians,

and last infortunat affray.

f 2. The state produced by sudden disturbance

or attack ; alarm ; fright, terror. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handlyng Synne 1820 Betwyxe bo twey

C I45O I_.ONhLll,H Ijrtllt A,\v. iy^ > iis iu utiii t\ gi CL mi n_y ,

Whanne they syen here Lord bere ded. 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froissart I.ccxv. 271 Wherof the pope and cardynalles were

in great affray and drede. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. iii. 12 Who
full of gastly fright and cold affray Gan shut the dore.

+3. A disturbance, a noisy or tumultuous outburst;

especially one caused by fighting, a fray. Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 66 Now is Edward dede be spner

for>o affrayes. c 1420 Pallad. On Hiisb. x. 186 And boile it

so, not with to greet affray, c 1450 LONELICH Graal II. 306

Piers awook there that he lay, so astoned he was of that

afray. ^1460 Tmvtieley Mvst. 179 Let no man wyt where

that we war, For ferdnes of a fowlle enfray. 1513 DOUGLAS

sEneis vi. xv. 28 Thys wourthy knycht the commen wele

Romane In grete affray perturbit to rest agane And quiet

sail restore. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI France # ft. I. 216 The

people are . . little disposed to public affrays, 1810 SCOTT

Lady of L. in. xiv, So swept the tumult and affray.

4. esp. A breach of the peace, caused by fighting

or riot in a public place.

1483 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cclii. 323 Also this yere was a

grete affraye in fleetstrete by nygtes tyme bitwene men of

court and men of london. 1552 HULOET Abcedarinm, Af-

fraye betwene two men, Monomachia^ Pugna. 1576 LAM-

BARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 331, 1 reade not of any that was

slaine in the affraye. 1691 BLOUNT Law Diet. s.v., An
Assault is only a wrong to the party ;

an Affray is a common

wrong. 1757 BURKE Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 352 The

suppressing of riots and affrays. 1823 SCOTT Peveril I. vn.

127, I trust you have had no hurt in this mad affray?

Affrayed (airbed), //A a. arch. [f.
AFFRAY v.

+ -ED
;
a recall of the old form which has become

ordinarily AFRAID.] Alarmed.
1820 KEATS 5. Agnes xxxiii, Her blue affrayed eyes wide

open shone.

Affrayer (afivi-ai). Also 6 affraier, affiraior,

7 aflrayor. [f.
AFFRAY v. +-ER 1

.]
One engaged

in an affray ; a disturber of the peace.

1553-87 foxK A. <$ M. I. 666/2 To make these Congrega-
tions of the Lollards to be . . afftaiers of the people. 1581

LAMRARDK Eiren. \\. iii. (1588) MO Any man also may stay the

AFFBIENDED.
Affraiors, until the storme of their heat be calmed. 1716
W. HAWKINS Pleas o/Crcrwti i. xxviii. (1824) I. 490 If affray-
ers fly to a house . . [the constable] . . may break open the
doors to take them. 1790 DALLAS Reports I. 363 It is law-
ful to part affrayers in the house of another man.

t Affraying, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. AFFRAY v. +
-INT. 1

.]
A disturbing or alarming.

ri4go LOSF.LICH Grail xliv. 306 Whanne the deuk herde
this tydyng, To hym it was a gret affrayeng.

I Affrayitly, affrai-tly, aJv. Obs. Sc. [(.

affrayit, Sc. form of AFFKAYED, AFRAID +-LY^.]
In an alarmed or frightened manner

; affrightedly.
X375 tlARBOUR Bruce vi. 434 The laif fled full affrayitly.

1513 DOUGLAS SEneis xui. iv. 78 Fleand thay wat not quhare,

Tursing thare birdingis affraitlye here and tliare. 1536
HKLLENDESE Cron. Scotl. (1821) II. 298 The pepill, ricnt

affrayitly, returnit to him out of all partis of the wod.

t Affrayment. Obs. [f. AFFHAY v. + -MEXT.]
Given as a synonym of AFFRAY by Bailey, whence
in Johnson.
1731 BAILKY, vol. II, Affray, AJfraimmtfa Common Law>

is an affrightment put upon one or more persons ; which

may be done by an open shew of violence only, without

either a blow given or a word spoken, etc. [The definition

is quoted from Phillips with the addition of Affrainu-nt by
Bailey himself.]

t Affrayne, afrayne, v. Obs. [f. FBAYNE,
FKEYNE v. to ask, inquire, either with A- pref. \

intensive, or (as Stratmann thinks) with prep, af,

OF, and so to ask of Qtfrom.] To question.

1-1340 HAMPOLK Pr. Cause, [quoted by Halliw., but not in

ed. Morris] Whanne Thou schalt thiswerde afreyne. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 274, 1 affrayned (1393 ich fraynede]

hym fyrste Fram whennes he come, c 1380 SirFenittib. 2146

Byfore be Amyral banne he gob t & bygan him for taffrayne.

c 1460 To'.micky 3[yst. 328 My fader wakyd at the laste,

And her afraynd ; she told hym how she was agast.

Affreight '

v
afr<71

J

t), v. rare~. [ad. Fr. affrete-r,

spelt after Kng. FREIGHT.]
' To hire a ship for the

transportation of goods.' Craig 1847.

Affreighter iafr^'tsr. [f. prec. + -Em'.] 'The

person who hires or charters a ship or other vessel

to convey goods.' Craig 184".
1882 charter-party, Such loading berth . . as the said af.

freighters may name.

Affreightment (afrfi-tment). [ad, Fr. affrcte-

mcnt n. of action f. affrete-r to freight ; spelt after

Eng. FREIGHT.] The hiring of a vessel to convey

cargo.
1755 MACENS Ess. Instir. II. 101 The Agreement of Af.

fre'ghtment, commonly called a Charter- Party. i848.\RNOULD
Ulnr. Insur. i. vi. (1866) I. 289 Emolument derived from car-

rying goods on freight, or from performing certain contracts

of affreightment on hire.

) Affre'nt, v. Obs. rare~ }
. [ad. Sp. afrcnt-ar to

affront.] A by-form of AFFRONT.

1578 T. N. Trans. Conquest of tt'. India 229 To kill those

Spaniardes who have so affrented the nation of Culhua.

t Affre-t, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. af- (
= A- fre/. I

+ FRET v.~\
To fret, annoy, trouble.

1600 ABP. ABBOT Jonah 247 David . . was so afiretted with

the prosperitie of the wicked.

tAffre't, sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [etym. doubtful ; perh.

f. It. affrettare
to hasten, affrcttamento a making

speed.]
' Furious onset ;

immediate attack.' J.

1596 SPKNSER /'. Q. ill. ix. 16 With the terrour of their

fierce affret They rudely drove to ground both man and horse.

Affreyd, variant of AFRAYED///. a., rubbed.

tAffri'Cate, v. Obs.-" [f.
L. affricat-, ppl. stem

of affrica-re, to nib on or against ; f. ad to Africa-

re to rub. Cf. AFFRICTION.] 'To rub upon, or

against, to grate or crumble.' Blount Glossogr.

i6=;6 ;
whence in Bailey.

tAffrica'ted,///. a. Olis. rare. [f. prec. + -ED.]

Rubbed.

XXVI. 86 Thet

t Affrica-tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. affri-

catwn-em, n. of action f. affrica-rt
: see AFFRIC-

TION!
'

Rubbing upon or against.' Bailey 1721.

6 HAUKSBEE in Phil. Trans. XXV. 2331 The Light . .

discover'd upon the Aflrication of it [a glass tube] unex.

hausted, seem'd to be altogether on its outside.

f Affricke bird,
'A coward, one in gay cloathes.

Cockeram 1626.

t Affri'ction. Obs.; also 7 adfriction. [ad. L.

*affrictidn-cm, n. of action, f. affrict- ppl. stem of

affricd-re to rub on ; f. af-
= ad- to ^nca-rt

to rub.

the ordinary cl. L. formvi^a/ricntio; the simple

fried-re had both frieat-um and fnct-iim.}

action of nibbing one thing upon another.

uvery pit T .

tagious affriction of all capable subjects.

tAffrie-nded, pa. pple. Obs. rare- '.

FRIEND, by pref. a- or af-, probably intended to be

factitive, after analogy of affirm, afforest ;
see A-

pref. 1 1 1 Made friends ;
reconciled.

i|6 SriiNSER I'. Q. TV. iii. 50 She saw that cruell war so

ended, And deadly foes so faithfully aflfrended.
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AFFRIGHT.

t Affright, afright , ///. a. Obs. Forms : i

a-fyrhted, 1-2 a-fyrht, 3 ? affuruht (u), 4
? ofright, afrijt, ? affrijt, afryst, 5 affryht,

afryht, afryght, 5-6 afright, 6 affright, [pa.

pple. ofOE. *ajyrhtan t
not found in any other part,

i.h-pref. i intensive +fyrht~an to frighten, terrify:

see FRIGHT. There appears to have been also a

derivative of-fyrhtant OFFRIGHT, in I2th-i3thc.,
the pple. of which of-fyrht was afterwards con-

founded with a-fyrht, whence prob. the early forms

marked with ? above ; but the eventual doubling
of the /is after the analogy of forms like of-firm,
af-fix, from L. ad. A later form is AFFRIGHTED.]
Struck with sudden fear

; terrified, frightened.
a xooo Andreas 1531 He afyrhted wearS. a xooo O. E.

Gosp. Matt, xxvjii. 4 J>a weardas wxron afyrhte. rn6o
Hatt. Gosp. ibid. , pa weardes wxren afyrhte. c 1230 A ncren
Riivle 362 pe ueond is affuruht and offered of swuche.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 158 [>e mayden Berenger scho was
afie ofright. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1889 A-fry^t he wax ofhym
sum deli so grym a was in gale. Ibid. 2199 pat Jan was
sore afri5t. c 1450 LONELICH Grail xx. 10 In his herte he
was wondirly afryght. 1596 SPENSER F.Q. n.v. 37 As one

affright With hellish feends, or furies mad uprore. 1647 H.
MORE Resolution 175 The weakned phansy sore affright
With the grim shades of grisely Night.

Affright (afrei't), v. arch, [a late formation, on
FRIGHT v.t

with A- pref. \ i (written of-] ;
doubtless

partly due to the pre-existing ppl. adj. AFFRIGHT ;

see prec.] To frighten, to terrify. To affright

from : to deter from. (Now only poetical for the

prose FRIGHTEN.)
1589 NASME in Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 13 So terrible was

his stile . . as would have affrighted our peaceable Poets, from

intermedling hereafter, with that quarrelling kinde of verse.

1593 SHAKS. i Hen. I 'I, i. iv. 43 The Scar-Crow that affrights
our children so. 1611 HEYWOOD Gold. Age n. i. 24 You
afright me with your steele. 1675 T. BROOKS Gold. Key
Wks, 1867 V. 129 To affright people from vicious practices.

1721 Die FOE Moll /"/. 118401 102 Terrifying and affrighting
me with threats. 1878 B. TAYLOR Pr. Deukalion iv. iv. 158
Never a wolf affrights them Here in the pasture's peace.

Affright (afrai-t), sb. arch. [f.
the vb., on the

analogy of the pre-existing^/^? vb. and sb.]
1. actively, The action of frightening or causing

terror ; also concr. A cause or source of terror.

1611 B. JONSOX Catiline (J.) 1 see the gods . . would humble
them, By sending such affrights. 1633 BP. HALL Hard
Texts 195 Full of troubles and dangerous affrights. 1697
DRYDEN sKneid (J.I The war at hand appears with more

affright. 1817 COLERIDGE Sybil. Leaves (,1862) 231 A tale of
less affright, And tempered with delight.

2. passively, The state of sudden and great fear;

terror, fright.

1596 SPKNSER F. Q. \\. iii. 19 Then dead through great

affright They both nigh were. 1665 PEPYS Diary 11879) III.

no This puts me into a most mighty affright. 1789 BstSHAH
Ess. II. xl. 511 Mr. Burke, in his affright, forgets what in

his calmer moments he readily concedes. 1847 BAKHAM
Ingold. Leg. (1877) 311 Thy bosom pants in wild affright.

Affri'ghtable, a. Obs. rare~ {

. [f. AFFRIGHT
v. + -ABLE.J Such as to frighten ; deterrent.

1614 CAPT. SMITH Virginia vi. 214 Though the coast be

rocky and thus affrightable.

Affrighted (afrai-ted\ ///. a. [f. AFFRIGHT v.

+ -ED. (Replaces the earlier ppl. adj. AFFRIGHT.;]
Struck with sudden fear

; alarmed, frightened.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. ii. 100 And that th' affrighted Globe

Did yawne at Alteration. 1702 POPE Thebais 138 Affrighted
Atlas, on the distant shore, Trembl'd. 1791 COWPER Iliad
vi. 48 A thicket his affrighted steeds detam'd. 1876 Miss
BRADDON J. Haggards Dau, II. 32 Joshua looked up pre-

sently, and saw two pairs of affrighted eyes gazing at him.

Affrigh.tedly (afrei-tedli), adv. [f. prec. + LY&.]
In an affrighted manner

;
with fright or alarm.

1613 DRAYTOM Poly-olbion xxii. iT.) The day upon the host

affrightedly doth look, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. III.

xv. 496 And make them affnghtedly to start from Him . .

whom they adored. 1860 W. COI.LIXS Worn, in White iv. 17

Looking up and down the road affrightedly.

Affrighten (afrai-tan),^.^^//. [Secondary form
of AFFRIGHT v. Cf. the relation of fright and

frighten, and see -EN 2.] To frighten, to affright.
1630 J.TAYLOR (Water Poet) IVks. u. 169/1 The whilest her

tongue doth thunder and affrighten. 1701 in Lend. Gaz.
mmmdccli/5 It is not the Terrour of the French Power . .

shall affrighten us from our bounden Duty. 1794 SOUTHEY
Botany~Bay\\. Wks. 11.88 Fit tales For garrulous beldames
to affrighten babes. 1828 LANDOR Imag. Convers. Wks. 1868
I. 137 Wherefore, in God's name, are you affrightened?

AfFrightened (afrai-tand), ///. a. arch. [f.

prec. + ED.] Affrighted, frightened.
1649 CLEVELAND Elegy ^ Wks. 1687, 198 Does his Royal

Blood . , Not shoot through her affrightned Womb? 1728
MORGAN Hist. Algiers I. iv. 87 The Disorder into which
their affrightened Horses had put them. tSooCRABBE Tales

53 Th' affrighten'd Man a due attention paid.

Affrightening (afrei-tanin), ///. a. arch. [f.

AFFRIGHTEN + -INU 2
.] Frightful, terrifying.

1683 Pennsylv. Arch. I. 61 Y l

affrightening cruelty com-
mitted at Lewis. 1715 BCRSET Hist, own Time (1766} II.

108 All the affrightening stories that had been brought
him.

Affrighter (afrei-taj). arch.
[f.

AFFRIGHT v. +
-ER!.] One who affrights or frightens ; a frightener.
i6u SHELTON Quixote I. iv. xxv. (T.) The protector of

damsels, the affrighter of giants.
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Aflfrightful(afr3i-tful),. arch.
[f. AFFRIGHT^.

+ -FUL: ct. frightful,]
1. Exciting fright or terror; frightening, terrifying.
i6i8T. ADAMS Pract. Wks.Ci'&bi) II. 133 The night presents

to the fantasy . . many deceiving and affrightful imagina-
tions. 1678 CUDWORTH Iniell, Syst, 68 Spectres, Bug-bears,
or Affrightful Apparitions. 1693 LUTTRELL BriefRet. (1857)
III. 157 That island has frequent tremblings since the great
earthquake, which is very affrightfull to the inhabitants.
1800 COLERIDGE IVallenstein i. iii. Wks. III. 266 Here every
coming hour broods into life Some new affrightful monster.

t2. Full of fear, timid. Obs. rare.

1631 MARKHAM Way to Wealth 11. i. xiv. (1668) 71 Fishes
of eager bite, most foolish, least affrightful, and soonest
deceived.

AffrightfoUy (afrertfuli),*^. arch.
[f. prec. +

LY-.] In an affrightful manner ; alarmingly.
1667 H. MORE Div, Dial. v. 41 (1713^ 523 That 1 lose not

my Repose this Night, or Dream affright fully.

Affrighting (afrertin), ///. a. arch. [f. AF-
FRIGHT v, + -ING-.] Frightening, terrifying.
1599 A. M. Gabelhouers Bk. Physic 376/1 She may also vse

therof in all affrighting sicknesses. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Serin.

i. xxvii. 344 We never heard his noises, nor have seen his

affrighting shapes. 17*6 PENS Tracts Wks. I. 558 Which
needs not the extraordinary and affrighting Obligation of
an Oath.

Affriglltment ^afrgi-tment, . arch. [f. AFFRIGHT
V. + -MKNT.]
fl. The action of frightening or terrifying, in-

timidation ; also, a cause of fear. Obs.

(11619 DONNE Biathan. (16481 215 Which accompanie it

with so much horror and affrightment. 1673 Ladies Calling
ii. ii. 36. 77 Invisible affrightmen ts, the beloved methods
of nurses and servants. 1711 STRYPE Eccl. Mem. IV. 67

Affrightmen ts . . which much terrified the mean-spirited.

2. The fact or state of being frightened ; fright,

sudden fear or alarm.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions ofMind n. iii. 65 Choler causeth

. . feares, affrightmen ts, ill successe, and such like. 1693
LOCKE Editc. 167 Passionate Words or Blows from the Tutor
fill the Child's Mind with Terror and Affrightment. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa vii. u8m I. 47 [I looked]at him, when
I could glance at him, with disgust little short of affright-
ment. a 1834 LAMB Dram, Writers 531 Their terrors want

dignity, their affrightments are without decorum.

Affront ijifrzrnt), v.
;
also 4-5 afroubt, afront.

[a. OFr. afronte-r, afritnte-r (cf. Pr. and Sp. afrontar,
It. affrontare}\\z.\ L. affronta-re, adfronta-re f.

ad front-em to the face. Afrontcr has in OFr.
the meaning 'to strike on the forehead, to slap
in the face

'

; hence fig. to insult one to his face.

The lit. meaning is not found in Kng.]
1. To insult (a person or thing personified) to

his face, to treat with avowed or open indignity.
<ri3i5/W. Songs (i&y^} ~yyj An if a pore man speke a word,

he shal be foule afrounted. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxm. 5
With neode ich mette That afrontede me foule. 1577 H EL-

LOWES tr. Giteuaras Gold. Ep. 2 Not to honor vs, but to

affront vs. 1665 GLANVILLE Scepsis Sci. i. i We cannot,
without affronting the Divine Goodness, deny but that at

first we were made wise and happy. 1757 BURKE Abridgm.
Kng. Hist. Wks. X. 496 The Duke of Austria whom he

[Richard I] had personally affronted at the siege of Acre.

1783 Cow PER Lett. 31 May, Wks. 1876, 132 The law of our
land is affronted if we say the king dies. 1824 W. IRVING

T. of Trav. II. 34 It would have been ruin to affront them.

2. To put to the blush
;
to offend the modesty

or self-respect of; to cause to feel ashamed, refi.

To feel affronted, to blush (obs.}. (Said of the

feeling produced rather than of the act or purpose).
1340 Ayenb. 229 Vor huo J>et him y[e]fb to voule wordes,

hi "ham ssolle na$t ssamie and afrounti, bet is to zigge, hi

lyezeji J>e
ssame. 1673 CAVE Primit. Chr. n. ii. 33 Without

affronting their modesty. 1707 FARQI;HAR Beaux' Strat.

i. i. 9 Let me look you full in the Face, and I'll tell you
whether you can affront me or no. 1741 H. WALPOLE Lett,

to H. Mann 13 (1834) I. 38 Your friend Lord Sandwich af-

fronted his Grace of Grafton extremely. 1809 PINKNEY Trav.
France 22 [He] would have affronted you by his sulky re-

serve, c 1860 MAURICE Mor. $ Metaph. Philos. IV, viii. 56.

498 [It] does not affront the family feeling.

3. To face in defiance
;
confront. Now chiefly^.,

as to affront death.

1563 GRAFTON Q. Mary an. 6 (R.) King Philip and the

French King with two most puyssaunt armies affronted eche
other neere vnto the water of Some. 1506 SPENSER F.Q. iv.

iii. 22 Who, him affronting soone, to fight was readie prest.
1661 BRAMHALL Just. Vind. vii. 188 How their Kings . . have
all of them, in all ages, affronted and curbed the Roman
Court. 1856 BRYANT Knight's Epitaph 37 He . . affronted

death In battle-field. 1863 KINGLAKK Crimea (1877) III. i.

50 He was affronting great risk without due motive.

\ b. To meet in hostile encounter, to attack. Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Lrvy \. xxv. i8g, These brave brethren . .

affronted \eontwmtnt\ one another, and with cruell and
mortall weapons gave the charge. 1643 ROGERS Naaman
96 A shrewd right winde, gets into the hollow of the tree,
and affronts it on the rotten side. 1700 DRYDEN Fabl. Cock

fy Fox 643 [He] affronted once a cock of noble kind, And
either lam'd his legs or struck him blind.

1 4. To meet intentionally or of purpose, to

throw oneself in the way of, accost, address. Obs.
i6oa SHAKS. Haml, in. i. 31 That he, as 'twere by accident,

may there Affront Ophelia, 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Pet. n.

13 (1865) 458/1 So Jezebel painted her face, and affronted

Jehu out of the window.
5. To front, to face in position ;

to look toward.
arch.
1600 HOLLAND Liiy XLIII. xviii. u66m, Macedonie, which

AFFRONTEE.
regardeth and affronteth Illyricum. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.
i. v. 33 But it abated the Puissance thereof [i.e. of Mercta],
because on the West it affronted the Britans, being deadly
enemies. 11x658 CLEVELAND Gen. Poems, fyc. (16771 J66 We
see the Sun better by looking into the Waters, than by
affronting his Beams. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. N.-Cap
Country 654 On emergence, what affronts our gaze?
f6. Jig. To face anticipatively ;

to prepare to
meet ; look out for. Obs. rare.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. iii. 29 Your preparation can affront

no lesse Then what you heare off. Come more, for more
you 're ready.

\- 7. causal. To confront one thing with another
;

to set face to face. Obs. rare.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. HI. ii. 173 That my integritie and

truth to you, Might be affronted with the match and waight
Of such a winnowed puritie in loue.

Affront (afnrnt), sb. [f. the vb. Cf. Fr. affront
(i6th c. in Littre).]
1. An insult ofiered to the face ; a word or act

expressive of intentional disrespect ; a purposed
indignity ; an open insult or outrage ; esp. in the

phrases To put an affront upon, offer an affront to.

1508 BARRET Theor. Warres \\. \. 102 Whereat no man
ought to be offended, or take it for any affront. 1671 MILTON
/', R. in. 160 Oft have they violated The temple, oft the law
with foul affronts. 1678 BUSVAN Pilgr. \. 62 Though they
had offered great affronts to his Person and proceedings.
1855 MACAULAY Frtdk. Gt. 59 To resent his affronts was
perilous. 1876 FREEMAN Nonn. Cong. I. App. 630 It was
certainly something to have put an open affront upon the
Eastern king.
2. Offence to one's dignity or modesty, felt in-

dignity.
x66a DRYDEN Sat. Dutch 27 To one well-born the affront

is worse and more, When he's abused and baffled by a boor.

1716-18 LADV M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. II. xliv. 16 These
women . . look upon this . . as the greatest disgrace and af-

front that can happen to them. 1769 Jtmius Lett. xxxv. 160
Such an object as it would be an affront to you to name.
1784 COWPER Lett. Mar. 29Wk<. 1876, 164 Candidates are
creatures not very susceptible of affronts. 1816 SCOTT Old
Mort. 65 The unexpected, and, as she deemed it, indelible

affront, which had been brought upon her dignity. Mod*
adage.

' Affronts are as they are taken."

fB. Hostile encounter, attack, assault. Obs.

1599 HAKLUYT l-'oy. II. 229 [They] that were not slaine in
the first affront of the entrance into the citie. 1671 MILTON
Samson 529 And dreaded On hostile ground, none daring
my affront. 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. i. 103 He met with no other
affront from Apollyon.
1 4. A position of hostility or defiance

;
concr. an

obstacle. Obs.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 94 Even Ministers are often great
affronts in the way of poore soules. 1644 HEYLIN Life oj
Land i. 45 His Studies in Divinity, in the exercise whereof
he met with some affronts and oppositions. 1648 SYMMONS
Vind. Chas. /, 6 To suffer it to continue in affront to their

general ordinance.

t 5. An encounter or meeting generally; accost.

Obs.

1614 J. COOKE Green's Tn quoq. (Dod&L) VII. 95 This I

must caution you of, in your affront or salute, never to move
your hat. 1632 HEYWOOD Iron Age \. n. L 294 Whom we
wil giue a braue and proud affront.

Affronted (afwnted), ppl. a.
[f. AFFRONT v. +

-ED. In sense 3 used to translate Fr. effrontt^\
1. Insulted, offended, injured in one s dignity or

modesty. (Refers to the state of feeling of the

recipient of the affront.)

1706 Col. Rec. Penn. II. 284 He declared he was not at all

affronted. 1760 G. LVTTELTON Dialog, of Dead^xxix. (1776)
II. 377, I trusted the justification ofmy Affronted Innocence
to the opinion of my Judges. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. "g>
IV. 153 The affronted patrician. 1879 Miss BRADDON Violet
III. 231 'Your mind wants balance,' said Miss Skipwith,
affronted at this frivolity.

1 2. Fronted, faced. Obs.

1586 FERNE Blazon ofGentrie 261 Shadowed with woodes
and affronted with a large parke. 1708 J. CHAMBERLAYNE
St. Gt. Brit. n. in. x. (1743) 429 Their heads upward, and
affronted inward.

1 3. [after Fr. effronte.'] Brazen-faced, impudent ;

full of effrontery. Obs.

1656 EARL MONM. Advt.fr. Parnassus (>6 An act of shame-
less and affronted impudency.

t Affiro'ntedly, adv. Obs.
[f.
AFFRONTED a. 3 +

-LY^.] \Vith effrontery; impudently, shamelessly.
1656 EARL MONM. Advt.fr. Parnassus 341 That Mahomet

. . did affrontedly laugh at sacred things. 1755 CARTE Hist.

Eng. IV. 37 The lawyers . . since the beginning of his reign
had most affrontedly trodden upon his prerogative.

' Affro'iitedness. Obs. [f. AFFRONTED a. 3 +

-NESS.] Brazenfacedness, effrontery, impudence.
1656 EARL MONM. Advt.fr. Parnassus 228 With unheard

of affrontedness, he made the whole world see, that he made
use of heresie to work division amongst people, &c.

ii Affrontee (afivnt*, afro-nt/), a. Her. [Fr.

affronte, pa. pple. of affronte-r : see AFFRONT z'.]

1. Face to face
;
front to front ;

also called con-

frontee.
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Affronte, in heraldry'i >s understood

of animals borne in an escutcheon as facing, or with their

heads turned toward each other.

2. Looking frontwise or towards the beholder.

1766 PORNY Eletn. Herald. (1787) 151 If the Figure is set

with the face looking frontways or forwards, this Position is

denoted by the term Affrontee. i84B CUSSANS Handbk.
Herald, xiv. 168 The Helmet of Dukes and Marquesses also

stands affronte.



APFBONTEE.

Affrontee (afr:ntr), sb. [f.
AFFRONT v . + -EE.]

One who receives an affront ;
an insulted person.

1833 LYTTON England I. iv. (1840) 221 The affront once

given, out at once go affronter and affrontee; they fight first

and retract afterwards.

Affronter (afro-ntaj). [f. AFFRONT v . + -HA]
1 1. One who impudently deceives ;

a pretender.

[Cf. mod. Fr. a/ronteur.}
1598 FLORIO, Cantoniere, a cozener, a conycatcher, a de-

ceiuer, an affronter. 1631 MASSINGER Beleeve as you list m.

ii, Must I, because you say soe, Beleeve that this most

miserable kinge is A false affronter?

2. One who affronts, or insults to the face.

1634 GAYTON Festiv. Notes iv. xxv. 283 And shee reveng'd

th' affronter with a prong. 1833 [See AFFRONTEE.]

+ Affro'ntery. Obs. Put for EFFRONTERY.

1679 PRANCE AtUU. Narr. 7 They have since confessed

that . . but proceed in their affrontery, to deny this.

t AffrO'Iltftllly, adv. Obs. [f.
AFFRONT sl>. +

-FUL + -LY2.] In an affronting manner; insultingly.

1754 P. H. Hiberniail iv. 31 Ought then a Country . so

productive of great Men, in every Walk, be affrontfully

called Bceotia?

Affronting (afro-ntirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

AFFRONT v.

-f -ING!.] (Now mostly gerundial.)
1. The action of offering indignity or open insult ;

insulting defiance.

1611 COTGR., Arillonnement, an affronting, vexing. 1677

R. GILPIN Dzmonol. Sacra (1867! 388 It is no less than the

open affronting of God by abusing His own favours. 1702

Case of IV. Penn 8 By their affronting of it [the Act], and

making Laws repugnant, and in opposition to it.

2. The action of facing or encountering.
1613 HAYWARD Norm. Kings 67 By affronting of both the

Armies. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Painters IV. v. xix. 15 This

endurance or affronting of fearful images.

Affronting (afro-ntirj), //>/. a. [f.
AFFRONT v.

4 -INR -.] Insulting to the face ; openly offensive.

1724 WATTS Logick I. iv. 3 (1813) 344 Some [words] are

clean and decent . . others are affronting and reproachful.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa xv. (18111 II. 98 Had you not

been so rudely affronting to him. 1869 R. LYTTON On'al

163 The blazon'd boast of his affronting flag.

Affrontingly (afryntirjli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY2 .]

In a manner which affronts ;
with personal in-

dignity.
1698 Christ Exalted 23. 18 It looks

very Boldly and

Affrontingly, to teach the Holy God to speak. 1826 Miss

MITFORD Our Village Ser. n. (1863) 271 Affrontingly gracious
or astoundingly impertinent by fits and starts.

Affrontingness (afr-ntirjnes). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] Insulting manner or demeanour.

1853 LYNCH Self-lmprovcm. v. 124 Then there will be class

pretence, hauteur, and affrontingness.

Affrontive (afrn-ntiv), a. [f. AFFRONT a. + -IVE,

in imitation of words like e/cct-ive in which -ive

is properly added to the L. ppl. stem.] Of affront-

ing character or tendency.
1659 GAUDEN Tears of Ch. 510 Affrontive to the glory [of]

God and the Honor of the Catholick Church. 1704 LOGAN
in Pa. Hist. Sac. Mem. IX. 331 Rude and most affrontive

language. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa iv. (1811) I. 23 Their

behaviour . . was very cold and disobliging, but as yet not

directly affrontive. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. 11. xxiv. (1865) 410
The affrontive quality of the primitive enquiry.

Affro-ntiveness. Wts.-' [f. prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being affrontive ; personal insolence.

1711 m BAILEY; whence in ASH, TODD, etc.

+ AffrO'ntment. Olis. rare-1
, [a. Fr. affronte-

men/, f. affronte-r : see AFFRONT v. and -MENT.]

The action of encountering or opposing ;
rebuff.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. (16321 834 Vpon this

affrontment he suspended the execution of that designe.

tAffrO'ntOUS, a. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. Sp. afren-

toso, 1. afrenta, afronta, affront ; cf. also Fr. affront-

tur, -fuse.] Full of affront ; insulting ;
hostile.

1598 BARRET Timor. Warns v. iii. 180 Those [men] are

most affrontous . . when being enterprised with temeritie.

t Affro'nture. 06s. [f. AFFRONT v . + -URE after

analogy of procedure, etc.] The action of facing

or meeting in hostility ; encounter, assault.

1721 STRYPE Eccl. Mem. II. 240 At any approach or

affronture of the enemy . . they used commonly . . to begin

the flight.

t A'ffuage. Olis. [a. Fr. affoitage, f. OFr. afoutr,

afocr, to furnish with fuel : late 'L.affoca-re to make
a fire, f. ad to +focus fire.] (See quot.)

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Affuiage, Affiiiaginm, in

antient customs, a right
of cutting fuel-wood in a forest, or

the like, for maintaining family-fire. 1847 CRAIG, Affuagc.

+ Affu'lsion. 06s.- [f. L. *affuls- ppl. stem of

ajfii/gf-rcloshmeupon + -lON.as if a.A.'L.*affulsion-

cm.]
' A shining upon.' Bailey 1731.

t Affund, v Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. affund-ere ;

see AFFUSE.] To pour upon.
1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Dispcns. 664 Oyl with red or white

wine affunded.

t Affu'rnish, v . Obs. rare- 1
, [f. of- (-A-fref.

1 1) + FURNISH.] To furnish, provide.
_ 11641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts if Man. 482 For this, therefore,
it was expedient to be before affurnished.

Affuse (afiK-z), v. rare. [f.
L. afffts- ppl. stem

of affund-ere to pour upon ;
f. ad- to ^fund-fre to

pour. Cf. confuse?\ To pour upon.
1*83 SALMON Dorm Med. it. 424 Affuse upon it the quint-
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essence of Iron. 1806 BRANDE in Phil. Traits. XCVI. 372
I now stopped the distillation, and affused alcohol.

Affused (afi-rd), />/)/. <z. [f.prec. + -ED.] Poured

upon or into anything.
1676 in Phil. Trans. XI. 772 The affused blood does, after

a sort, stagnate. 1683 SALMON Doron Med. I. 185 Rhenish
wine affused on Salt of Tartar.

Affusion (afitt'san). [ad. (directly or through
Fr. affusion, i6thc. in Littre.) L. 'affusion-cm n.

of action f. affund-ere : see AFFUSE.]
1. A pouring on or into

;
as of water upon the body.

Hence used of one method ofadministering baptism.
1615 CROOKE Body of Man 33 As it were an affusion or

confluence of blood. 1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spa iv. 45 Water
is used outwardly . . by way of aspersion or affusion (i.e.)

sprinkling or pouring on. (11677 BARROW Serin. (17161 II.

227 God anointed him not with an external affusion of

material oil. 1780 KIRWAN in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 26 Grow-

ing milky on the affusion of pure distilled water. 1800

H ENRY Efit. Cliem. 1 18081 238 Wash . . with repeated affusions

of warm water. 1872 O. SHIPLEY Gloss. Eccl. Terms 245
Affusion being allowed only when the child or person to be

banti/ed is weak in health.

2. Mcd. A remedy in fevers, consisting in pouring
on the patient a quantity of water, varying in tem-

perature according to his state, but usually from

50 to 60 or 70 Fahr. Also_/%-.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Re''. I. 273 From the eruptive
fever of democratic effervescence, countries recover by slight

and temperate affusions of concession. 1844 T. GRAHAM
DOIH. Med. 752 In very acute attacks of yellow fever , . we
resort to the use of purgatives, and the cold affusion.

to. A swelling or development of anything pulpy.
Obs. rare.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 127 A Parenchyma . . or a fleshy

affusion, very soft, thin, loose, and spongious.

tAffy, "<'. Olis. Forms: 4 afye, (afyghe\ 4-6

affye, 4-7 affle, 4-8 affy. [a. OFr. afic-r, afyc-r :-late

L. affida-re, f. ad to + fit/arc to trust, f. fidus

trusty, faithful, {.fides faith. Refash. in later Fr. as

afficr, whence Eng. affy^\

1. tram. To trust, confide 'a thing to a person^ ;

but from the beginning reft. To confide oneself,

trust to, on, or in.

1300 K. Alls. 4753 Joliflich he may hym in her afyghe.

(-1450 LONELICH Grail xxvi. 61 In him gan sche hire affye

Aboven alle other. 1575 TURBEHVILE Bk. Vencrir 112 Let

them never affie themselves in yong houndes. 1578 FKNTON

Hist. Guicciardin (16181 232 Somewhat affying themselues

in the great promises he made. 1613 York Registry MS.
Slcnningfard, I much affie myself in Mr. Heughe Best' just

& freindlie dealing.

2. intr. (by omission of ren. pron.) lo confide,

trust, rely, put trust. Const, in, rarely on.

1303 R. BRUNNE Hand'.. Synite 10241 po bat bou saghe lyke

maumetrye On worldly byng bey most affye. 1330 Cliron.

78 On |>isGospatrick William gan affie. i37SBARnoi;R/;rn'
x. 271 Tharfor in hym affyit he. i47oTipTOFT Caesar's

Coitnn. (1530) ii. 2 In whose great wysedome . . Casar much

affyed. 1559 Myrronrefor Mag., Gloucester vi, Most faulte

of fayth where I most affyed. 1587 TURBERVILE Trag. T.

(1837) 228 In whom he did affye To shew the case. 1588

SHAKS. Tit. A.\.\. 47 Marcus Andronicus, so I do affie In

thy vprightnesse and integrity. 1622 FOTHERBY Athcom. 5

Affying only upon his own wit and understanding. 1642

JER. TAYLOR God's Jud%em, t. l. xxvii. 114 Antiochus for the

small trust he affied in'him .. would not commit any charge

. . into his hand.

3. trans. To confide in, trust, give faith to.

io R BRUNNE Chron. 155 To schewe counseil & skille,

bat not is to affie. 1587 TURBERVILE Efit. * Sonnets 1 1837)

126 So greatly she affied him, Whilest she did beare the sway.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. -2 Pet. ii. 5 (18651 329/2^
Who would not

rather affy God's word with one singular Noah, than be in-

credulous with the whole world?

4. To assure, affirm on ones faith (a thing or

fact to a person) ; to make affidavit.

c 1500 Partenay 2308 Fair nece . . here I you affy That

vour fadir Deth auenged is well. 1530 PALSGR. 418/2, I affye,

I assure or make one certayne of a thynge by my promesse.

It is nat for your honour thus by your othe to affye this

thvng, and nowe to go from it. 1617 MINSHEU Dnctor 166 I o

Ame7Assure, Affirme on his word or credite : ride to Assure.

5. To secure or make fast by solemn promise ;

to betroth or espouse (sc. to oneself, or as proxy

for another) ;
to take in marriage.

c 1500 Partenay 6052 Neuer . . wold he noght mary . . No
woman wold betrouth neither affy. 1587 HOL.NSHED Chron.

Ill 832/2 The said duke affied the lady Marie in the name

ofhis maister king Lewes. 1603 PRAYTON Barons II- arres in.

lx.vxiv.The Prince affyes faire Philip OPhihppal at the last.

1627 Agincmirt, etc. 68 Comming to Towers, there sump-

tuously affide : This one, whose like no age had scene before.

6. To betroth (any one) in marriage to (another);

to affiance.

1576 LAMBARDF. Peramb. 0M*(lfa6) 32= Thl: W15e Duke

for more safetie, affied him to his daughter, to be taken

in marriage. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, IV. i. 8c'Daring, to

affye a mighty Lord Vnto the daughter ofa worthlesse King.

,603 DRAYTON Barms Warres i xiv , To whom
thy onjj

AFIRE.

1566 DRANT Mtdic. Mor. A, That none contente abyde In

trayned trade, that whylome choyse or chaunce to them
affyed. 1625 Bp. MOUNTAGU Appeal to Cxsar 69 (T.) Personal

respects rather seem to affie me unto that Synod.
t Affy', sb. Obs.

;
also 4-5 affye, affie. ff. the

vb.] Trust, reliance.

(1380 Sir P'erunib. 2167 Wommanes wyt gob her & b"
't

in hymen ys no^tt affye. c\4y>Clieucl<irc Assignc 10 She
sette her affye in Sathanas of helle.

t A'fgod. Obs. [OE. f. of, iff off, away + GOD ;

cogn. w. ON. afgii/S, OHG. apcot, mod. G. abgott ; cf.

Goth, afgufs impious, afgudd impiety.] The Old

English word for idol or false god.
1793 Gent. Mag. XI. 1189 The figure on the stone was not

intended to represent a griffin, but an Afgod. The Afgod was
an image like a dragon placed at the feet of Woden.

Afgodness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Idolatry. (In
Skinner 1671, Coles 1692, but not used since iioo.)

Afield (affId), adv. prop. p/ir. Forms : i on

felda, 3 o felde, 4-? a-felde, 6 afeld, 6- afield.

[A/vr/.l in, on + FIELII.]
1. On or in the field, csp. of labour or battle.

a 1000 Psalms tSpl.) Ixvii. 48 He sette foretacn his on felda

Taneos. c 1400 Sir fiercer. 1311 In felde for to fyght. I591

SHAKS. i Ifen. I '/, v. iv. 40When thou didst keepe my Lambes
a-field. 1606 Tr. ff Cr. v. iii. 67 jfcneas is afield. 1789
BURNS il'ks. III. 376 My chief, amaist my only pleasure, At

name, a-fiel, at wark or leisure. 1873 UIXON Two Queens I.

i. i. i Fernando was afield against the Moors in what he

called a holy war. 1877 M. ARNOLD Poems I. 96 As afield

the reapers cut a swath.

2. To or into the field ; lience, to battle.

i 1230 Hestiary 398 [De fox] goo o felde to a furg, And
failed Sar-inne. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. vi. 144 Helpe make
morlerOrbere mukke a-felde. I566UDALL Royster Doyster
1. iv. 118471 22 Oh your coustrelyng Bore the lanterne a

field before the gozeling. 1676 HOBIIES Odyssey x. 81 Then

they a-field Their cattle drive. 1751 JOHNSON Rumbler
No. 138 f ii In harvest she rides afield in the waggon.

1870 MOKKIS Earthly Parad. I. ii. 532 And in meantime
afield he never went, Either to hunting or the frontier war.

3. Away from home, abroad ;
to or at a distance ;

csp. in phr.far afield. Also^/f;'.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Slavic v. x. 11483! 101 Pacyence come

pryckyng with a sobre chere and hitte Ire in the helme that

ft tlewe a feld. 1536 BLLLKNDENE Cron. Scot!. (1821) I. 84

This Metellane. . governit all materis, baith at hame and

afeld, with Krtt fclicite. 1850 KISGSI.KY .-)//. /,-& xi.l 1876)

124, I had . . never been further afield than Fulham or Bat-

tersea Rise. 1880 SPALDING Kli=. Dcmonol. 9 It will prevent
the student from straying too far afield in his reading.

tAfi'le, v. Obs. rare- 1

. Forms: I afyl-an.

Fa.pplc. I afyled, 3 afiled. [f. \-pref. i intensive

+fjl-an to make foul ; I. fill foul. Cogn. w. mod.

G. crfaulcn^ To defile.

<-88 K. /Ei.i RI:D Gregory's Past. Care liv. 419 Dxt hi hi

mrcgen eft afylan. c 1300 A". A Us. 1064 Men me cleputh

queue allied.

t Afill, v. Obs. ; also 2-3 afulle, 3 afeolle. [f.

A- prcf. l up -t- FILL. Cogn. w. Goth, usfulljan,

OHG. arfullan, mod. G. crfiillcn.']

1. To fill up, fill full
;

fulfil.

< 1000 /KLFRIC Got. ix. i AfyllaS ba eorban. c 1175 Lam!:

Ifmti.q Ure drihten ba haued ba stronge ealde Ia3e auulled

mid bere newe. 1205 LAYAMON 12078 Fifscipe: of wimmon-

nen afulled. Il'id. 23554 pa burh wes wi3 innen! afulled

mid monnien. IHa. 28831 Afeolled mid blisse.

t Afi'nd, -v. Olis. Forms as in FIND. [f.
A- prcf.i

out -l- FIND. Cogn. w. OHG. arfindan, mod. G.

crfindcn] To find out, discover.

i looo O.K. Gosf. Johnviii.4piswifwsesafundynonunriht.
on ha-mede. 1:1200 Trin. Colt. Ham. 191 He auint mannes

heorte emti of rihte bileue. 1205 LAYAMON 15852 fat
buscalt

afinde a j)isses daies ferste. Ibid. 30636 Al bat he auunde.

CI2SO Moral Ode 56 }iue his for godes luue, eft heo hit

scullen a-finden. a 1250 Ou'lf, Sight. 527 At than harde me
mai avinde Wo geth forth, wo lith bi-hinde. ,.-1315 SHOKK-

HAM 49 Thet thys ordre hedde Jhesus, We habbeth we) a-

founde. c 1430 Octouian Imp. 1659 Tho the Sarsenes afounde

Her lord was slaj-n.

t Afi'ne, adv. Obs.; also 4-5 afyn(e, 5 afyn^e.

[a. Fr. a fin at or to the end.] Finally ;
to the end,

completely.
c 1330 .-I rtli. f, Mcrl. 50 Ac the eldest sone Conslenune Was

noble clerk and wise afme. c 1330 Kyiig of Tars 780 Icham

nou glad wel afyn. a 1400 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 3690 111
, _ __ j n.

in. Wks. 1792 I. 262, I would not affy my daughter to you.

\Meant to beformat and oUl-fashioncd.\

7. Jig. To engage or bind in faith (a thing to a

person or vice versS).

Bothe of brede, ale, and wyne.

tAfi'ngered,///. a. Obs. 3-4. Also aflngred,

afingret. [For af-hingered,
OE. of-hyngred, OF-

HUNGERED.f.OF + HUNGER. Cf. AHUNGERED.] Af-

flicted with hunger, famished, very hungry.

Cim St. Brandon 416 Hi were Afingred sore, for here

mete was al i-do. c 1300 Vox f, IVol/i A vox gon out of the

wode go, Afingret so, that him wes wo. 1377 LANGL. P. fl.

B vi 260 After many manere metes his mawe is afyngred.

1547 BOORDE Introd. h'nmvl. (1870) 122 (A Cormshman says)

Iche chaym yll afyngred.

Afire (af3iM),<w'f.and/m/.a.prop.;V-.
Forms:

3 afur(e, 4 o fore, afyr, 4-? afere, 5 sfyre, 4-

afire. The forms in u () are s.w., that in e Kentish.

[A- prcpl 1 1 of state, in H- FIRE. The full on fyr

is not found early ; Wyclif has ;/.]
1. On or in fire, in a state of burning or inflam-

mation ; esp. in phr. to set afire.

,205 LAYAMON 27.09 t*>t sculden for Ardure Rome
jfullen

afur? 1297 R. GLOUC. 380 pe gret cyte of Medes subbe afur



AFLAME.
he sette. 1350 Body <y Seal 347 The world shal al o fure
ben. 1447 BOKENHAM Lyvys Scyntys 168 Wyth a brynnyng
chere As alle the hous had been afere. i48oCAXToN Chron.
Eng. cxcii. 168 The scottes sette a fyre the stakkes of heye.
1647 FULLER Good 73tmtf)Ur(i&u) 135 If our clay cottage be
not cooled with rest, the roof falls a fire, a 1845 HOOD Ode
to Son i, Why, Jane ! he'll set his pinafore a-fire ! 1869
DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 416 We have had our sitting-room
chimney afire this morning.

3*/fe of passion, etc.

1382 WYCLIF James iii. 6 And it enflaumed, or set a/ijrct

of helle, enflaumeth the wheel of oure birthe. [TINDALE,
Gr*m,fyre.l 1384 CHAUCER Leg. G. Worn. 2493 The devyl
sette here soules bothe a fere. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions of
Mind \. 4. 279 Lovers ire sets love after. 1875 F. MYERS
Poems 51 With trembling knees and heart afire.

A-first, phr, Obs., at first : see FIRST.

A-five, phr. Obs., in five (parts): see FIVE.

Aflame (afll*m), adv. and pred. a. prop. phr.
[A- prep} 1 1 of state, in, into + FLAME.]
1. In or into flame ; ablaze.

i5S5 BROOKES in Froude's Hist, Eng. VI. xx.xiii. 374 But
also set a-flame the fire already kindled. 1852 KINGSLEY
Androm. 222 Lovest thou cities aflame, fierce glows, and
the shrieks of the widow?
2. In a glow of light or colour, such as is caused

by the reflection of flame.

1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. III. vii, The western wave was
all aflame. The day was well nigh done ! 1872 DIXON Sivitzers
xviii. 177 At night, the city is aflame with lamps.
3. fig. In a glowof excitement or intense eagerness.
1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur, Leigh HI. 123 A tiptoe Danae,

overbold and hot, Both arms a-flame to meet her wishing
Jove Halfway. 1860 W. COLLINS Wont, in White I. 55, I am
all aflame with curiosity. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul II. 562,
I remind thee to fan aflame the gift of God which is in thee,

t Afla-niing,///.^. Obs. [pr.pple. ofvb. <5#ww*,
var. of EXFLAMK : see A- pref. io.] Inflaming,
flaming, blazing up.
c 1623 Revel. Golias in App. to Males' Poems (1841) 291

The -sting of tongues the aflaming fire doth feed.

tA-fla'nk, adv. prop. phr. Obs. [A prep} 4
in, on + FLANK.] In flank, on the flank or side.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny XVH. xxiii, Afront . . fortie foot : but
aflanke, or on the side, twentie.

t Afla'sh, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. k.pref. I inten-

sive + FLASH v}\ To pour water in quantity and
with force ;

to dash, to splash.
1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. I. 63 pe Rede see is nou}t

rede of kynde, but aflascheb and wascheb oon rede clyues
and stones.

Aflat laflse*t\ adv. [A. prep} of position +

FLAT.] In a flat position, flatly.
c 1330 Arth. fy Mi'r. 9033 And Aroans with the swerd aflat.

1626 BACON Sylra 426 Lay all his branches a-flat upon the
Ground. 1812 W. TKNNANT Anstcr Fair iv. xxvii, Swop !

there a jumper falls aflat upon the ground.
Aflaunt (aflp-nt), adv.

[f.
A. prep} 11 of state

+ FLAUNT v.*]
In a flaunting state or position.

1568 WITHALS Diet. (1608)219 (N.i Hee that of himself doth

bragge, boast, and vaunt, Hath ill neighbours about him to

set himaflaunt. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie (1860) 305 For
a Courtier to know how to weare a fether, and set his cappe
a flaunt. 1840 BROWNING Sordello iv. 363 Pennons of every
blazon once a-flaunt, Men prattled.

t A'fle, v. Obs.
;
also 3 avele. [a. ON. af-a.] To

gain, get, earn.
r ixoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 159 His mede shal ben banne

garked alse hit beod here aueled. Ibid. [They] auelen '

bat

men hem blescen. c 1200 Ontml. 7903 Forr cnapechild iss

afledd wel Affterr weppmanne kinde.

t Aflee',?' Obs. Forms as in FLEE. [i.A-pref.i

away + FLEE, OE._/&>-. Cogn. w. OHG. irfliohan,
mod. G. cfftiehen.'] To flee away.
a looo Gnihlac (Greinl 475 Ga:st aflihb. 1205 LAVAMON

19076 pa saciden ba cnihtes . . bat be king wes iflojen [1250

afloje]. 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3132 And were aflo^en grete &
smalle. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. V. 429 pe kyng . .

sente for be bisshoppes bat were aflowe. 1557 in Hazl.

E. P. P. III. 129 He thought him well a fledde.

t Afle'ine, V- Obs. Forms : i aflym-an, afliem-

en; 2-3 aflem-en. [f.
A-pre/, i away + FLEME.]

To drive away, expel.
1001 O. E. Chron .^ Hy Saer aflymede wurdon. c 1130 Ibid.

(Laud MS.) an. 1124 And his sunu Willelm (he] aflemde ut

of Normandi. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 195 pene looe deouel . .

Aulem urom me ueor awei. 1*05 LAYAMON 8466 He me
a-flemde \ sone from hirede.

t Afley* i
v. Obs. or dial. Forms : i aflys-an,

aflis-an ; 2-3 aflei-en, avlei-en. Pa. pple. 5

aflayed, 8- Sc. afley'd. [f. h.-pref. I away, off +

Jli-gan to put to flight : see FLEY.]
1. To put to flight, chase away.
c looo ,/ELFRIC Horn. (Sweet 80) ge afli'gdon dedflu. f looo
Grant, xxvlii. 166 Ic afli^e mine fynd. < 1230 Ancren

Riwle 136 pes ston . , avleie6 attri binges.

2. To discomfit : in pa. pple. dismayed, fright-
ened. (Still used in Scotch.)
c 1450 Merlin 296 Tha[n] was the kynge loot sore aflayed.

rti774 R. FERGUSSON King's Birthd.{ 1845) 2 The herds would

gather in their nowt . . Hafflins afley'd to bide thereout To
hear thy thunder.

A-flicker (afli'kaj), adv. prop.///r. [\prep} of

state + FLICKER.] In a flickering state or condition.

1875 BROWNING Aristopk. Apol. 225 With age are limbs
a-shake And force a-flicker !

Aflight, obs. form of AFFLICT sb. and ///, a.

t Afli'ght . Obs. rare. [f. A- pref. i away +
FLIGHT. Not recorded in OE., but cf. aflcon to

164

flee away, afligan to put to flight, aflygc flight.]

Flight, flying.
c 1220 Leg. St. Kath. 2020 An engel . . wi5 feorliche afluhte

fleoninde aduneward. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 2043 She flew
in afflight, To her birdus was she boun.

tAflrght, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. A-//iii +

FLIGHT.] ? To put to flight.
1583 STANYHURST sEneid (Arb.) 57 Also such old enimies :

policy that former aflighted And coucht in corners, with a
vengeance freshly retyred.

Afloat (afltTu't), aitv. and/r^rf. a., formerly///;-.
Forms : i on flote, on not, 2-6 on note, 6-
a note. 6-7 a floate, 6- a-float, afloat, [f. ON
prep. +"FLOAT sb.]

I. literally.
1. On the sea, or on any water of sufficient depth to

buoy up anything ; hence, in a floating condition, in

opposition to being aground ; at sea, in opposition
to being in dock or in the dockyard. (Used also
of figurative seas and streams, e.g. of life.}
993 Battle f>fMaldon (Sweet) 41 We willaS. . us to scipe

gangan, on flot feran. v*x$CharterofCanute in Cod. Diplom.
IV. 23 Dast scip bi5 aflote. 1070 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.)
an. 1037 Wiron <Sa utla^as ealle on flote. 1587 GOLDING De
Morttay vlii. 98 The first Ship that euer was set a flote, was
vpon the red Sea. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 29 F ioWhat-
ever is afloat in the stream of time. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. on
Waters I. 216 In baths .. a gross fat substance has been
found afloat, 1851 HELPS Friends in C. I. 27 Send them
afloat in the wide sea of humanity.
2. Of persons or goods : At sea

; on board skip ;

csp. in the navy or fleet
;
in naval service.

1330 R. RRL-NNE Chron. 169 Now er alle on flote, God gif
bam grace to spede. 1704 ADDISON Italy (J.) There are

generally several hundred loads of timber afloat. 1815 WEL-
LINGTON in GurwootTs Desp. X 1 1. 230 He commanded the force
afloat. 1879 Standard 15 Apr., The quantity [of wheat]
afloat is still as much as 1,421,000 qrs.
3. In a state of overflow or submersion.
1591 SPENSER Bcllay's Vis. ix. 7 Whose out-gushing flood

Ran bathing all the creakie shore aflot. 1745 GAY IVks. VI,
256 The meads are all afloat, the haycocks swim. 1836
MARRVAT Midsh. Easyx.x\\. 104 There was no trouble in wet-
ting them, for the main deck was afloat.

4. In a state of suspension or floating motion in

the air
; buoyed up or spread out lightly like a

thing floating.
1825 Br. Jonathan III. 316 His own hair afloat over it ;

like a vapour of spun gold. 1855 BROWNING Men A> Worn. II.

5 Carelessly passing with your robes afloat.

II. From the state of a ship or other body float-

ing on the sea, with reference to its liberty of

motion, its being on the surface, its being at the

mercy of the waves, its motion hither and thither,

etc., are derived various figurative uses of afloat \ as,

5. Free from embarrassments, like a ship off the

ground ; out of debt, paying one's way ; having
'
one's head above water.'

1538 LATIMER Serai, <y Kent. ("18451 412 Shortly cometh on
my half-year's rent ; and then I shall be afloat again. ( 1600
SHAKS. Sonn. 80 Your shallowest help will hold me up afloat.

1644 HOWKLL Lett, ij.} My heart is still afloat ; my spirits
shall not sink.

6. Fully started in any career.

1559 Myrronrefor Mag., Cade xi. i Fortune setting us a
flote. 1826 DISRAELI l

r
iv. Grey vu. iii. 398 One of the most

successful periodical publications ever set afloat.

7- In full swing, in full activity.
1604 T. WRIGHT Passions ofMind n. i. 49 While the Passion

is afloate. 1728 G. CARLETON Mcnt. Eng. Officer 91 Yet all

these Difficulties, instead of discouraging the Earl, set every
Faculty of his more afloat. 1826 SCOTT IVoodst. xxii. (1846)

199 Since the loss of the battle of Worcester, he had been
afloat again, and more active than erer.

8. In currency in the world or in society ; pass-

ing at large from one person to another ;
in general

diffusion or circulation.

1586 T. B. tr. La Primattdaye's Fr. Acad. 349 The fire of

sedition, which setteth a floate all kinds of impietie. 1628
DIGBY Voy. to Medit. Pref. (1868) 38 The many mistakes
which are afloat concerning him. 1853 (3 June) BRIGHT Sp.
2 Various rumours were afloat. 1877 KINGLAKE Crtmea(ed.
6) I. il. 35 It is true that strange doctrines were afloat.

b. Comtn. In currency as negociable documents,
without coming to an actual discharge of liability.
Mod. To keep bills,

'

paper,' afloat.

9. Unfixed, unsettled, adrift ; moving without

guide or control.

1714 ELLWOOD Hist, ofLife (1765! 291 Applause setting his
Head afloat. 1757 SVMMER in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11.471 IV.

403 Affairs are in a manner all afloat.

t Aflo'cht , pred. a. prop. phr. Sc. Obs. \Kprep^ +
FLOCHT

;
also in full onflocht] In a flutter, agitated.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneisv. xiii. 37Venusalonflocht, Amyd hir

breist reuoluand mony a thocht. 1536 BELLENDENE Cron.
ScotI. (1821) II. 122 My mind and body is aflocht, specially
sen I hard thir Innocent men sa cruelly tormentit. 1585
JAMES I. Ess. in Poesie (1869) 31 With spreits aflought, and
sweete transported loue.

A-flore, -floor,phr. Obs., on the floor: see FLOOR.
Aflow (anV')j adv. zx\& pred, a. prop.///r. [A

prepl 1 1 + FLOW.] Flowing.
1863 D. MITCHELL My Farm 292, I described the air as all

aflow with the perfume of purple lilacs.

Aflower (aflau'j), adv. and pred. a., prop.///r.

[A prep} 114- FLOWER.] Flowering, blooming.
1876 SWINBURNE Erechth. 1147 Fields aflower with winds

and suns.

AFOOT.

Aflnsh (aflyj), adv. and pred. a., prop. phr.
[A prep} n + FLUSH sb. and <z.]

1. (From FLUSH sb.} In a flushed or blushing state.
1880 E. HOPKINS R. Turquand II. xix. 3 A pictured lady

looking down aflush with bygone love.

2. (From FLUSH a.} On a level.

1880 SWINBURNE Stiidies in Song 169 The bank is abreast
of her bows and aflush with the sea.

Aflutter (afiVtai), adv. prop. #/i rase. [\prep}
+ FLUTTER.] In a flutter, agitated.
1830 GLEIG Country Curate I. ix. 178 All the unmarried

women were a-flutter when I came among them. 1855
BROWNING Men $ Worn. II. 147 A cornfield-side a-flutter
with poppies.

Afoam (afJu-m), adv. prop. phi'. [A prep^ +
FOAM.] In a state of foam.

1849 C. BRONTE Shirley III. ix. 204 With steed afoam.
1864 SWINBURNE Atalanta 1230 At the King's word I rode
afoam for thine.

t Afq'le, v. Obs. [a. OFr. afole-r to befool
;

f.

a to +fol fool, foolish : see FOOL.] To befool.
a 1250 Oivl fy Night. ao^Ich wot he is nu suthe acoled,

Nis he vor the no}t afoled. c 1314 Guy Want; 20 Al to
michel thou art afoild, Now thi blod it is acolld.

t Afp'Xld,
v. Obs. Forms : i afandi-an, 2

afandi-en, 3 (south.) afonde, avond, 5 (north.)
afaynd. [f.

A- pref. I intensive +fand-ian to try,
to search, causal Qijind-an to find : see FUND.]
1. trans. To try, make trial of, put to the test,

find out by experiment.
c looo O. E. Gosp. Luke xii. 56 La liceteras cunne ge afan-

dian heofones ansyne Si eorban : humeta na afandige ge Jas
tide? ,1160 Hatton GosJ>. t ibid., La liceteres cunne e

afandigen heofones ansiene & eor3an. Hu ma:te na afandi$e
5e bas tide ? c 1050 Sax. Leechd. I. 375 pis is afandan la:ce-

craeft. ^1305 Saints Lives, St. Ediv. 12 A knijt of Enge-
lond As he was bi^unde see auentoures to afonde.

b. with subord. cl. To try, to attempt.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace v, 879 Sotheron wald afaynd With

haill power at anys on thaim to sett.

2. To tempt (to evil).
c 1315 SHOREHAM 73 Wyth foule handlynge Other other

afonde th.

t Afo'ng, v. Obs. Forms : Inf. 1-4 afo-n, 2-4
afo, 3-5 afong'e, 3-4 avong(e, 4 afang(e,
avang(e. Pa. t. 1-4 afeng, 2-3 aveng, 3 afong.
Pa. pple. i afangen, afongen. Imp. 2 auouh,
3 afeoh. [f. A- pref. i intensive ^fon to seize,

grasp : see FoKO, FANG.]
1. To take by force or authority ; hence, to seize,

apprehend.
<ro75 Rnskiv. Gosp. Matt. iv. 12 lohannes waes afongen.

a looo Juliana (Grein) 320 Forht afongen, fri&es orwena.

1205 LAVAMON 22628 >if he [him] mihte afon, he wolde hine
sla;n. c 1314 Guy U'arw. 74 Sir Herhaud, thou schalt afong
Four hundred knightes.
2. To take (what is offered), to accept.
1205 LAVAMON 14584 Buten bu a J>ine da^en afo hoe&ene

la^en.
a lajo Oivlfy Nigkt. 841 That alle tho that hi avoth,

Hi weneth that thu segge soth. c 1305 St. Christoph. in

E. E. P. (1862) 65 He . . bileouede on god anon And afeng
cristendom. c 1314 Guy Warm. 94 Ac he therof nold afo.

3. To receive (a person), to welcome.
i 1000 O.E. Gosp. Mark xvi. 19 He waes on heofonum afan-

gen. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 107 Auouh mine soule. 1*05
LAVAMON 15661 Vortigerne . . pa latuedi aueng i mid swioe
uaeire la:ten. Ibid. 14160 Afeoh heom mid wunne, c 1330
Arth. fy Mert. 2546 And him afenge with fair acord. c 1380
Sir Fernmb. 2904 Prayhede he to god Almi^t I scholde ys
soule auonge.
4. To receive, get, come into possession of.

a \oooPsahns (Spelm.) xlvii. 8 We afengon mildheortnysse
8ine on midle temple, c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 131 Kuric mon
seal auon mede. 1205 LAVAMON 23969 He wunde afeng i

feouwer unchene long. 1297 R. GLOUC. 368 As in vorste }er,

pat he auong hys kynedom. c 1315 SHOREHAM 51 And at

ordres avangeth hy The boke of the Godspelle. c 1330 Kyng
of Tars 1016 The dethe the! scholde afonge.
b. intr. To be in possession.
(
-

1450 LONELICH Grail li. 220 Whethir this fyr scholde
lasten longe, Oper endelesly there stille to a-fonge.

5. To get (offspring), to conceive.
( >3O$ Judas in E. E. P. (1862) 108 Ac lu no child for no

ping bituene hem ne mijte afonge. 1315 SHORFHAM 121 For
so hy hyne scholde ferst avonge, Tner nys ni senne ther

amonge, Ne npe flesches lykynge.

6. Of a thing: To take in, contain, to hold.
( 1300 Beket 2349 The contrayes wide and longe Mi;te

unethe al that folc that ther com afonge.

Afoot (afirt), adv. prop. phr. [A prepl on +
FOOT. The full onfote occurs in I3th c., and afoot
was written as two words till the I7th. The old-

est form was in the plural, a (pii}foten
= onfcett

always in the earlier text of Layamon 1205, but

altered in the later to afete.]
1. On foot, i.e. on one's own feet, in opposition

to on horseback, etc.

iaos LAVAMON 5908 Weoren heo of Rome! alle ridinde, pa
o3ere a foten [later text a fote}. Ibid. 25402 pat folc . . pat

per eoden a uoten [later text afote]. c 1325 E. E. Allit, P.
H. 79 pe wayferande frekez, on fote & on hors. 1366
MAUNDEV. xxii. (1839) 245, 50,000 men at horse, and 200,000
men a fote. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA rmes \. xxiii. 70 Folke
in tho dayes faughten more on horsbacke than a-fote. 1611

BIBLE Acts \x. 13 Minding himselfe to goe afoote. 1681

Lond. Gaz. mdclxi/3 His Royal Highness walked a Foot.

1762 GOLDSM. Cii. of World cxxii. (1837! 474 They take

coach, w,hich costs mnepence, or they may go afoot, which



AFORE.
costs nothing. 1849 DICKENS Barn, Rudgc 15/1 He was
mounted and I afoot.

2. On foot, in opposition to sitting still, tying,
etc. ; astir, on the move.

1530 PALSGR. 422/2 Is this woman that lay a chylde bedde
a foote agayne ? 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. ii. 29 Were our

witty Empresse well a foot. 1506 i Hen. /l
r
, i. in. 278

Before the game's a-foot, thou still let'st slip. 1827 COOPER
Prairie I. vii. 100 Ishmael and his sons were all speedily
afoot. 1828 SCOTT F. M, Perth II. 123 A party of mummers
who were a-foot for pleasure.

3. Hence, In active existence, in operation or em-

ployment.
1601 SHAKS. Jitl. C. m. ii. 265 Mischeefe thou art a-foot.

1638 SANDERSON 21 Svrm. Ad. Aul. viii. (1673) 112 Pride. .

setteth contentions a foot at the first and afterwards keepeth
them afoot. 1659 KIRCH in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 384
The Committee of the Army is kept a-foot still, at salaries.

Receivers-general and auditors are kept a-foot at the same
height. 1879 ROGERS in Casselfs Teckn. Educ. IV. 128/2
There is always a question afoot, whether the profits, etc.

4. Comb, afoot-back (after a-horse-back}.
1592 GREENE Groats worth of l\'it D iij b, When I was

fayne to carry rny playing fardle afoot-backe.

t Afor e, prep. Obs. [An extended form of FOB,
after the analogy offore, a-fore. For and/^v were
at first the same word, but setforan, onforan had

only the local meaning ; so that afor is not a de-

scendant of either of these.] For, as for.

? 1489 Plumfton Corr. 71 And afore the langage that Alan
shold say, it is not so ; he sayd none such langage. Ibid.

94 Sir, afor the arbage, dout yt not. 1561 J. DAUS tr. Bui-

linger on Apocalipse (1573) 9 And afore the ministers, or

men, they do but onely wish.

Aforce, obs. variant of AFFORCE.

Afore (afo-'M), adv., prep., and conj. Forms : i

onforan (2-3 onforen, aforen), ^3-4 aforn, 4-5
afforn(e, 4-6 aforne, 4 affore, 5- afore. [OE.
onforan = on, prep. +foran t

itself an adv. = in front,

in advance, properly dative of for, used as adj.

or sb.
; cf. #t-foran, be-foran, to-foran. The OE.

onforan is not of frequent occurrence, and it was

only in i4th c. that aforn, afore, became common,
taking the place of the simple FORK, FORE, OE.

foran,fore. Afore may also in some cases repre-
sent ATFORE, OE. wtforan which survived to 1 300.

By restriction to an object afore became a prepo-
sition, and by ellipsis of a relative a prepositional

conjunction. Afore is now mostly obsolete in

literature, its place being taken by BEFORE
;
but

it is retained in the Bible and Prayer-book, is

common in the dialects generally, as well as in

'vulgar' London speech, and in nautical language.
Cf. yAsn pinafore.'}
A. adv.

1. Of place : In front, in advance ; in or into the

fore-part. vStill used in naut. lang. and in dialects.
a xooo Ags. Ps. cxiii. 13 (cxv. 5) Beoo onforan ea^an, ne

majon feor ^eseon. a 1400 Leg. Rood 150 And prikkede
into his panne Bobe byhynde and aforn. c 1430 LVDG.
Minor Pawns (1840) 4 Alle clad in white, and the most prin-
cipalle Afforne in reed. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of Artncs \.

ix. 23 They shuld sett theyre lifte foete a-fore. 1523 Ln.
BERNERS Froissart I. cccl. 561 Sirs, on afore to these false

traytours. 1581 NUCE Seneca's Octavia 166 Light ashes

easly puft aforne. 1655 DIGGES Cotnpl. Ambass. 357 Me-
thinks it is somewhat requisite you did send one afore. 1677
Lond. Gaz. mcxciv/4 Having two Guns, one afore, and the
other abaft. 1769 FALCONER Shipwreck in. 118 While Rod-
mond, fearful of some neighbouring shore, Cries ever and
anon,

' Loke out afore !' 1867 SMYTH Sailor's IVord-Bk.-z^
Afore .. opposed to abaft and signifying that part of the

ship which lies forward, or near the stem. Afore, the same
as before the mast.

2. Of time : In time preceding or previous ; pre-

viously, before, arch, but common dial.

1340 Ayenb. 271 [Hit] auore ualb ere hit by arered. c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 2044 So bat bou ous sykerye affore. 1430
LYDG. Chron. Troy i. vi, He gan them sowe right as men
do corne Upon the land that eared was aforne. 1526 TIN-
DALE i Cor. xi. 21 For every man begynneth a fore \Wyclif
bifore] to eate his awne supper. 1611 BIBLE Eph. iii. 3 As
I wrote afore \Wyclif abouej in few words, 1684 BUNVAN
Pitgr. ii. (1862)210 Had I known that afore. 1865 DICKENS
Mut. /->. iii. 286 Than he had done afore.

B. prep. [The adv. with a defining object.]
1. Of place : Before, in front of

;
in advance of.

arch, in literature ; still common dial, and in nau-
tical language, whence the phrase Afore the mast,
i.e. among the common seamen, who have their

quarters there.

1205 LAYAMON 10413 Fulgenes him wes aforen on. c 1380
Sir Feritmb. 2282 Alle be Sarsyns bay a-slowe '. bat bay arTorn
him founde. c 1440 Gesta Rom. \. 2 And fastenyd it in be
walle afore him. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 78 The Turks
army was afore Rhodes. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopins \. 3
ferozes . . pursued without looking afore him. 1787 BURNS
Wm, III. 216 So, took a birth afore the mast, An' owre the
sea. 1827 J.WILSON Wks. 1855 I. 357 Plenty of life let us
howp is yet afore us. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-Ek., Afore
the beam, all the field of view from amidship in a right angle
to the ship's keel to the horizon forward,
2. In or into the presence of. arch, and dial.

?ia$o GROSSETESTE in Dom. Arc/tit. III. 75 Etc ^e in the
halle afore youremeyny. i377l,ANGL./

>
. PI. B.v. 12 And with

a crosse afor be kynge'comsed bus to techen. 1477 KARL
RIVERS (Caxton) Dictcs 13 Be wel ware what ye spcke afor

your enemies, c 1540 WYATT Cotnpl. Love to Reason 152

165

My froward master, Afore that Queen I caused to be acited.
i8ia\V. TENNANT^/w^r/rt/rvi. liii, Afore each half mis-
trusting eye. 1839 DICKENS Ot. Twist (1850) 60/1

' You're
getting too proud to own me afore company, are you?'
b'Ar

-

1377 LANGL. P. Pi. B.xn.Si Gultierasaforgod. 1563 /Aw.
lies n. xiii. i (1640) 178 If we suffer to be evill spoken of
for the love of Christ, this is thankful! afore God. 164*
ROGERS Naauian 365 Having God afore our eies.

3. Of time : Before, previously to. arch. & dial*

898 O. E. Chron. an. 804 [Hejjegaderade . . micelne here on-
foran winter, i rai //</. (Laud MS.)an.m6paorma:tereinas
be coman sona onforan August, c 1380 Sir Fentmb. 2483
If he wer now lyues man '. afore bis Tiad he come. -1550
CHEKE J/att.xxiv. 38 As in >- tijm afoor y flood. 1611
DlBLE /s. xviii. 5 Afore the haruest when the bud is perfect.
1660 H. FINCH TrialofRegie. 44 Some days afore that, there
was a Committee. 1860 DICKKNS Lett. ted. 2) II. 109 With
a certain dramatic fire in her whereof I seem to remember
having seen sparks afore now.
4. Of rank or importance: In precedence of,

above, arch, and dial.

1428 R. WHYTEMAN in E. E. Wills (1882) Y woll that Sym-
ken . .haue hem [candelstekes] A-fore eny other man. 1477
EARI, RIVKRS (Caxton) Dictcs 20 Loke that first afore all

thingis ye louc, drede, and obeye our lord. Bk. Connn.
Prayer^ Athanasian Creed, In this Trinity, none is afore
or after other.

C. conj, [elliptical use of the prep, of time, as

afore the time that he came, afore that he came,
afore he came.] Before, sooner than. Sometimes
strengthened with or

;
cf. or ere. arch, and dial.

X34<> Aycnb. 172 Auore bet he come to ssrifte. 1525 Ln.
BEKNEKS Froissart II. xviii. 34 In that season afore or
Fraunces Atremon was putte ante of the towne. 1552 LYNDK-
SAY Monarche 5326 Aflbre that day be done, Thare salbe

signis in Sonne and Mone. 1611 ISmi.K Kzek. xxxiii. 22 In
the euening, afore hee that was escaped came. 1684 BVNYAS
Pilgr.\\. 63 That they were hanged afore we came hither.

1827 F. CooPBR Prairie I. iii. 49 They will be here afore

you can find a cover !

D. Comb. 1. Of time.

a. Formerly prefixed in the sense of '

previously,
beforehand' to vbs. and pples., as in afore -bar --

preclude, afore-sec, afore-acted, afore-running.
c 1449 PECOCK Rcfr. 502 Which lettith and afore barrith

. . the comaundement of God in his lawe of kinde to be doon.
a 1564 HI-ICON Christ's Chron. (1844) 552 Afore-seeing the

grievous plagues. 1612 WOODALL Snrg. Matt- Wks. 1653,
185 The signs, afore-running or demonstrating of the instant

disease, are those. 1700 J. MARSHALL in Afisc. Cnriosa 1708
III.359The afore-acted '^V >1 thathisSouIdld in its other Life.

1877 J. MORLKV Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 35 Only as life wears on,
do all its aforeshapen lines come into light.

b. Still used in ppl. combinations, with the mean-

ing, 'earlier in time or order, previously in a dis-

course or document/ as in aforesaid, aforegoing,
and the similar afore-cited, -given obs., -men-
tioned, -named, -spoken obs., -told obs.

1418 CHICHKI.E in Ellis Qrig. Lett. i. 2 I. 4 The avys of

tr. Junius on Afocal, i. 8 A confirmation of the afore going.
1815 WELLINGTON in Gurwood's/^jr/. X. 350 The aforegoing
orders are to take effect.

1683 SALMON Doron Med. n. 417 The vertues you have in

the aforecited place. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (ifa^) I. 131
For the reasons aforegiven. 1587 GOLDING DC Mornay ix.

133 These aforementioned Philosophers also, do call the
world euerlasting. 1663 GERBILR Counsel*)? At lower rates
than the afore-mentioned. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xxviii.

(C. D. ed.t 231 Newman wiped his eyes with the afore-

mentioned duster. 1603 KSOLLES Hist. Turkes 116381 183
The two valiant aforenamed worthy captaines. 1845 J. H.
NEWMAN DffDtlofinent 341 And converted many of the afore-

named heretics. 1582-8 J/ist. Jas. 17 118041 38 Making his

residence at Glasgow for the caus afoirtold.

2. Of place. Afore-rider obs., an avant-courier,
scout ; aforeship obs., the front part of the ship.
1470 Rcbell.in Line, 11847! 16 Their aforeryders were com

to Rotherham. 1471 Hist. Arriv. Edw. 7^(1838) 8 Whan
the Kynges aforne-ridars had thus espyed their beinge
[there]. 1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. v. iii. (1495! 105 The
formeste celle of the brayne hightey*rorrt in latyn as it were

aforshyppe.
3. with again, on : see AFORNENS, AFORN-ON.

Aforegoing: see AFORE D i b.

Aforehand (afo^uhsend), adv. arch.
[f.

AFORE

prep. + HAND ; cf. the much earlier BEFOREHAND.
In early times generally written as two (or three)

words, and even analytically afore the hand^\ ~

BEFOREHAND, which is now the ordinary form,

1. With previous preparation, in anticipation,
in advance, arch, and dial.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy \. v, As we were wonte aforehande
for to see. c i^yaSyrGencrides 378 He couth by the sterres

Tel of peace and of werres. Of that he seid afor the bond
My fadre alwey soth fond. 1526 TINDALE Mark xiv. 8 She
cam a fore honde to anoynt my boddy to his buryinge warde.

1639 FULLER //^ War\. xxii. (1840' 280 In the nature of

wages ex facto contracted for aforehand. 1850 DICKENS
Lett. (1880) I. 231 It is not possible for him to say aforehand
. . what it will cost.

-j-2. adjectively.
future. Obs.

Prepared or provided for the

i6a6 BACON Arrw .4 //. Wks. 1860,275 The Strangers'-House
is at this time rich and much aforehand, for it hath laid up
revenue. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela- (1824) I. 216 A couple
of guineas will be of use to Mrs. Mumford, who, I doubt,
has not much aforehand. 1748 Clarissa (i8n> III. 20:

She lives reputably and is . . aforehand in the world.

AFOUL.
tTo be aforehand with: To anticipate, to

forestall, to have the first word, or make the first

move. O/fS.

1670 O. H., tr. Hist. Cardinals n. ii. 173 All that are in
Rome do strive to be aforehand with the world. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa 1 1811)11.323 A sagacity that is afore-
hand with events. 1753 Grandison viii. (1781) I. 37 Let
me for once be aforehand with my uncle.

Aforeness. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. AFOIIE adv. -r

-NESS.] The state of being before ; pre-existence.
1587 GOLDING De Mornay iv. 116171 49 As for the euer-

lastingnesse, it can abide neither aforenesse nor afternesse.

Aforesaid. See AFOUE 1) i b.

Aforethought (af<Xi)>9t\///. a. and sb.
[f.

AFOBK adv. + (/tought : see THINK. Apparently
introduced as an English translation of the Old
Law-Fr. prepense in malice prepense.'}

A.///, adj. Thought before
; entertained in the

mind beforehand, premeditated.
1581 LAMBAKDE Eiren. \\. vii. 11588' 241 If two (of malice

forethought) lie in await the one to kill the other. 1628
COKE 3 /nst. 47 With malice aforethought. 1825 COBBETT
A* ural R nies 488 To make an act murder there must be
malice afore thought. 1840 CARLVLE Heroes {&&) 204 Sheer
falsehood, idle fables, allegory aforethought. 1874 L.Ton.j-:-
MACHKinfortn. A'*T-. Feb. 231 The inveterate habit of end-

ing -stories badly, with pessimism aforethought.
B. s/'. rare. Thinking beforehand, premeditation.

1851 Sm J. HKRSCIIKL Xat. /'////. i. iii. 55 Deliberately, of
afore -thought, to deviiu remedies.

Aforetime (afo*Mtoim), adv. ff.
AKOKE adv. +

TIME (confining afore to the temporal SCUM-
.]

Before in time, in former time, formerly, previously.
IS35 COVEHDAI.K Dan. vi. 10 Like as his maner was to do

afore tyme. 1611 i/>ti/., As hee did afure time. 1857 Miss
WINKWORTH tr. Tattlers .Scnn. xxv. 391 The light in which
he walked aforetime. 1880 Mi IKHFAIJ Cains i. 63 Neither
can I marry her who lias aforetime been my mother-in-law.

:

Rarely attrib. as adj. and absol. as sb.

1839 KULKV resins xix. 11848' 209 Believing not the afore-
time unity Of the Divine and human. 1846 GROTE Grfffc
(18621 1. i. 37 Fancy, which fills up the blank of the aforetime.

t Afb'retimes, adv. Obs.
[f. prec., with gcni-

tival -s, as in somctimc-s, probably afterwards un-

derstood as a plural -J.]=APORETJME
1587 Gni.mst; /)c Mflntay \x. 130 '1 he tiling which had

aforetimes bene disputable among the Htathen, is in.u Ad-
mitted as an article of faith. 1662 (ii AN\ nj.r. Lux Orient.
v. (1682149 Though it were granted that the soul lived ufuro
times without a Body.
t Afo'reward, adv. and /;>/. Obs.

[f. AFUHK +
-WARD (defining place or pos ition, as against time

.]

A. adv a. Of order : First of all, first in rank.

b. Of place: In front.

1297 R. GLOUC. 567 So Jjat avoreward pe bissop hli chose
of Babe Water ( liftard. c 1300 /'<< -t 4^2 For t her were furst

and Aforeward : the Kyng anil his sone. c 1380 Sir J-cm tab.

3380 Roland was be furste of alle : bat rod afforeward.

B. prep. [The adv. with defining obj.] In front of.

c 1380 Sir i'cruntb. 3923 Ac furst and afforeward alle

Prykede a cosyn of be Amyrallc.

Aforeye, -n, -ns, var. of AFOKNENS.
t Aforne US, prep, and adv. Obs. [A combina-

tion of aforen (see AFORE) and a$can, ajt'n, ACAIX,
in which the former word appears as aforn, afore,

afor, and the latter as -ayen, -eyen, -yen, -eye,

-ye, or (from the adv. &en. allies} as -ayens,

-eyens, -yens, -ens. Those: in -s are mostly
northern. Cf. Q]L.foran-on^eanes : see FORNKNST.]

A., prep.
1. Over against, opposite. Jig. Before, in the

presence of.

1250 LAYAMON 18529 par sat Vther ^e king
'

in hib he^e setle.

Aforne^en him Gorfois. 1340 Aycnb. 18 He is wel vileyn
and ontrewe auoreye his Ihord. 1374 CHAUCER TroyIHI, i\.

1 139 The yondur house, that stent aforeyens us. c 1425
WYNTOUN Cron. vn. viii. 899 Set ewyn a-for-nens Berwyke.
2. \\ith regard to, in respect of, as concerns.

1340 Ayenb. 24 Auorye J>et hodi : ase helbe, tiayrhede . .

Auorye ^e ^aule : ase clier wyt. Ibid. 129 Ysy hou \fou art

fyeble and brotel, and a-uorye Jjet body and a-uorye ^^aule.
B. adv. [obj. omitted.] Over against, opposite.

1388 WYCLIT Mark xv. 39 The centurien that stood aforn

a^ens.

t Aforn-on, aforen-on, adv. and prep. Obs.

[A comb, of aforen (see AFORE) and ON.]
A. adv. In front.

1205 LAYAMON 26647 pa Bruttes to-rssden . . and siniten

to a-uorenon.

B. prep. In front of.

1205 LAYAMON 28313 Moddred him wes auornon. Ibid.

10413 Fulgenes him wes aforen on
1 1250 afornon].

f Afb'rrow, <"&. Obs. [Sc. variant ofAFORE, pro-

bablyformed on fl/w-w,after worn, morrow.] Before.

1552 LVNDESAV Papyngo (1866) 227 And so befell, in tyll

ane myrthfull morrow, In to my garth I past, me to repose,
This bird and I, as we wer wount aforrow.

1! A fortiori (f* fojfi(V-rai), adv. phr. [L. a.

from, fortiori stronger (sc. argumento}^\ \\'ith

stronger reason, still more conclusively.
1855 H- SPKNCER Psychol. (1872) I. ii. L 146 The expression

1 substance of Mind
'

can have no meaning . . A fortiori, the

substance of Mind cannot be known.

Afoul (afairl), adv. prop. phr. [A prcp.l + FOUL :

cf. asleep] Entangled.
1809 J. BARI.OW Colnnib. vit. 521 With ^hrouds afoul.



AFOTJNDER.

t Afotrnder, v. Obs. [a. OFr. afottdre-r, var.

of effondrerto hollow out, undermine, swallow up.
Cf. Pr. esfondrar and csfondar, L.^r out an
bottom : see FOUNDER.] To disable, lame.

1366 MAUSDEV. 69 His Hors shalle not ben afoundred. c 1400
Bcryn Prol. 631 Ffor aftir his hete he cau^te a cold, Jmrh be

ny^tis eyre That he was nere a-found[r] it.

Afraid (afivt-d), ///. a. Forms: 4 afraied,

affiraied, 4-6 affrayed, 4-7 aFraid(e, 5 afrayet,

affrayt, 5-6 afrayed, 6 aflfrayd, afraydfe, 6-
afraid. Also aphet. frayed, fraid. [Orig. pa.

pple. of ofray, AFFRAY z/. (cf. lay, laid ; say, said,

etc.) which, being more used than any other part,

acquired an independent standing, and has retained

the spelling afraid, while the vb. is affray. ~\

1. A&pple. Alarmed, frightened ;
hence as adj., In

a state of fear or apprehension, moved or actuated

by fear. (As an adj. it never stands before a noun.)
1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. 16 pe Kyng was alle affraied. Ilnd.

323 Alle frayed he went fro )?at cite, c 1386 CHAUCER Skipin.
T. 400 This wyf was nat afered ne afrayed. c 1420 Anturs
ofArt/terxxx\. 9 (1842' 15 The freson was afrayet, and ferd

of that fare. 1440 Promp. Parv., Affrayed, tcrritus. c 1500
Lancelot 3469 So sal thai fynd we ar no-thing affrayt. 1601
SHAKS. Jul. Ca>$. n. ii. 101 If Caesar hide himselfe, shall they
not whisper I,oe, Caesar is affraid ? 1653 HOLCROFT Procopius
n. 54 The Roman army . . were troubled and affraid. 1671
MILTON P. R. n. 759 Back they recoild affraid. Mod. Come
on ! Who's afraid ?

2. Const.

a. with of (sometimes omitted before a clause).
1350 Will. Palcrtie 2158 He bat of be white beres Sobremli

was afraied. 1483 CAXTON 6". dc la Tour f i, His wyf made
semblaunt as she therof were affrayed. 1599 H. BUTTKS
Diets Dry Dinner (Ar\).) 92 Such as are affrayed of roasted

Pigge. 1667 MILTON /'. L, x. 117, I . . of thy voice Affraid,

being naked, hid my self. Ibid, xn. 493 What man can do
against thee, not affraid. 1678 HUNVAN Pilgrim \. (18621 124,
I was afraid on't at the very first. 1855 KINGSI,I;Y Lett.

(18781 I. 442 He first taught me not to be afraid of truth.

b. with inf. In fear of the consequence (to one-

self) of ; not having courage to.

1535 COVER DA LI; E.r. iii. 6 Moses couered his face, for he was
afrayed to loke vpon (lod [WVCLIF, He darst not loke a^ens
God]. 1580 SIDNKY A rcadia in. 317 They were affraid even
to crie. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. I. i. 47 We are lesse afraid to

be drownde then thouart. 1716-18 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE
Lett. I. x. 37 To see me afraid to handle a gun. c 1735 POTK
Prol. tr) Sat, 203 Willing to wound, and yet afraid to strike.

1850 M'Cosn Dii'. Cm-t. iv. ii. (1874)498 Afraid to look upon
the full purity of God.

c. with depend, cl. : lesf, with subjunctive, intro-

duces a deprecated contingency of which there is

danger ; that, with subjunctive, an unpleasant pos-

sibility ; with indicative, an unpleasant probability
or contemplated reality. The conjunctions are some-
times omitted.

1530 PALSG. 422/1 He was as a frayde as any man you sawe
this twelve monethes that I wolde have gyven hym ;L

blowe. 1535 COVERDALE 7W>. vi. 14, I am afrayed lest soch

thinges happen vnto me also. [1611 BIBLE ibid., I am
afraid, lest, if I goe in vnto her, I die.] i Mace, xii. 40
He was afrayed that Ipnathas wolde not suffre him. 1596
SHAKS. Merc/t. I'en. i. ii. 47, I am much afraid my Ladie his

mother plaid false. 1633 A. STAFFORD Few. Glory (1869* 98,
I was affraide it would have infected my other Iwokes.
1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague in. iv. 39 Perhaps thou art

afraid Lest the night air may spoil its beauty. 1847 LEWES
Hist. Phil. n. 313 He was afraid lest the poetical spirit
should be swept away along with the prophetical. Mod.
He is afraid that his dishonesty will be discovered. I am
afraid that it is too true ; afraid that we are not in time.

We were afraid lest we shoulder that we might hurt them.

d. of with gerttnd is found in all these senses,

but chiefly
= lest with subj., of which it is a more

modern equivalent.
1727 SWIFT Gulliver ii, viii. 174, 1 was affraid of trampling

on every traveller that I met. 1855 KREWSTER Newton II.

xxiv. 337 He was afraid of being known as the author of the

work. Mod. I am afraid of bathing there = to bathe there.

I was afraid of treading on somebody's toes = lest I should
tread.

Afraidness (afr^-dnes). ? Obs. [f. prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or state of being afraid
;

timidity, fear.

1669 GARBUTT /FXry. 226 The shyness and afraldness one of
another.

+ Afrayed, pa- pplc. Obs. also 6 affreyd.

[Either for FRAYED with s. w. prefix a- for i-,y-, }e- t

or with intensive a-.] Frayed, nibbed, worn bare.
c 1400 Tundale Vis. 121 And feyth with frawde is corrupt

and afrayed. 1513 FITZHERBERT Husbandry (1534) G viij,

Affreyd is an yll disease, and commethe of great labour and
rydynge faste with a contynuall sweate.

Afreet, afrit, afrite (zc-fr/t). [Arab. OJ^s
'//>/7.] An evil demon or monster of Mohammedan
mythology.
1802 SOUTHEY Thalaba xii. xix. Wks. IV. 431 Fit warden

of the sorcery-jjate, A rebel Afreet lay. 1813 BYRON Giaour
784 Then stalking to thy sullen grave, Go and with Gouls
and Afrits rave. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby iv. ii. 115 Habi-
tants more wondrous than Afrite or Peri.

II Afre'SCa, adv. Obs. [It. afrcsco, aff-^\ In fresco.

n 1706 EVELYN Diary \. 40 The long gallery, paved with
white and black marble, richly fretted and paynted afresca.

Afresh (afre /), adv.
;
also 6 afresshe, afreshe.

[f. A- pref. 3 + FRESH, probably after analogy of

anew, in which the a- is a reduction of OF. No

166

instance otoffrcsfi has been found. On fresh is

probably a mere erroneous expansion, after such

pairs as a-slecp, on-sleep, in which a- really= o.]
Anew, with a fresh commencement, freshly.
1509 FISHKR Wks. 183 Now shewe mercy vpon thychyrche

afresshe. 1594 SHAKS. -/?/<:/*. ///, i. ii. 56 Dead Henries wounds
Open their congeal'd mouthes, and bleed afresh. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Tnrkes (1638) 190 Wars began again to arise
on fresh. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 184 P2 The day calls

afresh upon him for a new topicke. 1836 THIRLWALL Greece
III. xxiv. 338 Existing treaties should be ratified afresh.

1853 KIXGSI.EY Hypatia iii. (1869) 35 We start afresh.

Afret (afre-t), adv. and/m/. a. prop.////-. [A
prep.

1 + FRET.] In a fretted state.
1882 in Gd. Wds. 320 High are the clouds in their going,

afret where the winds pursue.

tAfre'te, v. Obs. Forms: I of-fr6t(an, 3-4
afret^e. [f. OF prep, from+fret-an to gnaw, de-

vour: see FRET.] To devour.
c 1300 Pol. Songs 237 The devel huem afretye, Rau other

aroste ! Ibid. 240 The fend ouafretie, with fleis ant with felle !

Afreyne, var. AFFKEYNE v. Obs., to question.
t AfrO'nt, adv. zxAprep. prop. phr. Ot>$. [A

prep.
! in + FRONT sb. Used to translate Fr. dcfront

which has the same range of use.]
A. adv.

1. Face to face, in direct opposition ; opposite.
c 1380 Sir Ferninb. 1689 An hundred kny^tes wyb-oute

faille : ber-on [/. e. on the bridge] affrount mowe mete. 1587
HOLINSHKD Ckron. III. 824/1 The king of England lieng
afront before Toniaie. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny VIIL xxv, These
Islanders be the only men that dare encountre him affront.

2. In front.

1587 HOLINSHKD Ckron. I. 50/1 Least his people should be
assailed not onlie afront, but also vpon euerie side. 1611
SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. Si. 421/1 No way lay open saue

onelyafront. 1621 Qi AKLES I/adassa, The Bullwarks stand
afront to keep thee out. 1870 SMITH Syn. fy Antonytits

t

Aback, Ant. ahead, afront.

3. In a front
;
abreast.

c 1400 Tundale Vis. 1001 Afront te unnethe the! myght
passe. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II/', n. iv. 222 These fourecame
all a-front and mainely thrust at me. 1613 PupcHAS/Y/^-r.
I. v. iii. 395 Twelve men may ride a-front through them.
1621 MOLLE Catnerarins Liv. Lib. v. i. 318 To containe two
gallies afront with ease.

B. prep. [The adv. limited by a sb.] In front of.

I.S57
PHAER sEneid\\. Q i b, Than death himself, whose

neighbour next was Slepe . . and Mortal Warres afront the

gate. 1610 HOLLAND Camdcn's Brit. i. 227 Two bulwarks
strong afront the Foe are rais'd. 1622 CALLIS Statute of
Snvfrs(\f>W\ 25, 1600 Acres were gained from the Sea, affront

the Mannor of sir Valentine Hrown there.

t AfrOUght, ///. a. [for offntht
~
offurht ; see

AFFRIGHT a. Cf. also OE. anforht timid.] Fright-
ened, timid.

c 1450 Mortc A rthnr 73 The bysschope spake w ( oute fayle,

Thoughe he were nothynge afroughte.

Afrown :afrairn\ adv. and/m/. a. prop. phr.
[A prep

l + FBOWN.] In frowning posture.
1878 JOAQL'IN MILLKR Songs oj Italy 55 The lion of Venice

with brows a-frown.

Aft (aft), adv. Forms: I trl'tan, (2-6 wanting),

7 afte, 7- aft. [As usual with nautical terms the

early history is lost
;
but comparison with the de-

rived baft (earlier l>aftet baftcn, byftan, be xftan},
show it to be the OY.. af/an, cogn. w. Goth, aftana
from behind, f. afta behind ; formally a superlative
of af off, away, with primitive superlative suffix

-ta : cf. Gr. VTTX-TOS, vpfa-ros. The true relation of

af-ter and af-t is that of Gr. irpo-repos and Trptu-ro? ;

but OE. xftan was only an adv. of position, and
it is apt to be treated in mod. Eng. as the positive
of AFTER.]
fl. gen. Behind, in the rear. Obs.

937 '' F Ckrofi., />'. of Krunanbttrh 63 Let him behindan
. . earn atftan hwit '

atses brucan.

2. Nattt. a. Of position : In or near the hinder

part or stern of a ship.
i6z8 DIGBY I'oy. Medit. (1868) 3 Of aequall height fore and

aft. 1706 PHILLIPS s.v., Howchear ye fore and aft? i.e. How
fares all your Ships Company? 1718 STEELE Fish-Pool 170
Whose hold had gratings 'fore and aft'. 1863 LONGF. Olaf
xi, Though the flying sea-spray drenches Fore and aft the

rowers' benches.

b. Of motion or direction : Towards the stem,
into the hinder part of the ship.
1678 PHILLIPS, Aft or Abaft, a wordus'd by Seamen to sig-

nify any Action, Motion, or Application from the Stemwards
of the Ship toward the Stern; asGo/?. X748ANSON Voyage
lit. ii.<ed. 4) 425 We . . began to get the guns aft. 1832 LAN*-

DKR Exficd. Niger III. xvi. 254 Call them aft, and let them
stand by the arms. 1833 MARRVAT Pet. Simple (1863) 52 He
said to us as we came on deck, 'Walk aft, young gentle-
men.' 1850 W. JAMES Xav. Hist. Gt. Brit. IV. 73 Seized

and carried aft, as the ringleader of the mutiny.
c. Fore and aft : from stem to stern, lengthwise.

Also attrib.

a 1618 RALEIGH Inv. Shipping 29 Needing no other addi-

tion . . then a slight spar Decke, fore and afte as the Seamen
call it. 1878 M. FOSTER /VyW. 11.1.13.225 A certain amount
of lateral and fore and aft movement.

3. Of time : Back from the present, earlier.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Sefo. 38 There being nothing but

everlasting God . . there can be no such thing as Time, or

fore, or aft, at all. 1676 HOBBES Odyssey 299 Next him

spake Alitherses, who alone Saw fore and aft.

AFTER.

4. Comb, aft-cabin, aft-meal = fl/?^-(-fl^X after-

banquet in AFTEK- in comb. II.

1816 Gentl. Mag. LXXXVI. i. 102 The aft-cabin was only
wanting to make the boat complete, a 1608 THYNNE Debate
49 <N) At aft-meales who shall paye for the wine?

After (crftai), adv. and prep. Forms : 1-3
aefter, 2-3 eafter, 2-4 efter, 3-9 after ; occas.

4-6 aftir, -yr, -ur, -re. North. 4-7 efter, -ir, -yr.

[OE. Kfter cogn. w. OS. and OHG. aftar, -er;

OFris. efter adv. and prep., ON. apfr adv., eptir

prep., Goth, aftra back, aftaro from behind, adv. ;

Gr. airuTcpoj, Skr. apatarain. Orig. a compar.
form of af, L. ab, Gr. diro, Skr. dpat with compar.
suffix -ter, -THER ;

= '

farther off, at a greater dis-

tance from the front, or from a point in front'
;

and hence in the Teutonic languages 'more to the

rear, behind, later.' Used in the oldest Eng. as a

separable verbal particle capable of governing a

case (dat. or ace.) in composition, whence, when
detached from the vb., it appeared tisadv. or prep.

according to the absence or presence of an object.]
^ As adv. or prep, in separable comp.
f 885 K. /ELFRED Oros. I. x, Him aefter foljiende wseron.

cizyojielianad^. M 80(1872) 32 Ant hare fan. . bat ham efter

sohten \_Bodl. MS. ferden ham efter].

A. at.iv.

1. Of place or order: In the rear, behind. (With
go, come, follow, etc.)
c 1000 O.E. Go$p. Matt. xxi. 9 Dst folc bset |ra.r beforan

ferde, and bstt bar aefter ferde. c 1160 Hatton Go$p. ibid.,

Da;t folc be ba^r before ferde, & beet be bar sefter ferde.

1205 LAYAMON 1572 J?e king sette to fleonne and al fni ferde
eafter. c 1380 Sir Fernmb. IOOT & bay fol^yea^ after wij?
rendouns. 1611 BIBLE Luke xxiii. 55 And the women also

. .followed after, and beheld the Sepulchre. Nursery Rhyme,
Jack fell down and broke his crown, And Jill came tumbling
after. Mod. Put your own first, and let these come after.

2. Of time : Subsequently, at a later time
;
after-

wards. Formerly used before the vb., now only
at the end of a sentence or clause, and chiefly in

phr. before or after, or as in 2 b.

a 1000 Beowulf 14, Dabm eafera was ?efter cenned. c zazo

Leg. St. Kath. 1223 We mahen haue sikere bileaue to arisen

alle after. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce 1. 127 And wyst nocht quhat
suld eftir tyd. c 1400 Destr, Troy iv. 1439 Gyf an end hade
ben now, & neuer noyet efter. 1481 CAXTON Reynard(\f\>.}
65 Men may wel lye whan it is nede and after amende it.

1594 PI.AT J^ivclUw. n. 40 A . . substance, which you may
after cleanse by ablution. 1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C&s. i. ii. 76
If you know, That I do fawne on men . . And after scandal!
them. (71631 DONNE Semi. xcii. IV. 171 The very place
where Solomon's Temple was after built. 1640 FULLER
Abel Rcdiv., Peter Martyr (1867) I. 251 Our worthy Jewel,
after bishop of Salisbury. 1756 BURKE Subl. $ B. Wks, 1.

256 All we do after is but a faint struggle. 1768 H.WALPOLE
/list. Doubts 5 The king smote the young prince on the

face, and after his servants slew him. Mod. I never spoke
to him after ; I was never so treated either before or after.

b. esp. In combination with another adv. of time
or adverbial phrase, soon afterJong after, an hour, a

year after. The day, \heyear after
= next following.

cqy>Lindisf.Gosp. Markx. iGesomnadon efter sonamenigo
to him. a 1000 ?C/KDMON Gen. (Grein) 550 vEfter si'ASan.

L- 1340 Gaw. <V Gr. Knt. 1640 & efter-sones of J>e same he
serued hym f>ere. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis ix. v. 40 Brocht in

schort quhile eftir syne. 1536 WRIOTHESLEV Citron. (1875)
I. 36 The morrowe after, being Satterdaie. 1611 BIBLE Johtt
i. 35 The next day after John stood, and two of his disciples.

1625 HART A nat. Ur. 11. iv. 73 This flux continued . . for

some few dayes after. Ibid. n. vi. 87 She died about two
months after. I753HAN\VAY Travels (ijfa)\\. vni. i. iSsSoon
after the artillery . . proclaimed the news to the people. Mod.
That must have been in the week after.

"B.prep. I. Of place.
1. With verbs of motion (expressed or implied) :

Following, going, or coming in the rear of, behind.
c 1000 Ags. Gosfi. Luke ix. 23 Jyf hwd wylesefter mecuman.

ni75 Lamb. Horn. 5 Al Je . . folc be code efter him . .

sungun [isne lofsong. c 1*30 Ancreii Ri-wle 196 Up o5e
hulles heo clumben efter us. 1*97 R. GLOUC. 398 Roberd
erl of Flaundres after pulke pst come. 1388 WVCLIF Luke
xiv. 27 He that berith not his cross, and cometh aftir me.

1526 TINDALE and 1611 ibid., Come after me. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. Vf, v. iii. 27 Shall we after them? After them, nay,
before them, if we can. 1707 Loud. Gaz. mmmmcccxxxiii/7
After whom rode on Horse-back a Courier of the Republick.
1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague i. ii. 271 That merciless ghost
that walks the sea After our ship forever, c 1840 J. S. KNOWLES
Virgin, i. i, The people will throng after him with shouts.

f 2. Of position : Behind. Obs. rare.
c 1380 WYCLIF Tract, i. 22 Crist clepide hym Sathanasand

badde him go after hym. c 1380 Sir Fentntb. 2776 Spedilich
in bey wente, & After hymen made be gate faste. c 1400
Apol. for Loll. 56 Go o bak after Me, Sathanas. 1483
CAXTON G. de la Tour aij, Suche ther be that lawgheth to
fore yow, whiche after youre back goo mockyng. 1704
NEWTON Opticks (J.> Sometimes I placed a third prism after

a second, and sometimes also a fourth after a third.

f 3. Following the course of (anything extended
in space) ; hence, along (a linear dimension) ; across

or away over (an extended surface). Obs. or dial.

878 O.E. Ckron. He f^Elfred] lytle werede . . after wudum
for, and on mor fsestenum. a 1000 Beowulf^2854 ^esawon ba.

Eefter waetere Wyrm-cynnes fela. c 1200 Moral Ode 233 por
is woninge & wop after eche strete. 1305 LAYAMON 13777
Al b.-it verden sefter wjei. Ibid. 23140 And flu?en after here
sae. [In Somerset a keeper says,

4 You'd best go down along
after that wall after that ditch;' an apothecary says, 'the

pain seems to lie after the cheek bone.' Cf.
' You had better

follow the wall.'}



AFTER.

fb. Along the surface of, close to. Obs. rare.
a looo Shrine 132 f>a;t halite blod orn aefter eorSan. 15*3

FITZHERBERT Husbandry (1534) D iv, Hey commeth of a

grasse called crofote, and groweth flatte, after the erthe.

4. Following with intent to overtake, pursuing,
in pursuit of. a. Primarily, in reference to things
in motion ;

b. also to things at rest, when their

place is doubtful ; esp. with got send : in search of,

in quest of, to find. To be after : to be in pursuit

of, trying to reach or get into the company of (a

person), trying to get or do (a thing).
a. c 1000 yELFRic Gen. xxxl. 36 For hwilcum gylta ferdest

bu bus after me? 1154 O.E. C/(ro.(Laud MS.) an. 1132 pe
king sende efter him. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. snEftirhym
in hy he sent. 1611 BIBLE i Sam. xxiv. 14 After whom is

the king of Israel come out ? after whom dost thou pursue?
After a dead dogge, after a flea. 1623 SANDERSON 35 Scrm.

(1681) I. 91 He must after them, and smite them, and pluck
the spoil out oftheir teeth. vp&Lond. Gaz. mmmmccccxix/s
They stand from us, and we after them with all the Sail we
can. Mod. Run after him and catch him !

b. c 1000 yELFRic Dent. vi. 14 Ne far bu jefter fremdum

godum. 1061 O.E. Gfc?w/.(D.)HerforEaldredbiscoptoRome
iefterhis pallium. "1175 Lamb. Horn. 7 God almihti sende
his apostles . . efter J>e assa fole. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 500

Hys squyeres bode he ther Aftyr hys armor for to far. 161 1

BIBLE Deut. vi. 14 Yee shall not goe after other gods. 1742
RICHARDSON Pamela III. 201 There is nobody comes after

her : she receives no Letters. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals v. ii. 152
What tricks are you after npw ? 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
II. x. 462 The new Metropolitan went to Rome after his pal-
lium. Mod.fam. There are manyafter this situation. She
has too many followers; always some young man after her.

5. Hence, Denoting the aim or object of many
vbs., adjs., and sbs. of action ; the idea of /'// pursttit

of, passing into those of in order to overtake, attain

tOi come np with, meet with, find, discover, learn
;

obtain, get, have.

fa. To stand, abide, after \
i.e. in expectation of,

to catch, meet. Obs.
c 1200 Ormnl. 6506 Herode king Bad affterr J>e3}re com.

1297 R. GLOUC. 367 After betere wynd hii moste here at

stonde. '1374 CHAUCER Boethius (1868) 13 Yif bou abidest

after helpe of bi leche. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. n. 124 Hewes
in J>e halyday

'

after hete wayten. 1515 Festyvall \ W. de
Worde) 79 b, The abbot . . stode under a pyler and abode after

Thomas.
b. To look, see, after (a thing gone, going, or liable

to go) ; hence, To look to the state of, attend to.

1375 BARBOUR Britce iv. 616 Eftir the fyre he lukit fast.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. i. 14 Esteward Jch byhulde 'after b
sonne. a 1699 LADY A. HALKETT Auiobi&g.(ity$) 73 Goe to

Edinburgh to looke affter my concerne. 1833 HT. MAR-
TINEAU Brooke Farm i. 2 To meet the master looking after

his fruit-trees. Mod. Is there anyone to look after the cows ?

c. ^Q call, shout, whistle, after. Alsoy?^. (0Ar.;repl.

\jyfor) To seek to get by calling, whistling, etc.

1393 LANGL. P. PL C. iv. 127 The kynge fram consail cam'
ana callyd after mede. c 1500 Cocke Lorell Bote 118431 I2

Some stered at the helme behynde, Some whysteled after

the wynde. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 59 (1806) II. 87 They
never call after those who run away from them. 1766
GOLDSM. Vic. of IVakef. iv, The very children . . will hoot
after us. Mod. He shouted after me down the street.

d. To search, seek, inquire, ask, after (the miss-

ing, wanted, absent, or unknown).
a 1000 Beowul/fyo Wlonc ha^lej> . . Eefter heelebum fraign.

c 1300 K. A Us. 1825 Uche mon soughte after socour. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 543, 1 seygh neuere palmere . . axen after

hym. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisitts' Catech. 22 Earnestlie seik

efter things pleasand to the. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. i. i. 63
He after honour hunts, I after love. 1597 2 Hen. 7K, i. i.

29 My Seruant Trauers, whom I sent . . to listen after Newes.
1611 BIBLE Dfut.xn. 30 That thou enquire not after their gods.

1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 144 PII This impartial and zeal-

ous enquirer after truth. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals \\. i, I told

him you had sent me to inquire after his health. 1875 FAR-
RAR (title)

* Seekers after God.' Mod. Hearing of his illness

I called to ask after him. He inquired very kindly after

my parents.

e. \Vith vbs., adjs., and sbs. of desire ; as to

long,hanker, hunger, thirst
t strive ; Meager,greedy;

have a hankering, desire.
a 1000 Beowulfyjfo Him after dedrum men dyrne langafj.

c 1220 Urcisun ofour Lotterde 185 Hu wilne|> after cunfort
on eorbe. ^1400 Gamelyn 630 He was sore alonged after a

good meel. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xlii. i Like as the hert de-

syreth [x6n panteth after] the water brokes, So longeth my
soule after the, o God. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 479 An ar-

dent affection after it, as one that is famished. 1709 STEELE
Tatler No. 57 (1806) II. 64 Will Ubi, who is so thirsty after
the reputation of a companion. 1796 UomcXmr. Geoj?. I.

301 A prevailing desire after a peaceable accommodation.
1800 COLERIDGE Wallenst. \\. iii, Because I Endeavoured
after peace, therefore I fall. 1842 MACAULAY Ess. (18481 II.

144 He was greedy after power with a greediness all his
own. 1854 THACKERAY Neivcomes I. v. 52 This brave man
ihought ever of his absent child, and longed after him. 1879
C. GEIKIE Life of Christ Ivi. 678 The priesthood had striven
after kingly power and rank,

II. Of time.

6. Following in the succession of time ;
in suc-

cession to.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John i. 30 .(Efter me cymS wer Je me be-
foran geworden was. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 75 And ic ou wile

seggen word efter word. 1297 R. GLOUC. 60 pis Kymbel
aftur hys fader kyng was of J>is londe. 1599 A. M, tr. Gabcl-
honer's Bk. Physic 9/1 Doe this the continuance of 9 dayes
after other, every morning. 16x1 BIBLE John i. 30 After me
cometh a man which is preferred before me. 1620 VENNER
Via Recta, vii. 115 They are not good to be taken after
meat. [Cf. Grace after Meat.] 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
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I. 262 And what was it to him who ruled after him? Ibid.
II. 460 Turning out judge after judge, till the bench had
been filled with men ready to obey implicitly the directions
of the government. 1866 SALA Barbary 93 In front of the
Grand Hotel gather group after group. Mod. Time after
time I urged him to do it.

7. Subsequent to a space of time ; after the in-

terval of, at the close of. In mod. usage after three

months varies with three months after, the former

emphasizing the interval.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 63 JEfter brym da^on ic arise.

c 1160 Hatton Gosp. ibid., ./Efter preom da^en ic arise. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce i. 40 The land . . Lay de.solat eftyr hys day.
1382 WYCLIK Mutt, xxvii. 63 After thrednyes I shal ryse ajen.
15*6 TlMOALB ibid., After thre dayes I will aryse agayne.
1582 N. T. iRhem.) Then after fourtene yeres I went vp
againe to H Jerusalem [WvcL. fourtene 3eer aftir

;
TIND. xiiii.

yeares after that; CRANM. xiiii yeres thereafter; Genet', &
1611 fourtene yeres after]. 1625 HART Anat. Ur. \\. v. 80
After a while she fell into a night feauer. 1641 FRENCH
Distill. (1651) v. 109 They will after a time contract a muci-

laginous slimie matter. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. xin.

i. 283 After putting garrisons in these places, he inarched for

Taitriz. 1877 BROCKETT Cross, fy Crcsc. 185 After ages of

submission, they became restless and rebellious. J\fod. After
two years' absence Richard returned to England. After a

long interval the task was resumed.

8. Subsequent to or later than a point of time.

(Not necessarily in immediate sequence.) After
hours : after the regular hours of work.
a 855 O. . Citron, an. 774 .'Efter simnan setlgonge. c 1200

Triii. Coll. Hunt. 47 On e ehteSe dai efter his burbe. 1297
R. GLOL'C. 407 Anon after Mydsomer bys batayle ydo
was. 1384 CHAUCER Leg. G. H'ont. 580 Afftyr the deth of

Tholome . . Reynede his queen Cleopatras, i 1440 Relit*.

Pieces fr. Thornton MS. (1867) 25 Eftire bis sail bou wiete

whilke ere be ten comandementis. 1587 HOLINSHKD Scot.

Chron. (1806) II. 117 Adrian the . . legal came too late, as

who should say, a day after the f;iirc. 1588 A. KING tr.

Canisins' Catcch. 14 ./Eternal lyffe . , for y* chosin eftlr

deathe. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \\. i. i. (1873) The narra-

tion may be before the fact as well as after. 1611 BIBLK

Jos, x. 14 There was no day like that, before it, or after it.

1641 Kirkciidbr. War-Comm. Minute Bk. (1855) 98 Four

dayes efter your receipt heirof. 1832 Hi. MARTINKAU Hill

<y Valley viii. 124 It was long after dark. 1861 TKAFFORD

City fy ? (1862) 463 One night after hours he borrowed
thesketch. 1879 TENNYSON Lovers 7". 74 The eleventh moon
After their marriage. Mod. (in DICKENS) I'll work after

hours and finish it.

9. Of temporal and logical sequence : Subsequent
to and in consequence of.

a 1000 Betnvulf yzif> J>a b^et sweord ongan a:fter hea]?O-
swate wanian. c 1280 E, E. Poems 20 Anober wol after ban'

areri cuntake. 1475 CAXTON Jason 35 b, After that I undcr-

stonde by your wordes. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762)!. vn.

xcii. 426 After what has been said . . we may contemplate
the superior charms of liberty. 1877 LYTTEIL Landmarks
i.iv. 34 After what has been already said, any one will readily
see tnat, etc. Mod. After his behaviour to his parents, what
could you expect?
10. Of temporal sequence and logical opposition :

Subsequent to and notwithstanding, esp. in after all.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. v. i. 347 Harke how the villaine

would close now, After his treasonable abuses. 1710 PALMER
Proverbs 69 After all our complaints of the lawyers and the

law, there is no man in this kingdom too big for either.

1876 TREVELYAN Macaulay iii. 113 After all, as far as your
verses are concerned. 1876 FREEMAN Kortti. Cong. I. ii. 20

The Roman occupation was, after all, very superficial.

Mod. That he should continue his visits after such a rebuff

is unaccountable.

III. Of order.

11. Next to in point of order or importance.
c 1220 Ureisnn of Ure Lefdi 125 To be one is al mi trust

efter bine leoue sune. ^1230 St. Mark. 13 Ich habbe efter

bellzebub mest monnes bone ibeon. 1697 DRYDEN Virgil,
Pastorals vii. 30 Codrus after Phorbus sings the best. 1777 SIR

W. JONES Arcadia 105 And after Pan thy lips will grace it

best. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 425 'I am content,' he an-

swer'd,
'
to be loved A little after Enoch.'

IV. Of manner.

f 12. Following as one follows a leader or guide ;

in obedience to, in compliance or harmony with,

according to a /aw, will, word, advice* Obs.

t 975 Rnshiv. Gosp. Lukeii. 22 Gifylled werun dagas clsen-

sunge his setter EG Moyses. a 1000 Ags. Metr. Ps. cxviii. 149

w^Efter 5inum domum do me halne. tiaoo Ornntl. 119

E^berr here }ede swa Rihht affterr godess lare. 1340
HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6132 Hys angels ban, aftir his wille,

Sal first departe be gude fra be Ule. (1380 Sir Ferumb.

2891 Wei sone dude be Amyrel \ after ys counseil rist. 1477
EARL RIVERS (Caxton* Dictes 21 Whether they haue ob-

serued it [his command] after thye charge or nat. 1535
COVERDAI.E John xix. 7 After our lawe he ought to dye. 1598
SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. vii. (1641) 63/1 In his Name, beg

boldly what we need (After his will). 1621 BURTON Anat,
Mel. in. n. iv. i. (1651^536 To make good nmsick of their own
voices, and dance after it.

b. In compliance with the wishes of.

-1386 CHAUCER IVyf of B. 406 And eek I pray to Jhesus
schorl her lyves. That wil nought be governed after her

wyves [6- text bi]. c 1460 Ttnaneley Myst. 209 Pylate, do
after us, And dam to deth Jesus.

f c. In accordance with the statements of; ac-

cording to (an author). Obs. or ? arch.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 230/4 She bad that the passyon
after luke shold be redde. 1586 COGAN Haven of Health

(1636) 30 Gates, after Galen, have like nature as Barlie.

13. In accordance with, according to a custom,

wont,fashion, manner, kind, sort, example, pattern.
a 1000 GCDMON Gen. (Grein) 396 He haefb mon geworhtne

after his onlicnesse. c 1250 Gen. <y Exod. 1652 And kiste

hire aftre kindes wune. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tonr K iij,

AFTER.
To be charytable after thexemplary of our Lady. 1528
GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Kef. 47 I. 90 After a homely and
familiar manner. 1577 St. Aug. Manuell 73 Looke after
what sort thou showest thy selfe towards God. 1647 MAY
Hist. Part. n. ii. 34 Their . . cause lay bleeding in Ireland
after so deplorable a kinde. 1668 CULI-KPER & COLE tr.

Barthol. Anat. i. viii. 17 The lower point of the Call is round
after a sort. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 193 P 3 The leve'e of a
great man is laid after the same manner. 1855 DICKENS
Dorrit \. i Handsome after its kind. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. III. 292 The oath of office was administered after the
Scotch fashion. 1866 H. LEE Silver Age 380 Typifying,
after a fashion, the make-shift perilous way. 1871 SMIM.S
Character iii. (1876) 74 Companionship after a sort. 1879
CARPENTER Mcnt. Physiol, i. ii. 82. 85 To build after one
particular pattern.
b. ellipt. After the nature of; according to.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp, John viii. 15 >e dema3 a;fter flisce. c 1200
Ormitl. Ded. 2 Nu broberr Walllerr, brobtrr min AfTierr be
fiaishess kinde. 1382 WYCI.IK Rom. viii. i pat not aftir the
fleisch wandren but after the spirit. 1534 TINDALE il>id. t

Which walke not after the flesshe, but after the sprete. [1588
Rheims according to the flesh. 1 1611 t'/'t'i/., Who walke not
after the flesh, but after the spirit. 1685 BAXTER Parapln:
A'. T. Matt. i. i His reputed Legal Father after the floh.
1882 G. SMITH mGd. Was. Mar. 212 A man after his own heart.

14. After the manner of; in imitation of; like.

c 1300 A". Alis. 5418 More hy than olyfaunz. IHake heueded
after a pal fray, c 1400 Dcstr. Troy\. i6i_j Tilde vpon Tiber
after Troy like. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour b viij, That .she

be arayed after the good ladyes of the countre. c 1570
THYNNK Pride ty Lmvl, 11841) 30 And (they) were clothed
after citizens. 1710 SIKKLE Tatter No. 228 "4, I mu>i . .

copy after an old Almanack which I base by me. 1795
GIBBON Autobiog. 74 After his orncle Dr. Johnson, my friend

. . denies all original genius. 1839 HAI.I.AM Hist. Lit. III.

iii. v. 17. 240 Some are said to dress after a lady for whom
nature has done more than for themselves.

b. To name after.

1297 R. GLOUC. 61 Juli the emperour , , Hadde afteir hym
y-clepud a moneth in the 5er. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Ettg. iv.

9 And Corin called it after his name cornewayle. 1849
MACALLAY Hist. Eng. II. 491 A succession of bands desig-

nated, as was the fashion of that age, after their leaders.

1876 1-HKEMAN Norm. Cong. Ill.xii. 190 Whether iurnamed
after the Hebrew Kin^ or not.

c. To model, draw, compose after.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy xxi. 8758 A meruelous ymage . . Amyt
after Kctor, abill of shap. 1762 H. WAU-OLE / 'crtiu's . \ need.

Paint. \.ij%6* II. 52 Nicholas, the second sun . .while abroad
modelled after the antiques. 1845 MRS. JAMESON Handbk.
Pnbl. Galleries 311 The appearance of being engraved after

a drawing by Giulio Romano. Ibid. 313 Venus and Cupid
. .a copy after Titian. 1850 Stur.ty Leg. Art. i A portfolio
of prints after the old masters. Mod. (Titles*

'

\\~cdnt-sday

Afternoon' tafter Longfellow.i. 'Jubilate' (after the me-
diaeval Latin hymns 1

.

15. In a manner answering to, proportionate to,

befitting, suiting, arch.

ciooo /KM-RIC Gen. i. 25 God ^eworhte ba-re eor&m deor

after hira hiwum. c 1230 Ancrcn Riivle 126 Ase dude (--e

lefdi ludit, efter hire efne. 1391 CHAU.KK Astrolabe(i*fx>\

251/2 All the Sterres of the South arisen after the degree of

her longitude, c 1460 FORTESCUE Absol. fy Lim. Mon. 11714*

49 The . . charge . . schal be more or less, after their long or

schorte abode. 1549 LATIMER 7 Semi. bcf. Ediv. I'I (18691

51 Cut thy cloth after the mesure. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xxviii.4

Giue them after the worke of their handus. \l\'yclif aftir

ther werkis.] a 1626 BACON (J.) According to bulk and cur-

rency and not after their intrinsick value. 1714 ELLWOOD
Hist, his Life (1765) 234 We followed after our own Pace.

16. At the rate of (obs.} ;
at (the rate of).

1530 A proper Dyaloge (1863) 15 Oure clargye lyue no-

thynge after their rate. 1587 HARRISON England n. i. 118771

24 If these paie after foure shillings for kind, the cleargie

contribute commonlie after six shillings of the pound. 1642

Lane. Tracts of Civ. JFr(i844)62 To be repayed with

satisfaction after eight pounds per Cent. 1643 bUNCSBY

Diary 118361 94 Have their pay after 6 shillings a week.

1702 Loud. Gaz. mmmdcccxxi/8 After the Rate of 12$. per
Gallon. 1882 Charter-party, On being paid Freight at and
after the rate ofshillings sterling per ton.

C. conj. or conj. adv. (elliptically from/;r/.).
1. Of time: fa. with antecedent and relative. Obs.

ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 32 /Efter bam be ic of deabe

arise, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 51 Kfter ban bet be mon bia dead.

c 1200 Ormnl. 7667 Affterr batt tatt he wass da?d.

b. with relative particle only. arch.

<T9$o Lindisf. Gosp. Luke ii. 22 Andaefter3ongefylled were

dagas cla^nsunges his . . laedon hine in Hierusalem. c 1175

Lamb. Horn. 139 Kfter bet ure drihten hefde bet folc

adreint. 1297 R. GLOUC. 230 After that Saxons and Eng-

lysse verst come thys lond to. 1382 WYCLIF Jer. xxxvi. 27

After that the king hadde brent the volum. 1535 COVER-

DALE ibid.
t
After now that the kynge had brente the boke.

1611 ibid., After that the king had burnt the roule. 1880

LEWIS & SHORT Lat. Diet., Postquam, after that, after.

c. simply.
c 1360 WYCLIF De Dot. Eccl. 22 Aftir he hadde take J>e

hooii Goost. 1366 MAUSDEV. 174 After thei han slayn them.

1526 TINDALE Matt. xxvi. 32 After I am rysen ageyne.

[WYCLIF After that I schal rise a}en.] 1611 ibid., After I am
risen againe. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisins Catech. 31 Efter

we knaw the law maker, we may rewereme him ye mair.

1753 HANWAY, Trav. (1762) I. v. Ixv. 298 After the Portuguese

had settled themselves in East India. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. III. 10 A few days after the Revolution had been ac-

complished.

f 2. Of manner : According as. Oos.

a. with antecedent and relative.

c 1200 Moral Ode 358 Sume habbed more after ^an be hi

dude her.

b. with relative particle {that or as).

c 1375 Lay-Folks Mass-Kit. B. 8 After bat (j>o boke) tellis.

c 1394 P. P. Crede 732 But after Jat his wynnynge is is his

well-fare. 14*6 AI/DELAY Poems 18 Uche preson schuld have



AFTER.
his part after that he had ned. 1464-6 MARC. PASTON in
Lett. 52. IV. 196 It is solde rythe well aftyr bat the wole was,
1506 Ord. Crystal Mm iW. de Wordel n. ix. 112 After as

saynt Gregory sayth. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xiv. 201
After as any ofthese three powers doe reigne and beare sway.
C. simply.
1-1440 Rclig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. (1867) 7 like cris-

tene mane awe . . to take efter his elde es. 1483 CAXTON G.
de la Tour d iiij b, Here honoure . . to euery one after he is

worthy. 1634 Malory's Art/mr (1816) I. 22 Every knight
after he was of prowess.
D. J'iir. at after. (Still used in the north.)

1. prep. Used wherewe should now use after alone,
to indicate time when. (The after may in some
cases belong to the sb. following ; cf. AFTERNOON.)
1386 CHAUCER Squires T. 294 At after souper goth this

noble king To seen this hors of bras. 15*1 BRADSHAW St.

IVerburge (18481 95 At after matyns she vsed contempla-
cyon. loid. 193 On saynt Katharins day at after mydnyght.
1523 FITZHERBERT Husbandry (15341 D ij b, Lode oute his

dounge before none, and lode heye or corne at after none.

2. adv. Afterwards.
a 1641 STRAFFORD Let. in Southey's C. PI. Bk. (1849) II. 172

Let shame cover me at after as a cloak.

After (<rftai),. [OE. />xt y/eer-e, f.yiVradv.,=
OHG. a/tar, MHO. after; withsuperl. OE.mftcmest,
Goth, dftiinia and aftumists. Senses i, 2 are dis-

tinctly the OE. adj. ;
in the rest there is probably

a later adjectival or quasi-adjectival use of the

adv.; in expressions like after deeds it is especially
difficult to distinguish the adj. and adv.]

I. Of time.

tl. The second (of two). Obs.

11855 <-). E.Chron. an. 827 Se xftera [Bretwalda] waes
Ccawlin \Vesseaxna cyning. c 885 K. ALFRED Botth. xix,
Dam be se aefterra deab xegripb. 1048 O. K. Chron.

, Neh
O;ere Eeftre Sancte Marie mzssan. cirjsLamb, Horn. 95
Un his efter tocome [= second advent], bet is on domes deie.

2. Next, following.
riooo Afs. Gosp. Luke xiii. 33 by jefteran dzje. c 1160

Hatton Gasp, ibid., (>ya;uere dai^e. 1801 SOUTHEY Tlialaba
x. xv. Wks. IV. 361 Thou shalt not go to-morrow, Nor on

,
the after, nor the after day, Nor ever ! 1830 TENNYSON In
Mem. cii. 158, I dream'd a vision of the dead, Which left my
after morn content.

3. By extension : Later, subsequent, a. with

time, hours, days, years, ages, etc. (where it may be

explained as ellipt. for after-coming). Frequently
united to its sb. by the hyphen, which has here

only a syntactical value. See AFTEK- in comb.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \\. iv. 293 Which after houres giues
leysure to repent. 1641 Termes de la Ley 138 Any other
after Tenant of the land. 1710 PKIUEAUX Orig. Tithes v.

268 The after Lawyers whose hands it passed thorough. 1731
SWIFT Cass. f, Pet. Wks. (17551 IV. l. 164 These rhimes,
A monument to after times. 1862 STANLEY Jew. Ch. 11877)
I. iii. 54 The name was handed on to after ages. 1876 FREE-
MAN Norm. Conq. \. iv. 175 The well-known duchy of after

times. 1878 HOPPS Life of Jesus ii. 10 In after days his
mother understood his meaning well.

b. with n. of action or state (where it may be ex-

plained as the adv. modifying the contained vb. or

adj., as after compliance ^, complying afterwards).
See AFTER- in comb. 79.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. ii.43 The maine Point of this our after-

meeting. 1758 S. HAYWARD Serin. 17 All his after sins were

charged on himself alone. 1831 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc.
(1842) I. 416 The sabrers, that produced an after compliance
with their mandates. 1837 LYTTON Athens I. 368 These
exploits were the foundation of his after-greatness. 1850
TENNYSON In Mem. cxvi. 4 For fuller gain ofafter bliss. 1853
KANE Grinnell Rxped. viii. (18561 59 Confirmed in our own
after experience.

II. Of place.
4. Nearer the rear, hinder, posterior. Chiefly

nautical, and probably due to aft (of which perh.

regarded as the compar. more aft] : Lying nearer

the stern of the ship, of or belonging to the stern-

ward part. In numerous collocations, as after

body, cabin, end, guns, ladder, masts, fart, quarter,
sails, timbers, yards, etc., which are frequently
united by the hyphen. See AFTER- in comb. 4.
c laoo Trin. Coll. How. 199 Ure left eare we dittec- mid

ure after ende. 1440 Promp. Part'., Aftyr Parte of a beste,
or the hyndyr parte or the crowpe, Clunis. Aftyr Parte,
or hynder parte of the schyppe, Pnppis. 1795 NELSON in

Nicolas's Disp. II. 13, 1 ordered the driver and after sails to
be braced up. 1837 MARRYAT Perc. Keette xl. (1863) 281, I . .

contrived to gain the after ladder and descend. 1857 LIVING-
STONE .5". Africa iv. 80 The after part of the body has three
or four yellow bars. 1879 W. H. WHITE in Casselfs Teehn.
Educ. IV. 78/2 Supposing a leak to occur in the after portion
of the vessel.

III. absol. That which follows, subsequent time
or existence ;

the future.

1830 TENNYSON Poems 98 He hath felt The vanities of
after and before. 1865 Reader 10 June 644/3 A range of
view which takes in all the before and after of Greek thought.

After- in comb, is used in various relations

prepositional, adverbial, and adjectival, not always
easy to separate, and in various senses. In some
of these the combination is very loose, the use of
the hyphen being mainly syntactical, i.e. to show
that the grammatical relation between after and
the following word is something else than the

ordinary one of preposition and object. Cf. 'After
consideration I resolved to decline' with 'After-
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consideration has shown me that I was wrong.'
' I

should know him after years had passed' with
' I know not what after-years may bring.' Other-
wise it is unnecessary, as '

the events of after years.'
See AFTER a.

I. General senses in comb. (Words in clarendon
are treated specially under II., those in SMALL-
CAPITALS in their alphabetical place.)
1. As prep, with sb., the whole forming a sb.

meaning 'the time after ': as AFTERNOON,
-DINNER, -SUPPER; s,o after-church, -grave, -sunset,
-tea. Also used attrib., as in after-dinner oratory.
1678 BUTLER Hndibr. in. ii. 310 The Bride to nothing but

her Will, That nulls the After-Marriage still, a 1682 SIR T.
BROWNE Let. to Friend (iZ'&i] 140 Leaving no earnest behind
him for corruption or aftergrave. 1792 Gentleman's Mag.
LXII. 24, I wished to accompany Miss Sophia to the after-

church lecture. 1807 W.TAYLOR in Robberds' Mem. II. 215
This confinement of my father's takes away my after-teas.
1861 L. L. NOBLE After Icebergs 139 All that we anticipated
of the sunset, or the after-sunset, is now present.
2. As adv. (or prep.) with vl>., indicating suc-

cession in time, or direction in space ;
as after-date,

after-eye, after-go, after-send, and other vbs.

common in OE. ;
also in vbl. derivatives, as AFTER-

COMER, -COMING ; after-beer, -liver, etc.

1340 Ayenb. 58 Makeb be efter telleres ofte by yhyea[l]de
foles and uor lye^eres.

3. As adv. with ///. a. : Subsequently, later in

order, as in AFTER-BORN (OE. &fter-boren). esp.

later in a speech or writing: as after-described,

-mentioned, -named, -specified, -written.

1640 fik. of H ~ar Committee ofCtn'enanters 2 At the sight
of the persones efter-specifit. 1687 Lond. Gaz. mmccxxi/3
Under the several Conditions, Restrictions, and Limitations
after-mentioned.

4. As adj. with sb., indicating position
= hinder,

posterior, a. as in OE. sefter-rdp crupper, after-

body, -brain, -breast, -nose, -wrist
; after-part,

-truck, etc. (See AFTER a. 4.)

1824 W. IRVING T. of Trav. I. 41 The old gentleman had

really an afterpart of his story in reserve. I833MARRYAT/W.
Simple 1 1863) 45 He was sharpening a long clasp knife upon
the after-truck of the gun.
b. esp. In nautical lang. : Of or pertaining to the

hinder part of the ship, nearer to the stern, as in

AFTER-GUARD
; after-cabin, -leech, -oar, -sails,

-yards ; after-ship, -part, -quarter, etc.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. iii. (1495^ 105 Highte puppis
in latyn as it were aftershyppe. 1599 HAKLUYT I'oy. II. I.

167 Right with the maine mast or after-quarter of the shippe.

1871 Daily AVzus 26 Aug., She has a spacious deck saloon in

the afterpart.

5. As adj. with sb. expressing order = subordinate,

inferior, remoter, as AFTER-DEAL, after-kindred,

-man, -table, after-wine. OE. sefter-ealo small beer.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxxxix. (14951 729 The
after-wyne that is wrongen out of grapys.

6. As adj. with sb. expressing order in time = the

latter (of two), second, secondary, following or re-

curring after the main occurrence : as AFTEU-BIRTH,
-BURDEN, -CLAP, -COURSE, -CROP, -GAME, -GLOW,

-GRASS, -IMAGE, -MATH, -PIECE, -SPRING, -THOUGHT,
-WORTS; after-banquet, -baptism, -blow, -damp,
eatage, -growth, -mass, -mess, -sum, -winter

;

so after-harvest, -meal, -paganism, -ploughing,
-storm, -task. OE. had sefter-gyld, -hsetu, -sang.

(One main stress : a'ftercrop, a'fterha'-rvest.) See
AFTER a. 2.

a 1600 HOOKER Serin, on Jiistif. 5 The infusion of grace
hath her sundrie after-meales. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World
n. 411 An after-harvest of many cares and discontentments.
<: 1619 HIF.RON It'ks. 1620 II. 453 Wee are wise inough to

put our seiues to an after taske. 1624 GATAKER Transubst.

173 His other Arguments are drops of an after-storme. 1664
H. MORE Alyst. Iniq, 293 Had degenerated therein into a
kind of an After-Paganism. 1818 COBBETT year's Resid.
Atncr. (1822) 57 When I have spoken of the after-culture,
I shall compare the two methods of sowing.
7. As adv. or adj. with n. of action, with the idea

of, Following not immediately, at length, eventual,
ultimate ; as AFTER-PAIN, -RECKONING, -WIT

;
after-

cast, -proof, -roll, -taste, -treat ;
so after-account,

-chance, -consequence, -cost, -effect, -fame, -fruit,

-good, -grief, -glory, -harm, -infamy, -loss, -penitence,

-remedy, -rottenness, -settling, -turn. OE. had xfter-

yldo later age. (One main stress : a-fter-ejfe-ct.)

1572 BARNABE GOOGE tr. Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 36 b, Not
sowed for present necessitie, but for other afterturnes. 1590
PAYNE Dcscr. Irel. (1841) 12 Which now dare not so for

fear of after harmes. 1599 FENTON Guicciardine xiv. 641
What will be the euent and afterchaunce of things. 1612
BRINSLEY Lnd. Liter, i. (1627) 4, 1 trust my after-fruits shall

much increase. 1707 FREIND Peterboro's Ctitid. Spain 58
Such effects . . are loo often paid for by an after-reckoning.
1810 COLERIDGE Friend i. xiv. (1867) 62 The sense of dispro-

portion of a certain after-harm to present gratification. 1817
Biogr. Lit. 226 The beneficial after-effects of verbal pre-

cision. 1842 H. E. MANNING Serm. (18481 I. 170 The shrink-

ing anticipation of its possible after-consequences. 1860
FHOUDE Hist. Eng. V. xxviii. 393 First the destruction of
the Church as a body politic, and then an after-fruit of re-

action.

8. As adj. or adv. with n. of action or adj., ex-

pressing, After the event, later, and hence sometimes,

AFTER-.

late, behindhand; as AFTER-BORN, -HAND, -THOUGHT,
'-WIT ; after-knowledge, -view, -wise ; after-

acceptation, -agreement, -breach, -consideration,

-counsel, -deliberation, -design, -difference, -engage-
ment, -inquiry, -fall, -meditation, -pardon, -speech,

-thrift, -wrath, etc. (Both words have accent, but
the stronger is on after: af'ter-ccwnscl.*)
a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vin. 501 By which means of

after-agreement, it cometh many times to pass, 1611 SHAKS.
Cyntb. v. iv. 189 lump the after-enquiry on your owne peril].

1617 HIERON tyifs. II. 91 And for the preuenting of their
after-falls. 1626 BERNARD Isle ofMan (ed. 10) 16 This fellow
cannot abid after-meditation. 1634 SANDERSON Servi. II.

305 With God there is no after-counsel, to correct the errors
of the former. 1644 QUARLES Sheph. Oracles ix, Give former

dispensation ; or at least An after Pardon. 1692 BENTLEY
Boyle Led. v. 158 These After-considerations are of very
little moment. 1830 SIR J. HERSCHEL Nat. Phil. 77 It is

only by after-rumination that we gather its full import.

9. As adv. or adj. with sb., meaning, Coming
or existing afterwards, subsequent ; as in after-

act, -action, -age, -beauty, -friend, -help, -king, -life,

-love, -state, -wisdom, -years, and others without
limit. Not distinct from AFTER a. 3 ; the value of
the hyphen, which is often omitted, is purely syn-
tactical, and both words have a main accent : a'fter

li'fe, a'fter proceedings.
1591 SHAKS. T'M Gent. in. i. 95 Scorne at first makes after,

loue the more. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. (1617) Pref., Con-
ference before-hand might haue eased them of much after-

trouble. 1640 SANDERSON Serm. II. 146 He meaneth to build
his after-comforts upon a firm base. 1655 W. GOUGE Comm.
Ilebr, vi. 10 Their former diligence will be .. an aggravation of
their after-negligence. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inig. 474 All the

importunities and necessities of after-affairs. 1680-90 SIR W.
TEMPLE Ess. Learn. Wks. 1731 I. 297 So renowned in their
own and After-ages. 1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-Craft II. 1.9
An After-Statute made by the said King and another Par-
liament, c 17216 GARRETSON Pr. 7 Unless the charitable care
of some after-friend supply the defects of former education.

1736 CARTE Life of Ormatide II. 278 But his after-actions
did not correspond to these beginnings. 1833 MARRYAT Pet.

Simple (1863) 87 My history was not written in after-life.

1837 M- F. OSSOLI Worn, in igt/i c. (1862) 352 Their memory
is with us amid after-trials. 1842 H. E. MANNING Serm.
(18481 I. 261 All the after-assaults of spiritual wickedness.
1862 LYTTON Strange Story I. 103 Though after-experience
may rebuke the illusion.

II. Special combinations (with quotations, in

alphabetical order).

A-fter-ba:nd, a subsequent band or bond after a

release; T&'fter-ba:nquet, an entertainment follow-

ing upon a banquet ; f a fter-ba ptism, after-bap-
tizing, adult baptism, anabaptism ; fa'fter-be:er,
a successor, one who lives later; t a'fterbeang,

post-existence; a jfter-blow = AFTERCLAP; fa'fter-

brain, the posterior lobe of the brain, the cere-

bellum ; a'fter-brea^st, name proposed by Kirby
and Spence for the metathorax of insects ; a'fter-

ca bin, the cabin in the after or hinder part of the

ship, having superior accommodation ; a ftercall,
a i'ter-ca lling, reclamation, a renewed demand ;

also a calling afterwards ; t a'ftercast, a second
or later throw (at dice), an experimental result ;

a'fter-damp, the choke-damp which rises in a mine
after an explosion ;

a'fter-da te, to assign to a later

date, to post-date ; a'fter-drops, drops of rain

which continue to fall after the cloud has passed ;

a fter-ea^tage, the pasture after mowing= AFTER-
CRASS ; t after-eye', to follow with the eye, to

look after ; a-fterfeed = AFTERGRASS ; t a-fter-

frame, superstructure ; t a'fter-ga=thering, glean-

ing; alsoyff.; fa'ftergo', to follow
; a'fter-growth,

a subsequent or second growth, an after-math ;

also growth afterwards
; t a'fter-ki ndred, remote

kindred, distant relationship ; a'fter-knowledge,

knowledge after the event, retrospective know-

ledge ; a'fter-lee^eh, the hinder edge (of a sail) ;

a'fter liver, survivor
; ) a'fter-lo dging, that

which lodges behind (as coarser flour in the sieve) ;

t a'fter-man, a follower, a subordinate ; fa-fter-

ma:ss, the second or latermass, or feastday ofasaint ;

ta'fterme'ss, dessert, end of a feast; a'ftermowth

(
= after-eatage) ;

a'fter-nose (see quot.) ; a'fter-

oa:r, the hinder or rearmost oar of a boat
;
a'fter-

pa:sture = AFTER-GRASS ; fa'fter-proof, outcome,
realization ; a-fter-roll, the roll of the waves after

the subsidence of a storm
; alsoy%

r
.

;
a-fter-sai Is.

'all those on the after-masts, as well as on the

stays between the main and mizen masts
' Adm.

Smyth; a-fter-sea^son, the latter end of the year ;

f after-se-nd, to send after ; a'fter-shine, the

radiance that lingers after the sun has gone
down, after-glow; alsoyf^. ; fa-fter-sight, retro-

spective view, insight into the past ; a-fter-

su:m, the purchase money paid after the deposit,

the balance ; a'fter-swarm, a second swarm of

bees; fa'fter-table, an inferior table; fa'fter-tale,

a subsequent reckoning, a correction ; a'fter-taste,

a taste which remains or comes after swallowing



AFTER-.

anything ;
also fig. ; a'fter-thrnker, a reflecter ;

f aftertirae, conj. after that ; fa'fter-treat = after-

taste, flavour, relish ; t a'fter-view, subsequent

view, looking back; fa'fter-we^nding, following;

a-fter-winter, a second winter when spring is

looked for, a renewal of winter ; a'fter-wrse, wise

after the event, wise too late
; f a-fter-wo'rld, future

generation ; a'fterwrist, the metacarpus ; t a'fter-

wri ting, postscript; a'fter-ya'rds, A'aA the yards

in the main and mizen masts.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 761 If death Bind us with "after-bands,

what profits then Our inward freedom ? 1577 tr. Bullinger's

Dec. (1592) 239 Gluttonie, surfettinges, riotous afterban-

quettes, and dronkennesse. 1597 WARNER A Ition's Eng. x.

lix ->62 Which "After-Banquet did their Lord for onely him

prouide. 1680 W. ALLEN Peace f, Unity 70 The Pa:do-

baptists are as much for water-Baptism as the Anabaptists

are, and hold themselves as firmly engaged by their Infant-

Baptism, as they do by their 'after- Baptism. Ibid. 64 While

they remain under this perswasion, they can no more law-

fully receive an 'after-baptizing. 1625W. L'IsLE Du Bartas

Noe 8 How long some of them lived with their forebeen and

"afterbeers. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay vii. 92 A beginning-

lesse forebeing . . inferreth an endlesse *afterbeing. 1663

BUTLER HndUir. \. iii. 740 And they//, and yet enough

Be left to strike an "after-blow. 1615 CROOKK Body oj Man

468 They are scituate betweene the forepart of the 'After-

braine and backside of the third ventricle. 1673 in Plul.

Trans. VIII. 6153 As soon as the knife touched the cere-

bellum or 'After-brain. 1816-43 KIKBY & SPENCE Entomol.

(1843) II. 254 You will discover in the 'after-breast (pest

tectns) a rather deep cavity. 1833 MARRYAT Pet. Simple

(1863) 196 Captain To then came out of the 'after-cabin, half-

dressed. 1814 WORDSWORTH Excur. ix. 122 Hence an 'after-

call For chastisement, and custody, and bonds. 1617 HIERON

Wki. 1 1. 92 There are no more 'after-callings, when He hath

once wiped out the score. 1393-GowER Cc/(Halhw.) Thus

ever he pleyeth an aftircaste Of alle that he schalle say or

do. 1866 CARLYLE Reminisc. tr. 265 The 'aftercasts of the

doctors' futile opiates were generally the worst phenomena.

1869 Echo 29 Mar., Two others were killed by the effects of

the 'after-damp. 1800 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. X. 223

Perhaps the ambitious fancy of Josephus has 'after-dated

this narrative. 1580 SIDNEY Amid. in. 295 Their motions

rather seemed the 'after-drops of a storm, than any matter of

great fury. 1760 R. BURN Eccl. Lam (T.) The 'aftermowth,

or 'after-eatage, are undoubtedly part of the increase of that

same year. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. i. iii. 15 Thou should'st haue

made him As little as a Crow, or lesse, ere left To 'after-eye

him. 1863 W. WING in N. t, Q. in. IV. 204 The 'after-feed

belonging to the proprietor. 1879 Standard 28 Apr., Growing

Crop of Grass, with 'afterfeed till Christmas. 1653 ASHWELL

Fides Apost. 41 That foundation, whereon the whole 'after.

frame is built. 1535 COVERDALE Jnd. viii. 2 Is not the "after-

gadderynge of Ephraim better then the whole haruest of

Abieser? 1J48GESTE Priuee Masse 78 The worshyppe ^after-

g
[

supplied with the germs of their 'after-growth. 1839

STONEHOUSE Isle of Axholme 62 This vert was the after-

growth of that great forest. 1386 CHAUCER Melit, 409

[Corp. & Lansd.] Yet nathelesse your kinrede is but 'afler-

kinrede [3 MSS. a fer kynrede, Harl. and Petw. litel].

1656 HOBBES Lib. Necess. A> Chance (1841) 430 There is

neither fore-knowledge nor "after-knowledge in him. 1861

GOLDW. SMITH Mod. Hist. 15 It cannot be answered by dis-

tinguishing between foreknowledge and "afterknowledge.

iSwM. SCOTT Cruise o/ilfia'geliSW 49 Look how the clear

green water . . pours out of the 'afterleech of the sail like a

cascade. I59S SIDNEY Def. Poesie (Arb.) 43 The benefit

they got, was, that the 'after-liuers may say, Hiec memmi.

1641 BEST Farm, f, Ace. Bks. (1856) 104 In many places they

grinde "after-logginges of wheate for theire servants pyes.

1623 SANDERSON 35 Serm. (1681) 132 A wilful foreman that

is made before-hand, and a mess of tame 'after-men . . that

dare not think of being wiser than their leader. 1848 PETRIE

tr j4.CA".io2Nighthe*afterniassofSe. MaryiSthSept.t.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvi. 457 Thai had a felloun -eftremess.

n 1826 KIRBY & SPENCE Entomol. (18261 III. 483 A triangular

piece below the antenna: and above the nasus . . this is the

post-nasus or 'after-nose. 1833 MARRYAT Pet. Simple (1863)

207 Who was seated upon the gunwale close to the after-

oar. 1634 WOOD Nnv Engl. Prosp. \. iv. (1865) There is

little edish or "after-pasture, which may proceede from thi

p
fr

little eaisn or aiter-pasture,
WHU.U umj piuv. ...... .

late mowing. 1630 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (1870) 59 At the

age of twenty and upwards, he was much short of his after-

proof. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. I II. xv. 3u Still heaving . .

from the 'after-roll of the insurrection. 1663 GERBIER Counsel

28 The setting of the work in the 'after-season. 1596 SPENSER

F Q i. v. 10 To *after-send his foe, that him may over-

take. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. (1858) 102 From Suicide

a certain 'after-shine of Christianity withheld me. 1647 N.

BACON Hist. Disc. iii. 9 The honour due to great 'after-sight.

1658 REYNOLDS Lonfs Supper iv, Earnest useth to be paid

morecertain. I753<-HAMBEKS (..) *"ff., me ane

differ from the prime, in that the latter are directed by the

vulgar or the crowd of bees. 1645 RUTHERFORD 'Iryal

of Faith (1845) 266 Here is a high table and bread; and

a*by-board,or an after-table, ciyn Beket 627 On this Chartre

sette here Seles', that non 'Aftertale nere. 1830 LINDLEY

Nat. Syst. Bat. 45 They leave a bitter unpleasant after-

taste in the mouth. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley II. viii. 201 It

was the 'aftertaste of the battle. 1846 GROTE Greece I. I. ill.

102 Prometheus and Epimetheus the fore-tninker and the

'after-thinker, c 1488 Lib.ffig. Edw.lVm Honseh. Ord. 1790,

34 'Aftertyme vill of these knyghtes be departed from court.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Balk I, Sell: To Reader, The "after treat will

be none of the sweetest. 1693 LEIGHTON On i Pet. in. n They
that know it in the sense of this 'after-view . . ask them what

they think of it. c 1300 If. A Us. 7280 They trussen alle in

the dawenyng, And makith swithe 'after-wendyng. 'o'
HOLLAND Pliny xvm. xxv, Putting us in good hope, that al

cold weather was gone : howbeit, there ensued a most bitter

'after-winter. a 1710 ADDISON iT.) These are such as we may
call the 'afterwise. 1596 HARRINGTON Ulysses upon Ajax,

VOL. I.

169

The *afterworld shal rather pittie your lost time. 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Cypress GroveWks. 1711, 122 That to

'after-worlds thou might'st leave some monument that once
thouwast. i6isCROOKE Body of'Man 917 Ligaments. . ioyne
thebonesof the 'After-wrest tothewrest. 1656 Du CARD Gate
of Lat. unlocked 222. 61 The wrist [hath] eight [bones] ; the

"after-wrist four. 1598 FLORIO, Posto scritta, a post-script,
or 'after-writing of a letter, a subscription. 1795 NELSON in

Nicolas's Disp.\i%w II. 13 Braced up our 'after-yards, put
the helm a-port, and stood after her again.

Afterbirth, (crftajbarb). [AFTER- 6; in sense i

perh. directly from Norse
;

cf. Icel. cptir-bitrSr,

eftir-biirSr (1-1300), OSw. efterbord (Ihre), Dan.

cflerlyrd.]
1. The membrane in which the fcetus is enveloped

in the womb
;
the secundine or placenta. So called

because its extrusion follows that of the infant.

1587 GOLDING DC Mornay xxviii. 444 Now the world [word] i

Silo isaith Kimhii signified] the Saim? of him, and is deriued
|

of a worde which signifieth a woman's Afterbirth as they
terme it. 1615 CROOKF. Body ofMan 81 When these vessels

come vnto the secundine or after-birth they disperse through
it notable braunches. 1754 k^\\f.\.\M:.Midwifery\. 241 The

operator will be blamed for leaving the after-birth behind.

1855 KAMSBOTHAM Otstet. Mid. q Surg. 68 It is also called

the afterbirth.

1652 BF.NLOWE Theophila IV. iii. 52 All New birth heart-

deep groans, All after births of penitential mones, Are swal-

low'd up in living streams of bliss. 1879 M'CARTHY Hist, own
Times I. 424 The famine had indeed many a bloody after-

birth; but it gave to the world a new Ireland.

3. Rom. Law. (a-fter-biTth) Birth after a fathers

death or last will, posthumous birth.

1875 POSTE Gains I. 120 The institution or disinherison of

a postumus born after the death of a testator . . availed to

save the will from rupture by afterbirth \agnatio\ of an im-

mediate successor.

4. Later birth, late-born children.

1871 SWINBURNF. Litany of Xatiom 2 We thy latter sons,

the men thine after-birth . . O Karth.

After-born (a-{toib?im\ ffl. a. [AFTER- 8, 3.]

1. Born after the father's death, posthumous ;
in

Rom. Law, also, Born after the father's last will.

c icoo /ELFRIC Gram, xlvii. 275 Posthnmus, /Efterboren, se

be biS seboren aifter bebyrRedum freder. 111581 CAMITAN

Hist. Irel. n. iii. (1633) 73 Issue two daughters, and an after-

borne son called Arthur. 1880 MHKHEAD L'lpiau xxii. 15

After-born descendants . . such children in the womb as,

were they already born, would be in om potatas. Gains

ii. 241 By a stranger after-born we mean a person who will

not on birth be one of the sni hercdes of the testator.

2. Younger, of later birth.

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 31 Quhen the Lord . . is willing to

marie his eldest dochter or his after born dochter. 1768

Bi.ACKSTONECww. 11.251 Which daughter shall resign such

inheritance to her after-born brother, or divide it with her

after-born sisters, according to the usual rule of descents.

1882 MBS. HAWEIS in Belgravia July 36 Chaucer is spoken

of by his contemporaries and by the great afterborns.

tA-fter-bu:rthen,-bu:rden.Ofo-.[AFTER-6.]
1. = AFTKKBIRTH.
1576 BAKER tr. Gesncr s Jewell of Health fit,

The water

druncke in tyme of traueyle of chylde . . sendeth forth the

after burthen. 1688 LADY WALDF.GRAVE in Land. Ga-j. 22

Oct This Deponent took the After-Burthen, and put it into

a Bason of Water. 1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v., To bring

away the After-Burden, take the Leaves of fresh Smallage.

1754-64 SMELLIE Mid-.i-ifery 1 1 1. 398 Passing up my hand to

fetch the after-burdens, there being two entirely separate.

2. fig.
1655 H. VAUGHAN Silcx Scint. i. (1858) 116 Casting in my

heart The after-burthens, and griefs yet to come.

Afterclap (crftaiklsjp). [AFTER- 6 + CLAP, blow,

shock.] An unexpected stroke after the recipient

has ceased to be on his guard ;
a subsequent sur-

prise ;

' an unexpected event happening after an

affair is supposed to be at an end.' J.

<!i42oOcCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 855 That after-clap in my
mynde so depe Ifycched is. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill ( 1641 1 404

To provide for after clappes that might happen and chance.

IMS LATIMER Serm. I. 27 He can give us an after-clap, when

we least ween. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ,x. m. 31 Who
fearing afterclaps, had strongly fortified the Castle. 1663

BUTLER Hiidibr. \. iii. 4 What plaguy Mischiefs and Mishaps

Do dog him still with After claps. 1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake

II iii 162 I desired a Receipt to prevent any Afterclaps,

which he readily granted. 1851 MELVILLE Whale xyin.
101

Fear of after-claps. 1862 S. LUCAS Secul. 12 The mitigated

afterclap of this [the French] Revolution, in 1848.

tA'fterco^mer. Obs. [AFTER- 2, 9.] One

coming after, a successor ; //. posterity.

n8a WYCLIF Ln'it. xxii. 3 Sey to hem and to the after-

comers of hem. 1563 MAN Musculns Com. PI. 13 a, All

their after comers gat the same bleamishe and corruption.

1611 GUILLIM Displ. Herald. To Reader, 1 have broken the

Ice and made way to some after-commers of greter gifts

and riper judgment. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journey (172,1 6!

Thev leave very little to be added by After-comers. ^1705

BERKELEY in Fraser Life 448 The passage of after-comers is

made more secure and easy.

t A-fterco ming, vbl. sb. Obs. A following

state, sequel, or consequence.

AFTER-aUARD.

After-course (a-ft3jkojs). [AFTER- 6.]

1 1. A later course at dinner ; a dessert. Obs.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong., Dtsstrte dt table, the

banquet or after course.

2. Subsequent course. (Properly two words.)

1859 Miss HENDERSON Life of Dr. Henderson 42 In this

brief record we have a fore-shadowing of their after-course.

Aftercrop (a-ft3akr(>p). [AFTER- 6.] A later

crop after the principal one ;
a second crop.

1562 J. WICLIF in Richm. Wills < Invent. (1853) 160 My
lease and intrest of the aftercroppe of St. Nycolas feld.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong., Regain, foin lierrifrc

saison, after croppe of haye. 1616 SI'RFLET & MARKHAM
Conutrcy Farme 112 With Autumne Hay, or the after-crop.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pickle (1779) IV. xciv. 142 A plenteous

after-crop of delicious sprouts.

A'ftercrop, v. ran. [f. prec. after CROP v]
To take a second crop.
1580 TI-SSER Hnsl. xviii. 20 Few after-crop much, but

noddies and such.

A-ftercro pping, i'<V. rf. [f.prec.-f-iKoi.]
The

taking of a second crop.
iSiS'CoBBETT Year's Kesiif. Amn: 118221 82 More on this

after-cropping, another time.

t A'fterdeal. Obs. [AFTER- 4 fig. or 5 + DEAL,

part, opposed ioforaical. Cf. Gerrn. \~ortheil and

Nafhthcil with same meaning.] A disadvantage.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 107 Isegryn was wo begon,
and thought he was at an afterdele. 1494 FABYAN yn. ccxl.

280 That he shuld be at so great an after dcale in this warre.

1525 Hr. J. CLERK To Wolscv, .l/.V. Colt. I'it. MI. 7 The
Frenche kyng seeth now hymself to he at suche a fordell

and themperors armye at suche an aftLrdcll, that he will no

paction nc condition of treux ne peax. 1621 MOLLE Came-

rarius' I.i-.'. Lil: v. xx. 400 Had brought themselues to such

an afterdeale for the good of their countrey. 1634 Malory s

Arthnr ii8i6f I. 168 Oftentimes that one party was at a

foredclc, and anon at an afterdul---.

After-dinner [a'ltai-drnai), .r*. [AFTER- i.]

1 1. As sb. A space of time after dinner devoted

to recreation ;
the remainder of the day after dinner,

the afternoon. Obs.

1576 SANDEORDI^V/C) Houres of recreation or Afterdinner*.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. /) Cr. II. iii. 121 An after Dinners breath.

,11618 RALEIGH Bre-j. Hist. Kng. 11693) 53 Vpon an After-

dinner, Henry won so much at Chess uf Louis . . that he grew
. . into Choler . . and threw the Chess in his face.

2. atlrib. Taking place after, or following dinner;

csp. before leaving the table at a festivity.

1730 SWIFT I'ancgyrick mi the Dean IV. i. 142 Taking her

after-dinner nap 1790 BCRKE Fr. R, TV/. 44 The seimons

of the Old Jewry and the after-dinner toasts of the Revolution

Society. 1826 DISRAF.LI f 'i-.: Gr,-y v. xiii. 238 An after-dinner

anecdote, which ought to he as piquant as an anchovy tuast.

1840 GEN. P. THOMPSON E.rttc. 118421 V. 262 A drowsy after-

dinner oration. 1875 H LLPS Sac. 1 'r,-ss. xviii. 246 The favour-

able after-dinner moment, when most men are most ready

to promise that they will ^ive liberally.

After-game ;u-ftojg<--im\ [AFTEK- 6.] prop-

A second game played in order to reverse or im-

prove the issues of the first ;
hence ' The scheme

which may be laid or the expedients which are

practised after the original game has miscarried ;

methods taken after the first turn of affairs.' J.

After-game, at Irish, an old game resembling

Back-gammon.
1631 SANDERSON 21 Serm. Ad. Aul. I. (167 3) 14 He had need

be a good Gamester . . to play an after-game of reputation.

1660 MILTON Free Comnna. 427 Losing by a strange after-

game of Folly, all the battels we have won. 1669 ETHEHEDGF.

Comic. Rev. (Wright) Here's a turn with all my heart like

an aftergame at Irish. 1713 ADDISON Giro in. vii, Still there

remains an after-game to play. 1784 COWPER Tatka. 76:

What can after-games Of nperjoys,
and commerce with the

world . . Add to such erudition?

Afterglow (a-ftsjglJ). [AFTER- 6.] A glow
or refulgence that remains after the disappearance

of any light, esf. that which lights the western

sky after sunset ; alsoyfi,''.

1873 L. TOLLEMACHE in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 228 [The belief]

has left an after-glow of sentiment about the sacredness

of li'fe 1877 Miss A. B. EDWARDS icoo m. up Nile xi. 296

The sun had set, the after-glow had faded, the twilight was

closing in. 1881 A. J.C. HARE LuccalmGd. lids. XXII.

24 The peaks . . stand out black and solemn against the

infinite radiance of the afterglow.

After-grass (crftaigras). [AFTER- 6.] The

grass which grows after the first crop has been

mown for hav, or among the stubble after harvest.

nisi. 11. 104 i ncii tivi-&."- - j

of rank Hay. 1810 WORDSWORTH Seen.
/.a*(i8a3j 89 1 he

tender green of the after-grass upon the meadows. 1813 \ AN-

eurmAtric Devon 202 The after-grass . . is usually fed off.

After-guard (a- itajgajd).
Naut. [AFTER- 4 b]

The men who are stationed on the quarter-deck

and poop, to work the after sails. Generally com-

osed of ordinary seamen and landsmen, constitu-
posed

ting, with waisters, the largest part ot the crew, on

whom the principal drudgery of the ship devolved.

tA-fterCO :ming,//<'.a- Obs. Following, suc-

ceeding.
1594 DAXMELL Cleofatra (1717) 252 O why may not some

afteTcoming Hand Unlock these Limits. 1598 fLORio,

Futuro, future, aftercomming.

,826 H. N COLERIDGE 6 Months in J . India>?n Even first

lieutenants of the navy are generally sent into the after.

guard .833 MARRYAT Pet. Simple (1863) 89 Now, captain

?, the afterward, bring a piece of old canvass and some sand

here, and clean his teeth nicely. ^



AFTERHAND.
t A'fterhand, aJv. and prep. Obs. or dial. [f.

AFTERprep. + HAND ; cf. beforehand, behindhand;
formerly a phrase, after the hanii.~]
A. adv. Afterwards, subsequently ; after the

event. (Still in Sc.)
'393 COWER Cm/. II. 31 Then is he wise after the honde.

r 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. vi. xii. 41 In-tyl hys thowcht ay waki
he cast, Efterhend hys Statis all. 1634 46 J. Row (father)
Hist. Kirk (1842) 387 Marshall did sweare afterhend that he

had_ not fylled him at all. 1658 S. LENNARD O/ Wisdom?
11. vii. 17 ,1670) 285 The wise take it before hand . . and the
feeble and vulgar sort, after-hand. [1868 G. MACDONALD
Kob.^ Falc. I. 65 The last time he did it, the puir auld man
hostit sair efterhin'.J

f B. prep. After. Obs. Sc.

1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. 8 a fjAM.> Efter hend all this,
thai turnit thame to the brekaris of the law, saying, etc.

After-image (u-ftsrlmeds). [AFTER- o.] The
impression retained by the retina of the eye, or by
any other organ of sense, of a vivid sensation, after

the external cause has been removed.
1879 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v., Newton suffered for many years

from an after-image of the sun, caused by incautiously look-

ing at it through a telescope. Ibid., After-images may also

be experienced in the case of smells, tastes, tones, and im-

pressions of contact.

Afterings (Q'ftsrirjz), sb. pi. Obs. or dial.

[Ari'KR aJv. -r -IXG l. Cf. innings.']
1. The last strainings of milk from a cow. dial.

1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery xxii. 354 Put one large spoonful
of steep to five quarts of afterings. 1882 in Ar

. q Q. vi. VI.

54 The first milk drawn from the cow is the poorest . . the
latest drawn milk, called the 'afterings,' is the richest.

1 2. Remaining dregs, alter the main part is ex-

hausted. Obs.

1609 Rp. HALL Serm. 36 These are the itrrfp^aTa, after-

ings of Christ's sufferings.

tA'fterling. Obs. [f. AFTER a. + -LING.] An
inferior.

1205 LAYAMOS 19117 penne nabbeoS ure aifterlinges [-.'.r.

ondcrlinges] nane upbreidinges.

tA fterli the. Obs. Forms i -ffifteraliSa, 3
EfterlrS. [OE. itftera second + 1.Ida mild, serene,
name of the two months June and July.] OE. name
for July.
rizoo S. Marhartte(T.%&?i 23 Ibe moneS f?et on ure ledene

is
'

aid englisch efterliS inempnet.

tA'fterlong, adv. and/Vr/. Obs. [f.AFTEH//.
3 + LONO.] Lengthwise, along.
c 1320 Castcl off Lojteyz^ And casteb J>at li}t so wyde After-

long be tour and be-syde. ( 1420 Pailad. on Hitsl>. in. 139
Overward and afterlont;e extende a lyne.

Aftermath, (a-ftwmaeb). Also Aftermowth ;

see AFTKU- in comb. II. [AFTER- 6 + MATH mow-
ing.] Second or later mowing ; the crop of grass
which springs up after the mowing in early summer.
Also attrib. (See also AFTERGRASS, AFTERCROP.)
1523 FlTZHKRBERT Surveying 2 Yet hath the lorde the

Kdysshe and the aftermathe hym selfe for his owne catell.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (ib^ I. 506 The grasse will be so high
growne, that a man may cut it down and haue a plentiful
after-math for hay. 1631 G. MARKHAM Way to Wealth iii.

ii. vi. u668i 149 Eddish, or After-math-cheese. 1673 MARVI.LL
Rehears. Transf. ii. Wks. II. 251 The after-math seldom
or neuer equals the first herbage. 1834 SOUTHKY Doctor cli.

(18621 391 No aftermath has the fragrance and the sweetness
of the first crop. 1856 PATMORE Angel in House (1866) n.
iv. iv, Amons; the bloomless aftermath. 1860 Farmers' Ma.?.
LII. 242/1 Thus treated I would calculate on a good after-

math, to be either sold or used in the yards.
2. fig.
01658 CLEVELAND To Mr. T. C. 22 Rash Lover speak what

Pleasure hath Thy Spring in such an Aftermath ! 1851 H.
COLERIDGE Ess. t, Marg. II. 13 The aftermath of the great
rebellion. 1878 Masque of Poets 135, I am one that hath
Lived long and gathered in Life's aftermath.

Aftermost (a-ftajm3st,-m<?ust), a . super!. Forms:
I aeftemest, 2 eftemest, ^4 aftermest, 8- after-
most. [In form a treble superlative of af- ; thus af-te,

afte-me (Goth, aftuma), afteme-st (OE. irftemest,
Goth, aftumist), with a comparative ending inserted
in the later af-te(r}-me-st. But in OE. afle existed

only in the adv. form eeftan (see AFT) with positive
value ; *sefteme (cf. forme, hindeme) is not found

;

and xftemest was treated as a superlative of xftere
adj., and used both of time and space. Hence the

corruption aftermest found already in 1 2th c. ; then
the word is unknown for 6 centuries, and the modern
AFTERMOST may be a new formation on aft, after,
on analogy offoremost, hindermost, etc. : see -MOST.]
fl. Hindmost, last in order. Obs.
c 880 XLFRED Oral. iv. 6 Donne he sylf mid Sam fyrmestan

dile wio o^s seftemestan flu^e. < 1000 >ELFRIC O. T. 31
Deos bdc is jeflemest on Saere bibliobccan

f2. Of time: Last. Obs.
nooo O.E. Gosf. John vii. 37 On bam zftemestan mreran

freolsdjeje. rn6o Hatton Gosf. ibid., On bam after-mesten
macren freolsdaEje. ciioo Trin. Coll. Horn. 23 And elch
man heren his dom bi eftemeste erdede.
3. Naitt. Nearest the stern of the ship, most aft.

1773 HAWKESWORTH Voy. (T.) I ordered the two foremost
and two aftermost guns to be thrown overboard. 1834 M.
SCOTT Cruise ofMidge (1863) 63 We found a cluster of people
at the aftermost part of the felucca.

t A'fterness. Obs. [f. AFTER a. + -NESS.] The
quality of being after or later

; posteriority.

170

1587 GOI.DING De Mornay iv. (1617) 48 Time is but a mea-
sure of mouing, wherein there is both a forenesse and an
afternesse. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 14 To shut out for-

merness and afterness, which Gods everlastingness has not.

Afternoon (a^ftajiwn). [AFTER- i + NOON ;

orig. a phrase ; cf. L. post meridiem^
1. The time from mid-day to evening. Formerly

preceded by at, now in the, during t/ie
; and as a

date on.
a 1300 A'. Hortt 358

' Go nu,' quab heo,
'

sone And send him
after none.' 1450 GREGORY C//?-<w. (1876) 196 That same day,
the aftyr non, the Duke of Yorke roode thoroughe London.
1463 .Manners f,Hoiiseh. Exp. Eng. 228 The nyte next alore
tyl the sayd day at aftyr noyn. 1527 GARDINER in Pocock
Kec. Ref. 38 I. 73 We abide passage which we trust to have
this afternoon. 1570 87 HOLINSHED Scot. Chron. (1806) II.

70 A terrible eclipse of the sun, at three of the clocke at
afternoone. 1587 TURBERVILE Trag. Tales The king.. To
take a nappe at after noone, Into his chamber gotte. 1601
A. DENT Path-way to Heaven 123 These men serue God in
the fore-noone, and the diuell in the after-noone. 1669 PEPVS
Diary 11870) VI. 2 Spent the afternoon in several places.
a 1704 T. BROWN Com. VK-M Wks. 1730 I. 146 Afternoon
sleepy in most churches. 1829 SCOTT Guy M. 217 The fune-
ral was to proceed at one o'clock afternoon. 1842 TENNYSON
Lotos Eaters 3 In the afternoon they came unto a land, In
which it seemed always afternoon. 1877 \JtttKn.Landmarks
ii. ii. 97 She had often sat on summer afternoons admiring
the majesty of the Arran Kelis.

2. fig. as in the afternoon of life.

1594 SIIAKS. Rich. Ill, in. vii. 186 Euen in the after-noone
of her best dayes. 1864 TENNYSON Ayliner's F. 461 My lady's
cousin Half-sickening ofhis pensioned afternoon. 1871 BUKR
Ad Fidfin ix. 162 The world's latest afternoon.
3. altrib.

*577 TUSSER////^. Ixix. 2 Afternoone doings till suppertime
come.

_ 1633 ADAMS E.rp. 2 Pet. iii. 311865 609/1 Calling
for their afternoon-bevers, before they have concocted their
dinners. 1711 SHAFTESBL-RV Charact. 117371 IL 258 Reading
an afternoon-lecture to his pupils. 1850 C. READE Christie
Jolinst. 155 The afternoon beams sprinkled gold on a long
grassyslope. 1879 Miss BRAUDON \ i.ten\\\. iSsHowfond
you gentlemen pretend to be of afternoon tea.

4. Comb. afcernoon('s)-man, a tippler.
1614 OVERBURY A Wife, etc. (16381 196 Make him an after-

nountjs man. 1621 BI'KTON Anat. Mel., Deinocr, to Reader
(1657)44 Beroaldus will have drunkards, afternoon men, and
such as more then ordinarily delight in drink, to be mad.

| Afteruoo'ning, Obs. or dial. The afternoon

repast or bevcr.

1742 BAILEY (ed. 10) Dondinner, the Afternooning. ] 'orksh.

After-pain (crfl3jp?i:n). [AFTER- 7.]
1. A pain which follows later.
a 1556 CRINMER Wks. II. 182 Although it be pardoned, yet

after-pains thereof continue so long as we live, a 1624 SIR
N. BRETON in Farr's S. 1\ (1845) I. 196 That bitter smart
That inward breeds of pleasures after-paine.
2. esp. (in pi.) The pains that follow childbirth.

Alsoyfy,'.

1667 Decay ofChr. Piety v. n. 229 The throes and after-

pains ofconscience when sin is brought forth. 1751 CHAMBERS
O'tY. s.v., After-pains are pains felt in the loin, the groin, etc.
after the birth. 1754-64 SMELLIE Midwifery I. 400 Women
in the first child seldom have after-pains. 1857 BULLOCK tr.

Cazeattx, Alichuift-ry 491 The after-pains are occasioned by
the contraction of the womb.

Afterpiece (u-ftajp/s). [AFTER- 6.]
1. 'A farce or any smaller entertainment after

the play.' J. Also_^-.
1806 Mem. of R. Cumberland i. 296 Eight and twenty

nights it went without the buttress of an afterpiece. 1860
L. HUNT Antobiog. vi. 127 He could bring the tears into your
eyes for some honest sufferer in an afterpiece. 1863 MRS.
HOWITT tr. Brcmer's Greece I. vi. 202 But the seven years' tra-

gedy of Greece was still destined to have a bloody afterpiece.
2. Naut. The heel of a rudder.

After-reckoning (u-ftaiire'ksnin). [AFTER- 7.]A subsequent or final account.
1649 MARHURY Ohidia/i (18651 63 We come to the after-

reckoning in the day of Judgment. 1770 BURKE fret. Dis-
cont. Wks. II. 291 No rules to confine, no after-reckonines
to terrify.

t A'fterspring. Obs. [AFTER- 9, 6.]
1. Posterity, seed, descendants. Cf. offspring.
iSSsGoLDiNoCVi&'/x on Deiit.vm. 43 If he should destroy

the whole world and leaue no afterspring to call vpon him.
1387 DC Mornay xxvii. 437 The afterspring of his children
that are long hence to come.
2. (a-fter-spri:ng.) A second and later spring

Also/^.
_ 1604 W. YONGE Diary i Never a better after-spring seen
in any man s memory, at the end of June, a 1670 HACKFT
Life of Williams n. 30(0.) To recreate him, and to put an
after-spring into his decaying spirits.

After-supper (a:ft3j-s-P9j). [AFTER- i.] The
time that intervened between supper (when this
was at an earlier hour) and bed-time. Obs. or dial.

except attrib., like after-dinner.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. v. i. 34 This long age of three houres,

Between our after supper and bed-time. 1637 RUTHERFORD
Lett. 82 (1862) I. 207 It is near after-supper. 1833 Miss
MITFORD Our Village Ser. v. (1863! 355, I left him in the
hall, just settling quietly to an after-supper nap.

Afterthought (a-ft3jbt\ [AFTER- 6, 8.]
1. A subsequent or second thought.
a 1661 HOLVDAY Juv. 10 To write but on one side of the

leaf, leaving the other for any after-thoughts. 1710 PALMKRPrwerbs 157 111 nature, the afterthoughts of which strike
horror and regret. 1846 GROTE Greece I. xxi. 551 Forced into
unity . . by the afterthought of a subsequent age.
2. Reflection after the act

;
a thought which did

AFTERWITTED.
not occur at the time when the matter to which it

refers was under consideration : hence a later ex-

pedient, explanation, or device.

1684 CHARNOCK Attrib. Corf (1834) I. 749 He cannot dis-
cover anything afterwards that may move Kim to take up
after-thoughts. 1751 YOUNG Night Th. vii. 889 Annihilation
is an after-thought, A monstrous wish, unborn till virtue dies.

1760 RAPER in Phil. Trans. LI. 799 The portico was an after-

thought. 1846 MILL Logic \\. iii. 3(1868)211 Ifany reasons
were assigned, it would be necessarily an afterthought.

A'fterthoughted, a. Having afterthoughts.
1878 B. TAYLOR Deitk. Argt. 10 Epimetheus, the after-

thoughted, who receiveth access of vigour in looking back-
ward.

Afterward (a-ftajwaid), adv. zn&prep. [OE.
wftanwcardy wfteweard, adj., xfteivearde adv., f.

xfian, AFT, + -WARD
; corrupted already in OE. to

&fterivcard> -wcardet through influence of sefter^
AFTER. The original is represented by AFTWARD.]
A. adv.

f 1. Of place : Behind
; after. Obs.

c 1000 >ELFRIC Exod. xxxiii. 23 f>u jesihst me aeftewearde.
c 1200 Onnul. 14793 Faraon wi(?b all hiss ferd Commaffterr-
warrd wib> wrabf>e. c 1350 Will. < Werwolf\n Dom. A rchit.
II. 99 Bi fore went William, and after ward the quene.
c 1400 Destr. Troy xx. 8198 Then Deffibus drogh furth, &
to be dede went, . . Eneas afturward with angardly mony.
t 2. Naut. Backward, aftward. Obs. rare.
rti6i8 RALEIGH Lett, in Rem, (1661) 252 To make her [a

ship] swift, is to give her a large Run, or way forward, and
so alterward.

3. Of time : In time following, subsequently.
1297 R. GLOUC. 6 Afturward in bis bok me schal here al bis.

c 1380 Sir 1'enonb. 163 Of me neuere after-wart \ loue ne get
he none. 1384 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1655 That aftyrward hat
brought hire to myschef. 1440 Promp. Pan: Aftyrward,
Postea postmodum. 1579 W. FULKE Heskins's Part. 315
Afterwarde the mother receiued her daughter. 1605 BACON
Adv. Learn. \\. viii. 5 (1873) Afterward they come to dis-

tinguish according to truth. 1628 COKE On Littleton i. ii.

21 (1633) 24 b, This shall be explaned afterward. 1802
MAR. EDC;EWORTH Mor. T. (1816) I. 207 He might afterward
. . repeat some lines. 1866 NEALE Sequences 200 Rufus, the
afterward Martyr.
f4. Of order: Next, then, thereafter. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 24 [He] bengj? in his herte, uerst to be dignete,
efttrward to his prosperite, efter ban to his richesses, efter-

ward to his lustes. 1581 CAMPION in Confer, iv (1584) Ee,
So being iust, he was made more iust : and so first iust, and
afterward justified.

t B. prep. Obs. rare.

fl. Of place: After, following.
cii75 Lamb. Horn. 45 Ic heom wulle milcien be weren

efterward mine milce. c 1200 OK MIS 12727 Tatwa Leorninng-
cnihhtess . . jedenn forb AfTterrwarrd ure Laferrd.

f2. Of time: After.
a 1000 Riddle tGrein) xvi. 14 jif he me sefterweard ealles
weorbeb.

1 8. Of manner : After, in quest of.

c 1230 Mali Meid. 37 To wearnen meidnes bat ha beon be
lasse afterward swuch bing.

f C. conjitnclively. After (that). Obs.
1482 Monk of Evesham (1869) 24 Aftyrward that he was

fully comme to hym selfe ageyne. 1607 TOPSELL Four-
footed Beasts (1673) 400 Afterward they had sacrificed, they
were delivered from the mice.

Afterwards (a-ftaiwaidz), adv.
[f. prec., with

adverbial genitive ~est -s. At first a northern form.
See -WARDS.] At a later time, subsequently.
(-1300 St. Brandan 10 And underne siththe and middai

and afterwardes non. 1375 HARBOUR Brttce \. 588 Off hys
et ly HL; rycht swa 1 1 fell, As I sail eftirwartis tell. 1601 SHAKS.
'Jnl.C. ii. i. 164 Like Wrath in death, and Enuy afterwards.
1611 BIBLE John xiii. 36 Thou canst not follow me now; but
thou shall follow me afterwards. 1756 BURKE Vind. Nat.
Soc. Wks. J. 21 The war was brought home to them, first by
Agesilaus, and afterwards by Alexander. 18427. H. NEW-
MAN Ch. ofFathers 385 In the afterwards metropolitan city
of Canterbury.

After-wit (trftaiwia). [f. AFTER- 7, 8.] arch.

fl. Later knowledge; the knowledge of riper

years or later times. Obs.
a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Politic vi. 313 The after-wit of later

days hath found out another more exquisite distinction.

1653 GAUDEN Hieraspistes 12 Those, that have now attained
their after-wits, a 1680 BUTLER Rem. (1759) 156 Your after-

wit is like to be your best.

1 2. Second thought, reconsideration. Obs.

1607 A. F. in Toj>selFs Four-footed Beasts{ib-j$ 142 Which
delay hath made somewhat better, and

'

deuteraiphrontidesj
after wit, more meet to be perused.
3. esp. Wisdom after the event, that comes too late.

1579 GOHSON Sch. sl&Hse(Arb.) 18 Afterwittes are euer best,
burnt Children dread the fire. 1586 G.WHITNEY in Farr's
S. P. (1845) I. 206 After-witts are like a shower of rayne,
Which moistes the soile when witherd is the graine. 1656
TRAPP Exp. Matt. xxv. 11(1868)254/1 Jehoshaphat in tem-
porals was ever wise too late., and paid for his after-wit.

1736 BAILEY (Fol.) Prov. 'After wit is everybody's wit !'

f4. Hence, Recognition of former folly, practical

repentance, a 'coming to one's senses.' Obs.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xx. v, Who that is ruled by her

higher estate, Of hys after wytte shall never be shent. 1660
SwiNNocKE-Aw-SW?'. Opened 101 Merat-otasignifieth.. after-

wit, a change of mind, or making wise for the future.

A'fterwrtted, a. Wise when too latej want-

ing forethought.
c 1536 TISDALE E.vp. Matt, vi (L)., Our fashions of eating

make us slothful . . afterwitted (as we call it), uncircumspect,
inconsiderate, heady, rash. 1656 TRAPP Exp. Matt. xxv. 2

(1868) 253 'i The most imprudent, improvident, after-witted.



AFTER,-WORT.

After-wort (a-ftajw^ut). [AFTER- 6.] The
second run of beer.

1723 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. BrnviHg, [As] for the after-

worts . . what comes from the first wort will serve well enough
to boil again with them. 1742 Land. $ Country Brwi-r i.

(ed. 4) 48 The After-worts or small Beer come into the same
Backs or Coolers where the strong Worts had just been.

Aftonite. Mia. See APHTHONITE.

Aftsounes, var. EFTSOONS adv., soon after.

Aftward (a-ftwaid), adv. [f.
AFT + -WARD.]

' Tn

the direction of the stern.' Smyth Sailor's Wd.-bk.

Aftyr, obs. form of AFTER.

Afure, obs. form of AFIUK.

Afurst, obs. form of ATHIRST.

Afy(e, earlier form of AFFY v., to give faith.

Afyght(e, bad sp. of AFAITE v. Obs., to subdue.

Afyn, var. of AFFINE adv. Obs., finally.

A.g-f>'cf.
assimilated form of L. ad- to, at, be-

fore g, as in ag-gliitinatiis, ag-gravdtus, ag-gressio.

Reduced in OFr. to a-, and so entered Eng. as in

a-greger, a-grcvcr, a-grcge, a-grievc. Afterwards

refashioned after L. in all words that survived into

mod. Eng., exc. a-grec (ag-gratare), and spelt ag-

in all words taken from L. into mod. Fr. or En;,'.

As in other forms of ad-, erroneously substituted

in 1 6th c. for a- from other sources, as a(g)grisc,

OE. a-grisan.
In certain words, before g sounded (clg), the ori-

ginal ad- has been preferred, as atl-gcnicidatc, ad-

gcncrate ; before gn- a- is found, as a-gnatc (also

ad-nate}, a-gnize, a-gnomm (also ad-nomen).

II Aga, agha (agir, je'ga). [Turk, ag/ui master.]

A commander or chief officer in the Ottoman em-

pire ; originally a military title, but used also of

civil officers and as a title of distinction.

1600 POKY Leo's Hist. Africa. 386 Neither can they be

judged by any but the Agaes. 1628 DIGBY Voy. to Mciiit.

(1868) 15 The Agaw, the principal! officer next to the Bassa.

1667 Land. Gaz. cxxxv/2 The Aga of the Janisaries in quality

of paymaster to the Army. 1865 Daily Tel. 6 Nov. 5/5 The
different tribes . . and the aghas who are to command them.

t Aga'd, int. Obs. [A euphemistic alteration of

God! earlier A Goal] An expletive expressive
of strength of feeling, conviction, etc. ;

= EGAD.

1728 FIK.LDING Ltr,'c in Sur. Masques \. v. Agad, and that

opinion is not singular. 1752 MKS. LENNOX Fem,Qvixote
vn. xiii. II. 168 Agad ! I have no great mind to a halter.

Agadic (ag^-dik), a.
[f. Agada, a Latinized

form of HAGGADA.] Of or belonging to the Hag-

gada, legendary (Rabbinic).'

1878 ScmtXER-SziNF.ssY in Academy 605/1 The beautiful,

but disconnected, Agadic sayings of the ancient Rabbis.

1881 A thcnxiim 30 Apr. 502/3 He invokes also the Agadic

expositions as a help for his system.

Again (age'n, agfi'n), adv., prep., conj. Forms:

1 ongegn, ongsegn, ongeeegn, origin, onseaii,

ons&n ;
later as6n, asean, asan. South. 2 onsein,

ojein, anjen, 2-4 ajein, asen, aj6, 3 ae, 3-4 ajeyn,

ajayn, aye\ 4 ayein, ajeen, 5 ayhen, ayhei, 5-6

ayen(e. North. 4 ogayn(e, ogain(e, 4-6 agayn(e,

again(e, (Sc. agane, agone). Midi. 3 onrijserm,

a;ean, asan, ajeon, a5on, agen, 3-4 ageyn, 5-6

ageyn(e, agein(e, agay n(e, 5-7 againe, 7-gagain,
in poets agen.

[1. OE. like the cogn. langs. shows two forms : (i)

oiiffdn, earlier *ongcagn, ottgcsegii, ongsegn, *ongagn,
OHG. in gagan, cf. ON.^j sb., gagn- adv. pref. ;

(2) ongen, earlier oiigegn, ongegn, OS. angegin, OH G.

in gegin, in gegini (MUG. engegenc, engcin, mod.

G. cntgcgeii), ON. i gcgn (Sw. igen, Dan. igjen} ;
f.

on, in +(i) gagn, (2) gcgn, best explained as :

*gag(a)nat *gag(a'}ni, variant o- and I- stems of

gag\a}n. Not found in Gothic. From ongen came
the various southern forms of which ayen was the

type; from the earlier ongegn, ongegn, the type

ayein ;
from agean, the southern and midl. types

ayan, ayon ; from the earlier ongxgn, ongvegn (perh.
influenced later by Norse), the northern a-gain.
The late agen was a mixed form between ayen
and again, and showed the common literary pro-
nunciation even when again was written

;
hence it

was used by the poets down to the present cen-

tury i^found 1834). But this is now obs., and the

pronunciation (agt
:
''n) from the spelling has also

largely displaced i
iage'n). 2. The primary meaning

f SaS"> S''S" seems to have been '

direct, straight
'

(see GAIN a. and sb., and cf. Ot^.gfgn adj.), whence

on-gcgn 'in a direct line with, opposite, facing

locally,' and so extended to all ideas of meeting,

opposition, reversal, recurrence, repetition. Ori-

ginally a separable adverbial particle, as in ongegn-
fitman, which, when separated from the vb., be-

came an adv. orprep, according to the construction :

he cyrtieS aghi, he him cymcd agen, he cywcS hint

agt'n, he cymcS agen him or hine. 3. As early
as 1130 there arose in the south a variant with

advb. genitive ajencs, againcs, corrupted bef. 1400
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to ajenst, against (see next word) as the preposi-
tional form. Early in i6th c. again was restricted

to the advb. use, and against alone used as prep.

(and conj.}. In Sc. and north Eng. where againsf
was not adopted, again still retains all its early

constructions, occasionally borrowed also by south-

ern writers since

A. adv.

1.
-j-

a. In the opposite direction ;
back. Obs.

993 Bait. Ulaldon 137 Dajt spere sprengde, 6set hit sprang
ongean. c izzo I*t'. .SV. Kat/i, 1368 & ba binden ham swa,

J?e fet Si te honden, pat ha wrungen a^ain. 1382 WVCLIF
Eccliis. xiii. 13 Be thou not to gredi, lest thou be put a^een

(1611 put back]. ^1400 Aj>ol,for Loll. 105 pe wif of Loth,
bat . . loking a^en, was tumid in to an image of salt. Ibid.

No man Itying hand to |>e plowe, and loking a^en, is able to

f>e kyndam of God. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng, clxiii. 147

The walsahmen . . were so strong that they dryuen the

englysshmen ageyne.

b. esp. with go, conic, ivcndt turn, throw, back,

csp. all the way back, back to the point of starting.

Obs. exc. in the arch, and dial.
' turn again,' and

as in d.
riooo /KI.FRIC 7/fw. iSweet 77] Oecyrde se apostnl onxcan

mid miclum wurdmynte. 1031 ( I.E. Chron. (Parker MS.) Her
com Cnut agan to Knglalonde. 1070 Ibid. Swa Thomas
to bam timan a^ean ferde buton bletsunga, c 1173 Lamb.
Honi. 79 ^if bu mare spenest of bine hwan ic a}en cherre '. al

ic be }u!de. c izoo 7V///. Coll. !/<wt. 91 Elhc cristene man
maked bis dai procession fro chirche to diirrfie and eft agen.

(1250 (',t-n, y Exod. 3267 Do quoSen he,
' wende we a-gen,

An[d] israel folc lete we hen.' c 1300 Beket 147 And was oute

threo 3er and an half, er he a^e com. 1387 TRK\ ISA Higden
Rolls Ser. I. 407 Fynde and see, And banne torne home a}e.

1398 Bartlt. DC P. R. ix. iii. (14951 347 A cercle that comyth
agayne into itself and is renewed. 1513 MOKE Ediv, I',

(1641) 17 But sith things passed cannot be called againe.

1596 SHAKS. Taw. S/tr. n. i. 217 Nay, corne againe, good
Kate, I am a gentleman. 1611 Cytnb. i\: iii. i Againe : and

bring me word how 'tis with her. 1611 liini.i: Jndg. iii. 19

Hee himsclfe turned againe from the quarries. Lnk-:

,\. 35 When I come again, I will repay thee [1881 Revised

I, when I come back again, will repay thee]. 1678 BUSYAX

Pilgrim f)
Come then, Neighbour Pliable, let us turn again,

and go borne. 1742 RICHARDSON Faint-la III.
3'"'3 Go and

shut the Chamber-door and come to me again. Arch. 'Turn

again Whittington, thrice Lord Mayor of London !' Mod.
Sc. I have come far enough, it i.s time for me to turn again.

t c. To and again ; to and fro, backwards and

forwards. Obs.

1628 DIGBY K^.^yiAv///.(i868)7\Veeplyed to and againe
the Spanish shore. 1665 PEPYS Diary 15 July, Staid an

hour crossing the water to and again. 1697 PERRY Hist.

Coll. Am. Col. Ch. They all sat down not at a table but to

and again about the room as we are now sitting. 1702 W. [.

tr. Brnyn's Voy. to Levant ii. 3 A white Plume of Peacocks

Feathers . . which they wafted to and agen to drive off the

Flies. 1719 Die FOE CVj(j(.'(i8s8) 356 He walked along the

shore, to-and-again, with his father. 1736 BAILEY (Fol.X

d. strengthened with back, ;v-turn ;
thus passing

into 3. (In OE. eft 'again
1

was strengthened by

ongedn 'back'; in mod. Eng. again having taken

the place of eft requires back in place of ongcdn.}
1052 O. E. Chron. lLaud MS.) And gewende ba Godwins

eorl ut agean . . and Sa oftra scipu jewenden heom eft oilcan
to Sandwic. 1506 GUYI-FORD Pyl>: 7 1'he i6th day of June
we retournyd ayen to Venys. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. 11.

iii. 8 Nurse, come backe againe. 1611 BIBLE Proi'. ii. 19

None that goe vnto her, returne againe. 1813 SCOTT Trierm.

n. xxii, Recall thine oath ! and to her glen Poor Gyneth can

return agen.

2. In reaction or reciprocal action ;
in return, in

reply, in response, back ; either of an action re-

turned, or one done in return for it. Obs. or arch.

exc. in
' Answer again,' and as in t), C.

c izzo Leg. St. Kath. 1331 We nullen, ne ne duren, warpen
na word a^'ain. c 1303 .SV. Ettw. Conf. 31 Hi seide a^e bat hi

ne mhte no^t bi so lute beo. c 1386 CHAUCER Squieres T.

124 And answere hym in his langage ageyn [Lafisd. aseine,

Canib. a-geyn]. c 1440 Gcsta Rom. (1879) Ix. 245 [He] wedde
a }onge gentil damiselle to wyfe; and he loviede hir moche,
and she hatide him ayene. c 1500 Notbortme Mayd. (1842)

33 For neiier a dell He wyll me loue agayne. 1535 COVER-

DALE Juttff. i. 7 As I hane done, so hath God rewarded me

agayne. 1557 N.T. (.Genev.) Tit. ii. 9 Not answering againe,

neither pickers. 1592 SHAKS. Ven.ff Aden. ni3\Vhodid not

whet his teeth at him again. 150 Merch. I'cn. i. ii. 87 He
would pay him againe when he was able. 1600 A. Y.L.

HI. v. 132, 1 maruell why I answer'd not againe. 1611 BIBLE

Luke vi. 35 Doe good and lend, hoping for nothing againe.

1662 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) 68 The which we doe

faithfully promise shall be payd to you agayne. 1742
RICHARDSON Pamela III. 78 If he did not love me again,

would he have flung his Book at my head? c 1840 LONGF.

Endymion vii, Ye shall be loved again ! Mod. (I dial.} Very
saucy, and inclined to answer again.

to. esp. in ring, echo, etc. again, To echo back, re-

echo; passinginto,Tosoundin response orsympathy.
1561 BIBLE (Genev.) i Saw. iv. 5 All Israel shouted a mightie

shoute, so that the earth rang againe. [So 1611; WYCU
thur} sownede. COVERD. sounded withall.] 1605 SHAKS.

Afacb. v. iii. 53, I would applaud thee to the very Eccho,
That should applaud againe. 1810 SCOTT Lady oj L. n. xix,

Echo his praibe agen. 1837 DICKKNS Pickw. I. 261 He
laughed till the glasses in the sideboard rang again.

c. From echo, extended to creak, crack, thrill,

shake, reel, dance, ache, shine, gleam, wink, etc.,

to express sympathetic response to action, indicat-

ing the intensity of the action itself.

^1536 TINDALE Writings (1849) II. 12 They make poor
women howl again. 1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. Kin. 11.205 Wooing
heere, vntill I swet againe . . I gat a promise. 1623 MAS-

AGAIN.
SINGER Dk. of Milan i. i, Drink hard ; and let the health

run through the city, Until it reel again. 1710 PALMER
Proverbs 53 To open upon the cry till they are hoarse again.

1837 DICKENS Picfnv., The wind
blowing.

- till every timber

of the old house creaked again. Ibid., Rubbing away [with
the towel] till his face shone again. 1857 W. COLLINS Dead
Secret II. 72 She gallops and gallops till the horse reeks

again, c 1870 Biter Bit. 286 He struck his fist on the table

so heavily that the,wood cracked again.

3. Back into a former position or state ;
back.

a 1067 Charter of Eadtvcard in Cod. Diflom. IV. 195 Gif

ani land sy owt of Sen biscopriche edon, ich wille 5a;t hit

cume in on^ean. c 1250 Gen. fy Exod, 405 And he sal brin-

gen man a-gen In paradisto wunen and ben. 1297 K. GLOUC,

36 And a jeyn in his kyndom mid gret honour ydo. c 1350
Will. Palcrne 4254 Til ^ou . . haue heled J>e werwolf. . and
maked to man a^e. 1387 TREVISA Higdcn Rolls Ser. I. 119
Anon bey were i-cast vp a^e. a 1400 Coven t, Myst. 377 From
dethc to lyue I am resyn ageyn. 1475 />'. of Noblesse

2 For relevyng and geting ayen the said Rcaurne. < 1540
WYATT Comfl. Love to Reason 157 'Thou gave her once/

quod I, 'but by and by Thou took her ayen from me!'

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. \\. i. 129 Take them againe. 1601

Alls Welt v. iii. 131 And would never Receive the

ring again, a 1665 CLEVELAND Obscg. 40 Perhaps an Ignis

fat UK'S now and then Starts up in holes, stinks and goes
out agen. 1728 YOUNG Love of Fame v. (1757) 121 Then
Like April suns, dives into clouds agen. a 1763 SHENSTONE

Odcs'2\\
t

'\\fl yours, ye fair, to bring those days agen. 1790
WOLCOTT (Peter Pindar) IVks. 1812 II. 338 Go, children, to

your leading-strings agen. 1818 BYRON Childc Har. \. vii,

Monks might deem their time was come agen. 1855 H. RMKI>

Lect. Eng. Lit. vi. (1878) 216 Bringing. . the old books to

light and life again.

b. Back in a former position or state
;
anew ;

once more as before.

c 1385 CHAUCER Leg. G. M'otu. 72 As of the lef agayn the

flour to make, c 1440 Gcsta Rom. u 879 i 95 H e is here ayene !

a 1447 CUL. BEAUFORT in Ellis Grig. Lett. i. 4 I. 8 Lette seele

the Cofir n^eyn with a signet of myn. 1624 QUARLES Job

(1717* 215 Confess to men, I was a Leper, but am clear agen.

1712 STLELE Spect. No. 492. 3 These careless pretty crea-

tures are very Innocent^ again. 1835 CHABBE Par. Reg. n.

536 And Robin never was himself again. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Fug. II. 78 The principle* of the treaty of Dover were

again the principles of the foreign policy of England. 3lod.

Clown in the Pantomime :

' Here we are again !'

4. Repetition of an action or fact: Another time
;

once more ; any more ;
anew.

1382 WYCLIF Kleins. x\-.\i. 42 Bere thou not hym doun in

a^jee asking, c 1450 LONEUCH Grail xvi. 367 Thanne Joseph

a^en took bat schrewe . . And bond him a^en in alle mennes
siht. 1526 TINHALK John viii. 21 Then sayde lesus n-ayne
[\VYCL. eft] vnto them, n 1528 SKKLTON/?/-. ofAlbancy 153
For ye be false echone False and false a.yaiii. 1593 SHAKS.

Rich. II, v. iii. 133 Speake it again ! Twice saying Pardon
doth not pardon twaine. 1602 Haml. i. ii. 188, I shall not

look upon his like again. 1611 BIBLE GVw. viii. 2*, I will not

againe [\VYCL. no morel curse the ground any more for man's

sake, a 1622 WITHER Brit. Reincmb. 164, I saw how Cities,

Commonwealths, and men, Did rise and fall, and rise and fall

agen. 1736 H.BROWNE Pif>cofTob,(V>. P.* ii. 21 Happy thrice

and thrice agen, Happiest he of happy men. 1833 CRABBK

Village i. 193 He hears and smiles then thinks again and

sighs. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 137 He meditated the

design of again confiscating and again portioning out the

soil of half the island.

b. This sense is more fully expressed by once

again, over again ;
and the repetition increased by

too and again (obs.), again and again, ever and

again, time and again. Now and again: occasion-

ally, now and then.

1535 COVERDAI.E i Kings xviii. 34 Doit yet once. And they

dyd it once agayne. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. I. iii. 372, I haue
told thee often, and I re-tell thee againe and againe, 1610

Temp. i. ii. 134, 1 . , Will cry it ore againe. Ibid, in. ii. 44
Hearken once againe to the suite I made to thee. 1659
Ross in Burton's Diary (18281 IV. 379 Your Committee too

and again offered it as an expedient. 1703 MOXON Mcc/i.

Exerc. 26 You may thus work it round again and again.

1759 JOHNSON Rasselas xlv. (1787) 130 They came again and

again, and were every time more welcome than before. 1855

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 91 Again and again the assailants

were driven back. 1865 A. TROLLOPE Beiton Est. ix. 96, I

will come up every now and again. 1870 MORRIS Earthly
Par. iv. 414 Time and again, he, listening to such word,
Felt his heart kindle; time and again did seem As though a

cold and hopeless tune he heard. 1876 FREEMAN Norm.

Cony. III. xii. 188 The name appears over and over again.

1880 CYPLES Hum. Exf. iii. 63 The flesh, ever-and-again,

pleasantly tingles.

5. Repetition of quantity: Once repeated; as

much again = ftus> and as much more, twice as

much
; half as imtch again = this and half as much

more, one-and-a-half times as much.
J593 SHAKS. z Hen. I'f, iv. iii. 7 Lent shall bee as long

againe as it is. 1669 BOYLF. Cont, New Exper. \. (1682) 11

A good deal larger . . if not as large agen. a 1700 DRYDKX

Dufresnoy (J.) A theatre as large and as deep again. 1709
Poi'E Criticism 81 Yet want as much again to manage ii.

1774 GOLUSM. Nat. Hist. v. 178 The Grouse is about half

as large again as a Partridge. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 84

About half as heavy again as an equal bulk ofatmospheric air.

6. Repetition locally (as on a tour) : In any (or

some) other place to which you may go ; any-

where or somewhere besides, or further, arch.

1555 Fardle ofFacions \\. x. 200 Horses and mares, in suche

'lentie, as I beleue no parte of the earth hath againe. a i66
JACON (J.) There is not, in the world again, such a spring

.nd seminary of brave military people as in England, Scot-

land, and Ireland. Mod. You'll not meet with the like of

it in London again.

7. As another point or fact. a. of transition or con-

trast : On the other hand. b. of simple succession:

Further, moreover, in the next place, besides.
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AGAIN. 172 AGAIN-CALLING.
a 1533 FRITH Answ. Rastell 15 He saith, We have an

advocate; and saith again, for our sins. 1580 }&\wiAtvearie
A 222 And he againe on the otherparte. 1593 SHAKS. Rich.

//, ii. ii. 113 Th' other againe Is my kinsman. Ibid. \. v. 15
Come, litle ones : And then, again, it is as hard to come, as
for a Camell To thred the posterne of a needles eye. 1611
RIBLF. 2 Sam. xvi. 19 And againe, whom should I serue?

1694 R. LESTRANGE Fables ( J.) Those things that we know
not what to do withal, and those things, again, which another
cannot part with. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 87 But now
again, see what succeeds to this. 1853 WALLACE Euclid in.

v, Again, because E is the centre of the circle CDG, EC is

equal to EG. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 499 What
again is the legal effect of the words?

t B. prep. Obs. or dial.

*! Illustrations of the development of the prep,
from separable adverbial article.

a 1 100 O. E. Citron, an. 1067 pa he onjean-cdm. Satan 301
(Grein) [Se be] us onjean-cymefi. Hymn iv. 59 iGrein>ponne
storm cymeS minum gaeste ongesn. ^LFRIC Horn. (Sweet

77) Him urnon ongedn weras and wif. Ags, Gosp. Luke xiv.

31 Hwse3er he m^ege cuman age'n bone be hym age'n cym8.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex, 1796 Esau him cam a3en. Ibid. 3912 King
. . cam hem ageon. a 1300 Hai-elok 2024 Hwo mihte so mani
stonden ageyn? Ibid. 3912 Hwo mouhte agey[n] so many
stonde ? 1340 HAMPOLK Pr. Consc. 7942 Nathyng bam salle

ogayne-stand. Ibid. 7964 Na thyng salle mow ogayne bam
stand. 1:1460 Tffiunt. Myst. 41 My bydyng standes he not

ogane.

fl. Of position : Opposite to, facing, in front of,

in full view of. (
= AGAINST i.)

t 950 Lind. Gosp. Luke xix. 30 Gaas in woerc baet onjeaegn
is \Rnshiv ongaegn]. c 1000 Ags, Gosp., ibid. Farao" on ba;t

castel be on^ean [r.r, on^en] inc ys. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Dent.
xxxii. 49 On }i>am lande Moab, ongean lericho. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 3 pane castel bet is on3ein eou. 1297 R. GLOUC. 6
Euene a^eyn Fraunce stonde be centre of Cfnchestre, Nor-
wlche a3eyn Denemarc, Chestre a^eyn Yrlond. 1340 HAM-
POLE Pr, Consc. 6366 pe son sal ban in be este stande . . And
be mone ogayne it in be weste. c 1385 CHAUCER .<. G. Worn.
Prol. 48 To ,een this flowreayein the sunne sprede. ( 1430
SyrGcneridcs 8323 Right ageyn [Clarionasjhestoode. ^1440
Morte A rth. 85 The mayde knelyd the kynge a gayne. 1466
y. Paston's Funeral in Lett. 549 II. 266 To the iiii orders of

fryers that rede ageyn the cors.

t 2. Jig. Of mental attitude or disposition : To-

wards, in the sight of, in regard to. AGAINST 3.

1340 - (ycnb, 114 Ne is hit na3t grat bing ne grat ofservinge
aye God. c 1430 LYDGATH Hochas n. xxvi. (1554! 62 a, To be

piteous Ageine Cresus. c 1440 Morte Arth. 52 Ageyne the

kynge trator is he. 1540 WHirriNTON Tullys Offyce i. 44
Howe we shulde behaue ourselfe agayn other men.

f3. Of motion: In adirectioncontrarytoorfacing;
towards, in the direction of, forward to, to meet.

894 O. E. Chron, t
Da woldon ferian norS weardes. . on^ean

Sascipu. c 1175 Lamb.Hom.$\3re. drihtensende his ii apostles

ojein bene castel. .1200 Moral Ode 351 pos go5 unea5e

a^ien J?e cliue and a3ien be heie hulle. c 1250 Gen. ft Exod.

1438 Kliezer him cam a-gon. c 1300 St. Brand. 32 That A3e
me., threo journeyes he wende. ^1380 Sir Ferumb. 3624
And prykeb ys stede & for]? he nam Agayn be hulle an he^e.
c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofL. T. 293 And preyeth hir for to ride

agein the queene. c 1440 Morte A rth. 24 They ran as swithe
as euyr they might Oute at the gates hym agayne.

t b. In reception of, in welcome of. = AGAINST 5 b.

.11300 Havelok 1106 Belles dede he ageyn hire ringen.

1330 R. BRLTSNE Citron. 118 Maid be Kmperice com to lond,

pe castelle of Arondelle open ageyn hir fond.

f 4. Advancing into forcible contact or into colli-

sion with
;
= AGAINST 6.

a 1300 Havelok 568 Hise croune he er crakede Ageyn a

gret ston. a 1325 Mctr. Horn, 32 Mani pas, That than igain
me casten was. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2850 Wib ys fuste harde
a gerte t Gyoun agayn ^e teb. Ibid. 2569 Casten a3e be wal.

c 1384 CHAUCER //. ofFame 1035 Betynge of the see . .ayen
the roches holowe. a 1593 MARLOWE Edward //, n. ii. 209
I^ibels are cast again thee in the street.

1 5. Towards with hostile intent ;
to meet in

hostility. = AGAINST n.

gret ynou a}e be kyng & his. a 1305 St, James in E, E. Poems
(18621 58 A3en be deuel he. com adoun : & bad be schrewe
abide. 1377 LASGL. P. PI. B. xix. 356 To gone agayne pryde.
c 1400 Destr. Troy xvi. 7315 The Prinse hym persayuit and

preset hym agayn. 1664 Flodden Field viii. 75 Who man-

fully march'd them again. [1782 TRUMBULL McFingal it.

(1795) 41 To each of whom, to send again ye Old Guy of
Warwick were a ninny.]

1 6. gen. In hostility or active opposition to

(with/^4/, strive, act, be, speak, murmur, etc.) =
AGAINST 12.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark ix. 40 Se be nis a^en eow se is for

eow [?'. r. a^ean ;
Lind. $ Rushw. wi&J. 1012 O. E. Chron.

WearS ba se here swibe astyred andean 3one biscop. c 1175
Cott. flout. 219 And habbe anwealda and riche an^en godel-
michti. c 1200 ORMIN 1842 He shollde fihhtenn Onn^scn ane
drake, c 1300 Beket 54 Dude here beste a}e the Prince. Ibid.

1456 Than contek holde in suche lond, and nameliche ae the

Kinge. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4142 Anticrist es .. Als he
bat es ogayn Crist ay. 1430 A. B. C. ofAristotle in Babees
Bk. 10 Argue not a3en bat. c 1450 Alcrliti 55 Ye shull fight

ageyn yowre enmyes. 1521 FISHER W'ks. 311 The sermon
of lohan the bysshop of Rochester made agayn the perni-

cyous doctryn of Martin luuther. c 1550 CHEKK Matt. xxi.

12 Y el murmured again y* good man of ye house. 1604
MIDDLETON Five Gallants n. iii. Wks. 1 1. 255 Go and suborn

my knave again me here. 1829 SCOTT Arttiy. xv. 96 I'm no

again your looking at the outside of a letter neither.

fb. In competition with, as against.
1385 CHAUCER L. G. W, 189 In preysing of the flour agayn

the feefe, No more than of the corne agayn the sheefe.

f 7. Opposed to in tendency or character, contrary
tO. -AGAINST 10.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. 23 pact bin bro<5or haef5 ebnij bing
agen be \v.r, agedn; Lind. <y Rnshw. wiS]. ^1230 Ancren
Rhvle 200 OnloSest God & most a^ean his grace. 1340
HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 304 pat men pam says ogayn bair

Hkyng. c 1386 CHAUCER Knightes T. 1593 Al be it that it

is again his kind. 1424 Paston Lett. 4 I. 13 Ageyn the

kinges peas. 1432-50 tr. Higden Rolls Ser. I. 131 Hit is

bareyne in pastures, ageyne the nature of other regiones.
1523 FITZHERBERT Sitrveying 4 It were agayne reason to a

bridge a man of his owne right. 1596 R. H. tr. Laraterns's
Ghostes fy Spir. 128 Licence to doo these things . . againe
his owne expresse commaundement,

t 8. In resistance to. = AGAINST 13,
1048 O. E. Chron., Him Ia3 wa;re c^et hi onjean heora

cynehlaford standan sreoldan. (1230 Ancren Rhvle 50
piccure a3ein be wind, a 1300 Rel. Antiq. I. 63 polemod
a^ean alle wowes, and in alle uveles. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce
iv. 186 Neyll the bruce held Kyndrummy Agane his sone.

1384 CHAUCER Mother ofGod in We mowen make resist-

ance Ageyn the feend. a 1423 JAMES I Kings Quair n. x.

Again distresse confort to seke. *$& Act 4 Hen. VII, xix.

i The defence of this land ageyn oure ennemyes outwarde,

t 9. In return for, in exchange for; in place of,

instead of. = AGAINST 14.

rii75 Lamb. Ham. 15 Ne scalt bu 5elden vuelotQein uuel
nuSa. c 1230 Halt Afeid. 7 Nis tis beowdom inoh a3ain bat.

f 10. Time : Towards, drawing near ; near the

beginning of. = AGAINST 17.
1096 O. E, Chron. ^Laud MS.) Fela hungerbitene ongean

winter Jiam tugon. c 1305 St. Edm. Co>if. 14 A^en cue he
cudde furst his lyf. (1435 Torr. Portugal 1940 The wynd
arose ayen the nyght.

f 11. In view of, in anticipation of, in preparation
for; to meet. = AGAINST 18.

("1230 Ifali J/c/V/. 31 Hwen he beo<5 ute, hauest a^ain his

ham cume sar care & eie. c 1250 Gcti. <V Ex. 562 Dat arche
was a feteles good, set and limed a-gen 5e flood. 1340 HAM-
POLE Pr. Consc. 4041 Thir takens . . bat ogayn be worldes
ende shuld be. c 1380 Sir Feruwb. 1496 J?ys messagers
agayn be morwe ! a-rayd hem for hure message. c 1386
CHAUCER Sgitieres T. 134 Ageyn this lusty somerestyde.
.; 1450 Syr Eglamorc in Dom, Arc/lit. II. 202 Ageyn ye
evyn ye kyng gart d>3t A bath for ye gentyll knyjt.

f~ C. conj. or conj. adv. Ofa. or dial.

*|*
1. In return for the adverse fact that.

a. with relative particle, b. simply.
(-1175 Lamb. Horn. 21 And he hine iblecie on^ein be he

hine acursede. c 1200 ORMIN 11143(^633] himm sinndenn

cweme, onn3ain batt
te?^

Himm wa;renn a;r uncweme.

t 2. Of time : Against the time that, before that.

a. with relative particle, b. simply.
c 1200 ORMIN 6128 All be birrb bit^chenn itt be preost o

Godess hallfe, Onn3^;n batt he shall shrifenn J?e. c 1315 Pol.

Songs 151 A^eyn this cachereles cometh, thus y mot care.

n 1400 Sir Percwal 192 Wolde scho no^te with hir bere Bot
a lyttille Scottes spere, Agayne hir sone ^ode. 1632 MASSIN-
GER City Madam in. i, Get . . His cap and pantofles ready
. . And a candle Again you rise.

t Agai'll-, [the adv.'], was formerly used in

many verbal combinations, which are now all ob-

solete ;
of the simple GAIN- with which it varied,

GAINSAY is the only surviving representative. As

again- was originally a movable adverbial particle,
as in mod. G. entgcgen-konunen, it always had the

main stress, agai'n-me&ting. In meaning it answered
to L. re- (compounds of which now usually replace
those of again-'] with the following varieties :

1. Against, in opposition to ; rarely opposite :

again-behold, to look opposite ; again-fight,
to fight against ; again-lay, -legge, to oppose ;

again-meeting, rencounter ; again-renniiig, in-

road, incursion ; again-ride, to ride against ;

again-spreng^en, to besprinkle, bespatter; again-
weight, -wijte, counterweight ; again-wince, to

kick against; again-witness, to witness against ;

again-withstand, to resist. Also AGAIN-COME, -GO,

RISE, -SAY, -STAND, q.V.

1382 WYCLIF Ex, xxxvii. 9 And hemselues [/. c. the two
cherubyn] togidere and it a^enbiholdynge, Rom, vii.

23 An other lawe in my membris, a^enfi^tinge to the lawe
of my soule. Josh. x. 31 And the oost . . a^enfau^t it.

Ezra Prol,, If any man forsothe ajen legge to vs the
seuenti remenoures. i Sam. xxv. 20 Dauid and his men
camen doun into a^enmetynge of hire. 2 Mace. vi.

3 The a^ein renning of yuels [Vulg. malornm incursio],
/s. xxix. 7 Alle bat a}en riden and bisegeden. Lev.

xiv. 44 The walles a^en spreynt with spottis. 1340 Aycnb.
247 peruore be ayenw^-^te of be ulesse is zuo heuy. 138*
WYCLIF Dent, xxxii. 15 Ful fat maad is the loued and a^en
wynsed [1388 kikide a?en]. Jer. xlii. 10 A^enwitnessld Y
haue to 3ou this day. Dent. ix. 2 To the whiche no man
may a^enwithstoond [^SSa^enstonde in the contrarie part],

2. Back, backward : again-bow, to bend back
;

again-bring, to bring back
; again-chare, to turn

back, repent; again-clepe, to recall; again-draw-
ing, drawing back, retractation

; again-falling

relapse ; again-fare, to return
; again-frushe, to

start back, recoil
; again-bold, to hold back, with-

hold ; again-lead, to lead back; again-louke, to

shut back, recludcre
; again-put, to push back

;

again-raas, a running back, return
; again-tell, to

report ; again-tote st>., looking back ; again-wend,
to turn back. Also AGAIN-CALL, -COME, -TURN, q.v.

1382 WYCLIF i Kings vii. 26 As a leef of a lilye to be a^en
bowid. Rom. xv. 15, I wroot to }ou of party, as a^en
bO'rigyng6 ?ou in to mynde. Tab. xii. 3 Me he hath led

and a3een bro^t hoi. ^1175 Lamb. Hotn. 79 Hwan ic a^en-
cherre, al ic be gelde. 1303 R. URVNXL Handl. Synnc 2066

Tyl sum myschaunce make hem a5enchare. 1382 WYCLIF
Ps. ci. 25 Ne a3een clepe thou me in the myddil of my da^is.
Rom. Prol., Poul a3enclepith [reuokith] these Romayns to
veri feith. Ex. iv. 7 He a^en drew} [1388 withdrew],

i Sam, xiv. 30 With out ajen drawynge he shal die. 1340
Ayenb. 116 pet he hine loky uram ayenfallinge. 1205 LAV-
AMON 23158 Jif bu nult a3ainfaren [1250 a^enfare]. 1382
WYCLIF Ex. xv. 16 Alle the dwellers ofChanaan a3enfrussh-
iden for ferde. c 1450 PECOCK Repr. 381 The same peple
mowejustli withdrawe& a3enholde the tithis. 1382 WYCLIF
Tob. v. 1 5 Leden, and a3een lede hym to thee hoi. 1315 E. E.
Psalter (i%^$\ xxxiv. 3 pat filigh me, ogain-louke bam. 1382
WYCLIF i Sam. xxi. 13 Heaven put into thedoris of the 3ate.

1315 E. E. Psalter (1843) xviii. 7 Fra heghest heven his out-
come ai, And his ogaine-raas til hegh sette. 1382 WYCLIF
i Sam, xxii. 6 There is not that a3en telle to me. c 1325
E. E. A Hit. Poems 13.931 Aygoandeonyourgate, wythouten
agayntote. 1205 LAYAMON 23155 Senden to pan kingen, and
hahten hine a3ainwenden. 1315 E. E. Psalter f 18431 Ixxvii.

9 Sones of Effreni . . In dai of fight ere ogayne-wendand.
3. Reversal : again-cover, to reveal, uncover.

1382 WYCLIF Ecclus. xlvii. 16 His soule a3een couerede
the erthe [1388 vnhilide].

4. Reciprocal or reflected action ; in return :

again-behest, reciprocal or mutual promise ;

again-bihote, to be responsible or surety for
;

again-bihoter, a surety ; again-bihoting, surety-

ship, responsibility ; again-bite, ayenbite, re-

morse
; again-chiding, recrimination; again-gift,

giving in return, repayment ; again-measure, to

measure back; again-shine, to shine back, reflect;

again -smiting, reaction, reverberation
; again-

sound, to resound, re-echo.

1382 WYCLIF Heb. XL 17 He offride the oon bigetyn, the
which hadde takyn repromyssiouns, or a3enbiheestis.
Ecclus. xxix. 23 A man a3eenbihoteth of his nejhebore.
Ibid. xxix. 21 The synnere and the vnclene the a^een-
bihotere fleeth. Ibid. xxix. 24 Most shreude a3enbihoting
spilde manye loouende men. 1340 Ayenb. 5 pis hoc is ywrite
Vor EngHsse men bet hi wyte How hi ssolde ham zelve
ssrive And maki ham klene ine bise live, pis hoc hatte huo
bet writ Ayenbite of Inwyt. 1382 WYCLIF Ecclus. xxi. 5

A^een chiding and wrongis to no3t shul bringe substaunce.

1340 Ayenb. 121 3efbe is jeuynge wyboute a3en3efbe (
bet is

wy[b]oute onderstondinge of a3en3efbe. 1382 WYCLIF fsa,
Ixv. 7, 1 shal a3een mesuren the were ofhem first in the bosum
of hem. Ecclns. \. 8 As the a^enshynende bowe betweene
the title cloudis of glorie. Prw. xxvii. 19 What maner
wise in watris a3een schinen the cheres of men. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. DC P. R. v. vi, For yf he [the eye] apprehendeb wel
and Iy3tly, with oute a3en smytynge (sine rrverberaiione),

1382 WYCLIF Isa. xliv. 23 A3ensouneth, 3ee hillis, preising.
5. Restoration to a former state; back again:

again-ask, to ask back, require ; again-keel, to

cool again ; again-new, to renew
; again-raise,

-reyse, to raise again ; again-seek, to ask for, re-

quire; again-set, to set up again. Also AGAIN-
BUY, -RISING, q.v.
1382 WYCLIF Deut. xxiv. 10 Whanne thow shall a3en aske

eny thingthat he owith to thee. Ecclns. xviii. 16 Whether
not brennende hete the dew shal a^een-keelen. Tit. in. 6

By waischynge of a3en-bigetyng, and a3en-newyng of the

Hooly Cost. John vi. 40, I schal a^en reyse him in the
laste day. 1388 Ps. cxli.s Ther was not that a3een so^te

my soule. Ezek, xiii. 5 Nether a^ensettiden a wal for the
hous of Israel [1382 a?en puttiden].
6. Repetition; again, over again: again-beget-

ting, regeneration ; again-nower, to bloom again;
again-know, to know again, recognize ; again-
weigh, to reweigh ; again-writing, a rescript or

copy.
1382 WYCLIF Tit. iii. 5 Bi waischynge, or baptym of a3en-

bigetyng. 1382 WYCLIF Ps, xxvii. 7 Ajeen flourede myn
flesh. i Sam. xxiii. 9 The which thing whanne Dauid
a3en cnewe, 1340 Ayenb, 57 Hit behoveb bet he conne we3e
and ayen-we3e >et word, huych bet hit by. 1388 WYCLIF
i Mace. xii. 19 This is the a3enwriting of epistlis that the

kyng sente.

t Agarn-bny, v. Obs. [AGAIN- 5.] To buy
back, redeem, ransom.

1315 E. E. Psalter(i%^ Ixxiii. 2 pou agayn-boghte yherde
of bine eritage y hit. 1366 MAUNDEV. Prol. 2 Howderehea3en
boghte us, for the grete Love that he hadde to us. 1382
WYCLIF Luke xxiv. 21 We hopiden, for he schulde a3en bye
Israel. Jsa. Ixii. 12 An hoeli puple, a3eenrx>3t of the

Lord. < 1449 PECOCK Refir. n. xviij. 261 Sum persoon a3en-

bou3te man bi thee, crosse, in that thou were an instrument
for to a3enbie man. a 1520 Afyrronre of Our Ladye 146
He shall agenby Israel from all hys wyckednesses.

t Agai'ii-buyer. Obs. A redeemer.

1382 WYCLIF Job xix. 25, I wot, that myn a^en-biere
liueth. c 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. 205 Glorie, preising, and honour
be to thee King, Crist ! A3enbier ! a 1520 Myrroitre ofOnr
Ladye 225 That he shulde be agenbyer of mankynde.

t Agai'n-buying, vbl, sb. Obs. Redemption ;

ransom.

1315 E. E. Psalter (iKm) xlviii. 9 Worth of again-biing of

his saule. 1382 WYCLIF Mark x. 45 And 3yue his soule, or lyf,

redempcioun, or a3en biyng, for manye. Prov, vi. 35 He
shal not take for the a^een bi3ing [1388 raunsum] manye 3iftis.

a\^.Q MyrroiireofOurLadye -2i^i^\. ageynebyeing myghte
not come therof to mankynde.

t Ag'ai'ii-call, v. Obs. [AGAIN- 2.] To call

back, recall, revoke. (See also GAIN-CALL.)
1315 /". E. Psalter (1843) ci. 25 Ne againe-kalle me in mid

of dales mine. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 51 Gif he may repeit

or againe call, that thing, before it come to the place.

t Agarn-calling, vbl. sb. Obs. Calling back,

recalling.
1494 FABYAS v. Ixxxvi. 64 Concemynge the agayne callyng

of Childerich to his fourmer dignyte.



AGAIN -COME.

Agai'ii-come, v. Obs, [AGAIX- i, ;.]

1. To come against, meet with, encounter.

c 1000 Ags. GOT/. Luke xiv. 31 HwaiSer he macge mill lyn

tmsendum cuman a^en [7. r. on^ean] Jone J?e himagen [v.r,

onjean] cymS. moo Hatton Gasp, ibid., Mid teon Jiusen-

den cumen agen J>ane ]te him a^en kym3. 1382 WYCLIF Gfii.

xxiv. 12 Y preye, to day a^en-com to me [1388 meete with

me]. Isa. xxi. 14 Asencomende to the thirsti berth water.

2. To come back, return : see also GAIN-COMK.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke ix. 40 pa se haelend agen-cdm [7'. r.

on^ean-cdm; Limir'sf. f, Ruslnu. eft-com ; Hatton axen

com], izos LAVAMON 4436 Hit bu[h]te him seoue ?ere
'

Ber

he ajen come [later text 5ein come].

t Agai'n-coming, vbl. sb. Obs.

1. Coming against, encountering, meeting.
1382 WYCLIF Isa. vii. 3 Go out in to asencomyng of Acha}

[ 1388 to the meetyng of Achas].

2. Coming back, returning, return. (See also

GAIN-COMING.)
1398 TBF.VISA Rarth. DC P. R. vi. xiii. (1495) 197 Her pas-

synge, and ayencomynge and entrynge. c 1450 LONELICH

Grant II. 343 Of Jong age at his departyng, a knyht aforn

his a^en comeng.

t Agai'n-go, v. Obs. [AGAIN- i, 2 + Go.]
1. To go against, oppose.
1554 PHILPOT Exam. % U'ritings (1842) 340, I know that

tliou wilt not again go that.

2. To go back, return.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. viii. 3 The wateres fro the erthe ben

turned a3en, goynge and a}en goynge.

t Agai'n-rise, v. Obs. [AGAIN- i.] To rise

against, make insurrection, rebel.

1382 WYCLIF Estlier ii. 21 And wolden a^enrisen into the

kyng and sleu him. Ecclus. xlvi. 2 To fi3ten out the

enemys a^enrisende.

t Agai'n-risiug, vii. sfi. Obs. [AGAIN- 5.]

Rising again ; resurrection. See also GAIN-RISING.

1380 Pryiner iti English it, in Maskell Alon. Rit. Eccl.

Ang. II. 177, I bileue in the hooli goost: feith of hooli

chirche : comunynge of seyntis : fonyuenesse of synnes :

ajenrisyng of fleish. 1382 WVCI.IF Jalm xi. 25, I am a5en-

risyng and lyf. c 1430 Hymns to I'irg. (1867) 90 And how
be erbe out of ^e erbe schal haue his a}en-resynge. I59
Pater Nostcr etc. (W. de Worde) aiij, I trowe in ye

holy

goost, holy chirche unyversall, comunynge of sayntes, for-

gyuenes of synnes, agen rysynge of flesshe. [1870 LOWELL

Among my Bks. (1873) I. 160 Perhaps there might be a ques-
tion between the old English again-rising and resurrection.]

t Agai'U-saw, sb. Obs. [AGAIN- I + SAW a

saying.] Gainsaying, contradiction.

1315 E. E. Psalter^(1843! Ixxx. 8 fe fanded I, Ate watre

of again-saw. 01325 Metr. Horn. 29 Igain-sawe may thar

nan be, Of thing that alle men may se.

t Agai'n-say, v. Obs. (but see GAINSAY.)

[AGAIN, i.]

1. To say nay ; to refuse ; to deny.
1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. 210 pe Kyng William alle )>is

ageynsatd. 1:1400 Afal. for Loll. 3 He bat may ageynsey
his wombe, & despice be goodis of pis world. 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Etir. vi. (1520) 74/1 The kynge wolde not them

agaynsaye, but asmoche as they ordeyned he graunted and

confyrmed. a 1520 Alyrronre of our Ladye 150 And that

the reson desyreth, the sensualyte againe sayth.

2. trans, and intr. To speak against, contradict.

1382 WYCLIF Ecclits. iv. 30 A^ensey thou not to the word of

treuthe any maner 11388 Agenseie thou not the]. 1395
PURVEY Remonstr. (1851)76 Oo pope agenseith the sentence

of a nothir. 1549 CHALONER tr. Erasnt. Mor. Enc. E iiij b,

The Archestoike Seneca strongly againsaieth me. 1552-5
LATIMER Serin, fy Rein. (1845) 40 They cannot suffer to be

againsaid. 1589 PUTTF.NHAM Eng. Poesie (1869) 173 From
the beginning, as to say [twixt for betwixt] [gainsay for

againesay :] [ill for euill].

3. To reverse (a judgment or sentence).

1609 SKENE Rtg. Afaj. 65 Ane amerciament of ane fals

dome againe said in the Justitiars court, is ten pounds.^

t Agai'nsay, s/>. Ol>s. Gainsaying, objection.

1548 HALL Chron. (1809) 8 He tooke lande peaceably with-

out any Againsaie or interrupcion.

t Agai'n-sayer. Obs. One who speaks against
or contradicts ;

an opponent.
1388 WYCLIF Pref. Kf. St. Jerome iii.(I. 63) To withstonde

a^einseyeris. [1382 The withseieris to withstonde.] < 1449
PECOCK Rctrr. 98 Proued trewe a^ens alle A^enseiers whiche

euere thei ben. 1541 BARNES Wks. (1573) 227/2 Stoppe the

mouthes of the agaynesayers.

t Agai'n-saying, vbl. sl>. Obs. Gainsaying,

contradiction, opposition, contention.

1315 E. E. Psalter (1843) cv- 32 ^n^ gremed ^ai him. . At
watres of againe-sainge. 1382 WYCLIF Pro-.,, xviii. 18 A^en-

seiyngus lot thresteth togidere. [1388 Lot ceesith a^en-

seiyngis.] 1413 I.YDGATF Py/gr. Som/e iv. iv. 114831 60 Doo
hit gladly withouten ageyne seynge. 1483 AHSOLU Cfiivn.

(1811) 116 Without any agayn sayeng of any persone.

t Agai'n-saying, (pi- " Obs. Saying the op-

posite ; contradictory.
c 1400 Apol. for Loll. Neiber . . vnprofi.table . . ne agein

seying to be wordis, ne sentence, of any seint.

Against (age-nst, ag(
T
'-nst), fref. (aifv.}, conj.

Forms: South, i asaenes, a;enes, 2-3 ajeines,

3-5 a;eynes, a;aines, 4-5 ajeins, ayenis, ayeins,

ayans, 4-5 ajens, ayens; Midi. 3-4 (casf) agenes,

4-5 ageynes, ageyns, agens, 5 ageins, agains,

(ivesf) ajayns, -us, agaynus ; North. 4 ogaynes,

ogaines, agaynes, 4-5 agayns, agaynys, 5 aga-

nys, Sc. 5-6 agains, aganis, agans. Also with

parasitic -t, South. 4-5 ajenst, 5 ajeynst, 5-6 a-

yenst ;
Midi. 5-6 ageynst(e, agenst(e, agaynst(e,

againste,6- against. [Formed onay>i,aye>i, AGAIN,

173

by genitive ending -es, after the kindred to-gednes,

to-yenes in which a genitive, governed by to, is

found in the oldest English: see TO-GAINS. Late
in the i.4th c., after the -cs had ceased to be syl-

labic, the final -ens, -ains developed in the south

a parasitic -/ as in aniongs-t, bclwix-ft amids-t,

probably confused with superlatives in -sf, and

(1525 this became universal in literary English;

aganis, agains, sinking into a dialectal northern

form. The earlier forms of agnincs present all the

dialectal variations found in Af.Aix. The poets

occasionally aphetize it to 'gainst. Essentially a

prep, (very rarely an adverb in I5th c.) ;
but be-

coming by ellipsis a conj., or conjunctive adverb.]

I. Of position.
1. Directly opposite ; facing, in front of, in full

view of. Now generally over against.
( 1175 Lamb. Hour. 7 pe castel f>e wes a^eines drih[tlnes

twa leornikenehtes. 1366 MAUNDEV. i. 9 'i'he tother Hond
he lifteth up ayenst the Kst. c 1440 LOSKLICH Craalll. IQQ

They lokeden a^ens a mowntaygne. 1483 CAXTON Gold.

Leg. 193/4 Saynt Marcial helde up his burdon ayenst the

fyre. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utopia 93 The men sitte

upon the bench next the wall and the women againste them
on the other side of the table. 1551 RI-XTJRDE Pathiv. Kncnvl.

it. xi, In euery triangle, the greatte^t side lieth against the

freattest
angle. 1604 DKKKEK A'ing's Entert. (1873) I. 299

n a direct line against them stoode the three Howres. 1611

HIHLK Matt. xxi. 2 (lo into the village over against you.
Ibid, xxvii. 61 Mary Magdalene, and the other Mary, sitting

ouer against the sepulchre. 1695 I..i TiKia.r. BriefRcL (1857)

III. 487 'I'he Commissioners of the Admiralty salt in the new
office against Scotland Yard. 1703 Moxos Neck. Exert.

193 These Semi-circles must he made so exactly against each

other that when . . clapt close together, the Semi-circles on

both the Cheeks shall become a perfect round hole. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela 118241 ' '43 And so handed me to the

coach . . and sat backwards over against me.

t b. Exposed to (light, cold, etc.). Qbs.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxi. 77 Theire hyghe saylles . . allc

sprud abrode ayenst the wyndes. 1509 HAWKS /'fist. /V,',i.v.

in. ii, Turret tes fayre and hye, Which against Phebus shone

so marveylously. 1595 SHAKS. Jo/ifi \. iv. 25 As a forme of

waxe Resolueth from his figure 'gainst the fire, i 1600 -

Sottnctslxx'm, Those bough es which shake against the could.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. \. 66 While Mountain Snows dis-

solve against the Sun. 1752 Yoi'NG Brothers it. i. 11757' II.

228 In polish'd armour, shine against the sun.

f2. In the sight of, in presence of; with L.

apud*}. Obs.

(.-1175 Lamb. Honi. 79 pa be he heuecle scome a^eines his

scuppcnde. 1387 TREV ISA Higdcti Rolls Ser. VII. 333 Pope
Alisaundre aroos worschipfullichc ayenst hym. Ibid. VII.

99 He schulde be to hem trewc lorde ayenst God and \>e

world. 1483 CAXTON G. dc la YVwrkij, Humble themself

the one ageynst the other, a 1520 Myrronre of Our Ladye
146 Ageynste the Lorde ys mercy and plentyous redempcyon.

3. Jig. Towards, with respect to, in regard to.

1387 TREVISA Iligden Rolls Ser. VI. 375 Merciable ayenst
pore men. 1481 EARL WORCKSTRK Titlly on Friendship iv.

10 That our benyvolence ayenst our frendes may answere

evenly to the benyvolence which they bere ayenst us. 1506
Ord, Crysten Men (W. de Worde) i. v. 48 Charyte by some

approbacyon is ayenst y* fader. Fayth is ayenst the sone.

Hope is ayenst the holy goost. 1557 Apprenticeship Inden-

tures Xorf. Antiq, Misc. 11880) II. 14 He shall behave him-

selfe gently ageynst his seyde Master. 1871 MARKBY Eletn.

Law 155 The legal rights of subjects as against each other

and the constitutional rights of subjects against the govern-
ment.

4. More generally : Towards the front of, near,

adjoining. Also Jig. Jjtill dial. e. g. 'I met him

against the pond.'
1531 EI.YOT Govertwur (1836) 156 The most damnable vice,

and most against injustice . . is Ingratitude. 1669 BUNVAX

Holy Citie 128 Against this Tophet . . was the broad wall of

the City. 1725 DI-: FOE l-'oy. round ll'orld (i%$o) 66 Three

of their ships lay against the walls.

II. Of motion towards.

1 5. In a direction facing ; towards, forward to, to

meet. Obs.

(-1325 A'. E. Allit. Poems B. 611 \>e good mon gos hem

agaynes. 1:1386 CHAI:CKR Clerkcs T. 855 Agayns \i'.r. A-geyn,

a-^ein(e,a3einst]hisdoghterhastilichegothhe. c 1400 Chester

PI. 59 Againste Abraham will I gone worshippffullye and that

anon. -1420 Chron. Vilod. 748 jHise relekes weron comyng,
with procession ageynes hem. n 1520 MyrroureofOur Lailye

258 All the people of the cyte came ageynste hym wyth ioye
and wyth praysynge. 1535 COVERDALE Gen. xxiv. 65 What
man is this that commetri agaynst us in the felde? 1566

UIJALL Roystcr Doyster\\\. in. (Arb.) 43 As fast as I could

runne sir in poste against you. 1634 Malory's Arf/ir(iBi6^
I. 179 Against whom came queen Guenever, and met with

him, and made great joy of his coming.

f b. In reception of, in welcome of. Obs.

c 1430 Hymns to I'irg. %c. (1867) 52 Opene J?e }atis a^ens me '.

III. Of motion into contact ; pressure upon.
6. Toward and into contact with

;
into direct

collision with. Also loosely to run against, to

meet accidentally.
1382 WYCI.IF Acts ix. 5 It is hard to thee for to kyke a?ens

the pricke. 1480 Robert the Dcvyll 10 Robert threw his

boke ayenst the wall. 1601 SHAKS. A.Y.L. n. iv. 60 Till

I breake my shins against it. 1610 Temp. I. i. 9 Thy cry
did knock against my very heart. 1711 STEELE Spect. No.

96 F2 Left to sob and beat my Head against the Wall at

my Leisure. 1805 SCOTT Last Minst. i. xii, The roar of

Teviot's tide, That chafes against the scaur's red side. i8ao

KEATS St. Agnes xxxvi, Pattering the sharp sleet Against
the window-panes. Mod. The ship was dashed against the

AGAINST.

pier-head. I jostled against him in the crowd. Guess whom
I ran against in London the other day?
7. Hence of force or pressure resisted, with push,

press, lean, hang, stand, lie, etc.: Supported by, in

contact with.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. / "/, n. v. 43 Leane thine aged back

against mine Anne. 1608 /Vr/V. v. i. 51 The leafy shelter
that abuts against The islands side. 1611 If'itif. T. iv.

iv. 818 Then . . shall he be set against a Brick-wall. 1766
GOLDSM. I'ic. Wakcf. (1806) xvi. 81 The picture .. leaned in

a most mortifying manner against the kitchen wall. 1815
BYRON Lara \. xxi, He lean'd against the lofty pillar nigh.
1818 SCOTT Ht. Midi, i, He pressed hi* hands against his

forehead. 1859 REEVE Brittany 236 The Chateau . . is a

squat, heavy structure, much dilapidated and built against.

1871 BLACK Dait. Heth xxxiv. 313 Ere she knew, his arms
were around her, and she was close against his bosom. Mod.
Older strata tilted against the erupted rocks. A ladder

standing against a house.

8. In optical contact with something behind,

projected on the visible surface of, having as back-

ground.
1805 SOUTHKY UTadpc in Azt. xxiv. \Vks.V. 360 Far visible

Against the clear blue sky. 18640. MncwE.i.i.Seven Stories

211 The trees . . darkly drawn against a bright orange sky.

1869 PHILLIPS I'csm: iv. 124 The outline of the cone was

plain against the illuminated vaporous atmosphere. Mod.
The pictures stand out better against the dark wall.

IV. Of motion or action in opposition to.

9. In the opposite direction to the course of any-

thing, counter to. Implying adverse motion or

effort.

1388WYCLIF ^/arxxvii. 15 \Vhannetbeschipwasrauyschid,
and my^te not enforse a^ens the wynde [1382 into the wynde].
1593 SHAKS. 3 lien. 17, i. iv. 20, I haue scene a Swan With
bootlesse labour swimme against the Tydc. 1611 COTGR.,
Prendre Ic 7 cut, To goe up, or against the wind. 1653
URQI;HAFT Rabelais i. xxiii, He ran furiously vp against a hill.

1726 THOMSON M'inter 180 And, often falling, climb* against
the blast. 1805 FOSTKK Ks$. i. vi. 77 To swim against a torrent,

to ascend against a cataract. 1879 TKNNYSUN Lover's T. 89

Slow-moving, as a wave against the wind.

b. Hence againsf the. hair ' Fr. a confrefoil],

against the grain : opposed to the natural bent.

1621 lir. MOUNTAGU Diatribe 168 This translation cannot

pas-;c by you, being somewhat against the haire for you.

1875 H. ROGI.RS Sitferk. Orjg. Bible i. 'ed. 3' 33 A system of

ethics so much against the grain as that of the Gospel.

10. Opposed in tendency or character, contrary
to

;
not in conformity with.

( 1250 (rt'n. tV y-.\tv'(/. 538 IIiin-\vn.'-U' [>la}c . . a-3enes la^e.

,1375 Lay-Folks Mass-Kk. B. 350. I haue done a-gaynes \>\

willu vynnes mony. ^1386 CHAICI-.R I-rankl. T. 617 It i~,

agayns [7'.r. a geyn, ageinfe, ajeinst] the proces of nature.

1387 TKI \ ISA Hidden Rolls Ser. I. :3i Mgipte ayenst kynde
of obcr londes hab plente of corn. ('1400 Rom. Rose 3154
Roihe ageyns resoun and right. (-1440 Gcsta Rom. 4 The
flesch desirith thing bat is ayenst ^c spirite, And be spirit

doirith thing a5enst be flesch. 1530 PALSGR. 570/1, I^go
against nature, or do a thynge contrarye to nature. It is a

hiirde thyng to make a fo.xe do agaynst nature. 1668

CYi.i'Ki'KR & COLF. tr. Bartltd. Aunt. i. xxiii. 57 The Opinion
of. . other late Anatomists, does against all former Authority
thus determine. 1676 HOUBKS IHad \. 329 She with them

went, though much against her heart. 1708 SWIFT Pred.

_ft>r 1708 Wks. 1755 II. i. 151 May, against common conjec-

tures, will he no very busy month. 1763 UURKE in Cflrr.

(1844) I. 48 It is against my general not ions to trust to writing.

1810 CUI.KRIDGE J-'rit-ttd (i%6^ 122 No power on earth can

oblige me to act against my conscience. 1843 MACAULAY
in Trevelyan's Life II. ix. 128 It goes against my feelings to

censure any woman.
11. Towards with hostile intent

;
to meet in

hostility; in hostile encounter with. arch.

1250 LAYAMON 22476 [He] wende a^enest him anon [1205

to^eines]. ^1314 Gity 11'arw. 28 Ogaines Sir Gii ther com
fJaier. 1388 WYCLIK Luke xiv. 31 If he may with ten thou-

synde go a^ens hym that cometh a?ens hym with twenti

thousynde. -1400 Destr. Troy xxi. 8561 But Trpiell
full

tydely turnyt horn agaynes. ciqaoAww. Art/i. xiv. (1842*

64 A-^aynus the fynde for to fare. 1483 Invent. Cross in

Leg. Rood 159 He wente in hatayle ayenst them of perse.

1313 DOL-GLAS sEneis vi. xv. So Quhidder so aganist him he

went on fete, Or zit on horsbak. 1611 HIHI.F. Luke^ xiv. 31

To meete him that commeth against him with twentie thou-

sand.

12. Hence, gen. In hostility or active opposition

to, with/f?///, speak, act, vote, contend, set, pit, be, etc.

a 1154 O.E. Chron. an. 1135 Aene> him risen sona J>a rice

men pe waeron swikes. i 1325 /'*.. /'-. Allit. Poems B. 1711

Hot ay hat? hofen by hert agaynes be hy;c dry^tyn. 1340

HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4144 pat mykel dus ogayns Goddes
lawe. 1375 BARBOL-R Bruce \. 573 That bnvyss, that pre-

sumyt swa Aganys him to brawle or ryss. 1475 Bk. A oblesse

(1860) 8 To meove no werre ayenst no cristen man, but if he

had grevously done ayenst him. 1533 MORE [title} A Letter

impugnynge the erronyouse wrytyng of John Fryth, against

the blessed Sacrament of the Aultare. XjQjftLAUDKR Tractate

236 Speking aganis godds wourd of grace. 1611 BlBLEGcw.

xvi. 12 His hand will be against euery man, and euery mans

hand against him. Ps. xxxv. i Fight against them that

fight against me. 1663 BUTLER Hnaibr. i. iii.7o But what

could single Valour do Against so numerous a Foe? 1679

DRYDEN, etc. Satire 85 First, let's behold the merriest man
alive Against his careless genius vainly strive. 1849 MACAULAY

Hist. Eng. II. 205 The whole Cavalier gentry were against

him. Ibid. II. 37 The members who had voted against the

court were dismissed. 1877 LVTTEIL Landm. \. \. 18 The very

men who made war against the pirates.

b. Hence, expressing the adverse bearing of many
verbs and nouns of action; as to legislate, ptotcst,

argue, testify ; offendt
sin ; cry out, rage, inveigh,

exclaim : a law, proclamation, declaration, protest,

argument, objection, resolution^ action, proceeding,



AGAINST.

accusation, complaint, evidence
; sin, offence ; hos-

tility, outcry, feeling, prejudice, rage, anger, ani-

mosity, bitterness, grudge, etc.

ci25p Gen. <y Exod. 2544 King amonaphis, Agenes Sis folc
hatel is. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676' 6 Then the wrath of
the gods would cease against them. 1602 SHAKS. Haml. i.

li. 102 Tis a fault to heaven, A fault against the dead, a
fault to nature. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \\. ii. \. i. (1651)
252 Laurentius excepts against them. 1630 PKYNNE Anfi-
Arttiin. 143 The Pelagians . . obiect against these Conclu-
sions. 1689 SELDEN Table 7^/^118471225 The Law against
Witches does not prove there be any. 1756 BURKE Vind.
Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 34 Arguments against artificial society.
1766 GOLDSM. Vic. JF.n8o6)iv. igMylectures against pride.

et gray. _

St. Agnes x, Whose very dogs would execrations howl
Against his lineage. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 218
The suffering . . people raged fiercely against the govern-
ment. Ibid. I. 265 Proceedings were instituted against the

Corporation. Ibid. II. 82 The Commons . . had protested
against it. Ibid. II. 220 Legal evidence against him. Ibid.
III. 13 One of the chiefaccusations. . brought against Charles
the Second. Ibid, III. 212 James had, in his speech . . de-
clared against the Act of Settlement. 1854 THACKKRAV
Xeivcomcs I. XXL 197 That common outcry against thankless
children.

C. To be against : to be opposed, unfavourable
;

the opposite of for, in favour of.

1722 WOLLASTOS Relig. Xat. v. (1738) 84 There are infinite

chances against the happening of it, or odds that it will not

happen. 174* RICHARDSON Pamela III. 47, I am not against
shewing to him all I write. 1818 HAI.LAM Middle Ages
(1841) I. 330 Experience . . told more and more against the

ordinary militia. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsm. xiv. 174 His . .

awkward manners were against him. 1860 HEAVVSEGE P'Hippo
114 Will it weigh The fors and the againsts in nicest scale?

d. In reference to competition \ To run, compete,
play a match, etc. against.

1833 BREWSTER Xat. Magic x. 243 He drew against horses,
and raised enormous weights. 1854 DICKENS Hard Times
(Tauchn.1 62 A population of babies who had been walking
against time towards the infinite world. 1868 Mttgby
Janet. iTauchn.) 275, I always felt as if I was riding a race

against time,

13. In resistance to, in defence or protection
from.

rtii$4 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 J&uric rice man his castles
makede and a^enes him heolden. f 1230 Ancren Rvwle 14
Of fle^chliche vondunges & of gostHche . . & kunfort a^eines
ham. 1430 I.VDG. Chictovac/ie in Dodsl. O. P. XII. 386
Suche as can have no pacience, Ageyns yowre wyfes violence.

1477 EARI, RIVKRS (Caxtoni Dictcs 9 Remedies ayenst sike-

nes^e. 1561 HoLLYBi'SH Horn. Apoth, 143, A confection to
holde in the mouth agaynste hoorsenesse. \tffi Scot. Poems
f>f i6t/i c. II. 133 Send us support and comforting Agains
our fais. 1592 SHAKS. Row. -v Jut. \\. \\. 73, I am proof
against their enmitie. 1600 HAKI.UYT Voy. 118101 III. 166

Against the colde they clothe themselves in beastes skinnes.

1667 MH.TON /'. /,. vm. 531 Here only weak Against the
charm of Beauty's powerful glance. 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones i. ix, The gate would have been shut against her. 1765
TUCKER /,/. ofjvat. iR.i To stop one's ears against whatever
can be said in opposition to them. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV.
(i8j6) xxi. 128 Wisdom makes but a slow defence against
trouble. 1849 MACALT.AY Hist. Eng. I. v. 178 It had long pro-
tected the Celts against the aggressions ofthe kings ofWessex.
c. Hence, Oi dangers feared : To caution, warn,

etc. against.
1682 DRYDKN Medal^ Ep. to Whigs, To preserve you against

Monarchy. 1710 ADDISON Tatler No. 240 PII Pills which
(as he told the Country People) were very good against an
Earthquake. 1838 MACAULAY in

Trevelyan's Life II. vii. 9
On his guard against the sins which beset literary men.
1853 TRUSXH Proverbs 113 A proverb which warns against
a bad book. Mod. Railway Notice. 'Passengers are
cautioned against crossing the line.' Omnibus Notice.
'The Public are cautioned against pickpockets.'
V. Of mutual opposition or relation.

From the idea of bartering one thing against an-

other, /. e. offering them on opposite sides, comes,
14. In exchange for, in return for

;
as an equiva-

lent or set-off for
;

in lieu of, instead of. Now
only ///.

; formerly also_/i.
1205 LAYAMON 8837 Agenes uuel ich wulle don god. 1:1230

}IaliMcid.-] A^aines an likinge habben twa of bunchunges.
f 1300 K. A Us. 6094 The kynges Losen ten ageyns on. c 1450
MYRC 55 Euere do gode a-^eynes euele. 1534 tr. Mores
On the Passion Wks. 1557, 1306/2 That agaynste his great
loue we be not founde vnkynde. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Berkeley \. iv. 74 When men used to exchange wheat against
bullocks.

15. In the opposite scale
;
on the other side

;
as

a counter-balance to.

1531 ELYOT Goi'trnor in. xxviii. (1557) 212 Beinge exactly
wayed the one agaynst the other. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Ji<l.
i. ii. 102 Let there be waid Your Ladies loue against some
other Maid. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. ii. 36 A little pain
will weigh against a great deal of pleasure. 1840 GLASS-
FORD BEU, Queen Mary, Then weigh against a gram of sand
the glories of a throne.

b. Hence, to set off against : to place an item in

an account on the opposite side to a previous entry,
so as to cancel or diminish the latter ; alsoyS^

1

.

1844 DISRAELI Coningsby ix. vi. 337 An adequate set off

against the odium that attached to their opinions. 1849
NIACAULAY Hist. Eng. xviii, Against the fall of M cms might
well be set off the taking of Athlone.

t \Q.fig. In comparison with ; in contrast to. Obs.
c 1300 in Wright's Lyric P. xxv. 68 Jesu . . Al that may with

e;en se, Haveth no suetnesse ageynes the. (1400 Rom. Rose

6877 Hir paroch prest nys but a beest Ayens me and my
companye. 1481 CAXTON Myrrour IT. xiii. 96 We be so lytil

174

ayenst them. 1672-3 MARVELL Refuars. Transp. ("16751 II.

137 You distinguish the elder times against these.

VI. Of time.

. Drawing towards, near the beginning of,

close to. Obs,

(-1320 Sir Btfis 1971 On a dai, agenes the cue. 4:1385
CHAUCER Leg. G. ll'ow. 1356 The white swan Agens his deth
be-gynnyth for to synge. ^1440 Morte Arth. 103 Agaynste
day he felle on slepe. 1483 CAXTOX Gold. Leg. 397 '3 The
Sonday ageynst euen ther came a grete multytude of fendes.

1523 LD. BKRNERS Froissart I. xviii. 20 And whan it was
ageynst nyght, they came to the ryuer of Tyne. 1634 Jfa-
lorys Arthur i. ex. 200 It happened him, against a night, to
Come to a fair courtlage.
IS. csp. with some idea of preparation: In view

of; in anticipation of, in preparation for, in time for.

(-1350 St. Jerome's 15 Tokens (1878) 92 f>at God wil A^eins
domesdai. Ci4*&Stve#$agvs 1488 How scho myght agayens
nyght Fonden a tale al newe. 1377-87 HARRISON Eng. \. 11.

v. 11877) 121 This furniture is to be provided against his in-
stallation. 1642 FULLER Holy <y Prof. St. v. xviii. 431 The
moist dropping of stone walls against rainy weather. 1659
BURTON Dtary(i&a8) IV. 349 To shorten the business against
Thursday. 1697 LOCKK Lett. (170%} 194 Some additions to
my book against the next edition. 1741 RiCHAjmCQN/Vvmr&i
(1824) I. 131 If I chose to order any new clothes against my
marriage. 1758 WESLEY in li'A's, 1872 II. 435 Having a Ser-
mon to write against the Assizes at Bedford. 1832 Hr.
MARTINEAU Eachff All'\. 14 Go to Covent Garden, to see the

people dressing it up against sunrise. 1875 EMERSON Lett, fy

Soc.Aimtvm. 104 When the Queen of Sheba came to visit

Solomon, he had built, against her arrival, a palace. Mod.
He has a few pounds put by against a '

rainy day.'
B. conj.oTconj.aav, In reference to time, AGAINST

prep. 1 8 is also used relatively (explainable by
ellipsis as, Against (the time") at which or that I

come, Against I come). By the time that, before.

Either of simplefuturity, or futurity and contin-

gency. f a. with relative. Obs.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxii. 319 Ageynst bat bi greynes . .

bygynneb to growe, Ordeyne J>e an hous, peers
'

to herberghen
in thi cornes.

b. simply, arch or dial.

c 1300 in Wright's Lyric P. iv. 23 His hap he deth ful harde
on hete, a^eynz he howeth heune. 1577 St. Aug. Manncll
33 Thou prepares! a table diversly furnished against I come.
1602 SHAKS. Hantl. I. i. 158 Euer 'gainst that Season comes.
1611 BIBLE 2 Kings xvi. n Vriiah the Priest made it, against
[WYCLIF, COVEHD. tilj king Ahaz came from Damascus. 1689
SELDEN Table TalkdZtf)*, Prepare a Child against he comes
to be a Man. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones i. in. (1840) 3 To pro-
vide it pap . . against it waked, a 1797 H. WALPOLF, George II

(1847) II. iii.79 In getting the Kill ready against it was neces-

sary. 1837 DICKENS Pickiv. 118471223/1 Throw on another
log of wood against father comes home. 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair Iiv.u866i 454 The publican shutting his shutters
in the sunshine, against service commenced.
C. adv. rare. = AGAIN adv.
c 1480 Rob. the DevylW To the chirche . . and home ayenst.
D. in comb, rare as avariant of AGAIN: as against-

saying, against-standing.
a 1564 BECON Christ fy Antichr. (1844) 510 Without any

resistance or against -saying. -1440 Gesta Rom. 9 He shuld
lese his life, with oute ony ayenst-stondyng.
t Agai n-stand, v. Obs. [AGAIN- i.] trans.

and intr. To stand against, withstand, resist.

<iooo Ags. Gasp. Luke xi. 53 f>a ongunnun Sa farisei him
ajen standan \v.r. on^ean, Lindtsf. wi8-stonda, Ifaiton

a^e'n standen]. 1205 LAYAMON 3692 /Eine . . be be wulle

a^en-stonde [later text wid-stpnde]. 1315 E. E. Psalter
(1843) Ixxv. 8 Wha to be Ogaine-stand sal. 1382 WYCLIF
Matt. v. 39 Y say to ^ou, to nat a^ein-stonde yuel ^1400
Apol. for Loll. 77 pis not a^enstonding, bei han founden a
new ordinaunce. c 1449 PECOCK Refr. 479 As Jannes and
Mambres a^enstoden Moyses so these a^enstonden treuthe.

1558 GRIMAI.DE Tnlly's Office in. 133 He semed to folow

profit ; but that was none where honestye againstode it.

1353 87 FOXF. A. ^ .'/. I. 459/1 Toagainstond thine Enemies.

t Agai'n-stander. Obs. One who withstands;
a resister, an adversary.
r 1400 Apol. for Loll. 18 Vnri^twisnes in the cause, enuy

of a^en stonder,

-* Agai n-standing, vbl. sb. Obs. Resisting,
resistance.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 7969 With-outen any ogayne-
standyng, Or any letting of

any-thyng. 1553 87 FOXK A. <y

M. I. 458/1 Thou biddest sufferen both wrongs and strokes
withouten again -standing.
t Agai'n-turn, v. Obs. [AGAIN- 2.] To turn

back, return.

1315 E* E, PsalferdZ^ Ixxvii. 39 Gaand and noght ogain-
tornand. 1382 WVCLIF Gen. xiv. 17 After that he was a^en-
turned fro the slaw^tir.

t Agarnward, adv. Obs. Forms : see AGAIN.

[f. AGAIN adv. + -WARD. Cf. outward, backward.
Used in most of the senses of AGAIN, of which it

is to be viewed as a more distinctly adverbial form.]
1. In the opposite direction

; hencet backward,

away back, back again.
1205 LAYAMON 27083 A^einward heo bu^en ba. c 1230 Halt

Mcid. 43 Ne con ha neauer ifinden na wei againward. c 1320
R. BRUNNE Mcdit. 1046 Oftyn a^enward Marye gan lofce.

< 1386 CHAUCER Man of Laws T. 343 Sayle Out of Surrye
agaynward to Ytaille. 1470 HARDING Chron. cix, As they
onto theyr shyppes agaynwarde flewe. 1634 Malory's
Arthur (1816) II. 135 He looked still upon hisliorse till he
saw you come in againward.
2. In return, in reply, back.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 183 With slenges and magneles bei

kast to Kyng Richard, Our Cristen bi parcelles kasted

ageynward. c 1440 Generydes 4492 Of his loue ayenwards I

am sure, c 1520 MORI: in Ellis Orig, Lett. \. 72 I. 203 The

AGAMI.
Lettres agaynward devised and sent by my lord Admiral!
to her.

3. Over again ; once more.
c 1380 Sir 1'crumb. 1431 Bote ich him ajeward gete may.

Ibid. 3306 He hotej> euery man ! to be assaut a^eward come.
1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowle v. xiv. (1859) 81 Thou shalt eftsones

receyue thy body, and ben to hym ayeneward conioined.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Cyrurg., Agaynwarde they
ramyfye in to two partyes.
4. Conversely ; vice versa.

\-yv*Ayenb. 49 Of man of be wordle towyfmanof religioun,
ober ayeanwarde of wyfman of be wordle to man of religioun.
c 1400 Apol.for Loll. 19 Ilk synning to be dej> is an heretik ;

as a$en ward a heretik is he bat synnib to be deb. 1485
CAXTON Trevisa's Higden (1527) 3 In some place I must
chaunge the ordre of wordes and sette actyf for passif and
agaynwarde. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Kal. xxxvii, When the
Sun is in the signes septentrionals, their shadowes be toward
the parts of the signes meridionals, and so againward.
5. Contrariwise; on the contrary; on the other

hand.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 8053 Bot be dampned bodyse
ogayn-ward Salle in helle fele payns strang and hard, c 1449
PECOCK Repr. 371 Where A5enward, if all this same receit
schulde come into the hondis of grete Lordis or of Kny^tis,
it schulde not be so weel

spend. 1534 MORE Com/, agst.
Tritnil. n. Wks. 1557, 1166/1 An occasion of meryte too,
whiche the wealthye manne hath not agayneward.

llAgalactia (regalarktia). Mcd. [mod. L. a.

Or. o.ya\aKTta ; see AGALAXY.] = AGALAXY.
1706 PHILLIPS, Agalactia t Want of milk to give suck with.

1874 JUL. HOWE Sex $ Educ. 23 Dr. Clarke sees disease

chiefly in American women . . In them are ateknia, aga-
lactia, amazia. 1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Agalactous (segalie-ktas), a. Med. [f. Gr.

dfdkattr-o? (f. d not + yd^afcr- milk) + -OUS.] Hav-
ing no milk to suckle with.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Agalaxy (ae-galseksi). Med. [f. mod. L. aga-
laxia (also agalactia) a. Gr. a*yaXa('a = dyaKaKTia,
f. dyd\aKT-os : see prec.] A want or deficiency of
milk in a mother after childbirth.

1731 BAILEY, vol. II, Agala'xy, want of milk to give suck
with. 1755 in JOHNSON n. q. 1864 R. F. BURTON Dahonie
11.243 Milk is not used, and animals seem to labour under
a natural agalaxy.

tAga'llocil. Obs. [ad. L. agallochum, ad. Gr.

dyd\hoxw an adaptation of an oriental name
;

;

used also in the L. form, and in various corruptions
I

of it, as agahcus, agaloch, etc.] 'The fragrant
: resinous heart-wood of Aquilaria ; also called

i agila-wood, aloes-wood, and eagle-wood.' Lindley
Treas.Bot. 1866.

1633 "I". N[EWTON] tr. Lcmnie's Touchst. Complex. 202

Agalocus commonly called Lignum Aloes. 1708 MOTTEL-X
Rabelais iv. i, Aromatic Agaloch (you call it Lignum Aloes).

1731 BAILEY, Agallachum t Wood-aloes. 1753 CHAMBERS

|

Cycl. S upp. s.v., The agullcchum is ofa bluish purple colour.

A-gallop (agce-bp), adv. prop./^r. [A/rt'/.l
+ GALLOP v. Cf. a-float, a-swim, etc.] At a gallop.
1858 MORRIS Tu'o Roses 223 Rode a-gallop past the hall.

|j Aga'lma. Obs. [Gr. dya\^a (pi. d-yaA^ara)
an honour, ornament, statue, picture. Found in

Diets., but never used in Kng.]
1721 BAILEY, Agalma^ the Image or Impression of a Seal,

!
also a Toy. ~&Qf)YQiA\Mm,LaiuDict.,Agaltna, the impression
or image of anything on a seal. Chart. Edg. Reg. pro

i // 'cstiiionast. EccL anno 698 [That is to say it is a Greek

I

word used in a Latin charter of the 7th c.]

Agalmatolite (a-gat'lmart^bit). Jl/itt. [mod.
f. Gr. dya\f*a t -arcs, statue, image + Ai0os stone.]
A name applied to various soft minerals, capable
of being easily carved ; properly the '

Figure-stone*
or Pagodite, in which figures are cut by the Chinese.

1832 U. K. S. Xat. Philos. II. 28 Pyrometric pieces formed
of Chinese agalmatolite. 1857 BIRCH A tic. Pottery 11858; I.

97 The substance chiefly employed [to glaze] was agalma-
tolite or steaschist. 1875 URE Diet. Arts s.v., The true

agalmatolite is a hydrous silicate of alumina and potash,
closely allied to pinite.

Agama ;argama). Zool. [ad. native Caribbean

name.] A genus of lizards, giving its name to one

of the families of the Saurian Reptiles ; popularly

applied to one species in the British West Indies.

1817 Hlackw. Mag. I. 187 The second order comprehends
crocodiles . . agamas, stellios, chameleons. 1833 Penny
Cycl. L 192 In the form of their heads and teeth \\\v agamas
resemble the common lizards, but differ in the imbricated

scales which cover their tails.

II Aganire (argam7), sb. pi. Bot. [pi. of L.

agam-us (ad. Gr. ayap-os unmarried) sc. plantft^]
A name formerly given to Cryptogams, under the

idea that they were destitute of sexual organs. (In

Craig 1 847.)

Agambo, obs. form of AKIMBO.

f A-ga'me, at/v. Obs, prop. phr. [A /nyM +

GAME.] In game, in sport.
1 1374 CHAUCER TroyIus in. 592, I seyd but agame that I

wold go. Compl. Mars 123 Take hit not a-game.

Agami (argami). Ornitk. [a. Fr. agamy (Barrere

1741), a. native name in Guiana.] The Trumpeter,
a bird somewhat allied to the Crane, inhabiting

tropical America.
a 1833 BRODERIP in Penny Cycl.

I. 194 One of
t
these Agamis,

a young bird, found its way into a farm-yard in Surrey, and
associated with the poultry.



AGAMIAN.

Aganiian (ag^'-mian), a. and sb. [f. AGAM-A +

-IAN, after Fr. agamien Cuv.] Name given to a

sub-family of the iguanians (including the genus

Agama).
1833 Fenny Cycl. I. 192/1 The agamians . . want these ad-

ditional or palatic
teeth.

Agamic (agse-mik), a. Biol. [f.
Gr. 0711/1-05

unmarried (see AGAMOI s) + -ic.] Characterized by
the absence of sexual action ;

in Bot. obs. for

CRYPTOGAMIC.
1850 tr. Humboldt, I'ifais of Nat. 291 Large classes of in-

sects . . subsist on agamic plants. 1859 CARPENTER Anim.

rhysiol. 747 Drones are always developed from agamic or

unfertilized eggs. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. ii. 96 These

present various modes of agamic multiplication by fission.

Agamically (agpe-mikali), adv. Biol. [f. prec.

+ -AL + -LY 2
: see -ICAI..] In an agamic manner;

without sexual interposition.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. iv. 206 f.yrodactylus multi-

plies agamically by the development of a young Trematode

within the body, as a sort of internal bud.

t A'gamist. Obs. [f.
Gr. d-va/i-os unmarried

(see AGAMOUS) + -IST.] A professed celibate ; one

who opposes the institution of matrimony.
1553 87 FOXF. A. 4- M. 1768 (R.) To exhort in like maner

these agamistes and wilfull rejecters of matrimony. 1656

Z\.ovxfGlossogr., y4;am/,hethatisunmarrYcd. [Not in I.)

Agamogenesis (oe:gamD,d.5e-nesis).
Biol. [f.

Gr. df^fjui-s unmarried + -yeVems generation, birth.]

The production of offspring otherwise than by
the union of parents of distinct sexes (as by the

simple division of a pre-existent living being, or

the formation of buds, which become at length

independent living beings) ; asexual reproduction.

1864 H. SPENCER lllust. 1'rogr. 370 Species which, multi-

plying by agamogenesis, can people a whole shore from a

single germ. 1877 HUXLEY Anal. Inv. An. Introd. 28 In

many of the lower forms of life agamogenesis is the common
and predominant mode of reproduction.

Agamogenetic (<E=gim|dj6ne'tik)1
a. Btol.

[f. Gr. 070^0-5 unmarried + ifVTJT-US produced +

-1C.] Of or belonging to agamogenesis ; generat-

ing or generated without sexual union.

1870 HUXLEY Lay Serin., Aiiiir. $ Km. xiii. 312 We have

demonstrated, in agamogenetic phenomena, that inevitable

recurrence to the original type. 1877 Anat. Inv. An.
Introd. 28 There is an inverse relation between agamogenetic
and gamogenetic reproduction.

Agamogenetically (aeig5m0|dj6ne
4

tik&li),

adv. Biol. [f. prec. + -AL + -i.v- : see -ICAL.] In

an agamogenetic manner
; by asexual reproduction.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. vii. 385 The larvae of a

Dipterous insect . . multiply agamogenetically in the autumn,

winter, and spring.

Agamoid (fe'gamoid), a. Zool.
[f.

AGAMA +
-
IID.] Resembling, or having the form of an

Agama ;
as 'one of the agamoid lizards.'

Agamous (argamas), a. [f.
L. agam-ia a. (jr.

070^-05 unmarried (f.
d priv. + 70/^05 marriage) +

-ous.] lit. Unmarried : hence Biol. Having no

(distinguishable) sexual organs ;
asexual. In Bot.

cryplogamous is now more commonly used.

1847 in CRAIG. 1838 GRAY Bot. Text-bk. 395 Agamons,
destitute of sexes. 1876 BENEDEN Anim. Paras. 196 The

agamous age undergoes a true moulting, the sexual age a

metamorphosis.

Agamy (argami). [ad. Gr. d/ya/ii'a celibacy, f.

<rva/xos: see AGAMOUS.] Absence or non-recognition
of the marriage relation.

1796 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. XXI. 492 Plato's system
of agamy. 1801 in Month. Mag. XII. 578 The theory of

agamy or of exempting matrimony from the notice of the

magistrate.

Agan, obs. f. AGONE pa. pple. ; and of OWE v.

Aganglionic (aga^ngliip-nik), a. Phys. [f.
A-

prcf. 14 + GASGLIOSIC.] Not characterized by

ganglia.
1836 9 TODD Cycl. Anat. tr Phys. II. 946/2 Each nerve . .

is formed of one set of fibres from the gangliated part, and
one from the aganglionic or motor column.

II Aganippe. A fountain on Mount Helicon,
sacred to the Muses and giving poetic inspiration ;

hence fig. poetic power or method.

163 "95 Life of Ant. a ll'ood^ 18481 36 Such towering ebul-

litions do not exuberate in my aganippe.

Agape (ag<?''p), adv. prop. ///;. [A //r/.
1 of

state + GAPE.] On the gape; with open mouth of

expectation or wonder : hence fig. in an attitude

or state of wondering expectation.
1667 MILTON P. L. v. 357 Their rich retinue . . Dazzles the

crowd, and sets them all agape. 1765 TUCKER Lt. of Nat.

11-73 When the moon interposes between us and the sun so

as to cover his whole body, it sets every eye agape, a 1845
HOOD T. of Trumpet xxxvii, At a door ajar, or a window
agape. 1848 MARIOTTI Italy Pref. 22 Wild with excitement;

agape with breathless expectation. 1855 TENNYSON Maud
x. ii, A rabbit mouth that is ever agape.

II Agape (se'gapO. PI. agapae, -ai, rarely agapes.

[Gr. Ayairt) brotherly love.] A ' love-feast
'

held by
the early Christians in connexion with the Lord's

Supper.
1696 in PHILLIPS. i7i7CnAMBERsCv<-/.s.v., Inthe primitive

days the Agapes were held without scandal or offence. 1837
\V. & M. HOWITT Rtir. Life (1862) vl. v. 449 The Agapai, or

175

love-feasts of the early Christians. 1850 MRS. JAMESON Sacr.

<y Leg. Art 156 Agapae or love-feasts.

t A'gapet Obs. [ad. Gr. d-yainjT-os, loved.]
' A

lover of the fair sex ; a man of pleasure,' Ash.

1736 BAILEY (Yo\.)Agafet, a whoremaster ; one that hunts
after women.

Agaphite (ifgafait). Min. [named by Fischer,

1816, after Agaphi, a naturalist who visited the

regions of Persia where the turquoise is found.

(Dana.";] A variety of turquoise.
1837- 80 DANA Mitt. 58 1 Agaphite icr conchoidal Turquoise).

Agar, obs. form of KAGER sb., tidal bore.

Agaric (argarik, agoe'rik), sb. and a. [ad. L.

agaric-um the tree fungus used for tinder, touch-

wood, ad. Gr. a-yarnx-av (said by Dioscorides to

be named from Agaria a place in Sarmatia). I lence

mod. L. Agarictis given by Dillenius, and adopted

by Linnaeus, for a genus of Fungi. Shelley accents

afa'rff, Tennyson a'faric.']

A. sl>.

1. Heiii. and rharin. A name given to various

corky species of Polyporus, a genus of fungi grow-
ing upon trees ;

of which P. ojficinalis, chiefly found

on the Larch, the ' Female Agarick
'

of old writers,

was renowned as a cathartic, and with P.fonien-

tarius, and igniarius,
' Male Agarick' used as a

styptic, as tinder, and in dyeing. Obs. or arch.

1533 ELYOT Castel of Heltk (1541) 79 One dramme of

Agaryke and halfe a dramme of fine Reubarbe. 1551 TUHXKR
Herbal n. 29 Larche tre . . giueth also . . y

' famus medicine

called Agarick . . whereof some make tunder both in F.ng-
land and Germany for their gunnes. 1657 Phys. Diet.,

Agaric . . purgeth phlegm, and opens obstructions in the

Liver. 1756 dentlem. Mag. XXVI. 352 The agaric sent

from France, and applied as a styptic after amputations.

1836 Toon Cycl. A nat. A/ Phys. I. 229/1 Agaric and sponge

entangled the blood and retained a coagulum on the spot.

2. Hot. A mushroom ; properly one of the Lin-

nrean genus Agaricus.
1777 LICHTFOOT HI. Scot. (1788) II. 1021 Little Champign-

ion or Fairy Agaric : In dry pastures and frequently in

those green circles of grass called Fairy Rings. 1820 SHEL-

LEY Sens. Plant in. 62 And agarics and fungi, with mildew

and mould. 1859 TENNYSON Gareth 728 As one That smells

a foul-flesh'd agaric in the holt. 1862 COLF.MAN ll'oodl.

Heaths, etc. 32 The Fly Agaric . . is a very handsome fun-

gus, having a bright red upper surface.

3. = Agaric Alintral : see 4.

1727 CHAMBERS Cycl., Agaric is also a denomination given
to an earthy concretion, of the colour and consistence of

coagulated milk.

4. Comb, agaric-gnat, a name given by Kirby
and Spence to a genus of insects {Mycetaphila} ;

agaric-mineral, a light, spongy variety of car-

bonate of lime, called also Rock-milk, allied to

stalactites, and deposited by calcareous springs

and in caverns.
1828 KIUUY&SPENCE /!/. Il.xvi. 7 From the antenna.-

in his figure, it should seem a species of agaric-gnat. 1837 80

DANA Mineral. 680 Agaric Mineral . . Kock-milk is a very

soft, white material, breaking easily in the fingers.

B. adj. [The sb. used attrib^ Of or pertaining

to agarics ; fungoid.
1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Agaric Acid, an acid obtained from

Polyportis offteinalis by extracting with ethers. 1879 G.

MACDOSALD P. f-'aber I. x. 117 The efflorescent crusts and

agaric tumours upon the dry bones of theology.

Agariciform (figse'risi-,
aj

gari-sif(fjm), a. Bot.

[f.L.a?a;-/V-HJ AGARIC + -FORM.] Mushroom-shaped.
1868 WRIGHT Ocean H'orld 119 Ceeloptychimn . . the upper

part expanded, agariciform concave.

Agaricoid (ag.x-rikoid), a. Bot. [f.
AGARIC +

-DID.] Of the nature of an agaric, mushroom-like.

1874 M. C. COOKF. ruugiZ This mycelium gives rise to the

stem and cap of an agaricoid fungus.

Agased, a. Obs. : see AGAZED.

t Aga-sp, v. Obs. rare. [f.
A- pref. II + GASP.]

To gasp (for life).

1526 SKELTON Magnif. 271 Galba, whom his galantys garde
for agaspe.

Agasp (agcrsp), adv. prop. phr. [A. prep.
1 n

+ GASP.] In a gasping condition ; gasping, eager.

1800 COLERIDGE ('' Times II. 395 Formerly agasp for

reform, he now raves against all reformation.

t Aga'st, agha'st, v. Obs. Forms : 2-3 agest,

3-6 agast(e, (occas.) aghast. Pa. t. agast(e.

Pa. pple. agast, -ed. [f.
A- prcf. I intens. +gast-c>t,

OE. gxst-an to frighten, alarm ;
see GAST, and cf.

A-OAZED. The only part now in use is the pa. pple.

agast, erroneously written AGHAST.]
1. To affright, frighten, terrify.

1205 LAVAM. 6452 pat folc hit agaste '. tunes hit aweste.

c 1230 . Inert-it A'/7i'/c2i2 J>e ateliche deouel schal }et agesten

ham mid his grimme grennunge. (-1380 Sir Ferumb. 3410

pe Sarajyns f>ay habbeb sore agaste. c 1385 CHAUCER Leg.

G. H'oi't. 1171 What may it be That me agasteth in myn
slep. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneii iv. vi. 146 His feirfull ymage doith

me agast. 1583 STANYHURST Aeneis n. (Arb.) 66, I . . was

with no weapon agasted. 1596 SPENSER F, Q. I. Lx. 21 Or
other griesly thing, that him aghast.

2. refl.
c 1305 E. E. foetus (1862^ 62 Cristofre him sore agaste To

adrenche, so heuy |?at child was.

3. intr. To take fright or alarm.

1300 St. Brand. 22 So that Brendan agaste sore, and him

blescede faste.

AGATE.

Agast, a.: see AGHAST.
t Aga-sted, ///. a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED.]

Frightened, terrified ; fuller form of AGHAST///, a.

1 1382 WYCLIF Luke xxiv. 37 iMS. O. a 1420! Thei troublid

and agasted gessiden hem for to se a spirit [z<. r, agast].

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Scrm. on Tint. 737/1 Nothing agasted
at it. Ibid. 699/1 The torments woulde make vs agasted
{printed agashed]. 1583 STANYHURST Aeneis II. (Arb.) 59
Then shiuering moothers throgh court doo wander agasted.

t Aga'sting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f.
AGAST f. t -IKQ'.]

Frightening, terrifying, alarming.
1672 R. TAYLOR Cromwell To the agasting of Cromwell

who suspected an assassinate.

t Aga'sting,///. a. Obs. [f.
AGAST v. + -isc2.]

That terrifies or alarms.

1593 XASHK Christs Teares 90/1 It woulde breede in vs

M:ih an agasting terror.

I Agastment. Obs. [f.
AGAST ?. + -MENT. An

early instance of the addition of -tncnt to a native

word.] Aflrightment, fright, alarm.

1594 N'ASHE Terr. Night Fij b, This terror and agastment.

Agastric (agre-strik), . Zool. [f. Gr. d priv. +

taiiTrjp, -faarp-ijs belly + -1C.] Having no distinct

alimentary canal.

1836 TODD Cyel. Ann/.lj- Phys. I. 43/1 Such pulmograda
a . . were formerly supposed to be agastric. 1867 J. HOGG
^liirosi. n. ii. 371 In . . agastric Infusoria only solid alimen-

tary particles are taken as food.

Agate (ie get), sb. Forms : 6-7 agath, agget,

agot, 6-8 agat, 7 agett, aggott, (nagget), 8 aggat,

aggot, 7- agate, [a. i f th c. fi.agathe, ad. It. Agatha,

a^ata, f. L. achates (a. Gr. u\<.Tr/s), whence earlier

Fr. acatc, acathc, and Eng. ACHATE, also in use.]

1. A precious stone ;
a name applied to the semi-

pellucid variegated chalcedonies, with the colours

disposed in parallel stripes or bands, or blended in

clouds, and often with curious markings due to the

infiltration of other minerals ;
from these variations

in appearance, lapidaries distinguish many varieties,

ns moss agate, ribbon agate, eye agate, fortification

agate, zoned or banded agaie, variegated agate,

brecciated agate, etc.

1570 B. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. iv. I iE8oi 39 b, Jaspers, Chryso.

lytes and Agats doe appere. 1621 LADY A. DRUKY in bury
Wills 11850' 166 To my sister Gawdie, my agett and pearle

chaine. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pieud. Kp. 381 Many fair

rooms paved with Agath. 1716 8 LADY M. \V. MONTAGUE
Lett. I. xiv. 49 A large collection of agates . . of an uncom-
mon size. 1789 BURNEY Hist. Music 'ed. 2) IV. v. 181 Tile

them with gold and pave them with aggots. 1865 LIVING-

STONE Zambesi xii. 261 The ground is strewn with agates
fur a number of miles above the falls.

t 2. Jig. A very diminutive person, in allusion to

small figures cut in agates for seals. Obs.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II ,'i. ii. 19, I was neuer mann'd with

an Agot till now. 1599 Much Ado in. i. 65 If tall, a

launcc ill-headed : If low, an agot very vildlie cut.

3. An instrument used by gold-wire-drawers,

having an agate fixed in it for burnishing. Cf. A
glazier's diamond.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The gold wire drawers burnish

their gold with an Agat ; whence the instrument, made use

of on that occasion, is also called an Agat.
4. Tyfog. The American name of the type called

in England ruby.
1871 RINGWALT Encycl. Print. 24 Agate, the Amc-rcari

name for a size of type between Nonpareil and Pearl, and of

which there are about fourteen lines to an inch.

5. Sometimeserroneously confused \i\\hgagates, jet.

1661 I.OVEI.L Hist. Min. 53 Of Sulphurs, Agath, Gagates.
It's . . of a black, stony earth, full of bitumen.

6. Comb. Kn&Attrib. agate-jasper, a jasper veined

or clouded with agate or chalcedony; agate-onyx

(see quot.) ; agate-ring, one made of, or set with,

an agate ; agate-shell, a collector's name for the

tropical genus of land-shells, Achatina. Also agate

cup, hole, mill, stone, trade, work, etc. ; agate eyes ;

agate-bearing, -forming, -handle(d), etc.

1747 DINGI.F.Y Gems in Phil. Trans. XL1V. 505 The Agat-

Onyx, of two or more Strata of white, either opaque or trans-

parent. 1874 WESTROPP Prec. Stones 46 Agate-onyx, a
'

variety of onyx in which the upper layer is opaque and

white, the lower transparent, and either colourless or a pale

yellow. This is the material most frequently employed for

modern carving, and is often termed the German onyx.

1596 SHAKS. i lieu. 11', 11. iv. 78 This . . Not-pated, Agat

ring, Puke stocking, Caddice garter, Smooth tongue, Spanish

pouch. 1634 Union Inventories 32, I give and bequeath . .

my naggtt cup. 1863 TYNDALL Heat i. 30 The wires should

be drawn through agate holes. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 35

It is in the Idar valley, that most of the agate-mills are situ-

ated. 1592 SHAKS. Kom. f, Jtil. I. iv. 55 In shape no bigger

then Agat-stone, on the fore-finger of an Alderman. 1876

GEO. ELIOT Dan. Dcr. IV. Ii. 16 Deepest agate eyes. 1875

URE Diet. A rts I. 32 The igneous origin of the agate-bearing

melaphyres. 1710 STEELE Taller No. 245 P2 An Aggat-
Handle Knife.

Agate (,agi
7i'0, adv. orig. phr. on gate, a gate.

[A //r/.
1 of state + GATE sb2 way, path.] On the

way, on the road ; hence, a-going, in motion.

(Properly a northern word.)

1554 Interl. Youth in Hazl. Dodsley II. 25 Go to it then

hardily, and let us be agate. 1587 HOLINSHED Scott. Ckrem.

(1806) I. 418 Some of the mills yet were now at low water

set on gate, by reason the streams were so hugehe aug-

mented. 1674 RAY A*. Countrey Wds. s.v., Agate, just go.

ing, as lam agate. 1848 C. BRONTE Jane Eyre 11857) 344 1 m



AGATED.
fear'd you have some ill plans agate. 1863 MRS. GASKELI.

Sylvias L. I. 63 And t
1

cursed old pressgang's agate again.

t A gated, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. AGATE st>.

+ -ED-.] Marked like an agate.
1665 RAY Flora 47 Leaves [petals of the tulip] which,

warmed by the sun . . change into divers glorious colours,

variously mixed, edged, striped, agoted, marbled.

Agates, Sc. variant of ALGATES a<fo., everywhere.
t Aga~teward, adv. Obs. north, [f. AGATE

adv. + -WARD.] On the road.

1647 8 A. EYRE Diurnal (Surt. Soc.) 1 rid with Robert

Kyre and agateward homewards.

t Aga'thered, fa. pple- Obs. rare~ l
. [? pa.

pple. of agather vb., not otherwise found ;
or more

probably for i-gathcrcJ, OE. u-gaderod: see A
particle?] Gathered, assembled.

1393 Conipl. Phitgkm. in Pol. Songs Rolls. Ser. I. 244 With
the Griffon comen foules fele, Raums, Rokes, Crowes, and
Pie, Gray foules, agaored wele.

Agatllism (argajjiz'm). rare. [f.
Or. d-yaS-ut

good + -ISM; cf. optimism] The doctrine that all

things tend towards ultimate good, as distinguished
from optimism which holds that all things are now
for the best.

1830 Ediii. Re"'. L. 309 Wilful evil, to the degree implied
in the distinction proposed between Agathism and Opti-
mism, is inconsistent with our apprehension of his [i.e. God's]
nature.

Agathist (re'gapist). rare.
[f. asprec. + -IST; cf.

optimist] One who holds the doctrine of agathism.
1830 Edin. K t'--. L. 294 The existence of evil compels Dr.

Milter to substitute the moderate title of '

Agathist
'

for that

of
'

Optimist.' 1841 HUR. SMITH Moneyed Man III. x. 284
Advancing years have already made me an Agathist, a be-

liever that every thing is for ultimate good.

Agathodemon (,ai':ga|W|drman). [a. Gr. dyaSo-

oiu'/iafr, f. a-yaQu-s good + baipojv a spirit.] A good
divinity or genius.
1836 LANDOR 1'ericl. ff stsf.Vfks. 184611.376 Breaking oft"

now and then a nose from a conqueror, and a wing from an

agathodemon. 1879 M. CONWAY Deinoiin.'. I. in. ix. 392 The
Japanese are careful to distinguish this serpent from a

dragon, with them an agathodemon.

AgathodeuiOnic!K :

gah<7|d/m(7'nikXa. [f. prec.
+ -ic

1

.]
Of or belonging to an agathodemon.

1879 M. COXWAY Demand. I. in. vii. 364 The harmless ser-

pents of Germany were universally invested with agatho-
demonic functions.

A gathoka kolo'gical, a. nom-c-uJ. [f. Gr.

a.ya8u-s good + KOKU-S bad + -LOGICAL.] Composed
of good and evil.

11 1843 SOUTHEY Djctor i. liii. (1862^ 120 For indeed upon
the agathokakological globe there are opposite qualities al-

ways to be found.

A gathopoie'tic, a. rare- 1
,

[f. Gr. ayaSo-
TTOI-O'S doing good, beneficent ; cf. Gr. <iiroi?;Tioi.]

A proposed technical epithet for, Intended to do

good, of beneficent tendency.
1838 BOWHING Bentham's Mvr. fy I.fgisl. xviii. 54. 133

All these trusts might be comprised under some such general
name as that of agatho-poietic \_printeti -poieutic] trusts.

Agatiferous (aegati-faras;, a. [f. AGATE s/>. +

-(I)FKROI;S producing.] Producing, or rich in, agates.
1847 in CRAIG.

Agatiform (aga"tiff\mi, re'gatifrjm), a. [f.

AGATE sb. + -(I)FOBJI.] Having the form or ap-

pearance of an agate.
1882 Acaii. 10 June 420/1 When the acid solution within

an agatiform deposit bursts through the bands of silica.

Agatine (.oe'gatsin, -in), a.
[f. AGATE st>. + -INK.]

'

Having the appearance of agate ;
of the nature of

agate.' Craig 1847.

Agatize t^'gataiz), v. [f. AGATEJ/'. +-IZE.] To
convert into agate ;

to give the appearance of agate
to. (Chiefly, if not exclusively, in pa. pple.)
1638 Reliq. U'otian. 11672) 476 Some good Flints to be

Agatized by your miraculous invention. 1850 DANA Gcot.

ix. 483 Many [masses] are simply silicined or agatized.

Agatized (EC'gataizd), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
Converted into or made to resemble agate.
1847 CRAIG, Agatized, having coloured lines and figures of

agate, as agatized wood. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. iv. 121 They
are filled with agatized silica.

Agaty (se'gati), a. [f. AGATE sb. + -Y!.] Of the

nature of, or characterized by the presence of, agate.
1695 WOODWARD (J.) An agaty flint was above two inches

in diameter.

II Agave (ag<?''V!). Bot. [L. Agave prop, name in

mythology, ad. Gr. ^70^17, properly adj. fern, of

dyavos illustrious, highborn, adopted as a generic
name by mod. botanists.] A genus of plants (X.O.

Amaryllidacesi}, of which the chief species is the

American Aloe, whose stately flower-stem (some-
times forty feet high) is produced only when the

plant arrives at maturity, at the age of from ten to

seventy years.
1830 LINDI.EY Nat. Syst. Bot. 257 The wild Agave of Mexico

yields a copious juice when tapped, which is fermented into
a wine. 1843 TENNYSON Daisy xxi, The moonlight touch-

ing o'er a terrace One tall Agave above the lake.

Agaze (ag<"''z), adv. prop. phr. also a gase,
and expanded, at gaze. [A prep.\ of state + GAZE
v] In a gazing attitude; on the gaze, gazing.
1 1430 Hixv the Good \Vijf, etc. in Babees Bk. ^868) 39 Go

176

Jwu not into \>e toun as it were a gase. 1759 ROBERTSON
Hist, Scott. I. in. 184 They stood confounded and at gaze.
1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. IV. 1. 9 Fathers and sons agaze
at each other's haggardness.

t Aga'zed, aga'Sed, ///. a. Obs. [Origin ob-
scure. There was no vb. agaze (ag&stan taking the

place of *agxsan in OE. = Goth. itsgaisjan}, and
the sense is against its being pa. pple. of simple
GAZE, with A- for 3^-. Prob. a variant of agast
(AGHAST), preserving long quantity of OE. gxstan
(with agast, agas*d, agdsed ; cf. ///, lighted ; dreamt,
dreamed \past, passed, paced}, and influenced in use

by to gasc, stand at gaze.'] Affrighted, astounded,
amazed.

t- 1400 Chester Plays n. 85 pe were so sore agased. 1557
EARL SUHREV in Tottell's Misc. (Arb.) 4 My spretes doe all

resorte To stande agazed. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. /'/, I. i. 126
The whole army stood agaz'd on him. 1600 in Farr's S. P.
(,1845) II. 438 Of vnderstanding rob'd, I stand agaz'd.

Age, a}e, aye, obs. forms of AGAIN.

Age (^'d,5), sb.
;

also 4-6 aege, 5 cage, 5-6
aage, 6 aige. [a. OFr. aage, cage, (nth c.) edage
(Pr. atge) : late L. *stdticiitn (analogous to utn-

braticttm, viaticum, voldticitm, etc.), f. xtat-em

age, contr. from tsvi-tatem, n. of quality f. sevum
an age. The OFr. word was of 3 syllables, but
in the earliest recorded instances in Eng. it was

already reduced to 2
; Caxton's eage, aage being

later attempts to restore the Fr. spelling. The mod.
Fr. age and Eng. age retain only the (lengthened)
termination of the OFr. ed-age, e-age. See -AGE.]

I. A period of existence.

1. The time that any animal or vegetable has
lived ; the length of time that anything has ex-

isted in its present form orstate; length of existence.
r 1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems A 412, I wat} ful }ong & tender

of age. ^1384 CHAUCER Horn of Fame 1986 In al myn age
Ne saugh y suche an hpus as this. 1477 EARL Ri ;KRS

(Caxton) Dictes 92 The said Alexander began to regne in the

xviij yer of his cage. 1559 MyrroitreforMag., Dk. York xi. 3
Prudent for their age. 1611 Hi RLE Markv, 42 Shee was of the

age of twelue yeeres. 1665-9 BOYLE Occas, Re/L u. xi. (1675)

133 Those, who are of the same age with me. 1751 CHAMBERS
CycL s.v., The age of a hart, etc., is chiefly judged of by the
furniture of his head. 1831 Census Quest, in Penny Cycl. VI.

414/1 How many persons (including children of whatever

age) are there actually found within the limits of your parish ?

b. Moot?sage : number of days since the occurrence

of the new moon. So day's age, year's age, etc.

1636 MASSINGER Bash/. I.ov. iv. i, Of what age is the day?
1751 CHAMBERS Cyct. s.v. Moon, To find the Moon's age:
'lo the day of the month add the epact of the year, and the
months from March inclusive. The sum, ifunder 30 if over,
the excess is the moon's age.

2. The whole duration of the life or existence of

any being or thing ; the ordinary duration of life.

1535 COVBRDALK Ps. Ixxxix. 10 The dayes of oure age iij

score yeares and ten. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xlvii. 28 The whole

age of lacob was an hundred fourtie and seuen yeeres. 1703
ROWE Fair Penit. v. i. 1811 Shortens her Father's Age, and
cuts him off. 1853 Encycl. Brit. I. 233 '1 he age of man has

greatly diminished from his first creation. Ibid. 234 Of the

ages of the lower animals little is known.
3. Such duration of life as ordinarily brings body
and mind to full development ; years of maturity
or discretion, or what by law or custom are fixed

as such. Full age, in Eng. Law, 21 years; hence the

expressions of (at, to obs.) aget
under {within obs.)

age, nonage. Age of discretion, 14 years.
1382 WYCLIF John ix. 21 Axe ye him, he hath age, speke

he of himsilf. ^1430 Syr Tryatnourc 690 Of justyng canste
thou ryght noght, For thou art not of age. 1509 FISHER
Wks. 38 Till they come to aege in the ungracyous custome
of synne. 1528 PERKINS Profit. Bk. v. 327(1642) 144 If I

dye, my heire within age. 1721 GIBBER Rival Fools i. i.

(1754) II. i Sir, I'm no Boy, I have been at Age this Half-

year. 1788 JOHNSON Lett. I. cxxviii. 278 To hinder my dear

Harry from mischief when he comes to age. 1809 TOMLINS
Law Die f. II. E i/i Nor can any lord ofparliament sit there,
until he be of the full age of twenty-one years. Ibid., Nan-

afffi
in general understanding, is all the time of a person's

beinij under the age of 21. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Demerara
i. 4 The freedom which is so precious to young people when
they reach what appears to them the age of discretion. Mod.
When did he come of age?
4. Hence, Any particular length of life which

naturally or conventionally qualifies for anything.
(Usually with over (past arch.\ under.}
c 1315 SIIOREHAM 63 Of ham that scholdey-wedded be Her

the age thou my;t lerne. 1382 WYCLIF Heh. xi. 1 1 Sare bareyn
took vertu into conseyuing of seed, she, bi sydis, or withoute

[1388 a^en] the tyme of age. ii6TiNDALE //'/(/..When she
was past age. [So in Genei>., x6n, and Revised.] Mod. This
is the candidate's last chance ; in another year he will be
over age. There is no limitation of age for this prize.

5. A naturally distinct portion of the existence

of a man or other being ; a period or stage of life.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofArtnes i. ix. 22 In tyme to come of

theyre flowryng aage. 1534 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M.A uret.

(1546) C ij b, The fearefulle dedes and enterpryses doone by
Caius Jul. Cesar in his yonge age. 1600 SHAKS. A.Y.L.
n. vii. 143 One man in his time playes many parts, His Acts

being seuen ages. 1602 Htunl. in. iv. 68 At your age
The hey-day in the blood is tame. 1611 Wint. T. iv. iv.

108 They are giuen To men of middle age. '736 BAILEY
(Fol.) s.v. The Life of Man is divided into four different

Ages, Infancy, Youth, Manhood, Old Age, 1751 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v.,lhe Age of puberty commences at 14, and ends at

AGE.
about 35. ciSig WORDSWORTH To Yng. Lady t An old age
serene and bright, And lovely as a Lapland night.

6. esp. The latter part of life, when the physical
effects of protracted existence become apparent ;

old age.
1330 R. BRUNNE CArort. 1 14 A gode clerk wele in age. 1380

SirFerumb. 3481 Yam sumdel stryken in age. i^gSTREvisA
Barth. De P. R. xv in. xxvii. (1495)788 Houndes in aege haue
the Podagre. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xi. xxxvi, Who in

youth lyst nothyng to lerne, He wyl repent hym often in hys
age. 1599 SHAKS. Puss. Pilgr. xii, Crabbed age and youth
cannot live together. 1602 Haml. v. i. 79 Age with his

stealing steps, Hath caught [z>. r. claw'd] me in his clutch.

a 1631 DOSSE Sat. iii, Age, death's twilight. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Psend. />, iv. xii. 217 Many grow old before they
arrive at age. 1718 POPE liiadi. 96 Thus spoke the prudence
and the fears of age. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. I'ill. 100 A youth
of labour with an age of ease. 1843 TENNYSON Grandm. xxv,

Age is a time of peace, So it be free from pain. 1858 SEARS
A than. xiv. 122 The moroseness and peevishness of age.

7. Hence, The physical effects or qualities them-
selves

; oldness, senility. Of things: Maturity.
c 1460 Cm'. Myst. 139 Hese leggys here do folde for age.

1509 FISHER Wks. 294 For aege and febleness. 1599 SHAKS.
Much Ado in. v. 37 When the age is in, the wit is out. 1611
BIBLE cclns. xxx. 24 Carefulnesse bringeth age before the
time. 1859 J. LANG Wander. India 383 Bring several bottles

ofour Madeira, for theirs I do not like . . It has not age. 1877
L. MORRIS Hades i. 50 The failing ear and eye, the slower

limbs, Whose briefer name is Age.
II. A period of time.

8. The period of time contemporary with the

lifetime of any one ; the generation of men to

which any one belongs. (Used in fixing a date, but
not as a measure.)
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 61 Malcolm mad homage tille Ed-

ward our kyng, pat he and alle his age of Ingland said hold

f?at J>ing. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Mark xiii. 30 This age shal

not passe, tyl all these thynges be done. 1611 BIBLE Transl.

Pref. 5 S. Hierome. . the best linguist without controuersie,
of his age. "*735 POPE Donne Sat. iv. 2 Adieu to all the
follies of the age. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 183 What,
in our age, would be called gross perfidy and corruption.
1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. III. xi. 72 A dabbler in arts and
sciences beyond his age.

9. A lifetime taken as a measure of time ; a

generation.
1535 COVERDALE Fs. cxliv. 13, & thy dominion endureth

thorow out all ages. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan m. xxxiii. 203
The Writers of the New Testament lived all in lesse then
an age after Christ's Ascension. 17x8 Free-thinker No. 19.
128 A Duke is. . not to be seen in a Countrey-Church above
onee in an Age. 1853 Encycl. Brit. II. 233 Nestor is said
to have lived three ages when he was ninety years old.

10. A long but indefinite space of time, marked

by the succession of men.
t 1400 Destr. Troy Prol. 6 Off auntersben olde ofaunsetris

nobill, And slydyn vppon shlepe by slomeryng of Age. 1590
MARLOWE ist Pt. Tamburl. i. i. 6 Unhappy Persia, that in

former age Hast been the seat of mighty Conquerors. 1611 ,

BIBLE Eph. iii. 5 Which in other ages was not madeknowen
vnto the sonnes of men. 1654 CHAPMAN Alphonsits PL 1873
III. 212 H'as tane his leaue of me for age and age. 1816

J. WILSON City ofPlague i. i. 39 But one dread year Hath
done the work of ages. 1860 1 ENNYSON Locksley 137 Yet I

doubt not thro' the ages one increasing purpose runs.

b. often loosely in exaggeration.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. D. v. i. 33 To weare away this long

age of three houres. 16*7 FELTHAM Resolves i. xlvii. (1677) 75
In the dead age of night, a 1704 T. BROWN Lett, Wks. 1730
I. 178 1'his very minute seems an age. 1813 Miss AUSTEN
Pride fy Prej. xvii. 76 The two ladies were delighted to see

their dear friend again, called it an age since they had met.

C. occas. used for, A century. (Cf. Fr. sihfe.)
1594 BLUNDEVILLE Exerc. in. i. xxxvi. (ed. 7) 352 The space

of an hundred yeeres, called in Latine seculnm, and in Eng-
lish an age. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. in. (1636.) 1 1 The end
of the tenth, and beginning of the eleventh Age, after the
incarnation. 17^9 WESLEY Wks. 1872 X. 43 For they [Jerome
ard Hilarion] did not live within the first three ages. 1848
LOWELL Fable Poet. Wks. 1879, J 49/2 ^e true lo yourselves
and this new nineteenth age.

11. Hist. Any great period or portion of human

history distinguished by certain characters real or

mythical, as the Golden Age, the Patriarchal Age,
the Bronze Age, the Age of the Reformation, the

Middle Ages, the Prehistoric Age.
1297 R. GLOUC. o Of le world . . be firste age & tyme was

from oure firste fader Adam to Noe. 155* LYNDESAY Mo*
narche \\. 1948 Of Weris, said he the gret outtrage Began in

to the secunde aige. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 168, I would
with such perfection gouerne Sir, T'Excel the Golden Age.
1697 DRYDEN Virgil, Past. iv. 5 The last great Age, fore-

during the Middle Ages. 1865 TAYLOR Early Hist. Man. 1

The Stone Age falls into two divisions, the Unground Stone

Age, and the Ground Stone Age.

12. GcoL A great period or stage of the history of

the Earth, distinguished by its leading physical
features ;

an reon.

1855 KINGSLEY Glaucns (1878) 25 The Ice Age or Glacial

Epoch. 1857 H. MILLER Test. Rocks i. 53 In the Oolitic

ages insects become greatly more numerous,

III. Comb. t
in which age stands in objective

relation to a pr. pple., as age-adorning, -dispelling ;

or in instrumental relation to a pa. pple., as age-

cracked, -despoiled, -enfeebled, -honoured, -peeled,

-stricken, -worn, etc. ; or in limiting relation to a

pple. or adj., as age-coeval, -lasting, AGE-LONG, q.v.
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Also ageman obs., an old man
; AGELESS, AGE-

MATE, AGE-PBIEB, q.v.

1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 378 A beldame's age-cracked
voice. 1839 BAILEY Festus xxvii. (1848} 325 Age-peeled pin-

nacles. 1815 SCOTT Ld. of Isles i. Introd., Some age-struck

wanderergleansfewearsofscatter'dgrain. 1851 HAWTHORNE
Twice-told T. II. xix. 267 So age-worn and woful are they.

1846 Mosses i. vii. 163 Lifelong and age-coeval associations.

1839 BAILEY Festus xxxii. (1848) 352 Between eternity and
time a lapse., age-lasting. 1570-1 in Eccl. Proc. Durham
(Surt. Soc.) 225 Wm. Walker is an aidgeman and broken in

labour.

Age (^'dj), v. [f. the prec. sb.]

1. tntr. To grow old ; to become aged.
1398 TREVISA Barth. Da P. R. xv. Ixxiii. (1495) 516 Other

men there ben in Inde that lyue ful longe and aegen neuer.

1440 ['romp. Parv., Agyn, or growyn agyd, Seneo, sencsco.

1530 PALSGR. 418/2 Thought maketh men age a pace. 1673
Qf.f.vAnat.Platitsu. i. ii. 21 1682161 The other [skin] Post-

nate, succeeding in the room of the former, as the Root ageth.

1833 PRAED Poems(iS6s) 1.405 Queen Mab is ageing very fast.

1861 PEARSON Early f, Mid. Ages Eng. 393 He [Henry II]

stooped slightly and grew fat and gouty as he aged.

2. trans. To make old, to cause to grow old.

1636 EARL MANCHESTER Contempt. Mart. 182 A man might
age himselfe in it, and sooner grow old than weary. 1839
BAILEY Festus (ed. 3) 12/2 Grief hallows hearts even while

it ages heads. 1856 KANE Arct. E.trplor. I. xv. 173 An
Arctic night and an Arctic day age a man more rapidly and
harshly than a year anywhere else.

-age, suffix of abstr. nouns, originally in words

adopted from Fr., afterwards a living Eng. forma-

tive. [OFr. -age : late L. -aticum, a favourite ter-

mination of abstr. sbs. of appurtenance, and collec-

tives ; orig. neuter of adjectives in -dtic-us. Cf. cl.

L. situ-attctu of the wood (silva), It. sclv-aggio,

Pr. salv-atge, Fr. sauv-age, Eng. sav-age, with

viaticus of or pertaining to a journey (via), viati-

cum that which pertains to a journey, provision
for the way, later the making of a journey, Pr.

viatge, It. viaggio, Fr. viage, voyage ; umbrdticus

of or pertaining to the shade, shady (umbra),
late L. umbrdticum that -which is shady, shadi-

ness, a mass of shade, Fr. ombrage, Eng. um-

brage. Afterwards a common formative in Fr.

itself, as in entour-age ;
thence readopted in med.

L. as -agium : cf. homdgium, cariagium, formed
on Fr. hommage, cariage, which if formed in L.

would have been *hominaticum, *carricdticum."]

Meaning, i. From names of things, indicating ffiat

which belongs to or is functionally related to, as

(frorrt>-Fr.) language, potage, tonnage, umbrage,

voyage ; passing into the whole functional appa-
ratus collectively, m_baggage, foliage, plumage,
village ;

whence of Eng. formation cellarage, cord-

age, fruitage, girderage,2eafage, luggage, poundage,

socage, vaultage, etc. 2. From names of persons,

indicating function, sphere of action, condition,

rank, as (from Fr.) baronage, homage, personage,

vassalage, vicinage, villeinage, and of Eng. forma-

tion bondage, orphanage, parsonage, porterage, um-

pirage. 3. From verbs expressing action, as (from

Fr.) advantage, damage, equipage, marriage, mes-

sage, passage, pilgrimage, portage, usage ;
whence

of Eng. formation breakage, brewage, cleavage, post-

age, prunage, steerage, wreckage, etc.

Aged (Senses I, 2, fi'djed ;
sense 3, Aljd),///. a.

[f.
AGE v. + -ED, prob. orig. modelled on Fr. age."]

1. Having lived or existed long ; of advanced

age ;
old.

1440 Prompt Parv., Agyd, Antiquatus, senectus. c 1460
Cov. Myst. 97, I am so agyd and so olde. 1535 COVER-
DALE Ps. cxviii. loo Yee I am wyser then the aged. 1607
SHAKS. Coriol. n. iii. 176Aged Custome, But by your Voyces,
will not so permit me. 1634-46 J. Row (father) Hist. Kirk

(1842) 290 Mr. John Malcolme being the agedest. 1718 POPE
//zVw/xxm. 928ToAjax I must yield the prize; HetoUlysses,
still more aged and wise. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. II.

vii. 121 He was an aged man and weary of his office.

l6n TOURNEUR Atk. Trag. ill. i. 77 Ag'd in vertue. 1874
MAHAFFY Soc. Life in Greece ii. 28 The experience of Ho-
meric men was aged enough to know that probity secured

no man from the troubles of life.

2. Belonging to or characteristic of old age.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. in. i. 7 The aged wrinkles in my

cheekes. 1610 Temp. IV. i. 261 Shorten_vp their sinewes
With aged Cramps.
3. Of or at the age of.

1637 Brass in Kendal Ch. (NICHOLSON Kend. 68) Here
vnder lyeth the body of Alice . . who dyed the 25th day of
March 1637, being aged 26 yeares 5 months & od dayes.
1801 Times 16 Apr. 4/1 The demise of a lady aged 54 years.
1882 Daily News 8 Nov. 6/5 Racing. City Cup . . Hardrada,
a. [i.e. aged more than 6] yrs., 9 St. 9 Ib. Ibid. ,' Coursing.
All-Aged Stakes, of 6 gunjeas each.

Comb, t agedlike, a. obs. Having the appearance
or marks of age, senile.

1530 PALSGR. 305/1 Aagedlyke, senil.

Agedly (^-dsedli), adv. 1 Ol>s. [f.
AGED a. -t-

-LT?]
' After the manner of an aged person.' J.

a 1542 BOORDE Regyment Q ij b, For that wyll cause a man
to looke agedly. 155* HULOET, Agedlye, Vetuste. 1678
GOULDMAN, Agedly, seniliter, vetusle.

Agedness (^-dsednes). [f.
AGED a. + -NESS.]

VOL. I.

1. The quality of being aged, oldness.

1530 PALSGR. 193/2 Agydnesse, anciennete. 1635 J. HAY-
WARD Banish'd Virg. 214 My wrinkles and withered aged-
nesse. 1641 MILTON Ch. Discip. 1.11851) 26 For Custome
without Truth is but agednesse of Error. 1873 Spectator
8 Feb. 168/2 The agedness of the world, its sad want of

originality.
2. The quality of having reached a stated age.
a 1643 W- CARTWRIGHT Poems (N.) He still was strong

and fresh, his brain was gray. Such agedness might our

young ladies move To somewhat more than a Platonick
love. 1881 MRS. ELLIS Sylvestra II. 261 That middle-aged-
ness some men show so early.

Agee (adjr), adv. Sc. and dial. [A/rc/.l of

state + GEE, to move to one side, from gee! orjee! a
call to a horse to move to one side. Cf. a-s/ray.]

Aside, on or to one side; awry; off from the

straight line.

? 1800 A. CARLYLE Autobiog. 208, I wore my hat agee. 1837
Miss SEDGWICK Live ff let Live (1876) 190 A looking-glass
that don't make you look as if your face was all agee.

Ageing, aging (^''dgirj), -M. sb. [f. AGE v.

+ -I.NG!.] a. Becoming old. b. Giving the ap-

pearance of age to.

18790. GLADSTONE in Cassells Tec/in. Editc. I. 198 The
hot Hue leads into the ageing-room, where the cloth remains

suspended. 1881 M. PATTISON in Academy 12 Feb. 109/3
The unfortunate effect upon us of ageing. 1882 Daily News
3 Jan. 2/3 A New Way to Make Old Bronzes. This '

ageing'

process . . is, to say the least, rather 'Gothic
'

than Egyptian.

Ageing, aging (^
7i
'd.?io), ///. a.

[f.
AGE v. -t-

-ING^.J a. Becoming aged, showing signs of ad-

vancing age. b. Giving the appearance of old age.
1862 Com. Place Philosopher 153 Esteemed by all, though

gouty, ageing, and careworn. 1863 Sat. Rev. 204 Working
envenomed slippers for her penurious and aging spouse.

1870 MORRIS Earth. Parad. 1. i. 20 Many an ageing line . .

Ploughed his thin cheeks.

Agelast (ard^nocst). [f. Gr. a-fikadT-oi not

laughing ;
f. d not + ytXactT-ds laughable, -yfAacrr-r/s

a laugher ;
f. yt\d-(iv to laugh.] One who never

laughs.
1877 G. MEREDITH in Times 5 Feb. 4/5 Men whom Rabelais

would have called agelasts or non-laughers.

f Agela'stic, a. and.fi. Oiis. [f. Gr. d-yfXaar-os

(see prec.) + -ic.]
' One that never laughs.' Cock-

eram 1626. 'Never laughing; one who never

laughs; morose, severe.' Bailey 1731-

Ageless (^-d^les), a. [f. AGE sl>. + -LESS.]

Without old age or limits of duration ; never wax-

ing old or coming to an end.

1651 T. STANLEY Poems 24 Ageless ever singing. 1855
BAILEY Alystic 89 Fountains of ageless youth and maiden-
hood. 1858 NEALE Bernard de Alorluij: 17 Peace endless,

strifeless, ageless.

Age-long (/'djlpnj), a. [f. AGE sb. + LONG.]

Long with the length of an age, long as an age ;

lasting for an age.
1810 SOUTHEY Kefuima xxni. v. Wks. VIII. 189 Where the

heavenly Hours Weave the vast circle of his age-long day.
1862 LYTTON Strange iffo^y (1866) II. Ixxxvii. 355 The age-

long trees in the forest. 1878 L. MORRIS Hades 24 Self-

inflicted death and age-long woe.

Agelte, early form of AGUILT v. Obs., to sin.

t A'gely, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. AGE sb. + -LY2,

after daily, yearly."] Coming once in each age.
1621 BP.MOUNTAGU Diatribe 298 Theese [first-fruits] I con-

fesse, were not yeerely : no nor yet agely : but singularly

payed, once for all.

t A'gemate. Ots.
[f.
AGE sb. + MATE. Cl. play-

mate.] A fellow or equal in age ;
a coeval. (This

word is worth reviving.)

1583 STANYHURST^Im ii. (Arb.)6i Whilst I beheld Priamus
thus gasping, my syre his adgemate.

Agen, a spelling representing the southern pro-
nunciation of AGAIN, much used by the poets from

1 7th to beginning of igth c.

Agen, aghen, ahen, obs. forms of OWN a.

fAgence, v. Obs. rare. [a. Fr. agence-r to

adapt, adjust, OFr. agencier, f. a lo+geni pretty,

gentle ; perh. f. L. genitus (well-) bom. Cf. It. agcn-

zare, Pr. and Cat. agenzar."] To fit, adapt, or adjust.
a 1631 DONNE Aristeas 49 There was an order of Stones in

fashion of little Ovales that were Agenced and holding to-

gether and enfiled with little joncks of gold.

Agency (^djensi). [ad. med. L. agentia
=

facultas agendi, n. of state f. agent-em pr. pple. of

ag-Cre to do, act.]

1. The faculty of an agent or of acting ;
active

working or operation ; action, activity.

1658 SLINGSBY Diary (1836) 208 Privacy . . if your Hours in

it are not well employed, may become as dangerous as a place
of agency. 1762 EDWARDS Freed. Will\. v. (R.' The moral

agency of the Supreme Being . . differs in that respect from

the moral agency of created intelligent beings. 1830 COLE-
RIDGE Ch. <$ St. 140 The State shall leave the largest portion
of personal free agency to each of its Citizens, that is com-

patible with the free agency of all.

2. Working as a means to an end
;
instrument-

ality, intermediation.

1674 Ch. Xf Crt. of Rome r? The Agency of the Romish
Factors with the King of Spain, for the procuring a second

Invasion of their Native Country, a 1691 FLAVEL quoted
in H. Miller Sch. f,~Schoolm. ix. 11866.' 87 That the moral
infection came by way of physical agency. 1785 T. JEF-
FERSON Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 416 To set our treaty with the

piratical States into motion, through his agency. 1815
BAKEWELL Introd. Geol. 439 The geologists who exclude the

agency of fire from the formation of rocks. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. II. 175 A complete explanation and reconcili-
ation were brought about by the agency of Gilbert Burnet.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. Introd. 3 Requiring the agency of
certain insects to bring pollen from one flower to the other.

3. Action or instrumentality embodied or per-
sonified as concrete existence.

1784 BECKFORD l/athek (18681 20 An invisible agency ar-

rested his progress, a 1843 SOUTHEY To Allan Cunningham
Wks. III. 310 And still Antonides and Hooft Are living

agencies, c 1854 STANLEY Sinai$ Pal. i. (18581 35 The agency
by which the sea was dried up was ' a strong east wind.'

4. Comm. The office or function of an agent or

factor.

a 1745 SWIFT (J.) Content to live cheap in a worse country,
rather than be at the charge of exchange and agencies.
1800 WELLESLEY Desp. 715 Foreigners deal directly with the

natives, or with foreign houses of agency. 1875 POSTE Gains
in. (ed. 2) 429 In the contract of agency . . the principal is

called dominus or mandator.

5. An establishment for the purpose of doing
business for another, usually at a distance.

1861 Act 19 of Legisl. Counc. India vi, In any Circle of
Issue there may be also established an Agency or Agencies
of Issue in connection with a Bank or otherwise. 1882

Daily Ne^vs 4 Sept. 6/3 General Foreign News (through
Renter's Agency i. Ibid. 14 Oct. S/^tAch'f.) Solicitor to a Debt

Collecting and General Trades Protection Agency, ll'id. 28

Aug. 8/7 (Adi't.} Ladies requiring English and Foreign
Governesses .. are invited to send particulars to the Go-
vernesses' Agency.

Age lid. PI. agenda (obs. or arch.}, agenda
(adje'nda). [ad. L. agendum that which is to be

done ; gerundive of agfre to do.] The Eng. forms

agend, agends are now apparently obs.
;

for the

former the L. agendum occurs, but the only part
in ordinary use is the pi. agenda."]
1. gen. in //. Things to be done ;

matters of prac-

tice, as distinguished from matters of belief.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.Siipp. s.v. , Divines speak of^^ agenda
of a Christian, meaning the things to be practised by way of

contradistinction from credcnda or the things to be believed.

1860 MAI/RY Phys. Geog. Sea i. 67 Notwithstanding all

that has been done . . there still remain many agenda.

\Z. Matters of ecclesiastical practiceor ritual. Obs.

1629 ANDREWES Answ.Cdl. Perron i (L.) It is the Agend
of the Church, he should have held him to. 1642 WILCOCKS
Eng. Prot. Apol. 34 (T.) For the matter of our worship, our

credends, our agends, are all according to the rule. 1775

ASH, Agenda, the service of the church.

3. The items of business to be considered at a

meeting.
1882 Pall MattC. 16 Sept. 3 The most important item in

the n^'nda is to discuss the amendment of the Employers'
Liability Act.

4. coll. sing. A memorandum book. (Cf. Fr.

agenda.)
^753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Agenda, is also usedforabook

containing notes, or memorandums of things necessary to

be done. 1875 POSTE Gains n. (ed. 2) 300 Coiticillm denotes

. . a pocket-book, an agenda.

Agenesic (scd.^t-ne-zik), a. Phys. [f.
next + -ic.]

Characterized by absolute sterility.

1878 HARTLEY tr. Topinard's Anthropol.il. vii. 369 M. Broca
has defined the various degrees of sexual affinity, which he

calls : Abortive, Agenesic, Dyssenesic (without offspring) ;

Paragenesic, Eugenesic (with offspring^.

Agenesis (ad.^e'nesis). Phys. [f.
Gr. d priv. +

yeVfffis birth.] Imperfect development of the body
or any part of it. Also (on Gr. analogy) agenesia.

(Often confused with AGENXESIS.)
1853 MAYNE, Agenesia. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Agenesis and

Agenesia.

Agennesis (rcd^enrsis). Phys. [f.
Gr. d priv.

-r ytyfTjais engendering.] Male sterility, impotence.
Also (on Gr. analogy) agermesia.
1847 CRAIG, Agennesia. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Agennesis

and Agennesia.

Agent (t
71
'd.^ent), ///. a. and sb. [ad. L. agens,

agentem, acting, pr. pple. of ag-lre to act, do.]

A. adj. Acting, exerting power, as opposed to

patient, arch.
1620 MELTON Astrolog. 13 What a hot fellow Sol (whom

1821 DE QUINCEY COT/MS. (18621 83 Agent or patient, singly

or one of a crowd.

B. sb. [The adj. used absol.}

1. One who (or that which) acts or exerts power,

as distinguished from the patient, and also from

the instrument.
a 1600 HOOKER (J.) Deliberation is . . needless in regard of

the agent, which seeth already what to resolve upon. _
1614

RALEIGH Hist. World I. 5 For he maketh foure originals,

whereof three are agents, and the last passive and material!.

1646 S. BOLTON A rraignm. Errour 295 Nor are we to be meer

instruments moved by the will of those in authority . . but

are morall Agents. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (17621 I. III. xxvin.

nSOurfirst parents became accountable, because they were

free agents. 1809 TOMLINS Law Diet., Agent and Patient,

when the same person is the doer of a thing, and the party

to whom done : as where a woman endows herself of the

best part of her husband's possessions. 1870 BOWEN Logic
xii. 401 In conformity with this view, the distinction between

agent and patientrbetween something which acts and some

other thing which is acted upon, is formally abolished.
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AGENT.

2. He who operates in a particular direction, who
produces an effect. Of things : The efficient cause.

1656 tr. Hobbes's Elew. Philos, (1839) 131 The power of the

agent is the same thing with the efficient cause. 1699
BENTLF.Y Phalaris 155 When the Samians invaded Zancle,
a great Agent in that affair was Hippocrates. 1719 DE
FOE Crusoe 31, I was still to be the wilful Agent of all my
own miseries. 171* WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. (1738) v. 83
Nor can I think, that any body has such an idea of chance,
as to make it an agent or really existing and acting cause
of anything. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. \. vii. 3 Successful pro-
duction . . depends more on the qualities of the human
agents, than on the circumstances in which they work.

3. Hence in mod. Science : Any natural force act-

ing upon matter, any substance the presence of

which produces phenomena, whether physical as

electricity, chemical as actinism, oxygen, medi-

cinal as chloroform, etc.

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. on H'atcrs I. 81 Water is a most use-

ful agent in chemistry. 1833 BREWSTER ,\'at. Magic xii.

298 The disintegrating and solvent powers of chemical

agents. 1875 J. DAWSON Daiun of Life vi. 134 The Rhizo-

pods were important agents in the accumulation of beds of

limestone. 1880 GEIKIE Phys. Geog. ii. xi. 100 The winds
are the great agents by which the moisture of the atmo-

sphere is distributed over the globe.

4. Of persons: One who does the actual work
of anything, as distinguished from the instigator
or employer ; hence, one who acts for another, a

deputy, steward, factor, substitute, representative,
or emissary. (In this sense the word has numerous

specific applications in Commerce, Politics, Law,
etc., flowing directly from the general meaning.)
a 1593 MARLOWE Massacre at Paris in. iv, Go, call the

English agent hither straight. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /I 7
,

i.

iii. 165 Being the Agents, or base second meanes. 1607
TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (1673) 541 Diocletian . . was
Agent for the Romans in France. 1642 HOWELL/'^/-. Trav.

78 Made themselves a prey to their sollicitors and Agents.

1704 Land. Gaz. mmmmxxviii/4 Mr. John Pain, Agent to

the Regiment. 1745 MRS. DELANY Lett. 362 Agent, that is,

rent-gatherer, to the dean. 1818 Miss MITFORD in L'Es-

trange's Life II. xi. 22 He . . employed a certain Mr. Crab-
tree as his agent, steward, etc. 1826 SCOTT l\'oodst. (1832)

189 Since the devil fell from Heaven, he never lacked agents
on earth. 1847 CRAIG s. v., In Scots law, an agent is a
solicitor for the Court of Session or other courts. 1882

Negot. Instr. Act (India) 40 An agent who signs his name
to a promissory note, etc. without indicating thereon that he

signs as agent, is liable personally on the instrument.

5. Of things : The material cause or instrument-

ality whereby effects are produced ; but implying
a rational employer or contriver.

1579 W. FULKE Heskinss Parl. 621 The gallowes is no agent
or doer in those good thinges. 1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gent. \. iii.

46 Here is her hand, the agent of her heart. 1593 NASHE
Christs Teares 21/1 Not a nayle in it [the Crosse] but is a

necessary Agent in the Worlds redemption. 1661 BRAMHALL
Just Vind. 43 God doth often good works by ill agents.
it 1842 TENNYSON Lwe thoit thy Land x, Nature . . Thro'

many agents making strong, Matures the individual form.

1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. 26 Whatever thus furnishes

us with the first requisite of production is called a natural

agent, that is, something which acts for us and assists us.

6. Comb, and attrib., as agent-noun, word, etc.

1879 WHITNEY Sanskr. Gram. 374 There is hardly a suffix

by which action-nouns are formed which does not also make
agent-nouns or adjectives. Ibid. 385 Adjectives and other

agent-words.

t A'geut, v. Obs. or Sc.
[f.

the sb. ; cf. to///<?/.]
To act as agent in ; to carry out as agent.
1637-62 BAILLIE Lett. $ Jonrn. I. 9 The Duke was care-

fully solicited to agent this weighty business. 1681 Land.
Gaz. mdcxlix/2 All Writers to the Signet . . and other Per-
sons employed in Writing or agent ing. 1818 SCOTT Ht.
Midi. xiii. (1829) 105 I'll employ my ain man o' business,
Nichil Novit, to agent Effie's plea.

Agentess (c
7Ii
d^entes). rare. [f. AGENT sb. +

-ESS
;

cf. poetess^ A female agent.
1757 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1820* II. 31 (D.) I shall tomorrow

deliver to your agentess, Mrs. Moreland, something to send

you.

Agential (^d^e'njal), a. [f. late L. agentia, or

L. agenti- stem of ageus (see AGENT a.} + -AL
; cf.

essential, prudential^ Of or pertaining to an agent
or agency.
1872 F. HALL False Philol. 65 Of the same class with them

[' tangential' and ''exponential'} is 'agential,' a word of

prime utility, as referring, indifferently, to
*

agent' and to
*

agency' Ibid. 60 To obtain an agential substantive com-
plementing the \zr\> photograph.

Agelitship (^''d^entijip). [f.
AGENT sb. +

-SHIP.] The office or function of an agent; agency.
rti6i6 ?BEAUM. & FL. Lover's Prog.v. i. (R.) So good'ie

agent ! And you think there is No punishment due for your
agentship? 1862 F. HALL Refut. Hindu Philos. Syst. 214
Hence there exists, in spirit, agentship and non-agentship.

t Ageome'trical, a. Obs. [f. Gr. d- priv. +
GEOMKTRICAL.] Non-geometrical.
1668 in Phil. Trans. III. 686 That the Operations are not

to be accounted a-geometrical, because they are not per-
form'd by the Sole aid of Ruler and Compass.

t Age-prier. Law. Obs. [Anglo-Fr. ; f. Fr. age

age+/r/(V to pray, ask, subst. praying, asking;
latinized wtateni precari or sstatis prccatio^\
1641 Termes de la Ley 14, Age prier is when the action is

brought against an infant, of lands which he hath by discent,
there he shall shew the matter to the Court, and shall pray
that the action may stay till his full age of 21 yeares.

Ager, obs. or dial. f. EAGER sb., tide, bore.
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II Agerasia (pedser^i-sia). Also agerasy. [Gr.

dyrtpaaia eternal youth ; f. a priv. + fripas old age.]
The quality of not growing old ; non-appearance
of the signs of age ;

a green old age.
1706 PHILLIPS, Agerasia. 1721 ~&M\.v.\t Agerasy. 1775 ASH,

Agcraiia. i863GR|NDON Li/i'vi. (1873)82 Agerasia belongs
only to the soul : this alone lives in perpetuity of youth.

Ageratum (ad:$eTatm, pop. eedjar^t^m). Bot.

and Herb. [mod. L. ageratum t ad. (by Linnaeus^
cl. L. ageraton, a. Gr. ayrjpaTov name of a plant in

Dioscorides and Pliny, prop, neuter of dyrjparos
not growing old, f. a priv. + 7J)pas, -aros old age.

Formerly also in the Gr. form.]

fl. Herb. Some kind of 'everlasting' flower,
known to the ancients. Obs.

1567 MAPLET Greene Forest 31 Ageraton . . is like Origan
or Marigolde. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 271 Agera-
ton, it is an herb of the Ferula kind . . the flowers resemble
buttons or brooches of gold. 1706 PHILLIPS, Ageraton, an
Herb call'd Everlasting ; Mothwort, Cotton-weed, or Maud-
lin. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.^ Ageratum bears a near
resemblance to the costmary. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Ageraton
. . was probably the Achillea ageratum.
2. A genus of plants (NO. Composite, Div. Eitpa-

torix}, of which one species (A.J\fexiconuiri)t with

lavender-blue flowers in dense clustered capitules,
is a favourite garden annual.
1866 W. THOMPSON in Treas. Bot, 30 The Ctllestina agera-

toides, a half-hardy perennial with blue ageratum -like

flowerheads, much employed in bedding, must not be con-
founded with the true Agerations.

Agerdows, Skelton's (c 1525) spelling of

AU;KE-DOUX, -CE.

Agerse,///r. Obs.
;
see AGRASS.

t Age'SSe, v. Obs. rare*,
[f.

K- prcf. \ intens.

+ GIESS, OE. ge$se^\ To reckon on, expect.
a 1300 K. Horn 1181 He sede he wolde agesse To ariue in

westernesse.

Agest ; read a gcst
' in spirit' : see GHOST.

c 1230 Ancren Riwlt 372 Ne beo nout so ouer swuSe

agest [z-. r. igast] bet }e uor}emen be bodi.

Agest(en, obs. f. AGAST(EX v. Obs., to terrify.

Agestion, obs. variant of EGESTION.

t Age't, v. Obs. Forms : Inf. I a-get-au. Pa.

pple. i ageted, 3 ?aget, ageet, 5 agetted. [f. A-

pref. i intens. + GET.] To get hold of, seize.

937 O. K. CA/wt,,Dser Istg sec mceni^ garum ageted. c 1315
SHOREHAM 119 Tho that mayde was y-gret And wyth a

present wel a-geet Framvader oure of hevene. 1490 CAXTON
Eneydos xv. 57 A stronge wynde . . agetted theym in suche
a wyse that they were lyfte vp on hyghe fro the grounde.

t A-get, adv. phr. Obs. [A prep.
1 + GET (jet}

fashion.] According to fashion
; fashionably.

a 1440 Sir Degrevant 1181 Greyth myn hors on hore gere
And lok that thei be gay ;

That they be trapped a get In

topteler and in mauntolet.

t Age*te(n, a;e*te(n, v. Obs. /;//. i a-s6otan
ra.t. i ase^at. Pa. pple* 1-1 agoten. [f.

K prcpl
o\\\. + gt'otan to pour, cogn. w. OS. agiotan, OHG.
argio^an, mod. G. crgitszcn, Goth. usghitan^\
trans, and intr. To pour out, shed.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 7 Ageaett ofer heafud his.

c 1160 Hatton Gosp. ibid., Ageat uppon hys heafod. c 1000

Antfreas(Gttin] 1443 Swa bin swat age't. c 1*7$ Lamb. How.
127 >er hit [his blood] wes agoten in remissionem pecca-
t&rnm nostroruin.

I

1 Ageustia (agi/rstia). Med. [Gr. aytvffrin, f.

a-yfvoros not tasting ; f. d not + ytvaTo? vbl. adj., f.

yevfiv to taste.] Loss of the sense of taste.

1853 'n MAVSE Exp. Lex.

Ageyn, obs. form of AGAIN.

Aggat, obs. form of AGATE.

t Aggela'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [n. of action f.

L. aggeld-re to stiffen with cold
;

f. ag-=ad- to +

gela-re to freeze, f. gel-it frost. Cf. congelation^]
The act of freezing to, or congealing about.
a 1681 SIR T. BROWNK Pseud. Ep. n. i. (ed. 1686)41 Growing

greater or lesser according unto the accretion or pluvius
aggelation about the mother and fundamental atomes.

t AggC'nerate, v. Obs. [f. L. aggencrat- ppl.
stem niaggenera-re, adgencrare to beget in addi-

tion.] To beget or generate as an addition.
1660 T, STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 335/1 Other things

also, incommodious to those which he made, were aggene-
rated together with them.

i Aggeiiera'tion. Obs. Also adg-. [n. of

action f prec. : see -TION.] The action of generat-

ing or producing in addition.
c 1630 JACKSON Creed xti. iv. Wks. XII. 29 There have been

, . additions unto this church without substraction ;
con-

tinual adgeneration without corruption. 1660 T, STANLEY
Hist. Philos. I. vi. 60 Taking the form of a part (by aggene-
ration) through the digestive power of the animate body.

II Agger (re-dgai). [L. agger, f. agger-tre (see

AGGEST).] A mound ; esp. the earthen mound or

rampart of a camp, formed by the earth excavated

from the ditch ; a technical term of Roman Anti-

quities, extended to similar ancient works.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxix. (1495) 938 Agger
is an hepe of stones other a token in the hyghe waye. 1724
DE FOE, etc. Tour Gt. Brit. (17691 III. 114 Before the Gate
is an Agger, said to be the Burying-place of Hengist. 1877
LL. JEWITT Half-hrs. Eng. Antiq. 16 A circle of somewhat

irregular form . . surrounded by an agger and ditch.

AGGLOMERATED.

A'ggerate fce'dger^t), v. ?Ol>s. [f. L. aggerat-

ppl. stem oiaggeni-re to heap up ; f. agger a heap :

see prec.] To heap up. lit. and _/&*.

1553-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1596) 359/2 Aggerating and exag-
gerating the fault to the uttermost. 1693 W. ROBERTSON
Phrased. Gen. 55 To aggerate, or heap together . . To ag-

gerate a Tree ; i.e. to dung a Tree, or heap earth about it

. . To aggerate, i.e. to quicken pace or going. 1775 ASH,
Aggerate (not much used).

Aggeration (sedg^rft'jmV [ad. L. aggeration-
cni n. of action f. aggcrd-re : see prec.] A heaping

up ;
the raising of a heap. In Archeology the sup-

posed raising of a mound, as an inclined plane for

the elevation and erection of standing or elevated

stones, such as those of Stonehenge, etc.

1692 RAY Diss. of World \. i (L.) By these various ag-

Serations
of sand and silt the sea is closely cut short and

riven back. 183* SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 289, I think
the stones are more likely to have been raised by mechani-
cal means than by the rude process of aggeration.

t Agfferose (se^g&r^i's), a. Obs~ [f. assumed
L. *agfferdsus : see AGGER and -OSE.] Full of

heaps ; formed in heaps.
1731 in BAILEY ;

whence in JOHNSON, ASH, etc.

tAgge'St,^. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. aggest- ppl. stem

of agger-cre to carry to, heap up ;
f. ag- = ad- to -t-

gcr-ere to carry.] To heap up.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. 47 Mountains being only the

product of Noah's flood, where the violence of the waters

aggested the earth. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disf. 700 Ag-
gesting and cohibiting the excrements.

t Agge'Stion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. aggestion-em
n. of action, f. agger-ere: see AGGEST.] A heaping
up ; accumulation.

1659 HAMMOND On Ps. Ixxix. r. 397 Graves, which are made
by aggestion or casting up of earth. 1684 T. BURNET m
Blount's Nat. Hist. (1693)443 Factitious Islands. . made. . by
accidental Causes, as the Aggestion of Sands and Sandbeds.

Agglate, obs. form of AGLET.

Agglomerate (agl/-mewit), v. [f.
L. agglo-

merat- ppl. stem of agglomcra-re, f. ag- = ad- to +

glomera-re to wind or gather into a ball
;

f. glonnts
-cr-is a clew, clue, or ball. Cf. mod. Fr. agglo-

mcrcr, which may be immed. source of the Eng.]
f" 1. trans. To wind or roll into a ball. Obs.

1692 COLES, Agglomerate i to rowl together. 1721 BAILEV,
Agglomerate^ to roll or wind up into a bottom. [Whence
in JOHNSON.]
2. trans. To gather together in a rounded mass,

to combine mechanically without any adaptation
of parts ; to cluster or heap together.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. vi. 229 The Bloud is even-

tilated, and the hot particles agglomerated. 1751 JOHNSON
Ramb. 108 P 5 If we would know the amount of moments, we
must agglomerate them into days and weeks. 1873 FARRAR
Fam. Speech ii. 44 To agglomerate a number of words with-

out inflection or synthesis. 1878 LECKY Eng. in :8Mc. II. ix.

636 Working men . . were agglomerated by thousands in

great towns. 1879 G. GLADSTONE in Casselts TecJin. Editc.

IV. 18/1 It cannot be put into the furnace without being
first agglomerated into lumps.
3. intr. To collect in a mass. lit. andyf^.
1730 THOMSON A utitmn 766 The hard agglomerating salts,

The spoil of ages, would impervious choke Their secret

channels. 1847 J.WILSON Ckr. North 1.257 The heart and
the imagination can agglomerate around them. 1869 in Eng.
Mech. 7 May 147/3 The heated stratum of air agglomerates
to an *

igneous globe.'

Agglomerate (aglfrmeret), ppl. a. and sb. [ad.
L. agglomerat-us : see prec.]
A. adj. Gathered into a ball or cluster, or in

Bot. into a rounded head of flowers
;
collected into

a mass.
1828 KIRBY & SPENCE Entmnol. IV. xlii. 155 They are di-

vided into agglomerate ovaries and branching ovaries. 1858
GRAY Bot. Text-bk. 395 Agglomerate, heaped or crowded
into a dense cluster, but not cohering. 1879 G. MACDONALD
SirGibbie III. iv. 73 The sudden dispersion of its [a Scotch

congregation's] agglomerate particles.

B. sb. [The adj. used absol.~]

1. A collection or mass of things rudely or loosely
thrown or huddled together.
1831 Edin, Rev. LIV. 378 A general agglomerate of all

facts. i86$CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. I. in. xiii. 216 This Duchy
of Cleve, all this fine agglomerate of Duchies.

2. Geol. A mass consisting of volcanic or eruptive

fragments, which have united under the action of

heat ;
as opposed to a conglomerate, composed of

waterworn fragments, united by some substance

in aqueous solution.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. (1875) II. n. xxvii. 72 This great

overlying deposit . . is a white tufaceous agglomerate. 1881

GEIKIE in Nature No. 626. 606 The lavas and their associated

agglomerates.

Agglomerated (agV'mer^ted), ///. a. [f.
AG-

GLOMERATE v. + -ED.] Collected into a heap or mass.

1. Gathered into a ball or spherical mass.

1742 YOUNG Night Th. ix. 1911 And creations, In one ag-

S'omerated
cluster, hung. 1858 LEWES Sea-side Stud. 259/2

ne of my Daisies (A. Bellis) brought forth a round mass

of fifteen young, agglomerated together into a ball.

2. Collected in a mass or heap ; piled together ;

rudely or loosely united, without any mutual adapt-
ation of parts.

1774 A. CAMPBELL Lexiph. (ed. 4* 6 Agglomerated^ asper-

ities which may obumbrate your intellectual luminaries.



AGGLOMERATIC.
1784 COWPIIR Task in. 472 He builds Th' agglomerated
pile. 1878 RAMSAY Phys. Geogr. xiii. 207 It is formed chiefly
of the agglomerated shells of Paludina.

Aggloineratic (agV'mene-tik), a, Geol. [f.

AGGLOMERATE J0. 2 + -ic. Cf. liassic, basaltic, etc.]
Of the nature of a (geological) agglomerate.
1879 RUTLKY Study ofRocks xii. 233 The eutaxites of the

Canary Islands, and the piperno of Pianura, near Naples,
are agglomerate and banded lavas.

Agglomerating ;agl/rmewitin) f ///.a. [f. AG-
GLOMKHATE v. + -ING-.] Uniting into a hard mass.

1730 [See AGGLOMERATE v. 3.] 1869 \r\Eng. Mech. 6 Aug.
440/1 Tlie agglomerating substance must be the

'
brai sec.'

Agglomeration (agl^meiv'jbn). [ad. L. ag-

ghmcration-cm, n. of action f. agglomera-re : see

AGGLOMERATE v. Cf. mod. Fr. agglomeration, perh.
the immed. source of the Eng.]
1. The action of collecting in a mass, or of heap-

ing together.
1774 T. WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry II. 223 (T.) An exces-

sive agglomeration of turrets . . is one of the characteristick
marks of the florid mode of architecture. 1850 MLIKIVAI.K

Rom. Enip. (1865) VII. Hx. 2i8The Jews have grown into a
nation by the agglomeration of the worst of men from all

quarters. 1874 HELPS Soc. Press, ii. 18 The agglomeration
of too many people on one spot of ground.
2. A mass formed by mere mechanical union or

approximation ;
an unmethodical assemblage ;

a

clustering or cluster.

1833 CAKLYLE Misc. (1857) III. 192 Formless, blundering
Agglomerations. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany xiii. 215 It was an

agglomeration of forbidding-looking granite houses. 1866

LIDDON Bantpt. Lcct. viii. (1875* 494 Society is an agglom-
eration of self-loving beings. 1869 DUNKIN Midn. Sky 181

Orion is perhaps the finest agglomeration of stars to be
found in any portion of the heavens.

Agglomerative (aglp-meretiv), a.
[f.

L. ag-

glomerdt- ppl. stem of agglonicrd-rc (,see AGCLO-
MEUATE v.} + -IVE.] Of or pertaining to agglomer-
ation, tending to agglomerate or collect together.
1817 COLERIDGIC Poems, etc. 139 Taylor [is] eminently dis-

cursive, accumulative, and (to use one of his own words)

agglomerative. 1848 CAR. Fox Jrnls. fed. 2) II. 103 His
talents rather agglomerative than original,

Agglutinant (agU/7'tinant), a. and sb. [ad. L.

aggtiitinant-an pr. pple. of agglutind-re : see next.]
A. adj.

1. Gluing, cementing ; uniting closely.
1684 tr. Bonets .tfcrc. Comfit, vm. 300 A little Lint, with an

agglutinantplaster. . shuts the hole securely. 1758 LAYARD
Dis. Eye in Pkil. Trans. I. 753 Such agglutinant and con-

tracting collyria, as may reduce the distended coats and
vessels to their former size.

f2. Mcd. Having the property of adhering to the

internal organs and making up for waste. Obs.

1756 GRAY Wks. (1825) II. 192 For which I shall beg you to

prescribe me something strengthening and agglutinant, lest

it turn to a confirmed phthisis. 1783 P. POTTS Chirurg.ll'ks.
II. 388 This want of an agglutinant quality in the blood.

B. sb. [The adj. used absolJ]

1. Any sticky or viscous substance which causes

bodies to adhere together.
1732 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim. 297 tjou.) The ichthyocalla,

or isingglass of the shop, famous as an agglutinant.

f 2. Mcd. A medicine supposed to adhere to and

supply the waste of tissue. Obs.

1718 QUINCY Eng. Dispens. ii. 96 Of Agglutineiits. 1720
GIBSON Dispens. \. 11734) 47 Restoratives. . by their peculiar

properties termed Agglutinants, or Binders. 1751 CHAMBERS
Cycl., AggltitinantS) agglntinantia, in medicine a species
of strengthening medicines, whose office and effect is to

adhere to the solid parts of the body, and thus recruit and

supply the place of what is worn off, and wasted in the

animal actions.

Agglutinate (XglUrtinSt), ///. a. [ad. I., ag-

glfttutat-us pa. pple. of agglfttind-re to fasten with

glue; f. ag-
= ad- tQ+gliltina-re to glue; f. gluten,

in- glue.]
1. United as with glue; glued or cemented together.
1541 R. COI-LAND Galycns Terap. aDj, Is it possyhle . .

that an vlcere caued may growe togy trier and be agglu-
tynate before that the cauyte be replete with flesshe ? 1875
GRIFFITH & HENFREY Micros. Diet. s. v. Calympcraccx, A
delicate membrane agglutinate to the teeth.

2. Philol. Consisting of simple or root words com-
bined into compounds, without any important
change of form or loss of original meaning, as in

arroW'head-maker, castle-come-down, John-go-to-
bcd-at-noon.

1850 LATHAM I'ar. Alan 14 Languages, with an agglutinate,
rarely an amalgamate inflexion. 1871 EARLK Philol. Eng.
Fang. 255 These agglutinate forms, including such as
ic/tan- t /lasttnu, wiltit, . . are found in great numbers.

Agglutinate (agl/7-tiiwit), v. [f. prec., or on
analogy of vbs. so formed.]
1. To unite or fasten as with glue ;

to glue, to

cement.
1586 BRIGHT Melancholy xiii. 69 Sundrye actions being

performed, as to attract . . to agglutinate, etc. 1599 A. M. tr.

Galjclhoiter's Bk. Physic 22/1 Agglutinate the same, so close
that noe ayre can passe through. 1797 PEARSON in Phil.
Trans. LXXXVIII. 33, 1 could just agglutinate the powder
into one mass. 1863 LYEI.I, Antiq. Man App. 534 Con-
glomerates, in which shells or casts of them are agglutinated
together with sand and pebbles.

^

2. rhys. To cause to adhere. In an obs. sense,
lo add as new material repairing waste of tissue.

179

i6xo VENNER Via Recta \. 83 Egges . . speedily and purely
nourish . . because of an aptnesse that they have in their
substance to be assimilated, and agglutinated to the parts of
the body. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 199 Moreover
Sarcocol agglutinates Flesh. 1743 tr. }leister's Surg. 17 To
agglutinate and heal wounds. 1836 TODD CycL Anat. <y

Phys. I. 513/2 [Lymph] by agglutinating together the fibres
and layers causes the hardness which is so perceptible on
pressing the diseased part.
3. To combine simple words so as to express
compound ideas ; to compound.
1830 COLERIDGE Table Talk 11851) 67 The Ober-Deutsch

was fuller and fonder of agglutinating words together.
4. trans, and intr. To turn into glue.
1869 in Eng. Meek. 30 July 412/1 Alcohol . . agglutinates

copal. Ibid.) Shellac, elemi, and mastic agglutinate [in

boiling water].

Agglutinated (aglv7-tin<:Ued),///. a.
[f. prec.

+ -ED.J

f 1. Glued or cemented up. Obs.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelkoners Bk. Physic 104/2 Combure a
Hartshorn, in a potters oven, in an agglutinated pot.
2. United or joined as with glue or other sticky

substance
; cemented together.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. i, It hath been found
in the veins of minerals, sometimes agglutinated unto lead.

1835 KIRUY Habits -V Inst. Anim. I. xii. 332 Covered with
agglutinated particles of sand. 1835 GARROD Mat. Mcd.
led. 6) 190 Smyrna opium . . is made up of agglutinated tears.

Agglutinating (Sgl'tt'tnurUir)), ///. a.
[f.

as

prec. + -ING-.]
1. Gluing together ; adhesive

; closely uniting.
1664 H. MORI; Myst. Iniq. xvli. 177 That Mystery which

was . . intended for the most enduring and agglutinating
Cement of all those that are called by his Name. 1788
lHawKKDlncycl. t AflntmeH is used in collyrium, on account
of its cooling and agglutinating quality. '1872 \)\x\Corals
ii. 153 The grains become coated by the agglutinating car-
bonate of lime.

f2. Mcd. ^AGGLUTINANT A 2. Obs.

1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's ll-'A-s. 1046 Agglutinating or ag-
glutinative medicine is of a middle nature between the sar- '

coticke and the epuloticke. 1720 GIUSUN Disfem. \. i. (1734) )

25 Dragon's Blood . . is very much in use by reason of its

agglutinating quality.

ij. Philol. (Seequot., and cf. AGGLUTINATION 2.)
1866 1' ELTON Anc. <y Mod. Greece I. ii. ao Those [languages]

which .. express the grammatical relations by connecting
other words loosely with the significant elements, consti-
tute another group called the synthetic or agglutinating.

Agglutination (figl*/Z:tini*Jan). [ad. "L. ag-
glutination-em, n. of action f. agglfttina-re : sue

AGGLUTINATE aJ\
1. The action of agglutinating or gluing together ;

'

the state of adhesion or cohesion.

1541 R. COPLAND Galyens Tcrap. 2 C iij b, The causes that I

let and hyndre the agglutynacyon. ^ 1655 VINKS Lords ,

Supper (1677) 402 Reputed Christiansand believers, by an out- !

ward profession and agglutination. 1802 SMITHSON in Phil.
Trans. XCIII. 27 The sort of agglutination which happens

'

between the particles of subsided . . precipitates. 1878 ISr.r.i,

tr. GcgenbauersComp. Anat. 83 Some are distinguished by
theagglutination offoreign bodies cemented grains of sand.

^t. Philol. The combination of simple or root words
into compound terms, without material change of
form or loss of meaning.
1830 COLERIDGK Table Talk 7 May, The Platt-Deutsch

j

was a compact language like the English, not admitting
much agglutination. 1869 FARRAR Fain. Speech iv. 11873)
125 Agglutination may be described as that principle of lin-

guistic structure which consists in the mere placing of un-
altered roots side by side.

t3. Astron. (See quot.) Obs.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp.> Agglutination is used by
some Astronomers to denote the meeting of two or more
stars in the same part of the zodiac. Agglutination is more
peculiarly understood of the seeming coalition of several

stars, so as to form a nebulous star.

4. That which is agglutinated or cemented to-

gether ;
a mass or group formed by the adhesion

of separate things.
1615 CKOOKE Body ofMan 937 Aboue the forehead asfarre

as to the scaly agglutinations. 1846 GROTE Greece II. n. ii.

344 Sparta was . . but a mere agglutination of five adjacent
villages. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 50 The for-

mation of thickenings, adhesions, or agglutinations in con-
nection with the membrane.

Agglutinative (agli;7'tini:tiv, -etiv), a. [f.

I,, agghltinat- ppl. stem of agglntind-rc (see AG-
GLUTINATE a.} + -IVE.]
1. Of or pertaining to agglutination ; tending to

produce adhesion ; adhesive, cementing.
1734 R. WISEMAN Surgery t J.) Rowl up the member with

the agglutinative rowler. 1843 HUMBLE Diet. Geol., Agglit*
tinatiz'c, that which has the property ofcausing agglutination.

t2. Mcd. AGGLUTINANT A 2. Obs.

1634'!'. JOHNSON Party's ll
f
ks. 326 The Topick and parti-

cular Medicines are Agglutinative.

3. Philol. Characterized by agglutination ; using
it as the ordinary process of word-building.
1652 UKOUHART Jewel Wks. 1834, 194 Greek hath the

agglutinative faculty of incorporating words. 1861 MAX
MULLER Science Lang. viii. 311 The chief distinction be-

tween an inflectional and an agglutinative language con-
sists in the fact that agglutinative languages preserve the

consciousness of their roots, and therefore do not allow them
to be affected by phonetic corruption. 1875 WHITNEY Life
ofLang. xii. 232 Such words as im^tru-th'fnl-ly preserve an

agglutinative character,

Agglutinize (agl'w-tinaiz), v. rare. [f.
L. fl^-

AGGRANDIZEMENT.

glutin- stem of agglutin-are (see AGGLUTINATE a.}
+ -IZE.] An unnecessary by-form of AGGLUTINATE.
1872 M. B. EDWARDS Kitty I. xxiv. 235

'

Fool that I was :

fool that lam : fool that I shall be, 'she said to herself again
and again, conjugating the agglutinised verb in all its tenses.

Aggot, obs. form of AGATE.

Aggra'ce, agra'ce, v.arch.rarc. [f.A//-</.n
+ GKACE v., in imitation of It. aggratiaret agratiaret

mod. aggraziare to grace; f. ag- ad~ to + gratia,
grazia, favour.]

f 1. trans. To favour. Obs.

1596 SPENSER F. 0.1.x. 18 She graunted : and that knight
so much agra-sle That she him taught celestiall discipline.
2. To add grace to, to grace, arch.

1825 WIFKICN Jems. Deliv. (tr. Tasso) xx.cxxlii. (1857)493
'

Unhappy arms ! that from the war return With scarce a
spot your mistress to aggrace.'

t Aggra'ce,^. Obs. [f.thevb.] Favour, grace.
1596 Si'KNstR F. Q. ii. viii. 56 So goodly purpose they to-

gether fond Of kindness and of courteous aygrace.

Aggrandizable (a-gnviubi^ab'l), a.
[f.

AG-
GUAM>IZE?'. + -ABLE.] Capable ofbeing aggrandized.
1864 in WEBSTER.

tAggrandiza'tion. Ot>s.
[f. AGGRANDIZE 4-

-ATION, after words from -i'.c ~ late L. -izarc, of Gr.

origin.]
= AGGRANDISEMENT.

1663 WATERHOUSE On Fortescue 197 tT.^ No part of the

body will consume by the aggrandi/ation of the other. 1683
K. HOOKER Pre/. Pot-dage's Mysi. Di->. 25 The Aggrandiza-
tion, as I mai >ai, and Exaltation, and vcri Glorilication of
the i'rince of Devils.

Aggrandize (Ee'grsendaiz), v.
[f. ^T.agrandiss-

extended stem of agrand-ir ^i6th c. aggr-^ t prob.
ad. It. aggrandirc ;

f. ag- ad- lo+gra/ittire, L.

grandjrc to make great ;
f. gramtis large. The

ending is assimilated to words of Gr. origin with

-IZE.]
1. trans, lo enlarge, increase, magnify, or in-

tensify (a thing).
1634 T. HHKULKT Trar. 7 vT.i The devil has infu.sed pro-

digious idolatry into their hearts, tnough to relish his palate
and aggrandize their tortures. 1656 EARL MONM. Advt.fr.
Parnass. 48 Making use of the calamities of others, as an
instrument thereby to agrandizc his authority. 1748 ANSON
I ~oy. i. viii. ted. 4* 1 10 That no circumstance might be want-
ing which could aggrandize our distress. 1855 BAIS Senses

$ Intcll. in. ii. ii The whole soul, passing into one sense,

aggrandizes that sense and starves the rest. 1868 RASKIN
Pol. Econ. Art \. 80 The selfish and tyrannous means they
commonly take to aggrandize or secure their power.
2. To increase the power, rank, or wealth of (a

person or a state). Often rcjl.
1682 BLKNMT Rights of Princes Pref. 3 For the aggrandi/-

ing or maintaining his m-phews and kindred. 1780 W.Coxi;
Kuss. Discm'. -2.'2 Every circumstance \\ Inch contributes to ag-
grandize the Russian empire. 1800 WELLINGTON in Gen.

Dcsp. I. 207 If we aggrandize ourselves at the expense of
the Mahrattas. 1872 VMATS Gnrwtli <y I'iciss. Connn. yj
Venice was aggrandised by this traffic.

3. To make (a thing) appear greater ;
to give a

character of grandeur to
;
to embellish, exaggerate.

1687 Death's I'is. (17131 Pref. 2 'Tis pleaded, that Religion
aggrandizes a Poem. 1775 T. WAKTOS Hist. Eng. Poetry I.

53 Nothing could aggrandise Fingal's heroism more highly.
1779 JOHNSON L.P., Pope Wks. iffy IV. 119 The ship-race,

compared with the chariot-race, is neither illustrated nor

aggrandised. 1848 H. MILLER First hnpr. ix. (1857) 144 The
scene, though small, is yet aggrandized with much art.

4. To make (a person) appear greater ;
to exalt.

1753 RICHARDSON Grandison 11781) III. xviii. 161 Your
pretty imagination is always at work to aggrandize the man,
and to lower the babies. 1823 LAMU Etia Ser. it. xxiv.

(1865) 433 The first tiling to aggrandise a man in his own
conceit, is to conceive of himself as neglected.

\ 5. intr. To become greater; to increase. Obs.

Cf. Fr. s\igrandir.
1646 HALL Poems 8 Follies continued till old age, do ag-

grandize and become horrid. vjoiLonel, Gaz. mmmmlxxiv, 2

Could not but with Horrour see him aggrandize in Power.

Aggrandized (se'graendaizd), ///. a. [f. prec.
+ -ED.J

f 1. Made greater, magnified, really or in appear-
ance. Obs.

iyzz WOLLASTON Rclig. Nat. v. no Fame and reports may
proceed . . from small matters aggrandized.
2. Increased in rank or influence; elevated, exalted.

1790 BUKKK Fr, Rcvol. 293 Who certainly would not have
limited an aggrandized creature, as they have done a sub-

mitting antagonist. 1877 Times 16 Nov., Austria may dis-

like the establishment on her frontier of an aggrandized
or new Court.

Aggrandizement (ngrarndizment). Also ag-

grandisement, [a. Kr. agrandisstment (spelt by
(Jotgr. 1611 aggr-", n. of action f. agrandir: see

AGGRANDIZE and -MKNT.]
1. The action of aggrandizing or exalting in

power, rank, or influence ; exaltation, advancement.

1656 BUM/NT Glossogr.^ Aggrandisement, a greatning, in-

larging, advancement. 1670 G. H., tr. f/ist. Cardinals if.

i, 134 They .. give themselves over to the aggrandizement
of their Nephews. 1730 BoLntaBROKB0M Hist. vii. (R.* He
projected the aggrandizement of France. 18^8 LYTTOX
Harold ix. 278 Enemies . . would encounter Tostig in every
scheme for his personal aggrandisement.
2. The state or condition of being aggrandized.
1734 tr. Rolliu's Anc. Hist. 11827) I. Pref. 7 Who looked

upon the fall of Jerusalem as their own aggrandisement.
1839 JAMES Louis XIV\ HI. 214 That his success and his

23-2



AGQRANDIZER.
aggrandizement were intimately united with those of France.
1871 BLACKIE Four Phases i. 7 Utter indifference to worldly
aggrandizement.
3. lit. Enlargement, increase in size.

1830 LVELL Princ. Geol. I. 305 The aggrandizement within
the estuaries far more than compensated the losses on the

open coast.

Aggrandizer (argrsendaizsj). [f.
AGGRANDIZE

v. -f- -ER 1
.]

One who aggrandizes or makes great.
1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. xv. i. 405 The aggrandizer

of religion ; a title which he prefixed to his name when he
mounted the throne. 1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. v. 204
The nobleman who . . is not the aggrandizer of his family.

Aggrandizing (ue-graencUizin), vbLsb.
[f.

AG-
GRAXDIZE v. + -ING *.] The act or process ofmaking
greater, increasing, or exalting ; aggrandizement.
1670 G. H. tr. Hist. Cardinals \. iii. 63 How much the

Popes have exceeded in aggrandizing of Cardinals. 1783
WESLEY in IVks. (1872) IV. 245 His aggrandizing the Psalms
. . even above the New Testament.

Aggrandizing (argraendsizinX ///. a.
[f. as

prec. + -ING^.] Increasing in power or influence.

1879 M CARTHY Own Times II, 351 To restrain the ag-
gressive and aggrandizing spirit of Russia.

1* Aggra'te, v. Obs. f&d.lt.aggratare(F\oriQ'):
late L. aggrdttire: see AGREE].
1. To please, gratify. (

= AGREE v. I.)

1591 SPENSER Teares ofMuses 406 From whom whatever
thing is goodly thought, Doth borrow grace, the fancie to

aggrate. 1596 F. Q. n. ix. 34 And each one sought his

lady to aggrate. 1633 P. FLETCHKR Purple /si. vn. xxxvii,
Their gleams aggrate the sight, a 1755 G. WEST Abuse of
Trav. (1807) 20 But not for liberty they wagen war, But
solely to aggrate their mighty lord.

2. To thank, express gratitude to.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple fsl. n. ix, The Island King . .

Aggrates the Knights, who thus his right defended.
F With these two senses cf. those of GRATEFUL, i. pleasing,

agreeable, 2. thankful.

t A'ggravable, - Obs.
[f.

L. aggrava-re (see
AGGRAVATE a.} +-BLE.] Tending to or full of ag-

gravation. (Cf. peaceable, comfortable?)
1664 H. MORE Myst, Iniq. 112 This horrid reproach against

the Person of Christ is still the more aggravablc. a 1733
NORTH Kxam, n. v. 407, I have not met with any Thing of
the Genus scandalosum so aggravable as this.

t A'ggravate, ppl.a. Obs.\ also 5-6 agravate.

[ad. L. aggravdt-us, pa. pple. of aggrava-re to

render heavy or troublesome
;

f. ad to -\-grava-re
to make heavy ;

f. gravis heavy.]
1. Loaded, burdened, weighed down. ///. and fig.

1471 RIPLEY Camp. Alch. in Ashmole (1652) v. xxxix. 157

Theyr pursys, wyth pounds so aggravate, c 1510 BARCLAY
Mirr. GoodPlanners 11570.1 A ij, Faynt croked age frayle and
oblivious Agrauate with yeres.

2. Loaded with the exsceratio gravior ; under

ecclesiastical censure ; excommunicated.
1481 CAXTOX Reynard i Arb. > 43 Hyt were grete repref to

you, my lord the kyng . . that men shold saye ye reysed and
accompanyed yourself with a cursyd and person agrauate.

3. Made more serious as an offence ; heightened
or intensified (in a bad sense).
1548 HALL Citron. Edward FtR.) A small displeasure doen

to you . . hath been sore aggrauate. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt,

Exempt, v. 20 The occasions ofan aggravate crime, a 1733
NORTH Exam, i. ii. 93 Obnoxious for High Treason, or most

aggravate Practices of Sedition.

Aggravate (argravvU), v.
;

also 6 agrauate.

[f.
AGGRAVATE ///. a.

;
used to render L. aggravdrc,

and replace the earlier AGGREGE. The appearance
of the Fr. ag(g}raver (a Latinized refashioning of

the earlier d&rizv>"),also adopted in Eng.as aggravet

probably helped the prevalence of aggravate. See

AGGHAVE, AGGRIEVE, AGGREGE.] To make heavy
or heavier; hence, to put weight on

;
to add weight

to ;
to add apparent weight or importance, to ex-

aggerate.
I. To put weight upon.

fl. trans. To make heavy ;
to load, burden, weigh

down ; hence, to cumber, impede, retard. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 418/2 A folysshe answere may agravate [Fr.

agreger ou agrauer\ a mannes mater more than one wolde
wene of. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India 252 That they doe
not agravate or molest your subjectes. 1598 YONG tr. Diana
176 A great greefe aggrauateth the hart that suffers it. 1603
KLORIO Montaigne (1634* 147 He was so exceedingly aggra-
vated with travell, and over-tired with wearinesse.

fb. To load (any one) with. Obs.

1573 TWYNK Cont. Phayers JEnridos xi. H h iij b, Drances
. . Standes up, and him in wordes doth blame, and ag-

grauates with ire. [Cf. 1513 DOUGLAS s3Lneis xi. vii. 112

Aggregeing on him wraith. L. aggerat iras.}

\ 2. To load or heap anything heavy upon. Obs.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abuses (1877) 98 If the punishment ..

were aggrauated and executed upon the offenders. 1586
T. B. tr. La Priniaudayes Fr. Acad. \\. (1594! 62 To ag-

grauate so much the more his iust and fearefull Judgement
vpon our heades. 1700 BURKE Fr. Rcvol. 39 In order to

lighten the crown still further, they aggravated responsibility
on ministers of state.

1 3. trans. To lay to the charge of any one ; to

bring as a charge or 'gravamen' (against}. Obs.
1626 MEADEin Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 329 III. 233 Aggravating

it as an act of Rebellion. 1641 BAKER Chron. (1679* 80/2
Their spokesman to the King to aggravate his breach of

promise. 1678 MARVELL Corr. 321 Wks. 1872-5 II. 580 His

having appeared at the King's Bench barre, being aggra-
vated as a new crime against him.
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f4. absol. To bring charges (upon}. Obs.

1672 MARVELL Rehears. Transp. \. 120 While he aggra-
vates upon Religion . . he doth so far alleviate and encour-
age Debauchery. 1679 JENISON Narr. Pop. Plot 39, I love
to tread softly on the Graves of the deceased, and therefore
shall no further aggravate.

II. To add weight to.

f5. trans. To add weight or intensity to; to

strengthen, increase, or magnify. Obs. in gen. sense.

1549 COVERDALE Paraphr. Erasni. Heb. vi. 16 Men to ag-
grauate theyr othe do swere by hym that is greater. 1635
\V. AUSTIN Medit. 46 All these aggravate the greatnesse of
his Humility : and that, aggravates the greatnesse of his
Love. 1698 in Col. Rec. Penn. I. 544 Becaus Coll. Quarry,
the Judge of the admiralty, aggravats it as an action of y*
governments.
6. esp. a. Of things evil : To increase the gravity

of, to make more grievous or burdensome ; to make
worse, intensify, exacerbate.

1597 DANIEL Civ. Wares \\. xvj, To aggravate thine owne
afflictions store. 1610 H EALEY St. A ng., City ofGod 460 Why
doe we agravate our misery? 1756 BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc.
Wks. I. 10 To introduce new mischiefs or to aggravate and
inflame the old. 1788 JOHNSON Lett. 143 I. 312 If grief
either caused or aggravated poor Queeney's illness. 1824
DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 93 To aggravate the terror of his invec-
tive. 1875 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emp. vi. (ed. 5) 86 Its dangers
from foreign enemies were aggravated by the plots of the
court. 1880 GLADSTONE in Daily News 16 Mar. 2 8 Instead
of relieving all estates up to 2,ooo/. he aggravates the duty
at 5oo/.

b. Of offences : To make more heinous, or offen-

sive
;
to increase in offensiveness.

159* Edward III, n. i. 24 That sin doth ten times aggra-
vate itself That is committed in a holy place. 1616 R. C.

what follows with himself.

7. To exasperate, incense, embitter (a person) ;

fam. to provoke, arouse the evil feelings of.

1611 COTGR., Aggravanter, to aggravate, exasperate. 1634
T. HERBERT Trav. 93 This aggra[va]ted the Persian king
exceedingly to be so bearded. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa
(1811) I. 345 If both were to aggravate her parents, as my
brother and sister do mine. 1858 THACKERAY Virg. xvii.

134 '1 hreats only served to aggravate people in such cases.

b. To irritate, inflame (physically).
1880 Miss BIRD "Japan I. 366 With stinging wood smoke

aggravating the eyes.

III. To add weight unduly.
8. To make the most of; to represent (a thing)

as graver, more serious, or more important ; to

exaggerate. Obs. exc. in extension of 6,

1555 HARPSFII;LD Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 179 Setting
forth and aggravating the great spoil late made in Rome.
1580 BARET Alvearie A 231 To Aggrauate and make more
then it is, Exaggerare ran. 1674 MARVELL Rehears. Transp.
n. 220, I have not in the least aggravated your sense or
words. 1740 in Col. Rec. Penn. IV. 441 You have greatly ag-
gravated the number of Servants Inlisted by calling them
several hundreds. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. III. xii. 251
It was not hard, whenever it was convenient, to insist on
and to aggravate the offence.

Aggravated (re-gravcited), ///. a.
[f. prec.+-ED.]

fl. Heaped up, charged. Obs.

1603 GREEHWEV Tacitus, Ann. IV. vL (1623) 96 For other

things aggrauated against him, he was arraigned.

f2. Increased, magnified. Obs. in gen. sense.

1548 HALL Chron. Edit*. K(R.l Small matters aggrauated
with heinous names. 1727 THOMSON Summer \i-2~i Follows
the loosen'd aggravated roar, Enlarging,deepening, mingling.
3. Increased in gravity or seriousness: made worse,

or more grievous ; intensified in evil character.

(71638 MEDE Wks. \. xxvii. 117 This Sacriledge or Sacri-

legious act committed by Ananias is . . partly aggravated
by the inexcusableness thereof. X7ia STEELE Spect. No. 472
F i A poor Man in the Agony of Pain, aggravated by Want
and Poverty. 1810 SOUTHEY Kehama \. vii. Wks. VIII. 5 For
who could know What aggravated wrong Provoked the

desperate blow ! 1862 STANLEY Jewish Ch. (1877) I. v. 101
Calamities . . exhibited here in aggravated forms.

^..fam. Exasperated, incensed, irritated, provoked.
1611 COTGR., Aggravante, aggravated, exasperated. 1848

DICKENS Dombey 516
' I'm very much obliged to you, Misses

Brown,' said the unfortunate youth, greatly aggravated.

Aggravating (K-gravtfitiq), vM. sb. [f. as prec.
+ -ING!.] The process expressed by the verb AG-
GRAVATE. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1659 MII.TON Civ. Power Wks. 1851, 332 To the multiply-

ing and the aggravating of sin to them both. Mod. Re-
lieving the pain instead of aggravating it.

Aggravating (ce-grav^tin), ///. a. [f. as prec.
+ -ING-.]
1 1. Bringing a charge against ; accusatory. Obs.

1640-4 in Rushworth's Hist. Coll. (1692^ IV. 250The Articles
of Impeachment . . were carried up to the Lords, and a smart
aggravating Speech made at the delivery of them.
2. Adding weight, effect, intensity. Usually in an

evil sense, Making worse, or more heinous.

1790 BEATSON Nav.ff Mil. Mem. I. 27 Dragged from their
master's house, with very aggravating circumstances.

3. fam. Exasperating, irritating, provoking.
1775 ASH, Aggravating, exaggerating, provoking. 1825

Br. Jonathan III. 383 Say no more, that s enough, rather

aggravatin' though, at first. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. xv. 381
You're an . . aggravating, bad old creature !

Aggravatingly (se-gravv^tiijli), adv.
[f. prec.

+ -LY-.] In an aggravating manner
;

in a manner
that makes worse, embitters, irritates, etc.

AGGRAVIDIZATION.
di68oR.ALLESTREE4o5>rw.(L.) If I had worded this more

aggravatingly. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. vii. 43
My sister aggravatingly held up her hands. 1861 All Yr.
Round 3 Aug. 447 The aggravatingly wakeful condition of
the inhabitants.

Aggravation (segrav/ijan). Also 5 agraua-
cion. [Prob. a. Fr. aggravation (Cotgr. 1611) ad.
I*, aggravation-em, n. of action f. aggravd-re : see

AGGRAVATE a.]

fl. The laying on of burdens, oppression. Obs.
1481 CAXTON Myrrour in. x. 153 Nature may not suffre . .

the sodeyn agrauacions ne griefs, of whiche by their folyes
they trauaylle nature.

f2. The charging as an offence ; accusation. Obs.

1647 MAY Hist. Parl. \. ix. 112 Severall Members were ap-
pointed to present those particular charges . . which they all

did, making large speeches in aggravation of their crimes.

1675 BAXTER Cath. TheoL n. i. 212, I only answer your ag-
gravation of uncomfortableness of their Doctrine.
3. Ecdes. (See quot.)
1611 COTGR., Aggravation . . a curse, excommunication, or

execration denounced against an obstinate offender. 1751
CHAMBERS CycL, Aggravation, in the Romish canon-law, is

particularly used for an ecclesiastical censure, threatening
an excommunication, after three admonitions used in vain.
Ibid, f rom Aggravation they proceed to re-aggravation ;

which is the last excommunication. 1864 KIRK Chas. the
Bold I. n. iv. 583 The Church was invited . . to hurl its in-

terdicts, excommunications, 'aggravations' and 're-aggra-
vations.'

4. A making heavier, graver, or more heinous ; the
fact of being increased in gravity of seriousness.

1615 T. ADAMS White Devill 4 Thus the aggregation of
circumstances is the aggravation of offences. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intcll. Syst. 473 Though in way of Aggravation of
their crime, it be said, that they also worshipped the Creature
more than the Creator. 1801 WF.LLESLEY Desp. 203 None of
these evils have been diminished . . their daily increase and
aggravation are notorious. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. 6. 206
Circumstances so unfavourable to virtue . . could hardly ad-
mit aggravation. 1851 MARIOTTI Italy n The consequent
aggravation of hard, senseless, suspicious despotism. 1855
Jiss. Intuitive Mor. 38 Then eternal punishment would be
too great for any multiplication or aggravation of sins.

f5. Making the most of (in a bad sense); ex-

aggeration. Obs.
1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. IT. 2173 But, I from aggrava-

tions will forbeare. 1699 BENTLEY Phalaris Pref. 33 Rhe-
torical aggravations above the naked and strict Truth. 1743
TINDAL tr. Rapin's Hist. II. xvn. 73 It might be thought,
Buchanan, who hated the queen, has used aggravation, if

what happened afterwards did not too evidently confirm
what he said.

Q.fam. The action of exasperating, or irritating.

1 7, A circumstance that renders more weighty or

important. Obs. in the general sense.

1653 BAXTER Saints' Rest iv. ix. (1662)745 Consider of the
several aggravations of the mercy of the Spirit enabling
thee thereto.

b. esp. *An extrinsic circumstance or accident, which
increases the guilt of a crime, or the misery of a

calamity.' J.

.

I553"5 LATIMER Serm. $ Ron. (18451 351 Not any new in-

disposition, but one of old standing, though lately increased

by fresh aggravations. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 174 What
a hainous aggravation of their sin it is, that they commit it

after Baptism. 1791 T. PAINE Rights ofMan. (ed. 4) 135 It

is no relief, but an aggravation to a person in slavery, to re-

flect that he was sold by his parent. 1855 BAIN Senses $
Intell. n. ii. n 11864) 134 Confinement is the chief aggra-
vation of all those impurities.

Aggravative (se'grav^tiv), a. and sb. rare.

[f. L. aggravat- ppl. stem of aggrava-re (see AG-
GRAVATE a.} +-IVE.] adj. Of or pertaining to ag-

gravation ; tending to aggravate, sb. That which

aggravates or tends to aggravate.
a 1735 NORTH Exam. n. v. 319 We rose up to Oates's Plot

by a Climax of Aggravatives. 1863 SALA Capt. Dang. II. viii.

278 By the endearing aggravative of Jemmy he is . . known.

Aggravator (argrav^tsj). [f. AGGRAVATE v. +
-on, as if a. L. *aggravator agent-noun i.aggravdrc :

see AGGRAVATE a.] One who, or that which, ag-

gravates.
1598 FLORIO, Granatore, an aggrauator, a grieuer, a

molester. 1860 HOTTEN Slang Diet. , Aggera'ivators (corrup-
tion of Aggravators\ the greasy locks of hair in vogue among
costermongers and other street folk, worn twisted from the

temple back towards the ear.

t Aggra've, v. Obs. rare. ;
also agrave. [a. Fr.

aggrave-r (earlier agraver] : see AGGRILVE ] A by-
form connecting AGGRIEVE and AGGRAVATE.
1530 PALSGR. 419/11 I agnidge, I am agraved, Je stt/s

grcue. i6ia T. TAYLOR Titus \. 12(1619)356 When the heart
is so aggraved, the whole man is vnfit either for heauenly or

earthly exercise.

Aggra've, st>. Obs. [Fr.] = AGGRAVATION 3.

1725 tr. /?*//, EccL Hist, \ythc. I. v. 190 An Error, com-
mon enough, that Excommunication is not denounc'd till

after the Fulmination of the Aggrave.

t Aggravidiza'tion. Obs. rare~l
. [n. of ac-

tion (see -ATION) from assumed \\>.aggravidizc, f. L.

ad to +gravid-its
'

heavy, weighted
'

+ -IZE. In loc.

cit., perh. an error for aggrandisation, though as

likely to be an actual formation by the author.]
Increase of weight or gravity, aggravation.
a 1641 BP. MOONTAGU Acts ff Mon. 404 They . . opposed, ac-

cused, traduced, persecuted him many wayes, unto death . .

no great evidences of any pitifull, mercifull, compassionate
disposition, which received an aggravidisation in continuing
the same to his name, memory, and succession.



AGGREGABLE.

Aggregable (oe-grigab'l), a. 106s. [f.
L. ag-

gregd-re : see -BLE.] Capable of being collected

into one mass.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 2 Their particular Images, by Art,

are aggregable and diuisible.

Aggregate (^'grfget, -<rit), ///. a. and sb. ;
also

4-5 aggregat. [ad. L. aggregdt-its united in a flock,

associated, pa. pple. of aggrega-re, f. ag- = ad- to +

grcga-rc to collect ;
f. grex, greg-em a flock.]

A. ///. adj.
1. pple. Collected into one body.
c 1400 Apol. for Loll. 16 Aggregat, or gedred to gidre in

on. 1471 RIPLEY Conip. Alcli. in Ashmole (1652) iv. viii. 146
In our Conjunccion four Elements must be aggregat. 1509
HAWES Past. Pleas. (1845) 181 Whan in my minde I had
well agregate Every thinge that I in hym had sene. 1672
BAXTER Bagskaw's Scandals iv. 23 Scarce now to be num-

bred, any more than drops that are aggregate in a Pond.

1866 ROGERS Agric. fy Prices I. x. 165 After the Reforma-

tion estates became more aggregate and insulated.

2. adj. Constituted by the collection of many parti-

cles or units into one body, mass, or amount
;
col-

lected, collective, whole, total.

1659 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 116 Were I not an aggre-

gate person, and so obliged . . to provide for my dependents.

1685 MORDEN Geogr. Rect. 68 Polonia . . is an aggregate

^ 223, 4

were they but the representatives of the aggregate Hellenic

races ? 1876 ROGERS Pol. Econ. ii. 2 The aggregate amount
of labour expended . . is called the cost of production.

3. Law. Composed of many individuals united

into one association.

1625 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 91 Corporations . . whereof

some are aggregate of many persons, that is to say, of a head

and body : other consist in one singular person. 1771 Act u
Ceo. Ill, xix. in Oxf. ff Canto. Enactmts. 78 Whether of

University or City, aggregate or sole. 1862 Ln. BROUGHAM
Brit. Constitn. xvii. 272 Each chapter is a corporation ag-

gregate, and each person is a corporation sole.

4. Zool. Consisting of distinct animals united into

a common organism.
1835 KIRBY Habits f; Inst. Anim. I. v. 164 All the polypes

are aggregate animals. 1848 DANA Zoophytes iv. 82 Aggre-
gate, when the polyps of a compound zoophyte are united to

one another by their sides.

6. Bot. Consisting of florets united within a com-

mon calyx or involucre, as in scabious, honeysuckle,
and valerian. Sometimes of flowers, fruits : Col-

lected into one mass.

1693 in Phil. Traits. XVII. 928 Such Trees and Shrubs,
whose Flower and Fruit are Aggregate, as the Ficus. 1794
MAKTYN tr. Rousseau's Bot. vi. 67 An aggregate or capitate

flower; or a head of flowers. 1845 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. 11858)

iv. 42 Load's Catchjly, Flowers aggregate, tufted. 1838
GRAY Bot. Tcxt-bk. 395 Aggregate Fruits, those formed of

aggregate carpels of the same flower.

6. Gcol. Composed of distinct minerals, combined

into one rock, as granite. Cf. B sb. 4.

1795 MILLS in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 40 A compact ag-

gregate substance, apparently compounded of quartz, ochra-

ceous earth, chert, etc.

t?. Gram. Collective. Obs.

1683 DRYDEN Plutarch 34 One in the aggregate sense as

we say one army, or one body of men, constituted of many
individuals. 1756 BURKE Subl. fy B. Wks. 1842 I. 69 Such
as represent many simple ideas united by nature to form

some one determinate composition, as man, horse, tree,

castle, etc. These I call aggregate words.

8. absol. quasi-J*. (sc. state, etc.) esp. in phr. In

the aggregate.
1777 RICHARDSON Dissert. Lang. 31 Man in the aggregate,

is too irregular to be reduced to invariable laws. 1852 M 1'-

CULLOCH Taxation H. xi. 377 These payments must amount,
in the aggregate, to a vast sum.

B. sb.

\. Collected sum, sum total.

1656 tr. Hobbes's Elem. Philos. (1839) 77 A cause is the sum
or aggregate of ali such accidents . . as concur to the pro-
ducing of the effect propounded. 1846 MILL Logic II. vii. S 2

(1868) 296 Every such belief represents the aggregate of all

past experience. i877MozLEY Univ.Serm.v. 120The general

only regards his men as masses, so much aggregate of force.

2. A mass formed by the union of individual parti-

cles ; an assemblage, a collection.

1650 HOBBES De Corp. Polit. 78 A Multitude considered

as One Aggregate. 1667 BOYLE Orig. Formes #f Cjnal. 30

Agitating water into froth . . that aggregate of small Bubbles.

1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 36 F 9 Four is a certain aggregate
of units. 1855 H. SPENCER Psychol. (1872)

I. n. i. 159 Mind
. . is a circumscribed aggregate of activities. 1869 GLAD-
STONE Jw. Mundi v. 134 That marvellous aggregate which
we know as the Greek nation. 1878 P. BAYNE Pur. R^ev.
ii. 28 He was an aggregate of confusions and incongruities.

8. esp. Physics. A mass formed by the union of

homogeneous particles (in distinction from a com-

pound).
1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. vii. 231 The whole Aggregate of

Matter would retain well-nigh an uniform tenuity of Tex-
ture. 1704 RAY Creation t. 1 14 Those vast Aggregates of

Air, Water, and Earth. 1814 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem, 9
The chemical elements acted upon by attractive powers
combine in different aggregates. 1870 TYNDALL Heat vi.

225 Snow . . is not an irregular aggregate of ice particles.

4. Geol. A mass of minerals formed into one rock.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 169 To render fit for soils, even
the hardest aggregates belonging to our globe. 1869 PHIL-
LIPS Vesuvius ii. 36 Pompeii was built on a mass of volcanic

aggregates.
5. Build. Material added to lime to make concrete.

181

i88i Mechanic mi. 522 Any waste material of a hard
nature may be used as aggregate in making concrete.

Aggregate (ae-gr/gcit;, v. ;
also 6 agregate.

Pa. pple. at first aggregate, afterwards aggregated,

[f. AGGREGATE a. Cf. mod. Fr. agrJger.'}
1. trans. To gather into one whole or mass ;

to

collect together, assemble ; to mass.

1509 HAWES Past, Picas, vm. viii, The relentyfe memory
. . must ever agregate All maters thought to retayne in-

wardly. 1633 T. ADAMS Coww. 2 Pet. ii. i (1865' 210 The
light which lay diffused abroad . . was afterwards aggre-
gated into the body of the sun. 1794 SULLIVAN View of
Nat. \. 71 The flux, reflux, and currents indisputably aggre-
gated large quantities of matter. 1864 Sf-ect. 1406 Popula-
tion is aggregated in small villages. 1865 GKOTK Plato I.

i. 6 This peripheral fire was broken up and aggregated into

separate masses.

2. rcfl. and intr. in sense i.

1855 H. SPKNCKK Psychol. (1872) I. n. vii. 255 'I he taste of

honey aggregates with sweet tastes in general. 1^70 PROCTER
Other Worlds iv. 107 We see the polar snows aggregating.
1875 DARWIN Insectiv, Plants iii. 42, I distinctly saw minute

spheres of protoplasm aggregating themselves.

3. trans. To unite (an individual) to (rarely '////;

an association or company; to add as a constituent

member.
1651 Life of Father Sarpi 116761 15 Being a year before

that, aggregated to that most famous College of Padua.

1721 WOLLASTON Rclig. Xnt. v. ii2 Hard to discern, to which
of the two sorts, the good or the bad, a man ought to be ag-

gregated. 1801 T. JEFFERSON Writings < 1830* III. 456 These

people are now aggregated with us. 1860 TRKNCH Si-rut.

H'cstnt. iii. 22 That great thirteenth apostle, who after the

Resurrection was aggregated to the other twelve.

^..dlipt. [fromsb.J To amount in the aggregate to;

to form an aggregate of. ,Colloq. Cf. to average.']

1865 Morn. Star 17 Apr., The guns captured . . will aggre-

gate in all probability five or six hundred. 1879 W. \Vi;ns n R

in Casscll s Tcchn. F,duc. IV. 132/1 British vessels, aggre-

gating 520,019 tons burden.

Aggregate, erroneous for older AGGHKGE q.v,

Aggregated ;Vgm;(:itOd
, ///. a.

[f. prec. +
-ED. Preceded by AGGREGATE///. a.]

1. Gathered into one whole; assembled, collected;

collective.

1576 LAMHARDE Pcramb. A't-nf (1^26} 16 These peoples, be-

ing aggregated of so many sundrie Nations. 1646 SIK T.

BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. vii. 11686) 20 The aggregated testi-

mony of many hundreds. 1775 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr. 61

Part of the aggregated guilt of rebellion. 1875 DARWIN
Insectiv. Plants iii. 47 The aggregated masses in many of

the cells were re-dissolved.

2. Zool. = AGGREGATE a. 4.

1846 PATTERSON Zeol.i-] These Polypes are not separated,
but aggregated.

f 3. Bot. = AGGREGATE a. 5. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS, Aggregated Fhnvcr.

Aggregately (argngetli), adv.
[f.

AGC.RE-
GATE a. + -LY-.] Collectively, taken together, in

the aggregate.
1750 CHESTERFIELD Lett. 220 (1792! II. 347 Many little

things, though separately they seem too insignificant to

mention, yet aggregately are too material for me to omit.

1823 T. TAYLOR \ titled The Elements of a new Arithmetical
Notation . . in which the Series discovered . . for the Quad-
rature of the Circle and Hyperbola, are demonstrated to be

aggregately Incommensurable Quantities.

AggregatenesS (re-gr/getnes). \0bs. [f. AG-
GREGATE a. + -NESS.] The quality of being aggre-

gate ; collectiveness, compositeness.
1668 WILKINS Real Charact. 34 Aggregatencss, Train,

Troop, Company, Party.

Aggregating (ae'gri'g^tiq), vbl. sb. [f.
AGGRE-

GATE v. + -IXG !.] Collection into a mass
; gather-

ing, grouping.
1875 DARWIN Insectiv. Plants xv. 354 The aggregating

process spreads from the glandsdown the pedicels of the hairs.

Aggregating (oe-gr/gc'tir)'), ///. a. [f.
AGGRE-

GATE v. + -ING -.] Collecting into a mass
; forming

an aggregate.
1875 WHITNEY Life of Lang. v. 83 An aggregating crystal.

Aggregation (flegrJTg^'Jwi)' [n. of action f.

AGGREGATE v., as if ad. L. *aggrcg(itwn-em f. ag-

gregate. Cf. L. congregatio, and late Fr. agrcgation.'}

1. The action or process of collecting particles

into a mass, or particulars into a whole ; or of

adding one particle to an amount ; collection, as-

semblage, union.

1564 BAI-LDWIN Mor. P/tifos. (ed. Palfr.) v. iv, Learning is

no other thing but the aggregation of many mens sentences

case to another. 1875 DARWIN Insectit 1
. Plants \\. 113 The

glands were blackened from the aggregation of their proto-

plasmic contents.

2. The adding of any one to an association as a

member thereof; admission, affiliation.

a 1710 Br. BI.-LL Vila. II. 555 (T.) The aggregation, or joyn-

ing of one's self to the worship and service of the only true

God. 1796 W. TAYLOR in Month. Kci: XX. 537 The second

[book] recounts his aggregation to the society of free-masons.

3. The state of being aggregated, assembled, or

united into a whole ; aggregate condition.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 10 Their individuall im-

perfections being great, they are moreover enlarged by their

aggregation. 1794 SULLIVAN View of Nat. I. 297 The first

state of a body, at least chymically considered, is that in

AGGREGE.
which it is in the greatest possible aggregation. 1870 TVN-
DALL Heat v. 176. 143 The phenomena which accompany
changes of the state of aggregation.
4. foncr, A whole composed of many particulars ;

a mass formed by the union of distinct particles ;
a

gathering, assemblage, collection.

1547 BOORUE Brejtiary ii. 2 A fatte matter in the hrowes
the whiche be granuluse agflregacioiu. 1638 CHILLISGWORTH
Relig. Prot. i. ii. 142. 107 The Church being nothing else

but an aggregation of Believers. 1833 HREWSTER Nat. Magic
v. 106 Small spherical aggregations of siliceous matter. 1863
FAWCETT Pol. Econ. i. v. 71 Victoria has . . advanced from an

aggregation of isolated settlements to the position of a pros-

perous country.

Aggregative (argr/g^tiv), a.
[f.

L. aggregat-

ppl. stem of aggrega-i-c (see AGGREGATE a.) + -IVE.

Cf. late Fr. agregatif, -iz'eJ]

1. Of or pertaining to aggregation ;
collective.

1644 JKSSOP Angelpf F.phcsus 8 Seven singular starres may
signine seven unites, whether singular or aggregative. 1661

BKAMHALL Just I'itid. iii. 44 We have heard of late of an ag-

gregative treason . . But never untill now of an aggregative
schism. 1833 LYEI.L Princ. Geol. III. 126 An aggregative
process like that which takes place in the setting of mortar.

2. Having the tendency to collect particulars into

wholes ;
or particles into masses.

1713 .Yu.V.i- /f II. Mores Death's I 'is. 36 That Substance . .

shou'd cleave together, or have an aggregative Power. 1800

HKNRY Epit. Chi-tii. ; 18081 227 The aggregative affinity uf

bodies in promoting chemical union. 1817 COLERIDGE Btog'.

Lit. I. 285 Fancy, or the aggregative and associative power.
3. Having the tendency to unite (oneself], or

combine
; associative, social.

1837 CARI.VI.K Fr. Kc-.-ol. I. iv. iv. (1871! 122 Crabbed oM
friend of men ! it U hi^ sociality, his aggregative nature.

4. quasi-rf.
= AGGREGATE AS.

? 1792 SITI.MAN Ft:nds (R.> Such customs as were in use

either before the Conquest, or at the Conquest, or at any
time since, in the disjunctive, not in the aggregative.

Aggregate- (a-'gr/g^t^i, combining form of

AGGREGATE a., in which it is used adverbially with

another adjective ;
= AGGREGATELY-, in an aggiv-

gate manner
;
as in

aggregato-glomeratc, -gemmate.
1848 1 USA Zoophytes vii. 1 1 5 Simple or a^'gregato-gemmate.

Ibid. 361 Quite simple, ramose or a^re^.ito-glomerate.

Aggregator (rfgrfgc'Ua). 'iObs. [agent-noun f.

AGGREGATE v., as if a. 'L.*aggregafor, f. aggregure."]
1. One who joins himself to

;
an adherent.

1533 ELVOT Castel of Helth (1541* A iiij, V 1
'

practisis of

Isake, Halyabbas, Rasys, Mesuc, and also of the more part
of them which were their aggregatours and fohnvers.

2. A collector of particulars ;
a compiler.

1621 Bt:I;TON Anaf. -!/</. n. iv. I. {11.11676* 230/2 Jacobus de

r>umli> the Aggregator repeats Ambcrgreese Nutmegs and
all Spice amongst the rest.

t Aggregatory. Oh, ran-'1

, [f. L. <7%
r

'';;w/-

ppl. stem of aggregd-rc vsee AGGREGATE a.) + -OHY,

as if ad. L. *aggregaloriui.] That which contains

collected particulars ;
a compilation.

ti 1500 Bihcll ofGcomancyc in Hist. MSS. 187?, 112/2 Here
endeth the aggre^atorey other the compilatory ofGeomancye.

t Aggre-ge, -e'dge, v. Ol>s. Forms : 4-.; a-

grege, -egge, 5 agredge, -eage, aggregge, 5-7

aggrege, 6 ; aggredge, 7 aggrage. Also aphet.

grege. [a. OFr. agrcgc-r, -icr \l'r. agrcitjar} : late

L. *ags>-ci'ia-rc, f. late L. *grc'ds (cf. It. greet, Pr.

tfrcii, OFr. griff', for grai'is, perh. by assimilation

to lei'is (l)iez). With aggrrviare, agregicr, aggrege,

cf.abtra'iarc, abregier, abridge ; allevidre, alegier,

alltgc. A MFr. form, influenced by aggravdrc,
was agragier, aggragicr, whence Sc. aggrage. See

AGGRIEVE and AGGRAVATE, from same L. elements].

1. trans. To make heavy ;
to make dull (the eyes

or ears).

1382 WVCI.IF Lam. iii. 7 He agreggede myn gyues. Is.

vi. 10 Blynde out the herte of this puple, and his 'eres a-

gregge [1388 aggrege thuu the eeris therof ]. Is. lix. i Lo !

there is not abreggid the bond of the Lord . . ne agreggid is

his ere.

2. intr. To be heavy, to be weighed down.

1393 GOWF.R Conf. II. 389 Sacrilegge Which maketh the

conscience agregge.
3. trans. To make graver, to aggravate.
1382 WVCLIF C,cn. xviii. 20 The synne of hem is myche

agredgyd. 1386 CHAUCER Parson's T. 886 The circum-

staunces that aggreggen mochel every synne. 1496 Dives

q Pauper (W. de Worde) ll. iv. 113/2 Wycked custome ex-

cuseth not synne but it accuseth and aggregeth synne. 1536
BEI.LESDENE Crmi. Scat!. (1821) I. 42 To aggrege this im-

portabil cruelte in mair dammaige of our commoun weill.

16*3 MACKENZIE Rrlif. Stoic xiii. (16851 '37 [Which) will

doubtless aggrage their punishment. 1696 A. WEDDERDURN
DaritCs Test., Serai, xvi. 182 That agregges their Torment
and their Misery.
4. intr. To growgrave, to increase in aggravation.
c 1400 AM. for Loll. 4 In swelk )>e synne aggregith bi

resoun of pe degre.

5. trans. To cause to appear graver or worse,

to exaggerate.
f 1386 CHAUCER Jlfeliiifus 53 His flaterers . . empeired and

agregged muchel of this matere. 1513 DOUGLAS /Ktuis xi.

viii. 74 1 han with his drede and sle contruwit fere My cryme

aggregeis he on this manere. 1566 KNOX Hist. Re/. Scotl.

Wks. 1846 I. 372 Sche . . exponed hir grevous complaint, ag-

gredging the same with many lyes. 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist.

Kirk (1843) II. 474 These calumneis were published . . and

aggredged, to stirre up the subjects against the regent.

1668 HONVMAN Sun. Nafhtali lu (1669) 15 All which this



AGGRESS.
Libeller labours toaggrege. 1676W.Row Suppl.Blair'sA uto-

biog. XL (1848) 363 He did [as he could] aggrage Mr. Barnes
Sharp's great pains and travels for the good of the Kirk.

6. To allege as a grievance ; to charge.
a 1600 Egerton Pap. 226 (Halliw.) Neither dyd I euer put

in question yf I shoulde do you right, as you appeare to

agreage.
7. To load, heap. (Perh. confused with later Fr.

agreger = \*. aggregare. The Latin is aggerat iras.)

1513 DOUGLAS sEncis xi. vii. 112 Aggregeing on him wraith
and malice large.

^1 Aggrege seems to have been obs. in Eng.
a 1500, though retained in Scotland. In 1554 it was
so unknown that Tottel changed Lydgate's agrcgc
in the following passage to agregate, quite a differ-

ent word. So in mod. Fr. agregcr is treated as the

equivalent of L. aggrcgarc.
c 1430 LYDG. Bochas in. xx, Some tonges . . Whan they per-

ceyue that a prince is meved Toagreghys yredo their busy
cure \ed. 1554 Tagregate his yre do their busy cure].

tAggre'SS,^. Obs. [ad.L.a^rwj-jan attack,

f. aggredi to approach, attack : see AGGRESS vJ\

Attack, aggression.
1678 HALE Pleas ofCrown xv. (T. ) Not only to mutual de-

fence, but also to be assisting to each other in their military

aggresses upon others. 1698 J. NORRIS Pract. Disc. IV. 383

Upon the very first Aggress.

Aggress (in Her.} obs. variant of OGRESS.

Aggre'SS (agre-s), v. [a. Fr. aggresse-r (Cotgr.)
earlier agrcsscr, ad. med. and ?late L. aggressarc,

freq. of aggred-i to approach, attack, f. ad to, at +

grad-i to march, step.]

fl. intr. To approach, march forward. Obs.

ciS7S Cambyscs in Hazl. Dodsl. IV. 172 Behold, I see him
now aggress, And enter into place.

2. intr. To make an attack ; to set upon ;

' to

commit the first act of violence
;

to begin the

quarrel.' J. Const, on.

a 1714 PRIOR Ode to Q. Anne fj.t Tell aggressing France
How Uritain's sons, and Britain's friends can fight. 1837 J.

HARRIS Gt. Ttaclter 290 The only domains on which his em-

pire aggresses. 1851 H. SrfscERSoc.Stat. xxi. 8 The moral
law says Do not aggress.

3. trans. To set upon, attack, assault.

1775 ASH, Aggress, i>.t. to set upon, to attack, to begin a

quarrel. i88z Sat. RCT.<. 25 Feb. 225 Roaring lions to be go-

ing about seeking whom they may aggress ithe verb, though
little used, is strictly in accordance with analogy).

Aggressed, bad spelling of AGKKST a.

Aggressing (agre'sirj), vbl.sb. [f. prec. + -iN'Gl.]

The action of attacking ; commencing an attack.

1879 H. SPENCER Data of Ethics viii. 52. 139 Whether
men live together in quite independent ways, careful only to

avoid aggressing.

Aggressing (agre-sirj), ///. a. [f. as prec.-f-

-IXG-.] Commencing the attack, assailing.
a 1714 [See AGGRESS v. 2]. 1775 ADAIR Amer. Indians 380

The aggressing party usually send . . a friendly embassy to

the other, praying them to accept of equal retribution.

Aggression (agre-Jan). [a. Fr. agression, for-

merly aggr- (i6th c. in Littre); ad. L. aggression-em
n. of action f. aggred-i : see AGGRESS ^.]

1. An unprovoked attack ;
the first attack in a

quarrel ; an assault, an inroad.

1611 COTGR., Aggression, an aggression, assault, incounter,
or first setting on. 1693 J. OWEN Holy Spirit 227 An ex-

traordinary Aggression was to be made upon the Kingdom
of Sathan. 1793 T. JEFFERSON Writings (1859) IV. 12 We
have borne with their aggressions. 18x8 SCOTT Hrt. Midi.

31 An unjust aggression upon their ancient liberties. 1830
LYELL Princ. Geol. (1875) II.ni.xliv, The sand drift is mak-

ing aggressions at certain points.

2. The practice of setting upon any one ; the

making of an attack or assault.

a 1704 LESTRANGE (J.) There may be also . . a conspiracy
ofcommon enmityand aggression. 1721 BAILEY, Aggression,

setting upon. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. I. Pref. n The
business of government is to check aggression only. 1799
WELLINGTON in Gen. Desp. I. 17 A war of agression against
the Company. 1851 M CCULLOCH Taxation in. i. 410 Hostile

aggression and insult must be opposed and avenged. 1868

PEARD Water-farming xv. 1 58 The stock . . will be safe from

aggression.

Aggressive (agre-siv),a. [f.L.oggrm- ppl.stem
of aggred-i (see AGGRESS v.} + -IVE. Cf. mod. Fr.

agressift -ive.]

1. Of or pertaining to aggression ;
of attack ;

offensive.

[Not in Toon 1818, RICHARDSON 1836-55. In CRAIG 1847.]

1824 SYD. SMITH Wks. 1869, 468 Jealous of the aggressive

pleasantry of more favoured people. 1837 PALMERSTON Opin.

fy Pol. (1852! 362 The only Country in which financial diffi-

culties constitute an obstacle to aggressive warfare. 1876
FREEMAN AWw. Cong. I. ii. 36 An aggressive war, as dis-

tinguished from mere plundering inroads.

absol., quasi-j^. The aggressive (sc. course).

1845 FORD Handbk. Spain I. ii. 311 Soult . . at once as-

sumed the aggressive.

2. Tending or disposed to attack others.

1840 MILMAN Hist. Car. (1875) II. 208 To follow any rigor-
ous impulse from a determined and incessantly aggressive
few. 1868 PEARI> Water-farming xvi. 163 Pike, and perch,
the most quarrelsome, and aggressive fish. 1869 SEKLEY Ess.

i^ I.cct. ii. 43 It included warlike and aggressive nations.

Aggressively (agre'sivli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.]

In an aggressive manner ; offensively.
[Not in CRAIG 1847.] 1849 PALMERSTON Opin. V Pol. (1852)

470 The impression that England . . never will be found

182

acting aggressively against any other power. 1865 MILL
Represent. Cm 1

. 35/1 What then prevents the same powers
from being exerted aggressively? 1882 STURGIS Dicks
Wandering I. i, ix. 116 Two gentlemen of an aggressively
artistic appearance.

Aggressiveness r
agre-sivnes\ [f. AGGRESSIVE

+ -NESS.] The quality of being aggressive; the

disposition to attack others.

[
Not in CRAIG 1847.] 1859 Bcntley's Q. Rev, No. 3. 24 To

secure Kurope from the insatiable aggressiveness of France.
1881 MASSON Carlyle in Macm. Mag. XLV. 154 His fear-

lessness and aggressiveness in speech.

Aggressor (agre-sai). [a. L. aggressor n. of

agent, f. aggredi : see AGGRESS v.
; cf. Fr. agresseitr,

1 6th c. in Littre.] He who sets upon, attacks, or

assails another
;
he who makes the first attack, or

takes the first step in provoking a quarrel.
[Not in COTGR. 1611-50, who renders Fr. aggresseitr, an

assailer or assaulter, hee that gives the onset, or first layes
hands on his weapon, to do another violence.] 1678 PHILLIPS,
Aggressour, an assailer of another, a beginner of a business.

1684 BURNET tr. Mores Utopia 155 To defend themselves,
or their Friends, from any unjust Aggressors. 1701 Lend.
Gaz. mmmdccxiii/2 The French were the first Aggressors",
by seizing all the Boats. 1768 ULACKSTONE Comm. I. 259
He may attack and seise the property ofthe aggressor nation.

1851 MAKIOTTI Italy i. 44 The Austrian was the aggressor.

t Aggresteyne. Obs. A disease of the tail

feathers of hawks.
1496 Bk. St. Albafis iv, Whan ye se your hawke hurte hir

fete wyth hir beke : and pullyth her tayle thenne she hath
the aggresteyne. [In PHILLIPS, BAILEY, and ASH, with mere
reference to the foregoing passage.]

li Aggri : see AGGUY.
+ Aggrie'vance (agn-vans). Also 5-6 agre-

uaunce, aggr-, 6 agreeuance. [a. OFr. agrcvance,
n. of action f. agrevcr: sec AGGRIEVE and -ANCE.]

*|" 1. That which burdens or oppresses ;
a burden,

trouble, or hardship ;
a grievance. Obs.

1440 Proinp. Parv., Aggreuauns, Gravamen, nocinnentmn,
tedium. 1599 FENTON Guicciardin xvn. 781 For remedie of
which aggreeuances . . the people . . determined to resist

with their weapons. 1649 BALL Pmver of Kings 2 That . .

our Kings should Redresse such Agrievances as they should

complaine of. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inig. xvi. 38 Those great

agonies and aggrievances of spirit that the true members of

Christ are cast into by beholding such abominable practices.

2. The action of aggrieving, troubling or annoy-

ing ; oppression.
1587 J. HOOKER Hist. Irel. in Holinsh. II, 172 To the ag-

grceuance of good subjects, & to the incouragement of the

wicked. 1596 B. GRIFFIN Fidessa 11876) 28 Vntoward sub-

iectof the least aggrieuance. 1819 FoBTBE/^^^fWP*(i834)4
The aggrievance of things which inevitably continue in our

presence.

f 3. Aggravation. (See AGGRIKVE 3.) Obs.

1506 Ord. Crystcn Men (W. de WordeJ iv. xxv. 311 It is also

agreuaunce of synne more or lesse of as moche that a man
eteth many tymes.

Aggrieve ^agrrv\ v. Forms : 4-5 agreue, a-

greve, ,5-6aggreue, 6agreeue, aggreeue, agrieve,
6- aggrieve, [a. OFr. agreve-r to render more

heavy or severe : L. aggrava-re : f. ag- ad- to +

gravd-re to load. In i4th c. the Fr. and in 1 5th c.

the Eng. began, after L., to be written agg- and

finally the Fr. was changed to aggravcr. See also

AGGRAVATE, AGGRAVE, and AGGREGE.]
1, trans. To bear heavily upon ;

to bring grief or

trouble to ;
to grieve, distress, afflict, oppress.

Now rarely used exc. in the passive To be aggrieved:
to be injuriously affected, to have a grievance or

cause of grief.

1330 R. BRUNSE Chron. 323 Of bat ilk outrage be fest J?am
sore agreued. -1425 WYXTOUX Crew. ix. Pref. 38 Elde me
mastens wyth hir Brevis like day me sare aggrevis. c 1450
LONELICH Grail lii. 343 Agreved was he sore Of tydynges
that him comen thore. 1514 PACE in Ellis Orig. L<-tt. i.

37 I. no Oon thynge doethe aggreve me ryght sore, i 1540
tr. Pol. 1'i-rg., Eng. Hist. (1846) I. 199 They aggreeved the

inhabitantes with infinite mischeves. 1670 G. H. tr. Hist.

Cardinals in. n. 289 They shall not permit the Cardinals to

be aggrieved by any body, a 1716 SOUTH Scrm. viii. n i'1'.i

Those pains . . are afflictive just so long as they actually

possess the part which they aggrieve. 1849 MACAULAY//W/*.

Eng. 1. 16 Both were alike aggrieved by the tyranny of a bad

king.

f2. intr. To afflict oneself, to grieve, to feel

grief. Obs.

1559 Mirronr for Mag. 442 (T.) My heart aggriev'd that

such a wretch should reign.

T~ 3. trans. To make more grave or serious
;
to ag-

gravate, exaggerate. (
= AGGREGE 3, 5.) Obs.

1524 State Pap. Hen. F///, IV. 154 Agrieving somewhat
the daungier whiche might ensue. 1541 EI.YOT ////. Gw. 44
But yet the treason doocn also to me, aggreeutth the tres-

passe. 1562 ATKINSON in Strype's Ann. Ref. xxvi. (1709) 265
Let us therefore never

jjo
about to aggrieve the matter, or

make it worse than it is. 1590 SOUTHWELL Marie Magd.
J'imcral Teares 195 Want of faith was agrieved with want
of all goodnesse.

Aggrieved (agrrvd), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

tl. Oppressed orhurtinspirit;distressed, troubled,

annoyed, vexed (wit/i,af). Obs. replaced by grieved.
i 1350 'ill. ralfrnt 266 Go)> til him swi[>e lest he agreved

we*, f 1385 CHAUCER Leg. G. Worn. 345 A God ne sholde

nat be thus agreved, But of hys deitee he shal be stable. 1477
EARL RIVERS (Canton) Dicta 77 He was gretely agreued
with suche as helde the same opynyon. 1513 DOUGLAS sEiieis

H. xi. in Crete Goddis semand with Troy aggreuit. 1557

AGHAST.
SURREY sEneid n. (R.) And great gods eke aggreued with
our town. 1577 tr. Rnllinger's Decades (1592) 561 Agreeued
at, or ashamed of the thing that they haue done.

2. Injured or wronged in one's rights, relations,
or position ; injuriously affected by the action of

any one
; having cause of grief or offence, having a

grievance (at, by*).

1590 MARLOWE \st Pt. Tambnr.\\. i BrotherCosroe.I find my-
selfagrieved. 1643 MILTON Divorce 1 1851) ii. 25 The agrieved
person shall doe more manly, to be extraordinary and sin-

gular in clayming the due right whereof he is frustrated.

1790 COWPER Iliad i. 757 My mother, be advised, and though
aggrieved Vet patient. 1859 T. LEWIN Ini'as. Brit. 61 The
Britons were as much the aggrieved as the aggressive party.
1870 BOWEN Logic ix. 293 The Catholics had a right to feel

aggrieved that these laws should be permitted to remain in
the statute book.

f 3. Injured physically ; hurt, afflicted. Obs.

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Sprain, Rub and chafe it

upon the aggrieved place. 1783 P. POTT Chirurg. IVks. II.

278 What disorders the aggrieved-part is naturally liable to.

f4. Aggravated, exaggerated. Obs.

1513 MORE Kic/iJ. 7//,Wks. 1557,62/1 Smal matters agreuid
withheinouse names. 1559 Myrroitre _for Mag., Gloc. xxi. i

Aggreued was also this latter offence, With former matter.

Aggrie'vedness. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or state of being aggrieved ;

the feeling of injury causing grief.
1596 CAREW tr. Huartes Trial of limits xiii. 234 Through

this aggreeuednes, the natural! heat encreaseth.

Aggrievement (agrrvment). rare. [f. AG-
GRIEVE v. + -MEJJT after amendment, etc.] The ac-

tion of aggrieving ; aggrievance.
1847 MRS. GOXE Castles iu Air H. i. 5 Whether Sir Robert

went to the grave aware or unaware of the bitterness of his

aggrievements.

Aggrieving (agrrvirj), vbl. sl>. [f. AGGRIEVE +
-ING lJ The bringing of grief or trouble upon ;

giving cause of trouble to ; annoying.
1440 1'ramf. Pan:, Aggruggynge, or a-greuynge. Aggra-

L'acio, aggrat'tuncti.

Aggrieving (agrfviq), ///. a. [f. as prec. +
-ING -Tj Annoying, vexing ; vexatious.

1841 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) VI. i Sending spies
. . with directions to make every aggrieving and wounding
report which rancour could devise.

Aggroup (agr'p), v. [a. Fr. agroupe-r (i7th c.)

to put into a group ;
f. a to + grouper to group, prob.

due to phr. a groupe. \Vould be better spelt agroup^\
trans. To form or arrange in a group or groups ;

to

GROUP. Also intr. (for re/I.) (Orig. a term of art.)

1695 DRYDEN Art ofPainting 132 (R.J They aggrouppe,
and contrast each other in the same manner as figures do.

a 1700 (J.) Bodies of divers natures, which are aggrouped
(or combined) together, a 1760 J. BROWNE Design ty Beauty
(1768' 103 Aggroupe the figures here, and there oppose.

Aggrouped (agr-pt), ///. a. [f. prec. -t- -ED.]

Arranged in a group ; grouped.
1864 R. F. BURTON Dahome I. 219 The King and Fanti

corte'ge then stood aggrouped to the west of the square.

Aggroupment (agr-pment). Also agr-. [f.

AGGKOUF v. + -MEXT.] Arrangement in a group or

groups.
1862 Art Jrnl. June 150 The time is sunset, and the mass

of the broadcast aggroupment is in shade. 1864 WEBSTER,
Agroupiircnt. 1874 BOLTELL Arms ft Armour iii. 42 The
remarkable and celebrated aggroupment or formation known
under this term '

phalanx.'

+ Aggnrdge, v. Obs. rare
;

also 6 agrudge,

[f. ag- (
= A- pref. 1 1) + GKUDGE.] To grumble,

express dissatisfaction or annoyance.
1470 DK. OF CLARENCE in Ellis Orig. Lett. n.'42 I. 136 We

. . aggrudgynge of the greate enormyties and inordinate ym-
positions . . newly layd upon you. 1530 PALSGR. 419/1, 1

agrudge, I am a graved, je sitis grctie, or jc suis conroucf.

t AggTU'dged, ///. a. Obs.
;
also

.5 aggroggyd.

[f. prec. + -ED.J Dissatisfied, annoyed.
1440 Promp. Pan:, Aggroggyd, or aggreuyd, Aggravatlis.

t Aggrtrdging, I'M. sf>. Obs. ; also 5 aggrug-
gynge. [f.

AGGRUDGE v. +-ING 1
.] Grumbling,

dissatisfaction, annoyance.

H^oPromf.Pari: 8 Aggruggynge, or a-greuynge. Aggra-
i'acifl, aggriri'amcti.

|j Aggry, aggri. A word ofunknown origin and

meaning, applied to coloured and variegated glass
beads of ancient manufacture, found buried in the

ground in Africa
; they closely resemble the glain

ncidyr or adder stone of the Britons.

1819 BOWUICH Alission to Ashantee 267 The variegated
strata of the aggry beads are so firmly united and so imper-

ceptibly blended, that the perfection seems superior to art.

1876 I-am. Herald g Dec. 95 Aggry beads . . are supposed
to be of ancient Egyptian manufacture. 1882 J. E. PRICE in

At/KHZum ii Mar. 321/1 When the Romans occupied the

country [Britain], they brought with them many African

slaves who wore necklaces with aggri beads attached.

Agh, aghe, obs. forms of AWE, and of OWE.

Agha, variant of AGA.

Aghast (agcrst), ///. a. B'orms: 3-6 agast, 6-

aghast. [Pa. pple. of AGAST v. to frighten, affright.

The fuller AGASTED is also found. Cf. roast (beef;,

roasted. The unetymological spelling with gli ap-

pears first in Scotch c 1425 (probably influenced by

ghast, ghaist, g/iost) ;
it became general after 1 700.]

1. Affrighted, frightened, terrified, esp. in mod.



AG-HASTNESS. 183 AGITABLE.

usage, Seized with the visible or physical signs of

terror or horror ; struck with amazement. This

change of meaning is due to misunderstanding the

nature of the word, as if it were a-ghast, like a-slecp,

a-Jloat. Const, at (of obs.) the object, with (for

obs.) the emotion. Rare and obs. with inf. and lest.

(-1260 A Sarmitn in E. K. Poems (1862) i Wei mow we
drede and be agast. 1382 WVCLIK Luke xxiv. 37 Thei,
troublid and agast (v.r. agastid*. c 1385 CHAUCER Leg. G.

it 'am. 1 534 He was agast To love, c 14*5 WYNTOWN Cron. vm.
xvi. 138 De scottis men . . Ware gretly in bare Hart aghast.
t' 1450 LONELICH Grail xii. 404 For of here lyves they were

Agaste. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxxii. 251 He was agast
lest it shold be ony preiudyce ayenst the pope. 1587 HOLINS.

Chron. in. 916/2 lie not agast of your enemies. 1667 MILTON
P.L. n. 616 With shuddring horror pale, and eyes agast,

1711 GREENWOOD Eng. Gram, 276 A-gast, affrighted, as

it were at the sight of a Ghost. 1783 WATSON Philip ///,

(1793) I. I. 17 The garrison stood aghast at this unforeseen

disaster. 1846 PRKSCOTT Fcrd. <$ Isab. I. x. 427 Their coun-

tenances aghast with terror. 1866 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. in.

ii. 385 The Bishop fell on his knees, aghast at the terrible

decree.

^catachrestic. Ghastly, rare.

1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 161 Dead things that look

aghast By the daylight.

Aghastliess (agcrstnes). rare. [f. prec. +

-NESS.] The state of being aghast ; horror.

1881 Punch 14 May 221 Mrs. Vamp . . threw the needful

expression of hollow aghastness into her eyes.

Aghe(n, a;e(n, obs. forms of OWE v., OWN.
Aghen, a$en, obs. forms of AGAIN.

Agher, a;er, obs. forms of OWNER.

Aghful, -li, -nesse, obs. ff. AWFUL, -LY, -NESS.

Aghill,a3el,occ. erroneous form of ATHEL, noble.

Aghlich, -ly, obs. forms of AWLY.

Aght, obs. f. AUGHT a. something worth, worthy;
also of AUGHT sb., and EIGHT.

Aght(e, a}te, pa. t. of agan : see OWE, OUGHT.

Aghtand, obs. form of EIGHTH.

Aghtel, variant of ETTLE v. Obs.> to intend.

f A'gible, a. Obs. [ad. med. L. agibilis, f. ag-erc
to do : see -BLE.] Proper or possible to be done ;

practicable, practical. Also used sitbst.

1613 SIR A. SHERLEY Trait. Persia i. Fit for agible things.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire ofLond. 93 Disarming them of all

agible judgment and prudent succour. 1677 GALE Crt.

Gentiles II. iv. 2 The intermediate objects of moral Prudence
are in general al agibles or practicables.

f Agi'g, adv. prop. phr. Obs. rare. [K
GIG ; cf. agog, and top, tip^\ ?In a tiff, excited.

1797 BRVOCES Homer Travestie II. 186 But something set

her so agig She sent a monstrous great be-pig That swal-

low'd ev'ry thing he found.

Agild, OE. fegilde without compensation, with-

out exaction of the wer-gild\ f. &- pref. + GILD.

Quoted by Spelman from the Latin text of the

Laws of yElfred, whence in some later Diets.

Agile (ae'd^jil, -ail), a. ; also 6-7 agill, 7 agil.

[a. Kr. agile (i4th c.) ad. L. agil-is, f. ag-ere to do.

A by-form was AGILIOUS.] Having the faculty of

quick motion ; nimble, active, ready.
^1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing ( 1843' 52 To make one more

freshe and agilite[? agile], to prosecute his good and godly
affaires. 1581 W. STAFFORD Exam. Compl. i. (1876123 Wee
be not so agill and light as fowles & Byrdes. 1592 SHAKS.
Rom. <$ Jttl. in. i. 171 His agile arme, beats downe their

fatall points. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 3 The exercise

of the Intellective Faculty makes it agil, quick, and lively.

1766 H. BROOKE Fool of Oual. 11859) ' 5 He cast it from
him with a sudden agile jerk. 1844 THIRLWALL Greece VIII.
Ixi. 96 The advantages of a robust and agile frame. 1873
BLACKIE Lays ofHigh I. 156 Whose agile tongue doth flit

From theme to theme with change of wordy war.

f 2. Easily moved. Obs.

1694 WESTM\\cvrTScrifit. Herb. So All agree that It [Gophir]
was a solid, light, agile wood.

Agilely (ae-d^illi, -ailli), adv. [f. AGILE a. +

-LY.] In an agile manner; with agility; nimbly.
1866 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 311 Striding grandly from tuft to

tuft, splashing into soft places, lighting agilely on boulders.

tA'gileness. Obs. [f. AGILE a. -t- -XESS.]

'Nimbleness, activity.' Bailey 1731 ;
whence in J.

Agiler, variant of AGUILEB. Obs., a deceiver.

tAgi'lious, a- Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. agili-s (see

AGILE) + -OTJS. -ous is not now added as a forma-
tive to L. adjs. in -Us, though appended to other i-

stems, as capaci-onstfcroci'0its, alacri-ous.~\ AGILE.

1599 SILVER Parad. Def. in N. $ Q. Ser. v. IV. 42 Apt
bodies, both strong and agilious.

Agility (adsjHiti). Forms : 5 agilite, 5-6 agy-
lyte, -ie, 6 agilitie, 6- agility, [a. Fr. agilite

(i^th c.) ad. L. agilitat-em, f. agilis : see AGILE.]
The quality of being agile ; readiness for motion

;

nimbleness, activity, dexterity in motion.
1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Sawle v. 111(1483) 94 Subtilite Clerte In-

passibilite and agylyte ben cleped the dowerys of the body.
1483 CAXTON G. L . i. 3 Agilite and lightnes of theyr bodyes.
1533 MORE Apol. ix. Wks. 1557, 863/2 Gyftes of nature . . as

wytte, bewtye, strengthe, agylytie. 1597 MORLEV Introd.
Music 150 With a quicke hand playing vpon an instrument,
shewing in voluntarie the agilitie of his fingers. 1605 BACON
Adv. Learn, i. vii. 3 They . . trust to the agilitie of their
wit. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep, n. iv. (1686) 60 Which
motion is performed by the breath of the effluvium issuing
with agility. 1791 COWPER Iliad xi. 806 In my limbs No

longer lives the agility ofyouth. 1801 STRUTT Sports <$ Past.
Introd. 2. Exertions requiring strength and agility of body.

Agilte, variant of AGUILT v. Obs., to sin, wrong.
1 Agin(ne, < Obs. For forms see BE-G IN. [for

earlier an-gittftan, on-ginnan, also found in same
sense : see OXGIN, and A- prcf. 2. Afterwards

aphetized to GIN of which the pa. t. gan became
a frequent auxiliary.] To begin.
c 1000 O. E. Gosp. Mark vi. 7, 8: agan hi sendan twam &

twam. c 1160 Ifeitton Gosf. ibid., 8: angan hyo saenden twam
& twam. 1205 LAYAM. 18761 Oftere weies bu most agunnen
[1250 agynne|! }ef bu hire wult awinnen. ("1230 Ancrcn
Riivle 74 Ne aginne hit neuer so wel. c 1302 /W. Songs 189
The Flemmysshe . . Agynneth to clynken huere basyns of
bras. 1340 Aycnb. 197 Hup bet wile ristuolliche do clmesse,
he ssel beuore aginne at liiimelue.

1 A'giliate, v. Ol>s~ n
[f. late L. aginat- ppl.

stem of agfaa-re to trade
;

f. aglna the tongue of

a balance.] 'To retaile small wares/ Cockeram.
t A'giuator. Obs.- [a. late L. aginator i. e.

qui parvo lucro movetur: n. of agent f. agina-rc :

sec prec.]
* He which retaileth.' Cockeram 1626.

t Agi'niiing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. AGIN + -ING '.]

Beginning.
1340 Aycnb. 16 Prede . . wes be verste ^enne, and be agin-

ninge of alle kueade. Ibid. 32 Nc may be slcawollc habbe

guod aginnynge obcr amendemcnt.

Agio (x'<\%iot ^i'd^iii?). [a. It. agiot agglo ease,

convenience.]
1. The percentage of charge made for the ex-

change of paper-money into cash, or for the ex-

change of a less valuable metallic currency into

one more valuable ; hence, the excess value of one

currency over another.
i68z SCARLETT Stile ofExch. 3 One party allows the other

a certain profit upon the certain specios he de--ireth ; and
that profit is called by the Italians Aggio. 1776 ADAM
SMITH /K N. I. n. ii. 330 Bank money., bears an agio of four

or five per cent. 1860 KLLICOTT Life of our Lord vii. 293
The agio exacted in changing common money into sacred,
or the shekel into two half-shekels was great. 1875 JEVONS
Money viii. 72 Yet an agio, or allowance, being made for the

average depreciation, the old standard of value and money
of account may be retained.

2. loosely, Money-changing, exchange-business.
1817 SCOTT Rob Roy (1855) u The mysteries of agio, tariffs,

tare and tret. 1837 CARLYLE />. Rcvol. 1 1. v. ii. 285 Chabot,
disfrocked Capucnin, skilful in agio. [Cf.

' Cethommeentend
1'agio.' Lit t re'.]

3. Comb, agio-jobber.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rerol. (1871) III. iv. iv. 154 Lest Giron-

din Monsieurs, Agio-jobbers . , corrupt their morals.

Agiograph, incorrectly for HAGIOGUAPH.

Agiotage (sc'dgwted.^). fa. Fr. agiotage^ n. of ac-

tion, f. agiotcr to speculate, f. agio : see AGIO and
-AGE. The t is purely connective in Fr., doubtless in

imitation of the mute t in words like ballot, which
is sounded in ballotagc. For the same reason agio
was written in the 2nd ed. of the Dictionary of

the Academy agiot.'} Kxchange business
; hence,

loosely, speculation in buying and selling public
stocks and shares

; stock-jobbing.
1829 LAN-DOR Imag. Cony, xlvii. \Vks. 1846 I. 279 Vanity

and agiotage are to a Parisian the oxygen and hydrogen of
life. 1865 Pall MallG. 22 Dec. 10 The Minister of Com-
merce and Public Works has issued an order against agiotage.
It is forbidden to impose any agio in changing the pontifical
currency. 1880 DISRAELI Endytn. III. 61 What they mean by
peace is agiotage, shares at apremium, and bubblecompanies.

[Agipe (Coles 1692), error for a GIPE or GTPE.]

Agist (ad^i-st), v. [a. OFr. agister (agiter, agit-

ter}, f. ti to agister, gitcr to lodge : L. *jacita-rct

freq. of jacerc to lie (perh. due to phrase a giste}.

A med.L. formation on the OFr. was adgistdre ;

cf. d*Qgista,gistum lodging, formed on Fr. gisfe, sb.

f. gister.]

1. To take in live stock to remain and feed, at a

certain rate
; orig. to admit cattle for a defined

time into a forest, whence the constructions, to agist

cattle, to agist the forest.
[1224 Chart. Forestsisee 1618). 1304 1 'earbooks Ed^w. /, 23 E

il agista nos bestis . . nos bestis furent agistes par celuy qe
1'engistement ad.] 1598 MANWOOD Laii<es Forest xi. i If a
man have common by a specialitie . . he may not Agist other
mens cat tell, there to use his common. 1611 COTGR., Glan-

dager les porceaux . . to agist, or lay, swine in mastie woods.
1618 PULTON Coll. Stnt. 7, tr. Chart. I'~orcsts ix, Euery Free-
man mayagest his owne Wood within our Forest \agistet
boscum situm inforesta\ at his pleasure, and shall take his

pawnage. Also we doe grant that euery Freeman maydriue
his swine freely without impediment through our demesne
Woods, for to agest them in their owne Woods \ad agist-
andum eos in faoscis sttis propriis\. 1691 BLOUNT Lain Diet.

s.v., This word Agist is also used for the taking in of other
Mens Cattle into any Man's Ground at a certain Rate per
week. 1839 T. STAPLETON Plinnpton Corr. 18 Sir Robert &
his heirs were also to have the pannage of the swine agisted
in their own woods.

2. intr. Of cattle : To remain and feed for a spe-
cified time.

1598 MANWOOD Laves of Forest xi. i. (16151 80/2 He . .

did put his said cattell . . into the same close to Agist. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufp. s.v.,When the lord . . takes in other
cattle to agist, or feed on it.

3. By extension, To rate or charge (lands or their

owner) with any public burden.

1691 BLOUNT Law Diet, s.v., The word Agist is also meta-
phorically taken for a Charge or Burthen on a thing ; c. g.
Terrac ad citstadiam marts agistatae (Selden Mare clait'

sum 191) [Lands agisted or] charged with a Tribute to keep
out the Sea. 1875 STUBBS Const. /list. II. xv. 289 The king
[Edward I] instituted the system of coastguard . . and
agisted or rated the land-owners of the maritime counties
for its support.

t Agi'stage. Obs.
[f. AGIST v. + -AGE.] The

action or function of agisting ; agistment.
1691 RLOUNT Law Diet. s.v. Agist, Their [Agistors'] func-

tion is termed Agistment and Agistage. 1751 [See next].

t Agista'tion. Obs. [ad. med. L. agistation-em

(see Cowel), n. of action f. agisfarc: see AGIST.]
Agistment.
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Agistment, Agistagc, or Agistation,

in law, the taking in, and feeding the cattle of strangers in

the king's forest, and gathering the money due for the same.

II Agista tor. Obs. [L. n. of agent f. agista-re
to A<;JST.]=AGISTOR.
1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. s.v. Agist, They are also called

Agistators, to take account of the cattle agisted.

Agisted (ad^i'sted), ///. a.
[f.

AGIST v. + -ED.]
Of animals : Taken in to feed. Of pasture, etc. :

Depastured or eaten by cattle taken in at a certain

rate of payment.
1779 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 221/2 Grass agisted or eaten by

improfitable cattle. 1882 'Daily News 8 Mar. 4 6 Exempting
agisted stock and hired machinery from seizure.

Agisting (ad^rstin), vbl. sb. [f.
AGIST v. +

-ixi;!.] The taking in to pasture.
1598 MANWOOD Latvcs of Forest xi. i This manner of

taking in of cattell, to pasture or feede by the weeke, or by
the moneth or otherwise, is called Agisting of beasts or cattell.

1695 KF.NNF.TT Par. Antiq. ix. 219 The Bishop . . and Ralph
de Warewill had liberty of agisting their hogs.

Agisting (adgrstirj), ///. a. [f. AGIST v. +
-ING-.] a. That takes in the cattle of another to

pasture, b. Feeding on hired pasture.
1768 BLACKSTONF Cnnm. II. n. xxx. 453 The agisting

farmer. 1882 KcJio 2 Dec., We should much like to have a

pulpit defence of the right to seize agisting stock.

Agistment (adgi'Stment). [a. OKr. agistement,
f. agistc\ see AGIST and -MENT.]
1. The action or process of agisting; the taking

in of cattle or live stock to feed at a rate of so

much per head
;
the opening of a forest for a spe-

cified time to live stock.

[1304 ] 'earbooksofEdw, 1, 23Q'il ad agistementadeuscents
bestis. 1 1611 COTGR., Gliittdage . . th' Agistment, or laying of

swine into Mastie woods. 1695 KENNUTT Par. Antjq. ix. 219
To take pannage which was one farthing for the agistment of

each hog. 1768 ULACKSTONE Coinm. II. 452 If a man takes

in a horse, or other cattle, to gra?e and depasture in his

grounds, which the law calls agistment. 1813 VANCOUVER
Agric, Devon 82 Depending upon casual and agistment
stock for the consumption ol his herbage.
2. The herbage of a forest, or the right to it.

1598 [See under 3], 1611 COTGR., Paisscn, th' Agistment,
or Herbage of woods, or forests ; feeding for cattell therein.

1641 Termes dc la Ley 15 The feed or herbage of the cattell

is called Agistment.
3. The rate levied or profit made upon the pas-

turing of another's cattle.

1577 HoLiNSHEDCArm an. 1198 iR.t Aduantages and pro-
! fits, .as in pannage and ngistements. iS98MANWooD/.aztf5
! ofFcrest ix. i Agistment is most properly, the common

j

of Herbage, of any kind of ground.. or the money that is

received or due for the same. 1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. s.v.

]
Agistment is likewise the profit of such feeding in a ground

j

or field ; and extends to the depasturing of barren cattle of

I
the owner, for which tithes shall be paid to tbe parson.

4. Agistment Tithe : 'The tithe of cattle or other

produce of grass lands . . . paid to the vicar or

rector by the occupier of the land, and not by the

person who may put his cattle there to graze at a

certain rate per head.' Encycl. Brit.

1527 quoted in Hutchins' Hist. Dorset (17741 I. 280 The
rector . . shall have all the tithes of hay and agistments in

the mead called Shetewel in Bradepole. 1779 in Ann. Reg.
221/2 A claim made by the former [the rector] of agistment
tithe in kind. 1808 SYD. SMITH Plyinleys Lett. Wks. 1859
II. 174/2 The abolition of agistment tithe in Ireland by a
vote of the Irish House of Commons.
5. By extension, Any rate or charge levied upon

the owner or occupier of (pasture) lands.

1618 PULTON Coll. Stat. tr. Act 6 Hen. VI, v, So that no
tenants of lands or tenements . . shal in any wise be spared in

this and for agistments vpon the sea banks for preseruation
of tbe said parts. 1809 TOMLINS La-w Diet, s.v., There is

agistment of sea-banks, where lands are charged with a tribute

to keep out the sea.

Agistor, agister (fcdgi-stai). [a. Anglo Fr.

agisto-ur, f. agister'. see AGIST and -OR.] One who

agists. spec. An officer of the royal forests, who
takes charge of cattle agisted, and accounts for the

money paid for their agistment.
[1327 Stat. i Ed-w. 3. viii, Foresters, verdours, regardours,

agistours, et autres ministres demesme le forest.] 1483 Cath.

Anglic. , A gister: Agistator. 1598 MANWOOD Lawn of
For. xi. i. (1615) So/i The kings Agistors of his Forest., doe

receiue and take in the beasts and cattell of euery person.
1812 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XXXIV. 210 A forest has

laws and officers of its own as foresters, verdours, rangers,
and agisters. 1837 W. & M. HOWITT Rur. Lije v. i. (1862)

357 Agistors also, to look after tbe agistment of cattle.

t A'gitable, a. Obs. [a. Fr. agitable, ad. L. agi-

tabilis, i. a&ita-re : see AGITATE and -ABLE.] Capa-
ble of being agitated, easily moved, or disturbed.



AGITANT. 184 AGLANCE.
1548 HALL Edu>. /K, 23 A rede wyth euery wind is agitable

and flexible, 1603 FLORIO Montaigne m. xii. (1632^ 593 The
mind [of the vulgar] . . is lesse penetrable and agitable. 1661

Origen in Plienix (1721) I. 53 The finer and more agitable
Particles. [Also in JOHNSON and mod. Diets.]

tA'gitant, a. and sb, Obs. [a. Fr. agitant pr.

pple. of agiter, ad. L. agitd-re : see AGITATE or.]

A. adj. Moving, stirring, disturbing. rare .

B. sb. One who stirs in, or plans, a course of

action. (Cf. also ADJUTANT.)
a 1670 HACKET Life of Williams n. 90 (D.) The chief

agitant saw that this tryal upon so firm a courage was
uneffectual and ridiculous, a 1698 R. HOWARD Committee
in. i. ID.) Now am I ready for any plot ;

I'll go find some
of these agUants.

t A*gitat(e, pa. pple. Obs. Sc. [ad. L. agitat-us

pa. pple. of agita-re to move to and fro, freq. of

ag-cre to drive.] Equivalent to the later AGITATED.

1. Tossed about, disturbed (mentally).
1567 Test. A". Hen, Stewart in Sc. Poems of i6th c. II. 258

Sumtyme in mynde with anger agitat.

2. Debated, discussed.

1634-46 J. Row (father) /to/. Kirk (18421 183 The Kirk de-

syres the King . . to heare everie weightie thing concerning
the estate agitat.

Agitate (ardgit^t), v. [f.
L. agitat- ppl. stem

of agita-re (see prec.), also representing Fr. agiter

(lith c., Littre).]

I. To move, excite.

f 1. trans. To communicate action or motion to
;

to move, actuate. = ACT v. i. Obs.

1620 SHELTOS Quixote III. xxxiv. 244 In the chace . . Sleep
and Idleness are banished, the Pores are corroborated, the

Members agitated. 1748 THOMSON Castle hid, ii. 47 By whom
each atom stirs, the planets roll : Who, fills, surrounds, in-

forms, and agitates the whole.

2. To move to and fro, shake (things material).
1599 A. M. tr. Gabclhouers Bk. Physic 44/1 Take fresh

butter . . impose the same in a little dishe, and agitate or

amalgamize the same. 1667 BOYLE Orig. l-'ormcs <$ Qual. 30
In agitating water into froth. 1794 SULLIVAN View ofNat*
I. 76 Incessant earthquakes . . during which the earth was
constantly agitated. iSzsScoTT Talism. (1854) M 1 The other
refreshed his reverend master by agitating a fan of peacock-
feathers. 1849 MRS. SOMKRVILLE Cotincx. Phys. Sc. 30.

347 The aurora poweifully agitates the magnet.

&*fig' To disturb, perturb, or excite (the thoughts
and feelings}.
1586 JAMES VI in Ellis Orig, Lett. i. 224 III. 18 Knoum

quhat divers thocbtes have agitat my mynde. 1719 DK FOE
Crusoe i. 231 This had agitated my Thoughts for two Hours.

1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trumpet \. 13 An actor . . is never so

sure to agitate the souls of his hearers, as when his own is

perfectly at ease.

4. Hence, To perturb or excite (a person} in mind
or feelings ;

to stir up, excite, or move (a multi-

tude) by appeals, etc.

a i8za SHELI.EY Qidip, Tyr. i. i, The gadfly was the same
which Juno sent To agitate lo. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp.
89 Frequently agitated with passion and prejudice. 1855
LEWIS Early Rom. Hist. xii. 25 Each consul forms a party,
and agitates the people in favour of his own views. 1878
SEELEV Stein. III. 320 You are alarmed and agitated by the

lamentations of those ladies.

II. To be active or busy about.

1 5. trans. To do the actual work of (the affairs

of another) j
to manage or act as an agent. Also

absol. Obs.

1654 WOOD Ne~jj Engl. Prosp. \\. x, A King of large Do-
minions hath his Viceroyes . . to agitate his State-affaires.

1654 FULLER 2 Serm. 76 Let painefull Solicitours so honestly

Agitate . . as knowing they must give an Account to God.

6. To be busy with (mentally), consider on all

sides, revolve in the mind (as a plan to be exe-

cuted) ;
to contrive busily, arch.

1648 COTTRELL tr. Davilas Hist. France (1678) 9 Whilst
these things were agitated at the court, a 1649 CHARLES I

(J.) When politicians most agitate desperate designs. 1671
MRS. BEHN Fore

1d Marriage \\.\\\. 174 As if your soul were

agitating something Contrary to the pleasure of this night.

7. To discuss, debate, or push forward as a ques-
tion to be settled. Also absol.

1643 MILTON Sov. Salve 33 Parliament preparing.discussing,

agitating, concluding what is to be done. 1756 BURKE Sf.
A nter //Mr. Wks.II. 410 Before a repeal was so much as agi-
tated in this house. 1785 COWPER Tirocin. 130 Points, which
unless the Scripture made them plain, The wisest heads

might agitate in vain. 1863 Cox Inst. Eng. Govt. i. ii. 285
The question of the revival of licensed printing was re-

peatedly agitated in Parliament.

8. absol. To keep up an agitation ;
to keep a poli-

tical or other object perpetually under discussion,

so as to impress on the public mind. Const, for.
c i8z8 MARQ. ANGLESEY (to Irish Deputation), If you really

expect success, agitate, agitate, agitate. 1860 KINGSLEY
Misc. II. 180 If he wants protection for them, let him agitate
for the true protection. Mod. To agitate for a repeal of
the malt tax.

Agitated (ce-d.^it^ted), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

fl. Moved, set in motion. Obs.

1620 [See under AGITATE v. i\. 1650 HAMMOND On Psalm
civ. 3. 516 Those agitated clouds, whereby, as with wings,
the Angels fly down to us.

2. Moved to and fro ; shaken, disturbed.
1660 DRYDEN Astr, Red.zjT, As those lees, that trouble it,

refine The agitated soul of generous wine. 1826 DISRAELI
Viv. Grey \\. xiii. 66 The solitary clerk no longer found time

to answer the often agitated bell. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr.
172 However agitated the surface of the sea may be.

3. Excited, disturbed iu mind, having the feel-

ings greatly moved.
1756 BURKE Subl. fy B. Wks. 1842 I. 73 An impassioned

countenance, an agitated gesture. 1849M ACAULAY ///$/. Kng,
I. 623 He was greatly agitated. The blood left his cheeks.

4. Debated, discussed, kept before the public by
discussion.

1640-4 Order ofCommons in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692)
I- 355 Notes of things brought into the House, Propounded
or Agitated in the House. 1675 BAXTER Cath. Theol. i. i.

17 It is also an agitated Controversie with them, Whether,
etc. 1868 G. DL-FF Polit. Surv. 104 The long agitated scheme
for running a railway down the Euphrates valley.

Agitatedly (se'djjit^tedli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY2.] In an agitated manner; with agitation.
1827 MOORE Epicurean xii. (1839) 156 Laying her hand

agitatedly upon mine. 1862 MRS. WOOD Mrs.HallibA 1864)
i. viii. 48 He saw how agitatedly anxious she was.

Agitating (frd^trftin),
vbl. sb. [f. AGITATES*.

+ -IXG!.] The action of moving, disturbing, dis-

|
cussing. (Mostly gerundial.)
1667 [See under AGITATE v, 2]. 1732 ARBUTHXOT Diet 398

I Violent Purging . . by agitating the Humours often hurts.

1769 BURKE St. ofNat. Wks. 1842 I. no Without agitating
j

those vexatious questions,

Agitating (se-dsit^tin), ppl. a. [f.
AGITATE v.

+ -ING*.] a. Eng. Hist. Acting as AGITATORS.

b. Disturbing, exciting.
^71671 FAIRFAX Short J/rw. (1699^ 119 To prepare a way to

this Work, this Agitating Council did first intend to remove
all out of the Parliament who were like to oppose them.

1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xviti. IX. 162 The active agitating

joy that fill'd The vale. 1868 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt 47 He
trembled under the pressure of some agitating thought.

Agitation (sed.^iu
71

Jan), [a. (i6th c.) Fr. agita-

tion, ad. L. agitation-cm n. of action, f. agita-re :

see AGITATE a.] The action of agitating.

f 1. The action of moving, stirring ; motion, ac-

tion, exercise of activity. Obs.

1573 HP. COOPER Tkesaur., Agitatio, moouing, stirring,

agitation, exercise. 1610 GwiLLIM Heraldry in. xx. (1660)

217 Albeit they . . have their feeding upon the earth, yet
is their agitation above in the Ayre. 1633 T. N[EWTON] tr.

Lcmnie's Toncfat. Conipl. 167 Likewise doth the body of

man become putrified . . if it accustome not it selfe to exer-

cise and agitation. 1711 F. FULLER Med.Gymn. 4 By Exer-

cise then, I understand all . . Motion or Agitation of the Body.

2. esp. The moving of (anything) to and fro
;

shaking.
1583 PLAT ynvel-ho. (1594! 47 Or useanie other devise by

agitation or shaking, untill you have broken the yolke.

1659 BAXTER Saving Faith 12. 88 Even Agitation with

Pressure

sometimes sets the Turners wood on fire. 175
OHNSON.ffam&rNo. 133 F 2 Enabled me to bear the agita-

tion ofacoach. 1860 MAL-RY/Vys. Geog. Sea x. 484 Brought
to the surface, by the agitation of the sea.

3. A state or condition of being moved to and

fro ; commotion, disturbance, perturbation.
1605 BACON A dv. Learn, i. vii. i u 873) The true character

of Divine Presence, coming in . . without noise or agitation.

1664 POWER E*p. Philos. i. 21 A tremulous Motion and

Agitation of rowling fumes. 1775 BURKE Condi. A mcr. Wks.
III. 27 Under them the state of America has been kept in

continual agitation. 1880 CVPLES Hum. Exp. i. 5 A nervo-

cerebral system, with specific agitations set up . . in it.

4. Mental disturbance or perturbation (showing
itself usually by physical excitement).
[1573 BP. COOPER Thesaur., Agitatio mentis

t the agitation
and exercise of mind.] 1722 DE FOE Plague (1756) 221, I

have seen them in strange Agitations and Surprises on this

Account. 1788 JOHNSON Lett. 207 II. 55 Think on such

things as may please without too much agitation. 1816 SCOTT

Antiq. vii,
' We thought,' replied Sir Arthur in great agita-

tion,
* we thought we could get round Halket-head.' 1834

HT. MARTINEAU Demerara iv. 52 A long, deep sob broke
from him, and the child, terrified at his agitation, ran away.
5. The mental tossing of a matter to and fro

;

consideration, debate, discussion.

1569 SHAKS. Merck. Ven. in. v. 5 \Cloum says] So now I

speake my agitation of the matter. 1625 BACON Ess. 11862)

xx. 82 Things will have their first, or second Agitation ; If

they be not tossed upon the Arguments of Counsel!, they
will be tossed upon the Waves of Fortune. 1640 FULLER
Abel Rediv., Sandys (1867) II. 192 The business in agitation

very weighty. 1769 ^HMfJKf Lett, xxiii. 112 The latest mo-
ments of your life were dedicated to the same . . busy agita-
tions. 1865 F. PARKMAN Huguenots (1875)1. 9 While this

design was in agitation.

1 6. Busy devising, scheming, contrivance. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (1673) 176 The hunter

must . . in hunting of a fox . . drive him against the winde,
and then he preventeth all his crafty and subtill agitations
and devises. 1626 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 206 You heard
how I was in agitation for an employment in Italy.

1 7. Eng. Hist. The action of the 'Agitators* of

1647. Obs.

.71671 FAIRFAX Short Mem.(\(yty^\ 116 The Army was almost

wholly infected with this Humour of Agitation. Ibid. 105,

I shall now descend to some particulars of their Agitations.

8. The keeping of a political or other object

constantly before public attention, by appeals, dis-

cussion, etc. ; public excitement. See AGITATE 8.

i8z8 Ann. Reg. t
Hist. 122/2 Its [Catholic Association's]

orators publicly proclaimed that
'

Agitation,'
as they termed

it, was the object which they had in view, and that agita-

tion they would have so long as they found it necessary.

1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches iii. 53 The antislavery agitation.

1879 MCCARTHY Own Times I. 337 With the Manchester

school began a new kind of popular agitation. Up to that

time agitation meant appeal to passion . . The Manchester
school introduced the agitation which appealed to reason

and argument only ; which stirred men's hearts with figures
of arithmetic, rather than figures of speech.

Agitational (fed^itd^-Janal), a. rare. [f. prec. +
-AL '.] Of or pertaining to agitation ; connected with

the promotion of discussion on public questions.
1866 Morn. Star 14 Feb., The denunciations . . which have

been published are all of them so purely political, so purely
agitational if we may coin a word.

Agitative (sex^iWitlv), a. ? Obs. [f. L. agitat-

(see AGITATE a.} + -IVE, as if ad. L. *agitdtivus]

Tending to agitate, stir, or move; motive, excitative.

1687 H. MORE App. to Antid. (1712) 221 If a Spirit use his

Agitative power moderately. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .$"//, s.v.,

The agitative force of the pendulum arises from three things.

II Agitato (ad:$ita-t0), a. Mus. [It. : L. agita-
tits\ see AGITATE a.] 'Agitated*; used in music
to describe the mode or character of a movement ;

hence, adverbially,
*
in an agitated manner, with

agitation, restlessly.'

Agitator (se'dgit^tai). [a. L. agitator, n. of

agent, f. agita-re : see AGITATE a. and -OR.] One
who agitates. Specially :

+ 1. Eng. Hist. An agent, one who acts for others

(see AGITATE v. 5) ; a name given to the agents or

delegates of the private soldiefs in the Parliament-

ary Army 1647-9 ;
in which use it varied with

ADJUTATOR. Obs.

(Careful investigation satisfies me that Agitator was the

actual title, and Adjutator originally only a bad spelling of

soldiers familiar with Adjutants and the Adjutors of 1642.

Adjntator has naturally seemed more plausible to recent

writers unfamiliar with this old sense of
'

agitate,' and the

functions of the Agitators of 1647. J. A. H.M.)
1647 (June 4) Two Lett, ofSir T. Fairfax to both Houses

ofParIt. i
with the Advice of the Council of Warre .. also

the Petition of the private Souldierie of the Army . . pre-
sented . . by their severall Adjutators. [Signed]

Edward
Saxby, Edward Taylor, Adjutators of the Generals Regi-
me[nt] of Horse, etc., etc. 1647 (June 5) Solemn Engage-
ment of the Army [Official paper printed under auth. of

Gen. Fairfax] Upon a late Petition to the General from
the Agitators in behalf of the soldiery. 1647 (June "> 'n
Rushw. Coll. (1721) VI. xv. 556 The Agitators on the be-

half of the Soldiers press'd to have the Question put. [So

always in Rushw.] 1647 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 6 The

agitators are for certain reconciled with the army. 1650
FULLER Pisgak Sight n. xii. 250 Devills then dancing for

joy, where once Angels (those holy Agitators) went up and
down betwixt heaven and earth. 1-1650 SIR T. HERBERT
Mem. (T.) Active and malevolent persons of the army,
disguised under the specious name of agitators, being two
selected out of every regiment, to meet and debate the

concerns of the army, a 1671 FAIRFAX Short Mem. (1699)

207 Now the Officers of the Army were plac'd and dis-

plac'd at the will of the new Agitators. [So always in F.]

^1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. III. x. 33 The common sol-

diers made choice of three or four of each Regiment, most

Corporals or Serjeants, few or non abovt the degree of an

Ensign, who were called Agitators, aid were to be as a
House of Commons to the Council of Officers. [So always
in Cl.] 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) II. x. 210 Those
elective tribunes called Agitators, who had been established

in every regiment to superintend the interests of the army
(Note to Agitator : Some have supposed it to be a cor-

ruption of adjittator, as if the modern adjutant meant the

same thing. But I find it always so spelled in the pamph-
lets of the time.)

2. One who keeps up a political agitation.

1780 BURKE Durat. Parl. (T.) Some leading man, some

agitator. 1791 NEWTE Tour in Eng. <$ Scot. 4 Talked of by
certain political reformers and other agitators. 1828 Ann.

Reg. 123/1 Starting against him [Fitzgerald] their own great

popish leader and agitator, Daniel O'Connell. 1853 Encycl.
Brit. 1 1. 240 The great agitator, Daniel O'Connell, was able

to stir up the mass of the Irish nation. 1876 BANCROFT Hist.

U. S. III. xvii. 261 He was by nature an agitator, and car-

ried into the cabinet restless activity and the arts of cabal.

3. An apparatus for shaking or mixing.
1871 BALF. STEWART Heat 51 By means of an agitator

every part of this tube . . may be brought to the same tem-

perature throughout.

Agitatorial (re^d^it^tSo-rial), a. [f. prec. after

analogy of dictator-ial, etc. : see -ORIAL.] Of or

pertaining to an agitator.

1863 Sat. Rev. ^ Feb. 185/1 Manin*s whole personal and

political working during those years was neither revolu-

tionary nor agitatorial.

Agltatrix (Kd^it^-triks). [a. L. agitdtrix fern,

of agitator : see -TRIX.] A female agitator.
1881 Sat. Rev. 19 Mar. 361 So the cat and the agitatrix

exchanged courtesies and the agitatrlx gave food to the

hungry cat.

f Aki've, v. Obs. For forms see GIVE. [f. A
pref. i out, away, up + GIVE. OE. agifan is cogn.

w. OHG.ar-, ur-t ir~, er-gcban (mod. G. ergeben\
Goth, ifs-gtban.]
1. trans. To give up, give back ; render, surrender.

r looo O. E. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 17 HwaeSer wille ge \>xt ich

eow agyfe, be Barraban, J>e J>anne Haelend. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 29 Ah so3liche al he hit mot a^efen ?if he hit haueo.

and 3if he hit naue3 ajefe swa muchel swa he mei. 1205
LAYAM. 22165 A^if us ure icunde lond. a 1250 Owl $ Night.

139 Thos word ajaf the niBtingale.

2. intr. To give way or yield ;
to abandon a

state of rigidity ; cf. to give.
1681 I. WLORLIDGE] Syst. Agric. 155 As soon as your Hops

are off the Kiln, . . lay them in some room or place . . that

they may cool, agive, and toughen.

Aglance (aglcrns), adv. prop. phr. [A prepl
of state + GLANCE.] Glancing, gleaming.



AGLARE.
1880 WEBB tr. Goethe's Faust i, ii. 60 With wreath and

ribbon all aglance.

Aglare (agle-
v
i), adv. prop. ///;-. [A //"</.' of

state + GLARE.] In a glare, glaring.
1872 M. COLLINS Pr. Clarice II. xix. 223 His sole remain-

ing eye aglare with furious light. 1881 Art Jrnt, Jan. 119
The landscape lying all aglare beneath the

' blue unclouded.'

Agleam (aglrm), adv., prop. phr. [A//Y/.1 of

state + GLEAM.] In a gleaming state
; gleaming.

1870 LOWELL Study Windows 380 Those faces . . agleam
with pale intellectual light.

Aglet, aiglet (se'glet, Ji-glet). Forms: 5-6

aglett(e, aglott've, agglot, 5-9 aglet, 6 aggiet(te,

aiguelet, aguelette, ayguelet, 8 aigullet, 9 (egel-

let) aigulet, aiglet, aiguillette. [a. Fr. aiguillette
dim. of aiguille needle : late L. acficuta, var. of

acicitla, dim. of acits needle. The phonetic changes
must have been aiguille'tte, aiguelrtte, aigle'tte,

aglctte, a'gf&(~tW t but early instances are wanting:
in modern times it has been again made aiglet and

AIGUILLETTE.]
1. The metal tag of a lace (formerly called point},

intended primarily to make it easier to thread

through the eyelet-holes, but afterwards also as an

ornament to the pendent ends.

1440 Promp. Par-it., Agglot or an aglet to lace wyth alle,

AcHS,aculus. 1468 Cov. J/vj/.(i84i>24i Twodozeyn poyntys
of cheverelle, the aglottes of sylver feyn. a 1500 in Wright's
Vocab. 238 Hoc mominluui, a naglott. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph.
(Arb.) 108 Take hede . . that it be fast on with laces wythout
agglettes. 1549 LATIMER 7 Serm. bcf. Ediu. f"/ii86oi 117 He
made hys pen of the aglet of a poynte that he plucked from

hys hose. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch Afar. 13 You put your
aglet, sir, thorow the oilet that is not made for it. 1708

KERSEY, Aglet, the Tag of a Point. 1775 ASH, Aignlkt, a

point with tags. 1834 PLANCHK Hist. Brit. Cost. 236 These

splendid hose . . were attached by points or laces, with tags
called agulettes or aglets (i. e. aiguillettes) to the doublet.

1852 Miss YONGE Cameos 11877) IV. xiii. 148 The message
related to two letters written with an aglet plucked from
his hose.

2. Hence, An ornament consisting a. properly, of

a gold or silver tag or pendent attached to a fringe ;

whence b. extended to any metallic stud, plate, or

spangle worn on the dress.

1514 FITZHF.RBERT Jnstycc ofPeas i2o We shall weare any
agglettes, botons, or broches of golde or sylver, gylt, or

counterfayt gylt. 1530 PALSGR. 193/2 Aiguelet to fasten a

claspe m t porte. 1531 ELVOT Go-ccrnonr (1580) 91 A mil-

layne or French bonnet on his head full of agglets. 1551
EDWARD VI Jrnl. Lit. Rent. (1858) 325 His goune dressed

with aglettes, worth 25 li. 1587 HOLINSHKD Chron. III.

1207/1 On the sleeues eight and thirtie paire of aglets of

gold. 1580 B\RKT Afoearie A 227 An aglet or iewell in

one's cap. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. 11. lii. 26 A silken Camus . .

Which all above besprinckled was throughput With golden
aygulets, that glistred bright, Like twinckling starres. 1598
FLORIO, Tremolante . . aglets or spangles. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr.t Aglet, a little plate of any mettal, the tag of a

point. 1764 R. BURN Poor Laws 21 No man, under the de-

gree of a gentleman, shall wear any aglets of gold or silver.

c. esp. A tagged point, braid, or cord, hanging
from the shoulder upon the breast in some military
and naval uniforms. In this sense now officially

treated as Fr., and written aiguilhtte.

1843 LVTTON Last of Bar. n. ii. 126 No flaunting tawdri-

ness of fringe & aiglet characterised the appearance of the

baron. i84sJ.SAUNDERsCa^^/
)
/rA 33 Little aiglets, tipped

with gold, (hang) from his shoulders. 1879 Cornh.Mag. June
685 A handsome officer, bearing the epaulets and aiglets of

a staff captain. i88z Navy List July 495/2 Aides-de-Camp
to the Queen are to wear a gold aiguillette on the right
shoulder.

3. (
Still used in haberdashery, and denotes round

white stay-laces.
1

Drapers' Dictionary 1882.

[So in mod. Fr. aiguillette has passed from the tag
to the lace or cord, as point did in Eng.]
4. Herb. Any pendent part of a flower resembling

the prec., esp. a. A catkin of hazel, birch, etc.

b. An anther (only in Diets., and perh. erroneous).

1578 LYTE Dodoens 635 The knoppes or agglettes that

hang in the Bircheor Hasell trees. I598GERAKDE llerball

I. xxxix. 2. 56 A certain long aglet or bunch, such as the

Allertreebringeth foorth. 1657 PL-RCHAS Theatre ofInsects
xiii. 72 When they gather off the Aglets, or Catkins, of the

Hazel. 1708 KERSEY, Aglets or Agleets (among Florists!

are the Pendants that hang on the Tip-ends of Chivets and

Threads; as in Tulips, Roses, etc. 1809 PARKINS Cul~

Pepper's Eng. Phys. Enl. 127 A long bush of small and more

yellow, green, scaly aglets, set in the same manner on the

stalks as the leaves are. ri86o LOWELL M'ks. 1879, 373/2
And [the willow] glints his steely aglets in the sun.

f 5. A fragment of flesh hanging by the skin.

Hence, a scrap, a shred. (Cf. fr.dccoufer un canard

par aiguillcttes, Littre.1 Obs.

1555 Fardle of Facions \\. x. 217 No, the begger . . getteth
not an aguelette of hym. Ibid. App. 352 That thei should

vtterly destroy him . . not leaning an agguelet of a poincte
for the memorial of such hopeloste persones.

6. Comb, aglet-babie, ? A doll or (grown-up)
'baby' decked with aglets. (Explained by some
as an aglet shaped like a human figure. Johnson
defines aglet as ' A tag of a point curved into some

representation of an animal, generally of a man,'
but no quotations have been found bearing out this

statement, which was perhaps merely hazarded as

an explanation of aqlet-babit) \ agl2t -headed,
VOL. I.
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having a head resembling an aglet ; aglet-hole, a
hole for passing a lace through, an eyelet-hole.
1396 SHAKS. Tiim. Shr. i. ii. So Giue him Gold enough, and

marrie him to a Puppet or an Aglet babie, or an old trot with
ne're a tooth in her head. 1789 PILKINGTON Derby. I. 330
(JOD.) Aglet-headed rush. 1600 UARRELL Demon. Possess. 6
The boy . . burst the buttons of his Doublet the aglet holes
before both of his Doublet and Hose. Detect. Harsnet
181 The buttons of his Doublet! did brush off and his aglet
holees breake. 1623 MINSHEL- Sf. Diet., Aglet-hole, Ojele.

A'glet, v. Obs. rare. [f. the sb.] To put a tag
on a point.
1530 PALSGR. 418/2, I agglet, I set on an agglet upon a

poynte or a lace. Jefene. These poyntes be yvell bought,
for some be aggletted and some nat.

t A-gleted, ///. a. Obs.
;
also 6 agglated. [f.

prec. + -KD.] Furnished with aglets.
1548 HALL L'hron. 118091 7 29 A Cote of black velvet upon

White Satin and tied with laces agglated with golde.

t Agli'de, '<' Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. A-/;-,/ I up,

away + GLIDE.] To glide up or away.
1-1430 LVDG. Minor Poems 118401 116 When the body ded

ryse, a grymly gost a-gleed [YagloodJ, Then was tyme me
for to stere, many a foyle I be-strood.

t Agli'ff, v. Obs. Pa. pple. 3 aglyfte, oglyft. [f.

A.-prcf. i -r GLIFF to alarm.] To frighten. Only in

pa. pple. Frightened, terrified.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 3590 As he stode so sore

aglyfte. 1330 L7tn>n. 70 William was oglyft . . pat falle

mad him olright. Ibul. 72 For William bei we're oglifi, ^S:

said, bat we ne dar.

A-glimmer (aglrmai), adv., prop. ///;-. [A
/;Y/.I + GLIMMER.] In or into a glimmering state.

1860 HAWTHORNE Marble Farm (18791 '! x i'- J1 7 To set

the tarnished gilding of the picture-frames . . all a-glimmer.

Ag'lillt (agli'nt), adv., prop. ///;-. [A/>r/.l-H
Gi.iN'i'.] Glinting, peeping through.
1879 J. D. LONG /Eneid ix. 315 Oft in the hunt have we

caught sight, Aglint through valley copses, of the town.

Aglitter (agli-tai\ adv., prop.///;-. [A/;v/.l
of state -t- GLITTER.] In a glitter, glittering.
1865 DICKENS Mut.Fr. n. xvi. 11872! 1.293 Mr. Lamb, all

a-g!itter. 1881 Miss BRADDON Asphodel I. 66 A room all

a-glitter with gilding.

t Aglo'pened, ///. a. Obs.
[pa. pple. either

of glopcn, gloppen, with A particle for/-, or of

a compound a-glopen with A- prcf. i intensive.]

Frightened.
a 1400 Alexander 874 Mees not aglopened, madame.

Aglossal lagl/'-sal),
a. Zool. [f. Gr. dy\uxra-os

without tongue + -AL.] Tongueless.
1870 ROLLESTON Aniin. Life 65 The aglossal Anura.

Aglow (aglo"')> <&&> prop. ////-. [A //r/.
1 of

state + GLOW.]
1. In a glow of warmth, or of some warm colour.

1817 COLERIDGE Biogr. Lit. 118 Now all a-glow with
colours not their own. 1871 TYNDALL Fragw. Sc. (ed. 6) I.

iv. 125 The great mass of the Fletshorn was all a-glow.
Mod. I was all aglow with the exercise.

2.yff. In a glow of (pleasurable) excitement
;

flushed.

a 1834 COLERIDGE Poems 257 Amid the tremor of a realm

aglow, Amid a mighty nation jubilant. 1872 BLACK Adv.
Phaeton xxii. 308 All her face was aglow with delight.

t Aglu't, v. Obs. ;
also 4 aglotye. [f. A.-prcf. i

intens. + GLUT.] To feed to satisfaction, to glut.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. x. 76 Bope in mylk and in mele, to

make with papelotes, Toa-glotyewith here gurles, t>at greden
after fode. 1496 Bk. ofSt. Aloans C ii, It is agluttyd and
kelyd wyth the glette that she hath engendred

Aglutitiqn (a-'gli/rti-pn). rath.
[f.

A- />-</ 14
+ L. *glutitidn-etn n. of action, f. gluti-re to swal-

low : see DEGLUTITION.] Inability to swallow.

1847 in CRAIG.

t Agly, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. A- pref. I away

+ GLY to glance.] To vanish, disappear.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems A. 245 Syben in to gresse pou me

a-glyjte.

t Agly, adv., prop, phr., Sc. Also agley. [A
prep.'

1 + GLY.] Asquint, askew, crooked.

1785 UURNS, The best-laid schemes o' mice an' men Gang
aft a-gly.

t A'gminal, a. Ois.~ [ad. L. agminalis, f.

aginen (agiiiin-) a troop, army.]
'

Belonging to a

troop.' Bailey 1731.

Agminate (;e-gmini:itX a. [i.L.agmen (aginin-)
a troop -i- -ATE -.] Arranged in a group or cluster.

1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. fyPliys. V. 356/2 There are generally
about twenty clusters of these agminate follicles.

Agminated (K-gmint'ted), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED.]
=

prec.

1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. IV. x. 103/2 The patches
of agmmated glands. 1874 JONES& SIEV. Pathol. Anat. 153
The solitary and agminated"^ follicles of the intestines.

Agnail (argn^il). Forms : I augneesl, 5 ag-

nayl, -lie, 6 angnaylle, angnale, agnale, 6-7
agnayle, agnell, 7 agnel, agnaile, 7- agnail.

[A word of which the application (and perhaps
the form) has been much perverted by pseudo-ety-

mology. The OE. angntefl is cogn. w. OHG. ting-

nagcl, mod. G. dial, anneglen, einnegeln (E. Miiller),

Fris. ongneil, ogneil ;
f. ang- (Goth, aggwnis, ci.ang-

sum\ compressed, tight, painful f mr&l, Goth, nagls
nail. The latter had here the sense, not of '

finger-

AGNATE.

nail,' uiiguis, but of a nail (of iron, etc.) cldvus,
hence, a hard round-headed excrescence fixed in the

flesh; cf. wer-nsfgl, WABKEL, a wart, lit. 'man-
nail' (as opposed to 'door-nail,' 'wall-nail,' etc.).

So, L. davits was both a nail (of iron, etc.) and a
corn in the foot. Subsequently -nail was referred
to a finger- or toe-nail (tingiiis), and the meaning
gradually perverted to various (imaginary or real)
affections of the nails : see senses 2, 3.]

1 1. A com on the toe or foot. Obs.

C95o Sa-ron Leechdcms II. So WiJ> angna-gle argesweorf
6 ealde sapan. a 1440 MS. tied. Line. If. jooiin Halliw.l For
agnayls one mans fete or womans. 1483 Cath. Angt., Ag-
naylle. 1530 PALSGR., Agnayle upon ones too, corret. 1547
BqofU>E.0>lffVz?7II.(l552) 3 Clauus is the latin. . Inenglyshe
it is named cornes oragnelles in a mannes fete or toes. 1551
TURNER Herbal u. 2 Figges . . purge away angnaylles and
sucheharde swellinges. Ibid. (15681 17 [Aloe] heleth also ag-
nales when they are cut of. 1575 TL-RIIERVII.LE Venerie 137
They skinne a kybed heele, they fret an angnale off, So thus
I skippe from toppe to toe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. iii,

Passing good for to be applyed to the agnels or corni of
the feet. 1611 FLORIO, Figiwti, agnels, cornes, pushes, felons
or swellings in the llesh. 1611 COTGR., Corret, an agnaile,
or little come, vpon a toe. FroueHe, an agnell, pinne,
or warnell in the toe. 1783 AINS\VORTH Lat. Diet., Mortu ini
. . agnails, or rather corns, especially on the feet and toes.

2. Any
'

painful swelling,'
'

ulcer,' or '

sore,'

tinder, about, around the toe- or finger-nail ; in

J. and subseq. Diets, identified with whitlow. [This
change of explanation seems due to pseudo-ety-
mology ;

whether confusion with Fr.
'

angonailles,
botches, (pocky) bumps, or sores,' Cotgr., or med.
L. anghiones, angitinalia, carbuncles, contributed
the 'ulcers' or 'sores' is uncertain

;
but -nail, mis-

interpreted, fixed the locality. The further identifi-

cation with whitlow (in the Diets.) seems due to

collating the Gr. name of the latter Trapoi>v\ia (f.

nap' beside + wv\- nail} with ag-nail (quasi ag-
at + nail). Ash explains agnail as 'a whitlow,

paronychia,' and pai-onychia as 'a perpetual sore

under the root of the nail, a whitlow.']
1578 I.VTE Dodoens 258 Good to be layde unto., ulcered

nayles, or agnayles, wliiche is a paynefull swelling aboute
the ioyntes and nayles. 1633 W. I.ANGMAM Gard. Health
led. 2 '95 It draweth outsplentsand broken bones, andopeneth
noughty vlcers and agnayles, thatgruw about therouU of the

nayles. 1656 BLOUNT Glosspgr., Agnail, a sore between the

linger and the nail. 1721 H.M.'.rv, - \e,'iail, a sore at the root

of the nai! on the fingers or toes. 1755 JOHNSON, Agnail, a
disease of the nails, a whitlow. 1847 CRAIG [as J.].

3. A 'hang-nail'; see quot. \Hang-nail, given

by Halliwell as a dialect word, is evidently like

the Sc. equivalent anger-nail i,
AXGKK = irritation,

inflammation^ a corruption of ang-nai!, jiutting a

plausible meaning into it. That is, ang-nail, dia-

lectally j^ronounced liang-nail, was explained as
'

hanging' or detached nail. This explanation of

;'/ appears first in Bailey I 737 (ed. I 736 having
only sense 2) ; the form hang-nail is in Craig 1 847,
and is now commoner in London than agnail.']

1742 BAILEY, Agnail', a sore slip of skin at the root of a
nail. 1758 DYCHI; & PARDON, Agnail; the soreness that

arises from the stripping up the flesh into thin slices at the

bottom and corners of the nails. 1847 HALLIWELL, Agnail,
a hang-nail, either on the finger or toe, J/angnails, small

pieces of partially separated skin about the roots of the finger-
nails. I'aripns dialects. 1879 Syd. Sce.Le.v., Agnail, a term

applied to the shreds ofepidermis which separate from the skin

covering the root of the nail, and which, on being torn, give
rise to a painful state of the fingers. 1882 ll'eldon's lllnstr.

Dressmaker Oct., Suppl. 6 This method practised daily will

keep the nails in perfect preservation, also preventing agnails.

Agname (oe'gnjim). [f. L. ag- - ail- in addition

+ !\AME, after i,. agnomen.] An appellation over

and above the ordinary name and surname
;
a ' to-

name,' a sobriquet.
1834 H. MILLER Scenes <$ Leg. iv. (18571 52 The title, or

agname, of Paterhemon.

Agnamed (re-gn^md), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED-.]

Styled or called, apart from Christian and surname.

1652 URQUHART Jeivel Wks. 1834, 214 Colonel Alexander
Hamilton, agnamed dear Sandy. 1834 H. MILLER Scenes $
Leg. iv. ^857) 47 He was agnamed Gulielnnis de monte alto.

Agnate (fe'gn^'t), sl>. and a.
;

also 6-7 agnat,

7 agnet. [a. Fr. agnat, ad. L. agnat-tis (adgnal-us,
adnatus} a relation by the father's side ; prop, bom
to, added by birth, pa. pple. of adgnd-sc-i, f. ad to

+gna-s<:-i to be born, f. stem gen- to beget. Another
form of the word differently used is ADNATE.]
A. sl>.

1. A kinsman by the father's side ; a collateral de-

scendant by male links from the same male ancestor.

1534 in Balfour's Pnuticks (17541 117 Thay cannot have

ony agnat or kinnisman of the father's side. 1607-40 Rt>xl>.

Bal. 118711 I. 449 It never shall make me looke otherwise

than an agnet. 1671 True Non-Cmif. 455 The King of Na-
varre, to whom, as nearest agnat, the Regencie belonged.

1840 Blackw. Mag. XLVIII. 143 Cognates or agnates af-

finity or consanguinity all varieties came alike to them.

1880 MuiRHEADG"a/;/j 1. 156 By agnates are to be understood

persons who are of kin through males.

2. A relation by descent from a common male

ancestor, even though female links have intervened.

1868 CHAMBERS Encycl. I. 76 Agnates, in the law both of

24



AGNATHOTJS.

England and Scotland, are persons related through the

father, as cognates are persons related through the mother.
. . The intervention of females is immaterial, provided the
connection be on the male or paternal side of the house.

B. adj. [After the use of L. agnat-tts, which
was properly adj.]
1. Related by the father's side

; also, sprung from
the same forefather, of the same clan or nation.
1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. ix. 199 The Agnate descendants

of Shem.

2.y%
r
. Allied in kind, akin

; partaking of the

same nature.

178* POWNALI, Study Ant it/. (T.t By a fair reciprocal analy-
sis of the agnate words. 1828 LASDOK Imag. Coni>. 118461

342 Persons who are elevated to high rank . . assume more
or less of a fictitious character, but congenial and agnate,
if I may say it, with the former.

Agnathous (ce-gnabas), a. Phys. [f.
Or. d

priv. 4- yvad-os jaw + -ous.] Having no jaws.
1879 in $yd. Soc. Le.v.

Agliatic (a-gnartik), a. [ad. Fr, aguatiquc : see

AGNATE and -ic.] Of or pertaining to agnates ;

related on the father's side.

1747 CARTK Hist. Eng. I. 365 A lineal agnatic succession.

iSSoMuiRH^AD Gains 11. 64 The agnatic [L. agiuitus] curator

of a lunatic is empowered . . to alienate his ward's property.

i Agna'tical, a. Obs. rare* \ [f. prec. or Fr.

agnatiijiie + -AL.] AOXATIC.
1660 R. COKK Pinker <y Snbj. 99 Lineal, agnatical, cogna-

tical or collateral [descent].

Agiiatically (a-gnartikali), adv. [f. AGXATIC-
AL + -LY-.] In an agnatic manner; by agnation.
1861 MAIM; Anc, /.arc \*. 149 All persons are Agiiatically

connected together who are under the same Paternal Power.

Agnation (dfegnr^Jan). [a. Fr. agnation, ad. L.

agnation-em, n. of action f. agndsci: see AGNATE.]
1. Relationship through the male line; descent

from a common male ancestor through male links

alone, as recognized in the Salic law.

1611 GUILLIM Heraldry 255/1 The Agnation (which is of
the Fathers sidei must be preserued entire. 1861 MAIM-.
Anc. Laiu v. 149 The foundation of Agnation is not the

Marriage of Father and Mother, but the authority of the

Father. 1880 MI/IRHEAD Gains i. 156 There is no agnation
between a mother's brother and her son, only cognation.

2. Descent from a common male ancestor, even

though female links have intervened; distinguished
from cognation or descent from the same mother,
which may or may not include agnation.
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., This difference was abolished

by Justinian \Inst. 3. 10) and the females were reinstated in

the right of Agnation . . hence cognation came to take in all

the relations of the mother as well as father ; and Agnation
to be restrained to those of the father alone.

3. fig. Kinship by descent.

1782 POWNALL Study Antiq. 168 tT.) A much greater agna-
tion may be found amongst all the languages in the northern

hemisphere.

Agnesite (se*gnesit). Jlfht. [See quot.]
1837-80 DANA Mineral, (ed. 51 793 Agnesite . . an earthy

steatite-like mineral from St. Agnes in Cornwall . . may be
an impure bismuth ochre.

Agnet, obs. form of AGNATE.

Agnification (se'gmfikfi-Jan). rare. [f.
L.

agn-us lamb + -FiCATioN.] The making or repre-

senting (of persons) as lambs or sheep.
1863 NFALK Litttrgiol., Early frescoes which represent all

kinds of Scriptural characters under the form of sheep ..

The agnification of such artists, etc.

t A'gnit, v. Obs. rare~ l

. [f. L. agnit- ppl. stem
of agiiosc-cre : see AGNITION.] = ACNIZE.
1708 MOTTEUX /?&'/;jv. xx, The silence of the Egyptians

was agnited as an expressive manner of Divine Adoration.

i Agni'tion. Obs. [ad. L.a^w*Vz"J-^wn.ofaction,
f. agnit- ppl. stem of agnosc-$rct adgnosc-ere, to re-

cognize, acknowledge ; f. ad to +gnosc$ret f. stem

gno- to know.] Recognition, acknowledgement.
1569 GRAFTON Chron.j$ Theagnition of the shepeherdes.

1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous Wks. 1834, 247/1 Our glorify-

ing him [GodJ is but the agnition of his glory. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intellect. Syst.*c]\ They liked not to retain God in the

Agnition, or Practical Knowledge of him. 1775 ASH, Agni-
tion, an acknowledgement, an owning.

Agiiize (segnai-z), v. arch.
; also 6-7 agnise,

"adnize. [formed after \^.a(d}gndse-ere to acknow-

ledge, recognize, apprehend (f.
ad \o + gnosrfrc to

get to know), on the analogy of cognize and cog-

noscHre, recognize and recognosccre, derived through
.,
while agnize had no Fr. antecedent.]

1. To recognize, remember, arch.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xiv. 91 The Britaines wil

agnize their owne cause, the Gaules will remember their
wonted liberty. 1790 COWPER Odyssey xin. 226 That ere yet
agnized By others, he might wisdom learn from her. 1814
GARY Dante's Inf. xv. 22, I was agnized of one, who by the
skirt Caught me.

f2. To recognize or acknowledge in any capacity;
to own. Const, for, as, inf., sb. in appos. Obs.

1535 LECH in Strype Eccl. Man. (18221 I. n. 216 They
should be driven by this means to agnize their author, spring,
and fountain. 154* UDAU, Erasni. Apophth. (1877) 271 To
agnise and knowledge Julius Caesar for his conquerour. 1593
BILSON Gout, Chr. Ch. 46 Let him agnise the things that I

write to be the commandements of the Lord. 1635 PAGITT
Christiancgr. App. 18 They had submitted to the Pope uf

Home, and agnized him their Head. 1737 WATJ-:KI..-\M>

186

Eucharist 496 Offered up to God, for the agnizing Him as
Creator of the World.

f 3. To own the authority or claims of. Obs.

1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. 7 Not accustomed to obey any
lawe, to agnize any magistrate. 1593 BILSON Gm>t. Chr. Ch.
To Reader, To agnise or admit the ancient and approued
maner of the primitive church. 1639 LUDLOW Mem. (1771)
264 It was desired, That since it. . would be most safe for the

protector [Richard Cromwell] to derive his authority from
a right source, the words in the declaration of '

recognizing
'

him might be altered for '

agnizing' him ; that so his right
might appear to be founded upon the consent of the people
represented in this assembly. 1748 T. EDWARDS Canons Crit.

291 iR.) Such He will crown with praise, And glad agnize
before his Father's throne.

4. To recognize the existence of, to acknowledge,
confess, arch.

1543 BKCON Policy of War Wks. 1843, 245 Unthankful is

he, that doth not agnise and knowledge the unmeasurable
kindness of this most excellent prince. 1576 WOOLTON Chr.
Manual 11851) 12 Happy is that man. . that humbly and
heartily agniseth his faults. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. \. iii. 232, I do
agnize A Natural! and prompt Alacartie, I finde in hard-
nesse. 1648 D. JENKINS \Vks. 23 We doe upon the knees of
our heart adnize constant Faith, Loyalty, and Obedience
to the King. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. i. ii. (18651 n Well, I do
agnize something of the sort. 1855 BAILEY Mystic <> None but

theyWho extasie divine enjoy, agni/e The universal impulse.
b. absol.

i6oz WARNER Albion's Eng. xi. Ixiii. (1612! 275 Loue is a
Lordly Feast : Agnize (so should you* so, and so despayre is

part releast.

f5. To gain knowledge of, learn. Obs. rare.
( J57S Cambyscs in Hazl. Dodsl. IV. 173 The tenor of your

princely will From you for to agnise.

Agnized (a-gnai-zd), ///. a. arch.
[f. prec. +

-ED.] Recognized, acknowledged.
I53S LECH in Strype Eccl. Mem. (18221 I. i. 216 The king

. . of late agnized & declared Supreme Head of the Church.

1735 8 LD. BoUNGBROKB Diss. on Parties 99 A Title . . ag-
nized, or recognized, by his Parliament. 1790(066 AGNIZEP.I.]

Agnizing (*gnsrzig), vbl. sb.
[f.

AGNIZE z-.-t-

-ING^.J A recognizing; acknowledgement.
"1557 UDALL Lnkei. 79 \R.i With y-

1

agimyng & know-
lageyng of theyr owne synfulne^se. 1737 I See AGNIZE t'. 2.)

A'gnoetism. Eccl. Hist.
[1. AGNOETK, -ITK +

IBM.J The doctrine or system of the Agnoites.
1753 CHAMBERS ><Y. Snpp. t

There seems to have been two
kinds

ofagnaetism and agnoetx.

Agnoiology (rcgnoi^-lod^i). Philos.
[f.

Gr.

ayvai-a ignorance + -(O)LOGY.] The doctrineofthose

things of which we are necessarily ignorant ; that

department of philosophy which inquires into the

character and conditions of ignorance.
1856 FI;RRIER Inst. Metaph. 51 We must examine and fix

what ignorance is what we are, and can be, ignorant of.

And thus we are thrown upon an entirely new research,

constituting an intermediate section of philosophy, which we
term the agnoiology . . the theory of true ignorance.

Agnoites, agnoetes (a."gn0|3its, ->~ts). Eccl.

Hist. [ad. med. L. agnoltwt
ad. Gr. dyvorjrai, here-

tics so named ; f. ayvoi-ttv to be ignorant.] An
ancient theological sect who held that Christ was

ignorant of some things.
1586 T. ROGERS 39 Art. 17607) 48 The Agnoites, who held

that the divine nature of Christ was ignorant of some things.
1 775 &&HtAgnogtest a sect who denied that Christ knew the

day of judgment.

!! Agnomen (a?gnJ"-men). [L. agnomen, adno-

inen, f. ad to + {g^nomcn name ; cf. adgnb-sc-Hre to

recognize.] In Rom, Antiq. A second cognomen
or fourth name, occasionally assumed by Romans.
Hence loosely, A 'to-name' or additional name
subsequently acquired.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. -SV///. s.v., The generality of gram-

marians speak of the agnomen as a fourth name superadded
to the cognomen or third name, on account of some extra-

ordinary action, virtue, or the like : as Africanus in Publius
Cornelius Scipio Africanus. 1802 MAR. EDCF.WORTH Ennui
1X1(1833) VI. 101 She was wonderfully happy in the invention
ofagnomens. 1814 SCOTT IVav, xvii. 74 Small pale features,
from which he derived his agnomen of Bean, or white.

Agnomical (wgn^rmikal), a.
[f. Gr. d priv. +

yvojpri thought, purpose + -ICAL
;
after Gr. yv<ap.i-

tcos
j
the Gr. form would be ayvcupos.'] Of or be-

longing to the absence of set purpose or intention.

1881 FAIKBAIKN in Scotsman 24 Feb. 3 The struggle . . of
the agnomical and evolutional with the statical and station-

ary element.

Agnomina! (ivgmvminal), a. ? Obs. rare 1
.

[f.
L. AGNOMEN (-mm-} +-AiA] Of or belonging

to an agnomen.
1652 UngUHART %tttf/WlcSi 1834, 276 He had his proper

name affected with the agnomina) addition of Parresiastes.

Agnominate (icgnjrmuvH), r. ? Obs. rare. [f.

L. ag/itwtittat- ppl. stem of agnomina-re, f. AGNO-
MEN

; more commonly ANNOMINATE.] To bestow
an agnomen on, style, nickname.
i*ft$Locrine in.ii. 161 Silver streams Which in memorial of

our victor)- Shall be agnominated by our name. 1656 BLOLTCT

Gfass'.igr.) Agnoiiiintite, to allude to ones name, to nickname.

I
Not in JOHNSON 17^5,

but in TODD 1818, and mod. Diets.]

Agnomination (ivgn^-min^'jan). [ad. L. ag-
iwniinatiUn-em (also adn~ and in med. L. ann-\ n.

of action, f. agnomina-re-, see AGNOMTNATK. Also
written ADNOMINATION and ANNOMI.VATION.]
1. The Riving of an agnomen or surname

;
the

name so -'iven. rarc~ ,

AGNUS DEI.

1692 COLES, Agnomination, a sir-name. [Not in JOHNSON
J 755-l "775 ASH, Agnomination, the giving of a new name.
2. Rhet. A kind of word-play, paronomasia ; al-

lusion of one word to another.

1588 FRAUNCE Laiviers Logike i. xii. 50 As for the pretty
and conceipted chaunge of the woord, argumentitm ab ar~

giiendo, it seemeth also a Rhetoricall agnomination. 1601 B.

JONSON Poetaster in. i. 104 A kind of paranomasie, or ag-
nomination. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 105 Agnomination
is a pleasant sound of words, or a small change of names ;

or it is a present touch of the same letter, syllable, or word
with a different meaning.
3. Alliteration.

1595-6 R. CAREW in Shaks. Cent. Praise 20 In Ecchoes and
Agnominations. 1605 CAMDEN Rent. 27 The English and
Welsh delighted much in licking the letter and clapping to-

gether Agnominations. 1789 MRS. Piozzi France fy Italy
I. 239 They held agnominations ... to be elegant.

Agnostic (segn/vstik), sb. and a.
[f.

Gr. ayvuff-r-
os unknowing, unknown, unknowable (f.d not + 7^0-

know) + -ic. Cf. GNOSTIC ;
in Gr. the termination

-IKUS never coexists with the privative d-.]

A. sb. One who holds that the existence of any-

thing beyond and behind material phenomena is

unknown and i^so far as can be judged) unknowable,
and especially that a First Cause and an unseen

world are subjects of which we know nothing.
[Suggested by Prof. Huxley at a party held previous to

the formation of the now defunct Metaphysical Society, at

Mr. James Knowles's house on Clapham Common, one even-

ing in 1869, in my hearing. He took it from St. Paul's men-
tion of the altar to

' the Unknown God.' R. H. HUTTON in

letter 13 Mar. 1881.]

1870 Sped. 29 Jan. 135 In theory he [Prof. Huxley] is a

great and even severe Agnostic, who goes about exhort-

ing all men to know how little they know. 1874 MIVART
E^s. Relig. etc. 205 Our modern Sophists the Agnostics,

those who deny we have any knowledge, save of phe-
nomena. 1876 Sped, n June, Nicknames are given by
opponents, but Agnostic was the name demanded by Pro-
fessor Huxley for those who disclaimed atheism, and be-
lieved with him in an 'unknown and unknowable' God ; or
in other words that the ultimate origin of all things must be
some cause unknown and unknowable. 1880 BP. ERASER in

Manch. Gnardn. 25 Nov., The Agnostic neither denied nor
affirmed God. He simply put Him on one side.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to agnostics or their

theory.
1873 Q. Rev. CXXXV. 192 The pseudo-scientific teachers

of what has .. been termed . .the Agnostic Philosophy. 1876
Principal TULLOCH Agnosticism in Weekly Scotsm. 18 Nov.,
The same agnostic principle which prevailed in our schools
of philosophy had extended itself to religion and theology.
Beyond what man can know by his senses or feel by his

higher affections, nothing, as was alleged, could be truly
known. 1880 BIRDWOOD Ind. Arts I. 4 The agnostic teach-

ing of the Sankhya school is the common basis of all systems
of Indian philosophy. 1882 FROUDE Carlyle II. 216 The
agnostic doctrines, he (Carlyle) once said to me, were to ap-
pearance like the finest flour, from which you might expect
the most excellent bread ;

but when you came to feed on it,

you found it was powdered glass, and you had been eating
the deadliest poison.

AgnOStically (gn/vstikali), adv.
[f. prec. +

-AL + -LY^.] In an agnostic manner; with a lean-

ing towards agnosticism.
1882 Daily Sews 7 Dec. 5/3 In one of his latest books he

brought an agnostically-minded hero on the scene.

Agnosticism ^aegnp\stisiz'm). [f. AGNOSTIC +

-ISM.] The doctrine or tenets of Agnostics.
1870 Spect. 29 Jan. 135 The lecture was . . perhaps not

(mite so full as it should have been of his Agnosticism.
1871 R. H. HUTTON Ess. 1.27 They themselves vehemently
dispute the term [atheism] and usually prefer to describe
their state of mind as a sort of know-nothingism or Agnosti-
cism, or belief in an unknown and unknowable God. 1877
E. CONDER Basis ofFaith \. 25 But there is nothing per sr

irrational in contending that the evidences of Theism are

inconclusive, that its doctrines are unintelligible, or that it

fails to account for the facts of the universe, or is irreconcil-

able with them. To express this kind of polemic against
religious faith the term '

agnosticism
'

has been adopted. 1879
HUXLEY Hume i. 60 Called agnosticism, from its profession
of an incapacity to discover the indispensable conditions of
either positive or negative knowledge. 1880 Sat. Rei.>.

26 June 819/2 In nine cases out of ten Agnosticism is but old

atheism '
writ large.'

A'giius. Obs. \L..agnus a lamb.] = AGNUS DEF.
1494 FABVAN vti. 472 After the thirde agnus was sayd. 1674

BREVINT Saul <$ Sam, 331 (T.) They will . . carry most de-

voutly a scapulary, an agnus, or a set of beads about them.
Ibid. 322 Scapularies, beads, ropes, agnusses.

Comb, agnus-bell (in R. C. Ch.} the bell rung
while the Agnus Dei is being said or sung in the

Mass.

1566 in Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 103 One sanctus bell one

agnus bell gone owtt of the fore sayd churche.

Ii Agnus Castns (srgns ka-stzSs). [L. agmts,
a. Gr. ayvos name of the tree, confused with ayvos
chaste, whence the second word L. cast-its chaste.]
A tree, species of Vitex (I'. Agnus Castits), once

believed to be a preservative of chastity ; called also

Chaste-tree and Abraham's Balm (?Baum).
1398 TREVJSA Barth. De P. /?. xvii.xv. (14951 6i2Theherbe

Agnus castus is alwaye grene, and the flowre therof isnamly
callyd Agnus castus, for wyth smelle and vse it makyth men
chaste as a lombe. c 1400 Floure 4- Lea/e 173 A braunch of

Agnus castus eke bearing In her hand. 1741 Compl. Fani.

Piece n. iii. 386 Agnus Castus or the Chaste Tree. 1881

S i \NI.KV Chr. Instit. i. 2 The sacred river rushes through its

thicket of tamarisk, poplar, willow and agnus-castus.

IIAgnus Dei ^fgntfs drai, a*gn//s dt"/~). [L.
=



AGO
lamb of God.] In A1

. C. C/i. a. A part of the Mass

beginning with the words Agnus Dci\ also the

music set to it. b. A figure of a Iamb bearing a

cross or flag. c. A cake of wax stamped with

such a figure and blessed by the Tope.
c 1400 Apol. for Loll. 8 Bi-twex \>e consecractoun & Agnus

/>(/. 1480 CAXTON Citron. Eng. ccxxx. 245 After the in ag*
nits rtV/y seid. 1583 Kxec,Jor Treason (1675)45 Their Cakes
ofWax which they call Agnus Dei. 1629 OWI:N Spec. Jesuit.

44 Such little Cristall glasses, as Papists do vse to weare
about their necks, with an Agntts /Winclosed betweene them.

1673 MILTON True Relig. Wks. 1851, 418 Masses for him both

quick and dead, Agnus Dci's, Reliques, and the like. 1845
HoLMKS^/rtSrtr/ 100 The service lasted till a quarter to eleven,
and an Agnus Dei of Haydn's was again performed.

f Ago ,
v. Obs. Forms as in Go.

[f. A-//-</ i

forth, away, out + Go. Cogn. w. OS. agangan,
OIIS. irgangan, irg&n (mod. G. ergehcn\ Goth.

as-gaggan. Only the pa. pple. agaH , agon, agone,

ago is common after 1300, and of this the verbal

use ceased before i/oo, leaving it only as adj. of

time : see next.]
1. To go forth, go on, proceed.
n 1000 Ags, Ps. Ixviii. 32 Cealf . . beah be him upp-aga

horn on heafde. 1297 R. GLOUC. 561 Ich mai honge vp mm
ax, febliche ic abbe agonne.
2. Of time : To depart, pass away, pass.
c 1000 O. E. Gosp, Mark xvi. i Da sseternes dx% wses agan.

1205 L.VYAM. 24196 J>a iestre wes a^onge. Ibid. 31889 pa el-

leue }er weoren onfast a^eongen. c 1380 Sir fariintb, 2305
}>e day hym was ful ne} agan. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 65 Ore
vij. ye re be ago, More schalle we here, c 1550 Every man in

Hazl. Dodsl. I, 107 The day passeth, and is almost ago.
3. To go away, depart (from a place).
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 33 Nis nawiht beos weorld, al heo a^S.

cizy> Ancren Riivk 288 Hit kutneft lihtliche, age3 awei liht-

liche. c ia6o E. E. Poems ( 18621 14 Al hir ioi was ago. < 1384
CHAUCER //. ofFame 365 He Was forthe vnto his shippes
agoon. c 1420 Pallad. on Httsb. 11.379 And when thaire huske
agooth hem thai beth ripe. 1482 Monk of Evcskant (1869)
112 The wownde so clene agonne, that no tokyn of hyt . .

remaynyd. 1586 FERNE Blazon cf Gcntrie 21 Our sheepe
shearing feastes . , been all agone. 1674 MARVKI.L Rehears.

Tramp, n. 76 The Author therefore . . took a great fright
lest all were ago.

Ago, agone (agJ', agp-n), ///. a. and adv. Forms :

4-5 agoon, 5-6 agon, 6- agone ; also 4-6 agoo,

6-7 agoe, 4- ago. [pa. pple. of the preceding vb.,

used as adj. qualifying some noun of time, expressed
or understood ;

in the latter case always preceded
by long long time. The full form agone had been
contracted to ago in some dialects long before this

usage began, in end of I4th c.
; ago became the

ordinary prose form from Caxton, but agone has
remained dialectally, and as an archaic and poetic
variant to the present day.]
A. ///. adj. Gone by ; by-gone ; past. (Now al-

Vi&y*follows its noun.)
c 1314 Guy \Vanv. 58 For it was ago fif yer That he was

last ther. 1:1386 CHAUCER M'ifcs T. 7 (Lansd.) I speke of

mony a hundred }ere a-go. 1388 WVCLIF Gen. xxi. 2 As }is-

tirdai, and the thridde dai agoon. c 1450 Knt. dc la Tour
158 It is not yet longe tyme agoo that suche custume was
vsed. i$a8 MORE Hercsyes \\. Wks. 1557, 179/2 Nowe quite
gone manye yeares a goo. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. v. i. 204 O
he's drunke, sir Toby, an houre agone. 1611 BIBLE i Sam.
xxx. 13 Three dayes agone I fell sicke. 1718 Free-thinker
No. 61, 42 Some Years agoe they were remarkable for the
narrowest Hats in the Kingdom. rti849Hon. SMITH Addr.
,lAv;wyi, In Thebes's streets three thousand years ago. 1846
HAWTHORNE Mosses \. iv. 70 And that's full fifteen minutes
agone.

B. adv. in Long ago : a long while ago, in time

long gone, long since. Chaucer has alsojwr ago.
1:1366 CHAUCER Cowpl.Fity i Pile that I haue sought so

yore agoo. 1377 LANGU P. PL B. xvui. 271, 1 bis lord knowe,
it is longe ago I knewe him. 1417 CLIFFORD in Ellis Orig.
Lett, ii. 29 I. 90 It Hked to youre seyd Hyghnesse not longe
agon to wryte to me. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Paraphr.
Matt. xvi. 2 Ye would haue beleued me long agon. 1633
FoftD.rotttN //(.'ar^m.v.i 18391 63 'Tis long agone since first

I lost my heart. 1833 Hi. MARTINEAU Loom $ Ln^. i. v. 89
Dead and gone long ago.

TJ Corrupt form. See A prep.
2

r 1538 STARKEY England 88 Not many yerys of-goo.

Agog (ag^'g), adv. ; also 6 on gogge. [perh.
ad. OFr. en gogites (isth c. in Littre (

il cstoit en go-
gttes

j

\ Cotgr. 'esfrcensesgogiiesio befrolicke,lusfie,

lively, wanton, gamesome, all-a-hoit, in a pleasant
humour; in a veine of mirth, or in a merrie mood'),
f. gogtte 'fun, diversion,' of unknown origin. (See
conjectures in Diez and Skeat. Prof. Rhys finds

no etymon in Celtic.) Cf. also Fr. vivre a gogo to
live like a lord, in abundance ; see Littre.] In eager
readiness, expectation, or desire; on the move, astir.

Const. inf., on, upon, for, with, about.

1,541 UDALI. Erasm. Apophth.^n^-^g Beeying set agog to
thinke all the worlde otemele. 1559 Myrroitrefor Mag.^
Glendoitrxx\\\. i And for to set us hereon more agog. 1575
TURBERVILLK Bookc of Venerie 92 To sette mens myndes
on gogge. 1600 HOLLAND ^iVyxLv. xxxv. 1225 c, These words
set them agog [His verbis incitatis\. 1656 THAPP Exp. John
xi. 53 (1868) 385/2 To set men agog upon mischief. 1663
COWLEY Cutter of Coleiu. St. v. xiii. (1710) II. 892, I ha' set
her agog to Day for a Husband. 1781 COWPKR Gilpin x,
Six precious souls and all agog To dash through thick and
thin. 179* Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks* Lifc\ 1832) II. 230 They
are now agog with their republic. 1865 CARLYLE FredL

187

6V. V. XIIL i.v. 100 The Kldest, age fourteen, had gone quite
agog about my little Girl, age only nine.

Agoggled vag/vg'ld', ///. a. rare-\ [f. A-//V/.
1 1 + Gout; I.ED.] GOGGLED.
i86z A. LKIGHTOS Trad. Scott. Life 8 A man a little a-

goggled in his eyes.

Agoing; see A//r/.l 13 b and Go v.

AgO'mphious (agjrmfias), a. [f. Gr. dyu^i-v^
toothless + -of.s.] Toothless.
1870 in Syd. Soc. Le.v.

\\ Agon (a;'{j(n). [Gr. aytiif, ofig. 'a gathering
or assembly' (f. af-fiv to lead, bring with one),

esf. for the public games ;
hence ' the contest for

the prize at the games,' and by extension,
'

any
contest or struggle.' The pi. is usually in the Gr.
form dyuivcs agones (ag<7u-n/z).] Gr. Antiij. A pub-
lic celebration of games, a contest for the prize at

those games ; alsoyfy.
a 1660 HAMMOND Serin. (T.) Fit for combats and wrestlings

and so came out to practise in these agones, c 1660 SAN-
CROFT Scrm. (1694) 106 (T.) They must do their exercises too

be anointed to the agon and to the combat. 1846 GKOTI:
Greece II. it. iv. 422 Those religious games or agnnes insti-

tuted by Herakles.

tA'gonal, -el. Obs. rarc\ psubst. use of
I- r.

atonal,
\ agoncl, quasi liber a^onalis 'book of

agonies': cf. manual, Fr. maims/.] A martyrology.
1610 HOLLAND tr. Catndens Brit. \\byj) 220 An old Agonel.

1695 (iiusoN tr. //>/</., We find it in an ancient Agonal.

Agonarch (n?-g<*najk). rare-", [ad. Gr. a.~/iuv-

apX' 7!* a J uc'ge f a contest, f. ayajf vsee Aoox) -t-

-apxis ruler.]
' A judge or overseer in feats of ac-

tivity, a master of revels.' Blount G/ossofft: 1656;
whence in mod. Diets.

Agone (agC'n), ///. a., arch, and /<;</.
=

A<;<',q.v.

Agoniadin(ag(7u-nia<lin'). C/iem. \l.Agoniada +

-IN.] A glycosicle, C^HaO,, contained in Agoniada
or Agonia bark (obtained fr. rininicria land/olio).
1872 WATTS Did. C/u-tii. ziui Suff. 30.

Agonic (ag^'nik), a. [mod. f. Gr. cryctr-oy, dywi'i-

os, without angle (f. d priv. + ya.via angle', + -1C.]

Having or making no angle, having no inclination;
as in agonic line, the irregular line passing through
the two magnetic poles of the earth along which

i the magnetic needle points directly north or south
;

the line of no magnetic variation.

1863 ATKINSON tr. Caiwt's J'liysKS Mil. S 674 In certain

parts of the earth the magnet coincides with the geographical
meridian. These points are connected by an irregularly
curved imaginary line, called a line of no variation or agonic
line.

t AgO'nious, a. O/'s. [a. Fr. a^'onieiix (cf. It.

agonioso) : see A<;o.\y and -ous.] Full of agony.
1494 FABVAN vl. cl.xi. 154 I.ewys had long lyen in this

agonyous sykenes. 1683 TI;VON \\'ay t Health 575 The
harsh astringent fierce original Poysons do . . put Nature
into an agonious Condition.

Agonism (a-g^niz'm). 10bs.-<> [ad. Gr. dyiii/-

iap.a a contest, or its prize, f. dyaivl^-eaSai : see

AGONIZE.]
1. A combat, an athletic match.
1742 BAILEY, Agimism, a Combat or Trial of Skill. 1755

JOHNSON and 1775 ASH, Agonism, contention for a prize.

2. The prize of a contest.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Agonisin, the reward or prize won
by activities; the reward of victory.

t Agonist (a-gpnist). rare. [ad. Gr. 07011'-

ICTT-TJS a combatant in the games.] 'A contender
for prizes.' J.
1626 COCKERAM, Agonist, a Champion. 1859 I. TAYLOR

Xilits in Ess. etc. 1859, IÔ Happiest of mothers am I, who
have borne so noble an agonist.

Agonistarch (ceg^ni-staik). [f. dyaiviar-Tis a

combatant + dp^-us ruler.] One who trained com-
batants for the games.
1824 in CHABR.

Agonistic (a-gifrii-stik), a. [ad. Gr. dyuvtc-
rut-u-i of or pertaining to an dytaviar-ris or AGONIST.]
1. Of or pertaining to the athletic contests of

ancient Greece ; hence, pertaining to athletic feats

generally, athletic.

1648 Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche xi. ccvi, Smeared in 's bloody
Agonistik Gore. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siipp., Agonistic
amounts to much the same with athletic. 1857 BIRCH Anc.
Pottery (1858) II. 32 An Agonistic inscription .. reading,
' Damocleidas (was victor! in the horse race.' 1879 FARKAR
St. Paul I. 447 The many military and agonistic metaphors
in his Epistles.

2. Khet. Polemic, combative, striving to over-

come in argument.
a 1660 HAMMOND Scrm. 589 (T.) The prophetick writings

were not, saith St. Peter, ii'a? eVtAiiereuf (I conceive in an
agonistick sense) of their own startitig or incitation. 1677
GALE Crt. of Gentiles III. Pref., A thetic and dogmatic
method, rather than agonistic and polemic. 1836 H. TAYLOR
Statesman xxx. 225 If knowledge be argumentative and wit

agonistic, the society becomes an arena, n 1857 DE QUINCEY
Dr. Parr (Beeton)24i As a scholar he was brilliant; but he
consumed his power in agonistic displays.

3. Strained, aiming at effect ; simulating strong
feeling, tending to exaggeration of feeling.
1843 CARLYI.E Past fy /'res. (18581 250 Agonistic posture-

makings. 1864 I. TAYLOR in Gd. Wds. 943 Long before the

coming on of the modern agonistic paroxysm in literature.

AGONIZING.

Agonistical (ceg<rni-stikal), a.
[f. prec. +-AI.'.]

1. = AGONISTIC i. Wbs.
1653 HAMMOND A". Test. (T.) TeAtioOffflat, in the agonistical

notion, we have formerly explained. 1725 I.LACKWALL Sacr.
/ I- 335 Cl'O To say nothing of the beautiful metaphors and

noble agonistical terms. 1755 JOHNSON and 1775 Asii,X^wi/i.
tical, belonging to prize-fighting.
2. Khct. AGONISTIC 2.

n 1652 J. SMITH Scl. Disc. i. 20 With a struggling, agonisti-
cal, and contentious reason. 1840 H. ROGKKS Ess. II. v. 240
Aristotle has happily and aptly called the 'agonistical' or
'wrestling' style, that style by which a speaker earnestly
strives to make a present audience see and feel what he
wishes them to see and feel.

Agonistically (rcg<ynrstikali), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY-.] In an agonistic manner, argumentative!}*.
1836 ARNOLD in Life 11844' II. viti. 33 Having written once

agonistically, I wish next to write in another manner.

Agonistics (a^ni'stiks). [pi. of AGONISTIC a.

used siel/st. Cf. Fr. agotristiqitc, and (Jr. 77 a-yuvta*

riKT] the agonistic (art).] That part of gymnastics
which has reference to athletic combats, such as

those practised in the ancient games.
J753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stt/>/>. s. v., A learned work on the

subject of agonistics. c; 1859 WORCESTER cites Q. Ka:
'\ Agoni'zant. Oh. 'Certain Friers in Italy,
who assisted those who were in Agonies.' Bailey.

Agonize UL"g<'n.)i/), v. [prob. a. Fr. agonise-r

or its original, the med. L. agoniza-re, ad. Gr. 07*-
vi-ca0at, to contend in the AGON, to struggle. The
Iran*, use is however confined to Eng. and seems
an independent application of the word, after the

analogy of verbs in -IZE from the Gr. active -tfriv.']

1. trans. To subject toagony, to torture. Also aAw/.

1583 SiuBiiKs Anat. Alms. 118771 7 2 And seyng her thus

agonized . . he demaunded of her the cause thereof. 1598
SYLVESTER .? /tortej 823 Orwhom some serpent's sting doth

agonize. 1799 SHERIDAN Pizarro iv. ii, The sharpest torture*
that ever agonized the human frame. 1853 ROBERTSON .5Vr/.
Ser. i\'. xvii.i 1876' 220 This power of sin to agonize is traced to

the law. 1856 MRS. BROWNING A itr. Leigh vii. 173, I will nut

j

let
thy hideous secret out To agonise the man I love.

2. intr. To suffer agony, to writhe in pain or

|

anguish, to be in the throes of death. .From Fr.)

1664 EVELYN Syh'a 11776' 484 'J he Olive under which our

j

blessed Saviour Agonized. 1732 POI-K Ess. on Man \. 198 To
j

smart and agonize at ev'ry pore. 1762 FALCONER Shipwreck
i. 74 Where dying victims itemize in pain. 1810 'i'. NIAURICK
Htst. Hindostan < 18201 1. 1. xiii. 519 The dreadful catastrophe
in which nature agonized, and a world was destroyed.
3. int) f

. To contend in the arena ; to struggle or

strive in physical exercise; to wrestle. (In reference

to orig. Gr. sense; also in mcd.L.nndlt.) Usual \\fig.
1711 SnAFTK.suriiv Charact. '1737' HI. 351 He agoni/L->,

and with all his strength of reason endeavours to overcome
himself. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches xvi". 347 The nation

agonizes this hour to recognize man as man. 1879 FARUXK
AY. Paul II. 123 [Paul) nut earnestly entreat h the Romans
to agonise with him in their prayers to God.
4. Jig. To make desperate or convulsive efforts

for effect.

1865 Aihenxum No. 1966. 26/2 Every one who has no real

fancy .seems agonizing after originality. 1872 G. MACDOSAI.II

Wilf. Ci<mb. I. xv. 246, I might agonize in words for a day
and I should not express the delight.

Agonized (a-g^nsizd;,///. a. [f. prec. + -EJK]
1. Subjected to agony, tortured, in anguish.

.
1583 [See AGONIZE i]. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth III. 329

' He
is dead !' screamed the agonized parent. 1876 GRLILS Short
Hist. viii. 8. 553 The agonized loyalty, which strove to

save Charles.

2.
Expressing agony, full of distress.

1853 KANE Grinnell E. \-ped. xxxii. (18561 279 One wild,

booming, agonized note. 1882 Daily AV^wf 7 Mar. 5 '4 Hi.i

reading being interrupted by . . agonised yawns, and other

sign?) of impatience.

Agonizedly (argtorzedli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-L\-.] In an agonized manner
;

in tones of agony
or anguish.
1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk. Bk. (1872) 166

' Niece Matilda,
1

cried Sir Roger, agonizedly. 1870 Stand. 26 Nov., France is

crying agonisedly to every one of her sons to up and help her.

Agonizer (argAwizai). [f.
AGONIZE v. + -EK 1

.]

One who agonizes; in Society slang, One who makes
convulsive efforts for effect.

1879 Daily Tel. n Dec., The agonisers of the pianoforte.

Agonizing (e*g<Jhaizin), vhl.sb.
[f.

AGONIZE v.

+ -TNG 1
.]

The action of putting forth excessive

exertion, struggling, suffering anguish.
1813 MRS. SCHIMMELFENNINCK tr. Lancelot's Tour (1816* I.

71 Tnis agonizing must as much relate to that vile body,
which even St. Paul kept under. 1882 PallMall G. 14 Nov. 5
[His] continual agonizmgs with his hopeless passion.

Agonizing (arg^noizirj), ///. a.
[f. AGONIZE r.

1. Causing agony or extreme anguish, torturing.
1686 DRYDEN Hindtf P. in. 287 O sharp convulsive pangs

of agonizing pride ! 1764 GOLDSM. Trar. 435 The lifted ax,
the agonizing wheel. 1826 DISRAELI I'm. Grey \\. xiii. 64
With a smile of agonising courtesy. 1861 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. V. 45 What Fenwick must have suffered, the agonizing
struggle between the fear of shame and the fear of death.

2. Suffering agony; writhing in pain or anguish;
in the throes of death.
1666 in Phil. Trans. J. 249 An extraordinary Restorative

and Cordial!, recovering frequently with it agonizing persons.

1728 THOMSON Spring 586 Convulsive twist in agonizing
24-2



AGONIZINGLY.
filcl>. 18:2-21 COMBE Dr. Sj'ttf., Consolation i. (Chandos'i
ua His

agonising bosom burns.

Agonizingly (ae'gAiai'zirjli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY*.] In an agonizing manner; with painful or

desperate struggles.
r 1841 KiNcsLEV Lett. % Mem. I. 52 Struggles . . which made

him feel more agonizingly weak than ever. 1860 RUSKIN
Mod. Painters V. vi. vii. 7 They, .fail egregiously;
ridiculously ; it may be, agonizingly.

Agpnothet(e (ag/Tu-n^brt, -bet). Gr. Antiq.
[ad. Gr. aycavoQtTtjs {. dyuv contest + ^crr/y a dis-

poser ;
f. vbl. stem Of- to place. Also used in the

Gr. forms.] A superintendent or director of the

great public games of Greece.
1626 COCKERAM, Agonotheth^ a Judge in masteries of ac-

tiuity. 1734 tr. Ratlins Anc. Hist, IV. x. 405 Ofwhich games
the Amphictyons were judges and agonothetae. 1865 Atln>-

nxum No. 1964, 818/1 The agonothet for each year. 1878
N, Amcr. Rrv. CXXVII. 505 He gravely assumed the titles

of archon and agonothetes.

Agonpthetic (ag^:nt>bc-tik), a. [ad. Gr. ayoj-

vo6triK-6$; see prec. and -1C.] Of or pertaining to

an agonothete.
1731 in BAILEY; whence in JOHNSON, etc.

t A'gonous, a. Obs. rarc~ l
. [f. med. L. agon

death struggle (a. Gr. dyuv contest) + -ous.]

Struggling, engaged in mortal coml>at.

1683 TRYON Way to Health 274 This agonous condition
and strugling strife of the Properties of Nature.

Agony (re'g^ni). Also 4 agonye, 5-7 agonie.

[prob. formed by \Vyclif on the L. agonta of the

Vulgate ; though also found in 14111 c. Fr., agonie.
The Iy. is a. Gr. dytavia, contest, hence, mental

struggle, anguish ; f.aywv, AGON q.v.] The develop-
ment of the senses in Gr. was : I. A struggle for

victory in the games ;
2. Any struggle ; 3. Mental

struggle, anguish, e.g. Christ's anguish in Geth-
scmane. But the historical appearance of the

meanings in Eng. was as follows :

1. Anguish of mind, sore trouble or distress, a

paroxysm of grief. A^ony column, the column of

a newspaper that contains special advertisements,

particularly those for missing relatives or friends,

and thus often gives evidence of great distress.

< 1386 CuArcKR Millers T. 266 This man is falle . . In som
woodnesse, or in som agonye. 1494 FABYAN v. cxvii. 91

Fredegunda , . sore was abasshed, and in great fere and

agony. 1611 liiui.K 2 Mac. iii. 14 There was no small agonie
throughout the whole citie. 1769 Juniiis Lett. xix. 83 He
sunk under the charge in an agony of confusion and despair.

1863 BURTON />k. I!iinter 40 It was agony to him to hear
the beggar's cry of distress. 1880 Times 28 Dec. 10/1 A
cryptogram in the agony column.

b. Hence, Intensity or paroxysm of pleasure.
rt 1735 POPE Odyssey x. 492 With cries and agonies of wild

delight. 1877 MRS. OUPIIANT Mak. Flor.\. 138 He struck the

marble in an agony of pleasure and content, bidding it
'

Speak
'

!

2. spec. The mental struggle or anguish of Christ

in the garden of Gethsemane.
1382 WYCLIF Luke xxii. 43 And he maad in agonye \ether

angiuischc or stryf\ preiede lengere. [Vulg. Et factus in

ag-jiiia, prolixius orabat.\ i$z6 TINDALE ibid., He was in

an agonye. 1557 Goicz'., 1611, and Revised^ ibid., And being
in an agonie, he prayed more earnestly. 1864 TENNYSON
Aybncr's /-'. 793 As cried Christ ere His agony.
3. The convulsive throes, or pangs of death ; the

death struggle, (med. L. agon mortis.} Seldom now
used in this sense without qualification, as agony of
death) mortal agony.
1549 Cotnpl. Scoti. xiv. 121 Quhen darius vas in the agonya

and deitht thrau. 1588 SHAKS. L.L.I*. v. ii. 867 To moue
wilde laughter in the throate of death? It cannot be, it is

impossible: Mirth cannot moue a soule in agonie. 1715
BUKNET Own Tintc (1766) I. 432 On a sudden she fell into

the agony of death. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. 1. 800/1
The death-struggle, or agony.
4. Extreme bodily suffering, such as to produce

writhing or throes of the body.
1607 DEKKER Westward Hoe (1873) II. 347 O quickly,

quickly, shees sicke and taken with an Agony. 1667 MILTON
P. /, n. 861 Here in perpetual agonie and pain. 1715 I)K

FOE Voy. round World \ 1840) 157 The agony the poor woman
was In. 1859 TKNNYSON Elaine 850 Hram-feverous in Ms
heat and agony. 1864 Roadicea 84 Ran the land with
Roman slaughter, multitudinous agonies.
5. A struggle or contest. (Rarely without some

shade of the preceding senses.)

1677 Decay Ckr. lately 408 (T.) Till he have thus denudated
himself of all these encumbrances he is utterly unqualified
for these agonies. 1859 DE QUINCFY Cxsars Wks. X. 89 He
was most truly in an agony, according to the original mean-

ing of that word ; for the conflict was great between two
master principles of his nature. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.

VII. xviii. ii. 117 Which lasted .. above three hours; and
was the crisis, or essential agony, of the Battle.

t AgO'nyclite. Ohs. [ad. L. agonydita, a. Gr.

i&yo?UXfTJ7f| f. d not + yuvv knee + -KAir-oy bending,
f. vbl. stem K\IV- bend.]

*

Ilereticks, in the seventh

century, whose distinguishing tenet was, never to

kneel, but to deliver their prayers standing.' Bailey.
1710 T. WARD Eng. Ref. 361 (D.) To God he will not bow

his knee Like an old Agonyclitee [? for Agonyclity, L. /*/.].

fA-gfOO'd, attv., prop. phr. [A/^/. 1 + GOOD ;

cf. afresh.'] In good earnest ; thoroughly, heartily.
a 1536 TINDALK Prol. Jonah Wks. I. 456 The nature of all

wicked is, when they have sinned a good, to seek . . to drive

188

the remembrance of sin out of their thoughts. 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. iv. iv. 170 And at that time 1 made her weepe
a good. 1606 HOLLAND Sitcton. 188 Ran in a good to helpe
him. 1671 Welch Trav. 258 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 339 The
company that stood about did laugh at him a-good. [Cf.
mod. dial., To laugh a good one, run a good one, etc.]

Agoon, obs. form of AGO, AUUNE.

II Agora (re'gora). Gr. Antiq. [Gr. A.yopa.'] An
assembly; hence, the place of assembly, csp. the

market-place.
1820 T. MITCHELL Cow. Aristoph. 1. 176 The agora or forum

was the resort of all the idle and profligate in Athens. 1846
GHOTE Greece I. 1. i. 2 The custom of occasionally convoking
and consulting the divine Agora.

Agoraphobia (a:-gorafJ-bia). Med. [f. Gr.

ayopd (see prec.1 + -</>o0/a fear.] (See quot.)
1873 Jml. Mental Sc. XIX. 456 Dr. C. Westphal has an

article on Agoraphobia ; by this he means the fear of squares
or open places.

t A-gO're-'blood, ////-. Obs. [A prcpl in, and

gore-blood ; see GORE.] In or with clotted blood
or gore.
1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 163 The Flouds and Rivers

[wcrel running all agore-blood, by reason of the great
slaughter. 1609 HOLLAND A unit. Marcell, xiv. vii. 14 To
see . . champions wounding and killing one another, and to

behold them all agorc bloud \perfitsorumqne sanguine],

Agot, obs form of AGATE.

Agoten, pa. pple. of AGET-ENT v. Obs,, to pour.

Agouti, agouty ^ag/7-ti). Also aguti. [a. Fr.

agouti, Sp. ctgitti,
a. a^ttti, aciiti, native Indian

name.] A genus of rodents, belonging to the Cavy
or Guinea-pig family ; the common species (/Jasy-

proeta agouti} is an animal of the size and appear-
ance of a hare, common in the \V. Indies and ad-

jacent parts of .S. America.
1731 BAILEY, Agouty dn America^ a little Beast of the shape

and size of a rabbit. 1830 F,. UI-.NNKTT Zool. GfirJ. Del, I. 295
The Long-nosed Agouti . . is now almost confined to St. Lucia.

1855 KINGSLEY Westw. Ho (i86ij 281 Smoking agoutis out
uf the hollow trees.

Agrace, variant of AGGKACE v. Obs.

Agrade, used by Florio in 1611 (not in ed. 1598)
to translate It. gradirc to be pleased with. Cf. It.

aggradare.

Agraffe (agrce-P,. [a. Fr. agrafe, formerly agraffe,

agraphc} agrappe (see AGKAPPES), f. a +grappc\
late L. grappa 7th c., ad. OHG. ckrapfo hook,
mod. G. krappen. Cf. Cymric crap hook.] A kind

of hook, which fastens to a ring, used as a clasp.
1707 /(></. Gtiz. mmmmccclxii/2 The Present . . is an

Agraffe of Diamonds, and a Diamond Buckle for an Hat.
i8zo SCOTT Iranhoe (1830) 33 The feather of an ostrich,
fastened in her turban by an agraffe set with brilliants. 1872
O. SHIPLEY Eccl. Terms 388 Foreign ritualists mention a sort

of agrafe of pearls, worn by the pope and cardinals under
this name {rationale},

t Agrai'th, v. Obs. ;
also 4 agrayth, agreith,

agredy. [f.
A- pref. \ intensive + GHAITH, ad.

Xorse grcift-a. to make ready, prepare ; cogn. w.

Goth, ga-raidjan. and OE. ge-rxdant
from which

perhaps the Kentish form agredy below.]
1. To prepare ;

make ready.
ciSiSSnoKEHAM 126 And yet ne were hyt no3t ino3 One to

agredy hyre loo^ And he^ me hevene blysse. 1340 Ayenb.
14 f*e pine wyboute ende bet God heb agraybed to be uor-

lorene. Ibid. 140 Alneway agraybed, ase byej? be ssipmen
in ssipe. < 1350 Will. Palcrnc 1597 Purueaunce bat prest

was, to pepul agreibed.
2. To accoutre, dress, deck.

1340 Aycnb. 140 Hy hise agraybe^ and a^et mid alle hire

ournemens. ^1350 Will. Palcrne 52 In gode clobcs of gold
agrebed ful riche. ("1460 Lannfalgo^ Thyn halle agrayde
and hele the walles.

3. To dress (a wound \
1,340 Aycnb. 148 Me ssel zueteliche be wonden agraybl
4. refl. and hence intr. To make oneself ready, to

prepare (to do any thing).
c I3I5 SHOREHAM 126 Into the blysse of hevene sty, To

agredy worthy scholde hy be At hyre assumpcion. 1340
Aycnb. 173 He bine wokle agraybi ase zone ase he mi3te.

t Agrai'thing, vbl. sfi. Obs.
[f. prec. + -ING 1

.]

Attiring ; dress, decoration.

1340 Aycnb. zifi Hire coustouse robes, and hire o]>re agray-
binges. Ibid. 176 Agraybeb hire heaueden mid preciouse

agraybinges.

Agral (a?'gral), a. rarc~*. [ad. I.,, agriil-is

agrdr-is, f. ager field, country.] Of or belonging
to the fields ;

= AGRARIAN 4.
1866 Intcll. Obsi-rv. No. 52. 288 Wayside and agral plants.

f Agra'med, agremed, agromed, pa. pple.
Obs. [The only part found of vb. agramc, agrewe,

agrotne, coinciding in form and sense with OFr.

a^rantir, agrcinir (also cngr-^} chiefly used in pa.

pple. agrami, etc.; f. a to (or en \u) l gram adj.

(IV. gram, It. gramo] a. OHG.^rtfw, angry. But

OE. had also#r<w;/ adj.ancl^vrw/fl//, grctnman vb.,

to enrage, ME. gremicn, greme, whence a-grcmed

might have been formed with A- pref. i, inde-

pendently of Fr. (cf. OHG. ergrcmcn}. The spe-
cial influence of OFr. agrami seems clear in the

form agramed, but see GRAME, GREME.] Angered,
vexed, enraged.

i 1300 A". ,4 //j. 3310 V am aschamed, And sore anoyed, and

AGRASS.

agramed. c 1314 Guy ll'ar-w. 84 As he that was agremed in

hert. (1430 Gencrides 6044 In his hert right yuel agramed.
71500 Chron. Eng. 863 in Ritson M. R. II. 306 The kyng
wes ful sore agromed. 1692 COLES, Agramed^ aggrieved
(c/'A). 1775 ASH, Agramed, grieved (obs.).

Agra'iumatist (agra-matist). rare~. [f. Gr.

a7pa^/iaT-os illiterate (f.
d priv. + ypa^ar-a letters)

+ -1ST
;
after Gr. ypanfia.TivTi}s.'] 'An unlearned, il-

literate man.' Bailey 1731 ; whence in Johnson, etc.

I! Agraphia (agra,-fia). Med. [mod. L. f. Gr.
d priv. + -ypatpia writing.] Inability to write (as
a manifestation of brain-disease).

1871 Academy 15 Mar. 183/2 Agraphia, in which the patient
speaks, but blunders sadly in writing. 1880 BASTIAN Brain
xxix. 658 Agraphia may be appropriately enough allowed to

include 'incoordinate' as well as 'paralytic* defects in the

power of mental expression by Writing.

Agraphic (agrarfik), a. Med. [f. Gr. dnot +
7pa</>(*-(is of writing, able to write : see -ic. The
Gr. form was aypafyos or dypairros.] Characterized

by inability to write.

1878 HAMILTON Nerv. Dis. 166 Whether the inability to

write is due to this cause, or is really the '

agraphic
'

con-
dition. 1880 MACCORMAC An/is. Surg, 226 At first he was
quite aphasic and of course agraphic.

t Agra'ppes, sb. pi. Obs. [a. OFr. agrappe
(mod. Fr. agrafe] \ see AGRAFFE.]

' Hooks and

eyes used on armour or on ordinary dress.' Fairholt.

Agrarian (agre^rian), a. and sb. [f. Y,.agnJri~us

pertaining to land (f. agr- field +-dn'-us : see -AKY)
-- -AN. The L. was first adapted as agrarie (cf.

contrary}, or untranslated.]
A. adj.

1. Kont. Hist. Relating to the land : epithet of

a law (Lex agrarid] for the division of conquered
lands.

1
I533 BELLENDENE Livy iv. (1822) 379 The law Agrarie . .

; put the Faderis fra the public landis, quhilkis was wranguis-
I

lie possedit. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (16761 647 Catsar pre-
i ferred the Law Agraria.] 1618 BOLTON Floras i. xxvi. 71

Spurius Cassius, suspected of affecting Soveralgnty, because
hee had pubh>hed the Agrarian Law. 1838 ARNOLD Hist.

Rome I. ix. 161 An agrarian law for the division of a certain

proportion of the public land.

2. gen. Relating to, or connected with, landed

property. Agrarian outrage, an act of violence

originating in discord between landlords and tenants.

17. . in Somers's Tracts 11,453 Whatever Reflections may
be rais'd from the Agrarian Principles. 1833 GKN. P. THOMP-
SON Exerc. (1842) II. 422 Have not your landlords brought
you to the very eve of an agrarian war? 1876 ROGERS Pol.

Econ.yi\\\. 23 The Irish land system familiarised the peasantry
with agrarian outrages.
3. Of, relating to, or connected with, cultivated

land, or its cultivation.

1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 197 Signore Giobert, acade-

mician, and of the agrarian society. 1864 BURTON Scot
A broad 1 1 . ii. 163 The heartless agrarian devastation accom-

panying the movements of the Russian troops. 1867 J.
DRAPER Amcr. Civ. War I. xxvi. 445 The only bulwark . .

against the clamoring rule of agrarian majorities.

4. Bot. Growing wild in the fields. Also, name
proposed by H. C. Watson for the lowest of the

altitudinal zones of vegetation, within the limits

of the cultivation of corn.

1843 H. C. WATSON Distrih. Brit. PL 34 Agrarian region.
1861 BUCKMAN Rep. Brit. Assoc. (L.) We believe that the

charlock is only an agrarian form of brassica.

B. sb.

1. An agrarian law.

1636 HARRINGTON Otcana 54 (R.I An equal agrarian is a

perpetual law establishing and preserving the balance of
dominion. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. i. xvi. (18651 125 The estate

has passed into more prudent hands, and nothing but an

agrarian can restore it.

2. One in favour of a redistribution of landed

property.*
1818 SOUTHEV in Q. Rev. XIX. 97 An Agrarian of three

hours standing. 1881 GOI.DW. SMITH in Pall Mall G. 24
May 2 The agrarians will be satisfied with nothing short of

the total spoliation of the landowners.

AgTarianism(agre->Tianiz
1

m). [f. prec.+-isM.]
1. The principle of a uniform division of lands.

1808 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XXVI. 109 A poor's
rate

. . is an assurance-premium against agrarianism : it is a quit-
rent paid to the sovereign people for a recognition of indi-

vidual titles of possession.

2. Political agitation or civil dissension arising
from dissatisfaction with the existing tenure of the

land.
1861 GOLDW. SMITH Irish Hist. 21 Irish agrarianism is . .

the offspring of a barbarism prolonged by unhappy circum-
stances. 1869 Times 15 Oct., Condemn agrarianism by all

means, pursue with whatever rigour you can those who com-
mit or abet its crimes.

Agrariaiiize (agreVriansiz), v. [f. as prec. +

-T/Kj
1. To apportion land by an agrarian law.

1846 in WORCESTER,
2. To imbue with the ideas of agrarianism.
1883 J. COWF.N in Pall Mall G. cj Jan. i/i Emigration has

democratized the peasants J evictions have agrananized the

artisans.

Agrarie, -ary, obs. by-form of AGRARIAN.

t Agra'SS, agerse, aiiv., prop.////-. Obs. rare~*

[A prep.
1 in + GRASS.] In the grass or blade.

1340 Aycnh, 36 Corn agerse, be vines in flouringe.



AGKATJNTE.

Agraste, pa. pple. of AGGRACK "<.'. Ot>s.

t Agrau'nte, Obs. rare. [i.Qyr.agrauttft-r,
f. a to +gratttttr to GRANT.] To promise, to grant.
1303 R. BRUNNE HandI. Synnc 4163 {>oghe euery day a man

hyt hatinte ^yt wyl no man be hyt agraunte fpa. pple.].

Agrayde, variant of AGRAITH v. Obs.

fA'gre, v, Obs. rarc~ l
. [a. OFr. agricr, aigricr

(cf. mod. Fr. aigrir} to torment, f. aigre\ see EAGER

.]
To torment, vex.

1495 CAXTON I'itas Pair. (W. de Worde) r. xxxvi. 33 b/a
See ye not how this folysshe hermyte agryth & scornyth us,

by cause he hathe not be ouercome?

Agreable, -blete, obs. var. AGREEABLE, -BILITY.

Agreage, variant of AGGHEGE v. Obs.

t Agfrea't, adv., prop. phr. Obs. [A prep.
1 in

j- GREAT a. Cf. Fr. en gros. The expanded forms

of great, in great, often occur.] In gross, in the

gross, en masse ; by the whole piece, lump, or lot.

150* ARNOLD Chron. n8iri 72 A dwelling hous is hired of

gret and aftir leten . . to sondry folkis . . the hirer in gret . .

shall offir to God . . for the rent of all. 1580 BARF.T A Ivearie
A 234 Agreat or altogither, I'niuersc. To take a worke

agreat or vpon a price. 1632 Br. M. SMITH Serin. 9 Certaine

young men . . beholding fishermen making of a draught,
agreed with them a-great for their draft. 1692 COLKS, Agrat,
by the great or lump. 1775 ASH, Agreat, by the great, by
the job.

t Agrea'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. Fr. agreation

(Cotgr.) n. of action f. agreer*. see AGREE and
-ATI ox,] Agreeing, agreement.
1643 PRYNNK 5(n>. Power of ParI. 201 Underneath were

the signatures of the Deputies . . and underneath them, was
written the agreat ion of the Councell of State.

t Agree', adv. Obs. [a. Fr. agre, f. a to, al

earlier gred, gret, that which pleases, gree, liking or

pleasure: L. grdt-ttm that which is pleasant or

gratifying.] According to one's liking; pleasantly,

kindly, in good part. To take a-grce, to take kind-

ly, or in good part, to receive with satisfaction.

(1400 Rom. Rose 4349 Whom I ne fonde froward ne felle,

But toke agree alle hool my play.

Also anglici/ed as /;/, at, to gree \ see GREE $b.

1366 MAUNPEV, xxix. 295 That God take hire Servyse to

gree. c 1400 Rout. Rose 42 God graunte me in gre that she
it take. 1:1430 LYDG. Bochas (1554) i. xviii. 33!), Rightful
iudges his sentence toke atgree.

Agree (agrr), v.
;
also 4-6 agre, aggre. [a. OFr.

agrc-cr, cogn. w. Pr.
; Sp. Pg. agradar, It. aggradarc

: late L. *
adgrdta-rc, aggr-, f. ad \&+grataret

to

make agreeable, i.grat-ns agreeable. (C*

aggravdrc, allcvidre.) Also aphetized as G
I. To please or be pleased.

'fl. trans. To be to the liking of (any one), to

suit the humour of, to please. (Obj. orig. indirect,

dat. in Fr.) Obs. a. Of a thing.
(1374 CHAUCER Troylus\.yx) If harme agre me, ye, wherto

than I pleyne? [S'a mal mio grado, il lamentar chevale'M
c 1450 Merlin 82 Yef the kynges profer myght not agre the

lady, and . . hir frcndes.

f b. Of a person : To please, to satisfy. Obs.

(-1430 \s\nc,;Bochas ix. xxxviiib(i554) 2173, Great comfort
Of trust I should agreen your noblesse. (1450 LoNELICH
Graal\\. 105 3ow, sire, agreen I wolde ful pleyn. 1475 Kk.
Noblesse (,i86o> 30 Finding bothe horsmete and mannysmete
to youre soudeours . . without contenting or agreing hem.

1 2. To be pleased with (prcndre a gn') ;
to re-

ceive or take in good part ;
to accept favourably; to

favour. (Cf. Fr. agrccz tnes respects^} Also absol. Obs.
a 1500 MS. Harl. 7526, 35 Be mercyfulle, agre, take parte

and sumwhat pardoone. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xiv. g 3

(1873) The principles to be agreed by all. 1642 b'ind, of tlie

King i Those who will not agree the Ceremonies.

II. To make agreeable or harmonious.

f 3. trans. To make (persons) pleased with, or

well-disposed towards each other ; to reconcile,

make friends. Obs.

1489 Plitmpton Corr. 82 The dayes men cannot agre us.

1530 PALSGR. 619/2, I make at one, I agre folkes that were
fallen out. 1587 HOLINSHED Chron. II. 54 To agree the king
and the pope. Ibid. I. 188/1 Hiscoosen . . the which trauelled

to agree him with the king. 1655 J. JENNINGS A7/V86 The
governour, desirous to agree them, had strait I y forbid them
fighting.

4. To bring into harmony (things that differ) ; to

conciliate or arrange (a difference). Now only of

discrepant accounts and the like.

1573 Lament. Lady Scotl. in Sc. Poems of ibth c. II. 247
To aggre this ciuile difference. 1596 SI-ENSER F. Q. n. iv. 3
Some troublous uprore, Whereto he drew in haste it to agree.
1638 CHILI.INGWORTH

Rttlig.
Prot. \. Hi. 7. 130 Meanes of

agreeing differences are either Rationall . . or voluntary.
'653 HOI.CROFT Procopins 1. 16 Having agreed the War with
the Franks. 1706 ESTCOURT Fair Example v. i. 69 Do but
agree the matter between you. 1785 T. JEFFERSON Corr.
Wks. 1859 I. 381 His difference with the Dutch is certainly
agreed. Mod. {Book-keeping} Have you agreed the balance?
No, we have not yet agreed the items of the accounts.

1 5. To arrange, concert, or settle (a thing in

which various interests are concerned). Obs.
1513 LD. BERNERS Froissart I. 86 Whan that this sayde

him, to agree the marriage. 1715 Own Time II. 380 He
had agreed a match for him with his brother the duke of
Zell for his daughter. 1718 POP:; Iliad \\. 186 Did I for this

agree The solemn truce?

189

III. To become well-disposed, to accede.

f6. rejl. (from 3.) To make oneself well-disposed,
to become favourable, to accede, consent to. Obs.

(1450 Merlin 84 The kynge hadde .i-greed hym-self all to
theire ordenaunce. 1523 Li>. BKRNKRS l-'roissart I. cccvi. 461
Dame, I agre me well to your desyre. 1574 tr. Littleton,
Tenures noa, I agree me to the graunte made to you.
7. intr, (from rejl.} To become favourable ; to

give consent, to accede, a. with inf., or subord. cl.

(-1374 CHAUCKR Troylns in. 81 Ye wolcle . . agreen that I

may ben he. 1597 T)ASIKL Civ. Wares u. xii, The Realme
.. will never gree To have a right succession overthrowne.

1658-9 BAYNES in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 123 The Act
of Union agrees, thru they shall have thirty members. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 119 He reluctantly agreed .. that
some indulgence should be gran ted to the Presbyterians. 1860
TYXHAI.L Glac. \. 16. 104 He then agreed to make the trial.

b. with to (a proposal, conditions, etc.)
(-1400 Dcstr. Troy VIM. 3649 All agreit to j?e gate with a

gode wille. c 1450 Merlin 85 Will ye . . agreen to the acorde
and ordenaunce of these worthy lordes? 1475 CAXTON Jason
35 They that at the firste requeste of their loners agree to
them ought to be ashamed. 1535 COVKKUAI.K i Mace. i. 42
All the Heithen agreed to the commaundement of kynge An-
tiochus. 1591 SHAKS. \ Hen. I 7, v. v. 88 Post . . to France,
Agree to any couenants. 1759 ROESKKISUN Hist. Scot I. I. n.

105 It was not possible to agree to a proposal so extraordinary
and unexpected. 1876 FRKKMAN Xonn. Conq. III. xii. 193
Till he agreed to the hard conditions.

c. absol. andyV7.s\v /?(.'.

1461 rasttm Lett, 398 II. 23 If ye wol have her horn to you
for a seacon . . my mastrc is agreed. 1476 Pittinfton Corr.

37 \ ou must desier the sheriffe to serve it, yf so be that ye
agre not 15341,0. HI.KXKKS Gold, Bk. M. Aitrel. 115461 X v,

Thoughe fortune denie hym at one howre, yet at an other

time, she agreeth. 1590 SOAKS. Com. Err. 1. 1. 61 Unwilling
I agreed. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Guidi 46 Austrian
Metternich Can fix no yoke unless the neck agree.
d. with clause : To concede, grant, accede to the

opinion, ///tf/alhing is so; formerly, a tiling to I>c so.

1606 (V. W[OODCOCKE] Ilist. Justine 86 Which grace though
the ( lodds had not agreed to be due vnto her, yet, etc. 1658 9
MORKICK in Burton's l)iary(i%2,%\ IV. 190, I can never agree
that to be law which is dissonant to reason. 1765 HARRIS
Three Treat. \. 14 We have agreed it, replied he, to be neces-

sary. Mod, I agree that he is the ablest of the candidates.

T" 8. To accede to the opinion of (a person) ; to

assent; passing into sense of agree with (12}. Obs.

1526 TIXDALE Acts v. 40 To him they agreed (so CRANM.,
(rt'>it~i'.

t 1611; WYCI.IF, K/ictn., consented!. ^1556 CRANMKR
M'ks, I. 25 Cyril .. agreed to Nestoruis in the substance of
the thing that was eaten. 1561 T. X[ORTON] tr. Cah'ins
fnstit. i. 17 They were by no other meane brought to agree
vnto him. 1580 BARKT Alvearie A 239 To Agree to one or
to be of his opinion. 1641 W. CARTWRIGHT Lady Errant
in. i. (1651) 31, I must not agree t'you, to pass by What you
have said.

IV. To come into harmony.
9. infr. (? for re/I.) To come into accord or

harmony, to become of one mind, make up differ-

ences, become friends. Const, with. Still dialectal
' Kiss and 'gree again.'
1489 CAXTON r'aytcs of Antics i. xix. 60 He aggrced and

made peas wyth mayencyens. 1535 CovERDALE 2 M<JCC. x\.

26 Yf thou sende vnto them & agre with them. 1548 HAI.I.
Chron. (1809) 3 If you of yoursclfes will not agre, I will not

study how to agre you. 1597 DANIKI. Civ. wares m. (R.)
Till all inflamed they all at once agree. 1723 BI.ACKAU. ly'ks.

I. 260 To agree with our Adversary while we are in the way
to Judgement. (See BIBLF. Matt, v. 25.)

10. To come into accord as to something, a. spec.
To come to terms about the price of anything, to

bargain, contract. ? Obs.

1526 TIXDAI.F, .I/a//, xx. 2 And he agreed with the labourers
for a peny a daye [so 1611 ; WYCLIF, K/teni., made covenant].
1580 DARBT Ak'carie A 239 To agree or consent as concern-

ing the act or deede, price, etc. 1669 Picrvs /-Vary (i 877) V.

431 To the cabinet-shops, to look out, and did agree, for a
cabinet to give my wife.

b. Const, on, as to, (of obs.) a matter or point.
1523 LD. BERNKRS Froissart I. Ixiii. 86 And so contynued

a xv. dayes, and agreed of no poynt of effect. 1603 GREEN-
WEY Tacitus Ann. vr. vii. (16221 131 To lay downe such things
as they agree of. 1607 SHAKS. Timon in. vi. 76 To let the
meat coole, ere we can agree vpon the first place. 1651
HOHBKS Leviathan \\. xxiii. 125 Judges he himself agrees on.

1657 SIR C. PACK in Burton's /V/zry 11828) II. 160 It will be
hard for the Committee to agree of names. 1804 W. TAYLOR
in Ann. A***?'. II. 273 A convention has been agreed on rela-

tive to this subject. 1876 FRKKMAN Norm. Cony. III. xii. 104
Terms of reconciliation were readily agreed on.

C. with inf., or subord. cl.

1572 Lament. Lady Scotl. in Sc. Poems of i6f/i c. II. 248
^e did aggre To crowne and place him in authoritie. 1781
GIBBON Decl. <y /'. xl, They agreed to censure the corrupt
management of justice and the finances. 18x0 COI.KRIDCF.
Friend vir. vi. (1867) 379 His lordship and Sir Alexander Ball
'

agreed to differ.' 1852 DICKKNS Bleak Ho. II. 43 We . . had
little in common even before we agreed to differ. Mod. They
agreed that the matter should stand over for the present.
V. To be in harmony.

11. To be in harmony or unison in opinions,

feelings, conduct, etc. ; to be in sympathy; to live

or act together harmoniously ;
to have no causes of

variance. (Simply, or with together', or const, with.)
1548 Un.M.i., etc. Matt, xxviii. (R.) My spirite agreeth not

with the spirite of this worlde. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. l\'tt. n.

ii. 107 How doost thou and thy Master agree? I haue
brought him a present; how gree you now? 1639 FULLER
Holy War \\. xi. (1840! 63 These cities . . agreed so well to-

gether, that they were called sisters. 1642 Holy fy Prof.
St. v. xix. ^38 It is probable that in Noahs Ark the wolf
agreed with the lambe. 1720 WATTS Divine Songs xvii, Birds

AGREE.
in

(

their little nests agree. 1716 GAY Fables \. xxi. 43 In

ev'ry age and clime we see, Two of a trade'can ne'er agree.
1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. \. 88 And where they once agreed, to
cavil now. Adage ^ 'Friends agree best separate.'
12. To be of the same mind as to particular

points ;
to concur ivith a person in an opinion, as

to a matter, that such is the fact, or (obs.) such to be

the fact. (See also ;, 8.)

1494 FARYAN i. vii. 12 The more partie of wryters agreen,
that he ruled this He of Brytayne by the terme of xl. yeres.
1580 BARKT Ah'carie A 239 The doctours discent, or the
authours doe not agree in this poynt. 1652 NF.F.DHAM tr.

ScIdea's Mare Cl. 267 As to . . its beginning, they agree
with Ingulphus and Hoveden. 1663 BUTLI.K Ilndtbr. r. i.

426, I would say Kye, for h' had but one, As most agree,
though some say none. 1706 Die FOE Jure Dir. i. 3 All
Histories agree him to be a Tyrant. 1769 Junins Lett. xxxv.
162 There is one point in which they all agree. 1877 Mozu v
I'iiii 1

. Serin. v. 102 Nobody supposes that the suitors in our
courts agree with the judge when he decides against them.

b. Hence, To agree
1530 PALSUR. 4

an opinion or statement.. , .

1530 PALSUR. 418 '2, I agree with his opynipn touchyng
this mater. 1781 BURKK Corr. 118441 II. 412 To know any
man's story that you cannot agree with. Mnd. I do not

agree with what has been said by the last speaker.
13. Of things: To be in harmony, to accord, to

coincide in any respect, a. simply.
1570 Bii.r.iN(;sLKY Fnclid \. viii. 7 Thinges which agrcr

together: are equall the one to the other. 1580 BARKT Al-
Tfiirie A 239 To agree or aocnrde: to serue to the purpose,
Cmigrito. 1596 SHAKS. Tam.Shr.\.\\. i At last ,. our jarring
notes agree. 1611 BIBLE Murk xiv. 56 Their witnesse agreed
not together. 1782 PRIKST LI-.Y Corr. Ch>; I, ni. 305 All the
accounts sufficiently agree. 1871 BALI". STEWART Heat -J 70
The two scales agree almost exactly at 62 while they differ

sensibly at 72'
J
.

b. with 7t ////.

1494 F A nVAN' 3 And cause it to agre with other olcic

storyes. 1608 SHAKS. Peric. n. v. 18 Mistress . . your choice

agrees with mine. 1651 HOIUIKS Leviathan n. xxv. i_;i It

best agreeth with the conclusions they would inferre. 1674
PLAYFORD SkillofMns. n. 94 Till it agree in sound with your
Treble open. 1734 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. (18271 ' " 3^'">

The expedition . . cannot agree in time with the siege of

Tyre. 1860 TYNDAU. Glac. \\. 14. 301 This quite agrees
with the views now generally entertained.

14. To be consistent, to answer to, correspond <<'////.

f a. with to. O/'s.

1526 TIMIAU: Mnrk xiv. 70 Thou arte of (ialile, and thy
speacheagreth therto[so CRANM., Goi,-:;, 1611]. 1625 BCKC;I-:S

J'ffx. Tithes 50 This Statute agreeth to the best English
Canon Law. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. xvii. 13. 92 This per-

fectly agrees to the context. 1708 Swirr II ks. 11755* H- 7-
The constitution of the English government . . to which the

present establishment of the church cloth so happily agree.

1788 RKID Aristotle s Logu iv. 3- 77 It agrees to the rules

of the figure . . it is also agreeable to all the general rules.

b. with with.

1580 BARKT Alrcnric A 239 The beginning agreetli with
the ende, Congrniiut cxtrenin /-riiais. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.
1. 1. 306 Full well . . Agree these Deeds with that proud brag^e
of thine. 1661 UKAMHAI.I. "Just. I'ind. ni. 40, I do not see

why Monasteries might not agree well enough with reformed
dcuotion. 1661 I!OVI.K Spring fy \l'cight ofAir in. (1682 '69
I find nothing that agrees not with my Hypothesis. 1838
MACAULAY in Trevetyan's Life II. i. 29 He looked about to

see how my Horatius agreed with the topography.
15. Gramm. To be in 'concord'; to take the

same gender, number, case, or person ;
as happens

in inflected languages to words in apposition, and

to substantives and their attributive words, whether

adjective, verb, or relative.

1530 I'AI.S<;R. Introd. 38 Adjectyves agre onely in gendre
and nombre, but theyr verbes agre with theyr nominatyve
cases in nombre and parsone. 1669 MILTON Gram, n, (>>//-

cords Wks. 1847, 468 An adjectiue with his substantiue . .

agree[th) in gender and case. 1881 MASON Eag. Gram. 465
Pronouns must agree in gender, number, and person with
the nouns for which they stand.

16. To be agreeable to, or in harmony tuith the

nature or character of.

fa. To be suitable, appropriate, consonant /<?. Obs.

1541 R. COPLAND Gnydotfs Quest. CyrHrg., Other maner of

byndynge. . proprely agreeth todepe woundes. 1551 TLRNKR
Herbal \. 11568) 114 We have no herbe in Englande . . to

whome all thes hole descriptions do agre. 1586 J. HOOKKR
Giraldus's Hist. Irel. in Holinsh. II. 153/2 Interred in all

honorable maner, as to his estate did agree. 1586 T. Ii. tr.

La Priwaitifayes l-'r. Actttf, n. (1594* 17 The worke of the

creation can agree to none but to (iod only. 1637 GILLESPIK

Kng.-Pop. Cerent, in. viii. 196 The power of Ecclesiasticall

jurisdiction doth no more agree to the King, then the power of

Ecclesiasticall order. 1662 MOKK Antid.agst.Ath. n. ii. 1 1712'

45 That Hypothesis . . which will agree universally to the Air.

1671 J. WKTISTKK Mctallogr. i. 15 Reason agreeth thereto.

f b. To do well with : formerly said of a person

agreeing or doing well with food, climate, etc. Ol>s.

1525 \A). BERNERS l-'roissart II. ciii. 301 To agree with the

ayre not accustomed before. 1530 PAI.SGR. 419/1, 1 agre with

meate or drinke, I can away wit it. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. t't v.

i. 28 Because your appetites and your disgestions doo's not

agree with it [the leek], I would desire you to eat it. 1681

B'fRNET /fist. Rcf. II. 162 Fagius, not agreeing with this

air, died soon after. 1697 DRYDFN I'irg. Georg. \\. 361 Lest

the Tree Translated, shou'd not with the Soil agree.

c. now only of food, climate, work agreeing or

doing well with a person, etc.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anitn. ty Min., Others are more grosse,

tough and hard, agreeing chiefely with country persons and
such as labour. 1669 in /'////. Trans. IV. 981 The Baths

agree (as the vulgar speaks! with Brass, but not with Iron.

1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery xv. 270 Some boil it with milk,
and it is very good where it will agree. 1855 BAIN' Senses

<5-
Intcll. u. ii. 5 (.1864) 157 Whether a substance will agree



AGREE. 190 AGREEMENT.
Or disagree with the stomach. 1858 THACKERAY Virginians
xvi. 126 She wondered whether the climate would agree with
her. Mod, Sea-bathing does not agree with everybody.

t Agree*, sk. Ohs.
[f. the vb.] Agreeing,

agreement.
11400 Apol. for Loll, gi We., may after agre worschip

such ^ingis wntun. 1590 GREENE Or/. Fur. (1599) 8 Shame
you not, Princes, at this bad agree, To wrong a stranger
with discourtesle?

Agreeability (agr/'abi-liti). Also 4 agre-
ablete. [In I4th c. a. OFr. agn'abh-tc n. of state, f.

agreable : see AGREEABLE and -TY. Obsolete for

400 years, and then freshly formed on agreeable : see

-BILITY. In Fr. agreablctc was still in Cotgr. 1611 ;

obs. in the Academy's Diet, and in Littre ;
revived

in 1860 by Ste.-Beuve as agrtabilitt?[ The quality
of being agreeable ; agreeableness, especially of

disposition.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boethius 1099 Al fortune is blisful to a man

by pe agreablete or by be egaliteof hym ^atsuffre^it \fd. 1560

agreeability]. [Not in any Diet, of i6th, i7th, i8th c. In
TODD 1818 only from Chaucer as above.) 1778 Miss BCRNEV
Diary fy Lett. (1854) I. 53 She was all good humour . . and

agreeability. (Surely I may make words when at a loss, if

Dr. Johnson does.) 1839 I.ADV LYTTOS Gtasv&r? (ed. a) I. v.

105 His house was the focus of agreeability. 1854 THACKERAY
Xnvc. II. 4 Remarkable for rank, fashion and agreeability.

Agreeable (agn-ab'l), a.
;
also agreable, ag-

greable, aggreeable. [a. Fr. agreablc capable of

pleasing, f. agreer to please: see AGREE and -ABLE.]
At a very early date aphetized to GHEEABLE.
1. To one's liking or taste ; affording pleasure ;

pleasing, pleasant.
i 1384 CHAUCER //. ofFame 1097 Put for the ryme U lygbt

and lewed Yit make hyt Rumwhat agreable. 1413 LYIJG.

Pylgr. S<nt'/e iv. xx.(i483> 68 Fyercer than the fyre he fynd-
eth the and nothyng agreable. c 1500 Doctr. Good Scrv.

(1842' 4 Speke lytell and be agreable. 1587 FLEMING Contn.
Holinsh. III. 969/9 This man . . had doom: to the king and
realme right agreeable services. 1716 LADY M. W, MONTA-

Gt-'E Lett. 2. I. 10 Nothing can be more agreeable than

travelling in Holland. 1742 H. HAKER M'icrosc. n. xxv. 201

The minute Spiders appear very agreeable in the Micro-

scope. 1779 J. MOOKK ViewofSoc, 1 1. 176 Two very agreeable
French gentlemen. 1813 MARSHALL Gardening xix. ied.

363 Christmas rose is very hardy, a plant or two potted is

agreeable enough at such a season. 1859 LEWES Physiol.
Coin. Life I. i. 6. 27 The sensation of Hunger is at first

rather agreeable, but it quickly becomes unpleasant if pro-

longed. 1874 Daily AVrw 2 June 5/5 Mr. Disraeli's definition

of an agreeable man he who agrees with us.

b. with to.

fijBfiCn.M'CEH Man ofLawes T. 767 An heir moore agre-
able than this to my Ukynge. 1481 CAXTOS Myrronr in.

xvi. 170 That he myght conduyte hym that it myght be to

god agreable. 1732 LAW Serious Call led. 21 77 Neither of

which can be any longer agreeable to God. 1863 Sat. Ret\

273 That painful manufacture of common-places which is

called 'making yourselfagreeable toa lady.' 1876 FREEMAN
.\~orni. Conq. I. 650 They made themselves too agreeable to

the English women.
2. Of a person : Having a liking (to anything") ;

favourable, propitious ; kindly-disposed, pleased,
contented (to do anything"

1

. Now colloquial.

1467 SIR J. PASTON in Lett. 570 II, 300, I kannot in no wyse
fynde hyr a greable that ye scholde have her dowter. 1494
FABYAN v. Ixxxiii. 61 To whose request the kynge was aggre-
able. 1509 BARCLAY Ship of Fooles (1570) 87 God is not sone

agreable To heare their cry. 1524 HENRY VIII in Strype
Keel. Mem. (1822^ I. n. 43 The kings highnes is agreable to

be a mediator. 1623 J. HINGHAM Xenoplwn 113 The sacrifice

\person(fied\ was not agreeable that day. 1850 THACKERAY
rend. (18631 3 29

'

Well, sir, if Ann 's agreeable, I say ditto.'

t 3. Agreeing together ;
of one mind. Obs.

1552 HULOET, Agreable i of one consente, mynde, or wyll.
Concers. 1567 JEWEL Def. Afol. 11611) 105 The agreeable
multitude of many Bishops. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 11634) I.

270 The same fishes in certaine set moneths, are good fr;ends

and agreeable enough.

t 4. Of things (rarely of persons): Corresponding,
conformable, suitable, fitting, a. Mutually corre-

sponding, answering to each other. Obs.

1551 RECORDE Pat/nu. Knowl. n. xx, You see the agreable
sentence of these iij. theoremes to tende to this purpose. 1661

/list. Parisians n. 80 To see whether hi-s valour and his boast-

ings were Agreable. 1692 MOLYNEUX in Locke's Lett. (17081

14 These two places have been stumbled at by some as not

consistent. To me they appear, and are, very agreeable.

t b. Answering to the circumstances, or to the

general order of things ; suitable, fitting. Obs.

1601 DOLMAN Fr. Aeatt. (16181691 Which consideration
is every whit agreeable in each part of the yodiacke. 1674
N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Seh: 70 'Tis agreeable, that we cannot
otherwise have the heaven, in the world, than as to sence
above us. tf&*Cj9x.\\ Anat. Plants \\\. \\.\\\. 14 And so make
a vessel of a wider, as a more agreeable bore.

f-C. with wif/i : In accordance, in harmony; har-

monious, congruous, consistent. Ol>s.

1557 RECORDE Whetst. T iij, Their lengthe is agreable with
their bredthe, and so thei make square figures. 1594 CAHEW
tr. Hrfarte's Trial of Wits (1616) 102 That which is agree-
able with his natural! abilitie. 1655 CVLPEPPER Rwerins \.

i. 5 Blood-letting is not agreeable with Flegmaiick Diseases.

1783 BOSWELL Johnson (1816) IV. 249 Your anxiety about

my health is . . very agreeable with your general kindness.

d. with unto, to : Conformable (to a standard or

design), corresponding, answering ;
suitable ; in

accordance with. Now only of things immaterial.
< 1385 CHAUCER Leg. G. Worn. 668 Most agreable unto myn

entent. 1547 BALE 5V?/. Wks. (1849)232 Though in faith she

were not agreeable to the world's wild opinion. 1548 UDALL,

etc. Erasni. raraphr. Matt. iii. 4 His dyet was agreable unto
hi> apparell. 1625 BUKUKS Pers. Tithes 22 This is neither

agreeable to Religion nor conscience. 1699 BENTLEV P/talaris
2. 28 About LXXX Years later : Which is agreeable to Sui-

das, who places him 'alxiut the LII Olympiad.' 1776 ADAM
SMITH W. A*. I. i. v. 48 It rarely happens that these are

exactly agreeable to their standard. 1855 BAIN Senses fy

Intel!, ii. ii. 11 (18641 *95 It i* agreeable to all experience.
5. In this sense it is often used adverbially for

AGREEABLY: In a manner answering to, in ac-

cordance with, in conformity with
; according to.

1549 LATIMER 7 Serin, bcf. Ediv. I'I (1869) 25 Toaccomodate
hymselfe and hys matter a greeable vnto the comforte, and
amendemente of the audience. 1614 SELUES Titles of'Honor
285 They haue also, agreeable with the identitie of Thane
and Steward, certain Stewarties at this day. 1710 PALMER
PtWfr&t 249 Rakes and clowns . . will . . treat you agreeable
to their own humour. 1828 SCOTT /'. M. Perth III. 173
The Karl entered, agreeable to the Prince's summons.

t 6. sitbst. (as in mod. Fr.) a. An agreeable per-
son. Cf. An incapable. Obs,

1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 511 P i There were as many ugly
Women as Beauties or Agreeables.
b. //. Agreeable things. Cf. eatables, valuables, etc.

1812 HENRY Camp, agst, Quebec 94 Accompanied by all

those agreeables which render the cultivator of the earth the

most happy of human beings. 1823 COLERIDGE Lett.
t
Con-

fers. II. 99 Superficial Advantages and outside Agreeables,

Agreeableness (agr/~-ab'lnes). [f. prec. +
-NBS8.1

1. The quality of being agreeable, or of giving

pleasure ; pleasingness, pleasantness.
1611 COTGK., Agrccai'lctc, agreeablenesse, acceptablenesse.

1610 31 DONNE Selections (1840) 160 Loveliness of person,
agreeableness of conversation. 1667 BOYLE Orig. Formes fy

Qital., Beauty. . is made up of Symmetry of parts, and agree-
ablenesse of colours. 1709 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett.

Ixiv. 106 Leave me my . . agreeableness and genius, but leave

me also my sincerity. 1725 DE FOE \'oy. round J/t>r/</ 11840)

159 The agreeableness of the climate. ^1763 SHENSTONE
A'i'i'. 213 Virtue and agreeableness are, I fear, too often

separated. ^1815 Miss AUSTEN Sorthang. Ab. (18331 ! x -

58 We have entered into a contract of mutual agreeableness.

1870 HAUTHOKNK Eng. Xotc-liks. (1879) I. 128 You might
enjoy its agreeableness without suspecting it.

t 2. The quality of being conformable (o, or con-

sistent ivith
; conformity, consistency. Obs.

1557 RECOKDE W'hetst. G ij, There appeareth a greate agre-
ablenes, between like flattes, and square nombers. 1667 H
MORE Dii>, Dial. \. xli. (17131 523 Sing no Tragical strain in

agreeableness to the last Thunder. 1690 J. NoRKIS Beati-

tudes 11694' I. 166 Some Likeness or Agreeableness between
the Faculty and the Good to be enjoy'd. 1710 PKIDEAUX
Orig. Tithes ii. 43 The strength of every Precedent lyeth in

its agreeableness with the Law. a 1797 BURKE Ess. Drama
Wks. X. 1 59 The incompatibility or agreeableness of incidents

. . with the probable in fact, but with propriety in design.

Agreeably 'Jigirabir, adv. In 4 agreablely.

[f. AGBEEABLE + -LY 2.] In an agreeable manner.

1. In a way which pleases, or suits the inclina-

tion
; pleasantly.

(1374 CHAUCER Boetkius 43 With hem f>at euery fortune

receyuen agreablely or egally. 1597-8 BACON Ess. ( Arb.) 20/1
To speake agreeably to him with whome we deale. 1740-61
MRS. DELANV Life fy C&rr. (18611 III. 300, I spent an hour
and a half very agreeably. 1842 MACAULAY /,rt>'jf (18641 Pref.

25 He ..tells very agreeably the stories of Elfleda and Elfrida.

2. In a manner suiting, corresponding, or answer-

ing to ; in conformity or accordance with.

1461 PastoH Lett. 407 II. 34 A slgnement sufficient to hem
aggreabili for the seid payment. 1611 BIBLE i Esdr. viii. 12

Agreeably to that which is in the Law of the Lord. ^1745
SWIFT H'fts. II, 28 Men should act agreeably to the motive
of that respect. 1769 ROHERTSON Chas. /', III. x. 252 Agree-
ably to the manifesto which be had published. 1837 J. H.
NEWMAN Pmp/i. Off. Church 108 Agreeably with this antici-

pation, the Church of Rome . . is led to profess to know not

only infallibly but completely.

f b. without to \ (a] In a way that corresponds to

something else ; correspondingly, conformably. (If]

In ways that correspond to each other, in the same

way, uniformly, similarly. Ol>s.

1561 J. DAUS tr. Bnllinger on Apocal. {1573* Qi/b, The
Scripture euery where agreeably witnesseth, that tne Saintc^

in heauen are free from grefes. 1563 Homilies n. (18591 421
And St. Peter most agreeably writing in this behalf saith.

1596 SPENSER /'. Q. vi. vii. 3 Two Knights . . The which were
armed Ixith agreeably. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. 2 And agree-

ably the fiftieth Psalm inscribed to Asaph. 1718 J. CHAMBKR-
I.AVNE Relig. Philos. 1 1. xxii. g 28 Another experiment proved
the same no less agreeably.

f c. In a way that answers to circumstances or

the nature of things ; suitably, fittingly. Obs.

1754 RICHARDSON GrnniUsott II. xxix. 269, I was shy of

forcing an opportunity, as none agreeably offered.

t Agree'ance. Obs. [a. OFr. agrfance, n. of

action f. agrfcr\ see AGREE and -ANCE.] The act

of agreeing ;
= AGREEMENT in several of its mean-

ings. Ohs.

1536 BELLENDENE Croti. Scotl. <i8ai) II. 333 King Johne . .

to eschew the present dangeir, maid aggreance with his
ipre-

latis. 1549 Co\'ERDALE Erasin. Ptiraphr. Hebr. iii. 6 If we
dooe styll abyde in the concorde and agreaunce of the house.

1559 in Strype's Ann. I. i. App. xvi, The diversity of pur
fasting setteth forth the' more the agreeance of our faith.

1599 JAS. I Basil. Dor. (1682) To Reader, What aggreance
and conformitie he ought to keep betwixt his outward be-

haviour. . and thevertuous qualities ofhisminde. 1714 MIL-
BOURNE Traitor's Reiuard\<) In agreeance with God's laws.

Agreeand, northern form of AGREEING ///. a.

Agreed (agrrd), ///. a. [f. AGKEE v. + -ED.]

f- 1. Pleased, satisfied, contented. Obs.

1418 HLN. V in Ellis Orig. Lett. in. 27 I. 64 That he be
contented and agreed in the best wyse as longeth vnto hym.
(1450 LOSELICH Graal II. 233 Thanne the kyng agreed he
was Of the veniawnce in that plas.

t 2. Made pleasing or satisfactory. Obs.

1400 Epiph. iTurnb. 1843") 113 Unto God I say in sotheiic*

Aboue all this agreed is hur mekenes.

3. Brought into harmony ;
united in feeling or

sentiment.

,11440 Sir Degree'. 1770 Giff ?e holde us a-gret, Shall I

never etc mete. 1535 COVERDALE Amos ill. 3 Maye twatnc
walk together excepte they be agreed amonge them selues?
1611 /bii/. t Can two walke together, except they be agreed 'i

1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Gitidi 100 Our Tuscans .. rising
up agreed And bold.

4. Come to one and the same opinion ;
at one as

to a matter in question.
i6i3SHAKS. Hen. /*///, v. iii. 87 Are you all agreed, Lord*?

1659 STARKEY in Burton's Diary ( 18281 IV. 353 We are agreed
of the substance. 1769 ynnins Lett. iii. 18 In the two next

articles, I think, we are agreed. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Brooke
J-arr/t iv. 47 He and I were never agreed about matters of
that kind. 1842 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Strtii. ted. 2) V. xvi,

261 He professes to be agreed with me.

5. Arranged or settled by common consent.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. I'///, v. iii. 87 It stands agreed . . by all

voices. 1640 BP. HALL Chr. Mod. 8/2 Retired to an agreed
solitariness. 1732 POPE Ess. on Man iv. 219 Herpes are
much the same, the point's agreed. 1806 \V. TAYLOR in A nn.
Rei\ IV. 256 The best standard is not yet agreed.
In this sense agreed on is now more usual.

1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. n. i. 272 Your dowry 'greed on.

1651 HOBBES Leviathan n. xxv. 125 To be judged by men
agreed on by Consent. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I.

221 To take leave of them and receive her agreed-on portion.
Mod. They met at the place agreed on.

6. As a rejoinder : Consented to
; granted, ad-

mitted, or accepted.
'

I agree to the proposal.'
1794 Sen:THEY Bot. Bay Eel. ii. Wks. II. 75 Suppose we

leave awhile this stubborn soil, To eat our dinner and to rest

from toil. Agreed. Von tree . . Forms with its shadowy
boughs a cool retreat.

Agreef, agrefe, agreve, adv.phr. See AGBIEF.

Agreer (agrrsj). [f. AGREE v. + -EK 1
.]

One
who agrees ;

an adherent.

1548 GESTE Prince Masse 75 As well of thee agreers and
favourers therof, as of the authors and doers of the same.
<t 1603 Q. ELIZ. in Froude Hist. Eng. VII. 485 The agreers

..gave more credit thereunto than unto their own wits.

1611 FLORIO, Coinponitore, a framer, an agreer, a maker.

Agreeing ^agrHrj), vbL sb.
[f.

AGREED. +

-ING*.] A coming to or being in harmony.
1548 UHALL, etc. Mark xiv. 14 (R.i This house presenteth

vnto vs the agreyng and frendely felowshyp of the church.

1580 HoLLYBAND Trcas. l~~r. Tong.^ Accord de sens <$ cltosfs

dijfcrentes, agreeing of disagreeing thinges. 1591 PERCIVALL

Sp. Diet., Concorde, agreeing. 1611 COTGR., A greation ^
an

agreement, concord, assent, consent ; also, an agreeing.
1865 CARLYLE Frcdk. Gt. I. n. iv. 65 Inextricable coil of

claimings, quarrellings and agreeing*.

Agreeing (agn~'in), ///. a. North, agreeand.

[f.
AGREK v. + -JNG-.]

f 1. In conformity with, conformable, correspond-

ing, or answering to. Obs.

1540 WHITTINTON Tullys Ojftycc \. 2 That thynge . . to my
dignite mooste agreynge. a 1555 lJnADt'OKL> IVks. 189 What
is more necessary than meat and drink, or more agreeing to

nature ? 1687 SETTLE Rcfl. Drydetis Plays 4 How agreeing
Images are to the Mahumetan Worship.. I leave to the

judicious to censure.

2. Of the same mind or nature
; concurring, ac-

cordant, harmonious, unanimous.

1557 EARL SURREY Acneid \\. 292 The people cried with

sondry gracing shoutes. 1581 LAMBAKIIE Eiren. \. ix.d6o2)

38 The agreeing opinion of all the judges. 1677 GALE Crf.

Gentiles i. in. it. 3^ In the ancient fables, there is no uni-

forme, and . . agreeing historic to be exspected. 1703 Row L

Fair Penit. HI. i. 1097 The kind consent of our agreeing
minds. 1880 CYPLES Hum. Exp. iii. 51 The largest number
of agreeing units.

f3. Suiting, doing well with, Obs.

1620 VENNER Via fit-eta v. 86 The milke will be much the

more agreeing with the stomacke. 1642 ROGERS Xaatnan
no A marvellous agreeing nature., with the corrupt sensual I

appetite of man.

t4. advtrbially. According A?
;
= AGBEEINGLY. Ohs.

1526 TINDALE i Cor. xv. 3 Christ dyed for our synne^

agreynge to the scriptures [so COVERD., CRASMER, Geneva \

Klit-m. and 1611 according to]. 1614^-25
HOYS U'ks. 1630,

138 A Preacher then must teach agreeing to the faith.

t Agree'ingly, adv. Ohs. [f. prec. +-LY-.] In

an agreeing manner ; correspondingly, consistently,

agreeably, suitably. Agrceingly /o, according to.

1562 Hnrnyn^e ofPanics C/t. If they. . ministred after one

sorte, and agre"inglye through the whole church it were good.

1591 PERCIVALL Sf>. Dict. t Concordementc, agreeinglj-. 1616

SHELDON Srtrv. Rom. Miracles 32 (T.l Agreeingly to which
St. Austin contendeth. 1642 ROGERS Naanian 41 He will

order all meanes most sweetly and agreeingly, to that pur-

pose.

Agreeingness vagn'irjnes). rare-*, [f. as prec.

-f-NESs.] 'Inequality of agreeing; 'consistence,

suitableness.' J.

Agreement (agr/~-ment). Also 5-6 ag(g)re-
ment. [a. OFr. agreement, agrcment, n. of action,

f. agreer: see AGREE and -MENT.] The action or

fact of agreeing.

f 1. The action of pleasing or contenting ;
satis-

faction. Ohs.



AGREST.

1494 FABYAN vi. ccxii. 227 After he had taryed here a cer-

tayne of tyme, to his agrement and pleasure.

f 2. The action of consenting ; consent. Obs.

1479 ROKEWOODE in Bury Wills (1850) 52 As welle by my
wylfe as by the aggrement of the seid Alice and Robert.

i483CAXTON:GW<i'. Leg. 85/1 He receyuyd with hys agrement
the gybet of the crosse.

t3. A setting at one; atonement (both in its

earlier sense of reconciliation, and its later sense of

propitiation, satisfaction). Obs,

15*6 TINDALE i John iv. 10 Not that we loued God, hut

that he loued vs, and sent his sonne to make agrement for

oure sinnes. 1535 COVKRDALB Ps, xlviii. 7 No man may de-

lyuer his brother, ner make agrement for him vnto God.
Hehr. ii. 17 A faithful! hye prest in things concern-

ynge God to make agrement for the synnes of y
e
people.

'557 N. T. (Genev.) i John iv. 10 And .sent his sonne to make

agrement for our sinnes \R!n>in. and 1611 propitiation |.

4. A coming into accord
;
an arrangement be-

tween two or more persons as to a course of action;

a mutual understanding ;
a covenant, or treaty.

,1400 Destr. Troy xix. 7827 f>e grekys by agrement of pe

greteall, Sent to fc>eCite soueran men two. 1523 LD. BKKSEKS
j-'roissart I.cxv. 136 Were not of the agrement with the kyng.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, i. iii. 103 Three times did they drink

Vpon agreement, of swift Severnes flood. 1611 BIBLE Dan.
xi. 6 The Kings daughter of the South shall come to the

King of the North to make an agreement. 1725 DE FOE
\
r
oy. round World 1 1840' 296 We came to a good agreement

with him for his reward. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. 10. 67 We
accordingly entered into an agreement with our guide.

5. Law. A contract duly executed and legally

binding on the parties making it.

1536 in Thynnes Animadv. (1865) App. 28 In wittyness
herof the saide John Wilkinson, to this agreament hath

putte his merke. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl, s.v., An Agreement
executory is when both parties at one time are agreed, that

such a thing shall be done in time to come. 1881 F. POLLOCK
Princ. Contract (ed. 3) i An agreement is, 'An act in the law

whereby two or more persons declare their consent as to any
act or thing to be done or forborne by some or one of those

persons for the use of the others or other of them.'

6. Accordance in sentiment, opinion, action, or

purpose; harmony, concord ;
absence of dissension.

1528 MORE Heresyes i. Wks. 1557, 170/1 The consent and
comen agrement of the olde holy fathers. 1548 LD. SOMERSET
Epist. to Scots 241 You loued better dissencion then vnitie,

discorde then agremente. 1652 BI;RROUGHF.S Exp. Hosca
vi. 105 Agreement in errour is farre worse than division for

the sake of truth. 1654 GODDARD in Burton's Diary (1828)

I. 155 He hath espoused Charles Stuart, with whom he is

fully at agreement. 1692 [WAGSTAFFE] Vind. CaroL i. 24
It is not the Crowd, but agreement makes the Company.
1771 Junius Lett. lix. 307 Neither are we to look for perfec-
tion in any one man, nor for agreement among many.

7. Mutual conformity of things, whether due to

likeness or to mutual adaptation ; concord, har-

mony, affinity.

1398 TKEVISA Earth. De P. K. xvi. xliv. (1495) 567 Yren
hath agrement with the stone Adamas, and so the stone

Adamas draweth yren to itself. 1586 T. B. tr. La Priman-

dayes Fr. Acad. \\. (1594) 531 When the image hath some

agreement in forme with the thing represented. 1611 BIBLE
2 Cor. vi. 16 What agreement hath the Temple of God with

idoles? 1790 PALEY Her. Paul. i. Wks. 1825 III. 6 Agree-
ment or conformity between letters bearing the name of an

ancient author, and a received history of that author's life.

1855 BREWSTER Netvton II. xviii. 170 The agreement be-

tween his observations and the theory.

8. Gramm. Concord: see AGREE v. 15.

1669 MILTON Grant, ii. Concords (1847) 463/1 Tne agree-
ment of words together in number, gender, case, and person,
which is called concord. 1879 J. A, H. MURRAY

Trans.^
Pkilol. Soc. 619 In the English

'

the men push the stone,'

we have neither formal expression of the destination [of the

action] nor formal agreement of verb and subject.

9. Mostly//. Agreeable qualities, circumstances,

or accessories. Now treated as Fr., Us agrcments.
1692 DRYIJEN tr. St. EurcmonCs Ess. 376 The Charms and

Agreements natural to Women. 1732 MRS. DELASY Anto-

biog. (1861) I. 399 She has . . all the agreement of embellish-

ments that can be desired. 1737 WARBL-RTON in Boswell's

Johnson I. Introd. 50 The art of adding the agreements to

the most agreeable subject in the world, which is literary

history.

f Agreemony. Obs. Agreeableness. A nonce-

word, probably intended to suggest acrimony.
1678 MRS. BEHN Sir P. Fancy n. i. 254 Upon my reputa-

tion, Madam, you're a civil well bred person, you have all

the agreemony of your sex.

Agreeve, agreif, agreive, obs. ff. AGGRIEVE.

Agregge, earlier f. AGGREGE v. Obs. t to aggravate.

Agreith,var.ofActtAiTiiz>. Obs., to prepare, deck.

Agrese, variant of AOKISE v. Obs., to shudder.

t Ag're'st, a. and sl>. Ol>s. [a. Fr. agrestct i4th c.

a. It. (and Sp.) agrcstc : L. agrcst-is belonging to

the field, f. agcr, agr-um field.]

A. adj. Belonging to the open country, wild ;

hence, Rustic, rude.
< 1420 Pallad. OH Hitsb. xi. 324 The bay of myrte agrest.

1549 Compl. Scotl. (1873) 16 To support & til excuse my
barbir agrest termis. 1553 87 FOXE A. iff

M. 111.637 By whose
unmerciful Nature and agrest Disposition, very many were

put to death. 1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous 11825) 227 His
more uncomely and aggressed manners. 1775 ASH, Agrest
(tiff much used] belonging to the fields.

B. sb. A rustic, a countryman.
1480 CAXTON Ovid's Metam. xv. iv, Th' agrestes that see

thenne th'erbes & grasse enjoyen them.

Agre'sted, ppl. a. Obs. [irreg. f. prec. + -ED,

as if pa. pple. ;
of. adu$t-ed] Rustic, 'countrified.'
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i6ao VILNNER I'ia Recta (1650) 70 Of unprofitable nourish*

ment, except for agrested bodies. Ibid. 97 Agrested bodies
that commonly digest anything that filleth the belly.

Agre'stial (agre-stial), a, [f. L. agresti-s (see

AOBB8T) + -AL 1. Cf. cclcsti-al^\ Inhabiting the

fields or open country ; wild
; spec. (Bot.) growing

wild in cultivated land.

1607 TOPSF.LL Serpents (1653* 638 Other [bees] again are

altogether wilde, uplandish, and agrestial. 1858 H. C. WAT-
SON Cyb. Brit. III. 183 A well-established agrest[i]al weed.

Agrestian (agre-stian), a. and st>.
[f. as prec.

+ -AN. Cf. equestri-an.] A. adj. Belonging to the

country, rustic, rude. B. sh, A rustic, a countryman.
1845 HAMILTON Pop. Ediic. viii. (ed. 2) 184 We may now

survey the agrarian population. Ibid. iii. 43 The figure of
. . the agrestian early learns to stoop.

Agrestic (agre-stik), a. ; also 7 agrestick(e,
-ique. [f.

L. agrcst-is (see AGREST) + -ic. Cf. do-

mestic, and for formationforens-ic.'] Of or pertain-

ing to the country, rural, rustic
; hence, uncouth.

1620 VKNNKR Via Recta viii. 175 The strong and healthy
bodies of agresticke men. a 1646 J.G[KKGORY] Assyr. Man.
(1650) 222 Continual conversation with bruit beasts changed
his humane disposition into a barbarous and agrestick be-

haviour. 1660 WATERHorsE Arms $ Armory 123 The re>i-

dences of Princes were in tents and agrestique Pavilions.

1703 EVLLVN in ft'pys Diary 419 He has his time for his

agrestic flute. 1880 DISRAELI Endyiti. I, xxx. 279 A delightful
ramble to some spot of agrestic charm.

t Agre'stical, a. Obs.- [f. prec. + -AL*. Cf.

comic, comical.'] AGRESTIC.
1626 in COCKERAM

;
whence in BAILEY, ASH, TODD.

t A'gresty. Ol>s.~- [f.
L. a^n'sf-is or Eng.

AGREST + -v :\ Cf. wodcst-y] Rusticity, 'clown-
ishness.' Bailey, and Ash.

Agreve, obs. form of A(;GKIEVE.

t Agricola'tion. Ot>s~ [ad. L. a^ricolation-

em, n. of action, f, agricola-ri to act as husband-

man, f. agricola a husbandman
;

f. ager, n^r- field

+ co/a a tenant : stem col- also in vb. col-cre to take

care of, till, occupy, dwell.] Tillage of the ground;
husbandry; the practice of agriculture.
1626 in COCKERAM ; whence in BAILEY, JOHNSON, ASH, etc.

Agricole tse'grikpul), [a. Fr. agricolc, ad. 1,.

agricola vsee prec.).] A husbandman
;
a rustic.

1656 KI.UCNT Glossogr., Agricole, a Husbandman, Fanner
or Plowman. 1882 H. MERIVALE Fancit of Bat. III. n. xi.x.

159 The agricoles of Mould-on-the-Moss. Ibid. II. i. xxiv.

105 In nine" cases out of ten, the agricole sees it not.

1 Agri'colist. Obs. rare. [f. prec. + -1ST.] An
agriculturist.
1754 DODSLEY Agric. li. iR.t The pasture and the food of

plants First let the young agricohst be taught. 1794 MKS.
PIOZZI Brit. Synon, II. 271 Those who are speaking with

agricolists will observe that soil is the word in use.

Agricolous i,agri'k(Tbs), a. rare. [f.
Y\\agricolt

agricultural (ad. L. agricola) + -ous. (Hardly a

serious word.)] Agricultural.
1825 SVD. SMITH in Edin. Rev. XLII. 36 Upon sacksofwool,

and on benches forensic, sit grave men, and agricolous per-
sons in the Commons. 1880 Contemp, Rt~i>. Mar. 413 The
ordinary member, agricolous, or otherwise.

Agricultor (se'grikj;:H6i). 10bs. fa. I,, agi Jeni-

fer, i.e. agri cidtor a tiller of the field. Cf. mod.

i.agricnlteur^\ 'A husbandman. The word in our

language is modern, but is getting into common
use.' Todd 1818. Now very rare.

1787 MARSHALL Rnr, Econ, Norf. II. (To Reader) 6 For an

agricultor cannot register an incident. 1839 J. ROGERS
Antipopopr. vi. 2. 228 A man that keeps a vineyard, a vine-

dresser, or an agricultor.

Agricultural (asgrikwltiuriil), a. [f. L. agri-
cidtit>-a (see AGRICULTURE) + -AL 1

. Cf. natural,

L. natftralis^\ Of or pertaining to agriculture ;

connected with husbandry or tillage of the ground.
1776 A HAM SMITH W. A*. (1869^ II. iv. ix. 246 The agricul-

tural systems of political economy will not require so long
an explanation. 1814 SLR H. DAVY (title} Agricultural

Chemistry. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 413 Four shillings

a week therefore were ..fair agricultural wages. 1849 ALISON
Hist. Europe I. ii. 4. 121 The agricultural population, at

both periods, was double tire manufacturing.

Agriculturalist (aegriktrltiuraTist). [f. prec.

+ -IST. Cf. iiatural-i$t, constitutionalist
;
but the

shorter AGRICULTURIST is preferred.] One engaged
in agricultural pursuits ;

a husbandman.
1812 HKNRY Camf>, agst. Quebec 03 He was an agricul-

turalist, which in the vagueness and uncertainty of our lan-

guage is called a farmer. 1854 Illnstr. Lend. \ws 14 Ian.

38 Well known as a scientific and practical agriculturalist.

Agriculture (argrik^ltiiir, -tjai). [ad. (prob.

through Fr. agriculture, I7th c. in Littre), 'L.agri-

cultnra, i.e. agri cultilra tillage of the land : see

CULTURE.] The science and art of cultivating the

soil ; including the allied pursuits of gathering in

the crops and rearing live stock
; tillage, husbandry,

fanning (in the widest sense).

1603 HOLLAND Pintarc It's Mor. 9 Such tooles as pertaine
to Agriculture and husbandrie. 1650 J. JONES Judges
y/tti^rd 35 Their sweet Farmhouses, large fields, and in-

dustrious Agricultures. 1658 SIR T. BROWSE Card. Cyrus
II. 504 Future discovery in Botanical Agriculture. 1751

JOHNSON Rambl. No. 145 F 3 If we estimate dignity by im-

mediate usefulness, agriculture is undoubtedly the first and
noblest science. 1831 SCOTT A . Geierst. iii. 45 A glance round
the walls showed the implements of agriculture.

AGBISE.

b. restricted to, Tillage, rare.
1861 STANLEY Jew. Cli. (1877) I. xii. 228 The lands.. were

not fields for agriculture, but pastures for cattle.

Agriculturer (a;grikyltiCiraj). tObs. [f. prec.

-r-Eii'.J One practically engaged in agriculture, a
husbandman. (I'rob. intended as less scientific in

meaning than AGRICULTURIST.)
1812 COLERIDGE Own Times III. 751 The interests of agri-

culturers, whose products feed and clothe this large body.
(11864 I-ASDOR Wks. (1876) IV. 506 'Ploughman' may be
accepted for any agriculturer.

Agriculturism (a?grikzrltiuriz'm'). ? 06s.

rare-", [Analogous formation on AGRICULTURIST.]
'The science of agriculture. Modcrn? Todd 1818.

Agriculturist (jegrikzrltiiirist). [f. AGRICUL-
TUHK + -IST.] (At first) A student of the science

of agriculture, (but soon extended to) A professed
cultivator of the land, a fanner (for which AGRI-
CL'LTL'HALIST is also used).
1760 J. Scoi i Ecl<\^!tc ii. (Chalmers 1810) XVII. 469 Rural

Business; or, the Agriculturists. 1795 J. BiLLlNGSLEY.^^r/t.
Srtt-'. Somerset (1798) 275 That enlightened agriculturist

Jethro Tull. 1814 SIK H. DAW Agric. Client. 4 Hoth to the

theoretical agriculturist, and the practical farmer. 1849
COUDKN .S'/. 2 We have been accused of having subjected
the agriculturists of this country to a competition with

foreigners. 1861 Times i June, l\e Agriculturist Cattle In-

surance Company.

tAgrie'f, adr. (prop. //'.) Obs.; also 4-5
agref e, ogrefe, agreff, agreve. [A prepl in +

GRIKK.] In grief, as a grievance. Usually To take

agricf: to take it ill 01 unkindly ;
the opposite of

to take a-grcc or in gi'tc.

(-1300 A'. Alts. 3785 He tok hit in heorte agref. 1330 R.
Bm'NNi: C/itvit. 155 pan spak Philip ogrefe. < 1386 CHAI CI:K

U'y/ of B. Prol. 191, 1 pray to al this companye . . As taketh

nought agreef [r
;
. r. agrief, agrefT, a greuej of that I say.

c- 1420 Sir Amadacc xxx. 11842) 39 (lode Sirs, take no^te on

greue, For }e most none take 3our leue. a 1440 Sir Degree'.
467 Madame, takes not agreve A thyng that y yow say.

Agrieve, -ance, oba. forms of AGGRIKVE, -AXCK.

tAgri'll(e, agrulle (), v. Obs. rare. [f. A-

prcf.i intensive + GBILL.] To provoke, annoy, grieve.
<t 1250 ('re/ <f AVi.-///. 1108 Nedar me never eft mon a-grulle.

i- 1380 Sir J-t :rjtmt>. 2195 For tat torn or J>at a gon '. ful sore

him schal a-grille.

Agrim(e, early pop. form of AtGOKlSM.

Agrimony Ee'grimani). Forms: i agrimonia,

4 egremounde, 4-5 egrimoigne, egremoyne,
4-6 egrymoyn(e, 5 7 egrimouie, -y, 6 egre-

moiiie, agremoiiy, agrymoiiye, 5-6 agrimonie,

5- agrimony, [ad. I., agrinionict (Cels.), said to be

a transformation of (,',\,ap-fftt^vrj 'Dioscor.), of unkn.

etym. The Middle Kng. forms were adopted from

Fr. aigrcmoinc^\
1. A genus of plants X.O. Kosaceac}, of which

one species (A.Eufatoria), to which the Fng. name
is usually attached, is common in Britain.

1040 50 .Vrt.r. Ld-thd. I. i3opaswyrte be man agrimoniam,
it odrum naman garclife nemneo. t 1328 C/ti stt-r PI. 119

Raydishe and egremounde which he my erbes. < 1386
CHAUCMR Chnn. \ 'email /'r. $ T. 247 And herbes couthe I telle

eek many oon, As egrimoigne, valirian [T. r. egremoyne,
egrymoynel. 1440 Prom/*. Parr'., Agrimony, or egrimony,
herhe. .tgrimoilia. 1551 TL-RXKR Herbal I. 177 Agrimony
;roweth among hushes and hedges and in mvddowes and

and will dye wool of a nankeen colour.

2. Through confusion as to the application of

Enpaloria and Liverwort, old names of Agrimony,
the name has been, with or without qualification,

extended to other plants, a. Bastard, Dutch,

Hemp, or \\ater Agrimony, Eitpatoria cannabina.

b. N'oble, Three-leaved Agrimony, Hfpalica (.Lyte).

O. Water Agrimony, BiJcns (Gerard), d. \Yild

Agrimony, Potentilla ansfrina (Lyte).

1578 LVT'K Dotioetis 57 There he sundry' kindes of herbes

called in Latine Hefatica or Jccoraria, that is to say Lyuer-
wortes. . The two first kindes are Hastarde Agrimonie. The
third is Three leaued Agrimonie, or noble Lyuerwurte, Ibid.

57 In Knglish wilde Tansie, Siluer weede, and of some wilde

Agrimonie. 1597 GERARD llerl<all \\. ccxl. 710 Water Hempe
or Water Agrimony is seldomer found in hot regions.

Agrin(.agri-n\a(/z'.,prop.//i/-. [A/n-/.
1 of state,

in, on + GRIN.] On the grin ;
in a grinning attitude.

1847 TENNYSON Princess v. 510 His visage all a-grin. 1849

C. BRONTE" .y//;W(;)' I. iii. 47 His hard features were revealed all

agrin and ashine with glee.

Agriologist (segri,(rl6d3i8t). [f.
Gr. d7pio-s

wild, savage + Aii-y-os discourse + -IST.] One who is

versed in the history and customs of savages.
1882 iat/i Cent. Jan. 115 The mythology of the savage

races, which as agriologists confidently maintained, would

. . upset the whole system of comparative mythology.

t A'griot. Obs. ;
also 7 egriot. [f.

i6th c. Fr.

aqriotc, now griottc] A sort of cherry.
1611 COTGR., Agriotte, the ordinary sharp, or tar[t] cherrie,

which we also call, the Agriot-cherrie. 1616 BACON Sytoa

509 The Cceur.Cherry, which inclineth more to White, is

sweeter than the Red : but the Egriot is more sowre. 1715

BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Waters, Morel and Agriots, ofeach

an Handful. 1775 ASH, Afriot, a kind of sour cherry.

t Agri'se, ~'. Obs, Forms : Inf. \ agris-an,



AGRISED.

3-4 agris-en, 2-7 agrise, 3-7 agryse, 4-5 agrese,
6 agryce, agryze, aggrise, aggryese, 6-7 agrize,
7 aggrize. Pa. t. i-j agr&s, 3-5 agros, 4 agroos,
5 agrose. Pa.pplc. i-4agrisen, 3-4 agrise, 4-5
agrised, 5 agresyd, 6 agryz'd. [f. K-pref. i in-

tensive + GKISE, same root as^r/rhorror. fcf.grisfy.']
1. intr. To shudder with terror, be full of horror

;

to tremble, quake, be greatly afraid or moved.
'looo Laws of Cnut (Thorpe I. 374, Bosw.Da:t he for

helle agrise. c 1230 Ancrcn Riu-le 306 Swuch }eor btt
heouene & eor'5e inuwen beode grisliche agrisen. t 13*0
St*yitSaffet(W.)&&6 To gon therinne [/.-. in the forest] ech
man agros. c 1380 Sir J-'ernnth. 3370 Of ^e si^te agrise he
gan. c 1385 CHAUCER Leg. G. H'oin. 830 And in his herte he
sodeynly agroos, And pale he wex, c 1461 Play ofSacr. 902
For that presumcon gretly I agryse. 1534 MORI- L'onif. agst.
TribuL in. Wks. 1557, i2i5/2Theirheartesagryce& shrynke
in the remembraunce of the payne. 1598 SYLVESTER Dn
Kartas n, iv. in. (1641) 223/1 Already in each nook agrising,
Fell, wall-break Famine ill-advising Howls hideously.

2. trans. To shudder at i^with terror or abhor-

rence) ; to dread, abhor, loathe.
c 1374 CHAUCER /><vM/7/.r(iS68' 31 If)>ou agrisest hir falsfe]

trecherie. 1382 WYCLIF Jot- xi\, 17 My wif agriside my
breth. 1393 GOWKR Conf, I. 351 She hadde . . after wrought
in suche a wise, All the worlde it ought agrise. 1468 Coi-.

Myst. 11841! 41 Ony worke of synful dcde Oure Lord God
that xulde agryse.
3. ;v/?.(obj. orig. indirect heshudderedto himself?}
1*05 LAYAM. 11977 Hajel and ra:m J>er ara;s : )>e hit i-^eh

him aras [1x50 agros]. a 1300 A" Horn 867 Horn him gan
to ag ise, And his blod arise.

4. impcrs. t^cf. 'it abhors me, it repented him.')
1205 LA YAM. 13329 per uore me a-grise5. c 1300 Beket 688

Sumdel him agros. (-1460 Lybeans Discomts 1884 Therfore

hym grym agros. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. x. 28 And powring
forth their blpud in brutishe wize, That any yron eyes, to see,
it would agrixe.

5. trans, (from impers., by defining the subject.)
a. active, To horrify, terrify, affright.
c 1314 Guy tt'aw. 49 Xas ther non that him agros. 1447
BoKENHAM Lyvys of Seyntys 75 These wordis urban so sore

dyde agryse. 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis iv. vji. 47 My goist sail

be present the to aggrise. 1596 SPENSER /". Q. n. vi. 46 En-
grost with mud rhich did them fowle agrise. 1611 FLORIO,
Ltgare, to agrize or set ones teeth on edge. 1647 H. MORE
Song of Soul i. i. xxx, '1'heir course the best Astronomer
might well aggrize.

b. passive, To be horrified, terrified, or afraid.

1297 R. GLOUC. 539 Tho were the porters agrise sore
of thulke si^tc. 1387 TKKUSA Higiitn Rolls Ser. IV. 353 pe
fader and J>e moder were agrised \abkorrcrenf\ for to slee

t>e childe. c 1430 LYDG. Min<>r Poems 118401 141 Hooly
Awstyn.. was of the caas agrised. 1613 W. IJROWSE Shcph.
Pipe i. 501 Of whose sight he full sore was agrysed.

t Agri'sed, earlier agrise(n, pa. pple. Obs, [f.

prec.] Horrified, territied, frightened.
r 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 667 Do wurSen he frigti and a-grisen.

1330 R. HKL NNM Chrou. 237 Sone he hasted him, to mak bam
anc ogrisen. c 1450 LOSELICH Grail xiii. 870 His meyne so
wownded were, That sore agresyd was he there. 1596
SI-KNSKR /'. Q. iv. viii. 12 Whom when she saw . . Like ghost
late risen from his grave agryz'd, She knew him not.

:, Agrodolce (a-gr^d^-ltjV), a. [It. agro sour,
f/i?/("fc' sweet. Cf. pianQ-fortet chiar-oscuro.] Sour
and sweet blended together ;

= AifiKK-DOUX.
1845 FORO Handbk. Spain I. i. 46 In Spain, as Sappho says,

Love is. . an alternation of the agro-dolce. 1854 HADHAM
litilit'iitics 62 Agrodolce, as its name imports, is a blending
of sweets and sours, and is made by stewing in a rich gravy,
prunes, Corinth currants, almonds, pine-kernels, raisins,

vinegar and wine.

; A'grom. [app.a. Gujarat i agnlt'i, 'ulcerationof

the tongue from chronic disease of the alimentary
canal'; Molesworth, Marathi Diet^\ (See quot.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp.^ Agront, a disease frequent

in Bengal, and other parts of the Indies, wherein the tongue
chaps and cleaves in several places. iBjySyt/. Soc. Le.v., An
I ndian term for a rough and cracked condition of the tongue.

Agromed, variant of AGHAMED ///<. Obs., vexed.

AgTOnome (?e'gr(7n(?"m). rare. [a. 'Et.agronome,
ad. (jr. u*ypoi'J/zoy an overseer of lands, f. dypos field,

land + -vu/ioy dispensing, f. vt^-civ to dispense. Cf.

Fr. astronome^\
= AGRONOMIST.

1881 tr. XordcnskiL'hi's I'oy. I'ega II. xi. 60 According to
a communication from the agronome.

NOMY + -AL'.]
= Agronomic (which is more ana-

logical).
1853 LVTTOS My XffZ'fl v. ii. (Routl.1 226 His rural eye de-

tected the signs of a master in the art agronomial.

Agronomic (aegnm^-mik), a. [f. Gr. dypovot*'
os : see AGRONOME + -ic. Cf. economic and mod. Fr.

agronomiijHe.] Of or pertaining to agronomy or

the management of land.

1817 SOUTHEY Life fy Corr. IV. 274 The agronomic part [of
the institution] afiwded funds, from the farm and the manu-
facture ofagricultural implements. Mod, Agronomic science.

Agronomical (regnmtrmikal), a. [f. prec. +
-AL. Cf. economical^ = AGRONOMIC.
1856 Kdinb. Rev. Jan. 94 The French agronomical divi-

sion of the soil is infinitely less profitable. 1877 WALLACE
Russia vii. 114 The peasant knows of course nothing about
agronomical chemistry. 1879 Nature 2 Oct. 542/2 An agro-
nomical station will be placed in the same locality.

Agronomics (regwnp-miks). [AGRONOMIC a.

used as sb. pi. (or coll. sing.) ; cf. economics.']

Agronomic science
;
the science of the distribution
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and management of the land as the original basis
of national wealth.

1863 F. HALL in Reader 24 Jan. 95 Ancient Parsee books
treated of botany, agronomics, metaphysics, and handicrafts.

Agronomist (agrjrnymist). [f. AGROSOM-Y +
-IST. Cf. camom-ist.l One engaged in the study
of agronomy ; a rural economist.
1818 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. LXXXVI I. 480 No Rom-

man agronomist . . ever mentions a harvest so husbanded.
1868 Daily Xews 4 Sept., Certain agronomists are of opinion
that there is a great advantage in reaping corn before its

complete maturity.

Agronomy (agr/vnomi). [mod. f. assumed Gr.

*aypuvof^ia n. of state, f. aypovupos : see AGROXOME,
and cf. olxovofiia. The Fr. agronomic may be earlier.]
The management of land, rural economy, hus-

bandry.
1814 Sell. Good Lh'ing 196 Equally skilled in agronomy

and gastronomy, in the cultivation of the field or in the
adaptation of its produce. 1881 RODWELL in .\~ature XXIV.
32 The . . papers communicated to the section of Agronomy
related . . to the . . agriculture of Algiers.

Agroof, see AIUIUFI:.

+ AgTO'pe, r
1

. Ol>s.
[f. A- pref. I out + GROPE.]

To grope out, search, discover.

'393 Cjuw ER Conf. I. 254 And after that they couthe agrope,
Hath eche of hem said his entent. llntt. II. 379 For who so
woll it wel agrope, To hem belongeth all Europe.
t Agro'se, v. Ol>s.- [ad. L. agrosus, {. ager

field, land : see -ONE.]
' One which hath much

lands.' Cockeram 1612.

Agros(e, pa. t. of AGRISE v. Obs.

II Agrostis (agiyi-stis). Bot. [L. agrostis, ad.

Gr. aypatrra some kind of grass ;
f. a-fpos field.] A

genus of grasses known commonly as Bent.
'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suff., Agrmtis is commonly used

for the species of grass called quick-grass or conch-grass.
1866 MOORE in Treat. Bot. I. 31,2 The Falkland Islands,
Nootka Sound, and Tasmania, may be quoted as some of
the outlying stations for the species of Agrostis.

AgrOStogTapluc,agr<>:St<?gra;-fik),a.[f.AGROs-
ToiiHAPH-Y + -ic.] Of or belonging to agrosto-
graphy. Jn mod Diets, and Gloss, of Terms.)

Agrostographical (,agrp:stogra.-fikal), a. [f.

prec. + -.\i,l.J
=

pvec.

Agrostography (negr^t^-grafi). [f. AGROST-IS
+ -^IJ>:HAI'HV description.] Description of grasses.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., Agmtographia, in physio-

logy, the history, or description of gramens, or plants of the

grassy kind. 1847 CRAIG, Agrostograpky.

Agrostologic (agr^stolp-d.^ik), a.
[f. AGROS-

TOLOG-Y + -ic.] Of or belonging to agrostology.

Agrostological (.agr/Jstol^-dgikaT), a.
[f. prec.

+ -.u, i.]
=

prec.

Agrostologist (a?gr/fet/>-16d.3ist). [f. next-t-

-isT.J One who is skilled in agrostology.
1882 Atncr. Jrnl. Si: Mar. 244 Representations which may

horrify old-fashioned Agrobiologists.

Agrostology (sEgr#tp-\{>d$i). [f. AGROST-IS +
-(o LOGY discourse.] 'That part of botany which
treats of the grasses.' Craig 1847.

tAgTO'te, i'. Olis. 4-5. Only in pa. pple.
agroted, -yed, -eied. [Origin obscure

; perhaps
f. A- prcj". i -rgi-ot a particle, or Norse -graittr por-
ridge. (Cf. also GROUT, to fill interstices with

mortar.)] To cram, surfeit, cloy.
f 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 2454, I am agrotyed here byfom
To wryte of hem that ben on love for-sworn. c 1430 Lvrxi.
fiiiclias v. xx. (1554) 136 a, Gorges agroteyed, enbossed their

entrayle Disposeth men rather to rest and slepe.

t AgTO'ten, -: 0/>s. rare-'. Only form 5 agro-
tone, [f. prec. + -EN 2. Cf. fat, fatten.] To surfeit.

1440 Prpvtp. Parr., Agrotone wyth mete or drynke [r'. r.

agrotonyn], Ingurgito. Agrotonyd or sorporryd wyth mete
or drynke, Ingnrgjtatns.
t Agro'tening, 'M.sb. Oh. [f. prec. + -INCI.]

Surfeiting, a surfeit.

1440 rroinp. Parr., Agrotonynge. Iiigitrgitacio.

Aground (agrairnd), adv., orig. phr. [A prep\
on + GROUND.]
(1. On or upon the ground, either o(position or

direction ; on the earth, to the earth. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 378 Manne orf deyde alaground [i.e. all a-

ground], so gret qualm |?er was po. 1340 Aycnb. 91 pe drope
of be deawe . . ualp agrund. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. I. 90 He
is a god bi be gospel Agrounde and aloft [1362 on groundej.
1490 CAXTON Etieydos 1L 145 Eneas that sawe Mezencyus
agrounde came towarde hym. 1562 Rotneits <y Jnlit't(m \Vr.)

She fel flat downe before his feete aground.
2. On or to the strand or shallow bottom of any

water, where a boat or ship lodges, and is no

longer 'afloat.' To be aground; to be stranded ; to

run agnntn,/: to run into a place where the ship

lodges on the bottom.
c 1500 Cocke Lorelles BotedZ^^d Some at saynt Kateryns

stroke a grounde. 1579 Gossox Sch. Abuse (Art.' 55 A little

fishe swimmeth continually before the great Whale to shewe
him the sbelues that he run not a ground. 1610 SHAKS.

Temp. i. i. 4 Speake to th' mariners : fall too't yarely, or we
run ourselves a ground. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1858)264 The
water was ebbed considerably away leaving their boat a-

ground. 1813 SOUTHEY Nelson v. 149 Before the lead could
be hove again he was fast aground. 1856 KANE Arctic

Expl. I. v. 60 The bergs were aground well out to seaward.

AGUE.

..
1665 GLANVILLE Seeps. Sc. xiii. 76 And run aground on that

more desperate absurdity, Atheism, a. 1687 J . M. in Cleve-
land's Wits. 1687, 282 For in Discourse his Wit did never
rest, When others were aground with one dry jest. 1832
GEN.?. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842 1 1 1. 57 The arguments against
competition . . all finally come aground on this rock.

Agrudge,-gge, var. AGGRUDGEZ'. Obs.
t
to grudge.

tAffnrfe, agrui-f, agroo'f, adv. Obs. or
dial. [ad. Norse a gnifit on the belly, face down

;

more commonly expanded in ME. to on gntfe : see
GRUFE and GKOVELING.] With face downward,
prone. (In common use in Sc. and North Eng. dial.

1638 ADAMSON Muses Thren. 112 (JAM.) Agruif lay some,
others with eyes to skyes.

Agrull, variant of AGRILL v. Ol>s.t to annoy.
Agrum, agrym(e, obs. pop. ff. ALGORISM.

tAgrum. Obs. rare- 1
. (See quot.)

1496 Ilk. Si. Albans C ij, Whan thouseest thyhawke upon
her mouth and her chekes blobbed, then she hath this syck-
nes called Agrum,
t AgTTLW*, v. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. K-pref. i intens.

+gne i

zt t

t GRUE to shudder. Cf. Ger. ergranen^\ To
cause to shudder, horrify ; impcrs. to abhor.
c 1230 Ancr. R. 92 5e schulen biholden sumetime touward

te pine of helle, bet ou agruwie {printed agrupie] a3ean ham.

llAgrypnia i.agri-pnia). Med. [mod. L. ad. Gr.

dypvirvia sleeplessness.] Wakefulness, sleeplessness.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc, Contpit. in. 67 In curing an Agrypnia

(or Want of Sleepl. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Agryfnia
in the Greek church, is used for the vigil of any of the

greater feast-days. 1853 in MAYSE Exp. Lex.

Agrypnode (agri-pnJd), a. tiled, [ad. Gr. d-

ypviri'wSys making sleepless ;
f. aypv-rrvos sleepless.]

Sleep-preventing.
1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Agrypnode fevert a fever that pre-

vents sleep.

Agrypnotic (cegripn^-tik), (a.} sb. Med. [a.
Fr. agrypnotiquc, f. Gr. aypvirvos wakeful. In imit-

ation of hypnotic, Gr. VTTVUTIKUS, f. vTrvwffff-tiv
; but

dypvTJvrjrtKvy wakeful, gives agrypnetic.] Any-
thing administered to produce wakefulness.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v., Coffee, tea . . and the electric bath,
are reckoned among the most effectual agrypnotics.

Agt, agte, obs. forms of AUGHT sb. and v.

Ague U7i
'gi)- Forms: 4 aguwe, 4-6 agew, 4-7

agu, 5 agwe, 6 agewe, 4- ague. [a. OFr. ague:
]-.acuta sharp, used subst. in med. L. for an 'acute

fever,
1

fievre ague: see ACUTE a. 2.]

f 1. An acute or violent fever. Obs.

1377 LANGL, P. PI. B. xni. 336, 1 cacche be crompe . . Or
an ague in such an angre. 1393 Ibid. C. xxm. 84 Rules and
bocches'and brennyng Aguwes. 1494 FABYAN vii. 377 Y
kynge was taken with suche a flixe, and therwith an agu,
that he kept his bedde. 1541 BARNES M'/frj.f 15731 325/1 Peters

wyues mother had a gret agew. 1611 BIBLE Lev. xxvi, 16
And the burning ague, that shall consume the eyes [Vulg.
ardore, WYCLIF brennyng.]

2. esp. A malarial fever, marked by successive fits

or paroxysms, consisting of a cold, hot, and sweating

stage. The name agtte was apparently at first

given to the burning or feverish stage, but after-

wards more usually to the cold or shivering stage,
as being the most striking external character of

the disease.

t" 1386 CHAUCER AVww Pr. T. 140 Ye schul have a fever

terciane, Or an agu, that may be youre bane. 1440 Promp.
Pat-v., Agwe, sekenes, Acnta, quergnera. 1579 GOSSON Sch.

A/>use(ATb.) 16 Hee that hath bin shooke with a fierce ague.
1601 SHAKS. Jnl. Ca>s. n. ii. 113 That same Ague which hath
made you leane. 1678 BUTLER Hndihr. HI. i. 653 'Tis but
an ague that's reverst, Whose hot fit takes the patient first.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe \. 101 An Ague very violent ; the Fit

held me seven Hours, cold Fit, and hot, with faint Sweats
after it. 1850 MASSON Milton I. 142 Confined to College by
an attack of ague (then the prevalent disease of the fenny
Cambridge district).

3. loosely orfig. Any fit of shaking or shivering,
like the cold stage of ague; quaking.

vere sound, they are but a good day between tuo agues. 1750
GRAY Let. in Poems (17751 217 But soon his rhetorick for-

sook him . . A sudden fit of ague shook him, He stood as

mute as poor Macleane. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby \\. xi, For not
to rank nor sex confined Is this vain ague of the mind.

4. Attrib. and Comb.^
as in ague-fen, -fit, -sore,

etc. ; instrumental, as in ague-struck, -shaken, etc. :

ague-like ; ague-drop, a solution of potassic ar-

seniate, used as a remedy for ague ; ague-grass,
a name of the Aletris farinosa ; ague-proof a.,

proof against ague ; ague-shake v., to shake as

with ague ; ague-shell (see quot.
1

) ; ague-spell,

charm against ague ; AGUE-CAKE, AGI'E-TREE, q.v.
1866 KINGSLEY Herew. xv. 194 One who has just come from

the ague-fens. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xii. 175 What
feare, and what Agewfits they susteme in following their

wicked lusts. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. xv. 350 Crom-
well., had an ague-fit from anxiety. 1748 RICHARDSON C/ar-

issa(iBn) I. 13 An ague-like lover. 1687 CLAYTON in PhiL
Trans. XLI. 158 Some call it Ague-grass, others Ague-root,
others Star-grass. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 107, 1 am not

agu-proofe. 1653 SHIRLEY Cnpidfy Death 350 How will she

ague-shake him with a frown ! 1708 m/V/;7. Trans. XXVI.
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?8 Uryphites, the Hawk's- Bill, or Ague-shell. 1745 GAY Wks.
I. 120 His Pills, his Balsams, and his Ague-spells.

Ague (i
T1
'gi), v. rare. [f. the sb.J To affect

with, or as with, ague ;
to seize with a quaking.

1636 HEY\VOODC////. for Bcattty('\'.'i Whose aspect Would
ague such as should but hear it told. 1^96 Miss BL-RNEY
Camilla v. vi, I am agued with trepidation. 1864 SIR F.

PALGRAVI-: Hist. Norm. III. 37^ The victor of Hastings was

agued with terror when receiving his prize.

A'gue-ca:ke. An enlargement of the spleen
or liver caused by ague.
1641 MILTON Cli. Discip. n. (1851) 42 A mere ague-cake

coagulated of a certaine Fever they have, presaging their

time to be but short. 1801 E. DARWIN Zoon. II. 47 The
liver, spleen, or pancreas ; one or more of which are fre-

quently so enlarged in the autumnal intermittents as to be

perceptible to the touch externally, and are called by the

vulgar ague-cakes.

Agued (^''gi''d),///. a.
[f.
AGUE v. + -ED.] Af-

fected as with ague ; ague-shaken.
1607 SHAKS. Coriol. I. iv. 38 Faces pale With flight and agued

feare. 1787 T.JEFFERSON Writings (1859) II. 304 They cal-

culate on the
spirit

of the nation, and not on the agued hand
which guides its movements. 1819 CRABBE T. ofHall y.i\.

680 The flame, That warm'd his agued limbs.

t Ague'rried, /// a. Obs. rare. [f. i yth c. Fr.

aguerri pa. pple. of aguerrir to accustom to war
;

f. a to + guerre war.] Inured or trained to war.

1767 GEO. LD. LYTTELTON ? Hist. Hen. II (T.) An army the

be^t aguerried of any troops in Europe.

t A'gue-tree. Obsolete name of the Sassafras.

1597 GERARD Herbal 1341 For want of an English name
we are contented to call it the Ague tree, of his vertue in

healing the Ague. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 65 Sas-

safras, call'd the Ague-Tree, is rather a Root than a Wood.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., Ague-Tree is a name given to

sassafras, on account of its febrifuge virtue.

Aguey(?'gi"ii),<*- [f.AGi'E sb. +-Y 1
.]
=AGUISH.

Mod. Our cold and aguey age.

tAgui'led, agyled, pa. pple. Obs. rare-'*.

[f. A- pref. i or 6 + GUILE v.~\ Beguiled.
c 1305 St. James in E. E. Poems ' 1862) 59 pe deuel ?eode

awey
' & huld him a-gyled sore

;
Nadde pe schrewe neuere

so moche schame.

[Aguiler. Ash has '

agiler a deceiver.']

t Agui'ler. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. OFr. aguiller,

mod. aiguillier, f. OFr. aguille needle: see AI-

GUILLE.] A needle-case.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 98 A sylvre nedle forth I droughe, Out

of an aguler [r.r. aguiler] queynt ynoughe.

t Agui It, v. Obs. Forms : Inf. I agylt-an,

agilc-an, 2-4 agult-en, 2 5 agilt-en, 3-4 agelt-en,

ageU-e, agult-e, 4-5 agilt(e, 4-6 agylt(e, 5

aguylt(e. Pa. t. 1-5 agylte, agilte, 2-4 agulte,

3-4 agelte. Pa. pple. 1-5 agylt, agilt, 2-4 agult,

3-4 agelt, 4-5 aguylt, agulted, agilted. [f.
A

'pref. i intens. -\-gylt-an : see GUILT. The forms in

u (ii) are s. w., in e s. e., in i, y, midl. and north.]

1. intr. To be guilty, transgress, offend, sin (ivitfi,

against, to, towards*.
c 1000 .-TLLFRIC Gen. xl. i Twe^en afyryde men agylton wt5

heora hlaford. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 17 3if bu agultest, oder

sune^est toward drihten. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hour. 2 1 1 H e agilt

wi6 gode. ci*y>AncrenRi-<vlei,4& *Mea culpa:' Ich agulte t

Louerd, merci ! Ibid. 186 Ne warien hwon me agulteo' to ou.

c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. 860 Dampnably we have agilt ageinst

youre highe lordschipe. c 1450 Merlin 19 My moder ought
to be quyte, for she hath no thynge aguylte.

2. trans. To be guilty towards, to sin against, to

offend, wrong. (The obj., orig. dat., becomes ace.)

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 195 pauh he oe habbe swufte agult.

c 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 79 And naoemore haten him, be him

agilted. c 1340 Ayenb. 65 Huanne man agelt his treube. c 1386
CHAUCER Parsons T. 910 He hath agultid his God and de-

foulid his soule. a 1420 OCCLEVE De Reg. Prin. 1399 Cast

thou thyne eye abak, What thou god hast agilt in tyme past.

3. trans. To be guilty to the peril of, to sin away.
c 1320 Seityn Sages (W.) 686 Yit had he nowt agelt his lif.

4. causal. To make or declare guilty.

1530 PALSGR. 418/2, I agylte of trespas. Je fays coulpable.
Thou shake neuer agylt me of this mater.

tAgurse, sb. Obs.; also 7 agg-. [f.
GUISE ;

the

prefix either for on, or in opposition to dis- in dis-

guise. Cf. a(f)-cord, dis-cord; Spenser's ag-grace
and dis-grace. There was no Fr. aguise or agttiser.]

Dress, attire, array.
1483 Cath. Angl., Anguice Indula. 1647 H- MORE Song

ofSoul l.l. xxiii, The glory of the Court, their fashions, And
brave agguize. I. m.Ivi, Yclad in snowy stoles of fair agguize.

t Agui'se, v. Obs. [formed on, or as, the prec.

sb.] To dress, attire, array.
1591 SPENSER M. Hubberds T. 656 Then gan this craftie

couple to devize, How for the Court themselves they might
aguize. 1596 F. Q. n. vi. 7 Sometimes her head she fondly
would aguize With gaudy girlonds. 1398 SYLVESTER Da
Bartas, Adam 12 Reave him the skill his un-skill to aguize.

f Agui'sed, ppl. a. Obs. [f. prec. -r -ED.] Ar-

rayed, dressed.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. n. i. 21 Had craftily devisd To be her

squire, and do her service well aguisd.

Aguish i?-gi|ij), a. [f. AGUE J-/A + -ISH.]
1. Of the nature or character of an ague.
1665-9 BOYLE Occas. Ref. Contents, The immoderate Heat

and Cold of the Aguish Fit. 1753 HANWAY Trav. 11762) I.

ill. xxvi. no The dews here fall heavy ; and the heat of the

sun . . is productive of colds and aguish pains. 1856 Miss
MULOCH John Halifax 170 It was a low agueish fever.

2. Having a tendency to produce ague.
VOL. I.

1627 SPEED Eng. etc. A bridged xv. 4 The ayre is temperate
and pleasant, onely towards the waters somewhat aguish.

1771 SMOLLETTH unipti. Cl. (1815) 106 The nocturnal rheums
of an aguish climate. 1850 LYELL -2nd I'isrt to U.S. II. 54
A rich aguish flat, bordering the Missouri.

3. Subject to ague.
1616 SURKL. & MARKH. Countrey Farnie 191 There is no-

thing better . . for leane agueish persons, than the vse of the

pulpe of Gourds. 1672 DAVENAST Loz'e $ Hon. 11673) 241
Which left me feeble as an aguish Girl. 1824 BYRON jfuait
xvi. Ixxxiii, But both were thrown away amongst the fens;
For wit hath no great friend in aguish folks.

^.fig. Resembling an ague, in shakiness or in-

termittency; a. quaking, shivering, shaky; b. com-

ing by fits and starts.

1633 FLETCHER Purple 1*1. vm. xxxi, A weak distrustfull

heart is vertues aguish spell. 1638 COWLEY Lcr.'e's Kiddle iv.

(1711^ III. 119 The aguish Head of every Tree by /Eolus Was
rock'd asleep, and shook as if it nodded, a 1674 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. III. xi. 202 So aguish and fantastical a thing is

the Conscience of Men who have once departed from the

Rule of Conscience. 1865 Pall Mall G. 24 Apr. 4 Their

panics are of the aguish or intermittent type.

Aguishly (
71
'giz'|iJH), adv. [f. prec. -H-LY^.] In

an aguish manner; with the symptoms of an ague.
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 89, I was very feverish,

and aguishly inclined. 1748 Clarissa u8ti; II. xl. 295
Shivering with cold, as if aguishly affected.

Aguishness (,/l'gi|ifnes). rare ,
[f.

AGUISH
a. + -NESS.] The quality or state of being aguish ;

resemblance or tendency to ague.

X3i
in BAILEY; whence in JOHNSON, ASH, etc.

gult(e, variant of AGUILT v. Obs., to sin.

Agur, obs. form of AUGUR.

Agush (agfjl, adv., prop.//;;-. [A prep^ of

state, in + GUSH.] In a gushing state
; gushing.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy ft. Jrnls. II. 149 The cider mill . .

all agush with sweet juice.

Agy (^i'dji), a. arch.
[f.

AGE sti. + -\^.] Cha-

racterized by age ; aged.
1664 Floddan Field v. 43 Lord Scroop of Upsall the agie

Knight. 1839 BAILEY Fcstus ix. (1848) 103 Thee, agy world,

thee, Universal Heaven.

t Agye', ^. Obs. rare. [a. OFr. ^igitie-r to guide,

f. to +gnier : see GUIDE and Guv.] To conduct,

manage.
1460 Lami/a/62) Sir Launfal schud he stward of halle,

For to agye hys gestes alle. Ibid. 627 His feste for to agye.

c 1460 Lyl'eaus Disctmits 2052 Lybeauus Lambard tolde, And
othre Knyghtes bolde, How hym ther gan agye.

Agyled, pa. pple. : see AOUILED.

Agylte, variant of AGUILT v. Obs., to sin.

Agynarious (sedgineo-rias), a. Bot. [f.
Fr. agy-

ttaire (see next) + -ous.]
= AGYNAKY.

1847 in CRAIG.

Agynary (ardjinari), a. Bot. [ad. Fr. agynaire

(DeCandolle), f.Gr.d priv. + yvvr) woman: see-AUY.]

Applied to double flowers, in which the stamens

have become petals, and the pistil is wanting.

1879 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

AgyniC (ad,?i nik), a. Bot. [ad. Fr. agynnjne,
f. as prec. : see -ic.] Applied to the insertion of

the stamens when not adherent to the ovary.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t AgynOUS. a. Bot. Obs. [f.
Gr. a priv. + 7111-7;

woman -i- -ous.] \\ithout female organs.

I847CKAIG, Agynous flower is the synonyme ofmale flower.

Agyrate (idasi^reitl, a. Bot. [f.
A-

fire/. 14 +

GYKATE.] Not disposed in whorls or circles.

1847 in CRAIG.

Ah, obs. f. OWE v. ;
and var. of Ac conj. Obs., but.

Ah va), int. ; formerly 2-6 a! [perh. a. OFr. a,

ah, since not found in OE. Cf. MHG. a, ON. a-.

In northern dial, pronounced (e), sometimes written

ay! ell ! the regular phonetic descendant of ME. a.]

An exclamation expressing, according to the in-

tonation, various emotions, as

1. Sorrow, lamentation, regret, passing into the

regretful expression of a vain wish. (Actual pain

or suffering is now more commonly expressed by
! Oh ! North, dial, have a (e) in both senses.)

c 1440 Cesta Rom. i. i. 2 A ! Sir, I knowe welle that my wife is

an hore. 1323 LD. BERNF.RS Froissart I. xliv. 61 A fayre uncle,

your absence hath sette the frenchmen in a pride. 1611 KIULK

Jer. xxii. 18 They shall not lament for him, saying, Ah my
brother, or ah sister. 1718 POPE Iliad x. 632 Yet much I

fear (ah ! may that fear be vain !i a 1842 TENNYSON Gold.

Year 47 Ah ! when shall all men's good Be each man's rule.

2. Surprise, wonder, admiration.

1826 DISRAELI VK> Grey v. vi. 191 A-a-h ! what a box ! a

Louis-Quatorze, I think?

I In the two prec. senses often followed by me

(north. EH ME!). Cf. It. ahime !

1592 SHAKS. Rom. ff Jul. v. i. to Ah me, how sweet is loue.

c 1720 PRIOR (J.i Ah me ! the blooming pride of May, and

that of beauty, are but one.

3. Entreaty, appeal, remonstrance ; passing in

former times into simple exclamation to excite at-

tention, where 0! would now be used. (North.

dial, still have a man .')

cii&a A Sarnmn in E.E. Poems (1862^ i per for he seiith.

a ! man hab munde bat of bis lif ber commib ende. 1382

WYCLIF 2 Cor. vi. n A ! 5e Corynthis, pure mouth is opyn to

jou. c 1450 Merlin 353 A here, Arthur, ride faste. 1593 SHAKS.

3 Hen. I'l, i. iii. 8 Ah, Clifford, murther not this innocent

Child. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 130 P2 Ah Master, says
the Gipsy, that roguish Leer of yours makes a pretty
Woman's Heart ake. a 1843 SOUTHEY Devil's Walk Wks.
III. 91 With throbs and throes, and ahs and ohs, Far famed
his flock for frightening. 1855 TENNYSON Maud n. iv. 13 Ah
Christ, that it were possible For one short hour to see The
souls we loved.

4. Dislike, aversion
; passing into contempt,

mockery, exultation over or satisfaction at mis-

fortune.

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 184 A ! fellow ! wylt thow so? 1580
BARET Alvearie A 253 Ah, ah, I dye poore wench in laugh-
ing thee to scorne. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I'f, iv. x. 28 A vil.

laine, thou wilt betray me. 1611 BIIJLE Mark xv. 29 Ah thou
that destroyest the Temple, and buildest it in three dayes.
5. Opposition, objection (to what has been said).

Often followed by but.

Mod. Ah ! but I know something better than that.

Aha (aha', aha'), int. [a combination of the two

interjections AH ! and HA ! formerly written sepa-

rately, a lia. Cf. mod. Germ, aha ! Fr. ah ! ah
.']

An exclamation expressing, with different intona-

tions, surprise (arch, or obs.), triumph or satisfac-

tion, and mockery or irony.
( 1386 CHAICKR ^,'onne Pr. T. 561 They crieden, out ! . . A

ha the fox ! and after him thay ran. 1500 Parliament of
DeuylU-s xc, 'A ha' -sayd Adam, 'my God I se.' 1611 Htiiu-:

Is. xliv. 16 He warmeth himself, and saith, Aha, I am warm.
Ps. xxxv. 21 Yea they opened their mouth wide against

me, and saide, Aha, Aha, our eye hath scene it. 1861 C'.

KEADI. Cloister .y H<arili I. 344 Next will come Cramps of

the Stomach. Aha ! Then Bilious Vomit. Aha !

Aha, variant of HA-HA sb., a sunk fence.

t A hall, phr. Obs. [see HALL ;
the a is doubt-

ful, whether '

indef. article,' prep., or interj.] An
exclamation, implying

' Make room (for a dance).'
1612 CIIAI-.MAN ll'iJmi-s Tears Dodsl. <>./'. 1 1780' VI. 185
A hall, a hall, who's without there'.' 1808 SCOTT Marmion
v. xvii, And to his nobles loud did cull, Lords to the dance,
-a hall ! a hall !

tA hand, phr. Obs. [see A prcpl and HAND.]
At hand.

1637 GILI.ESPIE F.ng.-Pof. Cerem. iv. viii. 38 Taking the

Gibei'iiitcs to dwell a farre off, when they dwelt a hand.

tAha'ng, i'. Obs. Forms: Inf. 1-3 ah6n,
2 aliongc. Pa. t. i aheng, ahong, 3 ahon. I'a.

pple. i ahongen, ahangen. ///. i ahoh. [f.
A-

pref. i up + HANI; ;
confused in ME. with AN-HAXG.]

trans, and intr. To hang up.
(950 LinJisf. Gosf. Mark xv. 14 Ahoh hine [so R-ttshU'. &

]lattm\ ibid." xv. 20) )a gilaxldun hint bitUe hiaahengun hine.

c 1160 Hattoti Gosf. ibid., pujt hyo hine ahengen f 1175 Lamli.

Horn. 41 Uppon ban treon he "him sceawede be wrecchesau-

len ahonge. 1205 LAYAM. 20878 Whaeder swa ich wulle don '.

ooer slam o3er ahon [1250 an-honj. 1230 Marharete 3 As

fisch ahon on hoke.

Ahead (ahe'd\ adv. (and//.) [A//.' in,

at + HEAD.] Originally a nautical term. Now
usedyfy. in all its senses.

1. At the head, in advance, in front (of a moving

company).
1628 UIGBV I'oy. Medit.(i86B> 2 That the Admirall . . shall

each seuerall night goe ahead. 1666 Land. Gaz. lx/3 Our

Fregats then which went on head, made sail. 1697 DRVDEN

^'rf(J.)And now the mighty Centaur seems to lead, And
now the speedy Dolphin gets ahead. 1844 DISRAELI (.'a-

ttinvsl'y v. iv. 208 We have polled all our dead men, and

Miilbank is seven a-head.

2. In a position to the front, in the direct line of

one's motion.

1725 DE FOE l-'oy. round H'orld 11840^ 330 They saw it

just Ijefore them, or, as the seamen call it, right ahead. 1793

SMEATON Fdystotte L. 92 When it blows right a-head from

Plymouth Sound. 1867 SMYTH Sailors U'ord-bk., Breakers

ahead! the common password to warn the officer of broken

water in the direction of the course.

3. In a position or direction pointing forward.

1596 SIR F. VERE Comm. 32 Their ships lay thwart with

their broadsides towards us, and most of us right a-head,

that we could use but our chasing pieces. 1823 r. COOPER

Pitweer\\\. 11869) 14/1 One who looked on a-head to the wants

of posterity. 1873 Brit. Q. Kef. Jan., To enable the four

guns carried in it to be fired directly ahead or astern.

4. Of motion : Forward, onward.

1762 FALCONER Sliifutr. I. 205 The boats with rowers mann'd

are sent ahead.

5. Hence, Forward or onward at a rapid pace ;

headforemost, headlong ;
also fg. with headlong or

unchecked course, unrestrainedly, csp. in the phrase

to go a-hcad.

1643 MILTON Divorce Ded. Wks. 1847, 123/1 Such whose

capacity, since their youth run ahead into the easy_creak of

a system, sails there at will under the blown physiognomy
of their unlaboured rudiments. 1694 R. LESTRANGE Fables

(I. i They suffer them [children] to run ahead, and, when

perverse inclinations are advanced into habits, there is no

dealing with them. 1741 Compl. Family-Piece n. i. 288 I is

the nature of the Hart, when he is close pursued, and almost

spent, to make forth on Head. 1840 GEN. P. THOMPSON

Exerc. (1842) V. 24 We '

go ahead' quite as fast, as either the

transporters or transported. 1879 BROWNING Ivan in He
understood the case galloping straight a-head.

"

Hence the adj. phr.go-a-head and its compounds.
x846 KINGSLEV Life (1877)

I. 143 I' is "he scientific go-a-

head-ism of the day which must save us. 1863 MILL Refres.
Govt. 26/1 The striving go-ahead character of England and

the United States.

6. Ahead of: away in front of, in advance of.

1748 ANSON Voyage til. vL (ed. 4) 465 A boat ahead of us
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waved a red flag. 182$ Br. Jonathan \. 385, I was working,
all the time, to get ahead of Edith. 1835 SIR J. Ross N.-W.
Pass. xlvi. 588 The large iceberg ahead of us. 1876 GREEN
Short Hist. Epil., The rapid development of English indus-

try for a time ran ahead of the world's demands.

7. quasi -prep. Short for ahead of.

1596 SIR K. VICRE Comm. 32 Sir Walter Raleigh came upon
my left side with his ship; and very little a head me cast

his anchor.

A-head, phr. ( for each) : see A adj? 4 and

HEAD.

Aheap (ah7-p\ adv., prop.//*r. [A prepl- of

state, in + HEAP.] In a heap, 'all of a heap.'
1827 HOOD Mids. Fairies xvi, Some fresh bruit, Startled

me all aheap. 1879 J. D. LONG sEncidu. 662 He falls aheap,
and in a gush of blood Pours out his life.

tAhea-t,//^. Obs.
~

In or into heat.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay (1617) Pref., To chafe them a

heate, that are waxed colde.

t Ahea've, v. Obs. Forms : I ahebb-an, 2

ahebben, ahefen, 3 aheue. Pa. t. i-^ahof, .^ahef.

Pa. pple. ahafen. [f'.A/r^i up+HE.\VK, <JfL.hebb-

an. Cogn. w. OS. dhcbbian, OHG. arhefan (mod.
G. erheben), Goth, ushafjan] To heave, lilt up.
tiooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xviii. 13 Nolde furoun his eagan

ahebban up to J>am heofone. citfo HattonGosp. ibid., Nolde
for-dan his eagen ahebben. ^"75 Lamb. Horn. 113 God
ahef[5] of mexc }>ene mon J>e he wule. 1205 LAYAM. 21626

Cador his sweord ahof. 1230 Markarete 5 pe edle meiden
ahef hire heorleLandJheaued uppward to be heouene.

A-height \^\\^^ phr. arch. [A/r^/.
1 + HEIGHT.

The full on height is equally common.] On high,
aloft. (Of position and direction.)

1603 SHAKS. Lear iv, vi. 58 From the dread Somnet of this

Chalkie Bourne Looke vp a height. 1622 Rawltigh's Ghost

109 The brasen serpent being hanged a height. 1813 HOGG
Queens Wake 160 Lord Darcie's sword he forced aliight.

Ahem, (ahe-m), int. [a lengthened form vihcm!
an inarticulate sound made in clearing the throat.]

An exclamation to attract attention to the speaker,
or to give him time to consider what he is to say.

1763 C. JOHNSTONE Reverie II. 151 Hem ! ahem ! In the

first place, said he, clearing his voice. 1814 J. BOSWELL

Justiciary Opera 65 Gal-lery si-lence Ahem !

Ahenean, variant of AENEA.V.

t Ahe re, v. Obs. rarc~ l
. [prob. for }e-, i-here(n,

OE.gt/n'tran; there was no QE.a-Jiieran.'] To hear.

rt 1400 Octouian 23 Of oon the best ye mowne a-here That

hyght Ottouyan.

A-hey (aru
T
i') int. [a lengthened form of HEY;

an exclamation to arouse the person addressed.]
=

Hey ! ho !

1705 VANBRUGH Confederacy in. i, Where's this old woman?
A-hey !.. nobody at home? 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. II. Ixvi.

225 A hey ! . . you herring-fac'd son of a sea-calf. 1815 Hist.

J. Decastro, etc. iii. 50 Ahey ! how is all this? a blank page !

f A-high iahar), adv., prop. phr. Obs. Forms:

4-5 a-hy, a hyje, 4-6 a-hygh(e, ahighe, 6-9 a-

high. [A prep.- of general position, on + HiGH.

The full form on high is now alone used.]
1. On high, aloft.

a 1300 K. A {13.6236 Roches two So ahygh so any mon
myghte seone. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xvi. 64 He drewe
sowles out of helle and made hem to come vp ahighe. 1594
SHAKS. Rick. Ill, iv. iv. 86 One heaued a-high, to be hurl'd

downe below. 1676 HOBUES Homer 351 Their chars some-
times are in the air a high And sometimes on the ground.
1823 HONE Anc. M.yst. 235 At the Cross in the '

Crosschep-

yng' were divers angels censing ahigh on the cross.

2. In high or loud tones; aloud. Cf. Fr. en haut,

hautetntnt.

1303 R. BRUNNE//<I^/, Synneisw She spake euervyleyny
Among here felaws al ahy. 1489 CAXTON J-'aytes ofArmes
n. vi. 102 He sayd thus al ahighe in audyence.

f A-hiffh-lone, adv. phr. Obs. Frob. a mere

emphasizing of alone, i.e. all-one , improperly di-

vided as a-lone, whence emphatically a~high-lone,

an-high-lone. Cf. high noon, high carnival, Shak-

spere's high gravel blind: see HIGH.
1597 SHAKS. Rom. ff Jitl. \. iii. 37 [Q 1597 has} For then

she could stand high lone [ist Fol. 1623 alone]. 1604 MID-
PLETON Blurt n. ii. Wks. I. 262 When I could not stand a-

high-lone without I held by a thing. 1664 COTTON Scarron.

(1692) 16 (D.) But e'er this colt . . Was foal'd, and first 'gan
stand an-high-lone.

Ahi'nd, ahi'nt ,
adv. and prep. dial. [f. k-pref. i

+ HIND; cf. a-fore = be-fore. Early ME. had at-

hind (OE. xt~hindari} as well as be-hind^\ Behind.

1768 A. Ross Helcnore 68 (JAM.) And ye are following on
wi' what's ahind. 1816 SCOTT Black Dw. iv, 26, lance heard
ane whistle ahint me in the moss. 1881 EVANS Leicester
Gloss. , Ahindt behind.

Ahlas, obs. (Chapman's) form of ALAS.

fA-hoi'ght, a-hoi't, adv. (prop, phr.) Obs.

[A prepl + HOIT v. Cf. hoity-toity.] In reckless

jollity ; wantonly, without restraint.

1^98 FLORIO, Intresca, iesting, iugling, dauncing, tumbling,
all a hoit. x6u COTGR., Estre ait dessusduveiit t

To flourish,

Hue in prosperitie, be all a flaunt or a hoight. Leta-

bomie, jocund, frolicke, buxome, all-ahoight.

fA-hO'ld, adv.phr. Obs. [hprepl + HOLD.] 'A
term of our early navigators, for bringing a ship
close to the wind, so as to hold or keep to it.' Adm.

Smyth.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. i. 52 Lay her a hold, a hold, set her

two courses ; off to Sea againe, lay her off.

A-ho'rseback, adv. phr. arch. [A //.! of

state, on + HOBSEBACK.] On horseback.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos li. 145 Whan he was sette ahorsbacke.

1665-9 BOYLE Occas. Refl. n. ix. (1675) 126 The careless Wan-
derer . . may be said to have been long a Horse-back. 1771
SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815* 189 There were two suspicious
fellows a-horseback at the end of a lane. 1852 THACKERAY
Ksmond i. v. (1876) 35 And he never was known to wear his

silk, only his stuff one, a-horseback.

Ahoy (ahoi-), int. Naut. [A int. + HOT.]
A. A nautical call used in hailing.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1770) I. ii. 12 Ho! the house
a hoy. 1828 MOORE Meeting of Sliips ii. 8 Ship ahoy! ship
ahoy ! what cheer? what cheer? 1873 SVMONDS Grk. Poets
viii. 268 The good times when the sailor only knew enough
to sing out '

Ahoy' and call for biscuit.

B. as vb. To call ahoy. (Cf. to hurrah, halloo^)
1881 Century Mag. XXIII. 54 'Schooner ahoy!' says a

voice from the shore, and she ahoys.

Aht, obs. f. AUGHT sb. and a.

Ahtande, ahte, ahtene, obs. ff. EIGHTH, EIGHT,
EIGHTEEN.

Ahte, obs. pa. t. of OWE, OUGHT.

Ahtliche, var. AUGHTLY, adv. Obs., worthily.

tA-htrff, arfo. phr. Obs. [A />-<?/.! + HUFF.] In

a huff.

1598 GREENE James IV (1861) 210 Set cap a-huff and
challenge him the field.

A-hull (ahtfi), adv. phr. JVant. [\prepJ- of state

+ HULL.] (See quot.)
1582 N. LICHEFIELD ILast Itid. 73 All this time the shippes

laye a hull. 1628 DIGBY Voy. Mcdit. (1868)78 Then wee lay
a hull till wee gott a new maine course to the yard, a 1733
NORTH LivesofNorths 1 1. 316 All this while the ship ploughed
her mizen shrouds under water, and then we were fain to lie

a-hull at the mercy of the sea and waves. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's
Word-bit, s.v. Hull, To strike hull in a storm, is to take in

her sails and lash the helm on the lee side of the ship, which
is termed to lie a-hull.

A-hum (ah-m), adv. phr. [A/></.! in + HUM.]
In a hum, humming.
1859 COLEMAN Woodl. Heaths (r866) 120 The bright air is

. . a-hum with the song of the bee.

A-hungered (ahc-rjgsjd), />//. a., arch [perh.

representing a lost OE. a-hyngred (cf. Germ, erhun-

gert), or a later formation with A- pref. I intensive
;

but more probably a later form of OF-HUNGRED,
OE. of-hyngred, pa. pple. of vb. of-hyngran to

suffer hunger, be weak with hunger, be very hungry.
Cf. AFINGEKED. By confusion of A-2 and A-.f, the

prefix was sometimes expanded to an-, on-', cf.

A-HIGH, AN-HUKGEBED.] Oppressed with hunger ;

very hungry.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 59 Bothe afyngred \v.r. a-hungred,

an-hungredj anda-thurst [v.r. a-thrust,a-thrist, a-furst], and
for chele quake. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xn. xxv.

(14951 4 29 Alwaye he is a hungryd whyle he liuyth. 1567

JEWEL De/. Apol. (R.I When their eies were ful they put vp
theire kniues and rose ahungred. 1820 KEATS Hyperion n.

163 Saturn's ear Is all a-hunger'd. 1868 GEO. ELIOT Sp.

Gypsy n. 194 Soothe the frightened bird And feed the child

a-hungered.

+ A-hirngry, a. Obs. [f. HUNGBY; the prefix is

due to form-assoc. with A-HUNGERED, and, perhaps,
A-CI>LI>

;
it was probably taken as emphatic. Also

expanded to AN-HUNGBY.] Hungry, in a hungry
condition.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. A7

", n. iii. 137 'Twere as good a deede
as to drink when a man's a hungrie.

A-hunt (ahc-nt), adv. phr. [A.J>ref.l + HUNT.]
On the hunt.

1875 BROWNING A ristoph. Apol. 272 Follow you quick, with
a whizz, as the hounds a-hunt with the huntsman. 1880 J.

B. BROWN in Gd. Wds. Dec. 821 A priest of the Inquisition
ahunt for blood.

A-hush (ahfsh), adv. (prop, phr.) [A prepl in

+ HUSH.] In a hushed condition, hushed.
Mod. Nature seems to keep herself a-hush.

Ahwene, variant of AWHENE v. Obs., to vex.

Ai, aie, obs. forms of AY, AYE, and of EGG.

Ai (a'i). Zool. [a. Braz. at, hai (Fr. at, hay) repr.

the animal's cry.] A kind of Sloth (Bradypus tri-

dactylus, family Tardigrada, order Edentata) found

in South America.

1693 in Phil. Trans. XVII. 851 The American Creature

called Ai or Sloth. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 233 They emit a

feeble, plaintive cry, resembling the word Ai, which is the

origin of the name they bear among the Europeans settled

in America. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 241 The Ais or three-

toed Sloths . . are inhabitants of the dense forests of the

tropical portion of South America.

Ai- in late north, and Sc. is used for long a, as

aiblings, aill, ain, ait, air, tairge, for ablings, ale,

aan (own), ate (oat\ are (oar), targe ;
mod. Sc.

airch, airm, for arch, arm. Now pronounced (e

or e ).

Aid (e^),v. Forms: 5 eyde, 5-6 ayde, 6-7 ayd,

aide, 7- aid. [a. OFr. aide-r, -ier (Pr. ajuda-r):
L. adjiita-re, freq. of adjuvd-re to give help to ; f.

ad to +juva-rt to help. (In the OFr. aidier. ai-

= L. adju-, d disappearing as usual, and u as follow-

ing secondary accent in <r-ajutfrt ;
i was semi-vowel

00

1. trans. To give help, support, or assistance to
;

to help, assist, succour.

{Aiding quoted from CHAUCER Persones T. by Richardson
is not genuine.]

1483 CAXTON Cato a iij b, To ayde helpe and Susteyne them
in theyr necessytees. 1488 W. PASTON in Lett. 904 III. 344
My Lord Woddevyle and other schulde have gone over in to

Breten to have eyded the Dulce of Breten. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen, VI, v, iii. 7 Ye choise spirits. . Appeare, and ayde me
in this enterprize ! 1611 BIBLE i Mace. viii. 26 Neither shal

they . , aide them with victuals, weapons, money, or ships.

'795 SEWEL tr. Hist, Quakers I. iv. 239, I would have aided
him out of the country but he would not go. 1876 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq, I. v. 286 The invasion was aided and abetted

by Richard's subjects. 1878 G. MACDONALD Ann. Quiet
Neighb. xxviii. 478 Every appliance that could alleviate

suffering or aid recovery.
2. absol. and with inf.
1601 SHAKS. Alls Welt iv. iv. 12 Where, heaven ayding . .

Wee'l be before our welcome. 1611 Wint. T, v. li. 77 All

the Instruments which ayded to expose the Child. 1806

COLERIDGE Christabcl \. 130 But this she knows .. That
saints will aid if men will call.

Aid (/'d). Forms : 5 eide, 5-7 aide, ayde, 6-7
ayd, 7- aid. [a. OFr. aide, ayde, earlier antde,
Strasb. oaths aitidha

t
adiudha (cl. Vi.ajudha, ajttda,

Sp. ayuda) : late L. adjfeta, sb. f. pa. pple. fem. of

adiuvart (see prec.) analogous to bbs. in -/<?, -dta
;

see -ADE.]
1. Help, assistance, support, succour, relief.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 4 Be the eide of tho thre noble prynces.

1475 CAXTON Jason 18 b, If the goddes be in myn ayde.

1559 Myrronre for Afa?. t Rich. //, vi. i Neyther lakt I

ayde in any wicked dede. 1607 SHAKS. Coriol. \. vii. 3 If I

do send, dispatch Those Centuries to our ayd. 1667 MILTON
/*./,. vi. 119 His puissance, trusting in the Almighty's aid,
I mean to try. 1771 BURKE in Corr. (1844* I. 262 You have
not called in the aid of fancy. iSoyCRABBE Par, Reg. 11. 130
Friend of distress! the mourner feels thy aid. 1868 GEO.
KLIOT F. Holt 22 She had never dressed herself without aid.

2. Eng. Law. Help or assistance in defending an

action, legally claimed by the defendant from some
one who has a joint-interest in the defence. 7*opray
in aid: to claim such assistance. Aid-prayer, the

appeal therefor.

1625 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636^367 Ayd Prayer is for Tenant
for life, to request him that hath the Inheritance, to helpe
him plead . . and this Ayd Prayer is for the feeblenesse of
his estate. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., A city or corporation,

holding a fee-farm of the king, may pray in Aid of him, if

anything be demanded of them relating thereto. 1809 TOM-
LINS Law Diet, s.v., There is a prayer in aid of patrons, by
parsons, vicars, etc. . . And also servants having done any-
thing lawfully in right of their masters, shall have aid of them.

3. concr. Anything by which assistance is given in

performing an operation ; anything helpful, a means
or material source of help. esp. in //. aids and ap-

pliances, spec, in Horsemanship (see quot. 1751).
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, i. iii. 24 Surmise OfAydes incertaine

should not be admitted. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gtorg. iv. 465
Whom, scarce my Sheep, and scarce my painful Plough, The
needful Aids of Human Life allow. 1711 F. FULLER Med,

Gymn. 58 Exercise may deserve to be taken as a common
Aid to Physick. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Aids, in the manage,
are helps, or assistances, by which the horseman contributes

towards the motion or action required of the horse ; by a
discreet use of the bridle, caveson, spur, etc. . . Such a horse

knows his Aids, answers his Aids, etc. 1824 COLERIDGE

(title] Aids to Reflection. 1858 GLADSTONE homer I. 23 He
has furnished us with some aids towards the consideration of

this question.
4. Eng. Hist. A pecuniary grant in aid

;
a grant

of a subsidy or tax to the king for an extraordinary

purpose, later, An exchequer loan.

c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. $ Lint Man. (1714) 52 For the ex-

pensis wherof, he schal not so sodenly have Ayde of his

People. i53 LD. BERNERS Froissart I. ccclxxxvu. 663 The

kyng and his counsayle wolde generally reyse vp throughe
all Fraunce ayedes, fowages, tayles and subsydes. 1669
MARVELLCVrr. 130 Wks. 1875 II. 294 The House did .. vote

an aid to his Majesty not exceeding the summe of 400,000^.

1702 Lond. Gaz. mmmdcccix/8 Dropt . . a Talley on the

Fourth 45. Aid of iooo/. No. 2058. i86a LD. BROUGHAM
Brit. Cotist. xii. 166 For the granting of an aid or supply to

the crown.

5. Feudal System. A pecuniary contribution by a

feudal vassal to his lord
;
limited by Afagna Carta

to three special occasions.

1590 SWINBURN Testaments 72 The lordes lost their . . aids,
1 Pur faire fitz chiualer & pur file marier.' 1649 SELDEN
Laws ofEng. i.Ixti. (1739)125 The aids were of three kinds,

one to make the Lord's eldest Son Knight, the other to marry
his eldest Daughter; the third to help him to pay a relief to

his Lord Paramount. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suf>p. s.v., The

bishops also received aids, aitxilia ffiscofi. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Cotnm. 1 1 . 63 Aids were originally mere benevolences granted

by the tenant to his lord, in times of difficulty and distress.

1868 CHAMBERS Encycl. I. 92 These Aids were abolished by
12 Car. II. c. 24.

6. French Hist. (//.) Customs-dues. Court of
Aids, the Court that supervised the customs-dues.

1714 />. Bk. KattsagMr. John Rouvelin, Farmer-General

of our Aids. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., A Ms, in French

laws, denote a duty paid on all goods sold and transported
either out of, or into the kingdom. 1792 A. YOUNG Trat>.

/> 20 The house of the first president of the court ofaids.

7- A person who renders help or assistance ; a

helper, an assistant ; //. auxiliaries. (Cf. Fr. aide,

L. auxilium, and Eng. help, all applied to persons.)

1569 Epitaph on Banner in HarL Misc. I. 615 His ayds
took always pain To keep their god, their hope, their trust.

1587 HOLINSHED Chron. 1 . 37/2 He had no legionarie souldiers,



AIDABLE.
but certeine bands of aids. 1611 BIBLE Tobit\\\\. 6 It is not

good that man should bee alone, let vs make vnto him an
aide like to himselfe [cf. WvcLir Gen. ii. 18 An help lijk to

him self]. 1738 WESLEY Ps. cxxi. i The Lord that built the

Earth and Skies Is my perpetual Aid. 1838 ARNOLD Koine
I. 397 He was at the head of a mighty army; for the Latins
and the Hernicans had brought their aids.

8. Comb, and attrib., chiefly in sense 7, as aid-

band
t -cohort, -force, -soldier

;
or in sense 5, as afd~

money: (alli&f.)* Also aid-major obs. an adjutant ;

aid-prayer in Law. see 2.

1600 HOLLAND Livyxxx. xxxiii. 7630, Then he embattailed
the aid souldiers [anj:ilia} of the Ligurians. 1603 GREEN-
WKY Tacitus Ann. xif. viii. (1622! 166 They intercepted two

ayde-bandes. 1610 HOLLAND Camdens Brit, 11.65 A small

powre of Aid-forces. 1635 BACON Use of Coin. Laivyz Ayde
money to make the Kings eldest son a knight, or to marry
his eldest daughter. 1670 COTTON Espernon in. xii. 632 The
Office ofAide Major to the Regiment of Guards. 1691 Loud.
Gaz. mmdcc/2 L1Assurance Aid-Major killed.

Aidable (^dab'l), a.
[f.

AID v. + -ABLE
;

cf.

MFr. aidable, refasli. on OFr. ayable:L.. adjiltdbilis

serviceable, f. adjftta-re : see AID
z-.]

tl. Capable of aiding ; helpful. Obs. rare.

1594 CAREW tr. Huarte's Trial of IVits vii. (1596) 94 Such
bodily qualities as are aidable to that effect.

2. Capable of being helped. rare~.
Aidance 0^'dans). [a. MYr. aidance, f. aider: see

AID v. and -NCE.] Assistance, aid
; means of help.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 165 Aydance 'gainst the

enemy. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple 1st. vi. 1, Who when for

ought the aged Grandsire sends, With swift yet backward
steps his helping aidance lends. 1810 COLERIDGE Friend
(1865) 61 All the aidances given by religion. 1860 TH. MARTIN
Horace in Apollo's self his aidance lent.

Aidant (^dant), a. and sb. ; also 5 ayante, ay-

daunt, 6 aydant. [a. OFr. aianf, aidant pr. pple.
of aider (also aier) : see AID

z*.]

A. adj. Helping, assisting ; helpful.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 420/1 Saynt Thomas whos merytes

be unto us aydaunte and helpyng. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. iv.

17 Be aydant and remediate In the good man's distress!

1830 COLERIDGE Ch. fy St. 179, I would gladly be aidant, as
far as my poor mite of judgment will enable me. 1855 BAILEY

Mystic 91 The topaz, aidant in all holy rites.

B. sb. A helper, assistant, rare.

1473 CAXTON Jason 11 The ayantes and helpers of the

queue. 1611 COTGR., Aide, an aidant, helper. 1879 SiRK.
PIULLIMORE in Law Rep. Prob. Di^>. V. 33 The Court is now
called upon to be an aidant to the enforcement of a judgment
given by a Portuguese Court.

Aide, short for AIDE-DE-CAMP.
1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 23 Nov., If he made a gesture . . an

attentive aide bustled forward. 1876 LODGE in N. Ainer.
Rev. CXXIII. 117 Picked out by Washington to serve as

his confidential aide.

Aided t/'-ded), ///. a.
[f.

AID v. + -ED.] Assisted.

1549 COVERDALE Erastit. Parapkr. Hebr. xi. 32 Who beyng
ayded with the helpe of God achiued manye wonderful enter-

prises. 1611 COTGR., Aide, aided, helped. 1816 CHALMERS
Let. in Life (1851) II. 71 All that minuteness which the

aided eye of man has been able to explore.

II Aide-de-camp (^
: d-d^-kaii% ^t-d-da-k^rj). Mil.

PI. aides-de-camp. [Fr., lit. camp-assistant : see

Am sb. 7.] An officer who assists a general in his

military duties, conveying his orders, and procuring i

him intelligence.

1670 COTTON Espernon m. XL 578 The Duke . . writ to St.

Torse Aide de Camp, who commanded them. 1732 LEDIARD
Setftos II. ix. 304 He declar'd him, from that instant, his

aid-de-camp. 1808 WELLINGTON in Gurwood's Desp. IV. 14
That spare room may be kept for my horses and those of my
Aide.s-de-Camp. 1844 Queens Regnl, fy Ord. Army fa A
Subaltern Officer is not eligible to hold the appointment of

Aide-de-Camp, until h^ has been present with his Regiment
at least two years.

Aide-de-campship (^d-d^-kan-jjp). [f. prec.
+ -SHIP.] The office or position of aide-de-camp.
1882 Standard g May 5/2 An aide de campship to the

Queen is placed at the disposal of the First Lord of the

Admiralty.

Aider (t
7t
'd3i). [f.

Am v. + -EK I. Cf. OFr. aidcre

: L. adjutdtorl\ One who, or that which, aids ; a

helper, assister, or supporter ; a help, assistance.

1514 PACE in Ellis Oriff. Lett. \. 37 I. in Th[ose that]
were ayders and supporters here off suche. 1602 FULBECKE
\st Pt. Parall. g ix, This is felony in them, their aydors,
and counsellors. 1660 R. COKE Pow. <y Sitbj. 224 Every such

offender, his ayders and abettors, shall be apprehended.
1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. viii. 380 The Tenders and
Ayders of his Grace and Guidance. 184* LANE ^TYI^. Nights
III. 496 She found for herself no aider save weeping.

t Ai cleress. Obs.
[f. prec. + -ESS.] A female

helper; an adjutrix.
1491 CAXTON H<nv to Die 21 Ayderesse and helper of all

auguysshe.

Aidful C^'dful), a. [f. AID sb. + -FUL.] Full of,

or abounding in, aid ; helpful.
1598 ROWLANDS Betr. of Christ 53 Christs night-disciple

aidfull did agree, To take his bodie from that guiltie tree.

1603 DANIEL Epistles (1717) 342 Thy Worthiness, and Eng-
land's Hap beside Set thee in th'aidfull'st Room of Dignity.

1649 HALL Cases of Consc. \\. \. (1654! 200 When hee might
be likely by his coming forth to bee aidfufl to his said Parents.

1850 LVNCII Theop/i. Trinal ix. 168 The fathers . . are yet
amongst us as beneficent and aidful spirits.

Aiding (^dirj),^/..r^. [f. AID v. + -ING*.] Help-
ing, assistance. (Mostly gerundial.)
1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. II. 66 On condition of their

aiding him to effect it

195

Aiding (/
I-
dirj), ///. .

[f.
AID v. + -ING 2

.]
As-

sisting, helping ; helpful.
1552 HULOET, Aydyngeor succourynge, Auxiliaris. 1594

SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. iii. 96 She may helpe you to many faire

preferments, And then deny her ayding hand therein. 1656
EARL MONM. Advt.fr. Parnass. 112 That he should be ayd-
ing to them upon all occasions. 17 . . Col. Rec. Penu., They
shall in all cases be aiding to all its officers.

Aidless (^-dles), a. poet. [f. AID sb. + -LESS.]

T~l. Affording no help, of no service, unserviceable,
useless. Obs.

1674 GODFREY /_/'. <$ Abus. F/iys. 88 When the Apothe-
caries Drugs have proved aidless.

2. Bereft or void of help, unassisted, helpless.
1607 SHAKS. Coriol. \\. ii. 116 Alone he entred The mortall

Gate of th'Citie . . aydelesse came off. 1637 MILTON Counts

574 The aidless innocent Lady, his wished prey. 1832
TENNYSON Morte d'Arthur 41 It is not meet, .Sir King, to
leave thee thus, Aidless, alone.

tAi'el. Obs. 4-5; also 4-5 ayel(e, ayell (e,
(eile), 5 aiell(e, ayle, ayeull, 6 ayal, 9 ael. [a.

OFr. did, ad, aieitl, a'iol (Pr. aviol} : late L. *aviol-

ns, dim. ofaz'its grandfather.] A grandfather, fore-

father.

1377 LANCL. P. PL B. xv. 317 To ^iue fram }owre eyres
'

J>at 3owre ayeles gow lefte. 1:1386 CHAUCER Kfit's. T. 1619,
I am thyn Aiel [v.r. eile, ayell] redy at thy wille. 1460 CAP-
GRAVE Chron. 97 The same heresi of Crist in whech his fader
and his ayle was infucte. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. vi. (1520)

75 b/i Richarde duke of Normandye, that was ayeull to

Duke Wyllyam. 1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 18 In time of

Kynge Kerry ayal unto Kynge Herry our Ayal.

b. Law. Writ of Aile, Ayle, Ayel, Ael.

16*5 SIR H. FINCH Law (16361267 A writ of Ayell after the

death of his grandfather or grandmother. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Comin. III. 186 A writ of ayle, or de ai'o. 1809 TOMLINS
Law Diet., A He . . A writ which lies where a man's grand-
father being seised of lands and tenements in fee simple the

day that he died, and a stranger abatetli or entereth the same

day, and dispossesses the heir of his inheritance. 1865
NICHOLS Britton n. 59 Writs of Cosinage of Ael.

Aiery, variant of AERIE, an eagle's nest.

Aiger, obs. or dial. f. EAGER sb., tidal bore.

Aight, obs. form of AIT.

Aighted, aighteth, obs. forms of EIGHTH.

Aiglent wine, 'Mustie wine.' Cockeram 1626.

Aiglet, obs. form of AGLET.

Aiglette, obs. form of EAGLET.

Aigre, obs. f. EAGER a. esp. in sense of sour.

Aigre-doux, -CC, a. in 6 agerdows. [Fr.

aigre sour, doitx, -cc sweet.] Compounded of sweet

and sour. Cf. AGUO-DOLCE.
1523 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 1250 He wrate an Epitaph for

his grave stone With wordes devoute & sentence agerdows.
For he was ever agaynst Goddis hows.

Aigrette C^
i

"fi
r t). Also 8 egrette, aigret. [a.

mod. FT. aigrette, the EGRET or Lesser White Heron,
whose head is

' adorned with a beautiful crest com-

posed of some short and two long feathers, hanging
backward.' The name was in Fr. transferred to the

crest itself, extended to similar plumes borne by
other birds, or worn by ladies in a head-dress, as

the tuft of a helmtt, etc. Thence it has received in

modern times further extension in the language of

Science. As the word was already in use in the

form egret(te for the bird, this spelling was also at

first used in the present sense.]

1. The Lesser White Heron : see EGRET.
1845 Blackiv. Mag. LVII.42 The white aigrette; superior

in size to the common heron.

2. A tuft of feathers such as that borne by the

Egret and some other birds ; a spray of gems, or

similar ornament, worn on the head.

(11645 W- BROWNE Temple Masque 147 Egrettes with a

greene fall. 1759 in Phil. Trans. LI. 37 They contain an in-

finite number ofprickles, which are .. brilliant, like an aigrette
of glass. 1784 BECKFORD I'athek (1868) 27 To the third my
aigret of rubies. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico i. ii. (1864) n A
human skull . surmounted by an aigrette of brilliant plumes
and precious stones. 1878 LADY HERBERT tr. Hiibner's

Round the World II. iv. 326 He wore a colossal aigrette,
made of bamboo and horse-hair.

3. Hence applied in Science to tufts of similar

appearance, as the feathery pappus of composite

plants like the Dandelion; the feathery tufts on
the heads of certain insects, etc.; luminous rays seen

shooting out from behind the moon in solar eclipses,

or at the ends of electrified bodies.

1816 KEITH Physiol. Bot. 1 1. 404 Furnished with an aigrette
or down, as in the case of the Dandelion. 1828 KIRBV &
SPENCE Entomol. III. xxix. 176 Some have the anterior

aigrettes disposed like the arms of a cross. 1879 LOCKYER
Elan. A &tron. iii. xviii. 103 Rays of light, called aigrettes,

diverge from the Moon's edge, and appear to be shining

through the light of the corona.

4. Comb, as aigrette-like.

1873 HERSCHEL PoJ>.
Lect, Hi. 43. 128 Till it assumed at

length that superb aigrette-like form.

I! Aigue-iuarine. Obs. [Fr.,
= OFr. aiguc : L.

aqua water + marin, -e of the sea.] French name
of the beryl ;

also called AQUAMARINE.
1765 DELAVAL in Phil. Trans. LV. 21 The colour will be

blueish, and bordering on the colour of the atgue marine.

1837-80 DANA Mineral. 245 Beryl or
'

Aigue-marine.'

Aiguille C^'gw/l, ^i-gwil). [a. Fr. aiguille

AIL

(cogn. w. It. aguglia, Pr. Pg. agulha, Sp. agitja. :-
late L. *acitcitl(& for acicula, dim. of acus needle.
For the sense cf. the similar Eng. use of needle.] A
slender, sharply-pointed peak (of rock) ; esp. the
numerous peaks of the Alps so named.
1816 BYRON in Moore's Life 11866)311 Mont Blanc and the

Aiguille of Argenticres both very distinct. 'AytPenny Cycl.
IV. 501 s.v. Blanc, Jilt., The upper surface is extremely
irregular, and a considerable number of rocks rise from it,

which, from their resemblance to pyramids or steeples, are
called aiguilles, or needles. 1862 DANA Man. Ceol. 680
Granite is well known to run up into lofty needlestor aiguilles

1
.

Aiguillesque(<Ti:
gwile-sk),rt. [f.prec.+-BSQUE.

Cf. picturesque.] Shaped like an aiguille.
1856 RUSKIN Mod. Painters IV. v. xv. 31 He gives more

of the curved aiguillesque fracture to these upper crests.

Aiguillette (^gwile-t;. [a.mod.Fr.fl/i#W/*;
for the historical forms see AGLET.] = AGLET ; spe-

cially applied to the ornamental tags on military
and naval uniforms, and some liveries.

1816 'Quiz' Grand Master \. 14 A figure, in the garb of
war, Dress'd in an Egellet and Star. 1854 DE QUINCEY Sp,
Alii. Nitit Wks. III. 60 Some bright ornament, clasp, or

aiguillette, on Kate's dress. 1882 Adm. Uniform Reg. in

Navy List July 495 The aiguillete is always to be worn with
full dress and on state occasions.

Aiguilletted Ji-gwile-ted), ///. a.
[f. prec. +

-hi
>.] Ornamented with aiguillettes or aglets.

1853 *L J). WOLFF Spanish Life 52 The riders wear . . a
jacket, aiguilletted and embroidered.

Aik, aiken, obs. north, form of OAK, OAKEN.
Aikinite y^kinait). Min. [named after Dr. A.

Aikin.] A Sulpharsenite ore, containing bismuth,
lead, and copper, crystallizing in needle-shaped
crystals, belonging to the prismatic or ortho-rhom-
bic system.
1837 8p DANA Mineral. 100 Aikinite . . color blackish lead-

gray, with a pale copper-red tarnish.

t Ail, a. Ol>s.
; only found in the forms ; i e^le,

2-3 eille, eil, 4 eyle. [OK. c&lc :*agljo- cogn. w.

Goth. agltts.~\ Loathsome, troublesome.
it 1000 Riddles iGreini Ixxi. 16 ^if me ordstape e^Ie waeron,

izoS I.AYAMON 3282 Jieore buhte swlfje eille of a^elene hire

fojdere {later text eil]. 6-1225 Hali Meid. 25 To don hit bat

te JmncheS uuel of & eil for ta heren. c 1320 Cast. Lone 223
Kyle and hard and muche.

Ail ;/"'!), v. Forms: i esl-an, 2 e;l-en (Orm.
e;5l-enn\ 2-3 eil-en, eil-e, 4-5 (eale^, eyl^en,

i eil;en, eili^e, 4-6 eyl e, 5-7 ayle, aile, 4- ail.

[OE. c-^l-an cogn. w. Goth, agfj-air, f.
cg/c, *aljo*'.

\

see prec.]

1 1. trans. To trouble, afflict. Obs. rare.
< 940 Sax. Lecihd. II. 122 Wift wyrmuni be innan eglaS.

a 1000 Judith xi. 64 Da:t he mid la-'OfVim us e?;lan rn^tc.

1352 Mi NOT Poems viii. 41 Schcnt war tho sclirewes And
ailed unsele.

2. impers. To trouble, afflict, affect unusually.
(Now restricted to interrog., i\i.

t
and iinfcf. sen-

tences, as \Vhat ails you.' If anything ailed me,}
a. physically.
1086 d. E. Chron. (Laud MS.1 an. 1086 (Earle 2201 Him

5t:yfelade, and "p him stranghce e^lad-r. (-1230 Ancr. A'.

276 Nu a uleih mei eilen be, ^c makien be to blenchen. 1362
LANCL. P. PI. A. vn. 121 Such seknes vs eilej>. c 1440 Cicsttt

A*ojn. 68 Maister, what eilcth the, thou art lepre ''. ("1450
Merlin 52 He myght wele a-rise, for hym uyleth noon evcll.

1535 CovERDALE.Ar.cxiv, 5 What ayled the 10 thou seei that
thuu fleddest

1

.' [1611 ailed; WYCLIF, What was to thee.] 1722
DE FOE Plague 184 Some have sent for physicians to know
what ailed them. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. x\\v.

231
'
I don't see as anything ails the child,' she would say.

b, mentally, (mod. Sc. II 'hat ails you. at me '' =
'What cause of dissatisfaction have you with me?)
^1090 /, St. Edui. Procem., Me ef^jleb swySe. ci2oo

OR.MIN4766 Uilammp himm oberrwa ^att mare mihht himm
etflenn. a 1300 Cursor M. 20301 Leuedi quat ails te. 1483
CAXTON Cold. Leg. 386/1 And demaunded hym what hym
eyled and why he sorowed. 1535 COVERDAI.E i Sam. xi. 5
What ay let h the people that they \vepe? [i6naileth ;

WYCLIF,
What hath the puple.] 1690 W. WALKI R Idion. Aug.-Lnt.
1 8 What ails you to be sad? a 1842 TF.NNYSOS Miller's
Dan. xii, My mother thought, What ails the boy? For I

was alter'd, and began To move about the house with joy.

f 3. impcn. To interfere with, obstruct, prevent.
c 1380 Sir Feriiiitb. 1560 'Sir duk,' qua}? Kolond, 'what

e>lep be '. J>er ne butj 11051 xxx lt

|>are.' 1440 Promp. Parv. t

P^ylyn, Obsto. '1440 Generydes 3411 What aylith the to

fight? 1563 MAN MitscHliis Com. PI. 286 b, What eyleth it

[<//(/ impedit} but by the same reason he should be baptised.

4. t tiff. (By mistaking the personal obj., which in

early times usually preceded the impersonal vb. for

the subj.) To have something the matter with one.

a. physically: To be ill, to be indisposed.
1:1425 WVNTOL-N CroM. viii. xxxv. 131 And wyth a gud will

and a stowte He sayd, bat he wald ayl na-thyng. ^1450
Merlin 3 Know ye ought what thise bestes eiled thus for to

dye? 1601 SHAKS. All's M'ell\\. iv. 6 If she be very weli,
what does she ail, that she's not very well? 1702 PRYME in

Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1076, I know not what I ail, says he, I

cannot swallow any Beer. 1742 RICHARPSON Pamela III. 78
And when he ails ever so little . , ht is so peevish. 1869 Pall
Mall G. 18 Aug. 4 No wonder, the Lattcet says, that diarrhoea
has prevailed, and that the children ail.

tb. mentally: To be in trouble ; to be affected

by. Obs. or <##/, (mod. Sc. 71? ail at, as in 2 b.)
(1*50 t7?, <$ Ex. 3809 }et he a^len on here red. <~i45

Merlin xxix. (1877) 586 Whan Merlin .. herde htm make
&oche doell he asked hem what thei eiled. a 15*8 SKELTOX

f* 2393 For who loueth God can ayle nothynge but

25-2



AIL.

good.
_ 1635 OuAXLES Embl. n. v. (1718) 82 Thou ask'st the

Conscience what she ails. 17x4 ELLWOOD Autobiog. 20, I

knew not what I ayled, but I knew I ayled something more
than ordinary; and my Heart was very heavy. ^1817 HOGG
Tales $ Sk. III. 191 'What can the fool mean?' said old

Richard,
' What can he ail at the dogs?'

Ail (<^1), J/'. 1 Forms : 3 eil, eile
; 7 ayle, aile,

7 -ail. [subst. use ofAIL. ; but the 1 3th c. instances

are probably subst. use of AIL a. The sb. is wanting
in OE. though found in Goth, agio] Trouble,
affliction ; affection, illness, ailment.

1:1230 Ancren Riivle 50 pe blake clo<5 also . . de<5 lesse eile

to J>en eien. Ibid. 62 Heo habbeS idon muchel eil to moni
on ancre. 1642 ROGERS Xaaman 143 Long custome hath

Htupjtied their hearts, and made them senselesse of their

ayle. 1734 WATTS Reliq. JHV. (17891 218 Buzzing all my
ails into the ears of my friends. 1812 COMBE (Dr. Syntax'
Picturesque iv, And ointments, too, to cure the ail Of her

cropp'd ears and mangled tail. 1853 MOIR Scot. Sab. iii. Poet.
Wks. II. 39 Soother of life, physician of all ail.

t Ail, sl>2 Obs. or dial. Forms : i ejl, 2 ei^le,

3-7 eile, 4 eyle, yle, 6 ayle, 6-8 aile, 8 ail. [OE.
egl cogn. w. Germ. egelt agele, orig. Tent. *agli.~\

The awn of barley, or other corn.
nooo O. E. Gosp. Luke vi, 41 Hwi gesihst \>u J?a e^le on
nes brujwr ea^an? <rndo nation <v/. ibid., Hwi ^esyhst
U ba eijlc;

on Jjines broSer ea}en? f 1230 Ancren A* ;ic'/t' 270
''orto wmden hweate & schcaden JTC eilen & tet chef urom

J>e clene comes. 1398 THEVISA Barth. De P. R. xvii. ex,
The beste [nard] is smo^e . . with small yles \ed. 1535 eiles],

1578 LVTE Dodocns 461 The eares >of barleyi be . , set ful of

long bearded sharpe ayles. 1620 VENSEH I'ia Recta 11650)

23 Wheat . . whose eares are bare and naked without eiles.

1787 WINTER Syst. Husb. 310 Barley should likewise be . .

well shook in a sack by two men, to be cleared from ailes.

[Still used iii the Eastern Counties.]

Ailantery (f'lK'nt3ri\ Improp.ailanthery. [a.

mod. Fr. ailanUric, cf. shrubb-ery. See -ERY.] A
grove of Ailanto trees.

1867 Chambers s Jrnl. XXXVMI. 128 Have formed what they
call an '

ailanthery
'

so as to afford the [silk] worms the best

possible chance of thriving.

Ailantic (^lorntik), a. Chem. ; improp. ailan-

thic. [f-
AIL ANT-US + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the

Ailanto ; as Ailantic Acid.

1879 Syd.S0C.LextiAiianthicAcidt *xi acid prepared from
the bark of the Ailanthus excelsa.

Aila11tine (tf'lamtin^ a. and sb.
; improp.

ailanthine. [f.
AILANT-TS + -INK'.] A. adj. Of or

belonging to the Ailanto, or the silk-worm that

feeds on it. B. sb. Silk from the Bombyx Cynthia
or Ailanto Silk-worm.
1861 All Y. Round $ Feb. 423 Ailanthine, or the silk of the

bombyx which feeds on the leaves of the Ailaiitus gtandu'
IOSKS, 1863 Ibid, u July 467/1 Ailanthine sericulture would
remain in great measure unproductive.

II Ailanto, ailantus (c^x-nto, ^larnt^s). Bot.

Also ailante, and corruptly ailanthus.
[f. Ay-

lanto, the native Ainboyna name, said to mean
' Tree of the gods,

1

or ' of heaven,' whence mod. L.

Ailantus (in English often corrupted to Ailanthus,
as if the termination contained Gr. af 0os flower), Fr.

ailanfe.'] A large East Indian tree (N. O. Simaru~
baceae or Xanthoxylacest\ grown in S. Europe for

ornament and shade, the pinnated leaves of which
are the favourite food of a species of silk-worm.

'The name "Japan Varnish" seems to have been

applied to it through some mistake.'

1845 HIRST Poems 158 O'er me let a green Ailanthus grow
. . the Tree of Heaven. 1861 Times 23 July, This silkworm
lives in the open air on a very hardy plant called the '

ail-

ante,' or Japan varnish tree. 1866 C. A. JOHNS in Treas.

Bot, 32 Ailantns-f the Vernis du Japon of the French . . is

in its native countries, China and India, called Ailanto. Its

Clerman name Gotterbaunt is said to be a translation of

Ailanto. 1878 BLACK Green Past, ty Pice. xxx. 240 The
acacia-looking ailanthus along the pavements.

Aile, obs. form of AISLE
;
and var. AIEL, Obs.

Ailette (cUe-t). Formerly alet. [a. Fr. ailctte,

OFr. alete
;
dim. of aile wing : L. a/a."] A steel

plate worn by men-at-arms on their shoulders, the

prototype of the modem epaulette.
c 1440 .Morte Arthure 2565 An alet enamelde he oches in

sondire. 1834 PLAXCHE Brit. Costume 108 Towards the close

of this [Edward I's] reign those curious ornaments called

ailettes, or little wings, from their situation and appearance,
are seen on the shoulders of knights.

Ailing (t
7
Hin), vbl. sb. [f. AIL ^. + -ING 1

.]
=

AILMENT.
1862 T. TROLLOPF. Marietta II. ix. 149 Seeing in it the

signs of ailing. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle Lands \\. 60

Whose hard-won experience in Eastern ailings renders them
invaluable in suggesting the proper remedies,

Ailing UTi"lin\ ppl* a.
[f. AIL v. + -ING?.] Af-

flicted, affected with illness, suffering.

1598 KI.ORIO, Mancfl. .

failing, ayling, wanting. 1759 Dir,-

WORTH Pope 15 So far in justice to his prudence as a great

poet, and an ailing man. 1810 CRABBK Borough vii. 248 A
potent thing, 'twas said, to cure the ills Of ailing lungs the

oxymel of squills. 1880 Miss BRADDON Barbara xviii. 128

He kept
a hospital . . for his friends' ailing dogs.

[Ailingness (Richardson, from Tytler) Error

for ALAXGE-, ELENGENESS,]
Ailment (/Hment). [f. AIL V. + -MEXT added

to an Eng. vb.] The fact of ailing ; bodily or

mental indisposition ; disorder, sickness.

1706 PHILLIPS, Ailment^ a light disorder or indisposition
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of the body. 1710 PHILIPS Pastorals ii. 24 For much it may
relieve thy Woe To let a Friend thy inward Ailment know.
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. xxvi. 279 Taken with
slight stomach ailments. 1834 HT. MARTINEAU Farrers iii.

37, I^know his ailments to be from an uneasy mind.
Aim (<?'m), v. Forms : 3-7 ame, 4 eyme, 4-7

ayme, 6 7 aime, 7- aim. [In this word probably
two vbs. are confounded, i. Picard. amer, OFr. and
Pr. t'.rwtv-: L. xstimd-re

\ 2. OFr. (aasmer, aemer,
eesmcr, earner,} acsmer : late L. ad-sestima-re.']
1 1- trans. To esteem, consider, take account of. Obs.

1382 WVCLIF Ps. cxliii. 3 Or the sone of man, for thou
eymest hym [1388 Thou arettist him of sum

valuj. c 1400
Dcstr. Troy in. 762 Iff pe any thing have amyt abill me to,

pat he me faithfully informe.

t 2. To estimate, calculate, reckon (a number or

value). Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 240 An arme of |?e se men kennes
pe depnes may non ame. c 1350 Witt. Palerne 1 596 No mon
vpon mold '

mi$t ayme J>e noumber. 1:1440 Morte Arthure
4069 And alle Arthurs oste was amede with knyghtes Bot
awghtene hundrethe of alle.

1 3. To guess, to conjecture. (With simple obj. or
subord. f/.) Obs.

1382 WVCLIF Prov. xxiii. 7 For in licnesse of adeuynour . .

he eymeth [1388 gessith] that he knowith not. i Sam. i.

13 Heli therfor eymyde hir dronken. ^1593 H. SMITH ll'ks.

118661 I. 268 No marvel if he did aim that his death was
near at hand. 1602 WARNER Albion's Eng. x.-lix. 258 Sup-
posing, by her Blushings, all would ayme her altred plight.

t4. To calculate, devise, arrange, plan. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy v. 1679 Oppon be auter was amyt to

stond An ymage full noble. Ibid. v. 1562 Vmagry ouer all

amyt J>ere was, Of beste and babery. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. in.

iii. 223 My speech should fall into such vilde successe Which
my Thoughts aym'd not.

5. To calculate one's course with a view to

arriving (at a point) ;
to direct one's course, to

make it one's object to attain. Hence fig. To have
it as an object, to endeavour earnestly. Const, (to

obs.) at
; dat. inf. ; sometimesyijr, perhaps by con-

fusion with make for. fa. refl. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy xvi. 7229 Ector to Achilles amyt him

sone.

b. intr.

1330 R. BRUNSE Chron. 98 Whan Henry was ryued per,
J>er he wild ame. c 1400 Destr. Troy v. 2023 Antenor Amyt
after anone To the palis. 1598 J. DICKENSON Greene in

Conceipt 24 Which aym'd wholly at singularitie, glorying to
bee peerelesse in hir pompe. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. fr'/If, in. i.

138 Madam, you wander from the good We ayme at. 1649
SELDEN Lau-s ofEng. n. xxvi. (17391 :I^ That ease and rest

that the King aimed to enjoy. 1758 S. HAYWARoJiVrwf. xvi.

471 Perfection is what the Christian is aiming at. 1873
JKXKINSON Guide Eng. Lakes (1879' 293 Aim for the Steeple.
1879 FROUDE Caesar ix. 91 In politics they aimed at being
on the successful side.

6. intr. To calculate or estimate the direction of

anything about to be launched (at an object) ; to

deliver a blow, or discharge a missile (at anything)
with design or endeavour to strike. Hence fig. To
try to hit, gain, or bring into one's power ; to have

designs upon, to seek to obtain. Const, at.

c 1380 Sir Fernmb. 735 And eymede ful euene to jyue J>e

strok. 1573 TWYNE sEneid xt. (R.) This goddesse faire . .

from this hillocke farre at Aruns aimes within her sight.

1659 PEARSON CVwrf (1839) 230 Our translation, aiming at the

sense, rendereth it, etc. 1718 POPE Iliad iv. 130 Aim at his

breast, and may that aim succeed. 1769 Jtinius Lett. Pref.
1 8 Those who persuade you to aim at power without right.
1821 W. RUSSEL Mod. Europe i. xxxvii, Edward . . aimed
at the absolute sovereignty and dominion of that kingdom.
7. trans. To direct (a missile, or blow); especially,

to direct it with the eye before its discharge ; to

point or level a gun, etc. (at'}. Hencey*^. To direct

any act or proceeding against.
1573 PHAER sEneid x, (R.) Then Turnus, aiming long in

hand a dart of sturdy oke . . at Pallas forth it flung. 1603
DRAYTON Odes xvii. 67 Which didst the Signall ayme, To
our hid forces. 1702 LOGAN Pa. Hist. Sac. Mem. IX. 99 Hee
aimed a blow home at the charter. 1727 ARRUTHNOT John
Bull (1755) ii Mrs. Bull aimed a knife at John. 1849 MA-
CAULAV Hist. Eng. II. 210 The laws enacted . . against the
Roman Catholics had really been aimed at himself.

8. absol. In both the preceding senses : To take
aim ; to form designs.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. iii. 65 My Lord, I aime a Mile

beyond the Moone. 1608 Peric. n. v. 47 That never aim'd
so high, to love your daughter. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan
it. xxv. 136 They look about with two eyes, yet they never

ayme but with one. 1779 COWPER Olney Hymns 'Jehovah
Nissi,' Who gave him strength to sling And skill to aim
aright. Mod. dial. [To a boy throwing stones]

' Now then,
Charlie, you mustn't aim.

1

Aim (^m), sb. [the vb. used jwArf.]

*f-l. Estimation of probability; conjecture, guess.
c 1400 Destr. Troy xv. 7088 Ector, be ame of his speche,
Knew hym for his cousyn. c 1420 Siege ofRouen inA reJi&ol.

XXI. 62 Theroff had cure Kynge an awme. 1565 JEWEL
Kepi. Harding (1611) 59 Wee lead not the people by aimes
and ghesses. 1601 SHAKS. Jitl. C. i. ii. 163 What you would
worke me too, I haue some ayme. 1625 BACON Essays xvii.

347 The taking an Aime at diuine Matters by Human.

1 2. The action of making one's way towards a

point ; course, direction. Obs.

1549 OLDK tr. Erasm. Paraphr. r Tim. i. 19 Lest he shuld
chaunce to goe quyte out of his ame altogether. 1679 COLES,
I am quite out of my aim, AV itbi terrarutn sittt scio.

3. The act of aiming, or pointing the course of

anything ;
the direction or pointing of a missile at

AIMFULLY.
that which it is intended to strike, esp. in phr. To
take (make obs.) aim.
c 1430 Syr Generides 5959 To cleue his heid the king made

ame. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. A1 u. i. 157 A certaine aime he
tooke At a faire Vestall. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 712 Each at
the head Level'd his deadly aime. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi.
40 The rearmost soldiers turned, and again fired with fatal

aim and execution. 1868 Q. VICTORIA Life in Highl. 72
Macdonald whispered that he saw stags, and that Albert
should wait and take a steady aim.

fb. To give aim: To guide one in his aim, by in-

forming him of the result of a preceding shot. Obs.
'545 ASCHAM Toxoph. 161 Yet, there is one thing whiche

many archers vse, yat shall cause a man haue lesse nede to
marke the wether, and that is Ame gyuing. Ibid. Gyuing
Ame . . hindreth the knowlege of shotyng, and maketh men
more negligente. 1653 MIDDLETOX & ROWLEY Sp. Gyfsey
ii. iN.i, I myself give aim thus: ivide^ four bows; short^

three and a half.

f c. To cry aim : 'To encourage the archers by
crying out "Aim!" when they were about to shoot.'

Nares. Hence, To encourage, applaud, abet. Obs.

1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. 21 Shake handes & be friendes,
meet halfeway, and I standing iump in the middle will crie
aime to you both. 1595 SHAKS. John it. i. 196 It ill be-
seemes this presence to cry ayme To these ill-tuned repeti-
tions. 1625 [BEAUM. & FL.] Maid of Inn v. iii, Must I cry
aim To this unheard of insolence?

f4. Direction or guidance given. Obs.
a 1625 FLETCHER Hum. Lieut, (ist fol.) 127 We know with-

out your aime, good woman. 1627 SPEED Eng. etc. Abridged
xxxiv. 8 [Houses of religion broken up] vnder the ayme of

King Henry the eight. 1643 MILTON Sov, Salve 39 Posts of
direction for Travellers , . to give you ayme. 1705 STANHOPE
Paraphr. III. 54 A Passage which seems to give us some
Aim for judging.

5.y^r
. The act of directing the efforts towards an

object ; design, intention, purpose.
1632 SANDERSON 12 Sernt. 553 We cannot attain to the full

of our first aymes, 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 41 With ambitious
aim Against the Throne and Monarchy of God. 1738 WES-
LEV Ps. xxxii. 2 Free from Design, or selfish Aim. 1870
BRYANT Homer I. i. 4 'Twere well, Since now our aim is

baffled, to return.

t 6. A thing aimed at
;
a mark, or butt. Obs. in

lit. sense.

1:1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems C. 128 Schomely to schort he
schote of his ame. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill* iv. iv. 90 A garish
Flagge To be the ayme of euery dangerous Shot. 1598
FLOKIO, Segno . . a white or ayme or blanke to shoote at.

1632 SANDERSON 12 Serin. 50 But because my ayme lyeth
another way ; I can but poynt at them, and passe.

*l-fg. A thing intended or desired to be effected;
an object, purpose.
1625 BURCES Pers, Tithes 3 My chiefe ayme in this dis-

course is . . to pull sundry honest Christians out of a dam-
nable sinne. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan n. xxviii. 162 1'he

aym of Punishment is not a revenge, but terrour. 1734
POPE Ess. on Man iv. i O Happiness ! our being's end and
aim ! 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. 2. 9 Our first aim was to cross
the Wengern Alp. 1876 GREEN Short Hist, ofEn%. People
Pref. 5 The aim of the following work is defined by its title.

8. colloq. The person who aims. Cf. A good shot.

1881 Miss LAFFAN Weeds in Macm. Mag. XLIV. 392 He
was a good aim too.

9. Comb, and Attrib. as aim-certain a., sure of

one's aim
; aim-frontlet, a frontlet or front-piece

to assist in taking aim. Also AIM-CUTER.

1878 Masque ofPoets ii Plunge aim-certain in the living
stream, 1849 Mem. Kirkaldy ofGrange xxviii. 335 All the
cannon of those days were levelled, raised or depressed by
means of a wedge called the aim-frontlet, hollowed to re-

ceive the muzzle under which it was placed.

t Aini-Crier, Obs. [see AIM sb. sb, c.] An
encourager, applauder ; one whose help is confined

to words alone. Also, one who 'gives aim.'

1622 F. MARKHAM 2>k. Hon. v. ix. 196 Like Ayme-cryers,
they stand and direct him a neerer way to his owne marke.

1638 G. MARKHAM Eng. Arcadia iN.) Thou smiling ajm-
crier at princes' fall. Ibid. Her own creatures, like aim-

criers, beheld her mischance with nothing but lip-pity.

Aimed (^md), ///. a. [f. AIM v. + -ED.]

f 1. Estimated. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Ler. xxvii. 19 He shal adde the fifthe part of

the eymed money.
2. Directed or pointed at a mark, or in a par-

ticular direction ; also/^.
1635 A. STAFFORD Fetn. Glory'(18691179 Temptations aym'd

at her, broke like Haile against a Rocke. 1795 SOUTHEV
Joan ofArc viii. 176 Wks, I. 134 An archer's hand, Palsied
with fear, shot wide his ill-aim'd shaft.

3. Aimed at : Taken as a point of destination, or

as a mark or butt ; sought to be reached or struck.

a 1674 CLARKSDOS Hist. Reh. I. i. 24 Which was the dis-

covery principally aimed at.

Aimel, variant of AMEL v. Obs., to enamel.

Aimer (
71
'inai). [f. AIM v. + -ER *.] One who

aims.

1590 GREENE Xcuer foo late (1600) n6 Gentlemen, all riuals

m loue & aymerts] at one fortune. 1611 CoJGH,
t Guigncnr. .

a winker; an aimer with one eye, as a Gunner taking his

leuell. 1679 COLKS, An aimer at, Pctitor, 1869 MOZLEV
Ess. (1878) II. 398 Natural selection designs perfectly., it

always hits, because the aimer is, in truth, the mark.

Aimful i/> 'infill), a. rare- , [f.
AIM sb. + -FUL.]

Full of aim or purpose, as 'an aimful effort.*

Aimfully (ri'mfuli), adv. raw 1
, [f. prec. +

-L\'2.] In an aimful manner
;
with settled purpose.

1882 T. DAVIDSON in Fortn. Rev, July 16 To work aimfully,
and to use her strength to the best advantage.



AIMING.

Aiming C^'mirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

AIM /. +-JXG!.]
The action of the verb AIM : direction, pointing,

levelling a gun, etc. (Now mostly gemndial.)
1587 GOLDING De Mornay xviii. 282 The true welfare of

man consisteth in his true end or . . aming point, a 1716
SOUTH Sernt. I.xii.{R.) This is always done with forecast and
design ;

with a steady aiming, and a long projecting malice.

1842,1. H. NEWMAN Par.Serm. (ed. 2)V. iii. 50 Aim at things,
and your words will be right without aiming.

Aiming (^-min), ///. a, [f. AIM v. + -ING 2
.]

Directing oneself, or a missile, towards an object ;

designing, intending, tending towards, with, or as

the result of, calculation or design.
1643 MILTON Divorce i. vi. (1847) 129/1 Love . . having but

one eye, being born an archer aiming, c 1746 HERVEY Medit.

y Contempt. ( 1818.1 24 The blow came from an aiming, though
invisible hand.

Aimless (^mles), a. [f. AIM J.+-LESS.] Void
of aim or object ; purposeless. Also, void of the

mean-; of taking aim.

1627 MAY Lucan's Phars. (1631) HI. 23 In his blind aymc-
lesse hand a Pile he shooke. 1690 DRYDEN Don Sebast. |T.)

The Turks, half asleep, ran about in aimless confusion.

1827 HOOD Hero fy Leander\x\Tt\, Thine arrows miss me in

the aimless dark ! 1870 MORRIS Earth. Par. II. in. 236 A
life of aimless ease and luxury.

Aimlessly (t
7;-mlcsli\ adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.]

In aimless manner
;
without object or purpose.

1851 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. iv. vi. (1872) 55 'We are con-

sumed
'

perish aimlessly like the grass. 1860 Q. Re* 1

. No.

215. 297 Intrigues begin aimlessly and close fruitlessly.

Aimlessuess (t^mlesnes). [f. AIMLESS a. +

-HRHSj The quality of being aimless
;
want of aim,

or definite purpose.
1859 Identity's Q. RCT.\ No. 3. 26 In spite of this aimless-

ness the wealth and empire of England are constantly in-

creasing. 1882 Cornh. Mag. Feb. 168 The aimlessness of

Nature.

Airnont, variant of AYMONT ; see also ADAMANT.
Aimworthiiiess (<F''mwz7:j Nines}, rar? 1

. [f.

AIM sb. Cl. tru$tu'orthinessl\ Excellence of aim.

1869 BLACKMOREZ.fra/J^wirliv.(D.) These worthy fellows

waited not to take good aim with their cannon . . trusting in

God for aimworthiness.

Am, north, f. ONE and OWN a.
;
and obs. pi.of EYE.

Ailialite (/''nabit). Min. 'A cassiterite (from
Finland; containing nearly 9 p. c. of tantalic acid.'

Dana.

Aince, ainis, ains, north, dial, forms of ONCE.

Aind, north, variant of ANDE, Obs., breath.

Aine, variant of AYNE, EIGNE, elder.

Ain't v^'nt), v. dial. [A contracted form of are

not i,see AN'T), used also for am not, is not, in the

pop. dialect of London and elsewhere ; hence in

representations of Cockney speech in Dickens, etc.

Cl". wont, dont, cant, shan't.]

1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina (1873) I. xxi. 87 Those you are

engaged to ain't half so near related to you as we are. 1829
LAMB Life fy Lett. (1860) I. 348 An't you glad about Burk's

case? 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. iii. 12
' You seem to have a

good sister,'
' She ain't half bad.'

Air (e*i). Forms: 3-5 eir, 4-5 eyr, 4-6 eyre,

aier, 4-7 ayre, 5 eyir, eire, 5-6 eyer, ayer,

5-7 aire, 6 eyere, 6-7 ayr, 7 aer, 7- air. [Br. I.

II. a. OFr. air (Pr. air, aire, Sp. aire, Pg. art It.

aire, acre] : L. aer-em, a. Gr. 'arjp, 'de'p-a, f. a-eir,

d'fjvat (at-) to blow, breathe. (Mod. It. has largely

substituted aria : L. derca adj. (or acre. Cf. Florio

1598 'Acre (aire, aira] the aire. Also, an aspect,

countenance, cheere, a look or apparance in the

face of man or woman. Also, a tune or aire of a

song or ditty.' 'Aria, as aere, the aire.') Br. III.

IV. did not arise from I. in Eng. but were adopted
c if>oo from Fr. air = apparent? exterieure, manicre

(ft'tre, also suite de tons et de notes qui composcnt
tin chant, the connexion of which with atmospheric
air is disputed.

i. Littre makes them two words, identifying tiir, manner,
with OFr. aire 'area, open place, AERIE' q.v. (which was

occasionally masc.) through the chain of ideas 'nest, stock,

family, family character, derived manner,' comparing phrases
like faucon de ban aire, hawk of a good sort (stock, aerie) ;

but V\Qformal connexion can be traced between OFr. aire

and mod. Fr. air, while OFr. aire never had the sense

of 'external appearance,' which is moreover quite a late

sense of mod. Fr. air (end of i6th c.). Diez, after Burguy,
inclines to identify the two senses, through the ideas of
*

air, breath, spirit, character, manner,' comparing the range
of L. s6iritns, originally

'

breath, air.' 2. It seems probable
that the sense of 'manner' was adopted in Fr. from It. in

which it is of old standing (see Florio above). Diez says
that the Pr. di hon aire i Fr. de bon aire} was adopted in 1 1.,

and aire treated as the native acre, aire, aria, whence ///"

buorf aria', hence it is not impossible that the development
of senses supposed by Littre, may have taken place in It.

and thence been transferred in i6thc. to Fr. air. 3. But it

is more probable that there was no confusion with aire

aerie, and that the idea of manner ' external manner,

appearance, mien,' rather than 'innate character' is a

simple extension of the idea of the '

enveloping or affecting

atmosphere special to a place, or situation as when one is

said to carry with him the 'air of the office' iFr. air dti

bureau), or to catch
'
the air of the court,' Shaks.{see below;

cf. La Bruyere
'

I.'air de cour est contagieux, 11 se prend a

Versailles, comme 1'accent normand ?i Rouen ') which Littre

himself refers to 'atmosphere,' and which is not separable
from 'an air of gentility, of truth,'etc. This would also best
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accord with Br. IV. undoubtedly of It. origination, acre, ana,
(see Florio above), here translating L. modus '

manner,' also
'

musical mode, metre, measure, melody.')
I. Atmospheric air.

1. The transparent, invisible, inodorous, and taste-

less gaseous substance which envelopes the earth,
and is breathed by all land animals

; one of the
four 'elements' of the ancients, but now known to

be a mechanical mixture of oxygen and nitrogen,
with the constant presence of a small quantity of

carbonic acid gas, and traces of many other sub-

stances as contaminations.
i 1300 in Wright's Pop. Sc. 120 pe four elements, of wham

we beob iwro^t : the fur . . th-eir . . sibbe be water and sibbe
be urbe. 1384 CHAL-CF.R H. Fame in. 260 In his substance
is but aire. 1393 COWER Con/. III. 33 As the plover doth of

aire, I live, and am in good espeire, c 1440 in Household
Ordin. (1790) 433 Stop hit well that no eyre goo oute.

1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. ix. (1593* 227 Scarce her toong
the aier hits. 1604 SHAKS. Qth, in, iii. 322 Trifles, light as

ayre. 1610 Tetnj>. iv. t. 150 These our actors . . Are melted
into ayre, into thin ayre. 1651 HOBBES Leviathan in. xxxiv,

207 Aire, and aeriall substances, use not to be taken for Bodies,
but . . are called Wind, or Breath. 1660 JKR, TAYLOR Worthy
Commun. i. 2. 43 Truth is the aire they breath. 1674
PETTY Disc. bef. Royal Soc, 117 The Vnder-water-Air within
the Vessels of Water-Divers, who the lower they go, do find

their stock of Air more and more to shrink. 1751 CHAMBERS
Cytr/.s.v., We can actually we itfh Air. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr.
39 As transparent, as colourless, as invisible as the air we
breathe.

^- fig. \Vith reference to its unsubstantial or im-

palpable nature.

1691 SOUTH 12 Serin. 116971 I, Kntertain'd only with the
j

Air of Words and Metaphors.
f2. Any aeriform body 'permanent' as a gas \

I

'

transient
'

as a vapour. Obs.
' Factitious or artificial air, a name given by Boyle to all i

those elastic fluids which he found produced in chemical '

experiments, and to be different from the air of the atmo-
]

sphere.' Pantologia 1819.
The following are the chief of these obsolete uses :

Acid or Marine Air, Muriatic Acid Gas; Alkaline Air,
Ammoniacal Gas, Fixed Air, Carbonic Acid Gas; Dcpklo-
gisticate&i or I 'ifat Air, Oxygen ; Sparry Acid Airt Fluoric

Acid Gas; Inflammable Air, Hydrogen; Hepatic Air,
Sulphuretted Hydrogen; Phlogisticated Air, Nitrogen ;

Mephitic Air, Carbonic Acid Gas, and Nitrogen.
1641 FRENCH Distill, vi. 177 This . . gold nature would

have perfected into an elixir but was hindred by the crude

aire, which crude aire is . . nothing else but . . sulphur.

1692 BOYLE Hist. Air in Chambers Cycl. s.v., Various solid

and mineral bodies , . being plunged in corrosive unelastic

menstrua . . afford a considerable quantity of permanently-
elastic air. c 1700 NEWTON in Chambers Cycl. s.v., Gunpowder
generates air by explosion. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The dif-

ference between permanent and transient A ir amounts to the

same as that between vapour and exhalation. 1774 PRIESTLEY
(title)

'

Experiments and Observations on different kinds of

Air.' 1789 HOWARD Royal F.ncycl. 74 Impregnation of water
with fixed air. 1789 AUSTIN in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 55 A ^ar
perforated with brass rods, such as is used for inflaming airs.

1819 Pantol. I. s.v., The different kinds of air, now compre-
hended under the general term gas.

3. The whole body of air surrounding, or in

popular language above, the earth; the atmosphere ;

hence, a. the ^apparently) free space above our

heads, in which birds fly and clouds float.

c 1300 in Wright's Pop.Sc. 128 Th-eir is swibe he}, c 134.0
HAMPOLE/V. Const. 7642 Ane other heven es called be ayre
. . bar be foghles has flyght. c 1386 CHAUCER Squterns T,

114 To fleen as hye in the Air [~'.r. ayr, eir, eyre] as dooth
an Egle. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. 11.127 Somme in erj?e, somme
in aier

' somme in helle dupe. 1413 LVDG, Pylgr. Sowle v.

1. (1859) 68 By see and land, and in the eyer abouen. 1488
CAXTON Chast. Goddes Chyld. 8 The sonne draweth the

humours up in to the ayre. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars 11852)

69 Abowte Ester was sene in Sussex three sonnes shenynge
at one tyme in the eyer, that the! cowde not dysserne wych
shulde be the very sonne. 1611 BIBLE Eccl. x. 20 A bird of

the aire shall carry the voyce. 165* NEEDHAM tr. Seto'en's

Mare Cl. Pref., The Romanes had shut up the Rivers and

Lands, and in a manner the very Ae'r. 165* BROME J(n>.

Crew H. 388 While their sublimed spirits daunce i' th' Ayr.

1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 553 ?3 To suspend our coffee in

mid-air, between our lips and right-ear. 1808 SCOTTMann.
vi. xxv, As if men fought upon the earth, And fiends in upper
air. c 1840 LOSGF. Not always May, The sun is bright the

air is clear, The darting swallows soar and sing.

1855 H. REED Eng. Lit. x. (1878) 311 The upper air of

poetry is the atmosphere of sorrow.

b. The open air: the unconfmed space outside

buildings, exposed to the weather. Often attrib.

1653 HOLCROFT Procopius \. 20 The brazen Statue of

Minerva in the open ayre, 1683 TRYON U'ay to Health 287
Moderate Exercises in open Airs, which is profitable for all

People. 1756 BURKE Subl. $ B. Wks. I. 193 A greater light

than you had in the open air. Mod. An open air meeting ;

a great open air demonstration.

c. In the air. fig, i. a. In the moral or intellectual

atmosphere of the time, in men's minds everywhere

abroad; /'. in an unfixed or uncertain state, in doubt.

2. Milit. (see quot. 1882). 3. To build in the air,

form castles in the air: to form unsubstantial or

visionary projects ;
see also CASTLE.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. iv. 100 Who builds his hope in

ayre of your good Lookes. 1601 Imp. Consid. (16751 60 Mr.

Saunders (building Castles in the Air amongst his Books).

1757 WESLKY Wks. 1872 IX. 304 A mere castle in the air.

1797 T. JKFFERSON Writ. 1859 IV. 186, I consider the future

character of our republic as in the air; indeed its future

fortune "ill be in the air, if war is made on us by France.

AIR.

1879 FARRAR St. Paul I. 642 These expressions and points
of view were not peculiar to Philo. They were, so to speak,
in the air. 1882 D. GARDNER Quatre Bras, etc. 200 The ex-
treme left of the Allied front . . was, in military dialect, 'in
the air* that is, protruded into the open country, without
natural or artificial protection to its outer flank. Mod. The
spirit of doubt is in the air.

4. A special state or condition of the atmosphere,
as affected by temperature, moisture or other in-

visible agencies, or as modified by time or place, as

the night air, one's native air
\ approaching the

senses of weather and climate.

*479 J- PASTON in Lett. 849 III. 265 Ye wyllyd me . . to
hast me ought of the heyer that I am in . . her must I be
for a season. 1529 WOLSEY in Four Cent. Eng. Lett. 10, I

must he removyd to some other dryer ayer. 1583 B. RICH
Phyl. ff Em. 11835! 13 It was very good for ill Ayres in a

mornyng. 1649 J ER - TAYLOR Great Exctnp. n. 12. 57 The
spirits of the body have been bound up by the cold winter

ayre. 1656 HAMMOND Leah <f-
Rachel (18441 10 Change of

ayre does much alter the state of our bodies. 1703 Land.
Gas. mmmdccccxxi/i To remove from the Vatican to his

Palace at Monte Cai-allo, as being a better Air. 1708 POPK
Split. 3 Content to breathe his native air In his own ground.
1765 CHURCHILL Gotham n. 20 Nor waste their sweetness in

the desert air. 1860 \V. COLLINS Wont, in White 118611 292
As soon as [they] . . can travel, they must both have change
of air. Mod. Are you afraid of the night air?

6. The fresh unexhausted air of the outer atmo-

sphere, as distinguished from that exhausted of its

oxygen in confined spaces.
c 1440 Generydes 1984 The Sowdon toke the waye, Owt of

the Cite to take the ayre. 1588 GREENE Pandosto 11843^ 45
The king would go abroad to take the ayre. 1623 MASSINGEH
Duke ofMilan in. ii, Say I am rid Abroad to take the air.

1727 SWIFT Gitlliveru. viii, 163 To give me air in hot weather
as I slept. 1745 DE FOE Eng. Tradesm. I. x. 83 He goes
to take the air for the afternoon. 1813 Miss AUSTEN Pride
<V Prej. ij. 171 She resolved soon after breakfast to indulge
herself in air and exercise, a 1838 L. E. L[ANDON] Mayday
200 Clear sky, fresh air, sweet birds, and trees. Mod. The
bones crumbled to dust on exposure to the air.

6. Air contaminated by gaseous exhalations or

emanations; hence, the contaminating exhalations

themselves
;
miasma. ;Cf. It. mar aria.}

(.'1230 Ancr. R. 104 picke eir in hire huse stunch . . and

strong bred ine neose. 1366 MACNDEV. xxvii. 276 To voyden
away alle wykkede Eyres and corrupciouns. 6-1430 LYD<;.

in Dom. Archit. III. 39 From endengerynge of all corrup-
cion, From wycked ayre, & from inflexion. 4:1538 STARKI.V

Kngland n. ii. 179 Some corrupt and pestylent Ayre. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny 116341 I- 7 2 The aire arising out of it so

noisom and pestiferous for birds. 1712 POPK Rape Lock \\.

83 Suck the mists in grosser air below. 1861 FLOR. NIGHTIN-
GALE Cursing 12 His goods are spoiled by foul air and gas
fumes.

1 7. Exhalation affecting the sense of smell ;

effluvium, odour, redolence ;
the

'

atmosphere
'

sensibly diffused by anything. Obs,
c 1430 LYDG. Hochas ii. xiv. (1554^ 53 The ayre of meates

andot baudy i:ook.es Which all day rostandsede. 1509 HAWHS
Past. Pleas, vn. i, Wyth Howres of all goodly ayre. 1523
Lu. BKRNEKS Froitsart I. ccccxxiii. 741 The kyng disloged
fro Rosbeque, bycause of the eyre of the dead bodyes. 1607
TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (1673) 133 The Theevish Dog
. . hunting Conies by the air.

8. Air in motion
;
a breeze, or light wind ; current,

or draught.
1535 COVERDALE Ezek. xxxvii. 9 Come I'D thou ayre) from

the foure wyndes, & blowe vpon these slayne. 1602 SHAKS.
Ham. i. iv. 41 Bring with thee ayres from Heauen or blasts

from Hell. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple 1st. 107 When cooler

ayers gently gan to blow. 1704 POPE Spring 5 Let vernal

airs thro' trembling osiers play. 1856 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy
xxx. 116 Calms and light airs detained them for a few days.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exped, xiv. (18561 106 To crowd on the

canvas, and sail with gentle airs for about two mile;,. 1879
FROUDE Cxsar xvi. 267 On a fine summer evening, with a

light air from the south. Mod. '

Sitting right in the air of

the door.'

t9. Breath; also_/?i,
r
-; 'popular air

1

(Horace, popti-
laris aura], the breath of popular applause. Obs.

1590 MARLOWE Edit'. II, v. iii. 270 Hut can my air of life

continue long. 1611 SHAKS. l^'int. T. \. iii. 77 Still methinkes
There is an ayre comes from her. What fine chizzell could

euer yet cut breath . . 1 will kisse her. 1665 J. SPENCER Pro-

phecit-s 114 There being not the least air of any promise of

Prophecy made. 1710 PALMER Prmerbs 123 Aman of a weak

judgment is soonest over-set by popular air. 1821 BYRON
Mar. Fal. i. i. (1868) 315 A whisper, or a murmur, or an air.

flO. Hence, Inspiration: confidential or secret

information. Obs.

1622 BACON Hen. I'll ij.i The airs, which the princes and
states abroad received from their ambassadors. 1660 K.

COKE Just. V'ind. 14 A kind of divine ayre informing men of

their truth.

11. fig. (partly from 3, partly from 8.) Public

exposure, publicity, public currency. To take air :

to spread about among people, to *

get wind.'

1601 SHAKS. Tivel. A', n. iv. 144 Pursue him now; least

the deuice take ayre. i66z MARVELL Corr. 35 \Vks. 1872-5
II. 80 The businesse has got a litle too much aire. 1692
R. LESTRANGE Josephus \. xi. (1733) 571 For fear the Plot

should take Air and be disappointed. 1734 tr. Rollin's Am:
Hist. (1827) IX. xx. i. 9 Nothing that passed in the senate . .

was known abroad or suffered to take air. 1843 PRESCOTT

Mexico vi. iv. (1864) 361 Had he suffered his detection . . of

the guilty parties to take air. 1878 G. MACDONALD Ann.

Quiet Neighb. vii. 113 He would not make any fuss that

might bring the thing out into the air.

II. [Common in OFr. e.g. 'si se ntmbat de grant

air?
' brocha le chcvait par grand hair

*

;
cf. L. spi-

rt'fits, animus.']



AIR.

f!2. Impetuosity, violence, force, anger. Obs.

i*97 R- GLOUC. 51 As bis schippes with gret eir come to-

ward londe. Ibid. 397 He turnde hys stede wyb god eyr.
c 1300 St. Brand. 161 The Yle quakede anon, And with
gret Eir hupte al up. c 1305 St. Edm. 210 in E. E. P. (1862)

76 And his pamerie drou? So he^e & wib so gret eir, as he
him wolde altodryue ; Semt Edmund lay & quakede.

III. Manner, appearance.
13. Outward appearance, apparent character,

manner, look, style. Esp. in phrases like
' an air

of absurdity' ; less commonly of a thing tangible,
as ' the air of a mansion.'

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IVt iv. i. 61 The Qualitie and Heire of
our attempt Brookes no diuision. 1607 Timon v. L 25
Promising, is the verie Ayre o' th' Time ; It opens the eyes
of expectation. 1611 Wint. T. iv. iv. 755 Seest thou not
the ayre of the Court in these enfoldings? . . Receiues not thy
nose court-odour from me. 1630 WADSWOHTH Piigr. i. 4 For
feare the Heretiques of England should . . say, he changed
his ayre for profit, not conscience. 1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib.

Proph. 4. 77 Unlesse other mens understandings were of the
same ayre the same constitution and ability. 1692 DRYDEN
St. Euremont 30 Nothing that had the least Air of Acknow-
ledgment. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. spy Writing in an Air
of common Speech. 1711 POPE Rape Lock Ded., It was
communicated with the air of a secret. 1739 HL-ME Hum.
Nat. (1874) I. n. i. 334/2 Whatever has the air of a paradox.
c 1815 Miss AUSTEN Northang. Ab. (18331 H- v '- 133 The air

of the room was far from uncheerful. 1827 HALLAM Const.
Hist. (1876) II. x. 230 The Icon has . . all the air of a fie-

titious composition. 1845 FORD //<#. Spain i. 25 Some
have at a distance quite the air of a gentleman's mansion.

1864 D. MITCHELL 7 Stories 201 The postillion gives his hat
a jaunty air. 1876 FREEMAN Xorui. Cong. IV. xviii. 232 The
story too has in itself a mythical air.

14. Ofa person : Mien, demeanour, attitude, ges-
ture, manner, look. arch.

1599 H. PORTER Two Angry Women (1841) 36 His ayre is

pleasant and doth please me well. 1611 SHAKS. li^int. T.
\. i. 129 Your Fathers Image is so hit in you (His very ayre)
that I should call you Brother. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. i

F 5 He is ofa noble Family, has naturally a very good air.

1711 POPE Rape Lock \\. 98 Assist their blushes, and inspire
their airs. 1714 BUDGELL Spect. No. 605 F 8 Married Per-
sons . . catch the Air and way of Talk from one another.

1729 BURKITT On A' T. Ded., Unless he sees upon us the
Air and Features . . of Christ our elder Brother. 1822 BYRON
Heaven fy E. i. ii, But her air, If not her words, tells me she
loves another.

fb. Disposition, mood. Obs. rare.

1655 H. VAUCHAN Silex Scint. in. 233 The short-lived bliss

Of air and humour. 1728 MORGAN Algiers II. v. 320, I am
well acquainted with the very Airs, the innate Disposition of
the People.

f c. Attitude or expression (of any part of the

body). Obs.

1640 T. CAREW Poems ("1824) 104 No colour, feature, lovely
ayre, or grace, That ever yet adorn'd a beauteous face. 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. 98 PS Nature has . . given it [the Face]
Airs and Graces that cannot be described. 1729 FRANKLIN
Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 20 There was something in the air of his

face that manifested the true greatness of his mind. 1762 H.
WALPOLE Vertues Anecd. Paint. 11786) II. 151 Admirable is

the variety of attitudes and airs of breads. 1768 STERNE Sent.

Joitrn. (1778) II. 4 It. . gives a better air to your face.

d. Mien or gesture (expressive of a personal
quality or emotion).
1711 STEELE Spect. No. 118 F 2 Her confident shall treat

you with an Air of Distance. 1736 BUTLER Anal. n. vii.

355 Determine at once with a decisive air. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambl. No. 144 F 9 He . . excites curiosity by an air of im-

portance. 1802 MAR. EDCEWORTH Moral T. (1816* I. x. 81
He turned from the lady. . with an air of disgust. 1826
DISRAELI Viv. Grey in. vii. 118 [He] addressed the Mar-
chioness with an air of great interest. 1853 H. ROGERS
Eclipse of Faith 195 He tossed off the brandy and water
with a triumphant air.

15. An assumed manner, affected appearance, show.
1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 9 With what an Air

did Zeno teach his Wise Men the Contempt of Death. 1796
Campaigns 1793-4 II. xi. 82 The Stadholder's hat was pulled
off with an air. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. iv. 21

Said Aunt Chloe, drawing herself up with an air. 1858
J. MARTINEAU Sttid. Chr. 217 That he had given himself
the air of a great Apostle. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. i.

ii. 12 Taking the air ofa supercilious mentor. 1878 Bosw.
SMITH Carthage 78 The Senate thought fit to assume the air

of those who were conferring a favour and managed to drive
a hard bargain with the Syracusan king.
b. esp. in //.
1704 ADDISON Italy (1733) 37 Which easily discovers the

Airs they give themselves. 1717 SAVAGE Love in a Veilt In
France the coquet is rather admir'd for her airs, a 1732 GAY
Barley-Mow i, How many saucy airs we meet From Temple
Bar to Aldgate Street. 1734 FIELDING Old Man Wks, 1784
III. 132, I must always give myself airs to a man I like.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 66 What had I to do, to take

upon me Lady-airs, and resent? 1853 C. BRONTE Villette i.

(1876) 6, I hope you mean to behave prettily to her, and not
show your airs. 1863 KINGSLEY Wat. Babies 6 A stuck-up
fellow, who gave himself airs. 1876 BLACK Madcap V. v.

41 You will get cured of all these whims and airs of yours
some day.

j*
16. spec. Grand air

; stylishness,
'

style.' Obs.

17x0 STEELE Toiler No. 23 p i She complained a Lady's
Chariot . . hung with twice the Air that her's did. 1816 Miss
AUSTEN Emma i. iv. 25, I had no idea he could be so very
clownish, so totally without air.

17. Horsemanship* 'The artificial or practised mo-
tions ofa managed horse.* Chambers Cycl. 1751.
1641 BROOKE Eng. Efisc. i. ii. 5 Those Horses which are

designed to a lofty Ayre, and generous manage, must be of
a Noble race, a 1720 GIBSON Diet ofIfarses ii. (ed. 3) 35
He never saw Horses go so well as they, all sorts of Aires,
as well for the Manage de Guerre, as in the Leaps.
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IV. In Music [
= musical mode or modulation].

18. Connected succession of musical sounds
;
ex-

pressive rhythmical sequence of musical tones ;

song-like music, melody.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. \. i. 183 Your tongue's sweet ayre

More tuneable then Larke to Shepheard's eare. 1596 -

March. V. v. i. 76 If they but heare perchance a trumpet
sound, Or any ayre of musicke touch their eares. 1749
Numbers in Poet, Contp. 32 How is it possible to accom-
modate the Quantity of the Notes to that of the Syllables,
without spoiling the Air and Time of the Tune? 1795
MASON CA. A/us, ii. 131 By the addition of too much Air by
which these Masters deprived Harmony of its absolute su-

premacy, they robbed Church Music of its ancient solemnity.
1880 HULLAH in Grove's Diet. Mus. 1. 46 In common parlance
air is rhythmical melody any kind of melody of which the

Jeet are of the same duration, and the phrases bear some
recognisable proportion one to another.

19. concr. A connected succession of musical
sounds in expressive rhythmical arrangement ; a

piece of music of this nature to be sung or played
as a '

solo/ with or without a distinct harmonized

accompaniment ;
a melody.

1604 tr. Acosta's Hist. Indies vi. xxviii. 493 With these in-

struments they made many kinds of Aires and Songs. 1656
COWLEY Misc. i. (1669) 29 Whilst Angels sing to thee their

ayres divine. 1678 BUTLER Hndibr. in. i. 919 For discords
make the sweetest airs, And curses are a kind of pray'rs.

1684 Lond. Gaz. mdccccxlvii/4 Beginning with an Overture
and some Aires for Violins. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry fy Mus.

12. 200 The Scotch Airs are perhaps the truest Model of
artless and pathetic musical Expression, that can be found
in the whole Compass of the Art. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth
II. 219 The very airs which I have the trick of whistling.

1871 BLACK Dau.Hcthxu, 115 'That" Flowers ofthe Forest"
is a beautiful air, but you want it harmonised.' 1880 HULLAH
in Grove's Diet. Mus. I. 47 Technically, an air is a composi-
tion for a single voice or any monophonous instrument, ac-

companied by other voices or by instruments.

f b. spec. A light or sprightly tune or song. Obs.

(1'erhaps due to popular confusion with airy, or

with other sense of aria in Ital.)

1597 MORLEY Introd, Mus. 180 These and all other kinds of

light musick sauing the Madrigal are by a generall name
called ayres. 1789 BURNEY Hist. Mus. (ed. a> I. vi. 65 The
word air, or as the Italians call it Aria, includes a certain

piece of music ofa peculiar rhythm or cadence. 1880 HULLAH
in Grove's Diet. Mus. I. 47 Inthe i6th and i;th centuriesair

represented popularly a cheerful strain.

20. That part of a harmonized composition for

voices, instrument, or instruments, which mani-

festly predominates and gives character to it (sup-

plying what, if sung or played alone, would be an
'air' in sense 2), as distinct from the other parts
which form an accompaniment. In part-music this

is usually the highest or soprano part.
1819 Pantologia I. s.v., Frequently, the principal vocal part

is called the air. Mod. The air, which was at first allotted
to the violins, was afterwards taken up by the clarionet. If

you will sing the air, I will take the tenor.

f 21. A harmonized melody, a part-song. Obs.

1597 DOULAND\ (title} The Firste Bookeof Songes or Ayres
of foure parts with Tableture for the Lute.

V. In Eastern Church. (See quot.)
r 1620 BP. ANDREWES Minor IVks. 11854) 09 A cloth to lay

over the chalice, wrought with coloured silk, called the aire.

1850 NEALE Eastern Ch. HI. ii. 350 note, The second veil has
no distinctive name, but the third is called aijp or ce^eA^.
B. Air- in comb.

I. General relations, in which the hyphen has

mostly a syntactical value, and also indicates a

main stress on air- t as avr-brea>thingt ai'r-spu n,

ai'r-proo-f, ai'r-bif-bble.

1. objective : with active pple., as air-breathing^

air-defiling> etc., or obj. genitive with n. of agent
or action, as air-breather ; air-condenser.
1559 Mirr.Mag. 563(1".) Air-threat'ning tops of cedars tall.

1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul in. xxxvi, Air-trampling ghosts.

1839-47 TODD Cycl. A nat.
<$ Phys. 1 1 1. 910/1 The air-breathers

or pulmonary Mollusca. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 619 Air-

conveying tubes, known under the name of trachex. 1855
OWEN Skel. fy Teeth 8 Air-breathing vertebrates. 1882
Macm. Mag, XLV. 500 Powerful air-pumping engines.
2. instrumental: with passive pple., zs air-borne,

air-bred, air-spun, etc.

1597 DRAYTON Afortint. 29 Ayre-bred moystie vapors.
1599 Solim. <$ Pers. in. in Hazl. Dads. V. 319 Air-bred eagles,
1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. n. iii. (1851) 173 Like aire-born He-
lena in the fable. 17*5 POPE Odyss. ix. 330 Those air-bred

people, and thin goat-nursed Jove. 1783 SIR J. MOORE Ab-
sence ix. 33 Each air-form 'd spectre. 1819 SHELLEY Prom.
Unh. (1878) II. 89 How fair these air-born shapes. 1827
HOOD Hero

<$
/,. xxxii, An air-blown bubble. 1839 BAILEY

Festns x. (1848) no This air-filled bowl. 1880 Nature No.
532. 232 The theory . . that cholera is air-borne.

3. similative : as air-clear (clear as air), etc.,

and limitative, as AIK-TIGHT, air-proof.
1600 TOURNEUR Ovid's Met,, Prol, 40 Ayre-cleare bright-

nes. Ibid, xxl 145 Sacred lights in ayre-cleare azurie. 1879
SPON Worksh. Rects. 369 Waterproof but not air-proof. . the

great drawback of ordinary mackintoshes.
4. locative : with vbl. adj. or sb., as air-built,

air-dance, air~f<nvlingt etc.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. \\\. iv. 62 This is the Ayre-drawne-Dag-
ger. 1658 tr. Monjfet's Theat. Ins. 994 The boyes . . ex-

that they [aeronauts] will soon have an air-tight on the

clouds. 1843 MIALL. Noncottf. III. 537 An air-built castle,

AIR.

which dissolves away before the gaze of reason. 1853 KINGS-
LEY Hyp. xi. 128 Swallows., began their air-dance for the

day. 1883 J. HAWTHORNE Fortune's Fool I. xii, The air-

drawn picture of all the wondrous scenes that were in her

memory.
5. attrib. (Composed or formed) Of air, as air-

bubble, -current, -particle, -plume, -stream, -wave.
1600 TOURNEUR Ovid's Met. (1878) 175 My fearelesse ayre.

plume-pen. 1763 BROWNRIGG in Phil. Traits. LV. 220 Air-

bubbles adhering to the insides of the bottles. 1774 GOLDSM.
Hist. Earth I. 34 (Joo.) To break these air-currents intc

smaller ones. 1827 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. n A distorted
incoherent series of air-landscapes. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i.

6. 45 The minute air-bubbles which incessantly escape from
the glacier. 1869 HARTWIG Polar IV. 308 Soon the Polai
air-streams regain their supremacy, 1881 BROADHOUSH
Mtis. A const. 75 Applying the visible motion of water-waves
to illustrate the invisible motion of air-waves.

6. attrib. Of or pertaining to the air, as Ant-
PLANT ; air-castle, -root, -stone

; air-sylph.
1817 COLERIDGE Biogr. Lit. 119 The wings of the air-sylph

forming within the skin of the caterpillar.

7. attrib. For the use, reception, passage, of air ;

as air-bag, -furnace, -gland, -passage, -receptacle,

-space, -syringe, -tube, -valve. Also AIR-BALLOON,
-BLADDER, -BOX, -CELL, -CHAMBER, -GUN, -HOLE, -PIPE,

-PUMP, -SHAFT, -VESSEL
;
and nearly all those in

II. as air-ball, -bath, etc.

1784 WEDGWOOD in Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 370 Greatesl
heat of my small air-furnace. 1787 DARWIN in Phit. Trans,
LXXVIII. 50 A small cell, which is kept free from air by ar

air-syringe adapted to it. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. <$ Phys,
I. 99 The air-bags, for they scarcely deserve the name ol

lungs. Ibid. I. 345/1 The air-passages in birds. Ibid. I

344/2 Continuous air-receptacles . . subservient to the funo
tion of respiration. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 6 19 The air-tube;

of insects. 1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. * Phys. V. 281/2 The
so-called air-gland. 1869 Eng. Mech. 22 Oct. 138/2 The
pressure of steam . . at once closes the air-valve.

II. Special combinations (with quotations in

alphabetical order).

Air-ball, a ball inflated with air, a toy so called ;

air-bath, an arrangement for drying chemical sub-

stances ; air-bed, one with a mattress inflated with

air
; air-bloomery (see quot.) ; air-bone, a hollow

bone for the reception of air, as in birds
; air-brake,

one worked by the pressure of condensed air
;
air-

brick, one perforated for ventilation
;
air-canal

(Bot. ; see quot.) ; air-casing, the sheet-iron casing

enclosing the base of a steamer chimney, to pre-
vent conduction of heat to the deck

; air-castle,
a castle-in-the-air, a visionary or baseless pro.

ject; air-cavity, one of the intercellular spaces
in water-plants ; air-cock, a stop-cock for letting
air out or in

; air-condenser, an instrument foi

condensing air in a vessel
; air-cure, a cure by the

use of air, cf. water-cure ; air-cushion, one in.

flated with air instead of being stuffed ; air-drain,
a covered channel round the external walls of a

building to prevent damp, a '

dry area
'

; air-duct,
a passage for air, esp. to the air-bladder of fishes

air-engine, one actuated by the elastic force ol

heated air ; air-escape, a valve for allowing the

escape of air from water-pipes ; air-fountain, OIK

of which the jet is raised by condensed air ; air-

grating, a grating or perforated plate for the en.

trance of air under floors, etc. ; air-hammer, a

large hammer moved by compressed air
; air-head,

-ing (see quot.) ; air-holder, an air-tight vessel 01

receiver ; air-jacket, one with air-tight lining,

which, when inflated, supports the wearer in water
;

air-line, a direct line through the air, a bee-line
;

air-loop (see quot.) ; air-monger, one who occu-

pies himself with visionary projects ; air-pillow

(,see air-cushion) ; fair-pistol, one in which the

propelling power is the explosive force of inflam-

mable gases ; air-poise, an instrument for weigh-

ing air
;
air-port, a port-hole in a ship for ven-

tilation; t air-quake, cf. earthquake; air-road (
=

air-way); air-root, the root of an epiphyte, which

hangs free in the air
;

air-sac = AIR-CELL ; air-

scuttle (
= air-port); air-ship, one propelled by

an air-engine ; air-sickness, cf. sea-sickness ; fair-

spring, elasticity of the air
; air-stone, aerolite

;

air-stove, one which heats a stream of air passing
between its surface and an outer casing ;

air-ther-

mometer, one which measures temperature by the

expansion of a column of air
; air-threads, the

slender threads of the gossamer spider seen float-

ing in the air
; air-trap, a contrivance for prevent-

ing the escape of foul air from sewers, etc. ; air-

way, a passage along which the current of ail

travels in a mine, fitted with doors which open
only in the direction of the current ; air-whistle,
cf. steam-whistle.

1869 Eng. Mech. 24 Sep. 29/2 The India-rubber coloured
'
air-balls, which are sold at fairs. 1881 Miss BRADDON Asfh.

I. 17 Children . . flying gaudy-coloured *air-balls, 1859 \V.

GREGORY Egypt ff Tunisll. 204 We were lent two *air-rjeds

by friends. 1860 W. FORDYCE Hist. Coal 110 The first smelt-

ing furnace . . was undoubtedly the *
Air-Bloomery, a low



AIR.

conical .structure, witb small openings at the bottom for the

admission of air, and a larger orifice at the top for carrying
off the gaseous products of combustion. 1855 OWEN S&et.

$ Teeth 7 The extremities of such *air-bones present a light,

open net-work. 1857 HESFREY Elem. Bot. 734
* Air-canals

are long tubular channels, in petioles, or stems, bounded by
a cellular wall. 1831 CARLYLE Sari. Res. (1858) 32 High
* Air-castles cunningly built ofWords. 1839 W. I RVING Wolf.
Roost (1855) 217 Golden fancies, and splendid

*
air-castles.

1800 HENRY Epit. Chem. (1808) 56 Glass jars . . provided with
* air-cocks. 1876 L. TOLLEMACHE in Fortn. Rev. Mar.,
Whether the fault lies both with the air-cure and with the

iron-cure. 1836-7 DICKKNS Sketch. (1850) 182/1 An easy
chair with an * air-cushion. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life-]$

The presence or absence of an : air-duct to the air-bladder.

1873 DAWSON Earth fy Man v. 100 In the bony pike . . there

is an extremely large air-bladder. . communicating with the

mouth by an *
air-duct. 1873 B. STEWART Consen*. Force

iv. 105 The steam-engine, the *
air-engine, and all varieties

of heat engines. 1839 MURCHISON Silttr. Syst. i. xxxvi. 490
Ventilation is effected by means of " air-heads driven through
the fault. 1881 R. RAYMOND in Trans. Amer. hist. Mining
IX. 99

*
Air-head, or Air-heading, S. Staf. A smaller passage,

driven parallel with the gate-road, and near its roof, to carry

the ventilating current. It is connected with the gate-ruad

at intervals by openings called spouts. 1806 DAVY in Phil.

Trans. XCVJI. 12, I filled it with hydrogene gas from a

convenient *airholder. 1852 GROTE Greece IX. 11. Ixx. 160

If we measure on Kiepert's map the rectilineal distance, the

*air-line is 170 English miles. 1757 SMEATON in PhiL Trans.

L. 202 On the north and south side, are two narrow windows
or *

air-loops. 1627 FELTHAM Resolves i. xv. Wks. 1677, 25

Thou *Airmonger, that with a madding thought, thus

chaseth fleeting shadows. 1779 INGENHOUSZ in Phil. Trans.

LXIX. 398 The compound of the two airs in the *air pistol

takes fire. ? 1667 SPKAT Hist. Roy. Soc. 1 1 1. 363 1 T.) Small mu-

tations of the air . . insensible by the more common *
airpoises.

1746 BERKELEY in Eraser's Life via. (1871) 318 We are not to

think the late shocks merely an *
air-quake las they call it).

1750 Phil. Trans. XLVI. 700 A certain ingenious gentleman

went down the *air road, thinking that we might be able to

get to the shaft that way. 1863 H. BATES Riv. A mazons ii.

(1864) 29 The *air-roots of epiphytous plants, which sit on

the boughs of the trees above. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. <y

Phys. I. 37/2 The *air-sac [of the PhysalusJ. 1879 WRIGHT
Anim. Life 4 The air-tubes of the lungs do not end in *air-

sacs. 1748 ARSON Voy. \. iv. fed. 4) 50 The Commodore or-

dered six * air-scuttles to be cut in each ship. 1855 W. BOYD
New York Pred. t

It ploughed gently the sea-, the *air-

ship of Eric. 1784 H . WALPOLE in Bk. ofDays 1 1863) I. 325

If there is no *
air-sickness . . I would prefer a balloon to the

packet boat. 1660 BOYLE Exp. Phys.-Mech. i. 27 An account

plausible enough of the *
Air-spring. 1608 Let. in Wright's

Diet., They talk of divers prodigies . . but specially
*
air-

stones. 1879 WARREN Astron. vi. 123 These are called aero-

lites or *air-stones. 1806 DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCVII. 47

A small * air-thermometer capable of being immersed in the

gold cones. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. ted. 6) II. xvi. 451

Incompetent to. .affect the most delicate ^air-thermometer.

I753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sn^f.,
* Air-threads are not only found

in autumn, but even in the depth of winter. 1880 Colliery

Guard. 5 Nov., [It] drives the gas, in a diluted state, into

the *
airways, and so carries it away to the upcast. 1870

W. BOYD Morse Alph. t Telegraphy by steam-whistle,
"
air-

whistle, musical instrument, or light.

Air (e-u), v.
[f.

the sb. ;
cf. to watert firet dust.']

1. trans. To expose to the open or fresh air, so

as to remove foul or damp air ; to ventilate.

1530 PALSGR. 419/2, I ayre or wether, as men do thynges
whan they lay them in the open ayre, or as any lynen thyng
is after it is newe wasshed or it be worne . . Ayre these clothes

for feare of mothes. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg, i. 359 Let

him. .wicker Baskets weave, or aire the Corn. 1816 SCOTT
Old Mort. 317 To brush and air them [doublet and cloak]
from time to time. 1861 FLOP. NIGHTINGALE Nursing \\. 13

Always air your room from the outside air, if possible.

2. Hence, from the idea of expelling damp: To

expose to heat, to dry or warm at the fire.

1610 Ordin. R. Househ. 338 To make fires to ayer the

chamber. 1679 CROWSE Ambit. Statestn. n. 19 To carry
charcoal in to air his shirt. 1689 LADY R. RUSSELL Lett. 96

11.30, I shall come and air your beds for a night. 1722
DE FOE Plague 87 While the bed was airing. 1759 SYMMKK
in PhiL Trans. LI. 350 After being a little air'd at the fire.

1813 MAR. EDGEWORTH Patron. (1833) II. xxxi. 311 Nothing
airs a house so well as a warm friend.

1 3. To leave pasture unstocked. Obs.

1641 BEST Farming (i%$6\ 82 Those closes . . have beene

ayred [' and kept fresh,' rj. 83] from St. Andrewe-day till the

time that the ewes come in,

4. To expose oneself to the fresh air
;

to take

the air. a. refl.
16x1 SHAKS. Cymb. \. ii. no Were you but riding forth to

ayre yourselfe. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 159 F 2 As I was
here airing myself on the tops of the mountains. 18*3 LAMB
Elia Ser. n.xi. (1865) 302 Togo and air myself in my native

fields. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmcr's F. 468 And fain had haled
him out into the world And air'd him there.

b. intr. (by omission of refl. pron.) arch.

1633 MASSINGER Neu> H'ay,etc. i. ii, I'll take the air alone.

You air, and air : But will you never taste but spoon-meat
more? 1733 POPE Eth. Ep. in. 388 The well-bred cuckolds
in S. James's air. 1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n. (1863)

317 She went airing every day. 1830 T. HAMILTON Cyr.
Thornton (1845? 121 Lady Amersham nas gone out airing . .

in her pony phaeton.
5. ng. a. trans. To wear openly, expose to

public view. In modem times the meaning has

been influenced by airs,
' affected gestures,' so as to

mean, To show off, to parade ostentatiously.

199

U--C. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. 1. 120 Airing a snowy hand and

signet ring. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Cartilage 364 To air their im-

portance and their imbecility. 1879 R. ELLIOT Writ. on Forc-
lieads I. 13 A chance of airing some of his pet theories.

b. rejl. and intr. To expose oneself publicly, to

show oneself off.

1670 EACHARD Contempt Clergy 17 To have his name only
stand airing upon the college tables. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser.

ii. xxii. (1865) 386 A poor human fancy may have leave to

sport and air itself. 1874 GRKI-;N Short Hist. x. 2. 742 The
young sovereign who aired himself in the character, .of a
Patriot King.

f6. intr. (withaswy) To pass into air, evaporate.
1627 FKI.THAM Resolves n. Iv. (1677) 272 ^ a 'rs away to

nothing by only standing still.

f7. To set to music. Obs. (See AIRA.BLE.)

i653 J- COEJR Prrf. to If. Laws' Ayres $ Dial. (D.) For
not a drop that flows from Helicon But ayred by thee grows
streight into a song.

Air (ej, .SV. <
7
r), adv. Sc. Forms : i er, 2-3 ar,

aar, 4- air(e. [The later Sc. form of ME. northern

ar(c, OE. xr adj., adv., prep., and conj.,
*

former,

formerly, before*
;

see mod. Eng. EKE, which is

only a prep, (and conj.), while Sc. air is only an

adv. (cf. EAR-LY).]
fl. Before, formerly, previously.
a 822 O.E. Citron, an. 797 And eft wxs papa swa he zr

WILS. 1205 LAYAM. 28687 pa o5ere cnihtes j>a at ^an fehte ar

weoren. c 1300 A'. .-His. 5033 Hy ben broun of hare, as hy
weren aar. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce xvni. 211 Kdiftird the

bruce, as I said air, Wes descumlit. 1535 STEWART Cron.

Scotl. I. 536 The sune . .of Fyndocus as I haif said ?ow air.

2. Early, soon ; opposed to late.

c 1200 ORMIN 6242 Beon ar & kite ojunnkerr weorrc. r 1425
WYNTOUN Cron. vm. xxxiii. 145 Come 1 are, come I late.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. \\. xxix, Quha is content, rejoycit
air or lait. 1651 CALDI;RWOOD///S/. A7rXr 11843) 11.211 Skairse

could anie of the nobilitie have accesse to her aire or late.

1725 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. \. i, She jeers me air and late.

1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxvii, [Baillie Nicol Jarvie loq.\ 'Air

day or late day, the fox's hide finds aye the flaying knife.'

Air, dial, form of AHB : see HE.

Air, north, and Sc. form of OAR, HEIR.

Air(e, Sc. form of EYRE, a circuit court.

tAi'rable, a. Obs.
[f.

AIR . 7 + -ABLE. Cf.

tuneable^ Capable of being set to music.

1633 HDWELL Lett. (1650) H. 36 The following numbers
' Could I but catch those beamy rayes [etc.]

'

. . are of the same

cadence as yours, and aireable.

Air-balloo'n [AIR- 7.] A globose bag filled

with gas so as to ascend in the air ; the full name

at first given to what is now called briefly a BAL-

LOON. Fr. balon atrostatique.

1753 Publ. Advertiser 25 May, A cascade, and shower of

fire, and grand air-balloons, were most magnificently dis-

AIR-HOLE.

OWEN f 'crtebr. \. ii. (L.\ These air-chambers between the
outer table and the immediate covering of the brain.

2. In a pump or other hydraulic machine, a re-

ceptacle containing air, the elasticity of which,
when condensed, maintains a constant pressure

upon the water
;
an air-vessel.

1873 ATKINSON tr. Ganot's Pkysics 206 The fire engine is

a force pump in which a steady jet is obtained by the aid of
an air-chamber.

Ai'r-cha mbered, a.
[f. prec. + -ED.] Furnish-

ed with air-chambers.

1856 KANE A ret. Explor. I. v. 49 It [boat] was air-cham-
bered and buoyant.

f Aire, sb^- Obs. \
also 6 aare. [a. OFr. aire :

L. ara altar.] An altar.

1581 STUDLKY Seneca's Trag. 57!), Nor yet deuoutly pray-

ing, at the Aares with godly guise To Pallas, president in

earth, to offer sacrifice. 1652 C. STAPLYTON Herodian xx.

1 66 Distracted like men ran upon these Aires, Maximiens
Honor'd Statues were defaced.

t Aire, */>'* Obs. Forms: 4 air, 5 eyre, 7 ayre,

4-7 aire. [a. OFr. aire : see AERIK.] The earlier

equivalent of AERIE.
c 1325 Sir Tristr. \. xxix, A3ain an Hauke of nobl air. [Cf.

OFr. fancon de gent it aire.] a 1440 Sir Degree'. 46 Ffelle

ffaiikons and flay re Haukes of nobulle eyre. 1616 SVRFLET
& MARKH. Countrey l-'arme 79 Some [storks] do euerie

years rcpayre to their wonted ayres, and doe ayre and neast

themselves willingly also in the tops of high Towers. 1706
I'M n LIPS, Aire or Airy {among Falconers > a nest of Hawks
or other Birds of Prey; especially the Nest, which Falcons

make choice of to hatch their Young in.

1 Aire, "<' Obs. Forms : 5 eyer, 7 eyre, ayre.

[f. prec. sb. Cf. to ncst.~\ trans, and intr. To build

an aerie, to breed as a falcon.

1472 J. PASTOS in Lett. 708 III. 68 To cast hyr in to some

wood, wher as I wyll have hyr to eyer. 1616 [See prec.]

1652 ASHMOLE Theatr. Client. Brit, xxxvi. 220, 1 was eyred
and bred in swete Paradyce.

Aired i^-'jd), pplc. and a. [f.
AIR + -ED.]

1. Exposed to the open air, ventilated ; heated

so as to remove damp incurred by being in a

damp air.

a 1540 T.CROMWELL Care of Pr. Edtvard in A then. 3 Dec.

(18421 Purely brushed, made clean, aired at the fire, and

perfumed thoroughly. 1616 SURFLET Conntrey Fanne 429
The more that oyle is ayred and stirred, so much the more
clear it is. 1722 DE FOE Plague 189 They caused the bales

of goods to be opened and aired. 1756 NUGENT Grand Tour
'red. 1802

. keep the

$ It. I. 22 The new-invented flying chariot fastened to an

air-balloon. 1829 U. K. S. Nat. Phil. I. vi. 51. 28 Aero-

stats, or air-balloons, are machines, constructed so as to be

able to rise in the atmosphere.

Air-balloo*nist. [f- prec. + -IST.] An aeronaut.

1828 KIRBY & SPFNCF. Entouiol. (1843) II. 278 The aerial ex-

cursions of our insect air-balloonists.

Ai-r-bla dder. [Am- 7.]

1. A bladder or sac rilled with air in an animal

or plant, as those in the fronds of sea-weeds and

other floating plants ; also, an 'air-hole' or vesicle

in glass or cast-metal.

1731 ARBUTHNOT Aliments (J.) The pulmonary artery and

vein pass along the surfaces of these airbladders. 1769

STRANGE in Phil. Trans. LIX. 55 Globular appearances,
like air-bladders. 1789 LIGHTFOOT Fl. Scat. II. 904 Bladder

Fucus . . In the disc or surface are immersed hollow spheri-

cal or oval air-bladders. 1869 Eng. Mccli. 15 Oct. 106/3 If too

hot, it is liable to have air-bladders.

2. The swimming-bladder of fishes.

1678 CUDWORTH (J.) The airbladder in fishes seems neces-

sary for swimming. 1773 WATSON Isinglass in Phil. Trans.

LXIII. 7 The sounds, or air-bladders of fresh-water fish.

,855 OWEN Vertetr. i. xi. (L.) The air-bladder is lined by a

delicate mucous membrane.

AiT-box. [AIR- 7.]

1. The AIR-CHAMBER of a fire-engine or lile-boat.

1838 POK Pym Wks. 1864 IV. 20 Fitted . . with air-boxes

in the manner of some life-boats. 1857 TOMKS Amer. in

Japan xiv. 316 These engines . . are deficient in the im-

portant part of the machine called the air-box.

2. Mining: 'A square wooden tube used to convey

air into the face of a single drift, or shaft, in sink-

ing.'
Northumb. & Durh. Coal-trade Terms, 1851.

Ai r-ce 11. [AIR- 7.]

1. Any cell or small cavity filled with air ; csf. in

//. a. 'Small cells in the lungs of animals, form-

ing the extremities of the ultimate ramifications

of the bronchial tubes, b. Intercellular spaces or

lacuna in the stems, etc. of plants ;
air-cavities.

1787 SIR J. HAWKINS Johnson 590 (Jon.) The aircells of the

lungs unusually distended. 1855 OWEN Skei. t Teeth 7 An

air-cell, or prolongation of the lung, . .lines the cavity of

the bone. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. I. 7. 56 Compact ice, filled

with innumerable air-cells.

Ai-r-cha:mber. [Am- 7.]

1. Any chamber or cavity filled with air in an

.nimal or plant, esp. those in a ' chambered-shell.'

1847 ANSTED Anc. World iii. 43 In the Nautilus . . we fine

IV? 22 Take particular care to see the sheets aired. 1802

MAR. EDCKWORTII Mor. T. 118161 I. xvii. 141 To ke

. .

a large, powerful, and complicated shell, composed o

number of separate compartments or air-chambers. 1855

room aired and swept. Mm/. 'Well-aired beds.'

2.
jftg.

1611 SIIAKS. n-'ial. T. IV. ii. 6 Though I haue (for the most

parti bin ayred abroad, I desire to lay my bones there.

3. -aired, in comb. : having an air (breath, man-

ner, mien, tune) of a defined kind, as in well-aired.

1505 in National JfSS. I. Ixvi, The said quyne ys lyke
for to be of a sewit savour, and well eyred. 1674 N. FAIRFAX

Bulk f, Sck'. 17 A right handsome address of words and

well air'd periods. 1879 Daily AVtM 16 Apr. 3/1 A string

of shaggy, supercilious-aired camels. 1881 A cadftny 5 Mar.

167/3 A severe aunt and a grand-aired cousin. i88a Exch.

fy Mart 8 Jan. 91/3 Splendid eight-aired musical box.

t Ai'reovis, -ious, a. Obs. [var. of AEREOUS,
modified in spelling aftera;>.]

= AEKKOUS ; aeriform.

1597 GF.RARDE Ilertal n. Ixxxiii. (1633^ 395 Thin, airbus,

hot, and purging. 1665 J. .SPENCER Prodigies 34 The va-

pour is more subtil and aireous.

Airer (e>rej). [f.
Am v. + -ER 1

.]
One who or

that which airs
; spec, a frame on which clothes

are aired.

1775 ASH, Airer, One that exposes to the air. Mod. He is

an airer of most absurd opinions.

Airgonaut, airgonation, jocular forms of

aeronaut and '
aeroiiaittation,' f. AIR, Go, in allu-

sion to argonaut.
1784 H. WALPOLE Cttrr. (1837) III. 354 You know how

little I have attended to these airgonauts. lUd.f. sort of

meditation on future airgonation, supposing that it will not

only be perfected but will depose navigation.

AiT-gun. [Am- 7.] (See quot.)

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., A ir-gun. See the articleJJ
'

r[>Iosucharticle]. 1787 DARWIN in /Vi;V.7V(ij.LXXVIII.

44 The blast from an air-gun was repeatedly thrown on the

bulb of a thermometer. 1811 SCOTT in Lockhart's LifedSja)
1 1 1. 356 To shoot one ofthem with an air-gun. 1819 U.K.b.

Nat. Philos. I. vi. 52 The air-gun is an instrument for pro-

jecting balls, or other missiles, by the elastic force of con-

densed air.

Ai-r-hole. [Am- 7-]

1. A hole or passage to admit air
; spec. A hole

that forms in the ice in rapid rivers over the main

current, for which it is a breathing-place.

The ice on the St. Lawrence at Montreal never becomes

stationary for the winter until one or more air-holes have

formed in it in that neighbourhood. 1883 C. HOLDF.K in

Harpers Mag. Jan. 190/1 The air-holes open and shut at

the will of the insect.

2. ' The cavities in a metal casting produced

by the escape of air through the liquid metal.'

Ure Diet. Arts.

1813 SOVTIIEY Kelson vii. 249 [The guns] were probably

originally faulty, for the fragments were full of little air-

Airiferous, variant of AEBIFEROCS.



AIRIFIED.

Airified (evrifaid), ///. a.
[f.

AIR -(I)FY + -ED.

Cf./Kv/t-////W, etc.] Made into air; fashioned in

an airy manner
; given to assuming airs. (Slight-

VtfAO
1864 Miss YONCF, Trial \. 61 She. .began one of her most

renowned instrumental pieces. .

' Not that jingling airified

thing !

'

cried Leonard. i88a Graphic 4 Feb. 98 There is a
column written in this airified optimist style in Wednesday's
Times.

Airily (eVrili), adv. [f.
AIRY a, + -LY 2

.]
In an

airy manner ; see AIRY.
1. In a manner exposed to the air ; thinly, lightly.
1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian vii. (1824) 566 If he had

been as airily dressed as yourself. 1851 HAWTHORNE Snow
Image (1879) ^3 Airily as she was clad. 1856 KANE Arct.

Rxplor. II. xi. iij They were airily clad . . and they soon
crowded back into their ant-hill.

2. Lightly, delicately, etherially.
1869 Daily News 15 Dec., Their details are more pic- ,

turesque . . more quaintly, strangely, and airily wrought.
3. After the manner of the upper air

; loftily.

1879 TENNYSON Lover s T. 53 There be some hearts so airily

built, that they ., ride highly Above the perilous seas of

Change and Chance.
4. With light hearts, gaily.
1833 TENNYSON Poems 102 Singing airily, Standing about

the charmed root.

5. With ostentatious air ; jauntily.
1766 CHALKLEY Wks. 264 A young Baronet. . who at first

behaved airily. 1856 Miss Mi;LOCH John Halifax(t&. 17)401
She rose to her feet, smiling airily. 1859 DICKENS Two
Cities 121 '

It is all the same, said the spy, airily, but dis-

comfited too ;

'

good day !

'

Airiness (e>rines). [f. AIRY a. + -NESS.] The
quality of being airy (in various senses).

1. Unsubstantiality like that of the air.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Si'lr, 40 The same is altogether
nothing but the airiness of thinking.
2. Openness to the air ; breeziness.

1743 BAILEY, Airiness, lying open to the Air.

3. Lightness or sprightliness of motion.

1731 BAILEY, Airitu-ss, briskness, liveliness. 1779 JOHNSON
L. P. Wks. 1816 X. 164 His numbers. . commonly want airi- i

ness, lightness, and facility. i8z6 H. COLEKIDGE West Indies
'

78 The bird has the advantage . . in airiness and motion.
!

1846 T. WRIGHT Mid. Ages I. vii. 249 The elves and fairies
j

in all their frolicsome airiness.

4. Sprightliness of personal manner.
1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 45 ? 5 Gaiety and Airiness of .

Temper. 1857 DICKENS Lett, (i 880.1 II. 16 Airiness and I

good spirits are always delightful.

5. Graceful delicacy or lightness of style.

1794 MATHIAS Pursuits of Lit. (17981 336 More fancy and
|

airiness of design. 1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets

(1863) 181 His peculiar grace and airiness of diction.

Airing \e'rin), vbl. sb. [f.
AIR v. + -ING*.]

1. The action or process of exposing to fresh or .

dry air, or ^ anything slightly damp) to heat.
1610 B. JONSON Alch. i. i. u6i6> 6ro Hee'll send word, for !

ayringo* the house. 1611 COTGR., Ventilation^ a winnowing,
or airing in the wind. 1626 BACON Sylva 343 To discharge
some of the superfluous moisture . . they require Airing.
1685 in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 330 IV. 89 Fire .. at Montague
House . . occasioned by the Steward's airing some hangings.
2. A walk, ride, or drive to take the air. (Now

rarely of a walk.)

1619 MASSINGER Pictures, i, How do you like Your air-

ing? 170* ADDISON Italy (1733* 22 To give their Ladies an
Airing in the Summer-season. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson 11831)
V. 88 He frequently attended him in airings, r 1815 Miss
AUSTEN Nortkang.Ab, 11833) * lx - 5t I hope you have had
a pleasant airing. 1836 MARRYAT Jacket Ixxvi. 142/1 You
would have no objection to take an airing in the carriage.
3. Exercising of horses in the open air.

1631 MARKHAM Way to Wealth i. i. i. (16681 6 Let him [the
horse] have much moderate exercise, as Morning and Even-
ing ayrings. 1753 CHAMBERS Cyci. Sufp. s. v., It is from

long airings that we are to expect to bring a horse to a per-
fect wind.

tAi'rish, a. Obs. [f.
AIR j^. + -ISH. Cf. Spanish.']

1. Of or belonging to the air ; aerial, aereous.
c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame 064 And behelde the ayerissh

bestes [T. r. ayryssh, ayrissne, eyrysshe]. 1551 TURNER
Herbal \\. 165 Viscum is made of an aerishe, waterishe hote
nature.

2. Cool, fresh.

1641 BEST Farming 11856) 18 Betwixt Sand oof the clocke ;

and not afore, because the morninges are ainsh.

Airless (e->-jles), a. [AiB sb, + -LES3.] strictly,
Void of air

; Hence b. Not open to the air, stuffy ;

c. Breezeless, still.

1601 SHAKS. Jul. Cats. i. iii. 94 Nor Stonie Tower, nor
Walls of beaten brasse, Nor ayrelesse Dungeon. 1847
LEWES Hist. Philos. (1867) I. 232 In airless space her move-
ments would be more rapid. 1847 )-

WILSON Chr. North
I. 244 Asleep in the airless sunshine. 1861 DICKENS Gt.

Expect. I. xi. 176 It had an airless smell that was oppress-
ive. 1876 BUCKLEY Hist. Nat. Sc. xxi. 176 It has to come

coach is a mere airless box.

Airlie, obs. and dial, form of EARLY.
Airlike (eubik), a. [f. AIR sb. + -LIKE.] Re-

sembling air.

1567 MAPLET Greene Poorest 23 The Turches or Turcois Is

in colour airelike, or like to the Heauens. 1821 SHELLEY
F.pipsych. 195 On the air-like waves Of wonder-level dream.

t Ai'rling. Obs. [? f. AIR sb. + -LING diminu-

tive.] A young, thoughtless person.
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x6n B. JONSON Catiline i. i. (1692) 240 Some more there
be, slight airlings, will be won With dogs and horses. 1775
ASH, Airling (an incorrect spelling) an earling, a young
thoughtless person.

t Ai'rly, a. Obs. [f. AIR sb. + -LY I. Cf. carth-ly,

hcavt'n-ly.\ Of air ; of the nature of air ; aerial.

1398 TREVISA Barth. DeP.R. n. xix. (1495) 46 Fendes ben
callyd ayrly beestes '

for they lyue in kynde of bodies that

benayrly. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. in Ashm. (1652 >v. 76 Ayre
, . which bare up Erth with his Aierly might. 1582 BATMAN
Barth. DeP. R. iv. i. 24 It turneth what Is earthly into watrye,
and watrye into airely, and airely into fine.

Airmanship (e>jmnjip). [f. AIR, in imita-

tion ofseamanship, horsemanship] Skill in manag-
ing a balloon

; aeronautism.
1864 Daily Tel. 21 July, To a degree which would have

paralysed his predecessors in airmanship. 1865 Ibid. 8 July,
With what has been called 'magnificent airmanship,' he
chooses his destined harbour of refuge under the lee of some
shady wood.

Ai'rous, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. AIR .r/>. + -OUS,

after Fr. aereitx.] Of the nature of air, airy.
1683 TRYON Way to Health 651 It easily penetrates .. the

well-tempered Air, and so into the airous Spirits of the
Hearers.

Ai'r-pipe. [AiR- 7.] A pipe for the passage of
air

; as a. One of the bronchial tubes in the lungs ;

b. A ventilating pipe
or tube.

c 1675 RAY (Joo. ) The lungs are made up of such airpipes
and vesicles. 1748 BOSCAWEN in R. Mead's Wks. 11762*430
The

airpipes fixed in the men of war have been of great ser-

vice in this particular.

Ai'r-pla nt, [Am- 6.] A plant which grows
on a tree or other elevated object, and derives its

nourishment from atmospheric moisture, as is the
case with many tropical orchids.

1842 GRAY Struct. Rot. iii. i 11880) 35 Epiphytes or Air-
Plants have roots which are . . unconnected with the ground.
1879 B. TAYLOR Germ. Lit. 64 Like the air-plants of Brazil,
their gorgeous blossoms and exquisite fragrance seem to

spring from nothing.

Ai'r-pump. [AiR- 7.] A machine for exhaust-

ing the air out of a vessel by means of the strokes

of a piston. (Formerly called Pneumatic Engine
and Wind Pump.}
1660 BOYLE New E.vper. i. (1682) 4, I put Mr. G. and R.

Hook to contrive some Air-pump that might not like the
other need to be kept underwater. 1664 POWER Hxp. Philos.
\\. 121 That excellent Tractate of Experiments of Esq.
Boyle's, with his Pneumatical Engin or Ayr-pump. 1692
BENTLEY Boyle Lect. viii. 284 Exhausted Receivers of Air-

pumps. I7ii ADDISON Spect. No. 21 P 7 For want of other
Patients [they] amuse themselves with the stifling of Cats in

an Air-Pump. 1728 YOUNG Love ofFame v. (1757) 126 Like
cats in air-pumps, to subsist we strive On joys too thin to

keep the soul alive. 1812 SIR H, DAVY Chem. Philos. 26
Otto de Guericke of Magdeburgh invented the air-pump.

AiT-sha ft. [Am- ;.] A straight passage (usu-

ally vertical) for the admission of air into a mine
or tunnel.

1692 RAY Creation \, 69 By the sinking of an Air-shaft, the
Air hath liberty to circulate. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp.
s. v., The damps. . make it necessary to let down air-shafts.

1789 MRS. Piozzi France <y It. I, 196 One of the natives. .

made a sort of mine, or airsha.fi.

t Ai'rsome, a. Obs. [f. AIR sb. + -SOME.] Airy,
aereous.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng, xi. Ixvi. (1612) 283 On airesome

Mountaines helde hee then his Court. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
Bulk $ Sefv. 86 So as the surface might not be some airsom

body, but all such thick or fast body.

Airt i,e-*ut, Sc. ert), sb. Sc. Forms : 5-6 art, arth,
6 - airth, airt. [app. a. Gael, aird, ard, Irish ard,
a height, top, point, also quarter of the compass.
(Found only in Scottish writers from itth c. to

iMh c., but also used in some north. Eng. dialects,

and recently by some Eng. writers.] A quarter of

the heaven or point of the compass ; a direction.

1470 HARDING Chron. Ixxviii, And yf any met another at

any arte [v. r. arete] . . he shuld his felowe tell His auentures.

1470 HENRY Wallace \. 308 Our kyne are slayne..And
othir worthi mony in that art. a 1500 Wtsd. Solomon (R.
R. n) The sonne . . cerclis the erd about all artis anis

euery day [Ecc/es. i. 5]. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858)
1. 298 In sindrie airthis baith be south and north. 1552
LYNDESAY Monarch* 5600 Angellis sail passe in the four
airtis. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. No. 94 (1862) I. 244 Oh, if

I c 1 turn my sails to Christ's right airth ! 1730 T. BOSTON
Mem. App. 30 They can have little hope from that airth.

1788 BURNS Wks. IV. 293 Of a' the airts the wind can blaw,
I dearly like the west. 1839 DE QUINCEY Recoil. Lakes
Wks. 1862 II. 36 Suppose. . a pole, 15 feet high., with two
cross-spars to denote the airts (or points of the compassX
1863 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss. t Airt or Airth, quarter or

direction. 'The wind blows from a cold easterly airt.' 1866
KINGSLEY Herew. xxxiv. (1877) 425 He sent out spies to the
four airts of heaven. 1876 MORRIS Sigurd \\\. 170 The airts

whence the wind shall blow.

Airt (eait, Sc. ert), v. Sc. [f. the sb.] To shew
the direction or point out the way to any place ;

to direct, guide.
1787 BURNS Wks. 74 Her kind stars hae alrted till her A

good chiel wi' a pickle siller, c 1810 TANNAHILL Poems
(1846) in Ah ! gentle lady, airt my way Across this lang-
some lonely moor. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xix 11829) *59
To keep sight of my ain duty, or to airt you to yours.

Air-tight (euteit), a. [AiR- 3.] So tight as

to be impermeable to air.

[Not in TODD 1818.] 1760 IJ. FERGUSON Lect. vi. n, 194
Push the open end of the glass tube through the collar of

AIRY.

leathers . . which it fits so as to be air-tight, 1833 BREWSTER
Nat. Magic, xiii. 345 Shut up in an air-tight breathing-box.
1857 EMERSON Poems 86 You captives of your air-tight halls,
Wear out in-doors your sickly days.

Air-tightly (e*it3i:tli), adv. [f. prec. + -IA^.]
In an air-tight manner.
1800 HOWARD in Phil. Trans. XC. 238 By means of a

leather collar, the neck can be air-tightly closed.

Arr-vessel. [Ant- 7.]
1. Nat. Hist. Any vessel whose function is to

contain air
; especially, the tracheae or respirator)'

tubes of insects, and the spiral vessels in plants.
1676 GREW Anat. Plants \\. iii. (1682) 70 The Lignous

Part is also Compounded of Two kinds of Bodies scil. sue-
ciferous or Lignous and Aer-Vessels. 1692 RAY Creation \.

(1704) 82 Insects . . having more Air-vessels for their Bulk.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp., Air-vessels are found in the
leaves of all plants. 1819 Pantologia^ s. v., Air-vessels are

distinguished from sap-vessels.
2. Hydraulics ;

= AIR-CHAMBER.
1819 Pantologia, s. v., Air-vessels .. metalline cylinders

placed between the two forcing-pumps in the improved fire-

engine, f 1850 Xat. Phil. (S, S. B. A.) 90 The fire-engine
consists of two forcing-pumps, both communicating with an
air-vessel.

Airward (e>jwaid), adv.
[f.

AIR sb. + -WARD.]
Toward the air, upward.
1820 KEATS Hyperion \\. 82 When the muse's wings are air-

ward spread.

Airwards (e>iwaids), adv. [f. Am sb. +

-WAHDS.] = prec.
1855 THACKERAY Shabby Story iv. iD.) Eagles .. sail down

from the clouds . . and soar airwards again.

Airy (e -n\ a. Forms: 4-7 ayery, 6-7 ayry(e f

-ie, airie, 7 aiery, ft- airy. [f.
AIR sb. + -Y 1

. See
also AKKY, a parallel form after L. aeri-its,']

I. Of the atmosphere.
f 1. Of or belonging to the air, a. Naturally pro-

duced or performed through the air, pneumatic,
atmospheric, b. Living in the air; aerial. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. DeP. R. ni.xviii, pe herynge is ayery,
for al wey it is gendrid by ayer. 1531 RECORDE Path-w.
Knext', Pref, Nether motion, nor time, norayrye impressions
coulde hee aptely declare, but by the helpe of Geometrye.
1623 FAVINE Theat. Hon. in. xi. 348 His pace equalled the

flight of the ayrie Birdes. a 1656 HALES Gold. Rein. <i688)

9 Meteors and airy speculations. 1677 HALE Print. Orig.
Man. H. ix. 208 Insects, whether aiery, terrestrial, or watry.
2. Performed or taking place in the air as an

action ; aerial.

1624 QUARLES Sion's Eleg. (1717) 380 And to the Air
breathes forth her Airy moans. 1790 WOI.COTT t P. Pindar)
ll'ks. 1812 II. 260 And wings o'er Irees and Towers its airy
way. 1874 J. Si'LLY SensaLfy Intnit. 104 Pleasant visions

of airy castles. 1878 E. WHITE Life in Christ \. \\. 18 If

that has been the object of the airy voyage.
3. Placed high in the air ; aerial ; lofty. Hence,

ethereal, heavenly. (Now on\y poctiial.}
c 1590 MARLOWE Fanstus i. 126 Like women or unwedded

maids Shadowing more beauty in their airy brows. 1635

SwAMiSy^r.Muntil \v. 2*1643 68 Notonely the Aiery heaven
. . but under the whole Heaven. 1643 DENHAM Cooper's Hill

217 His proud head the aery Mountain hides Among the

Clouds. 1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 700 Him thus exulting. .A Spy
distinguish'd from his airy stand. 1808 SCOTT Marm. vi. xix,
Beneath the castle's airy wall. 1879 TENNYSON Loi'ers T.
ii From his mid-dome in Heaven's airy halls.

4. Exposed to the open air, abounding in or open
to free currents of air ; hence, breezy.

1596 SPENSER (J.i To range abroad .. Through the wide

compass of the airy coast. 1683 TRYON Way to Health 287

Airy Houses &. Rooms. 1713 POPE Windsor For. 167 O'er

airy wastes to rove. 1779 JOHNSON L. /*., West Wks. 1787
IV. 199 He was seduced to a more airy mode of life. 1821

J. CLARE Vill. Minstrel I. 195 The morning breeze, healthy
and airy. 1863 Miss BRADDON Eleanor's Viet. I. ii. 22 She
had been accustomed to large airy rooms.

II. Of the substance air.

5. Composed of air, of the nature of air
; hence,

in modern use, Having the consistency or appear-
ance of air merely, air-like, immaterial.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. iv. vii, The pure and ayery
matter. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helth 115411 i Rather erthy,

watry, airy, and fyry> tnan absolutely erth, water, ayre, &
fyre. 1563 W. FULKE (titled A goodly Gallerye..to behold
the naturall Causes of all Kynde of Meteors, as wel fyery
and ayery, as watry and earthly. 1612 WOODALL Sttrg:
ftlate Wks. 1653, 20 A volatile uncertain ayrie substance.

1651 HOBBES Lmiathan iv. xlv. 352 They can put on Aiery
bodies . . to make them Visible. 1704 ADDISON Italy 3 Thin

airy Shapes that o'erthe Furrows rise. 1849 MRS. SOMERVILLE
Conntx. Phys. Sc. xxxvii. 445 These thin and airy phantoms
vanish in the distance.

6. Like air in its lightness and buoyancy. (Used

appreciatively.) a. Light in appearance ; thin in

texture, as if capable ol floating in the air.

1598 FLORIO, Fungoso^ spungie, airie, light, as a mushrome.

1633 DONNE Poems 116501 41 Like gold to ayery thlnnesse

beat. 1831 ScoTrin Lockhart's Life (18391 X. 47 The French

chain-bridge looked lighter and airier than the prototype.

1849 M iss MULOCH Ogilv. i. 3 The airy evening dress she wore.

1865 Cornh. Mag. 302 The airiest of chintz muslins.

b. Light in movement, elastic as air.

1642 HOWELL For. Trav. 30 The one Quick and Ayry, the

other Slow and Heavy. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. \. xviii,

Elastic from her airy tread. 1878 C. STANFORD Syntb. Christ

ix. 237 To still the airy foot and to quench the brightness of

that radiant eye.

C. Lively, sprightly, merry, gay, vivacious.

1644 MILTON Ednc. (1738) 136 Others . . of a more delicious

and airy spirit. 1630-95 Life Ant. a Wood (1848) 70 Violins



AISLE.

. . being more airie and brisk than viols. 1673 DRVDEN
Marr.-a-la-Mode v. i. Wks. III. 270 To be very Aiery, with
abundance of Noise, and no Sense : Fa, la, la, la, &c. 1674
PLAYFORD Skill ofMas. l. x. 33 This Mood is much used in

Airy Songs and Galiards. 1714 ELLWOOD Life (1765) 95 An
airy Piece she was ; and very merry she made herself at me.
1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey v. vii. 206 Miss Fane combated
all the objections with airy merriment.

d. Light, delicate, graceful in fancy or concep-
tion. (Fr. spirttuel.)
'779 JOHNSON L. P., Pope Wks. 1787 IV. 16 The Rape of

the Lock, the most airy. . of all his compositions. 1818 HAZ-
LITT Eng. Poets xi. (1870) 54 The fancy of Spenser ; and . .

the airy dream that hovers over it. 1864 NEALE Seaton.

Poems 86 And flutes make airier music float..

27 May, The airiest of wits, he was one of the gayest squib
writers that ever lived.

7. Like air in its (apparently) intangible or

empty character. (Used depreciatively.)
a. Unsubstantial, vain, empty ; unreal, imaginary.
1590 SHAKS. lUids. N. v. i. 16 The Poets pen . . giues to

air[i]e nothings a locall habitation And a name. 1615

SANDYS Trail. 145 The aiery title our Richard the first did

purchase. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 49 Plato., making
many edicts to his ayrie Burgomasters. 1049 SELDEN Laws
Eng. II. ii. (1739) 8 A General without an Army, the Title big,

but airy. 111704 T. BROWN Efigr. Wks. 1730 I. 123 Airy
visions of imagin'd food. 1749 SMOLLETT Regie, l. iii. (1777)

20 The vain resource of Fancy's airy dreams. 1847 LEWES
Hist. Philos. (1867) I. 115 And peoples an airy void with

airy nothings. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. iv. 94 Goodness
was to them but an airy ideal.

b. Flimsy, superficial, flippant.
1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. i. i. 81 Your gentilitie

.. an ayrie, and meere borrpw'd thing. 1627 FELTHAM Re.
solves I. xxix. (1677 51, I will never deny my self an honest

solace, for fear of an airy censure. 1710 SHAFTESBURY
Charact. 11737) H'- > 8 These . . may easily be oppressive to

the airy Reader. 1712 HUGHES Spect. No. 525 F3 It was de-

termined among those airy Criticks. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 175 Pis Him whose airy negligence puts his friend's

affairs . . in continual hazard. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. xv. 259
Said Eugene with airy contempt.
c. Speculative, imaginative, visionary.

1667 Pref. to H. Mare's Div. Dial. (1713) 14 Not simply a

Platonist, but an aiery-minded one. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev.

Wks. V. 331 Subliming himself into an airy metaphysician.

8. (Derived from or influenced by Am 111.)

fa. Assuming airs, making lo ty pretensions.
Obs.

1606 WARNER Albion's Eng. xv. xcviii. (1612) 390 Ayrie
Saints, our Hypocrits we meane.

fb. Of a good air, manner, bearing, presence. Obs.

1689 Cazophyl. Angl., An ayry man, from the Fr. Aire,

comhness, or a good presence. 1699 GARTH Dispens. iv.

(1760) 60 The Slothful, negligent; the Foppish, neat; The
Lewd are airy ; and the Sly, discreet.

Airy, obs. and dial, form of AREA.

Aisah, aissh, obs. forms of ASH and ASK.

Aisel, -ell(e, -il, early var. EISELL. Obs., vinegar.

Aisle (sil). Forms: a. 4-5 ele, hele, 5 ille,

eilKe, eyle, 5-6 yle, vile, 5-8 ile, (5 ilde). 0. (>

yland) f> -8 isle. 7. 8 aile, ayle, *- aisle. [Orig.
a. OFr. ele, eele:L. ala wing (contr. from axilla'].

Refashioned in Fr. after L. as aelle \ jth c., lele, aile

1 6th c. ; in i.^th l th c. Fr. also occas. written aisle

in imitation of med. L. ascella, the common term for

the wing of a building, for L. axilla. In Eng. con-

fused in i.sth. c. with ile, yle island perh. with the

idea of a detached or distinct portion of a church),

and refashioned with this, a \ 700, as isle ; recently

modified after Fr. aile to aisle. The latter spelling
is thus a cross between isle and aile, and has no con-

nexion with earlier Fr. aisle. It was hesitatingly
admitted by Johnson J 75 .i ;

see quot. 4 b. Lat. ala.

besides being confounded in medireval use with

aula, was confused with OFr. alee, Fr. allie, Eng.
alley, which led to a mixture of the senses of aisle

and ALLEY ;
while the confusion with ile, isle,

made yland an occasional Eng. equivalent, and in-

sula the ordinary Lat. rendering in I5~i6th c.]

1. A wing or lateral division of a church ;
the

part on either side of the nave, usually divided

from the latter by a row of pillars.
a. c 1370 Inscr. in Cawston CA.,

' Orate pro anima Robert!

Oxburgh . . qui istud ele fieri fecit,' 1398 in Reg. Test. Ebor.

I. 219 Ecclesiie de Schirefhoton ad ponendum plumbum
super le south hele xxj. 1410 Ibid. IV. 42 The foresaid

Richard hase undirtaken for to make the south eill. 1418
in E. E. Wills (1883) 38 pat it go to l>e Lee Cherche, to

t Eyle. 1418 Ibid., The Ille of the toon Side of the

Cloistere. 1418 in R. Test. Et. II. 665 In portica qui vul.

gariter ye
yle S. M. dicitur. 1463 in Bury Wills (1850) 38 If

ther be maad an ele ther the vestry is. 1471 SIR J. PASTON in

Lett. 676 III. 16 The grounde off the qwyr is hyer than the

grownde off the ilde. 1490 in R. Test. Eb. IV. 60 To be
beried in the Trinite church, in the north ile. 1533 Ibid. XI.
61 In the ylle aflbre our Lady. 1577 HANMER Anc. Eccles.

thee with I le, I le, I le. Hee might as well write against
Ponies for hauing three lies in it. 1681 WYNDHAM King's
Coneealm. 85 He sate in an Ile distinct from the body of the

Congregation. 1711 POPE Temp. Fame 265 And arches widen,
and long iles extend. 1756 J. WARTON Ess. on Pope (1782) L

6. 339 The long ile of a great Gothic church.

p. 1590 Wills i, Invent. N. Counties (18601 II. 183 In the

portch in the south yland of the church. 1673 RAY Joum.
Low Countries 261 A double isle on each side the nave. 1711
STEELE Spect. No. 20 F 2 One whole isle has been disturbed
with one of these monstrous starers. 1771 PENNANT Tfitrs

VOL. I,
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in ScotL
(1774) 58 On the isles on each side are some strange

legendary painting. 1796 PEGGE Anonym. (1809) 251 One
cannot approve of the mode of writing isles of a church . .

The absurdity appears from the will of Richard Smith, Vicar
of Wirksworth, made in 1504, wherein he makes a bequest
for the reparation

'

Imaginis S'ti Marie in insula predicti
eccles, de Wyrkysworth!

y. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 397 As up the Ayle, with
Mind disturb'd, I walk. [See Aisle 1755 in 4 b, 1789 in 43.]

1782 V. KNOxjj.(i8ig) II. lxviii.54 As he treads the solemn
aile. 1821 W. CRAIG Drawing fyc. vii. 368 Grave-stones oc-

casionally found in the ailes. 1848 LYTTON Harold iv. H.

85 As the swell of an anthem in an aisle.

[5. 1358 in Reg: TAe>rcsl>y(\ork\ In posteriori parte porti-
cus sive aukc . . in loco eminenciore dicti porticus sive ala.]

2-A-.
1807 BEWICK Quadrupeds 354 A Hound bitch . . pupped

four whelps during a hard chase, which she carefully covered
in a rush aisle. 1854 J. ABUOTT Napoleon (1855) II. xxi. 385
Through the deep aisles of the forest. 1878 B. TAYLOR
Deukal, ii. v. 93 Arching aisles of the pine, receive us.

t 3. Cross aisle : a transept. Obs.

1451 in A'. Test. Eb.\\. 157 Ad facturam de lezcrosse yles.
a 1500 W. WORCESTRE 290 (in Parker's Gloss. Arch, s.v.)

Longitude de la crosse eele . . In medio de la crosse eele

scituatur. 1662 FULLER Worthies in. 144 The Cross Isle of

this Church is the most beautifull and lightsome of any I have

yet beheld. 1772 Hist. Rochester 58 At the entrance of the

choir is a great cross isle.

4. By extension of the strict architectural meaning,
used also for : a. Any division of a church.

1762 H. WALPOLI: Virtue's Anted. Painting (1786) III.

106 A pillar in the middle isle of the church. 1789 MRS.
Piozzi France $ It. II. 100 Warwick Castle would be con-

tained in its middle aisle. 1835 WHEWELL Germ. Churches

(ed. 2126 Among the liberties taken with language . . I should

mention the employment of the word 'aisle' for the central

space, nave or choir, as well as for the lateral spaces of a

building 1836 PARKER Gloss. Arch, s.v., Many writers of

authority apply the wurd Isle to the central as well as the

lateral compartments. Thus Brown Willis [n 1760] has

'middle Isle' repeatedly, and even describes the Cathedral

Church of Man as consisting of two single Isles crossing
each other. 1861 NICHOLSON Annals oj Kendal 42 The
church . . consists of the nave, chancel, and four side aisles,

so that it consists of five open aisles.

b. ^y coniusion with ALLEY") A passage in a

church between the rows of pews or seats.

1731-42 BAILEY, Isles, Certain straight Passages between

Pews within a Church. I755JOHNSOH, 'Aisle [Thus written

by Addison, but perhaps improperly, since it seems deducible

only from either aile a wing, or allee a path, and is therefore

to be written ail,'.] The walks in a church or wings of a

quire.' iyt&Go<HfyiWO-S&0S{'&&l 55, I then walked upand
down all the Isles of the Church. 1856 E. B. DKNISON Ctt.

Build, iii. 113 An aisle is . . a wing, not a passage, as people
seem to imagine who talk of the ' middle aisle

'

of a church.

1871 Congreg. Year-bk. 410 The aisles and lobbies of the

church are laid in tiles.

Aisled ^ild), ppl. a. ;
also 6 ilid, islid. [f.prec.

+ -ED*.]
1. adj. Furnished with an aisle or aisles.

1538 LELAND/.'m. I. d The Chirch of Stratflere is larg,

side ilid and crosse ilid. Ibid. V. 82 Ther ly 4 notable

Chapelles t,n the South syde of this Chirche crosse islid.

1820 KEATS Lamia \\. 130 All down the aisled place. 1879
SCOTT Led. Archit. II. 32 A Roman basilica, with an aisled

nave and an unaisled choir.

2. pple Located in an aisle. Cf. housed, stabled.

1818 BYRON Childe Har. iv. cliv, Majesty, Power, Glory,

Strength and Beauty, all are aisled In this eternal ark of

worship undefiled.

Aisleless (si-lies), a. [(. AISLE + -LESS.] Un-

furnished with aisles.

1849 FREEMAN Arcliit. 374 The tall narrow faces of an

aisleless apse. 1865 STREET in E?iglislim. Mag. Feb. 121

There is hardly any obstruction to the view and the effect is

almost that of an aisleless Church.

Aisliche, -ment, obs. ff. EASILY, EASEMENT.

Aisur, obs. north, form of AZURE.

Ait 1
(^'t). Forms: (i fssa*, iseoS), 2 eyt, 3 seit,

eit, 7-8 eyt, eyet, eyght, 8 aight, ayte, 7- ait,

9 eyot. [OE. ig&af, igeoS was perh. a dim. of teg, ig,

island (though the ordinary power of -aS was to

make abstr. nouns, as in fitintaS hunting). The sub-

sequent phonetic history is obscure: the normal

descendant of iggaS would be ieth (ci.jlieth} ; the

vowel of ME. eyt might arise from an OE. variant

egaS, as in h isle for ig (cf. also ON. eiS
'

peninsula,'

in Shetland eid 'a tongue of land') ;
but the t is

unexplained ;
the later -et, and mod. -of, are arti-

ficial spellings after islet (MFr. islettf\ and mod.Fr.

Hot] An islet or small isle ; especially one in a

river, as the aits or eyots of the Thames.

894 O. E. Chron., Hie flu*on ofer Temese buton aelcum

forda i>a up be Colne on anne ij^aS. fiooo JLC Horn.

(Sweet 77) pa asende h<? hine . . to anum ijeoOe pe is Paomas

xeciled. 1051-67 Charter of Eadwcard in Cod. Difl. IV.

2ii On maden and on eyten, on waterin and on weren. 1205

LAYAMOS 23872 Ferde to Iran aeite mid aoele his wepnen

[ujo He wende to ban yllondl. 1649 K. HODGES Plainest

Dirtc. 2 The Ait where the Osiers grew. 1677 COLES, An

Eyet, Eyght. Insula minima, influenta. 1715 DE FOE, etc.

TourCt. Brit. II. 70 Not far from Maidenhead Bridge, is

a small Aight or Islet in the River. 1772 BARHINCTON in

Phil. Trans. LXII. 289 A man near Brentford says, that he

hath caught them [swallows] in this state in the eyt opposite

to that town. 1835 T. HOOK G. Ctirney (1850) I. iv. 61 The

ayte opposite Mrs. Forty's excellent inn. 1851 SIR F. PAL-

GRAVE Norm, ff Eng. I. 321 Not presqu'isles, but completely
eyots and islands. 1864 R. F. BURTON Dalwme 33 A semi-

stagnant stream, dotted with little green aits. 1880 Times,

AJUTMENT.

Thames^ Conservancy : All Steam tugs are to be placed out-
side Chiswick Ait.

Comb, ait-land, obs., an island.

1205 LAYAMON 1117 Logice hatte bat eitlond [1150 yllond]
Ibid. 21750 Sixti Eeit-londes '. beo5 i Jjan watere longe.

Ait 2
, aitt, Sc. and north. <#/. = OAT.

1513-75 Dinrti. Occitrrents (1833) 181 Aittis and pels
growandthair about. 1570 Wills

<$r
Inr. N. Counties(i%$s} I.

344 Fywe bollis quheit & fywe bollis beir & aitts. 1786 KfRNs .

Wks. III. 13 An' Aits set up their awnie horn.

Aitch (the letter) ; see ACHE sb? and H.
Aitcll-bone (fl'tjbjten). Forms : 3 uage-, 6-9

nache-, 5 hach-, 9 aitch-, H-, each-bone. And
corruptly 6 ise-, 7 ice-, 8 ize-, 9 isehe-, ash-, edge-
bone. [As shown by Mr. H. Nicol (ttiil. Soc.

3 May 1878) orig. nache- or naff-bone, bone of

the buttock, a. OFr. nache, rtage : late L. "tiatifa,

prop. adj. {. nali-s buttock
;
see NACHE. The initial

n being lost by coalescence with a (as in a naddcr,
an adder} a nache, an ache has been phonetically
narrowed to aitch, each, corrupted as ash, isclie, and

falsely refashioned as H-, ice-, a/j.'V-bone.] The
bone of the buttock or rump ; the cut of beef lying
over this bone.

[(1300 Langtvft's Citron, in Pol. Songs 295 The fote-folke

Puth the Scutes in the polke, and nakned their nages. 1523
FITZHERDERT Ilitsb. 57 Upon the hucbone and the nadie

by the tayle. 1784-1815 A. YOUNG Ann. Agrii:. lin Ilritten

971 The catch or point of the rump . . The nache in some
writers ; also the tail-points by others.] 1486 nit. St. Allans

f3b, Kerue vp the flesh ther vp to the hach-boon. 1576

Exp. Queens tabU in Nichols's /'ra^r.
II. 8 Ise-buiies. . 2 st.

.. 2d. 1691 RAY 6". cS- E. Country li'iis., lcc-l>enc, a rump of

beef [Xorf.\. 1703 THORESBY 'Lett, to Ray, Izc-lone, the

huckle-bone, the coxa \\'orksli.\. c 1818 )'>tg- ll'omans

Coinptin., The hind quarter contains the sirloin . . and the

isch, each, or ash-bone. 1822 KIICHINF.R Cook's Oracle 151
H-Bone of Beef. (.\0te. In Mrs. Mason's Ladies Assistant

[1773] this joint is called 'Haunch-bone'; in Henderson's

Cookery, 'Edge-bone'; in Domestic Management [1810]

'Aitch-bone'; in Reynold's Cookery,
'

Ische-bone'; in Mrs.

Lydia Fisher's Prudent Housewife, 'Ach-bone'; in Mrs.

M'lver's Cookery,
' Hook-bone.' We have also seen it spelt

1

Each-bone,' and '

Ridge-bone,
1 and we have also heard it

called 'Natch-bone.') 1828 CARR Craven Gloss., t\achc-

bone. 1873 E. SMITH Foods 48 The proportion of bone . . is

the greatest in the head, shins, and legs and the aitch bone.

1876 Echo 6 Dec. 1/3 Present Prices : Beef . . Aitch-bone

7id. per Ib.

Aith, obs. or dial, form of OATH.

Aither, obs. and dial, form of EirnER.

.Aitiology, obs. variant of /F.nrLcGY.

Aiver, aix, obs. o : dial, forms of AVEP, AXE.

Ajar (.ad.^a j\ advl Forms : ft on char,
'

a char.

[1.
A .prep.

!
-t CH.M', OE. cytr, cerr a turn. The

I th c. atjar was on falsi analog) : see next.] Of
a door or window On tl:e ti.rn, slightly optned.
\_tl4ooleryn 55 The doer shall stond char vp; put it from

yewsofft.] a IJ3DOUGLASA if//f 1874 I.gbThedureon
char it stude. 1513 jKneis vn. Prol. I2.j Ane schot wyndo
vnschet a lytill on char. 1708 SWIFT Atol. Chr. Wks. 1755

II. i. 90 Opening a few wickets, and leaving them at jar.

1786 HECKFORD / aihtk 1868 92 With a large door in it

standing ajar. 1815 SCOTT Ld. of Isles v. iii, But the dim
lattice is ajar.

Ajar vad.^au',
adv~ pvop.//;r. [A/rc/.l of state

4 J \n sli. discord, quarrel; or for earlier at jar.]

In a jarring state, out of harmony, at odds.

"553 87 FoxE A - * M- l843 ! vin - ; 7 You are at Jar

amongst yourselves. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marble Farm 1879!

I. xiii. 129 Any accident . . tlat puts an individual ajar with

the world. 1877 HT. MARTINEAU Autobiog. I. 8j My temper
was so thoroughly ajar.

tAja'X. Obs. Jocularly for a jakes; see JAKES.
1588 SHAKS. L.L.L. v. ii. 581 Your Lion that holds his

Pollax sitting on a close stoole, will be giuen to Aiax. 1596

HARINCTON i/(Y/*MThe Metamorphosisof Ajax. 1611 COTGR-,

Retraict, an Aiax, Priuie, house of Office.

Ajee (ads?-), adv. Sc. and dial. [A prep* of

state + JEE : see AGEE.] Aside, off the straight line ;

hence (of a gate) ajar. Alsoy?f.
1733 RAMSAY Tea-Table Misc. led. gt I. 35 Let ne'er a new

whim ding thy fancy a-jee. 1793 BURNS Wks. IV. 98 Comena
unless the back-yett be a-jee. 1816 SCOTT O. Mart. 257 His

brain was a wee ajee, but he was a braw preacher for a' that.

Ajog (adjjfg), adv., prop. phr. [A prep.
1 + JOG.]

On the jog, jogging.
1879 MEREDITH Egoist II. v. too Riding slack . . ajog home-

ward from the miry hunt.

Ajoin, ajourn, obs. ff. ADJOIN, ADJOURN.

Ajoint (ad.?oi-nt\ adv. prop. phr. [A/;?/.1 on

+ JOINT.] a. On a joint or pivot, b. Jointed, supple,

in motion.

1840 BROWNING Sorde/lo it. 304 Like some huge throbbing,

stone, that, poised a-joint, Sounds. 1856 MEREDITH Staving
vfShagpat 324 A monkey all ajoint with tricks.

Ajutage, variant of ADJUTAGE.

Ajutmeilt (ad;$'tment). rare- 1
. [A purely

imitative formation on JUT v. after abutment] A
jutting out, or projection.

1833 MARRYAT Pet. Simple (1846) III. iii. 323 Each hill, at

its ajutment towards the sea, crowned with a fort.

Ak(e, variant of Ac conj. Obs., but.

Ak(e, obs. or dial, form of OAK.

Akale, variant of ACALE///. a. Obs., cold, frozen.

Akatown, obs. variant of ACTON, HAQUETON.

Ake, earlier and better spelling of ACHE v.
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AKEEP.

)- Akee'p, v. Obs. rare-*,
[f. \-pref. I intens.

f KEEP z;.J intr. To keep, remain.
1350 LAYAMON 26937 Hii comen in one wode . . and seide

5am bitwine, bat bar hii wolde akepe [1205 kepen].

Akehorne, obs. erron. form of ACOHN.
t Akele, v. Obs. Forms : i acel-an, 3-5 akel-

en.
[f. A- pref. i intens. + cilan -.cd-lan to cool, f.

col cool
; properly trans, while acolian, ACOOL, was

inlr., but the constructions were confused, and after

akele became obs., acool was used for both.]
1. trans. To make cold, to cool.
f88o K. ALFRED Metr. vii. 17 (Grein) Ne biS his burst

act-led. 1*97 R- GLOUC. 442 And be anguysse of hys do5ter
. . akelde hym wel be more, so bat feble he was. c 1400
Court ofLove 1076 For love may thy freill desire ackele.

2. intr. To become cold, to cool.
(" 1380 Sir Fernmb. 4492 Ys blod scholde sone a-ke!e. 1393
COWER Con/. II. 91 If love be to hote, In what maner it

shulde akele.

t Ake'n(ne, z".
1 Obs. [f. A- pref. i intens. +

KEX^.I Probably in OE.
; cf. QHG.arkennan, mod.

Germ, erkcnnen.} To recognize, to reconnoitre.

1250 LAVAMON 7243 He bis lond a-kende [1205 he bis Ion

ikende]. Ibid. 25430 Hit were be kenlokeste men Pat eni
man akende [1205 pa a;i mon ikende]. ^1300 A". A Us. 3468
At the othir side akennynge, They sygh Dane the kyng.
1599 Soliiiitiit -y Pcrs. \. in Hazl. Dodsl. V. 354 His ships
were past a kenning from the shore.

t Ake'n(ne, z'.
2 Obs. Forms: 1-2 acenn-an,

2-3 akenn-en. Pa. t. 1-2 ac-, 2-3 akende. Pa.

pple. 1-2 acenned, 2-3 akenned, -et. [f. A.- pref.
i forth, out + ccnn-an to give birth to: see KE.V t'.-]
To bring orth, to bear. (Most common in pa. pple.)

t 880 K. .-ELFKEU Boeth. xxxi. i Swa swa wif acenb beam,
f IOOO.^LFRIC Gen. iii. 16 On sarnysse Su acenst cild. -1175
Latttb. t/oin. 227 pa oer hire time com hi actnnede. cizxo
Leg. KatJi. 332 He was akennet of Marie, a meiden.

Akene, occas. var. (Gray Struct. Bot. ) of ACHENE.
t Akenned, ///. a. Obs. [pa. pple. of prec.]

Born.

'"975 Rush. Gosp. Matt. ii. i pa soblice akenned wa2S hae-

lend. 1:1175 Cott. Hoin. 219 And his wisdom, of him selfe

efre acenned. < 1200 ORMIN 7141 patt he to manne cumenn
iss, Sob Godd off Godd ankennedd. 1-1230 Juliana 5 Al of
heaSene cun icumen & akennet.

fAke'nnedness. 06s. 1-2. Alsoaccen-, akyn-
nednysse. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Birth ; generation.

looo Ags. Gosp. Luke i. 14 Mane^a on his acennednysse
^efa^niao. < 1160 Hatton Gosp., Akynnednysse. 1175
i.ainl<. Horn. 209 purhb'nakennednesse inameidenes licame.

t Ake'nness. Obs. 1-3. Also acennisse, ac-

cennisse. [f. AKEN^.^ + -NESS, prob. contr.for prec.]

Birth, generation.
('950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke i. 14 Moni^o in accennisse his

biftun glaede. 1:975 Rushiu. Gosp. John ix. i Monno blindne
from acennisse. c 1230 Hali Meid. 45 Gabriel . . brohte hire

be tidinge of godes akenesse.

t Ake'nning, vbl. sb. Obs. [f.
AKEN v.2 + -ixc 1

.

Already in 1 2th c. we find this written acennendi,
an instance of the early confusion of the sb. in -ing
and pple. in -end.] Bearing, generation, birth.

CH75 Lamb. Horn. 237 Ure acenneng wes ful . . His clene
acennende cUinsede ure fule acennende.

Akephalisis, obs. variant of ACEPHALISIS.

tAker. Obs. rare- 1

, (See quot.)
1601 TATE Househ. Ord. Ediv. II (1876 49. 33 Two valletes

of office, which are called akers which shal receve the vessel
of the meisnies kitchen by indenture from the Esquiller :

thei shall scoure it & keepe it, both in travel & sojorne.

Aker, obs. f. ACRE ; and var. ACKEK, tidal bore.

Akeratophorous iake:ratj>-fores), a. Zoal. [f.

Gr. dpriv. + KipaT-(Ktpas)hoTn + -PHOROUS bearing.]
Not bearing horns ; unhomed.
1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. tf Phys. V. 537/2 In the akerato-

phorous Ruminantia the reed is relatively smaller.

Aker-spire, -d, obs. or dial. f. ACROSPIRE, -D.

1631 MARKHAM Way to Wealth, in. II. vii. (1668) 174 For
want of turning when the Malt is spread on the floor, it

comes or sprouts at both ends,- which Husbands call Aker-

spired.

Akest, pa. pple. of ACAST v. Obs., to throw down.

Aketon, -toun, obs. var. ACTON, HAQUETON.
A-kimbo (Ski'mbi^O, adv. Forms : 5 in kene-
bowe, 7 on kenbow, a kenbow, a kenbol, a
kenbold, on kimbow, (a-gambo), 7-8 a-kemboll,
8-9 a kembo, a kimbo, 8 - a-kimbo. [Deriv. un-
known. Prof. Skeat (Append.) gives a suggestion
of Magnussen, comparing the earliest known forms
with Icel. keng-boginn, -it, 'crooked' (Vigfussonl,
lit. 'bent staple-wise, or in a horse-shoe curve';
other suggestions are a cambok in the manner of a
crooked stick (ME. cambok, med. L. cambuca, see

CAMMOCK) ; a cam bow in a crooked bow. None of
these satisfies all conditions.]
[The difficulty as to a-caibok, a cam bow, is that no forms

of the word show cam-, from which the earliest are the most
remote. The Icel. keng-boginn comes nearer the form, but
there is no evidence that it bad the special sense of a-

kintbo, and none that the latter ever had the general sense of
'crooked.' It also postulates an early Eng. series of forms
like *keng-bown or *keng-bowed, *keng-bou>, *akengbou<,
quite unknown and unaccounted for. ]

Of the arms : In a position in which the hands rest

on the hips and the elbows are turned outwards.
< 1400 Beryti 1837 The boost . . set his hond in kenebowe.

202

t6n COTGR. s.v. Arcade. To set his hands a kenbow. 1627
PEACHAM Cotnpl. Gent. (1634) v. xx. 247 The armes of two
side-men on kenbow. 1629 GAULE Holy Madnesseyz With
his armes a kemboll. a 1642 SIR T. URQUHART Tracts (1782)
71 With gingling spurrs, and his armes a kenbol. 1644
BULWER Chiron. 104 (L.) To set the arms a-gambo and a-

prank. 1678 WVCHERLEY Plain-Dealer \\. i. 23 He has no
use of his Arms, but to set 'em on kimbow. 1681 HOBBES
Rhet. ill. xv. 126 Setting his arms a-kenbold. 1711 STEELE
Spect. No. 187 f 3 She would clap her arms a kimbow. 1727
ARBUTHXOT John Bull 72 John was forced to sit with his
arm a-kimbo. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) V. 317
She set her huge arms akembo. 1782 Miss BURNEY Cecil.
II. iii. 170 Putting his arms akembo with an air of defiance.

1879 HROWXISG .\~eti Bratts 143 Both arms a-kimbo.

t Aki med, ///. a. Obs. rare. [Der. uncert. Cf.

KIME, a simpleton, silly fellow. Stratmann com-
pares WH&.erkiii/ien to become sick and wretched.]
Confounded, struck speechless or silly.
1205 LAYAMOS 26354 Aset be kaisere '. swulc he akimet [1250

dombe] weore, And ansdware nauer nan 1 no a^sef bissen
eorle. 1:1220 Leg. Katli. 1297 Al Je beon blodles, ikimet, of
ow seluen, Hwider is ower wit & ower wisdom iwent?
Akin vaki-n), adv. and a. orig. phr. Also aphetic

kin. [contr. from of kin, which is also found: see

h.prcp:- = o{, and Ki.v.]
A. aJv. (The phrase of kin added to adjectives.)

1. Of kin, by way of family or blood relationship.
1558 GRIMALDE Tally's Offices l. 21 They be injurious to

their next akinne. 1699 PEPYS in Diary VI. 217 To forfeit
their whole inheritance to the next a-kin. 1859 OWEN Lect.
on Mtimm. App. B. 80 He might think that the orangs were
nearer akin to man than the chimpanzees.
2. Of things : Of nature or character ; in character.
Near a kin : near in nature or character.

1633 P. FLETCHER Pise. Eclogs v. xiii, To Love, Fear's
neare akinne. 1713 Guardian No. 170 (I7;6 II. 348 The
manufacture of paper is very near a-kin to that of linen. 1878
K. \V. DALE Lect. Preach, iii. 63 Desultoriness and indolence
are very near akin.

B. adj. (^nly as predicate or complement.)
1. Of the same kin or family ; related by blood.
1586 T. B. La Primaudaye's Fr. Acad. 2 These fower

gentlemen being of kin, and neere neighbors. 1673 CAVE
Prim. Cttr. MI. ii. 297 We should reckon ourselves akin and
obliged to love all Mankind. 1754 FOOTE Knights i, The
gentleman says as how mother and he are akin. 1839
KEICHTLEY Hist. Eng. I. 40 Dunstan was of noble birth, and
even akin to the royal family.
2. Of things : Of the same kind

; allied, related,
in character or properties.
i6o3SHAKS. Meas.forM. ii. iv. 113 Lawful mercy Is nothing

kin to fowle redemption. 1665 GLANVILLE Seeps. Sci. Addr.
19 An Imaginary World of our own Making, that is but
little a kin to the real one that God made. 1723 WODROW
Cffrr. 11843! III. 25 Divisions somewhat of akin to yours
have been for some time in the University of Glasgow. 1853
MAURICE PropH. <y- Kings vi. 98 The two doctrines seem
closely akin. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. 22. 155 The sensation
was akin to giddiness.

t Aki nd, a. Obs., variant of AKIN due to con-
fusion of KIN and KIND. (?quasi akinned.}
1600 LANE Tom Tel- Troth 127 Patience, a cosin hath calde

Sufferance Neerely akind. 1657 FULLER Comtji. Jonah > 1868)

198 They are . . a-kin'd unto the unjust Judge.
i Akinesia itEkinrsia). Phys. [a. Gr. axifrjala

quiescence, f. u priv. + KtVr/ats motion, f. nlvi itv to

move.] Loss of the power of voluntary movement
;

paralysis of the motor nerves. (Also called akine-
sis. not according to Gr. analogy.)
1878 M FOSTER Physiol. in. vi. 4. 511 Anaesthesia (a loss

of sensation and akinesiafa loss of movement.). 1878 HAMIL-
TON Nerv. Dis. 306 A condition of akinesis and prostration
takes the place of the irritable nervous state.

Akinesic (a?kim~-sik), a. Phys. [f. prec. + -1C.]

Opposed to movement, not producing movement.
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Akmite (ie'kmsit). Min. Also acmite.
[f. Gr.

T] point, from the shape of its crystals.] A
brownish, brittle mineral belonging to the Amphi-
bole group of Bisilicates.

1837-80 DANA Min. 224 Acmite . . occurs near Kongsberg
in Norway.
Aknee (an?), adv. prop. phr. Forms : 1-3 on
cneowe, 3 a cneowe, a cnouwe, 4 a knowe,
a cneo, akneo, a one. Also in //. 3 a cneon, a

kneon, 4 aknen ; north. 3 o cnewwess, 4 a
knewes.

[f. ON prep. + KNEE. Obs. a 1 500, but
used in sing, by Southey. In plural we now say on

my (his, etc.) knees.] On one's knee or knees.
c 1200 .V/. Marherete Ixvii, Malchus herde thes wordes, he

sette him acne. 1205 LAY. 29573 He 'a i on cneowe ibede. Ibid.

14305 Reowen s=ct a cneowe [1250 a cnouwe]. ci-yx>Beket
1696 And to his fet ful akneo. c 1300 K. Alis. 3540 And made
mony knyght aknawe, On medewe. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in
Azt. vii. wks. V. 250 Aknee they fell before the Prince.

t b. with //. Obs.
CI2OO ORMIN 6467 Fellenn dun o cnewwess. cwy>Ancr.R.

44 Ualle3 akneon to 3er eorSe. Ibid. 16 Efter bis ualleft ac-
neon to ower crucifix, a 1300 A'. Horn 34o(Halliw. i Tho Athel-
bius astounde Fel aknen [134 in ed. 1866, anon] to grounde.
c 1330 A rth. q A[erl. 2353 To forn him aknewes sche fel.

Aknow, earlier and better form of ACKNOW v.

Akoint, -ed, obs. forms of ACQUAINT, -ED.

Akre, obs. f. ACORN, perhaps due to taking the
final -n in the form akern, as a sign of plural.
1572 BOSSEWELL Annorie n. 74 b, An Akre, or maste of

the Oke tree. [i88a 'Still the common form in Sussex.'
A. Smith.]

A LA.

Aksis, obs. form of ACCESS, 'fit, fever, ague.'
Akyr, obs. ACRE ; and obs. var. ACKER sb.

Al, obs. form of ALL, retained in comp. in albeit,

almighty, almost, alone, already, although, always.

Al-frf/l The assimilated form of L. ad- to, before
/. In OFr. reduced to a-, as in alier, for which
however a/- was often restored as an 'etymological'
spelling in 14-15111 c. in Fr. and Eng. In modern
words adopted or formed from Latin the al- is al-

ways retained, as allegation, alliterate. Sometimes

erroneously for a- in other words as a(f]lay.

Al-//C2 The Arabic article the, retained as an
essential part of the word in various words ofArabic

origin, adopted in Eng. as alcohol, alcove, alcoran,

algebra, alkali, almagest, almanac, etc.

-al suffix, of adjs. and sbs. I. adj. 1. repr. L.
-Si-em (-atis, -ale, stem -o/z'-t adj. suff. = ' of the
kind of, pertaining to,' varying in some words
with -ar-em, the form always used when / pre-
ceded

;
thus tal-, qudl-, natal-, oral-

; alar-, stel-

lar-, regular- ; lineal- and linear-. In words
that survived, -diem became in OFr. and hence in

early Eng. -el, as mortalem, mortel. But, to some
extent in Fr. and entirely in Eng. this was after-

wards refashioned after L., as -al, on the analogy
of which L. adjs. in -alis and Fr. in -el have since

been englished without limit. 2. The number of
these adjs. in -alts has been immensely increased
in med. and mod. L.

;
and in the mod. Rom. langs.

and E. this has become a sufiix addable to any L.

sb., as seen in agmin-al, bas-al, cordi-al, document-

al, margin-al, nation-al, pred-al, circiimstanti-al,

consttttition-al, dcnomination-al
t longitudin-al, pro-

pot tion-al, providenti-al, prudenti-al, antipesti-
lenti-al, none ol which are found in ancient L.

Following L. precedent (as in boreal-em, hebdoma-

dal-em, theatrdl-em) -al is also suffixed to Gr. sbs.,
as in baptism-al, cathedr-al, coloss-al, chor-al, oc*

tagon-al, patt iarch-al. 3. In L., secondary adjs.
in -alem were formed on other adjs., esp. when
these were used substantively, as in gtqu-um
xqual-em, annu-um annual-em, diurn-um diur-

ndl-em, infet n-um infernal-em, vet n-um, vet nal-
em. This process has been greatly extended in

the mod, langs., esp. in E. where -al (like -cms] is

a living formative, freely applied to L. adjs. in

-eus, -ius, -MIS, -rnus, -is, and other endings, to

give them a more distinctively adj. form ; thus,
aere-al. corpore-al,funeie-al, senatori-al, continu-al,

individu-al, feipctti-al, etern-al, patern-al, celesti-

al, terrestri-al, vtagnific-al. This is extended to
Gr. adjs. in -KVS, -OHI.JIS, which also frequently gave
substantives (music, tactics, rhomboid), so that, as

adj. suffixes, -acal, -ical, -oidal occur earlier in E.
than the simple -ac, -ic, -oid; when the two co-

exist, as in comic-al, tragic-al, historic-al, that in

-ic, etc. means 'of or belonging to' the thing, that
in -ical

'

relating to, dealing with, indirectly or

remotely connected with' the thing, as a historic

answer, a historical treatise, a comic paper, a comical
idea. See -AC, -ic, -OLD. Other suffixes are also

added, as in ctnti al-ly, -ize, -izalion, fotmal-ity.
II. sb. 4. Adjs. in -al- in various genders and

numbers were used substantively in L., thus rival-is,

anndl-es, animal, tribunal, sponsdli-a, Baccanali-a.

Many of these have been adopted in E., directly
or through Fr., as rival, annals, animal, Baccha-

nals, penetralia, Saturnalia
;
and the number has

been increased by the mod. sb. use of many which
were only adj., or did not exist in L., as cardinal,

principal, moral, oval, signal, regimentals, canon-
icals. 5. Nouns in -dlia (neut. pi.) which survived

into OFr. became -aille (fern, sing.) with pi. -ailles,

adopted in ME., as -aylle, -aille, later -aile, -al, as

L. sponsdli-a, OFr. espousaille-s, E. spousaille, spou-
saile-s

;
L. * battalia, OFr. bataille, Eng. bataille,

-aile, -ail, now battle. On this analogy, -aille, -ail,

-al became an Anglo-Fr. and E. formative of
nouns of action on vbs. of Fr. or L. origin, as in

AFr. arrivaille arrival
; so of later formation

(some quite modem) 'revival, survival, approval,
removal, avowal, renewal

; acquittal, committal,
transmittal, refutal, recital, requital ; dismissal, pe-
rusal, refusal, carousal, rehearsal, reversal, revisal,

reprisal, surprisal ; dis-, inter-, pro-, re-, sup-,

trans-posal ; trial, denial, decrial' ; occas. also on
native final-accented vbs. as '

bestowal, bttrothal,
beheadal.' Bridal and burial simulate this ending,
but have a different origin ; yet they have probably
aided the prevalence oi these nouns of action in -al

in mod. Eng.
II A la (a- la:), phr. [Fr. h la (sc. mode') in the

manner.] After the manner, method, or style of ;
in



ALA.

such phr. as a la Franfaisc, a la Ritssc, and hence
a la Stint (

= & la mode Je la Keim\ a la Roi, etc.

1646 SUCKLING Fragm. Aurca 61 As ill a Mine [= mien] as
this Act has, 'twas n-la-Romattsci, as you may see by a Line
of Mr. Shakespears (cf. Jul. C. v. iii. 90]. 1881 W. S. GTL-
BERT Patience I, An attachment A la Plato for a bashful

young potato. 188* Englishman 2 Dec. 3/5 Entrees, Chicken
a la Stanley, Lamb Cutlets a la Reform.

II Ala (e'-la). PI. alee (fi-li). [L. a/a a wing, an

arm-pit, a side apartment.]
1. Phys. Any wing-like process ; esp. one of the

lateral cartilages of the nose.

1755 Pkil. Trans. XLIX. 193, I laid the intire bone bare
. . even down to the ala of the nose. 1856 Toon & BOWMAN
Phys. Anat. II. in The great ala of the sphenoid. 1864
SPENCER Ittust. Progr. ii The flatness of the alae of the nose.

2. Bot. \ a. An axil, or junction of branch and
trunk (obs.*). b. One of the side petals of a papilion-
aceous corolla. Gray Struct. Bot.

1794 MARTYN tr. Rousseau's Bot. v. 50 Branches which

grow from their alae, or axils.

3. Arch. A side apartment or recess of a Roman
house. (Hence AISLE of a church.)
1832 CELL Pompeiana I. i. 9 The atrium has two als in

one of which is an altar.

t Alaba ndic. Obs.-" [f.
L. Rosa alabandica,

'of Alabanda,' in Pliny. Misprinted in Coles 1692,

Alabandie, and so copied by Bailey and Ash.]
1678 PHILLIPS, Alabandie, a kind of Rose with whitish

leaves ; some will have it to be the Provence Rose, which is

respected more for its doubleness, than for its sweetness or
use. 1775 ASH, Alabandy, the damask rose.

f Alaba'udical, a. Obs.- [?f. L. alabandic-us

of Alabanda, app. confused in med. L.(see Ducange)
with alatandic-us ? latinized form of OE. sel-lendisc,

OTeut. alilandisc foreign.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Alabandical, barbarous or sottish.

1775 ASH. A labandical, belonging to the damask rose.

t Alaba'ndine. Obs. Also 4 alabaunderryne,
alabraundyue. [a. L. alabandina ^c. gemma}, f.

Alabanda a city of Caria.]
1. A precious stone known to the ancients ;

now
called ALMANIUXE.
4:1325 E. E.Allit. Poems B. 1471 Alabaunderrynes, & ama-

raunj. 1366 MAUNDEV. xx. 219 The rede [gems] ben of
Rubies & of Grena3 & of Alabraundynes. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. De P. R. xvi.xiii. (1495*558 Alabandina is a precious
stone clere and somdeale red. 1567 MAPLET Greene Forest
2 b, The Gem Alabandine . . is somewhat more rare, and in

colour cleare. 1658 PHILLIPS, Alabandine, a kind of stone,
that provokes to bleed \ed. 1678 Alabandine or Amandine ;

ed. 1706 Almandine only].
2. A synonym of ALABANDITE.
Alabandate (alabre-ndsit). Min. [f. Alabanda

(see prec.) + -ITE, as being perhaps the Alabandina
of the ancients, whence the synonym ALABANDINE.]
A native sulphate of manganese, called also A/an-

ganblende of iron-black colour, and sub-metallic

lustre, occurring, massive, or crystallized in cubes

and octohedrons, in Mexico, Transylvania, etc. Dana.
Alabarch (x labajk). [ad. L. alabarch-es, a.Gr.

dAutfnpX'V 5 f unkn. origin.] Title of the chief

magistrate of the Jews at Alexandria under the

Ptolemies, and Roman emperors.
1727 LARUNER Wks. (1838) I. 87 Philo's brother Alexander

was alabarch of the Jews in Egypt. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul
I. 227 Ethnarch, as well as Alabarch, was a title of Jewish
governors in heathen cities.

Alabaster, obs.var. AKBLASTER, a crossbowman.

Alabaster (ze'laba^staj, se laba'stsj). Forms : 4
alabaustre, alabast, 4-6 alabastre, 6 aliblaster,

6-7 alablaster, 4- alabaster, [a. OFr. alabastre

(mod. Fr. albatrf), ad. L. alabaster, -trum, a.Gr. oAa-

flaaTpos, prop. aAa/3ao-ros ; said to be from name of a

town in Kgypt. The spelling in 1 6-1 7th c. is almost

always alablaster ; app. due to a confusion with
arblaster a cross-bowman, also written alablaster.']
A term applied to fine translucent varieties of car-

bonate or sulphate of lime, especially to the pure
white variety of the latter used for vases, ornaments,
and busts. In Mineralogy, massive fine-grained

sulphate oflime or gypsum, occurring white, yellow,
red, or delicately shaded (Modern or Gypseous Ala-

baster); as distinguished from the translucent or

variegated varieties of stalagmitic carbonate of

lime, included under the name by the ancients, and
used by them for holding unguents (Oriental or

Calcareous alabaster).
'375 HARBOUR Bruce xx. 588 Schir archibald his sone gert

syne Of alabast [r>. r. alabastre] bath fair and fyne, Ordane
a towme full richly. 1:1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 1052 Of ala-
baster whit and reed coralle [v.r. alabastre]. 1440 Promf.
Parzr., Alabaster, a stone, Alabastrum, Parinm. 1596
SHAKS. Merck, yen. i. i. 84 Why should a man whose bloud
is warme within Sit like his Grandsire cut in Alablaster?
1600 DEKKER Fortun. Wks. I. 124 It were better to let the

memory of him shine in his owne vertues . . than in Ala-
blaster. 1771 SMOLLETT Humpk. Cl. (1815) 96 He had a
skin as fair as alabaster. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Cintn. 374
Statuary Alabaster is obtained from the Miocene and Plio-
cene strata in Tuscany and in Egypt. 1875 U RE Diet. Arts
I. 41 The Oriental alabaster, or alabaster of the ancients, is

to be carefully distinguished from the mineral now commonly
known as alabaster

; the former is a carbonate, the latter a
sulphate of lime.
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2. A box made of alabaster in which the ancients
sealed up unguents; often with L. pi. alabastra.
1398 TRKVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxviii. (1495) 933 AJa-

bastrum is a vessell for oyntmcnt. 1753 CHA.MBKRS Cycl.
bupp. s.v., Others define alabaster by a box without a
handle, deriving the word from the privative a and AajSij
handle. 1861 KING Antique Gems (1866) b8 Little jars for

holding perfumes, which were called alabastra.

f 3. An ancient liquid measure. Obs.

'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .$"//., Alabasters also said to have
been used for an ancient Ikjuid measure, containing 10 ounces
of wine or 9 of oil . . In this sense the alabaster was equal
to half the sextary.
B. adj. (orig. attrib. use of sb.}

a. Of alabaster, as a material.

1526 TINDALE Matt. xxvi. 7 A woman, which had an ala-
blaster boxe of precious oyntment. [Gencv., Khan., 1611,
alabaster box

; WYCLIF, boxe of alabastre.] 1605 Delights*
for Ladies 29 Take your beries and grinde them in a Ala-
blaster morter, 1815 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles in. xxviii, Mermaid's
Alabaster-grot. 1864 BOUTELL Heraldry xx. 338 The very
perfect alabaster effigy of a knight.
b. Like alabaster, in whiteness, smoothness, etc.

1580 SIDNEY A re. (16221427 [He] set his dagger to her Ala-
blaster throate. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, iv. iii. n Gentle
babes . . girdling one another Within their alablaster innocent
arms. 1616 SURFLET 8: MARKH. Countrey l-'arme 417 Tender
or delicate pear, such as alabaster pear. 1649 LOVELACE
Poems (1659} 63 Thy Alablaster Lady will come home. 1851
RUSKIN Stones yen. (1874) I. xxi, 239 Look at the clouds,
and watch the delicate sculpture of their alabaster sides.

Alabastrian(a"Iaba-strian),(z. rare- , [f. prec.
+ -IAN.]

(

Pertaining to, or like alabaster.' Craig.
Alabastrine (celabcrstrin, -ain), a. [ad. med.

L. afabastrimts : see ALABASTEH and -INE.] Of or

resembling alabaster.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\. iv. i. (1641^ 202/1 Her Ala-
bastrine well-shapt Limbs. 1757 MILLES in Phil. Trans.
L. 28 They seem to be an alabastrine spar. 1829 SIR T.

LAUDER Moray Floods fed. 2> 234 Perpendicular streaks of
a beautiful alabastrine whiteness.

II Alabastrrtes. [L., a. Gr. faafaarpirns,
more correctly dAa^affTiT?;?, prop. adj. (sc. Ai'0os

stone).] The ancient or calcareous alabaster, of

which ointment pots were made.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 624 The stone Alabastrites

is found about Alabastrum a city in Egypt . . white of colour
it is, and intermedled with sundry colours. 1848 WEBSTER,
Alabastritf. 1874 WESTROFP Prec. Stones 132 The name
alabastrites was applied to the marble from its being chiefly

employed for Alabastra or unguent jars.

II Alabastrum (sel&tKrstr^m). Bot. [Cf. virides

alabastros, used of rose-buds in Pliny.] t^See quot.)
1706 PHI LLIPS, A labastrum orA labastrus . . Among Herbal-

ists, the Bud or green Leaves of Plants, which enclose the

bottom of the Flowers, before they are spread. 1858 GRAY
Bot. Text-bk. 395 Alabastrum, a flower-bud.

Alablaster, obs. f. ALABASTEB and ARBLASTEK.

t Alabre. Obs. [?] ( Wright expl. A kind of fur.)
a 1500 MS. Rawlinson 137, 25 'Halliw.) And eke his cloke

with alabre, And the knottes of golde.

t Ala'cche, v. Obs. Pa. t. alehte. [f.
A- pref. i

intens. + LACCHE.] To get hold of, catch.

1154 O.E. C^r<7. (Laud MS.) an. 1125 Se kyng alihte dune
of his hots and alehte hine betwux his earmes. c 1380 Sir
Ferutnb. 3098 And laiden a-doun hur fon, Alle bat pai pan
alacche mist ! per na ascapedem non.

Alice, obs. form of ALAS.

Alack (alarkl, int.
;
also alac, alaoke, and north.

alaik, alake. [(As suggested by Prof. Skeat) f. A
int. Ah I O ! + lak (.north, laik) LACK, failure, fault,

reproach, disgrace, shame ; hence, used in
'

crying
out upon

*

a thing in depreciation or reprobation.
Also aphetized lack!] An exclamation originally
of dissatisfaction, reprobation, or deprecation =pity
or shame that it should be so

;
and hence of regret

or surprise. Occ. with a dative obj. Now arch.,

poet, or dial.

c 1480 Robt. Devyll 25 Alacke, sayd the Duke, yet am I

gladde. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis^
IV. x. 20 Thus fynaly scho

out bradis, aiaik ! 15+4 BALE in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 269
Alac, Sir, why do ye say so? 1599 H. PORTER A ngry Women
(1841) 54 Where I shall be adiudged, alack tbe ruthe, To
penance for the follies of my youth! 1610 SHAKS. /"<//.

i. ii. 152 Alack, what trouble Was I then to you? 1773
GOLDSM. She Stoops \. ii. (1854) 68 Alack, mamma, it was
all your own fault, a 1842 TENNYSON Old J 'car 47 Alack !

our friend is gone.
b. esp. in phr. alack the day ! alack-a-day !

originally
' Shame or reproach to the day ! Woe

worth the day !

'

but in later usage of mere surprise,

and aphetized lack-a-day!
1592 SHAKS. Rotti. ff Jul. iv. v. 23 Shee's dead, deceast,

shee's dead: alacke the day! 1703 STEELE Tender Httsb.

II. i, Alack-a-day, Cousin Biddy, these idle romances have

quite tum'd your head. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge 177
Alas and alackaday both the pig and the wig were drowned.

t Ala'Ck. adv. {pred. a.) Obs. rare. [A prep.* +

LACK, after asleep.'} Lacking, wanting, missing.
01528 SKELTON Magnyf. 2558 Sodenly promotyd and

sodenly put back, Soddenly commendyd, and suddenly
fynde a lacke. 1587 TURBERVILLE Efit. fy Sonn. (1837) 317
But now (Alas) she is alacke.

t Ala'crative, a. Obs. rare 1
, [irreg. f. L.

alacr-is + -ATITE
;
or perhaps f. ALACRITY, on ap-

parent analogy of infinity, infinitive, etc.]
Of or

pertaining to alacrity; lively, sprightly.
1657 T. MAY Satyr. I'ufpy 37 A Cojnick fancy wrinst in

ALAMODE.
sparkling Claret .. could not wander in alacrative Sence,
more tben I do now.

t Ala-criate, v. Obs. rarc-\ In 7 all-, [f.
L.

alacri'S + -ATE :

*. Cf. humili-atc] = ALACRITY.
1657 TOMLINSON Rcnous Disp. Pref., All to allacriate the

spirit of Man.

Alacrify (alee-krifai), v. rare' ,
[f.

L. alacri-s

(see ALACRIOUH) + -FY.] To fill with alacrity.
1864 in WEBSTER.

t Ala'Crious, a. Ohs.
[f.

L. alacn-s brisk, lively
+ -ous. Cf. Jrilari-ous.'] Brisk, lively, active.
1602 WAKNER Albion's Engt. Epit. (1612! 376 His alacrious

Intertainments, and vpright Gouernment. 1640 JACKSON
Whs. I. Pref., Alacrious endeavours to redeem time. i66o
HAMMOND Wks. IV. 550 (R.) 'Twere well if we were a little

more alacrious. [Not in JOHNSON, but in mod. Diets.]

t Alaxriously ,
adv. Obs.

[f. prec. + -LY -.] In
an alacrious or brisk manner; briskly; with alacrity.
1611 Si'KED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (16321 568 The next

morning alacriously they addressed to the right. 1667 Decay
Chr. Piety i. 9, 207 He cannot but run alacriously, who
has the prize in his eye. 1674 Gcn<t. Tongue iv. 8. 1 18 Thus
Kpammondas alacriously expired. 1753 in JOHNSON; and
in mod. Diets.

t Ala criousness. Ohs. rare 1

,
[f.

ALACRIOUS
+ -NKSS.] The quality of being alacrious

; alacrity.
a 1660 HAMMOND .SVrw. 553 (T.) To infuse some life, some

alacriousness into you for the purpose.

Alacritous (alre-kritas), a. rare~ l
. [f.

ALA-
CRIT-Y + -ous

;
cX. felicitous.]

= ALACRIOUS.
1870 HAWTHORNE Eng. Note-Bks, (1879) I. 90 A brisk,

alacritous civil, cheerful young man.

Alacrity ularkriti;. [ad. \..alacritdt-cm, n. of

quality f. alaccr brisk (also in It. alacrita}'. see

-TY.] Briskness, cheerful readiness, liveliness, promp-
titude, sprightliness.
ciSio MORE Picits Wks. 1557, 8 'i That mtrruelouse alacri-

tee languished. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 73, I haue not
that alacrity of spirit, Nor cheere of Minde that I was wont
to haue. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in ( proar Wks. 1730 I. 79
With what wonderful alacrity you scamper'd over the Alps.
1710 STEELE Tutler No. 34 F 2 It immediately gives an

Alacrity to the Visage and new Gnu t tu the whole Person.

1791 COWPER //. v. 145 She wing'd him with alacrity divine,

1820 SCOTT Monast. xv. 98 Htracn-j tjd with grateful alacrity.

Alacldillize (.ako-dinsiz), v. noucc-ivd.
[f. A-

laddin of the ma^ic ln.ni]>
in the Arabian Nights +

-IZE.] To transform as if by inn^ic.
1861 C. HODGSON Rcsid. Japan 235 The whole house may

be Aladdinized into one room.

Ala^rarto, obs. form of ALTJC.ATOR.

Alaik, alak(e, obs. or dial, forms of ALACK.

i; Alala*. [Dor. Gr. JAaAn a loud shout, hence a

war-cry.] A shout used by the ancient Greeks in

joining battle; a ,Greek battle-cry.

1675 HOBRES Odyss. 299 ^^ore than half with alalaes up
start. Iliad 214 With alalaes the mighty armies C!OM.'.

Alalla (alarlia). Mcd. [f. Gr. d
]>riv. + AaAi'a

talking.] Loss of the power of speech.
1878 HAMILTON Kerv, Dis. 162 In 1840, Lordat . . who be-

came aphabic himself, described the disease under the name
of alaha. 1879 Syd. Sex. l.c.v. s.v.. When all the letters are

gone, the alalia is said to be complete.

Alalite (ae'labit). Alin.
[f. Ala, name of place

in Tyrol -f -LITE.] A variety of Malacolite orDiop-
side, one of the many forms of Pyroxene.
1837-80 DANA Mineral. 214 Alalite . . occurs in broad right-

angled prisms, colorless to faint greenish or clear green.

Alanibic, obs. form of ALKMBIC.

t Ala'mcd, ///. a. Oh.
[f.
A pref. i or 6 +

lamed: see LAME: cf Ger. erlahmt] Lamed.
a 1150 Owl $ Night. 1602 Ah thu me havest sore i-gramed,

That min heorte is wel neh a-lamed.

li Alanieda (alam^da). [Sp.] A public walk
or promenade with a row of trees on each side.

1843 BORROW Bible in Spain li. (18721290 There is a public
walk or alameda on the northern ramparts. 1845 DARWIN
Voy. Nat. xv. (1873* 331 The boasted alameda.

t Alami're. Obs. Also 6 alamyre. [f. a, /a, mi,

re, names ofmusical notes.]
' The lowest tone but

one in Guido Aretine's scale of music.' J.
a 1528 SKELTON Col. Clout 107 And solfa so alamyre. 1654

GAYTON Fcstiv, Notes 83 (T.) She ran through all the keys
from a-la-mi-re to double gammut. 1760 STILES in 7V;//.

Trans. LI. 699 Our natural scale, beginning with Are, and
ending with Alamire.

Alamite. Obs.

1458 CHAWORTH in Test. Ebor. (1855) 227 Hengyng for ye
halle and parlor of tapisserwork, and alle the kuchyns of

tappisserwerk with alamitez.

Alamodality (zelamfldarliti). [a. mod. L. ala-

modalitas, f. alamodal-is, f. a-la-modc: see next.

Alamodal seems not to occur.] The quality of be-

ing a la mode, or of following the fashion of the
time ;

fashionableness.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. -$"//., Afamotiafity, a study or en-
deavour to accommodate a man's self in point of behaviour,
dress, conversation, and other actions of life, to the reigning
taste of custom, from a motive of complaisance, and to avoid
the imputation of ill-breeding. /MaL, A German writer. .

has a dissertation express on alamodality in writing <Gea-

rcvxwvsdeAlamodiilitateScribtttiti). 1834 SOUTHEY Doctor
xx. (tX) Doubtless it hath been selected for me because of
its alamodality a good and pregnant word.

Alamode, II a lamode (re-larmmd, Fr. alamtf-d),

phr. [a. Fr. (i la mode, in the manner or fashion

(ijthc. inLittre), adopted in Eng. in i;thc. as an
26-2



ALAMODENESS.
dil-v., and used also as adj. and sb. In the advb. sense
now again treated as Fr. Formerly often written all-

a-mode, as if containing all. Cf. all alive, all-agog]
1. phr. In the fashion, according to the fashion.

1649 SELDEN Laws ofEng. \. Uxi. (1739) 198 Commanders
that are never a-la-mode but when all in Iron and Steel.

1655 FULLER Ck. Hist. i. 14 With Bands, Cuffs, Hats and
Caps,

'

al a mode '

to the Times. 1657 SANDERSON Serm.
<ed.4)Pref. i, I confess they are not Alamode. 1680-1 Roxb.
AVz/.(i883> IV.63I And All-a-mode of the brisk Monsieur, In
the midst of the Pit, like ourselves we do sit. 1751 CHESTER-
FIELD Lett. 241 (1792) III. 108 If you can get that name
generally at Paris, it will put you ii la mode.
2. adjectivcty, Fashionable ; according to some

particular fashion.

1650 LOVELACE Poems (1817^ ii. 53 Where now each alamode
inhabitant, Himself and's manners both do pay you rent.

1693 LOCKE Ediic. 67 That plainness of Nature, which the
Alamode People call Clowmshness. X7I3STEELE Englishm.
No. 40. 260 All sorts of Perukes the most Alamode. 1761
SMOLLETT Gil Blasiu. v. (18021 1. 266, I began by five or six

a-la-mode bows.

b. esp. in alamode silk (see 4) ; alamode beef:

Scraps and remainders of beef boiled down into a
thick soup or stew.
1686 Lond. Gaz. mmcxxvi/4 Very good black narrow Lute-

Strings, and Alamode-Silks. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .$"//.,
Writers on cookery give the preparation of alamode or
larded beef. Collins, Salt and Fish, p. 132. 1831 MACAULAY
Johnson 1860 83 His taste in cookery formed in . . Alamode
beef-shops, was far from delicate. 1843 HOOD Turtles i,

Alamode-beef and greens.

f3. subsf. A fashion or temporary mood. Obs,

1654 WHITLOCK Mann. Engt. 3^4 'T.j Her alamodes are
suitable shapings of her mind to all changes of occurrences.

1683 K.ESNET tr. Erasm. Moris Enc. 44 For an old man to

marry a young wife . . is become the A la mode of the times.

4. A thin, light, glossy black silk.

1676 Lotui. Gaz. mxcix/4 Several Pieces of wrought Silk,
as Taffaties, Sarcenets, Alamodes, and Lutes. Ibid, mxciii 4
Sarcenet and Alamode Hoods. 1702 Ord. in Connc. 8 Mch.
in Lond. Gaz. mrnmdccxci/f To wear Hatbands of Black

English Alamode covered with Black Crape. 1861 MA-
CAULAY Hist. Eng. V. 53 Regular exchange of the fleeces of
Cotswold for the alamodes of Lyons.
i Alamo deness. Obs. rare-1

,
[f.

ALAMUDEH.
+ -NEss.J Fashionableness.

1669 PENS A'o Cross xv. 8 Wks. 1726 I. 357 And Men
become Acceptable by their Trims and the Alamodeness of
their Dress and Apparel.

-i Alamo die, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. mod. L. ala-

modicits ; f. d la mode: see ALAMODE and -ic.J
j

Fashionable ; in accordance with prevailing taste.

J753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp, s.v. Alamode, Grapius has a
dissertation on alamodic, or artificial sermons.

Alamort, .1 a la mort (^lamjvjt, Fr. alamo-r),
adv. (prcd. a.). [Fr. d la mort to the death : as elle

estoit chargce a la mort Palissy (i6th c.). Formerly
quite naturalized ; now often treated as Fr. Some-
times corrupted to all amort (d. ala mode, all agog",
and at length AMORT was occasionally used without
al or all, being taken as Fr. a mort ' to death.']
1. adv. To the death, mortally.
1592 WYRLEV Armonc 155, I drooping passe as one stroke

alemort. 1725 in Biblioth. Biblica III. 142 The Raven
ominous as Gentiles holde 1

,
What time she croaketh hoarsely

a la morte. 1833 GEN. P. THOMPSON Excrc. (1842) II. 479
The combat a la mort was of their own beginning.
2. adj. Sick to death, mortally sick ; dispirited.
1593 LILLY Midas v. ii. 60 How now, Motto, all a-mort?

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 36 What sweeting all-mort?
a 1658 CLEVELAND Gen, Eclipse\\\, The whole World is al-a-

inort. Content 24 Drink the A la mort Sun down and up
agen. 1700 DRYDEN Wife of Bath's T. 340 Mirth there was
none, the man was 'a-la-mort.' 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison
(1781) I. xvi. 107 Ah my poor boy! Thus alamort! 1820
KEATS St. Agnes viii, She sighs . . all amort.

t Alamo'rt, v. Obs. rare-1
,

[f. prec.] To be-
come mortally sick, to pine.
1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. iv. (1721) 215 One Bishop

would not, of old, be pleased with a fat Bishoprick, but
Chagrin and Alamort, because not Archbishop.
t Alan. Obs. Also alaun;t, alant, allan, al-

laund, aland, [a. OFr. alan, alant, allant\ cf. It.

and Sp. alano, Pg. alao, med.L. alamts.] A large

species of dog used to hunt or bait wild animals
j

a wolf-hound.
( 1386 CHAUCER Knfs. T. 1290 Aboute his Chaar ther wenten

white Alauntz [v. r. alantz, alauntis). 1525 LD. BERNERS Frots-
surt II. xxiv. 65 Foure coursers and two Allans of Spaygne.
1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie n. 86 Three Allaundes, whiche be
a certaine kinde of dogges of great stature. 174* BAILEY,
Alandes, wolf dogs. Ckauc. 1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past.
i. i. 17 Alauntes, or bull-dogs. 1825 SCOTT Talism, (1863' 47
Three alans . . wolf-greyhounds, that is. 1845 Blackw.
Mag. LVII. 776 The snowy alauns. 1864 HOWTE.L\,Heraldry
ix. 63 Another heraldic Dog, a mastiff with short ears, is dis-

tinguished as an Alant.

Aland (.alse-nd), adv. prop. phr. arch. [A//V/.1
on, in + LAND. The full on lande, on pam lande,
and the intermed. o ]>e lande, o lande also occur.]

f 1. Position : In the land, in the country. Obs.
c 115/0 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1 137 J>a was corn dzere

, . for nan ne WJES o J?e land. 1*97 R. GLOUC 389 And
destnide al ^at lond, J>at no gode alonde nas. a 1400 Octo*
uian 1628 The Kyng of Masydonye com ryde With hys ost

alond. 1568 in Kannat. MS. in Gilchrist's^SV^. Bal. II. 104
lok tuk Jynny be the hand . . And made a brydell up alland.

1879 JAMIESON Scot. Diet., Uj>-<i~land,
at a distance from

(he sea; in the country.
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2. On the dry land (in opposition to the water or

sea) ; ashore. V Obs.

(-1175 Lamb, Horn. 165 He deS al (>at his wil is, a wettre
and alonde. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 189 Alle )>at lyf hath
A-londe & a-watre. 1382 LICHEFIELD Disc. E. Imi. 159 Two
shippes . . in the water were likewise burnt, besides other
three that were a land. 1608 SHAKS. Perk. 11. i. 31, I marvel
how the fishes live in the sea . . Why, as men do a-land.

1697 DRYDEN F/>y<V(i8o6> II. 213 And in mid ocean left them
moor'd a-land. iSogJ. BARLOW Colitmb. \. 815 Howe leads
aland the interminable train, While his bold brother still

bestorms the main.

3. Motion : To the land or shore, ashore.
c 1300 St. Brand. 114 A lute havene he fonde tho, Alond

hi wende there. 1475 CAXTON Jason 57 They hadde not
sette foot a lande. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 8 Ariadne
. . [was] so sore sea-sick . . he was forced to put her aland.
1675 HOBBES Odyss. 91 Vulcan is now at Lemnos gone a land.

1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in Azt. xxv. Wks. V. 368 Could they
but aland Set foot. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. I. 50 A
well-hooped cask our shipmen brought aland.

t Ala'nd, v. Ol>s. rare '. [f. prec. phr.] To come
ashore, land.

1570-87 HOLINSHED Scot. Chron. (i8o6l II. 295 Forthwith
alanded at Leith Octavian a Frenchman. 1586 THYSNE in

Auimadv. App. 86 On which (shore)., the Saxons were
woont to alland, and then to spoile the Countrie.

t Ala'iulward, aJv. Sc. Obs. [A prepl on +
LAND + -WARD

; cf. to us-ivard
; now LANDWARD.]

In the country, in opposition to town or burgh.
1609 SKENE Reg. 3Iaj. 69 Ane burges dwelland allandward.

Ibid. 141 Na burges dwelland a landwart, sould haue lot,
nor cavill with burgesses dwelland within burgh.
t Alange, a. Obs. Also alenge, -inge. [A vari-

ant of ELENGE, OE. stlenge, lengthy, tedious, f. /-
intensive + lenge, secondary form of long, long :

OTeut. */<z/0-.] Protracted, tedious, wearisome,

dreary, lonely. Also, [by confusion with elelende,

ellenae, ELEND ; cf. the confusion of -aide and -ing
in pples.l Strange, foreign.
c\yy>Arth.fr.Merl. 436olntimeofwinteralangeitit. ciz&6

CHAUCBB Wife's T. 343 Pouerte is this, al-though it seme
alenge [r. r. elenge, alenge

- 3
, alinge] Possession that no

wight wol chalenge. a 1420 OCCLEVE Dt Reg. Princ. 121
Her spirites . . Thought that craft unlusty & alenge. 1440
Promp. Parr.

t Alange, or straunge 11499 alyande Extra-
neits, ejcotictis. -1515 Coinpl. too late Maryed lHalliw.),
Now am I out of this daunger so alenge.
t Alange, v. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. prec. adj.] To

make tedious, dreary, or lonely.
ciyyiArt/i. ft Met-l. 4212 The leves fallen of the tre, Rein

alan^eth
the cuntre.

t Alangely, adv. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. ALANGE a.

+ -LY2.J Tediously, drearily; also strangely.
1440 Promp. Pan; , Al'angel y, or straungely (1508 alyaund-

lyi Entrance.

t Alaiigeiiess. Obs. rare. [f.ALANGE a. + -NESS.]
Tediousness, weariness, loneliness; also strangeness.
(-1320 Senytt Sages (W. t 1736 His serjaunts ofte to him

come, And of alangenes him undernome, And bade him take
a wif jolif. 1440 Promp. Part'., A-langeness, or strawnge-
nesse 11508 alyaundnesse) Extraneitas.

Alanine (a-lanaini. Chem. [f. AL(DEHYDE\
whence obtained by Strecker in 1849, +-INE; the
-an- is a 'euphonic' insertion. (H. Roscoe.)]
1. The 'acid' monamide Cj^NO^CH,
CH(NH:)-CO(OH), derived from Lactic acid

by replacement of the alcoholic hydroxyl by NH.,
called also Lactamic and a-Amidopropionic acid;
an organic base isomeric with lactamide, acting
also in certain combinations as an acid.

1863-79 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 63 Alanine crystallises . .

in
_

colourless needles having the form of oblique rhombic
prisms united in tufts. The aqueous solution has a sweet
taste.

2. Extended (in pi.) to the group of acid amides

(amic or amidic acids), of which the preceding
substance is taken as the type, derived as above
from the diatomic monobasic acids, or 'lactic series.'

1877 WATTS l-'cmmcs Chem. 381 These amic acids . . form
saline compounds both with acids and with bases, the basic

character, however, predominating. Hence, they are often

designated by names ending in -/*, the ordinary termination
for organic bases, glycollamic acid being designated as gly-
cocine, lactamic acid as alanine, leucamic acid as leucine,
etc. They are also designated, as a group, by the name
Alanincs.

Alant, variant of ALAN, a wolf-hound.

Alantin(alx-ntin). Chem. [mod. f. Germ, alant,
the Elecampane, Inula ffelemiiin^-iy.'] A syn-
onym of INULIN, a starchy substance, obtained from
the roots of elecampane, angelica, potato, etc.

1847 i" CRAIG.

t Ala'ntpm, adv. prop. phr. Sc. Obs. [? corrup-
tion of Kr. a loiiitain.~\ At a distance.
1686 G. STVART yoco.scr. Disc. 72 Some of our Lads being

very kind Alantom followed me behind. 1711 BAILEYA Ian-
torn, at a distance. W[orlh] C[onntry}.
t A'lapat, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. med. L. alapat-
ppl. stem of alapd-i-c to slap, f. alapa a slap.] To
slap or strike.

1609.1. MELTON Si.re-/oldPolit. 1851125] Not with a wand
to alapat and strike them.

Alar (i^'liu), a. [ad. L. alar-is, {. ala a wing ;

see -AR.]
1. Of or pertaining to a wing or wings.
1847 in CRAIG. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life 171 The bone

ALARM.
or the quill of the bird gives the most alar strength, with
the least weight. 1874 COUES .;><; nfN.-W. 544 Audubon
mentions one nearly ten feet in alar expanse.
2. Winglike or wing-shaped.
1839-47 TODD Cycl. Aiiai. f, I'hys. III. 829/2 The alar

bones . . are in reality distinct elements of the cranium.
1845 TODD & BOWMAN Phys. Anal. I. 127 The knee affords
some remarkable examples of these folds, in what are known
as the alar ligaments.
3. Bot. and Pliys. Belonging to the axil or axilla,

axillary.
1858 GRAY Bot. Text-tit. 395 Alar. From ala in the sense

of axilla, therefore axillary or in the forks. 1879 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Alar rein, a vein which, after collecting blood from
the axilla, joins the axillary vein.

Ala-rcl, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
A- pref. i or !6 +

LARD v., a. Fr. larde-r; or ad. Fr. enlarder: see
A.- pref. 10.] To fatten.
c 1380 WVCLIF Strut, (1879) I. xx. 52 Man fattid and alardid

wendi)? awey fro God.

t Ala'rge, v . Obs. [a. OFr. alargir to enlarge,
f. a to + large LARGE.]
1. trans. To make larger, increase

; give largely.
^1380 WYCLIF Serin. 118791 I. xxxv. 93 Herfore preyden

disciplis to alarge hem bileve. Gen. xxxii. 12 Alarge my

alarged of beauty.
2. intr. (Ot r. s'atargir.} To extend oneself.

1382 WYCLIF Fs. v. i In tribulacioun thou hast alargid to
me. [1388 Thou spraddest out to me. Cf. OFr. (in Godef.)
En ma tribulatiun il s'est alargi a mi. Vulg. In tribulations
dilatasti jtiiki,]

tAla-rger. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. ALARGE + -ER!.]

One who extends, perk. One who gives largely.
Ci38o Prymer'm Maskell's Mon. Kit. Eccl. Aug. II. 122/2

God, the alarger of forjyuenesse and autour of mannys
heelthe.

t Ala'rging, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. ALARGE + -INGI.]

Enlargement, increase.

1388 WYCLIF Esct. xxxl 7 Ful fair in his greetnesse, and
in alargyng of hise trees.

Alarm v alaMm), sb. Forms: 4-7 alarme, 6-7
all arme, 7 all-arm, all' army, 6- alarm. Also:

4 alarom, 6 alarome, 7 allarum, 6 alarum, [a.
OFr. alarme, a. It. allarme^air arme! 'To (the)
arms !

'

orig. the call summoning to arms, and
thus, in languages that adopted it, a mere in-

terjection ; but soon used in all as the name of
the call or summons. Erroneously taken in the

ijth c. for an English combination all arm! and
so written

;
cf. similar treatment of alamode and

alamort. From the earliest period there was a
variant alarum due to rolling the r in prolonging
the final syllable of the call, now restricted to an

alarm-signal, as the peal or chime of a warning
bell or clock, or the mechanism producing it. (The
earlier pronunciation, following alarm, was ala'ram

;

but this has given way to ale'aam and alajTsm.)
Hence also, by aphesis, LARUM.]

I. As a phrase.

(1. int. An exclamation meaning
' To arms !

'

Obs.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxin. 92 'Alarme! Alarme!' quab
bat Lorde. 1523 LD. BEKNERS Froissart I. Ixxxviii. in He
began to cry a larum, treason, treason. 1535 COVERDALE
Jer. li. 14 Which with a corage shall crie Alarum Alarum
agaynst the. 1600 HOLLAND Lny 331 (R.) Showtmg as he
could, crying al'arme, help help citizens.

t 2. adverbially, with ring, etc. Obs.

1523 LD. BARKERS Froissart 1. Ixxx. 101 Itwascommaunded
to sounde the watche bell alarm, and euery man to be amied.
Ibid. I. ccccxi. 717 The townes all about range their belles
alarum.

f 3. quasi-rf. The call to arms, whether by using
the exclamation alarme! or by any equivalent
means. With cry, lilt, sound, blow, strike, etc. Obs.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems B. 1 207 Loude alarom vpon launde

lulled was benne. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froissart I. xviii. 20
Often tymes in the day there wascryed alarum. 1580 BARET
Alv. A 284 To blowe alarme, Bellicnm canere. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. I 'I, v. ii. 3 When the angrie Trumpet sounds alarum.

1594 Rick. Ill, iv. iv. 148 -Strike alarum, drummes !

II. As sb. with //.
4. A call to arms ;

a signal calling upon men to arm.
1548 HALL Chron. {18001 680 When the alarme came to

Calice, euery man made to horse and harnes. 1600 HOLLAND
Lily in. (1659) 81 The al'army was given on all hands : and
no cry heard but 'Arme,

1

'Arme.' 1609 C. BUTLER Fein,
Mon. (1634) 130 As if the Drum did sound an all-arm. 1705
J. ROBINS Hero ofAge n. ii. 3 Now first is beat the General
Alarm, Now sounds to Horse. 1711 POPK Rape Lock v. 48
And all Olympus rings with loud alarms. 1864 SKEAT
Ufilandzl And when th' alarum thrills the air, And beacons
on the mountains flare.

b. A message or news of approaching hostility.
1812 BYRON Childe Hal. II. Ixxii, Tambourgi ! thy larum

gives promise of war. 1815 SOUTHEY Koder. xx. 3 From east

and west . . the breathless scouts Bring swift alarums in.

5. A warning sound of any kind to give notice of

danger, or to arouse or attract attention ; esp. a

loud and hurried peal rung out by a tocsin or alarm
bell

;
or a chime rung out by a clock to awaken

sleepers.
1592 Nobody fy Soie.b. (1878) 328 Sound out a sodaine and

a shrill Alarum. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xxxviii.

(1632! 397 Awaked with the suddaine Allarum. 1642 JER 4



ALARM.
TAYLOR God's Judg, \. i. vii. 14 The frogges . . filling every
corner of his land sounded him an alarme. 1846 LYTTON
Lucr. (1853) 185 A larum loud enough to startle the whole
court from its stillness. 1841 MACAULAY Lays, Amiada^
At once the loud alarum clashed from all her reeling spires.

6. fig. a. A warning, b. An incitement (pbs.}.

1584 LODGE (titled An Alarum against Usurers. i6ao

SHEI.TON Don Qulx. IV. xiii. 103 A kind of black Meat,
called Caviary . . a great Alarum to the Bottle, a 1670
HACKET in Walcott's Life (1865) 169 Curious music upon
costly instruments is an admirable alarm for devotion. 1686

\V. DE BRITAINE Hum. Pntd. 16. 75 Your Wisdom will be but

an Alarm to them never to come unprovided. 1850 M.EKI-

VALE Rom. Emfi. (1865) VIII. Ixiv. 91 It is an alarum rung
in the ears of a careless generation.

7. The apparatus or mechanism which sounds the

alarm ; also_/f^. Usually alarum.
1586 BRIGHT Melatic. xiii. 66 Automaticall instruments as

clockes, watches and larums. 1655 MRQ. WORC. Cent. Inv.

Ixxii. 2 If a stranger open it, it setteth an Alarm a-going,
which the stranger cannot stop from running out. i68z Sin

T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. 38 Thou hast an alarum in thy breast.

1788 WESLEY Wks. 1872 VII. 69, I procured an alarum,
which waked me the next morning at seven. 1832 BABBAGE
Econ. Manuf. viii. led. 3^ 59 The various kinds of alarums
connected with clocks and watches.

8. A warning of danger of any kind
; especially

one given in such a way as to startle or arouse the

unwary ; esp. in the phr. to give or take the alarm.

1591 GARRARD Art of \Varre 76 In giving Alarome to the

enimie. 1594 NASHE Vnfort. Trav. 15 What did I now but

one day made a false alarum in the quarter where
they lay.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virgin, i. 8 The towne took the Alarum
before I ment it. a, 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Keb, I. i. 29

[Words] which gave the first alarum to the Duke to appre-
hend his own Ruin.

1772 ? Lett. Ixviii. 355 Your
natural benevolence took the alarm. 1867 LADY HERBERT
Cradle L. viii. 215 The alarm was given that the Bedouins
were upon them. Mod. It proved to be a false alarm.

9. Fencing. 'A step or stamp made on the ground
with the advancing foot.

1

Chambers Cycl. Supp.
1579 GOSSON Apol. (Arb.) 75 Players haue chosen such a

Champion as when I giue the Allarm winnowes his weapon.
1707 SIR W. HOPE Fencing \v. 102 in Chambers Cycl. 6'//.,
The motion of the sword-hand may in this case be attended

with the appel or alarm of the advanced foot.

10. A loud noise or disturbance, of such a kind

as to startle or perturb ; din. arch.

1523 EARL SURREY in Ellis's Ofiff. Lett. i. 77 I. 217 The
horses of his company brake lowse . . in suche nombre that

it caused a marvelous alarome. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. i.

I. 131 Though it passe your patience & mine to endure her

lowd alarums. 1684 T. BURNET Thcor. Earth II. 61 You
see wh ,t disorders m nature, and what an alarum, the erup-
tion of one fiery mountain is capable to make. 1820 KEATS
Hyperion m, 105 What divinity Makes this alarum in the

elements?

fii. A sudden or unexpected attack; necessitating
a rush to arms ; a surprise ; an assault. Obs.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinsked III. 1021/2 Their men
readie at all times to serue in euerie alarum and skirmish.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. ii. 4 Their deere causes Would to the

bleeding, and the grim Alarme Excite the mortified man.
1660 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Een Storm, an assaulting, or

an Al-arme. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. fy Ackit. n. 567 The doubt-

ful nations watch his arms, With terror each expecting his

alarms.

12. A state of surprise with fear or terror, sud-

denly excited by apprehension of danger ;
excite-

ment caused by danger apprehended.
1587 D. FENNER Def. Ministers C4 If Maist. D. Bridg.

had not hitte on this cause of allarum. 1602 SHAKS. Haml.
it. ii. 532 A blanket in th' Alarum of fcare caught vp. 1711
STEELE Spect. No. n f 5 Such Fears and Alarms as they
were there tormented with. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. in. 599
Awe in each eye, alarm in every face. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw.
xxiii. (1853)235 The alarms of her guide made more impres-
sion on the Countess's mind.

13. Comb, and Attrib. as alarm shock, alarm

signal. Also alar(u)m-clock, -watch, one with

an apparatus which can be set to ring loudly at any

particular hour, so as to awaken sleepers, or excite

attention ; alar(u)m-gauge, an appliance attached

to a steam-engine to give warning of a dangerous
pressure of steam or deficiency of water in the

toiler ; alarm-gun, -cannon, a gun fired to give
notice of danger, or to call to vigilance ;

alarm-

note, the note of a bird when startled ; alarm-

word, a watchword. Also ALARM-BELL, -POST, q.v.
1801 SOUTHEY Thai. xii. xxiv. Wks. IV. 433 Over the sur-

face of the reeling Earth, The alarum shock was felt. 1665
PEPYS Diary 14 July (1876) III. 193 Up betimes by the helpe
of a larum watch. 1678 T. HERBERT Mem. (T.) You shall

have a gold alarmwatch, which, as there may be cause, shall

awake you. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. t V. xxiii. 592 A
man-of-war in New York Bay fired alarm-cannon. 1879
Wild Life in S. C. 163 If you should disturb the blackbird
. . he makes the meadow ring with his alarm-note. 1828
SCOTT F. M. Perth 1. 102 Crying the alarm-word of the town.

Alarm (ala'im), V. ; also 6-7 allarum, alarum,

[f. the sb. Cf. Fr. alarmert of which Littre has no
instance bef. i;th c.

;
not in Cotgr. 1611, either as

Eng. or Fr]
tl. To call to arms. a. intr. Obs.
c 1590 MARLOWE ind /V. Tambur. in. iii, Trumpets and

drums, alarum
presently. 1718 POPE Iliad n. 93 Now,

valiant chiefs! since heaven itself alarms, Unite.

t b. trans. Obs.
1645 PACITT Heresiogr. (1662) 287 They alarumed the

trained-band that was to watch all that day. 1671 CROWNE
juliana \. 4 The troops are all alarum'd.
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1 2. To rouse to action, urge on, incite. Obs.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. \\. i. 53 Wither'd Murther, Alarum'd by
his Centinell, the Wolfe, Whose howl's his Watch . . towards
his designe Moves like a Ghost. 1662 FULLER Worthies i.

237 This allarumed the Londoners to rescue poor Pateshul.

lyioSiKELi-: Tatler^Q. 47 Pa At Epsom, there is at present
a young Lady . . who has alarmed all the Vain and the Im-
pertinent to infest that Quarter. 1768 BKATTIE Minst. i. iv,

Nor him whose sordid soul the love of gold alarms.

3. To arouse to a sense of danger, to excite the

attention or suspicion of, to put on the alert.

1651 JEK. TAYLOR Scrm. (1850) i. 18 Alarumed into caution
and sobriety. 1684 OTWAY Atheist v. (1735) 113 If you
squeak, and think to alarum the house. 1727 DE FOE Ap*
fantions vi. 94 To alarm us at the approach of impending
mischief. 1783 COVVPKR Task in. 185 Great crimes alarm
the conscience. 1849 MACAULAV//W/. Eng. II. 250 For the

purpose of alarming the guards.

f b. To inform or notify of anything dangerous,
to warn. Obs. rare.

1711 STEELE Spcct. No. 80 f 3 Before Brunetta could be
alarmed of their Arrival.

4. To keep in excitement
; to disturb, perturb.

1661 C. LYTTELTON in Hatton Corr. (18781 22 We have
bcene mightily alarumd here with reports of plotts. 1697
DHYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 86 Intestine Broils allarm the Hive.

1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xvi. 222 Sellers of fruit and of fish

. . alarming the air with their invitations.

5. To strike with fear or apprehension of danger ;

to agitate or excite with sudden fear.

1653 A. WILSON James 1
1 189 The King was again Alarum'd

by this Protestation. 1711 ADDISOS Spcct. No. 7
* 2 A

Screech-Owl at Midnight has alarmed a Family more than
a Band of Robbers. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. iv.

128 These events alarmed (him) into submission. 1877 in

F'am. Herald 27 Oct. 406/1 You alarm me with that long
prologue. Mod. lam alarmed at the aspect of affairs.

6. intr. To sound like an alarm or alarum.

1839 POK Ho. of Usher Wks. 1864 I. 306 The noise of the

dry and hollow-sounding wood alarummed and reverberated

throughout the forest.

Alarmable (ala-imab'l), a. [f.
ALARM v. t

-ABLE.] Liable to be alarmed or excited; excitable.

1813 W.TAYLOR Month. Mag. XXXV. 139 A more deli-

cate and alarmable sensibility. 1841 Chambers
s^

Journ.

4 Sept. X. 260 A suspicious and very alarmable individual.

Ala-rm-bell, alaTum-bell. A bell rung as

a signal of danger or on a sudden emergency ;
as

the tocsin of burghs in olden times. AlsoyS^.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV> m. i. 17 A common Lamm-Bet!.

1641 HINDE J. Britcn Iviii. 175, Ifcare.. that the Alarum Bell

of your conscience is silenced. 1781 GIBBON Dec/, fy F. III.

xlix. 108 The alarum-bell rung to arms in every quarter of
the city. 1834 CARLYLE Fr. A'rr 1

. I. in. viii. 128 The alarm-
bell bursts forth, ominous; and peals and booms all day.
a 1849 POK Bells Wks. 1859, 75 Hear the loud alarum bells

Brazen bells !

Alarmed (ala-jind), ///..; also 7-Sallarum'd,
alarum'd. [f.

ALARM v. + -ED.]
1. Called to arms, aroused, on the watch.

1605 SHAKS. Learu. i. 55 He saw my best alarum'd spirits,

Bold in the quarrel's right, 1667 MILTON /-*. L. iv. 986 On
th

1

other side Satan allarm'd Collecting all his might dilated

stood. 1871 Daily A'ews 23 Jan., The French are taking to

these at tacks seemingly.. The front line is stand ing
'

alarmed.'

2. Disturbed, excited by the prospect of danger.
1650 FULLER Pisga/i Sight iv. vi. ioo The young man, late

at night allarum'd out of his bed, with the noise. 1722 I>K

FOK Plague 30 Deceivers fed their fears and kept them a-

larmed. 1827 Hoou Mids. Fairies ex, And prompt fresh shifts

in his alarum'd ears. 1828 SCOTT /'. M. Perth v. (1874) 55
Her efforts implied alarmed modesty rather than maidenly
coyness.

Alarmedly (alaumedli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.]
In an alarmed manner ; frightenedly.
1880 Miss BROUGHTON Sec. Thoughts I. i. xi. 199 Looking

alarmedly round at the break fast-table for restoratives.

Alarming (alaumin), ///. a. [f.
ALAUM v . +

-ING-.] Disturbing or exciting with the apprehen-
sion of danger.
1680 BURNET Rochester 116921 86 With such allarming Evi-

dences. 1769 Juntas Lett. ii. 14 The last charge . . is of a

most serious and alarming nature. 1855 MACAULAY Hist,

ting. IV. 278 But one alarming report followed another fast.

Alarmingly ^alaumirjli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY^.]

In an alarming manner
;
so as to excite alarm or

apprehension.
1787 BURNS Lett. 60 Wks. 1875, 349 Alarmingly ill of a sore

throat. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. I. 8 So far from increasing,
manufactures had alarmingly declined.

Alarmism (ala'jmiz'm). [f.
ALARM sb. + -ISM.]

The profession or practice of the alarmist ; per-
sistent tendency to raise alarm needlessly.

1867 Spect. 20 July 793 [A] speech . . powerful and logical,

yet extravagant in its alarmism. 1881 St. James's Gaz.

12 Feb.,
' Panic' and 'alarmism.'

Alarmist (alaumist). [f. ALARM sb. + -IST.]

One addicted to raising alarms ; hence, who raises

alarm on very slight grounds, or needlessly ;
a

panic-monger.
1802 SVD. SMITH U'ks. 1859 ! ! r /T The Pamc of this alarmist

is so very great. 1849 COBDEN Sp. in 1849, 8 Those wicked

alarmists and panic-mongers whom I will never forgive.

b. attrib.

1802 SYD. SMITH H'ks. 1867 I. 13 This was another gentle-

man of the alarmist tribe. (-1842 Lo. CAMPBELL Autobiog.

(i88i1 II. 153 Alarmist or disappointed Whigs. 1870 Daily
Tel. 18 July, Rumours ofan alarmist character, some of them

wildly improbable, were circulated.

Alarm-post (alaumppi'St).
' The ground ap-

ALATERNUS.

pointed to each Regiment, by the Quarter-Master-
General for them to march to in case of an Alarm
from the enemy.' Bailey 1721.
1794 NELSON in Nicolas's Disp. 11845) I. 386 Our troops . .

in ten minutes at farthest would be at the bridge from the

alarm-posts. 1844 A'egul. # Ord. Army 180 Although a
Regiment or a Division may remain for a single night
only in a quarter, yet an Alarm-Post is invariably to be
established.

Alarum. A variant of ALARM, formerly used

in all the senses of the word, but now restricted,

exc. in poetical use, to the peal or chime of a warn-

ing bell or clock, or the mechanism which produces
it : see ALARM sb. 5, 7.

Alary U^'lari), a. [ad. L. alari-us, f. ALA wing:
see -ARY.] Of or pertaining to wings or alx.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Gard. Cynts iv. 181 The lower leaf [of

leguminous plants] closely involving . . the alary or wingy
divisions. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys II. 945/2 It is the

first alary nerve, and is given to the future anterior pair of

wings. 1837 Blackiv. Mag. XLII. 821 Can't I use part of the

fortune in advancing my great project of alary aerostation ?

1877 HUXLEY Anat. In-'. An. vii. 434 The alary muscles.

Alas (aid's),/;*/.; also 4- alias, 4 alaas, allaas.

Sc.^-i allace, alace. Aphet. 6-7 las, lass. [a.OFr.
ha las, a las (mod. Fr. /i t

:

-fas^, f. ha /= AH ! -t- las,

lasse wretched, orig. 'weary': I,, lassittn weary. Cf.

Pr. ai las
; It. ahi lasso. In these languages the

adj. took the gender of the speaker, las, lasso ; /asse,

lassa. The later Fr. form he/as ! is occas. lound in

Kng. ;
also in i6th c. an aphetic '/as'] An ex-

clamation expressive of unhappiness, grief, sorrow,

pity, or concern. Occ. with dat. obj., or with for.
c 1260 Signs I'cf. Jnefg. in E. I:. PMHIS 11862.1 10 Alas louerd

wat sul we tak we pat abbijj sin i-wro^t. c 1386 CHAUCER
Syrs. T. 491 That I was bred, alias that harde day, c 1394
/'. PI. Crede 754 Alaas ! bat lordes of be londe '

leue^j swiche
wrechen. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy xxiv. 9716 Hit happis vs suche
barmes to haue now, alace. c 1525 SKI:LTON Col. Clontf
1022 Helas ! I say, helas ! How may this come to passe?
a 1593 MARLOWE JfU 1 of HI. iv. iii. 314 'Las, I could weep at

your calamity ! 1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. ii. 42 Alas the heauy
day : why do yon weepeV 1667 MILTON /'. L. \. 461 Alas,
both for the deed and for the cause ! 1842 J. H. NEWMAN
Par. Serin. VI. iii. 32 Alas for our easy sensual life. 1870
MORRIS Earthly Par. ]. i. 36 Alas, the happy day ! the fool-

i>h day ! Alas ! the sweet time, too soon passed away '.

tAla'sk-i, v. Obs.rare~ l

. [a. OXFr. alaskie-r

(and alaski-r} to let loose, f. a to i,or cs out) +

laskicr, laskir, mod. Fr. lacker : late L. las-care,

cl. L. laxdre, f. lax-iis loose.] To let loose, release.

1250 LAY AM. 8838 Teh wole . . alaski him of care [1205 hit-

lien ich wulle his kare].

t Ala'St, adv. Obs. t prop. phr. [A //r/.
1 of

order in a series, at + LAST. Layamon has a fuller

a pan /asft', beside atpan lastc, and Ormin att latts-

te.] In the last place ; at last.

c 1230 Ancr. R. 42 Alast }>et uerset,
' Kcce ancilla Domini.'

(- 1320 Cast. Lone 457 So bat Pees a-last vp-breek. 1340
Ay<:nb. 139 Alast hit is wone of be poure manne }?et . . he ne

hcj> none ssame to acsi.

II Alastor (alcrstoi). rare. [a. Gr. d^daru-p the

avenging deity, f. d priv. + \aar-, f. XaOtlv to forget.]
A relentless or avenging spirit, a Nemesis.
1810 W. TAYLOR Month. Mag. XXIX. 350 Imps, ala.stor>,

and every other class of cacodemons. 1812 Ibid. XXXIV.
234 The midnight mass will soon be read, Which even the

alastors dread.

Alate (aU
T
''0, adv. arch., prop.///;', \_\prep.'

1

of + LATE.] Of late, lately.

(1400 Dcstr. Troy x. 4176 Of shame and ofshenship shapyn
vs alate. 1509 UAWES Past. Pleas. (1845* 16 The goodly por-
tres . . axed me from whence I came alate? c 1590 GREENE
Poems 119 Where chilling frost alate did nip, There flasheth

now a fire. 1670 WALTON Lives \\\. 151 How art thouchang'd
from what thoti wert a late. 1842 MRS. BROWNING Poems
(1878! 219 But the Harpies alate In the storm came, and swept
off the maidens.

i Ala te, v- Of>s. raff~ l
. [a. OFr. alaite-r,

~icr : L. adlacta-rc to give milk to ; f. ad to + lac,

lact- milk.] To give milk to, suckle.

a 1521 Hclyas m E. E. Pr. Rotn.(\%^\\\. 56 The vii chil-

dren were nourished andalated [/r//f</aIaced] of the saide

white goate.

Alate C^'l^t), a. [ad. L. dldt-ns, f. a/a a wing ;

cf. caudate and L. togatus\ see -ATE.] "Winged ;

having wings or side appendages resembling wings
in shape or general appearance.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 118 Alate seed-vessels ;

or Keys.

1763 STUKELEY Palxogr. Sacra 73 Nainby Lincolnshire

from an alate temple there. 1857 HsNPItBV Elem. Bat. 76

Sometimes the stalk-like petiole is winged (alate), a narrow

plate of the blade structure running down its margins. 1876

G. BIXKTON Brit. Aphid. (Ray Soc.) I. 86 The alate female*

are never so plentiful as the apterous.

Alated (/M<*ttd), a. [f.
L. aldt-ns ALATE + -EU,

according to the ordinary Eng. representation of

L. -atus : cf. elate and elated from clatus^ Winged,

having wings.
1653 WATERIIOUSE Afol. Learn. 56 (L.1 Power, like all

things alated, seldom rests long in any continued line. 1697

in Phil. Trans. XIX. 679 This hath alated or winged Leaves.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp.* The bat is the only alated or

winged quadruped, properly speaking. 1879 M. PHILLIPS

Coins 17 On the obverse Pallos Nikephora with alated helmet.

|| Alaternus (aelataun^s). Bot. Also alatern.

[f.
1a/a wing -t- (emus three.] An evergreen shrub



ALATION.

(Rhamnus Alaternus) belonging to the genus
Rhamnacea'. or Buckthorns.

1607 TOPSELL Fottr-footed Beasts (1673) 189 They love
Tamerisk . . and a tree called Alaternus, which never bear-
eth fruit but only leaves. 17x1 PETIVER in Phil. Trans.
X XVII. 393 Great broad Alatern. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's
Bot. xvi. 207 The Alaternus, formerly so shorn and beclipped
in hedges.

Alation (f'l^'-Jan). [a. Fr. alation, f. L. dlat-us

winged : see ALATE and -ION. Cf. foliation^ A
winged condition ;

' the mode in which the wings
of insects are formed and disposed upon the body.'

Craig 1847.
Mod. Sot. The alation of the stem is more conspicuous in

other species of the pea.

Alauiit, variant of ALAS, a wolf-hound.
i Alave'nture, Obs. rare- 1

. In phr. at ala-

venture. [A mixture of Eng. at aventure and cor-

resp. Fr. a raventiire.'] Used by Caxton for at

aventure : see ADVENTURE sl>. 3 b.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA rates I. xxiv. 75 Al dedes of ba-

taylle ben doon at alaventure.

t Alay, v. Obs. rare. [
?
] The specific term

for '

to carve
'

a pheasant.
1508 Terittcs of a. Keriter in Kabecs Bk. 265 Vntache that

curlewe. Alaye that fesande. Wynge that partryche. 1838
P. PARLEY Tales ab. Christm. xxxiii. 302 The good people
of those days would not say cut up, but alay a pheasant.

Alay, earlier and better spelling of ALLAY.

Alay, variant of ALLY, a kind of marble.

tAlay ne, v. Obs '.
[f. A.-pref. i intens.

+ L.VYKE to hide.] To hide, conceal.
c 1400 Sfflodaru 1497 The sowdan sore them affrayned

What that ther names wer
;
Rouland saide,and noght alayned.

i Alazoiiy. Obs [ad. Gr. u,\aoviia, -via.

bragging, imposture.]
'

Arrogancy or pride.' Blount

Glossogr. 1656.

Alb (relb). Forms : 1-9 albe, 4-7 aube, 5 awbe,
awlbe, 5-6 aulbe, 6- alb. [OE. albe, ad. late L.

alba, for tunica or vestis alba a white tunic or gar-

ment, a shirt. The form aube is a later adoption
of the Fr. aube :alba, and was the usual one in

Eng. in the I4th and early I5th c.
;
in the i6th the

two were mixed in aulbe, a-ulbc] A tunic or vest-

ment of white cloth reaching to the feet, and en-

veloping the entire person ; a variety of the surplice,
but with close sleeves

;
worn by priests in religious

ceremonies, and by some consecrated kings.
a noo Canons of K. Edgar in Anc. Laws II. 250 f>cet ielc

preost hsebbe subuculam under his alban \_dat. or ace. (^alb^J.
\

t 1200 Trin. Coll. Hoin. 163 Te albe sol, and hire smoc hwit.
|

1340 Ayenb. 236 Ine be aube and ine be gerdle above. 1440
Proinp. Pan'., Awbe 11499 Awlbe). A lba,poderis. 1483 CAX-
TON (iold. Leg. 359/2 Saynt Martyn appiered to hym cladde
in an aulbe. 1566 Engl. Ch. Furn. (18661 30 Item an alb
whearof wee have made a surples. 1606 G. W[ooncoCKEJ
Hist. Justine LI iij, Hee [Sigismund] . . was buryed in his

regall Albe in Vngaria. 1649 JER. TAYLOR (.it. F.xemp. n.

viii. 68 Whose albes of baptisme served them also for a wind,

ing sheet. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xxxvii, Array yourselves also

in alb and cope. 1846 KEBLE Lyra Innoc. (1873) 171 Who
daily in the Holy Place wears the bright albe.

Albacore (x-lbakou). Also 6 albo-, 6- albi-,

Salbe-, galber-. [a. fg.albacor,-bacora,-becora(^f.

albacora, Fr. albicore) ; f. Arab, al the + Jo bukr,

pi. bakdrat, a young camel, a heifer, whence also

Pg. bacoro a yonng pig. The Fr. form albicore is

also in use.] A fish ; prop, a large species of

Tunny (Thynnus), found in the Atlantic, near W.
Indies. Applied also to a kindred species in the

Pacific ; and loosely to others of the genus.
1579 T. STEVENS Lett. fr. Goa in Hakluyt II. 583 In the

sea, the fish which is called Albocore, as big as a salmon.

1696 OVINGTON Voy. Surat 48 We likewise met with shoals
of Albicores (so call'd from a piece of white Flesh that sticks

to their Heart). 1766 GROSE Voy. East Ind. I. 5 The Alba-
core is another fish of much the same kind as the Boarto.

1782 P. BRUCE Mem. xn. 424 Baracuda, ship-jacks, albecores.

1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. viii. (1873) 162 The flying-fish and
their devourers thebonitosand albicores. 1860 MAUHY/Vys.
Gfog. Sea iii. 158 A few years ago, great numbers of Alber-
core . . entered the English Channel. 1868 Daily AVit'S

14 Sept, Capture of an Albacore at Dawlish.

Alban (a;-lban\ [f. L. alb-us white + -AN.] A
white crystalline resinous substance extracted from

gutta-percha on treatment with alcohol or ether.

1863 WATTS Chem. Diet. (1872) I. 64. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Alban forms from 14 to 16 per cent, of gutta percha.
Albata (&\\>ei-ta). [a. L. albat-a fem. of albat-

us whitened, clothed in white.] A metallic compo-
sition imitating silver ; white metal, German silver.

1848 Bachel. Albany in The argentine and the albata did
their best to look silvery. 1861 SALA Baddington, Peer. 1 1. 232
He was not the genuine article, but a substitute, a kind of
albata, or Sheffield plate*

tAlba'tion. Obs. [a.d. med. L. attatwn-ew, n.

of action f. albd-re to whiten.]
1. A term used by the alchemists for the alleged

process of whitening metals, especially of trans-

muting copper into silver ;
= ALBIFICATION.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Z. Dusting ; ? orig. dusting with a white powder.
i6 WOODALL Snrg. Mate Wks. 1653, 268 Albation is the

206

abstraction of dust, moths, gret, adhering to a thing with
an Hares foot, feather, spather, knife, or the like. 1658
PHILLIPS, Allmlion (chem.) a dusting with a hare's foot [not
in ed. 1678].

Albatross (ce'lbatrps). Forms : 7 algatross,

7-8 albi-, 8 albe-, 8- albatross. [Apparently a
modification of ALCATRAS, applied to the Frigate-
bird, but extended through inaccurate knowledge
to a still larger sea-fowl, and in this sense altered
to albi-, albe-, albatross (perhaps with etymological
reference to albus white, the albatross being white,
while the alcatras was black). Algatross in i6th c.

may be an intermediate form
; albatross has not

been found bef. 1769. The word has now passed
into most of the mod. langs. ^u. albatross, G.
-trass, -tros, Fr. -tros, It. -fro, Pg. -tros, Sp. -troste),
but seems to have originated in Eng. (or ?Du.)]
f 1. The Frigate-bird, = ALCATRAS 2. Obs.

1732 MORTIMER in Phil. Tram. XXXVII. 448 While the
Albitrosse are setting and hatching their Young, their Heads
change from Brown to Scarlet, and become Brown again
afterwards. 1748 ANSON Voy. I. vi. ted. 4) 76 Their bills are

narrow, like that of an Albitross. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.
Supp., Albitrosse, the name of a large sea-bird, common
about Jamaica, and in many other places. This is a thievish
creature and principally feeds on the prey which another
sea-bird, called the booby, provides for itself.

2. The English name of a family of birds allied

to the Petrels (^Order Tubiiiares\, which inhabit the

Pacific and Southern Oceans. The great Albatross,
Diomcdca cxulans, to which the name is usually

applied, is the largest of sea-fowls.
1681 GREW Mia. Keg. Sac. 73 The Head of the Man of
War; called also Albitrosse. [Figured ; clearly Diotnedca.}
1697 DAMPIER K<y. an. 1691 (17031 1. 531 They [sailors] have
several other signes, whereby to know when they are near it,

by the sea-fowl they meet at sea, especially the Algatrosses,
a very large long-winged fowl. 1698 FRYER E. India $ Persia
12 Those feathered Harbingers of the Cape . . Albetrosses.

1719 SHELVOCKE Voy. in Harris I. 202 These were accom-
panied with Albitrosses, the largest sort of sea-fowls. 1768
(Dec. 24) COOK Voy. 117901 I. 30 We shot an albetross,
which measured between the tips of its wings nine feet and
an inch. 1769 (Jan. 26) Ibid., The Albatrosses proved very
good eating. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. n. xiv, Instead of
the cross, the albatross About my neck was hung. 1845
DARWIN Voy. Nat. viii. 118791 102 It has always been a mys-
tery to me on what the albatross . . can subsist. 1865 LIB-
BOCK Preh. Times 367 Ear-rings made of albatross-down.

Albe, variant of ALB.
Albe. [Anglicized form of ALBUM, in sense I.]

Rom. Antiij. A tablet on which anything is in-

scribed
;
a register.

1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece (171 5* I. xxvi. 165 If any Debtor
shall be blotted out of the Albe, or Register. 1807 ROBINSON
Arch&ol. Gr. !. xxx. 114 If any debtor should be blotted out
of the albe, or register, before he had discharged his debt.

t Albe', conj. Ol>s. or arch.
; also al be, allbe,

all be. [prop, a phrase all lie, contr. for all be it,

= although it be (that) : see ALL adv. and ALBEIT.]
Although it be that

; although.
1. = ALBEIT i.

1:1386 CHAUCER Sqrs. T. 97 Al be that I kan nat sowne his

stile [7'. r. al be it]. 1493 Petronyila (Pynsonl 79 Albe that
he excellyd in richesse He besy was to haue hir in mariage.
2. -ALBEIT 2.

c 1400 Purific. iTurnb. 1843) 128 Thou mekely com thyn
offurryng in thyn hond All be the law sett on the no bond.
a 1586 SIDNEY in Farr's S. f. I. 68 Allbe thousands here, Ten
thousands there decay. 1603 H. JONSON Scjatttts iv. v, Ay,
but his fear Would ne'er be mask'd, allbe his vices were. 1825
SouTHEY/'rt'/Yz^v^o'lV'Xix.Wks.VIl. 83 And in their hearts,
albe the work was rude, It raised the thought of all-com-

manding might.
3. = ALBEIT 3.

1596 SPENSER To Denutie 149 Oft it falles . . That goodly
Beautie, albe heavenly borne, Is foule abused.

Albecore, obs. variant of ALBACORE.

t Albede'ne, adv. Obs. 3-5 ; also al bidene,
alle bidene, al bydene, albydene, all bedene.

[Really two words ALL BEDENE, i.e. 'all soon,' but

so much used together that all preserved little of its

force. Cf. although] Forthwith, immediately.
a. 1300 llavelok 730 And thrie, he gat it al bidene. c 1320

Syr Bevis 3685 And men told hem albedene How the geaunt
Ascopard In a caslel hire hadde to ward. 1330 R. BRL-NNE
Citron. 45 Lyndeseie he destroied quite alle bidene. c 1400
SyrPercyv. 2278 Crete lordes and the qwene Welcomed hym
al-bydene. r 1450 Erie of Tolons 1211 Betwene them had

they chyldyr fyftene Doghty Knyghtys all bedene.

t ATbedine'ity. Obs. [f. L. albedin-ein white-

ness, as if on an adj. *albedine-us, + -ITY.]
1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. 1834, 195 Hexeity, and albe.

dineity . . are words exploded by such as affect the purity
of the Latine diction.

II Albedo (selbrdo). [L. albedo whiteness;
alb-um white.] Whiteness

; spec, in Astr. The

proportion of the solar light incident upon an ele-

ment of the surface of a planet, which is again
dififusedly reflected from it.

1859 Monthly Not. R.A.S. XX. 103. 1878 NEWCOMB Pop.
Astroii. 549 When the albedo of a body is said to be o'6.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v., Urinary conditions .. were called

the crystalline, the snowy, the limy, and the limpid albedo.

Albedony. ' Whiteness.' Cockeram 1626.

Albeit (lbrit\ conj. [prop, a phrase all be it

(that) ;
in full, all though it be that. This is only

ALBIFICATION.

a particular instance of all with a verb in sub-

junctive (see ALL adv. 10), in which the conjunctive
phrase becomes a ijuasi-viord. The nom. pron. it

was also often dropped, whence the shorter all be,

ALBE. Before the synthesis was complete, all be it

had, in past tense, all were it.]

1. Even though it be (that) ; admitting (that).
1:1460 FORTESCUE Abs. f. Lint. Moil. (1714) 30 Albeit that

trie Frenche Kyng's Revenuz be . . miche gretter. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turkes (1621) 1150 Albeit that a great num.
her of them were slain, yet fell they out againe. 1862 C.
STRETTON Chequered Life I. 125 From that day to this we
have never met albeit that he has had my best wishes.

T" b. Pa. t. Even though it were. Obs.

CI374 CHAUCER Bocthius (i868j 5 Al were it so tat sche
was ful of so greet age.
2. That omitted : Even though it be that

;
even

though, although, though.
1385 CHAUCER Leg. G. It'oitt. 1359, I may well leese a

worde on yow, or letter, Albeit I shal be never the better.
< 1420 Chron. Vilod. 530 He had gret fere, Albut J>aw hit
ner no nede. 1532 MORE Conftit. Tindale Wks. 1557, 688/2
All bee it he coulde not saye naye. l6tl SHAKS. Cytnd. II.

iii. 61 A worthy Fellow, Albeit he comes on angry purpose
now. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in If. t. Wks. V. 8, 1 shall live

to see the day, Albeit the number of my years well nigh Be
full.

_ 1878 LEVER Jack Hinton xxvi. 184 Their voices, too,
albeit the accent was provincial, were soft and musical.

3. In contr. clause: Even though, even if, although.
"795 SOUTHEY 7'""' "fA re i. 365 And I am well content to

dwell in peace, Albeit inglorious. 1847 THACKERAY Van.
Fair xLx.(iS7o) 1. 198 When a certain (albeit uncertain! mor-
row is in view. 1853 KANE Grinnel Exp. xxyii. (18561 225 The
sun, albeit from a lowly altitude, shone out in full brightness,

Albercore, variant of ALBACORE.

Alberge, obs. Fr. and Eng. form of AUBERGE.
Albert < orlbsit). Also in full Albert chain,

[named after Prince Albert, the Consort of Queen
Victoria.] A kind of watch-chain.

"aily Aelus 5 Feb. 3 '4 St<

Albert chain. Mod. Advt. Lost, a gold albert with two seals.

1883 Daily News 5 Feb. 3-4 Stealing . . a silver watch and

Albertite (K-lbsjtoit). Alin. [{.Albert (county),
New Brunswick + -ITE.] A jet-black bituminous
mineral found in 1849 in New Brunswick, supposed
to be the residue left on the drying up of a great
body of petroleum.
1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 41 Albertite has been largely used

in the United States for the distillation of oil and coke. 1881
Echo 23 July 1,6 The coal . . resembles the Albertite found
in New Brunswick.

A'lbert-type. [after name of the inventor.]
A method of printing in ink from photographic
plates ; also, the picture thus produced.
1875 VOGEL Light fy Plwtog. xv. 245 These Albert-types . .

approach, but do not equal, the silver copies in beauty.

Albescent (lbe-sent), a. [ad. L. albescent-em

pr. pple of albesc-Zre to grow white ; f. alb-us

white.] Growing or becoming white ; shading or

passing into white.

1831 W. & M. HOWITT Seasons 306 The galaxy stretches
its albescent glow athwart the northern sky. 1868 DARWIN
Var.An. ff Plants I. vi. 184 Thecroup being blue instead of

snow-white; but the tint varies, being sometimes albescent.

Albespyne, -ine isclbtspsin). arch. [a. OFr.

albcspinc, aubespine (mod. aub^pine^, Yr.albespin :

^.albasptna white thorn.] Whitethorn, hawthorn.
1366 MAUNDEV. ii. 11839) 13 Braunches of Albespyne, that

is White Thorn. 1881 F. T. PALGRAV E Vis. Eng. 79 A bower
Of reedmace and rushes fine, Fenced with sharp albespyne.
t Albeston(e. Obs. [a. OFr. albcston, variant

of abcston, asbeston, a. L. asbeston, ace. of ASBES-

TOS, cj.v. (OFr. has also abestos). Albeston is per-

haps due to fanciful association with alb-us white ;

in Eng. the termination was assimilated to stone,

quasi
'

white-stone.']
= ASBESTOS.

1398 TREVISA Barl/t. De P. K. xvi. xi. (1495! 558 Of albe.

stone . . was made a candyll sticke, on whyche was a lantern

so brennynge that it myght not be quenched wyth tempeste
nother with reyne. 1567 MAPLET Greene Forest 2 Albeston
. . being once set on fire, can neuer after be quenched.

t Albetrmes, adv. phr. Obs. - ALL BETIMES ;

see ALL adv., and cf. albedene.

1634 Malory's Arthur (i?,^ II. 218 He that is my father
shall be known openly, and albetimes.

Albicant (a-lbikant), ///. a. [ad. L. albicant-

em \>r. \if\e.ofalbica-re: see ALBICATION.] Becom-

ing or growing white.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Albication (adbik^'Jan). [n. of action f. L.

albicat- ppl. stem of albica-re to whiten, f. alb-us

white.] The process of growing white ; esp. The

development ofwhiteorlight patches, spots, streaks,

bands, etc., in the foliage of plants, as in varie-

gated hollies, sycamines, geraniums, grasses, etc.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v., This anomaly is hereditary; a

good example of it is afforded by the Phalaris arnndinacea, .

which presents bands alternately of white and green. It is

not yet certainly known whether albication is a pathological

change or not.

Albicore, variant of AIBACORE.

fA'lbid, a. Obs. rare~l
. [ad. L. albid-us whitish,

f. alb-us white
;
see -ID.] Whitish.

1657 TOMLINSON Rcnoits Disp. 264 Its flowers are albid.

f Albifica'tion. Obs. [a. Fr. albification, ad.

med. L. albijicdtion-cm, n. of action f. albifica-re :



ALBIFICATIVE.

see ALBIFY.] The process or art of making white.

(Chiefly as a term in Alchemy.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Chnn. Yem. Prol. fy T. 252 Oure fourneys

eek of calcinacioun, And of watres albificacioun. 1592 LILLY

Galatkea it. iii. 233 It is a very secret science, for none al-

most can understand the language of it [e. g.] . . albification.

[Also in BAILEY (not in JOHNSON), TODD, and mod. Diets.]

f- A'lbifica:tive, a. Obs. [f. med.L. albifi-

cdt- ppl. stem of albijica-re (see ALBIFY) + -IVE.]

Having the power or tendency to make white.

1471 KIPLF.Y Comp. Alch. (in Ashm. 1652) Pref. 128 Alby.

fycative shall be the Syxt [Gate of Alchemy].

AlbifloroUS (selbiflos-rss), a. Bot.
[f.

mod. L.

albiflor-us ( f. L. alb-us white +J?i>r- flower) + -ous.]

Having white flowers.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

f A'lbify, v. Obs. [ad. med. L. albificare, f.

albus white ; see -FY.] To make white, to whiten.

1599 A.M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. PhysicTi,
1

! It . . exempteth
all impuritye, and albifyeth the teeth. 1606 N. BRETON

Sidney's Ourania, As a Red Bricke by water's Albified.

Albin(e (ae-lbin). Min. [mod. f. L. alb-us white

+ -INE, min. form.] Name given by\Verner(i8i7)
to an opaque white variety of the mineral apophyl-
lite found in Bohemia. Dana.

Albinos (ffi-lbinz), sb.pl. Veg. Phys. [mod. f.

L. alb-us white + -IKE.] Small colourless bodies

found associated with aleuron grains.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Albiness (ce-lbines). [f. ALBIN-O + -ESS ;
cf.

negro, negress] A female albino.

1808 T. S. TRAILL OnAlbinoes in Phil. Trans. XIX. 85 Her
mother's first child, a girl, is also an albiness . . the fifth, a

boy, is an albino. i8$a Casstll's Pop. Editc. II. 76/2 If an
Albino marry an Albiness, etc. &gftnOUSEsAttt,&reaW. T.

(1865' 72 Negative or ivaslied blondes, arrested by nature on
the way to become albinesses.

Albinism (ae'lbiniz'm). [? a. mod. Fr. albin-

isme: see ALBINOISM.] The state or condition

of being an albino.

1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. f, Phys. I. 86/2 St. Hilaire . . sup-

poses that there are two species of Albinism, one the eflect

of disease, the other a true anomaly. 1839 TIMBS Year-

Bk. of Facts 174 Albinism in a Swallow. 1859 DARWIN
Orig.Spec. i. (1873 >io Every one must have heard of cases of

albinism . . appearing in several members of the same family.

Albino (.selbrnd, Eelbsrno). PI. -os. [a. Sp. or

Pg. albino (originally applied by the Portuguese to

white negroes on the coast of Africa 1 an appella-
tive f. albo white.] Used attrib. in all senses.

1. A human being distinguished by the congenital
absence (partial or total) of colouring pigment in

the skin, hair, and eyes, so that the former are

abnormally white, and the latter of a pink colour,

and unable to bear the ordinary light.

1777 ROBERTSON Atner. 1 1. 69 The former are called Albinos

by the Portuguese. 1808 (See under ALBINESS'. 1819 Pan-

tologia s.v., Albinos .. first noticed by the Portuguese as

existing among African negroes. 1834 U. K. S. Nat. Philos.

III. 62/1 The albino varieties in mankind. 1879 G. HARLAN
Eyesight ii. 15 The eyes of albinos are pink . . from the red

blood in the vessels of the choroid in which also pigment is

absent.

2. By extension, Any animal having the same pe-

culiarity, as white mice, rabbits, cats, elephants, etc.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. v. 163 A white ass, but not an al-

bino. 1865 TYLOR E. Hist. Man. x. 274 In Africa, the albino

buffalo shares the sanctity of the elephant. 1874 COUES
Birds ofN.-W. 47 A curious partial albino, which had the

plumage irregularly blotched with pure white.

3. Sometimes also said of plants in which no

chlorophyll is developed in the leaves.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Albino plants may be obtained by
causing them to germinate and grow in a damp place. No
chlorophyll is formed and they are said to be etiolated.

Albiuoism (Slbrnoiiz'm, -barn-), [f. ALBINO
+ -ISM. Cf. heroism.'} The state or condition of

being an albino ;
ALBINISM.

1868 CHAMBERS Encycl. I. no Albinoism is always born
with the individual. 1881 J. G. WOOD in Sitnd. Mag. Feb.
126 Birds are very subject to albinoism.

Albite (se'lbait). Min. [mod. f. (by Gahn and
Berzelius 1814) L. alb-us white + -HE, min. form.]
A feldspathic mineral, usuallywhite, differing from
common feldspar in containing soda instead of

potash ; white or soda feldspar.
1843 HUMBLE Diet. Geol., Albite .. forms a constituent part

of the greenstone rocks in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh.
1879 RUTLEY Rocks x. 88 The species albite and anorthite
are isomorphous.
Comb, albite-felsite, a variety of albite

;
albite

porphyry, a porphyry containing crystals of albite.

Albitic (aelbi'tik), a. Min. [f. prec. + -ic.] Of
the nature of, or containing, albite.

1837 80 DANA Min. 352 Veins of albitic granite are often

repositories of the rarer granite minerals.

Alblast, -er, obs. forms of AB.BALEST, -EH.

Albocore, obs. variant of ALBACORE.

Albocracy (delb^-krasi). rare~ l
. [f.

L. alb-us

white + -(o)cracy, ad. Gr. -(o)xpaTi'a government.]
Government by 'white' men or Europeans.
_
1880 CUST Ling. Ess. 303 The same albocracy, so striking

in British India, flourished famously under the Ptolemies.

Albolith (se-lMlib). [f. L. atb-vs white + Gr.

207

\iOos stone.] A name given to a white cement pre-

pared from magnesia and silica.

1875 in USE Diet. Arts.

-| ATbonie. Obs. [
= A!l-bony."\= ALL-BONE.

1597 GERARD Herbal 43.

II Albora'k. Obs. [Arab. jl.Jl al-buraq the

splendid, lightning-flashing, f. baraqa to flash,

lighten.] The white steed on which Mohammed
was said to have been carried up to heaven

;
a white

mule.

1635 SWAN Spec. Mwid. (1670) $10 The Alborach is a fair

white beast like an ass, frequent in the Turkish Territories.

1847 CRAIG, Al Borak.

Alborne, obs. form of AUBURV.

Albnginean (selbufdgiiu'i&ii), a. [f. mod. L.

albngine-us (see next) + -AX.] Of or resembling the

white fibrous tissue of the eye and of the testicle.

1836 TODD Cycl, Anat. $ Phys. I. 354/1 Invested with a

strong and dense albuginean tunic.

ATbugineous (eelbitfdsrm'ias), a.
[f. mod.

L. albuginc-us (f. albugin-enij see albugo} + -ous.]
a. = ALBUGINKAN. b. Of the nature of the white

of an egg, albuminous.

1543 TRAHERON tr. Vigds Chirurg. (1586) 430 Albugineus
is that, y* pertaineth to the white of the eye. 1664 POWER
Exp. Pkilos. i. 60 You shall observe in perfect Sanguineous
Animals a circulation of an albugineous chylie-matter before

the bluud have a being. 1836-39 Toun Cycl. Anat. $ Phys.
II. 263/2 An elementary organic solid, called by him the

albugineous
fibre.

f ATbtrginOTIS, # Obs. rare l

. [ad. Fr. albu-

gineux (f. as if: L. *alhifgino$-us)\ see ALBUGO
and -ous.] Of the white of an egg; albuminous.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Epid. 50 Egges I observe will

freeze, in the generative and albuginous part thereof.

tAlbu-ginousness. Obs.
[f. prec. + -NESS.]

Albuminousness, albumen, white of an egg.
1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhmter's Bk. Physic 48/1 Take . . the

albuginousnes of a nue layed Egge.

II Albugo ^aelbi-g0). [L. albugo, -gin-t white-

ness, also a disease of the eye (pcufarum albiigincs

Pliny), f. albus white.]
1. A disease of the eye, in which a white opaque

spot forms upon the transparent cornea.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vn. xvi. (14951 234 Another

euyll of the eyen we calle a webbe and Constantm calleth it

Albugo. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Pet. iii. 18 [Pride] is like the

albugo, or white spot in the eye, which dimmeth our under-

standing. 1704 Lond. Gaz. mmmmix/4 Ungula's, Albugo's
. . and all other Distempers relating to the Eyes. 1853
MAVNE Exp. Lex., Albugo, a white opacity of the cornea.

t2. The white of an egg; albumen. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS, Albugo . . Also the white of an Egg.

Album 1
(ce'lb;pm). ri. albums, [a. L. album a

blank tablet for entries, subst. use of neut. sing, of

adj. alb-its white. At first used in Eng. professedly
as a Latin word, and so inflected : see in albo

below, as we say in toto]
1. Rom. Antiq. A tablet on which the praetor's

edicts and other public notices were recorded for pub-
lic information; afterwards extended to other lists.

J753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., The high-priest entered

the chief transactions of each year into an album, or table,

which was hung up in his house for the public use. 1868

SMITH Diet. Antiq. s.v., The album was so called because

it was either a white material, or a material whitened.

2. A blank book in which to insert autographs,
memorial verses, original drawings, or other sou-

venirs. According to Johnson
' a book in which

foreigners have long been accustomed to insert the

autographs of celebrated people.'
1651 Retiq. Wotton (1672) 30 Was requested by Christopher

Flecamore to write some sentence in his Albo. Ibid, 69 In

his Album of Friends after the German custome. 1652 BEN-
LOWE Theopk.) Who in Loves Albo are enrol'd Unutterable

Joyes behold. X7S7CHESTERF. Lett. 319. IV. 87, 1 do not mean
a German album, stuffed with people's names and Latin sen-

tences. i848THACKERAY Van. F. Urn. (1853)533 Grignac ..

made caricatures of Tapeworm in all the Albums of the place.

3. 'A book at public places in which visitors

enter their names..' Webster. (This in England is

called a Visitors' Book.}

1775 W. MASON Gray (Joo.) I remember . . to have seen at

the convent of the Grande Chartreuse an album of this

fashion ; and was invited to insert my name in it, as a

foreigner. 1822 J. FLINT Lett.fr. Amer. 294 In the album

kept at one of these [taverns] . . a hundred folio pages had
been written with names within five months.

4. A book forreception of photographic cartes and

views, or of postage-stamps, crests, or other things
which are collected and preserved ;

a scrap-book.
1859 All Y. Round No. 30. 79 An album full of photo-

graphs. 1878 Paper <$ Print. Jrtil. xxv. ii A still greater

novelty is an album containing twenty-four Welsh costumes.

|| Album -. Obs. [L. album white.]
1. Path. Leucorrhea.

1527 L. ANDREW tr. Brunsnyke's Dlstyll. Wafers G v, Good
agaynst that Album or whyte in women.
2. Rent paid in white money or silver.

1691 BLOUNT L,aw Diet., Album, used for white Rent, or
Rent paid in Silver. 1775 ASH, Album (in old records) Rent
paid in silver.

Albumean, a. Of or relating to albums.
1829 LAMB Letf.xvil. 156, I have fled hither to escape the

albumean persecution.

ALBTTMINO-.

Albumen (oclbi/7-men). [a. L. albumen (albu-

min-} white of an egg, f. albus white.]
1. The white of an egg.
1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physic 52/1 Take . . the Albu-

men of 4 Egges. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v., There is

most albumen in the obtuse end of an egg. 1869 HUXLEY
in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 135 The white or albumen of an egg.
2. The substance which exists nearly pure in the

white of an egg, and forms a constituent of animal
solids and fluids, and of the tuberous or fleshy

roots, and seeds of plants. See ALBUMIN.
1800 HENRY Epit. Chew. (1808) 304 The white of an egg

affords a good example of animal albumen. 1822 IMISON
Sci. 4" Art II. 138 Albumen is the principle constituent of

the serum of blood. 1858 CARPENTER I'eg. Phys. 32 These

compounds, .. gluten, fibrin, albumen, caseine, etc., form
the basis of all vegetable and animal tissues.

3. Bot, The substance interposed between the

skin and embryo of many seeds, of which it usually
constitutes the eatable part. It varies greatly in

consistency and amount, and is sometimes entirely

wanting.
1677 GREW Anat. Plants iv. iii. 9 The Albumen or clear

Liquor out of which they are bred. 1830 LINDLEY Nat,

Syst. Bot, Introd. 32 The substance which surrounds the

embryo is called the Albumen. 1857 HKNFREY ILlem. Bot.

298 The body of the seed is composed either of the em-

bryo alone, or of the embryo imbedded in a mass of tissue,

called the endosperm, perisperm, or albumen.

Albumemze (a'lbi/7'mi'n9iz), v.
;

also -min-.

[f.
ALBUMEN + -IZE.] To cover or impregnate with

albumen ;
in photography, to coat paper with an

albuminous solution. (Usually in pa. pple.)
Albumenized talbiw-mcnaizd),///. a. [f.prec.

+ -ED.] Coated with albumen.

1853 R. HUNT Man. Photog. 278 A sheet of positive albu-

minized paper. 1868 Q. Rev. No. 248, 354 The production
of albuminized paper for the purposes of the photographer
consumes a large number of the whites of fresh eggs.

Albumenizer (,albi;rnrn naizai). [f.
as prec. +

KRi.] One who albumenizes.

1879 Daily Tel. 25 Oct. (Adi>t!) Albumenizers. The Im-

perial Company have vacancies for several first-class hands,

Arbumenizing iftlbirrmenaizii)), vbl. sb. [f.

as prec. + -IM;!.] Coating with albumen.

1853 A". <$ Q. Ser. i. VIII. 396 That is coated again with

the albumcnmng mixture. 1869 Eng. Meek. 15 Oct. 102/2
I give the recipes for albumenislng.
Albumess. A female keeper of an album.

1829 I.AMB Lett. ii. (1841,1 65 My albumess will be cate-

chised on this subject.

Albumin ilbi'min). Chcm. [a. mod. Fr.

albunrine, f. L. albumin- stem form of ALBUMEN.]
One of the classes of ALBUMINOIDS, containing

such as are soluble in water (
= ALBUMEN 2), or in

dilute acids or alkalis {acid or alkali albumins.}
1869 ROSCOE Chem. 434 Albumin is seen in one of its purest

forms in the white of egg. 1879 Syd, Sac. Lex. s. v., By
some it is believed that ovum-albumin Is a compound of

several forms of albumin. 1881 Mature No. 615. 352 The
derived albumins noted as acid-albumins.

Albuminate t.albi mint't). [f.
L. albfimin-

(see ALBUMtN) + -ATiA] The combination of al-

bumin with certain bases, in which the albumin acts

as a very feeble acid.

1859 LEWES Phys. Com. Life I. ii. 90 Schmidt's researches

prove fat to be less easily combustible in the organism than

the carbo-hydrates, and even than albuminates. 1863
WATTS Chem. Diet. 11879} I- *>9 Albuminate ot Soda is con-

tained in blood-^erum.

Albuminated (,a>lbi/7 minuted), ///. a. [f.
as

prec. + -ATE* + -ED.]
= ALBUMEMZED.

1879 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Albuiniiiiferous (a'lbiw'mini-ftiros), a.
[f.

as

prec.+-(i)FEituus.] Producing orsupply ing albumen.

1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. <$ Phys. V. 66/1 The albuminiferous

part of the oviduct.

Albuminimeter (a-lbi;7 minrm/tai). [f,
as

prec. + -^I)MLTEK.] A polarizing apparatus for

measuring the amount of albumen in a liquid.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Albuminin valbi/rminin). [a. fi.albttminine\
see ALBUMIN and -JN.] Couerbe's name for the

substance of the cells which enclose the white of

birds' eggs.
1863 irTWATTS Chem. Diet.

Albuminiparous (a-lbiwoninrparas), a. [f.

L. albumin- (.see ALBUMEN) + -par-us bearing +
-ous: see -(I)PAROUS.J Producing albumen.

1855 OWEN Invert. An. 561 Both invagmated tubes enter

the albuminiparous sac.

Albuminization (selbi/^minsizt^'Jan). Biol.

[f.
next + -ATION.] vSee quot.)

1843 T. ADDISON in Guys Hosp. Rep. Ser. n. I. ii. 370 This

re-conversion of a tissue into albumen I would express by
the term albuminization.

Albuminize (albi^minaiz), v. Biol. rare* .

[f.
L. albumin- (.see ALBUMEN) + -IZE.] To convert

into albumin.

Albumino- (aelbiw-miiw), combining adverbial

and adjectival form of ALBUMEN ; cf. acuto-.

1. adv. Albuminously, as in albumino-flbrous.
1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. I. 60/2 Album ino-gelatin-

ous tissues. 1878 BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 83 An albumino-

fibrous material.



ALBUMINOID.

2. adj. Albuminous, as in albumino-chloride.
1849 52 TODD Cycl. Atiat. ff Phys. IV. 1155/2 The white

aphtnous mass . . albumino-fibrin. 1869 Eng. Mcch. 28 May
220/3 The albumino-choride of silver.

Albuminoid (aelbi.v-minoid), a. and sb. [f. L.
albumin- (seeALBUMEN) + -OID.] NotinCraig 1847.
A. adj. Like or resembling albumen ; of the

same character as albumen.
1859 LEWES P/iys. Com. Life I. ii. 128 These four albu-

minoid substances, namely albumen, fibrine, caseine, and
gluten. 1869 HUXLEY in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 135 All living
matter is more or less albuminoid.

B. sb. in//. = Albuminoid Principles: A class

of organic compounds (also called Proteids), which
form the chief part of the organs and tissues of

animals and plants ; they are composed of carbon,

oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, and a little sulphur,
and are divided into Albumins, Globulins, Fibrins,
Derived Albumins, Coagulated Proteids, Peptones,
and Amyloids.
1873 BALF. STEWART Conserv. Force vii. 177 The plastic

matters of which vegetable structure is built are of two
kinds, amyloids and albuminoids. 1876 M. FOSTER Phys.
(1879' 647 Proteids . . are frequently spoken ofas albuminoids.

Albuniinoidal ^selbi77:minoi'dal), a.
[f. prec.

+ -AL '.] Of the nature of an albuminoid.

1864 Reader No. 86. 239/2 A new albuminoidal substance.

Albuminone (.aelbiK-minJnn). Chcm. [f. AL-
BUMIN + -ONE.] (.See quot.)
1878 KINGZETT Anim. Chetn. 71 Albuminoids being con.

verted into albuminones, or substances soluble in alcohol
and not

coag^ulable by heat.

Albuniinose (selbi:minou-s), a. and sb. [ad.
mod. L. albiiminos-us : see ALBUMEN and -OSE.]
A. adj.

= ALBUMINOUS.
a 1859 WORCESTER cites SMITH. 1880 GRAY Hot. Text-bit.

395 Albutninose, said of seeds provided with albumen.
B. sb. A crystalloid substance derived from albu-

men by the action of pepsin in weak acid solutions.

1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. IV. 163-2 Bonchardat
obtained a substance by digesting moist fibrin in water . .

which he called albuminose.

II Albuminosis (8elbi:minJa'sis\ Path.
[f. L.

albumin- (see ALBUMEN) + -osis, formative of
names of diseases.] A condition of the blood in

which the proportion of albumen is increased.

1879 in Syd. Soc Lex.

Albuminous (selbiw-minas), a. [f. as prec. +
-ous ; cf. Fr. albumineux.']
1. Of the nature or character of albumen or albu-

min ; having the same composition as the white
of an egg.
1791 NICHOLSON Chem. 514 The albuminous part, or serum,

coagulates. 1879 C. CAMERON in Cassetfs Techn. Educ. IV.

368, i In the case ofyoung animals, a diet rich in albuminous
substances is necessary.
2. Bot. Containing a store of albumen in the

seed: see ALBUMEN 3.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 57 Albuminous solitary pen-
dulous seeds. 1843 GRAY Struct. Bot. ii. (1880) 14 Seeds are

distinguished into albuminous and exalbuminous, those

supplied with and those destitute of albumen.

o.jig. Insipid.
1865 CARLYLE Frtdk. Gt. III. ix. i. 65 Nothing but a kind

of albuminous simplicity noticeable in them ; no wit, ori-

ginality, brightness in the way of uttered intellect.

Albuminousness (aelbia'minssnes). [f. prec.
-r -NKSS.] The state of being albuminous.

1864 in WEBSTER.

II Albuminuria (lbiK :miniu>ria). Path. [f.

L. albumin- + Gr. ovp-ov urine.] (See quot.)
1854 JONES & SIEV. Path. Anat. 607 We regard albumin-

uria .. only as an indication that the kidney is the seat of a

passive hyperaemia. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Path. 538 Al-

buminuria, the escape of albumen through the kidney.

Alburn, obs. form of AUBUBN.
Alburn (ae-lb^n).
1. = ALBURNUM [of which it is an Eng. ad.].

2. A fish
;
the Bleak [in L. alburnus on account

of its silvery white appearance].
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufp., Alburnus. [Alburn in mod.

Diets.]

Alburnous (aelbzrjnas), a. [f. ALBURN-UM +

-ous.] Of, or of the nature of, alburnum.

1803 KNIGHT in Phil. Trans. XCIII. 289 Between the cor-

tical and albumous substances. 1814 SIR H. DAVY Agric.
Chetn. 72 In bulbous roots, the alburnous substance forms
the largest part of the vegetable.

Alburnum (selbc-jn^m). [a. L. alburmim, f.

alb-us white.] The whiter, softer, and more re-

cently formed wood in exogenous trees, between
the bark and heart-wood ;

the sap-wood.
1664 EVELYN Sihia (1776) 524 That whiter, softer, fatty

part called by the antients Alburnum. 1791 E. DARWIM
Bot. Card. L 96 Sap-wood or alburnum. 1809 Nat. Hist.
in Ann. Reg. 793/1 The buds of trees invariably spring from
their Alburnum. 1871 MACMILLAN True Vine iii. 121 The
branch, in its most vital part, must come into closest contact
with the vine in its most vital part, . . the two alburnums
and the two libers.

t Albysi, albyssi, adv. Obs. [f. ALL in a
concessive sense, although, even though (cf. ALBEIT)
+ BUST, earlier bysi. Lit. even though busy, even

though with trouble orpains, hence with difficulty,

hardly. Cf. Fr. apeine.] Hardly, scarcely, barely.
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1197 R- GLOUC. 81 Ac albysi were yt ten ?er, ar heo here
ajeyn were, c 14*5 Seven Sag. (P.) 1559 'Sire,' quod the
stiwarde anoon,

' Al byssi schal I fynde oon.'

Alcade, var. ALCALDE ; and erron. f. ALOAYDE.
Alcahest, variant of ALKAHEST.
Alcaic (selk^-ik), a. and sb.

; also 7 aloh-. [ad.
L. alcaic-us, a. Gr. dAm-ut ; f. 'A\xat-os prop,
name of a lyric poet of Mytilene about 600 B.C.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Alcseus, or pertain-

ing to the kind of verse invented by him.
a 1637 B. JONSON To Himself (J.) Leave things so pros-

titute And take th' Alcaick lute. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.
Supp. s. v., The Alcaic Ode consists of four strophes, each of
which contains fourverses. 1878 A". Amer.Rci: CXXVII.
379 The Alcaic and Sapphic metres.

B. sb. in //, Alcaic strophes.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) U'ks. n. 161/1 If a Poet should

examine thee Of Numbers, Figures, Trimeters, Alchaicks.

1793 SOUTHEY Nondescr. i. Wks. III. 57 In sapphics sweetly
incensed ; glorified In proud alcaics. iKsKlNGLAKECrunox
(18761 I. vin. 118 Smooth Eton Alcaics.

Alcaid, variant of ALCATDE.
II Alcalde (alka-lds). Also alcade. [Sp., ad.

Arab. ^oUJ
1

al-qafi the judge, f. ^; qada(y to

judge. The same word as a Turkish title is eng-
lished CADI. Sometimes in Fr. form alcade.'] A
magistrate of a town, a sheriff or justice, in Spain
and Portugal.
1615 BEDWELL Arab. Trudg., Kadi or Alkadi .. signifieth

also a ludge. 1666 Land. Gaz. lxi/2 The Alcalde sent an
Alguazil . . to the Admiral. 1842 LONGF. Sp. St. iii. 2 Why
that was Pedro Crespo, the alcalde ! 1861 MOTLEY Dutch
R<:J>.1\. 263 A requisitory letter to the alcades, corregidors,
and other judges of Castille.

Alcali, etc., obs. variant of ALKALI, etc.

Alcamist, -my(e, obs. ff. ALCHEMIST, -MY.
+ A'lcamyn(e. Obs. 5-6. Also alkmuyne,

alcumyn(e. [f. alcainy, early form of ALCHEMY +
-iNE2

.]
= ALCHEMY 3.

1432-50 tr. Higdtn Rolls Ser. VI. 41 An ydole of auricalke
or alkmuyne. 1440 Prontp, Parv. Alkamye metalle (1499
alcamyn) Alkamia. a 1529 SKELTON IVhy come'ye nat 904
To copper, to tyn, To lede, or alcumyn. 1557 N. T. (Genev.)
Rev. i. 15 His fete lyke vnto fyne brasse [rtiarg. or alcumyne].

Aleanamy, obs. form of ALCHEMY.
Alcanet, obs. variant of ALKANET.
II Alca-nna, jUca'na. Bot. [a. Sp. alcana, al-

cana, a. Arab. V!UJ al-henna, name of the shrub.

See also HENNA and ALKANET.] The oriental

shrub, Egyptian Privet (Lawsonia inermis, N.O.

Lythracess), or its leaves and young shoots, used

by eastern nations to dye parts of the body reddish

orange ; henna.

1625 HART Anat. Ur. n, v. 81 If any annoint his bodie
with the iuyce of the berries of the hearbe HaIcana. i646SlR
T.'BROViKV.Pseud.Epid. 383 Alcanna being greene, will sud-

denly infect the nailes and other parts with a durable red.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., From the berries of alcana
an oil is extracted of a very agreeable smell.

1i Alkanna is in mod. Botany the generic name of

the Alkanet (formerly Anchusa tinctoria}.

Alcargen, alcarsin : see ALK-.

II Alcarraza (slkara'za, Sp. alkarirjia). [Sp., ad.

Arab. -|"5J| al-kurraz = al ihe + kurraz pitcher.]

A porous earthenware vessel used for cooling water

by evaporation.
1818 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. III. 257 The Moors introduced

into Spain a sort of unglazed earthen jugs named . . alcar<
razas. 1871 BALF. STEWART Heat 118 In hot climates

porous vessels called Alcara/as are used for cooling water.

f A'lcatote. Obs. rare. [Orig. unkn. Occurs
as alkitotlc in the Exmoor Courtship, Devonsh. dial.,

in the glossary to which it is suggested to be con-

nected with elk, older Eng. alee, said to be '

subject
to fits of epilepsy' ; the L. alca an auk, a stupid

bird, may also be suggested ;
the second part per-

haps = toti giddy ;
as if giddy elk or giddy auk.]

' A silly elf or foolish oaf.' Gloss. Ex. Scolding.
1638 FORD Fancies iv. i. (1811) 186, 1 am . .an oaf, a simple

alcatote, an innocent. 1746 Exnwor Courtsh. (Elw.) 577
Go, ya Alkitotle, why dedst tell zo ?

t A'lcatras, -ace, -ash. Obs. [a. Sp., Pg.

alcatraz, probably (as shown by Devic) a variant

of Pg. alcatruz the bucket of a '

noria,' or water-

raising wheel for irrigation, in Sp. arcaduz,alcaduz,

a. Arab. ^.jUiJl al-qddus. This name seems to

have been applied (perhaps already by the Arabs
in Spain) to the Pelican, in accordance with the

idea that this bird draws up water in its great

beak, in order to carry it to its young in the desert,

whence also the Arabs now call it sagga
' water-

carrier' (Lane). By mistaken identification it was

transferred to other large oceanic birds, and by
English voyagers to the Frigate-bird, whence event-

ually, in a modified form, to the ALBATROSS, q.v.]

||
1. Spanish and Portuguese name of the pelican;

applied loosely to sea-mews and allied birds.

[1564 SIR J. HAWKINS Voyage (1878) 15 We ankered by a
small Island, called Alcatrarsa, wherein . . we found nothing
but sea-birds, as we call them Ganets, but by the Portingals

ALCHEMIST.
called Alcatrarses, who for that cause gaue the said Island
the same name. 1598 FLORIO, Alcatrazzi, a birde as bigge
as a goose, and Hues on fishes, a sea gull. 1623 MINSHEU
Sfl. Diet., Alcatrdz, a kinde of fowle like a seamow, a great
eater offish.] a 1700 Addit, MS. 5008 (Halliw.) Ned GyTman
took an alcatrash on the mayn topmast yerd, which ys a
foolysh byrd, but good lean rank meat. 1852 T. Ross tr.

Humboldt's Trav. I. iv. 147 The shores.. were peopled
with alcatras, egrets, and flamingoes. 1853 Ibid. III. xxix.
188 A dreadful slaughter of the young alcatras, grouped in

pairs in their nests. This name is given, in Spanish America,
to the brown swan-tailed pelican of Buffon.

f 2. Given by English voyagers to another sea-

fowl of the same order, the Frigate Bird, Tachy-
fetes aquilus. Obs.

1593- l6zo R - HAWKINS Voy. (In 1503) S. Sea (1847) 71 The
alcatrace is a sea-fowle . . His head like unto the head of a
gull, but his bill like unto a snytes bill, . . He is almost like
to a herpnshaw. . . He is all blacke, of the colour of a crow,
and of Httle flesh ; for he is almost all skinne and bones. He
soareth the highest of any fowle that I have scene, and
I have not heard of any, that have scene them rest in the
sea. 1604 DRAYTON Otvle 549 Most like to that sharpe-
sighted Alcatras, That beates the Aire above the liquid
Glasse. 1692 COLES, Alcafrace, a fowl like a Heron.

*t*
3. ? A species of albatross (' prob. the sooty al-

batross, Diomedeafuliginosa'\ Prof. Newton). Obs.

1775 DALRVMPLE in Phil. Tram. LXVIII. 403 Two black
alcatrasses. Many pintado birds, shearwaters, etc., one
alcatrass.

II Alcavala (alkavE'laX [Sp. alcabala, alcavala,
ad. Arab. sJLjLjj al-qabalah the tax, duty, impost
(Fr. gabelle}> f. qabala to receive.] (See quot.)
1776 ADAM SMITH IV. N. (1869) II. v. ii. 498 The famous

Alcavalaot Spain . . was at first a tax of ten percent . . upon
the sale of every sort of property. 1846 PRESCOTT Ferd. $
Isab. III. xvL 167 The alcavalas of the grandmasterships of
the military orders.

II Alcayde (rclk^-d, Sp. alkai-6V). Also 6 al-

caydy, 8 alcaid. [Sp. alcaide, formerly alcayde,
the captain of a castle, ad. Arab. JoLaJl al-qatid
the leader, f. qdda to lead.] The governor or com-
mander of a fortress ; the warden of a prison ; (in

Spain, Portugal, Barbary, etc.)

1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811)232 The honorable Peter Gracia
Carnayl, alcaydy ordinary of this said towne. 1698 Land.
Gaz. mmmccccxxii/i The Alcayde, who Commands the
Moors. 1707 Ibid, mmmmcccli/2 Into the Custody of the
Alcaid of Tangier. 1846 PRESCOTT Ferd. fy 1sab. II. xiii.

30 The sufferings of the citizens softened the stern heart of
the alcayde.

*i Sometimes confounded with ALCALDE.
'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., ^/cvm/isalso written A tcattef

Alcalde, and Alcayd. The Spanish alcaid answers in good
measure to the French prevost, and English justice of peace.

I! Alcazar (alka-)>ar). [Sp., a fortress, a castle,

ad. Arab. al-qa$r
= al the +j*$ qa$r in pi. a castle.]

A palace, fortress.

1615 BEDWELL Arab. Trudg., Alcasar, Alkazart The
palace, the kings house. 1846 PRESCOTT Ferd. $ Isab. II.

ix. 454 Their permanent residence was assigned in the old
alcazar of Seville.

t Alee. Obs. [a. L. alee (also alces}] An elk.

1541 ELYOT Image Gov. (1556) Si Alces, brought for the
nonce out of the great wooddes ofGermany. 1617 HORN &
ROB. Gate Lang. UnL xvii. 193 The alces hide cannot be

pierced with cutting. 1678 PHILLIPS, Alce
t a wild Beast . .

hath no joynts in his legs, and therefore doth never lye down
but lean to Trees . . This beast in English we answerably
call an Elk. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. t The^/c<? or Elk.

Alchahest, obs. form of ALKAHEST.
Alchemic t^lke'mik), a.

\
also alchym-. [ad.

med. \*.alchimic-usQT'F?.al<:himique. SeeALCHEMY
and -ic.] Of or pertaining to alchemy. Alsoyf^

1

.

1815 F. BARRETT Alchem. Pkilos. Pref., The same alche-
mic knowledge is ascribed to Saint John the Divine, 1835
Blackw. Mag. XXXVII. 440 Sweet as ottar of roses dis-

tilled by the alchymic sun. 1856 R. VAUGHAN Ho. -w. Mys*
tics II. vin. viii. 290 Theosophists who mingled in hopeless
confusion, religious doctrine, and alchemic process.

Alchemical (*lke-mikal), a.
; also 6-7 alchi-

micall, 7-9 alchymical. [f. med. L. alchimic-us or

Fr. alchimique + -AL.] Of or relating to alchemy,
1585 THYNNE in Holinshed III. 1168/2 Alchimicall art.

1605 CAMDEN Rent. (1657) 187 Made by projection or multi-

plication alchymicall. 1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. v. xxxvi.

264 The later Greeks had likewise many alchemical writers.

1853 FARADAY Lect. Introd. 9 The early days of chemical,
or more properly speaking, alchemical philosophy.

Alchemically (3elke
-

mikali), adv. [f. prec. +
-LT 2

.]
In an alchemical manner; according to

alchemy. AlsoySg".
1657 CAMDEN Rem. (ed. 6) 187 Raymond Lully would

prove it as Alchymical ly. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag.
XI. 132 Earth which has been alchemically exposed to the

sun's rays.

Alcliemico- (aelke-mik^?), combining adverbial

form of ALCHEMIC (cf. ACUTO-) ;
=

prec.
1856 R. VAUCHAN Ho. w. Mystics II. vin. vii. 74 The al-

chemico-astrotheologico jargon of the day.

Alchemist (x-lkfmist). Forms : 6 alkemyste,
alckmist, 6-7 alchimist(e, alcumist, 6-9 al-

chymist, 7- alchemist, [a. OFr. alqitemiste, al-

kemiste ; cf. It. alchimista, a. med. L. alchymista ;

see ALCHEMY and -IST. Earlier forms were ALCHE-

MISTEB, ALKANAMYEE.] One who studies or prac-

tises alchemy. Alsoy?^.
1514 BARCLAY Cyt. $ Vplandyshtn. (1847) 23 As Alke-
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mystys, wenynge by polecy Nature to alter. 1546 Supplic.
Coinnt. 77 An alckmist, or a goldsmith. 1578 Lvrt: DtJffOU
I. xciv. 136 Alchimistes also do make great accompt of this

herbe. 1607 SUAKS. Tiinon v. i. 117 You are an Alcumist,
make Gold of that. 1635 QUAKLES Enibl. iv. iv. (1718) 203
Lord, what an alchymist art thou, whose skill Transmutes
to perfect good from perfect ill ! 1790 BURKE Fr. Revol.

250 Delivered over blindly to every projector and adventurer,
to every alchymist and empiric. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res.

(1858) 146 Brightening London-smoke itself into gold vapour,
as from the crucible of an alchemist.

t A'lchemister. Obs. Forms 4-5 alcamister,

-ystre, alkamyster(e, -istre, 5-6 alchymister, 6

alcumister. [f. OF'r. alquemistc, alkonistc + -KB ',

the native termination of the agent being added,
as in barrist-cr, ckorist-cr, astroiiom-cr, etc.] The
earlier form of ALCHEMIST.
c 1386 CHAL-CER Chan. 1 'em. t'rol. $ T. 651 Whan this alca-

mister saugh his tyme [T. r. alcamystre, alkamystre, -mistre,

-mystere, -mistrie]. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. in Ashm. (1652)

10 An Alchimister wise. 1376 BAKER tr. Gcsner's Jewell of
Health 173 b, A certaine Alchymister in Padua. 1586 FERNE
Btaz. Gcntrit: Of the nature of Alcumisters.

Alcheillistic (oelknni stik), a.
; also 7-9 al-

chym-. [f.
ALCHEMIST + -1C.] Of or pertaining to

alchemy or alchemists.

1689 PACKE tr. Glauber \. 240 The Alchymistick Virtues

absconded in Vitriol. 1846 SABINE tr. Huttiboldts Cosm.

(1849 II. 342 What was accidentally remarked in alchemis-

tic laboratories. 1854 LADY \jrrtwtBehindScenes II. ir. xiii.

310 The true alchymistic secret of accumulation that of

saving farthings.

Alcliemistical (nelk/mi stikal\ a.; also 6

alcum-, 7 alchim-, 7-9 alehymistical. [f. AL-

CHEMIST + -ICAL. In earlier use than ALCHKMISTIC.]
Of or relating to alchemists, or to their pursuits.

1560 J. DAUS tr.Sltidane'sComm.iigb, Chaungeth leade

into golde, farre exceadinge all the Alcumisticall multi-

pliers that euer were. 1653 ^- WILSON James /, 155
A new

Alchimistical way to make Gold and Silver Lace witli Cop-
per. 1754 HUXHAM in Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 835 What-
ever may have been boasted by the alchymistical visionaries.

iSzg Edin. Rev. L. 257 The style is alchymistical, and there-

fore obscure. 1858 CasstlCs Art Treas. 294 Vandyck . . im-

poverished himself in his alchemistical researches.

t A'lchemisting, vbl. st>. Obs. [f. ALCHEMIST
used as a vb. + -1NG 1

.]
Alchemical treatment;

transmutation ; counterfeiting.
1648 9 C. WALKER Hist. Indep. in. 50 It is a Mocking, a

Counterfeiting, an Adulterating and Alchimisting of Justice,

t Alchemistry ,se IkAnistrh. ? Obs. Forms:

6-7 alcum-, alohumistrie, 7 alcum-, alehym-,
8- alchemistry. [f.

ALCHEMIST + -KT. Cf.c/iem-

ist-ry, sophist-ry, rogue-ry, etc.] The art or prac-
tice of the alchemists ; alchemic art, alchemy.
1393 GOWER Con/. III. 134 The bokes of alcemetry, Plane-

metry and eke also. 1553 87 FOXE A. 4- .)/. ,15561 1246/2
You commanded Multiplication and Alcumistrie to be prac-

tised, to abuse the kings coine. 1609 N. BRETON Paste TC.

Pack., Touching Alchymistry I heare much but believe little.

1611 CoTGR.,Ayi(emu', Alchumie, Alchumistrie. 1791 BEKC-
.MAN Chetti. Ess. III. 134 A person who has no faith in the

changes of alchemistry. 1817 DRAKE Xhalts. If Times II.

154 Alchemistry was one of the foolish pursuits of the day.

Alchemize (zrlk/rnaiz), z. Forms : 7 alcu-

mise, -ize, 7-9 alchymize, 7- alehemise, -ize. [f.

ALCHKM-IST, which on analogy of words in -IST,

implied a vb. in -ize. Cf. baptist and baptize.] To

change, as by alchemy; to transmute.

1603 H. CKOSSE Virtue's Commonm. (18781 43 The Artificer

[would] Alcumize his Instruments into gold. 1683 tr. Eras-

inits Afor. Encom. 94 These subtleties are Alchymized to a

more refined Sublimate. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II.

231 Darkly brown thy body is, Till the sunshine, striking

this [i.e. the hair], Alehemise its dulness.

Alchemized (fe-lk/maizd), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-F.D.] Changed, as by alchemy ;
transmuted ;

hence, counterfeit.

1647 WARD Simple Cob. (1843! 5 Alchymized coines. 1818

KKATS Endym. I. 781 Till we shine Full alchemiz'd and free

of space.

Alchemizing (jE'lk/rnaizirj'!, ppl. a. [f. as

prec. + -IN-G-.] Transmuting, transforming as if

by alchemy.
1873 SVMONDS Grk. Poets \. 29 The alchemizing touch of

the Greek genius had transformed languages, cities.

Alchemy (arlkftni). Forms : 4-5 alkamy(e,
alknamy(e, alkenamye, -emye, alconomy(e, 5

alcanamy, 6 alkemy, alcomye, alchumie, 6-7
alchimie, -ymie, 7 alkimy, -camy, -oumy, 7-8
alchimy, 6- alchymy, 7- alchemy, [a. OFr.

alquimie, -emie, -kemic, -ramie (also ar-\ ad. med.
L. alchimia (Pr. alkimia, Sp. alquimia, It. alchi-

iia), a. Arab. I . , X \\ al-klmla, i.e. al the +

kina, apparently a. Gr. \ri\>.in, XVM 'a> found ''c.

300) in the Decree of Diocletian against 'the old

writings of the Egyptians, which treat of the xwa

(transmutation) of gold and silver' ; hence the
word is explained by most as '

Egyptian art,' and
identified with xw> *-> r - form (in Plutarch) of
the native name of Egypt (land of Khem or Khamc,
hieroglyphic A'Ami, 'black earth,' in contrast to the

desert sand). If so, it was afterwards etymolo-
gically confused with the like-sounding Gr. xvff'f,

pouring, infusion, f. x"- pf- stem of \i-(iv to pour,
VOL. I.

cf. xvfbs juice, sap, which seemed to explain its

meaning ; hence the Renascence spelling alc/iy-
inia and chymislry. Mahn (Etym. Unt. 69) how-
ever concludes, after an elaborate investigation,
that Gr. x"M"'" was probably the original, being
first applied to pharmaceutical chemistry, whichwas

chiefly concerned with juices or infusions of plants ;

that the pursuits of the Alexandrian alchemists

were a subsequent development of chemical study,
and that the notoriety of these may have caused
the name of the art to be popularly associated with
the ancient name of Egypt, and spelt xiP f 'a

, X1^'a >

as in Diocletian's decree. From the Alexandrians
the art and name were adopted by the Arabs, whence

they returned to Europe by way of Spain. Of the

r 4-1 5 th c. foimSfAkoiiomj'was evidently assimilated

to Astronomy, the two sciences going together.]
1. The chemistry of the Middle Ages and i6th c. ;

now applied distinctively to the pursuit of the

transmutation of baser metals into gold, which

(with the search for the alkahest or universal

solvent, and the panacea or universal remedy) con-

stituted the chief practical object of early chemistry.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. XL [152 Astronomye is hard bing]

1 57 Experiments of Alconomye [f. r. alkenemye, alknamye].
1377 Ibid B. x. 212 Kxperimentz of alkamye [~\ r. alke-

nemye, alconomie, alle kyn amye] be poeple to deceyue.
1393 GOWER Cortf. II. 84 They founde thilke experience
Which cleped is alconomy. 1398 TREVISA Barth. DeP.R.
xvin. xvi. 11495 776 The asshes of a cokatrice be acountyd
good and protiytable in werkyng of Alkamye : and namely
in tornynge and chaungynge of metalle. 1509 BARCLAY
Ship of Fooles 11570 211 The vayne and disceatfull craft of

alkemy. 1601 SHAKS. Jiil. C. I. iii. 159 That which would

appeare Offence in vs, His Countenance, like richest Al-

chy_mie, Will change to Vertue. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.
I. li. IV. vii, 116511 167 What is.. Alcumy, but a bundle cf
errors? 1683 PETTUS Fleta Min. n. I Alchimie.. an Art
of Distilling or Drawing Quintessences out of Metals by
Fire. 1776 GIBBON Decl. A> F. I. 371 Philosophy, with the

aid of experience, has at length banished the study of al-

chymy. 1837 WHEWELL Induct. Sc. 118571 ! 232 ^ has been
usual to say that Alchemy was the mother of Chemistry.
2. fg. Magic or miraculous power of transmuta-

tion or extraction.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xxxiii, A glorious morning. . Guilding

pale streames with heauenly alcumy. 1640 QL'ARLES Enctiir.

Ixiii, It is a Princely Alchymie, out o a necessary Warre to

extract an honourable Peace. 1824 BYRON Don. J. n. cciii,

Wisdom, ever on the watch to rob Joy of its alchemy. 1872
BLACKIE Lays of Highl. 35 Toilsome Nature's patient al-

chemy.
1 3. A metallic composition imitating gold ; 'al-

chemy gold.' Hence applied to a trumptt of such

metal, or of brass as its chief constituent. Obs.

1440 1'romp. Parv., Alkamye, metalle '1499 alcamynt Al-
kamia. 1483 Cath. Angl. Alcanamy, corinthntm. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis xn. iv. 130 In byrnist gold and finest

alcomye. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. Concl., Coines of

gold, siluer, alcumy and copper. 1667 MILTON P. L. n.

516 Four speedy cherubim Put to their mouths the sound-

ing alchymie. 1677 Loud. Gaz. mcclxiv 4 One Livery Coat . .

with Alcomie Buttons, ifxplbid. mmdclxxxvi/4 A Hair Cam-
let Wastecoat with Alkimy Buttons. 1695 Ibid, mmmlxxi/4 A
strip'd Wastcoat with plain Alcomy Cuffs. 1812 W. TENNANT
Anster Fair v. ii, King James's trumpeter aloud should

cry Through his long alchemy the famous name.

f
1 4. _/?. Glittering dross. ('All is not gold that

glitters.') Obs.

1591 HARRINGTON Orl. Fur. (Trench Sel. Gl. 4) Though the

show of it were glorious, the substance of it was dross, and

nothing but alchymy and cozenage.
5. attrib. (See 3.)

1657 J. TRAPP Contin. Ps. xiii. 611. 600 Alchimie-gold . .

will not passe the seuenth fire.

t A'lchemy, v. Obs. ;
also alchyme, alkime.

[f.
ALCHEMY so. 3. Cf. to silver, tin, lacquer, etc.]

To plate or wash with another metal ; to alloy.

1615 T. ADAMS Blacke Devill 42 So true Gold is alchymed
over with a false sophistication, 1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-
Mtrch. 277 They cause them to be Alkimed like silver.

1627 FELTHAM Resolves i. xviii. (1677) 32 It will Alchymy
the gold of vertue.

Alchermes, obs. form of ALKERMES.
Alchim- : see ALCHEM-.

t A-lchimistie, = ALCHEMISTRY (?misprint.)

1578 FLORIO ist Fruits 14 There are others that practise

a newe kynde of Alchimistie.

t Alchitran, alkitran. Obs. Forms : 4 al-

katran, 7 alkitrum, 8 alchitran, -am, -kytran.

[a. Qft.alketran, alquitran, a. Sp.afyui/rai!, Pg.o/-
catrao (med.L. alquiti-anum, alcliitrum, It. catrame,

mod.Fr. goudran, -oil), ad. Arab. LJ/b-
5^ al-qatran

or al-qitran, the resin of fir-trees, pitch, tar ; f. qa-
tara to drop.] The liquid resin or pitch which flows

from fir-trees
;
extended by the early chemists to :

a. oil of cedar and juniper ;
b. mineral pitch, tar,

bitumen ; and, vaguely, to other substances.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1035 Alum & alka[t]ran, that angre
arn Dof>e. 1366 MAUNDEV. ix. 99 About that [Dead] See

growethe moche Alom and ofAlkatran. 1658 J . R. Moujffcl's

Tht'at.his. 1 123 Abenzoar prescribes, toanoynt the hair with

the lesser Centaury, and Alkitrum. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

SHpp.,Alckitratn, among the alchemists, denotes sometimes
the oil of juniper, sometimes liquid pitch, and sometimes

arsenic prepared by ablution. This is otherwise written al.

chitram and alchitran ; sometimes alchytran and alkytran.
1879 Syd. Sac. Lex., A Ichitritm, A hhytratt, A Ikctran, A Iki-

tram,Alkitran, (variously expl. as] the impure liquid resin

of I'inus sylz'cstris ; a resin obtained from the cedar tree;
oil of cedar; oil of juniper; pix liquida or tar; arsenic pre-
pared by washing; a term for the residuum after distillation.

t Alchi'trean, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
med. L.

alchitre-us adj. f. alcliitrum (see prec.) + -AN.] Of
or pertaining to the resin of the Pine.

1560 P. WIUIEHORNE Ord. Soitlti. (1588146 For to make
them [fireworks], there must be taken Rosen Alchitrean,

quicke Brimstone, etc.

Alchym- : see ALCHEM-.

t Alchymi'strical, = ALCHEMISTICAL (-mispr.).
1682 SCARLETT A'.ir/Kjw^r A 4 Pref., As if there were some

Alchymistrical cunning used by them.

t Alchymusie. Obs.

1587 GOLDISG De frlwnay xxv. (1617' 429 Afterward he

(who would prophecy) must gather togetber the beames of

the Skie into a mirror, which they call Alchymusie, made

according to the Rules of Catoptrick.

Aleion, obs. form of HAICYON.

Alcoate, alcohate (ze-lko^hyt). A shortened

form of ALCOHOHTK.
1828 Pen. Cycl. 11833 ' 281/2 Dr. Graham has shown that,

like water, it [alcohol] combines with bodies in definite pro-
onions : these compounds he calls alcoates. 1833 FYFI;

Chem. <ed. 3 649 The chlor.ds of i ommon mttals were found
to be acted on in ihe same way. alcoates being formed. 1875
URE Diet. Arts I. 58 Alcoholates or Alcoates.

Alecgene (a.-lktfd/5/n'. [mod. f. ALCO HOI^ +

-GEN L laktn as ^
producer.] The vapour-cooler in

distilling apparatus.
1828 S. GRAY Opcrat. Chein. 767 The dephlegmator, or al-

cogene, contained in the tub.

Alcohol (re-lk<%! . Also6 Salcocl,alcho;h)ol,

alcohole. fa. med. L. alcohol, ad. Arab. \jp^"
\j

al-ko': 'l 'collyrium,
1

the fine powder used to stain

the eyelids, f.
JJE^ kahala, Ileb. i)n3 kakhal to

stain, paint : see Ezckiel xxiii. 40. It appeared in

Eng., .is in most of the mod. langs. in ifcth c. Cf.

Fr. alcohol, now alcool.~\

1 1. 01 ig. The fine metallic powder used in the

East to ;tain the e>elids, etc.: powdered ore of

antimony, slitriite. or antimony trisi.lphide vknown
to the Greeks in this r.se as IT. a < < c</^aA^oi/ arijiju ;

also, sometimes, powdered galena or lead ore. Obs.

[MixsilEU Sp. We/, i if 23 ALohot: a drug called Ann-
monium ; it is a kinde of white sione found in siluer mynes.

JOHNSON Lex. Chym. 1657 12 ^Af/fi'/est antimonium si\e

st.bium.] 1615 SANDYS Trttv. 67 They put betueene the

eye-lids and the eye a certaine blruk ponder . . made of a

mineral! brought from the kingclome of Fez, and called

Alcohole. 1626 BACON Syli-a 739 The Turkes have a Black

Powder, made of a Mineral called Alcohole; which with a

fine long Pencil thty lay under their Eye-lids sfigoBuiwER
I AntliropoHiet. iv. 69 A Mineral called Alcohol, with which

they colour the hair of their Eye-brows. 1819 / antol. s.v.,

The ladies of Barbary tinge their hair, and the edges of their

eyel ds, with al-ka-hol, the powder of lead ore . . That which

is employed for ornament and is principally antimony, is

called at-colwl or isphahany.

f2. Hence, by extension (in early Cfitm.): Any
fine impalpable powder produced by trituration, or

especially by sublimation ; as alcohol mat (is reduced

iron, alcohol ofsulphur flower ol brimstone, etc. Obs.

I543TRAHERON tr. F/w'jC///rr-.,Thebarbarousauctours
use aktwhol, or ias I fynde it sometymes wryten akoj'oll, for

moost fine poudre. \Alcofoll is Catalan.) 1605 TIMME

Qiiersit. i. xvi. 83 If this glasse be made most thinne in al-

chool. 1657 Phys. Diet., A Icolismns, is an operation . .which

reduceth a matter into allcool, the finest pouder that is. 1661

LOVELL Attim. ff Min. 3 The alcohol of an Asses spleen.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Alcohol is sometimes also used fora

very fine impalpable powder. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem.
Pkilos. 310, 1 have already referred to the alcohol of sulphur.

f 3. By extension to fluids of the idea of subli-

mation: An essence, quintessence, or 'spirit,' ob-

tained by distillation or '
rectification

'

; as alcohol

of wine, essence or spirit of wine. Obs.

\l>iBf.\\\:sAlcliymia (1594! has vim alcohol vel vinum al-

calisatnm a mispr. or perhaps misconception for alcoliza*

titm, see ALCOHOLIZATED; JOHNSON Lex. Chym. (1657) 13,

A Icohol vini, quando omnis superfluitas vini a vino separa-
tur, ita ut accensum ardeat donee totum consumatur, nihilque

ffficumaut phlegmatism fundoremaneat.] \(r]*Phil. Trans.

VII. 5059 Assisted by the Alcool of Wine. 1706 PHILLIPS,

A Icahol or A Icool, the pure Substance of anything separated
from the more Gross. It is more especially taken for a most

subtil and highly refined Powder, and sometimes for a very

pure Spirit : Thus the highest rectified Spirit of Wine is

called Alcohol Vini. 1731 ARBL-THNOT Aliments (J.) Sal
volatile oleositm . . on account of the alcohol or rectified

spirit which it contains. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp., Al-

cohol is used by modern chemists for any fine highly recti-

fied spirit. Ibid. Method of preparing Alcohol of Wine.

1794 PKARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXI V. 395 Alcohol of gall

nut (tincture of gall nut).

Yi.fig. Quintessence, condensed spirit.

1830 COLERIDGE Lect. Shaks. II. 117 Intense selfishness,

the alcohol of egotism.

4. (Short for alcohol of unite, this being the most

familiar of ' rectified spirits.') The pure or rectified

spirit of wine, the spirituous or intoxicating element

in fermented liquors. Also, popularly, any liquor

containing this spirit. Absolute or anhydrous al-

cohol: alcohol entirely free from water.
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ALCOHOLATE.
*753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Spirit, Water is a solvent

to alcohol or spirit of wine. 1760 rhil. Trans, LI. 824 Al-

cohol, or spirit of wine, has been more generally used. 1806
VINCE Hydros*, ii. 25 Pure spirits, called alcohol. 1814 SIR
H. DAVY^Agric. Chem. 134 The intoxicating powers of fer-

mented liquors depend on the alchohol that they contain.

1873 COOKE Chem. 14 Alcohol has never been frozen. 1875
URE Diet. Arts 1.43 The separation of absolute alcohol
would appear to have been first effected about 1300 by Ar-
nauld de Villeneuve. Ibid. 65 If wood-spirit be contained
in alcohol, it may be detected . . by the test of caustic potash.
1879 RIDGE Temper. Primer 129 Life assurance offices have
found that the average length of life of total abstainers is

greater than that of drinkers of alcohol.

5. Organ. Chem. An extensive class of com-

pounds, of the same type as spirit of wine, com-

posed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, some of

which are liquid and others solid.

They may be regarded as water (HOH) with one of its

hydrogen atoms replaced by a hydro-carbon radical as

Methyl <CH 3\ Ethyl (CjHs), Propyl iCaHr), Butyl. C,H 9 >,

Amyl (.CiHn) etc., according to the character of which, the
alcohol is monocarbon or methyl, dicarbon or ethyl, tri-

carbon or propyl, etc.; or as paraffins (Methane CH4,
Ethane CiHe, Propane CjH?, etc.) with one or more of their

hydrogen atoms replaced by equivalent atoms of hydroxyl
(HO 1

, according to the number of which atoms replaced,
the alcohol is ttt0rtat0trtic, diatomic, triatomic, etc. Tri-
carbon alcohols are primary or secondary, tetracarbon
and higher alcohols are primary, secondary, or tertiary, ac-

cording as the carbon atom united to the hydroxyl atom is

also directly in contact with one, tivo, three other carbon
atoms of the molecule. Isomeric alcohols are such as have
the same percentage composition but a different arrange-
merit of atoms in the complex molecule, and are physically
different substances. The number of possible alcohols is ap-
parently unlimited. [This extension of the name to a genus
was made by Dumas and Pe'ligot in 1834-5, in pointing out
the analogy between wood-spirit <, Methyl alcohol land spirit
of wine; in 1836, they identified another member of the series
in ethal iCetyl alcohol i

; in 1844, Cahours found another Amyl
alcohol) in Fusel oil ; after which the recognition of 'alcohols'
went on rapidly.]
Common i vinous or vinic) Alcohol ('see prec. sense) is a

primary, monatomic, dicarbon or ethyl alcohol, CjHaO, and
may be considered as water, in which one atom of hydrogen
is replaced by an atom of ethyl, or CjHs; thus C2H S . OH
instead of H .OH.
1850 DAUBENY Atom. Theory viL fed. z't 222 The term . .

alcohol indicates a class, some members of which, far from
being volatile, are not even liquid. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chem.
(18721 1.99 The first eight alcohols are liquid. Cetyl alcohol
is a solid fat : cerylic and myricylic alcohols are waxy. 1875
URE Diet. Arts \. 42 We speak of the various alcohols. Of
these, common or vinous alcohol is the best known. 1879
G. GLADSTONE in Cassell's Teckn. Edttc. I V. 106/1 Resistance
lo the action of Alcohols, Acids, and Alkalies.

Alcoholate (arlUhrl^t). Chem.
[f. ALCOHOL

+ -ATE. Contr. forms ALCOATE, ALCOHATE, are also

found.] A crystalline compound in which alcohol
acts as water of crystallization.
1863 in WATTS Diet. Chem. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 58 Alco-

holates are in general rather unstable combinations, and are
almost always decomposed by water.

Alcoholature (aelk0h/rlatiuj). Med. [f. mod.
L. alcoholat-its alcoholized + -UHE.] An alcoholic
tincture prepared with fresh plants.
a 1864 PARRISH Pharmacy ( 18741 603 The class of tinctures

called by the French alcoolatures. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., In
the same manner are prepared . . alcoolatures of leaves of
pulsatilla.

Alcoholic (3elk0hj?-lik\ a.
[f. ALCOHOL + -ic.]

1. Of or belonging to alcohol.

1790 KERR tr. Lavoisier's Chem. 51 The combination of
alkohol with caloric, becomes alkoholic gas. 1800 HOWARD
\\iPhil. Trans. XC.2I7 The alcoholic liquor was likewise
evaporated to a dry salt. 1809 NICHOLSON in Brit. Encycl.
V. n. xvi, In making alcoholic tinctures. 1836 C. REDDING
Mod. Wines xv. ied. 21 326 Some ingenious observations . .

upon the alcoholic principle in wine. Ibid. App. xxviii. 411
The mean alcoholic strength of wines. 1845 Pen. Cycl. Supp.L 73/1 A moderate use of alcoholic drinks. 1871 TYNDALL
Fragm. Sc, ted. 6> Il.xii. 260 The true alcoholic fermenta-
tion. 1882 Med. Temp. Jrnt. No. 50. 77 Symptoms of chronic
alcoholic poisoning.
2. Preserved in alcohol.

1852 DANA Crustacea \. 185 The specimen, an alcoholic one,
has a pale brown colour.

3. Using or employing alcohol.

1856 KANE Arct. Explor. II. 405 The differences which al-
coholic thermometers exhibit.

B. sb. pi. Alcoholics = alcoholic liquors.

Alcoholically (zelkohjrlikali), adv. [f. prec. +
-AL + -LY^.] In an alcoholic manner; after the
manner of alcohol.

M-fotr.Schutzenberger's Ferment. 187 Dextrin, inulin, and
sugar of milk do not ferment, alcoholically, in the presence
of Mucor racemosus.

Alcoholicity (aedk^hplrsTti). [f. ALCOHOLIC +
-1TY. Cf. catholicity^ Alcoholic quality.
1874 H. VIZETELLY Rep. Vienna Exhib. iv, 8 A wine dis-

tinguished . . by greater alcoholicity.

Alcoholimetric (relkoh^lime-trik), a. Chem.
ALCOHOLOMETKIC.

1869 Eng. Mech. 7 May 148/2 The alcoholimetric degree
of the solution rises.

Alcoholism (se'lk^h^lrz'm). [ad. mod. L. al-

coholistmis ; see under ALCOHOL 2, and -ISM.] The
action of alcohol upon the human system ; diseased
condition produced by alcohol.

1852 M. Hi-ss Chron. Alkohols-Krank. Pref., Ich habe
dieser Krankheit einen neuen Namen, namHch Alcohotis-

210

mm chronicus beigelegt. 1860 W. MARCET Citron. Ale.
Into*. Introd., The valuable publication on chronic alcohol-
ism by Magnus Huss of Stockholm. 1869 DailyNews 8 Dec.,
The deaths of 2 persons from alcoholism. 1879 tr. Biach't
Bismarck II. 189 The doctors complain of the Dad effects of
alcoholism, which makes slight wounds serious. 1882 Med.
Temp. Jml. No. 52. 160 The term alcoholism . . denotes
merely cases which come directly from the toxic action of
alcohol.

t Alcoholizated, ///. a. 0/>s.
; also aioo-

lizated.
[f.

mod. L. alco(lid)lizat-us ; see ALCOHOL
3 + -ED.]

= ALCOHOLIZED 2.

1641 FREN-CH Distill, iv. (1651) 09 Of the best alcolizated
Wine. Ibid. vi. 192 The best alcholizated Spirit of Wine.

Alcoholization (x'-lkphpteiz^-fen). [ad. mod.
L. alcoholjzatidncm n. of action f. alcohoKzare : see
ALCOHOLIZE. Cf. Fr. alcoolisa/ion]
t 1. Reduction to a fine powder ; pulverization,

sublimation. Otis.

1678 PHILLIPS, Alcoholization, a reducing of any solid mat-
ter into an extream fine and subtle powder. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp., A leoholization is also used for pulverization.

f 2. Refinement to an essence or essential spirit ;

rectification of a spirit. Obs.

1678 PHILLIPS, Alcoholization, in Liquids, is the depriving
of Alcohols or Spirits of their flegm or waterish part ; so
that they consume and fume away with the matter wherein
they were dipt. 1721 BAILEY, Alcoholization, a reducing
Bodies to a fine and impalpable Powder ; also a freeing of

Spirits from Phlegm and waterish Parts. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp., Alcoholization is one way of volatilizing alkali's,

3. Saturation with spirit of wine.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Alcoholization, the saturation or mix-
ture of a substance with alcohol.

4. Subjection of the human or animal system to

the influence of alcoholic stimulants.

1852 lllitstr. Loud. A". 23 Sept. 327 Fifteen pigs were treated

daily upon various descriptions of alcohol, and then killed
after the process of alcoholisation had gone on for some time.

1871 Sat. Rci: i Apr. 398/2 Misery, discord, perhaps disgrace
follows neglect of incipient alcoholization.

Alcoholize (ferlkfhflM-z ,v. [ad. mod.L. alco-

holiza-re: see ALCOHOL3and-iZE. Cf.t'i.a/co/ioiiser.']

) 1. To reduce to an impalpable powder ;
to

sublime. Obs.
1686 W. HARRIS tr. Lemery's Chym. fed. 2! 40 To Alcohol-

ize, or reduce into Alcohol, signifies to Subtilize as when a
mixt is beaten into an impalpable powder.
1 2. To concentrate to an essential spirit, rectify.
1686 \V. HA KRIS tr. Lemery's Chyjn. I.xxii. >ed. 3' 464 Spirit

of Wine well Alcoholized. 1799 W. TAYLOR in Robberds'
Mem. I. 296 Let those [literary compositions] of uncertain
value be afterwards concentrated . . alcoholized, and have
their aroma distilled into a quintessential drop of otr.

3. To saturate with alcohol
;
to subject to the in-

fluence of alcohol.

Alcoholized (aHk<%brzd), ///. a.; also 8

aleol-, alcool-. [f. prec. + -ED.]
*r 1. Reduced to an impalpable powder or subli-

mate ; sublimed. Obs.

f 2. Refined to an essential spirit, rectified. Obs.
1686 [see prec.] 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl., Alcoholized

is understood of things which are reduced to an alcohol. In
this sense, we meet with alcolized spirits, alcolized powders,
etc. This is otherwise written alcoolized, and amounts to
much the same as subtilized, rectified, etc.

3. Saturated with alcohol
; subjected to the influ-

ence of alcohol.
1862 Cornh. Mag. VI. 320 The blood of alcoholized animals.

1879 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. n. xvii. 651 As the alcoholized
blood takes more and more hold of the brain.

Alcoholizing ^Ik.'hfblzirj^, vbl. sb.
[f.

as

prec. + -ING'.] The process of converting into or

saturating with alcohol.

1706 PHILLIPS, Alcoholization, the Act of Alcoholizing or

reducing any solid Substance into a fine Powder; But in

Liquids, it is the depriving Alcohols or rectified Spirits of
their Phlegm or waterish Parts.

Alcoholmeter (relkohp-lm/iai) = next.

1859 'n WORCESTER. 1864 WEBSTER cites URE, i88a Times
14 Mar. 5/i Spanish wines being admitted at a shilling per
gallon up to 36 degrees of Syke's alcoholmeter.

Alcoholometer (splWhpVTnAw), [f. ALCOHOL
+ -(O)METER. Cf. Fr. alcoolomitrc] An instrument
for measuring the proportion of absolute alcohol in

a liquor.
1859 in WORCESTER. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 59 Sykes's

hydrometer, or alcoholometer, is the one employed by the
Board of Excise.

Alcoholometric (se-lkd|hpbme-trik),a. [/.AL-
COHOLOMETER + -ic.] Of or pertaining to alcoholo-

metry.

Alcoholome'trical, a.
[f. prec. + -AL.] Re-

lating to alcoholometry. (More common in the
shortened form ALCOOMETRICAL.)

Alcoholometry (oeslWhpl/vmetri). [f. ALCOHOL
-I- Gr. -utrpia: see -METRY.] The process of testing
the proportion of absolute alcohol in liquors.
1863 WATTS Chem. Diet. (1872) I. 81 (.Article) Alcoholo-

metry. 1875 URE Diet. A rts 1. 61 [On the] Alcoholometry of

liquids containing besides alcohol, Saccharine Matters, etc.

Alcohometer (x\kobpmfoi) = ALCOHOLO-
METER. Craig 1847.

Alcolizated, obs. form of ALCOHOLIZATEM.

Alcomy(e, obs. form of ALCHEMY.
II Alco'nde, Obs. [Sp. alcondc, comb, of Arabic

ALCOVE.
al the + Sp. conde count, earl : L. comitem : see

COUNT.] A (Spanish) count or grandee.
c 1486 Bk.St. A loans Heraldry (DM^-HZy App. 71) Prouves

of Knighthode done before alcondis in honour of renowne,

Aleonomy(e, obs. form of ALCHEMY.
Alcool, obs. form of ALCOHOL.

Alcoo'meter, -try, shortened forms of ALCO-
HOLOMETER, -TRY.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 58 Alcoholo-

metry or Alcoometry.
Alcoometrical (re:lk0|0|me-trikal), a.

[f.
AL-

COOMETRY + -ICAL.] Of or pertaining to alcoo-

metry ; as ascertained by an alcoholometer.

1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 51 Alcoometrical Table of real

Strength.

Alcoothionic (re lko|0|hai^nik), a.
[f. Ai.co-

HOI L) + Gr. Ofwv sulphur -t- -ic.]
= CEnothionic.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Alcoran (slkoriln, ce'lkoran, -xn). arch. Forms :

4-5 alkaron, -oun, 6 aleharon, 6-7 alchoran(e,
aleorane, alearon, 7 alcheron, 7- alcoran 8

alkoran. [a. (immed. from Fr. alcoran} Arab.

,jl
Jill al-qoran, the recitation, reading, f. qarata

to recite, read.] The sacred book of Mohamme-
dans ; the Koran (which is now the usual form).
1366 MAUNDEV. xii. 139 The holy book Alkaron that God

sente hem be his messager Machomete. "1386 CHAUCER
Man of Lawes T. 199 The holy lawes of our Alkaroun
\_f.r. alkaron], Geven by Goddes messangere Makamete.
1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 1557, 340/1 As the Turkes
doe, bidde men belieue in Machometes alchoran. Ibid. 651/1
Mahomettes aleharon. 1642 HOWELL For. 7'rav. (Arb. ) 85
They so adore the Alcoran that they never put it under
their girdles. 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk 11843) II- ^97
The Turkes for the maintenance of their Alcaron. 1655
GOUGE Coiiun. Hebr. iii. 7, 320 The Turks Alcheron, the Jews
Cabala . . are . . to be detested. 1728 MORGAN A Igiers II. iv.

293 The first chapter of the Al-Coran. 1777 HUME Ess. <$

Treat. II. 443 A sacred book, such as the Alcoran. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 586 Called the Koran, or Alkoran,
by way of eminence, as we say t/ie Bible.

"fig-
a 1659 CLEVELAND Obseq. 26 A Text on which we find no

Gloss at all, But in the Alcoran of Gold-smiths Hall !

Alcoran, . Obs.
[f.

the sb.] To make into a
Koran or inspired book.
a 1678 MARVELL/', First Annh'., Prophecies fit to be

alcoran'd.

t Alcora'nal, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
ALCORAN +

-ALl.] Belonging to the Koran.
1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. 1834, 234 In an alcoranal

paradise.

Alcoranic (:elkorarnik), a. ; also alk-.
[f.

AL-
CORAN + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the Koran, or to

Mohammedan theology.
1857 Xat. Ma*. II. 403 Being removed from the Alkoranic

school. 1859 WORCESTER, Alcoranic.

t Alcora'nish, a. Obs. [f. ALCORAN + -ISH.]
=

ALCORANIC.
1634 T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 129 The Carcasses of some

Alchoranish Doctors. 1762 PARKHURST Heb. Lex. Pref. (T.),
I have called the Alcoranish Arabic a hotch-potch of several

corrupt dialects of the Hebrews.

Alcora'uist. [f.
ALCORAN + -IST.] One who

adheres to the letter of the Koran, rejecting all

subsequent additions.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl, Supp. , The Persians are generally al-

koranists, as admitting the alcoran only for their rule of faith.

II Alcorno co, alcorno'qne. [o?.aicornoquc,
f. Arab, al the + quern oco spongy oak (Diez).]

Spanish name of the cork-oak, the young bark of

which is employed in tanning under the name of

European or Spanish Alcornoque bark. Extended
in Spanish America to various trees yielding a

similar product {American Alcornoque), esp. Bow-
dichia virgilioides, and species of Byrsonima ;

formerly also used in medicine.

[1823 HUMBOLDT AVfa Genera VI. 376 Bo^vdichia virgin,
aides, Alcornoco incolarum. ] 1832 G. DON Gen. Syst. II.

464, Boivdichia : At the mouth of the Orinoco where it is

commonly called Alcornoque. 1866 Treas. Bot. 35, Alcor.
noco or Alcornoque Bark, the bark of several species of

Byrsonima. \ the Alcornoque of Spain is the bark of the

cork-tree. Ibid. 161, Boivdichia : The bark is of a reddish

brown colour, and is known as Alcomoco bark. 1873 BENT-
LEV Man. Bot. 459 The bark [of Btrwdichia] with that of one
or more species of Byrsonima is said to form the American
Alcomoco or Alcornoque Bark of commerce.

AlCOTe (&lk<?"'v, oe'lkonv). [a. Fr. alcSve, ad. Sp.

Pg. alccrva, alcoba, ad. Arab. ~* "sll al-qobbah, i.e. al

the + qobbah a vault, a vaulted chamber ;
f. qubba

to vault.]
1. A vaulted recess ; especially, a.

' A recess, or

part of a chamber, separated by an estrade or par-

tition, and other correspondent ornaments ;
in which

is placed a bed of state, and sometimes seats to

entertain company.' J. In Spain applied also to

the recess for the bed in an ordinary chamber.

[1623 MINSHEU Sp. Diet., Alcoba, a closet, a close roome
for a bed. ] 1676 D'URFEV Mad. Fickle iv. ii. (1677) 43 D'ee

hear 'em Sir they're yonder in th' Alcove. 1678 PHILLIPS,
A Icove, a recess within a chamber for the setting of a Bed out

of the way ; where for state many times the Bed is advanced

upon two or three ascents with a rail at the feet. 1688 in



ALCOVED. 211 ALDEBLING.
BCRNET Own Time (T.) Of these eighteen were let into the

bed-chamber ; but they stood at the furthest end of the room.
The ladies stood within the alcove. 1725 POPE Odyss. in. 510

Deep in a rich alcove the prince was laid, And slept beneath
the pompous colonnade, a 1733 NORTH Live* ofNorths I.

272 A large hall was built witn a sort of alcove at one end
for distinction. 1753 HANWAY Travels (1762) I. vn. xcii. 422
His bed . . was in a small alcove or niche. 1878 G. MAC-
DONALD Ann. Qitit-t Xeighb. vi. 74 She emerged from a re-

cess in the room, a kind of dark alcove.

b. An arched recess or niche in the wall of any

building or apartment, of a cave, etc.

1786 COWPER Gratitude 33 This china that decks the alcove

Which here people call a buffet. 1830 MILMAN Hist, Jews I.

i. ted. 2) 21 The common cemetery-., is usually hewn out of

the rock . . with alcoves in the sides, where the coffins are de-

posited. 1836 Miss MULOCII John Halif. 159 John and I

were in the alcove of the window. 1872 O. SHIPLEY Gloss.

Eccl. Terms 175 In England these [Easter] sepulchres are

often permanent alcoves.

2. A recess in a garden or pleasure ground, origin-

ally in the surrounding wall or hedge ; but in later

usage, Any covered retreat, a bower or summerhouse.
1706 ADDISON Rosamond \. vi, Amaranths, and Eglantines,

With intermingling sweets have wove The particolour'd gay
Alcove. 1766 C. ANSTEY fiatk Guide ix. 58 Some to Lin-
comb's shady groves, Or to Simpson's proud Alcoves. 1817
COLERIDGE Biogr.Lit. 249 The women and children feast-

ing in the alcoves of box and yew. 1863 MRS. HOWITT tr.

Bremers Greece 1 1. xvi. 146 A lofty rugged rock, formed by
nature into a rude alcove. 1870 D. ROSSETTI Poems* Jenny
(1871) 123 And in the alcove coolly spread Glimmers with
dawn your empty bed.

Alcoved (lkirvd\ ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

Made as an alcove, vaulted, arched.

1865 J. CAMEROV Malayan Ind. 76 The ceilings of the

principal rooms are alcoved.

Alcum- : see ALCHEM-.

Alcumyn, variant of ALCAMYNE, Obs.

Alcyon, variant of HALCYON.

Alcyon (re'lsi/n>. Zfw/. = ALCYoxiuM.
1868 WRIGHT Ocean IV. vi. 121 The Alcyonaria are so desig-

nated from their principal type, that of the Alcyons,

Alcyonarian (Ge*ls^fae**ri&n), a. and si', [f.

mod. L. Alcyonaria + -AN.] A. adj. Belonging to I

\hsAlcyonaria, a sub-order of Actinoid Zoophytes; I

see ALCYONIUM. B. sb. A zoophyte of that group.
1878 SPRY Cruise Challenger i. 13 Twelve gigantic alcy- i

onarian polyps. 1880 MOSELEY in -iqtk Cent. No. 38, 617 The
deep sea must be lighted here and there by greater or smaller

patches of luminous alcyonarians.

Alcyonic (a-lsi^-nik), a. Zool. [f.
ALCYO.N-IUM

+ -ic.J Of or pertaining to Alcyonium.
1847 in CRAIG.

Alcyonite (arlsi/iwit). [f.
ALCYOX-IUM + -ITE a

formative of names of minerals and fossils.] A
fossil zoophyte related to Alcyonium.
1822 J. FLINT Leti.fr. Amer. 261 The rocks contain . .

millepores, favocites, alcyonites, corals. 1865 W. WHITE
East. Eng. II. 174 Agates, carnelians, Alcyonites . . may be

picked up by those who know how to look for them.

1! Alcyonium (seUi|#uiiu7m). [L., ad. Gr. d\-

icvovtov Bastard-sponge, so called according to

Dioscorides from its resemblance to the nest of the

a\Kvwv or Halcyon.] A genus of zoophytes, giving
its name to the sub-order Alcyonaria, forming firm

fleshy masses, a species of which is popularly
called Dead Man's Fingers, and Cow's Paps.
1752 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 4<5oCaird madrepora, lithophy-

ton or alcyonium. 1786 Ibid. LXXVI, 444 Infinite variety
of corals, madrepores, alcyoniums. 1857 WOOD Com. Obj.
Sea. vi. 116 When placed in clear sea-water, the alcyonium
soon begins to put forth a few crystalline columnar polyps.

Alcyonoid (arlsi/noid), a. Zool.
[f. ALCYON-IUM

+ -OID.] Resembling or allied to Alcyonium. Also
used sitbst.

186* DANA Man. Geol. 163 Alcyonoid Polyps. 1872
Corals i. 80 The Alcyonoids include some of the gayest and
most delicate of coral shrubs,

tAid, a. Obs. or dial. [OE. aid became in \VS.
ealdt whence the later &ld> eeld, yeald, ELD

; in

midl. it became in due course OLD, but remained in

the north as aid, auld, mod. dial, aald, aad, and, in

use from Scotland to Shropshire in the \V., and
Lincolnshire in theE.] The following quotations
illustrate the form ; for sense see OLD.
6950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke i. 18 Ic am aid. ^1175 Lamb.

Horn. 43 An aid mon. f 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 749 Aide
men. 1373 BARBOUR Bruce 1. 17 Aulde storys that men redys.
15I3-75 Diurtt* Occnrrents (1833) 33 The aid enemies of
Ingland. ci6*o A. HUME Brit. Pong. (1865)28 An aid man
sould be wyse. 1790 BURNS Tarn Shanter 15 Auld Ayr
wham ne'er a town surpasses,

t Aid, sb. Obs. 3-6. [variant of ELD :-OE. eldut

influenced by the adj. aid, old. Also found in midl.
dial, as OLD.]
1. Age, duration of life or existence.
c IMO ORMIN 14426 (>is middelljerdes aid iss all o sexe daless

dxledd.

2. An age, or secular period of the world.
ci*oo ORMIN 2373 Swa summ i batt aid Wass lajhe to ben

fesstnedd.

3. Old age, the advanced state or period of life.

iao$ LAYAM. 19411 Bruttes hafden muchil mode . . for J>as
kinges aide. 1:1430 Seven Sages (P.) 641 He wille brynge
the adown in olde. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scotl. I. 444 Vn-
saturabill bayth in aid and youth. 1551 ABP. HAMILTON

Catech. 69 a, Fra the tyme of thair youthede to the tyme of
thair auld.

tAWyi<A'./Ar. Qh$. [-ALL DAY; cX.alway^
1. Every day (see ALL A 3^ ; hence, Continually,

always. (Cf. Fr. tons Icsjours, foil/ours.} Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 92 pe grete tresour bat he alday noni. 1387
TKKVISA Higdcit vi. xvii. Rolls Ser. VII. 103 We dye alday
\Qnotidie ntorimur}, but none overcome)?. 1393 GOWLK
Con/. Prol. 15 To hem that shall it alday rede. 1477 PVME-K
in raston Lett. 794 III. 185 That wrytith, sendith, and
wisshith alday your wele More than hisowne. 1483 CAXTON
Gold, Leg. 73/3 What shal I aldaye wryte.
2. The whole day, all day (which is the usual form;

see ALL Ai. Cf. Fr. tout lejour, toitte la journee}.
1297 R. GLOL'C. 197 [>ey ech of vs sete alday, be beste red

to rede, Betere ansuere ne ssolde we fynde.
t Ald(e, aid-en, v. Obs. [OE. aldi-an, f. aid

old
; still retained in 2-3 v&ald-ien t

aid-en
;
whence

in 3-4 the midl. old-en ; see OLD v. Eld-en (see
ELL>E v.} is a parallel form from \VS. eald-ian.] To
grow old.

f8z5 Vesp. Ps. vi. 9 Ic aldade betwih alle feond mine.
c 1175 Lamb. Hoin. 109 peo hearte ne alde'5 naut.

II Alde-a, aldee. Obs. [Pg. aldca ^Fr. ahUc\
ad. Arab. AJt-woJl al-days-a the farm, village.] A
village or villa (in Portugal or its colonies).

1698 J. FRYER East Ind. 4- Persia 71 Pleasant Aldcas or

country seats of the Gentry. 1780 DUNS' .\V.v Direct, led. v
no The coast is filled with Aldees or villages of the Indians.

Aldehydate (ae'ldflisid^t). Chem. [f.
next +

-ATE.] A salt in which aldehyde acts as a mono-
basic acid.

1863WATTS /Jttr/.Okw. (1870) I. in Aldehydate of silver. .

Aldehydate of Ammonium, Aldehyde-ammonia, or Acetyl
Ammonium C.HnO.NH^
Aldehyde (se'ld/haid). [

= Al. dchyd. abbrevia-

tion fa Alcohol dehydrogenatum, i.e. Alcohol de-

hydrogenated, or deprived of hydrogen.]
1. A colourless, very volatile fluid of suffocating

smell, obtained by the oxidation of alcohol, which

by further oxidation is converted into Acetic Acid.

1850 DAUBENV Atom, Theory vii. ied. 2') 193 By the action

of oxidizing agents on alcohol . . we produce aldehyde. 1862

Cornk. 3Iag. VI. 320 That during the earlier stages of the

sojourn of alcohol in the body, it was converted only to alde-

hyde, or acetic acid, which are lower degrees of oxidation
than that represented by carbonic acid and water.

2. An extensive class of compounds of the same

type as the above
;
and bearing the same relation

to the alcohols, from each of which a corresponding
aldehyde is derived by the removal of two atoms of

hydrogen. (Called by Graelin Aldides.}
Thus Methyl Alcohol CH-tO, Methyl Aldehyde CH,O ;

common or Ethyl Alcohol C^H.-.O, common or Acetyl Alde-

hyde, or Acetaldehyde, CsH^O, which has two polymeric
modifications called Mttaldehyde and Paraltieliyde.

1863 WATTS Diet. Client. 1 1879' I. 1 1 1 Many aldehydes arc

obtained directly from plants, either existing ready formed
in the plants, or being given off as volatile oils on distilling
the plants with water. 1873 Fcrwncs Chew. 538 Alde-

hydes are compounds intermediate between alcohols and
acids. 1881 ABNEY in Xatitre XXV. 191 Par-aldehyde has
three molecules of aldehyde in its one molecule.

Comb. Aldehyde-ammonia: see ALDKHYPATK.

Aldehyde Green, a dye, also called Aniline Green

or Emerald ine, prepared by the action of aldehyde
on magenta. Aldehyde-resin, a resinous sub-

stance obtained by heating aldehyde with potash
in aqueous or alcoholic solution. (Watts.)

Aldehydic (celd/hardik), a.
[f. prec. + -IC.]

1882 Xatttrc 16 Mar. 457 The formation of albumin by
condensation of aldehydic groups with amido groups.

Alder (g'ldai), .r//.
1 Forms: i alor, -aer, -er, 1-2

air, 3olr, 4-8 aller, 7-8 allar
; 4-5 aldir, aldyr,

4- alder. By-forms : 5 ellyr, 7- eller, owler,
ouller. [With OE. alor, aler, cf. ON. o/r, elrir,

OHG. elira, erila, mod. G. eric, eller. The </was a

phoneticdevelopment, as in alder-best (see ALL D3),
and the dialectal ccldcr = cellar, etc. The historical

form aller survived till i8th c. in literature, and is

still general in the dialects. Owler (
=

aiiler, or olr}

used by Cotton, etc., survives in Lancashire, etc.]

1. A tree {Alnus glittinosa) related to the Birch,

common in wet places over the northern hemisphere,
from Europe to X.W. America and Japan, the wood
of which resists decay for an indefinite time under

water.
c 700 Epinal Gloss (Sweet 38^ A Inns '. alaer Erf. aler. 882

Chart. sElfred in Cod. Dipt. V. 124 Nor5 upp of Sire ie

vipp on Sone ibihttan air
;
of 8am ibihtan alre on scortan die.

c 940 Sax. Leechd. II. 32 Oxan slyppan . . is: alor rinde.

a 1300 in Wright Voc. 91 A faus, olr. c 1386 CHAUCER Ktits.

T, 2063 The names how the trees highte, As ook, fir, birch,

asp, aldir \t\r. alder -yr]. 1483 Cath. Angl., An ellyrtre :

alnus. 1502 ARNOLD Ckron. uSiit 164 Graf it in a stoke of
elme or aller. 1567 MAPLET Greene Forest 30 The Alder
tree (which by corrupt and accustomed kinde of speaking
they commonly call the Klder). 1578 LYTF, Dodoens 756
The blowinges of Alder are long taggfets. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny (1634) I. 493 Pines, Pitch trees, and Allar, are very
good for to make . . pipes to conuey water. 1616 SURFLKT
Country Fartxe 504 The Aller or Alder-tree . . doth serue
. . to lay the foundations of buildings vpon, which are laid

in the riuers, fens, or other standing waters, because it neuer
rotteth in the water, but lasteth as it were for euer. 1635
BRERETON Traz>. (1844) 149 Cleared of the cullers and undtr-

wood. 1676 COTTON Angler n. (1863) 240 Plant willows cr
owlers about it. 1727 l'op^,etc. Art ofSinking 109 And to
the sighing alders, alders sigh. 1701 NEWTL Totir Eng. <V

Sc. 240 The oak, aller, birch, and ash, shoot up from the old
stock. 1794 MARTVN Roitsscaits Hot. xxviii. 434 Alder is of
the same genus with the Birch. 1799 J. RoBBBTBON Agrit'.
Pert/i 206 Willows, allers, and other brush-wood are grubbed
up. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. 1. 1. 172 Amid rushes tall

Down in the bottom alders grew.
2. Black Alder, Berry-bearing Alder, or, with
modern botanists, Alder Buckthorn {Rhamnus
Frangnla), a fAiropean shrub, formerly thought
to be allied to the preceding tree.

1579 I.AN(;HAM Card. Health (1633) 10 The iuice of blacke
Allder . . is yellow. 1597 GERAKI>, Alnus nigra, Blacke
Aller. 1794 MAKTYN Rousseau's Hot. xvi. 206 Berry-bearing
Alder . . grows in woods, is a black looking shrub. 1861
PRATT Flower. Plants II, Alder Buckthorn . . Plant peren-
nial . . its bark affords a good dye.
3. Pop. extended to various other shrubs or trees,

as Black Alder (N. Amer.;, Frinos verticillatits ;

White Alder (N.Amer.), Clethra alnifolia ; (S.Afr.)

Platylophus trifoliatus ;
Red Alder (S. Afr.), Cun-

onia capensis.
4. Comb. :

a. instrumental
t
as alder-fringed, -skirted, etc.

1845 HIRST Poems 48 Adown the alder-margined lane The
throstle sings. 1858 H. MILLER Sch. <*s- Sc/ttn. 11858)164 The
dark hills and alder-skirted river of Strathcarron.

b. at/rili.
t

as alder-branch, -brake, -pile, -tree,

-wood
; alder-buckthorn (see 2) ; alder-carr, a

piece of wet ground where alders grow.
1850 MKS. BROWNING/\wJ I. 344 Near the alder-brake We

sigh. 1862 COLEMAN ll'wdl. Heaths 62 Alder-wood, if kept
constantly under water, is almost imperishable . . It is said
that on Alder-piles the beautiful arch of the famous Rial to of
Venice is supported. 1440 Proinp. /'arr. Aldyr-kyr (alder-

kerre, alderkar). Ahietnni, locus iil-i alni et tales arborcs
crescnut.

tA'lder, sb.- Obs. forms: T aldor, -ur, 1-2

(late \YS. ealdor\ 2-4 alder, solder, (eeldere,

eldere). [f. aid old + -or suffix forming sbs. ; cf.

OFris. alder parent. The pi. aldras, \\S. caldras,
*

ancestors,' is to be distinguished from qldran
(\VS. ieldran, yldran)

'

elders/ compar. ol" aid old,
used in same sense. In Layamon the two words
are confused.]
1. Parent, ancestor, elder (chiefly in //.). [In this

sense only in OE.; superseded by the compar. of

the adj. aid (cahh., yldran : sec KLDEH.]
?rt8oo C.IDMON Gen, KJreint 1578 Da comaerest Cam . . fccr

his aider l;cj;. (885 K. /ALFRED ftyda i. xxvii, Ure ealdra>

|?a acrestan menn. [ Oros. i. i. i Ure yldran.]
2. The head of a family or clan ; a patriarch,

chief, prince, or ruler. (Used to translate L. titles,

as senior, princeps, douiinus, <///u~.)

i:6oo Beowulffay Ueowulf is min nama : wille ic asecyan
..min irende aldre Jiinum. (950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt,
xxvii. i [Vulg. Qmnesprincipes sacerdotnm et scmores P(>P'
uli\. .Alle aldor sacerda & ;tldro 3;es folces. ("973 Ruslnv.
G. Ealle aldur sacerdaes & aildre ba;s folces. c 1000 Ags. G.
Kalle J>a;ra sacerda ealdras . . and ba;s folces ealdras. c 1160
Hatton G.

, Ealle bare sacerda ealdres . . and J>as folkes ealdrt-s.

t 1175 L'otton Hon. 219 Hare alder bat he niihte beon, 1205
LAYAM. 16562 |>u scalt beon alder lizgo louerd]. It-id. 2.5436

Frolic, be .elder wes of France Iizgoking]. Ibid. 3122 A^;L-

nippes wes ihaten \ hffileften be wes sel'dere [1250 eldere].

(.-1340 Guiv. $ Gr. Knt. 95 A vncouj>e tale . . Of alderes, of

armes, of ober auenturus.

t Aider, a. compar. Obs. or dial.
[f. ALD old.

In OK. the compar. properly took umlaut $ldra
for aldira, whence mod. KLDER

;
but a north, and

midl. form aider, without umlaut, appears in 1 2th c.,

whence by usual change of long or lengthened a to

o the mod. OLDEN. Alder, aulder continues to be

the form in Sc. and north, dialects ;
and occurs as

an affected archaism in other writers c 1600.]
1205 LAYAM. 3750 Of J?an aldre sustren. Ibid. 8199 pe kin^

nom preo aldere men [izgo holde men], c 1335 E. K. Allit.

P. A. 620 And ay the ofter, be alder bay were. 1581 SILO-
LKY tr. Seneca s Mcdca 134 b, The wood in alder-time . .

Did spread his shade on gladsome soyle ;
no shade remayn-

eth now. 1610 HOLLAND tr. Cantden's Brit. \. 806 Those
that liv'd in alder time [J/tW. Sc. aulder, Northmnb.
audert

Alder-, variant of ALLER- gen. pi. of ALL, used
in comb, as alder-best, alder-liefesl \ see ALL D3_
t A'lderdoxn. Obs. Also i aldordom (\VS.

ealdordom). [f. ALDEK sb:- + -DOM
; cf. king-

dofti^\ Lordship, cliief authority.
cgso Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xix. 2o'[>aette saldon hine 5aem

aldordnin. a 1000 Mctr. Ps. cxiii. (cxiv.) 2 Ha;fdan ealdur-
dom ofer Israhe'las. cizoo ORMIN' 18278 Rjefe^b pe bin all-

derrdom.

t A'lderelde. Obs.
[f. alder older (perh. con-

fused with alder- in alder-most} + ELD.] Extreme
old age.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter \xx. 18 Til in un-elde and alder-elde.

t Alderling. Obs. or dial. [perh. f. ALDER sb.\

4- -LING.] A term applied to some fresh-water

fish, called also dialectally aller-troitt.

1655 MOUFFET & BENN. Health's Imfrffv. (1746) 283 Gray
Trouts . . lurk . . like the Alderlings under the Roots oV

great Alders. Ibid. 268 Alderlings are a kind of Fish be-
twixt a Trout and a Grayling. 1661 LOVELL Anini. fy Min.
232 Alderling . . lie ever in deep water under some old and
great Alder.
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ALDERMAN.

Alderman (p-ldsimsen). Forms: 1-2 aldor-

mann (late \VS. ealdor-), 3 allderrmann, aldur-

mon, 4 elder-, heldar-, aldur-, aldreman, 5

aldir-, aldyr-, 4- alderman. (8-9 Historical

ealderman, ealdorman.) [f. OE. aldor (ealdor} :

see ALDER J/'.2 + MAN, i.e. the man who occupied
the position held in an earlier stage of society by
the a/dor, patriarch or chief of the clan.]
The aldor (or ealdor} was thus a natural rank, the aldor.

man. its political equivalent. But the distinction necessarily
faded away ; the Northumbrian nn 1 Mercian Gospel glosses

constantly have aldorman for the WSax. ealdor, and in

WSax. itself ealdorman differed from ealdor solely in its

more restricted and technical use.

1. A senior, signor, superior, ruler
;
a noble or

person of high rank.
In OE. the special title of one exercising authority under

the king, over a former kingdom, as Mercia, a district, or

county; a viceroy or lord-lieutenant. Used also to translate

Lat. princeps, subrcgnlns, vptimas, safrafia, dux, comes,

prxpositus ', and, in a more general sense, many other words,
as pontifex, architriclinns, presbyter, senator, etc. The

special title was mostly supplanted by earl under the Danish

dynasty; the more general sense continued for several cen-

turies, and gave rise to 2 and 3. For the OE. title, recent

historical writers have used the late West-Saxon and Kentish
ealdorman ; but the general OE. form was aldormann.

a. As O.E. title.

750 O. E. Ckron. (Parker MS.' Her Cubred cyning sefeaht

uuij> /Ebelhun bone ofermedan aldorman. c 835 IOld. an. 405
Her cuomon twe^en aldor-men on Bretene, Cerdic and Cyn-
richissunu. 894//'/Vr'. J

;Eberedealdormon,and /Ebelmealdor-

man, and /Ebclno(> ealdorman, and ba cinges hennas. 1205
LAYAM. 1420 Numbert hehte be aider inon, pe sculde bas
ernde don. 1591 LAMUARDE Arch. 116351 249 Before the

divisions of the Realms into Shires, every large territorie

had an Alderman, or Governour. 1599 THYNNF. Animadi'.

(1865) 33 Brightnothus, aldermanne, erle, or duke, of north-

umberlande. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. I. App. i. 93 The Alder-

men, or governors of counties, who after the Danish times,
were often called Earls. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist, Eng. I. 76 |

After the Danish conquest, the title of Ealdorman was
changed for that of Earl. 1862 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const. \

x. 136 The Earl, Eorlderman, or Governor of the county,
j

1876 FREEMAN Xorm. Cong. I. iii. 75 The chieftains of the
j

first settlers in our island bore no higher title than Ealdor-
'

man or Heretoga.

b. As translation of foreign titles = ALDER sb%
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John ii. 8 BrengeS Saem aldormen [Ag-s.

'

V Hatton G. ealdre ; Vulg. architriclino\. c loooAgs. Gosp.
Matt. xx. 21 Ealdormenn wealda9 hyra Jjeoda [L. &. A', aldor-

menn ; Vulg. principes}. c 1200 ORMIX 14061 And son se

batt bridgume comm, patt allderrmann himm sey,de. 1387
TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. IV. 313 Tiberius exilede many
of be aldermen [i.e. of the senators], c 1394 P. PI. Crede 691

Au"gells Arcangells . . And alle Aldermen.bat bene ante
tronuin. c 1550 CHEKK tlfatt. xxvii. r Al ye hedpriestes and

ye aldermen of y e

people, took councel again Jesus. 1618

BOLTON Ffonts \. i. (1636) 6 Called . . for their antiquitie,
'

Senators,
1

or Aldermen.

f 2. The headman, ruler, governor, or warden of

a guild. Obs.

1130 Pipe Roll 31 Hen. /, Ut sit aldermannus in Gilda
Mercatorum [at York]. 1180 Adnierciatnenta de Gildis

aditlterinis (Madox Hist. Excheq. 490) Gilda unde Gosceli-
|

nus est Aldermannus. 1316 E. Eng. Gilds xxviii. 73 Be be i

ordinaunce of be Alderman and of pe glide breberen. 1368
Ibid. xx. 55 If an! brober be ded wji-owten be toun, be aldir-

man xat do be belleman gon for be soule. 1494 Ibid. 188

The Alderman of the seid Gilde shalbe at Seynt Katerynis
Chapell aforeseid, with all his Bredern. 1649 SELDEN Laws
ofEng. i. xxxiii. 11735' 53 By custom they grew to be Fra-

ternities, or Corporations under one Magistrate or Head,
whom they called Alderman.

3. Since the guilds became identified with the

corporation or ruling municipal body: A magistrate
in English and Irish cities and boroughs, next in

dignity to the mayor ; properly, as in London, the

chief officer of a ward.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 55 On him rixle^ lichamliche wil,

alse eldrene man on his burh. 1229 Lib. de Ant. Leg. 6
Omnes aldermanni et magnates civitatis per assensum
universorum civium. ciyytArth. fy Alerl. 5105 The alder

pian Ich with his ward cam. r 1386 CHAUCER /V0/. 372 Eue-
rich for the wisdom bat he kan Was shaply for to beeri an
Alderman [r.r. aldirman, aldurman]. 1428 in Heath Grocers'

Comp. (18691 7 F r the fyrste dynner imade in the parlore to

cure Aldermen . .5 6s. 3d. 1594 SHAKS. Rich, III, in. vii.

66 The Maiorand Aldermen . . Are come to haue some con-
ference with his Grace. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Abbf, Alderman's

pace, a leasurely walking, slow gate. 1629 GAULS ^t'(jf

Madn. 94 What an Alderman's pace he comes. 1667 E.
CHAMBERLAYNE Gt. Brit. \. 201 The 26 Aldermen preside
over the 26 Wards of the City [of London]. AH the Aldermen
that have been Lord- Mayors, and the three eldest Aldermen
that have not yet arrived to that honourable Estate, are by
their Charter Justices of the Peace. 1784 COWPER So/a 61

Elbows still were wanting ; these some say, An alderman of

Cripplegate contrived. 1878 STUBBS Const. Hist. 111.565
The title of alderman, which had once belonged to the heads
of the several guilds, was transferred to the magistrates of
the several wards into which the town was divided, or to

the sworn assistants of the mayor, in the cases in which no
such division was made.

1 4. 'Formerly, there were also Aldermen of Hun-
dreds.' Chambers Cycl. 1751.
1596 SPENSER State of Irel. 107 When I come to appoint

the Alderman, that is the head of the Hundreth.

Aldermanate (g'ldsjma'n^t). [ad. med. L.

aldermannatus, f. aldermanmis after senatus, con-

siilaiiis, etc. See -ATE.] The office or dignity of

alderman
j
the aldermen collectively.
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1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xxi. 581 We must trace the

existence of the aldermanate . . to the ancient guild system.

Aldermancy (9'ldajm0ensi). rare. [f. ALDER-
MAN + -CY (cf. captain-cy\ after magistracy, lieu-

tenancy, in which the suffix, really -j',
is apparently

-cy.'] The office of an alderman. (In mod. Diets.)
A*ldermane:ss. An alderman's wife.

1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. 16 With the swate Peeresses . .

And Aldermanesses and the Boord of Works.

Aldermanic (^Idajm^'nik), a.
[f.

ALDEKMAN
-f -ic ;

in imitation of words of Fr., L., or Or.

origin in -?V, as German-ic. The native adj. is

ALDEBMANLY.] Of, pertaining to, or like an alder-

man: a. (municipal.)
1770 WILKES Corr. (1805) IV. 32 For fear of growing more

dull than usual in this thick aldermanic air. 1799 SOUTHEY
Xondescr. vi. Wks. III. 72 Aldermanic bliss. 1819 SHELLEY
Pet. Bell Wks. 1839, 240 Lunches and snacks so aldermanic.

1837 LOCKHART Scott IV. xli. 1 66 The feast was . . gorgeous;
an aldermanic display of turtle and venison. 1870 HAW-
THORNE Eng. 2\ote-Bks.(\%-]ty U- *9 Quite as dull in their

aldermanic way. 1878 M. HAY Under the Will I. 47 The
aldermanic luxury of turtle soup. 1882 F. BUCKLANU Jot-

tings Anim. Life 255 A good plump seal or an aldermanic
walrus.

b. (Old English.) Also ealdonnanic.
1861 PEARSON E. fy Mid. Ages Eng. 173 Probably in most

shires there were several families of ealdormanic rank, from
whom the holder of office was selected by the king, with
advice and consent of his witan.

t Alderma nical, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
ALDEK-

MAX + -ICAL ]
=

prec.
1653 BROME Damois. \\. i, 403 See my Aldermanicall Father-

in- Law !

t Alderma*nikin. nonce-wd. Obs.
[f.

ALDER-
MAX

;
see MANIKIN.] A little or young alderman.

1640 BROME Antip. in. ii. 277 Item, a love Epistle for the

Aldermanikin his sonne.

Aldermanity (^Idaimarniti). [f.
ALDERMAN +

-ITY in humorous imitation of human, ininian-ity,
etc. : see -ITY.]
1. The quality or office of an alderman.
1625 B. JONSON Staple of News in, ii, I would fain see . .

a treatise of aldermanity truly written I 1823 LAMB Elia
Ser. n. xxiv. (1865' 408 How would certain topics, as alder-

manity . . have sounded to a Terentian auditory?
2. The body of aldermen. (Cf. admiralty?)
1632 B. JONSON Magn. Lady v. vii, 'Twill purchase the

whole Bench of Aldermanity.
Aldermanlike (g'ldaima'nbik), a. and adv.

[f.
as prec. 4 -I.IKE.]

A. adj. Like, or becoming to, an alderman.
1612 SHELTON DonQttix. I. iv. 20 (.T.) All in a grave posture

and with an aldermanlike pace. 1779 Miss WILKES in

IV'ilkes
1

Corr. (10051 IV. 285 On Friday morning; I shall

arrive, alderman-like, with some Dorking fowls for your ac-

ceptance. 1831 BLAKEY Free IVillffi What Swift says about
its being an alderman-like virtue.

\~R.adv. After the manner of an alderman. Obs.

1617 J. RIDER Diet.) tti\farmz.n\\\i t Scnatorie,patride, adv.

Aldermaiily ^"ldwmi6nli), a. [f.
ALDER-

MAN -t- -LY!.] Like, or becoming to, an alderman.

1720 SWIFT Whs. 1755 II. n. 23 Exigencies wanting a rea-

sonable infusion of this aldermanly discretion.

Aldermanry (jj'ldwradsiiriv Also 5-6 aldyr-

manry. [f-
ALDERMAN + -BY, med. L. j jth c. alder-

mancria. Cf. for the form yeomanry, for the sense

deanery, archdeaconry^ A district of a borough
having its own alderman, a ward

; also, the dignity
or rank of an alderman.
c 1229 [STUBBS Const. Hist. III. 561

'

Early in the reign of

Henry III . . the name Aldermaneria seems to be used ex-

changeably with Warda.
l

\ 1502 ARNOLD Chron. 37 an. 1384
From y office of aldyrmanry ytterlyand percysly to cessen.

1608 DEKKER Dead Terme Fivb, Those Diuisionsor Part-

ages [of London], are called Wardes or Aldermanries, being
26 in number. 1698 STOW London fed. Strype 1754) I. n. i.

347/1 The ancient division of this City was into Wards or

Aldermanries. 1841 HOR. SMITH Moneyed Man I. viii.

250 The city assembly, the vulgar, untitled balls of the

Aldermanry.

Aldermanship (5'ldaimaenjip). [f.
ALDER-

MAN + -SHIP
;
this is the most legitimate term for

the office.] The office, position, or quality of an

alderman ;
a. municipal.

1494 KABYAS vii. 331 He was dyschargyd of his alderman-

shyp. 1502 ARNOLD Chron. 37 an. 1384 They owe not to be
remeued fro the office of aldyrmanshyp wythout certayn
cause. I7 I4 KORTESCUE-ALAXD in Fortcscnes Ahs. <y Lirn,

Mon. 37 Our English termination, ship, as in Stewardship,

Aldermanship, Worship. 1772 WILKES Corr. (1805) IV. 139
Mr. Martin does not accept the aldermanship. 1871 Daily
Ne^vs 6 Nov., The Vacant Aldermanship.
2. Old Eng. (Recent writers have used the late

West Saxon ealdorman^)
1861 PEARSON E. <y Mid. Ages Eng. 251 Ealdormanships

of counties and towns. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. vi. 160
The original idea of the ealdormanship is, magistracy or

jurisdiction, as implied in the attribute of age. 1876 FREE-
MAS Norm. Cony. I. iii. 80 Their progress from the ealdor-

manship of a corner of Hampshire to the Imperial crown.

Aldern (g'ldara), a. and s/>. ; also i selren, 3

allerne, 5 alloren. [f. AT.DKR j/'.l + -ENT . Its subst.

use is prob. due to comb, like aldcrn-tree
;
but there

may have been a confusion with ELDER, ELDERX.]
A. adj. Of alder.

zooi Cod. Dipl. III. 316 To J?am Eelrenan stobbe. 1398
TREVISA Barth, De /'. R. xvn. 684 The pine tre, and alloren

ALE.

tree . . deep under be grounde dureband lesteblpnge tyme.
1622 MAY Ff>e7/(J.)Tnena"

"

aldern boats first plow'd the ocean.

B. sb. = ALDEB sb.*\-

'1250 W. DE BIBLESWORTH in Wright Voc. 171 Coitpet de
attune (of allernet. 1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (1673)
220 If the right eye of a Hedge-hog be fryed with the oil of

Alderne or Linseed, and put in a vessel of red brasse, and
afterward anoint his eyes therewith, as with an eye-salve,
he shall see as well in the dark as in the light.

A'lclership. Obs. Only form 2 alderscipe.

[f. ALDER sb& + -SHIP.] Chiefship, lordship.
c 1175 Cotton Horn. 219, Dotninationcs hlafordscipe,^*r/c/-

fatns aldersclpen.

t A*lderwo:man. nonce-wd. Obs. [f.
ALDER-

MAN, after pairs like gentleman, -woman.'] An
alderman's wife

; cf. ALDRESS, ALDERMANESS.
1640 BROME Antif, m. ii. 276 Itern

>
an Eleg^- for Mistris

Alderwoman.

t A'ldest, a. super!. Obs. or dial. [f. ALD old
;

see ALbKR a. to which it belongs.]
1205 LAYAM. '6947 J>e aldeste hshte Fulgenius [1250 pe

eldest]. Ibid. 2105 J>e aeldeste broker. 1297 R. GLOUC. 233

pe aldest hous al so. c 1325 . E. Allit. P. B. 1333 Bolde

J3alta3ar, wat3 his barn aldest. \Mod. Sc. auldest.)

Aldfader, -father, obs. dial. var. ELDFATHER.

Aldide (ce'ldaid). Chem. [f. ALD(EHYDE) +

-IDE.] Gmelin's name for the aldehydes as a class ;

see ALDEHYDE 2.

Aldine (g-ldain), a.
[f.

Aldus prop. name +
-INE 1

.]
Printed or produced by Aldus Manutius, a

celebrated Venetian printer in the i6thc. ; adopted
also as a distinctive title of a modern series of

books
;
and applied to certain styles of display

types.
1802 DIBDIN Classics Introd. 27 A most beautiful copy of

this Aldine edition. 1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. I. i. iii. 257
fAldus> . . introduced un 1501) a new Italian character, called

Aldine.

Aldol (re-ldpl). Chan. [f. ALD(EHYDE) + (AL-

COH)OL ; see -OL.] A clear viscid neutral liquid of

composition CH a . CH^OH) . CH3 . CHO, poly-
merous with acetyl aldehyde ;

so called because

regarded by \Vurz as intermediate in constitution

and properties between aldehyde and alcohol ; pre-

viously called acraldehyde.
1874 WATTS Diet. CJicm. 2nd Supp. 38 A Idol possesses the

reducing powers of the aldehydes. 1878 3rd Supp. 54
Aldol . . is the aldehyde of butene-glycol.

Aldor, -ur, OE. iorms of ALDER s&.2
, chief.

Aldormann, OE form of ALDERMAN.

rAldress, Obs.
[f.
ALDER sf>. 2 + -ESS; ?shortfor

fl/dfcrman^rj.J The wife of an alderman or mayor.
1608 York Reg. MS. 7 [John Bramhall, alderman of Pon-

tefract, desires to be buried] at the end of the majors and
aldresses stall. 1692 R. THORESBY Diary I. 220 After with
relations .. to the funeral of Aldress Hick. 1713 Ibid. II.

180 Madam Nevile was this day buried also was another
aldress interred.

Aldur-, OE. form of ALDER sb?

t A*ldur-fa ther. Obs. [App. a confusion

betw. aid-father ancestor and aller-father father of

all, 6rst parent.] Ancestor, progenitor.
1340 A lex. $ Dind. 1050 pin aldur-fabur, alixandre

'

al bat

hat> used.

Aldyr, -man, obs. ff. ALDER sb^ t ALDERMAN.

Ale (<?'!) Forms : I alu (\VS. ealu, ealo), 2-

ale (5 aale, aylle, 5 6 alle, Sc. 6-7 ail, aill ; in

mod. dial, yale, yall, yaale, yell, yUl). [OE. afat

cogn. w. OS. alo, ON. ol (: aht\ has been shown

by Mr. J. Platt to be a -/ stem \*ahtt, hence gen.
and dat. aloti, calcfi, i^th c. alc$:*ahitaz, alnti \

see first quot.]
1, An intoxicating liquor made from an infusion

of malt by fermentation. Various ingredients have

at various times been added to impart flavour ; at

present hops or other bitters are in use.

Ale and beer seem originally to have been synonymous.
The Alvismal says

'
6l heitir me6 munnum, en me& 'Asum

bjorr,' it is called 'ale' among men, and among the gods
' beer.' After the introduction into England of

' the wicked

weed called hops' (.Retn. to Ediv. l'I 's Parlt.) ^1524, 'beer'

was commonly hopped ; at present 'beer' is in the trade the

generic name for all malt liquors, 'ale' being specifically

applied to the paler coloured kinds, the malt for which has

not been roasted or burnt ; but the popular application of the

two words varies in different localities.

r 940 Sax. Leechd. II. 268 Do healfne bpllan ealo6 to, and

and of ban ale. a 1300 I!a--clok 14 Fil me a cuppe of ful

god ale. 1377 LANGL. P. /'/. B. v. 219, I bou^te hir barly
malte she brewe it to selle, Peny ale and podyng ale. 1466
Paston's Funer. in Lett. 549 II. 268 For vii barels of bere,

xvii.r. \\d. For iiii barels of alle, x\\\s. \md. 1485 MALOR>'
Art/inriiSi6) II. 445 Wyn & aale. ? $ Plitnipttm Corr.

230, I am faine to eate browne bread & drink small alle.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot I. II. 660 Of wyne and aill takand
thame sic ane fill. 154* BOORDE Dietary x. 256 Ale is made
of malte and water; and they the whiche do put any olher

thynge to ale than is rehersed, except yest, barme, or godes-

good, doth sofysticat theyr ale. 159* PLAT Jewel-he, in.

16 It is the Hoppe onelie which maketh the essential differ-

ence betweene Beere and Ale. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gfnt.

in. i. 304 Item, she brewes good Ale. 1613 Hen. J ///

v. iv, u Do you looke for Ale and Cakes heere, you rude



ALE.

raskalls? 1715 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Mali Liquor^ Ale

h more diuretick than Beer ; that is, unhopp'd Liquor more
than that which has Hops in it. 1770 J. MASSIL Tax on Malt
8 A Pint of Ale or strong Beer, costs the Ale-seller, only
Five Farthings.

"

1853 THACKERAY EngL //;//. 240 Then

they sallied forth for Rochester on foot, and drank by the

way three pots of ale. (1864 TKNNYSON .\'/>r//t. Fanner,
I've 'ed my point o' yarile ivry noight sin' 1 bean 'ere.]

f 2. In the phrases at the ale ^at pen ale. at pe
nale. atten ale, atte nale, at nale , and to the

ale,
' the ale' is put for, a. The ale which is being

drunk, hence ale-drinking ; b. The stock or supply
of ale at the disposal of the public, and hence

the place where the ale is, the ale-house. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PI- A. Prol. 42 Feyneden hem for heore

foode, fousten atte alle [r'.r. at be ale, at be nale, at nale].

c 1386 CHAUCER Frcres T. 49 And make hym grete feestes

atte nale [r.r. at be nale, att nale]. 1480 CAXTON Dcscr.

Brit. 40 When they drynke atte ale They telle many a lewd

tale, r 1500 Carp. Tools in Halliw. Xng. Poet. 19 When
thei have wroght an oure ore two, Anone to the ale thei

wylle go. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n. v. 61 Thou hast not so

much charity in thee as to goe to the Ale with a Christian.

x6i7AssHETON Jrnl. (18481 i Besse, John, wyffe, self, at ale.

fc. In (his) ale: in the midst of drinking, under

the influence of ale. Obs.

c 1460 Ttnuneley Myst. 86 What, art thou in aylle? 1599
SHAKS. Hen. K, iv. vii. 47 As Alexander kild his friend Cly-

tus, being in his Ales and his Cuppes.
3. A festival or merry-meeting at which much ale

was drunk ;
an ale-drinking. (Cf. a tea.} See also

HiUDAL.

1076 O. E. Chroit., Dser wa;s beet bryd ealo . . Ealle ba

Bryttas be wseron at bam bryd ealoS. 1544 Snfplic. Hen.

l'//f, 41 Keapinge of church ales, in the whiche with leap-

pynge, daunsynge and kyssymg they maynteyne the profett,

of theirchurche. 1583 BABINGTON IVks. 166 Gadding to this

7 HARRISON England i. n. i. (1877) 32 Th
superfluous numbers of idle waks . . church-ales, lielpe-ale

ale or that. 1587 HARRISON England i. n. i. (1877) 32 Th
superfluous numbers of idle waks . . church-ales, lielpe-ales
and soule-ales called also dirge-ales with the heathenish

rioting at bride-ales are well diminished. 1635 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Life of T. Parr C ij b, T'a Whitson Ale, Wake,
Wedding, or a Faire. 1857 TOUI.M. SMITH Parish 504 There
was also an Ale called the Mary-Ale, held, it must be pre-
sumed, on one of the days consecrated to the Virgin Mary.
1879 Wild Life in S. C. 140 In this locality, Clerk's Ale,
which used to be rather an event, is quite extinct. 1882

SKEAT Etym. Diet. s.v., Bridal, lit. a bride-ale, iThere were

leet-ales, scot-ales, church-ales, clerk-ales, bed-ales, and
bride-ales.)

f 4. Buttered ale : a beverage composed of

sugar, cinnamon, butter, and beer brewed without

hops. Obs.
i66z PETYS Diary 5 Dec., And give him a morning draught

of buttered ale. 1667 Ibid. 28 Sept., It will cost him . .

^300. in ale, and ^52. in buttered ale.

B. Ale- in comb.

I. General syntactic relations.

1. objective : with active pple., as ale-brewing,

-drinking, swilling, etc. ; or obj. genitive with n.

of agent or action, as ale-brewer, -dealer, -drinker,

^monger, -seller, -selling, etc.
; ale-taker, -tunning;

ALE-CONXEH, -TASTER.
c 1510 Cocke Lorcllcs Bate 8 Potycaryes, ale brewers, and

bakers. i^Tt'CRRR /-/. Nat. I. 475 The speciallest species
of ale-drinking . . rhetoricians. 1769 BUCHAN Dom. Med. vii.

(1826) 36 There are few great ale-drinkers who are not

phthisical. 1786 COWPER Corr. 11824) II- 9 1 A shoemaker
and an alemonger have proposed themselves as joint candi-

dates to succeed us. 1833 GEN, P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842)
II. 490 If the ale-dealers keep any of the razors for their

own use.

2. instrumental : with passive pple., as aU-dlown,
born, -crummed, -fed, -washed.

1592 CHETTLE Kind-Harts Dr. (\%^\\ 15 Where the one in

a sweaking treble, the other in an ale-blowen base, carowle
out such adultrous ribaudry. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. ^, ni. vi. 82

Ale-washt Wits. 1599 NASHE /'. Peniless E ij, Elderton con-

sumed his ale-crummed nose to nothing. 1836 GEN*. P.

THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) IV. 152 That ale-born business the
Restoration.

3. attrib. Of, made of or with, ale, as ale-sop,

'Stain ; ale-brue, -meat, -toast, -wort
;

ALE-
BERRY.

< 1450 in Wright Voc. 242 Htc offa, a ale-sope.

4. attrib. Of, for, or connected with (the manu-

facture, sale, or use of) ale, as ale-brewhoiise, -cup,

-duty, -past, -glass, ~pot, -tun, etc. Also ALE-

BENCH, -BUSH, -COST, -DRAPER, -HOOF, -HOUSE,

-KNIGHT, -POLE, -STAKE, -WIFE
;
and most of those

in II, as ale-barrel, -dame, etc.

ttzooo BemvulJ'995 Se be on handa bserhroden ealo-wa,'e.

c 1500 Col. Bhnvbol in Halliw. Nu%. Pact, i He rensyd had
many an ale picher. 1583 BABINC;TON ll'ks. 165 Idle, or toss-

ing the alepot with their neighbours, 1620 VENNER I 'in

Recta ii. 39 Our common Ale-pot drunkards. 1699 Lond.
Gaz. mmmdxiii/4 A small Ale-brewhouse. 1777 ^V ATSON in

Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 876 A narrow-bottomed ale glass.

II. Special combinations with quotations (in

alphabetical order).

Ale-barrel, a barrel for ale, a measure of 36 (for-

merly 32) gallons; f ale-boly, ^ = alc-bomlli, ALE-
BERRY

; t ale-brue, = ALE-BERRY
; f ale-dagger,

one worn for use in ale-house brawls
; f ale-dame,

= ALE-WIFE!; f ale-fat (
= ale-vat); ale -firkin, a

small barrel ofale, a measure of9 (formerly8
v

gallons ;

ale-gallon (see quot.); ale-grains, refuse malt left

after brewing; ale-grounds (?
=

prec.); ale-kil-

213

derkin, a half-barrel of ale
; f ale-man (see quot.) ;

tale-meat, =^ ALE-BERRY ; f ale-passion, head-
ache after drinking ale

; tale-pock, an ulcer caused

by drinking ale; als-score, a reckoning for ale con-
sumed

; t ale-shot (^prcc. ; tale-silver (see

quot) ; tale-stand, the bar of an ale-house
; tale-

taker, purveyor of ale
; ale-tap, strictly the tap

whence ale is drawn, hence the room or place where
it is kept ; tale-toast, a toast in ale, _/?. a roisterer

or tippler; f ale-tunning, brewing of ale; ale-

vat, a vat in which ale is brewed
; ale-wort, the

fermenting infusion of malt
; ale-yeast, yeast pro-

duced in the brewing of ale.

1743 Land. % Country Brewer n. (ed. 2) 157 The "Ale-
Barrel of 32 Gallons. 1828 CARLYLF. Misc. (18571 1. 201 Com-
puling excise-dues upon taliow, and gauging *aleharrels !

c 1500 CW. Blffwbol in Halliw. Sug. Poet, i And afterward
their toke hym many a throw Of good 'ale bolythat he had
t-blowe. 1542 HOORUK Dyettiry xii. (1870)264 *Ale-brues,
caudelles and colesses for weke men and feble stoniackes . .

is suffered. 1589 Pfifpeiv. I/att ~hct (1844) 8 He that drinkes
with cutters, must not be without his "ale dagger. 1694
WKSTMACOTT Scrip. ffcrl>. 230 These things are not so much
as thought on by our 'Ale-dames, a 1000 Sa.r. Lecchd. 1 1. 142
Under pact *ealo-fa:t, 1596 Unton Invent. 13 One *y el fate,
one cooler. 1608 ARMIN Nest Ninn. (1842) 36 Jack Miller

sang his song . . and lookt like the poter of the 'ale-fat. 1743
Lond. fy Country Brewer n. (ed. 21 157 The "Ale-firkin of
SGallons. 1800 COLERIDGE Si/>. Leaves 1 1. 223 They snatch'd
him from the sickle and the plough To gauge 'ale-firkins.

1827 HUTTON Course Math. I. 28 The "Alt Gallon contained
282 cubic or solid inches. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) U'ks.
i. 147/2 A messe of warme "Ale-graines from a Bruwhouse.
X57* H- GOOGK tr. Jlcrcsbach's Iinsb. \ 1586) 133 Take aquart
of 'allegroundes, and seeth them. 1743 Lond. <V Country
Brewer n. (ed. 2) 157 The *Ale- Kilderkin of 16 Gallons. 1693
W. KOBKUTSON Phrased. Gen. 504 An >

Aleman, or ale-house-

keeper. 1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 403 The Diet . . was of

Mutton-Broth, "Ale-Meat, Poacht-Kggs. 1593 liacchus
Bountie in Harl. Misc. ^18091 II. 271 A passing prtseruatiue

against the *ale-passion, or paine in the pate. 1601 HOL-
LAND Plitiy^id^ II. 128 Sauce -fleame, 'ale-pocks, and such
like vlcers in the face. 1816 Q. Rev. XV. 454 The

v
ale-scores

of a village landlady. 1626 SPELMAN Gloss, Arch. 506 Qnasi
dictum a scot, i. j>ecnnt<i, et ale, i. cen-isia : (/nod inrcrso

vocabufo alii an "aleshot nuncupant. 1691 BLOUNT Ltiu>

Diet., Ale-silver, a Rent or Tribute yearly paid to the Lord
Maior of London, by those that sell Ale within the City.

1588 Marprel. Ej>. (1843154 Whereby he might . . visit the

*alestond. 145$ in Hoitseh. Ord. (17901 20 The \\letakers
Richard Joskyn, etc. 1818 SCOTT /'. M, Perth II. Pref. 3
And when I die, as needs must hap, Then bury me under
the good ^ale-tap. 1691 SHAUWELL Sctm-rcrs \. i. Wks. I\

r
.

313 Every night thou clearest the streets of. . idle rascal^,
and of all 'Ale-toasts and Sops in brand)', a 1529 SKELTOX
in Harl. Misc. tMalh.) III. 476 Elynoor Rummin, with her

good "ale-tunning, a 1000
'

Ealap-wyrt, ccrvisia mustca
'

Somner. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery 117561 I. xxvi. 225 Give
the Horse . . two quarts of warm 'Ale-wort. 1741 Cotnpl.
Fani. -Piece i. ii. 194 Take . . a Pint of good "Ale-yeast.

Aleak (alrk), adv., prop. phr. [A prepl ,of
state + LEAK.] In a leaking state or condition.

1859 in WORCESTER. Mod. The vessel is aleak.

tAlear(e f
tf- Obs. rare-*-. [?ad. 'L.dlear-is be-

longing to dice.] ? Fated, ?chance-directed.

1581 STUDLEY tr. Seneca, Here. 203 Why dastard dost thou
feare? I spoylde thy father Hercules; this hand, this hand
aleare Hath murdred him.

Aleatory (/
l

'l/iatari), a. [ad. L. aleatori-ns, f.

aleator a dice-player, f. dlea a die, the dice.] De-

pendent on the throw of a die
; hence, dependent on

uncertain contingencies.
1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xlii, So continually fortunate

in that aleatory way of deciding Law Debates. 1818 H.
COLF.BROOKE Oolig. $ Cotttr. i. 17 If the equivalent consist

in the risk of loss, or the chance of gain, dependent on an
uncertain event, the contract is contingent and aleatory or

hazardous. 1879 MOTLEY in Holmes Life xx\. 168 Such an

aleatory process seemed an unworthy method in arbitrations.

Aleavement, var. ALLEVEMENT. Obs., relief.

Aleaven, obs. form of ELEVEN.

A'le-be:nch.. Also i ealo-benc, 6 alle benche.

[ALE- 4.] A bench in or before an ale-house.
a 1000 Beowulf 2062 Gum-manna fela, in ealo-bence. 1547

Ifamilies I. xii. 1.11640)89 Which upon the Ale-benches or

other places, delight to set forth certaine questions. 1556
ROHINSON tr. Morc's Utopia (1869) 26 An other sorte sytteth

vpon their allebencheis . . amonge their cuppes. 1644 QI'ARLKS
M'hipper IVhipt in Chertscy Libr. 1. 171 A pack of Alebench
Whistlers. 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. \. 134 So will he talk when
he is on the Ale-bench. 1849 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. II. 429
Wild rumours . . flew without ceasing from coffeenouse to

coffeehouse and from alebench to alebench.

t A'leberry. Obs. Forms : 5 ale-bre, -brey,

albery, 5~7alebery. [f.ALE-3 -t- OK. briu* pottage,
brewis : changed by its unaccented position to brct

brey, varying phonetically with -beryt of which

-berry is a corruption due to erroneous etymology.
Cf. bread-berry.] Ale boiled with spice and sugar
and sops of bread ;

also called alebrue, and ale-

meat (see ALE- in comb. II).
c 14*0 Lib. Curt Coc. (1862) 53 Alebre bus make bou schalle

With grotes and safroune and good ale. 1440 Promp. Pan>.,

Albery, Vfl alebrey {1499 albry] Alebrodium, jictunt est.

1543 BECON Agst. Swear. Wks. 1843, 373 They would taste

nothing, no, not so much as a poor aleberry . . until they had
slain Paul. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.iC/. Enters His ap-

petite . . needed the assistance of cawdle, uilep, alebery.

Alebromancy (Blount and Cocker after alebro-

mantie in Cotgr.), a mistake for ALEUROMANCY.

ALE-DRAPEEY.
t A'le-bush. Obs. [ALE- 4; see BUSH.] A tavern

sign.
1599 H. PORTER Angry Worn. (1841*102, I might haue had

a pumpe set vp with as good Marche beere as this was and
Here set up an ale-bush for the matter.

II A'lec. [L.] A herring ; a pickle or sauce of
small herrings or anchovies.

(-1520 ANURKWK in Rabees Bk. (1868)230 Alec, the herini-,
is a Fisshe of the see . . when he is fresshe taken he is a very
delicious to be eten. 1854 BADHAM /falieut. 71 Alec, Met*

garum, was at once the name of a fish and of a sauce made
from it.

Alecize (a.-1/sai/.), v . rare.
[f.

L. alec + -\zv.. Cf.

L. <7/<Y<7//rr.] To dre?s with alec sauce.

1854 HAHIIAM Halicnt. 145 The modes of dressing so ap-
proved a fish were endless. One way was to alecize or halt-
ci/e it.

Aleconner (^''Ik^nai). Also 4-6 alekonner,
6-7 alecunner.

[f.
ALE- i + CONNER, OE. citnncre

a trier.] An examiner or inspector of ale: 'An officer

appointed in every court-leet, and sworn to look

to the assize and goodness of bread, ale, and beer,

sold within the jurisdiction of the leet.' Phillips
i 706.

' Four of them are chosen annually by the

common-hall of the city ;
and whatever might be

their use formerly, their places are now regarded
only as sinecures for decayed citizens.' Johnson
1755. Still a titular office in some burghs.
(1350 Chart. E(fu'. Ill in Liber A lints 316 Serement do

Alekonners. 1366 DHANT Horace, Sat* iv. Cb, Not Tygillc
nor such alecunners my workes do overprye. 1630 Thicker

of Tur^'cy Kp. Ded. 4 The autenticall drinke of England,
the whole barmy-tribe of ale-cunners never layd their lips
to the like. 1683 LUTTRKLL BriefRfI. 118571 I- 2 7^ Some
of the liveries of the companies mett, and . . chose . . Mr.
Welling to be aleconner. 1859 H. RILKV Liber Albus Introd.

61 Immediately a brewing was finished, it was the duty of
the brewer . . to send for the Ale-conner of the Ward, in

order to taste the ale. 1876 Eticycl. Brit, (ed. 9' I. 476 In
London four aleconners are still chosen annually by the

liverymen in common hall assembled on Midsummer Day.
Alecost uTi

'lkf>st). Also 6-7 ale-coast, [f.
ALE-

4 4- COST, ad. L. costit ni, -us, -os, a. Or. KOOTQS an

unidentified plant used as spice.] A Composite
plant {Bahamifa vulgarisor Chrysanthemum balsa-

mifa) allied to Tansy, so called because formerly
much used for giving to ale an agreeable aromatic

and bitter flavour.

1589 COGAN un 1'rior P/atlt-naMes). 159? Gi RARD Hcrbn'
ii. cxcviii. 524 Called in English Costmarie and Ale-coast.

1676 BKAI, in Phil. Trans. XI. 5^7 Ale-cost . . famous for di--

patching the maturation of Ale and 1'eer. 1866 W. HOOTH
in Trcas. Hot. 119 The common Ccstmary or Alecost i> a

native uf Italy, whence it was introduced in 1568.

t Alecto'riaii. Obs.
[f.

Gr. d\tKToip cock -f

-IAN.] t,See quot.)
1398 TRFVISA Barth. PC P. K. .\vi. xvi. ^1495' 558 Alectnria

is a stone that is founde in the inawes of capons and is lyku
to dymme cristall. 1586 BRIGHT Alclanch. xxxix. 257 The
Alectorian or Cockes stone . . wherewith uis it is reported'
the famous Milo Crotonien alway stoode invincible. 1678
PHILLIPS, A Icctorius . . a precious stone of a waterish colour.

Alectoromachy ale^ktorp-maki). [See follow-

ing words.] A variant of ALECTRYOMACHY.
1847 in CRAIG.

Alectoromancy (ale'ktormnje^nsi). Also 7 8

alectromancy. [f. Gr. dXe'/rra'p cock + ftavrtia

divination.] A variant of ALECTKYOMANCY.
1652 GAULF. Magastroin. 165 Alectromancy [divining] by

cocks or pullen. 1731 BAILHV, Alectoromancy^ an ancient

divination, in which they made use of a cock in discovering
secret and unknown transactions of future events. 1758
Ann. Reg. 275/2 The mysteries of chyromancy, alectro-

manchy and catoptromanchy. 1847 in CRAIG.

Alectryoniachy ^ale^ktrii^maki). rare~.

[f. Gr. uiXtKTpvwv cock + -/xaxt'a fighting.] Cock-

fighting.
1656 BLOUNT Gfossogr. 1731 BAILEY. 1775 ASH, etc.

Alectryomaiicy ^aleiktriiffmoc^nsiV [f. Gr.

a\tKTpvwv cock + navrda divination. Cf. Fr. alcc-

tryomancie] Divination by means of a cock with

grains of corn.

1684 Phil. Trans. XIV. 706 The author singles Alectryo-

mancy for the subject of this book. 1819 Patttot., A lectern,

mantia, an ancient kind of divination by means of a cock,
called also Alectryomancy.

II Alectryon (ale-ktrii/n). [Gr.] Acock.
1873 LONGF. Emma <y Eginh. no The crowing cock, The

Alectryon of the farmyard and the flock.

tA'lecy. nonce-wd. Obs. [f.
ALE after lunacy.]

Mentalaberration, dueto ale-drinking; intoxication.

1598 LILLY Moth. Bombie \\. \\. 127 To arre.st a man that

hath no likenesse of a horse, is flat lunasie or alecie.

Aledge, obs. form of ALLEGE.

t A*le-dra:per. Obs. or dial. [f.
ALE- 4 +

DRAPER, perhaps originally jocular, in allusion to

lincn-Jrapt'}-, etc.] An alehouse-keeper.
1655 R. YOUNGE Charge agst. Drunk. 13 These godle>.-.c

Ale-drapers, and other sellers of drink. 1743 Loud, ty Country
Braver iv. (ed. 2> 300 Most of our Brewers and Ale-Draper-i
care not what horrid Stuff they prepare and vend. 1747 in

Parish Reg. ft/ Scatter, Line., [Buried] July 8th Thomas

Broughton, Farmer and Ale Draper. 1855 ATKINSON It '/titty

Gloss. ,
A Ic-draper^ an alehouse keeper, or publican; a term

now obsolete.

t A-le-dra:pery. 0/>s. [f. prec. + -v3.] Ale-

sellin".



ALEE.

1592 CHBTTI.E Kbtd-Harts Dr. (1841) 20 Two milch may-
dens that had set vp a shoppe of Ale-drapery.
Alee (air), adv. [a. ON. </ hlet a sea phrase as

in Eng., f. a on, in the direction of+/*/f shelter:

see LEE.] On or toward the lee or sheltered side

of the ship ; away from the wind
;
to leeward.

Also as an order put alee.

1399 I,ANGL. Rich. Redeless iv. 74 pan lay the lordis

a-lee with laste and with charge, And bare aboute be barge.
(1573 Hickscorner in Hazl. Dodsl. I. 161 Ale the helm, Ale,
veer, c 1648 DAVENANT Wint. Storms, Alee, or we sink !

1826 HOOD Wee Man xi, Good sir, the boat has lost her

trim, You must not sit a-lee. 1859 W. JAMES Nav. Hist.

Eng. II. 223 The helm of the George was instantly put
a-lee. 1865 CARLYLE Fred. Gt. II. vi. ix. 229 Such a sea
as never was; and breakers now close alee.

t A-leeward, jM?'. Obs. [A f>rep.
l + LEEWARD.]

Toward the sheltered side, to one side.

1623 MINSHEU Sp. Gram. 81 Traer de tema. la gorra. , .

To set his hat to the good aleward, on one side the head.

Aleft (alelt), adv., prop, p/ir: [A/rtr/.
1 of di-

rection -t- LEFT.] On or to the left hand.
c 1330 ArtJt, fyMerl. 814.9 Aleft he smot and Aright. 1821

SOUTHEY Vis. JttdgM. Wks. X. 225 Lightning and thunder

Volleying aright and aleft amid the accumulate blackness.

Alegar (ne'irgai, c7i'l/gii). Forms: 6 aleger,

alligar, 6-7 all-, aliger, 7 alegre, 8 aleager, 6-

alegar. \f.(a.ttec vinegar}i ALE + egre.eger, EAGER, =
Fr. aigre sharp, sour,] Sour ale

;
\ inegar formed by

the acetous fermentation of ale
; malt-vinegar.

1542 BOORDE Dyetary xxxiv. (1870) 296 Soure and tarte

thynges, as venegre and aleger \_v. r. alceger, alegar]. 1586
COGAN Haven Health (1636) 189 Some make it of Ale onely
. . but that is rather Aliger than Vinegar. 1598 FLORIO,
Agresto . . vertiuice, alligar. 1598 STOW Sun\ led. Strype
1754) II. v. xv. 324/2 Corrupt Vinegar, lieeregre, and Alegre.

1741 Compl. fam.-Piece \. iii. 218 Boil Alegar, scum it, and

pour it over them. 1837 CAHLYLE Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv. 200
Whose small soul, transparent wholesome-looking as small

ale, could by no chance ferment into virulent alegar?. . We
shall see. 1881 EVANS Leiccstersk. Gloss, s. v., Alegar'^ to

ale what vinegar is to wine. The old home-made article is

now seldom procurable.

Alegarto, obs. form of ALLIGATOR.

tAle'ger,^. Obs. rare-'', [ad. OFr. alegre :

late L. alacr-em. Cf. It. allegro] Lively, cheerful.

1626 BACON Syk'tt 738 The Root, and Leafe Betel! ;

The Leafe Tobacco
;
And the Teare of Poppy, . . doe all

Condense the Spirits, and make them Strong, and Aleger.

Alegge, obs. form of ALLAY and ALLEGE.

Ale-hoof (i
7i
'llif). Forms: 3-4 heyhoue, 4hai-

hay-, hale-houe, 6-7 ale-hove, ale-hoofe, 7-9
ale-hoof. [Formerly ale-hove, from OE. '

hofe,

viola* (^Elfric) in allusion to its alleged use in

brewing instead of hops ; perhaps a corruption of

the earlier hay-hove, 'hedge-hove/ influenced by
misunderstanding of another early name, tun-hove,
f. tun enclosure. Among the various kinds of hofe
mentioned in OE. there is no ale-hofe. See HOVE.]
The herb ground-ivy (Nepeta Glechoma] ;

also for-

merly called hay- or hey -hove, horse-hove, and HOVE.
a 1300 W. DE BIBLESWOHTH in Wright I'oc. 162, Eyre te-

fcstre, heyhowe. c 1350 ARDKRSE Practica in Promp. Pan>.
050 Haihoue, vel halehoue, vcl folfyt, vcl horshoue. IS79
LANGHAM Gard. Health (1633) 8 Alehoofe, ground iuie,

gilrunbith ground, or Tudnoore. 1597 GERARD Herball \\.

ccc. 705 Commonly called ,. ground Iuie, Alehoof, Gill creepe
by ground, tunehoofe, and Cats foote. Ibid. 707 The women
of our northren parts . . do tun the herbe Alehooue into their

ale, but the reason thereof I know not. 1656 Rme LEY Pract.

Physic 284 Let him take often with a spoon Water of Ale*-

hove. 1676 BEAL in Phil. Trans. XI. 587 Alehoof,orGround-
Ivy, famous for dispatching the maturation of Ale and Beer.

1859 E. CAPF.RN Hal. * Songs 128 Where ale-hoof and the

borage, too, Held forth their gems of blue.

A'le-house. [ALE- 4.] A house where ale is

retailed ; hence, a tippling house.
a lOttoLmtts of Kthelb. Thorpe I. 292 On eala*huse. c 1200

Trin. Coll. Horn, n Untimeliche eten alehu.se. 1303 R.
BRUNNE Handl. Synne 5978 At be alehous make by mar-

chaundye. c 1450 Knt. de la Tour 44 His parisshenes gone
forthe to the ale hous or to a taverne. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I-',

tiT. ii. 12 Would I were in an Ale-house in London. 1670
EACHARD Contempt Clergy 122 If upon Sunday the church
doors be shut, the ale-houses will be open. 1787 BENTHAM
Def. Usury xiii. 159 The stuff fit to make a prodigal of is to
be found in every alehouse. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I.

295 The redcoats filled all the alehouses of Westminster.
b. attrib. (Cf. also ALE-KNIGHT.)
1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 2 b, Scurrilitie or alehouse jestyng

would bee
thought odious. 1583 GOI.DING Cahnn on. Dent.

li. 305 These lauernhaunters or Alehouseknightes which
counterfeit the preachers. 1601 DENT Patlnv. to Heaven
248 You are . . a drinker, a common ale-house-haunter. 1765
TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 528 Exercising the trade of a butcher,
or an ale-house keeper. 1855 TENNYSON Maitd\. iv. ii, And
Jack on his ale-house bench has as many lies as a Czar.

Alehte, pa. t. of ALACCHE v. Obs.t to catch.

Aleing, aling (^-lin),^/. sb. t nonce-wd. [f.ALE
taken as a vb. (cl to wine} + -ING 1.] Drinking of
ale or treating to ale.

1870 Daily News 28 Sept., There was a wining and dining,
or better, a beering or aleing and dining of the ' Southern
brethren.'

a. \ Obs. rare. [ad. Gr.

a gymnastic trainer, orig.
an anointer, f. dAc^-cty to anoint.] Of or belong-
ing to gymnastic 'training.

1

1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 423/1 The Aleiptick

retren.

Aleiptic (abi-ptik),
aAfiirn-or, f. aAedr-rr/y

214

art, and, its nearest ally, Medicine, are design'd for the
cure of Bodies.

Aleive, var. ALLEVE v. Obs., to relieve.

t Ale-knight. Obs. [f. ALE 4 + KNIGHT, used

derisively ;
cf. carpet-knight, knight of the ellwaiiti,

etc.] A votary of the ale-house, a tippler.
'575 Keel. Proc. Chester [The Vicar of Whalley, Lane., is

charged with being] a common dronker and ale knight.
1398 E. GILPIN Skial. (18781 55 There brauls an Ale-knight
for his fat-grown score. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 325 S.

Urban for Ale-Knights or Pot-Companions. 1864 CHAMBKKS
Bk. Days II. 597 This man was a regularly dubbed ale-

knight, loved barley wine to the full.

Alem, obs. form of ALUM.
Alembic (ale-mbik). Forms : 4 alambio, -ik,

alembyk, 4-5 -ike, -yke, 4-7 -eke, 7 alimbeck, al-

embicke, 7-8 -eok, 7-9 -iok, 7- -io. [a. Fr. alain-

bic, ad. (ultimately) Arab,
jf^-o^ll al-anblq, i.e. al

the + anbiq a still
;

ad. Or. a^lilx-, a^ffif a cup,
beaker, the cap of a still. Aphetized as early as

ijth c. to lembifk, LIMBECK, and the full form

scarcely appears again till the 1 7th.]
1. An apparatus formerly used in distilling, con-

sisting ot a cucurbit or gourd-shaped vessel con-

taining the substance to be distilled, surmounted

by the head or cap, or alembic proper, the beak of

which conveyed the vaporous products to a re-

ceiver, in which they were condensed. It is now
superseded by the retort and worm still.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 520 This Troylus in teres gan
distille, As licour out of alambic, fulle fast. 1-1386
L'han. Yem. Prol. q T. 241 Concurbites, and alembikes
eeke [. r. Alambike, alembyke, alembeke. ] 1363 T. GALE
Antidat. n. 33 Destill them in a gla-sse alembike accordyng
to arte. 1612 WOODALL Surgfons J7. Wks. 1653, 212 Fill

your Alimbeck but two third parts of Copperas. 1678 R.

R[L'SSELL] Ceber n. i. iv. xiii. 118 The Alembeck and its

Cucurbit must be both of Glass. 1725 BRADLEY Finn. Diet.

s. v. Earth, Chymists by their Alembick shew us plainly
what this Salt is. 1800 HENRY Epit. Cheat. 118081 91 An
alembic of pure silver, furnished with a glass head. 1851
LONGF. Gold. Leg. I. 28 In alembics finely wrought, Distilling
herbs and flowers.

2. A'.
171613 OvERBt'RV A If //, fife. (1638) in Making a brokers

Shop his Alembicke, [hej can turn your silkes into gold.

1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 135 The hot spirit drawn out of the

alembick of hell, which in France is now so furiously

boiling. 1789 G. WHITE Selborne (1853) II. xxix. 243 In

heavy fogs . . trees are perfect alembics. 1814 SCOTT H'ai 1
.

I. il 17 The cool and procrastinating alembic of Dyer's
Weekly Letter. 1856 BRIMLEY Ess. 229 Passed through
the alembic of a great poet's imagination.

t Ale'Xlibic, v. Obs.
[f.

sb.
;

cf. Fr. alambiquer]
To distill as in an alembic ;

= ALEMBICATE.
1635 PERSON Var. i. i. 8 The heavens are of a fift sub-

stance, not alembecked out of the foure elements, a 1666

I. SHIRI.KY Closet ofRar, (ed. 5* 9 To distill, or rather alem-

bick, spirit of wine. 1749 H.VrALPQLK Corr, (1837) I. 138
The important mysteries that have been alembicked out of

a trifle.

Alembicate (Slc'nnbilc^t), v. rare. [f. med. L.

alembicat- ppl. stem of alcmbica-ret
f. ALEMBIC.

Cf. It. alambicare, Sp. alatnbicar, Fr. alambiquer]
To distill as in an alembic.

1836 CHOKER Johnson. \. 63 The alembicated productions
of artificial fire,

Alembroth (&le'mbr^b). [A word of the Al-

chemists, of unknown origin.] An old name for

the double chloride of mercury and ammonium,
2(NH<Cl.HgCl) + H 2O, formerly believed to be

a universal solvent.

1471 RIPLEY Compt. Alch. in Ashm. 1652, 190 Sal Alkaly,
sal Alembroke, sal Attinckarr. 1726 BAILKY Alembroth,
Alcmbor, the philosophers salt, the key of art. 1753 CHAM-
BERS CycL Sitpp., Alembroth is represented as partaking of
the nature of halomtrum and alum. The word is said to

be of Chaldee origin, and its natural meaning to be the key
of art. 1879 Syd. Soc. Le.r. s. v., The preparation Sal
alenibroth, also called salt of wisdom.

t Ale'me, v. Obs. Forms: 2-3 aleome, aleme,
alime,alume (;/). [f. A.-f>rt'f. i intens. + LEME,O.
leow-an to shine.] To illumine.
c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 107 Codes giue is betere, be ali-

meS be man of firlblde mihte. Ibid. 109 Ure drihten [/'. c.

GodJ . . ure ihesu christi alemeS be selue sunne, J>e alle oSre

bing aleome'3. Ibid. 141 Hur ei<5eralum3 be se. cityt Semi,
in Rcliq, Ant. I. 128 pe lihted alle men pe. . aleomed ben.

Alemesse, obs. form of ALMS.

Ale'lie, V. Obs. [f. h.-pref. \ intens. + OE. Ixnan
to grant, LEND.] To lend, grant, give.
c 1000 ALnoC Gloss, in Wright 21, Piemts, alsened feoh.

1*50 LAYAM. 24000 Ech man brouke his horn ! bat god him
aleneb. Ibid, 31603 Waber ich be aleane wolle '. j>at bing
bat bou peonies t.

t Ale'ngth, adv. and/r<?/., prop. phr. [A
prep.

1 + LENGTH. Cf. across.]

A. adv. In the direction of the length, length-
wise, longitudinally.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy xi. 4751 The grekes . . Layn ladders

alenght & oloft wonnen. 1534 FITZHKRB. Hnsb. xlii, Laye
a lyttell terre ther vpon, and stroke it alengthe in the bottom
of the woll. 1601 HOLLAND Plinyw. xxx, He would stretch
the same [his feet] alength and make them serve in stead ofan
helme to steere wit hall. 1775 ASH, A length, at full length.

B. prep, [the adv. restricted to a definite obj.]
In the direction of the length of, lengthwise to.

ALERT.
c 1540 Practyse o/Cyrurf., In all other places rome must

be made a length the membres.

tAlepine, alapeeu. Obs. A mixed stuff

either of wool and silk or mohair and cotton.

1739 \t\Observ, \Vool. Mann/, (in Drapers' Diet.), Alafaai.
1757 DYER Fleece nt. 480 Cheyney, and baize, and serge,
and alepine . . and the long countless list Of woollen webs.

tA'le-pole. Obs. [ALE- 4.] A pole or post set

up as the sign of an ale-house ; an ale-stake.

1533 FRITH Attsw. More (1829) 331 The alepole is not the
ale itselfwhich it doth signify or represent. 1587 HOLINSHED
Chron. II. 22/2 Booths, and alepoles are pitched at Saint

James his gate. x6i6 J. DEACON Tobacco Tort. 57 The hun-

gry Hostesses ale-pole.

II Alerce (ale'rjw). [Sp. alerce, f. L. laricein

LAKCH.] An American tree allied to the larch.

1845 DARWIN l-'oy. Nat. xiv. (1879* 298 Mules bringing
alerce-planks and corn from the southern plains. Ibid, xiii,

A red cedar or an alerce pine.

Alerion lali^'rian). Her. \^r.alerion (i2th c.),

med.L. alaridn-em some large bird of prey of the

eagle kind. Of unkn. origin. Borel makes it an

augmentative of OFr. aillicr, which Diez considered

might be Germ, adler or adclarm. eagle.] An eagle
without beak or feet.

1605 CAMDKN Rein. (161^1 180 Geffray of Bouillon . . at one

draught of his bowe . . broched three feetlesse birds called

Allerions vpon his arrow. 1731 BAILEY, Allerioiis (in

Heraldry* are small birds painted without beak or feet, like

the martlet or martinet. Others say they are like eagles
without beak or feet. 1862 H. WHEATLEY A nagrains 92
The House of Lorraine took for their arms, an alerion (a

small eagle, with neither beak nor claws), from the word
alerion being a transposition of Loraine.

Alert iab'it\ adv., a., and sb. [a. Fr. akrte, iuc-

merly allerte, a Tairte, idth c. ad. It. milit. phr.a//'
erta on the watch, on the look-out = alla to the, at

the, erta a look-out, 'a high watch tower' (Flo-

rio), literally something erected or raised aloft,

fern, of erto, pa. pple. of ergere : L. erigere to

ERECT. From being used as an adv. phr., stare

air erta, sc tenir a /' erte 'to stand on the watch/
it became a predicative and complemental, and at

length an attributive adj. and a sb. \\ hen alert

was established as a real adj. in Kng., the adv. phr.
became ' on the alert,' etymologically pleonastic
= on the a fertc. Cf. the similar histories of

alarm, alamortt alanwde, in which adv. phrases
have become more or less adj. or sb.]
A. adv. On the watch, on the look-out : hence

adj. (in the compl. or pred.) \Vatchful, vigilant,
wide-awake, a. as a military term.

1598 BARRET Thcor. Ifarres, Gloss. 249 Alerta, an Italian

word.vsed vnto the souldiers, when there is any suspition
of the enemy, and sigmfieth to be watchfull, careful!, and
ready. 1618 R. WILLIAMS Act. Low Countr. 27 (T.) The
prince finding his rutters alert (as the Italians say). 1707
FREISD Peterboro's Coiid. Spain 213 Dear Jones, prove a
true Dragoon, be diligent and alert. 1780 Ann. Reg. 64/1
Their situations were often so alert that no persons slept
out of their clothes. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar xxiv. 417 The

Pompeys were alert on the water to seue stray transports
or provision ships.

b. generally.
1735 GEO. LD. LYTI ELTON Pcrs. Lett. {1776* I. 186 The

people were kept Alert and uj>on their guard. 1799 S. TUR-
NER Anglo-Sax. (1828) I. vii. 169 Caledonian wanderers
would be alert to profit by the opportunity. 1866 MACGRE-
GOR looo M. in Rob Roy i An interest ever varied . . keeps
fully alert the energies of the mind. 1880 CYPLES Hum.
K.\p. vi, 152 Every sense is stirring; he is wholly alert.

B. adj. Quick in attention and motion, lively,

brisk, active, nimble.

1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 403 F 5, I saw an alerte young
Fellow that cocked his Hat upon a Friend of his. 1818

SCOTT Rob Roy 115 He is an alert, joyous, and lively old

soul. 1859 THOREAU Lett. (1865) 180 You can. . carry any
fortress with an army of alert thoughts.

Compared -er, -cst, or more, most.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (17661 V. 73 Miss Byron. . i*

one of the alertest in [these amusements]. 1767 BURKE Corr.

(1844* I. 134, I never knew him talk in a more alert, firm,

and decided tone. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L, 298 One of
the most alert of the masons. 1843 CARLYLE Past 4- Pres.

(1858* 272 None of the alertest.

C. sb. [mod. Fr. alerte, subst. use of the original

phrase, used as a military call. Cf. alarm.

1. The call to ' look out' for an attack ; an alarm ;

hence, that which amounts to such a call, a

'waking up,' a sudden attack or surprise.
1803 WELLINGTON in Gurwood Desp. II. 286, I am glad

to find that you have given the Enemy an Alert. 1826

SCOTT W'oodst. vii. (18461 79 No man ever saw me drink

when an alert was expected. 1870 l-li: Standard 17 Sept.,
In case of an alert, every battalion, every company, and

every man know their stations.

2. On the alert : on the look-out, on the watch.

(Takes the place of the earlier alert adv. = air

erta.}

1796 Campaigns 1793-4 II. vi. 31 The troops were. . kept
constantly on the Alerte. 1827 HARE Guess. Tritth Ser. i.

(1873* 181 Open evil at all events does this good : it keeps
good on the alert. 1835 MARRYAT Jac. Faittif. xxxviii. 132
But those who were stationed at the look-out were equally
on the alert. 1882 \gth Cent. No. 69, 736 The men are for

ever on the alert to find out something wrong.
Alert (alput), v. rare'1

,
[f.

ALERT a. Cf. con-

tent] To make alert, to rouse to vigilance.



ALERTLY.
a 1868 W. WHITMAN Chants Dem. Poems 155 When the

fire-flashing guns have fully alerted me.

Alertly (alsMtli), adv. [f.
ALERT a. + -L\-.]

In an alert manner ;
on the watch to act ; hence,

briskly, actively, nimbly.
1787 MRS. DKLANY Corr. Ser. 2 III. 454 She is as upright,

and walks as alertly, as when you saw her. 1865 CARLYLE
Fredk. Gt. IX. xx. ix. 168 Henri had to., stand alertly on

his guard.

Alertness (algutnes). [f.
ALERT a. + -NESS.]

The quality of being alert ; quickness in observing
and acting ; briskness, activity, nimbleness.

1714 Spectator No. 566 7 4 That Alertness . . which is

usually so visible among Gentlemen of the Army. 1748
ANSON Voy. n. vi. (ed. 4) 271 His alertness rendered it im-

possible to seize him. 1816 Miss AUSTEN Etntna m. ix. 333
The alertness of a mind which could neither be undecided

nor dilatory. 1873 BUCKLE Civilis. III. v. 281 A certain

alertness and vigour of understanding.
i Ale'SC, v. Obs. Forms: i al6s-an (\VS. aly-

san), 2-3 ales-en, s. w. alus-en ('). [f. A-fref. I

out, awa'y + U's-an : see LESE. Cf. Germ, er-liiscn.]

To release, deliver.

a 1000 Ags.Cosp. Matt. vi. 13 Ac alys us of yfele. rn6o
Hatton G. ibid., Ac ales us of yfele. 1175 Lamb. Hem.
87 He us alesdefrom deofles bewdome. c 1230 Ancr. K. 124

Uorte . . alesen him ut of pine, c 1150 Moral Ode 136

Ne bidde ic no bet beo a-lused \c 1200 alesed] a domesdai of

bende. a 1400 Leg. Rood (1871) 180 pat bonde me alese of

bondes, Of unkind dede.

tAle-sedness, ale'sendness. Obs. [f.

OE. alcsend pr. pple. and ali'scd pa. pple. of ALESE

+ -NESS.] Deliverance, redemption.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xx. 28 Mannes Sunu . . sealde his

sawle lif to alysednesse for mane^um. rn6o Hatton G.

ibid., To alesendnysse for manesen. ni75 Lamb. Horn.

129 Of bissere alesednesse . . Dauid be prophete seide. ni75
Cotton Horn., Heo wolde man beon. . for ure alysendnisse.
c 1230 llali Meid. n Meidenhad is. . worldes alesendnesse.

t Ale seness, ale'sness. Obs. [f. ALESE v.

+ -NESS.] Redemption, ransom.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xx. 28 Sella sawel his alesenis

fore monigum. f 975 Kitshw. G. ibid., For mongum to

alesnisse. a 1000 Cr/>/iGrein) 1474 pinre alysnesse. 4:1175
Cotton Horn. 263 He sende ihesu crist . . to ure alesnesse.

(1230 Halt Meid. u Meidenhad is heuene cwen & worldes

alesnesse [printed alefnesse].

t Ale'sing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f.
ALESE v. + -ING ]

.]

Release.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. I. 143 Iwarpen ine eche pine wib-uten

alesinge. c io Leg. St. Kath. 1153 Sum walde hopen &
habbe bileaue to his alesunge.

tAle'SS, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

LESS a., by form-

association with vbs. from Fr. apparently formed

on adjs., as a-base : cf. aineniise."] To make less,

lessen, diminish.

1496 Dives % Panp. (W. de Worde) vm. ix. 289/1 He must
alesse the hyre that the fermer sholde paye.

tA-lesta:ke. Obs. [f. ALE- 4 .]

1. A stake or post set up before an alehouse, to

bear a garland, bush, or other sign, or as a sign
itself ;

an alepole. Alsoyff.
1-1386 CHAUCER Prol. 667 A garland had he set upon his

heed, As gret as it were for an ale-stake. 1509 BARCLAY

Ship ofFooles 1 1570) 32 To the wine and ale stakes to renne.

I53J MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 1557, 642/1 Set vp for a

bare signe, as a tauerners bush or tapsters ale stake. 1553*

87 FOXE A. $ M. (1684) II. 50/1 This Popish Decree and In-

dulgense, as a new Merchandise or Ale-stake to get Money.
1693 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. 64 An Ale-stake . . viat

May-pole.
2. A frequenter of the alehouse ; a tippler or sot.

1583 BABINGTON Wks. 104 If he be a drunken alestake, a

ticktack tauerner. 1656 TRAPP Exp. i Tim. iii. 3 (1868)

III. 641/1 No Ale-stake, tavern-haunter, that sits close at it.

Alet, obs. form of AILETTE.

t Ale/t, v. Obs. [f. A- pref. I out, away + LET,
OE. a&tan, cogn. w. OS. dl&tan, OHG. arlaym,
Goth, usletan.] trans. To let go ; also intr. to
'

give.'
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John x. 18 Ic habbe anweald mine sawle

to ahetane. fll6o Hatton G. ibid., To alaHene. nolATAH.
15932 Let alaiten bis waiter & wei weorpen. c 1420 Pallad.
on Hnsb. IX. 103 A potters potte uneled wol alete.

Ale-ta:ster. [ALE- I.] An officer appointed
to examine or try the ale sold within his jurisdic-

tion, an ALE-CONNER.
1523 FITZHERB. Sun'. 20 b, I shall true constable be . . true

ale taster, trewe wodewarde. 1641 Tertnes de la Ley 18

Ale-taster is an officer appointed and sworne in every Leet
to looke that the due assise be kept of all the Bread, Ale,
and Beere sold within the Jurisdiction of the Leet. 1876
ROGERS Pol. Econ. xx. 12 The keeper of an ale-house was

fined, if he broached a cask, without giving notice to . . [the]

ale-tasters.

t Ale'the, v. Obs. rare. [f.
A- pref. i intens. +

LETHE, to soften.] To soften, mitigate.
,1420 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 434 Yit leve a litel hool oute

atte to brethe Mane heetes estuant for to alethe.

Alethiology (alrjriiplodaiV rare. [f.
Gr. dAij-

Stta truth + -(O)LOGY.] The doctrine of truth, that

part of logic which treats of truth.

1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic iv. 69 (L.) The first part

[of logic] treats of the nature of truth and error, and of the

highest laws for their discrimination, Alethiology.

Alette (ale-t). arch. [a. mod. Fr. alette, OFr.

alete, cogn. with It. aletta, dim. of a/a wing ;
in

form a doublet of AILETTE.] (See quot.)
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1816 JAMES Mil. Diet, (1816) 10 Alette (Fr.) in architec-

ture, the sides of a pier between the arcades : alettes also

signify jaumbs, or piedroits. 1838 BUTTON Diet. Arch. ^

A ictte, a MiKil 1 wing ; also applied to a pilaster, or buttress.

t A'letude. 06s.- [ad. L. alctfuio]
' Fatness

of the body, grossness.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.

Aleuromancy (aliuoT^mre^nsi). rare. [a. Fr.

aleiiromancic, ult. f. Gr. a\tvpov flour + navre'ia

divination
; the compound a\fvpop.avT(iov already

existed in Or.] An ancient kind of divination per-
formed by means of meal or flour.

1656 KI.OUNT Gfo$s0gr. t
A lenrowancy, divination by barley

meal mixed with wheat. 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xxv.

Disclosed unto you . . by aleuromancy, mixing the flour of

wheat with oatmeal. 1775 in ASH ; and in mod. Diets.

Aleurometer (seliur^-m/'tsj). [f.
Gr. d\vp-ov

flour + -(O)METEU.] An instrument for measuring
the quantity of gluten in flour.

1844 A then. No. 1112 The Aleurometer, the purpose of
which is to indicate thepanirtable properties of wheat flour.

Aleuron(e (aliu-T3n, -cmn). [ad. Gr. a^tvpov

flour.] An albuminoid orproteinous substance found

in amorphous granules in the seeds of plants, etc.

1869 S. W. JOHNSON How Crops Grow 02 Hartig . . dis-

tinguished them by the name Alt'itrone
t
a term which we

may conveniently employ. By Alatronc is . , meant. . those

organised granules found in the plant, of which the albu-

minoids are chief ingredients. 1875 BLNNI.TT & DYKK Sachs
Hot. 55 The aleurone grains of oily seed?* contain no oil.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Alcuron masses or crystals are found
in the vitellus of the ova of fishes and other vcrtebrata..

Aleuroilic (reliur^nik), a.
[f. prec. + -ic.] Of

or pertaining to aleuron.

1879 Syd. Soc. Le.v. s. v. Albines^ The aleuronic mass is

composed of two concentric vesicles.

Alevin (ce'levin). [a. Fr. alci'iti, according to

Littre for *alcvain, f. OFr. alcver to rear : L. ad-

levtire, f. ad tQ + levare to raise; like noitrraiii

from noitrrir^\ Young fish, fry.
1868 PEARD Water-farm, vii. 75 The havoc committed on

the eggs, and alevins. 1882 F. FRANCIS in Cd. Wds. Sept.

603 Into your hatching-boxes, amongst your trout and sal-

mon eggs, or alevins.

t Alew. Obs. rare' 1
(in Spenser).

= HALLOO.
1596 SPENSER /'. Q. v. vi. 13 Vet did she not lament with

loude alew, As women wont.

A'le-wife 1
. [ALE- 4 + WIFE in sense of ivomanl\

A woman that keeps an ale-house.

1393 LANGU P. Pi. C. ix. 530 pe best and brounest 'bat

brewesters [j'.r. c 1400 ale-wiuys] sellen. a 1500 Carp. Tools

43 in Hazl. . P. P. I.8i He wanes to ny^e the ale-wyffe.

1387 HARRISON Engl. \. n. vi, 161 Such slights also have the

alewives for the utterance of this drinke. 1596 SHAKS.
Tarn. Shr. Ind. ii. 23 Aske Marrian Hacket the fat Ale-

wife of Wincot, if shee know me not. 1663 Flagel.^ O.

Cromwell (1672) 17 The Ale-wives of Huntingdon . . when
they saw him coming would use to cry out to one another,
shut up your Dores. 1789 MRS. Piozzi France $ It. I. 17 A
flat silver ring on her finger, like our ale-wives. 1865 T.

WRIGHT Caricature #r Grot. viii. 139 The ale-wife is pour-
ing her liquor from her jug.

Ale-wife- (^'"1 waif). PI. ale-wives. [Corrupted
from 1 7th c. aloofe, taken by some to be an Ameri-

can Indian name ; according to others a literal

error for Fr. alose a shad. Further investigation
is required.] An American fish (jClnpea serratd)

closely allied to the herring.
[1678 WIXTHROP in Phil. Trans. XII. 1066 The coming up

of a Fish called Aloofes, into the Rivers. . Where the Ground
is bad or worn out, the Indians used to put two or three of

the forementioned Fishes, under or adjacent each Corn-hill. .

The English have learned the like Husbandry, where those

Aloofes come up in great plenty. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bk.
% Alewi/L' t Clnpea alosa, a fish of the herring kind

which appears in the Phil. Trans, for 1678 as the aloofe \

the corruption therefore was a ready one.J 1847 in CRAIG.

1852 .M. PsRLXY Rep. Fish. N. Bntnsiv. ted. 2' 208 The ale-

wive appears in great quantities in the Chesapeake, in March.

1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 15 The refuse of the gasworks . .

supplied him [the crow] with dead alewives in abundance.

t Alexander, sb. Obs. Alexandrine or Alex-

andrian work ; a species of striped silk.

1500 in Ann. Reg. 1768, 134 A compleat hanging of broad

Alexander. 1882 HECK Draper's Diet., Alexander, Bourde
de AHsaundre, Burdalisaunder . . In 1327 Exeter has a

chasuble of Bourde de Elisandre of divers colours.

tAlexander, v. Obs. nonce-wit, [f. prop, name

Alexander, in reference to the renown of Alexander

the Great.] To praise as an Alexander; to extol.

1700 DRYDEN Cock fy Fox 660 Ye princes . . Alexander'd

up in lying odes.

Alexanders (selegzcrndajs). Forms : i alex-

andre, 3-4 alisaundre, 5-6 alysaunder, 7 allis-,

alys-, 8 ales-, 7-9 alls-, 6- alexander(s. [Cf.

Fr. alexandre (Lyte's Dodocns), alisandrc Palsg.,

alisaundrS) alissandcre Godef., med.L. name Pc-

troselimtm Alexandrinum, a synonym of P. Mace-
donicnm. The note in Holland's Pliny (1634) II.

30 that alisanders is 'a corrupt word from olus

atrum, as if one would say ohtsatres? seems dis-

proved by the loth c. alexandre]
An umbelliferous plant (Swyrniurn Olusatritw},

called also Horse-parsley, formerly cultivated and
eaten like celery.
r94o Sax. Leechd. II. 120 Wyrc to drence alexandre.

c 1300 in Wright Lyric P. v. 26 With alisaundre thare-to,

ache ant any*. 1440 Prowf. /Vtrr., Alysaunder, herbe, or

ALEXIPHABMIC.
stanmarche, Macedonia. 1578 LVTE Dodoens 608 In Frenchft
Crfamf .lc/ie or Alexandre . . in English, Alexanders.

1579 LANGHAM Gani. HeaKtt (1633* n, Alysander, the seeds
drunke alone . . dissolueth winde and griping in the body.
1580 TUSSER Hitsb. xl, Herbes and rootes for sallets and
sauce, Alexanders, at all times. 1669 J. W[ORLIDCE] Syst.
Agric. (1681) 270 Now sow . . Sellery, Smallage, Allisanders.

1813 MARSHALL Gnrd.xv. fed. 51 214 Alexander is a culinary
plant, formerly much used, but has given way to celery.
1861 PRATT Floiver. PI. III. 9 Smymium tAlexanderst.

Alexander's Foot. A composite plant

(Anacycliis Pyrethrvm}, also called Pellitory of

Spain, closely allied to camomile.
I597 t-'FRARD Htrball 619 In French Pied d Alcxatidre,

that is to saie, PCS A lexandrimis, or Alexanders foote. 1678
PniLLirs, .-/ lexander's Foot, a Plant, whose Root resembles
a foot. [Also in BAILEY and ASH.]

Alexandrian (sel^gzo'ndrifin), a. and sl>. [f.

L. Akxaiidri-us + -AX.]
= ALEXANDRINE.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Chapman's translation of Homer
consists wholly of Alexandrians. 1753 Sitpp. s. v. , He
had been deceived in supposing the alexandnan verses to

have corresponded to the ancient heroics.

Alexandrine (selegz<rndrin), a. and slil [a.

Fr. alcxandrin, the exact origin of which is dis-

puted, some deriving it, according to Menage, from

the name of Alexandre Paris, an old French poet
who used this verse, others from the fact that

several poems on Alexander the Great were written

in it by early poets (one by the said Alexandre

Paris) : see Littre.]
A. adj. Applied to a line of six feet or twelve

syllables, which is the French heroic verse, and in

English is used to vary the heroic verse of five feet.

1589 PI;TTENHAM Eng. Poesie (1860) 86 This meeter of

twelue sillables the French man calletn a verse Alexandrine.

1756-82 J. WAKTON Ess. Pope I. 199 IT.) The harmony of

his numbers, as far as Alexandrine lines will admit.

B. .f/'. An Alexandrine line or verse.

1667 DKVDEN Ami. Mirab. Pref., They write in Alexan-
drins or verses of six feet. 1709 Poi'K Cf'if. 359 A needless

Alexandrine ends the song That like a wounded snake,

drags its slow length along. 1860 All V. Round No. 67,

392 Says Spenser, in one of his fine, drowsy, murmuring
alexandrines.

Alexandrine (relegzcrndrin,-3in\ a. andrf.2 [a.

Fr. alcxandrin, ad. L. alexandrinus, i. Alexandria

prop, name.] Of or belonging to Alexandria; csp.

a kind of embroidery named from that town.
''.a 1500 MS. Ra^'linson C. 86, 121 (Halliw.) A mauntelle

of hermyn Coverid .. with Alexandryn. 1605 TIMME Qiter-
sit. in. i78Take . . of the treacle Alexandrine 2 ounces. 1876
BANCROFT///!/. U.S. II. xli. 535 Plato and the Alexandrine

philosophers.

Alexandrite (selegza-ndrait). Min. [Named
from Alexander I, Czar of Russia ; see -ITE.] A
variety of chrysoberyl found in the Ural Mountains.

1837-80 DANA Min. 155 Alexandrite of emerald-green color.

t Alexi'cacon, -kakon. Obs. [a. Gr. dxf i-

ttatf-os, -oi> keeping off evil, f. a\t-<iv to keep off +
Kaituv evil.] A preservative against evil

;
a safeguard.

1635 HMYWOOD Hierarch. vm. 552 That their great Alexi-

kakon was a meere figment and Imposture. 1721 BAILEY,
Alexicacon, a remedy against all evils. 1731 HAILEV and

1775 ASH, Alexicacon, A medicine to expetl any ill humours
from the body.

fAle:xipha'nnac, sb. and a. Obs. [a. Yr.alcxi-

pharmaque (,i6thc.), ad. mod. L. alexipharma-
cuta, ad. Gr. a.\ti<papiMitov a remedy against

poison ; prop. adj. neut. 'keeping off poison' ; f.

d\i-fiv to ward off + (fuippanov poison. At first

used only in the Gr. or L. form ; after adaptation
as alexifliarmac it was also used adjectively, and

finally by form-assoc. made ALEXIPHABMIC.]
A. sb. An antidote against poison.

1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. xvi. 366 Alexipharmaks, called

also Alexiteria, are such as resist poison. 1776 BRYANT

Mytlwl. III. 107 The people . . made use of it by way of an

alexipharmack and amulet. 1797 Edin. New Disp. \\. 242/1
This root has been much celebrated as an alexipharmac.

B. adj. ALEXIPHAKMIC.
1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 55 This is endowed with Alexi-

pharmac Venues. 1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Ltmon,
The Rind is Alexipharmac and Cordial.

t Ale:xiplia-rmacal, a. and sb. [f. prec. -i- -AL.

Prop, the adj. form of ALEXIPHABMAC si.]

A. adj.
= ALEXIPHAKMIC.

1643 E. GREAVES Morbus Ejtid. n Some Alexipharrnacall
Medicine. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxiii. 168

The Horn of a deer is Alexipharmacal. 1691 in COLES.

B. sb. = ALEXIPHABMIC.
1607 TOPSELI. Serpents 775 So effectual! a remedy, or so

notable an alexipharmacall.

[| Ale:xipka rmacon, -um. [the orig. Gr.

<Uef^p/iaKo>', and its L. ad. alexipharmacum,\tSK.A
as Eng.] *= ALEXIPHAKMIC.
1605 TIMME Qnersit. n. vii. 134 This is the summe of all

alexipharmacons. 1657 Phys. Diet., Alexiplmrniaca, medi-

cines to resist the plague, andpoyson. 1744 BERKELEY Tar
loiter in Plague, Tar water . . is a great alexipharmacum
and cordial.

Alexipharma-tical, a. Erroneous form for

ALEXIPHARMACAL, imitating grammatical, etc.

1607 TOPSELI, Serpents (16531 623 Preserved safe and sound

by this alexipharmatical medicine.

Alexipharmic (.ale^ksifa'jmik), a. and sli.



ALEXIPHARMICAL.

[Modified from ALEXIPHARMAC by form-associa-

tion with the ending -1C, as in tonic, diuretic
t etc.]

A. adj. Preserving from the effects of poison ;

counteracting or driving away poison ; having the

quality or nature of an antidote.

1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. xxii. 393 Marigold, the flowers

are Alexipharmick. 1761 Brit, Jfag'. II. 117 Alexipharmic
boluses and neutral draughts. 1830 LINDI.KV Sysf. Bot. 233

Supposed by the Indian doctors . . to be alexipharmic.
B. sb. An alexipharmic medicine or application ;

a remedy or preservative against poison ;
an anti-

dote or 'counterpoison.'
1683 SALMON Doron Med. 11. 394 A mighty great Cordial,

aiexipharmick, and counter-poyson. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 123 F 2 They filled his apartments with alexipharmtcs,
restoratives, and essential virtues. 1768 PENNANT Brit.

Zool. 20 The horns were employed as afexipharmies. 1836
M. CHAPMAN Prom, Bd. in lilackw. Mag. XL. 730 Alexi-

pharmic was there none or drug.
i Ale xipha'rmical, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -AL.]

Of the nature of an alexipharmic or antidote.

1650 BAXTER Saints Rest iv. iii. ^662) 640 As Alexiphar-
mical Medicines preserve the heart. 1670 Phil. Trans. V.

1177 Alexipharmical Plants, as Scordium, Rue and the like.

Alexipyretic (ale:ksi,p3ire-tik), a. and sb.
[f.

Or. d\et- warding off+TrvpfT o? fever + -1C.]

A. adj. Helpful against fever. B. sh. A febrifuge.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp.^ Confounding alexiterics \vith

alexipyretics. 1847 in CKAIC. 1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Alexir, erroneous torm of ELIXIR.

t Ale xite rial, a. Obs.
[f.

med.L. alexiteriitm

(see ALEXITEKV) -t- -AL.]
= ALEXITERIC.

A. adj.
1607 TOPSELL Serpents (1653^ 657 Sufficient store of alexi-

terial medicines for the expulsing of this grief. 1712 tr.

Pomct's Hist. Drugs I. 24 Several People will have it that
this Root is Alexiterial. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Been or bchcn
. . its aromatic, cardiac, and alexiterial virtues,

B. sb.

1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6170 Divers Receipts of Cordials
and Alcxiterials. 1753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp.
Alexiterian = A LEXITERIC

;
a superfluous variant.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Alexiteric lalc^ksite'rik;, a. and sb.
[f. med.

L. alexitcr-ium (see ALEXITEHY) + -ic.]

A. adj. properly, Having the power to ward off

contagion ; but used as Having the properties of

an antidote, alexipharmic.
1706 PHILLIPS, Alexiterical Qt Atexitcrick, that preserves

from or drives out Poison, and hinders its mischievous effects

in a Humane Body. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Alexiteric, having
the properties of an Alexeterhan : antidotal.

B. sb. A preservative against contagion or

poison.
1694 WESTMACOTT Scrip. Herb. 92 The berries [ofjuniper]

. . are a great Diuretick, Sudorifick, and Alexiterick. 1712
tr. Poniefs Hist. Drugs I. 26 One of the greatest Alexitericks
in the World. 1753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp.
t Alexite'rical, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -AL.]

=
prec.

1743 BAILEY, Alexiterical, Alexiterick ^ that which pre-
serves from or drives out Poison ; also that is good against
Fevers ofa malignant kind, by promoting sweat. 1775 in ASH.

t Ale'xitery, sb. and a. Obs. [ad. med.L. alexi-

tcrinnt (also used unchanged) remedy, alleviation,
a. Gr. clAe^T/TT/pioi' a safeguard, a protection ; prop.
neut. of adj. dAcftpn^Kos keeping off, defending; f.

d\f-ttv to ward off.j
= ALEXITEIIIC.

A. sb.

1657 TOMLISSON Kenan's Disp. 189 Having drunk of the
Decoction . . or some other Alexitery. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc.
Comfit, vi. 211 No Alexiterium for a pestilential poison.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 3015 The heart or liver of a viper is

one of the greatest Alexitery's in the world.

B. adj.

1727 BKADLEV f'ani. Diet. s.v. Fraxinel, The Root of the
Fraxmel is cordial, opening and alexitary.

t Aley*. Obs. rare~^. [a. OFr. alie, atye (also

alis), mod. Fr. alise, alizc, ad. OHG. eliza, mod.
G. else(becre) ; the suppression of the s in the OFr.
is anomalous.] The fruit of the Wild Service tree.

: 1400 Rom. Rose 1377 Cherys, of which many oon fayne
is, Notes, aleys [v.r. aleisj, & bolas.

II Alezan (abzatV). [Fr., ad. Sp. alazan, of
doubtful origin ; accord, to Devic, f. Arab, al the

+ ha/s-d fern, of ah/as a bay horse.] A sorrel horse.

1848 I.YTTON Harold n. iii. 43 The snow-white steed of
Odo ; the alezan of Fitzosborne.

II Alfa-lfa (a-lfe-lfa). [Sp. alfalfa
'
three-leaved

gnuse, clovers grasse
'

(Minsheu^, formerly alfalfcz,

identified by Pedro de Alcala with Arab. \ ^ o.^.ejl

nlfacfafa/i 'the best sort of fodder,' Freytag.] Span-
ish name for a variety of Lucerne, in use also in

parts of the United States.

1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xvi. 11873* 339The bedsof alfarfa,
a kind of clover. 1881 \V. WHITE Catneosfr.Sih'crl. I. One
species took possession of an alfalfa field. i88a Harper's
Mag. Apr. 690 Hay and its substitutes alfalfa and lucern.

II Alfaqui(aliakf-). [Sp.fl^ayw/.ad.Arab.
al-faqjh, i.e. al the +fai]ih one skilled in divine

things, f.faqiha to be wise.] (See quot.)
1615 BKDWF.LL Arab. Trudg., Alfakih, Alfaqui, Fakih,

Frifjni or Fatfuinus . . is in the Mosquits or temples of the

Mohametanes, one, that in the manner of a Priest, doth their

diuinc Seniice, readeth the Law, and doth interpret and ex-
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pound the same. 1630 WADSWORTH Pilgr. v, 39 The Priest
called their Alfaqui, conjured the fish. 1846 PKESCOTT
Ferd. <y Is. I. ix. 382

' Woe is me?' exclaimed an ancient
Alfaki. Ibid. II. vi. 387 The counsels and authority of
some of the chief alfaquis.

Alfast^all fast : see AL- and ALL- E 6.

Alfe, obs. form of ELF and of HALF.
t Alfe'res. Obs. Also alfierez, -feeres, -fe-

rez, faras. [a. OSp. and Pg. alfcres (mod. Sp.

alffrcz) ensign, ad. Arab. i^UiJl al-faris cavalier

or knight, f. faras horse. Often made pi., with

sing, alfere -a -o ; ct". Fr. alficr, It. alfierc, (In
later Sp. and It. also confused with a/ftr, see ALFIN,
as name of the bishop in chess )] An ensign, a

standard-bearer.

1591 GERRAHD Art H'arre 1 66 The Alfieres of everie Regi-
ment. 1595 T. M AVNARD Drake's I 'oy. 11849) I0 Losinge my
Alfierez Davis Pursell. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warrcs n. i.

21, I have scene . . the Alferes themselves to passe into other
ranks to fight, leaumg the Ensigne with the Abanderado.

1631 13. JONSON AVry/Hwin. i( N.I Jug here,his alfare/; An able
officer. 1633 T. STATFORD Pac. Hib. xxiii. 11821' 431 With
a sealed Letter to the Lord Deputie, by an Alfeeres. Ibid.
xxi. 420 Two Captaines, 7 Alferoes. ?tr 1640 Embl. Part/u'tt.

SodtiL 49 (N.i The heliotropmm, or sunflower,
'
is the true

alferes, bearing up the standard of Flora.' 1679 in Howell's
State Trials u8i6i VII. 347 There are no lieutenants in all

the Flanders companies, only Captains and Alfara's. 1708
KERSEY, Alferes, an Ensign-bearer.

t Ali'et. [Anglicized form of med.L. alfctttm, la-

tinized form of UE. dl-fxf, f. A! burning +fa?t vat,

vessel (cf.Jl-geweorc tinder), in Laws of ^Kthelstan.]
The cauldron used in the ordeal of scalding water.

(Not Eng. since rioo; mod. form would bco/wot.)
a looo Anct. Laws I. 226 Si ba:t alfa:t isen ob;>en iren,

leaden obpe limen. [1678 Du CANGE, Alfetinn.\ 1678
Pjni.i.ii'S, Alfet, a kind of Ordeal anciently used, which was
by a great Caldron of scalding water, into whxh the accused

person was to put his arm up to the elbow, and if hurt he
was held guilty, if not acquitted. [In BAILEY, ASH, TOM-
HNS, etc., but only from Du Cange.]
t A'lfin, a'lphin. Obs. Forms : 5 alphyn(e,
aufyn, awfyn, 6 alfyn. [a. OFr. alfin, aufin

(mtd.L.afy/ii'jtiis, \\.alfino, a/fido], t.\>.aljil (arjil),

Pg. a/ftl (alfir}, a. Arab.
JJLli al-fil the elephant,

Skr. piht ; the piece in chess called the alphin,
and now the bishop, having had originally with the

Indians, Chinese, and Persians the figure and name
of an elephant^
1. Former name of the bishop in chess.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. 70 Som tyme hy and soin tyme lowe,

among aufyns and pownys. Ibid. 62 The secunde, scil.

alphyne, renneth iij. poyntes, both vpwarde and doune-
warde. 1474 CAXTOS C/iesse n. iii. IJ8, The alphyns ought
to be made and formed in manere of Juges sittyng in a
chayer. Ibid. iv. iv. K

8,
The alphyn goeth alwey corner-

wyse. 1530 PALSGR. 194, i Alfyn, a man of the chesse borde.

1562 ROWBOTHAM in Archyol. XXIV. 203 The Bishoppes
some name Alphins, some fooles, and some name them
Princes ; other some call them Archers. 1801 STRUTT.Syi^r/^
<*r Past. iv. ii. 275 The alfin was also denominated by the
French fol, and with us an archer, and at last a bishop.
2. Jig. with reference either to the Fr. name fol

fool, or to the awkward and formerly limited moves
of the alfin. (Cf. 'Alanus in Parabolis/ quoted
in Du Cange, 'Sic inter schachos Alphinus inutilis

extat, Inter aves bubo.')

-1440 Morte Art/i. 13^3 Myche wondyre have I, pat syche
an altyne as thow dare speke syche wordez !

tAlfOTge, alfOTJa. 06s. [Pg. alforge, Sp.

alforja, according to Ditz, ad. Arab. ii al-klwrj

the store, supply, provision, f. kharaja to proceed.]
1. A wallet, a leather bag, a saddle-bag.
1611 TIMBERLAKK zEiig.Pilg. in Harl. Misc. 11753' I- 34*

A few Raisins and Bisket, such as we carried in our Alforges.
1770 JOHKSON ll'i-s. 1787 IV. 417 Came down to the sea-side
with their aliforges, or leather-bottles, to traffic for water.

2. The cheek-pouch of a baboon.
<II704'1'. BROWN HiglilamterVfVs. 1730 I. 117 As monkeys

their alforges stuff with nuts. 1748 SMOLLETT AW. Raiul.
xviii.

li8o.fi
112 A great bag of loose skin hanging down in

wrinklts like the alforjas of a baboon.

t Al-fort, fonj. Obs. [f. ALL adv. + FORT, until.]
Even till, even to, = Kr. jiisqit'a, jusqit'a cc i/uc.
c 1300 / 'ox fy ll'olf 1 7 To erne, Alfort he come to one walle.

II AlfreSCO ^alfrt-sko), ativ. [It. f\a. al fresco
on the fresh, in the fresh or cool air ; to paint al

fresco on the fresh plaster, to dine alfresco in the

open air.]

tl. = FRESCO ; painted on a plaster surface while
still fresh or moist. 06s.

1764 HARMER O/'sen'. vii. 40. 304 It is superior to the al-

fresco, and the Mosaic work.

2. In the open air
; also altrib. open-air-.

1753 MRS. HEVWOOD J. fy J. Jcssaniy I. v. 53 It was good
for her ladyship's health to be thus alfresco. 1761 SMOLLETT
Gil Bias iv. i. 113 To ventilate my passion here al fresco.
1881 Daily Tel. 23 Feb., The pillared archway of Clement's
Inn .. a once favourite 'alfresco' emporium of hot eel soup.
3. Used as vb. with obj. it.

1822 I.. HUNT Recoil. Writers 214 Of putting on his shirt
as he returns, or even of alfrescoing it without one.

Al fridary . Astral. [Of obsc. orig. ; cf. Arab.

farctja,
' cernere' to cut into, define, decree,

ALGABROBA.
also to define beforehand a time, to fix on an hour ;

whence fariyfah t sb. a fixed and defined part. The
-aria mu*t be Romance ending.] (See quot.)
1614 Allnimazar \\. \. (N.I I'll finde the cuspe, and alfri-

daria. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astral, clxxi. 733 Lords of the Sep-
tenniall yeers, vulgarly called Lords of the Alfridary, are
thus: If the Native be borne by day, the J: governes the
first seven yeers after the Birth, 9 the next seven, $ the
next seven, and so in order. 1708 KERSEY, Alfridary, a
temporary Power which the Planets have over the Life of a
Person. 1775 in ASH.

Alfur, -o (re'liti'M, selffnTo). [ad. Pg. alfnori
' the outsider/ f. Arab. a/the+/JWrx outside: L.

foribits out of door, fores doors. (R. N. Cust.)] A
member of a race or group of races in Celebes
and the surrounding islands, distinct from the

Malay and Negrito, but perhaps intermediate be-

tween them. Hence Alfurese a.

1878 Cusr Mod. Langs. K. Ind. 147 The seven Alfurese lan-

guages of which we have vocabularies. 1879 Syd, Soc. Lex.
Alfurian Race : the Alfurs. 1881 A. KEANF. in Nature
XXIII. 251 The fusion of yellow, white, and black produces
the so-called 'Alfuros' in the East.

Alfyn, variant of ALFIN, Obs.

Alg (a.'lg). rare. [Anglicized form of L. alga or

Fr. alguc] = ALGA.
1882 F. v. MUELLER (title) Mosses, Lichens, Algs, and Fungs

. . indigenous to Australia.

I! Alga vse-lga). PI. algse (arld^n- [L- alga sea-

weed.J A sea-weed ; in //. One of the great divi-

sions of Cryptogamic plants, including sea-weeds

and kindred fresh-water plants, and a few aerial

species.
1551 TURNER H'erbal'(15681 no Alga whiche is a common

name vnto a great parte of see herbes . . is commonly called

in enylyshe see wrak. (71637 B. JONSON Masgnes at Crt.

(T. Oceanus was garlanded with alga, or sea-grass. 1660
DKYUEN Astr. Red. 119 With alga who the sacred altar

strews. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. t The alga's are some
marine . . others fluviatile. 1794 MAKTVN Rousseau's Hot,
x. 114 Alga;, having . . the seeds either like. a meal on the
leaves or inclosed in bladders. 1832 LYELL Princ. Geol. II.

78 These banks of alga; in the Northern Atlantic. 1849 MRS.
SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys. Sc. xxvii. 301 The snow itself . .

produces a red alga.

Algfflology, -1st, bad forms of ALGOLOGT, -IST.

1854 H. MILLER Sch. fy Schm. xviii. (1866* 193 Now that

algajplogy has become a science. 1857 Test. Rocks \. 18

Families familiar to the modern algarologist. 1882 tr. Nor*
denskiold's Voy. xiv. 242 Whose speciality is Algxology.

Algal (.celgal^ a. and sb. [f. J.. ALGA + -AL.]
A. adj. Of the nature of an alga or sea-weed.

Algalalliance: Lindley's lowest divisionof theThal-

logens, containing the sea-weeds and their allies.

1846 LINDLEV Veg. Kingd. 8 The near approach of the two
realms being through the Algal alliance. 1862 H. MACMILLAN
in Macm. Mae. Oct. 465 Merely an algal condition of the
common mould. 1866 R. TATE Brit, Mollusks iv. 185 By
clearing off the algal growth.
B. sb. A plant of the algal alliance ;

an ally of

the a/^v.
1848 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. II. 122 The mode of propagation

In Algals is extremely variable. 1854 BALFOUR in h'ncycl.
Brit. V. 69 In many Algals the cellular spores are sur-

rounded by cilia.

ilAlgalie. Surg. Obs. [a. Fr. algalie, algariet

ad med.L. algalia, argalia, identified by Menage
with med. Gr. ^pya\ttov (used in same sense) for

ancient Gr. />-ynA*iW 'instrument,' f. fpyov work.

(Littre.1] (See quot.)
1746 ZOLLMAN in /'////. Trans. XLIV. 177 In this manner

I tnrusted an Algalic ior hollow Catheter) into the Bladder.

1 Algara d. Obs. [a. Fr. algaradt, ad. Sp. a/-

garada 'a sudden assault with a great crie' (Min-
sheu) ;

f, med.L., Pg. and ?Sp. algara a raid (a.

Arab. iiAiJi al-gharah, i.e. al the, gharah raid)

+ -ada, see -ADE.] A hostile incursion, a raid upon
an enemy's territory.

1649 DRI'MM. OF HAWTH. James II, Wks. 1711, 35 As the

French made an algarad by sea upon Kent. James II',

63 To suppress their incursions and algarads.
1 Algarde. Obs.

[f.
name of a place.] A

Spanish wine formerly celebrated.
a 1400 Syr. Low Deg. 756 (in Dow. Arch. II. 134) Mount

rose, & wyne of Greke, Both algrade, & respice eke. ('1440
Alorte A rth. 202 Osay and algarde, and ober ynewe, Rynisch
wyne and Rochelle, richere was never.

t Algarot, -oth. Cheat. Obs. [a. Fr. algarot/t,
f. name of the inventor Victor Algarotti, a physi-
cian of Verona.] An emetic powder, consisting of

a compound of trichloride and trioxide of anti-

mony, not now used.

1706 PHILLIPS, Algarot, a Chymical Preparation made of
Butter of Antimony. 1798 M. & R. EDGEWORTH Pract.
Educ. I. 96 Butter of antimony, powder of algaroth, and salt

ofalembroth, may yet long retain their ancient titles amongst
apothecaries. 1801 Phil. Trans. XCI. 378 White oxide of

antimony, formerly called Algaroth Powder.

Algarro'ba. [Sp. algarroba, ad. Arab, i^il
al-kharriibah, applied to the same.] a. The CAROB
tree and bean (also called Locust-pod), b. A South
American mimosa with pods of similar flavour.

1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xvi. (1873) 359 A few algarroba
trees, a kind of mimosa. 1866 Treas. Bot. t Algaroba 6can,
the fruit of Ccratonin Siliqita. 1873 BENTLLY b'i>t.(ed. ^''5^4



ALGATE. 217 ALGORISM.
The legumes ofPrflso^is dulcis . . are used as a food for cattle,

under the name of Algorobo.

t Algate, -H, adv. Obs. or dial. Also 3-4 alle-

gate, 4- algates. [lit. alle gate = every way : see

GATE s&$ Cf. ON. alia gotit, and Ormin's whatt

gate what way ? how ? The extended form algates

began in the n. e. c 1 300 ; the -s was probably ana-

logical, after always, etc. (originally genitive). As
no difference of meaning appears between algate
and algates, they are not here separated.]
1. Of circumstance and time: Always, continually.
c 1200 Triti. Coll. Horn. 23 Wunede mid his apostles for to

be fowertu3e dai, noht alegate, ac stund-mele. nizo R.
ERUNNE Medit. 358 He bad hem abates wake and pray.

1388 WYCLIF 2 Cor. v. 6 We ben hardi algatis [1611 alwayes
confident]. ('1449 PECOCK AV/r. n. viii. 188 We ou^ten
algatis abstene and forbere. 1383 STASYHURST Aeneis I.

(1880* 20 Through thy freendlye trauaile mee dooth King
luppUer algats Tender. 1587 HOLINSHED Chron. II. \. 59
These strangers in Ireland would algate now be also called

and accompted Normans.
2. In every way, any way, any how ; by all or

any means.

-1230 A tier. R. 398 3'f V1 luue n 's nout forto ^iuen, auh
wult allcgate (ret me bugge hire, a 1330 Sir Otuel 69 And
seide, algate he wolde preue, That Ich am in misbeleue. 1430
LYDG. Chron. Troy i. vi, That ye algates desyre to haue a
do. 1450 MYRC 1560 Algate make hym telle the. 1565

JEWEL Rcpl. Harding n6n 36 The Host oncj Consecrated
of the Priest, is algates to bee receiued, whether of many
together, or one alone. 1580 G. HARVEY 'Ihree Witie Lett,,

Seeing you gentlewomen will allgates have it so.

3. At ail events, at any rate, in any case
;
what-

ever may happen.
1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 329, I deme the, thou most

algate be deed, c 1430 LYDG. Bochas, That we algate shall

dye bothe two. 1496 Dives fy Paup. iW. de Worde i. 1. 90
Algates he wolde haue the freres on the lette honde. 1513
DOUGLAS JEneis \\. (1710) iii. 80 Now haist my pane, sen al

gatis I mon de. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso \\. xlii. 47 For a space
there must he algates dwell.

4. All the way, altogether.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 185 Philip now wille me faile, &

alle gate wend me fro. c 1386 CHAUCER Sqrs. T. 238 Which
is vnknowe algates vnto me \_v.r. algat, -e]. c 1449 PECOCK
Repr. 39sThisix trouthe is Algatis to be holde. iSpSSi-ENSER
F.Q. ii. \, 2 Una now he algates must forgoe. 1625 L'!SLE Du
Bartas 60 When algate the top of this Tower had raught
unto the clouds.

5. Of sequence : However that may be
; yet,

nevertheless, notwithstanding, after all.

a 1300 Cursor M. 163 2 Him haf algat we will. (71386
CHAUCER Pers. T. 291 Although ther be difference betueen
these tuo causes of drenching, algates the schip is dreynt.
ci45oj. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture in Bab-.>esBk. 1868 i42Mynse
hem smalle in ^e siruppet of fumosite algate be ye feerynge.
1570 THYNNE Pride <$ Lowl, 11841 36 Alas, quoth I, this is

great crueltye : All gate, I bad them all be of good cheere.

1614 W. BROWNE Sheph. Pipe Wks. 1772, 22, I have a fear

and dread algate.

6. Of place : Everywhere. (This is now the

common meaning of the word in the no*-thern dia-

lects, in which alone it survives, along with the

cognate any gate, na-gate. sumgate.}

Algatross, obs. form of ALBATROSS.

Algazel, early form of GAZELLE.

Algebra (se'ld.^^bra). Also 6 algeber, al-

gi3bar. [a. It. algebra (also Sp. and med.L.), ad.

Arab. w*il al~jebr the redintegration or reunion of

broken parts, f. jabara to reunite, redintegrate,
consolidate, restore ; hence, the surgical treatment

of fractures, bone-setting. Also in phr. i-JJ *lp

iLAjuJL e-ilm al-jebr wdl-muqabalah, i.e. 'the

science of redintegration and equation (opposi-
tion, comparison, collation),' the Arabic name for

algebraic computation. In this sense the first part
of the Arabic title was taken into It. in 1202, as

algebra \ the second part, almucdbala, was used by
some med.L. writers in the same sense. The i6th c.

Eng. algeber (fancifully identified by early writers

with the name of the Arabic chemist Geber} was
either taken directly from Arab, or from Fr. al-

gebre ;
but the It. algebra became the accepted

form (accented a'lgebra by 1663).]

1 1. The surgical treatment of fractures
; bone-

setting. (A popular sense which probably sur-

vived from the Arabs in Spain ; still in Sp.) Obs.
1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Formul. X iij, The helpes of

Algebra & of dislocations. 1565 ]. HALLE Hist. Expost, 19
This Araby worde Algebra sygnifyeth as well fractures of
bones, etc. as sometyme the restauratlon of the same. [1598
FLORIO, Algebra [It.] the arte of bone-setting. 1623 MIN-
SHKU, A Ig&ra (Sp.] bone-setting. Algebrtsta, a bone-setter.]
2. The department of mathematics which inves-

tigates the relations and properties of numbers by
means of general symbols ; and, in a more abstract

sense, a calculus of symbols combining according
to certain defined laws.

' Hence various algebras : as commutative algebra, in
which the symbols obey the law of commutation ; linear
algebra, in which the symbols are linearly connected ;

quadruple algebra, or quaternions ; and the algebra of
tojtic, in which the symbols represent not numbers or quan-
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tities, but other objects of thought, as classes or qualities of

things, or statements concerning things.' R. Harley, F.R.S.
1551 RECORDE Pathiv. Know, \\. Pref., Also the rule of

false position, with dyuers examples not onely vulgar, but
some appertaynyng to the rule of Algeber. 1557 whetst,
E iv.This Rule is called the Rule of Algeber, after the name
of the inuentoure, as some men think . . But of his vsc it is

rightly called the rule of equation. 1570 BILLINGSLEY End.
x. I ntrod. 229 That more secret and subtill part of Arithmetike,
commonly called Algebra. 1570 DEE Math, Praef. 6 The
very name is Algicbar, and not Algebra : as by the Arabien
Auicen, may be proued. 1570 DIGGES Stratiot. 70 Farther
to wade in the large sea of Algebra and numbers cossical.
Ibid. 55 This Art of Algebra or Rule of Cosse as the Italians
terme it. 1610 B. JONSON Alchem. i. i. 11616) 607 Your al-

chemy, and your algebra. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr.
(1657) 45Oeber, that first inventer of Algebra. 1658 PHILLIPS,
Algebra, or the Analytical Art. 1663 BUTLER //W. i. i. 126
And wisely tell what hour o' th' day The clock does strike,

by Algebra. 1775 BURKE Sp. Cone. Amer. Wks. III. 33 A
proportion beyond all the powers of algebra to equalise and
settle. 1781 COWPER Convert. 22 And if it weigh the import-
ance of a fly, The scales are false, or algebra a lie. 1837
HALLAM Hist. Lit. (1847) I. 238 [In Italian] co or cosa stands
for the unknown quantity ; whence algebra was sometimes
called the cossic art. 1849 DE MORGAN Double Algebra n.

i. 98 Algebra . . got its Arabic name, I have no doubt, from
the restoration of the term which completes the square, and
reduction of the equation by extracting the square root. The
solution of a quadratic equation was the most prominent part
of the Arabic algebra. 1860 MOTLEY ///j/. Netherl. III. 102
Passionless as algebra.

Algebraic (Eeld^/biv-ik^ a.
[f. prec. + -ic.] Cf.

the more regularly formed Fr. algebrique^\ Of or

pertaining to algebra, occurring /;/ algebra.
1662 HOBBES Severt Prol>. Wks. 1845 VII. 60, I have to

prove .. the algebraic calculation. 1673 KERSEY Algebra
(17251 31 Two or more Algebraic quantities. 1681 SIR G.
WHARTON Il7ks. 1683, 44 The so long sought for Equation
of three discontinued Numbers in Algcbriaque proportion.
1684 Lond. Gaz. mdccCclxxxv/4 Algei.raick Arithmetic!*,
made easie forthe commonest capacity. 1827 HUTTON t^ttrw
Math. I. 182 Algebra.c i

1 factions have the same names and
rules of operation, as numeral fractions in common arith-

metic. 1858 HOLMES Ant. of Break/. T. xi. 101 These ex-

pressions come to be the algebraic symbols of minds which
nave grown too weak to discriminate.

Algebraical ^seldg^brivikah, a.
[f.

ALGEBRA
+ -ICAL.J Ul or relating to algebra, in which

algebra occurs ; involving or using, dealing with
or treating algebra. (Formerly used ^ Ai.GKHUA'.c,
but prop, disting. as an objective from possessive

genitive: an algebraic symbol, an algebraical treatise.)

1571 DIGGES Geom. Pract. iv. Pref. T b, I intend .. geo-
metrically by Algebraycall Calculations to search put the
sides. 1579 Stratiot. 32 The working of supputalions Al-

gebraical!. 1679 MOXON Math. Diet. 172 Signs, or Symbols
now commonly used by some Algebraical Writers. 1736
HERVF.Y Mem. I. 52 Lord l.olingbruke in the algebraical
phrase less than nothing. 1837 WHEWELL induct, Si\ 1857
II. 348 The a.iectatibn of algeuraical formality. 1868 G.
AIRY Pof>. Astron. v. 173 The process ,s algebraical.

Algebraically ^Id^/biv-Ualn,
adv. fj.prcc.

f-LY-.J in an algubraic. ojvalgebiaical manner;
in algebraic terms, by algetJfr

a\c 'processes.
1666 COLLINS in RigauMpJpS Sci. Men 11841'! I. 118
A treatise of conies . . algebi^fejyperformed. 1673 KERSEY
Algebra 1725) 63 Various Awj|&netical Questions AL,ebrai-

cally resolved. 1695 w/. Gaz. ifimmlxxxv/4 Euclid* second
Book .. Algebraically Demonstrated. 1837 HALLAM Hist.
Lit. in. iii. 82 The great discovery that geometrical curves

may be expressed algebraically.

A-lgebraism, -rism. Obs.
[f. ALGEBRA +

-ISM ; see next.] Properly an operation or expres-
sion in algebra ; algebraic symbolism.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Algebraism, or Algebrism, is

affectedly used, in some writers, for algebra itselfT In which
sense, we read of the

application of algebraism.

Algebraist, -rist ^srldrfbr^ist, -rist). [f.

ALGEBHA -t- -IST, As the final a of algebra is no

part of the stem, algcbrism, algebrist, algebrize, are

more correct, as well as easier forms of these three

words. Cf. Fr. algebriste, It. and Sp. algebrista]
One versed in algebra.
1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6073 A Body of Algebra prepared

for the Press by that eminent Algebraist Mr. John Kersey.
1691 WOOD.////*. 0-rcwI.coL 871 He had the Characteramong
the Vcrtuosi of a very good Algebrest. 1748 HARTLEY Ob-
serv. Man i. iii. i F 80 Letters . . used by Algebraists to

denote Sums and Differences. 1831 GEN. P. THOMPSON
Exerc. (1842) I. 468 When the algebraist speaks of multiply-
ing by a negative quantity.

Algebraize, -rize (se-kl^rbraiz), vb.
[f.

AL-
GEBUA + -IZE

;
see prec.] To reduce to algebraic

form, to perform or solve by algebra.
1841 Blacfcv. Mag. L. 633 When a child throws out his five

fingers . . he has algebraized before he can speak.

t Algebri'cian. Obs.
[f.

ALGEBRA or It. alge-
bnco (Fr. algi'brique) by form-assoc. with arithmet-

ician, geonietr-ician> etc.]
= ALGEBRAIST.

1579 DIGGES Stratiot. 48 One Prime, or one Roote as com-
monlye Algebncians tearme it. 1680 HOBBES Consid. 51
You Algebricians and Non-conformists, do but fain it, to
comfort one another.

Algefacient (ldfd&J'Jbftt),
a. McJ. [f, L.

alge-re to be cold +facient-em pr. pple. offacifre to

make; cf. L. calefacere to make warm.] 'Cooling,
having the power to makecold.' Syd.Soc.Lex. ^879.

tAlgere. Obs. [Jf. OE.a-/ eel +gar spear. Cf.

Fl. aajgeert clger, instrumentum dentibus mticrona-

tum, quo anguillre frguntur. H. Hettema in Trans.

Phil. Soc. 1858, p. 145.] An eel-spear : see

ELGEB.
a 1500 MS. in Promp. Parv. 186 Cotitus t an algere, a shaft,

a dartt, a polloure. Fuscina, a hoke for fysshe, an algere.

Algerite (se-ld^ers^t}. Alin. [named (1849)
after Mr. F. Alger -f -ITE.] A variety of \Verncrite ;

( an .altered scapolite, related to pinite.' Dana.

Algetic (dfela"tik), a. [f. Gr. d\*y-(iv to feel

pain (of which the vbl. adj. would analogically be

*aA77/T-os) + -1C.] (See quot.)
1879 Syd, Soc. Lex. t Algetic, producing, or having relation

to, pain.

Al?en for kalgcn
= saints : see HALLOW.

Algid (ftrld,5id), a. [a. Fr. algidc, ad. L. algid-us
cold

;
f. algc-re to be cold : see -ID.] Cold, chill,

chilly ; especially of the cold stage of an ague.
1626 COCKERAM, Algidc. chill with cold. 1661 LOVELL

Anim. fy Min. 202 The [frog's] heart applied to the back
bone helps al.^id agues. 1859 R. BURTON in j'rttl. fi. G. S.

XXIX. 142 The hot fit is unusually long and rigorous,

compared with the algid stage. 1864 Dahowe II. 249
The algid breath of the desert wind.

Algidity ^celd^i-diti). [f. prec. + -ITY, as if f.

\*.*algiditas. Cf rigidity] Coldness, chilliness;

esp. that caused by collapse of the vital functions.

1656 ULOUNT Glossogr., Algidity^ Algor, great cold or

chilncss. 1674 COLES Lat. Diil., Algidity, algnr. 1879 Sj-d.

SffC. Lex., Algidity^ a state of colt.ness and collapse.

I Algidness. Obs.- [1.
A.GID + -NE.-H.] The

state ot being algid ; chillne^s; algidity.
1731 in BAILLY ; whence in JOHNSON.

Aigif\e - all if: see AL-, A: L adv. C 13.

Algific '.ald^i'fik), a. rare. [ad. L. algifc-us

causing cold ; f. alge-re to be cold + -fans making :

see -ic.J Causing cold, chilling.

1692 in COLES; 1731 in BAILEY; whence in JOHNSON 'Al-

gifitk\ ASH, etc.

tAlgi'fical,a.O^. ff.L algific-us+-M^= prec.
1656 bLot'NT I, loss. ,

A Igificalt wh.ch makes chill or cold.

Algist (rc-ld.iisn. ji.
ALUA + -IST. Ci. Flora,

flor-ist.\ One who studies algre.

1869 Pail Mall G. 2j Sept. 10, Scieiitific al^ists are botan-

izing among the sea-weeds.

Algcdcnite ^algp'c'^nait'
1
. ///. [named(i857)

from Algodonest
near Coqi.imLo -f -iTt.J A native

arsenide of copper, Cu 3 As, of \\hitish colour and

metallic lustre.

1837-80 DANA Min. 37 A transported mass of mixed whit-

neyiie and algodonite, weighing 95-100 Ibs., was found on
St. Louis R.

Algcid ^ctlgoid ,
a. [f. ALGA+-OID.] Of the

nalu:e 01 an alga.
1874 M. COOKK 1-ungi 12 The supposed al^oid nature of

gomdia.

Aigclcgical .aU^lf d^.kal\ a. [f. ALGCLtOY
-\ -i(_.\

j
( I or pe'lamii.g to alg&logy.

1830 R. GREVILLE A<gx t rii. 1'rcf. i Engaged in Algo-

logii.al ref.eaiches on the Continent. iSfc$Aihenan.i)i iSjuly
82 T he finest algological specimens. ifc8i Nature No. 590,

359 Remarks on the most rtctnt al^ologkal publications.

AlgOlCgist^lg,' lOdiUt
[I.

ALGOL! GY -IbT.]

One who piostcutes the scitntific study ol alga? or

seaweeds ; a student of algology.
1830 R. GREVILLE Algae Brit. 1'n.f. 3 The more systematic

Algologists. 1881 HERVEY S?a Mosses ^^ One of the most
celebrated algologists of liurcpe.

Algolcgy ^alg^lod.^i) [f.
L. alga sea-wetd +

-(,O)L GY.J That part of botanical science which
relates to algae or seaweeds.

1849 LANDSBOROUCH Brit. Scauvcds Pref. 7 British algology
is making . . rapid progress. 1881 HKRVEV Sea Mosses 42
The earliest American worker in the held of algology.

Algor (ivlgoj). [a. L. algor cold, cognate with

alge-re to be cold. Cf. humort vigor, terror, etc.]

Cold, chilliness ; especially that experienced in the

onset of fever.

^1430 Pallad. on Hitsb. XL 55 For over colde doo douves

dounge at eve Aboute her roote, algour away to dryve. 1656
in BLOUNT Clossogr. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .$>//., A Igor is

used to denote a preternatural coldness or chilness in a part.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.
t Algort the sense ofcoldness experienced

in the onset of fever; chilliness, rigor.

Algorism (EC'lgSriz'in).
forms: a. 3-6 augrim,

4 -ym, 5 -ime, -yme, awgrym, algram, 6 agrym(e,
-ime, 7 agrum, algrim. ^. 4-6 algorisme, 5

-ysme, algarism, 6 algarosme, aulgorismfe,

augrisme, 7-9 algorism, algorithm, [a. OFr.

augonsme, algorisme* augorime ;
ad. med. L. algo-

rism-us (cf. Sp.guariswo cipher), f. Arab.
,

al-Khowarazmi t
the native ofKhwarazm \Khiva).

surname of the Arab mathematician Abu Ja'far

Mohammed Ben Musa, who flourished early in

the Qth c., and through the translation of whose

work on Algebra, the Arabic numerals
^

became

generally known in Europe. (Cf. 'Euclid^ = plane

geometry.) Algorisms being popularly reduced in

OFr. to augorime, English also shows two forms,

the popular augrime, ending in agrim, agritm, and

the learned algorism which passed through many
pseudo-etymological perversions, including a recent

algorithm in which it is learnedly confused with

(jr. atnQpo* 'number.']
28



ALGOBISMIC.

The Arabic, or decimal system of numeration ;

hence, arithmetic. Numbers ofalgorism, the Arabic
or Indian numerals. Cypher in algorism, the

figure o
; a 'mere cipher,' a dummy.

,1230 Ancr. R. 214 [He] makeS berinne figures of augrim,
use J>eos rikenares doo p" habbeS muchel uorto rikenen. 1340
Ayenb. i pe capiteles of ^e hoc . . byej? ywryte . . by be tell-

ynge of algorisme. c 1391 CHAUCER Astral. (1872) 5 Ouer
the wiche degrees ther ben nowmbres of augrym. '393
GOWER Conf. III. 89 Of arsmetique the matere Is .. Wnat
algorisme in npmbre amounteth. 1399 LANGL. Rick. Rede-
/ess iv. 53 As siphre . . in awgrym, '1 hat noteth a place, and
no thing availith. 1483 Catk. Aug., Algarism (v.r. Algrami;
atgarismust

abacus. 1530 PALSGR. 476/2, I caste an ac-

cpmptes with counters after the aulgorisme maner. Ibid.

684/2, I reken, I counte by cyfers of agrym. 1532 MORE
Conf. Barnes vm. Wks. 1557, 772/1 Mysse-pryntynge those

fygures of Algorisme, because the figure of .9. and the figure
of .6. be all in maner one, if thei lie contrary turned. 1542
RECORDE Gr. Artes 11575) 4 Corruptlye written . . Augrim
for algorisme, as the Arabians soundc it. 1549 CHALONER
Erasm. Morix Eric. L iij b, Other men stande for no more
than Ciphres in Algorisme. 1561 T. N[ORTON] Calvin's hist.

(1634) Pref. 3, I have , . quoted the Sections also by their due
number with the usuall figure of Algorisme. 1553 87 FOXE
A. 4- M. III. 265 As a Cypher in Agrime. 1566 DRANT
Hor. Saf. ii. B 2 As well by augrisme tell the gravell of the
sea. *S9i GARRARDX^ IVarret-zg Good knowledge in the

Mathematikes specially in Algarosme, Algebra, and Geume-
trie. 1533 PEELE Edtv. /, 84 Neither one, two, nor three,
but a puor cypher in agrum. 1625 L'IsLE Du Bartas 140
The treasures hoard of Algrim mysteries. 1699 /V;/V. Trans.
XXI. 262 The Indian Algorism ior Calculation by the
Numeral Figures now in usei. Ibid. 263 The Algorithm or
Numeral Figures now in use. 1774 T. WARTON Hist. Eng.
Poetry III. 46 The first who brought the algorithm from the
Saracens. 1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. 1. 1. ii. 30. 114 Matthew
Paris observes that in Greek . . any number may be repre-
sented by a single figure, which is not the case . . in Algorism,
1852 R. GRANT Hist. Phys. Astron. Introd. 9 The ingenious
algorithm of the Indians. 1861 T. WRIGHT Ess. Archxol. II.

xv. 70 The figures of the algorismus are identical in every
respect with the characters of the abacus.

Attrib. algorism-stones, counters.
c 1386 CHAUCER Millere's /'. 24 His augrym stoones, leyen

faire apart, a 1535 MORE Let. \].\ I send now to my good
daughter Clement her algorisme stone.

Algorismic t^elgori-zmilO, a. rare.
[f. prec. +

-ic.] Pertaining to algorism, arithmetical.
1861 T. WRIGHT Ess. Archaeol. II. xv. 73 In the fourteenth

century . . these al^orismic numerals became generally used.

t A'lgorist. Obs.-o [ad. med. L. algonsta, f. al-

gorismus, by confounding this with Gr. words in

-r/ioy, as agonismus, agonistaJ]
1656 BLOUXT Glossogr., Algorist, one skilful in reckonings

or figuring.

Algorithm, erron. refashioning of ALGORISM.

Algory.
* Chilnesse.' Cockeram 1626.

t AlgOSe (ae:lg<5u-s), a. Obs. [ad. L. algos-m, f.

alga sea-weed : see -OSE.]
1731 BAILEY, Algose, full of weeds or reets called alga.
[AsH 1775 has '

Algose, cold, chilly/ an evident error.]

AlgOUS (ae'lgas), a.
[f.

L. algos-us : see prec.
and -nus.] Of, pertaining to, or full of sea-weeds.

1742 BAILEY, Algous [of Al^a, a Sea-weed], full of weeds.

1851 WELLS it BLISS Sci. Ann. 324 The atmospheric dis-

semination of algous plants.

11 Alguazil (ttlgwazi-1, Sp. algwa>rl). [Sp. al-

guazil i^now algitacil\ earlier forms of which in Pg.
are al-vazilt al-uazir, ad. Arab. p',Jl al-wazlr, i.e.

~-

al the, ivctzir vizier, minister, officer, f. wazara to

carry,carry on, = L. gerere] Origimlly the same
word as vizier, the meaning of which descended in

Spain through that of justiciary or justice, to

warrant-officer or serjeant.
1598 BARRET Theor. Warres Gloss. 249 Alguazil, a Spanish

word, is an officer attendant on the Campe-maisterGenerall,
to apprehend offenders, and to see execution done. 1651 A.
WELDON Crt. K. James 43 An Allagozy, which is a great
officer or judge in Spain. 1670 Loiid. Gaz. ccccxcvii/3 The
AlguasiU having got together about 150 persons, set upon
20 Souldiers. 1706 PHILLIPS, Alguazil, a Sergeant or Officer
that arrests People in Spain. 1712 W. ROGERS Voy. (1718)
200 Algozils or Serjeants. 1841 MACAULAY Ess., Hastings
623 Died of rage and shame in the gripe of the vile alguazils of

Impey. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico \\, ii. 11864) 78 An alguasil
suddenly sprang on him from behind and pinioned his arms.
1880 Daily Tel. 22 Sept., The powers of the School Board
and their alguazils cease with the light ing of the street lamps.

Algum (se-lgtfm). [Heb. DU7X algnm t a foreign
word; see quot] A tree mentioned in the Bible

(2 Chron. ii. 8), also called erroneously (i Kings
x. ii) ALMUG, said to have been brought from

Ophir; variously surmised to be a species of acacia,

cedar, or cypress, but probably a kind of sandal-

wood.
1578 BIBLE (Genev.) 2 Chron. ii. 8 Send mee also cedar

trees, firre trees, and Algummim trees. 1611 ibid., Algume
trees. 1721 BAILEY, Algum or Almng. 1873 MAX MILLER
Sc. Lang. I. 232 The algum-trce . . is supposed to be the
sandal-wood-tree . . One of the numerous names for this tree
in Sanscrit is valguka. This valgitka, which points back to
a more original form valgn, might easily have been cor-

rupted by Phoenician and Jewish sailors mtoo^vm, a form,
as we know, still further corrupted, at least in one passage
of the O.T., to almng. Sandal-wood is found indigenous in
India only, and there chiefly on the coast of Malabar,

Alha, obs. form of ALLAH.
il Alha'gi -dai). Bot. [mod. L. (Rauwolf

218

1 537), ad. Arab. \^U al-hdj, used by Avicenna.] A

genus of leguminous plants, some of which produce
a kind of manna.
1769 SIR J. HILL Fam. Herb. (1812) 17 There is a kind more

rare, called Persian manna ; this is produced by the shrub
called alhagi. 1847 CRAIG s.v., The manna of this country
. . has nothing to do with Moor's Alhagi or Hebrew manna.

Alhambra (aelharmbra). [ult. ad. Arab, al-

lamra* i.e. the red (house).] The palace of the
Moorish kings at Granada.

Alhambresque Oelha-mbre'sk), a.
[f. prec.

after pictttresque : see -ESQUE.] After the fanciful

style of the ornamentation of the Alhambra.
1862 TIMES J 'car Bk. facts 1 23 The ceiling is Alhambresque

in style . . and of the most delicate colours.

II Alha ndal. Pharm. Obs. [a. Arab. JJaJJ
al-'.ajidal.] Arabic name of the Colocynth or Bitter

Cucumber {Citmllits Colocynthis) formerly applied
to its purgative extract.

1683 SALMON Doron Med. ir. 463 Rhubarb, Sena, Troches
alhandal.

Alheal, obs. form of ALL-HEAL.
Alhenna : see ALCAXNA, HENNA.
Alhidad, -a, -e, obs. forms of ALIDAD.
Alhuet, i e. all what : see AL-, ALL.

Aliage, var. ALLIAGE. Obs., alliance.

Aliant, aliaunt, obs. forms of ALIEN*.

Alias (/Hias, se-lias), adv. and sb. [a. L. alias

'at another time, otherwise'; adopted in Eng.
chiefly in the latter sense.]

||
A. adv. Otherwise (called or named). Now

written in italics.

IS35 STEWART Cron. Scotl. II. 354 CalHt Gillelmus alias

Gilmoure. 1607 SHAKS. Coriol. n. i. 48 Violent testie Magis-
trates (alias Fooles -. 1709 Land. Gaz. mmmmdlxi/4 The Parish
of Stepney, alias Stebonheath. 1840 HOOD Up Rhine 202
Louisa Brachman, alias Sappho . . threw herself from a
gallery, two stories high,

B. sb. ^with//. aliases.)
1. Another name, an assumed name.
1605 CAMDEN Rem. (16141 M7 An Alias or double name

cannot prejudice the honest. 1831 L-.din. Rev, LIII. 364 He
has been assuming various aliases. 1861 MACAULAY Hist,

Eng. V. 92 The monk who was sometimes called Harrison
and sometimes went by the alias of Johnson.

t 2. Law. A second or further writ issued after a

first had failed of its effect, so called from the words
Sictit alias prsscipimus (as we on another occasion

command) which occurred in it. Obs.

1672 MANLEV Interpr., Alias Vide Capias alias. 1714
SIR W. SCROCGS Fract. Courts (ed. 3) 173 Then the Plaintiff

may have an Alias. 1768 BLACKST. Comm. III. 135 To delay
his obedience to the first writ, and . . wait till a second and
a third, called an alias and a plurics, were issued. 1809
TOMLINS Law Diet. s.v. Capias, An alias writ . . to the same
effect as the former.

tAliatioii. Obs- 1
.

[f.
L. 0/2-tt.ranother-r-ATTON

after aitcr-ation, vari-ation.] Change in quality.
1780 HARRIS Philol. Enq. 361 A man from hot becomes

cold, from ruddy becomes pale. Motion of this species has
respect to the genus of quality, and may be called aliation.

Alibi (x libai), sb. formerly adv. [a. L. alibi

elsewhere, in another place, old locative case of
aliits another.]

||
A. adv. Elsewhere.

1727 ARBL-THNOT John Bull -JQ The prisoner had little to

say in his defence; he endeavoured to prove himself Alibi.

1777 ERSKIHB Institutes <ed. 51 iv. 499 The defender will be
allowed to proue, that . . he was alibi.

b. attrib.
"

1858 THACKERAY Virginians xxxv. (1878) 275 Women are
not so easily cured by the alibi treatment.
B. sb. The plea of having been elsewhere at the

time when any alleged act took place.
1774 Ann. Reg.dpZ XVII. 135/2 Clearer proofs of an alibi

than can frequently be produced. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.
Eng. IV. 523 For some of the prisoners an alibi was set up.
1862 Sat. Rev. 15 Mar. 291 They have got to establish alibis
for her.

Alibility (telibi-liti). [ad. Fr. alibilitl, t. L. all-

bilis: see ALIBI.E and -TY.] The capacity of a nu-
tritive substance for absorption ; assimilativeness.
1879 in Syd. Sue. Lex.

Alible (arllb'l), a. [f. L. alibil-is, f. al-Sre to
nourish : see -BLE.]
1. Nutritive, nourishing.
1636 BLOUNT Gbssogr., A title, nourishable, comfortable.

1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, vi. 167 The bloud . . could
scarce assimilate the alible Juice. 1775 ASH, Alible, nourish-
ing. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Alibi? Substance, the nutritive

portion of the chyme, as distinct from the excrementitious.
2. 'Which may be nourished.' J. rare~",
T7S5 'f JOHNSON. 1775 in ASH.

Alicaut (selikse-nt, in i 7th c. oe'likant). Forms :

6 alyoaunt, alle-, aligaunte, 6-7 alle-, 7ale-, alli-

gant, 7 alioant(e. A kind of wine made at Ali-

cante in Spain.
c 1500 Col. Blmvbol in Halliw. Nug. Poet. 10 Rede wyn . .

and Alycaunt, in whom I delite. 1547 RECORDE Jndic. Ur.
36 b, Darke red wyne, and Allegaunte. 1604 DEKKER Honest
II 7i. i. i, You'll blood three pottles of Aligant. 1625 [BEAUM.
& l:\~\Maid ofInn iv. ii, Butter'd beer, coloured with Alli-

fjant
[cf. SHAKS. Merry^ Wives n. ii. 69). 1626 BACON Sylva

56 Bedew it with a little Sack or Alegant. 1656 BLOUNT

ALIEN.

Glossogr.) Alicante, where great store of Mulberries grow,
the juyce whereof makes the true Alicant wine. 1693 W.
ROBERTSON Pkraseol. Gen. 68 Aligant or AUcant, wine.

A'lichons. [cf. mod.Fr. alluchons, in Cotgr. al-

lochons, the teeth of a toothed wheel.]
' The wings

or ladles of a wheel.' Ash 1775.
Alidad(e (aelidoe-d, re-lid^d). Also 4 aUidatha,

6-7 alhidada, 7-9 alhidad(e, 8- alidad(e. [In
mod. form, a. Fr. alidade, in earlier, a. med. L. al-

hidada (cf. Sp. alhidada, alidada], ad. Arab.

sjLajtJl al-c,itfadah t the revolving radius of a gra-
duated circle ;

f. c-atfd, zadid, e.afadt the httments
or upper arm (which revolves in its socket).]
The index of an astrolabe, quadrant, orother gradu-

ated instrument, carrying the sights or telescope,
and showing the degrees cut off on the arc of the in-

strument. In the astrolabe it revolved at the back,
and was called by Chaucer the Ritle.

c 1450 Insertion in MS. L of Chaucer's./Jf/nVrt&MSkeat 8i\
ed. 1561, 164/1 Ley thy rewle of thy astrolabye, that is to

sey, the allydatha {ed. 1561 Allidatha], vpon be day in the
Kalendre off the Astrolabye, & he schall snewe the thy
degree of the sonne. 1571 DiGCEB Geom. Fract. i. xxix,
Note bothe what degrees the Alhidada cutteth of the circle,
and the perpendiculare of the semicircle. 1611 COTGR., AH-
dadL\ Th' Alhidada of an Astrolabe ; the rule wh ch turneth
on the back thereof.

1679 MOXON Matk. Diet. 5 Alhadida
. . a word seldom used by t nglish authors . . signifies cnly the
Label or Index that moves upon the centre-pin of an Astro-
labe. 1762 PARSONS in Phil. Trans. LIV. 162 Moved in the
limb by a vertical motion in either direction by the alidad
alone. 1834 U. K. S. Nat. I'hilos. III. xiii. 66/1 Morin went
so far as . . to attach a telescope to the alhidade of what he
calls a planisphere. 1837 WHEWELL Induct. Sc. (1857 I. 178
The alidad of an instrument is its index, which possesses an
angular motion. 1878 NEWCOMB Pop. Astron. 579 Alidade^
a movable frame carrying the microscopes or verniers of a

graduated circle.

t Alie*, vl Obs. Forms as in LIE v. [f. A- fref. I

+ LIE.]
1. To lie down, subside, become extinct. (The

intr. vb. of which ALLAY v.^ = a-lay is the causative.)
a xooo Beowulf 5764 Nu sceal . . call e&elwyn 'eowrum

cynne leOfum alicjean. 1200 St. Mar/tar. 12 Ant J;at liht

alei lutlen ant lutlen. 1205 LAVAM. 26298 Nu is hit muchel
leod-scome 1 ,if hit seal )ms a-ligge. ('1230 Ancr. R. 246 A
muchet wind alio" mid a lutel rein.

2. '1 o lie towards or lean.

1583 STANVHURST &neid iv. 101 His rackt wit he tosseth,
Now to this od stratagem, now too that counseyl alying.

t Alie', v? Obs. rare.
[var.

of Ei IE.] To anoint.

^1360 Amis fy Atnil. 2194 Yif he wald . . slen his children

tvay, Alien his brother with the blode. Ibid. 2330 He tok
that blood that was so bright And alied that gentil knight.

Alieil U'i'lien), a. and sb. Forms: 4-6 alyen(e,
"

5 aliaunte, 5-6 aliente, alyaunte, 6 aleyn, alyon,
aleaunt, 6-7 aliant, -aunt, -ent, 7 alliant, 4-8
aliene, 4- alien, [a. OFr.<z/;V, allien'.L.aticn-us
of or belonging to another person or place ; f. ali-us

other, another + -in-us; see-EN,-ENE. The-/ so com-

monly added, esp. to ihe sh., was due to form-assoc.

with ppl words in -/, -nd, in which thtre \vas an

organic tendency to drop the final mute cf. gyane
{Q\ giant, etc.), in the liteiary struggle against which,
t was added wl.ere it had not betn dropped; cf.

tyrant, fagean\., ancient]
1. gen. Belonging to another person, place, or

family ; strange, foreign, not of one's own.
1340 HAM POLE Prose Tr. 45 Ffra J>e souerayne joy and

gastely swetnes in J>e blysse of Heuene he sail be aliene.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxxv. 2 Doth awey alyen goddis, that ben
in the mydil of 3ow. < 1600 SHAKS. Senti. Ixxviii, Euery Alien

pen hath got my vse. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Eclog. vni. 62
In Desarts thou wert bred . . Alien of Birtn. 1791 COWPER
lliady.\\. 75 As I had been Some alien wretch. 1820 KEATS
Ode to Night. 67 Ruth . . stood in tears amid the alien corn.

1880 MORRIS Ode ofLife 86 To watch by alien sick-beds.

2. esp. Of <i foreign nation and allegiai.ee.
< 1450 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. 191 Take

hede he must to alienecommers straungeres, and to straungers
of (>is land. 1503 Act 19 Hen. I'll, xxxiii. n That no

spirituell person ne straunger Aleyn be chargeable. 1809
TOMLINS Law Diet. s.v., Obsolete statutes .. prohibiting
alien artificers to work for themselves in this kingdom. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 185 Disastrous war and alien

domination. 1862 STANLEY Jeiv. Ch. (1877,) L x. 202 The
Gibeonites . . were an alien race.

Alien Priory, Priory Alien : a monastic esta-

blishment dependent upon and owing obedience to

a mother-abbey in a foreign country.
1502 ARNOLD Chron. d8n) iS-iThe priory alyen of Lynton.

1598 R. HAKLUYT Voy. I. 18 To conceale from the Priors

Aliens . . the secret affaires of his Realme. 1611 SPEED
Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xv. (1632) 786 One hundred and tenne
Priories aliant were suppressed. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

s.v., Upon breaking out of wars, the king usually seized on
the alien priories, took their lands into his own hands.

1845 STEPHEN Laws ofEng, II. 679 The alien priories, that

is, such as were filled by foreigners only.

3. Foreign in nature or character ; belonging to

something else ;
of foreign or other origin.

16730. WALKER Educ. (16771 185 Chusing fit and convenient

from improper and aliene. 1756 BURKE Sbl. fy B. Wks. 1. 101

Habit alone has reconciled his palate to these alien pleasures.

1841 MYERS Catk. Th. iv. 32. 329 To introduce an alien

and confusing element into our judgments. 1874 SAYCK

Compar. Philol. viii. 321 It may sometimes be difficult to

detect the presence of an alien myth.



ALIEN.

4. Of a nature or character differing from (of

obs.), far removed from, inconsistent with.

1382 WYCLIF John Prol. ,
He i.s founde alien fro corupcioun

of fleisch. 1398 TKEVISA. Earth. DC P. R. n. iv. 11495) 30

Aungels ben alyene and clene of all erthely cogytacyon.
1528 GARLJINER in Pocock Rec. Kef. I. Ii. 121 Somewhat alien

and discrepant from the expectation of the king's highness.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 572 His looks Alien from Heaven,
with passions foul obscured. 1709 SWIFT T, 7'w^Wks, 1768,

140 Neither do I think such an employment alien from the

office of a wit. 1855 H. REED Eng. Lit. ix. (1878) 294 This

uncouth style, so alien from genuine English. 1874 HELPS
Soc. Press, iv. 61 To seize upon this wise bequest, and to

devote it to alien purposes.

This passes imperceptibly into

5. Of a nature repugnant, adverse or opposed to.

1720 WATERLAND 8-SVrw. 146 All Things, or Persons what-

soever, that are seperate from, or aliene to ; that are not

necessarily included in . . God the Father. 1780 BURKE
Econ, Rcf. Wks. 1842 I. 238 A system of confusion remains,
which is not only alien, but adverse to all economy. 1833
I. TAYLOR Fanat. vi. 177 Popery is alien to the climate and
to the races of the Western world. 1875 M Lj^SsStrmont
Ser. n. viL 125 Good, alas ! is but too alien and unwelcome.

8* Jig- Unkindly, unsympathetic, with the 'cold

stare
'

of the stranger, rare.

1849 C. BRONTE Shirley xxvii, 399 The stars shone alien

and remote.

7. Comb, alien-looking: of foreign or strange

appearance.
1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. i The shepherd's dog barked

fiercely when one of these alien-looking men appeared.

B. sb. [the adj. used absol.]
1. A person belonging to another family, racer

or nation ; a^stranger, a foreigner.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 37 pe reame salle men se Gouerned

borgh aliens kynde, & euermore fro be. '1340 HA.MPOLE
Pr. Consc. 1377 For we dwell here als aliens. 1382 WYCLIF
Matt. xvii. 24 Of her owne sonys, ether of alyenys, or other

mennys tones? 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. VII. 33 A
new aliaunte \advena\ scholde expelle olde inhabitators.

1535 COVERDALE *j
'ob xix. 15, I am become as an aleaunt in

their sight. 1563 Homilies \\. 11859) 35^ He that speaketh
in a tongue unknown shall be unto the hearer an alient.

1611 BIBLE f's. Ixiv. 8 An aliant vnto my mothers children.

Ex. xviii. 3, I haue bene an alien in a strange land. 1796
SOUTHEY Penates Wks. II. 281 Mourning his age left child-

less, and his wealth Heapt for an alien. 1861 GEO. ELIOT
Silas M. 2 Those scattered linen-weavers, emigrants from
the town into the country, were to the last regarded as aliens

by their rustic neighbours.
2- fig.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. ii. 34 Almost an alien to the

hearts Of all the Court. 1675 TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics v. 65
An alien to felicity, and a foreiner to himself. 1735 YOUNG
Centaur iv. Wks. 1757 IV, 203 Vengeance is an alien to thy
most amiable nature. 1863 DICKENS Christm. Bks. (C. D,

ed.) 212 An alien from my mother's heart.

3. esp. One who is a subject of another country
than that in which he resides. A resident foreign
in origin and not naturalized, whose allegiance is

thus due to a foreign state.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 96 pat aliens suld non hent hauen
of Normant. 1:1425 WVNTOUN Cron. n. viii. 40 All Alienys
J>al banyst hale. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. v. (1520) 47 b/a
In his tyme shall his lande be multeplyed with alyauntes.

1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. vii. 144 In Englande howe
many alyons hath and doth dwell of all maner of nacyons.
1628 COKE On Lift. 8 a, An Alien that is borne out of the

Kings ligeance. 1850 MAURICE Mor. $ Met. Philos. ied. 2) 8

The Jewish people . . in Egypt, are regarded as a dangerous
body of aliens. 1871 MARKBY Elan, Laiv$ 122 An alien is

a person who belongs to a different political society from that

in which he resides.

4. One separated, or excludedfrom (the citizen-

ship and privileges of a nation).
1549 COVERDALE Erasm. Paraphr. Hebr. vii. 6 Melchise-

dech . . was an alyaunt from the Jewishe nacion. 1557 N. T.

(Genev.) Eph. ii. 12 Reputed aliantes from the commen welth
of Israel. 1738 WESLEY Ps. xiii. i An Alien from the Life

of Grace. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serni. I. 1. 13 Not as if

aliens from God's mercies.

5. Bot. i,See quot.)
1847 H.WATSON CybeleS^Alien, [a plant] now more or less

established, but either presumed or certainly known to have
been originally introduced from other countries. Ibid, 153
An imperfectly established alien.

6. Comb, alien-friend, (alien-amy), alien-

enemy, law-terms designating an alien owing
allegiance to a country which is for the time being
in alliance, or at war, as the case may be, with the

country in or to which he is an alien ; aliens duty,
the special duty formerly paid by aliens on imports
and other mercantile transactions ; alien-born^ etc.

I5za Act 14 Hen. Vi I/, ii, No Stranger, being Alien borne
. . shall take, retains or keep into his or their seruices any
maner of Journyman. i6z5 SIR H. FINCH Laiv ( 1636) 28 Any
body may seise the goods of an alien enemy, to his owne vse.

1641 Termes de la Ley 18 Every alien friend may by the
Common Law have and get within this Realme. 1706 Lotui.
Gnz. mmmmcclxxxviu/3 Exposed to publick Sale, 26 Bags
of Spanish Wooll . . paid Aliens Duties. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Sup^,, Aliens dutyis otherwise called petty customs, and
navigation duty. 1853 WHARTON Pa. Digest 20, 94 An
alien enemy cannot maintain an action during the war in
his own name.

Alien (^lien), v.
;
also 4-6 alyen(e, 4-9 aliene.

[a. OFr. alihie-r : L. alietni-re to estrange or make
another's; i.alien-us: see ALIEN

.]
= ALIENATE,

of which it is the earlier equivalent.
1. trans- To convert into an alien or stranger.

219

Usually fig. To estrange, turn away in feelings or

affection, to make averse or hostile, or unwelcome.
ri374 CHAUCER Boetkius 27 \)ci may not al arace hym ne

alyene hym in al. 1383 Wvci.n- Ectlus. xi. 36 She shal . .

alienen thee fro thipropre weies. ^1555 HARI-SHELD Divorce
Heii. I''/// (18781 189 To aliene the fast and entire mind,
which his highness beareth to your holiness. 1633 STAFFORD
Pac. Hib. \. (1821) 227 The fame . . would alien me to loath
this kind of life. (11674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. I. n. in The
hearts of his Subjects were not then alien'd from their duty
to the King. 1864 LD. DERBY Iliad i. 66r Yet shalt thou . .

rather thus Be alien'd from my heart. 1870 LOWELL Among
Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 157 Poetry had not been aliened from the

people.

2. To transfer the property or ownership of any-

thing ; to make over to another owner. (In this

sense often written aliene, and pronounced .FHyfn.)
1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Strwle i. xxx. 34 A servaunt may make

no testament . . to alyene ony goodes out of his iordes hond.

".595 J- NORDEN Spec. Brit., Cornw. (1728) 14 None may
alien or dispose of his tynn, till it be coyned. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. World ii. 451 He might alien the Crowne from his

natural] Heires. 1658 BRAMHALL Consecr. Bisk. viii. 189 If

he alien any Lands belonging to his See. 1768 BLACKSTONK
Comtn. II. 289 He was not empowered to aliene. 1876
K. DIGBY Real Prop. v. 2. 216 If tenant in tail aliened the
land with warranty.
t 3. rejl. and intr. To turn away, go off. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF i Mace. vi. 24 The sonys of oure peple for this

thing alieneden hem fro vs. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydons
Quest, Cyrnrg., Whan it is seen that it [the pulse] alyeneth
to vnequalyte, and that it minissheth, the veync ought to be

stopped.

Alienability (*blinbrlfti). [f. ALIENABLE :

see-BiLiTY.] The quality of being alienable; capa-
bility of being transferred to other ownership.
[1707 Land. Gaz. mmmmccclv/i With Orders to maintain

the Inalienability of the Fief.] 1780 BURKE Econ.Ref. Wks.
III. 316 His principal grounds of doctrine for the alienability
of the domain. 1874 LD. SELBORNK Rtp. Comni. Ch. Patron.

Q. 103. 13 Altering the law as to the alienability of property.

Alienable (yi-HenabT), a, [f. ALIEN v. 4- -ABLE.

Cf. Fr. alienable, perh. the direct source.] Capable
of being alienated, or transferred to the ownership
of another.
1611 COTGR., Vendible, vendible, sellable, alienable. 1643

D. DiGCts Unlaivf. Taking Ar>ns \. (1647) 4 Their nerves
and sinewes are not alienable, as their money and gouds.
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Alienation, Crown lands are only
alienable under a faculty of perpetual redemption. 1832
I.TAYLOR^rt/. ?''. 465 Looking to things exterior and alien-

able, as his wealth. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. I. x. 334 All

lands and heritages were declared free and alienable.

Alienage t^lifoidg). [a. Fr. alienage (1398
in Godef. \ f. alien : see -AGE.] The state or con-

dition of an alien ; the legal standing of an alien.

1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. s.v. Abatement, Alienage is a

plea in abatement, now discouraged, and seldom used. 1863
LINCOLN Message to Congr. 8 Dec., Exemption from military
service . . on the ground of alienage.

t A"lienar(e. Obs. [f.ALiEX a. + -a;- north, form

of -EH* ending of the agent.] An alien, a stranger.

1513 DOUGLAS /Ends vii. ii. 165 To be thy mach sail cum
ane alienare.

t Alienate, ///. and sb. Obs. Also 5 alyen-

ate, 6 alyenat, 6-7 alienat. [ad. L. aliendt-iis pa.

pple. of aliend-re : see ALIEN ^.]

A. ///. adj.
1. Estranged, withdrawn or turned away in feeling

or affection.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy 11. xii, Fer from hym selfe, he was
so alyenate. 1582 8 Hist. James VI 11804) *7 The heartis

of people are alienate from the lawfull prince. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist, World \\. 431 And as all alienate resolved hearts doe,

they served themselves .. with impudent excuses, a 1745
SwiFTJ/wc. (J.) The Whigs are. . wholly alienate from truth.

1814 CARY Dante, Purg, xix. 113, I was a soul in misery,
alienate From God.

2. Foreign in nature or character, alien.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabel/toiter's Bk. Physic 21/1 When as the

woman is gravid with any alienat excrescence. 1620 VENNER
Via Recta iii. 57 They are . . vnwholsome, and alienate from
the taste of wholsome meates. 1660 T. STANLEY //wA Philos.

(1701) 296/1 Nothing was more alienate from the compre-
hension of Sciences, than Poetry.
3. Used as pple. of ALIEN v.

1513 BRADSHAW.SY. Werburge 204 Some other, . diuers liber-

teshauealienate. itt8STARKEY.'-/a</i5i Prouysyon made
that nothyng schold be alyenat to the fraud of the law.

4. Bot.= ALIENATED 4.

1839 HOOPER Med. Diet.

B. sb. .An alien, stranger.
155* LATIMER Lord's Prayer \. II. 68 And keep us from

invasions of alienates and strangers. 1566 STAPLETON Ret.
Untr. Jewel iy. 157 Whosoeuer eateth the lambe without
this house, he is an alienat.

Alienate (7Hien^t>, v. [f. prec. : see -ATE.]
1. To make estranged ;

to estrange, or turn away
the feelings or affections of any one ;=- ALIEN v. \.

i548UDALLetc. Erasm. Paraphr. Matt. vi. 12 And alienat

not thy mynde awaye from us. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World
11. 366 Jotham . . sought by his best perswasions to alienate
the Sechemites. i74oCiBBKR Apol.(\~]^b} I. 285 Who had so

visibly alienated the hearts of his theatrical subjects. 1769
BURKE State Nation Wks. II. 113 Such projects have alien-

ated our colonies from the mother country. 1855 MILMAN
Lat. Chr. (1864) V. viii. viii. 19 If Matilda's pride had not
alienated Henry of Winchester.
2. To transfer to the ownership of another. Also

a&r0/. = the earlier ALIEN v. i.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge 203 Other have been glad to

ALIENATOR.
alienat thepatronage ofcertayne churches. 1651 HOBBES Govt.
% Soc. viii. 6. 130 The Lord may sell his Servant, or alienate
him by Testament. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. fy Ac/tit. 434 What
means he then, to Alienate the Crown? 1776 ADAM SMITH
W. N. (1869) II. v. ii. 455 The vassal could not alienate with-
out the consent of his superior. 1855 MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng.
IV. 647 The King was not at perfect liberty to alienate any
part of the estates of the Crown.

S.^JF. (combining i and 2) To turn away, transfer.
1621 BUKTON A nat. Mel. it. ii. iv (1676)179/2 If such volun-

tary tasks . . will not . . alienate their imaginations. 1712
ADDISON Spcct. No. 414 4 To alienate so much ground from
Pasturage. 1750 JOHNSON Ranibl. No. 148 F 1 1 Who alienates
from him the assistance of his children. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU
Homes Abr. ix. 127 This is done by alienating capital from
its natural channels.

f4. [One of the senses of L. alicnare] To alter,

change, or make a thing other than it is. Obs.

I5S3 87 FOXE A. ff M. III. 538 Neither favour of his
Prince . . nor any other worldly respect could alitnate or

change his purpose.

Alienated u7i'Hen^ttd\///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

1. Estranged, withdrawn in feeling or affection.

1561 J. DAUS tr. Bitllingtr on Apocat. U573' Pref. ii Se-
questred and alienated from the true religion of Christ.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 452 His eye surveyed the dark idolatries
Of alienated Judah. 1719 YOUNG Revenge i. i. Wks. 1757
II. no With absent eyes, and alienated mien. 1856 FROL- UE
Hist. I-'-ng. II. vii. 210 Tokens . . of alienated feeling, if not
of alienated act. 1881 N. T. (Revised) Eph. ii. 12 Alienated
from the commonwealth of Israel, and strangers from the
covenant of the promise.
2. Transferred to other ownership.
1611 COTGR., Ah'tnc, aliened, alienated., sold, or made

away. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scotl. 11802 I. i. 234 He f mid
his revenues wasted or alienated. 1876 FHHEMAN Norm.
Conq. IV. xvii. 59 Some parts of the alienated lands were in

course of William's reign restored.

f-3. Made other or different ; altered. Obs.

1605 YERSTEGAN Dec, Intcll. viii. (1628 262 Also written
Heughe, and alienated among strangers vnto Hugo.
1 4 Bot. (See quot.) Obs.

1853 MAVNE E.rp. Lex. t Alienttttt5, Applied to first leaves,
which give way to others different from them.

Alienating '.^litn^tiij), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +

"IHcVJ The act of estranging, or transferring to

another owner. ^Mostly gerundial.)
1591 PFRCIVALL .S/J. Dict.,Agenamiento t casting off a sonnc,

alienating. 1645 MILTON 'letrach. (1851' 230 Law more
justly did permilt the alienating of that evil which mistake
made proper. 1704 ADDISON Italy 15 Never entertrun'd a

Thought . . of alienating any Part of these Revenues. 1849
ALISON Hist. Eitr. I. iii. 151. 423 It was intended to con-
ciliate it had the effect of alienating.

Alienating (<
%i
-lieiu-itirj\ ///. a.

[f. as prec.
-f -ING^.J Estranging, or transferring to other

ownership.
1661 Pet. Peace i Exasperating and alienating difference;-.

Alienation u7 i-lien t"i-j9n). Also 5-6 alyerca-

cion, -cyon. [a. MFr. alit nacion, ad. L. alienation-

cm, n. of action f. aliena-rt : see ALIEX
v."]

1. The action of estranging, or state of estrange-
ment in feeling or affection. Const. (0fob&,}/r0M.
1388 WVCLIF 5V^x.\.\i. 3 AlienaciounofGod is to men worth-

ynge wickidnesse. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel, in. iii. i. i,

Alexander . . saw now an alienation in his suMects heart?.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 11. iii. 298 The alienntion sliew'd

by the Pope from the French. 1770 BUKKL frcs, Discont.
Wks. II. 275 They grow every day into alienation from this

country. 1862 STANLEY Jew. C/I.II&T?) I, xvii. 323 The alien-

ation of the people from the worship of the .sanctuary,
2. The action of transferring the ownership of

anything to another.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy v, xxxvi, Kinges in theyr bedde
are slawe; Whiche brin^eth in alyenacyon By extorte tytle
false successyon. 1463 in Bury Wills 118501 26 Wich obli-

gacJon must be maad at euery alyenacion in a notable sumine.

1587 HARRISON Engl, \. n. ii. 48 Hereford . . paid to Rome
at everie alienation i8co ducats at the least. 1661 BRAMHALL
Just I'ind. iii. 39 Prohibiting . . the alienation of Lands to
the Church. 1699 LUTTKELL Brief Rcl. (1857) IV. 580 Mr.
Charles Boyl - succeeds . . as receiver of the alienation office.

1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. v. Hi. 405 Price, however, sup.
poses alienation ; and a common standard of value supposes
a frequent and familiar alienation. 1876 K. DIGBY Real
Prop. x.

J}
i. 368 By alienation is meant the intentional and

voluntary transfer of a right.

b. The taking of anything from its owner.

1583 BABINGTON IVk$. 319 The forbidding of stealth which
is an alienation of an other mans goodes to our selves.

C. Diversion of anything to a different purpose.
1828 LD. GRENVILLE Sinking Fund 59 That of 1786 was . .

'fortified as much as possible against alienation.'

3. The state of being alienated, or held by other

than the proper owner.
1818 TODD Diet. s. v., The estate was wasted diuring its

alienation.

4. Mental alienation : Withdrawal, loss, or de-

rangement of mental faculties; insanity. (SoinL.)
1481 Monk of Ei-esham (1869) 20 Th.it he had seyd hyt of

grete febulnesse of his hedde, or by alyenacion of hys mynde.
1607 TOPSELL four-footed Beasts (1073) 272 It infecteth as

well the heart as the brain, and causeth alienation of minde.

1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man t Ui. 6 Temporary alienations

of the Mind during violent Passions. 1862 LD. BROUGHAM
Brit. Const, xiii. 194 He had fallen into a state of mentaS
alienation.

1 5. Alteration, change. Obs.

i6xsCROOKF. Body ofMan 503 A Hecticke Feuerin which
there is an vtter alienation of the Temperament.
Alienator ). fa. I* alienator n. of

agent f. aliend-re.] One who alienates.
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ALIENED.

1670 WALTON Lives, Hooker \\\. 191 With these Immunities
and Lands they have entail'd a curse upon the Alienators of
them. 1772 T. WARTON Sir T. Pope 40 (T-) Many popish
bishops were no less alienators oftheir episcopal endowments.
1823 LAMB Klia Ser. i. iv. .18651 39 There is a class of alien-
ators more formidable . . I mean your borrowers of books.
1860 FORSTER Grand Rcinon&tr. 82 Mary was able to burn
at her pleasure, the alienators of the abbey lands.

[Alienatory in Webster is misprint for prec.]
Aliene, a frequent variant of AMEN v.

;
also obs.

f. of ALIEN sb. and a.

Aliened (/Hiend), ///. a ,
[f.

ALIEN v. + -ED.]
= ALIENATED, of which it is the earlier form.
1. Converted into an alien, or foreigner ; estranged ;

turned away in feeling or affection, rendered hostile.

1382 WYCLIF Epk. ii. 12 That weren in that tyme withouten
Crist, alyened, or maad straunge. 1583 GOLDING Calvin
on Dcitf. clxix. 1051 Wee were dispersed and aliened from
our Lorde Jesus Christ. 1656 Bi>. HALL Occas. Med. (1851)

40 He, that is not ashamed of my bonds . . not aliened with

my disgrace, a 1733 NORTH Exatn. i. iii. 134. 210 A Nation
so aliened as England was, could not be regained impetu-
ously. 1844 Lu. Hot'GHTON Aleut. Many Scenes 202 Let the
sound Of native and of neighbour speech No more his
aliened senses reach.

2. Transferred to another owner; diverted to other

uses.

1531 Dial. Laws Eng. n. xx\v. (1638' 123 A covenant made
upon a gift to the Church, that it shall not be aliened. 1655
FULLER Ck. Hist. in. 78 It shall be lawful to us . . imme-

diately to enter in the land so aliened.

Alienee i^lieur). [f.
ALIEN v. + -EE,] One to

whom the ownership of property is transferred.

1531 Dial. Laws Eng. n. xiii. (1638; 82 After whose death
his wife asketh her dower, and the alienee refuseth to assigne
it unto her. 1768 BLACKSTONE Cotnm. II. 192 If one of two
joint-tenants in fee alienes his estate for the life of the alienee,
the alienee and the other joint-tenant are tenants in common.
1859 HESTLEY Q. Key. No. 3. 28 That an alienation should
be null if the alienee should turn out a bad landlord.

gendt-tts pa. pple. of alienigend-re, f. alimigen-its
of loreign race, f. alien-us loreign + -gcn-us born.]
Alien-born.

1855 WIXTHROF Braddoctfs Exfied. 17 The throng of Hano-
verian favorites around their alienigenate king.

tA lieni'loquy. Ods~ [ad. med. L. alienilo-

quiuin, f. alien-its foreign + loqui to speak.]
* A

talking wide from the purpose, or not to the matter
in hand.' Bailey ij.u ; whence in Ash.

Aliening (
t"Uicnirj\ vbl. sb. [L ALIEN v. +

-ING 1
.] ALIENATING; the action of estranging,

estrangement; or of transferring to another owner.

1382 WYCLIF Job xxxi. 3 And alienyng to men werkende
wickedacsse. 1494 FABYAN vn. 577 Ye olde mayre and
shryues contynued theyr offyces to the termys accustomed
of theyr alienynge. 1642 ROGERS Namnan 409 For the

aliening of his heart from the Protestant Religion. 1768
BLACKSTOSE Coinm. I. 303 In order to prevent such idiots

from aliening their lands. 1875 POSTE Gains u. (ed. 2) 164
A power of aliening from all who . . might succeed by descent.

Alienism (/* liftuz'm). [i.
ALIEN* sb. -r -ISM.]

1. The position or profession of being an alien, or

foreigner in a country.
a. 1816 JOHNSON N. Y. Rep. 381 in Pickering 31 The

prisoner . . suggested his alienism, which was admitted.

1854 KAIKES ting. Const. II. 370 L.) They were generally
justified on some pka of war or alienism. 1879 Gto. ELIOT
Tluo. Suck 342 Their monetary hold on governments is

tending to perpetuate in leading Jews a sp.rit of universal

alienism euphemistically called cosmopolitanism).
2. The study and treatment of mental diseases.

1881 The Nation i Dec. 433/1 As surgery is the very best

department in medical science in this country [U. S.], alien-

ism is the very worst.

Alienisparsison (3elM~ni,spausis?n). [f.
L.

alicn-tis foreign + spars-its rare + sott-us sound. The
L. alienisparsisomts was used by Dr. J. D. Rhys in

his Welsh Gram. 1592 ; the Eng. first as under.]
In Welsh prosody, a diphthong found only in

foreign words, followed by such a consonant group
as -rs (gravisparsison) or -dr, -gr (fortisparsison) ;

as in the word stars = Eng. charge.
*&5& J- WILLIAMS Gram. Edeyrn 207 A syllable which has

its beginning strange, and ends with a fortisparsison or gravi-

sparsison .. is called alienisparsison.

Alienist (<?''lienist). [a. mod. Fr. alicniste: see

ALIENATION 4 and -IST.] One who treats mental

diseases ;
a mental pathologist ; a ' mad-doctor.*

1864 Soc. Sc. Rei.1. I. 447 A distinguished alienist, and
Member of the Belgian Lunacy Commission. 1881 ROMANES
in Nature XXV. 193 All alienists are agreed as to the greater

frequency of mental alienation in the summer season.

Alienor (^'-licnai, -o-u). Also 6 -our. [late

Auglo-Fr., for earlier alienour = Fr. alieneu/', f. ali-

gner : see ALIEN v. and -OR. Correl. with alienee^}

One who transfers property to another.

1552 HutOET, Alienour, alienator. 1649 SELDEN Laws of
Eng. i. Ixvi. (1739) 152 Lands or Tenements aliened to a

Religious House shall escheat to the Lord, if the Alienor

take the same back to hold of that Lord. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Cotnnt. II. 291 For the alienor himself to recover lands

aliened by him. 1876 K. DIGBV Real Prop. ii. 8. 93 Con-

veying lands by means of a fictitious or collusive suit, com-

menced by arrangement by the intended alienee against the

alien or.

Alienship (^lienjip). [f.
ALIEN sb. + -SHIP.]

The condition of an alien or foreigner.

230

1875 Daily Ncivs 12 Oct. 3/1 French :>ailors do not some-
how attach any idea of alienship to these peoples.

t A'liet. Obs* [ad. med. L. alietus, or aliaettts,

a. Or. d\(-aTos sea-eagle ; applied in Middle Ages
in somewhat random fashion to other Falcon

/r/?r.]

A bird of prey ; in Wyclif put for the osprey or sea-

eagle ;
in Her. a merlin or a sparrow-hawk.

1388 WYCLIK Lev* xi. 13 An egle, and a grippe, aliete and
a kyte. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. JK. xn. iv. (14951 412
Alietous and a fawcon is all one byrde. 1610 G\VIU.IM Displ.
Her. in. xx. (1660) 223 The AHet is a bird of little power ;

And little birds are all he eats and doth devour. 1783 BAILEY,
A let, the true falcon of Peru, that never lets ner prey
escape.

t Alrety. Ot>s.~ [ad. med. L. alietat-ew, t.alitis

other: cf. varius, variolas, variety, and see -TY.]
The condition of being other or different.

1656 liLouNT Glossogr., AlU'ty, otherness; a term in Philo-

sophy. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stffp., Altcrity amounts to
the same with what others call aliety, alietas.

t AU'ffe, A&1 Obs. [Prob. formed on lief dear,
but confused in form with life V quasi

' as one's life.']
In phr. To love alife : to love dearly.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (16341 II. 86 Saffron loueth a-life to

be trampled and trod vpon. 1603 Plntarc/is Mor. 136
A busie fellow loveth a-life to step secretly into a house.
1611 COIGR. s.v. Parcssenx, The sluggard loues alife things
done to his hand. 1693 \V. ROBERTSON Phrascol. Gen. 1325
I love that a- life ; I am willing unto this.

Alife (abi-f), adv.- prop.///;-. IdiaL [A/r^/.1

in + LIFE
; a modem formation on the same ele-

ments as ALIVE.] In life.

1864 MRS. LLOYD Ladies of Polear. 40 Unless God keep
her alife.

Aliferons (ali-feres),a. rart-. [f. late l^.alifer

wing- bearing + us.] Bearing or having wings.
1731 in BAILEY; whence in JOHNSON, c.

AIiform (Hif(5iim), a. [ad. mod. I,, aliform-is,
f. dla wing + -formis : see -FORM. Cf. Fr. aliforme]
Wing-shaped.
1836 TODD CycLAnat. fy Phys. I. 546/2 A very thin dilated,

aliform margin. 1882 SLADEN in Jrn. Linn. See. XVI. 228
Lateral aliform extensions.

1- Ali'ft, v. Obs. [f. A-/vr/ ii + LIFT.] To lift.

1590 in Right Religion A iij b, Kneele downe, shead teares,
alift heart, and pray. 1606 C/u>ice, Chance, $ Change (1881)

75, I saw her come to life againe, when her eies alifted vp,
she sighed out, oh friend art thou aliue?

Aligerous vali-d^eras), a rare-*, [f. L. aliger

wing- bearing -t- -ous.] Bearing wings, winged.
1731 BAILEY; whence in ASH, etc.

Alight labi't),^.
1 Forms: i aliht-an, 2~4ali3t-

en, 4 alyjt-en, 4-5 alight-e(n, 5 alyght(e, 7 alite,

5-alight. Pa.t. 1-3 alihte, 3-4 aligte, 5-6 alight,

alyght, 6- alighted, (9 alit). Pa. pple. 1-3 aliht,

3-4 ali$t, aly;t, 4-5 alight, 5 alyght, 6- alighted,

(9 alit). [OK. alihtan, f. h- pref. i +lihtan : see

LIGHT zU]
I. Referring chiefly to the action : To spring.

1. To spring or jump lightly downfrow (0/"obs.)
a horse ; hence, To dismount from a horse or de-

scend out 0/3. conveyance.
ciooo^LFRicCrrtiw. xxx. 3. 191 Dtssilio t ic of alihte. 1*50

LAYAM. 26337 Adun hii gonne alihte of hire gode stedes. c 1300
Beket 1854 Of his palefrai heali3te adoun. ("1450 LONELICH
Grail Iii. 585 Down he alyhte of his rownsy. Ibid. xxv.

151 He ne dorste . . owt of his sadil alyhte. 1475 CAXTON
Jason 10 b, Peleus and Jason were alighted from their hors.

1530 PALSGR. 420/2, I alight downe of a horse. 1578 T. N.
tr. Conq. Vtf, India 321 And he alyghting from his horse.

(11674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. III. xiv. 404 His Majesty
alighted out of his Coach. i699DRYDEN fr'lowerff Leafyn
The victors from their lofty steeds alight. 1857 DICKENS
Lett. (1880) II. 31 Station-masters assist him to alight from
carriages. 1863 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Monast. Ord, 36 The
emperor has just alighted from his charger.

f 2. To spring lightly, to vault on or upon, to

mount. Obs.

ciTfioSirFemtnb. 2938 And wan Ro[land]wasonhis[stede]
aly3t i to is felawes banne asede. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas.
xxxin. vi

p
I alyght anone upon my gentyll stede.

1 3. To spring forth. Obs.
r 1450 LONELICH Graalll. 156 From that there cam a roser

ful stronge . . As on tre owt of anothir scholde alyht.
II. Referring chiefly to the result : To land.

4. To get down from a horse or conveyance ; to

dismount or descend for the time
; to finish one's

ride, stop.
1205 LAYAM. 26618 Heo letten alle }>a horsmen i

J>an
wude

alihten. 171300 Florizfy Bl. 21 At Jje selue huse hi bu)> ali^t

J>at blauncheflur was ^at oj>er ni^t.
c 1386 CHAUCER Clcrkes

T. 925 Abouten undern gan this erl alight. 1480 CAXTON
Ckron. Eng. ccxliv. 300 Tney come rydyng thurgh the Cyte
of london vnto seym poules and ther they alyght. 1598
BARRET Thtor, Warres iv. i. 101 That if occasion be offered,

euery mounted souldier may alight, 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V.

n. ix. 87 Madam, there is a-lignted at your gate, A yong
Venetian. 1659 'n R-ushw. Hist. Coll. I. 77 Being alighted at

the Palace-gate. 1678 Yng. Mans Call. 364 She was fain to

alite under a hedge, and there to trim her self as well as she

could. 1742 RICHARDSoN/Viwi*/a III. 351 We alighted, and
walked a little way. 1834 DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 224 He happens
to alight at an inn. 1871 JENKINSON Eng. Lakes (1879) 200

On alighting at the Threlkeld station cross the line.

tb. To stop in a course or journey, to arrive.

Obs. rare.

1596 SPENSLR F. Q. i. xii. 25 Fast before the king he did

alight.

ALIGHT.

+ 5. gen. To go or conic down, to descend. Obs.
i ii^S Lamb. Horn. 79 pes Mon )>het a Hhte from Jerusalem
m toierico. c\vy*Ancr. R. 248 God Almihti .. alihte adun
to helle. fia6o Signs be/. Judgem. in . . P. (1862) 7 pe
grace of ihsu . . mote a mang vs nupe alijte. ciyo Cast.
Leve 653 He . . That from hevyn to erthe alyjht. a 1420
OccttVK /?*.. Print. 1141 Right as she made meclymbe
on hight . . so she may make me alight. 1483 CAXTON (/.

tie la Tour g viij b, As soone as she was a lyght out of her
child bedde.

6. To descend and settle, to land on one's feet

anywhere (and so contrasted \\ lib.falling) \ hence,to
land on a spot by floating, flying, or falling lightly,
as a bird from the wing, a snow-flake, etc.

1297 R. GLOVC. 433 After J>at our Lorde was In hys moder
al>3t. c 1314 Guy ll'arur. 270 Opon Sir Gy, that gentil
knight, Ywis, mi love is alle alight. 1320 Cast. Love 1291
pulke God alle ping dihte pat in pe swete Mayden alihte.

(1450 LONELICH Grail xii. 208 Goddis sone of hevene, That
into pe maide alyhte. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. iii. 20 The
heavie hap, which on them is alight. 1816 J. WILSON City
of riague ii. ii. 192 A wondrous bird That ne'er alights to
fold her win^s. 1818 BYRON Mazeppa xviii, I saw his wing
through twilight flit, And once so near me he alit. a 1849
FOE Angel of Odd Wks. 1864 IV. 308, I alit upon my feet.

1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. 18. 124 A grey cloud alighted on the
shoulder of the Lyskamm.
7. To fall (on or itpon} as a blow, or projectile,

to descend and strike, arch.

ri3oo in Wright Pop. Sc. 136 No wonder ^3 hit smite
harde per hit do]> alijte. a 1700 DRYDEN < J. t, Storms of stones
. . Pour down and on our batter'd helms alight. 1824 WIFFEN
Tasso's Jerus. Deliv. xi. xxxv, A huge round reck . . upon
his crown Alit, and rudely beat the' heroic soldier down.
8. To land, fall, or come upon anything without

design ; to light upon. rare.

1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. IV. 549 By good fortune .. I

alighted on a collection of MSS. in the State Paper Office.

t Ali'glit, v* Obs. [} f. A- pref* i + LIGHT vt,
OE. lihtan ; or LIGHT a. But cf. OE. gtlthtan,
which may be the actual source

; see A- pref. 6.]
To make light, or less heavy ;

to lighten, alleviate

(a burden) ; to relieve (the bearer).
[<:88s K. ALFRED Past. Care 159 Donne hie willaS him

selfum Saet yfel . . ^elihtan. a xooo Laws Penit. iq (Thorpe
II. 286) Mid xxx m^ssan man msej gelihtan xii mon3a festen.
1 1230 Ancr. R. 3^6 pet ich beo ilihted of hore heuinesse.]
1388 WYCLIF Is. ix. i The lond of Zabulon . . was alijted
ether releessid, 1393 COWER Cottf. II. 278, I might Some
of my grete peine alight. ^1449 PECOCK Repr. v. xiii. 550
For this. . cause of aligting poor men. 1483 CAXTON G. de la
Tour A vij b, She wende to alyght her euylle and her synne.
t Alrgh.t, z>.3 Obs. Forms : i a!6oht-an, alyht-

an, alihtan, 2-3 aliht-en, alyht-en, 4 alijt-

en, aly3t-en, 4-7 alight(e, (7 adlight). Pa. t. 1-3
alihte, etc., 3-4 alijte, 4-5 alight, 6-7 alighted.
Pa. pple. i alihted, 2 aliht, 4-6 alight, 6-7 a-

lighted. [Probably the two OE. verbs a-lihtan

(?with A- pref. i
; cf. OHG. arliuhtan, mod.G.

erleuchten} and on-lihtan (see K-pref. ?), both 'to

shine upon, light up,' are here represented, if indeed
the solitary OE. instance of alihtan be not merely
a later form of onlihtan.]
1. To light, light up, illumine.
c 1000 Ags. Metr. Ps. cxxxviii. (-ix.) 10 pu pa onlihtest niht,

pat hedbyo daege gelic. cioooMLTRicGen. i. 15 Andhiz..
alihton pa eorpan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn, 185 pu . . hauest afiht

mi hester heorte. 1340 Ayenb. 109 pet pe holy gost pus wille

alyhte pe herte. i393GowER Conf. II. 183 A fiery piller hem
alight. 1577 tr. Bnllinger's Decades (1592) 550 To goe
about with a tallow candle to helpe or adlight the sunne
at his rising. 1634 Malory s Arthur (1816) II. 216 They
were alighted of the grace of the Holy Ghost.

2. To set light to, to light (a fire, etc.).

1340 Aycnb. 66 Huanne me aly}i pet uer. t 1400 Lay le

Don Qnix. (R.) Having . . alighted his lamp.

Alight (alai't), a. [app. orig. pa. pple. of

ALIGHT v$ (under which see quot. dated 1175);
but placed by form-assoc. in the same series with

a-Jirc, a-blaze, a-slcep^ a-live, i. e. onjtre, in a blaze,

etc., and so now used only predicatively, whereas
it was formerly attrib. also.]
1. Lighted, kindled, in a flame ; on fire. Also^g".
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. \. 208 A brason vessel . . Alight

atte nyght. 1675 T. BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 242
To see all the world on a-light fire about them. 1743 BOLING*
BROKE Rent. Hist. F.ng. Pref, A Beacon to be kept con-

tinually alight. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marble Farm (1879) I.

xx. 202 To set alight the devotion of the worshippers. 1863
SALAC/I//. Dang. III.v. 156 She was alight, and ran about the

scene, screaming piteously. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights fy

Ins. iii. 18 The girls, ofcourse, were all alight about it. 1878
HUXLEY Physiogr. 82 The number of gas-burners, lamps, or
candles alight. 1882 R. STEVENSON New Arab. N. II. 90
The whole pavilion . . had gone alight like a box of matches.

2. Lighted up, illumined. Alsoyf^
1

.

1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poctsfa Some marbles are
like new dropt snow, and some Alight with blackness. 1861
THA.CKF.RAY Four Georges iii. (1862) 169 The chapel was
scarcely alight. 1881 SHORTHOCSE j. Inglesant II. i. 6 All

alight with the morning sun.

t Ali'ght, ppl.a. Obs. [pa. pple. of ALIGHT v.1]

Alighted, dismounted, arrived,

r 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 722 Whan we were in that hostelrie

alyght. 71469 GREGORY Hist. Coll. (1876) 188 Anon as he
was a lyght of hys hors, he was arestyde. 1626 SHIRLEY
Maid's Rf^'. n. i, A pretty, handsome stripling new alight.



ALlGHTEtf.

f Ali'ghten, t'. 1 Obs. rare 1
. [Secondary form

of ALIGHT vl Cf. the following, and see -EN -.] To

alight, dismount.

1697 Lond. Gaz. mmmcccxH, i The Recorder also aliglitning,
. . the Proceeding from thence to Whitehall, was in manner

following.
t Ali'ghten, v-~ Obs. [Secondary form of A-

LIJHT ^.-; cf. LIGHT v?, LIGHTEN, and see -KN'-i.]

To lighten, relieve.

1530 PALSGR. 420/2, I alyghten of a burden or conforte in

distresse. i66a FULLER H^ortku'si.zZz On the fifth day Mr.

Hedly died, whereby their Boat was somewhat allightned.

1781 BURNS Corr. (1846) 284 When for an hour or two my
spirits are alightened.

f Ali'ghten, ^-3 Obs. [Secondary form of A-

LIGHT z>. ;* Cf. LIGHT v$ lighten, enlighten ;
and

see -EN 2.] To light up, illumine, enlighten.

1382 WYCLIF i Cor. iv. 5 Schal ali^tne the hid thingis of

derknessis. a 1547 EARL SURREY Aeneid iv. 9 The next

morow, with Phebus laump the earth AHghtned clere. c 1630

JACKSON Creed iv. 11. iv. Wks. III. 257 Beseeching him to

alighten their hearts.

Alighting (abi-tin), vbl sbl [f.
ALIGHT ZM +

ING 1
.]

The action of descending or dismounting;

descent, landing.
1297 R. GLOUC. 430 In he . . enleue hondered $er & seuene

of our Lorde alyjtyn. 1548 W. THOMAS /fa/. Diet., Sct'sa,

the alightyng or commyng downe. 1631 SALTOSSTALL Pict.

Log. E iij b, At your first alighting hee straight offers you
to see a Chamber. 1704 Lond. Gaz. mmmmlii/r At Her

alighting out of the Coach. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver in. ii. 182,

I . . was drawn up by pulleys. At my alighting I was sur-

rounded by a crowd of people.

t Alrghting, vbL s6.2 Obs. [f. ALIGHT v.3 +

-ING!.] The action of setting a light to, or kind-

ling ; fig. an incentive.

1340 Ayenb. 221 To moche drinke and to moche ethe is

grat alijtinge to be uere of lecherie.

Align, -merit, variants of ALINE, -MENT.

!1 Aligna'tion. rare. [?Fr., i. aligner to ALINE
RATION.J

= ALLINEATION, ALINEMENT.
1866 SALA Barbary 331 Alignation is doing its best to spoil

Oran structurally.

A'ligreek. rare 1
. [A corrupt form of It. alia

Greca, or of Fr. transl. a la Grecqitc\ the moulding
is in Fr. called simply Grecquc] A inlander, fret,

or *key* pattern; 'Greek fret' or 'Greek border.'

[Archit. Pnbl. See. Diet. s.v. Mxander, As guiilochis or

nteandres are known in Italy as alia Greca, so the word

grecque is likely to remain in France the technical name of

the meandre.] 1873 BURTON Hist, Scot. I. iv. 156 A moulding
. . called technically the single meander and the allgreek.

Aliicide (/'liiais^Ul). nonce-ivd. [f. L. alias

another + -tide ; in allusion to SUICIDE.] Murder.
1868 Punch 19 Dec. 263/1 To take a mad freak . . and

commit suicide or alncide.

Alike (abi'k), a. Forms : a. 1-2 selic, 2-4
ilich(e, 5 yleche. . 4-5 alyche (5 alsche, 6

aleeohe). -y. 2-5 ilik(e, 5 illike, ilyke, ylyke,

ylike. 5. 5-6 alyke, 6- alike. [Here, as in ALIKE

adv., two, if not three, earlier words seem blended :

I. Q\L&lie (OS. *//<:, giltc, OFris. geltk, OHG.
g<t-> gi't gci'lih) mod. G.gleick, Goth, galeiks, ON.
gltkr\ f. gc-'. ga- together + lie LIKE; 2. ON.
dlikr (COgn. w. OE. anlic, onllc, Goth, analeiks,

OHG. ana(ga}lik t MHG. aneltc/i}, f. d prep, on,

unto, to f lik like ; 3. The OE. antic itself survived

to 14th c., and would naturally also give alike t

alich, as its later form; see ANLIKE. The mod.
alike seems mainly due to the ON., the ipth c.

repr. of OE. $elic being ilich
\
but the example of

AFFORD, and the a- for^- in s. w. dial., show that

gelic might have given alike independently.]
Like one another, similar, of identical form or

character. (Now almost always predicatively; and

of, or referring to, things in the plural.)
a. 1:950 Lindisf. G. Matt. xxii. 39 De aeftera jelic is Sisum.

c looo Ags. G. ibid., OSyr ys ^ysum^elic. c 1160 Hatton G.

ibid.,Ooer is Jwin gelic. c 1175 Pater N. 38 in Lamb. Horn.

57 And Jns o&r . . Jris is ilich. c xz6o Signs bcf. Jmigm. in

E. E. P. 10 Al we sul ben ilich. 1340 Aycnb. 196 pe poure
Jet is ilich J. c 1400 Beryn 736 Noon to hym Mich of

worship, ne of wele. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 100 Thre wax
candcls . . Every candel y leche of weyjt.

ft. c 1385 CHAUCER Leg. G. Wain. 389 Al be that here stat be
nat a-lyche[f. r. yliche

5
].

y. 1:1175 Lamb. Horn. 151 Under houene ne nan is ilike,

a 1300 K. Horn 502 per was no knijt hym itik. 1391 CHAUCER
Astral, i. xvii. 9 Than ben the daies & the nyhtes illike of

lenghthe, 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowle iv. xxvi. (1483) 71 Tho
two that ben y lyke.
S. 1440 Prontp. Parv. , Alyke or euynlyke, Eqnalis. Alyke

or lyke yn lykenes, Simitis. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. \. i. 56
Mate, twins, both alike. 1756 BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks.
I. 43 High, low, men, women, clergy, and laity, are all alike.

1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778) ft. 87 They are become so
much alike, you can scarce distinguish one shilling from
another. 1812 COMBE (Dr. Syntax) Picturesque vm. 29
Alike the laurel to the truly brave ; That binds the brow or
consecrates the grave. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serin, (ed. 3)
I. xvii. 255 They begin to think all religions alike.

t (Formerly in various other const.) Obs.
1535 COVERDALE Wisd. xi. it Whether they were absent

or present, their punyshmcnt was alyke. 1615 T. ADAMS
Spirit. Nat'. 20 You see the alike distastefulness of the
world and sea. i634CANNE Nectss. Sef>. (18491 46 It is a like

to have no minister at all, as to have an idol in the place of

a true minister. 1637 E\RL MoxNf. Romulus fy Tarij. 12

Children, for the most part, side with the belly; and their

change is easie, where are alike qualities. 1640 FULLKR
Joseph's Coat vii. 11867) r 8i Moses . . made it in all things
alike to the pattern he saw in the mount. 1653ASHWELL Fides

Apost. 102 The Romane-Calholik, who with alike loudnes
and lying proclaimes to the world, etc. 1658 J. R. Monffet's
Tkcat. Ins. 944 This of the male kinde. The female is almost

alike, but somewhat more black. 1680 W. ALLEN Persiu.

fltactfa To consist of somewhat alike mixture as that of the

Jews of old did. 1748 HARTLEY Ohsen>. Man \. Hi. S 2. P 87
Where the Instances are alike . . to that under Consideration.

Alike (abi-k), adv. Forms: a. 1-2 selice, 2-5
iliche, 4-5 ilyche, 5 yliche, ylyche, ylich. $.

4-5 aliche, 5 eliche, alych'e, aleche. y. 35
olike, olyke. 5. 4-5 ilike, ilyke, ylyke, 4-6
ylike. f. 5-6 elyke, elike. . 6 alyke, 6- alike.

[Like the prec. represents two (or three) orig. words:
i. OE. gcliee adv., f. gdic adj. 2. ON. alika adv.,

f. dlikr adj., cogn. w. OE. anli'ce, which may also

itself be one of the sources of ME. aliche. Since

i-ps alike has taken the place of all the ME.
forms.] In like manner, in the same manner, in the

same way, at the same rate, equally, similarly.
a. a xooo Blickl. Hoin. 119 Ne warron 3as ealle ^clice la.nge.

c 117$ Cotton Houi. 219 He ge'5 of be fader and uf }je sune

^elice. c 1175 Pater .V. 60 in Latitb. Hont. 57 His namt; is

hali and cfre wes iliche swiSe. c 1300 Sf. Brand. 714 This
fmt is evere iliclie ripe, and this lond iliche li^t. 1369
CHALTCER Dethe of Bl. 9 Al is ylyche goode to me Joy or

sorrowe wherso hyt be. 1485 CAXTON Trevisa's Higdcn \.

xliv. (1527) 44 All these in Ilondes, Wyjjht, ,\Ion and Man
ben almoost yliche moche and of lyke quantyte.
8. ^1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1477 Al aliche dresset. 1393

GOWER Conf. I. 297 Ever in one aliche hot. 1399 LANGL. Rich.
Redekss \. 66 All eliche grette. (-1440 Morte Arth. 194

Seynecome J?er sewes sere , . Ownd of a^ure alle over and
ardant J>em semyde, Of like aleche ^e lowe launschide
fulle hye. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. Ixxvii. 63 Al shold be

alych hygh.
y. c 1250 Gen.

<5*
Ex. 2024 Al it was him olike Io5. c 1340

noght olyke clere.

bbs MS.) 47 Olyke endelcs wyth his

HAMPOLE Pr. Const. 7560 Alle

c 1430 St. Katherinc (

maker.
6. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xix. 436 Alle tymes y-like. c 1385

CHAUCER Leg. G. Worn. 57 And evene I-like fayr tS; fresch of

hewe. Ibid. 731 And bothe in love I-lyke sore they brente.

1486 Bk. St.Alban's, Fysshyngc 13 Fasten theym in thee

clyftes ylyke streyghte. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Mar.,

My selfe will have a double eye, Ylike to my flocke and thine.

f. a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 51 The gud lady
Meknes bat aye elyke inakis hir selfe lowly, c 1460 Towncly
Myst. 57 A bush I se burnand fulle bryght, And ever elyke
the leyfes ar greyn. 1513 DOUGLAS sErifis x. via, 34 My
fader . . Reputis all elike.

T535 COVERDALE Ecclcs. i.v, 3 It happeneth vnto all alyke.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. \. vi. 148 A lady, that disdains Thee, and
the devil alike. 1667 MILTON /'. L. iv. 640 All seasons and
thir change, all please alike. 1712 STKEI.E Sped. No. 5j
?9 To treat his customers all alike. 1764 GOLDSM. Tni" 1

.

81 Nature, a mother kind alike to all. 1824 I )IDIN Libr.

Conip. 87 He would sacrifice alike logic and candour. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Engf. I. 104 The minister's virtues and vices

alike contributed to his rum. 1879 FROUUE Cxsar ii. 18 I5y

means which demoralised alike the givers and receivers.

Comb, fa-like-minded a., of a like mind, like-

minded.

1638 SANDERSON 21 Serin. Ad Aul. viii. (1673^ 118 The
strong agreed well enough among themselves, and were all

alike-minded, and so the weak among themselves, all alike-

minded too. a 1656 Br. HALL Rein. 82 (T.) I would to God
. . all our brethren of this land, were alike-minded.

fAli'kenesS. Obs. In^olyckeness. [f. ALIKE a,

-T--NESS.] Likeness, similarity, similitude.
c 1400 Circuntc. (Turnb. 1843) 87 Lyke of alyckenes as litt

is devysed That Cryst Jesus . . was truly cyrcumsysed.

tAli'kewise. Obs. Forms: 5 alyke-wise, 6

Sc. elikewise, elykewyse. [f. ALIKE a. T WISE sb.,

way, manner.] Perh. in Promp. Parv. three words,
a like wise,

' in like manner.'

Sibilla Cwmane. 1556 LAUDER Tract. (1864) 34 Rycht as

the sande hour in the glasse, Elykewyse dois thare tyme
heir passe.

Aliment (re'limenO. [a. Fr. aliment (i6th c. in

Littre), or ad. its original, L. aliincnt-utn, f. al-?rc

to nourish : see -MENT.]
1. The material or means of nourishing ; that

which nourishes or feeds ; nutriment, food.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. (in Ashmole 1652) v, 76 Liquors
conveieth all Aliment and Food To every part of Mans
Body. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. (1873) xxv. 15 In the

body there are three degrees of that we receive into it,

aliment, medicine and poison. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

Ep. 378 Poysons may meet with tempers whereto they may
become Aliments. 1682 GREW Anat. Plants Introd. 3 The
Aliment by which a Plant is fed. 1743 tr. Heisters Surg.
1 10 Fluid Aliments, such as Broths or Soups. 1877 HUX-
LEY Anat. Im>. An. iv. 204 A mouth and gullet . . admit
aliment to the digestive sac.

2._/?. That which supports or sustains the mind,
a quality, state, etc. ; sustenance, support.
a 1631 DONNE Serw. Ixxxi. Wks. IV. 8 The world is one

body and Marriage the Aliment. 1665-9 BOYLE Qccas. Refl.
iv. ix. (1675) 224 The means of grace . . are piety's true and

improving Aliments. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 92
Mischief, love, and contradiction, are the natural aliments

of a woman. 1871 LIDDON Elem. Relig. iv. 143 Vice is not

a necessary aliment, it is not even a necessary foil to virtue.

3. Sc. Law and gen. Provision for the mainten-

ALIMENTATION.
ance of any one, called in Eng. Law ALIMONY ;

an

allowance, annuity or pension.
1640-1 Kirkcudbr. \Var-Comm. Mitt. Bk. (1855) 167 Allow,

ing to the said Margaret, for hir and hir childrene thair
aliment and mantenance . . aught hundred merks. 1780
HOWARD Prisons in Eng. fy Wales 6 The e.xpense of suemg
for the iilinienh, 1865 CARLYLE Fredb.Gt. IX. xx. ix. 166
He had some pension or aliment from the Austrian Court.
1881 Fifcshire Jrnl. 15 Jan. 5^5 Inspector of Poor sued
James Baxter for the board of his father in the Poorhouse . .

Decree was given for aliment at the rate of 25. 6d. a week.

Aliment (x'limenO, v. [a. Fr. alimente-r i4th
c. in Littre). Cf. med. L. alimenta-re

t
f. aliment-

ion : see prec.]

1 1. To nourish, supply with food, feed. Obs.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxix. 113 She hathe alymented and
nury.shed her from the owrc of hyr birthe,

2. fig. To maintain, sustain, support.
1663 G. MACKENZIE-: Relig. Stoica (1685* Addr. , There U

Heavenly Mannah enough to aliment us all. 1789 T. JEF-
FERSON writ. 11859* III. 95 They will furnish him money
liberally to aliment a civil war. 1842 CHALMFRS/.^. Rout,
I. -]2 Not fitted to aliment the faith and the holiness.

3. Sc. Law and gen. To make provision for the

maintenance of; to pension.
1629 Marriage Contract in Rep. Hist. MSS. (1871) 168/2

To educate and aliment them according to their rank. 1837
LOCKHART Scott (18391 ^ 32 They would have alimented
the honest man decently among them for a lay figure. 1861

SIR R. PHILLIMORB Intern. Lain 11874) IV- 239 To compel
;in English mother to aliment a child born in Scotland.

Alimeiltal (a-lime-ntal), a. W/>s. [f. ALI-

MKNT sb. + -AL 1
,
as if ad. L. *aliwcntal-is.\ Of or

pertaining to aliment ; of the nature of food ;
fur-

nishing food or nourishment, nutritious, feeding.
1586 HKIGHT Mclanch. iv. 20 Everie parte of that we take

for nourishment is not alimentall. 1646 SIR T. BROWNK
Pscnd. /'./>. Pref., These weeds must lose their alimentall

sappe and wither. 1706 J. PHILII-S Cyder i. 132 At the Foot
of ev'ry Plant To sink a circling Trench, and daily pour A
just Supply of iilimental Streams. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.,

Alimentary, atintcntal, something that relates to aliment,
or food. [Also in mod. Diets.)

Alimentally (.selime'ntSli), adv. lObs. [f. prec.
+ -LY-.] In an alimental manner; in the way of

affording aliment or nourishment ; nutritiously.

1633 T. ADAMS Comm. 2 Pet. t. 6 1 1865) 73 It [drink] servith

alimentaily for the body's strength. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. 85 The substance of gold is invincible . . not only

alimentally in a substantial] mutation, but also medicamen-

tally in any corporeall conversion. [Also in mod. Diets.]

Alime'ntariness. ? Obsr" [f. ALIMKNTAKY
+ -NERS.] The quality of being alimentary.

1731 IiAii.KV, A Ktttfutarvtess, nourishing quality. [Also

in mod. Diets.
]

Alimenta'rious, . Obs. rare 1
, [f.

L. ali-

mentari-us (see next) + -ous.]
= ALIMENTAHV.

1684 tr. Bonet's Mere. Compit. x. 358 The root has some-

thing spirituous and alimentarious in it.

Alimentary (relimc-nt&ri), a. (andj<^.) [ad.

L. aliincntari-us ;
f. aliment-um : see ALIMENT

and -ART.]
1. Of the nature of aliment ;

alimental ;
nu-

tritious.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 30 To restralne the word Hu-
mors to the Afinientarie, and not to include the Kxcremen-
titious. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 513 The alimentary Juyce

passes through the Umbilical vessels. 1746 R. JAMES Inirod.

Monjfet ff B's Health's Intpr. 117461 25 Milk loses . . a great
deal of its alimentary Virtues, if once boiled. 1870 ROLLES-

TON Anim. Life 27 Dependent therefore upon ciliary action

for the injection of alimentary matter.

2. Concerned with the function of nutrition.

Alimentary Cattail the whole channel or passage

through the body for receiving and digesting food

and ejecting excrementitious matter.

1620 VENNER Via Recta Introd. 8 There are some . . waters,

not to be allowed for alimentary vses. 1733 G. CHEYNE

Eng. Mai. \\. viii. 5 (1734) 196 The Alimentary tubes be-

ing the first sensible Sufferers in all Bodily Maladies. 1841
WILSON Anat. I'ade Mcc. 508 The Alimentary canal is a

musculo-membranous tube, extending from the mouth to the

anus. 1865 L. SIMPSON Dining ii. (ed. 3) 27 Physics and che-

mistry have been called in to the aid of the alimentary art.

3. Connected with sustenance or maintenance
;

providing maintenance.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Alimentary La~v was an old law

among the Romans, whereby children were obliged to find

sustenance for their parents. 1831 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XLV.
423 An alimentary pension from his family. 1875 MERIVALE
Gen. Hist. Rome jxv. (18771 524 Supplying the necessities of

the Italians by alimentary endowments.

1 4. Depending on the maintenance of others ;

supported by charity or public provision. Obs.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Trajan was the first that brought

up any of these alimentary boys,

t B. sb. An almsman. Obs.

? 1617 MINSHEV (in WrighO, An Alitnentarie, he to whom
a man giveth his meat and drinke by his last will.

Alimentation (8e:limenk?iJ3n). [ad. med. L.

alimentation-em, n. of action f. alimenta-re : see

ALIMENT v]
1. The action or process of affording aliment ;

nourishment, nutrition.

1656 BLOL-NT Glossogr. , A lintntation> nourishment, or that

causeth or breeds nourishment. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sutf. t

Alimentation is used, by some naturalists, for what we
more ordinarily call nutrition. 1849-52 TODD Cycl. A natt

<J- Physt IV. 1203/2 The tentacula of the Bryza . . arc



ALIMENTATIVE.
subservient to the purposes of alimentation. 187* HCXLLV
Pkysiol. !. 15 The organs which convert food into nutriment
are the organs of alimentation.

2. The process of being nourished, the mode in

which any one is nourished.

1605 BACON Adi>. Learn. (1640) 170 A man that . . hath

thoroughly observed the nature of Assimilation and of Ali-

mentation. i66 Sytva 602 Plants do nourish ; inani-

mate bodies do not; they have an Accretion, but no Ali-

mentation. 1830 LVELL Prim. Geol. (18751 II. in. xliii. 477
That climate . . social condition, alimentation, and mode of
life may have determined originally the diversity of races.

3. The supplying with the necessaries of life ;

maintenance, support.
1590 SwiNBL'RS Testaments 201 As if he did bequeath it

vnto hir for hir alimentation. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp,
(18651 VIII. Ixvi. 193 The alimentation of poor children . .

was extended or increased by fresh endowments.

Alimentative (selime'ntetivl, a. rare. [f. L.

alimentdt ppl.stem vialimtntd-re (see ALIMENT z/.)

+ -IVE.] Connected with the supply of aliment.
1881 HUXLKY in Xaturc No. 615. 346 Abnormal states of

the physiological units . . [or] of their co-ordinating and ali-

mentative machinery.
Alime utativeness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] A
more analogical equivalent of ALIMENTIVENESS.
1850 Pop. Encycl. s.v. Phrenology^ Alimentativeness . . is a

propensity to eat and drink.

Alimenter (se'limentai). [f.
ALIMENT v. +

-KB 1
.] One who, or that which, affords aliment,

or feeds.

1869 Eng. Mech. 24 Sept. 16/1 The automaton alimenter

[for supplying water to a boiler).

Alimenting ,ce Itmentirp, vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. +
ING 1

.] The supplying of aliment ; maintenance.

1696 Lond, Gas. mmmccxxviit/2 Act anent the Alimenting
of poor Prisoners.

Alimentiveness (aelime-ntivnes). [f. adj.a/i-
mentive (not cited; +-NES.S. Cf. the more analo-

gical ALIMENTATIVE, and mod.Fr. alimentivit^
The instinct which impels an animal to seek food,

to which some have assigned a special 'organ' in

the brain.

1815 COMBE Syst. PhrcnoL ied. 5* I. 280 Dr. Hoppe con-
siders that the organ of Alimentiveness is likewise the organ
of the sense of taste. 1845 I'tstig. Creat. led. 31 327 The
alimentiveness of such animals as the dog . . can be pam-
pered or educated up to a kind of epicurism.

1 Alinie'lltous, a. Obs. [f. Fr. alimcnteux,
f. aliment, as if f. L. *alimentosus : see -ous.]
^ALIMENTARY.
1662 H. STL-BBE Ind. Xectar \: 78 This was refrigerating,

and very alimentous. 1727 BRADLEY Fat. Viet. s.v. Dis-

tilling^ Several [waters] are medicinal and alimentous.
"

A'limon, sb. Herb. Obs. [Apparently a. Gr.

ciV/iop,
' a shrubby plant growing on the shore,

perh. salt-wort,
1

Liddell & Scott ; prop. neut. (sc.

ipvrvv] of aAi^os maritime. Confused by early
herbalists with Gr. d\l^of,

'

banishing hunger/
whence this attribute ascribed to the plant.]
A plant fabled to dispel hunger ; perh. Atriplex

halimus of the Levant, identified by modern bo-

tanists with the aXi/toy of the Greeks.

1571 HOSSEWELL A rinorie in. I7b, Gesantean AHmon proper
. . The Herbe aforesaide, which he beareth, is of that na-

ture, that it will not surfer them that taste it, to be hungrye.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny 116341 H. 128 Ther is an herb . . called
Alimon : about which writers haue erred not a little.

Alimo'nious, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

ALIMONY +

-ous: cf. ceremonious^ Supplying nourishment
or sustenance.

1659 Lady Alimony v. vi. in Hazl. Dods. XIV. 366 Ali-

montous wages To feed their boundless riot ! 1666 G. HAR-
VEY ^for^^ts Angl. (J.) They are incapacitated of digesting
the alimonious humours into flesh.

Alimony ^ai'limani). [ad. L. alimonia nutri-

ment; f. al-cre to nourish : see -MONY.]
1. Nourishment

; supply of the means of living,
maintenance.

1656 COWLEV Avarice {1710'' II. 755 To see, that he should
not want Alimony befitting his Condition. 1684 tr. Band's
Merc. Comfit, vi. 193 Thai she may have strength against
both her enemies, she has need of more ample Alimony.
1726 AYLIFFE Parerg. 58 These words Alimony and Victuals
are used in a larger Acceptation, and denote all kind of

maintenance whatever . . as Meat, Drink, Cloathes. 1827
GES. P. THOMPSON Ext'rc. (1843) IV. 543 Paying each of the

members of the aristocracy an alimony from the public purse.

1876 E. MELLOR Priestk. ii. 50 The age and character they
[widows] must bear before they are entitled to such bene-
volent alimony.

*>-fig-
1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy Commim. L i. 18 These men

will allow the Sacraments to be . . spiritual alimony, a 1670
HACKET Cent, Serni. 287 His benediction is alimony enough
though there were no meat in the world.

2. esp. The allowance which a wife is entitled to

from her husband's estate, for her maintenance, on

separation from him for certain causes.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. 58 He should appoint the said
Kmnie Pinkney reasonable Alimony. 17*1 MRS. CENTLIVRE
Marplot n. i. 143 A wound m the reputation of an English
woman, they say, only lets in Alimony. 1858 LD. ST.

LEONARDS Handy Bk. Prop. Law xn. 73 The Court can
direct the husband to pay alimony.
t Ali'mp, v. Obs. rare. [f. \-pref. I intens. +

LIMP.] To befall, happen (to any one).

222

cl alamp. 1205 LAYAM. 18053
pa while him a-Iomp [1250 bi-fulle] wurs.

t Ali'ne, adv., prop. ////-., Obs. [A //</.
1

in-f-

LINK.] In a line.

1391 CHAUCER Astrol. n. xxxviii, Draw a strike, euene
alyne fro the pyn vn-to the Middel prikke.

Aline, align (aUi-n), v. [ad. mod. Fr. aligne-r,
f. a to + ligner, ad. L. linea-re to line, f. linea a
LINE ; prob. due to phrase a ligne,

' into line.' As
line is the Eng. spelling of Fr. ligne and ligner,
there is no good reason for retaining the unety-
mological g in the derivative : see ALINEK.]
1. To range, place, or lay in a line

;
to bring

into line.

1693 EVELYN Dt la Quint. Compl. Gard. Diet., To Aliru,
is to range, level, or lay even in, and to a strait and direct
Line. Said of Walls, Rows of Trees, and sides of Banks,
Allies, or Beds, which is performed with Lines fastened to

Spikes fixed in the Ground or Wall. 1863 R. BURTON Abeo-
kuta II. 135 Trees, so aligned that they presented a sharp
edge to the gales. 1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks vii. 53 The
cobweb is aligned on one of the faces of the crystal. 1881

Daily News 15 Sept. 3/4 The route will be in parts aligned
and widened.

2. intr. (for re/I.) To fall into line.

1877 KINGLAKE Crimea <ed. 6' IV. xiii. 415 The array in

which Dundas consented to align with the French.
3. To bring two or more points into a straight

line; spec, said of bringing the 'sights' of a rifle

into line with the mark, so as to aim straight.
1860 Hunt. Grounds O. World Ser. i. xxvi. <ed. 2) 506

' Aim-
ing drill

'

. . teaching him how to
'

align
'

his rifle, or
' aim '

correctly at a mark. 1861 J. MACGRECOK in Jrnl. Sac. Arts
\ X. 477/2 A slight stoop of the head enables the eye to align
the sights and the bull's-eye.

b. To get or take in a line with something else,

as e.g. to hit with the same shot.

1853 K.ANK Grinnell Exp. xxxvii. '1856) 338 Regretting
that my one ball could not align his mate.

Alineation, variant of ALLLNEATION.
Alinement .al.-H-nim'iit . Alsoaligiie-,alline-,

alignment, [a. Fr. alignemcnt, f. aligner : see

ALINE and -MKNT. The Eng. form alinement is

preferable to alignment, a bad spelling of the Fr.]
1. Arrangement in a straight or other determined

line; mode of arrangement in lines, concr. A line

of things arranged.
1790 ROY in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 133 The deviation from

the allignetnent horizontally or vertically. 1809 J. BARLOW
(.'olmnk. v. 93 The crossing streets in just allinement run.

1839 MCRCHISOX Silttr. Syst. \. xxx. 401 Which range from
N.E. to S. W. in allinement with the other ridges. 1853
K.ANK Grinnell Exp. xli. 11856.1 375 The alignment of the

hills shows a northward drift. 1875 MLKIVALE Gen. Hist.
Rome Ixxviii. 118771 66 1 It was for this and other sacred
ceremonies that its width and straight alignment were main*
taintd. 1881 Xatitre XXV. 99 Archaeological researches
in the alignments or stone avenues of Kermario.

2. spec. Arrangement of soldiers in a line or lines
;

concr. a military 'line.'

1808 Trial Gt-n. ll'hitelocke L ;>8 We were obliged to re-

occupy our original alinement and position for pickets. 1816

JAMKS Mil. Diet. fed. 4) 10 The alignement uf a battalion
means the situation of a body of men when drawn up in

line: The alignancnt of a camp signifies the relative posi-
tion of the tents, &c. so as to form a straight line from given
points. xSaoG. GLEIC Ckelsea Pensioners (iZ^o} 80 We had
not assumed our ulignement many minutes. 1860 SIR R.
WILSON Jm'tis. Russia 35 Its alignment had been pierced,
and it> communications obstructed. 1882 Standard 20 Nov.
5/6 Getting the Guards into their places in the general
ttlignt'inent on the Mall.

3. The drawing of a straight line in such a position
that it shall pass through a particular point.
1869 l:ng. JAv//. 24 Sept. 6/1 What is known as allinement

drawing imaginary lines through two stars, and produc-
ing such lines until they pass close to, or through, others
which we are seeking to identify. 1869 DUNKIN Midn.Sky
146 The stars. . are very easily found by alignment.
b. concr. A line (of section) through fixed points.
1879 C. KING in Casselfs Tcchn. Edttc. IV. 116/1 It adds

much to the value of the plan if a section of the survey on
any given alignment be given.

4. The action of bringing into line
; straightening.

1879 C. K.iKG'mCcissf/1's Techn.Educ.lV. 149/1 The straight

edge of the ruler being used to guide the alignment. 1881

Daily News 15 Sept. 3/4 Between St. Mary-at-Hill and the

Ship Tavern extensive alignments must take place.

Aliner (alai-nw*. [f. ALINE v. +-ER!.] One
who lays out things in lines, or brings them to a

straight line.

1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Compl. Gard. Dict.^ A liners

are . . Men imployed in the abovesaid work of Ranging, or

Levelling Rows of Trees, Walls, &c. It were well our

English Gard'ners would naturalize those two Words, not

being otherwise able to express their signification without
a Circumlocution, and having with less necessity naturalized

many other forreign terms, without so much as altering their

Termination, which m these I have made perfectly English.

Aliped (aliped), a. and sb. [ad. L. aliped-ew,
f. a/a wing + ped-em foot.]
A. adj.

1. \Ying-footed, having wings on the feet, like

the figures of Mercury ; tiencc, swift-footed.

1731 BAII.EY and 1775 ASH, Alipcde, nimble, swift of foot.

2. Zool. Having the toes connected by a mem-
brane which serves as a wing, as in the bat.

1847 'n CRAIG.

ALISPHENOID.

B. s&. An animal having the structure described
in A 2 ; a cheiropterous animal.
1847 in CKAIC.

Alipite (x 'lipaitl. J//. [mod. f. Gr. dAur-ijs
without fat, not greasy + -ITE.] An apple-green,
non-unctuous, earthy mineral, containing about 33
per cent, of Oxide of Nickel ; placed by Dana in

his Dioptase group of Hydrous Bisilicates.

Aliquant ice-likwant), n. Math. [a. Fr. ali-

quante, ad. L. aliqiiant-itni somewhat, a certain

amount of
;

f. ali-iis some or other -f quant-us how
great, how much.] In the phrase aliquant part :

Contained in another, but not dividing it evenly,
and so opposed to aliquot.
1695 W. ALINGHAM Geoin. Kpit. 17 An Aliquant part is a

lesser Number in respect of a greater, when it doth not
measure it exactly, as 3 is an aliquant part of 7, because it

is not contained precisely any Number of times in 7. [Simi-
larly in JOHNSON, ASH, CRAIG, etc.]

Aliquot (.JE'likw/t), a. and sb. Math. [a. Fr.

aliqiiote, a. L. aliquot some, so many, f. a/t'-tis some
or ether + qiiot how many.]A aJj. In phrase aliquot part : Contained in

another a certain number of times without leaving
any remainder ; forming an exact measure of.

1570 BILUXGSLEY Euclid v. def. i. 126 This . . is called . . a

measuring part . . and of the barbarous it is called . . an all-

quote part. 1672 Phil. Tram. VII. 5153 The Aliquot parts
or Just Divisors. 1695 W. ALINGHAM Geom. Efit. 16 An
aliquot part is a lesser Number in respect of a greater, when
it measures it exactly, as 2 is an aliquot part of 6, because
it is contained just 3 times in it. 1757 Jos. HARRIS Money
ff Coins 9 None of our coins are aliquot or even parts of our

weights. 1849 MRS. SOMKKVILLE Connex. Pliys. Sc. xvii. 157
Un the string at the half, third, fourth or other aliquot points.
B. sb. An aliquot part.

1610 HUALEY St. Aug., City ofGod 434 This kinde of part
we call an aliquote. 1777 SIR W. JONES Ess. ii. 196 Acces-

sory sounds . . caused by the aliquots of a sonorous body
vibrating at once. 1866 SIR J. HEKSCHEL Pain. Lect. Sc. 423
The length of any object stated to contain a given number
of such units or its aliquots.

tAli'ry, adv. Obs. rare- 1
. [See LiRY.] Of the

legs: ? Across each other.

1362 LANC;L. P. PI. A. vn. 115 Summe leiden J>e legges a-

liri [t
p

. r. a lery, a lyry] as suchc losels cunne.

Alisauncier, oLs. form of ALE.\ANDEB(S.
t Ali'SC, Z'- Obs. rare.

[f.
A- pref. 1 (or 6) +

OE. hlis-ian to fame.] To report, name by report,

allege by rumour or report.
c 1305 E. E. Foetus ti262. 67 So pat me nute maide non'

alised a,e be.

Alish (?' lij), a. [f. AI.E + -ISH. Cf. watcrisA.]

Having somewhat oi the qualities of ale.

1707 J. MORTIMER Husb. (J.) Beating down the yeast gives
it the >weet alish taste.

II Alisnia ^li rma). Bot. [a. L., a. Gr. aAitr^a
a water-plant mentioned by Dioscor.] A genus
of aquatic endogenous plants, the t>pe of N.O.
Alisitiafese; applied esp. to the species A.l'lantago,
a plant common in ponds and ditches.

1736 BAILEY Hoitsch. Diet., Alisma . . is sudorifick, and
dissolves coagulated blood. 1863 O. M ERtDlTH A ing of
Amasis \. ii. ii. 112 Upshoots, with graceful pyramid of
white thick-clustered flowers, the delicate alisma.

Alismaceons (a-lizm^i'Jss), a. Bot. [f. prec.
+ -ACEOUS.] Of or belonging to the X.O. Alis-

inacetv or Alismads.

Alismad iSli-zmad). Bot. [(.
ALISMA + -AD.]

A plant of the order Alismacese : see ALISMA.

1847 CRAIG s.v. A lismacev. Such plants
as the Ranunculus

farnassifotins are hardly distinguishable from Alismads.

Alismal (,ali zmal), a. Bot. [f. ALISMA + -AL'.]
Of or pertaining to alisma ; epithet of Lindley's
alliance of plants containing the alismads and
kindred orders.

Alismoid (ali rmoid), a. Bot. [f.
ALISMA +

on>.] Alisma-like.

Alisonite (a-lisansit). AIin. [Named after

Mr. R. E. Alison of Chili; see -ITE.] A variety of

the Sulphid ore COVEI.LITE found in Chili.

1837-80 DANA Afin. 84 Alisonite is an indigo-copper, con-

taining a much larger proportion of lead than the canlonite.

Alispheno- (aslisfrno), combining form of

ALISPHKNOID a., as in alispbeno-parietal.
1866 HUXLEY Prch. Rent. Caithn. 153 No observer . . says

a word about either the alispheno-frontal, or the alispheno-

parietal, sutures.

Alisphenoid (rclisfrnoid), a. and sb. Pliys.

[mod. f. L. a/a wing + SPHLK oil), f. Gr. ff^fo-

tiSrjs wedge-shaped.]
A. adj. Forming the wing of the sphenoid bone

at the base of the skull, or pertaining to this part.

1846 OWEN in AV/. lirit. Assoc. 179 'Alisphenoid' seemed
to retain most of the old anthropotomical term of '

alsc

majores,' or wings 'par excellence' of the os sphenoideum.
1864 HUXLEY in Reader 19 Mar. 365/1 The constant union

of the alisphenoid with the parietal bones. iSSi MIVARI Cal.

477 The passage thus enclosed called the alisphenoid canal.

B. sl>. An alisphenoid bone.

1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. f; Phys. IV. 1207/2 The longer

basisphenoid, and shorter alisphenoids. 1866 HUXLEY Prch.

Rein. Caithn. 150 The sutures surrounding the alisphenoid
. . have been prematurely ossified in the Neanderthal skull,



ALISPHENOIDAL.

Alisphenoidal (re^lisf/noi'dal), a. fhys. [f.

prec. + -AL.] Pertaining to the wings of the sphe-
noid bone.

1849-54 TODD Cycl. A Hat. *f Phys. IV. 1298/1 Alisphenoidal
. .

air-c_ells,
1866 HL-XLEY 1'reh. Ron. Caithtt. 153 If all-

sphenoidal synostosis is the cause ofihe frontal depression of

the Neanderthal skull.

Alit, poet. pa. t. and pa. pple. of ALIGHT z;. 1

tAli'te,//"'. Obs. A merelygraphic combination

for a lite = !L little, used in I4th-I5th c. See LITE.

(1374 CHAUCER Troylns in. 1568 O, ho so seeth you,
knoweth you but alite ! 1494 FABVAN vn. 431 Fortune,
whiche sharpe was with stormys not alyte.

t Ali'the, f. 1 Obs. [f. t^-pref. i away + LITHE,

OE. HSan to go, pass.] To pass away, go away.
1205 LAYAM. 3970 J?aseoue }er weoren aliSene. Ibid. 12041

pe wind gon d) alioen [1250 alegge], & |>at weder leoSede.

t Alithe, v.'i Obs. In i a-leoi-an. [Lh-pref.i

away+//ff, LITHE, limb. Cf. ta-iitAien.] To tear

limb from limb, dismember.
a 1000 C/EDMON Cm. (Grein) 177 He 9xt andweorc of

Adames lice aleooede. 1250 LAYAV. 25929 Nou haue|? he . .

mine leomes alibede [1205 al to-leoed].

1 Ali'tion. Ol>s.rare~ 1
. [f.

L. alit-
ppl.

stem

ofaf-ereto nourish + -ION1 , as if ad. L. *alition-cm.'\

The action of supplying nourishment ; alimentation.

1650 BLXWER Anthropomtt. xvii. 171 Hunger . . is the

work of nature . . admonishing us of alition.

Alitrunk (jHitronk). [f.
L. a/a wing -t- truiic-us

trunk.] The segment of an insect's body to which

the wings are attached ; the thorax.

1816- 43 KIRBY&SPENCE /;/. III. 531 The wing trunk,
a happy term, which I have adopted and latinized calling
it the alitrunk.

f A'liture. Obs.~ [ad. L. alitnra, f. alit- ppl.
stem of al-lre to nourish : see -u BE.] The process
of nourishing ;

nourishment.

1721 in BAILEY ; whence in JOHNSON.
t AlitU'rgesy. Obs. [ad. Gr. dAeiTOup-y^u/a,

f. u priv. 4- \f<Tovp-/t-ftv to fill a public charge : see

LITURGY.] 'A franchisement, or exemption from any

publick office or charge.' Bailey 1731 ;
Ash 1775.

-ality, comp. suffix of sbs. -Al, + -ITY, after Fr.

alite, ad. L. -alitat-em ;
as L. liberalildt-cut, Kr.

libjraliti', liberality, the quality of being liberal.

t Ali've, V. Obs. Forms as in Li VK.
[f.

A- pref. I

intens. -i- LIVE, OE. libban. Cf. Ger. crlcben.] To
live. (prop, trans.}

1:885 K. ALFRED Oral. I. ii. 2 Hy . . on bilwitnesse hyra
lif alyfdon. <""75 Lamb. }Iotn. 109 junge monnan mei
tweonian hweSer m miften alibban.

Alive (abi'v), adv orfreJ. a., orig. phi: Forms :

a. 1-3 on life, 2-7 on liue, 4-6 on lyue, on lyve,
6 onlyfe. ft. Contr. : 3 oliue, 3-7 aliue, 4 olyve,

olyfe, 4-6 alyve, alyue, s, a lyff, 6 alyfe, 6-
alive. [A prep.1

- on, in + ME. live, OE. life, dat.

sing, of llfLlFK. Here, as in the pi. lives and the

vb. live, the_/" between two vowels took the voice-

sound v, while /"final remained in the nom. sing.

This disguises the fact that a-live is only a short-

ened form of on life in life. The fuller form on

live was still current in the 1 7th cent.]
1

1. In life ; in the living state : living.
a. a ioooC<DMON(jf. (Grein* 2610 Seoonliie wseswintrum

yldre. 1205 LAYAM. 1378 Wei wes him on liue [1250 aliue].

1387 TREVISA HigJat Koils Ser. V. 159 pey |>at were lefle

no lyve. c i^oGasta Rom. (1879)285 He went and bete him,
and lefte hym halfe on lyve. c 1500 Parttnay 4204 Fair sir,

saue my life, lete me on-lif go. 1576 LAMBAROE Peramb.
Kent (1826) 68 About which time Geffrey of Monmouth was
on live also. 1602 [See 3].

ft. i'i2oo MoralOdw-i, Hwile he beft aliue. {Another MS.
Hwile ?e bu5 a life.] c 1300 Buket 67 Whar he scholde alyve
this Gilbert fynde. c 1400 Dcstr. rroy xxiu. 0549 Achilles

. . Might socour his Soudiours, & saue horn alyue. c 1440
Morte A rth. 802 Thus he brittenyd the bere, and broghte
hyme olyfe. 1538 STARKEY Eng. n. ii. 136 Theyr parentys
being Alyfe. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. yen. II. ii. 75 God reste

his soule aliue or dead. 1611 BIBLE Josh. ii. 13 Saue aliue

my father. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 254 ^ 2 To be married
I find is to be buried alive. 1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery x.

154 Take your cod whilst alive and cut it in slices, a 1842
TENNYSON May Queen m. i, I thought to pass away before,
and yet alive I am.

2. Often used for emphasis :

'

any man alive,'

any living man whatever, any man in the world.

0x230 Hali Meid. 19 peo beon to alle men oliue iliche

meane. ciqaoDestr. 7y<yxxxn. 12814 Hir brother ho best

louet of buernes olyue. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 793 Glad and

blythe was everyche a lyff. c 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. 535 Ouer
hard to eny man on lyue. 1552 LYNDESAY Monarch? 5062
To peirs the hartis Off euerilk Creature on lyue. 1711
STEELE Sped. No. 167 p 3, I should be the most contented

happy man alive. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Andi Alt. Part.
I. xxii. Si There is no assignable cause i man alive cannot
tell a reason why.
b. Hence, as intensive or expletive, colloq.
a 1845 HOOD Agric. Distress vi, Says he,

' no matter man
alive !

'

1857 DICKENS Christm. Carol. 43 Why, bless my
heart alive, my dear, how late you are ! a 1860 in Bartlett

Diet. A mer. s. v. Sakes, Why, sakes alive ! do tell me if Enos
is as mean as all that comes to.

3._/ff. in reference, e.g. iojire, courage, discontent,

fame, memory, or anything which is liable to sub-

side, fail, or decay : In full force or vigour, unex-

tinguished, unabated, unforgotten.

223

1602 CAREW Cornwall 38 b, Cornish gentlemen use all pos-
sible remedies . . to keep it on live. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for
M. in. ii. 240 There is scarce truth enough aliue to make
Societies secure. 1756 BURKE Vind. AW. Sac. Wks. I. 61
Our boasted liberty . . has only been kept alive by the blasts

of continual feuds, 1849 MACAU LAY Hist. Kng. \. 74 He
kept discontent constantly alive. 1876 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. III. xiii. 277 The political constitution once common
to every Teutonic people was still alive in England.
4. In the sentient or susceptible condition which

distinguishes life from death
; fully susceptible (to

any sensation or idea) ; sensitive, awake, fully
conscious.

1732 POPIC Ess. Man I. 191 The touch, if tremblingly alive

all o'er, To smart. 1762 FALCONKR Shipivr. (R.t Tremblingly
alive to nature's laws. 1778 BESTMAM PenalLaw Wks. 1843
I. 456 Women . . are more alive to, and susceptible of, the

impression of shame than men. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk.
I. 31 My feelings were yet alive on the subject. 1878 Bosw.
SMITH Carthage 139 Both sides were fully alive to the vital

importance of the crisis.

5. In the active condition which distinguishes
life from death

;
full of alacrity, lively, vivacious,

brisk, quick in action. To look alive (colloq.) : to

make haste.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (J.) She was not so much alive

the whole day, if she slept more than six hours. 1824 Miss
MITFORD Village Ser. in. (1863) 108 The most entertaining
person, the most afire of any one I met there. 1835 MAH-
BYAT JOC'. Fa.it/tf. i. 5 We must be at the wharf early to-

morrow morning, so keep alive. 1858 T. HUGHES Scouring
}l'. Horse 29 The Squire . . told the men to look alive and

get their job done.

6. In a state of commotion, stirring, or swarming
with things in motion.
1808 SCOTT Marmion v. vi, All was alive with martial

show. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. II. 361 The whole river

was alive with wherries. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxvi,

362 The hotel was all alive with elderly ladies.

Comb, alive-like a., with all the appearance of

being alive.

1639 J. CLARKE ParcemioL 275 He's alive, and alive-like,

Crotonc salubrins.

t Ali'Ves, adv. phr. Obs. ;
also o lives, etc.

[
=

prec., with gen. lives instead of dat. live. The

gen. was also used alone : see LIFE.] In life, alive.

a 1300 Body $ Soul in Mapes' Poems (1841) 338 Alle the

men that ben o lyves. a 1300 Cursor M, 22849 Pe childir

bat es abortiucs, baa bat er not born o-Hues.

Comb, alives-like a., living-like, lively.

1624 HP. MOUNTAGU Gagg, 100 Epaphroditus was then alive
;

and upon recovery, alives-like.

Alizarate (ali-zar^O. Chem. [f.
AUZARI +

-ATE*.] A salt of aliznric acid.

1875 UK&JJicf. Arts I. 70 Alizarate of potash, from which
the uizarilR may be thrown down as a bright yellow pre-

cipitate.

Alizari (alizii'ri\ [Fr. and Sp., according

to Devic, prob. ad. Arab, al the + 3jLo-C c-acarah

juice pressed out, extract, f. &a$ara to press, extract.

This is confirmed by the variant form azala '

la

graine de garance qu'on apporte de la Turquie
asiatique est appelee azala ou izar? (Bose Diet.

ePhist* naf., in Liltre Supplt.j A commercial
name of the Madder of the Levant.

1850 Bot. Gaz. 84 The madder, called by the ancient
Greeks Erythrodanon, now bears the name of Alizari.

1875 CRE Diet. Arts I. 158 The root of the Rnbia pare-

grina t called in the Levant Alizari^ was the material to

which dyers had recourse, and large quantities of it are at

the present day imported into Europe from Smyrna, under
the name of Turkey roots.

Alizaric (selizse'rik), a. Chem. [f. prec. + -ic.]

Of alizari or madder. Alizaric acid: a colourless

crystallized substance produced by the action of

nitric acid on alizarine or rubian
;
= phthalic acid.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. (1879) I. 113.

Alizarin (ali zarin). Chem. [a. Fr. alizarine,

f. ALIZARI : see -IN.] The red colouring matter

of the madder root (C 14 HgO,) discovered and named

by Robiquet ;
now prepared from anthracene.

1835 HOBLYN Med. Diet., Alizarine, the red colouring
matter of madder. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. (1879) I. 114
Alizarin in the anhydrous state forms red prisms inclining
more or less to yellow. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 70 In 1869
Messrs. Graebe and Liebermann made the important dis-

covery that alizarine might be produced artificially from

anthracene, one of the products of coal-tar distillation.

Alk, obs. form of AUK.

Alkahest (se'lkahest). Also ale-, alch-. [first

used in med.L. by Paracelsus, and believed to

have been arbitrarily invented by him with a form

simulating Arabic. Used in the ?ame forms in

most of the European languages.] The ' universal

solvent' of the alchemists.

1641 FRENCH Distill, v. 109 With his Alkahest [printed
Altahest] all stones . . may be turned into water. 1657 G.
STARKEY HfIntent's Vind. 294 There are noble Arcana's in

Nature preparable by the great Dissolvent, the liquor Al-

chahest. 1705 W. WORTH Cowpl. Distiller 243 The great
Hilech . . of Paracelsus, called by his great Interpreter Van
Helmont, Alkahest, from the German word Al'Sehcst^ which

signifies All Spirit. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Pliilos. 323 The
alkahest, or universal solvent imagined by the alchemists.

b.fc
1831 CARLYLE Misc. (:8s7> III. 167 Quite another alcahest

ALKALI.
is needed. 1866 ALCER Solit. tfat. $ Man IV. 351 An in-

tellectual alkahest, melting the universe into an idea.

Alkahestic (aelkahe-stik), a. [f. prec.
+ -ic.]

Of or pertaining to the alkahest ; all-dissolving.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snfip. s. v., De Bernitz has given

forms and processes of alkahestic liquors. 1775 in ASH ; and
in mod. Diets.

Alkahe'Stical, a. Obs. rare' 1

. In 7 alch-.

[f.
as prec. + -ICAL.] prec.

1657 *J- STAR-KEY Ifclmcmt's Vind. 295, I shall therefore

here not speak of any Alchahesticall preparations.

Alkakengi, variant of ALKEKENGI,
Alkalamide (ce-lkalamoi:d). Chem. [f. ALKALI
+ AMIDE.] A compound uniting the characters

of an amine and an amide, containing both acid

and alcohol radicals, as Ethyl-acetamidc N.C,H,.
C H,O.II.
According to the molecules of ammonia which they repre-

sent, they are /;/<?-, di-
t or tf

>
i~alkafatttidesl

which are

secondary or tertiary according to the hydrogen atoms re-

placed. As there must be at least 2 of these, there are of

course r\o primary alkalamides.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. (1879) 1. 169 [Classification of com-

pound ammonias] 3. Ammonias in which 2 or more atoms of

hydrogen are replaced by acid- and base- radicles. This
division we call alkalanndcs. Ibid. i3o There exists a class

of compounds occupying an intermediate plate between

primary and secondary duilkalamides.

Alkalescence iaH,ale-sens\ [f.ALKAiESCENT,
on the regular analogy of sbs. in -ENCK from adjs.

in -ENT. Cf. mod.Fr. a/ca/escencf.'\ The process
of becoming alkaline ; also ALKALKSCKNCV.
1746 R. JAMES Introd. Mmtjfet's Health's hitpr. 35 The Al-

caleseence of animal Aliments. 1807 DAVY in /'////. Trans.
XCVI 11.41 Oxygen . . tin.- principle of acidity of the I'Veni h

nomenclature, might now likewise be called the principle
of alkalescence.

Alkalesceiicy (selkale'sensi). [f.
as prtc , on

regular analogy of sbs. in -NOV.] The tendency
to become alkaline ; slight alkaline character.

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 333 Disorders spring from
an alcalescency of the humours. 1809 I'KAKSON in /'////.

Trans. XC1X. 338 Affording no signs of alkalescency. 1826

PARIS Diet % 126 1828) 146 Writers on dietetics have des-

canted very learnedly upon what they please to term the . .

alkalescency of certain aliments.

Alkalescent ^a-lkaUrscntX a. and sb.
[f.

Ai.-

KAI i, as if ad. L. *alkalescent-emt ]>r. pple of an

inceptive *alkalcscei c, analogous to act'Sici-c to be-

come sour, etc. Cf. mod.Fr. alca/csecjit.']

A. adj. Becoming ortending to become alkaline;

of a character incipiently or slightly alkaline.

1732 AKBUTHNOT Rnlfs Diet 255 All Animal Diet is Anti-

acid or Alkalescent. 1756 C. IAC:AS J:sa. ll'a/i'rs I. 186

Medicines which are chiefly alt-aline or alcalescent. i8ai

SHELLEY Lett. (1852.1 II. 259 Nothing but alcalescent water,

B. sb. An alkalescent substance.

1750 PKINCLE in /'////. Trans. XLVI. 555 Carrots, Turneps,
Garlick . . and Colewort, were tried las Alcalescents).

Alkali re -Ikali). Foims: 4-; alcaly,-ie, alkaly,
8 alcali, ^-9 alkali. II. alkalis, sometimes -ies.

[a. Fr. alcalit
ad. (ultimately) Arab. ,JLJ1 al-qalty,

the 'calcined ashes' of the plants Sa/sofa and Sa-

licornia, f. ^ qalay to frj', loast in a pan : hti.ce

transferred to the plants thtmselves so employed.]
1. otig. A saline substance obtained by lixiviating

the calcined ashes of marir.e plants ; soda-ash.

(1386 CHAUCER Chan. Yttn, Irol. ty 7'. 257 Salt tartrc,

alcaly [7'. r. alkaly, ali.aly, alcalie], and salt preparat, And
combust mat feres, and coagulat. 1471 RIPLEY Cotnp. Alch.
in Ashm. 1652 v. 190 Sal Alkaly, sal Alembroke, sal Attinc-

karr. 1578 LYTE Dcdoens 116 The axsen or asshes whiche
are made of burnt Kali, is called in Latin of the Alcum-
istes and Glassemakers Alttnten Catintitrt, but the Salte

which is made of the same Axsen, is called Sal Alkali. 1610

B. JOKSON Alc/um. i. iii. (i6i6'6i6Ypu shall deale much,
withmineralls.. I know, you have Arsnike, Vitriol, Sal-tart re,

Argaile, Alkaly. 171* tr. Powet's Hist. Drags I. 102 They
make of this Salt a white Salt call'd Salt of Kali or Alkali.

2. Bot. The plant Saltwort (Sa/so/a A'a/z] ; from

the ashes of which (or of the allied Salsola Soda]
the original Alkali was derived.

1578 LYTE Dodoens 115 It [Salsola Kali] is the right Kali

or Alkali of the Arabians : some call it in English Salte-

worte; we may also call it Kali or prickled Kali. 1753
HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. iv. xiv. 250 We found it to le . .

the small sort of kali (or alkali
t glass-wort : the ash of this

is used in making glass and soap).
1861 Miss BEAUFORT

Egypt. Sepnl. I. xv. 337 The ' hashish el kali
'

which covered
the ground . . the plant from the ashes of which they make
potash for soap.

3. Any substance possessing the characteristics

of soda, i.e. a caustic or acrid taste, the power of

forming a soap with oil, and of effervescing with

or neutralizing acids.

In early chemistry alkali was supposed to be a specific

substance, which existed, A/.r/(in soda, potash), Volatile

(in ammonia). Duhamel 11736) showed that there were dis-

tinct alkalis, and these were distinguished as Mineral al-

kali (soda), Vegetable alkali (potash), Animal alkali (am-

monia).
i6ia WOODALL Sttrg. Mate Wks. 1653, 259 Paracelsus term-

eth every vegetable Salt Alkaly. 1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1055

of the fire, which were (before burning) volatile. i68a GREW
Anat. PI. Lect. ii. i. 8. 340 The predominant Salt in most



AT.KAL-IC.

Minerals, and parts ofAnimals, is an Alkaly : in the former,
usually a fixed ; in the latter, a volatile Alkaly. 1685 BOYLE
Min. Waters^ Strong Spirit of Urine, and uthervolatile Al-

caly's. 173* ARBUTHNOT Rules Diet i. 246 Mulberries pec-
toral, corrective of the bilious Alkali. 1748 HARTLEY Obsery.Man i. i. i. ? 5 The effervescence which attends the Mix-
ture of Acids and Alcali's. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Wafers I. 9
Native or Mineral alcali is the basis of common salt. 1788
AUSTIN in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 381 A very pungent
smell of volatile alkali is immediately perceived. 1822 IMI-

SON Sc. ff Art II. 4 If some oil and some alkali be put to-

gether they will unite and form soap. 1825 MACAI'LAY Ess. t

Milton I. 7 The conflicting ingredients, like an acid and an
alkali mixed.

^* fis-
1702 Eng. Theophr, 141 The church of England generally

preaches alcali's, the Presbyterians acids.

5. Comm. Any form in which the substances

above mentioned are used in commerce or the arts,

or manufactured from other substances ; once

given specially to an impure soda, now applied
both to caustic soda and caustic potash, and other

alkaline products.
1822 IMISON Sc. $ Art II. 168 The alcali is one of the

chief articles of expense used in bleaching. 1876 URE Diet.

Arts I. 71 Of alkali manufactured in the United Kingdom
the following quantities were exported. Ibid, III. 861

Before the passing of the Alkali Act, or at least before the

introduction of the Alkali Bill into Parliament.

6. Mod. Chem. A series of the compounds called

BASES, with well-marked characters, analogous to,

and including soda, potash, and ammonia; they
are highly soluble in water, producing caustic or

corrosive solutions, which neutralize strong acids,

turn vegetable yellows to brown, reds to blue, and

purples to green ; in the decomposition of a com-

pound they are relatively electro-positive.
' In its most restricted, but most usual sense, it is applied

to four substances only : hydrate of potassium (potash), hy-
drate of sodium (soda', hydrate of lithium ilithiai, and hy-
drate of ammonium iwhicn maybe supposed to exist in the

aqueous solution of ammonia). In a more general sense it

is applied to the hydrates of the so-called alkaline earths

(baryta, strontia, and limei, and to a large number of organic
substances both natural and artificial, [called] alkaloids and
ettnntonintn bases. The first four bodies are sometimes

spoken of as alkalis proper, when it is wished specially to

distinguish them from the other bases.' WATTS Diet. Client.

Hence, Fixedw Mineral alkalis, the hydrates of the metals

above-named; Vegetable alkalis, the alkaloids; Organic
alkalis

t
all the organic bases containing nitrogen, whether

of vegetable or animal origin.

1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. 20 The fixed alkalies which
were formerly regarded as elementary bodies, it has been

my good fortune to decompose. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chem.

(18791 117 The relations of the alkalis to other substances

lead to the representation of them as hydrates, or as water
in which half the hydrogen is replaced by a metal or com-

pound radicle. The earliest addition made . . to the old list

of alkalis was morphia . . This was the first organic alkali,

or alkaloid, which became known. 1875 URK Diet. Arts I.

71 Modern chemists regard all organic alkalis as derived
from the type ammonia or oxide of ammonium.
7. Comb, alkali act (see quot.); alkali-albumen,

-inate, a precipitate thrown down from an albu-

minous fluid treated with dilute alkali, and neutral-

ized by dilute acid ; alkali-metal - ALKALINE
metal ; alkali-waste, a by-product obtained in the

manufacture of soda ash, consisting of sulphide of

calcium ; alkali-work, a manufactory where the

alkali of commerce is prepared, or where carbonate

of soda is prepared from common salt.

1875 URE Diet. Arts III. 861 The Alkali Act of July 28,

1863, is 'An Act for the more effectual condensation of

Muriatic Acid in Alkali works.' An alkali-work is defined

as 'every work for the manufacture of alkali, sulphate
of soda, or sulphate of potash, in which muriatic acid is

evolved.' 1879 Syd. Soc. Lt.r. s.v., Alkali-albumen is not

distinguishable from Casein, which is also termed the natu-

ral alkali-albumen. 1878 KINGZETT Anim. Chem. 69 The
organic matter of pancreatic juice contains soluble albumin
and alkali-albuminate.

t Alka'lic, # Chem. Obs. [f. ALKALI + -ic.]
=

Alkaline.

1733 Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 67 Neither . . Acid, nor Al-

calick, but insipid like Talck. Ibid. 68 Neither is it any
ways Alcalick.

Alkalifiable (oe Ikalifai'ab'l), a. Chem. [f.

next + -ABLE.] Capable of being alkalified.

1833 FYFE Chem. (ed. 3) 334 The alkalifiable bodies, or

those forming salifiable bases. 1853 CHAMBERS Introd. Sc.

80 These thirty-one are said to possess an alkaline property
and to be Alkalifiable Bases.

Alkalify (se-lkalifei), v. Chem. [f. ALKALI +
-FY to make. Cf. mod. Fr. ppl. adj. alcalifanQ
1. trans. To convert into an alkali, to make

alkaline.

1831 URE Diet. Chem. 135 The alkalifying property of the

metaL 1839 HOOPER Med. Diet. 65 RIorveau conjectured

hydrogen to be the alkatifying principle.

2. intr. To become an alkali or alkaline.

f AIVa
Tig-

ATI Chem. Ohs. [a. Fr. alcalig&ne,

f. ALKALI + -GEN(E, taken to signify 'producer/]
A name proposed for nitrogen.
1790 KERH tr. Lavoisier's Chem. 52 It was at first proposed

to call it alkaligen gas, as . . it appears to enter into the

composition of ammoniac or volatile alkali. 1879 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Alkaligenc, nitrogen, because it is a chief constituent

of ammonia.

Alkaligenous (aelkalrd^enss), a. Chem. [f.
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ALKALI + -GEN (see prec.) + -oua.] Generating or

producing an alkali, or alkaline qualities ;
as the

alkaligenotis metals.

1846 in SMART, CRAIG, c 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I.

311/1 We shall divide these into three classes; namely,
Alkaligeneous, Calcigeneous, and Metals proper.

t Alkalimeter (selkali-mftai). Obs.
[f.

ALKALI
+ -METER. Cf. Fr. alcalitnttre.'] An instrument for

ascertaining the amount of alkali in a solution.
1828 S. GRAY Operat. Chem. 473 An alkalimeter of M.

Descroizilles, for the purpose of ascertaining the strength
of alkalies. 1873 WATTS Fojvncs' Chem. I. 335 The alkali-

meters commonly used contain 50 cubic centimeters.

Alkalime trie, a. = next.

1859 in WORCESTER.

Alkalimetrical (re-lkali|me-trikal), a.
[f.

AL-
KALi + Gr. ptTptK-us of measuring + -AL.] Of or

pertaining to alkalimetry.
1842 GRAHAM Chem. I. 552 The object of an alkalimetrical

process. 1853 THUDICHUM Urine 66 One of the ordinary
alkalimetrical methods. 1865 Reader n Mar. 290/2 When
performing alkalimetrical analyses by gaslight.

Alkalimetry (selkili metric [mod. f. AI.KAI i

+ Gr. -f*Tpia measuring. Cf. mod.Fr. alcalimetric.]
The measurement of the strength of alkalis; the

ascertainment of the amount of free alkali con-

tained in any solution or compound.
1821 BRANDE Chem. II. 354-6 (Article} Alcalimetry, 1827

FAKADAY Chem. ManiJ>. xii. 275 Alkalimetry at present con-
sists in an estimative process dependant upon neutraliza-

tion, and the use of test papers. 1860 Mi's PRATT Chem. I.

735 The valuation of potashes, or alkalimetry.

Alkaline (ae'lK&lain >, a.
;

also 7 alkalin, 8

alcaline. [?a. Fr. aUalin or mod. L. alcalin-iis :

see ALKALI and -IKE.] Of or pertaining to alka-

lis ; of the nature of an alkali.

1677 W. HARRIS tr. Lemcry s Chym. i. ii. 11686) 322 Quick-
lime . . being a substance very Alkalin, the acid points . .

enter into it with force. 1718 J. CHAMBCRLAYNE Relig. Philos.

II. xviii. 6 Volatile and Alcaline Salts. 1732 ARBUTHNOT
Rules Diet 289 Acidity . . is to be cured by an alkaline Diet.

1743 Land. $ Country Brewer in. led. 2> 218 The alcaline
Salt in the Ashes. 1794 J. MUTTON Fhilos. Light^etc. 210
An alkaline salt saturated with fixed air. 1849 MRS. SOMKR-
VILLH Connex. Phys. Sc. xxix. 340 By reversing the poles the
taste becomes alkaline. 1876 PAGE Ath'd. Te.vt'bk. (Jeol.

iii. 70 The alkalis and alkaline carbonates attack many rocks
with great facility.

b. fig.
1818 SCOTT lirt. Midi. 402 A mediating spirit, who en-

deavoured, by the alkaline smoothness of her own disposi-

tion, to neutralize the acidity of theological controversy.
t C. substantivcly. O/'S.

J773 (ft'ntfi'ttt. Jfag: XLI1I. 126 Alkalines cannot be at-

i traded in waters where acids do not abound.

2. Alkaline metals : the metals whose hydroxides
are alkalis, viz. potassium, sodium, caesium, lith-

ium, rubidium, to which is sometimes added the

hypothetical ammonium. Alkaline earths : the

oxides of calcium, strontium, and barium, which
are intermediate in properties between the alkalis

and 'earths' proper. Hence alkaline-earthy a.

1806 DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCVII. 21 Alkaline or alkaline-

earthy bases. 1816 in Faraday's Res. 4 A new point of

analogy between the alkalies and the alkaline earths. 1849
MURCHISON Silitria xii. 307 The terrestrial mass contains
free alkaline metals.

Alkalinity (selkilrnW). Chem. [f. prec. +
-ITY. Cf. mod. Kr. alcalinite.'] The quality of

being alkaline ; alkaline character or property.
1788 PRIESTLEY in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 157, I am still

inclined to think . . that phlogiston is the principle of alka-

linity, if such a term may be used. 1788 CAVENDISH ibid.,

To discover how nice a test of alcalinity the paper tinged
with blue flowers was. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. (1879) I.

120 Some of these [alkaloids) rival potash and soda in the

degree of their alkalinity, while in others the existence of

alkaline properties is barely perceptible.

Alkalinize (Ee-lkalinaiz), v.
[f.

ALKALINE +
-IZE. Cf. latinize] To render alkaline.

1800 W. TAYLOR in Robberds' Mem. I. 344 By alkalinizing
a hyperoxygenated mass of blood. 1876 BARTHOLOW Mater.
Med. (1879) 161 An attempt to alkalimze the urine.

t AlkalinOUS, a. Chem. Obs. rare 1
,

[f.
med.

L. alfalimis + -ous.] Of alkaline character.

1770 MBRIDE in Phil. Trans. LXI. 342 They . . act as

acids, by saturating anything of the alcalinous kind, that

they meet with.

i Alka'lious, a- Chem. Obs. Also ale-, [f.

ALKALI + -ous.]
= ALKALINE.

1703 MORLAND in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1321 Those that . .

affirm, that it is Alkalious. 1754 HL-XHAM ibid. XLVIII.

854 The alcalious salts fix on the sulphur, and unite with it.

t Alka'lizate, ///. a- and sl>. Chctn. Obs. Also

-izat, -isat(e. [ad. mod.L. alcalizat-uw pa. pple.
of alcalizd-rc : see ALKALIZE. Cf. Fr. alcalise'.}

A. adj. Alkalized, alkaline.

i6aa BACON Hen. VII, 47 All sorts of Acid and Alcalizate

Salts mixed with Snow are capable of freezing other Bodies.

1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1055 Of a Volatile and Alcalisate

property. 1673 lliid. VII I. 5187 No Fixt Alcalisat Salt. 1713
SLARF. Aid.XXV 1 1 1.249 Sweetningand Alkalisate Remedies.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stipp., Alkaline is otherwise written,

alcaline, alkaleoits, alcalious, alkalizate, and alcalizate,

which all amount to the same thing.

B. sb. ran- 1
. 'That which has the qualities of

alkali.' Sheridan 1797.
1681 tr. Willis's Kern. Med. ins., Alchalisat, a salt made

ALKANET.
of the herb kali. Also taken and applyed to salts made of
herbs and shells of fishes,

t Alka'lizate, v. Obs. [?f. mod.L. alcalizat-

nni : see prec. Prob. only in pa. pple.]
' To

make bodits alkaline by changing their nature,
or by mixing alkalies with them.' J.
1801 Phil. Trans. XCI. 379 Distilled water, previously

alkalizated
by_

a sufficient quantity of ammonia.

Alkalizateness. Obs.
[f. prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being alkali7ate, = ALKALINITY.
i6j BOYI.F. Orig. Formes fy Qnal., This new Alkalizate-

nesse might proceed from the Ashes of injected coals.

Alkalization (alkabizji-jsn). [n. of action,
f. ALKALIZATE v. Cf. Fr. alcalisation^ The action
of alkalizing, or of conferring alkaline qualities.
1719 QUINCY Lex. Phys. Mtd. n Alcalizaticn is when any

Liquor is impregnated with an alkaline Salt. 1754 HUXHAM
in I'hil. Traits. XLVIII. 850 This chiefly depends on the
alcalization of the nitre. 1807 DAVY ibid. XCVIII. 12 Its

alkalization and combustion in oxygene gas.

A'lkalizei.aHkahiz),!'. Chem. [*.'Fi.al(alise-r,
?ad. mod.L. alcalizd-re : see ALKALI and -IZE.]
To render alkaline.

1749 STACK in t'hil. Trans. XLVI. 186 What can the re-

peated Action of the Fire produce on Salts, in order to al-

kalise them? 1808 Edin. Re^!. XII. 398 An imperfect oxyde
. . which, by degrees, is fully alkalized.

Alkalized kse Ikabizd ), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

Rendered alkaline ; charged with alkaline proper-
ties ; impregnated with alkali.

1725 BRADLEY Fani. Diet. s. v. Rt-stor. Beer, Tortoise-shells,

Crabs-eyes,alcaliz'd Coral. . imb.be and attractthe Sharpness,
and turn it into Sweetness. 1754 HUXHAM in Phil. Trans.
XLVIII. 854 A strong lixivium of fixed or alkaliz'd nitre.

1847 Toon (.jal. Anat. III. 818/1 The alkalized lime.

Alkalizing (.EC Ikalaizirj), ///. a.
[f. ALKALIZE

+ -ING-.J Tnat makes alkaline.

1833 Penny Lycl. I. 341 The alkalis . . do not result from
the action of any specific or alkalizing principle, being very
variously constituted.

Alkaloid (.se Ikaloid). Chem. [mod. f. ALKALI
+ -OID. Cf. mod.Fr. alcaloitie] A body resem-

bling an alkali in properties. Applied gen. to all

nitrogenous basic substances, natural or artificial,

with alkaline reaction (ffitrogen alkaloids}, or to

all nitrogenous organic bases, whether animal or

vegetable (Organic alkaloids} ; spec, to the Vegeto-
alkaloids or Vegetable alkalis, a series of highly

complex organic bases found in many plants, hav-

ing mostly a very bitter taste, and powerful action

on the animal system, the first of which to be dis-

covered was morphine in 1817. Chemically they

may be regarded as substitution compounds of

ammonia. (,The names of organic alkaloids are

regularly formed in -ine, as nicotine, strychnine,

quinine, aconitine, theine.)

1831 URE Diet. Chem. 13 i They are called by the German
chemists alkaloids. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 158 The detection

of the alkaloids in cases of poisoning by them. 1863 WATTS
Diet. Chem. 11879 I- 12 ^^e number of natural alkaloids

now known is very great, and includes many substances
which cannot in anystrict sense becalled alkalis. i874RoscoE
Elein. Chem. 427 The alkaloids act most powerfully on the

animal economy; some, such as strychnine, nicotine, &c. ,

form the most violent poisons with which we are acquainted,
whilst others, such as quinine and morphine, act as most
valuable medicines.

2. altrib. or adj.
1859 in WORCESTER. 1881 T.STEVENSON in Echo n Mar.

3 2 An alkaloid extract which contained a trace of morphia.

Alkaloidal (aelkaloi'dal), a.
[f. prec.-t-ALl.j Of

the nature ol an alkaloid ; pertaining to alkaloids.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1880 B. DYER in Daily A'rws 7 Oct.

6/7 1 he fact . . would rather point to the alkaloidal theory.
1882 T. STEVENSON in Echo 11 Mar. 3/2 The first alkaloidal

extract contained more alkaloid than was accounted for by
the morphia.

t Alkalous, a. Obs. 7-8 ale-, ff. ALKALI +
-ous: cf. ALKALI-OUS.] = ALKALINE.

1683 PETTUS Fleta Min. n. 5 Salts of that Quality are called

alcalous. 1741 Land. $ Country Brtiuer I. (ed. 4) u An
alcalous and balsamic Quality.

Alkamy^e, -anamye, obs. forms of ALCHEMY.

t Alkanamyer. Obs. [f. alkanamy csee prec.)

+ -EK 1
.]

An alchemist ;
or perhaps one who pre-

pared or used the metal ALCHEMY.
1483 Cath. Anglic., Alkanamyer {no Lat.].

Alkanet (e-lkanet). [!ad. Sp. alcaneta (also

arcaneta), dim. of alcana, alcana : see ALCANNA.
The diminutive form was applied to a European

plant yielding red dye, the Anchusa or Alkanna

tinctoria, (formerly sometimes called Alkanna

spuria} to distinguish it from the oriental Al-kanna
= henna. Hence it has been extended to other

species of Anchusa and allied genera. A variant

is OBCANET, a. Fi.trtane'tc, ad. Sp. arcane/a above.]
1. A dye-material obtained from the roots of a

boraginaceous plant, which yields a fine red colour.

13*6 etc. Prices ofForeign Prod, in Rogers Agric. Sf Prices

II. 545 Anno 1326 'Alkanet Jib. fa 1/8,' anno 1334 and 1376
'Alkanet lib. (<< /B.' c 1440 in Hoitseh. Ord. (1790.) 256 Take
alkenet ii penyworth, and frie hit in faire grese. 1601 HOL-
LAND Pliny II. (1634) 96 With an addition of Orchanet it

will be red. 1715 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Lip, Add a little



ALKARGEN.
Dyeing I. Introd. u Others again prepared their cloth with
alkanet. 1876 URE Diet. Arts I. 89 Oil coloured by alkanet
is used for staining wood in imitation of rosewood.
2. The plant whose root yields the dye, Anchusa

or Alkanna tinctoria, N.O. Boraginacex, also

called Orchanet, Dyer's Bugloss, Spanish Bugloss,
and Bugloss of Languedoc.
1567 MAPLET Greene Forest 55 Orchanet, of the Romaines

and Greekes is called Anchusa. 1578 LYTE Dodoens g The
first [of the smal Buglosses] is called in French Orc/tanette,
in English Alkanet, or Orchanet. 1616 SUBFLF.T Countr.
Farms 332 Red [Waxe is made] by putting the root ofAlkanet
vnto common Wax. 1725 BRADLEY Fani. Diet. s.v. Orkanet,
The Orkanet grows in the Southern Parts of France. 1796
WITHERING Bat. Arr.uigeni. II. 226 The root of the foreign
Alkanet that is kept in the shops. 1828 S. GRAY Operat.
Chew. 541 Alkanet root gives a fine colour.

3. Applied to kindred plants: a. Common (Eng-
lish) Alkanet {Anchusa officinalis} ; b. Evergreen
Alkanet (A. sempcrvirens] ;

c. Bastard Alkanet

(Litkosptrmum arvense}\ d. Alkanet (of America),
(L. canescens).
1597 GERARD Herbal u. cclxxi. 657 The Alkanets flower

and flourish in the sommer moneths. 1861 PRATT Flower.
PI. IV. 50 The roots of most of the Alkanets furnish some
.slight degree of red colouring matter.

Alkanna : see ALCANNA.
Alkany, obs. or dial, form of ALKANET.
1741 Compl. Fam. -Piece i. i. 82 Colour it with Alkany Roots.

Alkargen (lka-id.:$en). Chem.
[f. ALKAR(SIN)

+ (OxY)GEtf.] (See quot.)
1877 WATTS F&wnes* Chem. 232 Cacodylic or Dimethyl-

arsenic Acid, also called Alkargen.

Alkarsin txlkausin). Chem.
[f. ALK(ALI) +

AUSTEN ic) -t- -IN, in reference to its preparation.] A
heavy poisonous liquid, spontaneously inflammable,
with disgusting odour of garlic, formed by distilla-

tion of arsenious oxide and dry acetate of potash,

supposed to be a variable mixture of cacodyl and
its oxidation products.
iSsoDAUBENY Atom. Theory \\\. (ed. 2t 219 Cadet's fuming

liquor also called alkarsine. 1875 BLOXHAM Chem. 524 Al-
carsin has the properties of a base ; it is capable of com-
bining with the oxygen acids to form crystalline salts.

Alkatran, early form ofALOHITBAN, Obs,, pitch.
Alke, obs. form of ELK.

II Alkeda'vy. Obs. [ad. (perh. indirectly) Arab.

I al-qadawi, i.e. al ihe + qdfawt of the

CADI or ALCALDE (sc. alqa$r the palace).] The

palace of a cadi or alcalde.

1631 HEYWOOD Maid of West iv. (1874) 313 Fill our Alke-

davy, the great Pallace. Ibid. v. 329 Beare him. hence Al-
cade Into our Alkedavy.

llAlkekengi (^lkrke-nd.5i). Bot. Forms: 5

alkenkengy, 6 alkakinge. 6-7 alkakengie, 7 alka-

keng(e, alcakengie, 8 alkakengi. [med.L. alke-

kengi f. Arab.. i$\ al-kdkanj, al-kakenj, i.e.

al the + Pers. kdkanj a ' kind of medicinal resin

from a tree growing in the mountains of Herat.'

Freytag. 'Nightshade,' Hopkins Pers. Diet. Cf. It.

alcachcngi* Sp. alquequenje, Fr. alkckcngc, which
also appears as an earlier Eng. form.]
1. A plant (Physalis Alkekengi Linn.) N.O. Sola-

naceaf, also called \Vinter-Cherry from its orna-

mental scarlet fruit.

1440 Promp. Parti., Alkenkengy, herbe morub. MoreHa
ritbea. 1551 TURNER Herbal \\. 142 Alkakinge . . hath the
same vertue that gardin nyghtshad hath. 1597 GERARD
Herbal u. Hi. 271 The red winter Cherrie is called . . in

English red Nightshade . . and Alkakengie. 1605 TIMME
Quersit. in. 181 Take of alkakeng berries, twenty in number.

1676 BULLOKAR, Alkakangi. 1742 BAILEY, Alkakengi, winter

cherry, the Fruit of one sort of the Plant Night-shade. 1783
AINSWORTH Thesattr, t Halicacabus, a red winter cherry,
red nightshade, alkakengy.

Alkemy, -enamy(e, obs. forms of ALCHEMY.
tA Iker. Obs. A sort of custard.

1381 Forme ofCury 120 (in Wright; For to make rys alker,
Talc figys and raysons, and do away the kernelis.

/z). Obs. [a.Fr.<j#/rw?jad,

(ult.) Arab. L*jJl al-qirmiz, i.e. al

KERMES.]
1. The Kermes, or Scarlet Grain insect (the female

of Coccus Ilicis}, formerly supposed to be a berry,
and sometimes described erroneously as a 'gall.'
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. 11. v. i. v, Alkermes comforts the

inner parts. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia vi. 216 The , . Fruits
are of many sorts and kinds, as Alkermes, Currans, Mul-
beries, etc. 1718 QUINCY Compl. Dispens. 83 Of Alkermes,
The Juice of the Berries is wonderfully grateful to the
Palate, and a fine Cordial.

2. A once famous confection or cordial of which
the kermes 'berry' was originally an ingredient.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn. iv. ii. 164 Venice treacle, mithri-

date, diascordium, the confection of alkermes. 1626 Sylva
965 Kermes, which is the principal ingredient in their

cordial confection Alkermes. 1692 TRYON Good Hottse-tv.
(ed. 2) i. 6 A rich Cordial of Alchermes that I'll send you.
1704 COCKER Diet., Alkertnes, an Excellent Confection
against swoonings, it is made of Gold, Amber, Pearl and the
like. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v., The confection al-

kerme^has undergone divers changes and censures.

Alkimy, obs. form of ALCHEMY.
VOL. I.
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t A'lkin, <;. Obs. Forms: (i alra cynna, ? alles

cynnes), 2-3 alles cunnes ("), 3-4 alle kunnes,
alle kinne, 4-5 alkyns, alkyn(e, 5-6 alkin, al*

ken. [orig. genitive phrase, sing, or pi., alles cynnes
of every kind,

* omnis generis? alra cynna of all

kinds, 'omnium generum? which being placed
before the noun on which they depended, as alra

cynna fiiglas fowls of all sorts, alles cunnes dcor

beasts of every kind, became treated more or less

as adjs., and finally reduced to alkins, alkin. It is

doubtful whether they occur before noo, though
OE. has phrases parallel to alra cynna in mancgra
cynna -witu '

afflictions of many kinds.' Ps. x. 7.

Modern usage reverses the syntactic relation in all

kind of, all kinds of. See Kix and Kixn.] Of every
kind or sort

; every kind of, all kinds of.

cii7S Lamb. Horn. 79 Alles cunnes wilde dor. cxzoo OR-
MIN 8w Onn alle kinne wise. ^1230 Sf. Juliana 35 Ha
grei'dio be . . Alles cunnes pinen. ^1330 Florice fy at. 793
per was alle kunnes gleo. 1340 HAMTOLE Pr. Consc. 613
Alkyn filthe. I377LANGL. I\ PL B. x. 177 Ofalkmnescraftes-
I contreued toles. 1460 in Pot. Rcl. fy /,. Poems (1866) 105
Alken synnes wer wro3t in me. 1552 LYNDESAY Coutplaynt
300 Wors than thay in alkin thyng.

Alkitran, variant of ALCHITRAN, Obs., pitch.

Alkmuyne, variant of ALCAMYXE.

Alknamy(e, obs. form of ALCHEMY.
All (1), a., sb., and adv. Forms : Sing. I- all

(late \VS. 1-3 eall, eal), 1-7 al (north. 4-5 alle).

PI. 1-5 alle (\VS. 1-3 ealle, north. 2-7 al), 5- all.

For early inflected forms, see below, D. [Common
to all the Teutonic stock, but not found beyond :

cf. OS. all, al, UFris. al, ol, OHO. al (fllfor\ OX.
all-r, Goth, ail-s. Properly adj. but passing on one
side into a sb., on the other into an adv. As an adj.
it usually precedes, but sometimes follows its sb.]

1 A. adj. I. with sb.

1. With sl>. sing. The entire or unabated amount
or quantity of

;
the whole extent, substance, or

compass of
;
the whole.

a. with proper names, names of substances, and

abstracts, all England, all flesh, all wisdom, all

speaking; also with Jay, night, spring, sninHicr,

Lent* August, and other definite portions of time,
886 O. E. Chron., And him all Angel cyn to cirde. a 1000

Metr. Ps. Iv. 9 Ic ealne dig, ecne Drihten wordum weorSi^e.

^1175 Lamb. Hont. 17 prouwede de& for al moncun. ^1175
Cott. Horn. 225 Of ban weard eft 5esta^eled call middenard.

(TI3Z5 E. E. Allit. P. B. 779 In longyng al nyst he lenge^.

i\QQAyenb. 17 To huam alle triacle went in to venym. 1382
WYCLIF Matt, xxviii. 18 Al power is jouun to me, in heuene
and in erthe. i473\VARK\v. Chrou. 3 And so Kynge Edward
was possessed of alle Englonde. 1535 COVERDALE Judg.
xix. 13 Tarye at Gibea or at Ramah allnight. 1611 BIBLE
i Pet. \. 24 All flesh is as grasse. 1665 MARVELL Corr. 50
(1872-5) II. 186, I . . beseech God to continue you in all

health and well-fare. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry fy Mm. v. 79
Horace . . hath set him above the old Philosophers, as a
Teacher of all Virtue. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 576 At
Exeter all Devonshire had been gathered together to wel-

come him. 1862 TRENCH Miracles Introd. 12 This speaking
is diffused over all time.

(b.) All that is possible, the greatest possible.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. i. 57 Sf. I in all haste was sent.

A. And I with all vnwillingnesse will goe. 1879 Wild Life
in S. C. 258 A weasel . . makes all speed into the fern.

b. with a defining word (dem. or poss. adj., genitive
case, etc.) all precedes def. word, or, less usually,
follows the sb.

855 O. E. Chron., Ofer al his rice. 860 Ibid., To allum
bam rice. 870 Ibid., pa Deniscan . , |>a:t lond all ge eodon.
c 1280 A Samiuti in E. E. P. (1862) 7 Of al ^is ioi ber nis

non end. 1207 R. GLOUC. 122 And schewede hem al be wey
wyder he schulde wende. 4:1386 CHAUCER K?its. T. 660
And songen al the roundel lustily. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II,

in. ii. 174 You haue but rmstooke me all this while. 1667-8
MARVELL Corr. 84 (1872-5) II. 231 We are, as for all other

your kindnesse, obliged to you. 1682 DRYDEN Medal 304
Frogs and Toads and all the Tadpole Train. 1830 TF.NNY-
SON May Queen \\. 24 And all the world is still, 1847
Princess i. 193 With all my heart, With my full heart.

c. So when the sb. is understood, as all this, all

that, all mine, allyour friend''s. All now follows

it
;
as take it all (or all of if).

a 700 on Ritthwell Cross, Ic baet a! biheald. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 40 God be al Jis heom haue5 isend. c 1220 Mali Meid.
31 pat neo hit al welde'5. c 1300 Leg . Rood 18 Al hit com of
one more. Mod, All this is distasteful to me. I see it all

now.

t d. Following the. Obs. rare,

1297 R. GLOUC. 367 per nas prince in be al worlde of so

noble fame. <r 1449 PECOCK Repr. 313 Ech preest which
schulde folewe thilk ensaumpling thoru3 the al fulnes and
likenes of it.

fe. Followed by a. Obs. repl. by a wJiole.

"1300 St. Brand. 60 Her 3e habbeth al a 3er meteles i-beo.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3010 A malady . . lastand alle a

ynere. c 1350 Will. Palerne 2215 pet trauailed al a ni^t.
c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 620 She wepeth, wailleth, al a

day or two. 1523 LD. RERNERS Froissart I. liv. 75 Ther
was one [assault] endured al a day.
2. With sb.pl. The entire number of; the indi-

vidual components of, without exception. (All pre-
cedes the sb. or defining adj. ; rarely, in poetry,
follows the sb.).

a. without defining word.

ALL.

878 O. E. C/iron., Him to comon ongen Sumor saste alle and
Wilsastan. ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 296 Wi3 ealle wundela,
genim bas wyrte. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1135
pa bestrede e dai ouer al landes. c izzo Hali Meid. 5
Freo ouer alle fram alle worldliche weanen. 1366 MAUNDEV.
ii. 10 Alle Men knowen not that. 1570 ASCHAM Scholem. \\.

lArb.) 118 Marke all aigcs. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. \. iv. 9
A man who is th' abstracts of all faults That all men follow.

1742 VOL-SG 2\'t. Th. i. 424 All men think all men mortal,
but themselves. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. in. 52 All men have
done, and I like all, amiss. 1860 ABP. THOMSON Laws of
Th. 77. 131 The word All in its proper logical sense means
'each and every;' but it stands sometimes for 'all taken

together.' 1873 SYMONDS Crk. Poets Hi. 89 Theognis bid* his
friend iCyrnu^) be as much as possible all things to all men.
b. with defining word. (Also with sb. understood,

as all those, all mine, all llenry's,}
885 C>. E. Chron .^ And ^a scipo alle gerahton. ciooo,-\g$.

Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 35 Kalle ba ojjre leorning-cnihtas. ^1175
Cott. How. 219 He and halle his ifcren. c 1175 Lamb. //out.

97 Ealle bas bing and moni^e oSre. 1362 LANGL. P. Pi, A.
i. 55, I fonde ^ere Freris, alle be foure ordres. 1660 T.
STANLEY Hist. Phil. (17011 113 i He form'd a Law, which
all the old Men foliow'd. 1782 COWTER "J. Gilpin 114 The
dogs did bark, the children screamed, Up flew the windows
all. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. I. 171 They bad watched
all his motions, and lectured him on all his youthful follies.

C. with a pers. or rel. pron. (In the nom. all was

formerly often prefixed ; e. g. all we, for which the

mod. usage is we allt or all of us.}
1000 /ELFRIC Saints' L. i. 140 Kalle hi sind on Gocle^

esih&e. ^1175 Lamb. Hont. 125 LT re drihten and lire alesend
i-unne us alien, c 1200 Moral Ode 176 Ealle he sculle buder
come. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. liii. 6 Alle wee as sliep erreden.

[1611 Alle we like sheepe liaue gone astray.] 1557 MOKK
Edward I' 11641; 15 The place tliat they al preach of. 1562

J. HEYWOOD Prov, <( Ep. 11867' 79 Euer>- man for him selte,

and god for us all. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, in. ii. 142 Yea, all

of them at Bri^tow lost their heads. 1665 LD. DORSET, To
all you Ladies now on Land. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 93
P i We all of us complain of the Shortness of Time. 1798
COLEKIDGE Anc. Mar. iv. iv, And they all dead did He.

1820 KEATS St. Agnes xi, They are all here to-night. Mod.
We all know him

;
all of us have said so at times; I saw

you all ; I have heard it from all of you. He took down all

our names, or the names of all of us.
' And so say all of us.'

f3. Every. L. omnis, Fr. tout (tout hommc}.
Obs. exc. as in b.
This use, unknown to OE., seems to have begun with

thing, in which the sing, and pi. being alike, atU thing
passed from pi. into coll., and then simple sir.g. In later

times often combined, atthing (cf. anything, something^

M0M/flj)i and used advb. : see below C 2b. A 1C day seems
to be after Fr. tonjours. The extension to all~kin t all-gate t

all vian, all body t etc., seems northern ; aa't/tmg} aa'&odte,

aa'gate, are still common Sc. fur everything everybody, every

way. (See also infra C 2 b.)

TIOOO/ELFRIC Saints' L. \. 136 God aelmihti^ wat ealle bing

toga:dere . . ealle bing be ajfre waeron. ci\i$Laml\ How. 7

Wurfiian alre erest pin feder and bin moder ouer alle eord-

liche t'ing. 1297 R. GLOUC. 371 Edgar Abelyng And kyng
Macolom were J?o glade boru alle byng. ijgSTKKViSA Barth.
D? P. A*, iv, xi, And J>is we see^ al day [ynotidie^ with
oure yen [ed. 1582 this we see each day]. 1526 TINDALE
Phil. ii. 14 Do all thynge [1611 all things] without murmur-

ynge. 1549 Bk, Com. Prayer, Pref. on Ceremonies, Some
bee so newe fangle that they woulde innovate all thyng [1604
all things]. 1556 LAUDER Tract, 144 >our . . dewtie . . That

^e aucht tyll all Creature. 1558 KENNEDY in #W. Sec.

Misc. I. 174 Lat all Christiane man haue refuge to the juge.

1570 ASCHAM Scholem. 62 Good order in all thyng.

b. esp. with kin (obs. : see ALKIN), kind, and

manner.
1366 MAUNDEV. xx. 215 Spices and allemanereof marchaun-

discs. ^535 COVERDALE Josh. iii. 15 All maner watris of

the londe. 1548 UDALL etc. Erasm. Paraphr. Pref. 14 Void
of almaner parciaHtie of affection. 1607 SHAKS. Timon \. i.

67 All kinde of natures that labour on the bosome of this

Sphere, a 1609 ? SHAKS. Lover's Compl. 121 All kind of

arguments. <ri68o UEVERIDCE Serin. (1729) II. 21 Avoid all

manner of evil. 1711 STEELE Spcct, No. 32 ? 2, I shall be

quite .out of all manner of Shape. 1817 JAS. MiLL2?r//. ind.

II. v. iv. 437 Orders which might be construed all manner of

ways. Mod, All kind of drollery.

4. = Any whatever. In universally exclusive sen-

tences or clauses ;
as without all (cf. L. sine omni}.

Now only in such phr. as beyond all question, doubt,

controversy, etc., or where the exclusion is expressed

by a verb, as To deny, disclaim, renounce, all con*

ncxion.

,1400 Apol. for Loll. 72 If l>e kirk, wib out oole autorite,

solempnize matrimoyn forbidun of \>e. general kirk, i 1449
PECOCK Repr. iv. ix.472 Nile ?e swere alwise. 1587 HOLIN-
SHED Scot. Chron, 11806) I. 315 Such of the people as . . fell

into their hands, were slaine without all mercie. 1605 SHAKS.

Macb. in. ii. n Things without all remedie, Should be with-

out regard. 1652 NF.EDHAM tr. Scldens Mare Cl. 75 The

Carthaginians enjoyed the command of the Sea without all

Controversie. 1847 LONCF. Et>. \. iii. 10 Without all guile
or Suspicion .. was he. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 382
He disclaimed all intention of attacking the memory of Lord
Russell.

II. absol.

5. As antecedent to relative : All that, all those,

the accompanying demonstrative having been

dropped from the earliest times before the relative

that ^what obs., cf. Ger. alles was}, which latter is

now often dropped also :

'
all we have

' = all that

that we have.

827 O. E. Chron., Al bzt be su|?an Humbre waes. 874 /;V.,
On allum bam be him Isestan woldon. c 1320 Cast. Lone 535
Ichulle al don )>at bi wille is. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay \.

8 Yee Rivers, and all that euer is. 1607 SHAKS. Tim, iv. ii.

35 To haue his pompe, and all what state compounds. 1667
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cottcettisti, with every poem he writes. i866G. MACDONALD
Ann. Q. Neighb. i. 10,

'
I wanted to see yer fa

was all.'

ALL.
MILTON P.L. ix.sfy To tell thee all What thou commands!.
1690 LOCKE Hum. Underst. Wks, 1727 I. i. iv. n. 25 This
is all could be infer'd from the Notion of a God, 1790 BURKE
Fr. Rev. 43 To derive all we possess as an inheritance from
our forefathers. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xxiii. 17 And all

we met was fair and good. And all was good that Time could
bring.

6. Followed by of: in sing. The entire amount,
every part, the whole ; in //. Every individual, all

the members or examples. (This const, is com-
paratively modern, and is probably due to form-
assoc. with none of, some of, little of, much of, few
of, many of.} Rare, exc. with pronouns, as all of
it, ofwhom, of which, of them.
[See pronominal examples under 2c.J
c 1800 MONTGOMERY Hymn, 'Tisnot the whole of life to live,

Nor all of death to die. 1858 SEARS A than. x. 81 The Sad-
ducees held that all ofhuman existence was bounded between
birth and death.

7. as//. = All men, all people.
f 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark xiii. 37 SoSlice baet ic eow secje,

eallum \Lindisf., Ruskw. allum, Hatt. eallen] ic hit sec^e.
1382 WYCLIF Eph. iv. 6 O God, and fadir of alle, the which
is aboue alle men, and by alle thingis, and in vs alle. 1593
SHAKS. Rich. II, in. ii. 160 Some poyson'd by their Wiues,
some sleeping kill'd, All murther'd. 1611 BIBLE i Tittt.iv.

15 That thy profiting may appeare to all. 1711 ADDISON
Sped. No. 122 P2 Beloved and esteemed by all about him.

1878 Birm. Weekly Post 2 Feb., An inn in Marlborough has
the sign 'The Five Alls.' They are a king, with the motto,
'I govern all;* a bishop, with 'I pray for all;' a lawyer,
1
1 plead for all

;

'

a soldier,
'
I fight for all ;

'

a labourer,
*
I

pay for all.'

8. as sing. = Everything.
nooo /ELFRIC Saints' L. i. 139 God is as^hwEer call. 1470

MALORY Artkur(i&i6) I. 303 But in God is all. 1589 Pap
w. Hatch. (1844)21 Alls as it is taken; marie the diuell take
al. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 105 What though the field be lost?
All is not lost. 1785 CRABBE Xewsp. 235 Something to all

men, and to some men all. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 211

Browning . . draws nearer to the all-for-point fashion of the
. MACDONALD
face, sir, that

b. All but : Everything short of. Hence (ad-

verbially} Almost, very nearly, well nigh.
J598 J. BASTARD in Fair's S. P. II. 306 Man . . All but re-

sembleth God, all but his glasse, All but the picture of his
maiestie. 01678 MARVELL Poems Wks. III. 412 Society is

all but rude To this delicious solitude. 1831 CARLYLE Sart.
Res. 11. ii. in The ail-but omnipotence of early culture. 1862
STANLEY Jew. Ch. (1877; I. v. 87 These were all but unknown
to Greeks and Romans. 1866 PUSKV Mirac. Prayer 12 An
all-but-infinite variety of phenomena. 1878 Bosw. SMITH
Carthage 203 The best and all-but-sufficing answer.

c. And all : And everything else, and everything
connected therewith, et cetera

; hence, Too, also, as

well (especially in dial, speech; Sc. *\Voo'd an'

married an
1

a' '). And all that : and all the rest of

it, et cetera.

<~ 1535 TIN-DALE Wks. 1849 II. ii He will save Devils and
all. 1538 BALE Tare Lowes 1007 The wolle, skynne, flesh

and all. c 1540 CROKE Ps. Ii, The walles, and all, shalbe
made newe. 1662 MORE /$*/</. Ath. ni.x. (1712) 120 Down
came John, Pipe and all. 1681 Trial S. Colledge 29 Jeff.
Who were the All? Dugdale. King and Clergy-men and
all. 1702 DE FOE New Test, in Somers Tracts (1751) III.

14 They did it to Purpose, carried all before them, subdued
Monarchy, cut of their King's Head, and all that. 1828
SCOTT /'". M. Perth I. 37 With smithy, bellows, tongs, anvil,
and all. 1857 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. i. I. 122 '

Region
of subtle sympathies,' and all that.

d. All in all : All things in all respects, all

things altogether in one. Also adverbially and
subst. (See in all below, pd.)
1539 l' great') and 1611 BIBLE i Cor. xv. 28 That God maye

be all in all [WYCLIF, alle thingis in alle thingis, TINDALE,
all in all thingesj. 1596 R. CAREW in Shaks. Cent. Praise 20
Will you have all in all for Prose and verse? i767FoRDYCE
Sertn. Yng. Worn. I. i. 27 Mirth and diversion are all in all.

(21824 CAMPBELL On receiv. Seal xii, The all-in-all of life

Content ! 1824 BYRON Don J. ii. clxxxix, They were All in

all to each other. 1859 TENNYSON Vivien 248 And trust me
not at all or all in all. 1878 Q. Mary in. vi. 136 Their
Flemish go-between And all-in-all.

e. phr. "When all comes (goes) to all : when
everything is summed up, wound up, cleared up,
explained ; when one gets to the bottom of every-

thing. arch.

1519 HORMAN Vulg. 123 Whan it cometh all to all. 1526
SKELTON Magnyf. 1732 For your sake, what so ever befall ;

I set not a flye, and all go to all. 1580 NORTH Plutarch
(1676) 141 When all came to all nothing was done. 1668
PEPYS Diary 19 Aug., When all come to all, a fit of jealousy
about Tom,
0. Hence, in many prepositional phrases.
a. Preceded by above > after, before, beyond, for, =

Everything, (or often) everything else, everything
to the contrary. Hence, after all : after considering
everything to the contrary, nevertheless; once for
all\ once only; for good and all : finally (see GOOD).
z6n BIBLE Hear. x. 10 By the which will we are sanctified

. . once for all. 1712 STEELE Sfiect. No. 462 F i But after
all he is very pleasant Company. 1763 BOSWELL Johnson
(1826) I. 356 Here it is proper, once for all, to give a true and
fair statement. 1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778) II. ii, I

stopp'd to bid her adieu for good and all. 1809 W. IRVING
Knickerb. vn. xi. (1849) 440 Yet after all he was a mere mortal.

1849 MACAL'LAY Hist. Eng. I. 172 Above all, he had been
Jong an exile.

b. At all : In every way, in any way. Formerly

226

affirmatively= altogether, wholly ; now only in

negative or interrogative sentences, or conditional
clauses : e. g. / did not speak at all ; did you speak
at all? ifyou spoke at all.

c 1350 Will. Paleme 283, I be coniure ' & comande att alle.

<ri4oo Epipk. (Turnb. 1843) "o Myrre betokneth to us at
all Of hys monhode that is mortall. 1513 DOUGLAS Eneis
Prol. 34 My waverand wyt, my cunnyng febill at all. 1535
COVERDALE Jer. \\. 14 Saycnge : peace, peace, when there
is no peace at all. 1552-5 LATIMER Serrtt. % Rem. (1845} 52
They were careless at all, they thought all things were cock-
sure. 161 1 BIBLE i Sean. xx. 6 If thy father at all misse me.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 557 If he refuses to govern
us at all, we are not bound to remain . . without a govern-
ment. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. III. xii. 185 Without
any form of trial at all. Ibid. IV. xvii. 55 For that very
cause, it soon ceased to be a garrison at all.

f (.) stibstantively. Obs.

1672 MARVELL Reh. Transp. II. 3 He is so self-sufficient,
and an At -all of so many capacities.
C. For all, adv. and prep., Notwithstanding : see

FOR.

.ii34 [He] smot him so feral his scheld.

1526 TINDALE Acts xvi. 39 They have beaten us openley . .

for all that we are Romans. *6u BIBLE John xxi. u For
all there were so many, yet was not the net broken. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela I. 28 Sit still, Pamela, and mind your
Work, for all me. Ibid. IV. 178 A sad Situation I am in . .

for all that. 1795 BURNS,
' A man 's a man for a' that.'

d. In all : In the whole number, all together ;

also, in whole.

ciTfioSirFcrn>nt>, 4387, V. hundred knyjtis in al bay wore.

1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. III. 363 He lived in alle

bre and sixti ;ere. 1611 BIBLE i Chron. ii.6 Fine of them in

all. 1654 GENTILIS tr. Servita's Hist. Inquis. (16761 870 It

is received either in part or in all, or in part or in all laid

aside. 1856 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 33 'Work, work, work !'

are the in-all and the end-all of existence to him. 1882 Mar.
Ins. Policy, All and every other Person or Persons to whom
the same doth, may, or shall appertain, in Part, or in All.

fe. Mid all (o&s.), with all: f (a.) Altogether,
quite (o6s.); (b.} see WITHAL.

t 885 K. yELFRED Gregory xix. 144 Da hie swuSe stiSliche

arasiad, & mid ealle of3ryscea<5. t~ii75 Lamb. Horn., Mid
allefordon. c 1230 Ancr. R. 100 A grim word mid alle. a 1300
E. E. Psalter xxi. 27 Loove Laverd bai sal with al. 1297 R.
GLOUC. 28 He lette close fuyr in metal quoynteliche withalle.

f. Of all, from its use after a superlative, as in

first of all (see D. II) was formerly used elliptically
= Most of all, beyond all.

1590 MARLOWE Ediv. If, iv. v, Vild wretch, and why hast

thou, of all unkind, Borne arms against thy brother. 1605
ANDREWES Serm. (1841) II. 158 From each part; but of all,

from the last part. 1649 LOVELACE Poems 30 She Whom
thou of all ador'st. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 135 ^4 First

of all by its abounding in monosyllables.

f g. Over all : Everywhere (Ger. iiberall, Fr.

partout}. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 375 Tresour aboute & o^ergod oueral aper-
telycne. < 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 549 Over al there he cam.

h. With all : see e (above) and WITHAL.
III. Combined with other adjectives.

f 10. Emphasized by 'whole : all whole, whole
all (see ALLWHOLE), all and whole, entire

;
advb.

entirely. Obs.

ci449 PECOCK Repr. i. viji. 39 These ij officis maken the
hool al werk. Ibid. \. ii. n It upon which the al hool sub-
staunce of the wal . . stondith. Ibid. u. vii. 177 It is open
ynoii^ to a!le hem whiche wolen biholde al the hool proces
. . But according to the hool al processe. 157-9 W. FULKE
Heskinss Parl. 154 All the whole vpper house is manifestly
contrarie vnto it. 1601 HOLLAND /Ye^y (1634) 1.402 The
lower sort of these trees the floud couereth all and whole.

1 11. All both, all two. Obs. (Fr. tous les deux.}
(1420 Chron. Vilod. 892 pey weron as bleynd all bothe, y

wys, as ever was ony stok or stoune.

12. Distributed to each member or part of the

whole, by the forms all and some (arch.), one and
all, each and all, all and each, all and sundry, etc.

a. Of these all and some (see SOME) has the

longest history.
(-1325 Caur de L. 5846 They that wolde nought Crystene

become, Richard leet sleen hem alle and some, c 1386
CHAUCER Knts T. 1329 These lordes alle and some Been in

the Sonday to the cite come. 1460 Play Sacr. 402 Whyle
they were alle together & sum . . Comedite corpus meum.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxvit. xiii. 637 e, To endeavour and
strain themselves, both all and some [singulis universisque\.
1681 DRYDEN Abs. fy Ackif. u. 457 Now stop your noses,
readers all and some. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. 1 1. in. 478
Two hours after midnight all and some Into the hall to
wait his word should come.

If It has been suggested that in this phrase some
was a corruption of isame (isome) 'together/ but
the phonology shows that it is not so ;

with the

first quot. above cf. this from the same poem :

c 1325 Ceeur de L. 4385 Among the toun folk was no game ;

To counsayl they gaderyd hem insame.

f b. Al and som (some) was also used in sing., as

if confused with /;; = The whole sum, the sum
total

;
advb. entirely. 06s.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 169 pe tale ys wrytyn al

and sum In a boke of Vitas Patrum. c 1380 Sir Ferumb.
3014 He shridde him ber-with . . & clobed him al & some.

1:1386 CHAUCER Wife's T. Prol. 91 This is all and som [v.r.

sum, some, somme]. c 1480 Childe of Bristowe 338 in Hazl.
E.P. P. 123 By that the fourtenyht was come, his gold was
gon, al and some. 1520-41 WVATT Wks, (1861) 173 Hence-
forth, my Poins, this shall be all and sum. 1625 tr. Gon-
salvios Sp. Inquis. Pref., Herein resteth all and some con-

cerning these matters.

ALL.

c. One and all
t all and each, each and allt all and

sundry, all and every.
1513 DOUGLAS SEneis ix. viii. 16 With huge clamours

followand ane and all. 1782 COWPER J. Gilpin 239 And all

and each that passed that way Did join in the pursuit. 1816
SCOTT Old Mart, xxxvi, All and sundry his moveable goods
and gear . . inbrought to his Majesty's use. 1837 J. LANG
AVw S. Wales I. 185 Rendering it virtually imperative on
all and sundry to follow his example.

B. sb. (through the absolute use in A 8.)

1. Usually with pass, pron., as our all : Everything
that we have, or that concerns or pertains to us ;

whole interest, concern, possession, property.
1627 FKLTHAM Resolves Wks. 1677, i. xxxi. 55 He shall not

command the All of an honest man. 1681 NEVILE Plato
Redry. 235 Those matters . . which concern our All. 1707
ADDISON State of War 242 Our All is at stake. 1722 WOL-
LASTON Relig, fi>at. viii. 157 When two persons throw their

all into one stock as joint-traders for life. 1794 BURKE Corr.

(1844) IV. 221 We are, as I think, fighting for our all. 1862
TRENCH Mirac. iii. 143 Whatever it was, it was their all.

b. In this sense it has been used with a//.
1721 MRS. CENTLIVRE Perpl. Lovers \. 267 I'd pluck up a

courage, pack up my Awls and match with him. 1752
FIELDING Amelia vii. iii. (1775) 296 [My father] bid me pack
up my alls and immediately prepare to quit his house. 1763
BICKERSTAFF Love in Vill. 44 So pack up your alls, and be

trudging away. [Still a common phrase in Scotland.]
c. Antithetically, with little.

1631 QUARLES Sampson (1717 280 That little All Was left,

was all corrupt. 1738 JOHNSON London 189 [You] leave your
little all to flames a prey. 1738 WESLEY Hytnn t

'

Long'have
I viewed,' My little All I give to Thee. 1755 JOHNSON
Bosivell 11826) I. 226 No man is well pleased to have his all

neglected, be it ever so little. Mod. Many a struggling
tradesman lost his little all in the fire.

2. Whole being, entirety, totality.
1674 FAIRFAX Bulk $ Sell'. 145 The laws of motion, in the

round All of bodies. 1761 LAW Cotnf. Weary Pilgr. (1809)
86 This pure love introduces the creature into the all of God.
1843 CARLYLE Past, fy Pr. 169 An All of rotten Formulas.

3. \\hole system of things, TO uav, the Universe.

1598 J. BASTARD in Farr S. P. II. 316 Man is the little

world (so we him call 1

, The world the little god, God the
Great All. 1612 WITHER Prince Henry's Obs. in Juven.
(1633)298 Living in any corner of this All. 1649 DRUMMOND
Wks. 1711, 25 Come see that King, which all this all com-
mands. 1714 MANDEVILLE Fab, Beesd-j^\\. 21 The beauti-
ful all, must be the workmanship of one great architect of

power and wisdom stupendious. 1839 BAILEY Festus x.x\\\\.

(18481 329 The atom and the all Commune and know each
other. 1850 CARLYLE Latt.-day Pamph. vi, (1872) 200 No
pin's point can you mark within the wide circle of the All
where God's Laws are not.

C. adv. I. General construction.

1. All adj. is often separated from the sb. which it

defines, by an auxiliary vb. or clause, and so appears
to refer to the predicate; as 'Zion our mother is

all wofull/ where all, originally an attribute or

complement of Zion, comes to be viewed as quali-

fying woful altogether woful.
a 1000 C.EDMON Gen. (Grein) 756 Hit is Adame nu call for-

golden. cuaoOttON 9579 Issraaele beod tatt wass Allwesste
& all forrworrpenn. 1:1220 HaliMfid. 21 Ah al is meidenes

song unlich beose. 1382 WYCLIF Prov. xii. 3 The roote -of

rijtwis men shal not ben al moued. 1483 CAXTON 67. de la
7*our C vij, The lady wente oute of her wytte and was al

demonyak. 1533 MORE Annv. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1557,

1056/1 His exposicion flitteth all fro the poynte. 16x1 BIBLE
Nan. iii. i Woe to the bloody City, it is all full of lyes
and robberie. 1814 BYRON Corsair in. xv. 18, I am not all

deserted on the main. 1826 DISRAELI Viv, Grey vii. v. 405
His Royal Highness all smiles, and his Consort all dia-

monds. 1850 LYNCH Theoph. Trinal xi. 224 Another is all

frivolity. 1879 TENNYSON Lover's T. 59 Six stately virgins,
all in white.

2. Whence, as true adv. modifying adj. or adv.:

Wholly, completely, altogether, quite (cf. ALL- E.

6,7)-
(ziooo Crist (Grein) 1221 Eall aefter rihte. f 1200 Trin.

Coll. Horn. 191 purch onde com dea5 in to be worelde al

umbegonge. 1340 Ayenb. 89 Nou ich be habbe al uolliche

ysseaued bet ich leue. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce I. 392 All othir

contenance had he. r 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. vi. 29 Hyr
chyld-ill al suddanly Travalyd hyr sa angrily. 1541 ELYOT
Image Goz>t. 33 But it succeeded. all other wise.

Count Teckely i. 57 They endeavour all anew to put those

. . in a state uncapable. 1793 SOUTHEY Triumph of Worn.

63 Wks. II. 7 AH hopelessly our years of sorrow flow. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 480 AH at once . . the whole fleet

tacked. 1880 BROWNING dive 28 All-agog to have me tres-

pass.

fb. In this sense all thing was also used. (Cf.
1

nothing loath.') Obs,

1534 MORE Comf. agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1557, 1217/1, I am
not all thinge afearde in this case. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. HI.

i. 14 It had bene as a gap in our great Feast, And all-thing

vnbecomming. 1665 RAY Flora 189 The flowers are not all-

thing so broad.

3. Even, just ; passing into a mere intensive or

emphasizing adjunct. (Cf. ALSO.) arch.

1579 W. FULKE Heskinss Parl. 195 Al bicause he would
not acknowledge the presence of Christ. 1633 P. FLETCHER

Purple Isl. v. Ixviii, All so, who strives . .To tiring his dead
soul to the joyfull skie. 1720 GAY Blackeyed Susan, All in

the Downs the fleet was moored. 1808 SCOTT Marm. i. xi,

He . . Gave them a chain of twelve marks' weight All as he

lighted down.

4. All through, wholly, entirely, without admixture.

1705 Loftd. Gaz. mmmmclix/4 Stolen . . a black Gelding . .

trots all, except forced, and then paces a little. Ibid,

mmmmclv/4 Trots and gallops all. Ibid, mmmmclxxviii/4
Paces all.
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II. Special constructions.

5. All one. t a. All together. Obs. b. (also all a.)

One and the same, quite the same. All of a: see

A adj? 3. (See also ALONE.)
1205 LAYAM. 29080 J?a weoren heo al an. f 1380 WVCLIF

Wicket 5 It is .. all one to denye Christes wordes for heresye
and Christe for an heretyke. 1581 MARBECK Bk. Notes 935
It is all one water whether Symon Peter, or Symon Magus
be christened in it. 1691 RAY Ace. Errors in Call. E. IV.

154 As for the vulgar and illiterate it is all one to them.

170* Eng. Theophr. 1 38 That which a man causes to be done,
he does himself, and 'tis all a case. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe

(1858) 373 It was all one, he could not sleep. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Comm. IV. 20 What persons are, or are not, capable
of committing crimes ; or, which is all one, who are exempted
from the censures of the law. 1829 SCOTT City M. xxxvi,

'
It's a'

ane to Dandie.' Mod. It's all one to me whether I go or stay.

6. Pleonastically in the combinations ALL-WHOLE,
ALL-WHOLLT, ALL-HTTEKLY, q.v. (See also A 10.)

7. With adverbs of degree, all gives emphasis, =

Quite, altogether, as all so, all too. (All so is now
obs., exc. in the combined form ALSO q.v.)
a 1000 Alfred's Dcatli (Grein) 13 Eal swa ^ebundenne.

(izoo Moral Ode 328 Of f>esse riche we bencheS to ofte, of

bare alto selde. (1384 CHAUCER H. of Fame 288 Dido..
That loued alto sone a gest. 1587 HOLINSHEIJ Scot. Ckron.

(1806) II. 175 The King., did send forth, but all too late,

Andrew Wood. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, \: ii. 24 Our argu-
ment Is all too heavy to admit much talke. 1805 SOUTHEY

c in Az. xvii. Wks. V. 322 Give me the boy . . he travels

all top slow. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. (1858) 182 Thy ail-

too Irish mirth and madness. 1840 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc.

(j84z) V. 191 War is all soon enough when it cannot be helped.

8. With adv. the : By that amount, to that extent,

just so much.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. I. ii. 102 All the better: we shalbe

the more Marketable. 1879 TENNYSON Lovers T. 82 He
was all the more resolv'd to go.

9. With adverbs of place: In all directions, in every

part ; as all about, all round. Special idioms are all

along (see ALONG), ALL OUT, ALL OVER, ALL BOUND,
all together or ALTOGETHER, all one or ALONE q.v.

< 1300 Beket 2253 And crope ek as emeten alaboute. Ibid.

820 Seint Thomas was albenethe. 1480 CAXTON Descr.

Brit. 4 Britayne is all aboute xlviii sithe Ixx thousand

paas. 1699 BENTLEY Phalaris 130 He is all-over mistaken,

1879 TENNYSON Lover's T. 75 Beheld All round about him.

10. With conjunctions, t a. With if and though
in if all, though all, all emphasized the supposi-
tion or concession, = Even if, even though. Thus :

If all they keep = if wholly or really they keep, even

if they do keep. Obs.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. 37 pof alle Edgar be gate, Estrild

J?i moder ware. 1366 MAUNDEV. ii. 13 5'f alle it be so, that

Menseyn. 1:1375 WYCLlF..-lte:r/Vi45 Ifal bei kepen neiber.

fb. The more common order was all if, all

though ; the former is now obs., the latter written

as one word ALTHOUGH q.v.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 3045 pe saul, al-if it haf na body.
4:1380 WYCLIF 3 Treat. 17 Al^if theishulen aftirbe dampnyd.
1514 BARCLAY Cyt. <$ Uplandyshni. 41 All if I would, it were
but shame. 1557 Jttgitrtha tPaynell) A ij, All if he haue
power so to do.

f c. With the subj. mood, though or
if, being ex-

pressed by the reversed position of vb. and subject

(as in be they if they be}, were omitted, leaving
all apparently ^although. Thus: albe I=all though
Ibe. 06s.exe. in synthetic phrases ALBEIT, ALBE q.v.
c 1365 CHAUCER A B C 46 Al have I ben a beste in witte

and dede, Yet, Lady \ thou me close in with thyn grace.
(.-1384 H. Fame 1820 Al be ther in me no lustice Me lyst
not doo hyt nowe. c 1386 Pral. 736 Al speke he never so

rudely, ne large. 1532 MORE Conf. TindaleWV.5. 1557, 385/2
All were he neuer so olde eare he were baptysed. 1560 H.
COLE Lett, to Jewel, We brought more than ye were able to

answer, all were it no Scriptures, nor Councels, nor Doctours.

1599 Bp. HALL Satires in. i. 50 All could he further then
earths center go. 1659 FULLER App. Inj. Innoc. (1840) 532
From whence came Smith, albe he knight or squire, But
from the smith that forgeth at the fire.

11. With prep, of extension in space or time, all

gives completeness, as all round, down, over,

through, etc.

1621 MIDDLETON etc. Old Laws v. i, That's equal change
all the world over. 1793 NELSON in Nicolas's Disp. II. ii

The wind all round the compass. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. II. 455 All down the Rhine, from Carlsruhe to Cologne.
1875 HICGINSON Hist. U. S. xxvi, 264 This made a great
excitement all over the country.

1 12. With prep, referring to a point of space :

Quite, entirely. All to naught, to absolute nothing-
ness,

'

away to nothing.' To call all to naught: to

vilify. Cf. 15 below. Obs.

*7S Lamt. Hani. 35 [>u forwuroest eca..al to nohte.

CH30 Ancr. R. 380 [He] tukeS ham alto wundre. f 1300
Beket 23 The Princes Doujter . . that hire hurte al upe him
caste. IJS9 Homilies I. (1859) 134 David, when Semei did
call him all to naught, did not chide again. 1591 SHAKS.
V'en. ff Ad. 993 It was not she that call'd him all to naught.
01617 P. BAYNE Ephes. (1658) 102 Hee . . doth give his son
all to death. i66 BACON Sylva 540 The sap is not so frank
as to rise all to the boughs.
13. With to of the dative inf.: Expressly, just.
1:1300 Beket 99 Red alto afonge. 1607 HIERON Wks. II.

249 The Spirit of God came , . all to shew how these men
were inabled of God.

1 14. All emphasized the particle combined with
a vb. ;

227

c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 76 Al bismotered with his habergeon,

especially the prefix to- = ' asunder
'

(LG. ter-,

IIG. zer-, L. rftrj, as in to-break, to-burst, to-cut, to-

gnaw, to-hcw, to-rend, to-rive, to-shake, to-shiver,

to-tear, to-tread, to-wcnd. Thus all to-broken, (G. all

zerbrocheti}
*

quite broken in pieces.* As these deri-

vative vbs. were at length rarely used without all,

the fact that the to- belonged to the vb. was lost

sight of, and it was written separate, or even joined
to all, as al to-torn, al to torn, alto torn. Obs.
a looo Gregory $ Dial. in. xvi. (Cott. MS. 77 b\ pa;t he sceolde

beon eal to sliten from 5am clifstanum. c 1200 Trin. Coll.
Horn. ii3Urehelende . . altoshiurede^ejiaten. ciyytArth.
ff Merl. 4853 That he tak he alto rof. 1400 Sege offMe-
laynezfa Riche hawberkes were all to-rent. fi449PECOCK
Repr. v. i. 484 That her ordre schulde be alto broke. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 236/1 They . . were alle to cutte with the
stones. 1493 W. DE WORDF. Communyc. (1535) B iij, With
thy tongue thou me all to terest. 1587 FLKMING Contn.
Holinshcd\\\. 1991/1 Which the Scots in times past haue
all to broken. 1611 BIBLE Jndg. ix. 53 And a certaine woman
cast a piece of a milstone vpon Abimelechs head, and all to
brake his scull. 1637 MILTON Counts 380 Her wings . . Were
altorufiled, and sometimes impaired.

t!5. Hence, by form-assoc., all to, allto, alto was
extended to other verbs as 'wholly, completely,
utterly, soundly'; in later times esp. with vbs. in

be-
;

as all-to-befool, all-to-begod, all-to-bcblubbcr,

all-to-benight. Obs.

1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trio. in. Wks. 1557, 1224/1 She fel

in hand with hym and all to rated him. 1538 LATIMBR Sertn.

<V Rent. (1845) 398 We be fallen into the dirt, and be ail-to

dirtied, even up to the ears. 1549 CHALONER tr. Erasm.
Morise Enc. D iij b, Beyng all to laught to scorne. 1551-76
GRINDAL fr'ruitf. Dial. Wks. 1843, 48 To kneel and crouch
down and ail-to be-god him. 1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.)

6^ Her cheekes all to be blubbered with her jealous teares.

1591 G. FLETCHER Russe Commonw. 141 And so al to be-

sprinkleth . . the image gods. 1611 COTGR., Papilloteu.v,

All-to-bespangled .. set thicke with spangles. 1647 I. C.
Char. Lond.-Diurn. 3, I wonder my Lord . . is not once more
all-to-be-traytor'd. 1674 FAIRFAX Bulk ty Selv. 53 The
wide, thick, all-to-be deckt heap of visible beings. 1682
N. O. Boileau's Le Lutrin i. 314 Him too the bounteous
Dean AlUo-be-Blesses. 1684 BUNYAX Pilg. \\. 48 She all-

to-be-fooled me.

D. Obsolete uses of early inflected forms.

(The inflexions were; Sing. ace. masc. i-j alne,

2-3 alle, dat. m. & n. i allum, 2-3 -en, 2-4 -e ;

dat. & gen. f. 1-3 alre, 2-4 alle
; gen. m. & n.

1-3 alles. 7V. nom. & ace. 1-5 alle; dat. \ allum,
2-4 -en, 2-5 -e

; gen. 1-2 alra, 2-4 -re, 3-4 aldre,

3-6 aller, alder, alj>er, alther, also passim, alir,

aldir, -yr, althir
; alleris, altheris, etc. These

survived longest in the south, none being retained

by northern dial, after ijth c. exc. gen. pi. In

midl. dial, all sing, and alle pi. were still distin-

guished by Wyclif and Chaucer.)
fl. The gen. sing, alles was used adverbially:

Altogether, at all, wholly, entirely. (Fr. dit tout.}
(11100(9. E. Chron. an. 1018 paet gafol . . waes ealles Ixxii

busend punda. 1205 LAYAM. 3077 pa hit alles up brae, r 1230
Ancr. R. 88 Hwon hit alles cume5 forS. 1297 R. GLOUC. 17
Corineus was alles wrob. ciytaCast, Loue 659 Whon he
wolde alles bicome man.

II. The gen. plur. alra, alre, aller, alder, al-

ther,
' of all* was used down to 1600.

f2. "With sb. a. governed by sb. (To 1200.)
a 1000 CYNEWULF Elene (Grein) 816 Allra cyninga brym.

4:1175 Lamb. Horn. 33 He is alra kinge king. Ibid. 217
Heo is selra binga angin.
to. governed by superlative. (To 1300.)
a\wx3 Scopes Wtdfift 15 Ealra ricost monna cynnes. f izoo
Moral Ode 351 per is alre merube mest. i97 R- GLOUC.

135 pat ys aller mon worst, bat me euer sey witn ye.

f 3. absol. with a superlative, orig. either before

or after ; subseq. always prefixed, and becoming at

length a mere intensifying prefix. Prefixed to any
superlative, as aller-bcst

' best of all,* aller-blivest,

-erst, -farthest, -fairest, -feeblest, -first, -foulest,

-highest, -last, 'least, -liefest, -longest, -most, -next,

-truest, -worst, etc. ; of which alderliefest
' dearest

of all, very dear,* was a common epithet in i6th c.

a 1000 Metr. Ps. cviii. 28 Him si abrogden hiora sylfra
sceamu swySust ealra. a 1000 C*:DMON Gen. (Grein) 337
Ofermetto ealra swi5ost. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.

1135 Alre fyrst Balduin de Reduers. 1297 R. GLOUC. 44
Crete townes in Engelond . . And London aller most, a 1300
Cursor M. 7391 Quar es J>in alber-yongest son? c 1374
CHAUCER Troylus v. 576 Myn afderlevest lady deere, So
wommanly. Ibid. in. 240 My altherlevest lord, and brothir

dere. 1382 WYCLIF i Sam. ix. 10 Altherbest is thi word ; com,
go we. a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. (1867) 31 He
es al)>ir-myghtyeste, althirwyseste, and alswa althire-beste,

1481 CAXTON Myrronr \. xiii. 42 God created nature aUhtr-
first. 1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811)43 Our alther lieuest uncles.

X587GASCOIGNE Wks. 163 To mine Alderlieuest Lord I must
indite a wofull case. 1590 T. WATSON Egl., Wahingham
386 Thou, Spencer, art the alderliefest swame. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. VI, i. i. 28 Mine Alder liefest Soueraigne.

f b. In later times when the nature of alther was

forgotten, it was erroneously written all there.

a 1450 Syr Gowghter 172 Huntyng he loved al there best.

c 1500 Partenay 2490 Ywon all ther first ther he edified- 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis v. ix. 21 All thare last The antiant fcyag
Acestes. 1537 LYNDF.SAY Q. Mas>d. 150 The greit Maister
of houshold all thare last.

tc. Ignorance of the true meaning, with con-
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sciousness of its intensifying force, produced many
remarkable constructions.

cizSo Gen. ^ Ex. 3997 On ilc alter fier alfierne&r. ^1320
Stuy* Sag. (W.) 2298 On alder twenti devel wai. c 1330
J'lorice ff Bl. 27 In the althrest fairest sete. 1*1430 LYDG.
Chron. Troy i. v, For there was one thyng closed in her hert
An alderother in her chere declared. 1630 Thick. Turvcy
56 An alder leefer swaine, I weene, In the barge there was
not scene.

1 4. In concord with a pron. pi. possessive : our,

your, their aller
;
where modern language has of

us all, belonging to them all, etc. (Cf. L. omnium
nostrum parens.} Later northern writers, to whom
the -er had no longer a genitive force, added a
second possessive ending, making alleris, alders,
althers. (Cf. our-s, their-s, both-er(s.)

1230 Ancr. R. 52 Eue vre alre moder. Ibid. 94 Hore
alre crune. a 1300 Cursor M. 469 For bare aller right. 1330
R. BKUNNK Chron. 162 Pat 1 be jour aller broker. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 205 Adam was oure aller fader, c 1380
Sir Fernnib. 2884 By-for hure alre si^t. < 1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 823 Vp roos oure boost and was oure allor cok [T. r.

alber, alder]. 1401 Pol. Poems 11.65 Crist, our aller duke.
a 1423 JAMES I King's Q. in. xl, I will that Gud-hope . . be,

3oure alleris frende. f 1430 Syr Gener. 5244 The gates thci
shet bi here althers consent, c 1460 FoSTESCUE Abs, fy Lint.
Mon. 144 The Harmes . . ben now by hym turnyd into our
alter Good. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xn. i. 40, 1 sail reuenge
and end our alleris offence.

E. All- in comb.

Combinations with all- as first element have ex-

isted from the earliest times, and have become,
since c 1600, unlimited in number. In some groups
the combination is merely syntactic, though even
there individual instances of long standing have
become true compounds ; cf. the gradation in all

alive, all-important, all-powerful, almighty. The
stress is not on all except in a few real compounds
as a'lii'ays, a'lso. On these combinations as well
as on simple phrases, derivatives are freely formed
in which the loose union or non-union of the

original elements is cemented by the forma-
tive process, so that all is no longer merely in

syntactic combination with the rest of the word
;

thus all-pcrvadingncss, all-eyed, cannot be analysed
as all+pervadingne$$, all + eyed, but only as (all-

pervading) + -ness, (all eyes} + -ed. The following
general classification contains I. Simple combina-
tions

;
II. Derivatives formed on these, and on

phrases. Words in SMALL CAPITALS are treated in

their alphabetical place in the sequel.

I. Simple combinations.

1. adject, with sb., as ALL-FOUR^S, -HAIL, -HALLOWS,
-MIGHT, -NIGHT, -SAINTS, -SOULS, -SPICE (and their

derivatives); all-power, omnipotence; all-wisdom,
ri68o J. PORDAGE Myst. Dirin. 55 The Power of all Powers,

yea All-power it self. 1827 Jidin. A'tt'. XLV1. 320 Here it

has assumed . , a sort of all-wisdom.

2. adject, with adv. ^formerly an oblique case of

sb. or pron.), as ALGATE, ALWAYS, ALLWHEBE,
-WHITHER.
3. stibstant. (genit.} with sb. 'of all, universal/

as ALL-FATHER
; all-monarch, -parent, -soul', esp.

as obj. gen. with verbal agents, when there is an ac-

companying ppl. form in -ing (see 7), as all-coni'

mandcr (cf. all-commanding], -creator, -destroyer,

-encompasser, -giver, -maker, -seer, 'Sustained, etc.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. i. 20 That high All-seer, which I

dallied with. 1598 SVLVESTEK Du Bartas i, iii. 11641) 21/2
The All-Monarch's bounteous Majesty. Ibid. 24/2 Th'
eternall All-Creator. 1613 ZOUCHE Dtrve in Farr's S. P. 320
To this All-maker's prayses sing. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.
in. ii. i. i, That mischievous all-commander of the Earth.

1795 T. TAYLOR Met. Afiul. (1822) 184 The all-powerful and
all-parent Syrian goddess. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Pront.
End. I. 163 Zeus, the all-giver. 1870 BRYANT Homer II.

xni. 13 Saturn's son, The all-disposer. 1870 H. MACMILLAK
Bible Teach, i. 26 The invisible shrine of the All-encom-

passer, the All-sustainer. 1879 WHITNIIY Sattskr, Gram.
Jntrod. 20 The emancipation of the soul, and its unification
with the All-sou!.

4. snbstant. (obj.} with vb. inf., as ALL-HEAL
;
all-

hold, that which holds all.

1496 Dives <y Paup. iW. de Wordet i. xxxiv. 73/1 Settynpe
of mete or of drynke by nyght on the benche, for to fede All

holde, or gobelyn.

5. advb. with sb., as ALL-BONE; all-heart (ie-.

wholly heart), a name of the elm tree ; aU-sayer.
And in attrib. phrases such as all-rail, wholly by
rail, all-slavery, all-talk, wholly, altogether (given
to) talk, all-wool, wholly of wool.
1567 MAPLET Greene Forest 41 b, The Elme . . is called of

someAll heart. i6z4BARGRAVEvV>v.2i OurSaviour . . found
some all-sayers and no-doers, so others that would ontdoe
all faith. 1833 GEN, P, THOMPSON Excrc. (1842) II. 479 The
'all slavery' party in England, who wherever two or three
were gathered together to oppress, were there m the midst
of them. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches iii. 50 The all-talk

par(y. 1879 Lumberman's Gaz. 3 Dec., The first all-rail

shipment of lumber. 1882 Daily News 4 Mar., The demand
is most apparent in all-wool dress goods.

6. advb. with adj.,
=; 'wholly, altogether, infin-

itely.* About twenty of these combinations are

found in OE. including eall-beorhtt -gearo, -g
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-gretie, -gyldcn, -hdli^, -hu-it, -Ircn, /, -mihtii,

-nafod, -niwe, -rihl, -seolccn, -teaw, -weald, -werlic.

Of these ALL-HOLY, and AL-MIGHTY, survived into

ME. and were reinforced from time to time by
-WITTY, -worthy, -wise, -coon, -merciful, -just.
Since 1600, the number of these has been enor-

mously extended, all- having become a possible

prefix, in poetry at least, to almost any adj. of

quality. Thus, all-able, -beauteous, -bitter, -black,

-bountiful, -brilliant, -complete, -constant, -content,

-divine, -dreadful, -earnest, -eloquent, -essential,

-evil, -fair, -glorious, -golden, -gracious, -holy, -im-

portant, -just, -lavish, -lovely, -merciful, -peaceful,

-perfect, -potential, -praiseworthy, -prolific, -puis-

sant, -pure, -rapacious, -righteous, -sacred, -substan-

tial, -true, -various, -vast, -wondrous.
a 1000 ? C.DMoN.SVz?. 522 (Gr.) Englas eall-beorhte. CYNE-

WULF Ajidreas 799 Korean eall-grene. ^EtFRic Jitdg. xvi.

16 3ebunden mid eallniwum rapum. c 1340 [See ALL-WITTY].
c X375 WYCLIF Antecrist 137 Chef bUchop & kynges son
alworbiest. 1585 Aw. SANDYS Serin. (18411 292 Three Persons
and one almighty and all-merciful God. 1586 T. B. tr. La
Primaitdayes Fr. Acad. II. 574 He must bee all-good, al-

just, and almightie. 1600 TOCRNEUR Transf. Mctntnorpli.
xii. 78 11878) 194 Where shall I find a safe all-peacefull seat.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. ML v. 95 /'is. Oh my all-worthy lord.

Cta. All-worthy villaine, Discouer where thy Mistris is at

once. 1626 G. SANDYS Ovitfs Met. vni. 166 One who did

despise All-able Gods. 1613-30 DRL'MM. OF HAWTH. Poems
Wks. 1711, 46/2 Earth's all-thorny soyl. Ibid. 47 Of the

first world an all-substantial man. ("1656 Up. HALL Itwis.

IVvrhi n. ii, The bliss-making presence of the All-glorious
God. 1670 EACHARD Contempt Clergy 41 The all-wise

patron, or all-understanding justice of the peace. 1725 POPE
Otiyss. XXIH. 303 Such future scenes the all-righteous powers
display. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 503 We judge of the All

perfect by ourselves. 1781 GIBBON DecL fy F. II. 139 His

all-powerful virtue, and celestial fortune. 1794 T. TAYLOR
perfect by ourselves. 1781 GIBBON DecL fy F. II. 139 His

l virtue, and celestial fortune. 1794 T. TAYLOR
I. 304 He employed all-various purifications.

1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. IV. iv. iii. 54. 95 The soul is united
to an all-perfect being. 1839W. IKVING li'ot/ert's Roost'iS^}
63 They [the modern languages] are all-important. 1842 H. 1C.

MANNING .SVrw. 118481 1. xx. 303 Christ . . was all-pure. 1849
HARE Par. Serin. (1849) II. 112 The one living, eternal, all-

worthy Sacrifice. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 379
Bowed down by fear of the allpowerful Campbells. 1861

W. GRESLEY Soplir. <$ Neol. 140 It is of that all-essential and
vital character. 1862 LYTTON Strange Story II. 258 Is not

the Creator omniscient? if all-wise, all-foreseeing? If all-

foreseeing, all pre-ordaining?
T These are connected with the next by forms in

ent. and -ive, from L. pr. pples. and vbl. adjs., as

all-efficient, -perftcient, -potent, -prepotent, -preva-

lent, -sufficient ; all-comprehensive, -miscreative,

-perceptive, -persuasive, -pervasive.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pot. n. (1617) 79 The Testimonies of

Clod are al-.sufficient vnto that end for which they were giuen.

1623 DRVMM. OF HAWTH. Cypress Gr. Wks. 1711, 121 The
wise and all-provident Creator. 1660 R. COKK I'tnver ff

Siihj. 75 The good will and pleasure of the All-prepotent
God. 1675 BAXTER Cath. Theot. n. i. 233 He himself who
is God Allsulficient. 1684 T. BUKNET Th. Eartk I. 320
That great all-comprehensive thought. 1711 SHAFTESBURY
Charact. (1737' II. 365 That all-prevalent wisdom which you
have establish'd. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 287 Your all-suffi-

cient legislators have forgot one thing that seems essential.

1821 SHELLEY Prom. Unb. i, The all-miscreative brain of

Jove. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar ii. 17 Moral habits are all-suffi-

cient while they last.

7. advb. with pr. pple. as in prec., but often as

the object of the verbal action. With exc. of ALL-
WIELDING q.v. found already in OE., no examples
of this combination occur much before 1 600

;
in

modern times their number is unlimited, though

many are used only in poetry. Examples : all-

acting, -affecting, -afflicting, -appointing, -arrang-

ing, -attempting, -availing, -bearing, -beholding,

-bestowing, -binding, -blessing, -canning, -cheering,

-commanding, -composing, -comprehending, -conceiv-

ing, -concerning, -confounding, -conquering, -con-

fuming, -convincing, -covering, -creating, -daring,

ticciding, -defying, -despising, -destroying, -devour-

ing, -dimming, -disposing, -embracing, -ending, -en-

during, -energizing, -enlightening, -filling, -forget-

ting, -governing, -grasping, -healing, -hearing, -heed-

ing, -including, -involving, -judging, -justifying,

-knowing, -loving, -maintaining, -ordering, -per-

vading, -pitying, -pondei ing, -prevailing, -prevent-

ing, -protecting, -providing, -quickening, -reaching,

-relieving, -ruling, -satiating, -satisfying, -saving,

-seeing, -shaking, -soothing, -space-filling, -subduing,

-sufficing, -surpassing, -surrounding, -sustaining,

-swallcnuing, -swaying, -telling, -tolerating, -trans-

fending, -triumphing, -turning, -understanding,

-upholding, -working.
a 1000 Cod. Exm. (Th.) 474 Alwaldend God. 1588 SHAKS.

Z.. L. L. n. i. 21 All-telling fame Doth noyse abroad. 1593

,
Rom. tf Jnl. i. i. 141 The all-cheering sunne. 1594

Rich, lit, in. i. 78 To all posteritie, Euetl to the generall
all ending day. 1605 Lcarm. ii. 6 All-shaking Thunder.

1599 MARSTOM.SA Villaitie in. ii. 232 Close his eyes with thy

all-dimming hand, Ibid. n. v. 195 O brawny strength is an

all-canning charms. j6oj Patient Crissil 16 When all-com-

manding love your hearts subdue. 1607 HIERON Wks. I. 427
It hath pleased the all-disposing God to remooue you. 1612

DRAYTON Poly-olb. ix. note 152 The Drujds inuocation was

to one AU-healing or All-sauing power, Itid, vji. note 109

228

That All-knowing Isaac Casaubon. Ihid. v. note 76 What
all-appointing Heauen will. 1633 DRUMM. OF HAWTII. Cy-
press Gr. Wks. 1711, 124 That all-sufficient and all-sufficing

nappiness. ^1630 Wks. 1711, 31/1 All-acting verities of
those flaming tow'rs. Ibid. 32/2 See, all-beholding King.
Ibid. 29/2 Uncreate Beauty, all-creating Love. Ibid, 43/1
The greatest gift, that . . 1 he all-governing pow'rs to man
can give. Ibid. 30/1 Thy all-upholding might her malice
reins. 1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint. i. (1858) 15 Some
drops of thy all-quickning blood. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 591
Second of Satan sprung, all conquering Death. 1674 N.
FAIRFAX Bulk $ Setv. 99 Motion, which is an all-reaching
affection or belonger to each bit of the world. 1710 PALMER
Prvverhs 376 Our conduct is in view of an all-seeing eye.
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. xx. 268 The all-surpassing
pleasure that fills the worthy breast. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th.
viii. 1150 All-bearing, all-attempting, till he falls. 1765
TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 596 Offspring of all-protecting Jove.
Ibid. 666 The all -space-filling mundane soul. 1768 BOSWELL
Corsica\\\,(fA. 21 164 Looking up to an all-ruling Providence.

1827 KEBLE Chr. Year Tues. bef. Easter, Thine all-pervad-
ing look. Ibid. Purific., An all-defying, dauntless look.

1848 L. HUNT Jar ofHoney vii. 92 The all-including genius
of Shakspeare. 1857 EMERSON Poems 25 The all-loving
Nature Will smile in a factory. 1863 (26 Mar.) BRIGHT Sp.
(1878) 125 Christian morality ever widening and all-blessing
in its influence. 1870 BRYANT Homer \. in. 94 O all-beholding
and all-hearing Sun! 1882 SHORT-HOUSE J. IngUsant II.

131, I see traces of this all-pervading truth.

8. advb. with pa. pple.
= 'wholly, completely';

sometimes assuming an instrumental relation = '

by
all.

1

Rare bef. Shakspere. Examples : all-accom-

plished, -admired, -appalled, -armed, -dreaded, -en-

lightened, -enraged, -honoured, -licensed, -praised,

-shunned, -watched. (These pass by ambiguous
combinations, as all-watched,

(

wholly watched

through,' or '

being all watch,' into group 12.)

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. ii. 140 This gallant Hotspur,
this all-praysed Knight. 1599 Iffit. ', iv. Cho. 38 The
\\ earie, and all-watched night. 1605 Lear i. iv. 220 This,
your all-lycenc'd Foole. 1606 Ant. <y Cl. 11. vi. 16 All-

honor'd, honest Romaine Brutus. 1607 Titnon iv. ii. 14
His disease of all shunn'd pouerty. 1611 Cymb. iv. ii. 271
Th' all-dreaded Thunderstone. c i6ia SYLVESTER Lachr. La.'

chritn. Poems 11633) 1149 O, All-admired, Benign and Boun-
tious ! O All-desired (right) Panaretos ! a 1631 DRAYTON
Triumph of David, ibid, 114 How this vnarmea youth him-
selfe would beare Against th' all-armed giant (which they
feare). c 1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Wks. 1711, 10/1 False

delights., my all-appalled mind so do affray. 1725 POPE
Odyss. xin. 483 Oh all-enlightened Mind ! Inform him.

9. advb. with vb. = *

wholly, completely.' rare.

1839 BAILEY Festus ix. (1848) 104 Whether the sun all-light
thee or the moon.

II. Synthetic derivatives of comb, and phrases.
10. sb. a. from 6, as all-fullness, -powerful-ness,

-wiseness ;
b. from 6 T, as all-defiance, -sufficience,

-potency, -prevalency, -sufficiency ;
c. from 7, as all-

knawingness, -meaningless, -pervadingness, -pre~

vailingness.
a. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World n. 259 The loue and kind-

nesse of his ull-powerfulnesse. 1656 JEANES Fiilnesse of
Christ 382 That all-fulnesse which dwelleth in Christ. 1670
EACHARD Contempt Clergy 56 The all-powerfulness of aqua-
fortis. 18x4 SOUTHEY Str'J\ More (1831) I. 52 It would be

disparaging his own all-wiseness. 1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.
V. vni. iv. 19 He must be able to bear the all-wroncness.

b. 1641 Prel. Episcop. A b, All-sufficiency . . to furnish

us . . with spiritual knowledge. 1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul
n. I. n. liv, What thing not done by his all-potencie? a 1797
WALPOLEGiwy*//' 1847! HI-*- l6 The Duke of Bedford.,
reflected on Pitt's all-sufficience. 1826 E. IRVING Babylon
II. VH. 235 The doctrine of Christ, and the all-prevalency
of his kingdom. 1845 CARLYLE Cromwell (1871) V, 136 With
pious all-defiance front the World. 1865 PUSEY Truth fy

Off. En%, Ch. 108 The all-sufficiency of the Intercession of
our Divine Redeemer. 1870 SMITH Syn. $ Antonyms, Ubi~

guity, Syn. Omnipresence. All-pervasiveness.
C. 1654 E. JOHNSON \Vonder-~Mrkg. Proi>. 56 The honour

of his All-seemgness. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <$ Selt>. 23 The
naked essence of God is as much his all-knowingness, his

all-fillingness, or his onefoldness, as his everlastingness.
c 1830 COLERIDGE in Blackw. Mag. (1882) 119 The abomin-
able no-meaningness . . The all-meaningness . . of the lec-

tures. 1862 F. HALL Hindu P/tilos. Syst. 64 In the matter
of omnipresence, or, rather, all-pervadingness.
11. adv. from the same, as ail-powerfully \

ail-

sufficiently ; ail-convincingly.
1649 ROBERTS CUwis Bibl. 308 How . . ail-sufficiently able

God is, in performing of his Promises. Mod. An ail-con-

vincingly genuine inscription.

12. adj. in -cd, formed on phrases (chiefly since

1600), as all-aged of all ages, all-coloured, all-

s/taped, all-sized, all-eyed, being 'all eyes,' all-sided

ready or skilful on all sides, versatile. These have
the stress on all: a-ll-si--ded.

1621 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. r. (1626) 7 All-colour'd Iris,

luno's messenger. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. \\. 61/2

Al-shaped Proteus. 1658 J. R. tr. MoufftCs Theat. Ins. 899
Let that all-eyed Argus tell. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 478
Persons of all sized apprehensions. 1862 M. HOPKINS Hawaii
275 One of those rapid, intelligent, all-sided men. 1882 Daily
A'eics 8 Nov. 6/5 Coursing. All-Aged Stakes, of 6 guineas

*t Alia'borate, v. 0fc.- [f. L. //Aw-/- ppl.
stem of allabora-re to toil at, f. al- = ad- to, at

+ labora-re to labour.]
' To labour vehemently.'

Blount Glossogr. 1656; whence in Bailey.

I Alla'borateiiess. Obs. [f. assumed alla-

boratc ppl. adj., ad. L. allaborat- (see prec.) + NESS.]
* A being well wrought.' Bailey 1731-

t Allabora'tion. Qls~* [n. of action f. AL-

ALLANTOIS.
T.ABORATE v. + -TiON.] 'A labouring strenuously.'
Bailey 1731.

I! Alia Breve (a=lla br<~-\v), adv. phr. Mns.
[It.,

=
according to the BBKVE.] (See quot.)

_
1806 CALLCOTT Mns. Grain, iii. 30 The barred Semicircle

is used to denote a quicker Movement, and is called Alia
Breve. 1879 E. PROUT in Grove Diet. A/us., Alia Breve,
originally a species of time in which every bar contained a
breve or four minims ; hence its name . . Modem alia breve
time simply differs from ordinary common time by being
always beaten or counted with two minims in the bar, and
therefore is really quick common time.

II Alia Capella (a-lla kape-lla), ad-v.phr. Mus.
[It.,

=
according to (the manner of) the chapel.]

=
prec.

1847 ni CRAIG. 1879 E. PROUT In Grove Mns. Diet. I. 53/2
Alia ttrei't? . . This time, chiefly used in the older church
music . . was also called Alia Capella.

Allaglte (re-lacbjait). Min. [mod. f. Or. a\\ayrj

change, alteration + -ITE min. form.] An altered

variety of the mineral RHODONITE, classed by Dana
as a carbonated variation, of a dull-green or red-

dish-brown colour.

Allagostemonous (se:12g(?istrnwnw\ a. Bot.

[f. (by Gleditsch and Monch) Gr. a\\ayr) change
+ <rrrifjiuv thread.] (See quot.)
1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bk. 395 Allagostemonons, with sta-

mens alternatively inserted on the torus and on the petals.

Allah, (re-la), [a. Arab. $JJ\ allah the (true)

God, contr. of al-ilah, i.e. al the + aJl ilah god =

Aram. F&K elah, Heb. rji^N eloah] The name

of the Deity among Mohammedans.
1702 ROWE Tamerl. \. i. 14 Well has our holy Alha mark'd

him out The Scourge of lawless Pride. 1753 HANWAY Trav.

11762* II. xv. i. 403 The Tartars when they believe them-
selves to be dying, repeat this word, allah, allah, continu-

ally. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes (1858) 235, I make but little of
his [Mahomet's] praises of Allah.

Allahism (ae-laiiz'm). [f. prec. + -ISM.] The
Mohammedan conception of the attributes of God.
1881 SEELEY in Macm. Mag. July 170/1 [Bonaparte] had

imagined . . some fusion apparently of Rousseau's Deism
with the Allah-ism of Mohammed.
Allamotti, -monti, -moth, dial, names for

the Stormy Petrel. Montague Omith. Diet. 1802.

Allan, var. of ALAN
;
and of AULIX a sea-bird.

Allane, obs. form of ALONE.

Allanerly, variant of ALLENNABLY.
Allanite (se-lansit). Min. [named after T. Al-

lan, a mineralogist + -ITE, min. form,] A brownish-
black mineral, akin to Epidote, consisting mainly
of the oxides of cerium and iron, with silica.

1843 HL-MBLE Diet. Geol., Allanite, an orthitic melane-ore
. . brought from Greenland. 1880 DANA Min. 287 Allanite is

a cerium-epidote,

Allantoic (?el^ntJu-ik), a. Fhys. [f. ALLANTO-
18 + -ic : cf. mod. Fr. allaiito'ique.'] Of or belong-
ing to the allantois.

1836 TODD Cycl. A Hat. $ Phys. I. 47/1 Certain acids al-

most peculiar to individual animals such as the . . allantoic,

1850 DAUBENY^/CW. Theory yi\ t \e.&. 2^365 The allantoic fluid

of the cow. 1880 HUXLEY in Nature No. 583. 203 The ex-

isting horse has a diffuse allantoic placentation.

Allantoid (al:e*ntoid), a. and sb. Phys. [mod.
ad. Gr. dAAavTu-fiC??? ; f. d\\dvr- sausage + -tiSr]*

shaped : see -OID, and cf. mod. Fr. allanto'ide^\
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the allantois.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. n. xxiiu The last, from Urine-
lake with waters base, In the allantoid sea empties his flow-

ing race. 1836 TODD Cycl, Anat. <y Phys. I. 646/2 In which
[the Batrachia] during fcetal life no allantoid membrane is

ever formed.

B. sb. The allantoid membrane or ALLANTOIS.
1667 Phil. Trans. II. 512 Then he proceeds to the

descrip-
tion ofihtAllantojdcs. 1847-9 TODD Cycl, Anat.fyPkys, IV.

744/1 The allantoid in the mare does not form a closed bag.

Allaiitoiclian (aela-ntordian), a. and sb. Zool.

[ad. Fr. allantoidien : see prec. and -IAN.] A. adj.

Havingthefcetus furnished with an allantois. B. sb.

An animal whose foetus is so furnished.

1861 HL-LME Moquin-Tandons Med. Zool. 11. u. 62 Allan-
toidians= Mammalia, Aves, Reptilia.
Ang.-nt.nin (al?e'nt0,in). Chcm. [mod. f. AL-
LANTO-IS + -IN chem. form. Cf. Fr. allantoine] A
crystalline substance, C<N 4 H,O3 ,

the nitrogenous
constituent of the allantoic fluid.

1845 TODD & BOWMAN Phys. Anat. I. o Allantoin, an ana-

logous compound to urea. 1863 WATTS Fmwics' Chem. (1877)
II. 412 Allantoin . . is found in the allantoic liquid of the
foetal calf . . It is produced artificially . . by boiling uric acid

with lead dioxide and water.

Allailtois (ala."nt0 t is). Phys. [mod. L. in form,
a factitious sing. f. the earlier form allantoidest

ad.

Gr. dXAoi'To-fiSijs : see ALLANTOID.] The fcetal

membrane (so itamed by ancient anatomists from

its form in a calf) found only in mammals, birds,

and reptiles, which lies between the amnion and

chorion, and forms a means of communication be-

tween the foetal and maternal blood.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep, 270 The Allantois is a thin

coat seated under the Corion, wherein are received the

watery separations conveyed by the Urachus. 1691 RAY
Creation (1701) 82 Abundance of urine in the Allantoides.



ALLANTURIC.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex. S.V., (In birds] by its proximity to the

shell, the allantois is an important respiratory organ.

Allaiituric (oelintius-rik), a. Chem. [f.
AL-

LANT-OIS + URIC.] Epithet of an organic acid ob-

tained from allantoin or from uric acid.

1863 WATTS Client. Dict.,AUantHricAcidC^- t N,O, . . is

a white solid body, slightly acid, deliquescent, nearly insoluble

in alcohol. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lcx., Ailanturic aciif, an acid

obtained by Pelouze by treating allantoin with nitric acid.

t Alla'queate, ppl.a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. ad

to + laquedt-ns entangled, snared, f. laque-its a

noose.] Ensnared, captivated.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot/. III. 503 And quhen he saw the

fairnes and the fame Of this virgin . . Allaqueat wes with

hir speciositie.

Allar, obs. and dial, form of ALUEK (tree).

Alias, obs. variant of ALAS.
i Alla'tioii. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. L. allot- ppl.

stem of affcrre to bring to or into + -ION.] The

action of bringing to
; importation, introduction.

1657 TOMLINSON Rctwn's Dis/r. 158 Sassafras . . which at

its first allation was sold dear.

t Alla'trate, v. Obs.rarc~*. [f. L.fl//a/ra/-ppl.

stem of allatra-re, f. ad to + latrdrc to bark.] To
bark out.

1583 STI-UBKS Anat. Alms. i. (1880) 158 Let Cerberus, the

dog of hel, alatrate what he list to the contrary.

tAllatrd, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. L. allaitda-re,

f. ad intensive + lauJa-rc to praise.] To bepraise.

1657 TOMLINSON Rcnou's Disp. 132 He is more commended
and allauded.

t Allau'dable, n. Ol>s. [ad. L. allauddbilis :

see prec. and -ABLE.] 'Praiseworthy.' Bailey 1731.

Allay (alt
71

'), v- 1 Forms : I aleos-an, 2-4

alegg-e;n, 4 aley-e, alai-e, 4-6 alay-e, 5-7 alay,

allaye, 6- allay. Pa. t. I alesde, alede, 2 aleisde,

.;
I
aloide. 3-4 aleyde, 4 alede, 4-5 alaide, -,-6

alayd(e, 5-7 alayed, alaid, 6-7 alaied, allayd, 6-

allayed. Pa.fpic. i alesd, al<5d (etc. as in pa. t.),

6-9 allayed, [f.
A- pref. i + LAV, OE. Itfgan,

causal of licgm to lie. OE. alfc^aic (cogn. w.

Goth, uslagjan, OHG. irlicctui, mod. G. erlcffeit)

was inflected : Imper. alcge, a/efgaS ;
Ind. pres. ic

alecff, pii alegcst, he alcg(e]J>, we alecgaS ;
Pa. t.

ale&dc, alede ; Pa. pple. ale^d, alcd; whence ME.

aleggen (ale'^en); aleye, alaye (.alei'e, aUre, al.^),

aleggep ;
I alegge, pan aleyest, he aleyep, we alcggep

or aleggen ; aleyde ; aleyd, -cid, -ayd, -aid; levelled

1400, by substitution of aleye for alegge all

through ;
aS inf. to aleyen, alaye(n, alay(e ; subse-

quently mis-spelt ALLAY, after words from L. in

all- (see AD- 2). In its two forms, alegge and aleye,

this vb. was formally identical with 4 other vbs.

of Romance origin ;
viz. I. alegge, ALLEGE ?'.' :

L. allevidre ;
^ alaye, ALLAY v* : L. alligare ; 3.

aleye, ALLAY vfl-.L.allcgdre; 4. alegge, ALLECEZ'.-
= OFr. alleguer, L. attegdre, a learned form of AL-
LAY v?. Amid the overlapping of meanings that

thus arose, there was developed a perplexing net-

work of uses ofallay and allege, that belong entirely

to no one of the original vbs., but combine the

senses of two or more of them. Those in allay are

placed at the end of this word.]
I. Unmixed senses : To lay from one, lay aside

or down ; put down ; put down the proud, pride,

tumult, violence ; to quell, abate.

1 1. To lay, lay down, lay aside. Obs.

cyjo Carious f/ K. Edgar in Anc. Laws II. 286 Alec^e
bonne his wa;pna. c 1000 Ags. G. Luke ii. 16 Hi/5 Xemet-
ton . . 3eet cild on binne aled. c 1160 HattoiL G. ibid., Ge-
metton baet chyld on binne aleijd.

^ 2. To lay aside (a law, custom, practice) ; hence,

to set aside, annul, abolish, destroy the legal force

of (anything). Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. Ifotn, 91 penne beo5 eowre sunnen aleide.

Ibid. 115 He sea! wicche creft aleggan. 1205 LAVAM. 7714

purh ba luue of ban feo feond-scipe aleggen. 1297 R. GLOUC.

144 Gode lawes, bat were aleyd, newe he lette make, c 1350
IVill, Palente 5240 pan willlam wigtli . . a-leide alle luper
lawes. 1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Stnvlc iv. xxxvi. (1483) 84 Wor-
shyp is aleyde and neuer shal retourne.

t8. To abandon, give up (a course of action). Obs.
a 1330 Sir- Otiicl 38 Bi me he sente the to segge, Thou

sscoldest Christendom alegge. c 1380 Sir Ferttntf>. 3300 Hot
bat byti assaut be nojt aled ' and let by-gynne hit newe.

f4. To put down, bring low, quell (a person). Obs.
c xooo JTLLFRIC Josh. x. 13 Hij aledoii heora fynd. c 1175

Lamb. Horn. 01 Ic alegge bine feond under bine fot-sceo-

mele. c 1300 in Wright Lyric P. xxxvii. 105 Alle thre shule
ben aleyd, with huere foule crokes. 1387 TREVISA Higden
Rolls Ser. III. 237 [The Greeks] schulle be aleyde \obritcn*

tur\ wib the multitude of Perses.

1 5. To put down or overthrow (a principle or

attribute of men). Obs.
a 1000 Sec. Laws ofCnnt (Thorpe I. 380) Unriht alecgan.
1200 Triii. Coll. Ham. ii Unbileue is aiware aleid, and

rihte leue arered. c 1300 Bekct 1928 Forto awreke ous wel
of him ' and alegge his prute. c 1440 Arttmrziq Thy pryde
we wolle alaye. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. i. 60, I, and
alay this thy abortme Pride. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 205
Wherby carnall reason is somewhat alaied and abated. 1659
PEARSON Creed (1839) 88 Sufficiently refuting an eternity,
and allaying all conceits of any great antiquity.
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f 6. To put down by argument, confute, over-

throw. Obs. rare.
a 1250 Owl fy Night. 394 Heo ne 1111316 11031 alegge That

the hule hadde hire i-sed.

f7. To cause to lie, to lay (dust, etc.). Obs. rare.

1642 Ffu.ER Holy <$ Prof. St. v. xiv. 413 That in Noahs
floud the dust was but sufficiently allayed.

8. To put down or repress (any violence of the

elements, as heat, wind, tempest); to calm, assuage,
'

lay' a storm. (This and the next sense are perhaps
influenced by ALLEGE v.i; see n below.)
1488 CAXTON Chastys, GoddesChyld. 12 Hete is thenne ful

colde and alayed. 1580 HARKT Ah>. A 282 The tempest is

alaied. 1610 SHAKS. Temp, i. ii. 2 If by your Art (my deer-

est father) you haue Put the wild waters in this Kore ; alay
them. 1781 J. MOOKE Italy 11700) I. ii. 23 One of the virtues

of the holy water [is] that of allaying storms. 1847 DISRAELI
Ttittered in. iv. 11871) 183 The fervour of the air was allayed.
1862 TRENCH Mirac. iv. 147 Having allayed the tumult of
the outward elements.

9. To quell or put down (any disturbance in ac-

tion or any tumult of the passions) ; to appease.
1380 Sir Fcrumb. 1373 Y-blessed mot }?ou be, For aled

Jow hast muche debate. 1387 TREVISA Iligden Rolls Ser.

IV. 293 Forto alegge be outrage of be kyngdom of Jewes.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xix. xx. 340 Tancred . . Asswag'd hi*

anger and his wrath alaid. 1623 UINGHAM Xenoj>h<ni 35 To
allay, if he could, these distrusts, before they broke out into

open hostilitie. 1697 DRVUEN / 'irg, Gcorg. iv. 131 This dead-

ly Fray, A Cast of scatter'd Dust will soon allay. 1711
AUDISON Spcct. No. 16 ?4 If I can anyway asswage private

Inflammations, or allay publick Ferments, 1855 PRESCOIT

Philip JI, I. n. xl. 265 The best means of allaying the popular
excitement. 1863 KINGI.AKE Crtt/it'a(iBj6) I. xiv. 236 Words
tending to allay suspicion. 1880 MCCARTHY Oivn Tune III.

xxxii. 48 Various efforts were made to allay the panic.

flO. intr. (for reft,'} To subside, sink, abate,

cease
;
to become mild. Obs.

1526 TINDALE and 1557 (Genev.) Mark iv. 39 And the

wynde alayed. 1561 HOELYBUSH lloin.Apoth. 33 a, For as-

sone as the stomake perceyveth the savoure of the bread,
then doth the wambling alaye. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. /7, i.

iv. 146 And, when the Kage allayes, the Raine begins. 1723
WODROW Corr. (1843) 111.78 If there were any room to hope
that your hearts were allaying.

II. Confused with ALLEGE v to lighten or al-

leviate, both verbs being in 1 4th c. alcgge, and both

used of pains, etc., so that aleggc pcinc was in the

one sense = quell pain, in the other = alleviate pain.
Both senses might be expressed by abate, and they
came to be regarded as the same word, so that

from c 1 400 alaye was used for alegge in both ;cf.

Caxton's l
t' alegge thurste/ see ALLEGE v^ 2,

Gower's 'to allay thurst') ;
and finally alegge be-

came obs., and allay remained with the combined

meaning.
11. To subdue, quell (any trouble, as care, pain,

thirst) ;
to abate, assuage, relieve, alleviate.

\c 1220 Ureisim Urc Lcfdi 133 pu miht lihtliche . . al mi sor

aleggen. 1250 LAY. 25684 Al pis lond he wole for-fare : bote

\>ou alegge oure care.] 1393 GOUEK Cnnf. III. n Which may
his sory thurst allay, fata. III. 273 If I thy paines mighte
alaie. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 341 The roote Rhodia . . alayeth
head ache. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 566 Fondly thinking to

allay Thir appetite. 1681 WYNDHAM King's Concealni. 76
The pleasantness of the Host . . allayed and mitigated the

weariness of the Guests. 1768 HEATTIE Minstrel n. xxxii,

I would allay that grief. 1836 MACGILLIVHAY tr. Humboldfs
Trai'. xix. 283 These Indians swallow quantities of earth

for the purpose of allaying hunger.

III. Confused with ALLAY v.'2
,
to alloy, mix,

temper, qualify. The two verbs were from the isthc.

completely identical in form, and thus in appear-
ance only different uses of the same word. ^The
earlier of the following senses are more closely re-

lated to the next vb. than to this ;
but it is, on

the whole, more convenient to place them here,

than under a word which is obs. or arch, in its own

proper sense.)

j-12. To temper (iron, steel, etc.) Obs.

1400 Roll for Building Durham Cloisters, Pro alayng
secur , chyselle, wegges. 1486 Bk. St. X/4Br(l8lo)hiy, Ye
shall put the quarell in a redde charkcole fyre tyll that it

be of the same colour that the fyre is. Thenne take hym
oute and lete hym kele, and ye shall find him well alayd
for to fyle.

13. To temper or abate (a pleasure or advantage)

by the association of something unpleasant.
1514 BARCLAY Cyt, fy L'plondyshm, 48 Because one service

of them continuall Allayeth pleasure, a 1670 HACKET in

Wolcott's Life (1865) 175 If the comfort of our joy be not

allayed with some fear. 1759 JOHNSON Rasselas xxvi. 11787)

71 Benefits are allayed by reproaches. 1796 MOKSE Amcr.

Geog. I. 310 The principal circumstance that allayed the

joys of victory, 1839 HALLAM Hist, Lit. III. in. iii. 131.

115 But this privilege is allayed by another, /. e. by the pri-

vilege of absurdity.

f-14. To dilute, qualify (wine withwater,etc.). Obs.

c 1450 J. RUSSELL . Xurt. in Babees />'.(i868) 132 Watur
hoot & cold, eche oper to alay. 1470 HARDING Chron. Ixxii,

He vsed the water ofte to alaye His drynkes. 1533 KLYOT
Cast, Hclth (1541^ 32 White wyne alayd with mocne water.

1655 CULPEPER Rh'erius xv. v. 419 Clysters . . made of Vine-

gar allaied with Water. 1676 HOBBES Odyss. ix. 212 Which
when he drank, he usually allaid With water pure.

tMw*. Obs.

1586 T. B. tr. La Primaudayes Fr. Acad. Ded., To alay
the strength of the word of Christ with the waterish sayings
and fables of men. 1650 FULLER JPisgah Sight iv. vii. 125

ALLAY.
God . . allaying the purity of his nature, with humane
Phrases.

16. To abate, diminish, weaken, mitigate.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 624 To allay or dim the

whitenesse of paper. 1628 PRYNNE Ccns, ( 'ozens 96 This pre-
tence . . will not mittigate nor allay his Crime. 1748 Cn ESTLRF.
Lett. i66II. in Neither envy, indignation, nor ridicule, will

obstruct or allay the applause which you may really deserve.

1805 FOSTER Ess. it. iv. 169 They must allay their fire of en-

terprise. 1842 H. ROGERS Introd. Burke s Wks. 59 To allay
and temper its splendour down to that sober light which may
enable his audience to see his argument.

t Allay (ak
T
i'\ v.2 Obs. or arch. Forms : 4-5

alay(e, 5-8 allay(e, (8-9 ALLOY), [a. ONFr.

aleyert alayer (mod.Fr. aloyer'}, a variant of alicrt

a/Her, ALLY : L. alliga-rc to combine, f. al-, ad'

to + ligare to bind. {Ligare gave in OFr., accord-

ing to accent, inf. licr
t pres. t. Icic, Icics, leict, liotis,

Jicz, leicnt, whence, by levelling of forms, two verbs

lici't je lie, etc., and Icier, je Icic, etc. So ad-ligare

gave alie-r, and aleie-r (alai-cr\ now allicr and

aloyer (Cotgr. allayer}, with differentiation of mean-

ing. Of. Fr. plier and ployer : I-,, plicare ;
OFr.

desplier, desplcier, dcsploicr, mod. Fr. ttiploycr, Eng.

display : L. displifare.) At a later period the Fr.

rtAywand sb. aid, in reference to metals, were ex-

plained by false etymology from /) hi (reduced) to

law, or to legal standard*. In Eng. this vb. has

been confused with the prec., from identity of form

and contact of meaning. In the original sense it

is now changed to ALLOY, after mod.Fr.]
1. To mix (metals

1

; csp. to mix with a baser metal,
so as to lower the standard or quality.
1377 I.ASGL. /'. PI. B. xv. 346 pe metal, bat is mannes

soule With synne is foule alayed. 1530 PALSCR. 420/1, I

allaye, as mettals be alayde or as sylver or golde is with
their mixture. 1587 HARRISON Engl. i. n. xxv. 363 The
finesse of the metal! began to be verie much alaied. 1649
LOVELACE Poems (1659193 The Gold allayd almost halfe

brasse. 1687 SETTLE Drydcn's Plays 51 That to convert gold
Ore into silver, he allays it with common Sand. 1796 PEAR-
SOS in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 439 Hardening copper . . by
allaying it with iron.

2. fig. To mix with something inferior, to con-

taminate, debase
;
to deteriorate or detract from.

1447 lioui.NHAM I.yi-ys (ifSeyntys 282 For both of men and
wummcn also The molde these dayis ys so sore alayde \Vyth
froward wyl. 1639 FULLER tloly M'ar\, i.\. (1840' 257 I^e-

based and allayed with superstitious intents. 1642 Holy
ff Prof. St. i.vii. 17 He doth not so allay his servants bread
. . to make that servants meat which is not mans meat. 176^
ROUERTSON Charles I', III.vin. 66 His extraordinary quali-
ties were allayed with no inconsiderable mixture of human
frailty.

*I See at the end of the prec. word, a number of senses com-

bining the ideas of ALLAY, to alloy, or deteriorate, and ALLAY,
to put down, abate, reduce, which might equally follow here.

When these arose, the two verbs, originally distinct, had
come to be viewed as one.

t Allay', f. :i Obs. Forms: 4-5 aleye, alleie,

alay. [a. OFr. aldc-r, alaicr, alleyer to declare on
oath : L. a?l?ga-re, adlega-re, to send to or for, cite,

adduce, produce in evidence, f. ad \<y + !egare to

depute, send. The popular OFr. aleyer was super-
seded at an early date by a{l)h

;

gtter, a forensic adapt-
ation of the L. original, and in Eng. allege has

similarly replaced allay^\ To cite, adduce, allege.
1356 WYCLIF- Last Age ofCh. 32 He aleyeb Gregor seiynge

t>us. c 1380 Prelates vii. (1879) 70 Sathanas . . aleid holy
writt to crist. 1387 TREVISA Higdcn Rolls Ser. VI. 371 Rollo
. . alleycb \>e manere and usage of his contray. 1393 GOWER
Conf. II. 66 She him preide, And many another cause al-

leide, That he with her at home abide. 1470 HARDING Chron.

cxvli, Kyng Knowt to him alayde These wordes there, &.

thus to hym he sayde,

t Allay, sf>.
1 Obs. Forms: 4-6 alaye, alaie,

5-6 aley, 6 alay, 6-7 alley, allaye, 7-8 allay,

[a. ONFr. aley, alay (mod.Fr. aid', med.L. at*

leiiim, alattfw}, f. aleier, alayer, aloyer : see AL-
LAY z r.- Confused in late OFr. with the phr. a lot

'to law, to legal standard,' which probably influ-

enced senses 3, 6. See also ALLOY. Further con-

fused in Eng. with ALLAY z-. 1]

I. Original sense
;
= ALLOY, lit. and _/?.

1. Admixture of metals ; csp. admixture with a

baser metal, concr. A mixture of metals, a metallic

compound.

per in any proportion, the common allay : gold incorporates
with tin, the ancient allay. 1641 Termes de la Ley 19 Allay
is the temper or mixture of gold and silver with baser met-

tall. 1675 Phil, Trans. X. 346 As many mixtures or degrees
of allay as you think fit. 1719 D'URFEV Pills (1872) II. ^306
Those that know finest metal bay, No Gold will coin with-

out Allay. 1796 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 421
This allay often parts of copper with one part of steel. 1809
TOMLINS Law Diet., A Hay, the mixture of other metals with

silver or gold.

2. Inferior metal mixed with one of greater value.

od, ac pe metal is neble. 1473 WARKW. CArctr.

4 To the same ryolle was put viijd. of aley. 1605 CAMDKN
Kent. (1657) 185 A pound ofmoney containeth twelve ounces,



ALLAY.
two easterlings and one ferling, and tlie other allay. 1625
BACON Ess. i. (Arb.t 501 Mixture of Falshood, is like Allay
in Coyne of Gold and Siluer ; which may make the Metall
worke the better, but it embaseth it. 1678 BUTLER Hudibr.
HI, ii. 482 For Fools are stubborn in their way As Coins are
hard'ned by th' Allay. 1743 TINDAL Rapin's Hist. II. xvn.
62 Queen Elizabeth reduced the Silver coin to eleven Ounces,
two Pennyweight fine, and eighteen Pennyweight allay,

185* A. RVLAND Assay ofGold 2 The added metal is called

the 'allay* or 'alloy.'

3. Degree of purity or mixture of gold or silver ;

standard
; intrinsic quality.

? 1414 in Arnold Chron. 31 This yere was ordeyned y'

alay of golde. 1513 Lu. BKRNERS Froissart I. ccciv. 454
Money, bothe whyte and blacke, of the same forme and

alay as is in Parys. 1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentry 126 A large
reuennue . . if you will consider the computation and alley
of money then currant. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 814 To know
adulterated Wares from those that be of the true standard-

Allay. 1676 Man. Goldsm. 4 Which degree of allay . . is

commonly called the Sterling Allay.

^*fig> Admixture of something that detracts from

or diminishes the value, the intrusion or presence
of any impairing element.

1599 FENTON Guicciard. in. 133 There is no earthly blisse

so perfect, which hath not his aley with sume bitternesse or
bale. 1649 J ER - TAYLOR Gt. Excmp. 12 The best and most
excellent . . had an allay of viciousness. 1660 WATERHOUSE
Arms fy Armory 112 That were . a baston ofallay [i.e. of bas-

tardy} to that Gentleman. 1710 M. HENRY Comm. Gen. xxviii.

1-5 While there is such an allay as there is of sin in our

duties, we must expect an allay of trouble in our comforts.

1796 Miss BUKNEY Camilla v. i, Good-nature gives pleasure
without any allay.

5._/f^. Alien element, especially such as lowers

the character of anything.
a 1619 DOSS-K Biathanatos 11644^ 71 The Authors . . have

somewhat remitted the intensnesse of Martyrdome, and
mingled more allayes . . and not made it of so great value.

1675 Art of Contcntm. \. 15. 180 If we compare our bless-

ings with our allaies, our good things with our evil. 1774
BRYANT Mythology 1 1. 276 He borrows many exalted notions
from Christianity ; and blends them with the basest allay.

Q.fig. Intrinsic character, quality, temper, vein,

composition, complexion. Of. Fr. de ban a/oi, dc

mauvais aloi.

1630 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (1870) 15 Participating in this

more of her Father than Mother, who was of inferiour allay.
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist, Reb. I. iv. 287 The Committee . . pre-

pared other Votes of a brighter allay. 1680-90 TEMPLE Pop.
Discont. Wks. 1731 I. 268 Noble Families would not be ex-

hausted by Competition with those of meaner Allay.

II. Senses affected by, or wholly derived from,
ALLAY v.i

7. Dilution (of wine, etc.).

1531 ELYOT Govcrnour 11580) 36 Galen will not permit,
that pure wine without alaye of water, should . . be given
to children. 1632 B.^ONSON Magn. Lady m. 1. 496 He only
takes it in French wine, With an allay of water.

8. Abatement, tempering of the force of anything.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World II. v. iii. 16. 454 Whose tem-

per needed the allay of a more staled wit. c 1618 FLETCHER
Double Marrt v. i, You are of a high and cholericke com-

plexion And you must have allayes. 1654 GODDARD in Bur-

ton's Diary (1828) I. 84 Standing armies, at best, were

dangerous . . let us temper them with what allays we can.

1738 WESLEY Hymn 4 Come Holy Spirit,' ii, Come, Thou our
Passion's cool Allay. 1758 S. HAYWARD Serttt. Introd. 19
A considerable allay to our grief.

9. Repression, check, stoppage, retardment.

1630 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (1870) 37 He was one of the

great allayes of the Austerian embracements. 1655 FULLER
Ch. Hist. ii. 80 All these his excellent Practices Bede dash-

eth with this Allay. l67*MABVCLL.t. Transp.\. 123 There-

by to give more temper and allay to the common and no-

torious Debauchery. 17*6 BUTLER Serm. Rolls Chap. xii.

235 The Principles in our Mind may be contradictory, or

checks and Allays only . . to each other.

tAllay*,
sb. '* Obs. Also 7-8 alay. [a. Norm.Fr.

alais = OFr. cslais,
'

clan, saitt? f. eslaissier to let

out, let off. Cf. RELAY = Fr. rclais (with which
this is confounded by Phillips and Ash.] The act

of laying on the hounds.

1486 Bk. St.Albans Fj, Than let thyn houndes all to-

geder goo That called is an Allay. 1573 TURBERVILLE Bk,
Venerie 243 When they tarrie till the rest of the kennell

come in, and then cast off, it is called an Allay. ? 1594
PERCY Faery Past. 150 (Halliw.) With greyhounds . . I made
the alay to the deere. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. i. 93
Avaunt-laye, Allaye, Relaye. [SeeAuATURE.] 1658 PHILLIPS,

Alay, aTermus'd in Hunting, when fresh Dogs are sent into

the Cry. 1775 ASH, A lay t an addition of fresh dogs to the cry.

Allayed (aU
T
i-d), ///. a. \ also 5-6 alayed. [f.

ALLAY vl and*^.2 + -ED.] The senses are combined
as in the vbs.

j-
1. Mixed with an inferior metal, debased ;

= ALLOYED. Obs.
c 1400 Epipk. (Turnb. 1843) 121 For gold of trpwth ys falsly

now alayea. 1671 FLAVEL Fount Life ii. 4 The best crea-

ture-delights one in another are mixed, debased and allayed.

1738 WARBURTON Div. Legat. I. 453 The Good . . was al-

layed with Evil,

2. Mingled with water, etc. ; tempered, qualified.
15*8 PAYNELL Saternes Regim. L ij b, The wyne . . shulde

be alayde with moche water. 155* HUI.OET, Alayde wyne,
Aquaticum V'inum. 1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Compit. in. 108

Acids allayed with a lixivious Salt, a 1704 T. BROWN Quakers
Grace Wks. 1730 I. 107 Thy judgements are tart unless al-

lay'd with the sugar of thy mercy.
3. gen. Mixed, mingled, modified.

1683 BURNET tr. Mare's Utopia 125 An entire healthiness . .

not allayed with any Disease, 1819 R. CHAPMAN James V,

131 In human life our gladness is still allayed with sorrow.
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1857 EMERSON Poems 146 Of the same stuff, and so allayed,
As that whereof the sun is made.
4. [f. ALLAY z*.l, or from LAY with A-/;t/. ? 6,

10, or ii.] Laid, set (cf. inlaid}.
1509 BARCLAY Ship of Fooles 11570) 245 Resplendaunt is all

thy apparayle Alayed gayly with pearles. Ibid. (1874) II.

289 My stremynge standardes alayd with sundry hewe.

Allayer (alrai). [f. ALLAY z/.i (.*) + -KR!.]
lie who or that which allays, modifies, or restrains.

1615 A. NICCKOLES Marr. $ Wiv. xi. in Harl. Misc. (1744)
11. 158 Indigence and Want, two great AHayers of Affection.

1631 Celestina \. 20 O head, the allayer of my passion! O
reliever of my torment ! 1666 HARVEY Morb. Anglic. ?(J.)
Phlegm and pure blood are reputed allayers of acrimony.

Allaying (il/'ii)), vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. + -ING *.]

fl. Abatement of violence; moderation; cessation.

1635 SWAN Spec. Mundiv. 2 (1643) 168 The storms and
showers which often happen upon the allaying of a wind.
2. Dilution with water, etc.; mitigation, modi-

fication.

15*8 PAYNELI. Salcmes Rtgim. Lij b, To moche alayenge
with water wolde distroye naturall heate. 1648 SANDERSON
Serm. II. 237 Advice towards the allaying of those heats and
distempers. 1802 LAMB J. Woodvil\\\. 616 These high and
gusty relishes of life, sure Have no allayings of mortality in

them.

j-3. Admixture of an inferior metal
;
= ALLOYING.

1796 [See ALLAY v.'2 i.]

Allaying (aU
7
-in), ///. a.

[f. as prec. + -ING^.]

Diluting, tempering.
1607 SHAKS. Coriol. \\. \. 52 A cup of hot Wine, with not a

drop of alaying Tiber in't. a 1658 LOVELACE To Alt/tea (R.i

Flowing cups run swiftly round With no allaying Thames.

tAllayment. Obs. rare. Also 6 alai-. [f. as

prec. + -MENT. Cf. OFr. alaic-, aloic-ment^\ Admix-
ture of a modifying element or agent ; mitigation.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. iv. iv. 8 If I could temporise with

my affection Or brew it to a weake and colder pallat, The
like alaiment could I giue my griefe. 1611 Cymb. i. v. 22
To try the vigour of them [thy Compounds], and apply Al-

layments to their Act.

t Allbone (y lb<>un). Bot. Obs. Also all-borne,
all-bones. [ALL- E 5 + BoKE : transl. Gr. nameoA-
oartov from the '

jointed skeleton - like stalks,'

Prior, p. 4, though Pliny, and others after him,

thought the name ironical, on principle of Incus a
non lutendo.] A name given in the herbals to the

Greater Stitchwort (Stcltaria Holostea L.).

1597 GERARD Herbal 43 The Grecians call this plant oAo-

ortoi' : in Latine Tota assca: in English All-bonie. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny 116341 II. 283 Holosteon

;
which the Greeks

so call by the contrary, for the word signifieth All-bone,

Alle, obs. form of AWL.
Alleage, variant of ALLIAGE. Obs., alliance.

Allecret: see HALECKET.

tAlle*ctf z>. Obs.
;
also alect. [ad. L. allccta-re

to allure, freq. of alliccrc to allure, f. al~ = ad- to +

lic-?re, in comp. = lac-crc to entice. By-forms were
ALLICIT and ALLICIATE.] To entice, allure.

1528 MORE Hcresyes iv. Wks. 1557,275/1 To allect ye
people

by preaching. 1534 On the Passion 1274/1 The other les>e

euils, that he alewred and alected her with. 1552 HULOET,
Allect, or styre with some pleasaunte meane. Allicio^ Duco,

t Allecta'tion. Obs~* [ad. L,.allectation-em t
n.

of action f. allecta-re : see ALLECT.] An alluring.
1656 in ULOUXT

; 1692 in COLES ; 1721-1800 in BAILEY.

t Alle'Cted, ppl.a. Obs. [f. ALLECT + -ED.] En-

ticed, drawn forth.

1691 E.TAYLOR Behmcn's Theosoph. iii. 4 Restrains or con-
fines their allected virtues.

t Alle ction. Obs. rare-'1, [ad. L. allection-em>

n. of action f. allic-fre (see ALLECT), not used in

this sense, for which allectatio was substituted.] An
alluring or enticing ; enticement.

1640 HP. REYNOLDS Passions xlii, The allectlon, enticing,
and insinuation of the sensitive appetite.

t Alle'Ctive, a. and sb. Obs.\ also 6-7 alec-

tive. [ad. med.L. allectlvus, f. alUct* ppl. stem of

allicerc : see ALLECT and -IVE.]
A. at//. Having the power or tendency to allure ;

alluring, enticing.
a 1560 Rented. Love 14 (T.) Most allective bait. 1592 (>.

HARVEY Pierce s Supererog, in Arcltaica II. 211 Her bewti-
full and allective stile as ingenious as elegant. 1610 HOLLAND
Camden's Brit. \. 8n What mindes th' allective shade of

gold stirres not. 1775 ASH, Allective (not used', alluring.

B. sb. That which has power to allure.

1531 ELYOT Governor i. v. (1557) 16 There is no better alec-

tiue to noble wittes. c 1577 NOHTHBROOKE Dicing (18431 117
What better alectiue coulde Satan deuise. 1675 Art of
Contcntm. i. 5. 177 Generous contemt of sensual allectives.

Alleetuary, obs. form of ELECTUARY.

Allegate, obs. variant of ALGATE.

t A'llegate, v. Obs.
;
also 6 allygate. [f.

L.

allegat- ppl. stem of adl-, allegd-re to send a mes-

sage, to cite ;
to adduce, bring forward ;

f. ad to +

legare to commission.] A by-form of ALLEGE v$
a. 1529 SKELTON Col. Chute 1164 How darest thou, losell,

Allygate the Gospel Agaynst us ? 1599 PEELE Sir Clyomon
(1829) III. 68 Ah, why should I this allegate? 1639 ROUSE
Heav. Univ. viii. (1702) 107 Ambrose . . allegates for In-

terpretation and Confirmation of this place, the words of

Christ to St. Peter.

f- A'llegate, ///. <* Obs. [ad. L. allegat-w pa.

pple. of allcga-rc to commission, delegate. Cf.

adlegation^ Deputed, delegated.

ALLEGE.
1649 I^ALI, Power ofKings 6 These things they may doe

as Judges Allegate, or Umpeeres for the People.

Allegation (acl/g^-Jan). Also 5-6 allega-
cioun, alegacion, adlegacyon. [a. Fr. allegation,
ad. L. adl-} allegdtidn-em t n. of action f. allegd-re :

see ALLEGATE v. Sometimes spelt adl- in 5-6.]
The action of alleging; the matter alleged.
1. The action of making a charge before a legal

tribunal
; the charge or matter undertaken to be

proved.
1483 CAXTON Cato A vij, After alle allegacions and com-

pleyntes made of bothe partes. 1490 Eneydos xxix. 113
An aunswere to the adlegacyons of Proserpyne. X494FABYAN
vn. ccxxi. 243 Whan Thomas had harde all the alegacions,
he denyed all. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. K/, in. i. 181 To sweare
False allegations to o'rethrow his state. 1772 Hist. Rochester
128 Their allegations against their Spiritual governor were
groundless. 1823 LINGARD Hist. Eng. VI. 202 The king's
counsel laboured to prove three allegations. i86a LD.
BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xix. 6. 356 An officer of the court
takes the allegation, the libel, or the interrogatories.

1 2. A statement made in excuse ; a plea ; the

alleging of a reason. Obs.
c 1510 MORE Picus Wks. 1557, 27 Saye not thou lackest

myght, Suche allegacions foly it is to vse. 1589 BP. COOPER
Admon. 115 That the people . . did euer use such allegations
for their owne excuse. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \\.iy. This
allegation of

'

raggione del stato
'

did serue as well to up-
hold, as . . to bring in this vile Idolatry. 1622 R. HAWKINS
Voy. S. Sea (1847) 206 In case he excuse himselfe with this

allegation.
3. The action of asserting or affirming what one

is prepared to prove; an assertion, affirmation,
averment.

1532 MORK Confut. Tindale Wks. 1557, 507/1 To proue you
the foly of that allegacion. 1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. I. 19 My
former allegation, that those oysters are nourished with sail.

1630 LEVETT Bees (1634) 63 This allegation is true; for I

have often scene a hive cast a swarme, and within foure
dayes cast another. 1658 BRAMHALL Consecr. Bisk. xi. 10
The proofe of both these allegations. 1712 STEELE Spect.
No. 498 f 3, I thought their allegations but reasonable. 1830
LYKLL Princ. Geol. 11875) I. n. xxv. 644 Nor ought we to

call the allegation in question. 1869 GLADSTONE Juv.Mundi
iii. 105 Without any allegation of a rigid uniformity.
4. esp. An assertion without proof, a mere as-

sertion.

1635 R. BOLTON Affl. Consc. ii. 162 With unprofitable mix-
tures of human allegations. 1775 BOSWELL Johnson xxiv.

221 He also persevered in his wild allegation that he ques-
tioned if there was a tree between Edinburgh and the Eng-
lish border older than himself. 1856 E. BOND Russia in
idth. c. (Hakl. Soc.) Introd. 79 The specious allegation that
' the whole country of Russia was not able to receave so

much of English commodities as wear now brought.' 1870
Daily News 25 July 5 The allegation of an excited orator.

f 5. The action of citing or quoting (a document
or author) ; the matter cited or quoted ; citation,

quotation. l.Obs.

1561 T. N[ORTON] tr. Calvin's hist. iv. xvi. (1634) 663 Bap-
tisme of infants [is] proved by allegations brought to dis-

prove it. 1628 T, SPENCER Logick 120 The bare allegation
of Aristotles words. 1671 FLAVEL Fount. Life ix. 23 Which
words are an allegation out of Moses. 1673 PENN Ckr.

Quaker xv. 569 The Allegation of that Scripture against us.

*! Also by confusion for ALLIGATION, q.v.

Alienator, obs. form of ALLIGATOR.

t A'llegator. Obs. [n. of agent f. L. allegat-

ppl. stem of allegd-re : see ALLEGE v.% and -OR.]
He who alleges or affirms.

1681 Reliff. Cter. 81 'Tis not the first time that Holy Scrip-
ture hath been the Argument when the destruction of the

Allegatour hath proved the consequence.
t Alle'ge, v.l Obs. \ also 4-5 alegge, allege,

4-6 allegge, 5 alledge, 6 alege. [a. OFr. alege-r,

alcgier (i4th c. alli-ger} \ L. allevia-re to lighten,
f. al- ad- to + Icvis light. Cf. Pr. aleujart It. alleg-

giaret and L. abbreviartt Fr. abregcr: see ABRIDGE.]
1. To lighten (one) of any burden.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3894 Pardon . . sal bam avail,

To allege bair saules of payne. c 1450 LVDG. Mass Bk. (1879)

394 Ffor to alleggen the wery lemys of her grete berthene.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 266/3 He felte hym a lytell alledged
and eased of his payne.
2. To lighten, alleviate, diminish (a burden, grief,

pain) ;
or to abridge the duration of a trouble.

1382 WVCLIF Is. ix, i The firste tyme is aleggid, or tnaad

li^t, the lond of Zabulon. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser.

VII. 195, I pray }ow now )>at }e allegge \allcvictis\ my
tourmentes. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2588, I wolde this thought
wolde come ageyne, For it alleggith welle my peyne. 1481
CAXTON Myrr. i. v. 18 They setted not of mete and drynke,
but for talegge their hungre and thurste. 1530 PALSCR.

420/2, 1 alege, I lyghten or comforte. Je alege ; I allevyate,
I make lyght the mynde or body, Je allege.

Tf In this sense now represented by ALLAY v. 1 The
infinitive and certain other parts of these two vbs.

were formally identical in ME., and when aleggcn,

: OE. alccgan t
was levelled to a/tye, allay (as ex-

plained under that vb.), this was also substituted

for alcggen=-QRi. alegicr, giving the modem 'to

allay hunger, pain, grief, fear' : see ALLAY z/.l II.

Spenser has altgge as an archaism for allay:

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Mar., The joyous time now

nigheth fast, That shall alegge this bitter blast.

Allege (ale-ds), v2 Forms : 3-5 alegg-e,

aleg-e, 4-6 allegge, 5-9 alledge, 5-6 adledge,

6-7 alledg, aleage, alleage, alleadg, alleadge,



ALLEGE. 231 ALLEGORICAL.

4- allege. [Though allege answers exactly in sense

to L. allegdre and its Fr. adaptation atteguer, its

soft^ (d) shows that it is not an adoption of this,

which would have given alleague. But there was an

OFr. esligicr:\3.\K L. *exlitigare to clear at law, of

which the Norm, form was aligier, alegier. This

was latinized in England, as adlegiare, a word in

regular use in the laws of the Norman kings (see

Du Cange) ;
and this adlegiare (as if f. ad legenf)

was evidently treated also as the equivalent of

aleicr (as if f. a lei), the true OFr. descendant of

L. allegdre (see ALLAY v?>~). Hence, in later AFr.,

alegier (aleger, alegger), and its Eng. adoption

alege, allege, though formally descended from ex-

litigare, were used as = L. allegdre. (Cf. the tech-

nical use of the latter in Roman Law, in 'adlegare
se ex servitute in ingenuitatem,' to release oneself. .

by adducing reasons.) As in Fr. the forensic allc-

guer supplanted the popular alfier, so in Eng.

allege took the place of ALLAY aA
Connexion of alegier (\ *exlitigare), aleier (:al-

Kgdre}, adlegiare, and alegge, allege :

Tristan I. 3217 (Michel', Se devant lui sui alegie, Qui me
voudroit ares sordire? Laics of Win. /, xxxix. I (Schmidj
Seit en la forfaiture le rei de XL sols, s'il ne pot aleier [Lat.
nisi purgare se possit] que plus dreit faire nel sout. Ibid.

It. i, Francigena compellatus adlcgiet se in jure jurando [OE.
hioise hine mid a^e] contra eum. 13 Rick. 11, \\. i, Si la

chartre de mort de homme soit alegge devant qiconques

Justices. Early tratisl. If a charter of the death of a man
be alleadged before any justices.]

1. To declare upon oath before a tribunal, to give

testimony for or against ; hence, to bring forward

as a legal ground or plea, to plead. Obs. e\c.Jig.
c 1335 E. E.Allit. P. A. 702 For-by to corte quen bou schal

com . .Per alle oure cause} schal be tryed, Alegge be
ry3t.

c 1330 Florice ff Bl. 689 }if thai ought ajein wil allegge Hit

uer nowt right jugement Withouten answere to acoupement.

1413 LVDG. Pyfgr. Strwle l. ii. (1483) 3 Yf thou canst ought
alledgen

'

that may be ageynst hym
' come byfore the Juge.

1540 T. CROMWELL in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. II, 170, I haue
no merits or good works which I may alledge before thee.

1605 THVNSE in A nimadv. App. 112 The arguments alledged

agaynst Him by the Advocate. 1711 ADDISOS Sped. No.

;s. 1773
;es tor hi:s safety.

293 F i It was alledged against him that he had never any
Success in his Undertakings. 1773 BURKE Corr. (1844* I. 421
All the arguments

'

I). with clause.

c 1300 Beket 1396 And bad him answere for hir stat : and

aleggi for him hou hit were, c 1400 Destr. Troy xxxm.

3072 J>an alleggit the lede to the leue prinses, All be dere

at he did . . Was barly by biddyng of his bright goddes.
1660 R.COKE Pffwer $ Sttbj. 201 The Clerk holdeth him to. .

his Clergy, alleadging that he ought not before them there-

upon to answer. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 256 P i The Prose-

cutor alledged, That he was the Cadet of a very ancient

Family. 1775) JOHNSON K. Prussia Wks. 1787 IV. 542 Al-

ledges that his predecessors had enjoyed this grant above a

century.

t c. absol. Obs.
c 1440 Gcsta Rom. (1879) 165 And yf we wolle thus alegge

ayenste
be devil. 1628 HOBBES Thucydides 11822 67 They

alleged much to haue him, yet he deliuerd him not.

2. To cite, quote (an author or his authority) for
or against, arch.

1366 MAUNDEV. x. 119 Thei knowen alle the Bible, and the

Psautere : and therfore Allegge thei so the Lettre. c 1384
CHAUCER H. Fame 314 Non other auttour a-legge I. c 1386

Merck. T. 414 And for he wolde his longe tale abregge He
wolde noon auctoritee allegge [T. r. alegge]. c 1440 Gesta
Rom. 33 And allege holy scripturis ajenst synnerys. 1541
BARNES Wks. (1573) 209/2 To whom I aunswered . . aleaging
Saint Augustine for mee. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle iii.

885, I can alleadge mine author for it. 1653 MILTON Constd.

Hirelings 59 With what face or conscience can they alleage
Moses . . for tithes? 1714 A. COLLINS Gr. Chr. Relit;., To
alledge the passages ofthe Old Testament. 1878 R. W. DALE
Lect. Preaching v. 118 The greatest names can sometimes
be alleged for opinions which are incredible.

3. Hence gen. To plead as an excuse ; to adduce
or urge as reason.

ci^ftGestaRom. (1879)56 Whenne be wise man saw bat, he

fan
to alegge resons. 1519 R- PACEm Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 56

. 157 The Electors speke agaynst hym and allege reasons

whye he schulde nott be electidde. 1560 J. DAL-S tr. Slei-

dane's Comm. 107 b, He adledged certen causes, why it ought
so to be. 1598 YOSG Diana, 209, I alleaged some excuses to

the contrary. 1660 T. STANLEY Hist. Philos. II. m. 16 Ter-
tullian alleadgeth another reason. 1762 GOLDSM. Beau Kask
213 Refused to lend a farthing, alledging a former resolution

against lending. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. ix. 344 Sparta
did not draw the sword till she had injuries and insults to

alledge.

b. with clause.
1600 HAKLUYT Voy. Ill, Alleadging how much it would

be for our credite and profite. i6xx WITHER Philarete (1633)
688 Were she Vaine, she might alledge, 'Twere her Sexes
priviledge. 1741 BETTERTON in Oldys Eng. Stage ii, 27 Al-

ledging the greater the Temptation, the greater the Glory
to resist. 1878 SEELEY Stein II. 450 England would give
nothing beyond arms and ammunition, alleging that her

Spanish enterprise occupied her wholly.
4. To advance (a statement) as being able to prove

it
; hence, to assert without proof; to affirm, predicate.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XL 88 pei wol allegen also, quod I,

and by ^e gospel preuen [it]. 1494 FABYAS v. xcv. 69 But
Policronica alledgyth y* honour vnto Vter Pendragon his
brother. 1586 T. B. tr. La Primaitdaye's Fr. Acad. n.

(1594)27 Wee must not therefore alleadge anie imperfection
in the creation of the woman. 1676 CLARENDON Sun 1

. Le-

vlathan 145 Who . . will ever venture to alledg any matter
of fact that he is not sure of? 1690 LOCKE Hum. undent.
n. i. (ed. 31 44 But Men in love with their Opinions, may
not only suppose what is in question, but alledge wrong
matter of fact. 1781 GIBBON Decl. <$ F. III. xlviii. 29 Where
much is alleged, something must be true. 1879 H. SPENCER
DataofEth. ii. 5. 15 In neither case can conduct be alleged.

b. with clause.

1330 R. BRUXNE 247 The kyng alegid thei were of his tre-

sour. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. viii. 673 De mwnkys . . Al-

legyd bat bat electyoun Fell to bame. 1551 TURNER Herbal
n. 37 Some . . alledge . . that Cypros is the tre which is

called in Italy Ligustrum. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 267 PI
Those who alledge it is not an Heroick Poem. 1794 SULLI-
VAN View \at. I. 27 He alleges that there are several ele-

mentary- bodies. 1860 TYNIJALI, Glac. it. 27. 379 It has
since been alleged that ours was unnecessary labour

t AUe'ge, ^- :i Obs. Form: 4 alegge. [ad. L.

allega-re to dispatch to, f. ad- = al- \.o + legare to

dispatch, send.] In the phr. To allege prayer (
=

L. allegdre preces) : to address prayer.
1382 WYCLIF \Visd. xviii. 21 A man . . bi encens pre3ing

aleggyng, withstod to the wrathe [1388 He aleggide preierj.

Allegeable (.ale-d^ab'l), a.
[f.

ALLEGE v* +

-ABLE.] Capable of being alleged or adduced as

evidence, authority, excuse, etc.

1542 HENRY VIII Declar. 206 The passing ouer of tyme . .

is not allegable in prescription for the losse of any right.
a 1656 HALES Gold. Rein. (1688; 464 Notwithstanding any
reason alledgable against it. a 1716 SOUTH 12 Serm. Wks.
1717 V. 36 Is there so much as the least Shadow of excuse

alledgeable. [In JOHNSON and mod. Diets.]

t Alle'geance 1
. Obs. Forms: 4-5 alegeance,

-aunce, -eaunce, all-, allegg-, erron. allegiance.

[a. OFr. alegeance, alejance, mod. allegeance, f.

aleger to relieve : see ALLEGE v.i, and -ANCE.] Al-

leviation, lightening, relief.

1297 R. GLOUC. 85 Mo and mo per come for enlegeance to

habbe of heore wo. c 131$ SHOREHAM 42 Alleggaunce of his

sennes. 11400 Relig. Ptet.esfr. Thornt. MS. 8 In lyghtenes
and alegeance of J^aire sekenes. ^1400 Rom. Rose 4570 Sende
me socour or allegeaunce. c 1430 LYDG. Bochas \\. vii. '1554)

49 b, And of his peyne feleth alegeaunce. 1483 CAXTON
Cato h vij, Alegeaunce of a ryght grete and heuy fardel.

t Allegeance 2
. Obs. or Sc. Forms: 4 alle-

giaunce, 5 allegyaunce, 6 allegeaunce, 6-7 al-

ledgance, -eance, allegeance. [f.
ALLEGE v.- +

-ANCE. Cf. OFr. alegance, allegance, med.L. alle-

gantia^allegdtio. Chiefly Sc. after 1500.] The
action of producing in court, of citing in evidence,
or asserting as capable of proof ; allegation.
c 1400 Apo I. for Loll. 60 A juge, ^euing a sentens asen a

innocent man after allegiaunce & prouid, sinnib deadly.
< 1410 N. LOVE Bonaventuras Mirr. iGibbs MS. \ xxxix. 83
Here lawgheb be lollarde and scorneb holy chyrche in al-

legeaunce of suche myracules. 1502 ARNOLD Chron.\ i8nj 119
Callyng before vs the same partyes . . herd their complayntis
contrauersiesallegeauncis and greuauncis. \y$Compl.Scotl,
31 Sic opinions ande allegeance suld nocht haue audiens

amang cristin pepil. c 1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Vind. Hamil-
tons Wks. 1711, 239 Alledgeances, of which they can give
no reason. 1671 I rue Non~Conf. Pref., How foolishly doth
he second his allegeances? 1711 Countrey-Maris Let. 94
The alledgeanceofthesaid approbation . . is not only ground-
less but utterly false.

Allegeance, obs. variant of ALLEGIANCE.

Alleged (ale-d^d), ///. a.
[f.

ALLEGE v? -t- -ED.]
1. Produced in court, brought forward or ad-

duced as legal ground, or as a reason.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, ii. iv. 225 The sharp thorny points
Of my alleadged reasons. 1689 Tryal ofBish. 26 The Fact

alleadged in the Commitment. 1790 PALEY Hor. Paul \. 4
The coincidences alleged. 1840 HOOD Up Rhine 326 The
alleged reason for my recall. 1844 LEVER Tom Burke xxxiv.

11857) 324 The charges alleged against me.

2. Cited, quoted (properly as an authority).
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. xvii. 391 Poul also in his alleggid

text. 1559 MORWYSG Evonymus Pref., The authors alledged
in this Boke. 1656 BRAMHALL Replic. iii. 149 The Author

alledged, doth testifie. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph.
xxxvii. II. 334 Which Aristotle has so well illustrated in the

passage alleged to you.
3. Asserted as capable of proof ; hence, asserted

but not yet proved ; or, asserted but not admitted.
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. I. in. 139 All the particulars

alleadged. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth III. 241 During his al-

leged illness. 1855 H. SPENCER Psychol. (1872) I. iv. iii. 420
This alleged explanation .. is simply a disguised mode of

shelving them as inexplicable. 1876 FREEMAN Norm.Conq.\.
734 The alleged parentage of her son was generally doubted.

Allegedly (ale-dsedli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY
-'.]

In an alleged manner, by way of assertion.

1874 Rep. Vienna Exhib. iv. 649 The creation of fresh marks

allegedly superior, to the disadvantage of the existing ones.

t Alle-gement 1
, alegement. Obs. [a. OFr.

a!-, allegement f. aleger to lighten: see ALLEGE .l

and -MENT.] Lightening, alleviation, relief.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 1890 A precious oynement . . to yeve

alegement Upon the woundes. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowle

(Wright) To don allegementis To ffolkes whiche be not

glade. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 235/4 It dyd hym none a-

legement. 1485 Chas. Gt. 97 Crete alegement of tormente.

Allegement- (ale-dement), [f. ALLEGE v.'2 +

-MENT.] The act of alleging, allegation, affirmation.

1516 Plumpton Corr. 217 The Counsel! derectelh proses

against them. Howbeyt, I made aledgment for your mas-

tership. 1634 SANDERSON 21 Serm. Ad. Mag. iiL (1673) 284

They come to Samuel with many complaints and alledg-
ments in their mouths. 1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl.\u. iii.

280 The second Alledgement . . is still more frivolous. 1831

HEIDIGER Didoniad \\. 49 'Woman loves power,' is a well-
known allegement.

Alleger (ale-d#>i). Also 6 alledger, 7 -cadger,

[f. ALLEGE v? + -EK 1
.] One who alleges, or cites.

1579 w - FULKE Heskins's Parl. 64 A long speache . .

against M. Heskins the alledger of it. 1624 GATAKER Tran~
sitbstant. 67 This alleadger of him fareth as ill as in the
former allegation, a 1691 BOYLE (J.) The narrative, ifwe be-
lieve it as confidently as the famous alleger of it appeais
to do.

Allegiance C&lfdg&ns, alrd^ans). Forms : 4-5
al- allegeaunce, alie- alligi aunce, 5 alege awns,
ft allegians, -gance, -giauns, -gyaunce, 6-7 al-

leagiance, allegeance, 7 aleige-, alleageance,
6- allegiance. [A derivative of LIEGE, q.v., OFr.

lige, liege, late L. lights : whence OFr. ligance,

ligeance, ligence (Cotgr.) ;
med.L. ligiantia, ligean-

tia, ligentia, ligantia (erroneously associated with

ligdre to bind) ;
ME. Ngeauncet Alegeance. Of the

latter, allegiance, 1 4th c. alegeaunce, was orig.

merely a variation, the a- being prefixed perh.

through confusing the word with another legal

term, ALLEGEANCE 2, with which it was, at first,

formally identical. The word was of Lng. forma-

tion, med.L. allegiantia being formed on it, and
mod. Fr. allegeance according to Littre and Dicz

adopted from Eng.]
fl. The relation of a liege lord ; lordship. Obs.

1:1400 Destr, Troy vi. 2326 Vff it like your Aliegiaunce,
bat I, your lefe son, Be sent . . it shall vs wele like. Ibid.

xxi. 8909 And his allijjiaunce lelly I will loute to. 1*1425
WYNTOUN Cron. vii. viii. 14 Hys Lord be detful alegeawns.
2. The relation or duties of a liege-man to his

liege-lord ;
the tie or obligation of a subject to his

sovereign, or government.
1399 LANGI.. Rich. Redcltss i. 9 Of alegeaunce now lerneth

a lesson obtr tweyne WherLy it standuh and stablithe moste.

1494 FABYAN vii. 324 He had, contrary his allegeaunce, made
homage vnto Lewys. 1588 GREENE Pandcsto '1607 7 To
diswade his subjects from their allegance. '593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. VI, v. i. 179 Hast thou not sworne Allegeance unto
me? 1651 HOBBES Ltn-iath. i. xii. 60 Subjects may be freed

from their Alleageance. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. i. x.

284 Natural allegiance is therefore perpetual. 1824 DIBDIN
Libr. Comp. 115 To take the oaths of allegiance and supre-

macy. 1845 STEPHEN Laws ofEng. II. 399 We shall now
pass from the duties of the sovereign to those which are

owing to him from his people, and which are comprehended
in the ,->ingle word allegiance.

Q.fg. The recognition of the claims which any-

thing has to our respect and duty.
1732 POPE Ess. Man 111.235 Love a" the faith, and all th'

allegiance then. 1808 SCOTT Alarm. \. 10 Nor to thai lady
free alone Did the gay king allegiance own. 1830 SIR J.

HEHSCHEL Stud. .\at. Phil. 27 Their allegiance \ so to speak i

to natural science. 1851 HELPS Friends in C. I. 22 There
is something to which a man owes a larger allegiance than
to any human affection.

Allegiance, variant of ALLEGEAKCE 1
,

-'. Obs.

Allegiancy (alrdjiansi). [var. of prec. : see

-NCV. Cf. abundancy.] - ALLEGIANCE.

1643 PRYNSE Rome's Master-Piece 'ed. 2* 28 To seduce

him from hii Alegiancy. 1881 W. ALLINGHAM in Athenaeum
6 Aug. 175/1 He Be shot who wavers in allegiancy.

Allegiant ;ah"-d5
:

ant;, a.
[f. ALLEGIANCE, on

analogy of adjs. in -ANT accompanying sbs. in

-ANCE.] Giving allegiance, loyal.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VI1I,\\\.\\. 176, I can nothing render but

Allegiant thankes. 1848 Black-food's Mag. LXIV. 227 He
proved anything but allegiant to Shakspeare. 1854 PAT-

MORE Angel in House \. \. xii, The wretch, whom . . His own
allegiant thoughts despise.

t Alle'ging, vbl. sb. 1 Obs. [f.
ALLEGE v.* +

-ING
'.]

The action of making lighter ;
alleviation.

c 1450 LONELICH Grail \\\\. 245 In aleggeng of my peyne.

Alleging ^ale-d^in^, vbl. sb:-
[f.

ALLEGE v* +
-ING l.]

The action of adducing as evidence ; citing,

quoting; the making of an assertion.

1531 Dial. Laws of Eng. \\. I.(z638> 155 If such alleagings
should be accepted in the law. 1533 FRITH Agst. Rastell

(1829) 231 This alleging of Paul for the establishing of the

law. Mod. After alleging his experience.

Allegoric (sel/gprik), a.\ also 4 -ik, 7 -ick.

[a. Fr. allegorique, ad. L. allegoric-ust a. Gr. dAAi;-

yoptK-us : see ALLEGORY and -ic.] Of or pertaining
to allegory; of the nature of an allegory; consti-

tuting or containing an allegory.

1388 WYCLIF Is. Prol., 'Literal' ether historial vndur-

stondyng techith what thing is don ; allegorik techith what
we owen for to bileue. 1549 Coinpl. Scot1. iv. (1873^ 29 That

passage of the text nedis nocht ane alligoric expositione.

1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 389 A kingdom they portend thee, but

what kingdom, Real or allegorick, I discern not. 1762 H.
WALPOLE Vertite's Anecd.Paintsi^&l.v'*,* Having painted
an allegoric piece of Strength vanquished by Wisdom. 1859
DEOUINCEV

"

Wks. XIII. 281 Allegoric personages;
that is, impersonated abstractions expounded by emblems.

Allegorical (ael/g^rikal), a. [f. prec. + -ALi.]
Of or belonging to allegory ; consisting of, formed

by, or occurring in allegory.
1528 TVSDALE Obed. Chr. Man Wks. I. 303 They divide

the scripture into four senses, the literal, tropological, alle-

gorical, and anagogical. 1577 VAUTROULLIER tr. Luther's

Wks. I. 167 Its chimeras, its harpies, its allegorical figures

are grand. 18*9 CARLVLK Misc. (1857} I. 272 Quitting this



ALLEGORICALLY.
idle allegorical vein. 1841 SPALDING Italy II. 24 Heathen
deities and allegorical personages appear in a kind of drama.

AllegOricaUy (el/g?Tikali), adv. [f. prec. -f

-LY 2
.] In an allegoric or allegorical manner; by

way of, or by means of, allegory ; figuratively.
1577 tr. Bulling-er's Decades '1592) 330 Some., thinke it

very profitable and an excellent thing to construe Homer
and Virgil allegorically. 1641 BRATHWAIT Engl. Gentl. 102
In many places are wee allegorically and not literally to
cleave to the Text. 177^ T. WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry
Dissert, in. (1840) I. 200 Writers who affect to interpret alle-

gorically. 1859 MASSOS Milton I. 542 An acted pageant,
with speeches, etc. by persons allegorically dressed.

AllegOricalneSS (sel/g^rikalnes). \0bs.~* [f.

as prec. -f- -NESS.] The quality of being allegorical.
1731 in BAILEY; whence in JOHNSON.
t A'llegorism. Obs. rare-1

, [f. ALLEGORIZE.
Cf. baptize, baptism. See -IZE.] The completed
process or result of allegorizing.

1567 JEWEL Def. Aj>ol. 477 We need not condemne him as

an Heretike, which would be pleasant in his allegorisme.

Allegorist (arl/gorist). [f.
ALLEGORIZE : cf.

baptize, baptist. See -1ST.] One who constructs

allegories, or writes allegorically ; rarelyt one who
expounds allegorically.
1684 T. BURSET Theor. Earthm. 49 It cannot be understood

. . as these allegorists pretend. 1756 J. WARTON Ess. Pcfie

(17821 II. 8. 34 The pencil of Spenser is as powerful as that
of Rubens, his brother allegorist. 1841 D'ISRAELI Amen.
Lit. (1859) II. 123 Every tale is accompanied by the gloss of
a pious allegorist. 1849 MACAULAY ///$/. Eng. 11.228 Bunyan
is . . decidedly the first of allegorists.

t Allegorister, rare 1
, [f. prec. + -ER!, an

unnecessary agential termination. Cf. chorist-ert

barrist-er] = ALLEGORIST.
1841 D'ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1859) II. 125 In a lengthened

allegory . . the allegorister tires of his allegory.

AUegorizationtae'l^rsiz^'Jan). [f.
ALLEGOR-

IZE, as if ad. L. *allegorizdfion-em, n. of action f.

allegorlza-re : see -ATIOX.] Allegorical represent-
ation or interpretation.
1846 GROTE Greece I. i. xvi, 563 Proclus is full of similar

allegorisation both of Homer and Hesiod. 1859 DK QUINCEY
Lessing Wks. XIII. 281 Temperance and Constancy, are

simply impersonated abstractions and not allegorizations.

Allegorize (se*l/g6raiz), v. [a. Fr. allt :

gorise-r;
ad. L. allegorizdre, f. Gr.dXXrjyopia (see ALLEGORY),
an analogous form to prophetizarc, evangelizdre,

etc., f. assumed Gr. *d^\7]yopitiv. see -IZE.]

1. trans. To make or treat (a thing^ as allegorical ;

to turn it into, or explain it as, an allegory.
1596 HARINGTOH Aidant. Ajax 6, I will not spend time to

allegorize this story. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 316 Plu-
tarch and Synesius Allegorized those Egyptian Fables of

Isis and Osiris, the one to a Philosophical, the other to a
Political sence. 1724 A. COLLISS Gr. Chr. Rclig. 81 The
Jews began to allegorize their sacred books. 1882 FARKAK

Early Chr. I. 104 His attempt to allegorise the distinction

between clean and unclean animals.

2. intr. a. To give allegoric explanations, to

expound allegorically. b. To construct, or utter,

allegories.
1581 FULKE Agst. Allen 223 {TJ After his manner he alle-

gorizeth upon the sacrifices of the law. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch's Mor. 1300 The Greeks allegorize that Saturne is

time, Juno the aire. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corr. Chr. I. i. 24 One
method of allegorizing . . took its rise in the East. 1875
MASSON Wordsiv,, Shelley, etc. 239 Some writers are not
moved to allegorize so easily as others.

3. To allegorize (a person) out of (anything) : to

take away from by the use of allegory. To alle-

gorize (a thing) away, to get rid of by means
of allegory. lObs.

1667 E. CHAMBERLAYKE State Gt. Brit. i. in. i. (1743^ 150

Charged with allegorising away the whole History of the

Crucifixion. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 795 Our High-
flown Enthusiasts .. quite Allegorize away .. the Outward
Resurrection of the Body. 1726 PENN Tracts Wks. I. 583
To Allegorize Christ out of His Divinity.

Allegorizer (pe'l/gorai.-zsj). [f. prec. + -ER*.]
One who allegorizes : a. who expounds allegori-

cally; b. who speaks in allegories.

1677 R. GILPIN Daemon. Sac. (1867) 165 The allegorizers
and inventors of mysteries . . are ravished with the discovery
of a new nothing. 1736 COVENTRY Phil. Conv.

y. (T.) The
Stoick philosophers. . were great allegorizers in their theology.

1824 COLERIDGE Aids to Refl. (18481 1. 254 The fond humour
of the mystic divines, and allegorizers of Holy Writ.

Allegorizing (ce'l/gorai^zirj), vbl. sb. [f. as

prec. + -ING 1
.]

The treatment or expounding of

anything as an allegory ; the using of allegories.

1579 W. FULKE Heskins's Par/, i : His wicked allegorizing

vpon the scriptures. 1677 R. GILPIN Daemon. Sac. (1867) 164

Upon the occasion of Origen's allegorizing. 1751 JORTJN
Serm. (1771) I. i. 2 The Pagan Philosophers fell into the

Allegorizing way. 1880 SAINTSBURV in Academy 3 Jan. 6/1

The open allegorising which simply makes use of the un-

familiar appliances to tell a familiar story.

Allegorizing (ce'l/gorai'zirj), ///. a.
[f.

as

prec. + -ING 2
.] Converting into or treating as an

allegory.
1860 ELLICOTT Life ofour Lord viti. 405 The interesting,

but too minutely allegorizing comments of Augustine.

Allegory (se-l/jgori). Forms : 4-7 allegorie,

5-6 allegorye, 6- allegory, [ad. L. allegoria, a.

Gr. d\\ijyopia, lit. speaking otherwise than one

seems to speak, f. dAAos other + -ayopia speak-

232

ing ;
cf. ervopevoj to speak, orig. to harangue, f.

dyopd the public assembly. Cf. Kr. allegorie, perh.
the direct source of the Eng. The L. allegoria was
occas. used unchanged in i6th c.]
1. Description of a subject under the guise of
some other subject of aptly suggestive resemblance.
1382 WYCLIF Gal. iv. 24 The whiche thingis ben seid by

allegorie, or goostly vtidirstondinge [Vulg. per allegoriam}.
1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 66 The sayd Platon dide

techehissapyence by allegorye. KftpPtrrmHAMJE^f.Awvu
(1869) 196 Properly and in his principall vertue Allegoria is

when we do speake in sence translatiue and wrested from
the owne signification, neuerthelesse applied to another not

altogether contrary, but hauing much conueniencie with it.

1712 PARNELL Sficct. No. 501 F i Some of the finest composi-
tions among the ancients are in allegory. 1840 CARLYLE
fferVfSd&jSlxrj Allegory and Poetic Delineation, as I said

above, cannot be religious Faith.

b. attrib.

1532 MORE Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 1557,415/1 These here-
tikes nowe not onely rob the churche in an allegorye sense.

Answ. Frith 835/1 The wordes of Chryste might beside
the lyttarall sence bee vnderstanden in an allegorye-
2. An instance of such description ; a figurative

sentence, discourse, or narrative, in which properties
and circumstances attributed to the apparent sub-

ject really refer to the subject they are meant to

suggest ;
an extended or continued metaphor.

T534 MORE On the Passion Wks. 1557, 1340/1 It might be
taken for an allegory or some other trope or figure. 1577
VAUTROULLIER tr. Luther's Ep. Gal. 149 The allegorie of the
two sonnes of Abraham, Isaacke and Ismael. 1611 BIBLE
Gal. iv. 24 Which things are an Allegorie. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambl. No. 176 pn They discover in every passage .. some
artful allegory. 1846 T. WRIGHT Mid. Ares II. xix. 257
The spirited and extremely popular political allegory of the
'

Vision of Piers Ploughman.'
3. An allegorical representation ; an emblem.
a 1639 W. WHATELEY Protot. i. xi. (1640) 154 These two

mothers and the children borne of them were allegories, that

is, figures of some other thing mystically signified by them.

1769 BURKE State Xat. Wks. II. 134 Procrustes . . with his

iron bed, the allegory of his government. 1882 MRS. PIT-
MAN Mission Life in Greece 30 That Hercules is only an
allegory of the sun.

t Allegory, v. Obs.
ff.

the sb. Perh. misprint
for allegorize^ To ALLEGORIZE.
1554 WHITGIFT Defense 571 (R.1 Some do allegorie vpon

this place, saying that Christ is lifted vp by the preaching of
the gospell.

II Alle'grement, adv. [Fr. allegrtment, f. al-

Icgre : see next.] In a lively manner, briskly, gaily.
1604-9 DoNXE Lft. in ll'ks. 1839 VI. 322 Make therefore to

yourself some Mark and go towards it Allegrement.

II Allegresse (al^gre-s^b'gre-s). \Yr.allegresse,
n. of state f. allegre : L. aldcrem for dfaerem, ace.

of alacer brisk, sprightly: see ALACRITY and -ESSE.]

Gaiety, gladsomeness.
1652 URQUHART Je-Mel Wks. 1834, 223 They raised their

shouts of allegress up to the very heavens. 1853 C/t.

Auchester III. 170 He . . glanced into the room with an air

of allegresse to bid me adieu. 1878 J. PAYNE Lautrec,
Hymning the golden allegresse Of wedded love.

II Allegretto (alU*gre-tU>), a. Aftis. [It., dim. of

ALLEGRO.] Somewhat brisk
;

less brisk than (
al-

legro? (Used also as adv. and sb.
; cf. next.)

1879 [See ALLEMANDE 2].
''

Allegro (It. alU7'gr0), a., adv., and sb. [It.

allegro, irreg. repr. of L. aldcrem for dlacrem, ace.

of alacer brisk.]
A. adj. In orig. It. sense : Lively, gay, merry.

'

1632 MILTON {title} L'Allegro.
B. adv. and adj. Music. Brisk, lively, quick ;

one of the five grades of musical pace and character,

being the quickest except presto. Used advb. in

directions as ' to be taken allegro? and adject, as
'

allegro time.*

1721 T&tAixx, Allegro, a Term in Musick when the Move-
ment is quick.

Hence, C. sb. A movement in allegro time.
? 1777 J. SKINNER Tullochg'., Their allegros and a' the rest,

They canna please a Scottish taste, Compared wi' Tulloch-

gorum. 1875 OUSF.LEY Mns. Form xi, 52 The first move-
ment of a symphony is usually an allegro, a tolerably brisk

piece.

Alleleu (oel/lif?'). nonce-wd. An outcry.
1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. 1. 1. v. 40 The universal alleleu of

female hysterics.

Alleluia (sein*/7-ia\ int. and sbl [a. L. Alle-

luia, a. Gr. d\\7j\ovia, the Septuagint representa-

tion of Heb. iT~Wn hallelu-yah, i.e. praise ye

Jah or Jehovah, now more commonly written as

in the A.V. of the O.T., HALLELUJAH.] An ex-

clamation meaning
* Praise the Lord/ which oc-

curs in many psalms and anthems. Hence, A song
of praise to God.
138* WYCLIF Rev. xix. 6 A vois of a greet trumpe . . seiynge

alleluya [TINDALE Alleluya, Rhem. Allelu-ia, 1611 Alleluia].

1398 TREVISA tr. Barth. De P. R. ix. xxviii. (1495! 364 At
Ester Alleluya is songe. ^1400 Epiph. (Turnb. 1843) 1880

They song all ther with my Id chere Aleluya with vocys soo

clere. 1691 J. NoRHis/Vrtr/. Disc. 121 The Burthen ofwhose
Devotion lay in Anthems and Alleluiahs. 1864 ENGEL Mus.
Anc. Nat. 99 Trilling the tongue against the roof of the

mouth . . is all that constitutes the Alleluia of the ancients.

Alleluia (ceUl'w-ia), sb.~ Obs. or dial. [' Bears

the same name in Ger., Fr., It.. Sp.' Prior. Ktymon

ALLEVE.
uncertain ; see the quotations.] The wood sorrel

(Oxa/is Acetosella).
1543 TRAHERON Vigo (1586) 430 Alleyluya . . a kind of three

leaved grasse, which is sowre in tast. 1551 TURNER Herbal
ii. 74 Oxys . . is called alleluya, because it appereth about
Easter, when Alleluya is song agayn, or wodsore : but it

shuld be called wodsour or sorell. 1662 MORE Antid. agst.
Ath. n. vi. (1712) 57 The Leaf of Balm, and of Alleluia or
Wood-Sorrel . . are Cardiacal. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet.,
CuckoW'Bread, or Alleluia. 1830 WITHERING in Britten
Plant~n. s.v., Alleluia, probably from its being called in the
South of Italy Jnliola, whence also its officinal name/,7/swz.

Alleluiatic (sel/li/P^se-tiki, a. [ad. L. alle-

Iriiatic-usi.allelnia, after drama, dramatic-its, etc.]
Of or pertaining to the Alleluia or Hallelujah.
[1639 USSIIER Brit. Eccl. xi. Wks. 1847 V. 381 Celebratissi-
mam victoriam Alleluiaticam.] 1844 St. German in Eng.
Saints xiv. 158 Which goes in history by the name of the
Alleluiatic Victory [when the Britons under Germanus by
shouting Hallelujah gained a bloodless victory over the

Pagan Saxons and Picts]. 18 . . W. STAUNTON Eccl. Diet.

(ed. 4) App. $, Alleluiatic Sequence, the hymn beginning with
the words ' The strain upraise.'

tAllelykely, adv. Obs. [comb, of ALL adv. +
LIKELY or perh. for alike-ly^\ Kqually.
1440 Promp. Parr., Allelykely.or euynly (r.r. a lyke wyse,

or euynly), Equaltier.
II Allemande (aUman-d, -ma'nd, os'lemjend,

re'lmamd). [a. mod.Fr. allemande German (sc.

dance}. For the various historical forms under
which the word was formerly englished, seeALMAIN.]
1. A name given to various German dances.

1775 SHERIDAN Rivals in. iv. 130 These outlandish heathen
allemandes and cotillons are quite beyond me ! a 1790 in

Scots Songs II. 56 The Spaniards dance fandangos well,

Mynheer an all'mand prances. 1883 C. PHELPS in Harper's
Mag. Jan. 284/1 What pressure of hands was exchanged
when Sandy authorized * alamande left

'

!

2. A piece of music forming one of the move-
ments of the Suite.

1685 Land. Gaz. mmlxxxi/4 Airs for the Violin, To wit,

Preludes, Fuges, Allmands, Sarabands. 1833 Penny Cycl.
I. 346 Handel, and other composers of his period . . never in-

tended their allemandes to be so fast as they are performed
by modern players. 1879 E. PROVT in Grove A/us. Diet. I.

55/2 The allemande is a piece of moderate rapidity about an

allegretto in common time.

Allemontite (rclemp-ntait). Min.
[f.

Alle-

mont, in Dauphin^, where found + -ITE.] A native

alloy of antimony and arsenic; Arsenical antimony.
1837-80 DANA Alin. 18, Alletnontite . . Color tin-white, or

reddish-gray.

Allenarly (ale-naili), adv. north, dial, and Sc.

Forms : 4-7 allanerly\e, 6 alanerly, 6-7 allaner-

lie, 6-8 allenerly, 6- allenarly. [f.
ALL adv. +

ANERLY singly.]
1. Solitarily, alone ; only, solely, merely. (Still

in Sc. law.)
1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 4 Allanerly bay may ioye in Ihesu

bat lufes hym in bis lyfe. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 281 That
he wald cum all-anerly For to spek with him

priuely. 1535
STEWART Cron. Scotl. (1858) I. 216 Thus am I left allanerlie

allone. 1549 Coinpl. Scotl. 3 3our grace deseruis nocht to

be callit ane nobil, alanerly throcht jour verteouse verkis.

c 1565 R. LINDSAY Hist. Scotl. (1728) 37 Ambitiousness com-
eth never of God, but allenarly of the devil. 1687 Royal
Prod, in Lond.Gaz. mmccxxi/sToacceptofOur Indulgence
allanerly, and none other. 1711 C. M. Lett, to Curat, 'Tjs

all the Child of his own Fancy allenerly. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, xxxix. 308 On whilk . . the gospel shineth allenarly,
and leaveth the rest of the world in utter darkness.

2. adj., Only, sole.

1533 BELLENDENE Lh>y (i8aa) 1. 86 His empire . . was under
the governance of ane allanerly persoun. 1587 HOLINSHED
Scot. Chron. ti8o6)II. 51 James our second and allanerlie son.

Allerie, synonym of ALLVLENE.

: Alle*niate, "' Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. al- = ad- to

+ lenis soft, gentle. Formed on the analogy of

abbreviate, alleviate, etc., against Latin usage which

made the vb. lenlre^\ To soften, render gentle.
i6ao VENNER Via Recta ii. 34 Drunkennesse . doth (as

they say) . . alleniate and make quiet the animall powers.

1642 ROXJERS Naaman 45 How doth the Lord turne the eies

of Crocodiles, to Doves eies, alleniate, and draw the hearts

of fathers to the children.

Aller, obs. gen. pi. of ALL (see ALL D.), and

obs. form of ALDER sb.^

Allerion, variant of ALERION.

t A'llevate, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

L. attevat- ppl.

stem of allevdre : see ALLEVE.] To raise up, lift.

Used also for ALLEVIATE.

1613 R. C. Table Alph., Allevate, asswage, or make more
easie and light. 1696 Money masters all Things (1698) 39
He scarce can allevate his Feet off Ground.

t Alleva'tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L.allevdtion-em

a raising up, an alleviating, f. allevdre : see AL-

LEVE.] - ALLEVIATION (.for which, in the second in-

stance, it may be a mispr.V
1502 Ord. Cryst. Men (W. de Worde) iv. iii. (1506) 170 And

this alleuacyon they fynde by certayne operacyons. 1689

Myst. Iniq. 40 That an explanation of these Impositions, and

such Allevations, be allowed to the tenderly Considerate.

fAlle'Ve, v. Obs. In 6 aleive. [prop, a/eve, a.

OFr. aleve-ri L. adl-, allevdre, to lift up, raise,

relieve, lighten, f. ad to + /evdre to raise (cf. levis

light).] To relieve, alleviate.

a 1546 EARL SURREY Lett. xxvi. (R.) To th' intent his ma

jesty's charges might be aleived.



ALLEVEMENT.

f Alle'veilient. Obs. Also 6 aleave-. [a. OFr.

alevement, i.alever: see prec. and -MENT.] Relief,

alleviation.

1509 Soliman fy Pers. n. in Hazl. Dodsl., Yet this is some
allevement [i'.r. aleavement] to my sorrow.

Alleve(n, -the, obs. forms of ELEVEN, -TH.

Alle'viate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. allcviat-its,

pa. pple. of allevia-re to lighten, f. a/- ad- to +
levis light. Used for some time as pa. pple.]

1. Lightened in weight.
1471 RIPLEV Cow/. ,-(/(-/;. in Ashm. i652,v.xxxix. 157 Pursys,

wyth pounds so aggravate, Whych by Phylosophy be now

allevyat.

2. Extenuated, palliated.
1671 True ffoti-Conf. 34 That which you call cruelty . . will

quickly be alleviat to moderation.

Alleviate (al'"vi|C't), v. [f. prec. 'Reckoned

byHeylin, in 1656, among uncouth and unusual

words.' Todd.]
1 1. To make lighter, diminish the weight of. Obs.

1665 6 Phil. Trans. I. 157 Such as have exact Wheel-
Barometers may try whether Odors or Fumes do alleviate

the Air.

2. To lighten, or render more tolerable, or endur-

able ;
to relieve, mitigate.

1528 PAYNELL tr. Salernes Regiment 22 Milk . . alleviateth

the griefes of the breast, a 1656 Bp. HALL Balm of Gil. i.

ii. 1 1863! 6 To alleviate the sorrows of their heavy partners.

171* STEELE Spect. No. 450 ^ 3, 1 . . found means to alleviate,

and at last conquer my Affliction. 1871 NAPHEYS Prevent.

Dis. ill. ii. 619 To alleviate the sufferings ofthe invalid. 1876
MOZLEY Univ. Serm. v. 120 Hope alleviates the sorrow of

that home.

f 3. To lighten the gravity of (an offence) ;
to ex-

tenuate, palliate. Obs.

1768 BLACKSTONE Comtn. IV. 15 The violence of passion, or

temptation, may sometimes alleviate a crime. 1777 R. WAT.
SON Philip 11 11793! II. xiv. 181 They began to alleviate the

outrages of the soldiers.

Alleviated (alrvV'ted), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED.] Lightened, mitigated.
1791 COWPER Lett. 25 Nov. Wks. 1876, 405 My melancholy

seemed a little alleviated for a few days. 1882 BEECHER
Chr. World Pulpit 13 Nov. 6 My father's public teaching

may be called alleviated Calvinism.

Alleviating (al/H-i^'tin), vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec.

+-ING !.] The action of making lighter, less grave,
or less severe. (Mostly gerundial.)
1691 RAY Creation 1 1714) 149 [These] conduce much to the

alleviating the body and facilitating the flight lof birds). 1757

JOHNSON Rambl. No. 183 F 2 The hope of alleviating the

sense of our disparity. 1738 Idler No. 31 T 1 1 The misery
. . he has many means of alleviating.

Alleviating t,a'<~ vi^'tin), ///. a.
[f.

as prec. +

-ING^.] Lightening, mitigating, extenuating.

1789 BENTHAM Princ. Legisl. xi. {> 42 The alleviating cir.

cumstance is only a matter of presumption.

Alleviation ^l^vi^'-Jani. [n. of action f. AL-

LEVIATE, as if ad. L. *a/leviatidn-em."] The action

of lightening weight, gravity, severity, or pain ;

relief, mitigation.
1625 J. HART A nat. Ur. I. ii. 31 The disease gave her some

reasonable time of intermission, with some alternation of the

accidents. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 270 Alleviation

of spirits . . may also ensue. 1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 76
p 5 It has always been considered as an alleviation of misery
not to suffer alone. 1771 Ajttiq.

Sarisb. 4 Small Alleviation

ofthe yoke of Servitude. 1833 1. TAYLOR Fanat. vi. 195 Some
grateful alleviation of the inward torment. 1876 FREEMAN
Norm. Cono. I. App. 662 An alleviation of the heavy imposts
under which the people groaned.

Alleviative (alFvietiv>, a. and sb. rare.
[f.

alleviat- ppl. stem of alleviare (see ALLEVIATE) +

-1VK.]
A. adj. Of an alleviating nature or tendency.
B. sb. That which tends to alleviate ;

a palliative.

167* Corah's Doom 126 (T.) Some cheering alleviatiue to

lads kept in pure slavery to a few Greek and Latin words.

Alleviator (alrvi^itaa). [f.
ALLEVIATE -r -OR,

as if a. L. *allevidtor n. of agent f. alleviare] He
who, or that which, alleviates ; a lightener, or re-

liever.

1811 LAMB On being Hanged'Wks. 560 That kindest al-

leviator of human miseries, a 1823 COMBE in Half.hrs.
Authors II. 128 A powerful alleviator of the fatigue of walk-

ing. 1882 Cornh. Mag. Feb. 157 An alleviator of the evils

of his individual life.

Alleviatory (alfvietaii), a.
[f.

ALLEVIATE +
-OHT ; after L. adjs. in -orius, f. agent-nouns in -OR.]

Having the attribute of relieving.
1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. X. xxi. ix. 183 The chief Berlin

Doctor . . began some alleviatory treatment.

Allevin, obs. form of ELEVEN.

t Alle'vy, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. Fr. (i5-i6thc.)

a(l)tivie-r : L. allevia-re] A by-form of ALLE-
VIATE.

1566 DRANT flor. Sat. iii. B vj, Let discipline allevied be,
in measure, to the vyce.

Alley (e'li). Forms : 4-6 aley, aleye, p aly,

alaye, ally, 6- alley. PI. alleys, formerly often

allies, [a. OFr. alee, mod.Fr. allce, I. the act of

walking, passage, 2. a walk or passage.]
I. A walk, a passage.
1 1. A passage in or into a house

;
a covered

way. Obs.
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1388 WYCLIK i Kings vii. 2 He bildide foure aleis [1382
alurisl bitwixe the pilers of cedre. c 1400 Destr. Troy xu.

4978 Mony long chaumburs, Goand vp by degres burgh mony
gay alys. 1475 CAXTON Jason 86 b, For ther was no more
. . but a litil aleye from her chambre to his. 1480 Chron.

Eng. vii. (1520' 115 b/2 An aleye that stretcheth out of the
warde under the erth into the forsayd castell. 1525 LD.
BKRNKRS Froissart II. cxvi. [cxii.] 334 The aley vnder couert
endured fro their garyson a seuen or eight leages.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. v. 67 The natural Gates and Allies of
the Body.

II.
esj*. A bordered walk or passage.

2. A walk in a garden, park, shrubbery, maze, or

wood, generally bordered with trees, or bushes ;
an

avenue
;
also the spaces between beds of flowers or

plants, or between the rows of hops in a hop-garden.
1382 WYCLII-- Songii/Stil, xi. i, I am the flour of the feeld,

and the lilie ofaleyes. c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 285 And in

the Aleyes [v.r. aleyes, -eis, -ies] romeden vp and doun. 1440
Promp. Par-:',, Aley yn gardyne. Pcribolus. 1578 LYTK
Dodoens xx. 575 Wild [purslowe] groweth of his owne ac-

corde in wayes and alies of gardens. 1594 PLAT Jeivell-ho.
i. 48 Throughout all the allies of his hop garden. 1599 SHAKS.
Much Ado \. ii. 10 Walking in a thick pleached alley in my
orchard. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 527 The allies that

lie between the beds. 1625 BACON Ess. lArb. i 563 These
closer alleys must be ever finely gravelled. i637M ILTON Comus
311 Each lane, and every alley green Dingle or bushy del!

of this wild wood. 1716-8 LADY M. MONTAGUE Lett, I. x. 36
At the end of the fine alley in the garden. 1809 BRYDONE
Sicily xxi. 21? The approach to Palermo is fine. The alleys
are planted with fruit-trees. 1848 L. HUNT Jarei/JIoneyix.
125 A walk down an alley of roses. 1849 RUSKIN 7 Lamps
ii. xv. 43 Pictured landscapes at the extremities of alleys
and arcades. 1861 DELAMER Kite/ten Gard. 41 Beds four

feet in width, with a foot-wide alley between each bed. 1863
LONGF. Wayside Inn, Theolog. T. 93 He walked all night
the alleys of his park. 1867 Miss BRADDON A1

///. Godwin
I.i.4 Under the shelter of a long alley of hazel and filbert

trees. 1878 R. STEVENSON Inland l'iy., With alleys of trees

along the embankment.

1765 TUCKER Lt, Nat. I. 554 We are now striking into an-

other alley, and starting a different question.

3. A passage between buildings ; hence, a narrow

street, a lane ; usually only wide enough for foot-

passengers. Blind Alley: one that is closed at the

end, so as to be no thoroughfare; a fit/ de sac. The

Alley, particularly applied to Change Alley, London,
scene of the gambling in South Sea and other

stocks. (In U.S. applied to what in London is

called a A/civs,}
c 1510 Cocke Lorellcs Bate 6 Also in ave maria aly, and at

westmenster, And some in shordyche. 1583 STANYHVRST
Aeneis ii. u88o) 66 Through crosse blynd allye we iumble.

1615 SANDYS Trav. 12 The buildings meane, the streets no

larger than allies. 1687 Land. Gas. mmccxcviii/4 In a paved
Alley near St. Sepulchres Church in London. 1711 ADDI-
SON Spect. No. 8 F3 The Lanes and Allies that are inhabited

by Common Swearers, c 1713 H. CAREY (title) Sally in our

Alley. 1720 The Bubblers Medley (title\ Stock Jobbing Cards,
or the Humours of Change Alley. 1720 SWIFT in Bk. ofDays
I. 146 There is a gulf where thousands fell . . A narrow sound

though deep as hell, 'Change Alley' is the dreadful name.

1722 DE FOE Plague 167 The mortality was great in the

yard or alley. 1728 NEWTON Chrmiol. Amend, v. 340 Build-

ings .. with a walk or alley between them. 1775 ASH, Alley . .

the place in the city of London where the public funds are

bought and sold. 1861 STANLEY East Ch. ii. 11869*62 The
dark corners of London alleys. 1863 R. CHAMBERS Bk. ff

Days I. 146 Exchange Alley was the seat of the gambling
fever. 1876 World No. 107, 12 Some who write of Courts,
are more fam.liar with alleys.

4. A long narrow enclosure for playing at bowls,

skittles, etc.

a 1400 Squyroflowe Degre 804 An hundreth knightes, truly

tolde, Shall play with bowles in alayes colde. 1615 Country
Contentm, in Strutt Sports $ Past. (18761 363 Flat bowles

being best for allies, your round byazed bowles for open
grounds. 1661 PEPYS Diary 5 June, Sir W. Pen and I went
home with Sir R. SUngsby to bowles in his ally. 1801

STRUTT Sports $ Past. n8io' 237 The little room required
for making these bowling alleys was no small cause of their

multiplication. 1844 Ord. $ Regul. Army 438 Skittle

Alleys are repaired by the Royal Engineer Department.

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. in. 2 The aire will be a player, vn

lesse you can keepe it out of the Alley perforce. 1612 BACON

->$.,C/g-(Arb.'434 Such Men are fitter for Practise, then

for Counsel! ; And they are good but in their own Alley :

Turne them to New Men, and they have lost their Ayme.

5. A passage between the rows of pews or seats

in a church. Still used in the north. In the south

corruptly replaced by AISLE.

[1464 in Test. Ebor. 11.268 In medio ambulatorii coram

crucifixo.] 1508 Ibid. VII. 28 [To be buried] afore y rode

in y* ally. 1558 in Richmond Wills 180 To be buried in

the mydde alhe before the quere dore. 1603 HOLLAND Plu-

tarch's Mor. 1295 Temples, which in some places have faire

open Isles and pleasant allies. 1686 OLDHAM Satyrs 193 At

Church . . you in the Alley stand, and sneak. 1697 BP. OF

LINCOLN in Southey Comm.-Pl. Bk. Ser. n. 68 So strait a

place as an ally of the Church. 1776 WESLEY Wks. 1872 IV.

71 The church was crowded, pews, alleys, and galleries.

Ii As aisle was erroneously put for alley, so alley

has been used for aisle (a/a).

1731 DERBY in Phil. Trans. XLI. 229 The Leads and Tim-
ber of great Part of the North Alley of the Church was
broke in.

6. In a printing-office, the space between two com-

positors' stands, or between two printing-presses.
1871 RiNGWALT^wryf/. Pr.z-j. 1875 SOUTHWARD Dict.Pr. 4,

ALL-GOOD.

7. A passage or free space between two lines of

any kind.

1756 WARTON Ess. Pope II. 8. (1782) 30 It is a description
of an alley of fish-women. 1856 KANE A ret. E.vpl. I. xxv.

329 We were in an alley of pounded ice-masses.

8. The AMBULACRUM in the shell ofan echinoderm.

1835 KIKBY Hab. $ Inst. Anim. I. vi. 208 Those parts (.of

the shell of sea urchins) void of spines called the alleys.

f 9. ALUBK : a gallery round the roof. Obs.

(-1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. (1869) I. no Aboue J>e pynacle of

\>c temple bat sum men seyen weren be aleis.

10. Comb, or Attrib. as alley maker, making, etc.

155* HULOET, Aley maker, Topiarins. Aley makynge,
Topiaria,

Alley, var. ALLY, a kind of marble.

Alleyed (orlld), ///.#. [f.
ALLEY + -EI>*.] Laid

out as an alley, or with alleys.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 70 The gardins so welle aleyed to walke

npon. 1808 SCOTT Marm. \\. x, The arcades of an alley'd
walk. 1813 J\ok(,'ly'\\. xxi, Through the alleyed walk we

spied With hurried step my Edith glide.

All-father. [ALL- K 3 + FATHER, after OX.

Al-fadirl\ The father of all, the universal father.

1. orig. A title of Odin, the Al-fadir of the

Edda.
1810 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XXIX. 321 Nor, by A!-

father, shall it be conniv'd at. 1864 KJNGSLEY Rom.?; Tatt.

iii. (1875169 Woden, the All-father, was superior to one of

his sons.

b. Transferred to Jupiter.
1870 MRYANT Homer I. vm. 239 The All-Father took his

golden scales.

c. Applied to God.
1874 M. COLLINS '/'//. in Garden 11880) II. i. 11 Doing that

which is right, you grasp the hand of the Allfather, and that

grasp gives safety.

All-fatherly, a. rare. [f. prec. + -LY"!.] Of,
or like, the universal father.

1839 BAILEY Fcstus viii. 11848.' 98 One all- Fatherly source

of liyht and life.

All-fired (J'l-fai^jcl), a. slang, [said to be

euphemism for hcll-fncd^\ Infernal
;
hence an in-

tensive. (Chiefly in U.S.)
1837 HALIBURTON Clockm. (18621 115 What an all fired

scrape he got into. 1862 T. HUGHES in Macm. Mag. V. 244 'i

\Bcrksh.J>easant says\ A went off wi' lh* mo^t all-fired noise.

All-firedly tjH-faioudli), adv. slang, [f. prec.

+ LY ^.] Unusually ; excessively.
a 1860 MILNE Farm Fence 8 lin Bartlett) Wonder if it is

rum that makes potatoes rot so all-firedly.

All-flower-water. (?Euphem.) Cow's urine;
as a remedy.
1839 OTWAY Tottr in Connanght 142 Salt, the blood of a

black hen, and nllflower-water. 1876 .V. & ^'. Ser. v. VI.

358 In this nineteenth century I know a poor woman who
took all-fiower-water. 1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

All Fools' Cay. [prob. orig. with jocular re-

ference to All Saints, All Soztls.'] A humorous

name for the ist of April ;
the day popularly ap-

propriated to practising upon one's neighbour's

credulity. (Only of modern use.)

1712 SVIFT quoted in Hone AV. Day .{1836) I. 205 'A
due donation for All Fool's Day.' 1760 Poor Robin's A hn. in

Day. 1823 LAMB Elici (1868 65 All Fools' Day. The com-

pliments of the season to my worthy masters.

All fours t,g
; l fo-'uz), sb. fhr. [i. e. all four

cardj.J
1. A game at cards, played by two ;

' so nanud

from ihe four particulars by which it is reckoned ,

and which, joined in the hand of either of the

parties, are said to make all-fours. The all four
are high, low, Jack, and the game.' Johnson.
1707 'FARQUHAR Beaux' Strat. v. i. 57 Can you play at

Whiste.Sir? No, truly, Sir. Nor at all-fours V Neither. 1775
SHERIDAN St. 1'atrick's Day i. ii. 293 To drink bohea tea,

and play at allfcurs on a drum head. 1851 MAYHEW Lond.

Lab. i 1854) I. 13 The usual games are all-lours, all-fives, and

cribbage.
'&. A game at dominoes, in which points are scored

only when the >um of the pips at the two extremes

are four or a multiple thereof.

All fours (
: 1 lo'jz), fhr. [formerly all four,

sc. exit entities. The -s has been added prob. during
the present century ; not in Johnson 1 808.] All lour

legs of a quadruped, or the legs and arms of a man.

In the phrase to go (crawl, etc.) on allfours.
1563 homilies n. xiii. ii. (1640 184 A bruit beast, creeping

upon all foure. 1611 BIBLE Lev. xi. 42 Whatsoeuer goeth

vpon all foure. [1535 COVERDALE ibid., All that goeth vpon
foure or mo fete.] 1777 RoBERTSON^7(?r.a;83 II. 436 These

spies .will creep on all-four, like cats. 1814 SCOTT Wai!.

xxxviii, Edward . . could perceive him crawling on all-fours.

2. fit;.
To run on all fours, i.e. lairly. evenly,

not to limp like a lame dog. To be, or stand, on
all fours : to be even or on a level, to present an

exact analogy or comparison \with\.

1710 SIR J. ST.LEGERin Somers' Tracts 11751) III. 248 Tho'

the Comparison should not exactly run upon all four when
examined. 1877 Daily Tel. 15 Mar., It must stand on all

fours with that stipulation. 1883 Daily A'rws 8 Feb. 3/7 The
decision I have quoted is on all fours with this case.

All-gOO'd, ". [ALL-E6.J \Vhollyorinfinitely

good.
30



ALLGOOD. 234 ALLICIATE.

1586 tr. La Primaudaye's Fr. Acad. II. 565 God, who is

aljust, almightie, and algood. 1857 EMERSON Poems 23
This monument of my despair Build I to the All-Good,
All-Kair.

AllgOOd (g'lgud), sb. [ALL- E 6.] A popular
name of the herb (Chenopodium Bonus-ffenriats},
also called English Mercury, and Good King Henry.
1578 LYTE Dodoetis 560 Algood groweth . . about wayes and

pathes and by hedges.
Farm i. 58 Take the lea

. .

pathes and by hedges. 1616 SLRFLET & MARKH. Country
Farm i. 58 Take the leaues of Plantaine . . Mallowes, All-

good. 1853 _V, $ Q. Her. i. VIII. 36/1 Mercury Goose-foot
. . It is alsa called All-good.

All hail, int. phr., s6.t v. [Ar.L- Er + HAIL

health.] A salutation : lit. (I wish you) all health !

Hence, A. int. expressing affectionate recognition
or welcome.
1*1400 Rom. Kose 3219 She seide : 'Alhayle, my swete

freende !

'

1526 TINDALE Matt, xxviii. 9 lesus met them
sayinge : AH liayle ! [WYCLIF Heil }e !]. 1821 BYRON Cain
i. i Jehovah, with returning light, All-hail.

B. sit. A bidding All-hail ! a salutation of respect
and welcome.
1605 SHAKS. Mad', i. v. 57 Great Glamys ! worthy Cawdor !

Greater then both, by the all-haile hereafter t 1826 SCOTT
Woodstt x, Frequently repeated his welcomes and all-hails.

C. v. To salute with All-hail ! to salute a new

king, a long-absent friend, etc.

1605 SHAKS. Much. \. v. 8 Missiues from the King, who all-

liait'd me,
* Thane of Cawdor.' 1615 A. STAFFORD Heaiienly

Dogge 90 The Sun . shines freely, and is of all all-hailed.

1805 SOUTHEV Madoc in II'. i Wks. V. 5 The happy mariners
all-hail Their native shore.

All-hail, -hal, -hale, north, ff. ALL-WHOLE.

All-haillie, -halelie, north, ff. ALL-WH >LLY.

pi. of hallow
i
OK. hdlga, a holy (man), a saint.

The nom. pi. hdlgan passed through the forms

halwen, halowen, halowe, halowes. The gen.

pi. hal^cna with -tide, -day, became halwene, hal-

wen, halowen, hallowen, hallown, hallon, hol-

lan, hoUand.]
1. All saints, the saints (in heaven) collectively.

(Often as dedication of a church.)
r looo ^LLFRIC Gram. ix. 18. 43 November', se mt'JnaS

ongynS on ealra halgena mxsseda^g. c 1375 Layfolk's Mass
Bk. 8 To God full of myght, And to his modir mayden
bryght, And to alle halouse here. 1413 LYDC. Pylgr. Sinvle
v. vi. (1859*78 In thefeste of al halowen, euery saynt . . taketh
his owne place. < 1450 Knt.de la Tour 106 The pistelle

upon the feest of alhalwynne. 1494 FABYAN vn. ccxx. 242
Vsed to swere by Alhalowes, that he had nat one peny. 15^8
MORE Hercsyes\\. Wks. 1557, 196/1 Ye conclude y* thingedis-
pleasant to god and to all hallowes. 1553 LYXDESAY Com-
playnt 190, 1 hald thareto, man, bealhallow. i56$CALFHiLL
A nsw. 7 reat. Crossc \ 1846) 67 The devout fathers . - did con-
secrate a church in the same place unto All-Hallous. 1646
Ordin. Lonis fy Comm. 9 Alhallowes in Bread Street.

2. = All hallows' day, or AH-hallowmas. arch.

1503 Plumpton Corr. 183 If he come agame afor alhallowes.

1647 CUASHAW Poems 21 How fit our well-rank'd Feasts do
follow, All mischief comes after All-Hallow.

3. All hallows' day. AH Saints' day; the first of

November, arch.

1483 CAXTON G. de la TourG vii, Thepystle of al hallowen

day. 1493 Festival! \,W. de Worde 1515 147 b, Good frendes
suche a daye ye shall haue all halowen daye. 2552 Chron.

Grey Friars 76 On alhallon day began the boke of the new
servis of bred and wyne in Powlles. Item after allhollan day
was no more communyon but on the sondayes.
4. ./// hallcnv eve : the eve of All Saints. (See

also HALLOW E'EN.) arch.

1556 Chron. Grey Friars 17 Thys yere the towne of Depe
was tane . . on Halhalon

evyn. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M.
ii. i. 130 Clo. Was't not at Hallowmas, master Froth? Fro.
Allhallond-Eue. 1698 STOW Snrv. (ed. Strype 1754'

I. i.

xxix. 304/1 These Lords (of misrule) beginning their rule at

Alholland Eve.

5. Allhallowmass: the feast of All Saints, arch.

1083 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) ^Efter ealra haljena maesse

dse^. c\-$x$Cceurde Lion 5878 And wente home at Alhalewe-
meise. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 145 J>emoneth of Nouembre,
after Alhalwemesse. (1425 WYNTOUN Cron. viii. xiii. 177
Fra be Alhalowmes . . til yhule he bydand wes. 1598
SHAKS. Merry W. i. i. 211 Upon Allhallowmas last, a fort-

night afore Michaelmas. 1725 H. BOURNE Antiq. Vitlg.
xix, Lighted tapers . . were then wont to cease till the next
All-hal low-mass.

6. Allhallowtide : the season of All Saints, arch.

1548 Chron. Grey Friars 57 This yere before Alhallontyd
was sett up the howse for the markyt folke in Newgate
market for to waye melle in. 1549 DK. SOMERSET in Strype
Eccl. Mem. vi. 409 Parliament cannot be assembled before
Allhallowntide. 1578 R. SCOT Hoppe Garden 17 Cut your
Poales betweene All hallowentyde and Christmas. 159*
MASCALL Plant, fy Graff. 16 Betwixt Alhallowtide & Christ-
mas. 1653 WALTON Angler 222 About All-hollantide, when
you see men ploughing up heath-ground. 1679 BURNET
Hist. Ref. 290 The final payment being to be at allhallon-

tide. 1743 Lond. fy Count. Brewer in. (ed. 2* 171 From
Michaelmas to Alhollantide, their Well-Water has such an
earthy ill Quality.
7. All-hallown Summer \ a season of fine weather

in the late autumn
;
also fig, brightness or beauty

lingering or reappearing in old age. Apparently
Obs. t but worthy of revival, as much superior to its

equivalents, .S'/. Martinis Summer (from French),
and the Indian Summer of America.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /K, i.ii. 178 Farwell the latter Spring !

Farwell, Alhollown Summer!
All-heal. [ALL- E 4.]

fl. A balsam or medicine that heals all wounds;
a heal-all or panacea. Obs.

1630 DRAYTON Muses Elys., Nymphal v. Wks. 1793, 621/2
This all-heal . . New wounds so quickly healing. 1633 G.
HERBERT Offering iv. in Temple 141 There is a balsome . .

which doth both cleanse and close all sorts of wounds . . Seek
out this All-heal.

2. A name applied to various plants, in conse-

quence of virtues ascribed to them, as

fa. The Mistletoe, fb. An umbelliferous plant,

Opoponax Chironium, native to the S. of Europe.
c. The Great Valerian ( V. officinalis}. fd. The
Milfoil or Yarrow, e. A local name (' in Cheshire
and Yorkshire' Britten and Holl.) of the plant also

called Self-heal {Prunella vulgaris}. f. Clown's
Allheal : A name given by Gerard to the ^Vound-
wort (Stachys palttsfns}.
1597 GERARD //mWSso Hercules Alheale or Woundwoort.

Ibid. 851 Clownes Woundwoort or Alheale. 1598 FLORIO,
Ackilca, the hearb Yarrow, All-heale, Nose-bleed, or Mil-

|

foile. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1634) I. 497 They call it [Mistle-

j

toe] in their language All-Heale, ifor they haue an opinion of

it, that it cureth all maladies whatsoeuer). 1725 BRADLEY
Fatii. Diet. s.v. Cancer, Take the Flowers and Stems of the
Herb All-Heal (the Flowers are white and very small)

All-hi'd. [From the words called out by the

hiding party.] The game of Hide-and-Seek.'
1608 TOURNEUR Km. Trag. in. v. 82 A lady can At such al-

hid beguile a wiser man.

All-holy, a. [ALL- E6.] Altogether or infi-

nitely holy.
a 1000 Mt-ir. Ps. cxxxi. 8 Du earce eart call halisra. c 1360

WYCLIF De Dot Eccl. 10 He was clepid pe pope & hed of
alhooli chirche. 1586 T. ROGERS 39 Art. 11607)35 The all-

holy and sacred scripture. 1865 PUSEY Truth Eng. Ch. 273
In the Name of the All-Holy Trinity.

t All-hood. Obs.rare~-^. [f. ALL + -HOOD. (app.
formed in loc. cit. as an explanation of allodium.}]
Entire estate, entirety.
1722 WOI.LASTON Retig. A'af. vi. 136, P has therefore the all

or all-hood of it,

Allia, variant of ALLYA, Obs. Sc. t
an ally.

Alliable (abi'ab'n, a. rare. [a. Fr. alliable,

f. allier to ally, combine : see ALLY and -ABLE.]
Able to enter into alliance or union.

1705 BURKE Scarcity Wks. VII. 415 Poor meagre diet, not.

easily alliable to the human constitution. 1796 Regie.
Peace Wks. 1842 II. 310 How far it is in its nature alliable

with the rest. 185* JAMES Pequin. I. 265 Fancy is alliable

to all things but dulness.

Alliably (alarabli), adv. rare 1
. In 6 aliably.

[f. prec. + -LY-.] In an alliable manner; by way
of alliance or affinity.

1592 G. HARVEY Pierce's Snperercg. in Archaica II. 86

Honour aliably belongeth to redoubted Semours,

Alliaceous (celi/'Jas), a. [i.ls.alli'Um garlic
+ -ACEOUS.] a. Of or pertaining to the botanical

genus Allium, including garlic, onions, leeks, etc.

b. Having the smell or taste of garlic and onions.

1792 Phil. Trans. LXXXII. 303 It had, like the rest of the

powder in the tube, an alliaceous smell. 1818 ACCUM Chem.
Tests 162 The alliaceous odour peculiar to arsenic. 1828
KIRBY it SPENCE Entomol. II. xxi. 240 Many wild bees are

distinguished by their pungent alliaceous smell. i86i.E.
LANKESTER Food 267 All belong to the same genus allium,
hence we call them alliaceous plants.

i Alliage. Obs. In 5 aliage, 6 alleage. [a. Fr.

/-, alliage, f. allier: see ALLY and -AGE.] Alliance.
c 1450 Rotl\n yd Rep. Comm. Hist. AfSS. (18721 270/2 The

Frenshemen ahed them selfe and enlarge their amite, and
their aliage to suche as were beste oute of the kynge's amite.

1546 BALE Eng. Votaries 1. 11550 41 b,The late ouerthrowe
of the monasteries, couentes, colleges, and chaunteries, al-

leages of uncleane spretes.

Alliance talarans), sb. Forms : 3-7 alia -

nce,

3-6 alya'nce, 4-5 alyaunse, allyau-nce, 4 6 all-,

aly-, alliau'nce, 5 alyans, alyawns, 6-8 ally-

ance, 4- alli'ance. By-form 3 enlyance. [a.

OFr. aliance^ I4th c. alliance : see ALLY and -ANCE;

repr. L. alligantia (found in med.L.) n. of state,

f. alligant-em pr. pple. of alligdre. Accented al-

lia'tice in i6th c.] The state of union or combin-
ation ; the action of uniting or combining.
1. Union by marriage, affinity ;

union through
marriage or common parentage, relationship, kin-

ship, consanguinity.
1297 R. GLOUC. 12 He bygan to loue Brut so muche . . J>at

he wyllede . . to hym enlyance. Ibid. 205 To spouse hyre . .

pat he mygte, boru alyance, eny help vndergo. c 1365
CHAUCER A. B.C. do He vouchedsafe . . Become a man as for

our alliaunce [v.r. allyaunce, aliaunce, ahance]. 1393 GOWK R

Conf. III. 280 Which of sibred in aliaunce For ever kepten
thilke usaunce. 1469 J. PASTON/,^/^ 6i2lI.357Consyderyng
the alyans betwyx yow. 1481 CAXTON Alyrr. n. vili. 85

Mariages and Alyaunces that they doo and make wyth the

sarasyns. 1548 COVERDALE Erasm. Paraphr. Hebr. ii. 17

loyned vnto hym with so streighte a bonde of alyaunce or

consanguinitie. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. I. Pref. 18

The Allyance was undeniable ; there were Children born of

it. 1729 BURKITT On N, T. t Alark iii. 3 Alliance by faith is

more valued by our Saviour, than alliance by blood. 1877
LVTTEIL Landm. iv. viii. 225 The descendants of Scottish
and Celtic alliances may have acquired the Gaelic tongue.
2. Combination for a common object, confedera-

tion, union offensive and defensive
; especially be-

tween sovereign states.

1366 MAI'SDEV. xviii. 195 To hreke the Alliance and the

Acord. t 1374 CHAUCER Boethius vi868.) 141 per nis none

alyaunce bytwixe goodfe] folke and shrewes. 11425 WYS-
rot's Cron. vii. viii. 170 In fermly festnyd alyawns To be

Kyng. 1477 EARL RIVERS (C&xion) Dictes 106 Him that hath
made any aliaunce or promesse with his ennemyes. 1519
SIR T. BOLEYN in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 53 1. 148 The unfeyned
amytie and aliance that is established betwixt you. 1682
I*ond. Gaz, mdcclxvii/i An Offensive and Defensive Alliance
is concluded between the French King and the Duke of

Savoy. 1781 GIBBON Deci. $ /'. II. xlv. 707 The peace and
alliance of the two empires were faithfully maintained. 1815
WELLINGTON in Gurwood's Desp. XII. 282 A treaty of al-

liance which I have signed with the Ministers of the Em-
perors

of Austria and Russia. 1878 SEELEY Stein III. 430
That Alliance o; the European Sovereigns which is some-
what inaccurately spoken of as the Holy Alliance.

3. Community or relationship in nature or quali-
ties ; affinity ; inclusion in the same class.

1677 R. GiLriN D&moti. Sac. (1867) 28 This word is ranked
with others, as being of the same alliance. 1754 SHERLOCK
Disc. '17591 I. iv. 153 Corrupt Principles . . have no Alliance
with Reason. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. x. 451 The ordinary
alliance of the moral sentiments with the imagination. 1860
M ANSEL Protegom. Log. (ed. 2) Pref. 6 The alliance estab-

lished of old between Logic and Metaphysics.
1 4. collect. People united by kinship or friend-

ship; kindred, friends, allies. Obs. [Perh. confused
with Alliants, Ol'r. alians\ cf. ACCIDENCE.]
1366 MAUNDEV. xviii. 195 Accorded be here Frendes or be

sum of here Alliance. 1393 GOWER Conf. I. 199 Thilke al-

liaunce, By whom the treson was compassed, c 1400 Destr.

Troy xxvni. 11390 Anterior also was abill of fryndes, Large
of aliaunce. 1548 UDALL etc. Erasm. Paraphr. Mark vi. 4
His alyance, kinnesmen, and famyliares. 1601 SHAKS. JitLC.
iv. i. 43 Therefore let our Alliance be combin'd. 1655 GOUGE
Cotttni. licbr. xi. 15 in. 58 This Country .. where their

kindred, alliance, and other friends were.

f5. indiviihial, A kinsman, relation, or ally. Obs.

1536-7 in Reg. Abp. Lee, York MS., To Thomas Hugaite,
my allyaunce, my best doublet. 1586 FERNE Blaz. Centric

Ded., A worshipful friend and allyance of mine. 1654
U.SSHF.R Annals vn. ('16581801 He requested that . .he would
give him leave to see again his alliances.

6. BoL A name given by Lindley to groups of

Natural Orders of plants, considered to be allied to

each other in general structure ;
thus the Glitmal

Alliance of Kndogens contains the Grasses, Cype-
raeex, and three other allied orders.

1836 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. (ed. 2' xiv, Classes, sub-classes,

groups, alliances, and orders. 1838 in Penny Cycl. X. 126
'1 he terminations of the names express their value ; the

groups end in -osx\ the alliances in 'ales; the orders in

-acey ; the suborders in -ex. 1848 Veg. Kingd. 8 The
near approach of the two realms being through the Algal
alliance. 1866 J. BALFOUR in Treas.Bot.zdj A natural order
ofdicotyledons, characterizing Lindley's chenopodal alliance.

13y confusion, for ALLEGIANCE.
.7 1581 CAMPIAN Hitf. Jrel. n. i. 58 The subjects whom they

had schooled, to breake allyance towards the King of Lein-
ster. 1714 BURNET Hist. Ref., The bishops did all renew
their alliance to the king.

Alliance (alarans), v. rare. [f. prec. sb. Cf.

OFr. aliancier^ and Eng. affiance.]
1. trans. To join in alliance, to ally.
a 1688 CfDWORTH Serm. 62 (,L.,i It is allianced to none but

wretched, forlorn, and apostate spirits.

2. intr. To form alliances, ally oneself.

1782 T. PAINE To Abbf Raynei 1.1701) 50 Courts . . are re-

lamely republics with each other. It is the first and true

principle of alliancing.

Alliancer t^alaranssj). rare. [f. prec. + -EK 1

.]

One who enters into or belongs to an alliance.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais (1807) III. 265 We sailed right
before the wind . . leaving those odd alliancers.

fAlii ant, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [a. Fr. allianf,

OFr. aliant, pr. pple. of allier to ALLY.]
A. adj. In alliance, in league; related, akin.

1551 ROBINSON tr. ^lore's Utop. 11869) 118 This kynde of

learninge . . is sumwhat allyaunte to them.

B. sb. One in league ;
an ally.

1620 Relig. Wotton. (1672) 532 Princes, Catholick Estates

and Alliants, have excluded from this present Treaty the

Kingdom of Bohemia. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Alliant or

Ally, one that is in league, or of kindred with another.

Alliant, -aunt, obs. forms of ALIEN.

AlliariOUS (reli|e-rias), a. rare-*, [f. med.L.

alliari-us of the nature of allium + ous.]
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t A'lliate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L, alliat-ns com-

posed of ALLIUM : see -ATE.] Composed of garlic,

having garlic as an ingredient.
1661 LOVELL Antm. ff Min. 235 Eaten with alliate sauce.

Allice, allis (K'lis). Zool. Also 7 allowes.

[a. Fr. a/oseiL.. alosa, a/attsa, the shad.] A fish

of the Herring family, more commonly called the

allice-shad (Alosa communis) found in the Severn.

1620 VENNER Via Kecta iv. 75 The Allowes is taken in the

same places that Sammon is. 1777 PENNANT Brit. Zool.

ti8i2> III. 463 The Severn Shad is sometimes caught in the

Thames, though rarely, and called Allis mo doubt Alose*

the French name) by the fishermen. 1882 Standard 2 Mar.

2/8 The Allice shad is an excellent fish, and attains to a

weight of four or five pounds.

AAlicholly, jocosely in Shaks. for MELANCHOLY.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. ii. 27 Now my yong guest ; me
thinks your' allycholly. 1598 Merry W. \. iv. 163 Shee is

giuen too much to Allicholy and musing. 1736 H. WAtfOU
Lett. (1861) I. 8 A disconsolate wood-pigeon in our grove . .

is so allicholly as any thing.

t Alli'Ciate, v. Obs.
[f. Fr. aUcicr, aUicicr, to



ALLICIENCY.

attract, entice, irreg. f. L. allic-ere. See also ALLICIT,

ALLECT.] To allure, entice, attract.

1568 C. WATSON Polyb. To Reader, The matter is of im-

portance inough to alliciate al men to the reading hereof.
1620 VENNICR Via Recta viii. 166 My counsell is . . that the
^tomacke be by no meanes vntimely alliciated vnto meatc.

1657 TOMLINSON Renous Disp. 404 They may alliciate watry
and serous humours to those parts.

fAlli'ciency. Obs.
[f. ALLICIENT. (SCC-NCY)

as if ad. L.^alliiient-ia, n. ofquality t.allicicn-cin^\
The quality of being attractive

;
attractiveness ;

attractive power or influence.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. 66 If the Loadstone attract,
the steele hath also its attraction ; for in this action the Al-

Hciency is reciprocal!. 1665 GLANVILLE Seeps. Set. xx. 126
The feigned Central alliciency is but a word. 1755 in JOHN-
SON ; and in mod. Diets.

Allicient i^ali'Jent), ///. a. and sb. rare. [ad.
L. allicient-em pr. pple. of allic-ere to entice to ; f.

al' = ad- to -f -lieere ~ lacere to catch with a noose
or

gin (laqueus}, to entrap.]
A. adj. Attracting.

1831 P. HEIDICER Didon. i. 20 All rosy smiles. . Allicient,

blooming like immortal Hebe.
B. sb. Anything attracting ;

that which attracts.

1658 J. ROBINSON Eudojca 121 iT.') The awakened needle,
with joy, leapeth towards its allicient.

tAUi-Clt, v. Obs.
[f.

L. allich-e, after elicit f.

eficgre, elicit-um ; but the pple. of allicere was at-

lect-UM
t
from which the etymological derivative is

ALLECT. See also ALLICIATE.] To entice, attract

1723 CHEYNE Health fy Long Life 79 (L. To allicite blood
and spirits to the parts most distant.

tAlli'de, v. Obs~ [ad. L. affid-ere to dash

against, f. al-ad- to + lldere = l&d-erc to dash or

strike violently.]
' To dash or hit against.' Bailey

1721 ; whence in Ash 1775, etc.

Allied labi-cl), ///. a. Forms: 3 alied, 5 alyed,
6 allyde, alide, 7 allyed, (8 allay' d), 4- allied,

[f.
ALLY v. + -ED.]

1. United, joined : a. by kindred or affinity.
1297 R. GLOUC. 65 To be in such manage alied to }>e em-

perour. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy iv. 1284 A knight noble, Aliet
vnto Lamydon by his lefe suster. 1587 TURBERVILLE 7'rag;
T. (1837)33, I to thee am verie neere allyde. 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. iv. i. 49 A Lady . . alide vnto the Duke. 1725
POPE Odyss. vi. 186 Bless'd are the brethren who thy blood
divide, To such a miracle of charms allied. 1861 MACAU LAY
Hist. Eitg. V. 103 A German Princess nearly allied to the

Imperial House.
b- by league or formal treaty.
I393 GOWER Conf. in. 275 The route apostazied Of hem

that ben to him allied. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xii. 46 Wher
is he that shalle . . make warre ayenste the thus alyed ? 1611
SHAKS. Wint. T. \. ii. 339 Courts and kingdomes Knowne,

1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea xi.x. 80-and ally'd to yours.
The celebrated Black Sea storm which did so much damage

803

to the allied fleet. 1870 KNIGHT Crown Hist. Eng. lix. 800
The Treaty of Vienna . . had bound the Allied Powers to
make war together upon Napoleon.
c. generally. ? Obs.

1483 CAXTON Cato d vij b, When two good frendes ben wel

alyed to gyder they ben stronger. 1611 BIBLE Wisd,\\\\. 17
To be allyed vnto wisedome, isimmortalitie. 1667 MARVELL
Corr. 36 Wks. 1875 11.82 A friend .. sincerely devoted and
allyed to your interests.

*>fg> Related, connected by nature, properties,
or similitude, akin.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. in. H. 108 The vice is of a great
kindred : it is well allied. 1681 DRYDEN j4&. ff Achit. 163
Great wits are sure to madness near allied. 1709 CODRINGTON
in Garth's Distens. 1 1709) Pref., So near allay'J in Learning,
Wit, and Skill. 1854 HOOKER tliiual, Jrnh. II. xviii. 50
Various allied insects. 1856 KANK Arct. Expl. II. xvii. 180
An anomalous spasmodic disorder, allied to tetanus.

Alligant ,
o bs . f. ALICANTE

; catachr. for ELEGANT.
Alligar, obs. form of ALEGAR.

Alligarta, obs. form of ALLIGATOR 2
.

t AHigate, ///. a. Obs. rare-\ [ad. L. alli-

gdt-us pa. pple. of alligare to bind to, f. al- = ad-

to + ligare to bind, tie.] Bound together, connected.

1543 RECORDE Gr. Artes (1575) 419 Dyuers parcels of sun-

dry pryces . . alligate, bounde, or mixed togither.

Alligate ise-lig^t), v. lObs. [f. prec., or on

analogy of vbs. so formed.]
fl. To tie or unite (one thing to another). Obs.
1626 COCKERAM, A lligat?, to binde, or tie vp. 1677 HALE

Prim. Orig. Man. iv. ii. 305 By the same Divine Ordination
..the Faculties specifically belonging to every Individual
were annexed and alligated to it.

2. To perform thearithmeticalprocessof alligation.
1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. 501 Alligate alternately the

quality of the Medicine proposed, with the degree of the

Simple with which you desire to raise or depress it.

t A'lligated, Ppl- Obs. [f. prec. + -ED.] Bound,
connected, united.

1677 HALE Print. Ortg. Man, iv. viii. 375 Connatural In-

stincts alligated to their nature.

Alligation (eUg^'Jara). [ad. L. alligation-em,
n. of action f. alligare : see ALLIGATE.]
1. The action of attaching by some bond ; the

state of being attached, physical conjunction, rare,
a. 1555 RIDLEY Wks. 266 Christ's church is universally

spread throughout the world, not contained in the alliga-
tion of places. 1651 J. F. Agrippa's Occult. Phil. 02 Vital!

vertue is sent . . from the trunk to the twig graffea into it,

by way of contact and alligation. 1868 SEYD Bullion 238
Iridium is found . . in alligation with the latter metal.

235

2. The ' Rule of Mixtures' ; the arithmetical

method of solving questions concerning the mixing
of articles of different qualities or values.

1542 RKCORDK Gr. Artcs 11575) 419 Alligation . . hath his

name, for that by it there are dyuers parcels of sundry
pryces, and sundrie quantities, alligate, bounde or mixed to-

gither. 1695 ALINGHAM Geom, Epit, 73 The Rules of Fel-

lowship, Aligation, with others. 1827 HUTTON Course Math.
I. 133 Alligation teaches how to compound or mix together
several simples of different, qualities, so that the composi-
tion may be of some intermediate quality, or rate. It is

commonly distinguished into two cases, Alligation Medial,
and Alligation Alternate. 1833 Pen. Cycl. I. 348/2 Alliga-
tion . . by which the price of a mixture is found when the

price of the ingredients is known.

t Alliga'tor 1
. O6s.~<> [a. L. alligator, agent-

noun f. alliga-re to bind : see ALLIGATE #.] One
who binds or ties.

1706 PHILLIPS, Alligator, a Binder or Tyer of the Vines to
their Stakes. 1731 UAILEY, Alligator^ a binder.

Alligator -(cu'lig^ta/i. Zool, Forms: 6 lagarto,

alagarto, aligarto, 7 alegarto, alligarta, alle-

gater, aligator, 7-8 allegator, 7- alligator.

[orig. ad. Sp. el or al lagarto the lizard, (pointing
to a dial. L. lacarta for lacerta^] applied par excel-

h'nce to the gigantic saurians of the New World.
In Eng. the word soon became allagarto, alagarto,
re-duced to alegarto, alligarta, whence by pop. cor-

ruption alligarter, allegater, alligator, the medial

(,ai) becoming (a) now (>), and the final o taking
r, as in ^tatitr (potato), buffaler% Jeller, etc. As
the spelling alligator had a literary and etymolo-
gical appearance, it was established in the lang.,
and has since been adopted in Fr.

1* Some of our older writers on . . America affirm that it is

merely a modification of the Indian word iegatecr or allc~

gater.' Penny Cycl. I. 349. i]

1. A genus of saurian reptiles of the crocodile

family, also called Caymans, of which the various

species are found in America ; popularly the name
is extended to all large American Saurians, some
of which are true crocodiles.

1568 J. HORTOP iHakl. Soc.i III. 580 In this river we killed

a monstrous Lagarto or Crocodile. 1577 FRAMI-TON Joy/nil
Nerves ii. (1596) 73 b, Caimanes, that are called Lagartos.
1591 A. KNIVET in Purchas Pilgr. IV. 1228 Aiigartos twhich
we call in English crocodiles'. i$93 R.HAWKINS Voy.S.
Sea (1847) 178 In this river, and all the rivers of this coast,
are great abundance of alagartoes. 1614 RALKIGH Hist.
\l>

rortd \. 96 The Crocodiles mow called AlegartosL 1614
15. JONSON Bart/i. Fair n. vi. (1631) 28 Who can tell, if . . the

Alligarta hath not piss'd thereon? 1623 SHAKS. Rout. <y Jnl.
v. \.i^(\st Fol.\ In his needie shop a tortoyrs hung, An Alle-

gater stuft [1597 istQo. Aligarta]. 1663 CoWLEV Vis. Croin-
well in Verses, $c. 11669) 7 1 He must have his prey of the

whole Indies both by Sea and Land, this great Aligator.

i5gz COLES, Alegator, a Jamaica Crocodile. 1697 DAMPIER
I'oy. (1729) I. 256 We found no Allegators here, tho* there
;ire several. 1699 GARTH Dispens, 11. 19 And near, a scaly Al-

ligator hung. 1738 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XL. 345 The
Spaniards first gave them the Name of Allagarto . . and
from the Words Al Lagarto, our English Sailors have formed
the Word Alligator. 1756 Ibid. XL IX. 640 A young alle-

gator . . here laid before you. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trar. II.

2 -,4 Like alligators sleeping in the mire. 1880 HAUGHTOS
rhys.Geogr. hi. 82 The alligator thrives in the neighbourhood
of New Orleans. 1882 Daily Neu>s 8 June 5/3 The profes-
sion of alligator farming has been developed in California.

2. Mining, a. A rock-breaker operating by jaws.
b. A 'Squeezer' or machine for reducing the pud-
dle-ball to a compact mass. Raymond's Gloss.

3. Comb, alligator apple, the fruit of a West
Indian tree, Anona palustris ; alligator pear, the

fruit of a West Indian tree, Pcrsea gratissima (also
called Laurus persea), allied to the laurels; alli-

gator tortoise, a large species of marsh tortoise

(Chelydra serpentina, fain. Emydidx), found in the

waters of Carolina, also called the Snapping
Turtle ; alligator wood, the timber of a West
Indian tree, Guarea Swartzii.

1725 SLOASE Jamaica ii. 24 Alleygator or Musk-Wood . .

The Smell [of the trunk] is sweet like Musk, or that of an

Alleygator, whence the name. 1763 GRAINGER Sfr Cane
i. note 9 The avocato, avocado, avigato, or, as the English
corruptly call it, alligator-pear. 1837 MACFADYEN Fl.

Jamaica 173 The Alligator Wood. 1861 TVLOR Atuikitac
i.\. 227 There is a well-known West Indian fruit which we
call an avocado or alligator-pear, and which the French
call

' avocat
' and the Spaniards

'

aguacate.' All these
names are corruptions of the Aztec name of the fruit,
'ahuacatl.' 1866 M. T. MASTERS in Treas. Bat.joThe fruit

is called the Alligator Apple, but is not eaten as it contains
a narcotic principle.

Allrgature. Obs.- [ad, L. alligahlra, f.

alligare; see ALLIGATE a. and -UKE.]
1. 'A tying or binding to.' Bailey 1726.
2. 'The link or ligature by which two things are

joined together. Diet? J.

t Alli'ge, v. Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 adl-.

[f.
L. adl-t

alligare (see ALLIGATE a.) ; cf. oblige.'}
~ the more

usual ALLIGATE v.

1650 W. CHARLETON Paradoxes 60 The mind after once it

is adliged to the body, alwaies flowes downward.

Allineate (airmail), v. rare 1
, [f.

L. a</to +
lineal- ppl. stem of linea-re to draw a line. Cf.

delineatel\
= ALINE.

ALLITERATION.
1864 SIR J. H ERSCHEL Pop. Led. 11871) v. 184 The intended

base line [must be] allineated by placing a telescope a little

beyond one of its proposed extremities.

Allineation, alin-(alin/,<?'j;>n). [n. of action
f. prec. ;

cf. delineation.']
1. ALINKMENT i .

1860 Builder XVII 1. 333/2 Even the cross streets . . will
claim some attention, not only to their width, but their al-
lineation. 1881 Daily Tel. 31 Jan., The magnificent aline-
ation of the New Law Courts.

2. = ALINEMENT 3.

1837 WHKWKLL Induct. Sc. i. iv. g i (L.) The positions are
described by means of alineations. 1863 J. DRAPER Devel.
S-:nropc\\. 11865) 150 Hipparchus also undertook to make a
register of the stars by the method of alineations. 1866
PROCTOR Hatutbk. Stars Pref. 6 The great advantage . . that
the allineations of the stars are preserved.
3. The position of two or more bodies in a

straight line with a given point, as of two planets
in a line with the sun.
1882 \ ofNG SHU v. 150 In some cases, sun-spot minima have

coincided with the allineation of the two planet^.

Allinement, var. of ALINEMKNT.
t Alling(e, adv. Obs. forms : i allunga (\YS.

eallunga), 2-3 allunge, 3 allinge, 3-4 allynge,

4-5 allyng. [f. ALL, prob. instrumental case of an
abst. sb. allnng totality.] AYholly, entirely, alto-

gether, quite, indeed.
(880 K. ALFRED Boeth. .\xx.2 De allunga underjjeuded

bij? unbeawum. a 1000 ': C.*:DMON Gen. 477 iGrein) Eallenga
sweart. c 1000 /ELFRIC Dent. iv. 31 He eallinga ne adili-

^ab eow. r 1000 Ags, Gos/>. Matt. xxvi. 45 Slapa'5 eallung:i,
and restao eow. < 1160 Hatton G. Ibid., Slapped eallunge,
it rested eow. ^1175 Lawb. }Ioin. 185 Turn me allunge
to be. '1230 Ancr, A'. 228 Ne sufTre bu nout bet te ueond
iillunge lede us into uondunge. iz97 R.Gi.oi'L-, 48 pat heo
shoulde allyng failc. "1375 Josepit of Arini. 440 Hit is

not allynge to carpe. c 1420 Pallad. on flush, xn. 42 Kitte
hem shortte . . not v Feet longe allyng.

t Alliligs, adv. Obs. Forms : 2 allunges, 4
-ynges, 5 -inges, -yns. [f. prec. with genitival -s,

as in always, backwards, etc. : see -LINCS.]
=

prec.
c 1175 Lautb. Ilinn. 31 And ba ;et hit were wel god nioste

ic alunges festen. 1366 MAUNDEV. 189 It is not allyniies of
suche savour, c 1430 St. Kathcrine 'Gibbs MS. 1

i [Hill was
not allinges so plenc. a 1500 Gaw.

<$ Golagr. i. 16 Allyna
the banrent bold gladdit his gest.

Alliotical : sec ALI.O-:OTICAL.

Allis, obs. variant of Ai, LICE.

Allisanders, obs. form of ALEXANDERS,
Allision (ali-.^n). Wt>s. [ad. L.aHTsicii-ci/i, n.

of action f. all]d-erc\ see AIJ.IDE.] The action of

dashing against or striking with violence upon.
1631 DONNE Serni. Ixxvi. 774 a, That the Allison of

those clouds have brought forth a thunder. 1633 ' I'^WN
Kxf. 2 Pet, ii. 3 118651 ;68/i Breaking out with an Allison.

1683 SALMON Doron Med. i. 159 Fur their mutual 'Allision.
1

a 1728 WOODWARD (J.) By the boi>terous allision of the sea.
J 755 i'1 JOHNSON; and in mod. Diet-;.

Alliteral vali-teral), a. rare. [f. ALLITEH(ATE)
after literal : see -AiJ.] Characterized by allitera-

tion ; an attribute applied byAppleyard (iSso) to

the Caffre group of languages.
1850 Ai'i'Lt.YARD Kafir Lang. 26 The alHteral (lass forms

the second and principal division of South African lan-

guages. 1864 MAX MILLER Sc.Lattg, II. 12 The Kafir, or, as

Appleyard calls them, alliteral languages.

Alliterate (ali-ter^t , v. [f. L. al-, ad- to -f

littcra letter + -ATE :

^, on the analogy of obliterate, f.

L. oblitterat-utn, oblittcra-rc, already formed in I,.]
1. intr. Of words : To begin with the same letter

or group of letters, to constitute alliteration.

1816 SOUTH F.Y Lett. u856> III. 27 Moreover, the two I,'s

alliterate well.

2. Of persons : To compose alliteratively.
1826 Q. A\T. XXXIV. 13 The letters with which we al-

literate.
"

Alliterate (ali-teret), /// a - U- as prec., on

analogy of literate^ illiterate, and L. litteratus^
Alliterated

; formed or placed so as to alliterate.

1871 R. F. WEYMOUTH Enph. 4 The alliterate words often
have more than one letter the same : 'Thou hast tried me,
therefore trust me : I never yet failed, and now I will not
faint.'

Alliterated ^alrtert-ited), ///. a. [f. ALLITEK-
ATE v. + -EL.] Composed with or characterized by
alliteration.

1776 JOHNSON Lett. ("1788) I. 331 Smollett's heroes, who in

every alliterated novel, Roderick Random or Peregrine
Pickle, are always employed by their author to kill a dog.
1859 Sat. Rw. 20 Aug. 229/2 Imitation of the old epic al-

literated long lines of the Northern poetry.

Alliterating (ali-tere'tirj), ///. a.
[f. as prec.

+ -ING^.] Producing alliteration ; beginning with
the same letter as another word.
1846 T. WRIGHT Ess. Mitt. Ages I. i. 14 In the Saxon poetrj-

. . the first line often contains but one alliterating word.

Alliteration (Sli'1te*f). [n. ofaction f. AL-
LITERATE v. : see -ATION.]

~Lgen. The commencing of two or more words in

close connexion, with the same letter, or rather the
same sound.

1656 BLOUNT Glessagr. , A liberation, a figure in RhelorFcfc.
repeating and playing on the same letter. 1949 Power
Proi. Numbers 7 1 That which some call Alliteration, i.e.

beginning several Words with the same Letter, if it be
natural, is a real Ueauty. 1763 CHI-RCHU,L./V<^*A. Fautive
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ALLITERATIONAL. 236 ALLODIAL.
Poems I. 101 Apt Alliteration's artful aid. 1831 MACAULAY
Johnson 136 Taxation no Tyranny . . was . . nothing but a

jingling alliteration which he ought to have despised. 1871
R. F.WEYMOUTH F.uph. 4 'Delightful to be read, and nothing
hurtfull to be regarded ; wherein there is small offence by
lightnes given to the wise, and lesse occasion of loosenesse

profferred to the wanton.' I.ilie's favourite form of allitera-

tion is well marked in this sentence.

2. The commencement of certain accented sylla-
bles in a verse with the same consonant or con-

sonantal group, or with different vowel sounds,
which constituted the structure of versification in

OE. and the Teutonic languages generally. Thus
from the beginning of Langland's Piers Plough-
man, text C. :

In a jomere seyson'whan softe was be sonne,
Y sJtop me into j^robbis'as y a jAepherde were;
In abit as an rrmite '

vnhcly of werkes,
Ich Trente forth in be Tcorlde

' onders to hure,
And Jawe meny rellis

' and Jelcouthe bynges.
1774T.WARTON Eng. Poetry (1840) I. Diss. 1. 38 The Islandic

poets are said to have carried alliteration to the highest pitch
ofexactness. 1846 T, WRIGHT Ess. Mid. Ages I. i. 14 The form
of Saxon poetry is alliteration not rhyme. 1871 KARLE
rhilol. Eng. Tong. 626 Alliteration did not necessarily
act on the initial letter of the word.

Alliterational (alUer/i-Jsnal), a. rare. [f.

prec. + -AL : cf. conversational.] Characterized by,
or abounding in, alliteration. Cf. ALLITERAL.
1858 Penny Cycl. Supp. II. 377/2 The language of the Kaffir

supplies a broad distinction between them and other African
races. They are prefixional and alliterational.

Alliterative (ali-teretiv), a.
[f.

ALLITERATE v.

+ -IVE, as if ad. L. *allittcratlv-us] Pertaining to

or characterized by alliteration.

1764 GOLDSM. Trar. Introd. (Jop.l Criticisms in favour of
alliterative care and happy negligence. 1774 T. WARTON
Eng. Poetry (1840! II. x. 108 Alliterative measure, unac-

companied with rhyme. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Ckr, n864> IX.
xiv. vii. 232 The alliterative verse of the Old Anglo-Saxon.
1865 Sat. Rn: 15 July 76/2 The old alliterative cry [' Mea-
sures not Men '] is reversed.

Alli'teratively, adv.
[f. prec. + -I.Y.] In an .

alliterative manner
;
with alliteration.

1813 HONES Anc. Myst. 25 Mary is greatly astonished, and
.she is thus alliteratively addressed by the Angel,

'

Mayde,
most mercyfull, and mekest in mende.' 1881 ranch 19 Mar.
124 Alliteratively . . described as 'beastly bellowing.'

Alli'terativeness. [f. as prec. + -xESS.] The

quality of being alliterative.

1818 COI.ERIDGF. Lit. Rfm. (1836* I. 92 You cannot read
a page of the Faery Queene . . without perceiving the in-

tentional alliterativeness of the words.

Alliterator (.aH-ter^tw). [f.
ALLITERATE v.

+ -OB, on analogy of L. agent-nouns f. ppl. stems.

Cf. L. litterdter a teacher of letters.] One who
makes use of alliteration.

1755 COLMAN & THORNTON in Connotss. No. 83 The alli-

terator must be as busily employed to introduce his favourite
vowel or consonant, as the Greek poet to shut out the letter

he had proscribed.

Allituric (selitiuo-rik), a. Chan. [f. ALL(OXAN)
whence obtained by Schlieper in 1848 ( + -it- mean-

ingless) 4- URIC.] In Allituric acid, a product of

the disintegration of alloxantin.

1863-79 WATTS Chem. Diet.

II Allium (re'liom). Bot. [L. allium garlic, of

unkn. origin.] A large genus of Liliaceous plants,
of which garlic, the onion, leek, chive, shallot, and
the British wild flower Kamsons are

species.
1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. i. 602 High-sounding words our

worthy gardener gets . .He Alliutn calls his onions and his

leeks. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 538 In the shade, grey peri-
winkles wind among the snowy drift of allium.

Allmand, obs. form of ALLEMANDE.

Allmesse, obs. form of ALMS.

All-mi'ght, sb. [ALL- E i.] All power, omni-

potence. (See also ALMTGHT.)
t" 1440 Arthur 452 Suche alle myght comeb of god. 1589

PUTTENHAM Eng. fofsie (1869) 209 By his allmight, that first

created man. 1861 TRENCH Mirac. vi. 187 Trust in the all-

might of Him, to whose help he had appealed.

Allness (g'lnes). [f. ALL + -NESS.] Universality.
a 1652 J. SMITH Set. Disc. ix. (1821) 419 Triumphing . . in

his own nothingness, and in the allness of the Divinity.
18x6 COLERIDGE Lay Serm. 339 The science of the universal,

having the ideas of oneness and allness as its two elements.

1839 BAILEY Festut xxviii. (1848)335 With God All oneness
and sole allness lives alone.

t AH-ni'ght. Obs. [ALL- E i.] A service of

food, fuel, or light for the whole night.
15*6 Honseh. Ord. Hen. VIII, 152 That there be no play-

ing of disse or cards used in the same chamber, after the

King be served for All-night. i66 BACON Syh'a 372 In

(he Court of England, there is a Service which they call

All-night ; which is a great Cake of wax, with the Wicke in

the middest. a 1685 Honseh. Ord. Chas. II (1790! 369 From
eight of the morning untill All-night is served, in the

Presence Chamber.

tA 11-ni'ght-nian. Obs. [
= Man astir all

night.'] A former name for body-snatchers, or men
who disinterred corpses by night in order to sell

them to medical students for dissection.

1861 RAMSAY Kemiti. Ser. n. 133, The body-lifters, or

all-night-men,' as they were wont to be called.

( Allobro'gical, a. Obs. [f. L. Allobro$ic-us of

the Allobroges+-Ai..] An epithet applied in 1 7th c.

to Presbyterians or Calvinists, in allusion to (he fact

that Geneva was anciently a town of the Allo-

broges.
1640 Br. HAI.L Episc. III. 5. 245 See on what shelves of land

this late Allobrogicall device is erected. 1646 Burden of
Issach. in Phenix (1708) II. 265 Altho this allobrogical Brood
maintain Parity, there be notwithstanding some few Patri-
archs who rule and over-rule all.

Allocate (te-Wk^t), v.
[f. med.L. allocat- ppl.

stem of allocare ; f. a!-, aJ- to + locare to place.]

Formerly only in Scottish writers ; not in J. or T.
1. To set or lay apart for a special purpose, to

apportion, assign, to give one as his special por-
tion or share.

1640-1 Kirkcvdbr. War-Comm. Min. Kk. (18551 157 To allot
and allocate to thame and ilk ane of thame . . ane competent
localitie. 1733 P. LINDSAY Int. Scotl. 23 This Meeting may
then appoint and allocate such a Proportion of the Poors
Money. 1821 DE QUINCEY Confess. 1 1 862> 68 That very sum
which the Manchester Grammar School allocated to every
student. 1871 E. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 251 A system of al-

locating the public revenues amongst wealthy capitalists.
2. To attach locally.
184* DE QUINCEY in Page Life I. xv. 332 Lasswade, to

which nominally we allocate ourselves.

3. To fix the locality of, localize.
1881 LOCKVER in Nature 28 July 298 We can allocate the

absorption of the hydrogen, magnesium, and so on ; we can
see where they are absorbing, l^bid, 317 Kirchhoff allocated
the region where the absorption . . took place at a con-
siderable height in the atmosphere of the sun.

t Allocate, ///. a. Sc. Obs. [ad. med.L. alia-

cat-its; used as pa. pple. of prec. vb.: see -ATE.]
Allotted, assigned.
1717 WODROW L'orr. 11843) II. 33^ The stipend. . mortified

or legally allocate for this.

t Allocate, s/>. Obs. [ad. med.L. allocalum an

allowance, pa. pple. of allocarc, used absol.] An
allowance or grant.
1709 STRYPE Eccl. Mem. II. n. xxx. an. 1552 An allocate

for the D. of Suffolk for 40^. ayear given him by the king.

Allocated (srWkfited),///. a.
[f.

ALLOCATE v.

+ -ED.] Allotted, assigned.
1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 27 Sept., Somebody has stolen the

money allocated for municipal improvements.
Allocation (ffilflk^ijan). [a. Fr. allocation, ad.

med.L. allocation-em, n. of action f. allocare (see
ALLOCATE v.), or perh. direct ad. med.L.]
1. The action of apportioning or assigning to a

special person or purpose ; apportionment, assign-
ment, allotment.

1833 CHALMERS Cmstit. Man (1835! I. vi. 275 At the first

allocations of property. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (18651
VTII.lxiii. 55 Domitian. . had respected this allocation of the

imperial treasures, r 1854 STANLEY Sinai ff Pal. ii. (1858)

133 The allocation of the particular portions of Palestine to

its successive inhabitants. 1876 -V. Artier. Rer. CXXIII.
456 The whole subtle question of the allocation of powers
under the Constitution.

tb. concr. A portion of revenue, etc. assigned to

a distinct purpose, constituting a fixed charge upon
it. Obs.

1535 GARDINER in Strype Eccl. Mem. 11822! I. t. xxx. 328
In the deductions and allocations . . we have followed in

our judgment . . the words of our instructions, c 1630 JACK-
SON CV(V<y iv. in. iii. Wks. III. 393 Revenues without such
allocations or deductions. Ibtd. xl. xliii. Wks. XI. 291 We
shall be able to make the deductions or allocations some-
what equal.

t c. A portion of revenue settled on a particular

person ; an allowance. Obs.

1658 PHILLIPS, Allocations are also the Allowances of
Officers under a Prince or Nobleman.
2. The action of allowing or admitting an item

in an account
; also, the item so allowed. (A com-

mon sense in med.L.)
1658 PHILLIPS, Allocation, properly a Placing or Adding

to. In a Law sense, an Allowance made upon an Account
in the Exchequer. 1681 BLOUNT Glossogr., Allocation . .

also allowance made upon an account. 1751 CHAMBERS 0*7.,
Allocation, Allocatio, the admitting or allowing of an
article in an account . . Allocation is also an allowance made
upon an account ; used in the exchequer.
3. The placing or adding of one thing to an-

other ; disposition, arrangement.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Allocation, a placing or adding

unto. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1838 HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. in. ii.

58. 447 That inconsequent allocation of his proofs which

frequently occurs in his writings.
4. Placing ; fixing in a place ; localization.

1855 OWEN Verttbr. Introd. 5 (L.) The allocation of the
. . albuminous electric pulp in a special cylindrical cavity.

II Allocator (riJ&t-tftl). [med.L. allocattir
'
It

is allowed.'] A certificate given by the proper
authority at the termination of an action, allow-

ing costs.

Allochroic (:tl0krJu-ik\ a. [f. Gr. dXAuxpo-os
changed in colour (see ALLOCHROOUS).] 'Change-
able in colour, shot-colour.' SyJ. Sac. Lex. i87y.
Allochroite (flfkcttatt). Mix. [mod. f. Gr.

dAAuypo-os (sec prec.) + -ITE, min. form.] An iron-

garnet, made by Dana a sub-variety of Andradite,
found in Norway and elsewhere.

1837-80 DANA Min. 269 Named Andradite by the author
after the Portuguese mineralogist, d'Andrada, who described
and named [1800] the first of the included sub-varieties Allo-

chroite . . The original allixhroite was a manganesian iron-

garnet of brown or reddish-brown color, and of fine-grained
masMve structure,

Allochromatic (setaiknawtikX a.
[f. Gr.

aAAos other, different + \paipa, -ar-os colour + -1C.]
Of or pertaining to change of colour ; exhibiting or

seeing colours different from what they really are.

1879 in Syd, See. Lex.

AllochrOOUS (Eelfrkr^as), a. [f. Gr. oAXoxpo-os

changed in colour (f. oAAos other + xp<" colour) +

-ous.] Changing colour; spec, as a symptom of
disease.
1811 in HOOPER Mcd. Diet. 1847 in CRAIG (Allochrousi.

Alloclase (srtoM^is). Min. [mod. f. (Ger. al-

loklas ib'66) Gr. oXAos other, different -r/cAdffis frac-

ture
;
so called because it shows a different cleavage

from other minerals with which it has been con-

founded.] = next.

1875 URE Diet. Arts.

Alloclasite (Alrklassit). Min. [Dana's sys-
tematic name for prec., with -ITE, min. form.] A
mineral containing sulphur, arsenic, bismuth, and

cobalt, with traces of iron, zinc, and other metals,
found in the Kanat

; placed by Dana in the pyrite
division of Sulphids.
1868 DANA Miti. 80 The supposed glaucodot of Orawicza

is alloclasite.

Allocute (se-li>kit), v. rare- 1
,

[f.
L. allociit-

ppl. stem of alloqu-i to address, speak to ; f. al-,

ad- to -r loqui to speak : cf. aitribitte, comminute]
intr. To deliver an allocution ; to address formally.
1860 Times 1 1 Oct. 6/2 The Pope can allocute and Francis 1 1

can protest.

Allocution (EElokiw-Jsn). Also 7 adl-. [ad. L.

aJl-, allociliidn-em, n. of action f. alloqui : see prec.]
1. Rom. Antiq. A formal address or exhortation

by a general to his soldiers
;
hence in R. C. Ch. A

public address by the Pope to his clergy, or to the

Church generally.
1689 SIR G. WHELER Anc. Ch. 91 (T.I In adlocutions to the

army. 1697 EVELYN Nunnsm. v. 182 To these add their

Discipline, Adlocutions, Oaths of Fidelity. 1701 ADDISON
Medals i. (17271 IQ Many ancient Customs as sacrifices..
Allocutions . . preserved on Coins. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.
Supp. s.v., The usual form in Adlocutions was fortis esset

acjidus. 1843 Black. Mag. LI. 729 They . . represent the

popes in that act which, in Roman antiquity, is called allo-

cution. 1858 WISEMAN Four Last Popes 336 The text of
the allocution is not accessible.

2. gen. The action of addressing or exhorting ;

hortatory or authoritative address.

1615 T. ADAMS Leaven 109 That comfortable allocution
'Good and faithfull servant, enter thou into thy masters

joy.' 1848 THACKERAY Van. F. xlix, After this vigorous al-

locution, to . . his
' Hareem.'

f 3. A speaking to, addressing or accosting. Obs.

1754 LAVINGTON Enthus. Methodists in. 86 St. Teresa, who
had so many Rapts, Visions, and Allocutions with our Lord.

Allod, alod (ae-l/d). [ad.L. a'J)lodiuni, alodis,

alodus, the first more commonly used unchanged.
Cf. Fr. alode (Cotgr. 1611).] =ALLo]L'M.
1680 BURNET Tracts I. 62 There are some Lands that are

Frank -alod. 1848 HALLAM Mid. Ages Suppl. Notes (18681 1.

146 The former derivation vtalod. 1871 t. ROBERTSON Hist.
Ess. 131 Small freeholders in allod. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist.
I. iii. 53 The alod is the hereditary- estate derived from
primitive occupation.

t Allo'dge, i1
. Obs. ; also 4-5 aloge, alogge.

[a. OFr. alogc-r, -ier, {. a to + loger to lodge, after

phr. a loge ; cogn. w. It. alloggiare : see LODGE.]
1. trans. To place, pitch, lodge.
< 1330 A rtli. tf Merl. 296 On that ich fair roume To aloge

her paviloun. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warres v. ii. 150 To
alodge a camp commodiously, is a point of great skill.

2. intr. To lodge, sojourn.
1604 T. WRIGHT Pass. Mind i. ix. 32 The heart is the pe-

culiar place where that Passions allodge . . They will allodge
longer with you than you would haue them.

tAllO'dgement. Obs. Alsofial-, 7allogia-. [f.

ALLODGE + -MENT, after It. allogiamcnto lodging,
'

also, a place where a campe or soldiers bee quar-
tered.' Florio ; f. allogiare] Lodging ;

in //. sol-

diers' quarters.
1598 BARRET Theor. Warrts \. ii. 13 The plot of the

alodgement according to the disposition of the ground.
1622 F. MARKHAM Bk. Warn iv. vi. 6. 144 The Serieant-
Maior . . shall proportion out all Allodgements and Encamp-
ings. 1644 EVELYN Diary 118271 1. 90 The allogiaments of
the garrison are uniforme. 1755 T. CROKER Ariosto's Orl.
fur. xiv. 62 I. 200 In this place pastoral allodgements were.

Allodial, alodial (al<7-dial\ a. and .. '. [ad.
med.L. al(l)ddial-is, f. ALLOD1-UM + -AL 1

. Cf. Fr.

a!-, allodial (Cotgr.).] As to spelling see allodium.

A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to an allodium ;

held in absolute ownership.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Allodial Lands, free Lands, for

which no Rents, Fines, nor Services are due. 1677 HOBBES
Dial. Comm. La-ws 199 When a Man holds his Land from
the gift of God only, which Lands Civilians call Allodial.

'795 BURKE Abridgm. Enr. Hist. Wks. 1842 II. 549 These
estates . . were not fiefs ; they were to all purposes allodial.

1876 FREEMAN Kortn. Cong. I. iii. 95 The King . . might have
his ancient allodial property.
2. Of or pertaining to the holding of land in

absolute ownership ; e.g. the allodial system as op-

posed to thefeudal system.



ALLODIALISM.

1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 364 The same privileges
and al-

lodial rights as had been enjoyed by the original proprietors.

1761 HUME Hist. Eng. I. App. n. 246 Territory .. possessed

by an allodial or free title. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. ii. 34
We dare not say that we have a perfect alodial system.

3. Owning an allodium ; holding in absolute

ownership.
1857 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm, ff Eng. II. 264 A patch of

arable tilled by the remaining allodial rustics. 1872 KKKK-

MAN Eng. Const. 77 The feudal tenant holding his land of a

lord by military service, gradually supplanted . . the allodial

holder who held his land of no other man.

B. si. 1. Allodial lands.

1769 Ann. Reg. 163/1 The King of Naples as possessor of

the allodials of the family of Farncse. 1807 COXE House of
Austria xxii. (L.) The allodials were adjudged to the sons

of Robert and Elizabeth.

2. An allodial holder ;
an allodiary.

1778 I.D. MALMESBURY Prtu. Lett. I. 371 Room ought to

have been left for the claims of the Allodiels.

Allodialism (al<J'i diali'z'm). Also alod-. [f.

prec. + -ISM.] The allodial system.
1864 KIRK Chns. the Bold II. iv. iii. 413 Feudalism super-

vening on allodialism. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. vii. 207
A progress

. . from alodialism to feudalism.

Allodialist (alo -dialist). Also alod-. [f.
AL-

LODIAL + -1ST.] An allodial proprietor.
1805 Edin. Rev. VI. 223 That alodialists 'held in contempt |

beneficiary and feudal tenures
' we have never read. 1845

|

STEPHEN Laws ofEng. I. 174 The allodialist held of no one,

but enjoyed his land as free and independent property.

Allodiality (aliwdijse'liti). rare. [ad. Fr. allo-

dialiti; n. of quality f. allodial: see -TY.] The
.

quality of being allodial, of holding or being held

in free ownership.
1848 HALI.AM Mid. Ages Suppl. Notes (1868) I, 163 The

party claiming alodiality.

Allodially (alJ" diali\ adv. also alod-. [f.

ALLODIAL + -LY 2
.] In an allodial manner; by

allodial tenure.

1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. I. in. iv. 413 Rights possessed al-
'

lodially by the great proprietors of land. 1874 STUBBS Const.
\

Hist. I. ii. 34 The land . . is held alodially.

t Allo'dian, a. Obs. [f.
L. allodi-um + -\x.']

=

ALLODIAL.
1672 MANLEY Interpr., Allodiatt Lands are free Lands,

j

which pay no Fines or Services.

Allodiary (alou'diari). Also alod-. [ad. I..

al(l}odidri-us (common in Domesday Book) : f. AL-

LODIUM ; see -ABY.] The holder of an allodium.

[1628 COKE On Litt. i b, The Booke of Domesday : and
tenants in Fee simple are there called Alodarii or Aloarii.\

j

1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. v. 89 The alodiaries of Domesday.
Allodification (al^diifik^i-Jsn). [f. L. allodi- '

um + -FICATION, as if on a vb. *allodify, of which no '

instance is cited.] The conversion of land into
j

allodium ;
the making of it absolutely freehold.

1875 Blackie's Pop. Encycl. I. ng/r \ntAuhallodification,
a part of the value must be paid as a compensation to the

J

former lord. 1870 BARING-GOULD Germany I. 52 The result
|

of the allodification has therefore been to sever the gentry
'

from the soil.

Allodium, alodium (al<^-dim). [a. med. L.

al-, allodium (frequent in Domesday Book,) f. Ger. i

*a!Sii, allod, 'entire property,' found in the Salic I

Law in latinized form alod-is,
'
in W.Goth, docu- I

ments alaudes' (Diez), f. ALL t OLG. Sd (OHG. it,

OE. edd, ON. auSr), 'estate, property, wealth'

(Goth. *auds in audags, OE. eddig wealthy, for-
|

tunate, happy). With allodium cf. med. L cleno-

dium a trinket, f. Ger. kleinod, lit. a '
little piece of

property.' Occasionally englished as AL(L)OD,

AL(L)ODY. Usage varies, in this word and its de-

rivatives, between al- and all-. In med.L., forms

in al- are more usual.] An estate held in absolute

ownership without service or acknowledgement of

any superior, as among the early Teutonic peoples ;

opposed tofcudum orfeud.
1628 COKE On Litt. i b, For in the law of England we

have not properly Allodium, that is any subject's land that

is not holden, unlesse you will take Allodium for Ex solido,
as it is often taken in the Booke of Domesday. Ibid. 5 a,
In Domesday, Alodium (in a large sensel signifieth a free

mannor. a 1660 HAMMOND Scrnt. (T.) Allodium, not from

any OAA' <<e Atb? butfrom God, as the lawyers have derived
that word. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Allodium and patrimo-
nium are frequently used indiscriminately. 1839 KEIGHTLEY
Hist. Eng. 1. 77 Allodium, land held in full propriety.

t Allody, alody. Obs. rare- 1
. = prec.

1650 ELDERFIELD Civ. Right of Tythes 54 No alodyes left

amongst us.

Alloo, obs. form of ALOE.

Alloeopathist (aeUV'paJiist). Med. [f. Gr. <iA-

Aofo-s of a different kind + mi0-os affection + -IST.]
= ALLOPATHIST (which is the more usual form).
1849 Hahnemann's Organon Introd. 28 However . . he may

affect to be a homocopathist, [he] is and will always remain
generalizing allceopathist.

AlloBO'Stropha,'? or sb.pl. [Gr.d\\oi6aTpo<t>a
adj. pi. neut.

'

consisting of irregular strophes
'

;

f. oAAoibt different in kind + orpn^r) strophe. A
modem writer would have adapted the word as

allaostrophous^ (See quot.)
1671 MILTON Samson Pref., The measure of verse used in

the chorus is of all sorts . . being divided into stanzas or

pauses, they may be called Allccostropha.
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'tilO.a. Afe/. [ad.Gr.dAAoiomK-ds
fit for changing ;

i. uAAoi-oDp to change ;
f. dAAof-os

of different kind ; f. dAAos other, different.] Capable
of bringing about a change in the constitution

(technically alltxosis] ; alterative.

1853 in MAYNE Ejcp. I. ex. 1879 in Syd. Soc. L.HX.

t Allceo'tical, a. AM. Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 al-

liot-. [f. as prec. + -AL l.]
=

prec.
1657 TOMI.INSON Rcnou 's Disp. 507 "I'he Syrupc of Succory

. . is alliotical . . and purgative.

Allogamy (a.'l(''gami). Hot. [mod. f. Or. d'AAos

other, different+ -yania marrying, (.yd/ios marriage.]
Cross- fertilization.

1879 in Syd. Sac. Lex. 1880 GRAY Struct. Rot. vi. 4. 216
Cross fertilization, or Allogamy, the action of the pollen of one
flower on the pistil of some other flower of the same species.

Allogeneity [spladjenf'Iti). rare. [f. Gr. dAAo-

yffr) s of another race, (f. dAAo-y other 4- 7^-os, 'ycVe-,

kind) + -ITY.] Difference of nature.

1825 COLERIDGE AVw.(i836, II. 336 Its hetero- or rather its

allo-gcneity, that is, its diversity, its difference in kind.

Allogeneous (aelfldjrm'ias), a. rare ; incorr.

-genous. [f.
as prec. + -OUS.] Of different nature,

diverse in kind.

1842 Black. Mag. LI. 726 Stone, brick, and stucco, .unite

their allogenous surfaces.

Allogiament, obs. form of ALLODGKMENT.

Allogonite v&V'g^noit). Alin. [mod. f. Gr. dA-

Aos other, different + yap/a angle + -ITE, min. form.]
A synonym of HKBDKBITK.
1878 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. 134 Allugonite is

the name given by Winkler to certain dark grey or reddish

rocks . . an intimately blended compound of labradorite with

the basalts.

Allograph, (arlogrcif). [mod. f. Gr. dAAos other

+ -ypa,,.q writing. Cl. autograph.'] A writing or

signature made by one person on behalf of another.

Allom, obs. form of ALUM.

Allonierism (i'V'mOriz'm). Chcm. [mod.f.Gr.
dAAos other, different + pip-os part -t- -ISM.] A term

applied by Cooke to the variation in chemical con-

stitution without change of lorm, incident to those

minerals that contain isomorphous constituents

which may wholly or partially replace one other.

Allomerism is well shown in Amphibole', its typical com-

position is RO.SiOa in which RO represents any two or

more of the bases magnesia iMgOi, lime CaO, oxide of iron

iFeO>, oxide ofmanganese iMnOt, sodaiN O, potash K?Oi
or water iHjOt; while the silica iSiOi) is usually partly re-

placed by alumina (AhOs) and often by the isomorphous

sesquioxide of iron (Fe^Os).

Allomerous (aeljrmeras), a.
[f.

as prec. + -ot;s.]

Liable to variation in constituent elements or as to

the proportion in which these are present, without

change in crystalline form.
Allomerous is tto some extent) the correlative of isolKor-

pltotis ; hornblende, tremolite, and edenite are isomorphous
minerals, being varieties of the allomerous amphibole (see

prec.); but distinct minerals are also isomorphous, as gold,

platinum, and zinc ; phosphate of lime i apatite) and phosphate
of lead ipyromorphite) ; sesquioxide of iron and sesquioxide
of manganese ;

which are not varieties of a single allomerous

substance, though, as in the case of the two last mentioned,

they may appear as isomorphous constituents of an al-

lomerous compound mineral like amphibole or pyroxene.

Allomorphite (a-lomp-alait). Min. [mod. f.

Gr. uAAo/*op<pos of strange shape (f.
dAAos other,

different + i*op<p-i] form) + -ITE, min. form.] A mine-

ral, allied to barytes or barite, of which Dana
makes it a variety, having the form and cleavage
of ANHYDBITE.
1837 80 DANA Min. 617 Allomorphite . . probably pseudo-

morphous ; Breithaupt regards it as a case of dimorphism.
I Allonga'tion. Ois.rare'. \i.allongat-\>\>\.

stem of late L. allonga-re + -ION. Cf. elongation.']

A lengthening out ; extension, continuation.

1665 6 Phil. Trans. I. 309 The Nerves, holding at one end
to the Brain, whereof they are but Allongations.

t Allo'nge, v. Obs. rare 1
, [a. Fr. allonge-r to

lengthen, draw out, lunge ;
f. a to + long long ; or

? f. late L. allongdre^] To lunge.
1668 R. LESTRANGE Vis. Guevedo i 1708) 80 He .. leapt a

step backward, and with great agility, alonging withal.

t Allo nge, st. 1 Obs. [a. Fr. allonge lengthen-

ing, drawing out, etc.
;

f. allonger : see prec.]
1. A lunge, thrust.

1731 BAILEY, Allonge, a thrust or pass at the enemy. 1755
in JOHNSON; and in mod. Diets.

2. A long rein, when the horse is trotted in the

hand. J.

II Allonge (alon-3), f*.2 [a re-adoption of the

Fr. word.] A slip of paper gummed to the end of

a bill of exchange or promissory note, to give room
for further endorsements when the back of the

document itself will hold no more.
l86a BVLES Bills ofExch. (ed. 8) 138 The supernumerary

indorsements may be written on a slip of paper annexed to

the bill, called, in French, an allonge.

Allonym (oe'Whim). [a. moA.Yr.allonymc, f. Gr.

dAAos other + -uvv^-oy -named, f. ovopa, ^x>l. ovvpa
name. Cf. synonym."] a. The name of some one

else assumed by the author of a work. b. A book

bearing the name of some one other than its author.

ALLOPHYLE.
1867 O. HAMST Martyr to Bibliogr. 21 Allonym (Allonym.

ous>. False proper name. Work published in order to de-

ceive, under the name of some author or person of reputa-
tion, but not by him, as Peter Parley (Annual).

Alloiiymous (selp"nimas), a.
[f. prec. + -ous.

Cf. anonymous, synonymous, etc.] Published or

appearing under the name of some one other than

the real author
; falsely attributed to an author.

T Alloo', v. Obs. [for HALLOO.] To urge on
with cries.

1708 J. PHILLIPS Cyder i. 26 Alloo thy furious Mastiff, bid

him vex the noxious herd.

Allopalladium (ai:

10|palt
T
i-dim). Min. [mod.

f.Gr. dAAos other + PALLADIUM.] Native palladium

crystallizing under the hexagonal system.
1837 80 DANA Min. 12 A llopalladium . . from Tilkerode,

in the Harz, in small hexagonal tables with gold.

Allopath (a-l^pa-b). [a. mod. Fr. allopathe, f.

allopathic ALLOPATHY, by form-assoc. with such

pairs as//; ilosofliie, philosophc, astronomic, astro-

name
;

the analogy being merely apparent and

opposed to the etymology, a Gr. dAAorrdflos in the

sense of allopath being quite impossible.] A prac-
titioner of allopathy.
1830 Edin. l\n>. L. 519 The common large-dose-dispensing

Allopath. 1842 BLACK lloma:op. i. lo The few specifics em-

ployed by allopaths.

Allopathetic (x lo,pabe-tik\ a. rare-'

ALLOPATHY, after apathy, apathetic.'] At LOPATIMC.

Allopathetically ',
a :

10|paj>etikali), adv.

rare-", [f. prec. + -AL + -LY.]
= Ai.Li.pATHICAi.LY.

Allopathic swlopse bik), a. [ad. mod.Fr. alia-

, pathique : see ALLOPATHY and -ic. Due to form-

I assoc. with words like botanic, botanique, etc., and

not derivable from Gr. 7ra0ios passive.] Of or

pertaining to allopathy.
1830 Edin. Rev. L. 513 The allopathic . . method . . hopes

: to cure disease by exciting some dissimilar affection. 18447.
GRAHAM Dom. Med. 330 Some of the allopathic school, who
order poisons every day, and almost wholesale. 1870 Daily
Ne'it.'s 29 Sept., Various medical journals of the allopathic

profession.

Allopathically (selspse'J>ikali\ adv. [f. prec.

+ -AL + -LY.J In an allopathic manner ; according
to the methods of allopathy.
1842 BLACK Homo-op, i. 2 Medicines may be applied . . Al-

! lopathically and Homajopathically. 1865 I'all Mall G. 15

j

June 9 Honvi-opathically or allopathically . . with globules
or with (ilaubcr salts.

Allopathist ;;ilp pabist). [f. ALLOPATHY +

-isT.J One who professes or practises allopathy.
1844 I.AI.KIK Homo-op. Pref. 6 The Allopathist, willing by-

fair experience to put the system to the test. 1881 Stribn.

Mug. XXII. 305 The allopathist calls the homeopathist a
'

quack,' and the latter regards the former as a '

butcher.'

Allopathy ()(; pa]>i . [mod. f. (first used in

Ger. \allopathie) by Hahnemann) Gr. dAAos other,

|

different + -TrdOtia, f. ?mSos suffering.]
' The curing

of a diseased action by the inducing of another of

a different kind, yet not necessarily diseased.' Syd.
Sof. Lex. A term applied by homceopathists to

the ordinary or traditional medical practice, and

to a certain extent in common use to distinguish it

from HOMOEOPATHY.
1842 BLACK //omccop. i. 2 The term Allopathy, as a general

term, is applied to the present prevailing system of medicine.

1863 J. HOLLAND Lett. Joneses xx. 291 No man of sense be-

lieves that allopathy is all wrong and homoeopathy all right.

Allophanate (a-Urfan^t). Chcm. [mod. f. Gr.

(see next) + -ATE *.] A salt of allo-

phanic acid.

1863 WATTS Chcm. Diet. I. 133 Allophanate of amyl forms

nacreous scales, unctuous to the touch, and without taste.

Allophane (se-lofr'n). Min. [mod. ad. Gr. dA-

\o<t>avfis appearing otherwise, f. riAAos other + Qaiv-

ttv to show, appear.] A mineral classed by Dana

as the first of his Sub-silicates ; a hydrated silicate

of alumina, with colour sky-blue, green, brown, or

yellow, which it loses under the blowpipe ;
whence

the name.

1843 HUMBLK Diet. Gcol., Allophane . . gelatinizes in acid.,.

1875 URE Diet. Arts I. oo Allophanes have been found con-

taining from 14 to 19 per cent, of oxide of copper, which

gives them a green colour.

Allophanic (itbfse-nik), a. [mod. f. Gr. <!AAo-

<f>avris (see prec.) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to any-

thing which changes colour or appearance ; as

Allophanic Acid C-H.NjO,, a monureide of car-

bonic acid only known in the form of salts or ethers.

1863 WATTS Chem. Diet. I. 132 By passing the vapour of

cyanic acid into absolute alcohol, Ltebig and Wohler ob-

tained in 1820 a peculiar ether . . the ether of a peculiar acid

which they called allophanic acid. Ibid. I. 133 Allophanate
of Ethyl or Allophanic Ether, OH.N.Oj.

Allophite (arbfait). Min. [mod. f. (Ger. in

1873) Gr. dAA-os other, different -t- o<fiTi;s serpentine,

f. o#is serpent.] A hydrous silicate of the Marga-

rophyllite section, consisting chiefly of silica, alu-

mina, and magnesia.
1880 DANA Min. App. n. 2 Allophite . . distinguished from

serpentine by its inferior hardness.

Allophyle (x-lcfil), sb. and a. rare. [ad. L. al-



ALLOFHYLIAtt.

si a. Gr. dXAd^i/X-os of another tribe, alien,
f. d\\os other, different + <pv\-f) tribe.]
1. An alien ; a Philistine.

1577 Tcsf. 12 Patriarchs 48 The kindred of the allophyles
or of the gentiles.

2. = ALLOPHYI.IAN. (Cf. mod. Kr. alhphylc, intro-

duced by Quatrefages after Prichard.)
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

AllopKylian (cebfrlian), a. and sb.
[f.

L. allo-

phyl-us (see prec.) + -TAX.] A term introduced by
Prichard to designate the languages of Asia and

Europe, which are neither Aryan nor Semitic ;

sometimes extended to all the languages of the

world outside these families, sometimes made

equivalent to ' Turanian.' A. adj.
1844 J. PRICHARD in Blacku: Mag. LVI. 328 Among the

Allophylian nations, on the other hand, a rude and sensual

superstition prevailed. 1865 Athenxuttt No. 1960, 688/1
This so called Turanian or Allophyllian family of languages.
1866 LAING Preh. Rent, Caithn. 4 Stonehenge . . has been

assigned .. to the remote antiquity of some unknown Allo-

phylian race.

B. sb.

1881 Q. Ret: Jan. 41 The Californian Indian is no allo-

phylian.

Allophytoid (&lffitoid). Bot.
[f.

Or. a\\o$

other, different + PflYTOID, f. Gr. fyvrov plant -t-

-OID.] A separated vegetable bud differing from
the plant from which it originates.
1858 CARI-KSTKR I'eg. Phys. 397 When the phytoids are

of the usual form they are called isophytoids, whilst the

differing form is called an allophytoid.

Alloquial (al^i-kwial), a. ran*- 1
,

[f.
L. allo-

t/ui'Um address ;f. al- = ad- to + loqui to speak)
+ -AL*; cf. ALLOCUTION.] Of, or pertaining to,

the action of addressing others
; contrasted with

colloquial or conversational.

1840 DE QUINCKY.$Y>'/t
- in Mack. Mag. XLVI 1 1. 1 1 There

are no such people endured or ever heard of in France as a/-

loouial wits; people who talk to but not with a circle.

Alloquialism (alJa-kwiali'z'm). rare.
[f. prec.

-f -ISM: cf. colloquialism^ A phrase or manner
of speech used in addressing.
1872 R. BURTON Unexpl. Syria I. App. 264 The alloquial-

isms of a people new to me.

tA'lloquy. Ol<s,- [ad. 'L.alloi/uium an ad-

dress or speech.] 'The act of speaking to another;
address, conversation.' J.
1626 COCKERAM, Allotjuie, communication or speecli. 1731

BAILEY, Alloqity, talking with another.

Alloren, obs. form of ALDERX.
Allot (al^'tO, v. ; also 6-7 alot, allott. [a. OFr.

alote-r (mod. allotir\ f. a to + lotcr
t
lotir to divide

by lot, or into lots, f. lot lot, a Teut. word (Goth.
hlauts, OHG. hlo*,, OE. ///<?/) of early adoption in

the Rom. langs. ; It. lotto, Pg. fate, OFr. lot, whence
the vbs. It. lottarc, Pg. lotar, Fr. lotcr, /<?//>.]

1. To distribute by lot, or in such way that the

recipients have no choice
;
to assign shares autho-

ritatively ; to apportion.
1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 52 b, The landes in fee-simple

bee alotted to y 1
*

younger daughter in allowance of the tene-
mentes tayled allotted to the elder daughter. 1618 HOLTON
/V<?rj ( 1 636 * 167 To allot them out some proportions of Land,
instead of pay. 1660 PEPVS Diary 22 May, I spent an hour
at allotting to every ship their service. 1766 GOLDSM. I'ic.

Wakef. xxvi, '1857) 184, 1 allotted to each of my family what
they were to do. 1858 BRIGHT Sj>. 285 How your Members
shall be allotted to the various constituent bodies.

\ b. intr. To fall by lot, to be apportioned. Obs.

1574 tr. Littletons Tenures 53 b, That other ploughe lande
that allotteth to y- purparty of that other.

2. Of any absolute authority, the Deity, fate, etc. :

To assign as a lot or portion to
;

to appoint (with-
out the idea of distribution).
a 1547 EARL SURREY sEneutu. (R.) The wofull end that

was allotted him. 1587 TURBERVILLE Trag. T. (1837) 21 For
thus the Goddis alotted had her paine. 1681 DRYDEN Abs.

$ Achit. i. 252 Heaven has to all allotted, soon or late, Some
lucky revolution of their fate, a 1842 TENNYSON Will
IVaterpr. 218 The sphere thy fate allots. 1860 MAI'RY

Phys. Geog. Sen xvii. 728 The climate which the Creator
has . . allotted to this portion of the earth.

3. Hence gen. To assign to a special person as

his portion ; to appropriate to a special purpose.
i$74tr. Marlorafs Apocalifis 1 1 Those then that be chosen

vnto Bishoprikes, haue allotted to them, not a soueraintie,
but a seruice. 1506 B. GRIFFIN Fidessa (1876) 30 This hap
her crueltie hath her alotten. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia
v. IQO The house and land he had allotted for himselfe.

1718 Free-thinker No. 2. 10 He has a seat allotted him in

each theatre. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 101 f 4 Ten years I

will allot to the attainment of knowledge. 1800 WELLING-
TON in Gen. Disp, V. 33 Obliged to allot the Portuguese
carts . . to the purpose of removing the wounded soldiers.

f4. To make it the lot of, to appoint, destine

(a person to do something). Obs.

1388 GREENE Pandosto (ifxyj) 24 Vulcan was allotted to
shake the tree. 1589 Hay any Work 45 Why was John of
London alotted . . to pay him 40 pounds ? 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. is/t v. Hi. 55 Thou art alotted to be tane by me. 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. viii. 204 We will allott only two
of these six to attain to the state of Men and Women,
*h5. fig- To attribute as due or proper. Obs.

1508 BACON SacredMed. x. 125 Nothing can be more iustly
allotted to be the saying of fooles then this' There is no
God.' 1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 172 P 6 Scarce any man
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is willing to allot to accident, friendship, etc. . . the part which
they may justly claim in his advancement.

6. Amcr. colloq. 70 allot upon (occas. without

prep.) : to count or reckon upon.
1816 Pieman I'ociib. U.S. 31, / allot upon going to such

a place. 1840 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862)93 An^ I allot we
nuiht economise or we will be ruined.

Allotheism (oe-m^iz'm). [f. Gr. oAAos other
+ 6(6s god + -ISM. Cf. atheism, polytheism] The
worship of other or strange gods.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dnbit. n. ii. vi. 29 In the first

commandment . . polytheism and allotheism are forbidden.

1863 J. Mi'KPHY Comm. Gen. xli. 37 Sharply-defined systems
of polytheism and allotheism.

Allotment (al^-tment). [a. Fr. allotsnicnt, for-

merly a/-, f. aloter : see ALLOT and -MKNT.]
1. The action of allotting or assigning as a share

;

apportionment ; appointment.
1574 in Heath Grocers' Cotnp. (1869) n That this and the

other Companies should, after the rateable and proportion-
able allotment, provide their shares thereof. 1774 BRYANT
Mythol. I. Pref. 6 Colonies went abroad without any regard
to their original place of allotment. 1790 COWPER Odyss. in.

10 To each they made Allotment equal of nine sable bulls.
1881 Globe 24 July 8/3, ios. per share payable on Application ;

i cur. per share on Allotment.

b. A deed of allotment
;
an assigning document.

1772 Hist. Rochester 95 The only allotment to be met
with is to the dean and one prebendary.
2. The destiny allotted to any one

; lot in life, fate.

1674 Govt. Tongue x. 6(1684) '57 Our behavior towards
Clod, whose allotments we dispute. 1754 FIELDING Jon.
Wild n. xii. Wks. 1784 IV. 105 No man is born into the
world without his particular allotment. 1828 CARI.VLE Misc.
(1857) I. 122 The stinted allotments of earthly life areas a
mockery to him.

3. A share or portion allotted to one.

1629 COKE \st Pt. Inst. 1673, In this case euery one of
them ought to stand to their chance and allotment. 1768
HI.ACKSTOSE Comm. II. 83 The elder sons .. migrate from
their father with a certain allotment of cattle. 1850 BLACKIF,

/Eschyl. II. 27 He called his gods together, and assigned
To each his fair allotment.

4. esp. A portion of land assigned to a special

person, or appropriated to a particular purpose.
spf. A small portion of land let out for cottage
cultivation.

1674 SCIIKFFER Lapland \\. 15 The Finlanders . . have a
certain division or allotment called Lanpio. a 1745 BROOME
(J.) A vineyard, and an allotment for olives and herbs. 1768
BLACKSTOXE Comm. II. 45 Large districts or parcels of land
were . . dealt out again in smaller parcels or allotments to
the inferior officers. 1845 Penny Cycl. Supp. I. 88 The most
convenient mode of giving [country labourers] gardens is to
divide a field near the village into small allotment- . . The
bishop of Bath and \Vells commenced the letting of allot-

ments in 1807, but it is only since 1830 that its adoption has
become common.

f5. Comm. The division of a ship's cargo into

equal portions, the particular portion falling to

each purchaser being decided by lot ;
also in //.

Descriptions of the divided portions. Obs.

1703 l.ond.Gaz, mmmdccclxx.\ii/4 Inventories of the Ships,
and Allotments of the Goods may be seen at the said Hall.

1705 Ibid, mmmmcxxxv/3 Printed Copies ofthe Allotments of
the said Goods. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Allotment of goods,
is when a ship's cargo is divided into several parts, bought
by divers persons, etc.

6. Comb, or Attrib., chiefly in sense 4 : allotment
system, the division of land into small plots to

be held for cultivation by the poorer classes at a
small rent

; hence allotment-garden, -holder, etc.

1845 Penny Cycl. Supp. I. 90 The allotment system, when
limited to the giving a labourer a small plot of garden-

ground, presents many advantages. 1868 PEARD Water-
farm, ii. 13 A piece of ground parcelled out under the al-

lotment system. 1876 FAWCETT Pol, Econ. \\. viii. 238 The
granting of allotment-gardens would do much for the la-

bourers.

Allotrophic (arbtr/rfik), a. Med. [mod. f. Gr.
dAAos other, different + -rpcx^-os nourishing (f. rpt-

fytiv to nourish) + -ic.] Susceptible of a change as

to nutritive or physiological properties, without

any change in physical or chemical characters.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Allotropic ,?el0trrrpik), a. [f. Gr. dXAoTpow-os
(see ALLOTKOPY) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to allo-

tropy; having different physical properties, though
unchanged in substance.

[Not in CRAIG 1847.] '849 SCHROETTER in Rep. Brit, Assoc.

42 The allotropic red phosphorus was not ignited by friction.

1869 MRS. SOMERVILLE Molcc. Sc. i. i. 16 Sulphur becomes
allotropic by the continued application of heat. 1873 H.
SPENCER Social, ix. 225 The constitution of ozone as an allo-

tropic form of oxygen.

Allotrcrpical, a.
[f. pree.+ -ALi.]

=
prec.

1853 FARADAY Led, Introd. 40 We can only demonstrate
the allotropical substance to be phosphorus by reducing it

to its original state.

Allotropically (a.-btr/*pikali), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY.] In an allotropic manner.
1870 W. GROVE Correl. Pkys. Forces fed. 6) 169 Elementary

gases are changed allotropically.

Allotropicity (arlp'titfpi-siti).
rare. [f. ALLO-

TKOPIC + -ITY. Cf. electricity^ Capacity for as-

suming allotropic forms
; allotropic nature.

1853 FARADAY Lect. v.
251 Sulphur is a simple body : and

this circumstance greatly increases our astonishment at its

allotropicity.

ALL OVER.

Allotropism (selp-tnJpiz'm;.. [mod. f.Gr. oAAo*

rpoir-os (see ALLOTROPY) + -ISM.] Allotropy viewed
as a principle or process.
1851 Art JrnL Catal. Exhib. n. v*/2 The allotropism, as

tins peculiar state has been called by Berzelius, of charcoal,
plumbago and the diamond. 1858 LEWES Sea-side Stnd. 211
Chemical changes, both of decomposition and allotropism.
1881 LOCKYER in Nature No. 617. 397 The substances in
which allotropism is most marked are all metalloids which
have not been found in the sun.

Allotropize (selftr^paizX v. rare. [mod. f. Gr.

dAAoTpoTT-os (see ALLOTROPY) + -I/E.] To change
the physical properties of a body without change
of its substance.

Allotropized (afy-trtfpaizd), ///. a.
[f. prec. +

-ED.] Changed in physical properties by, or in

accordance with, allotropy.

Allotropy (aty'tr^pi). [mod. ad.Gr.dAXoTpoTria
variation, changeableness, f. a\\6rpoiros of other
manner

; f. dfAXos other, different + rpoiros turn (of
mind), manner, f. rpiit-tw to turn.] The variation
of physical properties without change of substance
to which certain elementary bodies are liable, first

noticed by Berzelius in the case of charcoal and
the diamond.
1850 ANSTED Elem. Geol, 151 Isomorphism, a converse phe-

nomenon to that of allotropy. 1863 WATTS Chem. Diet. II.

423 Instances of inorganic isomerism are usually called in-
stances of allotropy . . Sulphur, phosphorus, carbon, and
many other elements present . . examples of allotropy.

Allottable (alfi-tab'h, a.
[f.

ALLOT + -ABLE.]
Capable of being allotted or apportioned.
1869 Echo 10 Feb., They [game] are virtually fed within

confines, at a cost ascertamable and allottable.

Allotted (al/rted\ ppl. a .

[f. ALLOT + -ED.]

Assigned by lot, or as the lot or portion of any
one

; apportioned, appointed.
1587 Myrr. Mag., Rudacke iv. 2 Each had a kingdome

aloted his part. 1670 MILTON Hist. Brit. Wks. 1738 II. 48
In Kent, their own allotted dwelling. 1715 POPE Odyss. iv,

906 Must my servant-train The allotted labors of the day
refrain? 1863 KLMBLE Resid. Georgia 124 Her allotted task
was not done.

Allottee (al/=tr). [f. ALLOT + -EE.] One to

whom an allotment is made.
1846 Black. Mag. LX. 62 The national gaming-table wa>

open to men of every class. Peer and peasant . . were alike
entitled to figure as allottees. 1880 t-'ortn.Rer. May 746 The
allottee found it to pay him better to sell those plots. 1882

Daily Xnvs 16 Dec. 2/3 [He] never agreed to become an
allottee of shares from the company.
Allotter (al/rtei;. [f.

ALLOT + -ER ]
.] One who

allots or apportions.
1862 TRENCH Mirac. xxxiii. 473 He claims to be the al-

lotter of the several portions of his sen-ants.

tAllO'ttery. Obs, rare- 1
, [perh. a. Fr. *alh~

fcn'e, f. allotir (cf. lottery, a. Fr. htcrie f. lotir} ;

perh. an Eng. formation on allot', see -EBV.] The
action or result of allotting; assignment of a share.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. i. 77 Giuc mee the poore allottcry

my father left me by testament.

Allotting talftirj), vbl. sb.
[f. ALLOT + -ING!.]

A giving by lot, or as the lot or share of any one
;

apportionment, assignment. (Mostly genindial.)
1598 FLORIO, Sortimento . . an allotting by lot. 161 1 COTCR.,

Allotement . . an allotting, or laying out vnto euery one his

part. 1618 BOLTON Plants in. iii. 168 Lawes touching the

allotting out of Grounds. 1711 Tatler (J.) A man cannot
be too scrupulous in allotting them their due portion.

1 A:ll ovrt, adv. phr. Obs. Also written 4 al-

out, 5-6 al-out(e, all-out. [See ALL C 9.]
1. adv. Entirely, completely, quite.
c 1300 Bckct 1940 The lawes of his lond alout rigt with-

sede. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2935 Now have I declared thee allc

oute. c 1500 Partenay$>fx> i'hay approched Columbere toun
al-oute. 1513 DOUGLAS &neis xi. xvi. :g To mekil all out
sa cruel punyssing. i6ox HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 10 Not
all out foure moneths. Ibid. I. 365 Not all out so

g^ood. 1638
SANDERSON 35 Serin. (1681) II. 115 Our conversation . . can-
not be all out so free and familiar.

2. esp. To drink all out : to empty a bumper,
1530 PALSGR. 676/2, I quaught, I drinke all out. ye boys

dnutant. 1542 BOORDE Intrcxi. Knmvl. 151 There be many
good felowes, the whyche wyll drynke all out. 1605 VER-
STKGAN Dec. hitell. (1634)13 To say drink a Garaas..
which is to say All-out.

3. Hence sufist. A bumper. [Cf. CAROUSE.]
1611 COTGR., Allnz (Fr.), all-out; or a carouse fully

drunk up.

A:ll 0"ver, adv. phr. [See ALL C 9.]
1. Over the whole extent, in every part ; over the

whole body, in ever)' limb.

1577 tr. Kullinger's Decades (1592) 115 The properties of
God: . . to bee all ouer, and euerie where. 1633 MASSINGER
New Way iv. iii, I am so full of joy, nay, joy alt over.

1710 Lond. Gftz. mmmmdccix/4 Stray'd . . a Mare . . black
all over,

ijrao
WATERLASD SSerttt. 101 It was confounding

the Ideas of Creator and Creature, and was all over Contra-

dictory, and Repugnant. Mod. I ache all over.

2. Finished, brought to a close ; done for. (Cf.
Ger. voriiber.} It is all over with L. actum est de.

Mod. It's all over with poor John.
3. adj. (from i) colloq. Indisposed all over or all

through the body, generally ill.

1851 MAVHEVV Lond. Lab. III. 146 It gives you an all-over

sort of feeling.



ALL-OVEBISH.

A:ll-O'verish., adj. colloq. [f. prec. + -I8H.] Hav-

ing a general and indefinite sense of illness pervading
the body ; generally seized or indisposed.

A ll-O'verishness. colloq. [f. prec. + -NESS.]
A general sense of illness or indisposition all

through the body.
1864 C. CLARKE Boxfor Season II. 195 That indescribable

all-overishness resulting from too much drink. 1882 Society

njan. n/i 'What's the trouble?' asked the doctor.
'
I feel

a sort of dislocated all-overishness.'

Allow (alau'), v. Forms : 4-6 alowe, alow,

(4 aloow), 5 aloue, 5-7 allowe, 6- allow, [a.

OFr. aloue-r(\ jth c. all-\ \. to praise, commend :

L. allaitda-re (f. al- = ad- to + laitdare to praise); 2.

to bestow, assign : L. alloca-re (f. al- = ad' + locare

to place, stow. The two were apparently com-

pletely identified in OFr. and viewed as senses of

one word, which was adopted with both senses in

Eng. a 1300. Between the two primary significa-

tions there naturally arose a variety of uses blend-

ing them in the general idea of assign with ap-

proval, grant, concede a thing claimed or urged,
admit a thing offered, permit, etc., etc.]

I. To praise, commend, approve of. II. To ad-

mit as probable. III. To permit. IV. To bestow,

grant. V. To take into account, give credit for.

I. To praise, commend, sanction, view or re-

ceive with approbation. (Fr. alouer'.V.. allandare.}

f 1. trans. To laud, praise, commend. Obs. or dial.

c 13x5 SHOREHAM 149 He wolde . . be God ylyche, To be
alowed. 1330 K. BRUNNE Chron. 281 pe gode bisshop Antoyii
her he bare ^e pris, His dedes ere to alowe, for his hardy-
nesse. '377 LAKGL. /*. PI. B. xv. 4 Somme lakkede my lyf

'

allowed it fewe. c 1450 Merlin xx. 355 Gretly were thei to

a-lowe and to preise. 1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks.

1557, 672/2 Saint Mary Magdaleyn was more alowed of

Christ for bestowing that costly oyntemente vpon hys
heade . . then if she had solde it. 1551 TURNER Herbal(i$b%}
77, I can alowe them for theyr labores in sekyng out of

symples. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxvi. xiv. 594 To put that in

execution which they so well allowed and approved. 1656
BP. HALL Occas. Med. 118571 201 Should I be censured by a

world of men, when I am secretly allowed by thee, I could
contemn it. 1783 CRABBE Village i. Wks. 1834 II. 81 Proud
To find the triumphs of his youth allow'd.

2. To approve of, sanction (ranging from a sense

hardly differing from the prec., to that of barely

passing as acceptable or defensible), arch.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 137 That everech man hyt mo^t alowe.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Rcdeles \\. 69 'No, redely,' quod reson,
1

that reule I alowe.' 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowlc i. xiii. (1859)

9 Euery wigt loueth, and maynteneth the thyng that he
alowith. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. i. 6 For the Lorde aloweth

y- waye of the rightuous, but the waye of the vngodly shal

perishe. a 1555 RIDLEY Wks. 390, I refused to allow the
mass with my presence. 1611 BIBLE Luke xi. 48 Truely ye
beare witnesse that ye allowe the deeds of your fathers.

1768 BLACKSTONE Cotntn. I. 425 Upon reasonable cause to

be allowed by a justice of the peace,
b. intr. with upon, of: To approve of. (Still in

some dialects as 'allow on.')
c 1534 tr. Polyd. Verg., Eng. Hist. n. 120 He cowld never

be movyd . to alow uppon any practyse agaynst Kinge
Edward. 1583 Let, in Fuller Ch. Hist. x. 159 [A thing]
which I allow well of. 1660 Trial Regie. 142 If you coun-
tenance and allow of their authority. 17*4 WODROW Corr.

(1843 III. 141, I use still the very same freedom with him
. . because I know you allow of this.

3. To receive with approval or approbation ;

accept, arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20034 POU nu will mi wil a-lou. 1382

WVCLIF Wisd. iii. 14 Ther shal be giue to hym . . lot in the

temple ofGod most aloowid [1388 a most acceptable eritage].

1465 PastonLett. 498 II. 174, 1 velebut Httille that my gode
wille ys allowed. 1611 COTGR., To Allow; alloucr^ grecf^
approuver, accepter. 1669 BOYLE Occas. Re/I. i. i. (1675)

78 God mercifully allows the Will for the Effect . . favourably
accepting what we can do.

tb. intr. with of. (Cf. accept of.) Obs.

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 1/2 The Churches,
whiche did alreadie verie well allowe of him. 1748 RICHARD-
SON Clarissa (1811) I. i. 4 When I love you as never woman
loved another, and when you have allowed of that concern
and of that love

II. To accept as reasonable or valid
;
to admit

(intellectually).
4. To accept as true or valid

; to acknowledge,
admit, grant.
1548 COVERDALE tr. Erasm. Paraphr. i Pet. i Ifany man

allowe not the vnderstanding of Rome by Babylon. 1611
BIBLE Acts xxiv. 15 Hope towards God, which they them-
selues also allow. 1628 COKE; On Litt. 29 b, Upon hearing
the proofcs either allowed or disallowed the same. 1770
I..ASGHORNE Plutarch's Lives (1879) I. 169/2 The citizens . .

were compelled . . to allow his great abilities. 1876 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. II. App. 586 Her innocence shall be allowed.

b. intr. with of. (Cf. accept, admit of.)
15*8 PERKINS Profit. Bk. ii. 158 (1642) 71 They allow of

that which the principal! speaketh. 1587 HOLINSHED Chron.
I. 5/1 Manie doo not allow of this historic of Albion the
giant. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 362 If we allow of Their reckon-

-

ing. 1714 A. COLLINS Gr. Chr. Relig. 133 As to what texts
I have . . alledg'd to you, you allow of them all. 1849
LOWELL Righnv P. Wks. 1879, 199 Jortin is willing to allow
of other miracles.

5. with subord. cl. To admit something claimed ;

to acknowledge, grant, concede ; to accede to an
opinion.

239

1643 MILTON Divorce \. xiii. (1847) 135/1, I suppose it will

be allowed us that marriage is a human society. 1711
STEELE Sped, No. 4^5 She has, I will allow, a very pleas-

ing Aspect. 1768 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 184011. 370, I allow
also that part of the expense of the rich is in foreign pro-
duce. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. ff It. Jrnls. I. 131 He allowed
that the old Pre-Raphaelites had . . exquisite merits.

6. with compl. (inf. formerly omitted or expressed
byfor) To acknowledge or admit a thing to be

something.
1593 R. HARVEY Philad. 36 Martia was generally allowed

for ruler and king of the realme. 1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik.
MI. 144 Not allowing Porsenna a lawful judge in regard of
their late league. 171* STEELE

tyecf.
No. 512 note, The

Self-Tormentor of Terence's, which is allowed a most excel-
lent Comedy, 1777 SHERIDAN Sc/t. Scandal n. ii. 249 They'll
not allow our friend . . to be handsome. 1798 BAY Artier.

Law Rep. (18091 43 I 1 nad been allowed (or law. 1877
MozLBY Univ. Serm. 129 Poetry is allowed to border upon
the horizon of mysticism.
7. To come to the conclusion, to form the opi-

nion, or state as an opinion formed. (In Eng. and
Aincr. dialects.}

1580 BARET Air. A 297 To Alowe, to make good or allow-

able, to declare to be true, Approbo. 1871 C. KING Sierra
AV?'. v. 98, I allow you have killed your coon in your day?
1875 PARISH Diet. Sussex Dial. 13 'Master Nappet, he al-

lowed that it was almost too bad.' 1880 Scribn. Alag. June
^93,

*
I 'lowed I'd make him sorry fur it, an' I reckon I hev.'

III. To admit the realization of, permit.
8. trans. To concede, permit (an action or event).
1558 in Strype Ann. Kef. I. n. App. i. 391 The queen's pro-

clamation . . allowing only the reading of the epistles. 1651
HoiUJts Leviathan n. x.\i. 192 Where many sorts of Wor-
ship be allowed. Mod. Such practices are no longer allowed.

b. with inf.

1637 Decree cfStar Ckamb. in Milton Arecp. xvi. i Arb. 1 16

Euery person or persons, now allowed or admitted to have
the vseof a Presse. a 1754 FIELDING Mod. Hush. in. vi. Wks.
1784 II. 201 Mr. Gaywit does not allow me to play at

Quadrille. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 99 He was not
allowed to take advantage of the general rule.

9. refl. To surrender oneself to, lend oneself to

(obs.) ; to permit oneself to indulge /';/.

1605 SHAKS. Lear in. vii. 107 His roguish madness Allows
itself to anything. a 17x6 BLACKALL Wks. 1725 I. 149 If the
Man . . allows himself in that Wickedness which he thinks
his Religion allows of. 1815 PALEY Serm. (ed. 71 vii. 126
The true child of God allows himself in no sin whatever.
1860 RfSKix Mod. Paint. V. ix. v. 247 It refuses to allow
itself in any violent or spasmodic passion.
10. intr. with of. To permit the occurrence or

existence of, to admit of.

1732 LEDIARD Sethos II. ix. 290 His condition would not
allow of his talking longer. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 97
T 19 She tacitly allows of his future visits. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. 27. 209 The snow .. sufficiently compact to allow
of a stake being firmly fixed in it.

IV. To allot, assign, bestow (Fr. alloner:L.
allocare}.

1 11. To assign to any one as his right or due
;
to

accord. (With direct and indir. obj.} Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 77 On J>e same asise serued &
alowed Of alle be franchise, bat it are was dowed. 1463
Mann. <$ Housch. Exps. 152 My mastyre alowyd hys fer-

mour off Freffeld ffor otys . . vs. xd. 1530 PALSC;R. 421/1, I

alowe him xiu/. a day for his costes : j'e luy alone donze
dcniers parjour pour ses despens. 1580 BARET A IT. A 302
To alow or finde ones costes or expences, Snntptns alicui
rt'i suggerere. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. I', iv. i. 303 And you
must cut this flesh from off his breast

; The Law allowes it,

and the court awards it.

12. To give, or let any one have, as his share, or

as appropriate to his needs. (Const, as in n.)
-1370 WYCLIF Wks. 1880, 387 He alpwid J>e comonte her

liflode. 1555 Fardle of facions n. viii. 173 A certaine of

graine allowed them at the kinges allowaunce. i6g6WHiSTox
Th, Earth iv. (1722) 320 In this Six Days' Creation one
entire Day is allow'd to the Formation of the Air. 1735
POPE Hor. Ep. n. i. 193 Allow him but his plaything of a
Pen. 1856 BREWSTER Mart. Sc. \\. iii. fed. 3) 143 It was
arranged that the Emperor should allow him 100 florins.

flo. To give an allowance to (a person); to

portion, endow. Obs.
a 1677 BARROW Scrrn.^ Rcu>. honouring God, Those whom

he .. maintains in a handsome garb, allows largely. 1712
STEELE Sped. No. 496 2 The Father who allows his Son
to his utmost ability.

V. To admit or take into account.

1 14. To place to one's credit in an account ;
to

reckon, count to one. Obs.

ci34o HAMPOI.E Pr. Consc. 2467 Alle the gud dedys that
we haf done Onence our syns sal than sem fone ; And yhit
we er unsyker . . Wether thai sal be alowed or noght. 1382
WYCLIF Gen. xv. 6 Abram leuede to God, and it was alowid
to hym to ry^twisnes. 1440 Promp. Pan'., Allowyn yn
rekenynge, Alhco. 1667 E. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Cr. Brit. i.

ii. xiii. 121 They deliver the same attested fora lawful Tally
to the Clerk of the Pipe to be allowed in the Great Roll.

f 15. Hence, To remit or deduct from the debit or

the amount due or charged ;
to abate. Obs.

1501 in Bury Wills (1850' 91, I will that John Etoon haue
alowyd uj Ii. to hym of the taste payment of mony that he
owyth on to me. 1530 PALSGR. 420/2, I alowe or abate upon
a reckenyng or accompte made.
16. gen. To make an addition or deduction, as

the case may be, of (so much), on account of some-

thing requiring to be taken into consideration,

though not formally appearing in the reckoning.
1663 GERBIER Counsel ty In exchange of old lead for sheets
new run, is allowed three shillings in every hundred weight
for waste. 1756 BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 18 It will

ALLOWANCK.
therefore be very reasonable to allow on their account as
much as added to the losses of the conqueror, may amount
to a million of deaths. Mod. You must allow an hour at
least for time lost in changing trains, and waiting at stations.

17. To allowfor ; To allow what is right or fair,

to make due allowance for
;
also Jig. To bear in

mind as a modifying or extenuating circumstance.

-1711 ADDISON fj.) Allowing .. for the different ways of

making it. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela 111.48 If your Lady-
ship will not atlow for me . . what will become of me? a 1762
LADY M. MONTAGUE Lett. Ixxix. 131, I allow a great deal
for the inconstancy of mankind. Mod. To allow for expan-
sion or shrinkage, for friction or the resistance of the air, for

the increase of population since the census, for the place and
circumstances of a speech, etc.

Allowable (alairab'l), a. Alsoaphet.lowable.
[a. Fr. allowable, f. alloiter : see ALLOW and -ABLE.]
fl. Worthy of praise; praiseworthy, laudable. Obs.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvm. 130 Lowable [v.r. al-, allow-

| able] was it neuere. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sotvle iv, xxix. 11859)
i

62 A statu, or an ymage his allowable and sadde condicions.

1580 HOLI.YBAND Treas. />. Tortff., Loitable, praiseworthy,
allowable, laudable. 1670 EACHARD Contempt Clergy 44
True and allowable rhetorick, that is, of what is decorous
and convenient to be spoken. 2702 Eng. Theophr. 176 There
is a sweeter, more noble and allowable sort of vengeance.
2. Worthy of sanction, approval, or acceptance
'without rising to praise] ; satisfactory, acceptable.
1551 HVLOET, Allowable, Acceptabilis. 1561 T. NfoRTox]

tr. Calvin s hist. m. xxiii. 116341 4^9 If ne Soe about to
make himselfe allowable to him [God] with innocency and
honesty of life. 1580 BAKKT A 299 Pleasant, alowable, ac-

j

ceptable, Acccptus. 1611 UIDLE Transl. Pref. 9 If the olde

| vulgar had hene at all points allowable. 1623 SAXUKKSOX
Serm. Ad. Mag. ii. 8 116741 I04 Custom had made it not

only excusable but allowable.

3. To be intellectually admitted or conceded.
1712 STEKLK Sped. Xo. 546 ?2 The advantages of action,

show and dress on these occasions are allowable.

b. Worthy of provisional acceptance; probable.
a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 3 Therein an allowable allu-

sion unto the tropical conversion of the Sun. Ibid, 8 What
Tremelius rendreth Spma is allowable in the sense.

4. Worthy of toleration, fit to be borne, permitted,
endured ; tolerable, permissible, admissible, ex-

cusable, legitimate. (At first in negative sentences.)
is68 COVERDALE Christs Cross viii. Wks. II. 258 Prayer

for (he dead is not .. allowable or to be excused. 1561 T.

K[ORTON] tr. Cah-in's lust. I. 5 There is no lawfully allow-
able religion, but that which is ioyned with truthe. 1625
MEADK in Ellis Orig. Lett. \. 310 III. 193 Devise some
allowable and parliamentary way . . to .supply the present
necessities. 1712 STM LF Sped. No. 555 fs The licence
allowable to a feigntd character, a 1732 AiTiiRiifkv Si-mi.

(J.) Their pursuit of it is not only allowable but laudable.

1790 JOHNSON in Bos-iuell (1831' I. 454 It may be defended a*
a very allowable practice. 1824 .M iss M 1 1 1 I.FI> / "/.'A^v Scr.
i. 11863* T 4 A l^t!e touch of \ cry allowable finery in the

gay window-curtains. 1868 M. PAITISOX Acad. Organ. 5.

143 The payment of the teacher by endowment is not only
allowable, it is necessary,

Allowableness (aluu ab'lms >.
[f. prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being allowable
; permissi-

bleness, legitimacy.
1692 SOUTH 12 Serm. (1697) I. 329 To discourse of Lots, as

to their Nature, Use, and Allowableness. 1765 TICKER/,/.
Nat. II. 184 To stand approved in the eyes of others for the
allowableness of my attempt. 1709 W. TAYLOK in Month.
Rev. XXIX. 147 He doubts the allowableness of his

delay.

Allowably (alau-&bli\ adv.
[f.

as prec. + -LY
-'.]

In an allowable manner; laudably, commendably,
admissibly, permissibly, excusably, legitimately
1588 LAMBARDE Eiren. u. iii. 138 More allowable therfore

writeth Marrow. 1589 PUTTKNHAM Eng. Poesie 118691 4
This last sort . . may allowably beare matter not alwayes of
the grauest. 1663 BOYLE Expttr. Phil, i R.I I should allowably
enough discharge m)' part- 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa 1 1811 1

II. ix. 52 Your sister . . may allowably be angry at you. 1850M cCosn Dii'. Govt. ii. ii. < 1874) I9 There are senses in which
we may allowably use the word chance.

Allowance ^aloirans), s/>. Also 4 alouance,

5 alowans, 5-6 alowance. [a. OFr. atouance, f.

a/oitcr: see ALLOW and -ANCE.] The action of

allowing ;
a thing allowed.

I. Of praising, approving, admitting, permitting.
T"l. Praise, applause. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xi. 215 Of logyke ne of lawe In

legenda sanctorum Is litel allowaunce made, a 1541 WVATT
Poet. Wks. (1861) 203 Vain allowance of his own desert.

1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 259 It is not the allowance or

applause of men that I seek.

2. Approbation, approval ; sanction ; voluntary

acceptance, arch.

1552 HL'LOET, Allowaunce, accepcion or estimation, Ac*
ccptio. 1561 T. N[ORTON] tr. Calvin's Inst. i. To Reader,
If I did not, holding myselfe contented with the allowance
ofGod alone, despise the iugementesof men. 1604 EDMONDS
Observ, Cxsar's Cotntn. 107 'J hey all with one consent made
allowance of Vercingetorix for their Generall. 1707 Loud.
Gaz. mmmmcccxxxvi/8 Her Creditors are required to.,
assent to or dissent from the Allowance of her Certificate.

1736 BUTLER Anal. i. v. 130 They cannot be gratified at all

. . with the allowance of the moral principle. 1807 CRABBE
Par. Reg. in. 426 He look'd smiling on And gave allowance
where he needed none.

f 3. Admission of something claimed or charged,

acknowledgement. Obs.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xxxii. (1617^ 564 This is a good
proof and allowance of their innocency. x6oa SHAKS. Ham,
HI. ii. 30 The censure of the which One, must in your allow,

ance o'reway a whole Theater of Others. 1756 BURKE SuM.



ALLOWANCE.
(J-

B. Wks. I. 232 Modesty which is a tacit allowance of im-

perfection.
4. Permission, tolerance, sufferance.
1628 WITHER Brit, Rememb. Premon. 6 Because I could

not get allowance to doe it publikely. 1689 Col. Rec. Penn-
sylv. I. 261 Nor had he given Tho. Lloyd any allowance to
sett his hand to any thing. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Kef. I. xiii. 184
Some murmur at the allowance of reading the Scriptures.

1753 RICH A.KvsQxGrandis0n\ 1781 J IV. iii. 22 By the Doctor's

allowance, I enclose it to you. 187* FREEMAN Gen. Sketch
xvii. iq. 364 There were many causes of difference between
them, the chief being the allowance of slavery in the South.

II. Of taking into account, allotting, granting.
5. The action of placing to one's credit, admitting

as an item in an account, or allotting a sum on

account of the expenses of a person or thing.
1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 273, Such a wardeine . . shall

have allowance of al hys reasonable cosies. 1611 BIBLE
Trans/. Pref. i Against Church-maintenance and allowance

it is not vnknowen what a fiction was deuised. 16*5 BACON
Ess. (1874) 24 Illiberalitie of Parents in allowance towards
their Children. 1845 STEPHEN Laws of Eng. II. 315 Allow-
ance shall be made to him for all his reasonable costs and

expenses.

f6. A sum allowed in account ; an amount placed
on the other side of the account as an equivalent ;

a consideration. Obs.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C, x. 271 f>y lord loke}> to haue a-lou-

ance for hus [i.e. his] bestes, And of be monye tow haddist

ber-myd. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 52 b, The landes in

fee simple bee alotted to y* younger daughter in allowance
of the tenementes tayled, allotted to the elder daughter.
7. A definite portion, sum, or amount, allotted or

granted to meet any expenses or requirements.
a. Of money, to meet one's expenses.
1440 Promp. Parv., Alowans. Allocacio. 1539 Househ.

Ord, in Thynne's Animad" 1
. Pref. 35 Then he \i.c. the Clerk-

Comptroller] to controule the same [expenditure], giving noe

larger allowance than there ought to be. 1662 J. WARD
/^Viiy 11839 183 Mr. Shakspeare . . had an allowance so large,
that hee spent ait the rate of i,ooo/. a-year. 1711 ADDISON
Sf>ect. No. 295 P6 They consider this Allowance [Pin-money]
as a kind of Alimoney. 1802 MAR. EDGEWOKTH Moral T.

\ 18161 I. Jx. 71 Five ten-guinea notes for your last quarterly
allowance. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng, II. 464 An excellent

order . . increasing the allowances of Captains.
b. A limited portion of food. Hence the phr. at

no allowance, without stint, at pleasure.
1580 BARET Alv, A 302 That schollers call their commons or

alowance, Dcwensn:n. 1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts

{16731 237 That so every beast may eat his own allowance.
1611 BIBLE 2 Kings xxv. 30 His allowance was a continuall
allowance giuen him of the king, a dayly rate for euery day.
1711 F. FULLER Med. Gyntn. 56 The short Allowance, the
Bread and Water of a Prison, 1836 MAKRYAT ^Hdship. Easy
xiii. 44 They had but their allowance of bread and grog for

one day. 1865 CAKI.VI.F Fredk. Gt. III. vm. v. 42 His people
pluck him at no allowance.

C. A restricted portion of anything granted.
1637 MlLTON C&ttusyaS In such a scant allowance of star-

light. 1711 STEELR Sp?ct. No. 14 F 12 We had also but a very
short Allowance of Thunder and Lightning. 1837 CARLYLK
Fr. Re's, I. iv. i. 166 A popularity of twenty-four hours was,
in those times [1788], no uncommon allowance.

8. A sum or item put to one's credit in an

account ; hence, rebate, deduction, discount. To
make allowance : to add to or deduct from a reckon-

ing, in order to provide for some incidental circum-

stance.

1530 PALSGR. 194/1 Alowaunce for money, aloouance. 1552
HULOET, Allowaunce in rekenynge, -$"*/&/<://<?. i663GERBiER
Counsel 77 There must be an allowance for the waste of the
Timber. 1740 Act ofPar1. in Hanway Trav. 11762) I. I. ix.

44 With such allowances, abatements, discounts, and draw-
backs . . as are by law prescribed. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat,
I. 326 He made no allowance for what the portion of the
earth in question perspired at the same time. i86oTYNDAi.L
Glac. n. 25. 363 Making allowance for the time required
by the sound to ascend from the bottom. 1870 PINKERTON
Guide to Administr. 43 The usual allowance for Adminis-
trators' commissions in Pennsylvania is five per cent, upon
the personal property.
9. fig. The taking into account, or consideration, of

mitigating, extenuating, or excusing circumstances.

Usually in phr. To make allowance for.
1676 DRYDEN Dram. Wks. IV. 75 This Honesty of theirs

ought to have many Grains for its Allowance. 1711 STEELE
Sped. No. 274 ? i To have proper Allowances made for their
Conduct. 1748 CHESTERF. Lett. 173 II. 140 The spectators
are always candid enough to give great allowances . . to a
new actor. ciBiz Miss AUSTEN Sense fySensib. 11849120 To
make every allowance for the colonel's advanced state of life.

1846 MILL Logic vi. viii. 3 Apply their principles with in-

numerable allowances. i86a TROLLOPE Orley Farm v. (ed. 4)

31 He made allowances for her weakness. 1876 FREEMAN
Norm. Cony. II. vii. 4 Allowance must be made for his con-
stant flattery of his own master,

t 10. A balance, remainder. Obs.

1528 PERKINS Profit. Bk. v. 326(1642) 144 If a man seised

of three acres . . enfepffeth a stranger . . of two of the three

acres . . and the wife is endowed of the third acre which re-

maineth as allowance of the other acres. 1552 HULOET,
Allowaunce, or that whiche fulfilleth, maketh good, or vp, or

supplieth that which wanteth in measure, numbre or

quantity, Supplementum.
11. Comb, or Attrib. as allowance-money, system.
1700 LUTTRELL BriefR el. 118571^ &)7 C*ne quarter of his

majesties allowance money. 1746 W. THOMPSON R. N.
Advoc. (17571 48 Who receives the Benefit of Short Allow-

ance-Money? 1831 Edin. Rev. LI 1 1. 48 The factitious in-

crease of population caused by the allowance-system.

Allowance ^alau-ans), v. [f. the sb. Cf. to

distance, dower, portion, etc.]
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1. To put i^any one) upon an allowance ;
to limit

(him) in the amount allowed.

1839 DICKENS Kick. Xick. xxxiv, 1 have made up my mind
. . to allowance him . . to put him upon a fixed allowance.

1840 O. C. Shop xxxvi, Don't you ever go and say you were
allowanced, mind that. 1859 MEREDITH R. Feverel II. i. 10,
I am allowanced two glasses three hours before dinner.

2. To supply (a thing) in fixed and limited quan-
tities ; esp. in ppl. adj. allowanced.
1840 DICKENS O. C. Shop (1867) 276 I'd advise you not to

waste time like this. It's allowanced here you know. 1859
(.'omh. Mag. I. 116 The evening pannikin of tea and the
allowanced pound of pemmican.
t Allowe, alowys. [a. OFr. al(!)ottyt prop.

aloitys : L. *allocattci-um, -jti-um, one whose at-

tribute it is to be allocat-its, hired : see ALLOCATE
and-iTious. The final -s was in 140. Fr.occ. treated

as a pi. inflexion, and so with all<nvcs in Eng.] A
hired servant, a hireling.
c 1483 Chron, Lond. (18271 156 As wele allowes and ser-

vaunts as the maisters. 1494 FAIJYAN vi. cxcviii. 205 He
shuld scantly haue of his owne, as alowys or seniaunt had.

Allowed (alau-d), ///. a. [f. ALLOW + -ED.]
1 1. Praised, approved, sanctioned, accepted as

satisfactory. Obs.

1382 \VVCLIF li'isd. ix. 12 My werkys shul ben aloowid
[1388 acceptable]. 1580 BAKKT Air. A 297 No man better
esteemed or alowed of his countrie men, Nemo probatior
SHIS. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I. vi. 184 The Names of the
twelve . . allowed and accepted by the majority.
2. Permitted by authority, licensed.

1589 Hay any Work 39 He solde it to an allowed printer.
1593 HOLI.YBAND Treas. 7>'r. Tong., An allowed cart or
chariot. 1601 SHAKS. T-ivel. N. i. v. 101 There is no slander
in an allow'd foole, though he do nothing but rayle. 1690
J. NORRIS OH Beatitudes Wks. IV. 352 Moderate even in

the most allow'd Enjoyments. 1829 I.TAYLOR Enthus. viii.

206 The allowed enjoyments of domestic life.

3. Acknowledged, admitted.

1749 CHESTKRP. Lett. 180 II. 169 The allowed and estab-
lished models of good breeding. 1872 C. HAMMOND Text.
Cnt. 118801 Introd. 8 We have the following allowed facts
tu start with.

4. Assigned as a portion or due share ; allotted.

1440 Promp. f\irt'., Alowede, Allocatus. i578CV<r*7/V7/t'rj
in Monthly Mag. XXXVI. 43 Havinge only duringe that

tyme allowed unto him breade and water.

5. Remitted, deducted in reckoning.
1674 COLES, Allowed in Reckoning, Sitbstractus.

Allowedly (alau-edli), adv. [f. prec. (formerly

pronounced fl/Aw-/) + -LT3.] In a manner that

is allowed, admitted, or acknowledged ; by general
allowance or admission

; admittedly.
1602 T. FITZHEKB. Apol. 47 a, Alowdly improba[b]le in it

self. 1678 M ANTON 20 Serm. v. Wks. 1871 II. 230 Living
willingly and allowedly in his sins. 1742 SHENSTOKE Ess.

u8o6>5 Allowedly more genteel. 1859 I)E QUINCKY Style
Wks. XI. 243 It may allowedly be used in all cases. 1879
Academy &) The English is allowedly one of the most com-

plete of the European languages.

Allower (alau-si). [f.
ALLOW + -ER 1

.] One
who allows.

f 1. One who praises, approves, abets, counten-
ances ; a patron, or abettor. Obs.

i 1565 R. LINDSAY Hist. Scotl. (1728) 45 The fortifiers and
allowers of him in such wickedness. 1580 BARET A If. A 303
A proouer, an alower, a prayser, Probator. 1606 King's
Dcclar. i j (L. i This pretended assembly, together with their

associates and allowers. 1647 N. WARD Simple Cobbler 14
Not onely an Allower, but an humble Petitioner, that..

Anabaptists may have due time and means of conviction.

2. One who admits, or permits.
1859 ' n WORCESTER.

Allowing (alairirj), vbl. sb. [f.
ALLOW 4- -TNG!.]

1 1. Praise, commendation, approval, applause.
1490 CAXTON How to Die i The allowynge or praysynge

of the deth. 1551 TURNER Herbal Ded. i This commen-
diuyon and alowyng of Physicions and Phisick in this playn
and expressed wordes. 1580 BARET Ah<. A 305 The ap-
proouing or alowing, Approbatio. 1631 SHERWOOD, An
Allowing, Approvement.
2. Permitting, permission.
3. The giving of a portion or allowance.

1674 COLES, Allowing (giving', Exhibitio.

4. Rebate, deduction.

1674 COLES, An Allowing in Reckoning, deetuctio.

\ Capable also of being used in various other

meanings of vb. ALLOW, especially gerundially, as

After allowing that this might be so, etc

Allowing (almrirj
1

), ///. a. [f. ALLOW + -ING 2
.]

1. Approving, applauding.
1580 SIDNEY A rcadia(ifa-2} 454 With many allowing tokens

was Euarchus speech heard.

2. '

Admitting, permitting, granting, abating.*
Ash 1775.
Allowment (alcurment). ? Obs.

[f.
ALLOW*

-MENT; or perh. a. Fr. *allouement.'\ The action

of allowing or sanctioning ; sanction, approval.
*S79 TOMSON Calvin s Serm. Tim. 96/2 Bicause God would

VSL- this man in great matters, he gaue a greater allowment
of him, then he did of others. Ibid. 483/1 The kynde of
allowement which all they must haue, that are set in any
publique office.

Alloxan (oel^ksan). Chem.
[f. ALL(ANTOIN) f

OXA(LIC) + -AN, 'so named by Liebig and \Y6hler
in 1838, because it contains the elements of allantoin

and oxalic acid.' H. E. Roscoe.] An organic com-

AltLOY.

pound C 4H 2N =O4 crystallizing in large efflorescent

rectangular prisms ; one of the oxidation products
of uric acid, being a monureide of mesoxalic acid
constituted by the radical mesoxalyl CO. 2 (CO)"
and the urea-residue CO.(2NH)".
1853 THUDICHUM Urine 81 The reaction consists in the

formation of alloxan, urea, and nitrous acid. 1873 WILLIAM-
SON Chem. 317 Alloxan is formed by the action of various
oxidizing agents.

Alloxanate (ceV-ksan^t). Chem.
[f. prec. +

-ATE 4.] A salt of alloxanic acid.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chent. (1879! I. 138 [Alloxanic] is a di-
basic acid, forming acid as well as normal salts : the formula
of normal alloxanates is CiHsMcNoOs, of acid alloxanates
UHsMNjOj. 1865 Intel!. Observ. No. 38, 109 Alloxanate
of ammonia.

Alloxanic (xl^ksrc-nik), a. Chem.
[f. as prec.

f -ic.] Of alloxan, as in alloxanic acid, a bi-basic

acid, CiHfNiOf-aUooun-t-HjO.
1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. 1. 137 Alloxanic acid forms hard

white needles arranged in radiated groups or warty masses.

Alloxantin (sel/ksse-ntin). Chem. An organic

compound, C 6H 4N 4O:,crystalli2ingin small, 4-sided,

oblique rhombic prisms ; consisting of two mole-
cules of alloxan minus i atom of oxygen, OC. 2 (Nil)

a(OC).COC.2(9C)a(NH).CO.
1853'I'nfDiCHUM Urine ^t On dissolving uric acid in dilute

nitric acid, alloxantine is obtained. 1873 WILLIAMSON CJieift.

319 An aqueous solution of alloxan decomposes on boiling
into alloxantin.

Alloy (aloi'),^/'- Also6aloye. [a. mod.Fr. 0/0*':

OFr. a/ei, retained in Norman as alai, allai, whence
our earlier word ALLAY sb.^

t
which this Parisian

form has since 1600 gradually displaced. Through
the erroneous fancy that Fr. aloi was = <} hi *to

law,' the word, meaning originally simple 'com-

bination, union,' came to be used specially of the

mixing of baser metal with gold or silver in coin-

age, so as to bring it to the recognized standard,
and hence of the standard itself.]

I. literal.

1. The comparative purity or mixedness of gold
or silver; fineness, quality, standard. = ALLAY sb. 3.

1604 E. G. tr. D'Acosta's Hist. hid. iv. xii. 245 Silver
drawne with Mercuric, is so fine, that it never abates of two
thousand three hundred and fourescore ofalloy. 1685M OKMEN
Geogr. Reef. 306 The Mony of this Kingdom is of a good
Alloy. 1871 DAVIES Metr. Syst. in. 65 The civil authority
stamps its image, to authenticate its weight and alloy.

1 2. Agio of exchange ^? originally an allowance
for difference of standard). Obs.

1598 FLORID, L'aggio, the aloye or losse of money by ex-

change, coyning, or banke. 1672 MARVELL Ren. Transp.
i. 271 Much after the same current Rate and Standard :

only there hath been some little difference in the alloy.

3. An inferior metal mixed with one of greater
value ; esp. that which is added to gold and silver

coinage.
= ALLAY sb. 2.

1719 W. WOOD Sure. Trade 345 Half the Silver is taken
out, and Copper or other Alloy put into the place. 1860
FKOCDE Hist. Eng. V. xxv. 109 Bad shillings, in which 4
ounces of pure metal were mixed with 8 of alloy. 1876
ROGERS Pol. Econ. xi. 4 Only a practised eye can detect the

amount of alloy in an ornament professedly manufactured of

gold.

4. The condition of combination between different

metals melted together. (Without reference to their

relative values.)

1817 FARADAY Chem. Manip. xx. 508 Making the alloy of
the metal and the platina more complete. 1883 Nature
XXVII. 351 That peculiar .. form of association which

metallurgists term an alloy,

5. A mixture of mttals ; a metallic compound, an

amalgam. Formerly, A compound containing a

baser metal. = ALLAY sb. i.

1656 H. MORE Ant. agst. A th. ( 1 7 12 1 Pref. 20 Whether this be
that ancient golden Key . . or one made of baser alloy. 1869
ROSCOF. Chem. 185 In the alloys the metallic appearance ana
properties are preserved.
Jvative alloy: an alloy of osmium and indium

occurring with native platinum, called also Iridos-

mine.

1875 URE Diet. Arts II. 918 The native alloy on account
of its hardness is used to point metallic pens.

13.. figurative.
+ 5. Intrinsic standard or character, quality, tem-

per, vein. = ALLAY sb. 6. ^Cf. Fr. de bon aloi.} Obs.

1596 CAREW tr. Huarte's Trial of Wits 2nd Proeme, If

thy wit be of the common and vulgar alloy. 1643 SIR T.
BROWSE Relie. Med. n. 13 A Soull of the same alloy as our
owne. 1647 N. BACON Hist. Disc, ix, 27 To inhaunce the

price of a Presbyter somewhat within the aloye of a Bishop.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk 3- Sek>. 136 Workings of so lofty and
refined an alloy.

6. Admixture of that which lowers the character

or takes from the value. Hence concr. Alien ele-

ment, anything that detracts from, impairs, or

sullies. = ALLAY sb. 4, 5.

1625 BACON Eleg. Sent. Wks. 1860, 193 There's no fortune

so good, but it has its alloy. 1712 Sfrtft, No. 548 F4 Every
one has in him a natural alloy, tho' one may be fuller of

dross than another. 1816 Miss ACSTEN Emma \. \. 2 Disad-

vantages which threatened alloy to her many enjoyments.

1849 C. BRONTE Shirley II. iii. 83 A base alloy of moral
cowardice. 1863 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Ahnast. Ord. 166 A
face . . so spiritualised, so refined from all earthly alloy.



ALLOY.

Alloy (aloi-), v. [a. mod.Fr. aloyer: OVr.aleicr,
alien L. alligare. The north. Fr. form allayer

{=alleyer, aleier}, whence our earlier ALLAY, long
continued to be the standard Fr. form, and is alone
found in Cotgr. 1611. Since the I7th c. it has

been displaced by aloyer (probably by assimilation

to the sb., which has been aloi in standard Fr. from

an early period : see prec.). In the wake of the

Fr., Eng. also has substituted alloy for the Norman

allay, first in the sb. and then c 1690 in the vb.]
1. To mix with a baser metal so as to reduce to a

desired standard or quality.
= ALLAY v.% I.

1691 LOCKE Money Wks. 1727 II. 40 Most of the Silver of
the World, both in Money and Vessels, being alloy'd (i.e.

mixed with some baser metals). 1719 W. WOOD Surv. Tratie

361 Melting of Coin for Bullion, and bringing in Bullion for

Coin alloy'd . . will be avoided. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 93
Gold and silver . . when alloyed witn a little copper. Ibid.

I. 96 The alloy for silver coinage is always copper, and a

very pure quality of this metal is used for alloying.

2. To mix metals (without reference to their rela-

tive value) ; to form compounds of two or more
metals.
1822 [See ALLOYED 3]. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 30 When

we wish to alloy three or more metals, we often experience
difficulties.

3. intr. (re/I.) To enter into combination with

another metal.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 29 One metal does not alloy indiffer-

ently with every other metal. 1875 Ibid. I. 99 Gold and iron

alloy with ease.

4. fig. To mix with something inferior ;
to lower

in degree, debase, contaminate by admixture. =
ALLAY v 2.

1703 MAUS'DRELL Journ. Jems. (1732) App. 9 Some [heaps
of Salt) being exquisitely White, others alloy'd with Dirt.

1832 HT. MARTINEAU Ella of Gar. x. 117 Their external

prosperity was not alloyed by troubles from within.

5. Jig. Totemper, moderate, modify. Cf. ALLAY^.I
1661 HICKERINGILL Jamaica 10 The heat in the day time

being alwaies alloy'd with the Sea Breezes. 1875 RL'SKIN

Lect, A rt ii. 42 Gentle and submissive persons, who might
by their true patience have alloyed the hardness of the

common crowd.

Alloyage (aloi-ed.$). [a. Fr. aloyage, f. aloyer :

see ALLOY and -AGE.] The art or process of alloy-

ing metals.

1790 KERR tr. Lavoisier's Ckem. 109 To this difference in

fusibility, part of the phenomena attendant upon alloyage
are owing.

Alloyed (aloi-d), ///. a. [f. ALLOY v. + -ED.]
1. Mixed with a baser metal, so as to be reduced

in quality.
1691 LOCKE Money Wks. 1727 II. 40 Fine Silver is usually

dearer than so much Silver alloy'd. 1831 LARDNER Hydrost.
viii. 164 Alloyed metals, or adulterated liquids.

2. Hence Jig. Debased, deteriorated, through the

admixture of something injurious.

1827 CARLYLE Richter, Misc. I. 15 This man, alloyed with

imperfections as he may be, is consistent. 1869 LECKY Eitrop.
Afar. I. xi. 227 Pleasures so fleeting and so alloyed.

8. Combined so as to form a metallic compound.
1822 IMISON Se. fy Art II. 118 They always contain native

iron alloyed with nickel. 1860 URE Diet. A rts 1. 93 Copper
alloyed with zinc forms brass.

Alloying (aloi in), vbl. sb.
[f.

ALLOY v. + -ING*.]
1. The action of reducing or modifying a metal

by mixing a portion of an inferior ingredient.
1875 [See ALLOY v. r].

2. The combining of metals.

1839 URE Diet. A rts 32 The alloying of given quantities
of two metals of known densities. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer
III. 499 The fusion or alloying of metals.

Alloying ^alorin), ///. a.
[f.
ALLOY v. + -ING 2

.]

Modifying, or combining with, another metal.
1822 FARADAY Exp. Res. xvi. 69 To him the steel together

with the alloying metals . . was forwarded.

Allozooid (ae:toz<?u-oid). Biol. [f. Gr. oAAo-s

other, different + Zoom, f. Gr. fcp-oi/ living being +

-OID.] A separated animal bud differing in nature

from the animal from which it originates.
1858 CARPENTER Veg. Phys. 397 The same terms are

applied to animals, whence we have isozooids and allozooids.

t Allron. Obs. ?A fabric originally made at

Oleron in France.

1603 in Verney Papers (1853) 91 That he shall delyuer . .

not only so many allrons and sale clothes for shipps as shall

amount to the full somme of ioo/. but also all such allrons
and saile clothes for shippes as the said Frauncis shall or can
make during the said term of 5 yeares.

All rotrnd, all-round, phr. used as adv.,

prep., and a. [See ALL C 9.]
A. adv. Everywhere around

; affecting equally
every one in a circle or company. In a complete
circuit

;
so as to include all the parts of anything,

or every member of a circle or company.
1871 R. H. HUTTON Ess. led. 21 1. Pref. 15 Revelation is a

light on God's character, taken all round. 1882 TENNYSON,
Hands all round 1 God the traitor's hope confound ! Mod.
To make things pleasant all round.

B. prep. Around all the parts of, round in every
direction.

1805 in Nicolas's Disp. (1845) VII. 209 note. Cutter's head
all round the compass during the night.

C. adj. Including everything in a given circle,
VOL. I.
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affecting everyone or everything alike ; equally
developed all round. An all-round man : one who
is 'good all around,' or has ability in all depart-
ments.

1869 Notes im A". H-'. Prov. Ind. 98 We find an all-round
rent of so much per acre charged on the cultivation, a 1883
Angler's Souvenir z-ja Very few anglers are 'all round' men

i.e. devote themselves to the pursuit of all branches of
angling alike.

All-roirnder . Jam. [f. prec. + -F.R.] I le who,
or that which, is all round

; hence applied to a man
who is able 'all round'

;
to a collar which fits all

round, etc.

1860 All }'. Round No. 42. 369 That particularly demon-
strative type of the [collar] species known as 'the all-

rounder!' 1865 LD. STRANGFORD Selection (1869! II. 163
Dressed in full uniform, with high stand-up collar

;
the

modern all-rounder not having got so far into Asia.

All saints. The saints in heaven collectively,
ALL HALLOWS. Hence a frequent dedication of

churches. Also, the festival on which there is a

general celebration of the saints, more fully called
All Saints' Day (first of November), instituted

early in the ;th century, when the Pantheon was
transformed into a Christian church; also,\\\c season

adjoining this festival, ALL-HALLOW-TIDE.
1580 TUSSER Hiisli. .xii. 5 All Saintes \marg. note ' Hallo-

mas'] doe laie for porke and souse, for sprats and spurlings
for their house.

Allseed (g-lsfd). Hot. [ALL- E i + SEED.] A
name given to various plants producing a great

quantity of seed. (Often a book translation of the

botanical name of the genus or species.)
a. The genus Polycarpon, consisting of small

annual weeds, one of which is found in Engl. b.

A species of Goosefoot (C/icnopoiiiiiin polysper-
muni). C. Radiola Millegrana. Prior. d. The

Knot-grass (Polygonum aviailarc}. Pratt.

All souls. The souls of all the pious dead ; as

in All Souls' College, at Oxford, founded to offer

prayers for the souls of all the faithful departed.
Also, the festival on which the church of Rome
makes supplications for the souls of all the faithful

deceased, more fully called

All Souls' Day. [OE. ealra savjlena. dseg ;
the

old gen. pi. came down to the i6th c. in the form

so/iie.'} The second of November.
1556 Chron. Grey Friars 33 On Alsolne day doctor Allyn

beganne in the Gray freeres at afternone. 1594 SHAKS.
Rich. Ill, v. i. 10 Buck. This is All-soules day (Fellow) is it

not? Sher. It is. Buck. Why then Al-soules day, is my
bodies doomsday.
All Souls' Eve. The evening of November ist.

1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. vi. xvi, Twas All-souls' eve, and
Surrey's heart beat high.

Allspice (g'lspais). [ALL- E i + SPICK, so called

because it has been '

supposed to combine the

flavour of cinnamon, nutmeg, and cloves.']
1. An aromatic spice, also called Jamaica Pepper

or Pimenta, the dried berry of Eugenia Pimento, or

Allspice Tree (N.O. Myrtacex) of the West Indies.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel, It. iv. i. iv, Ambergrease, nutmegs

and allspice. 1866 Morn. Star 17 Mar., Reduction in value
of the pimento or all-spice.

2. With various epithets, applied to other aro-

matic shrubs : Allspice Tree or Carolina All-

spice, Calycanthus Jloridits, a flowering shrub,

native to U. S., and cultivated in Engl. ; Japan
Allspice, Chitnonanthusfragrans, an early-flower-

ing shmb introduced from China in 1 766 ; Wild
Allspice, Lindera Benzoin, a lauraceous shmb
native to N.Amer., bearing an aromatic berry, said

to have been used as a substitute for allspice.
1768 MILLER Card. Diet. (ed. 8) Ii 3 The bark . . has a very

strong aromatic .scent ; from whence the inhabitants of Caro-
lina gave it the title of Allspice. 1789 AITON Hort. Kew. II.

220Japan Allspice. i83oRAFiNESQUEjl/<-</. Flora II. i-ifcLin-
dera benzoin has many vulgar names, Spicewood, Allspice.
1866 J. BALFOUR in Treas. Bot. 203 The bark of Carolina

Allspice is used as a substitute for cinnamon. 1866 A. BLACK
ibid.z'jQ The Japan Allspice is a much-branched shrub, and
generally treated as a wall-plant in gardens.

Allspicy (g'lspslsi), a. noncc-wd. [f. prec. +
-Y 1

; cfpeppery.] Of all-spice ; hot, warm.
1840 HOOD Up Rhine 217 Poor Martha's allspicy temper.

Allthing. Obs.otdial. Everything. SeeALL A3.
Allto, ail-to : see ALL C 14, 15.

t Allube'SCency. Ots. [f. L. ad!-, alhibe-

scent-em, pr. pple. of alhibcscere to be pleasing to,

to find pleasure in, as if ad. L. *allnbescentia. Cf.

ADLUBESCENCE.]
' A willingness ;

also content.'

Bailey 1731 ; whence in J.

Allude (al'tt-d), v. [ad. L. alhld-gre to play
with, joke or jest at, dally with, touch lightly upon
a subject ; f. al- = ad- to + liide're to play.]
1 1. trans. To play with, make game of, mock. Obs'.

'535 HENRY VIII in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. 11. App. h'ii,

Making him [the Pope] a God, to the great deceit, alluding,
and seducing of our subjects. 1577 DEE Relat. al>. Spirits
i. (1659) 418, E. K. then came to me and said, I think there
is some wicked spirit that would allude me.

1 2. To play upon words, to refer by play of

ALLUMINE.
words : a. intr. To play upon, or make a play with
(words) ;

to pun. b. trans. To refer by word-play,
to apply punningly. c. intr. To have a punning
reference. Obs.

1553 87 FOXE A. f, .)/. 115961 i/i Christ . . alluding to his
[St. Peter's] name, called him a rock. 1556 RF.CORDE Cast.
A nmi'l. 4 1 here canne be no such allusion of woordes in the

englyshe . . except a man wold rather allude at the woordes,
than expresse the sentence. 1605 VKRSTEGAN Dec. Intell.
v. (16281 148 In respect of Pope Gregory his alluding the
name of Kngelisce vnto Angellike. Ibid. v. 141 The reuerent
Father perceiuing this name to alude vnto the name of
Angeli. 1607 Toi'SELL Four-footed Beasts 117 Gray-hounds
. . called Windspilt) alluding to compare their swiftness with
the winde.

) 3. To refer by the play of fancy, a. trans. To
refer (a thing) fancifully or figuratively, to compare
symbolically, to (something else), b. intr. To have
a fanciful or figurative reference, to correspond in a

figure, to (something else). Obs.

1596 HARINGTON Ulysses upon Ajax (1814! 70 Now, to

allude this, Philaretes, in this sort conceit me. 1613 T.
ADAMS Praet. H'ks. 11861) II. 10 iD.i Some have alluded
these three, gold, myrrh, and frankincense, to . . faith, hope,
and charity. 1630 TAYLOR (Water P.I IVks. (N.I lie at last

allude her to a water-man. 1647 CRASHAW Poems 209 Hills
and relentless rocks, or if there be Things that in hardness
more allude to thee. 1655 [See ALLUDING a.] 1665 WITHER
Lord's Prayer 133 The holy Ghost alludes not our most
wise Creator to a foolish Potter.

4. intr. To have an oblique, covert, or indirect

reference, to point as it were in passing.
J533 MORE Apol. \m.\Vks. 1557, 860/1 These wordes . .

allude vnto certaine woordes of Tyndall. 1711 STEEU: Sf>ect.
No. ii ? i Quotations which allude to the Perjuries of the
Fair. 1713 Englishm. No. 50. 319 The following Letter
alludes to an Edition of a Discourse printed in Ireland. Mod.
This expression evidently alludes to some circumstance then
well known but now forgotten.
5. intr. To make an indirect or passing reference,

to glance at, refer indirectly to. (Often used ignor-

antly as= refer in its general sense.)
1574 WHJTGIFT Def. Answ. i. (1851) I. 162 In a family the

master is above the servant . . whereunto Christ himself
alludeth. 1651 IJAXTER Inf. Bapt. 251 The Apostle ex-

poundeth, and not only alludeth to these words. 1712
STEELE Spect . No. 510 ? 3 He alludes to enterprises which
he cannot reveal but with the hazard of his life. i787GiLriN
Toitr Lakes tK. i The people of the country, alluding to the
whiteness of its foam, call it sour-milk force. 1837 J. HARRIS
Gi. Teacher 307 He often alluded to his poverty. 1865
DICKENS Aim. Fr. iv. 291, I allude to my parents.

ft), trans. To refer (a thing' as applicable, ap-

propriate, or belonging, to (as a saying to that to

which it refers, a name to its owner, a thing to its

author). Obs.
i6o7TopSELL Four-footed Beasts 187 Men for honour of

Baccnus, did dance upon certain Bottles made of Goats
skins . . whereunto Virgil alluded this saying ; Mollibus in

pratis tinctos saliere per litres. 1634 T. HERBERT Trav.
137 Ninus . . built Ninive, though some allude it to Assur.

f 7. trans, (with obj., inf., or subord. ci.} To throw
out by the way, to hint, suggest. Obs.

J547 J- HEYWOOD Wit fy Folly 12, I glanset at payne of

mynd, allewdyng That payne to be most payne. 1587
HOLINSHED Chron. III. 851/1 The king of Spaine alluded
with good right, that the empire apperteined to him. 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Alan. 111. vii. 285 To excuse this unex-

perienced Notion . . they allude these ensuing Apologies.

Alluded ul'K-ded), ppl.a. [f. prec. + -ED.] Ina/-

hidcd to: Indirectly referred to, hinted at, meant.
1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth <J.' That artificial structure

here alluded to. 1872 YEATS Teclin. Hist. Conim. 22
r

i he

agency of fire alluded to above.

Alluding (alv?'dirj ,
vbl. s/>.

[f.
as prec. + -ixcl.]

The making of indirect reference or allusion.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong., Allusion, an alluding
or applying to an other thing. 1861 J. HOLLAND Lessons in

Life vii. 99 Fond of alluding to the fact.

Alluding ^ali-dirj),///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -TKG^.]
In alluding to: fa. Suggesting a likeness to (<?Ar.).

b. Referring indirectly to, hinting at.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vm. 29 Sable wings somewhat
alluding to those of Bats. 1672 MARVELL Reh. Transp. i.

197 Another expression of our Authors alluding too this way.

Allume, -inous, obs. var. ALUM, -INOHS.

II Allumette (ab'/me't). [Fr., f. allumer to set

light to (: late i,.adlHminare,f.ad to + lumen light)
-I- -ette dim. formative.] A match for lighting.
1848 LOWELL Poet. Wks. 1 1879) 127/2 Twisting an allumette

out of one of you . . and relighting my calumet. 1878 LADY
HERBERT tr. Hiibners Round the World I. xii. 193 If any
allumettes are discovered they are pitilessly confiscated.

1882 FROUDE Carlyle viii. 121 A faggot or two of cedar allu-

mettes.

t Allu'minate, v. Obs.~" [A refashioning of

earlier ALI.L'MINE after illtimin-ate : see -ATE^.] To
illuminate (manuscripts).
1742 BAILEY, Allnmitiate, to enlighten, to give Grace,

Light, and Ornament to the Letter painted.

+ Alltrminated, ///. a. Obs.-
[f. prec. + -ED.]

Illuminated.
1775 ASH, Allinninated, Painted, coloured, embellished.

t Allu'iuinating, vbl. sb. Obs.-<> [f. as prec.
+ -INQ!.] Illuminating.
1775 ASH, A lluminating, painting, colouring, embellishing.

tAllTrmine,
"

Obs. [a..Fi.a(l}lumtne-r,a.re-

fashioning of OFr. altimer (Pr. aliimnar, alumenar,
31



ALLUMINOR.
It. allumart -inar, Sp. ahtmhrar, Pg. alumeart

allumiar, OCat. alumar): late L. adlfimind-re to

set light to, light up, f. ad to + liimind-re to light,
i. lumen light. In some senses ahiminer represents
earlier enhtmincr, repr. L. intfiminare] To en-

lighten, brighten, illuminate.

1581 MARBF.CK Bk. Notes 947 They wold haue him to be

worshipped of vs, who allumining them doe reioyce.

t Allu'minor. Obs. [a. Anglo-Fr. alluminottr
: OFr. ahimhicor, later allitmine itr, f. allnmincr

{^c^ enhtminer} : see prec. and -OR, Aphetized
to LUMIXOR and LIMNER.] An illuminator of manu-

scripts, a limner.

1483 Act i Rich. Ill, ix, Any writer, lympner, bynder, or

imprynter of such bokes [French version; Ascun escrivener,

alluminour, Hour, ou enpressour, autrement dit imprintour.
i6t& c. transl. Any scrivener, allumynour, reader, or printer
of such bookes]. 1607 COWEL Interpr. 11672) Alluminor de-

notes one, that by his Trade coloureth or painteth upon
Paper or Parchment. At this day we call such a one a
Limner. [1754 STOW London [Strype) II. v. xiv. 311 quotes
Act of Rich. Ill with '

Alluminer.'J

t Allu'rance. Obs. [f.
ALLURE v, + -ANCE, as if

a. Fr. *allitrance.'\ The action of alluring ;
allure-

ment, enticement.

1580 BARET Ah: A 315 To draw by allurance : to flatter

. . Blandior. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xxvi, 396 The
Scriptures haue in their lowlinesse more statelines . . in their

homelinesse more allurance.

t Allu'rant, ppl. a. Obs,
[f.

ALLURE v. + -ANT,
as if a. Fr. *aUurant

;
cf. OFr. a/waw/.} Alluring,

enticing, seductive.

1614 B. Jossos Bartk. Fair Ind., A sweete Singer of new
Ballads allurant.

Allure ^al'u'U), v,
;
also 5-7 alure. [a. OFr.

alure-r
t aleurrer, alcrrcr to attract, captivate, f. a

to + hirer, It'ttrrcrto LUHE, orig. a term of Falconry.]
1. To attract by the offer of some advantage or

pleasure ; to tempt by something flattering or

acceptable ;
to entice

;
to win over. a. to (or

from) a person or party.
1401 Pol. Pot?is(\%y}' II, 54 Alle these ben alured to }oure

sory secte. 1574 tr. Marlorafs Apocalips 116 He executeth
the office of our mediator, gently alluring vs vnto him. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World in. 58 To allure the principall of them
to his partie. 1796 MORSE Amer. Gcog. I. 67 The foreigners,
whom the fame of the discoveries of the Portuguese had
allured into their service. 1841 MACAULAY Ess., Hastings
607 The military adventurers who were allured to the Mogul
standards. 1847 DICKENS Haunted Man 210 Alluring her
towards him,

b. to (or from) a place.
1531 ELVOT GoT.-ernor', 1875^ 12 Excepte with some pleasaunt

noyse, thei be alured and conueied vnto an other hyue. 1611

BIBLE Has, ii. 14, I will allure her, and bring her into the

wildernesse. 1769 GOLDSM, Des, l'ill. 170 He . . Allur'd to

brighter worlds, and led the way. 1781 COVVVER #//.Wks.
1 S7O, 73 The fine weather . . allures the ladies into the garden.
1845 HAMILTON Pop. Educ. viii. (ed. 2) 187 Many workmen
are allured from the country, 1846 PKESCOTT Ferd. fy Is. I.

ii. 126 He accordingly sought . . to allure him back to Spain.
c. to (or from) a course of action.

1513 MORE Edm. V, Ded. 2 [It] doth allure all well-dis-

posed persons to the imitation of those things. 1534 On
the Passion Wks. 1557, 1 274/1 The other lesse euils, that he
alewred and alected her with. 1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing
(1843* 104 Him that did teach and practise . . vaine pastimes
and playes, and did allure children vp therein. 1684 BUNYAN
Pitgr, ii. Introd. 134 Things that seem to be hid in words
obscure, Do but the Godly mind the more alure, To study.

1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 170 r 12 Had she not been allured

by hopes of relief. 1870 EDGAR Runnymede 211 Nothing
could allure him from his fidelity to the crown. 1880
MCCARTHY (??<;>/ Times III. xlv. 381 Perhaps he had purposely
allured his opponents on.

f 2. refl. Obs. rare.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xlii. (1632) 145 Such as allure

themselves unto it, and that affect to honour .. themselves

by such service.

3. simply. To exercise an attractive power upon ;

to appeal temptingly to ; to fascinate, charm.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. v. 78 A hundred Nymphs . . Whose

features might allure the Sea-gods more then thee. 1667
MILTOX P. L,. in. 573 The golden Sun in splendor likest

Heaven Allur'd his eye. 1725 POPE Odyss. \. 185 Viands of
various kinds allure the taste. 1756 BURKE Vina

1

, Nat. Soc.

Wks. I. 63 Some were allured by the modern, others rever-

enced the ancient. 1878 B. TAYLOR Dcukalion i. ii. 17 Sad
is the message, yet its sense allures.

f4. gen. To draw to or towards oneself, draw

forth, attract, elicit (a thing). Obs.
1616 SANDYS in Farr's S. P. '1848) 80 O thankful then God's

love alure. i6a> SPARROW Rationale (1661) 174 The Priests

. . inviting and alluring the mercy of God. 1670 COTTON
F.spernon HI. x. 526 He made use of all the odious terms he
could invent, to allure his Majesties Indignation, 1794
PALEY Nat. Theol. xx. (1819) 327 A sweet liquor allures the

approach of flies.

tAUu're, sb^ Obs. [f. the vb.]
= ALLUREMENT.

1548 GESTE Pr. Masse 132 Not onlye to ryot is synne but

the doctryne also therof and the allure to the same. 1590
T. WATSON Poems (1870) 169 Inticd from griefs by some allure

diuine. 1758 WARBURTON Div. Legat. (ed. io> III. 87 His

images and ideas are by an insensible allure, taken through-
out from crowded cities.

II Allure (alT), sb2 [Fr., afartogo: SCC-URE.]
Gait ; mien, air. (See also ALURE.)
1882 SALA in Illustr. Land. News 23 Sept. 323 She has all

the allures of a duchess. 1882 MYERS Renew. Youth 192
O Spanish eyebrows, Spanish eyes, Voice and allures of

Spain !

242

Allu'red, ///. a.
[f.

ALLURE v. + -ED.] At-

tracted as to a lure ; drawn or enticed to a place or

to a course of action.

1552 HULOFT, Allured, A licetus. 1611 SIIAKS. Cymb. i. vi.

46 Not so allur'd to feed. 1702 POPE Thebais"jyj Ravenous
dogs, allur'd by scented blood. 1807 CRABBF, Par. Reg. \\.

127 Not led by profit, nor allured by praise.

Allurement (.aliua-jment). Also6al-.
[f.

AL-
Ll'RK V. + -MENT.]
1. The action or process of alluring, or attracting

by some proffered good ; temptation, enticement.
1561 T. NORTON] tr. Calvin's Inst. \\. iii. (1634) 129 Will,

for as much as it is drawne by allurement, cannot exclude

necessity. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well iv. iii. 241 Take heede
of the allurement of one Count Rossillion. 1671 MILTON
P. R. ii. 131 Though Adam by his wife's allurement fell.

1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 155 F 8 When some craving
passion shall be fully gratified, or some powerful allurement
cease its importunity. 1796 MOUSE Amer. Geog. I. 276 The
snares of the enemy are detected, his allurements avoided.
1866 KISGSLEY Herew. viii. 135 She found him proof against
her allurements.

2. Alluring faculty or quality ; attractiveness,
fascination, charm.
1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 22 The allurement of the

other drawes the mind from vertue. 1605 BACON Adv.
Learn, i. vii. 27 (1873) 65 A speech of great allurement
toward his own purpose. 1756 BURKE Sitbl. fy B. Wks. I.

228 To disentangle our minds from the allurements of the

object. 1794 SULLIVAN I'iew Nat. V. 398 Is it the right way
to teach morality, to trick vice out with allurements? 1838
DICKENS Nick. Nick. xxx. <C. D. ed.) 245 The young lady . .

displaying her choicest allurements.

3. The means of alluring ;
that which is offered

or operates as a source of attraction ; a lure, bait.

1548 UDALL etc. Erasni. Paraphr. Mark i. 13 Deceiued
with the pleasaunt alurement of an apple. 1626 R. BER-
NARD Isle ofMan 116271 53 Foolish niceries, perfumings, and
other allurements to dalliance. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round
JfVr/i;/ 11840' 251 Gold . . appeared to be the great allurement
of the Spaniards. 1825 McCuLLOCH Pol. Econ. in. 3. 234
The allurements to enlist in the army.

Allurer (aliu>rei). [f. ALLURE v. + -EiU.] One
who, or that which, allures, attracts, or fascinates.

1580 HOLLYBASD Treas. Fr. Tong., Blandissenr, an allurer

or intiser. 1583 BABINGTON M7ks. 272 Too much showe in

apparrell . . is a dangerous allurer of lust. 1690 DRYDEN
Prophetess Prol. ii Money, the sweet allurer of our hopes.

Alluring (aHu>rirj'), vbl. sb.
[f.

ALLURE v. +
-nro 1.]
1. The action of attracting or enticing with the

prospect of advantage. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1531 ELYOT Governor (18341 22 It behoueth with most

pleasaunt ailurynges to instill in them swete maners. 1602
FLTLBECKE Pandects 72 For the alluring of straunge Mer-
chants into a Realme, their priuiledges must be inuiolablie

obserued. 1842 J. H. NEWMAN Par. S?r?u. VI. xiv. 224 Let
us be far more set upon alluring souls into the right way.

f2. Attractiveness, fascination, charm. Obs.

1586 T. B. La Primaudayes Fr. Acad. 482 Nature having
honoured woman with a gracious alluring of the eyes, c 1622

FLETCHER Worn. Prize \. iii. I.R.) Thus despising Thee and

thy best allurings.

Allu ring, ///. a.
[f.

ALLURE v, + -ING-.]
1. Attracting or enticing to a course of action

;

appealing to the desires ; tempting, seductive.

1577 tr. Btt/tirig-er's Decades (1592' 450 By alluring intice-

ments of many fair promises. 1667 MILTON /*, L. ix. 588

Quick'nd at the scent Of that alluring fruit. 1713 YOUNG
Last Day n. 380 Teach me with equal firmness, to sustain

Alluring pleasure, and assaulting pain. 1776 GIBBON Decl.

<V F. I. 250 The prospect of the Roman territories was far

more alluring. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 712 The
terms offered were alluring; three hundred guineas down.

2. Attractive, fascinating, charming, fa. of per-
sons. Obs.

1587 TURBERVILLE Trag. T. (1837) 80 Much given to the

love of light alluring dame*. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 82

Mercy was of a fair Countenance, and therefore the more

alluring. 1732 POPE Mor. Ess, in. 70 Fair Coursers, Vases
and alluring Dames.
b. of things,
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. n. i. 89 Hath homelie age th' alluring

beauty tooke From my poore cheeke? 1655 H. VAUGHAN
Silex Scint. \\. 169 Each gay, alluring ware. 1755 HERVEY
Theron $ Asp. I. 34 The loveliest Colours and most alluring
Forms. 1852 MRS. JAMESON_ Leg. ATadori. 11857) Introd. 31
An alluring and even meretricious beauty.

Alluringly (aVue-rinli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.]
In an alluring manner ; so as to attract or fasci-

nate
; temptingly, charmingly.

i{n.iC<ytGK.,Fairelesd'oMj:yenj:a . . toframeorset th'eyes
to looke alluringly, flatteringly, or pitifully at one. 1862

LYTTON Strange Story II. 176 On sale at a price which
seemed to me alluringly trivial. 1868 BROWNING Ring <$ Bk.

vin. 1657 And to love, Not simply did alluringly incite.

Alluringness (al'uo'rirjnes). rare~. [f. as

prec. -f -NESS.] The quality of being alluring ; at-

tractiveness, charm.

1731 in BAILEY; whence in JOHNSON, etc.

Allusion (al^/'gan). [ad. L. allusion-em, n. of

action f. alludere to ALLUDE. Cf. mod.Fr. allusion. ]

fl. Illusion. Obs.
1618 Hist. P. Warbeck in Harl. Misc. (1793) 59 Resolved

in the error of his allusion, he strongly conjectured that, etc.

"t" 2. A play upon words, a word-play, a pun. Obs.

1556 RECORDE Cast. Knmvl. 4 So dooth that sentence leese

hisTbeautye by the translation, for there canne be no suche
allusion ofwoordes in the englyshe. 1576 LAMBARDE Peramb.
Kent (1826) 426 The battail tin memorie that they threw

ALL-TJTTERLY.

away their coates) was called by allusion Losecoatcfield.

1605 VEKSTEGAN Dec. Intell., Some refer A dolescens to 'Afio-

Ae<7\tli', 'fond of chit-chat.' This is not a derivation, but
an Allusion. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. in. 25 'As they
did not like,'etc. Here is an elegant Paronomasia or allu-

sion on the words 6oKijia<ra(u and 080*1^01-. 1731 BAILEV,
Allusion, a dalliance or playing with words alike in sound
but unlike in sense.

1 3. A symbolical reference or likening ;
a meta-

phor, parable, allegory. Obs.

1548 UDALL etc. Erasm. Par. Luke Pref. (R.) By reason of

sundry allusions, diuers prouerbes, many figures. 1611

COTGR., Allusion, an allusion, or likening; an alluding, or

applying of one thing unto another. 1635 QL'ARLES Einbl.
Introd. 117181 2 To see the Allusion to our blessed Saviour

figured in these Types. 1641 FRENCH Distill, v. (1651) 117
i By a sutable allusion the nutriment is taken for the life of
I man. 1736 BUTLER Anal. \. iii. 87 Virtue, to borrow the

Christian allusion, is militant here. 1781 GIBBON Dec/. <$ /*'.

11.67 If he had pursued the allusion, he must have painted
many of the Gallic nobles with the hundred heads of the

deadly Hydra.
4. A covert, implied, or indirect reference.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. A 2 The verse oft, with allusion, as

supposing a full knowing reader, lets slip. 1624 GATAKER
Transubst. 95 With more special allusion and application
to the water of Baptism. 1703 MAUNDRELL Jonrn. Jews.
(17321 142 Those frequent allusions made to them in the Word
of God. 1766 SIR A. MITCHELL in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 515
IV. 499 His . . Majesty smiling, said, I understand your allu-

sion. 1790 PALEY Hor. Paul. I. i. 5 The frequent allusions
to the incidents of his private life. i824DiBDiN/,#r. Contp.
214 To which some allusion has been made in a preceding
page. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 730 A very intel-

ligible allusion to the compromise proposed by France.

Allusive (al'/7-siv), a.
[f.

L. alhls- ppl. stem of

allnd-ere to ALLUDE + -IVE, as if ad. L. *alhlsn t

iis.'\

1 1. Playing upon a word, punning. Obs.

1656 FULLER Hist. Camb. (18401 174 Dr. Thomas Nevyle
. . practising his own allusive motto, A'e vile velis.

b. Her. Allusive Arms, called also canting or

funning arms : those in which the charges suggest
or play upon the bearer's name or title, as the

martlets ^OFr. arondel young swallow) borne by
the Duke of Arundel.
2. Symbolical, metaphorical, figurative, arch.

1605 BACON Adi 1
. Learn. \\. 18 The diuision of Poesie . . is

into Poesie Narrative, Representative, and Allusive. 1635
BRATHWAIT Arcad. Princ. n. 149 The allusive meaning of
these emblemes. 1672 JACOMBG>W;. Rom. viii. 118681205 No
better than an . . allusive, metaphorical son of God. 1780
BOSWELL Johnson (1847) 663/1 Johnson . . professed that he
could bring him out into conversation, and used this allusive

expression,
'

Sir, I can make him rear.' 1850 LEITCH tr.

Mutter's Anc. Art 128. 102 It represents [it] . . in the
allusive manner of antiquity.
3. Containing an allusion

; having or abounding
in indirect references.

1607 TOPSELL four-footed Blasts (1673) 341 According to

the allusive saying of the Mantuan. ^1630 JACKSON Creed \\..

xv. Wks. VII. 109 No concludent proof, but allusive only.
1662 EVELYN Chalcogr. (1769) 18 More allusive yet to our

plate. 1864 Spect. No. 1875. 6 Modem ephemeral writing,
being essentially allusive from the necessity of condensation,
Is crowded with allusions to historical facts, 1875 FORTNVM
Majolica xv. 172 The inscription . . allusive, in all probability,
to the reconciliation of the rival houses.

Allusively (41*w'Mvli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.]
1. Symbolically, metaphorically, figuratively, arch.

a 1660 HAMMOND Wks. I. 6 (J.) By which allusively are

noted the Roman armies, whose ensign was the eagle. 1671
EACHARD Observ. 63 To take the words not laterally, but

allusively. 1870 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach, ii. 39 They are

only used allusively, as a kind of pictorial language.

2. By way of allusion, or indirect reference.

1656 TRAP? Exp. Matt. v. 12 (1868) 55/1 Allusively to the

walks and galleries that were about the temple. 1755 YOUNG
Centaur\'\.Wks. 1757 IV, 259 To speak allusively to the patri-

archal vision. 1779 JOHNSON L. /*., Dryden Wks. II. 339
An incident . . allusively mentioned by Dryden. 1868 HELPS
Realmah x. (1876) 284 To write always allusively, but so

that the allusions should be understood by any intelligent

person. 1881 STRACHEY in Academy 5 Mar. 163 Trafalgar
is dismissed allusively and unintelligibly in two lines.

AllnsivenessCal^-sivnes). [f.as prec. + -NESS.]

1. Symbolical or figurative quality or manner, arch.

1669 H. MORE Snvx Churches ix. (T.t The multifarious

allusiveness of the prophetical style. 1875 M. LOWER Engl.
Sum. (1875) II. App. 128 The allusiveness so much objected
to by the lovers of simple and non-emblematical heraldry.

2. The quality of containing or making covert or

indirect reference.

1791 WHITAKER Rev. Gibbon (R.) The quick and short allu-

siveness of it [Gibbon's language]. 1863 Sat. Rev. 415 Half-

jocular allusiveness, which is incomparably more suggestive
and more full of temptation than anything else. 1871 R. H.

HUTTON Ess. II. 299 The indirectness, the allusiveness, the

educated reticence of the artists.

t Allu'SOry, a. Obs. [f.
L. alliis- ppl. stem of

allud-trc to ALLUDE +*OBY, as if ad. L. *alliisor-

ins.'] Of or pertaining to allusion ; allusive; sym-

bolical, figurative.

1631 DONNE Def. Self-Murd. (1644) 112 In the same Oration

he hath another allusorie argument. 1660 H. MORE Myst.
Godl. vii. vii. 308 It is not merely an allusorie Prefiguration

of the Messiah, but a down-right Description of him. 1663

Flagellum, O. Cromwell (1672) 13 An unhappy allusory

Omen of his after Actions.

f Ail-utterly, adv. Obs. Forms: 4-5 al vt-

terly, alouterly, 5-6 aluterlie, 5-7 alluterlie,

-ly. [See ALL C 6, and UTTERLY. After \Vyclif

and Chaucer, apparently retained only by Scottish



ALLUVIAL.

writers.] \Vholly, entirely, completely ; wholly
and utterly, absolutely.

' 1374 CHAUCKR Bocthiits\.i%6&} 109 t>ei ne were nat alouter-

Iy vnknowen to me. c 1400 A/>ol. J.oll. 54, I a cord in no

bing wij? him, but al vtterly we are contrari. a 1423 JAMKS I

King's Q. iv. vi, Glf thy lufe be set alluterly Of nyce lust.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis iv. vi. 99 Aluterlie dissauit or dissolate.

1582 8 Ifist. James I'l (1804) 204 This was alluterly refuisit

be the capitane. 1651 CALDKRWOOD Hist. Kirk (1843) II.

387 To root out, destroy, alluterlte subvert all monuments
of idolatrie.

Alluvial (ali/rvial), a. [f.
L. alluvi-um + -AL1

.

Cf. mod.Fr. alluvial] Of, pertaining to, or con-

sisting of alluvium ; deposited from flowing water;
or pertaining to such a deposit.
1802 PLAYFAIR Illnstr. Hutton. T/t. 463 Contained in the

soil or alluvial earth. 1850 LAYARD Nineveh xm. 342 The
soil, an alluvial deposit, was rich and tenacious. 1858 GEIKIK
Hist. Boulder *. 194 Alluvial matter still darkened the water.

1878 H.WX.I.'EY Physiogr. 142 The rich alluvial mud of Egypt.

Alluvian (ali/7-vian), a. rare. [f.
L. alluvi-um

+ -AN. Cf. mod.Fr. alluvicn.]** ALLUVIAL.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 493 Alluvian mountains, as

they are denominated, are evidently of posterior formation.

1866 T- ROSE Virgil Eel. fy Georg. 81 Such the alluvian mud
by mountain rills Deposited o'er valleys from the hills.

Alluvion (aUw'visn). [a. Fr. alluvion, ad. L.

alluvion-em a washing against, inundation
;

f. al-

- ad- to + -luvio washing, f. lu-crc to wash.]
1. The wash or flow of the sea against the shore,

or of a river on its banks.

1536 BELLENDENE Cron. Scotl. (1821) I. Pref. 48 Ane gret
tre was brocht, be alluvion and flux of the see, to land. 1665
MARVtLL Poems Wks. 1776 III. 288 Holland .. the off-

scouring of the British sand. Or what by the ocean's slow

alluvion fell, Of ship-wreck'd cockle and the muscle-shell.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sapp. s.v., Great alterations are made
. . by alluvions of the sea. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm, q-

Eng. I. 321 The isle ..has not been obliterated by alluvion.

2. An inundation or overflow ; a flood, especially
when the water is charged with much matter in

suspension.
1550 NICOLLS Thueydides 92 (R.) Of the whyche alluuyons

and overflowynges the earthquakes (as I thynke) were the

cause. 1644 HOWELL Lett. (1753* 456 Slow rivers, by insens-

ible alluvions, take in and let out the waters that feed them.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 349 A current of mud is produced
. . So late as the ayth of October, 1822, one of these alluvions

descended the cone of Vesuvius.

3. The matter deposited by a flood or inundation,

1731 BAILEY, Alluvion^ an accession or accretion along the

sea-shore, or the banks of large rivers by tempests or inun-

dations. 1833 LYELL Princ. Gcol. III. 60 Detached alluvions

covering the emerged land. 1849 F. SHOBERL tr. Hugos
Huncho. 104 Every wave of time superinduces its alluvion.

4. esp. The matter gradually deposited by a river.

= ALLUVIUM.
1779 MANS in Phil. Trans. LXIX. 602 The matters, so

carried off, will be thrown against the opposite bank of the

river . . and produce a new ground, called an alluvion. 1834
BANCROFT Hist. U. S. I. xiii. 423 A hardy race multiplied

along the alluvion of the streams. 1841 CATLIN Nort/i

Amcr. Ind. (1844) I. Hi. 19 Spreading the deepest and rich-

est alluvion over the surface of its meadows.

5. Law. The formation of new land by the slow

and imperceptible action of flowing water.

1751 HUME Ess., Justice (1817) II. 483 The accessions

which are made to land bordering upon rivers, follow the

land, say the civilians, provided it be made by what they call

alluvion, that is insensibly and imperceptibly. 1880 MUIR-
HEAD Gains n. 70 That becomes ours which is brought
to us by alluvion.

AlluviOUS (al'w'vias), a. [f. L. alluvi-us (see
nexO + -ous.] Of alluvial character, washed up.
1731 BAILEY, Alluvions^ overflowing. 1755 JOHNSON, Al-

IUVIOHS* that which is carried by water to another place, and
lodged upon something else. 1837 LOCKHART Scott IV. 286
The aforesaid alluvious substances which formed its shores.

Alluvium (al'w-vipm). PI. alluvia, alluviums.

[a. L. alluvium neut. of adj. alluvins washed

against, f. al- - ad- to + faHre to wash.] A deposit
of earth, sand, and other transported matter left

by water flowing over land not permanently sub-

merged ; chiefly applied to the deposits formed in

river valleys and deltas.

1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 121 Our Earth, where Alluviums
are made in some places, and the Sea gains upon the Land
in others. 1731 BAILEY, Allm-ia, little islets thrown up by
the violence of the stream. 1803 SYD. SMITH IVks. 1859 I.

53/1 An alluvium gained and preserved from the sea. 1830
LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 187 The Mississippi, by the continual

shifting of its course, sweeps away . . considerable tracts of
alluvium. 1878 RAMSAY Phys. Geog. xxviii. 458 The bones
of which are found in the old alluvia of rivers.V*
1850 KINGSI.EY Alt. Locke vi. (1876) 66 Out of this book

alluvium a hole seemed to have been dug near the fireplace.
1861 LVDLOW Hist. U. S. 281 The tide of emigration .. left

behind it a sort of alluvium of free-soil principles.

t Allwhat, conj. adv.,z.n&prep. Obs. [ALL- E I

+ \VHAT, occas. used in south, dial. =what time,

labile, wAe.]
A. conj. adv. (with or without that} All the

while, while, till.

tyUGuyW. 81 Al what that citey-nomen be. (-1315 SHORE-
HAM 127 Al fram Crystes ascensioun, Al wat comth hyre as-

sumpcioun. 1340 Ayenb. 133 Hy clif|> an he} alhuet )>et hi

come to perfeccion.

B. prep. Till, until.

243

1340 . lye nl'. 26 pet no man ne may his knawc alhuet panne
pet hi byb uol wexe. Ibid. 52 He uesteb1

. . alliuet ni^t.

Ail-where (g'1-hwc-u), adv. arch. [ALL- E 2 +
WHERE. At first over ail-where^ Everywhere.

i 1430 ffytims to I'irff, (1867) 102 But ouer al-\vhere is b!

godhede. 1526 SKKLTON Magnyf. 1347 Foly and Fansy all

where, every man doth face and brace. 1585 JAMES 1 /iss.

Poesie (Arb.) 17 The pelmell chok with larum loude alwhair.
c 1630 DRUMM. OK HAWTH. To Fairest Fair Wks. 31/2 Ail-

where diffused. 1865 LOWELL Poet. Wks. (1879)437. 1 follow

ail-where for thy sake.

b. In form allwheres. (Cf. alway-s, somctime-s.)
i879j. LONG ^7i"c*V/xi. 826 Allwheres at once their missiles

stream.

Allwhither (:lliwi"S3i), adv. rare. [ALL- E 2

+ WHITHER; after all-whcre.] In ever}
7 direction.

1878 B. TAYLOR Dcnkalion iv. iii. 153 Thou warrest with

pure intelligence That rays allwhither from its central flame.

tA 11-who'le, a. and adv. Obs. Forms: 4-5
al-hool, 5-6 al-hole, 6-7 all whole. North. 4 al-

hal, 5 al hale, 5-6 all hale, al haill. [ALL- E 6

+ WHOLE ;
cf. ALL A 10. Cf. Fr. tout enticr.]

A. adj. Entire.
c 1340 Gaiv. fy Gr. Knt. 536 Al-hal-day with Arber he

lenges, ** 1449 PICCOCK Rcpr. i. iv. 20 The seid ful al hool
moral lawe of kinde . . the al hool lawe with which Christen
men ben chargid. 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis vi. xiii. Argt., All
hale the lynnage sail. fra him disccnd. 1588 A. K.INC; Canisius
Catech. 2 That Christ is alhaill contenit in the holie sacra-
ment off the alter.

B. adv. Entirely.
1535 STKWART Cron. Scotl. (18581 I. 39 Kra Clyde alhaill on

to Brigantia. 1541 R. COPLAND Galycns Tt'rapt'nt. 2 B ivb,
It Is a straunge thynge, & all hole agaynst reason. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny ( 1634) I. 67 The region . . all whole in the mid-
land part of Italy.

t A'11-wllO'lly, adv. Obs.
;

also 5 alholly, 6

north, al haillelie. [f. prec. + -LY-.] Entirely.
f \Q6f>Partonope 5 163 To yow alholly I do me schryfe. 1535

STEWART Cron, Scotl. (1858) I. 277 Thair purpois wes al

haillelie to fle. 1597 DASIKL Civ. IVarcs iv. Ixviii, Bent Ail-

wholly unto active worthynesse.

All-wielding (J'lwrldin), ///. a. Forms : i

al-waldend, 2 al-weldinde, 3 al-wealdent, al-

waldand, 4-5 alweldand^e, 5 alweldynge. [ALI.-
E 7 + wielding pr. pple. of WIELD. Cf. OE. adj. cal-

wealit, and sb. cal-waldaJ] All-ruling, almighty.
a looo ilotschaft tOreini Alwaldend God. ClVJ^Lamb,

Horn. 215 Al weldindeGodd. a lynaCursor M. 3117 llerkun^
o godd pat all weldand. n 1300 Credo in Kcliq, Ant. I. 22

Sitis on his fadir richt hand, fadir al-waldand. I35z /W.
Pocnts\ 1859' 1-75 Alweldand God, of mightes maste. ,; 1400
Cliev. Assign,' i All-weldynge god.

t A:ll-wi*tty, a. Obs. [ALL- E 6.] Knowing
all things, omniscient. (A special attribute of the

Second Person of the Trinity, the 'Eternal Wisdom.')
(1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 2 f>e witte of (?e Son alwytty.

c 1375 WYCLIF De Apost. Cleri. 86 Si)> Crist is al witty as

our feip techij> us. 1496 Dh'es fy Pcuip. i\V. de Worde) in.

six. 157/2 The seconde commaundement is applyed to the

sone alwytty . . for he knoweth all.

A'llwoxk. Work, especially domestic work, of

all kinds. Maid of all-work \ a general servant.

1838 DICKENS Ol. Twist (1850' 139/2 Brittles was a lad of
allwork. 1880 W. S. GILBERT Pir. Penz. i, A piratical maid
of all work.

Ally (jilar), v. Forms: 3-4 alie, 4-6 alye, allie,

allye, 5- ally. [a. OFr. alie-r : L. alliga-rc, f. al-

ad- to + Ugare to bind, fasten. For change of

a- to al- see AL- pref^. Differentiated variants are

ALLAY v. *, ALLOY
; a by-form ultimately of same

origin is ALLIGATE.]
1. trans. To combine, unite, or join in affinity,

companionship, amity, or association for a special

object ;
now chiefly. of marriage, friendly associa-

tion of sovereign states, and union of nature or

spirit. Const, to, with.

1297 R. GLOI/C. 65 To be in such mariage alied to the em-

perour. ^1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 288 Me were lever dye,
Than I yow scholde to hasardours allye \"\r. alye, alleye,

allie]. fi42< WYNTOUN Cron. iv. xix. 27 Swa wythe bame
til alyid be, pai and bare posteryti. 1558 Q. ELIZ. in Strype
Ann. Kef. I. n. App. i. 389 We do by this our proclamation

streightly charge and allye them to us. 1605 STOW Ann. 670
She allied unto her all the Knights. 1732 POPE Ess. Man
it. 243 Wants, frailties, passions, closer stillally The common
int'rest. 1837 J. HARRIS Gt. Teacher 17 Virtue .. allies us

to supreme greatness. 1847 TENNYSON Princess n. 51 You
may with those self-styled our lords ally Your fortunes. 1862

R. PATTERSON Ess. Hist, fy Art 33 We can never ally ma-

hogany to vivid reds.

2. refl. (with same meaning and const.)

1330 R. BRUNNI; Chron. 24 Alfride vnto Rollo sone gan
him alie. 1591 PERCIVALL .5^. Diet., A liar, to confederate, to

allie himselfe. 1635 A. STAFFORD Fent. Glory 1 1869) 59 He
might have allied Himselfe to the greatest Princes. 1781 J.

MOORE Italy (1790) I. ii. 20 This young gentleman has lately
allied himself to the family . . by marrying. 1849 MACALTAY
Hist. Eng. II. 51 He allied himself closely with Castlemaine.

3. intr. To unite, enter into alliance, arch.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 67 To Malcolme, J>e Scottis kyng,
Tostus alied to. <-i386CHAUCF.R^/^rcA. T. i7oWherjne lust

beste to allien [v.r. allyen, alien]. ciqooDestr. Troy\\\. 3190
Yche lede by the last aliet ^erto. 1825 T. JEFFERSON\Auto~

biog. Wks. 1859 I. 31 No foreign power will ally with us.

1837 LVTTON Athens II. 195 If they [the Athenians] will ally
with me.

1 4. intr. To belong naturally. Obs. rare.

1330 R. BRUNNF. Chron. 248 Now is non of age of his an-

cestrie May haf his heritage, to whom it salle alie.

ALLYL.

f5. trans. To combine or mix ^ingredients). Obs.

(Cf. allayt alloy.}
1392 in Warner's Antiq. Cttlitt., Alyeit with ^olkesof eyren.

c 1420 Liber Cocornm (1862) 34 pere-with alye mony metes.
( 1500 Anc. Cookery in Housch, Ortt. (17001 427 Take grene
pesen . . wyth gode brothe of beeff . . and let liom boyle lyl
hit aly hitself.

Ally (alar), j.l Forms : 4-6 alie, alye, 4-8
allye, (4 aleye), 5 aly, 5-7 allie, (6-7 alley), 5-
ally. Occas. accented a'Uy in 7. [f. the vb.]

I. abstract.

fl. Connexion by marriage or descent
; relation-

ship, kinship, kindred. Obs.
c 1400 Epiph. (Turnb. 18431 102 His son Or ellis won that

wer her next of alye. 1494 FAHYAN jv. Ixxi. 49 A noble yonge
man of thalyof Helayne. 159*WARNER ^4/6. Eng, vn. ,\xxv.

170 He wiu'd a Lady passing faire and of the King's Allie.

t 2. Confederation, alliance. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis x. ix. 22 His band of freyndschip and
ally. 1553-87 KOXK A. fy ^/. II. 370 A perpetual league
amity and allie should be nourished between this realm and
the princes of Germany.

II. colled. (Cf. 'to have acquaintance with'; 'to

meet all his acquaintance.')
t3. People of one's relationship ; kindred, rela-

tives. Obs.
a 1400 Cm, Myst. (1841) 145 If I myght of myn alye ony

ther ffynde, c 1400 .V/. Alexius tCott. MS. 1 64 With alle the
beste of here Aleye. 1460 CArGRAVE Chron. 286 The crl of
Northumbirland cam . . with alie his alye.

f4. People oi an alliance; confederates. Obs. rare.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvn. 319 Or ellis thai war his allye.

III. individual. (Cf. 'an acquaintance.')
t5. A relative, a kinsman or kinswoman. Oba.
c 1380 Sir Ferunib. 4077 Othre J>at ware ys cosyns o>er

alyes. c 1386 CHAUCER Sec, tonnes T. 292 'This day I lake
the for myn allye,' Sayde this blUful faire mayde. 1388
WYCI.IF EJK. xviii. 5 Jetro, alie of Moises. 1482 filonk of
Ez'fsham 11869) 7 1 Cosyn and alye to the same bysshoppe.
1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jut. in. i. 114 This Gentleman the
Princes neere Alie. 1654 LKSTKANGE A". Charles 1 11655' JI 8

Upon an ally worse still, assuperinducting Incest with Rape.

Q>Jig. Anything akin to another by community
of structure or properties, or placed near it in clas-

sification. In Bot. Natural orders placed in the

I same ALLIANCE, q.v.

1697 DRYDLN Virg. Gcorg. in. 549 All the Weste Allies of

j

stormy Boreas blow. 1713 DKRHAM Physico-Thcol. vn. ii.

I 384 From the Head and Mouth, pass we to its near Allie
the Stomach. 1857 H. MILLKR Test. Rocks xi. 496 Consist-

ing mainly of ferns and their allies. Mod. The alkaline

metals ar.d their allies.

7. One united or associated with another by treaty
or league ;

now usually of sovereigns or states.

1598 GREENWEY Tacitus Ann. xm. ii. 1 80 The like number
of citizens and allies should bee vnder Corbuloes charge,
1640 Q CARLES Enchirid. ix. i Assayle some Alley of his

rather than himsclfe. 1677 SEDLKY Ant.
<$ Cl, iv. i. 11766)

1 66 One King or ally still for:-akes his side. 1769 ROBKRTSON
Charles I

', VI. vi. 77 His new ally the Sultan. 1862 STANLEY
Jew. Ch. (1877) I. xvi. 303 Ammon, the ancient ally of Israel

..is the assailant. 1870 KNIGHT Crwivn Hist. F*ng, 791
There were two columns of the Allies marching on Paris.

8. fig. Anything auxiliary to another.

1853 H. ROGERS Eel. Faith 6 Tractarianism is . . the strict

ally of Rome. 1869 BUCKLE Civilis. III. v. 477 Science, in-

stead of being the enemy of religion, becomes its ally.

Ally, alley, alay \w\\\ sb:- [Supposed to be
a diminutive abbreviation of alabaster : cf. ll'ilty,

Tommy, etc.] A choice marble or taw, used by
boys in playing ;

one of real marble or alabaster

in contrast with those of terra cotta, etc.

1720 Dii TOE Duncan Cawpb. iv. Wks. 1871, 401 A large
bag of marbles and alleys. 1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 456
Pellets, vulgarly called Alleys, which boys play withal.

1807 COLERIDGE Own Times III. 953 While he was playing
at marbles, would quarrel with the taws and alays in his

mouth, because had understood it was the way Demosthenes
learnt to splutter. 1833 J. PARIS Philos. in Sport x. 171

Why, your taw is a brown marble, and your ally, if I rightly
remember, a very white one, is it not so? 1837 DICKKNS
Pickiv. (1847)281/1 Inquiring whether he had won any alley
tors orcommoneys lately. 1865 Miss MVLOCH Christians
Mist. 37 An 'ally taw, 'that is, a real alabaster marble.

Ally, obs. form of ALLEY.

A'llya, allia. Obs. Sc. [The same as ALLY ;

the final a perhaps represents Fr. <' in allie allied.]
= ALLY sfi. 1 in senses 2, 3, 4, 7.

1513-75 Dinrn. Ofctnr. (1833' 166 For mantenancc of the
allia Detwix the said king and thame. 1548 G////. Scoff.

79 The atheniens and ther allya . . assailjet the pcrsans.
1568 in Tytler Hist. Scotl. (1864) III. 418 All of the surname
of the Hamiltons and their allya. 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist.
Kirk (1843* II. 295 The King of France, the ancient allya
of this realme.

Allying (abHn), vbl. sb.
[f.

ALLY v. + -ixc 1
.]

Joining, uniting ;
formation of alliance.

1598 FLOHIO, Parcntadoi a mariage, or matching, or ally-

ing together of houses.

Allyl (ce'lil). Chem. [f.
L. all\ittm} garlic, onion

+ -YL = Gr. v\rj substance.]
1. A monovalent hydro -carbon radical, CaH5 ,

= CH8 CH=CH', obtained in the free state as a

very volatile liquid, with a pungent odoar resem-

bling that of horse-radish.

1854 PEREIRA, Mat. Med. I. 225 OUs obtained from alli-

aceous and cruciferous plants, .whose hypothetical radical
is allyle. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chew. I. 140 Berthelot and De
Luca in the same year [ \$$r\ isolated the radical ally 1. 1870
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ALLYLAMINE.
TvND.M.r, Heat xv. 763. 528 The liquid here employed is

the iodide of allyl.

2. attrib. as in allyl series, allyl compounds, allyl
alcohol C.H.OH, di-allyl ether (C.H.^O, allyl sul-

phide (C3HS),S, allyl sulphocyanide C,Hj.S.CN,
allyl oxalate, etc.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. (1879) I. 56 Acrolein . . the alde-

hyde of the allyl series. 1869 ROSCOK Elem. C/um. 389 The
allyl sulphide is remarkable as occurring in nature as the
essential oil of garlic. In like manner ally! sulphocyanide is

found as the essential oil of black mustard seed.

Allylamine (ae-lilamsrrO. Chem. [f.
ALLYL

+ AMINE.] The ammonia of the allyl series

CMIjNH,, also called Acrylamine.
1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. \. 146 Allylamine is obtained by

the action of ammonia on iodide of allyl.

Allylate (arlil^t). Chem. [f.
ALLYL + -ATI:*.]

A salt of ally!, as sodium allylate C 3H sONa.
1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. (18791!. 141 A gelatinous mass of

allylate ofpotassium. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Clum. 389 Sodium
dissolves in allyl alcohol, forming sodium allylate, one atom
of typical hydrogen in the alcohol being replaced by sodium.

Allylene (arlil/n). Chem. [f. AI.LYL + -ESE.]
A divalent hydro-carbon radical, C,H,, isomeric
with acetylene ; consisting of allyl minus one atom
of hydrogen. Also called propine.
1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 112 Pure allylene, a colourless

gas, having an unpleasant odour, burning with a smoky
flame. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 391 Allylene is formed by
the action of potash upon propylene dichloride.

Allylic Cali'lik), a. Chem.
[f. ALLYL + -ic.] Of

or belonging to allyl.
1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 141 Allylic aldehyde facrolein).

1873 \VILLIAMSOM Chem. 290 Allylic sulphide (Ci HsilS,
- . found to be identical with the essential oil of garlic.

Allylin (aelilin\ Chem.
[f. ALLYL + -i.v] A

viscid liquid, a by-product in the preparation of

allyl alcohol by distilling glycerin with oxalic acid.

1874 WATTS Diet. Chem. (1870) VII. 51.

Alma, almah (arlma). Also alme, almeh.

[a. Arab. a-lc zalmah, adj. fern.
'

learned, know-
ing' ; f. ta/ama ' to know' (because they have been
instructed in music and dancing). Cf. Fr. almec.]
An Egyptian dancing-girl.
1814 BYRON Corsair n. ii. 8 While dance the Almas to wild

minstrelsy, a 1877 OVIDA Tricatrin I. 394 Dance like an
almah among the scarlet beans of the cottage garden.

Almacantar (aclmakiE-ntaj). Forms: 4 al-

mykantera, almicantera, 6 -ath, 7 almucan-
turie, almicantarath, 6-8 almicanter, 8 almi-

canther, 7-8 almuoantar, 7-9 almacauter, -ar.

fa. Fr. almicantarat or almucantarat, also med.L.

a/mi-, almucantarath
;
ad. Arab. .-.LU iS^il al-

mnqanfardt, pi. (with article) of s^a^su> muqan-
(cirah (cited by Golius in sense of '

sundial'), deriv.

of j JsjJ janfarah, a bridge, an arch.] pi. Small

circles of the sphere parallel to the horizon, cutting
the meridian at equal distances ; parallels of alti-

tude. (The horizon itself was reckoned the first

almacantar.)
c 1391 CHAUCEB Astral. 11. 5 The almykanteras in thin

astrefabie ben compownet by two & two, where-as some
Almykanteras in sondri Astrelabies ben compownet by on
and on. 1594 DAVIS Seamatts Seer. n. 16071 8 Almicanters
are circles of altitude . . and are described upon the Zenith.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Excrc. in. i. xix. (ed. 7) 320 The first Almi-
canterath is the very oblique Horizon it selfe. a 1625
FLETCHER Bloody Bro. iv. ii, Look upon the Astrolabe;
you'll find it Four almucanturies at least. 1671 STRODE in

Rigaud Corr. Set. Men 1 1841 ' 1 1. 441 The sun's almacanters
delineated on an horizontal dial are hyperbolas, except when
the sun is in the equator. 1768 SMEATON in Phil. Trans.
LVIII. 170 To describe an almicanther and azimuth circle.

1783 MARTYN Geog. Mag. I. Introd. 37 Almicanters are

parallels of altitude. 1837 WHEWELL Induct. Sci. (1857) I.

178 The circles of the spheres termed almacantars and azi-

muth circles. 1880 S. CHANDLER in Sci. Observ. III. No. 5.

36, 1 propose to call the instrument [for the determination of
time and latitude] the '

Almacantar,' from an Arabic astro-
nomical term, now obsolete in its general use.

Comb, almacantar staff. (See quot.)
1706 PHILLIPS Almacanttir-staff, a Mathematical Instru-

ment usually made of Box or Pear-tree, with an Arch of 15
Degrees, to take Observations of the Sun at the times of its

Rising and Setting ; in order to find the Amplitude, and con-

sequently the Variation of the Compass. 1876 CHAMBERS
Astrptt. 91 Almacantar Staff, an instrument formerly used
for determining the amplitude of an object.

t Almacha'bel. Obs. = ALGEBRA ; being the
second half of the Arabic name of the science.

(Also in med.L. almacabala : see ALGEBRA.)
1570 DEE Math. Prxf. 6 The Science of workyng Algiebar

and Almachabel, that is, the Science of findyng an vnknowen
number, byAddyng ofa Number, and Diuision and equation.
tAlmacle. Obs. (See quot.)
*55* TURNER Herbal\\. 67 b, Oliues . . that for rypenes fall

of the tre . . ar called almacles and colymbades.
t Alma?OUr, -ur. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. OFr. alma-

for, -ur, aumafor, also aumansour, ad. (perh.

indirectly) Arab.^jj^JI al-maneur, the (heaven-)

defended, the august, f. nofara to defend.] A (Sa-
racen) grandee, a magnifico. (A common title in

OFr. romances, but not so used in Arabic.)
( 1300 K. Alis. 3042, After him spak Dalmadas, A riche
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alma<jour he was [Wt-ber, fallowing Line. Inn, MS, has
almatour ; Laud MS. 622 If. 41 almacur],

Almadia(3elmadz~a). Also almadie, almade.

[ad. Arab. io,\T,11 al-mdc.diyah a ferry-boat, f.

(j.c. C-aday to cross ; cf. It. almadia, Fr. almadie
falso used in Eng.).] A river-boat in India and
Africa ;

in the latter applied to a canoe of bark or
of a hollowed trunk ; in the former also to a boat,
So ft. in length, and of great swiftness.

[1611 COTGR. & FLORIO have it in Fr. and It. but not Eng.]
1681 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Almades, little Boats in the East-
Indies, made all of one piece of wood. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp.) Almadie, in ship-building, a small vessel used
by the negroes of Africa, about four fathom long : and made
usually of the bark of a tree. 1858 BEVERIDGE Hist. Ind. I.

i. vii. 162 Four lads arrived in an almadia.

Almagest ^-Imad^est). Also 4 almagesti,
almageste. [a. OFr. almageste, ad. (ult.) Arab.

_U^sr*-J' al-majisti, ad. i^with article al the) Gr.

HcyiaTJj greatest (sc. <7iWais composition) ; ap-
plied by the Arabs (and previously, it is inferred,
in the Greek schools of Alexandria) to the great
treatise of Ptolemy, MaOtjuaTtKrj avvrafts, in con-
tradistinction to the elementary works studied
before

it.] The great astronomical treatise of

Ptolemy ; extended in middle ages to other great
text-books of astrology and alchemy.
c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 22 His almageste and bokes

gret and smale, His astrelabre longing for his art. 1393
GOWER Con/, III. 134 Danz Tholome is nought the lest

Which maketh the boke of almagest. 1614 SELDEN Titles
of Hon. 74 The starres placed in his almagest are of
that time, c 1680 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 179 Welcome might
be a true Almagest. 1714 DERHAM Astroth. 6 (Joo.) The
particulars . . he may find them in Riccloli's Almagest.
1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. vj. xvii, On cross, and character,
and talisman, And almagest, and altar, nothing bright. 1878
NEWCOMB Pop. Astron. \. i. 32 The 'Almagest

1

of Ptolemy,
composed about the middle of the second century of our era.

Alma'gra. Also almagre. [a. Sp. almagra,
almagre, a. Arab.

5^i_J| al-maghrah red ochre.]

An ochre of a fine deep red
; the sil atticum of

the ancients
; found in great quantities in Spain.

1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 286 If you would have it of the
Colour of the Brick, put into it either some very fine Brick-
Dust, or Almegram. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. $upp. t

A Imagra,
in the cant of chemists, denotes red bole, or ruddle. 1775
ASH, A/magr-a, a fine deep red ochre.

t A'lruain, a. and s6. Obs. Forms : 4 almaun,
5 -ayn, 6-7 -an(e, 4-8 -ain, j-8 almond), fa.
OFr. aleman (mod, allemand}, a. Ger. alaman^
A. adj. German.

*549 Contpl. Scotl. 66 Thai dancit al cristyn mennis
dance, . . the alman haye. 1586 T. B. La Frimaudaye's Fr.
Acad. i. 84 The emperor Frederike the II spake the Morisco,
Almaigne, Italian, and French toong. 1587 HOLINSHED
Scot. Ckron. I. 3 Towards the Almaine Sea . . Scotland hath
the Mers. ^1590 MARLOWE Faustus i. 123 Almain rutters
with their horsemen's staves. 1665 MANLEY tr. Grotiui's L.
Country Wars 007 The Netherlander belonged no more to
the Almain Empire than the French did.

B. sh. 1. A German.
c 1314 Guy Wartv. 70 The Almains ben ouer come. ("1350

Will. Palerne 1 165 f>e almauns seweden sadly. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. De P. R. xix. ix. (1495) 869 Whitysshe colour in

Almayns, Duchemen. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. \\\. \\. vi.

(ed. 7) 382 The Spanish and the high Almaines. 1635 PAGITT
Christianogr. i. iii. 11636) 141 The Armenians did gladly
receive the Almans. 1608 Life Bl. Princf in Harl. Misc.
(I 793> 5' Not only French, but Almains, Dutch.
2. A kind of dance. Hence Almain-Uap.
549tSee Alman haye under A]. 1584 PEELE Arraignm.

Paris IT. ii. 28 Knights in armour, treading a warlike almain.
1611 COTGR. s. v. Saut, Trois pas, & im saut, The Almond
leape. 1616 B. JONSON Devil is an Ass i. i. (N.t And take
his almain-leap into a custard. 11x634 CHAPMAN Alphonsus
Plays (1873) III. 238 An Almain and an upspring, that is

all. aiTox SEDLEV Bellamira v. i. Wks. 1766, 179, I will

leap the half almond with you.
3. A species of dance-music in slow time, after-

wards included as one of the movements of the
Suite.

1597 T. MORLHY Introd. Mus. 181 The Alman is a more
heauic [measure] then this. 1651 PLAYFORD {titIf) A Musicall
Banquet . The second [Part] a Collection ofNew and Choyce
Allmans, Corants, and Sarabands, for one Treble and Basse
Viol. 1676 SHADWELL Virtuoso in. (1720) I. 362 To play,
first a grave pavin or almain. 1882 SHORTHOUSE y. Inglesant
II. liii. 14 Sweet dance music, such as Pavins, Almains.

U In senses 2 and 3 now written ALLEMANDE.
t A'lmaine, -any. Obs. Forms: 4-5almeyne,

-egne, 6- -en, 6-7 -ain(e, -aigne, -anie, -any.

[a. OFr. aUrnaigne:'L. allcmania the country of
the AlUmanni.] Germany.
c 1314 Guy Warn, 35 Forth he went into Speyne And after

into Almeyne. IgtoGUETCN Chron. Eng. ccxli. 266 Hir fadre
was emperour of aimayne. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars 14 The
emperar of Almen. 1561 TURNER Baths Ded., I was com-
pelled . . to fly into hygh Almany. 1585 JAMES I Ess. Poesie
(Arb.) 77 Mein, a riuerin./4/m*V. 15816 T. ^.LaPrimau-
daye's Fr. Acad. 1. 150 According to the custome ofAlmaigne.
1622 BACON Henry VI'/, 10 Fredericke the Third Emperour
of Almaine. i68j MILTON Hist. Moscow iv. Wks. 1847,
575/1 Ambassadors from Almany.
Almain-rrvets. A kind of light armour,

first used in Germany, in which great flexibility was
obtained by overlapping plates sliding on rivets.

ALMANAC.
1530 PALSGR. 516 He hath dyggcd hym in nat withstandyng

his aimayne r^'vettes, noncbstant scs cuirasses. 1565 in
Richmondsh. Wills (1853) 179, j almon revet .. j shafe of
arrowes, and other husttements xxvjj. viij</. 1591 GARRARDA rtoflVarre 10 The forepart ofa Corslet and a Headpeece,
as is the Almaine Rivet. 174* BAILEY, Almain Rivets, a
certain light kind of Armour with Plates of Iron for the De-
fence of the Arms ; used by Germans. 1834 PLANCHE Brit
Costume 253 Black bill-men or halberdiers, who wore the
armour called almain rivet.

ii A Ima Ma'ter. [L. alma niattr bounteous
mother.] A title given by the Romans to several

goddesses, especially to Ceres and Cybele, and
transferred in Eng. to Universities and schools re-

garded as 'fostering mothers' to their alumni.
1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. xiv. ii. (1495^ 466 In signe

and token of grete plente, a grete female ymage was made,
and callyd Alma mater. 1718 POPE Dune. in. 338 Till Isis'
elders reel . . And Alma Mater lye dissolv'd in port. 1803
SCOTT in Lockhart Life (1839) H. I26 The literary men of
his Alma Mater. 1866 CARLYLE Inaug. Addr. 170 My dear
old Alma Mater.

Alman(e, variant form of ALMAIN.
Almanac (g'lman^k). Forms: 4almenak, 6-7
almanach(e, (6 amminick), 7 alrnanacke, 6-9
-ack, S- -ac. [Appears in med.L. as almanac(h in
end of 1 3th c., and soon after (though it may
have been earlier) in most of the Rom. langs.,
It. almanacco

t Sp. a/manage, Fr. almanack, the
immediate source of which was app. a Spanish
Arabic al-manakh

;
Pedro de Alcala, in his Arabic-

Castilian Vocabulista (1505), has
,

'

ntandkk,

almanaque, calendario'
;

also * manah (probably
meant for same word), relox del sol' [sundial].
But the word occurs nowhere else as Arabic, has no

etymon in the language, and its origin is uncertain.

See note at end of this article.]
An annual table, or (more usually) a book of

tables, containing a calendar of months and days,
\\ith astronomical data and calculations, ecclesi-

astical and other anniversaries, besides other useful

information, and, in former days, astrological and

astrometeorological forecasts.

(The 'almanacs' known to Roger Bacon and Chaucer were
permanent tables of the apparent motions and positions of
sun, moon, and <?.i planets, whence the astronomical data for

any year could be calculated.
' The calculations [of Regio-

montanus, 1475] of the places of the sun and moon were the
best that had been made in Europe . . He speaks of them
himself as

"
quas vulgo vocant almanack" (Hallam Lit.

Eur. 1855 I. too i. In isth c. almanacs or epkemerides began
to be prepared for definite periods, as 30 or 10 years, and in
i6th c. for the year, with which was combined the ecclesias-
tical calendar ; astrological and weather predictions appear
in i6-i7th c. ; the 'useful statistics' are a modern feature.)
c 1391 CHAUCER Astral. Prol. 3 A table of the verray Moeu-

yng of the Mone from howre to howre, every day and in every
signe, after thin Almenak. iso8iW.de Worde' Alwanacke
for jcii. yerct ^TThis almanackc and table shall endure .xii.

yere and is called after the latytude of Oxenforde (& it is

taken out of the grete ephymerides or alrnanacke of .xxx.

yere*. 1543 \title\ If An Almanacke mpste exactly sette
foorth for the terme of xiiii. yeres, shewing in what date,
houre, minute, signe, and degre, the Moone shall bee at the

tyme of her chaunge and full, with the Eclipse of the sunne
and Moone, from the date of our Lorde Mp xliiii, vnto the
date ofour Lorde MDlvii. ^J Imprinted by Richarde Grafton.

1587 H. BAKER \tiflc Rules and Documentes touching the
vse and practise ofthecommon Almanaches, which are called

Ephemerides. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. j. 54 Doth the
Moone shine that night wee play our play? A Calender, a
Calender ! looke in the Almanack, finde out the Moone-
shine. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. in. iv. (1616)

38 These filthie Almanacks, an't were not for them, these

dayes of persecution would ne're be knowne. 1509 Warn.
Faire Worn. n. 556 Did ye looke in the Amminicke? 1606
DEKXER Seven Sins ii. (Arb.) 23 Falshood and Lying thus
haue had their day, and like Almanackes of the last yeare,
are now gon out. 1653 WALTON Angler To Reader 5 They
that make Hay by the fair dayes in Almanacks. Ibid.
As useful as an Almanack out of date. i66a FVLLER Wor>
thies 11. 289 It was in plain truth a perpetual Almanack.
1663 COWLEY Verus ff Ess. (1669) 126 He does not look in
Almanacks to see, Whether he Fortunate shall be. 1687
T. BROWN Saints in Cpr. Wks. 1730 I. 73 St. Longinus
and St. Amphibolus, upon my infallibility, have not their

fellow in the almanack. 1751 ADDISON Freeholder No. 22,
128 My Friend perceiving by his Almanack that the Moon
was up . . left me. 1775 BOSWELL Johnson I. (1848) 452/2
You would reduce all history to no better than an almanac.
1802 SOUTHF.Y .S. Antidius Wks, VI. 161 There was an eclipse
that night, Which was not in the Almanack. 1863 KINGLAKE
Crimea (1876) I. vii. 102 A Prince of the sort which Court
almanacs describe as 'Serene.'

Comb, almanac-maker, -man, -making.
1611 COTGR., Prognostiqueur, Almanack-maker, fortune-

teller, foreteller, a 1613 OVERBURY A Wife, etc. (16381 131
An Almanack-maker Is the worst part of an Astronomer.

1650 B. Discolliminium 30 My skill in Almanack-making.
1654 GAYTON Festiv. Notes 268 tT.) Almanac-makers are
forced to eat their own prognosticks. a 1697 EACHARD
Hobbes' State Nat. (1705^ 53 A meer Human Institution of
the Almanack-men. 1708 SWIFT Predict,for 1 708 Wks, 1755
II. i. 147 The almanack-maker has the liberty of chusmg
the sickliest season of the year.
[Note. As to the origin and history of the word almanac '.

1 . The earliest notices are : 1167 Roger Bacon Op. #*aj. xv.

(1733) 120 Antiqui astronomi ponunt principjum anni circiter

principium Octobris, sicut patet in expositione tabularum,
quae Almanac vocantur ; Op. Tert. xi. (1859) 36

* Hae tabulz

yocantur Almanack vel Tallignum, in quibus . . homo posset

inspicere omnia ea qua: in cslo sunt omni die, sicut nos in



ALMANDER.
calendario inspitinius omnia festa sanctorum ;

( 1345 Gio-

vanni Vlllani Cronica xi. xli,
' Secondo 1'almanacco di Pro-

fazio Giudeo, e delle tavole Toletane dovea essere la delta

by Arzachel) again poi: M _
.

tions have been offered of manaich from Semitic sources, as

Arab, manay to define, determine, tnana measure, time, fate;

Heb. mandh to allot, assign, count; Arab, manaha to pre-

sent, tninhat a gift, all of which fail in form or sense or both.

2. Eusebius, De Prxp. Erangil. iii. ^quotes Porphyriusas
to the Egyptian belief in astrology, in horoscopes, and so-

called lords of the ascendant,
' whose names are given in the

almcnichiakd (fv TOIS aAnefivtoxois), with
_
their various

powers to cure diseases, their risings and settings, and their

presages of things future.' Notwithstanding the suggestive

sound and use of this word (of which however the^
real form

is very uncertain), the difficulties of connecting it historically

either with the Spanish Arabic manakh, or with med.L.

almanack without Arabic intermediation, seem insurmount-

able. Nor does the sense really point to such tables as those

described by Roger Bacon, Chaucer, and Regiomontanus.
3. Manakh has been identified with a L. maiincta or

manachus, applied in Vilruv. ix. 8 (Dialling) to a circle in

a sun-dial showing the months or signs of the zodiac, an

origin which would well explain Pedro's word in both senses ;

but the true reading of Vitruvius's word is now generally I

agreed to be tnenzus (Gr. ^rji-atp? monthly); and it has

not yet been shown that the reading manacus was ever so

generally known or accepted, as to make its adoption prob-

able at the hands of any Arab astronomer in Spain. Nor
has it been shown to be impossible. Of many other conjec-

tures none are worthy of notice.]

Almand(e, obs. form of ALMOND.

t Alma'nder, -aunder . Obs. [a. OFr. alman-

tiier, mod. amandier, repr. a L. *amygdalarius :

see ALMOND.] An almond tree.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxx. 37 Takynge green popil ^erdis and

of almanders. Eccles. xii. 5 The almaunder [1388 an ale-

maunde tre] shal fiouren. 1400 Rom. Rose 1363 And
almandres grete plentee, Figgis, and many a date tre.

t Alma'ndin(e, a. Obs. rare. [f. almande,
ALMON:> + -in, prob. northern for -EN, as in beeflien,

etc.] Of the almond tree, of almond wood.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6893 (Cotton) And it was an ^almandin

wand, pat ilk frut bar-on bai fand (Fair/. almandine'.

Almandine (arlmandin, rc'lmandai'n), sb.

Also 7 amandine, [a corruption of the earlier

ALABAXDINE. See the change in Phillips below.

Sometimes by false form-assoc. written almondine]
'An alumina iron garnet of a beautiful violet or

amethystine tint ; the word is said to be a cor-

ruption of Pliny's alabandine, a term applied to

the garnet from its being cut and polished at Ala-

banda.' Westropp Prec. Stones 1874.
1658 PHILLIPS, Alabandine, a kind of stone, that provokes

j

to bleed. [A Imandinc not mentioned. ] 1678 loiii., A lal'andine

or Amandine, a kind of blew and red Stone, which very
j

much excites to bleeding. [Also a cross-ref.] A Imandine,
see Alabandine. 1696 loid., Almandine, or A labandine, a i

sort of Ruby softerand lighter than the oriental. {Alabandine
|

not separately entered.] 1706 Ibid., Almandine, a coarse
j

sort of Ruby, etc. [A labandine not entered at all.] 1804 Ediii.

Rev. III. 304 Karsten constituted some varieties of the noble ,

garnets into almandines. c 1825 BEDFJOES Crocod. in Poems
108 With sanguine almandines and rainy pearl. 1830 TEN-

|

NYSON Merman 32 But 1 would throw to them back in mine
|

Turkis and agate and almondine. 1872 BROWNING Fifine 13
|

That string of mock turquoise, those almandines of glass.

Almandite (fe-lmandait). Min. [f. prec. with

min. formative -ITE.] Dana's name for almandine

as a mineral, a variety of Garnet.

1837 6^ DANA Min. 271 Almandite or precious garnet comes

in fine crystals from Ceylon, etc.

t A'lma:nner. Obs., comb, form of all inaii-

ner used attrib. Ct.alkiii. [Orig. a genitive
= ' of

every sort': see MANNER and ALL A 3 b.]
a 1400 Cursor M. (Trin. MS.) Al maner bing of him bigan

[Cotton MS. alkyn]. 1526 TINDALE A"t7'. xviii. 12 Almanner
vessels of yvery and almanner vessels off most precious
wodde.

Almar, obs. by-form of ALMONER.

Almarie, almary, obs. forms of AMBRY.

t Alma'riol(e. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. aluia-

riol-uin (for L. art,idriolit,,i], dim. of aim-, anna-
rium : see AMBRY.] A little closet or cabinet.

1807 J. T. SMITH Antiq. ll'estin. 204, 12 March [26 Edw.
Ill] . . a certain almariole in the vestry for keeping the vest-

ments in. Ibid. A certain ftrmoriol within the king's chapel.

Almatour : see ALMACOCH.

Almaund, obs. form of ALMOND.

Alme, obs. form of ALUM, AAM, and ELM.

Alme^h, an Egyptian dancing-girl : see ALMA.

II AlmendrO'U. [Sp., augm. of almendra, quasi
' the great almond.'] The Brazil-nut tree (Bcrtholet-

tia excelsa}, which forms large forests on the banks
of the Amazon and Rio Negro.
1852 T. Ross tr. Htmtboldt's Trav. II. xxiv. 449 The al-

wendron, or juvia, one of the most majestic trees of the
forests of the New World. 1862 SMILES Engineers III.

248 And towering over all, the great Almendrons.

Almener, obs. form of ALMONER.
t Al'mer, obs. by-form of ALMONER [really an

independent formation on ALM(S + -KB*. See also

ALMOWR.]
t Alniere. Obs. [a. OFr. almaire, also ar-

maii-c, now armoire.'] An ambry.
1547 Lane. Wills 1. 108 One water tubbe and one almere.

Almery, obs. form of AJIBHY.

Almes(se, obs. form of ALMS.

Almieanter, -a, -ath, obs. ff. ALMACASTAR.

[ A'lmid, adv. Ol's. [f.
ALL f MID with.]

AVithal, altogether.
< 1300 Eeket 2312 And seide 'Almid wille her Mi l>odi ich

Intake,'

i Almi'fluent, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. I..

ahii-tis kindly, bounteous + Jliienl-em flowing.]

Uounteous, beneficent.

1477 J.et. to Dk. Gloifi. in > 'orle Records 90 We . . shal ever-
more pray to the almyfluent God for your prosperous estate.

Almiga'tion. Obs. ? for AMALGAMATION.
1592 I.n.r.v Gatnthea n. iii. 233 A very secret .science, for

none almost can understand the language of it ; [e. g. ] sub-

limation, almigation.

t Almi'ght, a. Obs. Forms : I oelmiht, 4 alle

myght, 4-5 almy;t, al-, allmyght, almieht, (?,

almyth), 6 almyoht, 4-6 almight. [f.
ALL +

MIGHT, which is here probably the pa. pple. of

MAY in original sense to ' have power.']
= AL-

MIGHTY. (Long the commoner form in poetry.)
n looo C^DMOS 182 Wiston drihten admihtne. f 1314 (jitv

U'anv. 152
' O Lord,' he seyd, 'God Almight.' -1325/1. I-'..

A Hit. P. A. 407 In sothful gospel of god al-my}t. c 1330
R. BRUNNF. Cnron. 172, is: bi messe songen, & scrued God
alle myght. i 1440 Mm-te Artli. 23 They thankid God all

myght. 1546 Printer Iten. I 'III, Blessed be God, Father

almight.

t Almi'ghteild, a. Oh. Forms : 3 almicht-

tende, almightende, almightand. [a variant of

ALMIGHTY, with pr. pple. ending, perh. corrupted
from AI.MIGHTIN.] = ALMIGHTY.

< 1250 Creed in AY/. Ant. 1.22 Hi true in God, fader hal-

michttende. <r 1300 Creed, il'id. I. 282 Ich ilevc in God,
fader almightinde.

t Almi'ghtful, a. Obs.
[f.

ALL adv. + MIGHT-

Fi'i..] All-powerful.
t 1250 Gen. ff /T.r. 2694 He \vur3 al-mi3t-ful in oat lond.

< 1375 Assutnpcioiul A. 219 He bat is almi^tful kyng.

Alnii'glltiful, a. Obs. [perh. due to confu-

sion of ALMIGHTY and ALMIGHTKUL.] = prec.
n 1400 Cm: Myst. 178 Allemyghtyfful fadyr, merciful kynge.

1548 UDALL etc. Erastn. rurnphr. Pref. 6 His alrnightifull

power. Ibid. Pref. Luke 9 Thie almightiful word of the

Obs. [f.
ALMIGHTY +

omnipotent lather.

t Almi'ghtihede.
-HEAD.] Omnipotence.
1440 /'romp, f'tir;'., Allmyghtyhede, OmnipotcHCta.

Almightily (olmartiii), adv.
[f.

ALMIGHTY a.

+ -LY 2
.] In an almighty manner.

n 1650 P. FI.KI CHKR F,tiller s Test. (1670^ 99 It is a working

beauty, mightily, almightily working on every object that

looks upon it. 1676 EACHARD Contempt Clergy Bi That the

clergy are almightily furnished with learning. 1839 BAILKY

F'est'tstiSjS* 52/1 Elements of immortality, As mind on earth

almightily beseems.

Almrglltill, >b. and a. Obs.; also 2 almih-

tin, 3 almihten, -mi;tin, -mightin, -mightten.

[variant of ALMIGHTY, with a termination imitating
that of Drihtin, drihten, Lord.] An ancient form

of ALMIGHTY, used suist. as a title of the Deity,
in apposition to God ;

also alone.

cii7S Lam!'. Hum. 23 God almihtines milce. Ibid. 157
Ure lauerd God almihten. Ibid. 99 pe almihtin feder and
be sune. 1205 LAY. 16783 For luue of god almihten [1250
al mihli). c 1250 (ten. ty Ex. 9 Dan sal him almightin luuen.

Almightiness (glmai-tines). [f.
ALMIGHTY +

-NEss.] The quality of being almighty, omnipotence.
a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 220 Whyche byleue not that the

almyghtynesse of God myghte do suche thynges. 1535

COVERDAI.K Is. xlii. ii Ascribinge almightynes vnto the

Lorde. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Serm. i. xxiii. 292 To provoke
God . . to defie his Almightinesse. 1810 SOUTHEY Keliania.

xxiv. xx.Wks. VIII. 2o6Vain his almightiness, for mightier

pain Subdued all power. 1877 J. M.CHARLTON In Mem. 10

To unite our puny powers with his Almightiness.

Almighty (glmai-tii, a. Forms: I eelmeahtis,

ealmihtis, 2 selmihti, almihtij, 2-3 almihti(e,

(3 allmahhtij), 3-4 almisti, -myjti, -myhti, 4

almihty, allmyghty, 4-5 almyghty, -my;ty,

6 allmighty, 7 -ie, 6-7 almightie, 4- almighty,

[f.
ALL adv. + MIGHTY. OE. almeaAtifOS. aft-

niahtig, OHG. alamalitic : see the by-forms AL-

MIGHT, -IN, -END.] All-powerful, omnipotent.
1. Orig. and in the strict sense used as an attri-

bute of the Deity, and joined to God or other title.

i 890 Cod. Dipl. 138 OnGodesealmihtijes naman. aiooo

Psalm 1. (Cotton) 85 JElmeahtij; god. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

7 penne wunet god almihti in us. Ibid. 97 pe almihti^a

godes sune. 1:1200 ORMIN 95 Biforenn Crist Allmahhti^

( lodd. c 1300 Bekct 1042 }e honuryeth more an urthlich

King than ;e God almijti do. 1366 MAUNDEV. i. 6 In the

Name ofGod Glorious and Allemyghty. 1418 Aur. CHICHELE

in Ellis Orig. Lett. I. 2 I. 4 Blessud be Almy^ty God. 1535

COVERDALE Ecclus. 1. 20 To geue thankes to Allmightie God.

1611 BIBLE Gen. xvii. i, I am the almightie God, walke be-

fore me. 1732 POPE Ess. Man i. 145 The first Almighty
Cause Acts not by partial, but by gen'ral Laws. 1864 TEN-

NYSON En. Ard. 783 O God Almighty, Blessed Saviour.

to. absol. The Almighty ;
a title of God.

<iioooZ>ttm'(/'i84Cwsebba:t se ^Elmihtiga eorban worhte.

1382 WYCI IF Ruth i. 20 With bitternes mych the Almyjti
hath fulfillid me. 1535 COVERDALE Job vi. 4 The allmighty
hath shott at me with his arowes. 1611 BIBLE Job viii. 3

Doth the Almightie peruert justice ? 1667 MILTON P. L. IV.

566 To know More of th' Almighties works. 1718 POPE

ALMOND.
Iliad \w. 215 Grant, thou Almighty '. in whose hand is fate,

A worthy champion. 1878 E. WHITK Life in Christ 108

The same words are used by the Almighty in threatening
Abimelech. Mod. If it should please the Almighty to spare
him for a few years longer.
C. rarely in superlative.
1508 SYLVESTER Itn Rartas i. vii. 11641) 60/2 Man (but

Image of th' Almightiest) Without these gifts is not a Man,
but Beast.

2. All-powerful (in a general sense' .

i' 1386 CnAi'ci.R Mvnkes T. 62 O noble almighty Sampson.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \. ii. 650 The Armipotent Mars, of

l.aunces the almighty. 1606 Tr. ff Cr. v. ii. 174 Con-

string'd in masse by the almighty Fenne [?'.r. sunne]. 1782
Cow I'KR Hope 655 Insensible of Truth's almighty charms.

1837 W. IRVING ll'olf. Roast 118551 ?5 'I' ne almighty dollar,

that great object of universal devotion throughout our land.

1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches iii. 45, I hail the almighty power
of the tongue.

'
slang. Mighty, great ; exceedingly.

1824 DK QLINCEY Wks. 11871) XVI. 261 Such rubbish,
such 'almighty' nonsense uo speak transatlantice\ no eye
has ever beheld. 1833 MARRVAT Pet. Simple 118631 3 28 An
almighty pretty French privateer lying in St. Pierre's.

Almi'glltyship. Obs. rare-'1

, [f. ALMIGHTY
+ -SHIP.]

= ALMIGHTIXESS.
1663 CO\VI.I:Y I'erscs Pf Ess. 116691 130 Which arm'd him

stronger, and which helped him more, Than all his Thunder
did, and his Almighty-ship before.

Alniirah, -myra utlmai-ra . [ad. Urdu

l_,LJI almarT, ad. Pg. almarie: L. armariuin ;

see AMBRY.] Anglo-Indian name for a cupboard,
cabinet, press, wardrobe, or chest of drawers.

1878 Life in the Mofitssil I. 34 Sahib, have you looked in

Mr. Morrison's almirahV

Almis.se, obs. form of ALMS.
t A-lmistry. ['.

In jest for aff-inj'sfery.']
1621 15. IONSON M,iS'jnes\ 1692 1616 Of faccsand 1'almestry,

And this is Almistry.

Almner, variant of AI.MOXEU.

Almoigll, alnioin (almoi-n). Also 4 almoyii,
6 almoyne, -or^e, 7 allmone. [In the form al-

nioii'f, a. OFr. almtmc, almosne Cmod.Fr. aiiniSnc):

see ALMS. Almoign (-oin, -eytit] is late AFr., perh.
due to confusion with alhtwniiun, the senses of the

two words partially overlapping.
But *aliinosina

could of itself give alnioinc, as in priepositum,

preboide ; cf. OFr. almoisnier, almosgner, alnivg-

ncr, variants oialmotnifr, atimoncr, to give in alms
;

also Pr. almoynicr, beside almonicr, almoner.]

f 1. Alms; alms-chest; the church chest or treasury,

ecclesiastical possession. (A common incd.L. sense

of eleemosyna^ Obs.
< 1330 R. BKI-NNF. Clircn. 239 For freres of be eroice, and

monk and chanoun, Haf drawen in o voice his feez to ber

2. Tenure by divine service, or by the perform-
ance of some religious duty. Frank almoin otjrce
alms (L. libera elecniosy>tn :

: the
' tenure of lands, etc.

bestowed upon God, that is, given to such people
as bestow themselves in the service of God, for

pure and perpetual alms ;
whence the feoffors or

givers cannot demand any terrestrial service, so long
as the lands remain in the hands of the feoffee.'

Cowel. Perpetual tenure by free gift of charity.

1513 BKAIISHAW St. Werburge (1848) 200 Many hclde their

landes . . by tenur' franke almoigne. 1523 KITZHERBHHI

Surveying ix. 16 Franke almoyne, homage auncetrell. 1596

BAULOW Three Sermons iii. 116 They hold what ever they

have in Frankalmoin from God. 1641 Termes de la Ley
33 Allmone or Tenure in aumone, is tenure by divine service.

1672 MANLEY Jntcrpr. s.v., It cannot be Frank-almoine if

any certain service be expressed. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergoit

ii (j\Q\^Fraftk-AlnttHgHe is the same which we in Latin

call Libtrn Elcemosyna or Free Alms in English : whence

that Tenure is commonly known by the name of a Tenure

in Aumone or Frank-Almoigne. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prv-

perty LtJU'(ed. i2> 39 The grantees in frankalmoign . . were

for ever free from every kind of earthly or temporal service.

P. Scotch form : Fre almons.

,1530 SIR J. BALFOIR 1'rnct. 28 (J.VM.i Gif the defender

bald the land in name of fre almons. Ibid, 241 Landisgevin
to thame in name of fre almonis.

Almoigner, -moiner, -moisner, literary

forms of ALMONEK in 6-7, due to attempts to re-

cast the current amner after late AFr. almoignitr
and MFr. aulmosnier ; their influence remains in

part in the mod. spelling ALMONER.

Almoise, -moyse, var. ALMOSE, Obs., alms.

Almon, obs. form of AI.MOIGN and ALMOND.

t A'lmonage. Obs. [a. OFr. almosnaige, an-

wonnaii;e, almsgiving, gift ;
f. a/mosnier to give

alms, f. almosne : see ALMS and -AGE.] In phr.

Frank almonage frank almoin : see ALMOIGN.

I6SS FULLER Clt. Hist. vl. 292 None of these held of mean

I ords by franke almonage, but all of the King in capite per

ISaraniaiit. 1656 Seme., Best Employ,,,. 13 He himsclfe

held all that he had in Frank-Almonage, and lived on the

poore mans box. 1667 WATERHOVSK fire of Loud. 154

Worthy objects of your Almonage.

Almond (a-mand). Forms : 3-4 almand(e,

3-5 almaund(e, 4-5 almound(e, alemaund, 4-6

almonde, (5 almund, 5-7 alraon, 6 alomond,

aulmond), 5- almond, [a. OFr. almande, alc-

manJe, earlier alemandre, alemandlc (also amande,



ALMOND.
amandre) ; cf. Sp. alMenJra

t Pg. aimmloa. It.

mandorla, mandola, IV. and med.L. amandola
;

pointing to early Romanic *amtnd!a, -ola, -ala, from
L. amygdala, a. Gr. df*vy8a\ij. Cf. the change of

smaragdum to smcraldo. The initial a/- in Fr.

and Sp. prob. arose in the latter, by confusing the
initial a- (dropped in It., as if no real part of the

word) with Arab, article al-, as in almidon (Fr.ami-
don\ almirante (amirand}, almaraco (amaracitm).
The genealogy of almond is therefore : *lr. a^vy&a.\rj, L.

amygdala dmi'gdala^ ami'ngdala ; early Rom. antc'na9la
i thence Pg. ame'ndoa\\ splitting up into 'uie'ndJla (thence
It. tna'nddla}, al~'me'nd\^ld (thence Sp. altnc'ndra\ and
al-atne'ndzlfi) al-ama'nd^lu, whence OFr. alcma'ndle, al-

ema'ndrc\ OFr. and E. alcnni'nde,alma'iuic\ E. alwait'iid,

a'lmaund, a'Imond% d'mZnd.
1. The kernel of a drupe or stone-fruit, the pro-

duce of the almond tree, of which there are two

kinds, the sweet and the bitter.

a 1300 CursorM. 6895 Almandes [v.r, almondes, -maundes,
-mound] was groun par-on. 1388 WYCLII Xnwt>. xvii. S

The blossoms .. weren fourmed in to alemaundis [1382
almaundes], 1398 TREVISA Barih. De P. R. xvn. iii, \fa
foxe etej> almoundes he schal dye. 1463 Mann, fy Htmseh.

K.rps. 217 Itfiit, vj/. almundys, x\~\iji/. 1543 BOOROK Z^x*/arj'
xii. (1870.) 263 Almons be hote & moyste ; it doth comforte
the bresL. 1586 BRIGHT Melanch. xl. 267 Oile of bitter

alomonds. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xliii. n Myrrhe, nuts, and
almonds. 1769 SIR

J.
HILL Fam. Herb. (18121 5 Sweet al-

monds are excellent in emulsions. 1814 SIK H. OAVYAgttc.
Chem. 83 The principal part of the almond . . [is] a substance

analogous to coagulated albumen.

2. The tree which bears almonds, Amygdalns
communis (X.O. A'osaeen1

], closely allied to the

genus Pnonts, which contains the plum, peach,
nectarine, etc. Olten in comb, as almond-tree.

1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. I. 272 Mark well the flowring
Almonds in the Wood. 1735 MILI.KK Hard. Diet. s.v. Amyg-
dalus

t The common Almond . . is cultivated more for the

beauty of its flowers, than for its fruit. 1870 YEATS Nat.
Hist. Comm. 78 The almond and the palm flourish together,
3. A comfit enclosing an almond kernel.

4. A kernel similar to the almond.
1711 tr. Pottut's Ifisf. Drugs I. 85 Two or three Nuts or

Berries, which contain in each a little luscious Almond.

5. Anything shaped like an almond, whether
solid or superficial, as : a. An ornament of that

shape ; b. A name given by lapidaries to pieces of

rock crystal used in adorning branch candlesticks;
c. An oval with pointed ends.

1853 RCSKIN Stones of Ten. II. ii. 12. 22 Six balls, or
rather almonds, of purple marble.

6. The tonsils ; also called almonds of the throat,

ja'i's, or ears. The latter name is also given to
' a small lymphatic gland over the mastoid process
or below the external ear/ Syd. Soc. Lex. arch.

1578 LVTE Dodocns i. Ixxxi. 120 Ulcers of the aulmondes
or kernels of the throte. 1607 TOPSELL Four-footedBeasts
116731 500 Goats milk .. gargari/ed in the mouth, is very
effectual against the pains and swellings of the almonds.

1641 BAKER Citron. ('1679! 401/1 The Almonds of her Jaw?,
began to swell. 1709 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 318 A pain on
the left side about the Almonds of the Ear. 1835 nOBLYN
Diet. Med.> Almonds ofthe Ears, a popular name for the
exterior glands of the neck.

f 7. Other almond-shaped animal organs : esp.
a. The operculum of a whelk

;
b. Some part of a

rabbit's leg. Obs.
c 1450 J. RUSSELL Bk. Xnrture in Babces Bk. (1868.1 60 His

[the whelk's] pyntill & gutt almond mantille awey ber fro

ye pitt. 16*7 PEACHAM Compl. Gent. xxi. (1634) 253 To
make Paste to last long, you may use . . those parts of a
Connies legges which are called the Almonds. 1631 MARK-
HAM Way to Wealth \\. \. xiii. (16681 70 Those parts of the
Conies leg which is called the Almond of the Coney.
8. The delicate pink colourof the almond blossom.

1879 Daily Xeivs 13 June 2/2 Cream colour, relieved with
cardinal, and almond adorned with the same fashionable hue.

9. From its colour : A kind of pigeon, more fully
called the Almond Tumbler.
i867TEGETMi-.iKR/*fr<w.y ii. 113 The feathers of the Almond

?houfd be covered with a metallic lustre or gloss. 1883
Stand, ii Jan. 3/6 The almond tumbler, a round plump bird.

10. Comb, and Attrib,, in which almond stands
in simple attributive relation, as almond blossom^

colour^ flou<trt fruit, shape, wood \ in attributive

relation of material, as almond cake, custard, paste,
etc. ;

or in similative or instrumental relation to a

pa. pple., as almond-leaved, -scented* -shaped ;
al-

mond-shaded.
Also almond-kernel (

= ALMOND i, 6) ;
almond

oil, the expressed oil of bitter almonds, or benzoic

aldehyde ; almond-peach, a hybrid between the

almond and peach, cultivated in France
;
almond

rock, snow, confections made with almonds ;

almond tree, the tree that bears almonds, also

fig, (from the colour of its flowers) grey hair
;

almond tumbler (see ALMOND 9) ; almond wil-

low, or almond-leaved willow, Salix amygdalina ;

almond-worts, Lindley's name for the plants of

his N.O. Drttpaceg or stone-fruits.

Also ALMOND-BUTTER, -MILK, q.v.
a 1843 TENNYSON To the Queen 16 The sun-lit almond,

blossom shakes. 1440 Promp. Parv, t Almaunde frute

1x499 almon) Amigdalnm. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L.

mod. aunwnier} : late L. *altnosiniinus for clccmo-

synarius, prop. adj. 'connected with alms,' sc./io/no,

f. eleetnosyna ALM.S. But perh. partly due, esp. in

sense 3, to OFr. almosnh-e, -cor, later -cur: L.

elccniosynator -atorem an alms-giver.]
The native development was aitmoner^ annictu'f

t aujuner,
awncf \A) the regular form in i6th c. But the Renascence
brought up a number of artificial spellings, after later Fr.

anliitosnier, tinsmonicrt
AFr. abnoieniert and their med.L.

adaptations, under the influence of which and the native
<ilmst amner has been artificially refashioned as aluitter,

almener^ almoner, and the pronunciation has followed the

spelling. The 151(1 c. anntere, altner^ and Sc. alintnur, are
direct formations on auntes, alwcs\ tmnu-r-er, amoner-cr
seem to be f. aivuiere^ aivtnener, a purse ; see AtMOMKK*.]
1. An official distributor of the alms of another

;

the name of a functionary in a religious house, in

the household of a bishop, prince, or other person
of rank. Sometimes applied to the chaplain of
a hospital, or other institution.

In the royal household of Great Britain there is a titular

Hereditary Grand Almonert besides the Lord High .\l-

moner, and S}ib-almoner
t
who are clergymen.

a. c 1300 CursorM. 15219 Judas . . Was iesu crist aumoner
[r. r. aumenerte]. 1366 M AUSDEV. xix. 210 Whan the coven t

of this abbeye hath eaten, the awmener let bere the releef to
the gardyn. 1444 Petit. Poems II. 22ol'heawmeneer seyth
he cam to late. 1494 FABVAN vn. 586 The lord of Awdeley
amner, in stede of the erle of Cambrydge. 1548 HALL
Chren. 790 Dr. Fox the Kynges Amner made an eloquent
oracion in Latin. 1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet., Linwsnero, an
almener. 1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gent. (1641) 24^2

These de-
ferre giving, till they cannot give, making their executors
their almoners. 1647 HAWARD Crtnvn Rtrv. 31 Gentleman
Amner : Fee, ii/. Bs. id", oh. ; Subamner ; Fee, 6/. i6j. iorf. ob.

1654 LESTRANGE A'. Charles /, 176 There came to London
from Cardinal Richelieu . . his Chaplain and Almner. 1667
E. CHAMBERLAVNE St. Gt. Brit, i. n. xii. (1743! 97 The Lord
Almoner disposes of the king's alms. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1811^ III. xxxvi. Zo He is now and then my al-

moner. 1867 J. MARTINEAU Cnr. Life (ed. 4^ 178 The almoner
of God to the poor and sad. 1870 Daily News 10 Nov., The
almoners of the Berliner Hulfsverein.

0. *4&$Cf,.\T:ox Gold. Leg. i24/3He[saynt Johanjwas called
almosner or amener. 1533-87 FOXE A. <y M. (1596) 1693/1
The almosiner, a phisition, and a surgeon to attend upon
them. 1586 Wills $ fnv. N. C. (1860) 134 To the almosiners
of this towne of Middlesburghe. 1601 TATE tr. Househ.
Ord. Ed. //, 19. 55 For the ausmoner & al under him.

1617 JAMES I Patent in Lib. Mun.Hib. I. ii. 81 To erect and
establish an office of Almosner in this our realm of Ireland,

246

I. 3 Floors . . made of ebony and almond-wood. 1751 CHAM-
BERS Cycl., A Inlands give, the denomination to a great number
of preparations hi confectionery, cookery, etc. whereof they
are the basis ; as A Imond cakes, A Imond cream . . A Imond
paste, Almond snow. 1880 Miss UKADUON Asph. 1 1. 95 The
golden tinge of the almond pound-cake. 1830 Edin. Re;'.
LII. 71 Amydaloid is a rock containing almond-shaped cavi-
ties, a 1790 T. WARTON Poems 60 (Joo. Carmel's almond-
shaded steep.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (16341 1 1. *4 Tonsils or Almond-

kernels on either side of the throat, a 1845 HOOD T. of
Trumpet xiii, The almond-oil she had tried. 1880 Daily
News 6 May 5/5 Almond rock and peppermint drops. 1388
WYCLIF Eccles. xii. 5 An alemaunde tre schal floure. 1590
I*asquH's Apol. i. K b, Vpon whose siluer heads the Almond-
tree hath blossomde. 1611 BIULE Jet: \. 11, I see a rodde
of an almond tree, a 1763 SHENSTONK (T.) Trees more and
more fady, till they end m an almond-willow.

Admond-bu'tter. ;See quot. 1753.)
1586 COGAN Haven Health (1636) 182 An other kinde of

butter made of Almonds with Sugar and Rose water, called
Almond Butter. 1606 Wily Beguiled in Hazl. Dodsl. IX.
285 He speaks nothing but almond-butter and sugar candy.
X 753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Almond-butter is a preparation
made of cream and whites of eggs boiled ; to which is after-
wards added, blanched almonds.

Almond-flTrnace. [Corruption ofAllcmand
\

or Almain, i.e. German, furnace.] Xame of a fur- i

nace used in the refining process to separate metals I

from cinders and other dross, and for the reduction
of slag of litharge to lead.

1674 KAV Smelting Silver in Collect. 116 Another Furnace
they have which they call an Almond Furnace. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The Almond-furnace, called also the

sweep, is usually six feet high, four wide, and two thick ; it
|

is built of brick.

Almond-milk. (See quot. 1753.)
r 1430 Recipes in Babees Bk. (18681 61 Take Almaunde

Milke & ^olkys of Kyroun. 1598 HAKLCYT l-'iy. I. 97 It

leaueth behind it a taste like the taste ofalmon milke. <j 1678
MARVELL To Dr. Witty Poems 74 The doctor doth Stint
them to cordials, almond-milk, and broth. 1753 CMAMHKKS
Cycl. Snpp. y Almond-milk is a preparation made of sweet
blanched almonds and water, of some use in medicine, as
an emollient.

Almondy a-mandr. a.
[f. ALMOND + -Y 1. Cf.

si/gary.] Having almonds, or the characteristics

or properties of almonds.

1847 LVKI.L in Life II. 132The almondy scent of the flower >

is very strong and delicious. 1853 J\Ii-w. Stomach ii The
sweet almondy taste of the delicious food my poor mother
gave me.

Almoner 1
, almner (^Im6n3j,a-mn3j).>'orms:

a. 3-4 aumoiier(e, amoiier, 3 5 aumener^e, 4-5
-eer, 5 awmener, -eer, (ambynowre^, amener,
5-7 amner, 6-7 almner, almener, almonar, 6-
almoner. . 5-7 almosner, 6 -osiner, 7 -oisner, [

ausmoner. y. 6 almoigner, almoygner, -or, al-
'

moiner. 5. 5 aumere, aimer, -ar, 6 -owr; 5 aw- '

merer
;
6 amonerer. [a. OFr. aumoner, aumonicr

ALMOST.
>. 1528 M'IKK Jlercsyes I. Wks. 1557, 164/2 Doctor May,,

sometyme almoygner lo king Henry the seuenth. 1561
( IKIHUU. Fan. A'erm. Wks. 1843, 32 The Bishop of Rochester
c:liiefe Almoygnor. 1598 STOW Sun: (ed. Strype 1754) II
ix. 7181 All Almoisners and houses of Almoise.

S. tcnoo'mDom. Arc/t. III. 133 The aumere a rod schal
li.-iue in honde. c 1430 LYDC. ibid. 111.133 Humble compassiot
\\ as hi.s awmerer. 1450 Old H'ill in Academy^ Sept. (1882
231/2 The thonne of pame the po aimer and the tother o
yanie the tother almar. c 1510 RoHai'entura s Myrroiu
iPynson) viii. Dj, Theyr amonerers or tresourers mygh 1

lightly have had it in hande. a 1600 Mem. of Spottiswooi
3 ijAM.i To stay with the queene and attend her Maiestie a:

her Almowr.
2. A''.
1822 \\. CORNWALL Lys. <$ lone i Iris . . Is the Spring's al

moner . . and scatters Upon the subject world, dyed flower:
and sweets. 1873 SIR J. HftUCHEl./>

<g*..rf. ii. 2o.62Th<
sun is the almoner of the Almighty.
1 3. One who gives alms largely ;

an alms-giver
Obs. or arch.

1303 R. BRL-NNE Handl. Synnc 5575 Seynt Joan ^e aumo
nere. 1340 Ayenb. 190 Ine (>e lyue of Ion be amoner
tt 1400 Rclig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 53. Mercy hir systei
salle be ambynowre bat gyffes to alle. 1483 [See in i ].

1580 I>.\RET^/7'. A 365 An --Jw/wtrr.orgiuerofalmes, seemeth
to be deriued of this French worde Attmosnier, and there>
fore ought rather to be written almonar. 1585 ABP. SANDY*
Serm. 11841) 193 Who for his liberal

relieving of the need>
was sumamed the Almner. 1591 H. LOCKE in Fair's S. P,
I. 138 An amner to thepoore that helpless en*. 1607 HI
n,*A. t _o_ rr\ i ..._ _1

*

the friendly almoner.

tAlmoner-. O/>s. Forms: 4-5 au-, awmener.
awmer, alner. [a. OFr. aumosnicre, aitmonien

(med.L. almo}iarid)\\J *ektmosynari&i prop, adj.,
so. bursa, area, etc., a place for alms.] An alms-

purse ;
a bag, a purse.

( 1330 Sir Degarre 5, I tok hit out and haue hit er, Redi
in mm aumener. 1375 KAR BOUR Bruce VIM. 490 Quhen he
ded wes . . Thai fand in-till his awmener A letter. (1400
Rom. Rose 2087 Thanne of his awmener he drough A litell

keye. Ibid. 2270 Weare streit gloves, with awmere Of silk.
c 1460 Lannfal 319, I wyll the yeve an alner, Imad of sylfc,

1834 PI.ANCHK Brit. Costume 89 Berengaria . . is represented
with a small pouch called an anlmoniere.

Almonerer, amonerer, Obs. \ see ALMONER 1 5.

Almonership (a-lmonajjip). [f. ALMONER 1 +
-SHIF.1 The office or position of an almoner.
1847 />VfXrji'. Mag. LXI. 2 To this almonership no salary

was attached.

Almonry (arlmonri). Also 5 almosnerye.
[a. OFr. au'^r. mosncric (mod. aiimonerie] ;

f. ait{l}-
inosnicr (mod. aitmdnier) ALMONER : see -RY.]
1. A place where alms were distributed

; the resi-

dence of an almoner.
n 1480 CAXTON Advt. in Douce E. T. Fragm. \ Late hym

come to Westmonester in to the almonesrye at the reed pale.
[? mi$pr. for almosnerye]. 1598 STOW Sitrr-ey (ed. Strype
1754)11. vi. Hi. 634/2 The place wherein this Chapel and Alms-
house stand was called the Elemosinary or Almo[n]ry, now
corruptly the Ambrey ; for that the alms of the Abbey are
there distributed to the poor. 1770 THORPE in Phil. Trans,
LXI. 154 Given in very ancient times to the use of the al-

monary or almonry of that abbey. 1859 TENNEST Ceylon I.

in. xi. 407 The king erected almonries at the four gates of
the rapital.

1 2. - ALMONER 2
}
Or perh. = AMBRY 3. Obs. rare.

n 1536 TIN-DALE Exp. Matt. Wks, II. 88 Love will make me
put my hand into my purse, or almonry.

Almorie, obs. form of AMBRY.
tAimOS6. Obs. 5-6; also 6 almoys(e, almoise,

almos. [A literary variant of ALMS, affected by
many writers, chiefly ecclesiastical, in i6th c. ; ap-
parently a partial refashioning of a'hnesse, a'ltnes,

after med.L. cliwosina, perhaps owing something
to the contemporary northern ALMOUS, and (espe-

cially Sir T. M ore's alftioisc, almoysc) to the late

Anglo-Fr. a/mosnc, almoisne of the law-books.]
1. = ALMS i.

1528 MORE Hcresyes iv. Wks. 1557, 263 2 Good workes,

almoyse, fastyng. 1535 JOYK Afol. Tindale 43 Releifed by
their dayly almose. (1550 CHEKE Matt. vi. 2 When yow
givest V'in almos. 1559 Bk. Comnt. Prayer, Pr. for Ch.
Mil., We humbly beseche the most mercifully to acceptc
our almose (1604 almsj. 1562 TURNER Baths 14 b, Clenge
thyne herte from al synne and deal almoys. 1578 FLORIO
\st Fnitt's 73 b, To doo almose tmto the poore.
b. sing, with pi. ////<?JW = ALMS i b.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 431 i, He . . gafe for god largtlye
almoses to ye

blynde. SS3~87 FOXE A. fy M. (1596) 1075 z

All the praiers, suffragies, almoses, fastinges.

2. //;-.
= ALMS 2.

1513 MORE Rich. Ill, Wks. 1557, 44/2 It wer almoise to

hange them. 153* Confitt. Tindale Wks. 1557, 446/1

[They] be burned vp & fal as Hat tc to ashen as it were almoyse
al) obstinate heretiques dyd.
3. Comb. \ see ALMS 4.

t Almoseir, almousser, almaser. Sc. Obs,

[f. ALMOUS, almos + -ER 1
.]
= ALMONER! i.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. lion. iii. 542 11874) I. 68 Pietie is the

kingis almoseir. (-1501 DCNBAR Dance 15(1860) 165 Then
cam in the maister almaser. 1581 Acts Jas, VI 1,1814) 236
His hienes preceptor and maister almousser.

Almosiner, -osner, -oisner, literary variants

of ALMONER, refashioned in i6th c. after Fr. att/-

mosnier and L. eleemosynarius*
Almost (^Imoust, -mast ; when emphatic or used



ALMOUS. ALMS-FOLK.

in reply to a question, 9'lm^u-st), adv. Forms : I al-

msest, ealmaest, selmsest, 2 selmest, 2-4 almest,

3 all masst, almaste, 4-5 almeste, -moost, 4-6
-moste, 5 allemost, 7 allmost, 4- almost. Also
8- a'most, still used dial., and aphet. 'most ; mod.
Sc. amaist, 'maist. [f. ALL + MOST adv. = mostly^\

\\.adj. or #</?'. Mostly all, nearly all; for the most

part. 06s.
a 1000 B*:DA in Thorpe Horn. II. 466 (Bosw.) Hit is eal

mabst mid haligra manna naman geset. 1036 O. E. Chron.
Maest ealle ba hyenas be norSan Temese. 1091 Ibid.,

Seo scipfyrde . . selmaifit earmlice forfor. 1130 Ibid., Se
burch for-bernde asl-nuest. c 1200 ORMIN 9617 patt Issrsuele

beod allmasst J>a shollde beon forrworrpen. 1417 in E, K.
Wills 11882) 24 Thys twey Lynis I wrete almeste with myn
owne Hond. 1570 ASCHAM Scholnnt. n. (Arb.) 133 Thies

gjuers were almost Northmen. 1658 tr. Moitffefs Thctit.

Ins. 1093 The women . . do that work almost.

2. adv. Very nearly, wellnigh, all but : a. qualify-

ing a verb or attribute.

c 1*00 in Cod. Dipt. V. 18 Fram Se he3e for5ri3te to her-

deies ouerende almest. 1250 LAY. 19328 H' is almest dead.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxviii. 87 Almaste in erthe bai me
forname. c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 443 They were
come almoost [v.r. almost'

e]
to that Citee. 1432-50 tr.

Higden I., Theheete of hit is ioynede allemostewith heuyn.

1531 ELYOT Governour (1834) 31, I had almost forgotten
where I was. 1580 BARET Ah'. A 323 It is almost twelue a

clocke, Duodecimo, instat. 1611 BIBLE Acts xxvi. 28 Almost
thou perswadest mee to bee a Christian. 1639 J. CLARKE
Parsemiol. 3 Almost was never hang'd. ^1674 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. 1 1. vi. 1 34 The flame of this Common Combustion
hath allmost devour'd Ireland. 1710 PALMER Proverbs 232

They had a'most as live be call'd any thing, as to be thought
too old for an agreeable conversation. 1756 BURKE I'hid.

Nat. Soc. Wks. I. n Diet .. confined almost wholly to the

vegetable kind. 1816 SCOTT Black Dw. iv. 26 As sair vexed
amaist for you as for me. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 597
He was almost within sight of their city. 1869 J. MAR-
TINEAU Ess. II. 190 Mistakes . . on almost every page. 1879
MCCARTHY Hist. Own Times I. 199 Passionate and almost

hysterical declamation.

b. qualifying a sb. with implied attribute.

155* HULOET, Almost nyght, scrum lumen. 1599 SHAKS.
Much Ado \. i. 113 You are almost come to part almost a

fray. 1709 jf. COLLIER Ess. Mor. Subj. n. (ed. 6) 193 The
almost Omnipresence of an Advantage is a Circumstance
of Value. 1808 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) 1 1. 108, 1 am a heretic

requiring toleration, an almost Quaker, c 1875 WHITNEY
Essen. Eng. Gram. 382 His almost impudence of manner.

3. With a negative: Almost no = scarcely any;
almost never = scarcely ever, etc.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froissart I. ccxv. 270 Bycause they
were so great a company, almoost nothynge helde agaynst
theym. 1548 UDALL etc., Erasm. Paraphr, John iii. 32 But
no man almoste reciueth his witnes. 1652 NEEDHAM tr.

Selden's Marv Cl. 335 So that the French King had neither

any shore almost, nor any considerable use of Sea-affairs.

1777 R. WATSON Philip II (1793) III. xxiv. 314 His affairs

almost never prospered where he was not present. 1857
H. REED Brit. Poets vi. 200 Of Shakspeare we know almost

nothing. 1875 HIGGISSON Hist. U. S. xxv. 252 There were
almost no roads.

1 4. Used to intensify a rhetorical interrogative.

(L. qitis fere.} Obs.

1595 SHAKS. John iv. iii. 42 Or do you almost thinke, al-

though you see, That you do see? 1615 BEDWELL Moham.
Imp. K iiij, In what page almost shal you not meet with
some exoticke and strange terme ? 1670 SOUTH Serm. (1737)
III. 1 23 Whom almost can we see who opens his arms to his

enemies? 17480. WHITE MS. 5Vrw.,\V~ho almost are there

who do not know these things?

t Alnious. Obs. or dial. Forms : 3-5 almus, 5

-ws, -ows, 5-6 -ouse, 5-7 -ous, 8-9 mod.Sc. aw-
mous. [a. ON. alnntsa, cogn. w. OE. lmysse : see

ALMS. Ahnous is thus, so far as Eng. is concerned,
a word of independent origin.]
l.-ALMS I.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19813 J>in orisuns and bin almus Es
knauin hei in goddes nus. c i34oHAMT'OLE Pr. Consc. 3722
pan availles almus, messe, and bedes. ^14*5 WYSTOUN
Craft, vi. ii. 67 He wes a man of almous grete. 1564 BECON
Prcf. to iVks. (1843) 20 Niggardly, grudging, and unwilling
almous. 1566 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 150 A poore
man . . asking of his almouse. 1609 SKENE Reg. JMaj. 64 The
wife may give almous moderatly, without consent of hir

husband. 1816 SCOTT Antiq, xx. 139
'
I thank you for your

awmous,' said Ochiltree.

b. sing.
= ALMS I b.

1826 J. WILSON Noct.Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. 185 White slaves,
about the doorcheek, haudin out their hauns for an awmous.
2. = ALMS 2,

ci4go HENRYSON Mor. Fab, 85 It were almous thee for to
draw and hing.
3. Comb.\ see ALMS 4.

t Almowr. Sc. Obs. By-form of ALMONER!.

[really an independent formation on ALM(S + -OUR,
and cogn.w. aimer and aumere. See ALMONER! 5.]

Alms (,amz). Forms: I selmysse, 1-3 eelmesse

(2-38elmisse, elmisse, 2 4 elmesse), 2-6 almesse

(2-4 uhnisse. 4 alemesse, allmesse, 5 almese),
2-7 almes (2 elmes, 3 almys, 4 almis, 5 elmys,
6 allmes), 7-9 alms. PI. wanting; formerly 4-6
almessis, almesses ; since 7 the sing, alms has

also been used as pi. [OE. selmysse, obi. cases sel-

myssan, cogn. w. ON. almusa (Dan. almissc, S\v.

almosa\ OFris. idmisse, OS. alamtsna, OHG.
alamuosan (MHO. almuosen, mod.G. ahnoseii],

pointing to a com. OTeut. *ahmosna or *alewosifia,

a. pop. L. *alitnosina (whence Pr. and OSp. al-

mosna, OFr. almosnc, It. limosina}, a perversion
(due perhaps to sense-association with alimonia)
of dimosina, clcmosina, orig. cleemosyna (Tertull.,

3rd c.) ad. Gr. fafvjfuxriirr) compassionateness (n.

of qual. f. e\cr)fjuuv compassionate, f. tXeos com-

passion, mercy).
The final -n in OK. was early treated as inflexional, and

disappeared from the noin. ; in recent times the final -s of
the reduced form a/ittes, alms, has also been treated as a

plural inflexion. For the y in OE. sfltnyssan from ^alitno-

sina, cf. mynet, myleu, repres. Lat. motteta, motina. In
ME. the s.e. dialects long retained forms with initial c, el-

nicssCy flines. Distinct by-forms are the northern ALMOI'S,
awrnoHs, an independent adoption of Norse almnsa\ the
r6th century literary AI.MDSK, ahnoyse ',

and the K-^;.l

ALMOIGN, alrnone, from AFr.)
1. Charitable relief of the poor ; charity ; origin-

ally and especially as a religious duty, or good
work

; const, with do, make, ivork. Afterwards ap-

plied especially to the material substance of the

relief, and const, with givet bestow, etc.

a. abstract, or collect, without plural.
a 1000 ?C>tpM. Dan. 587 (Gr.), Syle Eelmyssan. riooo Ags.

tivsp. Matt. vi. 2 ponne bu bine 2tlmessan d<i. c 1160 Hattoti
G. ibid., panne \>u bine aelmesse do. ^1175 Lamb. //<>///.

23 Hu mint bu don }>ine elmesse. Ibid. 137 Al oe almissc be
mon deS. c 1200 7V/?/. Coll. How, 29 penne bu almesse mak-
est. Ibid. 131 Ure gode dedes, on elmcs, and on o5rc binge.
Ibid. 157 On o5er wise man sillc'3 his almcs. 1250 (JROSI i M i;

in Dom. Arch. III. 82 That you re almys be kepyd . . topoure
men. 1297 R. GLOUC. 330 He was . . of hys almesse large &
fre. 1340 Ayenb. 17 Prede maket> of elmesse zenne. 1366
MAUNDBV. xviii. 199 To gadre hem precyous Stones and
Perles, be weye of Alemesse. c 1386 C.i\.\vcv.nManofLau'fS
T. 70 Hir hond mynistre of fredom and almesse. ('1400

Apol.for Loll, in Wil bu not do almis of oker & vsur; (>at

is, do not swilk defaults to do almis berof. f 1440 Gesfa
Rom. (18791 17 Tythes and oblacions, and othtre almese,
c 1469 EBF.SHAM in Past. Lett. 596 II. 333 Sende me for almes
oon of your olde gownes. 1581 MARBECK Bk. Notes 27 This
word Almes, importeth as much as mercie. 1387 FLEMING
Contn.Holinslicd III. 1312/2 The distributors of this almesse
to the poore. 1666 PEPYS Diary (18791 1^- J ^9 To be buried
at the Almes of the parish, 1790 COWPEH Odyss. xvm. 2, A
public mendicant . . seeking alms. 1816 J. WILSON City of
Plague i. i. 202 Do you pity me? Then give me alms.

b. As sing. (with//, obs. since l6th c.) A charit-

able donation, a gift of charity, a benefaction.
c 1375 WVCLIF Anticrist 131 Crist 's almes . . was encresed

to twelve lepful. 1377 LANGL. /*. PI. B. xv. 306 pat Freres

wolde forsake hir almesses. 1382 WVCLIF Acts x. 2 Doynge
manye almessis to the peple. c 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. 550 fa's, If

religiose persoones . . receyve myche and grete Almessis.

1535 COVERDALE Acts\\\. 3 He desyred to receaue an almesse

Li6u asked an almes]. 1541 BARNES ll'ks. 1573, 274/1 Our
eatyng, our drynkyng, our almesses, otir prayers, 1711
ADDISON Sped. No. 269 4 A Beggar Man that had asked
an Alms of him. 1848 KINGSLEY Saint's Trtig. n. viii. 59

Every alms is a fresh badge of slavery.

c. as //. [from the collective sense, assisted by

treating the final -s as a pi. inflection, as in richc$'\

Things given in charity.
1557 N. T. (Geneva) Acts x. 4 Thy prayers and thy almes

are come vp into remembrance [Gr. cAnNKMrvitti, ll'ycl.

almes-dedrs, Tind. almeses, Coverd. all messes, Cranni. al-

meses, Rhem. almes-deedes, 1611 almes. But cf. i'. 2 eA7j^o-
trvvai TToAAae, H'ycl. many almessis, Tind. moche almes,
CtJVfrtf, moch almesse, Crantn. moch almes. Gen. much
almes, Rhem. many almes-deedes, 1611 much almes ; so that

in v. 4 it may likewise be sing, notwithstanding the Gr.]

1647 lip. CORBET Poems (18071 I22 HU alms were such as

Paul defines. 1686 DRVDF.N Hindff P. \\\. 106 For alms are

but the vehicles of prayer. 1865 Pall Mall G. 2 May 3 The
Alms are thus given by himself to himself.

j2.yf^. A meritorious action, a good deed, a service

to God, a charity. Often ironically. Obs.
c 1430 LVDG. Bochas (15441 Prol. 30 It is almes to correcten

and amend The vicious folke. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froissart
I. ccxcv. 437 It is agreat almesse to confort maydens in their

distresse. 1528 MORE Heresyes i. Wks. 1557, 137/1 I* nat^

ben great almes the priour, & shee had ben burned togyther.
J577 Tfsf- 12 Patriarchs 143 It were more alms to let him

go, and to beat you. 1623 SANDERSON 35 Serin. Wks. 1681

I. 87 If he be hungry, it is alms to feed him ;
but if he be

idle and untoward, it is alms to whip him.

3. Law. a. Tenure by alms, see ALMOIGX ;
free

alms frank ahnoign. b. Reasonable alms : a

portion of the estate of an intestate allotted to the

poor.
1530 Proper Dyaloge (1863) 25 And over thys that saye

more suttelly that they occupye not this by tytle of secular

lordshyppe but by tytle of perpetuall allmes. 1726 AvuFFE
Parergon 11 Frank-Almoigne is the same which we call . .

Free Alms in English.

4. Comb., a. general', witha/ww in objective rela-

tion to a pr. pple. or as obj. gen. to n. of action or

agent, as alms-giving (pple.), alms-giver, -giving

(sb.); in instrumental relation to a pa. pple., as

alms-clothed, -fed; and in attributive relations, of

material, as alms-bread, -money ; of purpose (for

giving or receiving\ as alms-basin, -Ixnvl, -box,

-chest, -gate, -purse ; of causal connexion (giving or

receiving), as alms-body, -folk, -man, -people, -priest,

-woman.
1879 O'CONNOR Beaconsfiehi 220 An almsgiving Church.

a 1631 DONNE Serm. xxxvii. 365 A liberall Almsgiver sends

to persons that never know who sends. 1690 J. MORRIS
Pract. Disc. IV. 302 To prove to them that Almes-giving is

a Duty. 1764 BURN Hist. Poor Laws 205 Almsgiving,

among; t he vulgar, hath engrossed the name of charity. 1670

G. H. Hist. Cardinals \\. i. in Twenty thousand Crowns
out of the Alms-money. Ibid. 107 They break open the
Alms-box. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stt/>p., The erecting of such
alms-chest in every church, is enjoined by the book of
canons. 1611 T&rleton's Jests (N.), Tarlton called Burley-
house gate . . the lord treasurers almes-gate, because it was
seldom or never opened. 1530 PALSGR. 194/1 Almes purse,
bwrse at'lmosnieres. 1659 BURROUGHS Jtcatit. (1867! 12, A
poor godly alms-body. 1587 HOMNSHKD Chron. III. 830/1He founded a faire large almes-house for an almose priest
or schoolemaister, and thirteene poore almes folke. < 1490
AVf. Ci7>. Rbor. 3663, The said almus women be fully con-
tent & paid. 1865 H. STAI NTOS- Ct. ScJi., Eton ii. 10 Alms-
women who occupy the place once held by the Bedesmen.

b.i'j/.talms-deal, -dealing, distribution of alms
;

t alms-drink, the remains of liquor reserved for

alms-people ; alms-gift, alms-giving, also = AL-
MOIGN"

; alms-land, land held in frank almoign ;

^ alms-penny, a penny given in charity or as a

gratuity ; f alms-room, an apartment in an alms-

house ; f alms-tub, a large vessel in which the re-

mains of food were preserved for distribution in

alms; f alms-wine, wine given in alms; f alms-

work (=ALMM-DEKD).
Also ALMS-BASKET, -DEED, -DISH, -FEE, -FM.K,

-HOU.SK, -MAN, q.V.
ciift Lamb. Horn. 135 J>e apostel us mune^eft here to.,

elmasdele. 1563 /Aw ///,-<; n.xi. u.< 18591389 Merciful almost-

dealing is profitable to purge the soul. 1606 SHXKS. Ant,

fy Cl. n. vii. 5 They haue made him drinke Almes drinke.

< 1250 Gen. ff fcx. 2464 Chirche-gong, elmesse-^ifte, and

messe-song. 1882 J. HARDY in Proc. Ber. ,\'at. Chib IX. 474
The Abbot . . held one carrucate of land . . in pure alms-gut.
1809 BAWDWHN Domesday Bk. 135 The Almsland of the poor
is contained within this limit. 1595 PKELE Old H /? ',* '/".

iN.i, Father, here is an alms-penny for me. a 1589 Petition

In Robinson's Gold. Jlirr. 118501 In trod. 12 One of the twelve
Atlmose Rownies at Westminster, 1680 SUADWELL H'cw.-

L\\pt. \. Wks. 1726 III. 347 Whose beards stunk of beef and
brewis, and his breath like the fume of an alm's-tub. 1461 83
Ord. R. Househ, 73 Wynes,almeswynes to houses of rely^y-
ouse & for wynes of yeftes. c 1200 ORMIN 10118 To wirrkenn
allmesswerrkess.

A'lms-ba sket. The basket containing the

public alms, or those of any charitable society.
1565 J. CALFHILL An&iv. Treat. Crosse (1846 4 Your exhi-

bition belike failed you, and therefore ye thought to pick a

quarrel to the alms-basket. 1634 Chnrchit.'. Ace. St. Marg,
Westm. in Nicholls 11707) 42 To carry the Almes baskete
for the poore of our paush. a 1640 J. DAY Parl. Bees (i88ij

29 We must not ccme neare But stand Amongst almsbasket
men ! a 1670 H.VKKI in Walo'itt Life < 1^651 156 Take the

plenty of the earth to your own table . . and fetd Him with

your Alms-bai-ket.

To live on the alms-basket : to live upon public

chanty, or on what others voluntarily give.
1588 SHAKS. /,. L. L. v. i. 41 O they haue liu'd long on the

almes-basket of word*;. 1628 tr. Catnden'x Eliz. iv.i 1688 603
'I hat he should be forced to live upon the Alms-basket.

Alms-deed, [f. ALMS + DEED, from the early

phrase to do a/ft/sJ]

1. An act of almsgiving ;
a deed of charity to the

poor, especially as a religious good work.
c 1175 Lamb. 11cm. 107 ^if | e }unge bi'S butan hersumnesse,

and ]pe richen butan elmesdedan. < 1340 HAMPOLE Prose

Tr. (18661 ii To helpe J?aire sawles with almous dedes and

prayers. <~M5<> Merlin 94 And dide many faire almesse

dedes. a 1564 BKCON Art. Chr. Ret. 11844 '468 1'nv almose-

deeds and thy prayers are come up into heaven. 1611 BIBI.I:

Acts ix. 36 This woman was full of good works and almes

deeds. 1875 STL-BBS Const. Hist. III. xxi. 600 Almsdeeds were

always regarded as a religious duty.

t 2. The practice of almsgiving, charity. Obs.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 207 He haut-5 ofte forlete almes-

dede. ^1315 SHOREHAM 37 Almesdede senne quenketh, Ase

water that fer aquencheth. ^1386 CHAIXKR Man cf La-u's
T. 1058 In vertu and in holy almes-dede They lyven al!e.

'1450 LOSELICH Grail Ivi. 50 Mochcl almesdede ded he

trewly. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. l'I, \. v. 79 Murther is thy Almes-

deed ;
Petitioners for Blood thou ne're put'st back.

f3. A meritorious action, a good work = ALMS 2.

ri43o LYDG. Bochas iv. v. (1554) 103 b, They dempte it

was an almesse dede To set theyr londe in quiet. 1519
HORMAN Vitlgaria, It is an almesdede to help the chevalry
of Rhodes agaynst the Turkes. 1828 SCOTT f. M. Perth 1 1 1.

10 It were an alms deed to leave him there.

A'lnis-dish. A dish or plate for the reception
of alms, used in churches, in the houses of the

charitable, or carried by beggars.

1381 in Test. Ebor. \. 1 14 Je devise al priour du dit Couent
. . les mazers et le grant almesdych d'argent. citfHk.
Cnrtasye in Babees Bk. 325 In be lordys cupp bat leuys

vndrynken, Into be almesdisshe hit schalle be sonken. 1469
Ord. R. Hoiisch. 89 The almes-disshe, to be gyven to the

moste needy man or woman. 1785 BURNS Jolly Beggars 24
While she held up her greedy gab Just like an aumos dish.

I8go Aiitobiog. Beggar-boy 9 Many of the farmers' wives

kept what was then called an aumous dish ; this was a small

turned wooden dish, and was filled according to the deserts

of the claimants or the feeling of the donor.

Alms-fee. The payment also called Peter's

pence, and Rome-scot, anciently made to the pope.
a 1000 in Thorpe Anc. Laws I. 432 Eac of manegum lan-

dum mare land-riht arist to cyniges jebanne . . a;lmes-feoh

& cyric-sceat. 1691 BLOUNT Law Diet., Almsfeoh, or

Aelmesfeoh, that is, Peter-Pence, anciently paid in England
on the first of August, and given by King Ina. 1848 KEMBLF
Saxons in Etig. \\. x. (L,), He strictly commands payment of

tithe, cyricsceat and almsfee.

A'lms-folk.
1. Persons supported by alms ; almsmen and alms-



ALMSFUL.

1587 HOUNSHED Ckron. III. 830/1 Thirteene poore almes

fplke. 01704 T. BROWN Lett. Wks. 1730 I. 184 Railing..
like almsfolks at the churchwardens. 1811 COLERIDGI; Notes
Tkeol. fy Pol. 366, I alone am lord of fire and light ; other
creatures are but their alms-folk.

f2. Almsgivers. (Cf. ALMSMAN 2.) Obs.

1709 STRYPE Ann. Re/. I. 233 (T.), This knight and his lady
had the character of very good alms-folks.

t A'lmsfnl, a. Obs. [f.
ALMS + -FUL.] Abound-

ing in alms, beneficent to the poor ;
charitable.

c 1175 Lantb. l/oiit. 143 J>e herbe[r]gers, be bolemode, be
elmesfulle. c laoo ORMIN 9931 Mec and milde and allme^s-

full. c 1300 Beket 1676 Gode men beoth and almesful.

1393 LASGL. P. PI. C. vn. 48 pat ich were ' wel holy and wel
almesful. c 1449 PRCOCK Rcpr. 335 Goostlie almysful preestis.

A'llllS-hotlse. A house founded by private

charity, for the reception and support of the (usually

aged) poor. Formerly, The house where the alms
of a monastery were distributed, and the hospitality
of the convent dispensed.
1440 Promp. Pat~v., Almesshowse, Xcnodochinm. 1509

Bury Wills 11850) in The seyd poor dwellyng in ye
seyd

almeshowsyn. 1576 GRINUAL Articles tf/Y?/ry Wks. 1843,

172 Whether your hospitals, spitals, and almose-houses, be
well and godly used. 1712 AODISOM Sped. No. 549*3, 1

may build an alms-house . . for a dozen superannuated hus-

bandmen. 1858 WISEMAN Four Last Popes 238 Humble
alms-houses founded by an eminent merchant.

tA'lmsless, a. Obs. [ALMS -t- -LESS.] Without

alms, giving no alms.

1311 Pol. Songs 255 For pride hath sieve, the lond is

almusles.

Almsman.
1. One supported by alms, or by funds bequeathed

for the support of the poor ; a bedesman. Also_/ff.
it 1000 .SVr.r. Lcecltd. I. 400 Donne nime man uncup saed .tt

aelmesmannum. 1*05 LAVAM. 19662 Nu wenden ford pa
cnihtes . . On a:lmes-monnes claoes. 1440 Pronif. Parr.,
Almesmann, Elnnosinarius. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, ni. iii.

14 ) My gay Apparrell, for an Almes-mans Gowne. 1649 lii-.

HALL Cases ofConsc. m. vii. '16541 229 Ye proud ignorants,
that call your ministers your almes-men. 1820 KEATS Isa-
bella xiii, Bees, the little almsmen of spring bowers. 1866
ROGERS Agric. #t Prices I. v. 120 The garb of the fourteenth

century is still seen in the almsman's gaberdine.
2. An almsgiver. arch.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour c iij b, [He] was a grete almes-
man to the poure. 1587 HOUNSHED Chron. III. 835/1 He
was a good almes-man, and greatly releeued the needie.

1876 FREEMAN AVr;w. Cony. I. vi. 511 King John also was a

great almsman.

Almucantar, -urie, obs. ff. ALMACANTAB.
Almuce, early form of AMICE.

Almug ;ce-lmg). [Heb. JIDN /-, for

algfim : see ALGUJI.] A variant of ALGUM (prob-

ably only an erroneous spelling of the word in Heb.,
but more used by Eng. writers).
1611 BIBLE r Kings*, n Thenauie also of Hiram . . brought

in from Ophir, great plentie of Almug trees. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. World n. 423 The Almaggin trees brought from Ophir.
1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 3074 He shews out ofJosephus . . what
is meant by the Almyggim Wood . . namely, the Indian Pine,

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., Critics have long disputed
about the nature and kind of the almug-tree. 1867 J. INGE-
LOW Stor. Doom II. 94 He sat below an almug tree.

rAlmury. Obs. rare. [a. (ult.) Arab. iJrJl
al-murci, i.e. a! the + murti indicator, agent-noun
f. 4th form of ratay to see.] 'The "

denticle
"

or

tooth-like point or pointer situate on the Rete of

the astrolabe near the " head
"
of Capricorn.' Skeat.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, l. xxiii, Thin almury is cleped the
denticle of capricorne or else the kalkuler.

t Almu'ten. Astral. Obs. [Corrupt for almutaz

(so in OFr.) a.Arab. lxjtJ\ al-muztaz, i.e. al the +

muttas prevailing, f. 8th form of eazz to be

powerful.] The prevailing or ruling planet in the

horoscope.
a 1625 FLETCHER Rollo v. ii, All these shew him to be th'

almuten . . Yes ; he's Lord of theGeniture. 1632 MASSINGER
CityMadam n. ii,And MarsAlmuthen.or lord ofthe horoscope.
1651 N. Bir.GS Ne-M Djafens. 165 The Ascendant and Al-
muten in its own Horizon. 1711 BAILEY, Almuten, the Lord
of Figure, or strongest Planet in a Nativity.

Almyghty, obs. variant of ALMIGHTY.

Almykantera, obs. form of ALMACANTAR.
Almyra, variant of ALMIBAH.
Almys, obs. form of ALMS.
t Aln. Obs. [ad. L. alnus.] An alder(-tree).
1589 FLEMING l-'irf. Eel. vi. 31 Turned into alntrees tall.

Alnage (j'lneda). Forms : 5-7 aulnage, 7 aul-

neage, 7
- alnage. [a. OFr. aulnage (mod. aunage),

f. aulner, auner to measure by the ell ; f. alne,

atilne, aiine ell (cogn.w. Pr. alna, anna. It. attna):
late L. alena, a. OTeut. *alina (Goth, aleina, ON.
a/in, OHG. elina, OE. eln, Eng. ell) cogn. w. L.

ulna, Gr ai\ivq the fore-arm.]
1. Measurement by the ell. spec. Official inspection

and measurement of woollen cloth, and attestation
of its value by the affixing of a leaden seal.

[1477 Act 17 Ed. IV, v. in Pulton Coll. (1632)379 To let to
ferme the subsidie and aulnage of Clothes which ought to be
sealed.] 1668 CHILD Disc. Trade (1694) 3 The business of
the Aulnage, which doubtless our predecessors intended for
a scrutiny into the goodness of the commodity. 1736 CARTE
Ormonde I. 141 Alnage was to remain as already settled

by law.

2. The fee paid for the above measurement.
1622 Kef. Hist. MSS.dSj^ 311/2 The pettie farm (various

items, viz. .. Alnage, ^820'. 1689 ATKINS Parl. $ Pol. Tracts
(17341 23i A Case that concerns meerly his Revenue, as this
of the Aulneage was.

Alnager (g-lned^ai). Forms: 5-7 aulneger,
6 -geour,

~
-geor, alnageor, -eager, allnager,

7-8 alneger, 7-9 aulnager, 7- alnager. [a. OFr.
aulnegeor, n. of action f. aulnage : see prec.] A
sworn officer appointed to examine and attest the
measurement and quality of woollen goods. The
office was abolished by n & 12 Will. III. c. 20.
[Act 25 Edw.lll, i. (1350) Totes maneres des draps vendi-

bles . . soient aunez par le Auneour de Roi Ii6th c. transl. All
manner of cloths vendible . . shall be measured by the kings
Aulnegeour.] 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. iv. iv. 116021 416
Sundry other fees of Officers there be, as of Alnageours,
Gaugeours. 1666 Lund. Gaz. lxvi/2 A Bill for Regulating
old and new Draperies, and appointing an Alneagers Office
for sealing them. 1755 CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 149 Some abuses
of the aulnager. 1838 J. HOLT in Mem. II. 32, 1 was deputy
alnager . . which produced me from ^80 to^ioo a year.

t Alna'tll. Astral. Obs. [Arab. JajJl al-nath from

nalalia to butt, aim at with the horns.] The first

star in the horns of Aries
; hence, the '

first mansion
of the moon.'

c 1386 CHALXER Frank!. T. 553 He knew ful wel how fer
Alnath was shoue ftro the heed of tbilke fixe Aries aboue.

Alner, variant of ALMONER-. Obs., a purse.
c 1460 Laun/alyg, I wyll the yeve an alner I-mad of sylk

and of gold cler.

t A'lner, aulner. Obs. rare. [a. OFr. aulnire,
aidncor, mod.Fr. aunciir

(:
L. alenator] n. of agent

f. aulner to measure by the ell : see ALXAGE and

-EH.]
= ALN ACER.

1483 Act i Rich. Ill, viii. 4 Nor make eny persone or

persones to be Aulner . . but such as be experte in Cloth
makyng. tin Pulton 1632 : No person . . to be Aulneger.]

Alneway, obs. form of ALWAY.
Alnight : see ALLXIGHT.
Aload (alflu'd), adv., prop. phr. [A//.l in, on
+ LOAD.] In load.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 176 Labouring beasts which

haue Apples and such like fruit aload, wil quickly shrinke
and complaine vnder their burden.

t Aloa*the, v. Obs.
[f. A-jzVr/.i intens. + OE.

ttidiatt to LOATHE.] trans. To loathe, detest, intr.

To become loathesome, to cause disgust.
izos LAYAM. 25930 Mi lif me is a-laoed. 1250 //>/</. 2258

His leofe dowter was Locrin a-loj>ed. a 1250 Oivl ff Night.
1277 Nis noht so hot J>at hit nacole)? . . Ne noht so leof f>at
hit nalo^ej>.

t Aloa'thing, ///. a. Obs, rare- 1
, [f. prec. +

-ING^.] Loathing, disliking, unwilling.
1382 \VYCLIF Lnke Prol., To schewe God as wel to men

willinge, as to profile to men aloothinge [v.r. lothendej.

Alod, -ial, -iality, etc. variants of ALLOD, etc.

Aloe (se-b). Forms : //. i aluwan, alewan,
alwan, 2-6 aloen, 4-6 alowes, 6 allowes, .)-

aloes; sing. 5- aloe. \Q}L. alitwan, pi. of alui^e,

alnc, ad. L aloe, a.Gr. d\orj t properly the drug and

plant described in senses 2-5 ; but used also in the

Septuagint and N.T. to translate Heb. DvHN akha-

lim, nvHN akhaloth (cf. Skr. agitru t Hind, aghil)
the Agalloch, probably from the similarity of the
words. In consequence of this confusion, the word
came to be applied in the modern languages, both to

the fragrant resin or aloes of the Bible, and the

bitter drug or aloes proper. The former is indeed
the earliest use in ling., where also the word was

orig. always plural.]
1 1. //. The fragrant resin or wood of the AGAL-
LOCH (q.v.), derived from species of two East Indian

gne.Ta.,Aloexylon and Aqnilaria. See LIGN-ALOKS.
< 95 Sax. Leeclul. II. 174 Alwan wij> untrymnessum. c 1000

Ags. Go$p.John xix. 39 Brohte wyrt-gemang and alewan. c 1160
Hatton G. ibid., Wyrt-gemang and aloen. 1382 WVCLIF
ibtd.i A medlynge of myrre and aloes. 1398 TREVISA Barth.
De P. R. xvii. v. (14951606 Alowes is a tree wyth mosteswete
smelle. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xliv. 8 All thy garmentes are
like myrre, Aloes and Cassia. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydtm's
FormuL T ij, Decoction of thure, mastice, aloen. 1599
HAKLUYT Voy. II. 229 He sendeth another small ship euery
yeere to Cauchin China to lade there wood of Aloes. 1741
Compl. Fatn.-Piece i. i. 93 Take . . Aloes Cicatrina, purest
Frankincense . . of each half an Ounce. 1865 Public Opin.
7 Jan. 19 The Canticles record in one verse . . frankincense,
myrrh, and aloes the last meaning the wood of the aloexy-
lum agallochum.
2. A genus of plants (N.O. Liliaccst:, sect. Aloinw}

containing several species, succulent herbs, shrubs,
or trees, with erect spikes of flowers, and bitter juice.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvii. vi. 11495) 606 Aloe is the

frute of a certen herbe that hyght Aloe . . The juys thereof
is wronge and sod on the fyre and afterwarde dryed in the
sonne. 1477 EARL RIVERS <CaxtoniZ>/c/68 The bittrenesse
of the aloe tre distroyeth the swittenesse of the hony. 1551
TURNER Herb. (1568) 17 The nature of the herbe Aloe is to
hele woundes. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 353 We may call it in

English Aloe, herbe Aloe, or Sea Aygreene. 1769 SIR J. HILL
Fant, Herb. 11812) 6 The socotrine aloe is a very beautiful

plant, the leaves are like those of the pine-apple. 1830
LINDLFY Nat. Syst. Bot. 274 Aloes are mostly found in the
southern parts of Africa. 1877 THOMSON I7oy. Challenger
I, ii. 113 Clumps of aloes with their rich crimson spikes.

ALOFT.

3. (Usually //.) A drug of nauseous odour, bitter

taste, and purgative qualities, procured from the

inspissated juice of plants of the genus Aloe.
1398 [See 2]. 1477 NORTON Ord.Alch. in Ashm. 1652 v. 70

Odours misliking, as Aloes and Sulphure. 1543 TRAHHRON
I'igo's Chiriirg. (1586) 430 Aloe is the liquor of an herbe,
brought unto us out ofIndia. 1618 LATHAM indBk.Falc.dbyy
140 Aloes, the iuyce which is vsed in physicke is moderately
hot . . extreame bitter. 1756 BURKE Suol. f, B. Wks. I. 100
All men are agreed to call . . aloes bitter. 1875 WOOD Thernp.
(1879) 462 Aloes is a stomachic, stimulant cathartic.

4._/fy. Bitter experiences, trials, etc.

1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 2383 Bytter alowes of herde adver-
syte. 1617 HIERON Wks. II. 203 He purgeth and bringeth
low by the bitter aloes of the law. 1630 BRATHWAIT Eng.
Gftit. (1641)256 Hee attempers his actractivest pastimes with
a little alloes.

f5. Some mineral resembling the drug. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND /Y/y 11634 111.271 Aboue lerusalem . . there

is a certain minerall Aloe to be found, growing in manner of
a mettal within the ground.
6. Applied popularly to other plants having some

supposed resemblance to the genus Aloe, chiefly the
AGAVE or 'American Aloe' (famed for its rare

flowering).
i68z WHELF.R Journ. Greece i. 27 Here I saw Aloes in

flower. 1751 MILLER Card. Diet. (ed. 6) H 2 A vulgar Error
. . relating to the large American Aloe; which is, that it never
flowers till it is an hundred Years old. 1843 PRESCOTT Cong.
Mexico (1854) 3 Plantations of the aloe or maguey (Agpnv
anicricana). 1866 MOORE in Treas. Bot. 29 The American
Aloe appears to have been first introduced to Europe in 1561.

7. Comb, aloes-wood (
= ALOE i); aloe-like.

1807 MARTVX Miller's Card. Diet. 3 B b, The aroma of
Aloes wood is a disease. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 77
Aloes wood, a fragrant resinous substance of a dark colour,
is the inside of the trunk of the Aqnilaria ffi'ata. and A.
Agalloclmm. 1866 Treas. Bot., Aloes-Wood, the wood of

AloexylonAgallochum. i8 BAILEY f'estus xxx. (1848)345
There are some hearts, aloe-like, flower once, and die [see 6],

Aloed (re-bud), ///. a. [f. ALOE + -ED^.]
1. Mixed or flavoured with, or as with, aloes

;

bitter. Cf. honied, etc.

1627 FELTHAM Resolves i. xxiv. Wks. 1677, 43 Conceit of a
surviving name, sweetens Deaths Aloed portion.
2. Planted or shaded with aloes. Cf. willowed.
1855 BROWNING Old Pict. f'lor. in Men /; Worn. II. 30 As

I leaned and looked over the aloed porch,

t Aloe dary. Obs. [ad. L. alocdariiim, a. Gr.

d\orjSapioi>, f. a\6i] aloe.]
1. i\lfd. A purgative medicine, having aloes as a

chief ingredient. (In mod. medical Diets, aloe-

darium.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Aloedary . . denotes a purga-

tive medicine, wherein aloes is an ingredient.
2. Bot. A treatise on the genus Aloe.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s.v., Munting has published an

aluedary at the end of his history of the Herba Britannica.

Aloetic (,o:10|e-tik), a. and sb. [f. Gr. dAo?; aloe ;

by form-assoc. Viithdiuretic, etc. but not analogous.]
A. adj.

1. Mcii. Of the nature of aloes
; having aloes as an

ingredient.
1706 PHILLIPS, Aloetick, belonging to Aloes; as Aloetick

Pills. 1754 SMELLIE Midwif. 1. 152 In which case all aloetic

medicines ought to be avoided. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res.

11858) 138 A perceptible smell of aloetic drugs. 1875 WOOD
Therap. (1879) 536 Salines, and not aloetic purgatives.

2 Chem. Aloetic Acid: a yellow amorphous
powder, 2 C 7 H,N,C)j.HjO, of acrid taste, lorming

purple-red solutions in boiling water and in alcohol.

1855 PEREIRA Mat. Med. i. ii. 196 By the action of nitric

acid on aloes [Schunk] obtained . . aloetic acid.

B. sb. An aloetic medicine.

1706 PHILLIPS, Aloeticks, medicines that consist chiefly of

Aloes. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 267 Some gross cor-

pulent persons . . will require aloetics. 1791 Edin. New
Disp. 527 The general purposes of aloetics.

t Aloe'tical, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec.+ -ALL] = prec.
1734 R. WISEMAN Sitrgery(y\ It may beexcitedbyaloetical,

scammoniate, or acrimonious medicines.

Aloft (al?'ft), adv. and prep. Forms : 3 o lofft,

3-5 o loft, o lofte, 4-7 a lofte, 4- a loft, aloft.

Also expanded : 3 inne be lofte, 2-5 on the lofte,

4 on J)e loft, 4-5 on lofte, 4-6 on loft. [a. ON.
(/ loft of motion, a lopti of position (EE. o loft and
o lofte), {. a, in, on, to + lopt, air, atmosphere, sky,

heaven, upper floor, loft (Dan. lofts), cogn. w. Goth.

luftus, OHG. luft, OE. lyft, air, etc. (In Eng. the

distinction of motion and position, a loft and a lofte,

was lost with the mutescence of final e.) Really

equivalent to OE. on fa lyft, on pxre lyfte, ME. on

pe lufte, onfe lyft(e,
'

into, in the air,' but while the

latter never acquired the merely local sense of ' on

high, up,' this became from the first the special
sense of a loft. Some mixture of forms is probable
in the expanded in the lofte, on the lofte, on lofte,]

fl. In the atmosphere or space above the earth.

r new Moral Ode 83 He makede fisses in be se and fujeles

in |>e lifte [r'.r. inne ^e lofte, on ^e lofte, in pe lufte].

f 2. In the visible sky, above the horizon, up, as

a star. Obs.

L 1340 Alex. <$ Dind. 122 And reed gan schine pat his lem

on pe loft li}ht jaf
aboute. -1400 Epiph. {Turnb. 1843) 118

For this day aloft was the sterre. 1577 B. GOOGE Hires-

kach's ffus/i.djK) 53 b, The moone being aloft and not sette.



ALOGIAN.

g. In the ascendant, mling, prevailing, up. Obs.
c 1400

'
Cliauccr's' Test. Love HA 1560) 201/1 Kindely heaven,

when merie weather is a lofte, appearetn . . in Blewe. c 1430
How tilt: good Wyfn in Baoees Bk. 39 If bou be in place
where good ale is on lofte. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634! I. 24
The Sun raiseth . . windes. At rising and setting hee causeth

them to be aloft.

4. In heaven ;
'on high.' arch. (cf. 12.)

c 1386 CHAUCER Man of La-wes T. 179 My souerayn pie-

sance, Ouer alle thyng (out taken Crist on lofte). 1577 St.

Augustine's Man. 65 The day-spryng hath visited us from

aloft. 1506 CHAPMAN Iliad vn. 85 But conquest's garlands

hang aloft, amongst th' immortal Gods. 1774 R. LLOYD

Hymn ta.4folio, Aloft in heaven imperial Juno sat. ciSoo

DIBDIN, There's a sweet little cherub that sits up aloft, To

keep watch for the life of poor Jack.

5. gen. High above the earth, on high ;
at a great

elevation relatively; high up.
(I2oo ORMIN 11961 Wibbuten o be temmple . . ba:r wass

Kre33|>ed sa:te o lofft. ^1325 /:. E.Al/it.P. B. 1183 For be

bonwatj so bygge baytayled alofte. ci^ioPallad. onllusb.

iv. So A sadder vyne a bigger stake olofte Mot holde. c 1450
HENRYSON Mar. Fables 56 The Larke on loft with other

birdes haill. 1533 COVERDALK Ps. ciii. 8 Then are the hilles

sene alofte. 1580 LVLV Euphues (Arb.) 221 A feather . . sette

a loft in a woemans hatte. 16*3 BUTLER Hudibr. i. iii. 575

Thrice have they seen your Sword aloft Wav'd o're their

Heads. 1711 POPE Temp. Fame 483 Fame sits aloft, and

points them out their course. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. 8. 265

Vast masses of granite are thus poised aloft on icy pedestals.

t b. On horseback or in a vehicle ; opposed to

afoot. Obs.

c 1400 Y-Maine ff Gtnt>. 2532 Than sighed Ywain wonder

oft, Unnethes might he syt oloft. 1654 USSHER Annals \.

(1658)43 Besides those which fought aloft from the Chariots.

f c. Extant, standing; not thrown down. 06s. rare.

ci4> Destr. Troy n. 349 To this souerayne Citie bat yet
was olofte lason aioynid.

f6. Above geographically; higher up on the same

plane. Obs. rare.

1805 NELSON in Nicolas's Disp. VI. 477 The Frigates are

ordered from aloft [i.e. the upper part of the Mediterranean]
to join you.

f 7. On the top, atop, on the surface. Obs.

c 1420 Pallad. on Hasp. I. 1088 So that the flamme upbende
The celles forto chere and chaufe olofte. 1523 FITZHERB.

Hiisb. cxxviii, They cast and lay grauell aloft. 1587 HOLIS-

SHED C/iro'i. I. 43/1 And aloft therevpon she had a thicke

Irish mantell. 1667 H. MORE Dii: Dial. iv. xxxiv. (1713!

387 Where's your Oil now . . that floats aloft ? 1718 POPE
Iliad xxiv. 997 Forth to the pile was borne the man divine,

And placed aloft.

8. fig. On high in rank, power, estimation, etc.

1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. Prol. 157 We myjte be lordes aloft.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5506 They saw hem set on loft, And weren

of hem succoured oft. 1552-5 LATIMER Serin, ff Rem.^i,^]
51 Bilney. .was induced to bear a fagot . . when the cardinal

was aloft and bore the swing. 1851 H USSEY Papal Power i.

20 A high and mighty personage seated aloft somewhere.

f 9. In a lofty tone, loftily. Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgr. I. vi. xii. 531 Speake aloft and

prowdley.
10. Of direction: Into the air, or from the ground;

up, upward, on high.
iriaoo ORMIN 11823 Cr>st Mede b6 deofell To brinngenn
himm hejhe upp o lofft. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron, 274 pe
erlesof Scotlond had reysed baner oloft. 1430 LYDG. Thebes

33 in Dom. Arch. III. in To a chamber she led him vp
alofte. c 1588 GREENE Fr. Bacon ii, A whirlwind . . mounted
me aloft unto the clouds. 1667 MILTON /'./,. 1.226 With

expanded wings he stears his flight Aloft. 1725 DE FOE

Voy. round World (1840) 207 Blow her aloft in the air. 1877
LYTTEIL Landm. n. ii. 88 A steep bluff crag . . towers aloft.

b. To heaven, arch. (cf. 12.)

1692 E. WALKER Epictetus Mar. (1737* Introd., His rich

Soul aloft did soar. nSoo DIBDIN Tom Bowling, Forthough
his body's under hatches, His soul is gone aloft.

ll.yff. Up in rank, estimation, feeling, etc.

c 1200 ORMIN 1 1849 Te labe gast A?} egge[> hise beowwess,
To draj^henn hemm 333 upp o lofft. 1300 E. E. Psalter

Ixxiv. 8 pis mekes he ful ofte, And bis up-heves he o-lofte.

1567 JEWEL Def. Apol. (i6n) 386 But afterward the Popes

began to looke aloft. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Alonetn. ii.

(1852) 41 The very principles which bore aloft your spirits.

12. Naut. On or to a higher part of a ship ;
as the

mast, the mast head, the rigging generally, in refer-

ence to the deck ;
or the deck as opposed to below.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 169 pe saile was hie o loft. 1509
BARCLAY Ship of Fooles(i^o] 251 Our sayles are a loft, Our

ship flyes swiftly. 1629 GAULE Holy Moan. 210 Come a loft

Jack. 1762 FALCONER Shipivr. \. 697 Rous'd from repose, aloft

the sailors swarm. 1813 SOUTHEV Nelson iii. 82 So cut up,
that she could not get a topmast aloft during the night. 1836
MARRYAT Midship. Easy xiii. 47 The men had come from

aloft, and Jack was summoned on deck.

t B. prep. On the top or summit of; above, over.

1509 HAWKS Past. PI. xxxvm. iii, Alofte the basse toure

foure ymages stode. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. ii. 139 But now
I breath againe Aloft the flood. 1600 CHAPMAN Iliad xix. 93

They bear her still aloft men's heads. 1613 CAMPION in

Arber's Garn. III. 279 Aloft the trees . . Our silent harps we
pensive hung.

Aloge, alogge, variants of ALLODGE v. Obs.

Alogh, alo}, variants of ALOW adv. Obs.

Alogian (alflu'djian). [ad. med L. alogian-i; f.

Gr ilA.o-vi-01 (f d priv. + \6fos translated 'Word' in

John i. Ii + -AN ; cf. Christian] One of an ancient

sect who denied the divinity of the '

Logos.'

1675 S.COLVIL WhigsSiippl.diy.) 142 And someprove Maxi-
minians . . Cerinthians and Alogians. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Supp. s.v., The alogians made tneir appearance towards the

close of the second century. 1849 W. FITZGERALD tr. Whit-
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aker>s Disp. 34 The Alogians . . would not acknowledge as

God the Logos, whom John declares to be God.

t AlO'glC, a. Obs.-" [ad. Fr. alogique (Cotgr.), f.

Gr. d pnv. + AO-YIK-J'S reasonable, i. \<Jyos speech,

reason.] Illogical ;

'

unreasonable, inconsiderate.'

Blount Glossogr. 1656.
t Alo'gical, a. Oiis. rare~ l

. =
prec.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xviii, Foreign Civilians . . have

uncivilly drawn alogical and unreasonable consequences
from it.

t A'logism. Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 all-, [f. Gr.

dAo-vi'ftrrtfai to be irrational, as if ad. Gr. *a\oyia^6s ;

cf. Ao7i(T/j<!s reason, argument.] An illogical or

irrational statement.

1679 EVERARD Depos. Popish Plot 14 The ground from which

they took the occasion of this slanderous Allogisme.

Alogotrophy (EeWgftrJfi). Med. [ad. mod. L.

alogoti-of/na (.also used in Eng.), f. Gr. IIAO-VOS un-

reasonable + rpotp-j] nourishment + -ia : see -Y^.]
Excessive nutrition of any part of the body, result-

ing in deformity.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.Sitpp. s.v., If the bones of the vertebrae

of the back receive too much nutriment on one side . . an
incurvation necessarily ensues, which, as Charleton expresses
it, is produced by an alogotrophia. 1853 MAYNIC Exp. Lex.
S.V., Done by alogotrophy according to Charlton.

f A'logy. 06s. [ad. med.L. alogia, a. Gr. dAo-ym

unreasonableness, f. 0X07-0? unreasonable; f. d priv.

+ \uyos reason.] Absurdity, unreasonableness.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 372 The Alogie of this

opinion consisteth in the illation. Ibid. 113 The error there-

fore and Alogy in this opinion, is worse then in the last.

1775 ASH, Alogy (not much used 1
.

Aloid (ar!0|id), a. [f. ALOE + -iit for -OID.] Re-

sembling aloes.

1853 in MAYNE Exp. Lex. 1879 in Syit. Sac. Lex.

Aloin (ce-10,in). Chcm. [f.
ALOE + -IN.] The

bitter purgative principle in aloes, C 17 H 1S O,, which

crystallizes in prismatic needles of a pale yellow

colour, and has a taste, at first sweet, and then

intensely bitter.

1841 T. & H. SMITH in Jrnl. Meet. Sc. Feb., To the new

crystalline substance we have given the name of Aloine.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. 1. 148 Caustic and carbonated alkalis

dissolve aloin with a bright yellow colour.

Alonn,e, obs. form of ALUM.

Alomancy, variant of HALOMANCY.
Alond(

ve, obs. form of ALAND.

Alone (alou-n'i, a. and adv. Forms ; 3-4 al on,
al one, 4 alle on, 4-5 alle one, al oon, all one,

(ylone), 6- alone ;
north. 4 alan, 4-7 allane, 5-9

(mod, Sc.) alane. [orig. a phraseological comb, of

ALL adv. 'wholly, quite, '+ONE; emphasizingotv/>w
essential or temporary,

'

wholly one, one without

any companions, one by himself.' App. not earlier

than end of I3thc., and long treated as two words.

Aphetized in north dial, to LONE.]
I. As an objective fact.

1. lit. Quite by oneself, unaccompanied, solitary.

a. as extension of predicate.
c 1300 Bfttt 59 Heo wende alone heo nuste whoderward.

c 1330 Assnmpcion 456 Al one I hanged on be tree, c 1385

CHAUCER L. G. W. 1777 And al a-lone his weye hathe he

nome. c 1430 Chron. yilod. 120 And in a preveye place all

one he lay. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. in. ii. 60 Good Countrymen,
let me depart alone. 1611 BIBLE Lev. xiii. 46 He shall dwell

alone. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 491 F2 She was left alone

with him. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. ii. 409 Apart she lived,

and still she lives alone. 1845 FOHD Handtk. Spain i. 43 It

is almost impossible to travel alone. 1852 H. ROGERS Eel.

Faith 204 It stands alone like the peak of Teneriffe.

b. as compl. to vb. be.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. ii. 18 It is not good man to be alone.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixix. 262 Ve soli! Wo be to him that is

alle one. 1526 TINDALE Mark iv. 10 When he was alone [s,->

1611 ; WYCLIF, bi hym self.] 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 10 Gif

the forester is allane : he sail mak ane crosse in the earth.

1646 HowELLi<r.(i650) II. 121, I am never less alone, than

when I am alone. 1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 12 r i To keep
me from being alone. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. iv. in,

Alone, alone, all, all alone, Alone on a wide wide sea 1 1851

RUSKIN Mod. Paint. II. ill. Ii. iii. 28 No man's soul is

alone : Laocoon or Tobit, the serpent has it by the heart or

the angel by the hand.

2.7%. a. Alone of its kind ; having no equal, or

fellow ; being the sole example ; unique ;
sui gen-

eris. Obs. exc. as extension of i.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. Ixxxii. 1 8 That thou art alone, that

wortes notng ; ee s aone. 1712 UDGE..
404 F 4 Tully would not stand so much alone in Oratory.

b. Alone in action or feeling, having no sharer in

one's action, or position.
1297 R. GLOUC. 38 Cunedag was bo al one kyng, & be

kyndom to hym nom. 1382 WYCLIF John viii. 16, 1 am not

aloone, but I and the fadir that sent me [so in 1611]. "7S2

J. GILL Trinity v. 97 Nor am I alone in the sense of this

text. 1800 G. TREVYLLION in Trevelyan Macalay<i1j& 1. 1.

lo The young Overseer was not alone in his scruples. 1853

THACKERAY Engl. Hum. i. 32 Through life he always seems

alone, somehow. Mod. You are not alone in that opinion.

f3. Formerly often strengthened by a pronoun

prefixed, me al-one (or al me one : see ONE), afterw.

esp. in north, dial, (like me self, my self} mine

alone, my alone, my LONE. Now only dial.

ALONE.
c i&a E. E. Poems (18621 119 Ful stille i stod . my self al

on. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce n. 146 All him alane the way he
tais. 1393 GOWER Con/. I. 148 He made his mone Within a

gardin all him one. 1533 BELLENDENE Livy in. (1822 273
Thus stude Virginia hir allane. 1535 STEWART Croti. Scotl.
1. 528 At the Hunting, quhair he was him alane. 1578 in

Scot. Poems ibth c. II. 206 Leif mee not All my Lone, leif

mee not Thus mine allone. a 1575 Mnming Maiclin in

Laneham's Let. (1871) Pref. 151, I yow find In this wod
walkand your alone. 1588 A. KING Canisius' Catech. n. 35 b,
I ame myne alane and poore. 1733 RAMSAY Tea-T. Misc.

(ed. 91 I. 79, I get the other to my lane.

4. To let or leave alone : ///. to leave to himself;
to leave persons or things as they are, or to their

own efforts
;
to abstain from interfering or having

to do with.

1366 MAUNDEV. xxix. 294 So he let hem allone. < 1394 /'.

PI. Crede 827 Lat the loseles alone. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Solute

I. i. (1859) 2 Lete me alone to do that my ryght is. 1535
COVERDALE i Kings xx. 6 Shal I go vnto Ramoth to figlue,
or shal I let it alone ? 1589 Ptisqiiil's Return D ij b, Let the

Court alone. 1601 SHAKS. Tit'el. A', in. iv. 201 Let me alone
for swearing. 1611 BIBLE y<>b xiii. 13 Let me alone that I

may speake. 1712 F. I
1

. Meth. Shorthand 41 Which Per-

sons may either follow or let alone, as they please. 1850
MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xx. 211 Topsy soon made the

household understand the propriety of letting her alune ;

and she was let alone accordingly.

5. attrili. Said of that of which there exists no
other example, or whose action is unshared in :

Sole, only, unique, exclusive. Now rare.

1547 Homilies i. ii. II. (1859' 22 He is the alone Mediator
between God and man. 1564 BKCUN Conitium-pl. H. Script.

(1844) 299 To know [thetj the alone God. 1569 Bury II 'i/ls

1 1850) 155 Whome I make my sole and alone executor. 1633
G. HERBERT Aaron in Temple 169 Christ is my unely head.

My alone onely heart and breast. 1656 SASDKKSON St't-m.

(1689)60 Son of God and alone Saviour of the World. 1668

HOWE Bless. Right. 118251 1 3 I Had this been the alone

folly. 1873 GOULBURN I'crs. Kclig. iii. 20 Christ is . . the

alone source of sanctilication. 1874 BLACKIE Self-Cult. 11

'1 he alone keystone of all sane thinking.

6. Taken or acting by itself; of itself, without

anything more. t a. preceding the sb. : Solitary,

isolated, unattended. 06s.

1663 J-lagellum, O. Cromwllnfyz* 103 Ascribes it . . to the

alone wisdome of God. i(&$G^vu\:M Pref. Sir G. ll'harttin's

U'ks., By this alone Example, the Non-conformist should

learn to be obedient. 1772 J. KLKTCHER Log. Gftif~: 212

For the alone sake of Christ's atoning blood.

b. following the sb.

1382 WVCLIF Mutt. iv. 4 A man lyueth not in breed aloon

{1388 oonli; so TINDALE, Gencv. ; i6n by bread alone].

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 67 This can not be done

by the acid alone. 1757 JOHNSON Ktimrl. No. 159 P 9 He
that hopes by philosophy and contemplation alone to fortify

himself against that. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I. ii. 118 This

fact alone must have produced a considerable effect. 1872
YKATS Techn. Hist. Ci'fitf/i. 430 Material progress alone will

not suffice. 1879 B. 'J AYLOR Germ. Lit. 51 Form, alone,

gives us a waxen doll, heartless and brainless.

t c. qualifying a possessive. 06s.

1611 BIBLE Ran. iv. 23 It was not written for his sake

alone. 1683 tr. Erasmus, ZItn-i;e Enc. 7 Plutus . . at whose

qualiiie Mr. Walker to plead.

d. separated from sb. and tending to become adv.

c 1540 Pract. Cyrnrg., The flesshe and bone wyl heale

alone by nature. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 160 The

appointment of a ruined gambler would alone have sufficed

to disgust the public. 1863 KEMBLE Resid. Georgia 19

Whose . . perfect foliage would alone render it an object of

admiration.

7. In all the prec. senses used also of a group or

number : By themselves, without other companions.
ci^oMortg Arth. (1819) 34 To the bote they yede with

oute stynte, They two allone. 1591 SHAKS. 7"?e'0 Gent. i. ii. i

Say Lucetta (now we are alone > Would'st thou then coun-

saile me to fall in loue? 1824 BYRON Dan. J. n. clxxxviii,

They were alone, but not alone as they Who shut in cham-

bers think it loneliness.

II. As a subjective limitation.

8. With no one else in the same predicament ;
as

distinct from any one else ; only, exclusively. He
alone came = he came, and no one else did. a.

immed. following the sb.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 138 Not to be fader alle on, hot

tille his heir, c 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 24 For never na

God was bot he alan. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. ii. 10 Holi

Scripture al oon geueth the sufficient kunnyng. 1548 UDALL
etc. Erasm._Paraphr. Luke i. 69 By hym alone and onely.

Ibid.
" ~

bid. ii. 30 That he alone and onely might pourge all man-

inde. a 1600 King fy Barker in Ritson Anc. P. P. 62 The
tanner thowt, the Kyng ylone thes be. 1611 BIBLE Dan. x.

7, I Daniel alone saw the vision. 1729 BURKITT On N. T.

Matt. xxv. 45 Man, and man alone, is the cause of his own
destruction. 1788 FRANKLIN A ntotiog. Wks. 1840 I. 165 The

citizens alone should be at the expense of it. 1790 BURKE

Fr. Rev. 1 1 Not of the affairs of France alone, but of all

Europe. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 223 Clifford, who,

alone of the five, had any claim to be regarded as an honest

man. 1854 THACKERAY A'rav. I. xxi. 197 It is not youth
alone thathas need to learn humility.

b. preceding or separated from the sb. (hence

tending to adv.)

alignity
32



ALONELY.
sentiments so atrocious. i878SEF.LEY.SWm III. 515 Always
and alone he blames the Reaction.

9. adv. Referring to vb., adj., phr. or clause :

Only, solely, merely, simply, exclusively.
c 1160 A Sarmun in E. E. Poems (1862) 3 Hit nis no;t his

hit nis ilend him hot alone fort to libbe is lif i-wisse. a 1300
Cursor Af. 451 To god self wald he be pere; Noght pere
allan, bot mikul mare. 1661 HEYLIN Hist. Kef. II. iii. 74
These prayers .. were not alone thought necessary for all

sorts of people . . but used both by Priest and People. 1697
PRYDEN Virg. Georg. n. 515 Whose Leaves are not alone foul
Winter's Prey, But oft by Summer Suns are scorch'd away.
1850 TENNYSON In. Mem. cxiii, Wisdom . . Which not alone
had guided me, But served the seasons that may rise.

10. Comb, alone-liver, one who lives alone.

1553 GFIMAI.D Cicero's Offices (1556) 77 Even to the alone-

liver, and one that leades his life in the feeldes.

t Alonely (alJu-nli), a. and adv. Obs. Forms:

3-5 al only, 3-6 allonly, 3-7 all only, 4 al onli,
al oonly, alonlich, 4-5 aloonly, 4-7 allonelye,

5-6 alonly, -lie, 5 7 alonely, 6 alonelie, al(l)on-

lye, all onelie, ^-7 all onely, 9 alonely. [phraseol.
comb, of ALL adv. 'wholly, quite, altogether' +
ONLY

; hence, orig., emphatic form of only. Not
in use bef. end of I3th c., OE. using the simple
anlic, (only

1

). Obs. in iyth c., though used by
Lamb. Aphetized in north, dial, to LONELY.]
1. adv. restricting vb., adj., adv. or predication :

Only, solely, exclusively, merely.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 6826 3yve . . nat allonely

largely, But wyj> loue. c 1360 WVCMF De Eccl. Pref. 32 Not
al oonly in defaut of cornys but in beestis & o^er good. 1366
MAUNDEV. Voy. i, 6 Alle only summe (Jontrees. 1484 CAXTON
Chyualry 27 Nat al only contrarye to the ordre and offyce
of Chyualrye but also, etc. a 1564 BECON New Years Gift
Wks. 1843, 342 Alonely walk before me, and be perfect. 1577
H. BULL tr. Luther's Comm. Ps. Grad. 233 Our life resteth

wholly and alonely in the Remission of Sins. 1600 FAIRFAX
Tasso xvi. xlvii. 289 All only let me goe with thee.

2. adv. Solitarily, by himself.

1525 LD. BERBERS Froissart II. cxx. 344 And so rode but

alonely with his page. 1608 Commun. Sick, In time of

Plague . upon speciall request of the diseased, the Minister

may alonely communicate with him.

3. adv. (or adj.} restricting the subj. or obj. of a

predication : Only, solely ; (such a person or thing)
and no other

;
without any one (or any thing) else.

a. separate from sb.

1366 MAL-NDEV. i. 8 He hathe lost alle, but Grece, and that
Lond he holt alle only, f 1440 Gestn Rom. xxvii. 355 In the
house alle only of Jonathas he founde fire and watir. 1480
CAXTON Ckron. Eng. in. (1520) 24/1 Beloved of God and
man, and not alonely with good men, but evyll men also.

1541 BARNES Wks, (15731 227/2 The lambe hath alonely dyed
for vs ! The lambe hath alonely shed his bloud for vsl The
lambe hath alonly redeemed vs. a 1617 H IF. RON* Wks. I. is'l'he

grand guide, whose directions are alonely to bee looked ynto.
1823 LAMB Elia Ser. it. viii. 11865) 29 The sole and single
eye of distemper alonely fixed upon itself.

b. following the sb.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Ckron. xxiii. 6 The! aloonly commen in, that
ben halowed. c 1450 .Merlin 49 Merlin, whiche is the wyscst
man that is in all the worlde, saf god al only. 1483 CAXTON
Cato Bviij b, For many to gyder seen more clerely thenne
doth one allonelye. 1494 FABYAN vi. clxxix. 177 London
alonely excepted. 1564 KAULDWIN Mor, Pkilos. icd. Patfr.)
ix. (1595 1 4 The truth alonely among all things is priviledged.
ifa$Consiih'io's Sp. Inquis. 197 Faith, wherewith alonely he
encourageth and emboldneth man before the face of God.
C. preceding the sb.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 778 Al only byself so stout and styf.

1440 Gcsta Rom. 49 [He] asked no thing with here, but
alonly here bodie, and here clothing. 1494 FABYAN vi. cxlvii.

133 Promysynge to hym not allonely victory, but also the
lond. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinsked III. 1291/1 And this
alonelie word was heard : Here comes the pearle of grace.
1634 Malory s Arthur (\%-ib\ 11.454 All the lords were right
glad . . save all only sir Gawaine.

4. adj. attrib. a. Sole, only ;
beside which there

is no other.

1494 FABYAN vn. 438 Isabell the allonly doughter & chylde
of Phyjyppe le Beawe. 1604 Suppl. Masse-Priests i The
Catholike Romaine faith, the all onely meane of saving our
soules. z6ia WITHER Pr. Hen. Obseq. in Juven. (1633) 303
The alonely comfort of his own.
b. Unparalleled in degree, unequalled, unique.
1567 JEWEL Def. Apol. fi6n) 341 Your High and alonely

Bishop, and the Bishop of all Bishops. 1571 Exp. 2 Thess.
ii. 42 This is the alonely mysterie aboue all other mysteries.
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinsked III. 316/1 Know yee there-
fore alonelie princesse.
c. Exclusive, singular, rare.

1567 JEWEL Def. Apol. (1611) 357 The speciall and alonely
office of Loue, of things common to make things peculiar.
d. Solitary, lonely, rare.
a 1622 H. AINSWORTH Annot. Psalnts xxii. 21 My alonely

soule, which is one alone, solitary, and desolate.

Aloneness (al^nines). [f. ALONE + -NESS.]
1. The quality or state of being alone or solitary;

solitariness, solitude, loneliness.

. 1382 WYCLIF Joel ii. 3 After hym aloonenesse [1388 wildir-
ness] of desert. 1564 HAWARD Eutropius vn. 74 Every
manne had bewailed his owne private losse and alonenesse.
1625 BP, MOUNTAGU App. C&sar6i iT.) God being sibi solus
. . did communicate himself out of his Alonenesse euerlasting
unto somewhat else. 1675 T. BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867
V. 588 Don't talk of thy solitariness and aloneness. 1866
Cornh, Mag. Aug. 134 A sharp, sudden thorn of aloneness
and utter forlornness. 1877 J. LEGGE Life Confucius 44
Watchful over his aloneness.

Along (al^'rj), a,^ arch, and dial. Forms : i
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selang, selong, 2-4 ilong, ^ ylong, 4-5 alonge.

4- along, 6- all long, 'long. [OE. Iflang, cogn.
with OS., OIlG.gilang. The prefix sank by I4th c.

to &-, which from i6th onwards was frequently
dropped : see LONG.] In prep. phr. Along of
(formerly 1-5 on, in OE. yt) : Pertaining, belong-
ing, chargeable, attributable, owing to

;
on ac-

count of. (Common in London, and southern dia-

lects generally.)
c 880 K. ALFRED Oros, iv. x. 9 Daet waes swiSor on Sam

gelang. a 1000 ^LFRIC Gen. xlvii. 25 JEt \K is ure tyf e-

lang. a 1000 Gtiftlac 223 On heofonum sind lare gelonge.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 195 Vor o Se is al ilong mi lif. c 1300
Bekct 1644 The strif is on the Ilong. c 1374 CHAUCER
Troylus n. 1001 On me is not along thin evil fare. .1380
Sir Ferutnb. 4292 Hit ys no byng on hymen ylong J>at y ne
hadde y-lost Kolond. 1489 CAXTON Faytes pfAmies i. viii.

long of me. 1602 Kelum/r. /'amass. (Arb.) Prol. 3 Its aL
long on you. 1611 SHAKS. Cytnb. v. v. 271 Oh, she was
naught ; and long of her it was That we meet heere so

strangely. 1767 H. BROOKE Fool cj Qua!. (1792) II. 88 Tis
all along of you that I am thus haunted. 1805 SCOTT Last
Minstr. v. xxix, Dark Musgrave, it was long of thee ! 1848
DICKF.NS Dombcy 496 An't my heart been heavy and watch-
ful along of him and you? 1872 BLACK Adv. Pkaetonxxii.
312 That was all along of Bell.

Along (alp-rj), (a.*), adv. and prep. Forms : I

and-, ond-, -lang, -long, 1-3 on-, an-long, (3 on
longen), 4-5 allonge, 4-6 alonge, 4- along.
Aphetic 4-7 long. [OE. and-lang, (. and- against,

facing, in a direction opposite + lang long. At
first an adj. (cf. edsi-lang extending eastward) =
'extending away in the opposite direction, far-

stretching, extended, continuous,' then used with

gen. case as ' the lengthened or continuous extent

of,' 'the whole length of,' 'the long way of,' or
absol.

' the long way,'
'

lengthwise.' To some ex-

tent mixed with the ON. cogn. end-lang, adopted
in north, dial, (see ENDLONG).]

f A. adj. (only in OE.) Extending lengthwise,
long-extended, livelong. Afterwards merged in al!

long: as andlonge niht, al-longc night, now all

night long; cf. all day over, all the year through.
it 1000 Andreas 1276 Wees andlangne detg swungen. &;<5-

lite 1261 Andlonge niht. c 1300 Btkct 403 Al alonge day.
c 1300 St. Brandon 595 Oure Maister ous hath i turmented
so grisliche allonge ni^t. c\yt$E.E. Altit.P. 8.476 Dre^ly
alle alonge day ^>at dorst neuer ly^t.

B. prep. Orig. the adj. used absol. or advb. with
a dependent genitive. Cf. ahead of, etc. Through
gradual disappearance of the genitive ending the

dependent word appears at length as a true object.

1. Through the whole or entire length of; from
end to end of (whether within, as a valley, or by
the side of, as a river). Afterwards strengthened
All along: all through the course of.

935 Charter in Cod. Dipt. V. 220 Upp andlang Ocerbur-
nan td halelan ma;rscae eastseweardan andlang brdcaes.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Lev. i. 15 Lzte yrnan Sat blod nySer and-
lang da:s weofudes. 1205 LAVAM. 11,677 Pas swiken her heo
sstten on longen here streten. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
439/4 He swete blood allonge his body. 1660 SOUTH Serai.

(1843) II- 67 Christ's design all along the Evangelists. 1726
THOMSON Winter 186 The whirling Tempest raves along
the plain. 1808 SCOTT Alarm, i. v, Along the bridge Lord
Marmion rode. 1827 KEBLE C/tr. Year 6 Sprinkled along
the waste of years.

2. This passes imperceptibly into an indication

of direction rather than space traversed: Through
any part of the length of, lengthwise through or

parallel to, as distinguished from across; following
the line of (a road, wall, river, sea-shore, etc.).

887 O. E. Chron., Her for se here up . . andlang Sijene ob
Macterne. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. XX. i, Theysayled Alonge
the haven. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso l. Ixxviii. 4 The armed
ships, coasting along the shore. 16x1 BIBLE i Sam. vi. 12

The kine . . went along the high way, lowing as they went.

1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 187 ?g Stealing slow and heavy
laden along the coast. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1841) I.

367 Before . . the first lances of France gleam along the de-
nies of the Alps, c 1858 R. HOYT Sncnv, 'Tis winter, yet
there is no sound Along the air Of winds along their battle

ground. 1879 TENNYSON Lover's T. 80 We roam'd along the

dreary coast.

3. Lying or placed parallel to the length of.

1205 LAV. 138 Muche lond he him }ef . . an long bare
sea. 1667 MILTON P. L. vil. 328 Each fountain side, With
borders long the Rivers. 1697 Lond. Gaz. mmmcccxviii/3
The biggest, a Ship of 60 or 64 Guns, came along our side.

1877 LYTTF.IL Landm, m. iii. no Along the line of which
there are still several out-standing pikes or spink-rocks.

C. adv. [The prep, with the object not expressed.]
1. In a line with the length, parallel to the

longest dimension or course (of something under-

stood) ; lengthwise, longitudinally. Now only with

by, and as in next.

1366 MAUNDEV. v. 45 The contree is sett along upon the

ryvere of Nyle. 4:1420 Anturs Arth. xxxvii, Thay sette
listes on lenthe olong on the lawnde. 1541 R. COPLAND
Guydon's Quest. Cyrurg., He ought to open it alonge and

puerthwart this way and that. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars 61
The gardyns that was made a longe by the walles of the
citte. 1611 BIBLE Numt. icx. 17 We will not turne into the

ALONG-
fields . . but we will goe along by the kings high way. Mod.
We found plenty of primroses along by the hedge.
2. 'With vbs. of motion : Onward in the course

or line of motion, progressively on. Also _/?. in

phr. To get along: to get on, advance in any busi-

ness, or in life. Get along! :

'

pass on ! be off !

*

-1300 K. A Us. 3410 Ten myle they yeode alang. 1601
SHAKS. JuL C. iv. ii. 33 Speak the word along. 1610

Temp. iv. i. 233 Let's along [v. r. alone] And doe the mur-
ther first. 1664 BUTLER Hudibr. n. iii. 389 No porter's
Burthen past along But serv'd for Burthen to his Song.
1767 FORDYCE Serm. Yng. Wont. I. vii. 298 The shallow
stream runs babbling along. iSai KKATS IsuMxxv, As he
to the court-yard pass'd along. 1837 DICKENS Picfrw. xiv.

135 Get along with you, you wretch, said the handmaiden.
1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle 'lom's C. xvi. 153 But she'll get along
in heaven better than you or I. Collog. That's enough; go
along with you !

3. Along with. a. orig. with vb. of motion : On-
ward with, on the way with, in company with.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. % Jul, i. i. 106 Von, Capulet, shall go
along with me. 1596 Merch. V. ii. viii. 2 With him is Gra-
tiano gone along. 1615 BEDWELL tr. Moham. Imp. i. 40
Go along with vs on our iourney. 1713 ADDISON Spect.
No. 494 F 5 The spies bringing along with them the clus-

ters of grapes, c 1800 DIDDIN, Then I must lug you along
with me, Says the saucy Arethusa. 1879 FROUDE Caesar x.

115 Too shrewd to go along with them upon a road.

b. Together with, in association with. (Here
along attaches to with rather than to the vb.)
1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 29 r n This Inclination of the Au-

dience to sing along with the Actors. 1768 STERNE Sent.

Journ. (17781 I. 86, I would rejoice along with them. 1859
GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. Part. II. App. 97 A hunger
for news of killed and wounded, along with shrimps, at
breakfast. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. IV. xvii. 64 Wilt,
shire had most likely submitted along with Hampshire and
Berkshire.

C. Side by side with
t
in conjunction with.

1817 JAS. MILL Brit. Ind. II. v, iv, 467 Along with this he
was mild and equitable. 1840 GLADSTONE C/i. Princ.f) Re-

cognising along with, though subordlnately to, the Scrip-
tures, the authorised interpretations of primitive Christian

antiquity. 1868 G. DUFF Pol. Sum. i, I must ask all . . to
read what I shall say to-night, along with what I said on
the igth December last.

4. ellipt. (with omitted, but the force it has im-

parted to along retained.) In company, as a com-

panion, with (some one).
1590 SHAKS. A/ids. A", v. i. 123 Demetrius and Egeus go

along : I must imploy you in some business. 1668 PEPYS
Diary 5 Nov., We did all along conclude upon answers.
1682 N. O. tr. Boileaus Le Lutrin u. 182 The Knave had wit
in 's Anger, And wisely took along his rusty Hanger. [A mer.
colloq. i88a HOWELLS Lady of Aroostook 137

* Our Cap-
tain's wife .. was not along,' said Lydia, 'Not along V
repeated Mrs. Erwin . . 'Who were the other passengers?']
5. All along : during the whole course of any

proceeding, throughout, continuously.
1670 BAXTER Cure Ch.-div. 280 The same all along I may

say about the Relicts of Martyrs. 1674 MARVELL Rek.
Transp. 11. 257 To have to do with such a man all along and
thorow. c 1680 BEVERIDGE Serin. (1729) I. 76 The Bishops . .

have . . continued all allong from the apostles. 1712 ADDISON
Spect. No. 463 F 8, I have all along declared this to be a
Neutral Paper. 1861 HOOK Lives Abps. \, vi. 310 The
Church . . had been all along, the point of centralisation.

1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. vii. 123 This impost was all

along felt to be a great burthen.

6. Lengthwise, in regard to a thing itself; at

full length. Often strengthened with all, Obs.

1413 LYDGATE Pilgr. Sowle in. ix. (1483^ 55 These were

leyd a long vpon a table. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour civ b,
He began to drawe it oute a long with his teeth. 1535
COVERDALE 2 King's iv, 35 [EHsha] went up, and layed him
selfe a longe vpon him. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. v. iii. 3
Vnder yond young Trees lay thee all along. 1637 GILLES-
PIE Eng.'Pop. Cerent, iv. vi. 29 The usuall table gesture of
the lewes, was lying along. 1670 T. BROOKS Wks. (1867)
VI. 441 He that foots it best may be sometimes found all

along, and the neatest person may sometimes slip into a

slough. 1761 SMOLLETT Gil Bias^1802) ll.vn. xvi. 330 My
nurse laid me all along again.

t7./". At length, in full. (? Confused with Fr.

au long.} Obs.

1461 Past. Lett. 409 II. 38, I enformyd hem the mater

along. 1481 CAXTON Afyrr. i, xiii. 42 We shal declare a
litil our matere a longe. 1485 Paris fy V'icnne 56 And
redde it al allonge. 1506 Ord. Cryst. Men (W. de Worde)
iv. iv. 173 And this mater declareth ryght a longe saynt
Bernarde. 1588 J. M ELLIS Briefe Instr. Eyijb, You shal

make the marchandise or goods Debitor . , with all the par-
ticular parcels, along.

f- 8. At a distance, afar. (Perh. confused with Fr.

au loin.} Obs.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter ix. 22 Wherto, Lord, wentist thou

awei along? [WvcLiF, fer aweij. 1580 TUSSER Husb. xlx.

25 Exceptions take of the champion land, from lieng alonge
from that at thy hand.

9. Comb, (with object), as f along - board,

along-side (of a ship) ; along-ships, lengthwise
to the ship, directed fore and aft. Also ALONG-

SIDE, -SHORE, q.v.

1548 HALL Ckron. 534 The Regent crappeled with her

along boord. 1687 Lond. Gaz. mmcclvi/4 His Men on his

Bowsprit and his Sprissel-yards along Ships, all ready to

Board us.

t AlO'ng, f.1 Obs. [OE. alangian (f. \-pref. i

intens. + langian to last, endure; cf. OHG. ar-

langen} ; only used impersonally. The pa. pple.

alonged seems to represent the OE. of-langed af-



ALONG.
dieted with longing, wearied with desiie, f. of-

langian. See Loxo v.]

1. impers. To seem long to, to affect with longing.
a 1000 Departed Soul (Grein) 154 Me alangaj>, J?ses b^

ic

J)e on fnssum hyndumwat. 1393 GOWER Conf. II. 2^7 This

worthy Jason sore alongeth, To se the straunge regions.
2. pass. To be afflicted with longing, to long.
1325 Cceur de L, 3060 Afftyr pork he alongyd is. a 1400

Leg. Rood (1871) 23 He was alonged sore After J>e Oyle of
Milce. c 1400 Ganielyn 630 He was sore alonged after a

good meet.

t Alo'iig, v.u Obs. rare. [f. ALONG adv. 8, prob-

ably by form-assoc. with Fr. cloigncr, to remove :

cf. ALOYNE.] To put at a distance, remove far.

1506 Ord. Cryst. Men (W. de Worde) v. vii. 419 The bodye
gloryous may not along hym from the presence of god.

Alongshore (aV-nJo-i-jl, adv. phr. Naut. [f.

ALONG prep. + SHORE.]
1. Along by the shore

;
on the water ' in a

course which is in sight of the shore and nearly

parallel to it.' Adm. Smyth.
1779 T. FORREST Vay. N. Guinea 50 In steering along.

shore, the island . . that makes the harbour, may be easily

perceived. 1849 GROTE Greece (18621 V. n. Ivii. 118 The Sy-
racusans . . rowed close along-shore. Ibid., Seamanship was
of no avail in this along-shore fighting.

2. Along and on the shore. (See the aphetic
'LONG-SHORE.)

Alongside (al?-rjs3i-d\ adv. and prep, [pro-

perly a phrase, ALONG prep. + SIDE.]
A. adv. Along or parallel to the side (of some-

thing expressed or understood), a. simply, Close
to the side of the ship.
1707 Land. Gaz. mmmmccclxxx/2 The Enemy would not

come up a long Side. 1769 DOL'GLAS in Pkil. Trans. LX.
41 A case, filled with waterfrom along-side. 1798 COLERIDGE
Anc. Afar. m. 13 The naked hulk alongside came. 1833
MARRYAT Pet. Simp. 11863) 2O7 'I thought, Mr. Simple,
that you knew by this time how to bring a boat alongside.'
1851 DIXON Wilt. Penn xvii. (1872' 149 The boat-men . . used
their oars as if they had been ordered to come alongside.
b. with of: Parallel to or close by the side of,

side by side with
; alsoyfff.

1781 Westnt. Mag. IX. 167 We chased, and at noon got
along-side of her. 1822 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 347
A new authority, marching independently along-side of the
overnment. 1870 HAWTHORNE Ktig. Note-Bfts. 11879) I. 264
longside of a sheet of water. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Comm.

74 And the fig attains perfection almost alongside of the

g
Al

oak and fir. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Contf. I. v. 264 Alongside
of him stood his maternal uncle. Ibid. V. xxiv-385 Alongside
of reliefs and wardships, the Danegeld was duly levied.

B. prep. [Remitted.] In a position parallel to;
side by side with.

'793 SHEATOM t:dystone L. 100 A boat . . lying alongside
the rock. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neigh, xxvi. 448
She only bowed and kept alongside her companion. 1875
BUCKLAND Log.Bk. 90 Hauled up alongside a barge.

t Alo'ngst, prep, and adv. Obs. or dial. [orig.

alongcs, f. ALONG with advb. genitive -cs (see also

ENDLONGS) ; but very early corrupted to alongest,

alongst, as if it were a superlative form, which per-

haps also led to its being considered more emphatic.
Cf. against, amongst, amidst, bctiaixt, etc.]
A. prep.

1, Down or through the length of (in contrast to

across, athwart}.
1250 LAY. 19677 par isete in langes [1205 on longen] bane

strete. 1470 HARDING Chron. ccxlii, Passe alongest the

brydge. 1533 WRIOTHESLEY C4n>. (1875) I. 21 Fower other
tables alongest the hall. 1587 TURBFRVILLE Trag. T. (1837)
30 Alongst the lawnde he kest his eye. 1600 CHAPMAN
Iliad iv. 227 The herald flew From troop to troop along'st
the host, c 1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. James II, Wks. 1711,
29 At a horse's tail, is dragg'd alongst the streets.

2. By the side of, close by, parallel to.

1580 C. HODDESDON in T. Wright Q. Eliz. (1838) II. 115
The malecontents . . alongest the frontiers. 1588 CAVENDISH
in lieveridge Hist. Ind. (1858) 1. I. ix. 210 Alongst the coast
of Chili. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. i, (1641) 2/1 But
'longst the shore . . must coast. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World
1. 129 Should send Gallies alongst the Coast of the Red Sea.
1633 H. COCAN Pinto's Voy. liv. 212 By Land alongst the
Rivers side. 1839 STONEHOUSE Axholme 68 Alongst both
sides screens, formed of reeds, are set up.

B. adv.

1. In the direction of the length of anything,
onwards by the side of something.
1550 NICOLI. Tlmcyd. 68 (R.) To sayle alongest by the

lande. 1575 TURBERVILLE Bk. Venerie 156 They follow a
furrow, rowting and worming all alongst by some balke.
1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. n. 329 And plied vp alongst till we
came within seuen or eight leagues to Cape Trepointes.
Ibid. II. 105 This coast all alongst is very lowe.
2. Lengthwise (in contrast to athwart).
156* BULLEYN Dial. Sarenes 14 b, Thinsisscion must be

made . . alongest. 1737 OZELI, Rabelais I. i. xliii. 297 Strik-

ing athwart and alongst, and every way.
3. In company ; side by side, together with : cf.

ALONG adv. 3.

1773 MONBODDO Lang. I. i. vi. 58 Thus far the brute goes
alongst with us. c 1817 HOGG Tales f, Sk. V. 27 The unac-
countable monster actually tried to get in alongst with them.
4. On to, or as far as, a place otherwise indicated.
i6soDuNDAS in Carlyle Cronnit.(iS7 i) III. 94 Such I hope

you will permit to come alongst at the first opportunity.
5. Comb, alongst - ships = along -ships : see
ALONG aJv.

9.

251

i6z8 7)[GBY Voy. Mcdit. (1868) 5 Brought her spritsaile
yarde alongst shippes.

Aloof (alw'f), adv. (orig. phr.}, a. and //r/.
Forms : 6 a loofe, a luf, alowfe, aloufe, 6-7 a
loof, aloofe, alooff, 6- aloof, [f. A prep.

1 + LOOK,
luff, weather-gage, windward direction ; perh.
immed. from Du. loef, in te he/to windward, loef
houdcn to keep the luff, etc. ; cf. Dan. luv, Sw. lof,

perh. also from Du. The orig. meaning of Du.

loef, and connexion with MK. lof, loof, some kind
of rudder or apparatus for steering (see Sir F.

Madden, notes to Layamon, III. 476), are not clear :

see Skeat s.v. Aloof and Luff. From the idea of

keeping a ship's head to the wind, and thus clear of
the lee-shore or quarter towards which she might
drift, came the general sense of '

steering clear of,'

or 'giving a wide berth to' anything with which
one might otherwise come into contact. See also

LUFF.]
A. adv.

tl. phr. Naut. The order to the steersman to

turn the head of the ship towards the wind, or

to make her sail nearer the wind. Obs.
;
now

LUKF.

1549 Compl. Scotl. vi. 41 Than the master cryit on the rudir

man, mait keip ful and by, a luf. 1587 GASCOIGNI: IVks. 165
Aloofe, aloofe then cryed the master out. 1620 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Praise of Hempst-cd 12 Aluffe ; clap helme a lee.

1678 PHILLII'S, Aloofe, a term used in conding the Ship, when
she goes upon a Tack, commonly spoken by the Condoy
unto the Steersman, when he doth not keep so near the
wind as she may ly. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s ll'ord-kk., Aloof,
The old word for

'

Keep your luff' in the act of sailing to
the wind.

To. fig.
1775 SHERIDAN Duenna i. iii. 319, I thought that dragon's

front of thine would cry aloof to the sons of gallantry.
2. adv. Naut. Away to the windward. 70 spring

aloof', see LUFF.
1532 MORE Confut. Barnes \\\\. Wks. 1557, 7592 This

anker lyeth to farre aloufe fro thys shyppe. 1592 WYRLI-IY
Armorie 33 A looflfe to winde-ward all our Nauie wride

[-wry-ed], To view the turne right goodlie was the sight.

1725 POPE Odyss. ix. 635 With all our force we kept aloof
to sea. 1762 FALCONER Shifiv.'. n. 817 Whene'er loud thun-

d'ring on the leeward shore, While yet aloof, we hear the
breakers roar. Ibid. \\. 189 She springs aloof once more.

3. Hence gen. Of position: Away at some dis-

tance (from], with a clear space intervening, apart ;

csp. with the vbs. hold, keep, sit, stand.

c 1540 J. CROKE Ps. cii. (1844) 20 No frende draweth nere,
I syt alowfe. 1548 VDALL, etc. Erusin. Paraphr, t

Mark
xiv. 54 Howbeit he folowed Jesus aloofe. 1611 UIHI.K

Ps. xxxviii. ir My louers and my friends stand a loofe

from my sore [COVKRDALE a farre]. 1614 RALEIGH Hist.
World m. 100 With troups of the light-armed shot and
slingers, compelled the enemie to lie

a-lopf. 1647 CORBI:TT
Iter Bor. 270 Wee care not for those glorious lampes aloofe.

1791 COWPER Iliad v. 562 They stand aloof Quaking. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 328 He quitted his seat, and stood
aloof. 1878 EMERSON Sov. Ethics in N.Amcr. Rev. CXXVI.
406 Heat is not separate, light is not massed aloof.

4. Of action : From a distance
; not at close

quarters.
a 1547 EARL SURREY JEneid iv. (R.) The stricken hinde . .

which chasing with his darte Aloofe the shepheard smiteth.

1568 Like will to Like in Hazl. Dods. III. 311 Then speak
aloof, for to come nigh I am afraid. 1600 HOLLAND Li-.y
xxxviii. xxi. 9g6k, Certaine speares to use aloofe [cminns}.
1622 BACON Henry VII, 105 Ur*till he had first aloofe scene
the Crosse set up. 1671 MILTON P. R. v. 310 The lion and
fierce tiger glared aloof. 1830 TENNYSON Ode to J\lci,,

Purple cliffs, aloof descried.

**'fiS- Without community of action or feeling.

csp. in phr. To stand, keep, hold aloof (from} :

to hold back, keep clear
;
to take no part in, show

no sympathy with.

1583 BABINGTON Wks. 399 [Lying] . . maketh them hang
aloofe, suspect, and bee strange one to another. 1602 SHAKS.
Ham. v. ii. 258, I stand aloofe, and will no reconcilement.

1781 COWPER Charity 59 God stood not, though he seemed
to stand, aloof. 1790 BL-RKE Fr. Rev, 132 We felt for them
as men; but we kept aloof from them. 1838 THIRLWALL
Greece V. xliii. 287 Sparta it seems kept aloof from this

struggle. 1859 MASSON Milton I. 635 The English Puritans
held aloof at this time from the poor sectaries. 1879 FARRAR
St. Paul I. 236 Peter was not the man to stand coldly aloof.

1 6. In senses 3, 4, 5, 7, formerly strengthened
by off. (Cf. clear off, far off.) Obs.

1571 DIGGES Geomct. Pract. i. xxx, You desire with
shotte to beat the enemie aloofe of. 1579 TOMSON Calvin's
Serm. Tim. 130/2 He withdraweth him selfe, and keepeth
him selfe a loofe off. 16x8 Hist. P. Warbeck in Harl. Misc.

(1793) 82 A true woman's part . . in standing a-loof off from. .

what I most desire. 1665 BOYLE Occa.s. Reft, (1675) 345
Those that gaze at them aloof off. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk
<y St'fo. 106 He could not feel himself, whilst playing aloof

off, to have wheeled about into the selftame snare.

7. As compl. or pred. : At a distance
;
distant.

1607 BACON Ess., Empire (Arb.) 298 Solid and grounded
Courses to keepe them [dangers] aloofe. 1642 ROGERS
Naamatt 548 When he is aloofe to others, they shall haue
familiar acces.se, 1789 MRS. Pioazi France $ It. I. 78 To
keep infection aloof. 1845 TRENCH Huls. Lect. Ser. i. vi. 96
Psalms become our own which before were aloof from us.

f B. Hence attrib. as adj. Distant. Obs. rare.
1608 CHAPMAN Byron's Trag. Wks. 1873 II. 271 These

aloofe abodes. 1642 ROGERS Naantan 8 A Prophet not to
vouchsafe to come . . but to send an aloofe message.

ALOUT.

t C. prep, [short for alooffront.] Away from,
clear of, apart from. Obs. rare.

1643 MILTON Divorce \\. iv. (1847) 141/1 Rivetus . . would
fain work himself aloof these rocks and quicksands. 1667

P. L. 111.577 Where the great Luminarie Alooff the vulgar
Constellations thick . . Dispenses Light from farr.

Aloofness (alrrfnes). [f. prec. + -NE.SS.] The
state of being aloof; withdrawal from common
action or feeling ; lack of sympathy.
1642 ROGERS Naawan 242 Aloofenesse and carrying of

things afarre off. 1817 COLKRIDGE Biogr. Lit. 153 The
alienation, and, if I may hazard such an expression, the utter
aloofness of the poet'.s own feelings. 1849 THOREAU Con-
cord <y Mcrr. Kir. 59 The wary independence and aloofness
of his dim forest life. 1878 DOWUI-.S Studies 420 The same
aloofness, the same hauteur.

tAloO'Se, v. Obs, rare~ l

.
[f. A- prcf. II +

LOOSE ^.] To loosen.

1562 HL'LLEYN Bk. Compds. 17 b, This doeth mitigate all

aches. . it doeth alose, and not binde.

A-lop (alp'p), adv., prop.///r. [A //r/.
1 + LOP.]

Hanging over on one side.

1865 A. CARV Ballads 81 Mildewed hay-stacks, all a-lop.

I! Alope'Cia. filed. [L. alopecia, a. Gr. d^ajirfKia

fox-mange, also baldness in man, f. dXwn-^ a fox.]
A medical term for baldness.

1398 THEVISA Kartk. De P. R. v. Ixvi. (1495! 184 By that

euyll callyd Allopicina nourysshynge of lieer is corrupts
andfayllyth.and the fore party of the heed is bare, suchemcn
fare as foxes. 1585 LLOYD Treas. Health Hviij, Burne the
heade of a great Katte and myngle it wyth the droppynge
of a Ucare or of a hogge and anoint t: the head, It heleth the
desease called Allopecia. i86z H. MACMILLAN in Alacm.
Mag. 462 Alopecia or baldness is much more common now
than it used to be.

t Alope'Cian, a. Obs.-
[f. prec. + -AX.] 'Be-

longing to alopecy.* Coles 1692.

Alo'pecist. [f. ALOPECIA + -IST.] One who
undertakes to cure or prevent baldness.

AlO'pecy. rare- . An adaptation of ALOPECIA,
in Blount (jlossogr. 1656, and in mod. Diets.

f Alopicke,
' One that hath no hairc on his head.'

Cockeram 1623.
Alorcinic (xOfisi

-

nik), a. Chan. [f. AL(OE)
+ OitciN -T--IC.] In Alorcinic acid, C 3 H-,:,O 3 , pro-
duced by the action of melting potash upon aloes.

1875 WATTS Diet. t'Ju-Hi. 2nd Supp. VII. 53 Alorcinicacid
is revived by fusion with potash into acetic acid and orcin.

Alose ;alJ"'s), sb. [a. Fr. alosc\\~..alosa,alai(sa^\
A fish of the Herring family {Alosa coitnnnis\
commonly called ALL ICE, or Allicc shad.

1591 PKRCIVALL Sp. Diet., Alosa, an Alose or shad. 1620
VF.NNKR Via A't'ita iv. 75 The Alluwes is taken in the bamc
plan-'h that Sammon is. 1674 RAY Cntnl. I- ishcs 102 Alose :

called in other places Shads. 1854 BADHAM Halicut. 6

Greasy Alose sputtering from the Stall,

t Alo'Se, v. Obs. [a. Ol' r. alosc-r, all-, to praise,
f. (} to + los : L. *laudis for huts praise.]
1. To praise. Chiefly in pa. pple.: Praised, re-

nowned.
c 1314 Guy M'arw. 64 As knight that wele alosed is, c 1374

CHAVCKR TroyIus iv. 1474 He shal som Greke so preyse and
wele alose. c 1440 Hlorte Arth. 3882 Kfore he was lyone
allossede in londes i-newe. 1:1448 in A'. Clone. Chron. 4 50 <?/*,

These ij bisshoppes. .were the most alosed bisshoppes.
2. ;v//. To renown oneself.

1340 Ayenb. 183 To ssewy his streng|?e ine tornemens o^el
ine vi}tinges him uor to alosi. Ibid. 199 In \)c vijjtinge . .

huer |>e kny^t lierneb, ham proue)) and aloseb,

3. In a bad sense : To fame, report.
-1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 274 For her lodlych laykc^ alosed

bay were. 1389 R.Eng. Gildsit If any of the bretheren be
alosed of thelte . . they be put out of the bretherhede.

II Alouatte (selwise't). Zool. [a. Fr. aloiiate, ?ad.

aragiiato native name.] The Howling Monkey,
ftlycctes seniculus of Iliger, a native of S. America,
1778 CAMPKR in Phil. Trans. LXIX. 156 The very extra-

ordinary organ of voice of the alouatc or hurlfur dc Cay-
enne, the Sitm'a Capitcina of Linnaeus. 1852 T. Ross tr,

Hnmboldt's Trav. I.
yiii. 273 The monotonous howling of

the alouate apes, which resembles the distant sound of
wind when it shakes the forest. 1860 GOSSE Rom. A'a/.

Hist. 31 The alouattes or howling monkeys.
Aloud (alau'd), adv. ;

also 4-6 aloude, 6 alowd,
[A//?/.

1 of manner + LOUD a. Cf. alow, ahigh.]
1. In a loud voice ;

with great noise
; loudly.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus u. 401 The kinges foole is wont
to cne aloud. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. vii. 23 Lauhynge al

a-loude. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy xv. 6251 He . , on lowde saide.

1539 BIBLE i,' great') Gen. xlv. 2 (R.) He wepte alowde.

1593 SHAKS. 2 lien. 7, v. i. 3 Ring Belles alowd, burne
Bonfires. 1603 Mcas. for M. n. iv. 153 He tell the world
aloud, What man thou art. 1767 FORDYCE iSVrm. !">/". M'otn.
I. vi. 252 One of the Company would often read aloud. 1821
KEATS Isabel xxxiii, In dreams they groan'd aloud.

b. doubtfully attrib.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. XLII. iii, Open thine eares unto my
song uloude. 1806 W. TAYLOR in Robberds' Mem. II. 137
The only serious poem that is resorted to for aloud reading.
2. fig. (colhq.}
1871 Daily Actt'S 28 Feb., The stuff, to quote the trench,

ant expression of an on-looker,
'

stank aloud.'

t Alou-t, v. Obs. Forms : I alut-an, 2-3 alute,

4-5 aloute, 5 alowte. [Alout as a weak. vb. re-

presents formally OE. Ititian to lurk, but in sense
it answers to the strong ahitan to stoop : see

Loi'T. In either case the a- is h.-prcf. I intensive.]
32-2



ALOW.
1. intr. To stoop, to bow down ; to fall over.

cioooAgs. Gasp. Luke xxiv. 12 And alutende he geseah
ba lin-waida. c life Hatton G., ibid., And alutede, he je-
seah ba linwaide. 1297 R. GI.OUC. 476 The thridde . . ther
after sniot anon, & made him a loute al adown. c 1480
CAXTON Life of our Ladyc iR.i He [statue of Romulus)
alowted vpon the same nyght Whan Cryst was bore of a
pure virgyne.
2. esf. To bow in deference or worship to.

a life Hymn in AY/. Ant. I. 101 That child . . to me a-
lute lowe. c 1340 HAMFOI.F. Pr. Cause. 1182 All men that to
him wol allowte. i 1450 J. RUSSELI k. Nurt. in Babecs
Bk. 139 Kutt |>e vpper crust, for youre souerayne, & to hym
alowt. aigoo St. Katherine (Halliw.) 8 All they schall
alowt to thee, Yf thou wylt alowte to me.
b. (When the cases were levelled, the indirect ob-

ject appeared as direct, and the verb as \ftransitive.}
c 1300 A lisaunder 851 j>e ludes in be lond alouten him

shal. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Stnvle iv. xxix. (1859) 62 Alle folke

thealouteth,and obeyeth. c 1440 ,-Jr///. 117 Heyest lowest

hym Loved & alowte.

Alow (alJu-}, adv.^ (and pi'ep.), orig. phr.
Forms : 3-7 alowe, 4 alo;, a-logh, a-loughe, (5
north, a-lawe), 6 alowe, -.- alow. [A prcf.

1 +
Low a. Cf. on high, afar.] Contrasted with aloft.
1. Of position : Low down, below.
c 1260 E. E. Poems 11862) 14 Hit uas no wonder bo} 30

wep
'

for hir swet child alowe. 1377 LANGI.. /*. PI. B. XII.

234 His mouth . . Rather ban his lykam a-low [r'. r. alo}].

1430 LVDG. Chron. Troy \. vii, The corps is layde in earth
alo\ve. 1578 LYTL Dodocns 324 A lowe, even by the ground.
1611 STEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xviii. 11632* 903 The Queene
her selfe sate alone alow on the rushes, a 1733 NORTH
Lives of Xortlis 11826' II. 344 The reason given for the sun's
absence a-low. 1867 J.

INGKLOW Lily $ Lute n. 146 Float-

ing of the film aloft, Fluttering of the leaves alow.

2. Of direction : Downwards, towards the ground.
a 1423 JA.MI.S I. Kings <J. n. xvi, As I beheld, and kest

myn eyen alawe. a 1528 SKKLTOX Image Hypoc. 1.91 They
may not stoop alowe. 1700 DRYDEN Cymon tf Iph. 370
'J'oss'd and retoss'd, aloft and then alow.

3. A'aut. In or into the lower part of a vessel,
i.e. the deck as opposed to the rigging, the cabin or
hold as opposed to the deck.

1509 BARCLAY Ship ofFoolcs (1570) 177 Within this ship a
lowe or els a hye. 1630 J. TAYLOR IWater P.' ll'lss. 65/2
Downe, downe alow, into the hold. 1863 C. RMADE Hard
Cash I. 268 With studding sails alow and aloft.

4.
//;,'.

In low condition or estate.

1377 LAXGL. P. J'l. R. xii. 222 Whysomme be alowe [r.r.

alou-,] and somme alofte. 1535 COVERDALE Dent, xxviii. 43
Thou shall come downe alowe and lye euer beneth.

t 5. In a low voice, quietly : opposed to aloud.
c 1325 /'- E. A Hit. Poems B. 670 pou la;ed a-lo?. 1482
Monk ofEvesham (18691 23 Sy^yng alow in his breste.

t B. prep, ellipt. for alcnc' in or on. Obs. rare.

IS33 TIN-DALE AHSX: I-'ritli in Southey Bk. Ch. 112 iR.)

Creep alow the ground. 1591 HARIXGTON Orl. fur. n. xii,
Alow the vale a hermit she did find.

Alow .alou-, altw), adv.-, north, dial. [A//V/.
1

in, on + Low flame.] Ablaze, in flame.
i 1200 ORMIX 16185 Te?3 alle brenngdenn ut Of all | att

miccle temmple, All alls itt warre all oferr hemm O lo^he.
1818 SCOTT II rt. Midi. xlv. 350 To speak to him about that
. . wad be to set the kiln a-low.

t Alow.i'. Obs.
;
also allow,

[f.
A- prcf. n +

Low: cf. ALOW aJv., ytAabase] To lower, bring
down, lessen, lit. and_/f^.
1530 PALSGR. 414/1, I abate, or lay downe, or beate downe,

or alowe one in his accompt. jt afais. a 1541 WYATT Ps. cii.

i R. ' Whereby he . . gynneth to alowe his payne and peni-
tence, c 1576 TuKBBRVlLLE Fall fPride I R.I They may
most plainely see how pride hath beene allowde.

Alowe, aloye, obs. forms of ALLOW, ALLOY.
t Aloyn(e, v. Obs. [a. OFr. aloignc-r, -ici;

AFr. aloyncr, {. a to + loin : L. longe far.] To
remove far off, to carry away.
1303 R. BRUNNE Hand!. Synne 9358 pe vessel bat was of

ryche metalle.. he dyde aloyne. c 1325 E. E. Allit. P.
A. 892 pay arn bo}t fro be vrbe aloynte. 1464 Past. Lett.

403 II. 166 Such goods as were. . deseitfully aloyned out of
the possession and knowlech of the seid John Paston.

Alp 1
(a;lp). [In pi. Alps, a. Fr. Alpes :-L.

Alpes name of a mountain system in Switzerland
and adjacent countries ; said by Servius to be
of Celtic origin, and variously explained as mean-
ing 'high' (cf. Gaelic alp a higli mountain, Irish

ailp) and 'white' (cf. L. albus}.]
1. //. Proper name of the mountain range which

separates France and Italy, etc. ting. A single
peak. (Applied in Switzerland to the green pasture-
land on the mountain side.)

1551 TL-KXER Herhiln. (15681 64 The alpes that depart Italy
and Germany. 1860 TVSDALL Clac. i. 3. 27 After a rough
ascent over the Alp we came to the dead crag.
2. Any high, especially snow-capped, mountains.
1598 HAKLL-YT Vay. I. 112 Certaine Alpcs or mountaines

directly Southward. 1667 MILTON /'. L. \\. 620 O're many
a Frozen, many a Fierie Alpe. 1856 RtsKix Mod. J'aiu!.
IV. v. xx. 3 A great Alp, with its purple rocks and eternal
snows above.

ajfe
1645 MILTOX Tetrach. Wks. 1847, '82/1 This adamantine

alp of wedlock. 1709 POPE O/V. 232 Hills peep o'er hills,
and Alps on Alps arise. 1854 J. ST. JOHN Xeiiicsis ofPmwr
156 The loftiest minds, which tower like intellectual Alps.
4. Comb., as alp-horn.
1864 EXCEL Miis. A nc. Nat. 10 Consisting ofpieces ofwood

fixed tightly together, like the Swiss Alp horn.

252

Alp- (selp). Also alpe : see AWBE, OLPH.

[Origin unknown.] A bullfinch.

CI400 Rom. Rose 658 Alpes, fynches, and wodewales.
1440 Promp. Pan-., Alpe, a bryde, Ficcdula. 1678 RAY
Ornith. WiUxMy 247 The Bulfinch, Alp or Nope, KnH-
cilia scit Pyrrkula. 1843 VARRELL Brit. Birds I. Index 13
Alp, a name for the Bull-finch.

tAlp :!
. Obs. [variant of ELP.] Elephant.

Hence, alpes-bone : ivory.
r 1210 Leg. St. Kath. (in Halliw.i Thai made hir bodi bio

and blac, That er was white so alpes-bon.

II Alp 4
(a;lp). [a. Ger. alp night-mare, demon.]

1836 Blaclnv. Mag. XL. 146 Those alps and goblins, those
nixies and wood-nymphs.

Alpaca ia-lparka). Formerly alpaco. [a. Sp.
alpaca or al-paco, f. al Arab, article often prefixed
to names +fato, prob. a native Peruvian name.]
1. A Peruvian quadruped, a species of llama,

having long fine woolly hair.

1 1604 E. G. U'Acosta's Hist. It '. Ind. xii. 319 Pacos, or sheep
bearing wooll. i7S3CHAMBERsCfC/. Stiff., Pacos. .filename
of a species of camel . . known among many by the name of
the Indian sheep, or Peruvian sluep.\ 1811 A rcana (ofNat.
Hist.] The Acalpa [sic] is another animal of Peru. 1827
GRIFFITH Cuvicr IV. 57 The Paco or Alpaca was first clearly
described by M. Frederick Cuvier in 1821. 1830 Card. A>

Mcnag. Zool. Soc. I. 278 Early travellers in America speak
vaguely of the Llama, the Guanaco, the Paco or Alpaco,
and the Vicugna. 1848 T. SOUTHEY Colon. Wools iv. 289 The
Alpaca is about 4 feet high.
b. attrib.

1836 Bradford Observer June (Advt.) L'pool Wool Sales
. . 400 bags of Alpacca wool, just landed.
2. = alpaca wool.
1792 J. TOWXSKXD fount. Spain II. 417 in .V. f, Q. Ser. iv.

\ 1. 133 A gentleman from Peru gave me samples ofwool . . one
called Alpaca . . very fine and excellent for hats. 1877 Birm.
Weekly Post 22 Dec. 1/3 His

|
Mr. Titus Salt's) eye fell upon

a huge pile of dirty-looking bales of alpaca.
3. The fabric made of alpaca wool. Often attrib.

1838 Monthly Ker. H'orsted Tr. July, The Alpaca figure
has for the present become a decided trade. 1859 Lady's
Tour M. Rosa 7 A dress of some light woollen material,
such as Carmelite or alpaca. 1869 E. BLAKEY in Eng.Mech.
13 Aug. 466/1 Alpaca umbrellas are made of alpaca weft
and cotton warp.

Alpenstock ,aj-lpistpk). [mod. Ger. ; Alpen
(gen. pi.) of the Alps i stock stick.] A long staff

pointed with iron, used in climbing the Alps, whence
it has passed into general use in mountain climbing.
1829 C. LATROBE The Alpenstock; or Sketches of Swiss

Scenery Advt. 5 The Alpenstock is the name of the long
iron-spiked pole, in common use on the Alps, in the hands
of the chamois-hunter and the pedestrian traveller. 1871
TYXDALL fragm. Set. (ed. 61 I. vii. 232 The handle of a
pitchfork doing, in my case, the duty of an alpenstock.

Alpenstocker (arlpt-nstj^kaj). rare-
1

, [f.prec.
+ -EH 1

.] One who uses an alpenstock ; a mountain-
climber.

1864 P>I-RTON Cairngorm 54 The most enthusiastic of the

Alpenstockers . . get a little tired of snow.

t Alpe'stral, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [f. L. al-

pcstr-is belonging to the Alps + -AL. A more an-

alogical form would be alpestrial like terrestrial]
A. adj. Alpine. B. sb. An alpine species.

1664 KVEI.VN Sih'a (17761 316 Flanked by the Alpestral
hills. 1675 Terra (1776) 22 Monstrous trees as Firs,
Pines, and other Alpcstrals.

Alpestrian l*lpe-strian). [f. L. alpestri-s al-

pine -t- -AX. Ci. pedestrian."} An Alpine climber.
1861 Peaks, Passes, etc. I. 148 My companion was . . an

Alpestrian known to most Swiss readers. 1863 Macin. Mag.
^P'-.SQS It bas become a proverb with alpestrians that im-

practicable means unattempted.

Alpestrine (a'lpt-strin), a. Bot. [l.'L.alpestr-is
+ -IXE : cf. lacustrine]
1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bk. 395, Alpestrine, Growing on moun*

tains below an alpine region or one unwooded from cold.

t Alpe'StriouS, a. Olis.- [f. Fr. alpestrc, or
L. alpestri-s : cf. illustrious] - Ar.piNK.

1623 MINSHEU, Alpestrious, mountainous, craggie, hillie,

I Fr.] Alpestrc, diet, dc Alpibns.

Alpha (.-e-lfa\ [a. L. alpha, a. Gr. aX<f>a name
of the first letter A

; ad. Ileb. or Phccnician
!)'->

iilefh, meaning 'ox' or 'leader,' name of the first

letter of the Phoenician and Hebrew alphabet,
orig. formed from the hieroglyph of an ox's head.]
1. Name of the letter A, a, in the Greek alphabet.
1626 COCKERAM, Alpha, the first letter of the Greekes.

1751 CHAMBERS Cytl. s. v., The Greek alpha answers to
what in Knglish we call simply A.

2. Hence, The beginning; csp. in phr. Alpha
and Omega, 'the beginning and the end,' origin-

ally of the divine Being.
1382 WYCLIF Rrr. i. 8, I am alpha and oo, the bigynnyng

and endyne, seith the Lord God. 1526 TIXDALK, 1582

RJiein.,
and 1611 itid., I am Alpha and Omega. 1633

COWLEY Pirannis fy Thist>e Ded., But if you smile, if in

your gracious Eye She an auspicious Alpha can descry.
1830 SIR J. HKKSCHEL Stud. .\t. Phil. 114 The alpha and
omega of science. 1865 CAHI-YLK Frcdk. Ct. VIII. xix. v.

183 This Siege of Dresden is the alpha to whatever omegas
the"e may be.

3. Used also to indicate -the first in numerical

sequence, csp. a. Astr. The chief star in a con-

stellation, the letters of the Greek alphabet being
used for the first 24 stars in succession, b. Cliem.

ALPHABETICAL.
The first of two or more isomerous modifications
of the same organic compound, c. The first sub-

species or permanent variety ofa species in Nat. Hist.
r6a6 COCKERAM Alpha . . also used for the first or chiefe

in a thing. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Alpha is also used as a
letter of order, to denote the first. 1863 WATTS Fownes.'
t hem. 11877)11. 578 The a-acid is converted hyheat into the
0-acid. 1869 DUNKIN Midn. Sky 123 A line drawn through
these three stars leads. . nearly to Alpha and Beta Capri-
corni. 1880 FRISNELL in Jnil, Soc. A rts 445 The sulphonic
acid of alpha naphthol.

Alphabet (arlfabt-t), sb. [ad. L. alphabelitm

"t\\u\\.\t.Alphat Beta^bXtya, Brjra, the first two
Greek letters taken as a name for the whole, as in

our 'ABC.' Cf. Fr. alphabet (not in Cotgr. 1611).]
1. The set of letters used in writing the Greek

language ; extended to those used by the Romans ;

and thence to any set of characters representing
tlie simple sounds used in a language or in speech
generally.
1580 BARET Ah'. A., This common vsuall order in our Al-

phabet orcrosrowe. 1611 COTGR., (R.) Touching the French
itt'ece, for alphabet I will not call it, according to the vulgar
error, that word being peculiar only to the Greek tongue
\not in ed. 1632]. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 141 F 8 The
lexicographer at last finds the conclusion of his alphabet.
1781 COWPER Convers. n As alphabets in ivory employ,
Hour after hour, the yet unlettered boy. 1857 MAX MULLER
Chips (1880) I. x. 261 The Chinese alphabet was never in-

tended to represent the sound of words.

t b. In alphabet : in alphabetical order. Obs.

1699 GARTH Dispens. i. 5 Here Phyals in nice discipline
are set, There Gally-pots are rang'd in Alphabet.
C. attrib.

1513 W. OKWORDK (titles The Flores ofOvide . . with theyr
Englysshe . . and Two alphabete Tables. 1636 COGAN
}{fi--cn Health (ed. z) The Table containing the principal!
points of the whole booke in Alphabet order.

^'flS- The key to any study or branch of know-

ledge ; the first rudiments.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. in. ii. 44, I (of these 1 will wrest an
; Alphabet, And, by still practice, learne to know thy mean-
i ing. a 1653 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. iv. 101 Our senses . . first

taught us the alphabet of this learning. 1837 WHEWELL
Induct. Sc. I. i. i. 27 The alphabet in which nature writes
her answers to such inquiries.

f3. An index in alphabetical order. Obs.

155* HULOET, Alphabet of a boke, Elenchtts. 1578 BIBLE
iGenev.) Pref., These two Alphabets of directions . . in maner
of a briefe Concordance. 1666 PEPYS Diary 25 Dec., Re-

[

duclng the names of all my books to an alphabet. 1825
lira. Jonathan II. 159 Where's the alphabet? Find Har-
wood.

f4. fig. A long or complete series. Obs.

1592 NASHF, P, Penilesse (ed. 2) 8 b, Small beere, that
wold make a man . . runne through an Alphabet of faces.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxn. vii. 4361, An alphabet effaces
\-'arios rnltiis}. 1727 POPE Dune. iv. 217 While tow'ring
o'er the Alphabet like Saul.

Alphabet (arlfabet), v.
[f. the sb.

; cf. to index.']
1 To range in the order of the alphabet/ J.
c 1700 PEPYS Mem. in Catal. Bks. Gcog. % Hydrogr. t To col-

lect and alphabet the particulars. 1848 [See ALPHABETED].
[In regular use with Librarians, etc., in U. S.]

Alphabetarian (re:lfabete>rian). [f. mod.L.

alphabctari-us + -AN : see -ARIAN*. d. abecedarian.]
One learning his alphabet, or the mere rudiments

of any subject ;
a beginner ;

an abecedarian
; a/so,

one who studies alphabets.
1614 Sti.DLN* Tit. Honor Prcf., They cej.se to be Doctors,

nay, are scarce Alphabetarians. a 1693 BANCROFT Serttt, 30
(T.) Every alphabetarian knowing well that the Latin of [a

city] is urbs or dvitas. 1864 A. I. ELLIS in Reader No. 88,

303/3 [Which] all subsequent alphabetarians should study.

t A'lphabeta ry ,
a. and sb. Obs. [ad. mod.L.

alphabctiiri'US'. see prec. Cf. abecedary]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the (or an) alphabet,

alphabetic ; hence, rudimentary.
1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippas /-". Aries 62 That Alpha-

betarie, and Arithmantical diuinitie, which Christ secretely
shewed to his Apostles. 1605 CAMDEN AY;//. (1637) 169 Al-

phabetary revolution, which they will have to be Anagram-
matisme. 1681 MANTON Semi. /V cxix. 162 Wks. 1872 IX.
180 An alphabetary knowledge fit for beginners,
B. sb. ALPHABETAKIAN.

1656 TRAPP Exp. Gal. iv. 2 Those under the law were but

alphabetaries in comparison of those under the gospel.

Alphabeted Cse-liabeted), ///. a.
[f.

ALPHA-
BET v. + -ED.] Arranged alphabetically ; alsoyff.
1845 Htickel. Albany 192 A pigeon-holed, alphabeted mind.

Alphabetic (ivlfabe-tik), a.; also 7 alphabet-
ique. [perh. ad. Fr. alpliabctiquc (not in Cotgr.

1611) ; cf. It. alfabclico (Florio 1598), Sp. alpha-
bctico (^Minsheu 1623): see ALPHABET and -7C.]

1 1. Arranged in order of the alphabet. Ol>s.

1642 HOWELL For. Trw. 23 In reading bee must couch in

a faire Alphabetique Paper-book the notables! occurences.

2. Of, pertaining to, or by means of an alphabet;
or by letters representing simple sounds.

1736 H. COVENTRY Pltil. Cent 1
, iv. (T.) The author prob-

ably had his eye upon alphabetick writing in his own time.

f 1799 K. WHITE Childhood i. 66 Enur'd to alphabetic toils.

1858 MARSH Lect. F.ng. I.ang. ii. 31 The visible language of

written alphabetic characters. 1864 H. SPENCER /llnst.

rropr. 19 It is alleged that the Egyptians never actually
achieved complete alphabetic writing.

Alphabetical (;tlfabe-tikal), a.
[f. prec. (or

alphabetico in Romance langs.) +-AL.I.]



ALPHABETICALLY. 253 ALSO.

1. Of, pertaining to, or in order of the alphabet.
1567 MAPLET Greene Forest 56 b. All the whole kind of

bruite Beastes.. with the Alphabetical order. 1577 tr. Bui-

lingers Decades (1592) 253 That Alphabetical I Psalme. . the

hundred and nineteenth. i6z MALYXFS Anc. Law-Merck.
341, I made an alphabetical register of them. 1703 MOXON
Meek. Exerc, 109 Alphabetical Table of Terms. 1837
WHKWELL Induct, Sc. xvi. iii, i Arabian writers. . adopt-

ing an alphabetical arrangement [of plants].

f^-jfo Literal, strict. Obs. rare.

1643 MILTON Divorce i. xiv, An alphabetical servility.

3.= ALPHABETIC 2.

1806 A din, Off. Rep, 19 Aug. 22 The Ix>rds Commissioners
of the Admiralty gave a decided preference to the alpha-
betical mode [of telegraphing]. 1848 A. J. KLI.IS h'onctics

106 The history of alphabetical writing would lead us to

conclude this.

Alphabetically, adv. [f. pcec.+-LY*.]
1. In alphabetical order.

1567 MAPLET Create Forest 68 b, Let us begin Alphabeti-

cally...with the Adder. 1682 Lond.Gaz, mdcdxx.vii/i The
Entries are to be made Alphabetically, according to the first

Letter of the Sirname. 1780 BURKE Eton. Ref, VVks. III.

305 To avoid all suspicion of partiality and prejudice, we
must take the pensions alphabetically.

2. By means of an alphabet.
1667 Phil. Trans. II. 574 Then count Alphabetically to E.

Mod. The symbolization of spoken sounds, whether alpha-

betically or syllabically.

Alphabetics (aelfabe'tiks). [ALPHABETIC a.

used subst. in pi. : see -ics.] The science of the

expression of spoken sounds by letters or alpha-
betic characters.

1865 A. J. ELLIS in Reader No. 136. 155/2 Alphabetics as

Alphabetism (arlfabctbz'm). [f.
ALPHABET

-T-ISM.]
1. Symbolization of spoken sounds by means of

an alphabet.
1879 Encycl. Brit. I. 602/1 Alphabetism, in which the syl-

lable is no longer denoted by an indivisible symbol, but is

resolved into vowel and consonant

2. Employment of certain letters of the alphabet
as a signature or assumed indication of authorship.
1867 O. HAMST Martyr to Bibliogr., Alphabetism, as

A. B. C., X. Y. Z., frequently used.

Alphabetist (se-lfabetist). [f.
as prec. 4 -IST.]

A student of alphabets ; a deviser of an alphabet.
1860 HALDEMAN Analyt. Orthogr. ii. 22 Some alphabetists

take credit to themselves.

Alphabetize (ce-lfabetaiz), v. ff. ALPHABET
+ -IZE.]
1. To express or symbolize by alphabetic letters

;

to reduce to (alphabetic) writing.

1867 A. M. BELL Vis. Speech 91 Languages also which have
never been reduced to writing may now be alphabetized.

2. To arrange alphabetically.
1880 .V. Y. Nation 12 Aug. 2 (Advt.) Schools . . alphabet -

i/ed, first by States, second by Towns, third by Initial

Letters. 1882 Artist i Feb. 62 Nor is the list always cor-

rectly alphabetized.

t Alpha'rioil. Obs. rare* 1
. A little-known

stringed musical instrument.
1610 GWILLIM DispL Heraldry iv. v.(i66oi 282 The second

sort [of Musical Instruments] consUteth in Strings. . as are

Harps.. Alpharlon, Citterne, etc.

AlplieIIic (selfe'nik). Pharm. Also 7 -ix. [a.

Fr. alphcnic (Sp. alfeniquc, Pg. alftnim\ accord-

ing to Devic, corrupted from Arab. JoJUUI alfanid,

i.e. al the + Pers.yffw / refined sugar. Other adapt-
ations of the same word were Fr. pcnidc and med.
L. penidium] \Vhite barley sugar, or

sugar candy.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 172 To be retained in the

mouth like so much Alphenix. 1775 P^s,\\^Alphenic^ White
barley sugar. 1811 HOOPER Mcd. Diet., Alphanic, Alp/ie-
w/t,

1

, an Arabian word for barley-sugar, or sugar-candy.

t Alphi'tomancy. Obs. [ad. Fr. alphitomantic

(Cotgr. 161 1) ;
f. Gr. dA^tTd^acTts 'a diviner by bar-

ley-meal,' of which the abst. sb. would be dA</nro-

fjtavTtia. Probably in med.L. before adoption into

mod. langs.] Divination by means of barley-meal.
1653 GAULKAfagastr. 165 Alphitomancy, divining by meal,

flower, or branne. 1693 URQUHAKT Rabelais in. xxv, Fully
and amply disclosed unto you . . by alphitomancy. 1721 in

BAILEY; and in mod. Diets

Alphitomorphous Olfit^mpufss), a. [f. Gr.

aXtptTov barley-meal + ^op0-i7 form -f -oua.] Hav-

ing the appearance of barley-meal ; 'applied to

pulverulent microscopic fungi, parasitical on

plants.
1

Syd. Soc. Lex. 1879.

Alphonsin (ilfp-nsin). Surg. [see below.] A
surgical instrument having three elastic branches
for the extraction of bullets from the body.
_ 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., The Alphonsin, so called from its

inventor Alphonsus Ferrier, a physician of Naples [in 1552]
consists of three branches, which are closed together by
means of a ring. 1839 in HOOPER Med. Diet.

Alphonsine (arlfjrnsin), a. Of Alphonso the

Wise, King of Castile ; applied to astronomical
tables invented by him in 1252, etc.

1678 PHILLIPS, Alphonsin Tables* certain Astronomical
Calculations, invented by Alphonsus King of Aragon. 1797
Encycl. Brit. II. 420/2 He likewise corrected the tables of
the planets . . because the Alphonsine tables were very
faulty in this respect. 1880 M. PATTISON Milton xiii. 180

The old Ptolemaic or Alphonsine system . . explained the

Ehenomena
on the hypothesis of nine ior ten) transparent

ollow spheres wheeling round the stationary earth.

II Alphos (Je-l$s). Path. [L. alphas, alph its, a.

Gr. uAtpo's a dull-white leprosy.] (See quot.)
1706 PHILLIPS, A iphos, a kind of Morphewor While Specks

on the Skin. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Alphos . . described by
Cclsus under the name of vitHigo \ wherein the skin is

rough, and becomes sprinkled as it were with drops of
white, c 1870 MURPHY Coinm. I*e~', xiii. 39 It is alphos.
This is a convenient word instead of the phrase

' non-con-

tagious leprosy.'

Alphyn, obs. variant of ALFIN.
t Alpi, a. O/>s. ; also selpi, elpi, an early reduced

form ofatt/f/>i: see ONKLKPV a., only.
t A'lpian, a. Obs. rare~ }

. [S.'L.Alfes,A/f>i-ii/>i,
the Alps + -AN.]

= ALPINE.
1607 TOPSEI.L Four-footed Beasts 11673) 193 Alpian, Wilde

or Rock-goat.

tA'lpic, a. Obs. rare 1

, [ad. L. a/fif-iis, f.

A/pcs Alps.] ALPINE.
1611 COTGR., C/ierccc, a kind of earth-Alpicke.

t Alpieu*. Obs. [a. Kr. alpiou, a. It. al piu
'

for

the more, for most.'] In the game of basset, a

mark put on a card to indicate that the player
doubles his stake after winning.
1693 SOUTHERNER Maid's Last I'r. in. i. 117211 II. 46 You

have discretion enough to win all our money; I'll take your
word for any thing but an Alpieu. 1768 LAUY .M. MONTA<;I K

foeins 11785) 13 Ah ! madam, since my Sharper is untrue,
I joyless make my once ador'd alpieu.

Alpigene (cvlpid.^/V, a. [ad. assumed L. alpi-

getnts, f. Alpes Alps + -genus born.] Produced on

the Alps or in Alpine regions.
1847 in CRAIG.

Alpine orlpain), a. [ad. L. atyinns, f. Alfas

Alps; see -INK.] Of or pertaining to the Alps;
hence, of any lofty mountains.

1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts 11673) 405 The Alpine
Mouse taketh her name from the Alpes. .The Italians call

it Marmota. 1759 H. SHLLIXGI-LKET fccon. Xat. in Misc.

Tracts 1 1762169 Alpine plants. . ripen their seeds very early.

1845 DAHWIN I'oy.Xat. xvi. (1858*359 This animal [Vicuna]
is pre-eminently alpine in its habits. 1847 (liuviK (Vmvv
III. xxv. 8 Mountains which rise .. to an alpine height.
1861 PRATT Flower. PL IV. 90 Alpine Speedwell . . is found

only on the Highland mountains, 1861 HOOK Lives Al>/>s.

I. vii. 402 He . . perished in the Alpine snows.

Alpinist orlpainist". [a. Fr. a/fi/tis/t
1

.']
One

devoted to Alpine climbing.
1881 Times 4 Aug. 3/1 The ' Zermatt Pocket book

'

. . just
the thing an Alpinist wants. 1881 .V. J '. Xation XXXII.
133 The indefatigable Alpinist.

i A'lpish,
r Obs. rare. [f. ALP+-ISH.] = ALPINK.

1598 FLORIO, Alpt'strc, alpish, mountainous, crnggie. 1623
MINSHEL', Atpish) as Alpestrious.

Alpist (se'lpist). tObs. Also alpia. [a. Fr. alpistc,

a. Sp. alpiste, supposed to be n. Guanche word.]
The seed of the Canary Cirass (/7/a/cir/s Cana-

Hensis) given to cage birds
;
sometimes applied

to other grass-seeds.
*597 GERARD 7/cr/vt/Si In the Hands of Canarie Alpisti.

i8oz REES Cycl. s. v., 1'he alpiste seed is of an oval figure,
of a pale yellow, inclining to an isabel colour. 1859 "OR-
CKSTER, Alpist or Alpia.

tA'lpsian, a. Obs. [f. ALPS + -IAN; c[. Alpian]
= ALPINE.
a 1610 FLETCHER Faithf. Shcp. u. i. 218 The Alpsian Snow.

Alquifou (aelkif-)' tFr - alquifonx (anjui-

foitx\ ad. Sp. a/i/uifol, ad. Cat. alcofol ALCOHOL

(f repr. guttural //, cf. alforgc and Kng. draff,

draught}. In this form the word has more closely

retained the original sense.] A lead ore, contain-

ing sulphide of lead, which when broken looks like

antimony ;
it is found in Cornwall, and is used by

potters to give a green glaze to coarse earthenware.
iSio in Pantologia. 1849 in WEALE Diet. Terms. *

Alreadiness (2lre-dines). ? Ohs. [f.
ALREADY

+ -NESS.] State of complete preparation, antici-

pative eagerness or alacrity.

1640 Br. HALL Medit. xciii. 243 Heaven & earth obey
him with alreadiness.

Already (9lre'di), adv. [orig. phr. ALL adv. =

fully, + READY.]
fl. adj. (pred. or cotnpl^ Fully prepared, in a

state of complete preparation. Obs.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1117 Wanne |>ay come to |w castel

^ate
'

pe porter alredi was J>er-ate. c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's T. 169
iHarl. MS.) Al redy was his answer \othcr texts and

ready 1-

1509 HAWKS Past. Picas, xxix, And founde the basket at the

grounde already.

*; This sense can still be traced in

1584 PO\VEL Lloyd's Cdmhr. 21 A populous countrie Al-

readie furnished with inhabitants. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Kng. \. 594 The three Scotch regiments were already in

England. 1865 R. W. DALE yen*. Temple viii. (1877) 86

The preparations . . are already around us.

2. adv. Beforehand, in anticipation ; previously
to some specified time ; by this time, thus early.
[Not in WVCI.IF.] r 1391 CHAUCER Astral. \\. ir The

howres of the clokke ben departid by 15 degrees al-redy.

1495 CAXTON Vitas Pair. <W. de Worde) I. i. 5 b/2 Thou
arte alle redy a deuyll like to us. 1526 TISDALE Rant. iii.

9 We have all redy proved. 1541 KLVOT Image Govt. 96

Any more quietnesse, than I haue all readie. 1611 BIBLE
Kccles. i. 10 It hath beene already of olde time. 1623
HF.MING & Cos DELL in S/taks. Cent. Praise 145 These Playes

have had their trial! alreadie. 171X181 LLLt Sflfit. No. 140
F 2, I have lost so much time already. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. I.

25. 177 The sunbeams had already fallen upon the mountain.
" Sometimes united by a hyphen to participles.
1831 CARI.VLK .Sari. Kes. i. xi. 92 The first dim rudiments

and already-budding germs of a nobler Era. 1862 H. Srtx-
CKR First Frinc. n. ix. 77 11875) 231 Already-fractured
portions of the Earth's crust.

t Alri'ght, adv. Obs. 2-3 alriht, alrihtes. [f.

ALL adv. wholly, quite + rihle RIGHT.] Just, exactly.
1:1x75 Lamb. limn. 133 Alrihtes swa alse be wise teolie

. . nime3 }eme of twam bingen. < 1230 Ancr. /v'. 92 And
alriht so of be oore wittes.

t Als, aJv. and eoiij. Obs.
;
also alse, aloe, alls.

[An intermed. form between the fuller al-swa, ALSO
and the modern As. Chiefly northern, though also

in \Vyclif, etc.] Used especially as :

1. = ALSO, in its present sense, q. v.

2. = As, antecedent, with following as: A Is longer.'.

3. (In early times) = As, relative or conjunctive,
with antecedent a/so, alse, als: Also old ah I.

Alsa, obs. form of ALSO.

Alsatia(*ls^i'J'a').[L. form ofEl-sasz, i.e. foreign
settlement, Fr. Alsace.']
1. A province west of the middle Rhine, which

has formed a ' debatable ground
'

between France
and Germany, whence,
2. Cnnt name for the precinct of \Vhitc Friars in

London, formerly a sanctuary for debtors and law-

breakers
; hence, an asylum for criminals.

1688 SIIAUULI.L t^Y/t) The Squire of Alsatia. 1822 Si on
Xigcl xvi. (1878) 204 The lawless and turbulent society of
Alsatia. 1865 Daily Tel. 22 Dec. 4/6 The two countries are
so closely allied that one cannot possibly be turned into an
Alsatia for the criminals of the other.

Alsatian (sels^i-Jlan), a. and sb. [f. prec. + -AX.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to Alsatia. B. ,</>. An
inhabitant of Alsatia

;
a debtor or criminal in

sanctuary.
1691 I.LITKI.IL />V/V/" Rt'l. (18571 II- 2 59 The benchers of

the Inner Temple, having given orders for bricking up
their little gate leading into Whitefryers . . the Alsatians
came and pull'd it down. 1704 Gciitl. lustr. 11732* 491 (I).)

Here he struck up with sharpers, scourers, and Alsatians.

1822 SCOTT -\7^,Y xvii. 118781 20Q The true Alsatian bully.

tAlsau'f, adv. Obs. [phrase = all safe, quite

safe.] Without fail.

1297 R. GLOL-C. 391 pe kyng . . bed hym alsauf to hym to

(lloucestre wende.
r

|
Al segno (al se'iiyw'. //;/-. Mns. [It.,

= to the

sign or mark.] A direction to the performer to go
back to the place marked vV, and repeat the music

from that point.

Alsene, variant of F.LSON, Obs. or dial., awl.
n 1300 W. n HFBLESWOKTH in Wright /"<><-. 150 Tni dc sn!'i-

loftn, a bore of an alsene.

Alsike 'jvlsik). [Xamed from Alsikc near Up-
sala in Sweden, mentioned by I,inna:us as a habitat

of this plant.] A species of clover, Trifolhiin

hybriJitni.
1852 I ,A\VSON / "<-. Prod. Scotl. 68 Trifnlinm hybridnin is

now well known as Alsike Clover. 1881 Daily Xcii's 17

Sept. 3/4 \Sceii-}itarkct\ Alsike, white, and trefoil continue

exceedingly steady.

Alsinaceous 'a'lsin^Jas), a. Bot. [f.
L. alsine

chickweed ^a. Gr. aXoivr] an unidentified plant) +

-ACEOUS.] Allied to, or resembling the chickweed.

1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. I. ii. ted. 2> 141 The alsinaceous

fcorolla] has short distant [claws ]. 1854 HOOKTK Himalayan
Jrnts. II. xxii. 137 The tufted alsinaceous one. 1879 Syd.

I
.S>><\ Le.r., Alsinaccinis, Having a polypetalous corolla with
intervals between the petals.

Alsnesien, early f. ASXKSK, v. Obs. to ])ierce.

Also (o'lsff", ?g-ls<7;, adv. Forms: I all swa,
al swa, (\VS. eall swa, eal swn ,

2 alswa. North.

3-7 alswa, 5 allswa, alsswa, 5-6 alsway, 5-7 al-

sua, alsuay, 4-6 alsa. South. 2-3 al swo, 3-5 al

so, j-7 all so, 4- also. Contr. (north, and midl.)

4 alse, (alce">, 3-7 als, (6 alls), [comb, of ALL =

altogether, wholly + So (OE. a/ + SK'ti~). Cf. Ger.

also, Du. ahoo. Oiig. an emphasized expansion of

so (cf. al-though, all one, all the same, al-together),

and used in all the historical senses of So, demon-

strative, antecedent, and relative. It was, first as

a relative, and then as antecedent, shortened

through alse (ase\ als, to As, which now always
fulfils the relative function, and shares with the

original so the antecedent function
; thus, as good

as this, not so good as that. As a demonstrative,

its force has l>een weakened from -wholly so, just

so, through in the same 'nay, likewise, to eke, loo.

For this weakened sense there was in the ijth c.

a tendency, developed in the north into an esta-

blished usage, to employ the weakened form alse,

als, but this has been resisted in standard English,
where the full also is retained in this, now the only
current sense. Not common in i6th c.

; Shaks., ac-

cording to Schmidt, has it only 22 times. See As.]
A. Demonstrative.

+ 1. Wholly so, or quite so ; just, or even so ; in

this or that verv manner, even thus. Obs.



ALSOON.
<: 1200 Trin. Call. Hotn. 109 AUwo ure helende is almihtin

fod,
and nis non ooer bute he. trizzo Halt Meid.\-$ Alswa

eo meidenhad meidenes cwike flesch wi3ute wemmunge
halt, c 1230 A tier. R . 24 Et allc be obre tiden, also biginnen
& also enden. 1:1305 Judas in E. E. Poems (1862) in Also

he endede his lyfe. 1:1425 WYNTOUN Cron. in. iii. no Hys
Land callyd was Hunia, Hunys his Men was callyd alsua.

1 2. In the very manner of something else; in like

manner, in the same way, likewise, similarly (pass-

ing in later times into 3). Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 Al fat folc code bar ford to proces-

siun . . and in al swa. 1297 R. GLOUC. 319 An byleuede hym
ber aj nyjt, & al hys ost al so. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 474 1 ak

fou banne my gode stede . . & eke my scheld al-so. c 1400

Apol.for Loll.^t) And so it semeth al so to me. c 1425

WYNTOUN Cron. ix. xiv. 82 And ubir Gentillis . . Of his Kyn
and his House alswa. 1418 in Heath Grocers Comp. 5 Alsoe

the cres-table on the seide north syde of the halle was rnaad

and layd on. 1513 WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (18751 I. 8 1 his

yeare allso . . Te Deum was sungen. 1535 COVERDALE Job

li. I When the seruauntes of God came & stode before the

Lorde, Sathan came also amonge them, and stode before him.

l6n BIBLE Mark i. 38 Let vs goe into y' next townes, that

I may preach there also. 1710 STEELE Tatter No. 55 r 5

Some Forces are also posted at Taloir.

3. As a further point, item, or circumstance tend-

ing in the same direction ; further, in addition, be-

sides, as well, too ; taking the place of OE. eac,

EKE.

(o- in form als. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. tr >. 867 Dat hird he folded als to 5an. 1330

R. BRL-NNE Chron. 218 And Sir Hugh Bigote als with be erle

fled he. c 1325 E. E.A Hit. P. B. 1377 pe bourj wat? so brod

& so bigge alee. 1352 MINOT Poems 4 Thare was crakked

many a crowne Of wild Scottes, and alls of tame, c 1386

CHAUCER Frankl. T. 870 The sorwe ofDorigen he tolde hym
als \r. r. alse]. 1470 HARDING Chron. xxxi, Sixe temples he

made, in Cambre & Logres als. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. ix. 18 Als

Una earnd her traveill to renew. ^1603 JAMES I Chorus

Ven. in Farr's 5. P. 3 With viols, gitterne, cistiers als. 1642

H. MORE Song of Soul in. App. liv, Als see whose lovely

friendship you decline.

0. in form also (northern alswa).

[1382 WVCLIF "John viii. 19 If je wisten me, perauenture and

;e schulden wite my father.] 1388 ibid.
, ?e schulden knowe

also my fadir [1526 TINDALE, Ye shuld have knowen my
father also]. 1:1460 Ttnvncley Myst. 186 Oure lantarnes take

with us alsway. 1570 ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 49 By his

father and mothers also consent. 1582-8 Hist. James 1 f

(1804! 87 They not only relaxt him, bot alswa my Lord Heries.

1588 A. KING Canisius' Catecfi. 37 Grante me alsua, o heauen-

lie father, thy grace. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. Il r
, n. iv. 459 Not

in Words onely, but in Woes also. 1611 BIBLE John xii. i3

For this cause the people also met him. c 1720 PRIOR J-'ngl.

Ballad 51 With ekes and alsos tack thy strain. 1849 MAC-

AULAY Hist. Eng. II. 213 The declaration of Charles dis-

pensed only with penal laws. The declaration of James

dispensed also with all religious tests. 1857 BUCKLE Civifis.

\. 2 Great attention has been paid to the history of legislation,

also to that of religion. Ibid. I. vii. 374 The opposition was

not only futile, but it was also injurious.

B. Antecedent or correlative, with rel. so, also,

alse, als, as. Obs., represented by As, So, q.v.

f 1. In the very way \\\ which something is done) ;

so, as. Obs.
c 1250 Geit. f; Ex. 3436 Als he redde, al-so gan it ben. 1256

Procl. Henry III, Al swo al se hit is biforen iseid.

1 2. In the same degree (in which some other at-

tribute is) ; so, as. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 1238 Al-so fer so a bo^e mai ten. ^1320

Seuyn Sages (W.I 569 Al so sone so he mighte. 1393 LANGL.

P. PI. C. xxll. 440 Trauaileb . . for a tretour al-so sore As for

a trewe tydy man. -1410 N. LOVE Bonavtntura's Mirr.

I^Gibbs MS.) xl. 88 Also mykyll as bow may.

C. Relative and conjunctive. (In this use alswa,

also took the place of OE. swd, and was very early

weakened to alse, als, As, q.v.)

fl. In what manner, in the way that (a thing is

done) ; as. Obs, f 2. To what extent, in the de-

gree that (an attribute is) ;
as. Obs.

CII75 Cotton Horn. 217 Alswo sanctus augustinus cwe5.

1205 LAYAM. 468 To libben al swa bat wilde swin [1250 al

so |>e wilde swin]. Ibid. 69 Al swa be boc spekea [1250 as be

bokes speke]. 1250 Gen. ff E.r. 475 Al-so he mistajte, also

he schet. a 1300 Floriz t, Bl. 803 A kinedom Also long and

also brod Also eure Jet bi fader ibod. [c 1350 in Dam. A rch.

II. 31 When it was wrought als it sould be. 1458 Ibid. III.

42 Werkemen als wise as they coude fynde any.]

f 3. with subjunct. As though, as if. Obs.

a 1300 Floriz t, Bl. 326 Ber wib be square and schauntillun

Also [m were a gud Mascun. c 1410 N. LOVE Bonafentura's

Mirr. (Gibbs MS.)xxxix. 86, I haue ouercome be world Alse

who seyth And so schulle }e.

t Alsoo'n, adv. Obs. ; also alsone, alsoone.

[
= als soon, i. e. as soon, which is the modern form

in sense i ;
sense 2 is quite obs.] See also As SOON.

1. Followed by as : As soon. Cf. Fr. aussitot que.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce x. 368 Alsoyn As this dcuisit wes.

1434 Test, Ebor. 11.41 Alson as y< saule be out of y boddy.

"579 SPENSER Shep. Cat. July, Alsoone may shepheard clymbe
to skye . . As Goteheard prowd.

2. absol. As soon as possible, at once, immediately.

(Fr. aussitot.)

01300 Cursor M. 339 He . . said wit word, and als son All

his comament was don. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4624 pe

grete dome sal noght be aftir alsone. 1375 BARBOUK Bruce v.

574 lames ofdouglas . . The presoners has tane alsone. c 1420

SirAmadace Ivii. (1842) 50 Alsone his lord he metes.

t Alsti'te, alsti~t, adv. Obs. north. [~a!s
tile = as quick : see THE.] See also AS-TITE.

1. Followed by as : As quick, as soon.

254

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6460 Als tyte als \K last dome es

gyven.
2. absol. : As quick as possible, immediately, at

once. Cf. ALSOON.
c 1315 E. E. Alii!. P. B. 1099 What-so he towched also.tyd

tourned to hele. Ibid. B. 64 Now turne I beder als-tyd.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 80 That we may haf don als-tit.

1:1400 Destr. Troy xxvm. 11693 Antenor alstite amet to

speike. c 1420 Sir Atnadace Ivi, Go, Hasteli and alstite.

Alstonite (jHstsnsit). A/in.
[f.

Alston in Cum-
berland, where found.] A double carbonate of

lime and baryta, crystallizing in the prismatic or

orthorhombic system ; Dana prefers the name
BROMLITE given by Thomson.

t Alswi'tli(e, alswyth(e, adv. Obs. [
= als

sutith(e, as quickly: see SWITHE, and cf. alstitc.]

1. Followed by as : As fast, as quickly, as soon.

a 1300 Cursor M. 489 Alsuibe als he was made.

2. absol. As fast as possible, with all speed, im-

mediately. Cf. ALSOON.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce vin. 153 His ansuer he tald alswith.

c 1440 Morte A rth. 29 There the knight is dede as swithe.

1501 DOUGLAS Palice of Hon. i. Ixvii. (1787) 31 Alswyth Do
write the sentence.

tAlt 1
. Obs. [a. :6thc. Fr. alte\ or modification

of the earlier ALTO after Fr.] A halt
; only in phr.

to make alt (Yr. faire alte).

1623 BINGHAM Xcnophm 61 Cherisophus, that at other times

vpon the receit of such messages made vsually Alt, made
not Alt then. 1664 S. CLARKE Tamerlane 44 The Sultan

made divers Alts with four thousand horse.

Alt- (sell). Mus. [a. Pr. alt:L. attum high.]

High tone (of voice or instrument) ; spec, in the

phr. / alt : in the octave above the treble stave

beginning with G.
1535 STEWART Cron. ScotI. II. 627 Mony trumpet into

Mndrie tune, Sum into bas, and sum in alt abone. 1674
PLAYKORD Skill of Mus. \. i. 3 Those above E la are called

Notes in Alt. 1719 D'URFEY Pills (1872) I. 52 In soaring
Alts his grand ambition show, a 1794 COLMAN Mus. Lady i.

(D.I Your ladyship's absolutely in alt. . . Yes, in alt : give me
leave to tell your ladyship, that you have raised your voice a

full octave higher. 1845 CARLYLE Cromwell 11871' IV. 60

Voice risen somewhat into Alt. 1864 BROWNING Youtk <y

Art in Dratn. Pers. 155 As I shook upon E in alt.

b. fg. In alt : in an exalted or excited frame of

mind : of '

high-flying
'

views.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa V. 145 The fair fugitive was all

in alt. 1784 Kut-op. Mag. V. 425, I know you to be in alt,

as to your religion.

Altaian (aeltirian), a. and sb. [a. Fr. allaien

f. Altai (mountains in Asia) : see -AN.] A term

applied by Castren to the peoples and languages

lying between the Altai Mountains and Arctic

Ocean ; called by some ethnologists Ugro-Finnish.
1874 tr. Peschtfs 'Races ofMan. (1876) 377 This group of

nations which Castren has named Altaians is closely allied

to the Eastern and Southern Asiatics.

Altaic (.sehV'ik), a. [ad. Fr. alta'ique, i. as prec.:

see -1C.]
=

prec.
1850 LATHAM I'ar. Man. 15 The term Altaic is taken from

the Altai mountains in Central Asia.

Altaite (deltf -ait). Min.
[f.

Altai mountains,

in Asia + -ITE.] A mineral analogous to Hessite,

a tellurid either of silver, or of lead and silver.

H Altaltissimo (ciltalti-simo). [It., redupl.

comp. of alto high 4- altissimo highest.] The very

highest summit.

1855 BROWNING Pict. Flor. in Men % Worn. II. 47 The Bell-

tower's altaltissimo.

Altar (9'lt3j).
Forms: I altar, 1-6 alter, 3-6

auter, 3-7 aulter, 4 altere, awtiere, awteer, 4-5

awtier, 46 awter, autere, 5 autir, auuter,

awtare, (nawtyr , 5-6 aughter, 6 autre, awlter,

alterr(e, -are, aultar, 6-; altar, [a. L. altare, pi.

altdri-a, prob. orig. a '

high place,
1

f. alt-us high.

With OK. allai-, cf. OS., OHO. and ON. altari,

alteri, OFris. altare, alter. Side by side with the OK.

form, the OFr. auter (earlier autier, aultier, altier

: L. altare) was adopted a 1 300, and both forms,

with many intermediate ones, continued to i6th c.,

when the spelling altar, after L., prevailed.]
1. A block, pile, table, stand, or other raised

structure, with a plane top, on which to place or

sacrifice offerings to a deity.
c looo /ELFRIC Matt. v. 23 Lxt bsr bine lac beforan bam

altare [v. r. wefode, Line/is/. G. wished, Halt, weofede).

1-1200 Trin, Coll. Horn. 135 De holi man sah be he} engel

atte altcres ende. 1250 Gen. f, Ex. 1325 Ysaac was leid

Sat auter on. 1366 MAUNDEV. iii. 16 There is an Awtier upon
his Toumbe. 1393 GOWER Conf. 1 1 1. 250 From under thalter

sodeinly An hideous serpent openly Cam out. 1535 COVER-

DALE Ex. xxxviii. i The altare of burnt offrynges. Ibid.

i Mace. iv. 49 The aulter of incense. 1611 BIBLE Gen. vin.

20 And Noah builded an Altar vnto the Lord. 1667 MILTON

P. L. XI. 323 So many grateful Altars I would reare Of grassie

Terfe. 1772 PENNANT Tours in Scotl. (1774)180 An altar

for sacrifices to the immortal gods. 1821 BYRON Cain I.
'

1 will build no more altars.

To. Jig. with reference to the uses, customs, dedica-

tion, or peculiar sanctity of the altar.

1401 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 42 Datan and Abiron . . with

newe senceres ensencen the auters of synne. 1580 SIDNEY

Arcadia I. 82 Where thoughts be the temple, sight
is an

aultar, 1601 SHAKS. Ttotl. .V. v. i. 116 You vnciui-11 Ladie

ALTAIt
To whose ingrate, and vnauspicious Altars My soule the

"aithfull'st offrings haue breath'd out. 1635 HOWELL Lett.

,1650) II. 41 Farewell my dear Tom .. Yours to the altar,

J. H. 1775 BURKED/. Cone. Anter. Wks. 111-94 The stones

which construct the sacred altar of peace. 1857 HEAVYSEGE
Saul (1869) 381 The stars shall sooner fall Each from its

sacred altar in the heavens.

2. In those Christian Churches which celebrate

the eucharist or communion service as a sacrifice,

the raised structure consecrated to this celebration.

(High Altar, the chief altar in a cathedral or church.)

c 1200 ORMIN 1061 Alt te minnstredure wass An allterr bajr
wibbutenn. f 1340 Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 593 He herknej his

masse, Offred & honoured at be he^e auter. ijWMAUNDEV.
x. 112 A gret Awteer of a faire Chirche. a 1420 OCCLEVE
De Reg. Princ. 381, I in the sacrament Of the aute're fully

beleve. c 1440 Gestti Rom. 261 The body of Crist liyng vpon
the awter. a 1500 Nominal* in Wright Voc. 230/2 Hoc
allure, a nawtyr. 1553-87 FOXE A. ft M. 1. 456/2 Priests to

ifiren in the auter thy flesh and thy blood. 1691 WASHING-
TON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. ii. (1851) 68 He compell'd them
to set up Altars, which all Protestants abhor. 18*6 SCOTT
H'oodst. 11832) 175 The high altar had been removed.

b. As applied to the
'

holy table
'

of the English

Prayer-book, which occupies the place of the altars

removed after the Reformation.

I In the Prayer Book of 1549 altar occurs side by side with
1 God's board, Lord's table, Holy table,' the two latter

of which at length displaced it in authoritative use (exc. in

the Coronation Service.'. The word was the subject ofmuch
controversy in i/th c. In common parlance it is now used

to a great extent indifferently with 'Communion-table '(Lord's

table, Holy table 'sometimes literally, sometimesfiguratively;
but controversially, one or the other is used according to the

doctrine of the Eucharist held or sought to be emphasized.]

1549 ist Prayer Bk. Edw. VI (1852) 298 These wordes be-

fore rehersed are to be saied, turning still to the Altar, with-

out any eleuacion or shewing the sacrament to the people.

[Also called p. 266 Lord's Table, p. 302 God's Board, and

p. 273 Holy Table.} 1625 LAUD DiaryWks. (1853) III. 181,

I returned and offered them [the regalia] solemnly at the

altar in the name of the king. a 1626 Bp. ANDREWES
Asw. Cdl. Perron 6 The Holy Eucharist being considered

as a Sacrifice, the same is fitly called an altar : which again
is as fitly called a Table, the Eucharist being considered as

a Sacrament. 1635 BRERETON Trav. (1844) 82 It was not to

be accounted an altar but the communion-table. 1637114

June) LAUD Sp. in Star-Ch. 54 The placing of the Holy
Table Altarwise (since they will needs call it sol a 1638
MEDE Wks. n. 386 \Marg. title] Of the name Altar anciently

given to the Holy Table. 1641 LD. BROOKE Kpisc. 18 Pjacing
the Communion Table Altar-wise, Railing it in, Bowing to

it, etc. 1641-74 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. 1. 1. 1 1843) 39/1 [anno

16-35] Those Disputes brought in new words, and terms (Altar,

Adoration, and Genuflexion, and other expressions'. 1660

STILLIXCFLEET Irenicum i. ii. (1662) 66 The Altar, as they

metaphorically called the Communion-Table. 1742 BAILEY

Did. s.v., The Christians call the Communion Table their

church .. and walked up^to thValtar. 1831 Eng. Coron.

Service, Then the Archbishop takes the sword from off the

altar, and . . saith : Receive this kingly sword brought now
from the altar of God. 1883 Daily A'ews 27 Mar. 7/2 Dis-

turbing the congregation of St. Paul's Cathedral . . [and]

breaking certain ornaments on the altar.

C. In phr. 'to lead a bride to the altar? as the

place at which the marriage service in a church is

concluded ;
whence '

hymeneal altar.'

1820 COMBE (Dr. Syntax) Consolation vi. 236 The indis-

soluble tie Which hallow'd Altars sanctify, a 1842 TENNY-
SON Lord of Burl, n Leads her to the village altar. 1883

Daily News 9 Mar. 3/2 Mr. is about to lead to the hy-
meneal altar a charming young lady now resident in Paris.

3.yff. A place consecrated to devotional observ-

ances. Family altar: the place or scene of family

devotions.

1693 O. HEVWOOD (title) The Family Altar, erected to the

honour of the Eternal God.

4. A metrical address or dedication, fancifully

written or printed in the form of an altar, arch.

1680 BUTLER Kent. (1759) II. 120 As for Altars and Pyra-
mids in Poetry, he has outdone all Men. 1682 DRVDEN
Mac Fleckn. 206 Some peaceful province in Acrostic land,

Where thou may'st wings display, and altars raise.

6. A southern constellation, also called Ara.

1556 RECORDE Cast. Knint'l. 270 Vnder the Scorpions tayle,
standeth the Altar. 1868 LOCKYER Heavens led. 3) 334 The
Altar and the Southern Triangle . . bring us back to Argo.

B. Altar- in comb. I. General syntactic relations.

1. objective gen. with n. of agent or action, as

altar-adorer, -building, -worship.

1641 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 553 A notable Ar-

minian and an Altar-adorer. 1705 HICKKRINGILL Priest-cr.

iv. 231 Cold Formality, and Altar-Worship. 1831 CARLYLK

Sart. Kes. in. iii. 256 Were this an altar-building time.

2. instr. & locative with pa. pple., as altar-vtrweJ.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. 72 Some new breach

of an altar-vowed duty.

3. attrib. Of or belonging to an altar or its appur-

tenances, as altar-cross, -pile, -place, -side, -top ;

ALTAK-CLOTH, -PIECE, -STONE ; and most of those

in II.

1816 BYRON Darkness 58 The dying embers of an altar-

place. 1871 F. T. PALGRAVE Lyr. Poems 34 From the altar,

top Strewing her golden hair with ashes hoar.

4. attrib. Of or connected with the use of an altar,

as altar-boy, -god, -servant, -service ; altar-bread,

-thane.

1552-5 LATIMER Serm. <y Rem. (1845) 260 Their white idol

(I should have said their altar-godL 1610 HEM.MSt.Ang.,



ALTARAGE.

City ofGod 281 The altar-servant, or sacrificer. 1772 Hist.

FriarGerund I. 150 Idiots who are not fit to be made altar-

boys.
II. Special combinations (with quotations in

alphabetical order). Altar-bread, the bread used

in celebrating the Communion ; altar-fire, the fire

on an altar,fig. religious rite
; altar-front, -frontal,

-facing, a movable frame, or a hanging of silk, etc.,

placed in front of an altar, the antcpcndium ;
altar-

plate, the plate used in the communion service ;

altar-pyx, a pyx or box for holding the consecrated

elements ; altar-rails, the rails separating the sacra -

rium from the rest of the chancel ; altar-screen, the

reredos wall or screen at the back of a (church-)

altar ; altar-slab, the slab forming the top of an

altar ; altar-stair, a flight of steps ascending to an

altar; altar-stead, the place where an altar stands;

altar-step, a step ascending to an altar ;
altar-

table (
= altar-slab) ; f altar-thane, the priest

serving an altar, a mass-priest ; altar-tomb, a raised

monument resembling a solid altar; altar-ways

(
= ALTARWISE).
1849 ROCK Ch. Fathers I. ii. 144

* Altar-Bread was un-

leavened. Ibid. r49 Irons for baking *Altar-Breads. 1850

TENNYSON In Mem. xii. 3 Mounts the heavenward altar-

fire. "876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. III. xxxvii. 129 To Daniel

the words Father, Mother had the *altar-fire in them. 1566

in Eng. Ch. Fitrn. (1866) 56 Item an 'altar (front sold to

Sir Richard thoryld. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. ill.

80 A beautiful silver 'altar-front. 1859 GuLLICK & TIMBS
Paint. 308 A more important class of panel picture viz. the

altar-frontals or antependia. These "altar-facings were

moveable. "856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. n. xiii, The dese-

cration of the abbey-chapels and *altar-plate. a. 1683 OLD-
HAM Wks. 1697, 79 (Joo.) Yon altar-pyx of gold is the

abode, And safe repository of their god. 1860 W. CLARK
Vac. Tour 53 An aged priest, standing within the *altar rails.

1866 PEACOCK Eng. Ch. Furn. 21 The *altar-slabs thus used

as fire-backs and bridges. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh
iv. 802 The topmost *altar-stair. 1868 MORRIS Earthly
Par. I. 94 Hung up as relics nigh the *altar-stead. 1846
KEBLF. Lyra. Innoc. (1873! 7 With pure heart to fall Before

His *Altar-step. 1566 in Eng. Ch. Furn. (18661 42 On "alter

table broken by Mr. Vycar. 1769 GRAY Let. in Wks. (1775)

368 There is an "altar-tomb of one of them dated 1 577. "879
G. SCOTT Lect. A rchit. 1. 1 80 The marble 'altar-tomb of Queen
Eleanor. 1733 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.,

* Altar-thane in pur
ancient law-books, denotes a priest or parson of a parish.

1641 in Burton Diary (\1,TZ} III. 89 Caused the Communion-
Table . . to be removed, and set *altar-ways.

Altarage (g-ltaredj). Also 5 awterage. [a.

OFr. auterage, autelage : see ALTAR and -AGE.]

1. The revenue arising from oblations at an altar.

1478 Paston Lett. 819 III. 232 The parson had all the

awterage and Oder profytes. 1661 J. STEPHENS Procurations,
etc. 108 Altaragies, that is, offerings made upon the Altar.

1778 T. BATEMAN Agistm. Tithe ed. 2) 83 The Vicar . . is

excluded from every Tithe Altarage and Emolument.

2. A fund or provision for the maintenance of an

altar and a priest to say masses thereat.

1634-46 J. Row (father) Hist._ Kirk (1842! 27 That all

formerlie pertaining to freirs, preists, monks, altarages, etc.,

be employed for schools. 1851 Orig. Paroch. Scot. I. 461

Between 132^ and 1371 John Spottiswood . . founded an

altarage in this church.

A'ltar-cloth. [ALTAR- 3.] prop. The linen

cloth used at the Communion or the Mass ;
but fre-

quently applied to the silk frontal and super-frontal.
(izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 163 His alter clo5 is great and sole.

c 1440 Lay-Folks Mass-Bk., B. P. iii. (1879) 71 Awterdath
or towel, or any other anourment. a 1500 Nominale in

Wright Voc. 231/1 Hoc lurthium, a nawtyr-cloth. 1522 in

Bury Wills 117, I bequethe to Fryers of Babbewell an

aughter clothe of diaper. 1641 MILTON Ch. Discip. n. (1851)

47 Rich Coaps, gorgeous Altar-clothes. 1836 R. A. VAUGHAN
Hours 7t'. Myst. (ed. 2) I. 222 He covers his table with an
'altar-cloth.'

Altared (g-ltaid), ///. a.
[f.

ALTAR + -ED.] a.

Furnished or honoured with an altar, b. Treated

as an altar.

1641 Armin. Nunnery 6 The east end, where the altered

table stood. 1652 in Benlowe's Thcophila Pref, Altar'd Theo-

phil, Incenst with sweet obedience.

tA'ltarer. Obs. In 5 auterer. [f. ALTAR + -ER!;

cf. waggoner.'] One who ministers at an altar.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowle I. i. (1859) i
,
I sawe also the Auterer,

that clepyd is dame prayer.

tAlta'rian, . Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

ALTAR + -IAN.]

Of, or connected with, an altar.

1642 SIR E. DERING Sf. on Relig. in Our Papall misleaders

and Altarian innovators.

Altarist (g-lt3rist). [a. Fr. altariste : late L.

altarista.'] (See quot.)
"753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siipp., Altarist properly denotes the

vicar ofa church. 1882 W. HENDERSON Process. Eccl. Sariitn

Pref. 10 Altarists had to see that everything necessary for

the service of the attars was ready for the priest.

Altarless ('ltoiUs), a. poet. [f.
ALTAR + -LESS.]

\Vithout any altar.

1878 B. TAYLOR Dcukalion n. iv. 78 Go, altarless yet wor-

shipped !

Altarlet (g-ltailet). [f. ALTAR + -LET.] A small

altar.

1829 SOUTHEV Allfor Love Wks. VII. 281 Of how small

dimensions . . may better be collected from the measure of

the altarlet itself.

Altar-piece. [ALTAR- 3.] A painting or

sculpture placed behind and over an altar; a reredos.

255

1644 EVELYN Mem. (1857) 1. 127 The altar-piece of St.

Michael being of Mosaic. 1761 H. WALPOLE Virtue's A need.

Paint. (1786) I. 81 A much admired work of Mabuse was an

altar-piece at Middleburgh. 1859 GUI.LICK & TIMES Pamt.

305 Altar-pieces were originally portable.

ATtar-stone. [AI.TAK- 3.] A stone forming

part of an altar
; especially, the slab forming the top

or table j
the super-altar ; also (in R. C. Ch.} a

portable slab used by priests when mass is said

at 'stations.'

.-1325 Ca-itr <fc L. 41 At Cantyrbury at the awterston,

Wher many myraclys are idon. 1566 in Eng. Ch. Film.

(1866) 37 The aulter stones--Broken in peces by the aboue

named church wardens. 1814 SCOTT I.ti. of Isles n. xxiv,

Murder done Even on the sacred altar-stone ! 1870 BHVAVI
Homer I. n. 50 A frightful serpent From beneath the alt.i: -

stone Came swiftly gliding.

Altarwise (g'ltaiwsiz),
adv.

[f.
ALTAR + WISH.]

After the manner of an altar
;
in the position of an

altar in a church.

1562 in Strype Ann. Kef. (1824) 1. 1. xxvii. 475 That the table

from henceforth stand no more altarwise. 1637 LAUD Sj>. in

Star-Ch. (T.) The holy table ought to stand at the upper
end of the quire, north or south, or altarwise. [See also

ALTAR2b.] 1607 DRYDKN F/r^-;7ii8o6) III. 161 Inaltar-wise,

a stately pile they rear. 1859 MASSON Milton I. 629 Fixing
the communion-table altarwise at the east end of the chancel.

Altazimuth. (selt|SC-zim)>). [f.
alt. for AL-

TITUDE + AZIMUTH.] An instrument, invented by
Prof. Airy, for determining the altitude and azimuth

of a heavenly body.
1860 DUNKIN Hnndbk. Astron. 49 The Greenwich altazi-

muth instrument. 1868 LOCKYER Elan. Astron. 523 To
make an observation with the altazimuth. 1876 CHAMBERS
Astron. 640 A form of altazimuth mounting for Newtonian
Reflectors.

tA'ltel. Obs. rare- 1
. [a.MFr. altcl (mod. ante!)

altar.]
= ALTAR 2.

""555 BRADFORD Wks. II. 314(0.) Hear mass devoutly,

and take altel holy bread.

Alter (9'lt9l),. Forms : 4-? altere, altar, 6-7

altre, 4- alter. [a. I4th c. Fr. altcre-r (Pr. or It.

alterar) ad. med.L. altera-rc, f. alter other.]

1. To make (a thing) otherwise or different in

some respect ;
to make some change in character,

shape, condition, position, quantity, value, etc.

without changing the thing itself for another ;
to

modify, to change the appearance of.

(-1374 CHAUCER Trtylus HI. 1787 Love . . alterid his spirit

so withynne. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vin. x. (1495)

314 The ouer bodyes of heuen altere and chaunge thyse nether

thynges. 1509 FISHER Fun. Serin. 'Wks. 1876, 304 (The

body] anone begynneth to putrefye . . The ayre dothe alter

it. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. iv. i. 219 No power in Venice

Can alter a decree established. 1605 CAMDEN Rem. 14 Ihe

English-Saxon conquerors altred the tongue. 1691 I.UTT-

RELL Brief. Rel. (1857) II. 301 Several of the Irish forces

that intended at first to goe for France, have alter'd their

minds. 1736 BURKE Vind. Kat. Sac. \Vks. I. 25, I am obliged

to alter my design. 1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 373 The
heat which alters the strata. 1872 YEATS Techn. Hist. Coinm.

164 Fashion in shoes . . was quite altered after the Crusades.

2. intr. (for refl.) To become otherwise, to under-

go some change in character or appearance.
1590 GREENE Mourning Garm. 116161 Pref. 4 Such as alter

in a moment, win not credit in a moneth. 1611 BIBLE Dan.

vi. 12 The law of the Medes and Persians whicli altereth not.

1769 Junius Lett. xxxv. 154 Human nature .. is greatly

altered for the better. 1879 LUBBOCK Set. Lect. i. 30 Both

insects and flowers are continually altering in their structure.

f3. trans. To affect mentally; to disturb. Obs.

(Cf. the dial, to put about.)

1542 HENRY VIII Dcclar.'m Compl. Scot!. 194 We. .suffered

our selfe to be somewhat altred by his wordes and fayre

promyses. 1615 CHAPMAN Oifyss. ix. 96 Then began the

bitter Fate of Jove To alter us unhappy, a 1674 MILTON (in

Webster), I suppose them . . not a little altered and moved

inwardly in their minds.

( 4. intr. To administer alterative medicines. Obs.

1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Physic 331 Afterwards we must purge,

alter, and that often. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit. XIX.

764 Some practitioners . . always alter and never Purge.

Alterability (J'lteribHIti). [f.
ALTERABLE

see -BILITY. Cf. Fr. alttroKKttA = ALTERABLENESS.

[Not in JOHNSON 1755, TODD 1818, RICHARDSON 1836.] 1847

in CRAIG. 1831 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. III. iv. xii. 10 The
difference . . is, on the whole, chiefly in this point of alter-

ability. 1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 192 Neither to

Brahma, nor to any part of him, has there ever attached . .

the least ignorance or alterability.

Alterable (9 Itarab'l), a. [a. Fr. alterable : see

ALTER and -ABLE.]
1 1. Liable to alter or vary, variable, changeable
1526 FRITH Dispnt. Purg. 193 His justice and mercy are

ever one, and not alterable. 1696 WEDDERBURN David'.

Test. iv. 28 His peace, his joy . . are indeed moveable and

very alterable things.

2. Capable of being altered or changed.
1574 WHITCIFT Def. Answ. ii. Wks. 1851 I. 284 Which

being external matters and alterable, are to be altered am
changed. 1630 PKYNNE Anti-Armin. 114 It is contingen

and alterable at mans pleasure. 1744 LD. LYTTELTON Sf
Scotch Bill Wks. 1776 III. 5 The laws that concern pubhck

right, policy and civil government . . are declared to be alter

able by Parliament. 1802 PLAYFAIR lllustr. Hutton. Th

278 Substances alterable by fire. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes \

The manner of it is very alterable : the matter and fact of i

is not alterable by any power under the sky.

f 3. Capable of producing alteration, or change

of state in something else. Obs. rare.

ALTERATIVE.

"594 CAREW tr. Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 283 There are

some men whose generatiue facultie is vnable, and not alter-

able for one woman, and yet for another is apt & begetteth
issue.

AlterableneSS (5-ltarab'lnes). [f. prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being alterable
; capability

of being altered ; alterability.

1655 GOUGE Comm. Hebr. xii. 27. in. 373 The Apostle giveth
us to understand . . i. The alterablenesse of the Law. Ibid.

381 The alterableness of the law is implied in this word,

removing. 1755 in JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets.

Alterably (-ltorabli), adv. [f. ALTERABLE +

-L\'2.] In an alterable manner ;
so as to be capa-

ble of alteration.

"755 i'1 JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets.

tA'lterage. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
L. alter a foster-

father, agent-noun f. al-fre to nourish + -ARE. Cf.

porterage] Fostering, rearing.
1612 Sin J. DAMES Why Ireland etc. (17471 180 In Ireland,

vhere they put away al their children to Fosterers, the

wtent and rich men selling, the meaner sort buying, the

.Iterage of their children.

t A'lterance. Obs. rare- 1

, [f.
ALTER + -ANCK,

as if a. Fr. *alt< :

rance] Alteration.

1559 BP. SCOT in Strype Ann. Ref. I. App. x. 27 But maketh

ourther earneste request for alteraunce, yea, for the clear

abolysshinge of the same.

Alterant (g-Harant), a. and si. [a. Fr. alterant

>r. pple. of alterer to ALTER.]
A. adj. Producing alteration or change.

1626 BACON Sylva 800 Whether the Body be Alterant, or

Altered, evermore a Perception preceedeth Operation. 1879
WHITNEY Sansk. Cram. 57 The vowels that cause the alter,

ation of s to s may be called . .

' alterant
'

vowels.

B. si.

1. Anything which alters, or changes the state of

another.

1750 Leonardo's Mirr. Stones 41 Both from the water

and the sun, and from extrinsic alterants. "879 G. GLAD-

STONE in Casselfs Techn. Educ, I. 76 Importance of mordants

consists in their so fixing the colours . .and that of alterants

in their bringing out or changing the tint.

t 2. spec. An alterative medicine. Obs.

17 . . QUINCY in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 75 We frequently

meet with . . many of this sort mention'd, as Alterants.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1756) II. vi. 221 Then Vomits,

Purgatives, and proper Alterants take place. 1753 CHAMBERS

Cycl. Si'ff., Alterants are supposed to exert their power

chiefly on the humours of the body.

t Alterate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. late L. alferat-us

pa. pple. oialter-are to ALTEK.] = ALTERED.

1:1450 HF.NRYSON Test. Cres. 195 iR.i She was dissimulate

. And sodainly chaunged and alterate. 1470 HARDING

Chron. cvi, With sickenes he was so alterate He dyed then.

1531 EI.YOT Go-.'ernour n. ix. I R.I His excellent lawes beinge

stablyshed shulde never be alterate.

t Alterate, v. Obs. [f. prec., or on analogy of

vbs. so formed.] A by-form of ALTER.

CI475 Pol. Poems II. 287 That theyre pover levyng . .

May be altratyd unto welth. 1530 PALSGR. 421/1, I alterate,

I alter, I chaunge, Je altere. 1549 CHALONER tr. Erasm.

Morix Enc. T ij b, Those holy men shall be altogether trans-

formed and alterated. a 1618 SYLVESTER Klyst. Mysterie 24

(1880)11.316 No outward Force .. Can Thy drad Essence

alterate. "655 CULPEPER Riverius VII. i. 152 Expectorating

Medicines, and the rest are to be alterated for the same

reason. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Phrased. Gen., To Alter, alter-

ate or change.

Alteration (gltsr^-Jsn), [a.Fr.a//V>-a/*<;(i4th

c.), ad. med.L. alteration-cm, f. altera-re to ALTER.]

1. The action of altering or making some change

in a thing.
!482 Monk ofEvesham 58 Of these alteracyons of tymes

. . ther was non ende. 1579 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869)

81 A mistrust and great dowte of alteracion of religion.

1585 ABP. SANDYS Serin. (1841) 238 To attempt alteration

and change in the church of God. 1605 SHAKS. Lear\. i. 3

He's full of alteration, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. I. 55

The inconveniencies that might attend any alteration. 1769

BURKE State Nat. Wks. 1842 I. 106 Good men . .take ad-

vantage of the opportunity of such derangement in favour

of an useful alteration. Mod. The alteration of the house

was a tedious business.

2. A change in the character or appearance ot

anything, viewed as a fact ;
an altered or changed

condition.

1512 W.THYNNE in A nimadv. Pref. 24 The contrarieties and

alteracions founde by the collation of the one [edition] with

the other. 1606 G. WT.OODCOCKK] Hist. Justine 95 Reioyc-

ing in this happy alteration. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 509 Ere

will ue nouceu. io/ v*hw i . ..j-.-f, . --/ -

elevation or depression which produce permanent alterations

of level.

) 3. A distemper. Obs.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. n. iii. (1651) 77 Strange meats

cause notable alterations and distempers. 1633 URQUHART
Raleiais I. xxiii, By which medicine he cleansed all the

alteration and perverse habitude of his braine. 1663 BUTLEH

Hi<ditr.\.\. 575 Death of Great Men, Alterations, Diseases,

Battels, Inundations.

f 4. Music. (See quot.) Obs.

"597 T. MORLEY Introd. Mus. 24 The note which is to be

altered is commonly marked with a pricke of alteration. 1609

DOULAND Ornithop. Microl. 57 Alteration . . is the doubling

of a lesser Note in respect of a greater, or . . it is the doubling

of the proper value.

Alterative (9'lt3retiv), a. and si. [f.
late L.

altcrat- ppl. stem of alterare to ALTER, as if ad. L.



ALTERCAND.
Baiterdtivus prob. used in med. or mod.L. Cf. Fr.

alteratif, -ive.] A. adj.
1. Having the tendency to produce alteration

; esp.

applied to medicines which alter the processes of

nutrition, and reduce them to healthy action.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, u. x. 5 (1873) 138 Cannot be re-

moved by medicine alterative. i6zi BURTON Anat. Mel. u.

iv. i. ii, Simples are alterative or purgative. 1775 JOHNSON
in Boswt-ll yXis.. (18471 451 My opinion of alterative medicine
is not high, but guid tentasse nocebit ? 1855 GARROD Mat.
Med. (ed. 6) 23 Iodine has a powerful alterative action.

f2. passively, Liable to be changed. Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Alterative^ changed, or that may
be changed.
B. sb. An alterative medicine or treatment.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vn. xxi. (1495) 239 The cure
is with hote alteratiues. x6ai BL-RTON Anat. Mel. n. iv. i. i,

Of alteratiues and Cordials, no man doubts. 1710 GIBSON

Dispens. App. i. i. (1734' 47 Alteratives .. have a power of

changing the Constitution, without any sensible increase or

decrease of the natural evacuations. 1807 CRABBE Libr. 59
Here alt'ratives, by slow degrees controul The chronic habits
of the sickly soul. 18.. H. S. WILSON Alpine Asc. ii. 29
Alterative and excitement are best got in Switzerland.

t Altercand, ///.- 0/>s. rare- 1
. [?ad. L. al-

tercant-em pr. pple. of aitercd-ri (see next) with

northern ppl. ending.] Disputing; quarrelsome.
1330 R. KRUNNF, Chron. 314 J>e parties wer so felle altercand

on ilk side, pat non be soth couth telle, whedir pes or werre
suld tide.

Altercate (se-ltwlwit, 9-!-). [f.
L. altercat- ppl.

stem oialterca-ri to dispute with another, wrangle,
f. alter another.] To dispute vehemently, warmly,
or angrily ;

to contend in wordy warfare
;

to

wrangle.
1530 PALSGR. 421/1, 1 altercate, I moultiplylangageorstryve

in wordes. 1632 QUARLBS Diz 1
. Fanciest, xl, Never fight Nor

wrangle more, nor altercate agin. 1778 B. LixcoCN m Sparks
|

Corr, A iner. Re^. 1

. (18531 U- 24 Z The hard necessity of alter- !

eating with the civil power. 1810 Ann. Reg. 333/2 To alter-

cate with the Landlady about some threepence or fourpence.

1837 I.VTTON Athens II. 208 It becomes us not . . to altercate

on the localities of the battle.

Altercation (seUwk^'Jan, =!). Forms: 4-5 al-

tercacioun, 4-6 -cion, -cyon, 5 -tyown, altirca-

cioune, 6 altri-, altrycacion, alterication, 6-
altercation, [a. Fr. altercation, ad. L. altcrcafion-

em, n. of action f. alterca-ri
;
see prec.]

1. The action of disputing in warmth or anger ;

wordy strife, wrangling.
c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 229 As a!day fallith altercacioun

[v. r. altercacion e] Bitwixe frendes in dispitesoun. 1480 i

CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccliii. 327 Therof arose a grete alterca- I

cyon among wryters of this mater pro and contra. 1509
BARCLAY Ship of t-'ooles 11570) 2 Not to fall in alternation.

1541 PAYXKLL Catiline liv. 77 Cesar & Cato, being at alter-

cation togyther touching the peyn & punishment of the con-

spirators. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 241 A Judicious Reader
. . looks for Arguments, and loathes altercation. 1773
KKANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 VI. 379, I have an extreme aver-

sion to public altercation on philosophic points. 1856 E.
BOND Russia in i6M C. Introd. 21 This monopoly . . was a

pregnant cause of altercation between the two courts.

b. The conduct of a case in a court of justice by
means of question and answer. (L. altercatio Quint.)
1779 JOHNSON A", of Prussia Wks. 1787 IV. 553 In the dis-

cussion of causes, altercation must be allowed ; yet to alter-

cation some limits must be put. There are therefore allowed
a bill, an answer, a reply, and a rejoinder. 1875 POSTK
Gains jv. led. 2) 497 An oral pleading or altercation.

2. A vehement or angry dispute, a noisy contro-

versy, a wrangle.
1553 HULOET, Altricacion, /?*>tf. 1582 X.T. (Rhelms) Jnde

9 When Michael . . made altercation for the body of Moyses.
1665 GLANVILLE Seeps. Set. 74 Which excites men to endless

bawlings and altercations. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison

(1781) II. xxv. 241 An altercation cannot end in your favour.

1840 MACAULAY Clh<e 42 Stormy altercations at the India

House and in Parliament. 1856 Miss MULOCH J, Halifax

293 Which produced a warm altercation among the children.

A'ltercative, "- \0bs. rare. ff.
ALTERCATE +

-IVE ; cf. alternative.] Characterized by alterca-

tion, full of wrangling.
1731 FIELDING Grub St. Op. Wks. 1784 II. 51 You have

made additions . . to the altercative or scolding scenes. 1737
Tumblt'Down Dick III. 397 The true altercative, or

scolding style of the ancients.

Altered (j-ltaid), ppl. a.
[f.

ALTER + -ED.]

1. Made otherwise, changed in some particulars.
a 1400 ChesterPlays \. 6 Not altered in many poyntes from

the olde fashion. 1549 Compl. Scot 1. vii. 70 It vas baytht
altrit in cullour ande in beaulte. 1699 DRYDEN Pal. $ Arc.

i. 562 And gazing there, beheld his alter'd look. 1715 POPE

Odyss. x. 529 Shame touch'd Eurylochus's alter'd breast.

1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neigkb. xviii. 356, I have been

an altered character ever since I knew you, 1870 JEVONS
Elem. Logic xxvii. 235 We can see the stars in slightly

altered positions.

t2. Thirsty. (Cf. Fr. a/^V/'dry, athirst, almost

dried up,
1

Cotgr. 1611 ;
and see quot. dated 1605

under ALTERING///.*!. 2, In this sense Diez suggests
a confusion with med.L. arteridtus.} Obs.

1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xn. Ixx. (1612) 295 And here mine
altred Muse this theame surceaseth to pursue. 1653 URQUHART
Rabelais n. vii, So altered, and a dry with drinking these

flat wines, that thty did nothing but spit.

Alterer (g-ltaraj). [f. ALTER + -ER1
.]

He who
or that which alters.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. cxcv. 1214 They themselues

were the alterers of Gods order. 1683 SALMON Dor. Med. i.

256

ii5 If it be an alterer only. 1781 Ann. Reg. 168/2 He was
the alterer of Antony and Cleopatra acted at Drury Lane.

Altering C^-ltarirj), vbl.sb. [f. ALTER + -ING 1
.]

The action of changing in some respect ; alteration.

(Now mostly gerundial.)
1513 DOL-GLAS sEneis xiii. iii. 39 O how grete mocioun,

quhat altering vnstabill. 1628 GAULE Practiqne The, 107
The many and strange alterings and happenings to Men..

1697 LLTTRELL BriefRel. 1.1857.) IV. 282 Accused of altering
an exchequer bill from^io tOjioo.

Altering (p-ltarin), ///. a.
[f.

ALTER + -ING 2
.]

1. Changing in some respect: a. Making otherwise;
b. Becoming otherwise.
1611 SHAKS. Whit. T. iv. iv. 410 Is he not stupid With

Age, and altring Rheumes? 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
Ep. 208 Every seventh year [is] conceived to carry some
altering character with it, either in the temper of body,
minde, or both. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. I.8i The altering
issue proved the altering nature of the conditions.

1 2. Mcd, = ALTERATIVE a. Obs.

1605 TIMME Quersit. \\. iii. 115 It is become hote, and of a

drying quality . . which is altogether the vertue and facultie

of an altering medicine. 1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Conipit. vi.

162 To resist the Fever onely by . . altering remedies. 1720
BLAIR in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 35, I have distributed the
Plants into such as are Altering and Evacuating.

Alterity (Ite-riti, 9!-). [a. Fr. alferite, ad.

mcd.L. alteritat-cm a being otherwise, f. alter other :

see -ITY.] The state of being other or different
;

diversity, 'otherness.'

1641 H. MORE Song ofSoul i. i. i, Psyche! from thee they
spring O life of Time, and all Alterity ! 1660 STANLEY Hist.
Fkilos. 1,1701)377/2 The Maker of all things took Union, and
Division, and Identity, and Alterity, and Station, and
Motion to compleat the soul. 1827 COLERIDGE Table T.

(1851! 45 In the Trinity there is, i. Ipseity; 2 Alterity;
3. Community. 1849 Notes on Shaks. II. 295 Outness is

but . . alterity visually represented.

Altern (celtoun. 9!- ; ffi'ltajn, 9'!-), a. [ad. L.

altcrn-itst every other, one after the other, f. alter

the other, the second ; cf. mod.Fr. alUrnc^\
1. Alternate.

1644 RIDER Hor. Od, in. xxviii, With altern share We
Neptune will extoll. 1644 QfARLKS Sht'ph. Orac. ix, 'Tis

best to be altern ; For mutuall language works a faire con-
clusion. 1868 GEO, ELIOT Sp. Gipsy, When with obliquely
soaring bend altern She seems a goddess quitting earth again.

2. Crystallog. Exhibiting upper and lower faces

which correspond in form, but alternate with each

other in the position of their sides and angles.
3. Math. Altern base: in an oblique-angled tri-

angle, the difference or sum of the segments formed

by a perpendicular falling from the vertex according
as it cuts the base or base produced.
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl, s.v., The true base is either the

sum of the sides ; in which case, the difference of the sides

is called the altern base : or the true base is the difference

of the sides ; in which case, the sum of the sides is called the
altern base.

4. quasi-k&. In turns, one after the other.

1667 MILTON P. L. vii. 348 The greater to have rule by
Day, The less by Night alterne. 1757 DYER /Vcftv (1807)95
Which open to the woof, and shut altern. 1793 D. LLOYD
I'oy. Life 141 Who sang altern Of nature, and accordant

providence.

t Altern, i'. Obs. [a. OFr. alterne-r, ad. L.

alttrna-re : see ALTERNATE a.]
= ALTERNATE v.

1447 BOKKNHAM Lyvys of Seyntys 48 Eftsonys she low..
And aftyr wept ageyn . . She alte[r]nyd the tyme mervelously.
1811 FERNANDEZ Sp. Diet., Alternar^ to altern.

Alternacy (aeltaMnasi, gl-). i.Ohs. [f. ALTER-
NATE : see -ACY.] Alternate condition ; alternate-

ness ; alternation.

1731 HALES Stat.Ess. 1. 122 As any liquor in a thermometer
rises and falls with the alternacies of heat and cold. 1781
GILPIN Observ. Wye (1789) 22 Akindof alternacy takes place :

what is, this year, a thicket; may, the next, be an open
grove. 1795 H. WALPOLE Corr. (1837; HI. 467 The softening

alternacy of vowels and consonants.

t Alte'rnal, a. Obs. rare. [f.'L.atfern-tts; see

ALTERN and -AL I. 3.]
= ALTERNATE a.

1571 T. N[EWTON] Lemnie's Tonchst. Complex. (1633)91
That thing that lackes alternall rest, continue cannot long.
1611 FLORIO, I'icissitudinale, according to an alternall or

enterchangeable course. [Not in J. ; but in TODD, etc.]

t Alte'rnally, adv. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. prec. +

-Lv2.]
= ALTERNATELY.

16*7 MAY Lucan iv. 7 Their men obey'd Alternally both
Generales commands. [Not in JOHNSON ; but in TODD, etc.]

Alternant (seltounant, 9!-), /// & and sb. [a.

Fr. alternant, pr. pple. of alterner, ad. L. alternare

to ALTERNATE.] A. adj.
1. Alternating, changing from one to the other.

a 1640 JACKSON Greedy., xiii. Wks, IX. 492 Whatsoever is

mutably good, or mutably evil . . hath its alternant motions
from God's decree.

2. Min. Consisting of alternating layers or la-

mince.

1847 in CRAIG.

B. sb. An alternating quantity.
1882 Academy 21 Oct. 298/2 Chap. iii. . . gives in a concise

form an account of continuants, alternants, symmetric deter-

minants,

Alternate (aeHaunet, 9!-), a. and sb. [ad. L.

alternat-iis pa. pple. of alternd-re to do one thing
after the other ;

f. altern-us ever the other, every
second ;

f. alter the other of two, the second.]

ALTERNATE.
A. adj. Done or changed by turns, coming each

after one of the other kind.

1. Said of things of two kinds, so arranged that
one of one kind always succeeds, and is in turn
succeeded by, one of the other kind, thus

*t*t*t*t*t*t;
occurring by turns ; as alternate day and night, red

stripes alternate with the blue ones, alternate layers
of stone and (layers of) timber.

1513 MORE Rich. ///, Wks. 1557, 70/2 Alternate proofe, as
wel ofprosperitie as aduers fortune. rf^CMMUWAMn 157.

Alternate shreds of light Sordidly shifting hands with shades
and night, a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. agst. Worn. Wks. 1730 1. 56
Alternate smiles and frowns, both insincere. 1790 BURKK
Fr. Ret'. 12 The most opposite passions . . mix with each other
in the mind ; alternate contempt and indignation ; alternate

laughter and tears ; alternate scorn and horror. 1879 FROUDR
Cxsar xix. 315 Walls, built of alternate layers of stone and
timbers.

2. Said of a series, or whole, constituted by such
alternate members.
1650 DAVENANT Gondib., Pref., Nor doth alternate rhyme . .

make the sound less heroic. 176* FALCONER Shipwr. Proem.
39 Alternate change of climate has he known. i8o7CRABBi-:
Village i. 9 No shepherds now, in smooth alternate verse,
Their country's beauty or their nymph's rehearse. 1875 BEN*
SETT DVER Sac/is' Bot. 524 If the members of a whorl fall

between the median lines of those of the next whorl above or

below, the whorls are alternate.

b. Alternate generation (Bio/.) : genealogical
succession by alternate processes ; as in one genera-
tion by budding, or division, and in the next by
sexual reproduction ; and so on.

1858 LEWES Sen-side Stud. 293 The doctrine of Alternate

generations has been persistently denied. 1861 HULMK
Moqnin-Tnndon s Med. Zoot. u. I. 49 The existence of two
modes of reproduction in the same species constitutes Alter-

nate Generation.

3. Said of things of the same kind taken in two
numerical sets, so that one member of each set

always succeeds one of the other
;
thus

= Alternately taken
;

about
; as, 'He and I go

on alternate clays, or Jay about? i.e. his days and

my days are alternate with each other.

1809 J. BARLOW Colnib. iv. 237 Alternate victors bid their

gibbets rise. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer I. 134 Castor and
Pollux . . revisited the earth in some mysterious manner on
alternate days. Mod. The minister and the people read

alternate verses.

b. Alternate proportion : see quot.
1660 BARROW Enclid v. def. 12 Alternate Proportion is the

comparing of antecedent to antecedent and consequent to

consequent. 1827 HUTTON Course Math. I. 324 Alternate

proportion . . As, if i : 2 : : 3 : 6 ; then, by alternation, or per-

mutation, it will be i : 3 : : 2 : 6.

4. Said (elliptically) of the members of either

set as above constituted, taken by themselves apart
from the other set, thus: of the series I, 2, 3, 4, .=,

6, 7, 8, 9, etc., either I, 3, 5, 7, 9, u, etc. or 2, 4,

6, S, 10, 12, are the alternate members Alternate

with others not taken in
; every other, every second.

1697 DRVDEN l*'irg. Georg. \. 107 Both these unhappy Soils

the Swain forbears, And keeps a Sabbath of alternate Years.

Mod. The drawing-master comes on alternate days.

5. Said of things of the same kind occurring along
the course of an axial line, first on one side and

then on the other and so on ;
= Alternately placed.

csp. in Bot. of leaves, and in Geom. of angles. (The
latter are doubly alternate, being situated also on

the alternate sides of the successive lines which

make angles with the axial line.)

1570 BILI.INGSLEY Eitclitt I. xxvii. 38 This worde alternate

is . . taken sometimes for a kind of situation in place. 1660

BARROW Euclid I. xxvii, If a right line falling upon two

right lines make the alternate angles equal. 1770 WARING
in I'hil. Trans. LXI. 375 Some of the stalks . . have their

leaves singly at the joints, alternate. 18*7 HUTTON Course

Math. I. 293 When a line intersects two parallel lines, it

makes the alternate angles equal to each other. 1880 GRAY
Struct. Bot. iv. i. 119 Alternate leaves are those which

stand singly, one after another, that is, with one leaf to each

node or borne on one height of stem.

6. Alternately performed by two agents, reciprocal.
a 1716 SOUTH (J.I, Mutual offices, and a generous strife in

alternate acts of kindness. 1819 U. K. S. Kat. Phil. I. II.

xiii. 104. 53 These [motions] may be divided into continued

and alternate, or reciprocating.

f7. Interchanged, exchanged for the other (of

two). Obs. rare.

1590 GREENE Arcadia (1616136 As if. . Bacchus, forsaking

his heauen-borne deitie, should delude our eies with the

alternate form of his infancie.

8. quasi-aA. One after the other, in turns, by turns.

1711 POPE Temp. Fame 486 Or wane and wax alternate like

the moon. 1762 FALCONER S/iifwr. \. 202 Egyptian, Thracian

gales alternate play-
"808 SCOTT Alarm, n. x, Massive arches

broad and round That rose alternate row and row.

9. Comb, alternate-leaved (see 5); alternate-

pinnate (Bot.} : having the pinnae or leaflets of a

compound leaf alternate upon the midrib or petiole.

1861 PRATT Ftmuer.Pl.\l.rtn Alternate-leaved Spleen-wort.

B. sb. [the adj. used absol.'] That which alternates

with anything else ;
a vicissitude, an alternative.

1718 POPE Iliad xvm. 117 'Tis not in Fate the alternate

now to give. <ii733 NORTH Examsn in. vi. rio6. 498 The



ALTERNATE.
King having done all that was possible .. about Alliances,
and claimed the Alternate.

Alternate ^se'ltainfit, 9!-), v. [f. prec., or on ana-

logy of vbs. so formed
; formerly accented alte'r-

nate]
1. trans. To arrange, do, or perform (two sets of

things) each after the other continuously ;
to do (a.

thing) in two ways alternately ; to cause to occur

or succeed in alternation.

1599 SANDYS Eurof. Spec. (1632) 239 Their Liturgy is in-

termedled much with singing . . grave, alternated, and
braunched with divers parts. 1667 MILTON P. L. \. 657 Who
in their course Melodious Hymns about the sovran Throne
Alternate all night long, a 1711 GREW (J.), The most High
God . - alternates the disposition of good and evil.

2. To interchange (one thingT by turns with, or to

cause (a thing) to succeed and be succeeded by, an-

other continuously.
1850 MERIVALE Rom.Emp. IV. xxxviii. 317 The Envoys of

Maroboduus were instructed to alternate a tone of respect
and deference . . with the boldest assertions of equality. 1859
MRS. SCHIMMELPENNINCK Princ. Beauty i. xi. 39 Always al-

ternating an Active by a Passive style.

*t*
3. To change the other way, to reverse. Obs. rare.

1595 MARKHAM Sir R. Grinvile xliii, Yet may thy power
alternat heauens doome.

4. intr. Of two or more things : To succeed each

other by turns, in time or space.

1700 DRYDEN Pal. <$ Arc. in. 882 Good after ill, and after

pain, delight, Alternate, like the scenes of day and night.

1705 J. PHILIPS Blenheim v. 339 (T.) Rage, shame and grief

alternate in his breast. 1850 LYNCH Thcoph. Trin. ii. 23
Great souls in whom dark and bright alternated. 1875
STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xiv. i The fortunes of parties alter-

nate.

5. intr. Of a whole: To consist of alternations,

to vary in two directions by turns. Const, between.

1823 LAMB Elia (1860^ 294 The scene [shall] only alternate

between Bath and Bond Street. 1847 DISRAELI Tancred\\\.

vii. (1871) 229 A land which alternates between plains of sand
and dull ranges of monotonous hills.

6. intr. Of one thing, or class of things : To come
or appear in alternate order with another, in time

or space.
1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. (1858) 47 Thus does famine of in-

telligence alternate with waste. 1858 LEWES Sea-side Stud.

87 Alternating with these are placed others of similar struc-

ture. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. vii. 76 Those periods
of decay . . alternate with periods of regeneration.

Alternately (seltaunetli, 9!-), adv. [f. ALTER-
NATE a. + -LY-.]
1. In alternate order ; one after the other by turns,

by alternation, time about.

155* HULOET, Alternatelye, or by turne. Sulalternatim.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 96 Parallels or like rela-

tions alternately releeve each other. 1661 Grand Debate 68

Singing Psalmes alternately. 1781 GJBBON Decl. <$ /'". II.

xliii. 617 The sea alternately advanced and retreated. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1. 620 Lumley and Portman had alter-

nately watched the Duke. i8SoGE.iK.iE. /'Ays. Geog. hi. xviii.

154 Ihe current runs alternately east and west.

2. By taking the alternate terms; by permutation.
1695 ALINGHAM Geom. Epit. 18 IfA :B'.:C:D t then alter-

nately compar'd it will be as A : C : : B : D.

3. In alternate positions, on each side in turn.

Alternately-pinnate-, see ALTERNATE a. 9.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Alternate^ There are also two
external angles, alternately opposite to the internal one. 1821

S. GRAY Nat. Arr. I. 72 Alternately disposed . . Leaflets al-

ternate, instead of being opposite and in pairs.

t Alte*rnateness. ? Oes.- [f. as prec.+

-NESS.] The quality or state of being alternate,

or of following by turns.

1731 in BAILEY; and in mod. Diets.

Alternating (ae-lta.m^tin, 9-!-), ///. a. [f.

ALTERNATE v. + -ING-.] a. Succeeding each other

by turns, b. Occurring in alternation to something
else. c. Consisting of alternations.

1837 W. HOWITT Rur. Life \\\. iii. (1862) 230 A land of

alternating ridge and hollow. 1841 TRIMMER Pract. Geol.

180 Large masses which occupy extensive districts . . with-

out any other alternating rock. 1853 BAIN Senses fy Intell.

i. ii. 18 (1864) 50 An alternating movement is thus kept up.
1862 TRENCH Mirac. xxix. 415 Alternating ebbs and flows.

'linli,^!-),^^. [f.prec.

+ -LY 2
.]

In an alternating manner ; alternately.
1881 R. WATSON in Jrnl. Lin. Soc. XV. 395 They appear

alternatingly as stronger and finer.

Alternation (aeltain^Jsn, pi-), [a. Fr. alterna-

tion, ad. L. alternation-cm, n. of action f. alternare :

see ALTERNATE a.]
1. The action of two things succeeding each

other by turns ; alternate succession or occurrence.
1611 COTGR., Alternation, an alternation, a succession by

turne. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 147 Hares may ex-

change their sex, yet . . not in that vicissitude or annuall
alternation as is presumed, 1766 GOLDSMITH I'ic. Wakef.
(1857) 242 My spirits were exhausted by the alternation of

pleasure and pain. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb.
xxi. 394 She behaved with strange alternations of dislike

and passionate affection. 1880 H. JAMES Betwolio i. 345 To
take the helm in alternation.

b. Alternation of generations ;
= alternate gen-

eration ; see ALTERNATE a. i b.

1858 LEWES Sea-side Stud. 28^ The solitary Salpa pro-
duces the chain-Salpa by 'budding'; and the chain-Salpa
by 'alternation of generations' (the phrase is Chamisso's

[1819] ) produces the solitary Salpa by ova. 1875 BENNETT
VOL. I.
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& DYER Sacks' Bot. \. iii. 203 When alternation of genera-
tions occurs, in certain cases all the alternate generations
may be asexual. 1881 LUBBOCK in Nature No. 618. 404 In

1842, Steenstrup published his
' Alternation of Generations.'

2. The action of taking the individuals of a
series alternately.
1695 ALINGHAM Geom. Epit. 100 For if A : a : : B : b, Then

by Alternation A \B\\a,\b.
3. Successive change in a scene or action by the

alternate occurrence of phenomena.
1633 T. ADAMS Connn. 2 Pet. i. 19 (1865) 196 By the vicissi-

tude of time, and alternation of the wheeling heavens. 1791
HAMILTON tr. Bcrthollet's Dyeing\. Introd. 35 Inequalities
in the alternation of the action of the liquor. 1845 FORD
Handhk. Spain i. 46 Love is . . an alternation of the agro-
dolce. 1868 G. DUFF Pol. Surv. 75 Some of these provinces
consist almost entirely of alluvial plains, but the greater
number exhibit an alternation of fertile river valleys.
4. The position or state of being in alternate order.

1830 LYELL Princ. Gcol. (1875) I. r. iii. 53 Alternations were
rare, of marine strata, with those which contain marshy
and terrestrial productions. 1841 TRIMMER Pract. Gcol. 182

Rarely met with . . without the alternation of other rocks.
1860 MAURV Phys. Geog. Sea ii. 128 Streak after streak of
warm and cool water in regular alternations.

5. The doing of anything by two actors by turns,
alternate performance ; reading or singing anti-

phonally.
1642 MILTON APol. Smect. (1851) 313 Such alternations as

are there [in the Liturgy] us'd must be by severall persons.

1795 MASON Ch. Alus. 130 (T.) The words are not confused

by perplexing alternations.

6. erron. 'Sometimes used to express the divers

changes, or alterations of order, in any number of

things proposed.' (Chambers.) Permutation.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., How many changes or alterna-

tions can be rung on six bells.

Alternative (a'ltaunetiv, gl-), a. and sb. [ad.
med.L. alterndtiv-us, f. L. alternat- ppl. stem of

alternare : see ALTERNATE a. and -1VB.J
1. Stating or offering the one or the other of two

things of which either may be taken.

1590 SwiNDL'RN Testaments 252 b, The alternating or dis-

iunctiue speech of the testator . . I make A. or B. my execu-

tors. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v., An alternative, or

disjunctive proposition is true, if one side or part of it be true.

2. Of two things : Such that one or the other may
be chosen, the choice of either involving the rejec-

tion of the other. (Sometimes of more than two.)
1861 A. 15. HOPE Engl. Cathcdr. t I feel bound . . to recapitu-

late the alternative possibilities. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
I. App. 746, 1 accept the statements as alternative statements.

3. elltpt. The other (of two;, which may be chosen

instead.

1838 DE QUINCEY Mod. Greece Wks. XIV. 290 The alterna-

tive supposition presumed him , . the merchant. 1877 KING-
LAKE Crimea IV. iv. 50 Who had ready an alternative plan.

4. Having an alternative bearing, purport, or use.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.Supp., Alternative promise is where
two or more are engaged to do a thing . . though if either

of them discharge it, both are acquitted. 1818 COLEBROOKE

Obligations i. 107 To constitute an alternative obligation,
two or more acts or things must be promised disjunctively.

1863 BAIN Eng. Grant. 65 The alternative conjunctions are

either or, whether or, neither nor.

f5. Characterized by alternation ;
alternate. Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny (16341 I- 3 He ordereth the seasons in

their alternatiue course. i68z Lond. Gaz. mdclxxxviii 3

Churches where the Collation is alternative between the

Bishops and the Chapters. 1716 PRIDEAUX Connect. O. $ N.
Test. i. v. (R.) A direction both to the reader and to the in-

terpreter where to make their stop at every alternative read-

ing and interpreting. 1880 GRAY Bot. Text-hk. 395 Altcrna-

tive, In aestivation, with an inner whorl alternating with an
outer one.

B. sb. [the adj. used absoL~\ That which is alter-

native ; an alternative statement, course, etc.

1. strictly, A proposition containing two state-

ments, the acceptance of one of which involves

the rejection of the other
;
a statement or offer of

two things of which either may be agreed to, but

not both; permission to choose between two

things.
(This is the only use of the word in Johnson, the following

three being unknown to dictionaries till very recently.)

1624 BEDELL Lett. iii. 71 A long compasse of a sentence
. . with I know not how many ampliations and alternatiues.

1719 YOUNG Revenge \\. i. Wks. 1757 I. 128 My lord, you
know the sad alternative, Is Leonora worth one pang, or not ?

1794 GODWIN C. Williams 123, I could not endure to think
. . of that side of the alternative as true. 1817 JAS. MILL
Brit. Ind. II. iv. iii. 107 In the opinion of Clive there was
but one alternative : that of embracing the neutrality, or

instantly attacking Chandernagore. 1853 H. ROGERS Eel.

Faith 422 The brief, simple alternative of Mahomet, death
or the Koran.

2. loosely, Either of'the two 'sides' or members
of the alternative proposition, called in this use
* the two alternatives' ; either oftwo courses which
lie open to choose between. In this use we find
' no other alternative.*

1814 Miss AUSTEN Lady Susan xxxvili. f 1879! 282 It is im-

possible to submit to such an extremity while another
alternative remains. 1858 BUCHANAN Message to Congr. 6

Dec., I could make no better arrangement, and there was
no other alternative. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol. Life 329
There are but two alternatives, the way to Rome, and the

way to Atheism.

3. esp. The other or remaining course ; thing which

ALTHEODI.

may be chosen instead. In this use we find 'no
alternative' (which may also = no choice ; see i).

[1760 STERNE T. Shandy 11802! IX. ii. 211 There was no
alternative in my uncle Toby's wardrobe.] 1836 J.GILBERT
Chr. Atonem. \. (1852) 19 Yet law was never so repealed but
that it still remained as the alternative. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.
i. 2. 19 We had therefore no alternative but to pack up.
1867 BUCKLE Civilis. III. iii. 146 A fate compared to which
death would have been a joyful alternative.

4. Extended to, A choice between more than two

things; orone of several courses which may be chosen.
1848 MILL Pol. Econ. (1865^ I. 404 The alternative seemed

to be either death, or to be permanently supported by other

people, or a radical change in the economical arrangements.
1857 GLADSTONE Oxf. Ess. 26 My decided preference is for

the fourth and last of these alternatives.

f5. Alternate course; alternation. Obs.

1732 BERKELEY Jlfiti. Philos. I. 69 The actual enjoyment
is \ery short, and the alternative of Appetite and Disgust
long. 1782 WEDGWOOD in Phil. Trans. LXX1I. 317 They
bear sudden alternatives of heat and cold.

Alte'rnatively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. In an alternative manner, in a way that offers

a choice between two.

1590 SWINBURN Testaments 249 When the testator dooth

appoint executors . . alternatiuely, or disiunctiuely, as I make
A. or B. my executor. 1726 AYLIFKE Parerg. 75 An appeal
alternatively made may be tollerated by the Civil Law as

valid. 1877 LYTTEIL Landtn. \. iv. 34 The name of MacCama-
lain is used alternatively with Ballantyne.

f 2. Alternately, by turns. Obs.

1581 SAVILI-: Ende ofNero (1591! 53 Six [tribunes] execut-

ing their charge alternat ivelie, two at one time for two months.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634* II. 627 Hieracites changeth co-

lour all whole alternatiuely by turns. 1686 Lond. Gaz.

mmcxcv/i The Dyet should meet Alternatively in Poland
and Lythuania. 1751 STACK in Phil. Trans. XLV1I. 87 The
muscle . . was contracted and relaxed alternatively. 1869
MRS. WOOD Rol. Yorkc I. 101 Striking his two forefingers

alternatively on the table's edge.

f3. On two sides alternately. Obs. rare.

1725 BKADI.KY Fam. Dict.,Aristclochy, a Plant . . cloathcd
at certain Distances, or alternatively, with Leaves.

f 4. Reciprocally. Obs. rare.

1667 MASVELL Corr. 78 Wks. 1872-5 II. 222 The imposi-
tions which ly alternatively upon the importations of each
others commodities.
Alte'rnativeness. "tO/>s.- [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
1. The quality of being alternative, or of offering

a choice between two.

1847 In CKAIG.

f 2. The quality of being alternate
;

alternate-

ness. Of>s.

1731 BAILEY, Alti'rnath'cness^ a succession by course.

t Alte'rnement. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OFr. a!-

ternementj n. of action f. altcrnert ad. L. alter-

nare : see ALTERNATE a.~\
= ALTERNATION.

1413 LYDC, Pylgr. Soit>lc\. vi. 11859 '77 None alterncmentes

of dayes, neyther of monethes; but one contynuell day.

Alte rni-, combining form of L. altern-tis (see

ALTEKN) ;
= ALTERNATE or ALTERNATELY, as in

alterni-foliate, alternate-leaved, alterni-pinnate,

-sepalous, etc.

1857 HENFREY Bot. 95. 59 If the leaflets are not in pairs,

but alternate with each other, the leaf is alterni-pinnate.

Alternity la-ltsuniti, ol-). rare. \i.\*.altem-us

(see ALTERS) + -ITY. Cf. eternity]

"\ 1. Alternateness, alternation. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. /.). in. i. 105 In a continual!

motion, without . . alternity and vicissitude of rest. 1755
in JOHNSON ;

and in mod. Diets.

2. In Welsh prosody :

1856 J. WILLIAMS Gram. Edeyrn 1758 What is alternity?
The counterchange of vowels, and correspondency of conso-

nants, occurring in the rhymes of the systich . . When an

alternity ends in vowels not followed by consonants, the

same is called semi-alternity.

tA'lternize, v- Obs. rare-'1

, [f.
ALTERN +

-IZE : cf. modernize^ To alternate.

a 1840 MDME. D'ARBLAY/?MfW'VII.355(D.)I only saw him

once, but that was in a tete-a-tete, alternized with a trio by
my son that lasted a whole afternoon.

t Alte'SS. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. Fr. attest* high-

ness.] Highness, nobility.
1660 WATERHOUSE Arms $ Arm. 25 Standing dishes of

altess . . are not to be touched.

llAlteza (altrjft).
Obs. (Sp.) and Altezza

(alte-ttsa). Obs. [It.] Highness. (Used also as

an Italian title.

1599 NASHE/-^/fK Stitffe (D.) To chaunt and Carroll forth

the alteza and excelsitude of this monarchall fludy in-

duperator. 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Faith/. Friends iv. iv, The
altezzas and their souereigns, Must this night do you service,

(I
Althaea (atlff a). Bot. [L. alth&a, a. Gr.

&\0aia marsh mallow, f. aWea* to heal.] A genus
of plants (N.O. Malvacese] of which the Marsh
Mallow and Hollyhock are species ; by florists

often extended to the genus Hibiscus.

1669 WJORLIDGE] Syst. Agric. (1681! 125 Grafting is princi-

pally used in . . Gessamins, Althea-frutex, and such like.

1785 COWPER Task\\. 170 Altheea with the purple eye. 1866

MASTERS in Treas. Bot. 46 Several species of Althaea are in

cultivation, but the gay flowering shrub commonly called

Althaea frutex is, properly speaking, a Hibiscus (H. Syria-

cs). x88a Contemp. Rev. Jan. 8 Althaeas of many colours.

t A'ltheodi, a. and sb. Obs. 1-3; in i aelj>e6dis.

[f. sel- foreign +ptod nation, people + -ig : see -T i.

Cf. OHG. alithiotic.] Foreign ;
a foreigner.
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ALTHEODISC.
e 880 K. ALFRED Bottk. xxvii. 3 On zIMdis folc. c 1000

Ags. (7._
Matt, xxiii. 15 3e don anne el-^eodixne. c 1160 ///-

/OH C. ibid., jfcnne ealoeodigene. 1200 Glass, in Wright
_K0r. 89 PeregrinHS, albeodi. 1205 LAYAM. 2327 Heo nolden
i)>olian '. for aljjeodene gold, J>at Jw>os laSde weore.

t Altheodisc, a. Ol>s. 2-3. [f. OE. sel-feoJ:
see prec. and -ISH.] Of a foreign nation, alien.

1105 LAYAM. 79 Elene was ihoten, al5eodisc wif. Ibid.

2301 PU_. . bi-leafest . . mine dohter Guendoleine for alj^eo-
disc meiden.

Alther, var. aller, gen. pi.,
' of all* : see ALL D 3.

Althing. Oh. Everything. See ALL A 3, C 2 b.

I! Althing (p-l]>in). [ON. al-ping whole assem-

bly.] (See quot.)
1873 STL-BBS Const. Hist. I. iii. 57 The general assembly of

the island [Iceland] was called the Althing.
Comb, althing-man : a member of the Icelandic

parliament.
1863 BARiNG-Gofi.pAtYrtHrt'Iiitrod. 35 1'he interests of the

people are invested in Althingmen.
Althionic (a-lbi^-nik), a. Chem. [f. AL(COHOL)
+ Gr. OtTov sulphur -t- -ic.] In Althionic Acid,
CjH.SO,, produced, according to Regnault, by heat-

ing alcohol with an excess of strong sulphuric acid.

1858 in Penny Cycl. 2nd Supp. 126/2. 1863 WATTS Diet.
Ckem. I. 149 The barium-salt of althionic acid.

Although (ylSJn-). foil/. Forms: 4 al pas, al

pau;, al pe3, 4-5 al thogh, al though e, al they,
al thouh, 4-6 althogh, 5 alle thoje, all paw, alle,

pawe, 5-6 althof, althow, 4- although. [Orig.
two words, see ALL C 10. All though was ori-

ginally more emphatic than though, but by 1400
it was practically only a variant of it, and all

having thus lost its independent force, the phrase
was written as one word. See also THOUGH.] Even

though, though . . even
; though ;

be it that, grant-
ing that, supposing that.
c 1325 E. E.Allit.P. A. 758 My dere destyni: Me ches tq

hys make al^a^ vnmete. [1330 R. BRI/NXE Chrcil. 23 J>of alle
bat he werred in wo.] c 1360 Merty in E. E. Poems (1862)

!23Albau5ikoube, yfbati wolde. c 1386 CHAUCER f'ral. 737
He may not spare, although he were his brother [z'.r. al

thogh, althogh, al they, al though, al bouhe]. c 1420 Chron.
I'ilod. 883 All baw bay hadde bis gold bus y stole. 1440
SHIRLEY Dethe of James-] Althofe he fonde colourabill wais
to serve his entent. 1577 VAUTROL-LLIER Lntfu'r's Ep. Gal.
7 Although I am a sinner by the lawe . . yet I despaire not.

1676 HALE Coniemp. I. 87 Although that this was the very
end for which he came into the World. 1692 E.WALKER
Epicletus .Mar. xlii. Your Head but weak, altho' your Lungs
be strong. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc iii. 474 Wks. I. 47
Although thy life Of sin were free. 1881 N. T. (revised!
Mark xiv. 29 Although all shall be offended, yet will
not I.

Alti-, comb, form of L. alto-, alia-, (allns) high,
and altc highly ; occurring as first element in many
derivatives.

Alticomous (ilti-komes), a. rare-",
[f. late

L. alticom-ns (f. alti- high + coma head of hair or

foliage) + -OU3.] Having leaves on the higher
parts only.
1870 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

tA Itifica'tion. Olis. rare- 1
. [f. L. alti- high

-r-FiCATiox making.] Making high; ?sublim-
ation. (? Mispr. for albification.)
1652 in Ashm. Theat. Chem. 97 Notablyserving for Sepera-

tion Of dividents, and for Altification.

t A'ltify, v. Obs. ? nonct-ivd. [f. L. alti- high
+ -FV, after magnify.] To make high, exalt.
1662 FULLER Worthiest 217 Every County is given to

magnify (not to say altify) their own things therein.

A'ltigTade, a. Obs.-" [ad. L. altigrad-us

high-stepping, f. alti- high + grad-i to step.] 'Going
on high, ascending aloft.' Bailey 17:51 ; whence in J.

T A:ltila-titude. Obs. rare- 1

. (Prob. in jest.)
1628 SHIRLEY Witty Fair One n. i, These circles, degrees,

and altilatitudes, you speak of.

Altiloquence (*lti-Ukwens). [f. next ; see

-NCE.] 'High speech, pompous language.' J.
1731 in BAILEY. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1808 J. MACDONALD

Telegr. Conn. 59 Its elegant archaisms . . containing an
altisonant altiloquence.

t Alti'loquent,,. O6t.-9
[LL.aiti- high,loftily

-t- loquent-ein speaking, pr. pple. of loqui to speak,
on analogy of altiloquium: see ALTILOQDY.]

Using high or pompous language.
1656 in BLOLr

NT6y<9W<7g-r. 1711 in BAILEY. [Not inJOHNSON.)
t Altilo'quious, a. Obs.- [f. late L. altilo-

qui-uin (see next)+-ous.] 'Talking loud; also

of high matters.' Bailey 1731.
t Alti'loquy. Obs.- [ad.la.teL.afri/oym-um

sublime diction, f. alti- high, loftily + -I0jiii-iti

speaking, f. loqid to speak. Cf. soliloquy]
' Loud

talk; also of high things.' Bailey 1731.
Altimeter (a-lti-m/lai). [f.

L. altimeter (quoted
by Ducange from Papias), f. L. alti- high + Gr.

inirpov a measure.] 'An instrument for taking
altitudes geometrically.' Craig 1847.
A Itime'trical, a. rare-"

[f. prec. +-ICAL.
Cf. meter, metrical^

'

Pertaining to the measure-
ment ofheights or altitudes.' Blount Glossogr. 1681.

Altinietry (a'ltrmetri). [ad. med.L. altimetria,

f. L. alti- high -f Gr. -utrpia measuring : see -MKTRY.
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Cf. Fr. altimetrie.]
* The art of taking or measur-

ing heights, whether accessible or inaccessible,

generally performed by a quadrant/ J.
1696 PHILLIPS, Altimetry, the first part of Geometrical

Practise, which reaches the measuring of Lines. 1706 Ibid.,
A Itimetry, that part ofGeometry, which teaches the Method
of taking and measuring of Heights. 1778 B. DONN (title)

An Essay on the Elements of Plane Trigonometry with their

application to Altimetry and Longimetry. 1815 Encycl. Brit.
I. 750 Altimetry, the art of measuring altitudes, or heights.

D Altincar (aeltrr)kaj). [a. (ult) Arab.
;
l3oJl

al-tinkar} f. al the + Pers. and Hind, tinkdr, Mai.

//&*/: Skr. T^f^T /&*<*.] =TiNCAL; crude

borax.

'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. t Altincar is a sort of flux

powder.
t
A'ltipn.

Obs~o [n. of action f. L. alt- ppl.
stem &ial-$rt to nourish.]

* A nourishing.' Bailey
1721.

Altisonant (a-lti-s^nant), a.
[f.

L. alti- comb.
form of alt-us high + sonant-cm sounding, pr. pple.
oisona-re to sound. L. has the analogous altison-ns:

cf. altitonant-cm and altiton-us, both found.] High-
sounding, lofty, pompous, loud.
1620 SHELTON Don Quix. <R.) He should alter likewise his

denomination, and get a new one, that were famous and
altisonant. 1664 EVELYN Silva (1776) Pref., Altisonant
phrases. 1837 Old Commodore i. 2 Does .he not, 1 say, ar-
rest it ere it fall with the altisonant Zounds?

Altrsonous, a. Obs-* [f. L. altison-tts

(f. alti- high + -son-its sounding) 4- -ous.]
=

prec.
1731 in BAILEY; whence in JOHNSON and mod. Diets.

I. Altissimo (alti-ssimo). Mits. [It. altissimo

very high, superl. of alto high.] In the phr. In
altissimo\ in the second octave above the treble

stave, beginning with G.
1819 Pantol. ^.\., Altissimo. . applied to all notes situated

above F in alt. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 54/1 The compass . .

reached five [octaves] from double F below the base to F m
altisMmo. 1845 E. HOLMES Mozart 63, I could not have con-
ceived it possible to sing to C in altissimo.

t Alti'tonant, a. Obs. \zA.\s.altitonant-em,
f. alti- high + tenant-em pr. pple. of tona-re to

thunder.] 'Thundering from on high,' Baileyiyai.
a 1627 MIDDLETON ll'orld Tossed Wks. V. 175 Attitonant,

Imperial crown'd, and thunder-armed Jove. 1641 COWLEY
Guardian n. i, Hear, thou altitonant Jove, and Muses
three. 1656 in BLOL'NT Glossogr.

Altitude ta.-ltiti//d). Also altytude. [ad. L.
altitftdin-em height, f. alti- (altits} high : see -TUDE.
Cf, mod.Fr. altitude, not in Palsg. or Cotgr.]
1. gen. Vertical extent or distance ;

the quality
of being high or deep, as one of the dimensions of

space ; height or depth.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hmb. iv. 791 Her sydes longe, her alti-

tude abounde
f abundant], 1509 HAWES Past. PI. \. viii,

This goodly picture was in altitude Nyne fote and more.

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 53 The altitude, Which thou hast

perpendicularly fell. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I, The grav-
ity of the fluid . . will be always proportional to the altitude
ur depth. 1821 CRAIG Draiuing\\. 63 It has neither form nor
colour, nor altitude nor dimensions, and yet it is a flower.

2. Gcom. The height of a triangle or other figure,
measured by a perpendicular from the vertex to

the base or base produced.
1570 BILLINCSLEY Euclid\\. def. 4. 154 Figures to have one

altitude and to be contayned within two equidistant lines,
is all one. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Triangles of equal
bases and altitudes are equal. 1810 HUTTON Course Math.
1.286 A triangle is equal to half a parallelogram of the same
base and altitude.

3. Height of the mercurial column in a baro-

meter. ? Obs.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. 11. 91 Its wonted pitch and alti-

tude of29 inches, or thereabouts. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snj>p.
s.v., The different altitudes of the mercury may arise from
the different states of the air.

4. Height above the ground, or, strictly, above
the level of the sea ; height in the air, loftiness.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 146 Ane grit montane . . of

greit altitude. 1583 STANYHURST jKneis \\. (Arb.) 58 Theare
was a toure . . that in altitud euened Thee stars. 1717 SWII-T
Gulliver n. i. 97 Trees so lofty, that I could make no com-
putation of their altitude. 1773 BRYDONE Sicily xxii. (1809)
225 The degree of altitude in the atmosphere. 1880 HAUGH-
TON Phys. Geogr. ii. 43 The Himalaya chain . . has a mean
altitude of about 18,000 feet.

5. Astr. The height of a body in the heavens ex-

pressed by its angular distance above the horizon.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. i. i 4, I wol clepe the heyhte of

any thing that is taken by thy rewle, the altitude, with-owte
mo wordes. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. n. (ed. 7) 117, 55 de-

grees, 56' and 21" . . is the Meridian altitude of the Sunne
for that day. 1678 R, HOLME Acad. Arm. n. i. 77 Altitude
is the height or elevation of the Pole or any other thing
above the horizon. 1764 MASKELYNE in Phil. Trans. LIV.
371, I fixed the equal altitude instrument . . against a strong
post. 1849 MRS.SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys. -SV.xviii. 172 The
apparent altitude of the heavenly bodies is always greater
than their true altitude.

6. a. sing. A point or position at a height above
the ground or sea-level; a height, b.//. Elevated

regions ; great heights.
1432-50 tr. ///*&- (18651 1. 112 per was a towre in the alti-

tude of the mownte of Syon, 1704 SWIFT T. Tub iii. Wks,
1760 1. 49 Should immediately deliver himselfup to ratsbane

ALTO-
or hemp, or from some convenient altitude. 1853 KANE
Grinnell Exp. xv. (1856) 107 No mountain altitudes to fur-
nish forth the increments of ice growth.

7.J%; a. High degree or eminence of any quality
or attribute, b. High or exalted position in the
scale of being, rank, power, etc.; hence His altitude
= his Highness.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. 288 O ! thou altitude of al gostly ryches !

1596 BELL Surv. Popery in. v. 279 Euen in the altitude of
popedome. 1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven 217 Oh the pro-
foundnesse and altitude of Gods mercy ! 1612 CHAPMAN
Widdfftue's Teares Plays 1873 III. n He comes armed with
his altitudes letters. 1672 SIR T. BROWNE Let. to Friend
27 (1881) 145 He that hath taken the true altitude of

things. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub (R.) He has exalted himself toa
certain degree of altitude above them. 1850 MRS. BROWNING
Poems I. 74 Rise, woman, rise To thy peculiar and best alti-

tudes. 1858 (20 May) BRIGHT Speeches 39 Men ofthat altitude.

t8.y%".in//. Loftymood, ways, airs, phrases. Obs.
1616 BEAUM. & i..Laiv$ ofCandy n, This woman's in the

altitudes. ^1733 NORTH Examen 258 (D.) If we would see
him in his altitudes, we must go back to the House of Com-
mons . . there he cuts and slashes at another rate. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) V. 232 From the nature of their

conversation, there was no room for altitudes. 178* JOHN-
SON Lett. 293 (1788) II. 252 While you were in all your alti-

tudes, at the Opera.

Altitudinal (rcltiti/7-dinal), a. [f.
L. altitit-

din-em (see prec-^ + 'AL 1
.] Relating to height,

or to degree of elevation above the surface of the

earth, the horizon, or the sea-level.

1778 HUTTON in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 716 The altitudinal
difference between the two given points. 1861 H. M AC-
MI LLAN Footn. Page Nat. 8 The immense altitudinal range
of these plants. 1883 TROMHOLT m Nature XXVII. 395
Altitudinal measurements . . for fixing the parallax of the
aurora borealis.

Altitudinarian (ce:ltiti;7dineaTian), a. andj.
[f. ALTITUDE, after latitude, latititdinarian : see

-AHIAN.] A. adj. Pertaining to, or reaching to,

the heights (of fancy, doctrine, etc.). B. sb. One
who is given to lofty thoughts or plans.
1850 LYNCH Theoph. Trhi. xii. 242 The wise latitudinarian

is also an altitudinarian : his thought spreads broadly, but
it is also high-rising, and strikes deep. 1871 Miss BOWMAN
Th. Chr. Life (18771 13 Sermons are . . altitudinarian, lati-

tudinarian, or platitudinarian.

t Altrvolant, a. Obs. [ad. L. altivolant-em,
f. alti" (comb, form of alt-tts} high + volant-em

flying ; cf. altitonantl\
'

Flying on high.' Blount

Glossogr. 1656 ; whence in Bailey, J., etc.

t A'lto, J*.l Mil. Obs. Also 6 alta. [a. Sp.
alto in phr. alto hacer, an adaptation of Ger. halt

machen to make a stop, f. halt hold-on, stop,
stand. Soon changed to ALT (perh. after Yr.faire
alfe, also from Ger.) and HALT.] A halt.

1591 GARRARD Art of \Varre 168 When the Armie makes
Alta to rest. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warres 34 How to make
their Alto or stand, and how to double their ranks. lbid. t

How to plant his pike in the ground, at any stand or Alto.

1622 F. MARKHAM Decades War v. iii. 4. 171 To make
stands (which some call Altoes or Hallts} . . whereby the
souldier may be refresht when he is weary with travel!.

Alto (d'ltfl), $b2- and a. A/us. [a. It. alto high
(sc. canto singing).] A. sb.

1. strictly, The highest male voice, the counter-

tenor
; formerly considered as restricted in com-

pass to a sixth above and a sixth below the
' middle C' ; also, the musical part for this voice.

1819 Pantol., Alto, in music, the highest natural tenor
voice. 1883 C. WOOLSON in Harper's Mag. Mar 567/2 He
could join in with his soft little alto.

2. Extended also to, The female voice of similar

range, or the musical part sung by it, more strictly
known as contralto.

1881 A. HOPKINSON Waiting vi. 129 The Count takes the

accompaniment, Anne and Dolly the treble and alto. 1883
Harper's Mag. Feb. 443/1 Their . . voices serving only as a
foil to her powerful alto.

3. One who has an alto voice.

1784 Europ. Mag. V. 324 Altos, Rev. Mr. Clark . . and

48 assistants. 1850 Illustr. Lond. Ar
nus XVII. 368 The en-

tire Choir . . is not here, there are . . ten altos, six tenors, etc.

1862 T. MARTIN Horace (1870) 265 From C in alto down to

double D.

5. The Italian name for a tenor violin.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 404 Alto . . called in England the

Tenor, and by the Italians, the Viola,

B. attrib. as adj. Belonging to the alto. Alto
clef: the C clef when placed on the third line of

the stave. Alto-ripieno [f. It. ripicno that which
fills up] : a tenor part, instrumental or vocal, used

only occasionally in a grand chorus.

1845 E. HOLMES Mozart 347 It was s,ung by his visiters . .

himself taking the alto part. 1871 HAWEIS Mus. % Mor. ix.

353 A quiet alto song, full of solemn pathos. 1879 CURWEN
Mus. The. 23 The Alto or Contralto Clef is . . a C Clef but
it is placed in the middle line.

!l Alto- (a'lttf), It.,
=

high-, used in various comb.
1. Mus. as alto-clarinet, -fagotto, -viola, mu-

sical instruments similar to, but higher in pitch

than, the clarinet, fagotto, viola. See also ALTO a.

1856 BERLIOZ Instrument. 114 The alto-clarinet Is no other

than a clarinet in F or in Eb. 1802 REES Cycl. s.v., Alto

T'/Wrt, the tenor violin, in opposition to the bass viol.

2. Sculpt. (See ALTOKELIF.VO.)



ALTOGETHER.

Altogether (gltuge-Sai), a., adv., and sb.

[comb, of ALL and TOGETHER. Orig. a mere

strengthening of a//, but, like all itself, gradually

becoming adverbial, in which sense alone it is now
used when written in combination.]
A. adj. A strengthened form of ALL a.

f 1. The whole together, theentire; everything, the

whole, the total. (Often absol. ; cf. ALL A II.) Obs.

\\^O.E.Chron. (Laud MS. 'an. 1137 4& brenden sythen
\>e cyrce & al te gaedere. tiaoo ORMiNosSi Issraasle beod. .

alltogeddre att Drihhtin Godd. 1526 1 IMPALE i Cor. viu 19
Circumcision is nothynge . . but the keppynge of the com-
maundmentes of god is altogether. 15*8 MORE Iferesyes iv.

Wks. 1557, 285/1 Ananias & Saphyra . . made semblance as

though they brought to the apostles altogether. 1611 BIBLE
Ex, xix. 18 And mount Sinai was altogether on a smoke.

Ps. cxxxix. 4 There is not a worde in my tongue : but lo,

O Lord, thou knowest it altogether.

t 2. //. All united, all in a company ;
all inclu-

sively ; all without exception. Now written sepa-

rately all together.
1330 R. BRUNSK Chron. 264 Bot alle bei were forholn, &

failed \>&m alle togider. c 1400 Yivainety Gaiv. 2955 Cumes
forth, he said, ye altogeder. 1535 COVERDALE Ezek. xxxiv.

13 Proude wordesagaynstme, which I haue herde altogether.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 245 Then altogether They fell

vpon me. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 102 Solidity, Conveniency,
and Ornament, altogether to be observed in true Building.
\Mod. They came separately, but went away all together.]

B. adv. [by gradual transference from the sb.

to the predicate ; cf. ALL C i.]

1. Everything being included ; in all respects, in

every particular ; entirely, wholly, totally, quite.
r 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. igHerefifealdemihte wasaltegeder

attred. ^1330 KyngofTars 601 Whon he hedde altogedere
ipreyd, And al that evere he couthe iseyd. 1534 MORE On
the Passion Wks. 1557, 1373/1 Were he as bad as Judas alto-

giter. 1611 BIBLE John ix. 34 Thou wast altogether born in

sins. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No, 441 F 9 Scenes and Objects,
and Companions that are altogether new. 1782 PRIESTLEV
Nat.

<*j-
Rev. Rclig. I. 30 The idea of chance is altogether ex-

cluded. 1857 BUCKLE Civilis. I.ii. 125 In Greece, we see a

country altogether the reverse of India. 1881 TROLLOPE
Ayala's Angel III. Ivi. 163 That kept me from being alto-

gether wretched.

2. Uninterruptedly, without deviation or ad-

mixture. (Cf. ALL C 4.)
1700 Lond. Gaz. mmmdcix/j. A dark Iron-grey Horse ..

Paces altogether. 1709 Ibid, mmmmdcviii/4 A Bay Mare,
. . Trots altogether.

3. For altogether : for all time to come, as a

permanent arrangement, finally, definitely, per-

manently,
*
for good.

1

(For is sometimes omitted.)
1548 UoALLetc. Erasm. Paraphr. Lukexx\v.w Did he not

once for altogether., take awaie all autoritie from the

priestes? 1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 31 1 Perswading them-
selves he was fled for altogether. 1674 SCHEFFER Lapland
xxvi. 121 Most of them then were baptized very late . . some
deferred it for altogether. 1825 Bro. Jonathan II. 40 Walter
and Edith were not in a humour . . for separating . . alto-

gether.
C.'sl>. A whole, a tout ensemble.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire of Lond. 141 Her Congregations,
Her Citizens, Her altogether has been as orderly, etc. 1674
N. FAIRFAX BulkffSelv. 33 We only call .. Gods All-filling-
ness an altogether, to loosen it from any thing of sundership.
1865 Pall Mall G. 26 June 9 American fingers . . impart a
finish and an altogether (this is much better than to steal

tout-ensemble fronvthe wicked Emperor).

Altogetlierness (jjltii go-flames), rare.
[f.

prec. + -XESS.] "Wholeness, unity of being.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 60 So Gods All-fillingness

is in the world . . in an indivisible altogetherness. 1824 J.
GALT Rothclan II. in. vii. 67 His courteous mildness, his al-

togetherness of fraud and smiles.

t Altoge'thers, adv. Obs. [TALL+TOGETHERS
a variant of TOGETHER, with genitival ending : cf.

afterward, -s, elsewhere^ -j.]
= ALTOGETHER.

1175 Lamb. fiom. 81 \>e an is aquenched al to geSeres.
c 1450 LONELICH Grrt/'/jexxvii. 842 Now Altogederis we ben
present. 1569 J. ROGERS Glasse ofGodly Lore 180 Christe

only is her comfort all togethers. 1586 J. HOOKER Giraldits's
Hist. Irel. in Holinshcd II. 114/1 The present state of all

Ireland, altogethers deuoured with robberies, murders, riots.

Alto-relievo (a-lto rfl/'w). PI. -os. [It. alto-

rilicvo high relief; this spelling is sometimes used
in Eng.] High relief; sculpture or carved work
in which the figures project more than one half of
their tnie proportions from the wall or surface on
which they are carved. Hence concr. A sculpture
or carving in high relief.

1717 BERKELEY in Fraser Life (1871) 550 The infinite pro-
fusion of alto-relievo. 1762 H. WALPOLE Vertne*s A need.
Paint. 1 1786} I. 276 A fine bust of queen Elizabeth on onyx,
alto relievo in

profile. 1773 BRYDONE Sicily xix. (1809* 199
The representation ofa boar-hunting in alto relievo, on white
marble. 1878 LADY HERBERT tr. Hiibner'sRotindthe IVorld
II. v. 342 There are no alto-relievos.

Altricate, -tion, obs. IT. ALTERCATE, -TION.

Altruism (ce-ltn/|iz'm). [a. Fr. altruism*
formed by Comte on It. altnti (Fr. autrui) of or to

others, what is another's, somebody else, f. L. alteri

hnic 'to this other/ the dative afterwards passing
into a general oblique case. See -ISM. Altruisme
was apparently suggested by the FT. law-phrase
Fautrui, standing according to Littre for le Men,
le droit d'aiitrui. Introd, into Eng. by the trans-

lators and expounders of Comte.] Devotion to

259

the welfare of others, regard for others, as a prin-

ciple of action ; opposed to egoism or selfishness.

1853 l&mC<nHt4?sPki&u.Sc. I. xxi. 224 Dispositions in-

fluenced by the purely egotistic impulses we call popularly
'

bad,' and apply the term '

good
'

to those in which altruism

predominates. 1865 MILL in IVestm.Rev. July, To make al-

truism (a word of his [Comte's] own coining) predominate
over egoism. 1871 FARRAR Witn. Hist. iv. 144 Is altruism
a sweeter, or better word than charity? 1876 Marlb.
Scrm. xvi. 157 A good and wise modern philosopher summed
up the lawand duty of life in Altruism Vive pour autrni
' Live for others.' 18770. Row />'////*. Lect. 11881.1 io6The
religion of humanity, whose great moral principle is altruism.

1879 GEO. ELIOT Theophr. Such viii. 147 The bear was sur-

prised at the badger's want of altruism.

Altruist (se'ltrW|ist). [f. ALTRUISM : see -IST.

Cf. Fr. altruiste adj.] One who professes the prin-

ciples of altruism.
1868 NETTLESHIP Brmvnwgs Poetry vi. 167 His develop-

ment as a great altruist. 1881 Daily Xeivs 27 Aug. 5/1 If

they were thorough altruists, a sweet reasonableness would
induce them to avoid inflicting . . distress.

Altruistic (xltr//,i-stik), a. [f. Fr. altruiste

(adj. f. altruisme}+-\v. Earlier than ALTRUIST.]
Of or pertaining to altruism ; actuated by regard
for the well-being of others

;
benevolent.

1853 LEWES Comte's Pkilos. Sc. I. xxi. 221 The noble ter-

mination of the emotional series by the group of social or
altruistic instincts. 1862 HINTON/-^. in (;/& (1878) 194 Thu
word altruistic I borrow from Comte. Is it not a capital
word ? I am resolved to naturalise it. 1873 H. SPENCER in

Contemp. Rev, Feb., LT
p to a certain point altruistic action

blesses giver and receiver, beyond that point it curses giver
and receiver.

Altruistically (seltn/ii'Stikali), adv. [f. prec.
(--AL + -LY.] In an altruistic manner; benevolently.
1874 H. SPKNCER Sociol. viii. 186 A means to furthering the

general happiness altruistically. 1879 Data of l-'.th. xi.

197 The most altruistically-natured leave no like-natured

posterity.

Altruize (se'ltn/iaiz), v. nonce-ivd. \t.\t.altrui
some one else + -i/E; suggested by ALTRUISM.]
To change into some one else.

1878 T. SINXLAIR Mount 300 Etherealiscd or converted,

altrtiised, or . . artisticised into a third world of thought.

t A'ltry. Obs. rare 1
, [f. ALTER + -Y

; purely
imitative ; cf. enter, entry.'] Alteration, change.
1527 A cct. ofGibson, Master ofRevels, Payd to JolinSkut,

y quenys tayler for makynge of ye ladies aparell by altry.

I! A'ltus. Miis. Obs. [L. altus high (sc. cantits

singing).]
= ALTO sb

1609 DOULAND Omithop. Microl, 86 The Base requires a

third below, and the Altus the same aboue. a 1659 CLEVELAND
Coiitm. Placedfyj) 163 A Deep Base that must reach as low
as Hell to describe the Passion, and thence rebound to a

joyful Altus, the high-strain of the Resurrection.

t A'ltumal, a. Obs. ? slang, [f.
L. altttm the

deep, i.e. the sea-*--AL.] (See quot.)
1711 Medleys 29 Jan. (1712) 186 His Altumal Cant, a Mark

of his poor Traffick and Tar-Education. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp.) Altmnat, a term used to denote the mercantile

style, or dialect. In this sense, we meet with atlumal cant,
to denote the language of petty traders and tars.

t A'lture. Ofa. [ad. It. altura height ;
f. alto :

L. altttm height : see -UHE.] Height, altitude.

a 1547 EARL SURREY Ps, Iv. 29 From that the sun descends,
Till he his allure win. 1598 0A.RRET Theor. \\'arrcs\. i. 127
Casamats . . so low that they arriued not vnto the alture of

the ditch.

tAlu'CO. Obs. rare. [f. L. alilcus an owl.] A
book-name given by some to the White, by others

to the Tawny, Owl.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Aluco, the name by which

authors have called the common white owl. 1785 LATHAM
Synopsis 134 Tawny Owl, Symittm Stridula, Aluco Owl.

Aludl (ae-Hdel). Chcm. [a. Yi.atu&/,in i^thc.

altttel, ad. Arab, al-uthal (quoted by Dozy with

this sense in gthc.), i.e. al the + uthal, prob. variant

of ithal pi. of athla utensil, apparatus.] A pear-

shaped pot of earthenware ipr glass, open at both

ends, so that a series could be fitted one above
another ;

used by the alchemists in sublimation.

1559 MORWYXG Evonym. 6 Putting wull of wode, or bom-
bice into the upper hoole of the aludel. 1610 B. JONSON
Alchem. n. Hi. (1616) 624 Let your heat, still, lessen by
degrees, To the Aludels. 1677 HARRIS tr. Lctnetty's Chein.

(1686) Introd. 44 Aludels .. are Pots without a bottom, joyned
together and are placed over another Pot with a hole in the

middle to serve for Sublimations. 1731 HALES Stat. Ess.

I. 201 We luted a Herman retort to two or three large alodals.

1881 RAYMOND Gloss. Mining Terms, Alndet, an earthen
condenser for mercury.

A-lufT, obs. form of ALOOF.

Alum (ce'lam). Forms : 4 alem, 4-5 alym,

4-8 alom, 5-7 alume, alome, 6 alme, 6-7 allume,
6-8 allom(e, allum, 4- alum. [a. OFr. alum : L.

alfimen, the same substance : c.f.alilta tawed skin.]
1. A whitish transparent mineral salt, crystallizing

in octahedrons, very astringent, used in dyeing,

tawing skins, and medicine, also for sizing paper,
and making materials fire-proof ; chemically a

double sulphate of aluminium and potassium
(A1K',SO4) 2 + i2Hjp water of crystallization).
Burnt Alum* A. deprived of its water of crystallization so

as to become a white powder ; Rock or Roman Alum, that

prepared from the Alum-stone in Italy; Saccharine Alnnt t

an artificial composition of alum, rosewater, and egg albu-

men, boiled to a paste, which hardens when cold.

ALUM.
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1035 As alum alka[t]ran, that

angre arn bo|?c. 1366 MAUNDEV. ix. 99 About that see

growethe moche Alom. c 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Yent. Pro!.

26oTartre, alym,glas \_T.r, alum, alumglasisu, alein]. 1436
Pot. Poems II. 172 Colon, roche-aluni, and gode golde of

Jene. 1453 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) 422 Alum, foyle
or rooch, y6 bale . . iiijrf. 1551 TURNER Herbal n. (1568) 123
Layed to with honey and allome. 1585 JAMES I Ess.Poesie
16 Cleare and smothe lyke glas or alme. 1587 HOLINSHED
Chron.\\\. 1199/1 Amightie great hulke, laden with wood &
allume. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 559 Alume brought
from Melos, is the best. 1622 HEYLYM Cosmogr. i. (1682? 75
Well furnished with Allom, Sulphur, and Bitumen. 1660
R. COKE Power $ Subj. 208 The Pope had excommunicated
all persons whatsoever, who had bought alume of the Floren-

tines. 1671 SALMON Syn. Mcd, in. xxii. 437 A lotion with

Honey, Alome, and White wine. 1703 MOXON Mcc/t. Exerc.

238 AfatKarth full of Allom. 1718 MBS. EALES Receipt 38
Put in a good piece of Roach-AIlum. 1718 QUNCY CowpL
Disp. 106 Alum is dug out of the earth as we find it in the

Shops. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica i. t'ed. 2! 52 There are al>o

mines of allum. 1815 BAKI-A\EI.L Introd. Gcol. 201 The sul-

phuric acid uniting with the alumine, forms the well-known
salt called alum. 1855 TENNYSON Mandi. i. x, While chalk

and alum and plaster are sold to the poor for bread. 1875
URE Diet. Arts I. 105 [Alum] seems to have come to Europe
in later times as alum of Rocca, the name of Etlessa ; but it

is not impossible that this name was an Italian prefix, which
has remained to this day under the name of Rock Alnm t

Allitnte di Rocca.

2. Mod. Chcm. (with//.) A series of isomorphous
double salts, including the foregoing, consisting
of aluminium sulphate in combination with the

sulphate of a monatomic metal, as potassium, so-

dium, ammonium, silver, etc., with general formula

Ar'MCSO^-i- I2H.O; all of which crystallize in

octahedrons : distinguished as Common or Potash

alum, Sodaalumt Ammonia alumt Silver alum, etc.

1868 WATTS Diet. Cfu'tn.V. 580 Argento-aluminic sulphate
or Silver alum. Potassio-alumintC sulphate or Potash-alum :

this is the salt to which the name alum is most generally ap-
plied. 1873 WILLIAMSON Client. 185 These alums cannot
be separated by crystallization ; and a crystal of OTIC of them

grows regularly in a solution of another alum. 1873 FOWNI.S
Chan, 373 Sodium alum is much more soluble, 187$ L'KK
Diet. Arts I. 107 The composition of potash-, soda-, and
ammonia-alums found ready formed in nature.

3. Mod. Chcm. (with//.) Extended to a family
of compounds analogous to and including the pre'-

ceding series, in which the Alumina itself is absent,
and replaced by the isomorphous sesquioxide of

iron, chrome, or manganese ;
whence Iron alum

(Potassio-ferric sulphate
1

, Manganese alnui ( 1 'otas-

sio-manganic sulphate;, Chromealum Potassio-

chromic sulphate), Chrome-ammonia alum (Ammo-
nio-chromic sulphate), etc.

1868 WATTS Dnt.Ckcni.V. 578 The dodecahydrated double
sulphates of the alkali-metals and triatomic metals constitute

the true alums. The sulphates of ammonium, potassium,
and sodium are capable of forming alums with the alum in ic,

ferric, chromic, and manganic sulph:ite>. 1874 ROSCOL: Elem.
Chew, 247 Chromium sulphate forms a series of alums with

potassium and ammonium sulphates, which have a deep
purple tint, and are isomorphous with common alum.

4. Min. Applied to various native minerals,
which are chemically alums proper, as Native
alum or Kalinite ;

also to others (pseudo-alums),
which are compounds of aluminium sulphate with
the sulphate of some other base, as Magnesia alum

(Magnesio-aluminic sulphate) or Pickcringite ; or

with the protoxides of iron, manganese, etc., as

Feather 01 Plume alum (Ferroso-aluminic sulphate)
or Halotrichite, J\[augancse alum or Apjohnite,

Manganoso-magnesian alum or Bosjemanite.
The name Feather atitni has been applied also to magnesia

alion and alunoffttt,
a 1661 HOLYDAY *ynvenal(i.fy$ 122 Pltime-alume burns the

skin . . rock -alume dissolves metals, shrivels the skin, loosens
the teeth. 1868 DANA Min. 655 Hallotrichine is a silky alum
from the Solfatara near Naples. 1868 WATTS Diet. C/it-tn.

V. 583 Manganoso-aluminic sulphate, or manganese alitut

. . occurs in snow-white silky fibres at Lagoa Hay.
5. Comb., in which alum stands in obj. relation

to pr. pple. or vbl. sb., as alum-bearing^ ~makcrf

-making, -manufacture ;
in instrumental relation

to pa. pple., as ahtm-steeped \
in simple attrib. re-

lation, as alum-crystal, -liquor, -water
;
or attrib.

relation of material, as alum-styptic.
1869 ROSCOB Elent, Chefti, 215 Ammonium Sulphate is

largely employed for alum making. 1870 YEATS Xat. Hist,
Cotnm. 381 The chief localities of alum manufacture in this

country-. 1837 SVD. SMITH Let. Wks. 1859 H* 277/T Let him
drive his alum-steeped loaves a little further. 1587 HAKRISOM
Engl. i. n. xxiii. 348 A last much like to allume liquor. 1875
URE Diet. Arts I. 117 Alum Liquors, In the alum works
on the Yorkshire coast, eight different liquors are met with.

1578 LYTE Dodoens vi. xxx. 697 Soked, or delayed in allom
water. 1656 Du CARD Lat. Unlocked 443 Hee wetteth
with allom-water every sheet of thinner paper. 1711 POPE
Rape Lock n. 131 Alom-stypticks with contracting pow'r
Shrink his thin essence like a rivelled flow'r.

Also alum cake, a massive and porous sul-

phate of alumina, mixed with silica, manufactured
from fine clay ;

alum earth, applied to various

earthy or loose substances yielding alum
; f alum-

farmer, one who farmed the royal alum-works ;

t alum -flower, alum calcined and powdered ;

t alum -glass, crystallized alum
;
alum -rock,

schist, -shale, -slate, thin-bedded rocks found
33-2



ALUM.
in various formations, from which alum Is manu-
factured ; alum-stone, the mineral ALUXITE, from
which the Rock or Roman alum is made ; alum-
works, the place and apparatus for making alum.
Also ALUM-ROOT, q.v.
1611 SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. xli. 81/1 An allum-earth of

sundry colours. 1641 in $th Rep. Hist. MSS. (1874) 71/1
Account of the sums for which the Allom farmers left Morgan
engaged. 1730 SWIFT Lady's Dress. Room Wks. 1755 IV.
1. 114 Allum-nower to stop the steams. 1386 [See under i.J
a 1500 E. E. Misc. (18561 78, j dit of alome glas molte into
rlere water. 1758 Phil. Trans. L. 688 What we call allum-

roek, a kind of black slate that may be taken up in flakes.

1873 URE Diet. Arts I. m At Whitby, the alum-rock. 1872
NICHOLSON Palgont. 513 Beds of so-called 'alum-schist,'
which are ofUpper Cambrian age. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I.

ui Such alum-shales as contain too little bitumen for the

roasting process. 1805 Edin. f.ev. VI. 237 He also classes the
alum-slate . . among the transition rocks. 1875 URE Diet,
Arts I. i ii The ustulation of alum-slate. 1833 LVELL /*r/c.
Geol. III. 213 Hot sulphureous vapours, which convert the

trachyte into alum-stone. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 109 The
alum-stone appears to be confined to volcanic districts. 1868
DANA J//. 659 Alunite was first observed at Tolfa, near
Rome, in the 151(1 c. by a Genoese, who had been engaged
in the manufacture of alum, from an alum-stone or 'Rock-
alum' found near Edessa in Syria. 1617 BACON in Fortesau
Pap. 34 The offers made .. to your Majestic of his allome
workes. 1641 in tfh Re/>. Hist. MSS. (1874* 42/2 William
Turnor, and others, who farmed the alum works of his late

Majesty. 1875 UKE Diet. Arts I. 119 Boiling the scum of
the alum works.

Alum (rc-lam), v. rare.
[f. prec. sb.] To treat

or impregnate with alum.

1791 HAMILTON Berthollet's Dyeing I. i. i. i. 19 Having
alumed as completely as ^ssible a pound of wool.

il Alunibrado (a:lmbra-d0). [Sp. ahimbrado
illuminated, enlightened ; pa. pple. of atumbrar
: L. alluminare ; see ALLUMIXE.] One of the

Spanish Illuminati or Perfectionists, who arose
about 15/5, and were suppressed by the Inquisi-
tion ; hence sometimes applied to any one claim-

ing special spiritual illumination.

1671 GLASVILL Further Disc. M. St.tbhe 33 Worthless
Fanaticks, Alumbradoes in Religion. 1749 LAVISGTON En-
thus. Methodists \\. 114 The Alumbrado's or Illuminati of

Spain, who were stiff Maintamers of Perfection. 1847 Brcn
Hngenbactis Hist. Dott. II. 197 The question whether he
stood in connection with the Alumbrados.

Alumed (re-bmd), ///. a. [f. ALUM v. +-ED.]
Treated or impregnated with alum.
1580 BARET All 1

. A 330 Alumde, or mixed with alum, alu-
jninatns. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet, s, v. Muzzle^ If it be
allom'd Leather.

Ahime're. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OFr. alumere

(: L. *adluminator\ f. alumer to light : L. *ad-
luminare : see ALLUMIXE.] An illuminator,

lighter up. *

ri3oo in Wright's Lyric P. xxv. 68 Ihesu, nothing may be
suettere, ..Then thou so suete alumere.

Alumian (al'-mian). Min. [mod. (1858) f.

ALUMIJTA.] A white, sub-translucent mineral, a
native sulphate of aluminium

; classed by Dana
among the Anhydrous Sulphates.
Aluniic (aU/rmik). Rare variant of ALUMINIC.
1869 Eng. Mech. 19 Mar. 585/3, I have obtained alumic

sulphate neutral often.

Alumi'ferous, a. ; a variant ofAUJMIXIFZROUS.
1853 T. Ross tr. Humbnldfs Trav. III. xxvi. 118 The

alumiferous rocks of Parad.

Alumina (alifrmina). [mod.L. ; formed, along
with its Fr. equivalent alumine (also used in Eng.)
on L. aliimen, alfiniin-, alum, on the type of soda

t

potassa, magnesia, by the Kr. chemical nomencla-
tors of 1787; its character as the earth ofahtm
(alaun-crdc] having been proved by Marggraf in

J 754- Other proposed names were arga, argil.]
One of the earths, a white, insoluble, tasteless,

amorphous substance ; the only oxide ^Al^Oa) of
the metal Aluminium, the basis of alum, the chief

constituent of all clays, and found crystallized as

the sapphire.
c 1790 J. BLACK Elem. Chem. II. 150 The French chemists

have given a new name to this pure earth; alitmittem French,
and alumina, in Latin. I confess I do not like this alumina.
1801 CHENEVIX in Pkil. Trans. XCI. 197, 1 could . . discover
iron, silica, alumina, and carbonic acid. 1802 Chem. A>-
fiicncl. 116 In the chapter upon Earth, we find. . Argil for
Alumina. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. 156 Alumina
exists in a pure and crystallized state in the white sapphire.
1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Se. (ed. 6) I. xiL 362 These masses of
slate contain silica, alumina, potash, soda, and mica.

Aluminate ^ali/Z'imn^t), sb. [f. prec. + -ATE.]
A compound in which alumina acts the part of an
acid ;

* a compound of alumina with one of the

stronger bases.' Watts.
1841 TRIMMER Pract. Geol. 68 They have therefore by some

chemists been named aluminates. 1869 PHILLIPS Ve$m\ x.

286 Aluminates are equally limited. 1873 FOWNES Chan.
372 Spinell is an aluminate of magnesium.

Aluminate (aliw-min^t), v.
[f. L. aluminat-us

pa. pple. ; f. alilmin- ALUM.] To treat or im-

pregnate with alum
; to combine with alumina.

(Commonly in pa. pple. alurainated.)
1731 BAILEY, Aluminated^ done with alum. 1833 FVFE

Chem. 'ed. 3' 474 The solution called aluminated jx>tass is

transparent and colourless.
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Alumine (arlianwin). Chem, arch. [a. Fr. alu-

mine: see ALUMINA. ]
= ALUMINA.

1791 HAMILTON Bertkoilct's Dyeing I. I. I. L 22 They unite
with acids . . and some earths, principally alumine. 1798
Phil. Tram. LXXXVIII. 16 The absorbent earths were
distinguished into calcareous, magnesia, and alumine or clay.
1805 SIR H. DAVY/Wrf. XCV. 232, 1 have separated the alu-
mine by solution of potash. 1852 T. Ross tr. Humboldfs
Trav. I. ii. 78 The alumine, magnesia, soda, and metallic
oxides gradually disappear. 1854 F. BAKEWELL Geol. 47
Carbonate of lime . . combined with alumine.

Aluming (iE-lamirj), vbl.sb.
[f.
ALUM v. + -ING l.J

The act of treating or impregnating with alum.
1791 HAMILTON Kertlwllefs Dyeing I. i. i. ii. 35 Tartar is

not used in the aluming of silk and thread.

Alnminic (Jcfemi-nik), a. Chem.
[f.

ALUMIN-
IUM -i- -ic.] Of or containing aluminium, as Alu-
minic chloride, also called Aluminium chloride
and Chloride of aluminium.
1873 WILLIAMSON Chem. 185 The double salt containing

alummic sulphate, combined with potassic sulphate, has long
been known by the name of alum. i8j6Hf.RLt.v Jtfat.Mfd.
369 The ash is chiefly composed of aluminic phosphate. 1880
Atfiensnm 27 Nov. 713/1 Two new aluminic compounds.
Aluminiferous (al'-mini-feras), a. [f.

L.
alnmin- ALUM + -(I)FEROUS.] Alum -

bearing,
yielding alum.

1849 M URCHISON Silur. viii. ^1867) 154 These rocks, anthra-
cite and aluminiferous, are charged with graptolites and
annelides. 1853 T. Ross tr. HiiinboUfs Trav. III. xxxii.

396 The aluminiferous slates of Chaparuparu.
Aluminiforni (al'a'minif^jm, e:limi j

ni-), a.

[f. L. altimiii- ALUM + -(I)FOIOI.] Having the
form of an alum.
1864 WEBSTER cites CHAPTAL.

Alumi-nilite. Min. [f. L. ahlmm- alum +
Gr. Ai'0o! stone.] A mineral called more com-
monly ALUNITE, q. v.

Alumillio- (a-;limi-ni0), combining form of

ALUMINIUM, as in Aluminio-silicate, a salt in which
the combined oxides of Aluminium and Silicon
are supposed to act as an acid.

t Altrminish, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. alilmin-
ALUM + -ISH.]

= ALUMISH.
1641 FRENCH Distill, v. (1651) 167 There will distill over a

certain acid alluminish water.

Aluminite (ali/P-minsit). Min. [mod. (Ger.
aluininit 1807) f. L. alfimin- ALUM -t- -ITE min.

form.] An opaque, whitish mineral, a native hy-
drosulphate of alumina, called also \VKBSTERITE.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. (1871) V. 579 The tribasic sul-

phate [of aluminium], 3AljC>3. SOj. oH_O, occurs native as

aluminite, a white, opaque earthy mineral.

Aluminium (aeJUonriudm). [a modification
of ALUMINUM, the name given by its discoverer,
Sir H. Davy c 1812 (for which he had first of all

used ALUMIUM), f. ALUMINA. The termination
-iiini now preferred harmonizes best with other

names of elements, as sodium, potassium, magne-
sium, lithium, selenium, etc. Both alumium and
aluminum lived for some time.] A metal, white,

sonorous, ductile, and malleable, very light, not
oxidized in the air, used for instruments, orna-

ments, and as an alloy. In Chem. it has the symbol
Al., is tetratomic, has alumina as its oxide, and
the alums as its chief salts.

1812 Q. Rev. VIII. 72 Aluminium, for so we shall take the

liberty of writing the word, in preference to aluminum, which
has a less classical sound. 1835 HOBLYN Diet, filed. 6 Alu-
minium, the metallic base of alumina. 1845 Vest. Creation
ii. fed. 3) 34 Aluminium . . is another abundant elementary
substance. n86o FARADAY Forces ofNat. i. 195 note. Alu-
minium is 2i times heavier than water. 1869 Eng. Atefh.

14 May 187/3 Some Belgian manufacturer has just had a
bell cast of aluminium. 1876 C. GEIKIE Life in Woods xxv.

399 Science got the beautiful metal aluminium out of the clay
which ignorance trod under foot.

b. attrib. in chem. compounds, as Aluminium-
chloride (also Chloride of aluminium, and Aluminic

chloride), Aluminium fluoride, sulphate (Sulphate
of alumina), silicate, etc. Also in Aluminium*
Bronze, a beautiful and important alloy (or chemi-
cal compound) of aluminium and copper.
1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. (1879) I. 154 General character

and reactions of Aluminium compounds. 1873 FOWNES
Chem. 372 Aluminium Sulphate crystallises in thin pearly
plates, soluble in 2 parts of water. z86a Klorn.Starzi May
The specimens of aluminium-bronze, as it is called, have a
fine golden hue, which appears to especial advantage in com-
bination with the pure metal.

Alumillize (aliw-minaiz), v. rare. [f. L. alfi-

min- alum + -IZE.] To treat or impregnate with

alum, to alum.

1857 .\'af. Mag. I. 390 Our bread was alumenised ifnot worse.

Alumi.no- (al>'min0), combining form of the

words ALUMINA, ALUMINUM, used in compound
names implying the union of these with another

element, as Alumino-magncsian silicate, a double
silicate of aluminium and magnesium.
1864 Reader^ 18 June 784/1 An alumino-magnesian silicate

allied to chlorite in composition.

Aluminose (IW*iuni), a. [ad. L. alumin-
os-us : see ALUMINOUS.] = ALUMINOUS.
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

ALUNOGEUT.

Aluminosity (ali:minp-siti). rare- 1

, [f. L.
fl/tt////<&-.! + -1TY.] Aluminous quality.
1678 R. R[i-5SELL] Geber m. n. i. viii. 150 You will find a

manifest Substance of Aluminosity to distill from them.

Aluminous (ali/rminss), a. [a. Fr. alumineux,
ad. L. aluminos-us : see ALUM and -ous.]
1. Of the nature of alum, containing alum. Alu-
minous cake = ALUM cake.

1541 R. COPLAND Guidon'sForm. U j, Wasshyng with wyne
and aluminous water with good and artefycyall lygature.
1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spa iii. 34 Astringittg waters, as Al-
luminous, and Vitrioline almost everywhere. 1725 BRADLEY
Fam. Diet. II, Add a little burnt Allom . . to give it a dis-
cernable alluminous Taste. 1845 Black. Mag. LVIII. 488
Aluminous perspiration stood thick upon us, the alum being
deposited from the walls and atmosphere of the place.
2. Of the nature of or containing alumina; clayey.
i8oa Edin. Re?. I. 208 A chaotic collection of flinty sand

and aluminous and magnesian mud. i8ia SIR H. DAVY
Chem. Philos. 49 Margraaf . . distinguished accurately be-
tween the silicious, calcareous, and aluminous earths. 1841
TRIMMER Pract. Geol. 22 Aluminous, or clayey soils, retain
too much moisture. 1873 NICHOLSON Falzoiit. 8 The Ar-
gillaceous or Aluminous Rocks.

Aluminum (al'u-minvm). Chem. = ALUMIN-
IUM

; being the name given by Davy in l8u.
i8ia SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. I. 355 As yet Aluminum

has not been obtained in a perfectly free state. 1833 Penny
Cycl. I. 406 Alumina, the earthy oxide of aluminum some-
times called argil or the argillaceous earth. 1855 in Proc.
Am. Phil. Soc. VI. 141 Mr. DuBoislaid upon the table speci-
mens of the metal aluminum. 1879 C. CAMERON in Casselt's
Techn. Educ. I. 170 Aluminum is a white malleable metal.

Alumish (.sc-bmij), a.
[f.

ALUM + -ISH.] Hav-

ing somewhat of the character or taste of alum.
i$6a TURNER Baths ^ The water of this bath is alumish.

a 1682 Hist. Royal Soc. IV. 196 (T.) Tasting something
alumish, and being found near some places which afford alum.

t A-lumite. Min. Obs. form of ALUSITE.
1853 T. Ross tr. Humlioldt's Trav. III. xjcvi. n8 The

alumite of Tolfa, which . . I have examined on the spot.

tAlumium (ali^-miiim;. Chem. Obs. The
name first suggested by Davy for the metal which
he finally called ALUMINUM, a name eventually
further changed to ALUMINIUM.
1808 SIR H.DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 353 Had I been

so fortunate as . . to have procured the metallic substances I

was in search of, I should have proposed for them the names
of silicium, alumium, zirconium, and glucium. 1815 W.
PHILLIPS Out!. Mill, q- Ceol. (ed. 3! 22 Alumine consists of

Oxygen united with a base Alumium the nature of which
has not been completely ascertained. 1854 PEREIRA Mat.
Afed. iL.) Aluminum, aluminium, or alumium, is the metallic
base of the earth alumina.

t Alu'mnate, v. Obsr
[f.

L. aluinnat- ppl.
stem of alumna-re to bring up ; f. ALUMNUS.]
'To nourish or feed.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.
t Alumiia'tion. [n. of action f. prec.]

' Fos-

tering, feeding.' Coles 1692.
Alumner, probably error for ALMOXER.
1401 Pol. Poems II. no The releef of Cristis feeste. .That

his alumners the postlis gaderid togidere.

Alumniate (alo-mniiet). rare, [irreg. f. ALUM-
NUS, by form-assoc. with words like noviciate,
where the affix is really only -ATE.] The period
of pupillage.
1879 BARING-GOULD Germ. II. 134 When the alumniate is

over, the seminarist goes forth.

II AT T1TT1 T1TIB (alc-mnps). PI. -i. [L.,
= a foster-

child
;

f. al~ere to nourish, with ending akin to Gr.

-6/ifvos ;
cf. Vert-umniis, etc.] The nurseling or

pnpil of any school, university, or other seat of

learning.
1645 EVELYN Diary (1827) 1. 212 We saw an Italian comedy

acted by their alumni before the Cardinals. 1846 LYTTON
Lncn-tia x. (1853) 93 The poorer and less steady alumni of
the rising school. 1873 MINTO Etig. Lit. ii. ix. 598 An alum-
nus of Glasgow, and travelling tutor.

Alnmocalcite (al^mokarlsait). [f. ALUM +
fale-cm lime + -ITE.] A milk-white mineral, a va-

riety of opal with an addition of lime and alumina.

A'lum root. A name given to the astringent
roots of various plants.
1818" NUTTALL Gen. N. Amur. Plants I. 174 Henchera,

Allum-root. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 140 The root of
Geranium Jnacnlatiim is considered a valuable astringent
in North America, where it is sometimes called Alum root.

1866 Treas. Bot. 588 The root of fjenchera atnericana is so

astringent that it is called Alum root.

Aluni'ferous, a.
[f.

Fr. alunifcre (f. alttn alum
+ L. -(i]fcr-ns bearing) + -ous.]

= ALUMIXIFEROUS.
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Alunite (re'l'ttnait). Min. [mod. f. Fr. alua
alum+ -ITE min. form.

; seequot. 1868.] A mine-

ral, also called Alum-stone and Aluminilite (con-

sisting of common alum together with normal

hydrate of aluminium (Al K(SO4)2 . 2 Al H a O]),

found in the volcanic districts of Italy, etc.), which
is the source of the Roman alum.
1868 DANA Min. 659 It was named Aluminilite by Dela-

metherie in 1797, a long name well changed to Atuftiteby
Beudant in 1824. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 109 The alum,

stone or alunite is a mineral of limited occurrence, being
found in moderate quantity at Tolfa (near Civita VecchiaX

Alunogen (il'dr^dgta). Min. [mod. (Fr. alu-

nogene 1832) f. Fr. alun alum + -GEN, taken as =



ALURE.

producing.] A mineral, also called Keramohalite,

a hydrous sulphate of alumina, occurring as a

feathery efflorescence, to which, among other sub-

stances, the names hair-salt xtAfeather-alum are

applied. (Halotrichite, sometimes used as a syn-

onym, is applied by Dana to a distinct mineral.) ,

1868 DANA Min. 650 This species was made known by
Bcudant, and by him first named Alunogen. 1868 WATTS
Diet. Client. V. 579 The normal or neutral sulphate [of alu-

minium] AluSOiij . . is known mineralogically as alunagcn,

hair-salt, feather-alum, and halatrichiti. 1878 LAWRENCE
Cot/as Rocks Class. 43 Alunogen is sometimes the product

of volcanic action, sometimes a result of the decomposition
of pyrites in coal districts.

t A'lure, sb. Obs. Also 3-4 alour, alur, 4 aler,

5 allure, [a. OFr. aleure, later alure, now allure,

walk, gait, going ;
a place to walk in, a gallery ; f.

aller to go : see -URE.] A place to walk in, a gallery ;

esp. a. a walk or passage behind the parapets of a

castle, or round the roof of a church ;
b. a covered

passage, a cloister ; C. rarely a walk in a garden,

a passage between the seats in a church, an alley

or
'
aisle.'

1197 R. GLOUC. 192 Vpe be alurs of be castles be ladyes
banne stode. 1:1300 A". Alls. 7210 The touris to take, and
the torellis, Vawtes, alouris. c 1314 Guy Want}. 85 At the

alours thai defended hem. 1381 WYCLIF i Kings vii. 2 Foure

aluris betwixe the cedre pilers [ L. deambidacra ; 1388 aleis],

1388 2 Kings i. 2 Ocozie felde thorou the aleris of his soler

[L. per cancellos canaadi sui; 1381 wyndowes). 1430 LYDG.

Chron. Troy n. xi, Freshe alures with lusty hye pynacles . .

That called were deambulatoryes. c 1430 Star. Thebes

1267 In this gardyn . . In the allures walking to and fro.

1440 Promf. Parv., Alure or alurys of a towre or stepylle,

Canal. [Test.Ebor. 197 In allura inter fontem et introitum

chori.] 1776 T. WARTON Eng. Poetry (1840) II. xxiii. 300
The sides of every street were covered with fresh alures of

marble, or cloisters. 1851 TURNER Dorn. Archil, i. 8 And
alures of stone were to be raised above the roof timbers.

t Alnred, ppl. a. Obs. In 5 alourde. [f. prec.]

Furnished with an alure or alures.

1412 Catlerick Contr. Parker Gl. Archil. III. 128 The ele

sail be alourde accordant with the quere.

t Aluring, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ING 1
.]

Provision or construction of alures ;
alure-work.

1412 Catterick Co. (as above! A botras rising into the tabill

that sail here the aloryng. ibid. The hight of the walks of

the quere sail be . . xx fote with a naluryng abowne.

t AluTk, adv., prop. phr. Obs. [A prcf> -t-

LUKK.] Out of place, awry.
1572 LAWSON Orchft, MS. Lansd. No. 208, 4 His heed in

shappe as by natures worke, Not one haire amisse, or lyeth
a loorke.

AlutaceOUS (ritetp'JSS), a. [f.
L. alutiici-us

(f. aluta soft leather) -t- -ous : see -ACEOUS.] Of
the quality or colour of tawed leather.

1873 Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc. XIII. 122 Striae coarsely

punctured, intervals flat, finely alutaceous.

f Aluta'tion. Obs. [f. L. aluta prepared
leather + -ATION

;
as if f. a L. *alfita-re to prepare

leather.]
' A tanning or dressing of leather.'

Cockeram 1623 ;
whence in Blount, Bailey, etc.

II Alvara'do. Obs. [Sp. alvoraiia, alborada,

'musicke giuen at the breake of day" (Minsheu) f.

albor, alvor, dawn, f. L. //<* white.] (See quot.)

1598 BARRET Theor. Warrcs 249 Alvarado, a Spanish
word, and is the discharging of the morning watch, by the

sound of the drumme.

f A'lvary. Obs. rare^. [f. L. alvus, womb +

-ARV.] Womb ; lap ; bed.

1595 BARNFIELD Cassandra (Arb.) 71 From his softe bosom

(th' aluary of blisse).

Alveary (ae'lv/iari). [ad. L. alvcari-um a range
of bee-hives ;

f. alveus a tub or hollow vessel,

hence a bee-hive : see -ARY.]
1. A bee-hive

;
a title given to an early Diction-

ary of English, Latin, French, and Greek.

1580 BARET Alv. To Reader, Within a yeere, or two, they
had gathered together a great volume, which (for the apt
similitude betweene the good Scholers and diligent Bees in

gathering their waxe and honie into their Hiue) I called then

their Alvearie. 1660 HOWELL Parly ofBeasts 1 37 (D.) Ther's
not the least foulness found in our alvearies or hives. 1669
\V[ORLIDGE] Syst. Agric. 321 Alveary, a Hive of Bees.

2. Anat. The hollow of the external ear ;

' so

called because the cerumen or wax is found there.'

Syii. Soc. Lex. 1879.
71719 WF.BSTER cites QUIKCY. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Al-

veariutn, the bottom of the concha, or hollow of the auricle,
or outer ear.

t A'lveate, v. Obs. [f.
L. alveSt-us ppl. adj.

'hollowed out in the form of a channel'; f. alveus

a channel, etc.]
' To cut into the form of a trench

or chanel." Bullokar 1676.
Alveated (se'lviV'ted), ppl. a . [ad. L. alveatus

(see prec.) with ppl. ending -ED.] (See quot.)
1623 COCKERAM, Altteatcd, trenched, chanelled. 1656

BLOUNT Glossogr., Alveated, hollow like a hive, vaulted, or
trenched. 1864 WEBSTER, Alveated, having a prismatic
cellular structure, like a honeycomb.
Alveolar (i-lvrtflai, oc-lv/Jlaj), a. and sb. [f.

mod.L. alveol-us the socket of a tooth, in cl. L. a

little channel or hollow, dim. of alveus a channel,
etc. + -AR. Cf. Fr. alvt:

olairc.~] A., adj.
1. Of or pertaining to the sockets of the teeth,
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or to that part of the upperjaw, the alveolar arch,

in which the teeth are placed.
1799 CORSE in Phil. Traits. LXXXIX. 216 Both the fangs

and the alveolar processes begin to be absorbed. 187* N ICHOL-

SON Palxont. 366 The alveolar border ofthe upper jaw. Afotl.

The English t and d are not strictly dental, they are alveolar.

2. Socket-shaped, having a cylindrical hollow.

1858 T. JONKS Aqitar. Nat. 278 On the other hand, when

cylindrical or alveolar it appears to be always more brittle.

B. sb, pi. The alveolar processes of the maxil-

lary bone, in which the teeth are fixed.

1874 DAWKINS Cave Hnnt.\\. 192 The alveolars short, but

rather projecting.

Alveolariform (^Iv/olcc-riffum), a. [f. prec.

+ -(I)FORM.] Having the form of the cells of a

honey-comb.
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Alveolary (a-lvrAlari, arlv!<yiari), a. [f. L. al-

veol-us (see ALVEOLE) + -ARV.] = ALVEOLAH.

1847 in CRAIG. WORCESTER cites LOUI>ON.

Alveolate (a-lvrolcit, oc-lvwU-it), a. [ad. I,.

alveoldt-us, f. alveolus: see ALVEOLE.] Honey-
combed ; pitted with little cavities.

1839 HoorKR Med. Diet., Alveolalus, Alveolate, having
small cavities. 1846 DANA Zovpk. (1848)508 Corallum pro-

foundly alveolate. 1870 HOOKER Stud. 1'lora 266 Digitalis

pitrpurea . . seeds alveolate.

Alveole (se'lvj|0l). [s..fr. alveole, &&.\^.alvcolus

a little hollow, dim. of alveus'^ hollow channel.]
= ALVEOLUS (which is more often used).

1845 Penny Cycl. Sitppl. I. 364/1 The receplacle naked, al-

veolate, the alveoles with elevated dentate margins.

Alveoliform (a-lvftflif/im, rvlw',/rlif/.im),
a.

[f.
L. alveol-tts + -(l)FORM.]

' Celled like a honey-

comb, as in the case of certain corals.' Craig 1^47-

1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. % Phys. IV. 65 Alcyonellum . .

polygonal, alveoliform.

Alveolite (selvnHait, re-lwtflait). Zool. [f. mod.

L. ah-colitcs, f. L. alvcol-us + -ITE.] A genus of

fossil Zoophytes found in the chalk.

1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 537 Lamarck's name Alveolites

might be extended to the Stenoporje. 1847 in CKAIG.

Alveolo- (selvf <n<j), combining form of ALVEO-

LUS : Of or pertaining to the sockets of the teeth

or to the alveolar arch ; as alve'olo-condyle-an

plane, the plane bounded by the central point of

the upper alveolar arch and the base of the occipi-

tal condyles, sometimes called the natural plane of

the base of the skull
;
alveolo-dental ; etc.

1878 BRYANT Surg. I. 558 The alveolo-dental membrane.

II Alveolus v*lv '~'';rl"s)- !'' -i- [L - alveolus, dim.

ot alveus a cavity.] A small cavity; hence a. The
socket of a tooth ;

b. The cell of a honey-comb ;

c. The conical chamber of a Belemnite, or the

conical body found in it.

1706 PHILLIPS, Alveolus, mf wooden Vessel made hollow;

a Tray. Among Anatomists, Alveoli dentium are the Holes

in the Jaws in which the Teeth are set. 1746 DA COSTA in

Phil. Trans. XLIV. 398 This conic Cavity is . . filled with

a regular jointed conic Body, called by Lithologists the

Alveolus of the Belemnites. 1733 CHAMBERS Cycl. -V/A.
A Iveoli, waxen cells in the combs of bees . . The alveoli are

all of a hexagonal figure. 1799 CORSE in Phil. Trans.

LXXXIX. 229 The alveoli or sockets of the two grinders.

1881 MIVART Cat 27 Each alveolus closely invests the fang
contained within it.

II A'lveus. [L.] The bed or channel of a river ;

the trough of the sea.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth i. (1723) 182 This mass

of Water fell back again . . into the Alveus of the Ocean.

AlviduCOUS (K :lvidiK-kas), a. Med. [f.L.afo-us

belly + tiuc-ere to lead + -ous.] Purgative.

1839 in HOOPER Med. Diet.

Alvine (arlvain), a. [ad.L. alvln-us, f. almis the

belly.] Pertaining to the abdomen or its contents.

J7S4 Phil. Trans. XLVIII.sSi As to the natural excre-

tions, the alvine were easy and proper. 1871 TYNDALL

Fragm. Sc. ted. 6) 1 1. xii. 286 Sanguinolent alvine evacuations.

Alvish, obs. f. ELVISH.

Alvite (se-lvsit). Mia. [f. L. alvus belly + -ITE.]

A reddish-brown mineral, a complex hydrous sili-

cate, containing besides silica, alumina, andglucina,

yttria, thoria, zirconia, and iron sesquioxide.

Alway ('lwi, archaic jdw^''), adv. Forms :

1-2 alne wes (\VS. ealne wes), 3-4 alne way,

4-5 alle wey, al wey, 5-6 allewaye, allwaye,

alwaye, 5- alway. [orig. two words ALL and WAY,
in the accusative of space or distance, = all the way,
the whole way, probably at first in reference to

space traversed, but already in the oldest Eng.
transferred to an extent of time, all along, all the

time, continually. Afterwards confused with the

genitive form, ALWAYS, which has superseded it in

prose, alway surviving only in poetry or as an

archaism.]
1. All along, all the time, perpetually, throughout

all time.
c 885 K. /EI.FRED Boeth. xxxviii. 5, & ban ealne wes sio-

fodest j>a:t hi ealne wex naeron on wite, & ic be s.-cde ealne

wes IMS' bi narfre ne biob buton wite. 1340 Ayenb. 136 pe
wel couaytouse wrechche bet alneway heb bet e}e to (>e

guodes bet obre habbeb and do)) alneway and makeb alne-

way semblont bet he ne heb na5t. c 1374 CHAUCER A nel. ff

waye thanke we God therefore. 1473 WARKW. Chron. 4 Al-

wey he promysed he wuld do. 1513 MORE Edw. ^(1641) 7
Not alway for ill will, but oflner for ambition. 1535 COVER-

Arc. 236 For to love him Alweye \t:r, alwey, ahvayl nevei-

the lesse. 1798 TRF.VISA Barth, De P. K, v. xx. (1495) 126

Yf lyfe duryd a thousande yere alwaye shold growe teeth

more and more. 1611 BIBLE Matt, xxviii. 20 And I,oe, I am
with you alway, even unto the end of the world. 1845
NF.ALE Hymnsfor Sick 36 Whoso receiveth them, receiveth

Thee, With them alway. fli858MfHLENBKRG//j'w/, I would
not live alway I ask not to siiiy.

2. = ALWAYS i
; every time, at all times, on all

occasions. Opposed to sometimes, occasionally.
1410 Sir Clcgcs 221 Welhyr wee have les or more, All-

'VAKKW.C/mm.4 Al-
ORE Edw. 1^(1641) 7

._.__ ,
bition. 1535 COVER-

DALE 2 Sam. xv. 2 Absalom gat him vp allwaye early in

the mornynge, and stode in the waye by the porte. 1611

BIBLE John vii. 6 My time is not yet come : but your time

is alway read)-. 1851 TRKNCH roents 46 And boldly use the

children's prayer alway. 1868 Miss J. E. BROWN Lights thro'

Lattice 56 For he Ithe foe] doth mark each open door alway.

f 3. In any case, after all, still. ~ ALWAYS 3. Obs.

(11400 in Hallam Alid. Ages (1872) III. 91 Savyng alwey
to our liege lord his real prerogntif. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Strwte

iv. xx. (1483) 67 He a disciple is, thou arte a lord Thou al

awey art greter than he is. 1475 Kk. Noblesse 34 Notwithe-

standing so oft tymes trewes and alliaunces taken and made
. . alle waye whan the Frenshe partie coude have and fynde

any avauntage or coloure . . they did make new werre.

t Alwayness. Obs. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Kver-

lastingness, eternal existence, sempiternity.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Hulk <y .SV/r-. 165 The alwayness of the

soul. Ibid. 155 The alwayness of him who is unbounded.

Always ('l\w'z, -wez\ adv." Forms: 3 alles

weis, 4 alleweyes, 5-7 alwayes, 6 alwaise, all-

weyz, 6-7 alwaies, allwaies, 6- always, [geni-
tive case of fl// '<*)', prob. conveying the distribu-

tive sense 'at every time.
1

Cf. 0wc<r = at one time,

the Ger. eines MorgciiSj and Eng. 'of a. morning, of
a Sunday'; and compare sometimes, of separate

occasions, with some time, of duration. But eventu-

ally this distinction between ahvay and always was

lost, and the latter is now used in both senses.]

1. At every time, on every occasion, at all times,

on all occasions. Opposed to sometimes, occasionally.
c 1230 After. R. 4 Ve schullen alles weis, mid alle nilhte . .

wel witen be inre, & ]>e uttre vor hire .sake. 1375 BARBOI/R

Jiruce n. 92 James off dowglns, that ay-quhar AlT-wayis befor

the byschop scliar. ci$QQJ\tn. Rese^iy A bachelere, That
he made alleweyes with hym he. c 14x5 WVNTOUN Cron. \\\,

vi.io In justicelawchfulhewesallwayis, iv$^o\\*.\. Lloyd's
Cuni^r. 91 And alwaise returned with great spoils. 1593
SHAKS. 3 Hen. /-'/, iv. iii. 45 Kdward will alwayes beare him-
selfe as King. 1600 THVNNK Kf'isr. in Animadv, 1'ref. 57

Thy wife allwaies is but a netdfull ill, And beste is bad.

1611 BIULF Rom. \, 9, I make mention of you, alwayes in my
prayers. 1711 Anuisos Spcct. No. 7^4 She ts always seeing

Apparitions. 173* POPE Ess. Man i. 92 Man never is, but

always to be blest, 1751 JOHNSON RntnbL No. 165 ?6 He
that indulges hope will always be disappointed. 1860 TVS-
DALL Glac. ii. 24. 355 Water always holds a quantity of air

in solution.

2. = ALWAY ; all along ; through all time, without

any interruption ; ever, continually, perpetually.

Opposed tofor a time.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce vii. 60 He ran on fut alwayis hym by,
Till he in-till the wod wes gane. 1513 MORE Edw. KDed.,
Laudable custome that hath alwaies been observed. 1667
MILTON /*. L. in. 704 Pleasant to know, and worthiest to be
all Had in remembrance always with delight. 1711 STEELE

Spect. No. 2 F 5 Having always had a very easy fortune,
Time has made but little Impression. 1862 TRENCH Mirac.

50 They were done once, that they might be believed always.

f3. Still, nevertheless, however; at any rate, in

any case, any way. Chiefly northern. (Cf. ALGATE,
and Fr. toujottrs^ Obs. or dial.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxi. 76 How be it that he had grete

pyte and compassyon of her . . alwayes he determyned hym-
self and went his way. 1533 BELI.ENDF.NE Lhy i. 81 Alwayis
he had ane brothir, eldare of yeris than he. 1649 H. GUTHRY
Jlfettt. (1702) 57 Always, having done that Business he came
for, his Grace return'd ne.xt day to Court. 1663 BLAIR

Aittobiogr, v. 1 18481 74 Always we thanked God for what was
done. [It is' told in the north of a modern representative of

the ancient x^ a(7Tl '<(*? that being dismissed from his em-

ployment in the depth of winter, he said,
'

I don't care, I can

alivays shear' ( = reap\]

Alwhat, variant of ALLWHAT.

t A'lwise, adv. Obs. 5-6 ;
also 5 allewyse, 5-6

alwyse. [contr. of in all wise : see \ViSE; perhaps
influenced by always.'] In every way; in any

way.
1440 Partenopc 2570 Cursid he ys and covetous in alle-

wyse. < 1449 PKCOCK Rcpr. 472 Nile ^e swere alwise. 1466
MARG. PASTON in Lett. 560 II. 290 In alwyse I avyse you for

to be ware. 1559 in Misc. \Vodr. Soc. (1844) 275, I sail be

alwyse reddy to answer.

Aly C^'li), a.\ also 8 aley. [f. ALE + -Y. For

the spelling cf. scaly.] Of or characterized by ale.

rti64 N. BRETON in Heliconla. I. 213 Whose Aly nose

. . Would kill an honest wench to view. 1630 J. TAYLOR

xWater P.) \Vk$. 1. 126/1 To conclude this drinking Alye tale.

1743 Land. $ Country Brew. i. (ed. 4) 22 Its mild aley Taste.

Alyaunte, obs. form of ALIEN.

Alym, obs. form of ALUM.

t Alyne, v- Obs. rare- 1
, [perh. a confusion of

ali-en (ALIE z>.2 )
= elien to oil, anoint, and L.

allinerc to besmear.] To anoint.

^1315 SHOREHAM 13 Hi beethe eke atte fount Mid oyllc

and creyme alyned.

T Aly*pUUl| -USi Obs. [for alypon, a. Gr. akvirov



ALYSSUM.

painless.] An unidentified plant, so called by
Dioscorides from its anodyne virtue.
1611 COTGR., Turbit blanc . . the reddish hearbe Alyfimn,

or Alypia ; talked of, but not otherwise named, by our Eng-
lish Herbanst. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. it. iv. n. i, But these
are very gentle, alypus, dragon root, centaury, ditany.

Alyssum (ali-s^m). Bot. [mod.L. for alysson
(Pliny), a. Gr. a\va<rov name of a plant, perh. neut.

of adj. a\v<rGos *

curing (canine) madness,' f. d priv.
+ \vtTffa madness.]
1. Bot. A genus of Cruciferous plants, a yellow-

flowered species of which (A. saxatile) popularly
known as Gold-dust, is a favourite spring (lower in

English gardens. The early herbalists used the

name very vaguely.
1551 TURNER Herbal (15681 21 Alysson is an herbe lyke

vnto horehounde. 1578 LYTK Dodoens 107 Alysson . . groweth
upon rough mountayne-i. 1731 BAILKY, Alysson^ comfrey.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. St^fl. s.v., The species of alysson enu-
merated by Mr. Tournefort . . The alysson is a medicinal

plant. 1876 B. TAYLOR Echo Club 30 Such cakes of myrrh
or 6ne alyssum seed.

2. pop. Sweet Alyssum (or A-lison}, (A'oni^a

maritima\ A small cruciferous plant with white
flowers.
1822 Ifortits Angl, II. 150^. jnarltimuni. Sweet Alyssum.

c 1840 CAMHBKLI. Dead Ragle 91 Fields white With alasum,
or blue with buglers. 1866 J. SYMK in Treas. Dot. 536 The
Sweet Alyssum of gardens is found in some places of Britain,
but only imperfectly naturalized where escaped from gar-
dens.

_
1873 LONGF. Rhyme St. Christ. 40 A modest flower-

bed thickly sown With sweet alyssum and columbine.
1

A'lytarcll. Obs. fad. L. alytarcha a super-
intendent of the games, ad. Gr. d\vTdpx*j$, f- O.\VT-T}S

police-officer + -apx7
?* ruler.]

1646 J. G[RF.GORY] Xotes fy Obserr. (1650"* 48 To bear the

Alytarcha's part, and be a May-king, or Mock-Jupiter in

these Revels. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Alytark, he who
seeth that good rule be kept at common Games and Exer-
cises. 1692 COLES, Alytarch, keeper oforder at publick sports.

Alythe, variant of ALITHE v. Obs.
t
to dissolve.

Am (sem, am, *m, m), v., ist sing. pres. ind. of
vb. BE. Am, and its inflections art, is, are, are the

only parts of the original substantive vb. ;Skr. as-,

Gr. fff-, L. es-, Goth, is-, i-) now left in Kng. ;
the

pa. t. ind. and subj. being supplied from a different

vb. (stem wis~
t u>cs-, Skr. was- to remain, abide :

see WAS); and all the other parts from a third vb.

BE 'Skr. bhn-
t
Gr. <pv- t "L.fu-,fy- to become). As

the latter, although its association with the sub-

stantive vb. is very recent, supplies the infinitive,

the vb. is now usually as a whole called the vb. to

BE, under which its forms and uses will be found.

A. Iff. contr. for

1. L. ante meridiem before noon (in which sense

it is familiarly read and spoken ^e'm).
1762 BORLASE in Phil. Tram. LI I. 507 At ten A.M. the

driver of a plough . . laden with tin . . found himself and the

plough, on a sudden, surrounded by the sea.

2. L. anno nnindi in the year of the world.

3. 'L.-artium magister Master of Arts (now usually
M.A., in England).

Amability (rcmabHiti). [ad. L. amabilitas, n.

of quality f. amdbil-is lovely; or perh. a. Fr. ama-
bilitc

t
OFr. amabletc. Usefully distinct from AMIA-

BILITY.] The quality of being lovable
; lovableness.

1604 WRIGHT /'assions ofMind v. 4. 209 A sweete grace
and motive to amabilitie. 1635 J. HAYWARD Banished Virg.
131 The amability of his conditions and carriage. 1636
HfcYvvooo Lvve's Mistress Prol., Shee, The very soul of
amabilitee. 1655 JI;R. TAYLOR Unum Xecessar. viii. 5. 31
There may be the apprehension of two amabilities. 1659
Gentletn. Calling xviii. 24. 449 There being such a vener-
able amability m it. 1775 in ASH, [1791 MRS. DAMER in

jlfiss Barry's Cory. I. 348 My aiiiabilite I suppose was so

great that one of them proposed to embrace me.]

A-mable, -ile, a. Obs. rare. [a. OFr.
amable'.L. amabU'Cnt lovely, f. amd-re to love.

Gale apparently formed it afresh from L.
;

cf. It.

amabile^\ Lovely, lovable.
c 1430 LYDG. Jlfirt. Poeuis (1840) 25 Face of Absolon, moost

fayre, moost amable ! 1677 GALK Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 338
The Divine Essence is most amabile and appetible for itself.

Amabyr, variant of AMOBKR. Obs.

Amacratic (xmakne'tik), a. [improp. for ha*

rnacratic, f. Gr. a/*a together + -Kpar-os strength,

power + -1C.] Uniting the actinic rays of the solar

speculum into one focus, as an amacratic lens.

Mod. Diets, cite SIR J. HKRSCHEL.

t Ama'd,,///. a. Ofa.\ also 3 amadde, (amedV
[prob. : OE. zemnddfat gcmwded pa. pplc. of germi-
dan to madden, Goth. *gamaidjan f. gamaid-s
bruised, crazed (ON. meiddr from meida to hurt,

maim), QllG.gameit, OS. gamt'd foolish, of which
the OE. cogn. gcmad adj. was apparently replaced
by this ppMtMMi The vowel was shortened as

in dadj OE. gccldd for gecldftod. See also MAD.]
Demented, distracted

;
mad.

1105 LAYAM.4438 Of wittenheo were amadde. < 1220 Hali
Aleid. 37 Mare amad gif ha mei beo ; |>en is mad.schipe self.

c 1*30 Ancr. R. 324 Nis he more |?en a-med. c 1315 Pol.

Songs 156 Heo wendeth bokes unbrad Ant maketh men a
inoneth a-mad.

262

Amadavat (aemadavsc-t). Also avadavat.

[The name in various Indian langs.] An Indian

song-bird (Estriliia amaiuiava], brown in colour
with white spots.
1777 SHERIDAN Set. Scan. v. i, A few presents now and then

..congou tea, avadavats, and Indian crackers. 1813 J.
FORBES Orient. Alctu. I. 47 Amadavats and other songsters
are brought thither [Bombay] from Surat. 1871 DARWIN
Dae. Man Il.xiii. 49 The Bengali baboos make the pretty
little males of the amadavat . . fight together.

Am.adelph.ons (a-made-lfas), a. [improp. for

hamaticlphous, f. Gr.a/j together + d5fA.</>os brother,

brotherly + -ous.]
'

Living in society or in flocks.'

Syd. Soc. Lex. 1879.
II A'madot, amade'tto. [a. Fr. amadotc, ac-

cording to Littre a corruption of d'amoiulot or
rather of Dame OuJct, name of the first grower.]A kind of pear.
1706 PHILLIPS, Ainadetto, a sort of Pear. 1755 [JOHNSON

has Atnadetta and Ainadot.} 1763 MILLER Gard. Diet.,
Pyrns sati-'a. . . L'Amadote, i.e. the Amadot Pear.

Amadou (a"mad;7). [mod.Fr. f. ainaJoucr to

allure, found in many forms in the north. Fr. dia-

lects, but of doubtful origin ; considered by Diez
and Littre to be f. OX. tiiata (Dan. made) to feed,
as if to attract with a bait : see Littre.]
German tinder, prepared from species of fungus

Polyporus and Boletus, that grow on trees, em-
ployed as a match and a styptic.
1815 Encycl. Brit. I. 761 Some give to the amadow the

name of pyrotechnical sponge. 1863 TYNDALL Heat i. 14
Tinder or dry amadou, may be ignited by thin syringe.
1869 LORRAIN in Eng. Aleck. 22 Oct. 137/2 Amadou, punk or
German Tinder, is made from a kind of fungus that grows
on the trunks of old oaks, ashes, beeches, &c. 1878 BRYANT
Pract. Surg I. 35 Cushions of amadou and well-adjusted
pads of cotton wool or spongio-piline.

Amafiised, corrupt form of AMETHYST.
r 1325 E. E.Allit. P. B. 1470 Amaraun; & amaffised stones.

t A'mafrose. Ol>s. [a. Fr. amafrose (Cotgr.
1611) for amaurose or amavrosc, ad. mod.L. aniau-

rosis, a. Gr. a/tavpuais.']
= AMAUROSIS.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Rnrtas n. i. (1641 1 98/2 Th' Amafrose
and Cloudy Cataract, That . . clean puts out the eye. 1731
BAILEY, Amafrose, a disease in the sinews of the sight.

I!Amah (a-ma;. [Anglo-Indian a. Pg. ama nurse.]
A name given in the south of India, and elsewhere
in the East, to a wet-nurse.

1839 Lett.fr. Madras 294 House-keeper-like bodies, who
talk

only_ of ayahs and amalis. 1857 TOMF.S Anterit. in

Japan viii. 179 Either maid-servants or women of Macao
called Amahs or Ayahs were employed.
Amain (anvi-n), adv.

;
also 6-7 amayn(e, a-

maine. [f. A prip\ in, on, at + MAIN, OE.
i/iseyt,

power, force. Apparently not preceded by an
earlier full on msegii, on main, but formed in i6th c.

after words in a-, as afoot.']

1. ///. In, or with, full force
;
with main force, with

all one's might; vehemently, violently.
1540 Four P. P. in Hazl. Dodsl. I. 375 God save the devil,

quoth I, amain. 1556 Am1
. PARKER Psalter xliv, As sheepe

we see, to slaughter driven amayne. 1611 CORYAT Crudi-
ties 215 Two dayes after it rained amaine. 1678 BUNYAN
Pitgr. i. 61 Apollyon therefore followed his work amain.

1743 WESLEY II 'i-s. 1872 I. 417 The colliers . . began shout-

ing amain. 1829 HOOD E. Aram xviii, But when I touch'd
the lifeless clay The blood gush'd out amain. 1841 LONGF.
Hesperus vii, Down came the storm, and smote amain the
vessel.

b. In full force of numbers.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 243 The Tunics to auoid it,

goe alwaies amaine in whole flotes, toward the cape. 1663
FlageHHt,O.Cronue-U(ibT2\2i New-England, a receptacle
of the Puritans, who flocked thither amain.
2. Hence, with reference to motion At full speed.
1563 B. GOOGE Eglogs (Arb ) 82 He rounes amayne, to gase

on Beauties cheare. 1587 HOLINSHED Chron. 1. 176/2 Then
without respect of shame they fled amaine. 1636 HF.YLIN
Hist. Sabbath 54 Laban . . pursued after him amayn. 1640
BASTWICK Lord Bishops ix. I iiij b, The Tower of Babel went
up a maine, till God confounded their worke. 1715 POPE
Odyss. xi. 150 But vengeance hastes amain. 1851 LONCF.
Gold. Leg. HI. ii, Here comes a third who is spurring amain.
b. Without delay, in all haste ; at once.
1600 HAKLUYT Voy. III. 568 The gentlemen came and re-

paired to the garden amaine. 1821 JOAN. BAILLIE Me t. Leg.,
Caluni. xxvi. n Housewives left amain Their broken tasks.

t A main gallop : at full gallop. Obs. See MAIN.
1553 BRENDE Cur/mux. 57 Straightways the horsemen re-

turned amaine gallop.
3. Exceedingly, greatly. (Cf. L. vaide, f. valere.)
1387 TURBERVILLE Epit. Sf Sonn. (1837! 333 Who so doth

runne a race, Shall surely sweate amaine. 1616 SURFLET
Country Farm 541 Too much drinesse doth disaduantage
the husbandman amaine. 1671 MILTON /'. R. n. 429 They
whom I favour thrive in wealth amain. 1820 KEATS St.

Agues xxi, The maiden's chamber . . Where Porphyro took
covert, pleased amain.

T Amarii(e,
'

Obs. [a..Yi.aiucne->- to draw
towards, in naval phr. amcner pavilion, or abso-

lutely amencr, to strike flag, to surrender.]
1. trans. To lower (a sail, etc., esp. the topsail).
1593-1611 R. HAWKINS Vty. S. Sea (1847) 224 He called to

us to amaine our sayles, which we could not well doe. 1627
SMITH Seaman's Gram., vii, 33 When you let anything downe
into the Howie, lowering it by degrees, they say, Amaine ;

and being downe, Strike. Ibid. ix. 40 When you would
lower a yard so fast as you can, they call Amaine.

AMALGAM.
2. /fy. To lower, lessen, abate.

1578 T. N. Cong. W. Ind. 257 They somewhat amaynej
their furie for their princes sake.

3. intr. To lower the topsail in sign of yielding ;

to yield.
1593-1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea. (1847) 33 Wished that

the gunner might shoote at her, to cause her to amaine.
1628 DIGBY I'ay. Medit. (1868) 77 Then the Swallow bad
them ' Amaine for the King of England !' 1751 CHAMBERS
Cycl., Amain, or Amayne, a sea term, used by a man of
war, to his enemy; and signifying, yield. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-Bk: s.v., When we used to demand the salute
in the narrow seas, the lowering of the topsail was called

striking amain.
4. To conduct, guide. (A former sense of Fr.
amcner

; cf. anicnee, 'action de conduire.') rare.

'553 in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. n. xxi. 418 That his majesty
may have . . the ameyning of the matters.

Amai'st, adv. Sc. [f. A adj? + maist, mast,
OE. mast, most.] = ALMOST.
1733 RAMSAY Tea-T. Misc. (ed. 9) I. 25, I had amaist for-

got. 1862 in Hislop's Sc. 1'rcrverl's 15
' Amaist '

and '

Very
near

'

hae aye been great liars.

t Amai'ster, v. Obs. 3-5 ; also ameistre,
amayster. [a. OFr. amaistrc-r, -ier, to master, to

teach, f. a to + maistrer, -ier : L. magist(e)ra-re to

direct, rule, f. magister master.] To master, con-

trol, subdue ; to teach.
c 1230 Ancr. R. 282 Schal flesches fondunge . . ameistre be

neuer. 1340 Aycnb. 129 peguode leche bet amaystrej) his
ziknesse. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. Mi. 200 Hou 1 mihte A-
Maystren hem ' and maken hem to worche. 1393 C. in.

167 For we han mede a-maistrid * borw cure myrye tonge.
ci4oo Test. Lave I. (1560)274/1 Disease shall no more here-
after thee amaistre.

[1876 Miss JACKSON Shrapsh. Glass, s.v., An old man near
Leintwardine, speaking of his schoolmaster, said ' 'E used to
amaister me, Sir.' Now rarely heard.]

Amalette, obs. form of AMULET.

Amalgam (amarlgam), sl>. Forms : 5 malgarn,
amalgame, (7 amalagma), 5-9 amalgama, 5-
amalgam. [a. Fr. amalgame (ifth c. in Litt.}, and,
in the formerly common amalgama, of med.L., in

which the word was in regular alchemical use in

ijth c. Usually taken as a perversion of L. mal-

agina (in Pliny and the physicians) a mollifying
poultice or plaster, a. Gr. fid\ay/jia an emollient, f.

paXaua-uv (stem /<aAa-) to soften
;
or of an Arabic

adaptation of /iaAa-v/j with prefixed al- (as in al-

chemy, al-cmbic, etc.) : see the form (of the vb.)

almalgamyngt in one MS. of Chaucer, and algamala
in Du Cange. Bacon's spelling amalagma was re-

fashioned after malagma. Other early writers asso-
ciated it with Gr. afia together, and 70/105 marriage.
Devic (Littre Supply suggests a direct Arabic
derivation, taking an early variant a/game as ad.
Arab, al-jame-a (orig. al-game.a) union, conjunc-
tion, f. jamata to unite, and conjecturing for amal-

game c-amal al-jamc-a 'the operation of conjunc-
tion,' or al-mojai)ie.a marriage union. But no
instance of the use of these, as chemical terms, is

cited from Arabic writers.]
1. orig. A soft mass formed by chemical manipu-

lation, csp. a soft or plastic condition of gold, silver,

etc. produced by combination with mercury ; henct,

ntnv, any mixture of a metal with mercury, a mer-
curial alloy, totgoldamalgam, coffer amalgam, etc.

1471 RirLKY Comp. Alch. in Ashm. Tkeatr. Client. 1652 ix.

174 When the Medcyn as wax doth flowe, Than uppon Mai-

fams
loke thou hyt throw. Ibid. 191 Many Amalgame dyd

make. 1599 A. M. Gabclhoiter's Bit. Physic 380/1 Beete a
Ducket verye thinne. . put therof j dr. \.o)oz, of Quicksiluer
. . The Amalgama must you wash with Saulte and Vineger.
1664 rhil. Trans. 1.23 An Amalgama of Gold and Virgin-
Mercury. 1757 LEWIS ibid. L. 156 An amalgam of one part
of platina and two of gold with a suitable quantity of mer-
cury. 1782 KIRWAN ibid. LXXII.2I7 An amalgama of lead
and mercury decrepitates when heated. 1869 ROSCOE Elem.
Chcm.m An amalgam ofammonium can easily be prepared.
Native Amalgam, an amalgam of mercury with

silver or gold, found crystalline, massive, or semi-
fluid in various countries.

1875 URE Diet. Arts 1. 133 A native amalgam of mercury
and silver occurs in fine crystals in the mines of Moschel-

landsberg, in the Palatinate . . A gold amalgam is obtained
from the platinum region of Columbia.

2. Extended to, An intimate (plastic) mixture or

compound of any two or more substances.
1626 BACON Sylva 99 The Body of the Wood will be

turned into a kind of Amalagma. 1650 ASHMOLE Arcanum
(ed. 3) 252 Let three weights of Red Earth . . Water and
Aire, well beaten, be mixt together : let an Amalgama be
made like Butter, or Metalline Paste. 1828 KIBBY & SPENCE
Entontol. I. xv. 497 The bees sometimes mix wax and pro-

polis and make an amalgam.
3. Jig. A complete combination of various ele-

ments. Also attrib.

1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 274 They have attempted to con-
found all sorts of citizens into one homogeneous mass; and
then they divided this their amalgama into . . republics.

1823 HONE Anc. Myst. 187 Custom is an amalgam of sense
and folly. x84i CATLIN N.Amer. Ind. II. Ivi. 210 [They] go
by the familiar appellation of the amalgam name of ' Sacs
and Foxes.' 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaksp. Char. ii. 60
Touchstone's philosophy, a choice and rich amalgam of
sweet temper and untiring humour.



AMALGAM.
4. An ingredient in an amalgam ;

an '

alloy.'

1840 CARLVLE Heroes (1858) 315 Few men were without

quackery; they had got to consider it a necessary ingre-

dient and amalgam for truth. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scotl. I.

ill, 119 No tin or other amalgam.

Ania'lgam, v. arch. [a.Fr. amalgame-r (i4thc.

in Littre) ; f. amalgame : see prec. Now repl. by
AMALGAMATE ^.]

f 1. trans. To soften by combination with mer-

cury ; to alloy with mercury. Obs.

ri386CHAUCER(7/irt. Yetu.Prol.$ T. 218 The care and wo
That we hadde in amalgamynge \_-v.r. almalgamynge, a mrxl-

gamynge]andcalcenyngeOfquyksilver. 1471 KIPLKYO/;//.
Alch. in Ashm. TJieatr. Chem. 1652 ix. 174 They Amalgam
ther Bodys wyth Mercury lyke papp. 1610 B. JONSON
Alchem. \\. iii, What is some three ounces Of gold, t Amal-

game with some six of Mercury?
t2. intr. To enter into combination with mercury.

1583 PLAT Jewel-ho. m.(i 594)79 Ifyou put Mercuric therein

it will amalgame with It. a 1691 BOYLE Wks. I. 638 (R.)

Quicksilver easily amalgams with metals.

3. trans. To coat or cover with amalgam.
1789 NICHOLSON Electr. in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 272, I

pasted a piece of leather upon a thin flat piece of wood, then

amalgamed its whole surface.

^.fig. To combine.

1827 HARE Guesses at Tr. II. 254 They transferred the in-

telligence to human forms instead of amalgaming it as we
do with the material objects themselves.

Amalgamable (amarlgamab'l), a.
[f. prec. +

ABLE.] Capable of amalgamation.
n 1691 BOYLE Wks, 1.632 (R.t A mineral body . . amalgam-

able with gold. 1835 Land, Jrnl. 4 Feb. 33 Things not only
far from incompatible, but thoroughly amalgamable.

Amalgamate (fanse-lgftmet), ppl. a. [? ad.

med.L. *amalgamdt-tts, pa. pple. of amalgamd-ret

i. amalgama-, see AMALGAM sb. Used also as pa.

pple.
of AMALGAMATE ^.]

1. Combined or alloyed. (Said of mercury and

another metal.)
1642-7 H. MORE Poems 262 Nimble quicksilver that doth

agree With gold . . or with what ere it be Amalgamate.
2. Combined, coalesced ; spec, of languages (see

quot. 1862).
1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. IV. 1346/2 The Amal-

gamate type, of which the classical languages are the most

perfect example. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Gerald. Cmtrtsh.

Ixvlii. 3, I felt self-drawn out, as man, From amalgamate
fake natures. 1862 SPENCER First Princ. (1870) 321 Out of

these [agglutinate languages] by further use, arose the

'amalgamate' languages, or those in which the original

separateness of the inflexional parts can no longer be traced.

Amalgamate (amarlgam't),z'. [f. prec., which
also continues in occasional use as its pa. pple., in-

stead of amalgamated^
1. trans. To soften or dissolve (a metal) by com-

bination with mercury; hence, to combine mercury
with another metal.
1660 BOYLE Exper. Phys. Mech. (R.) Amalgamating mer-

cury with a convenient proportion of pure tin. 1706 PHIL-

LIPS, Amalgamate^ to mix Mercury or Quicksilver with

Gold, or some other noble Metal ; so as to reduce it into a

kind of Paste. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Amatgama-
tion t

The amalgamating mercury with copper is a very diffi-

cult process. 1875 URE Diet. Arts III. 806 The chloride of

silver thus formed . . is amalgamated with the quicksilver.

2. intr. To enter into combination with mercury.
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Amalgamation, A\\ metals, ex-

ce|)t iron and copper, spontaneously unite and amalgamate
with mercury. 1804 WOLLASTON in Phil. Trans. XClY.484
On the surface of mercury a metallic film was precipitated,
but did not appear to amalgamate.
3. By extension, To mix any substances so as to

form a uniform compound.
1821 SCOTT Kenilw. 1 1867) 53 Wayland . . mixed, pounded,

and amalgamated the drugs.

..Jig. To unite together (classes, races, societies,

ideas, etc.) so as to form a homogeneous or har-

monious whole. (Used either of combining two

elements, or one element with another.) a. trans.

1802 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830)111.489 It remains to amal-

gamate the comptrollerand auditor into one. 1833 COLERIDGE
Table T. 239 [The Romans] were ordained by Providence
to conquer and amalgamate the materials of Christendom.
1868 M. PATTISON Academ. Organ, % 5. 157 To amalgamate
Merton with Corpus Christ! College. 1872 MINTO Eng.
Lit. i. i. 63 The four sentences of the original are amalga-
mated into two.

b. intr.

1797 Anti'Jacobin No. 5 Liberty's friends thus all learn to

amalgamate. 1848 LYTTON Harold I. ii. 12 These turbulent

invaders had amalgamated amicably with the native race.

1862 MARSH Eng. Lang. \\. 31 The Celtic words m English
. . have never amalgamated with it. 1866 CRUMP Banking
ix. 200 Two banks of issue had amalgamated.

Amalgamated, ///. <t. [f. prec. + -ED.]
1. Combined or alloyed with mercury; covered

with amalgam.
1827 FARADAY Chem. Manip. xvii. 427 The same amal-

gamated silk. 1849 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys. Sc.

xxv. 271 Placing an amalgamated copper plate upon it.

2._Ac- Combined, united into one body.
a 1797 BURKE (T.) Ingratitude is indeed their four cardinal

virtues compacted and amalgamated into one. 1864 Daily
Tel. Ji Oct., The Birmingham branch of the Amalgamated
Engineers. 1880 ADYE in igf/t Cent. 703 Why not give pro-
motion to the . . officers in an amalgamated regimental list ?

Amalgamating (amarlgamrtirj), -ubL sb. [f.

as prec. + -JNG"1
.] ///. The process of alloying with

263

mercury; hence, of intimately combining different

elements into one. (Mostly gerundial or attrib.)

1753 [See AMALGAMATE v. i.] 1789-96 MORSE Amcr. Gcog.
II. 301 Quicksilver . . sent over to America for the purpose of

amalgamating. 1859 SKVIN Mexico in Jriil. R. G. S. XXX.
48 Smelting and amalgamating works.

Amalgamating (amarlgamc'tirj), ///. a. [f.

as prec. -T-ING^.] Combining different elements

into one, uniting.
1809 SOUTHEY in Q. Kc-:: II. 34 The amalgamating spirit of

polytheism. 1869 Daily Nnt'S ? Sept., These ten offices

were merged in the Albert . . a great amalgamating interest.

Amalgamation (amse :

lgarru
7
'J;>n). [n. ofaction

f. AMALGAMATE: see -ATION. Cf. mod.Fr. amal-

gamation, which may be the earlier.]

1. The softening of metals, etc. by union with

mercury ;
the action or process of combining with

mercury ; and ly extension, the intimate combin-

ation of two metals into an alloy. Often atlrib.

1612 WOODALI. Surf. Mate Wks. 1653, 268 Amalgamation
is the putting together, solution, or calcination of familiar

metals, by Argentina vivuni, etc. 1794 SULLIVAN Vimu Nat.
I. 474 Metals by amalgamation shall be confounded and en-

tirely concealed within each other. 1869 KOSCOE Elcnt.

Clu'm. 271 For the extraction of silver from the other ores,

a process termed amalgamation is employed, in which mer-

cury is used to dissolve the metallic silver. 1875 UKE Diet.

Arts III. 808 Details of the Amalgamation Process.

b. (See quot.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sup/*., Amalgamation is also applied,

in a less proper sense, to a solution of sulphur with mercury.
In this sense amalgamation amounts to the same as mollifi-

cation or softening ; in which sense the word is used by
some ancient chemists.

2. fig. The action of combining distinct elements,

races, associations, into one uniform whole.

1775 DE LOLME Constit. Eng. \. ii. (1784' 24 The amalgam-
ation of the Saxons and Normans. 1824 COLERIDGE Aids to

Reft. 226 The forced amalgamation of the Patriarchal tradi-

tion with the incongruous scheme of Pantheism. 1868 M.
PATTISON Acadcnt. Organ. 2. 45 The amalgamation of

County, City, and University police into one Corps.

3. The state or condition of being united with

mercury; and by extension, a mixture or union of

metals generally.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siifp. s.v., According to these rules,

there will always be an amalgamation made. 1874 BOUTELL
Arms fy Arm. ii. 38 Bronze or hardened brass, an amal-

gamation, that is, of copper with tin.

4. fig. A homogeneous union of what were pre-

viously distinct elements, societies, etc.

1828 MACAL-I.AV Hallam, Ess. I. 51 The two hostile ele-

ments of which it consists have never been known to form a

perfect amalgamation. 1850 GLADSTONE Gleanings \. \a.

204 Reasons . . for a close amalgamation between ecclesias-

tical and civil authority.

Amalgamative (amarlgiim^liv, -etiv), a. [f.

AMALGAMATE v. : see -IVE.] Tending to, or cha-

racterized by, amalgamation.
1841 Ulacliui. Jfaf. XLIX. 632 The metropolis is a gre-

garious, social, or amalgamative region.

t Amalgamatize, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

*amal-

gamat- assumed stem of AMALGAMA + -IZE. An af-

lectation of a more scholarly form than AMALGAM-
IZE. Cf. dramatize, stigmatize^ = AMALGAMIZE.
<:i6lo BACON Pliysiol. Rem. iSpedding) III. 813 Quest.

touching Minerals: Sublimation; Precipitation; Amal-

gamatizing, or turning into a soft body; Vitrification.

Amalgamator (anwlg&miitai). Rarely -er.

[f. AMALGAMATE v.: see -OR, -ER.] One who, or

that which, amalgamates : spec. a. One who arranges
an amalgamation between public companies ;

b.

The apparatus used for extracting silver from its

ore by combining it with mercury.

negotiations. 1875 URE Diet. Arts III. 807 The amalgam-
ators . . are usually cast-iron pans.

Amalgamed, ///. a. ? Obs. [f. AMALGAM v. +

-ED.] Coated with amalgam.
1789 NICHOLSON Electr. in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 265 The

cylinder was then excited by applying an amalgamed leather.

Ama'lgaming, vol. sb. ? Obs. [f. as prec. +

-ING!.] The process of forming amalgams.
<- 1386 & 1817. [See AMALGAM Z'.]

t Amalgamiza'tion. Obs. rare*, [n. of

action f. next : see -ATION.]
= AMALGAMATION.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. A tttalgamatioii, This shews
the general method of amalgamizations.

t Ama'lgamize, v. Obs. rare. [f. AMALGAM sb.

+ -IZE.] To reduce to a soft mass ; esp. to soften

or alloy with mercury.
1599 A. M. Gabclhouer's Bk. Physic 2/2 Take Persickernells

. . and amalgamize the same verye well til it be like a salve.

1674 GODFREY Inj. fy A bus. Physic 39 Having Amalgamiz'd
many pounds worth of Gold with Mercury.

t Ama'lgamized, ppl. a. Obs.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

Reduced to a soft mass.

1399 A. M. Gabellio'ier's Bk. Physic 5/2 The whyte of one

Kgge, and oyle of Poppyes, amalgamized with water.

t Ama'lgamy. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. AMALGAM, by
form-assoc. with -y in alchemy, pharmacy, or -GAMY

mpoly-gamy, etc.] Amalgamating process or action.

1788 A>m Loud. Afag. 525 Foote deemed the crimes and
follies of individuals convertible into advantage by the

amalgamy of wit.

AMAE.

Amalic (amarlik), a. Chem. [f. Gr.

weak, feeble + -1C.] \nAmalicacid: C,(,CH,),N4

O, + HjO, a product of the decomposition of caffeine

by chlorine; so named from its feeble acid re-

action.

1863 WATTS Diet. Client. 1. 161 Amalic acid . . with baryta,

potash, and soda, forms compounds of a deep violet colour.

1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 705 Amalic acid . . stains the skin

pink.

Amall, variant of AMEL, Obs., enamel.

Amamon, obs. form of AMOMUM.
t Ama'nd, v. Obs. [ad. L. amanda-re to send

away, f. a ~ ab- off Amanda-re to order.] To send

off, dismiss.
fa 1600 MS. Rawl. No. 437, n (Halliw.) Opinion guideth

least, and she by faction Is quite amanded. 1611
Sl'EF.p

jfist. Gt. Brit. ix. x. 15 Who . . was amanded, and sent Pri-

soner to Shrewesburie. c 1665 R. CARPENTER Prag. Jesuit

64, I will amand . . thee to some vast and horrid Desert.

1795 WYTIIE Decisions 86 A court of equity which would
rather amand the plaintiff to his remedy at common Law.

Amand, sb. Sc. Law. See AMENDS.

) Amanda'tion. Obs." [ad. L. amanilation-

cm a sending away, n. of action f. ilmanda-re : see

prec.] The action of sending off or dismissing.
1656 I'LOUNT Gli'ssogr., Amandatitm, a sending away, or

removal. 1755 JOHNSON, Aitiandatian, the act of sending on

a message or employment.

Amaiidinfe (amarndin). [a. Fr. amandine ;
f.

amande almond + -i.\(E.] a. An albuminous sub-

stance contained in sweet almonds, b. A kind of

cold cream prepared from the same.

1845 Kachel.ofAlbany (i 8481 123 Explaining that the candles

were '

patent amandines.' 1861 SALA Tiv. Round Clock 197

They would want you to buy amandine for your hands,

kalydor for your hair.

Amandine, obs. form of ALMANIJINE.

Amang, obs. and north, dial, form of AMONG.
Amanitine (semansi'tsin). [f. Gr. d^ai/iV-cu a

sort of fungi, mentioned by Dioscorides + -INE.]

The active narcotic principle of poisonous fungi.

1847 in CRAIG. 1861 H. MACMILLAN J-'ao/ii. Page .\'al. 248
When extracted by water and alcohol, a brown solid sub-

slance called amanitine is obtained. 1878 KINGZF.TT Anim.
Client. 302 Harnack has found in the red fungus which yields
rmiscarine another alkaloid which he terms amanitine.

t Ama'nse, v. Obs. Forms : I amansumi-an,
? amansi-an, 2-3 amansi-en, amansi, 4 amonsi.

[f. .\.-pref. I out. away + mansion familiar, intimate +

i-an verbal formative ;
///. to dis-familiarize, to put

out of intimacy. (Has been erroneously said to be

derived from somniim;, samnung, congregation.)
The contraction to amansi-an app. began in OE.
as one MS. of Cnut's Secular Laws has pa. pple.
amansod= amdnsumoJ] To excommunicate, ana-

thematize.
t 800 B^DA iv. 17 (Bosw.i We amansumiab mid heortan &

mid mube oa oe hi amansumedan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 45
Amansed beo be mon ^e sunne-dei nulle iloken. a 1250 (>!</

A;- Xigftt. 1307 Heo were ifurn of prestes mube Amansed. 1297
R.GLOUC. 474 Heamansede alle thulke, that such vnri}t adde
ido. c 1308 Pol. Songs 196 To extredite and amonsi al That
lafful men doth robbi.

t Ama'nsed, ///. a. Obs. ; also i amansumod.

[see prec] Excommunicated, anathematized.
c 1000 Cnut's Sec. Laws 67 (Bosw.) Gif hwa amansodne

{MS. B. am.insumodne] o&oe utlahne ha;bbe and healde.

c 1220 Leg. St. Katli. 2101 And tine mix maumej alle beon
amansed.

t Ama'lising, vbl. sb. Obs. Forms : i amans-

umung, 3 amanzinge, manzinge. [f. amdntumi-
an AMANSE + -ING!.] Excommunication, anathema.
c loco ^ELFRIC Josh. vii. 12 Besmiten mid ba;re am;insum-

unge. 1340 Ayenb. 189 }>anne ssel he keste his greate manz-

inge as be he^e bissop . . pe ilke amanzinge sel by ope alle

bo volke bet ssole by a left half.

J-A'inant. Obs. [a. Fr. amant lover : L. amant-

cm, pr. pple. o(ama-rt to love.] A lover, partisan.

1493 Festivall (W. de Worde 15151 107 The nyght before

eyther Johans appeyred to theyr amantes.

Amanue'nse, v. To act as an amanuensis, to

write from dictation.

1849 SOUTHEY Cmnm.-Place Bk. Ser. n. 359 Brought up to

the trade of copying books or rather of amanuensing.

Amanuensis (lmseiiiie'nsis). PI. -es (;"z).

[L. (in Suetonius) adj. used subst., f. denominative

phrase a maim a secretary, short for servus a manu
4 -cnsis belonging to.] One who copies or writes

from the dictation of another.

1613 SCLATER Expos. Thess. (1627) I. To Reader 6 An
Amanuensis to take my Dictates. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.

Democr. n Allowing him six or seven amanuenses to write

out his dictates. 1714 Spect. No. 617 T4 Our Friend . . by
the help of his Amanuensis, took down all their Names.

1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 446 Caesar could dictate to three

amanuenses together. 1860 SMILES Self-Help ii. 38 For many
years after their marriage, she acted as his amanuensis.

tAmaT, v. Obs. Forms: i amyrr-an, 1-2

amerr-an, 2-5 amerr-e(n, 3-5 amer, 3-5 amaerr-e,

amarr e. [f. t^-pref. I intens. + MAR, OE. merr-an,

wyrr-an, to spoil, destroy.] To destroy, spoil,

mar, squander; hurt, injure.

-885 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxii. i Daes andwearSa wela

amerb and Ixi 8a men. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xv. 14 Da he

hij hsefde ealle amyrrede. c 1160 llatton G. ibid., >a he



AMARACUS. 264 AMATE.

hyo hiefde ealle amerde. 1205 LAYAM. 19469 Ne mihte
heo . . mid hare strengoe ! J>ene wal ameerre. 1399 LANCL.
Rick. Redeless Prol. 15 Thus tales me troblid . . Andamarride

my mynde. a 1400 Octouian 1307 He ran with a drawe
swerde . . And all hys goddys ther he amerrede. c 1440 Gcsta.

Rom. (1879) 253 Not a litle mevid, & amarryd in mynde.

II AmaraCUS (amse'raki's). Adapted in 5 as

araarac. [L. amara-cus
,
a. Gr. dfiapaxos, applied

to same plant.] An aromatic plant, the Dittany
of Crete (Origanum dictamnus), by some made the

type of a distinct genus (Amaracus).
.14*0 Pallad. on Husb. i. 1017 Eke amarac and other

fresshed floures. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 92 That
Amaracus or Marjeram which they call the Phrygian. 1830
TENNYSON (Enone 95 Violet, amaracus, and asphodel.

I Amara'ntal, <; O6t.rart~l
. [f.Gr.d/jn/xifT-os

(see AMARANT(H) + -ALI
.] Unfading, everlasting.

1674 J. B[RIAS] Han'.-Home Postsc. 56 A Kingdom that

Is apthartal, amiantal, Amarantall.

Amarant(h (ce-marant, -sen];). Also 6-7 ama-
ranthe. [a. Fr. amarante, f. L. amarant-us, -a. Gr.

aiiapavr-os, used as name of a flower, but properly

adj. 'everlasting,' f. cl not + *-fuipavT-os fading,

corruptible, f. pup-ov- stem of napaiv-av to wither,

decay (root mar-, mar- die). Long used in the

L. form amarantus, corruptly written (by form-

assoc. with polyanthus, etc.) amaranthus, as if

containing the Gr. av&os flower ;
amarant (now

commonly amaranth) being at first only poetic.]

1. An imaginary flower reputed never to fade ; a

fadeless flower (as a poetic conception). Also attrib.

1616 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. in Fair's 5. /'. 11848)285 Vpon her

head shee ware Of amaranthes a crowne. ^1630 U'ks.

1711, 17/1 Th' immortal amaranthus. 1637 MILTON Lycitias

149 Bid amaranthus all his beauty shed. 1667 P. L. in.

353 Thir Crowns inwove with Amarant and Gold, Immortal

Amarant. 1815 SOUTHEV in Q. Rev. XIII. 274 His laurels

are entwined with the amaranths of righteousness. 1827
KEBLE Chr. Y. St. Barn., The genial amarant wreath to wear.

2. A genus of ornamental plants {Amarantus,
N.O. Amarantaceee) with coloured foliage, of which

the Prince's Feather and Love-lies-bleeding are

species.
1551 TURNER Herbal 22 Amaranthus of Pliny . . is rather

a purple eare then a floure. 1579 LANGHAM Gartt. Health

(1633) 258 The hearbe called purple veluet flower, or Ama-
ranthus. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. in. vi. 45 Sad Amaranthus, in

whose purple gore Me seemes I see Amintas wretched fate.

1626 BACON Syh'a 512 R.I Some Plants Blood-Red, Stalke

and Leafe, and all ; as Amaranthus. 1725 BRADLEY Fain.

Diet., Amaranthus, Flower Gentle, called by some, Princes

Feathers. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 207 The Crested

Amaranth . . is commonly called Cock's-comb. 1847 LINDLEY

\'eg. Kingd. led. 2' 510 Amaranths grow in crowds or singly.

3. A purple colour, being that of the foliage of

Amarantus.
1690 Land. Gaz. mmdlv/4 One amarant and green Mantua

and Petticoat. 1858 PLANCH^ Fairy Tales 74 Her dress was
of amaranth satin.

4. Globe Amaranth : Gomphrena globosa (N.O.

Amarantacex).
5. Yellow Amaranth: A composite plant

(ffelichrysum Slccfhas).

1551 TURNER Herbali-$ The herbe . . called of Galene ama-
ranthus . . hath a little white branche . . the tope is al yelowe.

1578 LYTE Dodoens 89 Ageratnm Aurelia . . of some Ama-
ranthus L-uteits. 1731 BAILEY, Amarantus fattens, flower

maudlin, or baltazar with a yellow flour. 1875 Miss BIRD

Hawaii 134 Roses, pohas, yellow amaranth.

Amarant(h)aceous (a^marsent^t'Jas), a. Bot.

[f. prec. -I- -ACEOUS.] Of the nature of ama-

rant (h.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 408/1 Celosia, a genus of amarant-

aceous plants. 1879 Syd. Sac. Lex., Amarantaccons, and
Amaranthaceous.

Amarant(h)ad (remara-ntad). Bot. [f.as prec.

+ -AD.] A plant of the N.Q.Amarantaceie, an ally

of the genus Amarant(h.
1866 Treas. Bot. 244 Celosia, a genus of amaranthads.

Amarant(h)ine (aemararntin, -j>in), a.
;

in

Milton amarantin. [f.AMARANT(H + -iNEjinmod.L.

amarantinus]
1. Of or pertaining to amarant(h, of everlasting

flowers, fadeless.

1667 MILTON P.L. xi. 78 Thir blissful Bowrs Of Amarantin

Shade. 1713 SWIFT Caden. ff Fax.Wks. 1755 1 1 1. n.8 She plucks
in heav'n'snigh bow'rs A sprig of amaranthine flow'rs. 1858

LONGF. The Two Angels viii, The angel with the amaranth'

ine wreath, Pausing, descended.

2. Fadeless, immortal, undying.
1781 COWPER Hope 164 Hope Plucks amaranthine joys

from bowers of bliss. 1847 H. ROGERS Ess. I. v. 240 To
bloom for ever in amaranthine loveliness.

3. Amarant(h-coloured.
1874 HARDY MaddingCrowd II. i. 15 Promontories of cop-

pery cloud which bounded a green and pellucid expanse in

the western sky ; amaranthine glosses came over them.

Amarant(h)oid (oemarse-ntoid, -}>oid), a. and

sb. [f. as prec. + -oio.] A. adj. Resembling ama-

rant(h. B. sb. An ally of amarant(h.

1741 Compl. Fam.-Picce 11. iii. 357 Make hot Beds for your
tender annual Flowers . . such as Amaranthus's, Amaran-
thoides. 1879 Syd. Sac. Lex., A maranthoid.

Amaraunt, obs. form of EMEKALD.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1470 Amaraunj & amaffised stones

f Ama'ricate, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [f.

late L,

amaricat- ppl. stem of amdricd-re to make bitter,

". amdrus bitter.] To embitter, irritate.

1651 N. BIGGS AVw Dispens. F 80. 47 How doth Opium
amaricate?

Aniarilie (ame'Tsin), sb. Chem. [f. L. amar-us
jitter + -INE*.] A name proposed for various

jitter vegetable principles ; spec, applied to the

alkaloid (C,,H 18N,) resulting from the action of

ammonia on essence of bitter almonds, which has

ilso been called BENZOLINE.

1839 HOOPER Med. Diet. 77 A marine, a name given by
some to the bitter principle of vegetables. 1863 WATTS Diet.

Chem. I. 162 Amanne becomes strongly electrical by friction.

t A'niarine, a. Obs. rare . In 7 amerine.

_f. L. amar-us bitter + -IKEI
. Cf. med.L. amarina,

a morello cherry.] Bitter, sour.

1601 HOLLAND P/iy\i6j4} I. 440 The Amerine Apples doe

ceepe good long, whereas the honie Apples will abide no time.

lAmaTitu.de. Obs. [a. OFr. amaritude : L.

imaritiido bitterness, f.amar-nsb'Mer.'] Bitterness.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxvi. 94 Thou haste absorbed me
and reclosed in the grete see of amarytude. 1599 A. M.
Gabclhouer's Bk. Physic 18/1 Adde thervnto a little Suger,
that heereby the amaritude may somewhat be diminished.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (16321 576 With much more

aleeding amaritude of spirit. 1666 G. HARVEY Morbus Angl.
J.) What amaritude or acrimony is deprehended in choler.

1755 in JOHNSON ;
and in mod. Diets.

tAmaTOUS, a. Obs.~" [f. L. amar-us bitter 4-

-ous.]
'

Bitter, sharp, froward, hard to be ap-

peased, spightful, sour.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.

t Ama'rstled, ///. a. Ol>s. rare. ? Stuffed full.

(1300 in Wright Lyric P. xxxix. in Hupe forth, Hubert,
hosede pye, ichot thart a-marstled in to the mawe.

t Ama'rtyr, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. K-fref. I or

I + MARTYK, ME. marfr-en."] To martyr.
?<7 1300 MS. Laud No. 108. i65(Halliw.) And amartrede so

thane holie man.

t Ama'rulence. Obs.- [f. next : see -XCE.]
' Bitterness.' J.

1731 in BAILEY; whence in JOHNSON.
t Ama'rulent, a. Obs. [ad. L. amarulent-us,

f. amor-its bitter: see -ULENT.] Full of bitter-

ness.

1383 STUBBES Anat. Abuses (1836) 181 Al other pleasures
and delightes of this life set a parte as amarulent and bitter.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Amarulent, very bitter, spightful,

envious. 1743 BAILEY, Amarulent, bitter, froward.

\ Ama'rvel, v. Obs. ; also 4-5 amerveil(e,

-vail(e, 5 -veyl(le, -vel, amarvail(e, -vel, admer-

veyll ve, -vayll(e, 5-6 amervayl(le. [a. OFr.

amerveillie-r, earlier e'merveillier, esmerveillier, to

strike with wonder, f. es-: L. ex-, out, utterly +

merveiller to surprise, f. mervcille wonder, marvel

: L. mirabilia. The prefix a- was subseq. erro-

neously refashioned as ad- in MFr., which was also

introduced into Eng. by Caxton : see ADMERVEYLLE
and AD-.] To strike or fill with wonder

;
almost

always in the passive, To be surprised, astonished.

a 1330 Sire Degarre 1046 The Fader amerueiled wes Whi
his swerd was point les. c 1350 Will. Pale* tie 3857 Many
were ameruailed of here doujti dedes. c 1400 />;>/!.(Turnb.

1843)1694 He was amerveld of that syght. '1430 LYDG.
Bochas i. xv. (1554) 31 a, As he that was amerueyled in his

thought. .1440 Gesta Rom. n. xxxvii. 392 He was amar-
vailede of her fairenesse. 1470 HARDING Chron. Ixxvi, The
knightes . . Amarueled were of it doutelesse. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Lee. 218/1 Thenne were they admerueylled of the

beaute of the reson. f 1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt.

(1814) 100 Arthur . . mette wyth much people . . whereof he
was gretly ameruayled.

Amaryllid (xmari'lid). Bot. [a. L. amaryllid-
stemof AMAKYLLIS.] A plant of the same order as

the genus Amaryllis ;
an amaryllidaceous plant.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 260 Amaryllids show them-

selves in countless numbers in Brazil. 1880 S. HIBBERD in

N. $ Q. Ser. vi. 1.412/2 The daffodils of the garden are ama-

ryllids ; and between these and lily-worts there is a world of

difference.

Amaryllidaceous (semarHidJijbs), a. Sot,

[f. prec. + -ACEOUS.] Of or pertaining to the

Amaryllidaces, a Nat. Ord. of plants, of which

Amaryllis, Narciss, and Snowdrop are examples.
1837 W. HERBERT Amaryllidaccx 5 Newly introduced

Amaryllidaceous plants. 1866 T. MOORE in Treas. Bot. 48

Amaryllis, the type of the amaryllidaceous family.

Amaryllideous (se^marili-dz'ss), a. Bot. [f. as

prec. + -EOUS.] = prec.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 260 The genuine Amaryl-

lideous genera Phycella and Flacea.

II Amaryllis (remarHis). Bot. [adopted by
Linnteus, from L. Amaryllis, a. Gr. 'A/zapuX'
name of a country-girl in Theocritus, Ovid, and

Virgil.] A genus of autumn-flowering bulbous

plants, typical of the N.O. Amaryllid'acae, species
of which are cultivated as garden or hot-house

flowers ; applied also by florists to allied genera
I794MARTYN Rousseau's Bat. xviii. 246 Amaryllis ',

known

by its superior, bell-shaped corolla ofsix petals. 1834 PRINGLE

Afric. Sketches vi. 209 The large purple flowers of a species

of amaryllis. 1855 TENNYSON Daisy iv, -Here and there, on

sandy beachesA milky-beU'damaryllis blew. i866T. MOORE
in Treas. Bot. 48 Most of the plants called Amaryllis in

gardens are now referred to Hippeastrum.

t Ama'sked, /// a. Obs. rare. [f. MASK v

with A- pref. 1 1 or ? 6.] Covered with a mask
;

jlindfolded.
a 1571 JEWEL Holy Script., Philosophy is darke, Astrology
s dark, and Geomatry is darke. The professors thereof
oftentimes runne amasket : they leese themselues, and wan-
der they know not whither. 1697 Let. in MS. Lansd. No.
1033. 2 iHalliw.) To go a masked, To wander or be be.

wildered.

Amass (iimae's), v. [a. Fr. amasse-r (izth c.) f.

; to + masser, f. masse MASS.]
1. gen. To collect into a mass or masses, to heap

together, pile up, collect, t a. things material. Obs.

1594 CAREW tr. Huarte's Trial of Wits vi. (1596) 83 The
'ater, with which the other elements are amassed. 1644
BULWER Chirol. 26 By the joyning of his Hands together,
be doth amasse them into one. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist.
Karth iv. (17231 196 They are amass'd into Balls, Lumps, or

Nodules. 1775 BARKER in Phil. Trans. LXV. 256 [Ice] by
being collected and amassed into a large body is thus pre-
served.

b. things immaterial. Obs. or arch.
a 1619 DONNE Biathan.dd^} 177 This last lesson, in which

hee amasses and gathers all his former Doctrine. 1638 Penit.

Cotif. vii. (1657) 123 That ridiculous pack of heresies amassed

by the Council of Constance. 1756 BURKE Subl. Sf B. Wks.
I. 177 With what severity of judgement, has Virgil amassed
all these circumstances. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. viii. 311 By
amassing to a prodigious height the evidences of sanctity.

c. men, troops, etc. Obs. or arch. (Cf. to mass.)
i6s8CLE\ELANn.f?!<Y<: /fa/.Wks. 1687,415 Why they had

amassed such Swarms of the People. 1660 BLOUNT Boscobel

7 Cromwell had amass'd togither a numerous Body of Rebels.

1745 H.WALPOLE.Z>r7. to MontagHiz Lady Granville and the

dowager Strafford have their At-home's and amass company.
1802 J. BARLOW Ccluinb. vn. 309 Her gallant Stuart here

amass'd from far The veteran legions of the Georgian war.

2. intr. To gather, assemble, arch.

1572 O. KING in Froude Hist. Enf.dSSit X. 276 The sol-

diers were amassing from all parts of Spain. 1881 D. Ros-
SETTI Bal. ff Sonn.iSi Billowing skies that scatter and amass.

3. esp. To heap up for oneself, collect, or accumu-
late as one's own. Said of wealth and resources

of all kinds. (The earliest, now the ordinary sense.)

1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. iv. 14 Peple that will suffer payne
and trauaylle . . for to amasse grete tresours. 1483 G. de

la Tour fvb, Erthely good that he hath gadred and
amassed, a 1546 SURREY Eccles. iii. ( R.) The heire shall waste
the whourded gold amassed with muche payne. 1711
HUGHES Spect. No. 554 74 [He] had amassed to himself such

amassed. 1860 SMILES SelfHelp iv. 84 Addison amassed as

much as three folios of manuscript materials before he began
his 'Spectator.' 1873 BLACK Adv. Phaeton iv. 44 He has

been able to amass a fortune.

tAma'SS, sb. Obs. [a. OFr. amasse, f. amasser:

see prec. Cf. mod.Fr. amas.'] A gathering, accu-

mulation, collection ; a massing of forces.

1592 WYRLEY Annorie 120 At Eureux then I made my
chiefe amasse, And found I had full seauen hundred speares.

1603 DANIEL De/. Rhimedjij* 20 This great Amass of Elo-

quence. 1624 WOTTON Archil. (16721 25 This Pillar is no-

thing in effect, but a medly, or an amasse of all the prece-
dent Ornaments. 1734 EAMES in Phil. Trans. XXXVIII.
246 An Amass of Heterogeneous Parts diffused in the jEther.

Amassable (amoe-sab'l), a. rare. [f.
AMASS v.

+ -ABLE.] Capable of being amassed.
Mod. A sum not so easily amassable in those days.

Amassed (amse-st), ///. a. [f.
AMASS v. + -ED.]

Gathered into a mass, accumulated, massed.

1673 RAY jfaura. Lmu Countr. 117 Shells amassed together

into great Stones. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Distilla-

tion, All the Taste and Smell of its amassed Simple. 111763

SHENSTONE Elegies vii. 49 Gold in heaps amast. 1881 in

Jrnl. Edttc. 35/2 Amassed riches serve- or sway every man.

Amasser (amarsaj). [f.AMASSz'. -r -ER!.] One
who amasses ;

an accumulator.

1697 EVELYN Nitmism. viii. 289 The great Amasser of this

. . useful Curiosity. 1861 Cornh. Mag. Sept. 355 The amasser

of colossal wealth.

Amassing (amse-sirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

AMASS . +
-ING l.] The action of heaping up or accumulating.

(Mostly gerundial.)
1674 COLES, An Amassing, Coacervatio. 1716 Bp. OF ELY

Charge 7 Aug. 5 There is little need of amassing the Passages

together. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 279 His ruling passion
was amassing state papers.

Amassment (amarsment). [a. OFr. amasse-

ment, f. amasser : see AMASS v. and -MENT.] The

action of amassing ;
an accumulation into a mass.

1665 GLANVIU. Seeps. Sci. xiii. 76 An amassment of imag-

inary conceptions, ungrounded opinions, and infinite impos-
tures. 1741 WATTS Improv. Mind L 10 A mere amassment

of what others have written. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877)

V. i. 273 That famous amassment of troops.

Amaster : see AMAISTER v. Obs.

Amasthenic (remasbe-nik), a. rare-", pm-
prop. for hamasthenic, f. Gr. a/ia together + aOiv-os

strength + -1C.]
= AMACHATIC.

1859 in WORCESTER.

t Amate (anv'-t), v.1 Obs. or arch. [a. OFr.

amate-r, and amati-r, f. a to + mater, matir, f. mat

dejected, downcast. Obs. bef. 1700, but used by

Lytton (as archaic) and Keats.] To dismay, daunt,

dishearten, cast down.

(1320 Bevis of Hampt., There myght men sorow see

Amatud that there had be. 1530 PALSGR. 421 [see also 633],

I amate, I forwery or astonisshe, Jantatte. 1562 J. HEY-

WOOD Prov. $ Efigr. (1867) 14 All mirth was amated. a 1586



AMATE.
SIDNEY Ps, cxxix, Terror shall your mindes amate. 1611

COTGR. , Matter, to quell, mate, amate ; subdue, pull vnder,
take lower. 1642 CHARLES I Answ. Declar. 19 May 3 The
great labour and skill hath beene used to amate and afright
Our good Subjects. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. 79
A matei to discourage or daunt, a 1821 KEATS Rein. I. 12

(1848) A half-blown flow'ret which cold blasts amate. 1843
LYTTON Last of Bar. ii. iii. 136 It amates me much, ..that

thou leavest the court in this juncture.

t Ama'te, v.z Obs. [f.
A- pref. 1 1 intens. +

MATE
TJ.] To be a fellow or mate to ; to be a

match for, to match, equal.
1596 SPENSER F.Q. n. ix. 34 Many a iolly paramoure, The

which them did in modest wise amate. 1642 ROGERS Naamau
128 To amate and equall even true selfedeniall.

t Ama'te, a- Obs. ; also amat. [a. OFr. amat

overwhelmed, beaten down, f. amater or amatir\
see AMATE &.1] Overwhelmed, dejected, dismayed.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. 294 Beth ryht \pr, ryth]ware he make you

not amat. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy \. i, Awhaped and a mate,
Comfortles of any creature. 1558 W. FORREST Grysildc Sec.

(1875* 95 Being blanked, as one all amate.

t Ama'ted, ///. a. Obs. [f. AMATE z/.i + -ED.]

Dismayed, overwhelmed, confounded.

1592 GREENE Groatsw. Wit (1874) 15 He that tamed mon-
sters, stoode amated at beauties ornaments. 1600 FAIRFAX
Tas&o xi. xii. 197 Stood husht and still, amated and amased.

1656 TRAPP Expos. Matt. x. 19 (1868) 154/1 Demosthenes . .

was . . sometimes so amated that he had not a word to say.

Amaterlali'Stic a- rare.
[f.

Gr. d privative
+ MATERIALISTIC.] Opposed to (philosophic)
materialism.

1878 J. FISKE in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 33 It is intensely
amaterialistic for us to speak of the table as if it had some
objective existence.

Amates, obs. form of AMETHYST.

Amateur (semato-i, ce-matiiKi). [a. Fr. amateur
ad. L. amatdr-em, n. of agent f. amd-re to love.

Occ. pron. as Fr.
;
often with (3) for Fr. eu \

some
who say (iu) still keep the stress on last syllable.
So with the derivatives.]
1. One who loves or is fond of\ one who has a

taste for anything.
1784 Europ. Mag. 268 The President will be left with his

train of feeble Amateurs, a 1797 BURKE (T.) Those who are

the greatest amateurs or even professors of revolutions.

1801 Miss EDGEWORTH Irish Bulls xiv. (1832) 266 The whole

boxing corps and gentlemen amateurs crowded to behold
the spectacle. 1817 CHALMERS Astron. Disc.'i. (1852)40 The
amateurs of a superficial philosophy. 1863 MRS. ATKINSON
Tartar Steppes 89, I am no amateur of these melons.

2. One who cultivates anything as a pastime, as

distinguished from one who prosecutes it profession-

ally; hence, sometimes used disparagingly, as =
dabbler, or superficial student or worker.
c 1803 REES Cycl., Amateur, in the Arts, is a foreign term

introduced and now passing current amongst us, to denote a

person understanding, and loving or practising the polite
arts of painting, sculpture, or architecture, without any re-

gard to pecuniary advantage. 1807 Edin. Rev. X. 461 It

was not likely that an amateur . . should convict these

astronomersofgross ignorance. 1827-39DEQuiNCEvJ/r^r
Wks. 1862 IV. 15 Not amateurs, gentlemen, as we are, but

professional men. 1882 Boy's Own Paper IV. 807 Our ama-
teurs are improving, and the interval between them and the

professionals is growing beautifully less.

b. Often prefixed (in apposition) to another desig-

nation, as amateur painter, amateur gardener.
1863 BURTON Bk. Hunter 101 Amateur purchasers do not,

in the long run, make a profit. 1866 GEO. ELIOT Felix U.
38 He's a sort of amateur gentleman.
3. Hence attrib. almost adj. Done by amateurs.

Cf. amateur gardener with amateur gardening.
1848 MARIOTTI Italy II. iii. 84 Not merely a subject for

amateur discussion. 1849 SIR J. STEPHEN Eccles. /?*>>-. (ed. 21

I, 442 The evening closed with amateur theatricals. 1862

HELPS Organiz. Daily Life 64 The getting-up of an ama-
teur play. i88z St. Nicholas II. 717 Amateur Newspapers.
i88z Boy*$ Own Paper IV. 415 Amateur running records.

Amateurish ftemfciirri/), a.
[f. prec. + -TSH.]

Such as characterizes an amateur rather than a

professional worker
; having the faults or deficien-

cies of amateur work.

1864 Miss BRADDON//.Z?&irIII.i. 6 Fond of pictures, in

a frivolous amateurish kind of way. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr.
\. x. 72 He goes in a condescending amateurish way, into the

city. 1868 Pall Mall G. 19 Sept. 12 As a work of literary
art it is what painters call 'amateurish.' 1881 Atftenggujii

No. 2810, 310/3 Written in a more amateurish style.

Amateurishly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] In an
amateurish manner.
1882 Jrul. Eiinc. No. 155. 171 Those . . who dabbled ama-

teurishly in useful work.

Amateurishness, [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being amateurish ;
the appearance of

being an amateur, and not a professional worker.

1865 Pall Mall G. i May u Making allowances for a cer-

tain amateurishness which time will cure. 1881 Standard
9 May, The amateurishness of the gentleman and the self-

consciousness of the lady.

Amateurism (ce'matiu^riz'm). [f. AMATEUR
4 -ISM.] The characteristic practice of an amateur.
1868 Tomahaiuk 5 Dec., Amateurism is the curse of the

nineteenth century. 1882 Field"} Oct. 506 [Either] to keep
within the bounds ofhonest amateurism, or turn professional.

Amateurship (armatiuaij'ip). [f. as prec. +
-SHIP.] The quality or character of an amateur

;

a. of being fond of, having a liking for, something ;
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b. of dabbling in matters for which one has no

professional training, dilettantism.

1834 DE QUINCEY CrtcjrtrsWks. 1862 IX. 106 The cool and

cowardly spirit of amateurship in which the Roman . . sat

looking down upon the bravest of men . . mangling each
other for his recreation. 1834 Miss EIJGEWORTH Helen II.

2 Horace [thinking] most of himself and his amateurship
1875 HAMEITON/W/W/. Life\\\. v. 100 Napoleon III indulged
in . . a dangerous kind of amateurship. He had a taste for

amateur generalship.

t Ama'ting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. AMATE &.1 +
-ING 1

.] The action of dismaying, casting down,
or quelling.
1607 HIKRON Wks. I. 373 This doctrine is of great vse to

the amating of this humor, which is the very height of pride.

t Ama'ting, ///. a. Obs. [f. AMATE v. l +

-ING-.] Dismaying, daunting.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xm.xxii. 238 Vpon their faces pale well

might you note A thousand signes of hart amating feare.

t Ama'tion. Obs.-* [ad. L. amdlidn~cm }
n. of

action f. auiarc to love.]
' Wanton lone.' Cock-

eram 1623.

Amatist, amatites, obs. forms of AMETHYST.
Amative (re*mativ), a.

[f.
L. amat- ppl. stem

of amd-re to love + -1VE, as if ad. L. *amaiVMS.'\
Disposed to loving.
1636 EARL MANCHESTER Contcjnpl. Mort. 33 [The soulV]

amative vertues unite her to God. a 1678 WGODHEAD Holy
Living (if&'b] 174 The affectionate and amatiue powers. 1850
KINGSLEY Alt. Locke ii. (18761 32 Amative and combative
organs small a general want of healthy animalism.

Amativeness (se'm&tivnes). Phren. [f. prec.
+ -NESS.] Propensity to love, or sexual passions.
1815 SPURZHEIM Physiogn. Syst. Pref. 9 In the nomencla-

ture of the propensities.. I have therefore adopted amative-

ness, like destructiveness. 1828 COMBE Constit. Man ii. 5
Amativeness is a feeling obviously necessary to the con-
tinuance of the species. 1869 SWINBURNE Ess. fy Stud. (1875)
210 The Satyrs . . retain their natural amativeness.

t AmatOTCUlist. Obs~ [f. L. amatorcul-us
a pitiful lover, dim. of amdtor + -IST.] 'A trifling

sweetheart, a general lover.' Bailey 1731; whence

inj.
Amatorial (aem&to^'ri&l), a.

[f.
L. amdton-us

pertaining to a lover + -AL 1
.]

1. Of or pertaining to a lover, or to love-making.
1603 J. DAVIES Mhrocostnos (1876) 66 The fourth and la^t

by Venus governed, Is called the Fury amatoriall. 1774 T.
WARTON Eng. Poetry(\^^ I. Diss, 11.118 Epigrams, amatorial

verses, and poems. 1829 JESSE Jrnl. Naturalist 271 Various
amatorial and caressing language. 1841 D'!SRAELI Amen.
Lit. (1859) I. 308 The amatorial poet even designates the

spots hallowed by his passion.

2. Epithet of the oblique muscles of the eyes,
'which give them a cast sideways, and assist in

that particular look by some called ogling? Cham-
bers Cycl. 1751.

AmatO'rially (oematoo-riali), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 1

*.]
In an amatorial manner.

a 1859 WORCESTER cites DARWIN.
Amat o'riaii, a. ? Obs. rare. [f. L. amdtori-its +

-AN.] Amatorial, amatory.
1779 JOHNSON L. /'., Smith, Wks. 1787 II. 456 After the

manner of Horace's Lusory or Amatorian Odes. [Not in

Johnson's Diet.]

t AmatOTioUS, a. Obs. [f. as prec. +-OUS.]
Relating to love, amatory.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634 1 1 1. 40 This root had an amator-

ious propertie to win loue. 1603^ Plutarch!s Alor. 27 These
and such like amatorious words. 1640 MILTON Rikonokl.
i2Thevaineamatorious Poem of Sir Philip SidneysA rcadia.

Amatory (armatari), a. and sb. [ad. L. amd-
tori-us of or pertaining to amator a lover.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to a lover, to love-

making, or to sexual love generally.
1599 A. M. Gabelhoner's Bk. Physic 183/1 When any person

hath eaten any amatorye fascinations. 1772 SIR W. JONES
Poems <$ Kss. Pref. 11 The form of those little amatory poems.
1846 H. ELLIS Elgin Marbles II. 100 The urn contained the
ashes of some amatory poet. 1838 THACKERAY Virgin, xxii.

(1878) 175 To say that she confessed this amatory sentiment.

B. sb. A love-potion, a philtre. [L. amatoriumJ]
1635 HF.YWOOD Hierarch. ix. 615 Magicke vanities, Exor-

cismes, Incantations, Amatpries. 1652 GAULE Magastrom.
268 Exorcisms, and incantations, and amatories. 1721 BAILEY,
Amatory, a philter to cause love. [Not in JOHNSON.)

t Amau'grey, prep. Obs. [a. OFr. a mat gre,
a maugrtt more common in Fr. and Eng. without
a-: see MAUGRE.] In spite of, despite.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 52 He schal consente in his witt . .

wole he nyle he, amaugrey his heed.

II Amaurosis (remgwo-sis). Med. [mod.L., a.

Gr. d/xau/xuffis, n. of action f. apavpu-fiv to darken,
f. df^avp-os dark, dim.] Partial or total loss of

sight arising from disease of the optic nerve, usually
without external change in the eye.
1657 P/iys. Diet., Antanrosis, ffiitta screw, a disease in

the eyes, viz. when the sight is gone, and no fault to be
seen. 1704 Land. Gaz. mmmmlix/4 Forerunner of an Amau-
rosis or Gutta Serena. 1843 CARLYLE Past fy Pres. (1858)81
Thick serene opacity, thicker than amaurosis. 1876 Athe-
nynm 16 Dec. 806/3 An attack of amaurosis had suspended
his labours.

Amaurotic (scmgr/rtik), a. Med.
[f. prec., as

if ad. GT. *dfitavpwrtK-6s,'] Affected with amaurosis.

1839 HOOPER Med. Diet. 78 There is moreover something

AMAZED.

very characteristic in the appearance of an amaurotic eye.

1839-47 TODD Cycl. A nat. $ Phys. III. 722/1 After a time
he became amaurotic and comatose.

f Amay% v. Obs. [a. ONFr. amaier= OFr.
estuaier (whence also Eng. form esmay \ cf. Pr.

esmaiar, It. s/nagare\ f. es : L. ex out + -magare,

according to Diez, ad. OHG. magan, -en, to be

powerful or strong : see DISMAY.] trans, and refl.

To dismay.
c 1380 Sir Fernmb. 485 pou ne mj^t no^t me amaye. c 1425

Seven Sages (P.) 1536 Sire, ne amay the nou^t. 1485 CAXTON
C/ias. the Gt. 142 Lordes, esmaye you nothyng.

t Amaye'd, ///. a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED.] Dis-

mayed.
c 1300 K. Alis. 1748 His knyghtis amayed buth. c 1374

CHAUCER Troylust iv. 641 Whereof ertow . . banne amayed?
1393 GOWER Con/, I. no Wherein he wold ride amaied.

Amaze ^am^z), v.
; also, 3-7 amase. [f.

A-

pref. i ? intensive + MAZE.]
f 1. To put out of one's wits

;
to stun or stupefy,

as by a blow on the head; to infatuate, craze. Obs.

c 1230 A net: K. 270 Nis he witterlich amased & ut of his

witte. 1509 HAWES Past. Picas, xxx. xii, It was no wonder
that I was amazed, My herte and minde she had so tane

in cure. 1530 PALSGR. 421/1 You will amase hym with beat-

yng of hym thus aboute the heed. He was so amased with

the stroke that he was redy to fall downe. 1553 UDALL
Roister Doister iv. vii. To be amused with the smoke. 1642
ROGERS Naamnn 44 The Lord . . smote him to the ground,
and amazed him.

1 2. To drive one to his wit's end, bewilder, per-

plex. Obs.

1563 Homilies 11. ii. in. (1640) 70 They dull and amaze the

understanding of the unlearned. 1603 DRAYTON Heroic. Ep.
xi. 136 Let not the Beames, that Greatnesse doth reflect,

Amaze thy Hopes. 1609 C. BUTLER Fern. Man. (1634' 135
The Snow amazelh them, and, dazzling their eyes, causeth
them presently to fall. 1642 H. MORI-; SongofSoul n. App.
Ixxix, That which well amazen may The wisest man and

puzzle evermore.

J*
3. To overcome with sudden fear or panic ;

lo

nil with consternation, terrify, alarm. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 421/1, I amase, I fray sodenly, Jesgare. 1603
DRAYTON Odes xvii. 27 Though they to one be ten. Be nut

amazed. 1653 WALTON Angler 109 The sight of any shadow
amazes the fish. 1706 tr. Dttpins Eccl. Hist, ibth C. II. in. ii.

35 Besides it is the Duty ol'a Preacher to amaze a Sinner.

4. To overwhelm with wonder, lo astound or

greatly astonish.

1592 SHAKS. Ven. & Ad. 634 Crystal eyne, Whose full

perfection all the world ama/es. 1766 H. UROOKK Fool cf
Quality (1859) II. 9 You amaze me greatly is this all the

notice and care they take of such a treasure? 1824 DILJIHN

Libr. Cowp. 185 Would startle the sensitive, and even amaze
the incredulous. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 33 A youn^
man, whose eccentric career was destined to ama/e Europe.

fO. n'Jl. To bewilder, puzzle, or drive oneself

stupid. Obs.

1645 MILTON Colast. (1851 1 357, I amaze me. 1653 WALTON
Angler 98, I might easily ama:'e my self, and tire you m
a relation of them, a 1678 MAKVELL Poems Wks. 1776 III.

412 How vainly men themselves amaze, To win the palm,
the oak, or bays.
6. intr. To be astounded or stupefied, arch.

1589 Pi'TTENHAM Eng. Pocsic (18691 240 It would so make
the chast eares ama/e. 1593 PEELE Ed, f, 79 Madam,
amaze not. 1873 B. TAYLOR Faust i. i. II. 5 Eye is blinded,
ear amazes. Ibid. iv. j. II. 236 Men amaze thereat.

Amaze (arm
7
-z\ sb. [f.

the vb.]
= AMAZEMENT.

{Amaze and a maze were often identified.)

f 1. Loss of one's wits, mental stupefaction,
craze. Obs.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. v, To gape and loke as it were
inamase. 1586 LUI-TON ThousandNotable 7^X^1(1675)381
The gentleman was stricken in amaze, fell sick, and died.

f 2. Bewilderment, mental confusion. Obs.

1593-1622 R. HAWKINS I'oy. S. St'a 52 Heaving the lead

in fourteene fathoms, wee had ground, which put us all into

a maze. 1616 Trai: Eng. Pilgr. in Hurl. Jl/isc. I. 351, I was
in amaze, and knew not what to do. 1671 MILTON P. R. n.

38 Soon our joy is turn'd Into perplexity and new amaze.

1754 MRS. DKLANY Lett. 278 Our god-daughter is pretty
well, still in a whirl and an amaze.

\ 3. Loss of presence of mind through terror,

panic. Obs.

1601 WEEVEK Mirr.MartyrsJi viij,What forme most terrour

and amaze will show. 1665 MANLEY Grot ins's L. Count r.

Wars 8n Thus once more brought into an amaze, they fled

absolutely, a 1703 POMFRET Poet. Wks. (1833) 97 Strike the

affrighted nations with a wild amaze. 1718 POPE Iliad \. 35
Struck with amaze and shame, the Trojan crew Or slain or

fled, the sons of Dares view. 1766 GOLDSMITH Vic. Wakef.
xi. (1857) 63 The whole rout was in amaze.

4. Extreme astonishment, wonder. (Now chiefly

poetical, AMAZEMENT being usual in prose.)

1579 \x\xKifphnes (1868) 251 ACathedrall Church, the very
Maiestie whereoff, stroke them into a maze. 1588 SHAKS.
"

Tir. L. \\. 246 His faces owne margent did coate such

mazes, That all eyes saw his eies inchanted with gazes.

1647 MAY Hist. Part. in. v. 100 An amaze, that the besieged
should continue In such an height of resolution. 1713 ADDI-
SON Cato iv. iii. 58 With pleasure and amaze, I stand trans-

ported ! 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 64 She stood all in

Amaze, and look'd at me from Top to Toe. 1880 HDWELLS
Undisc. Country v. 85 He stared at Ford in even more amaze
than anger.
"Amazed (anv'-zd), ///. a. [f.

AMAZE v. + -ED.]

fl. Driven stupid; stunned or stupefied, as by
a blow ;

out of one's wits. Obs.

cizyaAncr. K. 284Nai,sei5sum amased ping. 1393 GOWER
Cott/^ll. 2i,I wot neuer, what I am. . But muse as he, that
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AMAZEDLY.
were amased. 1447 BOKF.NHAM Lyvys ofSeyntys 14 As apian
amasyd he sodeynly dede abreyde. 1551 TURNER Herbal
(1568) 9 Leopardes bayne layd to a scorpione maketh hym vt-

terlyamased and num. i&b'V.'R.LaPrimaudaye'sFr.Acad.
491 She strake hir head so hard against the wall, that she
fell downe amazed, a 1604 HAN.MER Chron. Irel. (1633) 20
The other gave Starcuterus such a blow, that he stood a
great while amazed. 1683 LADY RUSSELL Lett. I. v. 14 A
woman amazed with grief. 1704 POPE Windsor For. 109
Sudden they seize th' amaz'd defenceless prize.

f2. Bewildered, confounded, confused, per-

plexed. Of things : Thrown into confusion. Obs.
c 1450 Merlin xui. 199 Thei were so a-masid that thei wjste

not what to do. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill 11641) 249 The poore,
amased, and desolate commons of this Realme. 1598 YOSG
Diana 215 One, that is amazed in minde, Not knowing
whether he doth dreame or no. 1608 Yorksh. Trag. i. iv.

207 All his studies amazed. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Serm. \. xxvii.

343 The contradiction is multiplyed and the labyrinths more
amazed.

f 3. Struck with sudden terror
; terror-stricken,

terrified, alarmed. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Yem. Prol. <$ T. 383 Be ye no thyng
amased [v. r. amazed, a-mased, amasud]. 1430 LYDG. Chron.

Troy in. xxvii, To the kinge she ran So amased in her mor-
tal 1 wo. 1611 BIBLE Judg. xx. 41 When the men of Israel

turned againe, the men of Beniamin were amased. 1640
FULLER Abel Rediv,, Luther \ 18671 1. 67 Amazed not so much
for her own as for her children's preservation.

4. Lost in wonder or astonishment.

1583 STANYHURST sEtteis i. fArb.) 32 With woonder amazed.
1590 SHAKS. 31ids. A*. 111.11.220, 1 am amazed at your passionate
words. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. Pref. 16 Admiring and glori-

fying God as he stands amazed. 1782 CowPKR y, Gilpin xii,
The callender, amazed to see His neighbour in such trim.

1855 MAURY r/iys. Geog. Sea 741 We are utterly amazed at
the offices which have been performed . . by the animalcula.

Amazedly Jam^'-zedli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY^.]
In amazed manner ; with stupidity, bewilderment,
consternation (obs.} ;

with astonishment, or wonder.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. -V. iv. i. 153 My Lord, I shall reply

amazedly, Halfe sleepe, halfe waking. 1605 3Iacb. iv. i.

126 Why Stands Macbeth thus amazedly? 1640 BP. HALL
Chr. Moder. 17/1 Looked somewhat amazedly upon the mass
of plate and treasure. 1879 Miss BRADDON Vixen III. 29
To stare amazedly at the passing carriage.

Amazedness (ami
p

z6dnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The state or quality of being amazed
;

literally, loss of one's wits or of self-possession
from any cause.

fl. The state of being out of one's wits; infat-

uation, stupefaction. Obs.

1576 T. NEWTON tr. Lcmnie's Touchst. Complex. (1633) 112
Of it springeth madnesse, losse of right wits, amazednesse,
raving dotage. 1581 Gossox Playes Confut. (1869) 202 Glutte
. , with the clubbe ofamasednesse strikes such a pegge into the
heade of Life, that he falles downe for dead vpon the Stage.

1 2. Loss of presence of mind, bewilderment,
confusion. Obs.
1611 SPEED f/i'sf. Gt. Brit. ix. iv. (1632) 475 Through amazed-

nesse not knowing how to shift. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia
v. 174 Extreme ioy, euen almost to amazednesse. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Amble, Checking him in the cheeks
when in a gallop ; and thus putting him into an amazedness,
between gallop and trot,

f3. Loss of self-possession through fear; con-

sternation, panic. Obs.

1557 BARCLAY ?Wwr/&z (Paynell) 63 b, Thinhabitantes ex-

pelled iheir amasednes remembryng themselfe. 1587 FLEM-
ING Contn, Holinshfd III. 311/1 A sudden earthquake . .

caused such an amazednesse among the people as was woon-
derfull for the time. 1598 SHAKS. 3Ierry IV. iv. iv. 55 Vpon
their sight We two, in great amazednesse will dye. 1641

PtNttWLAntifatfate 15 By reason of his trembling and fearful

amazednesse.

4, Overwhelming astonishment.

1607 HIERON Wks. I. 349 We may well with a kind of
astonishment and amazednesse admire it. 1863 KINGLAKE
Crimea (1877) II. xxiii. 357 Before their amazedness ceased,
they found themselves marshalled and governed.

r Ama'zeful, a. Obs.
[f,

AMAZE sb. + -FUL.]
1. actively, Causing amazement

; driving one out

of his wits
; distracting.

1530 PALSGR. 305/1 Amasefull, effraienx. 1581 SIDNEY
Astr. fy Stella xcvL 9 Amazefull solitarinesse.

2. passively. Struck with amazement; distracted,

infatuated, stupefied.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas\\A \v.u. ("1641)216/2 The Queen,

nigh sunk in an amazeful swoon. 1600 CHAPMAN Iliad y.\n.

658 Who at length Put all the youth of Greece besides in
most amazeful rout.

Amazement (anvi-zment). [f. AMAZE v. +
-MENT. (An early instance of this suffix added to

a Teutonic vb.)] orig. Loss of one's wits or of

self-possession through any cause whatever.

fl. The condition of being mentally paralyzed,
mental stupefaction, frenzy. Obs.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. v. iii. 85 Behold, destraction, frenzie,

and amazement, Like witlesse Aniickes, one another meete.

1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 561 Satan, smitten with amazement,
fell. 1746 W. COLLINS Ode to /VrtrWks. 1771, 45 The Maids
and Matrons, on her awful Voice, Silent and pale, in wild
amazement hung.

f 2. Loss of presence of mind ; bewilderment,

perplexity, distraction (due to doubt as to what
to do). Obs.

1593 SHAKS. John v. i. 35 Wilde amazement hurries up &
downe The little number of your doubtfull friends. 1641
BAKER Chron. (1679) 333/1 This answer was but to hold her
in amazement, while some mischief was practising against
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her. 1690 J. NORRIS Beatitudes (1694) I. 50 A thing that
can hardly be thought of without Confusion and Amazement.
17*2 DE FOE Plague (1756) 198 This Amazement of the

Magistrates proceeded rather from want of being able to

apply any Means successfully, than from any Unwillingness.

t3. Overwhelming fear or apprehension, con-

sternation, alarm. Obs.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iL.) Adding new Fear to his first amaze-
ment. 1611 BIBLE i Pet. iii. 6 Not afraid with any amazement
[WVCLIF, Rhem. perturbation ; TINDALE, shadow

; CRANMER,
Genev. terror], 2641 MILTON Ch. Govt.v\\. (1851) 132 To cast
amazements and panick terrors into the hearts of weaker
Christians. 1756 BURKE Subl. $ B. Wks. I. 150, Do not the
French etonnement and the English astonishment and
amazement point out as clearly the kindred emotions which
attend fear and wonder?
4. Overwhelming wonder, whether due to mere

surprise or to admiration.
1602 SHAKS. HamL in. ii. 339 Your behauior hath stroke

her into amazement, and admiration. 1611 BIBLE Acts iii.

10 They were filled with wonder and amazement at that
which had happened vnto him. 1624 LD. KENSINGTON in

Ellis Orig, Lett, n. 302 III. 178 But the amasment extra-

ordinary to finde her . . the sweetest creature in France. I

a 1742 BENTLEY Serm. (L.) To raise unprofitable amazement.
1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. xii. (1878.1 237, I saw to

my amazement . . Miss Oldcastle struggling against the wind.

t Amazia (am^-zia). Afed. [mod.L., repr. a

possible Or. *d/jac'a, n. of state f. d priv. + /mfos
breast, pap.] Non-development of the breasts in

a female, with consequent want of provision for

suckling offspring.
1874 [See AGALACTIA.]

Amazing
1

(anv'-zin), vbl. sb.
[f. AMAZE v. +

-ING 1
.]

The action of causing amazement. (Now
only gerundial.)
1530 PALSGR. 194/1 Amasynge, stupefaction. 1580 HOLLY-

BAND Treas. Fr. Tottg., Ejfray^ or effroy, feare, astonying,
abashing, amasing. 1597 T. MORLEY Introd. Mns. 156 To
the amasing of the young singer, a 1617 HIERON Wks. I. 16
To the appalling and amasing of a Christian. 1674 COLES,
An Amazing, Stupefactto, consternatio. J\lod. After so amaz-
ing friends and foes.

Amazing (am^-zin),///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING-.]

fl. Causing distraction, consternation, confusion,

dismay ; stupefying, terrifying, dreadful. Obs.

*593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. iii. 81 Let thy blowes . . Fall like

amazing thunder on the Caske Of thy amaz'd, pernicious
enemy. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. cvii. 23-30 They meet with
terrible amazing tempests. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. III.

542 The amazing Prospects of an angry God and a gaping
Hell. 1781 GIBBON Decl. fy Fall III. 93 A dreadful and
amazing prodigy.
2. Astounding, astonishing, wonderful, great be-

yond expectation.
1704 J. TRAPP Abra-Mule v. i. 1981 Such amazing Gener-

osity Exceeds Belief. 1717 LADY M. MONTAGUE Lett. II.

xlvi. 37 To turn round with an amazing swiftness. 1769
liuRKE State Xat. Wks. II. 85 The author's amazing asser-

tion. 1822 IMISON Sc. $ Art I. 4 To observe to what an

amazing extent the actual division of matter may be carried.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 335 Great as has been the

change in the rural life of England since the Revolution, the

change . . in the cities is still more amazing.
3. quasi-<z//z'. Wonderfully, astonishingly.
1824 W. IRVING T. Tra?<. I. 54 All of whom laughed, and

took it in amazing good part.

Ama'zingly (ftm^'zinli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.]
In an amazing manner. Now often hyperbolical ly
in colloquial use for : Exceedingly, very.
1673 Ladies Call. i. i. 15 There is no noise on this side hell

can be more amazingly odious. 1744 H. WALPOLE Lett, to

H, Mann 98(1834! I. 332 My father has exerted himself
most amazingly. I^SULLIVAN I'iewNat. II. 178 The thigh
bones of some amazingly large animal. 1801 Miss EDGE-
WORTH Good Fr. Goz 1

. 11852)99 She speaks English amaz-

ingly well for a Frenchwoman. 1873 BLACK Pr. Tkule viii.

121 He is an amazingly clever fellow.

Amazon (x-maz^n). Also 5 Amysone, 7

Amason. PI. Amazons
;

also 4-7 Amazones.
In 6-7 often accented ama'zon. [a. L. Amazon,
a. Gr. 'Apaf&v, -ova

; explained by the Greeks from
d priv. + pa-6s a breast (in connexion with the

fable that they destroyed the right breast so as not

to interfere with the use of the bow), but prob.

pop. etym. of an unknown foreign word.]
1. //. A race of female warriors alleged by Hero-

dotus, etc. to exist in Scythia.
1398 TREVJSA Barth. De P. R. xv. xii. (1495) 492 They were

callyd Amazones, that is vnderstonde wythout breste. c 1400
De&tr. Troy xxvu. 10804 Of Amysones auntrus atlet the

qwene. 1653 COGAN Diod. Sic. 100 The Amazones inhabited
. . near to the river of Thermodon. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Suppl. s.v., The existence of the Amazons was called in

question by Strabo. 1847 TENNYSON Princess \\. noGlanc'd
at the legendary Amazon As emblematic of a nobler age.
2. Hence, A female warrior, lit. and./rg'.
1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. Ind. 14 There were Amazons

women of warre, incertaine Ilandes. 1593 SHAKS. -$Hen. I*/,
iv. i. 106 Belike she minds to play the Amazon, yo* Lond.
Gaz. mmmdcccxl/2 About 200 Virgins in two Companies
richly attired, many of them like Amazons, with Bows and
Arrows. 1777 ROBERTSON Amer. (1783) III. 86 An opinion
that . . Amazons were to be found in this part of the New
World. 1866 B. TAYLOR Continents 394 When Europe rose
a stately Amazon.
3. transf. A very strong, tall, or masculine woman.
1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 6 F2, I am far from wishing, .the

amazon . . any diminution . . of fame. 1767 FORDYCE Serm.
Yng. Worn. I. iii. 105 To the men an Amazon never fails to

be forbidding. 1833 KANE Grinmll Exp. xlvi. (1856) 425

AMBAGE.
Extremes meet in the Esquimaux ofGreenland and Amazons
of Paris.

1 4. The queen in chess. Obs.

1656 F. BEALE Biochimo's Chesse-play 2 The Queen or
Amazon is placed in the fourth house from the corner of the
field by the side of her King, and alwayes in her owne colour.

5 -Jig. in reference to the sexual habits of the
Amazons.
1860 Vac. Tour. 137 These hinds are amazons, not vestals.

6. = AHAZOX-ANT.
1880 HUNTER in Casselfs Diet. s.v., These when hatched be-

come a kind of pariah caste in the habitation of the Amazons.
7. Comb., as Amazon-dress, Amazon-like. Also

AMAZON-ANT, -STONE, q.v.
1580 SIDNEY Arcad. (1622) 142 Her sword, which (Amazon-

like) she euerware about her. 1599 STOKER IVolsey (\fofy 28
Her handmaids, in Amazon-like attire. ci6y> DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Poems Wks. 1711, 50/1 A country maid Amazone
like did ride. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II. 252 Whom
you admire . . in her amazon-dress, with a free manly air be-

coming her.

Amazon-ant. [AMAZON 2.] A species of red

ant, of which the neuters capture and enslave the

young of other species ;
sometimes applied to the

neuters alone.

1824 GRIFFITH Cttvier XV. 501 Huber is erroneous in sup-
posing that the amazon ants have a sting. 1868 WOOD
Howes without Hands xxiv. 459 The Ant which employs
forced labour is called the Amazon Ant, and is tolerably
common on the Continent.

Amazonian (u-maz<?u-nian), a. and sb. [f. L.

amazoni-its + -AN.] A. adj.
1. Of, pertaining to, resembling, or befitting the
Amazons or an Amazon ; warlike, or masculine,
as a woman.
1594 2nd Pt. Contention(\Z^} 131 To triumph like an Ama-

zonian trull Vpon his woes. 1609 C. BUTLER Fem. Mon.
(1634)64 These Amazonian dames begin to wax weary of
their mates. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 104 F 3 ThisAmazonian
Hunting-Habit for Ladies. 1837 W. HOWITT Rur. Life in.

vj. (1862) 285 His amazonian lady, half the head taller than
himself. 1844 Blackw. Mag. LVI. 214 Caps were dragged
off, and nails shown with amazonian spirit.

2. Of the river Amazon (so called from the female

warriors there seen by the Spaniards), or its basin.

1863 BATES Nat. on Amazons i. 10 The only Amazonian
species. 1875 Blackie's Pop. Encycl. 133/1 The Amazonian
water system.

B. sb. An Amazon (fabulous).
a 1704 T. BROWN Drunkenness Wks. 1730 I. 37 His Hydra,

and Amazonians, and the hellish Cerberus.

t AmazO'nical, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. Ama-

zonic-us (a. Gr. d^a^ow-os) + -AL1
.]
= AMAZONIAN.

1582 STANYHURST &tieid i. (Arb.) 33 Theare wear Ama-
zonical wommen with targat, an haulfmoone Likning.

Amazonite (x-maz/fosit). [f. AMAZON + -ITE.]
+ 1. One of the race of Amazons. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 108 Smyrna, built by an

Amazonite. 1630 BRATHWAIT., Gentl. 94 The Amazonites
being women expert above all people ofthe world in shooting.
2. J\Hn. = AMAZON-STONE.
A'mazon-stone. Min. [named from river

Amazon^] A mineral; a 'bright verdigris-green
and cleavable' variety of orthoclase, worn as an
amulet by the Indians of the Rio Negro.
1836 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Humboldt's Trav. xviii. 266 Those

green pebbles known by the name of Amazon-stones and
worn as amulets. 1862 RAWLINSON Anc, Mon. I. vi. 474 They
are cut upon serpentine, amazon-stone, and Lapis-lazuli.

Anibage (x-mbedj). PI. ambages (^e-mbed^ez,
or as L. (embfi*dg). [a. I4th c. Fr. ambages, a.

L. ambages circuits, circumlocutions, f. a?nb- about

\-ag-tre to drive. Thoroughly naturalized in i6th

c. as a'mbages, with sing, a'mbage (as in Fr.) in

sense I, but owing to the coincidence of the spell-

ing with the original I-., there has been a grow-
ing tendency to look upon it as merely L., and to

use it accordingly, thus restricting the sense and

altering the pronunciation.]
I. Of language (from Fr. ; pKML&mlqgVi with

sing.} Roundabout or indirect modes of speech.
1. For deceit : Equivocation, quibbles, ambigu-

ities. Obs. or arch.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 897 If Calkas lede us with am-

bages. That U to seyn, with cowble wordes slye. 1553-87
FOXE A. fyM. (1596)666/1 Without ambages and sophistica-
tion of wordes. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. in. x. 108 An
Ambages of words is very deceitful, a 1733 NORTH Exam.
i. ii. r 26. 43 Factious polemic Tricks, Ambages, and treach-

erous Counsels. 1857 SIR F. PALGRAVE Nonn. fy Eng. II.

415 He commenced by a few politic ambages, or to speak
more plainly lies.

f2. For concealment : Dark or obscure language,

ambiguity. Obs.

1520 WHITTINTON Vulgaria (1527) 2 Tendre wyttes with
suche derke ambage be made dull. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq.
21 1 That Prophecies are delivered In obscure Ambages. 1713
BERKELEY Hylas fy Phil, iii, To use some ambages, and

ways of speech not common.

f 3. For delay : Circumlocutions, beating about

the bush, Obs. exc. as a case of II. 6.

1567 DRANT Horace
Ej>.

vii. D vj, For to make the ambage
shorte, And not to draw it on. 1568 C. WATSON Polybius To
Reader, With any tedious ambage or painted preamble.

i6o7DEKKER Wh. Babylon 24oVmh : ya're ful of Ambage :

I answere as my spirits leade me, thus. 1678 MRS. BEHN
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Sir P, Fancy v. 1.303 Without more ambages, Sir, I have con-
sidered your former desires, and have consented to marry him.

f4. Rhct. (in sing?) Periphrasis. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poeste (1869) 203 Periphrasis, or the

Figure ofambage. Ibid. 24 Tedious ambage and long periods.
II. Of paths, ways. [A later adoption from L.,

and in recent times as a L. word ambti'ges.]
5. Circuits, windings, circuitous paths, arch.

1615 SANDYS Tray. 90 [.The river] running from South to

North (besides in ambages) aboue one and forty degrees.

1677 GREW Anat. Plants iv. in. vii. 2 (1682) 191 The Klon-

gation of the seed-vessels, sometimes directly, as in Plums
and Nuts, and sometimes by several Ambages before they
shoot into the Seeds, as in Tulip. 1796 PEGGE Anonym.(i%<yj)
373 You will find it, through the windings and ambage?;,
eight, or perhaps nine miles. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n, xxiv.

{1865)409 After hunting and winding through all the possible
ambages of similar sounds.

6. Jig, Circuitous, indirect, or roundabout ways
or proceedings ; delaying practices.
1546 LANGLEY Polyd. Verg. iv. iv. 87 b, When a Byshop

was consecrated ther was used no other rytes or ambages.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, u. 33 He shall, by Ambages of

diets, bathings, anointings, etc. prolong life. 1637 AUSTEN
Fruit Trees i. 38 Meat and drink work upon the spirits by
ambages and length of time. 17*6 AYLIFFE. Parergwi 65 The
Ambages of Law Suits.

1 7. Dark, secret, or mysterious ways of action.

06s. (Cf. Livy i. 56.)
a 1626 BACON Tfaol. \Vk$. ("1838* I. 337 The ways and am-

bages of God. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub Wks. 1768, 141 Theother
cost me so many strains and traps and ambages to introduce.
a 1797 H. WA [.POLE George II (1847) II. iv, He would not
enter into all the ambages of the Corps Diplomatique.
t Amba'gical, a. Obs, rare- 1

, [f. prec. + -ic

+ -AL.]
= AMBAGIOUS.

1652 GAUI.E Magastrom. 142 To trouble his own answer,
and confound his own sentence, through an ambagicall cir-

cumlocution of words and termes.

Amba'ginous, a. rare. [f. L. ambagin-ent
= AMBAGES + -ous.]

= AMBAGIOUS.
a 1859 in WORCESTER.

Ambagiosity (semb^dsiijrsiti). rare- 1
, [f.

L. ambdgids-ns (see next) + -ITY.] Circuitousness.

1824 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III. 419 Without any delay, let,

hindrance, impediment, ambagiosity, circumlocution, orneed-

less, superfluous and unnecessary roundabout forms ofspeech.

Ambagious (aemb^-dsas), a. [ad. Fr. amba-

gieitx, ad. L. ambagios-iis : see AMBAGE and -ous.]
Full of ambages : a. Circumlocutory, roundabout;
b. Winding, circuitous.

1656 B LOU NT Glossogr., Ambagious, full of idle circum-
stances of speech, or of deceitful words. 1678 H. MORE
Aniiot.Glanvill's Sadducismns i. (1726) 60 All those amba-
gious Windings and Meanders of feigned Abstraction. 1682

Annot. Glanvill's Lux Orient. 176 A more operose and
ambagious inference. 1731 BAILEY, Ambagious^ full of far-

fetch'd speeches. 1870 SMITH Syn. fy Antonyms^ Devious . .

SJM. Tortuous, ambagious, roundabout.

Amba'giously, adv. rare. [f. prec. + -LY2.] In

a roundabout manner
; circuitously, indirectly.

1678 CUDWORTH Itttell. Syst. i. iii. xxxvii. 157 The medicinal
art . . doth its work ambagiously, by the use of such medica-
ments as do but conduce . . to help that which is nature indeed.

Amba'giousness. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being circuitous or circumlocutory.
1870 SMITH Syn. fy Antonyms, Anfractuosity . . Syn. Am-

bagiousness, angularity, tortuousness.

t Amba'gitory, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. ambages
(see AMBAGE) by form-assoc. with dilatory, transi-

tory, etc., but not etymologically defensible.] Cir-

cumlocutory, ambagious.
1814 SCOTT W'av. xxiv, Partaking of what scholars call the

periphrastic and ambagitory, and the vulgar the circumben-
dibus. 1826 IVoodst. I, v. 115 All the ambagitory expres-
sions they made use of.

Ambara's, obs. form of EMBARRAS.
1676 ETHEREDGE Marr. a la Mode in. ii. (1684) 34 An Am-

bara's of chairs and couches at your Door.

Ambassade, embassade (arm-, emba-
s<?'d). Obs. or arch. Forms: 5 ambaxade, 5-9
ambassade

;
also 5 amba'ssiad(e, 5-6 -ba'ssad, 6

-ba'ssed, -ba'sset
;
and with e- as embassade, en-

bassade, etc. [a. Fr. ambassade, I5thc. ambaxade,
ad. OSp. ambaxada (mod. ctn-\ cogn. w. Pr. am-
baissada, \t.ambasdata, QJ?T.arrtfafs7t, (superseded

by this form in -ADE : see AHBASSY) : L. *am-
bactiata (found in med.L. as ambaxidta, -ascidtat

-assidtdj -asidta}, ppl. derivative of *ambactiare to

go on a mission, f. ambactia, ambaxia (in Salic

and Burgundian Laws) 'charge, office, employ-
ment,' n. of office f. ambactus a servant (? vassal,

retainer). The OFr. form ambassee was also

adopted in Eng. as AMBASSY, EMBASSY ; as was also

the med.L. as AMBASSIATE, etc., the forms of which

appear to have been quite mixed up with those of

the present word, leading to the pronunciation in

5-6 amberssiade, amba'ssade, and the spellings in

-ad, ~edt -et. But Shakspere and subseq. writers

have ambassa'de or a'mbassade.
The origin and meaning of antbactus have given rise to

much discussion. According to Festus * Amoactus apud
Ennium lingua GalHca servns appellatur

'

; and Caesar (B. G.
vi. 15) applies it to the vassals or retainers of a Gallic chief.

Hence Zeuss and Gliick identify it with Welsh amaeth, am-
tnacth, (for *ambaeth}

'

husbandman, tiller of the ground,'

perh. orig. 'tenant, retainer,' or even 'goer about, footman.'
Grimm finds the origin in OHG. ambaht^fjQ&i.andbaJits
servant, retainer, OE. ambeht, ON. ambtitt (cf. AMBOHT),
variously explained as f. and against, towards + bak BACK,
or *bah to do, or *&z/^= Skr. bhakta devoted, and assumed
to have been adopted in Gallic, or erroneously taken as Gallic

by Festus. But the
majority of etymologists consider the

Teut. word to be an adaptation or refashioning of the Lat.

or original Celtic. For the latter, Wahn(tjntt. Unt. 1451 has
also proposed ainbi(amb- t atnttf-, am-} about + Breton aketitz^
akedtis '

busy,' hence ' one employed about (his lord).']

1. The mission or function of an ambassador.
c 1450 in yd Rep. Comm. Hist, MSS. (1872) 280/1 Whan

he was at Toures in ambassiad. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of
Arnies n. i. 91 Dyde sende.,as by manere of ambaxade.
1494 FABVAN vi. clxxxi. 179 He sent hym in ambassade. 1535
facsimiles Nat. AfS'S. II, Monsieur de lirion, Admyral of

Fraunce, nowehere in Ambassiade. 1549 EDWARD VI. Kent.

239 Sir Philip Hobbey, lately cum from his ambassad in

Flaundres. 1602 CAREW Cornwall 60 a, Sent by him also in

diuers Ambassades. 1727 WODROW Corr. III. 321 A sort of
ambassade from the Kirk to the King. 1843 LVTTON Last
of Bar. in. v. 172 Power to resign the ambassade and trust.

2. A body of persons (or a single person) sent

on a mission, or as a deputation, to or from a

sovereign ;
an ambassador and his suite.

c 1450 in yd Rep. Comm. Hist. JAS".9. 1 1872) 280/1 As large

power as any was geyyn to any ambassad. 1489 CAXTON
Faytes ofArmes I. vii, 17 An ambassade cam to hym. 1523
LD. BERSERS Froissart I. xxvi. 37 The Kyng of Ingland
sent his ambassad to the kyng of Scottis. 1576 GASCOIGNE
Compl. Phil, xvl, He shewde the cause, which thither then
Did his ambassade bring. 1709 STRYPE Ann, Ref. I. xl. 455
It was thought convenient to stay the ambassade, and to

condole only.
ft. 1502 ARNOLD Ckron. ('iBiil 282 Now was sent an other

enbassade to Caleis. 1580 LYLY Eup/tttes (Arb.J 459 Ye
Kings of Assiria, who aunswere Embassades by messengers.
3. The message borne by an ambassador.

1560 J. DAUS Sleidane's Coniiit. 139 a, He came to Rome,
declareth his Ambassade. 1589 BP. COOPER Adman. 224
The state of an ambassade or message.

Ambassador, ambassador (xm-, embae--

sadai). Forms : a. 4-6 ambassiatour, 5 -dour,

ambaxadour, -tour(e, -tor, ambassatour, -tor,

5-8 -dour, 6-9 -dor. . 4-5 embassatour, -etour,

-adour, embasitour, 5 enbassatour, -itour,

-ytour, enbasetore, 5-6 embassitour(e, 6 -iator,

-eatour(e, -ytor, -ader, enbassadoure, 6-7 em-

bassadour, -ore, 6-9 embassador. 7. 5 imbas-

sadore, inbassetour, 5-6 imbassator, 6 -etor,

-itor, -otor, -ador, imbasodor. [The actual

ambassador, -our, is a. Fr. ambassadeur (igth c,

also ambaxadeur}, ad. OSp. ambaxador (now emb-}
and Pr. ambassador, cogn. w. \\..ambasciatore, -dore,

and OFr. (superseded by this adopted form) ambas-

seur (ambascor, -asseor, -axeur) z\.c,'). The innumer-

able early variants are chiefly adoptions or adapt-
ations of the med.L. prop. *ambactidtor (agent-noun
f. *ambactiare ; see AMBASSADE), but found asam-

baxi-, ambasci-, ambassi-, ambasi-ator, -itor
;
also

with initial e and /, embassiator, imbassiator, etc.
;

varied with crosses between these and the Fr., and

phonetic forms like embassader. Of these variants

embassador, supported by embassy, was much more
common than ambassador in i7-iSth c., and is

still the common spelling in United States.]
(' Our authors write almost indiscriminately embassador or

ambassador, emba&sage or ambassage ; yet there is scarce

an example of ambassy, all concurring to write embassy.'

JOHNSON.)
1. a. An official messenger sent (singly, or as

one of a party) by or to a sovereign or public body;
an envoy, commissioner, or representative, esp. b.

A minister of high rank sent by one sovereign or

state on a mission to another. (In the general sense

(mostly in plural) now only historical ; and when
used as in b., commonly qualified as Ambassador

Extraordinary, to distinguish it from sense 2.)

a. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylnsw. 145 Thambassiatours hem
answerd for final. "1425 WYNTOUN Cron. ix. ix. 119 Swilk

request Of swilk Ambassatoures. c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. fy

Lim. Man. (1714) 49 Ambassators sent from Kyngs and
Princis. c 1465 Eng. Chron. 48 The king sente ambassia-

tours ayen to king Charlis. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA rmes
ii. xxxv. 149 The ambaxatoures of the cytee went and came
for to treatte of peas. Ibid. i. v. n His ambassiadours auc-

torised to the due of lancastre. Ibid. it. v. 99 That thise

ambassadours shulde not spredesuchewordesabrode. 1531
ELYOT Governour 8 But a feble answere to an ambassador.

1602 SHAKS. Haml. iv. vi. 10 Th' Ambassadours that was
bound for England. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. i. vii. 189
The privileges of ambassadors are determined by the jaw of

nature and nations. 1844TmBX.WALL Greece VIII. Ixiv. 300
Ambassadors from Philip were also present.

0. c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 275 Stilbon, that was a wis em-

basitour \v.r, embassadour-3
, -atour, -etour, ambassatour].

1398 TRF.VISA Barth, De P. R. xvn. clxxv. (1495) 716 Embas-
satours : messengers and herdes. 1443 Pol. Poems 1 1. 210 Me-
diacioun of wise enbassitoures. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 16

Whanne the king . . sawe the embassitours. 1464 Mann, fy

Househ. Exfi. 250 My mastyr rode to mete the enbasetore.

1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng. vi i. ( 1 520) 1 30/1 Thercame solempne
enbassatours fro the pope. Ibid, ccxlix. 319 Our enbassatours

came home ageyne. 15*3 MORE in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1.69!. 198
Th1

Embassiator hath requyred his Grace to send his advice.

15*6 TINDALE Htbr. iii. i The embasseatour and hye prest
of ourre profession. ijao MORE Com/, agst. Tribul. in.

Wks, 1557, 1223/1 He hadde bene diuers times Embassiator.

'535 COVERDA.LE 2 Mace. iv. 44 Ye embassitours were thre

1542 BRINKLOW Cornel, xxiv. (1874) 69 Thei be also embas-
sytors for princes. 1544 Suj>pl. Hen. VIIT, 14 Which also
haue done to them good seruice as enbassadoures. 1599
SHAKS. Hen. V, i. i. 91 The French Embassador, vpon that
instant Crau'd audience, a 1617 P. BAYNE ILpftcs. (1658) 2

Kings dispatch Lords Embassadours into other countries.
a 1631 DONNE Poems (1650) 47 My tongue to Fame ; to
Embassadours mine eares. 1644 MILTON Arcop. (Arb.) 37
Comming Embassadors to Rome. 1779 JOHNSON Drake
Wks. 1787 IV. 445 Our general received two embassadors
from the King of the country. 1824 WAxe&fferaM.Anom,
74 Advising the Embassador speedily to return to his Impe-
rial master.

y. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. iv, In haste hath sent his

imbassadore unto Jason, c 1450 GREGORY Ckron. 106 In-

bassetours fro the Duke of Orlyaunce. 1472 SIR J. PASTON
in Lett. 703 III. 59 Imbassators of Brelayne shall come to
London to morawe. 1544 Plitmpton Corr. 248 The French
Imbasodor is gpn to the Emporor. 1556 Ckron. Grey Friars
61 Proclamyd in the curte by ane imbassitor of France. 1662

J. BAKGRAVE Pope Alex. VII (1867) 51 Only a Cardinal of
this family and of that have place . . with imbassadors.

2. ( Ordinary or Resident Ambassador, formerly
Ambassador Lcger.} A minister at a foreign court,

of the highest rank, who there permanently repre-
sents his sovereign or country, and has a right to

a personal interview with the sovereign or chief

magistrate of the country in which he resides.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for J/. in. i. 58 Intends you for his

swift Ambassador, Where you shall be an euerlasting Leiger.

1667 PEPYS Z>/Vi>7 (1877) V. 167 The French Embassador in

Holland. 1753 RICHARDSON' Grandi'son 11781,1 II. xxxvii. 353
The English Embassador at the Porte. 1814 WELLINGTON
in Gurwood's Dap, XL 68r That I should be the ambas-
sador at Paris. 1880 W. CORY Mod. Eng. Hist. I. 158 An
Ambassador, unlike other ministers, has a right to a per-
sonal interview with the Sovereign of the country in which
he resides.

3. An appointed or official messenger generally.

(Formerly in common use, but now only _/?".,
with

distinct reference to the literal sense.)
1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour B ij b, [He] wente with his em-

bassatours that is to saye his messageres. 1535 COVKRDALE
PrOi'. xiii. 17 A faithful embassitoure is wholsome. Isa.

Iii. 7 How bewtiful are the fete of the Embassitoure, y'

bringeth the message from the mountayne. 1587 lioLUixc'. /V
J\[or>Kty xxvii. 434 The Ambassadour whome God meant to

send afure him to prepare his wayes. 1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. I '.

n. ix. 92 Yet I have not seen So likely an Embassador of

loue. 1611 BntLt: Transl. Pref. i The Embassadors and

Messengers of the great King. 1796 PEGGE Anonym, x. Ixix.

(18091 4^5 The fame of a man is his representative \Oicn

absent, or his embassador. 1836 MARRYAT "Japhct III. 204
I require no ambassador from the ladies in question. 1847
YEOWF.LL Anc. Brit. Ch. Pref. n The honoured ambassador
of Christ that first laboured in this vineyard.

4. Ambassador Leger (legier, lieger} (see sense 2) ;

Ambassador Extraordinary (see sense i) ;
Ambas-

sador Plenipotentiary : one with full power to sign

treaties, and otherwise act for his sovereign.
1603 Eng. Moitrn.Garm. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.' 1 1. 489 The

ambassadpr-lieger of Spain., did plot and confederate with
native traitorsof this land. 1630 WADSWORTH >XA Pilgr. \. 2

His Majesty sent him with his first Ambassador Legier . . into

Spaine. 1655 MRQ. WORC. Cent. Inr. lvi,Two Extraordinary
Embassadors accumpanying His Majesty. 1663 M AH\ hi i,

Corr. 44 Wks. 1875 II. 93 My Lord of Carlisle being chosen

by his Majesty, Embassadour Extraordinary to Muscovy.
1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. VIM. iv. 202 Nominated as

embassador-plenipotentiary to the court of Russia.

Ambassadorial (cembce^ado^rial), a. [mod.
f. prec., by form-assoc. with adjs. in -orial formed

by suffix -AL on L. adjs. in -oritts, f. sbs. in -or
;

as senator, se.natori-tts, senatorial \ see -ORIAL.]
Of or pertaining to an ambassador.

1759 H. WALPOLE Lett. 343 (1834) III. 320 To prepare your
ambassadorial countenance. 1778 LAURENS in Sparks Corr.

Am. Ret: (1853^ II. 117 Our Ambassadorial Commissioners
.. are unhappily divided in sentiments. 1866 J. MARTINEAU
Ess. I. 366 They recogni/e the ambassadorial credentials

of Conscience. 1881 Echo 16 Feb. 3/4 The Ambassadorial
Affront at Rome.

Ambassadorship 'cembx'sada.ij'ip). [f. AM-
BASSADOR + -SHIP.] The office, position, or func-

tion of an ambassador.

1837 Blackw Mag. XLI. 610 Something for ambassador-

ship to do. 1838 Ibid. XLIV. 370 The marshal's ambassador-

ship-extraordinary. 1882 Pali Mall G. 27 May i Ten years
of successful ambassadorship.

Ambassadress (aembse-sadres). Also emb-.

[f. AMBASSADOR + -ESS. Varied with forms in

-drice, -drix, -trice, -trix]

1. A female ambassador or messenger.
[1577-87 HOLINSH. Chr. III. 910/1 The two ladies ambassa-

dors of the king of England, sitting m great estate.] 1594
CAREW tr. Tasso (1881) 53 Dawnyng th' Embassadresse was
ris'ne from bed, Tydings to beare, how now grey morne an-

nies. i6ooCHAPMAN/^Wni. 126 Iris, the Rainbow, thencame

down, ambassadress from heaven. 1703 ROWE Fair Pen it,

i. i. 213 Well, my Embassadress, what must we treat of?

1755 CROKER Ariosto's Orl. Fnr. xxxn. ex, Near to her th'

embassadress did rise. 1761 SMOLLETT Gil Bias (1802) I. iv.

ii. 331 She. . bad her ambassadress retire into another room.

1847TENNYSON Princess in. 187 Are you ambassadresses From
him to me?
2. The wife of an AMBASSADOR (legcr] 2.

1716 LADY M. MONTAGUE Lett. I. xxxi. 107 The French
Ambassadress agreed with me as to his good mien. 1777
GIBBON Misc. Wfcs. (1814) II. 209, I cannot quite determine
whether I shall sup at Madame Necker's or the Sardinian
Ambassadress's. 1880 DISRAELI Endynt. I. xxxiii. 305 Not

34-2
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only an ambassador, but an ambassadress . . had been asked
to meet them.

t Amba'SSadrice. Obs. [a. mod.Fr. ambas-

sadrice, fern, vi ambassadcur \ see -RICE.] An am-
bassador's wife.

1683 TEMPLE Mem. Wks. 1731 I. 452 The Evening Enter-
tainments . . in the Apartments ofthe several Ambassad rices.

1687 Loud. Gaz. mmccxciii/4 The Ambassadrice intends to

continue at Bagnania near Rome till the ceremony is over.

Amba'ssadrix. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. AMBASSA-

DOR: see -RIX.]
= AMBASSADRESS i.

1846 Blackw. 3fag. LX. 456 The sweetest messenger and
ambassadrix in the world

; so exact in her messages so brisk

on her errands.

t Amba'SSadry. Obs. Forms: 4-5ambassa-
trye, -trie, -drie, embassadrye, 5-6 embassa-
drie. [a. Fr. ambassaderie ; f. ambassadeur : see

-RY.] The office or function of an ambassador ;

ambassad orship.
c 1386 CMACCER Man ofLawes' T. 135 By tretys and am-

bassatrye [~'. r. embassadrye, -drie] They ben acordid. c 145
HF.NRYSON Mor. Fab. 35 The Wolfe is better in Ambassadrie
than I. 1538 LELAND /tin. III. 120 Gumming from his Em-
bassadrie out of Italic.

t Amba'ssady, ? mistake for preceding, or con-

fusion between it and ambassade.

1693 LUTTRELL BriefReL (1857) III. 65 His arrears due on
his ambassady to Spain.

Ambassage, embassage>'m-,e-mbased.3).
Also imb-. [At fir^t accented am-, cmba'ssage

(Sidney, Marlowe, Drayton, Sandys, Quarles, Col-

vill, Marvell), but embassage in Shakspere. Of

Eng. formation, not found (like Attfdgv, message}
in Fr. or any Rom. lang., but not formed on a word

already in Eng. (like parentage, breakage] : see

-AGE. May have been formed on Fr. atrbasse

(: L. ambaxia, ambactia], or med.L. vb. ambassare,

amba^sidre, or by simple analogy on ambass-iate

(cf. vicariate, vicarage}, or by taking ambuss- as a

verb stem (as if atnbasrate, -et, -ed were pa. pple.)-
The spelling EMBASSAGE is more common.]
fl. The sending or dispatch of ambassadors;

a mission. Obs.

1569 GOLDING tr. Heminges Postlll. 27 The Ambassage of

Christ . . when he sayth
' Go and preache.' 1596 DRAYTON

Leg. i. 765 Who on Ambassage to the Emperor sent. 1598
HAKLUVT I'oy. I. 150 One deceased by the way, . . and the

other remained sick . . so that ambassade took none effect.

1640 YORKE Union ofHon. 39 Knowing his troubles to arise

frum his Ambassage to the Lady Bona.

2. The message conveyed by an ambassador
;

the business entrusted to him.

1548 LATIMER Ploughw. (1868) 26 Troubeled wyth Lordelye
lyuynge . . burdened with ambassages. i$8oSiDNEY Arcad.
in. 275 Sent this ambassage in versified music, c 1600

SHAKS. Sonn. xxvi, To thee I send this written ambassage.
i6z8 WITHER Brit. Rememb. v. 1490 Let not my person
hinder my Ambassage. 1676 HOBBES Iliad ix. 167 That our

Ambassage may successful be. 1860 TRENCH Scrm. Westm.
Ab xii. 135 He sends the ambassage of his submission.

3. The position, or tenure of office, of an ambas-

sador ; ambassadorship.
1577-87 HOLtNSHEoCVfcnw.111. 1245 2Thisman ..beingyet

after hib ambassage treasurer. 1622 KACON ////. K//(l86o)

385 Urswick, upon whom the king bestowed this ambassage.
1632 PORV in Ellis Orig. Lett. \\. 273 III. 273 His lordship
had ended his ambassage with the King of Denmark. 1653
HOLCROFT Procopius 1. 15 Rufinu^ is coming in Ambassage.
4. A body of men sent on a mission, or as a de-

putation, to or from a sovereign, etc.

1605 Play ofStucley (1878.1 216 To my royal master Hath
honorable ambassage been sent. 1611 BIBLE Luke xiv. 32
Hee sendeth an ambassage [Wvcup, a messanger ; TINDALE,
etc., embasseatours ; Rtttm. a legacie], and desireth con-

ditions of peace. 1612 BACON Ess. (Arb.i 473 Yonder Men,
are loo Many for an Ambassage, and too Few for a Fight.

$. [See more fully under EMBASSAGE.]
1558 BP. WATSON Seven Sacram. xiv. SsVsynge as it were

hys embassage to exhort you to be reconciled to him. 1663
GERBIER Counsel C iv a, Embassages and Negotiations

in

the Court of forraign Princes. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868)

I. vii. 443 Except your embassages have better success.

7-

1593-1620 R. HAWKINS I'oy. S. Sea 104 Ransoming of

prisoners, bringing of presents, and other imbassages.

Ambassate, variant of AMBASSIATE.

Ambassator, -atour, obs. ff. AMBASSADOR.

t Amba'ssatrice. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. AMBAS-

HATOR ;
with Fr. fem. ending -RICE.] An early

variant of AMBASSADRICE.
a 1641 FISET For. Ambass. (1656) 199, I answered that I

had brought the Ambassatrice a liberty of election from my
Lord Chamberlain whether she would be pleased to sit with

the great Ladies or apart.

fr Amba'ssatrix. Obs. rare 1
. [mod.L. fem.

of AMBASSATOR: see -Rix. Ambassiatrix occurs

in med.L.] = prec.

1638 HAKKR Balzac $ Lett. (1654) III. 13, I have not yet
scene the Ambassatrix.

Ambassed, -et, variants of AMBASSADE, -IATE.

t Aniba'ssiate. Obs. Also 5 ambacyat,
-assite, -assat(e, -asset, 5-6 -axat, -assiat; also

embassiate, embasset, imbasset. [ad. med.L.

ambassiata^ also -asciata, -asiata, -asscata, -axiata,

-assafa, -axata, for *ambactidta : see AMBASSADE, a

doublet of thisword through Sp. and Fr., with which

the later forms of this were at length blended ;
also

AMBASSY from the cognate Fr. form.]
1. The business or message of an ambassador.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. 77 Now myn imbasset I have seyd to

vow thus. 1417 HEN. V in Ellis Orig. Lett. in. 26 I.6i Thatn-
bassiatours of oure Brothir the Due of Baire have been here
with us and doon theire Ambassiat. 1419 ASSHETON ibid.

n. 22 I. 73 When that he comes on his Ambassate. 1430
LYDG. Chron. Troy \\. xvi, Of one assent to make ambassyat.
c 1430 Boc/tas v. xv. (1554* 133 a, In this Ambasset . . had
none audience. 1440 SHIRLEY Detlie^

K. James (1818)23
Beyng in Scotteland, upon his ambassite. 1447 BOKENHAM
Lyvys of Scyntys 52 b, Whan the aungel thus his ambacyat
Had brefly doon. 1461 WYNDESORE in Paston Lett. 416 II.

52 Goyng uppon an ambassate to the Frenshe Kyng. 1513
DOUGLAS s&tieifvm. in. 108 Nowthir by ambassiat, message,
nor writingis. 1548 Ht^LLCAron. 847 Ambassiates, excuses,

allegacions.
2. A body of men sent on a message by a sove-

reign or other authority ;
an embassy.

1461 Paston Lett. 416 II. 52 We shall have a gret ambas-
sate out of Scotland. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xi. IvL 27 The
ambassiat that was returnit agane. 1529 RASTELL Pastyme
(1811) 101 They sendean embasset to Aecias. 1555 STEWART
Cron. Scotl. II. 221 Ane greit ambaxat suddanthe he send.

1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 140 Twenty persons of this

Ambassiate.

3. A single envoy or ambassador. [Fr. ambas-

sade (mascO, Pr. ambaissat. Cf. -ADE :

*.]

1470 HARDING Chron. Ixxxi, He . . sent his letters with his

Ambassatis. c 1520 State Let. in Burnet Hist. Re/. II. 95
The French king hath sent hither an Ambassiate, Mon-
sieur de Langes. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scotl. I. 55 The am-
baxat tuke leve and pasut hame.

Ambassy, embassy (ce-m-, e-mbasi). [a.

Ql'T.anibassJe (cwibaxfat enib&s<:ttt cnbasce}, cogn.w.
Pr. ambaissada, OSp. ambaxada, It. ambasciata;

L. *ambactidta : see AMBASSADE. In Fr. the native

ambasscc was afterwards superseded by ambaxade

(i5th c.), ambassade, ad. Sp. (see -ADE), whence

also G\\r ambassade, (Ambassee, ambassy, is not:

L. ambactia, ambaxia, which gave OFr. ambassc,

not adopted in Eng.) Commonly written EM-
BASSY ; Johnson considered the spelling ambassy

quite obs. ; see note under AMBASSADOR/]
1. The mission, function, or office of an ambassador.
1600 HOLLAND Livy vn. xxx. 269/1 The people of Capua

hath sent us in ambassie \legato$\ unto you. 1664 MARVELL
Corr. Wks. 1875 II. 148 Having destinated him for this Am-
bassy. c 1690 TEMPLE Pop. Discont. Wks. 1731 1. 264 During
my Ambassles abroad. 1732 BERKELEY Min. Philos. II. 38
The Son of God, upon an ambassy from Heaven.

2. The message brought by an ambassador.
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxii. 342 None better aun-

swerd Ambasies in whatsoeuer tongue. vfiftfjiANt&Ltonida*
vii. 128 Here, Persian, tell thy ambassy.
3. A body of men sent as ambassadors

;
an am-

bassador and his suite or surroundings.
1732 LEDIARD Sethos II. vii. 25 He even thought ofsending

an ambassy to him. 1851 HELPS Friends in C. I. 32 An
Eastern man, one of the people attached to their ambn^sies.

1863 KINCLAKE Crimea (1870) I. viii. 116 In the case of Sove-

reigns and their ambassies.

. [See more fully under EMBASSY.]
1588 SHAKS. L. L.L. (1623) i. i. 135 Here comes in Embassie

the French king's daughter. 1742 YOUNG AV. Th. n. 199 Sent

On his important embassy to man. 1839 KKIGHTLEV Hist.

Eng. I. 447 A joint embassy was then sent to the King of

Navarre to demand his neutrality.

Ambaxade, -at, obs. var. AMBASSADE, -IATE.

I! Alllbe (se'inb/). [Gr. dp&ij, Ion. for apfivv a

projecting lip or edge.] 1. Surg. (see quot.)

1711 in Loud. Gaz. mmmmdcccl\iii/4 This [reduction of

fractures] is not effected either by the Ambe or Comander.

1743 ZOLLMAN in Phil. Trans. XLII. 387 Among the

Machines which Art has invented for the performing of it,

the Ambe of Hippocrates is one of the most antient and most

famous. 1811 HOOPER Med. Diet., Ambe, an old chirurgical

machine for reducing dislocations of the shoulder, and so

called, because its extremity projects like the prominence of

a rock.

2. Anat. 'A superficial crest or eminence of a

bone.' Syd. Soc. Lex. 1879.

A'mbeer, -ia, -ier. t'Pro^a^y fr m <wib*'t

denoting its colour.' Bartlett.]

1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 464 Sprinkle strong ambeer over it,

made from tobacco trash. 1871 JOAOUIN MILLER in A the-

nxum 3 June 681 The bronzed mate . . Spirted a stream of

ambier wide Across and over the ship side.

Amber (ce'mbai), sb} Forms : 4 ambra, 5

aumber, -ur, ambyr, 5-7 ambre, 6 awmer, 5-
amber. Also 5-6 lamber, -re, lammer. [a. Fr.

ambre, cogn. w. Pr. ambre, Pr. and It, atnbra, Sp.

ambar, med.L. ambar, -are, -er, -ra, -re, -rum, a.

Ar^ri . \c. e-anbar, 'ambergris/ to which the name

orig. belonged ; afterwards extended, through some
confusion of the substances, to the fossil resin

'amber.* In Fr. the two are distinguished as grey,
and yellow amber, ambrc gris (' ambre proprement
dit'), and ambre jaune (sucdn}\ in mod.Eng. as

amber-gris and amber. In the north, dial, the

latter was formerly distinguished as LAMBER, a. Fr.

Vambre with article attached.]
I. A product of the whale.

1 1. orig.
= AMBERGRIS. (In 1 7th ^.grecce ofamber,

gris ambre, gray amber.} Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xni. xxvi. 463 The whale
haji gret plente of sperme . . and yf it is gaderid and dryeb,
it turneb to be substaunce of ambra [1535 ambre]. 1477
NORTON Ord. A Ich. in Ashm. ( 1652) v. 70 Amber, Narde, and
Mirrhe. 1587 HARRISON* England \. u. xx. 330 Induing the
fruits with the savour of muske, ambre, etc. i66a FULLER
ll'orthies i. 194 It is called Ambra-gresia^ That is, Gray
Amber, from the Colour thereof. 1670 COTTON Espertion in.

ix. 447 Some pieces of Amber-grfc, (or rather black Amber,
for it was of that colour). 1693 in BLOUNT Nat. Hist. 14
Great variety of Opinions hath there been concerning Amber.
Some think it to be a Gum that distils from Trees : Others
tell us, it is made of Whales Dung; or else of their Sperm
or Seed, fas others will have it,) which being consolidate and
harden'd by the Sea is cast upon the Shore. 1718 LADY M.
MONTAGUE Lett. I. xxxvii. 146 Slaves . . with silver censers
. . perfumed the air with amber, aloes-wood, and other scents.

b. attrib.

1634 HABINGTON Castara (1870) 85 A mighty showre Of
Amber comfits it sweete selfe did powre Vpon our heads.

1671 MILTON Samson 720 An amber scent ofodorous perfume.

t 2. "White Amber (med.L. ambra alba}: Sper-
maceti. [Confused with prec., as the '

sperm
*

of

a whale.] Obs. (See also 6.)
[Cf. 1598-1611 FLORIO, Antbra^ amber, also amber greece,

also the sperme ofa Whale called Spermaceti. 1611 COTGR.
Antbre blanc, white Amber.]

II. The resin.

3. A yellowishtranslucent fossil resin, found chiefly

along the southern shores of the Baltic. It is used

for ornaments ; burns with an agreeable odour ;

often entombs the bodies of insects, etc. ; and when
nibbed becomes notably electric (so called from its

Greek name ijb.tKTpov'}. (See also LAMBER.)
c 1400 Destr. Troy v. 1666 Bourdourt about all with bright

Aumbur. r 1450 Bk.Cnrtasyem,$i The wardropheherbers,
and eke of chambur Ladyes with bedys of coralle and lambur.

1463 in Bury Wills 15 A peyre bedys of ambyr with a ryng
ofsyluir. a 1529 SKELTON Elynour Rmnmyng 603 But my
bedes of amber, Here them to my chamber. 1552 HULOET,
Ambre called lambre or yelow Ambre. 1556 Richmond.
H'ills (1853) 89 One paire of long beads of awmer. i6oj

SHAKS. Hand. \\. \\, 200 Thicke Amber, or Plum-Tree Gumme.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. ii. 18 That Romane Urne . .

wherein were found an Ape of Agate, an Elephant of Ambre.

173$ POPE Ep. Arbuthnot 169 Pretty! in amber to observe
the forms Of hairs, or straws, or dirt, or grubs, or worms!
1794 SULLIVAN Vinv Nat. II. 27 Amber, when rubbed, was
observed to attract bits of straw, down, and other light
bodies. 1847 BLACKWELL Malet's North. Antiq. 374 Byron
caught him up, and . . preserved him, like a fiy in amber, for

future generations to wonder at. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.
I. n. ii. 54 Amber, science declares, is a kind of petrified resin,
distilled by pines that were dead before the days of Adam.

Oil of Amber: obtained by its dry distillation.

Spirit ofAmber : old name of succinic acid.

1551 ROBINSON Afore's Utopia (1869) 80 Fine linnen cloth

dipped in oyle of {printed or] ambre. 1737 GRAY Let. in

Poems (1775) 23 Not hartshorn, nor spirit of amber, nor all

that furnishes the closet of an apothecary's widow. 1879
Syd. Soc. Lex. , A mber . . is used to prepare oil of amber and
succinic acid.

1 4. A piece of amber used as an amulet to attract

lovers. Obs.

1604 DEKKER Honest VVh. 51 Pearles and Ambers, Shall
not draw me to their Chambers. 1691 Bagford Bal. \. 122

The fair Queen of Egypt she wore a Commode, On the top
of it was a lac'd Amber.

5. Jig. a. Referring to the property of amber as

enclosing and preserving insects of past ages.
1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks.Char. xii. 314 Full-fledged spe-

cimens ofyour order, preserved for all time in the imperishable
amber of his genius.
b. Referring to colour: Amber-coloured substance

or appearance.
1735 SOMFRVILLE C/iasc in. 173 In the full Glass the liquid

Amber smiles, Our native Product. 1830 TENNYSON Mmr-
garet i, The tender amber round, Which the moon about
her spreadeth. 1879 Lover's T. 32 The loud stream Ran
nmber toward the west. 1862 TYNDALL Mountaineer. \. 4
The amber of the western sky.

III. Extensions of prec.
6. An alloy of four parts of gold with one of

silver (L. electrum, Pliny, Gr. Tj\KTpov, f. ^\f'*Ta'p

bright, beaming as the sun, considered by some to

be the original sense in Gr. See Liddell & Scott.

Used also by the LXX to translate Heb. f)DITn

khashmal) whence in Vulg. and A.V.)
1*1400 Dcstr. Troy xv. 6203 A chariot full choise . . the

whelk full wheme, all of white aumber. 1430 LYDG. Chron.

Troy \\. xii, Like a foole . . That aumber yelowe cheseth for

the white. 1611 BIBLE Ezek. i. 4 Out of the midst thereof

as the colour of amber [WYCLIF electrej, out of the midst of

the fire.

7.= LiQUlDAMBER. (The poets vaguely confuse

this with senses I and 3. See amber-droppingt

weeping, etc. in C i
;
amber-varnish in C 2.)

xgl^.J. SANFORD Agrippas Van. Artes 15 The gumme
called Amber, groweth out of a tree. 1850 MRS. BROWNING

Comfort Poems I. 328 Let my tears drop like amber.

8. A local name of the plant called St. John's-wort.

1861 PRATT Flower. PL II. 14 Ilypericum perforation . .

In N. Kent, one of the common names of the species is Amber.

B. adj. [orig. attrib. use of sb. Cf. rose, pink,

orange, etc. ;
also Fr. amM.~\ Of the colour and

clearness of amber (sense 3), amber-coloured ; of a

clear yellowish brown.
c 1500 A Imanak

l

for 1 386
'

27 Uryne . . bat semes aumbre.

1594 GREENE Orl. Fur. (1861) in Where Phcebus dips his

amber tresses oft. 1599 George a Greene 63 Those hairs



AMBER.
of amber hue. 1610 Ifistria-tnast. ii. 6, I crush out bounty
from the amber grape. 1632 MILTON L'Allegro 61 Robed
in flames and amber light. 1671 P, R. \\\. 284 Choaspes,
amber stream. 1713 Lond. $ Country Rreiu. i. (1742) 25 Pale
and amber Ale. 1853 C. BRONTE yillette xvi. (1876) 164
Warm in its amber lamp-light. 1877 BRYANT Sella 96 The
sun Stooped towards the amber west. 1879 Miss 13 KADDON
Vixen III. 132 The Duchess's amber drawing-rooms. 1879
TENNYSON Lover's T. 10 Days Of dewy dawning, and the
amber eves.

C. comb, (chiefly in sense 3, sometimes i or 6).

1. General relations : a. aftrib. of material or

source, as amber beads, studs, mouthpiece, etc. ; b.

obj. genitive, and obj. of pple. or vbl. sb., as amber-

fishing, -dropping, -weeping, -yielding; c. similative,
as amber-clear, -like, -yellow ;

d. instrumental \v\\h

pa. pple., as amber-headed, -tipped ; passing into e.

synthetic derivatives, as amber-coloured (of amber

colour) -htted, -locked (having amber locks).

1449 in Test. Ebor. (1855} II. 156 A peir of awmbur bedis.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 58 With Amber Bracelets,
Beades, and all this knau'ry. 1711

'

J. DISTAFF' Don Sac/ie-

verellio 4 The Amber- Head has dropt from his Cane. 1865
Miss BRADDON Only a Clod iii. 15 The amber mouthpiece of
his pipe. 1620 Sivetnam Arraigned 11880) 12 Their very
breath Is sophisticated with Amber-pellets, and kissing
causes. 1637 MILTON Com. 863 Thy amber-dropping hair.

1596 FiTZ-CEFFREY^/r/". Drake (i^i) 88 Th' amber-weeping
Pegase-hoofe-made fount. i647CRASHAW Poems? (T.) The
soft gold, which Steals from the amber-weeping tree. 1850
MARC. FULLER Woman in igt/t C. (1862)207 When thoughts
flow through the mind amber-clear and soft. 1667 H. MORE
D^^|. Dial. v. x. (17 13) 434 This pure amber- like or transparent
Gold. 1817 COLERIDOBO& Leaves (1862) 226 They're amber-
like to me. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xxxiy. (1804) 225 An
amber-headed cane hung dangling from his wrist. 1588
SHAKS. JL. L.L. iv. iii. 88 An Amber coloured Rauen. 1713
Lona. # Country Breiv, \. (1742! 12 The amber-coloured Malt.

1729 SAVAGE Wanderer in. (JoD.) Yon amber-hued cascade.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. i. v. 26 Thy own amber-locked,
snow-and-rose-bloom Maiden.

2. Special combinations : amber-bush, a head
of amber-coloured hair, a youthful head ; amber-
crowned a. crowned or covered with amber hair

;

amber-drink, drink of amber colour and trans-

parency ;
amber Fauna, the animals of which the

remains are found in amber
;
amber fishing, fishing

or dredging at the bottom of the sea for amber
;

amber Flora, the plants of which specimens are

found in amber
; amber-forest, the primeval forest

from the trees of which amber exuded
;
amber oil

(see A 3) ;
amber pear, a pear with the odour of

ambergris, an AMBRETTE
; amber-plum ;

amber-
varnish, made of liquid amber or copal. Also

AMBER-SEED, AMBER-THEE, q.v.
1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 471 A gray-beards wisedom in

an amber-bush. 1580 SIDNEY .^r^W. (1622)425 Bending her
amber-crowned head ouer her bedside. ,/ 1626 BACON (J.*,

AH your clear amber-drink is flat. 1880 Cope's Tobacco PL
Oct. 531/1 Treating of the Amber Flora and the Amber Fauna.
1828 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 94 The savage Prussians with
their amber-fishing. 1854 T. R. JONES in Q, Jrnl. Geol. S.

X. it. 4 Twigs of Thuiaocciden(alis(fo\\r\<\ in the Amber-flora).
Ibid. X. n. 3 A similar extension in former times of the Amber-
forests. 1741 Compl, Fam.-Picce n. iii. 388 Amber Pear,
Muscat Robine, Poir sans Peau. 1718 MRS. EALES Receipt
25 Take the green Amber Plum, prick it all over with a Pin.

1867 J. HOGG Microsc. i. ii. 155 The wood having been pre-

viously lightly inked with printers' ink or amber-varnish.

t A'mber, $b2 Obs. [OE. amber, omber, -or,

earlier dmb&rt cogn. w. OS. embart -ber, OHG.
einpart eimpart eimber, eimer (mod.G.'ffW); ac-

cording to Grimm, f. an one + -ber from beran to

bear; though perh. orig. an adaptation of L. am-

phora, f. Or. afjLtyopevs, assimilated to a Teut. form
and meaning. App. not used in Eng. since 1 100

;

but preserved in old documents in L. form ambrat

and hence in Spelman, Blount, and other Diets.]
1. 'A vessel with one handle*; a pail, bucket,

pitcher, urn.
<T700 Epinal Gl. (O. E.T. 106) Urna, ambsr; Erfurt Gl.

omuar; Corpus Gl. amber. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xiv.

13 Ombor full waetres (Vulg. laguenam aquae; Ags. Gosp.
waner-flaxan]. Ibid. Luke xxii. 10 Ombor full waetres [Vulg.
amphoram aqua! ; Ags. Gosp. waeter-buce].

2. A liquid measure
;
a pitcher, a cask.

6o4-*gC0(f. Dipl. No. 460, xxx ombragddesUuelescesaloK
&et Hmpnad to xv mittum. cg$o Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xvi. 6
Hundteantih ombras oeles [Vulg. codos ; Ags. Gosp. sestra ;

Hatton sestres]. ciooo ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wright Voc. 24/2
Batus, amber.

3. A dry measure of four bushels. (See Introd. to

Domesday I. 133.)
r88s K. ALFRED Oros. i. i. 15 Tyn ambra fe5ra. 1691

BLOUNT Law Diet., Atnbra, a Vessel among our Saxons . .

I have seen in an old Deed, mention otAmfra Satis* 1873
E. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. \\. 68 The amber . . was a measure
of 4 bushels in the i3th century by the London Standard.

t A'mber, sb^ Obs. form of AMBRY. [Cf. OFr.
armaire, aumaire.]
i3 Rites ff Mon. Ck. Durham (1842! 2 The severall

lockers or ambers for the safe keepinge of the vestments.

Amber (armbai), v. rare exc. in pa. pple. am-
bered.

[f.
the sb. Cf. Fr. ambrer, pa. pple, ambrj.]

1. To perfume with ambergris.
1616 BEAUM. & FLET. Cust. Country m. ii, Be sure The

wines be lusty, high, and full of spirit, And amber'd all.

269

a 1648 DIGBY Closet Opened <i6j7\ You may strew Ambrcd
Sugar upon it.

2. To make amber-coloured.
1809 J. BARLOW Columh. iv. 548 The sand-sown beach, the

rocky bluff repays The faint effulgence with their amber'd
rays.

3. To preserve in amber.
1882 H. MERIVALK Faneit of B. II. n, ii. 155 Like the am-

bered fly . . incessantly wondering why he was anywhere.

Amber-days : see EMBER-DAYS.

Ambergris (cc-mbaigr/s)- Forms: 5 imber-

gres, 6 ambar-, -ber-gris(e, amber-de-grece, 6-8

amber-greece, 7 amber-greice, ambre-gris, am-
bragresia, 7-8 ambergrise, -griese, -greese, 7-9
ambergrease, 7- ambergris. Also 7 greece of

amber, gris-atnber. [a. Fr. anibre gris,
l

gray
amber,' as sometimes transl. To this substance
the name AMBER originally belonged ;

after its ex-

tension to the resin, awbre jaune or swein, the

amber proper was distinguished as anibre gris,
which has become in Eng. its regular name. The
spelling variants are due to attempts to explain

gris, as grease, Greece (usual in i7th c.), etc.]
A wax-like substance of marbled ashy colour,

found floating in tropical seas, and as a morbid se-

cretion in the intestines of the sperm-whale. It

is odoriferous and used in perfumery ; formerly in

cookery.
1481-90 Howard Hoitseh, Bks, (1841^ 202 Imber-gres j. !b.

price xij.d. 1533 EI.YOT Cast. Heltli 11541) 68 Con fortalives

of the Harte hotte . . Ambergrise, etc. 1542 BOORDE Dyctary
viii. (1870) 249 Perfumed with amber-degrece, 1576 BAKKR
Gemer's Jewell of Health 85 'i Adde both musk and ambur
greece. i6o4l)KKKKR Honest \\>~h. 49 He smells all of Musk e

and Amber greece. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xx. (1748; 337
Their lips they sweet'ned had with costly ambergrease. 1614
W. BARCLAY in James Ts Counterbl.(Ar\).) 116 Is not Amber-

greesc coastly? 1616 R.C. Times' Whistle iii. 978 His beard,

perfumde with greece of amber. 1624 IJ. JONSON Xeptunc's
Triumph^ Why do you smell of amber-grUe, Of which was
formed Neptune's niece? 1654 LESTRANGE Charles /, 136

They perfumed this respect with presenting to [their Majes-
ties] a massive piece of Ambre Gris. 16578. COLVIL IVhigs
Suppl. (1751) 36 Why devils music do not please? What
sort of thing is Ambergrease? 1662 H. STUBBE Ind. Nectar
iii. 45 Spicery lunder which I comprise Amber-griese, and
Musk). 1671 MILTON /'. R. n, 341 In pastry built, or from
the spit, or boiled, (irls-amber-^team'd. 1673 Pliil. Trans.
VIII. 6115 Amber-Greece is not the Scum or Excrement of
the Whale, etc. 1680 MORDKN Geog. AY<r. (1685! 407 There
is also found .. Amber-greice. 1687 SEDLEY Bcllam. iv. i,

Breakfast .. upon new laid eggs, ambergrease and gravy.
1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. 11737) '*! 207 Some wonderful rich

dainty, richer than amber-grecse. 1712 tr. Pomct's Hist,

Drugs I. 19 Everybody now rejects Musk and Ambergriese.
1713 DERIIAM Pltysico~TheoL iv iv. 138 A piece of Amber-
greece suspended in a pair of scales, lost nothing of its

weight in 3^ days. ^1720 POPE in Swift's Jf^s. (1841) 1.837
Praise is like ambergris ;

a little whiff of it, by snatches, is

very agreeable ; but when a man holds a whole lump of it

to his nose, it is a stink and strikes you down. i774GoLDSM.
Nat. Hist. II. 228 Discovering the manner of preparing
ambergrease. 1783 Phil. Trans, LXXIII. 226 Ambergrise,
or properly speaking Grey A tuber, is a solid, opaque, in-

flammable substance. 1791 Ibid. LXXXI. 47, I thinkamber-

gris most likely to be found in a sickly fish. 1849 MACAUI.AV
Hist. Eng, I. 442 Something had been put into his [Chas. 1 1]

favourite dish of eggs and ambergrease. 1874 HARTWTG
Aerial IV. ii. 24 Some papers perfumed with agrain of amber-

gris still retained a strong odour after 40 years.

Ambering (ce-mbarin), vbl. sb. [f. AMBER v]
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Ambering is used by some

writers to denote the giving a scent or perfume of amber to

anything.
A'mber-seed. [f- AMBER j.i in reference to

their agreeable odour and use.] An old name for

the seeds of Abeltnoschus tnoschatus, also called

Musk-seed, and Ambrette, used to perfume hair-

powder, pomatum, etc.

1787-31 CHAMBERS Cycl., Amber-seed <yt Musk-seed . . gives
a grateful scent to the breath.

A'mber-tree:. [f. AMBER sbl in reference to

the fragrant odour of its leaves.] A common name
of ihegeimsAntAosferMWii, consisting of evergreen
shrubs with leaves fragrant when bruised.

1847 CRAIG, Anthospcrmum, the Amber-tree, a heath-

looking shrub from the Cape of Good Hope.

Ambery (flrmbori), a. [f. AMBER ^.i-f-Y 1
.]

Of the nature or colour of amber.
1862 THORNBURY Turner 1. 89 A landscape-painter. . ad*

mired for a rich ambery tone he knew how to give.

Ambery, obs. form of AMBRY.
Ambes ace, ambes-as, obs. ff. AMBS-ACE.

t A'mbiate, z>. Obs. rare~ l
. [irreg. f. L. ambi-rc

(see AMBITION) + -ATE3.] To desire earnestly, be

ambitious of, ambition.

ifigsSpAAKB/Vtm. Devotion (1663) 162 You few that wisdom
above treasure prize, And ambiate the title of the wise.

Ambidexter (x^mbide'kstaj), a. and sb.
;
also

6-8 ambodexter. [a. med.L. ambidexter (used in

senses 2, 3)* f.arnb(t}- both, on both sides + dexter

right-handed. In i7th c. generally spelt ambo-

dexter, after L. ambo both.] A. adj.
1. lit. Right-handed on both sides, able to use the

left hand as well as the right.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 191 So may Aristotle say,

that only man is Ambidexter. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic.

AMBIDEXTRY
(1779) IV. xclx. 292 Being ambi-dexter, he raised . . a clatter

upon the turnkey's blind side. 1880 BI.ACKMORE M. Anerley
II. xvi. 283 With his left hand, for he was ambidexter . . he
caught up a handspike.
2. Double-dealing ; practising on both sides.

1613 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 186 To call . .an Attornie
Ambodexter, or to say that he dealeth corruptly. 1624 E. S.

in Shaks. Cent, Praise 154 These ambi-dexter Gibiomtes.
1705 HICKKRINGILL Priest-cr. \. 1 1721) 44 Nor Ambodexter
Lawyers take a Fee On both sides. 1856 DOVE Logic Ckr,
Faith i. ii. n. 2. 94 Tortuous and ambidexter sophistries.
3. Of or belonging to both hands or sides; two-

sided.

1806 W. TAYLOR Ann. Rev. IV. 228 Posted by double entry
with the ambidexter formality of an Italian ledger. 1839
SIK J. STEPHEN Ess. Eccl. Biog. (1850) II. 37 An ambidexter
controversialist, the English Church warred at once with
the errors of Rome and of Geneva.

B. sb. [The adj. used absol^\
1. One who uses the left hand as well as the right;

hence fig, a man of unusual dexterity.
1598 FLORID Ded. i If we be not ambidexters, vsing both

handes alike. 1615 CROOK E Body ofMan 732 A woman, saiih

Hipocrates, cannot be an ambidexter. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Sitpp. s.v., Surgeons and oculists are of necessity obliged to
be Ambidexters.

2. Law. One who takes bribes from both sides.

(The earliest sense in Eng.)
1532 L r

se of Dice Play 118501 17 Any affinity with our men
of law? .. Never with those that be honest. Marry! with
such as be ambidexters, and use to play in both the bands.

1652 BENLOWE Theoph. xm. xviii. 238 From costly bills of

greedy Emp'ricks free, From plea of Ambo-dextersfee. 1691
BLOUNT Law Diet., Ambidexter . . in the legal acception . .

1 hat Juror or Kmbraceor who takes Money on both sides for

giving his Verdict. 1809 [So in TOMLINS.)
3. A double-dealer, a two-faced actor, generally.
a 15S5 RIDLEY IVks. 27 They may be called neutrals, ambi-

dexters, or rather such as can shift on both sides. 1599
PiELE Sir Clyoiuon \Vks. III. 44 Such shifting knaves a.-, I

am the ambodexter must play. 1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb.
iv. 825 In this Battell I espy'd Some Ambodexlers, fight on
either side. 1703 DK FOE Rcf. Manners 93 Those Ambo-
Dexters in Religion, who Can any thing dispute, yet any
thing can do. 1864 SIR F. PAI.CRAVE Korm.fy Eng.\\\. 1-78

An Ambidexter, owing fealty to both Counts and not faithful

to either.

Ambidexterity (aMnbijdekste-riti,. [f. prec.
+ -ITY, after dexterity.]
1. The power of using both hands alike.

a 1652 BROME Court Beggar \. \, iqi Some Tellers Clearkc
to teach you Ambo-dexterity in telling money. 1753 CHAM-
BKRS Cycl. Snpp, s. v., Plato enjoins Ambidexterity to be
observed and encouraged in his republic. 1881 Times 2 Feb.

10/5 The single-stick play .. was remarkable for its ambi-

dexterity.

^fig. Superior dexterity or cleverness
;
shiftiness

or general readiness ; manysidedness.
1760 STKRNF. Trist. Shandy in. xxxvii. 103 Speculative

subtilty or ambidexterity ofargumentation. 1804 W. TAYLOR
Ann. AVf, II. 278 The idiomatic ambidexterity of a patriot
of both countries. 1858 Dt: QUINCEY A utobiog. Sk. Wks. II.

ii. 76 Presence of mind, and a general ambidexterity of

powers for facing all accidents.

3. Double-dealing.
X755 in JOHNSON. 1841 D'ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1859) I. 362

That intricate net of general misery, spun out of his own
crafty ambidexterity.

Ambidextral (seimbide-kstral), a. rare. [f.

L. ambidexter* -AlA] Belonging to both sides.

1871 EARLG PhihL Eng. Tong. 84 What may be called

the ambidextral adjective . .Thus Chaucer :

'

I say the woful

day fatal is come.'

Ambidextrous, -erous (stfmbidc'kstres), a.

[f. med.L. ambidexter + -ous.] = AMBIDEXTER.
1. Able to use both hands alike.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 188 Not considering ambi-
dextrous and left handed men. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.,

Women, according to the observation of Hippocrates, are

never ambidextrous. 1878 BRYANT Pract. Surg. \. 340 Every
ophthalmic surgeon should . . become ambidextrous.

Q.fig- More than usually dextrous, or clever.

1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. (1756) 117 Many, who are

sinistrous unto good actions, are ambi-dexterous unto bad.

1844 Blacku 1
, Mag LVI. 54 O many-sided, ambidextrous

Goethe.

3. Acting in two opposite directions ; and in

a bad sense : Double-dealing ; humouring both

parties.
1654 GATAKER Disc. Apol. 77 An ambidextrous Trick . . of

divers persons in the same familie adhering some to one

partie and some to another, a 1768 STERNE Pol. Romance
(1774)316 A little, dirty, pimping, pettifogging, ambidextrous
fellow, a 1847 CHALMERS Posth. Wks. 1. 22 Rebuking Peter

for his ambidextrous policy between Jews and Gentiles.

1858 J. MARTINEAU Stud. Chr. 279 Jt would be hypercritical
to complain of the antithesis of understanding and feeling,
sense and soul. But to an exact thinker . . an ambidextrous
intellect is no intellect at all.

A:mbide*xt(e)rously, adv. [f.prec.

In an ambidextrous manner
;
with both hands

;

with more than usual dexterity ; cunningly.
1791-1823 D' ISRAELI Cur. Lit.^g To prove himself not to

have been t he author,(he]ambidexterously published another.

1837 Blacfav. Mag. XLI. 439 Ambidexterously plying her

knitting-needles.

A'nibide-xtrousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being ambidextrous

; ambidexterity.

1711 in BAILEY. i88x*SVx/. Rev. No. 1323. 301 The remark-

able ambidextrousness which he shows.

t A'mbide'xtry. Obs* rare-1
. In 7 ambo-.



AMBIENT.

[ad. med.L. ambidcxtria, f. ambidexter^ Double-

dealing. Cf. AMBIDEXTER B 2.

1611 Brie/ in yd Rep. R. Comm. Hist. MSS. (1872) 58/1
For ambodextry and disturbing the King's service, and
threatening the jurors.

Ambient (armbient), a. and sb. [ad. L. ambient-
em pr. pple. of ambire to go about, f. amb- on both

sides, round, about + f-re to go. Cf. It. ambicnte
bef. 1600.] A. adj.

fl. Turning round, revolving. Qbs. rare.

1614 CHAPMAN Otiyss. i. 28 The point of time wrought out

by ambient years. 1620 Homers Hymns Ep. Ded., Of
all arts ambient in the orbe of Man.
2. Moving round, circling about (something), rare.

1655-60 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. (1701) 64/1 The ambient
aether . . by the swiftness of its Motion, snatcheth up Stones
from the Earth. 1693 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. 234 That the

planets should naturally attain these circular revolutions . .

by impulse of ambient bodies. 1834 DISRAELI Rev. Epick
\. xxx, 15 Ye ambient Winds, That course about the quarters
of the globe.

3. Lying round, surrounding, encircling, encom-

passing, environing.
1596 BELL Sun'. Pofiery 1. 1. xvi. 69 As well for the ambient

restraint. 1658 SIR T. BROWNS Card. Cyrus i. 103 The tree

of knowledge was placed in the middle of the Garden, what
ever was the ambient figure. triysoSHENsroNE Elegy ix. 38
Exalted to yon ambient sky. 1784 BOSWELL Johnson (1816)
IV. 428 A captive in thy ambient arms. 1850 BLACKIE
SEsdtylns II. 37 With echoing groans the ambient waste
bewails Thy fate.

4. csp. Surrounding as a fluid; circumfused.
1605 BACON' Adi\ Learn. (1640* 201 Consumption is caused

by . . Depredation of innate Spirit, and Depredation of am-
bient Aire. 1667 MILTON /'. L. vi. 481 Opening to the am-
bient light. 1711 POPE Temp. Fame 26 Whose tow'ring
summit ambient clouds conceal'd. 1806 VINCE ffydrost. xi.

no If the plate be cold, and the ambient fluid be warm.
1866 KINGSLEY Herew. v. 104 It diffused a delicate odour
through the ambient air.

5. Rounded like a solid body. rare.
1801 FUSELI Lect.Art\. 11848} 360 He who decided his out-

line with such intelligence that it appeared ambient, and
pronounced the parts that escaped the eye.

f 6. Ambitious, aspiring. (A Latimsm.) Obs. rare.

1647 N. BACON Hist. Disc. hi. 12 The Clergy . . soon began
to be ambient and conceipt a new Idea of deportment.
HAs an epithet of the air, often ignorantly put

for 'limpid,' or otherwise misused.

B. sl>. [The adj. used absol^\

f 1. A canvasser, suitor, or aspirant. Obs. rare.

1649 BP. HALL Confirmation (ib^.}
16 What Fair-like con-

fluences have we there seen of zealous ambients?
2. An encompassing circle or sphere.
1624 WOTTON Elem. Archtt. (1672) 7 The aire.. being a

perpetual ambient and ingredient. 1657 TOMMNSOX Kenan's

Disp. 547 They are broad, asperated about their ambient.

1864 MAcVicAR in Reader IV. 679/1 Atoms or molecules
have extensive atmospheres or ambients of some kind.

3. Astral. The ambient air or sky.
1686 GOAD Cfleit. Bodies in.iii 472 Tj and <$ , by the Repe-

tition of the Aspect, may sometimes disturb the Ambient
above a year. 1868 GEO. ELIOT S^. Gypsy 193 For the am-
bient. Though a cause regnant, is not absolute.

t Ambifa'rious, a. 0/v.~ [i.'L.atnbifari-us
two-sided, of double meaning -t- -ous.] 'Double,
or that may be taken both ways.' Blount Glossogr.

1656; whence in Bailey 1721.
t A'mbiform, a. Obs.- \w\.\J.*ambiform-is

(in adv. ambiformiter], f. amb(i}~ both + -formis

-shaped.] 'Having a double form.' Bailey 1721.
t A'ttlbigate, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [irreg. f. L. am-

bigere to go round (taken i& = ambirc\ see AMBI-

TION) + -ATE3.]
- AMBIATE.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Pet. i. 6 There are some things,
wherein it is no godliness to ambisate a likeness to God.

Ambigenal (a&mbrds&i&l), a.
[f. (by Newton)

L. ambigen-us of two kinds, mongrel (f. amb(t}-
both + -gen-us -born, -natured : see -GKNOUS) + -AL1

.

Absurdly referred by some to genu a knee
!]

Of
two kinds, hybrid. (Used by Newton to describe

one kind of hyperbola.)
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Hyperbola, Ambigenal Hyper-

bola is that which has one of its infinite legs inscribed and
the other circumscribed.

AmbigenoUS (scmbi-d^enQs), a. [mod. f. L.

ambigen-us (see prec.) + -ous.] Of two kinds
;

spec, applied, after Mirbel, to a multifoliate calyx,

externally leaf-like and internally petaloid,
1850 HENSLOW Diet. Bot^Amhigemts. 1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t A'mbigU. Obs. [a. mod.Fr. in same sense:

prop. adj. = AMBIGUOUS.] An entertainment at

which the viands and dessert are served together;
or at which a medley of dishes are set on.

,160. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suj>p, t Ambigu denotes a kin
of mixed entertainment, wherein both flesh and fruit are
served together.

i Ambi'gual, </. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. ambigtt-ns

AMBIGUOUS + -AL1
.]
= AMBIGUOUS.

1683 CHALKIIIU. Thealma <y Cle. 163 Wherefore he By
some ambigual discourses thought It best to let him know
the news he brought.

t Ambigue, Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. ambigtt-us,

or ' Fr, ambigu] = AMBIGUOUS.

270

,7 1733 NORTH Examen n. v. F 19. 327 A clear Explication
of

*

running d<rwn t

'

an ambigue Term of the Author's.

Ambiguity (aembigiw-Hi). Also 5-6 amby-
guyte, etc. [?a. Fr. ambigu'ite (i6th c. in Littre)
ad. med.L. ambiguitdt-em, n. of state f. ambigu-its
AMBIGUOUS.]
f 1. Subjectively: Wavering ofopinion ; hesitation,

doubt, uncertainty, as to one's course. Obs.
c 1400 Beryn 2577 Dout, pro, contra, and ambiguite. 1426

Pol. Poems II. 131 To put away . . Holy the doute and the

ambyguyte'. 1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 10 If deficultye or

ambyguy te and dout were vpon ony artycle. c 1534 tr. Polyd.
Verg., Eng. Hist. I. 160 Hee beganne to stande in great
ambiguitee of his saftie. (1590 MARLOWE Fausttis i. 78
Shall I make spirits fetch me what I please, Resolve me of
all ambiguities?
1 2. concr. An uncertainty, a dubiety. Obs.

1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Man. (1631) 369 Here riseth an ambi-
guity of no small importance. n0BBlULMKAU. CaVMCT. Bps.
iv. 99 And this was the onely question or ambiguity which
was moved.
3. Objectively : Capability of being understood

in two or more ways ; double or dubious significa-

tion, ambiguousness.
1430 LYDG. Bochas vi. ii. (1554) 1483, To auo'ide al ambi-

guitie, To declare the summe of mine entent. 1549 Compl.
Scot I. x. 83 Appollo gaue . . ane doutsum ansuerc of ambi-

guite. 1675 BAXTER Cath. ThcoL i. I. 57 The Schoolmens
contention whether the Son be freely begotten, and the Holy
Ghost freely procceed, ariseth from the ambiguity of the
word free. 1768 HLACKSTONE Comm. II. 71 The king . . took
a handle from the ambiguity of this expression to claim them
both. tSwMACAULAY/ftf/. Eng. II. 665 To clear the funda-
mental laws of the realm from ambiguity. 1866 ARGYLL
Reign of Law ii. (ed. 4> 99 Confusion of thought arising . .

out of the ambiguity of language.
4. concr. A word or phrase susceptible of more

than one meaning ;
an equivocal expression.

1591 HORSEY Trav. (1857)207 This Emperowr reduced the

ambiguities and uncertanties of their lawes . . into a most
plain forme. x668DRYDEN Evenings Lore $6 Give me your
hand, and answer me without Ambages or Ambiguities,
1699 BENTLEY Phnl. 298 What a wretched Ambiguity would
be here .. unworthy of so elegant a Poet? 1871 MARKBY
Klein. Law 415 Those plausible ambiguities which not in-

frequently occur in English law.

AmbigUOUS (sembrgi|3s), a.
[f.

L. ambigit-us
doubtful, driving hither and thither (f. ambig-ere,
f. amb- both ways + ag-ere to drive) + -OUS.] The

objective meanings, though second in Latin, seem
earliest in Eng.

I. Objectively.
1. Doubtful, questionable; indistinct, obscure, not

clearly defined.

1528 MORE Heresyes iv. Wks. 1557, 247/2 If it wer nowe
doutful & ambiguous whether the church of Christ wer in

the right rule of doctrine or not. 1573 MURRAY Let. in

Wodrow Soc. Misc. (18441 2&9 Cairfull for the gude ordour
of the Kirk in thingis ambiguouss. c 1800 K. WHITE Con-

tempi. 133 Faint ambiguous shadows fall. 1851 RDSKIN Mod.
Paint. I. n. 2. v. 10 Even the most dexterous distances of
the old masters . . are ambiguous.
2. Of words or other significant indications: Ad-

mitting more than one interpretation, or expla-
nation

;
of double meaning, or of several possible

meanings ; equivocal. (The commonest use.)

1532 MORE Confift. Tindalc Wks. 1557, 437/1 This englishe
word knowledge is ambiguous and doubtfull. 1589 PUTTEN-
HAM Eng. Poesie (1869) 267 The ambiguous, or figure of sence

incertaine, as if one should say Thomas Taylersaw William
Tyler dronkc

t it is indifferent to thinke either th'one or
th'other dronke. 1671 MILTON P. R. i. 435 Answers . . dark,

Ambiguous, and with double sense deluding. 1752 JOHNSON
Rambl. No, 192 p8 The gentlemen . . irritated me with am-
biguous insults. 1853 MAURICE Proph.fy Kings xvii. 288, I

do not rest anything upon tenses. Every reader of the

prophets must feel how ambiguous they are. 1867 A. J. ELLIS
E. E. Pron. \. \. 25 The Welsh alphabet . . having only one

ambiguous letter, y.

3. Of doubtful position or classification, as par-

taking of two characters or being on the boundary
line between.

1603 FLORID Montaigne 1 1634"1294 Mung^rell and ambiguous
shapes. 1667 MILTON /". L. vn. 473 Ambiguous between sea
and land The river-horse and scaly crocodile. 1756 HUME
Hist. Eng. II. xx. 20 His character became fully known, and
was no longer ambiguous to either faction. 1839 MURCHISON
Silnr. Syst. 418 Stratified rocks of ambiguous character.

II. Subjectively.
f4. Of persons: Wavering or uncertain as to

course or conduct ; hesitating, doubtful. Obs.

iSS NICOLS Thitcyd. 175 (R.) People that be ambiguous or
doubtefulle. 1649 MILTON Eikonok. 259 Thus shall they be
too and fro, doubtfull and ambiguous in all thir doings.
5. Of things : Wavering or uncertain in direction

or tendency ;
of doubtful or uncertain issue.

1612 SHELTON Don Qitix. I. n. v. oo That she do favour
and protect him in that ambiguous Trance which he under-
takes. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby i. xii, The eddying tides of con-
flict wheeled Ambiguous. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Prom. Bti.

Poems 1. 184 Do not cast Ambiguous paths, Prometheus, for

my feet.

6. Hence, Insecure in its indications ;
not to be

relied upon.
1756 BURKE Subl. $ B. Wks. 1842 I. 26 The taste, that most

ambiguous of the senses.

7. Of persons, oracles, etc.: Using words of doubt-

ful or double meaning.
1566 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 370 To no point wald

sche answer directlie ; but in all thingis sche was . . ambigua.

AMBITION.
a 1700 DRYDEN (J.) Th' ambiguous god, who rul'd her lab'rirttj
breast, a 1725 POI-E Odyss. i. 490 Antinous . . Constrain'd a
smile and thus ambiguous spoke. 1864 SWINBURNE A talanta
1500 What mutterest thou with thine ambiguous mouth.

Ambiguously (sembrgi/^sli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY 2

.] In an ambiguous manner : t a. Hesitat*

ingly, doubtfully (obs.) ; b. With doubtful issue

(obs.) c. Indistinctly, obscurely, questionably ;
d.

In terms susceptible of more than one meaning.
iS79 W. FULKE Heskins'sParl. 151 Hee vseth the name of

bloud figuratmely, and ambiguously. 1606 in Misc. Scot.
I. 32 Valiantly and ambiguously was it foughten on both
sides. 1652 Seas. Expost. Netherl. 5 Promises of Neutralise
drawn up so ambiguously, as if they had come from jugling
Delphos. 1695 Lo. PRESTON Boeth. v. 222 This Prophet used
to speak ambiguously. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby \\. xxiii,

' Where's
Bertram? Why that naked blade?' Wilfred ambiguously
replied,

' Bertram is gone.' 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. xxiv. 433
One that you conceived worse than ambiguously disposed
towards you.

Ambiguousness (^mbi-giwissncs). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being ambiguous ; ca-

pability of being understood in various ways.
tfyftAwmadt/. Speeches Jesttitsj Mental equivocation, not

on the account of ambiguousness in the words . . but because
of a double sense in some Proposition. 1837 HALLAM Hist.
Lit. in. ii. 26 Close reasoning which . . yields to no ambigu-
ousness of language. 1861 GOSCHEN Foreign Exck.g$ The
ambiguousness of the term * favorable exchanges.'

[f.
L. amli(f}- both + liev-us left + -ous.] As it were,

left-handed on both sides
;
the opposite of ambi-

dexter.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 191 Againe, some are . .

Ambilevous or left handed on both sides. 1879 Syd. Soc.

Lex.i Ambilan'OHs, Having left hands only ; that is, clumsy.

t Ainbilogy. Obs.-" [f. L. amb(f)- both, on
both sides + Or. -A.o7<o speaking.] 'Talk of am-
biguous or doubtful signification.' J. (A needless

hybrid for AMBILOQUY.)
1656 in BLOUST Glossogr. 1731 in BAILEY ; whence in J., etc.

t Ambi'loquent, a. Obs.-" [formed as next +
-ENT, as in mamiloqu-ent, L. magniloqu-us] = next.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Awlntoqitent, that speaks doubt-
fully or two languages. [Not in JOHNSON.]

t Ambi'loquous, a. Obs.~ [f. med.L. ambilo-

yti-tis (f. amb(f)- both, on both sides + -lojuus
speaking, loqid to speak) + -ous.]

'

Using am-
biguous and doubtful expressions.' J.
1721 BAILEY,^! w;*;Voy;>;,double-tongued. [In mod. Diets.)

'Ambi'loquy. Obs." [ad.meA.L.anibilajuium
double-speaking: see prec. and -Y 3.] 'The use of
doubtful and indeterminate expressions ; discourse
of doubtful meaning.' J.

1731 BAILEY, Ambi/otjity, double-speaking. [Inmod. Diets.]

Ambiparous (*mbi-paras), a. Bot. [mod. f. L.

amb(i)- both + -par-us producing: see -PAKOUS.]
'Applied to a bud that contains the rudiments of

both flowers and leaves." Syd. Soc. Lex. 1879.

Ambisiiiistrpus (a:bi|sini-str3s), a. [f. L.

aml>(i)- both + sinister left + -ous.]
= AMBILEVOUS.

1863 LD. W. P. LENNOX
Bif>g.

Remin. I. 63 In wedlock, he
[Prince of Wales] . . was certainly more than ambi-sinistrous.

Ambit (re-mbit). [ad. i..ai6if-s a going round,
a compass ;

f. amb- about + itus going, f i-rc to go.]
1. A circuit, compass, or circumference.

'597 J- K' N'c Jonah (1864) 210 The very ambit of their walls
and turrets. l655Ot'CHTREDin Rigaud Corr. Sti. J/><i84i)
I. 83 The area of the whole circle is equal to the half ambitc
multiplied by the radius. 1686 GOAD Cclest. Bodies I. iii. 8

Prodigious Hailstones, whose ambit reaches five, six, seven
Inches. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Thcol. 43 [The earth's] Ambit
therefore is 24930 Miles. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sttppl. s.v., A
particular enquiry concerning the Ambit or circumference
of antient Rome. 1794!'. TAYLOR Pausamas II. 38 The am-
bit of each of the parts above the prothysis is thirty-two feet.

2. esp. A space surrounding a house, castle, town,

etc.; the precincts, liberties, 'verge.'
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. cxxix. (1405) 938 Am-

bitus is a space bytwene place and hous of neighbours of two
fote brode and an halfe ordeyned for a waye. 1753 CHAM-
BERS Cycl. Sitpft. s.v., It was frequent to inscribe the Ambit
on it [a saint's tomb], that it might be known how far its

sanctity extended. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872) II. 428
Within the verge or ambit of the king's presence.

3. The confines, bounds, limits of a district.

1845 STEPHEN Laws of Bug. II. 745 Districts lying within
the parochial ambit. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm, ff Eng. I.

240 Within the ambit of the ancient kingdom of Burgundy.
1876 K. DIGBY Real Prop. iv. i. 178 Whose tenements are

not within the ambit of the manor.

4.y?5'. Extent, compass, sphere, of actions, words,

thoughts, etc.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. col. 107 His great parts did not

live within a small ambit. 1859 Sat. Rez>. 19 Nov. 615/1 The
ambit of words which a language possesses. 1882 Times
10 Apr. 7/1 Misconception as to the ambit of this legislation.

Ambi'tient. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. med.L. ainbi-

tient-cm pr. pple. of ambitire to solicit, fawn on.]

(Used by confusion for) AMBIENT.
1657 TOMLINSON Kenou's Disp. 331 Long leafs . . whose

ambitient is rotund.

Ambition (sembrjan), sb. also 4-5 -cion, -oun,
ambitioun. [a. Fr. ambition (i4th c. in Litt.), ad.

L. ambition-em, n. of action f. ambt-re to go round

or about (see AMBIT), i. going round, 2. going
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round to canvass for votes, 3. eager desire of honour,

etc., 4. ostentation, pomp, 5. earnest desire gene-

rally. Of these, meaning 3 was first adopted in

the modern languages; 2 is a later literary adoption
directly from Latin.]
1. The ardent (in early usage, inordinate) desire

to rise to high position, or to attain rank, influence,

distinction or other preferment.
1340 Ayenb. 22 Ambicion, bet is kuead wilninge he^e to

cliue. c 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. \\\. viii. 323 Vicis . . as pride, am-
bicioun, vein glorie. 1593 NASHE Christ's Teares $\ a, Am-
bition is any puft vp greedy humour of honour or preferment.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. n. 1.22 Lowlynesse is young Ambition's
Ladder Whereto the Climber vpward turnes his Face. 1613

Hen. VIIIt in. ii. 441 Cromwel, I charge thee, fling away
Ambition, By that sinne fell the Angels. 1621 FLETCHER Jil.

Princ. in. i, Love and Ambition draw the devils coach. 1771
yitnins Lett. xlix. 254 That kind of fame to which you have
hitherto directed your ambition. 1821 BYRON Cain ii. ii, Dust !

limit thy ambition. 1866 W. ALGER^W/V. Nat. fy Man in. 120

Aspiration is a pure upward desire for excellence, without

side-references; ambition is an inflamed desire to surpass
others. 1883 GLADSTONE Sp. in Par/. 26 Apr., A seat in this

House is to the ordinary Englishman in early life . . the high-
est prize of his ambition.

f 2. Ostentation, display of the outward tokens
of position, as riches, dress; vain-glory, pomp. Obs.

1382 WVCLIF Acts xxv. 23 Agrippa and Bernyce camen with
moche ambicioun, or pryde of staat. a 1631 DONNE Serin,
Ivii. 579 a, Costly and expensive ambitions at Court.

3. A strong or ardent desire of anything considered

advantageous, honouring, or creditable. Const, of
(rarely for) a thing, to be or do something.
1607 BACON ss. t Ambition (Arb.)226 It is lesse harmefull,

the Ambition to prevaile in great Things, then that other, to

in every thing. 1610 SHAKS. Temp.\, ii. 482, 1 haue no
To see a goodlier man. 1737 POPB Lett. Pref., A
unbition ofWit, or affectation of Gayety. 1756 BURKE

Ptat. Soc. Wks. I. 22 The pitiful ambition of possessing
five or six thousand more acres. 1770 LANGHORNE Plntarck's
Lives (1879) 11.898/2 Some populous town which has an ambi-
tion for literature.

4. The object of strong desire or aspiration.
1602 SHAKS. Haml in. iii. 55 My Crowne mine own Am-

bition and my Queene. 1798 FEKRIAR Illustr. Sterne i. 21

To jest was the ambition of the best company. i8S7RusKiN
Pol. Econ. Art. 37 Their pleasure is in memory, and their
ambition is in heaven.

't'S. Canvassing, personal solicitation of honours.

(L. ambitio.) Obs.

1531 ELVOT Governor in. xvi. (R.) Certayne lawes were
made by the Romaynes .. named the lawes of ambition.

1671 MtLTOHiSdMAM 246, I. on the other side, Used no am-
bition to commend my deeds \&]-j HoussaiesGovt. Venice

13 This bartering and ambition of Office was forbidden.

Ambition (aembijsn), v. [a. Fr. ambitionne-r,
f. ambition

;
cf. raisonner to reason, f. raison reason.]

*t* 1. To move to ambition, to make desirous. Obs.
<7i6z8 F. GREVILLE Life of Sidney Ded. , Who hath am-

bition'd me to make this offering.

2. To be ambitious of, to desire strongly, a.

Const, simple obj.

1664 MRQ. WORC. in Dircks' Lz/exvi'i. (1865) 270 Whatever
I have or do ambition. 1776 H WALPOLE in Last Jrnls.
(1850) II. 51 The Bishop of Chester had ambitioned the

Bishopric of Winchester. 1824 D'!SRAEU Cur. Lit. (1866)

365/1 Every noble youth . . ambitioned the notice of the Lady
Arabella. 1881 R PIGOTT in Macm. Mag. Dec. 174/2 The
Fenian leaders ambitioned not the extinction of landlordism,
but rather the reconciliation of landlords and tenants.

b. Const, inf. or clause.
1688 CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVII. 979 Each ambitionmg

to engross as much as they can. 1818 T. JEFFERSON Writ.

(1830) IV. 453 Who ambitioned to be his correspondent. 1871
H. SMART Cecile 5 Ambitioning that her lover should make
his mark.

t Ambi'tionat(e,///-a. Obs.rare-\ [f.prec.
+ -ATE (as if ad. L. ^ambitioncM-us}, latinized upon
Fr. ambitionnc (cf. moderate, mot/ere), or Eng. AM-
BITIONED, cf. destined, destinate] Sought with
ambition

; ambitiously desired.

1671 True Non-Con/. 30 The Garland ofMartyrdom became
a most Ambitionat Crown.

t Ambi'tionate, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. prec., or

latinized &&.};*. ambitionner', cf. compassionate^ =
AMBITION v. 2.

1659 GAUDEN Tears of Ch. 252 (D.") The petty Provinces of
their Parochial and Independent Episcopacies which they
so infinitely ambitionated.

Ambitioned (a'mbi-fand), ///. a. rare. [f. AM-
BITION v. +-ED.] Eagerly sought after or desired.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. iii. 70 The most coveted and
ambition'd dignity in the world.

Ambitioning (a-mbrjanin),///. a. rare. [f. as

prec.
--
-ING^.] Eagerly seeking or desiring.

1709 KENNET tr. Erasm. Morix Enc. 61 More the object of
a commiserating pity, than of an ambitiontng envy.
Ambitionist (aembi-Janist). rare.

[f. AMBITION
sb. + -IST.] One who is ruled by ambition.
1655 TRAPP Marrow of Auth. 11868} 812/1 Oh, therefore

that our aspiring ambitionists would but measure themselves
by their own model. 1657 Comm. Esther v. 5 Caesar Bor-

gia, that restless ambitionist. 1827 CARLVLE Misc. (1857) IV.
146 (D.) Napoleon . . became a selfish ambitionist and quack.
t Ambitionize (aembijanaiz), v. Obs. rare. [f.

as prec. + -iZE. Cited only in pa. pple.] To make
ambitious.
1600 TOURNEUR Transf. Metatn. xix. 128 Their minds am-

bitioniz'd do seeke her fall.
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Ambitionless (sembijanles), a. [f. as prec. -r

-LESS.] Void of ambition.
r8z8 POLLOK Course of Time in. (1860) 64 The simple hind

who seemed Ambitionless, arrayed in humble garb. 1829
GLEIG Chelsea Pens. 318, I am a poor ambitionless wretch.

t Ambitio'sity. Obs. [f. L,a//V/0j-wj + -iTY.]
The state of being ambitious ; ambitiousness.

BMSTEWART Cnw. Scot. III. 358 Ouir greit desyre of am-
bitiositie Causis richt mony ressoun for to tyne. 1731 BAILEY,
A tiibitiosity^ Ambitiousness.

Ambitious f&mbrjw),. ; also 4-6 ambicious,
cyous(e, etc. [ad. Fr. ambitienxt or its orig., L.

auibitios-Hs'. see AMBITION and -ous.]
1. Full of ambition, thirsting after honour or

advancement
; aspiring to high position.

1382 WYCLIF i Cor. xiii, 5 Not inblowyn . . not ambicious, or
coneitous of u<orschipis [Vulg. ambitinsa], 1484 CAXTOM
Cnrialf) Thambycious vanyte of the pepleof the court. 1538
HALE Thre Laives 1600, The first are nmbycyouse prelates,
1601 SHAKS. Jitl. C. \\\. ii. 95 Did this in Caesar seeme Ambi-
tious? 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 41 With ambitious aim Against
the Throne and Monarchy of God. 1711 ADDISOM .S/VtV. No.
256 P/ How few ambitious men are there, who have got as
much Fame as they desired. 1876 M 02 LEY Univ. Serin, iv.

79 An ambitious mind . . wants .success.

2. Strongly desirous (of something expected to

bring credit or honour), eager. Const, of (for obs.)
a thing ; to be or do something.
1513 MORE Rich. ///, Wks. 1557, 65/2 His owne ambicious

minde and deuise, to . . take himself the crown. 1600 SHAKS.
A. Y. L. ii. vii. 43 O that I were a foole, I am ambitious for

a motley coat. 1651 HOBIIRS Leviathan \, xi. 48 Men that

are ambitious of Military Command. 1653 WALTON Angl.
('877' 51 You are such a companion . . as makes me ambitious
to be your scholer. 1718 LADY M. MONTAGUE Lett. II. Ivi.

86 An ambitious thirst after knowledge. 1855 H. REED Lecf.

Eag. Lit. iii. (18781 100 The half educated are always most
ambitious of long words.

3.y%r. Erecting itself, as if aspiring to rise
; rising,

swelling, towering.
1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. \. iii. 7, I haue scene Th'ambitious

Ocean swell. 1605 R JONSON V'olpone \. ii. (1616)455 Hood
an asse . . So you can hide his two ambitious eares, And he
shall pa^se for a cathedrall Doctor. <'i73$ POPE Mor. Ess.

iv. 59 Helps th'ambitious hill the heav'ns 10 scale.

4. Of works of art, etc. : Displaying ambition or

aspiration on the part of the author
; aspiring or

pretending to take a high position.
1751 JOHNSON Rantbt. No. 156 7 2 The simplicity is em-

barrassed by ambitious addition 4
-. 1846 MILL Logic n. vii. 4

Put off the ambitious phraseology. Mod. This ambitious

attempt ended in failure.

f 5. Circuitous, circumlocutory, ambagious. (A
Latinism.) Obs. rare.

1656 Vinci. Jud. in Phcnix (17081 No. 24. 392 Your Worship
cannot expect either prolix or polite discourses upon so sad
a subject; for who can be ambitious in his own calamity V

f"6. quasi-J^, An ambitious man. Obs.
i 1430 LYIX;. Bochai vm. i. (1554* 177 a, The proud ambicious

called Domician. 1563 Homilies n. xxi. v. (1640! 307 A few
ambitious, and malicious are the authours . . of Rebellion.

Ambitiously (imbi-Jasli),^/^. [f.prec. + -LY-.]
1. In an ambitious manner ;

with eager desire of

attaining to high position or gaining advantage.
1413 LYDG. Pylgr. So-vte m. vii. (14831 54 They hauen set

their hertes ambiciously for to kepen and ussemblen sommes
of tresour. 1561 T. N[ORTON] Calvin's lust. in. 227 Nor am-
biciously gape for honors. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. i. i. 18 Princes,
thatstriue. .Ambitiously for Rule and Empery. 1655 FULLER
Ch. Hist, n. 70 Martyrdome, as it is not cowardly to be

declined, so it is not ambitiously to be affected. 1781 GIBBON
Decl.fy F. III. 116A croud of rivals, who ambitiously disputed
the hand of the princess. xSogWoRDSw. Waggoner \v t Guide
after guide Ambitiously the office tried.

2. With manifest effort to be something great ; in

bad sense, Pretentiously.
Mod. An address ambitiously worded. Ambitiously con-

ceived, but unsuccessfully carried out.

\ 3. By personal canvassing ; fawningly. Obs. rare.

IifgS
GRKENWEV Tacitus Ann. \\. \. 89 Neither did he ab-

staine from ambitiously courting the Senators.

Ambitiousness (aembrjbsnes). [f.
as prec. +

NESS.] The quality of being ambitious ; eagerness
to attain a high position ; pretentiousness.
1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. in Ashm. 1652 \. 13 It [Alchemy]

voydeth [/. e. nullifies] Ambitiousnesse. 1548 UDALL, etc.

Erasm. Paraphr. Mark Pref. 6 To litle to satisfie his am-
biciousnes. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug., City ofGod 218 Yet let

the love of righteousnesse suppresse the thirst of ambitious-
nesse. 1845 SHAW in Blacfew. Mag. LVIII. 34 Those who
measure the value of a poem . . by the pretension and am-
bitiousness of its form.

t A'mbitude. Obs.~ [ad. L. ambitfido, i. am-
bitus : see AMBIT and -TUDE.]

* A circuit or com-

passing round ;
also ambition.' Blount Glossogr. 1 68 1 .

t A'mblant, /// a. Obs. [a. Fr. amblant pr.

pple. of ambler, perh. identified with ambland,
north, form of pr. pple. : see AMBLING a.] Ambling.
ciyxt A". A/is. 3462 Mony fat palfray amblant, And mony

armed olifant. 1393 GOWER Con/. I. 210 Upon a mule white
amblaunte.

Amble (armb'l), v. [a..T?r.amble-r : L. ambuld-rc

to walk.]
1. intr. Of a horse, mule, etc. : To move by lifting

the two feet on one side together, alternately with

the two feet on the other
; hence, to move at a

smooth or easy pace.
e 1386 CHAUCER Clerkes T. 332 An hors snow-whit and wel

. AMBLING.
amblyng. c 1400 Beryn 940 As hors that evir trottid, trewlich
I yew tell, It were hard to make hym after to ambill well.

553 1'- WILSON Rhet. 66 Trptte sire and trotte damme, how
should the fole amble? that is, when bothe father and mother
were noughte, it is not like that the childe wil prove good.
1587 HOLINSHED Chron. II. 20/1 They amble not, but gallop
and run. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 328, I will tell you who
time ambles withal ; who time trots withal; who time gal-
lops withal

;
and who he stands withal. 1650 Ii. Discollim.

5 She ambles with one leg, trots with another. 1690 Land.
Gaz. mmdxc/4 1'1'he Mare] hath all her Goings, but ambles
most. 1703 STEELE Tender Hush. 11. i, A chariot drawn by
one horse ambling, and t'other trotting. 1812 COMBE (Dr.

Syntax)/*c/r;j^*e vm. 27 Grizzle, all alive and gay, Ambled
along the ready way.
2. Of a person : To ride an ambling horse, to ride

at an easy pace.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's ProL 838 What? amble, or trotte, or

pees, or go sit doun. 1568 Jacob fy Esau iv. iv. in Hazl.
Dodsl. 1 1. 235, I will amble so fast, that I will soon be there.

1676 WYCHERLEY Plain-Dealer iv, i. 55 Are all my hopes
frustrated? shall I never .. see thee amble the Circuit with
the Judges? 1742 FIELDING Jos. Andr. Wks. 1784 V. u. ii.

109 A grave serjeant at law condescended to amble to West-
minster on an easy pad. 1856 T. TKOLLOPE Cat/t. de Medici
246 [The] little ladies, as they ambled on side by side, at the
head of their gay cavalcade, a 1859 MACAI'LAY /fist. /-'. V.

306 William was ambling on a favourite horse . . through the

park of Hampton Court.

3. Hence, To move in a way suggesting the

motion or pace of an ambling horse. Said of

dancing, of the gait of an elderly person, or Jig.
of any easy motion.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. 7K, HI. ii. 60 The skipping King, hee
ambled vp and downe. 1612 DRAVTON Poly-alb. \. 7 The
Taue . easely ambling downe through the Deuoman dales.

1713 Rowt: Jane Shore i J.
> Make him amble on a gossip's

message. 1714 Spect. No. 623 p 16 A pretty young creature
who closed the Procession came ambling in. 1715 ADDISON
Dntwwen. i, She has . . play'd at an Assembly, and ambled
in a Hall or two. 1765 H. WALI-OI.E Qtranto ii. (1798.1 31
How fast your thoughts amble. 1812 COMBE i'Dr. Syntax)
Pictttre&qne xvn. 67 You shall soon Be ambling to some
pretty tune. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Toms C. xi. 92 A good-
natured but extremely fidgetty and cautious old gentleman,
ambled up and down the room.

Amble (Lvmb'l), sb.
;
also 4-5 aumble, 5 arnbil,

axnbel. [a. Fr. amble, f. vb. ambler : see prec.]
1. The pace described in prec. ^sense i) and

loosely, an easy pace.
(-1386 CHAUCER Sir Thopas 174 His steede was al dappul

gray, It goth an ambel [v.r. arnbil, aumble] in the way.
1598 11. JONSON /::-. Man in ///</. (J.i Out of the old hackney-
pace to a fine easy amble. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl, s. v., An
Amble is usually the first natural pace of young colts..
There is [now] no such thing as an Amble in the manage;
the riding-masters allowing of no other paces, beside walk,
trot, and gallop. 1840 UK KENS Barn, Rudge 11866) I. xiv.

65 The grey mare . . breaking from her sober amble into a

gentle trot. 1859 JKI>HSON Briffany viii. in The usual pace
of these animals [mules] is an amble, which consists in lifting
both legs on the same side at once.

2. Of persons : A movement in dancing or walk-

ing suggesting an amble; an artificial or acquired

pace.
1607 TouRXEfR Ret: Trag. HI. v. 84 Put a Reueller Out of

his Antick amble. 1632 NiASSlNGER Maid of Hon. \. ii, To
teach him his true amble and his postures When he walks
before a lady. 1819 SCOTT H'anhoe I, xii, 177 There is many
one of them upon the amble in such a night as this.

Ambleocarpous (ae
:

mbl/|0|kaMp3s), a. Bot.

[mod. f. Gr. d^#Ao-eff0cu to miscarry, come to

nought + KCLp-a-us fruit + -ous: the e in the second

syllable is not etymological.] Having the seeds

entirely, or in great part, abortive.

1847 ' n CRAIG. 1879 in Syd. Sec. Lex.

Ambler (armbba). Also 4-5 amblere, aum-
belere, 5 ambuler. [f.

AMBLE V. + -ER!.] One
that ambles

; hence,
1. An ambling horse or mule.
c 1386 CHAUCER ProL 469 Vponan amblere [T-. r. aumbelere]

esily sche sat. c 1449 PECOCK Repr, v. viii. 525 A man holdith

vp with the bridil the heed of his ambuler. 1464 Mann. $
Hotisch. Exp. 184, Ij. hawmbelerres koltes in Wensche
parke. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur n. xxviii. (1817) II. 47 He
mounted vpon a softe ambuler and rode to Kynge Marke.

1591 PERCIVALL Span. Diet., Awl'tador, an ambler, Crada-
rhts eqitns. 1630 How ELL Lett. 5 June, An ambler is pro-

per for a lady's saddle, but not for a coach. 1725 URADLEY
Fain. Diet. s. v. Horse, The Ambler is a little unapt to it

[galloping], because the motions are both one.

2. One who rides an ambling horse.

J737 HRACKEN Farriery hnpr. (1756) I. xix. 164 The Am-
bler had rid the Horse into the cold Water.

3. One who ' ambles
'

in dancing or walking.
1865 DICK ENS Mut. Fr. i. xi, The ambler took Miss Podsnap

for a furniture walk. Ibid., Georgiana having left the

ambler up a lane of sofa.

t AmblCTC. Obs. rare 1
, [prob. a. OFr. am-

blenre : L. amfatlatiira act of pacing, f. ambulare :

see AMBLE v.] An amble or ambling pace.
c 1380 Sir Fcrnmb. 344 Dvc Oliuer him rideb out of ^>at

pla.s: in a softe amblere, ne made he non ober pas.

Ambligon, obs. variant of AMBLYOON.

Ambling (K-mbliq), vbL sb. [f. AMBLE v. +
-ING 1

.]

1. Of a horse : Motion in an amble.

1580 HARET Alv. A 344 The pleasant pase or ambling of a

horse, Glomeratio. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. vi.

193 They move per latera, that is two legs of one side to-

gether, which is Tollutation or ambling. 17*5 BRADLEY
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Fam. Diet. s. v. Horse, Ambling ; which is chosen for Ease,
Great Men's Seats, or long Travel, is a Motion contrary to

Trotting. 184^ YOUATT Horse ii. 19 As for trotting, can-

tering, or ambling, it would be an unpardonable fault were
he ever to be guilty of it.

2. Of persons : Dancing or walking in an amble ;

tripping, gliding, walking affectedly.
1592 SHAKS. ROM. fy Jul. \, iv. ii, I am not for this am-

bling ; Being but heavy, I will beare the light. 1748 RICHARD-
SON Clarissa (i&n) 1.x. 65 What . . your uncle Antony means
by his frequent amblings hither. iSioCRABBE Borough xix.

35 Their wanton ambling and their watchful wiles. 1828
SCOTT F* Jlf. Perth xii,For all thy mincing and ambling.
3. attrib. (formally identical w. AMBLING///, a.)
a 1450 Knt. G. de la Tour d$68) g Sette a colte in aum-

blyng ringes, he wille use it whiles the! aren on. 1580 Tus-
SKR Hush. xcv. ii, Least homelie breaker mar fine ambling
ball, a 1635 CORBETT Poems 11807) 19 A wondrous witty
ambling pace. 1842 TENNYSON Lady of Shalott 11. 20 An
abbot on an ambling pad. a 1845 HOOD Paul Pry vi, Thy
pace, it is an ambling trot.

Ambling (se-mblirj), ppl a.
;

also 4 -ende, 6

north, -and.
[f. AMBLE v. + -ING2.]

1. Of a horse : Moving in an amble.

1393 GOWER Con/. II 45 On faire amblende hors they set.

c 1430 SyrGener. 4031 Thei set him on an ambling palfray.

1535 LVNDESAY Sat 3363. I let ^ow wit, I am na fuill . . I

ride vpon ane amland Muill. 1550 J. COKE Debate (1877)
1 18 Ambelynge hackeneys, and hobbes plentie. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry If. u.
jj. 320, I will rather trust . . a Theefe to

walke my ambling gelding then my wife with her selfe.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s v, The ambling horse changes
sides at each remove. 1822 W. IRVING Braceb. Hall xvi.

133 She rode her sleek ambling pony. 1836 HOR. SMITH
Tin Trump. I. 28 To those elderly gentlemen . . an ambling
nag ha.s always been an equestrian beatitude.

2. Hence, Moving with the gait or pace of an

ambling horse, whether with regard to alternacy,
smoothness, or affectation.

1612 DRAYTON Poly'Olb. xiv. 228 The ambling Streame.

1704 ROWE Ulysses i. u 308 Easie ambling Speeches. 1850
BLACKIE sEschylii* I. Pref. 14 Our own Anapaestic verse.,
has . . a light, ambling, unsteady air about it

t-3. Walking. Obs.
1600 FAIRKAX Tasso iv. xxvii. 60 Of their night ambling

dame, the Syrians prated.

Ambling-communion : see AMBULIKG.

Amblingly (ns'mblin.li'), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]
' With an ambling movement.' J.

II Amblosis (a-mblou-sis). Med. [Gr. au0\ucris

abortion, n. of action f. c\n8\u-fa9ai to come to

nought, miscarry.] Miscarriage, abortion.

1706 PHILLIPS, Amblosis, Abortion or Miscarriage ; an
abortive Birth. 1839 in HOOPER Med. Diet.

Amblotic (imbljrtik), a. Med. [ad. Gr. u/i-

0A.om(c-d? pertaining to abortion : see prec.]
A. adj. (See quot.)
1839 HOOPER Med. Diet., Atnblotic, having the power to

cause abortion. 1879 in Syd. Soc. I*ejc.

B. sb. A medicine causing abortion.

1706 PHILLIPS, A nibloticks. Medicines that cause Abortion.

1721 in HAILEY. [So in ASH, HOOPER, Syd. Soc. Lex.]

Alllblygon (armblig/n), a. and sb.
;
also ambli-

gon [a. Fr. amblygone, or ad. its original, med.L.

ambligdni-us, ad. Gr. aufikvyajvi-os obtuse-angled,
f. d^#A.i/-s blunt + fwvia corner, angle.]

f A. adj. Obtuse-angled. Obs.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas (1621^ 290 As the buildings
ambligon May more receive than mansions oxigon. 1796
HUTTON Matk. Diet, [see AMBLYGONAL].

B. sb. (at first used in L. form amblygonium.)
An obtuse-angled figure, esp. triangle.
1570 BII.LINGSLKY Euclid I. def. 28 An ambligonium or

an obtuse angled triangle. 1613 COCKERAM, Amblygone, A
flat Triangle. 1706 PHILLIPS, Amblygon, a Figure that has
an obtuse or blunt Angle ; any plain Figure, whose Sides

make an obtuse Angle one with another. 1711 BAILEY,

Amblygon, a Figure that has an obtuse Angle. [So in ASH,
and mod. Diets. J

Amblygonal (x-mblrgonal), a. rare. [f. prec.

+ -AL.] Obtuse-angled.
1731 BAILEY, Amblygonal, pertaining to an amblygon.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. I. 105 Ambligon, or Ambligonal,
signifies obtuse-angular. [Also in mod. Diets.]

t AmblygO'nial, a. Obs. ;
also ambli-. [f.

med.L. anibligoni-us, a. Gr. a/j./3\vyuivi-os (see

AMBLYGON) +-AL.] = prec.
1706 PHILLIPS, An Ambligonial Triangle is that which

has one obtuse Angle. 1721 BAILEY, Amblygonial [later edd.

Ambligottial}, obtuse-angular.

Amblygonite (ccmblrgonsit). Min. [mod. f.

(Ger. 1817) Gr. d/iUkvyum-os obtuse-angled + -ITE.]

A greenish white or sea-green translucent mineral,

occurring in obtuse-angled rhombic prisms, and

consisting of alumina, lithia, potash, soda, iron,

and fluoric acid; made by Dana the type of a

group.
1847 in CRAIG. 1868 DANA Min. 528 Phosphates, Arsen-

ates, Antimonates : I. Anhydrous . . vn. Amblygonite group.

t Ambly'gonous, a. Obs.
[f.

AMBLYGON +

-CDS.]
= AMBLYGONAL.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Triangle, If one of the angles
be obtuse, the triangle is said to be . . amblygonous.

II Amblyopia (sembli|0'pia). Path. [mod.L.,
a. Gr. a/i#At'tviri'a dimsightedness, n. of quality f.

d/i/3A.tnuiros, f. &nP\vs dull, blunt -I- an//,
urn- eye.

Cf. AMBLYOPY.] Impaired vision, generally from

defective sensibility of the retina, or cloudiness of

the media ;
the early stage of amaurosis.

1706 PHILLIPS, Amblyopia, Dulness or Dimness of Sight,
when the Object is not clearly discern'd at what distance
soever it be placed. 1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. ff Pkys. \\ .

1457/2 A bootmaker in Paris was attacked with amaurotic

amblyopia. 1883 O. W. HOLMES in Pall Mall G. 15 Jan.
1 1/2 The candidate to be proved free from colour-blindness

and amblyopia.

Amblyopic (tembli^-pilt), a. [f. prec. + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to amblyopia ;
of impaired vision.

1849-52 Toon Cycl. Anat. fy Pkys. IV. 1463/2 Compelled
. . to pursue their literary avocations. . by the aid of a dim
candle, and . . myopic and amblyopic in consequence.

Altlblyopy (a;'mbli|>pi, a'mbbi'Api). rare. Ang-
licized form of AMBLYOPIA. Cf. Fr. amblyopie.
1719 QUINCY Lex. Phys.'AIed, 14 Ainblyopy is the same

disease as Amaurosis. 1815 Encycl. Brit. I. 780 Amblyopy
among physicians, signifies an obscuration of the sight, so

that objects at a distance cannot easily be distinguished.

Ambo (rc'mbo). PI. ambos (-<7"z), also in L.

form ambo'nes. [a. late L. anibo (ainboii-eiti), ad.

Gr. anfiaiv : see AMBON.] Special name of the

pulpit or reading-desk in early Christian churches ;

' an oblong enclosure with steps usually at the two
ends.

1

Gwilt.

1641 MILTON Hist. Ref. I. Wks. 1847. 10/1 The admirers of

antiquity have been beating their brains about their am-
bones. 1673 CAVE Prim. Ckr. I. vi. 123 The Ambo or read-

ing pew. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. , In some churches
remains of the Ambos are still seen. 1864 \V. GRIEVE in

Vac. Tour. 427 In the centre is the ambo, marked some-
times only by a circle in the pavement, whilst at others it is

a platform of one, two, or three steps. 1881 STANLEY Ckr.
Inst. iii 55 In England the huge reading-desk or *pew'
long supplied the place of the old ambo.

Ambodexter, etc., obs. f. AMBIDEXTER, etc.

t A mbollt. Obs. rare. [a. ON. ambott, am-
bdtt, a bondwoman, handmaid ; cogn. w. Goth.

adbaliti, OHG. ampaht, OE. ambeht servant, at-

tendant ; L. ambactus : see under AMBASSADE.] A
handmaid, bondwoman.
c 1200 ORMIN 2329 Ice amm ammbohbt all bun To foil-

}henn Godess wille. Ibid. 2527 }ho se^de bat gho wass
Ammboht Drihhtin to ^eowwtenn.

Ambolic ^demb/J'Hk), a. [ad. Gr. d/i/3oAiK-os

contr. f. avapoKiK-us throwing up, f. dcd up + 0u\-

throw.]
'

Having the power to produce abortion.'

Syd. Soc. Lex. 1879.

Ambolife, -lyfe, var. EMBELIF a. Obs., oblique.

Ambon (armb/n). [a. Gr. a^aiv a rising, the

raised edge or rim of a dish, a raised stage or pul-

pit ; prob. f. ava-Ha- go up, rise.]

fl. = AMBO. Obs.

1725 tr. Dupin's Ecel. Hist. lyth C. I.v. 69 They mounted
the Ambon on Jnba, which was betwixt the Choir and the

Nave. 1794 Archaeol. XI. 320 Before this vault was also

placed the choir, with the ambon.

2. Aim!. ' The margin or tip of the sockets in

which the heads of the large bones are lodged.'

Hooper Afed. Diet. iSil. (So apliuv in Galen.)
AmbO'noclast. nonce-wet, [f. prec. after icono-

clast^ One who aims at the abolition of ambons.

1851 PUGIN Rood Screens 99 Modern ambonoclasts, unlike

their predecessors, confine their attacks to strokes of the pen.

t Ambose'XOUS, a. Obs.~" [f .L. ambo both +

SCJC-HS sex + -ous.] Of both sexes; hermaphrodite.
1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

Amboyna (wood) (xmborna). [from the is-

land of that name, one of the Moluccas.] The
wood of the Asiatic tree Pterospcrmum indicum

(N.O. Sterctiliacex}. Treas. Bot. 1866.

1879 Cassell's Tcehn. Ednc. IV. 168/2 Amboyna-wood . .

also called Vryabuca or Vryabooca-wood . . is beautifully
mottled and curled, of various tints from light red to dark

yellow. 1882 Daily Tt'l. 23 Nov. M(fo/.)Walnutwood chiffon-

nit-re, beautifully inlaid with amboyna and marqueterie.

t Ambraca'n. Obs.rare~ >

. [a. It. ambracane.]

Ambergris.
1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 274 With this they weigh amber,

corall, muske, ambracan, ciuet, and other fine wares.

Ambreada (ambr^a'da). [a. Sp. or Pg. ambre-

ada, f. Pg. ambre amber : see -ADE*.] (See quot.)
1815 Encycl. Brit. I. 784, Ambreada, thus they call the

false or fictitious amber, which the Europeans use in their

trade with the negroes on the coast of Africa.

Ambreate (ormbnV't). Chem. [f. med.L. am-
bre amber -H-ATE^.] A salt of Ambreic acid.

1839 HOOPER Med. Diet. 81 (ed. 7). 1863-79 WATTS Diet.

Chem. 1 . 165 Ambreate of potassium.

Ambreic (sembn" ik), a. Chem. [f.
as prec. +

-1C.] Of or pertaining to ambreine or ambergris,
as Ambreic Acid. (See also next.)

1831 URE Diet. Chem. 148 By this absorption of oxygen, it

is converted into acid which has been called ambreic acid.

Ambrein(cE'mbniin). Ghent, [a. Fr. ambreine,
{. ambre amber: see -IN.] A crystalline fatty sub-

stance forming the main constituent of ambergris.
1832 Rep. Brit.Assoc. (1835)528 Ambreic [Acid. Discovered

by]
Pelletier and Caventou. By treating ambreine with

nitric acid. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 165 Ambrein is per-

haps impure cholesterin.

Ambrette (umbre-t). [a. Fr. ambrettc, in form

a dim. of ambre : see -ETTE.]

1. A kind of pear with an odour of ambergris
or musk.
1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Pears, The Ambret is much

esteemed. 1768 MILLER Card. Diet (ed. 8) n A, Ambrette
. . so called from its musk flavour, which resembles the smell
of the Sweet Sultan Flower, which is called Ambrette in

France.

2. The seeds of a plant (Hibiscus Abelmoscfi-us)

grown in Egypt, Arabia, Martinique, etc., having
an odour somewhat between musk and amber, used

in perfumery.
1858 R. HOGG Veg. Kingd. 105 It is employed by perfumers

in the preparation of pomatums, powders, and perfumes, by
whom it is called Ambrette.

Ambreve, var. of ENBBEVE v. Obs., to inscribe.

Ambrite (KTnbreit). Min. [f. AMBER + -ITE,

min. formative ;
ad. Ger. ambrit 1861.] A yellow-

ish grey, sub-transparent fossil resin found in large
masses in Auckland, New Zealand.

Ambrology (Smbr^'lodji). [f. mod.L. ambra
amber + -(O)LOGY.] The natural history of amber,
its formation, flora, fauna, etc.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Ambrose (je'mbro"z). [a. Fr. ambroise: L.

ambrosia (see next.)]
1. Herb. An English plant: with some the Wood

Sage ( Teucrhim Scorodonia) ; with others, Cheno-

fodium Botrys ;
with both of which Teucrium

Botrys seems to have been in name confused.

1440 Promp. Pan>., Ambrose berbe, Ambrosia, Salvia
silfestris. 1530 PALSGR. 194/1 Ambrose, an herbe ache

champestre. 1548 TURNER Plant Names (188:1 76 Stachys
semeth to Gesner to be the herbe that we call in English
Ambrose. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 253 It is called in

woodde Sage, wild Sage, and Ambros. 1853 A". A-

VIII. 36/2 Herb Ambrose has a Greek origin,
indebted to the saint of tbat name:

1 2. The mythical AMBKOSIA. Obs.

1621 BTRTON Anat. Mel. m. ii. (T.) Ambrose it selfe was
not sweeter.

Ambrosia, (a'mbrou-zia, -^ia). [a. L. ambrosia, a.

Gr. a.p/3poaia, fem. of apjlpaai-os
'

pertaining to the

immortals' (f. apflpoT-os immortal, f.d not + uPporus
= uporos = fiopns mortal, root tnor- 'die') ;

used in

mythology for the food, etc. of the immortals, but

applied by Dioscorides and Pliny to one or more

herbs.]
1. In Greek mythology, The fabled food of the

gods and immortals (as in Homer, etc.).

1590 T. WATSON Pt>fms(iBjo) 169 NowMelibceus. . drinkes

Nectar, eates diuine Ambrosia. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne
(1634) 144 It is for Gods to mount winged horses, and to feed

on Ambrosia. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp., The Ambrosia
is commonly represented as the solid food of the gods. 1822

DE QUINCEY Confess. Wks. V. 104, I had heard of it as I had
heard of manna or of ambrosia. 1877 BRYANT Odyu. V.

115 A table where the heaped ambrosia lay.

\).fig.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. n. xxix, But he upon am-

brosia daily fed, That grew in Eden. 1629 MASSINGER
Picture in. v, To feed His appetite with that ambrosia due
And proper to a prince, a 1703 POMFRET Poet. Wks. (1833)

13 Ambrosia mixed with aconite may have A pleasant taste,

but sends you to the grave.

2. The fabled drink ofthe gods (as in Sappho, etc.).

1567 MAPLET Greene Forest Ded., Whose bread is Nectar,
and drink Ambrosia, a sugred and confect kinde of Wine.

1599 MARSTON Scourge of Vill. n. vii. 204 Eates Nectar,
drinkes Ambrosia, saunce controule. a 1625 FIETCHER Night
Walker \. 211 [A man that] cannot rellish Braggat from

Ambrosia.

3. The fabled unguent or anointing oil of the

gods ; alsoyf^.
1667 MILTON P. L. v. 57 His dewie locks distill'd Ambrosia.

1718 POPE Iliad xix. 375 And pour'd divine ambrosia in his

breast. 1791 COWPER Odyss. xvm. 236 Her lovely face She
with ambrosia purified.

4. trans/. A mixture of water, oil, and various

fruits anciently used as a libation ; also a per-

fumed draught or flavoured beverage.
1685 Gracian's Courtier's Orac. 201 Waters, which . . smell

of Physick, and they call them Ambrosia. 1725 BRADLEY
Fai. Diet. s. v. Juice, This Juice being well fermented and

prepar'd with Clove, Cinnamon, &c., would prove an Am-
brosia, that would not be esteem'd indifferent, by those who
do not care to drink Water. 1807 ROBINSON A rchzol. Grxca
m. ii. 195 They . . poured before it a libation called ambrosia,
which was a mixture of water, honey, and all kinds of fruits.

5. Jiff. Something divinely sweet or exquisitely

delightful to taste or smell.

1731 SWIFT Streph. ff Chloe Wks. 1755 IV. I. 152 Venus-

like her fragrant skin Exhal'd ambrosia from within. 1823
DE QUINCEY King of Hayti Wks. XII. 60 When a whole

company had tasted the ambrosia of her lips. 1863 MARY
HOWITT tr. Bremer's Greece II. xiii. 86 The flavour of the

grapes is ambrosia, which I take it for granted was some-

thing divine.

6. Bee-bread.

1609 C.BUTLER Fem. Mon. t. (1623^ Biij.They gather with

the one Nectar, with the other Ambrosia. 1753 CHAMBERS

Cycl. Supp., The Ambrosia . . if not speedily spent, corrupts
and turns sowr, 1816 KIRBY & SPENCE Entotnol. (1843) II.

149 Whether a bee had collected its ambrosia from one or

more . . species of flowers.

7. With the early herbalists a name of various

plants : see AMBROSE.
1597 GERARD Herbal ay, The fragrant smell that this

kindc of Ambrosia or Oke of Cappadocia yeeldeth, hath
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mooued the Poets to suppose that this herbe was meate and
foode for the gods. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 273 Am-
brosia is a name that keepeth not to any one herb, but is

common to many. 1605 TIMME Qnersit, \. xlii.64 The oyles
of . . ambrosia, of sage, and betony. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Snpp., The Ambrosia of the moderns is not at all like the

plant so called by the generality of the ancients.

8. Mod. Bot. A genus (N.O. Composite} consisting
of weeds allied to Wormwood. A. artemisifolia
is the 'Oak of Cappadocia

'

or 'of Jerusalem.'
1721 BAILEY, Ambrosia . . an Herb called the Oak ofJeru-

salem.

t Alllbro'siac, a. Obs. [ad. L. ambrosiac-us^
a. Gr. dfAppoffiafc-us : see prec. Cf. Fr.

Of the nature of ambrosia
;
ambrosial.

1600 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rw. i. iii. 18 Here is most am-
brosiacke water. 1611 Catiline \. i, This ambrosiac kiss,

and this of nectar. 1662 COK.MNE Poems (1669) 349 Which
with Ambrosiack cream shall swell thy breast. 1731 in

BAILEY. [Not in JOHNSON.]
Ambrosiaceons (s&mbr^rii^'ks),

a. Bot.

[f.
AMBROSIA + -ACEOUS,] Akin to the genus Am-

brosia. (Applied to a subdivision of Composite
plants.)

1879 in Syd, Soc. Lex.

Ambrosial (sembwu'zial, -gial), a.
[f.

L. am-

brosi-tis, a. Gr. Aftftpoat-os (see AMBROSIA) + -AIA]
1. Immortal, divine, celestial, ethereal, a. orig.

in the Greek mythology : Belonging to or worthy
of the gods, as their food, anointing oil, locks, rai-

ment, sandals, etc.

1596 DRAYTON Leg. iii. 118 Me with Ambrosiall Delicacies

fed. 1718 POPE Iliad'v. 460 Fed by fair Iris with ambrosial
food. 1790 COWPER Iliad i. 685 The sovereign's everlast-

ing head his curls Ambrosial shook. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece
\. vi. 193 They need the refreshment of ambrosial food.

1866 FELTON Greece I. viii. 129 The Homeric father of gods
and men, from whose head the locks ambrosial waved.

1870 BRYANT Homer II. xiv. 54 Rich oil, Ambrosial, soft and

fragrant. 1877 Odyss. v. 57 The fair, ambrosial, golden
sandals.

b. transf. Belonging to heaven or paradise.
1637 MILTON Camus 16, I would not soil these pure am-

brosial weeds With the rank vapours of this sin-worn mould.

1647 CRASHAW Poems 206 The bright ambrosial nest, Of love,
of life, and everlasting rest. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 586 Am-
brosial fruits, fetched from the tree of life, And from the

fount of Hfeambrosial drink, c 1746 HERVEY Afedit. % Cont.
(1818) 109 The trees of life and knowledge, whose ambrosial
fruits we now may 'take and eat, and live for ever.'

C. fig. Divinely fragrant ; perfumed as with am-

brosia; balmy; rarely, Divinely beautiful.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 852 Fruit, that., ambrosial smell

diffus'd. 1702 ROWE Amb. Step-Mothcr\\\. ii. 46 From thee

. . Ambrosial Odours flow 1719 YOUNG Revenge v. i. Wks.

1757 II. 173 Th* ambrosial rose, And breath of jess'min.

1781 COWPER Exfiostul, n Ambrosial gardens. 1815 MOORK
Lalla R. (18241 248 One of those ambrosial eves A day of
storm so often leave*. 1847 TENNYSON Princess 87 The
broad ambrosial aisles of lofty lime. 1857 HUGHES Tom
Brown n. til 345 When any ambrosial colour spread itself.

2. Of the pollen of flowers, or of bee-bread, rare.

1816 KIRBY&SPENCK Entomol. (1843) H- 157 [It] covers it-

self with their ambrosial dust which it kneads into a mass
and packs upon its hind legs.

Ambro'sially ,
adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.] After

the manner of ambrosia ; with divine fragrance.
1833 TENNYSON CEnotte 66 Dew of Heaven Ambrosially

smelling, [later ed. A fruit of pure Hesperian gold, That
smelt ambrosially.]

Anibrosian (sembrJu-zian, -gian), a 1
,

[f.
L.

ainbrosi-us (see prec.) -f -AN.]
= AMBROSIAL.

1. Of or pertaining to the immortal gods ;
divine.

a 1637 B. JONSON Masques (T.) Ambrosian hands and silver

feet, 1676 HOBBES Homer 372 Ambrosian shoes, that over
sea and land Bear him as swift and lightly as the winds.

1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) IV. xxxviii. 324 Unworthy
. . of the ambrosian blood oftheir parent Venus.

2. Of or like ambrosia ; divinely fragrant or

delicious.

1632 in Shaks. Cent. Praise 192 Fed with Ambrosian
meate. 1647 H. MORE Oracle 60 Ambrosian streams sprung
from the Dettie. 1661 HICKERINGII.L Jamaica 32 A most
ambrosian Dainty. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. xn. (R.) Venus . .

brews Th* extracted liquor with ambrosian dews. 1823
LAMB Elia Ser i. xxiv. (1865) 193 One ambrosian result.

Ambrosian (aembrJu-zian), a.2 [ad. L. Am-
brosidn-uS) f. Ambrosius (same word as in prec.,
used as prop, name) St. Ambrose, bishop of Milan.]
Of, pertaining to, or instituted by, St. Ambrose.
1609 DOULAND Omithop. Microl. 27 A Song ending in

D lasolre, or in C fa nt^ is either an Ambrosian song, or

corrupted with the ignorance of Cantors. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp., Ambrosian rite or office denotes a particular
office or formula of worship used in the church of Milan,
which is sometimes called the Ambrosian church . . The
public library at Milan is also called the Ambrosian Library.
1880 HELMORE in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 60 The Ambrosian
chant was eventually merged, but certainly not lost . . in that
vast repertory of plainsong . . which we now call Gregorian.
2. Of the Ambrosian Library: see prec.
1724 WATERLAND A than. Creed, x. 148 Some words are

wanting in the Ambrosian manuscript.
i Ambrosianie. Obs. App. merely a capri-

cious variant of AMBROSIA.
1600 TOURNEUR Transf. Metam. Ixxxvii. 6n God's nectar;

heav'n's sweet ambrosianie.

t Anibro'siate, a. Obs.
[f.

AMBROSTA + -ATE ;

cf. aureate, roseate, etc.] Formed of or furnished
with ambrosia.

Vol. I.

1601 DEKKER Satirom. Wks. 1873 II. 252 Th
1

ambrosiate

banquet of the Gods.

t A'jubrosie, -y. Obs. [a. Fr. ambrosie, ad.

L. ambrosia.*} AMBROSTA, in various senses.

1594 Zcpheria xxix. in Arber's Garner V. Bo, I drew for

wine, but found 'twas Ambrosie. 1612 J. DAVIES Wittes

Pilgrim. (1876) 31 With Balrne-breaths Ambrosie Shee it

enaires in Prose, or Poesy. 1613 HEVWOOD Braz. Age n. ii.

229 The vnruly stations fed with Ambrosy. 1676 BULLOKAK,
Ambrosie, a sweet shrub, or little tree, wherewith some
people were wont to make Garlands. In Poetry it usually
signitieth the meat of the Heathen gods. It is sometime
taken for Immortality.

Ambrosiii (te*mbwsia). Numism. [ad. med.
L. ambrosln-ns (sc. numnnts coin), f. ambroshts :

see AMBROSIAN a.-~\
J753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpj>., Amhrosin, in middle aged

writers, denotes a coin . . whereon was represented St. Am-
brose on horseback.

Ambrosiue (se'mbr0sirO. Afin.
[f.

L. ambro-
sz'tts ambrosial + -INE; or?f. amber.] A resinous

mineral of eocene age, related to amber, found in

the phosphatic beds near Charleston, S.C., which

gives off on fusion an agreeable balsamic odour.

Dana Suppl. (1872).

Ambrotype (re-mbnJtaip). [?f. Gr. apPpoTos
immortal (? imperishable), or perh. AMBER, + TYPE.]
The name given in U. S. to a photograph on glass,
in which the lights are produced by the silver, and
the shades by a dark background showing through.
1855 Ar

. <S- Q. 7 Apr. 270 Andn-otype Likenesses. The Bos-
ton Atlas states that a most valuable improvement in the art

of producing likenesses has been recently introduced. 1858
O. W. HOLMES Ant. Breakf. xi. 103 Willis touched this la-.t

point in one of his earlier ambrotypes. i88z Cent. Mag.
Oct. 852 An ambrotype taken at Springfield, Illinois, in 1860.

Ambry, aumbry (u-mbri). Forms : a. 4 ar-

mary, 6 armorie ; j8. 4-6 almarie, 5 -arye, -erye,

5-6 -ary, 5-7 -erie, 5-9 almery; y. 6 awmery,
amrye, 6-7 aumery, 8-9 awmry, aumry, -ie,

(amrie) ;
5. 6-7 aumbrie, -bray, 6-9 aumbry

(-brye, ambery, -brey), ambry, [ad. L. artna-

rium, in med.L. also almarium and almaria (cf.

Pr. armari, Sp. and It. armario, It. armadio, Pg.
almart'Oj OFr. I2th c. arma'rie, ahna'rie, J3thc. al-

inairc, aurnaire, aumoirc, i6th c. refash. after L,
amtoirt} a closet, chest, place for implements, tools,

etc., f. anna gear, tools, arms + -arntm depot, as

in herbarium, aquarium (cf. also ARMOURY). The

phonetic development was armariitm, almarium

(by dissimilation from following ;-, as in pere-

g/'inus, pe/egrin, pi/grim), almary, almery, aumery
(cf. pa/ma, pait/me, paztme), aumry, aumbry (cf.

slu;//<vef slu;^r, mi>;wus, num&v), ambry (cf.

chrt/mt, ch^nt) ; but aumry, without adscititious b,

is retained in north, dial., in which alone the word
is in living everyday use

; see sense 2 a. Obs. in

ordinary Eng. since flfioo, but a familiar term in

domestic and ecclesiastical antiquities, whence to

some extent used as an archaism in various :6th c.

spellings. In the form almery, corruptly confused

with almonry, as if a place for alms. The same
word has passed into Anglo-Ind. through Pg. at-

mario and Urdu almarl as ALMTRAH.]
1. gen. A repository or place for keeping things ;

a store-house, a treasury ;
a cupboard (either in the

recess of a wall or as a separate article of furni-

ture) ; a safe
;
a locker, a press.

1393 LANGLAND P. PI. C. xvn. 88 Auaricehab almaries and

yre-bounden cofres. 1463 in Bury Wills (1850) 29 The same

keye to be leyd in an almarye . . the almerye where the seid

keyes shal lyn in. 1534 in Eng. Ch.Furn. (1866.1 187 Item
a playne awmery with ij Httll chambers wythin with too

lockes. 1535 COVERDALE Jer. xxxviii. n Vnder an almery
[WvcLiF celer, 1611 treasurie] he gat olde ragges & worne
cloutes. 1564 in IVtHs fy Im>. N. Counties (18351 2tg A littel

paynted ambry with ij doores. 1571 Ibid. 361 Ij owld chystes

ijs. vjd. ..ij armoires j/. 1583 STANYHURST Aeiieis n. fArb.)

44 In thi'sodhudge ambry [/. e, the Trojan horse] they ramd
a number of hardye Tough knights. 1501 PERCIVALL S/>an.

Diet., Alhaze'na, a hole in a wal to set things in, an Ambrie
. . Almdrio* an armorie, an a.mbrie,Armartnttt. 18.. WORDS-
WORTH in Myers Life (i88il 3, I possess . . an almery, made
in 1525, at the expense ofaWilliamWordsworth. 1835 BECK-
FORD Recoil. 48 A press or ambery elaborately carved. 1842
GRESLEY Forest ofArd. 66 An almery or arched recess of

compact brickwork, so constructed as to be impervious to

fire. 1868 MORRIS Jason vm. 444 A little aumbrye, with a

door o'er-gilt.

b. Sometimes applied to a compartment of a cup-

board, etc. ;
a '

pigeon hole.'

c 1530 Fnrn. Hen. VIII. in Doin. Arch. III. 135 A cup-
borde with ij smale ambries in yt. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph.
(1564)5 A cupbourd full of almeries of joigners werke. 1570
DEE Math. Prxf. 40 The Brasen Vessels, which in Theatres,

are placed by Mathematical! order, in ambries, vnder the

steppes. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgr. i. xviii. 97 This Moloch had
seuen Roomes, Chambers, or Ambries therein.

t 0. Af.
- '

repository, treasury.' Obs.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 115 The tunge is the

doreof the almerye of sapience. 1628 LF.GRYS tr. Barclay's

Argenis 148 In what Chest or Almerie of heaven .. that

former faculty be stored up.

2. spec. The following are the chief uses : a. A
place for keeping victuals; variously applied to

a store-closet, pantry, or cupboard in a pantry ; a

wall-press; a dresser; a meat-safe, as in 'ambry
of hair,* i.e. with sides of hair-cloth, arch. & dial.

1398 TRKVISA Barih. De P. R. xvm, cxii. (1495) 853 Noo
token of meete founde in the almerye. 1440 Prontp. Part'.,
Almery of mete kepynge, or a saue for mete, Cibntttin. 1553
Midi. Counties Hist. Collec. I. 232 Item, an ambrey of heart-

xij</. a 1564 HECON Govern. Virhte Wks. 1843, 468 Cursed
shall thine alrnary be and thy store. 1580 TI-SSF.R Hnsb.
Ixxv. ii, Some slouens from sleeping no sooner get vp, But
hand is in aumbrie, and nose in the cup. 1590 Three Lords
if Ladies in Hazl. Dods. VI. 412 Like two mice in an am-
bery, that eat up all the meat. i6zz DRKKF.R I'irg: Martir
M. i. 37 Full of the same meat out of my ambrey. 1655
MOUFFET & BENN. IfcaltKs hnpr, (1746) 394 He baited at

every Village ..and swept clean the Ambery in every Inn.

1674 RAY N. Countr. Words 3 An Aumbry or Ambry or

Aumeryt
A pnntry or Cupboard to set victuals in. 1693 W.

ROBERTSON Phraseol. Got. 82 An Ambry or Cupboards-
head, AbaVSt armorimii. 1733 RAMSAY Tea- T. jlfisc. led. 9)
II. 181 An ark, an ambry, and a ladle. 1800 A. CARLYLE
Atitobiogr. 440 Rummaging about in the awmry, however,
I found at last about two pounds weight of cold roast veal.

1859 MRS. GASKELL Round the Sofa II. 98 The polished
oaken awmry, or dresser, of the state kitchen. 1868 G. MAC-
DONALD Rob. Falc. I. 203 Having escaped from his grand-
mother's aumrie.

/b. In a church : A cupboard, locker, or closed re-

cess in the wall, for books, sacramental vessels, vest-

ments, etc. arch.

1440 in Kng. C/i. Fnrn. (18661 183 Item an almerie to kupe
his vestmentes and bookes in. 1555 Fardie of I-'acions \\.

xii. 301 Upon the right hande of thehighe aulter, that thcr

should be an almorie, either cutte into the walle, or framed

vpon it : in the whiche the! would haue the Sacrament of the

Lordes bodye, the holy oyle for the sicke, and the Chrism-
atorie, alwaie to be locked. 1593 Rilt's Mtm. Ch. Dnrh.
11842)2 Three or four amryes in the wall pertaminge to

some of the said altars. 1870 F. WILSON Ch. of Lindisf. 83
A lancet-arched aumbry or locker.

t C. A place for books
; library; archives. Ot>s.

1382 WYLUK Ezra iv. 15 Thou shall finde write in armri-

rits [1388 cronyclis]. 2 Mace, ii, 13 These same thingis
weren born in discripciouns, and the almeries of Neemye.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg, 240/3 A fisshar cast his hoke . . and
tirewe up the bookes . . without ony wetyng, lyke as they had
ben kepte dylygently in an almarye. 1775 ASH, Ahtiaria,
The archives of a church.

fd. A hutch for live-stock. Obs.

1572-3 Diirh. Keg. U 'ill ?/ Eliz, Sonmcr, To Bessye Somer
an almerie for keping of conyes.
*~

Corruptly for ALMONKY ; (Alnny or Ambry
Close, "Westminster, was originally Almonry Close.}

1593 Desc. Rites < Cnsf. Durh. (1842) 77 Certayne poore
childien, called the children cf the almery, which was brought
upp in learninge and mantayned with the almose of the

Howse, havinge dyett in alofieonthenorth side of the Abbey
gates. 1597 j. PAYNE Rcyal Exch. n Let your dooies and
portalls In lyfe tyme, and not the churchc porche after deatli

be your almeries. 1603 STOW Snn>. (18421 176/2 Called the

Elemo.sinary, or Almonry, now corruptly ihe Ambry, for

that the alms of the abbey were there distributed to the

poor. 1693 W. ROBLRISON Phraseol. Gen. 185 An Aumbry
or almonry, where the Almoner lives; Eletmosynarhim.
1700 LESLIE Right of Tithes, They had nmberies for the

daily relief of the poor. 1773 Gentlew. Mag. XLIII. 480
The bell to call the poor people to the adjacent almery.

fg. Beneficence, bounty.
a 1638 MF.DR Wks. i. xxiii. 88 Judge then . . what account

they make of God's Ambre.

Ambs-ace (x=mz i-s). Forms 3-4 ambes as,

-z as, 4-5 ambes aas, 6-7 ambes ace, 6-9 ambs
ace. Also 4 amys ase, 6 aums ase, 6-7 aumes-,

aums-, amnes-, 6-9 ames-, 7 alms-, S ams-, am's-,

ame's ace. [a. OFr. ambes as : L. ambas as, boili

ace : see ACE.]
1. lit. Both aces, double ace, the lowest possible

throw at dice ; hence, Jig. bad luck, misfortune
;

worth! essness, nought, next to nothing.
1297 R. GI.OIX. 51 Ac he caste J>er of ambes as. c 1300

Bcket 450 Thu ert icome therto to late : thu hast icast

ambez as. 4:1400 Btryn 2955, I bare thre disc, in myne
owne purs . . I kist hem forth a! three, and too fil amys ase.

c 1430 LYDC. Minor Poems (18401 166 Whos chaunce gothe
neyther on synk nor sice, But withe ambes aas encresithe

his dispence. 1601 SHAKS. Airs Well'n. iii. 85, I had rather

be in this cholse, than throw Ames-ace for my life. 1611

COTGR., Bcsas, Aumes-ace, on the dice, a 1658 CLEVELAND
Clef. Vind. (1677) 28 In whom Dame Nature tries To throw
less than Aums Ace upon two Dice, a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759)
VI. 81 Idly vent'ring her good Graces To be disposed of by
Alms-Aces. 17*1 MRS. CENTLIVRE Gamest. \. \. 136 My evil

genius flings Am's Ace before me. 172* WOLLASTON Ktlig.
Nat. iii. 56 Nobody can certainly foretell, that sice-ace will

come up upon two dies fairly thrown before ambs-ace. 1731
FIELDING Lottery (1755! I. 249 If I can but nick this time,
ame's-ace I defy thee. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i.

(1873) 192 A lucky throw of words which may come up the

sices of hardy metaphor or the ambs-ace of conceit.

2. The smallest point. Within ambs ace of,

emph. form of 'within an ace of: on the very

verge of. ? Obs.

1679 Trial of Langhorn 18 His Wife was but aumes ace

turned from a Devil. 1698 VANBRUOH SEsop v. i, Reduced
within ambs-ace of hanging or drowning. 01733 NORTH
Exawen i. iii. F 158 His Lordship was within Ams-ace of

being put in the Plot. 1800 MAR. EDGEWORTH Cast. Rackr.
28 Within ames-ace of getting quit . . of all his enemies.

tA'mbubey. Obs. [ad. L. ambubeia (of unkn.

origin), a herb mentioned by Celsus and Pliny.

Florio 1611 has '

Ambubcia, a kind of wild Endiue

or common Cycorie. Also the Dandelion, the
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Priests-crowne, the Monks-head, or Dogs-teeth.']
Wild Succory or Endive (Cifhorium Intybits}.
1585 Xomenclat&r (Halliw.) A kinde of wild endive like

ambubey.
I! Ambulacrarre. [Fr., prop. adj. 'belong,

ing to the ambulacra.'] A group or series of the

perforated coronal pieces in an echinus. (Also
used in L. form pi. amhulacrarid}.
a 1837 Penny Cyct. IX. 260/2 The ambulacraires narrower

and covered with very small, fine, close-set spines.

Ambulacra! (sembiwlJi'kral, -ae'kral), a. [f.

L. ambulacr-um + -AL^.] Of or pertaining to the

ambulacra of Echinoderms
;
avenue-like.

1836-59 SHARPEY in Todd Cycl. Anat. $ Pkys. II. 32/1 The
ten amoulacral columns are disposed in five pairs. 1847
Ibid. III. 440/2 Hundreds of feet protrude through the am-
bulacral apertures. 1857 WOOD Com. Obj. Seashore vii. 128

These are the ambulacral organs. . but I prefer to call them
feet. These feet are in fact suckers.

Ambulacriform (sembiwl^'krifjwm, -se'kri-), a.

[f. as prec. + -(I)FORM.] Having the shape or ap-

pearance of ambulacra.

1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 259 '-2. Mouth subcentral . . with five

converging, ambulaeriform furrows. 1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Ambulacrum (
V
2cmbilt~ i

-krz5m,-a:
1

krz;m). PL
-a. [L., a walk, avenue; f. ambula-re to walk.]
An 'avenue' or double row of pores for the pro-
trusion of the ambulacral tubes or tube-feet, ofwhich
five series radiate from the apex of an echinoderm.

1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 259/1 Species [of Eckinids} whose
ambulacra are petaloid, going from a centre. .This section

is divided into subsections, according to the depth of the

ambulacra. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inn. An. ix. 568 At its

apical extremity the ambulacrum is composed of only two
small ossicles which meet in the middle line.

Ambulance (ce-mbitflans). [a. mod.Fr. ambu-
lance (formerly hopital ambulant walking hos-

pital) ; f. L. ambulant-em walking, as if ad. L.

*ambulantia : see -ANCE.] Not in Craig 1847;

app. came into general use during the Crimean War.
1. A moving hospital, which follows an army in

its movements, so as to afford the speediest pos-
sible succour to the wounded. Often attrib.

1819 Edin. Rev. XXXI. 310 These ambulances in their

most perfect form consist of a mounted corps of surgeons
and inferior assistants. . to remove them [the wounded] to

other ambulances or temporary hospitals. 1833 Penny Cycl.
I. 425 Ambulance^ a French word applied to the moving
hospitals which are attached to every French army. 1860
TRISTRAM Gt. Sahara i. 9 Ambulance waggons laden with
sick and wounded. 1864 Daily Tel. 3 Mar., The ambulance
men carrying the stretchers.

2. An ambulance waggon or cart ;
a covered

vehicle on springs for conveying the wounded off

the field of battle, etc.

1854 Manch. Guard. 25 Nov., The ambulances as fast as

they came up received their load of sufferers. 1870 DISRAELI
J*at/iair Iviii. 312, I passed an ambulance this moment.

Ambulancier (aembirflansioM). rare. [? a.

mod.Fr. ambulancier, or f. AMBULANCE + -IBB. Cf.

financier^ A man in charge of, or attached to,

an ambulance.
1871 Standard 16 Jan., Their ambulanciers are armed like

other soldiers.

Ambulant (oe'mbirflant), a. [ad. L. ambulant-

em pr. pple. vi ambula-re to walk about. Also in

mod.Fr. ambulant^
1, Walking, moving about.

1654 GAYTON Ft-st. Notes iv. 8 (LJ A knight dormant, am-

bulant, combatant 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. iv. vi. 267
An ambulant '

Revolutionary Army
'

. . shall perambulate
the country at large.

2. Moving, shifting, unfixed, rare.
1810 COLERIDGE Friend \. xi. (1867) 44 Discriminating of-

fence from merit by such dim and ambulant boundaries.

Ambulate (ormbi^l^t), v. rare. Obs. pa. pple.
ambulate, [f. ^.ambulat- ppl. stem of ambuld-re

to walk.] To walk, move about.

1623 COCKERAM, Ambulate, To moue hither and thither.

1724 RAMSAY Evergreen II. 65, 1 haif ambulate on Parnasso
the mountain \orig., I perambulate]. 1794 SOUTHEV inLi/e
(1849) I. 215 Burnett ambulated to Bristol with me. 1814
BYRON in Moore Life (1866) 246 Without once quitting the

table except to ambulate home.

Ambulating Ormbirflrtirj), ///. a.
[f. prec. +

-ING^.] Walking, moving; fitted for walking.
1786 tr. Beckfords Vathek 89 These ambulating spectres.

1837 SWAINSON Nat. Hist. Birds II. 186 Legs lengthened;

ambulating, but webbed. 1839 LADY LYTTON C?uveley\f&. 2)

I. ii. 26 This ambulating lottery-office now advanced.

Ambulation (aembif/l^Jan). [ad. L. ambula-

tion-em, n. of action f. ambulare to walk.]
1. The action of walking, moving about.

1574 T. N EWTON Health ofMag. 7 Persons which feede upon
grosse meates . . may use vehementer exercise and stronger
ambulations. a 1770 AKENSIDE Tlu Poet The door is free,

And calls him to evade their deafening clang By private
ambulation. 1839 Blackw. Mag. XLV. 779 A style of am-
bulation peculiarly crustacean !

f 2. The spreading of a gangrene. Obs.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Formal. R iv, To drye the rot-

tennesse that is . . blody, and vyrulent and after nede to def-

fende the ambulacyon. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Ambnlation,
in physic, is used by some for the spreading of a gangrene
or mortification.

t A'lttbnlative, a. ? Obs.
[a.

Fr. ambttlatif,

~ive ; f. L. ambulat-um : see AMBULATE and -IVE.]
Characterized by constant walking or motion.

1543 TRAHERON Vigo's Chirnrg. n. vi. 21 Every Formica
is ambulative, and not every one corrosyve. 1611 COTGR.,
Ambitlatif, ambulatiue, ever-walking. 1657 J.CooKE HalFs
Cures 237 [He] had the ambulative Gout.

Ambulator (?e-mbi;7ldt3i). [a. L. ambulator a

walker ;
f. ambuld-re to walk.]

1. One who walks about, a walker ; hence ap-

plied to a tourist's guide-book.
1652 GAULE Magastrom. 237 Such a perigrinator, such an

ambulator. 1782 i title) The Ambulator ; or Stranger's
Companion Round London.
2. An instmment for measuring distances on the

road, also called perambulator.
[Not in CRAIG 1847.] 1859 in OGILVIE.

Ambulatorial (oe-mbi/?lat6^-rial), a. [f.
L.

ambulatdri-its ^see next) + -AiA] a. Connected
with ambulatory exercise, b. Adapted for walk-

ing ;
= AMBULATORY 2.

1874 COUES Birds of N.-W. 602 Legs decidedly ambula-

torial, placed well forward.

Ambulatory (ce'mbmlatari), a. [ad. L. ambtt-

latori-tts of or pertaining to a walker, f. ambulator,

q.v. ; cf. Fr. ambulatoirc^\
1. Of or pertaining to a walker, or to walking.
i6zz HEYLYN Costnogr. ni. (1682) 129 Being at his ambula-

tory Exercise. 1796 MORSE A/tier. Gcog. II. 83 The am-

bulatory life of herdsmen and shepherds. 1874 HELPS Soc.

Press, iv. 63 When that man has an object, it is astonishing
what ambulatory powers he can develop.
2. Adapted or fitted for walking.
1835 KIHBY Habits fy Inst. An. II. xvi. 84 The thoracic

legs., become also its ambulatory legs. 1852 DANA Crus-
tacea i. 10 Feet ambulatory or prehensile. 1877 W. THOM-
SON Voy. Challenger I. ii. 133 Leaf-like sacs., which fringe
the ambulatory disk.

3. Moving from place to place, having no fixed

abode ; movable.
1622 HOWKLL Lett. 5 Mar., His council of state went am-

bulatory always with him. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp.
Pref. P 25 They served the ends of God , . by their ambula-

tory life, a 1703 BURKITT On N. T. Acts vii. 50 The taber-

nacle was an ambulatory temple. 1845 R. HAMILTON Pop.
Educ. 191 Many [schools] are ambulatory, and .. are held

only during four or five months in farm houses. 1858 GKN.
P. THOMPSON Andi Alt. Part. I. xxv. 96 While the am-

bulatory guillotine was doing its work in the provinces.

^fis- Shifting, not permanent, temporary, mu-
table. (So in L. and Kr.) Ambulatory will; one

capable of revocation.

1621-31 LAUD Serm. (1847)73 Nor is this ceremony Jewish
or ambulatory, to cease with the law, 1651 W. G. Caivets
Instil. 133 A mans will . . according to the Civill Law is am-
bulatory, or alterable, untill Death, 1789 MRS. Piozzi
Fr. <$ It. II. 387 They learn to think virtue and vice ambula-

tory. 1832 J. AUSTIN Jnrispr. I. xxi. 452 Every intention

. . which regards the future is ambulatory or revocable.

Ambulatory (ce'mbirflatsri), sb. [ad. med.L.
ambuldtorium a place for walking ; f. ambula-rc :

see AMBULATE and -ouv.] A place for walking in
;

especially, a covered way ; an arcade, a cloister.

1623 COCKERAM, Ambitlatoriet A place to walke in. 1659
P. HEYL.IN in Bihlioth. Reg. 258 A stately portico ..raised
on Corinthian pillars to serve for an Ambulatory, or com-
mon gallery. 1759 MARTIN Nat. Hist. I. 253 Ambulatories
within the Change. 1812 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rei-.

LXVII. 295 Sheltered Ambulatories for wet weather are

too rare in London, 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. (1864) IX. xiv.

viii. 281 Its succursal aisles and ambulatories and chapels.

1870 F. WILSON Ch. ofLindisf. 52 Open seats on either side of
a central ambulatory.

t A'mbuling,///. a. Obs. [refashioned on AM-
BLING after L. ambulans, Fr. ambulant walking.]

Walking, moving about. Ambuling Communion,
an observance of the Lord's Supper while walking
or moving about.

1603 BARLOW in Phenix I. 177 A word his Highness had
us'd the day before . . Ambling-communions. 1055 FULLER
Ch. Hist. x. 21 The indecencle of ambuling Communions.

Ambulomancy (armbib|mx:nsi). rare. [f.

L. ambuld-re to walk + pai/rda divination : see

-MANGY.] Divination by walking.
1816 in Month. Mag. XLII. 22 His Ambulomancy, and

many other foolish observances.

t Ambulo'nes, sb. pi. Obs. [f.
L. ambuld-re

to walk, as if a. L. *ambulo sb. ;
cf. calcitro, erro,

pra'do.] (See quot).
1635 HEVWOOD Hicrarch. vin. 505 The Ignes Fatui that

appeare To skip and dance before us ev'ry where, Some
call them Ambnloncs for they walke Sometimes before us,
and then after stalke.

Amburbial (a-mbjrrbial), a. Rom. Antiq. [f.

L. amburbidl-is of the amburbi-um or expiatory

procession round the city, f. amb- about + urbi-

{urbs} city : see -AL I
.] lit. Connected with the

circuit of a city ; hence. Of or pertaining to the ex-

piatory procession round the city of Rome.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Amburbial, that goes about the

city. Amburbial Sacrifices were, when the beast went
about the City before he was sacrificed. 1731 in BAILEY.

Ambury, variant of ANBURY.
Ambuscade (se:inbz>sk*'d), sb. Forms : 6 am-

buscaid, imboscade, 6- ambuscade, [a. Fr. em-

buscade, ad. It. imboscata, or Sp. emboscada, Pg. em-

buscada (
= OFr. i'V), ppl. deriv. otimboscare

(Sp. embosear, Pg. embuscar, Fr. embncher] : see

AMBUSH v. and -ADEI. For spelling with initial a,

see AMBUSH. Almost displaced in 1 7th c. by the

quasi-Spanish form AMBUSCADO.]
1. = AMBUSH i (and now more formal as a mili-

tary term).
1582-8 Hist. James VI. (1804) 163 Thair was men lying in

ambuscaid to haue trappit him. 1591 GARRARD Art of
IVarre 77 In placing Imboscades. 1679 Establ. Test. 22 They
post themselves as in a wood, and lie in Ambuscade. 1694
CROWNE Regnlus iv. 35 Y

1

entice me into a dangerous am-
buscade. 1697 DRYDEN Eneid vi, (J.) Rous'd the Grecians
from their ambuscade. 1757 BURKE Abridgm. Eng. Hist.
Wks. X. 176 They formed frequent ambuscades. 1811 WEL-
LINGTON In Gen. Desp. VII. 280 They had been lying in

ambuscade for the patroles . . for some days ; but he con-
trived to draw them to an ambuscade which he had laid.

1846 GROTE Greece III. xxx. 100 To fall into an ambuscade.

2. The force placed in ambush, the company of

Hers in wait ;
= AMBUSH 2.

^1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. III. xv. 454 An Ambuscade
in the woods . . fell upon them with such fury, that disordered
the whole Army. 1781 GIBBON Dec I. fy F. (1869^ II. xliii.

6ir They were assaulted on the flanks by two ambuscades.

1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles v. xxvii, It waked the lurking am-
buscade.

3. fig.
- AMBUSH 4.

1794 S. WILLIAMS Hist. Vermont 143 All is then caution,

stratagem, secrecy, and ambuscade. 1842 MRS. GORE Fas~
cination 148 In spite of this ambuscade, Martha made other

preparatives of defence. 1844 H. ROGERS Ess. I. ii. 84 No-
thing but the ambuscade of a fallacy.

Ambuscade (sembpsk?i-d), v. [f. the sb.]

1. intr. To lie in ambuscade ; to ambush.

1592 WYRLEY Armorie 118 In ruinous house sequestred
from the way, We ambuscade. 1848 KINGSLEY Saint's

Trag. \. iii. 33 How ! ambuscading?
2. trans. To conceal in ambush.
1853 G. JOHNSTON Art/. Hist. E. Borders 1. 141 The broom

. . was long enough to ambuscade warriors of yore.

Ambuscaded (sembwsk^-ded), ///. a. [f. prec.

+ -ED.] Placed in ambuscade ;
ambushed.

1685 TRAVESTIN Siege of Newhensel 4 Some Janizaries,
who were ambuscaded in an Inclosure. 1881 A. GRANT
Busk Life II. 276 The spears of the ambuscaded natives.

Alttbuscader (2embsk<? i>
d3.i). [f. as prec. +

-ER!.] One who lies in ambush, a Her in wait to

surprise a foe.

1775 ADAIR Anier. Ind. 258 The most artful ambuscadeYs,
and wolfish savages, in America. 1825 MILLAR Time's

Telescope 118 The corselet-armed ambuscaders [i.e. beetles]
have perpetrated the mischief.

Ambuscading (8eznb&k**dif))j vbl. sb. [f. as

prec. + -ING"!.] L\ing in wait to attack.

1831 CARLYLE Sart.'Res. (1858) 80 An ironic man, with his

sly stillness, and ambuscading ways, .a pest to society.

Ambuscado (sembz>sk^
i

d0), sb. arch. PI. -os,

earlier -oes, -o's. [An affected refashioning of

AMBUSCADE after Sp. Here Englishmen may have

confused the Sp. pa. pple. emboscado ambushed, in

estar emboscado to lie in ambush, with the fem. sb.

emboscada ambuscade ; but cf. the series of words

in -ADO 2 for Fr. -ade, Sp. -ada. Much commoner
than ambuscade in i;th c., but eventually displaced

by it, and now only an archaic by-form.]
1. = AMBUSCADE i, AMBUSH i.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. <$ Jul. i. iv. 84 Then dreames he of cut-

ting Forraine throats, of Breaches, Ambuscados, Spanish
Blades. 1398 BARRET Theor. Warres iv. iii. no Ambus-
cados.. are to be done in places of couert; as woods,
thickets, etc. 1607 CHAPMAN All Fooles Plays 1873 I. 141
To lye in Ambuscado to surprize

him. 1650 BAXTER Saints'

Rest (1662) iv. iii. 632 In vain doth the Enemy lay his Am-
buscado's. 1735 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 132 He talk'd ; and

many a tale he told Of battles, and of ambuscadoes. 1819
J. HOGG Flodden Field, Till some English, like tornado,
Rushed from deepest ambuscado.

f 2. A force (//. troops) lying in ambush ^AM-
BUSCADE 2, AMBUSH 2. Obs.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres, Gloss., Ambuscado, a Span-
ish word, and signifieth any troupe or company of soldiers

either foot or horse, lodged secretly in some couert, as in

woods, hollow wayes, behind bankes, or such like ; to en-

trappe the enemy secretly attending his comming. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turks vi. (1621) 72 Saladin . . with certaine

ambuscadoes charged the rereward. 1736 CAVALLIER Meni.

m. 224 My Ambuscadoes and Troopers fired at them.

1640 BHOME Sparagns Card. iv. v. 185 Had you your am-
buscado for me? 1691 WOOD Ath. O.von. II. col. 284 The

judicious reader may perceive such a reserve, tho it lay in

ambuscado.

tAmbusca-doed,///.a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED.]

Placed in ambush ;
ambuscaded.

1635 J. HAYWAED Banisk'd Virg. 27 A princesse, ambus-

cadoea between hunters and savage beasts. 1650 W. CHAR-
I.ETON Paradoxes 76 There was a large stock of malignant
science ambuscadoed in the forbidden fruit.

Ambush (re'mbuj), sb. Forms : 5-6 enbusshe,

embushe, 6- ambush. Occas. weakened in 4-
to abush, 'bush. [a. OFr. cmbusche, f. vb. em-

buschcr : see AMBUSH v. Nearly equivalent words

from the pa. pple. of Fr., Sp., It., are ENBUSCHV,

AMBUSCADO, AMBUSCADE, EMBOSCATA, IMBOSCATA.

The change from em- to am- (which appears to have

begun with this word c 1550, and thence extended

to its cognates, including even embitscade from Fr.)



AMBUSH.
is not accounted for

; it was perh. due to the in-

fluence of words like ambages^
1. strictly. A military disposition consisting of

troops concealed in a wood or other place, in order
to surprise and fall unexpectedly upon an enemy.
The ambush is the entire strategic arrangement or

trap ;
but sometimes the posture, sometimes the

place, sometimes the troops, are the prominent part
of the idea. Often in phr. To make, construct, lay
an ambush lie in ambush. (As a formal military
term AMBUSCADE is now used.)
\c 1380 Sir Feritmb. 2887 pan schullaj? our men . . breken out

of be bossche.]

1489 CAXTON Faytes of Artnes i. i. 4 And made an en-
busshe for the better to vaynquisshe theym. 1560 BIBLE
iGenev.) i Mace. ix. 40 (1590) Then Jonathans men that lay
in ambush rose vp. 1600 HAKI.UYT I'oy. III. 406 The in-

habitants of this Isle . . layed an ambush for him. 1653
HOLCROFT Procvpiiis 109 He layd ambushes upon the way,
to cut them off as they fled. 1776 M C !NTOSII in Sparks'
Corr. Ant. Rev. I. 168, I placed., ambushes in the dif-

ferent roads leading to it. 1870 BRYANT Homcr'\. vi. 191
He chose . . The bravest men to be in ambush for him.

f2. The force (pi. troops) so disposed, Hers in

wait. Obs.

1489 CAXTON Faytes of Armes I. xvi. 48 Sawted on the

sydes by som embushe. 1587 Alyrr. for Slag., Albanact
xiii. i By night the ambushe . . Came forth from woods.

1653 HOLCROFT Procopiits in. in The Ambushes rose, and
put themselves between them and the Town.
3. Any disposition of persons (or of a single

person) lying in wait.
[<: 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 659 This Palamon Was in a

busshe [z
1
. r. boschl that no man myhte hym se.]

"573 TWVNE Aineid VH. (R.) In secret ambush I, in yonder
wood . . my selfe entend to bide. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, i. i.

137 Once I did lay an ambush for your life. 1747 GRAY Ode
to Eton Coll. Iviii, Show them where in ambush stand To
seize their prey, the murth'rous band !

4- fig-

1593 GREENE Groatsiii. Wit (1617) 13 That rich ambush of
amber colored darts [a Lady's hair], whose points are leueld

against his heart. 1633 HERBERT Ch. Milit. 66 in Temple
185 Who by an ambush lost his Paradise. 1642 FULLER
Holy tr Prcif. Si. I. ix. 22 Lest some unseen ambushes should

surprise his conscience. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 183 r 6
He that perishes in the ambushes of envy. 1852 H. ROGERS

ss. I. vii. 395 To forewarn the mind itself of the points in
which an ambush of error may be suspected.

U By confusion for AMBAGES.
1602 FULBECKE ist Pt. Parall. 76 For the more ful & for-

cible destruction of delayes & ambushes in pleading.

Ambush (srmbuj'), v. Forms: a. 4 enbusse,
inbuche, 4-5 enbusshe, 5 embuisshe, 4-6 en-

busohe, 5-6 embusshe, 6-7 embush, 7- am-
bush. Also f). 4 abusse, abuse-he ; 7. 4 busse,
G busche, 7 bush. [a. OFr. embusche-r, embuissier,

cogn. w. Sp. embuscar. It. imboscare : late L. */-
boscare, f. in m + bosc-us wood, BUSH, i.e. to place
in a wood, or among the bushes. For change to

am- bef. 1600, see prec. Accented ambii'sh as late

as 1 7th c.
; already in I4th the toneless en- was

treated like OE. prefix an-, becoming a-, and then

falling away: enbu'sh, abirsh, 'bush. In i6th c.

there was a by-form IMBOSIJUE, a. It. imboscare.']
1. To dispose troops in concealment among

bushes, or elsewhere, so as to take an enemy by
surprise ;

to place in ambush ;
to lay in wait. Obs.

or arch., exc. in pa. pple. ambushed.
. 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. 187 Alle bat suerd mot bere,Were

sette R[ichard] to dere, enbussed borgh be feld. c 1380 Sir
Fernmb. 2879 Do bat baye in-buched beo . . In be wode
bat bow rm'3t see. f 1450 Merlin xxii. 404 Sir Gawein and
his felowes were enbusshed. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour
Fviij, The paynyms whiche nyghe were embusshed. 1513
DOUGLAS sEtteis xt. x. 84 Thare lay ane vale in ane crukit

glen, Ganand for slicht to enbusche armit men. 1580 SIDNEY
Arcadia in. (1622) 250 [We] embushed his footmen in the

falling of a hill. 1634 HEYWOOD Gunaik. iv. 207 These hee
ambushes in divers places. 1735 POPE Odyss. iv. 602 Am-
bush'd we lie, and wait the bold emprize.

ft. ctyao Beket 1382 He him abussed there, c 1350 Will.
Palcrne 3634 A fersche ost . . a-buschid ber bi-side.

7. 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. 187 Saladyn prively was bussed
beside fe flom. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 263 The Pechtis
than wes buschit neir hand by. 1623 DANIEL Hymen's
Tri. it. i, Being closely bush'd a pretty distance off.

b. reft. Obs. exc. as in i .

c 1300 Bcket 1382 Seint Thomas was., in huding, as hit

were, In the hows of Seint Berlin, for he him abussede
there. 1375 BARDOUR Bruce vi. 396 Neir thar-by He him
enbuschit preuely. c 1450 Merlin xvii, Ye and I shull go
. . and enbussh us there. rig3o I.n. BERNERS Arthur Lyt.
Bryt. 177 Syr Isembartes cosyn embusshed him in a great
forest. 1573 R. H. Lavaterus's Gkostes 86 That he shoulde
embush himself behinde the wood. 1637 HEVWOOD Dia-
logues 287 Here on the top of the mount Ericine Ambush
thy selfe. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles v. xvi, To ambush us in

greenwood bough.
2. inlr. (red. pron. omitted) To lie down in am-

bush ; lie in wait, lurk.
1626 SHIRLEY Brothers iv. it, Now you know where to am-

bush. 1743 YOUNG Nt. Th. \. 826 Behind the rosy bloom
he loves to lurk, Or ambush in a smile. 1855 M. ARNOLD
Memory Pict. 28 The archest chin Mockery ever ambush'd
in. 1850 H. KINGSLEY G. Hamlyn II. 179 A wicked kitten,
who ambushes round the corner of the flower-bed.
3. trans. To waylay, attack from an ambush.
1631 HEYWOOD England s Elit. (1641) To Reader i The
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criticks of this age, who with their frivolous cavils . . ambush
the commendable labours of others. 1780 CLINTON in Sparks'
Corr. Ant, Rev. (1853) I. 135 This party were ambushed by
the enemy, and defeated. 1881 Daily News 26 Mar. 2/5
It was admitted that Mr. L. had ambushed him at midnight.
Ambushed (ac-mbujt), ///. a, [f. prec. + -ED.]
1. Placed or lying in ambush.
1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. 288 Biside enbussed, was fiften

hundred sped, In foure grete escheles. 1393 COWER Conf.
I. 260 This knight. . Embuished upon horsebake. t 1450
Merlin xv. 246 Men enbusshed in that streite passage. 1481
CAXTON Afyrr. n. vi. 77 The hunters that ben embusshed
by. ciSQo MARLOWE Fanstns 136 (Enter the ambushed
Soldiers). 1667 DRVDEN Indian Emp. \. ii. 1 1725) 336 Swarm-
ing Bands of ambush'd Men. 1810 COLERIDGK Friend" \\\.

xv. (1867)211 The ambushed soldier must not fire his musket.
1861 RUSSKI.L in Times 29 July, The ambushed rifleman.

^'fiS' Concealed so as suddenly to burst forth,
come in view, or take by surprise.
1647 R. STAPVLTON Juvenal 90 Her teares in troops still

ambusht, waite to know What's her designe. 1798 S. ROGKHS
Epist. Friend 143 Tuneful echoes, ambushed at my gate,
1833 TKXNYSON I'oems 43, I wish I were her earring, Am-
bushed in auburn ringlets sleek. iSsgJ. HAKRIS(;/. Teacher
267 Murder, ambushed in an unbreathed and unsuspected
thought. 1839 BAII.KY Fcstits 35/1 Till in some ambushed
eddy it is sucked down. 1875 LOWELL Poet. Wks, (1879)
462 Half-tamed hamlets, ambushed round with woods.

Ambushment (ce-mbuJaiOnt, formerly embirj-
ment). arch. Forms: a. 4eubusse-, enbuschy-,
enbuchy-,anbuschy-,4-6enbusche-,enbusshe-,
5 enbussh-, embusche-, 5-6 embusshe-, en-

busch-, enbush-, 6 embush-, ambushe-, 6- am-
bushment. Also . (refash. after L. in-, im-, 5

inbusshe-, 5-6 imbusshe-, C irnbushment. 7.

{Weakened) 4 abusse-, abuche-, abuchy-, 4-6
abusshe-, 5-6 abusch-, abushment. 5. Aphctii,
4busse-, buche-, buchy-, 4-6 busshe-, 5-6 busch-,
bushment. [a. OFr. emlmschcment (med.L. imbos-
camentum), n. of action f. cmbuseher : see AMBC.SH
v. and -MENT. As late as i6co accented ainlncsh-

wciif, though '})ibi(sJu}icut is found in Sc. in 1513.
In ME. the atonic en-, treated as OE. an-, was

phonetically reduced to a-
t
and then allowed to fall

away : en-bu'shmentt an-bit'shnient, &-bu'$hmcntt

bu'skment. The uncontracted word was often

Latinized as imbushment after the Renascence, but

finally assimilated to AMBUSH.]
1. A disposition or arrangement of troops in a
wood or other place of concealment so as to fall

on an enemy by surprise ;
the trap so constructed ;

ambush, ambuscade.
a. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 187 Ne man ne hors suld go

porgh l?at enbussement. 1375 BAKBOUR Bruce vin. 45 Thai
maid enbuschement all the nycht. c 1380 Sir Ferwnb. 812
Of J>ys anbuschymen^ ^an brek out I Bruyllant . . & Sorty-
brant . . with hure rout. Ibid. 2989 pe Sara^yn^ at arst brck
out I f?at were on t>e enbuchyment. c 1386 CHAUCER Afeli-
betts 354 Counterwayte embusshementz and alle espiaillc.

1470 85 MALORY Arthur \. xi, Syre Kay came oute of an
enbusshement. 1485 CAXTON Paris % Vienne 5 The em-
busshement that was layed for them. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis
xi. x. 67 Ly at wate in quyet enbuschmcnt. r 1530 I,n.

BERNERS Artkur Lyt. Bryt. 11814' 493 The Fren-^he men
lepte out from theyr enbusshementes, 1542 Piteons Tr. in
Harl. Misc. (Main.) I. 239 Falling amonge theyr embush-
mentes. 1577 HANMER Eccl. Hist, 11619) 3 Whence he might
make an ambushment upon Jerusalem. 1582 N. T. iRhem 1

.

Acts xxiii. 30 Embu.shments that they had prepared against
him. 1591 HARINGTON O rl. Fur. xxxvi. v, While in ambush-
ment close they lay on land. 1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars vn.
Ixxxvi, Where round enclos'd byambushments fore-laid. 1676
I. MATHER A'. Philip's \Var\ 1862)166 He hath as it were set

Ambushments against the Enemy. 1803 W. ROSE Ant. dc
Gaul^93 Then from his ambushment shall Abyes rush.

p. c 1450 Merlin xv. 234 Comen all fressh of here inbusshe.
ment. 1533 LD. BERNERS Froissart I. ccxi. 254 Capitaynes
of this imbusshement.

y. [See also ABUSHMENT.] 1330 R. BRL-NNE Chron. 242
Leulyn in a wod a bussement heheld. c 1380 Sir Fernmb*
798 Y leuede }ond on a buchyment. Ibid. 4340 5e mote leue
with ^oure power On a-buchement , . In a wode J?at ys J>er
faste by. a. 1450 Knt. de la Tour Ixx. 92 She hadde hidde
in a busshement for hym. 1557 Arthur (Copland) v. vi,
Lefte in a busshement. i6i> MONIPENNIE in Misc. Scot. I.

94 [He] was inclosed with an abushment.
S. [See also BUSHMENT. Early instances confound abnsh-

ment and a bushment.} 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vi. 415 Quhill
thai Fer by thar buschement war all past. 1387 TRLVISA
Higdcn Rolls Ser. IV. 73 pe consuls of Rome sette bussbe-
mentes for hym._ 1-1430 Syr Generides (1865) 64 The king
was passed by his bushment. 1553 BRENDE Q. Cnrt. in. 18
For feare the enemyes should lye there in busshement. 1870
MORRIS Earth. Par. 1. 1. 54 The barbarous folk . . from busn-
ments on us broke.

f2. The troops so concealed; a force that actually
is, has been, or is about to be placed in ambush. Obs.

1393 GOWER Conf, III. 208 Thembushements to-breken alle
And him beclipt on every side, c 1440 Morte Artk. 1407
Thane J>e embuschement of Bretons brake owte at ones.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Engl. \\. (1520) n/i Then came Corin
with the busshement. 1548 HALL Chron. 197 He with an
Imbusshement of Englishemen Jaye in a Valley nye to the
Fortresse. 1580 SIDNEY A rcadia (1622)328 An ambushment
broken forth from the houses behinde them, a 1581 CAMPION
Hist. Irel. 11.1.63 Then slept out an ambushment of the Irish,

t3. A company of soldiers secretly deployed ; a

surprise party. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. VI. 251 He was assailled

wip busshemente of Gaskyns. ^549 LATIMER 7 Semi, (1869)
184 Judas . . was prouydyng among the byshoppes and

AMELANCHIER.
preistes, to come with an imbushment of leweb to take our
sauiour lesus Christ. 1655 GOUGE Comm. Jtel: 105 Of
Souldiers there useth to be a Van-guard, main Battalio,
Reer, right and left Wings, and Ambushments.
t4./^. Devices to entrap, or take by surprise. Obs.
1579 TOMSON Calvin's Srrm. Tim. 346/2 All subtilties and

ambushments that the diuell layeth against vs. 1580 it itlet
A Detection of damnable driftes practised by three Witches
. . Set forthe to discouer the Ambushements of Sathan,
whereby he would surprise vs. 1641 MILTON Animate.
(1851) 185 1 he close ambushment of worst errors.

Ambusion, erron. var. (cf. prec. I 7) ABUSION.
t Ambu'st, a. Obs.- [ad. L. atnbftsliis f. amti-

about + ushts burnt.]
' Burnt round about.' Bailey

I73I-

AmbU'Stial, a. rare", [improp. f. L. amlnls-
titu: a burn, or ambustion-em burning.]

' Produced
by, or being in connection with, a burn.' SyJ. Soc.

Lex. 1879.

Ambu'stion (i'mbc-stisn). ? Obs. [ad. I., ain-

bnslioii-cin, n. of action f. ambfir-fre, f. amb- about
+ firere to burn.]

' A burn, a scald.' J.
1623 COCKKRAM, Aml-mtion, scorching, scalding. 1684 tr.

lionet's Merc. Coinpit. x\in. 662 Gun-shot Wounds, which
are complicated with Ambustion. 1706 Pun. i. IPS, Am/nis-
fr<w t a Solution of the continuity of the Parts, caus'd by
some outward llurning; a Burn, or Scald. 1755 in JOHNSON.
1879 in .Syd. Si>i. Lex.

Arne, obs. form of AAM, Anr, AM.
Amebean, variant of AMO:B.KA.V.

Amebly. Ol>$. rare
- 1

. [?]
'

Apparently means
a simpleton.' Nares.
1651 CAKTURicin Ordinary (K.) Where is thylk ainebly,

Francklin, cleped Meanwel?

Amedoun, variant of AMYDOX, Obs., starch.

Amee, obs. form of AMMI, bishopweed.
Ameed (amrd), v. rare- 1

,
[f.

A- prcf. 1 1 +
MEKII: a modern formation.] To reward.
1809 J. HARLOW Colmnb. vii. 6n An equal prize each cal.

lam troop ameeds.

tAmee'lc, v. Ol>s. rare- 1
,

[f. i\- frcf. i or 6 +
MEEK r.} To make meek

;
to soothe, appease.

<~ 1440 Cfsta A'cw. 224 Then the Kmperour was amekkl.
IIAmeer (arnica). Also, amir. [a. Arab. (Pers.

and
Urdu)^_._l

amir commander, f. ainara to tell,

order, command. As a historical Saracen title

commonly spelt EMIR
; the spelling Amir, Amccr,

is used of modern Indian and Afghan rulers.]

fL = EMIB. Obs.

1614 SICLDEN Titles cfHon. 49 In the Mahumedan state,
they haue the name of Aineras, Awtr, or Anicra (applied to
their great Sultan) which truly . . may e.xpresse D^minns or
Lord. 1615 BKDWELL Arab. Triiiig. s.v. Amir, Foure lieu-

tenants, (Amir's they call themX 1679 JENISUN Xarr. J'vp.
1'lct 40 'J'he Moorish Amir told the Kmbassadors, etc.

2. The title of various Mohammedan rulers in

Scinde and Afghanistan ; now specially of the latter.

1803 COLEBROOKE Asiat. Res. vii. 220 It \vill be sufficient

a wish to visit India.

Ameership (amieufip). [f.prec. + -SHIP.] The
position of an Ameer.
1882 American No. 105. 277 The faithful ally of England,

owing his Amirship to her armies.

Ameistre(n, var. AMAISTEB v. Obs. to subdue.
t A'mel, sb. Obs. Forms: 4 aumayl, =; amall,
5-7 amell(e, 6-7 ammel, ammell, 6-8 amel.
Also, 6 esmayle, anmayle. [a. AFr. *amail,
*amal (see A- fref. 9), OFr. csmal, csmail, cogn. w.
Pr. esmalt, csmaut, Sp. and Pg. csmalU, It. smalto,
med.L. sinaltiiin

; according to Diez, f. Teut.

*smaltjan, OIIG. *smahian, smchaii, OE. stne_ltan,
to SMELT

;
OFr. csmail repr. Teut. smalti. (The

an- in early instance is not accounted for: see it also
in enamel.) Now superseded by the compound
KX-AMEL. An (?) interm. ANMAILE, and a form
ESMAYLE from Fr. also occur in 6.] Enamel.
c 1340 Ca'.v. ,\ G>: Knt. 236 Grene aumayl on golde lowande

bnnter. e 1460 Lannfnl 270 An ern ther stod, Of bournede
gold . . Ifiprysched with ryche amal). 1598 SYLVESTER Die
Bartas i. iii. (1641) 26/1 The Lillie's snowe, and Pansey's
various ammell. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. x. xxxiif,
Heav'ns richest diamonds, set on Ammel white. 1683 PETTLS
Fleta Utin. n. 5 The Lime .. being well calcin'd . . makes the
Amel. 1751 CHAMBERS Cyel., Enamel, popularly Amel.
1819 Pantolog., Amel, the matter with which the variegated
works are overlaid.

b. attrib. and quasi-rt</y.

1578 T. N. tr. Co:tij. W. Ind. jog They have skill also of
Amell worke. 1625 W. LISLE Dtt Bar/as i. 34 Gardens of
delight Whose ammell beds perfume the skie.

t A'mel, v. Obs. For forms see AMELED. [f.
AMEL sb.

; cf. Fr. csmailler, emailler, AFr. 1 363 ay-
mclcr.'] To enamel. (Chiefly in pa. pple. AMELED.)
1530 I'.u.scu. 425/1, I ammell as a goldesmyth dothe his

worke, Jesinaille.

Amel, obs. form of AMYL, starch, fine flour.

Amelancluer (a-melarnfiai). Hot. [ad. Savoy
amelancicr the medlar tree.) A genus of small
trees, natives of Europe and N.America, allied to
the Medlar and Cotoneaster.



AMELCORN. 276 AMEND.
1741 Contpl. Fam.'Piece \\. iii. 374 Trees and Shnibs which

are now in Flower . . wild Service or Quickbeam, Amel-
anchier. 1866 JOHNS in Treas. Hot. s.v., The common
Amelanchier has long been cultivated in England.
Anielcorn (armelk^in). Also 6 amilcorne.

[a. Ger. or Du. amclkorn, f. L. amyl-um starch +

CORN.] An inferior variety of Wheat, the Larger
Spelt (Triticum vulgare dicoccum\ called also

French Rice.

1578 I.VTI: Dotlpcns4s& This corne is called in high Douch
Amtnelkorne . . in base Almaigne, A welcome, and in Latin
A niylcnit!frnnientma . . ii may be englished Amclcorne, or
bearded wheate. 1611 COTGR,, Sconrgeon^ Amell-corn, or
Starch-corn ; a wild or degenerate Wheat. 16*7 SPEED Eng.
Abridg. XL 4 The fields bring forth a kinde of Rie or
Amell-corne. 176* tr. Duhamcl s Hush. iv. v. 474 Amel, or

starch-corn was cut on the a8th. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.) Amcl
corn, French rice, from which starch is made.

AmeleCtic Omele-ktik), a. [f. Gr. &pt\-rjs
indifferent + /CTIKOS habitual.] Careless.

1870 in Sy<f. Sac. Lex.

t A'meled, a'mellecl, ///. a. Ol>s. Forms :

4 amiled, 5 amelyd, 6 ammelyt, amelled, ameld,
aumayld, 7-8 amell'd. [f. AMEL v. + -ED; in AFr.

1363 aymtlet.'] Knamelled.
t 1400 Rom. Rose 1080 Knopes fine of golde amiled. 1513

DOUGLAS /Ends vir. xi. 77 With latit sowpyl siluer weyll
ammelyt [v.r. annelit]. "1564 BECON Christ <V Antichr.

(1844' 518 The cross of pride . . well gilt and ameled. 1596
Si-i-NSKK /'.('" Hi. 27 Gilden buskins . . entayld With curious

antickes, and full fayre aumayld. 1600 CHAPMAN ////?</{ 1857)
-\vi. 123 Achilles' arms, enlishten'd all with stars, And richly
ameU'd. 1710 PHILIPS Pastorals 2 Oh when shall I once
more With ravished eyes review thine amell'd shore?

t A'melet, amlet. 06s. [a, OFr. /*/*#* (see
Littrc), now omelette.']

= OMELET.
1761 SMOLLETT Gil Bias fed. 6) 10 When the amlet I had

bespoke was ready I sat down to table. 1775 ASH, Autclet,
a kind of pancake.
t A'meling, vbl. $b. Obs.\ also 6 ammeUyng.

[f.
AMEL v. + -IMJ 1

.] Enamelling, inlaying.
1330 I'AI.SGR. 194 'i AmmellyngtCStttaiHevtv. 1571 in Camp-

bell /,<?:'(-/. Maty Q, Scots 11824) 47- I sen^ I'01' one sepul-
ture of hard stone . . The ameling that is about i.i black.

Ameliorable (amrliorab'l), a.
[f.

AMKLIOK-
ATE : see -ABLE.] Capable of amelioration or im-

provement.
1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rf-'. V. 274 In ;>hort, the execu-

tion, like the dcMijn, i-> ameliorable.

Ameliorate(amrH6r( 'H),7'. [a recent formation

v
not in Johnson 1/73), after the earlier MELIOKATK

(].v., on Fr. amcliorer, refashioned from OFr. amctl-

lorer to make better, f. a to + meillorcr : L. me-

Itorfir?, f. inch'or better.]
1. trans. To make better

;
to better, improve.

1767 [See AMELIORATING]. 1779 SWINBURNE Trav. Spain
xxxvi. (T.) Tlie probability of their lot being so much ame-
liorated. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chew. 203 A sterile soil

. . may be ameliorated by the application of quick lime. 1849
M.u:\ri..\Y /list. ting. I. 279 In every human being there is

a wish to ameliorate his own condition. 1879 Q itatre/ages'
Jfit in. .S/W. 70 Gardeners and breeders .. ameliorate .. the

plants and anim.il> in which they are interested.

2. intr. To grow better.

1789-96 MORSK .-////,. Gcflg. \. 626 The state of things is

r.ipiilly ameliorating. i88a GEIKIB in Afaan. Mag. Mar.

365/2 [Man]., would find his way back as the climate

ameliorated.

Ameliorated (amrliort'^ted), ///. a. [f. prec.
-f

-]-:]).] Made better, improved.
1795 COI.V.R IDG E Plot Disc, o Progressive reformation and

ameliorated manners. 18*9 I. TAYLOR Enthm. \\. 1.1867) 31-

Ameliorated mysticism.

Ameliorating (amHiort'i-tirj), ///. a. [f. as

prec. + -INC-.] Improving, making better.

1767 A. Vot'NG Farmer's Lett. 1 12 Sow oats after a fallow

or some ameliorating crop. 1864 GLADSTONE in Daily Tel.

12 Oct., Any man who proposes an ameliorating law becomes
. . a sort of object of suspicion.

Amelioration (fim*
:

li6ri*Jwi). [a. mod.Fr.

amelioration, or analogously formed on AMKLIOKATK.

Quot. 1659 ought perh. to read 'a melioration.']
1. The action of making better

;
or the condition

of being made better ; improvement.
1659 MOKKICE in Burton Diary (1828) IV. 355 The fruit re-

ceives amelioration by the second concoction. 1796 HURKK

Regie. Peace (T.) These very robbers . . are in a course of

amelioration. 1813 WELLINGTON in Gurwood Dcs/>. X. 475
We cannot hope for any permanent amelioration 1813 Sm
H. DAVY Agric. Chew. 260 Plants are capable of ameliora-

tion by peculiar methods of cultivation. 1875 WOOD Therap.

(1879* 107 If recovery occur, it Is by a gradual amelioration

of the symptoms.
2. toner. A thing wherein improvement is realized

;

an improvement.
1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. iv. ix. (1869) 248 The buildings,

drains, enclosures, and other ameliorations which they may
cither make or maintain.

Ameliorative (amrliort'^tiv), a.
[f.

AMELIO-
RATE +-IVE; cf. agghmerativc.] Tending to a-

meliorate ; improving.
1809 Kdin. Rev. XV. 95 There are other branches of ame-

liorative administration. 1861 SMILLS Engineers I,,470 The
ameliorative influence he exercised upon the condition of his

countrymen.

Ameliorator (amrlior^tAiV [f.
AMELIORATE

+ -OR, after L. analogies ;
cf. arbitrator] He who,

or that which, ameliorates.

1865 BUCKMAS Sc. in Farm Cult. xi. 74 The admixture of
manures or ameliorators, such as guano. 1872 YEATS Growth
<y yiciss. Comm. 272 The ameliorator of agricultural distress
was Francois. 1877 W. THOMSON l-'oy. Challenger I. ii. 121

Our beneficent ameliorator, the Gulf-stream.

t Amell(e, adv. and//v/. Ohs. or dial. Also 4
omelle, 3-5 emell(e. [ad. Norse a milli, d miHum,
'amid,' for A mid//', mifthtm dat. sing, and pi. of
;//#// or medal 'mid, middle'; or peril, of a later

form *ti wfd/i from tticSa/, corresponding to OSw.
i Hin-lli, Dan. imelhtm, the direct cognate of which
is the kindred IMELLE.]
A. adv. In the middle

; between ;
in the interval.

a 1400 /.f,f.A\W< 187 1)90 Two hundreth geres war omell,
IJetwix pe tymes pat I of tell.

B. prep. Amid, among, betwixt.
a lyooCnrsorAT. 23931 ]>{ erne leuedi vs light emell. 1-1460

Tffivncley Myst. 55 A manner of men That make great
piastres us emelle. Ibid. 56 Ther shuld a man walk us
amelle. 1674 RAV A". Count r. Words 2 A nidi, among, betwixt,
contracted from a midle; some pronounce it ameld. 1686
G. STUART Joco-Scr. Disc. 59 Amell them twa was sik a
league. 1863 ATKINSON IVhitby Gloss., Amell, between, in

the middle. '

They came amell seven and eight o'clock.'

Comb, amell-doors, dial.
' doors between the outer

door and that of an inner room.' Atkinson Gloss.

Amen (*
7| :me'n, often a-'me'n), adv., inf., sl>. [a.

L. (or Fr.) amen, a. Gr. aurjv, a. Heb. JOK a-mcn,
'certainty, truth/ f. vb. fOK aman to strengthen,
confirm ; used adverbially 'certainly, verily, surely

'

as an expression of affirmation, consent, or ratifica-

tion of whathasbcen said by another (Av/Axxvii. 26,
i A'ings i. 36) ; adopted in Gr. by the LXX., whence
in N.T., and in early Christian use, in Gr. and L., as

a solemn expression of belief, affirmation, consent,

concurrence, or ratification, of any formal utterance
made by a representative ; thus with prayers, im-

precations, confessions of faith. App. not so used
in OE., but transl. by Sod/ice /, Swa hit ys or sy !

Added however as a concluding formula to Luke
and John in the Ags. Gospels.]
A. int. or adv.

1. As a concluding formula (merely transferred

from L.) = Finis.

r95o Lindisf. Gosj>. Lukexxiv. 53 Lofando& gebloedsando
pod. Sodlice. c 1000 Ags. G. ibid., God her^ende & hyne eac

blotsi^cnde. Amen. fi6n Ibid. Praising and blessing God.
Amen,]
2. A solemn expression of concurrence in, or rati-

fication of, a prayer, or wish
;

lie it so really !

c 1230 Ancr. A'. 430 He beo euer i-heied from worlde to

worlde, euer on ecchenesse ! Amen, c 1300 in Wright Lyric
/*. xv. 51 God us lene of ys lyht, That we of sonte^ ha!)ben

syht, ant hevene to mede ! Amen. 1382 WVCLIF Matt. vi. 13
I!ut delyuere vs fro yuel. Amen, that is so be it. a 1400
Rflig Piecesfr. Thornton JfS. 37 Say we Amen, )rat es to

say swa be it. 1535 COVF.RDALE Ps. Ixxi. 19 Blessed be the
name of his maiesty for euer . . Amen, Amen. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. ii. ii. 28, I could nut say, Amen, When they did say,
God blesse vs. 1615 BEDWELL M<~>ha)n, Iinf1

. n. 90 To
morrow if God Almighty say, Amen, we will meet. 1859
TENNYSON Klai'ie 1217 An end to this! A strange one!
Yet I take it with Amen !

3. Of concurrence in a formal statement, confession

of faith, etc.: It is so in truth.

\a xooo Creed in AV/. Ant. I. 35 Ic se-lyfe on jwne hal^an
gast . . & J?at ece lif. Sy it swa.] c iiao Creed in Morris E.
E. flout. I. 217, Ibileue on 5e holi goste . . eche lif efter

deafi; amen, \icene Creed \r\ />'. Comm. Prayer, I believe

in . . the life of the world to come. Amen.
4. Retained in the Bible from the original Gr. or

Heb.: Truly, verily.
( i38j WYCI.IF 2 Cor. \. 20 Therefore and by him we seyn
Amen to God, to oure ioye. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) John viii.

34 note, The Reader may see great reason why we also say
Amen, Amen, and durst not translate it. 1611 BIBLE a Cor.
\. 20 The promises of God in him are Yea, and in him
Amen.
B. sb.

1. The word Amen ! at the end of a prayer, etc.

1230 Ancr. A". 24 And efter J>e amen,
' Per Doinimtmj

bcnedicatnus Domino' 1597 T. MORLKV Introd. Mas. 82, I

linde no better word to say after a good praier, then Amen.
1711 ADDISON Sfact. No. 285 F6, I have ipoke the Assent to

a Prayer with a Ion? Amen. 1839 SOUTHEY AUforLm>f
iv, Wks. VII. 175 The Choristers, with loudervoice, Intoned
the last Amen !

2. An expression of assent
;
an assertion of belief.

*579 ^ - Ki'LKK J/t-skins's Parl. 227 Be thou a member of
the bodie of Christ, that thy Amen may be true. 1613
SHAKS. Ifen. I'llI, v. i. 24 Card. I wish it grubb'd vp now.
/.(T'. Me thinkes I could Cry the Amen. 1851 MRS. BROWN-
ING Casa Guidi Wind. 119 False doctrine, strangled by its

own amen.

3. transf. Concluding word or act
;

conclusion.

(Cf. Ctthntw in P. /'/. A. in. 264.)
1677 HALE Contentp. \\. 95 That such an act as this should

be tne Amen of my Life. ,1860 Chairman of Public Meet-

ing tat Hawick): ' You must hear the speaker to Amen, and
then ask your questions.'

4. Retained in the Bible from the original, as a

title of Christ ;
= The faithful one.

1388 WYCLIF A\*r. iii. 14 Thes thinges seith Amen the

feitnful witnesse. 1611 ibid,^ These things saith the Amen,
the faithfull and true witnesse. 1704 NELSON J'est. % fasts
n. ii. (1739^478 Jesus, who is the Truth is called Amen.

Aiuen (t
T

> me'n), v. [f. prec. sb,] trans. To say

Amen to: hence a. To ratify solemnly, b. To
conclude, say the final word to.

1854 THACKERAY Newc. II. 188 Is there a bishop on the
bench that has not amen'd the humbug? x8xz SOUTHEY
Lett. (1856) II. 281, I am come to the ' End '.. of my third

year's
'

Register';. . this very evening I have Amen'd the
volume.

Amenability (amrnabi-llti). [f. AMENABLE :

see -BILITV.] The quality of being amenable.
1. The liability to answer (to a tribunal); respon-

sibility.

_, . , esponsibility,
amenability to the bar of public opinion.
2. Disposition to respond to ; responsiveness,

tractableness.

1851 HELPS Comp. Solit. xi. (1874") 206 His amenability to

good reasoning. 1861 BUMSTEAU I'ener. Dis.( 1 879 1 629 The
extent of the lesions and their amenability to treatment.

Amenable (am /"-nab'l ), a. ;
also 6-8 amesnable,

7-8 amainable. [a]jparently a. AFr. amenable (not
in Godef.), f. amcner to bring to or before, f. <J to

+ mencr to lead : L. mindrc to threaten, hence to

drive cattle with minatory shouts. Cf. Sc. co* =
call and drive. The spelling amesnable is quite
artificial, influenced by mcsne, demesne, etc.]
1. Of persons : Liable to be brought before any

jurisdiction; answerable, liable to answer, respons-
ible (to law, etc., or absol'.}.

1596 SPENSER State of /re/. 100 Not amesnable to Law.
1662 FULLER Worthies 11.74 ^e inferiour sort of the Irish

were . . not Amesnable by Law. 1691 BLOUNT Law Dict. %

Amenable, others write it atnainable, from the Fr. main, a
hand .. is applied in our Law Books to a Woman that is

supposed governable by her Husband. 1769 "Jitniiis Lett.
Pref. 12 The sovereign of this country is not amenable to

any form of trial. 1810 COLERIDGE Friend (ed. 3) II. 5 The
sufficiency of the conscience to make every person a moral
and amenable being. 1876 GRANT Burgh. Sch. Scoff, i. i. 6
The Abbots of Dunfermline, to whom only he was amenable.

2. Of things: Liable to the legal authority of.

1768 BLACKSTONE Comnt. III. 413 Personal property, which
is .. always amesnable to the magistrate. 1817 JAS. MILL
Brit. India II. v. \\. 697 All offences against the act were
rendered amenable to the courts of law.

3. Hence loosely. Liable (to a charge, claim, etc.).

1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char. xvii. 431 He is amenable
to the charge of a host of vices. 1876 E. MELLOR Priestft.

vji. 312 The next witness . . is amenable to the same imputa-
tion of uncandid . . quotation. 1844 DICKENS Mar. Chnz.
(C. D. ed.) 270 Your property . . being amenable lo all claims

upon the company.
4. fig. Answerable at the bar of (any critical in-

strument); capable of being tested by. Const to.

1845 MILL Ess. II. 220 Historical facts are hardly yet felt

to be . . amenable to scientific laws. 1867 BUCKLE Ch'ilis.

1 1 1. v. 369 Amenable to the touch, but invisible to the eye.
5. Of persons and things : Disposed to answer,

respond, or submit (to influence); responsive, tract-

able
; capable of being won over.

1803 WELLINGTON in Gen. Disp. II. 417 A high spirited

people . . by no means amenable to discipline. 1861 MILL
L'tilitar. iv. 60 Will . . is amenable to habit. 1874 SPURGEON
Treas. Dauid\xx\\\. i. IV. 40 Oriental judges are frequently
. . amenable to bribes. 1878 E. WHITE Life in Christ v.

xxix. 496 Perplexed but amenable spirits whom sorrow and
fear . . are drawing back to their Father.

Ame*nableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality or state of being amenable.

1849 J. HARRIS Prim. Man I. iv. p6. 83 This latent amen-
ablenessofthe imagination to the majesty oflaw. 1876 MOZLEY
6

T

iV. Serin, v. 101 Of . . distinct nations . . each . . is a centre

to itself, without any amenableness to a common centre.

Amenably (amrnabli), adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an amenable manner.

1864 in WEBSTER.

f Amena'gfe, ^. Obs. rare~ l
. [a..Qil!T.anienage-rt

earlier atncsnagiert to receive into a house, f. ri to +
w< :

;/(/;v, mesnaget household establishment : see

MAXAGE.] To domesticate.

1596 STKNSLR /". Q. \\. iv. 1 1 Whoso will raging Furor tame,
Must first begin, and well her amenage.

t Amenance,-aunce. Obs. [a.OFr.oflUMUMcri
action of bringing, conducting, f. Fr. amcner to

lead, bring to: see-AXCE.l Conduct, bearing, mien.

1591 STENSER Mother Hnbb. T. 781 For armt-s and warlike

amenaunce. 1596 F.Q. n. viii. 17 Well kend him..Th'
enchaunter by hisarmes and amenaunce. 1633 P. FLETCHER

Purple Isl. xi. ix, [He] with grave speech, and comely amen-
ance Himself, his State, his Spotise, to them commended.

1739 MKI.MOTH l-'itzosb. Lett. (1763^ 290 One only impe he

had . . Whose sweet amenaunce pleas'd each shepherd's eye.

Amend (ame-nd), v.\ also 3-4 amendie, -y, 3-6
amende, [a. OFr. amendc-r : L. emenda-re to free

from fault, correct, improve, f.t7 ex <y\\\+ mend-urn,
iucnd-a fault. The change from e- to a- took place

very early, being found in Pr. and It. as well as

OFr. Already in i.jth c. aphetized to MEND.]
1. To free (a person) from faults, correct, reform,

turn from wrong, convert, fa- trans. Obs.

c xiao Prov. Alfred in Rel Ant. I. 188 t>uni Jris lore &
centeleri, he amendit huge companie. 1*97 R. GLOUC. 73

po pope . . twei holy men hym sends . . hys soule for to

amende. 136* LANCL. P. PI. A. in. 185 A sermun he made
Fortoa-Mendemeires. 1480 t' \\ i.'\- Chron.Engl.\\\.(\5*<ti

32/2 Lud governed well the lande . . and amended yll folk.



AMEND.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 76 God amend vs, God amend,
we are much out o' th' way. 1704-5 I*I-;NN* in Pn. Hist. Soc.
Mew. IX. 375 Till those unworthy people . . are amended.

t b. refl. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC, 350 J>at hii . . Repenty mowe, & ber of hem
amendy. f 1340 HAMI-OLK Fr. Consc. 1569 God . . at be last

on bam will sende Vengfe]aunce, hot if bai bam here amende.
< 1360 /'. E. Foems (1862) 131 ^if bou art in synne i-bounde,
Amende be. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. in. x. 154 Yet for al that

they amende them not. i535CovKRnAi.K Matt. iii. i Amende
youre selues the kyngdome of heuen is at honde.

c. intr. To reform oneself, abandon one's faults

or evil ways.
c 1300 Lay-Folks Mass-Bk. 11. {1375^ 238, I trow . . of my

synnes, forgyfnes If 1 wil mende. c 1400 Apol.for Loll. 15
Wan be synnarwil not dewlt obey ne a mend. 1535 COVER-
DALE Jon. iii. Argt., They amende, and God is mercifull to

them. 1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint. i. (1858) 83 If here
One Sinner doth amend Strait there is Joy. 1727 DE FOE
Apparitions x. 192 It gives advice to amend and reform.

i837CARi.YLM/'V. AVw. II. in. iv. 172 The bad Editors promise
to amend, but do not.

2. trans. To free (a thing) from faults, correct

(what is faulty), rectify, arch.
c 1280 7 Sins in E. E. Foetus (1862) 18 5oure sinful lif to

amendie to-dai ic wol gow teche. 1393 GOWKR Conf. III.

226 The wrongful! lawes ben amended. Ibid. 241 Her olde
sinnes to amende. 1477 KARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 128,
I may wele correcte and amende my thoughtis. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. /yt in, j. jgo You must needes learne, Lord, to amend
this fault. 1611 HIBLE Jer, vii. 3 Amend your wayes, and
your doings. 1757 BURKE Abridgm. Eng. /list. Wks. X.
525 Made him swear to amend his civil government. 1879
KKOUDE Ccesar iii. 29 A few things had gone wrong, but the^e
had been amended.
b. csp. Of errors in the text of a book or docu-

ment : To emendate.

1483 CAXTON Cato 3 [I] beseche alle suche that fynde faute

or errour that . . they correcte and amende hit. 1611 KIHI.I-;

Pref, g To goe ouer that which bee had done, and to amend
it where he saw cause. 1747 WARBUHTON Pref. S/ta&s. (T.)

Amending the corrupted text. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Srt#/>.
R.V. Ainenihncnt^ In cases of wrong returns . . that the re-

turns be amended by the returning officer.

3. Law. To correct (an error committed in legal

process), or rectify (a legal document). Also absol.

1429 Act 8 Hen, yjt xv. (Pulton 1632) The lustices may in

certame cases amend defaults in Records. 1768 ULACK-
STONECVww. 1 1 1. 409 They might . . have excused themselves
from amending in criminal, and especially in capital, cases.

1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. I. Gija/2 But a mandamus may
not be amended after return.

4. To make professed improvements in (a measure
before Parliament); formally, to alter in detail,

though practically it may be to alter its principle,
so as to thwart it. (See AMKNDMKNT id.)

1777 BURKE Aff. Amer. Wks. III. 136 During its progress
through the house of commons, it has been amended. 1879
MCCARTHY Own Time II. xxiii. 176 There was no reason

why the Government should not have amended their bill.

5. To repair or make good (what is broken or

damaged); to restore, arch. Commonly replaced

by the aphet. form MEND.
c 1230 A tier. K. 420 SeouwecS, and amende<$ chircbe cloSes.

<- 1305 E. E. Poems (1862) 44 pc toun also of wynchestret he
amendede ynou}. 1393 LANGL. /'. PL C. iv. 65 Wyndowes
. . ich wolle a-mcnden & glase. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
338/1 Amendynge & cloutynge poure mennes shoes. 1523
KITZHERB. Husb. cxxviii, How an hye way sholdc be amended.
f JS75 STILL Gamnt. Cnrtons Needle i. ii. 14 Dame Gurton
these breeches amended. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit, vn.

xliv. (1632) 418 They fell to amending their shippes. 1721
PERRY Daggcnh. Breach 130 Repair and amend all the said

Walls. 1875 H. K, MANNING Mission H. Ghost xii. 324 Until
the machine is either amended or destroyed.

T" b. fig. Obs. rare.
c 1399 Pol. Poems II. 10 So stant the werre, and pes is noght

amendid.

f 6. trans. To heal or recover (the sick) ;
to cure

(a disease). Obs.

"1305 .V/. Lucy 24 in E. E. P. (1862) 102 To }>e tumbe of
seint Agace : hire moder lyf to amende, c 1386 CHAUCI.R

Syrs. T. 460 If bat I verrally the cause knewe Of youre disese
. . I wolde amenden it. 1388 WYCLIF John iv. 52 He axidc
of hem the our in which he was amendid. 1483 CAXTON G.
de la Tour F ij b, Whan she was amended of her legges.
1548 COVERDALK Erasitt. Faraphr. Phil. Argt., Epaphro-
ditus was amended of his extreme daungerous sickenesse.

1653 MILTON Fs. vi. 4 Pity me, Lord . . heal and amend me.

1804 ABKRNKTHY Surg. Observ. 154 Although the sores were
not amended.

fb. intr. (through rejl.} To recover from illness.

Obs. i see MEND.
1297 R. GLOUC. 8 Ac men of France in bilke vuel me syb

sone a mende. 1393 GOWEK Conf. III. 316 She began som-
dele amende. 1610 SHAKS. TV;///, v. i. 115 Th' affliction of

my minde amends. 1611 BIBLE jo/tn'iv. 52 The hourewhen
he began to amend.

7. To bring into a better state, better, improve
(anything implicitly imperfect), a. trans.

1384 CHAUCER Ann. <y Arc, 84 In her ne myght no thing
be amendid. 1496 Dives % Faup. (W. de Word*) vn. x.

289/2 Yf the seller be moche harmed by the sellynge, & the

byer moche amended by the byenge. < 1500 Merck, fy Sim
in Halliw. Nitg . F. 23 Some fayre syens to amende wyth thy
degree. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IVt t. ii. 142 To punish you by
the heeles, would amend the attention of your eares, 1796
MORSE Amer. Gtog. I. 554 Sunday-schools .. have a ten-

dency to amend the morals and conduct of the rising genera-
tion. 1832 HT. MARTINKAU EllaofGar.i.ii Presently, how-
ever, his idea of her was amended.

f b.
rcfl. Obs. rare.

2W
1303 CioxvER Con/. I. 16 Eche of hem him self amendeth Of

worldes good.
c. intr. (Hare exc. as in I c.)
r x53oLi>. \\V.V^Y.'K& Arthur Lyt.Rryt. (1814)2 Thus amend-

ed this chylde frome daye to daye & grew so goodly. 1616

SURFLET & MARKH. Conntr. J-'arme 378 Raisins or dried

Grapes being wrapped in Figge leaues . . amend and become
better both in last and smell.

fd. absol. To improve on. Obs. rare,
c 1314 Guy It 'tuiu. 4 The kirtel biconi him swithe wel, To

amenden theron was neuer a del.

f 8. trans. To better : passing from the idea of
*

improve
'

to that of '

improve upon,' surpass. Obs,

(-1386 CHAUCKR Sqrs. T. 89 With so heigh reuerence and
obeisaunce . .That Gawayn with his old curteisye . . Nekoude
hym nat amende. 1393 GOWKR Con/. III. 363 Of women I

sigh fou re there, Whose name I herde most commended.
By hem the court stode all amended, c 1500 Merc/i. if- Son
in Hatliw. *\'HI?. F. 22 He cowde hys gramer wonder wele,

hys felows cowde hym not amende.

t 9. To make amends, or give satisfaction for an

offence, a. trans. Obs. but see MEND.
1297 R. GLOUC. 391 He wolde to Engelond ..amende bat

he adde mys do. c 1386 CHAUCKR Wifis T. 241 What is my
gult?..tel me it, And it schal be amendid. t 1400 Destr.

Troy xxvin. 11217 He U happy,Jt a harme hastelyamendes.

1513 DOUGLAS sKneis. x. xiv. 61 He all maner of torment and
of pyne, For till amend rny offen>is. 1622 MAI.YNKS Anc.
Law-Menh. 119 If a Factor by erronr of account doe wrong
vnto a Merchant, bee is to amend and to make good the

same. 1635 S\VAN Spec. Miindi 0670} 368 In little medllng
is much rest ; and '

nothing said is soonest amended.'

fb. absol. To make amends. Obs. rare.

c 1314 Guy ll'tirw. 203 Gif Ich him hauc ought nusdo,
Amenden Icliil wele therto.

fc. frafts. To make amends to a person of the

wrong. Obs. rare.
t 1380 S/r f''eritit>. 1917 Amendie hem of by wronge '. of

al byng bou hym hast ofTent.

tAmend, ///. a. Obs. [contr. of AMENDED,
like send for scnded^ Amended.
1482 Monk of Evesham fi86yi 68 Mekyll thyng was cor-

recte and amende more than yt was wonte to be before.

(1560 rrond Wife in Lancham's Let. Pref. 115 Therfore,

good lorde, let this be a-mende.

Amend, sb.\ see AMENDS.

Amendable (&me'ndab*l), a. [f. AMEND v. +

-ABLE.]

fl. actively, Able to amend ; improving. Obs.

?,n6oo .l/.V. Asktnole No. 60. 5 ( Halliw.) That til oure lif

is ful profitable, and to oure some amendable.

2. passivdy, Capable of being amended, corrected,

bettered, repaired, made amends for.

1589 PUTTI-JNHAM Eng, J'oesie (\r\).\ 157 We finde in our

English writers many worde^ and vpeachvi amendable. 1614
SKI. in N 'I itIt's of //on. 261 Before whom sometimes causes
criminal! and amendable by amercements or mulcts were
heard. 1674 Peace ff Good Will 27 I/iturgies . . are amend-
able, alterable, upon just occasions. 1740 Pror.for Poor 15
Roads not amendable by Act of Parliament! 1809 TUMUNS
Law Diet. G ij a/2 The faults and mistakes of clerk* are in

many cases amendable.

Ame'ndableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being amendable.
1731 in HAILKY. [Not in JOHNSON.]

Amendatory (ame'mlfitari), a. ff. AMEND v.

as if on a L. ppl. stem *ammiat-: see -OHY, and
cf. L. emendatorius^\ Of or pertaining to amend-
ment ; tending to amend. (U.S.

1

)

a 1859 WORCKSTER cites HALE. 1854 BANCROFT Hist. I
T

. -V.

(1876) VI. xlvi. 304 An amendatory bill was prepared. 1862
LINCOLN Message to Congr. in Times 17 Dec. 9/6 Articles

amendatory of the Constitution of the United States.

Amended (ame-nded), a.
ff.

AMEND + -ED.]
Freed from faults, repaired, recovered, improved.
1382 WVCLIF Ezra Prol., No thing it profitide to han

amendid Iwkis. 1580 BARET.^/?'. A 354 Amended, repaired,
Sartus. 1670 \V.\VAi.KER/ifi0t.AHff{0'at. 23 The World's
well amended with him. 1798 SOUTH KY Lett. (1856^ I. 52,

I found her somewhat amended by bleedings. 1831 Gi:x.

P. THOMPSON Exerc. I. 416 These amended times.

II Amende-honorable (amaiVd onora-bl
1

).

[Kr.
= ' honourable compensation,* (amende being

the sing, of the word adopted in T.ng. as AMENDS)!
orig. a public and humiliating acknowledgement
of crime, now _/?. as in Eng. Now usually treated

as Fr., but in iSth c. as Eng. The word honorable

is occas. omitted.]
Public apology and reparation such as to re-estab-

lish the injured or offended honour of one who has

been wronged. fZi.honottrablc amends
\
AMENDS 2b.

[1670 COTTON Espernon in. xu. 650 Honourable Satisfaction

to his own Dpmesticks. (Side-note, Amende honorable sig-
nifies something more, but what cannot be intended by the
Author in this place, i] 1703 DK FOE Ref. Mann. Pref., He
promises to give Testimony to their Repentance, as an
Amand Honourable in a manner as publick as possible.

1835 GKN. P, THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) III. 165 And make the
amende to any of his youthful kindred he may have terrified

into unhappiness. 1859 KINGSLEY Misc. I. 370 The 'Edin-

burgh Review'. . made the amende honorable to Burns.

Amender (ame*ndai). [f.
AMEND v. + -ERI.]

One who, or that which, amends. Const, usually of.
c 1386 CHAUCKR Wife's T. 341 Poverte is . . A gret amendcr

eek of sapiens. 153* MoREtYw/W. nMUbYSfc I557.402/2

Theyr amenders And punyshers, God hath maynteyned and
fauoured. a 1776 I,n. LVTTELTON Wks. 1776 I. 85 That it

[his motion] will not be mended . . and then objected to and

AMENDMENT.
thrown out by llie amcndcis. 1870 Daily News 30 Mar.,
Ambitious of trying his hand as an amender of the Act.

t Ame'ndfui, a. Obs. rare. [f.
AMKNI> + -FUT, ;

cf. wasteful.'] Much-amending, correcting ;
im-

proving.
1623 FLF.TCHER Bloody Rro. in. i. 437 Far flye such rigour

your amcndful hand. Ibid. in. i. 438 Your most amend ful

and unmatched fortunes.

Amending (ame'iidin), vbl. sb. [f. AMKND +
-ING 1

.] The action of freeing from faults, correct-

ing, reforming, repairing, making good ;
amend-

ment. (Now mostly gcrundial.)
c i3isSiioRKHAM/'i. xxiii. 4 Thy discipline and thynamend-

yng conforted me. 1340 Ayenh. j8o After the ssrifte com|>

yno^bote, bet is beamendinge. 1435 in Heath Grocers' Comp.
11860)417 Amendyng of banneres, and hire of barges . .

iiij//'. vjs. \\\d. 1570 ASCHAM Scholem. (Arb.i 28 Heedcfull

amending of faultes. 1620 VKSSKR I'ia Recta v. 85 For

amending of a dry constitution . . it is . . of singular efficacy.

1622 CtiLUsStat. Sewers (1824) uoThc repairingand amend*

ing of bridges. 1656 Art if. Keauty (16621 214 Concealings
or amendinga of what is . . amiss. Mod. Prove your repent-
ance by amending your life.

Amending (ame-ndii)\ ppl. a. [f.
AMEND +

-INU-.] Correcting, reforming, improving.
1641 MILTON ('//. Gwt. vii. (1851* 133 The unset I'd estate of

a Church, while it lies under the amending hand. 1771
lii-KKK routers of

1

) /tries Wks. X. 128 IJIessed be the amend-

ing haml. 1873 Siii.M.MANN O.K. Diet, Pref., Few lines in

which the amending hand is not visible.

Amendment ,aniL-ii(lniL-iUV Also 3 7amende-
ment

; aphct. meiidment. [a. OFr. amendement
f. amender \ see AMEND and -MKNT.] The action

of amending, whether in process, or as completed.
1. Removal of faults, correction, reformation.

a. of human conduct, absol. = self-reformation.

1297 U.di.ouc. 472 ^ufeni man in mansinge were ilium}!,

Mij>J>e come to amendment. 1393 I -ANUL. I*. /V. C. iv. 1-2-2

A sitriiion be made In ameiidcnient of meyrcs. (11450 !\nt.

dc la Tour 60 Withoute amendement the! be dampned.
1557 N. 'I', ((ienev.) Matt. iii. 8 V-- fruilcs btlontiyn^ ID

amendement of life. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //
",

i. ii. 114, I sui;

a good atnendment of life in thee : from Praying, to J'lif-T:-

taking- 1732 LAW St-rioits C.<ill .\.\iii. ted. 2' 4*17 Without any
remorse ol mind, or true desire of aniL-ndim-nt. 1839 J. H.

N I:\VM.\\ J\ir. ,\\-}-t. IV. vii. 1 1 1 Men commonly think . . that

amendment is an expiation.

b. of faults or errors in things, as a book, a law, etc.

1599 TIIYNNK Aniitiadii. 59 The former printe . . desernetln:

itmctideiiiente. 1759 DILVVOKIH J '<>/><' 17 Mr. Pope promised
to revise his poems .. finding great room fur amendment.

1762 (>OI.I>SM. /AVI/* *\'as/t 57 Thi-. amendment of the law

soon gave birth lo new evasion-,. 1843 MM. i. Logic Introd,

2 Has adopted the above definition with an amendment,

C. Law. Correction of error in a writ or process.
1607 CmvKL Intcrpr. \\ f\\i* I' j b, Ann'tiiittioit . . a correc-

tion of an errour committed in a Frocesse, and espied iR-foni

judgement. 1768 BLACKSTONb' Cflww. 1 1 1. xxv. i R. i Courts,
where justice rei|uiri:s it, \\ill allow of amendments. 1809
ToMLiNS/.rt7c Diet. G ij b;a The court i;a\e leave to file a

right bill . . Thi^ was done as an amendment at common law.

d. The alteration of a bill before Parliament.

Hence concr. A clause, paragraph, or words pro-

posed to be substituted for others, or to be inserted,

in a bill (the result of the adoption of which may
even be to defeat the measure

;
see AMEND 4).

1696 LUTTRI-XL ttrief Rcl. i'iS57> IV. 149 The common 1;

rea>on fur disagreeing to the lords amendment. 1710 Lend.
C'tts. mmmmdcciii/2 A Bill for the belter securing the Liberty
of the Subject .. was agreed to with some Amendments.

1825 T. JKKFERSON Aittobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 48 This should be

. . attempted only by way of amendment, whenever the bill

should be brought on. 1883 Daily Neii-s 4 May 3/5 The
House divided on the amendment by Sir R. Cross, that the

bill be read a second time on that day six months.

e. In a Public Meeting. A proposed alteration in

the terms of a resolution submitted to a meeting
for adoption ;

extended to a resolution proposed
instead of or in opposition to another

;
a counter-

motion.
(During the period from 1840 to 1848, it was the practice in

some parts of the country where the Chartists were strong, to

move ' The People's Charter
'

asan ' amendment' to every reso-

lution proposed in Public Meeting on any subject whatever.)

f 2. Repair, mending (of things damaged). Obs.

1603 KUMJKCKK znd Ft. Farall, 52 The tenant may cut
trees for the amendment ofhouses, 1682 Lend. (ins. mdcclv/j
[The Engine] has daily forced up great quantities of Water
. . without the least error or amendment.

3. General 'improvement
1
of condition.

1297 R. GLOUC. 404 Non maner hope hi! nadde, to amende-
ment to come. i393poWKRC"(V// III. 30 If there be amende-
ment To gladde with this wofull king. J576 L.AMBARDE
Feratnh. J\'etif (1826)261 A fair to beholden- for theamend-
ment of the Towne. 1692 RAY Creation (J.) Her works are

so perfect that there is no place for amendments. 1868 Res-
K\W Fol. ECOH. Art Add. 186 If the points that I want amended
seem to you incapable of amendment, or not in need of

amendment, say so.

4. Improvement in health, recovery from illness.

1526 TINOALE Mar&v.a6 [She] . . felte none amendment

[WYCI.IF, was no thing amendid] at all, But wexed worsse.

1601 SHAKS. All's Well i. i. ia Count. What hope is there of

his majesties amendment? Lnf. He hath abandon'd his

Physitions, Madam. 1745 H. WALPOLE Lett, to H. Mann
121 (1834) II. 22 His recovery is now at such a pause . . it is

In vain to expect much further amendment.

t 6. Amends-making, reparation. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 54 pat he for ys neueu wolde .. Do hey
amendement, c 1386 CHAUCER Reeves 7*. 265 Syn I sal have



AMENDS.
nan amendement Agayn my los. c 1450 Merlin v. 79 Vef
the pees and the a-mendement to the lady lay in me.

t o. '

Improvement
'

of the soil ; concr. that which

improves the soil, manure. Obs.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowle iv. x. (1483) 62 Yet sawe I neuer
tree that wold nought saue hym seluen by moysture . . yf hit

inyght be and receyuen tylthe and amendement. 1668 CHILD
Disc. Trade ^.4)241 If a man borrow five pounds, and be-
stow it_on an acre of ground, the amendment stands him in
ten shillings the year. 1699 EVELYN Acetaria (1729) 156
Chalk, Lime, and other sweet Soil and Amendments.
Amends (ame'ndz). Also 3-7 amendes, 4-5

amendis, 5 amendys, (6 araense), 6 mends,
[a. OFr. amendes pecuniary fine, penalties, pi. of

amende reparation, f. amender to AMEND. The

sing., common in Fr., is very rare in Eng., in which
amends has been used as a collective sing, from the

first, and is now always construed with sing, vb.]

1 1. The moneys paid, or things given to make

reparation for any injury or offence, = L. pccns ;
a

fine. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 37 Bedeles, and seruons, Jet steleb |>e amendes,
and wyjxtauetn J>e rentes of hire Ihordes. Ibid. 38 Kueade
lorde^ . . bet be-ula^e^ be poure men . . be amendes. a 1618
RALEIGH \M.(J.) Of the amends recovered, little or nothing
returns to those that had suffered the wrong, but commonly
all runs into the prince's coffers.

f b. in sing. Obs. rare.

1609 SKKNF, Reg. Maj. 127 He quha is persewer , . sail pay
ane amande arbitral! to the Lords. 1:1834 J. HAMMER E.

Efendi. in Southey Connn.-Pl. Bk. Ser. 11. (18491 451 The
Pashaw fixed immediately an amend of fifty thousand piastres.

2. Reparation, retribution, restitution, compensa-
tion, satisfaction, csp. in phr. To make amends.
a. pi. in form, collect, in sense.
< 1314 Guy H'arw. 156 Take the amendes after the gilt.

1330 R. HRUNNE Chron. -2.q\, I rede bou mak amendes of J>at

grete misdede. c 1450 Merlin v. 83 What amendes she re-

quired for the deth of hir lorde. a 1553 UDALL Royster D.
iv. vii, Bee not at one with hir, upon any amendes, 1594
GREENE Look. G/asse(iB6i 1 122 If I have wronged thee, seek

thy mends at the law. 1611 BIBLE Lei>. v. 16 Hee shall make
amends for the harme that he hath done, a 1704 T. BROWN
Lett. Wks. 1730 1. 183, I hope to make you amends the next

post. 1768 BLACKSTONE Cointn, III. 15 If tender of amends
is made before any action is brought. 1783 COWPER Lett.
i Aug., But to make amends we have many excellent ballads.

1870 BRYANT Homer 1 1. xix. 239 It dishonors not a king To
make amends to one whom he has wronged.
b. //. in form, distinctly sing, in use. (Cf. a tncant.}
'1449 PECOCK Rcpr. i. xviii. no To make a sufficient

amendis. 1624 MASSINGKR Parl. Lo7.>e\\\. iii, The ends I

hope to reach shall make a large amends. 1650 EARL
MONM. Man Guilty Ep. Ded., I have made an Amends by
printing an Errata. 1712 ADDISON Spcct. No. 530 PI Very
often make an honourable Amends. 1723 DE FOE Col. Jack
1 1840) 15 The warmth of the glass-house n res above was a full

amends for all the ashes . . we rolled in below. 1821 HOUTHEV
Corr. V. 86, I looked forward to an honourable amends.

t c. sing, (See also AMENDE.) Obs. rare.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofAntics \\, ii\\\, 115 To make peas
with hym and to make hym amende and restitucion. 1668
MARVMLL Corr. 103 Wks. 1872-5 II. 259 To make amend in

time for this misscarrlage.

f- 3. Means of obtaining satisfaction, or of amend-

ing ; remedy. Obs. rare,
1606 DKKKER in Knt's.Conjitr.dS^ Pref. 15 Vfhis answers

be . . bad, and like thee not, thou hast the amends in thine
owne hands.

*t*4. Improvement, betterment, amendment. Obs.

1580 LYLY Eu/>/mes (Arb.) 351 What I now giue you in

thankes, I will then requite with amends. 1699 BENTLEY
Phal. 103 If our Examiner's Performance in the last Section
was very poor . . we may expect an amends in this. 1709
STRYPE Ann. Ref. 1. 1. xxvi. 314 This was like to the former
with this amends, that, etc.

j- b. Improvement in health, recovery. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shrew Induct, ii. 99 Now Lord be
thanked for my good amends. 1671 MILTON Samson 9 But
here I feel amends.

5. Comb, amends-making.
1580 HOLLYDAND 'ftvfis. Fr. Totiff.^ Desdontntagonent) a

repayring. an amends making. 1581 MAKBECK Bk. Notes

904 Satisfaction or amends making . . to mine neighbour
whome I haue offended.

t Aine'iiclsful, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. prec. + -FUL.]

Making compensation ; giving satisfaction.

1600 CHAPMAN Iliad in. 83 His ;

tor highly please.

1600 CHAPMAN Iliad in. 83 His amendsful words did Hec-

Alliene (amrn), a.\ also 6 amen, ameyne.
[a.OFr.*aw^;;,!', ad.L.<zwav/;;/ pleasant, connected

with amare to love. (Godefroi has the adv. amene-
went pleasantly.) Not uncommon in i$th c.

;
after-

wards only in Sc. writers, with whom it was a fa-

vourite word ; occasional in Eng. writers of present

c.] Pleasant, agreeable.
(1400 Epiph. (Turnb. 1843) 125 To thi son be for (hlus

amene. c 1500 Lancelot 997 The morow blythfull and amen.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 347 The da wes fair, the wed-
der richt and ameyne. 1578 Ps. H. in Sc. Poems i6M C. II.

1 12 In heuinly joy, fair and amene. c 1820 FUSELI Led. Art
\\\. (1848) 550 Whatever is commodious, amene, or useful,

depends in a great measure on the arts. 1863 R. BURTON
Abcokuta I. i The amene delta of the lovely Niger.

Amener, obs. form of ALMONEK.

t Attie'nge, v. Obs. rare. [f. A- pref. i + MENG
to mix.] To mix, mingle.
c 1440 inA rch&ol. XXX. 357 Amenge it with gres ofaswyne.

a 1500 E. E. Misc. (1855) 74Thenne amenge it with thy fyngere.

Amenity (ame'mti). Also 5 -ite, 7 -itie, 7-8
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amoenity, amsenity. [? a. Fr. amenite (in Cotgr.
161 1), or perh. direct ad. of its original L. amcemtal~

cm, f. ama'ii-us pleasant : see AMENE and -ITY.]
1. The quality of being pleasant or agreeable : a.

of places, their situation, aspect, climate, etc.

1432-50 tr, Higdcti (1865) I. 77 That place hath also amenite.
1611 COHYAT Crudities 448 For amenity of situation . . it

doth farre excel all other cities. 1683 Brit. Spec. 17 The
ameenity and Utility of its Seas, Rivers and Ponds. 1832 J.
AUSTIN Jiirispr. (1879) II. 1. 858 The fiar may also cut and
sell timber, so as not to injure the amenity. 1846 PKESCQTT
Ferd. # Is. I. ii. 120 The superior amenity of the climate.

b. of persons, their habits, actions, etc.

1815 MAR. EDGKWORTH Patron, xvii. 279 His manners
wanted amenity, gaiety, and frankness. 1824 DiBDix/.//>r.

Cotnp, 90 Who does not love the amenity of Erasmus? 1873
DrxoN Two Queens I. i. vii. 46 In amenity of life, his Court
had been a Moorish rather than a Gothic Court.

f 2. Joyousness, exhilaration. Obs. rare.

1627 FKLTHAM Resolves n. Ixx. (1677) 307 The Amrcnity
and Floridness of the warm and spirited bloud.

3. concr. in //. f a. Pleasant places or scenes. (Cf.

p/casance.} Obs.

1664 EvBLYN Silva (17761 604 Arboreous Amenities and
plantations of woods. 1671 Diary (1827) II. 354 The
suburbs are large, the prospects sweete, with other amenities.
1762 H. WALTOLE Verities Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV. 140 A
country so profusely beautified with the amenities of nature.

b. Pleasant ways or manners
; pleasant pursuits,

pleasures, delights, agreeable relations, civilities.

1841 DISRAELI (titles Amenities of authors. 1860 MOTLEY
Ncthcrl. (1868) I. v. 234 This interchange of dainties led the

way to the amenities ofdiplomacy. 1866 Cornh.Mag. Aug. 157
All the amenities of home life are wanting. 1883 Scotsman
12 May 9/7 Talking amenities with Sir Stafford Northcote.

Ii Aiueiiorrlicea (ame:non~-a\ Mai. [mod.L. f.

d priv. + y.T)v month + -poia flowing, f. fie-tiv to

flow. Cf. Fr. amenorrhce^\ Absence or suppres-
sion of the menstrual discharge.
1804 Edin. Rci 1

. III. 336 The women suffer much from
amenorrhea. 1872 THOMAS pis. Worn. 64 An inactive state
of the ovaries which results in amenorrhoca.

Anienorrhce'al, a. Med.
[f. prec. + -AL/I.] Of

or pertaining to amenorrhoea.

1870 Syd. Soc. Lex.) Amenorrhoeal Insanity.

t Ame'lious, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f.

L. ama'it-its

pleasant (see AMENE) +-ous.] Pleasant.

1567 W. SALISBURY in E. Evans Spec. 160 In the amenous
;

varietie of over reading and revoluting many volumes.

Ament (ame-nt). [ad. L. AMENT-UM.]
f 1. 'A thong, or string.

1

Cockeram 1623. Obs.

2. Bot. = AMENTUM.
1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. n. 9 The scales in the ament in

the Sali.v rosca, grow into leaves. 1874 COUES Birds of
1 .V.-JK 208 A Thistle-bird swinging under the globular ament

of a button-wood.

Amentaceous (sement/i-Jas), a. Bot. [f. L.

AMENTUM + -ACEOUS.] a. Of the nature of a cat-

kin, b. Bearing catkins.

d
"

I 737 MILLER (J.) The pine tree hath amentaceous flowers

orkatkins. 1852!". V(Q$&Humboldt
l

& Trav. I.vi. 21 3Among
amentaceous plants, the willows, oaks, and birch-trees.

Amenta! (Sme'ntal), a. 1 (and sb.) Bot. [f.
L.

amcnt-itm + -AL.] Bearing catkins ; epithet of one

of Lindley's alliances of Gymnopens.
1847 LINDLEY V. A". ied. 2)254 Amenta) Exogens. Ibid. 248

Natural Orders of Amentals. 1866 BALFOUH in Treat. Bot.

140 The amental or catkin-bearing alliance of Lindley.

Alue'ntal, nonec-wd.
[f.

Gr. dpriv.+MENTAL,
intentionally analogous to a-theistic.] Denying or

dispensingwith the existence of mind or intelligence.
1877 E. CONDER Basis ofFaith vii. 293 The strict parallel

to the atheistic theory of creation would be an amental

theory of any art, say painting; showing how the art and
its products were evolved by slow historic gradations from
the scratches made by passing boulders on the rocks . . with-
out any intervention of human intellect.

AmentiferOUS (cementrferss), a. Bot. [f. L.

AMENT-UM + -(I)FEROUS.] Bearing catkins.

1854 HALVOUR Ctass-bk. 1087 Plants having catkins are
Amentiferous. 1870 BESTLEY Bot. 192 All plants with this

kind of inflorescence are called amentaceous or amentiferous.

^ Amentiform (ame'ntifjSim), a. Bot. [f. as prec.
+ -(I)PORM.] Catkin-shaped..
1869 OLIVER Less. Bot. 239 Common Birch . . a deciduous

tree, with . . amentifonn inflorescence.

I! Amentum (amentum). Bot. PI. -a. \\*.ament~
iim a thong or strap. Cf. AMENT.] A catkin.

1770 MILNE Bot. Diet. Aiij, Scales forming an amentum
or catkin. 1870 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach, iv. 77 Their
[cedars'] fruit consists of an amentum, the pericarps of which
. . are imbricated woody scales.

tAme'nty. Obs. [ad. L. amentia madness, f.

ament-em mad, f. d away from + ment-em mind.
Now used in Path, in L. form.] Madness.

1623 COCKKRAM, Amcntic [ed. 1626 atnenty\ madnesse.

1650 CHARLETON Paradoxes 76 An Amen ty or short alienation

of the reason. 1879 M AUDSLKY/Vt tltol. Mind vii. 327 Amentia
is . . used to denote idiocy, or the privation of mind occa-

sioned by causes that have acted before or soon after birth.

t Amenuse, v. Obs. also 5 amenusy, -uyse,
admenuse. [a. AFr. amcnuse-r, OFr. ametmisitr,
f. a to 4- mennisicfio lessen, cogn. w. Pr. mettuzar,
It. minuzzare : late L. *minutiare, f. minnt-its

lessened, MINUTE. Spelt in i
(sth c. with ad- after L.,

and ultimately refashioned as amynysh, AMIMSH.]

AMERCIABLK
1. trans. To make less, lessen, diminish.

^1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. 19 He amenusif? J?e secre of hys
conscience, c 1386 Pers. T. 285 The dede . . amenuseth
the lone that men sholde han to god. 1417 in E. E. Wills
(1882) 24 Voile power to chaunge ^is testament, o|>er to mak
hit more, ober to amenusy hit. 1554 PHILPOT Exam. <y Writ.
(1842) 424 Which amenusing the majesty of Christ did dimin-
ish therewithal the , . mercy of our salvation.

2. intr. (through refl.)
c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. \. 21 Thanne amenuseth his cold-

nesse. 1447 BOKENHAM Lyvys ofSeyntys -zfo And ych daye
yt began to amenuse. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. n, xxvii. 120 The
haylle . . cometh doun brekyng and amenuysyng in the fallyng.

t Amenusing, vhl, sb. Obs. [f. prec. + -ING 1
.]

Lessening, diminishing.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. 46 A voys al hool, bat is to seyn,

wiboute amenusynge. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowle iv. xxxviii.

63 Long tyme withouten admenusynge. c 1465 Eng. Chron.
103 Any thyng that may be or sowne . . to hurte or amen-
usyng of hys regne or dygnyte royalle.

Amer, obs. form of EMBER.

Amei\e, variant of AMAB, v. Obs., to mar.

Ameral, -aunt, -el, obs. forms of ADMIRAL.

Ameraud, obs. form of EMERALD, EMEKOD.

Amerce (amsus), v.
\
also 4-5 amercy, 5 -sy,

5-6 amercie, 6 amearse, 8 ammerce. [orig.

amercy, a. AFr. amerci-er (not in continental Fr.),
f. a to, at + merei : L. mcrcedem

t
which passed

through the senses of '

wages, remuneration, a gift
in recompense, a gift generally, a gift offered

gratuitously (already in Gregory the Great), a

present, a favour, grace, MERCY.' From the phr.
estre a merci to be at the mercy of any one, was
formed estre ainaeic, at first always passive (as in

Magna Carta), and then the active amercier (in
Uritton c 1292). Britton has estre en twstre merci

synonymous with estre amercie. 'To be amerced'
was thus orig. to be at the mercy of any one as to

:i mount of fine, to 'come in his will,' be fined at

his pleasure ;
hence the active 'to amerce/ to fine

arbitrarily or according to one's own estimate. The
-y was lost through being viewed as inflexional,

or through phonetic identity of amercied^ -id, -ed.

izi5 Magna Carta xiv, Liber homo npn amercietur pro
paruo delicto nisi secundum modum delicti, et pro magno
delicto amercietur secundum magnitudinem delicti, saluo
contenemento suo. French version : Frans horn ne seit

amerciez pour petit forfet, fors solon la maniere del forfait,
et pour le grant forfait seit amerciez solonc la grandesce del

forfait sauf son contenement. c 1292 BRITTON i. vii, A chescun
murdre soit le hundred, ou le murdre sera trove fet, en nostre
merci ; et si le fet serra trove en deus hundrez, si soint am-
bideus amerciez. (Let the hundred where the murder shall

have been done be 'amercied' [in our mercy]; and if the
deed shall be found to have been done in two hundreds, let

them both be '

amercied.') Ibid. r. in. 7 Qe mil ne soit si

hardi de amercier nul homme. ]

1. trans. To punish by an arbitrary fine ; to fine,

mulct (a person), a. Of legal fines.

c 1375 WVCLIF Antccrist 143 To amercy |?e cely puple
wijrouten any mercy. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 40 powgh
^e mowe amercy hem '

late mercy be taxoure. 1444 Pastwt
Lett. 42 I. 55, I should be amercied in the Kyngges Courte.
c 1469 EAKL OF OXFORD ibid. 597 II. 337 Shall at the said

court be amersid. 1523 KITZHERB. Hnsb. 148 To be amerced
in y* courte or elles to make hym amendes or bothe. 1666
FULLER Hist. Camb. 84 The University have power to

punish and amerce all forestallers, regraters, &c. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 179 For this offence the borough was
amerced. 1863 Cox Inst. Etig. Goi't. n. x. 533 Liable to be
amerced to the Crown, or fined for his delay of justice.

b. ./#. and loosely, To exact something from, make
exactions on ; to punish.
c 1570 THYNNE Pride 4- Lowl. 60 The vtntener amercing

them so deepe, That . . Their wife and children oft for

hunger weepe. 1652 EVELYN Diary (1827) IV. 4 For which

presumption if you think fit to amerce me. 1821 BYRON
Cain in, i, Thou shall l>e amerced for sins unknown.
2. "With the penalty or amount expressed ; a. as

a second object (obj. of value) : To fine so much.
1500 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) i That the Sherefs be not

amercyed ouer xx pond. 1633 (J. HERBKRT Hnmilitie iv. in

Temple 62 They . . amerc'd them, double gifts to bring at

the next Session-day. 1725 BAILEY tr. Erasm. Colloq. 317
I'll be content to be amerc'd a Supper. 1762 HUME Hist.

Eng. (1806) IV. Ixv. 779 The person, in whose house the
conventicle met, was amerced a like sum.

b. introduced by in (at obs.) : To fine in.

1611 BIBLE Dent, xxii, 19 They shall amearse him [WvcLiF,
Gcnev. condemne] in an hundred shekels of siluer. 1648
PRYNNE Pica for Lords 8 The Barony . . shall be amerced
at an hundred markes. 1783 MARTYN Geog, Mag. II. 240
He ammerced the inhabitants in the sum of twelve hundred
thousand crowns. 1817 SCOTT Rob Roy (1855! 190 He would
amerce him in half his wages.
c. introduced by with (by rare) : To punish with.

1592 SMA.KS. Rout. $ Jnl. in. i. 195 He Amerce you with so

strong a fine. 1594 SPENSKR Sonnet Ixx, Shall be by him
amearst with penance dew. 1648 MILTON Tenure ofKings
(1650)55 Amerce him with the loss of his Kingdom. 1850
BLACKIE sEsckylus II. in, I shall be Amerced with bitter

loss. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. 11864) V. ix. iv. 248 Any clerk

.. is to be amerced by the loss of his benefices and his order.

d. introduced by of: To mulct, deprive of.

1667 MILTON P. L. \. 604 Millions of spirits for his fault

amerced Of Heaven. 1791 COWPER Iliad xvi. 68 Amerce
me of my well-earn'd recompense. 1844 Lo. COCKBURN Jml.
1 1. 61 St. Andrews, though amerced . . of its ancient greatness.

Amerciable (amo-isiab'l), a,\ also 7 amerce-
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able. [a. AFr. amerciable, f, amercier, see prec.]
Liable to be amerced.
1611 COTGR., Amendable, amerceable, fineable. 1612 CALLIS

Stat. Servers (1647) 132 Fine in cases Fineable, and Amerce
in cases Amerciable. Ibid. 138 If the same by his neglect
be left undone . . he is therefore amerceable. 1678 HALI-:

Hist. Plac. Coron. (1736) II. 73 The hundred is amerceable
for the escape. 1865 NICHOLS Britton I. 188 He shal! be

amerciable.

Amercement (ama'isment). Also 5 amerci-

ment, amercyment. [a. AFr. amerciment, n. of

action f. amercier', see AMERCE. Often aphet. in

1 6th c. to MERCIMENT, and in isth varied with

AMERCIAMENT after med.L.]
1. The infliction of a penalty left to the 'mercy

*

of the inflicter ;
hence the imposition of an ar-

bitrary mulct or fine (originally lighter in amount
than fines fixed for specific offences).

1513 MORE Rich. Ill 11557)62/1 Amercements turned into

fines, fines into ransomes. 1523 FITZHERB. Sun-, xv. (1539)

33 Most commonly by fynes and mercimentes. 1641 MILTON
Ch. Govt. n. iii. (1851) 159 [The church] wanting the beggarly

help of halings and amercements in the use of her powerful
Keies. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comtn. III. 275 Liable to an

amercement from the crown for raising a false accusation.

1849 GROTE Greece V. n. xliii. 299 The defeat, the humilia-

tion, and the amercement of the Carthaginians.
2. The mulct or fine so inflicted.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. 678 Eek they taken of hire bonde
men amercirnent^ [T. r. amercyment}, -cementis, -cement^,

-sementes, -cymentes, -ciamenl] whiche myghten moore

resonably ben cleped extorcions than amerciment} [mercy-
ments, -mentes]. 1483 Pluntpton Corr. 43 Yt is necessary
to aske, distreyne, and levie the sayd amerciments, 1580
HOLLYBAN'D Treas. fr. Tong., Amende, an amercement, a
fine. 1591 PERCIVALL Span. Diet., Multa, an amercement,

1641 Tennes de la Ley 20 Amercement, most properly is a

penalty assessed, by the Peeres or equals of the party amerced,
for an offence done. 1757 BURKE Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wk-<.

X. 397 The fines and amercements were another branch [of

the king's revenue, A. D. 1070]. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 284
Nor is 't alone the Teucrians that pay Amercements with
their blood.

I

1839 BAILEY Festns xix. (1848) 208 Earth Was its amerce-
ment made, its prison flesh.

f3. Penal deprivation of anything. Obs.

1659 MILTON Civ. Power Wks. 1851, 316 The amercement
of their whole virilitie.

Amerciament (am5'isiamcnt) . Also 5-6
amercyament. [Refashioned from prec., after

med.L. amerddment-iim, f. amercidre: see AMER-
CIATE. More freq. than amercement as techn. term.]
1. = AMERCEMENT i.

1543 GRAFTON Contn. Harding s Chron. 508 Euery thyns
was haunsed above the measure ; amercyamentes turned into

fines, fines into raunsomes. c 1550 SIR J. BALFOUR Practices

(1754) 18 Gif ony of thame cumis not, he sail be in the Kingis
amerciament. 1576 LAMBARDE/V/VTW/^. Kent 11826) 202 The
amerciament of bloudshead. 1607 COWEL Interpr. (1637)

Dj b, Anterciament . .signifieth the pecuniarie punishment of

an offender against the King or other Lord in his Court. 1714
SCROGGS Courts-Leet fed. 3) 119 He was amerced, and by
the Amerciament affeered to ios. 1776 Customs of Epwortli
in Stonehouse Axkolme (1839) 145 All amerciaments made
to be the usual and customary amerciaments. 1860 FORSTKU
Grand Remonstr. 22 That such amerciaments . . should be

imposed by the oath of the good men of the neighbourhood,
2. -AMERCEMENT 2.

c 1425 CHAUCER Pers. T. (Lansd. MS.) 678 Elles take |?ei

ofherbondemen amerciament. 1473-4 Act 12 # 13 Ediv./V
in Oxf. $ Camb. Enactmts. 9 Fynes, amerciamentes and
other profiles. 1514 FITZHERB. Just. Peas (1538) 83 The
parsons that shal be gatherers of the sayde amerciamentes.

1605 Play ofStucley (1878) 183 Theres your amerciaments.
And give Jack Dudley this from me to pay his fees. 1783
MARTYN Geog. Mag. II. 400 He collects all public fines,

distresses, and amerciaments. 1800 COLQUHOUN Comtn. fy

Pol. Thames xi. 311 The emoluments . . arise chiefly from
fines and amerciaments.

f Ame'rciate, v. Obs. rare. [f. med.L. amercid-

re, -dt-um, f. AFr. amercier to AMERCE.] AMERCE.
1566 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 345 Patrick Murray . .

was amerciated for his non-appearance to underly the law.

Amercing (amaMsirj), vbl. sb. [f. AMERCE +
-ING 1

.]
The action of punishing by fine

; fining,

mulcting. (Now chiefly gerundial.)
1580 HOLLYBAND TV. Fr. Tong., Condemnation d'amende,

an amercing or putting to fine. 1611 COTGR., Multation, a

fining, amercing, punishing by the purse. Rlod. The right
of amercing for offences.

f- A-mA-fgj a. m adv. Obs.rare~ l
. [a. Fr. amere

: L. amar-us bitter.] Bitter, bitterly.
c 1300 A". Alis. 4427 With sweord ryden he dud amere, In

this strong fyghtyng cas, He mette with Dalmadas.

Amere, variant of AMAR v. Obs., to mar.

Amergent, obs. variant of EMERGENT.
i Ame'ricall, a. Obs. rare~ l.= AMERICAN.
1651 N. BIGGS New Dispens. Fi24 The New-found-land

of Americall or Prester-John humours.

American (ame'rikan), a. and sb. A. adj.
1. Belonging to the continent of America.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iii. (1641) 25/1 Under the

Empire of the Ocean, Atlantike, Indian, and American.

1633 HERBERT Temple, Ch. Mil. 235 Religion stands on tip-
toe in our land, Readie to pass to the American strand. 1773
BARRINGTON \r\Phil. Trans. LXIII.285,1 have happened., to
hear the American mocking-bird. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII.
320 The singular congruity in structure between all the
American languages, from the northern to the southern ex-

tremity of the continent.

2. a. Belonging to the British colonies in North
America (obs.}. b. Belonging to the United States.

1647 WARD Simple Cob. 24 Divers make it an Article of
our American Creed. 1775 JOHNSON (title) Taxation no

Tyranny, an Answer to the Resolutions and Address of the

American Congress. 1883 Daily News 14 May 5/8 The
plain evening dress which bespeaks the American Minister

everywhere.
B. s/>.

~ 1. An aborigine of the American continent ;
now

called an 'American Indian.'

1578 G, BEST h'robishcrs I'oy. (1867) 284 The Americans
.. which dwell under the equinoctiall line. 1631 MASSINGER
City Madam m. iii, Worse Than ignorant Americans. 1711
ADUISON Spcct. No. 56 * i The Americans believe that all

creatures have souls. 1777 ROBERTSONAmer. II. 417 Amax-
ing accounts are given of the persevering speed of the
Americans.

2. A native of America of European descent
;

esp. a citizen of the United States.

1765 GALE in Phil. Trans. LV. 198 Paying quit-rents to

monopolizers of large tracts of land, is not well relished by
Americans. 1775 JOHNSON Tax.

no_ Tyr. 13 That tht;

Americans are able to bear taxation is indubitable. 1809
KENDALL Trat>. II. Iviii. 286 The Americans, that is the

subjects of the United States. 1882 HOWKLLS in Cent. Mag.
Nov. 26 We Americans are terribly in earnest about making
ourselves.

3. A ship belonging to America.

1817 Soi'THicv in Q. AYz 1
. XVII. 2 He had sailed in an

American to Manilla.

Americanism (ame-rikani-z'm). [f. prec. +

-ISM.]
1. Attachment to, or political sympathy with, the

United States.

1808 T. JEFFERSOX H'rit. (18301 IV. 114, I knew your
Americanism too well. 1853 MARY HOWITT tr. limners
Homes N. World I. 160 What constitutes noble republican-
ism and Americanism. 1861 H. KINGSLEY Rai'cnshoc xlii,

The leaven of Americanism and European Radicalism.

2. Any thing peculiar to, or characteristic of, the

United States.

1833 Edin. AYr'. LVJI.45I The existence of some peculiar
Americanism of character, and even language. 1870 EMER-
SON Soc. $ Sol. ii. 232, I hate this shallow Americanism which

hopes to get rich by credit,

3. esp. A word or phrase peculiar to, or extending

from, the United States ; (the common, and app.

earliest, use of the word in Great Britain.)
a 1794 WITHKRSPOON Wks. 1802 IV. 460 The first class I

call Americanisms, by which I understand an use of phrase---

or terms, or a construction of sentences, even among per-
|

sons of rank and education, different from the use of the

same term-; or phrases, or the construction of similar sen-
j

tences in Great Britain. 1826 Miss MITI-ORD Our Village \

Ser. ii. (18631 352 Society has been progressing (if I may
borrow that expressive Americanism) at a very rapid rate.

1833 GEN. 1*. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) III. 470 There are

many Americanisms which in the course of time will work
their way into the language of England.

Ame'ricaiiist. [f.
as prec. + -T.ST.] One who

makes a special study of subjects pertaining to
}

America, as its geology, natural history, ethnology,

antiquities, history, or resources.
1881 Athcnsmnt 3 Sept. 3 11/2 The Congress of Americanists

. . is to open at Madrid on the 25th of this month

Americanization (ftmerikftniaiz^i-Jan). [f.

next + -ATION.] The process of Americanizing.
1860 Times 12 Apr. 8/2 This Americanization is represented

to us as the greatest ofcalamities. 1882 Pall Mall G. 23 Nov.
i The partial Americanization of English journalism.

Americanize ^ame'rikanai:/}, v.
[f.

AMERI-
CAN a. + -IXE.]
1. strictly, To make American ; to naturalize as

an American, esp. as a citizen of the United States.

1816 PICKERING Voc.^ Americanize, to render American.

1859 in WORCESTER.
2. loosely, To make American in character ;

to

assimilate to the customs or institutions of the

United States. (Chiefly a term of English party

politics, intended to be opprobrious.)
1830 Genii. Mag. Mar. 238 They take upon themselves to

scout learning . . Americanize episcopacy and the liturgy.

1858 (27 Oct.) URIGHT Sp. 289 They say we must not on any
account ' Americanize

'

our institutions.

3. intr. To become American in character, etc.

1875 HOWELLS Foregone Concl. 77 He was Americanizing in

that good lady's hands as fast as she could transform him.

1882 in Longm. Mag. 1, 42 They have Americanised in such

degree that it is hard to know some of them from ourselves.

4. intr. To use Americanisms in language.
1839 Q. Rev. Oct. 311 The second example will satisfy Mr.

Murray that Hood Americanizes not.

Ame'ricanized, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
1. Made American ; naturalized in America, esp.

in the United States.

1864 Miss YONGE Trial \\.~K\\. 315
* And he is quite Ameri-

canized ?
'

asked Leonard. 1866 Sped, i Dec. 1 325 Arresting
Americanized Irishmen, among others a Head Centre.

2. Made like the American ; assimilated to the

character of the United States.

1879 M. ARNOLD Democr. in Mixed Essays 23 To prevent
the English people from becoming, with the growth of de-

mocracy, Americanised.

Ame'riCO-, combining form of AMERICA, as in

Americo-mania, a craze for what is American.

1798 W.TAYLOR in MoHtk.Kev.yjKVl. 527 Their Americo-
mania he seems to consider as a criminal heresy. i88a World

n Jan., Americomania has reached a point when a writer
is gravely taken to task . . for calling Transatlantic meesses
'

eccentric.'

Amerous, obs. variant of AMOROUS.
Amerveille, -aille, var. AMARVEL v. Obs.

Ames ace, obs. form of AMBS-ACE.
I Ame'se, v. Obs. [a. OFr. arnesir, amaisir,

also amaisier, amaiser, to calm, pacify, appease:
med.L. *admiti-are, f. ad \& + imti-$ mild.] To
appease, calm, render mild

; to moderate, pacify.
1375 HARBOUR Bruce xvi. 134 Bot othyr lords that war

hym by Ameyssyt the King, c 1400 Destr. Troy xxxn.
12842 Ames you of malice, c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. v. iii. 49
Til amese all were and stryfe. c 1460 Towneley Jlyst. 194
Sir, amese you. 1529 LvNDESAY Compl. 42 The first men
wer displesit. Hot he thame prude ntlie amesit.

t Ame'sing, M. sb. Obs. [f. prec. + -ING
!.]

Mildness, moderation.

(TI325/-.'. E.Allit.P. 0.400 In his mylde amesynghe mercy
may fynde.

Amesnable, obs. form of AMENABLE.

Amess, obs. form of AMICE.

Amesure, earlier form of ADMEASURE.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour xviii. 25 Here is a good ensaumple

to amesure in this matere bothe herte and thought.

II Ametabola la-m/tze-btfla), sb.pl. tool. [prop.
mod.L. adj. pi. neut. (sc. inscctd], a. Gr. d/teTd-

/3oAa pi, neut. of u/iern/JoAo?, f. a priv. + /iTa/3oAo?

changeable.] A sub-class of Insects, consisting of

those such as the Lice and Spring-tails, which
do not undergo metamorphosis,
1870 NICHOLSON Zool. (1880) 341 Insects are divided into

sections, called respectively.-/;//tVrf(Wrt, Ilemimctabola, and
Ifolotnetabola,

Ametabolian (ame^aboa-lian), a. and sb. Zool.

[f. prec. + -TAX : cf. again tan.] A., adj. Belonging
to the AmctaboJa. B. sb. An insect of this sub-class.

1835 KIRBY Habits fy hist. An. II. xiv. iS Dr. Leach di-

vides Insects into AmetaboUans and Metaboliaiis, 1875
ULAKE Zool. 243 Dioecious and ametabolian.

Ametabolic (ame tab/rlik\ a. Zool.
[f.

as prec.
-t- -ic.] Not undergoing metamorphosis.
1870 NICHOLSON Advd. Zool. 162 The insects are said to be

*

Ametabolic,' because they pass through no metamorphosis.
Ametabolous (sem/tse'b^las), a. Zool. [f. as

prec. + -ous.]
=

prec.
1870 ROLLICSTON Anitn. I<if<: xxxiv. 105 The fresh-water

congeners of marine species which go through metamor-

phoses, are very frequently ametabolous in the sub-kingdoms
of Mollusca. 1877 HLXLKV Anat. hi->. An. vii. 424 Of ameta-
bolous insects, there are some with masticatory, others with
suctorial mouths.

AmetalloUS 'ame'tahs), a. Chcni.
[f. dr. u

priv. f pira\K-ov mine (taken in sense of L. mctall-

urn metal) + -Oi'H.] Not of the nature of a metal,
non-metallic.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lt\\\

t Ametho'dical, a. 0/v.- [f.
A- prcj. 14 +

METHODICAL (now replaced by UNMETHODICAL).]
'Out of method, without method, irregular.' J.

1721 in BAILKV. Also in mod. Diets.

t Ametho'dically, adv. Qbs.rare-'*'. [f. prec.
-f- -LY-.] \Vithout method ; unmethodically.
1631 W'himzics^b In a tempest you shall heare him pray,

but so amethoclically, as it argues that hee is seldome vers d
in that practice.

t Ame'thodist. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
I\.' pref. 14

+ METHODIST.] One who follows no method;
( a physician who does not practise by theory, a

quack.' Todd.
1654 WHITLOCK Mann. Engl. 89 (T.I It cannot be looVt for,

that these empirical! amethodists should understand the

order of art, or the art of order.

Amethyst (se'm/Jrist). Forms : 3 ametist, 4
ame-, amatistus, 4-6 amatyst(e, 5 ametiste,

5-7 amatist, 6 amitist, amates, 6-7 amatites,
6-8 amethist, 7ara8ethist, 7- amethyst, (4amaf-
fised). [a. OFr. ametiste, arnatiste, ad. L, anic-

thyst-us, a. Gr. a^tOvar-os, prop. adj.
' not drunken

*

(f. d priv. -t- *fieOvGTo$, verbal adjective f. ptOv-
aic-fiv to intoxicate, f. pt&v wine), applied subst. to

this stone (as also to a herb), from a notion that

it was a preventive of intoxication. In end of

i6th c. the word began to be refashioned after the

Latin, though the earlier amatist was still usual in

early part of 1 7th.]
1. A precious stone of a clear purple or bluish

violet colour, of different degrees of intensity, con-

sisting of quartz or rock-crystal coloured by man-

ganese, or, according to Heintz, by a compound of

iron and soda.
c 1290 Cokaygne in E. E. P. (1862) 158 Ametist and criso-

Hte. '1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 1015 J>e amatyst purpre with

ynde blente. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. A*, xvi. ix. 11495)

557 Amatistus is purpre red in colour medelyd wyth colour

of uyolette. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. in Ashm. 1652 v. 65
The Amatist followeth the Ruby in dignity. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. II. 569 Rubeis reid . . amates that courtlie war
and cleir. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia IM 1654*1 141 The bloodie

shafts of Cupids war, With amatists they headed are. 1596
LODGE Marg. ofAmer. 79 The amethist staieth drunken-
nesse. 1611 BIBLE Rei'. xxi. 20 The twelfth an Amethyst
IWvcLiF^metistus; TINDALE, Gtnev. amatist; Rhftn. ame-

thysle]. i6ia DRAYTON Poly-olb. xv. 241 The rich Ruby,



AMETHYSTINE.
Pearle, and Amatist. 17*7 THOMPSON Summer 151 The
purple streaming Amethyst is thine. 1874 WESTROPP Prec.
Stones 41 The finest amethysts are brought from India,
Persia, Ceylon, Brazil, and Siberia.

Oriental Amethyst : a rare violet or amethyst-
coloured variety of Corundum or Sapphire.
'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., Oriental Amethysts are

found in Calecut and Bisnagar. 1874 WESTROPP Prec. Stones
16 The violet variety of corundum is termed the oriental

amethyst. It may be distinguished from the ordinary ame-

thyst by its supenor brilliancy.

*-fis-
1818 KEATS Endym. i. 27 Western cloudiness, that takes The

semblance of gold rocks . . palaces And towers of amethyst.
c 1875 LONGF. Palingen, i, The rolling meadows of amethyst.
3. Her. The colour of the amethyst, purple violet.

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie 105 He beareth on a wreathe

'Topaze
'

and 'Saphiere'an Alcian, volant, of the ' Amatist'
mixte with 'Pearle.' 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Dict.^ Awelkist,
a Term in Heraldry, signifying the Purple Colour in the
Coat of a Nobleman.
4. attrib. quasi-a^'. ;- AMETHYSTINE 2.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny ix. xxxviii. (16341 2 59 Rich Amethyst
or purple violet colour. 1791 HAMILTON Berthollet's Dyeing
I. Introd. ii The amethyst purple had the colour of the
stone so called. 1879 E. CLKRKI-; in Cornh. Mag. June 724
The savage sculpture of their stony ribs accentuated by
amethyst shadow.

Amethystine (cem/'bi-stin), a. ; also 7 -istine,
8 -sstyne. [ad. L. anuthystinust

a. Gr. dpf6v<jTti'~ost

f. afJLtOvtrr-os: see prec. and -IXE.]
1. Containing, or composed of, amethyst.
1670 K. BROWX in Phil. Trans.V. 1197 Amethysts or Ame-

thystine mixtures in the clefts of the Rocks. 1695 WOOD-
WARD Xnt. Hist. Earth iv. (17231 244 Gold grains, Amethis-
tine Pebles, Amber. 1877 JEWITT Half-hrs. Eng. Antiq,
206 Bead> of amethystine quartz.
2. Amethyst-coloured ; violet-purple.
1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. xv. 211 Most elegant Ame-

thystine flowers. 1772 PENNANT Tours in Scotl. (1774' 218

Crystalline kernels, of an amethestyne color. 1834 DISRAKLI
Rn>. Epick i. i. 8 Bright beings like the morn, With ame-
thystine wingi, 1870 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach. \. 2 The
Pleiades . . quivering with radiance in the amethystine ether.

!! Ametropia (cemftr<?u-pia). Path. [mod.L., f.

Gr. a/if Tpos irregular (f.
d priv. + nerpov measure)

+ wfy, OITT-O, eye + -ta abst. ending.] Any abnormal
condition of the refraction of the eye.
1875 WALTON Dis. Eye 617 Such deviation is sometimes

called ametropia.

Ametropic (aemftr/rpik), a. Path. [f. prec.
+ -ic.] Pertaining to ametropia; with defective

refraction.

1878 BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 300 The ametropic eye differs

from the emmetropic in two opposite directions.

AmetrOUS ^amrtras), a. Path.
[f.

Gr. d priv.
4- t*r)Tpa womb + -ous.] Having no uterus.

1879 in Syd. Sec. Le.v.

t A'metry. Ohs. rare-'1
, [ad. Gr. a^trpia im-

moderation, f. d priv. + ptrpov measure + -to abst.

ending.] Immoderation
; excess.

1541 K. COPLAND Galyen's Terap. 2 E j b, Ametrie, that is

to saye . . vncotnpetence and immoderacyon.

II Anieu ble, v. Obs. [a. Fr. a;w(V-/>- to render

movable, f. a to-i- weubh\ L. mobil-em movable.]
To stir up, loosen (soil).

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Dict.,Amtu6Krtgt Ameu6ltrui French,
a Term peculiar to that Language, concerning the Culture
of the Earth, which is grown hard . . As we may say, to

ameuble that Surface; i.e. to render it mmeable.

Ameve, variant of AMOVE v. Obs., to move.

t Ami, amy(e. Obs. Alsoy^w. ameye. [a.

OFr. attiy, ami : L. amic-us friend, and amie : L.

arnica female friend.] A friend, a lover.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20193 Quat es ti name bou suet ami \v.r.

amy], c 1300 K. Alts. 520 Scheo saide heo was ameye To
Ammon the god of pleye. Ibid. 1834 He scholde come as
amye. c 1330 Arth. $ Meri. 9307 Arthour and Ban, and
Bohort, his amis.

Amiability (^miabHTti). [f. next: see -BILTTY.

App. a mod. Eng. formation, though the cognate
amiablete common in OFr. was still in use in beg.
of i;th c. See also AHABILITY.]
1. The quality of being amiable (in the modern

sense) ; amiableness.

1807 Edin. Rev. X. 439 It is quite painful to look at such
terms as ivomaniseti, amiability. 1817 TICKNOR Life I. in
Which in France is called amiability but which everywhere
else would be called flattery. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick. xiv.

(C. D. ed.) 104 They were delighted with his amiability.
2. Lovableness( better expressed by AMABILITT).
1869 GOULBOURN Purs. Holiness vu. 62 The amiability of

God consists in his moral perfections.

Amiable {/'-miab'l), a. Forms: 4 amiabul,
4-6 amyable, 5 aimiable, ameabill, 5-6 amya-
bil(l, 6- amiable, [a. OFr. amiable : L. arnica-

bil-em friendly, f. amic-us a friend ; afterwards

confused with OFr. amable (mod. aimable) \L.
amabilem lovable, f. amare to love : see AMICABLE
and -BLE. Occas. compared -er, -est.']

+ 1. (
= Fr. amiable, L. amicabil-em^} a. Of per-

sons : Friendly, amicable
;
kind (in action). Obs.

c 1330 Will. Palerne 586 pat amiabul maide alisaundrine
a hi^t. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. 61 Amyable fortune with hir

flaterynges draweth mys wandrynge men fro the souereyne
good, c 1400 Bfryn 1657 He made hym chere, semeyng
amyabill. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. i. xix. (1495) 22 a/i One
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namyd Phylemon whyche was moche amyable and debonayr
to the peple.
b. Friendly, kindly disposed, favourably inclined

(to a thing). ?Only in U. S.

1875 HDWELLS Foregone ConeI. 72 That foreign eccentricity
to which their nation is so amiable.

c. Of words, conduct, etc. : Friendly, kindly.
(Now almost restricted to temper, wood, and so

passing into 3.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Melibem 10 With amyable wordes hire to

recomforte. 1443 Pol. Poems II. 210 Froward cheerys, pees
makith amyable. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. \\. ii. 243 Lay an
amiable siege to the honesty of this Ford's wife. 1712
ADDISON Sped. No. 459 Fiz Giving us more amiable Ideas
of the Supreme Being, c 1746 HERVEV Medit. $ Cont. (1818)
87 In vain we strive to behold the features of amiable na-
ture. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 602 The rebels . . pro-
ceeded to Welh, and arrived there in no amiable temper.
fd. Amiable numbers : see AMICABLE 3 b.

f2. (
= Fr. aimable, L. amabilem^ Worthy to be

loved, lovable, lovely, a. of persons. Obs. (exc.
as restricted in 3.)

1535 COVERDALE Jtid. x. 4 She was exceadinge amyable
and welfauoured in all mens eyes, 1604 SHAKS. Oth. \\\. iv.

59 While she kept it, 'T would make her Amiable, and sub-
due my Father, a 1656 BP. HALL Invts. World \\. vi, The
infinitely amiable and glorious Deity. 1*711 ADDISON Sfect.
No. 162 P 4 We . . are amiable or odious in the Eyes of our
great Judge. 1788 JWzy Lend. Mag. 572 Not more amiable
for the beauty of her person than the accomplishments of
her mind.

fb. of things. Obs. or arch. exc. in regard to

personal human actions, in which it approaches 3.

1382 WYCLI F Phil. iv. 8 What euere thingis amyable, or
able to be lotted [Vulg. amabilia', Rhem. amiable; 1611

lovely]. Amos v. ii ^e shuln plante most amyable vyne
3erdis. 1513 DOUGLAS Stiffs xn. Prol. 151 Mayst amyabil
waxjs the emerant medis. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. Ixxxiii. i

How amiable are thy dwellinges, thou Lorde of hoostes?

[WVCLIF, looued ; 1611 amiable]. 1578 LVTE Dorfoens i. xcvi.

138 Of savour and smell more amiable or pleasant. 1615
MARKHAM EMff //ffMSfui. (1660)101 Smoothing of the skirme,
and keeping the face delicate and amiable. 1644 HOWELL
/,('//. d65o> I. 470 They keep their churches so cleanly and
amiable. 1715 BURNET Own Time II. 297 It was no ami-
able thing to be a province to Spain. 1722 STEELE Consc.
Lcrjers n. i. 11755) 35 To tear his amiable Image from my
Heart. 1803 ^Iiss EDGF.WORTH Moral T. (18161 I. xvi. 133
He should appear in a more amiable light. 1877 M. ARNOLD
llfhu's Gr. Poems II. 258 This amiable home of the dead.

3. The ordinary modern meaning mixes senses
i and 2, implying the possession of that friendly

disposition which causes one to be liked ; habi-

tually characterized by that friendliness which
awakens friendliness in return

; having pleasing
qualities of heart.

(A lovable person is viewed as wholly objective ; an ami-
able person is the subject of friendly emotions, which make
him the object of our friendly emotions.)

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones in. vii. 11840^ 30/2 The amiable
temper of pity. 1776 GIBBON Decl. fy /-'. I. vi. 122 That
amiable prince soon acquired the affections of the public.

1806-31 A. KNOX Rent. I. (1844' 67 The Church of England
has produced numberless specimens of. . the most amiable
goodness. 1816 CRABBE Synon. 74 An amiable disposition,
without a lovely person, will render a person beloved. It is

distressing to see any one who is lovely in person to be nn-
amiabte in character. 1866 CARI.YLE Reniin. I. 168, I re-

member her well, one of the amiablest of old maids.

Amiableness (^-miab'lnes). [f. prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being amiable.
1. The quality of being lovable ; lovableness, love-

liness. = AMABILITT. a. of persons. Obs. or arch.

1534 WHITTINTON Tnllyes Offices \. (1540) 58 There be two
maner of beauties, of the which . . we must applye amyable-
nesse to woman, dignyte to man. 1684 BAXTER Cath. Com-
mun. 32 Men must be loved . . every one according to the
measure of his amiableness. c 1746 HERVEY Medit, fy Cont.

(1818) 192 His amiableness, who is
'

fairest among ten thou-

sand, and altogether lovely.' 1837 J* HARRIS Gt. Teacher

74 The character of Christ is the conception of a being of
infinite amiableness.

b. of things. Obs. or arch.
a 165* J. SMITH Sel. Disc. ix. 485 Let us inform our minds

. . in the excellency and loveliness of practical religion . .

beholding it in its own beauty and amiableness. 1753 LAW
Lett. Import. Sitbj. 163 The amiableness ofany virtue, or the
horrid nature of any vice.

2. Kindliness of character which wins friend-

ship ; pleasing quality of heart and behaviour.
= AMIABILITY.
a 1719 ADDISON (J.) The natural gaiety and amiableness of

the young man wears off. 1779 JOHNSON L. P. Wks. 1816
X. 202 The amiableness of his manners made him loved
wherever he was known. 1846 Blackw. Maj*. LX. 482 My
national frigidity was doomed to be thawed into civility, if

not into amiableness. 1849 Miss PORTER Scot. Chiefs 133
If you knew all her goodness, all the amiableness that
dwells in her gentle heart..

Amiably (^-miabli), adv. ; also 5-6 amyably.
[f. as prec. + -LY^.] In an amiable manner.

T"l. Amicably, in a friendly manner. Obs.

1489 CAXTON Fayt ofAmies iv. v. 243 Praying that amy-
ably they wyl receyue his lettres. 15*3 LD. BERNERS Frois-
sart I. ccxxix. 308 He was amyably alyed with the kynge
of Grenada. 1692 R. LESTRANGE Josephus Ant. x. xi. (17331

290 They . . look perhaps, less amiably upon it ftheir food].

f2. Lovably, agreeably, so as to attract love or

admiration. Obs.

1605 DKAYTON Man in Moone 136 Her Cleere and dainty
Skin, To the beholder amiably did show. 1634 T. HERBERT

AMICABLE.
Trav. (1677) 129 The Palaces rise so amiably. 1779 JOHN-
SON Milton 157 The solitary fidelity of Abdiel is very ami-
ably painted.
8. Good-temperedly ; with kindly disposition.
1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey ni.iii.97 Amiably arrogant. 1841

MIALL Nonconf. I. 3 He then very amiably remarks. 1851
RCSKIN Mod. Paint. (1860) V. 151 Which we should be ami-
ably grieved to think any human being had been so happy
as to find before.

i Amia'lltal, . Obs. rare-*,
[f. Gr. d/uair-os

(see AMIANT(H)US + -AL!.] Undefiled, undefilable.

1674 J. B[RIAN] Hurv.-Home Postsc. 56 A kingdom that
Is apthartal, amiantal.

Amiaut(h (oe-miixnt, -sen))). Also 5 amyannt.
[a. Fr. amiante, ad. L. amiant-us.] = AMIAST(H)CS.
(Now a poetic form.)
1420 .Siege of Roneti^ in ArcJtxol. XX. 372 The kyngis

heraudis & pursuiauntis In cotis of armys amyauntis. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny 11634)11.589 The Amiant stone is like
Alume. 1713 ANCESTEIN in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 223 The
Amiant part is of a light Gray or Lead colour. 1-1815
SOUTHEY I "oimg Dragon I. VI. 263 With amianth he lined the
iiest, And incombustible asbest.

Amiant (h)iform va.>miise-ntif/.im),a. [f. AMI-

ANT(H)US + -(.I)FORM.] Of the form or structure

of amiant;h)us.
1801 BOL'RSON in Phil. Trans. XCI. 181 This hematitic

variety is found with the same diversity of colours as the

preceding, or amianthiform variety [of Arseniate of Copper].

Amiant(h)ilie (oemi,oe-ntin), a. [f. as prec. +
-IXE 1

.] Of the nature or material of amiant(h)us.
1833 BREWSTER Nat. Magic xii. 309 A cap made of ami-

anthine cloth.

Amia'iit(h)iiiite. Min.
[f.

assumed L. *a-

miant(h)in-us, f. AMIANT(H)US +-ITE.] A mineral,
a variety of actinolite.

1847 in CRAIG.

Amiant(h)oid (saniimrtrad)," a. and sl>. [f.

AMIANTH-US + -OID.] A., adj. Having the appear-
ance of amiant(h)us. B. sl>. A mineral akin to

amiant(h)us, also called Asbestoicl.

1847 in CKAIG. [In Dana only as Fr.]

Amiant(h)ordal, a. [f. prec. + -AiA] Of
the appearance of, or resembling, amiant(h)us.
1864 RUSKIN in Reader IV. 678/1 The upper covering of

fibrous and amianthoidal schist.

II Amiant(h)us (Emi|3e'nti5s, -]>ws). [L. ami-

a/i/jis, a. Gr. a^iavTos undefiled, undeniable ; also

subst. the mineral, because freed from all stains by
being thrown in the fire, it being itself incombust-
ible. Spelling corrupted by confusion with^Wya-
t/nis,e\c. Thecorrect forma;/'a/(Mshouldbeused.]
1. A mineral, a variety of asbestos, splitting into

long flexible pearly white fibres, which have been
woven into a fabric.

1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. iii. 2. 62 Middle Prized
Stones . . Incombustible nature . . Amiantus, Asbestus. 1671
Phil, Trans. VI. 2167 That Lanuginous Stone, called Ami-
anthus. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet., Amianthus, call'd by
us sometimes Earthfiax, and sometimes Salamander's Hair.

1750 Leonardiis's Mirr. Stones 75 Amiantus or Amianthus
. . is not to be destroyed by Fire. 1866 RUSKIN Ethics of
Dust 76 Here is amianthus, for instance, which is quite as
fine and soft as any cotton thread you ever sewed with.

2. A fibrous kind of chrysolite of a greenish
colour ; the a^avrm of Dioscorides.
1862 DANA Man. Geol. 18. 61 Serpentine . . also delicately

fibrous, and then called amianthus or chrysolite.

Amias, obs. form of AMICE *.

Amias. ? for AMETHYST.
1545 Lane. Wills II. 63 My ryng of golde withe a ston of

amias withe lettres in it of R and E.

Aniic (se-mik), a. Chem. [f. AM(MONIA) or AM-

(IDE) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to ammonia, of the

nature of an amide or amine
; esp. in Amic acid, a

compound of the nature of an amide, an acid

amide ; e. g. lactamic carbamic, phosphamic acid ;

Amic ether, the ether of an amic acid ; Amic base,

a compound of the nature of an amine, e.g.
anisamine.

1863 WATTS Did. Chem. I. 168 Amic acids are distinct

monobasic acids. 1877 Foumes' Chtin. II. 381 Amic or

Amidic acids . . They are also designated as a group by the

name ' Alanines.'

Amicability (se^mikabi-llti). [f. next : see

-B1LITY.] The quality of being amicable ;
friend-

liness, amicableness ; concr. in//, friendly relations.

1660 G. FLEMING Stetnma. Sacr. 42 That amicability that

we are now knit in. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick. xii. (C. D.

ed.) 87 Perfect amicability being thus restored. 187^ Hon.
Miss Ferrard III. iii. 102 This abominable disestablishment

has rather caused an interruption of amicabilities.

Amicable (cE'mikab'l), a. [ad. L. amieabil-is

(a word of Roman law), f. amic-us friend, con-

nected with ama-re to love. The earlier form was
AMIABLE through OFr.; cf. affiliable, which pre-
ceded applicable.']

1. gen. Friendly.
1532 T. AUDELEY in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 109 II. 24 The most

joyous and amycable assemblie and meting of his Grace and
the French Kinge. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. Apol. 22 The
most amicable expressions. 1717 POPE Eloisa 301 Each
mild, each amicable guest. 1748 ANSON Voy. in. vi. (ed. 4)

468 We once more arrived in an amicable port. 1835
SIR J. Ross N.-W. Pass. v. 72 The amicable and good-



AMICABLENESS.

tempered manner. 1860 MOTLEY Netfterl. (1868' I. vi. 355
She had frequently, by amicable embassies, warned her
brother of Spain.

2. esp. Of mutual arrangements: Done in a friendly

spirit, with mutual goodwill, or without quarrel-

ling or employment of force ; peaceable, harmo-
nious. Amicable suit', an action instituted by
mutual understanding between the parties con-

cerned, in order to secure an authoritative decision

on a point of law.

1609 SKENE Rrg. Maj. (Table) 65 Amicabill composition is

ane aggreance be arbitrie, conforme to ane paction agreid
betwixt the parteis. ri68o in Somers Tracts II. 272 Their

Insolence . . declares them to be above the bumble Dis-

pensation of an amicable Composure. 1780 BURKE Sf. Econ.

Kef. Wks. III. 247 Amicable arrangements with a friend in

power. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Hist. Vermont 249 An amicable
settlement of all differences. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi iii.

79 We entered into amicable relations with the chief.

\ 3. Of things : Kindly, benign, genial. Obs.

1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, iv. 127 Balsam of Peru . .

its amicable and peculiar faculty in strengthening the Nerves.

1691 RAY Creation (1714) 214 No amicable verdure of Herbs.

b. Amicable (or amiable] numbers :

' numbers

which are mutually equal to the whole sum of

each other's aliquot parts. Such are the numbers

284 and 220.' Chambers Cycl. (1727-51).
1796 MUTTON Math. Diet. I. 104/2 F. Schooten . . I believe

first gave the name of amicable to such numbers.
_

1816 T.

TAYLOR (title) Theoretic Arithmetic . . together with some
remarkable Particulars respecting Perfect, Amicable, and
other Numbers.

A'micableness. [f. prec. + -N-ESS.]

1. The quality of being amicable ;
friendliness.

a 1667 JER. TAYLOR Peacemaker (R.) True friends to It

[peace], and to that amicableness that attends it. 1868 GEO.
ELIOT Felix H. 37 The conversation . . ended with deter-

mined amicableness.

t 2. Of things. Cf. AMICABLE 3. Obs.

1667 BOYLE in Phil. Trans. II. 552 This Experiment . . to

shew the Amicableness of Volatil spirits to the Blood.

Amicably (.annikabli), adv. ff. as prec. + -LY 2.]

In an amicable or friendly manner, without quar-

relling or use of force.

1699 Land. Gaz. mmmcccclyiiiA It's hoped, that . . the
Affair of Elbing will be amicably adjusted. 1724 SWIFT

Draper's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n. 101 Honourable names very
amicably joined with my own. 1796 MORSE Amer. Gcog.
I. 487 Amicably disposed towards the English colonies. 1813
SOUTHEY Nelson vii. 264 The conference however proceeded
amicably on both sides. 1867 Miss BROUGHTON Not Wisely
II. iii. 47 She and her cavalier toddled amicably along.

) Amical, a. Obs. [a. Fr. amical, ad. L. ami-
cdl-is (rare in cl., frequent in med.L.), f. amlc-us

friend: see -AL'. Cf. inimical] Friendly.
1651 GAULE Ma^aslrom. 86 Planets amicall, benevolous,

auspicious. 1691 W. WATSON (title} An Amical Call to Re-

pentance, etc. [1814 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XXXVII.
118 Amicable . . appears to have been originally either an

impure word for amical, or a misprint for amiable.}

Amice 1
(s-mis). Forms: 4 amyse, 6 amis(e,

ames, amyss(e, amys(e, annas, ammess,
amyce, 6- amice. [Earlier amyt, AMIT(E, a. OFr.
amit : L. amict-us. The form amyse, amice, is

not satisfactorily accounted for ; the s may be due
to an early confusion of amyte with the next word

(OFr. aumusse) ; to a med.L. anticia (see Ducange)
?for amitia, f. OFr. amit; or to one of the OFr.
forms (Burguy has 'amit, amict, amis,' Littre

'>/>/'). Wyclif translates amictus once amyt,
once amys, but has also amyt for capilium

'

hood,'
where the sense seems to be aumusse, AMICE 2,

showing already a confusion between the two words.

In Caxton, and in i8th c. writers, we find AMICT.]
1 1. gen. A cloth for wrapping round, a scarf,

handkerchief, or other loose wrap. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. xxii. 17 As an amyse, so he shal vnder-
reren thee [1388 As a cloth so he shal reise thee ; Vulg.
Quasi aiiiictnm sic sitblivabil tc\.

2. Eccl. A square of white linen (called also

heafod-lin and kerchief), folded diagonally, worn

by celebrant priests, formerly on the head, but now,

by priests of the Church of Rome, about the neck
and shoulders.

1532 MORE Con/tit. TinJale Wks. 1557, 641/2 He would
haue the peple pull the priest from the aulter, and ye amis
from his head. Ibid. 390/1 What signifyeth the albe, the

he that putteth it on is blinded, and hath professed to lead
us after him in darkness. 1536 Reg. Riches in Antiq. Sarisb.

197 Divers Stoles and Fannons, some wanting an Ammess.
1539 Bk. Cerem. in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. cix. 285 First
he putteth on the amyss, which as touching the mystery,
signifieth the vail . . And therfore he putteth that upon his
head first. 1552-3/711'. C/t. Goods Staff. 12, lij albes, and ij

ameses. Ibid. 48 One vestement of grene lynen clothe, with
albe and amysse. 1558 Bp. WATSON 7 Sac r. xiii. 76 As the

Jewes dyd/yrst couer Chrystes face . . so hath the Priest in

memorye of that, an Amise put vpon his head, a 1564
BECON Displ. Pop. Mass 11844) 259 Ye first put on upon your
head an head-piece, called an amice, to keep your brains in

temper, as I think. 1570 B. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. (1880) 9b,
And then his amias and his albe. 1815 SCOTT Ld. Isles \\.

xxiii, His wither'd cheek and amice white. 1847 MASKELL
MOM. Kit. Eccl. Artel. III. 25 For its ancient purpose it

was a covering for the head
;
a square piece of linen em-
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broidered . . upon one edge . . But at that time . . as now by
the clergy of the church of Rome, the amice was only placed
for an instant upon the top of the head, and then lowered

upon the shoulders, to be left there, and adjusted round the

neck. So that the use of it became merely symbolical. 1856

J. H. NEWMAN Callista 262 The neck was bare, the amice

being as yet unknown.

T 3. Used to render the Roman toga. Obs,

1600 HOLLAND Lizy xxxiv. vii. 858 k, Shall we put on
our rich amyces and copes [prztc.rtati}'*

4. Used loosely of other garments.
1641 MiLTON/i/wrt^'. (1851)244 We have heard of Aaron

and his linnen Amice, but those dayes are past. 1727 POPE
Dunciad iv. 549 On some a priest [i.e. the cook], succinct
in amice white, Attends : all flesh is nothing in his sight.

Amice -
(re'mis). Forms : 5 amisse, 6 amines,

ammas, ammys, ames, amys, am(m)esse, 6-7
amis

v
e.

j* amysse, f>, c>amos, 6 -amice, [ad. OFr.

an/mice, aumusse (Pr. almussa, med.L. ahmtssa,
alrnussia, ahnncia, altnuciitm, Sp. almucio, Pg.
mursa. It. wozzet/a dim. of wozzd), of doubtful

origin, but generally taken as ad. Ger. mittsc, miitze,

cap (Sc. mutch}, with Arab, article al- prefixed,
as in some other non-Arabic technical words. The
earliest examples in Eng. show confusion with the

prec. word, the likeness between the Eng. adapta-
tions of Fr. aumusse and amit, being assisted by the

apparent similarity of use between the two articles
;

and from the i ythc. this has been distinguished from
the prec., only as the grey amice.

1. An article of costume of the religious orders,

made of, or lined with grey fur. It varied at dif-

ferent times in character and mode of wearing,

being originally (it is said) a cap or covering for

the head ; afterwards a hood, or cape with a hood
;

in later times a mere college 'hood' or badge,
borne by canons in France on the left arm.
c 1430 LYDG. Bocha&(\^^\ 222 Al my riches may me nought

disport Amisse of gris . . a surples and prebende. 1509
BARCLAY Ship ofFooles 1 1570! 256 Hange vp the scapler. the

ames coule and frocke. 1513 SKKLTON Carl. Lanrcll, Those
wordes his grace dyd saye Of an ammas gray. 1527 in

Pocock Rec Reform. I. xxvi. 54 Four of the doctors pre-
bendaries . . in coppes and grey amys. 1530 PALSGR. 194/1
Ammys for a channon, antmtsse. 1541 Lane. Wills '18571
I. 127 An old grey amesse and a rochet xs. 1556 Chro^i.

Grty Friars (1852* 94, liij. prebenttes . . in ther grey amo^.
Ibid, 94 Their gray amities. Ibid. 59 Alle the gray am-
meshe . . in Powlles ware put downe. 1564 Wills <y Inr.

N. C. (1835)219 My gownes, my surpless, my ij furred amy-
sis. 1587 HOUNSHEU Chron. III. 1184/2 The prebendaries
and petie canons commanded to weare no more their graie
amises. 1634 CANN-K Neccss. Srfar. (1840' 103 The gray
amice, and other popish garments. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv.

427 Morning fair Came forth with Pilgrim steps in amice

gray. 1803 SCOTT Last Afinsfr. n. xix, A palmer's amice

wrapped him round With a wrought Spanish baldric bound.
1868 MARRIOTT I'est.C/ir. 228 Of similar origin is the Amess,
often confused with the Amice.

f2. The fur of the marten or grey squirrel with
which the amice was lined or bordered. Obx.

1548 HALL Chron. 513 Bleu damask purfeled with ames
grey. 1573 Art of Lhitming 3 You shall with a pencell
made of graye amys or calliber tailes laye on thy syse. 1598
STOW JT^r?.-. t'ed. Strype 17541 H- v - v"i- 255A Those Knights
that have borne the office of the Mayoralty ought to have
their Cloaks furred with grey Amis.

t Amici'tial, a. Obs. rare 1
,

[f.
L. amicitia

friendship (f. amu-its friend) + -AI. 1
.]

Of or per-

taining to private friendship, friendly.
1653 GAUDEN Hicrasp. 97 Communion . . with all Chris-

tians . . both private and publick, amicitial and political.

tAmicoUS, a. Obs. rare* 1
,

[f.
L. annc-us

friendly + -ous.] Friendly, pleasing, congenial.
1675 EVELYN Terra (1729) 28 Each single species draws

and assimulates that only to itself, which it finds most
amicous and congruous to its Nature,

t Ami'Ct, sb. Obs. [in early use, a. Fr. amict^

later ad. orig. L. amict-us something thrown round

the body, a loose upper garment, f. amict-us pa.

pple. oiann'cire f. aw(b}- about + iacere for iaci-ere

to throw: see AMICE and AMIT.]

f 1. A kerchief or cloth tied round the head. Obs.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xiii. xi'i, Hys hore heed . . was
envoluted in a whyte amicte.

2. = AMICE'.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp., The Amict is the first of the

six garments which are common to bishops and priests : the

others are alba, eingiiliun, sfo/a, nianipnlus^ and plan eta.

f Ami*ct| ^- Obs. rare~ l
.

[f.
L. amict- ppl.

stem of amicTre : see prec.] To wrap round, sur-

round, cover.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Di$p. 315 With . . purpureous
flowers amicting its cubital branches.

t AmiC'ted, Ppl- a - Obs.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

'Cloathed or covered with a garment.' Blount

Glossogr. 1656.

II Ajniculum (ami'kilpm). [L., f. amicire (see
AMICT sb.).] (See quot.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siipp.^ Amicithnn, in antiquity, de-

noted an upper garment worn by the women, also in use

among the men. 1850 LEITCH Mfiller's Ane. Art 341 The
Amicutum . . was often very lich, and also ornamented with

fringes.

Amid (ami'd), adv. and prep. Forms : i on
middan, 2 on midden, 2-3 on midde, 3-4 a-

AMIDE.

midden, a midde, 4-5 a-mydde, in mydde, 5-6
a-i

da

middan (stfave) 'in the middle (place or part)' ;

hence either absolutely, or followed by a genitive,
' in the middle of .' Cf. L. in media and Or.

ei/ /Va>, in which also the orig. adj. cime to be

used subst., and followed by the genitive : in media
monfium. But already in OE. the phrase began
to be treated as a prep., and followed by the da-

tive, and in i 2-1 3th c. the case signs were gradually

dropped, leaving the governed sb. as a simple ob-

ject. So late as ijth c. amid was still occas. ex-

panded to /;/ mid ; cf. a-tivo, in two
; a-live, in ///<'.]

t A. adv. In the middle, in the midst. Obs.

a 1000 Sol. fySat. 262 Se fugol is on middan hwailes hiwes.

1205 LAYAM. 8154 f>e sta;f tobrsc amidden. 1297 K. GLOUC.

14 A temple heo fonde fair y-now, and a mawmed amidde.
c 1380 Sir Fcrmnb. 3265 On |?at o^er stage amidde ordeynt
he gunnes grete. c 1400 Row. Rose 7008 Al amydde I bilde

and make My hous. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. \\. vii. 11588)

274 Amid betweene the violent Robber . . and the miching
theefe . . standeth the crafty cutpurse.

B. prep.
1. In the middle or centre of. Orig. (a i^th c.)

with x. genitive. Now only /<?/.

''975 R^shu 1

. G. Luke xxii. 55 On ratddum co.-ft:rtune . .

w<es [Peter) in middum hiora. t 1000 Ag$. G. ibid., Petrus
wa;s mid him on middan J>am cafertune. i' 1175 Cotton Hon.
221 Ane treowe ^>e stent on midden paradis. c 1175 Lautl:

Horn. 87 On midden bere se. < izzo Leg. Kath. 1478 Amid
te burh. c 1300 Poj>. Sc. (Wright' 132 A-midde the heven c

as the streon a-mitlde tlieye. r 1440 Alwfc Art/;. 11819' 66

In mydde the felde we ?hall hem bydc. 1513 Dofc;ns
/7ttu'/s x. v. 10 Amyd his cours, thare as he went. 1667 M n -

TON /'. L. iv. 218 And all amid them stood the Tree of Lift.'.

1 2. Of two things : Between. Obs.

c 1230 A tier. A". 62 Leste heo bus deoflcs. quarreaus habLe
amidden ben eien.

3. more loosely, Near the middle of (a place),
surrounded on all sides by (objects). Chiefly poet.
a. with sing. sb. : In the interior of (a place obs.\

surrounded by (an extended body).
1340 Ayenb. 143 J>e play of children a-midde be strete.

c 1374 CHAUCER CoHifi. Mars 79 In ch:imbre amydde the

paleys. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. vi, She kept it in full

close Amyd her herte. 1600 FAIRFAX Tn$so\\. iv,The Peert-s

of Pkitoe> Realme assembled bcenc Amid the Palace of iht-ir

angry King. 1730 THOMSON A:ttitn:n 1156 Amid the miry
gulf. 1790 Cow PER Odyss. xix. 347 Amid the billowy flood.

1840 LONGF. l-'oices <j/" A"/., Flowers ix, Like Ruth amid the

golden corn.

b. with//. sb.\ Surrounded by, among (objectsX
(1230 Ancr. R. 270 He . . bet amidden his unwines Ii5

him adun to slepen. c 1320 Cast. Lone 333 A-midden ,nlle

his fon. a 1732 GAY Wks. 1745 I. 90 Suffer me . . Amid thy
bays to weave this rural weed. 1747 COLIINS Passions

(18301 58 His hand . . Amid the chords be\vilder'd laid.

1859 CAPERS Dal. $ Songs 55 She is sitting in her cottage,
Amid the flowers of May. 1874 ULACKIE Self-Cult. 42 A
certain part of his work . . must be done amid books.

4. esp. In relation to the circumstances which
surround an action, a. with sing. sb. (indicating
slate or condition).
1513 DOIX;LAS sEiieis vii. x. 77 Amyd this deray This hate

fury of slauchter and fell affray. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. S/ir.

iv. i. 206 Amid this hurlie, I intend, That all is done In

reiierend tare of her. 1667 MILTON /'. L. vii. 48 Amid t he-

choice Of all tasts else to please thir appetite. ETQoCowrER
Iliad n. 68 Amid the stillness. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. \\\.

xxxi, Amid the broil. 1812 J.WILSON Isle of Palms \. 20

My spirit sleeps amid the calm. 1853 KIXGSLKY //>///<* iii.

(1869) 43 Keep her spirit pure amid it all. 1871 J. MACDLTF
Mem. Patnios \. 12 The last voice heard amid the roll of

apocalyptic thunders.

b. with//, sb.
(^indicating actions or events).

1719 YOUNG Busiris i. i. (1757; 9 How wanton sits she amid
nature's smiles \ 1728 Love ofFame iv. (17571 II0 Amid
sublimer views, To listen to the labours of the muse. 1812

Miss AUSTEN Mansf. Pk. (1847)71 The carriage drove off

amid the good wishes of the t\vo remaining ladies. 1841
BREWSTRR Mart. Sc. n. iii. 118561 130 Hope . . still cheered
him amid his labours. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. x.

472 Amid general shouts of dissent.

5. Comb, famid-heapa (in 3 amid-hep(p)es for

OE. on middan hcapes\ t in midst of a heap or

crowd ; t amidmong (see MONG sb.\ in the midst

of. Also AMID-SHIPS, q.v.
c 1230 Juliana 69 Heo stod unhurt ber amidheppes heri-

ende ure healent. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Paraphr. Mark
xiv. 54 And there sate amidmong the lewde and ungracious

companie of seruauntes.

Amid-, combining form of AMIDE, sometimes

used instead of AMIDO- before vowels ;
as in amid-

acetic acid, amidazobenzene, etc.

1873 WATTS Foivncs' Clifm. 68 r Amidacetic Acid is formed

by the action of ammonia on bromacetic or chloracetic acid.

1877 Ibid. II. 467 Amidazobenzene . . forms the chief con-

stituent of commercial aniline yellow.

Amidated (ce-mid^ted), ///. a. Chcm. Con-

verted into an amide.

1878 KINGZETT Atiint. Cftem. 31 The majority . . consist of

alcohols, acids, amidated acids, and amines.

Amide (x-'maid, amai'd ;
the latter always in

comb.). Chem. [f. AM(MONIA) 4 -IDE.]

fl. orig. A name given to the first-discovered

derivatives of ammonia (NH 3), in which one atom
36
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of H was exchanged for a metal or organic radical,

acid or basic ; these being viewed as compounds
of the metal, etc. with a hypothetical radical amid-

ogen, NH 2 . (Since the discovery of the actual

relations of these 'amides' to the 'imides' and 'ni-

trites,' the compound ammonias have been re-

arranged according to the nature of the replacing
radical, as amides, amines, and alkalamides. The

present sense of ' Amide' is therefore at once wider

and more restricted than the original. See next.)

1850 DAUBENY Atom. The. viii. (ed. 2) 237 Compounds of

NHj have been hitherto called amides. . but this name will

probably be now discarded. 1854 SCOFFERN in Orr Circ.

Sc. t Chem. 503 Others believe it to be an amide of metallic

silver. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. 11872) I.
i6p [Potassamine]

was regarded as a compound of NHj (amidogen'} with po-

tassium, NHs K, and called amide of potassium, analogous
to the cyanide CN K. In process of time, compounds came
to be discovered . . in which 2 or 3 atoms of hydrogen were

replaced by metals or compound radicles, to which the name
amide in its original sense of a compound containing aml-

dogen, NHz, was plainly inapplicable; accordingly these

compounds were designated by other names ittttaes, ni-

trilcs, &c.

2. Mod. Chem. Generic name of the compound
ammonias derived from one or more molecules of

common ammonia (NH^), by exchanging i, 2, or

all 3 hydrogen atoms for acid radicals of equiva-
lent adicity.
According to the number of ammonia molecules repre-

sented, they are denominated Monatnides, Diamides, Tri-

iiwides, &c., all of which may be primary, secondary, or

tertiary, according as $, \, or the whole of the hydrogen is

replaced. The nature of the replacing radicals (or related

acids) is shown by prefixing their names (contracted), as

Acet'amide, Tri.acel-amide, Ox-amide, Succin-amide,
Cyan-amide, Phosph-anndt', Phenyl-di-benz-amidc. Pri-

ittary amides may be viewed as formed from organic acids

by substituting one atom of amidogen (NH?) for one of

hydioxyl (HO); they form one half of the earlier 'amides'
in sense i, the other half being now AMINES. 'Vht secondary
and tertiary amides are the acid members of the former
'imides' and 'nitriles.'

1863 WATTS Diet. Chew, (1872) 1. 169 Ammonias in which i

or more atoms of hydrogen ate replaced by an rt<vV/-radtcle :

to this division we propose to confine the name of 'amides.'
Ibid. 170 Primary amides are mostly solid and crystalline,

easily fusible, neutral to test paper, volatile without de-

composition. 1879 .S^v/. Soc. Lex. s.v., Most of the nitrogenous
animal bases arc amides.

3. Extended to compounds intermediate between
amides proper and AMINES : see ALKALAMIDES.
4. Acid amide : a body uniting the types of an

amide and an acid, also called AMIC or Amidic

acid, and ALAXINE, q.v. Amide-base: earlier name
for a primary AMIXE.

Amidic tamai-dik), a. Chem. [f. AMIDE + -ic.]

Of or derived from an amide ; as in Amidic acid,

the same as acid amide, or amic acid.

1877 WAFTS Foiunes' Chem. II. 379 The acid amides thus

formed [by replacement of the alcoholic hydroxyl] are called

amic or amidic acids.

Amidide (se-midaid). Chem. [f.
AMIDE + -IDE.]

A simple compound of amidogen with another

element or complex radical.

1854 PF.PEIRA. Mat. Mcd, (ed. 4) I. 437 The amidide of

hydrogen (ammomaX 1869 Eng. Mech. 19 Mar. 581/3 It

was proposed to regard the two molecules . . as an amidide of

ammonium NH<, NHj.
Amidill (ot'midin). Chem. [f. amid- the com-
mon Romanic form of L. amyl-um starch (as in

Fr. amid-on, etc.) + -IN.]

1. The soluble matter of starch found in the in-

terior of the granules.
1833 Penny Cycl. I. 452 One hundred parts of potato starch

..yielded 17 of amidine, 30-4 of sugar, 17-2 of gum, and some
unaltered starch.

2. Starch in a state of solution, gelatinous and

transparent.
1839 HOOPER Med. Diet. 84 Caventou says that the amid-

ine is formed at once by the action of the hot water on the

starch. 1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Amidmost (amrdnwust, -sst), adv. and prep,

poet. [mod. f. amid or midmost (itself a modem
word), perh. influenced by the app. superlative form
of AMIDST. Nothing similar in ME.]
A. adv. In the very middle or centre. B. prep.

(by elision) In the very centre of.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. iii. 37 He . . stopped amid*
most of the hall. Ibid. III. iv. 52 A . . lake Amidmost which
the fowl did take Their pastime.

Amido- (amai'dfl), combining form of AMIDE ;

used also in the phrases amido compounds, amido
derivatives, i.e. those in which one atom of hydro-

gen is replaced by an atom of the radical Amido-

gen NH 2 ,
as Amido-benzine (

= ANILINE), Amido-
ethane (

= THYLAMINE), Amido-methane (
= ME-

THYLAMINE), Amido~caproic acid, etc.

I854PERE1RA Mat. Med.(ed. 4) 1.938 Amido-chloride ofmer-

cury. 1864 Reader \ 8 June 782/1 1 he fluorescence oftwo new
substances amidophthalic and amidoterephthalic acid. 1873
FOWNES Chem. 683 Alanine, or amidopropionic acid. Ibid.

760 It is converted into amidobenzene or aniline. 1877
WATTS Fownes' Chem. II. 446 Benzene group: amidoderiva-
tives. Ibid., Only one nitro-group is obtained in the first

instance, so that nitro-amido compounds are obtained. 1881

THUDICHUM Ann, Chem. Med. II. viii, On the Albuminous

Substances, Amides, Amido-Acids, and Ammonium Salts as

Sources of the Urea.

Amidogen (amai-d^en). Chem. [f. AMIDO-
+ -GEN

'2 '

producer.'] A name for the combination

of nitrogen with two equivalents of hydrogen NH 2

(equal to ammonia minus one of its hydrogen
atoms), viewed as the hypothetical radical of the

primary amides and amines.

1850 DAUBENY Atom. The. viii. (ed. 2) 248 Amidogen . .

seems to have no real independent existence, but to be a
name expressive only of ammonia, in which i of its hydrogen
atoms is replaced by an equivalent of some hydrocarbon.
1880 CLEMENSHAW tr. Wnrtz, Atom. The. 263 All attempts
have as yet been unsuccessful to isolate double amidogen.

Amidships (ami-djips), adv. [prop, a phrase,
= *in the ship's middle, in centre of the ship/

retaining the genitive which originally followed

AMID, as in amid-heaps. The phr. must therefore

be old though our instances begin late.] In the

middle of a ship ; rarely, to or towards the middle
of the ship.
1692 SMITH Seaman's Cram. i. xvi. 76 He who cuns the

Ship use.s these terms to him at Helm, Starboard, Larboard,
Port, Helm a Midships. 1755 SMOLLETT Don Qnix. (1803)
II. 185 The other . . took us amidships, and laidthe side of
the bark entirely open. 1833 MARRYAT Pet. Simple, The two
sheep-pens amidships are full of pigs. 1837 Perc. Keene
xl. (1863) 282 The vessel . . had parted amidships. 1859 M.
SCOTT Tom Cringle xv. 372, I moved round more amidships.
1873 lirit. Q. Kei'. Jan., The whole of the protected guns are

c.irried amidships.

Amidst (ami'dst), prep, and adv. Forms : a.

4 imyddes, y myddes, emiddes, in myddes.
/?. 4-6 amyddes, 5 -is, 6 -ys, amiddes, arnydes,

6-7 amids. 7. 6 amidest, 6-7 amiddest, amid'st,

(7 immid'st), 7- amidst.
[f. AMID, a-midde,

with genitive -s, added to many advb. phrases.

Subseq. corrupted (in the south), by form-assoc.

with superlatives, to *st. Cf. amongst, against, be-

twixt. The early variants y myddes, in viiddest

shew resolution into the two elements: cf. AMID.
Also aphetized MIDST.] There is a tendency to use

amidst more ilistributively than amid, e.g. of things
scattered about, or .1 thing moving, in the midst of

others.

A. adv.

1. In the middle or central part, f a. absol. Obs.

1509 HA\VES Past. Pleas, xxxn. 158 The rofe was golde,
and amiddes A carbuncle.

b. with of. (In prose usually in (ffa} midst of.}

^1384 CHAUCER H. ofFame 714 Right even in myddes of the

way. 1483 CAXION Gold. Leg. 278/4 A right fayr sterre

whiche shone amyddes of the celle. 1565 T. STAPLETON
Bede's Hist, Ch. hug. 66 Warme with a softe fyre burning
amidest therof. a 1628

SiR^J. BEAUMONT Poems Immid'st of

flames, or through the raging tide. 1868 MORRIS Eartlily
Par. \. 141 Amidst of these. Ibid. \\. 279 Amidst of spring.

B. prep.
1. In or into the middle or centre of. a. with

sing. sb.

a. a 1300 Cursor M, 655 Yon a tre. , Jat standis emiddes
\Cott. in midward, Trin. arnidde] paradis. 1:1340 HAMPOI.E
Pr. Consc. 6451 Als Jw yholk ymyddes J?e egge lys . . Right
swa es be erthe . . Ymyddes be hevens pat gas obout. 1393
LANGL. P. PI. C. xi. 33 A man in a bot '

in-myddes a brode
water, c 1400 Destr. Troy xn. 4957 Ymyddes the halle Was
a tre . . all of tru gold,
0. c 1400 Destr. Troy xxi. 8774 {to maisturs gert make,

amyddes his hede, A hole purgh his herne-pon. c 1430 LONE-
L[CH6Va/Yxiv.6 19 Amyddes the Feld there it lay. i48oCAXTON
Chton. Eng. ccviii. 190 The Communers . . token the bisshop
and led hym amyddes Chepe. 1509 HAWF.S Past. Picas, xxix.

141 She did him up wynde, Amiddes the wall, and left hym
there . . fyve fadom and more from the grounde. 1607 TOP-
SELL Four-footed Beasts (1673* 131 They plunge amids the
water and passe the stream with their pawes.
V- J595 EoWARDBB in Shaks, Cent. Praise 18 Amid'st the

Center of this clime. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 661 The fruit

of this fair tree amidst The garden. 1692 E.WALKER Epic-
tftus (1737) Prol., Pensive, amidst the bellowing throng.
1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. xxx. (1878) 526 And
died amidst a circle of friends.

b. with//, sb. (Often becoming less definite =
Amongst, surrounded by.)

. r 1450 LONELICH Grail x\v\. 167 Amyddes the stretes

..they maden ful gret hepes. Ibid. li. 122 Amyddis his

bretherin twelve. 1614 CHAPMAN Odyss. xiu. 261 Lost, Amids
the moving waters.

y. c 1590 MARLOWE Dido \. \. 369 Build his throne amidst
those starry towers. 1605 CAMDEN Rent. 100 A plaine amid-
dest woods. 1697 DRVDEN Virg. Ccorg. iv. 677 And dared
amidst the trembKng Ghosts to sing. 1709 STRYPE ./!,
Ref. I. xx. 239 A noble woman . . who died amidst the tor-

mentors hands. 1762 HUME Hist. ;/-. 11806) I II. 320 Amidst
his friends and vassals. 1842 BORROW Bible in Sp. (1849) 59
The road . . winding amidst thickets of broom and brush-
wood. 1853 THACKERAY Eng. Hum. iv. 202 Amidst the fumes
of tobacco.

2. Of state, condition, or surrounding circum-

stances: Amongst, in the course of. a. with sing. sb.

c 1586 CHAUCER Monkes T. 739 Yet was he caught amyddes
al His pride, a 1541 WYATT Poet. Wks. (1861)66 Unless I

sterve, For hunger still amiddes my food. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgr. I. i. xiii. 6r Amiddest the which hee fell asleepe.
i6zo BK HALL Hon. Marr. Clergie Concl., It was written . .

amids the heat of contention. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters
III. Ded., To smile amidst adversity. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. I. 535 Amidst the splendour and festivity of a court.

1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. \\. (1878) 19 Amidst
the downward sweep of events.

b. with //. sb.

a 1604 HANMER Chron. Irel. 108 Amids the warres of

France, Flanders, and England. 1659 Gcntl. Calling (16961

65 Amidst all the seducements of Wealth. 1711 ADDISON
Spect. No. 7^6 Amidst all the evils that threaten me. 1794
S. WILLIAMS Hist. Vermont 162 Which is never found amidst
the refinements of polished societies. 1849 SIR J. STEPHEN
Ess. Eccl. Biogr. I. 253 Amidst his ascetic follies. Ibid. 275
Amidst the funeral rites, the soldered coffin had been opened,
Amidulin (ami'dirflin). Chem.

[f.
Fr. amid~on

starch + -ULE diminutive + -IN chem. formative.] A
soluble preparation of starch, resembling sago.
1879 Syd. Soc. LCJC., A miditlin is slowly deposited in white

flocculi.

f Ami*dward, adv. and/r^/. Obs. [f. AMID +
-\VAKD, analogously to after-ward, down-ward.
OE. had no on middan weard or on midde wcard^
A. adv. Towards or near the middle or centre.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 631 Choppe of that amydwarde
in the tree. 1513 DOUGLAS Aneis v. vi. 9 Euln amydwart
in his trone . . [he] takin has his sete.

B. prep. Towards or near the middle of.

c 1300 K. Alls. 690 An horn the forhed amydward. "1380
Sir Fenunb. 1332 pe chambre stod oppon J se t amidward
a roch of stone, c 1400 Cursor J\f. 655 iFairf. MS.) Yonder
tre . . J>at standes amidwarde \Cott. in midward] paradyse.

Amil, variant of AMEL, Obs., enamel.

tA-mi-la. Mits. Obs. 'Used to designate the

note la, and especially the key of /#.* Littre.

1760 STILES Anc. Grk. Mitt* in Phil. Trans. LI. 772 He . .

affirming .. that the Dorian mode answered exactly to our
A-mi-Ia with a minor third, and the Phrygian to our A-mi-la
with a major third.

[| Amildar (pe'maldaj). [a. Pers.andUrdu .IjJu-C

zamal-dar, f. Arab. Carnal work + Pers. dar hold ing,
holder (a common agential formative).] A native

factor, manager, or agent, in India
; esp. a collector

of revenue.

1799 WELLINGTON in Gurwood Desp. I. 47 Never to pass
over any disrespect from the amildars to the officers. 1804

ibid. III. 38, I know the character of., every Mahratta
amildar.

t Ami'ilded, pa.pple. Obs. [f. A particle -gc-
and MINDED.] Minded.
1578 in Test. Ebor. xxiii, Amynded with myselfe to make

my Will. 1608 in Eccl. Proc. Bp. Durh., He was aminded
to send to Duresme. a 1640 JACKSON Creed xi. xxxii. Wks.
XI. 19 Thou art better aminded towards him.

Amine (ce-msin, amarn ;
the latter always in

comb.). Chem. [f. AMMONIA) + -1XE.]
Generic name of the compound ammonias, in

which one or more of the three hydrogen atoms in

ammonia, NH3 ,
are exchanged for alcohol or other

positive radicals, as methyl, ethyl, phenyl, or for a

metal, as potassium, platinum, zinc.

They are distinguished as Monaniines, Diamines, Tria-

mines, according to the number of ammonia molecules repre-
sented in the molecule of the compound ; each of which may
be primary, secondary, or tertiary, according as , $, or the

whole of the hydrogen is replaced. The nature of the re-

placing radical or element is shown by prefixing its name, as
in primary amines, Methylatnine, Ethylamine, Phenyl-.
amine, Platinamine, Potassamine, Zincamine\ or, in

secondary and tertiary amines, in the case of two or three

replacements by ti\Ksame radical, Di-ethylamine, Tri-potas-
samine, or by different radicals as Methyl-fthylamine, Di-

methyl-ethylamine \ N Hs, in which 2 atoms ofH are replaced

by methyl, and i by ethyl), Methyl-ethyl-amylatnine (con-

taining one atom each of methyl, ethyl, and amyl, in union
with the nitrogen of the original ammonia*. Primary amines
were originally included under AMIDES in the earlier sense ;

they may be represented as derived from the paraffins by
substitution of amidogen, NHs, for hydrogen, or from the

alcohols by substitution of amidogen for hydroxyl.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. (1872; I. 169 Ammonias in which
i or more atoms of hydrogen are replaced by base-radicles.

This division we call 'amines.' 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Cheat.

146 It is a true amine. 1879 Syd. Soc. Le.r. s.v., The amines
are basic compounds, capable of uniting with acids and

forming salts . . The lower members of the group are gases,
the higher oily liquids.

t Amriiish., v. Obs. Forms : 5 amynusshe,
amenyshe, 6 amynysshe. [Refashioned from

earlier AMENUSE; cf. diminish.] To make less,

lessen, diminish.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 33 It is better to amyn-
usshe that hurteth than to encresse that helpeth. 1493 in

Test. Ebor. IV. 26 Not to amenyshe my wife's parte. 1530
PALSGR. 426/2, 1 amynysshe, I lessyn or make lesse, Je amen-
nise. I dare nat amynysshe it for feare I marre all togyther.

li A'liiiot. Obs. [Yr.amiot 'alund of Peare whereof

most excellent perrie is made.' Cotgr.] (See quot.)
1616 SURFU & MARKH. Conntr. Farrne 417 The Amiot

Peare is commended aboue all the rest, whereof likewise is

made the Perrie, called waxen Perrie.

Amir, variant of AMEER.

Amiral, -el, -eld, obs. forms of ADMIRAL.

Amiss (ami's), adv., pred. a., and sb. Forms :

3 a mis, 4 a mysse, 4-5 a rays, (4 of mys, 5 of

mysse, on mys), 3-6 amys, 5-6 amysse, 6-7 a-

misse, 7- amiss, [prop, phrase, A//T/.1 of man-

ner + Miss sb. failure, deficiency, shortcoming.]
A. aefv.f gen. sign. Away from the mark, not up

to the mark, out of course, out of order.

1. Erroneously, in a way that goes astray of, or

misses its object.
a 1250 Oivlff Night. 1363 ^\i me hit wile turne a mis. 1330

R, BRUNNE Chron. 164 pei red him alle a mysse, J>at conseil



AMISS.

gaf |>erto. ^1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. xi. 100 False pro-
posiciouns that goon amys fro the trouthe. 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. ccxhv. 298 Our Archyers shet neuer arowe amys.
535 COVKRDALE Job xxxjv. 32 Yf I haue gone amysse

[\VYCLIF errid], enfourme me. 1627 MAY Lucan n. 439
Phaston amisse did guide The day. 17^5 YOUNG Centaur
iii. Wks. 1757 IV. 182 If he judges amiss in the supreme
point 18*7 KEBLE Chr. Year Easter Day, Your wisdom
guides amiss To seek on earth a Christian's bliss.

2. Faultily, defectively; in a way that falls short

of its object, or with which fault may be found.
c 1386 CHAUCER Mane. T. 145

'

By God,' quod he,
'
I synge

not amys.' 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. n. 174 pe same mesure
pat 36 metejj

'

amys o}>er ellys. 1579 News fr. North in

Thynne's Animadi'. Pref. 133, I am sure I cannot be lodged
amisse in this house. 1654 GATAKER Djsc. Apol, 49 The
Doctor . . had miscarried in his suit by joining issu amiss.

1846 KEBLE Lyra Innoc, (1873) 67 That widow poor Who
only offered not amiss.

3. Hence, euphem. Wrongly, in a wrong way.
c 1380 Sir Fernmb. 4103 Rayner, Jwu spekest al amys.

c 1450 Merlin \. 5 Ye sey amysse, for god hateth no creature.

1550 CROWLEV Epigr. 682 For doubtlesse those gpodes are

gotten amisse. 16336. HMBERTtfC0H*&ffZff. U. in Temble
165 He that doth love, and love amisse This world's delights
before true Christian joy. 1833 HT. MARTINKAU Briery
Creek vi. 123 Apt to see wrong, and speak amiss, and do
the very reverse of what he ought to do.

4. To come or happen amiss ; to come or happen
out of order, untowardly, or contrary to one's wishes
or expectations.
1646 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. 252 Sometimes we shot at

fowls and other birds : nothing came amiss. 1836 John-
soniana i. 75 He chatted gaily . . as if nothing had happened
amiss. 1857 BUCKLE Civilis. vi. 282 Nothing came amiss to

their greedy and credulous ears.

5. To do, deal, or act amiss : to act erroneously,
to err ; euphem. to do wrong.
1197 R. GLOUC. 54 My neuew, |?at a lytel dude amys. ("1384

CHAUCER //. tfffantttSy A woman dothe amys To loue hym
that vnknowe ys. 1:1400 Deo Gracias (Turnb. 1843* 162

Amende that thou has done of mysse. c 1420 Chron. Vilod,

279 When ony mon dude on mys. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cv.

6 We haue synned with cure fathers, we haue done amysse.
1612 DEKKER If it be not good 313 Looke not to prosper, if

thou dealst amisse. 1792 Anecd. Pitt I. iv. 60 We are con-
vinced that something has been done amiss. 1870 BRYANT
Homer I. n. 44 And soon will punish those Who act amiss.

6. To take (a thing) amiss : orig. to miss its

meaning, mistake (i.e. (a}miss-take} ; now, to mis-

interpret its motive or to interpret it in a bad sense,

to take offence at.

(-1380 WYCLIK 3 Treat, i. 18 pis dreem takun a mys turne)*

upsedoun J>e chirche. c 1538 STARKEY Englandi. 9 You take
the mater amys. 1638 CHILUHGWORTH Relig. Prof. i. i. 5.

33 So might we justly take it amisse, that . . you are not more
willing to consider us. 1780 JOHNSON Lett. 238 II. 139 You
. . therefore cannot take it amiss that I have never written.

1863 TROLLOPE Belton Estate \\\. 26 You will not take it

amiss if I take a cousin's privilege.

b. So, To think amiss.

1635 SWAN Spec. Mund. v. 2 (1643) 133 To think other,

wise were to think amisse. 1702 POPE Jan. fy May 809 None
judge so wrong as those who think amiss. 1714 FORTESCUE-

A\.fiWnF0rte$cite'sA!>s.fyLiftt.
Mon. Ded. 3, 1 am persuaded,

he would not think amiss of my conduct. 1770 GOLDSM.
Haunch Ven. 123 So, perhaps, in your habits of thinking
amiss, You may make a mistake, and think slightly of this.

B. quasi-a<^". [In construction with vb. to be,

amiss, which properly belongs to the vb., is referred

to the subject, and treated as an adj.; and hence

extended to more distinct adjectival constructions.

Cf. matters wentfar amiss ; matters were somewhat
amiss ; I found matters amiss ; it would not be

amiss to do so. Never used attrib.]
1. Out of order: not in accord with the recognized

good order of morality, society, custom, nature,

bodily health, etc. etc.; deficient, faulty.
c 1313 SHOREHAM 144 5f he . . couthe and dede hy^t nou^t,

Hyt were a-mys. 1473 WARKW. Chron. 12 He schulde . .

amende alle manere of thynges that was amysse. 1580
SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1590) 223 Saying still the world was
amisse. 1603 SHAKS. Macb. \\. iii. 102 Don. What is amisse?
Macb. You are, and doe not know *t. 1754 RICHARDSON
Grandison IV. ii. 19, I hear something very much amiss of
this man. 1871 NAPHEYS Prev. fy Cure Dis. in. ii. 625 The
taste is nearly always amiss in illness.

2. csp. negatively, Not amiss : not beside the mark,
not improper, quite in keeping with the object in

view.

1513 MORE Ediv. y, Ded., I have thought it not amisse to

put to my helping hand. 1651 HOBBES Leinath. in. xiii. 314
It will not be amisse to lay open the Consequences. 1756
BURKE Sttbl. 4- B. Wks. I. 180 However it may not be amiss
to add to these remarks. 1778 JOHNSON Lett. 198 II. 41 It

is good to speak dubiously about futurity. It is likewise
not amiss to hope. 1855 TENNVSON Maitdi. xix. 82 Kind
to Maud? That were not amiss.

b. Of the quality of objects.
1860 HAWTHORNE Marble Fann (1879) II. xxiv. 243 She

was not amiss . . but her companion was far the handsomer
figure. Ibid. (i86o)I.xxiii. 253 As an angel, you are not amiss,

t C. sb. [The adv. or adj. used subst. quasi
' a

doing amiss
*

or 'a thing which is amiss*; perhaps
partly due to formal confusion between a miss 'an

error,' and a-miss 'in error.
1

] An error, fault, or

misdeed ; hence euphem. an evil deed. Obs.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. in Ashm. (1652) v. 65 Without
amisse. 1590 LODGE Gold. Leg. in Halliw. Shaks. VI. 43
He [shall] receive meed for his amisse. i6oa SHAKS. HamL
iv. v. 18 Each toy seemes Prologue, to some great amisse.
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1643 Attars' Rcmonstr. (1869)265 We will . . reforme all our
disorders, and amend all our amisses. c 1700 Rich. II in Evans
Old Bal. (1784) No. 410. 300 The nobles of England their

prince's amiss, By parliament soon did rebate.

Amissibility (ami'sibi-Iiti). rare. [a. Fr.

anrissibiiiti', f. omissible : see next and -muTY.]
Possibility of being lost ; liability to lose.

1636 FEATLY Clavis Myst. ii. 16 The amissibility of justi-
fying faith. 1657 BAX FF.R Saints

1

Pcrscv. 36 The Amissibility
of a state of Infant Justification, or rather the cessation of
it. 1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. in. iv. 41 The amissibility of

sovereign power for misconduct.

Amissible (amrsib'l), a. [a. Fr. amissible, ad. L.

amissibil-em, f. amiss- ppl. stem of atnitt-ere to lose.]
Liable to be lost.

1672 JACOMB Comm. Rom. viii. (1868) 59 The same grace
now . . is not admissible as that was. 1777 WESLEY Wks. 1872
XI. 442 It [entire Sanctification] is amissible, capable of being
lost. 1852 I, TAYLOR Wesley $ Method. 213 That release
from guilty fears which the Gospel affords should be thought
of . . as amissible.

Amissing (ami'sirj ),///. a. [the phrase a-missing
(see A prepl 12, 13) erroneously taken as a single
word, as if from a vb. to amiss

; chiefly in Scotch

writers.] MISSIXG
; wanting.

1634-46;. Row (father) Hist. AYr/r (1842* 131 The Kirk-

Register being amissing. 1680 Kin in Spirit of Popery 7
A Publick Spirit in contending for God . . is much amissing
amongst us. 1753 Stewart's Trial App. 84 The deponent . .

does not know by what means the said lock . . now amissing,
was lost. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. <y Schm. (18581 10 Only his

sloop was amissing. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scotl. V. Ivii, Ex-
amined as to what he had done with the valuables amissing.

I Ami'ssicm. Obs. [a. Fr. omission, ad. L. a~

mission-cm loss, losing, n. of action f. amitt-cre to

lose, f. a off+ mittere to send, let go.] Loss.

1623 AiucsBURY.SVrw. IT In amission, the act is necessarie;
in emission, voluntary. 1650 BULWER Antftropomet, xiii.

138 [Their] speech hath been very much impaired by the

Emission of their Fore teeth. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 8

Again, the amission of God has taken up the name of sin.

1755 in JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets.

t Ami'SSive, a- Obs. [f.
amiss- ppl. stem of

aniitt-h'C to lose + -IVE, as if ad. L. *anris$iv-t{s^\
Characterized by, or lending to, loss or deterioration.

1633 T. ADAMS A".r/. 2 Pet. ii. 9 It [God's Sovereignty] is

either amissive, or perfective. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II.

iv. 260 God cannot change himself. For such a mutation
would be either perfective or amissive.

Ami'ssness. 10bs. rare- 1
, [f. AMISS a.+

-NKS-S.] The state of being or doing amiss.

1648 Krit. Bellman in Hurl. Misc. VII. 626 i.D.) God for-

give us our amissnesses !

Amit, earliest form of ADMIT.

t Ami't, v. Obs. [a. L. anritt-crc to lose : see

AMISSION.] To lose. (Rarely with of.)

1525 State Papers Hen. VI'//, IV. 399 It is not thought . .

that she [the Queen] shulde amilte or loose any parte of her
autorite. 1609 SKESE Reg. Maj. 30 The wife may tine and
amit her Dowrie. 1664 POWER Kxp. Pkilos. in. 157 If a

Magnet itself be made red hot in the fire, it . . amits the

Magnetical vigour. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 10 The
water amits of its pellucidity.

t Amit(e, ib. Obs. Also 4-9 amyt(e, 5 amitt,

7 ammit. [a. OFr. amit (now amicf, pron. ami}:
L. amict-um: see AMICT and AMICE, the latter of

which became the common form in I4th c.]

1. gen. A cloth for wrapping round, a handkerchief,

scarf, etc.

1382 WYCLIF Heb. i. 12 Thou sehalt chaunge hem as an
amyte [1388 cloth ; Vulg. antictu HI} or girdyng abonte^ and
thei schulen be chaungid. 1451 in Gardner Hist. Dnnwick
(1754) 148 Cloth for Amyts and Girdelys.
2. Eccl. The white amice worn by priests.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 319 Of preste }>ou has no merke,
albe ne non anrite. c 1470 Lib. Dom. Edit.'. /Fin Hoitsch.

Ord. (1790) 85 The surplyces of singers of chapelles, and
awbes, amittes. 1496 Dives $ Paup. (W. de Words) vm. viii.

331/2 The amyt on his hede at the begynnynge betokneth
the cloth that crystus face was hyled with in time of his

passyon. 1683 OLDHAM Wks. (1686)91 Their Motly Habits,

Maniples, and Stoles, Albs, Ammits, Rochets, Chimers,
Hoods, and Cowls. 1811 J. GRANT Hist. Eng. Ck. I. 159
Their appendages ofalbs, amyts, stoles, maniples, and girdles.

3. By confusion for aumnssc AMICE 2
: A hood,

upon a gown or cloak.

1382 WYCLIF Ex. xxxix. 2 1 And the! maden the coope coote

[1388 the coop coot or (tube] al iacynctyne ; and a liode [1388
hood or the amyt i Vulg. capitiutn} in the ouerest parti.

t A'miture. Obs. rare- 1
. [?a.OFr. *amiturct

repr. L. *amicturat
or OFr. *amitoirc, ad. L. amic-

torium, f. amict- ppl. stem of amicire to clothe :

see AMICT.] Clothing, dress.

^1300 A". Alis. 3975 Yursturday thow come in armture,
Y-armed so on of myne.

Amity (se'mlti). Forms : 5-6 amytie, -tye, -te,

tey, amite, 6 amytee, -itee, -itye, 6-7 amitie,
6- amity, [a. Fr. amitiet ijth c. amistie, amistc,

iith c. amistet : pop. L. *amJcitat-e?n (
= L. ami-

eitiani}, f. anric-us friend ; cf. mendtcitat-em f.

mendic-us : see -TY.] Friendship, friendliness ;

friendly relations ; especially of a public character

between states or individuals, a. sing.

inen . . enlarge their amite and their ahage to suche as were
beste. 1474 CAXTON Chesse 80 Amytie is founded vpon
honeste. 1483 Gold. Leg. 137/4 Why wilt thou not abyde
in our amyte? 1597 CECIL in Ellis Orig. Lett. \. 234 III. 44

AMMODYTE.
The auncient amitie betweene Spain and him. 1631 Hi.v-
WOOD England's Eliz. (1641) 45 Two brothers. . knit and
joyned together in amitie. 1759 ROHKRTSON Hist. Scotl. I.

iv. 290 She declared her resolution to live in perpetual amity
with England. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corr. Chr. \. Pref. 8 Hos-
tility.. will give place to the most perfect amity. 1868 U.
DUFF Pol. Surv. ioi Treaties of amity and commerce.
b. pi. arch.

1477 SIR J. PASTON in Lett. 786 III. 173 The preservacion
off the amyleys taken late . .with Fraunce. 1534 LD. BERNLRS
Gold. Bk. M. Aitrel. viii. E iv b/i Ruche . . as should be ad-

mytted to strait amitees. 1605 BACON Adr, Learn, n. ix. 2

(1873) 130 All leagues and amities consist of mutual intelli-

gence and mutual offices. 1739 MKLMOTH Fitzosb. Lett.

(1763) 43 Those little jealousies and rivalships that shoot up
in the paths of common amities. 1815 T. JEFFERSON Writ.

(18301 IV. 264 The less we have to do with the amities or
enmities of Europe, the better. 1826 DISRAELI Vii>. Grey
vnt. i. 461 Ancient amities.

Amlet, obs. form of OMELET.

Amlette, obs. form of AMULET.
!! Amma (arma). Surg. [med.L. for Gr. a/ipa

a tie, f. air-r-tw to tie.] A band or truss.

1706 PHILLIPS, Amma, a Tying, Knitting, a Band ; among
Surgeons a Truss us'd in Ruptures. 1719 QUINCY Lex.

Phys.'Medi 14. 1874 DUNGLISOM Med. Diet., AIHHIO.
%
Truss.

Ammel(l, variant of AMEL, Obs., enamel.

Ammelide (arm/'bid). Chcm.
[f. AM(MONIA)

+ MEL(AM) + -IDE.] A white powder, C 6X9HyO3 ,

or 3 Cy II,N.Cy HO, produced by the action of

concentrated sulphuric acid on melam, xnelanine, or

ammeline
; regarded as acid amide of cyanuric acid.

1846 in Penny Cycl. ist Supp. 336/2. 1863 WAITS Diet.

CAfm. II. 287 Ammelide boiled for some time with acids or
alkalis is converted into cyanuric acid.

Ammeline (K-m/'bin). Chcm. [f. as prec. +

-INK*.] A white powder, 2Cy H 2N.Cy HO, pro-
duced by boiling melam with dilute sulphuric acid or

with caustic potash ; an amic base of cyanuric acid.

1846 Penny Cycl. ist Supp. 336/2 Ammeline . . is composed
of very fine silky needles. 1863 WAITS Diet. Chan. 11.287
Ammeline is a weak base, forming crystalline salts, which
are partially decomposed by water.

il A'mmeos, ameos. Bot. Obs. [a. Gr. a/i/icos

gen. of njj.fj.1, Ammi, here taken as nom.] = AMMi.
( 1000 Sa r. Lecdid, II. 192 OJjer swilc hwites cweodowes K:

ameos. 1585 LLOYD Treas. Health N vj, Ameos . . dryueth
forth y 1

'

stone broken. 1631 MAKKHAM ll'ny to U',-altk \. i.

Gloss., Ameos, Comin royal, is a Herb of some called Hul-

wort, Bishops-weed, or Herb-William. 1712 tr. Pontefs Hist.

Drugs I. 3 Ameos . . has Leaves like Dill. 1751 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v., According to Lemery, the plant takes its name
amuicos from fi^/tos, its seed being very like grains of sand,

Ammer, obs. form of EMBER.
Ammer (cc-mai). Omith. (See quot.)
1843 VARREI.L Brit. Birds (18561 I. 518 [Yellow Hammer]

I have ventured to restore to this bird what I believe to
have been its first Knglish name, Yellow Annncr . . The word
A miner is a well known German term for Hunting.

Ammeter (arrmtai). [f. AM;PERK) the unit of

electric current + -METER measurer.] An instrument
for estimating the force of electric currents.
1882 Nature 2 Mar. 426 The efficiency [of the battery] was

got by measuring the power put in . . by means of Perry and
Ayrton's voltameter and ammeter.

Ammi (srmi). Bot. Also 6 ami. [a. L. ammi,
a. Gr. </*/*(, connected by some with d'/x^os sand.]
A genus of umbelliferous plants, with aromatic
leaves

; Bishop-weed.
1551 TURNER Herbal (15681 25 Ami hath muche smaller

sede, then Cumin
; and resembleth organe in taste. 1621

BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. vi. i, Those opposite meats . . wood-
bine, ammi, lettuce, which Lemnius so much commend-,

1^25
BRADLEY Farrt. Diet., Ainmi^ one of the four hot Seeds.

Ihe best Ammi is brought out of Candia or Alexandria.
1866 Treas. Bot. 51 Common Bishop-weed, Annni niajns,

t A'mmic, a- Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Gr. a/i^-oy sand

+ -1C, perh. confounded with ammoniac.'] In Sal

Ammic, an old name for Sal Ammoniac.
1611 COTGR. , Selettnttionitte, Salt Ammicke; a medicinable

drug resembling stone Allum, and found in long flakes vnder
the Cyrenian sand.

Ammiolite (ceTnii^bit, amsrt)-). JMin.
[f. Gr.

dpfuov 'cinnabar in its sandy state, minium/ (f. ap-

pos sand) + -LITE.] A scarlet earthy powder found
in Chin, classed by Dana among the Anhydrous
Antimonates, containing also copper and mercury.
Ammiral, -ant, obs. forms of ADMIRAL.
1623 FAVINE Theat. Hon. \\. xiii. 236 The Ammirant of

Aflrica.

II Ammi'tes, ami'tes. Min. Obs. [a. Gr. d//-

ptTrjs sandstone, f. a/^os sand.] An obsolete name
for Oolite, in reference to its granular structure.

1750 Leonardns's Mirr. Stones 75 Amites, is a Stone of the
Colour of Alumn or Nitre, but narder than either. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. %

The Ammites appears to the eye as
a composition of large sand.

Ammo-, comb, form of AMMOKICM, implying
conjunction of that basyl with an element, as in

AmmopctUadium^ Ammopalladammonnim.
1873 FOWNES Chcm. 430 AmmopaHadammonium chloride.

Ammodyte (ac'mJdait). Zool. fad. L. ammo-

dytes, a. Gr. appotivTqs a sand-burrower
;

f. a^/zos
sand + &VTIJS diver, f. $v-(tv to dive.]

J* 1. A venomous snake, the Sand-Natter, a species
of Viper found in Southern Europe. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Serpents (1653) 763 By the same means that
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AMMONIA.
the poyson of the Viper, the Ammodyte and Horned-serpent
is cured withal. 1627 MAY J.ucan \\. 822 Sand-colour'd
Ammodytes, the horned snakes. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.
IV. 131 The Surinam serpent, which some improperly call
the anntiodytes.
2. The Sand-eel, Ammodytcs ofmodern zoologists.
1698 SIBBAI.D in Phil. Trans. XX. 266 The Women that

catched the Sand EelslAmmoditesi. 1748 SIR J. HILL Ws/.
Anim. 225 (Joo.) Ammodytes, the sandeel, or grig. 1847
CARPENTER Zool. 577 The Amniodytes or Lannees are re-

markable for their habit of burrowing in the sand.

Ammonia (amou'nia). [a. mod.L. ammonia,
invented by Bergman, in 1782, as a name for the

gas obtained from Sal-ammoniac : see next.]
1. A colourless gas with pungent smell and strong

alkaline reaction, chemically a compound of three

equivalents
of hydrogen with one of nitrogen, NH,,

which at a pressure of 6] atmospheres, at 5OFahr.,
is condensed to a colourless liquid. Called also

Spirit of Har/shorn, in allusion to one of its early
sources, the dry distillation of nitrogenous matter,
as the hoofs and horns of animals

;
and I'olatile or

Animal Alkali, in contradistinction to the 'fixed'

alkalis, potash or 'vegetable' alkali, and soda or
'mineral

'

alkali.

1799 A. AIKTM Svllalns Lect. Chan. 7 Ammonia, or Vola-
tile Alkali. 1801 HATCHETT in Phil. Trans. XC1I. 50 Am-
monia formed a yellow flocculent precipitate. iSio DALTON
Xysl.Chein. Philos. n. v. 6. 415 It has been long known to
chemist 6

, as an impartant element, and under various names,
. . namely, volatile alkali, hartshorn, spirit of sal ammoniac,
etc., but authors at present generally distinguish it by the
name of ammonia. 1822 J. FLINT Lclt. fr. Amer. 62 A
chemical manufactory in which ammonia, copperas . . and
various acids, are prepared. 1855 BAIV Sfnses $ Int. n. ii. i

In smelling salts, ammonia is the substance given forth.

2. pop. Ammonia, or specifically Liquid Am-
monia : a solution of ammonia in water, being the
form in which it is commercially used.

i 1850 J. GRIFFI* in Ure Diet. Arts I. 140 To judge at a
glance of the money value of any given sample of ammonia.
1863 WATTS Dirt. Chan. 11872) I. 184 Solution of ammonia,
Aqueous ammonia, or simply Ammonia, Spirits of harts-
horn.

3. Client. Extended to a large series of compounds,
analogous to ammonia, in which one or more of
the three hydrogen atoms of NH 3 are replaced by
a basic metal or radical ( AMINES), or by the oxygen-
ized radical of an acid (AMIDES), or by both at

once (ALKALAMIDES).
1863 WATTS Diet. Chew.. (1872) I. 169 Ammonias in which

lormore atoms of hydrogen are replaced byan acid-radicle.

1869 KOSCOK Klein. Client, xxix. 312 Each alcohol also forms
a series of compound ammonias.
4. Comb, in which ammonia stands chiefly in

attrib. relation, as ammonia gas, compounds, pro-
cess, solution, substitution compound, ".i'orks, etc.

Also ammonia alum, amalgam, carbonate, salts,

etc., in which AMMONIUM is now used in more
systematic nomenclature.

Ammonia-meter, an instrument for measuring
the percentage of ammonia in an aqueous solution.

1873 FOWNF.S Chem. 136 Ammonia gas is colourless. 1879
At/ien&um 30 Aug. 277/3 The 'ammonia process' which has
been developed by M. Ernest Solvay, of Brussels. 1864
Reader 9 April 464 The pale reddish amethystine colour of
ammonia. iron-alum. 1849 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys.
S.. xxiv. 227 Paper prepared with the ammonia-citrate of
iron. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 140 Mr. J. J. Griffin has con-
structed a useful instrument called an Ammonia-meter.

Ammoniac (amwu-niak), a. andsb. Forms: 4-5
armoniak, -yac, 4-8 -iao, 5 -yak(e, ammonyak,
amoniak, 7 -ac, 7-8 armoniack(e, ammoniack(e,
7- ammoniac, [a. Fr. ammoniac, armoniac, ad. L.

ammdniac-um, a. Gr. a^tuwviaKov, belonging to

Amman or Ammonia, applied subst. to a salt, and
a gum, both obtained from the Libyan region of
Ammonia near the shrine of Jupiter Ammon

;
f.

"Au^av, Gr. form of the name of the Egyptian
Deity Aniun. The corruption to armoniac found
in med.L., Fr., and Eng., was perh. due to an
association with the Gr. ap/tovia fastening or joining,
from the use of gum ammoniac as a cement, or of
sal ammoniac in the joining of metals.]
A. adj.

1. in Sal Ammoniac (L. sal ammoniacus, Fr. sel

ammoniac) i.e. Salt of Ammon, a hard white opaque
crystalline salt, supposed to have been originally

prepared from the dung of camels near the temple
of Jupiter Ammon, as it still is in Egypt ; chemi-

cally Ammonium Chloride NH, Cl, formerly called
jMuriate of Ammonia

; used in tinning iron, in

pharmacy, and for the manufacture of Ammonium
Alum for the dyer.
^1386 CHAUCER Chan. Yem. Prol. $ T. 245 Arsenik, sal

armoniak [v.r. armonyak], and brimston. ciltaPallad. on
Hnsl>. i. 605 Hony, myxt with salt armonyake. 1470 Bk.

Qitintess. 9 If 3e wole dissolue be gold to watir. putte J>anne
yn be watir corosyue. Sal armoniac. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
( 16341 1 1. 415 This Ammoniacke .salt is corrupted and sophis-
ticate . ..with the pit saJt of Sicily called Cocanicus. 1605
'1 IMME Quersit. i. v. 20 Sal armoniac is of nature spiritual].

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sttpf. s. v. Aiitiitoniaenm, The liquor
will be scentless, and of the taste of sal armoniac. 1873
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WILLIAMSON Client, viii. 53 The hydrochlorate can be ob-
tained in crystals . . mixed with sal-ammoniac.
2. in Gum Ammoniac, i.e. 'gum of Ammon,' a

gum-resin, of peculiar smell, and bitterish taste,
the inspissated juice of an umbelliferous plant
(Dorema Ammoniacuni) found wild from North
Africa to India, and perhaps of some of its con-

geners. Employed in medicine, and as a cement.
1627 PEACHAM Genii. Ejcere. i. xxi. (1634167 Take Gumme

Armoniacke, and grinde it with the juyce of Garlicke as fine
as may be. 1714 Fr. Bk. Rates 92 Gum Armoniack per 100
Weight. 1844 T. GRAHAM Dom. Med. 31 [Tartar emetic] . .

will operate as an expectorant, when combined with squill,
gum ammoniac and camphor.
3. Of the nature of ammonia, ammoniacal.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. 322 Also a volatile or Ar-

moniac Salt. 1767 MONRO in Phil. Trans. LVII. 511, I

saturated some of it with the volatile ammoniac salt. 1869
Eng. Mech. 30 Apr. 133/2 Samples of Ammoniac Sulphate.
B. sli.

1. = Gum Ammoniac: see A 2. Also in L. form,
ammoniacum.
f 1420 fallatl. on Hnsb. i. 1120 White wex, hardde pitch,

remys^e ammonyak Thees three comixt. 1563 T. GALE
Antidot. n. 62 The . . Hammoniacum dissolued in Vineger
must be boyled. 159" PF.RCIVALI. Sf. Diet., Atiiioniaqnt,
Armoniake, Armomacum, 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (16341 II.

180 Since we are fallen into the mention of Gums, it will not
be amisse to treat of Ammoniack. 1713 tr. Pomet's Hist.

Drugs 1. 193 The Fennel bearing Ammoniack grows plenti-
fully in the Deserts of Lybia. 1751 CHAMBERS Cyel. s.v.,
The good ammoniac is of a pale colour. 1875 WOOD Therap.
1 1879) 529 The influence of ammoniac upon the general sys-
tem is very slight. 1876 HARI.EY Mat. Med. 601 Ammo-
niacum resembles the Persian drug.

t 2. = Ammonia. [mod.Fr. ammoniaque^ Obs.

1791 HAMILTON ficrthollct's Dyeing 1. 1. i. iii. 46 The colour
may be restored by means of chalk or ammoniac (volatile
alkali'. 1802 CHF.NEVIX Chem. Xctncncl. 55 Ammoniac is a
term, which Mrs. Fulhame . . has expressed a desire to see

changed. I agree with her in preferring Ammonia."

in Bole Armoniac (amoniak), it is a corrup-
tion of Armeniac. 'Bole Armoniac or the Arme-
nian Role is a soft friable fatty earth, usually of a

pale red colour.' Chambers Cycl.
c 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Vent. Prol. $ T. 238 As bol armoniak

[-'. r. armonyak, -yac, amoniak], verdegres, boras. 1585
H. LLOYD Treas. HfnlthQuj, Take of . . Mastycke, Dragons
blond, bole Amonike new, of eche like quantitee. 1586
COGAN- Haven Health 116361, Coriander, Ginger, Bole Armo-
niacke, of each a dram. 1627 PF.ACHAM Compl. Gent. xiii.

(1634' 139 Margaritone was .. the first that devised laying
Gold or Gilding upon Bole Armoniacke to be burnished.

1751 CHAMTJERS Cycl. s.v., This popularly, though corruptly
called in English Bale Armaxiac, is called by the naturalists
Armenia tfri'n, or Armenian clay.

Ammoniacal (a?m<fri3i-akal), a. [f. prec. 4- -At.]
Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of ammonia.
1731 AHBUTHNOT Knits a/Diet 268 Jellies made of the solid

parts of Animals contain a sort of ammoniacal Salt. 1798
Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 20 The mixture .. emitted am-
moniacal gaz. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agrie. Client. 301 A bitter

extract, which affords Ammoniacal fumes. 1818 FARADAY
E.vp. Res. vii. 19 They gave off much ammoniacal gas. 1833
BREWSTER Xat. Magic v. 113 A solution of the ammoniacal
carbonate of copper. 1869 ROSCOE Patent. Chem. 75 The am.
moniacal liquors of the gasworks.
Ammoiliaco- (.semtfiiai-aku), combining form of
AMMONIAC or AMMONIACAL, as in ammoniaco-
calculus, a form of urinary calculus ; also AM-
MONIA +, as in ammoniaco-iiiagnesian phosphate.
1804 WOLLASTON in Phil. Trans. XCIV. 420 The ammo-

niaco muriate of platina. 1807 MARCEF ibid. XCVII. 308
No doubt an ammoniaco-magnesian carbonate. 1849 52
TouoCycl.Anat. <y Phys. IV. 1291/2 A deposit occurs in the
urine composed of the monobasic ammoniaco-magnesian
phosphate.
Ammonracum : see AMMONIAC B i.

t Ammo'iiial. Chem. Obs.
[f. AMMONIA + -At.]

= AMMONIACAL.
1818 ACCUM Chnn. Tests. 227 The ammonial solution.

Ammonia'meter. (See AMMONIA 4.)
= AM-

MONIA METER. SyJ. Sac. Lex. 1879.
tAmmoniate (amyu-ni^t). Chem. Ol's. [f.

AMMONIA + -ATE*.] A combination of ammonia
with a metallic oxide, as Ammonio-ctipric oxide,

formerly ammoniate of copper. See AMMOXIDK.
_i844 T. GRAHAM Dom. Hied. 355 Antispasmodics and altera-

tives, of which the best are, the flowers or acetate of zinc,

quinine, ammoniate of copper.

Ammoniated (amou-ni<rlted\ ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED.] Combined with ammonia, ammoniurelted.
1822 DE QUINCEY Confess. Wks. V. 274, I derived no benefit

from any medicine whatever, except ammoniated tincture of
valerian. 1874 LOMMEL Light 176 A solution of the ammo-
niated oxide of copper is transparent,
Ammonic (amp-nik), a. rare. [f. AMMONIUM +

-10 : cf. potass-ic, sod-ic, etc.] Of or derived from
ammonium (or ammonia).
1869 Eng. Meeh. 19 Mar. 581/3 To name one chemist who

considers the solution ammonic hydrate. 1876 HARLEY Mat.
Aft'tf. in Ammonic Carbonate is only known in solution.

Ammo'nical, a. Chem. rare-'. =prec.
1869 Eng. Meeh. 19 Mar. 585/3 Vapour Volumes of Am-

monical Salts.

Ammonide (rc-miJrwid). Chem. [f. AMMONI-UM
+ -IDE.] A combination of ammonium with a

metallic or other oxide ; called also ammoniitret,
and formerly, as an ammonia salt, amuioiiiatt.

AMMUNITION.

(Little used
; these being now viewed as metallic

(or other) salts of ammonium ; as Carbonic am-
monide= Ammonium carbonate.)
1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 107 Dry carbonic anhydride and

dry gaseous ammonia combine directly to form carbonic am-
momde.

Ammonio- (imo^nw), combining form of the
word AMMONIUM, indicating the presence of that

basyl or its salts in a compound ;
thus ammonia-

chloride of silver, ammonio-citpric sulphate, am-
monia- magnesian phosphate = magnesium and am-
monium phosphate.
1853 I'amily Her. 3 Dec. 510/2 The solution of ammonio-

nitrate of silver. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 207 Ammonio-
chloride of Iron was discovered by Basil Valentine in the
I4th cent.

Ammonite (ae'inonsit). [f. mod.L. ammonites

(after elites, asphaltites, etc. : see -ITE), f. by Bru-

guiere on the med.L. name Cornu Ammonis 'Am-
mon's horn,' given to these fossils from their re-

semblance to the involuted horn of Jupiter Ammon.
At first used as L., with pi. Ammonite]
1. A fossil genus of Cephalopods, consisting of
whorled chambered shells, containing many species;
once supposed to be coiled snakes petrified, and
hence called Snake-stones. (Scott Munition n. xiii.)

1758 Phil. Trans. L. 786 In this rock . . the AmmonitEe, or

lifeitt. i The Muscles and Ammonites found in Ironstone.

1847 TENNYSON Princess Prol. 15 Huge Ammonites, and the
first bones of Time. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. 4- Sehnt. viii. 77
In a nodular mass of bluish-gray limestone . . I laid open my
first found ammonite.

t 2. Formerly used for AMMITES, i.e. oolite. Obs.
1706 PHILLIPS, Ammonites, a sort of stone call'd the lesser

Spawn-stone. 1753 CHAMBERS Cyel. Stipp., Awntites is the
same with what is otherwise called Ammonites.

Ammonitiferous(a:-m6n9iti-fer3s),rt. [f. prec.
+ -FERGUS bearing.] Containing fossil ammonites.
1830 LVELL Prine. Ceol. I. 126 The ammonitiferous lime-

stones of the Southern Apennines. 1860 WRIGHT in Q. Jrnl.
Geol. S. XVI. i. 375 The ammonitiferous beds of the Lias.

Ammonium (ama*-aivm.). Client, [a. mod.L.

ammonium, formed by Berzelius, 1 808, on AMMONIA,
after analogy ofsm/a, sodium, magnesia, magnesium,
and the names of the recent metals generally.] The
radical supposed to exist in the salts of ammonia,
a compound of 4 equivalents of hydrogen wilh I of

nitrogen, NH,, which behaves in composition as a
monatomic alkaline metal, replacing, and present-
ing close analogies to, sodium and potassium.
1808 SIR H. DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCVII I. 364 From

platina to potassium there is a regular order of gradation as
to physical and chemical properties, and this would probably
extend to ammonium, could it be obtained in the fixed form.

1850 DAUBENY Atom. The. ix. 295 The atomic volume which
these lighter metals, viz. ammonium, barium, calcium . . have.
1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 142 Although it may be objected . .

that the metal ammonium is not known, yet a curious me-
tal lie compound of this metal with mercury has been obtained.
b. attrib. In names of compounds in which am-
monia was formerly, and is still often, used, as am-
monium salts, carbonate, chloride, phospliate. Also
ammonium alum (see ALUM 2); ammonium
amalgam, a soft solid metallic substance, an amal-

gam of ammonium and mercury, analogous to the
sodium and potassium amalgams.
1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. (18721 1. 188 Ammonium-salts are

isomorphous with potassium salts. Ibid. 195 Spoken of as
aintnoninni'tases in contradistinction to the antine- or am-
monia.bases. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 214 Ammonium
Chloride, or sal-ammoniac. 1873 WILLIAMSON Chem. viii.

g 52 The ammonium amalgam very rapidly decomposes when
removed from the liquid.

t Ammcvniuret. Chem. Obs. [f. AMMONIA +

tRET.] = AMMONIDE, AMMONIATE.
1839 HOOPER Med. Dnt. 89 Amtnoninret, a compound of

ammonia and a metallic oxide; as antmoititiret of gold,
silver, zinc, etc. 1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Ammo'niuretted, ///. a. t. Obs. [f. prec. +
-i:n.] Combined with ammonia (or, accoiding to

later views, ammonium); as 'amoniuretted oxide of

gold,' now 'aurate of ammonium.'
1854 SCOFFERN in Orr's Cire. Se. Chem. 503 Ammoniuretted

Oxide of Silver. < 1865 J.
WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 374/1 An

explosive compound of silver is produced by adding liquid
ammonia to the oxide of silver ; forming what is termed the
ammoniuretted oxide.

Ammophilous (i-mp-filas), a.
[f. Gr. a/ijuos

sand t <pi\os loving, fond.] Sand-loving ; applied
to plants or insects which inhabit sandy places.
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Ammunition (temiimrjm),^. Also 7-8 amu-.

[a. i6-i7thc. Fr. a(jn}munition, vulgarly amoni-

lion, an army corruption of munition (also vulgarly
monition}. H. Estienne (1578) says 'le peuplier

grossier prononce monition (amonition, selon autres)

pour munition*', and Menage (1672), 'lessoldats

disent pain ifamonition
;
mais les officiers disent

pain de munition
' Thurot Pron. Franc. 1881, p.

275. Apparently caused by taking la munition as

famonition through confusion of the novel muni-



AMMUNITION.

fion with the familiar a{d}monition a '

warning
*

legal or ecclesiastical. Cf. noix d'Acajou for noi\

de Cajou. Subseq. rejected in Fr. (exc. as a vul-

garism), but retained in Eng. with arum-, assimi-

lated to words from L. in imm-
t comm-, ann-, etc.

L. adm- does not become amm- in F'r. or Eng.]
1, Military stores or supplies ; formerly, of all

kinds (as still attrib.'. see 3); /;<;', articles used in

charging guns and ordnance, as powder, shot, shell
;

and by extension, offensive missiles generally.
a 1626 BACON Adv. Villiers(,].\ Convenient arms and a[ml-

munition for their defence. 164* Dcclat*. Lords fy Coinni.

7 Jan. 6 Horses, Armes, and Amunition. 1671 MILTON Sam-
son 1277 He all their ammunition And feats of war defeats.

1692 LUTTRELL Brief ReL (1857) II. 413 A French prize of

i8otunns, laden with ammunitions. 1703 MAUNDRELL Jonrii.
tn used in Batterin the Cit.

ett. . antes. . 177 e ammunton o tese roter

consisted chiefly of dirt, but many stones were seen to b

thrown. 1870 KNIGHT Crown Hist. Eng. x). 519 At seven

in the evening their ammunition was nearly exhausted.

2.yfy.
1645 BP. HALL Content. 103 This spirituall Ammunition

shall sufficiently furnish the soul for her encounter with her

last enemy. xSrjMARRYAT /W. .5V////. (18631 70, Ihadfinished

my meal, which did not take long, for want of ammuni-
tion.

3. attrib. as ammunition-boots, -bread, -hat, -loaf,

-shoes, etc., those supplied to soldiers as equipment
or rations

;
ammunition-face, a warlike one ;

ammunition-house, one used for the storage of

ammunition ;
ammunition-wagon, one used to

convey the ammunition for a force.

a 1658 CLEVELAND Clev. Vind. (16771 96 So much for his

Warlike or Ammunition Face. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. i. 314
Lin'd with many a piece Of ammunition bread and cheese.

1693 LUTTRELL BriefRel, 11857) 1 1- 47* An ammunition loafe

of bread was sold for 18 soals. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Phrased.
Gen. 1320 A ammunition whore, scortum castren$>\ 1697
Lond. GO.Z. mmmccxcvi/4 Deserted . . Thomas Stone . . took

away with him his Ammunition Hat. 1703 LUTTRELL Brief
Rel. (1857) V. 356 Whose ammunition house at Turin is blown

up by some incendiaries. 1844 Regul. <$ Ord. Army 152 The
Men are entitled to their Ammunition Boots or Shoes, with

the rest of their Clothing. 1858 KROLT.E Hist. Eng. IV. 275
Ammunition waggons were prepared and loaded.

Ammunition (a^mumrjanl, v. [f. sb. : cf. Fr.

amunitionner] To supply with ammunition.

1644 PRYNNE & WALKER Fienuess Trial 19 Why did he
fortifie and ammunition the City?

Ammunitioned (reminrfwid\///.<i. [f. prec.

+ -ED-] Supplied with ammunition.

1653 J- TAYLOR (Water P.) Joum. Wales (185^) 13 If it be

well mand, victualled and ammunitioned, it is invincible.

1870 Daily News 17 Dec., The remaining forty, well armed,
ammunitioned, and in good condition, established themselves

in two or three private houses.

Amnemonic (rcmn/mp'nik), a. Path. [f. Gr. d

priv. + fj-vrj^ovitfos of memory : see MNEMONICS ;

cf. Gr. afjuffjuwv forgetful.] Characterized by loss

of memory.
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Amner, obs. (regular i6th c.) f. ALMONER.

II Amnesia (semn/~sia\ Path. [mod.L., a. Gr.

AfOffffia forgetfulness.] Loss of memory.
1878 A. HAMILTON Nerv. Dis. 130 In place of there being

simply a difficulty in expressing a clearly originated idea,

there may be a condition of amnesia. 1880 BASTIAN Brain
xxix. 621 An ordinary case of Amnesia . . in which the

'
vo-

litional' and 'associational' recall of names was impossible.

Amnesic v^rnnrsik, -ev.ik), a. Path. [f. prec.
+ -1C.] Of or pertaining to amnesia.
1868 OGLE in Lancet 21 Mar. 370/2 The inability to speak,

is not . . occasioned by forgetfulness of words in other words,
not amnesic. 1880 BASTIAN Brain xxix. 662 A grave Amnesic
condition as regards Speech.

Amnestic (asmne'stik), a. Med. [f. Gr. dpvjj-
cria forgetfulness -f -1C.] Causing loss of memory.
(Said of diseases, poisonous agents, etc.)

1879 in Syd. Sec. Lex.

Amnestied (wmnestidX ///. a.
[f.

AMNESTY v.

+ -ED.] Admitted to amnesty, having past (poli-

tical) offences overlooked or forgiven.
1809 Editt. Rev. XIII. 440 Of this class are the amnestied

emigrants. 1879 Daily Ne^vs 29 Oct. 5/4 The amnestied
Communards.

Amnesty (ae'mnesti^jj/'. [a.Fr.aww.^;V(i6thc.
in Litt.), or ad. its original, L. amncstia, a. Gr.

afwrjvTta oblivion, f. aftvTjaros not remembering.
Used occas. in 16-1 ;th c. in L. and Gr. form.]
1. Forgetfulness, oblivion ; an intentional over-

looking.
159* SIR T. SMITH in T. Wright Q. Eliz. Orig. Lett. 11838)

I. 456 To treade all underfoote that hath gone heretofore,
with a perpetual] a/xi^o-rta, and to begyn a new lyfe. 1605
BACON Adv. Learn, n. xxiii. 6. (1873*223 Reconcilement
is better managed by an amnesty, and passing over that
which is past. 1624 SANDERSON Sernt. Ad. Pop. v. (1674! 242
Quite forgotten, and buried in a perpetual Amnesty. 1647
HOWELL Lett. III. vi, I did not think Suffolk waters had
such a lethsean quality in them, as to cause such an am-
nestia in him of his friends. 1724 WATTS Logic I. iv. 2.

(1822)60 Amnesty, an unremembrance. 1880 Contetnp. Re^'.

XXXVII. 474 By mutual amnesty men avoid seeing the real

drift of each other's statements.
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2. An act of oblivion, a general overlooking or

pardon of past offences, by the ruling authority.
1580 NORTH Pfytfarck(i&j$ inno A law that no man should

be called in question nor troubled for things that were past
called -J/t'^/i7,or law ofOblivion. 1693Mcm.Connt Tcckcly
n. 105 He should grant them in due form an Amnesty for all

that was pass'd. 1782 BURKE Penal Laws agst. Irish Catli.

Wks. VI. 274 An act of amnesty and indulgence. 1787
MADISON in Sparks' Corr. Ant. Rev. 11853) IV. 167 The in-

surgents decline accepting the terms annexed to the amnesty.
1849 MACALLAY Hist, Eng. I. 174 An amnesty was granted,
with few exceptions, to all who, during the late troubles,

had been guilty of political offences.

Amnesty (oe'mnesti), v. [f. prec. sb.] To give

amnesty to, to admit to amnesty ; to proclaim the

overlooking of the past offences of (rebels).

1809 [See AMNESTIED. 1 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. v. m.

294 And so hereby all is amnestied, and finished'.' 1851
MARIOTTI Italy'i. 33 It was, in fact, the pope himself, or the

papacy that was amnestied. 1869 Echo 13 Dec., Mr. Glad-
stone. . won't be bullied into amnestying the Fenian convicts.

t A*mnic(ke, tf- 1 Obs.~ [ad. L. amnic~us t f.

ainn-is a river : see -ic.] Of or belonging to a river.

1623 in COCKF.RAM. 1656 in BLOUNT Giossogr.

A'llinic, a.~
[f.

Gr. dpvi-ov + -ic.]
= AMNIOTIC ,r.

1855 RAMSHOTHAM Obstet. Sttrg. 16 It contains, .a free acid

known as amnic acid.

t Amni'COlistt Obs.~ n
\i.\j.anuiicola dwelling

by a river (f. amn-is river + -cola inhabitant + -IST.]

'One that dwells by a river.' Bailey 1731 ;
in J.

t Amni'geilOUS, a. 0/>s. [f.
L. awnigen-ns

river- born (f. amn-is + -gcn-iis born) + -ous.] 'Born

or bred in, of, or near a river.' Bailey 1731 ;
in J.

Amnion (oe'mni;'n). Phys. [a. Gr. dftviov the

caul, dim. of d/ifos lamb.] The innermost mem-
brane enclosing the foetus before birth.

1667 Phil. Trans. II. 511 The Fcetus is nourished only
from the Amnion by the Mouth. 1764 SMELLIE-; Mid. I.

114 TheChorion is on the inside lined with anothermembrane
called Amnion. 1863 RARING-GOULD Iceland 12-} The clere-

story windows covered with the amnion of sheep.

b. attrib.

1879 tr. HafckeVs F.vol. Man II. xviii. i 53 All known Am-
nion Animals, coincide in many important points of organ-
ization and development.

Amnios l,^'mnif"s}. [a variant of AMNION, founded

upon an erroneous form of the Greek.]
1. Phys. = AMXIOX.
1657 Phys. Diet., Aiiinios, the inner skin that compasseth

the child round in the womb. 1660 BOYLE AVrt- A'.v/. Phys.*
Mcc ft. 374 The upper part of the involving Animus. 1797
Phil. Trans. LXXXVII. 193 The two membranes .. the

chorion and amnios. i8z8 KIRBY & SPESCE Entomol. IV. xliv.

236 Regarded as foetuses in their amnios rather than eggs.

1845 NOEL Richtcr's Flweretc. Pieces II. ix. 37 A little

hidden creature, which has past from the fcetus-slumber into

the sleep of death, out of the amnios-skin of this world into

the shroud, the amnios-skin of the next.

2. Bot. 'The fluid that is produced within the sac

which receives the embryo-rudiment and engenders
it.' Treas. Bot. 1866.
1816 KEITH Physiol. Bot. II. 293 The amnios had just made

its appearance in the upper rt-gion of the chorion. 1830
LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. 33 The amnios always sur-

rounds the embryo in an early state.

|| Amniota (a?mnii<~u-ta\ sb. pi. [mod.L. formed

anomalously, after AMMOTIC.] The vertebrak-s,

comprising reptiles, birds and mammals, which

possess in embryonic life an allanlois and an amnion.

1879 tr. Haeckcl's Evol. Man II. xviii. 137 Man is a true

Amnion Animal, and, in common with all other Amniota, has
descended from the Protamnion.

Amniotic (semniifrtik), a. [mod. form, on the

non-Gr. form AMNIOS (prob. first in Fr. which has

amnios, anmiotique] after chaotic, Nilotic, demotic :

see -OTIC. The Gr. form from upvtov would have

been d^viawos, amniac.] Of or pertaining to an

amnion ;
of the nature of, or characterized by, an

amnion. a. Phys.
1822 IMISON St. fy Art II. 140 The amniotic acid is found

in the liquor of the amnios ofa cow. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chan.
I. 128 The amniotic liquid contains albumin, pyin . . and in

some instances glucose. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inr, An. vii.

445 A more or less complete amniotic investment.

b. Bot.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 13 Nyntphxacex . . embryo en-

closed in the enlarged amniotic sac.

|| AttlO'ber, -Or, -byr. Also amabyr. [Welsh
amobr (-byr, -ber) ;

f. am{iri + wobr, gwobr a reward,

fee.] Technical term in the Welsh Laws for the
* maiden-fee

'

formerly payable to a lord on the

marriage of a maid of his manor.

1727 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Ckevage, Coke observes there

js still a kind of Chevage subsisting in Wales called Araobyr,
paid to the prince of Wales for the marriage of daughters.

| Amo'brage. Obs. [f. prec. + -AGE
; pern. orig.

in AFr. Also latinized as amobnigiutnJ\ The

payment or proceeds of the Amober.
1750 CARTE Hist. Knff. II. 338 The fines usually paid lo

the lord by his tenants for the marriage of their daughters,
called AinobragiitMti were moderated.

f Amo'breshlp. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -SHI P.]

The right or title to receive the Amober.
i495.-Jf7n//f. r*//, xxxiii, ThamobreshipoftheCmmK-s

of Caernervan and Anglesey with Reglorshippesand Raglor-
shippes of thadvoures of the same Counties.

t Amo'dere, v. Obs. [a. OFr. amodere-r, ad. L.

AMOLLISHMENT.
admoderd-ri

\ t.adio + fnoderdri'. see MODERATE.]
To moderate, restrain.

tr 1450 A"A tie la. Tour xciv. 122 Where as there be riottis

and debatys and st riff, the wisdom of gode couns>aile . . amo-
derithe suche thinges. i483CAXioN* L'ato B iij, One may. .

amodere or restreyne in hym self all illycite cogytadons.

Amoeba (amrba). Zool. PI. amoebae, amcebas.

[ad. Gr. 0/101^17 change, alternation.] A micro-

scopic animalcule (class Protozoa') consisting of a

single cell of gelatinous Barcode, the outer layer of

which is highly extensile and contractile, and the

inner fluid and mobile, so that the shape of the

animal is perpetually changing.
1841 T. U. Jos us Anim. Kingd. 52 The Proteus \Amccba

E.} . . affords a singular example of an acrite animal. 1855
H. SPENXER Psychol. (1872) I. in. iv. 307 The Amceba, a speck
of jelly having no constant form, sends out . . prolongations
of its substance. 1878 MACAUSTER Ini-ertchr. 22 These
amoebae, .are little masses of protoplasm, moving and taking
food by means of pseudopodia.
b. Comb, as amccba-likc.

1864 H. SPLNCKR Illnst. Progr. 398 Immense number-- of

Amccba-like creatures . - in a framework of horny fibres, con-

stitute sponge.

Aincebsean (aemfb?*an),a. : also amebean. [f.
L.

ania-biV'tts (a. Gr. dftotfiaf-os interchanging, f. u^oi^r]

change) +-AX.] Alternately answering, responsive.
1658 PHILLIPS, AtM&bxan I'crscs are such as an>\vur one

another by course ; as in some of Virgil's Eclogues. 1810

COLLKIDGK /V/cWvi. I. 118761 279 Those contests or Anio ;
-

btran eclogues, between workmen for the superior worth and

dignity of their several callings. 1861 Sat. AYr-. 25 May 526
That amcebean exchange of witticisms between the I'cnuh

and the Bar. 1883 Cornh. Mag. Jan. So Spring and Winter
. . sing an amcebean ode.

Amoebiform (arnrbif^im), a.
[f.

AM(EB-A +

-(I)FOKM.] Amoeba-like; also, having many vary-

ing shapes, proteiform.
i859j.GREEN[-./V0/<?2e>rt3i Smaller port ion of Grant ia show-

ing ciliated amoebiform particles. 1873 NICHOLSON Paircnf.

67 Sponges may be defined as Rhizopoda composed of

numerous ani(rbiform masses of sarcode. 1876 M. FOSTER

P'lys. 1 18791 Introd. i Merely amcubiform phases in the lives

of certain animals or plants.

Amoeboid (arm-bold), a. />'/<?/. [f.
AMCKB-A +

-oil).] Ofthe character ofthe Amoeba: Amoeba-like.
1861 I. GREENE Co-lent. 52 Such amoeboid particles occa-

sionally become detached. 1872 HUXLEY 1'hys. vii, 157 The
amtuboid movements of the white corpuscles of the blood.

1878 M'N.AB Kct. 16 The protoplasm escapes forming
unicilinte zoospores which soon lose the cilia and become
amoeboid.

AxttOibiteCamoi'bsit). Min. [mod. f.
v
Ger. 1844)

Gr. dfj.nif3tj change + -ri'K.]
A mineral, classed as

a variety of Gcrsdorffitc, or Nickel glance.
1837 68 DANA Min. 73 Vim Kobell's amoibite . . occurs at

Lichtenberg in the Fkhtelgebirge in lisjht steel-gray octa-

hedrons.
\

\ Amoi'nderj v- Obs. rare. [a. Fr. amoindr-tr

to lessen, f. a to + ;//0/<//v: L. minor less.] To
lessen, diminish.
1601 lip. BARLOW Sewn. Panics Cfosse 29 Doth rengrege

or amoinder, that is, make greater or lesse the faults com-
mitted. (11631 DONNE Aristeas(\6$j\ 74 Which might cause

damage or losse to the Revenues of their Prince, amoyndring
and diminishing his Tributes.

Amok, amoke, variants of AMUCK.

Amo'k(e, ?. rare, [see AMUCK.] To run amuck.
1866 C. BROOKE Sarawak I. 29 On our return to Sarawak,

we found a boy only sixteen years old had amoked in the

town. Ibid. 27 Such causes in most instances lead to tbe

Malay amoking.

f Amcvlify, v. Obs. [App. a confusion between

amolysh (AMOLLISH), a common word in Caxton,
and mollify, Fr. mollificr (1 6th c. in Litt.) ;

but

perh. only a misreading of amolysh, in MS.]
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. xxix/i The holy ghoost . . amoly-

fyeth and softelh hard tbynges by the yefte of pyte.

f AmO'lish., ?' Obs. [a. amoliss- pr. stem of Fr.

amolir 'to remove or put away hardly, with pain,
or much adoe' Cotgr., ad. L. dnwll-ri'. see next.

Cf. demolish] To remove forcibly, do away with.

1624 BP. MorSTAGU Gagg 286 Purgatory .. is utterly

amolished before the general Judgment finished, a 1640

JACKSON Creed x. Wks. IX. 283, I have yet one thing to do,

and that is to amolish the suspicion.

f Amoli'tion. Obs. rare 1

, [ad. L. dmolition-

cm, n. of action f. dmoliri to remove with an effort,

f. a away + moliri to exert oneself upon, f. moles a

heavy mass.] Removal, displacement.
1673' BP. WARD Apol. Myst. Gosf>. 4 (L. We ought here to

consider a removal or amolition ofthat supposal ;
the grounds

and reasons of this amolition.

t AmO'llish., z*. Obs. ;
also 5 amolish, -ysh.

[a. amoliss- pr. stem of OFr. amolir (mod. amollir}

to soften, f. a to + mo/if : L. molltre to soften.]

To soften, mollify, appease.
1474 CAXTON Chessc 10 Deboneyrte amolissheth and makyth

softe the hertes of his enemyes. 1480 Ovid's Mctam, \.

viii, The mayde, whom love overcam . . and Ivttil and lytyl

amollyshyd. 1483 G. dc la Tour A viij b, Cortosye . .

amolysshyth thyre and wrathe of euery creature.

t AmO'llisllinent. Obs. rare. In 7 amolish-.

fa. Vt.amollissenient softening, f. amollir: see prec.]

Softening down, mitigation.
.ri6ia DONNE Lett. Wks. VI. 356 Thtse of which we speak

at this present are capable of no Excuse, no amolishment.



AMOME.
Amo'me. Obs. rare~ l

. [a. Fr. awome : L.

awdw-HM.] = AMOMUM.
1382 WYCLIF Rev. xviii. 13 Marble, and canel, and amume,

that is, a stvcte sanerInge tree [V'ulg. cinnamonr.ini}.

Amomeous (am<J<i-m/9s
(

,,
a. [f. AMOM-UM +

-ECUS.] Of the nature of amomum.
1853 ul MAYNE Exp. Lex. 1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

tAmo'moUS, a.nonce-tv'f. [f.Gr.a^w/x-o? blame-
less -4- -ous.] Blameless.

1683 R. HOOKER Pref. Pordages Myst. Div. n That it [the
Church] shold be holi and without blemish, or rather Amom-
ous . . that is irreprehensible, safeguarded from the bitings
of Momus, one of the feined Gods among the Gentils.

II Amomum (amJu'mym). Rarely in 7 amomua.
f \j. (intonutni, a. Gr.a/icu/ioi'applied to some, perhaps
several, oriental spice plants.] An odoriferous

plant. The Ainonmm of the ancients not being

certainly identified, the word was used with un-

certain denotation by earlier writers ; it is now
appropriated to a genus of aromatic plants (N.O.

7,ingiberace%} including the species which yield
Cardamoms and Grains of Paradise.

1398 TREVISA Bartk. DC P. R. xvii. viii f 1495^ 607 Amomum
hath that name for it smellyth as Canell dooth : that hyghte
Cynamun. 1551 TURNER Herbal (1568) 26 Amomum is a
small bushe . . Some call it a chrUtenmase rose. 1637 NABBES
Microcosm, in Dodsl IX 140 Perfumes, no Persian aromats,
Ponticamomus,or Indian balsam Can imitate. .71719 ADDISON
Dial. Medals xxiv. (172?' 140 Let Araby extol her happy
coast Her Cinnamon and sweet Amomum boast. 1769 SIR

J. HILL l''ain. /jVr/>f7/ij8i2)8 The common amomum [Si son

Amonntin\ otherwise called bastard stone parsley. 1855
SINGLETON Virgil I 21 And prickly brier amomum yield.

Amoner, amonerer, obs. forms of ALMONER.

Among1

lamTj\ adv. and prep. Forms: i on
xemonge, on semang(e, 1-2 onmang(e, 1-6 a-

mang.'e (north, after 3), 2-6 amonge, 2- among,
6- 'mong. North. 4 omang, 4- amang. Also 2

enmang, 4-5 emang, 5 in mange, emonge, 5-6
emong. See I MONG. [orig. a phrase, on in+ge/uaHg
mingling, assemblage, crowd (i.gemengan to mingle,
combine: see MENC) ; hence, with a sb. in the

genitive,
'

in the assemblage or company of? then

used prepositionally with dat. or ace, Bef. noo,
the full on geman^e was reduced to onmang,
whence by regular phonetic gradation amang,
among. The simple gemang was also used pre-

positionally without on, giving later ymongt IMONG,
MONO. Between among and imong, thus used side

by side, arose emong. Modern poets also abbreviate

among \o 'mong. There was a parallel BIMONG.]
A. prep.
Prim. sign. In the mingling or assemblage of;

7/<riV, surrounded by and associated with.
(Cf. Amid, -st, sometimes loosely used instead.)

Passage from phrase to preposition :

a looo/f/fw'GreinJiojOnfeondaseinangf in the company
of the enemies]; AFctr. Ps. Ixxxi. i God mihti} st6d godum
on xemonge[=the good among, in company n*iV/i the good],

I. Of relation between object and objects.
1. Of t!ie local relation of a thing for things) to

several surrounding objects with which it is grouped :

Surrounded by locally. (\Vith/V. sb.)
rtiooo Mctr. Ps. xxv. 9 Ne forleos mine sawle on^emang

bam arleasum. r 1000 Ags, Gosp. Matt. x. 16 Swa sceap
Xemang wulfas \Lindisf. in middum rr/inmong; Ritshw. in

middej. cn6o Hatton G. ibid., Swa seep onmang wulfen.
t 1200 Trin. Coll. How. 105 Alse shep amang wulfes. 1250
LAV. 17742 Com vt . . among alle his cnihtes. c 1300 /*</. Sc.

(Wright i 133 Among all the planetes the sonne a-midde is.

(-1374 CHAUCER Troylns iv. 607 The body sate amange hem
there. 138* WYCLIF yJ/aW. xiii.

7
Other seedis felden amonge

thornis. 1535 COVERDALE Gen. iii.8 Amonge the trees of the

garden. 1605 VERSTEGAS Dec. Intell. i. (16281 6 To run up
and downe one among another like madmen. 1613 SHAKS.
Hen. y/II, v. ii. 18 To make me wait at doore.-'Mong
Koyes, Groomes, and Lackeyes. 1711 STEELE Spect, No. 6
F 6 The Lacedemonians rose up . . and . . received him among
them. 1842 LONGK. Slaz-e's Dream iii, He saw once more his

dark-eyed queen Among her children stand, c 1842 Bridge
vi, Like tho>e waters rushing Among the wooden piers.

&. (See also EMONG.)
1375 HARBOUR Bruce x. 709 He emang his fayis al Defendit

him full douchtely. < 1460 Townley Myst. 22 Emang both
more and myn. 1592 DAVIES Astrza in Chalmers' Eng.
Pocts\. 101/2 Fair month . . Emong thy days her birthday is.

b. Among the hands of: under the charge of, while

being treated or attended to by, (Fr. cntre les mains

de}. Obs. or dial.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 97/3 He deyed sodaynly emong
the handes of the sergeans. 1534 Lo. BERNKRS Gold. ttk.

M. Anrel. 11546* E vj b, They that haue the charge of a

prince . . haue amonge theyr handes, hym that afterwarde

oughte to gouerne. 1535 COVERDALE Jer. xviii. 4 The vessel

that the Potter made off claye brake amonge his hondes.
Mod. north. The work that we have among our hands, /'. c.

with which we are engaged.
2. Of the relation of a thing (or things) to the

whole surrounding group or composite substance :

Surrounded by the separate components or particles
of. (With collectives, and sing.natnes ofsubstances \

with the latter in is often substituted.)

c\vj$Lanib. Horn. 43 peleit a-monge bunre. fSaooQuON
15367 Sibben don be falls annd

flaprd Amang be gode lare.

c 1300 /*(?/. iV. (Wright) 135 Whan hit cometh among the fur.

c 1384 CHAUCER H. ofFame 1687 A potful ofbawme . . Amonge

286

a basket ful of roses. 1535 FISHER Wks. (1883) 437 This
multitude, amonge whiche our sauiour Christe was. 1697
DAMPIER fay, (1729) I. 235 Vinello's . . are much used among
Chocolate to perfume it. 171* STEELE Spect. No. 431 F 3 A
. . Stone, which I found among the gravel. 1810 SCOTT Lady
of L. in. xi, Among the bubbling blood. 1851 LONGI-'. Gold,

Leg. 165 We were among the crowd that gathered there.

3. Of the relation of anything in a local group to

the other members of the group, although these do
not actually surround it ; as of an individual to

the other members of the same community : In

company, association, communion, or residence with

or beside; in the house, city, or country of. (
= L-

apiidj Fr. chez, Ger. bei.}

CII7S Lamb. Horn, ig He com among us. rizoo ORMIS
299 Hiefedd preost Amang ludisskenn beode. f 1230 Ancr.
R. 158 Ich wunie among men. cizyoGen.fy Ex. 700 Cristes

helpe be us amonge! 1387 TKEVISA Higden Rolls Ser. VII.

45 Otho regnede among Duchesmen \apnd Teutonicos\
153S COVERDALE Jitdg. \, The Cananites dwelt among them
at Gaser. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 156 P 3 We have several
of these irresistible Gentlemen among us when the Company
is in Town. 1756 BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 32 The
whim and caprice of one ruling man among them. 1807
CRABBE Par. Reg. i. 478 Susan . . had some pride Among
our topmost people to preside.

4. Of the relation of a thing to others in the same
nominal or logical group: In the number or class of.

1297 R. GLOUC. 393 Roberd Courtehese buderward hys
herte caste . . among obere gode kny^tes. 1340 Ayenb. 103

Amang alle be he^e names of oure Ihorde bis is be uerste.
< 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6551 Omang alle bat bar has bene

sene, I fynde wryten paynes fourtene. x39&TREvisA Barth.
De P. R. xin. i. 114951 438 Amonge all elementes water is

prouffytablest. 1477 EARL RIVERS iCaxton) Dictes i Among
other ther was . . in my companye a worshipful gentylman.
1665 MAN LEV Grotins's L.'Cotintr,-\\ 'arrs 297 Many were
wounded, among whom was Count William. 1777 HUMK
Ess. <V Treat. \. 86 Among the other excellencies of man.

1792 (i. WAKEFIELIJ Mem. 1. 529 My poetical taste is among
the most fastidious. 1849 SIR J. STEPHEN* Eccl. Biog. I. in
It is among the mysteries which we are bound to revere.

b. csp. of things distinguished in kind from the

rest of the group : Preeminent among, as distin-

guished from, in comparison with, above the others.

'1230 Alter. R. 2 M;>iii cunne riwle beo5, auh tuo beo5

among alle bet ich chulle speke of. c 1375 in Rel. Ant. 1. 40
As the male . . among trees of wodes, So is my derlyng among
sones. 138* WYCLIF Litkc\. 28 Ulessid be thou among wym-
inen ! [Ags. on wi'fum]. a 1450 I 'ork Myst. Pewtercrs F j,

In mange al otbir ane bare 1. 1523 I,n. BERNERS Froissart
I. cccli. 564 Your folkes haue brent my house, the whiche I

loued amongall other. 1*1590 MARLOWE Fa usfits 149 Mong
which, as chief, Faustus, we come to thee. Mod. She is one

among many. He is a Saul among the people.

II. Of the relation of a predicable (attribute,

action, event) to things or circumstances.

f5. Of the relation of a fact or event to the

circumstances which surround it
; esp. (in early

usage) to the time during or in course of which it

happens. Obs.
c 1075 O. E. Chron. (Laud. MS. ) an. 1002 On ^emang bysum

ofsloh Leofsig . . b;es cynges heah ?;erefan. Ibid. an. 1052 J>a

ainang bison ba \vear6 Godwins eorl e\varnod. 1131 Ibid. an.

1127 Ofsla^en on ane circe . . amang bane messe. 1154 Ibid.

an. 1135 En-mang bis was his nefe cumen to Engle-land.
1250 LAY. 18174 Amang bis motmge Merlyn atwende. ^1340
HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 2240 Omang his grete anguys, Hym
bai sal tak. 1475 CAXTON Jason 12 b, Among these thingcs
during these triews the king of sklauonye sente his propre
me^sager. 1483 Gold. Leg. 155/1 Saynt ambrose . . gaue
up his ghoost emonge the wordes of his prayers. 1528 GAR-
DINER in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. lii. 137 Among all which re-

quests nothing certain is proponed, a. 1691 BAXTER in Tul-
loch Efig. Pitrit. iii. 306, I never went to any place among
a!! my life . . which I had before . . thought of.

f b. Hence conj. phr. among that : during the

time that, whilst. Obs.
a 1075 O. E. Chron. (Laud. MS.) an. 1046 Amanj bam be hi

rldon. rii23 Ibid. an. 1105 Onmangbam be he bser wunode.
nzoo Trin. Coll. How. 183 Among (at be sowle wite5 . be
licame worpeS hewe.

6. Of the relation of any action or attribute per-

vading a group to the members of the group : With
or by (the members of a group) generally.
ci2ooOR.MiN 2350 Nass batt nsefre fundenn eer Amang wim-

menn onn eorbe. 1250 LAY. 29590 Amang the king his cnihtes

mecleope[de]heom moglynges. i297R.GLOfC. 50 Acber was
among hem deol ynow. 1481 CAXTON AV_y;mrrf(Arb,)4 Vsed
..emonge marchantes and other comone peple. 1483 /4cl
i Rich. ///, i. i Grevous vexacions dailly growen among
the King's Subgiettis. 1535 COVERDALE i Cor. v. i There
goeth a commen reporte, that there is whordome amonge
you. 1611 BIBLE i Saw. xvii. 12 The man went among men
for an old man in the dayes of Saul. 1711 ADDISON Spect.
No. 131 F?, I pass among some for a disaffected Person.

1807 Svo. SMITH Plymley's Lett. \. Wks. III. 62 To render
the military service popular among the Irish. 1877 LYTTEIL
Landm. in. iv. 118 The strife of ages may have blotted out
their remembrances from among men.
7. Of the relation of distribution or division to

the various partakers : Divided between, in portions
to each of, to be shared by severally.
1297 R. GLOUC. 23 (>is lond was deled a bre among bre sones.

(-1300 K. Alis. 4677 He nam Daries tresour, And pertid bit

among his kynne. 1382 WYCLIF John vi. 9 What ben thes

thingis among so many men? 1611 BIBLE ibid., What are

they among so many? 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 507^5 The
scandal of a lie . . when diffused among several thousand.
Mod. That leaves five shillings among us.

8. Of the relation of joint action to the various

actors : By the joint action of.

AMONGST.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. iv. 19 The man is dead that you

and Pistoll beate among_ you. 1599 Much Ado v. i. 104
You haue among you kilf'd a sweet and innocent Ladie.

1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. Ill.xii. 100 His first sojourn at

Fecamp, his hermit life, his abbacy at Florence . . might well
take up 24 years among them. Mod. Do it among you.
9. Of the relation of reciprocal action between the

members of a group.
1340 Ayenb. 65 Huanne be dyeuel yzi^b loue and onynge

among uolke. 1535 COVERDALE John x. 19 Then was there
discension amonge the lewes for these sayenges. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. VI, v. i. 14 That such bloody strife Should reigne
among Professors of one Faith. 1682 NORRIS Hierocles 34
Hence come wars among Relations, treacheries among
Friends. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 70 p 4 Whether they
quarrelled among themselves, or with their neighbours. 1874
FARRAR Christ II. 303 The uncertainty as to what He meant
carried the disciples once more to questions among themselves.

B. adv. [The prep, used ellipt^\

f 1. During this (period), meanwhile, all the

while, at the same lime. Obs.

1250 LAY. 5110 par was gleomenne songe, par was piping
among, a 1300 Cursor M. 88 Of hir to mak bath rim and
sang, And luue hir suette sun amang. f 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Consc. 3370 Wreth es dedly syn omang, If it be halden in

hert lang. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. VII. 7 Elsynus
bisshop of Wynchestre evere among fondede to have be see.

ci^ooConrto/Lovexl, So than apace I journied forthamonge.
c 1440 Morte Arth. (1819)98 Hys fader dred he euyr among.
' 1550 BALE Johan (1838) n, I am his gostly father and
techear amonge. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. iii. 21 Lustie
Lads rome heere, and there ; So merrily, and euer among
so merrily. 1598 GREENWEY Tacitus Ann. i. xi. 20 Fortune
ruled the rest, and some honest men were slame among.
f2. Betweenwhiles, at intervals, from time to

time, now and then. Ever among', every now and
then ; rarely of place, every here and there. Obs.
a 1250 Owl <$ Night. 6 Sum wile softe, and lud among.

n 1300 Florizff Bl. 431 Flori/ sigte and weop among. r 1420
Patlad. on f/nsb. ix. 86 Ere amonge ther be Welles wel colde.

(1449 PKCOCK AV/r. n. xii. 221 He schal seelde among be

occupied of u-;. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofArmes \. xiii. 35 By
suche a way hath many an oost suffred emonge grete honger.
1567 MAI-LET Greene Forest 69 To eate Flies, and now & then

among to eate crummie and dry earth. 1606 HOLLAND
Suetonius 26 Admonishing his soldiers ever and among, to

I
observe and have an ey unto him.

1 3. Of place : Together, among something else.

1602 WARNER Alb. Eng.y.\. Ixi. (1612)271 Veat interlace we
^hall among the loue of her and him. a 1613 OVERBURY A

i Wife (1638) 67 She travels to and among, and so becomes a
!
woman of good entertainment. 1624 BEDELL Lett. xi. 143

!

Here is . . some truth mingled among.
C. Comb, among-hands (north?): see Ai b.

1855 ATKINSON IVhitby Gloss., Amang hands, work done
conjointly with other things.

' We can do 't amang hands,'
or

'
all under one.'

Amongst (amyrjsO, prep. Forms : 3-4 aman-
ges, (amongus), 4-6 amonges, 5 -is, -ys, 5-7
amongs, 6 amongest(e, 6- amongst, 'mongst.
Northern 3-6 amanges, 5-7 amangs, 7 amangst.
Also 5 emanges, -ez, emongis, 6 emonges,
emongs, emongest(e. [f. AMONG (amang, emong}
with adverbial genitive -es, as in besides, betimes, in

i6lh c. corrupted to -st, by form-assoc. with super-
latives, cf. agains(t, amids(t^\
Less usual in the primary local sense than among,

and, when so used, generally implying dispersion,

intermixture, or shifting position.
1.^ AMONG i.

n 1400 Sir Perc. 604 So commes the rede knyghte inne

Ivmangez thame. 1559 in Strype Ann. Ref. I. App. vi. 9
Did he place himself amongest the prestes? c 1590 MAR-
LOWE Faustus 51 Faustus is feasted mongst his noblemen.
1652 ASHMOLE Theatr. Chem. Brit. 217 Amongs the Wormys
smale. 1851 HELI'S Friends in C. I. 4 Red brick houses,
with poplars coming up amongst them. 1866 G. MACDOSALL>
Ann. Q. Neighb. x. 11878) 172, I walked about amongst them.

2.^-- AMONG 2.

(1384 CHAUCER //. ofFame 1633 They amonges al the

pres Shul thus be shamed. 1556 LAUDER Tractate 78 Amangs
the heuinlie companye.
3. = AMONG 3.
c X2go(7f.(5- E.r. i6i9Godeshus, Her heuenegate amongus

us. 1258 Procl. Hen. Ill, We sendcn ^ew bis writ . . to halden

amanges }ew j'nehord. 1366 MAUNDEV. xix. 211 Thei badde
no pore men amonges hem. 1556 ROBINSON Mores Utopia
22, 1 spende almost al the day abrode emonges other. 1583
STUBBES Annt.Al>ns. (1877) 22 A God amongest men. 1633
P. FLETCHER Purple 1st. XL iv, As those holy Fishers once

amongs Thou flamedst bright with sparkling parted tongues.
1816 J. WILSON City of Plague \. iv. 23 'Tis the first death
Hath been amongst us. 1851 HELPS Friends in C. I. 1 16 To
live amongst those with whom one has not anything like

one's fair value.

4. = AMONG 4.
t 1386 CHAUCER Merch, T. 784 Amonges other ofhis honest

thinges, He had a gardin walled all with ston. .1460 FOR-
TLSCUE Al'S. fy Lim. A/on, (1714) 44 The fcepyng of the See
I rekyn not amongs the Ordynarye charg.s. 1551 RECORDE
Pathw. Knoivl. Ep. Ded., Amongest them all, I wyll take
the exaumples of kyng Phylippe of Macedonie, and ofAlex-

ander his sonne. 1586 T. B. La Pritnaudayes Fr. Acad. II.

41 Amongest terrestrial creatures . . God hath created none
with two legges onely . . but man. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn.
n. 14 (1873) 83 The opinion ofplenty is amongst the causes of

want. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 2. P3 Frugal Maxims, amongst
which the greatest Favourite is

' A Peny Saved is a Peny
got.' 1785 C. WILKINS B/iagvat vii. 52 A few amongst ten

thousand mortals strive for perfection. 1840 HOOD Up Rhine

4 Amongst other memorials, there is an old family watch.

5. = AMONG 6.

1366 MAUNDEV. xviii. 195 The more worschipe he hath



AMOPED.

amonges hem. 1536 BEERLEY in Four Cent, Eng. Lett. 34
Fowll vycys don ampnckst relygyus men. 1588 A. KING
Ctznisius' Catech. H ij b, Ye sonday being yairefter amanges
y* Christians callit y day ofour lord. 1599 THYNNE A nimadv.

(1875) i One annciente and gretlye Estemed Custome
emongeste the Romans. 1676 HOBBES Iliad \. 100 Nor will

the sickness 'mongst the People cease. 1802 SCOTT Minstr.
Scot. Bord. i. 39 This original miscellany holds a consider-

able value amongst collectors.

6. = AMONG 7-8.
1-1460 Tmunley Myst. 217 Emanges us alle I red we kest

To bring this thefe to dede. 1527 in Bury Wills (1850) 118

Delte emongeste the poore people,
a 1569 KYNGESMILL

Man's Estate xiii. (1580) no Tnei parted my garments
emongest them. 1607 DEKKER in S/iaks. Cent. Praise 74

Dispersing his giftes, amongst none but his honest breathren.

1640 Bk. \Var-Comm. Covenanters 2 The divistone of the

said troupe horss amangst the parochess.

7. - AMONG 9.

1509 FISHER Wks. (1876) 296 Yf ony faccyons or bendes
were made secretelyamongest her hede Officers. 1543 24 Dec.)
HENRY VI II Parl.Speech,What Charity and Love is amongst
you, when one calleth the other Heretick and Anabaptist?
1558 Q. ELIZ. in Strype Ann. Ref. \. App. iii. 3 Whereupon
ri&eth amonges the common sort . . unfruteful dispute. 1756
BURKE Subl. <$ B. Wks. I. 213 How are the partisans of pro-

portional beauty agreed amongst themselves?

t Amo'ped, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. MOPE, after

the apparent analogy of acold, akiingered, aftard,

etc.] Dispirited.
1573 TWYNE Mneid xi. H h iij b, All this citie great With

mourninge sits amoapte.

fAmora'do. Obs. rare l
. [ad. Sp. enamorado

one that is in love, the Sp. prefix en- being per-

haps confounded with Eng. 'indef. article* an :

see also INAMORATO.] One in love.

1608 DAY Hum. out of Breath (1881) 74 What, hath he

chang'd your shepheards hooks to swords? Of Amoradoes
made you armed knights ?

Amo'ral, a. nonce-wd. [f.
A- pref. 14 + MORAL.]

Not within the sphere of moral sense
;
not to be

characterized as either good or bad ; non-moral.
1882 R. STEVENSON in Longin. Mag. I. 70 There is a vast

deal in life and letters both, which is not immoral, but simply
a- moral.

t A'llioret . Obs. Forms : 4-6 amorette, 5-6
amourette, 6amouret, 6-8 amoret, 9 AMOURETTE.

[a. OFr. amoretC) -ettet amouretc, -etfe, dim. of

amour love :]-,. amor-cm. The Kng. formaworct

having become obs., the word has recently been

re-adopted from Fr. in sense 5, as AMOURETTE.]
1. A sweetheart, an amorous girl ;

a paramour.
c 1400 Rom. R(7^4758 Eke as well by amorettes In mourn-

ing blacke, as bright burnettes. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour
C iv, That thought more to complaire and plese their amour-
ettes . . than to plese God. 1590 T. WATSON Poems (1870)

171 Bestow no wealth on wanton amorets. 1794 J.WARTON
Sappho's Advice (R.) When amorets no more can shine And
Stella owns she's not divine.

2. = AMORETTO.
1598 FLORIO Amoretto, an amoret, a little loue, a wanton,

a paramour.
o. A love-knot.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 892 Nought clad in silk was he, But alle

in floures & in flourettes, Painted alle with amorettes. a 1423

JAMES I King's Q. ii. xxvii, Spangis bright as gold, Forgit of

schap like to the amorettis.

4. A love sonnet or song.
1590 LODGE Eufkues' Gold. Leg. in Halliw. Shaks. VI, 37

Rather passe away the time heere in these woods with wryting
amorets. 1594 J. DICKENSON Aris6as(i^j8) 71 Where sweete

Amorets were chaunted.

5. //. Looks that inspire love, love-glances ;

Move tricks, dalliances.' Cotgr. (See AMOURETTE.)
c 1590 GREENE FriarBacon ix. ITJ How martial is the figure

of his face Yet lovely and beset with amorets. Ibid. xii. 8

Should . . Phoebus scape those piercing amorets That Daphne
glanced at his deity? 1590 Never too late (1600) 82 Shee

alluring him with such wilie amorettes of a curtizan. 1651

Life ofSarpi ( 1676) go My amorets and wantonness.

II Amoretto (semore't^, It. amore'tto). [It. amo-
retto a '

little love/ dim. of amore love ;
cf. prec.

Formerly naturalized, with pi. amorettoes, amo~

rettds, but now treated as It. with pi. amoretti]
fa. A lover (obs.} fb. A love-sonnet (obs.} f C.

A love-trick (obs.) d. A little love, a cupid.
1596 SPENSER (title of Love-sonnets) Amoretti. 1646 J.

HALL Poems 35 In each line lie More Amorettoe's then in

Doris eye. 1654 GAYTON Fest. Notts 47 (T.) The amoretto
was wont to take his stand at one place, where sate his

mistress. 1710 PALMER Proverbs 139 The amoretto's of

Bedlam . . were always weak silly people, and were us'd to

the conversation of ballad & romance. 1873 SYMONDS Grk,
Poets x. 335 A painting, in which amoretti are plentiful.

t Amore'VOlous, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. It. amo-

revole loving + -ous.] Loving, affectionate.
a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams \. 161 To shew her cordial

and amorevolous affections.

t Amo'ring, vbl. sb.
y nonce-wd. Love-making.

1675 COTTON Burlesque H/>OH Bnrl. 213 (D.) On Carian
Latmus loudly snoaring, Insensible of thy amoring.

AmorinO (amorf'n<3). PI. -i. [It. amorino, dim.
of amore : cf. amoretto.~\ A little love, a cupid.

lCK & TIMBS Paint. 182 Chubby little Amorini^
or, as they are popularly called, 'Cupids. 1880 WARREN
Book-plates v, 36 Frames most heavily adorned with angels,
term-figures, amorini, or satyrs' heads.

Amorist (se-morist). Also 7-9 amourist, [f.

L. amor or Fr. amour love + -1ST.] One who pro-

287

fesses love, a professed lover, a. usually, A votary
of (sexual) love, a gallant.
1581 SIDNEY Sonnet i, Faint amorist ! what, dost thou

think To taste love's honey, and not drink One dram of gall ?

1620 SHEI.TON Don Quix. III. xxxii. 222 Tho' I be enam-
oured, yet I am not of those vicious Amourists, but of your
chaste Platonicks. a 1653 BROMI; Court Beggar i. i, An ex-
treame Amorist desperately devoted Unto the service ofsome
threescore Ladies. 1798 LAMB Lett. \. (1841) 28 Like some
hot amourist with glowing eyes. 1880WEBB Goethe's Faust
i. ii. 67 One clings to earth, like some fond amorist, With
strong organic clutch.

to. rarely of other than sexual love.

1635 A. STAFFORD Fern. Glory (1869) 115 You who have
lived spiritual! Amourists. 1660 BOYLE Seraph. Love 92
Surely the Divine Amorist had cause to say that

* herein is

the love, not that we loved God, but that He loved us.'

AmoristlC (asmori-stik), a, rare-*, [f. prec. +

-1C.] Treating of love, amatory.
1881 R. ELLIS in Academy q Apr. 256 The sweetness of

Mr. Butler's amoristic Muse.

t A-mO'rning, adv. phr. Ohs. [A prepl on
+ MORXING : cf. a~morr&w?\ In the morning.
1480 CAXTON Chron. ofRng. iii. 8 Amornyng in the dawen-

ynge brute went oute of the castel.

t A-mO'rningS, adv. phr. Obs.
[f.

as prec.
with gemtival -s : cf. a-days, and mod. * He comes
of a morning.'] In the morning, every morning.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XL 7253 Males drowen hem to malts'

a mornynges bi hem-self, a 1541 WYAIT Poet. H'ks. li86il

98 A mornings then when I do rise. I57Z MASCU, (7or-f.

Cattle (1627) 13 Squirt thereof a mornings into his nostrils.

1633 EARL MANCH. Al Nando 11636) 27 The brightest dayes
dye into dark nights, but rise againe a mornings.

II AmorO'Sa. Obs. [Sp. and It. aworosa, fem. of

AMOROSO.] A female lover; a wanton, a courtesan.

1634'!'. HERBERT 7Vvi? r

.(i677' 191,! took them for ,-/;//orosa s,

and violators of the bounds of Modesty.

Aiuorosity (a-mor^-siti). ? Obs. Also 5 amo-
rouste, 7 arnourosity. [a. OFr. *ainoiiron$tc (cf.

pouste) ; afterwards refashioned after mod. words
in -OSITY.] The quality of being amorous; love,

fondness. (Not confined to sexual love.)

1485 CAXTON Paris fy l>

r
. 3 Parys as yet kn t:\ve nought of

amoroust.e. 1611 CHAPMAN May Day Plays 1873 II. 382
Come away, you'll be whipt anone for your amourosity.
1677 J. WEBSTER U'ttchcr. xvi. 300The soul may have a far

greater amorosity to stay in some body that is lively, sweet
and young. 1742 in BAILF.Y. 1830 GALT Laurie ybrtWt 18491
vn. viii. 338 He whispered tome the warmth ofhis amorosity.

Amoro'SO. Obs, [Sp. and It.///0;w0alover:

L. amoros-um : see AMOROUS.] A lover, a gallant.
1616 Rich Cabinet {Wright) Though his wives amoroso have

been at home all day. 1654 GAYTON Festiv. Notes in. ii. 72
This slut recites the dream false, and in her owne person,
when it was her Amorosos. 1706 PHILLIPS, Amoroso lit.',

an Amorous Man, a Lover, a Gallant, a Spark.

AmorOUS vrc'm6ras\ a - Forms : 4-5 arno-

rouse, -rows, amirous, 4-6 amorus, amerous,
5 -us, -ouse, -ose, amourous^e, 6-7 amarous(e,
7 amorose, 4- amorous. [a. OFr. amorons

t

(mod.Fr. amoitrcux) : L. amoros-um, f. amor love:

see -ous.]
I. actively.

1. Of persons : Inclined to love ; habitually fond

of the opposite sex. Alsoy?^. of things: Loving,
fond.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 7988 J>ys was a prest ry^t

amerous, And amerous men are leccherous. 1393 GOWKR
Conf. I. 304 Whiche of the two more amorous is Or man or

wife. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 90/1 Therfore saith the holy

ghoost to the sowle that is amerpuse. ilSojTopSELi. Four-

footed Beasts (1673) 341 The hairs layed to Womens lips,

maketh them amorous. 1610 GWILLIM Displ. Herald, in.

vii. (1660) 133 The Woodbine is a loving and amorous plant,
which embraceth all that it growes near unto. 1616 R. C.

Times' Whistle vi. 2583 Doth captive the hart Of amarous
ladies. 1738 YOUNG Odes to King Wks. 1757 I. 177 Be-
neath them lies,With lifted eyes, Fair Albion, like an amorous
maid. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. n. 405 Sir Edward Archer is

an amorous knight.

fb. with unto. Obs. rare.
c 1400 Destr. Troy vin. 3926 Troilus was . . amirous vnto

Maidens & mony hym louyt.

2. Affected with love towards one of the opposite
sex ;

in love, enamoured, fond. Alsoyf^. of things

(both as subject and object of love), a. absol.

c 1314 Guy IVanv. 37 Namore wostow of armes loue . . So
amerous thou were anon right, c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV.

1 189 This amerous quien. c 1440 Gesta Rom. \\. v. 285 The
thirde knyght is wondir amerous, and lovethe you passyng
well. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Skr. in. i. 63 Our fine Musitian

groweth amorous. 1647 COWLEV Bat/ting iii. in Mistress

(1669) 79 The amorous Waves would fain about her stay. 1711
STEELE Sped. No. 78 P 4 The young Lady was amorous, and
had like to run away with her Father's Coachman. 1822

W. IRVING Braceb. //<?// xix. 164 The amorous frog piped
from among the rushes.

fb. with on. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 764 This squter On Dorigen that

was so amorus. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 146 He
was amerous on somme noble lady. 1599 SHAKS. Much
Ado n. i. 161 Sure my brother is amorous on Hero. 1625
MILTON Death Fair Inf. i, Being amorous on that lovely

dye That did thy cheek envermeil.

C. with of.

a-ufipKnt. dela 70wj-(i868) 168 There came anotherknyght
which was also amerous of that lady. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy

C/.n. ii.202 And made The water to follow faster, As amorous
of their strokes. 1691 DRYDEN St. Enrensont's Ess. 212 One

t that

f the

AMOKPHOSE.
must be very amorous of a Truth, to search after it at

Price. 1821 KEATS Isabel \\x t Thy roses amorous o
moon.

fd. with in : Delighting in. Obs. rare.
a 1674 CI.AHI:NDON Hist. Rcb. II. vin. 392 He was amorous

in Poetry, and Musick, to which he indulged the greatest
part of his time.

3. Of action, expression, etc. : Showing love or

fondness
; fond, loving, a. (sexual.)

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. If. 1 102 Many an Amorouse [?'. r. am-
orous, amorowsl lokynge& devys. 1493 Petrvftpt/aiPyason)
123 Nightyngalys with amerous notysclere Salueth Esperus.
1525 LD. BERNF.RS Froiss. II. xxvi. 72 His eyen gray and
amorous. 1605 SH AKS. Lear i. i. 48 France & Burgundy, Great
Kiuals in our yongest daughters loue, Long in our Court,
haue made their amorous soiourne. 1750 JOHNSON Rambl.
No. 182 ? 7 Not being accustomed to amorous blandishments.

1863 H. TAYLOR Poet's Jrnl. 1 18661 54 Earth in amorous pal-

pitation Receives her bridegroom's kiss.

b. (general) : Loving, affectionate, devoted, ardent.

1677 GAI.K Crt. Gentiles II, m. 64 Those amorose impetu-
osities that are in men and tend to pittie or nnpiutie. Ibid.

145 An amorous vehemence against sin. 1784 J. BARRY Led.
Art v. 118481 187 With attention and amorous assiduity.

1856 R. VAUGHAN Ho. TC. Mystics u86o> I. 65 The amorous
quest of the soul after the Good.
4. Of or pertaining to (sexual) love.

c 1385 CHAUCER L.G. If. 1616 Fful is the place . . Of songis
amerous, of maryage. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 3 1/2 The holy
institucion of this amerous sacrament shold be the more

honourably halowed. 1567 DRANT Horace J-'p.^'o Reader,
So greate a ^cull ofamarouse Pamphlets. 1592 SHAKS. Rom.
<V Jit/, in. ii. 8 Loners can see to doe their Amorous rights,
And by their owne Beauties. 1635 SWAN Spec. Mundi vi.

4 11643' 266 Sow-bread . . is a good amorous medicine, and
will make one in love. 1741 H. WALI-OLK Lftt. to H. Mann
7 11834' I. 23 The poor Princess and her conjugal and amorous
distresses. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb, 75 To manhood roused,
he spurns the amorous flute. 1846 PRKSCOTT l<\rd.

<$ Is. I. viii.

373 Offered up his amorous incense on the altar of the Muse,

t II. passively, Of persons and things : Lovable,

lovely. Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 2901 It is thyng most amerous, For to

aswage a mannes sorowe, To sene his lady by the mprowe.
*$3S STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 37 His wyfe . . buir to him ane

virgin amorus. 1557 Primer Sarum I) iij, O mother of God
mo^te glorious, and amorous. 1567 Trial of Trcas, in Hazl.

Dodsl. III. 288 O she is a minion of amorous hue. i6ir

DF.KKLR Roaring Girle 2 13, "J. Here's most amorous weather,

my Lord. Omnes. Amorous weather \ J. Is not amorous
a good word ?

t B. quasi-^. A lover ; one in love. Obs.
a 1440 Sir Dcgrcii. 655 Sir Degrivaunt that amerus Had

joye of that sy^th. 1491 CAXTON I'itas Pair. (W. de Wordei
i. xli. 62/2 How ofte she hath . . made fayre herself for to

play.-e her amourouse or loue-;.

Amorously (armorasli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an amorous manner ; in the way of love
; lov-

ingly, fondly, affectionately.
c 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 436 So that ye please hir not to

amorously. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. viii, Nightingales
Full amorously did welcome in their songe The lusty season.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froissart 1 1. xxvi. 72 He was of good and

easy acquayntance with euery man, and amorously wolde

speketothem. 1634 HABINCTON CVw/ardHiSjoJsSThe
Larke

. .amorouslycourtsher[Aurorn's] beanies. 1821 KEATS Isabel

Ixii, Asking for her lost Basil amorously. 1830 TENNYSON
Madeline iii, If my lips should dare to kiss Thy taper fingers

amorously.

Amorousness (re'morasnt's). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being amorous or inclined

to love
;
fondness of the opposite sex ; lovingncss.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 160 lealousie of his amourous-
nesse. a 1631 DONNF. Select. (1840) 30 What doth thy holy
amorousness, thy holy covetousness . . most carry thy desire

upon? 1665 BOYLE Occas. Re/?, v. ix. (,16751 332 Lindamor
has \Vit and Amorousness enough . . to defend fair Ladies.

1755 in JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets.

II Amorpha (am^r-ifa), sbl pi. [Gr. apoptya

adj. pi. neut. (sc. fya) shapeless (animals).]
= AMOR-

PHOZOA.

1835 KIRBY Habits ff Inst. Anim. I. iv. 149 [Infusories also

called] amorpha or without form.

AlHOrplia (amp"jfa
1

j sb2 Bot. [f. Gr. ap.ofxp-o'i

shapelessT] A genus of N. American deciduous

shrubs, with long spiked clusters of purple flowers.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Amorpha . . a genus of plants
of the papilionaceous kind. 1847 LOXGF. Et'ang. \\. iv. 13
Prairies . . Bright with . , purple amorphas. 1866 JOHNS in

Treas. Bot. 53 The two pairs of petals, termed severally the

wings and keel, are absent, the only representative of petals

being the standard or vexillum, and hence its name A ntorpha^
' deformed.'

Amorphism (am^jfiz'mV [f. Gr. dfiop<p-o$,

+ -ISM.] Want of regular form : esp. want of

crystalline structure, as in amorphous minerals.

1*852 PEIRCE tr. Stockhardt's Exp. Chem. (Index), Amor-

phism. 1882 Times 16 Feb. 9/3 While the Session is yet

young, one day is pretty much like another, and the week
as a whole shows a distinct tendency to amorphism.

Aniorph.0- (am/Mfo), comb, form [Gr. d^o/wo-]
of AMORPHOUS ; as in amorphogranular, consist-

ing of amorphous granules.

Amorphophyte (am^uf^fait). Bot. [f. AMOK-
PHO- + Gr. <PVTOV plant.] A name given (after

Necker) to plants having flowers of irregular or

anomalous form.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Amorphose (am/:jfi?'s\ a. rare- 1
. Irregular

form of next word.

1834 GOOD Bk. Nature 1. 116 Grey-wacke and grey-wack*



AMORPHOUS.
slate may be distinguished by the terms amorphose and
schistose killas.

Amorphous (am/ufas), a. [f. mod.L. amorph-
us, a. Gr. dpopip-os shapeless (f. d priv. + pofxpr)

form) + -ous. Cf. mod.Fr. amorphe.] Not in J.

1. Having no determinate shape, shapeless, un-

shapen ; irregularly shaped, unshapely.
1731 BAIL.KY, ./J/w^WwKj, without form or shape, ill-shapen.

1791 D'ISRAELI Cur. Lit. (1866) 148/1 An amorphous hat,

very much worn. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. 11858) 178 The
enormous, amorphous Plum-pudding, more like a Scottish

Haggis. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 203
That quality in man which . , gives classic shape to our own
amorphous imaginings. 1878 BLACK Green Past, xxxviii.

301 All three wore heavy and amorphous garments.
b. Belonging to no particular type or pattern ;

anomalous, unclassifiable.

1803 Phil. Trans. XCIV. 38 This kind of attraction is

either regular, irregular, or amorphous. 1845 CARLYLE Croni-
ii't'll (1871) I. 63 A morose, amorphous, cynical Law-pedant.
2. Min. & Chem. Not composed of crystals in

physical structure; uncrystallized, massive.
1801 BOURNON Arseniates in Phil. Trans. XCI. 171 The

matrix ..siliceous; sometimes crystalline; and sometimes
in an amorphous mass. 1842 W. GROVE Corr, Phys. Forces
led. 6) 84 An opaque amorphous state, as graphite or char-
coal. 1870 TVNDALL Heat xiii. 639 A fragment of almost
black amorphous phosphorus, 1879 RutLBV iS/lft Rocks
x. 123 Augite often contains inclosures of amorphous glass.

3. Gcol. Occurring in a continuous mass, without

stratification, cleavage, or other division into simi-

lar parts.
1830 LYKLL Princ. Gcol, I. 346 An amorphous mass pass-

ing downwards into lava, irregularly prismatic. 1853 PHIL-
LIPS Ri^'er$ t etc. York&h, iv. 124 These perishing elms show
at the bottom the amorphous boulder-clay.
4. Bioi. Without the definite shape or organization
found in most higher animals and plants.
1848 DAN\ Zoophytes 711 The structure was completely

amorphous. 1868 WRIGHT Ocean W. iv. 74 A sort of ani-

mated jelly, amorphous and diaphanous. 1877 ROBEHTS
Handbk, .\L>d, I. 51 Coagulated fibrin, either amorphous or
fibrillated.

5.y?^. Ill-assorted, ill-digested, unorganized.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev, 118721 III. in. v. 121 An amorphous

San;>culottUm taking form. 1869 LtcKY Eiirpp. Mor. I. i.

247 [Rome's] population soon became an amorphous, hetero-

geneous mass.

Amtvrphousness. [f.prec.-h-HB88.] Amorph-
ous condition, shapelessness.
1870 SMITH Syn, fy Ant., Configuration . . Ant, Shapeless-

ness, Amorphousness. 1880 Scribn. Mag. July 331 The
amorphousness that is unavoidable when one works from the

parts to the whole instead of from within outward.

II Amorphozoa (am^ifoizJu-a), sb. pi. Zoo!.

[mod.L., f. AMOKPHO- + Gr. a}a animals.] A col-

lective appellation given by Blainville to those

Protozoa, such as sponges, and their allies, which
have no regular form.

1857 PAGE Advd. Text-bk. GeoL (1876) 341 The amorphozoa
or spongiform bodies, which seem to have crowded the waters.

Amorphozo'ary. Zool.
[f. prec. + -AHY col-

lective.] A compound or polypiform amorphozoic
organism, as a mass of sponge.
1879 in Sytl. Sec. Lex.

Amorphozoic, a. Zool. [f.
as prec. + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to the Amorphozoa.
Amorphozo'ous, a. Zool. [f. as prec. +-oos.]

Related to or resembling the Amorphozoa.
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Amorphy (am^ufi). ? Ol's. [a. Fr. atnorphiet

ad. Gr. J/iop</>m shapelessness, f. dfiop<p-os AMORPH-

OUS.] Shapelessness. (Used in jest by Swift.)

1704 SWIFT T. of Tub v. (1750* 74 His epidemical diseases

being Fastidioshy, Amorphy, and Oscitation. 1775 in ASH.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Amorphy t same as A morphia.

f A-morroW, adv. phr. Obs. Forms : i on
morsenne, i -3 on morsen, 3 on morwen, a

morwen, amoreje, 3-4 amorewe, 3-5 a morwe,
amorow(e. [A//Y/.

1 on + MORROW: &.a-meming\
1. In the morning.
c tooo Ags. Gosp. John xx. i Maria cdm on morgen er hit

leoht wsere. c 1230 Ancr. R. 22 A morwen o|?er a niht . .

sigge5 Commendacium. c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame 2106
Come we amorowe or on eve. c 1430 LYDG. Ckichev. fy

Bycornc in Dodsl. XI. 335 A good repast A morwe to breke
with my fast.

2. On the morrow after, next morning.
a 855 O. E. Chron. an. 755 Da on morsenne gehierdun J>tt

JJECS cyninges Jjejnas. c 1230 Ancr. R. 122 Me ledde him
amorwen uorte hongen. a 1300 Floriz <$ Bl. 67 Amorewe, so
sone so hit was day, He tok his leue. r 1386 CHAUCER Knt's
T. 763 Thus they ben departed til a-morwe [v.r. amorwe,
a morowe, on morwe]. ufaCambrix Epit. 411 Yet a-morow
that stone Was seyne erly in Mon.
Amort (amp-.it), adv. and pred. a. [a. Fr. a mort

at or to death ; but it appears that the Fr. d la

mort 'to the death' was orig. adopted, and cor-

rupted to all amort, the Fr. a mort excusing the

change, andleading to the useofflff/^r/ without a//.]
In the state or act of death ; lifeless, inanimate

;

fig. spiritless, dejected, a. with all. (See also

ALAMORT, the original form.)
c 1590 GREENE Friar Bacon i. i, Shall he thus all amort

live malcontent? 1501 SHAKS. i Hen. VI
l
in. ii. 124 Now

where's the Bastards braues, and Charles his gHkes ? What
all amort? 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxiv. xxvi. 8681, They
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were all amort {obpressani] for feare. 1659 BURROUGHS
tieaiitudes (1867) 128 If God do not answer thee presently,
thou art all-a-mort and discouraged. 1839 BAILEY Festns
xxx. (1-8481 343 Why look ye all amort?
b. without all (suggested however in first quot.).
1619 H. HL-TTON Follies Anat. (18421 24 She counts him

but a nazard, halfe a-mort. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire ofLand.
62 Without it [Gods allowance] all is abortive and amort.
1840 BROWNING Sordeilo vi. Wks. 1863 III. 435 Untasked of

any love, His sensitiveness idled, now amort, Alive now.

t Amo'rtify, v. Obs.~ a
[ad. med.L. a(d}mor-

tificdrt, a purely L. equivalent of admortizdre ;

f. ail to + morl-cm death.+ -ficare to do, make : see

-KV.]
= AMORTIZE.

1742 BAILEY, Amortization .. the Act of Amortifying.

Amortizable, -isable (am/utizab'l), a.
[f.

AMORTIZE + -ABLE. Cf. Fr. amorfissai/e.] Capable
of being cleared off as a liability ; extinguishable.
1880 Daily Tel. 4 Dec., Spain has three classes of public

debt . .The Two per Ct. Exterior and Interior, is amortisable
in about 12 years. 1881 Daily AVri's 19 Mar. 5/5 Until the
amortissable milliard was issued.

Amortization, -isation (im^itiz/i-Jan).

[ad. med.L. a(a")morti:atidn-ein, n. of action f.

aiorti'-a-re : see next.]
1. The action of alienating lands in mortmain ;

' that is to some community that never is to cease.'

J. 10t>S.

1672 MANLEY Interpr., A mortization . . est prsediorum
translatio in manum mortuarn. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 88
Afterthe Laws of Amortisation were devised. i7S/6NuGENT
Ufantesinien (1758* II. xxi. xvi. 57 This confiscation was a
species of the right of amortisation.

2. The extinction of a debt, or of any pecuniary
liability, especially by means of a sinking fund.

Also coiifr. the sum paid towards such extinction.

|Nol in CRAIC; 1847, WORCESTER 1859.] 1864 WEBSTER cites

SIMMOSDS. 1866 Daily Tel. 23 Jan. 6/1 The half-yearly three

per cent, dividend and three per cent, amortisation fund. 1867
Loud. Rev. 28 Sept. 344/1 Every available resource for the
amortization of the debt. 1883 Pall Mall G. 17 Mar. 5/2
An annual sum of 67,662/. for interest, and n,277/. as
amorti/ation.

Amortize, -ise (am(Mtiz\ v. Forms : 4 amor-
teise, 5-6 amortyse, -eyse, -ysse, 4 amortise, /-
amortize. Aphil. 5 mortayse. [orig. a. Fr. amort-
iss- extended stem of aniort-ir to bring to death,

cogn. w. Pr. amorlir, OCat. auioi'tir, It. aminort-
ii-c : possible late L. *admortirt, i. ad to + mort-cin

death. The etymological spelling of the last syl-
lable would be ~isc or rather -iss, -ish \ amortize

lollows the med.L. a\tl)>iiorlizd-rc, formed on the

mod. languages : see -IZE 2.]

1 1. trans. To deaden, render as if dead, destroy.
1 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. 173 (Hengwrt MS.) The goode

werkes that men don whil thay ben in good lif ben al amort-
ized [other- te.i'ts al mortefied] by synne folwyng. 1656
IJLOL'NT Glcssogr., Amortize, to deaden, kill, or slay.

t 2. intr. To droop, hang as dead. Obs. rare.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Metain. xi. xtx, With thys rayne
wente the sayle amortyssynge and hanging hevy.
3. To alienate in mortmain, i.e. to convey (pro-

perty) to a corporation.
1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xv. 315 And auyse hem . . Or bei

amorlesed to mpnkes or chanouns her rentes. 1393 C.
xvin. 54 Er thei amorteisede. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poem* 207
Let mellerys and bakerys . . a litil chapelle bylde, The place
amorteyse, and purchase liberte. 1487 PRIOR in PastfiH Lett.

893 II I. 332 The seide annuyte schulde be mortaysed in per-

petuyte. 1330 Proper Dyaloge (1863* 37 To amorteyse secular

lordshippes to the state of the clergye. 1622 BACON Hen.
I *//, 74 Did in effect amortize a great part of the Lands of
the Kingdome unto the Hold and Occupation of the Yeo-
manrie. 1750 CARTE Hist. Engl. II. 452 Lands amortised
without licence. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviit. 245 To
render inalienable or, so to speak, amortize the crown lands.

4. To extinguish or wipe out (a debt or other

liability), usually by means of a sinking fund,
which eventually redeems it.

1882 St. James' Gaz. 3 Feb., They would introduce econo-
mies in order to amortise the Egyptian Debt.

Amortized, -ised (am/Mtizd), ///. a. [f. prec.
-r -ED.]

1 1. Rendered dead, destroyed. Obs.

1617 J. RrDER Diet., Afortints, amortised, killed.

2. Held in, or as in, mortmain ;
held in com-

mission.
1628 Keliq. Wottott. (1672) 565 The Vice-Chamberlainship,

which yet lyeth amortized in your Noble Friend. 1881

Contemp. Rei>, Mar. 444 The sale or lease of such amortized

property.

Amortizement, -ise- (arryutizment). [a. Fr.

amortisscment : see AMORTIZE and -MENT.] =
AMORTIZATION.
1618 PULTON tr. Act 27 Edm. 7(1632) 78 There to make

fine for the amortisements. 1881 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 444
The future amortizement of land by corporations.

Amortizing, -isillg (am^jtizirj), vM. sb. [f.

AMORTIZE v. + -ING '.] The conveying to mortmain.

<ri377 WYCLIP Poor Priests Wks. xix. (1879) 278 Pe sotil

amortasynge of seculer tordischipis. 1530 Proper Dyaloge
11863)2680 after the amortesyenge occupyeth y clarcke.

1618 PULTON tr. Act z-] Edw. / ( 1632) 78 Enquests impanelled
for the amortizing Lands or Tenements.

Amorwe, variant of AMORROW, adv. Obs.

Amos, obs. form, of AMICE.

t Amo'tine, "'. Obs. rare- 1
, [aA.S

AMOUNT.
to raise in mutiny, f. a to + mo/itt mutiny, uproar.]
To raise in mutiny, rouse to arms.

1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India 245 Who had comen to Vera
Crux to amotine the Towne.

Amotion (amou jsn). arch. [ad. L. Smotion-em
a putting away, n. of action f. atnot- ppl. stem of

amm.'c-re : see AMOVE #.*]
1. The action of removing a person or thing from

a position ; removal
; ousting ; esp. removal of a

person from office.

1641 BAKER Chron. (1679) 190/2 A general amotion of cor-

rupt officers. 1659 FULLER App. Inj. Innoc. (1840) 649, I

could heartily have wished that an amotion of such devoted
treasure had never been done. 1726 AVLIFFE Parergon 205
The Admission and Amotion of tnem do usually belong to
the Bishop and Archdeacon both. 1835 Q. Re^'. No. 103. 7
The amotion or transposition [of Shakspere's words] will

alter the thought.
2. Removal of property from its owner; depriva-

tion of possession.
1653 WATERHOUSE Apol. Learn. 91 Amotion of church

honours and preferments. 1768 BLACKSTONE Contm. III. 174
Restitution or delivery of possession to the right owner ; and
. . damages also for the unjust amotion.

t AniOU'nd, V. Obs. rare 1
, [app. for rime :

but cf. amount, inottnd, and L. accitinttlare^\ To
accumulate, amount.
1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul \. n. xxiv, So infinite., that it

me confounds To think to what a vastnesse it amounds.

Amount (amau'nt), v. ; also 3 amunt, a-

mounti, -ty, 4 amont, 5 amowynt, 6 admount.

[a. OFr. atnonte-rt amunter, ainotinter, f. ainttnt,

amont, upward, lit. a tnont : L. ad montem to the

hill, hill-ward, upward. In earlier usage occas.

aphetized to mount, and then not distinguished
from the simple MOUNT, a. Fr. monter. This is

probably the reason why mount is now used in all

the literal senses.]
Gen. sign. To go up, rise

;
ascend (a hill) ; rise

to, attain to ; come up in rank, quantity, value,

meaning, or practical effect to.

1 1. intr. (siinfly, or with prep, defining relation

to an object.) To go up, ascend, rise, mount. Obs.
c 1250 O. Kent. Sertn. in O. E. Misc. 28 Ase se smech . .

goth upward . . Swo amuntet si gode biddinge to gode. 1470
HARDING Chron. cii, Death alone [to his corps] amounted,
Dryuyng his soule out fro the worldlynest. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur x. iii, My lord .. amounted vpon his horse. 1577
H. PEACHAM Card. Eloq. 106 When the Larke doth fyrst
amounte on high. 1596 SPENSER /'. Q. i. ix. liv, So up he
rose and thence amounted streight. 1631 MARKHAM Way
to Wealth vi. m. x. (1668) 34 When any bough or spray shall

amount above the rest.

f 2. trans. To ascend, climb, mount. Obs. rare.

c 1325 E. E. A I/it. P. B. 395 pay cryed vchone, pat amounted
be masse.

f 3. intr. To nscend or go back in time. Obs. rare.

1704 HEARNE Dnctor Hist'.l. 398 Their earliest Observa-
tions . . amounted no higher than 1903 Years before that Time.

f4. intr. To rise, mount up, increase, a. in

quantity or amount ; b. in value. Obs.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. l. 173 This shippe lading the same

commodity will cause it to amount in price. 1677 Houssaie's

Govt. Venice 177 They haveacertain allowance, which with

their other Fees . . amounts, and makes their Revenue very
considerable. 1706 PHILLIPS, Amount, to lise up in Value,
or Tenour.

6. To rise in number or quantity so as to reach ;

to come to (a specified number or quantity), t a.

trans, with simple obj. Obs.
K. A Us. 6020 Thes kyngis ost .. amounted fyve

WORTH Sp. Pilgr. iii. 14 The number . . ordinarily neither

amounts above or under an 100.]

f b. with quasi-advb. obj. Obs.

a 1325 Metr. Horn. 3 For [all than] sail we yeld acount Quat
that wisdom mai amount. 1366 MAUNDEV. xix. 213 Now may
men wel rekene, how moche that it amountethe.

c. intr. with to.

1546 LANGLEY Polyd. I'trg. i. in The multitude ad-

mounted to suche infinitee of numbre. 1590 SHAKS. Cow.
Err. IV. i. 30 Which doth amount to three odde Duckets
more Than I stand debted to this Gentleman. 1696 WHISTON
Th. Earth III. (1722) 250 The Posterity ofJacob . . amounted
tosix hundred thousand Males. 1704 Lond. Gaz. mmmmxlvi/2
They amount now to above 1 1000. 1852 M' CULLOCH Taxa-
tion n. x. 366 The entries for consumption amounted to

1,733,816 imperial gallons. 1863 Cox Inst. Eng. Gmit. u. ii.

312 The debt amounted to less than forty shillings.

1 8. intr. To arise as the result of addition
;

to be the sum ; to result. Obs.

iS4> RECORDEG*-. Artcs (1573) "8 Write that that amount-

eth, vnder the lowest line. 1571 DIGGES Geom. Pract. III.

vi, Whervnto if ye adioyn 126 . . there amounteth 302.

1647 FULLER Good Th. in Worse T. xiv, The aforesaid num-
ber will amount of infants and old folk. 1650 Pisgah

Sight Ded. 2 A constellation .. the lustre thereof amount-

ing from many stars together.

7. To come up to in meaning, effect, or sub-

stance ; to be equivalent to. f a. trans, with quasi-

advb. obj. : To mean, signify. Obs.

1297 R. GI.OVC, 497 The erchebissop nolde come, vor it ne

ssolde amount! no}t. a 1300 Leg. Rood 240 (1871) 38 Wat
bis somounce amounty \v.r. amount!] schal . . Ich wene be

quene enqueri wole. c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr's T. 100 Thus

much amounteth al bat euere he mente. 1393 UOWM Con/.



TROLLOPS Belton Estate xv. 178 Such a speech

:o a demonstration. 1865
. . seemed

AMOUNT.
III. 54 The more that he his sweven accompteth, The lasse

he wot, what it amounteth. 1440 Proinp. fan 1

., Amowyntyn,
or sygnifyyn, Denoto, signified. 1460 Lybeans Disc. 1471 '1 ell

me, mayde chast, What amounteth thys. ,_

b. intr. with to. To be equivalent when taken in

its full force or significance, to come practically

to, be tantamount to.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 281 Though I had her love wonne,
It might into no prise amounte. 1533 MORE Debell. Salem
Wks. 1557, 994/2 The verye whole sum [of the reason)

amounteth to no more, but that it mai somtime happen, that

an innocent may take harme therby. 1695 LUTTRELL Brief
Rcl. (1857! III. 486 The late disorder. . made bythe Jacobites
amounts to high treason. 1718 ADDISON Sped. No. 494
The proofs of it do not amount t<

TROLLOPE Betton Estate xv. 178
to her almost to amount to insult.

t 8. causal. To cause to rise, to raise or elevate, in

quality, rank, or estimation. Ol's.

1563!'. HOWELL Art. Am/tie (i&i<)\ 97 Right thus thou

mayst thy praise amount on hie. 1599 Bronghton's Lett.

vii. 21 [They] amounted him to bee the Chiefs professor in

Diuinitie. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. no Here no Papists
were arraigned to amount it to a Popish miracle.

Amount (amau'nt), sb. [f. prec. vb.]

1. The sum total to which anything mounts up
or reaches : a. in quantity.
1710 Act 8 Atme in Loud. Gaz. mmmmdcci/3 Shall forfeit

double the Amount of the said Drawback. 1851 M' CULLOCII

Taxation II. i. 156 A greater amount of revenue. 1879
WRIGHTSON in CasseUs Techn. Educ. IV. 108/1 A smaller

amount of straw as litter.

b. in number.
1801 STRUTT Sports # Past. III. vi. 221 A number of little

birds, to the amount I believe of twelve or fourteen. 1849
ALISON Hist. Ear. VIII. liv. 28. 489 Fame had magnified
the amount of the forces. 1859 B. SMITH Arith. *r Alg. ^

The Sum or Amount of the several numbers so added.

c. spec. The sum of the principal and interest

due upon a loan.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. I. 638/1 The sum of the Prin-

cipal and Interest is called the Amount.

Z.[fig. The full value, effect, significance, or import.
1732' POPE Ess. Man iv. 307 The whole amount of that

enormous fame, a 1748 THOMSON l J.) Ye lying vanities of

life, Where are you now, and what is your amount? 1844
LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. App. 362 What the real

amount of that statement may be. 1881 Times 24 Dec. 5/3

(A mericoH) The amount of it is that you have too much to say
in this case.

3. A quantity or sum viewed as a total.

1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. ii. 32 Each [appetite] must observe

its due amount of force. 1876 FREEMAN A"<w;. Cong. IV.

xviii. 162 The amount of resistance which William met with.

1882 Daily Tel. 30 Jan., This year the National ought not to

take a great amount of winning.

t Amou'ntance. Obs. rare- 1
, [prob. a. OFr.

*amontance (not in Godef., though amontant is) :

see AMOUNT v. and -ANCE. More commonly MOUNT-

ANCE.] Amount, total extent.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5601 pe A[meral] was hejere ban Charlys
was pe amountance of a fotes spas.

Amounting (amau-ntirj), ///. a. [f.
AMOUNT v.

+ -ING 2
.] fa. simply. Forming a total, resulting

(OPS.), b. Amounting' to: equalling in sum total,

value, or practical effect.

1571 DIGGES Geom. Pract. u. xxiii, The amounting summe.
Mod. To charge fees amounting to ioo/. or more was an act

amounting to simple robbery.

tAniOU'ntment. Obs.rarc- 1
. [n.OFr.amonte-

ment, n. of completed action f. ainonter : see

AMOUNT
z>.] Amount, sum total.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 248 {>ei brouht . . be olde chartres

& titles . . Of ilk a bisshop se, & ilk a priourie . . Examend
t>am & cast ilk amountment.

Amour (amu-j, Fr. anwr). Also4amoure, 6-7
amor. [a. OFr. arnitr, amour : L. amor-em love,

f. amd-re to love. In 13-1 5th c. accented amotrr,

but thoroughly naturalized ; hence duly became

a-mour in 15-171!! (cf. ena-mour); in i6-i7th
often written amor after L. But by i "th the good
or neutral sense of the word became obs. ; and

being retained only in senses 3-4, it came to be

treated more or less as a euphemistic employment
of mod.Fr., and hence again accented amoirr

(Milton, Butler, Pope, etc.).]

1 1. gen. Love, affection, friendship. Obs.

i 1300 K. Alts. 4573 Alisaunder . . wolde him, with gret

honour, Have y-fonge in his amour, c 1330 Florice ff Bl.

521 Tho spak Clarice to Blauncheflour Wordes ful of fin

amour, c 1386 CHAUCER Kiits. T. 297 For par amour I loved

hire first or thou. 1660 R. BURNEY KcpStaroy Aiipoi* (1661)

133 The great City in homage to the Kings Majesty, the

Kings Majesty in Amour with the City of London, is the

holy bands of Matrimony. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Thoughts iv. 350
Oh love of gold ! thou meanest of amours !

f2. //. The tender affections, love towards one

of the opposite sex (L. amorcs, Fr. amours). In

amours (with) : in love (with). Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce vui. 498 Than mycht he weill ask ane

lady Hir amouris and hir drowry. 1:1425 WYNTOUN vn. 99

Hyr amowris bus til my Hart rynnys. 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froissart I. Ixxvii. 98 The kyng of Englande was in amours
with the countesse of Salisbury. Ibid, cccxliv, 543 In true

amours togyder eche of other. tggtGmmAramt (1616

ii He could not bridle his new conceiued amors. 1625
SHIRLEY Love-tricks v. iii, Out of mere amors and affections.

1727 ARBUTHNOT John Bull (1755) 48 There is nothing so

obstinate as a young lady in her amours.
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3. A love-affair, love-making, courtship. (Now
only humorously of honourable love-making.)
1567 DRANT Horace, A rte Poet. A iij , The Musics taughte

in lyrike verse . . Amors of youth and banquets francke On
instruments to sing. 1665 Ptpvs Diary 15 Aug., To leave

the young people together to begin their amours. 1678
BUTLER Htidil'r. m. i. 913 In all amours a lover burns With
frowns as well as smiles, by turns. 1791 HAMILTON Ber-

t/wllet's Dyeing II. u.\\\. 169 The life of the cochineal insect

terminates by its. amours. 1814 SCOTT Wat: xxiii. 104 You
cannot expect me to disturb him in his amours. 1838 KIRBV

t8**IKxntomai Ill.xxxii. 313'1'hese gentlemen mayhave
mistaken a battle for an amour.

4. usually, An illicit love affair, an intrigue.
(11626 BACON Q.Elh. Wks. 1860, 481 King Henry the Eighth
vas engaged in a new amour. 1673 DRYDEN Marr. a la Mode
I. i, Intrigue, Philotis, that's an old phrase ;

I have laid

:hat word by : amour sounds better. 1678 BUTLER Hndibr.
II. i. 679 Few of either sex dare marry, But rather trust, on

;ick, t amours. 1790 Miss GRAHAM Lett, on Educ. 144
Criminal amours are in general censured in these works.

1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. iv. 252 The amours or doubl-

'ul marriages of the Norman Dukes.

f AmoUT-- Obs. [a. OFr. /<w, fl/H<?K>-: L.

imator-cm lover
;
mod.Fr. ainteur.'] A lover.

(-1300 A". Afis. 951 Mony child was faderles : Mony lady
,es hire amoure.

Amourette (amre
-

t). [a. mod.Fr. amourette,

a restoration in Fr. dress of Eng. AMORET obs. since

1 7th c.]

1. A petty amour or love-affair : cf. AMOKET 5.

i86sCARLYLE Fredk. Gt. II.vll. ii. 161 A curious story, about

one of Prince Fred's amourettes. 1871 rail MallG. 7 Feb.

i Youthful amourettes more or less scandalous.

2. The Love-grass or Quaking-grass (Brizameiiia*).

1702 PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1257 Each squamose
dead resembling those of the common Amourets. [1866

Trt-as. Sot., Amourette (Fr.) Brha mcdia.\

8. A cupid, an amorctto.
1860 ADLER FaurietsProv.Paetry\\\. 50 Little amourettes,

perched here and there upon the branches.

Amourist, obs. form of AMOHIST.

II Amour-propre (amwripro'pi'). [mod.Fr., but

in common use.] Self-love which is ready with its

claims, and sensitive to causes of offence ; good

opinion of oneself, self-esteem.

1818 SCOTT /ft. Midi, xlviii. 365 When this unwonted burst

of amourpropre was thoroughly subdued. 1855 H. SPENCER

Psychol. (1872) I. iv. viii. 487 A proof of power which cannot

fail agreeably to excite the amour-propre. 1865 TYI.OR Early
Hist. Man. iii. 35 His amourproprt seems flattered.

Amovability x
ani;7:vabi-liti\ rare', [f.

next:

see -ABILITY.] Capability of being removed or

dismissed ; liability to dismissal.

i8i6T. JEFFERSON writ. 11830^ IV. 288 Let us retain amov-

ability on the concurrence of the executive and legislative

branches.

Amovable (arm7-vab'l), a. Also 9 amovible.

[a. mod.Fr. amovible removable : see AMOVE v.~

and -ABLE.] Capable of being removed from a

situation or position ;
removable.

1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE .\'orm. $ Eng. I. 154 A civil Hier-

archy of Dukes or Counts, amovible perhaps by prerogative.

Amoval (am;?val1. ? Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

AMOVK
zj.2 + _AL 2.] Removal, putting away.
1664 EVELYN Sihat (1776) 342 The amoval of these un-

sufferable nuisances would infinitely clarify the air.

t Amo've, i'.
1 Obs. ;

also 4-5 amoeve, 4-6

ameve, 6 amoove. [a. OFr. amov-er, amouv-oir,

accented stem ameuv- : L. admyvc-rc to move to,

excite to, f. ad to + move-re to move. App. con-

founded to some extent with OFr. esmover, mod.Fr.

(mtuvoir : L. cx/novere.]

1. To set in motion, stir, stir up, excite (any ac-

tion, a person to action, the heart, the blood, etc.).

a 1330 SirOtiicl(i&$& 33 Suichetydings thei herden, That

S-moeuede al here blod.
; 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. viii. xxxiii.

1 18 He walde amowe were in Frawns. 1541 PAYNELL Catiline

Hi. 75 b, The commons were excedingly amoued agaynst the

Senatours. f 1590 GREENE Foetus 136 At all these cries my
heart was sore amoved.

2. esp. To move the feelings of (a person), to

move inwardly, cause emotion to. (Fr. tmouvoir.)

a. trans, (usually pass.)
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. i. 6 Sche was a lytel ameued and

glowed wij> cruel eyen. 1494 FABYAN ll. xlviii. 32 When the

knowlege of y" deth of Irreglas was brought vnto the
kynjje,

he was therwith greatly amoued. 1313 DOUGLAS /Ends ix. iii.

40 How art thou thus agane the fatis amouit? 1596 SPENSER

F. Q. i. iv. 45 She . . him amoves with speaches seeming fit.

b. re/I.

1530 PALSGR. 425/2 Kepe your pacyence and amove you not.

C. intr.

1-1280 Signs ttf. 7"dg. in F..E.P. (1862) ii pernisnoseint
in heuen abow . . pat per of ne sal amoue. c 1386 CHAUCER
Clerkes T. 442 Whan she had herd al this she noght ameued

[?'. r. amoued] Neyther in word, in cheer, or countenaunce.

3. trans. To arouse (from sleep, etc.).

'595 SPENSER Daphnaida 545, I, stepping to him light,

Amooved him out of his stonie swound.

Amove (am'v), v? [ad. L. amove-re to remove,
move out of the way; f. d=ab vK+ move-re to

move ; prob. as a legal term directly f. Fr. amoever,
in this sense in Act 9 Hen. VI. (quoted by Godefr.).]

1. To remove (a person or thing) from a position ;

to dismiss (a person) from an office. (Now only
in legal phraseology.)

AMPERSAND.

1494 FABYAN vll. 486 The sayde persones were from the

kynge amoued. 1524 State Papers Hen. K///, IV. no
Amoving and expellyng him from all auctorite. 164* H.
MORE SongofSoul l\. I. II. xxxvi, Claws, horns, hoofs they use
the pinching ill ('amove. 1800 COLQUHOUN Comm. $ Pol.

Thames xi. 319 These Harbour-Masters may be suspended
or amoved. 1832 J. AUSTIN 'Jurispr. (1879) 11. 1098 An
abortive attempt to amove it [an object of theft].

1 2. To remove, put away (things immaterial). Obs.

1536 BKI.LENDENE Cron. Scott. I. 35 Al hatrent for that time

beand amovit. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. \\. x. 13 To amoue
the note of ingratitude, and turbulency from them. 1664
H. MORE Myst. ttiiq, v. 12 Zeal . . in amoving this grand errour

out of the Church.

t Amo'ved, ppl- a. Obs. [f. AMOVE j>.i + -ED.]

Stirred, aroused, excited.

c 1374 CHAUCER lioelh. I. v. 23 Sche . . no bing amoeued wib

my compleyntes seide bus. 1470 HARDING Chron. cxix, To
Flaundres she fled, full sore amoued. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. n.

l. 12 Therewith amoved from his sober mood.

fAmo'vement. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
AMOVE i1

.
2

+ -MKNT.] Removal, putting away.
1613 DANIEL Eng. Hist. 134 Who had often before laboured

their amoouement, as held to be corrupt Councellors.

Amoving (am-virj), vbl. sb.
[f.

AMOVE v- +

-]jf(i '.] Removing, removal. (Only in JMV.)
1618-29 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (16591 ' 2 5 1'he " rit C9"'

cerning amoving a Leper. i688Lo>n(. Gaz. mmmmccccxvi, i

An Act for the Amoving Papists., from the Cities of London
and Westminster.

Ampair, ampayr, i'. 3-4; [a.OFr.a/w/wr-^
the earliest form of the word afterwards reduced

to apayr, apair, pair, and erron. spelt APPAIB.

tAmpa're. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. Sp. amparo de-

fence, protection, f. ampar-ar to defend, fortify,

cogn. w. Pr., Pg. amparar, Fr. cmparcr, It. impa-

rare, as if from a common late L. *imparare, f. im,

in, into, towards (a purpose) + pat-are to furnish,

fit.] Defence, protection, guard.
1598 VONG Diiinit Ded., 1 humbly beseech your good Lord-

ship to entertaine this booke vnder your Hon. ampare.

Ampassy, phonetic corruption of M*D per se,

the old name of the character & ;
still in common

use in the dialects from Cumberland to Cornwall :

see AMPERSAND.
1706 llarl. .l/.V. in Strutt Sports t, Past. (1876) 507 ATKwyth

Escd And per se Amen. 1878 DICKINSON CumSerl. Gl. 125

Ampassy. 1880 COUCH E. Cern-i: Gt., Ampussy.

Ampelideous (aemp/li'd/iJS), a. J>ot,
[f.

mod.

L. ampeliJeie the vine family (f. Gr. a^A-os vine"

+ -ou.s : see -IDEOUS.] IJelonging to the vine

family ; resembling the vine.

1879 in Syd. Sec. Lex.

Ampelite (x-mp/lait). .)//. [ad. L. ampelitis,

a. Gr. d^rrtAiYis of the vine (f. a/jireA-os vine ;
see

-ITE), in d/weAfTis 717 an earth sprinkled on the

vine to destroy insects.] A bituminous earth ;

perhaps cannel coal.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Ampelita, cannal coal, in natural

history, a black, bituminous substance that dissolves in oil.

1852 T. Ross Humboldt's Trap. I. xv. 490 The talcose slate

contains small layers of soft and unctuous graphic ampelite.

Ampelitic (a'mpfli-tik), a. A/in. [f. prec. +

-ic.] Of the nature of ampelite.
1849 MURCHISON Siluria xvii. 410 Subordinate ampelitic

schists containing graptolites.

Ampelography (aanpfy-grafi). [a. mod.Fr.

ampi'lographie, f. Gr. ap.irtA-os vine + --fpatyia : see

-GBAPHY.] The scientific description of the vine.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

fA'mper. Obs. or dial. 1-2 ampre, 7 amper.
A tumour or swelling ; a blemish. (Cf. ANBUHY.)
a 700 Epinal Gl. tO. E. T. 1061 I-'arix, amprz ; Erfurt Gl.

ompra. c 1175 Cott. Horn. 237 pri ampres were an mancyn
Eer his [Christ s] to-cyme. 1674 RAY JT. S, E. Countr. Words

57 An Amper : a fault or flaw in linnen or woollen cloath,

Suss. Skinner makes it to be a word much used by the com-

mon or countrey-people in Essex to signifie a tumour, rising

or pustule. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. 85 An Amper
orAmpor; Tumor, phlegmone. 1753 CHAMBERsCyr/.^w//.,
A mper, a local term used in Essex for a tumor, or phlegmon.

1875 PARISH Sussex Dial. 13 [From RAY).

Ampere (anpe-r, empe-j). Electr. [a. Ampere,
name of a Fr. electrician ;

a designation adopted by
the Paris Electric Congress in 1881.] (See quot.)
1881 Q. Re".'. Oct 457 The unit of current is called the

1

Ampere.' It is the current that one volt can send through
one ohm. 1883 A.GHEYJn Nature XXVII. 321 The current

flowing in a wire of resistance one ohm, between the two

ends of which a difference of potentials of one volt is main-

tained, has been adopted as the practical unit ofcurrent and

called one ampere.

Amperesse, obs. form of EMPRESS.

Amperemeter (wmper^m/'taj). Electr. [f.

prec. + -(CI)METEB. A shortened form is AMMETEK.]

(See quot.)
1882 Catal. Electr. Exhib. 46 Patent amperemeter for

measuring electrical work, applicable
to electro-plating, to

show the work done or doing in a vat.

Ampersand (Kinp3js:e-nd).
Also ampassy-,

ampussy-, ampus-. Corruption of ' and per se

and,' the old way of spelling and naming the cha-

racter -*
;

i.e. '& by itself= and ;' found in various

forms in almost all the dialect Glossaries. See A
per se (under A IV i) Iper se, per se, etc.

1837 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 399 He has
hardl_y

learned
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AMPERY.
what Ampersand means, afore they give him a horse. 1859
GEO. ELIOT Adam Beds xxi, He thought it [Z] had only
been put there to finish off th' alphabet like, though amfrus-
and would ha' done as well. 1809 Punch 17 Apr., Of all the

types in a printer's hand Commend me to the Amperzand.
1881 MRS. PAKKER Oxf. Gl.,

'

Amsiam, the sign .' 1882
FREEMAN in /.(?;. Mag. I. 95

'

Ampussyand,'thatis,infull
' and per se, and,' is the name of the sign for the conjunction
and, &, which used to be printed at the end of the alphabet.

Amperur, obs. form of EMPEROR.
tA'mpery, a. Obs. or dial.

[f.
AMPEK + -Y.]

'Weak, unhealthy. Also, beginningto decay, especi-

ally applied to cheese.' Parish Sussex Dial. 1875.

Amphi-, prefix, a. Gr. d/i0t- both, of both kinds,
on both sides, about, around. Used in many de-

rivatives and compounds.

[mod. f. AMPHI- + Gr. dp&puj5~r)s well-articulated +

-IAL.] Characterized by amphiarthrosis.
1859 Tone Cycl. Anat. <$ Phys. V. 121/2 The sacrum .. is

united to the last lumbar vertebra . . by an amphi-arthrodial
joint. 1879 MORRIS Anat. Joints 5 Connecting fibre-carti-

lages occur only in amphiarthrodi.il joints.

Amphiarthrosis (a^mfiiajbnju-sis). Anat.

[mod. f. AMPHI- of both kinds + ARTHROSIS 'arti-

culation/ repr. a possible Gr. *ap&p&(Jis, n. of action

f. dp9po(tv to articulate.] A form of jointing par-

taking of the characters both of diarthrosis and

synarthrosis, the two bones being united by a car-

tilage of some elasticity, which prevents one sur-

face sliding on the other, but admits of a certain

amount of movement
; as in the joints of the ver-

tebral column, the carpus, etc.

1836 Tonu Cycl. Anat. q- Phys. I. 255/1 The amphiarthrosis
possesses a manifest, although certainly a very limited degree
of motion. 1874 ROOSA Dis, Ear 202 The articulation be-

tween the short process of the incus and the posterior tym-
panic wall Is an amphiarthrosis.

Amphibe. fare 1

, [ad. Gr. afixpiQios: see next.]
** AMPHIBIAN.
1831 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I. 336 The veritable

amphibes, or such as serve amphibiously by land or sea,
videlicet Marines.

II Amphibia (semfrbia), sb.pl. [L. amphibia
(sing. amphibiitm\ a. Gr. diupifiia, sing, ampi&tov,

living in both, and subst. (sc. aniw'af, &ov} an ani-

mal that lives in both elements ; f. d^tpi both + jSi'os

life. The sing, forms amphibion, amphibium,
were formerly in use, for which, m sense 4, AMPHI-
BIAN is now used.]

I. sing, amp/nbntm, -on, with pi. -a, -urns.

1. A being that lives either in water or on land, or
is equally at home in either element.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxn. xv. 212 Some live on
land and water both, whereupon they are named Amphibia.
1631 Whimzies 85 A Sayler is . . an amphibium that lives

both on land and water. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.\\'. 136 Like
an Amphibion, He was equally active on water, and land.

1667 /'////. Trans. II. 579 Could stay a great while under
water, as Amphibiums use to do. 1865 ESQUIHOS Cornwall
172 The boat can travel both on land and sea like Amphibia.

2.y^f. A being of doubtful or ambiguous position.
1645 WHALY Serni. in Southey Comm.-PI. Bk. \\. (1849) 6

Ask these amphibia what names they would have. What,
are you papists? no . . are you protestants? no. c 1670 MAR-
YELL Vnjort. Lm>er Wks, 111.243 He both consumed, and
increas'd : And languished with doubtful breath Th' amphi-
bium of life and death.

3. A being having a double existence, rare.

1823 LAMB "//, Child Angel 472 Humility and Aspira-
tion went on even-paced in the instruction of the glorious
Amphibium.

II. //. only.
4. Zool. a. Applied by Linnaeus to Reptiles in the

wider sense (including Reptiles and Amphibia of

mod. naturalists). Obs. b. By Cuvier to a tribe of

Mammals including seals and their allies. C. By
modem zoologists since Macleay (^1819) to the

fourth great division of Vertebrata, intermediate

between reptiles and fishes, which in their early
state breathe by gills like fishes, as frogs, newts, etc.

a- X7S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. t Amphibia., a class of

animals, whose essential characters are, that they have either

a naked, or else a scaly body . . their teeth being all sharp
and pointed, and without radiated fins.

b. 1833 SIR C. BELL Hand 109 In the true Amphibia . .

we have the feet contracted . . and the lingers webbed and
converted into fins.

C. 1825 J. GRAY (title} Synopsis of the Genera of Reptiles
and Amphibia. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 407/1 Gray., con-
siders the Reptiles, or scaly-skinned group, and the Amphibia,
or naked-skinned group, as distinct classes. 1859 CARPENTER
Anim. Phys. ii.u872) 90 Many Zoologists range the Frogs
and their allies in a separate class under the name of Am-
phibia. 1870 ROLLKSTON Anim. Life Introd.6i Amphibia . .

cold-blooded Vertebrata . . provided with gills for aquatic
in addition to lungs for aerial respiration.

Amphibial (semfrbial), a. and sb. rare. [f. prec.
+ -AL.J

= AMPHIBIAN.
1834 GOOD Bk. Nature 1. 185 Mammals, birds, amphibials,

fishes. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.^ Amphibial^ capable of living
in water or air.

Amphibian (mfrbian), a. and sb. [f.
as prec.

+ -ANJ A. adj.
1. Having two modes of existence \ fig. of doubtful

nature.

290
.

i637Gii,LEsriE Eng. Pop. Cer. in. viiu 105 A certaine Amphi-
bian brood, sprung out of the stem of Neronian tyranny.
2. Of or pertaining to the Amphibia.
[1847 Not in CRAIG.] 1862 DANA Man.Geol. 751 Amphibian

Reptiles. 1878 BELL Cegenbaners Comp. A fiat. 425 The
Keptilia, which so far approach the old Amphibian phylum.
B. sl>. An animal of the division Amphibia.

1835 KIRBV Habits fy hist. Anim. II. xvii. 137 If we go
from the Cetaceans to the Amphibians, we see a further

metamorphosis ofthe organs of motion. 1873 DAWSON Earth
fy Man vi. 144 In my younger days frogs and toads and
newts used to be reptiles ; now we are told that they are

more like fishes, and ought to be called . . Amphibians.

I! Amphi'bii, $b. pi. Obs. [L. amphibii, a. Gr.

dptyifiiot, pi. masc. of the adj. of which AMPHIBIA
is neut.] Amphibious men.
a 1678 MARVELL Applet. Ho. (1776) 224 How tortoise like,

but not so slow. These rational amphibii [salmon-fishers] go !

t A'mphibille, Obs. rare~ l
. [for amphibole,

a.~Fr. atnphibolei see AMI*in BOLE!,] Ambiguous.
? 1450 in yd Rep. Comm. Hist. MSS. (1872) 280/2 That

amphibille demaunde that the seid Duke seith in his article

to demaunde the cause of the losse of Normandie.

Amphibiolite (#mfi'Wbit), [f.
AMPHIBION +

UTE.J 'The remains of an amphibious animal
found in the fossil state.' Craig 1847.

Amphibiolitk (semfrbiJliJ)). [f.
as prec. + Gr.

\iOos stone.] prec. Syd. Soc. Lex. 1879.

Aniphibiologicai (a-mfrbi^l^d^ikal), a. [f.

next + -ICAL.] Of or pertaining to amphibiology.
1847 in CRAIG.

Amphibiology (semn^bi^-lod^i). [f.
AMPHIBIA

+ -(O)LOGY.] A scientific treatise on the Amphibia;
that part of zoology which treats of amphibious
animals.

1840 EATON & WRIGHT N. Amer. Bot. (ed. 8) 569 Atnphi-
biology^ the department of zoology, embracing animals which
are capable of suspending respiration for a long time with-

out injuring the action of the arterial system.

Amphibion, [Gr.] sing, form of AMPHIBIA.

Amphibious (a-mfrbias), a. [f.
AMPHIBIA +

-OUS.]
1. Living both on land and in water, a. of animals.

[1609 R JONSON .&'/*/ Wom.i. iv, Captain Otter, sir; ..he
has had command both by sea and land. . . O, then he is

animal amphibium ?] 1654 LESTRANGE C/tarlas /, 87 The . .

Admiral . . being scanted in Mariners . . was enforced to take

in two thousand two hundred land men, who should be am-

phibious, serving partly for sea-men, and partly for land-

souldiers. 1697 DAMHER Voyt I. (17291 57 Guano's . . lay Eggs
as most of those amphibious creatures do. 1735 SOMERVILLI-:

Chase iv. 364 On him Th' amphibious Otter feasts. 1833 SIR

C. BELL Hand 138 Buffon tried to make a dog amphibious.
b. of plants.
1716 BRADLEY- in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 486 Plants .. are

either Terrestrial, Amphibious, or Aquatick. 1813 C. MAR-
SHALL

Gareffftfnf(td. 5) 120 The amphibious tribe as willow,

sallow, withy, osier, etc.

2. Of, pertaining to, suited for, or connected with

both land and water.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. 138 Not only to swim in

the water, but move upon the land, according to the amphi-
bious and mixt intention of nature. 1663 BUTLER Hitdibr.

1. i. 27 So some Rats of Amphibious Nature Are either for

the Land or Water. 1713 C'TESS WINCHELSEA Misc. Poems
246 The fatal Goodwin . . that dangerous Sand, Amphibious in

its kind, nor Sea nor Land. 1805 WORDSW. Prel. in. 69 A
floating island, an amphibious spot.

3. Having two lives
; occupying two positions ;

connected with or combining two classes, ranks,

offices, qualities, etc.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med, (1656) i. 34 We are onely
that amphibious piece between a corporall and spiritual!
essence. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 435 P 5 Such an Amphi-
bious Dress [i.e. belonging to both sexes]. 1756 NUGENT
Montesquieu (1758) II. xxvm. xxxix. 312 Formed an amphi-
bious code, where the French and Roman laws were mixed.

i8i7CoLEKiDGE/?/<^. Lit. I. i. 24 An amphibious something . .

half of image, and half of abstract meaning. 1843 CARLYLE
Past fy Pr. 178, I have considered this amphibious Pope.

Aniphl'biously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY2
.]

In an

amphibious manner ; like an amphibious being.
1821 BYRON in Moore Life (i866j 498 Land tortoises . . am-

phibiously crawled along the bottom. 1871 Daily News
7 Sept., There are few people so amphibiously constituted as

to take unmixed delight in a straight downpour of rain.

Amphrbiousiiess. rare- , [f. as prec.+

-NESS.] The quality of being amphibious ; life in,

or connexion with, two elements.

1731 in BAILEY ; whence in JOHNSON, etc.

Amphibium, [L.] sing, form of AMPHIBIA.

Amphibole1 (wmfib^ul). [a..lFi.amphiboIet I.

adj.
*

ambiguous, of a double sense* (Cotgr. 1611),
2. the mineral

;
ad. L. amphibol-um ambiguous,

a. Gr. apfyifioX-ov thrown or hitting on both sides,

ambiguous, f. d^<pi on both sides + @o\-, fia\- stem

of fiah\-eiv to throw.]
fl. An ambiguity ;

= AMPHIBOLY. Obs.

1606 HOLLAND Snetonius Notes 34 There is not onely an

Homonyme in the word . . but an Ampibole also in the sen-

tence. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. \\. i. 6. 48 sEquivoca-
tion y Ambiguous, Amphibole.
2. A mineral, hornblende. So named by Hau'y

1801, in allusion to the protean variety in com-

position and appearance, assumed by the mineral

genus to which he gave the name, and which Dana
takes as the type of his first group of Bisilicates,

AMPHIBOLOUS.

including under it many species and varieties, as

Actinolite, Asbestos, Hornblende, Tremolite, etc.

(The pronunciation aemfVb^h" is quite erroneous.)
1833 LYELL Elem. Geol. (1865) 592 Amphibole is a general

term under which hornblende and actinolite may be united.
1868 DANA Min. 233 The varieties of amphibole are as nume-
rous as those of pyroxene. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesiru, x. 296
Hornblende, or Amphibole in ejected blocks and scoriae on
Somma and Vesuvius.

II Amphibole -
(tefrbfU)- Gr. Antiq. [Gr.

&fKJH{3o\r} a casting-net, f. dftxf>i on both sides, around
+ -j3oAi7 a throw, cast.] An ancient casting-net.
1854 HADHAM Halieitt. 24 Whether the net employed by

Vulcan, on a memorable occasion . . was an amphibole.

Amphibolic (o^mfibfrlik), a. rare. [f. AMPHI-
BOLE -r -ic. Cf. symbolic]
1. Of the nature of amphiboly; ambiguous, equi-

vocal.

1873 Daily News ri Aug., I turn from this amphibolic
pleading to a more succinct opinion. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen.
Pathoi, 621 A variably long period of irresolution with ir-

regular fluctuations of temperature . . the so-called amphi-
bolic stage.

2. Of, or of the nature of, the mineral amphibole.
1852 T. Ross Humboldt's Tray. II. xxiv. 512 The decom-

position of some amphibolic or chlorine strata. 1865 TYLOR
Early Hist, Man. viii. 202 A greenish amphibolic stone.

Aiuphibo'lical, # Obs. [f.
as prec. + -ICAL.]

= AMPHIBOLIC i.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 321 CEnigmaticall, obscure, am-

phibolicall, ambiguous, and equivocating speeches. 1656
BLOL'NT Gtossogr., Amphibolous, Amphibolical^ Amphibo-
logical^ doubtful or doubtfully spoken.

Amphiboline (semfVb^lin), a. [f. as prec. +
-INE

; cf. amethystine^ AMPHIBOLIC 2.

1875 J. DAWSON Dawn of Life vii. 187 A similar alterna-

tion occurs in amphiboline-calcitic marbles.

Amphibolite, -yte (mrVb<?bit). Min. [f.

as prec. -V-ITE.]
= Hornblende-rock or Diabase.

1833 LYELL Elem. Geol. (1865) 593 Amphibolite is a trap
of the basaltic family. 1868 DANA Min. 240 Hornblende-
rock or amphibolyte i

consists of massive hornblende of a dark

greenish-black or black colour, and has a granular texture.

Ibid, 343 If the hornblende and labradorite constitute a

homogeneous fine-grained compact mass, the rock is called

amphibolyte or diabase.

Amphi'bolize, v. nonce-ivd. [f.
Gr. d/^ioAij

a cast-net + -IZE.] To envelop with a net.

1854 BADHAM Halieut. 192 The . . thunny . . leap, without

looking, into its [the net's] folds, and are thus completely
'

amphibolized
'

and caught.

Amphibological (a-mfi 'WlfrdgikSl), a.
[f.
AM-

PHIBOLOGY + -ICAL
; perh.f. fr.amphibologiqnei^c,']

Ambiguous : prop, of a sentence or phrase of am-

biguous construction ; equivocating, quibbling.

Allegories that haue such an amphibologicall equivocation.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. m.iii. i. n. (1651) 607 [He] ingratiates
himself with an amphibological speech. 1836 HOR. SMITH
Tin Trttrn, 30 An apology which he gave in the following

amphibological terms '

I called you a liar, it is true. You
spoke truth. I have told a lie.'

Amphibolo'gically, Qdv. rare , [f. prec. +

-LY^.]
'

Doubtfully, with a doubtful meaning.' J.

Ampliibo'logism. rare. [f. next + -ISM
; cf. neo-

logism^ An amphibolous construction or phrase.
1813 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 223 Paring off the am-

phibologisms into which they have been led.

Amphibology (
:mfilyl6dii), [a. Fr. ampki-

bologie, ad. late C amphibologia (Isidore), for earlier

amphibolia (Cic.), a. Gr. dp(pt0o\ia. ambiguity, with

the ending -logia, Gr. -\o-yia speech, by form-assoc.

with tauiologia, etc. Also found in the Latin form.]
1. =AMPH[BOLY I.

p
L

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylits iv. 1406 For goddes speken m am-

hibologies, And for o soth, they tellen twenty lyes. 1551
ATIMER Serm. Lord's Prayer vit. II. 112 It is an amphibo-

oRia^ and therefore Erasmus turneth it into Latin with such
words. 1665 GLANVILL Seeps. Set. 115 That the mind be

not misled by amphibologies. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The

English language . . is not so capable ofany amphibologies of

this kind. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol. Vita App. 86 Nothing
is adduced . . for the lawful use of Amphibologies.
2. = AMPHIBOLY 2.

1589 PUTTENHAM g. Poesie (Arb.) 267 Such ambiguous
termes they call Amphibologia, we call it the ambiguous, or

figure of sence incertaine. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
13 The fallacie of Equivocation and Amphibologie. 1654
LESTKANGE Charles I, 71 Giving him a quaint wipe with the

amphibology, the double-mindednesse of the word 'dux.'

1870 JEVONS Elem. Logic xx, 172 The fallacy of Amphibo-
logy consists in an ambiguous grammatical structure of a
sentence which produces misconception.

Ampin bolostylous, Bot.

(see AMPHIBOLE) + arv\-os column + -ous.] Ap-
plied, after Wachendorff, to plants in which the

style is not apparent. Syd. Soc. Lex. 1879.

Amphibolous (semfrb^bs), a.
[f.

L. amphi-
bol-us (a. Gr. d/^n'^oA-os : see AMPHIBOLE) + -ous.]

( 1. Ambiguous, of double or doubtful character.

[wa
themselves for the King. , _ _

of amphibolous creture, partly aquatil, partly terrestrial.

2. Of language: Ambiguous in sense.

1641 MARCH Actionsfor Slander 5 The law, in actions of
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Slaunder, admits that they shall be taken in the best sense
where the words are amphibolus. 1656 BLOUNT Gtossogr.,
Amphibolous^ doubtful or doubtfully spoken.
3. Path. Spreading on both sides.

1880 LKUG Bile 86 Animals in whom an amphibolous biliary
fistula had been made.

Amphiboly (semfi-Wlii. Also 6-7 -ie. [a.OFr.
amphibolic, ad. L. amphibolia, a. Gr. d/tcpil3o\ia am-

biguity. See AMPHIBOLE.]
1. Ambiguous discourse

;
a sentence which may

be construed in two distinct senses ; a quibble.
(See AMPHIBOLOGY, which is the earlier and more

popular word.)
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. I. 307 What a crafty Am-

phibolie or /Equivocation. 1632 B. JONSON Magn. Laity
II. i, Come, leave your schemes, And tine amphibolies, par-
son. 1682 EVATS Grotins, War flr Peace 199 If a sentence
will admit of a double sence, they term it an Amphiboly.
1803 Edin. Rev. I. 271 The amphibolies . . etc. of which Kant
speaks, are impossible.

2. A figure of speech: Ambiguity arising from
the uncertain construction of a sentence or clause,
of which the individual words are unequivocal : thus

distinguished by logiciansfrom equivocation, though
in popular use the two are confused.

1588 FRAUNCE Latuiers Log. \. iv. 27 b, Amphiboly, when
the sentence may bee turned both the wayes, so that a man
shall be uncertayne what waye to take. 1660 STANLEY Hist.
Philos. (1701)247/1 Sophisms in the Word are six . . 2. By Am-
phibolic. 1681 HOBBES Rhet. 162 Now of those fallacies that
are joyned together. It is either Atnphibolia or the doubt-
fulness of speech : or etc. 1803 Edin. Rev. I. 262 The per-
plexing controversies on the divisibility of matter, are the

product of a double amphiboly.

Amphibrach (;c-mfi|broek). Also -us, -ys, -ee.

[ad. L. amphibriuhtts, -yst
a. Gr. dticpifipaxvs short

at both ends, and su/ul. the foot so called, f. d/j.<pi

on both sides + ppaxvs short. Long used in the L.

forms
; amphibrachee seems due to form-assoc. with

spondee, trochee. In Eng. form in Craig 1847.]
In Gr. and L. prosody, a foot consisting of a long

between two short syllables, as amdtd. Sometimes

applied in modern prosody to an accented syllable
between two unaccented, as consfnted, dramatic.
1389 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie (Arb.t 134 For your foote

ainpkibracchns . . ye haue these wordes and many like to
these [resisted] [delif/it/iill]. 1749 Power of Nitint. in
Poet. Camp. 19 Amphibrachys w - ^ is an Iambic w and
half Pyrrhic w. a 1771 GRAY Corr. (1843) 2O -A free verse of
eleven or twelve syllables, which may consist of four Amphi-
brachees . . so Prior :

' As ChlOe came Into the r5om t'other

day.' 1807 COLERIDGE, One syllable long:, with one short at
each side, Amphibrachys hastes with a

stately stride. 1858
MARSH Lect. Eng: Lang:, xxiv. 524 Theoretically we may
consider the prosody of the Ormulum as composed of verses
of six iambics and an amphibrach.

Amphibryous (Smn-bri|3s), a. Bot. [f. Gr.

d/upi about + 0pv-(iv to swell + -ous.] (See quot.)
1866 GRAY Introd. Rot. 522 Attiphibryoits, growing by ad-

ditions over the whole periphery. [1880 Bot. Text-bk. 395
Ainpkibrya^ equivalent to monocotyledones.]

AmphicarpOUS (amfiikaupas), a. Bot. [f.Gr.

&H<i>i both + KO.OW-OS fruit + -OUS.] Having fruit of

two kinds, either as to form, or time of maturation.
1866 GRAY Introd. Bot. 522 A niphicarpous or ampliicarpic :

producing two kinds of fruit.

Amphichroic (cemfi|kn>u-ik), a. [f. Gr. d/i(/>i

both + -x/jo-os coloured (f. xpo -a, XPo-id colour) + -1C.

(In I.e. erroneously printed ampliicroitic^ Hav-

ing a double action upon test colours in chemistry.
1876 M. FOSTER Phys. (1879) I. it. 63 A living muscle at rest

. . tested by litmus paper . . is frequently amphicroitic, i.e.

it will turn blue litmus red and red litmus blue.

Amphicoeliau (smfi,PliJn), a. Phys. [f. as

next + -IAN.] = AMPHICOXOUS ; also, possessing or

characterized by amphicoelous vertebra.'.

1855 OWEN Sltel. r Teeth, ip Vertebra of this amphiccclian
type . . existed in the teleo^atlrus. 1870 ROLLESTON Aniin.

Life Introd. 56 Amphiccelian vertebras are found in the
Gcckotidx.

Amphiccelpus (lemfiisflas), a. Phys. [f. Gr.

dpcpi on both sides +KoiX-os hollow + -ous.] Con-
cave on both sides, double concave. Applied to

vertebra, as in the backbone of a fish.

1869 HUXLEY in Jrnl. Geol. S. XXVI. 33 Amphicoelous
centra. 1879 LF CONTE Elem. Geol. 470 Their vertebra were
amphiccclous or biconcave, as in fishes and many extinct

reptiles.

t A'mphicome. Obs. [ad. Gr. d^cp'mon-os, f. d//-

(/)i
about + Ko/jr; hair.] 'A kind of figured stone, of

a round shape, but rugged, celebrated on account of
its use in divination.' Chambers Cycl. Stiff. 1753.

Amphictyonian (*mfi ktii^mifa), a. = next.

1711 SHAFTESB. Cliarac. (1737) III. 138 Those which con-
stituted the Amphictonian councils.

Amphictyonic (ocmfvktinrnik), a. [ad. L.

amphictyonif-us, a. Gr. a/jKpucTvoviK-ts : see next
and -ic.] Of the Amphictyons ; also trans/.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.Supp. s.v., The Phocseans . . were re-

stored to their seat in the Amphictyonic council. 1835
THIRLWALL Greece I x. 375 The affairs of the whole Amphic-
tyonic body were transacted by a congress. 1882 Pall Mall
G. 18 Sept. 13 The Conference will wait till England . . her-
self convokes the Amphictyonic Council of Europe.

Amphictyons (cemffktiufnz), sb. pi. Gr. Hist.

[ad. Gr. an^mtTvova, 'orig. ap<piitTiov(s, they that

dwelt round or near, next neighbours' (Liddell
and Scott).} Deputies from the different states of

ancient Greece composing an assembly or council.

1586 T. 1>. La. Primandayc s l''r. A cud. 629 The sacred
councell of the Amphictions. 1602 L. LLOYD Confer. Lawcs
43 They might appeale from the Areopagites in Athens . . to
the Amphictions at Trozajna. 1869 RAWI.INSON Anc. Hist.

192 Sentence of the Amphictyons against Phocis, B.c. 357.

Amphictyony (femfrktii/hi). G>: Hist. [ad.
Gr. dfujnKTvovia, abstr. sb. f. prec.] A confederation
of Amphictyons ; an association of neighbouring
states for the common interest.

1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. x. 374 The term amphictyoliy . .

more properly written amphictiony, denotes a body referred
to a local centre of union. 1846 GKO_TE Greece I L ii. 28 There
was an Amphiktyony of seven cities at the holy island of
Kalauria. 1860 R.V.VLINSON Anc. Hist. 122 These leagues,
known as Ampnictyonies, were not political alliances.

Ampllicyrtous. [f. Gr. d^ixvpT-os convex
on both sides, gibbous (f. d/i<pi + xvpruy curved) +
-ous. Badly spelt amp/iicurtous.] Curved on
both sides, gibbous.
1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Ainpliicitrtnits.

t Amphid(e (se-mfid). Chem. Obs. [mod. f.Gr.

dftcpi both + -IDE 'derivative.'] A name applied by
Kerzelius to salts, which he viewed as compounds
of two oxides, sulphides, selenides, or tellurides,

and which actually contain three elements (as sul-

phate of potash SOj.KjO), as distinct from the

haloid salts (as common salt, chloride of sodium,
NaCl) which contain only two.

1842 Froc. Am. Pkil. Soc. II. 220 An amphide salt is one

consisting of an acid and a base, each containing an amphi-
gen body. 1863 WATTS Diet. Client. (1872) I. 201 The so-

called amphid salts are those which belong to the "eater-

type . . whereas the haloid-compounds belong to the type
HHor HCI.

Amphidisc (oc-mfi,disk). Zool. [f. Gr. d^<fion
both sides + SiWos a round plate.] Peculiar aste-

roid spicules, resembling two toothed wheels united

by an axle, which form a layer surrounding the

gemmules of sponges. (Nicholson.)
1867 J. HOGG Microsc. n. ii. 389 Remains of the dead sponge,

empty gemmule-cases with their amphidiscs. 1877 HC.XLKY
Anat. Itiv. An. iii. 118 Nothing is left but the envelope of

keratose, with imbedded amphidisks, disposed perpendicu-
larly to its surface.

Amphidro-mic, a.- The mod. form of the

next, if used.

tAmphidrcvmical, a. Obs. [f. Gr. d^</)io>o/'a,
f. a/jcpi'Spo/ios running about or around + -ICAL.]

Pertaining to the ancient Amphidromia ('an Attic

festival at the naming of a child, so called because

the parents' friends carried it round the hearth, and
then gave it its name.' Liddell and Scott).

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus II. 561 At the Amphi-
dromicall Feasts, on the fifth day after the Childe was born,

presents were sent from friends. 1681 I>LOUNT Glnssogr.,

Atnphidroniicat, pertaining to the fifth day from the birth,
when the child was purified, by carrying it round the fire,

and having its name given.

Amphigam (a-mfi,gnem). Rot. [a. Fr. amphi-
ganie, f. Gr. d^t^i on both sides + -yti/ioy marriage.]
A name given by De Candolle to the lowest order

of plants, supposed to have no distinct sexual

organs, also called Againpe..
1843 LINDLEY Sell. Dot. (1858) ix. 151 Amphiganis, plants

having neither air vessels nor stomates.

Amphigamons (a-mfrgamas), a. Bot.
[f.

AM-
PHIGAM + -ous.] Of or pertaining to Amphigams.
1841 LINDLEY Elent. Bot. 90 Amphigamous . . that is, des-

titute of stomates and entirely cellular. 1880 GRAY Struct.
Hot. ix. 2. 340 Atnphi^anwns : destitute of sexual organs
and of other than cellular tissue.

Amphigastria (aemfiigarstria), sb. pi. Bot.

[mod.L. f. Gr. dpufil about, around + -yadTp- (yacrrrip)
the belry.] Scale-like leaves, resembling stipules,

developed on the under side of some Liverworts.
1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 278 Stipnlae or amphigastria.

1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 489 There are ventral leaves,
called amphigastra. 1875 BENNF.T & DYER Sachs' Bat. 306
Three rows of leaves, one being developed on the under or
shaded side, hence termed Amphigastria.

Amphigean (a-infi-d^an), a. rare. [mod. f.

Gr. d/K/>i on both sides of, about + 77} earth + -AN.]

Extending all over the earth from the equator to

both poles.
1864 WEBSTER cites DANA.

Amphigen 1

(re-mfi|d,^en). Bot. [a. Fr. amphi-
gene, f. Gr. dfi(pi on both sides, around + -fiv-fi-s

born, f. ftv- to produce : see -GEN 1
.]

A synonym
of THALLOGEN, applied (after Brongniart) to those

Cryptogams, which grow round a central point,
including Seaweeds, Lichens, and Fungi.
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

I Amphigen- (armnVl^en). diem. Obs. [mod.
f. Gr. dfupi both 4 -GEN 1

', taken as = '

producing.']
Name given by Berzelius to an element capable of

forming in combination with metals, both acids and
bases. He included as amphigens, or amphigvn
bodies, oxygen, sulphur, selenium, and tellurium.
1842 [See AMPHIDIE].

Amphigene (K'mfiid^m). Mia. [a. Fr. amffti-

gi!nc, f. Gr. d^upiytvris of both kinds, of doubtful
kind

;
f. dfxpi both -t- -fifos kind, nature.] A syno-

nym of LEUCITE, rejected by Dana.
1803 Kdin. Rev. III. 53 Now we see its [leucite's] place

supplied by the word amphigene. 1868 DANA Alin. 335
Haiiy's name, Amphigene, is . . in allusion to the existence
of cleavage in two directions (which is not a facti, and to his
inference therefrom of ' two primitive forms

'

(which is only
a notion of hisi; and it has therefore the best of claims for

rejection. 1869 PHILLIPS Vcsuv. x. 292 Leucite or Amphi-
gene, frequent in the lavas of Somma.

Amphigenite, -yte (sEmfirdgtasit). Alin. [f.

AMPHIGKNK + -ITE.] Name sometimes given to a

lava containing much 'amphigene' or leucite.

1868 DANA Min. 335 At Vesuvius [leucite] is thickly dis-

seminated through the lava in grains, and the name lencito-

//yrand also uinphigenyte has been given to such lavas.

Amphigenous (amfi-dz^nss), a. [f. AMPHIGEN
+ -OUS.]
1. Bot. Of or pertaining to the Amphigens ; grow-

ing all round a central point.
1835 I.INDLEY Introd. Bot. (18481 II. 380 Amp!ii^enons\

growing all round an object. 1857 BKRKKLKV Crypt. J>ot.

392 Fructifying surface inferior or amphigenous.
2. Chcin. Of the nature or class of an amphigen.
1879 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v. Amphidc, They are due t.> the com-

position of compounds produced by amphigenous bodies.

Amphigonic (a>mfi|g^-nik), a. ran: [f. Gr.

dp:<[ti on both sides + 701^*0? parental, f. 7c-, 7"i
p -

bear, produce. The (.ir. would be d/4<piywoy.] Of
the nature of amphigony; bisexual.

1876 tr. Ifaeckcfs Hist. Creat. I. 195 Sexual or amphigonic
propagation , , is the usual method . . among all higher ani-

mals and plants.

Amphigonous (semfi-gonas). [f.Gr. *d0</>i'-vn"-

os (see prec.) + -ous.] Pertaining to both parents.
1876 tr. IlaeckeCs Hist. Croat. I. 210 Law of mixed or

mutual (amphigonousl transmission.

Amphigony (amfrgoni). [mod. f.Gr.
C'./K/JI

both

+ -701-10, f. -70^05 producing, engendering.] A
term for sexual reproduction.
1876 tr. IlacckeCs Hist. Creat. I. 183 Those phenomena of

Propagation . . seen universally in the higher planu and
an i Minis, the processes of Sexual propagation, orAmphigony.
The processes of Non-sexual Propagation, or Monogony,

are much less generally known.

AmphigO'ric, a. [ad. Fr. amphigmtriqtie, f.

ainf/itffoin-i^-ii:.'}
Of the nature of an ainphigouri.

1869 -V. (y Q. Ser. iv. III. 224 Atnphigoric^ a term applied
to nonsense verses, a rigmarole, or, more literally, a round-

about, with semblable meaning enough to put one on finding

I! Amphigpuri, -gory (rc-mfigu-'-ri, armfi igori).

[mod.Fr. ; orig. unknown. According to Litt. first

used in I Sth c. ;
referred by some to Gr. dfuj>i about -h

yvpos circle, or -dyopia speech, tf.allcgory, category]
A burlesque writing filled with nonsense; a com-

position without sense, as a Latin 'nonsense-verse.'

1809(7. Rev. I. 50 The work must . . be considered as a kind
of overgrown aluphigonri, a heterogeneous combination of

events. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. iy En. II. 55 We do
not like to confess we are beaten e\ en by an aniptiigonri
nonsense verse. 1869 N. ff Q. Ser. iv. III. 145 The remain-

ing verses . . of the following amphigory.

AmphilogisiU (a.mfi'lcdjix.'m). rare. [f.
Gr.

d^</u'Ao7-o? -f -ISM.] A circumlocution.
1866 .!/(. Star 1 8 Dec. 4/6 A youth this who . . when he

is angry says, with no amphilogisms,
'

I will shoot you.'

Amphllogiteta-mfi-Vd^ait). Mia. [f.Gr. dfj^i-

Xo7-os doubtful, disputed + -ITE.] A mineral of

doubtful or disputed character, according to Dana,
'

probably only a mica schist.'

f Amphi'logy. O(>s.- a
[M\.Gr.ap.cbi\o-fia,(.du-

<pi\of-os uncertain, disputed, f.d^cpi on both sides +

\of-os -speaking.] 'Equivocation; ambiguity.' J.

1731 BAILF.Y, Amphilogy, an ambiguity of speech.

Amphimacer (imfi'masai). [ad. L. amphi-
macrus, a. Gr. dutpifiaxpos long at both ends, snbst.

the foot so called ;
f. a/upi on both sides + ftaxpt'is

long. Cf. Fr. amfhimacre.] In Greek and Latin

prosody, a foot consisting of a short between two

long syllables, as carilas. Sometimes applied in

modern prosody to words like inultitiiJe, runaway.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 134 For your ainplii-

macer that is a long a short and a long ye haue these wordes
and many moe \fxcellent\ [iminfut]. 1807 COLERIDGE, First

and last being 1'tng, middle shnrt, Amphimacer Strikes his

thundering hoofs like a proud high bred racer. 1869 MAX
MULLER Rig Veda I. 190 Who is meant by asmnn, which
is here used as an ainphimacerl

II Amphioxus (a-'mfi|(rkss). Zool. [mod.L. f.

Gr. d/*</>/
on both sides + ofus sharp, j. e. sharpened

or tapering at both ends.] A genus of fishes, con-

sisting of a single species, called also the Lancelet,
which is placed at the very bottom of the series,

and has even been denied to be a vertebrate animal.

1836 YARRELL in PeuMyCycl. ist Supp. 233/1 The Lancelei,

Amphioxus lancfotattts. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 585 The
most imperfectly formed of all Fish is, probably, the Amphi-
oxus or Lancelet. 1881 Athcii.rutn 15 Jan. 98/3 We cannot

regard Amphioxus as a fish.

Amphipjieust (oe
j

mfi|pni/7st). Zool. [mod. f.

Gr. dpcpi both + -itvt VO-T-OS breathing, f. *vi(v)-(tv

to breathe. PI. -a, or collectively amphipneusta ;

first applied by Merrem 1790-1820.] An animal
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that breathes both by lungs and by gills ;
a name

given by some to the lowest order of the Amphi-
bious animals, including the Proteus and Siren,
which retain their gills all their lives.

1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 408 2 quoting J. A. GRAV (1831) In
the second section (Amphipneusta) are placed the Protei.

1847 in CRAIG.

Amphipod ^Tnfi|p(?d),j/'.andrt.[f.AMPHIPODA.]
A. s/>. An animal of the order Amphipoda.

1835 KIRBY Habits <y Inst. Anim. II. xv. 41 Amphipods.
Head distinct. Eyes sessile. 1836 TODU Cycl. Anat. fy Phys.
1- 755/2 I" the Amphipods the want of resemblance between
the different rings of the body becomes more remarkable.

B. adj.
= AMPHIPODOUS.

1852 DANA Crnstac. \. ii The abdomen . . partakes of the

Amphipod character. 1877 W. THOMSON Voy. Challenger
I. ii. 129 A very large amphipod crustacean.

if Amphipoda (mfrp<?da), si), pi. ZooL The

sing, is supplied by AMPHIPOD. [mod.L. amphipoda
prop. adj. (sc. animalid} ;

f. Gr. &p<pi both + -rroSa

(TTOV?) foot, -footed.] An order or sub-order of the

sessile-eyed Crustacea, having feet of two kinds (in

which they differ from the Isopoda), of which the

common sand-hopper is an example.
*^37 P<?nny Cycl. VI 1 1. 197/2 The Edriophthalmia contain

three orders, the Amphipoda^ etc. 1874 WOOD Xat. Hist.

728 The first order of the Sessile-eyed Crustaceans is termed
the Amphipoda.

Amphi'podan, a. ZooL
[f. prec. + -AX.] Of

or pertaining to the Amphipoda.
1877 HLXLEV Anat. Ittv. An. vi. 369 The organisation of

the Stomatopoda is more Edriophthalmian land especially
Amphipodan) than Podophthalmian.

Amphipodiform (semfipjrdifjSim), a. ZooL

[f. as prec. + -(I)F<KM.] Of the form of the Am-
phipoda ; resembling the sand-hopper.

1828 KIRBV& SPESCE Entomol. III. xxix. 169 The jumping
amphipodiform Crustacea.

Amphipodous ^mfrp&bs), a. ZooL
[f.

as

prec. + -OL's.] Of or pertaining to \hz Amphipoda\
having feet of two kinds.
1862 ANSTED Channel Isl. n. ix. led. 2) 234 The isopodous

and amphipodous species. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life in
An amphipodous . , Crustacean.

Amphiprostyle (a?mfrpn$stail). Arch. [a.Fr.

amphiprostyle, ad. L. amphiprostyl-us, a. Gr. apipi-

TTp6aTv\-os, f. d/Z'/n on both sides + TT/juaruXos PRO-

STYLE.] 'A temple having a portico in the rear

as well as the front, but without columns at the

sides. This . . never exceeded the use of four

columns in the front, and four in the rear.' Gwilt.

1706 PHILLIPS, Amphyprostylos or Amphyprostyle, a kind
of Temple of the Ancients, which had four Columns or Pil-

lars in the Front, and as many in the Face behind. [So in

HAII.EY, etc. Amphip-.} 1850 LEITCH Miillers Anc. Art 288

Temples are divided into . .prostyle^ with porticoes on the

front, and amphtprostylc, at the two ends.

II Amphisarca (remfiisauka). Bot. [mod.L. f.

Gr. d/i</)t about + aapica- flesh.] (See quot.)
1854 BALFOUR Cfass-M: Bot. 1087 Atnphitttrecti an inde-

hiscent multilocular fruit with a hard exterior, and pulp
round the seeds 1880 GRAV Bot. Text-bk, 395 Amphisarca,
a hard-rinded berry, or fruit succulent within and woody or
crustaceous without, as a calibash.

I! AmphisllsenaCccmfisb/'-na). Also4-5amphi-
beiia, b -bene. [L., a. Gr. afupiff&atva, f. apfyis
both ways + &alv-tiv to go. Cf. Fr. amphisbhic.']
1. A fabled serpent of the ancients, with a head at

each end, and able to move in either direction : re-

tained by the moderns as a poetical conception.
I398TREV1SA Earth. De P. R. xvm. ix. (1495^758 Some ser-

pentes hath two heedys as the adder Alphibena [sic], 1572
BOSSEWELL A rmorie \ \. 63 The fielde is Sable, an Amphibene,
heade to heade reflexed. 1627 FELTHAM Resolves \\. i. (1677)

159 A corrupt Book is an Amphisbasna : A Serpent headed
at either end : one bites him that reads, the other stings him
that writes. 1667 MILTON P. /.. x. 524 Complicated monsters
head and taile, Scorpion, and Asp, and Amphisbaena dire.

1728 POPE Ditnciad in. (17361 201 note, Thus Amphisbaena
(I have read) At either end assails; None knows which

leads, or which is led, For both Heads are but Tails. 1788
PASQUIN Childr. Thespis (1792) 49 Like the vile Amphis-
b?ena, his verses assail, For none can discover their head
from their tail. 1878 TENNYSON Q. Klary in. iv. 116 For
heretic and traitor are all one : Two vipers of one breed an

amphisbaena, Each end a sting.

2. ZooL A worm-like genus of lizards found in

America, having the two extremities so much alike

that it is difficult to distinguish between the head
and the tail.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 467/2 In the amphisbaena . . the upper
jaw is fixed to the skull . . as in birds and mammals. 1847
CARPENTER Zool. 501 The Amphisbaena bores in the soft

earth like a worm, working its way with considerable des-

patch ; and it lives principally on Ants . . and their larvse.

Amplusbae-nian, a. ZooL [f. prec. + -IAN.]
Of or belonging to the amphisbsena.
1872 MIVART Anat, 190 Amphisbenian group of Reptiles.

Amphisbaenic (cemnsbrnik), a. [f. as prec. +

-ic.] Of the nature of an amphisbrcna.
1820 SHELLEY Prom. Unb. in. iv. 119 Yoked to it by an

amphisbenic snake.

Amphisbaenous (semfisbrnas), a. [f. as prec.
+ -ous.]

'

Walking equally in opposite directions.'

Syd. Soc. Lex. 1879.

Amphiscians (mfr/ianz), sb.pl. [f. med.L.
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Amphiscii (oemfrji ( 9i) more commonly used un-

changed in Eng. (a. Gr. dfupiaicuH, f. afufti on both
sides + fffcia shadow) + -AN.] A name given to in-

habitants of the torrid zone, whose shadows at one
time of the year fall northward, at another southward.
1622 HEYLIN Cosmogr. (16741 Introd. 20/1 Amphiscii . . so

called, because their shadows are both ways. 1623 COCKERAM
Eng. Diet, in, Ainphisceans, people whose shadow is some-
time to the North, and sometime to the South. 1652 UHQL*.
HART 7,pTO*/Wks. 1834. 259 Whether Periscians.Hetroscians,
or Amphiscians. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Amphyscians [ed.

1672 Amphiskians\ such people as live under the burning
zone, near the equinoctial line. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. f

The amphisdi are called also ascii. 1788 PASQUIN Childr.

T/iespis (ijg-z) 145 The wandering Amphiscii, whose singular
state, Made sceptics to question the wisdom of Fate.

AmpMstome(x -

mn|St(7nV). ZooL [ad. mod.L.

amphistoma, f.Gr.d/*tonbothsides-r<mjjm mouth.]
A genus of minute parasitic worms, having mouth-
like openings at both ends of the body.
1880 Athenaeum 20 Nov. 678/2 The worm . . appears to be

an aberrant Amphistome furnishedwith a singular central disc.

Amphistomoid (semtvsWmoid), a. ZooL [f.

prec. + -oil).] Like or akin to the Amphistomes.
1880 Athenaeum 20 Nov. 678/2 Doubts are thrown on its

[the Gastrodiscu$\ amphistomoid affinities.

Amphistylic (remfiistai-lik), a. [f. Gr. appi
on both sides + <?TV\-OS pillar + -ic.] Having pillars
or piers on both sides : applied to the skulls of
certain sharks, having piers supporting both upper
and lower mandibular arches.

1876 HUXLEY in Proc. Zool. Soc. 41 A. condition of the
cranium which tends to connect the two by a middle form,
which may be termed amphistylic. 1881 F. BALFOUR Comp.
Embryol. II. 476 Skulls in which the mandibular arch has
this double form of support have been called amphistylic.

Amphitheatral O:mfi,bratral), a. [a. Fr.

amphitheatral, ad. L. amphithcatral-em : see next,
and -AL.]
1. Of or belonging to an amphitheatre ; performed

in an amphitheatre.
1654 GAVTON Festir. Xotcs iv. i. 178 Those Amphitheatrall

Butcheries.

2. Resembling the arrangement of the seats in an

amphitheatre ; rising all round.
1615 SANDYS Trav. 27810.) Which .. erect ARoundamphi-

theatral. 1812 Miss PLUMTRE Lichtenst. S. Africa II. 162
Vast masses of rock rise one above the other in an amphi-
theatral form. 1863 BATES Nat. on Amazon i. 2 The City
of ParA . . affords no amphitheatral view from the river.

Amphitheatre, -ter (^mfiibraUi). [ad. L.

a^mphithedtrum^ a. Gr. d^fpifffdrpoy, f. a^fy'i on both
sides + Oedrpov THEATRE. The i7~i8th c. spelling
theater is common in U. S. ;

-theatre follows Fr.]
1 1. etymoL A double theatre. Obs.

1613 SANDYS Trav. 270 An Amphitheater consists of two
ioyned Theaters, and is thereof so called. 1628 DONNE
Serin, cxxxiv. V. 396 An amphitheatre consists oftwo theatres.

Our text hath two parts in which all Men may sit and see
themselves acted, a 1631 Select. (1840) 99 A tragedy in

the amphitheatre, the double theatre, this world, and the
next too. 1807 ROBINSON Arch&ol. Graeca i. i. 17 Amphi-
theatres, which had the form oftwo theatres united, were oval.

2. Hence (as the theatres of the ancients were
semicircles or half-ovals) : An oval or circular

building, with seats rising behind and above each

other, around a central open space or arena.

1546 LANGLEY Polyd. Vcrg. in. ix. 75 b, An Amphitheatre
which was a round scaffold full of benches of diuer.se

heightes. 1589 PUTTENHAM Kng. Poesie (Arb.) 52 Their
theaters .. somptuously built with marble and square stone
in forme all round .. were called Amphitheaters, a 1661
HOLYDAY Juvenal 70 The theaters being for stage-plays.,
but the amphitheaters for rights of men with men, and of
men with beasts. 1703 Lond. Gaz. mmmdcccxci/i An Ancient

Amphitheater, called the Coliseo. 1866 KINGSLEY Here^v.
x. 160 The amphitheatre of Aries. 1883 TALMAGE in Chr.
Her. 9 May 256/1 The students gathered in the amphi-
theatre to see a painful operation.
3. With reference to its ancient Greek and Roman

uses : A place of public contest, an arena.

1640 BROME Antipod. \. v. 245 An Amphitheater Of exer-
cise and pleasure. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase \\. 450 A listed

Field .. An Amphitheatre more glorious far Than ancient
Rome could boast. 1875 HELPS Ess., Aids to Contentm. 9
Many unhappy persons seem to imagine that they are always
In an amphitheatre, with the assemoled world as spectators.
4. A semicircular rising gallery in a theatre, con-

taining part of the seats for spectators.
1882 C. DICKENS Diet, Lond. 96/1 Evening dress is indis-

pensable in every part except gallery and amphitheatre
stalls. 1883 St. James's G. n Apr. 1/2 First circle, 2$. 6d. ;

amphitheatre, is. 6d. ; gallery, ii.

f 5.y5^
r
. Surrounding scene. Obs,

c 1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. l^ks. 1711. 3 Look how Prome-
theus .. wondred at this world's amphitheater. 1711 AD-
DISON Spfct. No. 315 Fn All the Wonders in this immense
Amphitheatre that lies between the Poles of Heaven.
6. transf. A natural situation consisting of a level

surrounded in whole or part by rising slopes.
1772 PENNANT Tours in Scotl. (1774) 40 On every side

mountains close the prospect, and form an amphitheatre al-

most matchless. 1812 BYRON Childe Har. n. Ii, Nature's
volcanic amphitheatre. 1849 W. IRVING Mahomed % Sncc.
v. (1853) *9 Bounded by an amphi-theatre of hills.

7. Gardening. An arrangement of shrubs and trees

rising behind each other like the seats of an amphi-
theatre, whether upon a natural slope or not.

AMPHORA.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. , Amphitheatres are also some-

times formed of slopes on the sides of hills.

Amphitheatred (rc-mfiibratsid),///. a.
[f.

prec. + -EI>^.] Formed into, or provided with, an

amphitheatre.
1857 *Vrt^ Mag. II. 314 Those amphitheatred heights. 1859

Miss MULOCH Romantic T.Z2 Deep Vale, amphitheatred
by forest and mountain.

Amphitheatric (*fm&$jKrt&\ a. [ad. L.

amphithedtric-its, a. Gr. d^iOtdrpiK-us ; see prec.]
1. Of or pertaining to an amphitheatre.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 392 Next in goodnesse to

them was reputed the paper Amphitheatricke, which name
was giuen vnto it of the place where it was made.
2. Rising all round like the rows of seats in an

amphitheatre.
nSii FUSELI Lect. Art v. (1848) 464 The disposition is

amphitheatric, the scenery a spacious hall. 1850 B. TAYLOR
Eldorado xxxi.i, 1862 1 317 The town and itsamphitheatric hills.

A:mphithea trical, a.
[f.

as prec. + -AL!.]
1. Of or pertaining to an amphitheatre ; performed

in an amphitheatre.
1607 TOPSELL Serpents (1653! 783 The amphitheatricall

fights of the Romans. 1654 GAYTON Festiv. A'otesi\.y.x\. (T.i

Amphitheatrical gladiatures. 1752 HUME Polit. Disc. x. 165
Who can read the accounts of the amphitheatrical enter-

tainments without horror? 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 470 Games
of the circus or amphitheatrical shows.

2. Resembling an amphitheatre (in situation).
1724 DE FOE, etc. TonrGt. Brit. (1769)11.292 It lies in a great

Valley, surrounded with an amphitheatrical View of Hills.

1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xix. 11873) 439 Valleys and great
amphitheatrical depressions. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ It.

Jrnls. II. 74 Amphitheatrical ranges of wooden seats.

A:mphith.ea*tricallyf
adv.

[f. prec. + -LY*.]
After the manner of the ascending rows of seats in

an amphitheatre.
1716 To^.vn Talk No. 4 (1790) 41 Seats for the audience

amphitheatrically built. 1881 Chr. Treas. 434 Beyond the
white walls of the Seraglio . . rise amphitheatrically . . the
houses of Stamboul.

Amphithere^'mfiiJ^-i)' Pafaont* [ad. mod.L.

amphitherium (also in Eng. use), i. Gr. d/t</>/

both, on both sides + Orjpiov a beast ;
in reference

to its disputed position in the animal series.] An
extinct genus of small opossum-like quadrupeds,
found in the Oolite.

1859 OWEN Classif. Mammalia 55 The nearest living ana-

logue to the amphitheres . . of our oolitic strata. 1864
PowerofGod 50 The marsupial analogues ofthe amphitheria.

Amphi'toky. [f. Gr. dft$i both -f -TOK-OS bring-

ing forth + -Y.] 'The production in Parthenogenesis
of both male and female forms.* Syd. Soc. Lex.

Amphitropal (tfemfrta9p&l)f
a, Bot. [mod. f.

Gr. a/jLtpi on both sides, about + -rpoir-os turning -f

-AL 1
. Cf. mod.Fr. amphitrope] Of an embryo :

So curved as to have both apex and radicle presented
to the hilum.

1847 in CRAIG. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 64 Portulaccx
. , ovules 2 or more . . amphitropal, ascending.

Auiphitropous (mfrtn?p3s), a, Bot. [f. as

prec. + -ous.] = prec.
1841 LINDLEV Eletn, Bot. 55 When [the ovule is] attached

by its middle, so that the foramen is at one end and the
base at the other, it is amphitropom. 1870 HOOKER Stud.
Flora 47 Frankeniacex . . ovules . . amphitropous with the

micropyle below.

t A'mpbitype. Obs. [f. Gr.d^'both+TUTrosa
stamp.] A photographic process, producing both

negative and positive portraits at once.

1844 HL'NT Man. Photogr. 64 Sir John Herschel, at the

meeting of the British Association at York . . says . .

'
I have

designated the process thus generally sketched out, by the
term "

Amphitype"; a name suggested by Mr. Talbot.'

|| Amphitryon (arnfrtri^h). [From the com-

edy of Moliere, in which Amphitryon (foster-father
of Hercules) gives a great dinner.] A host, an
entertainer to dinner.

[Moi.iKRE Amphitryon in. v, Le veritable Amphitryon est

1'Amphitryon oil Ton dine.] 1862 AID Cnrr of Carlyon \.

1 13 He excused himself, when . . asked . . to dinner ; and . .

the would-be Amphitryon had pride enough not to renew
the invitation. 1878 LADY HERBERT Htibners Round the

World II. ii. 521 My noble amphitryon made me sit down.

Amphivorous (acmfvvoras), a. [f. Gr.d/*<pi both

+ L. -vortis devouring, eating ; cf. omnivorous]
Eating both animal and vegetable food

;
omni-

vorous.
a 1870 MAPOTHER.4Mw./

>

Ay$. 6 Animals, according to their

food, may be divided into herbivorous, like the cow; carni-

vorous, like the lion ; and amphivorous, like man.

Amphodarck (trai&UUk}. Gr. Ant. [ad. Gr.

iif^<pobapx-f}^, f. a/w^oSo^ a quarter of a town, orig. a

block of nouses surrounded by streets + -a/j^miler.]
One exercising authority over a quarter of a town.

1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 502 The new town [Jeru-

salem] was divided [by Hadrian] into seven quarters, each
directed by an amphodarch.

Amphodelite (a^mffdnait). Min. [a. Ger.

amphodelit (1832), formed, according to Dana, on

Gr. &fuj>i on both sides + o56A-(5s = o/3eA-os a spit +

-ITE.] A variety of Anorthite found in Finland.

1868 DANA Min. 338.

|| Amphora (armfora). PI. -ae. [L., ad. Gr. d/<-

(/>opevr, shortened from dp<f>upopfvst
f. d/i^>i on both



AMPHORE.
sides + ifropfvs bearer, f. <l>(p-fii> to bear, descriptive
of its two handles.]
1. Cl.Antiq. A two-handled vessel, ofvariousshape,

Used by the ancients for holding wine, oil, etc.

c 1465 Rk. Quintess. 5 Putte it into a glas clepid amphora,
with a long necke. 1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery (1858) I. 35
The amphoras or two-handled vases in the collections of the

Museum. 1879 J. YOUNG Ceram. Art 24 Amphorae the

Greek two-handled, oval-bodied vases with pointed base,

which have been found wherever Greek commerce extended.

2. A liquid measure, containing, with the Greeks,

about 9 gallons ; with the Romans, containing
6 gals. 7 pts., and also called quadrantal.
1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (167$ 54 A horn brought

out of India to Ptolemy the second, which received three

Amphoraes of water. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v. ,
The

Attic Amphora was one third part bigger than the Italic.

1820 MAIR Tyro's Diet. (.ed. 10) 5 Amphoralis, containing
an amphora or rundlet.

3. Bot. Sometimes applied to the lower or per-

manent part of the capsule called pyxidium, which

remains attached to the flower stalk in the form

of an urn, as in Hyoscyamus.
1821 S. GRAY Arr. Brit. PL I. 184 Amphora, the lower

valve [of the pyxis] attached to the peduncle. 1880 GRAY
Bot. Text-bk. 395 Amphora . . the lower part of a pyxis.

f Amphore. Obs. Also 4 amfore, amfer. [a.

Fr. ainphore, ad. L. AMPHORA, now in Eng. use.]

1. = AMPHORA i.

1381 WYCLIF Zech. v. 6 This is an amfer, or a vessel that

sum men clepen a tankard. 1388 i Sam. i. 24 An am-

fore, ether a pot of wyn.
2. = AMPHORA 2.

1382 WYCLIF Dan. xiv. 2 There weren spendid in it by alle

days . . fourty sheep, and of wijn sixe amphoris. 1601 HOL-
LAND Pliny (1634) I. 405 The same Vine yeeldeth one yeare
with another a dozen Amphores of good new wine yearely.
Ibid. 259 To euery Amphore, (*. which containeth about

eight wine gallons) they put one hundred pound and a halfe.

Amphora! (armforal), a. [ad. L. ampkoral-is,
f. amphora : see -AL1

.] Of, pertaining to, or resem-

bling an amphora.

custom to keep the wine.*

Amphoric (imfp'rik), a, [ad. mod.L. amphoric-
us, f. amphora : see -ic. Cf. mod.Fr. aiitpliorique."]

1. Of the character of an amphora, rare'.
2. Med. Like the sound produced by blowing or

speaking into an amphora, or other large vessel

with small mouth, as in amphoric resonance, cough,

echo, voice, etc.

W. HOLMES Stethoscope Song in foetus 274
took their turn to hear; 'Amphoric buzzing,' said all the

five. 1877 ROBERTS Handlk. Med.l. 385 The percussion-
note is . . of tubular or even amphoric quality.

Amphoricity (semfori-stti). [f. prec. + -ITY.]

The quality of being amphoric ; the condition in

which an amphoric resonance is heard.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Amplioteric (oemfote'rik), a. rare~. [f. Gr.

a/jupuTip-os both, compar. of d^<u+ -1C.] Partaking
of both characters ; neutral, neither acid nor alkaline.

1849 in SMART. 1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Ample, obs. form of AMPUL.

Ample (se'mp'l), a. [a. Fr. ample : L. atnpl-us

large, capacious, abundant. Compared ampler, -st,

also with more, i/iosf.~\

1. Extending far and wide ; broad, wide, spacious.

(Now always eulogistic : Abundantly, excellently

wide.) a. of large superficial dimensions.

1548 HALL Hen. VIII, an. 31 (R.1 All busshes and fyrres
cutte downe, and a large and ample wave made. 1605
SHAKS. Lear \. i. 82 This ample third of our faire Kingdome.
1667 MILTON /'. L. vm. 258 And gazed a while the ample
sky. 1751 GRAY Elegy >C\\\, But knowledge to their eyes her

ample page . . did ne'er unroll. 1769 ROBERTSON Charles V,
1 1. II. in The order acquired ample possessions in every
catholic country. 1814 BYRON Corsair m. xv, And ampler
canvass woos the wind from high. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. 179
The depths of some ample and ancient forest.

b. of the wide range of an action.

1485 CAXTON C/ias. the Gt. 214 To gyue hym bataylle more

ample & large. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, \. ii. 226 There wee'l sit,

Ruling in large and ample Emperie. 1815 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles
VI. vii, This ample right o'er tower and land Were safe in

Ronald's faithful hand. 1837 DISRAELI Venetia i. xi. (1871)

53 At one ample swoop.
2. Of large capacity or volume, roomy, capacious ;

copious.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. m. xi. 49 All the people in that ample

hous. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. iii. 14 Now and then an ample
tear trill'd down Her delicate cheek. 1718 POPE Iliad n. 10

To Agamemnon's ample tent repair. 1815 SOUTHEY Rod-
crick III. 192 Where Minho rolled its ampler stream. 1847
J. WILSON Chr.North(i^-j}\l. 13 All assembled in the ample
kitchen. 1857 H. REED Brit. Poets v. 170 A high patriotic
fervour kindling and filling each true and ample heart.

3. Of things immaterial : Large in extent or

amount, extensive, abundant, excellent.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. xiii. 42 Ther is ynough here of tofore

made ample mencion. 1542 HENRY VIII Declar. in Compl.
Scotl. 196 The ambassadours . . vpon pretence to send for a
more ample and larjre commission . . obteined a delay. 1611

3HAKS. ly'int. T, iv. iv. 415 He has his health, and ampler
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strength, indeede, Then most haue of his age. 1756 KunKE
I'init. Xat. Soc. Wks. I. 16 A very ample and very pleasing
subject for history. 1850 LONGF. Sonnet, Leaving us heirs to

amplest heritages Of all the best thoughts of the greatest

sages. 1858 NICALE Bern, de Morlaix 20 The fouler was the

error, The sadder was the fall, The ampler are the praises Of
Him Who pardoned all.

4. csp. Large enough to satisfy all demands, abun-

dant, full, complete.
1593 tr. juntas on Rev. xxi. 10 A type of that Church

which is one, ample, or Catholike. 1671 J. WEBSTER Mttitl*

logr. i. 15 Doth give most ample and full satisfaction. 1719
YOUNG Revenge I. i, I . . groan'd for an occasion Ofample ven-

geance. 1770 Jitnins Lett. xli. 208 Ample justice has been
done. iSzoW. I RvlNG.S">vVfV/z Bk. 1.40 She had, it is true,no for-

tune, but that ofmy friend was ample. 1834 HT. MARTINEAU
Detnerara vi. 66 The ample provision of meat, bread and

vegetables he had stored at hand. 1825 MACAULAY Milton,
Ess. (1851) I. 17 Ample apologies indeed for 15 years of per-
secution. 1849 Hist. ling. I. 43 Ample securities had
been provided against despotism.
b. Hence, Liberal, unsparing, unstinted.

1536 LATIMER ist Serin, bef. Convoc. I. 33 He . . givetb unto
us in most ample wise his benediction. 1607 SHAKS. Timon t.

i. 45 A man, Whom this beneath world doth embrace and

hugge With amplest entertainment. 1738 WESLKY Hymn
' To Thee, O Lord,' iv, With ample Blessings still reward
The labour of your Love. 1846 KEBLE Lyra Innoc. 11873*

48 Till He with ampler grace their youthful hearts endow.

5. Of a writing or speech : Treating of matters

at full length ; copious.
1592 tr. Juntas on Rev. i. 5 A most ample and grave com-

mendation of Christ first from his offices. 1623 B. JONSON
in Shaks. Cent. Praise 147 Am I thus ample to thy Booke,
and Fame? 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals t. iii. 67 An ampler

description, to satisfie . . the curiosity of the Reader. 1771
FRANKLIN Antebiog. Wks. 1840 I. 39 The Governor gave me
an ample letter. 1807 CRAKHI: Xc-^sp. 316 That ample list

the Tyburn herald gives. 1833 I. TAYLOR t'aiiat. vi. 179 The

subject . . well deserves more ample treatment.

f 6. (\aas\-adv. Ol>s.

1549 Compl. Scott, xiv. 116 Send aneof thy maist familiaris,

to communicat mair ample of this byssynes. 1607 SHAKS.

Tin/on i. ii. 136 You see, my Lord, how ample y' are belou'd.

7. Comb, in synthetic adjs., as ample-eyed, etc.

1624 CHAPMAN Hymn lo Hermes 11858' 52 Apollo's ample-
foreheaded herd. 1790 COWPKR Iliad I. 711 Him answered

then the goddess ample-eyed.

t A'mple, amply, '<-' Obs. rare. [a. OFr. am-

pli-er, amplc-cr, ad. L. amflid-re to make ample.]
= AMPLIATE, AMPLIFY.

1413 LVDG. I'ylgr. So-.ule v. vi. 11859! 77 An huge assemble

..ben comen..'for to amplye this feste with ioye. 1533
UELLKNDENE Lh-y iv. 11822) 312 Thare power is ekit and

amplit ilk day mair and mair.

t Ample'Ct, v. Olis. [ad. L. amplect-i to em-

brace, clasp, i.atub- about +flcct-cre to plait, twine.]

To embrace, clasp ;
= AMPLEX.

1525 State Papers Hen. VIII, V. 417 If this matier . . shuld

not be duely amplected, embraced and folowed. 1542 BECON
Cliristm. Bang. 11843! 66 With how valiant courage should

we amplect and embrace virtue \ 1612 WOODALL Surf. Mate
Wks. 1653, 401 To bestride the limb to be amputated; and

to amplect the member. 1657 TOMI.INSON Kenan's Disp. 258
And with many involutions amplect them like Briony.

A'mpleiiess. arch. [f.
AMPLE a. + -NKSS.]

1. Of extension inspace: Largeness, breadth, extent.

1553-87 FOXE A. % M. (15961 150/1 To defend and conserue

fullie and wholie in all amplenesse . . all the lands. 1635

PAGITT Christianogr. i. ii. 11636) 36 The Protestants in

strength and amplenesse of Territorie much exceed the

Papists. 1652 NKEDHAM tr. Selden's Marc Cl. 16 The Sea

. . for the ampleness and extreme distance thereof from the

Land was not possible to bee governed. Mod. A skirt of

greater ampleness.
2. Of things immaterial: Extent, greatness, magni-

tude, grandeur.
1570 DEE Math. Przf. 13 A Science of such dignitie and

amplenes. 1692 SOUTH Stria, to Mayor ft Aid. Pref. (1697)

I. 43 The Ampleness of the Body you represent. 1762 B.

STILLINGFLKET tr. Linnxus' Oration in Misc. Tracts^ 4

Whether i consider the ampleness of the place, or the dig-

nity of the audience.

3. Sufficiency for its purpose, completeness, full-

ness.

1566 T. STAPLETON Ret. Untr. Je-.vel iv. 87 The greatnesse

and amplenesse of the worke. 1607 HIKRON in-s. I. 72 The

largenesse and amplenesse of the word of God extending
and stretching it selfe to all the spirituall occasions of all

God's people. 1668 PEPYS Diary 6 Apr., The ampleness of

his revenge. Mod. The ampleness of the apology.

4. Copiousness, fullness, diffuseness.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Re-,'. I. 429 The ampleness of his

diction oftener results from throng of thought than plenty

t Ample'X, v. Obs. [f. L. amplcx- ppl. stem of

ainplcct-i: see AMPLECT.] To embrace ;
= AMPLECT.

1543 T. BASIL in Strype Eecl.Mcm. I.I. 1. 383 How many

adjoyning bushes, amplexing and implicating them.

Amplexatile (semple-ksatil\ a. Bot. [a. mod.

Fr. amplexatile, f. L. amplexat- : see next, and cf.

versatile] An epithet applied by L. C. Richard

to a radicle that envelops the embryo.
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Amplexation (ormpleksJ'Jan'). rare. [n. of

action f. L. amplexat- ppl. stem of amplexa-ri to

embrace, as if ad. L. *amptexatidn-em^\
fl. Embracing. Obs,

AMPLICATIVE.

1615 Br. HALL Contempt, iv. xxxiii. (1833) 517 An humble
amplexation of those sacred feet.

2. Surg.
' A method of treating fracture of the

clavicle.' Syif. Soc. Lex.

Amplexicaudate (semple-ksiikg-d^t), a. En/.

[mod. f. L. ainplex-us embrace + cauda tail + -ATE.]

Having the tail entirely enveloped in the inter-

femoral membrane. (Said of certain insects.)

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Amplexicaul (imple-ksikl), a. fiot. [ad.
mod.L. amplexicanl-is (Linn.1, f. ainplex-us em-

brace, embracing + canlis stem.] Embracing or

clasping the stem ; said of sessile leaves, the hollow

base of which clasps the stem.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. 187 Amplexicanl, embracing the

stalk. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Hot. 284 The Screwpine Tribe
.. Leaves imbricated, in three rows, .amplexicaul. 1851 RICH-

ARDSON Geol. vii.203 Amplexicaule, stem-clasping, as in many
umbelliferous plants. 1881 Gard. Chr. No. 413. 685 Leaves

tapering at the base into a short broad amplexicaul stalk.

Aiuplexicauline (a;mple:ksi|kg'bin), a. Bot.

[f.as prec.; assimilated in form to C.u LINE.]
-
prec.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Amplexifoliate, having amplexi-
canline leaves.

Amplexifoliate (ample:ksi|fju'li|et), a. Hot.

[f.
mod.L. amplexifolitis (f. amplex-us embracing +

folium leaf) after I,, foliat-iis, leaved.] Having
leaves which clasp the stem.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Ample'xion. 0/>s. [a. ?Fr. amplcxion, n. of

action i. L. amplex- (see AMPLECT}, as if ad. L.

*aniplc.\idn-ent^\ Embracing.
1474 CAXTOS Clicsse 16 The amplexions . . of her husbond.

t A'mpliate, '. Obs.
[f.

L. amflidt- ppl. stem

of amflid-re to widen, f. ainpl-ns AMPLE. Fix-ceded

in use by AMPLE v. from Fr.] To enlarge, extend,

increase in si/e, amount, or dignity; to amplify.

1513 HRADSHA\V St. \\'erburge (1848) 148 Kyng Marius . .

amphat and walled strongly Chestre cite. 1548 UOALL, etc.

IZrasm. Faraphr. (1551! I. 206 Others would ampliate and
enriche theyr natiue language with moe vocables. 1643

JESSOP Angel of F.ph. 57 The Bishops power came after-

wards to be ampliated. 1684 tr. BonefsMerc. Comfit, xi.

385 To ampliate and open the passages of the Messentery.
1686 GOAD Cetest. Bod. n. xiv. 341 So ampliating the Serene

Day preceding by an Illustrious Close.

A'mpliate, ppl. a. \^A..~L.ainplidt-tts: see prec.]

'Enlarged or dilated.' Gray Hot. Text-bk. 1880.

t A'mpliated, ///. a. Ol>s. [f. AMPLTATE v. +

-Eli.] Enlarged, amplified.
1553 87 Fox .-/. <y M. 1173 (IO Confessions, cases reserued,

restricted or ampliated for our gaine. 1653 GAUuiiN Ilia-asp.

92 In ways of ampliated communion, and Catholike corre-

spondencies . . by Synods and General Councils.

t A'mpliating,"V. sl>. Obs. [f.
.is prec + -ixui.]

Enlarging, amplifying.
1541 F.I.YOT linage GtK't. 2 Almost fatigate with the longe

studie about the correctyng and amphatyng of my Diction-

arie. 1678 CUDWORTH Intcll. Syst. 695 That besides this

Power of Compounding things together, the . . Soul hath also

another Ampliating, or Increasing and Improving Power.

Ampliation (sempHi^i'jsn). arch. Also 6

-iaeion, -yacion. [a. Fr. ampliation, ad. L. amplia-

tion-em, n. of action f. amplid-re : see AMPLIATE z 1

.]

1. Enlarging, extending ; amplification.
1509 HAWES Past. 1'teas. viu. xi, Wyth amplyacion more

connyng to get, By the laboure of inventyfe busynes. 1630
LORD Banians 86 Meditating unjust ampliations of govern-
ment. 1671 GREW Anat. Plants i. iv. 19 (1682' 33 The due

spreading and ampliation of a Tree or other Plant. 1726
AYLIKFE Parerg. 157 Odious Matters admit not of an Am-

pliation, but ought to be . . interpreted in the mildest sense.

a 1857 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic (18661 1 1. App. 273 This quan-

tity IKxtensionl alone admits of ampliation or restriction.

2. That which is added in the process of enlarging ;

an enlargement or extension.

1590 Swism-RN Testaments 191 b, Which conclusion is

accompanied with no smal traine of ampliations 8: limita-

tions. 1624 BEDELL Lett. iii. 71 A long compasse of a sen-

tence . . with I know not how many ampliations and alterna-

tiues. 1671 GRKW Anat. Plants i. iv. (1682) 29 The Skin of

the Leaf, is only the ampliation of that of the Branch.

3. Law. Deferring of judgement till a case has

been more fully examined.

1656 BLOL-NT Glossogr., Ampliation, a deferring or pro-

longing of Judgment or Trial, till the Cause be better cer-

tified. <ii6i HOLYDAY JtK'caal (16731 244 Which delay of

the cause was called ampliation. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais

Ampliative (;e'mplietiv), a. Logic, [f. L. ani-

pliat- i^see
AMPLIATE v .' + -IVE.] Having the func-

tion of enlarging or extending a simple conception,

or adding to what is already known.

1842 ABP. THOMSON Laws of Th. 81. (i86o> 142 Judgments
which attribute to the subject something not directly implied

in it, have been called ampliative, because they enlarge or

increase our knowledge. 1851 SIR W. HAMILTON Disc. 273

Philosophy . . is a transition from absolute ignorance to

science, and its procedure is therefore ampliative.

t A-mplicative, a. Obs. rare-*, [f. med.L.

amplicat- ppl. stem of amplicd-re = amplia-re +

-IVE.] Characterized by increase or extension.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions ofMind v. iv. 271 The rootes and

groundes whereupon amplicative perswasions must be built.



AMPLIFICATE.

t A'mplificate, v. Obs.-
[f. L. amplijicat-

ppl. stem of amplifud-re : see AMPLIFY.] 'To
amplify, augment, or enlarge.' Bailey 1731 ; J. etc.

Amplification (a-mplifikt'ijan). Also 6 -cion.

[ad. L. amplification-cm, n. of action f. amplijicd-
re : see AMPLIFY and -TION.] The action of am-
plifying, extending or enlarging.
1. Of things material : Enlargement. Also cotter.

that which is added, or causes enlargement.
1546 LANCLEY Pol. Verg. De Invent, vi. iii. 1 16 b, The pre-

seruacion and amplificacion of fruictes, ordeyned for y- sus-
tenaunce of man. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 560 This am-
plification or inlargement hapneth because al the spirits doe
assemble themselues vnto the eye which is open.

P. THOMPSON Exerc. (18421 1. 247 The reprinting and ampli-
fication of the 'Catechism on the Corn Laws.'
2. Of things immaterial : Augmentation in extent,

importance, significance, etc. Also concr. an en-

larged or extended representation.
1569 in Strype Ann. Rcf. I. liii. 567 That his studies and

labours . . might be . . to the glory of God, and the amplifi-
cation of the whole University. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq.,
A more full Amplification of his enormous Pride. 1687
Assur. Ahby Lands 133 The Pope sent an Amplification of
His Powers. 1874 SAYCE Comp. Fhilol. vii. 282 To regard
the dual as an amplification of the plural forms.

3. csp. Of words and phrases; Extension of mean-

ing. Amplification of (he Predicate, in Grammar,
^extension or enlargement of the predicate.
1551 ROBINSON Mores Utopia (1869^ 105 Those rules of

restrictions, amplifications and suppositions, verye wittelye
inuented in the small Logicalles. 1578 TIMME Calvin on
Gen. 195 This saying [in this generation] . . is added for

Amplification. 1656 HARDY Scrw. i John (1865) xxx. 185/2
An amplification of the proposition. 1870 SPURGEON Treas.

paviaxvv, i. I. 217 The intercession recorded in John xvii
j

is but an amplification of this cry.
4. Rhet. The extension of simple statement by all

such devices as tend to increase its rhetorical effect,
or to add importance to the things stated

; making !

the most of a thought or circumstance.
JS53 T. WILSON Rhet. 64 No one [figure] so muche help-

eth forwards an Oracion, and beautifieth the same with
suche delitefull ornamentes as dooeth amplificacion. 1651
HOBBES Rhet. (1840)438 An orator in praising, must also use

j

the forms of amplification. 1727 Por-K Art (if Sinking 89 !

Amplification . . is the spinning-wheel of the bathos, which
draws out and spreads it into the finest thread. 1829 I.

TAYLOR Enthus. viii. 191 Modern writers . . have expatiated i

with disproportionate amplification upon the corruptions.
5. The particulars by which a statement is ampli- l

fied or an account exaggerated; the amplified or

exaggerated statement itself.

1567 JEWEL Def. Apol. 104 (R.i By sutche amplifications
and outrage in speache, it would appe.ire, Christe were .

Peters vicare. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. 2 No amplifica-
tion at all, but a posit iuc and measured truth. 1779 JOHN-
SON L. /'., rope Wks. 1787 IV, 65 The essay [on Man]

j

abounded in splendid amplifications. 1841 T. TROLLOPE
,

West. France II. xxxiv. 166 To exercise the novices . . in

writing amplifications on the lives of the saints. 1869 PHIL-
,

LIPS V'csnv. i. 6 The story is given with amplifications by ,

Plutarch.

A'mplifica:tor. Ohs. rare*, [a. L. ampli-
fciitor, n. of agent f. amplifica-re : see AMPLIFY
and -TOR.] One who amplifies or enlarges.
1661 BOYLK Style Scripf. 190 These (oftentimes as Tedious

as Servile* Amplificators, with all their Empty Multiplicity
of Fine words.

Amplificatpry (se-mplifik^tm), a. rare- 1
.

[f. L. amplifiedtor (see prec.) + -Y.] Of the na-

ture of enlargement or extension.

1849 CUKETON Corp. Ignat. 316 The former [additions] are

principally illustrative or am pi ificalory.

Amplified (ae'mpli&id), ///. a.
[f. AMPLIFY v.

-f -En.]
1. Enlarged, extended, augmented, in space, ca-

pacity, fullness of particulars, dignity, etc.

1580 TUSSKR Hush. 159 The poynts of Huswifery . . newly
corrected and amplified. 1876 E. MELLOR Pricsth. viii. 393
The ' Kiss of Peace,' bears the following amplified title
'

or, England and Rome at one on the Doctrine of the Holy
Eucharist.'

2. Enlarged in representation, exaggerated.
1580 BARET Ah'. A 369 Words uttered by Hyperbole, am-

?
lifted words, Vcrba superlata. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. ii. 16,
haue beene The booke of his good Acts, whence men haue

read His Fame
vnparalell'd, happely amplified. 1865 Liv-

mQRamZM&f^ ii. 56 This hint, a little amplified, saved us
from the usual exactions.

Amplifier (ormplifaiioj). [f. next + -ER!.]
One who amplifies or enlarges.
1. One who enlarges, who adds to the extent,

capacity, or dignity of anything, arch.

1546 BALE Eng. Votaries n. (1550) 3 Y l

great cytie Rome,
wherof they were the fyrst amplyfyers. 1625 tr. Camdcn's
Hist. Eliz, iv. (1688) 536 The Queen was always both a
Favourer and an Amplifier of Essex his Honour.
2. One who enlarges or expands a statement or

narrative ; also, an exaggerator.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadiadfo?) 121 Dorilaus could need no

amplifiers mouth for the highest point of prayse. 17*7 POPE
Art of Sinking 89 There are amplifiers, who can extend
half a dozen thin thoughts over a whole folio. 1857 GLAD-
STONE Oxf. Ess. 28 All the reasonings . . of the amplifiers.

3. A lens which enlarges the field of vision.

291

1866 Jntcll. Obscrv. No. 54. 419 An achromatic concave
amplifier.

Amplify (ae-mplifai), v. [a. Fr. amplifie-r, f. L.

amplijlca-rc to enlarge (cf. amflijic-us), (. ampl-us
large +fic- =fac- make: see -FY.] gen. To make
large ;

in space, amount, capacity, importance, or

representation.
1 1. To enlarge or extend in space or capacity. Obs.
I43z-5otr. Higden d865> I. ni Aelya..whom he ampli-

fiede with more circuite of walks. 1576 LAMBARDE Peramfr.
Kent 1 18261 379 Havingamplified the buildings. I636DACRK.S
MachiaveCs Disc. I. Table, Republiques have taken three
particular courses to amplify and inlarge their states.

t 2. To augment in volume or amount. Obs.
1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676)984 A continual reading of all

sorts of good Authors . . to amplifie his collections. 1626
BACON Sylva 140 All concaves that proceed from more
narrow to more broad do Amplify the sound at the Coming
out.

f3. To increase or augment (a number). Obs. rare.
'593 FALE Dialling 27, I amplifie 46226 the Sine thereof

by the whole Sine.

1 4. intr. (rejl.) To become larger. Obs. rare.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso x. xxxiii. 186 Strait was the way at

first . . But further in did further amplifie.
5. To extend or increase (anything immaterial)

in amount, importance, dignity, etc.

1549 COVERDALE_ Erasm. 1'araphr. Phil. \. ii In amply-

fy

MANTON Serin. Ps. cxlx. Wks. 1872 VIII. 9 This wisdom is

amplified, by comparing it with the wisdom of others. 1767
T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Prmi. Mass. Bay iii. 329 The house
discovered . . a desire to amplify their jurisdiction. 1838
SIR W. HAMILTON Lnf. iii. (1866) I. 44 Logic cannot extend,
cannot amplify, a science by the discovery of new facts.

6. To enlarge (a story or statement) by telling it

more diffusely or fully, or by adding fresh details,

illustrations, or reflections
; to expand ; make

much of.

a 1400 Chester Plays Proem. 4 And you, worthy mar-
chantes . . Amplifye the storie of those wise Kinges three.

1594 PLAT Jcwcll-to. i. 3 To amplifie the same by some of
those manifest experiments. 1625 COOKE Pope Joan in
Hart. Jlfisc. (Malh.) IV. 34 You know. .how he amplifies
every point, and sets it out with all the circumstances. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Amplification, Instead of saying
merely, that Turnus died, he amplifies his death. 1879 C.
GRIKIF. Life of Christ Ii. 602 A parable, which I amplify,
fur its clearer understanding.
7. intr. To make additional remarks

; to speak
largely in many words

;
to lay oneself out in dif-

fusion
; to enlarge, expatiate, or dilate, a. simply.

. '59 GREENE Never too Late (1600) 12 He tooke his Bible
in his hand, whereupon leaning his arme, he amplified thus.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. iii. 192 In his discourses. .

he would amplifie so much, he would often lose his way.
1751 WATTS Imprmi. Mind 11801) 35 Where he is too brief
and concise, amplify a little. 1879 G. SCOTT I.ect. Archit.
I. vi, When I wished to amplify, I have done so by notes.

b. with on, upon. arch.

1692 R. L'EsTRANGE Josefhas xi. (1733) 412 While he was
amplifying upon the Story of his good Fortunes. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. 185, I. .am the less solicitous
. . to amplify upon the contents of either. 1808 SCOTT
Marm. iv. Introd., Not even that clown could amplify, On
this trite text, so long as I.

8. To enlarge (a thing) in representation ; to mag-
nify, exaggerate, make too much of.

1361 T. N(ORTON) Cah'in's Inst. \. 23 The Prophet . . doth
amplifie ye madnesse of them. 1589 Bp. COOPER Admon. 9
Thus odiously to amplifie and paint foorth their discredite.

1619 Let. in Kngl. q Germ. (Camd. Soc.) I, The amplifying
of the number of the horsemen slayne. 1831 BRFWSTER
A at. Maffic iii. 46 The descriptions are neither heightened
by fancy, nor amplified by invention.

Amplifying (a;'inplifai|in), vbl. sl>. [f. prec. +
-iNGl.] The action of enlarging, extending, in-

creasing, exaggerating, etc. (Nowmostlygerundial.)
I5S3 T. WILSON Rhct. 7 To the encrease and amplifying of

his honour. 1589 Br. COOPER Admon. 89 Much amplifying
of small offences. 1619 [See AMPLIFY 8.] 1655 GOUGE
Comm. Hcb. ii. 6, 152 The excellency of Christ's humane
nature : in amplifying whereof, he continueth to the end of
this chapter. 1765 R. LOWTH Let. Warburtmi 86 He sets
out with a formed design of amplifying his subject.

Amplifying (a-mplifaiiin), ///. a. [f. as prec.
+ -ING2.] Enlarging, magnifying.
"867 J. HOGG Microsc. i. ii. 40 An amplifying lens . . by

which the field of view is enlarged.

Amplitude (x-mplitiud), [a. Fr. amplitude,
ad. L. amplitude, -incm, breadth, f. ampl-us : see
AMPLE and -TDDE.] The quality of being ample.
1. Extension in space, extent, largeness ; chiefly,

width, breadth.

1599 NASHF. Lenten Stuffe (1871) 81 It cuts out an Island
of some amplitude. 1671 GREW Anat. Plants I. i. (1682) q

Growing to a three-four-five-fold amplitude above their pri-
mitive size. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. i. xv. (1865) 121 An am-
plitude of form and stature, answering to her mind. 1833
CHALMERS Constit. Man (1835) I. v. 208 Throughout the

amplitudes of savage and solitary nature.

2. Of things immaterial : Width, breadth, full-

ness
; copiousness, abundance.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. 2 (1873) 76 All works are
overcommen by amplitude of reward . . and by the conjunc-
tion of labours, 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 248 The ampli-
tude of that Jurisdiction to which they belong. 1794 PALEV
Nat. Theol. xxvi. (1879) 412 It is in those things. . that the

amplitude of the Divine benignity is perceived. 1850 LYNCH

AMPLY.
Thcoph. Trin. viii. 138 The blue of day shall image for us
the amplitude of the divine charity. 1864 Sat. Rev. 31 Dec,

813/2 [He] arrays all the facts before the reader in their

original amplitude.
3. Of mental capacity : Breadth, wide range.
1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 48 Az for the Amplitude of his

Lordship's mynde. (11651 J. SMITH Select Disc. ix. iii.

(1821) 423 Religion . . does work the soul into a true and
divine amplitude. 1746 HERVEY Medit. $ Contempt. (1818)
139 The amplitude of a generous heart. 1814 GARY Dante,
Par. x. no Endowed With sapience so profound .. That
with a ken of such wide amplitude No second hath arisen.
1828 MACAULAY Hal/am, Ess. I. 52 His mind is . . distin-

guished by the amplitude of its grasp.
4. Excellence, dignity, grandeur, splendour.
J549 Compl. Scotl. 2 jour honorabil amplitude of verteouse

dignite incressis daly. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. i. 10 This
was conceived to conduce to the state and amplitude of
their Empire. 1660 R. COKE Power $ Sntj. 180 To the
greater amplitude and glory of God. 1834 FOSTER Pop.
Igiwr. 456 Religion, believed and felt, is the amplitude of
our moral and intellectual nature.

5. Astr. The space by which a celestial body
rises wide of due east, or sets wide of due west ;

its angular distance at rising or setting from the
eastern or western point of the horizon.
When reckoned from the eastern and western points as

shown by the compass, the Amplitude is Magnetic.
1627 SMITH Seaman's Grttrri. xv. 83 To obserue the.. Ampli-

tude. 1658 PHILLIPS s.v., The Amplitude of the Sun and Stars
is an Arch of the Horizon, comprehended between the true
East and West Point of it, and the Center of the Sun,
Moon, or any Star, at its Rising or Setting. 1697 DAMPIER
I'oy. (1729) I. 531 Taking the Suns Amplitude mornings and
evenings. 1779 FORREST Voy. N. Guinea 107 To day found
the variation of the compass, by the medium of several am-
plitudes taken ashore. 1834 U. K. S. Nat. Phil. III. xiii.

256/2 Amplitude . . differs from the azimuth merely in being
counted from the east and west points, instead of from
north and south.

6. Extent of motion in space.
1880 DARWIN Mavem. Plants 3 The great sweeps made by

the stems of twining plants . . result from a mere increase in
the amplitude of the ordinary movement of circumnutation.
Hence a. in Gunnery, The range of a projectile.
1727-31 CHAMBERS Cycl., Amplitude of the range of a pro-

jectile denotes the horizontal line subtending the path in
which it moved.
b. csp. in Physics. Amplitude of a vibration: the

distance which an individual particle moves from
side to side in performing a complete vibration.

1837 BREWSTER Magnetism 222 The diurnal oscillations
have a small amplitude between the tropics. 1869 TYNDALL
Light 220 The intensity of the light depends on the dis-
tance to which the ether particles move to and fro. This
distance is called the amplitude of the vibration. The in-

tensity of light is proportional to the square of the ampli-
tude. 1876 BLASERMA Sound iii. 48 The loudness of a sound
is represented by the amplitude of the vibrations causing it.

t Ampli'vagant, a. 06s.~ [f. L. ampl-us
(see AMPLE) + vagant-em pr. pple. of vagdre to

roam.]
' That stretcheth far, or hath a large scope.'

Blount Glossogr. 1656.

Amplrvagous, a. Obs.~ [f. as prec. +
vag-us roaming + -ous.]

=
prec.

1731 in BAILEY.

Amply (armpli), adv. [f. AMPLE a. + -IT 2.]
In an ample manner.
1. Widely, broadly, extensively.
1600 CHAPMAN Iliad xv. 279 Before whom, amply-pac'd,

March'd Hector. 1755 Songs fy P. on Costume (1849) 237
Let it keep her bosom warm, Amply stretched from arm to
arm. 1859 CAPERN Bal. q Songs 7 1 A shady bonnet, Plaited,
brown, and amply broad.

2. Of things immaterial: To a great extent, in

large amount, largely.
X5S7 N. T. (Genev.) Ep. Ded. 4 The same promesse was

more amply renued to Abraham. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. # Cr. n.
iii. 203 His merit, As amply titled as Achilles is. c 1744
Parl. Bill'm Hanway Trav. (1762) I. v. Ixxi. 324 [He] shall
. . enjoy, all the . . privileges . . as largely, fully, and amply
.. as any other member. 1781 J. MOORE Italy (1790) I.

xxxvi. 382 To indulge our own curiosity very amply.
3. esp. With sufficient fullness to satisfy all de-
mands

; fully, abundantly.
1586 Ln. BURGHLEY in Ellis Orig. Lett. \. 219 III. 5 Naw

hath amply confessed. 1506 CHAPMAN Iliad v. 259 Amply-
wise Athenia. 1605 Loud. Prodigal l. i. 223 Whom, God
willing . . I will see amply satisfied. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl.
No. 162 F 8 He . . saw his care amply recompensed. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 227 The food taken from the

enemy would be amply sufficient. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule
x. 161 The prophecy was amply fulfilled.

b. Hence, Liberally, without stint.

1632 HEYWOOI) Iron Age I. n. i. 289 Priam . . Could not
afford Her god-head more applause, Then amply wee bestow
on Helena. 1667 MILTON P. L. vill. 362 So amply, and
with hands so liberal, Thou hast provided all things. 1714
Sped. No. 624 P 2 A Course of Virtue will in the End be re-

warded the most amply. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos II.

xxx. 319 He amply rewarded the faithful men who had
aided him.

4. With fullness of expression, copiously; at large.
1651 Hoimrs Leviathan iv. xlvi. 372 As I have elsewhere

more amply expressed. 1702 W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant
Ixiii. 234 The Prophet Ezekiel speaks also very amply of the

power of the Tyrians. 1741 H. WALPOLE Lett, to H. Mann
7 (1834) I. 23 Amply commented upon in Parliament. 1860
MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea x. 474 That such is the case . .

has been amply shown in other parts of this work.

Ampte, amte, obs. forms of ANT.

Amptman : see AMTMAN.



AMPUL
Ampul (as'mpwl). arch. Forms:

.; ampuilo, 3-6
ampulle, 4-olie, -olle, 5 ampole, -ull, 5-6 ample,
6 ampell, -ul, 7-8 ampoule, -oulle, (9 ampul).
[a. OFr. ampole, ampoule : L. ampulla (see next

word), now commonly used instead
; ampul hav-

ing been obs. since the Reformation, exc. as Fr.,

or as an ecclesiastical revival.]

fl. A small bottle or flask; a phial. Obs. in

general sense.

1205 LAY. 14993 J>a ampulle heo ut droh. Ibid. 19770 Six

ampullen [1*50 arnpulles] fulle. 1:1330 Ancr. K. 226 pe
tale of his ampuiles. a 1335 Afttr. fioin. 148 Boystes on
himsele he bare, And ampolies, als leche ware. 1474 CAX-
TON Chcsse in. v. G vj, An ample or a boxe with oynementis
in his lyft hand . . and by the ampole ben signefyed the
makers of pygmentaries.
2. esp. A vessel for holding consecrated oil, or

for other sacred uses. (In this sense ampulla is

now commonly used.)
1362 LANGL. P. PL A. vi. n An hundred of ampolles'on

his hat seeten. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 111/3 Thenne a
doue descended fro heueu whyche brought the crysine in an

ampull. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froissart I. ccclxix. 606 He
was sacred and anoynted, by tharchbysshop of Reynes,
with the holy ampell. 1536 in Antiq. Sarisb. 0771) 195 An
Ampul of chrystal. .containing a Toe of St. Mary Magdalene.
[1644 EVELYN DiarynS-zj) I. 108 The Monkes shew'd us the

Holy Ampoule. 1750 CARTE Hist. Eng. II. 643 The vial or

nmpoitlle kept at Reims. 1872 O. SHIPLKY Gfass. Eccl. Terms
394 Ampuls, standing transparent vials mounted in metals.]

II Ampirlla. J'l. -as. [L. ampulla a small nearly

globular flask or bottle, with two handles ;
of

doubtful derivation ; according to some f. amb-
about, or both + olla pot ; according to others, a
modified dim. of amphora quasi ampholla. Pre-

ceded in use by the adapted form AMPUL.]
1. Rom. Antiq. The ancient vessel mentioned above.
1398 TREVISA Bartft. De /'. R. xix. cxxviii. (1495) 933 Am-

pulla is a lytyll mesure of lycouTe and hath that name as it

were Amplabulla, a large bulle, and is lyke in roumtnesse to
bolk that comyth of the fome of water by entrynge of wynde.
1837 BIRCH Anc. 1'ottery (1858) II. 318 The ampulla, a kind
of jug, was used for bringing wine to table.

2. = AMPUL 2.

1598 STOW Siirv. (ed. Strype 1754) I. I. xx. 121/1 The
Ampulla or Eaglet of Gold, contained the holy oil. 1838
Coroti. Sen*, in Maskell Moil. Rit. Reel. Aug. III. 108 The
Dean of Westminster taking the Ampulla and spoon from
off the Altar, holdeth them ready, pouring some of the

Holy Oil into the Spoon, and with it the Archbishop anoint-
eth the Queen in the Form of a Cross. 1868 STANLEY
Westm. Ab, ii. 92 Busby carried the ampulla.
3. Biol. Any vessel shaped like the ancient am-

pulla ;
the dilated end of any vessel, canal, or duct

in an animal
; the spongiole of a root in plants.

1821 S. Grt^Arr. Brit. PL \.i^AnipnHx t Hollow globular
bodies found in the roots of some water-plants. 1845 Tool)
& BOWMAN Pkys. Anat. II. 74 Each semi-circular canal of
the osseous labyrinth of the ear is dilated .. into an ampulla
of more than twice the diameter of the tube. 1879 CALUI.K-
woou Mind <y Brain iii. 73 These enlarged spaces are known
as the ampul],!; of the canals.

Ampullaceous (oempjil^-Jas), a. [f. L. ampul-
lace-tis (f. ampulla) + -ous : see -ACEOUS. Cf. mod.
Fr. ampullae?."] Having the form or character of an

ampulla ; bottle-shaped, inflated, swelling.
1776 M. n.\ COSTA Conchol. 81 (Joo.) Ampullaceous, or bel-

lied. 1813 KIRBY & SPENCE EntotnoL (1843) 1. 98 It wounds
us with . . a simple incurved mucro terminating an ampulia-
ceous joint. 1880 GRAY Bot. Tcxt-bk. 395 Ampullaceous,
in the form of a bladder or short flask.

Ampullar (armpclai), a. [ad. mod.L. ampul-
Idr-is : see AMPULLA and -AB. (The L. was am-
pulldri-us, of which the Eng. ad. is ASIPULLAHY.)
Cf. Fr. ampullaire.] = AMPULLAKY.
1856 TODD & BOWMAN Phys.Anat. II. 74 Its ampullar ex-

tremity is close to that of the superior vertical canal. 1877
BURNETT Ear 129 Each of the canals has a dilated portion,
its ampullar enlargement.

Ampullary (se-mpiilari), a. [ad. L. ampullar i-

us : see AMPULLA and -ARY.] Of the form or cha-
racter of an ampulla.
1836-39 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. II. 531/1 There are thus

three ampullary dilatations.

Ampullate (se-mpykit), ///. a. [ad. med.L.

ampullat-us : see AMPCLLA and -ATE.] Furnished
with or shaped like an ampulla ; inflated, bellied.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. vii. 381 These glands are . .

aciniform, ampullate, aggregate, tubuliform, and tuberous.

A'liipu Hated, ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ED.] = prec.
1836 TODD & BOWMAN Phys. Anat. II. 82 The ampullated

extremity of each canal.

Ampulliforiu (*mpo-lif^im), a. [f. AMPULLA
+ -FOUM.] Flask-shaped, bulging, dilated.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 51 SHfii* c imica .. calyx iin.,
ampulliform. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 117 The ampulliform
ends of the semi-circular canals. 1881 BAKER in Jrnl. Lin. S,
XVIII. 273 Capsule ampulliform, glabrous.

Ampullosity (rempM^siti). rare- 1
, [f. med.

L. ampullos-us (see next) + -JTY.] Swollen or pre-
tentious inanity ; turgidity of language, bombast.
i88 BROWNING Ring ,f fik. IV. xn. 643 Didst ever touch

such ampollosity [after Ital.} As the man's own bubble?
t A-mpullous, a. Obs. [f. med.L. ampullos-us

turgid, inflated, f. ampulla a flask, also turgid talk.
Cf. It. ampolloso, in Florio 1598.] Boastful, vain-

glorious ; inflated, or turgid 'in language.
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i6aa PEACHAM Cotnpl. Gent. (1661) 42 That same ampullous
and scenical pomp, with empty furniture of phrase. 1656
BLOUNT

Glossogr,, Ampullons> pertaining to, or empty as a
bottle or such like vessel

; also proud, swelling, or gorgeous.

Ampus-and, ampussy: see AMPASSY.

Amputate (oe-mpi//^!), v.
[f.

L. amputat-
ppl. stem of avipiitd-re to cut off or away, f. ain-

=^amb- about +pittd-re to prune, lop.]
1. gen. To cut or lop off, e.g. the branches of

trees in pruning. Obs. exc. as a fig. use of 2.

1638 Penit. Conf, xii. (1657) 335 'Tis not impossible for a

Snick
and fruitful branch to be amputated and cut off. 1731

AILEY, Amputate, to cut off; in gardening, to lop or
prune. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. n. 268 The Government . .

finding this or that damaged part of the population, and im-
mediately amputating it for removal.

Hence, by specialization, the proper term for,
2. To cut off a limb or other part of an animal

body. Also absol.

1639 [See AMPUTATING.] 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. i. 19
Members amputated and divided from the Body. 1676 WJSK-
MAN Chirurg. Treat, vi. v, It was complained, that their

surgeons were too active in amputating fractured members.
1764 WOOLCOMB in Phil. Trans. LX. 97 It was not now
practicable to amputate. iBogWni.LiNGToN in Gen. Disp. IV
328 Paget . . was wounded in the right arm, which was ampu-
tated. 1826 H. COLERIDGE Six Months in W. Ind. 275 Two
. . sharks who would have amputated a baby's arm as soon
as looked at it.

Amputated (se-mpiwWted), ///. a.
[f. prec. +

-ED.] Cut off, as a limb, etc.

1713 CHESELDEN Anat. (1726) in. viii. 221 A limb that has
had part amputated. 1749 WESLEY Prin. Physic (1765) 38
This will stop the Uleeding of an amputated Limb. 1865
CARLYLE Fredk. Gf. II. vr. iii. 158 Lame of afoot, foot lately
amputated of two toes.

b. Jiff. Pruned, excised.

1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 66 An octavo edition of them
appeared in a very amputated and imperfect state.

Amputating (ce-mpi/^tin), vl>l. sl>. [f. as

prec. + -ING
'.] The action of cutting off

; ampu-
tation. (Mostly gerundial or altri/>.)

1639 WOOUALL in ReesCjv/. (1803) The amputating of any
member in the mortified part. 1775 Goocu in Phil. Trans.
LXV. 374 It was the best stumphe had evcrseen, which he
ascribed to the manner of amputating. 1856 KANE Arct.

Kxp. II. x.\v. 251 My amputnting-knives. 1883 WINSI.OI-: ni

Pall Afall G. 6 Apr. 4/2 The patient . . lay on the ampu-
tating table.

Amputation (sempiwt^jan). [ad. L. amputa-
tion-em (or a. Fr. amputation i6th c. in LitO, n.

of action f. ampnta-rc : see AMPUTATE.]
1. gen. A cutting or lopping off, as of branches

of trees in pruning ; also, the cut end. Obs. exc.

as fig. use of 2.

1611 COTGR., Amputation, An amputation, or cutting
away: or paring about; a ridding, or taking away. 1664
EVELYN Kal. Hort. (17291 204 Cover the wound or Amputation
with a Mixture of Bees-wax. 1727 POPE Art of Sinking
113 Von' luminary amputation needs [/. c. the candle needs

snuffing], 1813 MARSHALL Garden, viii. <ed. 5) 103 Some
amputations are necessary to help the sooner to new roots.

2. esp. The operation of cutting off a limb or

other projecting part of the body. Also attrib.
1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. 1653, 156 Amputation or

Dismembring is the most lamentable part of Chirurgery.
1646 Snt T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 1^7 The Amazones in the

amputation of their right breast. 1743 tr. Heistcrs Snrg.
345 Amputations ofthe Thigh. 1769 WHITE mPJril. Trans.
LIX. 40, I had sawn it off with a common amputation-saw.
1878 MARKHAM Gf. Frozen Sea xii. 172 Some of the frost-

bites were so severe as to render amputation necessary.

Q.fig. Excision, e.g. of words or sentences from
a speech or writing ; pruning, retrenchment.

1664 BUTLER Hndibr. n. i. 364 'Twas he. . Made those that

represent the nation Submit and suffer amputation. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 6 In her own words, without

amputation or addition. 1850 H. ROGERS Ess. II. iv. 188
The suppression or amputation of .sundry compound prepo-
sitions and conjunctions.

Amputator (armpu/t^tai). [a. L. *amputator,
n. of agent f. amputd-re : see AMPUTATE and -OR.]
One who amputates, lit. andy?^.
1810 COLERIDGE Friend \. vi. (i866t 26, I might . . have re-

ferred our hurrying enlighteners and revolutionary ampu-
tators to the gentleness of nature. 1882 PallMall G. 4 July
2 A successful amputator of dogs' tails.

tAmpU'te, v. Ot>s- [a. Fr. ampute-r(\f*'fa c ),

ad. L. amputd-re^\ = AMPUTATE. 1623 in COCKERAM.

|| Ampyx (x-mpiks). [Gr. a/.] A broad
band or plate of metal worn on the forehead of
ladies of rank among the Greeks (Fairholt) ; also,

the headband of horses.

Amrel, -te, obs. forms of ADMIRAL, -TY.

II Amrita (mrrta). Also Amreeta. [ad. S\r.

^?*|!T dmrita, dm'rta (
= Gr. a/*(0)/>OTO$) immortal,

f. a priv. + m'rta dead, f. nfr die. (The vowel is

erroneously lengthened in the anglicized adaptation
of Southey and Moore.)] Immortal, ambrosial.

(See Notes to Southey's Kehama xxiv. (1850) 626.)
iSto SOUTHEY Kehama xxiv, The Amreeta-cup of immor-

tality. 1815 MOORE Lt. Harem 333 The divine Amrita tree,
That blesses heaven's inhabitants With fruits of immortality.

Amry, obs. form of AMBRY.
t A'msel, amzel. Obs. or ? dial. [app. a. Ger.

amsel'. OHG. amisala, cogn. w. OE. 6slet now
ouzel.'] A name of the Blackbird and Ring Ouzel.

AMULET.
a 1705 RAY Synops. Mcth. Avium (1713! 65, Merula tor-

quata^ The Ring-Ouzel or Amzel. 1802 MONTAGU Ornith.
Diet. s.v. Blackbird, Amsel, a '

provincial' name. [Not in

any of the Glossaries of the Eng. Dial. Soc., and perhaps
only a dealer's adoption of the German name, erroneously
considered dialectal. Amsla became dsle in OE. in pre-
historic times.]

(I Amtman (a-mtman). Obs. Also 6-8 ampt-
man. [Ger. amtmann, OHG. ampahtman, i.

ampaht(i, Goth, andbahti service, ministry, charge,
f. andbahts : cf. AMBASSADE and AMBOHT.] One
in charge ; a bailiff, steward, magistrate, or officer

(in Germany, Netherlands, and Scandinavia).
1587 FLEMING Conf. Holinshed III. 337/1 Monsieur the

amp tman read the same oth to his highnes.se in French. 1709
Lond. Gaz. mmmmdlii/2 Monsieur Rosencrans . is made
Hailiff, or Ampttnan^ of the District of Copenhagen. 1863
BAKING-GOULU Iceland Introd. 35 Iceland is . . divided into
three amts. Over two of the amts is placed an Amtman, who
is subject to the Governor General.

Amty, obs. form of EMPTY.
Amuck (amp'k), a. and adv. ; also amock,
amok. [ad. Malay j^nl amoq adj.,

'

engaging

furiously in battle, attacking with desperate reso-

lution, rushing in a state of frenzy to the com-
mission of indiscriminate murder. . . Applied to

any animal in a state of vicious rage' ; Marsden

Malay Diet. Cf. AMOK^E v.~\

1. orig. adj. or sb. A name for a frenzied Malay.
(Found first in Pg. form amottco

t atmico.}

r
[(-1516 KARBOSA transl. by Ld. StanleyfHakl. Soc. 1866' 194

There are some of them [the Javanese] who . . go out into
the streets, and kill as many persons as they meet . . These
are called Amuco.] 1663 H. COGAN Pinto's Trar. 1. lyy
That all those which were able to bear arms should make
themselves Amoucos, that is to say, men resolved either to

dye, or vanquish. Ibid, Ixiv. 260 These same are ordinarily
called Amucos. 1772 COOK, l-'oy. (1790) I. 288 To run amock
is to get drunk with opium . . to sally forth from the house,
kill the person or persons supposed to have injured the

Amock, and any other person that attempts to impede his

passage.
2. To run amuck : to run viciously, mad, fren-

zied for blood. (Here amuck was orig. adj.)

1672 MARVKLL Reh. Transp. I. 59 Like a raging Indian. .

he runs a mucke (as they cal it there) stabbing every man
he meets. 1772 COOK Voy, 117901 L 289 Jealousy of the women
is the usual reason of these poor creatures running amock tor

amuck). 1833 SOUTHEY AVir'. Hist, fcng. I. 21 The same pitch
of fury which the Malays excite in themselves by a delete-

rious drug, before they run amuck. 1858 GEN. THOMPSON'
A ltdi Alt. Part. i. xxii. 81 If the laborious ox . . was seen . .

running amuck and sending man, woman and child to the

hospital by dint of horn or hoof. 1879 L. LINDSAY Mind in

Lower An. 45 Thus the running amok ^or amuck)., is a

peculiar form of human insanity.

3._/?^. \Vild or wildly, headlong or heedlessly.

(Very rarely with any other verb than run.) Const.

Off, at, against (with, of).

1689 HICKERINGILL Mothst Inq. i. 2 Running a Muck at

all Mankind. 1735 POPE Hor.Sat. n. i. 70 I'm too discreet
To run a muck, and tilt at all I meet. 1827 HAKE Guess.
Tr. Ser. i. (1873) 259 If we could banish our wits to grin
amuck with savages and monkies. 1859 THORKAU IValdcn
viii. 11863) "86, I might have run 'amok' against society,
but I preferred that society should run 'amok' against me.

1870 DISRAELI Lothair xxx. 145 Ready to run a muck with

any one who crossed him. 1880 W. R. SMITH in Manch,
Guard. 29 Oct., In their alarm they were determined to run
amuck of everything.

H It has been erroneously treated as muck sb.

1687 DHYDEN Hind <$ P. HI. 1188 And runs an Indian
muck at all he meets. 1824 BYRON Don Juan x. Ixix, Thy
waiters running mucks at every bell.

Amulet (ce'mi/71et). Also 5 amalett, arnlett,

7 amulete, -ett, ammulett, 8 amulette. [perh.
in I5th c., a. Fr. amtdctte ; but app. not in reg. use

till after 1600, when adapted from L. amitlettt/n

(Pliny), a word of unknown origin, which has been

conjecturally compared with mod. Arab. himdlaht

-at, lit.
* a carrier, bearer/ now applied infer alia to

a shoulder-belt or cord frequently used to secure a

small Koran or prayer-book on the breast, regarded
as an ' amulet' ;

but the history of this word shows
that the resemblance between it and L. amuletum
is purely fortuitous, and there exists no ground for

ascribing the latter to an Arabic origin.]
1. Anything worn about the person as a charm

or preventive against evil, mischief, disease, witch-

craft, etc. (The I5th c. instances are doubtful.)

[14^7 BOKENHAM Lyvys of Seyntys 151 Specyally for there

ladyis sake They baladys or amalettys lyst to make. 1481
Howard Hmisefi. Bks. 49 Item, for claspis and amlettes

\d.ob.\ 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) 1 1. 229 A countercharm

against ;ii witchcraft and sorceries which kind of defensa-

tiue is called properly Amuletum. 1605 CAMDEN Rent. (1657)

187 The onely amulet used in that credulous warfaring age.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 272 For amulets against

Agues wee use the chips of Gallowes and places of Execu-
tion. 1774 BRYANT Mythol. II. 445 Teraphim . . were lunar

amulets. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xxv. 523 A horn or

rude image is worn. . as an amulet.

1 2. Med. ' Sometimes also applied ... to all me-

dicines, whether internal or external, whose virtue

or manner of operation is occult.* Chambers. Obs.

i7i8QuiNcv Compl.Disp. 132 Some pretend it isan Amulet.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufp. t Amuletic m medicine, is used

by some writers for what is more freqaenUncalled an Amulet.
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3. fig. A preser\'ative, protection, or charm.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. in. xv. (1651) 140 He is our

Amulet, our Sun, our sole comfort and refuge. 1684 Lady's
Catt,\. ii. 8. 15 A better amulet against delusion then the

reading whole tomes of disputations. 1877 FARRAR Days of
Youth iii. 28 Righteousness will give you love. . but it will

not give you an invincible amulet against misfortune.
< Amuletic (remiwle'tik), a. and sb. Obs. rare.

[f. L. amulet-urn (see prec.) -* -ic, as if ad. L. *amu-

letie-it$^\ A. adj. Of or pertaining to amulets.

1775 in ASH.

B. sb. An amuletic medicine
;

one that was
believed to operate by occult means, or otherwise

than by its physical properties. Obs.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .Vw//., Amnletics are chiefly used of

late times to stop bleedings. Digby's sympathetic powder
is one of the principal Amuletics in cases of hemorrhages ;

and with many the ancora sacra.

t Anmrco'sity. Obs.- [f.
next + -iTY.] 'The

quality of lees or mother of anything.' J.

1731 BAU.EY, Antitrc&sityt
the having lees, dregginess.

Amurcous (amiJukas), a. ? Obs.~ [f. L.

amurca lees of oil, ad. Gr. a^iopyrj + -ous.]
' Full

of dregs, foul.' Ash 1775. (Also in mod. Diets.)

t Amvrrder, amu*rther, v. Obs. [In OE.

amyrdran, f. A- pref. i intensive 4 myrtiran to

MURDER. Cf. OHG. ermorden^\ To murder.
c 1000 CnnfsSec. /, '771*571 Bosw.) Dst man s amyrclred.

1203 LAV. 16147 Hafde alle heore ha?fdmen mid cniuen
amurSerd, 1297 R. GLOUC. 144 In fense of the lond, they
were amorthered so.

AmUSable (ami/?zab'l\ a. [a. Fr. anntsable :

see AMUSE v. and -ABLE.] Capable of being
amused.

'11832 SIR J. MACKINTOSH in Colquhoun IVilberforce 445
He was the most amusable man I ever met with. 1875 Miss
BHADDON Hostages to Fort. II. xi. 230 Flatterers have found
their lord and master less amusable than of old.

t Ajntrsatory. Obs. rare 1
, [f. AMUSE v. by

form-assoc. with words like accuse, accusatory :

see -ATURY.] A thing which tends to amuse ; a

diversion (i.e. of the attention from another matter).

1613 DANIEL Hift. /.'. 149 As an amuzatory to make the

ill-governed people thinke they are not forgotten.

Amuse lami/rz), v.
;

also 6-8 amuze, 7 am-
muze, -muse. [a. OFr. amusc-r to cause to muse,
to put into a stupid stare, f. a to, here with causal

force + muscr to stare stupidly. The simple MUSE
was in earlier use, and in sense i, amuse is perhaps
an Kng. derivative, with A- prcf. I intensive, or

even ad. It. amusare. The word was not in reg.

use bef. 1600, and was not used by Shakspere.]
1 1. intr. To muse intently, gaze in astonish-

ment. Obs.
c 1532 Chaucer s H. ofFame (Thynne) v. 1287, 1 amused a

long while Upon this wall of berile [early MSS. muitd],
1611 FLORIO, Amusare, to ammuse or plod vpon. 1681 LEE

*Jun. Brutus (T.) In some pathless wilderness amusing.

f 2. trans. To cause to * muse' or stare ;
to con-

found, distract, bewilder, puzzle. Obs.

1606 CHAPMAN M. D'Olive Plays 1873 I. 216, I am amused,
or I am in a quandarie, gentlemen. 1611 COTGR., A>?mscr,
To amuse ; to make to muse, or think of, wonder or gaze at :

to put into a dumpe. a 1670 HACKET Serin. Incarn. iv, A
glorious splendor filled the mountain where Christ was trans-

figured and it did amuse Peter, James, and John. 1665 J.

SPENCER Prodigies in To amuze and scare us with one

Prodigy or other perpetually. 1704 SWIFT Mech. Ofier.

Spirit 11711)284 To. . stupify, fluster, and amuse the senses.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 135, I would not amuse her

too much.

*f- 3. To engage, arrest, or occupy the attention

of. (Const. itpOMt u'ith* about, to.} Obs.

a. actively.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634)302 That he should not am-
muse his thoughts about matters above the clowds. 1672
SIR T. BROWNE Let. Friend (1881) 135 Hairs which have
most amused me have not been in the face or head, but on
the back. 1712 Spect. No. 524 F i It will . . amuse the ima-

gination of those who are more profound, a 1716 SOUTH
Serm. vii. iT.) Sad and solemn objects to amuse and affect

the pensive part of the soul.

b. esp. refl. andflass.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvm. xxvii, Why art thou amused

upon the course of the stars? 1641 MILTOS Aniinadv. (1851)

1 86 The ingenuous Reader without further amusing himselfe

in the labyrinth of controversall antiquity. 1689 BURNET
Tracts I. 20 The Women are so much amuzed with the

management at home. 1734 WATTS Reliq. Juv. (17891 2

We are so amused and engrossed by the things of sense, that

we forget our Maker.

4. To divert the attention of any one from the

facts at issue ; to beguile, delude, cheat, deceive.

(The usual sense in 1 7-1 8th c.) arch.

1480 CAXTON Ovid Mctant. xn. iii, I never amused my
husbonde, ne can not doo it. 1569 CECIL m Strype Ann.

Kef. I. liv. 582 He was secretly employed to amuse her, and
render her the more secure. 1673 MARVELL Reh. Transp.
n. 263 And all to amuse men from observing. 1693 Mem.
Count Teckely \\. 132 Teckeley . . made these offers only
to amuse the Council at Vienna. 1728 DE FOE Magic
i. vii. 190 Tools of the Devil, to cheat and amuse the

world. 1732 BERKELEY Min. Philos. II. 100 Alciphron, be

not amused by Terms, lay aside the word Force. 1756
BURKE Snbl. fy B. Wks. I. 155 Leave us in the dark, or,

what is worse, amuse and mislead us by false lights. 1817
COBBETT Year's Resid. Amer. (1822) 230 It becomes the

people of America to guard their minds against ever being,
in any case, amused with names.

5. esp. in military tactics : To divert the attention

of the enemy from one's real designs, arch.

1670 COTTON Espernon \. iv. 179 He . . thought it sufficient

by charging, and amusing the Enemies Van, to win time.

1722 DE FOE Mem. Cavaliers (1840) 232 This I did to give
[the enemy! an alarm and amuse them. 1775 MONTGOMERY
in Sparks Corr. Am. Rev. (1853) 1.494 To amuse the enemy,
and blind them as to my real intention. 1796 NELSON in

Nicolas Disp. 11845) II. 1796 It is natural to suppose their

Fleet was to amuse ours whilst they cross from Leghorn.
6. a. 'To draw on from time to time, to keep in

expectation' (J.) ;
to entertain with expectations

not to be fulfilled
;
to divert, in order to gain or

waste time. arch.

[1611 COTGR., Amnser .. to stay, hold, or delay from going
forward by discourse, questions, or any other amusements.]
1639 EARL NORTHL'.MIJ. in -^rd Rep. Hist. MSS. (1872) 79/1

They will no longer be amused with the King's neutrality.

1777 ROBERTSON Amer. I. n. 72 He had been amused so lovg
with vain expectations, 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv.

vii 241 The Rohillas had amused him with only deceitful

promises. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Einp. V. xliii. 179 Silanus
was directed to amuse and negotiate with both powers,
and avoid an open rupture by all the arts of diplomacy.

\ b. ? To keep up for a purpose, detain. Obs.

1615 BACON Lett. Wks. 1870 V. 173 To retrench and amuse
the greatness of Spain for their own preservation. 1693
EVELYN Cotnpl. Card. II. 25 They must be cut off Stump-wise,
to amuse a little Sap in them during two or three Years.

7. a. To divert the attention of (one) from serious

business by anything trifling, ludicrous, or enter-

taining ; passing into b. To divert, please with

anything light or cheerful ; c. esp. (in mod. sense)

To excite the risible faculty or tickle the fancy
of. Const. To amuse one with an anecdote, by

telling him a story ;
to amuse oneself rwV// a puzzle,

unth, by, or in sketching ;
to be amused witli a toy

or whimsical person, by a story told me, at an inci-

dent, the self-complacency of another.
a 1631 DONNE Septuag. 06 (T.) Amusing themselves with

no other things but pleasures, a 1667 COWLF.Y Royal Soc. ii,

That his own Business he might quite forget, They amus'd
him with the Sports of wanton wit. (11677 BARROW Folly of
Sland., What do men commonly amuse themselves in so

much, as in carping? a 1687 WALSH (J- 1 To amuse him-
self with trifles. 1716-18 LADY MONTAGUE Lett. I. xxxii.

no, I am careful . . to amuse you by the account of all I see.

1756 J. WARTON Ess. Pope ix. (1782) II. 68 Representations
of. . artless innocence always amuse and delight, 1810 COLE-
RIDGE />/*:</ (1865) 4 To amuse though only to amuse our
visitors is wisdom as well as good-nature. 1853 H. ROGERS
Eel. Faith 167 Twelve guests, who all had the misfortune to

squint, amused their host with their ludicrous cross lights.

1876 M. DAVIES Unorth. Lond, 312 The three schoolboys
. . amused themselves with shooting light missiles into the

young ladies' faces, ibid. 313 Amusing themselves by try-

ing the effect of stopping and unstopping their ears.

8. To cause (time) to pass pleasantly, to enter-

tain agreeably; to 'beguile,' while away, enliven.

a 1771 SMOLLETT, He did this to amuse their concern.

1791 MRS. INCHBALO Simp, Story I. vii. 66 Every new pur-
suit that might amuse the time. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
i, Who live by amusing the leisure of others.

t AmU'Se, sb. Obs. rare-p|
.

[f. prec. vb.] Pre-

occupation ; musing, meditation.
i6o8MACtuv Dumb Knt. iv. i.Orewhelm'd with thought,

with darke amu?e And the sad *>ullennesse of griev'd dislike.

Amused (amiw-zd),///. a. [f.
AMUSE v. + -EP.]

fl. Put into a muse; mentally arrested or dis-

tracted ; absorbed, occupied, diverted from the

point, cheated. Obs.

1600 HOLLAND Liry vii. xix. 262 The cittie was earnestly
amused upon \intentn$\ the Tuscane war. 1611 COTGR.,
Awtts^, amused; put into a muse, driven into a dump.
1640 G. ABBOTT Job Paraphr. 142 But art as a man under
water amused in these thy afflictions. 1667 MILTON P. L.
vi. 581 While we suspense, Collected stood within our

thoughts amus'd. 1670'!'. BROOKS Wks. (1867) VI. 146 Ter-

rified, amused, amazed, astonished, and dispirited in the

late dreadful fire.

2. Diverted, entertained, tickled (in fancy).

1727 POPE Dime. n. 87 Amus'd he [Jove] reads, and then

returns the bills. 1784 COWPER Task v. 878 Amused spec-
tators of this bustling stage.

Amusee (ami;7z/~'). rare. [f.
AMUSE v. + -EE.]

The person amused, or for whom amusement is

provided.
1838 Blackw. Mag. XLI V. 367 The whole tribe of amusers

and amusees expressed their pleasure. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes
iii. 251 Given the amuser, the amusee must also be given.

Amusement (ami/?zment). [a. Fr. amuse-

ment, n. of action f. amuser \ see AMUSE and

-MENT.] gen. The action of amusing, or a thing
done to amuse.

f 1. Musing, mental abstraction, reverie. Obs.

1611 COTGR., Amusement, an amusing, or amusement.

1712 FLEETWOOD Lay Bapt. Pref. (T.) Here I . . fell into a

strong and deep amusement revolving in my mind with

great perplexity the amazing change of our affairs.

f 2. Distracting bewilderment, distraction. Obs.

1648 Jos. BEAUMONT/VJT^ xxn. cxv, A strange Amusement
on all hearts did seize. 1663 Aron-bimn. 69 Absur'd allu-

useless Amusement and Dispute. 1699 R. LESTRANGE Erasm,

Colloq. 238, I give no heed to what men do when they are

under the Amusements of Death.

3. Distraction or diversion of the attention from

the point at issue ; beguiling, deception, esp. in

military tactics, diversion of the enemy's attention

from the real aims of the other side. arch.

1692 DRVDEN St. Euremonfs Ess. 367 Too frequent Com-
parisons turn'd men from the Application to true Objects,
by the Amusement of Resemblances. 1693 Mem. Count
Teckely iv. 53 The Trumpets and Kettle-drums, which by
way of Amusement had been sent out of that place the

Night before. 1759 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 446
What he says . . was mere sophistry and amusement.

1 4. A trifling with the attention or time of any
one ;

a diversion to gain or waste time. Obs.

1685 tr. Bossnet's Doctr. Cath. Ch. xii. 24 If there be any
Sense in these Words, if they be not an useless sound, and
a vain amusement. 1696 PkntUH^XMKttMMtf . . the making
of vain Promises to gain Time. 1696 LUTTRELL BriefRe I,

(1857) IV. 83 The French offer the allies peace . . which they
take to be meer amusement to gain time. 1710 Ibid. VI.

553 This affair is look't upon only as a French amusement.

5. The pleasurable occupation of the attention,
or diversion of the mind (from serious duties, etc.) ;

passing from a. (in early use} Idle time-wasting
diversion, or entertainment; through}}, {generally}

Recreation, relaxation, the pleasurable action upon
the mind of anything light and cheerful ; to c. (esp.}

Pleasant excitement of the risible faculty by any-

thing droll or grotesque, tickling of the fancy.
1698 ATTERBI-RY Disc. Death of Lady Cntts ii Pieces

of pure Diversion and Amusement, c 1720 POPE in Swift's
H As. (1841) I. 838 Amusement is the happiness of those
that cannot think. 1735 HANWAV Trap. (1762) I. 10 We
seldom profit by writings that do not afford amusement.

1771 Jttniits Lett. xlix. 257 The remainder of the summer
shall be dedicated to your amusement. 1824 COLERIDGE
Aids to Refl. Z2i The same craving for amusement, Le. to

be away from the Muses for relaxation. 1855 THACKERAY
A'ewc. xxvii. 262 Giving a new source of amusement to these

merry travellers. 1865 RUSKIN Sesame 100 When men are

rightly occupied, their amusement grows out of their work.
Mod. He paints only for his own amusement. To provide
for the amusement of the children. Much amusement was
excited by the recital of his misadventures. To the growing
amusement of the House, the honourable gentleman pro-
ceeded to complain that he had been called a ' blockhead.'

6. concr. Anything which lightly and pleasantly
diverts the attention, or beguiles the time

;
a pas-

time, play, game, means of recreation. (Orig.
used dcpreciatively^}
1673 TEMPLE United Prov. (R.) Pleased with the pomp and

splendour of a government. . as it is an amusement for idle

people. 1696 PHILLITS, Amusement, any idle employment to

spin away time ; 1706 ibid, a trifling business to pass away the

time, a Toy. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 10 ?6 Their amuse-
ments seem contrived for them, rather as Women, than as

.. reasonable Creatures. 171* SWIFT Let. Eng. Tongue
Wks. 1755 II. i. 189 Monstrous productions, which under
the name of trips, spies, amusements, and other conceited

appellations, have over-run us for some years past. 1753
HANUAY Tray. (1762) II. i. ix. 48 They have plays, and
other amusements. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serm. (ed. 2)

III. xx. 329 To take . . pleasure in our families rather than
to seek amusements out of doors. 1859 HELPS Friends in C.

Ser. n. I. 8 The commonplace despotic amusement of war.

Amuser (ami/7-zaj). [f.
AMUSE v. + -KB 1

.]
One

who amuses.

1 1. One that puts people in a muse
;
that arrests

or distracts attention, esp. with things trifling ; that

trifles with people's attention or expectations ;
a

triflcr, deceiver, cheat. Obs.

1583 WHITGIFT in Fuller Ck. Hist. ix. 153, 1 doubt not but

your Lordship will judge those amusers to deserve just

punishment. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 457, I take him
[the musician] to be a great amuser of men in a small mat-
ter. 1611 COTGR., Atttusenr, an amuser of people; one
that holdeth people at gaze, or putteth them into dumpes,
a 1733 NORTH Examen \. iii. P24 (1740) 137 The French are

the greatest Amusers in the World. If Propositions are

made which they resolve not to accept, they will not directly

say so, but suspend. 1775 ASH, A mnser . . one that deceives.

2. One that provides diversion; a diverter, enter-

tainer.

1796 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. XX. 382 The amusers of

our leisure, the artists of our pleasures. 1841 Mann. <S- Cttst.

Japan. 192 In their capacity of amusers, they indulge in

extravagant buffoonery. 1864 Nat. Rev. in Bagehot Lit.

Stud. (1879) II. 136 Mere amusers are never respected.

t Amusette (?emize-t). Obs. [a. Fr. amusette,

dim. f. amuse, a little amusement, a plaything,

toy, a light gun.] A light field-cannon, invented

by Marshal Saxe, formerly used in mountain warfare.

1761 Ann. Reg: 172/1 A new piece of artillery was tried

lately in Dublin, after the manner of Marshal Saxe's amu-
sette. 1776 C. LEE in Sparks Corr. Am. ^^'.(1853) I. 202,

I am furnishing myself with four-ounced rifle-amusettes,

which will carry an infernal distance. 1816 C, JAMES Mil.

Diet. (ed. 4^ 13 Amusette, a species of offensive weapon ..

found of considerable use in the late war, especially among
the French.

Amusing (ami/7-zirj), vbl. sb. [f.
AMUSE v. +

-iNQi.] The action of the vb. AMUSE; amuse-

ment. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. Ii. <i632> 165 See how much our

mind troubleth this ridiculous ammuzing [chess]. Mod.
Clever at amusing the children.

Amu'sing, ppl.a. [f. AMUSE ^.

j-
1. Beguiling ; cheating. Obs.

]597 DANIEL Civ. Wares it. v, Th'amuzmg shadowes that

are cast upon The state of Princes, to beguile the sight.

2. Engaging the mind or attention in a pleasing

way; interesting, arch.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 463 F 2 These several amusing



AMUSINGLY.

Thoughts having taken possession of my Mind.
. 1714 POPE

Let. Je>vas Wks. 1737 V. 224 The amusing power of Poetry.

1794 GODWIN Cal. Williams 290 The project which had for-

merly proved amusing to my imagination.
3. Pleasantly entertaining or diverting ; exciting

the risible faculty, tickling the fancy.
1826 DISRAELI Yin. Grey I. vi. 15 My dear Sir ! you are

pleased to be amusing this morning. 1855 MACAULAY ///*/.

Eng. IV. 147 His objections are highly curious and amusing.
1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt (1868) 25 She found ridicule of

Biblical characters very amusing.

Amusingly (ami-zinli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an amusing manner.

1854 KINGSLEY Alexandria i. (1857) 18 Alas! the Muses
. . are hard to tempt into a gilded cage, however amusingly
made. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. I. App. 789 The narra-

tive is so amusingly coloured. 1881 Athenxnm 15 Jan.

104/1 In the boy's dress . . she is amusingly ill at ease.

Amusingness (ami/?zinnes). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being amusing.

1859 KINGSLEY Plays f, Pur. in Misc. II. 127 Depending
for his amusingness on his quaint antiquated language.

Amusive (ami-ziv), a. [f.
AMUSE v. + -IVE

;

by form-assoc. with abus-ive, diffus-ive, etc., which

appear to be f. vbs. abuse, diffuse, but are really

f. L. ppl. stems abi'is-, diffus- ;
thus abut-i, abus-um,

abuslv-, abusive : see -IVE.] Such as to amuse.

fl. Deceitful, illusive. Obs.

1728 THOMSON Springes Beholds th' amusive arch before

him fly. Then vanish quite away. 1760 BEATTIE Poems

(1831) 165 Th' amusive dream of blameless fancy born.

f 2. Fitted to afford relaxation from graver con-

cerns ; recreative. Obs. .

<ri75o SHENSTONF. Wks. 1764 1. 112 Some for amusive tasks

design'd, To sooth the certain ills of life. 1753 HERVEY
Theron fy Asp. I. 149 A cool refreshment and an amusive

gloom.

3. Affording pleasing entertainment : a. engaging
the attention, interesting ;

b. esp. (in later usage)
fitted to tickle the fancy or excite the risible faculty.

1760 BEATTIE Hope n. ii, Prattling amusive in his accent

meek. 1774 WHITE in Phil. Trans. LXV. 265, I have re-

garded these amusive birds with great attention, v/ 1824

CAMPBELL l-'iew/r. St. Leonard's 74 The earth-circling sea

Has spires and mansions more amusive still Men's volant

homes. 1842 lilackw. Mag. LI. 423 An article for the Edin-

burgh Review, more spicy and amusive. 1865 Reader^ 25 Feb.

22I/I Abridging from a larger work so as to retain its most

amusive features.

4. Tending to, aiming at amusement; whose

object is amusement, rare.

1781 HAYLEY Trinm. Temper it. 96 Curiosity's amusive

wings. 1810 COLERIDGE Friend i. i. (1867) 5 Urania must . .

leave the sons of verse to more amusive patronesses.

AmU'sively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an

amusive manner.

I776CHANDLER Trav. Greece I2(T.) A southeasterly wind

. . murmuring amusively among the pines. 1858 BAILEY

Age 20 An air acquired, to speak of it amusively, By look-

ing into millstones too exclusively.

Amu'siveness. [f.
as prec. -t- -NESS.] The

quality of being amusive.

1805 W. TAYLOR \nAnn. Ke-j. III. 544 Of the amusiveness

. . of these volumes, we are disposed to think favourably.

1812 in Robberds' Mem. II. 387, I know .. no other

which equals it in amusiveness, but ' Oberon.'

A-mutter (amo-tai), adv. phr. [A prep^ of

state -I- MUTTER.] In a muttering state, muttering.

1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh. 28 All The dark a-mut-

ter round him.

tAmu'zle, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [a.Or.amuselle-r

to muzzle ; Jig. to dupe ; or, ? fanciful diminutive

of amuse.]
1795 H. WALPOLE in Miss Berry's Corr. I. 466, I thought

I could amuze or amuzle myself better by sitting and think-

ing of you than by going out.

Amyctic (ami-ktik), a. Med. [ad. L. amyctic-us,

a. Gr. apvHTiK-us scratching, pricking, f. auvaa-iiv

to tear, prick.] Excoriating, irritating, vellicating.

1853 in MAYNE Exp. Lex. 1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

tA'mydon, -OUn. OAr. 4-7. Also 4 amedoun,

5 amydone. [a. Fr. amidon starch, cogn. w. Pg.

amidao, Sp. almidon, augmentative forms of Pg.
and It. amido : late L. amidum, amydum, for cl.

L. amylum starch : see AMYL.] (See quot.)
fno6 in Rogers Agric. & Prices I. xxv. 630

'

Amedoun,'
,
L .^ . .. i* , . T, " e 1 _ T -

.

silos, of which are bought at Elham in 1306.)

Coeorum (1864) 8 Lay hit anone With myed bred, or amy-
done. c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Hmtseh. 0/.U79o)439 With
saunders and saffron, and another with amydoun. c 1475
Noble Bk. Cookry Holkham MS. (1882) 101 Alay it with flour

or whit amydon. 1616 SURFLET & MARKH. Covntr. Farm
572 Amydon or Amylon..the best wheat meal, put into

water several times so that all the bran, etc., may float to

the top and be skimmed off, the heavy meal being dried in

the sun, broken into gobbets, and so made into fine meale.

Amyelencephalic (amarelens/'farlik), a

Phys. [f.
mod.U amyelencephalia absence of the

brain and spinal cord (f. Gr. d/xtkA-os without

marrow + <-y/'cpaA-o! brain) + -1C.] Having the

central nervous system wanting.
1875 HUYDEN Dis. Heart 59.

Amyelqtrophy (am3i:eVtr<5fi). Path. [mod.
f. Gr. d priv. + ^iucA-o; marrow -I- -rpoipia nourish-

ment
;

f. Tpi<t>-etv to nourish.]
'

Atrophy of the

spinal cord.' Syd. Soc. Lex. 1879.
VOL. I.

297

Amyelous (amsi-ebs), a. Phys. [f.
Gr. d/titA-os

without marrow + -ous.] Wanting the spinal cord.

Amy'gdal. tObs. [ad. L. amygdal-a, a. Gr.

d/it^SaAi; an almond
; probably continued and ex-

tended to sense 2, through the OFr. amygdale and
ined.L. amygdala a tonsil.]

f 1. An almond. Obs.
c 940 Sax. Leechd. I. 104 And xewyll hy wel mid amigdales

ele. f 1350 Gen. <$ Ex. 3840 It [Aaron's rod] wasgreneand
leaued bi-cumen, And nutes amigdeles 5or-onne numen.

2. //. a. The tonsils, b. The almonds of the ears.

1541 R. COPLAND Gnydon's Quest. Cynirg., The amyg-
dales and faulses . . are set behynde the tongue towarde
the palays. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 59 It restrain-

eth the mumps or inflamation of the Amygdales. 1612

WOODALL Sttrg. Mate Wks. 1653, I0 Great swellings in the

face, or in the amygdals and throat. [1843 WILKINSON tr.

Swedenb. Aiiiin. Kined. I. ii. 67 The amygdala! are 2 glan-
dular bodies of a reddish color.]

Amygdalaceous (anii:gdal<?ij3s), a. Bol. [f.

mod.L. amygdalacex, f. amygdala, almond : see

-ACEOUS.] Akin to the almond. (Applied to those

plants of the Rosaceous order, which produce
stone-fruits; made bysome a distinct natural order.")

1852 T. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. II. xvi. 52 The milky
emulsions that the fruits of the amygdalaceous plants yield.

Amygdalate (ami-gdak'U, a. and sb. [f. L.

amygdala + -ATE ; as if ad. L. *amygdalatum^
A. adj.

' Made of almonds,
1

J.

B. sb. fl' = ALMOND-MILK. Obs,

1657 TOMLINSON Renoiis Disp. v. ix. 163 The Amygdalate
is obdulcorated with sugar. 1706 PHILLIPS, Atnygdatate, an

Artificial Milk or Physick-drink, made of blanch'd Almonds
and other Ingredients. 1721 BAILEY [and mod. Diets.].

2. C/iem. A salt of Amygdalic acid.

1863 WATTS Diet. C/iem. I. 201 Amygdalate of ethyl.

Amygdalic (cemigdarlik), a. Chem. [f.L.amyg-
dala + -ic.] Of or pertaining to almonds. Amyg-
dalic acid, C 20 H,6O 12 , derived from amygdalin by

boiling with an alkali.

1857 PEREIRA Mat. Mat. II. ii. 246. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chem.

Amygdaliceous, a. for AMYGDALACEOUS.
1731 BAILEY ; see AMYGDALINE.

AmygdaliferOUS (ami gdali-fcras), a. [f.
L.

amygdala almond + -(i)FERors.] Almond-bear-

ing; having an almond-like kernel. (Mod. Diets.)

Amygdalin (amrgdalin). Chem. Formerly
-ine. [? L. amygdala almond + -IN chem. form.]

CzoHjjNO,, + 3H,O ;
a peculiar substance found

crystalline in the kernels of almonds and other

stone fruit, and amorphous in the leaves of the

cherry-laurel, etc. It is one of the GLUCOSIDE.S.

1651 N. BIGGS New Dispens. P 303 Whatsoever swims a top,

is of the essentiall oyle ; but the re^t Amygdaline. c 1865

J. WYLDE in Circ. Sci. I. 351/1 The principle of almonds

(amygdaline'. 1875 WOOD Tlieraf. (1879) 58 Amygdalin . .

is nearly, if not quite, without effect upon the organism.

Amygdaline (ami-gdalin, -sin), a. rare. [ad.

L. amygdalin-us, a. Gr. d^vySa\iv-oy of almonds :

see AMVGDAL and -INE.]
'

Relating to almonds ;

resembling almonds.' J.

1731 BAILEY, Amygdaline, the same as Amygdalicioits,
i. e. of or pertaining to almonds. [Also in mod. Diets.]

Amygdalrneous (-i-n^as), a. [f.
mod.L.

amygdaline-& (plants) of the almond tribe -t- -ous :

see -INEOUS.] Belonging to the almond tribe or

sub-order of the Rosaces.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

llAmygdalitist-si'tis). Med. [f. med.L. amyg-
dala a tonsil + -ITIS.] Inflammation of the tonsils.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 619 Thus it is in measles,

scarlatina . . amygdalitis, erysipelas.

Amygdaloid (ami-gdaloid), a. and sb. [f.
Gr.

u/iv-ySaAi) almond + -oil). Cf. mod.Fr. amydalo'idc.']

A. adj. Almond-shaped ; having almond-shaped
nodules.

1836 TODD Cycl. Ana/. $ Phys. I. 583/1 The amygdaloid
lobe. 1852 T. Ross Humboldt's Trav. II. xvii. 79 The

clay which separates these amygdaloid concretions. 1858

BEVERIDGE Hist. Ind. I. Introd. 7 Basaltic trap .. globular,

tabular, porphyritic, and amygdaloid. 1870 HOOKER Stud.

Flora 323 Sea Buckthorn . . embryo amygdaloid,

B. sb. Geol. An igneous rock, usually trappean,

containing almond-shaped nodules or geodes of

some mineral, as agate, chalcedony, or calc spar.

1791 BEDDOES in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 69 The crystals

often occurring in the cavities of the amygdaloides rocks.

1802 PLAYFAIR IHast. Hutton. The. 67 The common basalt . .

and the amygdaloid, are comprehended under the name of

whin. 1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 361 Converting porous
lava into amygdaloids. 1847 TENNYSON Princess in. 343

Chattering stony names Of snale and hornblende, rag and

trap and tuff, Amygdaloid and trachyte. 1876 PAGE -4 (/r.

Text-bit. Geol. v. 105 Amygdaloids, having their vesicular

cavities filled with agate, carnelian, etc.

Aniygdaloidal (amigdaloi-dal), a. [f. prec.

+ -ALI.] Pertaining to, or of the nature or char-

acter of, the rock amygdaloid.
1813 BAKEWELL Introd. Geol. 28 Amygdaloidal . . when

composed of a compact ground with cavities which have

been filled up with another mineral substance. 1858 GEIKII:

Hist. Boulder xii. 24 1 The same rocks may be likewise vesi-

cular or amygdaloidal.

Amygdule (ami-gdil). Geol. [f.
L. amygd(ala)

almond + -ULE, after nodule, etc.] (See quot.)

AMYLENE.
1877 LE CONTE Elent. Geol. 11879} 211 Sometimes the fill-

ing has taken place very slowly by successive additions of

different coloured material. Thus are formed the beautiful

agate pebbles, or more properly, amygdules. 1882 GEIKIK
Text-bk. Geol. n. n. ii. 62 Secondary minerals (amygdules i

such as calcite, calcedony, quartz, and zeolites.

tAmy'ke. Obs.rare~ t
. [ad. i,.amh'-ns a friend.

Cf. early spellings of opaque.'] A friend.

1495 Digby Myst. v. 70 O Worthy Spouse . . O swete

amyke, cure Joye, oure blisse !

T A'myl 1
. Obs. [ad. L. amyl-um, a. Gr. a^v\-ov

starch, fine meal
; prop. neut. of adj. d/*uA-os not

ground at the mill, f.d priv. + ;u/A-os mill.] Starch ;

finest flour. Cf. AMYDON.
1572 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Hitsb. (15861 27 b, Of wheate is

made amyl. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633* 14 Almonds
..taken in with fine amill. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 171 They
haue a property to stanch bleeding, mixed with Amylfloure
and mints. Ibid. I. 562 Starch-floure called Amylum. .called

it is in Greek Amylum, because it neuer came into the mill.

Amyl 11

(re-mil). Chem. F'ormerly -yle. [f.
L.

am(ytum) starch + -YL(E = Gr. iiA?; matter, stuff,

substance. So named, because its alcohol was first

obtained from the Fusel oil separated in purifying
or '

rectifying' ordinary spirits distilled from potato
or grain starch. The name was not appropriate,
as Fusel oil occurs in tmrectified spirit of wine from

any source (as from the grape or from sugar), and

yields propyl, and butyl, as well as amyl alcohol ;

and it was unfortunate as seeming to connect this

radical with the Amyloses and Amylaceous sub-

stances.]
The monatomic alcohol radical of the pentacarbon

series C 5 I1,,, also called Pentyl or Quintyl.
(There are eight isomeric modifications of PENTYI., ofwhich

Amyl proper is the second Isopentyl, CH.liCH:, . C;H4.I

i8soDAL'i!ENY^to. The. vii. 227 We regard this [fusel oil]

as the alcohol of the supposed radical . . assigning to it the

nameof Amyle. 1870 Daily AVa'i 16 Sept., Professor Hum-
phry . . looked forward t > nitrate of amyle becoming a cure

for . . lockjaw and hydrophobia. 1870 TYNDALL Heat xv.

745 The light of the sun also effects the decomposition of

the nitrite of amyl vapour. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 522 Ace-

tate of amyl, commercially known as jargonelle pear essence.

2. attrib. - of amyl, amylic: as in amyl compounds,

series, group', also amyl acetate, chloride, oxide,

sulphide, etc.
;
and esp. in Amyl alcohol, also

called Isopentyl alcohol, and Jsobntyl carbinol,

CH.2CH,.(CjHj) OH, a burning acrid oily liquid

of fetid odour, the chief constituent of Fusel oil,

produced along with vinic alcohol in the manu-

facture of brandy ; Amyl hydride, another name

for pcntane ; Ethyl-amyl-acetate, the essence of

jargonelle pears.
1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. (18721 I. 203 Amyl alcohol is diffi-

cult 10 set on fire, and burns with a white smoky flame. 1872

Ibid. VI. 107 The amyl-compour.ds obtained fjcm fusel-oil.

3. As formative in names of compounds contain-

ing amyl : as amylacetate, amylacetic, amylaniline,

amyl-arsine, amyl-phosph ine.

1850 DAUOENY Atom. The. viii. 240 Amylaniline, a similar

compound, into which amyle, as well as aniline, appears lo

enter, its composition being Ci: H . CtcHn.HN. 1863

WAITS Diet. Chem. (1872) I. 205 Sulphide of Amyl and Hy-

drogen : A myl-tnercaftan.

Amylaceous (semiU'Tss), a.
[f.

L. amyl-um
starch + -ACEOUS. Cf. mod.Fr. amylace] Of the

character or nature of starch
; starchy.

1830 I.INULEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 333 An amylaceous substance

analogous to gelatine . . exists in the form of pure starch

or amylaceous fibre . . in Cttaria islandica. 1881 MlVAKT

Cat 166 Oleaginous and amylaceous substances, sugar,

starch, and gum, are the two sets of non-nitrogenous foods.

Amylamine (ffi-milamsi^n). Chem. [f.
AMYL +

AMINE.] An amine in which one of the hydrogen

atoms of the ammonia is replaced by amyl ; the

compound ammonia of the amyl series.

of Fermentation.

Amylate (fe-mikn). Chem. [f.
AMYL + -ATE.]

A salt of the radical amyl, in which amyl takes the

place of the oxygenated group in a metallic salt ;

as Potassium amylate C SH,,.O.K, compared with

Potassium nitrate NO2 .O.K.

Amylate o/Aiyl,=^my\ Ether (CsHiOiO, in which the

potassium of potassium amylate is also replaced by amyl.

1869 ROSCOE Elein. Chem. xxx. 332 Potassium and sodium

can replace the typical hydrogen of this [Amyl] alcohol,

forming potassium or sodium amylate.

Amylene (re-milfn). Chem. [f.
AMYL + -ENE.]

The diatomic hydrocarbon, orolefine, of the penta-

carbon series, C5 H 10 , also called Pcntent or Qtiin-

tene, formed by the removal of one atom of water

from amyl alcohol, and bearing the same relation

to amyl that ethylene does to ethyl. It is a colour-

less very thin fluid with anesthetic properties.

1858 Penny Cycl. 2nd Supp. 680/2 Dr. Snow found that

amylene was capable of producing the same effects as chloro-

form. 1880 CLEMENSHAW Ir'urti:' A torn. J he. 292 All known

amylenes present the character of non-saturated compounds.

to attrib. A mylene-alcohol or -glycol. C5 H, .2UH,
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AMYLIC.

the glycol of the Amyl series
;

' a colourless, very
syrupy liquid, having a bitter taste with aromatic
after-taste.' Watts.

Amylie (ami-lik), a. Chem.
[f. AMTL + -IC.]

Of or pertaining to amyl ;
= AMTL attributively,

as Amylic or Amyl alcohol, Amylic ether, etc.

1858 Penny Cycl. and Supp. 127/1 Hydrated Oxide ofAmyle=Amylic Alcohol = Fusel Oil . . This fermentation in which
it is produced is called the amylic. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chetn.

(1872) I. 203 Amylic alcohol is a transparent colourless liquid
having a peculiar odour (the peaty smell of whisky is due to
its presence in small quantities).

Amyliferons (smili-feras), a. rare. [f.
L.

amyl-um starch + -(I)FEROUS bearing.] Producing
starch, starch-bearing.
1865 Reader No. 143. 355/2 The ptoduction of amyliferous

plantules.

t Amyllier. Obs. [prob. corruption of OFr.

mellier, {. Norm, meille, in various Fr. dialects

mfle, merle, mesle : L. mcspilus medlar. The a-

is prob. 'indef. article' first prefixed in sing: a

mellier, amellier^ ? A medlar-tree.
a 1400 PistiHofSw, Susane vii, On olyves and amylliers,

and al kynde of trees The popejayes perken.

Amylo-, comb, form of AMYL, in both senses, as :

1. Amylo-cellulose, a name applied to a sup-
posed constituent of starch granules, which is

coloured copper-red by iodine.

2. Amylo-methylio a. of amyl-methyl ; as in

Amylo-methylic ether, also called Methyl-amyl
ether. So Amylovinic ether, also called Ethyl-amyl
ether ; Amylonitroits ether, etc.

1873 \VimAMSoNC7xrw. xxxix. 272 Amylomethylicetheris
obtained by the action ofmethylic iodide on potassic amylate.

Amylogen. (ami-l^enX [f.
L. amyl-um, Gr.

a^v\-ov starch + -GEN.] That part of granulose
which is soluble in water

; soluble starch.

1879 in WATTS Diet. Cftem. 3rd Supp,

Amyloid (s-miloid), a. and sb. [f. L. amyl-um,
Gr. &{j.v\-ov starch + -DID.] A. adj.
1. Having the form or nature of starch, starch-like.

1857 HF.N-FREY Elem. Bat. 671 Semi-gelatinous layers of

thickening met with in . . certain seeds (called amyloid).
1877 A thensnm i Dec. 703/1 These yellow cells contain not
oil but amyloid substances.

2. (Seel!. 3.)
B. sb. 1. Any non-nitrogenous starchy food.

1872 HUXI.EY Phys. vi. 134 Amyloids are substances which
also consist of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen only.

matters of which vegetable structure is built are of two kinds
amyloids and albuminoids.

3. An albuminoid (formerly supposed to be a
substance akin to starch) developed in diseased

degeneration of various animal organs. Also used
attrib., as amyloid bodies, substance, degeneration.
1872 THUDICHL-.M Client. Phys. 5 The term amyloid is per-

fectly correct as applied to this particular degeneration. 1879
Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v. , Late observations clearly show that

amyloid substance is not a starch, but a nitrogenous body;
its exact composition is not known.

Amyloidal (wmiloi dal), a. [f. prec. -H-AiA]
Of the nature of an amyloid.
1872 HUXLEY Phys. v. 128 Whenever . . amyloidal matters,

are being converted into the more highly oxidated waste
products . . heat is evolved.

Amylolytic (osmiloili-tik), a. Phys. [mod. f.

Gr. apvK-ov starch -t- \imx-os solvent, f. \v-eiv to

dissolve.] Effecting the conversion of starch into

dextrine and sugar.
1876 FOSTER Phys. n. i. (1879) 217 The amylolitic action of

Saliva. 1881 A thenxum 14 May 658/2 The Amylolytic and
Proteolytic Activity of Pancreatic Extracts.

Amylcvmeter. [f.
L. amyl-um starch + Gr.

tLtTfov a measure: see -METER.] An instrument for

testing the amount of starchy matter, in potatoes, etc.

1876 S. Kens. Mus. Catal. No. 2737 Demby's Amylometer
(potato-tester).

Amylose (se'miWs). Client, [f. L. amyl-um
starch + -OSE.] One of the three subdivisions of
the Carbohydrates, or compounds containing 6 or
1 2 atoms of carbon, united by oxygen and hydrogen
in the proportion to form water, the others being
Glucose, and Saccharose. The Amyloses are dextrin,

starch, inulin, glycogen, cellulose, tunicin, and gum ;

all of which have the composition C,H, O5 , or a

multiple thereof.

1877 WATTS Fownes' Chem. II. 202 Oxygen-ethers or anhy-
drides of the polyglucosic alcohols Amyloses.

A:mylosynth.esis. (See quot.)
1882 T. HICK in Naturalist Mar. 124 For the formation of

starch by what has hitherto been called the process of assimi-
lation, 1 propose the name antylosynthesis . . From these we
get at once amylosynthetic and atnylosyntheticatly.

Amyosthenic (amaii/sbe-nik). Med. [f.mod.L.
amgosthenia want of muscular power (f. Gr. d priv.
-t- itvs, nu-oi muscle + -afffvita strength) + -10.] A
medicine which depresses muscular action.
1879 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v., Divisible into general and special

amyosthenics ; to the former belong belladonna, opium, etc.

AmyotropMc (amsi^tip-fik), a. Path. [f.
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next + -w, after Gr. T/JO^IK-OJ feeding.] Pertaining
to amyotrophy.
1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Amyotrophic paralysis is paralysis

which is due to muscular atrophy.

Amyotrophy (aemi|(7-tr^fi). Path. [mod. f. Gr.
d priv. + pm, fiv-us muscle + -rpo<pia nourishment.]
'Atrophy of muscle.' Syd, Soc. Lex. 1879.

Amyous (oe-miss), a. Path. [f. Gr. d^u-or want-

ing muscle + -oos.] Wanting in muscle.
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Amyral,-awnt, -ayl(e, obs. forms ofADMIRAL.
c 1450 LONELICH C7rrt//xlii. 61 An amyrawnt, and with hym

bothe princes and knyhtes.

II Amyris (se-miris). Bat. A genus of tropical
trees and shrubs, yielding resinous products.
(-1863 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sci. I. 86/2 The natives of British

Guiana selected the wood of an amyris.

Amys(e, obs. form of AMICE.

Amyt, obs. form of AMICT and AMIT.

Amzel, variant of AMSEL.

t An, adj.
1 Earlier form of the numeral ONE ;

retained in the north. The OE. an began cii$o,
to be reduced bef. a cons, to a

; in the south, an, d
were, bef. 1 300, regularly rounded to on (oon, one}, o

(oo) in the full original sense of the numeral
;
but

when the sense was weakened to that of the '
indef.

article
'

(see next) they continued to be written an,
a (an, a). In the north, the spelling an, a, was
retained in both senses, the stress alone (as in Ger.

tin, Fr. un) distinguishing the numeral from the

article ; and an was at length commonly written

ane, which spelling, though proper to the numeral

(one = an, with e mute indicating long vowel), was,

especially by Sc. writers, used for the article also.

See ANE, A adj.
2

, and, for the senses, ONE ; the

following instances illustrate the form only.
1. OE. and early ME. : in all dialects.

("950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xii. 29 Drihten God user God an
is. cioooAg-s. G. Matt. x. 29 An ofSam. 1131 O. E. Chron.,
Nxbelcef ba:rnoht an. cinaHali Meid. 23 Bi hu muchel
be an passed be obre. Ibid. 25 Nime5 an after an. f 1230
Ancr. R. (MS. C.) Pref. 23 Of anes cunnes fuheles. 1297 k.
GLOUC. 223 Anne stroc he 3ef hym.
2. Late ME. and modern : northern. ( Thet an

thet other were here written the tan the father.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 19330 All als an bai gaf ansuer. Ibid.

20860 pe tan was blisced and te tober. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Consc. 4085 An sal come bat sal hald be empire. Ibid. 259
Ane of per four, c 1400 Deztr. Troy IX. 4062 Archisalus was
an . . And Protheno . . bat other, c 1430 Syr Gener. 1337 Not
an word ageyn he yaf. ^1620 A. HUME Brit. Tang. 7 Dis-

tinguished the ane from the other.

An (toneless gn, an ; emph. am), adj.
2

,

'

indef.
article' The older and fuller form of a, nowretained

only before a vowel sound, as an orator, an honour,
an x, an

' M.P.'
; also by most writers before h, and

by some even before eu, ii
( =yfi), in unaccented

syllables, as an hy&na, an euphonic change, though
many writers, and most speakers, now use a in

such positions. An originated as a lighter or

stressless pronunciation of the numeral an 'one';
see above : already by 1150, in midl. dial, it was
reduced before a cons, to a ; but in the south, the

fuller an, even retaining part of its earlier inflected

cases, is found as late as 1 340. An was often re-

tained before iu and y in I5th c., as an wood, an
woman, an yere, such an one, and was regular
before h down to 1 7th c., as an house, an happy,
an hundred, an head ( 1 665). Its history thus shows
a gradual suppression of the n before consonants of
all kinds, and in all positions. For illustrations,
and signification, see A adj.

2

An, .l, var. han, obs. or dial. f. haven, inf. of HAVE.
1448 MARG. PASTON in Lett. I. 69 He myth an had mony

to an holpyn hym self wyth.

tAn, v.2 Obs. i &3 sing. pres. of UNN-EN, to grant.
(71250 Owl if Night. 1737 Ich an wel, cwaS the nijtegale.

An, adv. '

only,' obs. form of ONE.

An, an" (an, an, 'n), conj. [weakened from AND.]
1. = AND, B. (L. et.)

In this sense the weak form an appears soon after

1 100, and is not uncommon in ME., esp. northern,
but very rare after 1500, till it reappears in modern
times in the representation ofdialectspeech, in which
it is printed an' with the apostrophe, recognizing
the dropped letter. But and is almost always so

pronounced in conversation, and even in reading,

though this is conventionally considered a fault.

1154 O. . Chron. (Laud. MS.) an. 1135 Mone an sterres
abuten him at middaei. c 1250 Gen. ftf Ex. 647 Of Noe siSen
anisSresunen. c*qx>Apol. for Loll. 15 Charitable pacience
of be martir, an vnrijtwisnes of be persewar. 4:1400 Dsstr.

Tray VI. 2328 Be sent from your seluon . . An aioynet to bis

Jorney.
< 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. ii. 140 An whi not thanne?

1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Justine 39 Up an down in euery
corner. 1859 TENNYSON North. Farmer 2 Doctor's abean an'

agoan.
2. = AND, C. = if. (L. si.) arch, and dial.

In this sense an, an', is rare bef. 1600, when it

appears occasionally in the dramatists, esp. before

AN-.

it, as an' 't please you, an' 't were, etc. As the prec.
sense was not at this time written an, modern writers
have made a conventional distinction between the
two forms, an' for '

and,' L. et, being dialectal or il-

literate, buta'or<j for 'and,' L.si, archaic, or even

literary. Except in an' 't, an is found only once in

the 1st Folio of Shakspere (see below) ; but modern
editors substitute it for the full and usual in Shak-

spere and his contemporaries. Dialectally the two
senses are alike an'

; the intensified and
if, an if,

common in 1 7th c., remains in the s.w. dial, as nif.
[a 1300 Havelok 2861 And thou will my conseil tro. c 1386

CHAUCER Doctors T. 86 Now kepe hem wel, for and [v. r.

if] ye wil ye can.] 1542 BOORDE Dyetary viii. (1870) 246 An
nede shall compel! a man to slepe. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v.

ii. 584 There, an 't shall please you. Ibid. v. ii. 232 Nay

luck. 1817 COLERIDGE Sib. Leaves (1862) 273 But an if this
will not do. 1821 COMBE (Dr. Syntax) Search ofWi/e\, An'
please your Reverence, here we are. 1859 TENNYSON Gar.
<$ Lyn. 251 But an it please thee not

t An, prep. Obs. [cogn.w. Goth, and OHG. ana
(MHG. ane, mod.G. an), OS., OFris. an, ON. d;
Gr. dra.] The orig. form of the prep, which, in

prehistoric Eng., in accordance with the regular
phonetic history of short a before nasals, was
rounded to ON, a form, unlike the parallel and,
hond, lomb, monn, ever after retained. In Anglo-
Saxon, but not in Anglian, on also absorbed the

prep. in. As to its history in combination, see

AN- pref. I below. After 1 1 th c. when on- in comb,
was generally reduced to d- bef. cons., an- bef.

vowel, the same befell on prep, to some extent, esp.
in familiar phrases, as an edge, an end, an erthe,
an even (at eve), an high, an hand, an horseback :

see A prepl But in course of time all these were
altered back to on, or changed to in

;
an being re-

tained only in those in which its prepositional
character was no longer apparent, as to go an (now
a) hawking, twice an hour. The following quota-
tions illustrate the forms ; for the various uses, see

A prep.
1 See also AN-AUNTER, AN-END, AN-ERTH.

984 O. E. Chron., An bara twegra apostola daexe. c 1175
Cotton Horn. 219 Me seel sigge an core stowe. Ibid., He
. . cweSan hisherto. c 1150 Moral Ode 230 in E. E. P. (1862)

30 An helle for-don. 1207 R. GLOUC. 537 Vpe the tour an
hei. c 1300 Beket 2093 Seint Thomas nom a croice anhonde.
Ibid. 1236 Lettres . . that thus an Englisch were. f 1320
Cast. Lone 1177 pe felynge he schal leosen an ende. 1340
Ayenb. 168 pis berb away bane ssepe aneuen. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. xx. 143 And armyd hym an \y. r. in] haste, c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 863 And said til hym an haste. Ibid. 3552 To
be ryuer an haukyng fare. n44O LONELICH Groat II. 221
And an horsbak setten hym. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) John Hi.

31 He that commeth from an hye, is aboue all. 1580 LYLY
Eitphttes (Arb.) 270 They make the teeth an edge. 1602
SHAKS. ffatnl. i. v. 19 Each particular haire to stand an end,
Like Quilles vpon the fretfull Porpentine. 1611 Wint. T.
iv. iii. 7 Set my pugging tooth an edge. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela 64 Your hair will stand an end.

An-, prefix, from various sources.

1. OE. and ME. an-, =AN prep, (see prec.) In

OE. the orig. an- remained only under the stress,

i.e. in sbs. ; otherwise, it was, like the separate

preposition, rounded to on- ; thus a'ngin beginning,

ongi'nnan to begin, onbt'ftan about. An example
of the former remains in ANVIL. In ME. on- was

regularly levelled to i- (K-pref. 2) ;
before a vowel

(rarely bef. cons.) an-, as in anelen, aninne, anoven,

anunder, anuppe, anhigh, anblow, anlike. Most of

these are now obs.
;
a few remain with an- conformed

to the prep, on, as on high ; levelled to a- as alike
;

or assimilated to Fr. en-, as (?) enamel. Only where
the individuality of the prefix has been lost, does

an- remain, in anon, anent, an(ri)eal (OE. on-xlan,
ME. an-ele(n ).

2. ME. an-, reduced f.OE. and- 'against, towards,
in return for

*

: see AND-.

3. ME. an- : OE. an one, retained in early ME.,
and subseq. in north, dial., in words now written

with on-, one-, or obs.
;
as ankenned, anfald, anhad,

anlepy, anly (
= ONLT), anmod, anred, amvill.

4. ME. an-, = Anglo-Norm, an-, OFr. en- : L. in-,

= '
in, into,' as ANOINT (L. inunctunf), AN(N)OY ;

anhaunse, anjoin, anvenime, where subsequently

spelt en-; andetted, subseq. endetted, indebted; an-

payre, subseq. apayre, also cnpayre, empayre, impair.
5. ME. an-, for earlier a- = OE. a- (A- pref. i), or

OFr. a- : L. ab-, ad-, ex-, ob-, which, being phonetic-

ally identified with No. I above, was like it expanded
to an- bef. vowels, and occas. bef. consonants : as in

a(n)chesoun = oc-casion, a(n)ferm af-firm, a(n)ired,

a(n)oure ad-ore, a(n)orn ad-orn, a(n)tempered

at-tempered; a(n)s-aumple ex-ample. Such of

these as survived were either refashioned after L.,

as adorn, or changed an- to en-, in-, as inorn ; ex-

ample, ensample, shows both processes.
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-AN.

6. ME. an-, a later spelling of earlier a-, = OFr.
a- : L. an- assimilated form of ad- '

to,' when
followed by -, after L. forms or supposed ana-

logies, as in a(n)ounce. This doubling of the

began in I4th c. Fr. and extended to Eng. in

I5thc. In i6thc. it was ignorantly extended even
to words containing an- from other sources, from
which it has generally been again ejected exc. in

ANNEAL, ANNOY. See AD-.
7. an-, repr. L. ait- = ad- before -, in words derived

from L. directly, or indirectly through later Fr.,

and in words formed on the analogy of them, as

an-nex, an-mtl, an-nunciation.

8. an-, repr. I.,, an- before certain consonants,

ioiam-,amb-,ambi- 'on both sides, about.' Through
OFr. in an-(K)elc ; directly from L. in an-cipitous,

an-fractuous.
9. an-, repr. Gr. av- for dva 'up, upwards, back,

etc." (see ANA-) bef. vowel, as in ait-agoge, Gr.

uvayojyrj ; also in an-chor'^, an-choret.

10. an-, repr. Gr. av- privative,
'

not, without,

wanting
'

(reduced before consonants to d- : see A-

pref. i .(^^^^^v. Skr. an-, L. in-, Eng. tin-, 'not,

non-.'^H w^^^ilready formed in Greek as an-

archy^enfi^^fons ; whence common in modern
scientific words as an-allagmatic, an-alpkabetic, an-

antherous, an-isomcrous.

-an, stiffix. I. Derivative. 1. repr. L. -anus, -ana,
-anum '

of, or belonging to '; as castelldn-us, ofpi-

ddn-tis, pagfin-us, urban-us, silvdn-us, African-its,
Roman-us, Sitllan-us, Justinian-its. In OFr. this

became -ain, or (after i) -en, as chastelain, Romain,
paycn, Italien ; and so originally adopted in ME.,
but subseq. refashioned after L. as -an, and so in

all words formed in Eng. direct, or adopted from
the mod. langs. (It. Sp. Pg. -ano, Fr. -ain, -en.). Esp.
added to proper names ;

'

belonging to a place' as

American, Chilian, Russian, Oxonian
; 'following

a founder,' as Arminian, Lutheran, Afahammedan,
Linnsan, or ' a system,' as Episcopalian, Presby-
terian, Anglican, Gallican ; and, in Zoology, to

names of divisions,
'

belonging to a class or order,'
as mammalian, reptilian, crustacean, arachnidan,

acalephan. Primarily these are all adjs., but as in

L. etc., all may be used subst., and with some this is

the more frequent use. The zoological words supply
singulars to the collective plurals in -a, as a crust-

acean = a member of the Crustacea. Already in

L. this termination was often added to others, to

-i-us so commonly that -ianus, -IAN, is in use

merely a euphonic variety of -an ; cf. Corinth-i-an,

Rom-an, Christ-i-an, Mohammed-an.
2. in Chem. for -ane, arbitrary ending proposed
by Davy for names of chlorides containing one atom
of chlorine, as in azotan obs. In some words -an
is a meaningless formative as allox-an.

f II. Inflexional. 1. In OE., ending of oblique
cases, and nom. pi. ofweak declension. Both became
in ME. -en, now rarely preserved in pi., as ox-en :

OE. ox-an. Hence (dat. or loc. sing.) in advb, or

prep, forms like ut-an, abut-an, befor-an, ME. utat,

abuten, and ute, abute. Now obs.

2. In OE., ending of pres. inf. of vbs., levelled in

ME. to -en, -e, and now lost, as OE. lurit-an, send-
on

;
ME. wril-e(n, send-e(n ; mod. write, send.

Alia (e''na, a'na), suff. and sb. [a. L. -ana in

neut. pi. of adjs. in -anus (see -AN suffix i), as in

(Dicta) Virgilidna Sayings of Virgil, used in Fr. in

1 6-1 7th c. as sb. sing, un Virgiliana, and extended
to collections of the notable sayings or ' table-talk'

of modern authors as un /fue/iana(Littie) ;
whence

also the simple termination was taken substantively
un ana

;
both usages were known to Eng. in

beginning of j 8th c., and subseq. extended or trans-

ferred to anecdotes, scraps of information, or gossip
about persons or places of note.]
A. suffix. Appended to proper names with sense

of: a. Notable sayings of a person, literary trifles,

society verses, items of gossip etc. of a place, as

IValpoliana, Tunbrigiana ; b. Anecdotes of, notes

about, or publications bearing upon, as Shaksperi-
ana, Burnsiana.

'79*
r^GGESinpnymtana. 1814 (W/<r) rrostiana; or the History
of the River Thames in a frozen State. 1863 H. BONN
Ltrumdts' Bibliogr. vm. Pref. 4 The volumes written respect-
ing him, commonly called Sliakespeariana.

B. sb. 1. coll. sing, (with//.) A collection of the

memorable sayings or table-talk of any one.

.77-S CHAMBERS Cycl. ,A iia's, or books in ana, are collec-

tions ofthe memorable sayings ofpersons of learning and wit,

1796 PECCE Anonym. (1809) 140 Those observations of the
Dutchess's that follow those of her husband are not of the
nature of Anas, because they are her own. 1834 SOUTHEY
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Doctor ccxxxi. (1862) 623 Boswell's Life of Johnson, which . .

for its intrinsic worth, is the Ana of all Anas.
2. coll. pi. Clever sayings or anecdotes of any

one ; notes and scraps of information relating to a

person or place ; literary gossip.
?<z 1755 ?G. WEST to Gray (T.) They were pleased to pub-

lish some Tunbrigiana this season, but such ana ! 1842
TENNYSON Will U'atcrpr. xxv, Ere days, that deal in ana,
swarm'd His literary leeches. 1881 Sat. Rev. No. 1320. 214
To sweep ana and gossip out of. . biographies.

1| Alia (arna), adv. Often written aa or a. [med.L.
a. Gr. dva (see next), in its advb. sense.] Used in

recipes in the sense ofthroughoutt ofcach,ofeveryone
alike, in specifying a quantity applicable to every

ingredient ; hence sometimes in older literature for

*an equal quantity or number.'

rtiSoo MS. Line. Med. 293 (Halliw.) Tak }arow and way-
brede ana. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 226 Make a
tent of Euphorbium, mastick and French sope ana like much.
1651 CLEVELAND Mixt Assembly* An Assembly brew'd Of
Clerks and Elders ana. 1x1667 COWLEY My n^rWks. 1710
II. 786 In the same Weight Prudence and Innocence take,
Ana of each does the just Mixture make. 1x700 DRYDEN
(J.) He'll bring an apothecary with a chargeable long bill of
anas. 1879 Syd^Soc. Lex., Ana, of each.

Ana-/>xA repiOGr. dvd 'up, in place or time,

back, again, anew/ in derivatives from Gr., through
late or med.L, and Fr., and in mod. words from
Gr. direct.

Ana. Abbreviated for ANASTOMOSING.
1871 Athenaeum 27 May 660 The Loddon district is called

the County of Gunbower, which means, it is said, an ana
branch.

Ana, var. of ANNA, an Indian money of account.

Anabaptism (senabce'ptiz'm). [ad. L. anabap-
tisrn-tts (Aug.), a. Gr. dvaQawTiffpos, f. dvd- over

again + ^aiTTi(r/xos baptism. Cf. Fr. anabaptisrne.']

1. A second baptism, re-baptism. (The orig. sense

in L. from 4th c. onwards.) Also transf.
1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (1661! 48 Concerning the Anabap-

tism of elder people. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl, Supp., Ana-
baptism .. denotes the repetition of baptism, practised on
those who had been baptized by heretics. i86 H. COLERIDGE
Six Mont/is in W.Ind. 165 They have to undergo a forcible

anabaptism in salt water.

2. The doctrine of the Anabaptists ; also applied,

by opponents, to that of modern *

Baptists.'
1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) Pref., A booke ofsermons
without Poperie, Anabaptisme . . or any other heresie.

1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. vi. (1851) 126 That schisme . . would
be Brownisme and Anabaptisme indeed. 1856 FROUDE Hist.

Eng. II. 1 6 [Wicliffe's] theory of property, .had led him to the

near confines of Anabaptism. 1879 BARING-GOULD Germ. II.

125 Methodism, Anabaptism, and other forms of Dissent
have made no way in Germany.

Anabaptist (senabse-ptist). [ad. mod.L. ana-

baptista : see prec. and -IST. Cf. Fr. anabaptiste]
1. lit. One who baptizes over again, whether fre-

quently as a point of ritual, or once as a due per-
formance of what has been ineffectually performed
previously. Hence :

2. Ch. Hist. Name of a sect which arose in Ger-

many in 1521.
1531 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 1557, 656/2 Those abomin-

able heresies . . y* Anabaptistes haue added. 1643 PAGITT
Heresiogr. Ep. Ded., The illuminated Anabaptists, who
blasphemously affirm the Baptism of Children to be the mark
of the Beast. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 225 The Anabaptists of
Munster. . had filled Germany with confusion by their system
of levelling and their wild opinions concerning property.
1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. I. 364 An anarchical Germany . .

seething with fanatical anabaptists.

3. Applied (more or less opprobriously) to the

Protestant religious body called BAPTISTS ; for-

merly also, somewhat loosely, to other rejecters of

Anglican doctrine as to the sacraments and *

holy
orders.* arch, or Obs.

1586 H. BARROWE in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II. 30 Q. Do you
hold it lawful to Jjaptise children? A. Yea; I a

baptist I thanke God.
am no ana-

1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. v. (18511 115
Hut is not the type of Priest taken away by Christs comming?
No, saith this famous Protestant Bishop of Winchester ;

it is

not, and he that saith it is, is an Anabaptist. 1644 (title}

The Confession of Faith of those Churches which are com-
monly (though falsely) called Anabaptists, a 1680 BUTLER
Rem. (1759) II. 385 An Anabaptist is a Water-Saint, that,
like a Crocodile, seesclearlyin the Water, but dully, on Land.

1809 KENDALL Trav. I. xii. 132 The baptists, more properly
called anabaptists. 1883 DR. J. ANGUS (in let.) Baptists never
called themselves OXMbaptists J as they did not admit that
immersion even was baptism, unless accompanied with an
intelligent concurrence, practically, an avowal of faith, on
the part of the recipient.

3. attrib.

1708 SWIFT Sacrum* Test. Wks. 1755 II. 1. 131 A presbyte-
rian or anabaptist preacher. 1808 SYD. SMITH Wks. 1859 I.

106/3 Missions of Anabaptist dissenters. 1858 FROUDE Hist.

Eng. IV. xxiii. 488 To check Anabaptist and Puritan excesses.

Anabaptistic (semabcepti-stik), a. arch* [f.

prec. + ic.J Of Anabaptists ;
= ANABAPTIST 3.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 140 The Church was afterward at

more peace from the Anabaptistick fury. 1774 T. WARTON
Eng. Poetry II. 415 The barbarous reformations of the ana-

baptistick zealots.

A nabaptrstical, a. [f. as prec. + -ICAL.]
Connected with or attributed to Anabaptists ;

ac-

cording to the opinions or practice of Anabaptists.
1549 LATIMER 7 Serin, bef. Ed/w. VI (1869) 48 Pernitious

ANACAMPSEROTE.
and annabaptistical opinions. 1589 Br. COOPER Admon. 36
An Anabaptisticall equal itie and communitie. 1643 PRYNNE
Sav. Power Part. in. 68 Intoxicated with an Anabaptisticall
spirit, condemning all kind of warre. 1665 Surr>. Aff.
Netherl. 24 Anabaptistical outrages^ such as that in Munster.
1861 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. I. 72 As little sympathy with ana-

baptistical
as with Roman depravity.

A'nabaptrstically, adv.
[f. prec. +-L\2.]

In accordance with the practice or doctrines of

Anabaptists.
a 1555 BRADFORD Wks. 329 To the . . scriptures I . . do ap-

peal, and not anabaptistically to the Spirit without the

scriptures. 1691 WOOD Atk. Oxen. II. 412 He being ana-

baptistically inclin'd, was forced to leave.

Anaba'ptistry. ? Obs. [f. ANABAPTIST + -KY.]
1. The doctrine or system of Anabaptists.
'SSa-S? FOXE A. fy M. (1596) 1 888/x Called before the Mar-

graue, and charged with Anabaptistry. 1651 BAXTER Inf.
Bapt. 143 Anabaptistry . . set out neer the same time and
place with Luther's Reformation. 1709 CHANDLER Effort
ngst. Bigotry 14 "J'is not the espousing the Interest of Dio-
cesan Episcopacy . . Independency or Anabaptistry, that will

make a good Man of a bad.

f 2. Repetition of baptism, or transf. of any cere-

mony. Obs.

1659 HEYLIN Animad-v. in Fuller Appeal (i^^ 461 King
Henry . . would not be twice married to the same woman ;

that being a kind of bigamy, or Anabaptistry in marriage.

Anabaptize (se'nabs&pterz), v. [ad. med.L.

anabaptiza-rej ad. Gr. &va&airri-civ to baptize
repeatedly or over again, f. dva- over again + &cnr-

iitiv to baptize.] To baptize over again, re-

baptize, re-christen
; hence, to re-name.

1637 POCK LiNGTON^</i3!.y0.SViM. 6 And anabaptizingofit
after the mind of some Jew. .call it the Sabbath. 1663 BUTLER
Hudibr. i. iii. 40 As Achilles dipt in Pond, Was AnabaptiAl
free from wound. 1799 SOUTHEY in C. Southey Life II. 31
The Dom Daniel romance is rechristened, anabaptized Tha-
laba the Destroyer. 1848 H. COLERIDGE North. Worth.
I. 82 Marvell . . now anabaptized Dr. Turner as Mr. Smirke.

Aliabaptizillg (a^nab&ptai-zirp, vbl. sb.
[f.

prec.+-ING1.] A baptizing over again; re-baptizing.
1660 FELL Hammond i The anabaptlzing of infants.

Anabaptizing (ae:n&b^eptai-zig), ///. a. [f. as

prec. + -IXG^.] That baptizes over again.
1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. v. xi. 399 Heare the Ana-

baptizing sing the same note.

Anabas (ct-nabces). [mod.L. (Cuvier), a. Gr.

avafias, pple. of dvapaw-fiv to walk up.] A genus
of acanthopterygian fishes, which sometimes leave

the water, and even ascend trees.

1845 in Penny Cycl. ist Supp. 106/1. 1859 CARPENTER A niin.

Phys. vi. (1872* 273 The Anabas or climbing-perch of Tran-

quebar which climbs bushes and trees in search of its prey.

II Anabasis (Snse'basis). [a. Gr. d^a/foc-i? ascent,

going up, f. dva-fitiiv'ttv to go or walk up ;
cf. fiaois

going, walk.]
1. A going up, a march up, a military advance ;

the special title of the advance of Cyrus the Younger
into Asia, as narrated by Xenophon ;

also transferred

to other expeditions.
1706 PHILLIPS, Anabasis, an ascending or getting up, an

Ascent or Rise. 1840 DE QUINCEY Style Wks. XI. 245 The
most . . productive year throughout his oriental anabasis, was
the year 333 before Christ, iSfyS^ecf. 31 Dec. 1491 General
Sherman's great anabasis, which the Times has at fast ceased
to call a retreat.

f 2. The course of a disease from the commence-
ment to the climax. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS, Anabasis, .in the Art of Physick, the growth
or encrease of a disease. 1853 MAYNE Exp, Lex., 'An old
term.

1

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
' Used by Galen.'

II Ana'bathrum. Obs. Adapted by Cockeram
as anabather. [L., a. Gr. ava$a$p-ov an elevated

seat, f. ava up + &aOpov a base, step, bench, f. /Sa-

go.] A raised seat or platform ;
a pulpit.

1623 COCKERAM, Anabatker, a pulpit. 1759 MARTIN A'at.

Hist. I. 261 The Anabathrum, whereon the Communion
Table is placed.

Anabatic (rcnabne-tik), a. Med. [ad. Gr. ova-

j8aTt-os pertaining to a.va&a.rr)s
' one who ascends ':

see ANABASIS.] Of or belonging to anabasis ;

augmenting, increasing (as a fever).
1811 HOOPER Mcd. Diet., Anabatica. 1853 MAYNE /,>/.

Lex., Anabaticus .. augmenting, increasing, anabatic; ap-
plied formerly to a continued fever, the symptoms of which

gradually increase in severity. 1879 in Syd. Sec* Ltx.

AnabiotlC (a^nabaii^'tik), a. Med.
[f. Gr. dva

again + /3(orn*-os pertaining to life ; cf. dvapi6-(w to

come to life again.] Acting as a stimulant or tonic.

[Not in MAYNE 1860.] 1879 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

II AnabrO'sis. Med. Obs. [Gr. dvd&pojais eating

up, f. dva-@fxa- stem of dva@i@pwffK-(tv to eat up.]
Corrosion or ulceration of the soft parts of the body.
I7i in BAILEY. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Attabrosis . . the

issuing of blood at a hole worn in a vein by corrosion. 1853
MAYNE Exp. Lex., Anabrosis, used by Galen for a corrosion

or exesion of the soft parts.

t Anabro'tic, a- Med. Obs. [ad. Gr. ova/Spom/r-
6s corrosive : see prec. and -ic.] 'A term formerly

applied to corrosive agents.' Syd. Soc. Lex. 1879.

II Anaca'mpserote. Obs. [Fr., ad. L. ana-

campseros, -otcmt a. Gr. dvaKa^cpoKt -c'/xura, f. dva-

Ka^TT-T-fty to bend back + epcus love.] A herb

feigned to restore departed love. .
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ANACAMPSIS.
fi6ix COTCR., Anacampscrotc, a certain herb whose touch

reneweth decayed love.] 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xxxi, Let's
taste some ofthese Anacampserotes that hang over our heads.

II Anacampsis (aenakse-mpsis). [Gr. drara^iv
bending back, n. of action f. avatcdfjin-T-ftv : see

next.] Reflection
; reaction.

1879 S_yJ. S0f. Lt'.r., Anacawptu-, pertaining to anacampsis.

Auacamptic (cenakarmptikX a. [mod. f. Gr.

dpaxafin-T-dv to bend back (f. ava back + Kapit-T-tiv
to bend) + -ic

;
cf. Gr. Kap-nrtK-os liable to bend.]

Causing or suffering reflection
; chiefly in reference

to sound.

1706 PHILLIPS [see ANACAMPTICAL]. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.,
Anaca.inptic signifies as much as reflecting; and is fre-

quently used in reference to echoes. 1847 CRAIG, Ana-
camptic sound, an echo

; anacamptic hill, a hill that pro-
duces an echo.

t Aiiaca-mptical, a. Obs. [f.
as prec + -ICAL.]

1706 PHILLIPS, Anacittiiptictilor Ana<antptu-k, Reflecting,
Turning or Bowing back or again, a Word often used with

respect to Echoes, which are Sounds produced Anacamp-
tically or by Reflection.

Anaca-mptically, rt.fr.
[f. prec. + -LY2.] By

way of anacampsis or reflection.

1706 PHILLIPS [see prec.]. 1727 CHAMBERS Cycl. (1741) s.v.

Anacamptic, Echoes . . are said to be sounds produced ana-

camptically, or by reflexion. 1796 HUTTON [see next].

t Anacaniptics (nenakae-mptiks), sb.pl. Obs.

[ANACAMPTIC a. used in pi., after acoustics, politics,
etc. : see -ics.]

1. The branch of Optics now called CATOPTRICS.
1696 PHILLIPS, Anacamptic;, a branch of Opticks cali'd

Catopticks. 1755 JOHNSON, Anaca>nptUks, the doctrine of
reflected light, or catoptricks.

2. The branch of Acoustics, that relates to re-

flection of sound.

1796 MUTTON Math. Diet., Anacamptics, or the science
of the reflections of sounds, frequently used in reference to

echoes, which are said to be sounds produced anacamptically,
or by reflection.

Anacard ^ce-nakajd). [a. Fr. anacarde, ad.

mod.L. anacanfiis and anacardium, f. Gr. dva ac-

cording to + xaptiia heart, in reference to shape of
the fruit. Now commonly used in L. form.]
1. The Cashew-nut ; the fruit of Anacardium

occidentals, a West Indian tree ; applied by Lindley
to any plant of N.O. Anacardiacew.
1541 R. COPLAND Giiydon'sQuest. Cyrnrg., Some . . maketh

scarres as lyme and sope and anacardus. 1657 TOMLINSON
Kciwit's Disp. 78 Anacardian Honey is expressed out of small
and young Anacards. 1711 tr. /'a/net's Hist. Drugs I. 133
Anacardium is a kind of large Fruit like a Chesnut. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s. v., The pith or medullary part of
the Anacardium is extremely pungent and acrimonious. 1833
Penny Cycl. I. 484/2 The Cashew, or Acajou nut, anacardium.
1847 LINDLEY I'cg. Kittgd. 465 AnacardiaceXi Anacards, or
Terebinths.

Anaca'rdate. C/iem. See ANACARDIC.

Anacardiacepus ((enakaudi^i-Jas), a. Sot.

[f. mod.L. anacarai-um (see above) + -ACEOUS.] Be-

longing to the family Anacardiacex, to which the

Cashew-nut belongs, as well as the trees that pro-
duce mangos, pistachios, mastic, and fustic.

1853 in MAYNE Exp. Lex.

iAnaca-rdian,<z. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AN.] =next.
1657 [See ANACARD].

Anacardic (^naka-jdik), a.
[f.

as prec. + -1C.]
Of the Anacardium or Cashew-nut

;
as in Anacardic

acid, C tlHwO7 , extracted, together with cardol, by
the action of ether on the pericarps of the cashew-
nut. Its salts are auacardates.
1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 109 From the solution of ana-

cardate of ammonium . . the anacardic acid is liberated by
the addition of sulphuric acid.

t Anaca'rdine, a. Obs, rare~\
[f.

as prec. +
-TXE!.] =prec.
1583 H. LLOYD Treat. Health Xviij, Take of Hierologo-

dion . . of honye Anacardine . . mengle them together, and
mele pilles. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Confection, The ana-
cardine confection . . is composed chiefly of anacardiums.

Anacathartic (oe-na,kabaMtik), o.and^. Med.

[f. Gr. ava upward + CATHARTIC.]
A. adj. Causing anacatharsis, i. e. vomiting or

expectoration.
1696 PHILLIPS, Atiacatkartic, purging by the upper parts;

as provoking to vomit, sweat or salivation. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Sujrp. s.v., Blancard . . extends anacathartic medicines
to all those which work upwards. 1853 in MAYNE Exp. Lex.

B. sb. An anacathartic medicine or drug. (Now
commonly written AXOCATHAKTIC.)

!! Anacephalseosis (a: na,sefabVu-sis). rare.

[Gr. avaKf<pa\aiwffts, n. of action f. dvatcftpa\ai6-(tv
to recapitulate, f. ava back + Kf0a\r) head. Cf. Fr.

anacefltaltose.']
'

Recapitulation, or summary of
the principal heads of a discourse.' J.
1650 BUI.WER Anthropomet. Pref., A through-description

. . being indeed an Anacepheliosis of the whole book. 1666

J. SMITH Olii Agen%(T.) As hath been said and is resumed
in the following Anacephalaeosis. 1721 in BAILEY.

Anacephalize (aenase-fabiz), t). ?Ofc.
[f. Gr.

draup, back + Kiipa\T) head + -IZE.] To recapitulate.
1654 GAYTON Fist. Nates iv. xv. 252 Mr. Licentiat . . suc-

cinctly, and concisely Anacephalyz'd, Analyz'd and Epito-
jniz'd the long story. 1701 BEVERLEY Praise of Grace 4 In
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this Text, he Anacephalizes, and sums up all the great Acts
of God. [Not in JOHNSON.]
Anacharis (anse-karis). [mod.L. f. Gr. ava up

+ x<V' r grace.] A North American water-weed

{A. Alsinastnim, also called Elodea Canadensis'}
the only species of its genus, remarkable for its

unexplained appearance in Britain in 1842, and the

rapidity with which it filled canals, ditches, and

ponds, all over the country.
1848 Phytol. 1 1 1. 30A specimen of the Leicestershire Udora

or Anacharis. Ibitl. 393 The force of the current detached
small sprigs of the Anacharis. 1852 W. MARSHALL Neiv
Water tl'eedb Last year the Anacharis was noticed by my-
self and others in the river at Ely. 1855 KINGSLEY Glaucus
1 1878) 205 Anacharis alsinastruin, that magical weed which,
lately introduced from Canada among timber, has multiplied
self-sown.

Anachoret(e, anachorite, var. ANCHORET.
(Anachorct, literally representing Gr. avaxtvpir-ris,
is sometimes spec, applied to the primitive Anchorets
of Egypt and the East.)

t Anachore'tal, a. Otis.-" [f. L. anachorit-a,
ad. Gr. dvaxapr)T-i)s a recluse (see ANCHORET) +

-AL.] Pertaining to an anchoret ;
= ANCHORETIC.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. [see next].

Anachore'tical, a. rare.
[f. Gr. drax^pr/Tiw-os

of the nature of an ANCHORET 4- -AL 1

.] After the

manner of an anchoret. (See ANCHORETICAL.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Anachoretical, Anachoretal,\&-

longing to solitariness or Hermites. 1845 G. PETRIE Eccles.
Archit. Irel. 113 He betook himself to an anachoretical life.

Anachorism (anse'koriz'm). nonce-'ioit. [formed,
to match anachronism, on Gr. ava back + \apiav I

country, place : see -ISM.] Something out of place
in, or foreign to, the country.
1863 LOWELL Bigl. Papers Ser. n. 55 Opinions [that are]

anachronisms and anachorisms, foreign both to the age and
the country.

' Alia'chorist. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. dvax<api-fiv
to retire + -1ST.] An anchoret. (See ANCHORIST.)
a 1604 HANMER Ckron. Irel. 90 An Abbot of Irish birth that

became a recluse or an anachorist.

Anachronic (renakrjvnik), a.
[f. Gr. ava up,

against + xP"- ! t'me + -ic: cf. chronic.] Erroneous
in date

;
out of right chronological position or

order ; characterized by anachronism.
1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. V. 502 The unconnected,

the anachronic, the dissonant circumstances. 1819 COLE-
RIDGE Lect. Shaks. I. 276 The anachronic mixture . . of the
Roman republican . . with his James-and-Charles-the-First
zeal for legitimacy of .descent . . is amusing. 1879 G. MERE-
DITH Egoist I. Prel. 8 Better . . have held stubbornly to all

ancestral ways, than have bred that anachronic spectre.

Anachronical (cenakrp-nikal), a. rare. [f.

prec. + -AL'.]
=

prec.
1859 in WORCESTER. 1880 Sped. 25 Dec. 1655, I had a

great, though anachronical, love of verse.

Anachro 'iiically ,
adv.

[f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

Er-

roneously as to date
;
out of correct chronological

position or order : by anachronism.

1813 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. LXX. 133 Anachronical!)-
given after the alteration of the calendar. 1866 Songs <y Bal.
Citmbld. 439 note, Friends of the author introduced here ana-

chronically.

t Anachro'nicism. Obs.-"
[f. ANACHRONIC

+ -ISM; cf. scepticism]=nzx\.
1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

Anachronism (ansrkroniz'm). [a. Fr. ana-

chronisme, ad. L. anachronism-tis, a. Gr. avaxpo-
viau-os, n. of action f. dvaxpovi^-ftv to refer to a

wrong time, f. ava up, backwards + XP V-* time.]
1. An error in computing time, or fixing dates

;

the erroneous reference of an event, circumstance,
or custom to a wrong date. Said etymologically
(like prochronisni) of a date which is too early, but
also used of too late a date, which has been distin-

guished as parachronism.
/z 1646 J. G[REGORY] De sEris ft Ef. (1650) 174 An error

committed herein [in a Synchronism] is called Anachronism.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles \. in. viii. 85 This error sprang from
Anachronisme, and confusion of Histories. 1704 HEARNE
Duct. Hist. (17141 I. 7 Virgil making Dido and ./Eneas Co-
temporaries, whereas they lived at Three Hundred Years
distance . . committed an Anachronism. 1798 FERRIAR Eng.
Histor. 249 An anachronism of thirty or forty years . . is easily
overlooked. 1856 MRS. STOWE Dred (1856) I. Pref., Some
anachronisms with regard to the time of the session ofcourts
have been allowed. 1876 E. MELLOR Priesth. iv. 172 The so-

called literal interpretation involves an anachronism, inas-

much as it antedates the death of our Lord upon the cross.

2. Anything done or existing out of date ; hence,

anything which was proper to a former age, but is,

or, if it existed, would be, out of harmony with the

present ; also called a practical anachronism.
1816 COLERIDGE Lay Serm. 329 I f this one-eyed experience

does not seduce its worshipper into practical anachronisms.

1859 JEPHSON Brittany ix. 145 A pilgrimage now seems an
anachronism. 1864 Round Table 18 June 4/3 She gives them
phrases and words which . . had their beginning long since
that period, and are in fact linguistic anachronisms. 1871
Daily News 15 Apr. 2 [The Benchers] would be living ana-
chronisms in this age of progress, were it not that they are

extremely fond of good eating.

Ana-chronisma-tical, a. [f. prec. ; cf. schit-

iiiatical.] Anachronistic.

ANACOLTJTHIC.

1847 BARHAM Ing. Lfg. (1877) 182 The author has intro-
duced many . . anachronismatical interpolations.

Anachronist (ame-kronist). rare~l
.

[f. ANA-
CHRON-J.SM + -IST.] One who commits or supports
an anachronism ; one out of harmony with his own
time.

1842 DE QLISCEY Pagan Oracles Wks. VIII. 194 Modern
appraisers of the oracular establishments are too commonly
in all moral senses anachronists.

Anachronistic (an^kroni-stik), a. [f.asprec.+

-ISTIC.] Of the nature of, or involving, anachronism.
1775 T. WARTON Eng. /Vr/ry (1840) II. xxlii. ^03 The ana-

chronistic improprieties, which this poem contains. 1876 G.
MERKDITH Beanch. Carccrll. xi. 109 He glanced contemp-
tuously at his uncle Everard's anachronistic notions of what
was fair in war. 1882 Daily Neivs 4 May 5/3 The position
of the Church of England is anachronistic and cannot last.

Anachronitism (Blount Glossogr.}, erron. f.

ANACHRONISM.
Aiiaclircmize (ance'kronaiz), v. rare"1

, [ad.
Gr. dvaxpovl^-fiv to confound time: see ANACHROX-

ISM.] To put into a wrong chronological position;
to transfer to a different time.

1870 LOWELL Among my Bks, Ser. i. (1873") 198 One of his

contemporaries who endeavoured to anachronize himself.

AnachronoilS (anae
-

kr6n3s\ a* tf. Gr. ava. up

out of proper chronological position, t of date.

1854 fatatr, Lond. News 30 Sept, 317 His impressions ..

were after all a mass of anachronous entanglement and his-

torical confusion. 1880 C. HERFORD./?0/rt/. Class. Styles
25 lieguiled by the affected archaism of Spenser into the
use of stanzas as anachronous as his language.

Anacnronotisly (anarkronssli), adv. rare. [f.

prec. + -LY^.J In a way which involves an ana-

chronism
; without regard to correct chronology.

1828 \V. TAYLOR Germ. Poetry 1. 179 It is more convenient,

therefore, somewhat anachronously to marshal in groups
those writers who acted on one another.

t Anack. Obs. (See quoO
1615 G. MARKHAM Eng. Hoits-wife 177 With this small

meal Oat-meal is made . . six several! kinds of very good
and wholsome bread, every one finer than another, as your
Anacks, Janacks, and such like. 1715 BRADLEY Fam. Diet.
s.v. Oatmeal^ They make good and wholsome Bread thereof
in several Counties., as Anacks, Sanacks \sic\ 1750 W.
ELLIS Conntr. Housfwiftm^ [as in Markham].
Anaclastic (renakltrstik), a. and sb. [f. Gr.

(\vaK\affr-os refracted (f.a.va-tt\a.-ftv to refract, bend

back, f. K\a-tiv to break) + -ic.] A. adj.
1. Opt. Pertaining to refraction ; produced by re-

fraction through a medium of different density.
1796 HUTTON Math. Diet.) Anaclastic Cttnvs, a name

given by M. de Mairan to certain apparent curves formed at

the bottom of a vessel full of water . . or the vault of the

heavens, seen by refraction through the atmosphere. 1879
Syd. Soc. Le.r., Anaclastic

> applied to that point where a
luminous ray is refracted.

2. Springing back with a crackling sound
;
as in

Anaclastic Glasses (see quot.).
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl, Snpp., Anaclastic glasses are a low

kind of phials with flat bellies, resembling inverted funnels,
whose bottoms are very thin . . and . . a little convex. But
upon applying the mouth to the orifice, and gently . . sucking
out the air, the bottom gives way with a horrible crack, and
of convex becomes concave. On the contrary upon - . breath-

ing gently into the orifice, the bottom with no less noise
bounds back to its former place. 1815 Encycl. Brit. II. 166
Anaclastic Glasses, a kind of sonorous phials or glasses,

chiefly made in Germany.
B. sb. [Cf. acoustics.'] The part of optics which

treats of refraction ; dioptrics.
1696 PHILLIPS, Anaclatics, a part also of Opticks which by

the Lines of the Stars, and other visual Objects, refracted in

a medium of a different thickness, measures their figures,

magnitudes, distances, etc. [So spelt and defined in BAILEY,
JOHNSON, ASH.] 1789 HOWARD Encycl., Anaclastics.

Anaclete (arnaklft). rare. [ad. Gr. dpaxAipr-os

recalled, f. ava-na\t-fiv to call back, f. stem *(a}Ae-
call

;
cf. paraclcte^\ (See quot.)

1817 Coi.KRiixiK Own Times (18501 III. 356 The Heathen
Priests and Philosophers hailed him [Julian the Apostate]
ihedivine^rtrtr/^VUhe Recalled*, the re-ascending Apollo.

II Anaccenosis (?c;na|S/n^'sis). Rhct. [med.L.,
a. Gr. avaKoivwffis, n. of action f. avatcoivo-tiv to

communicate, f. ava. back -f Kotvu-tiv to make com-

mon, f. fcotv-6* common.] 'A figure in rhetoric,

by which the speaker applies to his hearers or

opponents for their opinion upon the point in

debate.
1
T.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.F0tsie(A.i\).) 235 A naccenosis [printed
AntKhino$is\orl\n Impartener. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet,

152 Anaccenosis . . is elegantly used with such as;are (i) Dead:
(21 with the Judge : (3) with the Hearers : (4) with the Oppo-
nent : (5) with such as are absent : (.6) with sensitive or inani-

mate things. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. S3t/>p. t Anaccenosis.,
when we consult the adversary, or appeal lo the judges.

||
Anacoluthia (a^nak01i/?j;ia). [L., a. Gr. dya-

Ko\ovOia want of sequence.] A want of gram-
matical sequence ; the passing from one construc-

tion to another before the former is completed.
1856 G. WOODS Madi'ig's Lat. Gr. 434 This want of strict

grammatical coherence is called Anacoluthia.

Anacoluthic (a^nak^K-Jjik), a. rare. [f. ANA-
COLUTH-ON + -ic.] Of or pertaining to anacolutha;

lacking grammatical sequence.
1859 WORCESTER cites LANE. 1873 tr. Buttttman't Gram,



ANACOLUTHICALLY.
N. T. 379 The jjreat

number of anacoluthic thoughts, sen-

tences, periods, in al! the writers of the N. T. Ibid. 382 In

similar anacoluthic style we read, John xv. 5.

Aiiacolu'thically, / / . [f.prec. + -AL + -LY-.]
In anacoluthic manner.

1873 tr. fiuttntan's Gram. N. T. 381 Participles used ana-

colutnically in the Greek writers.

IfAnacoluthon (?e
:nak?li-b

)
(Tn'). Gram. PI. -a,

;-ons). [a. L., a. Gr. dvaKo\ovO-ov wanting sequence,
f. dr priv.+doAou0-o? following, f. d copul. + /c*Aff^-

oy a road, or march.] An instance of anacoluthia,

a phrase or series of words in which it appears.
[Not in JOHNSON 1755, CRAIG 1847.] 1706 PHILLIPS, Aita-

colython, a Rhetorical Figure, when a Word that is to

answer another is not express'd. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Siipg.) Anacoluthon among antient grammarians denotes

an incoherence, or a construction which does not hang
together. 1860 JOWETT Ess. fy J\ev. (ed. 2) 397 The verbal

oppositions and anacolutha of St. Paul. 1876 SWEKTArtfla-
Sax. Readcr'i. i The style Is of the rudest character. . abrupt,

disconnected, obscure and full of anacoluthons.

Anaconda (eenak^nda). Also -o. [Occurs in

Ray, in a List of Indian Serpents from the Leyden
Museum, as * ana*andaia of the Ceylonese, i.e. he

that crushes the limbs of buffaloes and yoke beasts,'

but not now a native name in Ceylon, and not

satisfactorily explained either in Cingalese or Tamil.

(Cf. however Tamil anaik'k'owia 'having killed an

elephant/ Col. Yule.)] A name (a.) originally

applied (by English writers) to a 'very large and

terrible snake' of Ceylon (i Python retieulatits, or

P. molurus Gray); but (b.) made by Daudin

(?through erroneous identification, or mistake as to

the source of a specimen) the specific name of a

large South American Boa {Boa mitrina Linn., />'.

aqtiatica Neuwied., B. anaconda Daud., Eunectes

murinus Wagler, Gray), called in Brazil sucurin,

or sucuriuba, to which it is now attached in the

British Museum Catalogue, and London Zoological
Gardens. (C.) loosely applied to any large snake

which crushes its prey.
a. [1693 ^aSynop.Mcthod.^-z Serpens Indicus Bubalinus,
Anacandaia Zeylonensibus, id est Bubalorum alioritmqne

jHfnentorum membra conterens.\ 1768 Scots Mag. Append.
673 Description of the A naconda. a monstrous species of Ser-

pent [a fictitious
* Letter' founded on Ray]. The Ceylonese

seemed to know the creature well ; they call it Anaconda.

1797 Encycl. Brit.) Anacondo^ a name given in the i*le of

Ceylon to a very large and terrible snake which often de-

vours the unfortunate traveller alive. \fy& Lady's Monthly
Mus. V. 121 An account of the Anocondo, a monstrous ser-

pent in the East Indies, and of the manner of its seizing and

managing its prey. 1810 Encycl. Lond. IV. 61 s. v. Ceylon^
The vast boa the Anacaendaia of the Ceylonese is common
here. 1849 PRIDHAM Ceylon II. 750 Pimbeva or anaconda
is of the genus Python, and is known in English as the Rock
Snake (/'. molnrus\. ifapTBHNiiifT Ceylon (ed. 2) 1. 196 The

great python [P. retictilatns Gray] the 'boa' as it is com-

monly designated by Europeans, the ' anaconda' of Eastern

story, which is supposed to crush the bones of an elephant,
and to swallow the tiger, is found . . in the cinnamon gar-
dens. 1859 D. KING in Jrnl. R. G. S. XXX. 181 The skins

of anacondas offered at Bangkok come from the northern

provinces.
b. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 27 This . . according to Cuvier, is

the Boa aqitatica, of Prince Maximilian and the Anaconda
according to the same authority. Mr. Bennett observes.,

that the name of Anaconda^ like that of Boa Constrictor,
has been popularly applied to all the larger and more power-
ful snakes. He adds that the word appears to be of Cey-
lonese origin, and applies it to the Python Tigris. 1849 J.

GRAY Brit. Mns. Cat. Snakes 102 TheAnacondo, Eitnectcs

murinus . . Brazil . .Tropical America.
C. x8a6 DISRAELI K/i'. Grey in. vi. 113 The lurid glare of

the anaconda's eye. 1849 W. \K\\"H& Bontwuille yn Having
. . completely gorged himself, he would wrap himself up, and
lie with the torpor of an anaconda. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel.

23 Nov., The circle of the general's admirers was growing
every moment more anaconda-like. 1879 Daily News 13

June 2/2 A marvellous dress, which, aided by the supple
form of the fair owner, conveyed the idea of an anaconda.

Anacreontic (anae kr/ip-ntik), a. and sb. [ad.
L. anacreontic-ust f. Gr. 'Avatcpfdjv prop, name ; cf.

mod.Fr. anacreontique]
A. adj. Of, or after the manner of, the Greek poet

Anacreon. a. Having the structure or metre of

Anacreon's lyrics.

1706 PHILLIPS, Anafreontick l'erse
t consists of seven syl-

lables, without being tied to any certain Law of Quantity.
1749 Power ofNunw. in Poet. Comp. 65 Anacreontic yerse
..is usually divided into Stanzas, each Stanza containing
four Lines which Rime alternately to each other ; and every
Line consists of three Troches and a long syllable, e. g. Cease,
Trelawney, cease to teize me, Mirth and Music are but vain ;

Wine and Laughter now displease me, And thy Rules in-

crease my Pain.

b. Convivial and amatory.
1801 Miss EDT.F.WORTH Belinda (18321 1. vii. 121 He laughed

and sang with Anacreontic spirit. 1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit.
I II. HI. v. 29. 250 His amatory and anacreontic lines.

B. sb. A poem in imitation of, or after the manner
of Anacreon's ; an erotic poem.

f1 1656 COWLEY (title) Anacreontiques ; or some copies uf
verses translated paraphrastically out of Anacreon. 1878 T.
SINCLAIR Mount 74 Moore and Burns's anacreontics are the
first true step in the lyrical.

Ana creouitically , adv. [f. prec. +-AL + -LY-.]
After the mannerof Anacreon; in aconvivial fashion.

1830 DE QUINCEY Kant Wks. III. 108 The decanters of

301

wine were placed, not on a distant sideboard . . but anacreon-

tically on the table, and at the elbow of every guest.

Anacrotic (yenakr^rtik), a. [f. Or. dvd up + Kpor-
<s striking, clapping + -ic

;
of. dva.Kport-w.'] Per-

taining to, or exhibiting, anacrotism ;
dicrotic in

the rise of the pulse. (More fully called anadicrotic,}

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v. Anacrotism t
An anacrotic eleva-

tion may be obtained by compression of the artery beyond
the point at which a sphygmograph is applied.

Anacrotism (.anse'krdtiz'm). Phys. [f. as prec.

+ -IBM.] A secondary oscillation or notch occurring
in the upward portion of the curve obtained in a

sphygmographic or pulse-recording tracing; dicrot-

ism occurring in the rise of the blood-wave.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

I! Anacrusis (tcnakr/7'sis). Pros. [L. translit.

of Gr. dvaKpovffts, f. dvaxpov-fiv, f. dvd up + Kpov-fiv
to strike.] 'A syllable at the beginning of a verse

before the just rhythm
'

(Kennedy).
1833 Edin. Rcr. LVI. 372 The Iambus . . in technical lan-

guage is said to consist of anacrusis and arsis. 1844 BUCK
& FKLTON flunk's Metres 8 A thesis with which a rhythm
begins is called anacrusis, or 'an upward beat."

Auadem (ce'nadem). poet. [ad. L. anadem-a,
a. Gr. dvddrjpa a band to tie up the hair, a head-

band, f. dva-0-(iv to bind up.] A wreath for the

head, usually of flowers ;
a chaplet, a garland.

1604 DRAYTON Oivlc 1168 Drest this Tree with Anadems
of flowers. 1613 W. P.ROWNK Brit. Past. \\. iii. (1772' 135
Sweet anadems to gird thy brow, c 1800 K. \Vnmc Poems
(1837) 52 No more our nobles love to grace Their brows with

anadems by genius won. 1821 Sni.i.i.tiv Adonais xi, Another

dipt her profuse locks, and threw The wreath upon him,
like an anadem.

t A'nadesm. Ohs. [ad. Gr. draS&rfo; : see prec.]
1658 PHILLIPS, Anadesnte* a Band or Tie : among Surgeons

a Swathe or Bandage to bind up Wounds. 1742 in BAILEY.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.) Anadesma^ a bandage for wounds.

Anadicro*tic, a fuller form of ANACROTIC.

1870 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

!! Anadiplosis (se
:

na|dipl0u'sis). Rhet. [L.,

a. Gr. dra5iTrAof(7(9, n. of action f. dvaSnr\u-f<j6cn to

be doubled back, f. dvd back + onr\6-fiv to double,
f. 8(7r\o-os- double.] Reduplication ;

the beginning
of a sentence, line, or clause with the concluding, or

any prominent, word of the one preceding.
1589 PUTTKNHAM Eng. I 'ocsic < Arb.) 210 As thus: Com forte

it is for man to haue a wife, Wife chast, and wise . . The
Greeks call this figure A nadiplosis, I call him the Redouble.
1681 HOBBES Rhct, iv. jv. 148 A Redoubling called Anatly-

plosis as, 'The Lord also will be a refuge to the poor, a

refuge, I say in due time.' (11791 WFSI.KY in Wks. 1872
XIII. 524 In an anadiplovis the word repeated is pronounced
the second time louder and stronger than the first.

Anadroiu (wnadr/m). Zool. rare. [a. mod.Fr.

anadrome, ad. Gr. dydSpo^-os : see next.] An ana-

dromous fish.

a 1859 OGILVIE cites MORIN.

Anadroiuous (anse"dramas), a. [f. Gr. ai/a5po/i-

os running up (a river) (f.
dva. up + Spvpos running)

+ -ous.]
1. Zool. Of fishes : Ascending rivers to spawn.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitffi., Anadromous . .denoting such

[fishes] as have their times ofgoing from the fresh water to the

salt, and afterwards returning. 1843 Black^v. Mag. LI 1 1. 640
The salmon is undoubtedly the finest . . of our fresh-water

fishes, or rather of those anadromous kinds which . . seek

alternately the briny sea and the 'rivers of water.' 1880
Tlines "^i Dec. 6/1 The artificial propagation of Anadromous
Fish other than the Salmon.
2. Bot. (See quot.)
1881 J. BAKER in Mature XXIII. 480 Milde's classification

offerns into a catadromous and anadromous series, according
as to whether their lowest secondary branches originate on
the posterior or anterior side of the pinna;.

II Anaemia (anrmia). Path. [mod.L., a. Gr.

dvain'ta want of blood, f. Gr. dv priv. + af/*a blood.]
Lack of blood ; a condition of unhealthy paleness
and feebleness, resulting either from diminution of
the amount of blood in the body, or from a dimin-
ished proportion of red corpuscles in the blood.

1836 Tono Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. I. 416/2 The state of anae-

mia, or a deficiency in the quantity of circulating blood.

i854BADHAM Halieitt. 215 In a state of acute suffering from
exhaustion and anaemia. 1876 HOLLAND Seven Oaks ii. 32
Anemia is the normal condition of the pauper.
Anaemial (anrmial), a. Path. rare. [f. prec. +

ANAESTHETIZE.

1853 MAVNE Exfi. /.t'.r., An&nricus . , anemia!, anemic.

Anaemic (ane-mik), a.
[f. as prec. + -ic.] Cha-

racterized by anaemia.

1. Bloodless; ill-supplied with blood, or having
blood of poor quality.
1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. III. 7200/2 The brain

of the ill-nourished strumous child is generally an ana:mic
brain. 1879 H. SPENCER Data ofEth. vi. 37. 94 Ansmic,
flat-chested school girls, bending over many lessons and for-

bidden boisterous play.

2. Of, or pertaining to, ana:mia.

1858 THL-DICHL-M Urine 3 Chlorosis and other anaemic con-
ditions. 1861 GRAHAM Pract. filed. 725 There is an an*emic
murmur in the ascending aorta.

Anaemotrophy (onzayfaA). Path. [f. Gr.dc

priv. + alfia blood + -Tp<xf>ia nourishment.] Deficient

nourishment of the blood.
1860 in FOWLER Med. Voc.

An*retic jen/ire-tik). MeJ. [f. Gr. d>-aipT(o!

taking away, destructive: see -ic.] An agent which
tends to destroy tissue.

1879 Syd. Soc. Lex. , Animal anzrctks, the gastric jt-icc
and vaccine lymph.

Anaerophyte (aiu-aroifait). Bot, [f.
ac priv.

+ arip, d.po~s air + fyvriiv plant ; cf. acrophylc^\ A
plant which does not need a direct supply of air.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gft. Pitt/wl. 101 The so-called anaero-

phytes, which do not need the direct influences of the air.

||
Anaesthesia (a-nesjv-sia, x-n/s-}. [mod.L.,

a. Gr. araurfrjaia want of feeling, f. av priv. -f ai'-

vOijai-s sensation, f. stem ah&(-, to feel, perceive.
C'f. mod.Fr. anesthetic. In this and the following
derivatives of alaOt-, the & is by some pronounced
(;~, /, F) according to place of accent.] Loss of feel-

ing or sensation, insensibility.

1721 HAILEY, ArtSfstfifsia, a Defect of Sensation, as in

Paralytic and blasted Persons. 1848 SIR J. Y. SIMI-SON in

1'liarnt. ^rnl. VII. 517 The state of anaesthesia lasted for

two or three minutes. 1877 KKicnstN6";y. 1. 15 To induce

anaesthesia by the inhalation of vapours.

\y.fig.
1865 MRS. WMITNK.Y Gayivort/iys xliii, In that mysterious

anesthesia, he had left sense and certainty behind him.

An%stheslant (aenesjw'siant), a. and sl>. [f.

prec. + -ANT, after stinnd-ant etc.]

A. adj. Producing anaesthesia, B. sb. An agent
of this nature ;

an anesthetic.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Autesthesimetei* (ane^/si'm/tai, an /"). [f.
as

prec. + Gr. pfTpov measure: see -MKTER.] An instru-

ment for determining the amount of an anesthetic

administered.
1860 in FOWLKR Med. I'oc.

tAnaesthesis^vnesJ-rsis). Obs.rare. [f.AN.ts-
-

i'H?:si.\, after ( iT.afffQijffts, sthesis^\ = ANAESTHESIA.

1848 SIR J. Sl.Mi'SON in P/tanti. Jrnl. VII. 516 The brief

period which elapses before the state of complete anaesthesia

i-i induced.

Anaesthetic (a.-ni-spe-tik, -J>/~tik), a. and sb. [f.

(iT.dvaia6r)T-<>s without feeling, insensible (f.dv priv.

+ alff6i]T~us sensible; f. aia&e- perceive) + -1C. Cf.

mod.Fr. atiesthctiquct
and AESTHETIC.]

A. adj.
1. Insensible, deprived of sensibility.

1848 SIR J. SIMPSON in Jrnl. Mcd. Sc. IX. 220 The an-

aesthetic state must be made adequately deep. 1853 MAYNI-.

Kxp. Lc.r., Auxstheticus, Applied specially of late to the

state of persons rendered insensible by inhalation of ether or

chloroform: anesthetic. 1879 TJMIIS in L'ttssell's 'I't-chu,

Ednc. IV. 106/2 The possibility of setting patients into an
anesthetic state.

2.yf;
r

. Unfeeling, unemotional, rare.

1860 A. WINDSOR Kthica vii. 338 In his judgment of cha-

racter this cold ana-sthetic temperament displays itself per-

haps more prominently.
3. Producing, or connected with the production

of, insensibility.

1847 SIR J. SIMPSON in Jrnl. Mcd. Sc. VIII. 415 At the

first winter meeting of the Edinburgh Medico-Chirurgical

Society noth November) I directed the attention of the

members to a new respirable anaesthetic agent . . Chloroform,

Chloroformyle, or Perchloride of Formyle. 1848 in Jrnl.
Mcd. .SV. IX. 220 The results of ana-slheiic midwifery. 1859
MAIN Emot. <( Will \. 21. 34 Exercise or action is itself an-

;tsthetic. 1870 SIR J. SIMPSON Anz&thcsia Wks. 1871 II. 2
.;

The first case of an anaesthetic operation under sulphuric
ether occurred at lioston [U.S.A.] on the 3oth September
1^46. The first case of an anaesthetic operation under chloro-

form occurred at Edinburgh on the isth of November 1847.

B. sl>. [The adj. used absol.\ An anct-sthelic

agent ; an agent which produces insensibility.

1848 SIR J. SIMPSON in Pharin. Jrnl.\\\. 518 None of the

five anaesthetics which I have mentioned . . are . . comparable
with chloroform. 1876 BARTHOI.OW Afnt. Hfcd. (18791 3^ "1 '"-

term anaesthetic^ proposed by Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes,
means an agent capable of producing anxsthcsia, or insensi-

bility to pain. 1878 LECKY Eng. in i8M C". I. iv. 551 Vivisec-

tion . . before the introduction of anaesthetics, was often

inexpressibly horrible.

Ansesthe'tically, adv.
[f. prec. + -AL + -LY~.]

As, or in the way of, an anaesthetic ; so as to pro-
duce anaesthesia.

1847 SIR J. SIMPSON in Aleut. (1873) v ''>- z&2 As one who
knows . . what operations were to the patients before aether

or chloroform was employed anausthetically.

Anaesthetist (a-nt-sb/'tist). [f. AN^STHET-IZE :

see -TST.] One who administers anaesthetic .ngents.
1882 Daily Tel. 23 Mar. 5 Anaesthetist to the Dental Hos-

pital of London.

Anesthetization (fine
-

8jJ%3izi'Jan). [f. next:

see -ATION.] The process of rendering insensible ;

subjection to the action of anaesthetics.

1860 in FOWLER Mcd. l-'oc. 1875 WOOD T/ieraf. (1879)

287 The condition of the pupil cannot be considered a safe

guide in anesthetization. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen, Pathol.

180 That certain painful operations be undertaken .. only-

after preceding local anaesthetiration.

Anaesthetize (ane-sj>/teiz, an?-), v.
[f. Gr.

dvaiffer)T-os (see ANESTHETIC) + -IZE.] To render

insensible.

1848 SIR J. SIMPSON in Jrnl. Mcd. Sc. IX. 216 The patients
were thus only partially . . anaesthetized. 1871 LOWKI.L

Study H'ind. 25 Gratuitous hearers are anaesthetized to

suffering by a sense of virtue. 187* THOMAS Dis. Women
141 The doctor anaesthetizes his patient.



ANESTHETIZED.
Anaesthetized (ane-sb/taizd), ///. a. [f. prec.
+ ED.] Rendered insensible.

1848 SIR J. SIMPSON Jrnl. Med. Sc. IX. 219 Dangerous
symptoms . . in an anaesthetized patient. 1876 GROSS Dis,
Urin. Organs 151 The thoroughly anaesthetized patient.

II Anagennesis (ainaidgenrsis). [Gr. dvaytv-
vijais regeneration, f. dva-yewd-ftv to regenerate.]
A reproduction or regeneration of structure.

1879 in Syi/. Soc. Lex,

Anaglyph (arnaglif). [ad. Gr. dyayXv^rj work
in low relief, f. dvd up + y\v(p-tv to hollow out,
carve. Cf. Fr. anaglyphe, perh. earlier.] An em-
bossed or chased ornament, worked in low relief.

1651 N. BIGGS New Dispens. ^98 The Anaglyphe or ex-

terior Cortex and figure of things. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl,

Supp., Anaglypha, in antient writers, denote vessels, or
other things, adorned with sculpture in basso relievo. 1843
PRESCOTT Mexico i. iv. (1864! 30 The mysterious anaglyphs
sculptured on the temples of the Egyptians.

Anaglyphic (a?nagli
-

nk), a., sb.
[f. prec. + -ic.]

A*, adj. Of or pertaining toanaglyphs; anaglyptic.
1636 [See ANAGLYPTIC]. 1836 Edin. ~Rcv. LXIV. 92 Hiero-

glyphics .. tropical and anaglyphic. 1854 FAIRHOLT Diet.

Art 24 Anaglyphic is that process of machine ruling on an

etching ground which gives to the subject the appearance
of being raised.

B. sh.pl. Anaglyphies = ANAGLYPTICS.
171864 ' n BRANDS.

Anaglyphical, a. ?w- = prec.
1859 in WORCESTER.

Anaglyptic (renagli-ptik), a. and sh. [ad. L.

anaglyptic-us, a. Gr. dvayKwrrriKus : see ANAGLYPH.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to anaglyphs, or to the

art of carving in low relief, embossing, etc.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Anaglypltick or A naglyptick, per-

taining to the Art of Carving, Embossing, or Engraving.
1662 EVELYN Sculptitra (1755' 32 Plastica . . and the ana-

glyptic art. 1847 in CRAIG, etc.

B. sh. pi. Anaglyptics : the art of carving in

low relief, chasing, embossing, etc.

1662 EVELYN Sculptura 11755! 16 They rather concern the

statuary art though we might yet safely admit some of the
Greek anaglyptics. 1818 in TODD.

Anaglyptograph (rcnaglrpt(5graf). [seeANA-
OLYPTOGKAPHY and -GRAPH.] A machine for pro-

ducing representations in relief, of coins, medals, etc.

1876 Crt/W. Set. Appar. S. Kens. 275.

Anaglyptographic (xna,gli:pt0,gne-fik), a.

[f.
AXAGIAPTOGKAPH-Y + -TC.] Of, pertaining to,

or according to anaglyptography. (In mod. Diets.)

Anaglyptography CsenaigHp^rgr&fi). [f. Gr.

avdy\viTT"s embossed + -ypafyia. writing.] (Seequot.)
^1871 Art Journal, quoted in RlNCWAtT Encycl. Print. $\

Anaglyptography', the art of so engraving as to give the

subject an embossed appearance, as if raised from the surface
of the paper; used in representing coins, bas-reliefs, etc.

II Anagnorisis (?enagnp-risis). [L., a. Gr. dva*

yvwpiffis, f. dva-yvojpi^-fiv to recognise, discover.]

Recognition ; the denouement in a drama.
./ 1800 BLAIR is cited in WEBSTER, 1833 Blackw. Mag.
XXXIV. 464 He, aged man, ignorant of the anagnorisis, is

overcome by the catastrophe. 1846 DE QUINCEY Antigone
Wks. XIII. 220 Some dreadful discovery or anagnorisis (i.e.

recognition of identity) takes place.

Anagnost (^nagnpst). lObs. [ad. L. anagnost-
cs, a. Gr. dvayvtuar-ris a reader, f. dvaytyvwaK-ftv
to read.] A reader, a prelector; one employed to

read aloud ; the reader of the lessons in church.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634* II. 231 (note} Lay the fault . .

vpon Plinies Anagnosts or Readers, who either read wrong,
or pronounced not their words distinctly. 1702 tr. Le Clerc's

Prim. Fathers 201 They . . would both be Anagnostes, or

read the Holy Scriptures in the Church. 1708 MOTTEUX
Rabelais iv. Ded., Carefully and distinctly read to him by
the most learned and faithful Anagnost in this Kingdom.
t AnagnO'Stian. Obs~Q

\i.L..anagnost-es (see

prec.) + -IA\.]
=

prec.
1626 MINSHEU Duct., Anagnostian, a curate that serueth

onely to reade, or a clarke or scoller that readeth to a writer.

t AnagnO'Stic. Ol>s, [ad. Gr. dvayvwffTiK-vs
fitted for reading.]

=
prec.

1623 COCKERAM, Anagnosticke, a curate seruing onely to

reade.

II Anagoge (senSg^'djJt)- [L. anagoge, a. Gr.

dvayojyrf elevation, religious or ecstatic elevation,

mystical sense ;
f. dv-ay-av to lead up, lift up,

elevate. See also ANAGOGY.]
f 1. Spiritual elevation or enlightenment, esp., to

understand mysteries. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS, Anagoge, a raising of the mind to search

out the hidden Meaning of any Passage; especially the

Mystical Sense of the Holy Scriptures. 1731 So in BAILEY.

1751 in CHAMBERS : see ANAGOGY. Not in J.

2. Mystical or spiritual interpretation ;
an Old

Testament typification of something in the New.
1849 FITZGERALD tr. Whitakers Disp. 407 We should form

a like judgment of the type or anagoge.

t Anagoge'tical, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. prec., by

forrtt-assoc. with apology, apologetical^\ A badly-
formed equivalent for ANAGOGICAL.
1731 in BAILEY. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II, There is a

grammatical and an anagogetical or moral sense.

Anagogic (cenagfd^ik), a. andjA [?ad. med.L.

anagogic-us, a. Gr. dvayatytK-6s mystical : see prec.
and -ic. Cf. Fr.
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A. adj. Of or pertaining to anagoge ; mystical,

spiritualized.
1388 WYCLIF Isa. Prol. , Anagogik [vndurstondyng of hooli

scripture] techith what we owen to hope of euerlastyng meede
in heuene. 1677 GALE Crf. Gentiles II. in. 118 The papists
make their anagogic sense of Scripture correspondent to
the Judaic Cabala. 1849 FITZGERALD tr. Whitaker's Disp.
403 The mystic or spiritual . . he says is either tropological,
or anagogic, or allegorical.

B. sb. [The adj. used absol.]

J*
1.

* One skild in explaining the Scriptures.'
Cockeram 1623. Obs.

2. //. Anagogics : anagogic studies, or practice ;

'mysterious considerations.' T.

1675 L. ADDISON State of Jews 248 (T.) That the Mjsna
Torah was composed out of the cabalisticks and anagogicks
of the Jews.

Anagogical (aenagp'd^ikal), a.
[f. prec. + -AL.]

Of words and their sense: Mystical, spiritual, having
a secondary spiritual sense, allegorical.
iSaSTiNDALE Obed. Chr. A/aWks. I. 303 They divide the

scripture into four senses, the literal, tropological, allegori-
cal, and anagogical . . The allegory is appropriate to faith;
and the anagogical to hope, and things above, a 1652 J.
SMITH Sel. Disc. vi. 192 To discern the true mystical and
anagogical sense of them. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v.,
The rest of the Sabbath, In the anagogical sense, signifies
the repose of everlasting blessedness. 1857 MAURICE Mor,
fy Metaph. Philos. III. v. 71. 218 The anagogical, whereby
we learn how to adhere to God.

"I catachr* of persons.
1841 D'ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1859) II. 251 These anagogical

children of reverie. 1851 S. JI'DD Margaret n. i. (1871) 165
You are very 'anagogical' as my Master says; strange and
mysterious, I mean.

Anago'gically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY2 .]

In an

anagogical manner ; with a hidden spiritual sense.
1SS3-87 FOXE A, $ M. I. 870/2 Anagogically some part

thereof [Prophecy] may also be referred . . unto the Pope.
1875 Blackies Pop. Encycl. I. 151/1 To explain anagogically,
means to apply the literal sense of the text to heavenly things.

Anagogy (ae*nfigo**dgi). [f. Gr. dvaywyrj ANA-
GOGE, as ifad. Gr. *dvayojyia, n. of quality f. dva-

joryos soul -raising, sublime; but not used in this

sense in Gr. A better Eng. form than anagoge ;

cf. Fr. analogic.']

T"l. Spiritual elevation or enlightenment, esp. to

understand mysteries. Obs.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Analogy, Anagoge, a rapture or
elevation of the soul to things celestial, and eternal.

2. Mystical interpretation, hidden 'spiritual' sense

of words.

1519 HOKMAN Vnlgaria 98 Let no man call hym selfe a

diuyne : that knoweth nat . . allygoris, and tropologies, and

anagogies, for scripture is full of them. 1659 HAMMOND On
Ps. Pref. f 18. 8 Some kind of accommodation, or Anagogy,
or Figure. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp,, Anagogy . . denotes
the application of the types and allegories of the Old Testa-
ment to subjects of the New. 1847 CRAIG, Anagogy, a mys-
tical meaning applied to the language of Scripture.

Anagram (pe'nagrcem). Also 6-7 anagrame,
-gramm^e. [a. Fr. anagramme, or ad. mod.L. ana-

gramma (l6th c.), f. Gr. dva-ypd<f)-tv, to write up,
write back or anew. 'Avdypa^a was not in Greek,

iv tothough the grammarians had

transpose the letters of a word, and dva

transposition of letters.]

1. A transposition of the letters of a word, name,
or phrase, whereby a new word or phrase is formed.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. /V?;> (A rb.) 115 Of the Anagrame,
or poesie transposed. 1609 B. JONSON Silent Wotn. iv. iii.

<i6i6t 572 Who will . . make anagrammes of our names. 1632
HoWELL Lett. (1650) I. 261 This Gnstavns (whose anagram
laAifgtu(ia)v3S a great Captain. ITOSHICKERINGILL/VZV.S/-
Cr. n. iii. 36 The true Anagram of Jesnita, is Sew'it'a,

Cruelty. 1865 CARLYLE Frcdk. Gt. II. vi. ii. 14 Monsieur
Arouet Junior (le Jeitne, or t.j.\ who, by an ingenious ana-

gram . . writes himself Voltaire ever since.

t 2. loosely <stfig. A transposition, a mutation. Obs.

1634 HEVWOOD Maidenh. 'well Lost xi. 119 What meane
these strange Anagrams? <? 1659 CLEVELAND Comm, Place

(1677) 167 Heaven descends into the Bowels of the Earth,
and, to make up the Anagramm, the Graves open and the

Dust ariseth. 1678 BUTLER Hitdibr. in. i. 772 His body,
that stupendous frame, Of all the world the anagram.

t A'liagram, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb. after

Fr. anagrammerj f. anagramme^\
1. trans. To ANAGRAMMATIZE.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.1 Whs. \\. 114/1 To Anagram my

Art into a Vermine [i. e. art into rat]. 1682 BLTNYAN Holy
H7ar To Reader, Witness my name, if anagram'd to thee,
The letters make ' Nu hony in a B.' 1751 WARBURTON Pope's
Wks., Dunciad in. 21 (Jon.) Some of these anagrammed his

name Benlowes into Benevolus.

2. intr. To make anagrams.
1646 SHIRLEY ToCtessOrnwnd, I never learned that trick of

court, to . . anagram upon her name.

i A'liagramize, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. ANA-

GUAM sb. + -IZE.]
= ANAGRAMMATIZE.

1636 W. SAMPSON Virtuspost Fitn.iiivit^ William Farring-
ton Which Anagramizde by conversion even, (Farwell I am
gon) from Earth to Heaven.

Aiiagrammatic (a^naigramae'tik). [f. mod.L.

anagrammat-, stem of anagramma (see ANAGRAM)
+ -ic. Cf. Fr. anagrammatique^\ Of or pertain-

ing to an anagram ; anagrammatical.
1814 Month. Mag. XXXVII. 47 Alcuinus is the anagram

of Calvinus; and this is the earliest modern instance of the

ANAGRE.
adoption of an anagrammatic device. 1881 KOUTLEDGE
Science ix. 207 Huyghens published his discovery n the ana-

grammatic form which was the fashion of the time.

A:nagramma'tical, a. [f. as prec. + -ICAL.]
1. Of or pertaining to an anagram ; performed

or produced by transposition of letters.

1605 CAMDEN Kent. (1657) 175 This was by transposition ana-

grammatical, framed out ofthe name ofthe Earl ofWorcester :

Ediuardus Somerset, Moderatus sed Vents. 01745 SWIFT
Barb. Denom. Irel.> Some have contrived anagrammatical
appellations, from half their own and their [ladyes* ?] names
joined together. 1825 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXXIII. 5 We
cannot leave the author's name in that obscurity which the

anagrammatical title seems intended to throw over it . .

Merlin is only the representative of Dr. Milner.

1 2. _/!-. Performed by the displacement and re-

arrangement of things. Obs. rare.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 744 The Generations, and
Corruptions or Deaths of Animals, according to this Hypo-
thesis, are nothing but an Anagrammatical Transposition of

Things in the Universe.

A'liagramma'tically, adv. [f. prec. +-LY
2
.]

In the manner of an anagram ; with a different

arrangement of the same letters.

1605 CAMDEN Rent. (1657) 35 1 Which also contained his

name anagrammatically. 1660 Charac. Italy 10 Whatso-
ever he parrot (or if you will have It anagrammatically)
prater-like twattles. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Anagram^
The question put by Pilate to Jesus Christ : Quid est vert-

tas ? which anagrammatically makes, Est vir qiti attest.

1847 Blaek-u.', Mag. LXI. 754 We tried them anagrammati-
cally, but in vain : there was nought to be made oiiOfiioo\
shake it as we would, the O's came uppermost.

Anagranimatism (senagrae-matiz'm). [a. Fr.

anagrammatisme, ad. (perh. through mod.L.) Gr.

avaypanfiaTian-cis : see ANAGRAMMATIZE and -ISM.]
The formation of anagrams ;

the transposition of

letters so as to form a new word or words.

1605 CAMDEN Rent. (1657) 169 Names consisting of alpha-
betary revolution, which they will have to be anagramma-
ti.sm. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles \. \\. iii. 26 By the artifice of

anagrammatisme, Syna is made Nysa. i86z H. WHEATLEY
Anagr. 74 The practice of anagrammatismwas by no means
uncommon among the Greeks.

Anagrammatist (cenagrarmatist). [f.
ANA.

GRAMUATIZE : see -1ST. Cf. inod.Fr. anagramma-
tiste, perh. earlier than Eng.] A maker of ana-

grams. Also applied to A book of anagrams.
1613 GAMAGE Epigrams xviii. iT.) Mr. W. Aubrey, an in-

genious anagrammatist. 1634 F. LENTON (title} The Inns of
Court Anagrammatist, or, The Masquers Masqued in Ana-
grams. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 60 T 4 When the Ana-
grammatist takes a Name to work upon, he considers it at

first as a Mine not broken up. 1834-43 SOUTHEY Doctor
clxxix. (1862) 467 Louis XIII appointed the Provencal
Thomas Billen to be his Royal Anagrammatist.

Anagrammatize (rcnagne-mataiz), v. [ad.

(?mod.L. anagrammatisd-rti/L} GT.dvaypan^ari^-
ttv to transpose the letters of a word, f. dvd back
+ 7p<4/(/io(T-) letter + 4ftiv (see -IZE) ;

cf. Fr. ana-

grammatise-r^\ To transpose so as to form an

anagram ;
to change into another word or phrase

by a different arrangement of letters.

1591 NASHE Introd. Sidney s Astroph. in P. Penilesse
Pref. 29 That seeke . . to anagrammatize the name of Witten-

berge. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. \\. 114/1, 1 doe ana-

grammatize Water-rat to bee a true Art. 1637 W. AUSTIN
Hsic Honto 182 Others .. anagrammatize it from Eva into

r,y, because (they say) she was the cause of our woe. 1862
Maan. Mag. Nov. 23 Calvin .. anagrammatized his name,
1 Rabelxsius

'

into Rabie Lxsits [Afflicted with madness],

Auagra-mmatized, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

Transposed so as to form an anagram.
c 1590 MARLOWE Faustus iii. 9 Jehovah's name, Forward

and backward anagrammatis'd. 1796 PEGGED nonym. (1809)

95 The name anagrammatized was not Elizabeth, but Isabel.

1814 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XII. 77 The names ofhis numerous
dedicatees laboriously anagrammatised.

t A'liagraiumist. Obs. rare'1
,

[f.
ANAGRAM

+ -IST. Cf. anagramize] = ANAGRAMMATIST.
1613 HOBY Counter-snarle 21 Would hee not prove a good

Anagrammist? 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Anagram t 1\\(i

Cabbalists among the Jews are professed anagrammists.

r A'liagraph, Obs. [ad. Gr. dvaypa(f>Tj a

writing up, a record, f. dvd up + ypa<prj writing.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Anagraph, a registring or record-

ing of matters, an Inventory. 1721 BAILEY, Anagraphe,
a Description, a Registring or Recording of Acts ; an In-

ventory.aBreviate. [Spin mod. Diets.] \&ftSyd.Soc.Lex.>
Anagraph, used by Hippocrates for a physician's prescrip-
tion or recipe.

t Ana'graphy. Obs. rare- 1
.
= prec.

1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. 332 Nor sleepeth [ = neglects]

your Anagraphie The sensual! Follies of the Hie.

t Anagra'psis. Obs. rare" 1
, [f.

Gr. dva-

ypcuft-civ to write up, rewrite, on analogy
sis, etc. See ANAGRAM.] Anagrammatism.

1669 GALE Crf. Gentiles i. n. iii. 30 Maira . . by an easie

Anagrapsis, resolves into Maria, or Miriam.

t A*nagre. Obs. rare~^. [Used in Topsell, as

ad. L. anagyros a. Gr. avayvpos, f. dvd back +

yvpos a circle, yvpus round.] A leguminous shnib,

bearing recurved pods ;
the bean-trefoil.

1608 TOPSELL Serpents 619 Conyza, strewed, the haunt

of serpents spills ; The nettle-crops, thorny anagres, stay

their mood.

[A-nagriph, anagrip. In Spelman from Du



ANAITIOLOGICAL.

Cange, Who quotes it from the Laws of the Longo-
bards!^ OHG. anagrifi^Q^}
t Anai tiolo'gical, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Gr.

dv priv. + airioAtxyta cause assigned + -ICAL. The

reg. form would be anxtiological] (See quot.)
1631 GAULE Magastrom. 81 Astrologicall [predictions].,

being (as is their own word) anaitio logical!, or not having
any naturall cause at all.

Anal (^i-nal), a. [ad. mod.L. dndl-is, f. ANUS.]
1. Of or pertaining to the anus, or excretory

opening.
1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. I. 209/1 In the vicinity of

the anal aperture. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. In-v. An. ii. 103 An
anal region, which gives exit to the refuse of digestion. 1873
BRYANT Pract. Snrg. J. 25 Anal fistula.

2. Situated near, or in the region of, the anus.

1769 PENNANT Brit. Zool. III. 133 The anal fin was white.

1835 KIRBY Habits <$
Inst. Anim. I, xii. 336 Leeches. . first

fix themselves by their anal sucker. 1874 LUBBOCK Orig. <y

Metam. Insects v. 91 A many-jointed abdomen, often with

anal appendages.

Aiialcite, -ime (anx-ls^it, -aim). Min. [mod.
f. (Fr. analcime, Ger. analzitn} Gr. dv priv. +

a\Kin-o$ strong, given by Hau'y
' in allusion to

its weak electric power.' For this Dana substi-

tutes the more analogous form analdte, f. Gr.

dva\K7i$ weak + -ITE.] A mineral belonging to

Dana's Zeolite section of Hydrous Silicates, con-

sisting mainly of silica, alumina, and soda, usually
with lime and potash, occurring in trap rocks.

1803 Edin. Rev. III. 50 Many mineralogists .. will be..

amazed to find zeolite subdivided into mesotype,_stillbite,
analcime andchabasite. 1831 BREWSTER Optics xvii. 155 In

analcime there are several planes, along which if the re-

fracted ray passes, it will not surfer double refraction. 1868

DANA Min. 432 Analcite . . gelatinizes with muriatic acid.

t A'nalect, sbl Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. Gr. dfaXT-

os, ~ov, 'gathered up/ also 'choice, select, re-

ckerchj* : see next.] The select part, the choice

essence; the 'cream* or marrow.
41650 R. MASON Let. in Bulivers Anthropomct.^ Man,

the Analect of all their perfections.

Analects (re'nalekts), j/>.2 //. [ad. "L.analecta,

a. Gr. a.vaKtKTa things gathered or picked up, f.

dva\ey-ftv, f. dvd up + \4y-fiv to gather, pick up.
Often used in L. form when applied to extracts from

the classical authors.]

fl. Crumbs that fall from the table; pickings

up, gleanings. Obs.

1623 COCKERAM, Analects^ crums which fall from the table.

a 1643 CART'WRIGHT Ordinary m.v. in Hazl. Dodsley^ll. 269
No gleanings, James ? No trencher-analects? 1721 BAILEY,

Analects, Analecta, fragments gathered from Tables.

2. Literary gleanings ; collections of fragments or

extracts. (Usually as a title.)

1658 PHILLIPS, Analects, . . is taken for Collections or

Scraps out of Authors. 1770 G. CAREY (title) Analects in

Verse and Prose. 1843 LIDDELL & SCOTT Gr. Lex. Pref. xi,

Antipater Sidonius : in Brunck's Analecta. 1861 Sat. Rev.

30 Nov. 563 A few of the sage's sayings, selected from
thousands . . to be found in the Confucian Analects.

tA'nalem. Obs.~ [a. Fr. anattme, ad. L.

ANALKMMA.] =next.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Analetn, a Mathematical Instru-

ment, whereby is found out the elevation of any Planet or

the height of any other thing.

||
Alialemma (penale'ma). [L. analemma the

pedestal of a sun-dial, hence the sun-dial itself, a.

Gr. dvd\rjfj,fia a prop or support, f. avaKapft-av-tw
to take up, resume, repair.]

frl. orig. A sort of sun-dial. Obs. (and perh.
never in Eng.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .$>///., Analemma in ancient writers

denotes those sort of sun-dials which shew only the height
of the sun at noon, every day, by the largeness of the

shadow of the gnomon.
2. An orthographical projection of the sphere
made on the plane of the meridian, the eye being

supposed to be at an infinite distance and in the east

or west point of the horizon ; used in dialling, etc.

1652 R. AUSTIN in Rigaud Corr. Sc:. Men (1841) I. 74 The
triangles, either in your Analemma or perspective, which
serve for the last propositions in your astronomical opera-
tions. 1693 E. HALLEY in Phil. Trans. XVII. 881 Fig. 10

.. is the Analemma projected on the Plain of the Meridian.

3. A gnomon or astrolabe, having the projection
of the sphere on a plate of wood or brass, with a

horizon or cursor fitted to it, formerlyused in solving
certain astronomical problems.
1667 Phil. Trans. II. 436 A good Globe or Planisphere . .

that is, the Analemma, contrived into a form of Instrument
for the use of the publick. 1685 J. TWISDEN (title) Use of
the great Planisphere called the Analemma in the resolu-
tion of some useful Problems of Astronomy. 1796 HUTTON
Math. Diet. I. 106 The oldest treatise we have on the ana-
lemma, was written by Ptolemy.
4. A scale of the sun's daily declination drawn
from tropic to tropic on artificial terrestrial globes.
The Analemma is drawn either as a double line, a long

ellipse, or as an elongated 8 crossing the equator, and is

placed in the Pacific Ocean where it least interferes with
geographical features.

1831 Terrestrial Globe \>y MARDINS, has The Analemma,
1876 CHAMBERS Astron. 910 Analemma, a scale painted on
globes, and having reference to the motion of the sun.
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A'nalepsy. Med, ? Obs. [ad. med.L. analepsia

(also used unchanged), f. Gr. dva\r)tyis a taking
up or back.]
1. 'Kpilepsy arising from disorder of the stomach.*

Syd. Soc. Lex. 1879,
1398'! RF.visA.5rtrM. DeP. R.vii. x. (1495) 229 That manere

euyfthat hyghte Analempsia. . comyth of replycyon of the
stomak and moost of indygestyon and of bolkynge.
2. 'The support given in the treatment of a

fractured limb. Fowler Med. Voc. 1 860.

Analeptic (senale-ptik), a. and sb. Med. [ad.
mod.L. analepttC'Us, a. Gr. draA.T/imtf-o? restora-

tive, f. ava\ap@dv'ftv to take up, restore : see ANA-
LEMMA. Cf. mod.Fr. analeptique]
A. adj. Restorative, strengthening.

1661 LOVEI.L Hist. Anim. fy Min. 443 The strength is to

be repaired by analeptick and pleasant diet, c 1720 QUINXY
(J.) Analeptick medicines cherish the nerves, and renew the
spirits and strength. 1805 Kdin. Rev. VII. 109 He . . in-

forms us, that sage is analeptic.
B. sb. An analeptic medicine or aliment.

1671 SALMON Syn. Med. i. xlvii. 108 By Analepticks to re-

pair the Strength. 1758 Phil, Trans. L. 672 Such analeptics
are required. 1853 oQYER Paniropk. 314 Chocolate . . is an

agreeable analeptic.

tAnale'ptical,tf. Obs.
[f. prec. + -AiA] * prec.

1613 DANIEL Queen's Arcad. (1717) 187 Apply Some ane-

leptical Elexipharmacum. 1657 TOMLINSON Return's Disp.
523 The resumptive Syrupes . . may be referred to all ana-

lepticall and restorative ones.

Analetical, obs. form of ANALYTICAL.

II Analgesia (rcnctldgrsia). Med. [mod.L., a.

Gr. &yaXfijffia painlessness, f. ct^-aA77/7-0 y painless,
f. ov priv. + d\yf-fiv to feel pain.] Insensibility to

pain ; painlessness. Distinguished from anesthesia

or total insensibility.

1706 PHILLIPS, Analgesia, Indolency, a being free from
Pain or Grief. 1876 DOHRINC Dis. Skin 525 The condition
known as '

analgesia* or 'anodynia,' in which there is a loss

of sensibility to pain. 1878 FOSTER Phys. in. v. 3. 484
There is analgesia but no anaesthesia.

Analge'SlC, a. and sb. Med.
[f. prec. + -ic. A

better formation would be analgetic: cf. atnvsthcfic.']

A. adj. Tending to remove pain. B. sb. A
medicine that removes pain.
1875 WOOD Thcrap. 213 In the class Analgesics, are placed

those drugs whose chief clinical use is in the relief of pain.

I Alia'lgesy. Obs. [ad. mod.L. analgesia

(now used instead) : cf. mod.Fr. analgesie.']

1731 BAILEY, Analgesy, an indolency, a being free from

pain or grief. 1847 CHAIG, Analgecy, indolency, apathy.

Analgetic (sen&ldge'tik), analogical equivalent
of analgesic.

I Alia'lie, analy, annaly, v. Obs. Sc. [Ap-
parently formed on L. ali-ns other, but actual

stnicture unexplained. It has the appearance of

a variant of an earlier *enalie, repr. Fr. *enalier,

L. *inali-are, f. in into, to + a/turn another. But
no such antecedent forms appear.] To alienate,
or abalienate.

1452 MS. in P. Tytler Hist. Scotl. (1864) II. 387 All maner
of maills, goods spendit, taken, sould or anahed be him.

1533 BKLLENDENE Livy v. (1822) 464 Misereis and troubil . .

had analyit \abalienaverant\ thair hartis and mindis fra all

respect that thay had to thare awne gudis. 1609 SKENE
Reg. Maj. 112 Na husband of any woman may annaly the

heretage of his wife.

i Ana'lier. Obs. Sc.
[f. prec. + -ER 1

.] One
who alienates a possession.
1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 120 The house perteining to the

analier, or seller.

Anallagniatic (^nselaegmsrtik), a. Math.

[f.
Or. dv not + d\\ay^a(r-) something given in

exchange, lit. a change (f. d\\drr-tv to change)
+ -IG.] Not changed in form by 'inversion': ap-

plied to the surfaces of certain solids, as the sphere.
1869 CLIFFORD Brit. Assoc. AV/. 8 On the Umbilici of

Anallagmatic Surfaces. 1874 SALMON Geom. Three Dimens.
516 A surface which is its own inverse with regard to any

point has been called an anallagmatic surface.

t Ana'logal, a. Obs. [f. L. analog-its ANALO-
GOUS + -AiA] = ANALOGOUS. (Common in ly
a 1631 DONNE Select. (1840) 41 As may be analogal, pro-

portionable, agreeable to the articles of our faith. 1677 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. i. i. 22, I see many analogal motions in

Animals.

t Analogally, adv. Obs. rare 1
, [f. prec. +

-LY 2
.]
= ANALOGOUSLY.

a 1619 DONNE Biathan. (1644") 29, I presume them to speak
proportionally and analogally to their other Doctrine.

tAna'loger. Obs. rare-- 1
. [f. ANALOGY + -OERI.

Cf. astrologer, philologer^ = ANALOGIST.
1606 FoRD//0<w Trivnt. (1843)24 Fictionsand nugatory in-

vectiues of deseruingly abused poets, or repulsed annalogers.

Analogic (senalfrd.^ik), a. [ad. L. analogic-its,
a. Gr. dva\ayiK-6s pertaining to analogy, f. dva-

Ao-y-m: see ANALOGY and -ic. Cf. r. analogic/He.]
Of or belonging to analogy, fa. Constituted by the

use of analogy ; figurative (obs.}. b. Of analogy.
1677^ GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 198 Gods preceptive wil is

only m an analogic, figurative, improper sense termed the
wil of God. 1864 BROWNING Sludge the Medium 823 IJy all

analogic likelihood. 1878 GF.O. ELIOT Coll. Breakf.-Party
160, I will put your case In analogic form.

ANALOGIST.

Analogical (aenaVd^ikal), a. [f L. analogic-us

(see precO + 'AL 1
.]

fl. Math. Proportional; in exact ratio. Obs.

1570 DEE./1/aM. Prsef. 17 The perfect Analogicall descrip-
tion of the Ocean Sea coastes.

2. Of the nature of analogy ; consisting in, consti-

tuted by, in accordance with analogy.
1609 E. HOBY Let. Mr. T. II. 41 Far more Analogicall Is

Saint Chrysostoms exposition. 1678 CUDWORTH Intelt. Syst.

5 To spell out future events, by making such analogical

interpretations as they use to do in augury. 1763 PRICE
in Phil. Trans. LIII. 372 The strength of analogical or in-

ductive reasoning. 1842 DICKENS Amer. Notes (i%$o) 29/1
Some of the analogical signs which (guided by his faculty
of imitation) he had contrived. 1873 H. ROGERS Superh.
Orig. Bible App. led. 3) 438 In any 'type' it is only analo-

gical resemblance that is pretended.
3. Expressing an analogy, naming a thing after

something else to which it has an analogy, metony-
mic ;

as the heart of an apple ;
the apple of the

eye ;
the mouth of a cave ;

a man's signature.
1623 LISLE sEl/ric on O. $ Ar

. Test. Pref. 18 Affecting too

much the analogical! Latine, he leaves many times untold

the true sense of our Saxon. 1724 WATTS Log. (J.) When a

word . . is attributed to several other objects, not by way of

resemblance, but on the account of some evident reference

10 the original idea, this is peculiarly called an analogical
word. 1843 MILL Logic in. xx. i When a country which
has sent out colonies is termed the mother country, the ex-

pression is analogical.

f4. So called by analogy ; figurative. Obs.

a 1638 MEDE llf&s.
i. xlii. 235 The food wherewith Spirits

are fed is analogical, spiritual and not corporal.

5. Of analogy ;
= ANALOGIC.

1854 H. MILLER Sc/t. <y Sc/itn. xviii. 411 Argument in the

analogical field, 1872 MINTO Eng. Lit. i. i. 47 The activity
of his analogical faculty.

6. = ANALOGOUS, arch.

1644 BL'LWKR Chiron, 15 Analogicall to this is that symboll
of the Cynique. 1664 POWER Exp. Pkilos. in. 156 Some
Parallel and Analogical effects. 1666 Phil. Trans. I. 144

Being Analogical to our Moon, it is most likely they are

moved in like manner. 1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. IV. iv. viii.

348 Zootomy has been suggested as a better name [than
Animal Anatomy] but it is not quite analogical to anatomy.

Analogically ^vnah'-d/.ikali), adv. [f. prec. +

-LY-.] In an analogical manner,

fl. Math. Proportionally. Obs.

1570 DtE Math. Pryf. 17 Chorographie . . teacheth Ana-

logically to describe a small portion or circuits of ground.
2. In accordance with, or by the use of, analogy.
[1635 PERSON Varieties i. 39 Analogic? they may be said

to be alike, that is, in some respect.] 1656 COWLEY Find.
Odes (1684) 67 Some new kind of Creature, called analogic-

ally by an old known name. 1667 H. MORE Div. Dial. i.

6 (1713) 14 Not only in Man, but analogically in the rest

of Animals. 1732 BERKELEY Min. Philos. i". 21 A prince is

analogically styled a pilot, being to the state as a pilot is to

his vessel. 1807 W, TAYLOR in Ann. Rm. V. 276 Children
learn to speak analogically in two years. 1822 IMISON Sc. <y

Art I. 441 Reasoning analogically from the circumstances
with which we are acquainted.
3. In an analogical sense, figuratively.
a 1638 MEDE ll^ks. i. H. 292 An Offering therefore is taken

properly or analogically. 1677 J. WEBSTER Witthcr. xvii.

344 [Syllables] may analogically, and by way of similitude,
be said to be measured. 1843 MILL Logic i. ii. 8 A name
used analogically or metaphorically.

Analo'gicalness. rare. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

'The quality of being analogical; fitness to be

applied for the illustration of some analogy.' J.

1731 BAILEY, Analogicalness, the being proportional. 1873
F. HALL Mod. Eng. 193 Popularity . . is no guaranty of skill

in neoterizing, with reference to need, analogicalness, or

harmony.

t Alia logisill. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr. ava\oyi<Tfit-6s

proportionate calculation, f. ava\oyi-ffQ(U f. dva-

\oyos : see ANALOGON, and -ISM.]
1. Math. The constitution of a proportion.
1656 HOBBES Pkilos. ii. xiii. 4 Eng. Wks. I. 146 When

four magnitudes are to one another in geometrical propor-
tion, they are called proportionals; and by some, more

briefly, analogism. 1677 BAKER in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men
(1841) II. 29, I work all . . by analogism, bringing them to

be wrought geometrically, he only arithmetically.

2. ' An argument from the cause to the effect/ J. ;

a priori reasoning.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Analogism, a forcible argument,

from the Cause to the Effect, implying an unanswerable ne-

cessity. [Whence in PHILLIPS, BAILEY, JOHNSON, etc.]

3. Med. The judgment of diseases by similar ap-

pearances ; diagnosis by analogy.
1706 PHILLIPS, Analogism, In the Art of Physick, a Com-

parison of Causes relating to a Disease. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp. s.v., A discourse on the Analogism of fevers.

t Ana'legist '. Ofa. [ad. med.L. analogista,
used app. in error for alogista = an alleged Gr. *dAo-

ytffTrjs one who does not render an account, f. d priv.

+ \6yos account.]
1656 BLOUNT Gfassogr. t Analogists>

Tutors who are not

bound to give account of those whom they have under
tuition : as Guardians and Protectors of Wards.

Analogist- (an^-lodgist). [f. ANALOGIZE, -ISM :

see -IST.]
1. One who occupies himself with analogies,

either in searching for them, pointing them out,

or arguing from them.

1836 EMERSON Nature 35 Man Is an analogist and studies

relations in all objects. 1856 Eng. Traits xiv. 239
Bacon, in the structure of his mind, held of the analogists.



ANALOGISTIC.
of the idealists, or (as we popularly say, naming from the
best example) Platonists. 1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. 139
The Universe itself. . is a mighty emblem, and man is the

analogist who, by the Word that lighteth him, is enabled
to decipher it.

2. A philosopher who saw in words images or

analogues of the things expressed by them.
1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. i. 7 The philosophers who held

these views [that language was innate) were called Analo-

gists, while those who leaned to the conventional origin of

language were styled Anomalists.

Analogistic (ame-lod^rstik), a. [f. prec.+
-ic.] Of or pertaining to (linguistic) analogists.
1882 Trans. Viet. Inst. 321 Errors of the Conventional

(anomalistic) and Connexional (analogisticj Theories of

Language.

Analogize (anse-lodgaiz),^ [f.
ANALOGY + -IZE.

Perh. immediately from Fr. analogiser (in Cotgr.
1611), f. same elements.]
1. intr. To employ analogy ;

to speak or reason

analogically ; (orig^} by proportion or ratio.

1655 Let. in Hartlib. Kef.Commonu>. Bees 34 My Receipt
would be contemptible, if I should analogize by proportion.
1849 J. WILSON in Blackiv. Mag. LXVI. 253 Try to render
'
State' by any other word, and you will he put toil. You may

analogise. 1881 G. MACDONALU M. Marston xliii, Shalt I

analogise yet a little farther?

2. trans. To represent by analogy, to figure.

171743 CHEYNE (J.) We have systems of material bodies,

diversely figured . . : they represent the object of the de-

sire, which is analogized by attraction or gravitation.

3. trans. To make, or show to be, analogous.
1802 E. PALMER Princ. Nature vi. (18261 52 We cannot ana-

logize these facts with the planetary system.

4. intr. (for refl.} To show itself analogous, to

be in general harmony.
1733 CHEYNE Eng. Mai. i. x. 2 (1734) 91 Light . . where

it finds proper Organs, concurs and analogises in these
( )rgans, with the established Laws of Bodies. 1872 F. HALL
l-'tilse Philol. 66 Exceptions, so called . , analogize with

special providences in the mundane order.

Analogizing ^anarlod.^izin), vbl sb. [f. prec.
+ -IXG!.] The perception of analogies, reasoning
by analogy.
1833 J. AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) II. 1040 The analogising of

several analogous objects : that is to say, the considering
the several objects as connected by the analogy between
them. 1875 EMERSON Lett, fy Soc. Aims i. 18 All thinking
is analogizing, and 'tis the use of life to learn metonymy.

II Analogon (anse'log^n). TV. -a. [a. (jr.ava^oyov
that which is analogous, neut. sing, of adj. dvd\oy-os

according to due ratio, proportionate, conformable,
f. dvd up to + \6yos account, ratio, proportion.]
^ANALOGUE.
1810 COLKRIDCE Friend vi. ii. (1867) 340 It has neither co-

ordinate nor analogon. 1851 J. NICHOL Arc/tit. Heavens 232
Would we seek an analogon amid phenomena of the earth,
to alternations thus stupendous? 1869 FARRAR Fa?n. Speech
iv. (1873) 116 This was the nearest analogon to such a con-

ception as the natives could find.

Analogous (ansrlogss), a. [f. L. analog-its

(a. Gr. a.va\oy-o$ ; see prec.) + -OU3.]
1. Having, or characterized by, analogy ;

similar

in certain attributes, circumstances, relations, or

uses
; having something parallel. (Const to.}

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 96 Analogus relations con-

cerning other plants, and such as are of neare affinity unto
this. 1736 BUTLER Anal. vn, iii. 101 We are in a state of
trial . . analogous or like to our moral and religious trial.

1832 J. AUSTIN Jurispr. (18791 L v - J 7 T Two resembling ob-

jects are said . . to be analogous, when one of them belongs
to some class expressly or tacitly referred to and the other

does not. 1847 GROTE Greece (1862) III. xliii. 562 The rest

of Sicily had experienced disorders analogous in character

to those of Syracuse.

b. esp. in Nat. Hist.

1664 POWER E*p. Philo?. i. 55 The bristles and quils in

other Animals. . are analogous to the hairs in a man. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Analogy, The gills of fishes are said to

be analogous to the lungs in terrestrial animals. 1854 WOOD-
WARD Man. Mollusca (1856) 47 Parts which correspond in

their real nature (their origin and development! are termed

'homologous'; those which agree merely in appearance or

office are said to be 'analogous.'

2. Expressing an analogy ;
= ANALOGICAL 3. rare.

1671 J, WEBSTER Metallogr. iii. 42 An analogous, if not an
univocal generation. 1860 ABP. THOMSON La-ws ofTh. 58
Nouns are either Univocal, Equivocal, or Analogous. In

analogous nouns one meaning is extended to new sets of

objects from some proportion or resemblance between them.

Analogously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-'.]

1. In a manner analogous (to, with, somethingelse).
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 106 Quadrupedes oviparous

. . have their joynts and motive flexures more analogously
framed unto ours. 1853 T. Ross tr. Hwnbold?s Trai>. III.

xxv. 41 This word formed analogously with the words

Tatnanacitt Ototnaen, etc.

2. By, or in accordance with, analogy.
1749 P. SKELTON Deism Rev. vi. (T.) His unity or omni-

presence, which you conceive but analogously and imper-
fectly. 1857 M. HOPKINS Handbk. Average 354 Freight,
which has been called the mother ofwages, and, therefore,

analogously, of those expenses which are incidental to the

production of freight.

Analogousness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being analogous ; similarity in regard
to relations or attributes ;

= ANALOGY 3.
Mod. The analogousness of objects constitutes their con-

nexion in thought.

304

Analogue (se-naVg). [a. Fr. analoguet f. Gr.

dvd\oy-ov ANALOGON, which was in earlier use.]

1. An analogous word or thing ;
a representative

in different circumstances or situation ; something
performing a corresponding part.
1837 WHEWELL Induct, 5V. 1.1857) 111.438 Identifying. . the

strata with their foreign analogues. 1839 HALLAM Hist.
Lit. IV. iv. v. 12. 228 Boileau is the analogue of Pope in

French literature. 1874 SAYCE Compar. PhiloL viii. 324
' Renard the Fox

*

has its analogue among the Kafirs.

2. esp. in Nat. Hist. a. A part of an animal or

plant which in function answers to a different part
in another animal or plant ; a representative or

corresponding organ. Strictly said of organs of

different origin.
i8z6 KIKBY & SPENCE Introd. Entomol. III. 566 In Vespa

&c. a small subtriangular piece just below the base of the

upper wing is probably its analogue. 1870 H. MACMILLAN
Bible Teach, vii. 137 The green cells which clothe the veins
of the leaf. . may be regarded as the analogues of the green
leaves which clothe the branches. 1878 FOSTER Phys. i. iv.

5. 158 Such a vasometer centre has an analogue in the in-

trinsic ganglia of the heart.

b. A species or tribe in one region, or at one

period of the earth's history, which represents or

occupies the place of a different species or tribe in

another country, or at a different epoch ;
a foreign

representative, an ancient or modern representative.
1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 28 Steno had compared the

fossil shells with their recent analogues. 1870 YEATS A'af.

Hist. Comm. 105 The Arctic vegetation has no analogue in

the southern hemisphere.
c. A species or group of animals or plants which

occupies in relation to the division to which it

belongs a position similar to that of another spe-
cies or group in relation to its division ;

a repre-
sentative in a different class or group ;

as the newt

is among amphibians the analogue of the lizard

among reptiles.

1835 KIRBY Habits fy hist. Anim. I. ii. 71 Humming birds,
like the butterflies, whose analogues they are, suck the

nectar of the flowers. 1858 T. R. JONES Aquar. Nat. 253
This sipunculus, however, would appear to be of a less

changeable disposition than its crustacean analogue. 1879
G. ALLEN Colour Sense iii. 25 The fishes, marine analogues
of flying creatures.

Analogy (anoe'lod.^i). Also 6 -gye, 6-7 -gie,

(7 annalogy). [ad. L. anahgia, a. Gr. dva\oyia

equality of ratios, proportion (orig. a term of

mathematics, but already with transf. sense in

Plato), f. dfdAo7-os adj. : see AXALOGON. Cf. mod.
Fr. analogic^
\.Math. Proportion; agreement of ratios.

1557 RECORDE Whetst. C ij, If any one proportion be con-

tinued in more then 2 nombers, there male be then a confer-

ence also ofthese proportions . . that conference or comparison
is named Analogic. 1370 BILLINGSLEY Ettclid \. Introd. 126

This booke . . entreateth of proportion and Analogic, or pro-

portionalitie. 1660 BARROW Euclid v. def. 4 That which is

here termed Proportion is more rightly called Proportion-

ality or Analogy. 174* BAILEY, Analogy [in the Mathe-

matick$\ the Comparison of several Ratio's of Quantities or

Numbers one to another. 1855 H. SPESCKR Psychol. (1872)
II. vi. viii. 112 An analogy is 'an agreement or likeness be-

tween' two ratios in respect of the quantitative contrast

between each antecedent and its consequent.

1 2. Hence, Due proportion ; correspondence or

adaptation of one thing to another. 06s.

1577 tr. Bellingers Decades 1018 Analogic is an aptnes,

proportion and a certaine conuenance of the signe to y* thing

signified, a 1626 BP. ANDREWES Scrm. (185611.429 If there

be an analogy of faith, so is there of hearing also. 1684
tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, vi. 204 This bastard Pleurisie . .

arose from a pituitous matter gathered in the Bloud through
Analogy with Winter. I774GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. I. 143 Some
philosophers have perceived so much analogy to man in the

formation of the ocean, that they have not hesitated to assert

its being made for him alone.

3. Equivalency or likeness of relations; 're-

semblance of things with regard to some circum-

stances or effects' (J.) ; 'resemblance of relations'

(\Vhately) ;
a name for the fact, that, the relation

borne to any object by some attribute or circum-

stance, corresponds to the relation existing between
another object and some attribute or circumstance

pertaining to it. Const, to, with, between.
This is an extension of the general idea of proportion from

quantity to relation generally, and is often expressed pro-

portionally, as when we say
'

Knowledge is to the mind, what

light is to the eye.' The general recognition of this analogy
makes light, or enlightenment, or illumination, an ana-

logical word for knowledge.
1550 VERON Godly Sayings (1846) 28 Marke well, good

reader, the analogye of the old and new sacramentes. 1605
BACON Adv. Learn. H. viii. 3 (1873^ 122 Which three parts
active [experimental, philosophical, magical] have a corre-

spondence and analogy with the three parts speculative.

1658 PHILLIPS, Analogy, Like Reason, Relation, Proportion,

Agreement, Correspondency. 1675 BAXTER Cath. Theol. n,

I. 13 We can think no otherwise of the Divine Conceptions
and Volitions, but as we are led by the analogy of humane
acts. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 466 Analogy is the simili-

tude or correspondence of particulars between things. 1785
REID Intell. Pmuers 65 Some conceived analogy between

body and mind. 1833 BREWSTER Nat. Magic viii. 195 There
is still one property of sound, which has its analogy also in

light. 1860 TvNDALL<7/rtc. n. ? 10. 285 The analogy between
a river and a glacier moving through a sinuous valley is

therefore complete. 1879 LUBDOCK Set. Lect. iv. 137 There

ANALPHABET.
seem to be three principal types [of ants] offering a curious

analogy to the three great phases : the hunting, pastoral, and
agricultural stages, in the history- of human development.
4. more vaguely> Agreement between things,

similarity.
1605 TIMME Quersit. i. iv. 18 A great analogic or conue-

nience is found in this contrarietie of beginnings, a 1682
SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 45 Who from some analogy of name
conceive the Egyptian Pyramids to have been built for

granaries. 1711 ADCISON Sped. No. 416 F i Places, Persons,
or Actions in general which bear a Resemblance, or at least

some remote Analogy, with what we find represented. 1806
SVD. SMITH Elem. tier. Phil. (.1850} 359 There is a certain

analogy to this in drunkenness. 1839 MI-RCHISON Silur.

Syst. i. xxvii. 358 The trilobites . . bear so strong an analogy
to those described by M. Brongniart.

f 5. As a figure of speech : The statement of an

analogy, a simile or similitude. Obs.
a 1536 TINDALE Wks. 473 (R.) Fetching his analogic and

similitude at the naturall bodie. 1570 DEE Math. Przf. 21

Parables and Analogies of whose natures, etc. 1651 HOBBF.S
Leviath. lit, xxxiv. 213 According to the same Analogy, the

Dove, and the Fiery Tongues . . might also be called Angels.
6. = ANALOGUE.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 158 Many have nostrills

which have no lungs, as fishes, but none have lungs or

respiration, which have not some shew, or some analogy of
nostrills. 1661 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) 486 Man . .

is the worlds analogy, And hath with it a Co-existency. 1837
LYTTON Athens I. 296 The child is the analogy of a people
yet in childhood. 1877 LYTTEIL Lanetm. i. iii. 28 We readily
find many analogies to such a name as Kairguin.
7. Logic, a. Resemblance of relations or attri-

butes forming a ground of reasoning, b. The

process of reasoning from parallel cases ; presump-
tive reasoning based upon the assumption that if

things have some similar attributes, their other

attributes will be similar.

1602 in Thynne's Anhitadv. Pref. 107 By true Annalogie I

rightly find. 1692 BENTLEV Boyle Lect. iv. 127 He hath
made out from Example and Analogy. 1736 BUTLER Anal.
Introd. 4 Analogy is of weight . towards determining our

Judgment. 1832 J. AUSTIN Jnrisfr. (1879) II. 1040 Analogy
denotes an inference or a reasoning or argumentation,
whereof an analogy of objects is mainly the cause or

ground. 1843 MILL Logic in. xx. i The word Analogy as

the name of a mode of reasoning is generally taken for some
kind of argument supposed to be of an inductive nature but
not amounting to a complete induction. 1853 ROBERTSON
Serai. Ser. iv. xxx. (1863) 231 Analogy is probability from a

parallel case. We assume that the same !aw which operates
in the one case will in another, if there be a resemblance be-

tween the relations of the things compared. 1871 C. DAVIES
Metric Syst. in. 176 The analogy of all experience warrants
the conjecture. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. i. n Analogy,
however, is not proof, but illustration.

8. Language. Similarity of formative or construc-

tive processes ;
imitation of the inflexions, deriva-

tives, or constructions of existing words, in form-

ing inflexions, derivatives, or constnictions of other

words, without the intervention of the formative

steps through which these at first arose.
Thus the new inflexion bake t baked, baked (instead of the

historical bake, book, oaken) is due to analogy with such
words as rake, raked, raked, etc. When the formative steps
are not

only absent, but could not have been present, the

process is often called False Analogy ; as when sta-rvation

was formed to bear the same relation to starve, that vexa-
tion does to -vex. Vexation being historically due to the
existence of vexat~ the ppl. stem of a L. vb. vexa-re,
whence through Fr. vexe-r we have vex, there could be no
such formative steps in the case of the Teut. vb. starve.

But as all mere analogy, even that of vex-es, \ex-ed, vex-itig,
is in this sense 'false,' the term, form-association is now com-
monly used ofan analogical process which considers the mere

forms of existing words, apart from their history.

1659 B. WALTON Consid. Considered 264 There [is] . . a

particular Grammar analogy in each particular tongue, be-

fore it be reduced into rules. 1706 PHILLIPS, Analogy .. in

Grammar, the Declining of a Noun, or Conjugating of a

Verb, according to its Rule or Standard. 1747 JOHNSON
Plan of Diet. Wks. 1787 IX. 178 To our language may be
with great justness applied the observation of Quintllian,
that speech was not formed by an analogy sent from heaven.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Analogy, In matters of language,
we say, new words are formed by Analogy. 1874 MORRIS
Hist. Eng. Grant. 95 The th in farther has crept in from
false analogy v,-\l\\further. 1878 SWEET m Trans. PhiloL
Soc. (1877-0) 391 Paul goes on to protest against the epithet
'
false

'

analogy, remarking that it is really
'

correct,' work-

ing as it does with unerring psychological instinct.

9. Nat. Hist. Resemblance of form or function

between organs which are essentially different (in

different species), as the analogy between the tail

of a fish and that of the whale, the wing of a bat

and that of a bird, the tendril of the pea and that

of the vine.

1814 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chetn. 62 Linnseus, whose lively

imagination was continually employed in endeavours to dis-

cover analogies between the animal and vegetable systems,
conceived

'

that the pith performed for the plant the same
functions as the brain and nerves in animated beings.' 1854
WOODWARD Man. Mollnsca 55 Resemblances of form and
habits without agreement of structure . . are termed rela-

tions of. . analogy. 1857 BERKELEY Cryptof. Bot. 25 We
understand by analogy those cases in which organs have

identity of function, but not identity of essence or origin.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 13 Nyntphseacex . . Affinities.

With Papaveracea;, but not close ; presents analogies with

Hydrocharideae and Villarsia.

t Aua'lphabet, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. an-

alphabet-its, a. Gr. a.vaX<f>a&T)T-Qs not knowing one's

ABC, f. av priv. + a\<pd&r)r-os alphabet.]
= next.
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1670 LASSELS Voy. Italy 1. 123 Which (books] being shipped
and taken by the Turks, were many of them thrown over-
board by those analphabet rogues.

Analphabetic (3en,a;-lfabe-tik), a. rare' 1
, [f.

Gr. ava\<t>df}i]T-os (see prec.) + -ic.] Not knowing
the letters ; totally illiterate.

1876 R. BURTON Gorilla Land II. 226 They have relapsed
into the analphabetic state of their ancestors.

t Analphabe'tical, <?. Obs.-". = prec.
1681 BLOUNT Glossogr., Analphabetical, unlearned, un-

lettered.

Analysable, -zable (se'nabi'zab'l), a. [f.

ANALYSE v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being analyzed.

alysable things

[is]
force of character. 1879 WHITNEY Sanskr. Gr. 99 The

inflected forms are analysable into inflective endings . . and
inflected stems.

Aiialysation, -zation (jemabiz^i-fan). [a.

actual or possible Fr. analysation, n. of action f.

analyser to ANALYSE : see -ATION.] The action of

analyzing ; analysis.
1742 PERRY in Phil. Trans. XLII. 53 The Phenomena

which appear'd upon Analysation. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat.
II. 666 The analyzation of action. 1842 ISlackw. Mag. LII.

114 Analyzation cannot be vague, although it may be in-

exact. 1881 J. INGRAM Mem. in rofs H7As. I. 49 The ad-

mirable analyzation of his prose writings.

t A'nalyse, sb. Obs. ; also 8 -ise. [a. Fr. ana-

lyse (not m Cotgr. 1611
;

cf. It. analisi, Florio

1598), f. med.L. analysis] = ANALYSIS.
n 1638 MEDK Wks. \. ii. 4 The words . . are few, and there-

fore shall need no other Analyse than what their very num-
ber presents unto us. 1642 ROGERS Naawaii 293 The Ana-

lyse I gave of the contents of this Verse. 1604 H. MORE
Myst. Inicj. 276 Without any further Analyse I shall guide
my exposition by the order of the verses, c 1730 BOLING-
BROKE Fragnt. (1777) lii. To begin this analise.

Analyse, -ze (se'nalaiz), v.
;
also 7-9 analize,

8 analise. [a. mod.Fr. analyse-r( -fairs I'analyse),

f. analyse ANALYSIS ;
see prec. (It might also have

been formed in Eng. itself on the prec. sb.) On
Greek analogies the vb. would have been analysizc,
Fr. analysiser, of which analyser was practically
a shortened form, since, though following the

analogy of pairs like annexe, annexe-r, it rested

chiefly on the fact that by form-assoc. it appeared

already to belong to the series of factitive vbs. in

iser, Eng. -IZE, = L. -Tzdre, f. Gr. -if-tiv, to which
in sense it belonged. Hence from the first it was

commonly written in Eng. analyze, the spelling

accepted by Johnson, and historically quite defen-

sible. The objection that this assumes a Gr. dra-

\v-ttv itself assumes that analyse is formed on

Gr. ava\iia-nv, which is etymologically impossible
and historically untrue.]

Prim. sign. To take to pieces ; to separate, dis-

tinguish, or ascertain the elements of anything

complex, as a material collection, chemical com-

pound, light, sound, a miscellaneous list, account

or statement, a sentence, phrase, word, conception,

feeling, action, process, etc.

I. Generally.
1 1. Of things material : To dissect, decompose.
Obs. in general sense.

1601 B. JONSON in Chester s Loves Mart. 186 (title) The
Phcenix Analysde. 1655 GOUGE Comm. Hebr. Pref. Verses,
Its clear Analysis the Text unties : 'Twas sad that death

did th'Author analyze. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 96
The elements of the fruit itself, after having analyzed and
dissected it.

2. Of things immaterial: (see prim. sign, above.)
1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 18 P4 Careful to analyze their en-

joyments. 1794 BURKE Wks. 1842 II. 476 Otherwise we
should dispute all the points of morality . . we should ana-

lyze all society, a 1832 SIR J. MACINTOSH Bacon 4- Locke
Wks. 1846 1. 327 That incapacity of being analyzed, in which

they agree with all other simple ideas. 1843 MILL Logic
(1868) Introd. 12, I shall attempt to analyse the process of

inference. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. 24. 358 Means of ana-

lysing the internal constitution of a glacier. 1871 DARWIN
Desc. Man I. iii. 79 No one, I presume, can analyse the

sensations of pleasure and pain. 1873 BAIN Logic II. 400
The use of the Syllogism may be expressed as analyzing or

separating . . the three parts of a step of reasoning. 1881

Med. Temp. Jrnl. No. 49. 23 If we analyse these returns for

England and Wales, we find no rule.

3. Hence, to examine minutely, so as to determine
the essential constitution, nature, or form, apart
from extraneous and accidental surroundings.
1809 SYD. SMITH Wks. 1859 I. 178/1

If by a simple plea-
sure is meant one, the cause of which can be easily analysed.
1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. I. x. 213 Having first explicitly
defined and analized the nature of Jacobinism. 1833 MAR-
RYAT Pet. Simple i As well as I can recollect and analyse
my early propensities. 1854 HODGSON in R. Inst. Lect. 283
Exchange . . is, in all cases, when analyzed, simply each
man's giving something that he wants less, for something
else that he wants more.

4. To analyse away : to get rid of by a process
of analysis.
1877 R. H. HUTTON Ess. (ed. 2) I. 43 This attempt to ana-

lyse away the positive additions of creative power.
II. Specifically.

5. Chem. & Physics. To ascertain the elements

VOL. I.

(proximate or ultimate) of any compound ; hence,

to ascertain whether it contains any extraneous

substances. To separate light into its prismatic
constituents.

1667 BOYLE Orig. Forms fy Qua!., Analiz'd by Distillation.

^ 1691 >(J.) Chymistry enabling us to depurate bodies,
and . . to analyze them. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 192
He taught me how to analyze limestones. 1831 BREWSTKK
Optics xxi. 184 The plate B is called the analysing plate,
because its use is to analyse, or separate into its parts, the

light transmitted. 1874 SCHORLEMMER Chem. Carb. Coinp.
16 If the body to be analysed contains nitrogen. Mad.
Samples of water from these wells have been analyzed.
6. Literature. To examine critically so as to

bring out the essential elements, or give the essence

of (a treatise or any part of ill.

11619 FOTHERBY AtheorHast. ii. xiii. 2. 350 Logicke teach -

eth the Preacher, to Analize and diuide his Text. 1646
Bitrd. Issacharin PAeni.r (170%) II. 264 The first analyseth,
interpreteth, and taketh away the doubts of his Text. 1815
MOORE Veiled Proph. Kpil. (1824) 126 He then proceeded to

analyse the poem. 1868 ARBER Milton's Areop. Introd.,
Its [a book's] contents may be analysed as to their intrinsic

truthfulness or falsity.

7. Gram. To distinguish the grammatical ele-

ments of a word, phrase, or sentence ; csp. (since

1852) To resolve a sentence into elements per-

forming distinct functions in the expression of

thought.
1724 [See ANALYSIS 6.] 1750 JOHNSON Rambl. Xo. 88 T 2

The employment . . of analysing lines into syllables. 1867
_ ir'^.r. . ^*T-.i--.i_r |_. .:.. _ C-: i_t_-

subjects and predicates.

Analysed, -zed (srnahizd), ppl. a. [f. prec.

+ -ED.] Resolved or reduced to its elements or

essential constituents.
1601 CHAPMAN in Chester's Loves Mart. 180 She was to

him th'Analisde World of pleasure. 1768 Phil. Trans. LIX.

498 They had recourse to the analysed characters [of the

Chinese]. 1794 J. HUTTON Philos. Light, etc. 4 Comparing
that analised fact with every other event with which it should

agree.

Analyser, -zer(re'nabiz3r\ [f.
as prec. + -ER!.]

1. He who or that which analyzes.

1627 BP. HALL Apol. agst. Brmunists 52, 1 need no better

analyser than your selfe. 1759-67 STERNE Tr. Shandy d&oi)
III. xxxviii. 377 Thou faithful analyzer of my Disgrazias.

1823 J. HARRISON (title} Etymological Enchiridion or Prac-

tical Analyzer shewing the Etymon or Root of all the Words
in the English Tongue. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. to Bacon

the great analyzer of common sense.

2. Chem.& Physics. He whoanalyzes ;=ANALYST 2.

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 305 Our new analysers . .

make it . . to suit their different purposes. 1865 Pall Mall
G. 25 Aug. 9/2 The Calcutta analyzers call it an impure
peat. 1875 EMERSON Lett. <$ Soc. Aims i. 12 The hardest

chemist, the severest analyzer.

3. In the polariscope, an apparatus employed to

exhibit the fact that the light has been polarized.

1863 ATKINSON Ganot's Physics 638 Every instrument for

investigating the properties of polarised light consists essen-

tially of two parts, one for polarising the light, the other

for ascertaining the fact of light having undergone polarisa-
tion. The former part is called the polariser, the latter the

analyser. 1867 SIR J. HERSCHEL Fam. Lect. Sc. (1871)382
The tourmaline plate between the eye and the crystal, which
we shall call the

'

analyzing plate,' or the '

analyzer.'

Analysing, -zing (se-nabizirj), vol. sb.
[f.

as prec. +-ING*.] The resolving of anything into

its elements ; resolution ; analysis. (Now mostly

gerundial.)
1750 HARRIS Hermes i. i. (1786)2 These different Analys-

ings or Resolutions constitute what we call Philosophical or

Universal Grammar. 1808 PIKE Sources ofMississippi in.

App. 18 In analysing the mineral and extracting the metals.

Analysing, -zing (re-nabizirj\ ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING*.] That analyzes; practising or

performing analysis.

1831 BREWSTER Optics xxiii. 202 Without the aid either of

a polarising or an analysing plate. 1849 MRS. SOMERVILLF.

Connex. Phys. Sc. xxii. 210 One of these [pencils] it absorbs,

and transmits the other ; it is, therefore, called the analyz-

ing plate. 1863 C. READE in All Y. Round 3 Oct. 125/1 A
famous analysing chemist in London.

Analysis (anse-lisis). PI. analyses (-"z). [a.

med. (or early mod.) L. analysis (found c 1470),
a. Gr. drdXiiffif, n. of action f. dVoAti-fIP to unloose,

undo, f. dva up, back + Xi-fif to loose : see -SIS.]

I. Generally.
1. The resolution or breaking up of anything

complex into its various simple elements, the

opposite process to synthesis ;
the exact deter-

mination of the elements or components ofanything

complex (with orwithout their physical separation) .

t a. of things material. Obs., exc. as fig. from spec,

uses.

1667 H.STUBBE in Phil. Trans. II. 501, I tryed some

Analysis of Bodies by letting Ants eat them. 1867 SIR J.

HERSCHEL Fam. Lect. Sc. 70 A mechanical analysis of the

contents of your basket.

b. of things immaterial.

1581 KIRKE Spenser's Sheph. Cat. Argt., Which definition

albe . . it agree with the nature of the thing, yet no whit

answereth with the analysis and interpretation of the worde.

1590 NASHE in Greene's A read. Pref. 7 These men . . doe
bound their base humours in the beggerly straights of a hun-

gry Analysis. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff. , A nalysis is most

proper for the discovery of truth, and synthesis for teaching
and explaining it in a systematical way. 1797 GODWIN
Enquirer I. vi. 46 The habits of investigation ana analysis.

1825 MACAULAY Ess., Milton, Analysis is not the business

of the Poet. His office is to portray, not to dissect. 1866

G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. 470 A time favourable to

the analysis offeeling. 1873 H. SPENCER Social. 322 Analysis
has for its chief function to prepare the way for synthesis.

2. concr. A tabular statement or other form em-

bodying the results of the above process ; an

abridgement exhibiting the essential heads ; a

synopsis or conspectus ; as an analysis of a text-

book, of a General Charges account. Bowling
analysis in Cricket, a register of the result of each

ball bowled.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. II. i. r. 22 A Scheme or Analysis

of all the Genus's or more common heads of things belong-

ing to this design. 1816 Gentl. Mag. LXXXVI. i. ii So

good an analysis of Mr. Park's 'History of Hampstead.'
1862 ROBERTSON (title) Analysis ofMr. Tennyson's

In Memo-
riam. 1882 Daily Tel. 27 May, The fielding of the Austra-

lians . . was as nothing compared with the bowling, the

analysis of which we append below.

II. Specifically.
3. Chem. The resolution of a chemical com-

pound into its proximate or ultimate elements ;

the determination of the elements of which it is

composed ; or, in the case of a substance of known

composition, such as water, of the foreign substances

which it may contain.
When the analysis determines only U'/uit the elements are,

it is qualitative ;
when it determines the quantity of each

present, it is quantitative', the latter is graviinctrical or

rolntnetrical according as the weights or the volumes of the

elements are measured.
a 1655 Let. in Hartlib. Comnttwii.'. Bees 27 Manna . .

hath [not] the like nature as Honey, which in its Analysis
more easily is apparent. 1686 W. HARRIS Lttnery's c/;.';;/.

ii. xxii. 621 Let us examine now whether any such thing
can probably be found in opium by the Analysis I have made
of it. 1791 HAMILTON Berthallet's Dyeing 1. I. I. iii. 51 The
quantity of charcoal which they yield by analysis. 1831 '1 .

P.JoNES AVw Com-crs. Chem. xxviii. 282 Sugar, starch, and

gum are proximate principles, and these we obtain by proxi-
mate analysis. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 83 A large number
of analyses of air from various localities.

4. Optics. The resolution of light into its pris-

matic constituents.

1831 BREWSTEK Optics xxiii. 205 The polarisation of the

incident light, and the analysis of the transmitted light.

1860 TYNDALL C/ac. II. 6. 253 A delicate prismatic analysis
of white light.

5. Literature. The investigation of any produc-
tion of the intellect, as a poem, tale, argument,

philosophical system, so as to exhibit its com-

ponent elements in simple form.

1644 E. HUIT {title) The whole Prophecie of Daniel Ex-

plained by a Paraphrase, Analysis and Briefe Comment.

1789 BELSHAM Ess. II. xxxiv. 244 Of these [theories] I shall

not descend to a particular analysis. 1860 MOTLEY Xethcrl.

(18681 I.
yi. 357 Such, in brief analysis, was the memorable

Declaration of Elizabeth. 1861 STANLEV Jew. Ch. (1877)
I. v. 105 The critical analysis of the text.

6. Gram. The ascertainment of the elements

composing a sentence or any part of it. esp. (since

1852) Logical, Syntactic, or Sentence Analysis:
the resolution of the sentence into elements per-

forming distinct functions in the expression of

thought, and thus having definite relations to the

whole sentence and to each other, as subject and

predicate with their respective enlargements.
1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. viii. (1627) 104 Of the analysis or

resolving a sentence. 1724 WATTS Logic iv. i. Wks. 1813
VII. 51 1 The word analysis has three or four senses . . When
a sentence is distinguished into the nouns, the verbs, pro-

nouns, and other particles of speech which compose it, then

it is said to be analysed grammatically. When the same
sentence is distinguished into subject, predicate . . then it is

analysed logically, and metaphysically. 1852 Min. Cotmit.

Council I. 23 Geography, history, the analysis of language,
arithmetic. 1853 MORELL (title) Analysis of Sentences ex-

plained. 1869 FARRAR Fam. of Speech i. 31 The name for

grammar in Sanscrit means analysis.

7. Math. Ancient Analysis, The proving of a

proposition by resolving it into simpler proposi-

tions already proved or admitted. Modern Analysis,
The resolving of problems by reducing them to

equations.
1656 HOBBES Elem. Philos. (1839* 309 Analysis is continual

reasoning from the definitions of the terms of a proposition
we suppose true . . and so on, till we come to some things
known. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 162/2 Analysis
as defined by the Scholiast upon Euclid, is a sumption of the

thing sought, by the consequents (as if it were already
known) to find out the truth. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff.

S.V., Simple Analysis is that employed in solving problems
reducible to simple equations. 1798 HUTTON Course Math.

(1827) I. 3 Analysis or the Analytic Method . . is that which

...Dependent variables in the propel
physical problems involving arbitrary data over a spherical

8. Logic. The tracing of things to their source,

and the resolution of knowledge into its original

principles; the discovery of general principles

underlying concrete phenomena.
a 1680 GLANVILL (J.) We cannot know any thing of nature

but by an analysis of its true initial causes. 1724 WATTS
39
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Logic iv. i. (1822) 372 Analysis finds put causes by their
effects. 1877 CAIRO Philos. Kant vii. 319 Analysis . . is

simply going back on the path which the mind has already
travelled, proceeding from the more to the less determinate.

Analyst (se-nalist). [a. Fr. analysts, f. analyser,
l>y form-assoc. w. vbs. in -iser (

= L. -tzdret Gr.

-ifftv f Eng. -IZE), which have agent-nouns in -iste

(L. -ista, Gr. -tarrjs, Eng. -1ST). See ANALYSE.

Analyser, analyste, were thus formally analogous to

latiniser, latiniste^\ One who makes an analysis.
1. A mathematician skilled in modern algebraical

geometry. (The only sense in 17-1 8th c., but now
rarely used without qualification.)
1656 HOBBES Elem. Pkilos. in. xx. Eng. Wks. I. 307 The

analyst that can solve these problems without knowing first

the length of the arch . . shall do more than ordinary geome-
try is able to perform. 1675 COLLINS in Rigaud Corr. Sci.

Jlflw (1841) I. 212 A learned analyst, and a person fit to
labour in discovering canons for the surd roots of equations.
1748 HARTLEY Observ. Alan i. iii. 2 p 87 Till the Analyst ob-
tains the true Root. 1841 J. R. YOUNG Math. Dissert. Pref. 7

[Berkeley] charged analysts with changing, at the close of
the reasoning, the hypothesis upon which that reasoning
commenced. 1869 J. MARTISEAU ss, II. 136 A skill like

that of the geometrical analyst.
2. spec. One skilled in chemical analysis ;

one
whose profession it is to ascertain the chemical
constitution of substances. (The common use now.)
1800 HENRY Efit. Chem. (1808^ 424 The correct analyst

ought to be well grounded in general chemical information.

1869 Daily News n Aug., In the stomach and liver of the
child the analyst to whom they were committed found dis-

tinct traces of the same poison. 1873 Ibid. 7 Nov. 5/5 Public

Analyst for Bethnal-green.
3. gen.
[1753 CHAMBERS CycLSujp.. Analyst, a person who ana-

ly/ts a thing, or makes use of the analytical method. iSeei.']

1809 COLERIDGE Friend i. i. {i&6^ 4.Some pleasant analyst
of taste. 1851 H. SPENCER Soc. Statics xxii. 3 Unobserved,
perhaps, by the many, but sufficiently visible to the analyst.
1859 BUCKNILL Psychol. Skaks. 3 Preeminently the most
truthful analyst of human action.

Analytic (cenali-tik), a. and s/>. [ad. med. L.

analytic-us, a. Gr. dvaAim/f-(Ss analytic, f. dvdXvT-os

dissolved, dissolvable, f. di/aAv-cty : see ANALYSIS.
Cf. Fr. analytique, perhaps earlier.]
A. adj.

1. Of, pertaining to, or in accordance with analysis;

consisting in, or distinguished by, the resolution of

compounds into their elements.
1601 B. JOSSON Poetaster v. j. Wks. 1616. 332 A direct, and

analyticke summe Of all the worth and first effects of artes.

1724 WATTS Logic iv. i. (1813)511 Natural method is. . two-
fold, viz. synthetic and analytic, Analytick method takes
the whole compound as it finds it . . and leads us into the

knowledge of it by resolving it into its first principles. 1750
JOHNSON- Rambl. No. 54 ? 4 They are . . understood without
skill in analytick science. ZT&^BENTHAlf /V/W. Lfgisl.\\. 46
Of the several circumstances. . to give some sort of analytic
view. 1802 WooDiioL'SE in Phil. Trans. XCII. 95 In the

present state of analytic science, there is no certain and
direct method of integrating differential equations. 1837-8
SIR W. H A.MILTON Logic \x\v. (18661 II. 7 The words analytic
and synthetic . . are, like most of our logical terms, taken
from Geometry.
2. Concerned with, or addicted to the use of, ana-

lysis ; analytical.
1805 WORDSW. Prel. \\. (ed. 2) 40 A toil, Than analytic in-

dustry to me More pleasing. 1876 FARRAR Gk. Syntax 2

Few languages are more analytic than English. 1880 Con~

temp. Rm. XXXVII. 480 Analytic education makes against
the creative search of beauty, which defies analysis.

B. sb. mostly//, analytics, transl. L. analytica,
a. Gr. dva\vTtKd, adj. pi. neut., used subst. by
Aristotle as title of his treatises on Logic.
1. gen.

' The science or doctrine and use of ana-

lysis.' Chambers.
1641 HOBBES Lett. Wks. 1845 VII. 462 A better philoso-

pher in my opinion then De Cartes, and not inferior to him
in the analytiques. 1857 SIR J. STEPHEN Led, Hist. France
xvii. II. 154 Skill in the science of moral analytics.

2. spec. a. That part of logic which treats of

analysis.
(-1590 MARLOWE Fanstus \. 6 Live and die in Aristotle's

works. Sweet Analytics, 'tis thou hast ravish'd me. 1607
TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (1673) 353 Aristotles first book
of Analyticks. 1663 BUTLER Hud. \. \. 66 He was in Logick
a great Cridck, Profoundly skill'd in Analytick. (Annot.

Analytique is a part of Logick that teaches to decline and
construe Reason, as Grammar does Words.) 1837-8 SIR W.
HAMILTON Logic xii. (1866) I. 218 His [Aristotle's] Prior

Analytics, the treatise in which he develops the general
forms of reasoning. 1846 (title) ibid. II. App. 251 A New
Analytic of Logical Forms.

fb. The algebraical branches of pure mathema-
tics ; the application of algebra to geometry. Obs.

1656 HOBBES Elem. Philcs. (1839) 309, I should there have
spoken of the analytics of geometricians. 1685 Phil. Trans.
XV. 1104 My design being to trace this of the Analyticks
(as the Greeks call'd it) or Algebra (as the Arabs\ 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., To the modern Analytics, principally,

belongs algebra.

Analytical, a.
[f.

med.L. analytic-its (see

precO-H-AL
1

. The earliest spelling is analeticall,

and in 1 5th c. L. analeticus is of freq. occurrence.]
1. Of or pertaining to analytics ; employing the

analytic method or process.
c 1525 SKELTON Rcflyc.) Maister Porphiris problemes . . m

his thre maner of clerkly workes, analeticall, topicall, and

306

logycall. 1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet. A iij b, Marke my first

analytical table, a 1652 J. SMITH Set. Disc. vn. i. 1,1821) 308
The principles of true religion . . are all so clear and per-
spicuous, that they need no key of analytical demonstration
to unlock them. 1750 HARRIS Hetmes (1841) 119 We shall

postpone the whole synthetical part . . and confine ourselves
to the analytical ; that is to say, universal grammar. 1873
SYMONDS Grk. Poets i. 14 Homer was never analytical. He
described the world without raising a single moral or psy-
chological question.
b. Lang. Expressing the various notions and re-

lations into which a proposition or complex notion

may be analyzed, by distinct words, instead of

combining several into one word
; as, they shall be

sent out for e-mitt-c-nt-ur
;
"with a sword ivigladio ;

phtsfort fafortior ; of man for man's.

1873 FARRAR Fam. of Speech ii. 74 The Swedish and
Danish . . have become more analytical than Old Norse.
1874 SAYCE Camp. Philol. ix. 368 The analytical character
of the modern European languages, of which English is the
most extreme example.
2. Of analysis. = ANALYTIC a. i.

1656 HOBBES Elem. Philos. i. vi. 10 Eng. Wks. 1. 79 There
is need partly of the analytical and partly of the synthetical
method. 1802 WOODHOUSE in Phil. Trans. XCJI. 105, I

shall now shew, by a purely analytical process, what are

the divisions ofxn an. 1847 WHEWELL Philos. Induct. Sr.
I. 144 Having succeeded in this analytical process, we may
invert it.

Analytically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LYS.]

1. By analytic method or process ; by way or

means of analysis.
1656 HOBBES Six Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 248 Has he not

proceeded analytically in a hundred problems? 1748 HART-
LEY Obsew. Afan i. iii. 2 F 88 To determine these Associa-

tions, both analytically and synthetically. 1872 Daily Nevt>s

3 Oct. 2 Conic sections treated both geometrically and
analytically. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 109 Proving the com-
position of water analytically.
2. After an analytical fashion; with an analytical

tendency, rare.

1778 JOHNSON in Bosivell'(1831) IV. 114 To be distinct, we
must talk analytically. 1855 H. SPENCER Psychol. 1.1872) I. iv.

viii. 478 To persons analytically inclined.

Analyze, -able, etc. : see ANALYSE, -ABLE.

Anaxnal, -el, obs. forms of ENAMEL.
t Ana'me, v. Ohs. rare. [OE. ancmnan, f. A-

pref. i + nemnan to NAME.] To mention, name.
a 1000 Guthlac 13 Codes spel-bodan . . eal anemdon. c 1305

St. Christofih. in E. R. P. (1862) 60 His iugelour adai : to-

fore him pleide faste & anemnede in his rym : be deuel atte
laste. c 1425 WYNTOCS Cron. vin. xl. 104 In the abbay of
Hexhame All }>are folk >ai gert aname.

II Anamnesis (senamnrsis). [Gr. avdftyrjcris re-

membrance, n. of action f. dvapva- stem ofcu>a-/-

f^vrj-crK-fiv to remember, f. dva back + /mi- call to

mind, f. ptv-os mind.] The recalling of things

past ; recollection, reminiscence.

'657 J- SMITH Myst. Rhet. 249 Anamnesis is a figure where-
by the speaker calling to mind matters past, whether of

sorrow, joy, &c. doth make recital of them. 1876 tr.

Wagner s Gen. Path. 1 1 Diagnosis from the Anamnesis, that

is, from the story which the patient tells of his illness. 1876
M. DAVIES Unorth. Lond. 22 The doctrine of anamnesis,
in Plato, according to which the soul had pre-existed in a

purer state, and there gained its ideas.

Anamnestic (asnamne-stik), a. and sb. [ad.
Gr. Q.vaiivr}<jTiK-Q5 able to recall to mind, f. dca-

fj.vT)(tT-6s vbl. adj. f. dvapva- : see prec.]
A. adj. Recalling to mind ; aiding the memory

or recollection.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .$"//., Anamnestic is applied by
Blancard to remedies proper for restoring or strengthening
the memory- '879 Syd. Soc. LtJf., Anamnestic Symptoms^
Phenomena occurring in a previous stage . . by the remem-
brance of which the present condition is made more manifest.

B. sb.

t 1. An anamnestic medicine or symptom.
1706 PHILLIPS, Anamneticks, medicines that serve to re-

store the Memory. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. t Anantnes-
tics, in medicine, are used by some writers to denote those

signs which help to discover the past state ofa patient's body.
1775 ASH, Anamnestic, a medicine to help the memory.
2. A proposed equivalent for Mnemonic-s.

1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. (1877) I. vii. 123 Anam-
nestic, the art of Recollection or Reminiscence.

Anamorphism (senam^-jfiz'm). [f. dvd up -t-

pop<pr) form + -ISM.]
1. Distorted projection or perspective.
1836 Edin. Rev. LXIII. 105 Emblazoning on a separate

tablet . . the anamorphisms in which it [the form of his

brother] had been drawn.

2. Progression from a lower to a higher type.
1852 HUXLEY in PAH. Trans. CXLIII. i. 63 If, however,

all Cephalous Mollusks . . be only modifications by excess
or defect of the parts of a definite archetype, then, I think,
it follows as a necessary consequence, that no anamorphism
takes place in this group.

Anamorphose taenam/'jftms, -os), v. rare. ff.

next (or its Gr. elements) on model of METAMOR-

PHOSE.] To represent by anamorphosis ;
to distort

into a monstrous projection.

1876 J. A. H. MURRAY in Mill HillMag. IV. 79 Shakspere
might nave seen this very picture, or, if not, some other in

which a skull was thus anamorphosed ; in which *

looking
awry,' a 'shape of grief was found. [Cf. Rich. //, 11.11.22.]

Anamorphosis (3enany'jf<feis). [a. Gr. dva-

transformation, n. of action f.

AKANGER.
tiv to transform, f. dva back, again + fiop^-dv to

form, f. ftofKpr) form. Still by some pronounced
anamorpho-sis, after the Gr. <u. Cf. metamorphosis]
1. A distorted projection or drawing of anything,

so made that when viewed from a particular point,
or by reflection from a suitable mirror, it appears
regular and properly proportioned ; a deformation.
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., To draw the Anamorphosis;

or deformation of an image, upon the convex surface of a
cone. 1816 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 273 It was to
correct their anamorphosis of the Deity, that Jesus preached.
1846 JOYCE Sci. Dial. xiv. 306 These images are called ana-

morphoses. 1873 Athenaeum 25 Jan., This bewildering ob-

ject is undoubtedly an anamorphosis of a human skull.

2. Bet. Such a degeneration or change in the
habit of a plant from different conditions of growth,
as gives it the appearance of a different species or

genus ; abnormal transformation. Chiefly said of

cryptogams, as fungi, lichens, and sea-weeds.

1830 LINDLFY Nat. Syst. Bat. 55 The state of anamor-

phosis, or . . that remarkable distension or increase of the
cellular tissue of vegetables, from which the name of succu-
lent is derived. 1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 446 That
genus \Chroolepus\ may be a mere anamorphosis of the crust

of Lichens.

3. Repetition of the same form at a later stage
of development ;

return to an earlier form. rare.
1862 LATHAM Elem. Coinp. Philol. (L.) There is not such

a thing as a true anamorphosis in language.
4. ANAMORPHISM 2.

1852 HUXLEY in PAH. Trans. CXLIII. i. 63 Whether true

anamorphosis ever occurs in the whole animal kingdom.

A11amorph.OUS (senam^ufas), a. rare. [f.

A.VAMORPH-ISM + -ous.] Distorted, out of shape.
1833 BREWSTER Nat. Mag. iv. 93 The original figure must

have been a deformed or anamorphous drawing, in order to

give a reflected image of just proportions.

Anamoured, obs. form of ENAMOURED.

Anan, obs. form of ANON.
Anan (anse

p

n), int. Obs. and dial. ; also 6- anon.
The quot. from Udall and Shaks. show that this is

the same word as ANON adv. orig. in response to a
call = ' In one moment; presently; coming!*; hence
a waiter's response to express that he was paying
attention, or awaiting commands ; thence a general
mode of expressing that the auditor was at the

speaker's service, or begged him to say on ; and in

later use, a mode of expressing that the auditor

has failed to catch the speaker's words or meaning,
but is now alert and asks him to repeat ;

= I beg
your pardon! What did you say? Sir? Eh? [See
the whole passage in I Hen. IV. II. iv. 1-126.]
a 1553 UDALL Royster D. iv. iii. (1860.1 65 C. What hough !

come forth Trupenie ! /. Anon ! What is your will mistresse?

dyd ye call me ? 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. W, n. iv. 71 Points.
Francis! Fran. Anon, anon! Prince. 'Anon,' Francis?

No, Francis : but to morrow Francis : or, Francis, on

thursday : or, indeed, Francis, when thou wilt. 1728 VAN*
BRUGH & GIBBER Provok'd Hush. i. i. 30 Man.A right English
Academy for younger Children ! J. Mood. Anon, Sir.

[Not understanding kirn.] 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. 11779)
III. Uxxv. 322 A stare of infinite stolidity, accompanied
with the word Anan ! 1856 LEVER Martins of Cro M. 159
'Such little events are not unfrequent down here, then?'
'Anan!' said she, not understanding his question. 1863
Whitby Gloss, s.v. Anon or Non? the enquiry 'Sir?

1

or
' What do you say?' to a question or remark not heard or
understood.

Ananas (an^ i-nas, -jrnas). Also anana. [So in

most of the languages of Europe ; app. from a native

Peruvian name Nanas, it having been first seen by
Europeans in Peru, and described under the name
Nanas by Andre Thevenet, a monk, in 1555.

Through mistaking the final -s for a plural sign,
some have made the sing. anana.']
1. The pine-apple plant (Ananassasativa] or fruit.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgr. \. v. xii. 431 Of their fruits Ananas is

reckoned one of the best: In taste like an Apricocke, in

shew a farre off like an Artichoke, but without prickles,

very sweet of sent. 1714 MANDEVILLE Fab. Bees (1733) II.

219 The first ananas, or pine-apple, that was brought to per-
fection in England, grew in his [Sir M. Decker's] garden at

Richmond. 1717 THOMSON Summer 6B$ Witness, thou best

anana, thou the pride Of vegetable life. x8u T. BALDWIN
(title) Short Practical Directions for the Culture of the

Ananas, or Pine-apple Tree. 1841 D'lSRAELi^/wm. Lit. II.

229 [Rawleigh] had given . . England the Virginian tobacco,
and perhaps the delicious ananas.

2. An allied West Indian fruit, the Penguin (Bro-
melia Pingniri). J.

Anandrions (sene'ndri t3s), a. filed.
[f. Gr.

uvavSpia want of manliness or virility (see next) -*-

-ous.] Without virility ; impotent.
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anandrous (acnse-ndres), a. Bot.
[f. Gr. ai/ov-

8p-os husbandless, without males (f. dv privative f

dvtip- male) + -ous.] Having no stamens ;
said of

the females of dioecious, or the female flowers of

monoecious plants.
1847 in CRAIG. 1872 BRITTEN In Jrnl. Bot. X. 47 Anandrous

state of Erica cinerea.

t Ana'ttger, v> Obs. rare. [f. A- pref. i (here
confused with A.- pref. 2, and expanded bef. vowel

into an-) + ANGER v
.]

To anger exceedingly.



ANANGTJLAR.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 634 Ferumbras was an-angred sore bat

OlUuer] hym stod [so longe]. 1 a 1500 Virgilius (Thorns)
When the emperoure herde this, he was . . sore anangered.

Aiiaiigular (a-nce-ngitflai), a. rare- , [f. AN-

pref. 10 + ANGULAR.] Not angular.
a 1859 WORCESTER cites GOOD.

Ananters, ananthers : see ANAUNTERS.
Anantherate (a'narnber^t), a. Bot. [f. as next

+ -ATE.] Not furnished with anthers.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anantherous (ipnce'n]>er3s), a. Bot.
[f.

Ax-

pref. 10 4- ANTHER + -ous.] Destitute of anthers.

i866GRAY Introd, Bot., AnantJterous, destitute of anthers.

AliantllOUS (sense-npas), a. Bot. [f. Gr. avavG-

rjs flowerless (f. dv priv. -f- 0.1*6-01 flower) + -ous.]
Destitute of flowers.

1866 GRAY Introd. Bot. 523 Ananthcus, without flowers.

Ananthropism (a'nee-n^r^piz'm). [f. Gr. av

priv. + dvQpcoin<Tfj.-65 humanity, f. dvQpoJir-os man.]
A lack of fellow-feeling or humanity.
1882 SEELEY Nat. Relig. 50 Science cannot easily destroy

our feeling for human beings. . If it were otherwise we should
want a word Ananthropism to answer to Atheism.

A11a11ym (arnanim). rare, [loosely formed on
Gr. dvd back + ovvpa, oVo/ta name, which properly

gives ANONYM (pre-occupied by another meaning).]
1867 O. HAMST Mart. Bibliogr., Ananym, the real name

written backwards, as John Dralloc (.Collard).

Anapaest (se-napest, -p/st). Pros. [ad. L. ana*

psestus, a. Gr. avd-nataros 'struck back, reversed/
f. dvd back + Trai-cti/ to strike.]
1. A reversed dactyl, a metrical foot, consisting

of two short syllables followed by a long one.

[1589 PUTTENHAH Eng. Poesie (Arb. ) 1 33 For your anapestns
of two short and a long ye haue these words but not many
moe, as manifold, tnontlt'ssc, remancnt^ holiness^.} 1678
PHILLIPS, Ana^xst. 1789 BELSHAM Ess. I. xii. 222 French
heroic verse, which consists of four regular anapests. a 1849
H. COLERIDGE Ess. II. 116 [The L'Allegro, II Penseroso,

etc.J owe their delightful variety to the judicious intermix-
ture of trochees, spondees, and even anapaests.
2. A verse composed of, or containing, such feet.

1846 GROTE Greece II. ir. vii. 572 The scanty fragments re-

maining to us of his elegies and anapaests. 1861 GEN. P.
THOMPSON A udiA lt.ll I.cxliv. 129 What did the poet laureate
know about it? He should have kept to his anapaests.

Anapaestic (zenape-stik, -/"stik), a. and sb. [ad.

L.anapiestic-its, a.Gr. dvairatffTticos: see prec. and-IC.]
A. adj. Composed of anapcests.

1699 BENTLEY Plial. in. (T.) I had started a new observa-
tion about the measures of the anapestick verse. 1749
Numbers in Poet, Comp, 58 To make the whole Line purely
Anapaestic, thus: in. their triple Degrees; and the Regidns,
id which. 1847 GROTE Greece III. xxix. 66 Tyrtseus . . em-
ployed the Anapsestlc metre.

B. sb. Verses containing anapaestic feet.

1699 BENTLEY PJuil. in. (T.) Several seeming examples
where an anapestick is terminated with a trochee. 1749
Numbers in. Poet. Comp. 58 The rapid Flow of Anapsestics,
is . . most contrary to the stately Movement of Iambics.

AnapaB'Stical, a.
[f. prec. + ^1^.] = prec.

1841 FRANCK in Uood's Mem. (1860) II. 92 To treat the ver-

sion more frequently anapa:stical than is done in the original.

Anapse-sticallyv-^. rare- , [f.prec. + -LY-'.]

In anapcestic rhythm.
1859 in WORCESTER.

Anapaganize (renap^i-ganaiz), v. rare-1
,

[f.

Gr. dva back, over again + PAGANIZE.] To make
pagan or heathen again.
1831 SOUTHEY in Q. Rm. XLV. 416 The church of St.

Genevieve was . . anapaganized by its absurd name of the
Pantheon.

Anapeiratic (:e
:

nap3ine'tik), a. Path, [irreg.
f. Gr. dvaireipd*t(rQat to exercise ; cf. irftpar'IK-OS.,]
'A term applied by Dr. Hammond to paralysis

resulting from the habitual use of certain muscles
for a long time, such as writer's paralysis? Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1879.

f A-na'pes. Obs. In Fustian a napes = o Napes,
of Naples. ('The product of that city became so

firmly established in public repute that the term
became corrupted, and needed explanation.' Dra-
pers* Diet. 141.)
[1463 Act 3 Edw, IV, v, Que null homme . . use ne were

en araie pur son corps . . ascun fustian, bustian, ne fustian de
Napuls.] 1575 LANEHAM Lett. 38 His doobled sleeuez ofblak
woorsted . . a wealt towards the nand of fustian anapes. 1611

COTGR., Tripe de velours, Valure, Mock-velvet, Fustian an
Apes. (11627 MIDDLETON Wks. IV. 425 One of my neigh-
bours .. set a-fire my fustian and apes breeches. [1660
Act 12 Chas. II, iv, m Schedule of Rates, Naples fustians

tript, or velure plaine, the peece containing 15 yards.]

!l Anaphora (anarfora). Rhet. [L. anaphora,
a. Gr. dvafyopd a carrying back, f. dvd back -f tytptiv
to bear.] The repetition of the same word or

phrase in several successive clauses.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie (Arb.l 208 Anaphora, or the

Figure of Report . . as thus : To thinke on death it is a
miserie, To think on life it is a vanitie : To thinke on the
world verily it is, To thinke that heare man hath no perfit
blisse. 1655 GOUGE Coinm. Hebr. xi. 24 Three times by an
elegant Anaphora is this phrase,

'

by faith,' used. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl., Anaphora ,. such is this of the psalmist :

The voice of the Lord is powerful : the voice of the Lord is

full of majesty : the voice of the Lord shaketh the wilderness.
1880 in ROBY Sch. Lat. Gram. 946.
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Anaphrodisiac (a.'n|Se:fr0di'ziak), a. and sb.

Mcd.
[f.

Gr. av priv. + dtypoSTmaK-os venereal.]
A. adj. That diminishes sexual appetite. B. sb.

A drug having this tendency; an antaphrodisiac.
1813 PARIS & FONBL. JAv/. Jurispr. I. 209 The anaphro-

disiac powers of camphor were long believed. 1865 FAKKC
Mat. tlfetl. 587 Drastic cathartics act as anaphrodisiacs.
1875 WOOD Therap. (1879) 146 Stadton claims that digitalis
. . may be regarded as a true anaphrodisiac.

Aiiaphroclitic (seniE&frodrtik), a.Biol.
[f.

Gr.

avcujipo&iT-os without love + -1C. Cf. Fr. anafhrodit-
iyiie.'] Developed without concourse of sexes.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anaphroditous (sen|Se:fr<?daHM), a. [f. as

prec. + -ous.] Without sexual appetite.
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anaplastic (senaplcrstik), a. Surg. [f. as next
+ -1C

; cf. Fr. anaplastique.'] Of or pertaining to

anaplasty.
1879 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Anaplasty (arnaplasti). Stirg. [a. Fr. ana-

plastie, {. Gr. dvcur\a.OT-os, vbl. adj. f. avatKaaa-tiv
to form anew: see -Y3.] Reparation of external

lesions by the use of adjacent healthy tissue.

1870 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Anaplerosis (Ee
:

naplirJu-sis). fmod.L., a.Gr.

a.vair\-fjpaia i y, f. ava.~-n\ripu-civ to fill up.] The fill-

ing up of a deficiency.
1680 H. MORE Apocal. Apoc. 258 Respecting the voices of

the three Angels, and Anapleroses of them. 1706 PHILLIPS,
A naplerosi's . . in Surgery, that part of the Art, which restores
what either Nature has denied, or is otherwise decayed.
1853 MAYN'E Exp. Lex., Anaplcrosis . . filling up of parts
that have been destroyed, as in wounds, cicatrices, etc.

Anaplerotic (o^napliiytik), a. and sir. McJ.

[ad. assumed Gr. *d^an-Ar//xuriKos : see prec. and -1C.]

A. adj. Tending to supply deficiencies of tissue.

1721 BAILEY, Anaplerotick t\Ietiici)tes^ such that fill up
Ulcers with Flesh. 1748 I'egetius Distemp. Iforses 165
You put an anaplerotick Medicine upon the Wound. 1853
in MAYNE Exp. Lex.

B. sb. (in//.) An anaplerotic substance.

1706 PHILLIPS, Anapleroticks, Medicines that help to fill

Ulcers with Flesh. 1751 CHAMBERS Or/., Atiaplcrotics are

the same with what we otherwise call incarnatives.

t Anaplero'tical, a. Obs. = prec.
t Anaplero'ticalness. Obs. [f.prec.+->-Ess.]
1731 BAILEY, AnnpUroticaltuiss, the quality of filling up.

AnapllOgrapll (ance-pntfgraf). [f. Gr. dj/aTrroi;

respiration (f. cira again + nvi-tiv to breathe) +

-ypa<p-o$ writing.] An instrument for registering
the movements and amount of expiration and

inspiration.
1870 S. GEE A tiscult. f. Percuss, ii. 2 f I Whether the

anapnograph will be more useful remains to be seen.

Anapnoic (smapn<J.i-ik), a. [f. as prec. -f- -if.]

Pertaining to respiration.
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anapnometer (aenapnjvm/'ta.i). [f.
as prec. +

liirpov a measure : see -METER.] An instrument
for measuring the force of respiration ;

a spirometcr.
1860 in FOWLER Med. l''oc.

Anapodeictic (seni^podai-ktik), a. rare-".

[f. Gr. dv priv. + diro5(iKTtn-6s demonstrable, f. a-nii

off, away-r faitc-vv-vcu to show.] Incapable of be-

ing shown by argument, undemonstrable.
i Aiiapologe'tical, a. Obs.-<> [f. Gr. dva-

iro\6yi]T-os inexcusable (Lav priv.: see APOLOGETIC)
+ -ICAL.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Anapologetical^ inexcusable.

Anapopliysial (a^napafrzial), a. Pliys. [f.

next + -AL'.] Of or pertaining to an anapophysis.
1866 HUXLEY Prek. Rent. Caitlm. 89 Anapophysial tuber-

cles . . strong and well developed. 1875 BLAKE Zool. 16 The
little development of the metapophysial and anapophysial
processes.

Anapophysis (senapp'fisis). Phys. [f.
Gr. drd

back + awutpvais offshoot, f. dwo off+ <pv<ns growth.]
A small bony process, springing in a backward
direction from the neural arch of the vertebrae,

between the metapophysis and diapophysis.
1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Org. Nat. 169 The exogenous

parts are the diapophysis . . [and] the anapophysis. 1881
MIVART Cat 39 The posterior process which projects back-
wards as much as any other part of the vertebra, is called

the accessory process, or Anapophysis.

t Ana'pped, pa. pplc. Obs. rare-1
, [f. A- pref.

I (or 6) + OE. hnseppian to NAP.] Sleepy.
r 1305 K. E. Poems (1862) 78 Anapped he was sore. He

lynede adoun vpon his boc po he ne mi^te studie nomore.

Anaptotic (senaptp-tik), a. [f. Gr. dv(a) again
+ dirrajT-os indeclinable + -1C : see APTOTIC. (Or
? f. dva back + nron-iK-is belonging to case.)] Fall-

ing back from inflexion, again uninflected. Applied,
by some, to languages, in which most of the in-

flexions have disappeared by phonetic decay, their

place being supplied by relational words and rules

of position.
1850 LATHAM Varieties ofMan 12 Languages of the Eng-

lish type, Anaptotic. 1858 Penny Cycl. 2nd Supp. 378/1 The
languages of the great European races are never aptotic.

They are mostly anaptotic, or [else] having amalgamate in-

flections. i86a H. SPENCER First Princ. 11. xiv. na (1875)

ANARCHY.
322 There have grown out of the amalgamate languages the

'anaptotic' languages.
Anarch, (os-najk), sb. andj7. [ad. Gr. avapx-os

without a chief or head
;

cf. Fr. anarche in Cotgr.
1611. But the Eng. use is conformed to that of
other derivatives in -arch, as monarch, tclrarch,t\.c.'\
A. sb. An author of anarchy; a leader of revolt.

1667 MILTON /'. L. H. 988 Thus Satan : and him thus the
Anarch old . . answcr'd. 1728 POPE Dune. in. 339 Lo ! the

great Anarch's ancient reign restor'd. 1818 BYRON Childe
Jfar. n. xlv, Imperial anarchs doubling human woes. 1848
H. MILLER First Impress, xvii. (1857) 283 The old anarch of

Infidelity is sure always to effect a transitory lodgment.
B. adj. [The sb. used attrib^\ rare.

n 1822 SHELLEY Triumph ofLife, The anarch chiefs, whose
force and murderous snares Had founded many a sceptre-
bearing line.

Anarchal (ana-ika!),**. rare. [f.asprec.-f-ALl.]
1. \Vithout government ; anarchic.

1824-9 LANDOR Imag. Com>. (1846) I. 135 Calling those
bodies of men anarchal which are in a state of effervescence.

2. Tending to, or involving, anarchy; anarchical.

1824-9 LANDOR Imag. Com.'. 1.36 The anarchal doctrines
of the popish priesthood.
3. = ANARCH a.

1840 Blacfav, Mag. XLVII. 528 High-sated wealth, deco-
rous pride of

place,
Mankind's anarchal kings.

Anarchial (aua-jkial), a. rare.
[f.

ANARCHY +
-AL!. Cf. antinwnial, arterial] Of the nature
of anarchy or confusion

; disorderly, unregulated ;

anarchical.

1775 in Asn. 1789 BENTHAM Princ. Legist. \. 14 Whether
it [the mere averment of his own unfounded sentiments] is

not anarchial. 1879 Lr\\ i s Psychol. i. 5 Each worker brings
his labours as a contribution to a common fund, not as an
anarchial displacement of the labours of predecessors.

Anarchic (anaukik), a.
[f. Gr. aVa/>x-os (see

ANARCH) + -ic
;
after dpxwos. Cf. Fr. anarchiqnct

Cotgr. 161 1.] Of or belonging to anarchy; without
jule or government, lawless.

1790 BURKE Fr. A'r: r
. Wks. V. 234 The barbarous anarchick

despotism of Turkey. Ibid. 401 They expect that they shall

hold in obedience an anarchic people by an anarchic army.
1850 CAKLVLE Lattcr-d. Pamfh. viii. (1872) 260 1'he whole
world risen into anarchic mutiny. 1869 SKELL.Y Fss, -y

Lcct. iv. 118 Culture itself has become anarchic.

Anarchical (ana-jkikal), a. [f. as prec. + -ICAL.]
1. = ANARCHIC.
1597 HOWSON St-rw., 24 Dec., 29 That state was not an-

archicall, or without authentic. 1660 C. BOND Scutum Reg,
68 Then might the king make the acting of his peopleagainst
him Treason .. which would bring all to Anarchical con-

fusion. 1766 tr. Beccaria, Crimes xiii. 49 Formalities . .

which will place anarchical impunity on the throne ofjustice.
1860 MOTLEY Xcthcrl. (1868* I. i. 19 That powerful, turbu-

lent, but most anarchical little commonwealth.
2. Connected with, tending to, or involvinganarchy.
1649 C, WALKER Hist, Indep. n. 149 Who under colour of

Merchandise vent Antimonarchicall and Anarchical! Tenents.

1797 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 107/2 The propagation of
their anarchical doctrines. 1847 LEWES Hist. Pnilps. II.

31 Anarchical effort* have ended in universal despotism.

Ana;rchically, adv. [f. prec.+-tT
2
.]

In an

anarchic or anarchical manner or condition; in de-

fiance of existing order, lawlessly.
1872 LIDDON Klctn. Relig. iv. 152 It [the earth] cannot

plunge anarchically through space.

Anarchism (se-najkiz'm). rare. [f.
Gr. dvapx-

os (see ANARCH) + -ISM.] The principles or practice
of anarchy, or anarchists.

1642 SIR K. BERING Sp. on Rclig. 153 This Bill . . will prove
the mother of absolute Anarchisme. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Anarchism, the Doctrine, Positions or Art of Those tliat

teach anarchy; also the being itself of the people without a
Prince or Ruler. 1882 SIR C. DILKE in Daily Xctts $ July 2/6
Russian Nihilism, German Social Democracy, and French
Anarchism were, in a high degree, the children of Protection.

Anarchist (K'najkist). [f. as prec. + -IST. Cf.

mod.Fr. anarchiste] One who admits of no ruling

power; an advocate or promoter of anarchy; one
who upsets settled order.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 319 That the Egyptians were

universally Atheists and Anarchists, such as .. resolved all

into Sensless Matter as the first and highest Principle. 1791
BENTHAM Anarch. Fallac. Wks. 1843 II. 498 The anarch i>t

. . denies the validity of the law . . and calls upon all man-
kind to rise up in a mass, and resist the execution of it. 1862

H. SPENCER First Princ. i. i. 2 (1875* 10 The anarchist who
denies the right of any government . . to trench upon his in-

dividual freedom.

b. attrib. quasi-a^'.
1812 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. VIII. 346 That some of the

anarchist writers are in the pay of France.

Anarchize (re'naikaiz), v. [f.
Gr. avapx-os (see

ANARCH)+-IZE; tf.monarchize and mod.Fr. anarch-

iser.] To render anarchic, reduce to anarchy; to

destroy the settled order of.

1800 COLERIDGE Own Times I. 263 That Suwarrow, though
he had rescued the North of Italy from its invaders, should

have pillaged and anarchised it. 1815 T. JEFFERSON Writ.

(1830) IV. 248 To anarchize by gold the government he could

not overthrow by arms.

Anarchy (arnajki). Also 6-7 -ie. [ad. Gr.

dvapxia, n. of state f. avapx~o$ without a chief or

head, f. dv priv. + dpxo* leader, chief. The word
was also adopted in med.L. anarehia, and Fr. a-
archie (Cotgr. 1611), from one or other of which,

the Eng. may have been immediately taken.]
39-2



ANARCHY.
1. Absence of government ;

a state of lawlessness

due to the absence or inefficiency of the supreme
power ; political disorder.

1539TAVERNER Erasm. Pro-,'. (1552) 43 This unleful lyberty
or lycence of the multytude is called an Anarchic. 1605
BACON Adv. Learn. \\. xxiii. 36 1,1873) 24 T Pompey . . made
it his design . . to cast the state into an absolute anarchy and
confusion. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inig. 219 A Polity without
an Head . . would not be a Polity, but Anarchy. 1796 BURKE
Corr. IV. 389 Except in cases ofdirect war, whenever govern-
ment abandons law, it proclaims anarchy. 1840 CARLYLE
Heroes (1858) 277 Without sovereigns, true sovereigns, tem-

poral and spiritual, I see nothing possible but an anarchy;
the hatefullest of things. 1878 LECKY Eng. in i8M C. I. i.

12 William threatened at once to retire to Holland and leave

the country to anarchy.
2. transf. Absence or non-recognition of authority

and order in any sphere.
1667 MILTON P. L. x. 283 The waste Wide Anarchic of

Chaos. i8az BYRON Sardan. i. ii. (1868) 356 The satraps un-

controll'd, the gods unworshipped, And all things in the

anarchy of sloth. 1831 BREWSTER Newton (1855) II. xix.

205 Some of the provincial mints were in a state of anarchy.

a. Non-recognition of moral law; moral disorder.

1656 COWLEY Chronicle ix, Thousand worse Passions then

possest The Inter-regnum of my Breast. Bless me from such

an Anarchy ! 1713 STEELE Englishm. No. 7. 44 The Licen-

tious are in a State of barbarous Anarchy. 1875 HAMERTON
Intell. Life vi. ii. 203 A moral anarchy difficult to conceive.

b. Unsettledness or conflict of opinion.
,11661 FULLER fin WEBSTER i There being then . . an anarchy,

as I may term it, in authors and their reckoning of years.

1719 YOUNG Revenge iv. i, No more I'll bear this battle of

the mind, This inward anarchy. I754CHESTERF. in Boswell

Johnson 11816,1 L 237 Our language is, at present, in a state

of anarchy. 1842 W. GROVE Corr. Phys. forces 3 An an-

archy of thought, a perpetuity of mental revolutions.

t Ana'reta. Obs. Astrol. [Incorrect f. anxreta,
Latinized ad. Gr. dpai/xVip destroyer, murderer.]
' The killing Planet threatning Death in a Nativity.'

Phillips 1696. Hence Anaretic a.

1647 LILLY Chr. Astrol. civ. 529 The Anareta, or Inter-

ficient Planet, is he who is placed in the eighth house. 1819

J. WILSON Diet. Astrol. 2, Anareta, the planet that destroys
life. Ilnd. 3 Violent deaths are caused when both the Malefics

have dignities in the Anaretic place.

t Ana'rmed, ///. a. Obs. [variant of ENARMED:
see AN- p>

r

cf. 4.] Armed, in arms.

-1500 Lancelot 615 Rather I shall . . Resaue my deith an-

;irmyt wilder sheld. Ibid. 2219 Al anarmyt they Come to

the King. Ibid. 2499 Al enarmyt both with spere and scheld.

tAna'rrow, ?. Ol>s. rare~ l
. [f.

A- prtf- T

+ OE. naru'ian to NARROW, also to trouble, afflict,

Cf. L. angitstits^\ To cramp, crush, dishearten.

c 1300 A'. A/is. 3346 He makith heom way with scharpe
launce ; Thy men anarwith thy continaunce.

Anarthrous (a-naM]>res\ [f.
Gr. av priv. +

apOp-ov joint, (in grammar) the article, + -ous.]
1. Of Greek sbs.: Used without the article.

1808 MIDDLKTON Grk Article (18411 102 When it [*ras] is

employed to denote that every individual of that species is

spoken of, then the Substantive is anarthrous, 1879 FARRAR
St. Paul II. 185 rpinfrai ayieu . . a proper name for the Scrip-

tures, and therefore anarthrous.

2. Phys. Jointless; or so fat as to appear so.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anarthro11sly (a-naubrssli), adv. [f. prec. -H

-LY-.] Without the (Greek) article.

1852 ALFORD Grk. Test. II. 308 Nojios . . is never thus an-

arthrously used as =6 vonos except where usage will account
for such omission of the article.

Ana'rthrousness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

Omission of the (Greek) article.

1879 FARRAR St. Paul II. 516 note, The spread 'of Christi-

anity is naturally marked by the increasing anarthrousness
(omission of the article) of its commonest terms.

Anartic, obs. rare form of ANTARCTIC.

Anasarca (oenasa-jka). Path. [f. Gr. avd up +

aap (adptca) flesh
; perh. orig. a phrase, or adj.

sing, fern., but at length taken as sb.] A dropsical
affection of the subcutaneous cellular tissue of a

limb or other large surface of the body, producing
a very puffed appearance of the flesh.

I398TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. vn.lii. (1495^265 The dropesye
that hyghte Yposarca other Anasarca. 1681 tr. ll'tllis* Rct.
Med. lVks.

t Anasarca, the watry dropsy swelling up the

whole flesh. 173* ARHUTHXOT Rules of Diet 391 When^the
Lymph stagnates, or is extravasated, under the Skin, it is

called an Anasarka. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. <y Phys. 1 . 425/2

Symptoms of sea-scurvy . . with anasarca of the lower limbs.

b. transf. andyf^.
1807 Edin. Re? 1

. XL 83 A similar fanciful analogy has in-

duced him to give the name of Anasarca to the redundant
moisture that is perceived in vegetables during wet weather.

1841 D'ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1859) I. 316 An aged power dis-

solving in its own corruption, which . . looked with compla-
cency on its own unnatural greatness, its political anasarca.

1873 Treas. Bot, (ed. 2) 61 Anasarca t a condition of plants

analogous to dropsy.

AnasarCOUS (acnasa'jkas), a. [f. prec. + -ous.]
Of the nature of, or showing signs of, anasarca.

1676 WISEMAN Chirttrg. i. xxiii (R.) I found . . his legs

anasarcous, and his back and hips excoriated, with lying in

bed. 1738 D. BAYSF. Gout 100 Rheumatick anasarcous tu-

mors or swellings. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. <y Phys. I. 63/1
Anasarcous dropsy is the only disease in which the fat of

the adipose membrane is entirely consumed.

Anasei'smic, a.
[f. Gr. ava up + <rct<r/<-(fc earth-

quake + -1C.] (See quot.)

308

i88l J. MILNE in Nature No. 632. 126 Anaseismic shocks,
or those where vertical motion is prominent.

t Anasta'ltic, (a. and) s&. Obs. [ad. Gr. dva-

CTTaATiK-os tending to check (f.
ava back + ffT(\\-(tv

to send) + -1C.] (See quot.)
1775 ASH, Anastaltics, medicines of a restringent quality.

1860 FOWLER J/t'rf. l'oc. t A'tastaltic, synonym of 'styptic.'

Anastatic (naste-tik), a. [f. Gr. avaaTaais

resurrection
; cf. ffraTiK-os causing to stand.] Of

the nature of revival
; spec, applied to a printing

process, in which facsimiles of writing, drawings, or

letter-press are produced by a transfer process from
zinc plates.
1849 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 120 On Anastatic Printing and its

various combinations by H. E. Strickland, M.A. 1859
Athetizum 12 Feb., The anastatic process has two advan-

tages over lithography,

Anastomasis,-atic,obs.ff.AxASTOMosis,-OTic.

Anastomcrsant, ///. a. rare-", [a. Fr. ana-

stomosant, pr. pple. of anastomoser : see next.]

Anastomosing.
1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anastomose (anse'st<Srn0z), v. [a. Fr. aitasto-

mose-r, f. anastomose, f. mod.L. anastomosis, {. Gr.

AvaaTofuoa-w. see ANASTOMOSIS.] a. trans. To con-

nect by anastomosis (? obs.). b. intr. To communi-
cate by anastomosis, to intercommunicate, inoscu-

late. Said of blood-vessels, sap-vessels, rivers, and

branches of trees.

1697 in Phil. Trans. XIX. 463 The Umbilical Arteries

which are anastomosed with the Veins of the Matrix. 1788
ANDERSON in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 158 An elongation of

the sword-like cartilage . . having anastomosed with that

bone at the symphysis. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bat. Introd.

22 The veins of their leaves . . anastomosing in various ways,
so as to form a reticulated plexus of veins of unequal size.

1858 GF.IKIE Hist. Boulder v 75 The ribs not straight, but

irregularlyanastomosing, that is, running into and coalescing
with each other. 1881 R. HL-RTON in Academy 21 May 367/1
The Libu and the Lungo-e-ungo influents have anastomosed
to form the Liambai-zambese.

Aiia'stomosed, ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ED.] Con-

nected by anastomosis.

1789 ANDF.RSOX in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 66, I found the

chasms or divisions anastomosed through every part of it.

1868 WRIGHT Ocean IV. v. 1 19 Substance of the skeleton car-

tilaginous, fibres anastomosed in all directions.

Anastomosing (anx-sWmJi'zin),^/. sli. [f. as

prec. + -ING 1
.]
= ANASTOMOSIS.

< 1810 ABERNETHY Surg. m-s. (1827) II. 49 A slight haemor-

rhage . . from the anastomosing of the vessels. 1836 TODD
Cycl. Anat. ^ Phys. 1. 15/1 This artery . . terminates by ana-

stomosing with the internal mammary.

Ana'stomosing, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 2.]

Communicating by anastomosis ; inosculating.

1795 HAIGIITON in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 198 The anasto-

mosing nervous filaments. 1842 Iilack-M. Mag. LII. 170 A
Flemish landscape, irrigated by anastomosing ditches. 1854
CARCENTER Comp. Phys. \. 223 The arteries . . terminate in

a complex system of anastomosing tubes.

II Anastomosis (ana;:st!ftnJii'sis). PI. -o'ses.

Also 7-8 -asis. [mod.L., a. (jr. aMKTTo/iojffis, n. of

action f. a.va<rron6-fiv to furnish with a mouth or

outlet.] Intercommunication between two vessels,

channels, or distinct branches of any kind, by a

connecting cross branch. Applied originally to the

cross communications between the arteries and veins,

or other canals in the animal body ;
whence to

similar cross connexions in the sap-vessels of plants,
and between rivers or their branches ;

and now to

cross connexions between the separate lines of any-

branching system, as the branches of trees, the veins

of leaves, or the wings of insects.

1615 CROOKE Body o/A/an 379 By Anastomosis . . or apertion
and opening oftwo vessels one into another. 1630M AY Coittn.

Lucan I. 200 As they through each other glide Make many
knots, as if they tooke a pride In these strange foldings,
and themselves did please In those admired Anastomoses.

1769 in Phil. Trans. LIX. 201 The lymphatics of the stomach
. . have very numerous anastomoses. 1856 H. MILLER Test.

Rocks 446 We sometimes find cases of anastomosis among
the stems of the higher plants. 1859 R. BURTON in 'Jrnl.

K. G. S. XXIX. 234 The African name for a central lake is

Tanganyika, signifying an anastomosis, or a meeting-place.

1879 DRESSER in Cassell's Techn. Kihic. 1. 151/2 Much of

the Celtic ornament . . consisted of an anastomosis, or net-

work of often grotesque creatures.

Anastomptic (an:e:st<ftn(vtik), a. (and sl>.} [ad.
L. aiiastoniotie-us, a. Gr. avaaropMTiK-us pertaining
to opening, f. &vaaro^-ftv : see prec. In sense i

often written anastomatic, with reference to Gr.

cTTojiciTiKor pertaining to the mouth.]
fl. (As in Latin) Applied to medicines designed

to open the mouths of vessels. Also used sitbsl. Oi'S.

1657 Physical Diet., Anastoinaticiim, medicine opening
obstructions. 1706 PHKUN^IMffcM0Abbb medicines that

open and widen the Orifices of the Vessels, so as to cause the

Illood to circulate freely and pass easily out of the Arteries

into the Veins : or Medicines which serve to open the Pores
and Passages. 1731 ^M\.v.\,Anastomaticks . . as Purgatives,
Sudorificks, and Diureticks. 1839 HOOPER Meii. Diet. 101

Anastomotic^ a term anciently applied to medicines which
were supposed to open the mouths of vessels.

2. Pertaining to or forming anastomosis
; providing

intercommunication.

1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. <$ Phys. I. 97/2 By . . the enlarge.

ANATHEMA.
ment of the anastomotic branches, the whole system of the

circulation is gradually being altered. 1847-9 Ibid. IV. 450/2
The anastomotic distribution of the bile-ducts.

I! Aliastl'Ophe (anae'stnJf/). Khet. [Gr.draaTpoi^r)
a turning back, f. ova. back + arpit^ftv to turn.]

Inversion, or unusual arrangement, of the words or

clauses of a sentence.

1577 H. PEACHAM Card. Eloq. (T.) A nastrofhe, a prepos-
terous order, or a backward setting of words, thus : All

Italy about / "went, which is contrary to plain order, / went
about all Italy. 1785 WALKER Khet. Gram. (T. ) Anastrophe
. . by which we place last, and perhaps at a great distance

from the beginning of the sentence, what, according to the

common order, should have been placed first. 1871 in Pnb.
Sell. Lat. Grain. 446.

Anatase (s'natfis). Min. [a. Fr. anatase, ad.

Gr. draratr-is extension, f. ava up + ra- stem of T'r-

(iv to stretch.] Hau'y's name (in reference to the

length of its crystal) for the native oxide of titanium,

for which Dana prefers De Saussure's OCTAHEDBITE.

1843 HUMBLE Diet. Gen!., Anatase, pyramidal titanium . .

a pure octahedral oxyde of titanium. 1878 GURNEY Cryst.
82 Anatase and Rutile have an identical composition, both

being titanium dioxide.

r A'nathem, " Obs. [a. Fr. <z<zMr(i2thc.
in Littre), ad. L. anathema : see next. Rhymes
with them in Sylvester, with dream in Drummond.]
1. One accursed. = ANATHEMA i. rare.

c 1555 HARPSFIELD/)IJWAV. F///U878) 1451 Pope Julius
was an anatheme and accursed for dispensing with the same.

2. A sentence of damnation, a curse, = ANATHEMA 2 .

' '555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. ^7/7(1878) 61 Terrible

anathems and excommunications. 1598 SYLVESTER Dn Bar-

tas, Captaines 386 The voice divine . . [had] choicely armed
them 'Gainst Jericho, with his owne anathem. c 1630
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems (1711* 10/2 My voice, now cleave

the earth with anathems . . Till . . life a slumber is of fearfull

dreams. 1648 GAGE West. Ind. iii. (1655)8 Excommunicated
with an Anathem.

Anathema (anse-bfma\ [a. L. anathema an

excommunicated person, also the curse of excom-

munication, a. Gr. avaSfpa, orig. 'a thing devoted,'

but in later usage 'a thing devoted to evil, an

accursed thing
'

(see Rom. ix. 3). Orig. a var. of

avd67]/M an offering, a thing set up (to the gods),
n. of product f. avanfivai to set up, f. ova up +

TtBivtu (stem 6(-) to place. /'/. anathemas ; also,

in sense 3, anathe'mata. Cf. prec., and ANA-
THEME.

I. From eccl. Greek and Latin.

1. Anything accursed, or consigned to damnation.

Also quasi-tfy. Accursed, consigned to perdition.

1526 [See ANATHEMA MARANATHA]. 1625 BACON Ess.,Good-
ness (Arb.) 207 He would wish to be an Anathema from

Christ, for the Salvation of his Brethren. 1634 CANXE A'ecas.

thereby save his brethren,

2. The formal act, or formula, of consigning to

damnation, a. The curse of God. b. The great

curse of the church, cutting off a person from the

communion of the church visible, and formally

handing him over to Satan ; or denouncing any
doctrine or practice as damnable. Hence C. Any
denunciation or imprecation of divine wrath against

alleged impiety, heresy, etc. d. A curse or impre-
cation generally.
(The weakening of the sense has accompanied the free use

of anathemas as weapons of ecclesiastical rancour.)

a. a 1619 DONNE Biathan. (1644) 1^2
Which Anathema . .

was utter damnation, as all Expositors say. 1756 BURKE
; 'ind. Nat. Soe. Wks. I. 64 The divine thunders out his

anathemas. 1877 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. ii. 37 To strike with

His anathema those who made a gain of their virtues.

b. 1590 SWINBURN Testaments 60 Vnlesse he be excom-

municate with that great curse, which is called Anathema.

1641 FULLER Holy <( Prof. St. v. xi. 404 The Donatists,

whilest blessing themselves, cared not for the Churches Ana-

thema's. 17*6 AYLII-TE Parerg. 256 An Anathema . . differs

from an Excommunication only in respect of a greater kind

of Solemnity. 1769 ROBERTSON Charles I', III. vin. 71

Against all who disclaimed the truth of these tenets, ana-

themas were denounced. 1844 GLADSTONE Gleanings V. xlv.

1 1 4 The Pope . . has condemned the slave trade but^ no more

heed is paid to his anathema than to the passing wind.

C. 178* PRIESTLEY Nat. 4 Rev. Relig. II. 80 The Moham-
medans denounce anathemas against unbelievers. 1850

GLADSTONE Gleanings V. xiv. 182 To deliver over to ana-

thema the memories of our forefathers in the Church.

d. 1691 NORRIS I'ract. Disc. 90 Willing rather to err with

the Multitude . . than incur the great Censure, the heavy
Anathema of Singularity. 1757 CIBBER in Dilworth Pope
16 How then could you thunder out such anathemas on

your own enemies? 1817 LYTTON Pelham Ixvii. (1840) 294
' Confound the man !

' was my mental anathema. 1867 LYD.

CHILD Romance Repub. xx. 237 The Signor . . succeeded in

smothering his half-uttered anathemas.

II. From the earlier sense of afafffia or avagrjiM.

(In this sense better pronounced senabrma.)

3. A thing devoted or consecrated to divine use.

1581 MARBECK Bk. o/ Notes 39 Anathema (saith Chrisos-

tome) are those things which bejng consecrated to God
;
are

1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery (1858) I. 178 The little figures, in

the shape of animals . . may have been votive offerings to

the gods, such anathemata being offered by the poor.
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ANATHEMA.

Anathema Maranatlia (mKranJi J>a). [Gr.

dva6cf*a a thing accursed ; Wlapav ado. Syriac

)Lf vJ-^3 mdra'n etJnr
' the Lord hath come.' (The

pron. ought to be marsc^niatha'.)] These words

occur together in i Cor. xvi. 22. According to

modern criticism, Mamn atha is a distinct sentence

having no connexion with Anathema ; but in earlier

texts of the Greek it was connected with it and

theconnexion variously-explained ;
\w\zeAnathema

Maranatha has been taken as a portentously in-

tensified form of Anathema in its various senses.

1526 TINDALE i Cor. xvi. 22 Yf eny man love not the lorcle

esus Christ, the same be anathema maranatha. [WvctiK,
e he cursid, mara natha. 1611 Let him bee Anathema

Maranatha. 1881 (Revised] Let him be Anathema. Maran-

atha.] 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s.v., Others will have

Anathema maranatha to have answered to the third and

highest degree of excommunication among the Jews. 1856
MRS. STOWE Dred II. ii. 23, 1 don't see the sense of such an
anathema maranatha as we got to-day.

t Ana*themate, v. Obs. rare~^. [f.
med.L.

anathemat- ppl. stem of anathema-re to anathema-

tize, f. ANATHEMA.] To anathematize, to accursc.

1613 G. SANDYS Tra-u. 145 A countrey . . anathemated, for

the death of Christ.

Anathematic (3e-'na|h/me'tik), a. rare. [ad.

Gr. dvaQrjfjLaTtK-os, f. dcafl^a a votive offering : see

ANATHEMA II.] Of the nature of, or pertaining to,

an anathema or offering.

1850 LEITCH AfullersAnc.Art^fli The so-called Bathyl-
lus of Samos . . and the anathematic reliefs there mentioned.

t Alia thenia tical, a. and sb. Obs. rare [f.

Gr. dvaOcftaTiK-us (see ANTATHEMA and -ic) +-AL 1
.]

A. adj. Of the nature of an anathema. B. sb. =
ANATHEMA.
1583 Exec. Treason (1675^ 32 [Also in FLEMING Contn.

Holinsked III. 1365/2] Their Curses, their Excommunica-
tions, their Sentences, and most solemn Anathematicals. 1775

ASH, Anatkematical, relating to an anathema.

Ana^thexna'tically, adv. rare~. [f. prec. -f-

-LT 2
.]

In anathematical manner; by means of

solemn cursing.
1775 in ASH.

t Ana'thematism. Obs. [ad. Gr. avaOcna-

Twr/tos cursing, excommunication, f. avaBefwri^-tiv :

see ANATHEMATIZE and -ISM. Cf. Fr. anathema-

tisme.] The formal statement or declaration of an

anathema, an ecclesiastical denunciation.

1565 HARDING in Jewel Def. Apol. 11611) 269 Theodorites

reprehension of the eleuenth Anathematisme against Nes-
torius. 1660 JER. TAVLOR Duct. Dubit. in. iii. 13 A law
of Justinian, forbidding anathematlsms to be pronounced
against the Jewish Hellenists. 1699 BURNRT 39 A rt. Introd.

3 With Anathematisms against the contrary Doctrines. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp* s.v., The decrees of councils are com-

monly guarded by anathematisms.

Anathematization(anre:b/"mat9iz<
T
'-j3n). [ad.

med.L. anathematization-em, n. of action f. ana-

thematiza-re to ANATHEMATIZE. Cf. Fr. anafhc-

matisation in Cotgr. 1611.] The action of ana-

thematizing, or (formally) pronouncing accursed.

1593 BILSON Gwt. Ch, 26 Anathematization from the people
of God, 1645 CALAMY Indictm. Eng. 16 From this hatred

followeth Excommunications, Anathematizations, etc. 1865
DICKENS Mut. Fr. I. n Venerable parent promptly resorts

to anathematization, and turns him out.

Anathematize (anse'b/mataiz), v. [a. Fr. ana-

thematise-r, ad. L. anathematlzd-re (Augustine,

Jerome), f. Gr. dvaOf^uiTi(-ftv, f. dvaQt^ar-, stem of

dvdOffja : see ANATHEMA and -IZE. By-forms neg-

lecting the Gr. stem were ANATHEMIZE and ANA-
THEMATE = med.L. anathema-re^\
1. trans. To pronounce an anathema against, to

consign to Satan, to curse. Properly of formal

cursing by ecclesiastics, whence extended to im-

precation or malediction generally.
1366 T. STAPLETON Ret. Untr. Jewel iv. 137 Unlesse within

ten dayes . . he doe anathematise and accurse . . his wicked

preaching and doctrine. 1611 COTGR. , A natlieniatiscr, to ana-

thematize, devote unto the devill. 1641 MILTON Animadi:
(1851) 205 Gold hath been anathematiz'd for the idolatrous

use. 1690 BURNET y)Arf, xix, 185 He was anathematized by
several of the succeeding Popes. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog.
II. 422 'All heresies .. anathematised by the church, I do
likewise condemn, reject, and anathematise.' 1838 DICKENS
jVic/t. Nick. x. (C. D. ed.) 79 Mr. Mantalini anathematising
the stairs with great volubility. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke \.

(1879) o. Clergymen, who anathematize us for wandering into

Unitarianism you, you have driven us thither.

2. absol. To utter anathemas, to curse.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. 1 1. in. i. vi. 160 Well may mankind
shriek, inarticulately anathematising as they can. 1847
BARHAM Ingol. Leg. t

How some begin to bless some ana-
thematize.

Anathematized (anarj"mateizd), ///. a. [f.

prec. -v -EIX] Pronounced to be accursed.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xx. 7 1 1873) The elected saints

ofGod have wished themselves anathematized . . m an ecstasy
of charity. 1705 HICKERINGII.I. Priest-cr, iv. (1721) 239 Per-

haps the Anathematized Sinner will not pay the Knave a
Groat. 1858 R. VAUGHAN Ess. fy Rrv. I. 55 Their sermons
commonly exhibited, not a Saviour crucified, but a heretic
anathematized.

Anathematizer (anse-b/matalzsj). [f.as prec.
+ -EH 1

.]
One who pronounces an anathema.
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1647 HAMMOND \Vorks (1684) iv. 470 The censorious anathe-

mati/er, that breathes out woes and damnations. 1649 Dr.

HALL Cases of Consc. 111, v, How many famous churches
. . have been less guilty than their anathematizers.

Ana'themati:zing,z<V..sy>. [f.as prec.+-iN<A]
The pronouncing of an anathema or curse.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suj>p., Anathematizing amounts to

the same with excommunicating. 1880 Rt'SKisOttr/'ViMrr.v

Have Told Us i. i. 26 Without any oratorizing, anathema

tizlng, or any manner of disturbance, we find the Roman
Knight made Bishop of Tours.

Ana'themati'zing,///.^. [
f.as prec. + -ING-.]

Uttering or pronouncing anathemas.

1653 BAXTER C/tr. Concord 4 Delivering up to Satan, and
the great Anathematizing Excommunication. 1709 STRYPIC

Ann. Rcf. I. Ivi. 613 This anathematizing bull. 1833 1. TAY-
LOR Fanat. viii, 303 An anathematizing Deity.

A11atheme [,arna]>mi). [a. Yr.anathcme (Cotgr. ),

ad. L. anathema a dedicated offering, a. Gr. dvd&Tjpa
a thing set up: see ANATHEMA 3.] An offering

dedicated to God.
1654 LESTRANGK Charles /, 71 Colours taken forty four,

hung up as An[a]themes . . in the Church of Nostre Dame.
1850 LEITCH Matter's Anc. ^^286 The pillars .. upon
which were destined to be placed cauldrons, tripods and
other anathemes.

Anatheme, variant ofANATHEM, O/^anathema.
t Ana^themiza tion. Obs. rare. [f.

ANA-
THEMIZE + -ATION.] = ANATHEMATIZATION.
1349 CHAI.ONER Rrasm. Klorix Enc. P ij a, They stickc

hardily to theyr . . anathemisacions and peincted pictures.
" I555 GARDINER in Foxe A. <r M. led. i> 751/2 A solemne
anathemization of all those that woulde call an image an idol.

Ana'themize, r. rare. [f.
ANATHEM or ANA-

THEMA + -IZE, the Gr. stem anathcmat- being neg-

lected; cf. ANATHEMATK.] =- ANATHKMATIZE.
1674 MARVELL Gen. Counc. Wks. 1875 IV. 132 Would you

anathemize, banish, imprison, execute us, and burn our books?

1689 HiCKKRixGit.i, Modest ///. iii. 29 They might Anatham-

jze, and Curse, till their Hearts should ake. 1837 Blacktt 1
.

Mne:. XI, I. 837 To anathemize the horrors of the anti-Poor

I. bill.

1 Ana'tical. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
ANAffnV. + -ICAL,

with imitative -t-
;

cf. idcntieal, enneatical, etc.]

Containing equal quantities of each ingredient.

1671 J. \VEBSTKK ."\ft-tallogr. \\. 154 The four Elements arc-

in Gold, joyned together in an equal and anatical proportion.

Aiiati'feroTis, a. Ofrs. /-art
1

, [f.
mod.L.

anatifer-ns (f.anas(ana/i-} duck + -ferns producing)
+ -ous.] Producing ducks or geese ;

?'. e. produc-

ing barnacles, formerly supposed to grow on trees,

and dropping off into the water below, to turn to

'Tree-geese' (Pennant IT. 23**), whence also the

trivial name of the Barnacle Lcfas anatifcra.

(Hlount erron. refers the word to L. anas, defining

it 'that brings the disease or age of old women.')
1646 Si RT. BROWNE /***< I'.f. 133 Anatiferous trees, whose

corruption breaks forth into Bernacles.

Anatiue (re'natin), a. rare~". [ad. L. anatTiiiis,

f. anat-em duck : see -IXE.] Of, pertaining to, or

resembling a duck. (In mod. Diets.)

Anato, anatto, variants of ANATTA.

Aliatocisni (ana-t&iz'm). arch. [ad. L. anato-

cism-its, a. Gr. avaTOKi(T[t-us compound interest, f.

d.vaToKi-fiv to take interest upon interest, f. dva

again + roxif-tiv to lend on interest, TTOKOS interest,

lit. something produced, f. rtit-T-ftv (TIK-) to pro-

duce.] Compound interest.

1656 BLOUST Ghssftgr., Anatomism, a yeerly revenue of

usury, and taking usury for usury. 1704 1'hil. Trans. XXV.
1700 Arithmetick. .with its application to Anatocism, Com-

pound Interest, and Annuities. 1767 HEBERDF.N il'ia'. LVI I.

462 By the rule of anatocism, they (the inhabitants] have

increased at the rate of 1-0082 per cent, per annum. 1842
Rlackiv. Mag. LI I. 727 Researches on the questions of

Nautical Interest . . of Anatocism, etc.

tA'natome (3 syllables). Obs. rare. [ad. Gr.

avaro/jirj : see ANATOMY.] By-form of ANATOMY

Jn various senses).

1658 COKAINE (_1l<stin. Lady Poems (1669) 393 And wear my
body to an Anatome. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 743 An Ana-

tome of a Tortoise, shewing, that what the ribs are in other

Animals, the upper-shell is in Tortoises.

Anatomic (aenatp'mik), a. rare. [a. L. anato-

mic-tis (or its Fr. ad. anatoinique i6th c. in Littre),

a. Gr. Avaro/uK-as skilled in anatomy, f. dva-ro^Tj :

see ANATOMY and -1C.] Of or pertaining to ana-

tomy. Also_/%-.

1712 BLACKMORE Creation (1786) 228 The learned, who with

anatomic art Dissect the mind. 1762 H. WALPOLE Vcrtue's

Anecd. Paint. 11786) III. 195 The anatomic figure com-

monly seen in the shops of apothecaries. 1801 FUSELI Ltd.

Art, The mere anatomic verdict of Benvenuto Cellini. 1858
THACKERAY Virgin, ix. 69 To know culinary- anatomicsecrets.

Anato'mical, a. [f. as prec. + -ICAL.]

1. Belonging to, or connected with, the study or

practice of anatomy or dissection.

1586 T. B. La Printantiaye's Fr. Acad. To Reader, To
make this use of the anatomical! consideration of our bodies.

1665 Phil. Trans. I. 75 Many considerable Medical and

Anatomical inquiries. 1724 WATTS Lof.tJ.) An anatomical

knife, which dissects an animal body. 1753 aaaumAMU.
Reauty \. 16 The superior anatomical knowledge . . of the

ancients. 1821 \V. CRAIG Drawing i. 40 A celebrated ana-

tomical draftsman. 1878 BRYANT Pract. Sur. I. 68 Anato-

mical or Pathological fitbcrcle is a chronic skin affection

ANATOMIZE.
. . met with on the hands of those constantly engaged in

making post-mortem examinations.

2. Of anatomy; structural, anatomic; also transf.
1627 HAKEWILI. ApoL (1630) 244 The perilling of the ana-

tomical, .art in this latter age. a 1704 LocKK(J.) The minute
anatomical parts of matter. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Kndgc
xxxix.(C. D. ed.) 185 Putting his fingers . . on Hugh's throat

. . as if he were studying the anatomical development of that

part of his frame. 1863 RAMSAY Phys. Gcogr. iii. '18781 36
The anatomical structure or existing Physical Geography of

our island. 1880 BASTIAN Brain 29 The anatomical ele-

ments of nervous tissues.

Aiiato'inically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY*.] In

an anatomical manner; according to anatomy; by
means of dissection.

1646 SIR T. BROWM-: Pseud. Ep. nt While some affirmed

it had no gall, intending onely thereby no evidence of anger
or fury, others have construed it anatomically, and denied

that part at all. 1737 H. BRACKEN Farriery hnpr. {17561
1 1. vi. 186 Let any one take the Trouble of enquiring int'>

the Thing anatomically. 1831 CARLYLE Misc. III. 15 Anato-

mically studied, that it may be medically aided. 1873 A.

FLINT Phys. Man i. 13 The nervous system is anatomically
distinct.

Aiiatoniico- (senatp'miko), comb, form of ANA-

TIIMIC, -AL, as in anatomico-physiological, al

once anatomical and physiological. t,

1790 SWAINSTON (///&) Thoughts Physiological . . with some
Cases and Anatomico-Practical Observations. i88z ,\atnr>-

XXVI. 385 The different systems are examined . . nit her in

their anatomico-physiological than in their zoological aspects.

Anatomiless (anart6mi|K-s), a. rarc~\. [I.

ANATOMY -t- -LESS.] Devoid of, or not showing

knowledge of, anatomy,
1853 RrsKiN Statics ofl'cn. II. vi. 14. _i6^ Ugly goblin-,

and formless monsters anatomile--. and rigid.

t Ana'toming, vbl. sb. Obs. rare.
[f.

AXA-
TOM-Y + -ING 1

.] Anatomizing, dissecting.

1580 HOI.LYBANU Trcas. I-'r. Tong., Incision, an anatomin^.

Anatomism (anse'tomiz'm). [a. Fr. anatoni-

isme, f. anatomic ANATOMY : see -ISM.]

1. Analysis or display of anatomic structure or

features.

187. Spectator, The stretched and vivid anatomism uf their

[i.e. the French] great figure-painters.

2. The doctrine that the phenomena of life arc

accounted for by the anatomical structure of living

organisms. (Cf. ANIMISM.)
1860 in Finvi.KR Mcd. I'oc. 1879 in Syd. Soc.Lc.v.

Anatomist (anartomist), a. and sh. [a. 1- r.

anatomisU (i6th c.), prob. ad. med.L. *anatomi$tat

f. anatouriza-re: see ANATOMIZE and -IST.]

+ A. #({7. Anatomic. Obs. rare.

1569 J. SANFORU Agrippas Van. A rtes 153 The Anotomi-t
Arte or cuttmge of menne by Phisitions.

B. One who practises, or is skilled in, the art of

dissecting bodies, esp. (when no qualifying word is

prefixed) the human body.
1594 T. B. tr. La Pritnaudaye'$ Fr. Acad. II. 394 Th.e-.i-

skinnes which are three in number as some Anatorn istes

:-ay. 1594 CARKW I/Htirte's E.viiw. U'its MI. 176 Many
Phisitions, learned in the Greke and Latine tongue, and

great Anotomists. 1610 HI:AI,I:Y St. Aug., City of God xxn.

xxiv. (1620) 848 Some butcherly Surgeons, (Anatomists, they
call them) haue often cut vp dead men. 1658 COKAINE Poems

11669) 1IX Tne skilfullest Anatomist that yet Vpon an hu-

mane body e're did sit. 1777 HI/ME Ess. fy Treat. II. 8 The
anatomist presents to the eye the most hideous and disagree-
able objects. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea, 11876* I. xiv. 219 The
relations between an anatomist and a corpse.

b. (The adjectives vegetable, comparative, morbid,

etc. prefixed to anatomist, define the special depart-
ment of anatomy in which he is skilled.)

1830 LVKLL Print'. Geol. 3 A comparative anatomist may
derive some accession of knowledge from the

bare^ inspec-

tion of the remains of an extinct quadruped. 1845 TODD &
BOWMAN Fhys. A tint. I. 316 The researches of the morbid

anatomist.

2. fig. A dissecter of anything, an analyxer.

1587 GOLDING DC Mornay Pref. 9 Interpreters, and Ana-
tomists or Decipherers of nature. 1828 MACAULAY Hallam,
Ess. (18511 I. 52 The latter is an anatomist; his task is to

dissect the subject . . and to lay bare before us all the springs
of motion and all the causes of decay. 1848 H. ROGERS
Ess. I. vi. 327 So keen an anatomist of human nature.

Anatomization (an2e
:

t6maiz#*'j9n). [n. of ac-

tion i.\s.anatomJza-re\ see ANATOMIZE and -ATION.]
1. The action or process of anatomizing ; dissec-

tion
; analysis of anatomic structure. Alsoy?.

1675 EVELYN Terra (1729) 28 Those elaborate Anatonu/-

ations, which the World will shortly admire. 1863 (JROSARI

Smalt Sins 102 Nor do I advisa a morbid anatomisation of

ourselves, or a joyless dwelling upon our 'frames.' a 1865
T. HUDSON Cork Leg in Comic Song Bk. 95 He wanted a

limb for anatomization.

f 2. Anatomic structure. Obs.

1664 KVKLYN Silva (1776) 504 A curious and rational ac-

count of their [i.e. plants'] Anatomization.

Anatomize (Snse'tfimaiz), v. ;
also 6-7 ana-

thom ,
anotom-. [ad. med. or early mod.L. ana-

tomiza-re (or its Fr. ad. anatomiser, i6th c. in Litt),

f. anatomia, as if on a Gr. *di/aTo>xi-y : see ANA-
TOMY and -IZE.]

1. trans. To dissect or cut up ; esp. To dissect a

human body, or an animal, for the purpose of dis-

playing the position, structure, and relations of the

various parts ;
to make a dissection of.



ANATOMIZER.

1541 R. COPLAND Gttydon's Quest. Cyrurg., By experyence
in deuysynge and Anathomysynge the deade corpses. 1593
NASHE 4 Lett. Confnt. 5 Who but a Foppe wil labour
to anatomize a Flye? 1596 C. FITZ-GEFFREY Drake (1881)

09 Anatomize me into atomies. i6ai BURTON Anat. Mel.
Democr. 5 The carkasses of many seuerall beasts, newly by
him cut vp and Anatomised. 1696 Phil. Trans. XIX. 270
When I was Anatomizing of Eeels. i7i6CiBBER Lo^>emakes
a Man \. Hi. 81 Take you no Care about the Surgeons, you
shall not be anatomiz'd. 1863 SALA Capt. Dang. II. vii. 224

Surgeon's Hall, where malefactors were anatomised after

execution.

b. To dissect (plants).
1686 W. HARRIS Lewery's Chem. Introd. 21 Anatomize the

Plant how you think fit, without using fire. 1830 LINDLEY
Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. 15 A botanist . . prefers to examine
the stem, or the leaf., and does not find it necessary to

anatomise the seed.

2. absol.

1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. (1873) 308 When he should
have been anatomizing. 1873 BROWNING RedCott. N.-Cap C .

231 Cut, hack, slash, anatomize, Till peccant part be found.

&-Jig- To lay open minutely; to analyze.
1553 8? FO\E A. fy M. III. 879 Thus was the Mass anato-

mized, with the abominations thereof. 1588 THYNNE Let. in

Animadf. Prcf. 92, I will not anotomyze every perticular
default of everye manne. 1589 GREENE Menaph. (Arb. ) 51
To anatomize wit. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well iv. iii. 37, 1 would
gladly haue him see his company anathomi/d, that hee

might take a measure of hisowne Judgements. 1642 HOWKI.L
For. Trav. 12 All the Topographers that ever anatomiz'd a
Toun or Countrey. 1673 Lady's Call. i. 4 pio (1683) zj
They anatomise every part of her dress, her meen.her dia-

lect, a 1733 NORTH Lives ofXortks II. 206 He found that
tones and chords might be anatomized. 1777 BURKE Let.

Sheriffs Brist. Wks. III. 183 People, who have split and
anatomised the doctrine of free government. 1859 in GULLICK
is: TIMHS Paint. 175 In knowing how to 'anatomize light
and shade in endless gradation.'

fb. To analyze chemically. Obs.
1612 WOODALL Sitrg. Mate Wks. 165 3. 210 Paracelsus, who

had truly anatomized that salt [Copperas]. 1652 FRENCH
Yorksh. Spa iv. 40 If water were accurately anotamized.

Anatomizei* (ance-tomarzoi). [f. prec. + -EK 1

.]

One who anatomizes ; a dissecter.

1873 SYMONUS Grk. Poets viii. 265 An insignificant anato-
mizer of fleas and gnats.

Anatomizing (anartomai-zirj), vbl. sb.
[f. as

prec. + -ING !.] The process of dissecting ;
anatom-

ization. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. i. 17 In the anatomizing of their

bodies. 1677 GALE Crt, Gentiles II. in. 32 Al their anatoin-

isings of Natures bowels.

Anatomy <anre't6mi). Forms: 4-5anothomia,
6 anothomy, -amie, 6-7 anathomy(e, (natho-

my(e , anatomie, -otomie,-my, 6-anatomy. Also
6- atomy, [a. Fr. anatomie, ad. L. anatomia, a. Or.

avarofua (quoted by Cselius Aurelianus ^420 *aper-
tionem quam Gra^ci anatoniiam clicunt'), abstr. sb.

dvaroftr), a cutting up, a dissection, f. avd up +

T*H-, TO/*-, cut ; cf. \t9oTOfua stone-cutting. By
confounding the initial syllable with the inclef.

article a, aft, the Eng. word was erroneously divided

as a natomy, an atomy, the latter of which became
in senses 4-7 an established form: see ATOMY.]

I. The process, subjects, and products of dissec-

tion of the body.
1. The artificial separation of the different parts

of a human body or animal (or more generally of

any organized body), in order to discover their

position, structure, and economy ;
'dissection.

1541 R. COPLAND Gnydons Quest. Cyntrg.^ Anathomy is

crtlled ryght dyuysyon of membres done for certayne know-

leges. 1543 TRAHKRON I'igos Chirnrg. (1586) 430 Anatomie
, . M^nifieth the cutting up of a mans bodie, or of some other

thing. 1667 MARVELL Corr. 203 Wks. 1872 II. 403 As if a
man should dissect his own body, and read the anatomy
lecture. 1688 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVII. 990 Dr.
Moulin and my self. .made our Anatomies together. .we
shew'd to the Royal Society, that all Flat-bill'd Birds . . had
three Pair of Nerves. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 275 F i

Curious observations which he had lately made in an ana-

tomy of an human body.

t b. with quick, live : Vivisection. Obs,

1651 N. BIGGS New Dispens. Pref. 7 Where have we con-

stant reading upon either quick or dead Anatomies? 1651

Life ofFather Sarpi(i6-jb\ 16 He had formerly cut in pieces
a number of living Creatures with his own hands to make
Anatomies. 1668 CULPKPPER & COLE tr. Barthoihuts' Anat.
H. vi. 101 In Live Anatomies we can hardly perceive that the

one is hotter then the other.

f 2. concr. a. A body (or part of one) anatomized

or dissected, so as to show the position and struc-

ture of the organs. Hence b. A body or 'subject
*

for dissection. Obs.

1540 T. RAYNALD Birth of Mankinde (1634) Prol. 3 As

though yee were present at the cutting open of Anatomy
of a dead woman. 1598 B. JONSON Every Alan in his

Humour iv. vi, They must ha' dissected, and made an Ana-
tomie o' me. 1602 DEKKER Satirom. 197 Carving my poore
labours, Like an Anotomy. 1611 TOURNEUR Ath. Trag. \.

it. 146 His body when 'tis dead For an Anatomie. 1611

DONNE in Coryat Crudities^ Worst malefactors . . Doe pub-
liquegood cut in Anatomies. 1691 WooD-4//*. Oxon. II/6io
He intended to have her made an Anatomy. 1751 CHAM-
BERS Cycl., Anatomy is sometimes used to denote the subject
to be anatomized.

3. A model of the body, showing the parts dis-

covered in dissection.

17*7-5* CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., An human anatomy in plaster
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of Paris, representing a man standing upright, with his skin
flea'd off. 1753 Cycl. Supp., Who has not seen the wax-
work Anatomy?
4. pop. A skeleton. [In this and the allied Senses

the word was often reduced to ATOMY.] arch.

1594 T. B. tr. La, Primaudaye's Fr. Acaet, II. 57 As it were
a drie anatomy, which is a body consisting onely of bones.

1595 SHAKS. John in. iv. 25-40 Death, death, O amiable
louely death, Thou . . felt Anatomy. 1600 HORTOP in Arber
Kng. Gamer (1882) V. 324 He carried with him, in his ship,
to be presented to the king of Spain the anatomy of a giant
which was sent from China. 1605 YERSTEGAN Dec. Intcll.
iv (1628) 106 The bones or anatomie of a sea Elephant.
1662 FULLER Worthies (1840) I. 496 The anatomy of a man
lying in the tombe abovesaid, onely the bones remaining.
a 1823 DISRAELI Cur. Liter. (18661 455/1 Death in the Gothic
form of a gaunt anatomy parading through the universe.

b-A"-
1589 Pappe with Hatchet (1844) 36 So like the verie Ana-

tomie of mischiefe, that one might see through all the ribbes
of his conscience. 1636 HEYWOOD Loves ftlistr. in. i, What
bare anotomy of griefe is this? 1821 SHELLEY Epipsych. 122
Incarnate April, warning .. Frost the anatomy Into his sum--
mer grave.
5. A skeleton with the skin left

;
a corpse shrunken

or dried to skin and bone ; a mummy.
1586 T. H. tr. La Primaudaye's Fr.Acad. 192 The Egyp-

tians . . used in the midst of their bankets to bring in the

anatomy of a dead body dried. 1611 COTGR., Aridelle . . an
Anatomie, or bodie whereon there is nought left but skin
and bone. 1669 PENN AV Cross, etc. Wks. 1782 II. 319 The
Egyptians, who . . in the full of their greatest Cheer caused
the Anatomy of a Dead Man to be brought before them.
1826 SOUTHICY Q. Rev. XXXIII. 407 More like an anatomy
than a living person. 1861 SALA Twice Round Clock g
Myriads of dried sprats and cured pilchards shrunken,
piscatorial anatomies.

b.y?;
1

-. The withered lifeless form of anything.
1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. iv. (1628) 99 The wjnde and

the raine having long since beaten away the earth from them,
may thus haue left them to appeare the very true anatomies
of themselves. 1867 FROUDK Short Stud. (1872) I. 31 What
lean and shrivelled anatomies the best of such descriptions
would seem !

6. A living being reduced to ' skin and bone'
;
a

withered or emaciated creature, a 'walking skeleton.'

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err, \. 238 One Pinch : a hungry leane-
fac'd Villaine, A meere Anatomie, a Mountebanke. 1633
FORD Love's Sacr. ir. i, Passion, and the vows I owe to you,
Have chang'd me to a lean anatomy. 1824 W.IRVING T.

Tran. I. 269 This withered anatomy would read about being
'

stayed with flagons.' 1862 CARLYLK Fredk. Gt. II. VH. ix,

342 The thread-paper Duchess of Kendal . . poor old anatomy.

b.y%-. Applied to things, rare.

1607 DEKKER K'nfs Coninring (1842) 35 Made their coun-

trey a pointing stocke to other nations, and a miserable ana-
tomie to themselves. 1667 Attsiv. West to Quest. North 3
Rume of Trade . . hath brought the Land to a meer Anatomy.
7. Applied depreciatively to the bodily frame.

1592 SHAKS. Rom, $ Jitl. in. iii. 106 Tell me, In what vile

part of this Anatomie Doth my name lodge ? 1837 LOCK-
HART Scott (18*39) VI. 240 Brown leathern gaiters buttoned

upon his nether anatomy, a 1857 JERROLD \Vks. (1864) II.

101 The aperture was too small for his big, burly anatomy.
II. The science of bodily structure

;
structure as

discovered by dissection.

8. The body of facts and deductions as 'to the

structure of organized beings, animal or vegetable,
ascertained by dissection ; the doctrine or science

of the structure of organized bodies.

(Special divisions are A nimal Anatomy or Zootomy ; Vege-
table Anatomy ; Hitman Anatomy ; Comparative Anatomy
which compares the structure of different classes or groups
of animals.)

[l3g8TnicyiSA.#ar/. De P. R.\. xlii. (1495) 158 Anothomia
is a craft and a scyence to knowe how the membres and
lymmes of the body ben sette ordred and dystyngued.] 1541
R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Cyrnrg., The scyence of the

Nathomy is nedefull and necessarye to the Cyrurgyen.
1547 BOORDE -Brev, Health Pref. 4 That they [Chierurgions]
be sure in Anothomy. 1615 H. CROOKE Body of Man 189
There can no reason be giuen but onely from Anatomy.
1675 GREW (title) Comparative Anatomy of the Trunks of
Plants. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Anatomy is of use in

painting, designing,' statuary, etc. 1877 HUXLKY Anat.
Im>. An. xii. 687 A large and thorough acquaintance with

anatomy and embryology.
b. A treatise on this science.

1528 PAYNELL Salerne Rtg&tt, 2Aiiij, There is in man
CCClxv. veynes, as appereth in the anothamie. 1674 R. GOD-
KREY Inj. fy Abuses in Physick 115 All the Anatomies or
histories I ever could meet with.

9. Anatomical structure or organization, arrange-
ment of the parts of the body of animals or plants.
1579 (JossoN Schoole of Ah. (Arb.t 38 The anotomy of man

[is] set out by experience. 1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts

(1673) 383 The inward proportion and anatomy of their bodies
is like unto a man. 1868 DUNCAN Insect World Introd. i

To investigate the anatomy of insects.

b, transf. Of machines, etc. : Structure.

1879 C. HIBBS in Casscll's Tcchn. Educ, IV. 299/2 Each
article has an iron screw or spike as a part of its anatomy.

III. Tropical. (Already by Aristotle avaTopi'i

was used for logical dissection or analysis.)
10. The dissection or dividing of anything ma-

terial or immaterial, for the purpose of examining
its parts ;

detailed examination, analysis.
a 1569 KINGESMYLL Godly Advise (1580) 15 Make an Ano-

tamie of the suter you have in hand, make no confusion of

wealthe,witte,bodieandsoule. 11593 H. SMITH Wks. (1866)
I. 73 Let thy question be,

' What have I done?' and make
thy anatomy of thyself. i6ai BL'KTONi//'Mr)The Anatomy of

Melancholy : what it is, with all the kinds, causes, symp-

ANAXAGOREAN.
toms, prognostickes, and seuerall cures of it. 1641 M:LTO!*
Animadv. (1851) 191 Such an unripping, such an Anatomie of
the shiest, and tenderest particular truths. 1764 REID Ing.
Hum. Mind i. i It must be by an anatomy of the mind
that we can discover its powers and principles. 1815 MOORS
Parati. $ Peri EpH., He proceeded to the anatomy of the
short poem just recited.

f 11. Chemical analysis. Obs.
1621 MOLLE Camerarius Liv. Lib. i. xii. 35 A certaine

Anatomie of siluer. 1686 W. HARRIS Lemery's Chem. n.
xxii. 620 They who have made the Anatomy of this mixt do
know very well that it is almost all of it sulphur.

Anatopism (anse-t^piz'm). rare.
[f. Or. &va

up + TuTT-os a place + -JSM.] A putting of a thing
out of its proper place, a faulty arrangement.
1812 COLERIDGE Rem. I. 317 In arranging which [books]

the puzzled librarian must commit an anachronism in order
to avoid ananatopism. 1850 I h QUINCEYJF&-. XVI. 72 Geo-
graphical blunders, or what might be called anatopisms.

Anatreptic (aenatre-ptik), a. [ad. Or. ova-

Tp(itTiK~6$ turning up, overturning; f. &varptv-ttv
to turn up, to upset in argument ;

f. avd up + rpcir-

fiv to turn.] Overturning, overthrowing ; one of

the subdivisions of Platonic Discourse.

1655-60 STANLEY //w/. Philos.(ijoi\ 175/1 Agonistick [dis-
course is]_Endeictic [or] Anatreptick. 1859 in WORCESTER.

AnatripSO'logy. Med. [f. Gr. dvdrpn/sts rub-

bing, friction (see next) + -OLOOY. Syd. Soc. Lex.

gives "also Anatriptology ~\
The scientific con-

sideration of the remedial use of friction.

1839 HOOPER Med. Diet. 102 Anatripsology, A treatise on
the use of friction. 1853 in MAYNE. 1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anatriptic (anatri-ptik), a. Med. [f. Gr. dca-

Tptirr-os rubbed up (f. dvarpifi-eiv to rub up) +-IC.

Cf. mod.Fr. anatriptique] Belonging to friction,

characterized by friction. (Applied to some medi-

cines.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Anatron. Obs. [a. Sp. anatron, ad. Arab.

^jybjJI an-natrfat) i.e. an al the + a/rrf.]

Native carbonate of soda : see NATRON.
1706 PHILLIPS, Anatron or Natron, a kind of Salt drawn

from the water of the River Nile. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Si<pfl. t Aitatron is of a cineritious colour, and bitter taste.

Aiiatropal ^anse'tr^pal), a. Bot.
[f.

as next*

-AL.]
= ANATKOFOUS.

1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 397 Such ovules as

these Mirbel terms anatropal . . examples may be found in

the almond, the apple. 1854 BALFOUR in Encycl. Brit. II.

141 In orthotropal seeds the embryo is said to be inverted
. . white in anatropal seeds it is erect.

AnatropOUS (ana.-tr^pss), a. Bot. [f. mod.L,

anatrop-us, a. assumed Gr. *dvdTpoiros turned

upside down (f. dvd up + -Tpoiros, f. Tpfirtw to

turn) + -ous.] Said of the ovule of phanero-

gamous plants when its nucleus, with its integu-

ments, is inverted, so that its apex points to the

base of the ovule. Opposed to orthotropoust in

which the nucleus is erect within the ovule.

1847 in CRAIG. 1857 HENFREY Bot. 130 The anatropous
ovule is only an orthotropous ovule with a long funiculus

confluent with the outer coat. 1875 BENNET & DYER tr.

Sachs's Bot. 501 The usual form of the ovule of angiosperms
is the anatropous.

Anatta, anatto (anse'ta, anDe'to). Also 7-9
arnotto, 8 annotta, 8-9 aruatto, anotta, annotto,
annatto. [?a. native American name.] An orange-
red dye, procured in Central America from the

waxy pulp surrounding the seeds of the 'Bixa orel-

lana ; used in dyeing, and for colouring cheese.

a 1683 SIR W. PETTY in Sprat Hist. R. Soc.'sgg (T.) Ar-

notto dyeth of itself an orange-colour. 1697 DAMPIER Voy,

(1729) I. 226 Otta or Anatta, is a red sort of Dye. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp., Annotto^ in commerce, a kind of red

dye, brought from the West Indies. 1770 W. GUTHRIK

Gcog. (T.) Amatto is mixed up by the Spanish Americans
with their chocolate. KjCtTWAMLBY/mvyWf 64 Spanish-
Annatto . . is much the best for Cheese-colouring. 1791
HAMILTON Berthollefs Dyeing\. Introd. 20 Substances.,
useful in dyeing .. anotta, logwood. Ibid. II. 130 Annotta.

1850 HAWTHORNE Scarlet Let. (1851) 25 Pepper-bags, and
baskets of anatto. 85 T. Ross tr. Humboldt s Trav. I. ix.

308 His skin besmeared with annatto. 1863 H. BATES Nat.
on Amazons \\. 138 The red [tints are made] with the seeds

of the Urucu, or Anatto plant. 1866 Treas. Bot., Anotta
or Arnotto. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Comm. 212 Good ar-

notto is of the colour of fire.

I Anau'iiter, phr* comb. Obs. or dial. [
= Ax

prep. + aunter : see ADVENTURE i c.] In risk or

peril ;
on the chance, in case, lest.

1297 R. GLOUC. 311 J?y loue ych abbe \vel dere abo^t, Si

my lyue anaunter ydo. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xin. 71, I

wil nou^t write it here On englisch, an auenture it sholde

be reherced to ofte. 1387 TKEVISA Higden Rolls Ser. II. 295
Anaunter leste be olde man schulde be holde a lecchour.

1855 ATKINSON IVhithy Gloss., Ananthers, Anthers^ or En-
anthers.

'
I'll take my cloak, ananthers it should rain.'

Anau'ntrins, adv.phr. Obs. at dial, [f.prec. +

'ins, -INGS, advb. ending.] In case, in the event that.

1691 RAY N.Conntr. Words, Ananntrins\ If so be. I

know not what the Original of this should be, unless it be

from An, for if, and A nntrins contracted from Peradventure.

Anaxagorean (aenseksse'gon'an), a. and sb.

[f. Anaxagoras, prop. name + -EAN.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Anaxagoras, a Greek

philosopher who taught the eternity of matter, but



ANAXAGORIZE. 311 ANCHESOUN.
the agency of a supreme intelligence in combining
it into bodies. B. sb. A follower of Anaxagoras.
1586 BRIGHT Melanch. \\. 6 After an Anaxagorian manner.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 35 The Anaxagorean Hypo-
thesis. Ibid. 199 All of them except the Anaxagoreans.
1845 LEWES Hist, Philos. I. 137 Anaxagprean system.

Anaxa'gorize, v. rare- 1
, [ft as prec. -*--IZE.]

To hold or teach the principles of Anaxagoras.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst, 35 The other ancient Phy-

siologers . .'did not Anaxagorize, as Empedocles.
Aiiaxinia ndi'ian, a, and sb. [f. Anaximandcr,
+ -IAN.] A. adj. Adhering to the opinions of

Anaximander. B. sb. An adherent of Anaxhnander.

1678 Phil. Trans. XII. 938 The most ancient Atheislick

Hypothesis .. the Hylopathian or Anaximandrian. 1678
CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 141 Pliny . . maintained against the

Anaximandrians . . the Worlds Eternity and Incorrupti-

bility. Ibid. 136 Those Atheists who derive all things from
Dead and Stupid Matter . . are the Anaximandrian Atheists.

t Anbe*l;en, v. Obs. [for ABELJEN see Ax-

pref. 5.] To be enraged.
1205 LAY. 26359 pa an-baelh \v. r. a-balh] Wai wain, swulc

an iburst bein. Ibid. 1696 Brutus wes on-bol^en [v. r. abolse]
swa bi<S ba.wilde baer.

i Aiiblow, v. Obs. [f. AN- pref. i +BLOW ;^
OE. onbldivan ; cf. An LOW, which in sense i is

prob. weakened from this, while in 2 it contains A-

prtf. i.] To blow on or into, breathe upon, inspire.
c 1175 Cotton Horn. 223 He worhte ba bane man . . and him

anbleow sawle.

t Anbur'st, v. Obs. [f. Ax- pref. 5 (for A-

pref. i) + BURST v. Cf. ABURST.] To burst out.

1205 LAY. 25241 Cnlhtes an burste \v. r. a-borst] weoren.
Ibid. 25831 He an-bursten agon [if. r. a-borst iwarb], swulc
weore a wilde bar.

Anbury, amb- (ce-nbari, se'm-). Forms : 6-7
anbiirie, 7- anbury, ambury ; also anberry,
hanberry. [Deriv. doubtful

; anibury has been as-

sumed by some to be the earlier form, and taken as

a corrupt descendant of OE. amprc, otnpre ;
but

the
t
latter regularly survives in the dialects as

AMPER, app. quite unconnected in sense with this.

Ambury appears to be a phonetic variant titanbury
(as in im-brue, em-balm, Slam-ford}, and this per-

\\&p$
= ang-berryt f. OE. ang- 'pain, suffering/ as

in ang-nail (AGNAIL), and OE. ang-seta, carbuncle,

pimple. For berry cf. sfreewbtrry applied to a

birth-mark. In It. associated in name with ' mul-

berry.' Cf. ANGLEBERRT.]
1. A soft tumour or spongy wart o n horses and oxen.

1598 FLQKio,M0t'0., amulbcrie tree; also a wart in ahorse
called an Anburie. [Also at Selfo.\ 1607 TOPSELL Fonr-

footed Beasts (1673) 327 Ofan Anbury. 1614 MARKHAM Hnsb.

(1623) 82 The Anbury is a bloudy wart on any part of a
Horses body. 1617 Caval. vn. 84 Anbury. 1631 Way
to Wealth (1668) I. Ixii. 66 Anbury. 1670 MS. Acct. Bk. of
G. Norton of Distorth t

PJ for takeing of 3 anberryes of 2

oxen, 35. 1606 PHILLIPS, Ambnry, a Disease in Horses,
which causes em to break forth in spungy Tumois full of

hot Blood and Matter, c 1720 W. GIBSON Farrier's Guide
u. 1. (1738) 192 Anburies and other encysted Tumors require
a peculiar treatment. 1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet., Anbury^
a kind of Wen, or spungy Wart, growing upon any Part of

a Horse's Body, full of Blood. 1775 T. WALLIS Farrier's

Dicf. t Anbury or Ainbnry. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet.

(Morell) The ambury (in horsesl, rsmtca spongwsasangttine
plena. 1785 Sportsman's Diet., Anbury or Ainbnry, 1816

JAMES Mil. Diet. 13 Anbury. 1882 E. PEACOCK (in letter^

Our farriers and farmers here [North-west Lincolnshire]

always call these things Nanberrys.
2. A diseased affection of the roots of turnips
and allied plants.
1750 W. ELLIS Mod. Hnsb.-man iv. i. 27 That common de-

structive turnip disease . . in the sandy grounds of Norfolk
, .there called Anbury. [Also called] Fingers-and-toes. 1815
KIRBV& SPENCE Entomol. (1843) I. xi\-. 383 From the knob-
like galls on turnips called in some places the ambury I have
bred another of these weevils. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 504/2

Cabbages or turnips whose roots are infected with anbury.
1839 REES EncycL Agric. 861 The forked excrescences [in

turnips] known as fingers and toes in some places, and as

the anbury in others. 1878 R. THOMPSON Card. Assist, fed.

Moore) x. 279 2 The anbury has been attributed to the

agency of insects, but these are now generally considered
to be a consequence, and not the cause, of the malformation.

Ancar : see ANCHOR sb* 3.

-aiice, suffix ;
a. Fr. -atice : L. -ant-ia t -cnt-ia,

-ent-ia (see -ENCE), all of which in words that sur-

vived into Fr., or were formed in Fr. as nouns of

action, on the pres. pple., were levelled under

-ance. But other L. words of this form, subseq.

adopted in Fr., took -ence or -ancet according to

L. spelling. Thus of popular preservation or for-

mation, aidance, assistance, complaisance, nuisance,

parlance, stance
;
of later learned adoption from L.,

absence, clcmence, difference, diligence, providence,

prudence, as well as elegance, temperance. Words
of both classes were adopted in Eng. in their

actual Fr. forms, which they still generally retain.

But, since 1500, various words orig. in -ancc from
Fr. have been altered back to -cnce, after L. ;

and
all words recently adopted from L., directly or

through mod.Fr., or formed on L. analogies, have
taken -ence or -ance according to the L. vowel.

Hence, mod.E. words in -ancc partly represent

L. -antia, but largely L. -entia, -entia, through
OFr. -ance ; partly also mod.Fr. -ancc from vbs. of

various origin. On the other hand, OFr. -ance :

L. -cntia, -entza, is, in consequence of refashion-

ing, partly represented by Eng. -ence. For the con-

fusion and inconsistency which this causes in current

spelling, as in tiependance, -dence, resistance, sub-

sistence, see -ENCE. As, in many cases, the OFr.
vbs. themselves, as well as their derivatives in

-ancc, were adopted in Eng. (e.g. appear -ance,
assist -ance, purvey -ance, suffer -ance}, the suffix

became to a certain extent a living formative, and
was occas. used to form similar nouns of action

on native vbs., as abid-ance, abcar-ance, forbear-
ance, further-ance, hinder-ance, ridd-ance, etc.

For meaning, see -ENCE
;
and cf. -ANCY.

Ance, north, dial, form of ONCE.

Ancel, var. AUNCEL Obs., a kind of steelyard.

Ancelle, var. of ANCILLE, Obs., a maid-servant.

Ancenned, var. ANKENNED///.#.,only-begotten.
Ancestor (ce'nsestsj). Forms : 3-4 ancestre,

4 aun- ; 3-5 auncetre, 4-5 -ceter, -setre, -sestre,

aucessour, aun- ; 5 ancetor, aunsetter, 5-6 aun-

citer, -cetour, ansetor, 6 ancytour, -sitor, aun-

cetur, -sytor, 6-7 -citor, auncester, -our, -or, an-

cester, -our, 6- ancestor, [a. OFr. ancestre, nom.
:'Lt.antece'SS0r,tLnd anccsor, ancestor, -ur, -our, ace.

(Pr. ancessor} : L. anteccssd'rem, ,a foregoer, prede-
cessor, agent-noun f. anteced-ere to precede, f. ante

before + ced-ere, cess-um, to go. The distinction of

nom. and ace. was lost before their adoption in

Eng., so that they were, as in contemporary Fr.,

mere synonyms. In Kng,, ancessou'r soon became
obs.

;
ance'stre became phonetically ance'tre, airn-

cefer, of which the regular mod. form, now dialectal,

is a'nceter or a'nster
;

but this was disturbed, on

the one hand, by writing the termination (after

late AFr.) -our, latinized in i6th c. to -or; and on
the other, by spelling with -s-, after later Fr., aun-
cestrc. A combination of both gave the i6th c.

spelling auncestour, -or, now ancestor, in which
the -s- has come to be pronounced ;

au'ncitor

survived to i^thc. After ancestre became restricted

in Fr. to the sense of '

progenitor', ancessour, -eur,

was refashioned after L. as antcccsscur in the

general sense, whence also Eng. ANTECESSOK, and
a mixed form ANTECESTRE.]
1. One from whom a person is descended, either

by the father or mother ;
a progenitor, a forefather.

(Usually said of those more remote than a grand-
father.) Also, of animals, and Jig. as 'spiritual
ancestor.*

1297 R. GLOUC. 193 Vor byn auncetres dude al, bat we be

hotejj do. c 1300 ticket 428 Bi the kyng Henries dai, that

oure ancestre was. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 166 The lond
. . that thin ancessour So wele kept biforn. 1393 GOWHR
Conf, in. 182 That her auncestre brake the lawe. c 1400
Rom. Rose 391 Tyme, that eldith our auncessours. 1447
BOKENHAM Lyvys

f
ofScyntys 64 Oure aunsetrys us beforn.

a 1450 Knt.de la Tour 11868)4 Stories, the whiche hathe ben
wretin bi oure aunsetters. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (i86o> 10 Gef-

frey Plantagenet youre noble auncetour. f 1535 Ln. LA WARR
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 134 There lyethe many of my
aunsytorys. 1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arber* 26 The Tro-

phees and Triumphes of our auncestours. 1596 Br. BARLOW
3 Senn. \. 19 Our auncestors were woont to say. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. 61 When I am sleeping with my
Ancestors. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny ( 1634) II. 152 Our auncitors

. . haue giuen vs counsel!, 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \\.

284 Hercules, .the Ancester of the Macedonian Kings. 1667
MILTON P. L. n. 894 Eldest Night and Chaos, ancestors of

Nature. 1756 BURKE I
r
ind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 12 We owe an

implicit reverence to all the institutions of our ancestors.

1793 Discuss. Trait. Corresp. Bill, The wisdom of our
ancestors. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. (1864) I. n. i. 106 St.

Peter . . the spiritual ancestor of the Bishop of Rome. 1849
MACAULAY ffist. Eng. I. 315 The ancestors of the gigantic
quadrupeds [/>.dray-horses]. . were brought from the marshes
of Walcheren. Li88i EVANS Leicestersh. Wds. 91 Ancetor
var. of ancestor,]

b. attrib. *

1883 Miss SIMCOX in Academy 14 Apr. 249/3 A real do-

mestic ancestor cult.

2. BioL An organized being of a lower or earlier

type, whence others of a higher type subsequently

existing are, according to the Evolution theory,
inferred to have been 'developed.'
1863 RAMSAY Phys. Geol. (1878) 359 Elephas antiquns, the

ancestor of the African elephant. 1882 GEIKIK Text-bk.
Ceol. vr. iv. i. i They {Anchitheria\ were about the size of

small ponies, had three toes on each foot, and are regarded
as ancestors of the horse.

Ancestorial (nensestoa-rial), a. [f. prec., after

words like mediator- ial, f. L. adjs. in -ori-tts'. see

-ORIAL.]
= ANCESTRAL.

1639 Ifarl, Misc. (1810) VI. 88 Neither the foundation-
men nor ancestorial gentry being educated so as to be ser-

viceable to the publick. 1837 POLLOK Course of Time iv.

(1860) 105 Not content with ancestorial name Or to be known
because his fathers were. 1846 GROTE Greece (1862) I. xiv.

216 Thebes in Egypt, his ancestorial seat.

AncestO'rially, adv. rare~*. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an ancestorial or ancestral manner, by inherit-

ance from one's ancestors.

1825 SYD. SMITH Wks. 1859 II. 63/2 A nation . . ancestori-
al ly bound by foolish and improvident treaties.

i A'licestory, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f.

ANCESTOR
+ -Y, afterwords like intercessor-)', due to L. forms
in -ori-tts. Cf. AXCESTORIAL.] = ANCESTRAL.
1650 ELDERFIELD Right ofTythes 291 The former may

have been our ancestory principles and rules.

Ancestral (a-nse'stral), a. Forms : 6 aunce-

trell, 6-7 -cestrell, 6 -cestrall, 6-9 ancestrel,
8- ancestral, [a. OFr. ancestrel, ancetrel, AFr.

anncestrel, f. ancestre: see ANCESTOR and -AL 1
.]

1. Of, belonging to, or inherited from ancestors.

1579 J. STUBBEsCrt/*ig-Gnl/\) iv, A faultor prince ofRome
. . that may be warranted to vs and our heyres for an enemy
auncestrell. 1644 HOWELL Lett. iv. xi. (R.) History is the

great looking-glass thro' which we may behold with an-

cestral eyes . . actions of ages past. 1797 COLI;KIDGE Kubla
Khan^ Kubla heard from far Ancestral voices prophesying
war. 1857 H. REED Lect. Brit. Poets iii. 85 The ancestral

position of Chaucer in the annals of our poetry. 1879
O'CONNOR Beacousfield 235 The extent of their ancestral

acres and the splendour of their ancestral halls.

b. esp. in Law. (Often written ancestrel'as in OFr.)
1523 FITZHERB. Sttr?'. 12 These tenauntes maye holde their

landes by dyuers tenures . . as by . . franke alnioyne, homage,
auncetrel!. ("1570 THYNNE Pride fy L<nvl. U^4i) 16 His
cause was good, his title auncestrell. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Coiiini. III. 186 Another ancestrel writ . .to establish an

equal division of the land . . on the death of an ancestor.

1809 TOMI.INS Lniu Diet. 4 L a/i Homage ancestrel is where
a man and his ancestors have time out of mind held their

land of the lord by Homage.
2. Biol. Of, pertaining to, or constituting the

original type, or any earlier type, whence existing
forms are supposed to have been 'developed.

1

1862 DARWIN Orchids
yii.

288 All homologous parts or or-

gans, however much diversified, are modifications of one
and the same ancestral organ. 1880 HAUGHTON P/iys. Gcog.
vi. 282 Oreodon is the type of a family of ancestral pigs.
1881 FLOWER in Nature No. 619. 438 The generalised or
ancestral characters of a race.

Ancestress (arnsi-stri-s). Also 6 auncestrese.

[f. ANCESTOR + -ESS
; of Eng. formation, there being

no analogous word in Fr.] A female ancestor.

1580 T. NORTON in "Wright Q. Eliz. Orig. Lett. (1838) II.

124 An Englishe treatise . . wherein her Majestie's aunces-
trese is termed base in contempt. 1826 SCOTT H'oodst. 11832)
I. xii. 227 What if the soul of an ancestress of hers and yours
were now addressing you? 1874 HELPS Soc. Press, ix. 132
The ladies of the present day . . suffer much more waste in

their households, than their ancestresses did.

Ancestrial (anse-strial), a. rare. [f.
ANCESTRY

+ -AL 1
;

cf. industry, industrial.] Of or pertain-

ing to ancestry ;= ANCESTRAL.
a 1641 HP. MOUNTAGU ActsfyMon. 488 Desert. . ancestriall,

or derived titles from grandsires long agone. 1659 HOWKLL
Lex. Tetragl., Naturall Children .. legitimated by prescrip-
tion and long Tract of Ancestriall Time, 1806 \V. TAYLOR
in Ann. Rev. IV. 261 If ancestrial persecutions were to be
visited on posterity.

Ancestrian. (a-nse*strian), a. I Obs. rare.
[f.

as

prec. + -AX
;

cf. Italy, Italian^ = prec.
1756 Gcntl. Mag. XXVI. 82 We find this ancestrian en-

thusiasm breathing through all their noblesse.

Ancestry (,ce*nsestri). Forms : 4 ancestrie,

-istry, aunceterye, -cetre, -setre, 4-6 awnces-

try(e, auncetrie, -etry(e, 4~7-estrie, 5~6aunces-
trye, ancestrye, 6 auncetrye, -itrie, 6-7 -estry,

5 ancestry. [An Kng. modification (due to the

survival of ancestre and not ancessour, as the Eng.
form) of OFr. anceserie, ancesserie

t f. anccsor AN-
CESTOR + -ie (see -Y), as if : late L. *antecessor7-a]
1. The relation or condition of ancestors

; pro-

genitorship ;
ancestral lineage or descent. Hence,

Distinguished or ancient descent.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 14 What borgh lowe of lond, 8:

olde auncestrie, Wan he pe regne of Westsex. t 1386
CHAUCKR Reeves T. 62 His purpos was for to bistowe hire

hye In to som worthy blood of Auncetrye \y . r. -trie, -terye,

-cestrie]. (-1400 Destr. Troy xv. 6319 pe proud kjng, was
full pure ryche. Of aunsetre old. 1^425 WVNTOUN Cron.
ix. xxvii. 45 Mychty lordis of ancestry. 1513 BRADSHAW^Y.
IVerbnrge (1848) 10 lilessed Saynt Werburge . . Descended

by auncetry and title famous. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v.

iv. 139 Now, by the honor of my Ancestry. 1697 DRYDEN
sEntid xi. 82 A Son, whose Death disgraced his Ancestry.
a 1719 ADDISON ( J.) Title and ancestry render a good man
more illustrious. 1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trnm, I. 28 They
who on length of ancestry enlarge.

2. collect. The persons who stand to us in the above
relation ; the line or body of ancestors. (Cf. the

similar passage from abst. to concrete in tenantry,

chivalry, gentry, majesty, knighthood, peerage.)
1330 R. BRUNN'E Chron. 81 His auncestrie whilom when

left it borgh folis. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 423/3 Thys place
is belongyng to me by myn owne herytage comyng fro myn
auncestrye. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. fy Uploitdyshw. 27 Theyr
patrymony, Whiche was to them lefte by theyr olde aun-

cestry. c 1623 R. JAMES in Shaks. Cent. Praise 164 You are

descended of Noble Auncestrie. 1780 COWPER Table Talk

372 Our ancestry, a gallant Christian race. 1825 Bro.

Jonathan III. 419 A powerful nation, whose large ancestry
had peopled . . all that part of the earth.

Anchanteor, obs. form of ENCHANTER.

t Anchesoun. Obs. 3-4. Also ancheisun,
-esun, -eysone, -eaysoun. [refashioning of ACHK-



ANCHITHERE.

SOUN, a. OFr. acheson, achcison : L. occasion-em,

after words in a- for earlier an-, en-. This began in

AFr., where enchesoim is commoner than the orig.

achesoun. See also ENCHEASON, the common later

form in Eng.] Occasion, cause, reason, motive.
c 1230 Ancr. R. 158 And sei5 be ancheisun hwi. Ibid. 234

J'e bndde anchesun is. 1340 Aycnb. 47 Vor be be anchey-
soun of ham byeb uorlore manye zaules.

Anehentry, obs. form of ANCIENTRY.

Anchithere (se-nkifi* i). Paleeont. [ad. mod.

L. anchitherium (also in Eng. use), f. Gr. &y\i
near + Brjpiov wild beast.] A fossil animal as large

.is a small pony, having three toes on each foot,

found in the Eocene and Miocene strata ; regarded

evolutionally as an ancestor of the horse, and as

forming a link between carnivora with toes and

herbivora with hoofs.

1879 LE CONTE Elan. Geol. 509 The Miohippus of the

United States and the nearly allied Anchithere of Europe,
more horse-like than the last. 1881 LUBBOCK in Nature
No. 618. 403 Huxley has traced up the genealogy of the

horse to the Miocene Anchitherium.

Anchoate (te-nk|it). Chem. [f. next + -ATE*.]

A salt of anchoic acid.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chcm. I. 290 Anchoate of ammonium is

an amorphous mass.

Anchoic (aTjktfu'ik), a. Chcm. [f. Gr. a-yx-""
to throttle, suffocate (+<?) + -1C.] In Anchoic acid :

a dibasic acid, C,H,,O4 , emitting suffocating fumes,

obtained by the action of nitric acid on Chinese

wax, or the fatty acids of cocoa-nut oil.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. 1. 290 Anchoic acid .. at a stronger
heat sublimes . . emitting white inodorous vapours, which

produce a suffocating effect, when inhaled.

Anchor (arrjkaj), rf.1 Forms : I ancor, -er,

oncer, 1-7 ancre, 2-7 anker, 4-; -yr, 4-6 -re,

-ir, 6 ancour, anchore, (anger\ 7 ankor, ancker,

anchour, 6- anchor. [OE. ancor, a. L. ancora

(sometimes erron. spelt anchora), ?cogn. w. or i

adoption of Gr. dfKvpa, f. stem 07*-, ane-. '

bend,

crook, hook,' whence Eng. angle. Cf. OHG. anc/iar

(I.G., MHG. anker) directly cogn. w. OE. ;
also

ON. akkeri (Sw. ankare, Da. anker') from L. in-

dependently. The ME. form with final -e is

probably influenced by OFr. ancre : L. ancora.

The current spelling anchor is a pedantic corrup-

tion, imitating the erroneous L. ancAora.~\
1. An appliance for holding a ship, etc., fixed in a

particular place, by mooring it to the bottom of

the sea or river
;
now consisting of ' a heavy iron,

composed of a long shank, having a ring at one

end to which the cable is fastened, and at the other

branching out into two arms or flukes, tending

upwards, with barbs or edges on each side.' J.

Anchors are of various sizes. The largest is the S_HEET-
anchor; next in size are the BowER-anchors, hung in the

bows of the ship; the smallest is the KKDGE-anchor. J'onl

anchor is when the anchor becomes in any way entangled.
c 880 K. ALFRED Boeth. x. 30 Din ancor is jit on eorban

fsest . . Eala waeran ba ancras swa trume ! c 1205 LAY.

25517 Wind wex an honde, ankeres [1250 ancreas] heo up
dro^en. c 1230 Ancr. R. 142 Ase ancre under schipes borde,
uorte holden bet schip. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 418 Kable,
ober capstan to clyppe to her ankre3- 1382 WVCLIF Acts
xxvii. 40 Thei hadden takun vp the ancris. 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. ii. (15201 iob/2 He lete the ancres wynde up
and sayled into the hye see. 1513 DOUGLAS j&neis III. iv.

128 Of oure foreschip ankirris lete we doun. 1594 SHAKS.
Rich. ///, I. iv. 26 Wedges of Gold, great Anchors, heapes
of Pearle . . All scattred in the bottome of the Sea. 1692
in Smith's Seaman's Gram. I. xvi. 75 The Anchor is foul,

that is, the Cable is got about the Fluke. 1694 Lond. Gaz.

mmmxxiii/i As soon as they could get up their Anchors they
sailed away. 1709 Ibid, mmmmdxxi/2 One of the Flukes of

the Spare-Anchor [was] . . shot off. 1727 SWIFT Gnllirer

i. v. 59 Not a ship would stir . . too fast held by their anchors.

1779 COOK l
r
oy. (1790) V. 1818 Wehadlost our kedgeanchor.

1807 ROBINSON A rchxol. Grxca iv. xv. 392 The most ancient

ancnors were only large stones bored through the middle.

1835 SIR J. Ross A".-W. Pass., Let go the bower-anchor.

1864 TENNVSON Enoch Ard. 18 Anchors of rusty fluke.

2. fig. That which gives the feeling of stability or

security ;
a ground or source of abiding confidence.

1382 WVCLIF Heb. vi. 19 The which as an ankir we han
sikir to the soule [1611 Which hope we haue as an anker of
the soule. (So in all other versions.)] c 1400 Rom. Rose 3780
So farith Love, that selde in oon Holdith his anker, a 1536
TINDALE Wks. 166 (R.) The roote and grounde of all, and
the ancre that neuer fayleth. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, v. iv.

1 3 Say Warwicke was our Anchor : what of that ? 1699
BENTLEY Phal. 303 One Passage more . . his last Anchor, to

prove his notable pojnt. 1754 CHATHAM Lett. iv. 27 Hold
fast . . by this sheet-anchor of happiness, Religion. 1781
COWPER Hope 167 Hope as an anchor, sure and firm, holds
fast. 1864 TENNVSON Enoch Ard. 222 Cast all your cares on
God ; that anchor holds.

IJFrom the passage in Heb. vi. 19, quoted above,
an anchor is used as the symbol of hope, as a cross

is offaith, and a heart of love or charity.
3. trans/. Any contrivance or instrument which

fulfils a similar purpose to that of an anchor, by
holding fast or giving security ; also, an anchor-

shaped appendage, as the spicules on the skin of

Holothuroids.

1855 UOSSK Mar. Zool. I. 114 In Lernloma the head..

312

being furnished with a prong on each side curving back-

wards, forms a powerful anchor by which the parasite is

firmly moored to its hapless prey. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i.

22. 157 In some places, however, the anchor [axe] had but

a loose hold. 1870 NICHOLSON Zool. (1880* 221 In Chirodota
the skin is provided with microscopic calcareous wheels, in

the place of anchors. Ibid.) The Synaptx . . have the skin

furnished with innumerable anchor-shaped spicules attached
to special

'

anchor-plates
'

in the integument,

t 4. From its action : The pin or '

chape of a

buckle ;
a buckle is usually described with its

'

tongue and anchor."
'

T. Obs.

5. Arch. 'An ornament shaped similarly to an

anchor or arrow-head
;

used with the egg orna-

ment to decorate or enrich mouldings. Used in

all the orders but only applied to the moulding
called the Echinus or quarter round.' Gwilt 1876.
1663 GERBIER Counsel 70 Small Beads with round and long

ones at one peny and . . the edges and anckers at foure

pence per foot. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Anchor, in archi-

tecture and sculpture, denotes an ornament in form of an

anchor, or arrow's-head.

6. Phrases from sense I. lit. andyf^-.
a. At (an, the, obs.} anchor, in OE. on ancrc :

anchored, held by the anchor.
n 1000 Beowl/ yjji Sse-genga [i.e. the ship] se J>e on

ancre rad. Ibid. 611 Scip on ancre fest. 1393 GOWER Cotif.
II. 27 His ship on anker rode, c 1530 Lu. BntMEU Arth.

Lyt. Bryt. (18141 =5 Manye shyppes, some vnder sayle . .

some lienge at the anger. 1598 HAKRET Theor. \\'arres\.

ii. 129 The enemies fleet riding easily at an anker. 1633
P. FLETCHER Purple IsL xn. Hi, Whilst I in vale of tears at

anchour ride. 1666 PKPVS Diary 4 June, We found the

Dutch fleet at anchor. 1740 WOODROOKE in Hanway Trai:

11762) I. iv. lix. 273 It is always found the best method to

lie at single anchor. 1850 TENNYSON In Meat, cm. 20 A little

shallop lay At anchor in the flood.

b. To come to (an) anchor :
= ANCHOR v. 2, 4.

1590 Pasgnil's APol. \. D iiij b, But to come to anker . . \

let them . . become of one hart with vs. 1595 T. MAYNARD .

Drake s l
f
oy. 11849! 7 On Friday . . we came to anchor. 1790

HEATSON Nav. $ Mil. Mem. I. 156 All the ships had come I

to an anchor.

c. To cast anchor : to let down or '

drop
1

the I

anchor ; hence, to bring the ship to rest, to take

up a position. Also of the ship : she cast anchor. .
t

a 1300 K. Horn 1014 Hi strike seil and maste And ankere

gunne caste. 1*1450 LOSELICH Grail ,\x. 122 Heren ancres

they casten bere anon, Forto abyden there that nyht. 1526
TINDALE Acts xxvil. 29 They caste iiii ancres out of the

sterne [\VYCLIF, sendinge foure ancris ; 1611 cast foure

ancres]. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1865) 39 We dropped our

little anchor, and lay still all night. 1780 W. COXE Kiess.

J)iscw. 31 They were driven to the other side of the same

island, where they cast anchor.

d. To -weigh anchor : to take up the anchor so

as to sail away.
c 1325 E. K. A Hit. P. C. 103 Wi$t at J>e wyndas we^en her

ankres. c 1440 Morte Arth. 493 pey weyde up feire ankyrs.

1583 STANYHURST Aeneis in. (Arb.) 78 We weyed the anchors.

1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles in. iv, And Cormac Doil in haste

obey'd, Hoisted his sail, his anchor weigh'd.

e. The anchor comes home: i.e. is dragged
from its hold. So, a ship drags her anchor. To

slip the anchor, to lef it go by letting the cable slip.

1694 Lond. Gctz. mmmxxiii/i The Wind blowing very hard
. . riding in deep Water, his Ankors came home. 1719 DE
FOE Crusoe (1865) 30 We thought once or twice our anchor
had come home.

7. Comb, chiefly attrib., as anchor-ball (see

quot.) ;
anchor-chocks (see quot.) ; anchor-frost,

a miller's term for the clogging of a mill-wheel

with ice below the water-surface
; t anchor-gable,

an anchor cable ; anchor - ground, anchorage

ground ; anchor-hoops, iron hoops binding the

stock to the shank of the anchor ; anchor-ice, ice

formed at the bottom of lakes and rivers, ground-
ice; anchor-lining^ BILL-BOARDS; ^anchor-man,
f anchor-master, he who has charge of the anchor ;

anchor-plate, a heavy piece of timber or metal,

serving as a point of support (e.g. for the cables of

a suspension-bridge) ; see also 3 ; anchor-ring,
the great ring for attaching the cable ;

anchor-

shackle, an iron loop used instead of an anchor-

ring; anchor-smith, a maker of anchors; anchor-

tow, the cable of an anchor
; anchor-watch, a

detachment of seamen kept on deck to perform
any duties depending on the ship's position while

she lies at anchor.

Also anchor-like, -shaped, -wise ;
and ANCHOK-

HOLD, -STOCK, q.V.

1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk.,
"

Anchor-ball, a pyrotech-
nical combustible attached to a grapnel for adhering to and

setting fire to ships. Ibid.,
*
Anchor-chocks, pieces indented

into a wooden anchor-stock where it has become worn or

defective in the way of the shank ; also pieces of wood or

iron on which an anchor rests when it is stowed. 1867
WHYTE MEI.VILLK in Fortn. Ker. Nov. 588 Bright enough
to thaw an *anchor-frpst on the mill-wheel. 1609 HOLLAND
Amnt, Marcell. xiv. ii. 4 Creeping on all foure among the

*anchor-gables. 1877 GREEN Phys. Geol. iii. 2. 109 "Anchor-
ice forms sometimes . . at the bottom of lakes and rivers

while the rest of the water remains unfrozen, a izoo in

Wright l
r
oc. 88/2 Proreta, *ankermon. 1598 FLORIO, An-

coraio, an *anchor master or an *anchor maker. 1831 J.
HOLLAND Munuf. Metal 1.95 Different ^anchor-makersnave
their respective rules of proportion. 1870 [See 3]. 1883
W. CONANT in Harper's Mag. 932/1 At the bottom . . are

ANCHOR.
imbedded four massive ^anchor-plates of cast iron, one for

each of the cables. 1662 PEPYS Diary 27 Apr., Visited the

Mayor, Mr. Timbull, our *anchor-smith. 1703 MoxoNjT/rcA.
Exerc. 14 Chosen by

*
Anchor-Smiths, because it abides the

Heat better than other Iron. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. 107
(1862) I. 271 The *anchor-tow abideth fast within the vail :

the end of it is in Christ's ten ringers, c 1860 LONGF. Dutch
Pict. ix, A ship.that . . tugs at her 'anchor-tow. 1876 DAVIS
Polaris Exp. viii. 219 The tidal observations were made by
. . the *anchor-watch during the remaining nine hours. 1793
SMEATON Edystone L. 195 The ^anchor-like piece of iron by
which the main tackle blocks are hung, 1862 AXSTED
Channel 1st. II. ix. {ed. 21 238 Small, 'anchor-shaped cal-

careous plates. 1870 [See 3 above].

t A'nchor, sb Obs. Forms : I ancra, 3-6
ancre, 4-5 ankre, 4-7 anker, 5 ankyr, aunker,

j-6 anchor(e. PI. -s
;

i ancran, 3 -en, 3-6
-es, 5-6 anker(e)s, anchor(e)s. [OE. ancra, fn-
cra, for ancora, *ancoro, shortened f. L. *anchoreta,
anachoreta: see ANCHORET. App. made dncora

by
'

popular etymology
'

after an '

one, alone
'

;
the

similarly transformed OS.tnkoro, OHG.eincAoran

(cf.
OHG. einsidilo, mod.G. einsiedel, -ler), were

according to Sievers, prob. adaptations of the OE.

ME.againhada short after twocons. OE.had prob.
ancra masc., ancre fern., though the latter is not

recorded ;
in ME. ancre was of common gender ;

the fern, ana-ess, ankeress, ANCHORESS, appeared
in 1 4th c., and an extended masc. ANKERER in

1 6th
;
but Fr. anachoreie, modified to ANCHORET,

anchorite, has superseded the earlier forms, anchor

appearing last (as current wd.) in Shaks.]
1. An ANCHOHET.
a 1000 ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wright Voc.^z Auachorela t zncr&,

c 1230 After. K. 10 Powel be erest ancre, Antonie, & Ar-

senie. c 1300 St. Brand. 330 The threteoth fram the to the

Vile of Ankres schal wende. 1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol.

28 Ancres and Hermytes bat holdeb hem in heore celles.

1387 TREVISA Higiien Rolls Ser. VI. 149 He lyvede anker
his lyf. 1431-50 tr. Higden ibid., Lyvede after as an ankre in

yle of Fame. 1496 Dives $ Paup. (W. de Worde) VI. xiii.

253/1 Whan men take them to be ankeres and recluses.

<- 1500 Root. Deuylt in E. E. Pr. Rom. 1858 I. 23 We have
robbed and kylled nonnes, holy aunkers, preestes. 1529
MORE Com/, agst. Tribal, in. Wks. 1557, 1247/1 Ancres and
ancresses most especiallye. a 1536 TIXDALE Exp. Matt.
Wks. II. 42 Monks . . whether obseruant or ancre. 1553-87
FOXE A. ^ M. (1596) 113/1 To Crowland, where he led the

life of an Anker. 1599 Bp. HALL Satires iv. ii. 103 Sit

seauen yeares pining in an anchores cheyre. 1604 SHAKS.
Haml. in. ii. 229 (2nd Q.t And anchors cheere [/. e. chair]

in prison be my scope. 1872 [See ANCHORAGE 2
].

2. An ANCHORESS. Well known in the book-

title Ancren Kiwle, the ' Rule of Nuns.'
c 1230 Ancr. K. 4 Nu aski 3e hwat riwle se ancren schullen

holden ? 1297 R. GLOUC. 380 An ancre . . pat nolde vor non

byng fle out of hyre house. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. IV. 144
In be castel of corf ich shal do Jie [womman] close Tiler as

an ancre. 1400 Rom. Rose 6351 Now lyk an anker in an
hous . . And now a nonne, and now abbesse. 1466 Past.

Lett. 549 II. 267 To the Prioress of Carow, vit. \i\\d. To a

maide that came with her, xx<z*. To the anchors v\d.

t At an early period fancifully associated with

ANCHOR si.1

(-1230 Ancr. R. 142 For bi is ancre icleoped ancre, &
under chirche iancred, ase ancre under schipes horde.

3. Comb, anchor-house, an anchoret's cell ; also,

a monastery or nunnery ; anchor-settle, -sai(Jell,

an anchoret's seat or cell, also applied to the oc-

cupant, an anchoret.

(-1230 Ancr. R. 88 From smi5e, & from ancre huse, me
tiSinge bringeS. 1086 O. E. Chron., Twe^en halije menu
. . on ancersettle wuniende. 1516 Diurn. Occur. (i_833)

6

Thair was ane woman . . ane anarcadell inclosit in the

Grenesyid. 1603 Philot-us cxxiv, I charge the . . Thow ney-
ther gime, gowl, glowme, nor gaip, Lyke Anker saidell,

like vnsell Aip.

Anchor (ze-rjkai), v. ;
also 3-7 ancre, -ker, 7 -kor.

[?a. Fr.anfre-r, {.ancre; cf.me&.L.aHcordre. (There

may have been an OE. ancri-an, unrecorded.)]
1. trans. To secure (the ship) with an anchor ;

to place at, or bring to, anchor.

ciiyt A ncr. R. 142 For bi is ancre.. under chirche iancred.

1489 CAXTON Faytes of A rntt-s I. xvii. 49 They must be

ancred within the watre that they may be stedfast. 1513
DOUGLAS /Erteis vn. iii. 8 At the schore . . Thare nauy can

thay anker fast and hank. i8i3SouTHEY Nelson ix. 348 It was
not possible to anchor the fleet. 1851 SIR K. PALGRAVE Eng.
* Norm. I. 517 lL.) He there anchored his bark.

2. iiitr. To cast anchor, to come to anchor. (Said
either of the crew or the ship.)

1578!'. N.tr. Cong. W.Itul. 37Cortez . . anckred at the rivers

mouth. 1667 MILTON /'. L. n. 289 Sea-faring men . . whose
Bark by chance Or Pinnace anchors in a craggy Bay. 1718
LADY M. MONTAGUE Lett. II. xlix. 52 We anchored in the

Hellespont. 1813 SOUTHEY Nelson v. 147 The Vanguard
was the first that anchored.

S.jig. trans. To fix as with an anchor, to fix

firmly or abidingly.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 23r Till that my Nayles

were anchor'd in thine eyes. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 44 The
doore-cases, well ankered into the wall. 1855 OWEN Com?.
A nat. xiii. 275 (L.) The feet . . permanently anchor the para-
site to its prey. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. 22. 157 My first

care was to anchor it [ice-axe] 6rmly in the snow.

..fig. refl. and intr. To fix oneself, one's atten-

tion, thought ;
take up a position.

1581 SIDNEY Astrop/i. (T.) [She] will'd me these tempests
of vain love to fly, And anchor fast myself on virtue's shore.



ANCHORABLE. 313 ANCHOVY.
1603 SHAKS. Meas,for M. \\. iv. 4 Whilst my Jnuention,
hearing not my Tongue, Anchors on Isabel!. 1797 GODWIN
Enquirer \\. v. 238 He . . advances . . up the province upon
which he anchors.

Anchor, obs. form of ANKER.
t Anchorable, a. Obs. rare~\ [f. prec.+

-ABLE.] Fit for anchorage.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 40 (T.) The sea everywhere

twenty leagues from land anchorable.

Anchorage 1

(seTjkaredjj). Also 6 ankarage,

7 -erage, -orage, anchrage. [f. prec. + -AGE, cf.

Fr. ancrage^\
1. The action or process of anchoring ; the con-

dition of lying at anchor.
1611 COTGR., Anckraige, ankorage, ankoring. 1634 W.

WOOD New Engl, Prosp. i. i, There is rooms for the Anchor-

age of 503 Ships. 1687 Land. Gaz. mmcclxxxii/6 A Duty
imposed upon Anchrage. 1855 17 June) BRIGHT Sp. 257 The
position and duration of the anchorages of ships between
the Mediterranean and the Black Sea.

2. Conditions admitting of anchoring ; esp. a

place for anchoring ; anchorage-ground.
1706 PHILLIPS, Anchorage or Anchoring, ground fit to

hold the Ship's Anchor, so that she may ride it out safely.

1744 ANSON I'oy. n. iv. (ed. 4) 218 Where a ship might come
to an anchor . . though the anchorage is inconvenient. 1779
T. FORREST Voy. N. Guinea 311.Many bays . . affording good
anchorage. 1833 SIR J. Ross N.~\V. Pass. ix. 127 The floe

which had been our anchorage. 1878 MARKHAM Gt. Frozen
Sea iii. 39 The scenery as we approached the anchorage
was truly magnificent.

3. transf. A position affording support, a hold.

1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. ir. 70, I crossed the fissure, ob-

tained the anchorage at the other side, and helped the others

over. 1883 W. CONANT in Harper's Mag. 930/1 The anchor-

ages are solid cubical structures of stone masonry.

4.yf^. A point of support or rest for the mind or

feelings ; something on which to depend or repose.
1677 YARRANTOM Eng. Improv. 21 Suppose all the houses

in Lombard-street to be put into a Register . . let them be
the Credit, Anchorage, Fund and Foundation to build your
Bank upon. 1746 HERVEY Medit. $ Cont. (18181 80 Here
they enjoy safe anchorage ; are in no danger of foundering
amidst the waves of prevailing iniquity. 1856 FROUDE
Hist. Eng. IV. xix. 151 The Church anchorage no longer
tenable in the change of wind, and the new anchorage in the
Bible as yet partially discovered and imperfectly sounded.

5. Atoll or charge for anchoring; anchorage-dues.
1516 Churchw. Ace. St. Marg. IVestm. (1797' 8 For 24 ton

of barnestone with the pylage, ankarage, stallage . >; ii.

1661 MARVELL Corr. 29 Wks. 1872 II. 68 Mr. Porter . hath

giuen order to stop the Primage, loadage, &c. : and will the

anchorage as soon as he has seen your charter. 1755 MAGENS
Insurances II. 210 Extraordinary Pilotage and Anchorage
. . shall appertain to common Average.
6. 'The set of anchors belonging to a ship.'

Smyth Sailor s IVord-bk. 1867.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.\.\. 73 The Barke . . Returnes with

precious lading to the Bay, From whence at first she

weigh'd her Anchorage.
7. Comb, anchorage-ground = anchorage 2, 4.

1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 272, I had no longer an an-

chorage-ground for my heart.

Anchorage- (se'rjkored^). Also6anchoridge,

9 ankrage. p. ANCHOR sb. 2 + -AGE. Cf. hermitage,

parsonage] The cell or retreat of an anchoret.

1593 Mon. <$ Rites Ch. Durh. (1842) 15 At the east end . .

of the Quire . . was the goodlyest faire porch which was
called the anchoridge. 1598 STOW Surv. led. Strype 1754)
I. in. xii. 712/1 Build her a Recluse or Anchorage. 185*
ROCK Ch. of Fathers III. 115 His ankrage or house, in

which he [the ankret] was solemnly shut up. 1872 E. CUTTS
Scenes Mid. Ages 128 There was also an anchorage in St.

Ethelred's churchyard . . and an anchor continually dwelt
there till the Reformation.

I A'nchoral, a. Obs.-*
[f.
ANCHOR sbl +-AL 1

.]
1

Pertaining to the Anchor or Cable/ Blount Gl.

Anchored (se'rjkaid ),///. a.
[f. ANCHOR + -ED.]

1. a. With the anchor let down to the ground ;

b. Held fast, secured by the anchor
;

c. Firmly
fixed, fixed so as to obtain support, or be at rest.

16x1 COTGR., Ancre, ankored, having cast ankor, at an
ankor. a 1687 WALLER (L.) Like a well-twisted cable, hold-

ing fast The anchor'd vessel, a 1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 485
There, anchor'd vessels safe in harbour lie. 1837 WHEWELL
Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 248 Each ear of grain is anchored

by its stalk. 1878 SEELEY Stein II. 30 Stein wore the look
of one anchored and secure.

2. Furnished with anchors ; by extension, esp, in

Her., Furnished with anchor - like appendages,
having two spreading points.
1611 COTGR., Ancre, ankored . . made or fashioned like an

ankor. 1642 H. MORE SongofSoul \\. \. \\. xxix, With scorn-
full hisse, shooting her anchor'd tongue. 1661 S. MORGAN
Sph. Gentry \\. i. 13 Anckred is that form of cross whose
points are made sharp like unto an ancker. 1725 BRADLEY
Fam. Die/., Ankred . . so they call one of their Crosses in

a Coat of Arms.

Anchorer : see ANKEREB.

Anchoress, ancress (se-rjkores, arrjkres).
Forms : 4-6 ankres, 5 -keras, -korassc, (an-

goras), 5-7 aucresse, 6 ankresse, -isse, anckres,
anchorisse, 6-7 -esse, (9 arch, ancress, -kress),

7- anchoress,
[f. ancre, ANCHOR s6.2

, with Fr. fem.

ending -esse, -ess\ cf. anchresse in Palsgr. 1530.
In ME. ancre was used for both sexes. A rarer fem.
was ANCHORITESS.] A female anchoret, a nun.

1393 Test. Ebor. IV. 186, Xij</. to the Ankres of Thur-
yransby, and vj^. to Alison hir mayden. c 1420 Chron.

VOL. I.

Vilod. 308 To syttc upon a matte of the angoras. 1450 MYKC
1355 Yef ho were ankeras or nonne. 1549 LATIMER 7 Serin.

bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 127 Ladye faieth . . is no Anckres, she
dwells not alone. 1565 JEWEL Def. Apol, (1611) 280 The
"Reuelation of Dame Eue the Anchorisse, 1600 FAIRFAX
Tasso xi. ix. 197 Ancresses that dwell, Mewed vp in walles.

1625 FLETCHER Fair Maid in. i, I will . . wall up my girle,

wife, like an anchoresse. c 1800 WORDSW. Misc. Sonn. xxi,
There a saintly anchoress she dwelt. 1869 MRS. PALLISER
Hist. Lace xxii. 251 This Lady Ancress, or Anchoress,
being some worn-out old nun. 1876 ROCK Text. Fabr. ii. n
Ankresses are forbidden to make purses.

Anchoret, -ite (se-qkortt, -ait). Forms : 5

ancorite, 6-7 anachorete, 6-8 -it(e, 7-8 -et,

7 anch'rit(e, anchorete, (9 arch, ankret), 7-
anchoret, -ite. [The forms anachoret(e, anachor-

it(e were a. Fr. anachorete and L, anachoreia, med.
L. anachdrlta, ad. Gr. dvaxvprjT-rjs, n. of agent f.

avax&pt~ctv to retire, retreat, f. dvd back + xwpt-tiv
to give place, withdraw. Under infl. of the earlier

Eng. ancre, anker (ANCHOR j.2 ), this has been
modified to anchrit, ancorite, anchoret, anchorite^
of which the two last are now equally common.

Appeared c 1450, and superseded ANCHOR c 1600.]
1. A person who has withdrawn or secluded him-

self from the world
; usually one who has done so

for religious reasons, a recluse, a hermit. (Appl. to

both sexes, though the special fem. is ANCHORESS.)
1460 CAI-GRAVE Chron. 65 Thelophorus [was] mad Pope,

whech was first a ancorite. 1538 LELAND Itin. V. 116 A
Chapel of a woman Anachorete. 1608 BP. HALL Epistles
i. v, He had wilfully mur'd up himselfe as an Anachoret.

1634 HABINGTON Castara (1870) 18 The Vowes of recluse

Nuns, and th' An'chrits prayer, a 1680 BUTLER Rem. (1759)
I. 47 A solitary Anchorite that dwells, Retir'd from all the

World in obscure Cells. 1741 JOHNSON L. P., Morin Wks.

1787 IV. 473 The ostentation of a philosopher, or the

severity of an anchoret. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxxv. 11829' 239
No anchoret could have made a mor simple and scanty
meal. 1852 ROCK Ch. of Fathers III. 115 Not always did

the ankret live beneath the church's roof. 1869 GOULBOURN
Purs. Holiness i. i Elijah was a sort of anchorite or hermit.

b. attrib.

1847 LONGF. Evan. n. iv. 25 The grim, taciturn bear, the

anchorite monk of the desert.

2. Ch. Hist. The recluses of the East in the early
Christian centuries. (In this application the Gr.

form anachoret (anne'koret) is often retained.)

1553-87 FOXE A.
i$-
M. 11596) 138 i Moonks . . were di-

vided into heremits oranachorits, and into Cornobits. 1650
W. CHARLETON I'aradoxes Prol. 29 The Faune . . desired

the mediatory Prayers of Anthony, the Anachoret. 1781
GIBBON Decl. fy F. II. xxxvii. 354 The holy man was fol-

lowed by a train of two or three thousand anachurets. 1844
LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. v. 204 The same contempt
for riches which distinguished the anachorets of Egypt.
1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. v. 154 Endless caverns . .

where the Anchorites, in the early days of the Church,
lived.

Q-fig. Any one of solitary secluded habits.

1616 DRUMM.OFHAWTH.^WW^/ xxi. Wks. 1711,4/2 Framed
for mishap, th' anachorit of love. 1848 DICKENS Dombey
(C. D. ed.) 117 Even amongst those absorbed young anchorites

Paul was an object of interest. 1864 I. TAYLOR in Good
Wds. 787 The individual reader, the fireside anchoret.

4. Comb., as anchoret-like, -"window.

1657 TRAPP Cotnm, Nehem, vi. 10 He was thus (Anchoret-
like) pent up. 1865 Athenxitm No. 1960. 849/2 Considered
the opening to be an anchorite-window.

Anchoretic (0erjk6re-tik), a. ; also 9- -itic.

[f. prec. + -ic, after Gr. dvaxvpqTiKos.'] Of or

pertaining to an anchoret.
1661 Origen's Opin. in Phcenix (1721) I. 6 A Monastick

and Anchoretick Life. 1829 I.TAYLOR Enthus. -viii. 203 In
an enumeration of the natural causes of the anchoretic life,

the influence of scenery should not be overlooked. 1862
LATHAM Channel Isi. in. xiii. (ed. 2) 326 Their discipline was,
essentially, anchoritic and recluse.

Anchore tical, a. rare
; also 7 -itical ;

and
see ANACHORKTICAL. [f. prec. + -AiA] Resem-

bling, or after the manner of, an anchoret.
a 1667 JER. TAYLOR Serm. \. 278 (L.) Those severe and an-

choritical and philosophical persons. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-
Sax. Ch. (1858) II. xii. 240 Leading an anachoretical life

amid the ruins of some deserted abbey.

Aiichoretish, -itish (se-nk6re:tij, -ai :

tij),
a

rare. [f. ANCHOKET, -ITE + -ISH.] Partaking of

the character or practice of an anchoret
; reclusive,

hermit-like.

1830 JAMES Darnley (1846) 4 A solitary duck . . passing its

anchontish hours in fishing. 1877 LYTTEIL Landm. in. vii.

134 Time . . spent in anchoretish devotions.

Anchoretism, -it- (se'rjkoretiz'm, -ait-), [f.
as

prec. + -ISM.] The practice or life of an an-

choret.

1652 SPARKE Prim, Devot. (1663) 4Qi Hermitage, or sullen

anchoretisme. 1862 R. PATTERSON Ess. Hist, fy Art 347 The
peaceful and humble Anchoritism of the first centuries.

A'nchor-hold. [ANCHOR sbl + HOLD.]
1. The hold or grip that an anchor takes

; also,

the ground that it grips,
= ANCHORAGE 1 2.

1527 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Re/. I. xxxix. 75 Being com-
pelled to experiment whether anker-hold would serve us.

1628 DIGBY Voy. Medit. (1868) 25 If our anchor hold and
ground tackle had failed, no Industrie could haue preserued
vs. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World^1840) in They found
good anchor-hold in about thirty-six fathom. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-bk.^ Anchor-hold, the fastness of the flukes

on the ground.

S.yS^*. Firm hold ; point clung to ; chief ground
of trust, expectation, argument, etc.

1533 MOREA ns. Poys. Bk. Wks. 1557, 1 100/1 In these woordes
is the veryankerhold. 1581 MARBECK Bk. ofNotts 28 Their
chiefest anker hold, was these words of Christ. 1611 SPEED
Hist. Gt. Brit. vni. vii. 403 The Norman Duke, who made
that the anker-hold of his claime. 1855 I. TAYLOR Restor.

Belief\\%^>) 120 Good anchor-hold in the roadstead ofaposto-
Hetty. 1883 W. GIBSON in Harper's Mag. Jan. 192 Hope's
anchor-hold on golden grounds of Faith.

Anchoring (ae-nkarirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

ANCHOR v.

+ -ING!.]
1. The action or condition of lying at anchor, or

the means of doing so ; anchorage.
1593-1622 R.HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) 178 Under which

is good anchoring, cleane ground. 1690 Lend. Ga". mmdix 3
A very violent Storm of Wind . . forced the Frigat from her

Anchoring. 1724 DE FOE, etc. Tour Gt. Brit. '1769) III.

215 Good Anchoring in six or eight Fathom of Water.

2. transf. The action or method ot fixing securely.

1767 ELLIS Actinia in Phil. Trans. LVII. 432 Like the

anchoring of muscles [/. e. mussels], by their fine silken fila-

ments, that end in suckers. 1883 W. CONANT \hHarper'sMag.
030/1 The mode of anchoring the cables [of a suspension-

bridge] will be described.

3. Comb, anchoring-ground, -place, ground,
or a position, used or suited for anchoring ;

an-

choring-room, space for anchoring ; anchoring-
stone, a stone used instead of an anchor.

1740 WOODROOFE in Hanway Trav. 11762) I. iv. lix. 273
On the south side there is good anchoring-ground. 1667
Phil. Trans. 11.497 * n the ankoring places it [the Sea] was
Blue. 1796 KELSON in Nicolas Disp. II. 309 Not one an-

choring place from Genoa to Ventimiglia was accessible.

1865 Morn. Star i Feb. , The anchoring room being too con-

tracted. 1846 GROTE Greece I. i. xiii. 329 The Argonauts
had left their anchoring-stone on the coast of Bebrycia.

A'nchoring, ///. a. [f. ANCHOR v. + -IN; -.]

a. Coming to anchor
; lying at anchor, b. Hold-

ing firm like an anchor.

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 18 Yond tall Anchoring Barke.

1879 Wild Life in S. C. 29 The wrench at its anchoring roots.

A'nchorism. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

AxcH'jii st>*

+ -ISM.] An anchoret's manner of life.

1633 G. HERBERT Ch.Mil. 186 in Temple 189 He took flue

vizards to conceal his crimes : From Egypt Anchorismeand
retirednesse,

t A'lichorist. Obs. Also 7 ancorist; and see

ANACHOKIST.
[f.

ANCHOR sb;- + -IST.]
= ANCHOKLT,

including ANCHORESS. Also attrib.

1651 Churchw. Ace. St. Marg. Westm. (17971 60 The An-
chorist house near the vestry. 1662 FULLER Worthies \\\.

193 A woman lately turn'd an Ancorist, and renowned for

her holiness.

Anchorite, -itish, vars. of ANCHORET, -ETTSII.

1 A'nchoritess. arch,
[f,

ANCHORITE + -ESS.]
A rare fem. of ANCHORITE ;

= ANCHORESS.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist, n, 96 Pega his sister, an Anchorit-

esse, led a solitary life, not far from him. 1872 E. CUTTS
Scenes Mid. Ages 131 An Anchoritess in the hermitage of St.

Brendon, in Bristol.

Anchorless (ae'ijkajl^s), a. rare. [f. ANCHOR
s&l .|- -LESS.] Devoid of an anchor

; Jig. \Vithout

firm hold, having nothing to repose upon ; drifting.

1863 J. MORISON St. Bern. 69 The same anchorless inse-

curity as to what the invisible world would next do.

A'nchor-stock. [ANCHOR J.I+STOCK.] A bar

which crosses the top of an anchor, at right angles
to the shank, and also to the plane o! the arms,

the use of which is to cause one or other arm to

strike the ground.
1825 H.GASCOIGNE Nav. Fatnet An anchor-stock in ready

halves they find, To fit the rudder head now well inclin'd.

"b. Comb, anchor-stock fashion, the position of

two planks, etc. placed like the stock and shank

of an anchor. Hence also anchor-stock v.

c 1850 Rudim. Nav. (Weale\ To anchor-stock, To work

planks in a manner resembling the stocks of anchors, by
fashioning them in a tapering form from the middle, and

working or fixing them over each other, so that the broad or

middle part of one plank shall be immediately above or below
the butts or ends of two others. This method . . is . . used
where particular strength is required, as in the spirketings
under ports.

Anchovy (3entf<3>rvi, occas. se'ntffoi).
Forms :

6-S anchoue, -ove, 7 -oua, -oveye, 7-8 -ova,

-ovie, 7- anchovy, [a. Sp., Pg. anchova, anchoa

(It. actinga, dial, ancioua, ancioa, anciua\ of dis-

puted origin ; Diez took the It. as the typical

form, deriving it from a L. *apya for aphya, ad.

Gr. d(pvjj t name of some kind of small fish, with

suffix -ug\ Mahn considers the Sp., Pg., and It.

dial, form to be an adoption of the Basque name

anchoa, anchua, which he identifies with antzua adj.

'dry,' as if 'dried fish.']

1. A small fish of the Herring family (Engraulis

encrasicholus} found on the European coasts, espe-

cially in the Mediterranean, where it is extensively

caught, and pickled for exportation.
1506 SHAKS. i Hen. 11^, n. iv. 588 Item, Anchoues, and

Sacke after Supper, ijs. vuf. 16*0 VENNER Via Recta iv. 78

Anchoua's, the famous meat of Drunkards, and of them
that desire to haue their drinke oblectate the pallate. 1657
COLVIL Whigs Suppl. (1751) 16 Which to the pallat pleasing

proves, Like Adriatic gulph anchoves. 1674 FLATMAN Belly
God too To quicken appetite it will behoove ye To feed



ANCHOVY-PEAR. 314 ANCIENT.

courageously on good Anchovie. 1774 GOLDSM. Retal, 14
Full certain I am, That Ridge is anchovy, and Reynolds is

lamb. 1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery v. 53 Have ready an an-

chovy minced small. 1854 SOYKR Cookery 411 Add two
tablespoon sful of essence of anchovies.

2. Comb, and attrib.% as anchffiy -barrel \
an-

chovy-cullice, -sauce, savour)' broth, and sauce,
made with anchovies

; anchovy-toast, toast spread
with anchovy, used as a whet to appetite for wine.

1741 Compl. Fatn.-Piece I. iii. 210 Take an Anchovy-barrel,
or a deep glazed Pot. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v., An-
chovie-Cullices are frequently made and put into several

Ragoos. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <$ Seh>. 180 Such a Hoghen
tnoghen Leviathan that., the one of Mr. Hobbes would never
be enough to make Anchovy-sauce for it. 1826 DISRAELI
Viv. Grey v. xiii. 238 An after-dinner anecdote . . as piquant
as an anchovy toast.

Ancho^vy-pea'r. A West Indian fruit, pickled
and eaten like the mango ;

also the tree (Grias

cattliflord) which bears it.

1725 SLOANE Nat. Hist. Jamaica tab. 207, fig. 12 Anchove
pear tree. 1866 A. BLACK in Treas. Bot. 552 The Anchovy
Pear of Jamaica has long been cultivated in plant stoves
for the sake of its magnificent foliage.

Anchusic (orjkiw-zik), a. Chem. [f. as next +

ic.] In Anchusic acid: = next.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 290 Anchusin or Anchusic acid.

Anchusin (ic'nkiwsin). Chan. [f. L. anchusa

generic name of the Alkanets + -IN.] The colour-

ing principle of alkanet root; an amorphous resin-

oid substance of a deep red colour.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 290 Nitric acid transforms
anchusin Into oxalic acid and a bitter substance . . Alkalis
form with anchusin blue compounds.

Anchylose, ank- (ee-nkil^z), v.
[f.

ANCHY-
LOSIS, after anastomose, metamorphose, etc., mod.
Fr. ankylostff f. ankylose sb., perhaps supplying
a model.]
1. trans. To stiffen a joint by consolidation of

the articulating surfaces ; to consolidate two dis-

tinct bones ; itsiially in pass. To be solidly united

bone to bone.

1787 HUNTER in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 383 In the Por-

poise, four of the vertebras of the neck are anchylosed. 1836
TODD Cycl. Anal. <y Pliys. I. 281/2 In the Ostrich the last

rib abuts against the ilium, to which it is anchylosed. 1875
BLAKE Zool. 2 Teeth . . not anchylosed with the substance
of the jaw.
2. intr. Of a joint : To grow stiff. Of two
bones : To grow together.
1833 Penny Cycl. I. 508/1 It is very important to keep the

fingers bent, because, if they anchylose in that position, the

hand will be more useful. 1872 MIVART Anat. 99 The two

parietals anchylose at a very early period into a single
median bone.

Anchylosed, ank- (ce-nkil^zd), ///. a. [f.

prec. + -ED.] Of two bones : Grown together, so

firmly united as no longer to move upon each other.

Hence of a joint : Stiffened.

1812 H. BROWSE Apothec. Vade Mec, 8 The restored ac-

tion of an anchylosed joint. 1849 MURCHISON Siluria x. 241
The jaws and anchylosed teeth of some small fish. 1875
BLAKE Zool. 88 The anchylosed lumbar and sacral vertebra?.

\).fig. Cramped, rigid.
1860 W.WEBB in Med. Times 15 Sept. 266/1 Mind and body,

too, grow so anchylosed, that they will work only in one
direction.

II Anchylosis, ank* (senkil^-sw),
A.ISO 8

ancylosis. [Gr. dyttv\ajai$ stiffening of the joints,

f. dyKv\u-ftv to crook, f. a-yuA-os crooked. The

reg. transliteration of the Gr. is ancylosis ; to

preserve the hard c this has been spelled with cht

for which some substitute k. Cf. Fr. atikyhse.']

The formation of a stiff joint by consolidation of

the articulating surfaces
;
the coalescence of two

bones originally distinct.

1713 CHESELDEN Anat. \. i. 11726) 8 When these cartilages
are destroyed . . [the bones] very readily unite ; this dis-

temper js
called Ancylosis. 1765 STERNE Tr. Shandy (1802)

VII. xxi. 42 The abbess . . being in danger of an anchylosis,
or stiff joint. 1875 HOLMES Surg. 6 The utility of joints
is destroyed by soft ankylosis. 1880 Syd. Soc.Lex.^ Anky-
losis. x88x MIVART Cat 60 The number of bones, .decreases

with age, by anchylosis.

k'jfo
1853 H. ROGERS Eel. Faith 35 Impossible that any man

could have made so many and such violent turns . . without

incurring the danger of a 'universal anchylosis.'

Anchylotic, ank- (serjkil/>*tik), a. [f.
Gr. d-y-

KuA<ur-ds vbl. adj. f. ayitv\6-(tv (see ANCHYLOSIS)
+ -1C.] Of or pertaining to anchylosis.
1859 in WORCESTER. x88o Syd, Soc. Lex., Ankylotic.

Ancianitie, variant of ANCIENTY.
t A'liciency. Obs. Forms: 6 aunciencie, 6-7

anciencie, 7 anciancie, 7-8 anciency. [cor-

ruption of earlier ANCIENTY, due to the erroneous

assimilation ofANCIENT, orig.fl()c?Vw, to ppl.adjs.
in -ENT, whose abstracts are in -ENCY

; cf. decent,

decency^ The quality of being ancient
;
ancient-

ness, oldness, antiquity.
1548 COVERDALE Erasiti. Paraphr. Jnde 21 It hathe ben

taken worthye authoritie both for the aunciencie and use of

it. 1587 HOLINSHI-.D Scot, Chron. (1806) I. 36 Esteeming it

a glorie to fetch their beginning of great anciencie.
_
1608

TOPSELL Serpents 639 In regard of their gravity, hoariness,
and anciency. 1661 Jura Cleri 42 The Bishops follow him

. . according to the Dignity and Anciancies of their Respec-
tive Sees. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scotl. II. App. ix. 153
The anciency of his house.

Ancient (7''nfent), a. and sb^ Forms : 4
auncien, -ian, 4-5 -yen, 5 -yenne, -ienne, -land,

auntceaunt, 5-6 auncyent'e, awncient, -yent,

5-7 auncient, (6aunchent), 6-antient, ancient,

[a. Fr. ancien (
= Pr. ancian, Sp. anciano, It. an-

ziano] : late L. antidn-^im for *antedn-um former,

previous, f. ante before + -arz-us: see -AN. In i5th c.

the genuine auncien -an was corrupted to aunci-

and, auncient) by form-assoc. with ppl. forms in

~nd, -/, which sometimes lost final -t or -d\ in the

reaction against this, the supposed correct ending
was extended also to auncien, as topeasan(t},phea-
san(t) t tyran(t}, etc. The great phonetic advance
from auncient (airnsyent) to ainshent (i

-

njent) is

seen also in change, chamber, gauge. The spelling
antient was due to form-assoc. with words like

Patient, mention, previously pacient, mencioun,
aided perhaps by reminiscences of antiquus.]
A. adj.
I. Referring to date.

1. Of or belonging to time past, former, earlier,

bygone, arch., exc. when approaching sense 2.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xi. 43 The delycyouse traces of myn
auncyent loue. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. If, n. i. 248 The Nobles
hath he finde For ancient quarrels. 1678 HUNVAN Pilgr. i.

(1862) 93 Thy antient kindness. 1702 ROWE Amb. Step-
Moth, i. i. 165 Tyes of ancient Love. 1792 T. JEFFERSON
Writ. 118591 HI- 347 Congress would take it off your hands,
in compliance with an ancient vote of that body. 1793
Ibid. (18591 IV. 54 Profound arguments .. entitle him really
to his ancient signature.

fb. Hence, with titles of office or position for-

merly occupied : Sometime, whilom, ex-. Cf. Fr.

ancien gotiverneur = ex-governor ; and old in Old

Etonian, old soldier. Obs.
1681 G. VERNON Life of Heylin 8 An Ancient colonel and

excellent commander in the army of King Charles. Ibid.

26 He had been himself an ancient clerk in the old Convo-
cations. 1692 LUTTRF.I.L BriefR el. (1857) II. 344 An ancient
alderman of London, who was mayor in 1655. 1718 POPE
Iliad n. 863 They mourn 'd their ancient leader lost.

2. esp. Which existed in, or belonged to, times

long past, or early in the world's history ;
old.

1366 MAUNDEV. viii. 93 An Ymage of. . old auncyen Werk.
1477 EARL RIVERS Dictes 129 If thou can not atteyn to

the wysedom of auncient men, at the lest studye ther

bookis. 1551 ROBINSON Mere's Utop. 165 The olde and
auncient cosmographers. 1562 G. LEIGH Arjnorie (1597*
Pref. A ij, Out of the holie Scriptures, as of other most an-

tientest Authors. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. iv. (1617) 132 The
reuerend simplicitie of ancienter times. 1632 in Shaks. Cent.

Praise 190 To raise our auncient Soveraynes from their herse.

1673 RAY *Journ. Low Conntr. 6 In the most antient times. ,

these places were Firm Land. 1777 DALRYMPLE Trai>. Sp.fy
Port, xl, Many antient weapons ofwar. 1836 MACGILLIVRAY
Humboldt't Trav. xx. 296 Traces ofancient civilisation. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. i. 23. 163, I .. traced the action of ancient

glaciers. 1877 LYTTEIL Landm, i. v. 42 The grave of Ossian
. . and those of other Ancient worthies.

3. Specifically applied to the period of history
before the fall of the Western Roman Empire. In

this sense contrasted with modern, and mediaeval,

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. iv. 2 (1873) 28 The ancient
authors .. began to be read. 1704 ADDISON Italy Pref.,

Statuary and Architecture both- Ancient and Modern. 1754
EDWARDS Freed. Will iv. 6. 227 The antient Greek and
Roman Philosophers. 1808 Z. PIKE Exp. Sources Missis-

sippi in. App. 69 Perfect master of the antient languages.
1846 ELLIS Elgin Marbles I. i The remains of antient art

at Athens. 1875 SCRIVENER Text ofN. T. 3 The decline of

ancient literature.

b. Concerning or relating to ancient times.

1595 ROBINSON {title) A Record of Auncient Histories, in-

tituled in Latine, Gesta Romanorum. 1740 JOHNSON L. P.,
Barret'*>rWks. 1787 IV. 463 Antient or modern geography.
c 1850 (title) The Edinburgh Academy's Ancient Geography.

II. Of length of existence. (Distinguished by
Bacon from I.)

4. Of early origin or formation, going far back
in history, of ancient date.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 2 The noble auncient bloode of Troy.
1535 COVERDALE Bariich iv. 5 Thou people of God, o thou
awncient Israel. 1561 DAUS tr. Bttllingcr on Afiocal., The
auncientest and noblest title, which the fathers . . haue used.

1586 COGAN Haven Health ii. (1612) 20 The Harpe of all

instruments is the most auncient. 1653 HQLCRQFT Proceflius
iv. 124 To them ever the ancienter the things are, the truer

they seem. 1667 E. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. I. in. i.

(1743) 152 The meeting of Sufferings is one of the ancient-

est assemblies they have. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 177
10 The seal of an antient corporation. 1845 CARLYLF,

Cromu'dl^1871) II. 191 One of the ancientest seats belong-

ing to the Lord of Ormond. 1855 H. RKED Ltct. Eng. Hist.

ii. 71 Contending for no new-born freedom, but for ancient

rights.

5. Hence : Having existed long, and now, in

consequence, possessing the attributes of lengthened
existence ; long-established ;

time-worn ; hoary.
1586 LUPTON looo Xotable Thin'^(16751 102 [Itdoth] help

the ancient pain of the Head. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn.
I. v. i These times are the ancient times, when the world
is ancient, and not those which we account ancient . . by a

computation backward from ourselves. 1607 SHAKS. Cor.

iv. v. 102 Thy Ancient Malice. 1719 YOUNG Busiris i. i.

(1757) 8 This antient city, Memphis the renown'd. 1744
HARRIS 3 Treat, in. n. (1765) 224 An ancient wood. 1769 1603 H

ROBERTSON Charles V, III. vn. 29 To strengthen its antient
attachment to France. 1849 MACAVLAY Hist. Eng. I. 378
Before the ancient front of All Souls College.
b. Of old renown, long known to fame.

1819 HEBER Hymn, From Greenland's ,. From many an-
ancient river, From many a palmy plain.

6. Of living beings : That has lived many years ;

aged, old
;
of great age. arch.

c 1340 Gaiv. fy Gr. Knt. 1001 pe olde auncian wyf he3est
ho sytte3. 1475 CAXTON Jason 46 Mirmidone yet liuetn . .

but he is moche auncient. 1592 SHAKS. R. fy J. n. iv. 150
Farewell, auncient Lady. 1598 STOW Surv. xli. 431 Neyther
the yong men of the City . . nor the auncient persons.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. iv. viL (1651.) 168 A young
Gentlewoman .. was married ..to an ancient man against
her will. 1682 Land. Gaz. mdccl/4 An antient Man in

the Habit of a Seaman. 1704 LUTTRELL BriefR el. 11857)
V. 426 Sir Samuel Astry (being very antient) has resigned
his place of clerk, a 1718 PENS Life Wks. 1726 I. 90 This
A. M. C, aforesaid, is an Ancient Maid. 1795 SEWEL tr.

Hist. Quakers I. Pref. 10 Things, which some ancient people
had yet remembrance of. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. ng, I.

663 An ancient matron of the Anabaptist persuasion.
7. Having the experience and wisdom of age,

venerable, arch.
c 1460 Bk. Cnrtasye in Babees Bk. 323 An naunciande

squier, or ellis a kny^t, po towelle down tase by fulle good
ryst. 1564 BECON Princ. Ckr. Relig. (1844' 521 The duty
of old women is . . to be sober, sage, and ancient. 1596
SHAKS. Tain. Shrew v. i, 75 You seeme a sober, ancient
Gentleman by your habit. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. i Tim.
v. 19 An accusation against a grave ancient Person. 1752
JOHNSON Rambl. No. 190 p 6 The precepts of ancient ex-

perience. 1875 STL-BBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 238 Henry
wished to be . . counselled by the wise and ancient of the

kingdom.
8. Savouring of age, old-fashioned, antique, rare.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum, iv. iii, I am glad no
one was hurt by his ancient humour. 1820 KEATS St. Agnes
xxxiii, He play'd an ancient ditty, long since mute.

9. That has been many years in some rank, posi-

tion, or capacity. (Now commonly replaced by0/</.)

1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Sowle iv. xxxiii. (1483) 81 Auncyen
trauayled men that ben experte in dedes of armes. 1598
BARRET The, Warres v. iii. 180 Respect to be had to graue
and ancient souldiers. 1628 DIGBY Voy. Medit. 48 Seuerall

of our ancientest seamen . . were sea sicke. 1663 KILLIGREW
Parson's ll'edd. in Dodsl. 117801 XI. 377 A soldier ancienter
than thyself. 1715 BURNET Own Time (17661 I. 247 The
ancientest and most eminent of the former Bishops. 1807
T. JKFFERSON Writ. IV. 68 My Dear and Antient Friend.

10. Comb., as ancient-customed, ancient-looking.
1681 Lend. Gaz. mdcxv/4 The antient Customed Inn,

known by the name of the White Hart and Antelope. 1848
DICKENS Dombey <C. D. ed.) 24 He presently returned with
a very ancient-looking bottle.

III. Law. (See quot.)
1607 COWEL Intcrpr. (J.) Ancient tenure is that whereby all

the manours belonging to the crown in St. Edward's or
William the Conqueror's days, did hold. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Comm. II. 99 Antient demesne consists of those lands or

manors, which, though now perhaps granted out to private

subjects, were actually in the hands of the crown in the time
of Edward the confessor, or William the conqueror.

B. $bl

1. One who lived in ancient times. Commonly in

pi. 7"he Ancients : esp. the ancient Greeks, Romans,
and other civilized nations of antiquity. (Orig.

adj.
* the ancient? like 'the learned?}

1541 COPLAND Galyen's Terap. 2 F Jj b, All the auncyentes
apply the sayd suppuratyfe medycynes. 1597 HOOKER Eccl.

Pol. v. Ixi. i The ancient it may be were too severe. 1611

BIBLE Trans/. Pref. 2 Neither is there any likelihood that

enuie and malignity died and were buried with the ancient.

1665 MANLEY Grotius's L.-Contttr. Wars 287 The famousest

Engine of War now used, of whose use, the Antients were

utterly ignorant. 1751 WATTS Improv. Mind\\. 11801)21 The
doctrines of the antients. 1880 HAUCHTON Pkys. Geog. v.

211 To the Ancients the Nile appeared almost miraculous.

b. esp. The ancient authors of Greece and Rome;
the ancient classics. Hence, An ancient classic.

1615 G. SANDYS Tra-v. 210 In fame it [Sidon] contendeth

with Tyrus . . and is more celebrated by the Ancient, a 1633
HALES in Skaks. Cent. Praise 198 If Mr. Shakespear had
not read the Antients. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones \\\. iii.

(1840)26 He was deeply read in the ancients. 1763 J. BROWN
Poetry <$ Mia. 6. 135 The same respectable Ancient [Plu-

tarch] assures us, that, etc. 1777 SIR W. JONES Poem$ t etc.

Pref. 14 We always return to the writings of the ancients.

1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 222 The only method by which
a poet may . . reckon on ever becoming an ancient himself.

2. The Ancient of Days: a scriptural title of the

Almighty.
1560 BI^LE (Genev.) Dan. vii. 9, I beheld till the throne-i

were set vp, and the Ancient of dayes did sit. [So 1611 ;

WYCLIF elde, COVERDALE olde aged.]

3. An old or aged man (or animal); a
patriarch.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de Wordei n. viii. (15061 107

Those the whyche mocketh with these auncyentes. 1603
Plrilotus clxviji,

Let countenance accord with 3our gray
hairis 5e auncients all. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ A/in.

15 [Beavers] gnaw down trees to build with, and draw them
on the bellies of their antients. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison

\ 1781 1 VI. ix. 32 Incomparable woman ! If I were such an

excellent ancient, I would no more wish to be young. 1790
COWPER Odyss. iv. 517 Then, hero, loose the ancient of the

. . , ,

deep [Proteus]. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick iii. Wks. IX. 28 A
venerable ancient, by his side A comely matron. 1837

DICKENS Pictnv. (1847) 160/2 'My father, sir,' replied Mr.

Weller.
' How are you, my ancient?'

1 4. An ancestor. Obs. rare.

1540 HYRDE Vives' Instr. Chr. Woman U59) D V The
auncient of his stocke is before the making of the Worlde.

1603 H. CROSSE Virtues Commit*. (1878) 21 Can a man . . brag



ANCIENT.
of the Vertues of his auncients, if his owne life be vitious?

1649 Motion to Part. 6 Our Ancients were Gyants, and we
are Dwarfs.

f5. A senior, a superior in age; usually with

possessive, his ancient. Cf. Fr. son ancien. Obs.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Paraphr. Markix. 34 They sawe
liowe Peter had the preeminence . . yet sum of theim were his

auncients. 1553-87 FOXE A. fy M. (15961 767/1 Gower was
a great deale his [Chaucer's] ancient. 1628 MEDE in Ellis

On'g. Lett. i. Ill, 279 Justice Jones being the ancient on the

bench. 1640 FULLER Abel Rediv,, Reinolds (1867) II. 220

Reinolds was . . bred up in the same college . . with Jewel
his ancient and R. Hooker his contemporary. 1659 LE-

STRANGE Alliance Div. Off. 105 To these evidences out of

Jerome and Chrysostom, let me add that of Gregory Nazian-

zen antient to them both.

6. As a title of dignity : An 'Elder.* arch.

1534 MORE On the Passion Wks. 1557. 1299/1 Than gathered
there together the prynces of the priestes and the auncientes,

into the Palycc of . . Caiphas. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Ilolin-

skedlll. 342/1 The wardens, the ancients of the handicrafts.

1611 BIBLE jer. xix, i Take of the ancients of the people,
and of the ancients of the Priestes. 1654 USSHER Annals
vi. (1658) 378 Conferring with some of the Ancients of the

Town. 1708 New Vieiv Lend. II. 480/2 The Vestry . . is . .

composed of the Ancients of the Parish, who have passed
Churchwarden. 1769 HOME Fatal Discov. iv, I go to meet
the ancients of the land, The hoary counsellors.

7. Law. One of the senior members forming the

governing body of the Inns of Court and of Chan-

cery. (More or less Obs. in use.)

1563 Act 5 Eliz. i, As well Utter barresters, as Benchers,

Readers, Auncients in any house or houses of Court. 1570
ASCHAM Scholem. 62 When he was Auncient in Inne of

Courte, certaine yong lentlemen were brought before him,
to be corrected for certaine misorders. 1685 Lond. (r.az.

tnmx/6 From the Principal, Antients, and the rest of the

Gentlemen of the Society of Bernards-Inn, London. 1691
BLOUNT Law Diet., Ancient, In Grey's-Inn the Society
consists of Benchers, Ancients, Barrasters, and Students
under the Bar. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v, Here [Gray's-innl
the ancients are the elder barristers. 1860 FORSTER Grand
Remonstr. 120 On going into commons at the Temple, he

found himself, lad as he was,
*

ancient
'

to above two hundred
elder Templars.
Ancient (^-njent), sb.z arch. Forms: 6 an-

cyent, ansyant, ancientt, auncient(e, -chient,

6-8 antient, 7 auncyent, 8 anshent, 6- ancient.

[a corruption of ENSIGN, early forms of which, like

ensyne, enscygne, were confounded with ancien, an-

eyen, the contemporary forms of ancient, with which

they thus became formally identified from i6th to

iSt'h c. Also spelt by pseudo-etymology antesign.]
1. An ensign, standard, or flag://, insignia, colours.

1554 Ckron. Grey Friars 87, I know that theys be Wyettes
ancienttes. 1569 Rising in North 105 in Percy Rel. I. 293
Erie Percy there his ancyent spred. 1578 T.N., tr. Conq,
IV. India 23 The devise of this ensigne or auncient was
flames of fire. 1587 Goi.nisc DC Mornay xxii. 331 When
Osyris led his people to Hattell, he had diuers Antesignes
. . as in one a Dog, in another an Ox. 1610 Chester* Tri-

umph Particulars i, A Man . . carying an Auncient of our

colours of S. George. 1622 F. MARKHAM Dec. Warre 11. ix.

73 This Ensigne we corruptly call Antient, and I haue scene

it written Antesigne. 1629 S'
'

hertogenbosh 48 To let flye all

their Ancients as well vpon the gates, as the walles. 1725"

DE FOE Voyage round World 11840)34 Hang out a signal,

viz., a red ancient, on the mizen-top. 1727 51 CHAMBERS

Cycl., Ancient in the naval armament is the flag or streamer,
borne in the stern of a ship. 1834 H. MILLER Scenes $ Leg.
xv. (1857) 223 Her ancient suspended half-way over the deck.

2. A standard-bearer, an 'ensign/ (The full name
was ancient-bearer : see below.)

1596 SHAKS. -zHen.IV, \\. iv. 120 Welcome, ancient Pistoll !

Hen. V) in. vi. 20 (Flu.) Hee is call'd aunchient Pistoll.

1598 STOW Sun', (ed. Strype 1754! II. v. xxxi. 572/2 Their

first elected Auntient or Ensign bearer. 1642 FULLER Holy
$ Prof. St. in. xv. 191 To see the flesh of our Ancient as torn

as his colours. [1830 JAMES Darnley xxxv'i\\. 170 The banner

of their company by their own ancient.]

3. Comb, t ancient-bearer = prec. sense.

1579 Church. Ace. St. Marg. Westm. (1797) 19 Paid to

the soiers, the ansyant-bearer, and to him that played upon
the drome ,\ js. +d. 1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet., Alferez,
an ancient-bearer, Signifer. 1606 Act 3 jas. /, v, No Recu-
sant conuict . . shall beare any Office or Charge, as Captaine,

Lieutenant, Corporall, Sergeant, Ancient-bearer.

1 A'licienter. Obs. rare~ l
. [app. a confusion

between ancient, and ancetert i6th c. form of AN-

CESTOR.] Ancestor, elder.

1654 GAYTON Fest. Notes in. vii. 115 What if my Ancienters
were John of Cumber, If I no worth have.

Anciently^Tl
'nJ^ntli),a^.[f.ANCiEN"Ta.+-LY-.]

1. In ancient times, of old time, of yore.
1502 Ord. Cryst. Men (W. de Worded i. iv. (1506) 43 Aim-

cyently foure maner of people all onely be anoynted with the

holy unccyon. 1376 LAMBARDE Peramb. AV/(i826) 153 At
Folkstone should aunciently stande one of those Turrets

which the Romanes planted. rf|gHRW00D/far& Health

293 Mars . . was antiently figured an angry man sitting in a

Chariot. 1660 R. COKE Power fy Sttbj. 36 The state of man
most anciently was never anarchy, but monarchy. 1728
NEWTON ChrmtoL Amendedi. 45 The Philosophers anciently
delivered their Opinions in Verse. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat.
ix. 394 The anciently recorded dishonours of the nation.

1 2. With less idea of remoteness : Formerly. Obs.

1624 BEDELL Lett. iii. 58 This is not onely denied by Pro.

testants, but . . anciently . . by the Spanish. 17341^ Rollins
Anc. Hist. (1827) VIII. xix. 7. 206 Such as were anciently
tributaries to me. 1737 Col. Rcc. Penn. IV. 214 Those who
had anciently settled by mistake in the limits of either Pro-

vince. 1774 BURKE Amer. Tax. Wks. II. 432 Leave the

Americans as they anciently stood.

315

f 3. From ancient times, oflong standing. Obs.

1628 COKE On Litt. (1633) Pref., A Gentleman anciently
descended. 1667 MILTON P. L, v. 723 We mean to hold what

anciently we claim Of Deitie or Kmpire. 1686 RAVENSCROFT
in Sh. Cent. Pr. 404 Some anciently conversant with the

Stage.

f4. After the manner of an ancient or elder, old-

fashionedly. Obs. rare.

1588 GREENE Pandosto (16071 33 Taking a great hooke in

his hand . . he went verie anciently to find out the mistresse

of his affection.

5. In an ancient manner, like something old.

rare.

1870 HAWTHORNE Eng. Note-Bk. (1879) I. 49 They smelt

anciently and disagreeably.

Ancieiitiiess (.^'njentnes). Also 6 auncient-

nesse, 6-7 antientness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

1. The quality of being ancient or old
; antiquity

(by which word it is now almost superseded).
1537 ?TINL>ALE Expos. St. John 92 He alleged . . y -' author

therof, and hys auncientnesse. 1538 LELAND Itin. IV. 106,
I asked a merchant there of the Antientnesse of the Towns.
1610 HOLLAND Camdens Brit. n. 64 In comparison of them,
the Antientnesses of all other nations is but novelty. 1621

AINSVVORTH Annot. I'cntaf. Gen. x. 15 Sidon . . a city re-

nowned . . for ancientnes and f;imc. 1813 SHELLKY Q. M<ib

vii, Chronicles of untold ancientness. 1882 FAKKAR Early
Chr. I. 204 Another important consideration is the ancient-

ness of this Epistle.

f 2. Ancient estate or condition. Obs. rare.

1602 Fi'LBECKE ii^ Ft. Parall. 22 Certain honours . .which

be notoftheancientnesofthecrov\-ne. 165780011 in Burton
/?mry (1828) II. 383 If you resort to the ancientness of Par-

liaments, you will find it as that gentleman said.

f 3. Seniority, priority. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Priorita, prior itie, eldership, ancient ne>,
senioritie. 1619 Treas. Anc. $ Mod. Times II. 513/2 The
rest take their places according to the ancientnesse of their

elections. 1628 COKE On Litt. 943, Next to him the Bishop
of Winchester, and then all other Bishops of both Prouinces

after their ancientnesse.

Ancientry (y
i-

njentri). arch. Also6auncheut-,

7-8 antient-. [f.
ANCIENT + -RY, Cf. pageantry]

1. The quality or estate of being ancient or very
old ; ancientness, antiquity ;

old-fashioned style ;

seniority, priority.
1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676192 The Nobility and ancientry

of their Houses. IJ^SHAKS. Much Ado\\. i. 80 The wedding
manerly modest, as a measure full of state and aunchentry.
1661 S. MORGAN Sph. Gentry \\.\\\. 52 A Baron must go after

the ancientry of his Creation. 1742 WEST Let. in Gray's
Poems 11775) 144 They contain not one word of anticntry.

1789 H. WALPOLK in Miss Berry's Corr. 1. 175, I allow my
ancientry and that I am an old fond, jealous and peevish
husband. 1866 J. INGKLOW Poems 26 It could not fail to

find Much proof of ancientry. x877Dixos Diana I. iv. i. 257
An air of stateliness, reserve, and ancientry.

f2. Ancient lineage or descent ; ancestry, origin.

1596 Si'KNSER State Ircl. 32 The Irish thinke to enoble

themselves by wresting their Auncientry from the Spaniard.

t3. collect. Ancients, elder people, elders. Obs. rare.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Parnphr. AVr. xvii. 4 The flori>,h-

ing and bewtiful rayment wherwith they and theyr aun-

cientries haue garnished and annowrned this whore. 1589
R. HARVEY Plains Fere. 7 To be infourmed . . by the Aun-

cientry of the Parish. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. in. iii. 63

Wronging the Auncientry, stealing, fighting.

4. The ancient or olden time
; antiquity.

*755 CROKER Ariostos Orl. Fur. xiv. Ixxxi, Once they
were there

;
but 'twas in antientry. 1839 Btacfcw. Mag. X LV.

271, I love those tales of ancientry. 1855 BAILEY Mystic b$
Ere all, in ancientry a:terne, was God.

5. //. or collect. Ancient things or relics, antiqui-

ties, rare.

1866 E. WAUGH Eawr Folk in Lane. Lyrics 201 There
connot be Another pate like his, It 's o crom-full o' ancientry,
An' Roman haw-pennies !

t A'ncienty. Obs. Forms : 4 anciente, 5

-yaunte, aunciente, 5-6 -yente, -ientee, -ientye,

-yauntye, ancianitie, 6-7 auiic-, ant-, ancientie,

6-8 ancienty. [a. AFr. ancUnte for OFr. ancien-

neU{

,
f. ancien ANCIENT, cogn. w. Pr. ancianttat,

It. anzianih), Sp. ancianidad. i^Of Romanic forma-

tion: if the word had been L., the OFr. would

have been anciente: see -ITY.)] The erroneous as-

sociation Qianden(t} with ppl. forms in -cut, finally

caused ancienty to be corrupted to ANCIKNCY. Only
in Scotch did the regular ancianitie (cf. Christianity,

etc.) appear in iGth c.] gen. The quality of being

ancient, ancientness, antiquity.

1. Remoteness in past time
;
distance back from

the present.
1483 CAXTOS Chat. Gt. 25 The Romans whyche of grete

ancyaunte were of grete apporte. 1563 PlLKIHGTON Burning
ofPauls (1841! 586 We know what ancienty and authority

they be of. 1579 W. FULKK Heskins's Farl. 281 No one

writer of like auncientie sayth it is not the verie bodie.

2. The time long past ;
the ancient or olden time ;

antiquity.
I489CAXTON Faytes of A nuts in. v. 175 That the lande

were bounde so to doo of auncyente. < 1525 SK ELTON /*//.

S^armvc 767 These poetes of auncyente. 1601 CAREW Corn-

wall 236 Their Wooll . . hath (from all auncientie) beene

transported, without paying Custome.

3. concr. The people of old times ;
the ancients.

1556 V F.RON Godly Saiyngs (1846) 15 We do synne no lesse

. . than the auncyauntye dyd synne in the Arke of the Lordes

coveuante.

4. The quality of having existed since a remote

ANCOME.

period, or of extending back from the present to a

time long past ; old standing.
1524 Suppl. for Btggers (1845) 12 For the . . auncientie of

your kyngdome whiche was bifore theyrs. 0157* KNOX
Hist. Rcf. Wks. 1846 I. 28! The ancianitie of the blood of

my Hous. 1592 GREENE Quip for Vp&t. Courtier in ffarl.

Misc. (Malh.t II. 228 To preach, and shew the antiquitie
and antientie of his house. 1623 SANDERSON Scrw. Ad.

Mag. ii. 106 We may not deny them the ancienty of their

descent; . . semen serpentis ^ tip spawn of the old Serpent.
5. The quality of being aged ; agedness, olancss.

*375 HARBOUR Bruce vi. 252 A gret stane . . That throw the

gret anciente Was lowsyt, reddy for to fall. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 426/1 He, fylled with benewred auncyente ofdayes
. . rendred hys sowle. 1569 T. NEWTON Cicero De Senect.

i;a, My gray heares, and my auncientie of yeres.

6. Seniority; priority of birth or appointment.
1549 W. THOMAS Hist. Italy 39 The Cardinalls bestowed

themselfes after their aunclentee in certaine stalles. ^1604
HAN.MKR Chron. Irel. 194 For the eldest can demand . . the

chiefe mtase by reason of her auncienty. 1775 ASH, An-

cienty la law term i, Seniority, priority of birth.

Ii Ancile (sensgi'h'). [L. ancile (of doubtful

etymol.), pi. ancilia, a small oval shield, and spec.]

The sacred shield of the ancient Romans, said to

have fallen from heaven
;
on the preservation of

which the prosperity of the city was supposed to

depend.
1600 HOLLAND Liry \. xx. 15'! Certaine scutcheons or

bucklers that fell from heaven, culled Ancilia. l674BREVlNl
Siiulat Endor 3851/1'.) The Trojans .secured their palladium :

the Romans their ancile. 1855 SINGLETON I'irgil II. 171

And in his left hand the ancile bare.

ii Ancilia ^l-nsrla). [L. ancilia handmaid, dim.

ofancu/a, dim. fern, of early "L.ancits, anca, servant
;

cf. also ANCILLE.] A maidservant, handmaid.

1871 M. COLLINS Inn of Strange Meetings 27 The pert
ancilia flutters foolish feet.

Ancillary (se'nsilari), a. [ad. L. ancilldri-ns

(more correctly ancilldr-is} of or pertaining to a

handmaid, f. ancilia : see prec.]
1. Subservient, subordinate, ministering (fo).

1667 W'ATERHOUSE FireofLond. 60 God makes every thing

ancillary hereunto. 1768 BLACKSTONE, Comm. in. vii. (R.) It

is beneath the dignity of the king's courts to be merely an-

cillary to other inferior jurisdictions. 1836 H. TAYLOR
Xtatcsm. viii. 49 It will be rather ancillary than essential.

1848 AKNOUI.U Mar. Insur. II. n. v. 652 Warlike stores . . di-

rectly ancillary to warlike purposes. 1869 RAULINSON Am.
l/ist,% Geography, the other ancillary science to History.

2. lit. (alter L.) Of or pertaining to maid-servants.

rare and affected.
1852 THACKERAY Esmond \\\. ix. 1,18761 404 The ancillary

beauty was the one whom the Prince had selected. 1854
HADHAM Hafieut. 399 Ancillary reformation has not yet

begun to be thought of; cats are not more detrimental to

mice . . than these smashing wenches to . . Sevres teacups.

t A'ncillate, v. Obs. rare-'1
, [f.

L. andllat-

ppl. stem of ancilld-ri to be a handmaid, or slave.]

To be subservient.

1659 SIR S. D'EwES in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. I. 314 So
forward with his Arms to ancillate to the Emperor's Di>

signs.

t Aiicille. Obs. Also 4 ance-lle, 4-6 a'ncelle,

; ancylle. [a. OFr. ancelle, ancele : L. AXCILLA.]
A maid-servant or handmaid.
6-1363 CHAUCER A. B.C. O, Ffrom his ancille \"'. r. an-

celle, ancile] he made be maistresse Of hcuene Os: eerbe.

i 1430 LVDG. Min, Poems 37 Do trewe service, as ancille . .

Unto hir lord. 1474 CAXTON Ckcsse 148 In the olde lawe the

faders had dyuerse wyues and ancellis. 1483 Gold. Leg,

151/1 She callid herself ancylle or handmayde and not lad\'.

1:1500 Partenay 6456 Glorius virgin, Mayden, moder oil"

god, Doughter and Ancelle.

Ancipital (xnsi'pital), a, rare. [f.
L. andpit-

(aneeps) two-headed (f. an (=atnl>i) both + *///-

head) + -AL1
.] Having two sharp edges.

1794 MARTYN tr. Rousseau's Bot. xxv. 372 It has an ami-

pital, or two edged stem. 1864 WEBSTER cites GRAY.

Ancipitate (a-nsi'pit^t), a.
[f.

as prec. + -ATE J
,

after Fr. ancipite\ cf. L. capitdt-us,]
=
prec.

1879 in Syd. Sec, Lex.

Ancipitous (censi'pitas), a.
[f.

as prec. + -oi's.J

fl. Uncertain, doubtful. Obs.

1652 GAULE fifagasfrom.&G Planets amicall, benevolou>- .

as also ancipitous, and indifferent to both. x6$7ToMLiN5ON
Renoiis Disp. 263 Which is the true turbith is yet ancipitous.

2. Bot. = ANCIPITAL.

'1859 WORCESTER cites BRANCH. 1866 Treas. Bot. 62 i

Ancipitous^ two-edged, as the stem of an Iris. i88a BAKI.K

in yrnl. Bot. No. 231. 70 A large tree with branchlets anci-

pitous and obscurely pilose towards the tip.

Aucistroid (a-nsi'stroid), a. [ad. Gr. dyKiarpo-

ciSrjs hook-shaped, f. dytciarpov hook: see -OID.]

Hook-shaped. 1879 in Sytf, Soc. Lex.

Ancle, variant spelling of ANKLE.

Anclose, obs. form of ENCLOSE.

Ancloy, earlier form of ACCLOY v.

t A'ncoly . Herb. Obs. [a. Fr. ancolie, for accolie,

corrupt f. med.L. aquileja, aquilegia] Columbine.

1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 26 b, Take the sede of An-

colie or Accolie beaten to pouder. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 166

It is called in English Columbine., in French Ancoly, in

high Douch Agley, and Ageley: in base Almaigne Akelcy.

t A'ncome. Obs. m dial. Forms: 6-7uncome,
6-8 ancome, 7 ancombe, 8 andicomb. [Of
somewhat doubtful formation ; expl. by Elyot,
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ANCOMING.

Baret, etc. as ' adventitins morbus '

; thus evidently
viewed by them as a derivative of COME (cf. income

revenue). Hence prob. a variant of northern Eng.
on-come (i4th c.) 'visitation, access of disease,"

perh. a partially translated adaptation of Norse
dkoma, 'arrival, visitation, eruption on the skin.'

On-come would also easily yield the i6th c. variant

uncome
;
the mod. Sc. and north Eng. in-come, used

in a similar sense, show^a further refashioning of
the prefix ;

cf. amid, among, with their variants on

mid, in mid, o mong, on mong, in along. The later

spellings ancombe, andicomb, show that the word
was no longer understood.] 'An ulcerous swelling

rising unexpectedly
'

(Wright) ;
a boil

;
an impos-

thume ; by some later authors applied to a whitlow.
[a 1300 Cursor Alundi 5910 (Cott. MS.) Hard on-come sal i

send him [Pharaoh] sere, Bath on him and his kingrike.]
1538 ELYOT (in Prom. Paru. 154 note', Advetititius inorbns

sycknes that cometh without our defaute, and of some men
is called an uncome. 1544 Act 34-5 Hen. VIII, viii, Vn-
comes ofhands, scaldings, burnings. 1580 BARET A Iv. F 382
A fellon, vncomme, or cattes haire ; a bile or sore that riseth

in mans bodie, furuncitlus. Ibid. A 380 An Ancome, Ad-
itentitius morons. 1605 MARSTON etc., Eastw. Hoe III. ii,

I have scene a little prick, no bigger than a pins head, swel

bigger and bigger till it has come to an ancome. 1660 HEX-
HAM Dutck Diet., I'ijt, an Ancombe, or a Sore upon ones

finger. 1678 A. LITTLETON Lat. Diet., davits . . a. whitlow
or andicomb. 1736 BAILEY Honsch. Diet. 102 Betony . . will

bring ancomes and impostumes to a suppuration.

t A licommg, vbl. sb. Obs. rare-1
,
[f.
AN- pref.

I (?) + COMING. (The use of this prefix as a form-

ative, at so late a date, must have been due to some

special cause. Did the writer think of Ger. an-
konimen ?)] An approach, avenue, entrance.

1589 IVE Fortif. 8 The bulwarks . . should be placed . . where
they may . . commaund ouer the ancomings to the Fort.

II Ancon (ffi-rjk/n). PI. anco-nes. [L., a. Gr.

uyKwu a nook or bend, spec, the elbow.]
1. rhys. The elbow. (See quot.)
1706 PHILLIPS, Ancon . . the Elbow . . sometimes taken by

Anatomists for the backward and larger shooting forth of the
Bone of the Arm called Vina. 1853 MAYNE Ejcf. Lex. , Ancon,
term for the elbow; or the triangular surface of the ole-
cranon process of the ulna.

2. Arch. a. The corner or quoin of a wall, cross-

beam, or rafter, b. One of 'the trusses or consoles
sometimes employed in the dressings or antepag-
menta of apertures, sen-ing as an apparent support
to the cornice of them at the flanks.' Gwilt.
1706 PHILLIPS, s.v., In Architecture Ancones are the corners

or coins of Walls . . Cross-beams or Rafters. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl.Sitf'p. , Ancon . . in the antient architecture, the brackets,
or shouldering pieces, called consoles by the moderns. 1823
NICHOLSON Pract. Builder 583 Consoles are called, accord-

ing
to their form, ancones or trusses, mutules, and modillions.

3. Ancon sheep : A race with long bodies, and

very short legs, the fore-legs crooked ; bred from a

single lamb born with these peculiarities in 1791.
1819 LAURENCE Phys. (18481 312 Where common ewes have

had twins by ancon rams. 1853 T. Ross tr. Hitmboldt's
Trav.l. ix. 342 The sheep with very short legs, called ancon
sheep in Connecticut.

Anconal (e-rjk<rnal\ a. Phys. [f.ANCON + -AL,l.]
Of or pertaining to the ancon or elbow.
1803 Edin. Rw. III. 109 The atlantal extremities again

are subdivided . . into anconal and thenal. 1:2865 OWEN in

Circ. Sci. II. 71/2 The humerus . . is strongly bent in a sig-
moid form, with the anconal surface convex.

Anconeal (SrjkJu-n/al), a. Phys. [f. med.L.
ancone-ns of the elbow (f. ANCON) + -AL1

.] =prec.
1870 FLOWER Osteal. Mamm, 243 The olecranon or anconeal

process [of the ulna}.

Auconeous (aerjkon-nfts), a. Phys. rare~.
[f.

as prec. + -ous.] = prec.
1853 MAYNE Exj>. Lex.,Anconetts. . . applied to a triangular

muscle of the elbow
; anconeous.

Anconoid (ae-rjkJnoid), a. Phys. [ad. Gr. dy-
KwvotiSii'i curve-shaped, elbow-like : see ANCON and

-OID.] Elbow-like; anconal.

1819 Pantolog., Anconoid Process, a process of the cubit.

1835 HOBLYN Diet. Med., Anconoid, Elbow.like, as applied
to a process of the cubit. 1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t A'ncony. Obs. (See qnot.)
1674 RAY Iron Work in Collect. 128 After two or three

heats and working they bring it to an ancony, the figure
whereof is in the middle a barr about 3 feet long of that

shape they intend the whole barr to be made of it. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl., Ancony, a bloom wrought into the figure
of a flat iron bar .. with two square rough knobs, one at each
end. 1795 Repert. Arts in J. Holland Manf. Metal (iS^i)
I. 124 Draw them under the forge hammer into anconies.

Ancor, obs. form of ANCHOR.
II Ancora. Obs. [It. ancora again.] Formerly

used in same sense as Fr. ENCORE.
1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 323 f 8 Mr. Froth cried out An-

cora. 1712 BUDGELL Spect. No. 341 F3 The second Night
the Noise of A ncora's was as loud as before.

Ancoral (ae-nkoral), a. Zool. rare. [ad. L. an-

cordl-is, f, ancora ANCHOR ] Of or pertaining to

an anchor ; anchor-like, fitted to take hold like an
anchor, like the feet of some parasitic Crustacea.

1852 DANA Crust. 11. 746 The feet are not all ancoral.

Ancre, obs. form of ANCHOE.
Ancress, earlier form of ANCHORESS.
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-ancy, suffix: [ad. L. -dntia, forming abstr. sbs.

on ppl. adjs. in -dnt-em (see -ANT).] A modern

Eng. differentiated form of the earlier -ANCE, ex-

pressing more distinctly the sense of quality, state,

or condition, often belonging to L. sbs. in -ntia, as

in elegdntia 'elegant-ness,' prftdentia 'prudent-
ness,' as distinct from the sense of action or process,

regularly expressed by the Fr. form -ance, as in

aid-ance, assist-ance, guid-ance, admitt-ance. Partly
used to form new words, partly to refashion earlier

words in -ance, expressing quality. If the L. dili-

gentia, elegdntia, tcmperdntia, priidentia, were now
for the first time adopted as Eng., they would be
made diligency, elegancy, temperancy, prudency ;

they owe their existing forms in -nee, to the fact

that they were adopted from Fr., long before

-ncy came into use. But many words, once like

these, have been refashioned, and now appear with

-ncy ; e.g. constancy, infancy, piquancy, vacancy ;

the modern tendency being to confine -nee to ac-

tion, and to express quality or state by -ncy ;
cf.

compliance, pliancy, annoyance, buoyancy. For the

formation see -ENCY, and cf. -ACY, -CY.

I! Ancyle. Obs.-" [Gr. dynv\-rj the thong of a
javelin, also, a stiff joint: see ANCHYLOSIS.] (Phil-

lips transfers the Gr. senses to Eng.)
1706 PHILLIPS, Ancyle, a kind of Javelin or Dart, or the

Leather thong with which it is thrown. In Anatomy, the

bending of the Elbow or of the Ham; the Contraction or

Drawing together of a Joynt. 1731 in BAILEY.

Ancyloid (fe-nsiloid), a. rare-", [f. prec. +
-OID.]

'

Resembling a clasp, noose or hook.' Syd,
Soc. Lex. 1879.

Ancyroid (aensai-roid), a. Phys. [ad. med.L.

ancyroid-es, a. Gr. dympo(i5j]s anchor-shaped : see

ANCHOR and -OID. Sometimes made ankuroid.]

Anchor-shaped ; applied to a process of the shoulder-

bone, also called the coracoid, and to the middle
cornu of the lateral ventricle of the brain.

[1706 PHILLIPS has A neyroides. ] 1839-47 TODD Or/. Anat.
tr Pkys. III. 674/2 The posterior cornu is also named the

digital, or ancyroid cavity.

And (send, snd,famil. 3n,'n), conj'. formerly prep.
Forms : I- and; also I end, ond, 2-5 ant, 3-7 an,

8-9 dial, an', 3-4 occas. a
;
but usually expressed

by the compendium for L. et, in OE. i, later &,
& ('And per se'), so that it is impossible to tell

the full form intended. [OE. shows two forms :

( i ) and, pnd( : OTeut. *anda) OFris. anda, and,
OS. ant, OHG. ant, Goth, anda-, and, ON. and-,

prep, 'against, fronting'; (2) end(: OTeut. *andi)
OFris. ande, and, an, end, en, OHG. anti, enti,

inti, unti, endi, indi, unde, MHG. unde, und, unt,
mod.G. und, Du. en, conj. ;

cf. L. ante before, Gr.

uvri against, Skr. (Vedic) anti over against, loca-

tive of antd 'end, boundary, vicinity," hence 'on
the frontier of, abutting on, fronting, facing.' From
the idea of opposition, juxtaposition, or antithesis,
the word was used in the Teut. langs. to express the

^mutual relation of notions and propositions. The
general Teut. form of the conj. is *andi, of the prep.
*and(a ;

in OE., with the early loss of $nd, and
(ond) remained for both, but soon became obs. as

prep., exc. in a few derivatives : see C. The level-

ling of OE. end, [/, under the single form arfwas
no doubt helped by the fact that the conj. is nearly

always unemphatic, so that the vowel is obscured
and tends to sink to a mere voice glide ('ndl. From
the same cause the final d has from early times
been often dropped, as now universally in the dia-

lects, and commonly in familiar speech ; bread and
butter = bread 'n butter. See also AN conj.'}

t A. prep, (in OE. governing dot.) Obs.

1 1. Of local relation : Before, in presence of.

aiooo C^DMON 13 Haefdon gleam and dream and heora
ordfruman [/. e. joy and mirth in presence oftheir creator].

1 2. Of logical relation : By the side of, besides,

along with, in addition to.

aiooo Menol. (Grein) 211 Emb eahta niht and fedwerum.
Ibid. 1 88 Ymb twentig and fif nihtum [cf. 161 Ymbe twa

,niht].

|\ "B. conj. co-ordinate. (Introducing a word, clause,
or sentence, which is to be taken side by side with,

alongtuith, or in addition to, thatwhich precedes it.)

I. Connecting words.
1. Simply connective.

ciooEpinatGl. (Sweet O. E. T. 42) Adjueve, aend suilcse;

Erfurt Gl. (ibid.) Atqiteve, end suilce. 735 B*DA Death-
Song, MetucUes maecti end his modgidanc. 871 O. . Chron.,
j
JE3ere'd cyning ond [MS.~]] Alfred his broSur. 1x154 Ibid.

(Laud. MS.ian. 1135 pa men . . carl-men and wimmen. 1205
LAY. 5461 Sorwen an kare. c 1250 Gen. 4. Ex_. 485 Twin-
wifing ant twin-mansla^t. Ibid. 647 Noe . . an is ore sunen.

(1300 Dial. Sol. fy Sat. (Kemble) Ii. 270 Wyt ant wysdom.
1383 WYCLIF Gen. i. i Heuene and erthe. 1590 SHAKS. Com.
Err. v. i. 169 My master and his man are both broke loose.

1711 STF.ELE Spect. No. 2 pi Both in Town and Country.
1711 ADDISON ibid. No. 126 p 2 We do in our Consciences
believe two and two make four. 1846 GROTE Greece (1869)

AND.
I. i. 45 The immortal food, nectar and ambrosia. 1859
TENNYSON Elaine 1185 The bond of man and wife.

b. It is used to connect the unit numbers with the
tens when they precede, but not when they follow,
as one and twenty, twenty-one ;

to connect (units

or) tens to hundreds (or thousands), as two hundred
and one, threethousand and twenty- one, six thousand
two hundred and fifty-six ;

to connect fractions to

wholes, as four and a half, a pound and three

quarters, an hour and twenty minutes, also with

shillings and pence, as three and sixpence (fam. three

and six] ;
but not usually with different denomina-

tions of weights and measures, as two pottnd(s ten

shillings (or two pound ten} ; four pound(s,^
six

ounces ; five foot, six inches ; nor in 'railway time,'
nineforty-eight (48 minutes past nine).

950 Lindisf.G. John xxi. n Full mi5 miclum fiscum,
hunteantix 1 fiftig T Sreo. 073 O, E. Chron,, Seofon and
twentig . . ousend a-urnen. Ibid., Nigon and xx . . wintra on
worulde. 1150 Ibid. an. 1137, xx winter & half gser & viij

dseis. ciasoOVw. . "^-.657 Nine hundred }er and fifti told,.

Or or he starf, noe was old. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4554
When l?ai haf Hggen dede . . Thre days and an half. 1382
WYCLIF Gett. v. 20 Al the dajes of Jared ben maad nyne
hundrid 3eer and two and sixti. Enok lyued fyue and sixti

5eer [1611 Nine hundred sixtie and two yeeres; sixtie and
fiue yeeres].

suche makyth a myle. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xc. 10 The dayes
of oure age are iij. score yeares & ten. 1673 RAY "Journ.
Lffiu Countr, 3 We . . at a League and halfs end came to a
Lock. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 431 F 2, I am now entering
into my One and Twentieth year. Mod. SSx-and-eightpence,
and costs. NurseryRime, Four and twenty blackbirds baked
in a pie.

c. formerly, in expressing two dimensions of space,
where we now use by.
1667 PRIMATT City <$ Country Build. 64 The principal

Rafters being nine and seven inches.

d. And all : see ALL A 8 c.

2. Expressing continuous repetition : a. repetition
of numerical groups; as in 'they walked two and
two

' = By twos, two and then other two and so on,
two preceded and followed by two continuously.
riooo Ags. Gosp. Mark vj. 7 [He] agan hi sendan twam T

twam. 1205 LAY. 24749 ^uer tweie and tweie tuhte to-

somne. ciz$oGen. fy Ex. 2323 He gan hem ransaken on
and on. ^1460 Tmtml. Myst. 296, I lefe it you bi oone and
oone. 1596 SHAKS. iH-en. IV, in. 111.104 Mustweallmarche?
Yea, two and two, Newgate fashion. 1630 WADSWORTH Sp.
Pilgr. v. 38 Putting foure and foure to an oare. 1830 TENNY-
SON L. Shalott ii. 25 The knights come riding two and two.

b. repetition to an indefinite extent
;
as for ever

and ever; miles and mi les = miles and yet more

miles, miles upon miles, miles without number.
1086 O. E. Chron., A hit wyrsode swiSor and swi3or. c 1175

Lamb. Horn. 49 Heo delued deihwamliche . . deoppre and
deoppre. rizoo ORMIN 205 Ice amm Gabriael batt sefre and
sefre stannde Biforenn Godd. (1230 After. R. 288 Deope5
into be soule . . fur&re & furSre. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, \\.

i. 35, I haue borne, and borne, and borne. 1606 Tr. $ Cr.
iv. v. 256 lie kill thee euery where, yea, ore and ore. 1820
SHELLEY Skylark ii, Higher still and higher, a 1824 BYRON
Lett. <M.) I have lived for months and months on shipboard.
1843 DICKENS Chr. Car. i, Many and many a day. Mod. To
roll over and over down hill. Wet through and through.
3. Emphatically, a. Opposed to or.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. (1872) I. vu. ix. 239 He can only
answer Yes or No ; would so gladly answer Yes and No.
b. Expressing a difference of quality between

things of the same name or class ;
-= And also, and

other. (Commonly called a French idiom, and re-

ferred to Moliere's 'il y a fagots et fagots ': perhaps
so in recent use, but found in Eng. a century before

the production of Le Mi-dedn malgrt lui in 1666.)
a 1569 KINGESMYLL Confl. w. Satan (1578) 39 There is a

sinne and a sinne : much oddes betweene the committing of

sinnes in the reprobate and the elect. 1633 EARL MANCH.
Al Mondo (16361 86 A heart and a heart God cannot abide.

1855 BROWNING Heretics Trag. Wks. 1863 I. 289 Alack,
there be roses and roses, John ! 1883W. POLLOCK in Harper's
Mag. 909/1 There are, in the first place, photographs and
photographs.
4. Connecting two adjectives of which the former

; logically stands in (or approaches to) an adverbial
1 relation to the latter ; esp. in familiar language,
and dialectally, after nice, fine.
[1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jut. ii. ii. 8 Her Vestal liuery is but

sicke and green. 1604 Oth. iv. ii. 56 His slow and mouing
finger.] Mod.fam. That will make you nice and warm. Cut
it nice and thin. The grass is fine and tall.

j-5. Before both words connected : = Both and
. (L., Fr. et et .) Obs. (or only a Latinism.)

c 1x75 Cott. Horn. 239 Forte" is'i and frend and fend, c 1340
HAMPOLE Pr. Treat. 30 pou sail be made and bryghte and
clene. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 242/4 To thende that he
wold not leue them and disheryted and orpbanes he made
his testament, a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 146 He ys now
gloryfyed in heuen and in soulle and body.
6. When many notions (or clauses) are connected,
and is in ordinary prose expressed only with the last.

But formerly, and still in illiterate composition, it

is used with every member
; rhetorically, also, it

may be so used, to emphasize the number of points,
or length of the series.

1297 R. GLOUC. 4 Of Lyncolne, and of Chestre, and of

Worcester. 1362 LANCL. P, PI. A. in. 273 Loue and louh-
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nesse and leute to-gedere. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxcii.

168 Al tho that myghte trauaylle, as wel monkes and preestes
and frerys and chanonsand seculeres. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C,

n. ii. 80 Warnings and portents and evils imminent. 1805
SCOTT Last Minstr. v. xiii, Sorrow, and sin, and shame.

1846 GROTE Greece (1869) I. i. 46 Dance and song and athletic

contests adorned the Solemnity.
11. Connecting co-ordinate clauses or sentences.

7. Simply connective, a. additive.

835 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 534 Her Cerdic forjj

ferde, "1 [?ond] Cynric his sunu ricsode. <. 1000 Ags. Gosp.
Matt. ii. 20 Aris send nim J>et cild, and his moder. < izoo

Moral Ode 159 per men Iu5en her ent stelen. a 1250 Owl <y

Night. 31 The ni^tmgale hi i-se
1

}
. . An thu3te wel ful of thare

huft. a 1300 Havelok 359 Him for to hoslon, an for to shriue.

1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 223 He was howsled and anelid

and soo died. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 165 F 3 The
brightest hours of prosperity have their clouds, and the

stream of life . . will grow putrid by stagnation. 1756 BURKE
Vind, Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 9, I then thought, and am still of

the same opinion. 1832 CARI.YLE in Remin. (1881) I. 9,

I often wondered and admired at tliis. 1879 TENNYSON
Lover's T. 54 Love mourn'd long, and sorrow'd after Hope.
b. adversative.
riooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. 7 Ic wille mild-heortnysse, and

na onsa-^dnysse. 1366 MAUNDEV. 51 Thei wenen that thei

han bawme, and thei have non. 1481 CAXTON Reynard
(Arb.) 69 He complayneth and I plaync not. 1611 BIBLE
Matt. xxii. 30 Hee said, I goe sir, and went not.

8. Introducing a consequence : a. the historical

sequel or consequence of a fact.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Gen. \. 3 God cwaef? J>a
'

ge\veor)>e leoht : and
leoht wear3 geworht. 1382 WYCLIF ibid., God scide, lie

maad Ii3t: and maad is light. 1611 ibid., God said Let
there be light : and there was light. Litkc vii. 8, I say
vnto one Goe, and he goeth ; and to another Come, and hee
commeth. 1667 PEPYS Diary 30 June, A pretty young
woman, and I did kiss her. i8zi KEATS Lamia 441 You have
dismiss'd me, and I go From your breast houseless. 1879
A. CLARK tr. Rydberg's Rom. Days, A few paces from the

trattoria, and I stood on the Forum Romanum. Mod. He
spoke, and all was still.

b. the predicted consequence or fulfilment of a

command, or of a hypothesis put imperatively, or

elliptically.
r 1000 Ags. Go$f>. Matt. viii. 8 Cwe5 Hn an word, and mine

cnapa bi<T gehxled. 1386 CHAUCER Miller s T. 344 Werke
by counsel!, and thou schalt nat rewe. 1388 WYCLIF John
xv-i. 16 A litil, and thanne ^e schuln not se me. isS7lGenev.)
ibid.) A litle whyle, and ye shal not see me. 1611 BIBLE Luke
x. 28 This do, and thou shalt Hue. 17. . Sc. rnraphr. xxxv,

My broken body thus T give For you, for all take, eat, and
live. 1799 ALLINGHAM Fort. Frol, \. iii, Gee' us a buss, and
Til tell thee. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey vi. ii. 296 Five min-
utes more, and our ^on must have reigned in Little Lilliput.

Mod. Give him an inch, and he will take an ell. Speak one

word, and you are a dead man !

9. Introducing an explanatory, amplificative, or

parenthetic clause.

996 Cod. Dipt. III. 295 ^esyllan sice gearexvteaxas.andSa
Xode. 1*05 LAY. 2360 Makian an eord-hus . . & bset inne swiOe
feire stude. ^1386 CHAUCER Prol. 43 A knyght ther was,
and that a worthy man. 1-1460 Townl. Myst. 259 Into this

dongeon depe I soght, And alle forluf of the. 1610 SHAKS.

Temp. n. I. 317, 1 heard a humming (And that a strange one

tooXi 1710 ROWE J. Shore i. i, Yet there is one, and he

amongst the foremost, 1843 DICKENS Christm. Car. i,

Scrooge signed it : and Scrooge's name was good upon
'Change. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 323 He and he

alone has done all this. 1869 A. MORRIS Open Secret xi. 194
To think that ^ve are, and we only are, to blame. Mod. You
doubt his capacity, and with reason.

10. Connecting two verbs the latter of which
would logically be in the infinitive, esp. after go,

come, send, try ; familiarly and dialectally after

various others.

[1516 TINDALE Acts xi. 4 Peter began and expounde the

thinge.] 1671 MILTON/*. R. i. 224 At least to try and teach

the erring soul. 1780 JOHNSON Letters II. 50 Do go to his

house, and thank him. 1819 MOORE in A". Q. Ser. i. (1854)
IX. 76/1 Went to the theatre to try and get a dress. 1878

JEVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. 42 If every trade were thus to try
and keep all other people away. Mod. You will come and
see us sometimes, won't you?

III. Introductory.
11. Continuing the narration : a. from a previous

sentence, expressed or understood.

855 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 855 Ond ba fengon ^Ebel-

wulfes suna twegen to rice. a\i&Ibid. (Laud. MS.) an. 1140
And te eorl of Angaeu wxrd ded, & his sune Henri toe to be

rice, c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 140 An whi not thanne Crist

schulde allowe and approve men for to have and use a Graven

Ymage of the Emperour in hevene? 1595 SHAKS. John iv.

i. 40 A. Must you with hot Irons burne out both mine eyes ?

H. Yong Boy, I must. A. And will you? //. And I will. 1611

BIBLE John xxi. 21 Peter seeing- him saith to Jesus, Lord,
and what shall this man do? 1846 GROTE Greece (1869) I. i.

29 And thus she remained a whole year. 1853 KINGSLEY

Hypatiav, (1869' 69 And why could not you run away, boy?
1861 LYTTON Pilgr. Rhine (beginning) And the stars sat

each upon his ruby throne and looked with sleepless eyes
upon the world.

b. from the implied assent to a previous question
or opinion,

= Yes ! and; as 'Will you go?' 'And
take you with me.* 'This applies to all men, I

suppose?' 'And to women too.'

1847 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. i. I. 284 E. '
It gives new

life to politics.' At. ' And not to politics only.' 1833 KINGS-
LEY Hypatia v. 61 ' You are now to obey me.' 'And I will.'

12. In expressing surprise at, or asking the truth

of, what one has already heard.

01788 W. J. MICKLE Nae Luck aboot the House, And are

ye sure the news is true? And are ye sure he's weel? c 1800

Jolly young Waterman, And have you not heard of that

jolly young waterman, That at Blackfriars' Bridge used for

to ply? 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby in. iii. 96 'And you walked
here!' said Lady Everingham. Mod. O John! and you
have seen him ! And are you really going?

. IV. Quasi-adverbially.
fl3. Also ; even. (A LatinUm.) Qbs. (or arch )

1382 WYCLIF John xv. 23 He that hatith me, hatith and
[1388 also] my fadir. [Vulg. Qiti me odit, et patrcm mciitn

odit}. \Visd. xviii. 20 Thanne forsothe touchedeand[i388
also] ri^twismen the temptacioun of deth. c 1449 PKCOCK
Repr. 519 If thin answere now mad to my questiouns is

good, and such thanne a lijk answere schal be good . . to thi

Questioun. 1558 BP. WATSON 7 Sacr. xvi. 102 He . . doth
not promise vnto vs longe lyfe, and to lyue whyle to morowe.
(11879 LOWELL Poet. liSfcs. 1879, 381 She brought to him her

beauty and truth, But and broad earldoms three.

C. conj. conditional, = If. [This was a common
use of MUG. unde\ the ON. cnda (which Yig-
fusson thinks '

probably identical
1

with and, while
Sievers would see in it a reduced form of cnn po,
even though) approached this use, in the latter

clause of a conditional premiss, as *ef Jm ]>orir,

e:;da se'r \\\ nokkut at manni . .' 'if thou daie-^t,

and (supposing that) thou art something of a

man . .' (,Vigf.). It has been suggested that the

Kng. use was derived from that of Norse cnda, but

this is verydoubtful. More probably the idiom arose

in Eng. independently, as in MHG. It may have

originated from ellipsis, as in the analogous use of

so, e.g. Til cross the sea, so it please my lord'

(Shaks.); cf. 'and it please'; or it may be con-

i.ected with the introductory and in 'And you are

going?' A direct development from the original

prepositional sense, though a priori plausible, is

on historical grounds improbable. Modern writers,

chiefly since Home Tooke, have treated this as a

distinct word, writing it an, a spelling occas. found

fi6oo, esp. in arf't Bandit. See AN conjJ]

1. If; suppose that, provided that, on condition that.

1205 LAY. 8313 And bu hit nult ileuen . . ich hit wulle trou-

sien. 1250 Ibid. 3524 Help him nou an buu miht. a 1300
Havclok 2861 And bou wile my conseil tro, Ful wel shal ich

with be do. 1:1300 Harrow. Hell ii Ant he were at this

worldes fyne. c 1314 Guy Warm. 12 Leuest thing me were
to dye And Ich wist bi wiche weye. 1330 R. BRUNNI: Chron.

69, I salle . . Help \>e . . & euer I se bat day. 1483 CAXTON
G. de la Tour D vj b, For and she be wyse she ought to

thynke, etc. 1526 TINDALE Matt. xix. 17 But and thou
wilt entre into lyfe. 1529 MORE Com/, agst. Trib. n. Wks.

1557, 1170/2 Gesse her and you can. 1540 HYKDE I 'ires'

Instruct. Chr. li-'inn. I vj, Let her chaungt: her place . . and
need be. 1547 Homilies i. 11859) IQ8 And it please your
grace, you did once promise me. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. \.

ii. Q4 And you will not, .sir, He take my heeles. 1612 SHELTON

Qittx. i. in. viii. 183 They may tell it and they please. 1625
BACON Ess. (1862) 97 They will set an House on Fire, and
it were but to roast their Egges. 1711 J. GREENWOOD 2--tig.

Gram. 163 Sometimes And is used for If : As, and you please,

for, if you please. See also AN conj.

b. Strengthened with following if: 'and if/ 'an'

if,

1

in same sense.

The common s. w. dial, form of {/is now nif='n if, an if.

(See Ehvorthy West-Somerset Gram, p. 93.1

1394 P. PI. Crede 17 perfor
lerne be byleuc leuest me

were And if any werldly wigt wisse me coube. a 1400 C/iester

PI. 27 We shoulde dye . . and yf we touch that tree. 1523
LD. BERNERS Froissart I. xxviii. 41 He wolde haue had his

right, and yf he wyst how. 1526 TINDALE Matt. vi. 14 For
and yff ye shall forgeve other men there treaspases.
ibid. xxiv. 48 But and yf that evill servaunt shall saye [so

CRANM., Genev., 1611; WYCL. and Rhem. But if]. 1591
SHAKS. Two Gent. i. i. 75 A Sheepe doth very often stray,

And if the Shepheard be awhile away. 1673 Lady's Call.

i. i. P 27 But and if on the other side they meet with one

of too much sagacity. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 1402 An if he

live, we will have him of our band.

2. Concessive: 'Even if,' passing into 'although.'
ciy$E. E.Atttt.P.'B.B64 And je ar iolyfgentylmen your

iapes ar ille. 1:1400 Apol. for Loll. 40 And He was riche,

He was mad nedy for vs. 1526 TINDALE Mark\'\. 56 Thatt

they myght louche and hit wer but the edge off hys vesture.

[So CRANM., Genev. ; Rhem. & 1611, If it were.] a 1553
UDALL Royster D. \. ii, He shall go without liir and he

were my brother, a 1593 MARLOWE Jew of Malta n. ii, I

must have one that's sickly, An't be but for sparing victuals.

1658 T. WALL Enemies ofCh. 33 Religious they will be and 't

be but for the benefit they receive thereby.

1 3. = ' As if,'
* as though.' Obs.

/*I4J3 JAMES I King's Q. v. x, A maner smylyng make
And sche were glad. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. i, ii. 86, I will

roar you an 'twere any Nightingale. 1606 Tr. fy (.'r. i.

ii. 139 O he smiles valiantly . . Oh yes, and 't were a clow'd

in Autumne.

f4. indirect intcrrog. : If, whether ^L. an}. Obs.

illiterate, or dial.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. v. i. 195 To spy an I can heare my
Thisbys face. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. iv. i, To
feel an there be any brain in it. 1602 Poetaster \. i, Ask
him an he will clem me.

^1 Used subst. An expression of condition or doubt.

1638 CHILLINGWORTH Relig. Prof. i. vii, {j 10. 395 Whence
without all Ifs and Ands, that appeares sufficiently which I

said in the beginning. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 723
Absolutely, and without any ifs and ands. 1683 HOOKER
Fordage's Myst. Dii>. 137 An absolute approbation, .without

any cautions, qualifications, ifs or ands. Proverb, If ifs and
an s were pots and pans, there 'd be no trade for tinkers.

t And, conj after comparatives. Obs. An erro-

neous literary expansion of northern dial. 'a, en

'than
1

[perhaps a. ON. an, en, cnn (Da. end} apo-

copate form of the same word as Eng
1

. than\ form-

ally confused with an\ dialectal and familiar form
of the preceding word. After other, otherwise, it

may however literally render L. alias, aliter ac.

1463 MARC. PASTON in Lett. 480 II. 142 Bcttyr and ye have
be befor thys tyme. c 1500 Cock LorclCs Botc 7 Fayrer and
euer the halfe strete was. 1554 PHILPOT E.vam. <y Writ. 339
Otherwise and ye suppose. 1565 Eccl. Proc. Durh. (1857) 597
Likned togither more and 2 yere. 1598 GREENWEY Tacitus^
Ann. xiv. ii. 200 A gallie trimmer and the lest was readie

prepared. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. Vt ii. iii. 12 [Dame Quickly says]
A made a finer end . . and it had beene any Christome child.

And, sb. breath, animus : see ANDE.

t And-, />v/l Obs. The prep. AND in comb., Goth.

anda-, and-, ()HG. ant-, ent-, 'against, in return,

opposite, fronting, toward.* In OK. the full form

(often labialized to pnd-} remained only under the

stress, i. e. in sbs. and adjs. ; as ccnd-git apprehen-
sion, a'ndsivte opposed, hostile, a-ndswaru answer,
a-ndiveard present. When proclitic, as in vbx, it

was weakened to pn- as gngi'tan to apprehend.
The former still remains as an- in answer (sec AN-

pref. 2} ; the latter, like (W- for an-, afterwards fell

to a-, as in along (see A-/VV/. 4).

-ind, suffix, landing of pr. pplc. in northern dial.,

representing OK. -cnde, early ME. midl. and south.

-ende, -inde, later ME. and modern -ing; as in OE.
writende, ME. north, ivritand, early south, ivrit-

ende, -inde, later writing?, modern writing (.thus

identified with vbl. sb. or gerund). In some north,

dialects, the pple. and vbl. sb. arc still distinguished
as -and, -ing, or at least -an\ -in\ As ppl. adjs.
from Fr. ended in -ant, -aunt, these were often in-

terchanged with -and in i.^th c., as in si-mblaw/,

semblaW; ambltz;?/, ambla;;./; cf.warr*?;;/. warra</;

tyrant, tmand\ g\ant, gyand ; merch<z/, march-

and, and the like.

t Andabata'rian, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
L. an-

dabata (see next) + -AHIAN.] 1'ertaining to, br of

the nature of, an andabate
; struggling blindfold.

1624 Bi'. MOUNTAGU Gagg 299 This andabatarian fencer

fightcth with his owne shadow.

f
1 Andabate. Obs. rare. [ad. L, andabata a

Roman gladiator who fought on horseback in a

helmet without eye-holes ;
ol unkn. orig., but j^ux--

rally assumed to be ad. Gr. avafidTtjs a rider.] A
hoodwinked gladiator. Hence//;,

1
-. One who U hood-

winked or blindfolded.

^1564 Brxox j\Vw Year's Gift \\'ks. 1843, 331 With what

eyes do these owls and blind andabates luuk upon tlic holy

scriptures ?

t Anda'batism. Obs. [f. prcc. + --SM.] Tiie

practice of an andabate
; struggling in the dark ;

contention or debate with no certain end in view.

i
r 1630 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Irene Wks. 1711, 169 To trouble

j

an estate, be authors of divisions, insurrections, andabatism,

uproars. id&SHELFORDZtoir. 121 iT.)To state the question
that we might not fall to andab.itism.

Andalusite (scndalvrssit). Min, [f. Andalusia
a province of Spain, where first found + -ITE.] A
very hard silicate of alumina, found in rhombic

crystals of various colour.

1837-80 DANA Min. 371 Andalusite . . color whitish, rose-

red, flesh-red, violet, pearl-gray, reddish-brown, olive-green.

1843 HUMBLE Diet. <Jeol., Andalusite, occurs in gneiss in

England.

|j Andante (andcrntr, zendsc'nti), a. and^. Mus.

[It., pr. pple. of andare to go.]
A. adj. Of musical movement : Moderately slow

and distinct. Also used advb.

1742 BAILEY, Attdante, chiefly respects the thorough Base,
and signifies that in playing, the Time must be kept very

just and exact, and each note made very equal and distinct

from one to the other. 1784 Eurof. Mag. V. 322 Haydn's
celebrated Andante movement. 1868 Gi-o. ELIOT S/>. Gypsy
1.63 Not angular jigs .. but action curved to soft andante
strains. 1880 E. PHOUT in Grove Diet. Mas. I. 65 i Andante
is a quicker rate of movement than larghetto, but . . is slower

than allegretto.

B. sb. A movement or piece in andante time.

I784COWPER Taskn. 351 [He j
sells accent, tone . . and gives

to prayer The adagio and andante it demands. 1845 1C.

HOLMES Mozart 30 An Andante in one of them [sonatas] is

of especial taste.

II Andantino (ondantriw), a. and sb. M'us.

[It. andantino, dim. of prec.]
A. adj. Of musical movement : orig. Rather

slower than andante
;

but often taken to mean :

With less of andante, i.e. rather quicker.
1819 rantolog.) Andantino, in music, gentle, tender, and

somewhat slower than andante. 1833 Fenny Cycl. I. 514 It

. . seems to be agreed, that andantino now shall signify a

movement quicker than andante that it shall be the medium
between the latter and allegretto.

B. sb. A movement or piece of this description.

i84sE. HOLMES Mozart 166 To this succeeds an andantino

in the form of an entr'acte.

tAnd(e,J<*. Obs. Forms: 1-2 anda, onda,

2-5 ande, 2-4 onde, 3 ond, 3-4 aand, 4 honde,

4-5 and, hand, 5 aande, oonde. Sc. 4-6 aynd,
6- aind. [OE. anda, cogn. w. OS. ando, OHG.
anado, ando, anto, mental emotion, ON. andi, bndt



ANDE.

breath. The reg. south, form after 1 200 was O.XDE,

oofid; but the word became obs. in the south a 1500 ;

in north, dial, ami, aand, aynd, aind, has continued
to the present day.]
1. (from OE.) Emotion or tendency of the mind

against ; enmity, rancour, hatred
;

' animus.'
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 18 He wiste sdblice baet his

hyne for andan him sealdon. cnfnHatton G. ibid., Kor
anden hym sealden. rt 1175 Cotton Hom. 223 pa nain he
muclene gramen and andan to dan mannum. c 1175 Lamb,
Hem. 65 purh ni3 and onde com de5 into Jie worlde.

*i Later only in southern form OXDE in this sense.

2. (from ON. andi; chiefly northern, and after

1 500 Scotch.) Breath.
a 1300 Cursor Mundisii pis aand |?at men draus oft. Ibid.

580 Of four elementes wroght ; O watur his blod . . hijs and
[v. r. ande, ond, honde] of air. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Ccttsc. 775
His nese ofte droppes, his hand stynkes. 1175 BARBOUR
Bruce iv. 199 He na mocht His aynd hot with gret panys
draw. 1440 Promp. Parv., Oonde or brethe, Anhelitits.

<ri46o Tavjneley Afyst. (1836) 154 Myn and is short, I wante

wynde. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis iv. xii. 122 With ane puft of

aynd the lyfe out went. 1536 BELLENDENE Cr^. Scot. (1821)
I. ii7Thay werout of aind, or evirthaycome to anystraikis.

t Ande, z r

- Obs. or north, dial.
;
also 4-5 onde,

4 6 aynd, 6 eand, 6- aind.
[f.

ANDE si. Cf.

ON. anda to breathe. Mostly northern.] To
breathe, blow.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvi. 257 Be sobre of syght, and of

tounge bo)?e, In ondyng, in handlyng
'

in alle by fyue wittes.

1440 Promp. Parv., Ondyn, or brethyn, Aspire, ancle. 1483
Catkol. Angl. t To Ande, Ajflart', asspirare. 1536 HE.I.I.I N-

DENE Cron. Scotl. ^1821 1 I. Pref. 42 Gif thai [bustards] find
thair eggis aindit or twichit be men, thay leif them. 1540
ABP. HAMILTON Catfc/i. i33bijAM.l Heeanditon thame and
said : Ressaue ye the haly spreit. a 1575 Kess. l>ctu>. KHOX
*r Crosragiicl E ij a i JAM. i Spirat, erge viz'if, as I wald say,
he atndes, ergo he lives.

Andean larnd/ian), a.
[f. Andes name of the

principal mountain range of S. America + -AN.]
Of, pertaining to, or resembling the Andes.
1839 BAILEY Fcstus (18481 39/1 Some Andean chain Of

shadowy rolling mountains, based on air. 1861 L. NOBLE
After Icebergs 69 Sketched the surrounding scenery . . for

the sake of comparison with some of his Andean pencillings.

Andelong, obs. form of EXDLO.VC.

t A-nders-meat, aunders-. Obs. [Prob.
mod. form of OE. unJeni-mete dii.ner, with sense

altered.]
1598 FLORIO, Merenda, a repast betweene dinner and

supper, a nunchin, a beuer and andersmeate. i6nCuTGR.,
^ouster, a nunchion, drinking, aunders-meat, afternooncs
collation, mouthes-recreation.

Andesine (ns-nd/zin). Alin.
[f.

Andes (see

ANDE.VN) + -IXE.] =next.
1861 DANA Maft. G?ol. 56 Andesine is another lime and

soda feldspar. 1879 RLTLI;Y Sttnl. Rocks x. 90 Regarding
labradorite, oligociase, and andesine as admixtures .. of ..

albite and anorthite.

Andesite tarndfeit). Min.
[f.

as prec. + -TTK.]
A silicate of alumina, lime, and soda, found at

Marmato in the Andes and elsewhere ; perhaps
only a mixture of labradoritc with soda-felspar.

1850 DANA Geol. xiii. 565 This albitic rock appears to be
allied to the Andesite described by Mr. Darwin. 1879
RUTLEY Stud. Rocks xii. 234 The name andesite was first

used by L. von Buch.

Andesith, var. ENDESITH adv. Obs., formerly.
Andesitic (aend/zi-tik\ a. Min.

[f. AN'DESIIE

+ -ic.] Of the nature of, or containing, andesite.

1876 JVDD in Q. Jrnt. Ceo!. S. XXXII. 308 The andesitic
lava of the Schemnitz district.

Andetted, obs. form of INDEBTED.

Andevile, obs. form of ANVIL.

Andset, -ness : see ANGET, -NESS.

t A'nding, in north, dial, aynding, vbl. sb.

Obs.
[f. AND(E v. -)--INGI.] Breathing, breath.

1375 BARBoVR Rruce xt. 615 Sic ane stew . . Of aynding,
bath of hors and men. 1513 DOUGLAS .-Ends v. xii. 136, I

feile the aynding of his horsis blaw.

Andiron (arndai^jn). Forms : 4 aundyre,
3-4 aundyrne, 4 -iren, 5 awudyryn, aundeiren,
ryn, andyron, 5-6 awuderne, 6 andyar, awnd-
yrn, aundyern, -yron, aundernn, handern, -iron,

7 handyron, landyron, 5- andiron, [a. OFr.
nndier (mod.Fr. landier, i.e. Vandicr), cf. med.L.

andena, anJena, anderiiis, mod.Fr. dialects andier,
andi, andain. Its remoter history is unknown :

see Diez, Skcat, and Wedgwood Contested Etymol.
In Eng. the termination was at an early date identi-

fied with the word yre, yrcn iron, whence the later

illusive spellings ami-iron, hand-iron. Instances
also occur of land-iron after later Fr.]
A utensil, consisting of an iron bar sustained

horizontally at one end by an upright pillar or sup-
port usually ornamented or artistically shaped, at

the other by a short foot
;
a pair of these, also

called 'fire-dogs,' being placed, one at each side of

the hearth or fire-place, with the ornamental ends to

the front, to support burning wood. Sometimes '
in

a kitchen fire-place the upright support carried a
rack in front for the spit to turn in

'

(Wedgwood).
421300 W. UE BIBLESWORTH in Wright l

r
oc. 171 Fargt dt

ffrs, aundyrnes \v.r. in Kel. Ant. II. 84 Furcluz de fcrz,

318

aund hirnes]. c 1314 Guy IVamv. 250 An aundiren he kept
in his honden. c 1400 Metr, Voc. in Wright Voc. 176 Stipes
ut andenatf&w/aaundyre) sustentus deperit ardens. [The
reading of the MS. isclear.] \w> Promp, Paw., Awnderne

[z-.
r. awndyryn, i499awndyrn], Andena, ipoporginm, 1443

in Reg. Test. Ebor, \. 563, Duo ferra noniinata aunde.ryns
pro supportatione foci in aula. 1447 Par. Accts. L milow in

Shropsh. \Vord-bk. t Item, a pare of andirons. i48oCAXTON
th-iti's Met. xn. xii, Threwe . . an hevy andryon agenst his

Knemyes. 1^3 Ait i Rich. Ill, xii. i Andyrons Cobbardes
Tongges Fireforks Gredyrons &c. 1493 in Bury \\'ills\\%y>)
82 A specie w l an aundeiren. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. (in Pr.
Parv. 19', I lacke a fyre pan and andyars to bere up the fuel.

1521 in Bury Wills (1850) 115 A payer of handerns. 1590 in
Midi. Count. Hist. Coll. II. 31 Item . . ij landyrons one fire

shovell. 1591 FLORID Sec. Frutcs 159 Set that firebrand vpon
thehandiron. 1609 Ace. FeoffeesofRotherhamft Formending
of a handyron in the chamber, Sd. 1616 Ibid., For mendinge
the Scowl) house landyron, %tJ. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. n. iv. 88
Her Andirons . . were two winking Cupids Of Siluer. i6a6
BACON Syfoa 178 If you strike . . an Andiron of brass, at
the top, it maketh a more treble sound. 1650 FULLER Pisgah
Sight in. vi. 390 Like brazen andirons in great mens chimnies.

1789 MRS. Piozzi />. ff It. I. 93 Ashes raked out from be-
tween the andirons. x8a6 SCOTT Wood&t. (1832! 187 The
andirons, or dogs . . for retaining the blazing firewood on the
hearth. 1878 MRS. STOWE Poganuc People xiii. in The
social sit-down in front of the andirons.

< A'ndless, a. Obs. Sc.
\
also 4 handles, aynd-

lesse, 6 aindles.
[f. ANDE sb. +-LESS.] Breath-

less, out of breath.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce x. 609 Thai war handles [ed. 1620

ayndlesse] and wery : And thair abad thair aynd to la. 1533
BELLENDENE Livy n. (1822) 152 Thay war on reset t and
aindles, throw thair lang rinning.

Andlet, var. AXLET Obs., a small ring.

II Audouille. Wfis. [Fr.:-L. inductiiia
jjl.

iieut. of inditctilis (f. inductre to lead or put in,

insert, introduce), rendered boiidin in an early

glossary.]
' A big hogges gut stuffed with small

guts (and other intrailes) cut into small picas,
and seasoned with pepper and salt.' Cotgr. 161 1.

1605 in Archxol. XIII. 371 Table of necessarie provisions
for the whole yeare . . Andulecs, potatoes, kidshead, colflorry,
etc. 1653 URQL-HART Rabelais \. xxi, He began his meale with
. . Andouilles or sauciges. 1706 PHILLIPS, Andouillc, a kind
of Chitterling, made either of Hogs or Calues Guts. 1796
MRS. GLASSE Cookery v. 84 This sort ofandouilles or puddings
must be made in summer when hogs are seldom killed.

Andouillere, obs. (or Fr.) form of ASTLEH.
II Anclouille't. ? Obs. [a. Fr. andonillettc (in

hittrc), dim. of andoitille] (See quot.)
1706 PHILLIPS, AndotiilU-t, minced Veal with Bacon and

other Ingredients roll'd into a Paste : Andouillets for Fish-

days are also made of Eels and Carp's-flesh, chopt small or

pounded in a Mortar. 1725 BKADLKY /";//. Diet. s. v. I 'cat,
These Andouillets are to be roasted on a Spit between Slices
of Bacon. 1736 in UAILKY Hwiseh, Diet. 285. 1775 in ASH.

Andradite (se'ndracbit). J//. [f. d'Andrada
(see quot. under ALLOCHKOITE) + -im] A variety
of linie-irongarnct.

Andxanatomy (rendranre'tomi). **0bs.
[f.

Gr.

di'$p- (dfTjp) man + ANATOMY.] (See quot.)
1811 HOOPER Mcd. Diet., Andranatomia, Andranatonie,

the dissection of the human body, particularly of ihe male.

1847 CRAIG, Andranatomy,
A'udreW. [A man's name, used in specific senses.]

fl. A broadsword, an 'Andrea Ferrara.' Obs. rare.
1618 F LETCH LR Chances viii, Here's old tough Andrew.

f2. A valet, gentleman's servant. Obs. rare.

1698 CONCKEYE Way ofWId. v. i, Abigails and Andrews.
3. See MERRYANDRBW.
\ St. Andrew is regarded as the patron saint of

Scotland. From him arc named - St. Andrew's
Day : the joth Nov., on which the festival in his

honour is held, formerly also called St. Andrew-
mass \ and St. Andrew's Cross : an oblique cross,

or one shaped like the letter X.
1641 BKST Farming (18561 76 The best time for frost and

snowe is about a weeke afore St. Andrewmasse. 1727-51
CHAMUEKS Cycl. % Andreivs Cross is a badge wore in the hat,

by the people of Scotland, on the day of the feast of thai
.saint. Il consisls of blue and while ribbands, disposed Jnio

a cross, or sallier. 1771 BAXTER in Phil. Trans. LXXVII.
45 Directly opposite to the sun was a luminous cross, in the

shape of a St. Andrew's Cross.

Andre-dioecious (K'ndiwidai^ffw), a. Bot.

[f.
Gr. dvSpo- male + Dioecious, f. 6i apart + otxia

house + -ous.]
' \Vith flowers on one plant herma-

phrodite, and on the other staminate only.' Gray
Bot. Text-bk. 1880.

Androdynamous (ce-ndwdi-namasX a. Bot.

[mod. f. Gr. dvfyo- male + Svvap-t? strength + -ous.]
' A name proposed by Fries for those dicotyle-
donous plants, in which there is a more than or-

dinary development of stamens and petals/ Craig.
II Androecium (aendrrjunn). Bot. [mod.L., f.

Gr. 6.vdpo- male + oitctov house.] A name given
to the whole of the male organs of a flower.

1839 in LINDLEY Introd. Bot. 172. 1857 HKNFREY Eleni.
Bot. 196The stamenscollectivcly constitute the andrcecium.

1870 BENTLEY./W. 208 The andrcecium constitutes the whorl
or whorls of organs situated on the inside of the corolla.

Androgynal (a-ndr^-d^inal), a. rare.
[f. L.

androgyn-us + -AL!.] = ANDROGYNOUS.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 149 We must acknowledge

this Androgynall condition in man. 1839 LADY LYTTON
Chevcley II. ix. 303 An androgynal abortion, combining

ANDROMEDE.
! all the coarseness of the one sex with all the weakness of
I the other.

AndrO'gynally, adv. rare- 1
,

[f. prec. +
I -LY-.] After the manner of hermaphrodites.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 148 The examples hereof
have undergone no reall or new transexion, but were Andro.

I gynally borne. 1755 in JOHNSON ; also in mod. Diets.

Aiulrogynary Ldtndrfrdginari), a. Bot. [mod.
f. L. androgyn-us (see ANDROGYNE) + -ARY, after

mod.Fr. androgynaire^ Applied, after De Can-
dolle, to flowers in which both stamens and

pistils are developed into petals, as in the double
narcissus.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Le,r.

Androgyne (smditfdjin). [a. Fr. androgyne
(i4th c.)j ad. L. andi'ogyn-us, a. Gr. dvSpoyvvos
male and female in one, f. dvSpo- male -i- yvvrj

woman, female. Sometimes used in 1 7th c. in the
L. form androgynus and (erron.) androgyna^\
1. A being uniting the physical characters of both

sexes
; a hermaphrodite.

1552 HULOET, Androgine, whiche bene people of both
kyndes, both man and woman. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634)
I. 157 Children of both sexes, whom wee call Hermophro-
dites. In old time they were knowne by the name of An-
drogyni. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 316 As if Adam
had been Androgyna, or one double Person . . consisting of
both Sexes. 1795 T. MAURICE Hindostan I. i. i. 66 The
fabulous tales of the Androgynes . . warring against the gods.
1 2. An effeminate man

;
a eunuch. Obs. rare.

'587 J- HARMAR Bczas Sernt. Canticles 173 (L.J These
vile and stinking androgynes, that is to say, these men-
women, with their curled locks. 1706 PHILLIPS, Andro.
gymts . . a Scrat or Will Jill, an effeminate Fellow. 174*
BAILEY, Androgyne^ an Hermaphrodite, or one . . that is

castrated and effeminate.

3. Bot. An androgynous plant.
1785 HOWARD Cycl., Andrvgyna, in botany, plants which

bear on the same root male and female flowers. 183*7 WHE-
WELL Hist. Induct. Sc. xvii. iv. 2 Zaluzian, a botanist who
lived at the end of the isth century, says that the greater
part of the species of plants are androgynes.

Androgynic (Ee'ndiwlgrnik), a. rare*, [mod.
f. prec. + -1C.] Of androgynous nature or character.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Aiidrogyiiism (sendrjrdginiz'm). Bot.
[f.

as

prec. + -ISM.]
'

Change from the dicecious to the

monoecious condition.' Masters Veg. Terat. 1869.

Androgynous (a-ndr^d.^inas), a.
[f.

L. andro-

gyn-us (see ANDROGYNE) + -ous.]
1. Uniting the (physical) characters of both sexes,

at once male and female
; hermaphrodite.

1651 BIGGS Nfw Disp. f 69 Nature . . contenteth herself
with that which is androgynous and promiscuous. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Many of the rabbins are of opinion
that Adam was created androgynous. 1828 KIRBY & SPENCE
Entomol. IV. xiii. 167 To suppose these insects are truly
androgynous, as strictly uniting both sexes in one. 1844
For. Q. Rev. XXXIII. 273 Madame Sand has been known
to travel in an androgynous costume. 1878 BESANT & RICE
Celia's Arb. I. xiii. 185 A woman without the mystical veil

is no woman, but a creature androgynous.
1 2. Hence, of men : \Vomanish, effeminate. Obs.
i6z8 PRYNNE Lovc-Lockes 49 Clemens condemnes all such

for androginous and effeminate persons.
3. Astrol.

1652 GALLK Mngastroui. 86 Planets masculine, feminine,

androgynous! 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The astrologers
also give the appellation androgynous to such of the planets
as are sometimes hot, and sometimes cold. 1819 Pantolog.
s.v., Mercury is reckoned androgynous, being hot and dry
when near the Sun, cold and moist when near the moon.
4. Bot. Bearing both stamens and pistils in the

same flower, or on the same plant.
1793 MARTVN Lang. Botany, Androgynous plant. 1821

S. OKAY Arr. Brit. PI. I. 44 Androgynous^ having male and
female organs on the same root, but not in the same flowers.

1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. xvn. iv. 2 The florets of

composite flowers lare] formed on the type of an androgynous
flower. 1881 BESTHAM in Jrnl. Lin.S. XVIII. 366 Spikelets
. . collected in androgynous heads.

Androgyny (a-ndr/r d^Ini). BioL
[f.

as prec.
+ -Y.] Lnion of sexes in one individual; herma-

phroditism.
1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. ff Phys. IV. 1425/2 Instances of

androgyny . . depend upon an excessive development of this

structure.

Android (arndroid). rare.
[f.

mod.L. andro-

ides (also used), f. Gr. dvfyo- man -f- -167;? -like : see

-oil).] An automaton resembling a human being.
1727-51 CHAMBERS CycLs. v., Albertus Magnus is recorded

as having made a famous androides. 1819 Pantolog. s. v.,

M. de Kempelen . . constructed an androides capable of

playing at chess. 1847 CRAIG, Android.

Androidal (ifcndrordal), a. rart~. [f. prec.
+ -AL!.] 'Like an automaton.' Craig 1847.

A'ndrolepsy. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr. dcSpoA^'a
seizure of men.] A custom whereby according to

Athenian law, if a citizen were killed abroad, and

his death unatoned for, three subjects of the offend-

ing country were seized as reprisals.

1727-51 in CHAMBERS Cycl.

Andromed(e (aendrAaid), Astr. A system
of meteors which appear to radiate from a point
in the constellation of Andromeda.
1876 CHAMBERS Astron. 799 Designating other meteor

showers by the constellations in which their radiant-points
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are situated ; so that we have the Leonids and the Andro-
tnedcs of November 14 and 27.

Andromeda (sendrp-m/'da). [Gr., prop, name
of the mythical daughter of Cepheus and Cassio-

peia, who, when bound to a rock and exposed to

a sea-monster, was delivered by Perseus.]
1. One of the constellations of the northern hemi-

sphere, figured to represent the mythical Andromeda.

observed this month [November).
2. Bot. A genus of shrubs (N.O. Ericacem), of

which one dwarf herb-like species is native to

Britain, and others to North America.

1794 MARTVN Rousseau's Bot. xix. 268 Andromedas . . 8:

a few others, have regular monopetalous corollas. 1856
KANE Arct. Expl. I. v. 50 Filling up the interstices with . .

sods of andromeda and moss.

Andromorphous (^^ndromjJjfas), a. rare,
[f.

Gr. avSpo- male + -fwpip-os -form + -ous.] Having
the form of a male, masculine-looking.
1865 Reader No. 142. 326/2 An andromorphous female.

Andropetal (se'ndwipe^tal). Bot. rare. [f. Gr.

avSpo- male + PETAL.]
' A petal produced from a

metamorphosed stamen, as in the rose and other

double flowers.
1

Syd. Soc. Lex. 1879.

Andrope'talar, a. Bot. rare. [f. prec. + -AR,

after mod.Fr. andropctalairc (De Candolle).] =
next.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Andrope'talous, a. Bot. [f. as prec. + -ous.]
Made double by having the stamens changed into

petals, as in the ranunculus, etc.

1847 in CRAIG.

AndrOpliagOUS (indr^'fagos), a. rare. [f. Gr.

avSpotfxi-y-os man-eating (f. dpSpo- man + -i/xi'y-os

eating + -ous.] Man-eating, anthropophagous.
1865 A thenxniit No. 1978. 408/3 Androphagous Massagetx.

Androphore (te'ndrJfo=il. [ad. mod.L. andro-

phor-um (\Iirbel), f. Gr. avSpo- male + ^o^os bear-

ing, f. <pip- bear.]
1. Bot. A name applied by some to the column
formed by the united filaments in monadelphous
plants, or a more or less columnar portion of the

receptacle bearing several anthers.
1821 S. GRAY Arr. Krit. PI. I. 142 Androplinrc, Andro~

phora. Filaments soldered together in one or more bundles.

1870 BENTLKY Bot. 250 When the union takes place so as
to form a tube or column, the term androphore has been

applied to the column thus formed.

2. Zool. The male gonophore of certain of the

Physaphoridse.
1861 J. GREENE C&lent. 53 Androphore of the same Con-

dylophora, its contents escaping. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. lti~'.

An. iii. 143 The groups of male and female gonophores. .

(androphores and gynophoresX

Androsphinx (arndnjisfinks). [a. Gr. AvSpo-

<"t"~tt {. avSpo- male + SPHINX.] A man-sphinx;
a sphinx whose human portion is male.

1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (1673) 15 In the porch of
Pallas . . he placed such great colosses and Andro-sphinges
that it was afterwards supposed he was buried therein. 1850
LEITCH Mutter's Ane. Art 228 Sphinxes or androsphinxes
are lions with human heads.

Androspore (ae'ndrdispo"!). Bot. [ad. mod.
L. androsponis, f. (by Pringsheim) Gr. avSpo- male
+ ffiropos SPORE, seed.] The zoospore which in

.certain fucoid Algx produces the male reproduc-
tive organs.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1873 BENNET & DYER SacAf Bot. 229

In many species (of fKdogonieait the female plant produces
peculiar swarm-spores (Androspores) out of which proceed
very small male plants.

Androtonious (Smlr^tomas), a. Bot.
[f.

Gr.

dvSpo* male + -TO/J-OS cut + -ous.] Having the fila-

ments of the stamens divided into two parts.
1879 in Sj'it. Soc. Lex.

tAndrO'tomy. Obs.rarc-^. [f.Gr.di-Spo-male,
man + -To/iia cutting.] The dissection of human
bodies ; more accuratelydenominatedaM>'0jiW0OTj'.
a 1691 BOYLE Wks. I. 68 iR.) Androtomy, as some of the

moderns call the dissection of man's body, to distinguish it

from zootomy, as they name the dissection of the bodies of
other animals. 1755 in JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets.

-androus, Bot.suffix ofadjs., f. mod.L. -andr-us

(a. Gr. -avSpos adj. ending, f. ai'Op- stem of drr}p

man) + -ous. Used as '

having . . male organs or

stamens' ; as in tri-amirous having three stamens,

polyandrous having many stamens, gynandrons
having stamens situated on the pistil.

\J t A'ndsech. Obs. rare. [OE. andssec denial,

7\cf. andsaci-an to deny, refuse, f. and- against + ssec

contention, strife.] Denial, abjuration.
<i 1000 Laws of Ina 41 (Bosw.) Be borges andsaece. -

Elene (Gr.) 472 pa?s unrihtes andsxc. cizw> Trin. Coll.

Horn. 147 Mid swiche teares laucde Seint peter be hore of
be fule sinne of ure helendes andseche.

t A'lldsete, a nsete, a. and sb. Obs. [OE.a</-
sxte, f. and against + -sxte from sitt-an to sit.]

A. adj. Hostile, hateful, odious.
,1000 /&LFRIC Gram, xxxiii. 3 Exosuszn&perosus, and-

site o55e onscunisendlic. 1175 l.amr. Horn. 107 Idel^elp

is him ansete. c 1200 ORMIS 16070 He wass Godd anndsaste

& all unncwene.
B. sb. An enemy, foe.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 115 pe king was cumen fro fehte .

and hadde his andsete ouercumen.

Audswere, obs. form of ANSWER.
Andvile, obs. form of ANVIL.

Andweald, bad f. antvald: see ONWALD.

tA-ndwurde, -wyrde, v. Obs. [OE. and-

wyrd-an, -wenian, -winfan> cogn. with OHO.
antti'urtan (mod.G. antworten\ OS. andwordian,
Goth, andwaurdjan ; formed on the sb., Goth.

andawaiirdi, OS. andwordi, OHG. antwnrti,
WRG. antwtirte (mod.G. an/nw/), OE. andwyrdc
an answer

;
f. anda- t and-, against, back + word

(Goth, wanrd}
' word.' The sb. andwyrdc ( in

King Alfred) was displaced by andswaru before

the end of the OE. period ; the vb. also was usually

replaced by andswerian, ANSWER, in late OE., and
did not survive i2th c.] To answer.

(885 K. /Ei.FKED Oros. I. x. i H^ him andwyrdon and
cwaudon. c IOOO./ELKRIC Gen. iii. 2 D;t-t wif andwirde. -

xvi. 6 Abram hire andwerde. c 1000 Ags. Gosp, Matt, xxvii.

14 He ne andwerde mid nanum worde [r'.r. andswarede;
Lind. ondsuarede, Rit&luv. andwyrde, Htttt. C. andswer-

ede). cii75 Lamb. Horn. 91 Da and-wurde Pctnis, hit is

underted. Ibid. Da and-wrdc Petrus.

t Ane, ft. Obs. or dial, [representing sundry parts
and uses of the adj. ONE, OE. <?'.]

1. tin-c : Various inflected forms of an 'one' : in

OE. the ace. sing, fern., noin. and ace. pi. of indef.

decl., and nom. and ace. sing. fern, and neut. of

def. decl.; in early ME. representing other earlier

inflections, esp. dat. sing. in. and n., but used

chielly as the def. form, and after the sb. = 'only' :

see OXK.
$7$ O.K. Chron., Aj>iestrodesi<isunneanetid da^es. a 1000

C.-KDMON Gen, 2134 Nymoe fea am:. c 1000 Andreas 492 Is

bys ane ma. f 1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Bi-tbren J>am preoste
ane. c i2ao Hali Meid. 7 Serue Godd ane. Ibid. 25 Al . .

o5er ane deale.

2. In ME., north, dial., common variant of an

(ane = an, with mute e indicating long vowel \ the

full form of the numeral used absol. or attrib. bef.

a vowel (bef. a const, reduced to >
;
also occas.

of the weakened numeral or (

indef. article' bef. a

vowel, the stress alone distinguishing the two
senses (as in Ger. cin and Fr. ). See Ax adj.^

1340 HAMPOI.K Pr. Consc. 3109 JJe body with fles^he and
bane Es harder ban be saul by it ane. ^1340 Pr< '.ft'

Treat. 8 Ane es bat sche es neuer ydill. 1375 BARBOUR
ttntce v. 24 Rouit ahvayis in-till ane. c 1425 WYNIOUN
Cron. vii. v. 98 This is ane of my Ladyis Pynny^.
3. In i6th c. Sc., the literary representative of

earlier ane, an, and a, in all positions, alike as

numeral and indefinite article. = One. an, a.

c 1425 WVNTOL'N Cron. n. ix. 8 Ane honest man and of gud
fame. ?i? 1530 Peebles to Play 51 Ane young man . . With
ane bow and ane bolt. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scotl. I. 3 Ane
profound clerk is he. 1578 Ps. li. in Sc, Poems idth C. II.

120 Ane sweit humble hert. 1588 A. KING Cam'sius' Catech.

124 Sic a ane as makis nocht ane man gods enimie.

4. In mod. Sc. and north dial., the absolute form

of the numeral one (pron. en, In, i'n, yin, yen, yen,

yam, yan) ;
the adj. form bef. either vowel or const.

being a, ae (pron. e, \, \\ yi, jv, ye, yje, ya). One.
r 1620 A. HUME Qrthog. Brit. Tong, 118651 33 Ane is a noun

of number. 1782 CLIJNZEE in Burns H'ks. I. 364, I loe nae

a laddie but ane. a 1796 BURXS IMs. tMoxorO 476 Oh, let

me in this ae night, This ae, ae, ae night. 1826 J. Wn.sox
Ni'Ct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. 177 At ane and the same time.

Ane, obs. form of AWN and of ONE v.

-ane, suffix. 1. Occas. ling. ad. L. -anus, peril.

orig. a. Fr. -ant
; used, chiefly for sake of distinc-

tion, in words that have a parallel form in -an, as

germane, humans, urbane, also in mundane.
2. Chemical formative, fa. Arbitrary ending

proposed by Davy for names vimonochlorides, now
obsolete. (See Watts Diet. Chem. IV. 121.)

b. Organic Chem. In the systematic nomenclature

proposed by Hofmann 1866, the formative of the

names of the saturated hydrocarbons of composition

C,( H,,1 + 2 , also called paraffines\ as Methane CH,
(formerly Methyl hydride], Ethane C>H, Propane
C 3H B , Butane or Quartane C4H 10 , Pentanc C9H 12 ,

Ilcxanc CH 14 , etc. [The formation is purely imit-

ative; the Greek feminine patronymic endings -cue,

inet -one (-rivrj, -ivrj, -wvrj) were already in partial
use in naming hydrocarbon derivatives. Hofmann
proposed the adoption of the entire vowel series

-ane, -ene, -ine, -one, -unet and the strict application
of these to hydrocarbons of the types C H, M _^,
C

)t H_, H , C M Hj H _ ?
, C H

H.2n _ 4 , C,t
H2n _ (i ,' or their

analogues, respectively. So far as concerns the first

three members this has been generally adopted.]
tAneabil, a. Sr. Obs. rare~ l

. [f.
ANE one +

-ABLE, here used somewhat indefinitely as an adj.
formative ; cf. double, treble] Single, unmarried.

1609 SKENF. Reg. Maj. 30 Ane aneabil or singill woman.

Aneal, obs. form of ANEI.E, ANHELE, AXNEAL.
Aneanst, obs. form of anenst, ANENT.

Aneantize, adapted spelling of the earlier

anentise, ANIENTISE v. Obs., to reduce to nothing,
conformed to mod.Fr. aneantir.

Aiiear (anlou), adv. and/;v/. [cf. anew, afar]
A. adv.

1. Nearly, well-nigh, almost, to a nearness.
1608 SHAKS. Per. \\\. Introd. 51 The lady shrieks, & well

a-near Does fall in travail with her fear. 1669 WORLIDCE
Syst. Agric. (1681) 241 They know anear in what parts they
[water-fowl) most usually frequent. 1850 MRS. BROWNING
/'(','ms II. 10 Your wisdom may declare That womanhood
is proved the best By golden brooch . . Yet is it proved, and
was of old, Anear as well . . By truth, or by despair.

2. Near, as opposed to afar.
1798 COI.K RIDGE Ane. Afar. v. v, And soon I heard a roar-

ing wind, It did not come anear. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr.
v. xxxi, Now seems it far, and now a-near. 1870 MORRIS
Earth. Par. I. i. 283 And timidly the women drew anear.

B. prep. Near, near to.

a 1732 ATTERBURV Lett. \. (i.> To fright the clergy . . from

coming anear me. 1850 BI.ACKIE &sc/iyh(S I. 117 While
anear thee Pours this sorrow-stricken maid The pure liba-

tion. 1879 Loxn sEfiei'd ix. 889 Anear some river's bank.

Alie'ar (am-'-j), v. arch. ;
also 6 anere, -eer,

-erre, 7 annear. [f.
A- pref, \ i +NEAB :-.]

*t*
1. intr. a. To draw near, or approach to. Obs,

1534 Stale /'<?/( ri, Henry 1'IJl, II. 200 Diverse hus-

bandmen aneryth un to hyin. 1583 STASVHURST Aeneis u.

i Arb.i 54 Such troups as neauer too citty Troian aneered.

fb. To be near or close to. Obs.

1583 STANVMUKST A ends n. iArb. >66 A tumb toTroytowne
and mouldy tempil aneereth,

2. trans. To approach, come or be near to
;

to

near. arch.

1586 J. HOOKKR Giraldnss Hist. Ircl. in Holinsh. II. 94 '2

If they durst anerre the coast, a 1687 P. WALSH quoted in

Q. Rev. XXXVIII. 543 Never has any other nation . . an-

neared the Milesian race . . in the most unnatural . . destruc-

tive feuds. 1850 MRS. BROWNISH Poems II. 52 'I he castle

. . to-night anears its fall. 1875 MYF.RS Poems 2 Yet not in

solitude if Christ anear me.

Aneath anrh, S<\ ane-b), prep, [f.
A prepl -t-

NEATH, for beneath ; cf. afore, ahind, the northern

forms of before, behindl\ Beneath.
c 1801 H. MACNFILI. Poems 118441116 Aneath thy sheltering

wing I tk-e. 1813 HOGG Queen's \\'akc 175 Ane lovlye
land anethe her laye. 1825 J. WILSON Xoct. Ambr. I. 6

Aneath the marbled roof of clouds.

Anecdotage ^e-nekdMeds). [f. ANECDOTE
+ -AGE.]
1. Anecdotes collectively ;

anecdotic literature.

1823 DM QUINCKV in Lond. Mag. Mar. \title* Anecdotage.
1832-4 Cxsars Wks. 1862. 23 So minute and curious a col-

lector of anecdotage as Suetonius. 1876 J. DAVIKS in

Academy 25 Nov. 515 His biography. . a repertory of anec-

dotage to the critics.

2. Humorously ^attributed to John \YiIkes; sug-

gested by age and dotage'}, Garrulous old age.
1835 Black. Mag. XXXVII. 112 The disgusting perver-

sions of their anile nnecdotage. 1870 DISRAELI Lothair
xxviii. 124 When a man fell into his anecdotage it was a sign
for him to retire from the world. 1880 M. COLLINS /"//. in

Cuird. I. 151 A man who has reached his anecdotage to use
a pun which Disraeli the younger has conveyed from Wilkes.

Anecdotal (se'nekd^utal), a.
[f.

ANECDOTE +
-A

i,i.] Ol, pertaining to, or consisting of, anecdotes.

1836 Chaml'. Jtnl. 2 Apr. 74 A few anecdotal notices, if

they may =o be termed, respecting such animals. 1840
Jytackw. JIag. XLV11I. 123 A certain sense of anecdotal

vivacity. i88z Ch. Times 28 Jan. 36 The weakest part of
the work . . has been the anecdotal portion.

Anecdota rian. ? Obs. [f.
next + -ARIAS

;
cf.

abecedarian.'] One who publishes anecdotes.
a 1733 NORTH Exattten in. viii. ? 79. 644 Uur ordinary

Anecdotarians make use of Libels but do not declaredly
transcribe and ingraft them into their Text.

Anecdote (arnt-kdout). [a. Fr. anecdote, or ad.

its source, med.L. anecdota (see sense i), a. Gr.

(U-e/fSoTa things unpublished, f. av priv. + 5or-os

published, f. t/c-StSo^ai to give out, publish : ap-

plied by Procopius to his 'Unpublished Memoirs'
of the Emperor Justinian, which consisted chiefly
of tales of the private life of the court; whence
the application of the name to short stories or

particulars.]

I.//. Secret, private, or hitherto unpublished nar-

ratives or details of history. (At first, and now

again occas. used in L. form anecdota (ane'kdota.)

1676 MARVEI.L Mr. Srirke Wks, 1875 IV. 71 A man. .

might make a pleasant story of the antcdota of that meet-

ing. 1686 F. SPF.NCE (title\ Anecdotes of Florence, or the

secret History of the House of Medicis [a translation of
Varillas' Anecdotes de I'~lorcnce\ 1727 SWIFT Gulliver in.

viii. 230 Those who pretend to write anecdotes, or secret

history. 1717-51 CHAMBKKS Cycl., Anecdotes, Anecdota^ a

term used bysome authors, for the titles of Secret Histories ;

that is, of such as relate the secret affairs and transactions

of princes ; speaking with too much freedom, or too much
sincerity, of the manner and conduct of persons in authority,
to allow of their being made public. 1769 BURKE^Statc
Nat. Wks. II. 157 Professing even industriously, in this pub-
lick matter, to avoid anecdotes, I say nothing of those famous
reconciliations and quarrels which weakened the body. 1882

PallMall G. 23 Oct. 5 To dispel by means of 'anecdota' the

common impression that Mdme. de Stael and her mother
did not get on very well together.

2. The narrative of a detached incident, or of a

single event, told as being in itself interesting or

striking. (A f first, An item of gossip.)



-

ANECDOTED.

1761 VORKE in Ellis Orig. Lett. \\. 483 IV. 429 Monsieur
Coccei will tell you all the anecdotes of London better than
I can. 1769 Jnnius Lett. xxix. 133 The anecdote was re-

ferred to, merely to show how ready a man, etc. 1789 BosWELL
Lett. (1857) 311 It [life of Johnson] will certainly be . . full

of literary and characteristical anecdotes (which word, by
the way, Johnson always condemned, as used in the sense
that the French, and we from them, use it, as signifying
particulars). 1806 MAR. EDGEWORTH Forester (1832* 160

Telling little anecdotes to his disadvantage. 1832 HT.
MARTINEAU Demerara L 12 He told some anecdotes of
Alfred's childhood. Mod. An after-dinner anecdote.

b. collect.

18*6 DISRAELI Viv. Grey in. ii. 95 A companion who knew
everything, everyone, full of wit and anecdote.

3. Comb., as aneedote-bookt -loving ;
anecdote-

monger, a retailer of anecdotes.
1862 BURTON Bk. -hunter \\. 125 Irish bulls. . manufactured

for the . . anecdote-books betray their artificial origin. 1836
din. Rev. LX1II. 364 By no means so explanatory as his

anecdote-loving master could desire. 1807 Ibid. X. 43 The
large tribe of anecdote-mongers. 1850 MAURICE Mor. Philos.

164 The gossiping anecdote-mongers of later Greece.

Anecdoted (se
-

nekd<7ted), ///. a. rare. [f.

ANECDOTE + -EIX] Made the subject of an anecdote.

1867 HOWELLS Ital. Jonrn. 170 It is a story they tell in

Rome, where everybody is anecduted.

Anecdotic renekdp-tik), a.
[f.

as prec. +-IC; cf.

mod.Fr. anecdotique^\
1. Of, pertaining to, or consisting of anecdotes.
1816 H. C. ROBISSON Diary II. 10 His conversation is only

intelligent and anecdotic and gentlemanly. 18*9 CARLYLE
A/isc. II. 6 The peculiar talent of the French in all. . anecdotic

departments. 1856 LEVER Martins ofCro'M. 237 That taste

fur story-telling that anecdotic habit is quite vulgar.
2. Addicted to anecdote, ready to tell stories.

1870 HAWTHORNE Eng. tiott-bks,(ify$\\\., 67 The Captain
is . . very talkative and anecdotic. 1881 Athtnsunt 5 Feb.

192 Dr. Stevens, however, is not an anecdotic biographer.

Anecdo'tical, a. [f. as prec. + -ICAL.]
1. Of the nature of anecdota or anecdotes.
a 1744 BOUNGHROKE To Pope (L.) Particular anecdotical

traditions, whose nuthurity is unknown or suspicious. 1850
MERIVALE Rom, fcmp. IV. xxxvii. 267 The anecdotical gos-

sip of Suetonius. 1877 Daily Ntnus 26 Dec. 3/3 The anec-
dotical and more secret parts of the late events.

2. Gos-iipinjj; story-telling.
ft 1744 PGI-E ll'ks. 1751 VI II. 212 ('Jod.) If the graver his-

torians hereafter shall be silent of this year's events, the
amorous and anecdotical may make posterity some amends.
1861 DICKENS Lett. u^SoJ II. 143 He was talkative, anec-

dotical, and droll.

Anecdo;tically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]
In

an anecdotic manner ; with use of anecdotes.

1871 Lit. World 6 Jan. 6 They do not talk epigrammati-
cally enough for one kind of reporters, nor anCLdotically . .

cn.jii^h for another.

Anecdotist (arnekdcutist, ane'k elitist). [f.Ax-
ZCDOTE + -isT.J A relater of anecdotes or anecdota.

1837 CARI.YLE Diamond Xeekl. xvi, To the astonishment
of. . all (Quidnuncs, Journalists, Anecdotists, Satirists. 1850
MERIVALE Rom. Enip. (18651 I- v i- 332 A mere invention

of the Roman anecdotists. 1855 KIXGSLICY Glancus 161

Waterton and Jesse . . are rather anecdotists than systematic
or scientific enquirers.

Anecdotive (se'nekduativ), a. rare~ l

. [irreg.

f. as prec. + -IVE ; cf. talkative.}
= ANECDOTIC 2.

1881 M. L.t\v\S2Pri>ttyGiris II. 174 Mr. Palmer grew very
anecdotive.

f Anecdoto'graplier. Obs. rare 1

, [f. med.
L. anecdot-a (see ANECDOTE), after biographer]
One who publishes anecdota or secret histories.

1686 F. SPESCE Anecd. Florence Ded., The ushering in of

such are the prerogative of the Anecdoto-grapher.

I Ane'dged, ppl.a, Obs. rare~ l
.

[f. phrase an

edge 'on edge' (see Ax//r/.) + -ED.] Set on edge.
1579 LANCHAM Card. Health (1633) 510 Teethach, and

anecUed, chew it [purslaine].

Anefald, anefauld, early forms of AFALD.

Anehede, obs. north, f. ONEHEAD, -HOOD,

unity.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Treat. 13 The Anehede ofGodd with

mannis saule. a 1400 Rel. Pieces Thornt. MS. 45 It behou-
ede nede Jat anehcde and manyhede bathe ware in Godd.

Anelace (anelate in Blount), var. ANLACE.

Anele vanf-1), v. arch. Forms: 4 aneli, -ye;

4-6 aneyle, 5 enele, 6 aneil, -eele, anneyle, -el,

6-7 aneal^e, anneal, 4- anele. [orig. aneli-en, f.

AN- pref. i on + e/t-ert to oil, f. OE. ele, cele, oil

: *o/i, ad. L. oleum. Cf. AXOIL.
1. To anoint (chiefly as a religious rite).

r 1315 SHOREHAM 44 Me schel the mannes lenden anelye.

1642 JER. TAYLOR Episcop. (1647)205 Dispensation. . vt bap-
tizatos Vngnanti to aneale baptized people. 1649 Gt.

Exemp. xv. n Mary Magdalen thought it not good
enough to anneal his sacred feet. 1875 FAHRAR Sil. *
Voices x. 171 The love of Mary, .led her to.. anele with

precious spikenard her Saviour's feet.

2. spec. To give the last anointing or extreme

unction to the dying. (See ANELING.)
1303 R.HRUNNE//<I>//.*$>*' 11269 Many.. seye.Anelehem

nat but >ey shulde deye. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 337/4 He
dyde doo calle his Abbot and dyd hym to be eneled or

enoynted. 1494 FABVAN vn. 318 Chyldren were crystened
..& men houselyd & anelyd. 1530 PALSGR. 431/1, I aneele

a sicke man.. Jenhuylle. 1558 lip. WATSON 7 Sacr. xxx.

193 Priestes or Prfest . . to praye ouer you, and to aneyle
you. x8 ROCK Ch. ofFathers III. n. 79 Foraneling those

whose sickness threatened them with speedy death.

Anele, obs. form of ANNEAL, ANHELK.

320

Anelectric (senne'ktrik), a. and sb. [f.
AN-

pref. 10 + ELECTRIC.]
A. adj. fa. Non-electric {obs.). b. Parting

rapidly with any electricity developed in it.

1830 Brewster*s Cycl. 1 1. 69/2 A nelectric, a word employed
by the French to denote those bodies that are non-conductors
of Electricity. 1853 MAYNE Exp. Lex., Anelectric, having
no electric properties.
B. sb. f a. A non-electric body ; a substance

which does not become electric when rubbed (obs.).

b. A body, such as a metal, which being a good
conductor parti rapidly with electricity.

1863 ATKINSON Ganot's Physics ted. 3) 585 Bodies were

formerly divided into . . those which become electrical by
friction, and anelectrics, or those which do not possess this

property.

Anelectrode (senfle-ktnwl). [f.
ova up +

ELECTRODE (f. ij\fKTp:,v amber, taken as = 'electri-

city '-ruSus way, path.] The positive pole of a

galvanic battery ;
the point at which the electric

current enters the fluid to be electrolyzed.
1664 WEBSTER cites FARADAY.

Anelectrotonic (CEn/le:ktrotpvnik), a. Phys.
[f. next. + -if.] Of or pertaining to anelectrotonus.

1877 ATKINSON Ganot's Physics (ed. 7) 804 The excitability
of the nerve is diminished in the anelectrotonic region. 1878
FOSTER Phys. i. ii. 61 The nerve is said to be in an anelec-
trotonic condition.

II Anelectrotonus (se:m"lektrfrtAn#s). Phys.

[mod. f. av ava up + fjXfKrpov amber (see ELEC-

TRIC) + ToV-os strain, tension.] A state of depressed

irritability produced in a nerve in the vicinity of

the positive pole of an electric current which tra-

verses it.

1873 A. FLINT Pkys. Man iii. 116 Near the anode, the ex-

citability of the nerve is diminished, and this condition has
been called anelectro[to]nus. 1878 FOSTER I'hys. \. ii. 2. 61
The changes in the region of the anode are spoken of as an-

electrotonus.

Ane led, ///. a.
[f.

ANELE v. + -ED.] a. An-
ointed ; b. spec. Having received extreme unction.

1557 NORTH Diall pf Princes 115681 12 a, The goodlye
Faustina in 4 daies dyed . . of a burnynge feuer, and so an-

nealed was caried to Rome. 1558 Bv. WATSON 7 Sacr.
xxx. 191 Christ inwardly worketh the inuisible grace., in

the soule of the party aneyled. [1602 SHAKS. haml. i. v.

77 Vnhouzzled, disappointed, vnnaneld.]

Anelepy, early form of ONELEPY : see ANLEPI.

Alie'ler. Obs. rare~ l

. In 7 annealer. [f.

AXELE v. + -ER!.] One who anoints, spec, who
administers extreme unction.

1656 TRAPP Comm. Matf. xxv. Q As if God should say..
Go to your indulgences, pardon-mongers, annealers.

Aneli, -ly, north, forms of ONLY.

Ane'ling, vbl. sb.,arch. For forms see ANELE v.

[f. ANELE v. + -ING l.] The action of anointing,

usually as a religious rite
;
unction ; and spec, the

last anointing or extreme unction of the dying.
1303 R. BKLNNE llandl, Synne 11234 peseclerkyskalle hyt

oynament, On englys hyt ys aneylyng. c 1315 SHOREHAM 40
Sacrament of aneliinge, Nou her ich wolk- ttlle. 1483 CAX-
TON Gvld. Leg. 34/1 The last unction or enelyng. 1529
MORE Comf. (igst. Trib. i. Wks. 1557, 1164/1 Somme that
lie adiynge saye full deuoutely . . prayers wyth the Prieste

at theyr anneylinge. 1558 UP. WATSON 7 Sacr. xxx. 191
The outwarde sacrament of Aneiling. 1650 JER. TAYLOR
Holy Dying-\\. 9 11727) 178 It is. . an excellent anealing
us to burial. 1853 [See ANELE r. 2.]

Anelytrous (ane litrss\ a. Ent. [f. Gr. uvi-

Avrpos sheathless, f. uv- priv. + tKvjpov a covering.]
Not having the anterior wings converted into elytra
or wing-cases as in beetles, but all membranous
as in bees, etc..

1847 in CRAIG.

Aiiemious (anrmi|3S\ a. rare.
[f. Gr. aviiu-os

windy + -cius.] Of plants: Windy, i.e. growing
in windy and exposed situations.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anemne, early form ofANAME v. Obs., to name.

Anemochord (ane-m^kfud). rare. [mod. f.

Gr. dvf/ios wind + \cpfiri a string (of a lyre, etc.) ;

cf. Fr. anemocorde, and harpsi-chord^\ A species
of harpsichord, in which the strings were moved
by the wind ; an acolian harp.
1801 W. TAVLOR in Month. Mag. XII. 423 The Anemo-

chord was invented by John James Schnell.

Anemocracy (;enfm<rkrasi). noncc-wd. [f.

Gr. oipfjioi wind + -(O)CRACY, Gr. upartia rule ; cf.

theocracy^ A government by the wind.
1808 SYD. SMITH Plymleys Lett. Wlcs. 1859 II. 165/1 The

miserable and precarious state of an anemocracy, of a people
who put their trust in hurricanes, and are governed by wind.

Aiiemogram (ane'mAgraem). [f. Gr. di/t/jos

wind + ^pun/in what is written
;

cf. telegram.'] An
automatically-marked record of wind-pressure, a

prepared sheet marked by an anemograph.
1875 Chamb. Jrnl. No. 133. 7 Self-recording observatories

. . from which issue anemograms, barograms, and thermo-

grams. 1881 C. BURTON in Nature No. 622. 511 A machine
intended for the mechanical reduction of anemograms.

Anemograph (ane'm^graf ). [f. as prec. +
-ypa<p-os -writing, -writer ; cf. telegraph^ An in-

strument for recording on paper the direction and
force of the wind.

ANEMONE.
1865 Reader 7 Oct. 408/1 The Anemograph, by means of

which winds . . record their own direction and force in the
form of a diagram on paper. 1881 W. LEY in Nature XXIV.
8 The anemographs of our , . inland stations.

Aiiemographic (ane mcgra fik), a.
[f. prec.

+ -1C.] Of or pertaining to anemography ; pro-
duced by an anemograph.
1881 W. LEY in Nature XXIV. 8 Comparing anemo-

graphic records from stations at our different coasts.

Anemography (oenfm^grafi).
rare-", [f. Gr.

avtjjLos wind + -ypatpia description ; cf. geography]
1. Description of, or a treatise on, the winds.

1755 in JOHNSON.
2. The art of recording the direction and force

of the wind.

Anemological (ane'molp-d^ikal), a. rare. [f.

next + -ICAL.] Of or pertaining to anemology.
1870 LAUGHTON Phys. Geogr. i. 6 A description of the vari-

ous parts of the world from an anemological point of view.

Anemology (asn/m^lod^i). [f.
Gr. dve/IDS wind

+ -^O)LOGY.] The doctrine or science of the winds.

1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. i. 93 note, This imperfect
sketch of Anemology.
Anemometer (xnftDpmftai). [f. Gr. arenas

wind -H -(O)METER ; cf. barometer.']
1. An instrument for measuring the force of the

wind
;
a wind-gauge.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Anemometer, a machine where-
with to measure the strength of the wind. 1818 Art of
Prcserv. Feet 36 They act as living . . anemometers to ascer-

tain the direction of the wind, especially when it is easterly.

1838 in Proc. A ruer. Phil. Soc. I. 3 Drawings ofaself-register-

ing anemometer. 1860 MAL-RY Phys. Geog. Sea ii. 88 The
sea-weed . . serves the mariner as a sort of marine anemo-
meter.

2. An apparatus for indicating the wind-pressure
in an organ.
1876 HILES Catech. Organ viii. (1878) 55 A wind-gauge, or

anemometer . . is a small curved glass tube into which a little

water is poured, and it is then placed in one of the pipe holes

on the sound board.

Anemometric (ane^mcme'lrik), a.
[f.

ANEMO-
IIETKY -r -ic.] Of or pertaining to anemometry.
1881 W. LEY in Nature XXIV. 8 The comparison of ane-

mometric records. 1882 Atht-nxum 5 June 703/1 Anemo-
metric variations, and hydrometric alternations.

Ane mome trical, a. =prec.
1842 PHILLIPS Rep. Brit. Assoc. 340 A complete anemome-

trical register should give . . the direction of the wind, and
its pressure or velocity. 1865 Ather^itm No. 1979. 439/2
Anemometrical observations.

Anemometrograpli (anemoime'tftSgraf). [f.

ANEMOMETER + -ypa<pos writer.]
= ANEMOGRAPH.

1847 in CRAIG.

Anemometry (sen/mfmetri). [f.
Gr. avtaos

wind + -nirpia : see -METRY.] The measurement of

the force or velocity of the wind.

1847 PHILLIPS Rep. Brit. Assoc. 340 Anemometry . . is

a process of recording certain effects of the (horizontal)

pressure or movement of the atmosphere. 1881 in Nature
XXIV. 96 The present state of anemometry.

Anemonal (,ane-mJnar>, a. rare~ l
. [irreg. f.

Gr.aK/i-os wind, with ending due perh. to anemone,
or to assoc. with diagon-al, phcnomen-al, longitu-

din-al, etc.] Of or pertaining to the wind.

1851-9 ~&\V.TAtmosph.Waves in Man. Sc.Enq. 185 The third

kind of anemonal movement.

Anemone (.ane'man/, Bot. L. xnimovnt). Also

7 enemony, 7-9 anemony. [a. L. anemone, a.

Gr. avtuuivi] the wind-flower, lit. 'daughter of the

wind,' f. avfp.'Os wind -r -cuvij fem. patronymic suff.

The anglicized anemony was common last century.]

1. Bot. A genus of plants (N.O. Ranunculacest)
with handsome flowers, widely diffused over the

temperate regions of the world, of which one (A.

nemorosa), called also the Wind-flower, is common
in Britain, and several brilliantly-flowered species
are cultivated.

1551 TURNER Herbal. (15681 30 Anemone hath the name . .

because the floure neuer openeth it selfe, but when the

wynde bloweth. 1637 S. PURCHAS Pol. flying Ins. II. xv. 94
Bees gather of these flowers following . . In March . . Ene-

mony. 1728 THOMSON Spring 533 From the soft wing of

vernal breezes shed, Anemonies. 1759 B. STILLINGFLEET

in Misc. Tracts (1762) 149 Linnzus says, that the wood-
anemone blows from the arrival of the swallow. 1763
STUKELY Pahogr. Sacra 13 The wild anemone is called

pasque flower, from the Paschal solemnity of our Saviour's

death. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets xii. 403 Scarlet and white

anemones are there, some born of Adonis' blood, and some
of Aphrodite's tears.

b. attrib.

1731 BRADLEY Gardening 149 Choice Anemony roots. 17*0
MRS. DELANEY Antobiog. (18611 111.598, 1 have not grounded
any part of the anemony pattern.

2. y.ool. Sea Anemone : (when understood from

the subject or context ' Sea '

is omitted ;) the popu-
lar name of various Actinoid Zoophytes, especially

of the genera Actinia, Bunodes, and Sagartia.
! 773 Phil. Trans. LXIII. 371, I clipped all the limbs of a

purple Anemone. 1775 Ibid. LXV. 217, I have seen an

anemony of a moderate size swallow a smelt at least six

inches long. 1855 GOSSE Mar. Zool. I. 15 The extensive

group known popularly as Sea-anemones or Animal flowers,

from the blossom-like appearance of their expanded disks

and tentacles, and their gorgeous colours. 1881 H. MOSELEY
in Nature XXIII. 515 The mouth of the sea-anemony.



ANEMONIC.

Anemonic (sen/mp'nik), a. Client, [f. prec. +

-10.] Derived from tie anemone.
1842 FOWNES Ckem. 1150 Anemonic acid.

Anemonin (ane'm^nin). Chem. [f.
as prec.

+ -IN.J An acrid crystalline substance, obtained

from several species of anemone.
1842 FOWNES Chem. 1150 Anemonine occurs in Anemone

fulsatilla. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chftn. I. 291 By the action of

alkalis, anemonin is transformed into anemonic acid.

Anemony, see ANEMONE.

Anemophilous (oenftnp'fibs), a. Bat. [f. Gr.

ave/ios wind -KIA-OS loving, fond of+ -ous.] Wind-

loving ; assisted by the wind in fertilization, wind-

fertilized.

1874 LUBBOCK Wild Ft. \. g The pollen is wind-borne,
whence they have been termed anemophilous. 1876 DARWIN
Cross-fertil. x. 405 The amount of pollen produced by ane-

mophilous plants, and the distance to which it is often

transported by the wind, are both surprisingly great.

Anemoscope (ane'moskoup).
'I Olis. [mod. f.

Gr. arenas wind + -SKOWOS watching, a watcher ;
also

mod.Fr.] An instrument for showing the direc-

tion of the wind, or foretelling a change of weather.

1706 PHILLIPS, Anemoscope, a Device invented to fore-

shew the Change of the Air, or the Shifting of the Wind.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Hygroscopes made of cat's

gut, etc., proved very good anemoscopes. 1744 PICKERING

in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 9 The Anemoscope is a Machine
four Feet and a Quarter high, consisting of a broad and

weighty Pedestal, a Pillar fastened into it, and an iron Axis,

of about half an Inch Diameter, fastened into the Pillar.

Upon this Axis turns a wooden Tube, at the Top of which is

placed a Vane. 1812 Edin. Rev. XX. 184 This whimsical

piece of mechanism, under the name of anemoscope.

Anemps, -t, anen, -ce, obs. forms of ANENT.

Anencephalic (sene:ns/fse-lik), a. Phys. [f.

Gr. dr7e0aA-oi + -10.]
= ANENCEPHALOUS.

1839 47 TODD Cycl. Anat. tf Phys. III. 720/2 Anencepha-
lic foetuses. 1848 SIR J. SIMPSON Month. Jrnl. Mid. Sc. IX.

241 The anencephalic child born at Dundee.

Alienceplialoid (senense-faloid), a. Phys. [f.

as prec. + -OID, like.] Partially, or tending to be,

anencephalous. 1879 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Anencephalous (xnense'fabs), a. Phys.

[mod. f. Gr. dv(y>ti<t>a\-os in Galen (f. dv priv. +

7*f'<paXos brain, prop. adj.
' within the head,' f. e-y

= iv in + Kttpa\ri head)-t-ous. Cf. Fr. anenc?phale!\
Brainless ; wanting, or bereft of, the brain.

1836-39 TODD Cycl. Anat. % Phys. II. 471/2 Congenital
malformations, such as acephalous and anencephalous states.

1855 BAIN Senses $ Intell. i. ii. 20 (1864) 58 The Automa-
tic actions . . we have seen to go on in the decapitated or

anencephalous animal.

An-e -

nd,/^r. arch, [see AN//., and END.]

f 1. At last, in the end, in fine. Obs.

c 1320 Cast. Loue 1224 And hou he hit ouer-com an ende.

2. To the end, right through ; straight on, con-

stantly ; continuously, consecutively, arch.

c 1420 Pallad. on Huso. iv. 138 Hele hem light : eke weede
hem ofte anende. 1591 SHAKS. T'.m Gent. iv. iv. 66 A
slaue, that still an end, turnes me to shame. 1624 QUARLES
job Milit. (1717) 181 Some lag, whilst others gallop on be-

fore; All go an-end, some faster, and some slower. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa. VII. 220 [He] would ride an hundred

miles an end to enjoy it. 1785 MRS. THRALE in Johnsoniana

(1845) I. 75 He would follow the hounds fifty miles an

end.

j-
3. Most an end : almost uninterruptedly, almost

always, mostly, for the most part. Obs.

1570 87 HOLINSHED Scot. Chron. (1806) II. 257 An armie

. . which lay must an end at Douglasse. 1638 J. R. Mouffet's
Theat. his. 1074 In Europe they are most an end black ones.

1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. ii. 115 Knew him ! I was a great Com-

panion of his, I was with him most an end. 1691 Clandest.

Marr. in Harl. Misc. I. 372 But, most an end, they are not

ministers of parishes, but indigent curates.

4. On end, in an upright position, arch.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 318 Minehaire be fixt an end,
as one distract. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 149 The whole
number of Boards are set an end. 1817 COLERIDGE Zapolya.
iv. i. His steed, which proudly rears an-end. c 1850 Rudim.
Nav. (Weale) 92 The topmasts are said to be an-end when
they are hoisted up to their usual stations.

Alient (ane'nt), prep, and adv. Forms : a. I

on efen, on efn, on emn, 2-3 onefent, oneuent,

2-4 onont, 3 onond, 3-5 anont, 4 anen, 4-
anent. 0. with -e : ? 2-3 anonde, ononde, 3 on-

nente, 4 anende, 5-6 -ente. 7. with -es, -s : 2

anundes, 4 anendez, anemptes, -emtia, -entys,

-yntes, enence, onence, 4-5 anentes, -ens,

-ence(s, 4-6 -entis, 5 aneentes, anentz, -emps,

5-6 -endes. S. with -t : 4 anentist, anenist, 4-
-enat, 5-emste,-enste, 5-6annenst, 5-6 auempst,
6 annempst, aneinst, enenst, anendest. [The
form-history of this wd. presents several points not

fullyexplained ; the primitive form is the OE. phrase
on efen, on efn, on emn, with the dative = ' on even

(ground) with, on a level with,
* whence later side by

side with, beside,face to face with, opposite, against,

towards, in view of, etc. ; cogn. w. OS. an eban,
MHG. eneben, neben, and (with phonetic -/) nebent.

In Eng. also a final -t had been developed by
1 200, interchanging with -d, perhaps by form-

assoc. with some other word. At the same time
this extended form occurs with final -e and -cs,
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after datival and genitival words like on-bute(n,

on-jeanes. Following the latter class also, the

final -s became in i4th c. -st, giving anentist,

antntst) anenst, as the midl. form, in literary use

in I7thc., and still dialectal. The north pre-
served the earlier anentt still common in north.

dial., and in literary and legal Scotch, whence
not unfrequent in literary Eng. during the present

century. The early form anende may have been

influenced by the prec.phr. AN-END; anont, anond(et

are not explained. The development of meaning is

largely parallel to that of again, against.]
A. prep.
I. In line or company with.

*f 1. In a line with, side by side with, in company
with, beside. Obs. or dial.

a 800 Beowulf 2903 Him on efn li^eS ealdorjewinna.
a 1000 Byrkt 181 pa on emn hyra frean feorh gesealdon.

[1883 EASTHER Dial. Huddersfield 4 A cricket-ball in a line

with the wicket is anent it.]

f 2. On a level with in position, rank, or value
;

equal to, on a par with. Obs. or dial.

1220 Halt Meid. 9 The poure . . . bat nabbeS hwerwiS bug-

f:n
ham brudgume onont ham. c 1230 Wohunge of itre

ord'm Cott. Horn. 285 5'f ich michte a busandfald
jjiue

be
me seluen, nere hit nowt onont te bat 3ef be seluen for me.

[1883 EASTHER Dial. Hadders/, 4 A lass striving to rival a

lady in the fashion dresses anent her.]

f* 3. In the company of, with, among, beside, by
(L. apud, Fr. chcz, Ger. nebeti}. Obs. or dial,

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxxi. 32 Anentist [1388 at] whom euer

thow fyndist the goddis, be he slaw. 1382 Gal. i. 18, I

cam to Jerusalem, for to se Petre, and dwellide anentis

[1388 with] him fifteene dayes. igtyTftBVlSA Higden Rolls

Ser. VII. io7Gretter enence be kyng {apudregeni\. 1432-50
tr. Higdcn (1865) I. 37 per were viij. maneres tocalcle yeres ;

iij. anendes men of Ebrewe, thre anendes the Grekes, etc.

[1883 EASTHER Dial. Huddersf. 4 When one man works in

company with another, he works anent him.]

t4. With (figuratively), according to the way or

manner of (L. apud}. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Mark x. 27 Anentis men it is impossible, but

not anemptis God ; for all thingis ben possible anemptis
God. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xii. 63 Accepcioun of per-
soones is not anentis God.

II. In front of.

f 5. Before the face of, in the sight or presence
of (L. corant}. Obs. rare.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xii. 15 The princis . . preyseden hir anen-

tys hym. i Cor. vi. 6 A brother with brothir stryueth in

dome, and that anentis vnfeithful men.

t6. In the mental eyes or sight of; in the con-

sideration, opinion, or reckoning of
;
before. Obs.

i34oHAMPOLE/V. Consc. 1353 Worldes wysdome.. Onence
God es bot foly. 1382 WYCLIF Prov. iii. 7 Ne be thou wis

anent thiself. 1469 MARG. PASTON in Lett. 601 II. 340 And
a nemps God, ye arn as gretly bownd to her as ye were
maried. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 280/1 Thou haste founde

grace anenste oure lord Jhesu Cryst.

III. Facing, against, towards.

7. Of position : Fronting, opposite, over against,
close against, close to. arch, or dial.

^1325 E. E. Allit. Poems A. 1135 A wounde ful wyde . .

An-ende hys hert. 1366 MAUNDEV. vii. 80 Anen that Vale

of Josaphathe.-isthe Chirche ofseynt Stevene. 1450 MYRC
1061 Bere thyn ost a-nont thy breste. 1513-75 Diurn.
Occurr. 164 Wardane of the eist Merchis anentis Ingland.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 542 The shelves or barres

of sand be every where anenst the land. 1857 E. WAUGH
Lane. Life 201 O'er anent this biggin. 1864 HEAVYSEGE
Dark Huntsm. 7 The huntsman . . Anent me a moment, tall,

tarried behind.
In this sense many northern dialects have nowjbrt-ntai,

f 8. Of motion : Against, towards, Obs.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5130 He sal come doun . . Even
onence [v. r. ageyns] be mount of Olyvet. 1366 MAUNDEV.
xxix. 298 Wylde Bestes . . that slen and devouren alle that

comen aneyntes hem. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xix. 512 Tharfor

thair ost but mar abaid Buskyt, and ewyn anent thaim raid.

1587 Misfort. Arthur in. iv. in Hazl. Dodsl. IV. 313 My
slender bark shall creep anenst the shore.

t 9. Towards (expressing the bearing of actions,

etc. : L. erga}. Obs.
c 1200 Pater N. in Lamb. Horn. 55 Uwilc mon hes un-

dernim, to halden wel anundes him. c 1310 Seuyn Sages
(W.) 2871 Thou wirkis to thi reproue, Onence thl son that

thou sold loue. 1417 HEN. V. in Ellis Orig. Lett. in. 26 I. 62

How Due Johan . . governeth him anenst us. 1470 HARD-
ING Chron. clxx, Anentes Kyng Bruys to execute his treason.

1513 BRADSHAW.SV. Werburge(i&$>) 100 Why suffer ye suche

wyckednes done for to be Anendes our felawe? 1525 State

Papers, Hen. VIII, VI. 457 Anenst Whom that loue was

engendyrd in his hert when ye wer to gedyr.

f 1O. In respect of, as regards, as to (limiting or

confining the bearing of a statement: \^. quoad}. Obs.

11230 Wohunge of ure Lord in Cott. Horn. 273 Onont ti

monhad born pu wes of Marie. c\vy>Ancr. R. 164 Auh
hit, anonde [v. r. onefent] meidelure, mei leosen his holi-

nesse. '1449 PECOCK Repr. Prol. i Correccioun . . longith
oonli to the ouerer anentis his netherer. 1579 Wardrobe
Warr. in Nichol. Prog. Q. Eliz. II. 297 These our lettres . .

shall be your sufficient warraunte and dischardge in this

behalf annempst us, our heires and successors.

t b. In this sense strengthened with as. Obs.

c 1320 Cast. Loue 1076 p
u noldest holden hem as a-nont ]*.

c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. (1869) I. 33 Jesus . . was an alien as

anentis his godhede. 1390 SWINDERBY Protest, in Foxe
A. # M. (1562) I. 538/1 As anences taking away of Tempo-
ralities . . I say thus, c 1410 N. LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. (Gibbs

MS.)xviii. 46 As anempst sothen deth, hit is spedeful for

ANET.

many men for to haue suche deth. 1463 Phtittptot^ Corr. }

As anent Scatergood I hafe yett taken a longer continuance,

11. In respect or reference to, respecting, regard-

ing, concerning, about. (Common in Scotch law

phraseology, and affected by many English writers.)
c 1325 E. E. Allit. Poems A. 696 Anende ry}twys men, }et

sayt} a gome Dauid in sauter. c 1380 SirFcritnib. 5877 God
for-beode frat y anentes (jilke neode Any-J>yng sayde a-gayne.
1549 Comfi. Scott. 9 He vas speikand vitht hym self anent
his auen byssynes. 1609 C. BUTLER Fenr. Mon. i. (1623) 2

Anent the age of Bees there are divers opinions. 1723 WOD-
ROW Corr. (18431 'H- 43 'Ihe process at Glasgow anent Mr.

Hervey, 1820 SCOTT Abbot xvii. 132 Nor is it worth while
to vex oneself anent what cannot be mended. 1845 MIALL
Nonconf. V. 8 The order anent the surplice. 1875 HELPS
Anijn. tf Masters iii. 63, I do not like to make any violent

assertion anent the sayings of philosophers.

fB. a<fo. (obj. understood). Opposite. Obs. or dial.

1520 WHITTINTON Vulgar. (1527) 16 b, Upon the other syde
anendest be fysshemongers. 1837 R. NICOLL Poems 82 Anent
was sair-toiled father's chair. 1863 MRS. TOOGOOD Yorksh.

Dial., All yon meadows ower anent belong to grandfather.

Alienterous (dcne'nttras), a. Zool. [mod. f.

Gr. dv priv. + Wepa bowels + -ous. The name

Anentera, mod.L., was given by Ehrenberg to cer-

tain infusoria having no intestinal canal.] Desti-

tute of an intestine ; belonging to the Anentera.

iQtf-g'VoDvCycl.Anat.fyPhys. IV. 4/1 Animal polygastric,
anenterous. 1853 OWEN Cotnp. Anat. ii. 24iLj Such species
have no intestine, no anus, and are said to be anenterous.

Anentise, -ish, variant of ANIEKTISE v. Obs.

Anepiploic (a-ne^piplou'ik), a. P/iys. [mod. f.

Gr. av priv. + 77iVXoof EPIPLOON + -if.] Having
no epiploon, or omentum.
1879 in Syd. Sec. Lex.

Anerd, var. ENHEBD v. Obs., to adhere to.

Anerithmoscope (seneri-Jnn&koap). [f.
Gr.

avqpi8p..os countless (f. av priv. + apiOfAus number)
+ -OKOTT-OS observing ;

cf. kaleidoscope.] (Seequot.)
1882 Catal. Electr. Exkib. 86 Patent Anerithmoscope a

magic lantern for displaying pictorial . . advertisements,

changing them automatically by means of electricity.

t A'nerly, adv. north. Obs. [Formed on ANE
one ; the -er is not accounted for

;
but cf.formerly,

toto-/y,!<-/y;andthecompd.ALLEXARLY.] Only,
alone ; merely, only just.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce vn. 59 Quhen he saw his lord swa

stad, That he wes left swa anerly. Itid. x. 608 Ane place
thai fund so braid That thai mycht syt on anerly. c 1425
WYNTOUN Cron. v. x. 352 Wes in hysbegynyg Botancrly of

Brettane Kyng. a 1500 Lancelot 1476 The strenth of vic-

tory .. cummylh not of man, bot anerly Of hyme, the \vich

haith euery strinth. 1513 DOUGLAS ^neis ix. iv. 124 Thy
maist reuthfull moder .. Quhilk anerlie.. Has followit the

hir louit child about.

Aneroid (se-neroid), a. and sl>. [a. mod.Fr.

aneroide, f.Gr. d priv. + vqp-us wet, damp: see -OID.]

A. adj. Specifying a barometer, in which the

pressure of the air is measured, not by the height
of a column of mercury or other fluid which it

sustains, but by its action on the elastic lid of a

box exhausted of air.

1848 Mcckan. Mag. 19 Aug. ['Aneroid 'does not occur in the

description of the new French barometer,' but in the index

to the volume.] 1849 DENT i////c> The Construction and Uses
of the Aneroid Barometer. 1863 ANSTED Ionian Isl. 88 To
take with me an aneroid barometer, as I desired to check
the various statements . . as to the height.

B. sli. [Short for ' Aneroid barometer.']
1849 DENT in Athenxiun 27 Jan., The Aneroid of M.Vidi.

1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Bk. iv. ed. 2^ 93 In the aner-

oid, atmospherical pressure is measured by its effect in

altering the shape of a small, hermetically sealed, metallic

box. 1879 C. KING in Cassell's Tec/in. Educ. IV. 114/2 The

pocket aneroid . . resembles a watch in size and appearance.

b. attrib.

1859 L. OLIPIIANT China $ Japan I. xii. 225 A precipice
1000 feet high by aneroid measurement.

Anerre, obs. form of ANEAB v.

t An-e'rthe, advb. phr. Obs. [See AN- prcf. i

and EARTH.]
1. Of motion : To or into the earth.

1297 R. GLOUC. 441 Our Loruerd anerbe com. Ibid. 311
Me greybede ^ys gode kyng . . An bro}te hym vayre anerbe.

c 1303 St. Edm.
59^4

in E. E. P. (1862) 86 per he was ibrojt

an vrbe, and also ischryned is.

2. Of position : On or in the earth.

a 1300 Leg. Rood (1871) 24 An vaire welle Of wan alle be

wateres Jat be}> anerbe cpmeb. c 1305 St. Kath. 99 in

E. E. P. (18621 92 God almijtie de)> an vrbe bolede.

Anes, earlier f. ONCE, retained in the north.

Anes, var. ANNESSE, Obs., oneness.

Anesis (arnJsis). [Gr. a^tais remission, vbl. sb.

f. avttvat to send or let back, remit.] The abate-

ment of the symptoms of a disease.

1811 in HOOPER Med. Diet.

Anesthetic, variant of ANESTHETIC.

Anet (se-net). Also 3-6 anete, 4-6 annet(t,

ennet. [a. Fr. anet, aneth:L. anet/nim, a. Gr.

avrflov, dial, form of Sviaov dill, anise ; the two

carminatives being originally confounded. See

ANISE.] The herb Dill (Ancthum gravcotens).
c 1265 in Wright Voc. 140 Anetunt, anete, dile. 1382

WYCLIF Maft.xxni. 23 Woo to sou, scribis and Pharisees . .

that tithen mente, anete \v. r. anese] and comyn. I398TREV1SA
Earth. De P. R. xvn. Ixxi. (1495) 645 The sede of Ferula is

lyke to Annet. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helth (1541) 76 Oyle of



ANETHATED.
camomyll, oyle of anete, and other lyke. 1540 R. WISDOM
in Strype Eccl, Mem. I. App. cxv. 317 To tyth mint & an-
nett. i6i7MiNSHEU, A net; Vide Dill. 1736 BAILEY flonseh.
Diet.) Anet or Dill, a plant much resembling fennel. 1811
HOOPER Med. Diet., Anethnm, Kennel, dill, anet.

b. Comb, anetseed, the seed of Anet or Dill

(sometimes confounded with ANISEED).
1549 Compl, Scotl. vi. 67 Ennetseidis that consumis the

ventositeis of the stomac. 1549 LATIMER 7 Serm. hef.
Edw. VI. (Arb.) 165 Their doctrine was vnsauery, it was but
of Lolions, of decimations of Anets seade, and Cummyn and
suche gere. 1571 Wills % Inv. -Y. Count. (1835) II. 363, Ij
Ib. of annetseedes xvjrf.

Aiiethated (re-n^ted), ///. a. [f. L. anethum
dill + -ATE + -ED.] Prepared or mixed with dill.

1879 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anethene (?e-n^bJh). Chem. [f. L. aneth-um
anise + -ENE.] The most volatile part of the essen-

tial oil of dill, fennel, etc.; composition C 10H 18 .

1874 FLUCKIGER & HANB. Pharmacogr. 292Ahydrocarbon,
to which [Gladstone] gave the name Anethene. 1876 HARLEY
Mat. Med. 583 Oil of Dill is chiefly composed of a fluid

hydro-carbon, anethene, isomeric with oil of turpentine.

t Ane'ther, anrther, v. Obs. [f. A- pref. i

+ OE. niftcrian to lower: see NETHER. Cf. Ger.

erniedrigen.] To bring down, lower, reduce,
humiliate.

ti ix2i O.E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 675 Ani'Srod mid ludas
and mid ealle deofle on helle. 1205 LAY. 14861 pus we
scullen an ure da}en 1 aniSeri [1250 a-neoberi] Hengestes
lasen. 1250 Ibid. 25235 Anebered [1205 inioered] worbe Je
ilke man t bat nele bar to helpe. 1297 R. GLOUC. 217 poru
bys cas be compaynye abes half muche anebered was.

Anethes, variant of UXETHES adv., scarcely.
i Aiie'thiiie. Obs. rare* 1

, [f. L. aneth-um
anise + -INE.]

= ANISE.
1700 SEDLEY Past. Virg, Wks. 1722 I. 268 Leaves of the

sweet smelling Anethine [L. bene olentis anetki\.

Alietliol (se'n/Jjj?!). Chem. [mod. f. L. ant'th-urn

(see ANET} + -uL
afro/io/.'] An essential prin-

ciple of the oils of anise, fennel, and allied plants ;

composition C ]0 H,,O.
1863 WATTS Diet, Chew. I. 297 Oil of anise . . appears to

consist of two distinct oils, one of which solidifies at tem-

peratures below io'', whHe the other remains fluid at all

temperatures. The former is generally known as anethol
or anise-camphor. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 578 Anethol
exists in both a fluid and crystalline form.

Anetic (.ane-tik), a. Med. [ad. L. anctic-us, a.

Or. averiKos fitted to relax, f. aviivai, see ANESIS.]
Assuaging the severity (of a disease), soothing.
1853 in MAYNE Exp. Lex.

Aneuch, north, form of ENOUGH.

Aueurysm, -ism (cc-niuriz'm). [mod. ad. (in

Cotgr. 1611) Gr. a.vtvpvGp.a or avtvpvaiJiQS dilata-

tion, f. avcvpvvfiv to widen out, f. ova. up, back +
(vf>vv-tv to widen, f. tvpv-s wide. The spelling

\vith_j' is etymological ; but that with i, by form-

assoc. with the ending -ism, is more frequent.]
1. Path. A morbid dilatation of an artery, due

to disease in the arterial coats, or to a tumour
caused by their rupture. Also attrib.

1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Physic 7 New Aneurisms may be
cured, but old not. 1728 in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 436 An
Aneurysm, without Doubt, is a Tumour arising from some
Disorder in an Artery. 1743 tr. Heister's Surg. 290 A true
Aneurism has always a Pulsation. 1836-39 TODD Cycl. A nat.

ff Phys. 225/1 After which the ligature is to be carried round
it [the artery] by means of a blunt aneurism-needle. 1839
CAKPENTF.R Anim. Phys. v. (18721 229 Arteries are liable to

a peculiar disease termed Aneurism which consists in a

thinning-away or rupture of the tough fibrous coat. 1880
LEGG title 92 Aneurysm of the hepatic artery.

2. transf, m&Jig. An abnormal enlargement.
1880 T. HODGKIN Italy fy Invad. I. i. iv. 23 The Eastern

half of the Empire . . had suffered the dangerous aneurism
of the Gothic settlement south of the Danube. 1881 TAIT
in Nature XXV. 92 There is another peculiarity of the

Challenger thermometers. . at the lower end of each of the
two vertical columns there is an aneurism on the tube.

Aneurysmal, -isiual (seniurvzmil), a. Path.

[f. prec. + -AL!. Also in mod.Fr.] Of, pertaining
to, or due to aneurysm ; affected with aneurysm.

17531
|

WARNER in Phil. Trans. ^..367 Rules for infallibly dis-

tinguishing aneurismal tumors. 1794 HOME //(/. LXXXV.
22 The aorta taking on diseases of different kinds, as being
ossified, or becoming aneurismal. 1861 RAMADC E Cur.

Consumfit. 45 Aneurysmal tumours are powerful antagonists
to consumption. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 44
The veins . . assume a varicose or aneurismal aspect.

Aiieurysmatic, -ismatic (^niurumse-tik),
a. Path. rare. [f. Gr. dffvpvff^ar- stem of dvtv-

pvffna (see ANEURYSM) + -ic
; cf. mod.Fr. aneurys-

matique] Characterized or affected by aneurysm.
1836 Toun Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. I. 235/1 An aneurismatic

limb. 1839 Ibid. II. 590/1 This greater tendency to aneu-
ri>in:itic dilatation.

i A:neurysma*tical, a. <9A>-. = prec.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siifip. s. v. Aorta, The Aorta is found

in divers states . . aneurysmatical, polypose, etc. 1761 Pui.-

TENEY in Phil. Trans. LII.
34^7

The whole heart might be
said to be entirely aneurismatical.

1

Aneurysmous, -ismous, a. Path. Obs,

rare~ v
. [fT ANEURYSM + -ous.]

= ANEURYSMAL.
1728 NICHOLLS in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 443 The internal

Coat wilt soon burst, and the external form itself into

aneurismous Tumors.
i Aliens, sb. //. Obs. Also 5 anewis. [a.
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OFr. antatt, earlier and (mod.Fr. anxeau} : L.
anell-us a ring, prop, 'a little ring,' dim. of anuhts

(incorrectly spelt annuhts} : see ANNULAR. In
OFr. aniatis had received the sense of 'chains,
fetters/ in which it was introduced into Eng.]
1. Links of a chain

; fetters, irons.

1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. 278 J>ei sent tueye & tueye In
aneus for doute, ilk on on his haltneye. In kartes ober were
sent with aneus on ber fete. Ibid. 167 Now er his aneus
wrouht, of siluere wele ouer gilt.

2. \Vreaths.
a 1423 JAMES I. King's Q. v. ix, A chapellet withmony fresch

anewis Sche had upon hir hede.

Aneu'sance, var. of ANNUISANCE. Obs.

t An-e*ven,//;r. Obs. [see hx-pref. i and EVEN.
Cf. a-morwen, a~morrtrzv.'] At eve, in the evening.
Anew (ani/?), adv. Forms: a. I of-niowe, 4-6

of newe, 5- of new. 0. 4-6 of the new(e, 7 of
anew. y. 4-6 on new. S. 4 onew, 5 anewe, 6-
anew. \A-newt earlier o~new, prob. for of new.
cf. of old, and see A- pref. 3. OE. had c'dniwan,
e'dniwe (with stress on ed- which would not give
anew} ; also simple adv. niwan, 2-3 nc<nven

t necnve,

3-4 newe, still in compounds new, as new-laid.
For edniivan the Rushw. gloss has of niowe, and
of newe is the common form from I4th to i6th c.

The occasional on new is probably only bad form
of o'new. Cf. also the Fr, equivalents de nouveau
a nouvcait, and a neuf^\
1. A second time as a new trial or action, over

again, afresh, once more.
a. \f 1000 Ags. Gosp. John iii. 7 Eow jebyracS bsette je beon

acennede edniwan.J ^975 Rnstiw. ibid. BihofaS iow alle

(nasci) of-niowe. c 1430 LYDG. Bochas \. ii. (1544) 5 a, Nimrod
. . in his errour procedeth forth of new. 1509 BARCLAY Ship
ofFooles (1570) Tf j, It was expedient that of newe some let-

tered man..shoulde awake and louche the open vices of
fooles. 1636 RUTHERFORD Lett. 66 u862) I. 174, I find old
sores bleeding of new. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais (1859) *

116 Should take good heart of new. 1865 M 1 LKNNAN Prim.
Marriage viii. 228 The threads of legal history . . began to
unwind themselves, of new, after . . a social revolution.

p. <ri449 PECOCK Repr. 378 Therfore y wole not thilk

processe here a^en of the newe reherce. 1535 COVERDALK
r Kings xx. 22 The kynge of Syria shall come agaynst the
of the New. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. 11.624 He . . occu-

pyit all Ing land of the new. 1653 H. MORE Conjcct. Cabbal.
(1713) 95 He now creates nothing of anew.

y. ^1380 WYCLIF Three Treat. 27 Newe customs .. bi
whiche thei spuylen on new the puple. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Scot. I. 382 And stoutlie straik with greit curage on new.
S. c 1340 Gaw. 4- Gr. Knt. 65 Nowel nayted o-newe, neu-

ened fulofte. 1494 FABYAN iv. Ixx. 49 Nat longe after, the

sayd Octauius gaderyd anewe people of Britons and Nor-
ways. 1535 COVERDALE Jer. xvui. 4 So he beganne a new,
and made another vessell. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. i. 85 For I

will make him tell the Tale anew. 1696 WHISTON Th. Earth
iv. (1722) 325 The Sun would anew hide himself in a thick
Mist. 1770 BURKE Pres. Discont. Wks. II. 229 The power
of the crown almost dead and rotten . . has grown up anew.
1846 KEBLE Lyra innoc. (1873) 50 Then died away, then rose
and moaned anew. 1866 KINGSLEY Herew. vi. 125 They
sped him forth to begin life anew.
2. In a new or different way from the previous.
(-1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 882 Ther kan no man . . been

half so trewe As wommen been, but it be falle of newe.
c 1400 Rent. Rose 5174 If I hate men of newe, More than
love it wole me rewe. 1631 S/ta&s. Cent, /'raise 191 To
steere th' affections, and by heavenly fire Mould us anew.

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 447 F i Custom is a second Nature.
It is indeed able to form the Man anew. 1807 CRABBE Par.
Reg. ii. 253 Now clothed himself anew, and acted overseer.

1843 J. MARTINEAU Chr.Life 77 The system is edited anew.

f3. Newly, freshly, recently ;
in opposition to ofold.

c 1380 WYCLIF Three Treat. 3 Thes synnen not of the newe
but purgcn her olde synnes. 1:1400 Rom. Rose 3875 His
falsenesse is not now anew, It is too long that he him knew.
c 2449 PECOCK Repr. 532 Religiosite foundun of newe bi men
. . sett and joyned with the al hool lawe of Crist. 1509
HAWES/'<W/. Pleas.x\\x. iii, He wente tolande. . Andwedde
there one that was comen anewe. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot,
II. 609 Sic aventure wes hapnit of the new. 17*8 Col. Re-
cords Penn. III. 294 They had of new visited the said ship.

f4. Newly, as something new, in opposition to

what has existed long and is now old. Obs,
c 1543 W. CLEBE MS. Addit. No. 4609 Hath made . . a ne\

halle with a squillery, saucery, and surveyng place, al of new.

1570 HOLINSHED Scot. Chron. (,1806) I. 357 He restored the
other two to their former beauties, and furthermore erected
two other of new. 1582 Ditrh. Wills <$ Inv. (1860) 88 One
cundithe of leade, which was made of new.

fZ'. Obs. [perh. represents QfL.edniwian,
f. ed again + NEW ; perh. a later formation with A-

pref, i. Cf. OHG. irninii'Sn, mod.G. erticttf/t.']

To renew.

[aioooO.E.Psatts(Sp.)cm.3i Diiedniwastansineeorban.]
1399 Rich. Redeless in. 24 [The hart] fTedith him on the

venym his ffelle to a-newe. ? 1500 MS. Lincoln Med. 284
Tak May butter and comyne . . and thane laye it on the

eghe, and ofte anewe it. 1579 FULKE Heskins's Purl. 503
Hee anueth also a saying of Oecumemus. 1690 LADY R.
RUSSELL in Four Cent. Eng. Lett. 130 You must anew in

practice that submission you have so powerfully tried.

t Anew'st, aneust, adv. Obs. [OE. on neah-

wcst, nedwcst in the neighbourhood or vicinity (cf.

OHG. ndhwisf}\ hence, near, nigh.]
1. Of place : Near, hard by.
r 1000 Elene 874 Brohton ba on baere . . on neaweste fclngne

gastlease. 1205 LAV. 25752 ForS be king wende \ pat he

ANGARDLY.
com aneuste [1150 J>at he anewest com]. 1598 FLORIO,
Arettte, aneust, anenst, very near, hard by.
2. Of manner and degree : Very nearly, well-nigh,

closely.

1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. 19, 1 know a newst what Circuit
you are in. 1674 RA* S. $ E. Countr. Words 58 Anewst,
nigh, almost, near hand, about, circiter. 1881 Isle of Wight
Gloss., Aneiist, nearly alike.

[Aneye, -aye, v. mispr. for AVEYE (Shoreham).]
Aneyle, obs. form of ANELE v., to anoint.

Anfald, earlier f. AFALD, a. Obs., single, simple.
Anfeld, -felt, obs. forms of ANVIL.
t Anfe-rme, v. Oi>s. [a.OFr. enfcrmer=afer-

mer.] = AFFIRM.
1340 Ayenb. 152 Wei to deme be-longeb f>et me najt ne

anfermi, bote me hit habbe wel of-acsed.

t A'lifract. Obs. rare. [ad. L. anfract-us (also
occas. used), a breaking round, a bending, t.anfring-
Ire, f. an- = am-, amb- about +frang-ere to break.]A winding, a circuitous route ; a sinuosity.
1567 MAPLET Greene Forest 86 The Fleck . . gocth with

rowhmj foote, and hath often anfractes or turnings. 1611
CORVAT Crudities 576 The numerous anfracts and intricate

windings thereof. 1714 DERHAM Astro-theol. 6 Anfractus or
Roughnesses on the Concave part of the enlighten'd Edge.
Anfractuose (iienfrerktiz^oi-s), a. rare. [ad.

L. anfractuos-us winding, roundabout, f. anfract-
us : see prec. and -OSE.] Winding, sinuous.

1691 ~R.Vf Creation 11.^1701)272 Behind this drum are several
vaults and anfractuose \ed. 1704 anfractuous] cavities in the
ear bone. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 35 Bonibacex . .

Anthers i-celled, linear, reniform or anfractuose.

Anfractuosity (*nfra:kti*0(rsJti). Also 7
amf-. [a. Fr. anfractuosite, f. L. anfracttios-its : see

prec. and -ITY.] The quality of being anfractuous.
1. lit. Sinuosity, circuitousness ; usually concr. in

//. winding or tortuous crevices, channels, passages.
1596 LOWE A rt Chirnrg. (1634) 241 The vayne goeth aboue

the artier, but not right lyne as other parts doe, but in an-

fractuosities, like unto a Woodbine. 1656 Zi.o\itnClossogr.,
Amfractuosity. 1835 KIRBY Hub. ff lust. Anitn. I. v. 182

Upon the bottom or the sea following its curvatures, de-
clivities and anfractuosities. 1875 H. JAMES Rod. Hudson
vii. 233 Chance anfractuosities of ruin in the upper portions
of the Coliseum. 1877 Havartfs Pict. Holland 406 The
quarry is usually entered byan anfractuosity ofthe mountain.
b. spec. The sinuous depressions separating the

convolutions of the brain.

1687 Phil. Trans. XVI. 373 The Anfractuosities of the
Brain. 1839-47 Topp Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. III. 383/2 The
principal anfractuosities sink more than a line's depth into
the substance of the hemisphere.

2.y?f. Involution, intricacy, obliquity; concr. in//.
1652 URQUHART femel Wks. 1834. 231 The sweet labyrinth

and mellifluent anfractuosities of a laciuious delectation.

1780 JOHNSON in Boswell (1831) IV. 336 Sir, among the an-
fractuosities of the human mind I know not if it may not be
one, that there is a superstitious reluctance to sit for a pic-
ture. 1879 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 592 Subtle hints of the various
anfractuosities of their minds.

Anfractuous (i'nfrae-kti|3s), a. ;
also 7-8

amf-. [a. Fr. anfractiieux (i6th c.), ad. L. anfrac-
tuos-us : see ANFRACTUOSE.] \\inding, sinuous,
involved

; roundabout, circuitous ; spiral.
z6ai BURTON A fiat. Mel. I. i. II. iv, Two common anfractuous

eares . . the one to hold blood, the other aire. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 167 That famous [horn] . . hath anfrac-
tuous spires, and cocnleary turnings about it. 1667 H.
MORE Div . Dial. ii. i (17131 88 So intricate, so anfractuous,
so unsearchable are the ways of Providence. 1684 tr. Bonet's
Merc. Comfit, xvni. 655 Oftentimes wounds . . are anfractu-
ous and oblique. 1763 Brit. Mag-. IV. 130 This astonishing
amfractuous passage, over rocks and precipices. 1836 Penny
Cycl. s. v. Botany, Anfractuous, doubled up abruptly in

several different directions.

Anfra-ctuousness. ?0/.- [f.prec.-r-NESs.]
' Fulness of windings and turnings. J.

1731 BAILEY, whence in J., etc.

t Aiifra'cture. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. anfract-us

(see ANFRACT) + -UHE.]
'A turning ; a mazy wind-

ing and turning.' J.

1657 Phys. Diet., Atifractures, turning and winding. 1657
TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 576 Its gyres and anfractures.

t A'ugard, sb. Obs. 4--; ; also 4 ongart, 5 ogart,

angerd. [Of uncertain derivation. It looks like

a perversion of ON. agjarn ambitious, insolent,

dginid, ambition, insolence ; cf. also mod. Icel. gort,
'

brag, vainglorious boast,' not in ON., and of un-

known origin.] Brag, boastfulness, arrogance.
a 1325 Metr. Horn. 49 Her may ye alle ensampel tak On-

gart and rosing to forsak. < 1340 Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 68 1 For

ungarde} pryde. 11400 Destr. Troy xxiv. 9745 If vs aunt-

rid, Vlyxes, thurgh angard of pride . . Hit was folly, by my
faith. 11440 Morte Arth. 1661 Ane erle pane in angerd
answeres hym sone. ('1470 HENRY Wallace x. 155 For thi

ogart othir thow sail de, or in presoun byd.

t A'ugard, a. Obs. rare. [Cf. ON. agjarii,

ambitious, insolent, greedy: see prec.] Proud, ar-

rogant. (App. sometimes confused with ANGERED.)
t- 1400 Destr. Troy xll. 5015 Angers me full euyll your an-

g:ml desyre. la 1450 JAS. AshnwleNo. 44. 4O(Halliw.)Thire
athils of Atenes, ther angard clerkis . . red over the pistille.

f A'ngardly, adv. Obs. rare. [Cf. ON. dgjam-
liga insolently, greedily. Perh. confused in sense

with ANGERED, ANGEHLY.] Impetuously, eagerly,

exceedingly.
i- 1400 Destr. Troy xlx. 7994 Achilles was angret angardly



ANGAEIATE.
sore. Ibid. xxn. 9104 Achilles . . angardly dissirct The Citic
for to se. Ibid. xvn. 7470 pen Vlixes & Arest angurdly faght.

t Anga'riate, ^. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. angaruit-

ppl. stem of angarid-re, to constrain to service, f.

atignrta forced service, a. Gr. dyyapia the office of

the dyyapos (a Persian word), a courier, a messenger
(liable to be impressed on the King's business).

Angaria, angariare, and their deriv. were very
common in med.L. in reference to feudal burdens.

Cf. Yr.angarier in Cotgr. 1611.] To exact forced

labour from
;
to press into service ;

to impress.
1676 MARVELL Mr. Sntirke Wks. 1875 IV. 24 It is not wis-

dom in the Church to pretend to . . that power of angari-
ating men further than their occasions will permit.

t Angaria'tion. Obs. [f. prec.; see -ATION.

Prob. already in med.L. or Fr.] The exaction of

forced service ; impressment to labour or service.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. (1632) 613 The Popes con-

tinual! angariations and extortions, a 1656 BP. HALL Rein.
Wks. (1660) 153 This leading of God's Spirit must neither be
a forced angariation, nor some sudden protrusion to good.
a 1670 HACKET Cent. Serin. 336 There are violence, injustice,

a thousand angariations in the kingdoms of the world.

t Allge. Obs. rare. [a. ON. *angat
in pi. ongur

straits, anguish; cLO'E.ang- in comb., pain, painful,
and L. ang-2re to trouble, vex.] Trouble, afflic-

tion, anguish.
ciaooORMiN 11904 J>att himm wass waj} & ange. Ibid.

19804 Dide hemm mikell ange.

Angel (*i-ndgel). Forms: i-3engel, 2-3sengel,

sengle, 3 enngell, -gle, angil, eangel, 3-7 angle,

4-5 auugeli^e, -ell(e, -il, 4-7 angell, 5-6 angelle,
6 angele, 2- angel. PL 1-2 englas, 2-3 engles,

3-7 angles, 2- angels (4-5 -is, -ys, 4-6 -es). [An
early Teut. adoption from L., (or, in Goth., from

Gr.), afterwards influenced in Eng. by OFr. and
L. With OE. fngel \-angil, cf. OS. engil, OFrU.

angel, engel, ON. engill, OHG. angil, engil, Goth.

aggilus for angilus ;
a. L. angel-us, or Gr. cry-

yf\-os a messenger, used by the LXX to trans-

late Heb. *]N^O maVak, in full Pnn^"jK7O maVtik-

ythd'wah 'messenger of Jehovah
'

;
whence the name

and doctrine of angels passed into L. and the

modern langs. All other uses of the word are

either extensions of this, or taken from the Gr. in

the primary sense of *

messenger.
1 The OE. form

engcl, with g hard, remained to I3th c., but event-

ually, under influence of OFr. angele, angle (with g
soft), and L. angelits, initial a prevailed ; the forms

in an- in 14-1 5th c. show Fr. influence.]
1. A ministering spirit or divine messenger ; one

of an order of spiritual beings superior to man in

power and intelligence, who, according to thpJewish,
Christian, Mohammedan, and other theologies, are

the attendants and messengers of the Deity.
cgS/o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 30 Sint suelce englas godes

in heofnum \c 1000 Ag$. G.
t Godes englas. c 1160 Hatton (r.,

Godes engles]. Ibid. John v. 4 Engel uutudliche Drihtnes
.. of-dune astag. 1175 Cott. Horn. 227 J?a sende he his

aengel to ane mede. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 31 Do cam on

angel of heuene to hem. c 1200 Moral Ode 94 Hwat sulle

we seggen o5er don bar aengles be5 of dradde. c 1200 ORMIN
3914 Godess enngless waerenn J>a

Well swibe glade wurrbenn.
c 1230 After. R, 92 Ure Lefdi mid hire meidenes, ft ftl bo

engTene uerd. c 1260 Signs bef. Judg. 153 in E. E. P. (1862)
ii Pat ban sal quake seraphin and cherubin, bat beb angles
two. per nU in heuen angil iwis bat to ober sal hab spech.
1388 WYCLIF Ps. viii. 6 Thou hast maad hym a litil lesse than

aungels. \Coverd. lower then the angels.] 1393 LANGL, /*.

PI. C. xxn. 150 Aungeles & archaungeles . . Comen kneol-

ynge. 1485 CAXTON C/uts. Gt. 239, I saw the aungellys
mounte into heucn on hye. 1526 TINDALE Matt. xxvi. 53
Moo then xli legions of angelles. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. iii.

22 Angels are bright still, though the brightest fell. 1607
HIEKON Wks. I. 302

*

Mahanaim'; because there the angles
met him. 1712 POPE Spect. No. 408 p 4 Man seems to be

placed as the middle Link between Angels and Brutes.

1742 BLAIR Grave 589 Its visits, Like those of angels, Short
and far between, a 1842 TENNYSON May Q. in. 25 All in the
wild March-morning I heard the angels call. 1858 TRENCH
Parables xxiii. (1877^ 389 The tears of penitents are the wine
of angels. 1865 R. W. DALL: Jew. Temple ii. (1877) 24 An
angel strengthened Christ in Gethsemane.

Hence b. One of the fallen or rebellious spirits,
said to have been formerly angels of God.
cgs/o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxy. 41 Fyr e'cce se5e fore?;e-

Xearuuad is diwle & englum his. < 1160 Hatton G. ibid.,
Deofle and hys englen gegarewaS. 1382 WYCLIF Rev. ix.

ii The aungel of depnesse. (1400 Destr. Troy x. 4354 J>ere
onswaret opunly the aungell of helle. 1611 BIBLE Matt.
xxv. 41 Euerlasting fire, prepared for the deuill and his

angels. Rev. ix. 1 1 The Angel of the bottomelesse pit. 1667
MILTON P. L. i. 125 So spake th' Apostate Angel.
c. A guardian or attendant spirit : ///. in sense I

;

but also rhet. without implying any belief in their

reality, as 'her good angel,* 'my evil angel tri-

umphed,'
'

angel of innocence, repentance.'
1382 WYCLIF Acts xii. 15 Forsoth thei seiden, It is his

aungel. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. /,. i. i. 78 There is no euill Angell
but Loue. 1594 Rich, ///, iv. i. 93 Go thou to Richard,
and good Angels tend thee. 1717 POPE Eloisa 340 Bright
clouds descend, and Angels watcn thee round. 1875 FARRAK
.SV/. <$ Voices ii. 43 Though the Angel of Innocence have
long vanished, the Angel of Repentance takes him gently
by the hand. 1879 TENNYSON Lover's T. 29, 1 to her became
Her guardian and her angel.

323

d. fig. A person who resembles an angel either in

attributes or actions ; (a) a lovely, bright, innocent,
or gracious being ; (/>) a minister of loving offices.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jl. n. ii. 26 O, speake againe, bright

Angell, for thou art As glorious . . As is a winged messenger
of heauen. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Pliilos. (1701) 87/2 Looked
upon as Angels for Wit and Eloquence, a 1687 PETTY Pol.

Arith. \. (1691) 10 Many . . do so magnifie the Hollanders . .

making them Angels. 1808 SCOTT Marm. vi. xxx, When
pain and anguish wring the brow, A ministering angel thou.

1819 S. RoGSRfl Hum. Life, A guardian angel o'er his life

presiding, Doubling his pleasures, and his cares dividing;.
1858 LONGF. M. Standish n. 58 The angel whose name is

Priscilla, Mod. Not quite such an angel as he looks.

II. from the literal sense of Gr. dyyc\os.
2. Any messenger of God, as a prophet, or preacher.

[A Hellenism of the Bible and theological writers
;

sometimes an affected literalism of translation.]
1382 WYCLIF Gal. iv. 14 5e resceyueden me as an aungel

of God. [So in all versions.] c 1400 Afol. Loll. 31 He [be

prest] is be aungel of be Lord of hostis. 1:1560 Prayer in

Phenix (1708) II. 232 Our Lord Jesus Christ, that Great

Angel of Thy counsel. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 606 The
priest of God is called angel, i.e. messenger, because he . .

announces the things of God to the people. 1879 FARRAR
St. Paul I. 148 The last utterance of the Angel Malachi.

3. Title of the pastor or minister of a church, in

the apocalypse, Eccles. Hist., and in some modern

sects, as the Catholic Apostolics.
1382 WYCLIF Rev. ii. 8 To the aungel of the chirchc of

Smyrna, wrijte thou. 1526 TINDALE ibid.^ The angell of

the congregacion of Smyrna. 161% ibid,. The Angel of the

Church in Smyrna. 1660 STILLINGFLEET Iren. n.vi. (16621

289 The publick Minister of the Synagogue, called the Angel
of the Congregation. 1831 E. IRVING in Mrs. Oliphant Life
II. iv. 204, I fulfil the part of the pastor or angel of the

church. 1839 YFOWELL Anc. Brit. C/i, iv. (1847) 37 To act

in the Presbyterial College . . as President, Angel, or very
soon by the exclusive title of Bishop.

4. poet. A messenger generally ; Jig. in angel of
death, formerly used literally in sense i.

1374 tr. Marlorat's Apocalifs 30 An Angell (that is too

say, a Messenger) is one that is sent of an errand. 1600

CHAPMAN //WWXXIV. 189 An angel I have seen, Sent down
from Jove, a 1637 B. JONSON Sad Sheph. n. vi. (T.) The
dear good angel of the spring, The nightingale. 1648 Jos.
BEAUMONT Psyche xv. cxxxv, They should be The Angels of

this News as well as He. 1815 BYRON Destr. Sennach. 9
For the Angel of Death spread his wings on the blast. 1853
Arab. Nts. (.Rtlg.) 455 My father . . hath been summoned
away by the angel of death.

III. transf.
5. A conventional representation of the celestial

ministers, figured with wings.
1536 Reg. Riches in Antiy. Sarisb. 11771) 203 Another cope

of green cloth of gold, with images and Angels of Jesse.

1855 TENNYSON Afatuii. viii, An angel watching an urn Wept
over her, carved in stone. 1877 Athenaeum 3 Nov. 571/3
The heads of the countesses he on cushions which have

angels at the corners.

6. An old English gold coin, called more fully at

first the ANGEL-NOBLE, being originally a new issue

of the Noble, having as its device the archangel
Michael standing upon, and piercing the dragon.
The angel copied the device of the Fr. angelot or nn^c, a

gold coin of France struck by Louis XL It was first coined
in 1465 by Edward IV when its value (like that of the earlier

noble) was 6.r. 8^/. In i Henry VIII it was 7$. 6tf., 34 Henry
VIII Ss., and 6 Edw. VI IQJ-.

;
it was last coined by Chas. I.

(This was the coin always presented to a patient
' touched

'

for the King's Evil. When it ceased to be coined, small

medals having the same device were substituted for it, and
were hence called touch-pieces.}

1488 Inv. Jewels in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 390 Tw;i
hundreth four score and v angellis. 1494 FABYAN vn. 655
He ordeyned the seconde coyne of golde, and namyd it th<i

angell, whiche was and yet is in value of vis. viii^A 1526
WKIOTHESLEY Chroti, 11875) I. 15 The Kinge enhaunsed his

coyne, that is to saye, the riall at iu. -$d., the angell -js. 6t/.

a 1593 H. SMITH 3 Serin. (1624) 6 To fill a coffer ful of An-

gels. 1598 SMAKS. Merry IV. \. iii. 60 She has all the rule

of her husbands Purse : he hath a legend of Angels. 1623
MASSINGER Dk. Milan in. ii, His stripes washed off With oil

of angels. 1719 D'URFKY Pills 118721 111.325 An angel of

money you must me bring. 1808 SCOTT Marm. i. x, As Lord
Marmion crossed the Court, He scattered angels round. 1883
Leisure Ho. 247 Chief Justice Hall, so long as he practised
at the Bar, persisted in charging only the angel in ordinary
matters.

B. Comb, and Attrib.

1. General relations : a. appositive, as angel-

goddess, -guardian, 'messenger, -mother, -power,

stranger, -woman, b. objective with pr. pple. or

vbl. sb., as angel-*vorship, -worshipper^ -ing, C. in-

strumental with pa. pple., as angel-borne, -buildeJ,

-guarded, -heralded, -warned, d. similative, as

angel-bright, -fair, -seeming, -wise. e. attrib. (of,

or as of, or pertaining to, an angel or angels ;
=

ANGELIC), as angel appearance, choir, face, form,
grace, infancy, music, psalm, trumpet, visit > voice.

1878 GLADSTONE Prim. Homer 74 Iris, the messenger or

angel-goddess. 1830 T. HAMILTON Cyr. Thornton (1845^ 121
You may yet see and embrace your angel-mother. 1711
\*QVV. Rape Lock \. 33 Virgins visited by Angel- Powers. 1863
JEAFFRESOX Sir Everani's Dan. xiii. 235 Bernard thought of
an angel-woman . . his boyhood's love. 1577 tr. Bnllinger's
Decades(isg-2^7^ir Augustine. . naming them Angeltc'i, angel-
worshippers. 1839 BAILEY Festus xix. (1848) 226 The frag-
ments of that angel-builded fane. 1871 C. PEARSON Sarnm
S'ty. 20, Angel-warned, no word they bring Back to Herod.

174* \OUNG Nt. Th. (1751) 144 Talents angel-bright. 1748
THOMSON Cast. Imiot. xlv. 402 These same guileful angel-

ANGELIC.

seeming sprites. 1858 SKARS A than. vl. 50 The angel-ap-
pearances were not the same to all the witnesses. 1738
WKSLEY Ps. No. 47, v, Shout the Angel-Quires aloud. 1833
J. H. NEWMAN Bk. Praise (1862) 432 And with the morn
those angel faces smile. 1611 HEYWOOD Gold. Age i. i, So
full of Angell grace. 1836 R. VAUGHAN Ho. w. Mystics (1860)

11-97 1'ne floating tones of some distant angel-psalm, f 1630
MILTON At Sol. Music, The bright seraphim . . Their loud

uplifted angel-trumpets blow. 1799 CAMPBELL Pleas. Hope
n. 386 Angel visits, few and far between.
2. Special combinations: T angel-beast, an old

game at cards ; f angel-bed, *a sort of open bed
without bed-posts,' Phillips 1706 ; f angel-bread,
a kind of purgative cake, made of oatmeal and

flour, with ginger and spurge ; angel-cornice, one
decorated with figures of angels ; angels' eyes,
the plant, germander speedwell ; ^ angels'-food,
a term for strong ale

; t angel-gold, standard or
'

guinea '-gold ; angel-kind, the race of angels (cf.

mankind} ; f angel-piece, = AXGEL 6; f angel-

proof, the gold standard of the angel.
Also ANGEL-FISH, -LIKE, -NOBLE, -SHOT, -WATER, q.v.
1668 Si-: OLEY Mitlb. Card. iv. i, Offering to play at Angel-

beast with them, tho' he scarce know the cards. 1862 RICK-
MAN Goth. Archit. 371 Another peculiar ornament is the

angel cornice. 1863 GOSSK Dartmoor in Intell. Obs. 318
The sweet germander speedwell . . here, most poetically,
named by the peasantry, 'angels' eyes.' 1377 HARRISON
Engl. n. xviii. 1 1877) 295 There is such headie ale & beere in

most of them [markets], as for the mightinesse thereof. . U
commonlie called huttecap, the mad dog .. angels food,

dragons mllke. 1583 SIL-BUKS Anat. Alms. 53 Gilt . . with

good angell gold. 1676 H. PHILLII-S Pitnh. Pattern
223 Angel-Gold is worth somewhat more, and Sovereign
Gold somewhat less, a 1300 Cursor M. 362 First ban wroght
he angel kind. 1688 Lend. Gaz, mmcccxliii/4 Suspected to

have stolen an Angel piece. 1607 DKKKKR IVh. Babylon 270
Head all the speares With gold of Angel !-proofe.

Angelate(ce-nd^clt'it). Chem. ff.ANGEL-lCrt.--f
ATE-*

;
cf. oxal-ic

} oxal-atel\ A salt of angelic acid.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. 1. 293 The angelates of the alkali-

metals are soluble in water and in alcohol.

t A'ngeled, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

ANGEL -i-

-EI>.]
= AXGELIZED.

111628 F. GRKVII.I.K Mtistapha v. Cho. 11633* J 5^ So Idlest

be they, so Angel'd, so Eternized.

t A'ngelence. Obs. rarc~ l
. [irreg. f. ANGEL +

-ENCE.] Angelic condition or quality.
1652 BENLOWE TJieoph. I. xi, The organs to my optick sen>c

Are dazled at the Blaze of so bright Angelence.

Ailgelet (Vi-nd^clet). Also 5-6 -elett, 5-7
-ellet. [a. OFr. angdct = It. Wgthttot dim. of

angelo ANGEL ; cf. eaglet^

f 1. A gold coin, half the value of the angel. Obs*

1481-90 Howard Honseh, Bks. 284 My Lord sent home to

my Lady in angelletes . . x //. 1551 Prod. Rdu: VI in

Wriothesley Chron. II. 59 The third peece called an ange-
lett of fine gould of fine shillinges. 1608 \V. YOXGE Diary
(1848) 18 Flear's wife offered one uf them one hundred ange-
letts to let him escape. 1707 FI.J:I;TUOOD Chron. Precios.
21 It appears that Angelets were the same with Half-Angels.
1834 Penny Cycl. s.v. Angel^ The Angetets of Edward IV.
. .have on the reverse, O tVT'.r ai'e spcs unica.

2. A little angel, a cherub
; fig. a pretty child.

1823 LAMB Elia Ser. it. xxii. 11865) 387 The Angelet sprang
forth, fluttering its rudiments of pinions. 1868 G. M v -

DONALD Roll. Fall'. III. 133 Smiling, as if she rejoiced in

the idea of taming the little wild angelets.

Angel-fish. A fish of the Sijtta/itfo or Shark

family, found on the British coasts, having also an

affinity to the Kays. It receives this name from
the wing-like expansion of its pectoral fins; also

called Monk-fish, Tiddle-fish, and Shark-ray.
i668WiLKiss Real Char. n. v. 3. 133 Of fish . . Viviparous

.. 5. Scale, Angel-fish. 1784 ANUKU \\\Phil. Trans. LXX IV.

-.174 Slender flexible teeth in the chictodontes, or angel-
fishes. 1862 ANSTEO Channel Isl. n. ix. 213 Of fish not

eaten, the sword-fish . . and the angel-fish, are the most re-

markable among large species.

Angelhood (/'nd.^elhud). [f.
AN<;EL + -HOOD.]

1. The state or condition of an angel.
1839 BAILKY Festits xix. (1848' 215 That all might in Him

He one ; and full and holy equalness Belong humanity a

angelhood. 1858 Miss MULOCH Th.ab. U'om. 35 'Woman-
hood,' the most heavenly thing next angelhood.
2. Angelic nature embodied

;
an angelic being ;

colled, a company or brotherhood of angels.
1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems L 7 'Twas then I knew How

ye could
pity, my kind angelhood ! 1862 Last Poems 30

English children pass in bloom . . Such rose angelhoods, em-
plumed In such ringlets of pure glory.

Angelic C&ndge'lik), .* and sb. Forms: 5-6
angelyk(e, 6 aungelyke, 6-7 angelike, -ique,

6-8-ick, /angellike, 7-angelic.fad.Fr,c//^//(///(',
ad. L. atigelU'-itst a. Gr. ayyt\iK-u$, f. cry-yeA-os

ANGEL.] A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to angels ;

of angel kind.

1485 CAXTON St. ll'cnefr. 20 This said the angelyk visyon
vanysshed away. 1635 A. STAFFORD J-'ctit. Glory (1869) 136
Th' AngelHke Quire did greet their New-Home King. 1667
MILTON P. L. x. 18 From Paradise in hast Th'angelic guards
ascended, mute and sad. 1711 STEELE Spcct. No. 6*3 His
[Satan's] Wit and Angelick Faculties. 1865 R. DALE 7c7c.

Temp. ii. 24 Angelic messengers conversed with Abraham.
2. Like an angel ; hence, of superhuman nature,

intelligence, innocence, purity, sweetness.
< 1510 MOKE /'/V/ Wks. 1557.4, 2 Many noble bokes, whiche

well testifie his angelike wit. ("1520 W. DK WORDI-: Treat.
Calaunt (1860) 15 Our aungelyke abstynence is nowe
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ANGELIC.
refused. 1530 J. COKE Debate (1877) 109 England is a holy
and angeljque grounde, blyssed of God. 1667 MILTON P. L.
v. 74 Happy creature, fair angelic Eve. 1712 POPE Sped.
No. 408 P4 As a Man inclines to the angeljck or brute Part
of his Constitution, 1835 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 550
His profligacy and insolence united had been too much even
for the angelic temper of Tillotson.

3. Angelic doctor : title given to Thomas Aquinas ;

Angelic Salutation, the words addressed to the

Virgin Mary by the angel Gabriel (Luke i. 28), the
Ave Maria.
1657 S. COLVIL Whigs Sitppl. (1751) 115 Aquinas new

modell'd the school-Divinity ; wherefore he was call'd the

Angelic Doctor. 1843 MARIOTTI Italy I. 130 Dante was as wild
as any of the angelic or seraphic doctors that preceded him.
1868 R. MORRIS Chaucer's Boeth. Introd. i 'The angelic'
Thomas Aquinas commented on him.

f B. sb. A worshipper of angels. Obs. rare.

1554 PHILPOT Exam. % \Vrit. (1842* 420 Men which were
called Angelicks, because they worshipped Angels.

Angelic (nd,?e-Iik\ a.2 Chem. [f. next.] Of
or derived from angel ica

; as in Angelic acidC5H8O2 ,

a monatomic monobasic acid of the acrylic series,

obtained from the root atA. archangelica (and other

plants) ;
with a corresponding aldehyde C5H S O.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I, Angelic acid crystallises in

large long prisms and needles. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Client.

390 Angelic acid [occurs] in the archangel root, while angelic
aldehyde is contained in the essential oil of chamomile.

II Angelica (&ndgeiik&). [med.L. = herba an-

gelica the 'angelic herb,* or 'root of the Holy
Ghost/ so named (when or by whom does not

appear used by Brunfells in 1530) on account of
its repute against poison and pestilence, prob. from
the fragrant smell and aromatic taste of its root.]
1. a. An aromatic umbelliferous plant (A. arch-

angelica, or Archangelica officinalis} indigenous to

Europe, and cultivated (since 1568) in England,
for culinary or medicinal purposes, and for prepar-
ing a confection, 'Candied Angelica.' b. m Bot.
The genus, of which the prec. plant is, or was con-

sidered, the type ; of which several species are

diffused over the northern hemisphere, one being
wild in Britain.

1578 LYTE Dodoens 297 The rootes of Angelica are con-
trarie to all poyson. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. Jii. 11641)

27/1 Angelica, that happy counterbane, Sent down from
heav'n. 1601 R. CHESTER Love's Mart. 92 There is Angel,
lica or Dwarfe Gentian. From death it doth preserue the

poysoned man. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. \. 60/1
Angelicaes distastfull roote is gnawed. 1794 MARTYN Rous-
seau's Bot. xvii. 234 Angelica has large globose umbels. 1813
MARSHALL Gardening xvi. led. 5' 262 Angelica is cultivated
for the large ribs of its leaves, cut in May or June to make
a candied preserve.

2. attrib.

1641 FRENCH Distill. ii. (1651) 53 A pint of the best An-
gelica-water. 1652 Yorksh. Spa ix. 84 Elecampany root

candied, or for want thereof Angelica root. 1827 NUTTALL
Introd. Bot. 82, Aralia

t two of the native species called

spikenard and Angelica-tree. 1863 BARING-GOULD Icel. na
The beautiful angelica leaf starred the black soil.

3. Short for a. Angelica water (cf. ANGEL-WATER).
b. Candied angelica root.

l6S3UnQUHA*T Rabelais i. Iv, Spirit of roses, orange-flower-
water and Angelica. 1676 DEAL in Phil. Trans. XI. 587 The
Thymes . . do make a sprightful . . infusion in Angelico,
against Contagions. 1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Angelina iv.

(1832163 What was it you pleased to call for angelica, ma'am,
did you say? 1874 Miss ROSSETTI Speaking Liken. 39 Two
melons . . and about four dozen sticks of angelica.
4. Jig. rare.

159* G. HARVEY New Letter& Converting the wormwood
of just offence into the angelica of pure attonement.

Angelical (&nde"iik&l), a. also 6 aungellical,

6-7 angelycall, etc. [f.ANGELIC + -AL.I: see-iCAL.j
1. Of or pertaining to angels ; of angel kind. arch.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxiii. ii, Yet have they nature

whych is angelycall. 1577 St. Aitg. Manuell, This aun-
gellical ditie: Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God of hostes. 1699
EvELYN^r/rtr*a(i729li46 Our Paradisian Bard introduces
Eve dressing of a Sallet for her Angelical Guest. 1718
CHAMBERS Cycl. s,v., The Angelical Salutation is called by
the Romanists Ave Maria. 1x1834 COLERIDGE Notes Theol.

ff Pol. 364 The mighty kingdoms angelica! . . sounding forth
their blessedness.

2. Angel-like, resembling an angel ; hence, of

superhuman nature, intelligence, holiness, disposi-
tion, beauty, etc.

1577 tr. Bullinget
fs Decades (1^-2} ^(igV^G are bybaptisme

purged into an Angelicall life. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul.
in. ii. 75 Beautifull Tyrant, fiend Angelicall : Rauenous
Doue-feather'd Rauen. 1635 A. STAFFORD Fern. G^ory(iB6g)
31 The Angellicall Innocency of God's Owne Mother.
a 1687 PETTY Pol. Arith. i. (1691) 16 Such Angelical Wits
and Judgments, as some attribute to the Hollanders. 1805
WORDSWORTH Prcl. in. (1850) 67 A boy, no better, with his

rosy cheeks Angelical. 1847 J. WILSON C/tr. North (1857)
II. 20 Angelical indeed was his temper.
3. An attribute of the Carthusians, and ofThomas
Aquinas : Spiritual as an angel.
c 1555 HARPSFIELD Di^>orce Hen. VIII (1878) 286 The very

Turkwould have reverenced . . the angelical Carthusians.

1560 J. DAUS Slcidane's Comm. 3b, [Aquinas] commonly
called thangelical doctor, for the subtiltie of his witte. 1837
WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 378 The Angelical Doc-
tor had systematized it.

4. Of or pertaining to a divine messenger, or

pastor. Cf. ANGEL 2 and 3. rare.

324

1678 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) 524 Religion in a sable
robe . . bearing a buckler in one hand . . in the other hand a
banner on an angelical staff. 1864 BURTON Scot. Abr. II. i.

96 The angelical office of godly pastors.
5. Angelical stone : a fancy of the alchemists.

1652 ASHMOLE Theat. Chem. Brit. Prol. 8 Lastly, as touch-

ing the Angelical! Stone, it is so subtill . . that it can neither
be scene, felt, or weighed.

Angelically, adv. [f. prec. + -L\-2.]
1. By the instrumentality of angels, rare.

1635 WITHER Lord's Prayer (1665) 14 Revelations that
seem to be . . Angelically inspired.
2. After the manner of, or like, an angel.
1740 GRAY Let. in Poems (17751 86 La Diamantina . . played

on the violin divinely, and sung angelically. 1814 GARY
Dante 5 With gentle voice and soft Angelically tun'd.

1824-5 WIFFEN Tasso's Jerus. Deliv. ix. Ixxxi, His favourite

page, angelically fair.

t Ange'licalliess. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. -t-

-NESS.] The quality of being like an angel ; angelic
character or nature.

1664 H. MORE Apol. 493 The Lucidity and Angelicalness
of our Saviour's Body after the Resurrection. 1667 Div.
Dial. v. xi. (1713) 445 The Angelicalness of this last and best
state of the Church. 1755 in JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets.

Angelicize (xnd^e-lisaiz), v. rare~^.
[f.

AN-
GELIC a. 1 + -IZE.] To make angelic ;

= ANGELIZE.
1852 Miss MULOCH Agatha's Husb. (18581 196 Brian . . in

fact strongly resembled his father angelicised into childhood.

Angelico, = angelica-water: see ANGELICA 3.

t Angelifica'tion. Obs,rare~ l

. [n. of action
f. ANGELIFY : see -FICATION.] The making, or

being made, into or like an angel.
1629 DONSE Sertn. xlix. 494 b, Such a Purification, such an

Angelification, such a Deification in this Life.

t Angelified, ///. a. Obs. rare. [f. next + -ED.]
Made into, or like, an angel ; made angelic.
1636 S. WARD Serm. (1862) 64 A spiritual, an angelified

body, made apt and obsequious to all divine services. 1678
CuDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. v. 797 Tertullian himself [styled
the Resurrection-body] angelijicatam carnem, 'angelified
flesh.' 1728 EARBERY tr. Burnet's State ofDead \. 194 Ter-
tullian [says] that it is an angelify'd Substance.

t Angelify, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. angdificd-re
(Tertull.), f. angehis ANGEL + -Jtcare : see -FY.] To
make into or like an angel ;

= ANGELIZE.
1653 T. ADAMS Pract. li^ks. (1861) III. 295 Angels . . sing-

ing those raptures . . which did in a manner angelify him.

Angelina (sendgglfni). Bot. Also 7 angelin.

[f. ANGEL : see -INA.] A genus of Legttminosx,
native chiefly to tropical America, comprising trees

of moderate height, with showy purple flowers.

1663 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xlviii. 188 A world of

Angelin-wood, Chestnuts, Trees, Oak, and Cedar, wherewith
thousands of Ships may be made. 1783 HOWARD Encycl.,
Angelina, in botany, a tree growing in the rocky and sandy
places in Malabar, in the East Indies. 1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Angelina, the Andira inennis.

t Angelique. Obs. rare 1
. [Fr. angelique an-

gelical, also a musical instrument.] A species of

guitar ;
= ANGELOT 3.

1660 PEPYS -Vo/ 23 June, He showed me .. an instrument
he called an Angelique.

Angelist (i*ndgelist). [f. ANGEL + -IST.] One
who held heretical or peculiar opinions concerning
angels.
1651 CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 49 Nazianzen [was] an

Angelist.

Angelite (t'i-nd^ebit). [ad. L. angellta, said

to \x~\.Angeliumt a place in Alexandria where their

assemblies were held.] A sect of ancient heretics,
which arose A.D. 494.
'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v. Angelite, The distinguish-

ing tenets of the Angelitx were, that the several parts of the

Trinity had no distinct essence, substance, or deity; but only
a substance or deity in common, or indivisible among them.

t AngC'lity. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. L. angel-us or

Eng. ANGEL, after de-ity, human-ity : see -ITY.]
The estate of angels ; angels as an order of being.
1652 BENLOWE Theoph. v. xxxii. 71 Oft, my rapt soul, as-

cending to the eye Pecpt through upon Angelitie.

Angelize (^ndgSbiz), v. arch. [f. as prec. +

-IZE.]
1. trans. To convert into an angel, render angelic.
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Pet. ii. 10 That sin . . would have

deified angels, and angelized men. 1633 EARL MANCH. At
Mond0-(i636) 190 Such like thoughts .. will Angelize thy
body, and Emparadise thy soule. 1796 W. TAYLOR in Month.
Rev. XX. 520 It ought not to be our object to angelize, nor
to brutalize, but to humanize man.

f2. intr. To belong or lean to the Angelists. Obs.

1605 T. BELL Motives cone. Rom. Faith Ded. i If Tertul-
lian . . erred montanizing . . if Nazianzen angelizing, if Euse-
bius arrianizing.

A-ngelized, ///. a. tObs. [f. prec. + -ED.]
Made into or like an angel, rendered angelic.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas, Fathers 268 Illuding Sathan

cannot shine so bright, Though Angelliz'd. 1648 STERRY
Sertn. Clouds 39 Angels Spiritualized, Bodies Angelized.
1653 GAUDEN Hierasp. 232 Gifted Hypocrites, devout devils,

angelized Satans.

jel-like, a- (adv.) Wfa. Like or resembling
angels ; angelic.
r 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 236 And aungellych [v.r. aun-

gelylce, -lik, Aungell lyke, angelyke, -Hike] hyse wengis gan
he sprede. 1561 T. N[ORTON] Calvin's Inst. in. xii. (1634)

362 Job . . seeth that very Angell-like holiness cannot ap-

pease God, i6zx SHAKS. Cymb. iv. ii. 48 How Angell-like he

ANGELUS.
sings? 1660 G. NEWTON John xvii. (1867) 135 Their life is

angel-like, they walk with God.

Angel-noble, [i.e. NOBLE, bearing the device
of an angel : cf. spade-gttinea^\ The fuller name
of the gold coin ANGEL (see ANGEL 6) ;

it being
really the representative in value (6s. 8</.) of the
earlier noble, coined by Edward III, but with a
device adopted from the Fr. angelot ;

while the new
nobles, called rose-nobles, or rialst passed for los.

1474 WARKW. Chron. (1839) 4 Also he [made] angelle noblys
of vjs. viijrf, 1553 in Bury Wills (1850) 142 To haue for his

payunes top aungell nobles. 1387 HOLINSHED Chron. III.

893/2 In this season the angell noble was iust the sixt part
of an ounce Troie. 1686 Cerent, for King's Evil in Reader
(1866) 3 Mar. 227/2 The King . . crossing the sore of the sick

person with an Angel Noble. [1834 Penny Cycl. II. 14/1
When first introduced, the angel was rated in value at &j. 8rf.,

and being of the same value as the noble, was sometimes
called the noble angel.]

AngelOCracy (^ndseVkrasi). ?Obs. rare 1

.

[f. Gr. ayyf\os ANGEL + -tf/xma government : see

-CBACY.] A government by angels.
1685 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1700) II. ii. vii. 320 Those angelo-

cracies or angelical governments of countries and nations.

Angelography (-p-grafi). rare-1
, [ad. mod.L.

angelographia ;
f. Gr. dyyfAoi ANGEL + -ypatpia

writing.] A descriptive treatise on the angels.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., Casmannus and Manitius

have published Angelographies.

Angelplatry (-p-latri). [f. Gr. dyyeXos + Xa-

Tpda service, worship: see-LATRY.] Angel-worship.
1847 BUCK Hagcnbach's Hist. Doctr. I. 342 The prohibi-

tion of the worship of angels (angelolatryj by the synod of
Laodicea. 1879 M. CONWAV Demonol. II. iv. xiv. 158 The
theory that man could get along without any Angelolatry
or Demon-worship.

Angelology (-p'lod^i). [ad. mod.L. angelologia,
f. Gr. dyyfAcs + -Xoyia discourse.] Doctrine as to

angels; that part of theology which treats of angels.
I 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Angelotogia, the doctrine or

science of angels . . Gerhard has published a sacred Angelo-
logia.\ 1847 in CRAIG. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. (1864* IX.
xiv. ii. 54 The same vast mythology commanded the general
consent; the same angelology. 1874 H. REYNOLDS John
Bapt. iL 91 Some opponents . . urge that the angelology of
the New Testament was a Persian tradition.

t Angelo'macliy. Obs.rare~ l
. [f. Gr. <ryyAos

+ -fJ-axia fighting.] A war between angels.
1635 HEYWOOU Hierarck. vi. 341 The Weapons, Engines,

and Artillerie Used in this great Angelomachy.

Angelophany (-fani). [f. as prec. + -<j>avia

or -<f>dvtta appearance, manifestation.] The ap-

pearing or visible manifestation of angels.
1858 SEARS Athan. vi. 47 It has been asserted .. that in

the angelophanies both of the Old and New Testament, the

angels assumed a material body. 1874 H. REYNOLDS John
Bapt. ii. 89 All these angelophanies were anticipations of the

ultimate adoption of our humanity by the Eternal Logos.

Angelot (se'nd^el^t). arch. [a. Fr. angelot, dim.

of OFr. angele '.L. angel-us ANGEL.]
fl. A French gold coin struck by Louis XI,

bearing the image of St. Michael with the dragon
under his feet

;
also a piece coined at Paris by the

English under Henry VI. Obs.

1525 State Papers, Hen. VIII, VI. 505 The money lent at

his first transporting .. forty thousand angelottes. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Suf>p., Angelot, an antient English gold
coin, struck at Paris, while under the English subjection.
It was thus called from the figure of an angel supporting
the scutcheon of the arms of England and France.

f 2. A small rich cheese, made in Normandy.
[Littre says because stamped with the coin.] Obs.

1611 COTGR., Angelot, the cheese called an Angelot. 1655
MOUFFET & BENN. Health's Impr. 11746) 221 The Angelots
of Normandy are counted restorative. 1674 T. DUFFETT
Amorous Old- Worn. \. ii, As mellow as an Angelot Cheese,
that has been mortifi'd Fifteen Months in Horse-dung. 1719

Accompl. Fern. Instr. (N.)To make angelots. 1753 in CHAM.
BERS ; and in mod. Diets.

3. A musical instrument.

1678 PHILLIPS, Angclot., a sort of Musical Instrument
somewhat like a Lute. 1863 BROWNING Sordetto \\. Wks. I II.

306 How to twirl His angelot, plaything of page or girl

Once. Ibid. iv. III. 382 For elegance he strung the angelot,
Made rhymes thereto.

Angelry (t
Ti>

ngelri). rare 1
, [f.

ANGEL + -RY,

as in tenantry, yeomanry.] A body of angels.
1805 W. TAYLOR in Robberds' Mew. 11-99 To surround the

vine-planter of Ararat with a more racy and autochthonous

machinery than his Miltonic angelry.

A'ngelship. nonce-wd. [cf. lordship^\

1648 Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche xvii. cvi, Give Their Angel-
ships the lie.

Angel-shot, [called also in Fr. ange ;
in

reference to the wing-like position of the segments
on each side of the central disk, in its flight through
the air.] A species of chain-shot used to destroy
the rigging of ships, etc., consisting of the (2 or 4)

segments of a hollow ball, attached by chains to a

central disk
;
these appendages being packed inside,

the whole was fired as a ball, which spread asunder

in its course.

1731 BAILEY, Angel shot, chain-shot, being a cannon bullet

cut in two, and the halves being joined together by a
chain.

[| Angelas (^-nd^el^s). [L., so called from its

opening words 'Angelus domini nuntiavit Jlfarix.']



ANGEL-WATER.
1. A devotional exercise commemorating the

mystery of the Incarnation, consisting of versicles

and responses, and the Angelic Salutation three

times repeated, said by Roman Catholics, at morn-

ing, noon, and sunset, at the sound of a bell rung
for that purpose.
1727 CHAMBERS Cycl. [Incorrectly explained.] 1847 LONGF.

Ev. i. iv. 127 Sweetly over the village the bell of the angelus
sounded. 1849 ROCK Ch. ofFathers III. ix. 340 The

' An-

gelus
'

did not come into use before the beginning of the

XVIth century, and seems to have commenced in France.

1866 NEALE Seq. $ Hymns 131 The Angelus at Compline
shall sweetly close the day.
2. Short for Angelus-bell.
1847 LONGF. Ev. 1. 1. 30 Softly the Angelus sounded. 1867

LADY HERBERT Cradle L. iv. 121 When the Angelus sum-

mons us . . to dwell for a few moments on the mystery of the

Incarnation. 1881 All. Monthly XLVII. 176 'Tis the set

of sun, The angelus must ring.

t A'ngel-water. Obs. [for Angelica-water:
see ANGELICA 2.] A perfumed liquid of which

Angelica once formed a chief constituent ; after-

wards containing ambergris, rose, myrtle, and

orange-flower waters.

1687 SEDLEY Bcllam. i. i, I met the prettiest creature in

new Spring-garden ! . . angel-water was the worst scent

about her. 1719 Accomfl. Fein, fttstr. (N.), Angel-water,
an excellent perfume : also a curious wash to beautify the

skin.

Anger (se'rjgsi), sl>.; also 4-5 angyr, -gir, 4-6
angre, 5 angar. [a. ON. angr trouble, affliction,

f. root ang strait, straitened, troubled : see ANGE.]
f 1. That which pains or afflicts, or the passive

feeling which it produces ; trouble, affliction, vexa-

tion, sorrow. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. ; Ex. 972 Jhe held hire hard in Sralles wune,
And dede hire 50136 and anger mune. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.

Consc. 3517 Na man may to heven ga, Bot-if he thole here

anger and wa. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 321 Thir angrys

may I na mar drey. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. XXII. 291 To
sutfren al bat god sente '

syknesses and angres. c 1440 Gesta

Rom, 243 Dehuer me from this anger bat I dwelle in. 1475
CAXTON Jason 76 b, For the deth of whiche childe the anger
and sorow was moche the more.

2. The active feeling provoked against the agent ;

passion, rage ; wrath, ire, hot displeasure.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 572 pe anger of his ire bat ar}ed

monye. ^1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 825 Neuere eft ne was
ther Angre \_v.r. angyr, -er] hem bitwene. 1393 GOWER
Conf. I. 282 Ne couth I after that be wroth, But all min

your angre, whan it would barst out. 1552 LATIMER Serin.

Lord's Prayer iv. II. 57 A man slain openly of another man
in an anger. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. l/I/I, m. ii. 92 May be he

heares the King Does whet his Anger to him. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. I. i. II, Anger, which is a desire of revenge;
Hatred, which is inveterate anger. 1657 J. SMITH Myst.
Rhet. 168 Anger is a vehement heat of the minde, which

brings palenesse to the countenance, burning to the eyes,
and trembling to the parts of the body. 1690 LOCKE Hum.
Underst. n. xx. (1695) 122 Anger is_

uneasiness or discom-

posure of the Mind upon the receit of any Injury, with a

present purpose of Revenge. 1754 CHATHAM Lett. Nepliew
v. 39 Anger, that daemon, that destroyer of our peace. 1875
H. E. MANNING Mission H. Ghost xiv. 393 Anger has its

proper use. Anger is the executive power of justice.

3. Physical affliction or pain ; inflammatory state

of any part of the body. (Still dial.)

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xni. 335, 1 cacche . . an ague in suche

an angre, and some tyme a feure. a 1500 MS. Lincoln^ A i.

17. 305 (Hajliw.) Anoynte hym fyrste with popilione if he

hafe anger in his lyver. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. Iviii. 9 Raw-
ness and anger (in that dialect, wherein we call a sore

angry), a 1698 TEMPLE J.) Where the greatest anger and
soreness still continued.

4. Comb, (mostly feet.) a. attrib., as anger-glow;
b. objective, as anger-kindling; c. instrumental, as

anger-boiling, -coddled, -lined, -swollen.

1851 H. MELVILLE Whales xxxvi. 181 My heat has melted

thee to anger-glow. 1634 W. WOOD jVo Eng. Prosp. n.

vii, Anger-boyling blood. 1651 CLEVELAND Miser 29 Ajax
with his anger-codled brain. 1879 Sptct. 6 Sept. 1128/2 The
sea had scarcely a wrinkle on the salt face which but a night
or two before had looked anger-lined and wind-worn. 1839
BAILEY Festus vii. (1848) 70 Through anger-swollen wave
or sparkling spray.

Anger (K-rjgai), v. ; also 3 anngre, 4 angrye,

4-6 -re, 5 -ar, -tir. [a. ON. angr-a to grieve, vex,

f. angr : see ANGER sb.]

}!. To distress, trouble, vex, hurt, wound. Obs.

< izoo ORMIN 432 Nan bing . . patt mihhte ohht anngrenn
obre. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 799 [The aid manj is ofte

angerd, and ay pleynand. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 244

pough auarice wolde angre [1303 angrye] be pore. ^1400
Rom. Rose 3526 Is it youre ese Hym for to angre or disese?

c 1440 Gesta Rom. I. Hi. 183 To be turmentide, angride, and
bete for oure defavtis.

2. Hence, through the idea of irritate : To excite

to wrath, make angry, enrage. a. trans.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 117 Who-so hath more ban I, bat

angreth me sore. 1494 FABYAN II. xxxvii. 26 Lyghtly he

slewe all men y c hym tened or angred. 1530 PALSGR. 43 1/2 ,

I angre, I chafe or bringe out of pacience. Je courrottce.

Beware howe you anger hym. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. 8f

Jut. n. iv. 215, I anger her sometimes, and tell her that Paris

is the properer man. 1662 FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 130
A person free from passion, whom none could anger out of

his ordinary temper. 1 758 JOHNSON Idler No. o F i You have

both pleased and angered me. 1841 MIALL Nonconf. 1. 9 It
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would be difficult to anger the
people just now. 1882 A //-

nxum No. 2831. 121 He angered every body who was affected

by the project.

b. impers.
c 1400 Destr. Troy xi. 4571 Hit angris to abide, Or tary . .

when tulkes ben redy. c 1440 Morte A rth. 1662 Me angers
at Arthure. 1593 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. n. i. 22 T'would anger
him To raise a spirit in his Mistresse circle, f 1735 POPE

Epil. Sat. n. 150 It anger'd Turenne . . To see a footman
kick'd that took his pay. 1809 SOUTHEY Lett. II. 165 It

angers me when people . . depreciate the Spaniards.

t C. reft. To vex oneself, become angry. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy VI. 2236 Angurs you noht. Ibid. XVI.

7329 He angurt hym full euyll. a. 1450 Knt. tie la Tour
(1868) 20 Anger you not . . of that that he saithe.

d. intr. (refl. pron. omitted.) rare.
c 1400 Destr. Troy xv. 6911 Vlixes . . angrit full sore. 1786

BURNS Sc. Drink xiii, When neebors anger at a plea.

t 3. To irritate or inflame a sore. Obs. or dial.

a 1626 BACON (J.) He . . maketh the wound bleed inwards,
and angereth malign ulcers, c 1735 POPE Donne Sat. IV. 119
Itch most hurts wnen anger'd to a sore. 1760 STERNE Tr.

Shandy 1 1 . iv. 108 Uncle Toby, perceiving that [it] . . angered
his wound, left off the study of projectiles.

Angered (se-rjgoad), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -F.D.]

t a. Grieved, troubled (o/>s.\ b. Provoked to

wrath, irate
;

lit. and fig. c. Irritated, inflamed.

d. Flushed as with rage.
(71300 Leg. A'<Wli87il 124 pis son of chosdroas . . euill an-

gerd was. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cotisc. 302 pe prophet . . was

angred, in thoght. 1400 Destr. Tray xix. 7994 Achilles

was angret angardly sore. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. q Cl. n. vi. 21

The anger'd ocean fomes. c 1830 TENNYSON Madeline iii,

The flush of anger'd shame. 1830 Dream Fair Worn.

255 Those dragon eyes of anger'd Eleanor. 1878 B. TAYLOR
Deukation I. vi. 47 Every nightly crag . . Is angered with the

glory. 1881 Daily Neivs n Aug. 2/2 A somewhat angered

controversy took place across the table. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Feb. 483/1 The young man became angered.

t A'ligerful, a. Obs. rare ; also 3 ancreful,

angresful. [prob. orig. a. ON. angr-fitllr full of

trouble, f. angr trouble: see ANGER. Analysed in

i 3th c. as angres-full, with angres in genitive. In

it's later use prob. a new formation on Eng. ANGER
sb. (in sense 2) + -FUL.]
1. Full of trouble ; careful, anxious.

c 1230 A ncr. R. 244 Inward, & meolease, i angresfule bonen

biwinneS sone sucurs. Ibid. 370 Forto beon so angresful
berefter nis nout God icweme ! and ancreful nomliche uor

swuch religiun nis nout God icweme.

2. Wrathful.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. (1641) 115/1 Repentant,

jealous, fierce, and angerful.

Angering (se-rjgarirj),
vbl. sb. [f.

ANGER v. +

-ING'!] Making angry, enraging. (Now gerun-

dial.)

1393 GOWER Co/// III. 175 In angring of the king. 1594
CARE%V Tasso's God/r.Bulloigne (it&utd Angring eneigres.

1692 Bp. OF GLOUC. Vindic. Pref. A ij b, The angering of the

Vicious Part of the Kingdom. Mod. Nothing will be gained

by angering him.

A'ngering, ppl- a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.] En-

raging, provoking.
1602 'WARNER Alt. Eng. n. Ixvii. (1612) 286 The Amorous

with the sea-Crabs gaet do angring Amours flie.

Angerless (se'rjgajles), a. [f.
ANGER sb. +

-LESS!] Free from anger.
1580 SIDNEY A rcadia (16221 198 With an angerlesse brauery,

and an vnabashed mildenesse, in this manner spake vnto

them. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. 116411 115/1 A judge

self-angerless. 1839 DICKENS Nick. Nick. v. (C. D. ed. ) 27

The termination of every angerless dispute brought them
nearer . . to the close of their slight preparations.

Angerly (ai'rjgaili), adv. arch. Forms: 4-5

angerliche, -irly, -yrly, -rely, 5 -arely, 6 -erlye,

-erlie, 4- angerly. [f. ANGER ^. + -LY 2
. This

supposes an earlier use of angerly, angerlic as adj.,

as in ON. angrligr sad, painful.]

fl. With trouble or pain ; hurtfully, painfully. Obs.

1327-1485 in Wright Pol. Poems I. 323 The kings law wol

no man deme Angerliche without answere. 1393GOWER Con/.

1. 292 For that he with anger wrought His anger angerliche
he bought. (1400 Rom. Rose 3511 Gret wrong ye do To
worche this man so mych woo, Or pynen him so angerly.

fb. Furiously. (Somet. intensive, like mod. '
terri-

bly, awfully.') Cf. ANGARDLY, and ON. agjarnliga.
Obs.

*375 BARBOUR Bruce vm. 486 Thai so angirly on thame

socht, That of thame all eschapit nane. c 1400 Destr. Troy
xi. 6483 Armyt at all peces, angarly mony. Ibid. xv. 6998
Issit out of be ost angarely fast.

2. With anger or resentment. (Since i /the. re-

placed by ANGRILY ; but used as an archaism by
some 1 9th c. poets.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 510 Than wol he be angry

and answere hokerly and angerly [v. r. angrily, -yrly, -rely],

< 1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fables 78 Then angerly the Wolfe

vpon him cryes. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Mark iii. 5 He loked

rounde about on them angerly. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. i.

ii. 62 How angerly I taught my brow to frowne. a 1631
DONNE Scrtn. xxvi. 263 Fathers will speak loudest . . and look

angerliest, that intend not the severest correction. 1641
Vind. Answ. Humb. Rent. 6. 89 Let him take it never so

angerly. 1721 MRS. CENTLIVRE Gamester ii. 149, 1 am not to

be us'd so angerly. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Anr. Leigh i. 14

A mother never is afraid Of speaking angerly to any
child.

*3 as adj.: Angry.
1814 BYRON in Moore Life (1866) 244 Was angerly, but tried

to conceal it.

ANQIOCABPIAN.

tA'ngerness. Obs. rare-1
, [f. ANGER +

-NESS : see prec.] Trouble, affliction.

aiynllynintoVirg. in Wart.on.fiXf. Poetry (-i%$o)\\. 109

Heyl inocent out of angernesse.

t A'ngersome, a. Obs.
[f.
ANGER sb. + -SOME.]

Troublesome, irritating.
1650 EARL MONM. Man Guilty 28 These Tyrants do not

allways vex their subjects with angersome Commands. 1656

Advt.fr. Parnassus, Being hindred from growing fat in

good pastures by angersome vexations.

TAnge't, v. Obs. Forms: I onjit-tn, 1-2

onxet-an, 3 anjet-en, armdjset-en. [f.
OE. on-

proclitic form of pnd-, ami- (see AN pref. 2 ) +

git-an, gitan to GET, acquire. The opposite of

FOR-GET. The reg. form was on- or a-get ; and-get
in Orm. is assimilated to the sb.]

1. To comprehend, catch the sense of, understand,

recognize.
(-975 Kitsh',i>. Gosp. Matt. xv. ^Neon^etaSsebattesehwjet

b;es be in muoe inga:5 in wombe gangto ? c 1000 Ags. Gosp.

ibid., Ne on^yte e? ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 223 pa on^eat se

deofel bat adam and eua weron tooi 5esceapene. 1250 LAY.

15726 po an}ete [1205 angait] ich at ban ende : pat ich was
mid childe.

2. To acknowledge, confess, rare.

c-1200 ORMIN 13633 Opennli} biforenn maim Anndgaitebp
hiss missdede.

t Ange'tness, and-. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +

-NESS.] Acknowledgement, confession.

( izoo ORM1N2762 To clennsenn a,} hiss lif, purrh sobfasst

anndsxtnesse.

t Ange'tting, and-, vbl. sb. Obs. [f.
as

prec. + -ING I.] Acknowledging or confessing.
t izoo ORMIN 18027 Missdedess annd^xtinnge.

t A'ngild. Obs. [OE. a-ngild, cogn. w. an-, pn-

gildan to pay for, atone for; f. AN- pref. i +gildan
to pay.] In O.E. law, payment in composition or

atonement for injury. ^Erroneously taken by later

writers as meaning
'

single payment,' as if OE. were

dngild.}
a 940 Laws ofA thrlst. v. 8. 4 Fprgylde &et yrfe angylde.

1706 PHILLIPS, Angild, the bare single Valuation or Satis-

faction made for a Man or Thing. 1775 ASH, Angild, a

mulct, a fine.

t A'ngin. Obs. 1-2. (g hard) Also angimi,

-gun (ii). [cogn. w. OE. an-, pn-ginn-an to begin.]

A beginning.
c looo /"ELFKIC Gen. i. i On anginne jesccop God heofen.in

and eorban. c 1160 Halt. Gosp. Jo. i. i On anginne *AS. (/'.

frymoe' arrest wa:s word, c: 1175 Ct'it. llot/i. 237 Fram midden-

ardes anginn. c 1200 Trin. Loll. Horn. 107 Ken iuel bone 'and

speche
' and dede . . sam it haue angun of be mannes lichames

wille, sam it haue be biginning of the denies fortuhting.

II Angina (ornd^ma, a-nd^ai'na). rath. Also

6-7 angine. [L. angina quinsy: cf. aiig-ere to

choke, strangle, and Gr. uyx">"l strangling. The
L. was until recently supposed to be angina,
whence the erroneous pronunciation prevalent in

English. Fr. angine (Cotgr.) was also in Eng. use.]

1. Quinsy.
1590 rasqutfs Apol. i. C b, A daungerous Angina in your

throate. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. 116411 83 2 Knew
the cold Cramp, th'Angine and Lunacy. 1645 EVELYN Diary
(18271 I- 34 1 Afflicted with an angina and sore throat. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl., Angina is the same with that we popularly
call quinzy. 1832 THO-MTSON Ann. Influenza 57 In Febru-

ary 1738 coughs and anginas were very common amongst
horses. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Patkol. 13 Scarlet fever and

angina . . often occur spontaneously.

2. (More fully, Angina Pectoris.) A dangerous
disease, the paroxysms of which are characterized by
sudden and severe pain in the lower part of the chest,

towards the left side, with a feeling of suffocation

and alarm of impending death ; they are brought on

by over-exertion when the heart is diseased
;
called

also breast-pang, heart-stroke, and spasm ofthe chest.

1744 WALLS in Phil. Trans, labr.) IX. 89 On the Angina
Pectoris. 1811 HOOPER Med. Diet. 51 Angina pectoris is at-

tended with a considerable degree of danger. 1833 J. FORBES
in Cycl.Pract. Med.(tA. $\. 83 Angina occurs in both sexes.

1877 ROBERTS tlandbk. Med. II. 24 Some cases of sudden
death are due to angina. 1883 Daily Neius 6 July 5 The
death of the Duke of Marlborough . . from an attack of

angina pectoris.

Allgilicms (ae'nd^inas), a. Path.
[f.

ANGINA
+ -OUS ; cf. mod.Fr. angineux] Of or pertaining
to angina pectoris.

1833}. FORBES in Or/. Pract. Med. ied. 3 'I. 87Theanginous
symptoms being feebly manifested . . The anginous par-

oxysms seem to be the direct consequence oforganic disease

of the heart.

Allgio-, first element in many compounds, re-

presenting Roman transliteration of Gr. dfT/fto-v

a vessel, receptacle, dim. of d-y-ye- (ay-yos) a chest,

box. Now used chiefly in terms relating to seed-

and blood-vessels. Sometimes spelt angeio- ; but

Roman ; is the true equivalent of Gr. . Except
where the stress falls on the a (aend^iip--), the pro-

nunciation ought to be (a?nd33i-o-) for (aerjgai'tf-)

but (arnd3i|0-) is in common use.

Angiocarpian (se^ndgiiOika-jpian). Hot. [f.

mod.L. angTocarf-Jis (see next! + -IAN.] An angio-

carpous plant ; a member of Mirbel's second class

of fruits.



ANGIOCABPOUS.
1839 LIXDI.EV hitrod. Hot. (ed. 3! 232 AnguKarpiaiis, fruit

seated in envelopes not forming part of the calyx.

AngiocarpOUS (-ka-jpss), a. Bot.
[f. mod.L.

ang:ocarp-us (f. ANGIO- + Kapir-6s fruit) + -OU8. Cf.

Fr. angiocarpe.] Having the fruit in an envelope
not constituting part of the calyx.
1836 PennyCycl. s.v. Kotany^AnffiiKar^ous, having seeds

enclosed in a pericarp. 1875 Sachs' Bot. 268 The apothecium
of Angiocarpous Lichens is . . similar in its mode of develop-
ment.

Allgiograpll (se-ndjiiograf, sendgai-dgmf). [f.

ANUIO- + GT.-ypaipos writer: SCC-GRAPH.] Aspecial
kind of sphygmograph or instrument for recording
on paper the movements of the pulse.
1880 in Syd. Sac. Lex.. . .

Angiography (sendji^-grafi). [f. A
ypatpia writing about : see -GBAPHY.]

ANGIO-

1. A description of instruments, vessels, etc., used

by any nation.
I 727"SI CHAMBERS Or/., A ngeiography also includes the

consideration of the weights, measures, &c. used by the
several nations.

2. A description of the blood-vessels.

1731 BAILEY, Angeiflgraphy. 1847 CRAIG, Angiography.

Angiology(a:nd^i|^-16d^i). [f.
as prec. + -Ao-yi'o

discussion : see -LOGY.] That part of anatomy
which relates to the vessels in the human body.
1706 PHILLIPS, Angiology, a Discourse or Treatise of the

Vesselsofa Humane Body ; as of the Veins, Arteries, Sinews,
&c. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery (1756) I. x. 92 Angiology, or
the Anatomy of the Veins and Arteries. 1843 WILKINSON
Sivedtnt. Anini. Kingd. I.xii. 372 To explain the nature of
the spirit of the blood belongs to . . psychology; to explain
the nature of the body thereof, to angiology.

Angiomonospe-rmous, a. Bot.
[f. ANGIO- +

MoNOSHEBHODS.] Bearing solitary seeds, and these
each in a pod or vessel of its own.
1731 BAILEY, Angimiitmospmiixoiis. 1847 in CRAIG.

Angioscope (ce-nd,3i|<kop, pend^ai-^skuup).

[f. as prec. + -<r*oiros viewing : see -SCOPE.] An in-

strument for the minute examination of the capillary
vessels of animals and plants.

Angiosperm (arnd^iitfspSjm). Bot. [ad. mod.
L. anglosperm-us (Hermann 1690), f. Or. afftiov
vessel, receptacle + -airip/i-os, adj. formative from

a-nippa, airipfiar-, seed. (Or. has also -arrfp/jiaT-os ;

cf. Tro\v-ffir(p(jLos or iro\v-<j-ntpp.aT-os many-seeded ;

whence angiospermous and
spin-iiiatous.}'] A plant

which has its seeds inclosed in a seed-vessel, as

thepoppy, apple, bccili, etc.
; opposed togymnosptrms

or plants with naked seeds, as the pine.
1852 ANSTKD Man. dcog. .SV. 320 Phanerogamous plants

are therefore either Gymnosperms (naked seeded! or Angio-
sperms (covered-seeded*. 1861 G. BESTHAM Flora Hong-
Kong Introd. 23 The seed is enclosed in the pericarp in thti

majority of flowering plants, called therefore angiosperms.

Angiospe'riual, a. Bot. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
= ANGIOSPERMOUS.
1847 A. LINCOLN* Lcct. /></. App. 189 Angiospennal . .

Plants whose seeds are enclosed or covered.

Aiigiospe'rmatous, a. Bot. [See ANGIO-

WERM.}
= ANGIOSPERMOUS. 1853 in MAYNE Kjcp. Lex.

Angiospermous (-spa-imas), a. Bot. [f. mod.
L. angiosperm-us (see above) +-ous.] Having the
seeds enclosed in a pericarp or seed-vessel.

1731 BAILEY, Angiosptrinoiis [as ANGIOMONOSPERMOI s].

1760 LKE Bot. v. (Joo.) The fruit angiospermous. 1854 BAL-
FOUR in Encycl. Brit. V. 237 The Tertiary period is charac-
terized by the abundance of Angiospermous Dicotyledons.

Angiosporous (Kud^i^-spores), a. Bot.
[f.

ANGIO- + amp-os sowing, seed -t- -ous.] Having
spores enclosed in a hollow receptacle, like the

puff-ball and other fungi.
1847 in CRAIG. 1857 HENTRKY Bot. 436 Angiosporous,

Flowerless Plants producing spores.

Angiostomous (aend^i^-stiymas), a. Conch.

[f. ANGIO- + -ffTo/t-os mouthed (f. anna mouth) +
-ous. But the sense seems to be taken from L.

angere to compress.] Having a narrow opening.
(Applied to certain univalve shells.)
1880 in Syd. Sue. Le.r.

Angiotenic (a^ndgiiOite'nik), a. MeJ. [f.
Ax-

oio- + Ttv- stem of Ttivtiv to stretch + -ic
; cf. Fr.

angiotenique] lit. Tending to stretch the blood-

vessels; applied, after Pinel, to inflammatory fevers.

1840 in Twccdie Cycl. Pract. Mtd. II. 162.

Angiotomy (a.>ndz,i^-t6mi). [f. ANGIO + Gr.

-To/u'a cutting : see -TONY.] (See quot.)
1706 PHILLIPS, Angiotomy, a Cutting open of those Vessels

[of the Body] : as in opening of an Artery or Vein. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Angciotonty may be divided into

phlebotomy and arteriotomy. 1639 HOOPER tiled. Diet.,
Angiotomy, the anatomy of the sanguiferous and absorbent
vessels.

t A'ngiport. Obs. rare. [ad. L. angiport-us a
narrow lane or alley, f. ang-lrc to compress +
porlus a harbour, orig. an entrance, passage.] A
narrow passage or opening in a wall, either to fire

from, or as an easily-commanded, entrance.

1647 WARD Simple Cob. 72 They are the cursed Counter-
mures, dropt Portcullises, scouring Angi-ports. 1652 UHQU-
HART Jtiuel Wks, 1834. 267 Secret angiports and dark pos-
tern-doors . . so narrow that few of them could get in.
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t A'ngit. Ots. 1-2. Also and-, ond-, -syt,

-3ite. [OE. andgit, f. AND- pref. +gitan to get ; cf.

AX^ET.] Perception, understanding, intelligence.
(950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xv. 16 Buta ond^et aro gie.

c looo.4gs,G. ibid., Butan andgyte. cittoffattonG., Buton
andgytte. ^1175 Lamb. Mom. 99 He onlihte ure mod.,
mid wisdom . and an^ite.

Angle (se'ng'l), sbl arch. Forms : I angul,
ongul, 1-2 angel, 4 angil, 5 -ell, -ylle, (hangup,
5- angle. [OE. angul, cogn. w. OS, and OHG.
angul (mod.G. angel}, ON. ongulli*attgtilr\ cf.

L. unc-its, anguhis, and Aryan root ank- to bend,]
1. A fishing-hook ; often, in later use, extended

to the line or tackle to which it is fastened, and
the rod to which the latter is attached, arch.

i 880 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xx, Swa swa mid angle fisc ge-
fangen bib. -950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xvii. 27 Gae to sae

& sende ongul vel\\6c. t 1160 Hatton G. ibid., Wirp binne
angel ut. [TINDALE, Genev. angle; WYCLIF, Rhent., 1611

hook.] 1440 Promp. Pan'., Angylle to take wyth fysche,
Piscale,fistuca. 1496 Bk. St. A Man's (title of ed. 2) Trea-
tyse perteynynge to Hawkynge, Huntynge and Fysshynge
with an Angle. 1535 COVERDALE Job xl. 20 Darrest thou
drawe Leuiathan with an angle? 1606 SHAKS. Ant. <y Cl.
ir. v. 10 Giue me mine Angle, weele to 'th' Riuer. 1611 BIBLE
Isa. xix. 8 They that cast angle upon the brookes shall la-

ment. 1653 WALTON Angler 1-20 You will be pleased too,
if you find a Trout at one of our Angles. 1764 GOLDSM.
Tra-v. 187 With patient angle trolls the finny deep. 1829
J.CLARE Autumn in Anniv. 76 On which the shepherd
crawls astride, to throw His angle clear of weeds.

f 2. fig. A person or thing that catches like a
hook. Obs.

1535 COVERDALE Eccles. vii. 26 A woman is bytterer then
death : for she is a very angle, hir hert is a nett. 1537

Zeale, be sometimes Angles, Wherewith this Juggler heav'n-
bent souls intangles,

3. Comb, f angle-head, the barbed head of an
arrow ; f angle-taster, an Arctic bird

; angle-
worm, a worm for bait. Also ANGLE-HOOK, -ROD,

-TWITCH, q.v.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 554 Ane angell hede to the hukis

he drew, And at a schoyt the formast sone he sleu. 1743
in Phil. Trans. XLII. 612 Greenland produces Maws, Red-
shanks . . Angle-tasters, Snipes, &c. 1875 B. TAYLOR Faust
I. i. 26 Digs with eager hand for buried ore, And, when it

finds an angle worm, rejoices.

4.
[f. ANGLE v.l] An act of angling. Here_/ff.

1874 HARDY Madding Crowd II. i. 5 She forgot for a
moment her thoughtless angle on that day in February.

Angle (^*0g'l), sb:1 Also 4-5 aungel, 4-7 angel,
5-6 -ule, -yll. [a. Fr. angle : L. angid-utH (nom.
-us) corner, a dim. form, of which the prim.
*angits is not in L. ; cf, Gr. aytcos a bend, a hol-

low angle, and L. ang^rc to compress in a bend
or fold, to strangle ; Aryan root ank- to bend.]
1. The indefinite space included between two

meeting lines or planes, the shape of which de-

pends upon their mutual inclination ; hence in

Gcom. the degree of inclination of two lines to

each other, or of one line to a horizontal or ver-

tical base-line.

The angle is measured by the portion of the circumference
of a circle described from the intersection of the lines as

centre, which is intercepted between the two lines. The
inclination of two lines in the same plane is a plane angle,
which may be rectilineal or cimilineal, as it is formed by
straight or curved lines ; the inclination of two lines on the
surface of a sphere is a spherical angle ; the space included

by more than two plane angles meeting at a point is a solid

angle.

(1386 CHAUCER Syrs. T. 222 By compositions of angles
and of slie reflections. 1570 BILLINGSI.EY Kuclid\. def. 9
'['here are of angles thre kindes, a right angle, an acute

angle, and an obtuse angle. 1571 DIGGES GCOM. Pract. i.

B j, A Playnu Angle is the inclination of two lines lying in

one playne Superficies, concurring or meeting in a poynt.
1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. m. i. (ed. 7) 272 Sphericall, that is

to say, round Angels, which consist of two circular lines

drawn upon a Sphericall superficies. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. iv. vi. 193 With man . . in natation they [legs
and arms] intersect and make all sorts of Angles. 1690
LOCKE Hunt. Underst. i. iv. (1695! 37 The three Angles of
a Triangle are equal to two Right ones. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 60 The slope or inclination which one face [of a

crystal] has to another ; in other words the angle made by
two neighbouring faces.

li Measurement by angle is used in many depart-
ments of physics, mechanics, etc., to estimate the

position of bodies, the direction of forces, etc.

Hence such phr. as angle ofapplication, depression;

deviation, elevation, incidence, inclination, position,

reflection, ?'cfractiont repose, rest, traction, vision
;

and the vbl. phr. To take the angle.
1638 WILKINS Discw. New World i. (1684) 44 Whe're the

Angej ofReflexion IsKqual to the Angel of Incidence. 1790
RAY in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 154 By the means of this

piece of mechanism in the eye-end of the telescope . . small

angles of elevation or depression may be determined with

great accuracy. 1805 FLINDERS ibid. XCV. 190 Endeavoured
to take the angles on shore with a . . theodolite. 1812 WOOD-
HOUSE Astron. viii. 58 When through a Star great circles are

drawn respectively from the poles of the equator and eclip-

tic, they form at the Star an angle called the Angle of
P<^i-

lion. 1831 BREWSTER Optics iv.
tj 35. 29 The angular change

of direction or the angle of deviation as it is called. 1831

ANGLE.
A'af. Magic iv. 87 A prism with a small refracting angle.

1849 WEALE Diet. Terms 17 Angle of application, the angle
which the line of direction of a power gives the lever it acts

upon. Angle of inclination, the angle an inclined plane
makes with the horizon. Angle of traction^ the angle which
the direction of a power makes with the inclined plane. 1869
PHILLIPS, Vesuv. vii. 180 The usual angle of rest in loose
materials.

b. At angles with : so placed as to form an angle
with, in opposition to parallel (and, unless quali-
fied by right, to perpendicular) to. On the angle :

obliquely.
"753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty iii. 19 The painter, if he is

left to his choice, takes it on the angle rather than in front.

1779 J. MOORE Soc. in France II. 169 Others which go off
at right angles from that. 1861 LYTTON Str. Story 1 1. 1 1 Be-
hind the portico of a detached house at angles with the
street.

2. The meeting-point of two lines not in the
same direction. Alsoyff.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. v. 2 (1873) 105 Several lines

that meet in one angle, and so touch but in a point. 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 362 He is nexus utriusque mundi,
the common Angle wherein the highest and noblest of Ma-
terial and Corporeal Nature is joyned to the Spiritual. 1870
FLOWKB0tfeZ Mamnt. 122 The angle of the jaw is the point
at which the vertical hind edge of the ramus, descending from
the condyle, meets the horizontal inferior border.

3. A corner viewed internally or as a receding
space ; a retreating corner, a corner into which one

may withdraw, a coign. Also_/^.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. ofFame 1950 Alle the houses Angles

f?'. r. aungelys] Ys ful of rovnynges and of langles. 1430
LVDG. Chron. Troy i. vi, Not openly as ypocrytes praye In
dyuers angels ioyning on the waye. 1509 FISHER Wks.
(1876) 171 We be thraste downe into a very streyght angyll.
1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. HI. i, Some darken'd blushless

angle. 1655 DIGGES Compl.Ambass. 321 For truth will seek
no angles. 1826 SCOTT \Voodst. 187 In each angle of the
ascent was placed . . the figure of a Norman foot-soldier.

4. A spot lying out of the direct way, an out-

lying spot or 'corner,' without reference to shape;
a nook. Alsoy^

1

. arch.

1447 BOKENHAM Lynys of Seyntys 2 For this thefy] soun
Throwyn it [this book] in the angle of oblyvyoun. 1480
CAXTON Descr. Brit. 3 Anglia hath that name as it were an
angle and a corner of the world. 1563 GRINDAL Rent. (1843)
256 That little angle where I was born, called Cowpland.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. \, ii. 223 Whom I left . . In an odde Angle
of the Isle. 1641 MILTON Ch.Govt. 11. iii. (1851) 171 To
search the tenderest angles of the heart. 1656 S. HOLLAND
in Shaks. Cent. Praise 302 The fire of Emulation burnt
fiercely in every angle of this Paradise.

5. A corner viewed externally or as a projection,
a projecting comer (of a building, etc.). AlsoJig.
1532 MORE Confnt. Barnes vm. Wks. 1557. 783/1 That

corner stone that is layed in the hed of the angle. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesic iArb.) in The Roundel! hath no
bonch nor angle, Which may his course stay or entangle.
1624 WOTTON Arc/lit. (1672) 20 That the Angles be firmly
bound, which are the Nerves of the whole Edifice. 1756
BURKE Su&l. 4- B. Wks. I. 184 There is nothing more preju-
dicial to the grandeur of buildings than to abound in angles.
1842 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. 18 The superior angle is re-

ceived into the interval formed by the union of the posterior
and superior angles of the parietal bones.

6. An angular or sharp projection ;
hence an

angular fragment. AlftO/fc
1684 DHYDEN Ovid's Met. (R.) Though but an angle reach'd

him of the stone. 1844 KINGLAKE Eothen ii. 11878) 21 The
angle of the oriental stirrup is a very poor substitute for

spurs.
1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxxix. 40 We rub each other's

angles down. 1853 KANE Grinntll Exp. xxviii. (1856) 229
We trod on the fractured angles of upturned ice.

7. Astrol. A name given to the four astrological
'

houses/ at the cardinal points of the compass.
c 1386 CHALCLR S?rs. T. 263 Phebus hath laft the Angle

[?'. -ft angel] meridional. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. iv. xxxvi.

(ed. 7) 493 Of which 12 houses the foure principall are foure

points of the Zodiaque, whereof two do fall upon the Hori'

/on, and the other two upon the Meridian, and are called

principall points, Poles, or Angles. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s. v. t 'I he horoscope of the first house is termed the angle of
the East. 1819 J. WILSON Diet. Astrol. 6 Ptolemy gives
the preference to the south angle.

8. Comb., chiefly attrib, : a. of shape (
= ANGU-

LAR), as angle-leg, -piece, -taper ;
b. of position (at

or in an angle), as angle-bracket, -cohtmn t -niche,

-rafter, -rib, -stone, -turret.

Also angle-bar, the upright bar at the angle of

a polygonal window, also (
= angle-iron) ; angle-

bead, a vertical bead, usually of wood, fixed to

an exterior angle, flush with the surface of the

plaster ; angle-brace, a piece of timber fixed to

theadjacentsidesofaquadrangular framing; angle-

iron, an L-shaped piece of iron, used to secure or

strengthen all kinds of framework; angle-meter,
an instrument for measuring angles, esp. for ascer-

taining the dip of geological strata, a CLINOMETEU;
angle-staff (= angle-bead); angle-tie (

= angle-

brace). Also ANGLE-WISE, q.v.

1649 LOVKLACE Lucaste, Like flyes Caught by their angle-

legs. 1795 SMEATON Edystone L. 295 Sixteen angle pieces
of iron . . in the nature of knee timbers of a ship. i649BLiin
Eng. Improver Impr. (1653) 131 The other two run towards

an Angle-taper, declining from twelve Inches in the But or

bottom, to six Inches at the mouth. 1880 J. MIDDLETON in

Acat/eij>2iAug. 139/3 The angle columns have the least

weight to bear. 18790. SCOTT Archit. II. 185 The angle
ribs of the outer half meet the transverse ribs of the inner



ANGLE.
half of the vault. 1867 A. BARRY Sir C. Barry iv. no The
elevated angle -turrets.

1842 GWILT Encycl. 1181 Angle beads of wood round the

intradosses of circular arches are difficult to bend without

cutting or steaming them. i86z SWUF.* Engineers III. 422
Cells formed of boiler-plates riveted together with angle-
iron. 1869 E. REED Ship-build, ii. 25 The vertical flanges
of the angle-irons were bolted through all. 1881 GREENER
Gun 41= A wooden frame . . strengthened by an angle-iron

facing. 1781 in Phil. Trans. LXXII. 368 From the place
into which this holdfast was driven to the outer end of the

angle- tie.

Angle (se'tjg'l)* J& 3
[
a(i- L- Angl-u$, pi. Angl-i

(Tacitus'), a. OTeut. *angli-, in OE. regularly ytgle

(occas., after L., Angle], the people of Angul, -olt

-elt ON. Ongull ('ilia patria qpetAnguhu dicitur,'

Bseda) a district of Holstein, so called from its

shape, the word being the same as ANGLE sb. 1 ;

whence also Angul-eynn, Angitl-ptod, orig.
' the

race or people of Angul' ; afterwards, the race of

this and kindred descent in Britain, the 'English'

race.]
1. //. One of the Low-German tribes that settled

in Britain, where they formed the kingdoms of

Northumbria, Mercia, and East Anglia, and finally

gave their name to the whole '

English
1

people.
c 885 K. ALFRED Bxda iv. xxvi, paet land, 5aette Angle a:r

haefdon. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. V. 116 The Angles, from
whom the majority of the English derive their blood, and the

whole their name. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. 24 North
of the Thames lay the three great Kingdoms of the Angles.

2. pi. Rhetorically for : The English.
1823 BYRON Juan xiv. xxxviii, All foreigners excel The

serious Angles in the eloquence Of pantomme.

Angle (seTjg'l)* v. 1
[f.

ANGLE sbl
;

cf. to hook.]
1. To use an angle ;

to fish with a hook and
bait. a. intr. Const, for (to obs.).

1496 Bk. St. Allan's in Eng. Home (1861) 66 [The most]

stately ffyssh that ony may angle to in freshe water. 1530
PALSGR-, 431/2 It is but a sory lyfe and an yuell to stand

anglynge all day to catche a fewe fysshes. 1593 NASHK
4 Lett. Confut. 5 Let them not . . angle for frogs in a cleare

fountaine. 1653 WALTON Angler 52 The fish which we are

to Angle for. 1741 Compl. Fam. -Piece \\. ii. 338 Always
angle in black or dark-colour'd Cloaths, 1850 MERIVALK
Rom. Emp. (1865) IV. xxxviii. 324 He would .. listlessly

angle in the placid waters.

b. trans. To angle (a stream, etc.). rare.

1866 ROGERS Agric. fy Prices I. xxiv. 610 Fishermen li-

censed either to angle or net parts of the piscary.

2. fig. To use artful or wily means to catch a

person or thing, or elicit an opinion ; to lay one-

self out for, to 'fish.' a. intr. Const. for.
1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet Pref. 3, I dop but yet angle with a

silken flye, to see whether Martins will nibble. 1601 SHAKS.
Airs Well v. iii. 212 She . . did angle for mee, Madding my
cagernesse with her restraint. i75oCnESTERF..Z>//. 255 III.

19 Modesty is the only sure bait, when you angle for praise.

1799 SOUTHEY Love Elfg. iii. II. 125 The subtile line Where-
with the urchin angled for my Heart. 1867 DISRAELI in

Mont. Star 12 Feb., We are not angling for a policy ; we
have distinct principles which will guide us.

f b. trans, with the thing wanted as object. Obs.
./ 1586 SIDNEY (J.) If he spake courteously, he angled the

people's hearts. 1597 DANIEL Civ. Wares vm. xlvi, To angle
the benevolence And catch the love of men with curtesies.

a 1683 OLDHAM Wks.fyRem.(i{&(%5 Shooes which . . angled
their Charity, that pass'd along.

f c. trans. To angle one on : to draw him onward

by holding out a bait. Obs. rare.

1653 WALTON Angler 38 You have Angled me on with
much pleasure to the thatcht House.

Angle (se'rjg'l);
z>.2 [f. ANGLE sb?\

-}* 1. intr. To run into a corner. Obs.

1575 TURBERVILLE Vencrie 194 To make the vermine eyther
start or angle.
2. re/I. To move in angles, wind, twist.

1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights $ Ins. xx. 198 The road angles
itself up the precipitous nillside.

Angleberry, anle-. [? variant of ANBURY,
or earlier ang-berryl\

' A fleshy excrescence re-

sembling a very large hautboy strawberry, found

growing on the feet of sheep, cattle, etc.
1

Jamieson.
a 1600 A. MONTGOMERIE in Watson'sColl. III. 13 Overgane

with Angleberries as thou grows aid. 1711 Land. Gaz.

mmmmdcccIxxix/4 A bushy bob Tail, and has had a little

Anleberry taken off of his Breast.

Angled (re-rjg'ld), ///. a. [f.
ANGLE v.2t $b2 +

-ED.]

1 1. Driven into, or stationed in, a corner. Obs.

1575 TURBERVILLE I'enerie 193 The vermine is Angled
(which is to say, gone to the furdest parte of his chamber to

stand at defence), 1598 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas 514 The

angry beast to his best chamber flies, And (angled there) sits

grimly intergernmg.
2. Placed angularly, or at angles with each other.

1852 D. MOIR Seton Chapel ii. Poet. Wks. 1. 188 The angled
bones, the sand-glass, and the scythe.
3. Having an angle or angles ; having an outline

marked by angles.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. \. 5 Her hauen angled so about

her ha_rb'rous sound That in her quiet Bay a nundred ships'

may ride. 1699 J. JONES in Misc. Cnr. (1708) III. 381 Two
or three other sorts of Seeds .. one is black and angled. 1788
Edin. New Disp. i. ii. (1797) 55 A crucible which is angled
at the top for the conveniency of pouring put. 1835 H.
GASCOIGNE Naval Fame 50 The angl'd Jib with speed they
hoist away. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 195 Tnssila^o Far-
fara ; leaves . . angled or lobed toothed.

327

4. -angled : having (such or so many) angles, as

acute-angled, three-angled, many-angled, etc.

1597 BP. HALL Sat. in. i. (T.) The thrice three-angled
beech-nut shell, a 1637 B. JONSQN Neptune's TV/. (T.) Fifty-

angled custards. 1660 BARROW Euclid \. def. 28 An Oxy-
gonium, or acute-angled Triangle, is that which has three

acute angles. 1811 nUTTOH Course Math, III. 77 A right-

angled spherical triangle has one right angle.

t A'ngle-hook. Obs.
[f.

ANGLE s&.\ when
that word (orig.

= hook) had been extended to the

line, or rod and line.] A fish-hook. Also _/*.
c 1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars 238 And lyke a fissher ..

Bateth hys angle-hoke [?'. r. angil hooke, anglise hewkis]
with summe plesaunce. 1381 WYCI.IF Jsn, six. 8 Fissheres,
and alle into the flod puttende the angil hoc. c 1449 Pol.

Pot>Ms(i%$<)\ II. 222 The Fissherehathe lost his hangulhooke.
1604 JUKILO Fr. Bacons Profh. 231 in K, P. P. IV. 276 Then
love went not by lookes . . Nor words were Angle-hookes.

Angler 1
(arrjglai). [f. ANCLE v^ +-ER 1

.]

1. One who angles or fishes with a hook and
line.

1552 HULOET, Angler or fysher with an angle, Hanwta.
1597 BP. HALL Sat. v, Seest thou the wary angler trayle

along His feeble line? 1653 WALTON Angler 8 The Primi-
tive Christians . . were (as most Anglers are) quiet men and
followed peace. 1722 I i FOE Moll /'/. (1840) 147, 1 played
with this lover as an angler does with a trout. 1867 F.

FRANCIS Angling Hi. (1880) 78 When the angler essays his

skill upon the wily old veterans of the pond.

*>-M-
1592 NASHK /'. Ponlessc (ed. 2) 28 b, Noble Lord Warden

of the Wenches and Anglers. [/. e.
'

the Diuell.']

2. Zool. A British fish, called also Sea Devil,

Frog Fish, Toad Fish, and Fishing Frog (Lophius

piscatorius Linn.), so named from its preying upon
small fish, which it attracts by the movement of

certain wormlike filaments attached to the head
and mouth.
1766 PENNANT Zool. III. 122 (Jon.\ I have changed the old

name of fishing frog to the more simple one of angler. 1867
F. FRANCIS Angling\. 11880.1 i The Angler or Fishing-frog
has . . a rod, line, and bait appended to its nose.

t A'Ugler '. Obs. rare~ l

. [f. AXGLE sb.- + -EH 1
.]

One who occupies an angle.
1726 AMHERST Terrse Filins App. 295 To desert one place,

which he then enjoy'd for life, and the well-grounded ex-

pectation of another, in order to become a precarious angler
in your hall. [Dr. Richard Newton, principal of Hart Hall,

Oxford, 1710-53, incorporated in 1740 as Hertford College,

among his rules for its reform, prescribed, 'One tutor is to

lodge in the middle room of the middle staircase in each

angle of the College court.'l

i A'ngle-rod. Obs. [ANGLE sbl~\ A fishing-rod.
1523!^. BERBERS Froissart I. ccccvi. 706 He hadbene more

vsed to fisshe with an angle rod. 1653 WALTON Angler 170
Before you undertake your tryal of skil by the Angle- Rod.

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 108 ? 3 He makes a May-fly to a
Miracle ; and furnishes the whole Country with Angle-
Rods. 1775 in ASH ; and in mod. Diets.

Allglesite l^ngUsait). Min. [f. Anglesea
(where first found at Parys mine) + -ITE.] The
native sulphate of lead, called also lead vitriol, a

beautiful crystalline mineral.

1837-68 DANA Min. 624 Sardinian is distorted anglesite
from Monteponi . . white and like anglesite in lustre.

Anglet (se'rjglet). rare~. [a. Fr. anglet, dim.

of angle: see -ET.] A little angle or corner.

1611 COTGR., Anglet, An Anglet, or Angle, a corner. 1816

C. JAMES Mil. Diet. (ed. 4) 16 Anglet (Fr.), an anglet, a cor-

ner; also a small right-angled cavity.

tA'ttgletwitch, -touch. Obs.vtdial. Forms:
i -twaecca, -twicce, 2 -twsecche, 4-6 -twytche,
- twitche, 5-6 angle - twache, 5-7 - towch,
-touch. [? f. ANGLE sb.i + OE. *tw8>cca, *twiecct

app. connected with vb. twiccean, TWITCH, ofwhich
the OIIG. cognate zivickan, MHG. z-wicken (also

zwacken} had orig. the sense ' to pierce or transfix

as with a nail,* f. zwec 'nail, peg, pin.' Halliw. gives
twachel in east. dial. = dew-worm.] A worm used

as bait in fishing ;
an earth-worm. (Not men-

tioned by Izaak Walton, but still used in various

south, dialects.)

1:940 Sax. Leechd. II. 44 Genim angeltwaeccean jehalne,

lege on pa stowe. c xooo ^ELFRIC Voc. in Wright Voc, 24

LumbricuS) ren-wyrm, ve/angeltwicce. [MS. c 1150 //</. 90/2
Lubricusi ongel-twascche.] 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R.
xviii. cxv. (1495) 856 Wyth angyltwytches fysshe is taken . .

Molles hunte Angyltwytches vnder erthe. 1513 STANBRIDCE
Voc. in Promp. Parv. 12 Angletwache, lumbricits. [cd. 1615

Angle-touch]. 1563 BULLEYN Sorcnes 22 b, Rosed oile, wherin

Angletwitches, or yearth Wormes haue been sodden. i6oz

CAREW Cornwall 26 a, His baites are . . Tag-wormes, which
the Cornish English term Angle-touches. 1864 CAPERN /><>
Prffvinc.) Angle-Twitch, the common earth-worm.

Angle-wise (arrjg'lwsiz), adv. [f. ANGLE sb

+ -WISE, OE. wise manner.] After the manner of

an angle ; angularly.
1604 EDMONDS Obsen>. Caesar's Comm. 44 Fishes .. haue

heads for the most part sharpe, and thence Anglewise are

Inlarged into the grossenesse of their bodie. 1632 J. HAY-
WARD Erowena 150 Two timber-beams, joyntng anglewise.

1727 BRADLEY I1
'

ant. Diet. s. v. Chimney, The lowermost
Part of which [funnel] will descend anglewise into the Pipe.
1880 R. JKFFERIES Gr. Feme Farm 282 Long clay pipes,
stacked anglewise.

Anglian (re-nglian), a. and sb. [f.
L. Angli (see

AttGLE sbty + -AN.] Of or pertaining to the Angles.
Often in combination, as East Anglian, of East

ANGLICISM.

Anglia or the East Angles, the Teutonic occupants
of Norfolk and Suffolk ;

also used in reference to

the same district in modern times.
The OE. adj. f. Engle was Engtisc, now English, but as

this was in course of time used of all the Teutonic occupants
of Britain (and afterwards extended also to Danish, Nor-
man-French and other immigrants), Anglian is conveniently
used by modern writers to translate Englisc, in its early
restricted sense, as distinct from Sa.vou.

1726 TINDAL R a/>tris Hist. ?ig. (1757) I. 192 Both the East-

Anglian kings being slain. 187"! KAKLE Pnilol. Eng. Tong.
23 That the whole Anglian vernacular literature should

have perished. 1875 SWEET in Philol. Soc. Trans. 561 There
seem to have been three dialects, Anglian, Kentish, and
Saxon. 1875 Bibliogr. List ofEng. Dial. 50 On the prin-

cipal characteristics of East Anglian pronunciation.

Anglic (acTjglik), a. [ad. med.L. anglic-ns (in

Breda), f. Anglt the Angles or English. See prec.

and -ic.] Of or pertaining to the Angles ;

Anglian.
1868 SKKNE 4 Bks. Wales I. 62 Ida the Anglic king . . The

Anglic kingdom of Bernicia. 1880 A. KKYER Cuthb, of
J.indisf. 144 The teaching of the Anglic Church.

Anglican arrjglikan), a. and sb. [ad. med.L,

Anglican-its (Magna Carta), f. Anglic-its ; see prec.
and -AX.] A. adj.
1. Of or peculiar to the English ecclesias-

tically ;
of the reformed Church of England, ami

other churches in communion therewith. Cf.
' Pan-

anglican Synod.' Also used as Gallican is, iu

opposition to Roman
;
and to indicate moderate

High Church opinions, as distinguished from those

said to be '

Romanizing.'
[1215 Magna Car/a in Stubbs Set. Ch. v. 288 Quod Angli-

cana ecclesia libera sit.] 1635 Howi:u. Lett. 11650* II. 2j

They all concur in opposition to the Roman Church ;
a^

also they of the Anglican, Scotican, Gallic . . and Belgick
Confessions. 1660 FKL.L Hammond's Life in Wks. (1684) 1. 12

The sober Principles and old establishment ottheAaeltcatu
Church. 1840 GLADSTONE Ch. Princ. 228 Many members of

the Papal communion have maintained the validity of Angli-
can orders. 1849 MACAU-LAY Hist. Kng. II. 91 [Tojforce the

Anglican clergy to become his agents for the destruction of
the Anglican doctrine and discipline. Mod. 'An Anglican
Sisterhood, styled "The Society of the Holy Trinity."'

2. English (in the general sense).
1860 MARSH Eng. Lang. 15 All who use the Anglican speech.

1871 RUSKIN fors Clai: I. iii. 19 The quite Anglican char-

acter of [King] Richard, to his death.

B. sb. An adherent of the reformed Church of

England; csf>. one holding High Church princi-

ples, or who approves of Catholic doctrine and

ritual, while claiming for the English Church a

national independence of Rome, and repudiating
certain popular tenets of Koine as corruptions.
a 1797 BURKE Let. to R. Burke iL.) Whether Catholicks,

Anglicans, or Calvinists. 1844 Puois Gloss. Eccl. Orn. 75

Copes were among the chief ornaments retained by the

Anglicans. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng, III. xvi. 4. 361 Second-

ly there were the Anglicans . . content to separate from

Rome, but only that they might bear Italian fruit more

profusely and luxuriantly when rooted in their own soil.

1882 Cknrck Q. Rev. XV. 159 The loyal Anglican's grief.

A-nglicaiiism. [f. prec. + -ISM.]

1. Adherence to the doctrine and discipline of

the reformed Church of England (and other churches

in communion therewith), as the genuine repre-
sentative of the Catholic Church.

1846 KISGSLEY Lett, fy Mem. I. 143 Decent Anglicanism
. . having become the majority is now quite Conservative.

1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. I. 336 The famous theory of high
church Anglicanism the notion that the English Church
could and should subsist as a separate communion, inde-

pendent of foreign control, self-governed, self-organized, and
at the same time adhering without variation to catholic

doctrine. *86i J.H.NEWMAN Apol. 231 Anglicanism claimed
to hold that the Church of England was nothing else than
a continuation in this country . . of that one Church of which
in old times Athanasius and Augustine were members. 1865
LECKY .ffrt/7rt/. (18781 II. 325 Anglicanism has always been

singularly free from the taint of fanaticism.

Ailgli'cify, v. rare- , [f. L. Anglic-its Eng-
lish + -FY. Cf. Frenchify] = ANGLICIZE.

1859 in WORCESTER.

Anglicism (fe'rjglisiz'm). [f.
ANGLICIZE : see

-ISM.]
1. Anglicized language, such as the introduction

of English idiom into a sentence in another lan-

guage ; hence, a peculiarity of the English lan-

guage, an idiom specially English.
1642 HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 65 An odde kind tfAngli-

cistne . . as to say Your Boores of Holland, Sir ; Your
lesuites of Spaine, Sir. .1679 DRYDEN 7V. $ Cr. Ep. Ded.
Wks. 1725 V. ii False Grammar, and Nonsense couch'd

beneath that specious Name of Anglicisme. 1699 BENTLEV

divine original. 1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. IV. iv. vii. 37. 319
The anglicism of terminating the sentence with a preposition.

f 2. An English characteristic or fashion. Obs.

1787 BECKFOKD Italy II. 90 The short jacket of the pos-

tilion and other anglicisms of the equipage.

3. English political principles or methods of

administration.

1873 GLADSTONE in Daily News 20 Aug. 2/2 The most

unfortunate policy which sent Englishmen into the country
for every purpose of civil as well as of religious life . . to

propagate what I may call Anglicism in the teeth of the



ANGLICITY.

feelings of the country. 1878 -V. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 183
Those elements of political Anglicism.

Anglicity (aengli-siti). rare-", [ad. mod.L.

Anglicitat-em, {. Anglic-us, after Latimis, Latini-

tdt-em, Lalinity : see -ITY.] English quality, as

of speech' or style ; English idiom.

Anglicization (^rjglisaiz^Jan). [f.
next +

-ATION.] The action or process of making English.
1878 W. ADAMS Latter-d. Lyr. 377 The new movement for

the Anglicisation of French metres. 1883 St. James's Gaz.

13 Feb. 3 It will soon be seen how shallow is the Angliciza-
tion of India.

Anglicize (se-rjglisaiz), v.
[f.

L. Anglic-us

English + -IZE.]
1. To make English in form or character ; to

english.
1748 T. EDWARDS Can. Crit. 275 (T.) In all Greek words174 . DWARDS an. r. 275 .) n a ree wors

anglicised as system, hypocrite. 1795 COLERIDGE Plot Disc.

47 Let me be pardoned, if the actions are too much angli-

.

Latin words.

2. intr. (reft pron. omitted.) rare.

1857 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi All. Part. I.ix. 30 Are they
allowed to Anglicised they like, as the Scottish Highlanders
were? 1882 HOWELLS in Longm.Mag. 1. 60 England Ameri-
canises in some respects, in some respects America Angli-
cises.

Anglicized, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.] Made

English in form or character.
1862 MRS. CROSLAND Mrs. Blake II. 214 The Anglicised

residence of an English lady. 1881 Athenyum 27 Aug. 266/3
The secondary Anglicized education of Bengal. 1883 E.

INGERSOLL in Harper s Mag. Jan. 195/1 Fort Ross an angli-
cized abbreviation of Fiterte de hs K-usas.

Anglification (se-nglink^-Jan). rare. [f.

ANGLIFY : see -FICATION.] The act or process of

making anything English, or conforming it to

English modes.
1867 I,D. STRANGFOHD Selection (1869) II. 99 A thorough

Anglification of the public service [in the Ionian Isles].

Anglified (re-nglifaid), ///. a. [f.
next + -ED.]

Made English, put into English form ; englished.
1816 Q. Rev. XV. 139 Through the dark dialect of Angli-

fied Erse. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xxi. 483 Calais or Bou-

logne was much more Anglified. 1865 W. ANDERSON Gcneal.

$ Sum. 136 The Anglified form of the name.

Anglify (se-rjglifsi), v. [f. L. Angli the English

(see ANGLIAN) +-FY.] To make English, put into

English form
;
= ANGLICIZE. (Rather out of use.)

1751 FKANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 320 Aliens, who will

shortly be so numerous as to Germanize us instead of our

Anglifying them. 1853 LYTTON My Noz<el\. ix. 23 Giacomo
shall be Anglified into Jackeymo.

Angling (te'qglig), vbl. sb^- [f. ANGLE zi.i.]

1. The action or art of fishing with a rod.

1496 Btt. St. Albans, Fysshyngc i, Fysshynge, callyd

Anglynge wyth a rodde. 1580 LYLV Euphues 396 The ende

of hshing is catching, notanglyng. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. ArCl.

II. v. 16 When You wager'd on your Angling. 1653 WALTON
Angler 246 Hate contentions, and love quietnesse, and ver-

tue, and angling. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 479 Amusing
to those who are fond of angling. 1823 BYRON Juan xill.

cvi, Angling too, that solitary vice, Whatever Izaak Walton

sings or says.

l.fig. (see ANGLE v. 2.)

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk 4- Selv. 91 Jet and straw, loadstone

and iron, with some others of that hooking kind : where,
setting aside their angling and groping one for another, etc.

1828 CARLYLE Misc. (18571 I. 113 Such juggleries, and un-

certain anglings for distinction.

3. Altrib. and Comb., as in angling books, litera-

ture, etc.
; fangling-hook, a fish-hook

; angling-

rod, f angling-wand, a fishing-rod.

1867 F. FRANCIS Anglingi. (1880) 2 The stock of angling
literature. 1883 Athenxum 3 Mar. 274/3 Every collector of

angling books . . can thus . . hanker after the many prizes of

angling bibliomania. 1549 COVERDALE Erasm. Pctraphr.

James iii. 8 It hydeth under the bayte of pleasure, the very

angling hoke of death. 1552 HULOET, Angling gad, or rodde,
Pcrtica. 1598 FLORIO, Lungagnola, a fishing rod, a fishing

pole, an angling rod. 1814 WORDSW. Excurs. II. 662 A broken

angling-rod. 1834 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. (1876) IV. xxxv. 573

They brought angling-rods. 1565 Letter in NARES s.v., You
will use a long anglyng-wand to catch some knowledg.

tA'ngling, vbl. sb Obs. rare. [f.
ANGLE z<.

2
]

The action ot making angles with (anything).
1570 DEE Math. Prxf. 42 Certaine . . Sterres . . their Con-

junctions, and Anglynges with the Planetes, etc.

Anglish (oe-nglij), a. rare 1
, [f.

ANGLE sb? +

-I8H.]
- ANGLIAN (which is the common word).

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. V. xix. ix. 636 Of Jutish or Ang-
lish type.

t A'nglize, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. Angl-i (see

ANGLIAN) -H -IZE.]
= ANGLICIZE, ANGLIFY.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. xii. 31 These Norman Lords . .

wedding with English wives, became so perfectly Anglized.

Anglo- (oe'rjgl"), originally L., combining form

otAngl-its English ;
in derivatives, as ANGLOPHOBIA;

compounds, as ANGLO-SAXON ; combinations, as

Anglo- Turkish. For history see ANGLO-SAXON.
1. a. English, of England ;

as in ANGLO-CATHO-

LIC, ANGLO-SAXON; Anglo-Danish, pertaining

to the Danes in England ; Anglo-French, the

French retained and separately developed in

England; Anglo-Latin, Anglicised Latin, Anglo-

Judaic, -Jewish, -Norman. Also, b. Of English
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race, origin, descent (though now living temporarily
or permanently elsewhere), as Anglo-American,
-Canadian, -Hibernian, -Indian, -Irish.
a. [1584 FENNER Def. Ministers (1587) F iv, The lesuites

who dayly laugh at vs both, calling some Anglo-puritani.}
1791 BOSWELL Johnson (1831) I. 198 Sir Thomas Browne
. . was remarkably fond of Anglo-Latin diction. Ibid. 293
This Anglo-Latian word procerity. 1796 MORSE Amer.
Geog. II. 113 England is full of Anglo-Normanic monuments.
1811 SCOTT in Sir Trislr. Introd. 81 The Anglo-Norman
Rimeur. 1859 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. Part. II.

Ixxxviii. 50 Rebuilt, whether in the Italo-Gothic or the

Anglo-Gothic style. 1874 PARKER Introd. Goth. A rchit.
i. ii. (ed. 3)22 The French Archaeologists . . call our Norman
style the Anglo-Norman style.
b 1789-96 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 669 They never shed the

blood of an Anglo American. 1792 BURKE Let. Wks. 1845 III.

507 Finding the Anglo-Irish highly animated with a spirit,
which had shewn itself before. 1834 BANCROFT Hist. U. S.

(1876) III. iv, 350 The Anglo-Irish could not intermarry with
the Celts. 1842 Penny Cycl. s.v. Texas, Distrust between
the Anglo-American colonists . . and the settlers of Spanish
descent. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. P. I. xlvii. 183
That sensible men consider Nana Sahib as an Anglo-Indian
myth. 1861 SWINHOE A". ChinaCamp. 153 Called Bier by
the Anglo-Indians. 1882 Standard 5 Dec. 5/5 Amongst
Anglo-Egyptians . . the prevailing feelings are very differ-

ent.

c. Used separately, rare.

1844 A. MALLALIEU Buenos Ayres 65 The federal system
in the Anglo States of America.

2. English and; English in connexion with; as

Anglo-Chinese, -Egyptian, -French, Turkish, etc.

Cf. the similar Franco- German, Grxco-Roman, and
other modern combinations.

1855 (title} Diplomatic Mystifications and Popular Credu-

lity; or, The Anglo-French Alliance. 1878[N. Amer. Rrv.
CXXVII. 396 The Anglo-Russian convention. Ibid., The
Anglo-Turkish treaty.

Anglq-Ca'tholic, a. and sb. [See ANGLO-.]
A. adj. Catholic of the Anglican communion,

as distinguished from Roman Catholic.

1841 (title ofseries ofreprints\ Library of Anglo-Catholic
Theology'. 1859 Lit. Ch.-man V. 18 The price of the Anglo-
Catholic Library.
B. sb.

1. Hist. An Englishman who, without wishing
to sever the English from the Catholic Church, was
in favour of its national independence of organiza-
tion and working.
1858 FROL-DE Hist. Eng. III. xvii. i. 517 The Anglo-

cathplics did not intend to repeat the blunder of showing a

leaning towards the Romanists.

2. Modern. A member of the Church of England
who contends for its

' catholic
'

character, and re-

pudiates the name '

protestant."
1849 C. BRONTE Shirley i. i One [dish] that a Catholic-

ay, even an Anglo-Catholic might eat on Good Friday.

Anglo-Catholicism, [f. prec. + -ISM.] Ca-
tholicism of Anglican type, or according to English
ideas ; the doctrine or constitution of the Anglican
Church as a branch of the Church Catholic.

1842 PUSEY Crisis in Eng. Ch. 141 When Greek Catholicism
. . becomes well-disposed to Anglo-Catholicism.

Anglocize, -fy, bad forms of ANGLICIZE, -FT.

A uglomaii . Obs. rare. [f. ANGLO- + ? MAN,
but app. associated in sense with Fr. anglomane :

see next.] A partisan or friend of English inter-

ests in America. (Understood to have been in-

vented by Jefferson.)

1787 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 317 It will be of great

consequence to France and England, to have America

governed by a Galloman or Angloman. 1795 Ibid. IV. 124
A treaty of alliance between England and the Anglomen,
against the Legislature and people of the United States.

A'ngloman 2
, -e. rare. [a. Fr. anglomane, f.

anglomanie ANGLOMANIA.] = ANGLOMANIAC.
1860 MRS. P. BYRNE Undercurr. Overl. II. 298 The most

rampant Anglomane will admit that speaking is not exactly
the forte of the English. 1880 FAGAN Panizzi II, 191 To
be looked upon as a crazy Angloman.

Anglomania (a-'ngloimJi-nia). Rarely adapted
as anglomany. [f.

ANGLO- -t- Gr. /lavfa madness

(see MANIA), imitating Fr. anglomanic.'} A mania
for what is English ;

an excessive admiration of

English customs, etc.

1787 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 161 A little disposition
to Anglomania. 1805 Ibid. (1830) IV. 33 Till Anglomany..
yields to Americanism. 1809 COLERIDGE Friend vi. ii. (1867)

297 Anglo-mania in France, followed by revolution in

America. 1856 Sat. Rev. II. 237 Anglomania consisted

chiefly in the adoption of frock-coats and top-boots as the

national costume.^

Anglomaniac (nerjgloinvi'msek), sb. rare. [f.

ANGLO- + MANIAC : after prec.] One possessed by

Anglomania ; a rabid partisan of what is English.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. in. ii. 85 There is not a dwarf

jokei . . or Anglomaniac horseman rising on his stirrups,

that does not betoken change. 1882 Society 30 Dec. 5/2

[These terms] intersperse every Anglomaniac's conversation.

Anglomanist. rare- 1
, [f. Fr. anglomane +

-1ST.]
=
prec.

1882 TURNER in Macm. Mag. XLV. 475 Frequent visits to

London had made his father a rampant anglomanist.

Anglophobe (arngli?f0''b). [a. Fr. anglophobe :

see -PHOBE. This and the three following are mainly

newspaper words.] One affected with Anglo-

ANGLO-SAXON.

phobia, one who has a morbid dread of, or aver-
sion to, England or the English.
1866 LOCKYER Heavens (1868) 493 This climate of ours,

which . . is not so bad, astronomically speaking, as some
Anglophobes would make it. 1882 St. James's Gaz. 12 Apr.
5 The Prince the greatest ruffian and chief Anglo-phobe at
the Mandalay Court.

Anglophobia (a?nglo l ftfu-bia). [f. ANGLO- +
Gr. -<po0ia horror : see -PHOBIA.] Intense dread
or fear of England.
1816 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. LXXX. 501 To propa-

gate an Anglo-phobia in France. 1880 FAGAN Panizzi I.

200 An intimate feeling ofAnglomisos (to coin a word some-
what milder than Anglophobia) materially influenced
Thiers.

Anglophobic (a:nglii|f(;-bik), a. rare. [f. prec.
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to Anglophobia.
1865 Pall Mall G. 28 July 10 The anglophobic phase may

have begun again.

Anglophobist (senglp-fAbist). rare. [f. Fr.

anglophobe + -IST.]
= ANGLOPHOBE.

1882 Standard 24 Aug., It represents the opposite camp
of Anglophobists.

Anglo-Saxon (zE-rgbiSse-kssn), sb. and a.

Forms : i Angul-, Angel-, Ongol-seaxan sb.pl.,

7- Anglo-Saxon, -saxon, 9 Anglosaxon. [Prob.
in gth c., as certainly in 1 7th, ad. i,. Anglo-Saxones,
-Saxon-icus, in which ^fA>-, comb, form of Angl-
us, -t, is used adverbially, as in similar L. and Gr.

compounds, as sacro-sanclus sacredly sanctioned,
'IvSo-axvSia Indian Scythia, Scythia of the Indus,

2vpo-<poivt, L. Syrophanix, Phoenician of Syria.
Cf. also Gallo-grKci, and in later use Maso-Gothi
Goths of Mcesia. Hence Anglo-Saxones, Angel-
seaxan English Saxons, Saxons of England or of

the Angul-cynn (gens Anglorum, Baeda), as dis-

tinguished from the Ald-Seaxan (Antiqui Saxoncs,

Boeda) or Old-Saxons of the continent. The ear-

liest L. forms were Angli Saxones, Saxones Angli
(two words '

English Saxons'), whence Angli-Sax-

ones, and finally Anglo-Saxones, Anglosaxones.

App. of continental origin ;
in OE. use, rare in the

Eng. form
;
not uncommon in Latin documents

down to noo.]
I. English Saxon, Saxon of England : orig. a col-

lective name for the Saxons of Britain as distinct

from the ' Old Saxons
'

of the continent. Hence,

properly applied to the Saxons (of Wessex, Essex,

Middlesex, Sussex, and perhaps Kent), as distinct

from the Angles.
A. sb. (the only contemporary use).

\c 775 PAULUS DIACONUS iv. xxiii, Vestimenta . . qualia Angli
Saxones habere Solent. Ibid. iv. xxxvii, E Saxonum Anglo-
rum genere duxit uxorem. 1:885 Charter, Cod. Dip. V. 134

Ego Slfredus, gratia Dei, Angul-Saxonum rex.] 934 Chart.

C. D. V. 218-9 Ic ^Ethelstan, Ongol-Saxna cyning and Bry-
tznwalda ealtes byses iglandes. 955 Chart. C. D. II. 303
He hafaft jeweoroad mid cyned<5me Angulseaxna Eadred

cyning and casere totius Britannia.

B. adj. In this Dictionary, the language of Eng-
land before noo is called, as a whole, 'Old

English
'

(OE.) ; Anglo-Saxon, when used, is re-

stricted to the Saxon as distinguished from the

Anglian dialects of Old English ;
thus we may say

that eald was the Anglo-Saxon (i.e. West Saxon
and Kentish) form of the normal OE. aid (retained
in Anglian\ whence, and not from eald, we have

mod.Eng. old.

II. Extended to the entire Old English people
and language before the Norman Conquest.
For these there was apparently at first no collective name ;

subsequently, the name Englisc (Anglish, English) was ex-

tended from the dialect of the Angles (the first to be com-
mitted to writing) to all dialects of the vernacular, whether

Anglian or Saxon ; and Angul-cynn (Angle-kin, fens Anglo-
rum}, and later still, during the struggle with the Danes,

'English* and 'Englishman,' to all speakers of the ver-

nacular in any dialect Angle or Saxon. After the Norman

di

geographically, men's notions of '

English
'

changed accord-

ujmgly, so that the I2th c. chroniclers could no longer apply
the word distinctively to the people of Edward the Con-
fessor and Harold, for whom therefore they recalled the

name '

Saxon,' applicable enough to the West Saxon dy-
nasty, but incorrect when extended to the whole Angle-kin
over whom they ruled. At the hands of the Latin chroni. ^^
clers, often foreigners, to whom the historical relations ol

"Saxons and Angles were not very obvious, a similar exten-

sion of meaning had been given io Anglo-Saxones. But this

name did not reappear in English till after 1600, when,
with the revival of OE. learning, historians and philologists

again felt the need of distinguishing English 'Saxon' from

the Saxon of Germany. The modern use dates from Cam-
den, who himself used Anglo-Saxon-es, -icus, in Latin, and

English Saxon in his vernacular works. His translator

adapted the Lat. as Anglo-Saxon, which gradually dis-

placed
'

English Saxon,' first as sb., and finally as adj. also.

But it was applied, as Saxon had been for 500 years

erroneously applied, to* Old English
'

asa whole. Thishas led

in turn to an erroneous analysis of the word, which has been

taken as = Angle+Saxon, a union of Angle and Saxon ; and

in accordance with this mistaken view, modern combinations

have been profusely formed in which Anglo- is meant to

express 'English and. .', 'English in connexion with..',



ANGLO-SAXONDOM.
as ' the Anglo-Russian war

1

; whence, on the same analogy,

Franco-German, Turko- Russian, etc. See ANULO-.

A.J&
[1586-1607 CAMDEN Brit. 94 Nunc . . Anelo-Saxones ad

diffcrentiam eorum in Germama,vocatos. Ibid. 128 Maiores
nostri Anglo-Saxones Wittena-ge-mott, .i. Pritdentnnt Con-

ncntus . . vocarunt.] 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. 177 The
Anglo Saxons our ancestors termed it Wittena-^c-niott^ that

is, an assembly of the wise. Ibid.\, \-2T(title} English Saxons;

(marg. titled Anglo-Saxons. [1605 CAMHEN Rent. (1614) 20

The English-Saxon tongue came in by the English-Saxons
out of Germany.] 1726 TINDAL Rafin's EHF. 11757) I..I-9

They were generally called Saxons, yet they had sometimes
the compound name of Anglo-Saxons given them. 1735
THOMSON Z,/&rr/y i v.i T.) Ere, blood-cemented, Anglo-Saxons
saw Egbert and Peace on one united throne. 1846 WRIGHT
Mid. Ages I. i. 2 Public attention .. was first drawn to the

writings of the Anglo-Saxons at the time of the reformation.

a 1861 PALGRAVE Norm. % Eng. (1864^ III. 596, I must . .

substitute henceforward the true and antient word English
for the unhistorical and conventional term Anglo-Saxon, an

expression conveying a most false idea in our civil history.

1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1877) I. 548, I speak therefore

of our forefathers, not as *

Saxons,' or even as '

Anglo-Sax-
ons,' but as they spoke of themselves, as Englishmen.
B. adj. (absol. The Old English language.)

[1586-1607 CAMDF.N Brit. 121 In Anglo-Saxonicis legibus

nusquam comparet. 1610 HOLLAND Canidt'n's Brit. 168 In

the English-Saxon lawes, it is nowhere to be scene. 1605 CAM-
DEN Rent. (1614) 21 The English-Saxon conquerors, altred

the tongue which they found here wholly. Ibid. 70 Fete,

the English-Saxon woorde for people. 1715 E. ELSTOB (title)

The Rudiments of Grammar for the English Saxon Tongue.
1726 AYLIFFE Parerg. n Under all the English Saxon

Kings.] 1726 TINDAL Rapin's Eng. (1757) I. in. 157 The
Anglo-Saxon kings were naturally very rest less. 1783 BAILEY,

Anglosaxon^ the Saxon language as it was spoken in Eng-
land. 1876 SWEET Anglo-Sax. Reader xi, The oldest stage
of English before the Norman Conquest is now called 'Old

English,' but the older name of *

Anglo-Saxon
'

is still very

generally used.

III. Used rhetorically for English in its wider or

ethnological sense, in order to avoid the later his-

torical restriction of 'English* as distinct from

Scotch, or the moci^rn political restriction of *

Eng-
lish' as opposed to American of the United States ;

thus applied to (i) all persons of Teutonic descent

(or who reckon themselves such) in Britain, whether

of English, Scotch, or Irish birth; (2) all of this

descent in the world, whether subjects of Great

Britain or of the United States.

A.J&
1853 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. Part. (1858) I. xv. 51

Sometimes they stand on the right and the necessity for the

European to live by plunder; and sometimes . . they concen-

trate their claim upon the Anglo-Saxon,
B. adj.

1840 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) V. 314 The chief

reason stated for the recognition of the pirates, is that they
are of the Anglo-Saxon race. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
III. 143 The Puritan part of the Anglosaxon colony had
little right to complain. 1871 Sped. 22 Apr. 467 England's
best alliance would be the free confederation of the English
race in every part of the world. Change

'

English
'

for
'

Anglo-Saxon,' and in that sentence lies the policy of the

future.

Anglo-Sa'xondom. [f. prec. + -DOM ; cf.

Christendom] The Anglo-Saxon domain or com-

munity ;
the collective body of Anglo-Saxons, the

Anglo-Saxon race viewed as a whole ;
a rhetorical

phrase for Great Britain and the United States.

1850 LYELL Let. in Life II. 168 A regard for the sacred-

ness of truth is not a rare exception to the rule in Anglo-
Saxondom at least. 1872 Daily News 25 Mar., Anglo-
Saxondom is to have a wrangle royal at Geneva. 1881 BREWER

Eng. Stud. 63 For the strictly orthodox spelling of Cuth-
berht he gives Cuthbert, not known in Anglo-Saxondom.

Anglo-Sa'xonism. [f. as prec. + -ISM.]

1. Anything peculiar to the Anglo-Saxon race.

2. esp. A word, phrase, idiom, or habit of speech,

belonging to, or derived from, the Old English,
unaffected by Romanic or other foreign admixture.

3. The sentiment of being
'

Anglo-Saxon' (in

sense III.) or English ethnologically ;
a belief in the

superiority or claims of the 'Anglo-Saxon' race.

1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. Part. III. cxli. 121 The
zeal for Anglo-Saxonism, will be found to be little but rogue
calling upon rogue. 1867 BAGEHOT Physics fy

Pol. (1876) 36
In America and in Australia a new modification ofwhat we
call Anglo-Saxonism is growing.

AngnsBsl, -nale, -nayHe, obs. ff. AGNAIL.

Angola (a-rjgJu'la). A corruption of ANGORA
;

often used of the fabric made of Angora wool.

1837 GRIFFITH Cwier IV. 327 Angola breeds. 1845 FORD
Handbk. Spain I. i. 60 Shirts . . good English angola or flan-

nel ones. 1882 Times 12 Apr. 4 Tweed and angola trowsers.

Angor (ce'rjgoj). Also 5 angure, 7 angour.

[a. OFr. angor, angour : L. angor-em strangling,

vexation, f. ang-$re to squeeze, strangle. Now only
as a medical term, and more or less as Latin.]

fl. Anguish (physical or mental). Obs.

1440 Promp. Par-j.
t Angure or angwys, Angor, angnstia.

1598 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas n. i. in. (1641) 100/1 Man is

loaden with ten thousand languors. All other Creatures

onely feele the angors Of few Diseases. 1677 GALE Crt.
Gentiles II. iv. 146 Inflamed with perpetual sparkes of fears,

angors and agitations, a 1711 KEN Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721
IV. 361 Her Hours in silent Anguors now ran waste.

2. spec. A feeling of 'anxiety and constriction in
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the precordial region, which accompanies many
severe diseases ; nearly synonymous with angina?

Mayne Exp. Lex. 1853.
1666 HARVEY Morb. Anglic. (}."\ If the patient be surprised

./ith a lipothymous angour. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. 6V//.,
A ngor is reputed a bad symptom. 1839 in HOOPER Med. Diet.

Angora (fa)g6*ra). [modern form of ancient

Aytcvpa AncfraA
1. A town in Asia Minor, giving its name to a

species of goat, and to its silk-like wool ;
also to

a long-haired variety of cat.

1833 Penny (.'yd. I. 511 The bright, silk-like wool of the

Angora goat. 1838 ibid. X. 223 The Angora cat with its

long silky hair. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 177 The first par-
cels of Angora wool were shipped from Constantinople for

England in 1820.

2. The fabric manufactured from the wool of the

Angora Goat, now commonly called ANGOLA.
1867 Morn. Star 12 Apr., Fancy boudoir mats in lambs'-

wool and angora.

Angostura : see ANGUSTURA.

Angre, -ful, variants of ANOER, -FCL.

t Angrice. Obs. rare 1
. [? a confusion between

Eng. ANGEH st>. (in sense O and Q$T,angui$e AN-
GUISH: cf. ANGUISH.] Trouble, affliction.

1340 Ayenb. 147 J>e on leme bole)> zuetliche of be oj>re bet

he him deb of angricc.

Angrily (srngrtU), adv. Also 4 angryliche,

5 angryly. [f. ANGRY a. + -LY2. Appears first as

var. of earlier ANGERLY (blending with it in the

spelling angrely), which it has since replaced.]

fl. Vexatiously, grievously. Obs. rare.

c 1425 WVNTOUN Cron, vi. vi. 30 Hir chyld ill al suddanly
Travalyd hyr sa angryly.

2. In an angry or wrathful manner, with anger
or open resentment.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. sio(EIlesm. MS.t Thanne wole he

be angry and answeren hokerly and angrily [f. r. angerly,

-yrly, -rely]. 1393 LANGLAND P. PI. C. xvn. 115 Al angry-
liche 'and argueynge as hit were. 1597 DANIEL Ch>. ll'ars

n. (R.) Turns angrily about his grieved eyes. 1766 tf.

BROOKE FoolofQnal. I. 101 He .. angrily called to know
what was the matter. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy II. 66

Battling angrily with an angrier wasp.

Angriiiess (ae'ngrines). rare.
[f.

ANGRY +
-NESS : see also earlier ANGERNESS.]
1. The quality of being angry ;

wrathfulness.

I553 GRIMALDK Cicero's Offices \. (15581 40 They would not

commendeangrinesse. 1361 T. N[ORTON] CVi/z'iVs Inst. iv.xx.

(1634) 739 If they must punish let them not be borne away
with a headlong angrinesse. 1658 Whole Duty ofMan x.

22 (1684* 86 Such an angriness of humour, that we take

fire at everything. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xcix. 6 No por-
tion of any Tears could abate that fair angriness.

f 2. Inflamed condition of a sore or wound.
1612 BESVENUTO Passengers' Dial. iN.t Their swcatc ..

takes away the angrinesse and rednesse of skars.

t Angrise, ?' Obs. rare 1
. [? confusion between

Eng. AXGER v. i, and OFr. angttiser to anguish,
or with AGRISE.] To distress, afflict.

1340 Ayenb. 146 pet me na3t him mUdo ne angrisi ne harmi.

' A'llgroiu. Obs. rare~'. [?for agram ; perh.
influenced by ANGE, ANGER : see next.] Affliction,

vexation.
a 1300 E.E. Psalter c\'\x. 143 Droving and angromfonden me.

*f- AngPO'inecl, ppl. a. Obs. rare 1

, [lor A-
GRAMED: see &8-pref. 5.] Afflicted, vexed.
?(? 1400 MS. Bodl. No. 425. 89 (Halliw.) Mi gost angromcd

is ouer smert.

Angry (K'rjgri), a - Forms : 4 angre, (anger- -

ich), 4-5 augri, 4-7 angery, 5 angrye, (hangry),
C anggre, 6-7 angrie, 4- angry, [f.

ANGER sb

+ -Y 1
: cf. hungry. With senses 2 and $ cf. Fr.

fache de xsAfache centre. Comp. -er, -/.]
fl. Full of trouble actively; troublesome, vexa-

tious, annoying, trying, sharp. Obs.

c 1360 Gloss, in AV/. Ant. I. 8 Molcstits, angri. 1375 BAR-
BOUR Brace v. 70 Myne auenture heir tak will I, Quhethir
it be eisfull or angry, c 1400 Rom. Rose 2628 To liggen
thus is an angry thyng. 121667 J KK - TAYLOR Serin. III. 267
God had provided a severe and angry education to chastise

the frowardness of a young spirit.

f2. Passively affected by trouble; vexed, troubled,

grieved. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 530 The hart is sorowfull or angry.
c 1394 P. PI. Crede 553 Angerich I wandrede the Austyns
to prove. \Skeat conjectures angerlich.] 1483 CAXTOK Parts

fy V. 42 Parys was moche angry bycause he sawe wel that

it was moche peryllous.

3. Of persons : Actively affected against the agent
or cause of trouble ; feeling or showing resent-

ment ; enraged, wrathful, irate.

<r 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. 510 Thanne wole he be angry
[-/. r. angery, hangry] and answeren hokerly. 1440 Parto-

nope 2556, I am wroth and in my hert angry. 1440 Promp.
Pan.'. , Angrye, Iracitndus, bilosus. 1547 J. HEYWOOD Prov.
& Epigr. (1867) 52 He that will be angry without cause,
Must be at one without amendes. 1647 CowLEY Dia-

logue ix. in Jlfistr., I'm angry, but my wrath will prove,
More Innocent than did thy Love. 1718 LADY M. MONTA-
GUE Lett. I.xxii. 69 Very angry that I will not lie like other
travellers. 1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 74 P 4 Angry without

daring to confess his resentment. 1864 BURTON Scot. Abr.
I. iv. 191 Angry letters to his angrier mistress.

b. Const, (of, for, upon, obs.) at, about, the oc-

casion
;
at a person when the subjective feeling is

ANGUILLOUS.

denoted, with a person when the anger is mani-

fested ;
but the tendency is to use with for both.

(.-1400 Dcstr. Troy xvm. 7703 There-at Ector was angry.
: out of his wit. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 1,1868* 25 He was

angri of her governaunce. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour'b

viij, God was therefore angry upon them. 1523 LD. BERNERS
1"'roissart \. ccxxxii. 317 Y1

'

prince . . was in a maner angry
of the honour y

l sir Bertram of Clesquy had gotten him.

1556 Citron. Grey Friars (1852) 88 Some were very anggre

wyth hym because he sayd sou. 1579 TOMSON Calvin's

Serm. Tim. 115/2 Must they needes be angrie for it? 1599
SHAKS. Htn. /', iv. i. 217, I should be angry with you. 1607

Timon in. iii. 13 I 'me angry at him. 1611 BIBLK Ps. vii.

n God is angrie with the wicked euery-day. Kccles. v.

6 Wherefore should God be angrie at thy voyce? 1740
CHESTERF. Lett.fii I. 173, I shall be very angry at you. 1778
BURKP: Corr. (1844! II. 242 The people are angry with the

ministry. 1875 Fam. Her. 21 Aug. 263/2 Major Porter is

so awfully angry about it. 1883 SHOFFORD in Harper's Mag.
June 130/1, I felt a little angrier with myself.

4. Of mood or action ; Moved or excited by anger.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxiv. xxix, The spirite of pa-

cience Doth overcome the angry violence. 1670 COTTON

Espernon in. ix. 443 The angry trade of War. 1855 TENNY-
SON Maud i. vi. vii, A man's own angry pride Is cap and

bells for a fool. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bedc 106 Even in his

angriest moods.

5. Bearing the physical marks of anger, looking
or acting as if in anger ;

as an angry countenance,

an angry sky, angry billows.

T393 GOWER Lonf. I. 283 So berc I forth an angry snoute.

1595 SHAKS. Joint iv. iii. 149 Now .. Doth dogged warre

bristle his angry crest. 1611 HIIU.K Prov. xxv. 23 An angrie
countenance. 1687 DRYDLIN Hind $ P. m. 270 He sheathes

his paws, uncurls his angry mane. 1756 BL-RKF, Sufrl. .y />'.

Wks. I. 197 The angry tones of wild beasts. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. 25. 185 Angry masses of cloud. 1878 R. STEVEN-
SON hiland I'oy., The water, yellow and turbulent, swung
with an angry eddy . . and made an angry clatter along

stony shores,

6. Having the colour of an angry face, red. rare.

i6jz G. HERHI.CRT Vertite in Temple 80 Sweet rose, whose
hue angrie and brave. 1823 LAMU Eiia Ser. i. xviii. (1865)

139 His waistcoat red and angry.

7. Habitually under the influence of anger ; hot-

tempered, irritable, choleric, passionate, arch.

1387 TRI-AISA Higden (18651 I- 4-7 -^ s mtn *" ^' s londe

Eee> angry. \ygft-Barth. De /'. A', xvm. i. (14051 736
Some beestes . . be ryght wrathfull and angry. 1535 COVER-
DALE ProT. xxi. 19 A chydinge and an angrie woman. 1650
tr. Baeon's Life fy Death 10 The Turkey-Cock . . An Angry
Bird, And hath exceeding- white flesh. 1703 ROWK I 'lysscs

iv. i. 1695 Honour, This busie, angry thing, that scatters

Discord.

8. Inflamed, smarting, as a sore.

J579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse .Arb.> 21 Curst sores with often

touching waxe angry. 1611 FI.OKIO, Pcdignoni^ angrie

kibes, chilblanes, or bloodic fall us. 1676 WISEMAN (Jj This

serum . . grows red and angry. 1863 ATKINSON Yorksh.

Class., Angry, applied to a sure fil that looks very red and

inflamed, (21 or that is very irritable and painful. Mm/. The

gouty toe is very angry.
9. Sharp, acrid in taste. Sharp, keen, as appe-

tite, rare.

ciyS P.. E. A Hit. P. B. 1035 Alum 8: alka[t]ran that angre*

arn boj?e. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 1082, I never ale with

angrier appetite.

10. Comb., as angry-eyed^ -looking.

1865 DICKENS Mitt. J-'r. 34 That angry eyed, buttoned-up,

inflammatory-faced old gentleman.

fA'ngry, v. Ol>s. rare- 1

, [f. prec. Cf. to

weary.] To make angry, anger, provoke.
1642 Fri-LKK Holy $ Prof. St. v. i. 358 Nothing angrieth

her so much as when modest men afTect a deafnesse.

t A'ligryable, a- Obs. rare. [f.
AXURY +

-ABLE.] Capable of being angry, irascible.

1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helmont's Oriatrike 165 Among
angryable or wrathful Beings. Ibid. 304 The Schools do as-

sign . . the angryable or wrothful power to the heart.

Anguicular (jfeqgwrkim&i), a. rare. [f. mod.
L. anguicida (/em. dim. of angttis snake) + -Alt.]

Of or pertaining to Angutcufa or microscopic 'eels.'

1755 B. MARTIN Mag. Arts % Sc. (ed. 3) 162 View 8 repre-
sents the Anguiculse, or small microscopic eels in Vinegar
or Paste, .in all their natural motions and Anguicular Forms.

Anguiforill (arngwif^im), a.
[if.

L. angui-s
snake 4- -FOKM ;

cf. mod.Fr. anguiforme] Having
the shape of a serpent or snake ; snake-shaped.
1800 Phil. Trans. XC. 130 The anguifbrm motion suspected

by Newton. 1835 KIRBY Habits <y Inst. Anim. II. xvi. 68

The anguiform Chilognathans represent the living and

moving Serpent.

t Allgui geilOUS, a. 06s - [f. L. angw'gcn-a

(f. anguis snake + -?/ born) + -ous.] 'Engen-
dered or begotten of serpents.' Bailey I7.i r -

t Anguille, anguelle. Obs. [a. Fr. anguilk
eel : L. anguilla, dim. of angttis snake.] 'A sort

of small worms cast up by sick hawks.' Phillips

1658 ;
whence in Bailey, etc.

aiyMBk,fftrwky*.giaRei,Ant. I, 301 For wormys called

anguilles.

Anguilliform (a-ngwi-lif^im), a. [f.
L. an-

guill-a eel + -(I)FORM.] Eel-shaped.
1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 930 Our Author treats of Fishes,

and begins with such as are Anguilliform. 1753 CHAMBERS

Cycl. Snpp. s. v., Membranes full of Anguillilorm worms.

1858 CLARK Van. der Hoc-fen's Zool. II. 144 Zoarces, Body
elongate, anguilliform, with scales small.

Anguillous (te'rjgwibs\ a. rare~ l
.

[f.
as prec.

+ -ous.] Of the nature of an eel, eel-like.
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ANGUISH.

1704 TYSON Yellow Gurnard in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1752
Even the Anguillous kind are Scaly.

Anguillule (ifc^gwHud). [mod. f. L. angiiill-a
eel+ -UI.E dim. suffix

;
cf. mod.Fr. anguillule^\ A

small eel-shaped creature ; esp. one of the animal-
cules of the family Anguilhtlidx, such as the 'eels'

in sour paste or vinegar.
1860 All Y. Round NO.^S. 387 One anguillule is found in

wet moss, green slime, rain water.

Anguine (se'ngwin), a. [a. L. angutn-ns per-

taining to a snake, f. anguis snake : see -INE.] Of
or resembling a snake or serpent.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 241 Four sorts ofcucurbites,

the greater, the lesser . . or the anguine. 184^
CARPENTER

Zool. 501 The Anguine Lizard, also a native of South Africa.

1871 LE FANU Tenants of Malory xi. 54 Her beautiful eye-
brows wore that anguine curve, which is the only approach
to a scowl which painters accord to angels.

Anguilieal (3erjgwi'm
b

al), a. rare~. [f. L.

anguine-us of the nature of a snake (f. anguis} +
-AL.] =next.

1731 BAILEY, Angitineal Hyperbola [as CHAMBERS; see

nextj. 1847 in CRAIG.

Anguineous (rjgwrm
v

9s), a. rare. [f. as

prec. + -ous : see -EOUS.] Of the nature or appear-
ance of a snake ; as in Anguincous Hyperbola, a
name given by Newton to four of his curves of the

second order.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Anguineoits, of or belonging to a
Snake. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.$.\\ Curve, That [hyper-
bola] which cuts its asymptote with contrary flexures, and
is produced both ways into contrary legs, anguineons or
snake-like. 1858 CLARK Van der tfoeven's Zool. II. 285
Body elongate, anguineous.

Anguish (se'rjgwij), sb. Forms: 3 anguise,
-oise, 3 -4 anguisse, -uysse, -usse, -uis, 3 -5
angus, 4 anguys, -wys(e, -wish(e, -uych, 4-5
anguisshe, -wisshe, uyssh, -\visch(e, -uysch(e,
4-6 anguysh, 5 angwich, -wysch, -wysshe, 5-6
anguyshe, -uysshe, 4- anguish, [a. OFr. an-

guisse, angoisse (Pr. angoissa, It. angoscia] the

painful sensation of choking : L. angustia strait-

ness, tightness,^
1/, straits, f. angust-us narrow, tight,

f. root angu- in ang(n}-fre to squeeze, strangle,

cogn. w. Gr. ciyx~etv-} Formerly with//.
1. Excruciating or oppressive bodily pain or

suffering, such as the sufferer writhes under.
cimoHaliMeid. 35 Hwen hit l>er tocume5 bat sar sorhfule

angoise. a 1300 Pop. Sc. (Wright) 374 The bodi . . in strong
angusse doth smurte. c 1380 Sir l-'erumb. 212 Hys wounde
..for angwys gan to chyne. 1382 WYCLIF Jer. iv. 31 An-

guysshes as of the child berere [1388 angwischis as of a

wommanchildynge; 1611 the anguish as of her that bringeth
forth her first child], c 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. 139 The
peyne of helle . . is hk deth, for the horrible anguisshe [?/. r.

angwisshie, -uysch, -uyssche, -wysshe]. 1485 CAXTON C/tas.

Gt. 238, I haue suffred many anguysshes of hungre. 1592
SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. i. ii. 47 One paine is lesned by anothers

anguish. 1656 RIDGLEY Praet. Physick 150 If there be pain
of the Stomach, anguish, heat. 1758 S. HAYWARD Senn.
xvii. 520 His

[Job's] body was full of anguish. 1880 CYPLES
Hum, Exp. iii. 70 The anguish of corns and toothache.

2. Severe mental suffering, excruciating or op-

pressive grief or distress.

cizjpAncr. R. 234 In the muchel anguise aros be muchele
mede. 1297 R. GLOUC. 177 In gret anguysse and fere

Wepyndebyuorebekyng. c*-yz$E. E. Allit.P. C. 325 When
baccesof anguych wat^ hid in my sawle. 1382 WYCLIF/VW.
xxi. 23 Who kepeth his mouth and his tunge, kepeth his

soule fro anguysschis. c 1430 Merlin 64 Grete angwysshe
that he sufTred for the love of Ygerne. 1583 STANYHURST
Aeneis n. (Arb.) 46 With choloricque fretting I dumpt, and
ranckled in anguish. 1611 BIBLE Job vii. ii, I wil speake in

the anguish of my spirit. 1678 JENKINS in
PefiysVl, 125 An

honest man . . full of Anguishes for his King and his Country.
1769 yunius Lett, xxiii. 105 You may see with anguish how
much . . authority you have lost. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. 11.

xxxiv, The deep anguish of despair.

t3. Anguish ofweathering: stress ofweather. Obs.
c
14^50

LONELICH GrailKX.XV. 50 Angwisch ofwedering made
vs hider to go.
4. Comb., as anguish-stricken, -torn.

1810 COLERIDGE friend iv. iii. (1867) 242 The anguish-
stricken wife of Toxaris.

Anguish (se'rjgwij"), v. Forms: 4 anguise,
anguisse, 4-5 anguysch(e, angwische, ang-
wishe, 6 anghysshe, 6- anguish. [a. OFr.

anguissie-r, angoissie-r\1-., angustia-re to straiten,

distress, f. angustia : see prec.]
1. To distress with severe pain or grief, excruciate.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. HI. viii, 80 Euery delit . . anguisse^

hem wij> prikkes bat vsen it. 1388 WYCLIF Gen. xxxi. 40 Y
was angwischid in dai and ny3t with heele and frost. 1560
J. HEYWOOD Seneca's Thyestes Argt. (1581) 21 Thiestes . .

knowing he had eaten his owne children, was wonderfully
anguished. 1627 FELTHAM Resolves i. viii. (1677) n Sores are
not to be anguish*t with a rustic pressure. 1797 Encycl. Brit.
IV. 341/1 s.v. Charade, My first, .anguishes the toe of a man.
1855 CDL. WISEMAN Fabiola 338 It was . . the making him
doubly a fratricide, which deeply anguished her.

t 2. refl. Obs. rare.

1538 LATIMER Serm. <$ Rein. (1845) 397, I will no longer
anguish myself with a matter that I cannot remedy.
3. intr. (refl. pron. omitted.) To distress oneself,

suffer severe pain or sorrow.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 132 Kyng Henry .. anguised
greuosly, J>at Thomas was so slayn. 1601 J. WEEVER Mirr.

Martyrs D ij b, Whose soules with sin-empoisning hate did
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anguish. 16x4 BARGRAVE Serm. 36 Thy bones anguish, thy
Hrnbes sinke under thee. 1820 KEATS Isabella vii, He had
waked and anguished A dreary night of love and misery.
f4. ?To smother, quash, crush, put down. (Cf.

OYr.angoissier = 'serrerfortement, presser, etreindre

vivement, sans idee de souffrance.' Godef.) Obs, rare.
1502 Ord. Cryst. Men (W. de Worde) in. iii. 157 The .vii.

maner of almesdede spyrytuall is to hyde, to couer, and to

anghysshe ye
yll and defame of his neyboure.

t A'nguish, -guis, -guissh, a. Obs. rare. [a.
OFr. adj. anguis, angois, cited by Godefroi in fern.

angoisse : see ANGUISH sb.] Excruciating, exceed-

ingly distressing.
(1400 Test. Love 11. (1560^ 28g/i For badde thinges and

anguis wretchednes been passed. 1475 CAXTON Jason 42
The moost anguisshyst dethe that ony man may endure.

Anguished (0e-rjgwijt), ///..; also anguisht.
[f. ANGUISH v. + -ED.]
1. Distressed with severe pain or grief ; tormented.
1382 WYCLIF Jon. ii. 8 My soule was angwishid in me.

1627 FELTHAM Resolves i. xlvii. (1677) 74 The spirits shrink
inward, and retire to the anguisht heart. 1818 Art ofPre-
serv. Feet 50 Anguished sufferers try these panaceas. 1857
Miss WINKWORTH Tauler s Serin, xxv. 391 The thorns of an
anguished conscience.

2. Expressing pain, full of anguish, agonized.
riSooSouTHEY RaceofBanquo'Wks. II. 155 Theanguish'd

shriek, the death-fraught groan. 1864 NEALE Seaton. Poems
7 The ocean with unwonted roar, And anguish'd moan, shall
vex his shore.

Anguishful (arngwijful), a. rare.
[f. ANGUISH

sb. + -FUL.] Full of anguish, distressing.
1847 SARA COLERIDGE Mem. fy Lett. II. 137 The . . oft-re-

peated agunies and anguishful trials of the Romish heroine.

A'liguishing, vbl. sb. \0bs. rare. [f. AN-
GUISH v. + -1XG 1

.] The action of afflicting with
severe pain ; affliction, torment.
1521 St. IVerburge Prol., O cruell deth . . Thou causest wo,

languor, and anguissyng. ^1617 HIERON IVks. II. 204 This
renting of the heart, and anguishing of the bones.

Anguishing (^'ngwijin\ ///. a.
[f.

as prec. +

-INC;-.] Deeply distressing or afflicting, agonizing.
c 1680 PORDAGE Mystic Div. (1683) 1 18 The Eternal Anguish-

ing Fire-Spirit. 1761 LAW Comf. Weary Pttgr, (1809) 107
The anguishing terrors of thy soul. 1810 CAMPBELL Poems
I. 128 Heaven's mercy relieving Each anguishing wound.

t A'liguishmeiit. Obs. rare. [a. OFr. an-

goissement, i.angoissier: see ANGUISH v. and -MENT.]
Torment, torturing ;

severe suffering.

1592 \\'YRLEY A miffrie 129 When we are with anguishment
distrest. 1655 H. VAUGHAN Sitex Scint. i. (1858) 33 His
Agonie And moving anguishments.
t A'nguishness. Obs. rare-1

, [f. ANGUISH a.

4- -NESsT] Sore distress, torment.
a 1564 BECON Ckr. Knt. Wks. 1844, 628 Upon them which

do service unto unrighteousness . . anguishness shall come.

t A'nguishous, a. Obs. or dial. Forms : 3
ang uisuse, -ussus, -uysous, 3-4 anguyssous,
4 angwisous, 4-5 anguisschous, -wischous(e,
-uissous, -wissous, -wysahous, -uissheous, 5

anguisshoua, -uysshous(e, -wisshous, -wysch-
schous, 4-6 anguishous. [a. OFr. anguisstts,

'Ussus, -itessous, later -oisseux : late L. angustios-
ttm

%
f. angustia : see ANGUISH sb. and -ous.]

1. actively, Fraught with anguish, attended with
much suffering ; tormenting, distressing.
-1230 After. R. 112 pe anguisuse dea3e he schulde bolien.

c 1374 CHAUCER TroyIus in. 816 Ful angwysshous than is . .

qu ,d she, Condicioun of veyn prosperite. 1481 CAXTON
Myrr. \\. xviii. 107 [In helle] is the fyre so ouer moche
ardaunt hote and anguysshous. 1554 PHILPOT Exam, fy

Writ. 11842)415 The thing was. .anguishous to his country,
and grievous to all good men.

2. passively, Full of anguish, oppressed with pain
or grief, sore distressed.

1297 R. GLOUC. 222 Kyng Arture was anguysous . . pat be
luber traytor adde of scaped hym. c 1386 CHAUCER Pers.
T. 230 My soule was anguissheous withinne me [?<. r. ang-
wissous, -uissous, -uysshous, -wisshous]. c 1450 LONELICH
Graitxlv. 93 Hesawh. .Oure lord ful angwischous and al to-

rent, c 1450 Merlin xv. 232 Thei were full anguysshouse for

the grete losse that thei hadden. 1875 Gloss. Lane. Dial.

s.v.. He lookt quite anguishous, an aw felt sorry for him.

3. Anxious.

(1230 Ancr. R. 240 Holie meditaciuns . . anguisuse bonen.
a 1300 Floriz & Bl. 366 Whanne bu lest him be cupe iseo
Wei angussus he wile beo. ("1314 Guy Warw. 75 Herhaud
to nim angwisous thai were. 1503 Sheph. Kat. (1656) xlii,

Feet flat and short, signifieth an anguishous person, of small
wisedom.

t A'nguishOTlsly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. prec.
+ -LT 2

; answering to OFr. anguissousement^\

Distressingly, grievously ; with much suffering.
c 1450 LONELICH Grail xiv. 759 Angwisschously ascryed

they were, And slayn, takyn, and maymed, many were there.

1475 CAXTON Jason 17 b, Alle were hurte, that one more
angusshously thene that other. (1500 New Notbroume

Mayd 46 He wyll not . . hym applye My wordes to here,
That bought hym dere, On crosse anguyously.

Angular (ayrjgif/ljLO, a. [ad. L. anguldr-is, f.

an^al-Hs : see ANGLE and -AR. Cf. Fr. angulaire^\
1. Having an angle or angles, sharp-cornered.
1598 FLORIO, Triangolare, three angular, hauing three

corners, three cornered. 01631 DONNE Poems (1650) 240
Enormous greatnesses, which are So disproporlion'd and so

angulare. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. L 55 Hairs . . are none
of them Cylindrical, but angular and corner'd. 1756 BURKE
Subl. <$ B. Wks. I. 238 Perfectly beautiful bodies are not

ANGTTLARNESS.
composed of angular parts. 1857 HENFREY Elem. Bot. 58A stem is . . angular when the section is polygonal. 1878
GREEN Coal\\. 55 Nearly all the grains of quartz are angular.
b. Of writing : Having the turns angled instead

of rounded, as in German handwriting.
1863 BURTON Bk. Hunter 41 His handwriting was clear,

angular, and unimpassioned.
2. Of or pertaining to an angle : a. Constituting

an angle, sharp corner, or apex ; alsoy?^.
1597 J. KING Jonah xxiii. (1864) 145 The night which

followed the sabbath of the Jews was the angular night . .

for both it belonged to the Sabbath preceding, and must be
ascribed again unto the Christian Sabbath. 1675 OGILBV
Brit. Introd., The next Angular Point being at Ivy Bridg.
1699 NEWTON Opticks (J.), The angular point where the

edges of the knives meet. 1831 BREWSTER Optics xi. 98 At
the angular termination of bodies these fringes widen. 1855
OWEN Skel. $ Teeth 18 In the cod there is a small separate
bone, below the joint of the articular, forming an angle there,
and called the *

angular piece,'

b. Placed in or at an angle.
1842 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. 336 The frontal is con-

tinned downwards by the side of the root of the nose, under
the name of the angular vein. 1874 BOUTELL A mis $ A rm.
v. 78 The space between the angular bands. *88oSyd, Soc.

Le.r., Angular artery . . The terminal branch of the facial

artery.
c. Measured by angle.
1674 PELLY Disc. bef. R. Soc. 129, I call . . the motion of the

Biasses . . the Angular or Curve Motion. 1785 REID Intell.
Powers 159 Astronomers call it angular distance. 1796
HUTTON Math. Diet. I. 116/2 Angular Motion, is the motion
of a body which moves circularly about a point. Thus, a
pendulum has an angular motion about its centre of motion ;

and the planets have an angular motion about the sun. 1867
J. HOGG Microsc. i. ii. 41 Having an angular aperture of 60".
1880 GRAY Bot. Text.-bk. 396 The angular divergence, or
distance of the axis of the first leaf from the second.

3. Of personal appearance : Having the joints and

bony protuberances prominent, through deficiency
of roundness and plumpness in the fleshy parts.
Of action : Moving the limbs in angles, jerky,

abrupt, ungraceful, awkward.
. 1850 BLACKIE &schyln$ I. Pref. 45 Their movements were
slow, their gesticulations abrupt and angular. 1858 HOLMES
Ant. Breakf. T.

t
The angular female in black bombazine.

1880 MCCARTHY Own Time IV. I. 6: His gestures were
angular and ungraceful.
4. Of character : Stiff and formal

;
hard and

wanting suavity; crotchety and deficient in savoir

fairs ; unaccommodating ;
cantankerous.

1840 HAWTHORNE Biog, Sk. (1879) 180 Here follow many
bows and a deal of angular politeness on both sides. 1851
RYLAND Neander's Planting of Chr. II. 204 Rugged and
angular natures. 1870 DICKENS E. Dropd 62 As a particu-
larly angular man, I do not fit smoothly into the social circle.

5. Astral. Of an 'angle': see ANGLE sb.% 8.

1643 MILTON Divorce i. x. (1847) 133/2 The supernal in-

fluence of schemes and angular aspects.
6. -angular, -angled, as in ACQTANGULAR, etc.

Angularity (sengiwlse-riti). [f. L. angular-is
ANGULAR + -ITY.]
1. The quality or state of being angular ; the

having sharp or prominent corners.

1642 H. MORE Song ofSonl\\\. n. xxxviii, What body ever

yet could figure show Perfectly perfect, as rotundity Exactly
round, or blamelesse angularity? 1646 SiRT. BROWNE Pseud.
p. 84 Glasse grossely or coursely powdered .. by reason

of its acutenesse and angularity . . excoriates the parts through
which it passeth. 1841 TRIMMER Pract. Geol. 173 Volcanic

grits are distinguished by the angularity of the particles.

b. cotter, in//. Angular outlines, sharp corners.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxx. (1856) 259 Dried apples be-

come one solid breccial mass of compacted angularities.

1859 OWEN Mammalia App. B. 84 The shaft of the humerus
. . is peculiarly rounded . . and offers none of those angu-
larities and ridges. 1880 HOWELLS Undisc. Country vi. 104
The bold angularities of the fashionable female scrawl.

2. Of personal appearance: 'Want of rounded
outline. Of manner : Want of suavity, crankiness.

1848 DICKENS Dombey (C. D. ed.) 5 Miss Tox's dress . . had
a certain character ofangularity and scantiness. 1878 SEELEY
Stein I. 310 The angularity and combativeness of Stein's

manner.

Angularly (se-ngittlaili), adv. [f.
ANGULAR

+ -LY2.] Jn an angular manner.
1. In or with angles ; so as to form an angle.
1599 B. JOSSON Cynthia 's Rev. iT.), A labyrinthean face,

now angularly, now circularly, everyway aspected. a 1691
BOYLE \J.\ Another part of the same solution afforded us an

Ice angularly figured. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 162 A
piece ofTimber growing angularly, or crooked. 1794 SULLI-

VAN View Nat. I. 467 A crystaline substance . . angularly

arranged. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 54 Angularly bent, so as

to consist of a vertical and horizontal limb.

2. At (acute) angles, obliquely, diagonally, from

corner to corner. _

1471 CAXTON Chesse 1 50 Goyng cornerly or angularly sygne-
fyeth cauteleorsubtilytye. 1650 J. WEEKES Truth's Confl.
Pref. A ij b, Look not in an oblique manner or angularly

upon the persons. 1808 J. WEBSTER Nat. Phil. 18 If the

plates be placed angularly, or touch each other at one of the

ends. 1830 LYTTON Paul Cliff, i. 2 A blanket, stretched

angularly from the wall to the chimney.
3. Of personal appearance : see ANGULAR 3.

1846 POE Wks. (1864) III. 35 He is about five feet seven

inches high . . angularly proportioned. 1849 DICKENS Barn,

A'wfl^xxxv. (C. t>. ed.) 165 Gashford . . was angularly made.

A'llgularness. ? Obs. rarf~". [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being angular ; angularity.

1731 in BAILEY; whence in JOHNSON, etc.



ANQULARY.

tA'ngnlary, a. Ois. rare- 1
, [f. L.angul-us

'(see ANGLE) + -ARY: there was no ~L.anguldri-us.]
Situated at the corners, being at angles.
1474 CAXTON Chesse iv. ii. 118601 144 The quene foloweth

vnto two angularye places after the maner of the alphyn.

Angulate (,aa-rjgirflet), a. [ad. L. aitgulat-us pa.

pple. of anguld-re, f. angul-us an angle.] Formed
with comers ; angled, cornered.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bet. xvi. 189 The stalk is hairy,
angulate and unbranched. 1852 DANA Crust. I. 260 Carpus
angulate at inner apex.

Angulate (re-rjgirfkit), z>. [f. prec. or its L.

source.] To make angulate, or cornered.
1880 J. WATSON in Jml. Z,. .?. XV. 228 The upper carinal

thread becomes much the most dominant and angulates the
whorls.

Augnlated (se-rjgirifoited), ///. a. [f. L. angu-
lat-us ANGULATE + -ED, by assimilation to Eng. pa.

pples.] Made to have angles, cornered.
1486 Bk. St. Attain Eva, A cheeff pale angulatit (L.

angiilatiim] of asure and golde. 1695 WOODWARD A'at. Hist.
Earth iv. (1723) 198 Angulated Columns . . of six Sides. 1769
SlRj.Hln./r >.//-r4.(i8i2) 4 i The stalks [of the Bramble]
are . . angulated. 1804 BEWICK Brit. Birds (18471 II. 183
The bill is . . thick, strong, and angulated. 1857 Xat. Mug.
I. 368 A curiously angulated chrysalis.

A'ngTilately, adv.
[f. ANGULATE + -LY 2.] In

an angulale manner ; with angles or corners.

1848 DANA Zooph. 503 Surface angulately rough, or covered
with very irregular polygonal prominences.

Angulation (xt)giu\^-^n). [n. of action f. L.

anguldt-us (see ANGULATE), as if ad. L. *angnla-
tion-em.] A making angulate; angular or cor-
nered formation, or position.
1869 HUXLEY in Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XXVI. 38 The acute angu-

lation of_the union of the scapula and coracoid. 1880 J.
WATSON in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV. 90 Suture linear, but
strongly marked by the angulation of the whorls.

Angulato- (a^rjgijjfeita-), comb. f. L. anguldt-
us used advb. = ANGULATELY; as in angulato-
gibbous, gibbous with an angulate tendency ;

angulato-sinuous, sinuous or winding with the
curves angled.
1852 DANA Crust, i. 352 Carapax angulato-gibbous. Ibid.

573 Finger . . angulato-sinuous on outer margin.

Anguliferous (rengili-fer3s), a.
[f.

L. angul-
as ANGLE + -(I)FEROUS bearing.] 'Applied toashell
which has the last whorl angulated.' Craig 1847.
t Anguliza-tion. 06s. [f. L. angul-us after

crystallization.]
= ANGULATION.

1676 SHADWELL Virtuoso iv. Wks. 1720 1. 386 To Fluidity. .

so to Angulization, then Christallization.

Angulo- (re^rjgittlo-), combining form of L. an-

gulus (see ANGLE s6.'2 ) used advb., as in angulo-
dentate, angularly toothed.
1829 LOUDOUN Cycl. Plants, Angulo-dentate.

Angulometer (serjgial^initsj). rare. [f. prec.
4- -METER.] An instrument for measuring external

angles.
1839 in WORCESTER. 1880 KNIGHT Did. Mech. 1. 106 A try.

square may be termed an angulometer,
' a bent measure.'

Angulose (^rjgialtfu-s), a. rare. [ad. L. an-

gulos-us: see ANGULOUS and -OSE.]
- ANGULOUS.

1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 66 Indian Mallows . . bring forth
Seeds either angulose or round. 1853 MAYNE Exp. Lex. ,

Angulosus, Full of angles or corners, angulose or angulous.

t Angulo'sity. Obs.~"
[f. L. angulas-us +

)TY.] The qualit
character.

1706 in PHILLIPS. 1755 in JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets.

Anguloso- (aerjgif<l<7u:sa-), comb. f. L. angulosus,
used advb.

; as in anguloso-gibbous, gibbous with
the curved sides almost forming angles.
1848 DANA Zoopti. 617 Lobules . . anguloso-gibbous..

Angulous (se-qgi/aas), a. tOlis. [a. Fr.afw-
leux, ad. L. anguloi-us, f. angultts : see ANGLE and
-ous.] Having angles or corners

; angular.
1656 STANLEY .#/. Philos. III. in. 28 As to figure they are

infinite; angulous, not-angulous, strait and round 1665
GLANV.LL Seeps. Sci. vii. 37 Held together by hooks, and
angulous involutions. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Soiu-
Thistle, The Stem is angulous. 1853 [See ANGULOSE.]

Ii Anguria (i-ngiu-ria). Hot. [mod.L., f. Gr.
ayyovpiof a water melon.] A genus of plants of
the gourd family; also their fruit.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 258 Anguria, the coldest fruite in

taste that ever I did eate. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v
Theblackseededr/Crn/or^x^r/a. 1869 ,if. Mech 6AuL'
446/3 Anguria . . The plant now so called is a kind of gourd.
t Ang'vrst, a. Obs. [a. Yr.anguste (Cotgr. 161 1),

ad. L. angust-us narrow, f. ang-ere to choke, squeeze
tight.] Strait, narrow, compressed.
1599 A. M. Gatelhoucr's Dk. Physic 61/1 An angust neckede

glasse. Hid. 338/1 If so be the wounde weare anguste, or
closed together. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. ii. ii. m. (1651)
251 If. . the aire be so angust, what proportion is there be-
tween the other three Elements and it 1661 LOVELL Hist
An. f,Mm. Introd., A great intestine, like that of a dogge,
angust, and of a long figure.

t AngUState, v. 06s. rare-1
,

[f. L. angustal-
ppl. stem of angustd-re to narrow, f. angust-us
narrow.] To make narrow, contract.
1657 TOMLINSON Return's Disp. 694 It angustates and con-

quality of having angles, cornered

331

Angnstate (aerjgzrsteit), a. [ad. L. angustat-
jis : see prec. and ANGUST.] Narrowed. (Said of

leaves narrowed at the base.)
1847 in CRAIG. Mod. Leaves lanceolate, angustate, sessile.

t Angustated, ///. a. Ol/s. rare. [f. as prec.
with ppl. ending -ED.] Narrowed, contracted.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 787 His Venter or Belly is an-

gustated or
straightned [i. e. straitened].

Angustation (lErjgi'stJ'-jan). ? Obs. [n. of ac-

tion f. L. angustd-re to narrow : see -ATION.] The
action of narrowing, straitening ; contraction.

1651 tr. Bacon's Life fy Death 8 There is simple Contraction
and Angustiation or Straitning. 1676 WISEMAN (J.), Ob-
struction of the vein somewhere in its passage, by some
angustation upon it. 1853 in MAYNE Exp. Lex.

'August!- (rcrjgp sti-), combining form of L.

angustus narrow
;

as in angustifoliate, -ous,

narrow-leaved, angustirostrate, with narrow beak.

II Angtl'stia. 06s. rare 1
. [L. angustia nar-

rowness, in //. -ee, straits.] Straits, difficulties.

1682 SIR T. BROWNE C/ir. Morals (1756) 81 They ever-

lastingly struggle under their angustia's.

t Angvrstity. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. late L. an-

gustitdt-em, n. of state f. angust-tis]
= next.

1599 A. M. Cautioner's Bk. Physic 103/1 Heerwith hath
on bine curede whoe throughe the angustitye of his Brest
oftentimes fell downe to the earth.

t Angrrstness. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
ANGUST +

-NESS.] Narrowness, tightness, contraction.

1599 A. M. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physic 101/2 Pilles . . for the

Coughe, and angustnes of the Brest.

Angustivra, or Angostura. A town on the

Orinoco, now called Ciudad Bolivar. It gives its

name to a bark, valuable as a febrifuge and tonic,
the produce of Galipea or Cusparia febrifuga.
1791 A. BRANDE (title) Experiments and Observations on

the Angustura Bark. 1840 PERKIRA Mat. Mcd. 1204 Angos-
tura bark . . was first publicly noticed in the London Medi-
cal Journal for 1789. 1866 MASTERS in Treas. Bot. 517 The
means, chemical and otherwise, of distinguishing the true
from the false Angostura barks. 1879 Miss BRADDON I 'i.\cn

III. 191 Propped up with sherry and Angostura bitters.

1879 WATTS Diet. Client. 3 rd. Suppl. 87 Sections of true An-
gustura bark. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Angustura.

Anhad, obs. form of ONEHOOD, unity.

An-hand, on hand: see AN prep, and HAND.
t Anha'ng, v. Obs. 3-5. Forms: a. strong:

Inf. anhou. Pa. t. anheng, -hong, -hunge. Fa.

pple. anhongen, -hong(e, -hon. 0. weak : Inf.
anhonge(n, auhang. Pa. pple. anhonged, -od,

(5 enhonged). [app. a variant of AHANG : OE.
ahtin (:*aha!ian, *ahanga>i] through confusion of
AN- pref. I and h.-pref. i. The weak conjugation
of the pa. pple. exemplifies the ultimate levelling
of OE. hon trans, and hangian intr., and their re-

spective compounds.] To hang. a. trans.
a. 1205 LAY. 1023 pat he sculde beon anhongen. Ibid.

22628 He wolde hine slaen ooer anhon. Ibid. 29358 And an-

heng alle ba munkes. 1297 R. GLOUC. 509 Harmles me him
nom . . & subbe anhunge him. c 1380 Sir Pet umb. 2362 pan
schulleb bay beues . . Beo to-drawe and eke an-honge.

ft. 1205 LAY. 13166 Swor . . pat he hine wolde anhongen
[1250 anhonge]. c 1305 Oxf. Stud, in E. E. P. (1862) 40 What
is f>e man: bat }und anhongod is. 1340 Ayenb. 51 panne
he becomb . . byef, and banne me hine anhongeb. 1:1400
Rom. R(W453 She shulde anhonged be. 1430 LYDG. Citron.
in. xxiv, To be enhonged by the halse,

b. intr.
a 1300 K. Horn. 328 Schame mote bu fonge And on hije

rode anhonge.
Anharmonic (se^nhajmp-nik), a. Math. [ad.

Fr. anharmonique, f. Gr. av- not + ap/wviK-6s HAR-
JIONIC.] Not harmonic. Applied to the section of
a line by four points A, B, C, D, when their mutual

distances are such that is unequal to -^ ; the
Cz> CL)

ratio between these two quotients is called the an-
harmanic ratio of AC.
1863 SALMON Conic Sect. 57 This ratio is called the An.

harmonic ratio of the pencil. 1865 C. PRICE Tril. Coor-

dotatfUS For a system of four points (or lines) there are but
six different Anharmonic ratios. 1881 Athenzwn 13 Aug.
205/1 Anharmonic section.

An-haste, in haste: see AN prep, and HASTE sb.

t Anhaunce, -anse, v. Obs. [variant of EN-
HANCE: see A.K-pref. 4.] To raise up; exalt, extol.
1297 R. GLOUC. 458 panne ;e noblemen an hansyeb ?oure

bojt. A 1300 Leg. ^'00^(1871)48 pe holi rode was ifounde
. . in may, And anhansed [ l-'emmi MS. honoured] was in sep-
tembre. c 1450 Pol. Poems 239 Idylnesse and thefte . . On
the galwys they scholde anhatmse. c 1450 LONELICH Grail
hu. 31 Forto anhawncen there goddis name.

tAnhea't, v. Obs. [OE. OH//,-^/; to make hot:
see AN- pref. I and HEAT v.] trans. To heat, in-
flame, intr. To become hot or inflamed.
c S<> O. Kent. Serin, in E. E. Misc. 30 Wyn bat . . an-het

alle bo pet hit drmked '. betokned alle bo bet bied an-hee't of
be luuc of ure lorde. 1340 Ayenb. 131 pise wordle bet ne is
bote . . a fornays anhet mid uer of zenne. Ibid. 108 panne an-
het be guode herte and trewe and him wrebeb to him-zelue.

t Anhea've, v. Obs. 2-3. Inf. auhebben ;

Pa. t. anhof, anhefde. [?OE. onhebban : see AN-
pref. i and HEAVE v.; but perh. for AHEAVE (see
AN- 5).] To lift up ; also, to hold up, sustain.

ANHUNGERED.
ri2oo Tritt. Coll. Horn. 177 Be water stormes an-hefden

here stefne. 1205 LAY. 16699 Samuel bat sweord an-hof
[ 1250 vp heof ]. Ibid. 1 2627 An o3er halue we habbeoS mare
bene we ma3en an-hebben.

t Anhe'lant, a. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. anhilant-

ci, pr. pple. of anhela-re : see ANHELE.] Breath-

ing, inhaling.
1764 Ann. Reg. 141/1 The anhelent tubes by which trees

suck their nourishment from the earth.

Anlielation (xnhf\e '-Jan), arch. [a. Fr. anlu-

lation, ad. I., anheliition-em, f. anhela-re: see next.]
1. A breathing with difficulty, panting ;

shortness

of breath, asthma.

1623 COCKERAM, Anhelation, the Tissique. 1655 CULPEPER
Riverius vn. i. 148 In a Dispncea, the breath is thick, with-
out noise or anhelation. I794PALF.Y Nat. Tfieol. x. 5 (1819)

159 In a city-feast, for example, what deglutition, what an-
helation ! 1839 HOOPEK Med. Diet. 547 A permanent diffi-

culty of breathing or anhelation.

%.fig. Panting, aspiration (after an object of desire).
a 1631 DONNE SerM. vii. 73 Our Anhelation and panting

after the Joyes of the Kingdom of Heaven. 1695 BLACKMORE
J'r. Arth. i. 903 When his exhaling Soul to Heav'n aspires,
In sacred Anhelations, and inflam'd Desires.

t AnJie'le, v. Obs.; also 4-5 anele. [a. OFr.

ande-r, anliele-r to breathe, cogn. w. Pr. anelar,
It. anelare : L. anhclare to pant ;

f. an- = ambi on
both sides, doubtfully + lialare to breathe.]
1. ?To blow, puff.
c 1340 Gaiu. q- Gr. Knt. 723 He werre} . . Bobe wyth bulle}
& bere? . . And etayne3, ^at hym a-nelede, of be he^e felle.

2. Jig. To pantyr, as])ire to.

f 1425 WYNTOI.N Cron. v. x. 480 Conslantynys sonnys thre

Dat anelyd to bat Ryawte. 1536 LATIMER znd Serin, aef.
Con- 1

. I. 49 With most fervent desire, they anheale, breathe,
and gape for the fruit of our convocation.

Anhele, obs. form of ANNEAL.
t Anhe'led, ///. a. Obs. rare. [f.

ANHELE -t-

-KD.] Ureathing, orbreathed out, with pamortffort.
1644 England's Tears in liarl. Misc. V. 452 The poor

labourer, who useth to mingle the morning dew with bis

anheled sweat. 1656 HI.OUNT Ghrssogr., Anhcled, which
brtatheth with pain or difficulty, putted up, brukenwinded.

t Anhelo'se, a. 'tObs. rare. [f. L. anhel-us

panting + -OSE, as if ad. L. *-anh;lds-us] = next.

1731 BAILEY, Anhelose, fetching breath quick and short:

puffing and blowing. 1808 MACDONALD Telcgr, Coinin. 59
[It] rendered him so constantly anhelose.

t Auhe'lous, a. Ol>s.
[f.

L. anhcl-its panting,

puffing + -ous
; cf. Fr. anlieleitx^ Short of breath,

short-winded, panting.
1661 S. STONE Deceit'. Dccciv'diz Rude anhelous panting^,

and interrupt breathings at Devotion. 1684 tr. Bond's
Merc. Comfit, vi. 182 Anhelous or Short-breathed Fevers
have their name from difficult and anhelous respiration. 1880
in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Auhidrotic (ccnhidrp-tik), a. and sl>. AIcJ. [f.

Gr. av not + ISpiuriK-us sudorific, f. iSpis sweat.]
A. adj. Tending to check perspiration. B. sb. A
medicinal agent of this nature.
1880 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Anhidrotics . . sponging the surface

of the body with cold mineral or vegetable acids . . internal
administration of dilute phosphoric acid, etc.

An-high, -hegh, -heyi^e, on high: see PL'S-prep.
and HIGH.
t Allhi'gh(e, v. Obs.i,; also anhe;i, anheighe.

[prob. for a-high (see AN-//V/:;;) : OE. *a-iicdn,

cogn. w. OHG. irhdhan (mod.G^ erlwhcii), Goth.

ushauhjan ; perh. a later formation on AN- pref. i

+ hegh-en, high-en, to exalt: see HIGH z>.]

1. trans. To exalt, raise, advance, promote.
1340 Ayenl. 42 Huanne hi wylleb . . hare uryendes an he3y

ine dingneles of holi cherch. Ibid. 23 To miszigge to ham
bet he wyle harmi, him uor to anheji.
b. To lift up on the gallows, hang.
1330 Arth. f, Merl. 2366 Told hem this vilanie And seyd

he wold horn anheighe.
2. intr. To raise itself, mount up, increase.

1340 Ayenb. 49 pis zenne anhejeb and lojeb be be stat of
be persones bet hit dob.

Anhistous (s;nhi-st9s), a. Biol. [mod. f. Gr.
av priv. + \a-r-6v web, tissue + -ous ; cf. Fr. atiAislt.']
Of tissue : VA'ithout recognizable structure.
1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Anhi't, v . Obs. rare. [f. AN pref. I + HIT, ad.
ON. Aitta.] To hit, strike against.
1297 R. GLOCC. 185 Arture ajen be brest ys felawe uorst

anhytte. a 1300 A". Horn 711 Wei sone bute bu flitte Wib
swerde ihc be anhitte. evyt^E.E.AlUt.P. C. 411 So hatj
anger onhit his hert.

An-honest, for on -honest, north, f. UN-HONEST a.

AuhlUlgered (a>nhs-rjga.id),///.s. arc/i. [app.
for earlier a-hungrcd (an- for a- before vowel : see
AN- pref. j) :of-/iungrei{:Q}L. of-hyngrod (cf.

a-thirst, OE. of-fyrsled, a-down, OE. of-ifune} : see

A-HDNGERED, Of-HUNGERED. Later variants were

EN-HUNGERED, IN-HUNGERED ; the sequence being
apparently of-, a-, an-, en-, f-.]
1. Overcome with hunger, hungrv'.
1:1300 K. Alis. 1229 The folk and the poraile weoren an-

hungred. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 59 (Oriel MS.) Bothe an-
hungred \v.r. afyngerd, a-hungred| and a-brist. 1398 TRE-
VISA Barth. De P. K. VI. ix. (1495) 195 The nouryce fcdyth
the childe whan it is an hungred. 1526 TINDALE Matt. xii.
i His disciples wer anhongred. 1557 Genev., anhongred.
1611 & 1881 Revised, an hungred.
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AN-HUNGBY.

2.yfj,
r
- Eagerly desirous, longing.

1848 LOWELL Poet. Wks. 1879, 398 Anhungered for some
joy untried. 1881 SWINBURNE Mary Stuart iv. i, My people
seems in sooth Hot and anhungered on this trail of hers.

t An-htrngry, a- Obs. rare, [variant of A-
HUNGRY, the a- or an- being due to assoc. with

a-hungered, an-hungered, though perhaps meant
to be intensive.] Hungry, in a hungry state.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. L 209 They said they were an hungry :

sigh'd forth Prouerbes ; That Hunger broke stone wals :

that, dogges must eate. 1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 123
Many times we were forced to remain an hungry.

Anhurned, obs. form of O.VE-HORXED///. a.

Anhydric (senhardrik), a. [f- Gr. avD5p-os
waterless + -ic.]

= ANHYDROUS. 1880 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anhydride (Eenligi'draid). Chcm. [mod. f. Gr.

afu5/>-oy waterless (f. dv priv. + vScap water) -t- -IDE.]
A chemical compound formed by the union of oxy-

gen with another element, without hydrogen, but

which, on exposure to water, absorbs hydrogen and
becomes an acid. Also called anhydrous acids,

because they are produced by expelling the water

(containing all the hydrogen) from oxy-acids.
1863 WATTS Diet. Client, I. 295 Very few triatomic anhy-

drides are yet known. Phosphoric anhydride, PaOs, is the

only well known member of this class. 1869 Eng. Mech.

9 Apr. 58/2 Sulphuric anhydride SO, when added to water,
takjs up the oxygen to form a new acid radical.

Anhydrite (aaihardrait). Min. [mod. f. Gr.

avvSp -os waterless + -ITE mi n. form.
;
so named by

Werner.] Anhydrous gypsum, or sulphate of lime.

1831 BREWSTICR Ofiticsxx\. 252 Augite, Anhydrite, Axinite.

1842 T. GRAHAM Elem. Client, n. v. 497 Sulphate of lime
occurs in a crystalline form, without water, forming the
mineral anhydrite. 1875 URE Diet, Arts I, 177 Anhydrite
is frequently found in beds of rock-salt, where it is often
associated with gypsum or hydrous sulphate of lime.

A.nhydro- (senhai:dr0-), combining form of next,
as in anhydro-borate, -sulphate, etc.

1873 FOWNES Chem. 325 Potassium forms . . two acid sul-

phates, and an anhydrosufphate. 1883 JVa/rvXXVJI. 433
Benzoic sulphimide or anhydro-sulphamine benzoic acid.

Anhydrous (oenhsi-dras), a. [mod. f. Gr.

aio)5/>-o? waterless (f. dv priv. + vStap water) + -OUS.]
1. Chem, Having no water in its composition:

said of salts, crystals, destitute of water of crystal-

lization, etc. Cf. ANHYDRIDE.
1819 Pantolog. I. s.v., Anhidrous Sulphate of Lime, 1827

FARADAY Chew. Manip. xxiv. 610 Reduce the substance to
an anhydrous state. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 281 The vapour of

anhydrous (waterless) alcohol. 1875 DAWSOS Dawn ofLife
v. 108 An anhydrous silicate of lime and magnesia.
2. transf. Waterless, sapless, dried up.
1872 HOLMES Poet Break/. T. ix. 294 That exsiccated and

almost anhydrous organism. 1874 in COUES Birds of .V. -11^.

405 The sterile and anhydrous region of the central desert.

A'nicut, annicut. [Anglo-Ind. ad. Tamil
Anai-kattu dam-building.] 'In the Madras Presi-

dency, the dam constructed across a river to fill,

and regulate the supply of, the channels drawn off

from it.' (Col. Yule.)
1784 Desp. Crt. Direct, in Burkes Wks. IV. 104 A supply

of water . . which can only be secured by keeping the Anicut
and banks in repair. i86z R. PATTERSON Ess. Hist. $ Art
208 Vast dams or annicuts across the rivers take the place
of the canals of the northern provinces.Anidioma*tic, a. rare*-, [f. Gr. dv priv. +

IDIOMATIC.] A proposed substitute for unidiomatic.

1827 HARE Guesses <'i859* 212 Even Landor recommends
the adoption of anidiomatic as an English word; though
our language does not acknowledge the Greek negative pre-
fix, except m words like anarchy, introduced in their com-

pound state, so that anidiomatical would exemplify itself.

Anidioma-tical, a.
[f. prec. + -AL !

.]^prec.
1824-9 CANDOR Jmag. Con-v. n. 278 You would not say 'two

times'; it is anidiomatical. [See also prec.]

tAnie'nte, v. Obs.\ also 46 anyente. [a.
OFr. anicnte-r to bring to nought (

= Pr. and It.

anicnt-ar}, f. a to + tiienf, mod. ncant nought (
=

It. niente) : late L. *necntem or *necentem, f. ne,
ncc not + entem (nom. ens) being: see ENTITY.] =
ANJENTISE (which is the commoner form).
1393 LASGL. P. PI. C. xx. 267 How myghte he aske mercy

. . That . . wilfulliche wolde mercy anyente? Ibid. xxi. 389
Solyf shal lyf lete

'

ber lyf ha^lyfanyented. 1574 tr. Little-
ton's Tenures 140 b, The warraunte is anyented and defeated.

tAniente, ppl.a. Obs, [contr. pa. pple. of the

preceding, for amentcd.]
1641 Tennes de la. Ley 21 Aniente in our law language sig-

nifies as much as frustrated or made voyde.

t Aiiie'iitise, -ish, v. Obs. Forms : 4 anient-
i se, anyentise, 4-5 anientisse, anyntische,
-esche, anentysch(e, -isch(e, annentissche, 4-6
anyntise, 5 anentise, -ish, -yssh, anyyntysch
(enyyn-, enyntysch), 6 aneauutyse (8 aneant-

ize). Aphet. 4 neentishe. [a. OFr. anientiss-

extendedstem of anientir (lateraniantir,anaiantir,
aneantir) var. of anienter : see prec., and -ISH.

Aneantizc, in iSth c., is after mod.Fr.]
1. To bring to nought, annul, annihilate, destroy.
1382 WVCLIF Rotn. iv. 14 If thei that ben of the lawe, ben

eyris, feith is anentyschid, or destroyed, c 1386 CHAUCER
Melib. 282 Ye han nat anientissed [?'. r. anyntesched, anen-

tisched] or destroyed hem. 1440 Promp. Pan>. Anyyn-

332

tyschyn or enyntyschyn, Exinanio. 1483 Act \ Rich. ///,
ii. i Such memorialles as they had ordeigned . . were anen-
tised and anulled. 1791 J- BREE Curs. Sketch 324 (modern-
izingpetition 0/1430} 1 o great aneantizingand impoverishing
of the persons of the same vessels.

2. To make of no account, to bring low, reduce.

1383 WVCLIF Ecclus. xiii. 8 To the tyme he neentishe [1388
anyntische] thee twies or thries. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De
P. R. v. x, Olde men bat ben anyntised . . and wastid by elde

oj?er siknesse. 1496 Dives 4- Paup. (W. de Worde) vi. xv.

258/1 Cryste . . anentysshed hymself and dysparyched hym-
selfe in to the lykenesse of a seruaunt. 1530 LOVE Bona-vent.
Mirr. xiii. i,W. de Worde) H vj, In so moche he lowed hym
and aneauntysed \Gibbs MS. anentysched] hymselfe, that, eta

t Anie'ntisement. Obs. [a. OFr. anientisse-

mcnt : see prec. and -MENT. Cf. mod.Fr. ancantisse-

ment.'] Annihilation, destruction.

1485 Proclam. in Paston Lett. 883 III. 319 The grettest
anyntisshment, shame and rebuke that ever myght falle to
this seid land. 1488 Act \ Hen, VII) i, To decresse and
destruccion ofyour lyvelode. .and anyentesment ofthe same.

1495 Act ii Hen. I- II, xxxi, To the greet anyntissement of
the value of thissues and profiles.

fAni'gh.,^. Obs. rare~ l
. In 6 annie. [f. A-

prcf. 11 + NIGH.] To draw near, approach.
1594 CAREW Tasso Godfr. Bvllpigne (1881) 53 Tydings to

beare, how now grey morne annies.

Anigh (anai-), adv. and/r<r/. [mod. f. NIGH;
app. intended as archaic by assoc. with down, ad<nvn,

far, afar, etc. Cf. near, anear.]
A. adv. Nigh, near.

1868 MORRIS Earth. Par. i. Prol. 33 Ah, what a meeting
as she drew a-nigh. 1870 Ibid. III. iv. 404 He came anigher
to the sun. 1869 MRS. WHITNEY Hitherto xxxviii. 420
Worthy to dwell anigh.
B. prep. Nigh, near to.

1773 Gentl. Nag. XLIII. 399 So chang'd ! I hate to go
a-nigh the place. 1860 READE Cloist. <y H. IV. 173 They
must not come anigh a dying bed. 1870 MORRIS Earth. Par.
I. n. 532 No dart was cast, nor any engine bent Anigh him.

A-night (anai't), adv., prop, phr., arch. [OE,
on niht, reduced by common change of proclitic
on to a : already in Chaucer MSS. it interchanges
with the modern at nightI\ By night, at night.
c 1000 Ags. Gosj>. John vii. 50 Nichodemus . . se be com to

him on nyht. a 1300 Fioriz ty 131. 24 Murie hi uerden J?er

ani^t. '"1384 CHAUCER H. of fame 42 To make folke to

dreme a-nyght [r'. r. on nyght], c 2386 Man of L. T. 612

They moste take in pacience a- night \v. r. at nyght, at ny3t,
a nyht] Such maner necessaries, ("1440 Partonope 31 13 They
mete neuer but a nyght. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. \\. iv. 49,
I . . bid him take that for comming a night to lane Smile.

1830 TENNYSON Arab. Nights ii, Anight my shallop . . clove
The citron-shadows in the blue.

t A-ni'glltertime, advb. phr. Obs. rare-1
.

[A //-<?/.! in, on + nighter( perh. = nihte or z///#,with

~er for pronounced -e) +TIME.] At night time.

ri43o LYDG. Bochas vi. iv. (1554) 151 b, Anyghtertyme his

slepe ful oft he brake.

A-nights (an^i'ts), adv. arch, [coalescence of
the two OE. forms on niht (see A-NIGHT), and
nihtcs advb. gen. (cf. Where do you go ofa night ?\
both = L. noctu. Thus simply = a-night, though
the -s has often been taken as a plural sign, and
has tended to give a more habitual sense.]
[918 O. E. Chron., pa bestsclon hie hie t?eah nihtes. a 1150
Owl fy Night. 219 |>u singest a niht. Ibid. 238 pu flihst

nihtes.] c 1440 Gesta Rom. 61 The lady a-roose on nyghtes
[z'.r. rose a-nyghtes] for to here his songe. 1577 Test. 12

Patriarchs 72 Leachery and covetousness . . walk abroad as
well a nights as of days. 1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. i. ii. 193
Sleeke-headed men, and such as sleepe a-nights. 1647 R.
STAPYLTON Juvenal 104 They lodged a-nights in hollow
trees. 1673 SHADWELL Epsom Wells n. Wks. III. 221 To
sit up a-mghts late. 1838 H. C. ROBINSON Diary III. 152
She used to go out a-nights with her face hid up in her
cloak.

t A-ni'ght-times, advb. phr. Obs. rare 1
.

[A//Y/.1 m, on + NIGHT + times advb. gen.] In

the night time ; by night.
'583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. vii. 40 a, A nighttimes he

appeared to them as in a pillar of fyre.

AniKse'nil). Also 6 anele, -ill, 6-7 -ile, 7 an-
neill. [a. Fr. or Pg. am'/^Sp. anil, ad. Arab.

J^jJl an-nil, i.e. a! the nil> Arab, and Pers. ad.

Skr. nilt indigo (and -plant), f. nila dark blue.]
1. The Indigo shrub ; the native name of the E.

Indian species (Indigoftra tinctorial ; but in Bot.

the trivial name of the W. Indian Indigo (/. Anil).

1712 tr. Poinet's Hist. Drugs I. QI There is a Meal made
ofAnil ..out of the entire Plant. 1753 />&'/. TVwwj.XLVIII.
257 [Indigo] not of equal value with that made of the anil.

1866 Treas. Bot. 621/2 Indigo/era Anil . . has become
naturalised in Asia and Africa.

2. The indigo dye.
1581 Act 23 Eliz. ix.tPulton) Cloth . . grounded with woad

only, or with woad and a nele, alias blew Inde. 1594 BI.UN-

DEVIL Exerc. v. xi. (ed. 71 555 Merchandizes that come from
Afrique . . Gold, Ivory, Anill, feathers. 1599 HAKI.UYT Voy.
II. i. 262 They vse to pricke the skinne, and to put on it a
kinde of anile or blacking, which doth continue alwayes.
1611 fik. Rates i (JAM.) Anneill of Barbaric for litsters [i.e.

dyers], the pound weight thereof xviijs. 1625 PURCHAS
Pilgrims \\. 1415 Hispahan . . vseth great store of Anil. 1852
T. Ross tr. Hnntboldt's Trav. I. xv. 502 The anil, or indigo,
of these provinces has always been considered . . as equal. .

to that of Guatemala.

3. Chem. Formative (prefix or suffix) of names

ANIMABLE.
of aniline compounds or derivatives ;

as ANILIDE,
anilamic^PHENTLAMic, chloran \ C6Cl4Or
Anile (se'nail), a. [ad. L. anil-ist

f. anus old
woman : see -ILE.] Of or like an old woman, old-

womanish
; imbecile.

1652 GAULE Magastrom, 118 Puerile hallucinations and
anile delirations. 1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Comfit. Ded. i

But why do I recount those ancient and (.1 had alriost said)
anile things? 1803 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1867) I. 64 -Jot anile

conjecture, but sound evidence of events. 1856 R. /AUGHAN
Ho. iv. Mystics (1860) II. 251 Romanticism . . gre\\ anile in

its premature decrepitude.

A'nileness. ? 06s- [f. prec. + -NESS,] The

quality of being anile
; anility.

1731 in BAILEY; whence in JOHNSON and mod. Diets.

Anilepi, variant of AKLEPI, a. Obs., single.

Anilic (anrlik), a. Chem. [f. ANIL + -IC.]

1. Of or pertaining to anil
;
as in Anilic (or Indi-

gotic} Acid, obtained by the action on indigo of

boiling nitric acid and water.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 158.

2. -anilic in comb. = of aniline; as inanthranilic,

chrysanilic.
1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 957 Chrysanilic Acid.

Anilide (oe-nilsid). Chem. [f.
ANIL- + -IDE, =

Anil(inc am}ide.'\ A species of alkalamide, related

to aniline as the amides are to the amines ;
hence

called phenylamide ;
it may be viewed as ammonia

NH 3 in which one atom of H is replaced, as in

aniline, by phenyl, and another by an oxidized

radical, the name of the latter being prefixed, as in

ACET- ANILIDE
( =phenyl-acetamide}.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. (1872; I. 295 Anilides, synonym
of Phenylamides.

Aniline (se*nilain). Chem.
[f. (byFritzche 1841)

ANIL indigo + -INE.] A chemical base important
in the arts as the source of many beautiful dyes ;

obtained originally by distilling indigo with caustic

potash, but subsequently from many other sources,

especially coal-tar.

A. is a colourless, oily, aromatic, volatile liquid, of

constitution C6 H5 (NH,), which may be viewed as

ammonia in which one hydrogen atom is replaced

by the compound radical phenyl CH 5 , hence also

called Phenyfamine ;
or as benzol C 6H 8 ,

in which
one atom of II is replaced by amidogen NH 2l

whence also called Amidobenzol and Amidohenzene.
It forms crystalline salts with acids, e.g. Aniline

acetate, oxalate, sulphate, nitrate, etc., and com-

pound anilines in which one or both the hydrogen
atoms in NH 2 are replaced by radicals, as Ethyl-
aniline, Diethyl-aniline, etc.

iSsoDAUBENY^^w. 7'ke. viii. led. 2)237 [Isatine] if heated

along with potass, yields an organic base capable of neutral-

izing acids . . which is called aniline. 1860 PIESSE Lab. Chem.
Wond. 138 Obtaining a dye, Aniline, from the waste tar of

gas works. 1861 Lo*id. Rev. 22 June 732 Aniline is a colour-

less liquid, with a strong aromatic odour, and a sharp burning
taste . . From this aniline chemists are now preparing every
shade of blue and red.

2. attrib. in aniline dyes, colours, black, red,purple,

yellow, green, etc., printing, process, etc.; and in

Chem. in aniline series, compounds, acetate, etc.

1864 Daily Tel. 29 July, That exquisite purple tint which is

due to the modern discovery of the aniline dyes. 1869 Eng.
Mcch. 2 July 340/3 Aniline colours derived from coal were
discovered m 1856. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. xxxix. 411
Aniline acetate . . on heating loses a molecule of water, yield-

ing an amide called acetamlide. 1875 YOGEL Chem. Light
ff Photog. xv. 247 The aniline-printing invented by Willis.

1878 A. HAMILTON Nervous Dis. 21 The black anilin process
of Herbert Major. Mod. An aniline copying pencil.

3. As final element in many names of aniline deriv-

atives; as chrysaniline, lettcaniline, rosaniline, etc.

1872 WATTS Diet. Chem. VI. 160 A considerable quantity
of very pure hydrochloride of rosaniline. 1875 URE Diet.
A rts I.iSj/l niline-yell<nu . . The name of Chrysaniline has
been given to this very beautiful yellow colour. Hofmann
has shown that chrysaniline is intimately related to rosani-

line and leucaniline.

Anility (ani'liti). [ad. L. amlitat-em, f. anilis :

see ANILE and -ITY.] The state of being an old

woman ; old-womanishness ; dotage, foolishness.

Fig. used more contemptuously than senility.

1623 COCKERAM, Anility, Dotage. 1760 STERNE Serrrt,

III. 277 This reformation .. perfected and handed down, if

not 'entirely without spot or wrinkle,' at least without great
blotches or marks of anility ! 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 189
Youth can never be anility, nor beauty become ugliness.

1841 Blachw. Mag. L. 206 The fopperies and anilities of
fashion. 1863 Macm. Mag. May 62 M tiller., treats as an

exploded anility the belief in Hebrew as the primitive
language.

t Ani'm, v. Olis. [f. A- pref. i away -f OE.
nim-an to take (see NIM) : cogn. w. Goth, usniman,
MHG. erni'wen.] To take away.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 28 AnymaS baet pund ast hym.

4:1175 Cott. Horn. 225 Crist .. to helle ^ewende, and J>ane
deofel ^ewilde, and him of anam adam and euam.

Alienability (re-nimabHiti). rare 1
, [f. next:

see -BILITY.] Capacity of animation.

1814 W. TAYLOR in Month. Kez-. LXXIV. 393 That an

animability of body is acquired (if we may coin a word'.

t A'nimable, a. Obs~ [ad. L. animabil-is



ANIMABLENESS.

vivifying, f.animd-re to give life : see-BLE.] 'That

which maybe p),t into life or receive animation.' J.

1656 in BLOUNT G*ossogr. ;
whence in BAILEY, JOHNSON, etc.

t A'nimableness. Ofa- [f. prec. + -NESS.]

= ANIMABILITY. Bailey 1731.

tA iiimadve'rsal. Obs. ran1- 1
, [f. ANIM-

ADVERT, -VERSION, after reversal, beside revert, re-

version.]
The faculty of perceiving or noticing ;

consciousness. = ANIMADVERSION a.

1642 M<*KE Song e/Soulu. ir. 11. xxxv. note, That lively

inward animadversal ; it is the soul itself; for I cannot con-

ceive the body doth animadvert.

t A:nimadveTSe, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [f.L.am'fft-

admrs- ppl. stem of animadvert-ere: see below.]
To notice, comment upon \

= ANIMADVERT i.

1642 SIR E. DERING Sp. on Rrtig. 148 All the Fathers might
be revised and briefly animadversed.

Animadversion (se'nimadvauJaiO. [ad. L.

animadversion-em, n. of action f. animadvert-Sre :

see ANIMADVERT. Cf. Fr. animadversion i6th c.

in Littre, which may have been the immediate

model.] gen. The action or process of animadvert-

ing, or its embodiment in words.

I. The turning or directing of the attention.

fl. Theaction of turning the attention to a subject ;

the observation or consideration #/" anything. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \. iv. i (1873) 27, I have no

meaning., to make any exact animadversion of the errors

and impediments in matters oflearning. 1677 HALE Prim.

Orig; Man. 63 The due animadversion and inspection of

their own Minds. 1738 J. KEILL Anim. CEcon. Pref. 30
Accurate Animadversion and Comparison of., the appear-
ances. 1795 T. TAYLOR Apuleius (1822) 61 Returning to an

animadversion of the present transactions.

1 2. The faculty or habit of noticing or observing ;

attention, perception, conscious mental action. Obs.

1601 CHESTER Love's Mart, clxxxi, The vnsatiate Sparrow
. . Foretels true things by animaduertion. 1681 GLANVILL
Sad. Triuttt. n. (1726) 464 For in an infinite Life as God is,

there can be no distraction, his animadversion necessarily

being infinite. i68a Rusr_Z>/SL% Truth 177 Food which
without their intention or animadversion is concocted in their

Ventricle.

1 3. (with//.) The action of calling the attention

of others
; notice, monition, warning. Obs.

1647 SPRIGG Aug. Rediv. in. vL (1854) i74_His excellency
had animadversions from the committee, .of incursions made

by the king's horse, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. I. i. 42

They all knew Caesar's fate, by contemning, or neglecting
such animadversions. 1712 STEELE Sfiect. No. 443 F 7 Another

timely Animadversion is absolutely necessary.

II. Judicial or critical attention.

4. The action of taking judicial cognizance of

offences, and of inflicting punishment ;
concr. with

pi. a penal visitation, arch.

1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm. fy IVarre w. Angels 65 O wish

rather the animadversion to fall upon your bodies and estates.

1726 AYLIFFE Parerg. 157 A [ecclesiastical] Censure has a

relation to a Spiritual Punishment, but an [ecclesiastical]

Animadversion has only a respect to a Temporal one, as

Degradation, and the Delivering of a Person over to the

Secular Court. 1750 WESLEY IVks, 1872 VII. 394 Of all

divine animadversions, there is none more horrid . . than this

[an earthquake]. 1839-42 ALISON Hist. Eur. (1849) VIII. 1.

73. 198 A power whose lightest measure of animadversion
would be banishment.

5. The utterance of criticism, usually of a hostile

kind
; censure, reproof, blame.

IS99THYNNE A nimadv. 68 Fyve especial! thinges, woorthye
the animadverstone, 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. IT. iii. vi, He
hath done more worthy of dispraise and animadversion, then

worthy of commendation. 1680 in Somers Tracts II. 84
Could not possibly escape the Animadversion of the House.

1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 155 F i No weakness of the

human mind has more frequently incurred animadversion.
i8 I. TAYLOR Spirit. Desp. iii. 107 A perfect liberty of

animadversion upon clerical conduct. 1868 M. PATTISON
Acadetn. Organ. i. 5 Our temper at this moment should
not be one of animadversion and cavil.

6. concr. A criticism, comment, observation, or

remark (usually, but not always, implying censure).

I599THYNNE Animadv. 2 My pet ye animaduersions vppon
the Annotacions and Corrections . . deliuered by master
Thomas Speghte vppon the last editione ofChaucersWorkes.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles III- 162 His incomparable animad-
versions on God's love to mankind. 1740-61 MRS. DELANY
Life <$ Corr. (1861) III. 498 Our landlady and her maids

making animadversions on our conduct. 1839 HALLAM Hisf.

Lit. II. n. vii. 23. 303 He made some sharp animadversions
on this ode.

t A:nimadve*rsive, a. (and s&.} Ol>s. [f. L.

animadvers- ppl. stem of animadvert-crc (see

ANIMADVERT) + -
JVE.] Having the faculty of anim-

adversion ; perceptive, percipient,
1642 H. MORE Song of Soul n. i. n. xxvi, Though trees

have not animadversive sense. 1678 CUDWORTH Intett. Syst.

159 Attentive to its own actions, or animadversive of them.

1685 BOYLE Free Enq. 184 Perception .. is the Prerogative
of Animadversive Beings.

b. Used as sb. Percipient agent,
rare.

1660 H, MORE Myst. Godl. vin. xi. 404 [These] will take up
the Animadversion of the Soul so much, that one Animad
versive will not suffice for both these Provinces.

t Animadve'rsiveness. Obs.-
[f. prec. +

-NESS.] 'The power of animadverting or making
judgment.' J. 1731 in BAILEY.

A uinxadve'rsor. Obs. [a. L. animadversor,
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n. of agent f. animadverttre : see next and -OR.]

One who animadverts
;
a critic ;

- ANIMADVERTEB.
1651 HARTLIB Legac. Husb. (1655! 145 To the fourth Letter

of the Animadversor. 1672 NEWTON in Phil. Trans. VII.

5089 They agree so justly with my Theory, that if the Anim-
adversor think fit to apply them, he need not, on that

iccount, apprehend a divorce from it.

Animadvert (.a^nimadvaut), v. [ad. L. anim-

advcrt-h'C to turn the mind to, take notice of, orig.

wo words anirn(itm mind, advcrtfre to turn to, f.

ad to + verf-fre to turn. Through the sense of

take cognizance of it passed in judicial language
to that of 'chastise, or punish after examination.']

fl. trans. To turn the mind or attention to, pay
attention or attend to, observe. Obs.

1637 GILLESPIE Eng.-Pop. Ccr. in. ii. 24 Which Theodosius

..animadverting, commanded to pull them downe. 1673
NEWTON in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841* II. 353 The weak

ight . . shall in comparison not be strong enough to be anim-

adverted. 1671) PRANCE Add. Karr. 25, I shall onely Anim-
.dvert Two things.

2. intr. To take note, observe, remark, consider,

Rethink oneself. Const, simply, and with that. arch.

1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul \'1647' 159/2, I cannot conceive

,;ie body doth animadvert. 1672 MAKVEU, Ke/t, Transp. i.

163, I cannot but animadvert that this too lies open to his

Dilemma. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones \\.v. (1840'' 219 Anim-

advert that you are in the house of a great lady. 1837
filackw. Mag. XLI I. 235, I animadverted that all the oldest-

looking shrivelled oak-apples . . had contained pupae.

3. intr. To turn the attention officially or judici-

ally, take legal cognizance of anything deserving
of chastisement or censure ; hence, to proceed by

way of punishment or censure, arch.

1671 True Non-Conf, 12 If Israel was to animadvert with

the sword against any city turning aside to Idolatrie. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 395 The law will animadvert hereon

as an injury. 1771 J. MACPHERSON Intwd. Hist. Gt. Brit,

290 They animadverted upon petty offenders with slighter

punishments. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India III. ii. 69 It is for

the tribunal before which he offends to animadvert upon his

conduct.

4. To comment critically \on\ to utter criticism

(usually of an adverse kind) ;
to express censure

or blame.

1665 GLANVILL Seeps. Sci. 13, I see no reason why her

modesty should . . be so severely animadverted on. 1699
BENTLEY Phal. 29 The Examiner animadverts on it for ten

Lines together. 1718 POPE Let. Wks. 1737 VI. 36 Your grace

very justly dhimadverts against the too great disposition of

finding faults. 1791 SIR J. MACINTOSH I'ind. Gall. Wks.

1846 III. 92 Toanimadvert on this modest and courteous pic-

ture belongs not to the present subject. iSsgHALLAM Hist.

Lit. II. n. vii. 22. 302 The academies began to animadvert

on defects beyond the province ofgrammar. 1873 GOUI.BURN

Pers. Relig. \. 8 The state of things on which we have been

animadverting.

t A:nimadve'rtence. Obs. rare~\ [f. L.

animadvcrt-cyc + -ENCE, as if ad. L. *atiittiaih'':)'-

tcntia^\ A calling of the attention, a warning.
1549 Compl. Scotl. xix. 163 Al this veil considrit, suld be

an animaduertens to gar 3011 be vigilant.

Animadverter (sB^ninuwva'itai). arch.
[f.

ANIMADVERT v. + -ER ]

.]

1. One who animadverts ; a censurer, fault-finder,

unfavourable critic or commentator.

1642 MILTON ApoL Sweet. (18511 267 Therefore the Aninv
adverter haunts Playhouses and Horde Hoc*. 1714 NELSON

Script. Doctr. Trin. Pref. n, I was thus invited by yourand

my animadverter . . to defend Bishop Bull and myself. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comnt. Pref., Such of these animadverters as

have fallen within the author's notice.

f 2. An inflicter of chastisement, a chastiser. Obs.

a 1716 SOUTH Scrnt. VIII. 279 God is . . a severe animad-
verter upon such as presume to partake of those mysteries,
without such a preparation.

A'nimadve'rting, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -iNG2.]

Criticizing, fault-finding.
16256'atnden's Hist. Eliz. To Reader, Those animadvert ing

Observations which the Grecians aptly term 'En-iorno-elc.

1632 B. JONSON Magn. Lady \\. i, A man of a most animad-

verting humour.

t A'nimadve'rtisement. Obs.rare*\ [Cf.

ANIMADVERSION 3 and ADVERTISEMENT 2, both in

this sense.] A warning notice, an admonition.

1651 HARTLIB Legac. Hnsb. 11655) 302 An Animadvertise-

ment to the City and Country.

t Animadvertiser. Obs. rare- 1
. A by-form

of ANIMADVERTER, prob. due to the original iden-

tity of ADVERT and ADVERTISE.

1596 NASHK Saffron \Va-lden i Thrice egregious and cen-

soriall animaduertiser of vagrant moustachios.

Animal (x'nimal), sb. and a. [a. L, animal a

living creature, prop, 'anything living,' foromV/ftf/i,

neut. of adj. animal-is having the breath of life, f.

anima air, breath, life : see -AL. As sb. hardly in

Eng. bef. end of i6thc. ; not in Bible 16 u. Cf. Fr.

animal, animait, i6th c. in Littre'.]

A. sb.

1. A living being ; a member of the higher of

the two series of organized beings, of which the

typical forms are endowed with life, sensation, and

voluntary motion, but of which the lowest forms

are hardly distinguishable from the lowest veget-
able forms by any more certain marks than their

evident relationship to other animal forms, and

ANIMAL.

thus to the animal series as a whole rather than to

the vegetable series.

[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvlll. i. (1405! 735.A11 that

is comprehendyd of flesshe and of spyryte of lyfe . . is callyd

Animal!, a beest. 1513 DOUGLAS fuel's Comm. (1839) i As
for animal and homo . . undyr animal beyn contenyt all

mankynd, beist, byrd, fowll, fisch, serpent, and all other

sik thingis. 1594 T. B. La Primandaye's Fr. Acad.^u.
581 Many men, by reason of their ignorance in '.he Latine

tongue, think that Animal is a beast, whereas it signifieth a

lining creature.] 1602 SHAKS. Hantl. n. ii. 20 What a piece
of work is a man ! . . the Parragon of Animals. 1667 MILTON
P. L. iv. 621 Man hath his daily work . . While other Animals

unactive range. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 75 The Deity
is generally supposed to be a Perfectly Happy Animal, In-

corruptible and Immortal. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. iii. 82 Man
is the acknowledged governing animal upon the earth. 1860

OWEN Palxont. 4 When an organism receives nutritive mat-

ter by a mouth, inhales oxygen and exhales carbonic acid,

and developes tissues, the proximate principles of which are

quaternary compounds of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and

nitrogen, it is called an animal. 18159 HUXLEY in forlii. Rev.

Feb. 138 An animal cannot make protoplasm, but takes it

ready made from some other, .animal, .or from some plant.

2. In common usage : One of the lower animals ;

a brute, or beast, as distinguished from man.

(Often restricted by the uneducated to quadrupeds ;

and familiarly applied especially to such as are

used by man, as a horse, ass, or Jog.')

1600 SHAKS. A. V. L. i. i. 16 For the which his Animals on

bis dunghils are as much bound to him as I. 1697 DRYDEN

I'irg. Georg. iv. 224 Of all the Race of Animals, alone The
Bees have common Cities of their own. 1734 PovtEss.Man
in. 65 He . . feasts the animal he dooms his feast. 1875 H ELPS

Anim. $ Masters iii. 53 When I use the word 'animals' I

mean all living creatures except men and women. 1879
FURNIVALL in Rep. AVw Shaks. SM: 9 The Animal Similes in

Henry VI. Mod. Kindness to animals ;
domestic animals ;

the animals at the
'

Zoo'; we fastened our animals to trees

round the camp-fire.

3. Contemptuously or humorously for : A human

being who is no better than a brute, or whose

animal nature has the ascendancy over his reason ;

a mere animal. (Cf. similar use of frcattire^i

1588 SHAKS. L.L.L. iv. ii. 27 His intellect is not replenished,
hee is onely an animal, onely sensible in the duller parts.

a 1704 T. BROWN Table T. Wks. 1730 I. 140 A physician is

a grave formal animal. 1765 S. MACKUNZIK in Ellis Orig.

J.i
:
tt. ii. 509 IV. 481 There is no animal on the face of the

earth that the Duke has a more thorough contempt for than

Grenville. 1795 MAHV WOLLSTOSECR. Lett, xxxiii. 11879^93

My animal is well ;
I have not yet taught her to eat, but

nature is doing the business. I gave her a crust to assist the

cutting of her teeth. 1851 RL-SKIN Struts <>/ yen. 11874) '

App. 363 Above the reach of human animals.

4. As in the slangphr. 'go the whole hog.'

1838 DICKENS .V/V/f. .\ick. iii, Opposing all half-measures

and preferring to go the extreme animal. 1864 SALA Twice
round Clock 62 Better pay first-class and go the entire animal.

f5. ellift. in//, for ANIMAL SI-IKITS. 06s. rare.

1628 D. DENT Serin, ngst. Drunk. 16 Diseases in all the

regions of man's body ; in the animalls, \ italls, and naturalls.

1647 LILLY Chr. Astro/, xliv. 284 The Disease is in the Ani-

mals, not in the Body.
B. adj. [In its introduction distinct from

ANIMAL sb., and = Fr. animal, ad. L. animal-is;

but mixed up with attributive uses of the sb., so

as now to be hardly separable as a whole. As
L. aiiimalis was treated sometimes as a deriv. of

anima, sometimes of animus, the mediceval use of

animalis varied from 'bestial' to 'spiritual,' and

Kng. anima/ adj. had a similar wide range. Mod.

u^age connects it with the sb. animal, and not with

anima or animus.']

fl. Connected with sensation, innervation, or

will; sometimes = psychical. (Opposed to vital

and natural
;
the animal functions being those of

the brain and nervous system ;
the vital of the

heart, lungs, etc. ; and the natural those of nutri-

tion and assimilation.) See ANIMAL SPIRITS. Obs.

1541 R. COPLAND Guyrion's Quest. Cymrg., The skull . . is

that pane of the heade . . wherin the anymal membres are

conteyned. 1586 BRIGHT Melmicli. i. 3 Our actions, whether

1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Bartlwl. Aiiat. i. v. 9 This Motion
of the Muscles is sometimes called Voluntary, sometimes

A ninial, to distinguish it from the Natural, in Brutes Sfioti-

tancons. Ibid. 11. vi. 99 The motion of the heart is no Animal

motion, but a natural motion.

1 2. Animate, living, organized, as opposed to

inanimate. Obs. rare.

1651 W. G. tr. Co'veCs Inst. 67 Animall things cannot be

kept . . without charge, which is otherwise in inanimate.

3. Of or pertaining to the functions of animals ;

or of those parts of the nature of man which he

shares with the inferior animals. (Thus opposed to

intellectual and spiritual').

1651 JEK. TAYLOR Course ofSerm. \. i. 3 The animal, or the

natural! man. 1718 QUINCY Compl. Disf. in Acquainted
with the Animal (Economy. 1783 COWPER Lett. 3 June
Wks. 1876, 132 The season has been most unfavourable to

animal life ; and I who am merely animal have suffered much

by it. 1841 KINGSLEY Lett. (18781 1. 51 The Excitement of

Animal Exercise. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. 1 1 . vii. 39The
mere animal courage of the soldier.

4. Carnal, fleshly, as opposed to moral, spiritual.

1633 HALES Breris Disq. in Phenix
(I7_o8)

II. 337 From
the 24th Verse [he] shews wherein that diversity of Bodies



ANIMALCULAR. 334 ANIMALLY.
consisteth, not in the Manners, but in the very Substance of
them.. these weak, those strong; these animal, those spi-
ritual. a. 1770 AKENSIDE Epist. CurioWks. 324Whose native

strength of soul . . Bursts the tame round of animal affairs.

1879 FROL-DE Cxsarii. 12 The animal nature had grown as

strongly as the moral nature, and along with it the animal

appetites.
o. Of or pertaining to animals, as opposed to

vegetables. (Not separable from the sb. used attrib.)

1646 SifiT. BROWNE Pseud. Ep, 133 Whereas injob, accord-

ing to the Septuagint . . we finde the word Phoenix, yet can it

have no animall signification ; for therein it is not expressed
<t>oii>t, but o-re'Aex<K Qoivtxos, the truncke of the Palme tree.

1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth I. 197 This is not necessary in

plant-eggs or vegetable seeds : but neither doth it seem neces-

respirations might counterbalance each other.

C. Comb, and phrases. Here it is often impos-
sible to separate the sb. and adj. (see prec.)
1. attrib. or adj. animal charcoal, that formed

by cnarring animal substance; animal electricity,
that developed in certain animals, as the torpedo
and electric eel

;
animal food, animal substances

used as food
;
animal flower, one of the actinozoa,

as the sea-anemone; animal heat, the constant

temperature maintained within the bodies of living
animals

; animal kingdom, the whole species of

animals viewed scientifically, as one of the three

great divisions of natural objects ;
animal mag-

netism = MESMERISM ; animal magnetist, a mes-
merist

;
animal myth, one founded upon the

habits of animals ; animal painter, a painter of

animals as opposed to landscapes, portraits, or

incidents of human action
;
so animal painting

and animal piece ; animal plant, a zoophyte
or polype, as coral

;
animal tree, one cut into the

outline of an animal
;
animal world, the world of

animals. Also ANIMAL SPIRITS, q.v.

1873 WILLIAMSON Chem. 56 The presence ofthe phosphate
in this animal charcoal enables the carbon to remove various

colouring matters from liquids. 1836-39 TODD Cycl. Anat.
4- Phys. II. 8 1/2 It is in the mode of its development that the
chief peculiarity ofAnimal Electricity consists. 1833 Penny
Cycl. 1. 102/2 The popular names of animaljlmwrs and sea

anemonics, usually applied to the various species of actinia.

Ibid. 104/2 The purple animal-flower M^i'm"*! equina^. 1847
CARPENTER Zool. i //'//<*>The Principal Families of the Animal

Kingdom. 1784 H*WALPOLE Let. in Academy 18821 25 Feb.

139/1 Animal Magnetism has not yet made much impression
here. 1786 Lounger (17871 III. 286 The Animal Magnetism
of the illustrious Dr. Mesmer. 1860 JEAFFRESON Bk. ab.

Doctors II. 38 Animal magnetism, under the name of mes-

meri^m, has been made familiar of late years to the ears of

English people. 1809 COLERIDGE Friend \\%i&^ I. 91, 1 mu^t
have forgotten the Animal Magnetists; the proselytes of

Brothers, and ofJoanna Southcot. 1711 SHAFTESB. Ckarac.
III. 378 In animal-pieces; where beasts, or fowl are repre-
sented, 1846 PATTERSON Zool, 14 The term Zoophyte, liter-

ally meaning animal-plant. 1882 St. James s Caz. i Apr.,
This sketch represents an animal-tree. 1835 SWALNSON

Ctassif. Quadr. 15 Aristotle, in his system of the animal

world, excludes man frum his scheme.

2. simitative and synthetic deriv. t as animal-

minded.

1871 R. H. HLTTON Ess. I. 28 The ignorant and animal-
minded millions by whom the earth is mostly peopled.

Animalcula, sb.pl. : see ANIMALCULE.
Animalcular (renirme-lkitflii), a. rare. [f. L.

animahul-um (see next)+-AR.]
1. Of or pertaining to animalcules.

1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 481 Imagine animalcules to take
their rise in measuring from the width of their tail . . then
reckon by animalcular miles. 1823 SOUTMEY in Q. Rev.
XXX. 9 Dr. Dwight has a theory that the diseases .. are

produced by animalcular putrefaction. 1830 COLERIDGE C.
i$-

State 219 The moving fairy states of animalcular life.

f 2. Of or pertaining to Animalculism. Obs. rare.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supfi. s.v., Systems of physic, ofpa-
thology . . founded on the animalcular principles. 1807 Edin.
J?ev.A.l. 81 Of the Animalcular system.

Animalcule (aenimce'lkirfl). Also 6-7 ani-

malcle. [ad. L. animalcul-itm, dim. of animal :

see -CULE. Cf. mod.Fr. animalcule. Formerly
often used in the L. form, of which the pi. ani-

malcula is still frequent in scientific use. (By the

ignorant the latter is sometimes made a sing, with

pi. animalcule.)]
fl. A small or tiny animal

; formerly applied to

small vertebrates, such as mice, and all invertebrates.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physic 131/1 For the Laske
. . Boyle the Liver of any animalcle, decode the same, and
cause him to eate therof. 1662 MOKE Antid. Ath. it. xii.

(1712) 79 The assault of Flies and Gnats, and such like bold
Animalcula. 1691 RAY Creation \. (1704) 168 The catching
of these Animalcules [Beetles]. 1718 J. CHAMBERLAVNE
Relig. Philos. III. xx\'. 10 The next biggest Animalculum
or Insect. 1728 G. CARLETON Mem. Eng. Officer 234 The
horrid Desolation which attended the Visitation of those

Animalcula [locusts]. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. (1858) 121

The basest of created animalcules, the Spider.

2. An animal so small as to be visible only with

the aid of the microscope ; applied chiefly to the

Rotiftra and Infusoria.
1677 Phil. Trans. XII. 821 These animalcula or living

Atoms did move. 1713 DERHAM Phys. TheoL o The Ani-
malcules iu Pepper-Water. 17** WOLLASTON Relig. Nat,

v. 89 If the semina, out of which animals are produced, are

(as I doubt not) animalcula already formed. 17^5 T. NEED-
HAM Microsc. Disc. Introd. 3 The minutest microscopical
Animalcule. 1748 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim. 2 (Joo.i, I have
added some unknown species to the animalcule kingdom.
1835 KIRBV Hab. fy Inst. Anim. I. iv. 149 The infusones, . .

also called animalcules, microscopic animals. 1862 SIR H.
HOLLAND Ess. 84 The appearance ofanimalcule life in various
artificial compounds. 1876 PAGE Advd. Text-bk. GeoL in.

67 The coral animalcule rears its polypidom.
Animalculine (8enim3e

-

lki?/lin\ a. rare. [f.

L. animalcul-um 4- -INE.]
= ANIMALCULAR.

1821 DWIGHT Trav, New Kng. I. xxxviii. 385 The nidus, in

which the animalculine existence is formed. Ibid., That
animalculine putrefaction is the immediate cause of those

diseases, .which are justly attributed to standing waters.

Animalculism (0enimse'lki/7liz'm). [f.
as prec.

+ -ISM.] A theory which seeks to explain physio-

logical or pathological phenomena by the agency of

animalcules, as (i) that they are the germs of life,

(2) that they are the cause of diseases.

[1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. A ftit'iafcufo, The system ofgene-
ration ab animalculo.} 1874 DUNGLISON Med. Diet., Ani-

malculistn, Spermatism, 1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anima'lculist. [f- as prec. + -IST.]
1. An adherent of Animalculism.
1816 KEITH Phys. Bot. II. 362 The theory of the animal-

culists. 1879 tr. Haeckets Evot. Man I. ii. 37 The animal-

culists, or the believers in sperm, looked upon the moving
seminal threads as the real animal germs.
2. One who makes a special study of animalcules.

Animalhood (se'nimalhud). rare 1
,

[f.
ANI-

MAL sb. + -HOOD.] The state or condition of the

inferior animals.

1863 Reader Nov. 537 A creature almost lapsed from hu-

manity into animalhood.

Animalic (aenim?e-lik), a. rare. [f. ANIMAL +

-ic by form-assoc. with angd-ic, etc.] Of or be-

longing to animals.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. HI. vi. 281 The Eggs of a

perfect Animal . . willlose their animalick[/r/rV<fAnimatick]
Faculties, being frozen or concrete with cold. 1878 T. SIN-

CLAIR Mount 171 Falling next to Drydenism, and finishing
with the animalic lyre of innuendo.

Animalicnltlire (senimse'liilowltiui^tfai). [f.

L. animal, after horticulture, pisciculture, etc.]

The rearing of animals as a branch of industry.
18790. A. CUTTER in Catalogue ofWinchester: Mass.)Town

Library, and in Libr, Journ. IV. 237, as a collective title

for works *

relating to the raising and care of animals for in-

dustrial
purposes.'

t Animali'llio. Obs. rare 1
, [f. ANIMAL, with

dim. ending, as in It. -iglio> Sp. -illo {-tfyo)."} A
tiny animal, an animalcule.

1639 HOWELL Fatn. Lett. 11650) 1 1. 64 The same proportion
which those small animalillios bore with me . . the same I

held with those glorious spirits which are near the throne.

t A'nimalish, a. Obs. rare. [f.
ANIMAL sb. +

-ISH.] Of the nature of an animal.

1678 CL-DWORTH Intell. Syst. i. i. 29. 37 Anaxagoras. .did

not make anyA nimalish Atoms Sensitive and Rational. Ibid.

73 To think that there was any Animalish Nature before all

these Animals,

Animalism (se'nimaliz'm). [f.
as prec. + -ISM.]

1. The exercise of the animal faculties ; a. in an

honourable sense : Animal activity, physical exer-

cise and enjoyment ;
b. in depreciation : Mere

animal enjoyment, sensuality.
1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. (1858) no Savage Animalism is

nothing, inventive Spiritualism is all. 1848 KINGSLEY Sainfs

Trag. Introd. (1878) 6 The '

healthy animalism' of the Teu-
tonic mind. 1856 R. VAL'GHAN Mystics (1860) II. 204 That

snug animalism which some men call happiness. 1868 Less.

Middle Age 198 A face that expresses pure intellect, and

feeling, without a vestige of animalism.

2. The doctrine which views men as mere animals.

1857 T. WEBB Intell. Locke i. 6 The Philosophy of Sensual-

ism was developed - . by Helvetius, into an Animalism,which

acknowledged no characteristic difference between man and
the lower animals.

3. An embodiment of the mere animal propen-
sities ; a wholly sensual being, rare.

1868 TENNYSON Liter. 53 Girls, Hetairai, curious in their

art, Hired animalisms. 1875 FARRAR Seekers in. L 270 The
scandalous bronze-lacquer age of hungry animalisms.

Animalist (ae'nimalist). [f. as prec. + -1ST.]

1. One who takes the 'animal' side of a discussion.

1837 P. PARLEY SHH, Moon, <$ Stars liv. <ed. 2) 284 Vege-
tabhsts say that it is a fungous plant . . but the ammalists

agree in affirming it to be the altered remains of dead frogs,

2. One who holds the doctrine of animalism ;

a sensualist.

1851 in Kingsley'sLett. ff Mem. 1. 282 A '

healthy animalist
'

who has gone through that course of profligacy which, etc.

3. The same as animalculist.

1874 DUNGLISON Med. Dict.,Animalcnlist,Anitnatisi, one
who attempts to explain different physiological or patho-

logical phenomena by means of animalcules.

Animality (xninue'liti). [a. Fr. animalitet n.

of quality f. animal adj. : see -ITY. Cf. humanity,
also L. seqitalitds, carnalifas.]
1. The sum of the qualities and functions which

are the attributes of an animal
;
the animal nature,

constitution, or system ;
vital power.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 40 Then folioweth presently a
sencelesse dulnes, and a priuation of the Animality, if I

may so speake. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv, in Life*

somness or animality. 1796 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. XX.
567 Empedocles . . had no doubt ofthe animality of the earth.

1829 E. JESSE Jrnl. Natttr. 241 That portion of vital air

which brisks up animality. 1840 Blackiu. Mag. XLVIII.
490 The luxuriant fulness of blooming animality.
2. The quality or condition of the inferior ani-

mals ; the merely animal nature, as distinguished
from the moral and spiritual ; animalhood.
1646 S. BOLTON Arraign. Errour 158 There is something

of animality, of the beast in man. 1653 H. MORE Conjeet.

Cabbal. (1713) 14 Every man. .hath these two Principles in

him . . Divinity and Animality, Spirit and Flesh. 1667 Div.
Dial. iv. iv. (1713) 204 To gratifie our corrupt Animality.
1836 For. Q. Rev. XVII. 166 In woman, humanity, as con-

tradistinguished to animality . . has attained its zenith.

1868 in F. Lee Valid, Angl, Ord. 494 Sunk in the lowest

depths of ignorance and animality. 1878 DOWDEN Stud.
Lit. 114 The development of the entire human race from

animality and primitive barbarism.

3. Animal nature, animal life, as opposed to that

of vegetables or of inorganic matter.

1647 H. MORE/WWS 88 It's more plain in animalitie. 1794
G. ADAMS Nat. $ Exp. Phil. I. x. 429 Without it [fire] there

would be neither vegetation, nor animality. 1858 T. R.

JONES Aquar. Natur. 137 Jussieu . . at last declared his com-
plete faith in the animality of these creatures [the Zoophytlc
races]. 1879 LEWES Stud. Psychol. 54 It passes from Vege-
tality to Animality, and through Animality to Humanity.
4. The animal series, the animal world.

1770 WESLEY Nat. Phil. (1784^ IV. v. viii. 14. 190 [The
polypus] is too much an animal to be the last term of ani-

mality. 1841 DOUGLAS in Proc.Berw. Nat. Club I. ix. 245 In

any class or kingdom ofanimality. 1869 Eng. Mech. 1 1 June
262/1 Animality has no principle of cohesion by its members.

Auimalization (se-nimabizfi Jan), [n. of ac-

tion f. next : see -ATION.]
1. The action of converting into animal substance.
1800 HATCHETT in Phil. Trans. XC. 401 That part of the

blood [fibrin] which has undergone the most complete ani*

malization. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. 29/2 The animal-
Jzation ofthe chyle. 1859 L. SIMPSON Handbk. Dining vii. 61

To discover in vegetables those affinities in consequence of
which they also became susceptible of animalisation.

2. A rendering unspiritual or sensual ;
sensual-

ization. rare.

1863 DRAPER Intell. Devel. Eur. viii. (1865) 192 An animal-
ization of religion.

||
3. Distribution of animal existence; animal

population. (Not yet naturalized.)
1840 SIR C. LEMON in Jrnl R. Agric. S. I. iv. 414 What the

French call the animalization of the departments is shown as
follows : Cattle, 2,628,924 ; Sheep, 6,764,107.

Animalize (ce-nimabiz), v.
[f. ANIMAL + -IZE.]

fl. To make into an animal; to represent in

animal form. Obs. rare.

1741 WARBL-RTON Div. Legat. II. iv. 6. i82_The polite

Egyptian Priests who first animalized the Asterisms.

2. To convert into animal substance.

1770 WESLEY Nat. Phil. v. viii. 14 1 17841 IV. 190The Hand,
which has formed the polypus . . can,when necessity requires,
animalize matter at a much less expence. '77* HUNTER in

Phil. Trans. LXII. 454 Something secreted in the coats of

the stomach, which . . animalises the food, or assimilates it to

the nature of the blood. 1805 W. TAYLOR \tiAnn.Rev. III.

17 That the juice of the Indian fig may be animali/ed into a
crimson die. 1869 /7/Vl. Dyeing \n Eng. Mech. 28 May 229/3
It is not possible to animalise a fabric in any other way than

by actually depositing upon it the animal matter.

3. To reduce to animal nature;. to sensualize,
rouse the sensual passions of.

1806-31 A. KKOX Rent. (18441 1. 81 Nine out of ten are too

much animalised for this. 1841 ARNOLD Lect. Mod. Hist.

(1878) 55 Has sensualized and animalized its character. 1842
Blackw. Mag. LI. 297 A bright-eyed poissarde well able to

animalize a monastery.

A'nimalized, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

1. Converted into animal substance or product.
1784 TWAMLEY Dairying 93 Milk . . yields a nourishment

partly vegetable and partly animalized. 1800 HENRY Efit.
C/tem. (1808) 290 The product of vegetables, and not an
animalized substance. 1869 Eng. Mech. 30 July 412/1 Ab-

sorbency of the animalised gases.

2. Endowed with the attributes or appearance of

an animal, rare.

1835 KIRBY Bridget'. Treat. (1852) 1. 189 Seemingly insig-
nificant creatures . .which seem as little animali/ed as any
animal can be. 1879 M. CONWAY Demonol. I. in. viii. 380
The animalised form of the Hydra [of Lernaea].

3. Reduced to the level of the lower animals
;

sensualized.

1849 ROBERTSON Semi. (1866) x'li. 209 The soul of the Roman
..became secularized, then animalized. 1858 BUSHNELL
A'at. <$ Supern. viii. (1864) 227 The animalized condition

which we now designate by the term savage.

A'nimaliziug, ///. a. [f. as prec. -* -ING 2.]

Reducing to the rank or character of an animal
;

sensualizing.
1824 COLERIDGE Aids to Rcfl. (1848) I. 102 The animalizing

tendency of his own philosophy. 1847 BUSHNELL Chr. Nur-
ture u. lii. (1861) 278 This same animalizing process.

AnimallyCae'nimali),art'z/. [f. ANIMALS. + -LY2
.]

1 1. Psychically, in respect of the anima, animal

soul, or ' animal spirits.' Obs.

c 1600 Timon v. iv. (1842) 87 Hee's an asse logically and

capitally, not phisikallie and animallie. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell, Syst. 582 Ilai-ro i^/uxucwf, all things animally that is,

self-movably, actively, and productively.

2. Physically, in respect of the animal as opposed
to the intellectual faculties.

1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt III. xxxv. 10 A nature more subtly
mixed, .less animally forcible.



ANIMALNESS.

t A'nimalness. Ofo~ [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
= ANIMALITY. Bailey 1731.
Animal spirits (formerly, spirit). [See ANI-
MAL B i.]

fl. orig. The supposed 'spirit
1

or principle of

sensation and voluntary motion ; answering to

nerve fluid, nerve force, nervous action. Obs.

1543 TRAHERON Vigo'sCkimrg. Interpr., Physitionsteache
that there ben thre kindes of spirites, animal, vital, and
naturall. The animal spirite hath his seate in the brayne,
and is spredde in to all the bodye by synnowes, gyuyng
facultie of mouynge, and felynge. It is called animal, by-
cause it is the first instrument of the soule, whych the Latins

call anitnam. 1549 Compl. Scotl. vi. 67 Al my spreitis vital

ande animal. 1594 T. B. La Primaud.Fr.Acad. To Reader,
The braine for the animall spirite, the heart for the vitall,

and the liver for the naturall. 1607 TOPSELL Four-footed
Beasts (1673) 272 Those conducts through which the spirits

animal do give feeling and moving to the body, a 1652 J.

SMITH Set. Disc. iv. 124 That part of the brain from whence
all those nerves that conduct the animal spirits up and down
the body take their first original. 1667 MILTON P.L. iv. 805
If . . he might taint Th' animal Spirits that from pure blood
arise. 173* BERKELEY Mtn. Philos. I. 134 Animal Spirits . .

are the Messengers, which running to and fro in the Nerves,

preserve a Communication between the Soul and outward

Objects. 1777 PRIESTLEY Matt.
<$ Spir. (1782) xx. I. 259

The doctrine of animal spirits.

\\).fig. pi. Nerves, sinews (as in 'sinews of war').
1710 W. WOOD Surv. Trade 295 The Increase of our

Foreign Trade . . whence has arisen all those Animal Spirits,
those Springs of Riches which has enabled us to spend so

many millions for the preservation ofour Liberties.

f2. Nerve, physical or 'animal' courage. Obs.

1700 HICKS in Pepys Corr. 372 Sights . . which others of

more passive tempers, and a less stock of animal spirits,

could not so well endure. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe 39 That the

Surprise may not drive the Animal Spirits from the Heart.
Ibid. (1858) 548 The animal spirits sink.

3. coll. pi. Nervous vivacity, natural gayety of

disposition, 'healthy animalism.'

1739 WESLEY Wks. 1830 I. 256 Saying it was only nature,

imagination, and animal spirits. 1813 Miss AUSTEN Pride

<$ Prej. ix. 39 She had high animal spirits. 1844 DISRAELI

Comngsby i. v. 23 He . . had great animal spirits, and a keen
sense of enjoyment. Mod. A great flow of animal spirits.

t A'nimant, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

animant-em breathing, living, pr. pple. of anima-
re: see ANIMATE.]
A. adj. Having life, living ; animated.

1678 CUDWORTH hitell. Syst. 514 Ut sit Animans, That it

be Animant, or endued with Life, Sense, and Understanding.
Ibid. 512 He that acknowledges no Animant God . . acknow-
ledges no God at all.

JB. sb. A living creature, an animal.

1677 GALE Crt, Gentiles II. iv. 447 There is no other cause
of life to us men and other Animants.

t Anima'lltative, a- Obs. rare.
[f. prec., by

form-assoc. with alimentative, etc. ; a clumsy vari-

ant of ANIMATIVE. Cf. vegetative, and see -ATIVE.]
Connected with the production of living beings.
a 1655 Let. in Hartlib. Ref. Commonw. Bees 25 Out ofany

Wood-berry may, by an ammantative fermentation (if I may
so speak) be produced, first a small Worm, which growing
bigger groweth husky, and at last becomes a Fly.

t Animastic (senimae'Stik), a. and sb. [ad. med.
L. animastic-us pertaining to the soul, f. L. anima

breath, life. A hybrid formation : cf. onomastic.]
A. adj. Possessed of mind or spirit, as opposed

to what is purely material
; spiritual ;

sometimes
= ANIMATE.
1651 J. F[REAKE] Agrippas Occ. Phil. 370 The order of

Animastick, viz. of blessed souls. 1794 T. TAYLOR Plotinns

226 A life neither vegetable, nor sensitive, nor of any other

animastic nature. 1816 Pamphi. VIII. 65 Of fables . .

some are theological, others physical, others animastic (or

relating to soul). 1855 BAILEY Mystic 123 Stretched from
the all essential infinite, To animastic orders and ourselves,

f B. sb. Psychology. Obs.

a 1857 SIR W. HAMILTON (L.) [Apprehension, judgement,
and reasoning] belonged to Animastic, as they called it, or

Psychology.

fAiiima'Stical, a- Obs. nw-'.^prec.
1651 I. F[REAKE] Agrippa's Occ. Phil. 453 After the Quires

of the blessed Spirits, the Animastical order is the next.

Animate (se'nimet), ///. a. and sb. [ad. L.

animdt'Us filled with life, a/so, disposed, inclined,

f. animd-re to breathe, to quicken ;
f. anima air,

breath, life, soul, mind.]
A. pple. and adj.

\\.pple. Animated, inspired. Obs.
a 1546 ELYOT Let. in Governonr (1836) 289, I am animate

to importune your good lordship with most hearty desires.

1640 Canterbur. Self-Conv. Pref. n That .. your Honours
[may be] the more animate to deny your power.
2. adj. Endowed with life, living, alive.

1605 TIMME Quersit. n. i. 102 Phylosophers . .have affirmed

the magnet or loadstone to be animate. 1610 HEALEY St.

A ug., City ofGod vm. xxiii. 11620) 312 Statues, quoth he?
Doe you not see them animate? 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 580
Corruption of Bodies Inanimat and Animal. 1677 HALE
Priin. Orig. Man. i. i, 34 Some of the Ancients . . have . .

thought that the World was Animate. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v., In mechanics, animate power is used to denote a man,
or brute. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. (1875) I. i. ix. 147 The
former history of the animate world. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes

(1846! 5 That men should have worshipped .. stocks and
stones, and all manner of animate and inanimate objects.

3. Lively, having the full activity of life.

1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba vi. iii. Wks. IV. 220A courser More

335

animate of eye, Of form more faultless never had he seen.

1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. iii. 59 The enthusiasm of the very
meanest member of a warrior-clan is tenfold more animate.

4. Pertaining to what is endowed with life
;
con-

nected with animals.
1828 K.IRBY & SPENCE Entomol. I. iv. 94 Both animate

diseases, but derived from two distinct species of animals.

fB. sb. That which has life, a living thing. Obs.

1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul in. xxviii, Magnetick might
doth so combine Earth, Water, Air, into one animate. 1669
GALE Crt. Gentiles i. i. i. 5 The animate serves the animal.

Animate (ae-nim^t), v. [f. prec., or on analogy
of vbs. so formed.]

I. To give life to, make alive or active.

1. trans. To breathe life into, endow with life,

give life to or sustain in life, quicken, vivify.
1542 BOORDE Dyetaryxvi.zis [Venison]doth anymatehym

to be as he is . . stronge and hardy. 1667 MILTON P. L. vm.
151 Male and Femal Light, Which two great Sexes animate
the World. 1736 BUTLER Annl. i. L 25 We may hereafter
animate these same or new bodies. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat, fy

Exp. Phil. IV. Hi. 448 When the coals are animated by a
pair of bellows. 1870 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach, viii. 156
The breath of God animates his frame.

2. To represent as alive, give the appearance of
life to. arch.
1612 BRINSLEY Lad. Lit. xxi. (1627) 247 That we forget not

to animate that which we remember by : that is, to conceive
of it in our minde, as being lively and stirring. 1750 JOHN-
SON Rambl, No. 168 ^5 Poetry, that force which . . animates
matter. 1776 REYNOLDS Disc. vii. (1876) 408 That Prome-
thean fire,which animates the canvass and vivifies the marble.

3. To impart liveliness, vividness, or interest to
;

to enliven.

1670 FLECKNOE in Shaks. Cent. Praise 345 Much less in-

imitable Shakspears way, Proniethian-Hke to animate a

play. 1736 BUTLER Anal. n. vii. 329 These might have ani-

mated a dull relation. 1737 POPE Horace's Ode in. xxviii,
Exalt the dance, and animate the song. 1833 I. TAYLOR
Fanat. vi.zoi To have thrown off every sympathy with what
animates the open world.

-j- 4. To bring into active or legal operation. Obs.

1580 SIDNEY Arcad. (1622* 243 No small errour winkt at,
least greater should bee animated. 1635 LESTRANGE Chas. I,

214 The Bill.. having past both Houses was animated with
the Royall assent.

II. To give spirit, inspiration, or impulse.
5. trans. To fill with boldness, courage, spirit ;

to encourage, inspirit.
1538 COVERDALE Dt'd. N. T. Wks. II. 24 It doth even ani-

mate and encourage me now likewise to use the same audacity.
1584 WHITGIFT in Fuller Ch, Hist. ix. 158 Such as animate
them in their disobedience. 1607 TOPSELL Four-footed B. i

(1673) 107 The Dogs are animated by the winding of horns, i

and voices of the hunters. 1623 COCKERAM, Animate, to en-
j

courage or hearten on. 1700 DRYDKN Mel. fy Atal. 161 The I

shouting animates theirhearts. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L.
\

294 The progress we had made this season could not fail
j

to animate our further proceedings. 1839 ^F-OWELI- Anc.
Brit. Ch. iii. (1847129 The few moments which preceded the
decisive battle were employed.. in animating his soldiers.

tb. refl. Obs.

1547 BOORDE Brev. Health clxxxiii. 65 Let every man,
woman, or chylde animate them selfe upon God.

fc. intr. To become animated, brighten up. Obs,

1779 Miss BURNEY Diary (1842) I. 256 She . . alternately
softens and animates just like her. 1782 Cecilia i. vi.

(1783) 79 Mr. Arnott, animating at this speech, glided be-

hind her chair.

6. trans. To move mentally, to excite to action

of any kind ; to inspire, actuate, incite, stir up.
1583 Exec. Treason (1675) 4 To animate them to continue

their, .wicked purposes, c 1590 MARLOWE Massac. Paris n.

vi, Animated by religious zeal. 1598 GREENWEY Tacitus,
Ann. i. vii. (1622) 12 He . . was thought to animate Drusus
against the souldiers. 1658 CROMWELL (Carlyle 1871) V. 119
Designs which are animated every day from Flanders and
Spain. 1743 J. MORRIS Serm. iii. 74 The same spirit of op-
position and cruelty animated the Gentiles. 1833 I. TAYLOR
Fanat. x. 467 Those exalted motives which should animate
virtue. 1877 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. \. 14 The motives which
animated that wonderful and mysterious man.

7. To actuate, move, or put in motion (a thing).
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 59 That extreme which is

next the earth is animated unto the North, and the contrary
unto the South. 1659 LEAK Water-works 33 The Syphon
. . shall make the Air breath forth of it, and animate the two
Organ Pipes. 1860 TYUDALL G/ac. 11. i. 225 Motion . .which
animates the bullet projected from the gun.

f 8. To impart any physical quality or virtue. Obs.

1605 TIMME Quersit. i. iv. 15 Mercuric, sulphur, and salt

. . do animate and adorne it with their properties.

Animated (x'nim^ted), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

Commonly used as pa. pple of vb. animate ;
but

also as equivalent to adj. animate.

1. Endowed with life
; living, alive. Animated

Nature : that portion of Nature which is alive ;

the animal world.

1534 MORE On the Passion Wks. 1557, 1324/2 Thys is . . not

my deade body, but animated and lyuinge withmy soule. 1615
CROOKE Body ofMan 608 It is a thing Animated or hauing
a life of it owne. 1774 GOLDSM. (title) History of the Earth
and Animated Nature. 1784 COWPER Task i. 198 Nature
inanimate employs sweet sounds, But animated nature
sweeter still. 1858 R. VAUGHAN Ess. <$ Rev. i. 34 The belief

that the heavenly bodies were animated natures.

b. Peopled or 'alive' with living beings.
1827 MONTGOMERY Pelican Is/, n. 106 The expanse of ani-

mated waters.

G.jig. Of things vividly figured : Appearing alive.

1711 POPE Temf. Fame 73 Heroes in animated marble

ANIMATION.
frown, And legislators seem to think in stone. 1826 DISRAELI
Viv. Grey vi. vi. 345 Mine are all animated pictures. See that

cypress, waving from the breeze.

2. Full of the activity and motion of life ; en-

livened, quickened ; spirited ; lively, vivacious.

1583 ABP. SANDYS Serta. (1841! 63 The little cubs perhaps
are animated by reason of their wiliness. 1708 POPE St.
Cecilia's Day 28 Warriors she fires with animated sounds.

1824 DIBDIN Libr, Comp. 99 Barbier's animated and ex-
cellent account of it. 1855 PRF.SCOTT Philip II, I. n. x. 254
The discussion was animated. 1859 REEVE Brittany 236
The scene was one of the most animated we had met with.

3. Mentally moved or excited ; inspired, actuated,

incited, encouraged. (Now mostly participial.)
1532 MORE Confiit. Tindale Wks. 1557, 512/1 Anymated

and instructed . . with his owne spirite. 1614 RALEIGH Hist.
World II. v. iv. r. 502 They departed home rich, and well

animated to returne agayne. 1660 MILTON Free Commiv,
445 The Menaces, the Insultings of our newly animated com-
mon enemies. 1740 SOMERVILLE Hobbinol \\. 194 Incens'd
With animated Rage. 1816 SCOTT Old Mori. 100 Desperate
men, animated by the presence of two or three of the actors
in the primate's murder. 1850 SMILES SelfHelp ii. 41 He
worked . . animated by the determination to excel.

f4. Endowed with some active physical pro-

perty. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS, Animated needle, is one touch'd with a
Loadstone. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Animated mercury,
quicksilver impregnated with some subtile and spirituous
particles, so as to render it capable of growing hot when
mingled with gold.

f"
5. Pertaining to animated beings ;

animal. Obs.
J753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufp. s.v., A system of animated

pathology.

A'nimatedly, adv.
[f. prec. + -i/v 2

.]
In an

animated manner, with animation; vividly, viva-

ciously, keenly.
1784 ). BARRY Led. Art iv. (1848) 158 That beautiful va-

riety of.. love, and reverence, which are so animatedly
expressed. 1836 Blackiv, Mag. XL. 806 Animatedly de-

scriptive and devotional. 1876 G. MEREDITH Beauch. Career
I. xvii. 252 Watching the ship's progress animatedly. i88a

J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fooli. xix, He was talking animatedly.

A'liimateness. 10bs.- Q
[f.

ANIMATE a.+

-NESS.]
* The state of being animated.' J.

1731 in BAILEY; whence in JOHNSON.

A'nimater. [t.
ANIMATE Z/.+-ERI.]

= ANIMATOR.
1831 DE QUINCEY Klosterheim (1855) 34 He had been the

chief combiner and animater of the Imperial party.

Animating (rc
p

nimcitirj\///. ft. [f.
as prec. -f-

-IXG-.] Life-giving, quickening, vivifying ;
en-

livening, inspiring, encouraging; rendering life-like.

1680 in Roxb. Hal. (18831 IV. 547 Bring me a man with

animating stroaks, Whose pregnant Steel gives life to form-

Jess rocks. 1727 THOMSON Summer 168 From him they
draw their animating fire. 1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia \. vii.

(1783) 88 So animating are the designs of disinterested be-

nevolence. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. I. 25. 182 The talk was in-

cessant and animating. 1869 SEELEY Led. $ Ess. i. 18 No
new animating principle.

A'nimatingly, adv. rare. [f. prec. + -LTS.]
In an animating manner

;
so as to give life, inspira-

tion, enlivenment, or encouragement.
1850 ANDERSON Reen. (1871)99 How tenderly and animat-

ingly it consoles and encourages ! 1871 MORLEY in ./! M^waww
i Apr. 398 Whose words and ideas spring up incessantly and

animatingly within us.

Animation (senmvtjan. [ad. L. animation-em,
n. of action f. animd-re : see ANIMATE.] The
action of animating, or state of being animated.

fl. The action of imparting life, vitality, or i^asthe

sign of life) motion ; quickening, vitalizing. Obs.

1597 J. KING Jonah xxvi. (1864) 167 Such as are strength-
ened by the arm and animation of God, his waves. 1623
HOWELL Lett. I. xxix, The fourth act that goeth to make
man, is called Animation. 1721 BAILEY, Animation^ the

informing an animal body with a soul.

\>.flg.
1605 BACON Adv. Letirn. n. xxiii. 49 (1873) 251 The ad.

ministration, and {as I may term itl animation of laws.

2. The state of being animate or alive, animate-

ness, vitality. Spirit of Animation: see ANIMAL
SPIKITS. arch.

1615 T. ADAMS Leaven 116 Men of our own flesh, of the

same animation with ourselves. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. 169 Aristotle himself held the Worlds Animation, or a
Mundane Soul. I733G.CHEYNE Kng. Malady \. x. i (1734)

90 Mere Mechanism . . can never account for Animation, or

the animal life even of the lowest Insect. 1794 E. DAKWIN
Zoon. {18011 I. 37 The spirit of animation is the immediate
cause of the contraction of animal fibres it resides in the

brain and nerves. 1818 MRS. SHELLEY Frankenst. (1865) iii.

58 Capable of bestowing animation upon lifeless matter.

1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 150/2 A case of suspended animation
in a seaman who had . . fallen into the sea.

t 3. Representation of things as alive. Obs. rare.

1681 HOBBKS Rhet. in. ix. 114 Animation is that expression
which makes us seem to see the thing before our eyes.

4. The action of filling with liveliness, enliven-

ment ; enlivening operation or influence.

1818 SCOTT Rob Roy 93 The animation of the chase and

the glow of the exercise. 1820 SHELLEY Prom. Unb. IV. i.

322 Ha ! the animation of delight Which wraps me.

5. Liveliness of aspect or manner; vivacity,

sprightliness, brightness.
1790 BosWELL Johnson xxiv. 213 Johnson was in high spirits

..talked with great animation and success, a 1817 Miss
AUSTEN Mans/. Pk. (1851)62 She discussed the possibility

of improvements with much animation. 1839 HALLAM //A.'.



ANIMATIVE. 336 ANISEED.
Lit. i.

yiii. | 28 The substitution of the anapaest for the iam-
bic . . gives them [ballads] a remarkable elasticity and anima-
tion. 1863 MARY HOWITT tr. Brewer's Greece I. i. 15 Little

fishing-boats on the water gave animation to the scene.

1 6. The action of inspiring or filling with any
impulse ; inspiration. Obs.

1613 DANIEL Hist. Eng. 135 [The legate] now by the Kings
animation, presumes more peremptorily to vrge them. 1664
H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 286 She by her counsel and animation
stirs up the Seven-headed Beast to this Murther.

fb. esp. Inspiration with courage, encouragement.
1616 R. C. Times' Whistle (1871! in A great animation of

my subsequent endeavours. 1680 H. MORE ApocaL Apoc.
303 An intimation and animation to us to follow his example.

1 7. Tb.e imparting of any physical quality or

virtue. Obs. rare.

1605 TIMME Quersit. ii. xli. 117 We are now speaking of
the animation of gold. 1667 Phil, Trans. II, 604 The ani-

mation of the Voyce of Man by his Masculine and Genera-
tive power.

Animative (se'nim^tiv, -etiv), a. rare.
[f. L.

animdt- ppl. stem of animii-re (see prec.) + -IVE.]
1. Having the faculty of animating ; enlivening,

quickening.
*755 in JOHNSON. 1799 J. CORRY Sat. View Lend. (i8o3>97

The animative inspiration of His Spirit will renovate the

love of religion in the hearts of many.
f2. ? Relative to animate beings. Obs. rare.

1791 T. TAYLOR Comm. Proc Ins I. Introd. 94 There are
five orders of numbers, the divine, the essential, the anima-

tive, the natural, and the mathematic.

Animator (ae'nim^tai). [a. L. animator, n. of

agent f. anima-re: see ANIMATE.] He who, or

that which, animates, quickens, enlivens, or inspires.
1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. i, Argt. 3 Of all that Hue sole

Animator. 1646 SmT. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. (1650) 44 Bodies
. .conform themselves to situations, wherein they best unite

unto their Animator. 1836 LANDOR Per, fy Asp. Wks. 1846
II. 428 The nobler animators of this frame, the flesh and blood.

Anime (a-nim^, arnimi\ sb. [Fr., said to

be so called because it often contains so many
insects as to be, figuratively, anime or animated';

but according to some a native name.] A name

given to various resins
;
the original, obtained from

a \Vest Indian tree (ifymenssa Courharil}, much
used in making varnish ; the others from Africa.

1577 FRAMPTON Joyfull Nerves n. 11596) 2 They do bring
from the Newe Spaine 2 kinds of Rosine, that be both much
alike . . the one is called Copall, and the other Anime. 1604
E. G. D'Acosta's Nat. Hist. Indies xxix. 288 New Spaine. .

[hath) abundance of matter for perfume and physicke, as is

the Anime whereof th<;re comes great store. 1751 CHAMBERS
Cycl.) The eastern gum anime is distinguished into three

kinds, .white, .blackibh. .pale. 1851 E. FORBES in Art Jrnl,
Catat. Exkib. n. 6t/a Many and curious are the gums and
balsams of the family; among others, gum-Arabic, traga-

canth, anime'. 1875 ORE Diet. Arts I. 190 Gum-arume* is

sometimes mistaken for amber.

II Anime (.a'nim^, a. Her. [Fr. anim$ animated,

excited, roused.] In action and showing a desire

to fight ; having the eyes, etc. of a different tincture

from the animal itself.

1731 in BAILEY. 1753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.
Animine (arnimain). Chem. [f. ANIM(AL') -t-

-INE, chem. form.] An organic base obtained from

bone oil, and other animal oils.

1863 in WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 296.

Animism (K'nimiz'm). [f. L. anima life, soul

+ -ISM.]
1. The doctrine of the anima mundi, upheld by

Stahl 1720; the doctrine that the phenomena of

animal life are produced by an immaterial anima,
soul, or vital principle distinct from matter.

1832 Edinb. Rev. LV. 472 Discussing the Animism of

Stahl. 1864 Sat. Rev. 10 Dec. 726/1 All spiritual beliefcame
to be laughed at . . There was no more account of Stahl and
'animism.' Nothing but sheer materialism remained.

2. The attribution of a living soul to inanimate

objects and natural phenomena.
1866 Fortn. Rev. 15 Aug. 84 The theory which endows the

phenomena ofnature with personal life might be conveniently
called Animism. 1871 TYLOR Print.. Cult. 1. 45 The animism
of the ruder tribes of India. 1877 DAWSON Orig. World
i. 15 Polytheism . . takes very largely the form of animism.

3. Extended polemically to : The belief in the

existence of soul or spirit apart from matter, and

in a spiritual world generally ; spiritualism as op-

posed to materialism.
1880 J. RAE in Contetnp. Rev. Oct. 615 The universality of

what Mr. Tylor calls Animism, the belief in spiritual and
unseen agencies.

Animist (ae'nimist). [f.
L. anima soul + -IST.]

a. One holding the animism of Stahl. b. One
who attributes a living soul to natural objects and

phenomena, c. (Extended polemically to") One
who believes in the existence of the soul as distinct

from the body, and in a spiritual world generally.
1819 LAWRENCE Man lit. (1844^ 84 A tribe of animists . .

maintained that the soul is the only cause of life. 1864 R.

BURTON Dahome II. 157 Those rewards and punishments by
which, according to the Semitic animist, the balance ofgood
and evil in this life is to be struck. 1866 Fortn, Rev. 15 Aug.
84 The Animist may or may not be an idolater.

Animistic (cenimi-stik), a.
[f. prec. + -1C.]

Of or belonging to animism or animists.

1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. I. 268 Us animistic development

[/. e. of mythology] falls within a broader generalization still.

1876 Academy 4 Nov. 451/1 The animistic religions of the

Naturvolker^ of the Mexicans and Peruvians, and of the
Finns. 1880 GOLDW. SMITH in Atl, Month. No. 268, 213 The
doctrine of the immortality of the soul has become so en-

tangled with animistic fancies. 1881 HUXLEY in Nature
No. 615. 344 The essence of modern, as contrasted with

ancient, physiological science, appears to me to lie in its

antagonism to animistic hypotheses and animistic phrase-
ology. 1882 Jrnl. Anthrop. hist. 373 The simple animistic
belief in the continued existence of the spirit.

t Animo'se, a. Obs~ Q
[ad. JL animos-us: see

ANISIOUS.] = ANIMOUS.
1731 BAILEY, Animose, couragious, also stomachful. 1755

in JOHNSON. 1775 ASH, Atrimose, full of spirit, hot, vehement.

t Animo'seness. Obs.-. =AN-JMOSITY.
1731 in BAILEY. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1775 ASH, Animose-

nt'ss, heat, spirit, vehemence of temper.

Animosity ;a?nimjrsiti). Also 5-6 -te, 6-7
-tie. [a. Fr. animositc, f. L. animositdtem, n. of

quality f. animos-us spirited : see ANIMOUS.]
1 1. Spiritedness, high spirit, courage, bravery. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden\\^^ I.6i The cause is foreuery thynge
is of more ammosite and audactte in his vniversalle then his

parte parcialle. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie lArb.) 296 It

was thought a decent countenance and constant animositie
in the king to be so affected. 1658 SmT. BROWNE\Hydriot.
iv. 66 Confirming his wavering hand unto the animosity of
that attempt, a i67oHACKET,'J^*. Williams \. (1692*20 Such
as are of a high-flown animosity affectfortunas laciniosas.

2. Excitement of feeling against any one ;
hos-

tility of mind tending to break out into action,

active hatred or enmity.
1605 BACON Adi', Learn, n. xxiii. 48 (1873} 249 The na-

tures and dispositions of the people . . their animosities and
discontents 1644 HKYLIN Land \\. 349 To foment those

animosities . . raised in that nation against the King. 1660

in Somers's Tracts II. 168 To forget what is past, and lay
aside all Animosities for the future. 1674 OWKN Holy Spirit

(1693) 204 Forming new Parties and reviving old Animosities.

1754 HL-.MK Hist. Eng. ii, It is a just remark, that the more

affinity there is between theological parties, the greater com-

monly is their animosity. 1852 M cCfLi,ocn Taxation \. ii.

84 The jealousies and animosities that formerly subsisted

between the privileged classes and the mass of the people.

t A'nilUOUS, a- Ot>s.rare~ l
. [a. Fr. animeux,

ad. L. aninids-um spirited, f. ANIMUS.] Spirited,

courageous ; also, hot-tempered.
1620 SHICLTON Don Quix. II, iv. v. 58 Don CirongUio of

Thracia, who was so animous and valiant. 1775 in ASH.

Animus (K'nim/7s). No pi. [a. L. animus (i)

soul, (2) mind, (3) mental impulse, disposition,

passion.] Actuating feeling, disposition in a par-
ticular direction, animating spirit or temper, usually
of a hostile character

; hence, animosity.
[1818 Not in TODD.] 1831 GEN. P. THOMPSON Excrc. I. 424

The animus is to impress upon the British soldiery the duty
of putting down the liberties oftheir country. 1840 THACK-
ERAY Parts Sk. Bk. (1872) 212 The animus with which the

case has been conducted. 1863 I. TAYLOR Pentateuch 16

Almost every page . . affords an instance . . of an intense

feeling, or, as we say, animus ; this is the word we use when
a speaker or writer, who is labouring to substantiate a de-

famation, finds it more than he can do to repress emotions,
that are not of the most amiable sort, and which he does not

choose to avow. 1864 LOWELL Biglow P. Wks. 1879, 264/2
The animus that actuates the policy of a foreign country.

t Aii-iime, prep. Obs. rare~ r
. [f. AN prep. +

inne
t
QflL.innan inside. ,i.a-bove,a-bout^\ Within.

1203 LAY. 5617 Ic inc habbe beiene an-inne mine benden.

Anion (ae-ni^n). Electr. [a. Or. foiov (a thing)

going up, neut. of pr. pple of avt-ivat to go up, f.

dva lip -r i- go.] The name given by Faraday
to an electro-negative element, which in electro-

chemical decompositions is evolved at the anode

or positive pole of the battery. Opposed to cation.

1834 FARADAY Res. Electr. (1849) I. 198, I propose to dis-

tinguish such bodies by calling those anions which go to the

anode ofthe decomposing body. 1870 FERGUSON Electr.ifa

In acids, hydrogen forms the cation, and the acid radical

the other constituent, the anion.

Anioyn, early form of ENJOIN : see AN- pref.^.

1340 Ayenb. 172 Him penonce to anioynj be be zenne.

Anioynt, early form of ENJOINED, ADJOINED.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 894 As newe fryt to god ful due

& to be gentyl lombe hit arn anioynt [ed. amoynt].

f Anir, obs. variant of ANIL, indigo.
[1611 COTGR., Anir, the name of an Indian hearbe, vsed

much by Dyers.] 1613 I'oy. Guiana in Harl. Misc. III. 173

They in New Spain . . have cocheneal, anir, and cotton-wool.

t Ani'red, /// a. Obs. rare~ l
. [pa. pple. of

vb. *ant re, representing an earlier *a-ire t
a. OFr.

ai're-r, -ier : late L. adirare to enrage, f. tra anger.

See AN- pref. 5.] Enraged, angry.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 151 He sauh Richard anired.

_

Anis-, Chan. comb, form of L. anis-um, anise,

forming names of numerous organic compounds
derived from oil of anise, the derivation and mean-

ing of which are usually readily apparent from

those of their second element. As A'nisal, short for

anisicaldehyde. A'nisalyl,thehypotheticalradical
of anisic alcohol. A'nisama^e, a salt of anisamic

acid. Anisa-mic acid or A'nisamvde, an acid

amide of anisyl, C9H 8NO3 . A'nisami-ne, an amic

base of the same, C8 H n ON. A'nisa-nilide =

phenyl-anisamide. A'nisate, a salt of anisic acid.

Anisic (ni'zik) a., of or derived from anise, as in

anisic series, anisic acid C,H,Cj, anisic alcohol
'

. A'nisidi'ne
= methyl-phenidine C,H,NO, a peculiar organic
base. A'nisine C24HMN,Oj, an alkaloid formed

by the action of ammonia upon hydride of anisyl.
A iiiso,ate, asalt of anisoicacid. Aniao'ica. [mo-
dified f. anisic], of or derived from the star-anise

(see ANISE 3), as in anisoic acid,
' a product of the

oxidation of oil of star-anise' (Watts). A'nisoiin,
a white inflammable solid, apparently isomeric

with anise-camphor. A'nisol [see -OL], a colour-

less very mobile liquid, C7H P O, with pleasant aro-

matic smell, formed by the action of caustic lime

or baryta on anisic acid, also called phenate of
methyl; whence Aniso lie (acid\ A'nisolate,
A-uisoli'de. A-nisyl, the hypothetical radical,

CSH;OS ,
of the anisic series. Anisylic a., of

anisyl.
1863 WATTS Diet. Ckem. I. 303 Anisic alcohol, hydrate of

anisalyl. 296 The only anisamate that has been analysed
is the silver-salt. 297 Anisamine crystallises in small
needles. 300 The general formula of the anisates is

CH HT MOa. 300 Cahours prepares anisic acid by boiling
oil ofanise with nitric acid. 303 Anisic alcohol crystallises
in hard white shining needles. 304 Anisidine passes over
in the form ofan oil which solidifies on cooling. 299 Anis-

hydramide . . is converted into an isomeric alkaloid, to which
the name anisine has been given. 305 Anisol is a colour-

less, very mobile liquid, with a pleasant aromatic smell . .

Fuming nitric acid acts energetically on anisol, forming three

distinct nitro-compounds, Nitranisol, Dinitranisol,andTrini-

tranispl. 306 Anisyl. . may be regarded assalicyl, CT Hi Oj,
in which I atom of hydrogen is replaced by methyl. 307
Hydride of Anisyl = Anisylous acid, Anisic aldehyde, Anisal
. . a yellowish liquid, with a burning taste, and an aromatic

smell, somewhat like that of hay.

Anisaiitlious (se^naisse'njras), a. Bot. [mod. f.

Gr. di'uros unequal + avS-os flower + -oos.] Hav-

ing perianths of different form.
1880 in Syd. Soc, Lex.

Anisated (fe-nisuited), ///. a. [f. assumed vb.

*anisate + -ED : cf. Fr. aniser, a;V(Cotgr. 1611).]
Mixed or flavoured with aniseed.
1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anise (arnis). Forms : 4-5 anys, -eys, -eis,

-ese, 4-7 anyse, 5 annys, -eys, -es, 6-8 annis,

7 anis, 7-8 annise, 7- anise, [a. Fr. ant's : L.

anisum, a. Gr. avlaav, in var. dial, forms avrjaov,

avr/Sov, avr/rov, under which the Greeks seem to

have included the two plants Anise and Dill.

When these were discriminated, the variants ants-

urn and anethum were utilized in Latin to dis-

tinguish them. See ANET.]
1. An umbelliferous plant (Pimfinella Anisum),

a native of the Levant, cultivated for its aromatic

and carminative seeds. Confused by the ancients

with the Dill (Anethum graveolens), which was

probably the 'anise' of the Bible of 1611, where

Wyclif has 'anete' [v.r. anese].
Oil ofAnise, the essential oil obtained from aniseed by dis-

tillation with water, the source of many important chemical
derivatives ; see ANIS-.

c 1300 in Wright Lyric P. v. 26 The primerole he passeth,
the parvenke of pris, With alisaundre thare-to, ache ant anys.

1382 WYCLIF Matt, xxiii. 23 That tithen mente, anete [v. r.

anese], and comyn. [1516 TINDALE annyse, 1535 COVERDALE
anyse, 1611 annise.] 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. x.

(1495) 608 Anyse hath the same vertue that Anetum hath and
is more swete in sauour. c 1400 Apol.for Loll. 45 Mynt,
aneis, & comyn. 1453 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) 422

Comyn and Anneys, y bale .... iiij
d

. 1551 TURNER Herbal.

(1568) 33 Anyse . . maketh the breth sweter, swageth payne.

1605 TIMME Qitersit. I. xiii. 64 The oyles or sulphurs ofannis

. . drive away windinesse. I^EVELVN DelaQuint.Coinfl.
Card. II. 141 Anis, is propagated only by seed, which is

prettysmall, and . . ofa longish Oval Figure. 1861 DELAMER
Kitch. Card. 122 Anise. . whose seeds are much used by dis-

tillers to give flavour to cordial liqueurs. 1863 WATTS Diet.

Chem. I. 297 Oil ofanise is a neutral, yellowish, somewhat

syrupy liquid, possessing a peculiar aromatic smell and taste.

2. fig. in allusion to Matt, xxiii. 23.

1741 WATTS Improv. Mindx\\. 8 (1801) in The mint,

anise, and cumming, the gestures and vestures, and fringes
of religion. 1841 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. VI. 288 Know-

ledge which settles the anise and cummin of Greek accents.

3. Chinese or Star Anise, or Aniseed Tree :

a shrub, lllicium anisdtum (N.O. Magnoliacesf),

the fmit of which has the odour, and is used in-

stead, of anise.

1727 BRADLEY Fatn. Diet., Anise of China or Siberia, is a

Seed of about the same Form and Bigness as Coloquintida,

1838 Penny Cycl. XI 1. 445 The aniseed tree of China, ofwhich

the fruit is . . well known in commerce by the name of Star

anise. 1858 R. HOGG Veg. Kingd. 23 The seed vessels are

imported from China under the name of Chinese Anise. .

and from it a great portion of. . Oil ofAnise is obtained.

4. Comb., as anise-like ;
anise camphor, also

called Anethol, one of the two constituents of Oil

of Anise (see i), a resinous substance crystallizing

at a low temperature in soft, white, lustrous la-

minje. Also ANISEED, q.v.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 297 Anethol or Anise-camphor.

1871*1. COOKE Fungi(rt-;4\ 86 Afaricusfragrans and A.

odorus have a sweet anise-like odour.

Alliseed (x-nisfd). Forms as in prec.



ANISETTE.

1. The seed of the anise, used as a carminative,

and in the preparation of Oil of Anise, Spirit of

Anise, Anise water, and Anisette.

1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. xvii. Ixxxi. (1495) 653 Some
greyne and sede is gendred in plantis wythout coddys : as it

faryth in Annes sede. 1440 Prwnj>. Parv., Aneys seede or

spyce, Aitctuni, anisttin. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health ( 1633)

30 For the dropsie, fill an old Cock with Polipody and Anni-

seeds, and seethe him well, and drinke the broth. 1621

BURTON Anat. Mel. n. iv. I. iii, Such and such plants, .have
a peculiar vertue to such particular parts, as to the head,
Anniseeds, foalfoot, etc. 1727 BRADLEY Fatn. Diet. s.v. A vise,

Spanish Aniseed . . is the best. 1882 Chem.tf Dntgg. XXIV.
61/1 One pound bottle of oil of aniseed.

l>. attrib., as in aniseed-tree, -water,

1698 CONGREVE Way ofWorld IV. v, I banish, .all aniseed,

cinnamon, citron and Barbadoes-waters. 1727-51 CHAMBERS

CycL s.v., In distilling the anise-seed for the oil, there is pro-
cured a limpid water called anise-seed water, which has much
the same virtues with the oil. 1838 [See ANISE 3].

2. = ANISETTE, rare.

1756 N UGENT Grand Tour IV. 204 They sell a great quan-
tity of comfits in Verdun, and particularly their aniseeds are

in great reputation. 1855 COSTELLO Star. Screen 122 The
air was redolent ofgin . . but aniseed was preferred by some.

II Anisette (unize't). [Fr., more fully Anisette

de Bordeaux, f. anis ANISE + -ette dim.] A liqueur
flavoured with aniseed.

1837 For. Q. Rev. XIX. II To drink with them a glass of

anisette. 1839 L. SARGENT Temf. T. 210 The inveterate

sipper of anisette. 1860 All Y. Round No. 42. 367 Raki,
a sort of fiery oily anisette . . is drunk with great relish by
the Greeks.

AnisO-, combining form of Gr. aviaos unequal,
a formative of technical terms, in many cases

merely the negatives of corresponding terms in Iso-.

The chief are :

Anisobryous (ze-'naisj/briias), a. Bot. [Gr. Ppv-
fiy to swell]

= anisodynamous. Anisodactylic

(aenaiisoidaektrlik), a. Zool. [Or. SOKTV\-OS finger,

toe], unequal-toed (said of those insessorial birds

called byTemmmck^lnisix/aciyfcs). Anisodynam-
ous (-di'namss), a. Bot. [Gr. Swa/us strength],

growing with greater strength on one side of the

axis than the other. Anisogynous (se^aisp'd^inas),

a. Bot. [Gr. fvv-fi female], having the carpels not

equal in number to the sepals. Anisomeric (senai'so-

me'rik), a. Chem. [Gr. pip-os part], not composed
of the same proportions of the same elements.

Anisomerous (a^nais^meres), a. [see prec.], not

having equal, or the same number of, parts, un-

symmetrical ; esp. in Bot. having unequal num-
bers of parts in different whorls. Anisometric

(senai^some-trik), a. [Gr. filrp-ov measure], of un-

equal measurement, consisting of unequal or non-

symmetrical parts. Anisometropia (-rm"trju-pia).

Path. [Gr. ^irp-ov measure + uitp, >ira, eye], in-

equality in the refractive power of the two eyes.

Anisometropio (-mitrfpik), a. Path, [see prec.],

characterized by anisometropia, unequally refrac-

tive. Anlsopetalons(-pe'talas), a. Bot. [Gr. Tre'raA-

ov leaf], with unequal petals. Anisophyllous
(-(Has), a. Bot. [Gr. <pvX\-ov leaf], with unequal
leaves. Anisopterons (ae^nais^'pteras) ,

a. [Gr. irrfp-

6v wing], having unequal wings ; esp. in Bot. of

fruit, flowers, etc. Anisostemonons (amai'soste'-

mJnas), a. Bot. [Gr. arrj^aiv, -ova, thread, filament,

stamen], having the stamens unequal in number to

the petals or sepals. Anisosthenic (-sbe-nik}, a.

[Gr. a0(v-os strength], of unequal strength. Aniso-
Btomous (se^naisp'Stomas), a. Bot. [Gr. aro^a
mouth], having unequal mouths, as in a calyx or

corolla unequally divided. Anisotropal, Aniso-

tropous (-p-trJpal, -as), a. = ANISOTROPIC. Aniso-

tropy (-p'triJfpii, sb. [Gr. -rponta turning], the

quality of being anisotropic, jcolotropy.
1847 CRAIG, Anisobryons. 1834 MUDIE Brit. Birds (1841)

I. i86Feet. . zygodactylic, or yoke-toed, and . . anisodactylic,
or unequal-toed. 1847 CRAIG, Anisodynamoits. 1880 Syd.
Soc.Lex.,Anisogynous. 1864 WEBSTER, Anisomeric. 1866
Treas. Bot. ^Anisomerous. 1870 BENTLEY Bot. 348 When
the number is unequal, the flower is anisomerous. 1868 DANA
Min. 362 Guarinite Group : Tetragonal. Titanite Group :

Anisometric. 1880 Syd. Soc. Lex., Anisometropia, Aniso.

metropic. 1880 GRAY &?/. Text-bit. 396 Anisopetalous. Ibid.,

Anisophyllous, Unequal-leaved ; /. e. the two leaves ofa pair

unequal. 1880 Syd. Soc. Lex., Anisopterons. 1857 HEN-
FREY Elem. Bot. 209 When the number [of stamens] is

different [from the number of petals] the flower is aniso-
stemonous. 1880 Syd. Soc, Lex., Anisosthenic,A nisostomous,
Anisotropal, Anisotropons, Anisotropy.

Anisotropic (alnai.-sctrp-pik), a. [mod. f. Gr.
avuros unequal + Tpowutvs belonging to turning, f.

rponos a turning.] Acting in different ways on the

ray of polarized light ; possessing the power both
of right- and left-handed polarization; ceolotropic.
1879 Rt'TLEY Stud. Rocks ix. 77 Minerals . . which exhibit

double refraction or are anisotropic. 1881 MAXWELL Electr.
4- Alagn. I. 137 A heterogeneous anisotropic medium.

I Anistoresy. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. Gr. anaTopqata

ignorance of history, f. av-taTuprjT-os; {.laropf-fa/ to

inquire into.] Inaccuracy as to historical facts.

VOL. I.

337

1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 92/2 The anistoresie of

the unknown Writers of Aristotle's Life, who supposeth him
in the seventeenth Year of his Age, to have heard Socrates

three Years.

i Anke'niied, ancende, /// a- Obs. 1-2.

[f. OE. an one -t- cenned born ; cf. AKENNED.]
Only begotten (L. unigenitus).

-950 Lindisf. Gosp. John iii. 18 ForSon ne ^elefde on noma
Sass ancende sunu Codes. cy]$Rsh-w. G. ibid., An-cenda
sunn. \_Ags. fy Hatton, acennendan, akennedan.] c 1200

ORMIN 17002 He wass himm sellf sop Godd, And Godess
Sune ankennedd.

Anker (as'qkai) ; also 7 ankor, 8 anchor, [a.

Du. (and Ger.) anker) of uncert. origin ; found also

in med.L. as anceria, ancheria^\
1. A measure of wine and spirits, used in Holland,
North Germany, Denmark, Sweden, and Russia.

It varies in different countries ;
that of Rotterdam,

formerly also used in England, contains 10 old

wine gallons or 8 imperial gallons.
1673 Pennsylv. Arch. 1.32 Kec 1 one halfe Ankor of Drinke.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) I. ii. 10 A few anchors of

right Nantz. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (17621 I. vi. Ixxxi. 371,
2 Stakans = i anchor; 6 Anchors i hogshead [in Russia].
1816 Gentl. Mag. LXXXVI. n. 217 The infused water
amounts to 2 or 3$ ankers in quantity.
2. A cask or keg holding the above quantity.
1c 1750 Anc. Poems, Bal. <?/r. 11846) 180 We'll drink it out

of the anker, my boys. 1848 in H. MILLER Ramh. Geol. x.

384 Wedging them all fast together, like staves in an anker.

1863 W. BALDWIN African Hunt, 290 The little there was
. . we transferred most carefully to the anker.

*t"
3. As a dry measure of capacity. Obs.

1597 MIDDLETON Wisd, Solom. Wks. V. 336, I fear me that

the acres of my field pass the ankers of my seed.

Anker, -as, obs. forms of ANCHOR, -ESS.

t A'nkerer. Obs. rare 1
, [extended f. earlier

anker, ANCHOR sb%, of comm. gender, by addition

of masc. formative -R, to match the fern, ankeress,

ANCHORESS.] An anchoret.

1407 N. THORPE in Foxe A.
<$-
M. I. 618/1 Ankerers and

strange beggers, are licensed . . to beguile the people.

Alikerite (ce-nksreit). Min. [Named after Prof.

Anker of Styria : see -ITE.] A mineral closely
allied to Dolomite, with the magnesia largely re-

placed by iron, with or without manganese.
1843 HUMBLE Diet. Geol., Ankerite, Paratomous limestone

..found In the mines of Styria. 1878 LAWRENCE Cottft's

Rocks Class. 50 Ankerite is particularly rich in iron.

Ankle, ancle X ijkl). Forms: I an-, oncleow,
2 oncleou, 4 anclowe, ankel, 3-5 anclee, 5 an-

kyl(le, 6-7 anckle, 3- ancle, 7- ankle, (dial, an-

clef, -cliff, ancley). [Two forms: (i) OE. oncleoiv

(cf. OFris. onklef, Du. anklaauw, enklaanw, rare

OUG.anc/i/ao}, whence i4thc. anclee, and mod. dial,

forms; (2) mod. ankle, ancle, earlier ankylt
ankel

(
= OFris. ankel, Du. enkel, ON. okkla for *ankitla,

Dan. and Sw. ankel, OHG. anchala, a;ichal
t enchil,

MHG., mod.G. enkel\ not recorded in OE. and

prob. taken in ME. from Norse. The latter is the

original Teut. form, from root ank-
t
L. ang-, to

bend, crook ; cf. L. angulus. The first form is

derived from this, but is not completely explained :

the Du anklaauw appears to assimilate the ending
to klaauw claw, the OE. anclcoiu may be a weak-
ened form of the same, or the ending may be as-

similated to that of cneow knee (-cow being a

formative, cf. Idreow teacher).
1. The joint which connects the foot with the

leg; the slender part of the leg between this joint
and the calf.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 116 Lset fx>nne blod under ancleow.
c 1000 MLPRIC Gloss. 299 Talus, ancleow. c 1150 in Wright
Voc. 87/1 Tains, oncleou. a 1300 W. DE BIBLESW. ibid. 148

KyT.nl, ancle [z'.r. in Rel. Ant. II. 79 Keuil, ankel]. c 1330
Artk. <$ Merl. 5206 In blod he stode . . into the Anclowe.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knfs T. 802 Vp to the anclee [i:r. anclees,
ancle"3 , anches] foghte they in hir blood. 1440 Promp. Parv.

AnkyI, Cavilla, Verticiltum. 153$ COVERDALE Ezek. xlvii,

3 He brought me thorowy water, euen tp the ancles. 1541
R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Cyrurg., The lesser pyt bone
-, . with the other pyt bone makynge the outwarde ancle.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. i. 80 His stockings foul'd, Vngartred,
and downe giued to his Anckle. 1621 SANDERSON 4 Serin.

Ad Pop. l.i68i> 214 It Is never well when the Cobbler looketh
above the Ankle, aij-y GAY Wks. I. 144 Above her ancle
rose the chalky clay. 1812 HENRY Canif>. agst. Quebec 21

Without other accident than the spraining of Lieutenant
Steele's ancle, a 1821 KEATS Poet. Wks.< 1861^203 The neat-

ness Of thine ankle lightly turned. 1875 LUBBOCK Orig.
Civilis. ii. 56 Hanging things round their necks, arms and
ancles. [1875 PARISH Sussex Dial. 13 Ancley, ancliff: in East
Sussex,

'
I have put out my anclifT-bone' I have sprained

my ancle. 1875 Gl. Lane. Dial. 10
' Yore Jack's knockt his

anclef out wi' jumpin.' z68i MRS. PARKER Oxfordsh. Gl. 74
Ankley.]
2. transf.
1866 THOREAU Yankee in Can. \. 6 The sugar maple is re-

markable for its clean ankle.

3. Comb, and attrib., as ankle-bone, -joint, -vein
;

also ankle-bands, straps passing round the ankles

to fasten low shoes or sandals ; ankle-deep a. (adv.),
so deep as to cover the ankles ; ankle-gear, any-

thing worn round the ankles; ankle-high a. (adv.),

so high as to cover the ankles
; ankle-jack, a jack-

ANLETH.
boot reachingabovetheankles (hence ankle-jacked
a.)\ ankle-rings, rings worn as ornaments round
the ankles

; ankle-straps (
= ankle-bands) ;

also

low shoes secured by such straps.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. Ivi. (1495) 171 The hele is

bounde to the ancle bone wyth nesshe bondes. 1526 TIN-
DALE Acts iii. 7 His fete and ancle-bones receaued strength.
[So in 1611.] 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. I. 151/1 The
ankle-joint, or tibio-tarsal articulation. 1615 CROOKE Body
of Man 734 The Saphena or anckle vaine. 1863 ATKINSON
\Vhitby Gloss., Ankle-bands, strings for the sandals ; leath-

ern straps for the shoes. 1764 HARMER Round Towers i.

xii. 35 The water was ancle-deep, and in some places half

way up the leg. 1784 COWPER Task \. 270 Hence, ancle deep
in moss and flow'ry thyme, We mount again. i86o'l'YNDALL
Glac. i. 18. 133 We stood ankle-deep in snow. 1855 SINGLE-
TON Virgil\. 363 He first Binds to his feet his ancle-gear of

gold. 1757 LISLE Hnsb. 425 The sedgy grass comes up, and

grows ancle-high. 1848 DICKENS Dontbey 11870' I. xv. 313
He changed his shoes and put on an unparalleled pair of

ankle-jacks. 1874 HARDY madding Crowd I. viii. 86 The
laced-up shoes called ankle-jacks. 1861 SALA Tw. round
Clock 203 Its red 'kerchiefed, corduroyed, and ankle-jacked

proprietor. 1850 LAYARD Nineveh iv. 67 The silver ankle-

rings of his favorite wife.

Ankled (,arrjk'ld\ ///. a. rare. [f. prec. + -ED2
.]

Furnished \\ith ankles ; commonly in synthetic

compounds, as slender-ankled.
1616 BEAUM. & FL. Wit at ^ Weapons i. i, Well ankled,

two good confident calves.

Anklet (,a"ijkK-t). [f.
ANKLE -f -LET, after brace-

let, Fr. bracelet^ An ornament (or fetter) for the

ankle ;
an ankle-ring.

1832 LANDER E.rpcd. Niger III. xviii. 146 These women
wore large ivory anklets, c 1850 Christtn, Stories 292 The
iron anklets to which our chains had been fastened. 1859
TENNENT Ceylon 1 1. ix. v. 514 Graceful limbs decorated with

armlets, anklets and rings.

Ankor, -re, -yr, obs. forms of ANCHOR.

Ankorasse, ankress, obs. ff. AXCHOIIESS.

Ankylose, -osis, variants of ANCHYI.OSE, -csis.

Anlace (a-nlas, -es). arch. Forms : 3 aunla^,

4 aiilas, anlaas, aiielas, =, analasse, 4-9 anlace,

9 anelace. [Used 5 times in Latinized form anc-

lacins, andatiits, by Matthew Paris, as a vulgar,
i.e. English word. No traces of it in any contin-

ental language. The O'Welsh anglas (in Gododin

Focnt, Skene ^Bks, Wales 11.84, 1.399) 's probably
the same word, but nothing is known of its forma-

tion or origin.] A short two-edged knife or dagger,
broad at the hilt and tapering to the point, formerly
worn at the giidle. (Obs. bef. 1500, eiron. defined

in early Diets., and used loosely by mod. poets.)
\a 1259 MATT. PARIS ip. 274, in I)u Cangei Genus cul-

telli, quod vulgariter anelacius dicitur.) a 1300 Havelok
2554 Hand-ax, sythe, gisarm, or spere, Or aunlaj, and god
long knif. ^1380 Sir Ferinub. 5637 An anlas ^o dro5 ouie.

(1386 CHAUCER Prol. 357 An Anlaas {r.r. ane-, anlas]..

Heeng at his girdel. c 1420 Antnrs of Arth. .\x.\. 13 Opon
his cheueroune be-forn Stode as a vnicorn Als scharpe as a
thorn An nanlas of stele. < 1440 Morte Artk. 1148 Arthur
with ane anlace egerly smyttez. [1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr.^

Anelate, a Faulchion or wood-knife, which I gather out of

M[atthew] Par[ is]. 1678 PHILLIPS, Anlace \Q\(^. word), a Fal-

chion or Sith-fashioned Sword. 1775 ASH, Anface,& short

sword, a dagger, a wood-knife.] 1813 SCOTT Kokeby v. xv,
And by his side an anlace hung. 1812 P.VKON Childe liar.

i. liv, The Spanish maid . . the anlace hath espoused, Sung
the loud song, and dared the deed of war. 1834 PLANCH i;

Brit. Costume 112 The anelace or anelas, a broad dagger
tapering to a very fine point.

f A'lllepi, a. Obs. [earlier, and subseq. north,

repr. of OE. dnlepig, which became in south onelcpi.
It was already in I2th c. reduced to a/fi, elfi, and

subseq., a, an being detached, to 7<r//3, LEPI. P'or

full treatment see ONFLEPI.] Only, sole, single.
cioooMetr. Ps. xiii. 2 Nis nan J>e eallunga wel do, no

forflon anlepe. rxzoo ORMIN Introd. ii patt anlepi? treo J>att

himm Drihhtin forrbodenn haffde. rizzo St. Kath., Ane
kinges . . anlepi dohter. a 1300 Crede in Maskell Mon. II.

240 Jhesu Krist [h]is anelepi sone, hure laverd. a 1400 Rcl.
Pieces fr. Thornton MS. 13 Be-twyx ane anl>-py man and
ane anlypy womane.

t A*nlet. Obs. Also 6 annlet, 7 andlet. [for
earlier *anclet, a. OFr. andct, dim. of anel ring
: L. ancll-n$, dim. of ami I us: see also ANNULET.]
A small ring, as those used in ring mail.

1557 iritis
<$;

Jnr. A'. C. (18351 415, Vij dosen mens bow-

strings iJ5. viij pounde anletts \s. 1598 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas (1611) 80 One Loadstone-touched annlet doth trans-

port Another Iron-Ring. 1615 LATHAM Falconry, Jesses. .

are fastened to the Hawks legges, and so to the lease by
vamels, anlets, or such like. 1660 Act 12 C/tas. II, Andlets
or Males, Babies, or Puppets for children.

fA'nleth.. Obs. Forms: i and-, ond-wlita,
2 onlete, 3 ondlett, -leet, anleth, anneleth. [OK.
andwlita, cogn. w. ON. andlit (Sw. anltte\ OHG.
antluzi, mod.G. antlitz (cf. Goth. andaw?eiznt\
f. and against, facing + wlitan to look, behold.

The ME. onlete, anleih, represent the Norse form.]
Countenance.
a 800 Beowulf 1382 Eorles andwlitan. cy^^Rnshiv.Gosp.

Matt. vi. 17 Smere bin heafod & Jne andwhtu }>wah. rizoo

Lamb. Horn. 59 He makede mon i rihtwisnesse, Onlete on
his onlichnesse. fiaoo ORMIN 12938 Ure Laferrd let hemm
sen Hiss onndlaet. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxvi. 9 Ne turne

bine anleth me fra. xlui. 24 Whi tomes Jm bine Anneleth?

Anli, anlich(e, early forms of ONLY.
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ANLIKE.

t A'nlike, a. and sb. Obs. Forms : i anlic, 2-4
anlich, 4 aiilyk. [OE. anUct f. kx-pref. I, on,

unto, to + lie body, shape ; cogn. w. Goth. analeikt

ON. dlik\ the latter, with OE.
gelfe, gave ALIKE,

LIKE
;
anlike became obs. in I4th c.]

A. adj. Like, similar, alike.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 23 ForSam ys heofena rice

;'inlic 3am cyninge. c 1160 Hatton G. ibid., For^am ys heo-
fene riche anlich )am kyninge. 1340 Ayenb. 186 {>e obre bet

is him anlich ine kende. Ibid. 227 f>et stat makej> ^ane J>et

hit wel lokeb anlyke to be angles of heuene.

B. sb. [The adj. used absol. ; cf. mod. 'his like.']

A fellow-creature ; also, a likeness or image.
1340 Ayenb. 145 Ech best ase zayb salamouns \Ecclns. xiii.

19] loueb his anliche. Ibid. 233 Ine zuyche manyere is

Godes
anliche volveld ine manne.

t Anli'keil, V- Obs. rare. In 4 anlykn-y. [f.

prec. adj., with neut. pass, ending -EN, OE. -nan,
ON. -na, Goth. -non. Trob. formed analogously,
the word not existing in OE. or Norse.]
1. intr. To be or become like, resemble.

1340 Ayenb. 101 Yef bou art arJ3t zone bou sselt him anlyk-
ny. /(W.gipedropeofdeawe . . anlyknebtoanestoneofpris.
2. In pa. pple. anlikned : Made like, likened.

1340 Ayenb. 232 The kingriche of heuene is anlikned to ten

madines.

tA'nlikeness. Obs. Forms: 1-3 anlicnes(se,

-nys(se, 2 onlich-, 3 on(n}lic-, anlich-, 4 anlik-,

aulycnes(se. [f.
ANLIKE a. + -NESS.]

1. The quality of being like to
; likeness, resem-

blance, similitude.
a 1000 C.-KUMON Gen, 1529 (BoswJ Mon waes to Godes an-

licnesse tbrest jesceapen. c 1200 Pater .V. 88 in Laitib. Horn.

59 He makede mon i rihtwisnesse, Onlete on his onlichnesse.
c 1200 OKMIN 19012 Manness sawle iss lie Wibb Godd inn
onnlicnesse. ('1340 Ayenb.fy Oure rijte uader . . ssop be
zaule to his anlycnesse.
2. concr. Anything made in the likeness of some

object ;
a likeness, portrait, image, spec. An image

of a god, an idol.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Gloss. 304 Imago vel agalma, anlicnys.
c 1175 Cott. Horn. 227 Hi worhtan ham anlicnessen, sum of

golde, sum of selfre. 1205 LAV. 21155 An on-Hcnes [1250 an-

lichnisse] deore 1 of drihtenes moder. c 1230 Ancr. R. 18 To
be o5er onlicnesses and to ower relikes cneoleS.

t Anmai'le. Obs. ra>-e~ i
. [? intermed. form

between AMEL, amaylc and an-amcl EN'-AMEL ; if

not an error for aumailc, AMEL q.v.] Enamel.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xx. xlii. 371 She hit him, where with

gold and ritch anmaile, His Diademe did on his helmet flame.

Anmod, onmod, a. Obs. 1-3. [OE., f. an
one + w^/mood, mind.] Of one mind, unanimous.
a 1000 Elene 396 Hie b.'i anmude andswerodon. ^1175
Lamb. }fom. 101 pet iferende is swa anmod swulc heom
alle an weren on heorte. <r 1200 Trin. Coll. ffoni, 183 We
ware onmode godes wille to done.

Anna (nrna). Also 8 annoe, 9 ana. [a. Hind.

\j| dnd^\ An East Indian denomination of money;
the 1 6th part of a rupee, equal, at present (1883),
to about i\d. sterling. (The anna is money of

account only, but half and quarter annas are

coined.)
1727 A. HAMILTON Neiv Ace. E. Indies II. App. 8 In Ben-

gal their accounts are kept in Pice, 12 to an Annoe, 16 An-
noes to a Rupee. 1770 Treaty in Indian Rec. (1870) 26

The annual stipend of Rupees thirty-one lakhs, eighty-one
thousand, nine hundred, and ninety-one, and nine annas.

1804 COLEBROOKK Hnsb. $ ContM. Bengal 1 1806) 98 The price
of this labour may be computed . . at two anas per diem.

1858 BF.VKRIDGE Hist. India II. v. vi. 412 These people.,
extort the last anna from the ryot.r Among Anglo-Indians such expressions are

common as 'a 6-anna share (i.e. T
fl

^-)
in an indigo-

concern
'

;

'

4 annas of dark blood/ (to denote a

quadroon), etc.

Annabergite (fienibSugait), Min. [named (in

1852) from Annabergin Saxony, where found: see

-ITE.] A hydrous arsenate of nickel, of a fine

apple-green colour, occurring in capillary crystals
or as an earthy mass. 1837-68 DANA Min. 560.

t A'nnal, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. annalis: see

ANNALH.] Annual, yearly.
1595 NORDEN Spec. Brit. Cormv. (1738) 38 Many votaries

made annall pilgrimages vnto it. 1615 HSfPOOD4/*nrMr/flfJ
i. xiii, Our annall Crownes revenues.

A'nnal, sh., sing, form of ANNALS.

t A'nnal, v. Obs. rare. [f. ANXAL(S sb. ; cf. to

chronicle, fable] trans, and /;///. To compose
annals, record events in annals, chronicle.

1606 WARNKR A Ib. Eng. xiv. To Reader 331, Stows late an-

tiquarious Pen, That annald for vngratefull Men. 1670
MILTON Hist. Brit. Wks. 1738 II. 58 What . . Kelwulf the

West-Saxon is annal'd to have done against the Scots.

Annalism (oL--naliz'm). rare~ l
. [f. ANNALIST :

see -ISM.] Annal-writing, chronicling.
1808 W. TAYLOR in Robberds' Mem. II. 222 It is philo-

sophic history in the form of contemporary history, and
unites the interest of coeval with the instruction of contem-

plated annalism.

Annalist (annalist). Also 7 analyst, -1st. [f.

ANNAL sb. + -IST, or a. Fr. annaliste] A writer of

annals, a chronicler of events year by year.
1611 COTGR., Annaliste

t
an Annalist ; a writer of yearely

Chronicles, a 16*3 SIR G. BUCK Kick. Ill (1646* 77 The

338

weaker analysts and chroniclers. 1644 EVELYN Mem. (1857)
I. 114 In it is buried Caesar Baronius, the great annalist.

a 1683 PLDHAM Wks. $ Kent. (1685) 15 Of which dull An-
nalists in story tell. 1811 I. GRANT Hist. Eng. Ch, 1. 296 The
annalists wrote the records of the year. 1858 BUCKLE Civil.

(1869) II. vii. 421 The historian sinks into the annalist . . in-

stead of solving a problem, he merely paints a picture.

b. ellipt. and transf.
1642 HOWELL For. Trot*. (Arb.) 23 The manner and method

in reading of Annalists, i&te \title) The Faithful Analist
or Epitome of the English History . . to this present Yeer
1660. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man 11. ii. P 24 Learned Men
who had spent their Lives in the Study of Annalists.

AnnalistlC (oe-nalistik), a.
[f. prec. + -ic.] Of

or proper to the annalist ; characterizing annals.

1850 MKRIVALE Rom, Emp. lix. VI. 560 The author [Tac-
itus] preserving strictly the annalistic form. 1860 ELLICOTT
Led. Life of'Our Lord'(1862)6 The divine harmonies of our
Master's life become lost in mere annalistic detail.

t A'linalize, v. Obs. rare. [f. ANNAL sb. +-IZE.]
To record in annals, to chronicle.

1616 SHELDON Rom. Miracles 332 (T. > The miracle, deserv-

ing a Baronius to annalize it. 1629 GAULE Pract. The. 64
Jesus Christ . . his Generation . . annalized by Yeeres.

Annals (amah), sh. pi. [ad. L. anndl-es the

historical record of the events of each year, prop.
masc. pi. (sc. libri) of annalis yearly, f. annus year.
Occas. used in sing.]
1. A narrative of events written year by year.
1563 GRAFTOX Epist. to Cecil (R..) Short notes in maner of

Annales commonly called Abridgementes. 1607 SHAKS. Cor.
v. vi. 114 If you haue writ your Annales true, 'tis there.

1622 HEYLIN Cosmogr. Introd. 11674) 17/2 Annals., are a
bare recital only of the Actions happening every year. 1^59
ROBERTSON Hist. Scotl. I. 1. 1 Everything beyond that period
to which well-attested annals reach is obscure. 1867 STUBBS
Benedict's Chron. Pref. 1. 12 The difference between chroni-

cles and annals was . . that the former have a continuity of

subject and style, whilst the latter contain the mere jottings
down of unconnected events.

b. sing. The record or entry of a single year, or a

single item, in a chronicle.

1699 BENTLEY/V/rt/. 282 Diodorusin the Annalof that year,

says Phason was Archon. 1814 SIR R. WILSON Pr. Diary
II. 309 A modest inscription to record the act of restoration

. . an annal which the greatest anti-Buonapartist ought to

respect. 1865 EARLE \ajr. Chron. Introd. 10 Here and there

may be seen an annal, expressed in riper language, which
must be marked as the interpolation of a later Editor.

c. attrib. quasi-di^'.

1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. iv. Wks. 1851, 175 Huntingdon, as

his manner is to comment upon the annal Text, makes a

terrible description of that fight.

2. Historical records generally.
a 1581 CAMPION Hist. //., Ep. Ded. (1633) i Containing

Annales and other worthy memorialls. a 1687 PETTY Pol.

Anat. Ded., An Adventure that shall shine in the Annals of

Fame. 1706 ADDISON Rosamond in. i, Whatever glorious
and renowned In British annals can be found. 1750 GRAY
Elegy viii, The short and simple annals of the poor. 1844
DISRAELI Coningsby vi. ii. 226 The glorious annals of their

great country. 1878 C. STANFORD Syntb. Christ \. 5 The first

war recorded in the annals of the human race.

3. Masses said for the space of a year.

1536 LATIMER wid Serm. bef. Com.'. I. 52 No priest should
sell his saying of tricennals or annals. ij&AxixmParerf,
190 Annals are Masses said in the Romish Church for the

Space of a Year, or for any other Time, either for the Soul
of a Person deceas'd,or for the Benefit of a Person living.

tA'nnary. Inonce-ivd. [f.
L. anti-US a year

+ -AIIY
; cf. (ti-ary, itiner-ary^\ A history or re-

cord of the events of each year ;
an annual record.

1662 FULLER Worthies u. m Having since received an ex-

act Annarie (as I may so say) . . of his life.

Annates t^se-n^ts, -ets). Also 6 annatys, 6-8

annats. [a. Fr. annate (i5th c.), ad. med. and
late L. annata a year's space, work, proceeds, the

same word which* in its primary sense became in

Fr. annee. See -ATA.] The first-fruits, or entire

revenue of one year, paid to the Pope by bishops
and other ecclesiastics of the R. C. Church on their

appointment to a see or benefice.

At the Reformation the right to the annates ^of English
benefices was transferred to the Crown ; in the reign ofAnne
they were given up to form a fund for the augmentation of

poor livings, known as Queen Anne's Bounty.
1534 Act 25 Hen. VIIIt xx, It is ordained . . that the pal-

ments of the Annates or first fruits . . [shall] vtterly cease.

1538 STARKEY England i. iv. 63 No just cause wy thes an-

natys schold be payd to Rome. i6ai HOWELL Lett. (1650)
I. 55 These cardinals . . have the annats of benefices to sup-

port their greatness. 1756 NUGENT Grand Tour IV. n The
pope afterwards grants his bulls of consecration, and receives

the annates or first fruits. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. I. 334
The payment of annates . . had originated in the time of the

crusades, as a means of providing a fund for the holy wars.

2. Sc. Law. A half-year's salary, which, in addi-

tion to the ordinary stipend from his incumbency,
is legally due to the executors of a deceased minister.

1571 Act fas. VI (1814) 63 (JAM.) The annet thareaftir to

pertene to thame, and thair e.xecutouris. 1708 CHAMBER-
LAYNE St. Gt. Brit. u. u. iii. (1*743^ 354 The widow, children,

and nearest kin to the Defunct [minister] have a right by-

act of parliament to an annate, i.e. half a year's stipend
over and above what is due for his Incumbency.

Anneal (anrl), v. Forms: i oneelan (aneelan),
2 onealen, anhelen, 4-5 anele, 5 enele, 5-7

aneal(e, 6 hanele, 7 anneile, eiieal, 7- anneal.

Aphct. 8 neal. [In senses i, 2, f. AN- pref. i on

+ OE. xlan to set on fire, burn, bake (tiles, etc.).

ANNEALING.
There seems no reason why the later senses should
not have sprung directly from this, the transition

being simple from the baking of tiles, fusing of
minerals (both senses of OE. slan, and early ME.
ancle}) to the burning of a glaze or enamel upon
the surface of pottery, glass, or metals ; and from
this to the hardening, toughening, or tempering of

the surface of such substances, as in modern use.

But the former of these Matzner derives from OFr.

neeler, nieler, to enamel, originally to enamel in

black upon gold or silver : med.L. nigelldre, f.

nigtlhim, dim. of nigrum black. Although there

is no OFr. a-neeler, and no ME. neele, nele, so that

the formal connexion of neder and anneal is not

established, it is possible that the native anele may
have been viewed as the representative ofFi.nee/er,
and modified in sense accordingly.]
fl. To set on fire, kindle, inflame, lit. an&fig. Obs.
a 1000 O. E, Chron. 604 (Bosw.) Mid andan bare rihtwis-

nesse anaeld. a 1000 Sol. <$ Sat. 42 pact Pater Noster ad-

wsesceS de'ofles fyr, dryhtnes onaeleS. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

97 He raid his bleade onealde eor5lichen monnan heortan.

Ibid. 219 Seraphim birmnde o3er anhelend.

t 2. To subject to the action of fire ;
to alter in

any way with heat
; as, to

*
fire

'

or bake earthen-

ware, fuse ores, vitrify or glaze a surface. Obs.

1393 GOWER Con/. III. 96 So as the fire it hath aneled

[vitrified] Lich unto slime, which is congeled. 1440 Prmnp.
Pat~i'., Anelyn, or cnelyn metalle, or other lyke. c 1465 Bk.

Quintets. 7 Take be calx of fyn gold . . and putte it in a
silucr spone, and anele it at be fier. 1668 in Phil. Trans.
III. 769 If they cannot cut the Rock, they use fire toaneale it

3. To burn in colours upon glass, earthenware, or

metal, to enamel by encaustic process, arch.

1580 BARET Alt'. A 382 He that doth Aneale pottes or

other vessels, Inustor. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xi. xxxvii,
Some paint and die them . . others vernish and anneile them.

1633 G. HERBERT Windows ii. in Temple 59 When thou dost

anneal in glasse thy storie. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece in.

xv, Nor were they barely varnish 'd over with them [colours],
but very often anneal'd by Wax melted in the Fire.

4. To toughen anything, made brittle from the

action of fire, by exposure to continuous and slowly
diminished heat, or by other equivalent process.
1664 EVELYN Syh'a 103 They use them amongst divers

Artificers . . to temper, and aneal their several Works. 1749
/'////. 7><2i.XLVI.i8o How comes it that the glass, .when it

has been nealed, it does not break? 1870 F. POPE Telegraph
ii. 11872) 21 The iron cores, as they are termed, of electro

magnets, should be annealed with great care. x88z Mechanic

1439 It [steel] must be
'

tempered
'

or partially annealed.

b. loosely, To cool down from a great heat.

1859 M. SCOTT Cringle's Log x. 220 You have been wasted

one moment by the vertical rays of the sun and the next

annealed hissing hot by the salt sea spray.

c. transf. Applied to the action of frost, rare.

c 1750 SHENSTONE Econ. iii. 106 From each branch, anneal'd,
the works of frost Pervasive, radiant icicles depend.

5.y?^. To toughen, temper.
1695 BLACKMORE Pr. Arth. i.m Had not our Mould been

/Ether, Pure and Fine, Labour'd with Care, anneel'd with

Skill Divine. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby i. xxxi, To press the rights
of truth, The mind to strengthen and anneal. 1843 B. SIM-

MONS in Blachw. Mag. LI I. 401 Indomitable will Anneals
those limbs to warrior purpose still.

Anneal, obs. form of ANELE.

Annealed (am-ld), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

t 1. Set on fire. Obs.

a looo C.*DMON Gen. 2922 Ad stdd onaeled.

t 2. Fired, or baken, as earthenware ; passing
into the sense of 'glazed.' Obs.

1382 WVCLIF Is. xvi. 7 Vp on the walles of anelid [1388

bakun] tyil. 1519 HORMAN Vnlgaria 24 b, A new erthen

potte that is not glassed or hanelydde.

3. Enamelled, having colours burnt in,
' stained

'

as glass, arch.

1552 Ch. Goods Berksh. 14 A crosse of wood, couered w l

annyled plate. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 11634) II. 596 Bricks

or small tiles enealed with sundry colours. i6aa PEACMAM
Gentl. Exerc. i. xxvii. 94 The old earth, that hath been

scraped of the annealed work. 1633 G. HERBERT Love-joy
in Temple 109, I saw a vine drop grapes with J and C an-

neal'd on every bunch. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc iv. 84

Conspicuous he In arms with azure and with gold anneal'd.

4. Toughened or tempered after fusion. Also Af.
i8z IMISON Sc. $ Art I. 391 Annealed copper wire is the

best. 1831 E. IRVING Exp. Rw. 1. 95. * ?m not a hardened

and annealed infidel, a 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 83/1

Annealed and unannealed glass.

Annealer (an/~lai). rare. [f.
as prec. + -ER!.]

He who or that which anneals.

1656 Di'GARD Lai, UnL 478 Annealers, striking colours

through glass with the fire. 1883 Harpers Mag. Aug. 327/1

Car wheels., swung still glowing into the dry-wells of a

circular annealer.

Annealing (an/" \\v$,vbl.sb. [f. asprec.+-iNGi.]

1 1. The process of exposing to the action of fire
;

firing, burning, baking, etc. Obs.

iqjj 4 cf ^ Edw. /F, iv, True, seasonable, and sufficient

making, whiting, and anealing of Tile, otherwise called

Thaktile, Roofetile. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Annealing
of tile is used in antient statutes for the burning of tile.

2. The burning of metallic colours into glass, etc.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. in Ashm. (1652) vi. 96 Tincture

with anealing of Glasiers. 1657 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III.

92 Anealing in Glass, Enamelling. x66a FULLER Worthies

11.97 Aneyfing of Glass (which answereth to Dying in grain



ANNECT.
in Drapery) . . is lost in our age. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycf. t Supp. t

Annealing . . burning or fixing metalline colours on glass.

3. The tempering or toughening of glass, cast iron,

etc. after fusion.

1803 HATCHETT in Phil. Trans. XCIII. 137 An increase
of specific gravity in the smaller coins, as a natural conse-

quence of rolling, punching, annealing. 1822 IMISON Sc. $
Art II. 237 Glass utensils require to be gradually cooled in

an oven ; this . . is called annealing, and is necessary to

prevent their breaking by change of temperature. 1841

Lyra Apost.) Trite Elect xv. lv. 68, Lest our frail hearts
in the annealing break. 1870 R FERGUSON Electr. 150 An-
nealing improves conducting powers.
4. attrib.

1608 WITHALS Diet. (ed. Clerk) 136/2 The aneling place
where pots and other things bee anneled. 1832 POUTER
Manuf. Glass 173 A boy conveys it without loss of time to

the annealing oven. 1875 BLACKMORE Cl. Vaughan vii. 24
From the fine temper of the metal, or some annealing process.

t Anne'Ct, v. Obs. [ad. L. annect-ere, i. an-

ad- to + nectcre to tie, fasten ; cf. conncct^\
= ANXEX

(of which it was the earlier form"1
.

1531 ELVOT Governor i. xix. (1557) 63 But annectethe it

[dancing] with tyllyng and dyggynge. 1577 HANMER Anc.
Eccl. Hist. (16191 396 To Annect the Canon decreed in this

behalfe vnto our present Historic, 1680 H. MORE Apocal,
Apoc. 257 To this Line . . all the rest of the visions . . may
some way be annected. 1737 WHISTON Josfflhiis, Hist. in.

vii. (R.i The like rings being annected to the ephod.

t Anne'ct, //A a. Obs. rare- 1
. \tot annectcd \

cf. affect, affected."] Attached or close to.

1432-50 TREVISA Higdcn (18651 1. 321 Denmarke, is an yle
contiguate or adnecte to the northe parte of Germayne.
Annectent tane-ktent), a. [ad. L. annectcnt-etn

pr. pple. of anncctcre : see ANNECT^.] Joining
on, connecting (one thing to another).
1826 KIRBY & SPENCK Entomot. (18281 IV, Three inferior

groups, which he calls aberrant or annectent. 1841 OWEN
Rep. Brit. Foss., Transitional or annectent characters. 1875
BLAKE Zool. 18 In the lower baboons no trace can be found
of any annectant link with such higher forms as the Gorilla.

Annection, erron. form of ANNEXION.

Anneile, obs. form of ANNEAL.

Annelid(e (a?
-

nelid), sb. and a. Zool. [a. mod.
Fr. anticlidet f. as next : see -ID.]
A. sb. A member of the division of Annelida ;

a red-blooded worm.
1834 SIR C. BELL Hand 263 These annelides can creep

and turn in every direction. 1837 WOOD Ohj. Sea-shore 94
The commonest of the terrestrial annelids is the earth-worm.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to the Annelida.

1853 KINGSLEY C'lane-us (1878) 113 Long Annelid worms of

quaintest forms and colours. 1865 BRISTOW l''igiticr's World
bef. Del. iv, [No] indications of life, except annelid t:-tracks,
and burrows.

II Annelida (ane'lida), sb.pl. Zool. [mod.L. f.

Fr. anncl-es, (Lamarck's name for his first subd. of

Invertcbrata, 1801), 'ringed,' pa. pple. of anneler

f. OFr. annel ring :'L.annell-us for anellus> dim. of

amtlits a ring + -IDA.] A class of animals (arranged

by Cuvier under Articulate^ comprising the Red-
blooded Worms (including earth-worms, leeches,

and sea-centipedes), with soft elongated bodies

composed of numerous annular segments.
1834 Penny Cycl. II. 45/1 The annelida are for the most

part oviparous. 1847 CARPENTER ZooL 834 The Annelida

..[are] usually furnished with a series of locomotive ap-
pendages in the form of bristles.

Annelida11 (ane
-

lidan\ a. andj/;. Zool. [f. prec.
+ -AN.] A. adj. Of or belonging to the Annelida.

B. sb. An annelid.

1835 KIRBY Hah. <$ Inst. Anini. ILxtv. 17 The Annelidans,
which, though annulated, are not insected, and have no
jointed legs. 1836 Tonn Cycl. A>iaf. <$ Phys. I. 165/2 The
colour of the blood is yellow and not red in some of the an-
nehdans properly so called. 1877 HUXLEY Aunt. Inv.An.
v. 248 A mesotrochal Annelidan larva.

Annelidian (EenelrdiarO, a. = prec.
1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 205/1 The author regards them [Cir-

ripeds] . . as Annelidian Crustacea.

Annelidous (ane-lid3s\ a. rare.
[f.

as prec. -f-

-OUS.] Of the nature of an annelid or worm.
1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. iv. (1879)66 Some kind of worm, or

annelidous animal.

Annelisni (cc-neliz'm). rare~ l
.

[f.
Fr. anneU

ringed ^see ANNKLIDA)* -ISM.] Annelidan or

ringed structure.

1860 HART WIG Sea xii. 218 The great Band-worm is one of
the most remarkable examples of this low type of annelism.

Anneloid (sc-neloid). Zool.
[f.

as prec. + -oil).]
An animal resembling the Annelida.
1869 W. BAIRD in Eug. Klcch. 30 Apr. 123/2 The anneloids

belonging to this group differ . . from the Apliroditacea.

f Annerre, obs. form, intcrmed. betw. ENHKBDK,
(tiuicnfe, and ADHEKE, INHERE. To adhere.

1536 UKLLENDENE Cron. Scot/. (1821) II. 449 To annere to
hir as his lauchful lady and wiffe. 1586 J. HOOKKR diral-
tiits's ffist. Irel. in llolin&k. II. 90/2 Diuerse will annerre
unto you to feed on you as crowes on carion.

t A'nnes(se. Obs. [OE. an-msse^ preserved in

north, dial., while in south, it became on-nesse. Obs.

(-1300, and formed anew as ONENESS in iyth c.]
1. Oneness, unity.

_ <"88s K. ALFRED Bxda\v. i7tBosw.i We andetta)>t>ryiicsse
in annesse, and annesse on J>aere ^rynesse. t 117$ Laml>.
How. 99 He seal ikafan on J>a hal3a J>reomnestie, and on
soore annesse.

339

2. Loneliness, solitude.
a 1000 Guthlac iii. (Bosw.) Annys |?aes wcstenes. <r 1300

E. E. Psalter cii. 7 Like am I made to pellicane of annesse.
Ibid. lv. Sin anes I was wonand.
3. Oneness of kind, sameness

;
oneness of mind,

concord, agreement.
1014 O. E. Chran., Gewear5 him and bam folce on Litide-

sige anes. c 1175 Lamb. Han. 93 Mid |iere annesse and sib-

sumnesse |>et neo sculen J>olien, [^1230 A ncr. R. 12 Me
schal makien strencSe of onnesse of clones . . Jjet te onnesse
wicSuten bitocnie \>e. onnesse of o luue & of o wil.]

Annet, obs. variant of ANET, dill.

Aniiet, 'provincial name for the Kittywake.*
Montagu Ornith. Diet. 1802.

Annex (ane'ks\ z>.; also 4-6 anex(e, 5-7 an-

nexe, 6 adnex. [a, Fr. annexc-r to join, f. a(n}nejce
: L. annex-itm

i pa. pple. of anncct-erc or adnect-cre

to tie to, i.adto + nect'trt to tie, bind. In med.L.

annex-are, Fr. anncxer, was in common use in

sense 3, in eccles. and legal language, and probably
contributed to the same formal use in Eng. ;

hence
also anncxdtio: see ANNEXATION.]

I. \Vithout the idea of subordination.

1. To join, unite {to} : a. things, arch,

1425 E. E. H'i/ls (1882* 64 I haue annexed Jns my wille

with my testament . . vnder my seal of myn armes. 1477
KARL RIVERS (Caxtonl Dictes 12 To annexe the lone of

god and of your feithe vnto sapience. 1538 LELAHD ///;/.

II. 98 Whos Chlrch was hard adnexid to the Est of the
Paroch Chirch. 1598 BARCKI.EY 1'elic. Man. (1631) 673 The
soule that is annexed to the body. 1641 FRENCH Distill.

UL (1651)86 The last crooked pipe, to which you must annex
a receiver. 1866 ROGERS Agric. $ Prices I. xx. 503 The
windmill was probably turned to the wind by a pole an-
nexed to an axle at the base.

tb. persons. Obs.

1526 SKELTON Magnyf, 200 Good fortune hath annexed us

together. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 31 She will annexe and
apply her selfe to Christ (after a fashion) for aide.

II. To join in a subordinate capacity. Con^t. to.

2. To joinorunite materially, as an accessory, arch.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. 10 Some places instituted for

physic have annexed the commodity of gardens for simples.
1628 PRYNNE L0t'e~Lockes 18 Ye annex I know not what
enormities of Periwiges, and cpunterfeite Haire. 1671 J.

WEBSTER MettUlogr, x. 141 Having annexed to it some slates

and other matter. 1863 KEMBLE Resid. Georgia 18 To each
settlement is annexed a cook's shop.
3. To add as an additional part to existing pos-

sessions (with or- without local contiguity).
1509 liAKCLAY Ship of Fooles (1570* 202 Our marches mar-

ring as much as he [the Turk] may do, And much of them
annexeth his vnto. 1534 tr. Polyd, l

r

crg,, Eng: Hist, (1846)
I. 57 Julius Caesar annexed Brittaine to the Romaine em-

perie. 1684 Scttmlfrbeg Rcdii 1
. ii. 10 This Country . . has

now annext the Great Dukedom of Lithuania. 1768 HI.ACK-

STONI-; Comm. II. 273 Appropriators may annex the great
tithes to the vicarages. 1800 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp.
1. 60 The whole country is permanently annexed to the
British Empire.
4. To add to a composition or book, to append.
c 1450 Merlin xx. 327 That he dide write, he anexed to the

booke that Blase wrote. 1592 tr. Jitnitts on Rtrc. xx, This

story of the Dragon must bee anexed unto that place. 1641
HINUE Briten xxxviii. 117 He presently annexeth a note of
remembrance. 1667 BOYLE in Phil. Trans. II. 601 To which
he annexes a Disquisition of the Scurvey. 1799 S. TURNER
Anglo-Sax. (1828) I. 312 He annexes almost invariably a
lamentation of their festive indulgence. 1871 C. DAVIKS
Metric Syst. 111. 145 To complete the system a vocabulary
of new denominations was annexed.

5. To affix (a seal ;
hence a signature or other

mark of sanction), arch.

1603 K.NOLLES Hist. Turks ('1638) 43 Nothing . . was ac-

counted of any force, except his [the emperor's] approbation
were thereunto annexed. 1644 MILTOX A reap. (Art.) 59 Ex-
amin'd by an appointed officer, whose hand should be an-

next. 1659 BAXTER in Eedes Christ's Exalt. To Reader,
Chearfully annex thy attestation that they are true. 1771
Juntas Lett, xlviii. 252 What further sanction .. will you
annex to any resolution of the present house of Commons?

6. To join or attach as an attribute or qualification.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's T. 291 That genterye Is nought an-

nexed [I'.r. anexed] to possessioun. 1430 LYDG. Chron. n. x,

Seying in hym most vertuous and good Mercye annexed
vnto royall blode. 1537 ?TINDALE E.vp. John 32 The dedes
were unperfecte, and had synne annexed unto them. 1651
HOBBES Levifith. n. xviii. 91 It is annexed to the Sover-

aignty, to be ludge. a 1778 A need. Pitt III. xxxix. 53 The
privileges . . which are annexed to the peerage. 1817 CHAL-
MERS Astr. Disc. ii. 45 When we look back on the days of

Newton, we annex a kind of mysterious greatness to him.

7. To add or attach as a condition.

1588 FRAUNCE Lawicrs Log. i. xii. 53 b, Such conditions as

were annexed to the first donation. 1628 MEAUE in Ellis

Orig. Lett, i. 348 I. 278 There was annexed to that Report
that the Judges should sitt at the Tower. 1754 HUME Hist.

Eng. viii, He, though he granted him the commission, an-

nexed a clause, that it should not empower him, etc. 1818

HALLAM JEfj&J4jw(i87a) I. iv. 392 The cortes . . having made
a grant to Henry III, annexed this condition.

8. To attach as a consequence.
1538 STARKEY England^ Thys thyngys folow, and be an-

nexyd as commyn eflectys. 1561 T. N[ORTON] Calvin's Inst.

iv. xix. (1634) 723 Extiemeannointing hath neither ordinance
of God to be grounded on, nor promise of grace annexed.

1708 SWIFT Sacram. Test Wks. 1755 II. 1. 126 It is not rea-

sonable that revenues should be annexed to one opinion
more than another. 1736 BUTLER Anal. n. v. 200 The future

Punishment, which God has annext to Vice. 1876 M. AR-
NOLD Lit. fy Dogma 7 Salvation is not annexed to a right

knowledge of geometry.

ANNEXED.

Annex(e (ane'ks), sb. [a. Fr. annexe that which
is joined : L. anncx-uni : see prec. Obs. bef. 1 7

exc. in Sc. Law, but lately re-adopted in Fr. form
in senses 2 and 4 ; the tendency, however, is to

drop the final -e, and treat the word as Eng.]
ft. Somethingannexed; an adjunct, accessory. (7/v.

1541 R. COPLAND Gnydons Quest. Cyrnrg.^ Of natural I

thynges.and ofvnnaturall thynges, and also oftheyr annexe*.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. x. (1686) 29 Satan hath a--

tttimed the annexes of Divinity. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bod. \. iv.

13 Which Dayes being Festival, or notable, for the Annex of

some Mart, Fair, or other Solemnity.

2. Sc. Law. An appurtenance.
1540 Acts James ^"(1841.! 361 OAM.) The landis, lordschip,

and baronie of Annendale . . thare annexis and connexis and
all thare pertinentis. 1814 SCOTT Wai: xix, With the manor-

place thereof, tofts crofts mosses . . annexis connexis.

3. An addition to a document ;
an appendix.

1647 J^K- I'AYLOR Lib, Proph. i. 7 In the annexes of the

several expressions such things are expressed. 1649 (it.

Exenip. x. 37 Moses did in other annexes of his law forbid

fornication. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety xi. i (1683) 316 Not
the testament of our dying Redeemer, but some codicils and
annexes of our own. tiled. The annex to the Anglo-Turkish
Convention of 1878.

f b. in Logic ; (see quot.) Obs. rare.

1660 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos, (1701) 311/2 Adncx (which some
reckon as a species of the connex) . . an axiom connected by
the conjunction whereas, beginning with an axiom, and end-

ing wiih an axiom
; as, ivhereas it is day, it is light.

4. From the mod.Fr. annexe, as applied to addi-

tional parts of an exhibition building: A supple-

mentary building designed to supply extra accom-

modation for some special purpose ;
a wing.

1861 Cornh. 3Iag. July 94 In Paris you had to cross the

road from the Annexe. 1862 Times 27 Mar., The wt^tern

annexe for machinery is being rapidly completed. 1863
MARY HOWITT Brcmer's Greece Il.xvi. 149 A little metochi,
or annex to the Jerusalem monastery. 1883 Pall tHallG.
20 Mar. 4/1 The success of Newnham and Girton, and of the

Woman's Annex at Harvard.

Annexable tane*ksaVl), a. In 7 -ible. [f.

ANNEX v.\ see -RLE.] That can be attached.

1623 COCKERAM Diet, it, Which may be Knit, Nexible^
AnnexibU: 1652 URQI'MAKT Jctvcl Wks. 1834, 200 Adjec-
titious syllabicals annexible to nouns. 1875 IN -si v. Cains in.

384 A Condition was not annexable to all dispositions.

t A'nnexary. Ol>s. rare. [f.
h. annex- (see

ANNEX v.) + -AKY.] A thing annexed, an adjunct.
1622 HKYUN C<>s>itt>r, Introd. (1674) 23 - These particu-

lars both of Earth and Water, which are considerable in

Geography, and come within the compass of those Annex-
aries of each, which Ptolemy callcth TO <rtu->m/ier". 1637
SANDYS .St. ofR dig. tT.) Unto which sundry of them are no
other than anne.xaries and appurtenances.

Annexation (senekscrjan). [ad. med.L. annex-

ation-eni, n. of action f. anncx<l-rc\ see AN.NKX " r

.

and -ATION.] The action or process of joining to

or uniting: a. of joining materially, rare.

1861 SIANLEV East, C/i. iii. (18691 109 He, performing the

annexation in the dark and in haste, had fixed the heads on
the wrong shoulders.

b. of adding or attaching as an attribute, condi-

tion, or consequence.
a 1660 HAMMOND (J.I All other Christian virtues will, by

way of concomitance or annexation, attend them. 1788 '] .

JEFFERSON Writ. (.1859) II. 533 The annexation of a bill of

r^hts to the Constitution. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. x. 447
The annexation of the threatened punishment to vicious act>.

C. csp. of attaching as an additional privilege,

possession, orterritorial dependency; appropriation.
1634 46 J. Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 142 That the act of

annexation be dissolved. 1656 BI-. HALL .Special. Life 27
(T. ) The Dean of Windsor, by an ancient annexation, is

patron thereof. 1726 AYI.IFFE Purerg. 87 How these An-
nexations of Benefices first came into the church. 1875
BRYCE Holy Rom. Em/>. xx. 363 France . . by the annexation
of Piedmont, had overstepped the Alps.

t 2. That which is annexed, an addition. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Annexe, an annexation, or thing annexed.

f3. Conjunction, combination, union. Obs. rare.

a 1626 BACON Union Eng. $ Scot. (T.I To make one com-

pounded annexation . . out of the lands of both nations.

Annexationist (senckstfi'Janist). [f. prec. +

-1ST.] One who aims at or advocates annexation.

[c 1845 Used in U. S. of the 'annexation' of Texas.
|

1860

W. RL-SSKLL Diary in hid. II. 251 To regard with suspicion
and dislike the policy of the Annexationists. 1860 Sat. Rev.
No. 248. 98/1 The intrigues of French annexationists.

b. attrib. or adj.
1852 LUDLOW Hist. U, S. 209 The great annexationist

majority were almost all pro-slavery men. 1880 Daily Tel.

19 June, We denounced the annexationist schemes of I Ireece.

Annexed (ane-kst), ///. a.
;
also annext. [f.

ANNEX v. + -ED.]

*f*
1. Joined together without subordination of one

to the other ; united, conjoined, knit. Obs.

ciqaoKotit. Rose $14 Love . . is a sykenesse of the thought
Annexed & kned bitwixe tweyne. i526TiNDALE XPM. viii.

17 Heyres anexed with Christ. 1653 Rot's Myst. Marr. 57
A joynt-heir annexed with Christ.

fb. Adjoining, lying close to. Obs.

1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jems. (1732) roo Several large

Vaults, annext to the Mountain. 1661 (IEKIUER Princ. 38
The Louver at Paris .. with the delight of the annexed
Tuilleries.

2. Added, attached, or appended as subordinate

or supplementary ; subjoined ; rendered subject.

1509 HAWES Past. Picas, v. xi, All the eyght partes [of

43-2



ANNEXER.
speech] . . Are Laten wordes, annexed properly To every
speche. 1548 LD. SOMERSET in Compl. Scotl. 244 Howe
holdeth the Frenche King Briteigne, now lately adnexed to
that Croune. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 509 The roote is somwhat
thiclce, with many threddy stringes therunto annexed. 1667
MILTON P. L. xn. 99 Some fata! curse annex! Deprives them
of thir outward libertie. 1863 LYELL Antia. Jlfau 6 The
annexed tabular view. i883t>Air<.22 Apr. 5/3 It is England
and not Queensland that must govern the annexed natives.

Annexer (ane-ksai). Also -or. [f.
as prec. +

-ER l.] One who annexes (territory).
1845 Far. Q. Rev. XXXIV. 500 The annexor of Scinde.

1873 Daily A>a'j 26 Mar., The annexers of Nice and Savoy.

Annexing ,ane-ksin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ING 1

.] The action ofjoining or attaching ;
annex-

ation. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1611 COTGR., Attachentent, a tying, fastening, annexing.

1628 LAYTOX Sion's Plea 20 Before the annexing of the right
of Ecclesiastical jurisdiction to the Crown. 1736 BUTLER
Anal, i. ii. 50 The annexing pleasure to some actions. 1860
MOTLEY Netherl. '18681 I. i. 4 He contemplated annexing . .

the kingdoms of France, of England and Ireland.

Annexion (ane'kjan). arch. Also 7 adnexion,
annection. [ad. L. annexion-em, n. of action f.

annex- ppl. stem of anncct-Zre : see ANNEX v.]
1. The action of annexing ;

= ANNEXATION i.

i6n SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vii. v. 216 To seeke the an-
nexion thereof to his owne Kingdome. 1670 G. H. Hist.
Cardinals !. in. 69 The annection of several Provinces. 1667
H. MOKE Div. Dial. v. x. 11713' 434 This signifies the ad-
nexion of . . Periods ofTimes to the Ministry of the Angelical
Hosts. 1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rtx<, V. 169 The use of the
word annejcioH [by J. Gordon 1801], \v\\zrzannexatwn would
be written by the slaves of usage . . is unquestionably right.

f 2. That which is annexed, attached, or appended ;

an addition, adjunct. Obs.
c i6oo?SHAKS. Lover s^Compl. 208 These talents of their

hair . . With the annexions of fair gems enrich'd. a 1641
lip. MOUNTAGU Acts ff Man. 418 Which traditions the Phari-
sees did not recommend as commentaries only . . but as

necessary annexions unto the Law. 1748 A. HILL in Mrs.
Barbauld's Ricliardson '1804) I 129 Every thing [is] un.
simple that has foreign and unnatural annexions.

Annexionist (ane-kjsnisti. [f. prec. + -1ST.]
One who aims at oradvocates annexation

;
= ANNEX-

ATION 1ST. Often attrib.

1865 Pall .MallG. No. 371. 1248/2 The annexionist policy
of Russia. 1882 in .1/acm. Mag. XLVI. 248/1 The annex-
ionists are setting these good Palermitans by the ears.

Annexment (ane-ksment). rare.
[f.

ANNEX v.

+ -MENT.] That which is annexed
;
an adjunct, or

supplement.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. iii. 21 When it [majesty] falles, Each

small annexment, pettie consequence, Attends the boystrous
Kuine. 1824 COLERIDGE Aids to Re)?. 174 Publishing it ..

as an Annexment to the ' Elements of Discourse.'

Annie, variant of ANIGH v. Obs.

t Anni'ferous, a. Obs.- a
[f. L. annifcr (f.

ann-us year + -fer bearing, producing) + -or.s.]
' That bears fruit all the year.' Blount Glossogr.
t Anni'hil, v. Obs. Forms : 5 anychile, 6

adnychell, adnihill, annihil. [a. Fr. annihile-r,

I4~i6th c. an(n)ichil(l)tr, adnuhil(l}tr, ad. late

L. annihila-rc, adnihilare (in Jerome), f. ail to +
ni/iil nothing. In med.L. commonly spelt aJni-

chilare, whence the earlier Fr. and Eng. spellings.]= ANNIHILATE (being the earlier equivalent).
1490 CAXTON l:.iu-ydos xxii. 84 The grete loenge and good

renommee of the . . inventour of the first lettres neuer shal
be extyncted nor anychiled. 4:1525 SKELTON Bk. 0/3 Fools
18 Thou wottest neuer in what maner thou mayst adnychell
mine honour. 1591 HORSEY Trav. 168 To adnihill and frus-

trat all this. 1595 Loves Owle (Halliw.) Which els had been
long since annihiled.

Aimihilability (anai hilabHiti). rare-', [f.

next : see -BILITY.] The capability of being anni-

hilated.
1662 H. MORE Iminort. Son/ (1712} 228 The variety of de-

grees . . in the Intellective faculties of the Soul . . cannot at
all argue her Mortality.no more than the different modifi-
cations of Matter the Annihilability thereof.

Annihilate (anai'hilab'l), a. [f.
L. anmhild-

re (see ANNIHIL) + -BLE.] Capable of being anni-

hilated or blotted out of existence.

1677 J. WKBSTKR W'itclicr. x. 211 Seeing bodies, no more
than spirits to be annihilable by second causes. 1791 T.
PAINE Rights Af. (ed. 4) 136 The rights ofmen in society, are
neither deviseable, nor transferable, nor annihilable.

Annihilate (ansi-hilet), ppl. a. arch. Forms :

4-7 adnichilat(e, 5-6 adnyehyl-, 6 adnihil-, 6-
annihilate. [ad. L. annihilat-us pa. pple. of an-
nihila-re : see ANNIHIL. As in other instances

(see -ATE) this ppl. adj. originated a vb. of same
form, which eventually displaced the earlier AN-
NIHIL ;

of this vb., annihilate was for some time
used as pa. pple., but was at length displaced by
the regular annihilat-c<l, retaining only its adj. use,

which is now also arch.]
= ANNIHILATED.

1. Reduced to nothing, blotted out of existence.

1388 OH 25 Art. in Ifyclif's Wks. (1871) III. 484 pat f>ai

clepen adnichilat or brou^t to nou^t. 1491 CAXTON Vitas
Patr.^l. de W.) in. xxiv. 325^ Yf a brother Relygyous
haue all his wyll mortefyed and adnychylate. r 1510 MORE
Picits Wks. 1557, 18/2 If the world were adnihilate and
turned to nought again. 1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. n. 65 The
sollace of life, is by such a restraint opprest, and by degrees
adnichilate. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc I. 531 All sense of
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self annihilate, I seem'd Diffused into the scene. 1839 BAILEY
Festus Proem. 7 Earth's Millennial foretaste, ill annihilate.

1 2. Made null and void, of no effect. Obs.

1544 Act 35 Hen. VIII
^ i, I repute the same [othe] as vayne

and adnichilate. 1553-87 FOXE A. fy j\l. (15961 78/1 Whereby
all such errors and opinions . . maie be made frustrat and
adnihilat.

Annihilate (ansi-hiU-st), v. For forms see prec.

[f. prec., superseding the earlier ANNIHIL from Fr.]
1. To reduce to non-existence, blot out of existence
a. things material.

1599 A. M. Gabelhoitcrs Bk, Physic 112/2 Till the wormes
be totally annihilatede or consumede. 1660 R. COKE Just.
Vind. 22 God . . can annihilate all the Universe in amoment.
1772 PENNANT Tours Scotl. 11774) 151 The vestiges of the
Roman camp . . are almost annihilated. 1855 MILMAN Lat.
Chr. III. vi. it. 387 The substance of the bread and wine was
actually annihilated nothing existed but the body and
blood of the Redeemer.
b. things immaterial, actions, qualities, conditions

of existence.

1586 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. 166 Idlenes anni-
hilateth and corrupteth the goodnes of nature. 1603 HOL-
LAND PlutarcJis Afar. 0ed. i Who make profession in word . .

but in deed and effect do annihilate . . the power and efficacie
thereof. 1737 POPE, etc. Art of Sinking too Ye Gods ! an-
nihilate but space and time, And make two lovers happy.
1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw, Disp. X. 473 That event has
totally annihilated all order and discipline.

c. Theol. To destroy the soul (as well as the body).
i634HABiNGTONC(Zj^zr<zfi87o)ii4Death . . not annihilates,

but unclpudes the soule. ITOZ tr. Le Clerc's Prim. Fathers
306 Justin Martyr and St. Irenaeus believed that after a cer-
tain time they [the Wicked] should be annihilated. 1728
DE FOE Maffick n. ii. 273 God can no more be the author of
evil, than he can annihilate himself, and cease to be.

2. To make null and void, make of none effect,

annul, cancel, abrogate (laws, treaties, rights, etc.).
1525 I.n. BERNERS Froiss. II. cliii. 421 That shulde breke or

adnychilate . . the alyances that hath been sworne. 1579 W.
FULKE Confttt. Sander 558 To adnihilate the sacraments
ministred by heretikes. 1665 GLASVILL Seeps. Set. Addr. 5,
To annihilate all such arguments. 1767 Jnniiis Lett. xv. 65
These . . rights . . you can no more annihilate than you can the
soil to which they are annexed. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atonctn.
viii. 235 Annihilate law, and moral order is no more.

' 3. To treat as non-existent, set at nought, arch.

1542 BECON Patlnv. Player Wks. 1843, 1 8o How were the

singular merits of Christ's death .. adnihilated and set at

nought. 1599 Brougkton's Left. vii. 21 The effect and affec-

tion of men . . Pharisaically efovdti/eti', to annihilate all others.

1755 SMOLLETT Don Qnix. (1803! IV. 186 Who has thought
proper to usurp your name, and annihilate your exploits.
a 1843 SOUTH EY Amat. Poems Sonn. iii. Wks. II. 119 For
Love annihilates the world to me !

4. To extinguish virtually ; to reduce to silence,

powerlessness, or humiliation.

1630 KAUNTON Fragm. Reg. '1870^57 By a joynt conspiracy
to. mine the House, and altogether to annihilate it. 1683
Brit. Spec. 226 An Omnipotent Power to create and annihi-
late Kings. 1771 BURKE Corr, (18441 ! 3*7 He has been not
only ready, but earnest even, to annihilate himself. 1818
BYRON Child* Har. iv. Ixxxiii, Thou who with thy frown
Annihilated senates.'

5. To destroy the collective or organized existence
of anything, by reducing it to its elements

;
to put

an army to utter rout, etc.

1808 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. iy. 115 We only wanted
a few hundred more cavalry to annihilate the French army.
1879 BARTLF.TT Egypt to Pal. iii. 50 Near the mouth of the
Nile Nelson annihilated the fleet of Napoleon.
6. intr. To dwindle to nothing, become extinct.

-

1787 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 203 Their calling is, in

fact, annihilating.

Annihilated, ///. <7.
[f. prec. -i- -ED.] Reduced

to nothing, utterly destroyed.
1769 BL-RKE Pres. St. f\'at. Wks. II. 82 The credit of France

was low ; but it was not annihilated. 1843 MILL Log. n. v.

6 Imagining a portion of matter annihilated.

Annihilating (iinsrhfl^tirj), vbl, sb.
[f. as

prec. + -ING 1
.] The action of reducing to nought,

utter destruction, annihilation. (Now gerundial.)
1611 COTGR., An adnihilating, annichilation^ annnllation,

1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 347 Spirits . . Cannot but by annihil-

ating die. 1779 J. MOORE View Soc. Fr. II. 157 This would
not be annihilating happiness, but only shifting the scene
of the wretched.

Annihilating, ///. a.
[f. as prec. -\ -IKG 2

.]

Reducing to nought, destroying ; crushing.
1816 BYRON Corinth xxiv, That annihilating voice, Which

pierces the deep hills through and through. 1865 Cornh.

Mag. June 655 With that annihilating answer the major's
daughter put up her parasol and walked back by herself.

Annihilation (anaMill^i'Jan). [a. Fr. annihil-

ation, i4th c. anichilacion, f. L. adnihilat- : see

AN-NIHIL and -ATION. Not in Cotgr. 1611.]
1. The action or process of reducing to nothing,

or of blotting out of existence, a. materially.
a 1638 MEDE Paraphr. z Pet. iii. 7 A destruction of the

whole creature it self by utter annihilation. 1777 PRIESTLKV
A/at. <$ Spir. vii. I. 79 Let any person . . suppose the anni-
hilation of all matter. 1856 DOVE Log. Chr. Faith iv. i. i.

162 Creation and annihilation are absolute changes,

b. Theol, The destruction of soul as well as body.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stipp. s.v., Christian writers, who,

shocked with the horrible prospect of eternal torments, have
taken refuge in the system of Annihilation .. This Anni-
hilation makes what they call the second death. 1876
MOZLEY Univ. Sertn. iii. 61 When reason itself has opened
a view into immortality, to put up contentedly with anni-

hilation, what a dreadful stupefaction of the human spirit !

ANNIVERSARY.
C. Of conditions and circumstances : The bringing

to an end
;
total abrogation.

,^63 ERSKINE in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 504 IV. 470 A total an-
nihilation of Regal Authority. 1769 BURKE Pres. State Nat.
Wks. II. 23 The annihilation of our trade, the ruin of our
credit. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 321 The annihilation of
the credit of the paper bills.

d. Of collective and complex bodies : The action
ofdestroying their combined ororganized existence;
effectual destruction.

1796 Lp. SHEFFIELD in Ld. A ucklaiufs Corr. (18621 HI. 358
The annihilation of Jourdan's army is a great event. 1872
YEATS Growtk Comm. 54 Their policy was, therefore, simply
that of conquest, not annihilation.

2. The state of nothingness resulting from blotting
out of existence.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 517 Cut off the dependence
of a Creature from its Creator and what an . . Annihilation
would it fal into! 1794 SULLIVAN Ifiau Nat. I. 183 All na-
ture would languish and fall into annihilation. 1851 MARIOTTI
Italy in 1848, i. 8 Political annihilation had not yet brought
with it mental prostration and degeneracy.
Annihilationism (ansi MI,?ijaniz'm). Theol.

[f. prec. + -ISM.] The doctrine of the total anni-

hilation of the wicked after death.
1881 Dubl. Rev. Ser. in. V. 139 Others are preaching An-

nihilationism, or Conditional Immortality.
Aniii hila tionist. Theol.

[f. as prec. + -IST.]
One who maintains the eventual annihilation of the
wicked. Often attrib.

1875 BALDW. BROWN in Minton Life q Death (18771 66
These annihilationists are pitiless. 1880 Academy 23 Oct.
285/1 Objections . . urged before by. . Annihilationist contro-
versialists against the doctrine of eternal punishment.
Aunihilative (anai-hlletiv), a.

[f. L. anni.
hiliit- (see ANNIHIL) + -IVE.] Such as to anni-

hilate ; destructive, crushing.
1836 Bloc/civ. Mag. XL. 255 Darkness [seems] . . suppres-

sive or annihilative of life. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. VII.
xviii. iii. 129 Victory at Prag considered to be much more
annihilative than it really was.

Annihilator (anai-hil^tai). [f ANNIHILATE v.

+ -OB, as if a. L. *annihilator.'\ He who, or that

which, annihilates or utterly destroys.
1698 CONGREVE Way ofWorld iv. ix. (Jod.l Witwood, you

are an annihilator of sense. 1841 HOR. SMITH Moneyed
Matt III. xi. 325 Steam . . the uniter of nations, the anni-
hilator of distance.

U Occas. in comb., as smoke-annihilator, etc.

t Annrhiled, ///. a. Obs.
[f.

ANNIHIL v. +
-EIX] = ANNIHILATED.
1691 BLOUNT Law Diet., Adnichiled, nulled or made void.

t Auni'hiling, ml. sb. Obs. ; also 6 anniling.

[f.
as prec. + -ING 1.] Annihilating, annihilation.

1593 NASHE Lent. Stuffe 22, I . .put him not to the full an-

niling of me with any sound hammering persuasion.

t Anni'hilment. Obs. rare- 1
. In 6 any-

chyll-. [f. Fr. annihile-r (see ANNIHIL) + -MENT.
Prob. *anichillement existed in OFr.] Annihilation.
1526 J. HACKET To Wolsey MS. Cott. Galba B. ix. 35 Co-

mandment . . for the anychyllment and destruccion of thys
nywe bokes.

Anniseed, obs. form of ANISEED.

A'nnist. Hist. A partisan of Queen Anne.
a 1745 SWIFT Wks. II. 117 Favouring none but . . annists.

t Annive'rsal, a. Obs. [f. ANNIVEBSE + -AL
;

cf. universal^ <= ANNIVEBSABY.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp^ Anniversary-Days . . In some

authors we also find it written aimiversal.

Amiiversarily (xniva-jsarili), adv.
[f.

as

next + -LY 2
.] By annual return, after the manner

of an anniversary.
a 1631 DONNE Scrm. xcii. IV. 173 Not only once but Anni.

versarily by a yearly Dedication. 1749 RICHARDSON Clarissa.
VIII. liii. 214 That fatal seventh which . . I will never see

anniversarily revolve but in sables. 1820 W.TAYLOR in Month.
Rev. XCII. 44 The . . slaughter of the idolatrous priests or-

dered by Darius . . was anniversarily commemorated.

I AiiniveTsariness. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. next

+ -NESS.] Anniversary character.

1676 W. Row Sitppl. BlaiSs Autobiog. xii. (1848) 386 Ab-
stracting from the anniversariness of his birth-day.

Anniversary (aenivausari), a. and sb. [ad. L.

anniversdri-us returning yearly, f. ann-us year +
vers-us turned, a turning + -ari-us : see -AKY. Cf.

advers-arius, f. advers-tts. Used in med.L. subst.

as anniversaria (sc. dies), and anniversarium, both
ecclesiastical terms, whence also the subst. use is

the earliest in Kng. Cf. Fr. annivcrsaire.]
A. adj.

1.
'

Returning with the revolution of the year ;

annual ; yearly' (J.) ; returning or commemorated
at the same date in succeeding years.
The word was at first ecclesiastical :

'

Anniversary days
were of old those days, wherein the Martyrdoms or Deaths
of Saints were celebrated yearly in the Church ; or the days
whereon, at every* years end, Men were wont to pray for the

Souls of their deceased Friends, according to the continued
Custom of Roman Catholicks.' BLOUNT Law Diet. 1691.

1552 HULOET, Annyuersary, or that which yerlye runneth
at one tyme, Anniversaries. 1591 G. FLETCHER R tisseCoHi.

ntoniv. (1836) 113 This day (which they keep anniyersarie).
1651 WITTIE Primrose's Pop. Err. iv. xvi. 271 Sick of an

anniversary disease. 1666 Phil. Trans. I. no Of Periodi-

cal and Anniversary Winds and their Causes.
_
1696 J.

AUBREY Misc. (1721) 7 On that day Anniversary his Father
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and Mother died. 171* ADDISON Sped. No. 433 F 4 This

Anniversary Carnival lasted a Week, 1858 CDL. WISEMAN 4
Last Popes 403 Commemorated by anniversary festivities.

f* 2. loosely, Annual, repeated each year. Obs,

1653 A, WILSON James 1 156 Giving . . anniversary stipends
for connivency. 1685 STILLINGF. Orig, Brit. Pref. 60 Carry-
ing away their anniversary Prey beyond the Seas. 1738 J.

KEILL Anim. CEcott. Pref. 23 The anniversary Vicissitudes
of the Sun.

f3. Enduring for or completed in a year. Obs.

[So in med.L. annivcrsarium is used for annale."]
1629 A. SVMMER Spir. Posie 11. i. 32 The sunne by his an-

niversary revolution maketh the day and the yeare. 1660
BURNEV Kerd. Doron 20 Their applauded Government is

like a Turn-coat, and is Anniversary. 1704 HEAKNE Duct.
Hist. (1714) I. 410 The anniversary Revolution of the Sun
purifies the Air.

4. [attrib. use of sb.] Of or pertaining to the

celebration of an anniversary.
1654 GAYTON in Shaks. Cent. Praise 299 A Goddard or an

Anniversary Spice-Bowie. 1883 Chr. World 3 Aug. 515/2
The anniversary services . . were held last Sunday.
B. sb. [for anniversary day, service, etc.]

1. The day in any year which agrees in date with
a particular day in a former year ; hence, the yearly
return of any remarkable date, the day on which
some event of ecclesiastical, national, or personal
interest, is annually celebrated

; formerly called

year-day, mind-day, mune-day.
c 1330 Ancr. R, 22 Ine anniuersarics, pet is ine munedawes

of ower leoue vreond. 1482 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxlvi.

311 Ones In the yere at his annyuersarye his terement to be
holden in the moost hone-it wyse. 1561 VERON Hunt. Pnrg.
25 Yeares minds other wyse called anniversaries. 1660 R.
COKE Power $ Sitbj. 157 The day we have appointed, viz.

the Anniversary of S. John Baptist beheaded. 1695 LUT-
TRELL BriefRet. III. 460 This being the anniversary of King
Williams coronation. 1860 Sat. Rev. No. 249. 136/1 Wear
orange ribbons on the anniversary of the Battle of the Boyne.
2. The celebration which takes place at such

annually recurring dates ; orig. a mass or religious
service in memory of some one on the day of his

death, also called 'year's mind.'

1447 BOKENHAM Lyvys of Seyntys 33 That ye for me wil

preyn specyally, And therto my annyversarye kepyn yerly.

1539 Bury Wills 138 My executors shall keape an yearelie
obite or anniuersarie the space of v yeares. 1580 BABET
Alv, A 427 To keepe an aniuersarie or yeares minde, Exe-
qui annna vota. 1637 HKYWOOD R. King jr. iv, This Anni-

versary doe we yeerely keepe In memory of our late victories.

1883 Ckr. lV0rld-$ Aug. 51 5/4 Large collections in connection
with Sunday-School anniversaries continue to be reported.

j-3. R. C. Ck. Sometimes used for the annale or

commemorative service performed daily for a year
after the death of a person. Obs. See ANNALS 3.
1612 DEKKER//"^(7WWks. 1873 III. 285 Chant An-

thems, Aniuersaries, Dirges. 1736 AVLIFFE Parcrg. 190 An
Anniversary . . is celebrated not only once, viz., at the end
of the year . . but ought to be said every day throughout the
whole year for the soul of the deceas'd. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp., Anniversary is more particularly used for the

(innate, or mass rehearsed daily for the space of a year after

a person's death.

-f4. A magazine or review published annually;
an ' annual.' Obs, rare.

1829 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 140, I am sorry your anni.

versary has not answered . . and indeed think the plan of a
monthly much better than that of a yearly miscellany.

Anniversary (aeniv5-isari), v. rare.
[f. prec.

sb. ; cf. to fete.] To celebrate the anniversary of.

1861 Sat, Rw. 23 Nov. 535 The kindred societies which
came to be anniversaried on that day at Aylesbury. -

tA'nniverse. Obs. [f. L. anni versus the

(re)turning of a year. Common in I7th c.] An
anniversary.
1615 CORDET Foetus (1807) 52 As Henryes vault, his peace,

his sacred hearse, Are torne and batter'd by thine anniverse.
a 1681 OLDHAM Poems (1698) 54 Only once a year, On the
sad anniverse drop a remembering tear. 1817 W. TAYLOR
in Month, Mag. XLIV. 234 The ?th of November was kept
as a solemn Anniverse by Lorenzo dei Medici.

Annivoler, corrupt variant of ANNUELLER.
t Anno'bilize, v. Obs. rare- 1

. \f.Yr.anoblirt

formerly annoblir (lengthened stem annobliss-} ;

see -IZE2.] To ennoble.

1730 MORTIMER mPhil. Trans. XXXVI. 401 He annobil-
jzed it by a Croud of Heroes, to whom he gave Birth.

II Anno Domini (x-no d^-minai). phr. [L.
' in the year of (our) Lord* ; usually written A.D.]
In the year of the Christian era ; in the year since

(the reputed date of) the birth of Christ.

1579 W. FULKE Heskinss Part. 389 Whome M. Heskins . .

affirmeth to haue liued Anno Dom. 511. 1818 MOORE Fudge
Fain, iii. 68 Here toddles along some old figure of fun,
With a coat you might date Anno Domini One.

Annoie, annoious, obs. forms of ANNOY, etc.

Annoisance, variant of ANNUISANCE.

Annominate (an^-min^t), v. rare, [variant
of AGNOMINATE, after med.L. and Fr. spelling with

win-.] To name or call by some epithet or title.

1763 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 475 The vast Pacific Ocean,
commonly . . called, appellated, as the saying is, and anno-
minated, the South-sea. 1834 SOUTHEY }0ctor\\\\. i How
then shall these chapters be annominated ? I ntercalary they
shall not.

Annomination (Xqpmm^Hjki). [variant of

AGNOMINATION; cf. mod.Fr. annomination]
1. Paronomasia.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. A'w//., Annomination, the same with
what is otherwise called Paronomasia. 1858 MARSH Eng.
Lang. xxv. 566 Annomination consists in opposing to each
other . . words of similar sound but different signification.

t 2. Alliteration. Obs.

1775 TYRWHITT Ess. Chaucer in. i note, Giraldus Cam-
brensis speaks ^Annomination, the which he describes to

be what we call Alliteration.

t Anno'nary, a. Obs. [ad. L. annondri-w, f.

annona provisions : see -ARY.] Of or pertaining
to provisions.
1651 BIGGS NewDtspens. I93F264 Their anonaryorkitchm

Physick.

II Annonce (anJh's). rare. [Fr. annonce, f. an-
noncer : see ANNOUNCE.] = ANNOUNCEMENT.
1807 Edin. Rev. XI. 215 We read the annonce of Mr.

Wordsworth's publication with a good deal of interest. 1863
CHAMBERS Bk. Dayszfy An over-flourishing family annonce
in a newspaper.

Annonciade, variant of ANNUNCJADE.
t Anno'rm(e, v. Obs. rare- 1

. [f.L.an- = ad-

to + nornta rule.] To reduce to rule, normalize.
a 1644 QUARLES Sheph, Eel. iii, Under Thee our Head, we

did annorme Our Government, and made it uniforms.

Annorn, -ourn, var. ANOHN v. Obs., to adorn.

fAnno'sity. Obs.rare^. [ad. L. annositatcin,
n. of quality f. annos-it$ full of years, f. anmts

year.] Fullness of years, length of life, agedness.
1654 L,ESTRANGE Chas. I. 136 Robert Parr . . the wonder

of our times for annosily and long life. 1742 BAILEY, An-
nosity, Agedness. [Not in J. or mod. Diets.]

Annotate (ae'nJt^t), z\ [f. L. annotat- ppl.
stem of annota-re or adnotdre to put a note to ; f.

ad to + notd-re to mark, f. nota a mark : see NOTE.
An early by-form was ANNOTE.] (Not in Johnson's
Diet., but used in explaining Comment?}
1. trans. To add notes to, furnish with notes (a

literary work or author).
1755 J HNSON*, Comment, to annotate; to write notes; to

expound. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XII. 576 This
translation is executed with exactness, and annotated with
erudition. 1836 SOUTHEY Lett. IV. 462 His engagement to

annotate '

Milton.' 1859 MASSON Milton I. 531 A copy of
Aratus . . which is annotated here and there by his hand.

2. intf. To add or make notes. Const, on, upon.
1733 ILIVE Orat. 26 (T.) Give me leave to annotate on the

words thus, 1803 SOUTHEY in Robberds' Mem, If. Taylor
I. 466 Examine what I and what Turner write., and an-

notate thereupon. 1882 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 108 It was
Coleridge's habit to annotate with a pencil.

Annotated (am^ted), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
Furnished with notes (by an editor).
1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. V. 170 Then follows the

journal of Bannatyne sparingly annotated. 1860 {title} The
Annotated Paragraph Bible.

Annotation (aen^t^'Jan). Also 6 -cyon, ano-
tacion. [prob. a. Fr. annotation (i6th c. in Littrt1

),

ad. L. annotation-em, f. annotate to ANNOTATE.]
1. The action of annotating or making notes.

1570 DKE Math. Pref. 28 And so finish my Annotation
Statical!. 1583 T. WATSON Poems <Arb. 78 So plainely . .

set downe. . that it neede no further annotation to explaine
it. 1870 Daily iVcrt/s 3 Oct., They do not need annotation
or comment. Such revelations tell their own story.

f2. The action of marking by a particular date

or era ; chronological reckoning or notation. Obs.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron, 36 In this same tyme began the an-
notacion of Olimpias. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. in. ii. 25
There was anciently no annotation of historic among them
[the Grecians].

3. concr. (usually//.) A note added to anything
written, by way of explanation or comment.
1528 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. Ii. 129 The minute

which master Fox bringeth with him, with annotations in

the margin. 1563 J. $MJT&Arckit, Aiija, Gulielmus Phi-
lander . .wrote . . Anotacions vpon Vitruums. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intel!. Sytt. 367 Where we have this Annotation of
Servius. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 452 P2 The Multitude of

Annotations, Explanations, Reflexions,and various Readings.
1866 MOTLEY Dutch Ref>. v.ii. 68iThe letter, .was under-
lined by him. . and furnished with the following annotation.

fb. spec. An inventory of goods seized by au-

thority of justice. (So in Fr.) Obs. rare.
1616 BEAUM. & FL. Scorn/. Lady \, ii, Fire off thy an-

notations and thy rent-books.

f4. Med. A sign, token, symptom, and hence t

access of any illness. Obs.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .V///*/., Annotation in medicine, de-
notes the very beginning of a febrile paroxysm. .This is

called by the Greeks episcmasia.

Annota'tionist. ? Obs, rare. [f. prec. -f -1ST.]
A pro

r
essed annotator.

1672 J. WORTHINGTON Medc'sLi/c in Wks. ^ If Mr. Mede's
method of interpreting the Apocalyps be . . compared with
the elder methods of any Annotationists whatsoever.

Annotative (se'iufteHiv), a. [f. L. annotat- (see

ANNOTATE) + -IVE.] Of the nature of, or charac-

terized by, annotation.

Annotator (x-ntWtM). Also 7 adn-. (> L.

annotator, n. of agent f. annotdre to ANNOTATE :

see -TOR. Cf. mod.Fr. annotatcur.] One who an-

notates or writes notes to a text
;
a commentator.

1663 Si'ESCER Prodigies 202 (J.) The speech of our learned
and pious annotator. 1668 (title) Catalogue of our English
Writers of the Old and New Testament . . whether Com-
mentators, Elucidators, Adnotators, Expositors. 1764
WILKES Corr. (1805) II. 92 AH the author's friends shall be

the friends of the annotator. 1808 COLEBROOKE I'cdas in

Astat. Res. VIII. 481 A crowd of annotators whose works
expound every passage in the original gloss.

Annotatory (an (7u-tatari), a. rare~.
[f.
ANNO-

TATOR -f -Y, as it ad. L. *annotatorins, f. annotator.'}
Of or pertaining to an annotator, or his work.
1859 WORCESTER.

I Anno'te, . Obs. rare. Also 5 anote. [a.

OFr. anote-r, ad. L. annota-re
; cf. connote, dcnote^\

1. To note against, lay to the charge of.

1494 FABYAN vn. 307 The lenger this contynuyd, y more
disclaunder was anotyd to the mstyces.
2. *= ANNOTATE.
i533Ui>ALn7/V/t.') Terentius, Flovres. . with the Exposition

..ofsuch Latyne Wordes, as were thought nedefull to be
annoted.

A'lmotine. Bot. Obs. rare *. [ad. L. anno-
tin-its of a year's standing, f. ann-us a year +
-tinus affix of time.] A tree of which the fruit

does not ripen in a single season, but of which
last year's fruit remains beside that of the present

year; e.g. the fig.

1664 EVELYN !>'//?' (1776*460 We do not reckon trees to be

sterile, which do not yield a fruitful burden constantly every
year las Juniper and some Annotmes do).

AnnotinOUS (anp-tinas), a. Bot. rare.
[f. L.

annotin-ns (see prec.) + -ous.] (See quot.)
1836 Penny Cycl. V. 251 Annotinous, a year old. [1847

LINDLEY Elew. Bot,, Raini annotini are branches one year
old.]

Annotto, variant of ANATTA.
Announce (ancurns;, v. also 5 anounce,
adnounce. [a. OFr. anoncc-r, earlier anoncier,
amtncicr : L. adnttntid-rc, f. ad to + moitiare to

bear a message, f. nunti-us bringing news. See
AN- prcf. 6.]
1. To make known as an official messenger ;

to

deliver news
;

to make public or official intima-

tion of, to proclaim (something of the nature of

news), a. simply.
1485 CAXTON Paris fy /". (1868) 7 Sente his heraulds in

France and Englond to anounce. 1638 KKAII.V Lyndoni, i.

207 The Jesuits and Seminartt: Priests at Doway and Rhemes
. . have fraught their English translation of the Ilible, with
so many affected harsh-sounding, and uncouth words to Eng-
lish eares, as announce . . enrociydotl. a 1721 PRIOR Hymn
ofCaltim. (J.) Who model nations, publish laws, announce
Or life or death. 1771 ^Jnniits Lett. 1. 259 Your re-appoint-
ment to a seat in the Cabinet was announced lo the public.

1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. 79 Announcing bis determination
of leading on his troops in person. 1860 TYNDALL Ctac. \\.

9. 272 He announces the fact, but gives no details,

b. with snhonl, c!.

1483 CAXION (io/i/. I't'g. 94,'i I adnounce and shewe to

you that holy chirche shal haue peas. G. dc la. Tour
I vj b, The angel which sayd and announced to them that

he was rysen. 1857 MAURICE Ef>. St. Jo/in lx. 139 Their
first duty was to announce that that Jesus . . was buth Lord
and Christ.

2. cllipt. To intimate the approach or presence of.

1761 SMOLLETT Gil Bias 118021 II. iv. viii. 29, 1 stationed

myself at the chamber door to announce and introduce the

persons who arrived. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T.

(1816) I. i. 4 Dinner was announced. 1845 FORII Hattdbk.

Spain \. 59 Few take to their beds except to die and the

doctor announces the undertaker.

3. To make known, intimate to the senses (with-
out words'.
1808 SCOTT Alarm, vi. xxv, Nor martial shout, nor min-

strel tone, Announced their march. 1848 L. He NT Jar of
Honey x. 131 Faint streaks of light. . announced the ap-
proach of the great luminary. 1860 TYNDALL Glue. i. 124 A
peal to the right announced the descent of an avalanche.

4. To declare or make manifest to the mind.

1781 GIBBON Decl. fy F. II. xxvii. 59 His feetle efforts an-
nounced his degenerate spirit. 1794 SULLIVAN Vievj Nat.
II. 102 The successive beds of bitumens that are found in

the bowels of the earth, announce them to have been de-

posited slowly. 1827 SCOTT HighL \Vid. I. 118 Gold buckles
in his shoes, etc. .. announced him to be a domestic of trust

and importance.
**
App. confused with ANHAUNCE, q.v.

" 1533 FRITH Disput. Purg. 11829^ 203 Behold, I pray you,
whither my Lord of Rochester hath brought our Holy
Father, in announcing his power so high.

Announced (anairnst), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
Made publicly known ; intimated.

1671 MILTON/*. R. iv. 504 Of thy birth at length announced

by Gabriel with the first I knew. 1867 DICKENS Lett. 11880)
II. 319 All our announced readings are already crammed.

Announcement (Snairnsment). [a. Fr. an-

nonccnicnt : see ANNOUNCE and -MENT.] The ac-

tion or process of announcing ; public or official

notification, intimation, declaration.
Not in J.

* In our old Dictionaries, announcing is found in-

stead of this word, which is quite ofmodern use.' TODD 1818.

1798 BELSHAM Hist. Eng. (L.,> He made the announcement,
and was received with cheers. 1847 C. BRONTE Jane Eyre
xiv. 133 With this announcement he rose from his chair.

1859 B."POWELL Ord. Nat. iii. 2. 331 The sudden announce-
ment of her husband's fate.

Announcer ijinau'nsai). [f.
as prec. + -ER!.]

One who announces, tells news, or gives notice.

1611 COTGR., Annonceur, An announcer, declarer, pro-

claimer, signifier, advertiser. 1686 Turkish Sf>y (L.) The
announcer of this good news was received with cheers. 1761
SMOLLETT Git Bias (1802) II. iv. viii. 29 The announcer is a
domestic who stands in the hall on visiting days, and pro-
nounces aloud the names of the company as they come in.



ANNOUNCING.
1824-8 LAS DOR Iiag. Com'. (18461 I. 320 The sad announcer
of your departure hence.

Announcing (.anairnsirjX vbl. sb.
[f. as prcc.

+ -ING'.] Making known, declaring. (Mostly ge-
rundial.)

Announcing (anairnsin), ///. a. [f. as prec.
+ -ING2.] Declaring, proclaiming.
1875 BROWNING Aristoph. Apol. 299 How say'st? What

did I? Ill-announcing sire! 1878 T. SINCLAIR Mount 26
The announcing, almost prophetic, Emerson.

Annoy (anoi
1

), sb. Forms : 3 anui, 4 anuy(e,
onnuy, 4-6 anoy(e, 4-7 annoye, 5 annoi, 67
annoie, 6- annoy, [a. OFr. anoi, ainii, enoi,

cnui (mod. ennui'}, cogn. w. Sp. enojo, OSp. enoyo

(Pg. and Olt. nojo\ Pr. enoi, enuoi, OCat. entity
OVenet. inodio, originating, according to Diez, in

the L. phrase in odio, as cst mihi in odio 'it is to

me hateful,' whence inodio was at length taken

as sb. 'hatred, dislike, annoyance': see Diez and
Littre. The n was subsequently doubled in Fr. and

Eng. by form-assoc. with compounds like en-noble,

an-nouncc
;
the aphet. form noi, NOY (cf. noisome}

helping in Eng. to encourage an erroneous analysis
of the word as a-noy, whence an-noy. ENNOT,
after Fr., is occasional in I5~i6th c. (Now mostly
poetic, ANNOYANCE being the common prose

equivalent.)]
1. A mental state akin to pain arising from the

involuntary reception of impressions, or subjection
to circumstances, which one dislikes; disturbed or

ruffled feeling; discomfort, vexation, trouble. In

earlier times often =mod.Fr. ennui
;

in later usage
expressing more active feeling of discomfort.
c 1230 Alter. R. 374 pe pridde bltternesse is ine longunge

touward heouene, & in be anui of bis.se worlde. ciypoBeket
1618 Ich have ibeo in anuy. 1388 WYCLIF Ps. cxix. 28 Mi
soule nappide for anoye [1611 melteth for heauinos|. 1483
CAXTOM Gold. Leg. 104/3 ^ na< deyed in grete rnyserye of

Annoye. 1534 LD. BEHNKKS Cold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) E e,

They haue . . greate annoy of theyr heyres. 1596 SPENST.K
/*'. Q. i. vi. 17 The lad n'ould after joy : Hut pynd away in

anguish and selfe-wild annoy. 1675 T. UROOKS Gold. Key
Wks. 1867 V. 147 His cross our comfort ; his annoy our end-
less joy. 1700 DKYDEN Pal.fy Arc.\\\.\\\i After past annoy
To take the good Vicissitude of joy. 1812 W". TAYLOR in

Month, Rev. I,XVII. 143 His ennui amounted to annoy.
1870 KMKRSON S<K. $ Solit. xi. 243 He had better., have
been defeated, than give her a moment's annoy. 1872
HLACKIE Lays of Highl. 121 A student toiling with annoy
Through long dry tomes.

b. ////-. To work (do obs.} annoy: to cause

discomfort or trouble, to molest, arch.
a 1420 OCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1016 Writyng also dothe

grete annoies thre. c 1450 Merlin xiii. 191 The heete that

dlde hem grete anoyc. 1600 HOLLAND I* ivy xxxir. xxi. 82-^

The Romane navie by sea shall . . do us all annoy. 1768
BEATTIE Minstr, n. xxxvii, Ere victoryand empire wrought
annoy. 1813 BVRON Br. Abydos i. v, Much I misdoubt this

wayward hoy Will one day work me more annoy.
2. That which causes the above feeling; a trou-

bling thing, circumstance, or action ; annoyance.
t~ 1305 1C, E. Pact/is 11862* 97 Kch man pat haueb mone In

eilie neode ober anuy. 1375 DAKBOUR Bruce in. 16 Auen-
turis that thaim befell,And gret anoyis. i^^TREVlSAT/tfrfffW
Rolls Ser. I. 239 [In the triumph] bis onnuy he hadde: a
cherle was wib hym in his chare. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///)
'. iii. 156 Good Angels guard thee from the Boares annoy.
1624 WOTTON Arch. (1672) 42 The benefit of removing such
annoies out of sight. 1827 KEBLK C/tr. IVa/^rd S.Trin.,
A newborn soul . . yet wrapt in earth's annoy.

Annoy (anor\ v. Forms: 34 aiiue, -uie,

-uye, 4 anye, anuyje, 4-7 anoie, -oye, annoie,
-oye, 5- annoy. Also aphet ized to NOY, and
written after Fr. FNXOY. [a. OFr. anttic-r, cnnier,

aitoief, enoio't cogn. w. Pr. cnuiar, enoiar
t Sp.

cnojar, It.annoiare, pointing to a common Romanic
inodiare (found in Olt.), f. inodio : see prec. For

spelling with double n, see AN- prcj. 6.]

+ 1. intr. To be hateful, odious, offensive, or a

cause of trouble (to, or with dat.} Obs.
c 1340 Ayenb. 162 To huam bet pe wordle anoyp uor be

perils . .huerof hi is al uol. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. j.v, Ne
pe forsweryng ne pe fraude . . ne a-noyeb not to schrewes.
c 1386 Mclib. 31 As Motthcs in the shepes flees anoyeth
\i>. r. annoyep, -oyen] to the clothes . . so anoyeth [v. r.

annoieb, anoyjje] sorwe to the herte.

t 2. trans. To be hateful or distasteful to ; to

trouble, irk, bore, weary. (
= Fr. cimttyer.) In

passive const, w. of. Obs.
a 1300 Havclok 1734 J>at is be slorie for to lenge, It wolcle

anuye pis fayre genge. a 1300 Leg. Rood(\%-ji\ 20 Of is lif

he was anuyd \v. r. anuy^ed]. a 1400 AW, Pieces
Jr. Thorn-

ton MS. 17 And sythen when bou has barn at pi will, pan
erte bou of thaa thynges annoyede. 1534 Lr>. RKRNKKS
Gold. Kk. AI. Aurel iis^f)} K ij, Ye all are anoyed and wery
of all goodnes.

fb. impers. It annoys me . . it irks me. Obs. rare,

1382 Wvcup'2 Cor. \. 8 Itanoyjede [i388anoiede] vs, }he,
for to lyue. 1388-- Numb. xxi. 4 It bigan to anoye the

puple of the weie and trauel. c 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Vent.

Prol. ff T. 483 No thyng anoyeth me Tolene a man a noble

or two or thre.

3. trans. To affect (a person) in a way that dis-

turbs his equanimity, hurts his susceptibilities,

or causes slight irritation. (Refers to the feeling

produced, rather than to the action producing it
;

342

hence commonest in the passive To be annoyed', to

be ruffled in mind, troubled, vexed.)
1250 LAY. 2259 Corineus nas anued [1205 un-eSe]! And
wo on his mode. 1297 R. GLOUC. 487 King Philip was anuyd
. . That ther nas of him word non, bote al of Richard the

king. ('1315 SHOBEHAM 36 3ef he the schel anoye a^t, Hyt
wyle of-thenche hym sore, c 1450 LONELICH Grail 1. 324
}if I wiste my lord not forto anoye. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn.
Shrew i. i. :8q She will not be annoy'd with suters. 1616
R. C. Times' Whistle vii. 3156 Soe overioyde That through
excesse therof he is annoide. 1743 TINDAL Rapin's Hist.
VI I. xvn. 104 He did not want good-will to annoy Elizabeth.

1855 MACAULAY//HA Eng. 111.532 He felt some, .vindictive

pleasure in annoying those who had cruelly annoyed him.

f b. To be annoyed after orfor : to worry about,
be anxious for. Obs. rare.
a 1400 Ret. Piecesfr. Thornton .'\fS. 17 pou erte anoyede

eftire many thynges, and turment if bou hafe thaym noghte.
1616 R. C. Times' Whistle vii. 2949 The thing, for which
he erst was soe anoyde.

t C. refl. To vex oneself, take offence, grieve. Obs.
c 1300 K. Alis. 876 Nicolas him anoyed: With wraththe

to Alisaundre he saide.

td. intr. (refl. pron. omitted.) Obs.
( I374CHAUCKR Boeth. n. iv. 41 If bat bou anoie nat or

forbenke nat ofal bi fortune, a 1555 LATIMKR Senn. fy Rein.

332 To profit with learning, with ignorance not to annoy.
4. By transf. to the objective means : To molest,

injure, hurt, harm
; now esp. in military use.

i 1380 Sir Ferumb. 364 Wyb my werres y haue a-nyed
muche of cristendome. c 1400 Destr. Troy xv. 6790 Theseus
. .the troiens anoyet. 1593 SHAKS. Hen, VI, in. 1.67 Thornes
that would annoy our Foot. \to]'Yws?.\.\.Fonr-footed Beasts

530 Infested and annoyed with Lice. 1667 MII.TON P. L.
vi. 369 Nor stood unmindful Abdiel to annoy The atheist

crew. 1759 MARTIN Nat. Hist. I. 41 A gallant Saxon, who
annoyed this Coast. 1794 NELSON in Nicolas DisJ>. (1845)
I. 368 The works on the hills would annoy the Town.
b. absol.

1382 WYCLIF fs. xi. 9 The! shuln not no}en [1388 anoye] . .

in al myn hoeli mounteyn. < 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. ii. 163
YfEst or southeryn wyndes nought enaye. 1764 GOLDSM.

Trav. 338 But foster'd e'en by Freedom, ills annoy. 1789-94
W. BLAKE SchoolBoy 18 How can a child, when fears annoy,
But droop his tender wing?
t 5. To affect (a thing") in a way which interferes

with its proper action ; to interfere with detrimen-

tally, affect injuriously. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Man of L. T, 394 Who badde foure spirits

of tempest . . Anoyen [?'. r. annoyeb] neyther londe, see, ne
tree? c 1420 Pallad. on Hn:>b,\\. 131 The molde, and other
suche as diggeth lowe, Anoie hem not. 1596 STENSER F. Q.
n. vii. 15 Mucky filth his [the stream's] braunching armes

annoyes. 1642 T. TAYLOR God's yndgem. \. \. xv. 42 The
poysonedstinke and savour whereof so annoyed his stomacke
that he never left vomiting. 1708 Prod, in Loud. Gaz,

mmmmcccclii/2 So as to Annoy the Haling of Sayn.s in the
usual Hailing Places. 1721 J. PKRRY Daggenh. Breach 116

To annoy or chuak the Harbour by any Drift.

Annoyance (anorans). Also 4-6 anoyaunce,
(anoysaunce\ 4-7 anoyance, (6 innoyaunce\
6-7 anoiance. [a. OFr. atutiance, aitoiancc, f.

anitiant pr. pple. of anityer : see prcc. and -ANTE.]
1. The action of annoying, vexing, troubling,

molesting, or injuring ; molestation.

(-1386 CHAUCER Pcrs. T. 972 Nat to the anoyance [r
j
. r.

anoyaunce, -saunce, annoyance] of any man or womman.
1509 FISHER IVks. (1876) 304 [The risen body] shall perce
thorowe the stone walles, without ony anoyance of them.

1603 SHAKS. Mad), v. i. 84 Looke after her, Remoue from
her the meanes of all annoyance. 1789 G. WHITI-; Selborne
x*i. (1853! 88 To secure these nests from the annoyance
of sheperd boys. 1850-62 MKRIVAI.K Rom, Entp. V. xlii. 34
[Oermanicus] having thus crippled their means ofannoyance,
returned to the Rhine.

2. The state of feeling caused by what annoys ;

disturbance by what one dislikes
; dislike, disgust,

vexation, trouble.

1302 ( >>-</. Crysti'it Men (W.de W.) i. vli. (1506) 54 Hauynge
synne in hate, in anoyaunce. 1643 MILTON Divorce \. x.

(1847 134/1 The annoyance and trouble of mind [will] infuse

itself into all the faculties, .of the body. 1711 STEELE Spcct.
No. 20 F 2 He. . stands upon a Hassock . . to the great An-

noyance of the devoutest Part of the Auditory, a 1716 SOUTH
(J.i The greatest annoyance and disturbance of mankind has
been from one of those two things, force or fraud. 1872
BLACK Adv. Phaeton xix. 270 She is put to the annoyance
of refusing one of them.

3. Anything annoying or causing trouble, a nuis-

ance. Jury of Annoyance', one appointed to re-

port upon public nuisances.

1502 ARNOLD Chron. 83 The corupte sauours and lothsom

innoyaunces caused by slaughter of bestes within the
cyte.

1622 CALLIS Stat. Sewers (1824* 211 Casting dirt, sand, bal-

last, or other annoyance, into the rivers or streams. 1663
GERBIEK Counsel E vj a, The Kitchens may be . . at hand ;

and yet not be an anoyance. 1754 Act 29 Geo. II. xxv. 12

The Jury of Annoyance .. shall .. enquire into., all bad

pavements and all annoyances, obstructions and encroach-

ments, upon any of the public ways. 1859 MKS. SCHIMMEL-
PKNNINCK Pri:tc. Beauty i. xi. 34 An intrusive annoyance,
like a succession of trifling visitors when we need to be alone.

Annoyancer (anoransM). rare. [f. prec. +
-ER 1

;
cf conveyancer^ He who, or that which,

causes annoyance.
1632 I). LUTTOM Lond. Carbonad. \'1857^307 There are three

annoyancers of his Flocke, the Scab, Thieves, and a long
Rotte. A 1834 LAMB in Colvin Landor(\W>i) 73, 1 knew all

your Welsh annoyancers, the measureless Bethams.

Annoyed (anord), ///, a. [f. AXNOY v. + -ED.]
1. Disturbed by what one dislikes; troubled,

vexed, offended.

ANNUAL.
a 1300 K. A Us. 3310 Y am aschamed And sore anoyed, and

agramed. 1388 WYCLIF Bar, iii. i A soule in angwischis and
a spirit anoied crieth to thee. 1611 COTGR., Molcstt . . of-

fended, combered, vexed, annoyed. 1823 LAMB Etta (1860)

265 The actor who plays the annoyed man. Mod. She had
an annoyed, harassed look.

t2. Of things: Detrimentally affected; incom-
moded, pestered. Obs.
1620 VENNER Via Recta Introd. n Them that haue their

lungs annoyed with much moisture. 1658 EVELYN Fr. Card.
11675) l 5 A garden annoy'd with this plague.

Annoyer (anoi-aj). [f. ANNOY v. + -ER*.] One
who, or that which, annoys ; a disturber.

1577-87 HARRISON Eng. \. \\. xi. 230 Our third annoiers of
the common-wealth are roges. 1815 KIRBY & SPENCE En-
toinol. '1843) I. 83 One very prominent annoyer ofour comfort
and repose. 1846 DE QUINCEY Wks. (18591 XU- 269 These
wretched annoyers of our peace.

t Annoyful, anoyful, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
AN-

NOY sl>. + -FUL.] Full of annoyance ;
= ANNOYOUS.

c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. 66 For al be it so that alle tariyng
be anoyful [?'. r. a-uoyeful, noyful].

Annoying (anorirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

ANNOY v. +
-ING 1

.] The giving of trouble or vexation
; an-

noyance. (Now gerundial.)
c 1330 Arth. $ Merl. 4470 No might do with hir wicheing

In Inglond non anoiing. 1566 T. STAPLETON Ret. Untr.
Jewel iii. 116 To whom euery light discorde is a great anoy-
ing. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 441 p 2 Every Thing that is

capable of annoying or offending us.

Annoying, ppl. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING2
.]

Trou-

bling, disturbing, causing annoyance.
(1374 CuALX'ER Bot'th. \. v. 22 Anoienge folk treden, and

bat vnry^tfully, in pe nekkes of holy men. 1593 T. WATSON
I'ocuis (Arb.) 187 Annoying sorrowes . . Assalld my thoughts.
1753 HERVEY Theron $ Asp. (17551!. 94 Screened them from
the annoying sun-beams. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F.Holt (1868.1 37
He found Jermyn's manner annoying.

Annoy ingly, adv. 'rare.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] In

an annoying manner, disturbingly.
1851 H. SPENCER Soe. Statics xvii. 4 An unamiable little

urchin . . is perhaps annoyingly vociferous in his play.

Annoyiiigness. [f.
as prec, + -NESS.] The

quality of being annoying, vexatiousness.
Mod. The annoyingness of the incident is far greater than

the actual damage done.

Annoyinent (anoi-ment\ rare. [? a. OFr.

anoieinent, annienient : see ANNOY v. -f -MENT.]
The action of annoying ; the state of annoyance.
c 1460 /'/ay Sacr. 581, I warant she neuer fele annoyment.

1883 J ). WINCATE Lost Laird xxxvi, M' Dougal . . loved him
too much to add to his annoyment.

t Annoy'OUS, a. Obs. Forms: 4 anious, 4-5
-oious, -oyus, annuyous, -noyus, 6 annoious,
-yous. Also aphet. NOYOUS, and, after Fr., EN-
KOYOUS. [a. OFr. amiiens, aiiietts, anoios, mod.

cnnityntx (cogn. w. Vr.tnoios, Sp., Pg. enujoso) :

orig. Romanic *inodioso : see ANNOY and -ous.]

Unpleasantly disturbing to the feelings ; trouble-

some, vexatious, annoying ; harmful, detrimental.
c 1340 Gaiu. f( Gr. Knt. 535 pen benkke^ Gawan ful sone,

Of his anious uyage. c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. 277 A gret
multitude of poeple, ful chargeous and ful anoyous \v. r. an-

nuyous, -noyus, noyous] for to hiere. a 1450 Knt. de la T.

128 Ansuerithe not with none anoyeus wordes of ungoodly
speclie vnto you re husbondes. 1548 GESTE Pr. Masse 125
Ve

private masse supper .is . . annoyous to the practycioners
therof. 1587 HARRISON Eng. i. n. xxiiL 348 Dispersing au-

noious oppilations.

2. Full of 'annoy'; troubled, grieved, vexed.
c 1440 LONELICH Graal II. 156 The tothere Roses . . fillen

alle down pore and anoyows.
tAnnoyOUSly,a^. Obs. rare- 1

. In4anoy-.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.] In a troublesome or hurtful

manner ; to one's annoyance or hurt
; vexatiously.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. viii. 80 Yif bou desiryst power,
pou shall . . anoyously be cast vndir many periles.

Annual (^'ni?/al), a, andsb.
;
also 4-7 anniiel 1.

[a. OFr. aaintcl, ad. later L. annual-em (
= cl.

anmil-cm} ;
refashioned after the L. c 1500.]

A. adj.
1. Of or belonging to the year ; reckoned, pay-

able, or engaged by the year ; yearly.

1382 WYCLIF Ecclns. xxxvii. 14 The annuel werker [1388
A werk man nirid bi the sear], a 1420 OCCLEVE Male Regie
51 Thy rentes annuel. 1602 SHAKS. /latn. n. ii. 73 Giues
him three thousand Crownes in Annual! Fee. 1769 BURKI;

Pres. St. Nat. Wks. II. 73 That trade .. is not of less an-

nual value . . than 400,000^ 1852 M l'CuLLocn Taxation
in. iii. 470 At an annual charge to the public of 3o,i74,364/.

b. Pertaining to a year's events : as annual
stories; kisttrus(obsL), i.e. yearly chronicles, annals;
annual register.
1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 140 Titoleuoo that hath breuied

all yc annuell storys of Rome. 1650 R. STAPYLTON Stratias
Lffw-C. Wars \. 14 Infenour princes, whose continued obse-

quies filled the Annual Register. 1789 (.title) The New An-
nual Register, or General Repository of History, Politics and
Literature for the year 1788. 1861 (title} The Annual Re-

trospect of Engineering and Architecture.

2. Performed or recurring once every year ; yearly.

1548 UDAI.L, etc. Erasm. Par. Hebr.v\. 28 ( R.) Y 1
' annual vse

or ceremonie to eate the Paschal! Lambe. 1667 MILTON P. L.
vn. 431 So stears the prudent crane Her annual Voiage.

1714 ADDISON Sflpct. No. 579 P? Come up to the Temple
with their annual Offerings. 1827 KEBLE Chr. Year S.

bef. Adv. ii, The Church our annual steps has brought.
Mod. The Annual Meeting of the association.



ANNUALIST.

b. Annual equation of the sun and moon : the

determination of the difference between the theo-

retical and actual position of those bodies, due to

the irregular orbital motions of the earth and moon.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The annual equation of the

mean motion of the sun depends upon the eccentricity

of the earth's orbit .. The greatest annual equation of the

moon's mean motion is n , 40", of its apogee 20', and of

its node 9', 30". 1849 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys. Sc.

v. 41 The Annual Equation [of the moon] depends on the

sun's distance from the earth ; it arises from the moon's mo-
tion being accelerated when that of the earth is retarded.

3. Repeated every year and occupying the whole

year.
1635 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. \. v. 112 The sunne, which

is carried roundabout the earth in an Annual circuit. 1714
GROVE Sped. No. 588 F i No more than the diurnal Rota-

tion of the Earth is opposed to its Annual. 1879 FROUDE
Cxsar xxv. 425 The annual course of the sun was completed
in 365 days and six hours.

4. Existing or lasting for a year only ; changed
each year.
a. of an office or officer. Annualpriests ;

see B i.

1382 Pol. Poems (1859) I. 267 That frers shal annuel prestes

bycome. i46oCAPCRAVE Chron, 228 Topaye thissumme the

annual prestis were compelled. 1659 MILTON Let. in Wks.

1738 I. 583 Whether the Civil Government be an annual

Democracy or a perpetual Aristocracy. 1834 Penny Cycl.

II. 286/1 The annual archons . . to the time of Solon, were
taken from the eupatrida?. 1877 STUBBS Const. Hist. II.

xvi. 433 The commons pray that there may be annual par-
liaments.

b. of a plant
a 1626 BACON (J.) The dying in the winter of the roots of

plants that are annual. 1706 PHILLIPS, Annual Leaves are

such as come up in the Spring, and perish in the Winter.

1720 SWIFT To Stella Wks. 1755 III. n. 185 Grafting on an
annual stock That must our expectation mock. 1857 HENFREY
Elem. Bot. 47 When a bulb flowers from its terminal bud,
in its first season of growth, it is annual.

B. sb.

1. R. C. Ch. A mass said either daily for a year

after, or yearly on the anniversary of, a person's
death

; also, the payment made for it.

1382 Pol. Poems (1859) I. 267 Suche annuels has made thes

frers so wely and so gay. 1496 Dives fy Paup, (W. de W.)
vn. xxii. 310 Ye may for xx shellynges do synge a quarter ofan
annuell. 1502 ARNOLD Chron. 274 They cause masses to be

songe or other annual or trental. 1646 J. Row Hist. Kirk
(1842) 34 The annuells, obits, and altarages within burghs.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Annual is used in ecclesiastical

writers to denote a yearly office, said for the soul of a per-
son deceased on the day of his obit or anniversary.

2. An annual or yearly payment, tribute, allow-

ance, etc. Obs. exc. in Sc. Law, where annual =

quit-rent, ground-rent. Hence annual ofannual=
quit-rent of a quit-rent, or smallest possible return.

1622 BACON Henry VII, in Fine and twentie thousand
Crownes yearely . . For which Annual!, etc. 1637 RUTHF.R-

voRDLetf. 119(1862)1. 297 Had I but the annual of annual to

give to my Lord Jesus, it would ease my pain. 1768 CHESTERF.
Lett. 321 IV. 266, I will send your annual to Mr. Larpent
. . and pay the forty shillings a day quarterly. 1866 BELL

Conveyanc. (1882.) II. 1155 The ground-annual is a right of

very early origin.

3. Anything that lasts only for a year.

1738 SWIFT Polite Convcrs. (R.) Oaths are the children of

fashion
; they are in some sense almost annuals.

b. esp. An annual plant ; one that lives only for

a year (perpetuating itself by seed, so that there is

an annual succession of new plants).
1710 SWIFT Apol. T. ofTub (Jod.) They are indeed like an-

nuals, that grow about a young tree. 1726 DE FOE Hist.
Devil it. iv. (1840) 212 Like an annual in a garden, which
must be raised anew every season. 1866 Treas. Bot. 966/1
Mignonette. . is usually treated as an annual.

4. A book of which successive numbers are pub-
lished once a ytar, usually at the same date ; esp.

one that conveys information for the year, orreviews

the events of the past year ; a year-book.
1689 Answ. Two Papers 37 Renowned in all the Histories

of Europe, as well as in our Annuals. 1825 J. WILSON in

Page De Quincey I. xii. 270 The volume . . if an annual . .

can yield you fifty guineas. 1840 (title) Peter Parley's An-
nual. 1859 T. LEWIN Invas, Brit. 37 The rule laid down
for the guidance of mariners in the annual referred to [Ad-
miralty Tidal Tables].

Annualist (se-niwalist). rare, [f.
ANNUAL sb. +

-1ST.] A contributor to an annual publication.
1829 LAMB Lett.(iQ^i) ii. 73 The metropolis and its cursed

annualiftts, reviewers, authors and the whole muddy ink

press of that stagnant pool. (71849 H- COLERIDGE ss.

(1851) II. 6 Carew and his contemporaries would have made
excellent album contributors or annualists.

Annualize (?e niuabiz), v. rare 1
, [f. asprec.

+ -IZE.] To write for, or contribute to, an annual

(publication^. Hence annualizing, vbl. sb.

1805 SOUTHEV Lett. (1856) I. 310, I am still annualising.
1808 in C. Southey Life III. 189, I finish my annualising
in a few days.

Annually (re-niwali), adv. [f. ANNUAL a. +
-LY 2

] In annual order or succession; yearly,

every year, year by year.
1598 FLORIO, Annalmentgj annually, yeerely. 1633 MAS-

SINGER Guardian in. vi. That day. . In the remembrance of
it annually.. I have with pomp observed. 1664 H. MORE
Apol. 483 The Earth is moved annually and diurnally about
the Sun. 1781 GIBBON Decl. 4- F. III. 98 A phial of St.

Stephen's blood was annually liquefied at Naples. 1849
MACAVLAY//. K.\. 575 Parliaments should be held annually.

343

Aniiuary (rc'niwari), a. and sb. [ad. Fr. an-

nuaire, ad. L. *annudriust
f. annus year: see -ARY.]

t A. adj. ANNUAL a. Obs.

1646 J. HALL Poems i. 10 Supply anew With annuary
cloakes the wandring Jew. 1651 N. BIGGS New Disp.
Pref. 6 The annuary Registers of after-times.

B. sb. t 1* A priest who says annual masses.

1550 BALE Image botk Ch. i. (R.) There must be masses
and dyrges, ther must be anuaries and bead men.

2. = ANNUAL B 4. (so Fr. annuaire.}
1856 (title) Annuary of the Kilkenny and S. E. of Ireland

Archaeological Society.

t A'nnuate, v- Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L. annu-
fre to nod to t -ATE 3.] To nod to, give direction

by signs.
1623 COCKERAM, Annuaft', To nod with the head. 1705

HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. i. (17211 52 To fast, and preach, and

pray just as the Hogen blogen States shall annuate and
direct. Ibid. 62 He will kill and slay as the Priest annuates.

tAnnueller. 0&r. 4-6. Also annuelei\e, an-

nuler, (annivoler). [Cf. AFr. anmteler one who
celebrates 'annuals/ t.anmiel'. see ANNUAL B i.]

A priest who celebrates annuals, or anniversary
masses for the dead.

^1386 CHAUCER Chan. Ycm. Prof, fy T. 459 In Londoun
was a prest, an annueler [T. r. annuellerej. 1401 Pol. Poems
(1859) II, 95 Al these annuellers that syngen for a tyme.
1496 Divfs $ Paup. vii. xviii. 305 He may . . lette his

trauayle to hyre by dayes and yeres, as annuelers done.
a 1528 SKELTON Image Hypocr. Wks. IV. 97 Then be ther

annivolers And small benivolers With chantry chapleynes.

Annuent (ce*niwcnt>, a. [ad. L. annuent-em

pr. pple. of annit-cre to nod to.] Nodding; spec.

applied to the muscles which nod the head.

[1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Annuentes Musculi.~\ 1849
SMART, Annuent t Adapted for nodding, as when one assents.

t Annui'Sance. Obs. Also 5-6 anoysaunce,

6-7 annusance, 7 aneus-, anoys-, annuzance,
8 annoisance. [a. AFr. anuisance, anusance, L

anuirc, anuisant, f. Fr. nuirc to hurt, perh. con-

fused with amticr to annoy.] Nuisance, injury, hurt.

^1435 Chaucer's Pars. T. 972 tSelden MS.) Nat to the

anoysaunce of any man [other JlfSS. anoyance]. 1502 Qni.

Crysten Men i,W. de W.) v. vi. (15061 411 The seconde im-

perfeccyon cf glorye worldle is a maner of anoysaunce.
1514 FITZHERB. Just. Peas 96 Al maner of annusaunce of

bridges broken in the hyghewayes. 1641 Termes de la Ley
22 Anoysance . . signifies no more than Nusance, and there-

fore see title Nusance afterward. 1649 W. BLITHE Eng.
Improver Impr. Ded., With many more annoyances and An-
nuzances. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Annoisance, or Nusance.

Annuitant (&niW|it&nt). [f.
next + -ANT, by

form-assoc. with accountant, attendant, etc.]

1. One who holds, or is in receipt of, an annuity.
1720 MURES i title} The Equity of Parliaments.etc.,m answer

to the Crisis of Property, and addressed to the Annuitants.

1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 24 P 10 Materials for the medita-
tion of the annuitant between the days of quarterly pay-
ment. 1813 LAMB Elia (1860) i A lean annuitant like my-
self. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Property Laiu xvii. 130 An
old servant who dies, as even annuitants some time must.

2 fig.
1811 W. SPENCER Poems 209 Annuitants of Fame, they

took no care How ill their beggar'd successors might fare.

3. attrib. quasi-adj.
1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 474 A variety of annuitant

societies.

Annuity (aniwjti). Also 5 -uitee, -ywyte,

5-6 -ytie, 6 anuyte. [a. Fr. annuite ; med.L.
ammitat-em t f. anmt-tts yearly : see -ITT.]
1. A yearly grant, allowance, or income.
a 1420 OCCLEVE DC Reg, Princ. 821 Hathe to megrauntede

an annuitee Of twenty mark, while that I have lives space.

1473 SIR J. PASTON in Lett. 732 III. 102, 1 prayeyowdoo for

Berneye . . that he maye be in sewerte for hys annywyte.
1628 EARLE Microcosm, xi. 25 If his annuity stretch so far,

he is sent to the University. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 317
F 3 He had for several years last past lived altogether upon
a moderate Annuity. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick. (C. D. ed.)

x. 75 A decent annuity would have restored her thoughts to

their old train.

t b. fig. Obs. rare.

1636 RUTHERFORD Lett. 70 (1862) I. 182, I think the very
annuity and casualties of the Cross of Christ . . better than
the world's set-rent.

2. Law. The grant of an annual sum of money,
for a term of years, for life, or in perpetuity ;

which differs from a rentcharge in being primarily

chargeable upon the grantor's person, and his

heirs if named, not upon specific land.

1439 E. E. Wills (18821 122 That she claime no tene-

mentes nor annuities wich he hath graunted to eny of his

seruantez. 1502 ARNOLD Chron. fiSui iSoGrauntisofrentis

charges and anuyte made by you [/. e. the King] . . for terme
of lyf or termes of yeres. 1558 Wills $ Invent. N. C. (18351
161 He shall haue one annuytie of sex poundes thirtene

shillings and fourpence by yere duringe his naturall life to

be taken fourthe of my lands of Ayslabie. 1632 MASSING FR
City Madam i. ii, Lands , . not encumbered, no annuity Or
statute lying on them. 1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. s. v., An
annuity granted by a bishop, with confirmation of dean and

chapter, shall bind the successor of the bishop.
3. An investment of money, whereby the investor

becomes entitled to receive a series of equal an-

nual payments, which, except in the case of per-

petual annuities, includes the ultimate return of

both principal and interest
; also, the annual (or, for

convenience, quarterly) payment thus made.

ANNULAR.
In life annuities the payments cease at the death of the

investor ; in terminable annuities after a specified number
of years ; in perpetual annuities (such as government stock)

only on repayment of the principal ; in immediate annuities

they commence at the end of the first interval of payment
(year, quarter) after the investment, in deferred or re-

versionary annuities not till some considerable time has

elapsed, or some specified event has taken place.

1695 HALLEY in Phil, Trans. XVII. 602 On this depends
the Valuation of Annuities upon Lives. 1709 Land. Gaz.

mmmmdlxxvi/3 Lost five Annuity Orders., for ioo/. per
Annum. 1776 ADAM SMITH Wealth ofNat. I. n. ii. 321 The
Bank [of England] pays the greater part of the annuities

due to the creditors of the public. 1834 HT. MARTINEAU
Farrers Iv. 70 The money should be raised on terminable
annuities. 1845 STEPHEN Comm. Laws Eng. (1868) II. 612

The form of the security held by the public creditors, in re-

spect of the funded debt, is that of annuities., granted for

the most part in perpetuity. 1882 A. WILSON Nat. Budget
35 This annuity [consolidated 3 per cent, stock] was first

created in 1751 to consolidate a variety of petty annuities;

hence its name.

Annul iaiu?-l\z/. Forms: 5-6 anulle,adnull(e,

5-7 adnul, annulle, 7- annul, [a. OFr. anulle~r,

adnuller (mod. annuler} : late L. annulld-re to

make into nothing, f. an- = ad- to + milI-urn no-

thing, neut. of nuiltis none.]
1. To reduce to nothing, annihilate, put out of

existence, extinguish.
(-1400 Test. Love in. (R.)Ye crown of worship shal be

taken from hem, with shame shul they
be annulled. 1604

EDMONDS Obsew. Cxsar's L'onun. 21 They endeuour not to

be adnulled, but to keepe themselues in being. 1671 MIL-

TON Samson 70 Light . . to me is extinct, And all her various

objects of delight Annulled. 1843 MILL Logic in. vi. i If

two causes, .exactly annul one another.

2. To put an end or stop to (an action or state

of things) ;
to abolish, cancel, do away with.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy v. xxxvi, Grekes haue adnullcd

his fraunchysc. 1534 LD. UKHNKRS Gold. Bk. Al. Anrcl.

(15461 Bviij, Julius Cesar. , adnulled and vndyd all that

Sylla hadde made. 1795 NELSON in Nicolas II. 16 Signal
to annul coming to the wind on the larboard tack. 1860

EMERSON Conti. Life\. <i86i' 17 Intellect annuls Fate. So
far as a man thinks, he is free. 1876 M. ARNOLD Lit. <V

Dogma 105 The saviour of Israel is he who makes Israel . .

conquer and annul his sensuality.

3. To destroy the force or validity of; to render

void in law, declare invalid or of none effect.

1425 /'aston Lett, 5. I. 19 His pretense of his title to

the priourie of Kromholme is adnulled. 1506 Bury U'itls

11850) 108, I anulle and revoke all the villes mad by for this

date. 1531 Dial. Laws Eng. \. vi. (1638) 12 The first ma-

nage was adnullcd by that divorce. 1649 SELDEN Latvs of
Ens:, n. I. (17391 7 '^he pardon of the Karl of Arundel is ad-

nulTed. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 428 This God-like act..

Annuls thy doom. 1786 'J

1

. JMI-FEHSON Writ. (18591 II. 70
It would be unjust to annul that contract. 1849 MACAVLAY
Hist. Eng. I. 175 A bill, which should at once annul all the

statutes passed by the Long Parliament.

Annular (nrni/flaj), a.
;

also 6 anular. [ad.

L. annular-is (prop, anular-is} of or pertaining
to a ring, f. anniil-u$ ring : see -AR. Perh. im-

med. ad. Fr. annulaire (i6th c. in Littre).]

1. Of or pertaining to a ring or rings ; ring-like,

ring-formed, ringed. Annular space: the space
between an inner and an outer ring or cylinder.

1571 DIGGKS Gcom. Pract. \\. xxii. P ij b, Diuide that an-

ular Superficies into three other, euery one of them equall
to the same inwarde circle. 1664 POWER E.rp. Philos. J. 27
An Annular body like a Wasp, with some eight hoops or

rims. 1766 SMITH in Phil. Trans. LVI. 92 She voided . . a

large annular worm. 1831 BREWSTER Neiuton I. xiii. 371

The annular system of Saturn. 1831 Optics xli. 197

Grinding an annular space on the plane surface. 1833 SIR

J. HERSCHEL Astron. xii. 404 Annular nebulas also exist,

but are among the rarest objects in the heavens. 1874 Lorn-

jnel's Nat. Light 7 The annular intervening space between
the two tubes.

2. esp. in Fhys. of ringed or ring-like structures.

Annular ligament', a strong muscular band gird-

ing the wrist and ankle. Annular process or pro~
juberance (in the brain) : the Pons Varolii ;

' a

process of the medulla oblongata ;
thus called by

Dr. Willis [1664] in regard it surrounds the same,
much like a ring.' Chambers Cycl. 1727-51.
1691 RAY Creation 2 The third coat of an artery . . a mus-

cular body composed of annular fibres. 1743 tr. Heister's

Surf, n. 5 Three or four of its annular Cartilages. 1845
TODI> BOWMAN Fhys. Anat. I. 128 The annular ligaments
of the wrist and ankle.

3. Astr. Annular Eclipse of the sun : when the

dark body of the moon is seen projected upon the

sun's disk, so as to leave a ring of light visible all

round ;
which happens when the moon is at such

|

a distance from the earth, at the time of the eclipse,

!

that its diameter appears smaller than the sun's.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Eclipse of the sun . . is distin-

guished, like that of the moon, into total and partial, to

which must be added a third species called annular. 1764
MURRAY in Phil. Trans. LIV. 171 About half an hour after

10, the eclipse was barely annular. 1849 MRS. SOMERVILLE

Cannex. Phys. Sc. v. 46 [He] would see a ring of light round

the disc of the moon, and the eclipse would be annular.

4. Arch. Annular Vault: a vaulted roof over an

annular space between two concentric walls.

5. = ANNULARY 2.

1648 Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche v. 50 (D.^ He pricks his annu-

lar finger, and lets fall Three drops of blood. 1727-51 CHAM-



ANNULARITY.
BERS Cycl., Annular \* also an epithet given to the fourth
finger; popularly called the ringfinger.

Annularity (seniwlse-riti). [f. prec. + -ITY.]
Annular quality, condition or form.
1851-9 AIRY in Man. Sc. Enq. 3 The times of beginning

and end of the annularitycan be obtained accurately. 1869
J. ROGERS in Eng. Afec/i. 18 June 286/1 The nebula in Lyra,
the annulanty of which was very apparent.

Annularly (0e-ni;7lajli), adv.
[f.

as prec. +
-LY 2

.] In an annular manner; after the manner
or form of a ring, or rings.
1718 J.CHAMBERLATNE^^//>-./

>
-4//1?j. I. iv. 7 Other stronger

Fibres encompass the stomach annularly. 1866 R. TATE
Brit. Mollusks iv. 221 The tentacles are annularly wrinkled.

Annulary (ce
-

nilari), a. and sb. [ad. L. an-
nuldri-us relating to a ring, f. annul-us : see -ARY.]
tl. = ANNULAK I, 2. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. E,p. 142 Wormesand Leeches
.. whose bodies consist of round and annulary fibers. 1691
RAY Creation (1714) 270 It [the windpipe] is made with an-

nulary cartilages.

2. Bearing the ring. (Said of the fourth finger of
the left hand.) Hence, with 'finger' understood.

1623 FAVISK Thcat, Hon. i. v. 49 This Annulary finger be-
commeth Glandulous and su'olne. 1855 Labarte's .Iris of
JMid. Ages iv. 144 The thumb and annulary crossed.

II Annulata (seniKUi'ta), sb.pl. Zool. [L. adj.

pi. neut. (sc. animalia} i.e . annulate or ringed
animals.] The division of animals more commonly
called ANNELIDA ; sometimes used as a synonym
of the larger division ANNTLOSA : see ANNULATE 2.

1847 in CRAIG. 1856 W. CLARK Van der Hoevens Zool. I.

219 Annufata. Animals elongate, living in waters or moist
earth. 1874 WOOD Nat. Hist. 759 These creatures are

technically called Annuiata, or sometimes Annelida.

Annulate (oe-nitfUH), a. [ad. L. annulat-ust

f. annul'iis\ see -ATE.]
1. Furnished or marked with a ring or rings ;

esp. in Bot. Having an annulus or ring round the

sporangium, as certain ferns and mosses.

1830 LINIJLEY A~at. Syst. Bot. 313 The theca? of various an-
nulate ferns. 1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bk. y^ Annulate^ marked
with rings.

2. Consisting or formed of rings ; composed of a

series of ring-like segments united so as to form a

tube. ~ANNULATED 3. See prec. word.
1852 DANA Crnstac. n. 801 Body narrow, fourteen-jointed,

annulate. 1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. <y Phys. V. 117/1 The
class of Annulate Worms.

Annulated (&miu\&ie&\ ppl.a. [f. prec. + -ED,]
1.

* That wearelh rings, ringed.' Blount Glossogr.
2. Furnished with rings ; marked with ring-like

lines, ridges or grooves.
1668 WII.K INS Real Char, 122 Crustaceous . . having gene-

rally eight legs, besides . . two or more annulated horns or
feelers. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snj>p. s.v, Gazella, The
Ga^clla Indica . . with very long horns, which are annulated
only in that part near the head. 1796 MORSE Ainer. Geog.
I. 202 His tail annulated with alternate rings of black and
brown. 1854 WOODWARD Man. Mollitsca \\. 242 Its cell,
the interior of which is often annulated with furrows.

b. Her. Having a ring or annulet. Annulated
Cross, one having its extremities ending in annulets.

3. Composed of rings ; consisting of a series of

ring-like segments united so as to form a tube.

1748 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim. 3 fjoo.) The enchelis with an
annulated body small at each end. 1860 HARTWJG Sea xii.

216 The Annelides, or annulated worms. 1860 SAMUELSON
Honey Bee ii. n [An insect] possesses six annulated legs.

b. Annulated Column in Arch. :

' Slender shafts

clustered together or joined by bands of stone,
sometimes of metal, to a central pier or to a jamb.

1
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Annulatipn (seniwl^-Jan). [n. of action f. AN-

NLLATE.] The formation of rings or ring-like
divisions

;
concr. a ring-like structure, a ring.

1829 ?JESSE Jrnl. Natur. 332 The whole body of the
animal

| hairworm] consists of numerous annulations. 1870
ROLLESTOM Anim. Life Introd. 123 Their [worms'] bodies
are .. divided externally by annulation. 187* NICHOLSON
Pal&ont. 271 The walls of the shell are . . surrounded with
numerous thickened rings or annulations.

t A'nnule. Obs'* [ad. L. annul-us.] A by-
form of ANNULUS or ANNULET.
1681 BLOUNT

Glossogr., Annnle [ed. 1656 Annulet], a Ring,
or anything like a Ring.

Annulet (se-ni/Tlet). Also 6 annulette, 7-8
anulet. [f.L.<zm//-w.rring+-ET; prob. refashioned
on annlet, andlet, anlet, OFr. annelet, anelef, dim.
of anel\ L. dnell-us dim. of anuhts.]
1. A little ring.
1598 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas (1611) 80 In what sort One

Loadstone-touched annlet doth transport Another Iron-
Ring. r 1602 Lingua in Hazl. Dodsl. IX. 426 Crosslets,
pendulets . . annulets, bracelets, and so many lets. 1647
R. STAPYLTON Juvenal 123 With summer annulets, and
winter rings, He binds the poets fingers. 1699 Land. Gaz.
mmmcccclxxxix 4 Lost, . two. .Seals with 3 Laurel Leaves,
and another with 6 Annulets. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 1107
Pluck'd the grass .. And into many a listless annulet..
Wove and unwove it.

2. Her. A small circle worn as a charge in coats
of arms.

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie n. 82 b, These annulettes.or . .

rynges, are also certayne rounde signes or tokens borne in

armes, to the great estimacion of the bearer. z6ioGwiLLiM
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pispl. Heraldry^ iv. iv. (1660) 278 These are called Annulets
in respect of their small quantity . . and are supposed to be
Rings of Maile. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Dict.,Anulet . . is the
Mark of Distinction which the fifth Brother of any Family
ought to bear in his Coat of Arms. 1877 JEWITT Half-hrs.
Eng. Antiq. 128 A shield bearing six annulets.

3. Arch, A small fillet encircling a column.

Usually applied to the three, four, or five fillets

under the echinus.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Annulets . . are small square
members in the Doric capital, placed under the quarter
round also called Fillets, Listels, etc. 1823 P. NICHOLSON
Pract. Build. 162 Fillets, which, when circular, or encom-
passing a column are called Annulets.

Annullable (anc-lab'l), a. rare.
[f. ANNUL +

-ABLE.] Capable of being annulled.

1799 COLERIDGE Own Times I. 188 A legislature . . whose
acts are annullable ad arbitrium.

t A'niiullate, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 anul-.
[f.

late L. annulldt- ppl. stem of annulla-re : see

ANNUL and -ATE.]
= ANNUL.

'553-87 FOXE A. $ M. I. 678/1 Annullating and reproving
all the Acts and proceedings of the other Popes before.
1616 CHAMPNEY Voc. Bps. 76 Prohibiting the whole use of
the orders so given . . but not anullating the order it self.

1621 Bp. MOUNTAGU Diatribe 474 Doe you suppose that a
vow doth annullate . . the otherwise generall right and use ?

t Annulla-tion. Obs. Also 6 adn-. [a. Fr.
cumulation : late L. *annullation-cm, n. of action
f. annulld-re : see ANNUL and -HON.]
1. The action of annulling or declaring void.

^495 -^ cf * i Hen. VII, xxxiii, This present acte of resump-
cioun or adnullacioun. 1537 Act 28 Hen. VI II, vii, None
appeale, repeale, revocation or adnullation thereof., shall
hereafter be had. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. I. 230 The
decree of annullation, published by Pope John.
2. The state of being annulled or reduced (as if)

to nothing.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1632^ II. xiii. 342 The generality

of things doth in some sort suffer for our annullation.

Annuller (an bi). rare- 1
, [f. ANNUL + -ER!.]

One who annuls, abolishes, or revokes.

1853 MALDEN Trans. Philol. Soc. VI. 53 Acrisius . . in a
mythical form the annuller of distinctions.

Annulling (anD-lin),^/. sl>. [f.
ANNUL + -ING1

.]

Doing away with ; revoking ; annulment.
c 1400 Test. Love I. (1560) 275/2 Fools thereof to enfourmen

in adnulling of their errours. 1653 A. WILSON James /, 270
The Anulling and breach of these two Treaties. 1839
JAMES Louis XIV, I. 71 That which he lost by the an-
nulling of the king's will.

t Anmrllity. Obs. rare. [?f. ANNUL, after

nullity .]
= ANNULMENT.

1386 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie 338 This is not accounted a de-

laye, but rather an annullitie and auoyding of the combate
for euer. 1641 STOCK Comm. MalachiciZby 44 No sin dis-
solveth the bond, it makes not an annullity of the duty.
Annulment van-lment). [f. ANNUL H- -MENT

;

prob. a. Fr. anullement, though neither Littre nor
Godef. has the latter in I5th c.]

1. The action of reducing to nothing or putting
an end to ; abolition.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W.) in. xxiv. (1495) 325/2
Of humylyte procedeth mortyfycacypn, and anullement of
his propre wyll. 1809 COLERIDGE Friend vi. v. (18671 38 No
better remedy for the overweening self-complacency of
modern philosophy than the annulment of its pretended
originality. 1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 32 Emanci-
pation . . the annulment of the last subsisting misery.
2. The action of declaring void

;
invalidation.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 107 Most impudent Annulments
of the plain and express Laws and Doctrines of Christ.
1816 Edin. Rev. XXVII. 318 A letter meant as a revocation
and annulment of that rescript. 1865 llaily Tel. 23 Aug.,
Hence the necessary annulment of the Richmond elections.

Annuloid (se'nitfloid), a. [mod. f. L. annul-us

(see ANNULUS) + -OID.] Ring-like. In Zool. ap-
plied by Prof. Huxley to animals in which the
division, of the body into ring-like segments is less

distinct than in the Anmilosa : see next.

1855 H. SPENCER Psych. 1. 1. i. 6 The sluggish annuloid types
. . contrasted with the energetic kinds of Annulosa. 1877
HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. xii. 678 The Annuloid Series, is re-

presented by the Tric/toscolices and the Annelida.

II Anmiloida (;cniloi-da), s/>. fl. Zool. [mod.
L. adj. pi. neut., prop, annuloidca (sc. animalicti:

see prec.] The Annuloid animals, one of Prof.

Huxley's eight primary groups, placed by him
between the Annulosa and Infusoria. Examples
are the Flukes, Tapeworms, and Wheel animalcules.
1851 HUXLEY in Penny Cycl. md Sufp. 594/1 The Rotifera

. . present a modification of the Annulose type belong, in

fact, to what I have called the Annuloida.

II Annulosa (ri*l*TS), sb. fl. Zool. [mod. L.

adj. pi. neut. (sc. animalia): see ANNULOSE.] The
ANNULOSE animals, one of Prof. Huxley's primary
groups, containing such as crustaceans, insects, and

worms, which have a more or less firm external

skeleton, composed of a series of rings. They com-

prehend the higher Articulata of earlier zoologists.
1855 H. SPENCER Psych. I. I. i. 3 The Sub-kingdom Annu-

losa shows us an immense difference between the slow
crawling of worms and quick flight of insects.

Aimulosan (aaniwhw-san). Zool.
[f. prec. +

-AN.] A member of the Annulosa.
1835 KIRBY Hah. fy Inst. Anim. I. xi. 319 Annulosans

with more propriety Condylopes.

ANNTJNCIADE.

Annulose (renilou-s), a. [f. mod.L. annulos-us
characterized by rings : see ANNULUS and -OSE.]
1. Of a ringed or ring-like character.
x8a6 KIRBY & SPENCE Entomol. (1828) IV. xlvii. 394 Cer-

tain intestinal worms of an indistinct annulose structure.

2. Zool. Having the body formed of a series of

rings or ring-like segments. (See ANNULOSA.)
1835 KIRBY Hal. $ Inst. Anim. I. viii. 236 Their [Cirri-

pedes'] nervous system . . approaches near to that of the An-
nulose animals. 187* NICHOLSON Palseont. 29 The lower
Annulose animals, such as Leeches, Earth-worms, and Er-
rant Annelides.

II Annulus (fe-nirflws). PI. -i. [L., erroneous
mediaeval spelling oianuhis a ring, dim. of rare anus
a rounding, a circular form (see Lewis and Short).]
1. A ring, or ring-like body (in various technical

applications).
'9*3 J- SHUTE A rchit. C j a, Thre of them ye shal geue to

Echinus . . the fourth part geue to Annulus. 1713 DERHAM
Phys. Theol. iv. xii. 223 These Rings have a Curious Ap-
paratus of Muscles enabling those creatures . . to dilate or
contract their Annuli. 1761 STERNE Tr.Shandy (ifxa) III.
x. 275 By the return of the two ends of the strin'gs thro' the
annulus or noose made by the second implication of them.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II, There is a prodigious annulus
encompassing Saturn. 1833 KANE Critmell Exp. xix. (1856)
143 An annulus of Arctic shrubs and trees.

2. Geom. 'The name of a ring, or solid formed

by the revolution of a circle about a straight line

exterior to its circumference as an axis, and in the

plane of the said circle.' Penny Cycl. 1834.
1802 PLAYFAIR lllustr. Hutton. The. 508 If. . the ring is a

solid annulus . . it may be so constituted that the attraction
of Saturn . . may produce a force perpendicular to its surface.

3. Bot. a. In ferns: The ring of cells which

partially surrounds the sporangia, b. In mosses :

The elastic external ring of epidermal cells with
which the brim of the sporangium is furnished.

c. In fungi : Sometimes applied to the portion of
the veil, which remains like a collar round the stalk.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. But. 313 The resemblance between
the midrib of one of these scales and the annulus of a Poly-
podium. 1863 BERKELEY Brit. Mosses 311 Atmitlns,* little

ring, which is often elastic, at the rim of the mouth of the

sporangium. 1871 M. COOKE Fungi (1874) 19 The collar
adherent to the stem falls back, and thenceforth is known
as the annulus or ring.

4. Astr. A ring of light, as in an annular eclipse.
1871 SCHELLEN Spectrum Anal. 54. 256 Forming an an-

nulus around the moon of about 8
7
in diameter.

Annum, [L.] year, in phr. per annum : see PER.

t Amm mber, v. Obs. rare~ l

. [variant of

ADNUMBEK, f. NUMBER after L. adn-, annttmcrare:
see next. Cf. OFr. anombrer.] ANNUJIERATE v.

1687 Death's Vis. ix. (17131 43 Whether the Leathern Bat
. . be to be annumbered among Birds or Beasts.

t Annu-merate, ///. a. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L.

annumerat-ns pa. pple. of annutnera-re to reckon

to, f. an-=ait- to + numerdre to number.] Reckon-
ed or counted in.

1432-50 tr. Higden (i86s> I. 165 If these iiij. yere, and xvi.

yere of kynge loachim . . be annumerate.

t Annu'merate, v. Obs.
[f. prec., or on ana-

logy of vbs. so formed.] To reckon as an addition
to ; to count in, add on.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. 255 All the church, whereto In-
fants also must be annumerated. 1775 PLANTA in Phil.
Trans. LXVI. 136 This whole country . . could not but be
annumerated to one of the provinces of the empire.

tAnnu:mera'tion. Obs. [a.d.L.annumerdtwn-
em, n. of action f. annumerdre : see above.] The
action of adding to a number ; reckoning in or up.
1604 T. WRIGHT Passions of Mind v. 4. 270 If he hath

committed various offences, the conglobation and annumera-
tion of them . . cannot but stirre vp . . the Auditors to abhorre
him. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psend. Ep. 297 They doe . . re-

plenish the world with a newannumeration of others. 1693
OWEN Holy Spirit 179 The Annumeration of these Gifts.

t Anmrnciable, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. an-

nuntia-re, as if ad. L. *anminciabilis : see AN-
NUNCIATE a. and -BLE.] That may be announced
or proclaimed ; declarable.

1636 HARDY Sertn. i Johnxx. (1865) 141/1 This propitiation,
as it is applicable, so it is annunciable to every man.

H In this and the following words the erroneous

med. spelling annunciare, of L. cmnuntiare, has
determined the Eng. form.

Annunciade (anons^-d). [a. Fr. annonci-

ade, ad. It. annunziata, f. amnmziar : L. annun-
tiare to announce : see -ADE.] A name given to :

a. A military order founded by Amadeus VI of

Savoy in 1362 under the title 'Knights of the true

lover's knot,' and re-named, on the accession of
Amadeus VIII to the Pontificate in 1439, in honour
of the Annunciation of the angel Gabriel ; b. A
female religious order founded by Queen Jane of
France ; a nun of that order.

1706 tr. Ditpin, Eccl. Hist. II. iv. xi. 459 Queen Jane,
Daughter of King Lewis XI . . instituted the Order of
the Annunciation or the Annonciades. 1711 Land. Gaz.

mmmmdclxxi/i The Marquis de Tana, Knight of the An-
nunciade. 1712 Ibid, mmmmmli/i AH the Knights of the
Annuntiade . . assisted at the Chapel [in Turin). 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Annunciate^ Knights of the Annun-
ciata, or Annuntiada t was a military order . . at first called



ANNUNCIATE.
the order of the true lovers knots, in memory of a bracelet

of hair presented to the founder by a lady.

t Aimu'nciate, ///. a. Obs. ;
also 4-5 anun-

ciat, [ad. L. annunddt-us, erroneous med. spelling
of anmtntiatus, pa. pple. of annnntidrc : see AN-

NOUNCE.] Announced, declared, proclaimed (es-

pecially beforehand).
(.-1386 CHAUCER Monies T, 25 Sampson, whiche that was

annunciate [v.r. an(n)unciat] By thangel,long er hisnativite.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 91/2 Her byrthe [was] anunciat and
shewd by thaungel. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, viii. vi, By
estimacion is made annunciate Whether the mater be long
or brevyate.

Annunciate, -tiate (anu-njVit), v. [f. prec.,

or on analogy of vbs. so formed.]
1. To make known officially or publicly; to inti-

mate, proclaim, declare. = ANNOUNCE i.

a 1536 TINDALE Supper ofLord Wks. III. 255
' Preach the

death of the Lord,' for so much signifieth annunciate in this

S'ace,

until he come. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. xcviii. 2 By
od appointed to be annuntiated and proclaimed. 1705 BP.

BULL Corrupt Ch. Rome (T.) Let my death be thus annun-
ciated and snown forth. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Gnidi
IV. 123 The cause Which at God's signal, war-trumps newly
blown Shall yet annuntiate to the world's applause.
2. To proclaim or intimate as coming, ready, etc.

1652 SPARKE Prim.Devot. (1663) 445 What here the angel
annunciateth, Isaiah long before prophesied. 1659 PEARSON
Creed 498 They who did annunciate unto the blessed Virgin
the conception of the Saviour. 1883 J. MUNRO in Gd. Words
May 315 The use of electricity for annunciating.

Anntrnciating, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ixG 2
.]

Bringing news, declaring, announcing.
1877 MRS. H. KING Disciples 73 The Annunciating Angel

bows Before the Virgin.

AnnunciationCan^-nsii,? 1

jsn). Also 5 -cion(e,

-cioun, 6 annuntiation, annoncyacyon. [a. Fr.

annonciation, ad. L. anmintiation-em, n. of action

f. annuntid-re : see ANNOUNCE and -TION.] The

specific senses 2, 3, were the earlier in Eng.
1. The action of announcing, of proclaiming or

declaring publicly or officially ; the matter so an-

nounced, announcement.
1563 Homilies n. xv. i. (1859) 442 The memory of Christ,

the Annunciation of his death. 1678 BARCLAY Apot. Quakers
v.vi. uSThe Preaching of Christ . , truly termed the Gospel,
or an Annunciation of Glad-Tidings to all. 1775 TOPLAOY
Wks, (1828) VI. 269 The annunciation of dinner occasioned
a truce to debate. 1827 DE QUINCEV Murder Wks. (1862)
IV. 60 The annunciation of some gigantic calamity.
2. esp. The intimation of the incarnation, made

by the angel Gabriel to the Virgin Mary.
-1440 Gesta Rom, i. Ixvi. 243 The Blesside Virgine, that

conceivide by the annunciatione of the angille. a 1555
LATIMER in Foxe A.

.5-
M. III. 387 The Angel was sent to

greet our Lady, and to annunciate and shew the good will

of God towards her, and therefore it is called The Annun-
ciation of our Lady. 1704 NELSON Fesi. <y Fas+s xiv. (1739)

165 The Annunciation of the blessed Virgin, which the Church
this Day celebrates. 1851 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. II. in. 11.

iii. 17 No subject has been more frequently treated by the

religious painters than that of the Annunciation. 1877 LADY
WOOD Sheen's Foreman I. 234 Clusters ofannunciation lilies.

3. The church festival commemorating that event,

observed on the 2$th of March; Lady-day.
(1400 Epiph. (Turnb. 1843) 80 Thre masses of Crystes

nativite . . And thre of the annunciacion. 1479 CAXION
Cordyale Finis, Fiinisshed on the euen of thannunctacion of

our said blissid Lady. 1537 Bury Wills (1850) 130 Ow
Ladys daye the Annoncyacyon. ai66j JER. TAYLOR (J.)

Upon the day of the annunciation, or Lady-day, meditate on
the incarnation of our blessed Saviour. 1863 R. CHAMBERS
Kk. Days 417/2 Among the sermons of St. Augustine . . are
two regarding the festival of the Annunciation.

Annuiiciative (anzrnpietiv), a, rare. [f. L.

anmtntiat- ppl. stem viannuntid-rc + -IVE.] Char-

acterized by or proper to annunciation.

1659 Gentl. Callingv. 13. 418 Christ's words run not in an

annunciative, but an exhortatory stile. 1821 Q, Rev. XXV.
153 A dream . . annunciative to the inspired Micah, of the

murder of the King. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Gnidi W.
75 That, through all bursts and bruits Of popular passion . .

Ye may not lack a finger up the air, Annunciative, reproving.

Annunciator (amrnjii^tai). [a. L. annttnti-

ator, n. of agent f. annuntidre to ANNOUNCE.]
He who, or that which, announces, an announcer ;

spec, applied to : a. an officer of the Greek Church
who gave notice of holy days ; b. an indicator used

in hotels, etc., to show in which direction the at-

tendance summoned by bell or telephone is needed.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. SM//., Annuntiator, in the Greek

church, an officer whose business is to give notice of the

feasts and holy days. 1845 PKTHIE Eccl. Archit.lreL 16 The
annunciator, instructor, or proclaimer of the festivals. 1879
PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone 302 The annunciator disk and lever.

1883 J. MUNKO in Gd. Words May 317, Figs. 13, 14, and 15

represent a thoroughly reliable annunciator.

Annunciatory (tomJifttOTi)i a. rare ,
[f.

prec. +-Y : see -OH Y.] Of or befitting an announcer;

pertaining to announcing.
1859 in WORCESTER. Mod. The annunciatory office or

preaching of John the P.aptist.

Ano- G?'
;n0), comb. f. L. anus, ANUS, as in ano-

perineeal, pertaining to both anus and perinseum.
1878 BRYANT Pract. Snrg. I. 695 The exploratory ano-

perinxal operation.

Ano- (se
:n0), pref. a. Or. avca adv. *

upward'; in

mod. scientific terms, as anocarfous, anogenic.
VOL. I.

*
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AnocarpOUS (tenoka-jpss), a. Bot. [moil. f.

Gr. av<a upward + xapir-os fruit + -ous.] Of ferns:

Bearing fructification on the upper part of the frond.

1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

Anocathartic (oc^kapaMtik), a. and sb.

[mod. f. Gr. avai upward + CATHARTIC =- Gr. xaBap-
TIKOS purgative ; formerly written atia-.~\ Emetic.

1853 MAYNE Exp. Lex., Anocathartic, having power to

purge upwards, or cause vomiting ; emetic.

Anode (arn<7d). Electr. [ad. Gr. dvotios way up,
f. dvd up + o8oy way.] a. strictly, as applied by
Faraday: The path by which an electric current

leaves the positive pole, and enters the electrolyte,
on its way to the negative pole. b. loosely used

for : The positive pole. In both senses opposed
to cathode, which is applied to the path of exit

from the electrolyte, and to the negative pole.
a. 1849 RUSSELL & WOOLKICH in Circ. Sc. I. 220/1 A plate

of Cadmium as an anode. 1875 URE Diet. Arts II. 221 The
nickel anodes are connected to the . . carbon plates of the

battery ; the articles to be coated with the zincs.

b. 1841 W. GROVE Contrib. Sc. 241 The anode of a voltaic

combination. 1870 R. FERGUSON EUctr. 161 The poles . .

are called electrodes, the 4- pole being called the anode.

Anodic (Etiydik), a. Med.
[f.

Gr. dvoS-cs way
up + -1C.] Of nerve force : Proceeding upwards.
1853 in MAYNE Exp. Lex.

Anodon(t (re'n&ljJn, -pnt). Zool. [mod.L. ano-

donta (in which form the word usually occurs), f.

Gr. av priv. + uctovr-a tooth.] A genus of bivalve

molluscs, so called because they have no teeth on
the hinge of their shell ; e. g. fresh-water mussels.

1847 CARPENTER Zool. 949 The Unia resembles the Ano-
don in the structure of the shell . . except that the hinge is

more complicated. 1876 RENEDEN Anhn. I'aras.^q The
young anodonts have, not like the other acephala, vibratory
wheels in order to move themselves. 1878 BELL Gegcn-
baiter 342 The other posterior, as in Unio or Anodonta.

Anodyne (re'n^dain), a. and sb.
;
also 6-7 -in,

-ine. [ad. L. anodyn-ns (Celsus, etc.), a. Gr. avlu-

Svv-os painless, f. av priv. + ooiivr; pain. Cf. Fr.

anodin -e (i6th c. in Littre), whence also the obs.

Eng. spelling in -in, -inc.']

A. adj.
1. Having the power of assuaging pain.
1543 TRAHERON P'igo's Chirnrg. v. xv. 161 Anodyne reme-

dyes, whych do swage payne. 1643 STEER Exp. Chyrurg.
vi. 26 To ease paine apply this Anodine Medicine about the

sore. 1712 tr. Potnet's Hist. Drugs I. 212 Tar and Bees-

wax makes a Plaister that is discussive and anodine. 1758
JOHNSON Idler No. 40^6 The anodyne necklace for . . tooth-

ing infants. 1859 G. WILSON E. Fortes iv. 127 The chief. .

sleep-producing . . anodyne virtues of the opium.

%.fig. Soothing to the mind or feelings.

1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 105 The anodyne draught of oblivion.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. 1 18581 69 Probably Imposture is of

sanative, anodyne nature, and man's Gullibility not his

worst blessing.

B. sb. (So Gr. avuiSvvov, L. anodynum, which
were also in early use in Eng.)
1. A medicine or drug which alleviates pain.
1543 TRAHERON Vigo's Chiritrg. (1586) 431 Things which

are without griefe, are called in Greke, Anodina. Howbeit

Vigo useth the word for things that remove paine. 1578
LYTE Dodoens VI. xc. 774 Softening playsters, anodines
which take away payne and griefe. 1625 HART Anat. Ur.
n. iv. 69 The injection of an anodine, or mitigating glister.

1641 FRENCH Distill, iii. 11651) 88 This liquor is a famous

Anodynum. 1735 POPE Moral Ess. n. it i The daily Ano-

dyne, and nightly draught. 1856 DE QUISCEY IVks. V. Pref.

o Amongst the most potent of anodynes, we may rank hem-

lock, henbane, chloroform, and opium.

%.fig. Anything that soothes wounded or excited

feelings, or that lessens the sense of a misfortune.

c issoCovERDALK Christ'sCross iv. Wks. II. 245 The wicked
. . run from God to their anodynes, saints, and unlawful means.

1647 WARDiSVw/. Cooler 66 When multitudes sin, multitudes

of mercy are the best Anodines. 4:1670 BARROW Serm. (1686)

III. xv. 170 An assured Anodynon, and infallible remedy.
1782 T. CHALMERS Estimate (1812) 272 Of public debts . .

the true anodyne is a sinking-fund, 1831 BREWSTER Newton
(1855) I. xi. 280 Time . . the only anodyne of sorrow.

Anodynous (jenfdinas), a. ? Obs. [f.
L. ano-

<fyn-Hs (see prec.) + -ous.] = ANODYNE a.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 130 Anodynous medica-

ments. 1662 CHANDLER Fa Helmont's Oriatr. 331 It is an

anodynous or sleepifying, and mad poyson. 1676 COLES,

Anodynojts. belonging to anodynes. [In mod. Diets.]

Anoetic (snoie-tik), a. rare. [f. Gr. UVUIJT-OS

inconceivable (f.
d priv. -H/OT/TOS perceptible) + -1C.]

Not able to be thought ;
unthinkable.

1856 FERRIER Inst. Metaph. 93 The conversion of the in-

cogitable (the anoetic) into the cogitable itbe noetic).

Anogenic (oenoid.^e'nik), a. [mod. f. Gr. ova

upwards + -ytv-r)s produced -t- -10.] Developed or

growing upwardly or inwardly.
1878 LAWRENCE Cotta's Rocks Class. 383 Hardinger has

proposed the term ccitogenic, in contradistinction to the

anogenic transmutations which proceed from the exterior

towards the interior, under the influences of air and water.

Anogh, ano;. obs. forms of ENOUGH.

t Anoi'l, v. Obs. ; also 6 annoil, 6-7 anoyl(e,

7 annoyle. [modification of ENOIL, a. OFr. enuiler,

mod.Fr. enhniler, perh. influenced by the native

synonym ANELE.] To anoint with oil (as a re-

ligious rite); spec, to administer extreme unction.

ANOINT.

1303 [See ANOILING]. a 1520 Jlfyrr. Our Laayc Pref. 57
And receyuynge the blessyd Bodye of oure Lorde [she] was

anoylyd. 1577 HOLINSHED Citron. II. 302 Children were

also christened, and men houseled and annoiled. 1582 A'. 7".

(Rhem.) James v. 14 Let them pray over him, anoiling him
with oile in the name of our Lord. i688Hl DLEsroxin Ellis

Orig. Lett. n. IV. 79 Desired His Majesty [Chas. II], that . .

lie would give me leave to proceed to the sacrament of Ex-
treme Unction . . I then anoyled him.

t Anorling, vM. sb. Obs. Forms : 4-7 anoyl-

ing(e, 6 annoyling, -ynge, annoiling, 6-7 anoil-

ing. [f. prec. + -ING 1
: cf. EXOIUNG, ANELING.]

Theactionofanointing(as a religious rite); unction.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Syntie 844 Holy watyr take of (>e

prestys hande. For anoylyng hyt wyl be stande. 1340 Ayenb.
14 pe holy ssrifte, and j>e laste anoylinge. 1537 Inst. C/ir.

Mtm H vij, This maner of annoylynge of sycke persons.

1586 T. ROGERS 39 Art.<i(x>j) 263 The 1'apists do take anoil-

ing of the sick (which they call extreme unction) for a sacra-

ment. 1627 BP. HALL Apol.agst. Ilimtmists^45. 612 '1 heir

masses, their oblations . . their anoylings, their exorcisings.

tAnoint, ///. a. etc. Obs. 4-5. Alsoenoynt.an-
oyiit. [a. UFr. cnoint : L. iniinct-iim, pa. pple. of

enoiinire-.'L. innn^-frc. The pref. an-, is an AFr.,

or Eng. modification ; it varied with en- to 1485.

After formation of the vb. anoynt-en, anoynt re-

mained for some time as its pa. pple., and even

contracted pa. t. (cf. lift for lifted, etc.), till super-

seded by the regular anointed] Anointed.

a. ///. adj.
1303 R. HKI-NNE IfaiiJl. Synnc 741 7 PC prest bat ys a noynt.

1382 WYCLIK ^V/ww/i. vi. 15 Thinne cakys . . anoynt with oyle.

(-1386 CHAUCER h'nts. T. 2103 Who wrastleth best naked,
with oyle enoynt {v.r. anoynt ^}. <-i399/ W. /Vt'Wi t iS59' II.

12 My worthi noble prince and kyng enoignt.

b. fa. pple. or fa. i. of vb.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 7 He . . anoynte hym, and swa
he dyede. c 1400 Rom. Rose 1889 The God of Love it hadde

anoynt With a precious oynement. c 1400 1 \i<ainc fy G<tu'.

1779 She enoynt his heved wele. L 1450 LOXELICH Grail
xviu 133 That wownde he . . anoynt ful softely.

Anoint (.anoi'nt), v. Forms: 4-6 enoynt(e,

4-7 anoynt(e, 5 ennoynt, -oiiit, 5-6 annoynt,

6-7 -oint, 4- anoint, [f. prec., which see. Though
etymologically, an + oint, it was treated phonetic-

ally as if a + noint, and thus nphetized to NOIXT,
and illusively spelt in i6-i7th c. an-noint (cf. an-

noy}. Obs. by-forms : ENGINE, NOINT, OIXT.

Anoint has partially replaced OE. smerian, SMKAU,
as a more refined and specialized synonym.]

I. To smear with an unguent.
1. To smear or rub over (medicinally or cosmetic-

ally) with oil or unguent ;
to oil, grease, apply oint-

ment to. a. To anoint the body, etc. witn. ai-f/i.

1366 MAUNDEV. ii. n Oyle of Mercy for to anoynte with

his Membres. 1393 GOWER Can/. III. 67 Thanne first he

hath anointed With sondry herbes that figure. 1430 I.vur;.

Chron. Troy i. vi, He was enoynted with an oyntement.

1483 CAXTON Cnto C viij b, The scorpion and the honyflye
the whyche anoynten before and prycken hard behynde.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. f, Uplondyshm. n With butter for to

anoynt theyr necke. 1591 HARINGTON Arias/. Orl. Fur. 135
To noynt him selfe over with goates suet. 1611 BIBLE A't-r.

iii. 18 Anoint thine eyes with eye salue, that thou mayest
see. [So in Ret'ised.} 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gtorg. iv. 599
With Nectar she her son anoints.

fb. \Vith the unguent as object. Obs.

1599 A. M. Gabclliouer's Bk. Physic 357/1 Wash chilblanes

when they breake . . and anoynte Terebinthine thereon.

1655 MHO. WORC. Cent. hiv. Ixiv, The green Oile . . that was
first anointed and used between the barrel [of the Cannon]
. . and the Engine [for loading].

t c. With the unguent as subject. Obs.

1697 DRYDEN Virgil (J.) Fragrant oils the stiffen'd limbs

anoint.

d. intr. (refl. pron. omitted.)

1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece I. viii. ("1715) 40 The Greeks

usually Anointed before Meals.

2. spec. To apply or pour on oil, etc., as a religious

ceremony : a. at baptism, or on consecration to an

office, as those of priest or sovereign.
1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. 206 Enoynted he was als kyng.

1382 WYCLIF Acts iv. 27 Thi hooly child Jhesu, whom thou

anoyntidest . . for to do the thingis, that thin bond and thi

counceil demiden for to don. 1450 MYRC 670 Wassche be

chylde ouer be font pere he was anoynted in be front. 1485
CAXTON Chas. Gt. 4 All kynges of fraunce ben enoynted at

Raynes. 1611 BIHI.E Ex. xxviii. 41 Thou-.shalt annoint

them, and consecrate them . . that they may minister vnto

mee in the Priests office. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L.

168 Here David was anointed king over the house of Judah.

fb. in extreme unction ;
= ANELE, ANOIL. Obs.

1366 MAUNDEV. 19 Thei anoynte not the seke men.

fB.Jif. a. To besmear with flattery; to 'butter.'

c 1400 Rom. Rase 1057 These losengeris hem preyse and

smylen, And thus the world with word anoynten. 1483
CAXTON G. de la Tour H v b, More worthe is the frend

whiche prycketh than the flaterynge frend whiche enoynteth.

b. To anoint the hand: to bribe. (Sc. to creesh

the luif.)

1566 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 102 Yea, the handis of

our Lordis so liberallie war anoynted.

II. To moisten or rub.

4. To moisten or rub a surface with any sub-

stance. (Const, as in i.)

-1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1446 Wyth besten blod busily

anoynted. 1356 WYCLIF Last Age of Ch. (1840) 35 Wib his

blood he anoyntide |w glas. c 1460 Tcrtvneley Myst. 23
44



ANOINTED.
Anoynt thi ship with pik. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. xvi. 102
Who someuer ennoynteth hym self with the blode. 1563
T. HVLL GardeningM 593) 73 The ashes of Dill . . may profit-

ably be annointed on moiste vlcers. i6iz BIBLE John ix. 11

lesus made clay, and anointed mine eyes. 1653 WALTON
Angler 139 The box in which he put those worms was
anointed with a drop, or two . . of the oil of Ivy-berries. 1868
HEAVYSEGE Jezebel \. 74 Neither for years shall be allowed
to fall Dew to anoint the ground.
5. Hence ironically: To beat soundly, to '

baste.'

(In the north they say humorously
'

to anoint with

the sap of a hazel rod.')
c 1500 Partenay 5653 The kyng away fly, Which so well

was anoynted [Fr. si bien oingt} indede, That no sleue ne

pane had he hole of brede. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. II. 287
Seize a trusty staff. . and anoint the back of the aggressor.

Anointed (anoi'nted), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
1. Smeared or rubbed with any unctuous matter

;

esp. having had oil poured on, as a sacred rite.

^1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \\. iii. 36 JHse ben faire binges and
enoyntid wib hony swetnesse of rethorike and musike. c 1440
Morte A rth. 50 He . . Mad of his cosyns kyngys ennoyntede.
1528 MORE Heresyes in. Wks. 1557, 222/2 Priest . . in our
owne tongue hath alway sygnified an enoynted parson. 1595
SHAKS. John in. i. 136 Haile you annointed deputies of

heauen. 1727 POPE Dune. in. 2 On Dulness' lap th' Anointed
head repos'd. 1735 BOLINGBROKE Parties 14 That anointed
Pedant. 1827 KEBLE Chr. Year S. Matthias x, By Thine
anointed heralds duly crown'd.

2.y%-. Consecrated, sacred, rare.

1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars in. xxiii, Barring th' Anointed

Liberty of Laws.
3. absol. (formerly as sb. with pi.) A consecrated

one. The Lord's Anointed : Christ or the Messiah ;

also, a king by 'divine right.'
1529 FRITH Epist. Chr, Reader (1829^ 467 False prophets

and false Christs I that is to say, false anointed i. 1535 COVER-
DALE 2 Sam. i. 14 To laye thine hande vpon the Lordes
anointed [WYCLIF, to slee the crist of the Lord]. 1602 T.
FITZHERB. Defence 25 Thou art Messias, that is to say, the

anoynted, or as we commonly say, Christ. 1611 BIBLE 7s.

xlv. i Thus saith the Lord to his Anointed, to Cyrus, a 1641
BP. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. 30 Christ carries royaltie upon
the back, above all Anointeds. 1727 POPE Hor, Ep. \\. i. 389
No Lord's anointed, but a Russian Bear. 1883 Daily News
14 Feb. 5/4 If he went through Western France, and was
acclaimed . . as the Lord's anointed.

Anointer (anoi-ntaj). [f. as prec. + -ER1.]
1. One who anoints.

1591 PHRCIVALL Sp. Diet., Utttador, an annointer, Vnctor.

1655 MOUFFET & BESS. Health's Impr. ( 17461 74 Perfumers,
Anointers, and Bath-masters. 1752 J. GILL Trinity iii. 61

The Anointer is the Spirit of the Lord. 1845 Eng. Saints,
St. Aug. iv. 37 Kings were anointed .. and were soon after-

wards put to death, without trial, by their anointers.

2. Applied to a religious sect of the i7thc.
1677 PLOTT Oxfordsh. xxxviii. iT.i At Watlington, in Ox-

fordshire, there was a sect called Anointers, from their anoint-

ing people before they admitted them into their communion.

Anointing (anornthj). [f. as prec. + -ING !.]

1. gen. The action of applying grease or oil to

the surface of the body. (Often gerundial.)

, nc. Aic.39o.
and anointings before their feasts. 1776 GIBBON Dec/. $ F.

xxxvii, The salutary custom of bathing the limbs in water
and of anointing them with oil.

2. spec. a. The application of oil, as a sign of

consecration to a sacred office.

1382 W YCI.H-- E.r. xxx. 31 This oyle of anoyntyng holy it

shal be to me. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls Ser. > VI. 159 By
the noyntynge of holy creame. 1529

Glory of Regality; an
and Crowning of the Kings and Queens of England.

f b. Last anointing of the sick : extreme unction.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3409 Last enoyntyng gyven to

pe seke. a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr. Ttwrnt. MS. 8 The fyfte
sacrament es be laste enoyntynge with oyle.

<My.
1382 WYCLIF i John ii. 20, 27 je han anoyntyng \v.r. unc-

cioun] of the Holy Goost. His anoyntyng techith }ou of alle

thingis. 1611 The same anointing teacheth you of all things.

*j- 3. An anointing material, ointment, unguent.
1382 WYCLIF Eccfas. xxxviii. 7 The oyneraent makere shal

make pymentis ofswotenesse, and enoyntingus [1388 anoynt-
yngis] he shal make of helthe. 1561 J. DAUS Bnllinger on

Apoc. (1573) 144 b, Oyle is a resemblaunce of the holy Ghost,
wherfore S. John calleth also the holy Ghost an annoyntyng.
4. attrib.

1611 BIBLE Lev. x. 7 The anointing oyle of the Lord is

vpon you. 1636 HEALEY Thcophrast. 46 Being at a Barbars

shop or an anointing place.

t Anoi'ntiuent. Obs. Forms : 5 enoynte-,

4-7 anoynt-, 6 annoint-.
[f.

ANOINT + -MENT.]
1. The action or process of anointing.
1494 FABYAN vi. cxciv. 198 The whiche penaunce durynge,

He was kept from the sayd enoyntement. 1593 T. HVLL
Gardening 139 The same annointment amendeth the

fpule-
nes or filthines of the skin. 1649 MILTON Etkott. xxviii. 519
Were that true, which Is most fals, that all Kings are the
Lords Anointed, it were yet absurd to think that the Anoint-
ment of God, should be as it were a charme against Law.
1813 W. TAYLOR in Month. A'^-. LXXI. 127 The clergy
awaited only the pretence of an anointment at Rheims.

2. Ananointingmaterial; ointment, unguent, salve.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vi. Ix.(i495) 195 She batheth

hym and anoynteth hym wyth noble anoyntments. c 1460

Towneley Myst. 262 Oure anoyntments fare and clere, That

346

we have broght. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. 315 Had given
her soveraign anoyntment to preserve his body withall. 1626
COCKERAM, Vnguent^ An anoyntment.

t Anoi'Se. v. Obs. rare. [f. A- pref. \ (or 6) +
NOISE v.~\ To noise abroad, bruit, renown.
c 1400 Destr. Troy i. 220 By J>i name J>us anoisyt & for

noble holden.

Anoli, -is (an<?u-li, -is). Zool. Also 8 annolis,
anole. [a. native name in the Antilles, anoli,

anoalli\ Fr. and mod.L. anolis^\ A genus of
lizards of the Iguana family, found in the \Vest

Indies and adjacent mainland.

1706 PHILLIPS, Annolis, a Creature in America, about the

bigness of a Lizard, and of a yellowish Skin. HCgCHAlfBKKfl
Cycl. Supp., Anole . . the name of a species of lizard. 1835
KIRBY Hob. $ hist. Anim, II. xxii. 430 They [the Guanas]
are remarkable as well as the Anolis, for the kind of goitre
in their throat, which . . they can inflate to a large size, 1847
CARPENTER Zool. 495 The Anolis is a small, slender, active,
little animal, frequenting woods and rocky places.

t Ano'inal, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [a. Fr. ano~

mat, ad. L. anomal-us, a. Gr. upw/iaX-cr irregular,
uneven ; f. av priv. + o^aX-o? even.]
A. adj. Irregular, anomalous.

1681 tr. T. Willis' Rum. Med. Wks,, Anomal, Irregular,
out of order.

B. sb. Anything anomalous ; an anomaly.
1569 J. SANFORD Agrigpa's Van.Artes 107 Whiche thinges

because they haue neither measure, nor rule, are called

Anomals. [t6zo Re/i<?. Wotton. (1672) 261 Irregularitivesof
Fortune, who hath likewise her Anomola.] 1665 J. SPENCER

Prodigies 131 A more faithful History of the Anomals in

Nature.

Ano'llialar, Obs. rare-3
-,

[f.
L. anomal-its

(see prec.) + -AK.]
= ANOMALOUS.

1709 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 432 The Anomalar Blackness of
the Girl's Face . . is divided into a few dark, clowdy Specks.

Anomaliflorous ^an^maliiilo^ras), a. Bot.

[f.
L. anomal-iis + -flor-us flowered + -OUS.]

1880 in Syd. See. Lex.

Allonialiped (an^-maliped), a. and sb. rare.

[a. Fr. anomalipede, f. L. anomal-us (see ANOMAL)
+ped- {pes) foot.] A. adj. Having an anomalous
foot ;

(

applied to a bird, the middle toe of which
is united to the exterior by three phalanges, and to

the interior by one only' (Craig). B. sb. A bird

having this structure of foot. Craig 1847.

Anomalism (anp'maliz'm). rare.
[f.

Gr. avu-

^aA-o? (see ANOMAL) 4 -ISM.] Anomalousness, ir-

regularity, anomaly ; an example of irregularity.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 447 The vast multitude of Ano-

malisms and exceptions in the inflexions of Verbs. 1796
PEGGE Anonym. 1.18091 3 10 This would breed no obscurity
by the anomalism, as such modes of spelling would always
be perfectly welJ understood. 1862 MRS. WOOD Mrs. HalHb.
(18641 III. i. 313 She could not understand how so great an
anomalism could be.

Anomalist (anp'malist). rare. [mod. f. as prec.
+ -IST. (Farrar takes it from Ger. of Lersch.)] One
who held that language was purely conventional or

arbitrary in its origin, or without any natural ana-

logy between names and the things named.
1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. i. 7 Those who leaned to the

conventional origin of language, were styled Anomalists.

1865 Chapt. Lang, 109 The Analogists who argued for the
natural origin of language against the Anomalists.

Anomalistic (an^malrstik), a. [mod. f. as

prec. + -ISTIC. Cf. mod.L. anomalistic-us^ and Fr.

anomalistique perh. earlier.] Connected with or

pertaining to an anomaly.
1. Astr. Pertaining to the anomaly or angular

distance of a planet from its perihelion. Anomal-
istic year ; the time occupied by the earth (or other

planet), in passing from perihelion to perihelion,
or from any given value of the angular element

called anomaly to the same again, which, owing to

the slow eastward motion of the apsidal points of

the orbit, is longer than a tropical or sidereal year,

containing 365 d. 6h. 13'49*3 * Anomalistic month:

the time similarly occupied by the moon in passing
from perigee to perigee, etc.

1767 HORSLEY in Phil. Trans. LVII. 179 The duplicate
proportion of the periodic month to the anomalistic month.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. fy Exp. Phil. IV. xlv. 244 The anomal-
istic period of Saturn is increasing, at present, about a day
in a century. 1833 J. NARRIEN Hist. Astron. 261 Her [the

moon's] mean anomalistic velocity. 1874 MOSELEY Astron.
xxx. fed. 4) 1 16 The time intervening between two successive

passages of the earth through an aphelion or perihelion, of
its orbit, is called an Anomalistic Year.

2. Of or pertaining to a (linguistic) anomalist.
1882 Trans. Viet. Inst. 321 The Conventional (Anomalistic)

and Connexional (Analogistic) Theories of Language.

t Ano-mali'stical, a. Obs. rare. = prec.
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The anomalistical or common

year,
is somewhat greater than the tropical year. 1796

HUTTON Math. Diet. I. 120 The anomalistical year* called

also periodical year, is the space of time in which the earth,
or a planet, passes through its orbit.

Ano mali'stically. adv. rare- 9
, [f. prec. +

-LY-.] In an anomalistic manner.
1775 in ASH ; and in mod. Diets.

Anomalo- (an^maU?\ comb, form of Gr. dVa//m-

Aof, irregular ; as in Anomalogonatous (-gp-natas),
a. '/.ool. [Gr. yovar- (yovv] knee], of or belonging

ANOMALY.
to the Anomalogonati, an order of birds, including
sparrows, woodpeckers, etc., so named by Pro
Garrod as lacking the rcctits femoris muscle.
1882 A thenxitnt 27 May 671/1 The whole group ofanomalo-

gonatous birds.

Anomalous (an7-mabs\ a.
[f.

L. anomat-us

(see ANOMAL) + -ous.]
1. With to : Unequal, unconformable, dissimilar,

incongruous, arch.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 51 Neutralls and bodies
anomalous hereto. 1652 GAULE Magastront. 18 [The stars

in the East] appeared and disappeared anomalous to ordinary
starres. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. x. 267 These [early missions]
. . were anomalous to the general feeling of Christians.

2. simply : Unconformable to the common order;

deviating from rule, irregular ;
abnormal.

1635 LESTRANGE Chas. I, 137 These things . . being anoma-
lous, innovations, and so severely urged, many . . separated
themselves into factious sidings. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 601

Some anomalous Feavers. 1789 BENTHAM Princ. Legist.
xviii. 10 Offences of this description may well be called

anomalous. 1872 HOLMES Poet Brtakf. T. xi. 347 Peculiar
and anomalous in her likes and dislikes.

b. in Nat. Hist.

1655 Let. in Hartlib. Ref. Connnoniv. Bees 22 A third very
anomalous Generation . . is of a sort of stinging Flies. 1737
P. MILLER Card. Diet. s. v. Viola, It hath a polypetalous,
anomalous Flower, somewhat resembling the papilionaceous
Flower. 1845 DARWIN I'oy. A'^/.viii. (18791 162 This beauti-

ful and most anomalous structure is adapted to take hold of

floating marine animals.

C. in Gram.
1659 B. WALTON Consid. Considered 263 The following

Masorites, rinding such anomalous punctuation, left all as

they found them. 1706 PHILLIPS s. v., In Grammar there

are four kinds of Anomalous Nouns, viz. Heterogeneal,
Heteroclites, Difficients and Redundants. iSy^SAYCE Com-
par. Philol. ix. 349 The tendency of aH linguistic progress
is to reduce the number of anomalous forms.

Ano'inalously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]
In an

anomalous manner, irregularly, in a way at variance

with due order.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. v. (1686) 195 Eve ano-

malously proceeded from Adam. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 91
It is better that the whole should be imperfectly and anoma-

lously answered, than, etc. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III.

xii. 80 The separate translations, still anomalously prohibited
in detail, were exposed freely to sale in a single volume.

Aiio'nialousness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being anomalous.

1698 [R. FERGUSSON] View Eccles. 95 Objections fastened

upon Persons, because ofsome Anomolousness in their Bodily
Structure. 1865 FUSEY Eiren. 12 The temporary notoriousness
which they [Essays and Reviews] gained shows the more
their anomalousness.

Anomaly (,an<rmali). [ad. L. anomalia, a. Gr.

av&jf*a\ia, n. of quality f. avwp.aX-os : see ANOMAL.]
1. Unevenness, inequality, of condition, motion, etc.

1571 DIGGES Pantom. (1591) 178 The excesse wherby the
Semidiameter of the Ringe or Cornice of the Head dooth
exceed the Cornice of the Coyle [of cannon] I call the Ano-
malye. 1684 T. BuKHBT Th. Earth II. 98 The great shakings
and concussions of our globe at that time, affecting some of
the neighbouring orbs . . may cause anomalies and irregulari-
ties in their motions. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. I.

in. ii. 175 The motions of the sun and moon . . had other
anomalies or irregularities.

2. Irregularity, deviation from the common order,

exceptional condition or circumstance, concr. A
thing exhibiting such irregularity; an anomalous

thing or being.
1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 78 To admire Nature's Ano-

maly . . in the number of Eyes, which she has given to several

Animals. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. ix. 217 Support him
under all the anomalies of life. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages
(1872) II. 213 Time changes anomaly into system. 1852
GLADSTONE Gleanings IV. xvi. 152 The intolerable anomaly
of a state obeying in the civil sphere the dictates of the

Church. 1870 DISRAELI Lothair 1. 274 A capital without a

country is an apparent anomaly.
b. Nat. Sc. Deviation from the natural order.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 135 They confound the

generation of perfect animalls with imperfect . . and erect

anomalies, disturbing the lawes of Nature. 1859 DARWIN
Orig. Spec. v. (1873) 108 There is no greater anomaly in nature
than a bird that cannot fly. 1860 MAURV Phys. Geog. xv.

660 A low barometer . . was considered an anomaly peculiar
to the regions of Cape Horn.

C. Gram. Irregularity, exception to the prevailing
form of inflexion, etc.

1612 BRINSLKY Lnd. Lit. xx. (1627) 224 Most exceptions or

Anomalies may be learned after. 1751 WATTS Imprwem.
Mind\ 1801 ) 57 Let but few of the anomalies or irregularities
ofthe tongue be taught . . to young beginners. 1874 BLACKIE

Self-Culture 34 Some anomalies, as in the conjugation of a
few irregular verbs.

3. Astr. The angular distance of a planet or

satellite from its last perihelion or perigee : so

called because the first irregularities of planetary
motion were discovered in the discrepancy between

the actual and the computed distance.

1669 FLAMSTEAD in Phil. Trans. IV. 1109 The moons mean
Anomaly is os. isd. lorn. 37Rec. 1706 PHILLIPS, Anomaly
of the Orbit is the Arch, or Distance of a Planet from its

Aphelion. 1867 E. DENISON Astron. 32 The distance of a

planet from perihelion, or of the moon from perigee., is

called its true anomaly ; and the distance it would have gone
in the same time if it moved uniformly, or in a circle instead

of an ellipse, is its mean anomaly; and their difference is

called the equation of the centre. 1868 Chambers'* Encycl.
I. 280 The anomaly was formerly measured from the aphe-
lion ;

but from the fact that the aphelia of most of the comets



ANOMO-.
lie beyond the range of observation, the perihelion is now
taken as the point of departure for all planetary bodies.

4. A/us. A small deviation from a perfect interval,

in tuning instruments with fixed notes ;
a tempera-

ment. Ed. Encycl. 1830.
Aliomo- (x'-ntfmo, an^mJ), comb, form of Gr.

avop.-os without law, f. d priv. + vo/aos law ;
first ele-

ment in various compounds, chiefly modern, as :

Aiiomobranchiate (-brae'rjki|et), a. and sb. Zoo/.

[Gr. /3pa7xia g'"s]> "'(/ having gills of irregular

structure, sb. a crustacean having such gills. Ano-

mocarpons (-ka'ipss), a. Rot. [Gr. Kapnus fruit],

bearing unusual fruit. Anomodont (anp'modcnt),
a. and sb. Zool. [Gr. iiSovr- tooth], having irregular
or no teeth, applied to a genus of fossil reptiles.

Anomophyllous (-fvlss), a. Bot. [Gr. <pv\\ov

leaf], having leaves irregularly placed. Anomo-
rhomboid '

v-r(7'mboid). Cryst. [Gr. ^o^o-fi8r}s
rhombus shaped],

' a name given to certain varieties

of crystalline spars, of no determinate regular ex-

ternal form, but alwaysfracturingintoirregularrhom-
boids' (Craig). Anomorhomboidal (-rpmboi'dal),
a. Cryst., consisting of irregular rhomboids.

1852 DANA Crust, i. 8 In the Anomobranchiates the feet

are in part two-branched or bifid. 1880 Syd. Soc. Lex., A no-

mocarpous. 1881 Atkenxmn 19 Mar. 401/1 The Skeleton

of an Anomodont Reptile. 1879 LE CONTE Elan. Geol. 410
The beaked Saurians, also called Anomodonts. 1880 Syd,
Soc. Lex., Anomophyllous. [1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp.,
Aiiomorhomboidia. .pellucid crystalline spars, .composed of

plates running both horizontally and perpendicularly thro'

the masses . . There are five known species.] 1847 CRAIG,
./ tiomorliOHiboidal.

Aliomoeo'lliery. rare. [f.
Gr. avo^oio^fp-f)-?

of dissimilar parts ;
cf. onoionlpua HOMOJOMERY

(f. o/Joiot like-t-^tpos part).] The theory that the

ultimate atoms of matter are dissimilar.

1678 CUDWORTH /Httll. Syst. Pref. 7 The true and genuine
Atotnology of the Ancient Italicks . . was an Anomceomery,
or doctrine of Dissimilar and Unqualified Atoms.

Anomoural, -mural (tenomii*iil), a. Zool.

[f. as next+-AL.] Having the character of the

Anomoura (see next).

1852 DANA Crust. I. 56 These different Anomoural forms.

Ibid. 399 The term Anomoural refers to the anomalous cha-

racter of the abdomen.

Aiiomouraii, -muran (serutnu'Tin'), a. and
sb. Zool. [f. Anoin{o}ui'a (mod.L. f. Gr. apo//-os

irregular + ofipa tail) + -AN.]
A. adj. Of the Anomoura or stalk-eyed Crustacea,

allied to the hermit-crab ;
so called from the want

of any regular type in the abdomen or '
tail.'

1877 HUXLEY Atiat, Inv. An. vi. 350 The Anomuran con-
dition passes into that of the young Brachyuran.

B. sb. A member of the Anomoura.
Anoniourous (senomu^rss), a. Zool. = ytec.
1847 CARPENTER Zool. it. 251 Anomourous Decapods ;

Hermit-crabs.

Anomphalous (anjrmfalas), a.
[f. Gr. av priv.

+ o/j</>aX-cjs navel + -OUS.] Without a navel.

1741 BAILEY, Anoinpkaloits, without a Navel, as it is sup-

posed our first Parents were created, not wanting Nourish-
ment in the Womb that way. 1853 in MAYN'E Exp. Lex.

f A/HOmy. Obs. [ad. Gr. avon'ia, n. of quality
f. avo/t-oi lawless.] Disregard of law, lawlessness ;

esp. (in 1 7th c. theology) disregard of divine law.

1591 LAMBARDE Archeion. (1635) 120 That were to set an

Anomy, and to bring disorder, doubt, and incertaintie over
all. 1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordages Myst. Div. 23 Men's

Lusts, animosities, enormities, Anomies. 1689 Apol. Fail.

IValker s Ace. 15 You Presbyterians distinguish between the

Action and the Anomy, or Irregularity of it. 1755 in JOHNSON.

Anon (anfn), adv. Forms : i on an, on ane,

2-3 anan, 3 ansen, 3-4 onon, onan^e, an-nane,
in an(e, in oon, 4 on o(o)ne, 4-5 anoon(e, 4-7
anone, 5 onon(e, enon, onoon, 6 annou(e, 2-

auon. Aphet. 4 noon. [OE. on an into one, on
ane in one, i. e. in one body, mind, state, act, way,
course, motion, movement, moment.]

f
1 1. In (or into) one body, company, or mass

;

in one ; together ;
in one accord ; in unity. Obs.

n 1000 Aletr. Ps. cxxxii. i Hii glsedlic . . Ja;tte brdSur onan

begen hicjen. a 1000 CVNEWULF Christ 970 (Grein) Teonlej
bserne5 breo call onan grimme togEedre.

f2. In one (and the same) state or condition

(without change) ; the same. Obs. rare.

f 12*0 UreisnH in Latiib. Hoin. i8q [He] halt euer anon
wibute sturunge. a 1300 Cursor ill. 1852 pe streme it stud
ai still in-an [v.r. in ane, on an, in oon].

1 3. In one (and the same) course or direction, in

a straight course, straight on, even. Anon to : even

to, as far as to ;
= L. usque ad, Fr. jusqifa, Ger.

bis s. Obs.
< 1200 ORMIN 1105 He wass all da}} Unnclene anan till

efenn. < 1305 K. E. Poems (1862) 49 Al J>e lond bi^unde
humber : anon into scotlonde. 1387 TREVISA Iligdcn (1865)
I. 85 From Je see bat is i-cleped Caspius anon to be Rede see.

1399 A' ich. Redeles n. 126 5 - plucked and pulled hem anon
to fie skynnes. < 1460 Toivtieley Myst. 156 Shalle I never
rest . . Or I come ther anone?
t4. strictly, Straightway, at once, forthwith, in-

stantly. Obs. (exc. when mod. writers have tried to

revive the strict sense.)

347

a rooo Juliana 69 fGrein) He<5 me onan sagaS, J>at bed . .

ne syme. (."1175 Cotton Horn. 231 Gief he fend we're, me
jiceolde anon eter gat [liine] gemetc. r 1250 Gen. <$ A.i".

1067 Heboden him brin^en utonon. 1330 R. BRtnaiB C&fW.
99 Roberd went to.. Sir Lowys on one, and told him J>at

greuance. 1375 BAKBOUR Bruce iv. 364 '1'hai Im.skit thame
on-ane. 1393 LANGL, /*. /V. C. xxi. 365 A-non vndo be ^ates !

1398 TREVISA Bartk. De J\ R. vi. vi, f>ey risen oute of here

bed and axen mete on oone [L. snbito\ 1582 anone], ^1400
Dcstr. Troy in. 813 Enon he lurkys to his loge. 1523 FITZ-

HERB. Sttrv. xli. (1539)61 [Though] the aduantage . . come
nat anone, it will come at length. i6n BIBLE Matt, xiii. 20

He that heareth the word, & anon with ioy receiueth it.

1862 TRENCH Jlfiracfcs xvii. 281 The toiling rowers are anon
at the haven where they would be.

T b. Anon so or as : once that, immediately as,

as soon as ever (Kr. aussitot </itc\ Obs.

t~ii75 Cotton Horn, 241 ,/Elc cristen man anon se stepS up
of be funte . . he maceo him |>ri ifon. 1205 LAY. 6369 Anan
[1250 wane] se he wes wra& wi5 em mon. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI.

B. xix. 18 Kneolen and bowen, Anon as men nempned 'be
name of god Ihesu. c 1400,^mvdone 1836 Ye shall be hanged
. . Anoon as I have eten I-nowe. a 1520 Myrr, Our Ladye
178 loyetoaungels anone as they were made. 1553-62 FOXE
A. <$ M, I. 588/2 Anon as the word of the Sacrament is said.

t C. Anon after, after anon : directly or immedi-

ately after. Obs.
c 1220 Leg. Kath. 1600 An se swioe swpte smal com anan

brefter. 1377 LANGL. /'./'/. Ii.xi.4j Coueityse-of-eyghescon-
forted me anon after. ci^ooDestr. Troy 1.287 All entred into

Argon after anon. 1473 WARKW. Chron. 6 Anone aftere that

. .there wasagreteinsurreccyon. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss.

I. xlvii. 65 Whan they were all assembled, anone after Easter.

1574 tr. MarlorafsApocatips 4 He myght shew, .what was
to come anone after.

'fd. Soon anon : immediately, quickly. Obs.
c 1220 Leg. Kath. 1899 pis meiden sone anan onswerede.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1435 Ful sone onane [T. r, an-nane, anoon],
His saule it was til hell tane. a 1325 Metr. Horn. 124 He
undid it sone on an.

5. Gradually misused Qfas presently, immediatelyt

by and by, directly, in a moment} to express : Soon,
in a short time, in a little while. (Cf. d. above.) Till

anon (obs.): until by and by, for a little.

1526 TINDALE Rc~', xi. 14 The seconds woo is past, and
beholde the thyrd woo wyll come anon [WvcL. soone ;

Rhan., 1611, quickly]. 1598 STOW .S"/T'. 11603) xlix. 557
As it shall better appeare anone. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cf.

ii. vii. 45 Forbeare me till anon. 1610 Teuip. n. ii. 84
Thou do'st me yet but little hurt ; thou wilt anon. 1656
COWLEY Mistress Wks. 1710 I. 124 Leading them still in-

sensibly on liy the .strange Witchcraft of Anon. 1661 BOYLK

Spring of Air i. ii. 116821 3 The answering of this we shall

suspend until anon. 1661 PKPYS Diary 15 Sept., To put
tilings in order against anon for the bunall. 1719 D'URFEY
Fills {\tyz} IV. 352 Take not the first Refusal ill, Tho' now
she wont, anon she will. 1858 S EARS .-!//;, vii, 59 We dream,

now, we shall wake anon.

6. Now again, a. Now at this time, in contrast

to at that time, presently again ;
here again.

1588 SHAKS. L.L.L. iv. ii. 6 Who now hangeth like a lewell

in the eare of Celo the skie . . and anon falleth like a Crab
on the face of Terra. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. n. 204

Contriving new designs, now for this Cardinal, anon for

another. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 369 Now it is a

people with hats ; anon with turbans. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat.
viii. 347 Sometimes . . the sacred writers say too little ; and
anon too much ! 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. 2. ii The avalanche

rushed, hidden at intervals, and anon shooting forth.

b. Ever and anon : ever and again, every now and
then ; continually at intervals.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v, ii. 102 Ever and anon they made a
doubt. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 7 They are sure to be hunted
ever and anon. 1703 ROWS Fair Penit. i. i. 232 Then ever

and anon she wrings her hands. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xi. 69
Looking ever and anon to Edward for assistance.

6. A response by a servant etc. called : 'Immedi-

ately! presently! coming!'; whence extended to an

expression of attention, 'At your service! awaiting

your orders !

*

; and finally implying that the auditor

has failed to catch the speaker's words or meaning,
and asks him to repeat =

'

Beg your pardon ! what
did you say? eh V See ANAN.

t 7. Comb, anon-right, also (later) right anon :

straightway, forthwith, right off, immediately. Obs.

cii75 Cotton Horn. 265 Hwer se eauer be gast wule, be
bodi is anan riht. c 1200 ORMIN 2571 Allswa birrb himm
forrbrihhtanan. c 1384 Cu\UCER ff.Fame 132, 1 sawgh anoon
[?'. r. anon(e, a non] ryght hir figure, c 1386 Sqrs. T. 391

Right anon she wiste what they mente. c 1430 LYDG. Bochas
i. v. 8 To make a manage, after anon right. 1480 CAXTON
Ckroit. Eng, 1, 34 He lete slee hem euerychone anon right.

fb. \Vith adverbial genitive -es, -s. Obs.
c 1*30 A tier. R. 248 Herdi bileaue bringeS bene deouel a

vlihte anon-rihtes. < 1300 A'. Alts. 824 After mete, anon
ryghtis, Theokyng clepith gentil knyghtis. c 1460 Laiaifal
658 Syxty ladyes and fyf . . went hem doun anoon ryghtes.

Anonaceous (geiwn^-Jas), a. Bot.
[f.

mod.L.
anona the pine-apple (cf. ANANAS) + -ACEOUS.]
Of or pertaining to the pine-apple, and the N.O.
Anonacext

to which it belongs.
1852 T. Ross tr. HutnboldCs Tray. I. vi. 213 Among anon-

aceous plants. 1863 H. HATES Nat. on Amazons vii. 11864)
188 Fruit-trees; some, belonging to the Anonaceous order,

yielding delicious fruits large as a child's head, and full of

custardy pulp.

AnOilad (anju-nad). Bot. [f. L. anona (see

prec.) + -AD i d.] A plant allied to the pine-

apple, or included in the N.O. Anonaccx.
1847 LINDLEY Veg. K. (ed. 2* 421 Anonads are connected

with Berberids through liocagea. 1866 in Trcas. Bot,

ANOPHYSIAL.

Anonde, -des, anont, obs. forms of ANEST.

Anonder, var. ANUNDER. Obs., under.

An-oniwar, adv. Obs., at UNAWARES.
Anonxcion, var. ANUNCTION. Obs. t anointing.

Anonym (wn^nim). [a. Fr. anonytne, ad. Gr.

avajvvfA-os, or its L. a. anonym-us, ANONYMOUS.]
1. A person whose name is not given, who re-

mains nameless. (Often anonyme, as in Fr.)
1812 BYRON in Moore Life (1866) 166, I should hardly wish

a contest with . . all the anonymes and synonymes of Com-
mittee Candidates. 1866 DE MORGANBndg.Tarad. 10 Among
my anonymes is a gentleman who is angry at my treatment
of the 'poor but thoughtful' man who, etc. 1878 H. H. GIBBS
Ombre 78 Sir Anonym (as . . [Dr. Pole in Macniittan 1875]
. . calls the third player) being at Belinda's right hand, and
the Baron at her left.

2. A fictitious designation, concealing the real

name of a writer; a pseudonym. (Cf. synonym.')
1866 Anti-Slavery Rep. 2 July 169/1 The writer, who signs

himself St. Jago de la Vega, is scarcely veiled under his

anonym. 1882 Nonconf. 5 May 401/3 The critic crowing
loudly behind his anonym sneers at Dr. Hutton.

3. An anonymous book. rare.

1867 <). HAMST Mart. Bibliogr., Anonym ^ book without a

name on the title.

t Ano'iiymal, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. av&vvp-os

(or its L. a. anonyHI-US) + -AL 1
.] Anonymous.

1586 THYNNE in Aniniadv. Introd. 89 Other anonymall
Chronicles. 1662 FULLER Worthies n. 155 And take the ori-

ginal thereof out of an anonymal croniclering manuscript.

Anonymity t^n^ni-miti). [f. as prec. + -ITY
;

cf. unanim-ity, etc.] The state of being anonym-
ous. (Used of an author or his writings.)
1829 CARLYI.E Misc. (1857) II. ii With a strange system of

anonymity, .has Voltaire surrounded himself. 1880 GKOSART
James I's Poems Introd. 77 The anonymity of the poem on
Felton and the semi-anonymity of the poem on Shakespeare.
1882 Times 14 Feb. 10/2 Academical dignitaries, writing . .

under a disguise of transparent anonymity.

Anonymous (anfrnimss), a. [f. Gr. oVwru^of

(whence also in L. anonymos, anonymiis), f. dv

priv. + uvopa, in /Kolic ovvpa, name ;
+ -ot*s. Often

used in Gr. form early in i7th c.]

1. Nameless, having no name; of unknown name.
1601 HOLLAND rtiny 11634' II. 274 Anonymos, finding no

name to be called by, got therupon the name Anonymos.
A Plane this is brought out of Scythia to vs. 1631 Ii 'Jrimzics

22 Hee is anonytnos, and that wil secure him. 1675 Ocn.BY
Brit. 24 The confluence of an Anonimous Rill with the

Tame. 1712 S'IEELE Sped. No. 546 ^4 Amongst the crowd
of other anonymous correspondents. 1794 I'ALKY Evidences
n. vi. 41 These altars . . were called anonymous, because
there was not the name of any particular deity inscribed

upon them. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann.Q. Neighb. xxxiii. 560
Clothed in the coat of darkness of an anonymous writer.

b. Hence subst. A person whose name is not

given, or is unknown.
1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 40 Killico, Hob and a third

anonyinos, are booked downe for 3 graund Commaunders.
1654 WHITI.OCK I\Iann. Eng. 208 It were . . wisdome it selfe,

to read all Authors as Anonymo's, looking on the Sence, not

Names of Books. 1832 Miss PORT EH Hungarian Bro. 15 To
become certain that my anonymous is a woman.
2. transf. Bearing no author's name

;
of unknown

or unavowed authorship.
1676 FA-I-ILYN Mem. 11857) II. in An anonymous book,

called Naked Truth. 1796 MORSK Amer. Geog. I. 576 Ob-
servations from an anonymous pamphlet. 1831 BREWSTEH
.\'wtpn 118551 II. xv. 65 The anonymous attacks upon New-
ton. 1841 MYERS Catk. Th. in. 17. 62 Many of the books
which they [the Jewish Scriptures] contain are anonymous.
3. Unacknowledged, illegitimate, rare.

1881 Daily Neivs i Feb. 5/8 The anonymous daughter of

a King, who became enamoured of her mother while on a
visit to Paris.

Ano'iiymously, adv. [f. prec. f -LV-.] In

an anonymous manner ;
without any name being

given or attached.
a 1745 SWIFT (J.) I would know whether the edition is to

come out anonymously. 1835 WORDSW. Wks. V. 347, 1 might
avail myself of the periodical press for offering anonymously
my thoughts, .to the world. 1880 CYCLES Hum,

E.xj>.
hi. 62

Experiences re-appear anonymously in the consciousness

of the old man.

Aiio'iiymousiiess. [f-
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality or state of being anonymous ; anonymity.
1802 SOUTHEY in Robberds Mem. ll

f
. Taylor I. 426, I, with

all proper anonymousness, am printing an abridged
' Ama-

dis.' 1859 MILL Dissert. I. Pref., Writings put forth under
the screen of anonymousness.

Anonynumcule (an^nim^nki//!). [f. L.

anonym-us (see ANONYMOUS), after L. homunatlits

a little man.] A petty anonymous writer.

the criticasters and anonymuncules of the press.

t A-noO'n, advb.phr. Obs. [A prcpl at + NOON.

Cf. a-day, a-night, a-morn, etc.] At noon.

ClgMCSuTCU%!rrv T. 641 (Harl. MS.) The moone that

a-noon was thilke day.. In tuo of Taure [f>~text MSS. at

noon, none].

Anoon(e, obs. form of ANON.

t Anophysial, a. Obs. rare* 1
. In 6 ann-.

[?f. Gr. dvoj up, above + <V<TJ-S nature + -AL 1
.]

?Of heavenly nature; supernatural.
*559 MORWYNG Evonym. Pref., Calling it Psammurgicall,

and misticall, and Annophysiall, and holy.
44-2
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Anophyte (arnJfait). Bot. [ad. mod.L. and-

phytiun, f. i^by Endlicher) Gr. avw upward + tftvrov

growth, plant.] A name given by some to the

non-vascular acrogens, or mosses and their allies.

1850 GRAY Bot. Text-bk. led. 31365 The Anophytes, repre-
sented by the Mosses. 1873 DAWSOS Earth fy Alan vi. 122
The Anophytes or mosses and their allies, with stems and
leaves, but no vessels.

Anoplothere (jrn^
p

pW]>i<M). Falseont. [a. Fr.

anoplotherc, f. Gr. acoTrA-os unarmed (f. av priv. +
oirKov weapon) +6rjpiov beast. Often in mod.L. form

anoplotherium.] An extinct pachydermatous
quadruped, found fossil in the Middle Eocene beds
of Hampshire and the Paris basin ;

so named by
Cuvier from its apparent want of organs of defence.

1815 W. PHILLMS Out I. Min. <$ Geol. (18181 89 Cuvier dis-

covered the bones of 5 varieties of another extinct animal,
which he calls the anoplotherium (. . it had no canine teeth 1

,

varying in size from the horse to the ass, 1879 LE CONTE
Elem. Geol. 496 The Anoplothere was a slender and grace-
ful animal without snout, and possessing only two toes.

Anoplotheroid (&nppl0ijn'roid), a. Palxont.

[f. prec. -f -oi:).] Like or related to the anoplo-
there ; also stthst. An anoplotheroid animal.

1847 AXSTED A tic. JKor/</ xiii. 295 The anoplotheroid ani-

mals uf the older beds. 1863 RAMSAY Phys. Geol. 118781 254
In the Bembridge beds there has also been found the Ano-

plotheroid mammal Dichobttne ccrvinmn.

Anopluriform (rcrwpliQaTifpjm), a. Zool. [f.

mod.L. aftopitlra (f.Gr.avoir\-o$ unarmed +ovpd tail)

+ -(I)FOBM.] Of the form of the Anoplura\wingless
insects having no tail appendage, lice) ; louse-like.
1816 KIRBY & SPENCE Entom. (18281 III. xxix. 166 This

animal in Its general structure is anopluriform.

A'nopsy. ? Obs.
[f. Gr. av priv. + oi//t? sight ; as

if ad. Gr. avotyia, not used in this sense.] AVant
of sight ; sightlessness.
1646 SIR T, BROWNE Fsttul. Efi, 174 Aristotle computeth..-. f.l-r- 11 11 ' I ?1 . . . f

the time of their [/. c. whelps'] anopsie or invision by that of
their gestation. 1656 in I'LOUST Glossogr. 1880 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Anof>si<i . . defect of sight, blindness.

t AllO'pticall, a. Ol>s. [f. Gr. avo-m-os unseen

+ -ICAL, after optical^ Not in the field of vision.

1598 R. HAYDOCKE Lomatins, Fainting ^.1 As touching
the shaddowes aboue our eie in the anopticall sight.

Anorectous (senore-ktas), a. Path. [f.
Gr.

avoptKT-os without appetite (see next) -f -OTJS.]

Without appetite. 1880 in Syrf. Set: Lex.

Anorexy (aniore :

ksi). Path. [ad. mod.L. ano-

rexia (also commonly used), a. Gr. avopffia, f.

av privative + opty-etv to reach after, desire. Cf. Fr.

anorexic.] Want of appetite ;

*

inappetency.' J.

1598 SYLVESTER Furies 450 iD.> Then the Anorexie, Then
the Dog-hunger or the Rradypepsie. 1650 BAXTER Saints
Kcst iv. vi, These are sick of the anorexia, and apepsy, they
have neither appetite nor digestion. 1864 R. BURTON Dahome
I. 329 We bade adieu to anorexy, felt hinc sanitas now.

Anorganic (sen^jgarnik), a. rare. [mod. f. Gr.

uvopyav-os (see below) + -ic.]
= INORGANIC.

1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anorganognosy(nf :

-igan(rgn(?sn. [f. as next

+ Gr. "yvwats knowledge.] Scientific study of in-

organic bodies. (Syd. Soc. Lex.}

Anorganography (-p-grafi). [f.
as next +

Gr. -ypatjj'ta writing.] Description of inorganic
bodies. (Syd. Soc. Lex?}

Anorganology (-^lod^i). [mod. f. Gr. avop-

yav-os without organs + -(O)LOGY ; negative form

(av priv.) of ORGAXOLOGY.] That one of the two

great divisions of Natural Science which relates to

inorganic objects, and phenomena explicable by
mechanical and chemical principles.
1876 tr. Hdeckel's Hist. Crcat. I. 6 Anorganology, or the

Science of Anorgana (Mineralogy, Geology, Meteorology,
fee.) Ibid. I. v. 102 In the whole of Anorganology. .all phe-
nomena are said to be explicable merely by mechanism.

t Anormal (animal), a. Obs. [^..Yr. anormal,
variant of anomal, found as early as I3th c., ad.

med.L. anormains (sometimes 'rectified' to anor-

malis\ a corruption of anomalns, a. Gr. dforpaXos

(see ANOMALOUS\ due to confusion with nonna a

rule, and explained as f. Gr. d priv. + norma. In

Eng. it has been taken as f. L. d away from +

norma, referred to L. abnormis, and refashioned

after it as ABNORMAL.] = ABNORMAL.
1835 HOBLYN Diet. Mcd.

t Anormal^ without rule. 1836

Penny Cycl. VI. 476/1 Dume"ril and Bibron .. consider the

chameleons and the geckos as two groups absolutely anor-

mal. 1850 Nat. Encycl. IX. 161 Upon a form so anormal

(the ornithorhyncus} conjecture was busy. 1853 MAYNE Exp.
Lex., Anormal . . the same as abnormal.

t Anormality (ocn^imse'liti). Obs. [f. prec. +

-ITY.]
= ABNORMALITY.

1836-39 TODD Cycl. Anat. % Phys. II. 695 Anormalities in

(lev-elopement. Ibid. 722/1 The doctrine of. . anormality in

the developement of the malformed parts.

t Ano rn, v. Obs. ; also 4-5 aourn, anowrn(e,

enourn(e, saorne, 4-6anourn,6annorn. [a. OFr.

aortif-fj aournc-r'. 'L. adorna-rc ; in later Fr.

adorner, ADORN. By identification ofA-//Y/. 7 with

K-pref. 2, of which the full form bef. a vowel was

an- (sec AN- /;-/! i), a-ourne was erron. expanded

into an-ounte, and this again after analogy of Fr.

words in en- (often an- in AFr. and Eng.) was

frequently made ENORN. Anourn was further con-

fused with the infinitive anour-ent vw\\x.anoitr-it t of
vb. ANOURE 'adore, honour/ the confusion being
facilitated by the fact that the senses come into

contact, since to adorn is a common form of

honouring. See ANOURE, ADORN, and ADORE.]
To deck, dress, trim

;
= ADORN.

("1380 in Rel. Ant. I. 9/1 Dextrotirlum, a ty of golde
anornyng the ryght arme. 1382 WVCLIF Gen. xxiv. 47 Eer
ryngis to anourne {v. r. honoure, ourne] the face of Mr.

1413 LYDC. Pylgr. Sowle iv. xx. 1*1483) 66 He . . that aourned
the with grene. a 1450 Knt. tie la Tour (1868) 39 Suche
pompe and pride to aorne suche a carion as is youre body.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 29/4 The holy ghoost hath aourned
the hevenes. 1494 FABYAN vi. cxciv. 198 She anourned her
in moste costly and shewynge aparayl. 1502 Ord. Crysten
Men iW. de W.) i. iv. (15061 44 The soule the whiche is

annorned and ennobled with all vertues. i53oPALSGR. 432/2,
I anourne, I beautyfe or make more pleasaunt to the eye.
Je aorne . . Whan a woman is anourned with ryche ap-
pareyle. 1558 BI-. WATSON 7 Sacram. xxvii. 172 As the
husbande anorneth and decketh his wyfe.

T[ By confusion with ANOURE : To worship, do
reverence to.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxxiii. i Whanne the same maner be!
hadden anowrned, the laste Joseph and Rachel anowryden
[Vulg. adorassent . . adoravertmt ; 1388 worschjpidj.

AiiOTiiameivt. Obs. Also 4 anournement,

5-6 -ament, 6 cnournament, annourneament.

See also AXOUREMEXT. [f. prec.+-MENT.] Adorn-

ment, decoration, ornamentation.
c 1325 ". E. A Hit. P. B. 1290 pe hous& be anournementes.

1494 FABYAN vi. clxxvi. 174 Relyques and anournamentes
or ornamentes belongynge to the same. 1541 Richmond.
Witts 11853) 21 The reparacion of and annourneament of the

quere. 1611 SPEED Hist. Of. Brit. ix. xxi. 11632' 1033 Jowellys,
Plate, and other anornaments of our Parish Churches.

t Ano'rned, ppl. a. Obs.
;

also 5 aourned,
anourned.

[f.
as prec. + -ED.]

= ADORNED.
1481 CAXTON Myrr. Prol. i Fair and Aourned volumes.

1513 DOUGLAS sEncis vi. x. 87 Thair lyfe illuminat and
anornit cleir.

1

AiiOTiiiiig, vbl. $b. Obs.\ also anourn-,
anowrn-, enourn-, honournyng (!). [f.

ANORN
+ -ING 1

.] Adorning, decking, decoration.
c 1382 WVCI.IF Gen. ii. i Heuene and erthe and al the

anowrnyng [1388 ournement] of hem. Esther ii. 12 Alle

thingus that to wymmenys enournyng [v. r. honournyng]
pertende. 1529 Reg. Test. Ebor. IX. 444 To the anornyng
of one litle chapell,

Anorth. (an^-jh), adv., prop. phr., rare~ l
.

[f.

k prcpl + NORTH.] On the north ;
northward.

1809 }. BARLOW Colnmb. i. 289 Anorth from that broad

gulph . . A happier hemisphere invites thy view.

Aiiorthic (-xn^ufiik), a. Cryst. [mod. f. Gr.
oV priv. + op9-6s straight, right + -ic.] Irregular
in crystallization ; applied to all crystals which
do not fall under one of the more regular sys-
tems

; called also doubly oblique, triclinict tctarto-

frismatic.
1864 Reader 438/2 That the crystals included in the oblique

and anorthic systems are formed by the combination of
hemihedral and tetartohedral forms of the prismatic system.
1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. x. 276 The sixth system, called anorthic,
or doubly oblique, has its three axes unequal, and neither of
them perpendicular to another.

Anorthite ('enpMhgit). Jlfin.
[f.

Gr. av priv. +

6p&-6s straight + -ITE
;
named by Rose in 1823.]

' Lime-feldspar/ a mineral placed by Dana in the

Feldspar group of Unisilicates, and occurring in

small triclinic or 'anorthic' glassy crystals.
1833 LYELL Elem. Geol. (1865) 590 Anorthite, so called

from the oblique interfacial angles of its rhomboldal prisms.

1869 PHILLIPS Ve$iti>. x. 288 Christiamte or Anorthite occurs
in ejected blocks on Somma in cavities of dolomite.

II Anorthopia (Kn/ujwu'pia). Path. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. av priv. + up(9-os straight -t- -cuma vision, f. wty,

wjr-a eye, face.] Obliquity of vision, squinting.
1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. IV. 1462/2 Children who

show evidences of anorthopia. 1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

AnorthoSCOpe (senpuJW|sk^p). [mod. f. as

prec. + -ff/coTT-os observer.] An optical toy for

viewing distorted figures drawn on a rotating disk.

1842 HKANDB Diet, Sc. (1865) I. 114 Anorthoscopc^ the
name given by M. Plateau of Brussels, to an instrument . .

intended to produce a peculiar kind of anamorphoses by
means of two discs rotating rapidly one before the other.

II Anosmia (sen^smia). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

av priv. + topi) smell.] Loss of the sense of smell.

1811 HOOPER Mcd. Diet., Anosmia^ a loss of the sense of

smelling. 1879 COHEN Dis. Throat 291 A case of anosmia

occurring after a blow received upon the occiput.

Anosphresy (a-n^-sfr/si). Path. [ad. mod.L.

anosphrcsia, f. Gr. av priv. + oatyprjfft-s smell, f. vb.

stem uffcppa-iv- smell.]
=

prec.
[1839 HOOPER Aled. Dt'ct.

t Anosfihrcsia t loss of the sense

of smell.] 1853 MAYNE Exp. Lex., Anosphresia^ term for

the absence orloss of the sense of smell : anosphresy.

Anote, var. ANNOTE v. Obs.

Another (an-wBaO, a., pron. (and adv.) [orig.

separately an other (often a nother, rarely a other],

and really two words, = a second, a remaining, a

different. In OE. an not being yet weakened to

the '

indef. article/ 6$er was used by itself, as still

in the plural other
t absolutely others. See OTHER.]

I. A second, further, additional. {Another is dis-

tinguished from the other, in that, while the

latter points to the remaining determinate member
of a known series of two or more, another refers

indefinitely to any further member of a series of

indeterminate extent ;
it is not therefore applied

to the determinate second of two.)
1. One more, one further

; originally a second of

two things ; subsequently extended to anything
additional or remaining beyond those already con-

sidered
;
an additional.

a. with sb. expressed. (PI. other.)
c 1374 CHAUGER Anel. <$ Arc. 144 And sawe a no)?ere ladye

proude and nuwe. c 1385 L. G. W. 594 And wolde algates
han a nother [v. r. another, a-nothir, an othir] wif. c 1400
Destr. Troy xv. 7038 Anober brother of bo bold to be buerne
rode, c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vm. vi. 302 Dis Alane . . Ane
obir Dowchtyr had. c 1440 Gesta Rom, i. i. 3 Nowe he
takithe an other arowe, and wolle shete a}en. 1594 SHAKS.
Rich. Ill, i. i. 150 Clarence hath not another day to Hue.

1604 HIERON Wks. I. 569 Shew me but one commande-
ment To proue an other sacrament. 1711 STEELE Spect.
No. 2 F 2 The Gentleman next in esteem among us is another
Batchelor. 1849 MACAULAY.///.^. Ettg. I. 528 Another fugitive
was Richard Goodenough. 1870 JEVONS Elem. Log. xxm.

194 Another example of this kind. Mod. Try another pear.

Discovery of another asteroid.

b. with sb. understood. (PI. others.)

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1685 Ane [manere of dedej es

bodily ded . . Ane other gastely, Jrc thred endeles. 1377
LANGL. P. PL B. Pro!. 185 Thou} we culled be catte, ?ut sholde
ber come another, a 1422 HENRY V in Ellis Orig. Lett. in.

32 I. 75 We send a Lettre to our Cosin y* Bysshop of Exce-
tre . . and a nober to y* Bysshop of Lincoln. 1553 UDALL
Roister D. in. v, R. If it were an other but thou, it were a
knaue. 717. Ye are an other your selfe, sir. 1590 SHAKS.
Com. Err. in. i. 52 Dro. Haue at you with a Prouerbe, Shall

I set in my staffe. Luce. Haue at you with another, that's

when? can you tell? 1605 Macb. iv. i. 118 Another yet?
a seauenth? lie see no more. 1749 FIELDING Tom "Jones ix.

vi. (D.)
' You mistake me, friend . . I only said your conclusion

was a non sequitur.'
' You are another,' cnes the sergeant.

1882 Boston Lit. World 3 June 184/^3
The argument of it is

simply 'You're another' a retort in dignified manner to

those British critics who, etc.

C. Such another : another of the same sort.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1942 For nakins chaunce Sal i ta suilk a
noiber wengance. 1553 UDALL Roister D. HI. v, Pay the
like hire, I will make you suche an other. 1599 SHAKS. Muck
Ado in. iv. 87 Yet Benedicke was such another, and now is

he become a man. Mod. I never saw such another.

^.fig. A second in effect, though not in name or

intention ; a second in likeness of character or

attributes
;
a counterpart to.

(-1577 HELLOWES Gueuara's Epist. I. 113, I bewaile the
death of my friend which is another my selfe. 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. in. i. 119 A Ladder, quaintly made of Cords . .

Would serue to scale another Hero's towre. 1599 Much.
Ado\. iv. 62 Another Hero ! Nothing certainer. Mod. That

boy will be another Nelson some day.
II. Not this, not the same, a different.

3. By giving prominence to the fact that this

is not that already considered : A different.

a. with sb. expressed.
c 1225 St. Margarete (1866) 74 He was al out of rede As he

wer in anober wordle. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. xi. 4 If he that

cometh prechith anothir Crist . . or if ^e taken anothir spirit.

c 1400 Destr. Troy xv. 6628 Anon to anothir side naitly he

dryuys. a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladyt 8 The better wyll he be

aduysed, or he blame an other mannes studdy. 1611 BIBLE
Frov. xxvii. 2 Let another man praise thee, and not thine

owne mouth. 1687 LADY RUSSELL Lett. I. Hi. 127, I am glad

you find cause to be of another mind. 17x1 STEELE Spect.
No. 96 P 6 To go among quite another People. 1712 ADDISON

Spect. No. 549 F 3 Preparing, .for another world. 1808 SCOTT
Mann. vi. xx, Another sight had seen that morn. .And Flod-

den had been Bannockbourn ! 1883 LD. GRANVILLE Sp. in

Par/. 18 June 2/2, I hear that question is to be asked in

another place [cireurnlocution for the House of Commons]
by Mr. Warton.

b. with sb. not expressed.
Mod. This towel will not do ; give me another. Ask him

to give you another for it.

C. esp. of persons : Another person, some one

else, any one else. (In this sense another has poss.

another's ; //. others, poss. others'.

1340 Ayenb. 155 Huanne hi eft yzyeb anobrene |>et ine

anobre stat deb^ mame guodes. r 1400 Afiol. Loll. 3 pus seib

an open i526TiNDALE Col. iii. 13 If eny man have a quarrel
to a nother. Matt. xi. 3 Arte thou he that shall come : or

shall we loke for another? 1605 BACON Adv. Leant, ii. (1873)2
And blaze from . . the least spark of another's knowledge.

1632 SANDERSON 12 Serm. 14 Taught him his lesson, not to

despise anothers infirmity. 1752 J. GILL Trinity \v, 82 The
Father has life in himself; he does not owe his being to

another. 1879 TENNYSON Lover's T. 41 There, where I hoped
myself to reign . . There, in my realm . . Another !

4. Different in effect
;

different in character,

though the same in substance.

1382 WYCLIF i .Sam. x. 6 Thow shall he chaungid into

another man [so in all versions]. Gal. i. 6 Another euan-

gelie, which is not another. 1611 ibid., Another [Gr. jfrrpof]

gospel which yet is not another [Gr. oAAo]. 1588 BERNARD
7Vr*TH(N.> He is nowe become another man. 1877 BROCKETT
Cross -V Cresc. 87 From that time I became another man.

5. Const, than {from catachr.).
a 1656 USSHER Serin, in Southey Comntonfl. Bk. Ser. ir.

(1849) 98 Neyther is the church reformed in our dayes,
another church than that .. deformed in the dayes of our

fore-fathers. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cotiq. \. 642 Either the

Anlaf here spoken of was another person from Olaf or, etc,



ANOTHER.
III.

6. Contrasted explicitly with one. (In both prec.

main senses, but especially II.) With or without

sb. expressed.
a. Of two things from an indefinite number.

1297 R. GLOUC. 379 A lond ygranted were To a man to here

l>eruore a certeyn rente . . And anober com & bode more,

1377 LANGL. P. t'l. B. in. 256 A penyworth for an othre.

15x8 PERKINS Profit. Bk. iv. 295 The exchange . . of one

intire thing for an other intire thing. 1591 SHAKS. Two
Gent. it. iv. 191 Euen as one heate, another heate expels,
Or as one naile, by strength driues out another. 1713
Lond. <$ Country Brew. n. (1743) 114 One Man's Mistake is

another's Gain. 1876 J . PARKER Paracl. n. xvii. 280 The in-

finity of God is one thing, and our knowledge of that infinity

is another. Prorb. One man's meat is another man's poison.

b. Of two things only, when their mutual posi-
tion is undefined. In this case the other is now

commonly used.

1398 TRKVISA Barth, De P. R. ix. i. (1495) 345 Passynge
fro one ende to a nother. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. So^vle v. xiii.

11483) 104 Sette full of saphyres fro one ende to another.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 425 Now let's go hand in hand,
not one before another. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 379 Aper-
tion and opening of two vessels one into another. 1742
RICHARDSON Pamela III. 320 Sir Jacob sat aghast, looking
at one, and at another, and at me, each in Turn.

c. Of a series taken two by two.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr.Swlc in. v. 11483) 54 This bocher lepte
fro one to another. 1490 CAXTOX Eneydos x. 39 Yolus
made to come the foure windes to gyder one ayenst another.

1601 SHAKS. All's Well iv. i. 20 We must euery one be a
man of his owne fancie, not to know what we speak one to

another. 1673 CAVE Prim. Chr. in. ii, 281 Two or three

stories one still under onother. 1711 ADDISON Sj>ect.
No. 8

F 7, I plied her from one Room to another with all the

Galantries I could invent. 1850 MAL-RICE Mor. $ Met. Phil.

I. iii. 239 He taught it to one and another. Mod. They
inarched in Indian file, one after another.

d. One with another : (a) added each to the

others as they come ; all together, all alike
; ()

taken on the average, so that the excess of one

supplies the deficiency of another.

1539 BIBLE (' Great ') /V. xlix. 2 High and Low.Rich and Poor,
one with another. 1598 SHAKS. Merry \V.\\. i. 118 He loves

. . both young and old, one with another. 1633 HOWELL Lett,

(1650) I. 350 This gravity, reservedness and tergiversations
of his, have turned rather to his prejudice than advantage,
take one with another. 1677 YARRANTOS Eng. Intfrov. 27
It is not worth sixteen years Purchase all England over,
one place with another. Mod. Taken one with another, they
may fetch thirty shillings a-head.

7. Hence, one another, as a compound reci-

procal pronoun not separated by verb or prep. (Said
of two or more), \\ithposs. one another's, but

in this case each others is oftener used.

i$6 TINDALE Gal. vi. 4 Beare ye one anothers burthen

[WYCLIF, others charges] and so fulfill the lawe of Christ.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. \. i. 257 When wee are married, and
haue more occasion to know one another. 1667 MILTON
P. L. iv. 506 These two Imparadis't in one anothers arms.

1711 ADDISON Sj>ect. No. 3 F 5 Bags of Money were piled

upon one another. 1713 STEELE Spect. No. 400 F 5 Such
friendly Thoughts and Concerns for one another. 1756
BURKE Vind. Nat.Soc. Wks. 1. 17 Such [actions] as tend to

the destruction of one another. Mod. 'See how these Chris-

tians love one another !'

flV. adv. (perhaps orig. neut. sing, of adj.)

t 8. A different thing; differently, otherwise. Obs.

1205 LAY. 724 5et icn u s'SSe on bcr [ iaS an oj>er].

1297 R. GLOUC. 444 po be Kyng was ded hys vncle, anober
he bojte do. a 1300 Hai'elok 1 395 Avelok thouthe al another.

c 1300 Bekct 540 That he scholde another do.

! Ano'tker-gaines, a. Obs. [A corruption
of ANOTHEBKINS or ANOTHER-GATES, or a mixture

of the two.] Of another kind.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 152 Ifmy father had not plaid
the hasty foole . . I might haue had another-gaines husband
then Dametas.

t Ano'ther-gates, #- Obs. [orig. genitive case,

'of another gate,' i.e. of another way, manner, or

fashion : see GATE.] Of another fashion or sort,

of a different kind.

1594 LYLY Moth. Bombie i. (N. i Bringing up another-gates
marriage. 1631 SANDERSON 21 i$>?v.Ad Aul. i. 11673)7 That,
I ween, is another-gates matter. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Phra-
seol. Gen. 891 'Tis another-gates matter, than to mock and

slight me so.

Ano*therguess,<2- arch.\ also 7-ghess, -gess.

[a phonetic reduction of anothergets for ANOTHER-
<;ATES: cf. bless- for blets-ien, best for betst, etc.

The spelling -guess suggests a wrong derivation.]
Of another sort or kind.

1625 HOWELL Lett. I. ix. 4, I wish you anothergets wife

then Socrates had. 1644 Ibid. (1726) 90 Algiers is another-

gess thing now than she was then. 1690 SHAOWELL Amor.
Bigot in. 268 She has made another guess choice. 1690
DKYDKN Ampkitr.^ The truth on't is, she's anotherghess
Morsel than old Bromia. 1762 FOOTE Orators in.

(1767)
61

This is anotherguess matter, because why, the head is con-

cerned. 1837 'I . HOOK Jack Brag 196 He was as they say
'

quite another guess sort of man '

from what he had been.

1868 BROWNING Ring <y Bk. iv. 1498 Anotherguess tribunal
than ours here.

t AnO"thergtlise, a. Obs. rare, [a plausible
but erroneous 'emendation* of ANOTHERGUESS, as

if f. ANOTHER + GUISE.] Of another kind.

1717 ARBUTHNOT John Bull 9-2 It used to go another-guise
manner in thy time.

t Ano'therkins, a. Obs. or dial. [orig. geni-

349

tive case ' of another kin or kind' : cf. alkins, etc.]

Of another or a different kind or character.

1863 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss., Annthcrkins, different, of

another mould. ' He was anotherkins body to the other man.'

Ano'therness. nenci-tad. [f.
AXOTHEU +

-NKSS: cf. oneness.] Difference, non-identity.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay vi. (1617) 84 Both a selfesame-

nes^e and also an anothernesse (if I may so tearme thein>.

t Ano'ther-while, phr. Obs. [cf. ertwhilt.}
At another time.

1648 SVMMONS / 'iiuf. Chas. /, 1 18 The poor innocent Bells

. . must be . . turned into Guns, that they may be another

while instruments of destruction.

Anotta, anotto, variants of ANATTA.

Anough, obs. form of ENOCGH.
'I AnOU'r, sb. Obs [Orig.

a var. olonour, hoiwiii',

a. OFr. onor, anor, anitr ; but influenced by the

confusion betvteenonour-tn to honour, andanour-eri

to adore, worship. See ANOURE v. and HONOUR.]
Honour, reverence, worship.
c 1314 Guy Want*. 149 God hath the don gret anour. c 1330

AW. <y l
r
ertiagit (18361 3 Jhesu . . bit the sende with micnel

anour After Cnarls.

I Aliou're, v. Obs. Forms: 3-4 aoure, -ri, anuri,

3 5 anoure, 4-5 anowre. [repr. two OFr. vbs.,

I . anore-r, anurc-r, omtrc-r, onourc-r, also written

honorc-r, honitre-r, hononr-cr\ \^. honord-re to

HONOUR. 2. aorc-r, aiirc-r, aoure-r : L. addra-rc,

later Fr. adorer, Eng. ADORE, of which the orig.

adopted form a-oure was, by confusion oiK-prcf. f

with A-frtf. 2 (of which the full form was Ax-

prff. i), expanded into an-onre ; and, as the senses

of honour and adore meet in that of worship, the

two vbs. were completely identified in ME. For

further confusion with ANOKN, see that word. Be-

fore 1500 the Fr. forms were refashioned as hotw(ii)r-

cr, ado(u)rcr, &nAa(io(u}rncr, and the Eng. followed,

as honour, adojf)rc, and ado(it)rn] To ADORE,

worship, reverence, or honour.
c 1250 Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 26 pet hi wolden gon for

tohynean-uri. ci26o.*i Sarntifii'm E. E. P. (18621 6 Anourib
god and holi chirch. c 1305 St. Katk. 32 ibid. 90 pat here

godes noting nere'J?athi aourede hem to. f 1315 SHORE-
HAM 96 3'f thou annourest God ary3t. 1340 Aytnb. 135 Vef

|x>u wilt lyerni God to bidde and to aouri ari^te. f 1382
WYCLIF Gen. xix. i He . . }ede to mete with hem, and
anourede [T. r. honowride ; 1388 worschipide ; Vulg. atiora-

vit\ bowide into the erthe. a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thonit.

MS. 21 O blyssed Godd . . J>ay anourene J>e.

^i By confusion with ANOURNE : To adorn, to

deck.
c 1440 LONICLICH Graal I. 425 5it was that schip . . Anoured

with diuers iowellis.

t Anovrrement. Obs. Also 4-5 anour-,

enour-, 5 enor-. [corruptly for anoiirnemenl AX-
ORNAMENT : see prec.]

= ADORNMENT, ORNAMENT.
c 1382 WVCLIF Esther ii. 3 And take the! wymmen enour-

mentis [?'. r. wymenus ourncmens]. 1405 Lay Folks Mass-

Bk., B.P.\\. 65 Boke or chales, vestiment, lyght or towelle,
or any other anourment. c 1440 Gesta Rom. 383 My lecher-

ouse anourement of myn hecre. 1513 HRADSHAW St. II 'crb.

154 The people . . Gaue diuers enormentes unto this place.

Anourn(,e, anowrne, obs. var. ANORN, ADORN.

Anourous (anuT3s, anairr3s), a. Zool.
;

also

anurous, [f. Gr. av priv. -\-ovp-d tail + -ous. The

reg. transliteration of the Gr. is anur-ous, but

anour-ous is in common use.] Tailless. Applied
to Amphibia, like the frog and load, and (Jess

correctly) to brachyurous Crustacea, like the crab.

1838 Penny Cycl. X. 487/1 The Anurous or Tailless Ba-

tracnians, having no tails except in their young state, in-

cluding frogs and toads. 1875 O. Schmidt's Doctr. Descent
iii. 57 The crabs, or anourous Crustacea, are raised by sundry
characteristics above their long-tailed congeners.

t A'nous, a. Obs. rare~ 1
. [f. L. an-tis vent +

-ous.]
= ANAL.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit, vin. 277 The anous Vessels

allotted to the Spleen.

t AllO'ven, adv. Obs. Forms : I on ufan, 3

on-, auuven, 3-5 anoven. [f. Ax prep. + ufan
adv. 'up, above' (

= Ger. oben), properly dative

case of uf- (Goth, af) 'up, upward.' An-vfan,
anoven, was thus nearly a synonym of b(c^-nfan,

tovcn, a-bovc : cf. on-foran, afore, and bc-foran,

before. Superl. anovcnast.'}

1. Above, atop.
n 1000 Judith 252 ;F.r oon 5e him se egesa on ufan saete.

a 1300 A". Horn 624 On his swerde Anouen at ^an orde.

c 1320 Cast. Lm'e 712 The thridde hue an ovenast Over

wryethall. < 1430 Pol AY/,
if-
L. Poems 188 Clappe we of

the hevedes anoven o the grene.

2. Onward in time, after.

a 1230 .V/. Juliana. 53 Neauer marc her on uuen. i 1230
Ancr. R. 236 Uorte tenten euermore on vuen swuch manere
sunne.

t Ano'venon, prep, and adv. Obs. 3-4 ; also

anovenan, anuvenan, anufene. [f. AXOVEN +

an, ON : cf. up-on, and quot. a 1 300 in ANOVEN I .

The form anufene is perh. a weakening otaniifcn-an

through anufen-en, as in abutan, abutcn, abate."}

A. prep. On from above, down upon.
1205 LAY. 26051 pe eotend smat |jer anouenan. Jbitl. 16432

J>a cristine men uunn.n heom anufene. c 1300 A". A Us. 2233

ANSINB.
Tholome smot Hardapilon, helm and basnet, on ovenon.

c 1330 Artk. ff Merl. 3430 Bohort hit kingGlorion, His right
schuldir anouen on.

B. ndv. Up above.
a 1300 Floriz <$ Bt. 232 On Je tur auouenon Is a char-

bugle ston.

t AnO'veward, adv. and prep. Obs. 3-4. Also

anoue-, anou-, ano-, anuward.
[f.
^ prep, on

+ OE. ufcwcard upward : cf. ANOVEN.]
A. adv. Towards the top, upward, away up.

c 1305 St. Sivithiti in Anoueward J>er li}? a ston. c 135
Leg. Rood (.1^-1) 25 A-nowarde he sayh a Bong smal child.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5581 To Gauter j?anne a smot A strok

. . Ri^t on ^e heued anoueward, & clef ys helm.

B. prep.
1. Of position : Towards the top of, high upon.
a 1300 Leg. Road (1871) 24 pe child . . |?at }>ou isei} a noue-

ward |>e trc. c 1305 St. Kenclm 331 A cold welle & fair l>er

sprong : anoueward |>is doune. f 1330 A rtli. <y Merl. 3323
The hors hem lay anoward.

2. Of direction : Upon, on the top of.

1297 R. GLOUC. 186 Anowarde pe helm }?en oper he smot.

Anoy\e, obs. form of ANNOY.

Anoysanee, variant of ANNUISANCE.

Anp-, in earlier spelling often used for AMP-.

t Alipey 11, V- Obs. rare, [erroneous expansion
of earlier apcync, APAIN, a. OFr. apeinc-r, f. a to

+peine punishment, trouble . 'L.fana penalty:
see PtjK-pref. 5.] rejl. To [nit oneself to trouble,

exert oneself, try with all one's might.
i 1380 Sir J't'ruml'. 665 Firumbras . . anpeynedem bannc

por} al byng '. erle O[lyuer] her to slee. Ibid. 2947 Anpeyny
we ous our felawe to fette ! pat ys among ys fos.

Anpyre, obs. form of EMPIRE.

f A'nred, a. Obs. 1-3. Also i anracd, 3 anrad.

[f. OE. dn one 4- rsed counsel, purpose.] Having
a single aim or object, constant, steadfast.

c 1000 --ELFRIC Gen. xli. 25 Bis swefen ys anride. c 1175
Lamb. I/tun. 115 He seal . . beon on erfeonesse anred and
edmod on stilnesse. c 1230 Atu~r. A'. 228 So treouliche and
so ueste ilimed mid lim of anmd [~'.r. ancre] luue.

t A'liredly, -liche, adv. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +

-LY~.] With singleness of heart, steadfastly.
t-1200 Trin. CpU. llvm. 61 Bute we turnen to gode anrad-

liche, he wile his swerd dra3en.

A'liredliesse. Obs. 1-3. Also i anrsed-,

3onred-. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] Singleness of aim,

unanimity ; constancy, steadfastness.

f 885 K. /ELFRED Orps. v. iii. 3 Hi beora anra-dnesse se-
heuldan him betwenan. c 1175 Lamb, How. 107 Instantia
boni operis, bet is anrednesse godes werkes. 11230 A Her.

ft. 250 Hu god is onrednesse of luue, and onnesse of heorte.

II Ansa (arnsa\ PI. ansee. Formerly angli-
cized (through Fr.) as arise, -s. [L. ansa handle (of
a vessel, tool).] A name applied to the appa-
rent ends of -Saturn's ring seen projecting like two
handles beyond the disk of the planet.
1665 6 Phil. Trans. I. 155 The present Figure of his

Anses or Ring. 1721 BAILEY, Ansae, Anses, are the various

positions of the rint; of Saturn, which sometimes appear like

Handles to the Body of that Planet. 1876 CHAMBERS Astron.

246 Saw both one ansa and the ball [of Saturn] flattened.

t A'lisal, a- Obs. rare. [prob. ad. med.L. *an-

sal-it two-handled, whence, used both ways, double.

Cf. Cotgr. 161 1
'
tin pot a deuxanses, an equivoca-

tion, a word, etc. of double meaning.'] Cutting
both ways, two-edged.
1541 R. COPLAND Gitydon's Quest, Cyntrg., The other

[cultelere] is [called] Ansall bycause it is made in maner of

a swerde cuttynge on both sydes. Ibid., Openynge made
with a knyfe ansall to drawe out the rottennes.

t A'nsated, ///. a. 0!>s. a
[f. L. ansat-ns pa.

pple. of ansd-re, f. ANSA.]
'

Having handles, or

something in the form of handles.' J.

Ansegnie, ansen5ie, obs. Sc. ff. ENSIGN.

Aiiserated (wnserc'ted), ///. a. Her. Of
a cross: Having the extremities cleft and terminated

(orig.) in the heads of serpents, (subseq.) of eagles,
lions or other animals.

1678 R. HOLME A rinory i. v. 90 He beareth Gules a Cross

Anserated, Argent. 1859 WORCESTER, Anserated cross.

Anserine (arnserain), a. [ad. L. ansertn-ns,

{. aitser goose : see -INE.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a goose.
1839 lllackit', Alag. XLV. 689 The fate dcfoie gras is the

diseased anserine liver stuffed with truffles, a 1845 Hoon
l-'orgc i. xi, No anserine skin would rise thereat, It's the

cold that makes Him shiver ! 1855 O\VEN Skcl. ff Teeth 65
The swan and other anserine birds.

2. As the goose is conventionally (though erro-

neously') a type of unintelligence : Stupid, silly.

1858 HOLMES Ant. Breakf. T. 11865) 91 If you expect me
to hold forth in a '

scientific
'

way about my tree-loves . . you
are an anserine individual.

Anserous (arnseres), a. [f. L. anscr + -ous ;

there was no L. aiiscrosus ; ci.fiscosus, silvosus, etc.]

Gooselike, stupid, silly ;

= ANSERINE 2.

1816 SVD. SMITH H-'ks. 1859 1 1. 98/2 Can any be so anserous

as to suppose, etc.? 184* Lett., He is anserous and asi-

nine. 1879 Truth No. 125. 642/2 If people are sufficiently

anserous to rely on the babble.

Ansete, variant of ANDS.ET a. Obs. hostile.

I A'iisin(e. Obs. Also i ansion, -sien, -sin, -syn.

[f. AN- prcf. \ + OE. sin, syn, sight, f. scan to see.]



ANSPESSADE.

1. Sight, face, aspect. (Only in OE.) i

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke vii. 27 Beforan Sine anyne.
2. A sight, a thing seen. (Only in OE.)
c88$ K. >LFRED Ores. \\. vii, Seo ansin wear3 myeel

wundor Romanum.
3. A looking for, longing, desire, want.
a. 1000 Metr. Ps. cxlii. 6 Swa eorban bib ansyn wxteres.

rti4oo Dame Sirith MS. Digby No. 86. 167 (Halliw.) As
povre wif that falleth in ansine.

Anslaight. A variant of ONSLAUGHT. ?a mis-

print, supposed archaism, or affected form.
1619 FLETCHER M. Thomas n. ii, I do remember yet that

anslaight, thou wast beaten, And fledst.

(! Anspessa'de. [Fr. ranspessade erron. for

lanspessade, laneespessade, ad. It. lancia spezzata
broken lance

; applied originally, it is said, to a

cavalier, who, on his horse being killed under him,
was made a petty officer in the foot. See Litlre.]
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl,, Anspessades or Lnnspessades, a kind

of inferior officers in the foot, below the corporals. 1800
COLERIDGE IVallenstein n. Hi. note, Anspessade . . a soldier

inferior to a corporal but above the sentinels.

t Ansta'nd, v. Obs, Also i andstand-an.

[f.
AND- against + STAND. OE. and-, anstandan,

is cogn. w. Cloth, andstandan, OHG. intstantan^
mod.G. entstchen] To withstand, resist.

a loao Knle of St. Den. i (Bosw.) Andstandende onjean.
1297 R. GLOUC. 267 A3en be Deneys to anstond.

I A'HSUlary, a. Obs. rare 1
,

[f.
L. ansula,

dim. of ansa handle + -ARY,] Of or pertaining to

handles, handle-like.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. Pref. 4 The secondary Planets of
Saturn and Jupiter and his ansulary appearances.

Answer (a-nsai), sb. Forms : I and-, ond-

swaru, -suaru, 2 ondswore, 2-3 andsware,
-swere, 3 aendswere, sensware, enswere, 3-4
onswere, 3-5 answare, 3-7 answere, -uer(e, 4
answar, -suar, vnswere, (on-, anaquare, -quer),

5 on-, aunsware, 5-6 aunswer(e, 6 answeare,

4- answer. [OE. a'ndsuwu, cogn. with OS. ant-

su>6rt OFris. (ontswer} ondser, OX. andmar,
annsvar, Dan. and $\v.ansvar, QTe\it.*anrfs~vani-

;

f. and- against, in reply + *swani- affirmation,

swearing, f. OTent. ^sivar/aH, Goth, swaran, OE.

$W$rian to affirm, swear. The original meaning was
thus a solemn affirmation made to rebut a charge.]
1. A reply made to a charge, whereby the ac-

cused seeks to clear himself; a defence, sfac. in

Law, The counter-statement made in reply to a

complainant's bill of charges.
1340 HAMPOI.E Pr. Consc. 5779 Of whilk baisalban answer

gyf. c 1360 Mercy in E. E. /'. (18621 120 Let seo what vn-

swere constou make. 1:1385 CHALXKH /,. G. IV. 401 To
dampne a man with-oute answere (V. r. aunswer, ansuere)
or word, a 1400 Cov. Myst. 18 Ded men xul rysyn . . And
fiast to here ansuere thei xul hem dyth. 1580 BARET Alv.
A 433 The answere of the defendant, Intentionis depulsw.
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI

t
n. i. 203 Call these foule Offenders

to their Answeres. 1611 BIHLK 2 Tim. iv. 16 At my first

answer no man stood with me. [So Rhem. ; TINDALE,
Genev., answerynge ; WYCLIF, Revised

', defence.] 1694
W. BROWN (title) The Clerk's Tutor in Chancery, giving
true Directions how to draw affidavits, petitions .. bills,

answers. 1809 TOMLISS La~o Diet. s.v. Chancery, An answer

generally controverts the facts stated in the bill, or some of
them. 1876 J. PARKER Paraclete i. xiii. 201 To the charge
that Christianity takes a low view of human nature, the

cross of Christ is the answer of Clod.

2. A reply to an objection rebutting its force ;

a reply in writing or debate, setting forth argu-
ments opposed to those previously advanced.

1534 MORK (title) The Answer to the First Part of the

Poysoned Booke. 1578 TIMME Calvin on Gen. 214 If any
man object . . the aunswere is easy to be made. i6ia WOOD-
ALL Surg-. Mate Wks. 1653 Pref. 13 A loving answer to all

such as shall hereafter find fault with his Hook. 1798 WOL-
COTT (P. Pindar) Talcs o/"//<y Wks. 1812 IV-425 An answer
is inserted, he answers the answer with blacker inventions.

1846 L. LOCKHART (title) An Answer to the Protest of the

Free Church. Mod. A sufficient answer to all your objections.

3. A reply (spoken, written, or otherwise given)
to a question. (The most common use.)
^800 Beowulf'5713 Grim andswaru. cg$o Lindisf. Gosp.

John xix. 9 Se hjelend ondsuare ne salde him [/tttffatv,

ondswora]. c 1000 Ags. G. ibid., Him ne sealde nane and-
sware. rn6o Hatton (A, Nane andswere. -1x30 Ancr. R.
8 Him bunched wunder . . of swuch onswere. c 13*5 Leg.
Rood(\%-]\) in pe messagers him gaf ansquare. 1375 HAR-
BOUR Kntcc n. 60 Quhen thai hard nane mak ansuer, Thai
brak the dur. 1580 J. FRAMPTON Joy/. Newes, in Jawfs I's

Counterbl, (Arb.) 82 Oeuing them continually doubtfull

answeares. 1601 SHAKS. Alts Well \\. ii. 42, I will bee a
foole in question, hoping to bee the wiser by your answer.

1714 Sfect.
No. 625 r i The following Letter of Queries,

with his Answers to each Question. 1850 LYNCH Theoph.
Trin. 5 To this question there is no answer.

4. A reply to an appeal, address, remark, letter,

etc. ; anything said or written in reference to, or

acknowledgement of, what another has said or

written ; a response, rejoinder.
, 1200 OKMIN 12016 Alls iff\x Laferrd 5iefeJuss Anndsware
onnven J^ deofell. 138* WVCUV Prov. xv. i A nesshe on-

swere breketh wrathe, 1388 Ibid. A soft answere brekith ire.

1400 LD. GREY in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. i. I. 5 An other lettre

that I have send to hym agayn of an Answare, ^ 1450 Knt.
de la. Tour (1868) 106 So plesaunt of ansuere unto her hus-
bonde. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. I', ir. vii. 72 Had you beene as

wise as bold, .your answere had not beene inscrold. 1611

350

BIBLE yob xix. 16, I called my seruant, and he gaue me no
answere. 1771 Jinnm f.rff. liv. 281 His letter to me does
not deserve an answer. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 995 He flung
a wrathful answer back.

5. The reply to an implied question ; decision

upon a point at issue.

1466 Mercers' Accts. in Blades Caxton 151 As for yor

desire of aunsware of the lordes intent. 1599 SHAKS. Afids.
X. iv. i. 143 Is not this the day That Hermia should giue
answer of her choice? (11842 TENNYSON Two Voices 309
There moot be answer to his doubt. 1875 MAINE Hist,
lust. ii. 42 The Responsa Prndentum the accumulated
answers (judgments in Brehon law) of many successive

generations of famous Roman lawyers.
6. The solution of a problem of any kind ; and,

by extension : Any work solving a problem or per-

forming an exercise set to test knowledge.
1592 R. FIELD (/jV/e) Firste Booke of Arithmeticke ; shewe-

ing the ingenius inventions and figurative operations by
whiche to calculate the true Solution or Answers to Arlth-
meticall Questions. 1686 I. SMCIDEL ( title) An Arithmetical

Extraction; or, a Collection of 800 Questions with their
Answers. 1742 BAILEY, A nswer . . the Solution of a Mathe-
matical Question, an ^"nigrna, &c. 1881 L. HKSSLEY (title)
The Scholar's Arithmetic, with Answers to the Examples.
7. A practical reply; anything done in return

;
a

responsive, corresponding, or resulting action. In

Fencing, the return hit.

1535 COVERDALE Gen. xli. 16 God shall geue Pharao a pros-
perous answere. 1602 SHAKS. Haml. \. ii, 280 If Hamlet
give the first or second hit, or quit in answer of the third

exchange. 1611 Cymb. v. iii. 79 Great the slaughter is

Heere made by 'th' Komane
; great the answer be Britaines

must take. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. iv. 64 The answer was
given by a volley of musketry.
8. A re-echoing or reproduction of sounds.

1869 OUSELKY Counterpoint, tyc, xix. 152 Essentially the
answer may be regarded as a transposition of the subject.
1880 GROVE Diet. Jtftis. I. 69/2 An answer in music is, in

strict counterpoint, the repetition by one part or instrument
of a theme proposed by another.

9. Comb, answer-jobber, one who makes a trade

of writing answers.

1711 SWIFT Barrier Treaty ij.) This race of answer-

jobbers . . have no sort of conscience in their dealing.

Answer, v. Forms : i and-, ond-, -swarian,
-suariau, -sworian, -swerian, 2 send- audswa-
rien, -erien, 2-3 an- onswerien, 3 andswaren,
-eren, ond- onswere 11, un- onsquare, 3-4 an-

swere(n, 4 an- on- unswar;e, answer-n, an-

suerye, 4-5 ansuere, aunswar(e, 4-7 answere,
5 unswer, 5-7 aun-, awuswer(e, 7 answeare, 4-
answer. [OE. andswar~ian t direct deriv. of sb.

andswaru (see prec.). Thus, orig. used of rebutting
a charge or accusation

;
its extension to the com-

mon sense of reply is parallel to that of the Gr.

diroKpiv-eaOat, f. dird off + tepiv-ftv to judge, con-

demn, i.e. to get oneself off from judgement ; and
the L. rt-spondere, f. re- back, undoing -I- sponderc
to pledge oneself, undertake a liability, hence to

rebut a liability or legal obligation.]
Gen. sign. I. To make a statement in reply to

a legal charge ;
to meet a charge of any kind ; to

be liable so to do, or to suffer the consequences,
to atone, pay the penalty. II. To speak (write)
or act, in reply to a question, remark, or expression
of will or opinion, or in response to a mere sound or

sign. III. To act in response to an act, imitatively,

suitably, consequently ;
to be so constituted as

to imitate, fit, suit ; to be in physical or mental

conformity or logical consequence to anything.

Originally intr.
t
with dative ; but through various

elisions and levelling of inflexions at length also

used trans, in nearly every sense.

I. To answer to a charge.
1. intr. To speak in reply or opposition to a

charge or accusation, to make a rebutting state-

ment, defend oneself, a. simply.
5:950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xxi. 14 Ne ?;ie fore-5encEe him

fcie ondsuarija [Kus/tiv. ondt.worisao']. CIQQQ Ags_.G. ibid,,

Hu e andswarian. rn6o Hatton G., Andswerien. 1197
R. GLOUC. 194 We be setteb day of bys nexte yere, At Rome
uorto ansuerye. 1:1400 Bcrytt 2002 Graunte me day til to

morow, that I my^t be avisid To answere forth. 1599
SHAKS. Much Ado iv. ii. 25 How answer you for your selues ?

1601 F. TATE Hottsch. Ord. Edw. //, 51 (1876) 35 He ..

shall aunswere before the steward . . if any complaint be
made. 1687 LUTTRELL JiriefRel.d^yj) I. 403 Then he was
ordered immediately to answer over. 1768 KI.ACKSTONK
Coinin. Ill, 397 That the defendant do answer over, re-

spondcnt ouster; that is, put in a more substantial plea.
Afod. To answer at the bar of public opinion,
b. withyiv-. To answer charges in regard to ;

to be

responsible or accountable for.

13&4WVCUF Dt-Eccles. viii. Wks. Ill, 357 He shal answere
for bes soulis bat his children leesen. 1582 LVLV in 4 Cent.

Eng Lett. 39 Before whome for my speache I shal aunswer.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. i. 13 We that haue good wits, baue
much to answer for. 1711 STEEI.E Sptct. No. 263 F i, I have
no outrageous Offence against my own excellent Parents to

answer for. 1838 LVTTON Leila \. 6, 1 answer alone to Allah

for my motives.

2. intr. To speak or make a statement in behalf

of another ;
to undertake responsibility for. spec.

To stand sponsor (for a child).
< 1200 Trin, Coll. How, 17 Here godfaderes sullen for hem

ANSWER.
andswerie bifore be prest ate fanstone. 1483 CAXTON G. de
la Tour iij b, How euery good woman ought to ansuere for
her lord in al thinge. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xxx. 33 So shall my
righteousnesse answere for mee. 1762 H. WALPOLE Vcrtue's
Anted. Paint, (1786) IV. 71 The late king and queen, then
prince and princess, answered for his son.

3. intr. To undertake a responsibility, to guar-
antee, give an assurance. Const, for,
1728 POPE Dune. Advt., I cannot answer but some mis-

Phoebe gave up doubting. 1881 Daily Tel. 27 Dec., A
musical monarch, whose tunefulness is answered for by Mr.
Henry Nordblom.
4. trans. To make a defence against (a charge) ;

hence, b. To give a satisfactory answer for, to

justify, arch.

1552 HULOET, Answer an action, or plaint, Dicere causaw.
1590 MARI.OWE Faust. (2nd vers.) 124 We were best look that

your devil can answer the stealing of this same cup. ci68o
BEVERIDGE Serin. (1729) I. 307 How they will answer it . . at
the last day I know not. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 125
The Proprietors could not answer it to the public . . if they
kept me in waiting.
5. To reply to, meet, or rebut an objection or

argument. t a. intr. Obs. b. trans.
c 1305 St. Kath. (in E. E. P. 1862) 33 Mid ober reisouns of

clergie pat maide preouede also bat here godes nobing nere
. . pemperour stod and ne coube answerie in non wise, c 1374
CHAUCER Boeth. v. iv. 161 Whan I haue . . ansewered to po
resouns by whiche bou art ymoeued. c 1526 FRITH Dispitt.
Parg. (18291 107 Let us see how he answereth the argument.
1581 CHARKE in Confer, iv. 11584) Ffb, You haue so often

chalenged vs to answere you an argument, 1635 A. STAFFORD

Fem.Glory (1869)81, 1 determined to answeare his Forgeries.
Mod. So far as 1 know, that protest has never been answered.
No attempt has been made to answer my objections. Some
theologians of Queen's College essayed to answer Locke.

6. To meet the charge in regard to (an act)

practically ;
to suffer the consequences, atone for,

make amends, a. intr. Const, for (to obs.).
1297 R. GLOUC. 53 5^f ys neuew hadde my^do - . he scholde

Onswere to eche mon. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. in. ii. 85 If it

were so, it were a grievous fault And grievouslie hath Caesar
answered for it. 1710 W. MATHER Yng. Man's Contp. (1727)
122 The Husband must answer to his Wive's Faults J if she

wrong another . . he must make Satisfaction.

fb. trans., esp. with it as obj. Obs.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. ii. 06 Stanley looke to your
Wife : if she conuey Letters to Richmond, you shall answer
it. 1625 DONNE Serin, cl. Wks, VI. 61 Whosoever is dead in

that family by thy negligence, thou shall answer the King
that subject. 1754 SHERLOCK Disc. '1759) I. i. 31 If you re-

ceive not the Light you must answer it.

7. To satisfy a pecuniary claim, fa. intr. To
be responsible for payment of the claim. Const.

oft for. Obs.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxv. 230 The lordes of euery
toun wher suche thyng shold be taxed . . shold ansuere to
the kyng therof. 1628 COKE On Litt. 54 a, Tenant in dower
. . shall answer for the waste done by a stranger.

t* b. trans. To account to or satisfy (a person)

ofmfor the claim; to repay, recompense. Obs.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Stnvle \. xvii. 11859) 18 By whiche cau-

cyon he myght bynd hym self for to ansuere me yf that his

accyon be desalowyd. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccviii,

467 We wolde demaunde good hostages and sufficient, to

answere vs of our horses agayne. *S77 HOLINSHED Chron,
II. 240 The emperour declared plainlie that be would be
answered for such summes of nionie as king Richard had
taken. 1641 BAKER Chron. 11679) 23 1/1 That King Richard
should yearly pay and answer the IJuke of all the revenues.

C. trans. To satisfy (the claim), discharge (a

debt), pay (the sum legally demanded) ; hence, to

be sufficient for, meet (a pecuniary liability).

1581 LAMBARDK Eiren. \\. iv. (1588) 177 Their armour and

weapon shall be prised, and the same answered to the use
of the Queenes Maiestie. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, I. iii. 185
This proud King, who studies . . To answer all the Debt he
owes vnto you. 1608 Yorksh. Trag. \. ii, His fortunes can-

not answer his expense, a 1626 BACON Max. Uses Com.
Law 60 The third part must descend to the heire to answer

guardship. 1710 in Lond. Gaz. mmmmdclxxiii/3 Officer for

any refusal or neglect of his Duty, to answer Damages.
1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch's Lives (1879) I. 386/1 A fine

which his circumstances could not answer. 1832 HT. MAR-
TINEAU Hill <V Valley L 6 A few shillings . . to answer any
sudden occasion.

^i In senses 8-1 1 the idea ofcompensation is linked

with that of correspondence ; cf. III.

f8. trans. To prove a satisfactory return or equi-
valent for (an expenditure) ;

to repay, recoup. Obs.

1596 Bi*. BARLOW 3 Serin. Ded. 81 Yet did they not answer
cither the threshers labour, or the owners measure. 1673
RAY Jonrn. Ltrw Conntr. Pref., Nothing .. which might
answer their trouble and expence. 1731 SWIFT Corr. II. 649
The maid will - . sell more butter and cheese than will an-

swer her wages. 1780 W. COXE Rms. Discov. 7 No crop . .

sufficient . . to answer the pains and expence of raising it.

j-b. To repay, pay (a person). Obs. rare.

1587 FLEMING Cmtt. Holiitshed's Chron. III. 415/1 The
said countries, which with their riches by common estima-

tion answered the emperour Charles equallie to his Indies.

C. intr. To be advantageous, or serviceable to.

1850 LYTTON Wks. II. viii. iii. 15 If Beatrice di Negra
would indeed be rich, she might answer to himself as a wife,

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. V. xni. viii. 90 He was in the way
ofmaking such investments, .and found, them answer to him.

9. trans. To satisfy or fulfil (wishes, hopes, ex-

pectations, etc.),

1653 WALTON Angler \. 2, I shall almost answer your

hopes, 1673 CAVE Prim. Chr, i. i. 3 This he well foresaw
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and the event truly answered it. 1765 WILKES Corr. (1805)
II. 137 Were you here with me, my fondest wishes would
be answered. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 126 The result

answered his expectations.
10. trans. To fulfil or accomplish (an end); to suit

(a purpose).
1714 GROVE Spect. No. 588 P2 In both Cases the Ends of

Self Love are equally answered. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones
vn. xiii, I applied a fomentation . . which highly answered
the intention. 1790 PALEY Hor, Paul, \. 8 My design will

be fully answered. 1877 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. ii. 33 Less

severity would not have answered his purpose.
b. trans. To fulfil, satisfy the requirements, etc.

of (a person) ;
to suit.

1816 SCOTT Antiq. xvi. (1829) 105 He offered him a beast

he thought wad answer him \veel eneugh.
11. intr. (ellipt,}. To serve the purpose, attain the

end, succeed, prove a success. Also (with suitable

qualification) : To turn out (well or ill).

1783 COWPER Lett. 19 Jan., Their labour was almost in

vain "before, but now it answers. 1785 T. JEFFERSON Writ,

(1859) I. 488 If they find our timber answer. 1856 FROUOE
Hist. Eng. I. 27 It answered better as a speculation to con-
vert arable land into pasture, c 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc.

I. 314/1 Boxwood charcoal answers best for this purpose.

II. To answer a question, remark, etc.

12. To speak or write in reply to a question,

remark, or any expression of desire or opinion ; to

reply, respond, rejoin ; also To reply to an implied

question, to solve a doubt.

Const, a. simply ;
b. to a person ;

c. a person as

indirect (dat.) obj. ; d. to or unto the question,
etc. ; e. the question, etc., as obj.; ^f. (combining
C and d) a person to his question ; g. (combining
C and e) a person his question ; h. with the answer
as subordinate objective sentence, or clause intro-

duced by that\ i. with the answer as simple obj.,

sb. or pron. ; j. (combining b or c and h) ;
k.

(combining b or c and i) ; 1. (combining d and

h) ; m. (combining d and i).

a- c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 129 He answerede bus, que-
8inde. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 437 The byschop hard him
swa ansuer. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. n. ii. 195 Why prat'st
thou to thy selfe, and answer's! not ? 1765 H. WALPOLE Cast.
Otranto v. (1798; 79 Thou answerest from the point, a 1842
TENNYSON Miller's Dau. 118 Will she answer if I call?

b. c \vytAncr. R. 10 O bisse wise answerieS to beo bet
aske5 ou of ower ordre. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 68, I be Lord
schal ansuere to him. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour iij b, No
good woman ought to ansuere to her husbond whan he is

wrothe. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. m. iii.6i Answer tons. 1842 TENNY-
SON Love

<$ Duty 28 To that man My work shall answer.
C. <^95o Lindisf. Gosp. John xviii. 22 Ondsusrastu suae

8am biscobi. c xooo Ags. G. ibid., Andswarast 3u swa Sam
bisceope. c 1160 ffatton G. ibid., ^Endswerest bu swa bam
biscoppe. a 1300 Cursor M. 1304 Mildely he him bam vn-

squerede. 1450 MVRC 930 Unsware thow me. 1601 SHAKS.

JnL C. iv. iii. 78 Should I haue answer'd Caius Cassius so?
1611 BIBLE Prov. xxvi. 4 Answer not a fool according to his

folly. 1791 COWPER Iliad iv. 490 Whom with a frowning
brow, the brave Tydides answer'd. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine
286 Lancelot spoke And answered him at full.

d. c 1400 Destr, Troy xxxw. 13266 To all thing he answarit

abilly. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. n. v. 35 Is thy newes good or
bad? answere to that. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. Pref. 68 Mr. B.

here answers to a Question, that never was ask'd him. 1881

N.T. (Revised)Luke xiv. 6 They could not answer again unto
these things.

directly. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmer's F. 465 My lady's cousin
Answered all queries touching those at home,

f. c 1385 CHAUCER /,. G. IV. 2079 Ariadne in this manere
-- -

t _ l_f_ C _-._^ 'I'Answerde \v. r. ansuerd] hym to his profre. 1526 TINDALE
Luke xiv. 6 They coulde not answer him agayne to that.

1611 They could not answere him againe to these things.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. i. 60 Answer me To what I aske you.
g. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen, I'l

t
in. iii. 238 Ere thou go, but

answer me one doubt. Mod. Answer me this question.
h. a 1300 Cursor AT. 1095 He pnsquared [v. r. ansuerd,

vnswerd] . . Quen was I keper of bi childe. 1340 Ayenb. 100
He ansuerede bet he ne hedde bote bri pans. 1611 BIBLE
Acts xxii. 8, I answered, Who art thou, Lord? 1733 POPE
Mor. Ess. i. 84 Wks. 1735 II. n. 5 The mighty Czar might
answer, he was drunk. 1860 O. MEREDITH Lucille \. iv. xxi,
Who can answer where any road leads to?

i. 1382 WYCUF Matt, xxvii. 12 Whanne he was acusid
..he answerjd nothing. 1/1460 Ttnuntley Myst. 196 Fyrst
wold I here, What he wold answere. 1860 DICKENS Un-
comm. Trav. xv. (1866) 109/1 Chips answered never a word.

j.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 45 Paul him onswerde, Lauerd ic

biwepe bas monifolde pine, c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 4107 God
hem andswerede,

' iosue Ic wile ben loder-man after Se.'

1596 SPENSER /'. Q. v. ii. n To whom he aunswerd wroth,
' loe there thy hire.' 1611 BIBLE Acts xxv. 16 To whom I

answered, It is not the maner of the Romanes, etc.

k. c 950 Lindisf, Gosp. Mark xiv. 40 Ne wiston liu;i_'<l

scealdon onsuxrega him. < 1160 Hatton G. ibid., Nyston
hwaet hyo him andswereden. c 1130 After. ^.06 Ne an-
swerie je him nowiht. 1611 BIBLF. Job xxiii. 5 The words
which he would answere me. Matt. xxii. 46 Nc
able to answere him a word.

1. 1382 WYCLIF Acts xxv. 16 To whiche I answerid that,
etc. 1756 BURKE Sitbl. $ B. Wks. I. 269 To this I answer
that admitting, etc.

m. 1593 SHAKS. 3 /fen. VI, iv. vi. 45 What answeres
Clarence to his Soueraignes will?

13. Coupled with say. Sometimes without pre-
ceding question. (A Hellenism of the N.T.) arch.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John Hi. 9 Da andswarode Nichodemus
& cwaeS. Hu magon bas bing bus jeweorSan? .1160
Hatton G. ibid., Da andswerede N. & cwae5. c 1220 ffali
Meid. 3 Ho mei onsweren & seien. c 1420 Chron. Vilod.
466 Unswered be monk, and sayde ry;t bus. 1526 TINDALE
Luke xiii. 25 He shall answer and saye vnto you ; I knowe

you not. 1611 BIBLE Mark xi. 14 And Jesus answered, and
said vnto it, No man eate fruit of thee hereafter.

14. To make a rejoinder to anything authorita-

tive or final, or where silence or acquiescence
would be proper ; to reply impertinently.
1526 TINDALE Tit. ii. 9 The servauntes exhort . . to please

in all thynges, not answerynge agayne. [So 1611 ; WYCLIF,

a^einseiynge). 1853 LYTTON^/X Novel i. xiii. 53 Mrs. Hazel-
dean (observing Frank colouring, and about to reply.).

Hush, Frank, never answer your father. Mod. You should
never answer back.

15. trans, or absol. To solve a problem put in

the form of a question ;
to perform the exercises

or 'questions' set in an examination paper.
1742 BAILF.Y, To Answer . . to solve a Proposition or Ques-

tion in Arithmetick or Geometry, &c. by declaring what the

Amount is. 1868 M. PATTISON Acad. Organ. 294 The stu-

dent himself will tell you that he answered such a paper
' out of Grote,' and such another ' out of Maine* or 'Austin.'

Ibid. 296 No candidate would be expected in three hours to

answer all the thirteen [questions]. Mod. You have answered

very well.

16. To answer to a name : lit. to answer when
addressed by that name, and thus to acknowledge
it as one's own

;
to have the name of.

1599 SHAKS. Mitc/t Ado v. iv. 73, I answer to that name,
what is your will ? 1607 Cor. v. i. 12 Coriolanus He would
not answer to : Forbad all names. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No.
12 P 5 A spaniel . . that answers to the name of Ranger.
17. To say or sing antiphonally.
1611 BIBLE i Sam. xviii. 7 The women answered one

another, as they played. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Eel. vn.4 Both
alike inspir'd To sing, and answer as the Song requir'd.

18. To make a responsive sound, as an echo.
c 1385 CHAUCER L.G. W. 2193 The holwe rokkis answerden

hire a-gayn. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 33 The rolling sea,

resounding soft, In his big base them fitly answered. 1667
MILTON P. L. x. 862 With other echo late I taught your
Shades To answer. 1709 POPE Summer 16 The woods shall

answer, and their echo ring. 1847 TENNYSON Pritu: Prol.

66 Echo answer'd in her sleep From hollow fields.

19. To reply favourably to (a petitioner), or con-

formably to (his petition). Cf. 9.

1593 SHAKS. Liter. 1606 At length addressed to answer his

desire. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xxvii. 7 Haue mercie also vpon mee,
and answere me. 1648 MILTON Ps. Ixxxvi. 24 Thou wilt

. . Answer what I prayed. 1689 Col. Records Penn. I. 313
With reluctancy to answer my Request. 1864 TENNYSON
Boad. 22 The Gods have heard it, O Iceman ! . . Doubt not

ye the Gods have answer'd.

fb. To give or administer (anything) in answer
to petition. Obs. rare.

1586 J. HOOKKK Girald. Ire!, in Holinsh. II. 151/2 Hir
maiesties principall and high courts, to answer the law to

all sutors throughout the whole realme.

20. To reply to what is practically a request, as

a knock at the door, a bell, or other signal, a. intr.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IT, i. i. 6 Knock but at the gate, and
he himself will answer. 1722 DK FOE Plague 51 They
knocked at the door, but nobody answered.

b. trans. To answer the door, the bell, etc.

1862 MRS. WOOD Channings II. 349 He answers all the

rings at the yard bell. 1866 W. COLLINS Armadale III. 205
The woman had left us to answer the door. 1878 HALLI-

j

WELL Diet, s.v., At a farm-house near South Petherton, a
maidservant was recently asked why she did not answer the
door. The girl replied . .' Why why why, if you plaze,

mim, I I I did'n hear'n speak.'

21. To make a sign of any kind in response to, or

acknowledgement of, any signal, a. intr. b. trans.

1805 SIR E. BERRY in Nicolas Disp. (18461 VII. 117 At day-
light I made the Private Signal which was not answered.
Alod, He gave a nod ; I answered with a wink.

III. To answer in similarity, to correspond.
22. trans. To act in conformity with (any indi-

cation of will or law), to obey ; esp. of a ship : To
answer the helm.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 190, I come To answer thy best

pleasure. 1637 MILTON Comus 888 Bridle in thy headlong
wave Till thou our summons answered have. 1738 J. KEILL
Anim. CEcon. Pref. n That the Indications . . are right, or

such as, if answered, would cure the Disease. 1854 G.
RICHARDSON Univ. Code v., 2578 Will not answer her helm.

23. intr. To act in sympathy with, or in response

(to}, action on the part of another.

1684 R. WALLER Ess. Nai. Exper. 6 The former imme-
diately answer to the least change of the Air. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. \. 274 The Glebe will answer to the Sylvan
Reign, Great Heats will follow, and large Crops of Grain.

1865 DICKENS Mnt. Fr. i. 2 The girl instantly answered to

the action in her sculling.

24. trans. To repeat the action of, correspond to.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. /', iv. Prol. 8 Fire answers fire. 1603
Meas. for M. v. i. 415 Haste still paies haste, and lea-

sure answers leasure.

25. trans. To give back in kind, to return, render.

1576 LAMBARDE Pcramb. Kent (1826) 231 They bee so

ready . . not to aunswere, but to offer, force and violence,
even to Kings and Princes. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. i. 24 Well
did the squire perceive himselfe too weake To aunswere his

defiaunce in the field. 1601 CORNWALLYES Seneca (16311 44
Able to answere feast with feast. 1793 HOLCROFT Lavater's

Physiog. xxxi. 163 To answer wit with reason is like en-

deavouring to hold an eel by the tail. 1837 KEBLE Ckr. Y.

24 S. Trin, iv. 2 Answering love for love.

t26. trans. To return the hostile action of (a

person), meet in fight, encounter. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy xx. 8274 Or hit auntrid hym to aun-

sware Ector agayne. 1468 J. PASTON in Lett. 585 II. 317 My
Lord the Bastard, took upon hym to answere xxiiij. knyts
and gentylmen . . at jostys of pese. 1586 J. HOOKER Girald.
Irel. in Holinsh. II. iss'i His Gallowglasses were good

men to incounter with Gallowglasses, and not to answer
old souldiers.

27. intr. To correspond in number, shape, size,

position, appearance, fitness, or other characteristics.

Const, to (against, with, obs.).
c 1230 Ancr. R. 94 Euerichones mede ber seal onswerien

a^ein be swine, .bet heo her uor his luue edmodliche bolie5.

c 1391 CHAUCER A strot, n. 10. 22 Whiche bordure is answer-

ing to the degrees of the equinoxial. 1471 RIPLKY Contp.
Alch. i. (in Aslim. 1652) 130 Every Burgeon answereth to his

owne Seed. 1563 J. SHL-TE Archit. D iij b, The Proiecture
of Them doth answer iustly with the thicknes of the pillor.

1611 BIBLI-: Gal. iv. 25 This Agar . . answereth to Jerusalem,
which now is. 1794 PALEY Nat. Thcol. xi. i (1819) 169 The
right arm answers accurately to the left both in size and

shape. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 420 It answers to the

description of Strabo.

1 28. trans. To correspond with (as in prec.),

come up to. Obs. or arch.

1577 HASMKR Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619") 133 So many .. as

now the number of all sorts cannot answer. 1671 MILTON
Sams. 1090 If thy appearance answer loud report. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Una. in. v. 11690' 241 The Terms of our Law
. . will hardly find Words that answer them in the Spanish,
or Italian. 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna n. ii, I \vi>h she had
answered her picture as well. 1789 SMYTH tr. Aldruh's
Archit. u8i8) 146 Opposite to these, -the rooms for the wine

presses answered the baths.

f-29. causal. To cause to correspond or agree to.

1713 SWIFT Ctidi-n. $ 1'nti. Wks. 1755 III. n. 18 He could

not answer to his fame Thy triumphs of that stubborn dame.

Answerable (crnsarab'l), a.
;
also 6 aunswer-

able.
[f.

ANSWER v. and s(>. + -ABLE (an early in-

stance of this as a living ling, suffix).]

I. Liable to answer to a charge.
1. Liable to be called to account ; under legal or

moral obligation ; responsible, accountable, a.

absol. or with subord. d.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 571 If he haue robb'd these

men, He shall be answerable. 1601 F. TATE Honsek. Ord.
Eii. //, 12 11876^ 12 He shalbe aunswerable if any peril

happen. 1781 T. PICKFRIM; in Sparks Corr. Am. Rev. 11853)
III. 419 He was answerable with his head, if the King's
army were not duly supplied. 1828 SCOTT F, M. Perth I.

105, I will be answerable that this galliard meant but some
Saint Valentine's jest.

b. to an authority.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Heir. xii. (R.) You must

nedes be answerable vnto your hie prieste and his lawe.

1640-1 Kirkcndbr. War-Comm. Mitt. Bk. 11855-75 The Com-
mittie ordaines Barquhillantie . . to be answerable to the

Commissar Depute. 1775 AIJAIR Amer.Ind, 239, I imagined
I should be answerable to myself for every accident that

might befal them. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. III. xiii.

277 For the good administration of which the magistrate . .

was answerable to the power which appointed him.

Q.for an act or its results, a debt, or any implied

duty or obligation.
a 1667 JER. TAYLOR Serni. Ded., He is highly answerable

for his talent. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 378 Mr. B. . . at least is

answerable for the Language of his Book. 1711 DE FOE
A/oil. Fl. 1,18401 178 She would be answerable for her on all

accounts. 1768 BLACKSTONE Cotitm. II. 459 The ship and
tackle . . are answerable (as well as the person of the bor-

rower' for the money lent. 1837 j. H. NEWMAN Par. Serm.
(ed. 3> I. ii. 25 Both Scripture and conscience tell us we are
answerable for what we do. 1863 KEMBLE Resid. Georgia
24 Slavery is answerable for all the evils.

II. Capable of answering requirements, purposes.
2. Such as responds to demands, needs, wishes ;

suitable, fitting, proper, becoming, a. absol. arch.

1571 DICGKS Gcom. Pratt, iv. xxiv. Eeiij, Ye shall there

in his answerable Chapiter, recelue rules for the inuention
of his capacitie superficiall. 1594 CAREW Hitartes Exam.
ll'i'ts 11616) 102 If he who hath any answerable nature, giue
himselfe to make verses. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. 11/740
Attended with an answerable train, in rich Liveries. 1756
BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 47 His reception was an-

swerable. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. I. (1857.) 193 The most an-

swerable things in the world.

b. with to. arch.

1575 THYNNE in Animadv. Introd. 54 Thee performance
wherof shall. . bee .. answerable unto your callinge, and
profitable unto mee. 1628 tr. Camden'sHist. Eliz. n. (1688)
228 A Guard answerable to his Royal Dignity. 1658 J.
ROWLAND Mouffet's Theat. Ins. 907 A death answerable to

his life. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison II. xxxii. 311 Her
treatment . . was not answerable to her merits.

3. Corresponding, correspondent, accordant, agree-
able, a. ahsol. arch.
a 1586 SIDNEY ij.) A likeness. . answerable enough in some

features and colours, but erring in others. 1611 T, TAYLOR
Comm. Titns\\. 1211619*467 The Gospel bringeth saluation,
but looketh for an answerable returne. 1673 CAVE Prim,
Chr. n. i. 4 Humility a mean estimation of ourselves and
an answerable Carriage towards others. 1775 ADAIR Amer.
Ind. 90 If the seasons have been answerable. . the old women
pay their reputed prophet. 1827 HARE Gnes. Truth (1859*

264 It is a difficulty which presses on all such as have ever

made a venture into the higher regions of thought, to dis-

cover anything like answerable realities, to atone their

ideas with their perceptions.

b. with to. arch.

1580 LVLY Euph. 252 If the courtesie of Englande be

aunswerable to the custome of Pilgrimes. 1638 CHILLINGW.

Relig. Prot. i. i. i. 30, I feare your proceedings will be an-

swerable to these beginnings ! 1718 Free-thinker No. 80.

177 Some young Princess whose Birth is answerable to your
own. 1869 A. MORRIS Open Secret i. 13 The themes . . are
. . too momentous to be introduced into common . . talk in

a manner answerable to their sacredness.

4. Corresponding in quantity or amount
; pro-

portional, commensurate, a. absol. arch.
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1604 EDMONDS Of>s,-n'. C;rsar's Camm. 7 Eminent and ex-

traordinarie attempts . . are thought worthie their answer-
able rewards. 1622 HEYLIN Cosmogr. n. (1682") 49 Stretched
out in great length . . but not of answerable breadth, a 1716
SOUTH \Vks. 1717 VI. 400 But their success was answerable.

b. with to.

1617 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Land, to Hamburgh C, His

post-like legges were answerable to the rest of the great
frame which they supported. 1693 EVELYN DC la Quint.

Compl. Card. 78 With a thickness answerable to their height.

1769 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. (1876,1 314 Render your future

progress answerable to your past improvement. 1844 LIN-

GARD Anglo-Sax. Ch.\\. xiv. 11858' 300 The success of their

labours was answerable to the purity of their motives.

5. Equivalent, equal ; adequate, sufficient (to), arch.

1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 909 This word Reward . . the

schoolemen, doe fondly set it to be aunswerable toadeseruing
which they call merite. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. i. xii. (ed. 7)

37 One whole Integrum, which being added to 2344, will be

answerable to the second number of the Question. 1645

RUTHERFORD Trial <$ Tri. Faith (1845) 5 An answerable

number of men and angels. 1801 WELLINGTON Desp. 613
The revenue of that Island will [not] be found answerable to

its necessary expenditure.

f6. quasi-a</z>. Answerably; conformably. Obs.

lf^Q-\Kirkcndbr. \Var-Contm.Min.Kk. (1855)61 That they

may be . . punished answerable to thair deservings. 1681

MANTON Sinn. Ps. cxix. 166 Wks. IX. 226 Live answeralle

to your hope.
III. passively.

7. Able to be answered, rare.

1697 J. COLLIER Ess. Mor. Snbj. (L.) His best reasons are

answerable ; his worst are not worthy of being answered.

1881 Sped, it) Nov. 1456/1 An Austrian statesman . . suggests

solid, if answerable, reasons.

A'nswerableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being answerable.

1. Correspondency, conformity, adaptation, arch.

1583 GOLDING Cak'in on Dent. xvi. 95 So as there may be

a mutual answerablenesse on both sides. 1659 HAMMONH
On Ps. cl. 3 The answerableness of the notes in Musick to

those observed by nature. 1752 LAW Spir, Love 1. 11816* 45
There are but three forms of nature, in answerableness to

the threefold working of the triune Deity.

2. Liability to be called to account; responsibility.

1850 LYNCH Tlu'oph. Trin. i. 15 To feel . . our dependence

upon God, and our distinct personality and answerableness.

Answerably (crnssrabli), adv. arch.
[f.

as

prec. + -r.\ ^.] In an answerable manner
;

cor-

respondingly, proportionally, conformably, suit-

ably, fittingly, a. absol.

1611 SPEED Hist. (71. Brit. vi. xxv. 11632) 129 Had his mind
been answerably furnished with vertue. 1662 FULLER
Worthies (1840: III. 317 Held the state of a bishop, answer-

ably habited. 1713 DERHAM Pliys.-Theol. v. iv. 333 If Beasts

had been made answerably biuger. there would not have

been Grass enough. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VI.

147 May I behave answerably!
b. with to. Conformably to, consistently with.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Gar,/. Cyrus II. 504 Answerably unto

the wisdom of that eminent Botanologer. 1698 [R. FKR-

CUSSON] View of Eccles. Pref., He had acted but answerably
to the Badge he wears, elc. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I. iv. 114

Rewarded him answerably to his Demerits.

fA'nswerage. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
ANSWER -t-

-AGE ; cf. trcak-age.] The action of answering.
1642 Dcclar. Home Comm. 21 July 3 Rather inflict an ex-

emplary punishment on the contriver of such a scandalous

Pamphlet, then condescend unto the answerage of it.

Answerer (crnssrai). Also 6 ansurer, auu-

swerer. [f.
as prec. + -ER 1

.]
One who answers.

1. One who replies to a charge, objection, argu-

ment or statement.

'533 MORE Debcll. Salem Wks. 1557,987/1 This good an-

swerer hath here borne himself so wel. 1638 CHILI.INGW.

Relig. Prot. I. 22 Pref., Which the answerer . . clearly de-

monstrated. 1714 SHAFTESB. Charac. v. ii. (1737* HI. 270

Authors who subsist wholly by the criticizing or comment-

ing Practice upon others . . distinguish'd by the title of

Answerers. 1838 HALLAM Hist. Lit. IV. iv. ii. 30. 38 The

Defensio did not want answerers in England.
2. One who replies to a question or appeal.
a 1556 CRANMER ins. I. 66 Your wise dialogue . . between

the curious questioner [and] the foolish answerer. 1666

Phil. Trans-. I. 189 Inquiries that require Learning or Skill

in the Answerer. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 188 The best

answerer . . receives a premium of books. 1866 J. MARTINEAU
Ess. I. 119 Such questions are sure to find answerers.

3. One who answers back, or makes impertinent
retorts.

1532 LATIMER Serin. Lord's Prayer ii. II. 26 Servants . .

shall not be murmurers, nor froward answerers.

)
4. One accepting a challenge. Obs.

1511 in Ellis Grig. Lett. n. 60 I. 182 That every gentilman
answerer doo subscribe his name to the Articles. 1525 Li

BERNERS Froiss. II. clvii. 435 The prise of the iustes of the

aunswerers . . was gyuen to the frenche kynge.

f 5. One responsible, esp. The person answerable

to the Court of Augmentation for the rents and

profits. Obs.
1 jg39 Plnmpton Corr. 234 One farme hold . . which . . ]

did speake to the Ansurer for the use of the said children.

Answering (crnsarirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

ANSWER v

-r-INd 1
.]

1. The action of replying or responding to a

charge, inquiry, argument, etc.; answer, reply.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 235 Thai mak ay thair ansuering
In-till dowbill vndirstanding. e 1450 LONELICH Grail xix

168 Of al thing he Jaf hem answeringe. 1579 FULKE lies

Mini's Part. 374 As for Damascenes authentic. . it is no

worth the aunswering. Mod. His answering in the exam
ination was excellent.
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t 2. The action of meeting a liability. Obs. rare.

1658 CKUMWKLL .V/. 25 Jan. (Carl.) Let God move your
earts for the answering of anything that shall be due unto

le nation.

f 3. Correspondency, adaptation. Obs. rare.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Hulk <y .W?'. 2 The answerings or ana-

)gies of beings, have been hitherto but ill pitcht or adjusted.

-696 PHILLIPS, Descant . . signifying the answering of quick
Votes in one part unto a slower measure in the other.

A-nswering, ///. a. [f. as prec. -r -INU i
.]

1. Making, giving, or constituting a reply or

esponse.
1533 KKITH (title} A Book . . answering to M. More's Letter.

727 Pol-E Dune. iv. 437 And answering gin-shops sourer

ighs return. 1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba v. xliii, In awe the

outh received the answering voice. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. II. 386 The boats which covered the Thames gave an

inswering cheer.

2. Corresponding, correspondent (/0X
1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba. xii. xxvii, Where the sceptre in

he Idol's hand Touch'd the Round Altar, in its answering
calm, Earth felt the stroke. 1843 TRENCH Hnh. Ltct. n.

/. 223 The world's expectation . . has an answering fact.

1857 BUCKLE Civilis. I. ix. 569 The French have never had

.nything answering to our yeomanry.

Answeringly, adv. rare. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

Correspondingly.
< 1449 I'KCOCK Repr. 351 Ech man, which wole trowe that

-hilk voice was seid in the eir ouste answeringli trowe that

hilk voice was spokun by the feend. 1865 RUSKIN Sesame

3 The answeringly wider spreading . . of the irrigation of

terature.

Answerless (trns3.ilts),<T. rare. [f.
ANSWER sb.

4- -LESS.]
1. \Vithout an answer, having no answer, a.

Having no answer to give. b. Having received no

answer, c. That is, or contains, no answer.

I533 MORE Del'dl. Salem Wks. 1557,988/1 And then as

you se this good man had ben quyt answerlesse. 1586 I. ft.

'o Earlc Leycestcryz F'.xcuse my doutefulnesse, and take in

ood part my answere answerelesse.

2. Having no possible answer, unanswerable.

(Cf. countless, cmlless.)
1822 BYRON Juan vi. Ixiii, Our ultimate existence? what's

our present? Are questions answerless. 1870 SPURGEON
Treas. David Ps. xviii. 19 Why Jehovah should delight in

us is an answerless question.

A'nswerlessly, adv. ra>-e~\ [(. prec. -I- -LY 2
.]

In an answerless manner
;

in a way that is no

answer. (See ANSWERLESS ic.)
1620 Hi 1

. HALL Ifrni. Maried Clcrgie i. i Answered in-

deed ; but, as he said, &OTO. ai-t/cfiora answerlesly.

Ant (rent). Forms: I (II'. Sax.) semete, -ette,

ytte, 3 4 amete (amote;, amte, 4-6 ampte,
^-6 ante, 5-7 annt, 6- ant. Also i (Anglian)

*emete, 3-4 emete (-atte), 4-6 emote, 6 em-

mette, -otte (-ont), amyte, emet, 6-7 emmot(t,
6- emmet. /'/. ants (i semetan, 2-4 ameten, 4

amptess. [OE. smctc, emete, cogn. w. OHO.
amcitfl, WGer. *&maitj6, f. '- (see /E- prcf.) off,

away + maitaii, ON. nicita, OHG. mei^an
'
to cut,'

as if
' the cutter or biter off.' (Graff.) The OE. be-

came in 1 2-1 3th c. amete or emete in different dia-

lects ;
amete has by suppression of medial vowel

and bringing together of two consonants become

amte (ample), ante (cf. account for accompte), ant
;

emete, retaining the medial vowel, is now EMMET,

q.v. Ant is the leading literary form.]

1. A small social insect of the Hymenopterous
order, celebrated for its industry ;

an emmet, a

pismire. There are several genera and many species,

exhibiting in their various habits and economy
some of the most remarkable phenomena of the

insect world. (For other quotations see EMMET.)
f looo Sax. Leec/ul. I. 87 ./Emettan Kgru jenim. 1297 R.

GLOUC. 296 As bycke as ameten crepeb in an amete nulle.

1340 Aycnb. 141 Alsuo ase be litel amote. 1382 WYCLIF
1'rov. xxx. 25 Amptis [1388 amtis] a feble puple,

that greithen
in rep time mete to them. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy I. i, He
sawe by the earthe lowe Of Antes crepe passing greate

plente. 1533 ELYOT Cast. llelt/i in. xii. 66 b, The lyttelle

ant or emote helpeth up his felowe. 1547 BOOKDE Brer.

Health clxi. 58 Amytes, or Pysmars, or Antes. 1585 LLOYD
Treas. Health B viij, Pouder of Amptes, myxte with Oyle.

1378 MASCALL /V//.f (15921 58 For to destroy Emets or

Antes, which be about a Tree. 1611 BIBLE Prov. vi. 6 Goe
to the Ant \Wycl. ample, amte, Cmvni. Emmet], thou slug-

gard. 1633 G. HERBERT Cli. Mil. in Temple 184 The small-

est ant or atome knows thy power. 1642 SIR T. BROWNE

Relig. Med. 30 The wisdome of Bees, Annts and Spiders,

1733 POPE Ess. Man in. 184 The Ant's republic, and the

realm of Bees. 1838 Penny Cycl. X. 372 Formic Acid, or

acid of ants. 1861 HUI.MI: .)///- Tamion n. iv.i.2i3 When
the Red Ant (Formica Riifa) crawls over a piece of litmus

paper, it produces a red track.

2. Ant-eggs, ants' eggs, popular name of the

larvte of ants (a favourite food of young pheasants).
ciooo [See i]. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. xciii.

916 Yf amptes egges . , ben remeuyd . . the amptes gad-
reth theim and beeryth theym ayen to theyr neest. c 1420
Pallad. on Hnst>. i. 680 Annt eyron yeve hem [young

pheasants] eke. 1585 LLOYD Treas. Health Fvj, Stampe
Amptes egges and strain them thorough a clothe. 1663
Bui I.KR IInd. 1. iii. 325 Till purging Comfits and Ants Eggs
Had almost brought him off his Legs. 1753 CHAMBERS

Cycl. Snpp. s.v., Little vermicles, as small as mites, com-

monly called Ants-eggs. 1879 LUBBOCK Sci. Lect. iii. 69 The
larvse of ants . . when full grown, turn into pupe . . con-

stituting the so-called 'ant-eggs.'

-ANT.

3. White Ant : A very destructive social insect

of the Neuropterous order, also called Termite.

[c 1328 JORDANUS 53 Est etiam genus parvissimarum formi-

carum sicut lana alb-arum, quarum durities dentium, etc.

1713 BLUTEAU Port. Diet., Formigas biancas.] 1729 A.

HAMILTON Sew Acct. E. Indies II. xlvii, The white ants,

which are really insects, that . . can do much mischief to

cloth, timber, etc. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 233 The Ter-

mites, or white ants, as they are often called, though they
have little affinity with the true ants, are chiefly confined to

the tropics. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. xxvii. 540 The white

ants . . are the chief agents employed in forming a fertile soil

4. Com/>. ant-catcher = ANT-THKUSH; ant-guest,

an animal of any other species, that habitually
lives in ants' nests ; ant-heap, ant-hillock, = ANT-
HILL

; ant-hive, an artificial nest for ants ;
ant-

rice (see quot.) ; f ant-wart (see quot.) ;
ant-worm,

the larva of the ant. Also obvious syntactic com-

binations, as ant-eating, -like.

Also ANT-BEAR, AXT-EATEH, ANT-EGG, ANT-FLY,

ANT-HILL, ANT LION, ANT-THRUSH q.v.
1868 CHAMBERS Encycl. s.v., The true ant-catchers . . are of

comparatively sober plumage, live among the huge ant-hills,

seldom fly. 1879 LUBHOCK Sci. Lcct. iii. 72 The majority of

these ant-guests are beetles. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet.,

Hormigitero, an ant heape, Formicarhtm, myrmicetntn.

1859 E. BURKITT in Smiles Self-Help 82 That pjodding, pa-

tient, persevering process of accretion which builds the ant-

heap. 1657 TRAPP Comnt. I's. cxiii. 4 He looketh on the

earth as on an Ant-hillock, a 1719 ADDISON (J.) Those who
have seen ant-hillocks, have . . perceived those small heaps of

corn about their nests. 1826 KIRBY & SPENCE Entomol. (1828)

II. xvii. 58 Huber invented a kind of ant-hive. 1879 LUB-

BOCK Sci. Led. iv. 109 A Texan ant . . is also a harvesting

species, storing up especially the grains of Aristida oh.

gantha, the so-called 'ant rice.' 1585 Komenelator'TA.}i An
ant-wart, which, being deepe-rooted, broad below, and little

above, doth make one feele, as it were, the stinging of ants.

1747 W. GOULD Ace. Eng. Ants 39 Ant Worms can only a

litlle turn or extend their Bodies. 1875 BLAKE Zool. 85 The

ant-eating forms of edentata. I879GEO. ELIOT Theoph.Such
xvii. 302 Every petty ant-like performance.

Ant, obs. form of AUNT, and of AND.

An't (ant), contraction of arc n't, are not ; col-

loquially for am not; and in illiterate or dialect

speech for is not, has not (han't). A later and

still more illiterate form is AINT, q.v.

1706 E. WARD AW. Jledn'.djii) Ll. 24 But if your Eyes
a'n't quick of Motion, They'll play the Rogue, that gave the

Caution. 1734 FIELDING Old Man 1007/1 Ha, ha, hat

an't we? no '. How ignorant it is ! 1737 Hist. Reg. i. I,

No more I an't, sir. 1811 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr. (1873)

69 No, that a'nt it, says he. 1828 LYTTON Pel/tarn Ixii. (1853)

172 A'n't we behind hand? 1864 TENNYSON North. Farm,

xiii, A mowt 'a taSken Joanes, as 'ant a 'aiipoth o' sense.

t An't (ant). Obs. Variant oion't, properly 'on

it,' but frequently, in i6th c. and still dialectally,

as = o't
' of it." See ON.

1589 I'appe w. Hatchet (1844) 23 At least three figures in

that line, besides, the wit ant. ? 1589 SHAKS. L.L.L. (Cf.)

v. ii. 460, I see the tricke ant !

Ant-, prcf., short f. ANTI- 'against,' beforevowels,

and /;-; in words already in Gr. as avrayamtaTris

antagonist, and occas. in mod. words, as ant-acid

(less commonly anti-acid').

-ant 1

, suffix, a. Fr. -ant, sometimes :-L. -entem,

-dnlem, -cntcm, ending of pres. pple. (see -ENT) ;

sometimes a later adaptation of -antem only. All

the participial forms were in OFr. levelled under

-ant, the sole ending of the pr. pple., as L. amant-,

vidfnt-, seJint-, credent-em in Fr. amant, voyant,

scant, croyant. But other words were subsequently

adopted in their L. stem form, as prudent, present,

elegant. Hence Fr. words in -ant are of two kinds,

one answering to L. -ant, the other to L. -ent, -int.

All were adopted, in their actual Fr. forms, in Eng.,

where they subseq. became -au'nt ; then again, with

the change of stress, -ant, as L. affidcnt-em, diffi-

dent-em, fliciint-etn, servient-em, tenent-em, OFr.

afiant, defiant, pliant, serjeant, tenant, ME. of.-

a(uVnt, defia(tf)-nt,plia(it)-nt, serjeau'nt,tenau'nt.

Most of them retain -ant, e.g. claimant, pleasant,

poiirsnivant, servant, suppliant, valiant ;
but since

1500 some have been refashioned with -ent after

L., wholly (as apparaunt, -ent), or partly (as in

pendant, -cut, dependant, -ent, ascendant, -ent).

Hence, inconsistency and uncertainty in the present

spelling of many words, in which L. and Fr. analo-

gies are at variance : see -ENT. Many new words

of this class have been adopted from L. -antem

directly or through later Fr., or have been formed

on L. analogies, or adopted from mod.Fr. and

Romance -ant, -ante ; as concomitant, protestant,

commandant, anssthesiant. For sense, see -ENT.

-ant -, for -AND, an assimilation of the northern

Eng. to the Fr. form of the pres. pple., as in all-

vealdant, -ent. More commonly the converse took

place, the native -and being substituted by northern

writers for -ant, as in aboundand, sembland.

-ant :i

,
a corruption of -an from various sources,

due to confusion and assimilation of final -an, -and,

-ant, as in pagean(t, peasan(t, pheasan(t, lruan(t,

tyranfj. Cf.gyaMt, gyand, obs. forms of giant.



ANTA.

||
Anta (c

-

nta). Arch. Commonly in pi. antse.

[L. antx. (no sing.). Pern - f- ante before. Cf. ANTKS.]
A square pilaster on either side of a door, or at

the corner of a building.
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The projecture of the Antx

should always equal that of the ornaments. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VII. 220/1 The Greeks never employed anta;, except
at an angle or the extremity of a wall . . Sometimes the

Doric anta has a .simple kind of moulding and groove at its

foot.

Comb, anta-cap (pi. antse-caps), the capital or

top of an anta.

1837 Penny CycL VII. 220/1 [The Greeks] purposely gave
to such pilasters, bases and antx-caps dissimilar from those

of the columns . . The Doric anta-cap is very simple, and its

abacus and other mouldings much narrower than those of

the column-capital.

Antacid (xntisrsul), a. and sb. ;
also antiacid.

[f.
ANT- = Gr. avri against -r ACID.]
A. adj. Having the power of counteracting

acidity, csp. in the stomach.

1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 249 Carrots . . antiacid and

fattening. 1875 WOOD Therap. (1879) 452 Magnesia and its

carbonate act in the same manner . . being both antacid and
laxative. 1880 Times 5 Oct. 4/6 The use of glucose, antacid

finings, and more recondite drugs [by brewers].

B. sb. A remedy for, or preventive of, acidity.

1732 ARBUTHXOT (J.) Oils are anti-acids, so far as they
blunt acrimony. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. S/eJty., Antacids are

chiefly of the alcahous kind. 1861 HUL.MK Moquin-Tandon
11. in. it. 87 The shell of the oyster . . was formerly extolled

as a powerful absorbent and antiacid.

Antacrid (ccnt,?e-krid), a.
[f.

ANT- + ACIUIX]
1853 MAYNE Exp. Lex., Antacrid, applied to medicines

which have power to correct an acrid condition of the se-

cretions.

Antes : see ANTA.

Antagonal (aeiitae'gonal), a. rarc^. [irreg. f.

stem of ANTAGOJT-ISM + -AL; app. after \^.agonal-isl\

In antagonism ; antagonistic.
1863 J. WOODFORD Ckr. Sanct. 70 Whilst the antagonal

principles of faith and sight fight out their contest.

ism (o.'ntarg6im'm). [ad. Gr. avra-

fj.a, n. of action f. imrywff-cotioi : see ANT-
AGONIZE. Cf. mod.Fr. antagonisme. Not in John-
son

;
in Tocld 1818 without quot.]

I. The mutual resistance or active opposition of

two opposing forces, physical or mental
;

active

opposition to a force.

1839 filackiv, Mag. XLVI. 647 When this antagonism
ceased to operate. 1859 MILL Liberty ii. 11865) 28/1 Opinions
favourable . . to sociality and individuality, to liberty and

discipline, and all the other standing antagonisms of practical
life. 1880 ADYE in

ip^/f
Cent, No. 38. 709 Mixing up castes

and nationalities with, a view to class antagonism.
b. spec, in Phys. and Art.

1853 MAYNE E.\-p. Lex. , A ntagoni$ni> a term for the action of

those muscles which are opposed to each other in their office.

1859 MRS. SCHIMMELPENNINCK Princ. Beauty in. ii. 26

Antagonism is the juxtaposition of opposing expressions in

equally intense degree. 1872 DARWIN Emotions vii. 197 The
central fasciae of the frontal muscle would have contracted

in antagonism. 1872 BLACKIE Lays Highl. Introd. 22 One
of Beethoven's cunningly balanced antagonisms of sweet
sound.

c. Const. Antagonism between two things, to or

against a thing ;
to be or act in antagonism to ;

to

be in, or come into antagonism with.

1838 Blacfcv. Mag. XLIV. 587 Consciousness is an act of

antagonism against the modification of man's natural being.

1849 COBDEN Speeches 37 The Government had not placed
itself in antagonism to them. 1855 H. REED Lect. Eng.
Hist. iv. 443 The natural antagonism of a base to a noble

nature. 1/1862 BUCKLE Ch'ilis. (1869) III. Hi. 171 This ant-

agonism, between the aristocratic and trading spirit. 1870
DISRAELI Lothair xlviii. 260 That the Church is in ant-

agonism with political freedom. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr.
Pref. 7 In direct antagonism to the fundamental principles
of scientific education. 1879 M CCARTHY Oivn Tunes 11.227
Russia . . was brought into chronic antagonism with Turkey.
2. An opposing force or principle.
1840 CARLYLE Heroes (1858) 340 These two Antagonisms at

war here, in the case of Laud and the Puritans, are as old

nearly as the world, a 1859 DsQuiHCEYU) Page L ifc 1187 7)

II. xix. 186 As if resulting from mighty and equal antagon-
isms. 1866 FERRIKR Lect. Grk. Philos. I. xiv. 435 An ant-

agonism put forth against the passions.

Antagonist (sentce'gonist). [ad. (perh. through
Fr. antagonists, i6th c. in Litt.) L. antagonista (in

Jerome), ad. Gr. dvrayojvtffr-rjy opponent, rival, n.

of agent f. avTaywif-coQai : see ANTAGONIZE.]
1. One who contends with another in an athletic

contest, a battle, or struggle for the mastery ;
an

opponent, an adversary.
1

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. v. H, Your antagonist, or

player against you. 1623 COCKERAM, Antagonist, an enemy.
1667 MILTON P. L. x. 387 Satan . . Antagonist of Heaven's

Almightie King. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 246 He that wrestles

with us strengthens our nerves, and sharpens our skill. Our
antagonist is our helper. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip \. ii. (1857)
ai Philip ran the first course. His antagonist was the Count
NIansfeldt, a Flemish captain of great renown.

2. An opponent in any sphere of human action,
as politics, controversy, etc.

1626 PORY in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 333 III. 247 Potter and
Godfrey, antagonistes to the Pope's supremacy here. 1628
PRYNNK Cens. Cozens 14 Marke what good vse our Antagon-
ist makes of this conclusion. 1706 PHILLIPS, Antagonist
, . one that in Disputation or Arguing opposes another. 1831

VOL. I.
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BBKWSTER Newton (1855) II. xxiii. 307 This answer of Sir

Isaac's . . called into the field a fresh antagonist.

3. An impersonal agent acting in opposition.
1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 10 F 3 A well written Book com-

pared with its Rivals and Antagonists, is like Moses's Ser-

pent. 1794 SULLIVAN I'icw Nut. II. 117 Fire and air act as

antagonists in boiling. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atonew. v.

(1852) 136 Justice and mercy ought by no account to be con-

sidered as antagonists. ,

4. Fhys. A muscle which counteracts another,

contracting while the opposite one relaxes, and

conversely.
1706 PHILLIPS, Antagonista or Antagonist (in Anat.) is

taken for a Muscle of an opposite Situation or contrary

Quality. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl, s.v., We have some solitary

muscles, without any Antagonists. 1880 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v.,

The flexor muscles are the antagonists of the extensors.

5. Used attrib. as sb. in apposition, or adj.:-:

ANTAGONISTIC.
1671 MILTON Sams. 1628 None daring to appear antagon-

ist. 1777 PRIESTLEY /'////. Necess. 4. 31 A limb is kept
motionless by the equal action of antagonist muscles. 1789
T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 588 The antagonist nation.

1830 CoLKRiDGE Ch. fy Stiit,' 141 Antagonist forces are neces-

sarily of the same kind. 1830 Sm J. HKHSCHI:L Sf/ttf. AW.
Phil. 189 The quality of opacity is not a contrary or ant-

agonist quality to that of transparency.

Antagonistic (sentse'goni'stik), a. [f. prec. +

-1C.]

1. Of the nature of an antagonist ; mutually op-

posed ; actively opposed.
1632 H. JONSON Magn. Lady in. iv. (T.) Their valours arc-

not yet so .. truly antagonistick as to fight. 1843 MILL

Logic n. iv. 6 The antagonistic action of acids and alka-

lies. 1839 MILL Liberty 127 The progressive principle . . is

antagonistic to the sway of Custom. 1875 WOOD Therap.

(18791 260 That opium and belladonna are, in their influence

upon the system, antagonistic. 1881 M. WILLIAMS in igt/t

Cent. No. 49. 505 Innumerable antagonistic forces which
confront each other in eternal opposition.

2. Phys. Said of the muscles which counteract

each other's action.

1845 TODD 8: BOWMAN Phys. Anat. II. 399 The action of

the external and internal intercostal* must be antagonistic.

Antagoni'stical, a. rare. [f. prec. + -AL
!.]

Of antagonistic character or tendency.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) M'ks. in. 76 There hath been an

Antagonisticall repugnancy betwixt vs. 1842 FOE AI.Roget
Wks. 1864 I. 230 Until the instances . . be sufficient in num-
ber to establish an antagonistical rule.

Antagonistically, adv. [f. prcc. + -Lv2.]

In antagonistic manner
;

in rivalry or active op-

position.
1855 KMKRSON in Corr. Carlyle (18831 II. 243 The solo sings

the theme; the orchestra roars antagonistically. 1880 MAC-
LEAN In Standard ii Mar. (1882)6/1 The people being so

antagonistically inclined towards me.

Antagonization (sentce^gonaiz^'Jan). rare.

[f.
next +-ATION.] The action of antagonizing.

1883 HOWELLS Undisc. Conntry II. 100 This question of

antagonisation could be settled in a manner absolutely final.

Antagonize (s&ntse'gbnsiz), v. [ad. Gr. dvr-

a-yojvi^-fffOat to struggle against, vie with, rival
;

f.

dvri against + ayavi^-fffQat to struggle, f. dyujv a

contest : see AGON.]
f 1. trans. To compete with, vie with, rival. Obs.

1634 T. HERBERT Trai>. 211 The Dodo which for shape
and rarenesse may antigonize the Phcenix of Arabia.

2. To act in antagonism to, struggle against,

contend with, oppose actively.

1742 BAILEY, Antagonize, to act the Part of an Opponent
in arguing, to oppose, to contradict. 1773 in JOHNSON, and
1818 in TODD [only from Bailey]. 1818 K.EATS Enttyni. (1851 \

1 Lik AS-

ON R
omm
mported Sensationalism.

b. In England, antagonizing forces must be of

the same kind, but in the political phraseology of

U.S. a person may antagonize (i.e. oppose) a

measure

3. Phys. To counteract the action of (the opposite

muscle).
1840 Penny CycL XVI. 65/1 These fibres . . have a con-

stant tendency to antagonize the adductor muscle. 1860

LEWES Phys. Com. Life II. x. 280 The body is balanced by
an incessant shifting of the muscles, one group antagonising
the other. 1870 ROLLESTON Anita. Life 56 The ligament
divaricates, when not antagonized by the adductor muscles.

4. Hence : To counteract or neutralize the action

of (any force).

1833 SIR J. HERSCHEL Astr. viii. 285 Perpetual contest be-

tween conservative and destructive powers . . so antagonizing
one another as to prevent the latter from ever acquiring an
uncontrollable ascendancy. 1860 EMERSON Cond, Z.//i'(i86i)

i. 17 If Fate follows and limits power, power attends and

antagonizes Fate. 1861 RAMADGE Cur. Consump. 49 The
tumefaction of latent catarrh . . is sufficient to antagonize

consumption.
5. intr. To act in antagonism.
1861 HULME Moqitin-Tandon n. vi. i. 318 These organs . .

act from above downwards, but without antagonizing.

6. trans. To render antagonistic, make an ant-

agonist.

ANTAPHRODISIAC.
i88z Echo 20 Feb. 2/4 The very doing of this work . . ant-

agonises certain sections of the people whose interests are

supposed to be prejudiced by legislative changes.

Anta-gonized, ppl. a,
[f. prec. + -ED.] Ren-

dered antagonistic, irreconcilably opposed.
1845 R. HAMILTON Pop. Ediic. viii. (ed.z) 189 Nobly stand-

ing aloof from all Sectarianism, but practically antagonised
to all spurious latitude. 1877 A. SULLIVAN New Ircl. xiv.

158 Protestant and Catholic were daily becoming more and
more hopelessly antagonised.

Anta'gonizer. Phys. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -ER1
.]

A muscle that antagonizesanother; = ANTAGONIST 4.

1879 MORRIS Anat. Joints 12 One set of muscles acting a-,

antagonisers to the others.

Antagonizing, ///- a. [f. as prec. + -iNfi -.]

Acting in direct opposition; mutually opposing.
1810 HKNTHAM Packing^ 1821 1231 To . . reconcile . . to each

other the antagonizing ends of justice. 1817 JAS. MILL Llrit.

India \\. v. v, 486 This step was vehemently opposed . . by
the antagonizing party. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. in. xv. 2 A
complete equipoise between these antagonizing forces. 1855
BAIN Senses # Int. ii. iv. 7 (1864) 268 The two antagonizing
classes of muscles.

t Anta'gony. Obs.rare~ l
. [ad. Gr.

dvraytov'w.
f. dvri against + dycwia struggle.] Antagonism.
1643 MILTON Divorce viii. 118511 42 The incommunicable

antagony that is between Christ and Belial.

t Antal. Obs. [ad. med.L. antale, antaliitm,

cntaliitm, of uncertain origin.] The gasteropod
shell Dcntalinni Entak, or an allied species.

1657 ToMLixsoN Renotis Disp. 461 Another Sea slidl-fish,

called an Antal, whose use in medicine is very frequent

1678 PHILLIPS, Antal, a Sea Shell-fish of a little fingers

length, streaked without, smooth and hollow within, like a

little Tub[e] where the fish is contained.

Antalgic (sentise-ldgik), a. and sb. Afal. [mod.
f. ANT- + a\y~os pain + -ic.]

A., adj. Tending to prevent or alleviate pain.
1775 in ASH. 1839 in HOOHKK Mcd^Dict. 1853 MAYNF.

Exp. J.c.r.j . \nodynt
1

, driving away pain, antalgic.

B. sb. A medicine or application having this

tendency; 'that which softens pain, anodyne.
1

J.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Antalgics amount to the same
with Anodynes.
Antalkali (senttse-lkali). Mcd. [f.

AXT- + AL-

KALI.] Anything which counteracts the action of

an alkali, csp. in the human body.
1834 Penny CycL II. 67/1 Antalkalies . . are means of

counteracting the presence of alkalies in the system.

A11talkaline (centise'lkalein), a. and sb. Mcd.

[f. prec. : cf. alkaline^\
A. adj. Counteracting the action of alkalis.

1853 MAYNE Exj>. Lt'.r., Antalkaline, Having the power
of neutralising alkalis : such are all the acids.

B. sb. An antalkaline substance or agent.
1811 in Hooi-i-.K JW. Diet.

Antambulacra! (Ee
:nt|3embi2/l^'kral,-2e'krai),

a. Zool. Also anti-amb-. [f.
ANT- + AMHL*LACKAL.]

Opposite to what is ambulacral. (In Echinoderms
it sometimes happens that the ambulacral zones do
not extend from one pole of the body to the other.

Where the ambulacral zone ends, the antambulacral

begins, as in the apex of a sea-urchin, or the upper
side of a star-fish.)

1870 ROLLESTON Anita. Life 142 The antiambulacral sur-

face. 1877 HUXLKY Anat. Inv. An. 553 [In a Starfish] the

ambulacral, and the opposite, or antambulacral faces are

of equal extent.

II Antana'dasis (sentanse'klasis). Rhet. lO&s.

[L., a. Gr. di'Tavatckaais, f. dvTavaic\d-tv to reflect,

bend back
;

f. avri against, in the opposite direction

+ dvatc\&~iv to break or bend back.]
1. A figure of speech,

* when the same word is

repeated in a different, if not in a contrary signifi-

cation
;
as In thy youth learn some craft, that in

thy old age thou mayest get thy living without

craft: J.

1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet, 107 Antanaclasis, A figure when
the same word is repeated in a divers if not in a contrary
signification . . also a retreat to the matter at the end of a

long parenthesis. 1681 MANTON Serin. Ps. cxix. 123 Wks.

1872 VIII. 266 'That Abraham against hope believed in

hope '..is an antanaclasis, an elegant figure, having the

form of a contradiction. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 61 P3 He
generally talked in the Paranomasia . . but in his humble

Opinion he shined most in the Antanaclasis.

2. 'A returning to the matter at the end of a long

parenthesis ;
as Shall that heart (which doth not

only feel them, but hath all motion of his life placed
in theni] shall that heart, I say, etc/ J.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 364 That mortal! Antana-

clasis, and desperate piece of Rhetonck. 1657 [See in r.J

t Antanago'ge. Rhet. Obs. [f.
ANT- 4 Gr. ava-

70)77? a leading or bringing up.] (See quot.)

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. /WszV(Arb.) 224 Antenagoge, or the

Recompencer, seemeth to make amends, for which cause it

is called by the originall name in both languages, the Re-

compencer, as . . I must needs say, that my wife is a shrevve,
But such a huswife as I know but afewe. 1706 PHILLIPS,

Antanagoge, in Rhetoric a figure; when, not being able to

answer the Adversary's accusation, we return the charge,

by loading him with the same Crimes. 1751 in CHAMBERS

Cycl. ; and in mod. Diets.

Antaphrodisiac (se:nt|3efr0di'ziek),#. and sb.
;

also anti-aph.-. [mod. f. ANT- + Gr. a<f)pobtfftaK-oy y

f. d<f>podiffios venereal, f. 'A^poSm? Venus.]
45



ANTAPHRODITIC.

A. adj. Tending to counteract venereal desire.

1742 BAILEY, Antaphrodtsiack^ a Term given to Medicines
that extinguish Venereal Desires : also Antivenereal. 1830
LINDLKY Nat. Syst. Bot. 12 The whole of this order [the
water lily tribe] lias the reputation of being antiaphrodisiac.
2. sb. A medicine or application so used.

i?53"n CHAMBERS Cycl.Supp. 1788 Edinb.Ncw Disp.( 1791)
IIQ These seeds have been celebrated as antiphrodisiacs.

Antaphroditic (ce
;

nt,?efnjdi-tik), a. and sb.

[mod. f. ANT- + Gr. 'A<ppo$irij Venus + -ic.]

A. adj. Of use against venereal disease,

1755 in JOHNSON. 1853 in MAYNE Exp. Lex.

B. sb. 1. A medicine so used.

1706 PHILLIPS, Antaphroditicks, Medicines that are us'd

against the French Pox. [So in BAILEY, etc.]

f2. = ANTAPHRODISIAC. Obs.

1719 Glossogr, Not'tij Antiaphroditicks are medicines that

lay Lust.

Antapo'logy. rare, [f.
ANT- + APOLOGY.] A

reply to an apology.
1693 WETENHALL (^Y/t-)The Antapology of the melancholy

Stander-by : in answer to ihe De.in of St, Paul's late book.

1710 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist, idf/i (". I. in. xvi. 427 [Petrus

Sutor] wrote an Apology for the Vulgar Version : an Ant-

apology Printed at Paris in 1523.

Antapoplectic (;x--nt|Cep<?ple-ktik), a. and sit.

Med. Also 8 anti-.
[f.

ANT- + APOPLECTIC.]
A. adj. Tending to prevent or cure apoplexy.

1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 468 Bleedings, Purges, TJiureticks,
and Antapoplectick Medicines. 1720 BLAIR ibid. XXXI.
35 They are also Pectoral, Anti-Apoplectick. 1755 in J.

f B. sb. A medicine so used. Obs.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp.^ Apvplcctica . . a name used by
some for what we more properly call Antapoplectics,

Antarchism (arntajkiz'm). rare-*, [mod. f.

as ANTARCHY + -ISM.] Opposition to government
in general. (In mod. Diets. So the two next.)

A' litarchist. rare",
[f.

as prec. + -IST.] One
who is opposed to all government.
Antarchi'Stic, a. rare~. [f. prec. + -ic.]

Opposed to all government.
f Autarchy. Obs. rare~*. [ad. mod. L. a)it-

archia f. Gr. dvri against + -apx'ia, f. PX~ m &PX~*IV

to rule, apx-rj rule, government.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Autarchy, an opposition to govern-

ment. 1693 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Dcf. Pop. ii. 56 (1851)
That this word Autarchy and Monarchy are Synonymous,
1 cannot easily perswade my self to believe.

Antarctic (a-nta-jktik), a. and sb. Forms : 4
antartyk, 4-7 -ik(e, -ick(e, 6 -ique, aiitiartick,
6-8 antartic, -arctique, 7-8 antarctick^e, (7

anartic;, 6- antarctic, [a. OFr. antartiqut (

Pr. antartic, It. antarticd}, ad. L. antartic-us,

-arctic-us, a. Gr. avTapftrut-us opposite to the north,

f. avrt against, opposite + apKTiK-6$ of the Bear,

northern, f. a/>ros bear, the constellation of the

Bear. The orig. Eng., phonetically modified by
passage through Romance, has, like mod.Fr. ant-

arctiqite, been since conformed to the Gr. spelling,

though still often pronounced a-ntaMtik.]
A. adj.

1. Opposite to the arctic ; pertaining to the south

polar regions; southern. Antarctic Pole, the South

pole of earth or heavens
;

Antarctic Circle, the

parallel of 66' 32' South, which separates the South

Temperate and South Frigid Zones.

1366 MAUNDEV. xvii. 181 In Lybye men seen first the sterre

antartyk. ("1391 CHAUCKR Astrol. n. 25 Than is the pol
antartik bynettie the Orispnte. 1556 KKCORDK Cast. Ktimvl.

27 The Antartike circle is equall and equidistant to the

Arctike circle. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. iv. Introd. 433 The
Pole Antartique, that is to say, the South Pole. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny (1634) I. 130 Canopus, a goodly great and bright star

about the pole Antarcticke. 1645 HOWELL Lett. Addr.,
From the Anartic to the Artie skie. a 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Poems Wks. 171 1, 38/2 Antartick parrots, ^Ethiopian
plumes. 1777 ROIJKKTSON Hist. Aincr. I. 453 It is probable
that an open sea stretches to the Antartic pole. 1881 HOOKER
in Nature No. 619. 447 There is no Antarctic flora except a
few lichens and sea-weeds.

*} 2. _/*. Directly opposite, contradictory, antipo-
dean. Obs.

1644 CLEVELAND Gen. Poems (1677) 129 My Wit shall be on
what side Heaven you please, provided it ever be Antarctick
to yours. 1670 COTTON Espernon n. vin. 362 So strange an
alteration in them both, and so antartick to those good dis-

positions betwixt them. ^1711 KEN C"/mV/0//z*/Poet. Wks.
1721 I. 501 Antarctick Wills in me for Empire vy'd; My
Rational to Heav'n alone inclin'd, My Sensual with the
World and Satan join'd.

B. sb. [The adj. used ellipt]
1. The south pole, or the regions adjacent.
1366.MAUNDEV. xvii. 182 Thei that ben toward theantartyk.

1596 FiTz-GEFFREY Drake (1881) 20 From th' Artique to th*

Antartique famosed. 1662 H. MORE Entfms. Tri. (1712) 31
The Axle-tree of the Antarctick. 1784 COWPER Task \. 620
Far into the deep Towards the Antarctic.

f 2. _/?. Obs. rare.
i 1640 JACKSON in Southey ConnnonpL Bk. Ser. n. (1849)77

Antarcticks they are, and think they can never be far enough
from the North Pole, until they run from it into the South

Pole, and pitch their habitation in terra incognita^ in a
world and church unknown to the ancients.

fC. Antarctic it. Obs. [f. the sb.; cf. lord it,

tree /'/.]
To go to the opposite extreme.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 47 If it [Afajestas Jniferii}

354

extends itself beyond its due Artique . . Sains PopnU must
Antartique it, or else the world will be Excentrick.

t AntaTCtical, a. Oh. rare.
[f. prec. (B) +

-AL'.] Of or pertaining to antarctic regions.
1693 SIR T. BLOUNT Nat. f/ist. 122 Others call it Antarcti-

cal Huglosse, Henbane of Peru.

tAnta'rctically, adv. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +
LY-.] In an antarctic or contrary way, in direct

opposition.
nl'jii KKN Hymns Kv. Wks. 1721 I. 107 None God and
Mammon can at once obey, They humane Wills Antarctic-

ally sway.

Alltartliritic (a?nt|aj]>ri-tik), a. and sl>. MeJ.

[f.
ANT- + Gr. dp8plTnt-<js gouty : see ARTHRITIC.]
A. adj. Tending to prevent or relieve gout.

1775 in ASH. 1830 I.INDLKY Nat. Syst. Bot. 73 The root
is supposed by the Hindoos to possess . . antarthritic virtues.

B. sb. A medicine so used.

1706 PHILLIPS, Antarthriticks, Remedies good against the

gout. 1742 in DAIUEYj and in mod. Diets.

Aivtasthmatic (aaitiix'sjmue'tik), a. and s/>. [f.

ANT- -(- Gr. aaSfuniK-us ASTHMATIC.]
A. aJj. Tending to prevent or relieve asthma.

B. sb. A medicine so used.
1681 tr. inilif'sRcm. Meii. lVks.,A>ilaslhmaticks,1'\i\ngs

good against the cough or asthma. 1706 PHII.I.II-S, Ant-
asthmttticks, Medicines against the Ptisick or shortness of
Breath. 1742 in BAILKY. 1775 in ASH. 1853 in MAYNK.

Antatrophio (sentiatrffik), a. andsfi. Mcd. [f.

ANT- + Gr.
a-rpo^ia

ATROPHY -I- -ic.]

A. adj. Tending to counteract atrophy. B. sb.

Anything given with this purpose.
[i8n HOOPKR Med. Dict.^Antatrophica, Medicines which

relieve or restore consumption.] 1853 in MAYNX Exp. Lex.

A'nt-bea:r. [from its remote likeness to a bear.]
The popular name in British Guiana of the Great

Ant-eater, j\Iyrinccophagajubata.
1691 RAY Cri-atwn (L.) Two sorts of tamanduas [live] upon

ants, which therefore are called in English ant-bears. 1863
Cmnh. Mag. Jan. 122 A huge ant-bear . . his bushy tail curled
over his back . . and his long snout held close to the ground,
as if in search of his insect prey.

A'litcloin noncc-wd. [f. ANT sb. + -DOM.] The
estate or race of ants.

1883 in K?ivutlt'ttfft? 22 June 374/1 The skeletons of antdom
were around that lonely one.

t A'lite. Obs. [a. Sp. ante, also ilante, ad. Arab.

k.J laint, some animal of the antelope or buffalo

kind, 'el Dante, que los Affricanos Hainan Laint'

(.Marmol, in Dozy). Its skin is called in Arab.
ad-daraca lain!, corrupt, in Sp. adaraga dante,

adarga de ante, whence dante, ante, for the animal.]
[1598 FLORIO, Ant? . . a wildc beast in India as big as an

asse with round eares, with the neather lip like a trumpet,
neuer going but by night.] 1625 PUKCHAS Pilgrims n. 1029
Jinnies, Badgers, Ante, Deere.

Ante, obs. form of ANT and AUNT.

Ante-, L. prep, and adv., used in composition
with vbs., as antcccdcre to go before

; vbl. sbs., as

antect'ssor a foregoer ; other sbs. and adjs. derived
from phrases, as antcceniiim (from ante tenam),

antetcmpliini, anteineridianus (f. ante ineridieni},

antcpxnultimus (f. ante pxmiltimum}. Examples
of all these have been adopted in Eng. directly or

through Fr., and have, since 1600, served as models
for the formation of others, especially of the last

class, from which, as in ante-temple, ante-nuptial,
ante- has acquired a separable character, and is

prefixed to other words, as ante-room, ante-

Cuvicrian, ante-date. Adjectives of this type are

formed at will, either with or without adj. endings,
as ante-baptismal, ante-Norman, antc-rcformation-
al

',
and ante-communion, ante-reformation, ante-

war. The latter are really attributive phrases,
similar to the native after-dinner oration, before-

breakfast lesson, out-of-doors employment, up-stairs
room. The former, though formally compounds
of ante -t- adjective, are in sense adj. formations on
a phrase, as ante-mundane, logically (anttmund)wn
+ a/ie; cf. (pld-womaif)ish. Some of the more ob-

vious of these combinations of ante- are grouped
together here, as not needing separate treatment.

A. sbs. (Main stress on a-nte- : a'titechapcl.)

1. Of position: in which ante- usually = A smaller

introductory ; as ante-cavern, -closet, -gar-

den, -hall, -porch, -portico, -stomach ;
also

ante-bath, an apartment opening into the bath ;

ante-church = ANTE-CHAPEL ; ante-nave, the

western part of a divided nave ; ante-number, the

preceding number. These begin after 1600.

1817 Edin. Rev. XXyill. 331 The bathers first enter a
vault or *antebath. Ibid., The Georgian ladies employ the

*ante-caverns as dressing rooms. 1874 MICKI.ETHWAITE Mod.
Par. Ch. 27 If there is an *antechurch, they should be

placed there. 1705 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2109 Its Entrance,
first and second Galleries, *Anticlosets. 1861 Card. Citron.

6 July 621/3 The spectator is supposed to stand in the ''ante-

garden. 1848 LYTTON Harold iv. 148 A low forlorn *ante-

hall. 1829 SOUTHEY Allfor Love IV. Wks. VII. 173 Now
before the Holy Door In the *Ante-nave they stand. 1626

BACON Sylva 106 Whatsoever Vertue is in Numbers, for

ANTE-ACTED.

Conducing to Concent of Notes, is rather to be ascribed to
the *Ante-number than to the Entire Number. 1624 WOTTON
A f\ hit. 11672) 28 An Atrium Gratcmn (we may translate it

an ''Anti-Porch, after the Greek manner!. i838BRiTTON/)/<Y.
Arch. 13 Antica . . a door, a porch, or *ante-poitico. 1691
RAY Creation (1714) 28 Swallowed into the crop . . or at least

into a kind of
*
Ante-stomach.

2. Of time or order: in which ante =A previous
or anticipatory , or A something previous or

anticipatory to
; as ante-dawn, -disposition,

-luminary, -occupation, -predicament, -spring,
-taste

;
also ante-eternity, the quality of having

existed from all eternity; ante-noon, the fore-noon.

These begin after 1600.

1841 Klackw. yi/rt(f.XLIX. 287 That mysterious ^ante-dawn
that prelibation of the full daylight . . the Zodiacal light.

1611 FI.OKIO, AntidispositionC) an ^antidisposition, or pre-
cedent inclination. 1678 CUUWORTH Intell. Syst. 141 He . .

maintained .. the Worlds "Ante-Eternity and Incorrupti-

bility. 1684 CHARNOCK Attrib. 6^(1834) I. 367 The pro-
mise of eternal life is as ancient as God himself. . as it hath
an ^ante-eternity, so it hath a post-eternity. 1686 GOAI>
Celest. Bod. i. xv. 96 At other hours of the *(\nte-Noon.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

'
'

Anteoccnpation, a preventing or

seising first. 1706 PHILLIPS,
'

Antepredicamcnts (in Logick;
things necessary to be known before-hand, for the better un-

derstanding of the Predicaments ; as Definitions of Terms,
etc. 1881 G. MILNER Country Picas, ted. 2) 2 Our "antespring
--our premonitory awakening. 1861 SHEPPARD FallofRome
iv. 165 An "antetaste of those dire and bloody struggles.
B. adjs. (Main stress not on ante : antc-mcptial,

ante-wa'r. Mostly of lyth century.)
1. Of position: in which ante= Before, in front

of
;
as ante-caecal, before the ca-cuin or 'blind

gut'; ante-initial, before the beginning, prefatory ;

ante-pectoral, in front of the breast.
1861 HULME Moqvin-TandeR n. i. 44 The small intestine

or *anticaecal. 1834 SOUTHKY Doctor'(1862) 2 The chapters
"ante-initial and post-initial. 1826 KIRBY & SPENCE Entomol,
IV. xxxviii. 38 The antepectoral pair of the mole-cricket.

2. Of time or order: in which ante Occurring
or existing in the time before (a fact or condition,

implied in the following adj., or definitely expressed
by the following sb.) ;

as a. with adj. ending :

ante-Babylonish, -baptismal, -Christian, -ec-

clesiastical, -Gothic, -historic,- human ;
ante-

jentacular, before breakfast; ante-judiciary, tak-

ing place before judgement ; ante-Justinianian,
-metallic, -mortal, -Mosaical, -Norman, -nup-
tial; ante-patriarchal, existing before the patri-
archs ; ante - posthumous, posthumous (pro-

fessedly), but written before ; -reformational,

-revolutional, -revolutionary, b. withsb., form-

ing attrib.phr. : ante-bridal, -communion, -reforma-
tion^ "resurrection, -sunrise, -war. Cf. the L,

ante-mortem, before-death. In this sense ante-

varies \v\\hpre-.
1835 I. TAYLOR Sfir. /}^r/.iii.cXJ The *antebabylonish Jews.

1850 C. WORDSW, Occfis. Serin. Ker. i. 104 *Ante-baptismat
regeneration. 1847 L. HUNT Men, Worn., <y Bks. II. x.

219
* Ante-bridal trepidation. 1858 SRARS A than. in. in. 270

What was the *
ante-Christian doctrine respecting the con-

dition of the dead? 1827 Gtntl. Mag. XCVII. n. 487 This
part of the "Ante-Communion Service is now so commonly
omitted on Sundays. 1880 GUNTHF.R Fishes 16 Several of

334 H. COLERIDGE Grk. Class. Poets 99 This
volved in the same thick mist of xante-historic antiquity.
1860 FAHRAR Orig. Lang. x. 214 Other languages also in an
'^ante-historical and embryonary state. 1861 TULLOCH Eng.
Purit. ii. 264 He fills up the *ante-human space.. by an

array of spiritual machinery. 1811 KNOX & JEBB Corr. II.

44 This *ante-jentacular hour. 1679 PRANCE Addit, Narr.
50 Purgatory, or *Antejudiciary and intermedial delivery of
souls. 1880 MUIRHKAD Gains Introd. 7 Any question of
"

Ante-Justinianian law. i865LunocK Preh. 7Y//*f6oThe
Stone age . . the ""ante-metallic period. 1827 HARE Guesses
n. (1873) 556 If a spirit . . were to revisit this home of its
x'antemortal existence. 1883 Standard 16 May 5/2 The
-ante-mortem treatment of the brutes. 1684 T. BURNET
Th. Earth I. 283, I look upon all other (books] that pretend
to be } ante-Mosaical or patriarchal, as spurious and fabu-

lous. 1863 Cox lust. Ettff. Goi't. i. iii. ii As to the *ante-

Norman councils. 1818 HALI.AM Mid. Ages (1872) III. 75
To legitimate the duke of Lancaster's ""ante-nuptial children.

1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 328 Primeval sages or *ante-

patriarchal Saracens. 1855 WISKMAN Falnola 220 The old

(v//ivir///sas he had had himself rattlingly called in his ^ante-

posthumous inscription. 1852 S. MAI i LAND Essays 165 They
had never seen any *ante-reformation Waldenses. 1861 A.
B. HOPE Eng. Cathfdr. ioM C. in. 73 Bishop Osmond, the

regulator of the *ante-reformational English ritual. 1839
W. IRVING Wolfcrt's Roost (1855) 164 An old gentleman,
whose dress was decidedly *ante-revolutional. 1860 MILL

Ri'Pres. Gort. (1865) 23/2 With Austria or *ante-revolutionary
France. 1858 SEARS A than. iv. 25 The *ante-resurrection

period. 1842 Chamb. Jrnl. 3ojuly23i The dim *ante-sun-

rise light. 1878 N. Amer. Rci.'. CXXVII. 123 ^Ante-war

lightness of national taxation.

Ante-, in earlier spelling often put for ANTI-.

j* A.'ilte-tl :ct. Ol>s. [ad. L. ante-actum, pa.

pple. of ante-agfre (a questionable compound) to

do before.]
* A former act.' J.

1721 in BAILEY, whence in JOHNSON, ASH, etc.

t A:nte-a*cted, ///. a. Obs. rare. [f. L. ante-

act- (see prec.) + -ED.] Previously done, or spent.
1607 DEKKER Knt's. Conjur. (1842) 62 Shee begins to be

sorie for her ante-acted euils. 1620 Dreame (1860) 22 A
loathing of their anteacted life.



ANTEAL.

Anteal (arnt/al), a. rare. [f. L. ante before +

-AiJ.] Pertaining to what is in front.

1852 LANDSBOROI-CH Zooph. 388 Anteal, in front of any-
thing forward. 1859 in WORCESTER.

t Ante-a'inbulate. v. Obs. [f. L. ante

Itefore + amlntlat- ppl. stem of amlnila-rc to walk
;

suggested by sb. ANTE-AMBULO.] To walk before,

as an usher.

1623 COCKERAM, A ntctunbulate, To vsher. 1656 in BLOUNT.

t Ante-anibula tioii. Obs. [n. of action f.

prec.: see -TION.] The act of walking before.

1678 in PHILLIPS, whence in BAILEY, JOHNSON, etc.

Ii Ante-a'lllbulo. Obs. [L., f. ante before +
ambuldre to walk ; app. in familiar use in I7th c.]

One whose business it is to walk in front, an

usher.

1609 Man in Motme (1857) 95 [A serving-man] is the ante-

ambulo of a gentlewoman, the consequent of a gentleman.
1641 MAISTERTON Sernt. 18 An anteambulo to usher in a
thousand pains. 1706 PHILLIPS, Anteambulo^ A Sergeant of

the Mace to a Prince, a Verger or Gentleman-usher.

A'lit-ea'ter. The popular name of several

animals which feed upon ants (and termites).

1. A group of quadrupeds of the order Edentata

having long thread-like viscous tongues which they
thrust into ants' nests and retract into their mouths

covered with ants. They consist of the Ant-eaters

proper (^Mynnccofhaga} of S. America, the Scaly
Ant-eaters (Manis) of the Old World, and the

Cape Ant-eater or Aardvaark (Qrycteropws).
1764 WILLIAMS Diet. Arts s.v., The Ant-Eater . . Is as long

and as tall as a middle-sized dog. 1869 J. GRAY in Guide Brit.

Mas. 4 The Shielded Beasts, as the Manis or Scaly Ant-
eaters of India and Africa. 1870 SPURGEON Treas. DtividV*.
v. 9 Many human ant-eaters that with their long tongues
covered with oily words entice and entrap the unwary.
2. The Aculeated, or Porcupine Ant-eater (Echid-

na) of the order Afonotrctnata, found in Australia.

1868 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The Echidna of New Holland
are sometimes called Porcupine Ant-Eaters from their food,

and their similarity to the true ant-eaters in their sharp
muzzle and extensile tongue. 1880 HAI:GHTON Phys. Gt-og.

vi. 268 Myrmecobius, the living Australian Ant-eater.

3. A bird, also called ANT-THRUSH.
1827 GRIFFITH Cuvier VI. 399 The Ant-eaters . . are recog-

nized by their long legs and short tail. Ibid. 403 The King
of the Ant-eaters . . is about the size of a quail, and its grey
plumage is agreeably variegated.

Ante-baptismal, -bath, etc. : see ANTE-.

t A:nteceda*ne, # Obs. rare~l
. [ad. mecl.L.

*antccedane-us : see next.]
= next.

lAggBBAMHALL^IUW, fojtt 907 (R.) He makes the willing
. . no willing at all, but onely some antecedane inclination.

Antecedaneous(^ :nt/s*"dtT>'n/3s), a. [f. med.L.

*anteccdane"its (f. anteced-ere : see ANTECEDE) 4-

-ous : see -ANEOUS.] Having the property or

character of preceding or going before ;
of a

preliminary or previous character.

1630 PRESTON Rrcastpl. Faith iz As antecedaneous \Jtrinttd.

dariousj and precedent to the pardon. 1684 tr. Bond's
Merc. Compit. vi. 165 Some antecedaneous weakness of the

patient. 1692 COT.'. Grace 58 The Promise is made . . without

any Condition in us Antecedaneous, as a moving cause. [Not
in J.] 1818 in TODD.

A^iiteceda'iieously, adv. ? Obs. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.]
In an antecedaneous manner

; previously.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 51 Those more special kinds of

lieings to be treated of Antecedaneously to the Predicaments.
1688 NORRIS Thfor. Love (1694) 198 Neither is this latter. .

made only Practical by being put in Practice, but is so ante-

cedaneous ly.

Antecede(^t/srd),z'. arch.\ also 7 anteceed.

[ad. L. antcced-Zrc, f. ante before + ccdere to go.]
1. trans. To go before or in front of; to precede,

in place, time, or rank ; to surpass.
1624 HF.YWOOD Gitimik. iv. 207 In wealth and nobilitie . .

f he) anteceded the best in the cittie. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig.
Man. i. iii. 82 The Fabrick of the World did not long ante-

cede its Motion. i8zz T. TAYLOR Metam. Apnleins 399
A particular negative antecedes cither of the affirmative

propositions.

2. ititr. To go or come before, to come first.

1628 T. SPKSCER Logick 239 This Axiome . . containes

nothing that doth antecede, or follow. 1636 BAXTER R?f.
Pastor 100 Three daies prayer for him . . should antecede.

1690 Kingd. Christ i. 4 Though the Embrio and Infancy
anteceding, it was to be first in Execution.

.Antecedence (rent/srdens). [f. L. anteccdtntiti

(see next), on analogy of sbs. in -ENCE through Fr.

(mod.Fr. antecedence is a neologism, Littre').]

1. The action or fact of going before, precedence,

priority : a. in time.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i. iii. 77 A pre-existence of
the simple Bodies . . and an antecedence of their Consti-
tution. 1830 LYELL Print: Gcol. (1875) 1. 1. x. 105 The Ante-
cedence of a colder climate. 1871 FARRAR Ivitn, Hist. iv.

134 Not that we claim a mere antecedence and originality
for the separate precepts of Christianity.
b. in a causal relation.

1651 HOBBES Lev. i. xii. 52 Man . . remembreth in them
Antecedence and Consequence. 1830 SIR J. HERSCHEL Stud.
.\'nt. Phil. 151 Invariable antecedence of the cause and con-

sequence of the effect.

t 2. That which goes before or precedes : a. An
antecedent, a premiss. (Cf. antecedens in ANTE-
CEDENT i b.)

355

'535 JOYE Apol. Tindale 5 His antecedence maybe true

and consequence false.

b. The preceding part.
1593 NASHE Lent. Stuff? 7 The rest of the antecedence of

the day worne out in disputations.

3. Astr. A motion from a later to an earlier sign
of the Zodiac, or from east to west ; retrograde
motion

;
also a position more to the west.

1669 FLAMSTKAD in /'/;//. Trans. IV. 1109 Therefore she

[the Moon] is in Antecedence of the Starism. 25sec. 1740
WINTHROP ibid. XLII. 575 Mercury was in Antecedence of
the Sun 3' 57". 1797 Rncycl. Brit. (Astronomy] II. 508/1
A motion of the heavens in the order of the signs . . is said

to be a motion in consequence", and such are the true motions
of all the planets ; tho' their apparent motions are sometimes

contrary, and then they are said to move in antecedence.

Antecedency (cent/'sfdensi). [ad. L. anteccd-

cntia, {. antecedent-em : see ANTECEDENT #.]

1. The quality or condition of being antecedent,

priority, precedence.
1598 FLOKIO, Antecedcntia, antecedencle, precedence,

superioritie. a 1617 BAYNE Kphes. (1866) 32 An antecedency
of faith before the act of electing. 1874 WHITNEY Orient.

Ling. Studies 245 Those who believe in the antecedency of

ideas to words.

t 2. An antecedent condition or state of things ;

in //. = ANTECEDENTS. Obs.
1682 Sm T. BROWSE C/rr. Morals 55 Many things happen,

not likely to ensue from any promises of antecedencies.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa tiSu) IV. iv. 12 Most of thy re-

flections .. are fitter to come in as after-reflections than as

antecedencies.

f 3. Movement back to a former position. Obs.

1656 HARDY i John (18651 xiv. 86/1 Some sudden emana-
tions of the will as regenerate, antecedencies to the conflicts

and lustings of the will as corrupt.

Antecedent (sent/s/'dent), sb. [a. Fr. ante-

cedent (see next), subst. use of the adj. Already in

L. antecedent was used subst. as a term of philo-

sophy, and in this technical sense it first appeared
in the modern languages.]
1. A thing or circumstance which goes before or

precedes in time or order
;

often also implying
causal relation with its consequent, a. generally.
1612 T. TAYLOR Comtn. Titus \. n 116191 That there may

be full content with it selfe, the antecedents and consequent*.
(- 1680 in Somers Tracts II. 548 Consider the Antecedents to

the calling the Convention, a 1716 SOUTH (J.) It is..thu

necessary antecedent . . of a sinner's return to God. 1824
COLERIDGE Aids toR .*/?.( 1848) 1.92 Conscience is the ground
and antecedent of human (or self-1 consciousness, and not

any modification of the latter, a 1862 BUCKLE Civilis. (1869*

III. iii. 130 Circumstances .. governed by a long chain of

antecedents.

Hence, in various special applications, of which
the logical and grammatical are the earliest uses of

the word in Eng.
b. Logic. (Opposed to consequent?) The statement

upon which any consequence logically depends ;

hence (f a) The premisses of a syllogism (pbs.} ;

(/s The part of a conditional proposition on which
the other depends, (ff) By some early logicians
the subject and predicate were called antecedent

and consequent.
c 1400 Test. Lm>e \\. (1560) 284 b/i The consequence is false,

neetles the antecedent mote beene of the same condition.

(1425 WYNTOUN Cron.\\\\. iii, 67 [II grantis . . f*e Antecedens
Rot I deny \>G consequens. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd
III. 324/1 You have shewn us the antecedent, now let us

have the ergo. 1628 T. SI PI:M:KR Logick 161 Ramus doth
call the subject i and the predicate . . antecedent, and conse-

quent: but very vnduely. fliflfijjJ.GooDwrs
Filled iv. Spirit

11867) 191 Let the word person in the antecedent of the pro-

position be supposed to .signify either something or nothing.

1870 BOWEN Logic v. 128 All Hypothetical Judgments ob-

viously consist of two parts, the first of which is called the

Condition or Antecedent.

c. Gram, (a) The noun to which a following

pronoun refers, and to avoid the repetition of

which it is used. (/') csp. The substantive (word,

clause, or sentence) to which a relative pronoun or

adverb points back, and to which the relative

clause stands in an attributive or adjective relation.

1393 LANGL. /'. PL C. iv. 364 Adjcctif and substantif A-

cordeb in alle Kyndes
* with his antecedent. -

TON Vnlg. 2 The relatyue of substaunce shall accorde with

his antecedent. t6s&(jOVOttC0mm.Jf/e6r, i. loThis relative

'Thou' must have an antecedent. 1765 W. WARD Eng.
Gram. 128 The connexion of a personal pronoun with its

antecedent is very different from that of a relative pronoun.

1876 MASON Eng. Gram. 51 In the nominative and objective

cases, ivhat is never preceded by an antecedent.

d. Math. The first of two numbers or magnitudes
between which a ratio is expressed ;

the first and

third in a series of four proportionals.
1570 BILLINHSLEY End. v. def. 3 The first Terme, namely,

that which is compared, is called the antecedent. 1695
ALINGHAM Gcotn. Epit. 14 In the Comparison of 7 to 3, 7 is

named the Antecedent, and 3 the Consequent. 1862 TOD-
HUNTER Ettclid\\. iv, Those [sides] which are opposite to the

equal angles are homologous sides, that is, are the antecedents

or the consequents ^of the ratios.

6. Music. (See quot.)
iSfigOusELEYOww&r/. xv. 05 The leading part [inaCanon]

is called the antecedent, the following part the consequent.

2. //. The events of a person's bygone history

(usually, as affecting the position now to be ac-

corded him) ;
also used of institutions, etc.

ANTECESSOR.

1841 OKN. THOMPSON Exerc.Vl. 237 They will . . sift what
the French call their antecedents, with the most scrupulous
nicety. 1854 DE QUINCEY Selections ii. 86 What modern
slang denominates his antecedents. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN
Apol. 106 Froude and I were nobodies; with., no antece-

dents to fetter us. 1868 M. PATTISON Academ. Organ. 4.

1 1 1 Young fellows unacquainted with the antecedents of the

estates.

3. concr. A predecessor in the chain of develop-
ment

;
an earlier form. rare.

1865 LECKY Rational. (1878) I. 254 A wind instrument
winch some have placed among the antecedents of the organ.

f 4. lit. A person that walks in front
;
an usher,

an ANTEAMBULO. Obs.

1608 DAY Hum. out of Br. it. ii, Boy. I say a seruingman
is an antecedent. Oct. Because he sits before a cloakebag.

1632 MASSINGER City Madam n.ii, My antecedent, or my
gentleman -usher.

Antecedent (eent/srdent), a. [a.Fr.anfife&Sfif/,
ad. L. antecedent-em, pr. pple. of anteced-cre: see

ANTECEDE.]
1. Going before, preceding, in time or order.

1543 TRAHERON I'igos Chining. 67 b/i Apostemes . . come

snmctymcs of a primityue cause, but for the moost parte of

a cause antecedent. 1588 FKAUNCE Laiviers Log. \. viii. 43 b,

Some adjuncts bee antecedent or going before. 1646 S.

BOLTON Arraign. Errour 245 Whereuer the Antecedent

duty was euer truly done, the consequent priviledge was
never denied. 1830 COLERIDGE Table T. 91 Even in dreams

nothing is fancied without an antecedent quasi cause. 1841
GEN. P. THOMPSON Excrc. 118421 VI. 275 Whose little finger
was heavier than the loins of the antecedent tyranny.
b. with to \itnto obs.)-

1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prot. \, ii. 70 Antecedent to the

act of seeing. 1745 WESLEY Ans^i>. Ch. 15 My Love to them
was antecedent to any such Agreement. 1878 Bosw. SMITH

Carthage 2 A period antecedent to all con temporary .. records.

c. quasi-*&/z>.;
= ANTECEDENTLY i b.

1774 J. BRYANT Alythol. II. 294 The name was imposed
antecedent to his birth. 1804 LAUDERDALE Pnbl. Wealth

(1819) 95 The same proportion which existed antecedent to

the increase of production.
2. cllipt. Previous to investigation ; presumptive,

t} priori.
1794 PAI.KV Et'id. in. iv. 2 The cause . . assigned for the

rejection of Christianity by men of rank and learning among
the Heathens, namely, a strong antecedent contempt. 1859
F.ccc Homo \. ii. 9 If . . the antecedent improbability <jf

miracle is much diminished. 1876 GLADSTONE Horn. Synch.

271 The antecedent likelihood of Homer's possession of

Egyptian knowledge.

Antecedental (se:ntJWde"nt3l), a. lObs. [f.

L. autcccdcnt-ia (see prec.) + -AiJ: cf. incidcnt-al.']

Of or pertaining to antecedents.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. I. 121 Antccedcntal Method, a

branch of general geometrical proportion . . derived from an
examination of the Antecedents of ratios having given con-

sequents, and r. given standard of comparison, in the various

degrees of augmentation and diminution which they undergo
by composition and decomposition - - published in 1793-

Antecedently, adv.
[f.
ANTECEDENT a.+ -LY-.]

1. Previously, before, in time or causal relation.

1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 227 Sinne, as a cause

antecedently moving Gods will. 1694 SLARE in /*Az'/. Trans.

XVIII. 213 That the Air was antecedently there, we may
reasonably believe. 1754 SHKRLOCK Disc. 11759) I- v - l36

The Obedience, .to which we are antecedently bound. 1863
Cox Inst. Eng. Govt. \\. iii. 347 Testimony as to facts which

they had antecedently known. 1864 Reader No. 94. 471/3
Since the days cf Charles VIII, if not antecedently.

b. with to.

1677 HALE Prim. Qrig. Man. i. ii. 61 Notions .

; engraven
in the Soul antecedently to any discursive Ratiocination.

1776 CAMPBELL Rhct. I. 146 Testimony, antecedently to ex-

pcrience, hath a natural influence on belief. 1845 STEPHEN
Laivs qfEnf.il. 300 Born antecedently to i4th August 1834.

2. cllipt. a. Not as a consequence, arbitrarily.
1682 NORRIS Hieroclcs 52 If by the divine sentence Riches

were allotted to one, and Poverty to another antecedently
and absolutely.

b. Previously to experience, presumptively, a

priori.
1861 MAIXK A tic. Law (1874) 115 It would seem antece-

dently that we ought to commence with the simplest social

forms. 1867 FROUDE Short Stud. 150 More evidence is re-

quired to establish a fact antecedently improbable.

Aiitece'ding, ///. a. \ Obs. [f.
ANTECEDK +

-ING-.] Going before, preceding ;
antecedent.

a 1619 FOTHERBY Athcom. Pref. 21 Both in the anteceding
and succeeding passages. 1678 CI'DWORTH hitell. Syst. 711

Such things . . are [not] caused by things Natural Anteceding,
but by some .supernatural Power.

t Antece'H, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. antecett-?ret

f. ante before + *cel!ere to rise.] To excel, surpass.

1635 HEVWOOD Harb. Health 200 Those that were before

you . . Kquall you shall, although not antecell, 1638
Port cf Piety 269 The dignity of merchants who can tell?

Or how much they all Traders ante-cell? 1642 T. TAYLOR
God's Jndg. n. vi. 87 Not to exceed thobe in virtue whom
we antecell in place and dignity.

t Antece'llency. 06s. rare-*, [f.
L. ante-

cellentew. see
prec.

and -NCY.] The quality of

excelling, superiority.
X^S7 TOMLINSON Revolt's Disp. 380 Turpentine from Chios

, . is most celebrated for its antecellency in odour and gust.

t Antece'SSion. Obs~ [ad. L. anteces$ion-em,

n. of action f. antcccd-cre : see ANTECEDE.]
' A

going before or excelling.* Blount Glossogr. 1656.

AnteceSSOr ^nUse-saj, K-nt?-}. Forms: 5-7

-cessour, 5 -owr, 5-6 -ur, -HOSSOUT, 7 -cesser, 6-
45-2



ANTECESTRE.

antecessor. [a. MFr. antccesseur, a refashioning
of earlier ancesseur ancestor, after L. anteccssor-em
in its L. senses of '

predecessor in office,' and 'pro-
fessor of law '

: see ANCESTOR.]
1. One who goes before (esp. in office) ; a prede-

cessor. (The latter word is more common.)
^1425 WVNTOUN Cron. vin. ix. 155 Hys Priwalagis . . >at

before hys Antecessowrys gat. 1494 FABVAN vi. clxi. 154
He shulde folowe the stablenes of his antesessours . . and
ponysshe mysdoers. 1502 ARNOLD Chron. 213 Our anteces-
surs and successours. 1636 PKYNNK Unbish. Tim. fy Tit.

(1661) 78 Before that he went up to the Apostles his Ante-
cessors. 1789 SMYTH tr. Aldriclis Archit. 11818 54 The
custom of all his antecessors in that profession. 1869 GLAD-
STONE JJK'. Mundi viii. i. 222 This deity [Zeus] has an-
cestors and antecessors.

t b. An ancestor, a progenitor (usually however
when viewed as & predecessor). 0/>s.

11470 HENRY Wallace \. i Our antecessowris, that we suld
of reide . . We lat ourslide. 1474 CAXTON Chesse 53 Of his

grnuntsirs fader and of alle his antecessours. 1525 J.D.

HERSERS Froiss. II. ccxxxvii. 736 Our fathers and Anteces-
sours ofolde tynie. a 1657 SIR J. BALFOUR Ann. Scot I. (1824)

11.223 Solemley interria amongest his antecessers. 1660 R.

COKE Pffiver <y .V/y. 210 The Kings noble Progenitors and
Antecessors of the Nobles of this Realm.

t c. A predecessor in the possession of property.
1574 tr. Littletons Tenures i6b, Writ of assise of the death

of hys antecessoure at the common lawe, [1628 COKE On
Litt. 78 b, In Law . . Antecessor is applyed to a natural

person . . but Predecessor is applyed to a body Politique or

Corporate. 1809 BAWOWEN Dainesd. Bk. 624 Robert claims
the land of Outl . . to be in the soke of his Antecessor Lcpi.]

f 2. A professor of civil law. Obs.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Antecessor., is particularly used in

some universities for a public professor, who teaches ur
lectures the civil law.

f3. //. One of the advanced guard ofan army. Obs.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .V//M A ntecessors, in the antient art

of war . . a party of hor>e dispatched before the aginen ur

body of an army . . also denominated Antecursores.

: Autecestre. Obs. rart~^. [A variant of

ancestrc, ANCKSTOK, partially assimilated to AXTE-

CKSSOK.] Ancestor, jjredecessor.
1549 Cfi!if>L .Vtv//. xx. 186 The thyng that his antecestres

and forbearis lies conqueist be grite huibours.

Antechamber (tc-nt/|tj?mbat). In 7-8 anti-

chamber. [a. Kr. antichatnbret
f. anti for ante

before + chambre room, bedroom, after It. anti-

ituiicra. 'It is generally written, improj^erly,
antichaniber? Johnson 1 75583.]
1. A chamber or room leading to the chief apart-
ment

;
an ante-room, in which visitors wait

; orig.
the room admitting into the (royal) bed-chamber.
1656 liiAjuxr C>loss<.igr,, Antichambre, any outward cham-

ber which is next or near the bed-chamber, a i667<JowLL.Y
Liberty Wks. II. 679 He's be>ieg'd by two or three hundred
Miitors; and the Hall and Antichambers Kill the outworks
jto^stjv^'d by the Enemy. 1709 Lond. (,\i.:. ninimmdlviii/;:
M*-r Majesty met them half-way of her Anti-chamber. 1789
SMYTH tr. Aldriclis Archil. 118181 138 Beyond tlit^e ante-

chambers were larger rooms or halls. 1855 M-\o.'-'i AY Uist.

l-.ng. IV". 39 He stayed long in the antechamber; and sent

in his name by several servants.

2. fig.
1825 !>n\

r

jf>nathan\\. 347 The ante-chamber of death.

1875 II.\MKR'Ujx Intell. Life \\\. ii. 81 Grammars and dic-

tionaries are antechambers.

3. transf. Any space forming the entrance to

another.

1845 TODD BOWMAN Phys. Anat. I. 434 The mouth, the
ante-chamber to the digestive canal. 1862 DARWIN Orchids
\. iri The ante-chamber to the nectary . . is here small.

A ntecha mbering, vhL sb. rare- 1
, [f. prec.

used as a vb. Yr.fairt* antichanibre ;
cf. courting^

Waiting in an antechamber
; dancing attendance.

1879 Pall .Mall B. 17 Oct. 12 To beguile the weariness of

anticn&mbering.

Ante-chapel [8e*nt/|tfaepl). Also 8 anti-.

[f.
ANTE + CiiAi'Ki,.] 'A term used in the Uni-

versities for the outer part at the west end of a

chapel.' Parker Gloss. Arch. 1875.
1703 MAUHDRELL Jvur. Jerns. 11721) 99 In a kind of Ant i-

Chappel to this Church. 1761 T. WARTON Bathurst igofJ' 1

The ante-chapel of Trinity College Chapel. 1814 WORDS-
WORTH Excurs. Wks. VIII. Pref. 10 The same kind of rela-

tion . . as the ante-chapel has to the body of a Gothic church.

Ante-Christian, -church, etc. : see ANTE-.

Antecourt (oe-nt^ka^at). [f.
ANTE- + COUKT,

after Fr. antcemir.~\ An outer or entrance court.

1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc. 201 One Day spent in these Ante-
Courts of Heaven is better than a Thousand.

Antecu'rsor. Obs. [L.
= forerunner.]

1656 litouxT Glossogr., Antecursor, one that runs or rides

before, a forerunner. [Whence in JOHNSON, ASH, etc.]
~

Antedate (sentfa/Jt), sb.
[f.

ANTE + DATE s/>.~]

1. A date affixed to a document, or assigned to

an event, earlier than its actual date.

1580 HOLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tang., Antidater nne obliga-
iion

t
to give an Antidate to an Obligation. 1609 ROWLANDS

Kna-ve ofClubbes 16 He frame a Bill that I am in thy debt,
And to the same an Ante date will set. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1811) VI. 95, I posted away to the lady, intend-

ing to plead great affairs that I came not before, in order to

favour your antedate. 1870 Daily Neius 31 Au"./2 Brevet-

Colonel --- . . to be major-general, dated 6th March, 1868,

such antedate not to carry back pay prior to 23rd July, 1870.

f 2. fig. Anticipation. (Cf. ANTEDATE v. 6.) Obs.

1624 DONNE Devotions 10 (T.) Why hath not my soul these
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apprehensions, these presages . . those antedates . . those sus-

picions of a sin, as welt as my body of a sickness?

Antedate (arnt/dt^t), v.
\ also 6-7 anti-. [f.

prec. sb.
;

cf. date sb. and vb.j
1. trans. To affix an earlier than the true date

to (a document).
1587 FI.EMINI; Contn.HolinsJicd\\\. 953/1 Counterfeiting

and antidating of the kings scale in a signet. i68z SCARLI-:TT

Exchanges 56 He that Antidates an Endorsement is guilty
of fraud and deceit. 1715 UURNET Own Time (1766) I. 343
He got the king to antedate it, as if it had been signed at

Oxford. 1858 DEVER1DGB Hist. India II. vi. 11.587 He drew
up a letter which he antedated fifteen days.
2. To assign (an event) to an earlier date.
<i 1631 DONNE Poems 4 Wilt thou then antedate some new-

made vow ? 1775 Fielding's Life in Wks. I. Pref. 19 Having
often ante-dated, and sometimes post-dated, the matter which
he found in the Spanish history. 1872 E. ROBERTSON Hist.
Ess. 193 The struggle . . began in the reign of Edgar and was
antedated long afterwards . . to throw odium upon Kdwy.
3. To carry back to an earlier date or time.
a 1600 Quaternio 262 Wisedome . . could in some sort nnli-

date their dayes, andgiue them an essence and being with the

holy Patriarkes. 1697 J. COLLIER ss. Mor.Subj. 11. (1702*97
J5y Reading a Man does as it were Antedate his Life, c 1850
MRS. BROWNING Vision ofPoets That rage Barbaric, ante-
dates the age.
4. To bring about at an earlier date, accelerate.

1640 T. CAKKW f \n-ws Wks. 1824, 132 If you let her goe,
she may Antedate the latter day. 1662 FULLER Worthies
ii. 67 A fright of his Mother .. accelerated, or rather ante-
dated his nativity. 1712 Sped. No. 437 f i Sorrow, and
private Anxiety of Mind, which antedate Age and Sickness.

1813 SCOTT Trieriunin \\. xxv, Seem'd . . that Fate Would
Camian's ruin antedate.

5. To come before (something) in .date; precede.
1664 POWI-.R E.\-p. Philos. Pref. i Neither do their Records

furnish us with anything that does Antedate our late dis-

coveries. 1703 DK Koi; F.lcgy on Annesley, As if design 'd

by Instinct to be Great, His Judgment setm'd to antidatc
his Wit. 1867 DRAPER Amcr. Civ. War I. ii. i. 76 The
Peruvian empire antedates that of Mexico.

6. To take in imagination before its actual oc-

currence, to anticipate.
1611 BKAUM, 8: FL. Triumph Hon. Hi, Like an obedient

servant, antedating My Lord's command. 1660 JtR.TAYLOR
Duct. Ditbit. i. i. Wks. IX. 30 Shame does but antedate the

divine anger. 1708 POFI; St. Cecilia's D, 123 Our joys below
it [Music] can improve, And antedate the bliss above. 1810

COLERIDGE I-'ricnd vi. xi. 11867) 343 Wisdom forbids her chil-

dren to ante-date their knowledge, or to act and feel further

than they know,

A'n.teda:ted, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.] Bearing

an antedate, assigned to an earlier date
;

trans-
'

fcrrcd to an earlier time
; brought about at an

,

earlier date, accelerated, anticipated.
1611 COTGR., Antidatc, Antidated. 1665 J. SPENCER Pro-

digies 375 An antedated and diseased old age. a 1711 KEN
Poet. Wks, 1721 II. 83 Thou . . Apostates dost expel, Giving
them here an antedated Hell. 1822 HAZLITT Table T. II.

iv. 58 A file of antedated newspapers.

Antedating (se'nt/d^tirj), vbl. sl>.
[f.

as prec
+ -IXG 1

.]
The action of marking with or assign-

ing to an earlier date
; anticipating.

1587 [See ANTEDATE :'. i.] 1619 NAUNTON in Fortcsc.

Papers 96 The late entring and antedating of the Order.

1706 tr. finpins Eccl. Hist. II. v. 81 An Edict . . to reform

Abuses, Frauds, Antedating* and Forgeries. 1879 FARHAK
St. Paul 1 1. 587 That ante-dating of the second Advent.

Antediluvial (a^nt/dilv/'vial), a. rare.
[f.

ANTE + dihwi-itm deluge + -AiA] Applied by
Auckland to geological formations older than the
' diluvial' (then attributed to the Noachian deluge).

1823 HIXKLANO Reliq. Dilnv. 2, I have felt myself fully

justified in applying the epithet . . antediluvial to the state

uf things immediately preceding it [this great convulsion].

1827 Edin. RCT.I. XLV. 317 The ante-diluvial rocks have a
more compact stony aspect.

A'ntediltrvially, atfo. rare- 1
,

[f. prec. +

-LY-.] In times before the Flood.
1826 HEDDOES To B. Procter^ Points (1851^ 168 Time's bil-

lows, swelling, Roll a deep, ghostly, and invisible sea Of
melted worlds antediluvially Upon the sand of ever-crum-

bling hours.

Antediluvian i^nt/dil'/rvian), a and sb. [f.

ANTE + flY/##(-ttm the deluge + -AN.] A. adj.

1. Of or belonging to the world before the

Noachian deluge ; existing before the Flood.

1657 THATP Connn. Job xxii. 15 II. 200 Those Antediluvian
Belialists. 1748 HARTLEY0&*n?. Man \. iii. 1^83 Parts of

the antediluvian Language. 1821 W. CRAIG Drawing, etc.

ii. 109 The ingenious Dr. Burnet . . has made the antediluvian

world a beautiful, smooth sphere, entirely covered with fine

rich pasture land.

2. Concerning or referring to the period before

the Flood.

1646 SIR T. BROWSI-: Pscitd. Ep. 344 The antediluvian Chro-

nology. 1x1849 H. COLEKIDGK Ess. II. 299 The antediluvian
and postdiluvian history*.

3. Of the sort which obtained before the Flood.

1698 NORKIS Pract. Disc. IV. 367 Could I then lengthen out

my Span to an Antediluvian stretch. 1711 F. FULLKR .!/<</.

Gymn. Pref., An Antediluvian Diet of Roots and Vegetables.

1846 I!. ROGKRS Ess. I.iv. 165 An antediluvian lease of life.

4. Belonging or proper to long past ages ; very

antiquated, primitive. (In a disparaging sense.)
a 1726

VASBRuciH & Ciii. Prm>. Hush. in. (1730) 334 Such

primitive antediluvian not ions of life. 1823 LAMB Elia. Ser. i.

xxiv. (18651 1 88 The cottage, a sorry antediluvian make-shift

of a building.

B. sb. [the adj. used absol.j

ANTELOPE.
1. One who lived before the Flood

; fig. one who
attains to a very great age.
1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth I. 222 The long lives ofthe ante-

diluvians. 1713 Guardian No. 101 11756) II. 81 An antedi-
luvian could not have more life and briskness in him at three-

score and ten. 18*3 SCOTT St. Returns xx.\i, From what
cursed old antediluvian, who lived before the invention of

spinning-jennies, she learned this craft, Heaven only knows.

t A'ntefact. Obs. rare. [ad. L. antej'act-um,

pa. pple. of antc-facere to do before.] A thing
done before, a previous act.

1623 COCKERAM, Ante/act, a deed done before. 1655 FULLER
Ch. /fist. in. 87 Being cleared and quitted from all ante-facts

how hainous soever, by their entrance into Christianity. Ibid.

x. 39 Confession was of antefacts, not post facts.

Antefen, antefne, obs. forms of ANTHEM.
Alltefix (a-nt/hks). Usually in //. ;

also in

I,, form, with //. -a. [ad. L. antefix-nm subst.

use of pa. pple. of ante-fJg-ere to fix in front.]
Ornamental tiles or other work on the eaves and
cornices of ancient buildings, to conceal the ends

of the tiles
;

also ornamental heads of animals,

etc., making the spouts from the gutters.
1832 (.jVA.\.Ptwipciana I. viii. 174 Like the eaves ofexternal

roofs, with its ornamental antelixes. 1850 LKITCH tr. Mill.

Icr's Anc. Art 249 Inverted antefixa or corner-ornaments
of ancient sarcophagi are frequently to be found as decora-
tions of pillars.

Antefixal (rent/frksal), a. [f. prec. + -AiA]
Of or pertaining to an antefix.

1857 BIRCH .-Jr./W/tfry (1858111. 7This helix or antefixhl

ornament is the same as that which appears in the Doric en-

tablatures. 1882 A thenfcttni 19 Aug. 248 The ornaments are

more Asiatic than Kgyplian ; rosettes, chequers, antefixal

ornaments, etc.

Aii+-3flexed (arnt/flekst),///.<z. rare. [f. ANTE
+ flex- ppl. stem ofj!ect-?re to bend + -ED.] Bent
forward

; spec, of the uterus.

1872 THOMAS Dis. Won. 72 Anterior to the cervix [of the

uterus] if it be in normal position or anteflexed.

AntefLexion (sent/fle'kjan). rare. [f.
ANTE- +

'L.fexidn-erii, n. of action l.Jlcft-?re to bend.] A
bending forward ; spec, of the uterus.

1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. <$ Phys. V. 643/2 [This curvature]
constitutes .. anteflexion of the uterus. 1872 THOMAS Dis.

Wom, 72 Due to antefiexion or anteversion of the uterus.

I! Antefurca (rcnt/lyuka). Ent. [mod.L., f. L.

ante in front +ftirca fork,] In cockroaches, an
internal forked projection from the sternal wall of

the anterior somite of the thorax, which helps to

support the nervous cord ;
sometimes also applied

to external forked projections on the ventral sur-

face of the segments of some Arthropoda.
1826 KIRBY & SPENCE Entomol. (18281 IV. xliii. 185 The ex-

tensor of the anterior thigh to the antefurca. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inz1

. An. vii. 404 Forked or double apodemes, the an-

tefurca, medifurca, and postfurca.

Ante-garden, -hall, -human, etc. : see ANTE-.

t Antege'nital, a. Obs.- [ad. L. antegcnital-
is before birth, i. ante before + genital-is belong-

ing to birth.] Previous to birth : (erron.
' Born

before, elder bom.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.)
' Antegre'uient, ". Obs. rare l

. [ad. L. antc-

gredient-cm pr. pple. of ante-gred-i to go before.]

Preceding, going before.

1686 GOAD Celest. Bod. i. ii. 6 The antegredient part of the

exhalation would give notice of the venemency to be ex-

pected.

t Antegre'SSion. Obs-* [ad. L. *antegrcs-

sion-eni) n. of action f. antegrcdi : see prec.]
' A

going before.* Blount Glossogr. 1656.

Ante-jentacular, -judiciary,etc. : see ANTE-.

Aiitela'tiOll. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. ante-

lation-cm prerogative, n. of action f. ante-fcrre to

carry before.] Precedence, preference, prerogative.
X553 7 FOXK A. fy M. I. 790/2 The intrication of these pre-

rogatives, antelations, and such other as do associate these

expectative graces. 16*3 M ABBE A lemon's G. cfA Ifarache it.

190 Alleaging the antelation of time, and priority of his

debt.

Antelope (arnt/10p). Forms : 5-7 antelop,

5 antyllope, antlop(e, 6 anteloppe, 7 autalope,

6-9 antilope, 5- antelope, [a. OFr. antelop (also

anteln\ ad. L. ant(K}alop-us (Damianus, a 1072),

Gr. av$6)(.oiff, dvOukoif' (Kustathins of Antioch,

(336), original language and meaning unknown.

Med.Latin forms were also talopus, calopus^\
The popular and literary name for the numerous

species of the deer-like ruminant genus Antilope

^Pallas), the limits of which have been variously ex-

tended or contracted by different zoologists. The
most usual scientific characteristics of the genus
are cylindrical, annulated horns, and the possession
of a sub-orbital or 'lachrymal

1

sinus. They are

sometimes grouped as True Antelopes, Bush A.,

Capriform or Goat-like A., and Bovine or Ox-

like A. It is with the first of these, distinguished

by extreme grace and speed of motion, that the

name is now popularly associated.

This application of the \vord is recent. The Gr., L., and
OFr. (Tresor of Brun. Lat.) notices describe a creature



ANTELOQTTY.

haunting the banks of the Kuphrates, very savage, hard to

catch, having long saw-like horns, with which they cut in

pieces and broke all 'engines,' and even cut down trees.

With these attributes the 'antelope 'early became a heraldic

animal. The modern denotation seems to begin with Topsell.
The genus Antilope was constituted by Pallas c 1775.

-1430 LYIJG. Min. Poems (1840) 6Twoo antelopis stondyng
on outher syde, Withe the armys of Englond and of Fraunce.

1432 Let. in Riley Liber Alb. (1861) III. 45glneadempagina
[i.e. pageant] erigebantur duo animalia vocata 'antelops.'

1440 Promt. Par\\, Antyllope, beste, Tatuln. 1486 />'X-.

St. Allan's, Arms C viij b, As Lyon, Antlop, and other.

1596 STKNSER F. Q. i. vi. 26 The antelope and wolfe both

fiersand fell. 1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts (\fy$ i The
Antalope called in Latin Calopus, and of the Grecians Ana-
lopos, or Aptotos. 1662 EVELYN Diary 9 June, Staggs, elks,

antelopes. 1678 PHILLIVS, Antilope, a certain mongrel beast,

begotten of an Hart and a Goat. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

II. 47 The tenth variety of the gazelle is the antelope, so well

known to the English, who have given it the name. 1821

SnFLLEY"/y*yc/i. 75 An antelope, In the suspended impulse
of its lightness,Were less retherially light. 1847 CARPENTER
Zool. 265 The True Antelopes are remarkable for the grace-
ful symmetry of their bodies, the length and slenderness of
their limbs, and the lightness and agility of their movements.
. .To the group of true Antelopes also belongs the Gazelle.

b. attrib.

1862 MRS. BROWNING Last Poems 8 Her throat has the an-

telope curve. 1872 BAKER AV/<- Trib. xviii. 318 At length
we discovered a dangerous antelope-track.

t Ante'loquy. Obs~ [ad. L. anteloquium, f.

ante before + -loquiitm speech.] (See quot.)
1623 COCKERAM, Antilotjity, a terme which stage-players

use, T>y them called their cue. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Antcloquy, a Preface, or the first place or turn in speaking :

also [as in COCKERAM].

II Aiitelu'Ca. Obs. rare 1
. [L. in form; app. f.

antclficanus (see next) after noctiluca the moon.]
Used by Evelyn for the period before dawn (?).

1696 EVELYN Corr. (1846) 121 He brought the phosphorous
and anteluca to the clearest light that ever any did.

Antelucan (sent/UiZ'k&n), a. [ad. L. antelu-

ftinus before dawn; f. anle + lilc- (lux) light: see

-AN.] Of or pertaining to the hours just before dawn.
1654 GAYTON Fest. Notes in. vi. 103 All manner of Ante-

lucan Labourers, a 1656 Hi'. HALL Ron. 44 (T.) The Phos-

phorus of pietyand antelucan devotion, n 1859 DfiQuiNCEY
IVks. X. 259 This practice of crepuscular ante-lucan worship,
possibly having reference to the ineffable mystery of the
resurrection.

|| Anteluca'no. Obs. rare- 1
. [It. (:-L. antelfi-

canus) adj. used subst.] A hymn sung before dawn.
1656 TRAPP Civiim. Matt, vii. 18 They sang antelucanos,

hymns, psalms of praise, to God before break of day.

Antelucidate, 'to work by Candle-light before

day'; anteluculated, 'done before day light.'
Bad formations in Coekeram 1623.

t A'ntelnde. Obs. rare 1
. \2j&.\J.anteludium,

f. ante before + lud-ns play.] A prelude, short

introductory play.
1667 H. MORE Div. Dial. (17131 570 The part of the Puppet

or Punchinello in the Antelude of the Pageant.

Antem(e, obs. form of ANTHEM.
A'llte-inan. Obs. [ANTE- A.] A valet, an usher.

1638 N ABBES Cot'cnt Gard. n. ii, My Ladies Gentleman
Ysher, her preambulator or her anteman.

Antembletic va.'ntcmble-tik), a. rare~ l
. [a.

Gr. *dfTe^3X7/Ti-us, f. dj/re/</3aAA-eti' to throw in

in return.] Making provision against or reparation
for loss ;

as an insurance office.

1780 HKNTHAM Princ. Legisl,x.\\. 54 note, Offences against
antembletic trust.

Antemeridian (^nt/imeri-dian), a. rare.

[ad. L. antc-mcridian-iis of the fore-noon, f. phr.
ante, meridiem before noon ; see -AN.] Of or be-

longing to the forenoon or '

morning.'
1656 ULOUXT Glossogr., Antemeridian, before noon, or mid-

day. 1865 Daily Tel. 18 Apr. 3 Every[one] had come out in

attire that was decidedly ante-meridian.

Ante-metallic, -mortal, etc. : see ANTK-.

Antemetic (a-nt,nne-tik), a. and sb. [mod. f.

AXT-+EMETIC.] A. adj. Tending to check vomit*

ing. B. sb. A medicine of this nature.

1706 PHILLIPS, Antemeticks, Medicines that are given
against vomiting. 1853 MAYNK E*p. Lex., Antemetic, op-
posed to or removing the inclination to vomit.

Antemne, antempne, obs. forms of ANTHKM.
Antempered, obs. form of ATTEMPERED.
Antemundane (cent/mzrnd^n), a.

[f.
ANTE- +

mund-iis world + -ANE ; after mundane, L. inun-

dantts, belonging to the world.] Existing or occur-

ring before the creation of the world.

1731 in BAILKY. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. v. 93 The supreme,
(Jreat, anteniundane Father! 1823 LAMB Elia (1860) 102
Some probable insight into our ante-mundane condition.

Antemn'ral. f Obs. [ad. L. antemurale a

breastwork, f. ante before + mur-its wall : see -AL-.]
1774 T. Wtsf Antiq. /-'unless (1805) 369 A strong high wall

with turrets, called the barbican or antemural.

Antenatal (xnt/h^'tal), a.
[f.

AXTK- + L. na-
tal-is pertaining to birth, NATAL.] Happening or

existing before birth.

1817 SHELLEY Pr.*4 than, i, Memories of an antenatal life.

1848 KINGSLEY Saint's Trag, n. ix. 34 A heaven, my spirit's
antenatal home. 1879 FARRAR St. Paitlll. 242 The ante-
natal predilection for Israel and detestation of Esau.

t A'ntenatali'tial, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

ANTE- +
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L. ndtalhi-us belonging to a birthday + -AL 1
.]

Belonging to the condition before birth.

1708 J. Kv.n.i~Aniw.Sccr. Pref. 4 The ante-natalitial Duct *

are stopp'd by breathing. 1717 A nim. iKeon. Pref. 12 Some
of the ante-natalitial Ducts are expanded . . by breathing.

A'nte-nated, ppl.a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. ANTE-

+ L. nat-ns born + -ED.] Horn before.

a 1670 I IACKET, //;/*. Williams 11.48 Something of the K\ an-

gelical relish was in them, ante-nated, and in being, before

the Gospels were written.

'I Antenna t,a-nte'na). 7Y. -se, rarely -as. [a. L.

antenna, in ancient use 'a sail-yard'; usually re-

ferred to Gr. avarfiv-ftv to stretch out or forth.

The modern use seems to begin with the L. transl.

of Aristotle Tiepi <oov IffTOpias, by Theodoras Gaza

(died 1478) iu which the Gr. Ktpafai 'horns
'

of in-

sects (cornita, tornicnla Pliny) is rendered antenna 1

,

which thence passed into subsequent entomological
writers (many of whom cite Aristotle for it). As
the projecting

' horns' or ends of sail-yards, in K
cornita antennarum, were also called Kfpatai, an-

tenna?, was aptly employed to render the same word
when meaning the horns of insects, which indeed

often suggest the cornita of the long ascending
antcnnse or yards of lateen sails. Common in Lat.

entomol. works during 16-1 ^th c., but not found in

the diet, of any mod. lang. bef. 1700.]
A sensory organ, occurring in pairs on the heads

of insects and Crustacea
; popularly called horns

or feelers.
\a 1478 THF.OD. G\z\ Aristotle, Hist. Anim. (1492) i8b, Ad

IIJEC antenna: nonnullis ante oculos prxtenduntur, ut papi-
lloni et fulloni f(ir. Tt itepaias npb rwcojunaTiuf ei'ia]. ft 1600

U. ALDROVANDUS Deaniinalibusinscct.(\fx>-2) Prol. 7 Qu;fil;ini
cornicula gerunt in capite qua; antennas Aristoteles vocat.

Ibid. n. 236 Aristoteles antennas iis ante oculos prxtendi
scripsit, idqtic ex eo repetiit PHnius, vocans istiusmodi an-

tennas iy;nava cornicula. 1657 S. PuRCHAS Pol. Flying Ins.

i. iii. 4 The horns are called by Aristotle, Antcnnx, because

they hold them forth before tht:m.| 1698 ALLEN Dctith-

M'atch in Phil. Trans. XX. 377 The Antenna; proceeded
from under the Eyes. 1713 DERHAM Phys. Theol. (Jon.)
Insects clean their eyes with their forelegs, as well as an-

tennae. 1826 K.IRBY & SPKSCE Kntoniol, 1 18281 II. xxiii. 30)
This part looks like a jointed antenna. 1834 GOOD ftk. Xat.
II. 21 The antennas of the butterflies

- -^ -- ''

_

788 The spiny Lobster . . is distinguished by the very lartjc

size of its lateral antennae. 1879 LUBBOCK Set. Lcct. \\\. 87
There are in the antenna; of ants certain curious organs
which may perhaps be of an auditory character. 1880 Hi x-

LI-:Y Cray-Fish 24 The Antenna; are organs of touch.

2.Jfe 'Feelers.'

1855 HOLMES Poems 214 Go to yon tower,where busy science

plies Her va^t antenna;, feeling thro' the skies.

3. Bot. (by extension). A pair of long slender

irritable processes in the male flower of certain

orchids, by the excitement of which the pollinium
is jerked out of the flower.
1862 DARWIN CVcviids 225 When the right-hand antenna. .

is touched, the pollinium is instantly ejected. 1874 LUBBOCK
Flmvers

i*j- Insects (1882) 175 Insects alight as usual on the

lip of the flower, and it will be seen that in front of it are
two long processes called antenna:.

Antennal(a'nte
-

nal\ a. Zool. [f. prec. + -AL 1

.]

Of or belonging to antenna,1

.

1834 Penny Cyct. II. 02 The younger Huber has attributed
to auts the use of certain signs made with those organs which
he terms antennal language. 1861 HuLUKAfoguitt-'Tartfiott
n. vi. i. 318 The antennal pincers of the Spiders.

Antennary (aente-nari, urntOnarii, a. Zoo/, [f.

mod.L. anfennari-us, f. ANTEXXA : see -ARY.] Of,

relating to, or of the nature of antenna?.

1836 Tonn Cycl.Annt. <y l^hys. I. 776/1 The two antennary
arteries. 1877 HuxLEY^Hrt/. Im: An. vi. 254 The very line

setae .. which abound on the antennary organs of Instxta
and Crustacea.

AntenniferotLS (a'ntenrfer,3s\ a. Zool. [f.

mod.L. ANTENNA + -FKKOUS bearing.] IJcaring or

having antenna?.
1826 KIKHY SPKNCE F.ittcotwL 11828} III. xxviii. 23 Their

head and trunk are distinct, the former antenmferous. 1874
LUBBOCK Orig. Ins. \. 18 Hexapod antenniferous larva;.

Anteiiuiforni (Bfente'nifpjm), a. Zool. [f. as

prec. + -(I)FOUM.] Of the form orshape of antenna'.

1847 in CRAIG. 1856-8 W. CLARK Van der Hoi~i<cns Zwl.
1.239 Head with two ver>* long antenniform tentacles. 1877
HUXLKY Anat. Im'. An. vi. 297 The first pair of swimming
appendages . . are converted into antenniform organs.

Antennular (i&nte'mtfiii), a. Zool.
[f.

Ax-
TENXULE + -AH.] Of the nature of small antemuv.

1858!". R. JoNKS.-J?r. A"<r/. 31 8 The part representing the
head is . . furnished with eight antennular organs.

Antennulary (Ecnte'nitflari), . Zool.
ff. as

prec. + -ARY.] ANTENNULAR.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. vi. 282 Antennary and anten-

nulary ner\'es.

Antennule (sente'ni/?!). Zool. [ad. mod.L.

*antennula, dim. of ANTENNA.] A little antenna ;

a tiny organ of the nature of an antenna.

1845 HAIKU in Proc. Benv. A"/. Clnb 1 1. 156 Antenmiles of

two branches of nearly equal size. 1871 NICHOLSON Palxont.
147 A pair of small jointed feelers . . known as the * lesser

antennae' or 'antennules.'

Ante-orbital (cent/V'jbital), a. Fhys* ;
aUo

antorbital.
[f.

ANTE- f OUBIT, eyesocket + -AL!.]
Situated in front of the eyes.

ANTEPILEPTIC.

'839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 269/1 The ant-orbital fora-

inen. 1880 GUNTHKR Fishes 36 The Kye divide^ the head
into the ante-orbital and post-orbital portion. 1881 OWEN in

Xat. XXIV. 499 These antorbital nostrils, as they are called.

Antepagment (aent/jpse'gmfint). Arch. [ad.
L. antcpagment-itm (also used unchanged, with pi.

-mcnta}, f. ante before -^fang-cre to fasten.]

1678 PHILLIPS, Antipagmettts, garnishingsinpostsor door^,

wrought in stone or timber. 1876 (JWILT F.ncycl. Are/i.,

Antepagmenta, In ancient architecture the jambs or moulded
architraves of a door.

Antepaschal (a
i

nt/"p?e'skal), a. rare. [f.

ANTE+/fl^7/rt passover, Easter + -AL 1
.] Coming

before the Jewish Passover, or before taster.

1660 JER. TAYLOR Pitet. Dubit. in. iv. xiii. 17 Some did

only observe three . . out of the number of the seven ante-

paschal weeks. 1704 NKLSON 'Fest. <y Fasts \. 11. (1739) 445

Concerning the ending of the Ante-paschal Fa.st.

Antepast (se-nt^ast). Al^o 6-7 anti-. [f.

ANTE- +/((/-/ food, f. 'pasc-ere to feed; cf. re-

/rtj/.] Something taken before a meal to whet

the appetite (o/>s.) ;
a foretaste.

1590 /;. Row. Life in HarL Misc. (Malh.) II. 182 The
first niesse, or anlcpa^ as they call it . . is some fine meate to

urge them to have an appetite. 1621 Dos sic Serin. l\x. 71 3 An
office Is but an Antipast it gets them an appetite to another

office. 1778 II. W.u.roi.K Last Jrnts. Dec., A very unex-

pected blow . . an antepast of the odium they were to incur.

1855 -\- D1: VI-.RK /'f'(-wi- 208 Rich antepasts we have in thce

Of glory and eternity.

Ante-patriarchal, -pectoral, etc.: see ANTS- .

t A'ntepend. Ol>s. = ANTKI'KNDU '>f.

1542 Coll. Inventories ijAM.l Item, anc unttpcnd of blak

velvet .. item ane frontal! of the samyn wark. 1555 In--.

of I'csttif. ubidJ Ane antipend for the Lady's altar of blew
and yellow broig satin.

ii Antependium (asnt/pe-ndi^m). Often anti-.

[I.., f. ante before + penJ-ere to hany : 'velum

(mod antependet.* Du Cange.] A veil or covering
for the front of the altar, used in Roman Catholic

and some Anglican churches; sometimes identified

with a FRONTAL, which maybe an ornamental panel.

1696 PHILLIPS, Antit^ndinm l
a large .silver-.skreen that

covers the Front of a Popish Altar . . hung on with ^krcu^

upon a high day. 1716 T. WARD En. Kef. 51 On lleds they

Antipendiums laid, Of Sacred Vestments Cushions made.

1849 ROCK L'k. ofFathers I. iii. 236 The modern term for the

frontal is 'antependium.' 1864 AINSWOKI n TowerLottd. 158

The altar, covered with a richly-ornamented anlipendium.

Antepenult (RWtf\]*fMr\\.\ .andj-A. [abbrev.
of L. antepxnultima : see next.]
A. atfj. Preceding the penult ;

the last but two.

Orig. a term of Prosody, but also used otherwise.

1585 JAMKS I Ess, Pocsic (Arb.) 57 Or question and digt's-

//</, It rymes in yttcs and ges, albeit they be bot the ante-

penult syllabis. 1597 T. MORLEY Ititrod. Mm. 76 Your

penult and antepenult notes. 1852 DANA ( 'rust. i. 631 Cara-

pax . . extending ID antepenult thoracic segment.
B. sb. [The adj. used absol., sc.

syllable.]
i 1620 A. Hv.\(KOrt/wgr.Brit. Tong. 23 Never farther from

the end then the third syllab, quhilkthe granunareanus call.->

the antepenult. 1755 JOMNSUS Grain. Pros., Words in ion

have the accent upDii the antepenult.

|[ Antepenultima (a: nt/'ip^nwltima). Pros.

[I,, (syllaba) antepivutiltima the last (syllable) but

two, f. ante before +pwmtltitna la-.t but one, f.

pwne almost + ultima last. Formerly with Kng. pi.

in -j.] The last syllable but two of a word.

1581 Sinxi.v I\-/.Ptvsie (1622) 529 The French . . hath not

one word that hath his accent in the last syllable sailing two,

called Antepenultima. 1589 PLIIHNHAM E"g. AviVf t Arb.)

92 In altitude and hcauinessc the sharpe accent falles vpon
nl and he which be the antepenultimaes. 1874 SAVCI-: Coinp.
Philol. i. 19 The general rule [of /Kolic dialect] which threw
the accent back upon the antcpenultima,

Antepenultimate (-yltim/t), a. and sb. [f.

L. antcpRnultim-tts + -ATE, after ultimate]
A. adj. The last but two. Orig. of syllables ;

but extended to order in place or time.

1730 NICHOLI.S Lobster in Phil, Trans. XXXVI. 293 The

antepenultimate Leg. 1775 WAI.KI.K R/iym. Diet, Pref. 19,

I find every vowel in this antepenultimate syllable . . pro-
nounced long. 1865 Pall MallG. 20 Oct. 11 We have the

antepenultimate Duke of Newcastle's authority for the

dictum. 1870 ROLI.KSTON Anim. Life 12 Each succeeding
vertebra up to the antepenultimate lumbar.

B. sb. [The adj. used absol., sc. syllable, etc.]

1727 CHAMBKRS Cycl. s.v., The Antepenultimate of a dac-

tyle is long. 1871 Athenaeum 10 June 725 In words of four

syllables it [the accent] may be on the antepenultimate, as in

tcmcrite.

Antephialtic(^ : "tiefi|;x-ltik\ andj#. Mcd.

[ad. mod.L. antefhialticus (Hoffmann a \ 740), f.

Gr. dvri against + ttfna\r-rjs nightmare : see -ic.]

A. adj. Ciood against the nightmare. B. tb. A
medicinal agent of this nature.

[1811 HOOVER Med. Diet., Anteplnaltica^ medicines whicli

prevent the night-mare}. 1853 MAVNE Exp. Lt-.r., Ante-

fhialtic, opposed to, or curative of ephialtes or night-mare.

Antepnne, obs. form of ANTHEM.

Antepileptic (ic:nt,epilc'ptik), a. and sb. Med.

Also 8 anti-ep-. [f. ANT- + EPILEPTIC.]
A. adj. Good against, or preventive of, epilepsy.

1656 RIDGLKV Pract, Physick 113 The Antepileptick Pill of

the roots of Piony. 1757 PLLISKY in Phil. Trans. L. 73

(living alexipharmics and anti-tpileptic medicines. 1853
in MAVNI-; E.\-p. }.<*.

B. sb* (sc. medicine.)



ANTEPILEPTICAL.

1742 BAILEY, Antcfi/eflicks. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff.
s.v., The chief Antepilcptics from the vegetable kingdom are,
the roots of paiony, valerian, etc. 1864 in WEBSTKR.

t A ntepile'ptical, a. Mcd. Obs. = prec. adj.
1646 SIR'!'. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 11. v. (16861 71 That Coral

i- .\nlepileptical we will not deny. 1667 PAH. Trans. II.

565 A I .axative Rosin, dissolved in an Anti- Kpilepticall Spirit.

Antepiscopist: see ANTI-KPISC'OIMST.

t AntepO'ne, v. Obs. rare-', [ad. L. antepCm-
crc to place before.] To set before, to prefer.
1656 BLOVNT Gtossogr., Antcpone, to put or set before, to

prefer. 1755 T. CROKKR Ariosto's Orl. Fur. xi.n. Ixxxiii,
\\hose beauty, virtue, Rome should antepone To her she
once so much did celebrate.

t A'nteport. Of's. rare. [ad. It. antiporta, f.

anti = L ante before + portci gate, door.]
1. An outer gate or door.

1644 KVEI YN Mem. (1857.1 ' I26 Between the five large
anti-ports are columns of enormous height.
2. A veil or hanging in front of a door.

i653j. GvMJNEsGrwuiSigtuHtr'sStragtio 14 His Majestie's
Bed-Chamber . . The Anteporta's are cloth of gold of Bursia.

1669 T. SMITH .Mann. Turks 75 il,.' If a Christian or Jew
should but lift up the antiport and set one step into it.

Ante-portico, -posthumous, etc. : see AXTE-.

Anteposition 'ant/pozi-Jml. rare. [n. of action
f. L. antepflii-cre ; cf'.position'] The placing of any-
thing in front : esp. a. of a word which in ordinary
construction follows; b. in Bot. (see quot.\
'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., Anteposition ..as when in

I^atin the adjective is put before the substantive. 1775 ASH,
Anteposition, a position of words contrary to their proper
and natural order. 1880 GRAY Hot. Te.el-M. 396 Antcpo-
sition, the opposition of successive (or apparently successive 1

whorls which normally alternate.

Anteprandial (rcnt/pra-ndial), a.
[f.

AXTE-
+prancTi-itin dinner + -AL 1

.] Before-dinner.

1847 ^>. A't-:'. No. 163. 66 The anteprandial fencing-bouts
of the House of Lords. 1864 SAI.A in Daily Tel. 20 July,
\V hen he takes his anteprandial constitutional on deck.

Anter, obs. form of ADVEXTUKE.
Anterior .anti -'-mi . a. [a. L. anterior fore,

former, f. ante before
;

cf. Fr. antcrieur, Cotgr.]
1. Of place : Fore, more to the front

; opposed
to posterior.
1611 COTGR., Antericnr, Anterior, fore, former . . thatgoeth,

or is set, before. 1626 BACON Syk'a s
115 Where the an-

teriour body giveth way, as fast as the posteriour conn-tb on,
it maketh no noise. 1831 liui. \VSTER Optics xxxv. 288 The
two parts into which the iris divides the eye are called the
anterior and the posterior chambers.
2. Ot time and progress : Going before, preced-

ing, former, earlier, prior.
1794 SCLI.IVAN I'ie-.u Xat. II, The memory of anterior ages.

1850 M COSH Dk: GtrL 't. in. i. 118741271 The mind has not
only the power of action, but the anterior . . power of choice.
b. with to. (Like similar L. comparatives, ante-

rior is, in F.ng., comparative in sense, but not in

construction ; we do not say anterior t/mn.)
1728 M. .Serit'/erns in Pope Dune. (1736) 30 The first Dun-

ciad was the first Kpic poem . . anterior even to the Iliad or
Odyssey. 1856 DOM: Log. Clir. l-aith v. i. J I. 243 Intuition
is logically anterior to metapbysic.

Anteriority i,a'nti-'ri|(<-riti'). [f. L. aiiterifr-em

^see prec.) + -ITY. Cf. Fr. anteriority.] The quality
of being anterior, in order of time or progress.
1720 POPE Iliad xix. 93 note <R.l This anteriority of time

makes this passage the more observable. 1754 /////. Trans.
X l.\" [ 1 1.777 It bas the anteriority ofdate with regard to Mr.
Melvil's paper. 1869 PHILLIPS I'esuv. xii. 335, I was much
impressed by . . the anteriority of granite to greenstone.

Ante'riorly, adv.
[f.

ANTKIIIOR + -LV
-.]

1. Of place : In an anterior position, in front.

1599 A. M. GaMhfllicr's Kk. Physic 243/1 This Pessarye . .

must she intrude anteriorlye into her bodye. 1774 GOLI>SM.
Art/. Hist. VI. i. i. (Jon.) The glolie of the eye is more de-

pressed anteriorly. l855MA< (ilLT.IVRAY.Vrt/. Hist. DccSide
387 The ears dusky, anteriorly edged with red.

2. Of time or logical order : Previously, antece-

dently. Const, to.

'839 .(
KIX.I KS An/ipopopr. m. iii. 163 Viewing the matter

not as anteriorly probable. 1855 Cm.. WISEMAN Fat'iola
145 Anteriorly to the construction of catacombs.

Ante rioriiess. rare- '. = ANTERIORITY.
1870 I. < IKOTK l:..\ain. Util. Phil. vi. 107 An anteriorness

to.any lixed conditions.

A'litero- stem of assumed L. *anterus, posi-
tive of ANTERIOR ; used in Eng. as comb, form
of the latter in modern technical adjectives Front,
fore

;
as antero-external, front outside or outer

;

antero-frontal, pertaining to the front part of
the forehearl

; antero-inferior, lower front
;

aii-

tero-lateral, front side
; antero-parietal, belong-

ing to the front of the parietal or side plates of
the skull

; antero-posterior, front and back, for-

ward and backward
; antero-spinal, etc.

Also in advs., as antero-posteriorly, etc.

1852 DANA Crust, i. 362 The antero-external angle of the
second joint. &ffAcaOtnnn Jan. 35 Lesions ofthe antero-
frontal region [of the brain). 1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anal. ,

I'hys. IV. 815/1 In the antero-inferior triangle of the neck.
1838 Klaclm: Mag. XLI 1 1. 653 The inferi- or antero-lateral

extremity of the nose. 1864 Rcotter 23 Apr. 525/2 The outer
surface |ofthis brain] has only the Sylvian fissure, and a faint
trace of the antero-parietal. 1870 ROLLESTON Aniin. Life 7
'I he anteroposterior movement of the lower jaw. 1878 A.
HAMILTON \fi-j. Dis. 221 Antero-spinal paralysis. . is Ushered

358

in by lever. 1849-52 Tonn Cycl. Anal, t, Pays. IV. 1122/2
The tongue . . is flattened antero-posteriorly.

Ante-room (ns-nt^r/7m). [after Fr. antichainhre
or It. anticaiiicra.] A room before, or forming
an entrance to, another.

1762 H. WALIOI.K 1'crtne'sAnecil. Paint. (i-i%(>-\ II.sooAn
anti-room at St. James's. 1854 BANCROFT Hist, U. S. 1 1876 1 V I .

xli. 239 His ante-rooms were thronged with clients of all sorts.

1858 SEARS Atlian. m. x. 338 Whatever our place, if we are

doing its work well, it is the anteroom of heaven.

Anterous, obsolete form of ADVENTUROUS.
Antes (a--nt/z), sb. pi. Are/i. [cf. Fr. antes, ad.

I~ anfas, ace. of AXT.F..]
= ANT.E.

1789 SMYTH tr. Aldricfis Arcftit. 11818) 102 Antes .. are
placed nowhere except in the angles, or at the junction of
walls. 1813 HOGG Queen's Wake 292 Astounded and awed
to the antes they clung.

Antescript (a-nt/skript). rare, [suggested
by postscript.] A note written in front or on the

top of a letter, etc. ; a prefatory note ; also, The
whole of a letter before the postscript.
1831 KNO\- tS: JEBB Corr. II. 593 He has added an Ante-

script, which will indemnify you for the meagreness of this

[letter]. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Lett. II. 164 There isapost-
script scarcely proportionate to the antescnpt.

I Antesi'gnary. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. late L. antf-

signaritis, for cl.L. antesigndnus, a soldier fight-

ing before the standard, f. ante before + sign-tun
standard: see -ARY.] collect. The picked soldiers

j

who marched before and defended the standard.

1650 VSSHER Annals\\. (1658) 220 Gave order to the Ante-
signary, i.e. those that stood next before the standard.

Antesigne, obs. f. EXSIUN, affiliating it to L.

antesigaanus. See prec., and ANCIENT sir.-.

Ante-spirant, -spring, etc. : see ANTE-.
t Antestature. Ol>s. [a. Fr. antestatnrc, Sp.

antestatitra, f. 1^. ante before +statf/ra a standing,
f. stat- ppl. stem of stii-re to stand.] (See quot.)
1706 PniT.i.n's, Antestatnrc, a Traverse or small Intrench-

ment made of Pallisadoes, or of Sacks fill'd with Earth, and
rais'd in haste, to dispute the rest of the Ground, when the

Enemy has already gain'd part. 1816 [So JA.MKS.!///. Diet.}

\ A'nte-supper. O/>s. rare- 1
, [f. AXTE- +

SL'PPER.] A course displayed but not partaken of,

in anticipation of supper.
1658 OSBOKN A". y,TWes(i6j}) 533 The Karl of Carlisle was

one of the Quorum, that brought in the Vanity of Ante-
Suppers, not heard of in our Fore-fathers time.

Ante-temple (H.-nt/temp'l). [ad. med.L. ante-

tciiipittin, f. ante before + templum temple, transl.

(lr. TT/JOTOOS PRONAOS.] The portico of an ancient

temple or of a Christian church
;

also applied to
the ante-nave of a church.

1703 MAL-XIJKI-.I.I. Jt'nrii. Jcriis. (1721! 136 The Temple is

an oblong square . . in length sixty-four [yards
1

,
of which

eighteen were taken up by the Ilporoo? or Anti-Temple.
1711 HINGHAM C/ii-. Anti'i. 118401 III. VIM. *

3. 394 The nar-
thex or 'antetemple,' where the penitents and calechumuns
stood. 1876 ( 1\\ II.T l-'iuycl. . 1 rch. 1 284 Xartlit.t . . an ante-

temple or \ estibule outside the church
; it is thus used as

synonymous with porch and portico.

t A-ntethem(e. Obs. 5-6. Also antyteme,
antithem, anthe- autetyme, antetewme. [A.
derivative of THEJIK (earlier also tcmc, tyic), a.

t r. theme, tesine, tenie, tcumc : L. theina, in com-
mon media\-al use for 'subject proposed for dis-

cussion, text,' a. Gr. 6(^a, lit. 'the thing placed or
laid down.' The prefix is doubtful, whether (ir.

avri, as if assuming a dr. *dvTl0(fia, from avT>-

ri6ruu; or (more prob.) L. an/e '

lx.-fore,' as if^-

*antcthema '

text prefixed.' No corresponding word
has ycl been noticed in mcd.L. or OKr.]
The text prefixed to a sermon or discourse as its

theme or motto.
'494 I ABYAN vii. 306 He made vnto them ColacionsorEx-

ortacions,& toke forhisanteteme, ffartriefis a'/tias in z<uidi<>
dcJt'ntikus salwitoris. i5z6SKi.].niN Mn^nvf. ^63'lVpreche
..Without an anletymi-. a 1529 - - .I/, /,- Tafrs vii. 78 As I

said before in myantithem. 1530 I'.M.W.K., Anthetyme, [Kr.]
tkitltlt, 1561 A. SCOTT To Q. Mary Protestandis takis the
freiris auld Antetewme, Reddie ressauaris, Ijot to rander
noiht.

Antetype V a-iit/t3ip'!. [f.
ANTE- +TYI-E, jirob.

by erron. analysis of ANTITYI'E.] A preceding
type ;

an earlier example.
1612 T. TAYLOR Cmim. Titus i. 6 (1619) 99 Antetypcs of

Christ's
puritie. 1844 MAKG. KI:I.I.HR II mi. in i9l/iC.(iS62)

74 She is an antetype of a class to which the coming time
will afford a field.

t Anteve'ne, "' Ol's.-" [M\.],.antcvcnT-rc,l.
ante before + vcnT-rc to come.]

' To come before,
to anticipate, or prevent.' Blount, 1656; Bailey.etc.
Anteveilie lit (rentAv-iiient), ///. a. rare- 1

.

[ad. I., anlevenient-eni pr. pple. of antevenire ; see

prec.] Coming before, preceding.
1800 LAMB I.rtt.\. (1841) 49 Which .. stupidly -stood alone,

nothing prevenient or antevenient.

Anteversion (a-ntA-a-jJsn). [ad. L. antmer-
sion-em, n. of action f. antevcrl-fn: see next. Cf.
mod.Fr. antcvcrsion] A turning forwards

; spec, in
|

Surf. = ANTEFLEXIC IN.

1853 MAYNK /-.".I/. Lt-.r., Anteversion of the womb. 1857
BULLOCK Cazean.t's Midvif. 327 Anteversion is very rare in
the early stages of gestation.

ANTHEM
Allteverl ^uilM.iutJ, z'. [ad. L. antevert-Ore to

anticipate, prevent, f. ante before + vertere to turn.]
+ 1. To avert beforehand, prevent, anticipate. Obs.

1649 Kp. HALL Cases of Cause, iii. (1654) 421 To antevert
some great danger. 1677 HALE Cont. n. 106 If Passion run
before it [judgment]. . andsoantiverttheuseof Deliberation.
2. To turn forward, displace. (See ANTEVEKTED.')
1870 W. PI.AYFAIR in Lancet 2 July 13/2 The uterus was

anteverted, and the cervix exposed with difficulty.

Anteverted (ant/vouttd), ///. a.
[f. prec. +

-ED.] Displaced; spec, in Surg. = AXTEFLEXED.
1860 TANNKH PrcgH. il 96 An anteverted uterus.

Anteve'rtingf, vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. -t- -ING 1.]
The action of averting beforehand, prevention (oirs.).

1624 47 Bp. HALL Rein. H'ks. (16601 157 It is high time to
mourne for the anteverting of a threatened vengeance.
t Antevolate, v. Obs.-"

[f.
L. antcvolat- ppl.

St. Qiantevola-re] 'To fly before.' Cockeram 1023.

tAnteyn. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OFr. anlaiiu, an-

ticline, an ANTHEM.] A by-form of ANTHEM.
e 1305 - f*'. Poeins (18621 39 pis anteyn bat murie is : J?at

folc ihurde alle Hou be harpe song al bi him silf.

A'nt-fly. One of the winged ants, or perfect
males and females, of an ant's nest

; a favourite
bait in angling.
1653 WALTON Angler 221 Take the blackish Ant-fly out of. .

theAnt-hil. 1746 MILKS in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 354 Winged
Ants commonly known by the Name of Ant-Flies. 1787 T.
BEST Angling^A. 2) 117 The little Red and Black Ant-P lies

come on about the tenth or twelfth of August. [1867 K.

FRANCIS Angling vi. (18801 233 The Red and Black Ants
are very favourite flies during July.]

Anth-, Gr. di'0', comb, form oiavri 'see AXTI-)
bef. an aspirate. Often, in mod. scientific words,
written analytically anti-, as in antlielix, anti-

helix ; anthypnotic, anti-hypnotic.
Alithelion (a-njv-li^n, *nt,h-). PI. -a. [late Gr.

iivOrjKiov, neut. of di'flrjA.ios, earlier dfTr}\ios, oppo-
site to the sun, f. dvri over against + ijXios sun.]A luminous ring or nimbus seen (chiefly in alpine
or polar regions) surrounding the shadow of
the observer's head projected on a cloud or fog
bank opposite to the sun. As many as four such
concentric [ings have been seen, decreasing in

brightness to the outer at 40" from the centre.

1670 /'////. Trims. V. 1072 The Anthelion, observed by M.
Hevelius Sept. 6, 1661, in which there were two coloured
Arches of a circle- 1760 SWINION Hid. LII. 94 A very dis-

tinguishable Mock-Sun, opposite
to the true one, which I

take to have been an Anthelion. 1859 TENNENT Ceylon 72
Anthelia . . may probably have suggested to the early painters
the idea of the glory surrounding the heads of beatified saints.

Anthelix : sec ANTI-HELIX.

Anthelmintic (a-n]>elmrntik), a. and sb. Jfcd.

[mod. f. ANTH- -f Gr. t\iuvd- t^A/ufj) a worm + -ic.]
A. adj. Of use against intestinal worms.

1684 tr. Bonct's Men. Cainpit. x. 365 All bitter things are
Anthelminthick. 1830 I.INDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 96 The
Cochin-chinese

(
consider that plant [Flcns scptiea] caustic

and anthelmintic.

B. sb. An anthelmintic medicine.
1706 PHILLIPS, Antlictminticks, Medicines that destroy

Worms in Humane P>odies. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 407
Turj>entine is chiefly employed internally as an anthelmintic.

Anthem (a-n]x-m), sb. Forms: 1-4 antefn(e,
;,-6 -tempne (3-4 -tephne, 5 -thephne), 4-6
autem(e, -tim(e, 5 -tym, 6 -temne, -temme,
6-7 -theme, 7 -thym, -thymne, -themne, 7- an-
them. [OE. antefn\e a. early Romanic *antefena,
*antefna : late L. antifona (Isidore), for antiphona,
a. Gr. dvr'ufwpa. : see ANTIPHON.
The Or. accent was preserved in late I anttpliona, anttfflna.

phonetic development in Eng. was antffnc, ante'7'iie, an-
- -

, .. .ie,feti t ecn,
Stereu ; (2) efit, emu, stefne, stemne, nefnian, neinian\ (3)

/ir'ifn, {<>/fimtn
t aiitiunw. For the subsefl. corruption of

antein to anthem, cf. Anbk'ony, ainaranK/t, afJiianlin; in

1 5th c. Fr. we also find antliaine for antaine; some Eng.
spellings indicate an attempt to explain the word as anti-
hymn, ant'hymn. \ by-form ANTEYN, adopted from Fr.
aiitain,-, also occurs in I3~i4th c. ; in l6th antiphona was
anew adopted as ANTIPHON.

I

1. A composition, in prose or verse, sung anti-

phonally, or by two voices or choirs, responsively;
an ANTIPHCIN. Obs. or arch.
a looo R&da I. xxv. (Bosw. ) Is 3;ct sa;d, 5a;t hi Sysne le-

tanian and antefn ?;elei)bre sUefne sungan. e izyoAner. A".

42 Efter hire vine hexte blissen tel in be antefnes [v.r. an-
tcmpnes]. 1440 /V<v/. Par-.:., Antym, Atitiphmia. (11520
Myrr. Our Lady 95 After the Hympne Cometh Antempnes
and psalmes. Antein ys as nioche to saye as a sownyng
before, for yt ys begonne before the Psalmes ; yt is as moche
to saye as a sownynge ageynste. 1555 Fardle ofFacitms
n. xii. 272 The Anthemes . . Dama-sus put ordre that the

quiere should sing side aftre side. 1623 COCKERAM, An-
tlicnine, a Song which Church-men sing by course one after
another. 1654 LESTRANCK Charles 1 (1656) 114 The King
and the Spanish Ambassador descended into the Chappell,
continuing . . untill an Anthymne was sung. 1782 PRIESTLEY
Corrupt. Ckr. II. vm. 122 The method ofsinging by. . anthem
. . introduced.

2. A composition in unmeasured prose (usually
from the Scriptures or Liturgy) set to sacred music.

i' 1386 CHAUCKR Prioress' T. 208 And bad me for to synge
This antym ^i.r. -theme, -terne, -time, -thephene] verraily



ANTHEM.
m my deyingc. 1530 PAI.SGR., Antemne, a song, antiesme.

1377 HOLINSHED Citron. 1005/2 In the meane time did the

quier sing y
1 antheme beginning *Unxernnt regem.' 1597

SHAKS. 2 Hen. ll
f
,

I. ii. 213 For my voice, I haue lost it with

hallowing and singing of Anthemes. 1712 AODISON Sped.
No. 405 P 2 Those parts of the inspired Writings, which are

proper for Divine Songs and Anthems. 1795 MASON Ch.

Music it. 108 The first Anthem set to Knglish words after

the Reformation .. was that of Dr. Tye, beginning
'

I will

exalt thee.' 1855 TKSSVSON Wellington 60 The sound of

the sorrowing anthem roll'd Thro' the dome.

3. loosely in poetry : Any song of praise or glad-
ness. Also used of the English 'National' or
'

Royal Anthem,' which is technically a hymn.
1591 SHAKS. Tiuo Gent. in. i. 240 Breathe it in mine eare,

As ending Antheme ofmy endlesse dolor. 1735 H. BROOKE
Univ. Beauty in. (R.) The floods .. tune their anthems.

fi 1821 KEATS Nightingale viii, Thy plaintive anthem fades

Past the near meadows, over the still stream. 1866 EXCEL
Nat. Music i. 2 (Note to* National Anthem *i Anthem is musi-

cally an inappropriate title for this tune. It has, however,
now been so generally adopted that it would be pedantic not

to use it. 1880 GROVK Diet. Music I. 605
' God Save the

King,' the so-called
* National Anthem '

of England.
4. Comb, and Attrib., as anthem-bell, -book, an-

them-wise, in manner of an anthem, antiphonally.
1611 COTGR., Martinet .. a Saints bell, or Atitham bell.

1625 BACON Kss. Masques (Arb.) 539 Scuerall Quires, placed
one ouer against another, and taking the Voice by Catches
Antheme-wise.

A11the ill (arnju'-m), v. [f. prec. sb. ; cf. to chantt

hymn.'] trans. To celebrate or praise in an anthem,
to sing to sacred music.
1628 FKLTHAM Resolves \. xci. (1647) 285 He that had an-

them'd the purenesse of the God of Israel, a 1821 KEATS

Fancy 42 Sweet birds antheming the morn. 1877 LYTTEIL
Landm. iv. ii. 193 The tips of the granite mountains . . an-

theming their hymn of praise.

Antheming (je'iijwmiq), vbl. sb. [f. prec. -t-

-TXG!.] The action of singing anthems.

1829 A. HALI.AM in Lockhart Scott\i^>^ IX. 331 And full-

voiced anthemings the while Swelled from the choir. 1883

J. RYLANCE in llomilct. Monthly May 332 An eternity of

antheming !

Alltlieniize (ce'njjt-maiz), v . rarc~ '.
[f.

Ax-
THEM sb. + -IZE

; cf. anag>-atnize.~\ To sing of or

celebrate in an anthem.

1837 Blackw. Mag. XLI. 481 Do you think any piety . .

proof against risibility, with such an ally as Lazarus anthem-
ized with love in a church gallery?

Aivtliemy (ee'njtftni). Bot. rare. [f.
Gr. av$-

(ai/flos) flower
;

formation unexplained. Also in

mod.L. anthernia."] 'A flower-cluster of any kind.
1

Gray Bot. Text-bk. 1880.

Anther (anij^-i). Bot. [a. mod.Kr. anthcre,

and mod.L. anthera, in cl.L. 'a medicine ex-

tracted from flowers,' a. Gr. avOtjpa, fern, of avOrjpus

flowery, f. av&f- (avOos} flower. As these medi-

cines often consisted of the internal organs of

flowers (e.g. saffron, one of the chief ant/ierset was
the stigma"), the name anthera was specially ap-

plied by the early pharmacists to these parts, and

at length confined by the herbalists, c 1700, to the

pollen-bearing organ, known to earlier writers as

t/u'ca, capsnla, or apcx\ which use was accepted
and sanctioned by Linnceus. The following quota-
tions illustrate these changes:
1551 TURNER Herbal n. 116 (front Dioscor,} [Dried rose

petals] are mingled with medicines called anthera and pre-
servatiue medicines for woundes. But the floure that is

founde in the middes of the rose is good agaynst the reume
or flowing of the gummes. 1657 Phys. Diet., Anthera t a

compound medicine used for sore mouths. So in PHILLIPS

1678 96; fif. 1706 adds, Anthera^ the yellow seeds in the

middle of a Rose . . Among Herbalists Antherte are taken
for those little knobs that grow on the top of the Stamina
of Flowers, and areoftner call'd Apices. 1727-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v., A nthera in pharmacy, a term used by some authors
for the yellow, or ruddy globules in the middle of certain

flowers, as of lilies, saffron, etc. Some confine \\\e Anthera lo

the yellowish globules in the midtlle of roses . .Other apply
the DUD&AtlfXtfVtQ those little tufts or knobs which grow on
the tops of the staminaof flowers; more usually called apices.]

That part of the stamen containing the pollen or

fertilizing dust, which when mature is shed forth

for the fertilization of the ovary ; it is often sup-

ported on a slender pedicel called \}\efilament.
1706-51 [See alwvej. 1759 B. STILLINGFLKET in Misc.

Tracts Introd. (1762) 31 This anthera contains the male dust,
which when ripe is scattered about by every breath of air.

1791 E. DARWIN' Bot. Gard. \. 197 The bursting Anthers trust

To the mild breezes their prolific dust. 1813 SIR H. DAVY
Agric. C/u'M. 68 The essential part of the stamens are the
summits or anthers. 1874 LUBIIOCK H 'ild Flow. iii. 50 In the

Buttercup the anthers commence to discharge their pollen,
as soon as the flower opens.
b. Comb, and Attrib., as anther-beak, -cell, -lobe ;

anther-dust, pollen ; anther-valve, the opening
by which the pollen is shed.

1870 HOOKKK Stud. Flora 356 Ophrys apifera . . anther-
beak hooked. Ibid. 285 Safvia . . connective slender, bear-

ing at one end a perfect anther-cell. 1875 tr. Sachs' Bot, 473
The anther consists oftwo longitudinal halves {anther-lobesl.

1845 LINDLKV Sch. Bot. iv. (1858) 25 Flowers regular, with
recurved anther-valves.

Antheral (nrnj^ral), a. Bot. [f. prec. + -AL*.]
Of or pertaining to anthers.

1795 ROXBURGH m.4*itf.Jtjt, IV. 406 The antheral glands
give it a claim to the genus Adcnanthera, 1847 in CRAIG.

359

Antlieridial (ren^n-dial), a. [f. next + -AL 1
.]

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, an antheridium.

1848 DANA Zwph. v. 92 The union of a final cellule, with

some other which is antheridial in its nature. 1875 tr. Sacks'

Hot. 803 The antheridial branches of some Saprolegniea;.

i! Antheridium (rvnjx.
:

ri*di#m). Hot. [mod.L.,
f. anthera + Or, -toiov dimin. ending.] Oblong
or globular 'sperm* cells found in Cryptogams,
answering to the anthers of flowering plants.
1854 BALKOUR Bat. 272 The antheridia were early noticed

in the case of mosses. 1874 COOKK Fungi 169 An obtong cell,

slightly curved, . . an antheridium or organ of the male
sex.

Antherifercms (senjigri'faras), a. Bot. [f. L.

anthera* -(I)FEROUS bearing.] Anther-bearing.
1830 I.INDU.Y Xat. Syst. Bot. 212 The genuine anthera:,

which he [Jacquinj calls antheriferous sacs. 1877 I)AK\\IN

Diff. Forms J''/. viii. 320 All five stamens are. .anthenferous.

Antheriforill (s&n|)e*riipjm), a. Bot. [f.
as

prec. +-(P( FOKM shaped.] Anther-shaped.
1847 in CRAIG.

t A'ntherine. Ohs. S. Also anterne. [?f.

Gr. dvQrjp-us flowery, bright-coloured + -INK.] A
kind of poplin, now obsolete,

1710 l.inr<L Gaz, mmmmdcclxxxvii/4 A green strip'd Poplin
Mantua and Petticoat, lined with a white Anther inc. 1719 J.
ROUKKTS Spinster 346 Stuffs mixed with silk . . antherines
and bomhaxines. 1739111

BKCK Drap. Dict.(iBB^6Anfer/ic,
a stuff of wool and silk mixed, or of mohair and cotton.

Aiitherless x;vn]>3.iK's), a. Bot. [f.
ANTHEK

+ -LESS.] \Vithout anthers.

1877 K. HI-I.MI: ll'i/tf Ft. 6 Stamens . . often antherless.

Antherogenous (sen^rfrdgenss). [f.
Fr. au-

thh'Ogene (l)e Candolle, f. L. anthera anther +
Gr. -ycvijs born" + -ors.] Produced or developed
from anthers, as most of the petals in a double rose.

1847 in CRAIG.

Aiitheroid 'arn)>eroid), a. Bot. [f.
\^. anthera

-r-oiD.] Anther-like in appearance or functions.

Antherozooid, -zoid (se:n]>er0,zfliroid, --id).

Bot. [mod. {.^.anthera + Zoom
v
f. Gr. ^ojoetSj?? like

an animal).] One of the minute moving bodies

in the antheridia of cryptogams, analogous to the

spermatozoa of animals.

1854 BALI-OUK Hot. 272 In antheridia there have been de-

tected cells containing moving filaments, rhytflzoti, or Spcr-
inatozoids or Antlterozouls. 1871 DARWIN Desc.Man I. viii,

274 The locomotive power of the antherozooids. 1875 tr.

Sachs Bot. 336 Anthcro/uids are . . spirally coiled threads

usually with a number of tine cilia on the anterior coils.

A iitherozoorclal, -zoi'dal, a. Bot. [f. prec.

+ -AL!.] Of or pertaining to antherozooids.

1865 fntfff. Ofa. No. 37. 35 Antherozoidal cells.

II Anthesis (il'n]>/"'sis). Bot. [Gr.ai'itya'is,
n. of

action f. avQt-<iv to blossom.] Full bloom.

1835 in LINDI.KY Introti. Bot. 1870 BF.NTLKY Bot. 2i3The
term anthesis is sometimes used to indicate the period at

which the flower-bud opens.

Anthetyme, var. AXTETHEMK, Obs., a text.

A-nt-hill.
1. The mound or hillock raised over an ant's nest.

1297 R. GLOCC. 296 As bycke as ameten crepej> in anamete
hulle. 1527 L. ASDRKW Brvnswykfs Distytt. If 'aters B iij,

Burye it hi a pyssemer hyll that some call an antehyl. 1753
CHAMBERS (.'yd. Supp. s.v. Ant, Ant-hills are little hillocks

of earth, which the Ants throw up. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab
n. lor The thronging thousands to a passing view, Seemed
like an anthill's citizens.

2. The sugar-loaf-shaped nests of the Termites.

1859 R. BURTON in JrnL G. S. XXIX. 177 The country is

dotted with anthills, which, when old, become as hard as

sandstone : they are generally built by the termite under
some shady tree. 1860 Hunt. Grounds O. World I.xi. 172

[Ant-hears] at work .scraping up the earth of the ant-hill.

3. fig.
1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. i. 49 All things that do pass,

Upon this ant-hill earth. 1856 KfMEArct. F.*p. II. xi. 103

They [Esquimaux] soon crowded back into their ant-hill,

t A'lithine, a. and sb. Obs, [ad. L. anfhin-ifs,

a. Gr. avQiv-os, f. avOos flower.]
A. adj. Derived from or flavoured with flowers.

1656 B LOUNT GiosSOgf.t Anthinc, That is ful of, or made of

flowers, or of the hony-comb. 1775 ASH, Antliinc^ Medi-
cated with the flowers of plants.

B. sb. (
= L. anthimttn inel or Gr. avOivov t\aiov.}

Honey, oil, or wine, flavoured with flowers.

1658 J. ROWLAND Monjfet's^
Tkcat. Ins. 910 Ifthe Erycdan

or Anthine appear reddish, it Is accounted unwholesome. 1753
CHAMBERS Cytl. Supp., Anthine^ among antient naturalists,
is an appellation given to certain species of wine and oil.

Anthobian (n|*7ii*bian). Ent. [mod. f. Gr.

avOos flower + /&OS life + -AN
;

cf. amphibian^ An
animal living in or feeding on flowers ; applied

specially to certain minute beetles.

1835 KIRBY Hab. $ Insi.Aniin. II. xx. 365 Others [beetles]
. . devour the blossoms themselves, whence Latreille calls

them Anthobians.

Antliocarpous (amjwkir.ipas), a. Bot. [f. mod.

\-,.ant1iocarp'i (/. Gr. avOos flower + -Kap-rr-os comb,

adj. form of ftapirvs fruit) + -ous.] Of or pertaining
to the fruits called by Lindley Anthocarfi, com-

posed of flowers and fruit proper blended into a

solid mass, as in the pine-apple.
1835 in LINDLEY Introd. Bot. 1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bk. 39$

Anthocarp<ntsr Fruits in which some organ exterior to the

pericarp is concerned.

ANTHONY.

Anthocephalous (renjwse'fabs), a. [f. Gr.

avOo-s flower + -#f</>aA.-os comb. adj. form of KC<pa\-r)

head + -or.s.] Having a flower-like head,

1847 in CKAIO.

Aiitliocy aiiiii(e. ?0Ar. Also -cyane, -kyan.

[mod. f. Gr. ac0o? flower + KVCLVOS blue + -IV.] The
blue colouring matter in plants.
1839 LISNLKY Introd. Rot. (ed. 3) 434 The blue matter [of

chlorophyll] or anthocyane.

Anthography (n|M*gififi). Bot.
[f. Gr. avOo-s

flower + -ypatyta writing.] The scientific descrip-
tion of flowers.

Alithold ^ro'njjoid), a.
[f.

Gr. &v0o-s flower +

-etSrjs like. (The Gr. compound is ch^u/B^s."]

Resembling a flower, flower-like.

1859 TUMD Cycl. Anat. -V I*hys. V. 17/1 Resemblance to the

Polypes in their external anthuid appearance.

Antholeu'ciii(e. IQbs. [mod. f. Gr. diOo s

flower + Acy*o? while + -i.v.] The white colouring
matter in plants. (In mod. Diets.)

Antholite (ai'njx'bit). [mod. f. (\r.avQo-s flower

+ \iOos stone.]
1. GcoL A name given by Brongniart to certain

fossil plants having a resemblance to flowers, found

in the Coal Measures; in mod.L. Anthohtes.

1847 in CKAIG.

2. J//;/. A variety of the mineral Amphibole,
t Antholo'gic, a. Obs.~ Q

[f.
ANTHHLOCY + -i<\]

next. 1656 in llt.orNT Gtossogr.

Anthological (Eenjwlfdgikal), a. rare.
[f.

prec. -t -Ai.V]
1. Treating of flowers. \0bs.

1691 \Voon Ath. O.\-tni. i R.I Robert Stafford, .published a

geographical and anthological description of all empire- am!

kingdoms.
2. Of or relating to a literary anthology.
1796 \V. TAYLOR in Month. AV:-. XX. 512 \Vhat yet exist

of anthological manuscripts in Rome. 1881 Academy 20

Aug. 131 i The u.iual task of an anthological biographer.

Anthologist Uenjylod^ist). [f.
next + -I.ST.]

The compiler of an anthology.
1805 \\ . TAYLOR in Ami, A'<T -

. III. 651 It ought not to be

supposed .that any anthologist can ^trip the garden of its

flowers. 1883 Sat. AVr-. 3 Feb. 150 '2 The editors . . had few
or none of the virtues of the guod anthologist.

Anthology (lOnJ'flod^r. [ad. L. anthologia,
a. Gr. &v&o\oyia v

f. avO^-i flo\\'er-l- -Xoyta collection,

f. \ty-di' to gather), applied to a collection of

poems. Cf. mod.Fr. anthotogie. Later Gr. had also

the homonym avBoK^tov applied to a hymnal.]
1. A collection of the flowers of verse, i.e. small

choice poems, cs/>. epigrams, by various authors
;

originallyapplied to the Greek collections so called.

1640 Cuii.MKAi) tr. /-'t'rrettiti's Ltx<e-Mdanch. 334 This
clause . . is found . . both in Diogenes Laertius, in his life,

and also in the anthology. 1756 j. WARTON Ess. Pope (1782)
1 1. S 14. 402 LI he sepulchral inscriptions] . . of Afeleager on
his wife, in the Greek Anthology. 1793 Rrrsox (titles The
English Anthology. 1851 SIR F. PALGKAYK Norm. $ Etig.
I. 119 Anthologiirs are sickly things.

2. Kxtendcd to other literary collections.

1856 R. VAUGHAN Afystics I. Pref. 8 A kind of anthology
from the writings of the leading mystics, 1878 GEO. ELIUT
Coll. J>rettkf.-Party 410 Anthology of causes and effects.

3. \Vith some reference to the original meaning
(in Greek) of a flower-gathering.

T 75S JOHNSON, Anthology^ a collection of flowers. 1822

Di: QUINCKY Confess. Wks V. 223 In the anthologies of earth

. . one flower beyond every other is liable to change, which
flower is the countenance of woman.
4. A hymnal [ Gr. avBoXoyiov].
[1727-51 CHAMBERS Cyt'/,, An t/i<ilegion.} 1775 ASH, Antho~

logy* in the Greek Church, a collection of devotional pieces.

f5. A treatise on flowers. [A distinct use, on the

analogy of zoology^ornithology, etc.: also in Fr.] Obs.

1678 PHILLIPS] Antht>logie,3. treating of flowers, also a florid

discourse. 1706 AntIwlogy, a Discourse or Treatise of

Flowers, or of the Florist's Art. [So in BAILEY, etc.]

I! Alltliolysis (a'n]flisis). Bot. rare. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. dvOo-s flower + AutT(s, n. of action f. Xv-tw to

loosen, undo.]
' A retrograde metamorphosis of a

flower, in which normally combined parts are

separated.
1

Gray Bot. Text-Bk. 1880.

AlltllOmania (xnlwm^'nial. rare. [f. as prec.

+ Gr. pavia madness, passion.] An extravagant

passion or fancy for flowers.

1775 ASM,. I nt/Ionian ia, an extravagant fondness for curious

flowers. 1882 Times 8 June 8 A proof that anthomania is

as real and potent as bibliomania.

AlltllOmaniac (cvn^mji-nia-k). rare~ l
.

[f.
as

prec. + MANIAC ; cf. bibliomaniac^ One who is

intensely fond of, or 'mad about,' flowers.

1841 HOR. SMITH Moneyed Man II. x. 321 The intense love

of flowers that has procured for me the kindred title of an

anthomaniac.

A'lithoiiiii. rare. [a. Fr. Antonin, ad. L.

Antomn-usi f. Antonius, Anthony ; cf. Capuchin,

Austin, etc.] A monk of the order of St. Anthony.
1536 Pilgr. T. 155 in Thynne Animadv.'&\ There be other

tliat be anthonyn, but he whom 1 salute was gylbertin.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sn/>p. t
The Ant/ionins, or monks of

St. Anthony, are oy some said to be of the begging kind.

Anthony (St.)> tne patron saint of swineherds,



APHELIOTROPIC. 384 APHORIZER.

from + 17X10* sun
; formed, by Kepler, after the

apog&itm, dirvyaiov, of the I'tolemaic astronomy
(see Prodr. dissert. C9tmagr*pkicarvmt 1596, and

Epitome astronom. Copernic. 1 6 1 8) . Aphel'nim
was also the earlier form in Knjj.; cf. FARHKLIOX,
(Jr. irapTj^tov. Fr. has aphclic, like o^tftfe.]
1. That point of a planet's or comet's orbit at

which it is farthest from the sun.

1656 tr. HiMfss KU-3n. /'///Au. (18391443 Theapogaeum of
the sun or the aphelium of the earth ought to be about the
28th degree of Cancer. 1676 H AI.LKY in Rigaud Corr. .Si/.

Men I. 237 The Aphelion, Kccentricities, and Proportion*
of the Orbs of the Primary Planets. 1794 Sri.LivAS /"/<:.-

Xtit. II. 410 Of these distances, the lea.st of all is called the

I>eriheUum, and the greatest the aphelium. 1837 WHKWKI i.

Hist. Induct, Sc. 11857) *' 1 3 I * ne aphelia of Mercury,
Venus, the Earth, and Mars, slightly progress. 1880 WAI -

LACE/J/. Life\\\\. 132 The effect is intensified by winter being
there in aphelion.

2./<f.
1845 H. ROGF.RS Ess. I. iii. 137 The dark aphelion of the

eccentric orbit in which the church of Christ had wandered.

1858 CUM. 1'. THOMPSON Audi Alt. II. Ixxvi. 29 France,
which is just now in what astronomers call the aphelion or

furthest point of political cold.

Apheliotropic ,a(V li,0trf>'pik\ a. [f. Gr. dip'
-

iLiTu from + T/Aios sun + TPUTTIK^S belonging to turn-

ing: see -Tuin'ic.] Bending or turning away from
the sun: said of leaves, and other parts of plants.
1880 |)AKWIN Mo-.'cin. I'lants 5^.7 1'he sub-aerial roots ob-

served by Wiesner were all apheliotropic. 1882 r . !>AKUIN
in \\itnri- 27 Apr. 600 The li^ht, causing apheliotropic iiiovc-

inent in the leaves.

Apheliotro'pically, a,h: [f. piec. + -AL +

-i.v-'.] In a direction away from the sun.
1880 OAKUIN .Mtr-.'eiti. /'/</;// 567 The tip, which, when

laterally illuminated, causes the adjoining p;.rt of the rout

to bend apheliotropii ally.

Apheliotropism (.ifrliiptrfpU'nO. [f.
APIIE-

i.ii>TKoi'-ic-r-isM.] The habit (in plants], of liend-

ing away from the light
1880 UAKWIN MOVCIH. riatits 5 It is much more convenient

to confine the word heliotropism t.j iKiidin.,' towards the

li.^ht, and to designate as apheliotropism bending from the

li.^ht. 1880 K. I)AH\\IN in Suture No. 582. 170 Hyponasty
will of course be opposed by apheliotropism ami geotropisiu.

II Aphemia utfrmia . [inod.l.., f. (jr. d priv. +

</i7j^7 voice, speech, fame; hut (ir. acn/joy,
- 'not

famed, unknown.'] l.(jss of power of articulation,

as a result of cerebral affection; spec, a form of

APHASIA, in which words are understood and con-

ceived but cannot be uttered.

1864 Jrnl. Alciif. St. X. 260 The seat of morbid change in

aphemia. 18-8 A. II \\MI.IOX .V, >-:: llis. 163 llroca b i36ij
denominated the condition

l

aplicima.'

AphemiC (afe'niik),a. and sb. [f. prec. + -It'.]

(One) suffering from nphcmia.
1869 HIM in J'^tg. -'A'i //. {o.Apr. 125 2, I dissected an old

aphemic subject, w ho, during his life-, hail uiily live wtirds

at his disposal .. M. Chan.it h:ul three apl'c-imcs \vhose

i citbral lesions were exactly in the same spot.

Aphengescope aie
l

iid//sk0"p). [moil. f. (Ir.

ui/x-y-viy-j without light (f. <i
])riv. +</)<77-o5 light

+ -SCOPK.] A kind of magic lantern for exhibiting

opaque objects, such as coins, photographs, etc.

1869 l:.Hg. Met.lt. 12 Nov. 218 2 The conduction and mode
of working the aphengescope.

Aphesis ,;e 'i/*\- [a. fir. Oipiats a letting go,
f. dijitifat, f. u</>' off, away + liven to send, let go,

Suggested by the Editor in iSSo.] The gradual and
unintentional loss of a short unaccented vowel at the

beginning of a word
;
as in squire for esc/iiire, Jmt'ii

for aciou'ii, St. l.oy for St. Eloy, limbeck for aliin-

beck, 'ten/ion ! for attention ! It is a special form

of the phonetic process called Aphxrtsis, for which,
from its frequency in the history of the English lan-

guage, a distinctive name is useful.

I] A'pheta. Astral. [L., ad. Gr. U</>'TJ/S a letter-

off
; applied, according to ] hi Cange, to the 1'nvtor,

who gave the signal for starting in the chariot-races ;

hencey^'. to the planet which starts a human being
in his career.] The giver of life in a nativity.

1647 1. 1 1. 1.v( 'hr. Astrol. clvi. 650 Youmayalwayes import a

dai'Ker of death, when you find the Apheta come to the

hostill I'.eams of thekilling 1'lanet. 1696 I'lill.urs, Apheta,
otherwise called Hylech, the giver of Life. mf ia/OHIOON.
1819 J. WILSON Diet. Astral. 8 When . . a numlwr of planets
are so situated that it seems doubtful which is the Apheta.

Aphe'tic, a.' and sb. Astrol. [f. prec. + -1C.]

Of or pertaining to the Apheta; life-giving; also sb.

165* CAei.i-: Magastront. 141 Now they have inspected . .

and found .. all the apheticks safe and sound. 1819 I.

WILSON Diet. Astrol. 7 According to Ptolemy, the Aphetic
1'laces are five.

Aphetic (afe'tik\ a.- [f.
Gr. atfxr-os (cf. avvt-

TOJ) vbl. adj. f. difnivat (see APHKSIS) + -ic.] 1'er-

laining to, or resulting from, aphesis.

Aphe'tical, a. Astro/, [f.
AniKTica. 1 + -AI.'.]

1647 LILLY CAr. Astrul. civ. 529 If such a Planet l)e in an

Apheticall place, he shall l> Prorogator. 1819 J. \\'ns..s

liict. Astrol. 7 That [planet] must be taken which is found
in the strongest aphetical place.

Aphetically (afe-tikali), ativ.^ Astrol. [f. prec.
+ -I.Y -.] Tn the manner or position of the Apheta.
1819 J. WILSON Diet. Aitrvl. 8 If it be aphetically bituuted.

Aphe'tically, adv.- [f. APHETTC a? + -AL +

-I.Y-.] In an aphetic manner
; by way of aphesis.

Aphetism (a."fetiz'm). [n. of result {. next :

cf. J.atinism. An apheti/ed fonn of a word ; a

form, such as squire, limn, peach, resulting from
the loss of the weak initial vowel.

Aphetize (arfetaiz), v. [f. Gr. diptr-os (see
Ai'HKTK1

) +-IZE ; cf. Gr. CWJTI'I'CII'.] To render

aphetic, to shorten by aphesis.

Aphidiau vafvdian), a. and sb. Zool. [f. apliiJ-
stem of inod.L. APHI.S + -IAN.]
A. aJj. Of or pertaining to aphides.

1855 Ow KN Invert. Anini., Phenomena analogous to those
of Aphidian generation.

B. sb. An aphidian insect ; one of the aphides.

Aphidious .alVdios), a. rare-", [f. as prec. +

-'JjOL's.]
= Al'HIDIAN. 1853 in MAVM: /:'.!/. Lex.

Aphidiphagous (a-fidi-fagss), a. '/.ool. [f.

aphid- (see Arms) + Gr. -i/xiy-os -eating + -ou.s.]
- ; A I'll 1 1 Jl vi iKoL'S. 1853 in MAYNE /-'J/. Lex.

AphidivorOUS (a-fidi-voras), a. '/.ool. [f. as

prec. 4- \.. -ror-ns -devouring + -OUS.] Devouring
or feeding on aphides ; like the common lady-bird.
1818 KiKiiv & Si'tNcK Kntomol. IV. xliv. 228 One of the

aphidivorous flies. 1837 CRIKHTH Cin-it'r XV. 760 The
larva of the syrphi, or aphidivorous worms.

Aphidologist (jcfid (vl(kl^ist). rare- 1
, [f. as

[irec. + -'O)I.OGIST.] A student of the Af/titles.

1876 liui-Klox Brit. Aphides iKay Soc.J I. 40 Acccpte<l
as true by almost all aphidologists.

Aphilanthropy ;vfila;-nj)r<l
f

pi). ? Obs. [f. Gr.

d<pt\dv(lpanr-os not loving men : see A- //</. 1 4 and

PHILANTHROPY.]
1.

' \Vant of love to mankind.' J.
2. J/i'i/. A morbid state of melancholy in which

solitude is preferred to society; anthropophobia.
1753 C'HAMm.KS Cytf. Xtipp., s.v.

I! Aphis (-e'fis,. PI. aphides (ce-fidTz). [mod.!-.
(I.inn;eus); of unknown etymology. A number of

conjectures are offered in liuckton's Monograph of
J-!rit. Aphides, the least improbable ticing that the

Jilural

is for Gr. d</>(5etV [)1.
of cupftbrjs

'

unsparing,

avishly bestowed' (?in reference to their prodi-

gious rate of production, or to their voracity), and
the sing, formed on it in imitation oiorchis, orchides,

chrysalis, caryatis, etc. The quantity of the i with

I.inna'tis is unknown; it is now made short.]
1. A family of minute insects, also called plant-life,

which are very destructive to vegetation. They
are prodigiously prolific, multiplying through the

summer by parthenogenesis ; they form the food of

lady-birds, and are tended by ants for the honey-
dew which they yield, whence sometimes called

ant-ftnos.

1771 ki< HARIISON in Phil. Trmts. I.XI i8j The Aphides
are distinguished by Linnseus into more than thirty species.

1776 V\ '[Tin HIM. tn>t. Arrange!". 117061 II. 277 The honey
dc-w is the excrement of a species of .-\pliis. 1793 WunK
Xt'[l<i-ne 118531 l^o 1 he people of Selborne were surprised

by a shower of aphides. 1859 I)AK\\IN Ori{. .VAv. viii.

1 18781 207 An ant . . began to play with its antenna;, on the
abdomen first of one aphis and then of another. 1876 l'e< K-

ins /;,-//. . /////,/,! L 80 Kvcept for accidents, a single aphis
in one year might produce more aphides than is represented
by the weight of the population of China.

2. Comb, and Attrib., as aphis-blight, aphis-

lion, aphis-sugar (see quot.).
1882 Hit in. ll'eekly f'vst 30 Dec. 1/6 Aphis blight is the

consequence of an unhealthy state of the hop plant brought
about by climatic conditions, as cold winds, white frosts,

etc. .. which .. weaken them and render them unable to

grow away from the aphides. 1870 Nu llol.sos /I'i't. (1880)

.151 Fig. 185. Neuroptera: The Aphis.liomt'^iwAi/rrAii,
imago, larva, and eggs. 1842 l\-nny Cyil. XXIII. 225

Money-dew, or aphis-sugar, and the honey of the bee a/c
intermediate between animal and vegetable sugars.

Aphlogistic (tefljdji'gtik), a. [f.
Gr. u^Au'yioT-

os uninflammable -r -ii'.] Without flame.

-//// /<Y/*//t' or l-'lanieless Lump : a spirit-lamp invented by
Sir H. Davy, having a coil of fine platinum wire wound
loosely round the lower part of the wick, which continues in

a state of ignition after the flame of the wick is extinguished,
till all the spirit is consumed; used in mines which contain

lire-damp.

1831 T. 1*. JoNi s AV:c Cowers. Chem. xxix.
297^

The lamp
is railed the aphlogistic or flamelcss lamp. 1847 in CRAIU.

AphoniC ^afjrnik), a. rare. [f.
as next t- -1C.]

Having no sound or pronunciation, non-vocal.

1837 l-'.Jin. A\T'. X LV. 533 These Ihieroglyphics] he divides

into Emphonic, Symphonic, and Aphonic. 1877 ROHUKTS
llntit>k. Mett. I. j53 Voice is completely lost, and cough
becomes aphonic.

AphonOUS (n>'0n3s), a. rare", [f. Gr. atjxav.os

voiceless (see next) + -oL's.] Voiceless.

1852 ROGKT Thesaurus 581 Aphonous, dumb, mute.

Aphony (arfJfoi). [ad. mod.L. aphonia (oftener
used unchanged), a. Gr. Ajpcav'ui, n. of quality f.

atjxuv-os voiceless, f. d priv. +
./>u.'>-;) voice.] In-

ability to produce vocal sound ; total loss of voice.

1684 tr. Jioiift's Merc. Compit. xvt. 580, A most grievous

Aphony. 1719 Glossogr. No-.'a, Aphony, want of voice.

1778 FOTHEHGILL in rhil. Trans. J-X I X. 5 A disease, some-
what similar to the above, though . . not attended with the

aphonia. 1878 A. HAMILTON Xfn<. Dis. 162 Aphasia must
not be confounded with aphonia.

Aphorism (.-e'foriz'm). Also 6 afforysme, 6-~

aphorisme, 7 apor-. [a. Fr. aphorisme, afforisme,
ad. med.L. aphorism-iis, aforismus, a. Gr. dtj>opia-

pus a distinction, a definition, f. d<f>opi^-ftv ; see

APHORIZK. om the 'Aphorisms of Hippocrates,'
transferred to other sententious statements of the

principles of physical science, and at length to state-

ments of principles generally.]
1. A 'definition' or concise statement of a prin-

ciple in any science.

1518 PAYNLI.I. tialerne Regint. B iv b, Galen saythe in the

glusc of this aphorisme, qiit crescnut, etc. 1541 K. COI-LAM>

<>itytitm's Quest. Cyntrg., Of this vtylyte Arnolde of vylle
maketh an afforysme. 1605 KACON Adv. Learn. \. v. Know-
ledge, while . . in aphorisms and observations . . is in growth.
1664 POWKK A'-r/. rhilos. in. 190 The old and uncomfort-
able Aphorism of our Hippocrates. 1879 l)e (Jitatrefaxi-s
limn. Spec. 50 The aphorism .. which was. formulated by
Linn:L-iis in regard to plants.

2. Any principle or precept expressed in few

words
;
a short pithy sentence containing a truth

of general import ;
a maxim.

(-1590 MARLOWI-: J-'anslits i. 19 Is not thy common talk

found aphorisms V 1642 HOWKLI. f-'or. Trav. (Arb. I 37 "I'is

an old Aphorisme Oiieritnt onines tfitent inetniint. 1687
H. MOKK .-///. Antidote (17121 191 That sensible Aphorism
of Solomon, Better is a living Dog than a dead Lion. 1750
JOHNSON Katnl'l. No. 68 p 10 Oppression, according to Har-
rin^ton's aphorism, will be felt by those that cannot see it.

1880 (loi.mv. SMITH in AtL Month. No. 268. 201 The sug-

gestive aphorism,
' The want of belief is a defect that ought

to be concealed when it cannot be overcome.'

1 3. abstractly. The essence or pith. Obs. rare.

1594 J. KING Jonah 118641 184 The aphorism and juice of
the w hole song.

tA'phorism, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. prec. sb.]

To utter as an aphorism.
1627 K. K. Hist. M. It. (16801 62 These passages dis-

cours'd and Aphorism'd at large in the House.

Aphorismatic (se
:foiizmtrtik), a. [irreg. f.

(ir. u<l>vpiapa, which was not used in the sense of its

cognate dfpoptanvs.]
= APHORI.SMIC or APHORISTIC.

1821 Kdin. Re-,: XXXVII. 136 Paley is rather dry am!

aphorismatic. 1846 O. (ikLGORY Rol't. Hall I. 85 Opinions
. clothed in an aphorismatic terseness of language.
A phorismer. Obs. [f. APHORISM + -EB 1

.]

A dealer in aphorisms, (contemptuous.')
1641 MILION Kejorm. n. (1851) 56 All the tribe of Apho-

lisiiK-rs, and Politicasters.

Aphorismic ;afori-zmik), a. [f. as prec. + -ic.]
I la\ ing the form of an aphorism or aphorisms.
1794 MAIHIAS J'nrsiiits Lit. 11798' 432 Said the Father of

l'h\>ik in the depth of his aphorismick wisdom. 1833
Col i-.HUH.K 'I'.il'lf r. 264 The style of Junius is a sort of

metre, the law of which is a balance of thesis and antithesis.

When he v;ets out of this aphorismic metre. . .

Aphori'smical, a. tare. = prec.
1880 t.JiH. A'<~: Apr. 438 The

'

Aphorismical Discovery'
was known to the omnivorous Carte.

Aphorisming (trfori^zmin), ppl. a. rare. [f.

APHORISM f. + -ING!*.] Dealing in aphorisms.
1641 MILTON Refin-tn. n. (18511 33 Soyl'd and slubber'd

with aphorisming pedantry. 1817 Coi.tKii;K liit'gr. Lit.

138 Certain immethodical aphorisming Eclectics.

Aphorist ^ai'forist). [n. of agent f. APHORIZK,
as if ad. (ir. "(tywpioTijs : see -1ST.] One who
writes or utters aphorisms.
1713 NK.I.SI.S Up. lyttll 246 iT.* Justifying what he had

written against the aphorist. 1864 Daily Tel. 20 Aug..
C'. in -titiitiun.il aphori^ls tell us that the Kijig can du no

wrong.

Aphoristic v;vfori'stikX<j. [ad. Gr.difopiffTi/it-os;

cf. Fr. ap/ioristit/ue : see prec. and -ic.] Oforjier-

taining to an aphorist ;
of the nature of an aphorism.

1753 CHAMIU us (>. /. -S////., Aphoristic mctluMl lias great

advantages, as containing much matter in a small compass.
18*4 D'lsMALi.i Ctir. Lit. 18661392/1 This vast Ixxlyof aphor-
istic knowledge. 1859 MASSON Milton J. 323 To let loose

his epigrammatic and aphoristic tongue.

t Aphori'stical, a. Oksr ". = prec.
l68l 111 I'.ll'l Nl (,Yr'i.ViY>'.

Aphori'stically, a<tv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In an

aphoristic manner; l>y way of aphorisms ; pithily.
1655 -^l" rt l I I i^" I'l NS-. llr.tlslts httpr. (17461 386 His own

Words; which 1 have aphoristically set down in these Sen-
tences following. 1773 JOHNSON in fli'f.tvtt (1831; II. 274^
I fancy mankind may come, in time, to write all aphoristi-

cally. 1873 Hrit. Q. Re-.: LVII. 178 Expressing aphorist i-

i .illy the truth that all our knowledge recedes into mystery.

Aphorize (x'f5reiz\ t>. rare. [ad. Gr.

ttv
' to define,' in mid. voice ' to lay down deter-

minate propositions,' f. dtp
' = drro off + Api(-fiv to

set bounds, f. Zp-us boundary. The English sense

is taken from APHORISM.] To write or speak in

aphorisms ; to make terse general reflections.

1669 AJJr. )'f. Gentry Kng. 55 Tacitus himself aphor-
i/eth . . in his short and poynant conclusion. i8*4CoLKHH)GK
. \i,ls to Rejl. 17 This twofold act of circumscribing and de-

taching, when it is exerted by the mind on subjects of reflec-

tion and reason, is to aphorize, and the result an Aphorism.
1860 WINDSOR Kthica vii. 326 Aphorizing on the instability

of human greatness.

Aphorizer (nvforaizaj). rare- '.
[f. prec. +

-ERi.] One who aphorizes ; an aphorist.

1851 HELIOS Friends in C. 124 There, .Mr. Aphoriser gene-

ral, what do you say to that Z



APHRITE.

Aphrite (rc'froit). Min.
[f.

Gr. Ouj>p-us foam -t-

-ITE
; -foam-stone."] A variety of carbonate of

lime or calcite.

1868 DANA Min. 678 Aphrite, in its harder and more sparry
variety is a foliated white pearly calcite, near argentine ; in

its softer kinds it approaches chalk, though lighter, pearly
in lustre. . and more or less scaly in structure.

Aphrizite (nrfri/.oit). Min. [mod. f. Gr. d</>oif-

ttv to foam + -ITK.]
' Black tourmaline from Kra-

gerbe in Norway.' Dana.

Aphrodisiac (a'fiwli-zia-c), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.

atppoSTffiaK-us venereal, f. atf>puSioi-os ;
see below.]

A. adj. Venereal ; having a venereal tendency.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 103 The nut . is eatable and

aphrodisiac. 1862 RAWI.INSON Anc. Man. I. vii. 175 Ishtar's

aphrodisiac character.

B. sb.

1. A drug or preparation inducing venereal desire.

1719 Glossogr. Xvvii, Aphrodisitiiks, things that excite

Lust or Venery. 1874 M. COOKE Fungi 103 Truffles are no

longer regarded as aphrodisiacs.

1873 I. MORLEY Rousseau I. vi. 198 Like some evil mental

aphrodisiac. 1881 I.u. LvTTONin igrA Cent. Nov. 774 A sadly
serious literature of sentimental aphrodisiacs ! Faugh !

t Aphrodisiacal lse:fn>|dizarakal), a. Obs.

[f. prec. + -AI, '.] Of aphrodisiac character.

1719 Glassvgr. jVflTvi, Aplirodisicat, belonging to Venus
or Love. 1721 BAILEY, Apkrodutacal. 1792 Gtntl. Mug-.
Apr. 357 Indulging aphrodisiacal passion.

Aphrodisian (oefrodrzian), a. [f. Gr. &<f>po-

Siai-os, adj. f. 'A</>po6rri; the Grecian Venus + -AN.]

Belonging to Venus, devoted to sensual love.

1860 C. READE Cloister q- Hearth III. 151 The state nurs-

ery of those aphrodisian dames their favourites,

II Aphrodite (sefr^dai'tt), sb\ [Gr. 'A^poBiV?;

'foam-born,' theGrecianVenus. Formerlyarfrodait.j
1. The Grecian Venus.
c 1658 CLEVELAND Pot'ins 89 A medal where grim Mars,

turn'd right, Proves a smiling Aphrodite. 1867 Miss BRAU-
QQxAttr. Floyd xvi\. 155 He sprang from the mire of the

streets, like some male Aphrodite rising from the mud.
2. Zool. A genus of marine worms with bristles

of brilliant iridescent hues; also called Sea-mouse.

1857 WOOD Com. Ol'j. Seashore 99 The bristles of the aphro-
dite are . . worthy of notice on account of their wonderful

colouring. 1869 W. BAIRD in J'~nff. Mecli. 30 Apr. 123/1

They differ from the Aphrodites, or sea-mice, in many
respects.

Aphrodite (rc-frocbit), sb? Min. [f. Gr. 'A</ipo-

KTIJ (see prec.), taken as a mineral name from its

ending -ITK, in sense vifoam-stone, Aphrite being

already occupied.] A soft opaque milk-white

mineral, consisting mostly of bisilicate of magne-
sium, allied to Sepiolite or meerschaum.
1837-68 DANA Min. 457.

A'phroilitre. ? Obs. [ad. L. aphronitmm, a.

Gr. d<j>puviTpov, better d^>po? virpov, spiuna nj'tri.~\
' Foam of nitre' ;

a name formerly applied to the

sulphur salts of various alkalis and earths.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. xvi. Ixix. (14951575 'I'ne
fome of Nitrum hyghte Affronituin. 1601 HOLLAND I'liny

(1634* II. 421 The /Egyptian Aphro-nitreor Salt-petre. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Some modern naturalists rather take
the antient Aphronitre to have been a native salt-petre.

Aphrosiderite (sefi|sr<Krait). Min. [mod.
(1847) f. Gr. cuppo-s foam + aiorjp-os iron -I- -ITE.]
A soft ferruginous mineral of a dark olive-green

colour, classed by Dana as a variety of Prochlorite.

II Aphtha (ue-ffa). Path. [L. aphtha (in cl. L.

always in pi. aphlhte], a. Gr. aipBa, mostly in pi.

atpOai ; usually connected with Hnr-fiv to set on

fire, inflame.] A name given to the infantile dis-

ease '

thrush,' and, .in the plural, to the small

white specks on the mouth and tongue which
characterize it, and which also occasionally appear
in adults of enfeebled condition.

1657 rhys. Diet., Aptha, certain ulcers bred in the upper-
most part of the mouth. 1862 H. MACMILLAN in Afni'tti.

Mag. Oct. 465 Aphtha or thrush, is caused by the growth
and development of a parasitic plant. 1879 KHORZ Digest
o/ Afcd. 26 The lips and tongue are covered with aphthae.

"Aphthitalite (ivfjn-tabit). Min. [mod. f.

(183.=,) Gr. a<pOiT-os undecaying + Ai'flos stone; so

called because unalterable in the air (Dana).]
A native sulphate of potash found upon lava at

Vesuvius ; also called Vesuvian Salt, Aphthalose,
Arcanite, and Glaserite.

Aph.th.ong (a-f JyrjX [mod. ad. Gr. 0^0077-05
voiceless, a<l>0oyyov a consonant.]

' A letter which
is not sounded in the pronunciation of a word

;

a mute.' Craig 1847.

Aphth.on.ite (e-f}>dtoit). Min. [mod. f. Gr.

a<pOm>-os plentiful + -ITE.] A steel-gray ore of

sulphide of antimony and copper, with traces of

zinc and silver
;

'

resembling tetrahedrite, if not

identical with it' (Dana). Corruptly Aftonite.

Aphthous (rc'fbas), a. Path. [ad. mod. L.

aphthos-its (Fr. aphtheux), f. APHTHA : see -ovs.]
Of the nature of, or characterized by, aphtha-.
1757 WIIYTT in Phil. Trans. L. 572 Tongue . . with a be-

ginning aphthous crust on some parts of it. 1830 LISDLKV
Vol.. I.

385

Nat. Syst. Bot. 7 Aphthous affections of the mouth. 1849-
52 TUDD Cycl. Anat. IV. 1155/1 An aphthous tongue.

Aphyllous (afrbs), a. Bot. [f. mod.L. aphyll-

its, a. Cr. a(/)uAA.-Gs leafless (f. a not + <pv\\ov leaf)

+ -ous.] Destitute of leaves, naturally leafless.

1830 LINDLKY AW. Syst. Bot. 29 Cassytha is aphyllous and

parasitical. 1836 Toim Cycl. Anat. <$ Phys. I. 132/2 Those
plants that arc aphyllous.

Apiaceous ^pii^'Jw), a. Bot. [f. mod.L.

ApiHcc-.lv, f. apiiim celery: see -ACEOI.'H.] Of the

N.O. Apiaccw or Unibeliifcnv, containing such plants
as celery, anise, hemlock ;

umbelliferous.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 6/1 The partial umbels of an apia-
ceous plant. 1853 in MAYNI: /:>/. Lex.

Apian (^pian), a. [ad. L. apidn-tts, f. apis

bee.] Of or belonging to tees.

i86z F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 122 If a human soul ..

were . . born a l>ee, an apian body would be inadequate to

contain it. 1880 G. ALLLN 1-lrol. at Large 7 Abstract ideas

are not likely to play a large part in apian consciousness.

Apiarian (<
TI
pi|eVrian), a. and sb.

[f.
L. apian'-

nm bee-house, apiari-u$ bee-keeper + -AN.]
A. adj. Pertaining to bee-hives or bee-keeping.

1801 (titte) Transactions of the Western Apiarian Society.
1816 KIRBV & SI'KNCE Entotnot. (1843* II. 168 These apiarian
battles are often fought in defence of the property of the

hive. 1871 Athenxnin 27 May 658 All the apiarian works
which were written.

B. sb. = APIAKIST. rare.

1858 Penny Cycl. 2nd Supp. 680/2 The dust of the common
puff-ball . . used by Apiarians for stupefying bees.

Apiarist (*
T

'
-

piarist . [f. L. apiiir-iitm or Eng.
APIARY + -IST.] One who keeps an apiary ;

a

bee-keeper, a bee-master.
1816 KIRBY & SPKNCE Entowol, (18281 I. v. 164 Certain

idlers called by apiarists corsair-bees. 1860 SAMCKI.SON

Honey Bee i, 7 The Queen is fed . . upon honey, or as it is

called by apiarists, royal paste.

Apiary ^
Ti
'piari). [ad. \*.apiari-nm bee-house,

f. api-s bee : see -ARY.] A place where bees are

kept ;
a bee-house.

1654 EVICLYN H/t'ttt. (1857 1 1. 307 Transparent apiaries, which
he had built like castles and palaces. 1703 MAI'NUKI.I.I.

Jonrn. Jems. ( 1721) 66 A smell of Honey and Wax, as strong
as if one had been in an Apiary. 1836 MARRYAT Mids/i.

Easy vi. 18 He had pitched into a small apiary, and had up-
set two hives of bees.

Apical (nvpikal, ^
-

pi-\ a.
[f.

T,. apic-ein (see

APKX) + -Ajjl.j Of or belonging to an apex ;

situated at 'the summit or tip.
1828 KIRUY & SPKNCE Entomol. III. xxxv. 613 The pro-

portion that the apical area bears to the rest of the wing.
1882 H. WARD in Jrnl. Alicrosc. S\: Jan. 4 This germinal
tube rapidly grows forwards, extending by apical growth.

A'pically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] At or towards

the apex.
1870 ROLLHSTON Atiim. Life 258 Their pseudopodia . .

anastomose apically.

Api'cial, incorrectly formed variant of APICAL.

1836-37 TOUD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. II. 621/1 The apicial

part of the left ventricle. 1842 K. WILSON' Aunt. I'adf M.
480 The short or apicial band.

Apician (fiprj&n),
a.

[f. ApJci-ns name of

a famous Roman epicure + -AX.] Of or pertain-

ing to epicures or to luxurious diet.

i699Evt:LYN Acetarla (17291 1 15 A voluptuary Apician art.

Ibid. 164 Apician Tables. && Penny Cycl. II. 159/1 Certain

cakes, honourably distinguished by the epithet Apician.

Apicifixeu (ai'pisi|fi:kst, t7i 'pi-), ///. a. Bot. [f.

L. apicifix-us + -ED.] Fixed to the apex.
1878 MASTERS Henfreys Bot. 121 In some cases the an-

ther is pendulous from the apex ; it is then sometimes called

apicifixed. %88o in Syd. SDC. Lex.

Api'cilar, apicillar, a. rare. [ad. Fr. apt-

cilaire, ad. L. *apicillaris) f. *aj>ic2lln$, dim. of

APEX.] = APICULAR.
1880 Syd. Soc. Lex. , Afiicilar dehiscence^ Aficilar embryo.

Apici'llary, variant of prec.
1864 WEBSTER cites HENSLOW.
A pick aback, apickpack : see PICK-A-BACK.

Apicular (aprkitflai), a. rare.
[f.

mod. L.

apicui-us (see next) + -AR.j Of or belonging to a

little apex ;
situated at the tip.

1854 BALFOUR Bot. Glass. , Apical^ or Apicular^ at the

apex ; often applied to parts connected with the ovary.

Apiculate (api'Ki/7l<
v
t), a. [ad. mod.L. apicit-

lat-us, f. apicul-its : see below, and -ATE.] Having
a minute apex or point; minutely tipped.
1830 LINDLEY Nat, Syst. Bot. 318 An apiculate tubercle

at its base. 1851 DANA Crust. \. 223 Teeth tumid, apiculate.

Apiculated (api-ki/?l^ited), ///. a. [f.'prec.
with ppl. ending -ED.]

=
prec.

1845 LINDLKY Sch. Bot. ix. (1858) 154/2 Leaves concave,
ovate, apiculated. 1876 tr. Schfltzenberger s Ferment. 56
The

apiculated
ferment does not belong to the genus.

Apiculture (^piik^ltiiu, -tjai). [f.
L. api-s

bee -t- -cultftra tending.] Bee-keeping or -rearing.
1864 Sat. Rev. 10 Dec., 731/1 The practice of what, we

perceive, it is high-polite to call 'apiculture.' 1882 A'". I'.

Tribune 16 Aug., Comb foundation is one of the great aids

in apiculture.

|j Apiculus (aprkirflos). [mod.L.dim. of APEX.]
A minute point or tip.

1863 BERKELEY Brit. Mosses iii. 24 The lid . . Is either . .

with or without a central apiculus.

Apiece (aprs), adv. Forms : 4-6 a pece, 6

APISHLY.

apece, apesse, 6 7 a peece, a-peece, apeece, 7
a peice, 6 - a piece, a-piece, apiece, [orig. two

words, apiece, as to reckon coins, pottery, cloth,

etc., at so much a piece ;
but soon extended to

objects of any collection, or individuals of a com-

pany ;
so that no consciousness of the connexion

with piece is ordinarily retained.]
For each piece, article, thing, or {coMay."} person ;

each, for each, to each
; severally, individually.

[ 1465 Mann, fy Housch. E*p. 476 The prise of a pece, vii. s.

1556 Chr. Gr. Fr. 47 A new qwyne of sylver, of xij'
1

apece.]
t 1430 Bk. Curtasye 376 Ffor cariage be porter hors schall

hyre, ffoure pens a pece. 1526 TINDAI.E 'Joint \\. 6 Six water-

pottes of stone. . contaynynge two or thre fyrkins a pece.

[1611 apiece}. 1595 SIR J. GILBERT Let. in A' ^ Q. Ser. in.

V. 109 Too other greate shyppes . . off 600 tones apesse. 161 1

BIHLF, Luke ix. 3 Neither haue two coates apeece. 1728
NEWTON Chronot, Amended i. 52 Kings reign, one with

another, about eighteen or twenty years a-piece. 1836 CAR.
Fox Jrnls. \. 18 She promised her and Leonora a Cashmere
shawl apiece.

t A-pie'Ces, advb. phr. Obs. [A prep} in, into

+ pieces : see PIECE
s/>.]

In pieces, to pieces.
1560 J. HKYWOOO Sf/tfca's Thyestes 22 Their limmes eche

one apeeces let them go Disperste. 1662 H. MOKE Knthtts.

Triumph. (17121 38 And break a-pieces their lanlhprns
against the ground. 1678 CX'DWORTH Intcll. Syst. I. il. 84
T!ie whole structure . . must needs fall a-pieces

To. Jig.
1653 SniRi.KV Court S'ccr. i. i, This jealousy will take my

brains a-pit-ces ! 1663 PEPYS Diary 6 Nov., The plot is

spoiled, and the whole committee broke, Mr, Montagu and
the Duke of Buckingham fallen a-pieces.

tApifa'Ctory. Obs.mrc. [f. L. apis bee + FAC-

TOKV.] An apiary kept for economic purposes.
1677 PLOT Qxfortish. 182 William Tayler, though a North-

amptonshire Man, has Apifactories in this County.

f Apifa'Cture. Obs. rare. [f. L. api-s bee +

factlira making, production.] The work of bees.

1622 MAI.YNES Anc. Laiv-Merch. 231 Let vs somewhat

digressc from Manufacture, to Apifacture . . for the increase

of Hony and Wa.xe . . and let mans helpe succour this Api-
facture. 1775 ASH, Apifactnre, the curious work of bees.

Apill, obs. form of APPLE.

A-pinch (api-nj"), advb. phr. [A ft't'f.
1 +

VINCH sb.\ cf. tf-^w/V.] Pinching, so as to pinch.

1857 MRS. 1'RowNiNt; .her. Leigh 149 Has Dickens turned
his hinge A-pinch upon the fingers of the great?

Aping (t
7i
'pin), vbl. sb.

[f.
APE v. + -IXG!.]

Imitation, simulation, mimicry.
1687 Si: 1 1 LI; RejL Drydois PlaysPttt. 2 That Billingsgate

Style, which is but Aping of him. 1875 SEARS St-rm. $ Stxigs

45 Wilfulness, which is but a poor aping of conscientiousness.

Apiocrinite (tcpiifkrinait). Pal;vont. [mod.
f. Gr. am-ov pear + *p*V-ov lily -f- -ITE, after encrin-

itc.~\
The *

pear-encrinite,' a stalked echinoderm
of the Oolite, so called from its shape.
1830 LYKI.L Princ. Geol. (1875) II. in. xlviii. 580 A crinoid

referable to the Apiocrinite type. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol.

viii. 227 The stem in apiocrinites is cylindrical.

Apiol ,/
L

'pi|f?l). Chem. and Med.
[f.

L. api-um
parsley + -OL.] A crystalline substance obtained

by distilling parsley seeds with water ; parsley-

camphor. (\Vatts Diet. Chan. VIII. 118.)

1872 in THOMAS Dis. Worn. 577. 1875 H. WOOD Them}.
'1879) 538 Apiol .. as a remedy in intermittent fever.

Apiologist /ipiiflod^ist). rare- 1
,

[f.
I., api-s

bee + -(O)LOGIST.] A scientific student of bees.

18. . EMERSON in Sanborn T/wreaiid^^ 251 What Thomas
Fuller records of Butler the apiologist, 'that either he had
told the bees things, or the bees had told him.

1

tApirsmart, <?. Obs. Sc. [Apparently a

com p. of SMAKT, in its early sense of sharp ; the

first element is doubtfully referred to ON. apr,

sharp (said ofcold or fighting), and to Fr. apre : L.

asper-itm sharp, rough. G. Douglas uses it to

translate L. asperl\ Sharp-tempered, harsh.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Honour in. Ixxlii, Hir wordis war sa

apirsmart. 1513 /Etit'is i. v. 88 Apirsmert Juno.

Apish. (^'P'J)' a - U- ApE -W.+-WH.]
1. Of the nature or appearance of an ape.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 144 Apish, siminlis, 1851 RL*SKIN

Stones of fett.(iSj4) I. App. 363 Two devilish apes or apish

devils, I know not which.

2. Ape-like in manner; befitting an ape; fan-

tastically foolish, affected, silly, trifling.

1532 MORE Confitt. Tind<ile Wks. 358/2 Mad apishe testing

gainst the . . blessed sacramentes. 1579 TOMSON Calvin's

Ixxxviii, He bowed with a thousand apish congees. 1826

SCOTT H-'ooiist. xxiv, The apish gallantry of a fantastic hoy.

3. Ape-like in imitation ; unreasoningly imitative.

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tim. 174/2 This was but an

apishe following of that which God had appointed the

fathers. 1611 SANDERSON Serm. Ad. Pop. iii. (1674) 178

We are but too apish, apt to be led much by examples. 1818

BYRON ChiliieHar. iv. Ixxxix, Men bled In imitation of the

things they fear'd, And fought and conquer'd, and the same
course steer'd At apish distance.

A-pislily,. adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an

apish manner
;
with silly or ridiculous imitation.

1581 MARDF.CK Bk. of Notes 644 The Bishop of Rome too

apishly followeth Christ in many thinges. 1644 MILTON

Arcop. (Arb.t 40 So apishly romanizing that the word of

command still was set downs in Latine. 1753 RICHARDSON
49



ANTHROPOMORPHIZE.
consider as anthropomorphitising in the worst sense the in-

comprehensible author of nature.

Anthropomorphize (-m^jfaiz), v.
[f. Gr.

avOpajir6noptf>-os + -IZE.]
1. frans. To render, or regard as, anthropomorph-

ous
; to attribute a human form or personality to.

1845 FORD Hand-bk. Spain 107 The Deity was anthropo-
morphised. 1847 Blackw. Mag. LXI. 440 We spiritualise the
material universe, and afterwards, .anthropomorphize spirit.

2. absot.

1858 LEWES Seaside Stutf. 365 Our tendency to anthropo-
morphise .. causes us to interpret the actions of animals
according to the analogy of human nature. 1870 LOWELL
Amongmy Bks. i. (1873*86 You may see imaginative children

every day anthropomorphizing in this way.

362

spoke of God by what is called anthropopathy that is, as

subject to wrath, repentance, or other human emotions.

a. rare-.
[f. ANTHKOPOMOKPHOLOGY -f- -ICAL.]

Using anthropomorphic language.

Anthropomorpholo'gically, adv.
[f. prec.

+ -LY 2
.] With anthropomorphic use of language.

1850 McCosH Div. Govt. iv. ii. (18741 475 We are entitled
to say, not metaphorically or anthropomorphologically . .

but literally and truly, that God hates sin.

Anthropomorphology ( -m^f^-lodgi). [f.

Gr. dvOpwiropop<p-os (see ANTHROPOMORPHOUS) +

-\oyia speaking.] The use of anthropomorphic
language ; ^ANTHROPOMORPHISM 3.

tAnthropomo'rphose, v. 'ohs. rare- 1
,

[f.

GT.dvOpwTTOfj.op<p6-tv(ste next) after metamorphosc^\
ht. To change into human shape. (In quot.
wrongly used for, to change from human shape.)
1660 HOWELL Parly of Beasts 3(D.) Some of those human

cretures that you have anthropomorphos'd and transform'd
to brute animals

Anthropomorphosis (-mp,if0u'sis,-m^j$sis),

[a. Gr. *dvtfpajTTO}j6pi(>(ijffLS} analogical n. of action f.

dvdpwjiofiop^u-ttv to clothe in human shape : see

next.] Transformation into human shape.
1863 BARING-GOULD feel. 275 A myth which has suffered

. .anthropomorphosis. 1866 W. HENDERSON Folk Lore A".

Count. 283 An ancient, .goddess, who has fallen from her
pedestal, and undergone anthropomorpho&is and localization.

Anthropomorphous (-mpMfss), a.
[f.

(ir.

dvOpQjTTunop<f>-o$ of 1 uiman form (f. avOpwiro-s man +
popfri form) + -ous.]
1. Of human form, having the form of a man.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s. v., Naturalists give instances

of Anthropomorphous plants, Anthropomorphous minerals,
etc. 1819 B. LAWRENCE Man i, 11844) 88 Their [monkeys']
forms are so much like the human, as to have procured for

them the epithet Anthropo-morphous. 1875 LUBBOCK Orig,
Civil, vii, 345 The deities in this state are anthropomorphous.
2. = ANTHROPOMORPHIC,
1858 GLADSTONE Homer II. 148 Every thing . . is made to

conform to anthropomorphous ideas.

Anthropomo'rphously, adv. rare.
[f. prec.

4- -LY-.] In an anthropomorphous manner.
1839 I. TAYLOR Anc. Chr. I. 432 The divine modes of pro-

ceeding are spoken of anthropomorphously.

Anthropono'micai, a. 1Obs. rare' 1
,

[f. Gr.

uc0pa>7ro-y man + vo^-us law + -ICAL : Fr. aas anthro-

ponomit.] Concerned with the laws which regulate
human action.

1734 HoLiNGiiHOKE in Swift's Wits. (18191 XVIII. 216 Sup-
pose that some Rochefuucault or other, some anthroponom-
icnl sage, should discover a multitude of similar instances.

Anthropopathetic (-pahe-tik), a. rare- 1
.

[f. as next, after sympathetic^ (See quot.)
1856 R. VAL-GHAN J/v^/Vjfed. 21 1. 47 The mystic, .becomes

not theopathetic, but anthropopathetic suffers, not under
(iod, but man.

Anthropopathic ^-parbik), a. rare. [f. Gr.

dvOpaj-rroiraO^s having human feelings (f. avOpwiro-s
man -t- irdOos feeling) + -JC.] Of or ]>ertaining to

anthropopathy.
[1589 PUTTENHAM F.ng. Pocsic 44 To make him [God] .

so passionate as in effect he shold be altogether Anthropo-
pathis.} 1847 TORREY Ncander's Ch. Hist. II. 308 The an-

thropopathic form of conception, which has its truth in the
fact that man was created in the image of Clod. 1873 H.
ROGEHS

Sttfer/i. Orig. Jiible vii. (1875) 300 The daring an-

thropopathic imagery by which the prophets often represent
(lod as chiding, upbraiding, threatening.

Anthropopathically, adv. [f. prec. + -AL +

-LY^.] In an anthropopatnic manner.
1860 T. BALFOUR Typ. Char. Nat. 56 The earth is personi-

fied, or spoken of anthropopathically. 1880 J. RAF, in Con-
temp. Rci 1

. Oct. 626 The savage mind apprehends objects
anthropopathically, thinking of them as gifted with life.

Anthropopathism (rcnf>wpfrpaj>iz'm). [f.

Gr. dv&fxaiTOTTaO-Tjy (see above) + -ISM.] =next.
1847 TORREY Ncander's Ch. Hist. 1 1. 308 Christianity aimed

at a transfigured spiritualised anthropopathism. i867KYLANi>
Ifcngstenbcrsr's Pentat. II, There are two classes of An-
thropomorphisms .. those in which human affections arc
attributed to God, or anthropopathisms.

Anthropopathy (-pf'pajri). [ad. med.L. an-

ihropopat/iTa, a. Gr, dvOpojiroTrdQfta, n. of quality
from dvOpa}TTo-rra07)$; see above and -Y.] Ascription
of human feelings and passions (to the Deity, etc.).

t [i578TiMME Calvin on Gen. 176 He bringeth in God speak-
ing after the manner of men, by a figure called Anthropo~
Pathia.\ a 1647 BP. HALL Rent. /F/rj.fi66ot 106 Two ways
may the Spirit of God be said to be grieved . . in Himself by
an anthropopathie (as we call iO, in his Saints by a sym-
pathie. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 260 Expressions which

., Anthropophagi (-pffadgai), sb.pl. Also 6

-ie, -y, 1 -ue. [L., pi. vianthrdpophagns, a. Gr. dv-

Bpojirofpcfy-os man-eating, cannibal, f. avOpojiros man
+ (pajetv to eat.] Men-eaters, cannibals. More
rarely in sing, anthropophagits.
1552 B. GILPIN Serin, bef. Ethv. I'/, (T.) Histories make

mention of a people called anthropophagi, men-eaters. 1598
MARSTON Pygmalion ii. 11764) 144 Take heede O world . .

Of these same damned Anthropophagy. 1604 SHAKS. Oth.
i. iii. 144 The Canibals that each others eate, The Antro-
pophague. 1624 in Shaks. Cent. Praise 159 {title} Anthro-
pophagus : the Man-Eater. 1753 CHAMBKRS Cycl. Snpp.,
M. Petit . . disputes whether or no the Anthropophagi act

I contrary to nature. 1831 CARI.YLE Sarf. Res. (1858)23 That
same hair-mantled, flint-hurling Aboriginal Anthropopha-

I

gus, 1837 J. LANG New S. Wales I. 386 A poor New Zea-

lander, whose forefathers had from time immemorial been
anth ropophagi.

Anthropophagic (a-nbr^^p^fe-d^ik), a. rare.

[f.
Gr. dvOpojirotpd'y-os (see prec.) -f -ic.] Of or

connected with anthropophagy; cannibal.

1852 T. Ross tr. Hnmboldt's Trav. I. vi. 200 The warlike

anthropophagic Carib.

Anthropopha'gical, a. rare.
[f.

as prec. +
-ICAL.] Relating to anthropophagy. (Also for prec.)
1833 Biacfav. Mag. XXXIV. 562 Some anthropophagical

tribes of the Indian Seas.

t Anthropophagi'nian. Ohs. rare- .

[f.

L. anthropophagi} or Fr. anthropophagit app. after

Carthage, Carthag-inianl\ Used as a sing, to

AnthrQp0phagi\ an anthropophagist, a cannibal.

1598 SHAKS. Merry IV, iv. v. 9 Hee'l speake like an An-
thropophaginian vnto thee.

Anthropophagism (a'nbr^p^-fad.^iz'm). rare.

[f.
Gr. dvOpQjiro<f>dy-os (see above) + -ISM.] The

practice of eating human flesh; cannibalism.

1813 Q. J\er'. IX. 438 The fourth . . reason for anthropo-
phagism i.s hatred, contempt, and a thirst of revenge.

Anthropophagist (-pffad^ist). rare. [f. as

prec. + -IST.] A habitual cannibal.
1881 Xatitre No. 625. 599 That during the Bronze period

the inhabitants of this part were Anthrupophagists.

Anthropophagistic ':\>p fad?i-stik\ a. rare.

[f. as prec. + -ic.] Of or belonging to anthropo-

phagistg.
1826 SOUTHEV in Q. Rev. XXXIV. 109 They were all killed

and eaten, except him who was converted into an anthrO'

puphagistic necklace.

Anthropophagite (-p^fiidgait). [f. as prec.
+ -ITE.]

= AKTHROPOPHAGIST.
1602 DEKKEnSatirom, 234 Art not famous enough yet, but

thou must eate men alive? thou Anthropophagite. 1822
W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. LI 1 1. 103 That bread is not
human flesh, and that they will never turn Anthropopha-
gites. 1857 LVTTON M'hat will he do in. vi. xvi, The
thoroughbred Anthropophagite usually begins with his own
relations.

Anthropophagize
[f. as prec. + -I/E.] (See quot.)
1623 COCKKRAM, Anthropophagize, One man to kill and

I

eate anothers flesh. if&1&LQVmG20uogr, tAtttAr0AoJ>%agise,
1 To play the Canibal, to eat or feed on man's flesh.

Anthropo-phagizer. rare- 1

, [f. prec. +

-Eitl.] A man-eater.

1854 RAPIIAM Halient. 425 When they bathed in sharky
localities, would surround themselves with a body-guard of

Negroes as perquisites to these anthropophagizers.

Anthropophagous f>nj>r0p(rfag3s), a. [f. L.

anthrdpophagus (see ANTHROPOPHAGI) + -ous.]

Man-eating, cannibal.

1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. '1858) 24 Shame, divine Shame,
as yet a stranger to the Anthropophagous bosom. 1842
filackw, Mag. LI. 18 The anthroiwphagous banquet of

Thyestes.

AnthrOpO'phagOUSly, adv. rare. [f. prec.
+ -LY-.] In an anthropojiha^ous manner; so as

I to eat men.
1854 HAIHIAM Jfalicnt. 432 Whales have very small gullets,

and are not anthropophagously disposed.

Anthropophagy (onJHWpp-fSd^i). [ad. (ir.

avOpcairofyayia, n. of quality f. dv0pajiro(pdy-os : see

above.] The eating of men, cannibalism.

1638 FKATLY Transnl>st.%'$ Which makes Anthropophagie
or man eating so horrible a crime. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.
Snpp. s.v., The Greek writers represent Anthropophagy as
universal before Orpheus. 1882 Athenarnm 7 Oct. 457 Al-

though human sacrifices take place . . anthropophagy, as

usually understood, is not practised.

Anthropophagy, -gie, obs.ff.ANTHROPOPHAGI.

Anthropopho'bia. [f.
ANTHHOPO- + -</>o/3m

fear; cf. hydrophobia^ Aversion to man.
1880 SwiNBURNK Stutfy of Shaks. iii. 200 Possibly a cynic

himself in a nearly rabid stage of anthropophobia.

Anthropophnisni (onjjr*fi|te^n), [f. Gr.

d.v0fKt}iro<f>v-7j$ of man's nature (f. dvOpojiros man +
</)u-i7 nature) + -ISM.] The ascription of a human
nature to the gods.
1858 GLADSTONE Homer II. 175 At the time of Homer,

anthropophuism had obtruded into the sphere of deity. 1878
Prim. Homer 65 The principle of anthropophuism . .

through which they [the gods] reflect the image of a peculiar
magnified humanity on a very grand scale.

AnthropOphuistlC (a'nbnTu:ptf| fi?^i-stik), a.

[f. prec. : see -ISTIC.] Of or according to anthro-

ANTI-.

pophuism ; a. ascribing a human nature to the

gods ;
b. having such a nature ascribed.

1858 GLADSTONK Homer I. 561 They [Persians] did not
consider .. that the Gods were anthropophuistic. Ibid. II.

51 That introduction of the female principle into the sphere
of deity, which the Greeks seem to have adopted after their

anthropophuistic manner.

AnthrOpOSCOpy (ccnbrop^skJpi). rare~.
[f.

A.vi'HROpo- + Gr.-<m>7rt'a looking.] The inspection
of the physical features of a man with a view to

judge of his mental and moral characteristics.

1847 in CKAIC.

AnthrOpOSOmatology (senbr^p^SfJutmat^r-
lod.^i). rare~ .

[f. ANTHROPO- -t SOMATOLOGY.]
Human somatology ; the scientific study of the

structure of the human body. 1847 in CRAIG.

Anthroposophist (ten^appifinQ. [f. AN-
THKOPO- + Gr. GotyiffTrjs a professor of wisdom, a

sophist.] One furnished with *the wisdom of

men.' .(Cf. I Cor. ii. 5, 13.)
1851 KINCSLEY Yeast xv. (1853) 296 The New Testament

would be found a much simpler . . book than the Theologians
lAnthroposophists I call them) fancy.

Anthroposophy (-pp-s^fi). [f.
ANTHROPO- +

Gr. ooipia wisdom.] 'The knowledge of the nature
of man.' Bailey 1742. Also, Human wisdom.
'11841 T. HOOK Man of Many Fr. (D.) Our boasted pro-

fessor of anthroposophy. 1863 N. fy Q. Ser. in. III. 304
\tit/t'\ Theosophy and Anthroposophy.

Anthropotpmical (.a'nhr^^ptJt^-mikal), a.
[f.

as next+ -ICAL.] Of or in human anatomy.
l8MWHBWKU./7w/, Induct. 3V. 118571 1 1 1-555 A peculiarly

anthropotomical coalesced congeries of bones. 1881 .V. Y.
Nation XXXII. 394 The inappropriateness of the current

anthropotomical terms.

Anthropotomlst (a'nbrtJpp-tomist). [f.
next

+ -IST.] One who studies human anatomy.
j&jfj-fyVGDfoCycLAwtt.&Pkys, IV. 731/1 In the Quadru-

niana . . there is a proper abductor of the thumb, adductor as it

would be called by the Anthropotomist. 1875 BLAKE Zool.

Pref., A commissural mass, called by the old anthropotomists
'corpus i allosum.'

Anthropotomy (-pp-tomi). [f. Gr. av6puwo-s
man + -ropta cutting, f. rop- a stem of rtp-vttv to

cut.] Anatomy of the human body,
1855 P\\KN Skel. $ Teeth 19 The bones in anthropotomy

are indicated only by special names .. relating to the par-
ticular forms these bones happen to bear in man. 1870
ROLLESTON A HIM. Life Introd. 18 The organisms of the
lower animals give answers in simple language to what are
difficult problems in Anthropotomy.

Anthropurgic (senJjwM-jd^ik), a. rare- 1
,

[f.

Gr. tirGpcovovpy-os man-making (but taken, on an-

alogy of Ofovpyos, as = operating as man) + -ic.]

prop. Man-making ; but also used as :

'

Wrought
or acted upon by man.'

1838 BURTON in Bcnthams U'ks. I. Introd. 16 Anthro-
purgic Somatology . . the science of bodies so far as man, by
his knowledge of the convertible powers of nature, is able to

operate upon them.

Anthymne, obs. form of ANTHEM.
Anthypnotic, anthysteric : see ANTI-HY-.

Anthypophora (senfip^ fora). Rhct. Also

anti-hyp-. [L., a. Gr. avOvircxpopa, f.dvr(i against
+ viro<i>opd allegation.] A figure in which an objec-
tion is refuted by a contrary inference or allegation.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eiig. Pocsie (Arb.) 214 Antipophora . . is

when we will seeme to aske a question to th'intent we will

aunswere it our selues. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. R/iet. 128

Anlhyjiophora signifies a contrary illation or inference, and
is when an objection is refuted or disproved by the opposi-
tion of a contrary sentence : as Matt. xxi. 23-25. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sttpp. s.v., If the hypophora be 'grammar
is very difficult to obtain'; the Anthypophora may be

'gramniar is indeed a little difficult to attain, but then its

a.
[f. prec.] Of the

use is infinite.'

Anthypophore'tic,
iature of an anthypophornature

^1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. 1834, 292 Figurative expres-
sions . . antipophoretick, cromatic, or any other way of

figuring a speech by opposition.

Anti-, prefix ; repr. Gr. fort-, for-, AvO- (see

ANT-, ANTH-),
'

opposite, against, in exchange,
instead, representing, rivalling, simulating'; in Gr.

combined adverbially with (i) verbs, as avrtXey-
(iv to speak against, contradict

; (2) vbL adjs. t

as drriXo-yoy speaking against, contradictory, ovri-

\ftcros spoken against, disputed; (3) vbl. sbs. and
abstracts from vbl. adjs. , as Avri\tt s speaking
against, contradiction, dvTi\oyia contradictoriness,

disputation ; (4) other sbs., forming adjs. and sbs.t

as avri&tos using force (j3i'a) on the opposite side,

avrtarparriyo^ the general on the opposite side, the

enemy's general ; passing into the sense of 'counter-

feit, false,' as dprufAcir a key rivalling or simulating
the true one, a counterfeit key. Less commonly
combined prepositional/y with sbs. in (5) synthetic

adjs. as dvriOvpos opposite the door (from fori 9v-

pas), avTtOfo? rivalling the gods {avrl Bttav), avri-

XpiffToy opposed to Christ, an opponent of Christ.

In English, used A. in compounds already formed
in Greek, or others modelled on them. Also B. as



ANTI-.

a living formative, I. in words analogous to 4 above,

as anti-pope^ anti-king, anti-climax ; II. mainly, in

synthetic combinations, in which anti- governs a

sb. expressed, or implied in its appropriate adj., as

anti-Jesuit, anti-English, anti-slavery, anti-fric-
tion ; III. in the derivatives of these, as anti-royal-

ist, anti-supernatural-ism. The analogy for all

these seems to have been given by antichrist and

its adj. antiehristian, which (with the analogous

antipopc] were almost the only examples in use bef.

1600. Shakspere has no anti- combinations.

A. Derivatives. Words in which anti- adverb-

ially qualifies the vb. in vbl. sbs. or adjs., and their

derivatives, in compounds already formed in Gr.,

as ANTILOGISM, ANTINOMY, ANTIPHONIC, ANTI-

PHONY, ANTITHESIS, ANTITHETIC, and mod. com-

pounds modelled after them as ANTITROPOUS. All

these appear in their alphabetic places hereafter.

B. Combinations.

I. Substantives, in which anti- attributively

qualifies a sb. The main stress is on a'nti-

(a'nti|ki;ng, a'nti|bi-shop, a'nti, growth).
1. Formed on the type of ANTICHRIST, and

ANTI-POPE
;
with sense of 'Opposed, in opposition,

opponent, rival,' whence '

pretended, spurious,

pseudo-': as anti-apostle, -balm (1559), -bishop,
Cxsart-dergyt -comet, -creator, -critic, -deity ( 1 60 2 ),

-duke, -emperor, -king, -martyr, -Messiah, -prophet.
1641 F. POTTER Number 666, 96 (T.) The cardinals of Rome

. . fitly stiled *anti-apostles. 1559 MOHWYNG Evonym. 261

Of trewe Balm and *Antibalm. 1865 PUSEY Truth Eng.
Ch. 74 Fortunatus was an *anti-bishop, consecrated in op-

position to S. Cyprian. 1704 HKARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I.

80 Ludovicus of Bavaria, Emperor of Germany, 1314.. is

oppos'd by an *Anti-Ca;sar, Frederick of Austria. 1658
OSBORN Adv. Soncibji'i 122 Stipendiaries or Lecturers, that

signifie little less than an *Anti-clergy. a 1667 COWJ.KY To
his Majesty Wks. II. 572 The Flames of one triumphant
Day, Which like an *Anti-Comet here Did fatally to that

appear. 1642 MILTON Apol, Smecf. (1851) 262 The maker,
or rather the *anticreator of that universal) foolery. 1758
WARBURTON Div. Legat. fed. 10) III. 149 All the reasonings
of these *Anticritics. 1602 J. DAVIES AHrum in Mod. 23
(D.f Diu'lls incarnate, *antideities. ,71652 J. SMITH Sel.

Disc, il 29 Some of those *antideities that are set up against
it. 1873 YEATS Growth Conun. 319 He was recalled, and
later they set up an *anti-duke. 1880 T. Hoi)GKiN//a/j'<y /"'.
I. i. 13 Eighteen emperors were recognised at Rome besides
a crowd of y

anti-emperors in the provinces, a 1617 BAYNK
Dioces. Trial (1621) 73 If one doe usurpe a kingly power in

Kent onely, he were an *
Anti-king to our Soveraigne. 1860

PUSEY Min t Proph. 509 An *anti-king may . . have set him-
self up in other parts of the kingdom. 1755 Gcntl. Mag.
407 Amidst this army of y

anti-martyrs I discern a volume
of peculiar appearance. 1677 GALE Crt, Gent. II. in. 115
These Baalim brought in by Jezebel were an \\nti-Messias.
a 1638 MKDE Apost. Later Times 88 (T.) Well might St.

John, when he saw so many *anti-prophets spring up, say.

b. The opposite or reverse of; an opponent of:

as anti-hero, -luminary, -Paul, -priest, -wit.

1714 STEELE Lazier (1720* 13 F,very *Anti-Heroe in Great
Britain. vji+Spect. No. 582 PS The Nation has been a great
while benighted with several of these *Antiluminaries. 1660
FULLER Mixt Contempt. (1841) 1^8, I might term many of

these men *anti-Mephiboshets. a 1667 COWLEY Liberty Wks.
1710 II. 676 An *Anti-Paul, who became all Things to all

men, that he might destroy all. 17x9 WATERLAND Christ's

Divinity 28 Afraid of being guided by priests, they consent to
he governed by *anti-priests. a 1688 Vi LLIKRS (Dk. Buckhm.)
Poems (ij-jf,) 167 Our brave *Anti-wits and great Ones.

2. With names of things: signifying a. a thing
of the same kind placed opposite, or acting in

opposition :
= Opposed, opposing, opposite, oppo-

sition-, counter-
;
as in anti-association, -Bartholo-

mcw,-chorus, -climatet -conductort -couni'il, -critique,

-decalogue, -ejaculation, -endowment, -extreme, -face,

-faction^ -fame, -fire, -growth, -hemisphere, -league,
-mark, -narrative, -parliament, -part, -position,

-prestigiation, -principle, -Rome, -school, -synod,

-temple, -tone, -volition. {Antiface occurs ^1599.)
1682 Lond. Gaz. mdcclxx/3 A very good *Anti-Association

and Nursery of Loyalty. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. v. 274
Had the Huguenots ever possessed the opportunity for ven-

geance . . they would have made an *anti- Bartholomew of it.

1863 KINGLAKE Crimea I. xxiv. 405 A chorus and an *anti-
chorus engaged in a continual chant. 1635 N. CARPENTER
Geog. Del. i. ix. 216 To these they opposed so many towards
the South, which they called *anticllmates. 1779 SWIFT in
Phil. Trans. LXIX. 454 One particular addition I have
made to the apparatus consists in what I call an v

anti-con-
ductor : it is exactly like the prime conductor. 1642 FULLI-IK

Holy $ Prof. St. v. xi. 404 They called at Carthage an
*Anli-councell of their own faction. 1805 W. TAYLOR in
Month. Mag. XX. 41 Lessing published an *

Anti-critique.
1861 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cliii. 153 If they
dream of a '

Constitution' to support slavery, which honest
men shall not alter, they might as well dream of an "Anti-
Decalogue. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 448 Those *anti-

ejaculations . . bear a great part in the ceremony. 1837 S.
MAITLANU Volant. Syst. 153 A sort of *anti-endowment of
/20 per annum. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 49 If one Ex-
treame should not constitute its *Anti-Extreame, all things
would soon be in extremo. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia 's Rev.
(T.) The third is your soldier's face . . The *antiface to this
is your lawyer's face. i66a FULLER Worthies n. 8 Being of
the "Anti-faction to Duke Dudley. 1643 Holy % Prof.
St. in. xxiii.(D.) To set up an 'antifame against it [a ridicu-
lous report]. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 6 No divine Truth,

363

but hath much Ccelestiall fire in it from the Spirit of

Truth nor no irreligious untruth, without its proportion of
*Antifire from the spirit of Error. 1818 J. BROWN Psyche
30 This *antigrowth of words. 1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth
I. 256 That antichthon, or *anti-hemisphere, which the

ancients opposed to ours. 1844 Blackw, Mag, LV. 559 You
make leagues and 'anti-leagues for the sake of your morsel
of bread, a 1658 CLEVELAND Char. Diurn. Maker (1677) 108

A Diurnal-maker is the * Antimark of an Historian. 1690
Def. Dr. Walker 2, I do not intend to set out an "''Anti-

Narrative, or to trouble my self with a Confutation. 1660

MILTON Dr. Griffith's Serm. Wks. 1851, 396 All [laws]
enacted without the King and his

'

Antiparlament at Oxford.
a 1779 WAXBURTON Scrtn. II. 64 ll..) There we shall find the

^anti-part of this . . truth. 1644 Vind, Treat. Monarchy iii.

17 He . . sets up an *Antiposition, that . . such a people ought
to submit. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

*
Antiprcstigiation, a

contrary' jtigling, the diversity or opposition of Legerdemain.
1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies 168 iT.i Besides one . . source of

good, there was an 'anti-principle of evil, a 1628 F. GREVILLE

Sidney (1652) 201 Like a Remus, to leap over any wall of
her new-built *Anti-Rome. 1875 BROWNING .-1 ristoph. Apol.
156 He founds no "anti-school, upsets no faith. 1653 ASH-
WELL Fides Apost. 272 Who ever and anon framed new Con-
fessions in their Synods and "anti-Synods. 1876 A. DAVID-
BOM Hcbr, Grant, 23 To prevent this Emphasis or ^anti-tone

being lost. i8ox DARWIN Zoon. IV. 233 A volition to wink,
which by habit becomes stronger than the ''antivolition not
to wink.

b. A thing or process of the opposite or contrary
kind: The opposite, contrary, or reverse of; as

ANTICLIMAX, anti-creation (1659), -holiday, -logic,

-method, -model, -music, -poison, -priestcraft, -re-

ligion.
1659 Gentl. Call. ix. 2. 452 By a kind of anti-creation

brought darkness out of light. 1868 BAIN Matt, fy Mor. Sc.

J v. v - 5 The convict's yearly or half-yearly ''anti-holiday
would impart additional horror and gloom to his solitary re-

flections. i866.S"/<v/
1

. 20 Oct. 1162/2 One of the most precise

pieces of. . 'anti-logic ever invented by the mind ofman. 1721
AMHKRST Terra; I-'il.x.^-j I fall societies took thesamemethod,
or rather the same '''anti-method. 1825 BENTHAM Ration.
Reward 98 Either as the models, or if the term may be ad-
mitted, .the "anti-models of the remuneratory branch of pro-
cedure. 1697 COLLIER Ess. Nor. Subj. n. (17031 24 Whether
such *Anti-musick as this might not be of Service in a Camp.
1817 CoLKKiuci; Oil-it Times 118501 III. 945 Had this *anti-

nuisic been confined to the original band. 1812 SOUTHEY.?/.
(1856) II. 266 As powerful an 'anti-philtre as that fountain

in the Forest of Arden which produced so many cross pur-

poses between Angelica and her suitors. 1681 SmT. BROWNE
C/ir. HIor. xxviii. 117561 40 In venomous natures something
maybe amiable : .poysons afford 'antipoysuns. 1772 BURKE
Dorm. Claims Ch. Wks. X. 146 Secure from Lay-bigotry
and y

Anti-priestcraft. 1710 SWIFT Kxauiiner No. 20 Not
properly atheism, but a sort of *

anti-religion prescribed by
the-devil.

II. Adjectives and attributive phrases, in which
anti- prepositionally governs a sb. expressed, as

anti-zealot, anti-slavery, or implied in an adj. as

anti national. The stress is not on anti- (anti|-

catholic, anti|ie
-

nt-, a-nti|ministe'rial}.

3. Adjectives, formed on the type ofANTICHHISTIAN

(pertaining to Antichrist), analysed as = Opposed
to Christ, Christians, or what is Christian. These
areformed on adjs.aIreadyexisting,as<7;;^/-;m//(W<j/,
or (rarely) on sbs. with simultaneous addition of

an adj. ending, as anti-chnrch-ian, anti-infant-al.
But when the sb. has no attendant adj., it is usually
taken unchanged : see 4.

a. on adjs. derived from proper names of persons,

parties, or nations, as anti-Anglican, -British, - Cal-

vinistic, -Darwinian, -Pelagian, -Radical, -Semitic,

-'/.uinglian, etc. {Anti-Platonic occurs 1638.)
b. on adjs. belonging to or formed on common

nouns of every description, as anti-aquatic, -astro-

nomical, -biblie, -bridal, -carnivorous, -churchian,

-clerical, -commercial, -corrosive, -domestic, -epi-

scopal, -evangelical, -feudal, -Jlatulent, -fuliginous,

-hectic, -hydrophobic* -idolatrous, -infantal, -litur-

gical, -melancholic, -ministerial, -moral, -mythical,

-nepotic, -ontological, -orthodox, -phylloxeric, -ple-

thoric,-prelatic,-prndential,-pittrefactive,-quartan,

-reforming, -ritualistic, -royal, -sacerdotal, -scrofu-

lotts, -simoniacal, -soporific, -stimulant, -theologi-

cal, traditional, -usurious, -utilitarian, -venefic.

Among these, medical terms relating to the preven-
tion or cure of diseases are very frequent : the more

important of them are treated separately in their

alphabetical places. {Anti-prelatic occurs 1641.)
c. Occasionally anti- has no reference to an im-

plicit substantive, but simply reverses the adj., as

anti-angular,
' the reverse or opposite of angular

'

;

so anti-caligraphic, -divine (1765), -grammatical,
-logical, -patriarchal, -portable, -spiritual) -warlike.

*[ Many of these, like the simple adjectives, are

also used as substantives, forming (i) party-names
as anti-Christian, anti-Arminian, anti-Catholic,
anti-radical (see 5^ ; (2) names of material agents
as anti-corrosive, and esp. medical terms as anti-

stimulant) anti-narcotic, anti-pyretic.
a. 1809 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. II. 337 Let not that *Anti-

Anglican spirit be cherished. 1678 CUDWORTH Intcll. Syst.
i. iv. 36 The orthodox *ant!-Arian Fathers. 1848 J. H.
NEWMAN Loss <V Gain 190 *Anti-Athanasian views. 1860
FROUDE Hist. Eng. V. xxvii. 307 The older *anti-Austrian

ANTI-.

policy. 1845 Svn. SMITH Irish Ch. Wks. 1859 II. 334/1 Such
a piece of 'anti-British villany. 1823 LAMB Elia (1860' 88
An order of imperfect intellects .. essentially "anti-Cale-

donian. 1837 HALI.AM Hist. Lit. in. ii. 36 The *Anti-
Calvinistic tenets of the fathers. 1881 Athenaeum 23 Apr.
562/1 An *anti-Darwinian manifesto. 1811 SOUTHKY in Q.
Rev. VI. 338 'Anti-Dominican doctrines respecting the

Virgin Mary. 1814 W. TAYLOR in Month. Maf?. XXXVIII.
35 The 'anti-Egyptian turn of the book of Exodus. 1858
FROUDK Hist. Eng. IV. xxn, 467 The chief pillar of the 'anti-

KngHsh policy. 1790 BOSWKLI, Johnson (1831) I. 112 With
warm * Anti-Hanoverian zeal. 1839 THIRLWAI.L Greece VI.
1. 189 The Spartan or * anti-Macedonian interest. 1877
SHIELDS FinalPkilos, 64 The science [geology] having be-

come so *anti-Mosaical. 1865 PUSEY Truth Eng. Ch. 290
The ^Anti-Pelagian statements of Faith. 1638 SUCKLING

Aglanra Dram. Pers., Orsames, a young Lord *antipla-

tonique. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Eng. V. xxvii. 293 Having in his

possession 'anti- Protestant books. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Kng. I. 402 The spirit of the *Antipuritan reaction. 1866

CARLYLE Kcmin. I. 152 A very fierce Radical and "anti-

Radical time. 1856 FKOUDE Hist. Eng. II. 12 The *anti-

Roman policy was arrested. 1881 Athenaeum 3 Sept. 305/2
'Anti-Semitic literature is very prosperous in Germany.
1698 NORKIS rrnct. Disc. IV. 122 Learned

'
Anti-Socinian

Writers. 1674 HICKMAN Hist. Quinquart. ted. 2) 197 To
suppress the Antizuinglian Doctrine.

b- 1814 SUI'IHI.Y in (J. /\I*T'. XI. 67 The people themselves
never drink water . . which would delight Dr. Lambe and
his "'anti-aquatic disciples. 1747 COSTARD in Phil. Trans.
XLIV. 484 Ol>servations. . burned by this

"

an li -astronomical

Prince. 1839 J. ROGERS Antipopopr. iv. 2. 174 Popery . . its

*anti-biblic origin. 1828!.. HuNT/>>r<w(ed. 21 1. 70 Sandys. .

is anything but an x
anti- bridal poet. 1828 SOUTHKY in Q.Rcv,

XXXV] 1 1. 556 Vegetable Cookery, adapted to their 'anti-

carnivorous principles. 1883 OV. ti't/s. 204 The tide of 'anti-

clerical reaction. 1853 MAYNE Kxp. Lex. *Anticolic ^ op-

posed to the colic. 1797 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. XXI 1 1.

560 An "anti-commercial spirit of legislation. 1810 l!i NI HAM

Packing (T.%21) 4* So much of the mischief of this institution

as is confined to the
y anticonstitutional abuse. 1871 Standard

12 Apr. 2 Most people will associate the title of volta-electric

with something
y
anticorrosive. 1760 Gi-:o. LD. LYTTELTON

Dial. Dead'\\. Wks. 17761!. 123 Apply his
1 Anticosmetick

wash to the painted face of female Vanity. 1818 {>. A'rr.

XVIII. 534 Animated by "anti-covenanting zeal. 1673
Lady's Call. \. 2 T n Anticreative power, which reduce*

things to .. chaos. 1881 MAHAFFY Old Grk. Ednc. xi. 140
The antidemocratic tone of the schools. 1849 GROTK
Greece \\. Ixxiv. VI. 451

* Anti-democratical Sparta. 1861

K. PEACOCK Gryll Gr. xxxi. 271 Clubs . . tho^e 'anti-domes-

tic institutions. 1869 Daily J\ 'civs 29 Jan., Of purely "anti-

dynastic men you would find., few in France. 1683 K. HOOKEK
I'>>/. rontages Myst. Div. 18 Is it not. .an

*
Anti-Kcclc-sia*.

tic, Anti-Fanatic . . Age? 1828 SOUTHKY in (?. AYr. XXXVI I.

217 This 'anti-ecclesiastical partisan. 1642 SIR K. DKKINO Sp.

on AY //,[.. ix. 35 All that are. .Anti-Episcopal]. i^dRiCHABD-
SON in liirch Milton's ll'ks. 1738 I. 60 He was always very
11

Anti-Episcopal, and no Lover of our Established Church.

1778 WKSI.KY // 'ks. (1872) XI II. 35 These are very frequently

unevangelical, but they are not Anti-evangelical. 1789 T.

JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 576 They are furiously 'anti-

federal. 1876 BAKI HUI.OW Mai. Mcd. (18791 536 The y anti-

fermentative properties of the essential oils. 1844 EMERSON
Misc. (18751 II. 296 The new and 'anti-feudal power of Com-
merce. i8z8 SOUTHKY To A. Cunningham Wks. III. 306

Thy laws *

Antifuliginous; extend those laws Till every
chimney its own smoke consume. 1861 HULME tr. Moquin-
Tandon n. in. v. 153 The ' Antiharmorrhoidal ointment of

Cullen. 1853 MAYSE E.vp. Lex.,
*
Anti-hectic^ Having

power to remove or assuage hectic fever. 1860 R. VAUGIMN
Mystics ted. 2) I. 246 The popular, "anti-hierarchical spirit

of the day. 1880 SyA Sw. Lex.,
*
Anti-hydrophobic, Ap-

plied to remedies against hydrophobia. 1831 W. MILL
Christa Stmgitd Pref. 38 Its ^anti-idolatrous tendency.

1659 GAUDEN Tears of Ch. 279 (D.I That *Anti-infantall

Christ which they [Anabaptists] say is so predominant in

them. 1842 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. VI. 418 The danger
of ^anti-liberal opinions on commerce. 1659 GAUDEN Tears

vfCh. 90 (D.) *Antiliturgicall Preachers. 1758 BATTIE Mad-
ness (T.) With respect to vomits it may seem almost hereti-

cal to impeach their 'antimaniacal virtues. 1853 MAYNK
E.rp. Lex.,

*
Anti-melancholic, Against or capable of dis-

pelling melancholy. 1653 GAUDEN Hicrasp. 236 The *anti-

ministeriall Adversaries. 1817 COLERIDGE Biogr, Lit. 101

That Journal ..for many years continued > Anti-ministerial.

1811 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. II. 344 Calling their

opinions 'Anti-moral. 1830 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. iv.

11863) 266 Who rode a particularly ""anti-musical, startlUh

blood-horse. 1846 GKOTE (7rtrcci.xvi. 1. 506 The "anti-mythic
vein of criticism. 1816 BYRON in Moore Life (18661 311 A
lady, .fast asleep in the most s anti narcotic spot in the world.

1857 TREGELLES Gesenius
1

Heb. Lex. Introd. 9 These "anti-

neologian remarks of mine, a 1845 SYD. SMITH Let. Arc/id.

Singleton, They will be shamed into a more lofty and *anti-

nepotic spirit. 1864 SELSS Germ. Lit. 176 A philosophical

journal, in which . . *anti-orthodox articles appeared. 1639
FULLER //c/y ll'ar\\; xxv. (1840) 224 That all emperors would
be possessed with an *antipapal spirit. 1878 LECKY Eng. in

i8//t C. I. i. 5 If the Dissenters were more strongly 'anti-

papal than the clergy. 1734 JORTIN Milton's Lycid. iT.)

The most v

antipapistical poets are inclined to canonize their

friends. 1775 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr. 4 These *antipatriotic

prejudices. 1869 LECKY Enrop. Mor. I. xi. 186 The 'anti-

patriotic tendency of its [Epicureanism's] teaching. 1831
CARLYLE Sart. AV*. (1858) 67 Teufelsdrockh had . . expecto-

to which all the great wine-growing countries will send re-

presentatives. 1679 PULLER Modcr. Ch. Eng. (1843) 169
Those who are for a Spring Fast, are not only anti-Christian,

but *
anti-physician. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 189 The ac-

tion of sulphate of Magnesia is . . decidedly *antiplethoric
and antiphlogistic. 1847 DISRAELI Tancred n. xiv, The

*anti-poetic spirit of the age. 1642 SIR E. DERINC fy.
on Rdig.. The Rooters, the *Antiprelatick party, declaim

against me. 1641 Artnv. Hnmb. Renwnstr. 18 He scoffes

at the
*
Antipreldticall Church, and the Antiprelaticall

Divisions. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 553 That
'

anti-
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prudential maxim . . A short life and a merry one. 1814 SIR
H. DAVY Agric. Client. 255 The *antiputrescent quality of
cold climates. 1825 SVD. SMITH Wks. (1859) II. 71

* Anti-
rational Fallacies. 1840 GLADSTONE C/i. Prime, 317 The
*anti-rationalistic handling of Christian truths. 1836 GEN.
P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) IV. p Hostility to rail-roads. .

displayed by some of the *anti-reforming interest. 1831
CHOKER in tbftvttfs Johnson I. 255 note, Hume's *anti-re-

ligious principles. 1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I.

241
*
Anti-revolutionary wars. 1867 Ev. Standard 6 Aug. 3

An *anti-ritualistic form of worship. 1681 NKVILE Plato
Kcdiv. 18 The *

Anti-royal Party in our late Troubles. 1855
MILMAN Lat. Chr. (1864) V. ix. viii. 378 A great *antisacer-
dotal movement. 1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 279
This *anti-sceptical writer. a 1834 COLERIDGE Notes TheoL
<V Pol. 264 Anselm, and the *anti-scholastic theologians.
1825 BENTHAM Ration. Reward 187 These *anti-simoniacal
laws. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1863) 107 Imminent
peril is a beautiful 'anti-soporific. tV^Ettg^Mtck. i Oct. 43/1
The hydrochlorate is a . . powerful *anti-stinmlant, 1880
GOLDW. SMITH in Ail. Month. No. 268. 211 So fanatically
'antitheological. 1860 Wolff's Tra-j. fyA dv. I. xi. 339 Those
who belong to the 'anti-traditional party have their own
pet traditions. 1787 BKNTHAM Def. Usury vi. 45 Mischiefs
of the *anti-usurious Laws. 1870 J. GROIK Exam. Util.
Phil. xvi. 250 The ''anti-utilitarian principle of despising
happiness. 1778 PhiL Sitrv. S. IreI. 390 Ireland got the

appellation of Sacra from its *anti-venefic property.
C. 1841 CATLIN* A". Amer. Indians xx. (1844' 1. 193 A bold

and prominent 'anti-angular nose. 1865 TROLLOI-E Helton
Estate xxvii. 326 Confused and altogether *anti-caligra-
phic. 1765 TUCKJ:R I.t. Xat. II. 448 Assemblies of such
persons, all in the same way of. . thoughtlessness, may be
termed "anti-divine services. 1801 W. TAYLOR in M<mth.
Mag. XI. 291 The language of the law is at times *anti-

grammatical. 1876 K. HorniNS Rose Turq .\.\. 27 A lame and
impotent conclusion . . and altogether '"Anti-heroic. a 1834
COLERIDGE Notes TheoL <$ Pol. 142

' Makes for
'

produces,'
a G al I o-barbarism not less 'anti-logical than anti-Anglican.
1656 ULOUNT Gtossogr.,

>

Antimetrical, contrary or against
the rule or order of Metre or Verse. 1850 MRS. STOWE
Uncle Toms C. xiii. 118 The *

anti-patriarchal operation of
.shaving. 1825 SOLTHKV Lett. (1856) III. 475 The very ideal
ofan Anti-portable volume. 1827 in Q. Re-,'. XXXV. 204
Gross, earthly, and 'anti-spiritual. 1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann.
Rev. IV. 581 The 'anti-warlike revolutionists of France.

^[ Advhs. in -fy are formed on these adjs., when re-

quired : as anticalvinistieally, anticonstitutionally.
1674 HICKMAN Hist. Qninquart. 202 (ed. 2) [One who]

preached Anticalvinistically in all the five Points under
Controversie. Mod. They would act unconstitutionally,
indeed altogether ant{constitutionally, in excluding a mem-
ber personally disliked.

4. Attributive phrases, consisting of anti- go-
verning a sb. Their origin is found in the mod.

Kng. use of sbs. attributively, and the consequent
combination of these with anti- in the same way as

the adjectives to which they are equivalent ; cf. the

episcopal party, the anti-episcopal party, with the
church party, the anti-church parly. Thus they
differ from the preceding group only in the absence
of the adjective ending ; and hence form the ordi-

nary type, when the sb. has no appropriate deriva-

tive adj., as in most words of Teutonic and OFr.

origin. Uut their widely extended modern use

seems partly to be the result of an independent
analysis of the phrase: thus, anti-combination
laws = laws anti (i.e. against) combination

;
cf. the

similarattrib.useof Latin phrases, as in ante-mortem

fame, ex tcmporc discourse, pro forma resolution,

post mortem examination, and even the native

after-dinner speech, dawn-river steamer, umler-

ground railway, across-countryiv&d.} off-hand twp\y,
out-of-doors life. So, anti- may here be considered
as a naturalized preposition, equivalent to against,
and taking its place in attributive phrases, in which

against is never used. These may be formed ad
libitum

; they seem to have begun c 1650 with
the anti-court party i^cf. the court party) ;

and
notable instances are Anti-combination (laws),
Anti-corn-law (league), Anti-rent (agitation),

Anti-slavery (society), Anti- state-church (as-

sociation), Anti-vaccination (league).
TI For combinations of this type used as sbs., see

7 below,

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. in. i. i. II. 131 Great is the tire of

*Antiarisiocrat eloquence. 1837 CAI.HOUN li'A's. III. 79, I

am neither a bank man, nor an : anti-bank man. 1817 MAR.
KDGEWORTH On liorcs (1831) 318 Well-bred persons, abhor-

ring the pedantry of the Hlues, are usually
x
anti-blue, or

ultra-antis. 1857 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. 06 The
Company stands therefore as a mere *Anti-Centralization
bulwark. 1810 SOUTH EY in Robberds Jlfet/t. IV. Taylor
II. 300 My anti-Catholic opinions would . .clash with your
*anti-church politics. i88a

J,
HAWTHORNK Fort. Fool \.

xxvii, The practice of dissipation and the formation of *anti-

church-going societies. 1865 Spectator 14 Jan. 37 Re-esta-

blishing the old "anti-combination laws inanewand infinitely
more stringent shape. 1873 WHITNEY Ling. Stud. 115 The
case ofthe "anti-comment party. 1670 PENN /V0///J.

1782 I. i26Jurors.. scared into an 'anti-conscience verdict.

1828 SOUTHKY in Q. Rev. XXXVII. 567 The "anti-contagion
philosophers. 1834 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) III. 102

No thoroughly informed leader on the *Anti-corn-law side.

&-$Morn. Herald
-J Nov., At Manchester. . there has been

formed an *Anti-corn-law Association. 1843 NEALE Bal-
ladsfor People 1 5, 1 am an English yeoman ! And we yeomen
know no change : Though *anti-corn-lawlecturersAbout the

country range. 1654 GODDABU in Burton's Diary I. 67 It was
. . moved by the *anti-court party,to adjourn the debate, a 1689

364

RERESBY Mem. (17341 ] 53 ^1'-' The *anticourt party courted
him at such a rate. 1840 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. V. 90
The same ^anti-education devil that in America enters into a

planter, in the old country enters into a bishop. 1859 Alt
J '. Round No. 29. 58 A series of *anti-exporting acts of Par-
liament. 1857 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. XXV.QJ Weof
the 'anti-felon portion of society. 1832 Exerc. II. 15 The
great

*
Anti-felony Association^f modern times. 1876 BAR-

consideration with his party. .

Hark. 79 *Anti-hunting weather. 1882 Sun 14 May 6/5 It
was intimated by *anti -lacrosse men yesterday that sterner

repressive measures would be used. 1818 HAZLITT Char.
Shaks. Plays (i%\%) 73 The principle ofpoetry is a very *anti-

levelling principle. 1831 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. I. 354
But if the steward .. had an "'"anti-machinery maggot in
his head. 1865 Public Opinion 28 Jan. 96 A great 'anti-
malt-tax meeting was held at Leicester, on Saturday.
1860 MAL RY Phys. Geog. Sea ii. 46 This x

anti-mixing pro-
perty in water. 1840 GKN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. V. 328, I

perceive . . further, that there is an "Anti-Opium Society.
1850 MAURICE Mor. fy Met. Phil. (ed. 2) 141 In opposition
to the Antiplurality doctrine of Parmenides and Zeno. 1860
MAL-RY Phys. Geog. Sea vii. 368 The *Anti-radiating influ-

ence of clouds. 1840 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. V. 233 The
great probability ofan Anti-Reform war. 1879 Pull Mall
Ii. 12 Sept., To applaud the "anti-rent agitation. 1865
Ch. Times 2 Dec., (The Bishop] . . defends his

*
anti-ritual

policy on arguments which he has expressly repudiated.
1823 (9 Apr.) Minntc~bk. Brit, fy For. Anti-Slavery Soc., At
a meeting ofthe

*
Anti-SlaveryCommittee held at the King's

Head Tavern, Poultry, it was resolved, etc. 1823 .V. 1*. Ob-
server 17 May (article 'Anti-Slavery Society. 1825 (title)

Anti-Slavery Reporter. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches iii. 36
Men undervalue the *Antislavery movement. iS6z^rtt/. A'.

Dublin S. No. 25. 344 The *anti-squatting tendency of legis-
lation in Victoria. 1845 MIAI.I, Noncoitf. V. 275 Great *"Ami-
state-endowment Meeting at Finsbury. 1858 GEN. P.THOMr-
son Audi Alt. I.xlv, 177 Cockeringup the *

anti-tax-paying
rich with the notion that the tax was to be put an end to.

1842 DICKENS Amer. Notes 98/1 The usual "anti-temperance
recipe for keeping out the cold. 1864 Home News 19 Dec.
6/1 Prosecuted at the instance of the ""Anti-Tobacco Society.
1881 Tunes 28 Jan. 1/6 The ^anti-torpedo gun adopted in

the Royal Navy. 1860 GKN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III.
cxxix. 90 These *anti-trade tinkers are true to their kind

;

they make two holes, where they pretend to stop one.

1835 Exerc. III. 268 One great 'anti-unjust-property-
union.

III. Substantives uniform with, or formed on
the preceding adjs. and attrib. phrases'. Stress

not on anti' (anti-ca'lvinist, anti-fana*tict anti-

ffi-ction, anti-mo'ralism.
5. Combinations in which anti- is prefixed to

a personal appellation, a. Adjectives like ANTI-

CHUISTIAK, anti-Anninian, anti -ascetic, anti-

Afhaiian, anti-pre-cxistentiary, anti-puritan, were
i like the simple Christian, Arminian, etc.) also

used as sbs.
; thence fo. anti- was extended to such as

Cak-inist, which are not originally adj., as in anti"

adiaphonst, -atheist,-cJieater, -courtier, -covenanter,

-cpiscopist, -fanatic, -free-thinker, -Janscnist, -Je-

suit, -pxdo-kaptist, -papist, -reformer, -royalist,

-sophist, -theologian, -zealot
;
and c. finally to some

in which anti- distinctly governs the sb., as -\anti-

kesar, one opposed to the emperor, anti-mission-

ary, anti-savage, anti-Semite^ anti-stadtholder.
1651 BAXTER Inf. /?//. 276 The highest

'

Antiarminianthat
ever had the happiness to be reputed orthodox. 1827 HARK
(riiesses i. (1873) 261 Neither the ascetics nor the *anti-

ascetics seem to be aware that, etc. 1855 I. TAYLOR Kestor.

Belief(i%$6\ 250 Our hostile friends the antichrist ian "anti-

atheists. 1849 GROTE Greece \\. Ixi. V. 337 The leading
'anti-Atheniansinthe town. 1674 H\cv.HMt//ist.Qitingu<irt.
(ed, 2) 32 The *AnticaIvinists or Arminians. 1655 Cfiym.
J\Fed,

i*j- Chyntrg. Addr. 65, I have professed myself to be an
^Anticheator. 1755 JOHNSON,

*

Anticourticr, One that op-
poses the court. 1641 Kirkciidhr. Wtir-Conim. Miti. Bk.
1 20 To have the tymber maid worke. . that perteinit to Mr.
James Scott, *ante-covenanter. 1649 MILTON Eikon. xiv.

(1851) 448 How to be a Covnanter and *Anticovnanter,
how at once to be a Scot, and an Irish Rebell. 1855
I. TAYLOR Restor. Belief {1856) no This *antkynic was
too thoroughly cynical in soul and temper. 1751 CHAM-
KKRS Cycl.,

*
Antiadiaphortsts . . the rigid Lutherans who

disavowed the episcopal jurisdiction, and many of the

church-ceremonies, retained by the moderate Lutherans.

1640 LD. DIGBY in Ritshw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 35 An
Argument . . against

'

Antidisciplinarians, to stop their mouths
withal. 1680 Spir. ropery 33 No Society of Anti-scrip*
turists, Antitrinitarians. . *Antidominicans (for I will not
call them Antisabbatarians) Antipedobaptists, Antiepi-
scoparians of what Denomination soever. 1659 GAUDEN
Tears of Ch. 283 (D.)The *Antidominicarians [might deny
and overthrow] the Lords day. 1640 HP. HALL Efiscop. n.

20. 200 What noyse is this I hear from our *Antepiscopists ?

1660 MILTON Griffiths' Serin. Wks. 1851, 390 What Phana-
tic . . could more presumptuously affirm whom the Comforter
hath impowr'd, than this *Antifanatic, as he would be
thought? 1789 T. JEFFERSON Writ. II. 574 A vast ma-

jority
of *anti-federalists have got into the Assembly ol

*
Anti-Jesuits. 1603 J. DAVIKS Microcosm. 72 (D.)

plagues to ev'ry Publike-weall ; Right *anti-Kesars vnder-

myning thrones. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. xiv. iii. IX. 134
No Eastern * Anti-materialist ever guarded the primal God-
head more zealously. 1790 BEATSON Nay. 4- Mil. Mem. I.

169 The 'antimim'sterialists began now to perceive, etc.

1809 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. I. 224 The
*
Anti-missionaries cull

out from their journals and letters alt that is ridiculous.

ANTI-.

1809 ibid. I. 223 This madman, as it pleases the *anti-
missioners to call him. 1651 BAXTER Jnf. Bapt. 173 He
might have called us *Anti-paedobaptists, as being against
Infant-Baptism. 1703 E. STEPHENS Dealings R. C. Itfis-

sion. 2 That the root of all our confusions and troubles did

proceed from two opposite factions, of Papists and *Anti-

papists. 1677 GALE Crt, Gentiles III. 214 We now procede
to lay down the proper antithesis of the *Antipredeter-
minants. 1682 H. MORE Annot. GlanvilCs Lux Orient 14
This *Anti-Pre-existentlary is such a Trifler. 1789 HUBER
in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (18611 II. 326 One of the clergy,
a curate, strong *anti-prelate. a 1790 T. WARTON Milton's
Smaller P. 501 (T.) Samuel Parker., now an *anti-puritan
in the extreme. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.Sitpp. s.v., The rigid
Calvinists . . are denominated *

Anti-rationalists. 1831 SYD.
SMITH Wks. 1859 II. 219/1 The *Anti-Reformers cite the
increased power of the press. 185* SJR W. HAMILTON Dis~
cuss. 436 English Bishops have been always *anti-reformers.
1860 W. G. CI.AKK I'ac. Tour 72 Whether ardent *anti-
romanists are wise in advocating the abolition of the tem-

poral power. 1627 SIBTHORPE Apost. Obed. 16 To make use
of ^anti-royalists. 1648 PRYNSE fleaforLords asThe Duke
of Gloucester . . was the principal! *Anti~royalist. 1806 W.
TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. IV. no These 'anti-savages sell their

farms .. to European emigrants. 1881 Athcnxum 3 Sept.
305/2 The author, apparently an 'anti-Semite. i8$oGROTE
Greece \\. Ixvii. VIII. 546 Sokrates deserves our admiration
. . not indeed as an ~*

anti-Sophist. 1753 HANWAY Trav.
(17621 II. i. ix. 50 The *anti-stadtholders, who wish to see
the prince pulled out of his seat. 1878 N, Amer. A'f?'.

CXXV 1 1. 306 Theologians and *
anti-theologians may argue

the matter as they will. 1865 MILL Exam. Hamilton's
Pkilos, 507 It is indifferent whether we are utilitarians or
''anti-utilitarians. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charae. (17321 I. 91 What
shou'd we say to one of these *anti-zealots, who, in the zeal
of such a cool philosophy, shou'd assure us, etc.

6. Combinations equivalent to the prec., formed,
as synthetic derivatives, on the adjs. and attrib.

phrases in II; chiefly in -LST, as anti-alcohoiist =
(anti-alcohol} + -ij/, one who is against alcohol,
anti-hicrarchist (c 1640) one opposed to a hier-

archy ; so anti-annexationist, -Bonapartist, -clas-

sicist, -humbuggist, 'tobacconist, 'Unionist, -vaeeina-

tionist, etc. ; rarely with other endings, as anti-

churchian, anti-surplician, anti-opittmitc, anti-

lacrosser, etc,

1882 Sat. Rev. 25 Feb. 225 All *Anti-Aggressiomsts pre-
sent and future. 1862 Cornk. Mag. VI. 327 Our chemical
v

Antj-alcoholists. 1882 Pall Mall G. 28 Nov. i There,are
'

Anti-annexationists in France as there are in England.

or the "Anti-Bucerist, has been the more attentive reader of

English ecclesiastical history. i8i4SiK R.WILSON Pr. Diary
1 1. 309 An annal which the greatest *anti-Buonapartist ought
to respect. 1819 (title) *Anti-Cathedralist, exposition of
the impropriety of expending j 1,000,000 on National
Churches. 1682 -2ndPlea Nonconf. 49 The Bishops are *Anti-
churchians (as against their Congregational Power). 1840
THACKERAY Paris SA. Bit. (1872) 38 The *anttclassicists did
not arise in France until about 1827. 1865 PUSEY Eiren. 358
Probably *Anti-conceptionists will arise. 1865 Daily Tel.

9 Nov. 7/4 His place was taken by an
*ant I-confederation is t.

1825(7. A'<T'. XX XI 1 1. 245 Are the *anti-contagionists ignor-
ant of these facts? 1659 GALUEN Tears ofCh. 603 (D.) Of
Episcopacy and *Anti-episcopalists. 1882 Pall Mall G. 16

May 3 Not a single one . .ventured to declare himself an
"anti-evolutionist. 1662 FULLER Worthies n. 450 (D.) The
anti-Friarists maintaining that such were Rogues. 1867
BARKY Sir C. Harry ix. 317 M. Hittorf is clearly a strong
*Anti-Gothicist. 1741-70 MRS. CARTER Lett. 11808) 163 As
soon as these *antiharmonists would consent to part with their

card tables, we had a dance. 1640 BP. HALL Kpisc. i. n
39 This great

x Antihierarchist. 1840 THACKERAY Paris
Sk. Bk. (1872) 38 Your humble servant and other

>
anti-

humbuggists. 1870 Kng. Alec/t. i4jan. 422/2 Baker's 'anti-

incrustator for steam Ixiilers. 1824 BENTHAM Bk. Fallac.
Wks. 1843 II. 421 Is the *anti-innovationist mute? No.

1827 WHATELY Logic (1837) 249 The stronghold of bigoted
'anti-innovators. 1882 Sun 14 May 6/5 The *ant!-Iacrossers

cheered. 1659 OAUDEN Tears of Ch. 91 (D.) Our late
X

anti-Hturgists thought forms of prayer might do well at
sea. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV. 144 If she
make a private purse, which we are told by *anti-matri-

monialists, all wives love to do. 1824 COLERIEK;E Aids to

Re/I. (1848) I. 106 In opposition to Hobbes and the "anti-

moralists. 1810 LAMB Lett, \. (1841) 84 Hang temperance
and he that first invented it ! some *Anti-Noahite. 1759
STKRNE 7V. Shandy (1802) IV. 36 He can do nothing, re-

plied the *Antinosarians. 1882 St. James's Gaz. 17 Mar. 5

The :

anti-opiumists.. must ask for the absolute prohibition
. . of opium culture. 1882 Glasg. Nmvs No. 2610. 4/2 Allega-
tions made by the *anti-opiumites. 1830 Kdin. Rev. 1,1.

297 Hear, ye political economists and "anti-populationists !

1673 BAXTER Attsw. Dodivell^91 The *Antiprelatists. .such
as Beza, Gerson. 1650 J. COTTON Sing. Psalms 2 There be
some 'Anti-psalmists, who doe not acknowledge any singing
at all with the voyce in the New Testament. 1847 Seer. Soc.

Mid. Ages 267 The good old argument of *
Anti-reformists,

'
It works well.' 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. in. i. i. 133

Cashier of all the *Anti-revolution!sts of the interior. 1855
MILMAN Lat. Chr. ix.viii. V. 383 The simple *antisacerdotal*

ists .. repudiated the authority of the clergy. 1836 J. GILBERT
Chr. Atonem. ii. 35 Crellius, the most subtle and elaborate

of all the *anti-satisfaction ists. 1813 Month. Mag. XXXVI.
i }8 Selden was evidently an *anti-supernaturalist. 1842-4
BARHAM in Life II. ix. 139, I as one of the *anti-surplicians.

1869 Eng. Mech. 24 Sept. 13/1 The *anti-tobacconists

. . attributing it to excess of smoking, 1803 W. TAYLOR in

Ann. Rev. I. 282 The success of the *anti-unionists in the

House of Commons, 1883 Daily Tel. 20 June 6/8 The *anti-

vaccinationists will find it a difficult task to refute the stale-

menL 1869 Eng. Mech. 8 Oct. 74/3 The *anti-vaccinator;>

. . [are] in a minority. 1882 Bp. GOODWIN in Mactn. Mag.
XLV. 468 The extravagant views . . of the extreme *anti-



ANTI-.

vivisectionists. 1662 FULLER Worthies n. 297 (D.) John of
Milverton . . was a great *Anti-WiccKffist.

If As combinations of the type anti-Christian,

anti-catholic, in which the two preceding groups
originated, were originally adjs. used substantively,
so those of the type anti-Jesuit^ anti-Calvinist,

properly substantives, are occasionally used ad-

jectively or attributively ; at other times an adj.

ending is added, as the anti-Stadtholderian faction,

in which case they pass into group 3 above.
i86z.S<:/. Rev, XIII. 648/1 This year's division list. .

showed the *
anti-abolitionist party in a majority. 1871 Ibid.

29 Apr. 529 The *anti-infalhbilist priests and laymen of
the diocese. 1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 315/2 A manifesto
issued by the *Anti-Nihilist League. 1845 R. HAMILTON
Pop. Educ. viii. 190 The Congregationalist and the *Anti-

paedobaptist Denominations. iS-ijCAKLYLE Cromwell ( 1871,1

I. 103 To the horror of all
*
Anti-papist men. 1870 LOWELL

Among my Bks. i. (1873) 325 These *
anti-pat riot flings of

Lessing. 1881 MRS. PuSDPff&cyjrPasS, I. 303 The wives

ofthe*Anti-Railwayist Faction were decorously triumphant.
1866 Ch. Times 3 Feb., The *anti-reformist clergy. 1811

W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XXXI. 6 The "anti-super- ,

naturalist Christianity of. . Kichhorn. 1765 Ann. Reg. 65/2
'

The *antistadtholderian faction in Holland.

7. Names of things of same form as the attrib.

phrases in 4 : a. of systems, etc., as anti-bibliolatry,

-bigotry^ -fouling, -popery, 'restoration, -romance,

-slavery, ~vivisection
;

b. of material agents or

appliances, as anti-ferment ;
anti-erysipelas, a

plant so named from its use ; anti-huff, a sub-

stance used to adulterate cheese ;
also ANTI-

ATTRITION, -CORROSION, -FRICTION, -MACASSAR, q.V.
1824 COLERIDGE Aids to Refl. (1848) I. 122 Charged with

Popish principles on account of their *anti-bibliolatry. 1851
CARLYLE Sterling in. iv. (1872) 204 An amount of . . liberal

*antibigotry that would surprise many. 1714 Phil. Trans,
XXIX. 63 A Plant efficacious in curing Inflammations,
whence they call it *Antierisypelas. 1876 HARLEY Mat.
Meet. 160 Dose. ^ to i drachm as *antiferment. 1869 SIR
E. REED Iron-Clad Ships iv. 78 The superiority in point
of *anti-fouling possessed by copper-sheathed wood ships.

. 344
i88i Times 18 Nov., Ladies. . interested in *anti-vivisection.

8. Abstract substantives, formed on the adjs. in

3, phrases in 4, or sbs. in 5-6, chiefly in -ism, as

anti-anthropomorphism (opposition to anthropo-

morphic principles), -Arntinianisni, -atheism,-Cal-

vinism, -Darwinism, -egotism t -ghostism (oppo-
sition to belief in ghosts), -ncgroism (opposition
to negroes), -peivism, -slaveryism, -tnrnpikism.
1846 SARA COLERIDGE Mem. % Lett. II. 91 For other such

*
anti-anthropomorphisms my father has been set a mark

against. 1674 HICKMAN Hist. Qninquart. led. 2) 169 If this

be not Calvinism and *Antiarminianism, I know not what
is. Ibid. 217 We have found *Anti-calvinism discountenanced

by the Church, in Queen Elizabeth's Reign. 1840 SYD.

SMITH Lett. No. 438 That dreadful sin of 'anti-egotism.

1819 COLERIDGE Rem. (1836' II. 213 Hume. .could not but

have had faith in this ghost . . let his *anti-ghostism have
been as strong as Samson. i8iz Ibid. I. 349 The *anti-

moralism of Paley. 1851 SAHA COLERIDGE Mem. <$ Lett.

II. 434 The irrationality and *"aniimoralism .. involved in

the popular religion. 1863 E. SWIFTE -V. <y Q. Ser. in. IV.

264 With veritable Northern *anti-negroism. 1652 TOMBES
\title)

*Anti-Paedo-Baptism. 1795 P. EDWARDS (title) Can-
did reasons for renouncing the principles of *Antipedo-
baptism. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. v. vii. II. 330 Denouncing
*Anti-patriotism. 1865 Ch.-man 14 Dec. 1405/2 *Anti-pewism
has come out against Protestantism. 1855 H. SPENCER

Psychol. yn. xix. II. 491 *Anti-Realism . . is open to the

fatal criticism. 170* Lond. Gaz. mmmdcccxvii/4 ^Anti-

Scepticism. x88a Atfienseum n Feb. 184/1 In these days
of *anti-Semitism. 1863 E. DICEY Federal States II. 188

Moderate *anti-slaveryism is obviously the correct thing.

1814 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. LXXI 1 1. 66 The established

Church of Prussia now teaches *anti-supernaturalism from
the pulpit. 1856 SMYTH Rom. Fam. Coins 191 The *anti-

teetotahsm of this stern reprover of others. 1843 MIALL
Xonconf. III. 446 The potentiality of *antiturnpikeism is

proclaimed.

T Examples of the purposes to which anti- has been

put are seen in the following : anti-contagions-

diseasist, anti-gigman-ic, anti-money-any anti-

pent-agonist, anti-philippizing, anti-street-imisical,

anti-tintinnabularian (an enemy of bells), anli-

tobacconal.

1880 W. WREN In Daily News 28 Jan. 2/4 The Local Op-
tionists, the *Anti-contagious-Diseasists. 1831 CARLYLE in

Froude Life II. 156 My visit to London is 'antigigmanic
from heart to skin. 1683 Lond. Gaz. mdccclxxxiii/4 A
Confutation of the Whiggish Conspirators *Anti-Mony-an
Principle. 1642 SIR E. DERING Sp. on Relig. xvi. 74 The
point already warme between a reverend . . Bishop and his

'Anti-pent-agonists. 1853 GROTE Greece n. xc. XI. 617
Hegesippus, a strenuous *antiphilippising politician. 1865
Pall Mall G. 10 June 9 Mr. Mansfield, who has always been

"anti-street-musical, sentenced them to pay a fine of 40$.
1818 J. H. FHERE W'histlecr. Nat. Poem in. xxxi, A pru-
dent monk, their reader and librarian. . Himself an ^anti-

tintinnabularian. 1862 Cornh. Mag. VI. 613 Excessive

smoking is carried to a pitch that would make the hair of

any *anti-tobacconal stand on end with horror.

Anti-/^2 A variant of ANTE- *
before/ being

the form in It. and OFr., and occasionally in

L., hence sometimes also in Eng. in words from

these, as antibrachialt anticamerat antichamber,

anticipate.

365

Anti-acid, -aphrodisiac, -apoplectic,
arthritic, -asthmatic : see ANTACID, etc.

;
Antiae (ce-nti,/"), sb.pl. Zool. [L., for antiie

corns: fore-locks, f. anti-its fore.] Forelocks.

1874 CowsSirdso/'W, IV. 720 Frontal anti^e reaching be-

yond middle of nostrils.

II Alltiar (arntfai, anitia-i). [a. Jav. antjar,
antschar^\ The Upas tree of Java, Antiaris toxi-

caria
; also, the poison obtained from it. Antiar

Jtfsirt, a non-poisonous product of the same tree.

Antiarin (sc-ntiarin). Chcm. [mod. f. prec. +

-IN.] The poisonous principle of the Upas tree.

1863 WATTS Diet, Chcm. I. 310 Antiarin .. is employed
by the Javanese for poisoning their arrows. 1866 MASTERS
in Treas. Hot. 74 The Upas-tree, when pierced, exudes a

milky juice, which contains an acrid virulent poison, called

Anttarin.

Anti-attrition (a?:nti|atrijbn\ [ANTI- 7.]

That which opposes or resists attrition, spec. Any
compound applied to machinery to resist the effects

of friction ; as black lead mixed with grease, per-
oxide of iron, finely-divided haematite, etc, Also_/?v.

1833 ARNOLD in Lift' 349 It robs me of what is naturally
my anti -attrition. 1834 I'.din. AYr. I,VIII. 457 A deeper
gratitude for the blessings of anti-attrition.

Antibacchic (a-nti|barkik), a. Pros. [f.
L.

antibacch-it$t variant of antibacchnts + ic.] Of the

nature of the antibacchius.

1833 SCHKLLER Lex. tot. Latin. s. v., Versus antibacchinS)
which consists of nntibacchic feet.

II AntibaCChius (rc'ntiibakai-tfs). Pros. [L.,
a. Gr. avTt(BaKx fl $> f- o,vri opposite to + ^aK^fto^ :

see BACCHTUS.] A reversed bacchius, a trisyllabic
metrical foot of two long and one short syllable.
1589 IVriKNHAM I'.ng. Foesie lArb.) 134 For your foote

(iiifififKC/iins, of two long and a short ye haue these wordes

[forsaken] \~nnpft^nSd\.

Aiitibilious (a-ntijbi'lias', a. [ANTI- 3.] Of
use against biliousness.

1835 T. WAI.KKK Original i. 2 Rejecting nothing as too

trifling, provided it can excite in you an antibilious sen-

sation. 1882 Standard 19 Sept. 4/3 Antibilious pill*.

Antibiotic (se
:nti|b9itp'tik),df. rare.

[f.
ANTI- 3

+'*Gr. y3(OJT(-o? fit for
life.] Opposed to a belief

in the presence or possibility of life.

1860 MAURY Pkys. Gcog. Sea xiv. 604, I incline to the anti-

biotic hypothesis. 1877 W, THOMSON Voy. Challenger I.

i. 4 The antibiotic prejudice.

t Anti-Birmingham, Bromingham. Eu^.
Hist. [ANTI- 5.] An anti-Whig, a Tory ;

a

nickname given to opponents of the Exclusion

Kill in 1680
;

its supporters, who claimed to be

'true Protestants/ being ironically nicknamed by
the Tories, 'Birmingham (i.e. counterfeit) Pro-

testants,'
*

alluding to false groats counterfeited at

that place'; whence at length Birminghams and

Anti'Birminghams* terms finally merged in Whig
and Tory. See North Examen (i 740) II.v.f 10.331.
1681 l)K\DwAt>s.$ Ac/lit., To Reader, The longest chap-

ter in Deuteronomy has not curses enough for an Anti-

Kromingham. 1849 MACAI/LAY Hist. Eng. I. 256 Those who
took the King's side were Antibirminghams, Abhorrers, and
Tantivies.

Antibrachial (ceiitiibrarkial), a. Anat.
[f.

med.L. antibrachintu for ante-brachium (f. ante

before + brachium arm) -r-AL 1
.]

Of or pertaining
to the forearm.

1836 39 TODD Cycl. Anat. <y Pkys. II. 369/2 The posterior

superficial antibrachial region. 1880 HUXLEY in Times 25
J >ec. 4/1 Complete, sub-equal antebrachial and crural bones.

Antiburgher (a^ntibf'ugar). [ANTI- 5.] A
section of the Secession Church in Scotland (now

merged in the United Presbyterian), which held it

unscriptural to take the Burgess Oath, and in 1747

separated on this question from the other or
(

Burgher' section ; the two reunited in 18^0.

["753 W- Hi'TioN Calumny Rep. fy Falsehood Dei. 55 You
ex toll the leniency of Mr. Gib, and his Antiburgess Presby-

ters, as you call them.] 1766 J. BROWN Hist. Seceders 67
Meanwhile the Antiburghers to support their cause, perse-
cuted their Burgher brethren with deposition and excommu-
nication. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. .\\.\ii. Troth, sir, I am no free

to swear we aye gaed to the Antiburgher meeting.

Antic (re'ntik), a. and sb. Forms : 6-7 antike,

-eke, 7-8 -ick, (7 antique), 6- antic, [app. ad.

It. anticOj but used as equivalent to It. grottcscot

i.grotta, 'a cauerne or hole vnder grounde' (Florio),

orig. applied to fantastic representations of human,
animal, and floral forms, incongruously running
into one another, found in exhuming some ancient

remains (as the Baths of Titus) in Rome, whence
extended to anything similarly incongruous or

bizarre : see GROTESQUE. Cf. Serlio Arehitet-

ttira (Venice 1551) iv. If..70 a: 'seguitare le ues-

tigie de gli antiqiti Romani, H quali costumarono
di far . . diuerse bizarrie, che si aicono grffticsefa*

Apparently, from this ascription of grotesque work
to the ancients, it was in English at first called

antike, anticke, the name grotesco, grotesque, not

being adopted till a century later. Antic was thus

not developed in Eng. from ANTIQUE, but was a

ANTIC.

distinct use of the word from its first introduction.

Yet in I7th c. it was occas. written antique, a

spelling proper to the other word.]
A. adj.

1. Arch, and Decorative Art. Grotesque, in com-

position or shape ; grouped or figured with fan-

tastic incongruity ; bizarre.

1548 HALL Chron. Hen. VIII. an. 12 iR.t A fountayne of

embowed woorke . . ingrayled with anticke woorkes. 1589
Hawkins' -2nd Voy. in Arb. Garner V. 126 To paint their

bodies with curious knots or antike work, as every man, in

his own fancy deviseth, 1598 KLORIO, Grottcsca, a kind of

rugged vnpolished painters worke, anticke work. 1603

Montaigne i. xxvii. (1632) 89 All void places. . he filleth up
with antike Huscage or Grotesko workes. 1623 COCKKRAM
Anticke Work?) a worke in painting or caruing of diuers

shapes of Beast*, P.irds, Flowers, etc., vnperfectly mixt, and
made one of another. 1624 WOTTON Archit. 97 Whether
(irotcsca las the Italians! or Antique worke ias wee call it)

should be receiucd. 1703 City <$ Country Build. 5 Antick,
or Antique-work. . a confused Composure of Figures of dif-

ferent Natures, and Sexes, etc. As of Men, Beasts, Birds,

Flowers, Fishes, etc. And such like Fancies as are not in

Rcruni Katitra. . . This Work which we call Antick^ the

Italians call Grotesea . . and the French Grotesque. 1826

J. ELMKS Diet. Fine Arts, Antick, Odd, ridiculously wild.

2. Absurd from fantastic incongruity ; grotesque,

bizarre, uncouthly ludicrous: a. in gesture.
1590 MAKI.OWK /,'</?<->. //. i, i. 167 My men, like satyrs, . .

Shall with their .^oat-feet dance the antic hay. 1602 SHAKS.
Hatn.\.\. 172 How strange or odde so ere I beare myselfe . .

To put an Anticke disposition on. 1603 DKAYTON Her. Epist.
xi. 13 A Satyres Anticke parts he ptay'd. 1645 MILTON
Colnst. Wks. 1851, 365 No antic hobnaile at a Morris, but
is more hansomly facetious. 1660 H. MORE Myst. Godt.\\\.

i.\. 77 Their religion-. Kites and Ceremonies being uncouth
and ant ick. *7*9 !''- FOI-; Crusoe 183 He came running to

me . . making a many antic gestures. 1805 WORDSWORTH
:8<;o) 178 An antic pair Of monkeys on his back.

1878 (i. MAI DONALD Phantasies ,\. 149 Performing the most
antic homage.
b. in shape.
1642 R. CAKPIIMI.K /f.iyVr. in. v. 53 To appears in strange

and antick shapes. 1788 AVic Latid.Mag. 17 Several antic

figures in shapes of boys danced. 1861 'J'annhauscrzQ The
twilight troop'd with antic shapes.
C. in dress or attire.

1642 MILION Apol. S/tH-ff. Wks. 1738 I. i.'s It had no
Rubric to be sung in an antic Cope upon the Stage of a
High Altar. 1665 (H.ANMI-L AV</j. Sti. 96 Their antick

deckings with feathers. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver MI. vii. 223
Two rows of guards > dressed after a very antic manner,

1776 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 155/2 An ass . . with a fellow in

an antick dress riding upon it. 1858 HAWTHORNK /->. <y //.

Jrnls. I. 80 The papal guards, in the strangest antique and
antic costume that was ever seen.

f 3. Having the features grotesquely distorted

like 'antics' in architecture ; grinning. Qbs.

1594 DKAYTON Idea 424 Making withall some filthy Antike
Face. 1611 CoTGR.,C-rt7g

r
0/'/&, The mouth of a Spowt, re-

presenting a Serpent, or the Anticke face of some other

ouglic creature. 1620 QUARLES Jonah \\b$>) 41 Your mi-
mick mouthes, your antick faces, a 1631 DONNE Elegies
iR.) Name not these living death-beds unto me, For these

not ancient but antique be. a 1659 CLEVELAND Wks. (1687)

31 The Antick heads which plac'd without The Church, do

gape and disembogue a Spout. 1697 DAMFIER Voy. 117291 III.

i. 406 The little Tame-Owl . . making divers antick faces.

4. Comb., as t autic-faced (see 3).

1635 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Parr in Hart. Misc. t Malh.) IV.

205 An antick-faced fellow, called Jack) or John the Fool.

B. sb.

fl. Arch, and Decorative Art. An ornamental

re-presentation, purposely monstrous, caricatured, or

incongruous, of objects of the animal or the veget-
able kingdom, or of both combined, a. Fantastic

tracery or sculpture. Obs.

1548 HALL Chron. Hen. VIII. an. 18 iR.) Aboue the arches

were made many sondri antikes and diuises. 1596 SPENSER

F.Q. n. vii. 4 Woven with antickes and wyld ymagery. 1645
EVELYN Mem. (1857) ! J 4^ '''ne walls and roof are painted,
not with antiques and grotesques, like our Bodleian. 1653

URguHART Rabelais I. viii, A faire Cornucopia or Home of

abundance, such as you see in Anticks. 1725 BRADLEY
faun. Diet,* Grotesque or Grotesc, a work, the same with

what is sometimes called Antick. 1830 R. STUART Diet.

Arc/u't. : Antics^ In architecture, Fancies having no founda-

tion in nature, as sphinxes, centaurs, syrens, representations
of different sorts of flowers growing on the same stem ; gro-

tesque ornaments of all kinds, as lions and pards with

acanthus* tails, or any other tails but their own proper

ones; human forms with similar ridiculous appendages.
Ornaments, although strictly natural, in an unnatural situa-

tion ; as, caryatidie of all kinds . . The villa Palagonia, in

Sicily, is an antic, from entrance gate to chimney top.

b. A caryatid, or (sculptured) human figure re-

presented in an impossible position.
( 1590 KfARLOWB/iOftf/iff (and vers.* 715 To make his monks

ing Anticks which seeme in great buildings to labour under

the weight they beare, 1640 JJr. HALL Chr. Moder. 20/1

Those antics of stone . . carved out under the end of great

beams in vast buildings, which seem . . as if they were hard

put to it with the weight, c 1656 HALES Gold. Rem. (1688)

167 Thoje tliat build houses make anticksthat seem to hold

up the beams. 1830 (See prec.
1
.

c. A grotesquely figured representation of a face,

such as are used in gargoyles.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 552 To set vp Gargils or

Antiques at the top of a Gauill end, as a finiall to the crest



ANTIC.

tiles. 1683 Lond. Gas. mdccclix/8 Three Gold Seals, one
with an Old Man's Head, another with a Woman's Head,
and the other with an An tick.

2. A grotesque or ludicrous gesture, posture, or

trick ; also _/?*. of behaviour. (Commonly in//.)
1529 FOXE in Supplic.(-&-]\} Introd. 9 In sothe it maketh me

to laugh, to see ye mery Antiques of M. More. 1572 SIR T.
SMITH in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 191 III. 20 Vaulting with no-
table supersaltes and through hoopes, and last of all the

Antiques, of carying of men one uppon an other which
som men call laborcs Hercnlis. 1633 FORD Z,tf7'^'.r Sacr. in.

iv, A pox upon your outlandish feminine anticks. 1823
L&MB&&I n. v. (18651266 This mortal frame, while thou
didst play thy brief antics amongst us. 1843 LEVER Jack
Hinton xxvii. 189 Performing more antics than Punch in

a pantomine.

f3. A grotesque pageant or theatrical repre-
sentation. Obs.

I588SMAKS. L. L. Z.v. i. 119 Some delightfull ostentation,
or show, or pageant, or anticke, or fire-worke. Ibid. v. i. 154
We will haue,if this fadge not, an Antique. 1633 FORD Love's
Sacr. in. ii, Performed by knights and ladies of his court,
In nature of an antick. 1673 Ladies Call. n. in. 26 How
preposterous is it for an old woman . . to be at masks and
dancings, when she is only fit to act the antics.

b. Hence, A grotesque or motley company, rare*

1589 WARNER Alb. Eng, (16121 345 Heards-men, Sheap-
heards, Plow-men, and Hinds : this Anticke of Groomes.

4. A performer who plays a grotesque or ludi-

crous part, a clown, mountebank, or merry-andrew.
1564 Cap in T/iynnc's Animadv. App. 130 Thou wearest

me . . sometime lyke a Royster, sometime like a Souldiour,
sometime lyke an Antique. 1592 GREENE in Shaks. Cent.
Praise 2 Those Anticks garnisht in our cojours. 1618 BP.

HALL Serin, v. 113 Are they Christians, or Antics in some
Carnival? 1671 MILTON Sains. 1325 Jugglers and dancers,
antics, mummers, mimics. 1719 DB FOE Crusoe (1858) 341, , .

Dancing and hallooing like an antic. 1827 HOOD Mids.
Fairies liv. How Puck, the
\vith calamity.

Fairies liv. How Puck, the antic . . Had blithely jested

b. transf. andjp",
1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, in. ii. 162 There [death] the An-

tique sits, Scoffing his state, and grinning at his Pompe.
|Cf. A 1631 in A 3. A death's head grins like an '

antic. 'J

1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Justine iob, There flocked a

great throng of souldiers about him, wondering at this so

mishapen an Anticke. 1823 LAMB Elia \\. xxiv. (18651 49
[A pun] is an antic which does not stand upon manners,
but comes bounding into the presence. 1864 DICKENS Mitt.
Fr. n. i. 172 A little crooked antic of a child.

j* C. phr. To dame antics. Ol>s.

1544 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 47 Myght be thought to daunce
Anticke very properly. Ibid. 147 Menne that shoulde daunce

antiques. i6oj UEKKER Satirom. 245 Vet must we Dancu
Antickes on your Paper. [1635 AUSTIN Mcdit. 208 V/ill

Herod reward the Dance of an Antique with the Head
of a Prophet? 1687 CONGRKVE Old Bachelor HI. x. Stage
Direct., After the song a dance of Antics.]

5. 6"0w/>.,as antick-cutter, a carver of grotesques,
1660 H. BLOOME Arc/tit, (title-page), Antick-Cutters.

Antic (re'ntik), v. Fa. t. anticked, -ickt.
[f.

prec. adj. and sb. ; cf. to caper and capers.]

*f*
1. trans. To make antic or grotesque. Obs.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. \\. vii. 132 The wilde disguise hath
almost Antickt vs all.

2. intr. To perform antics, act as an antic. Also
in phr. To antic it.

1589 NASHE in Greene Menaph, Ded. .Arb.) 17 They might
have antickt it . . up and downe the countrey with the King
of Fairies. 1606 WARNER Alb. Eg, xiv. xci. 367 Now Pincht

they him, antickt about, and on, and off him lept. 1822
H. CORNWALL Flood of Thcssaly n. 353 So, ere it slumber'd
in entire repose, Antick'd the Ocean. 1829 HOOD Eppmg
Hunt Ixxiv, Some rolled about, And anticked as they rode.

1879 G. MEREDITH Egmst Prel. 7 Until he begins insensibly
to frolic and antic, unknown to himself.

Anticachectic (a.-
:nti|kake

-

ktik), a. and sb.

Mcd. [f. ANTI- 3 + Gr. axfTf*uy : see CACHECTIC.]
A. adj. Used against cachexy, or a bad state of

the body. B. sh. (sc. medicine).
1719 Glossogy, AVr'd, Anti-chachectics, Remedies that cor-

rect the ill disposition of the blood. 1706 PHILLIPS, Antica-
checticks. 1773 JOHNSON, Antichachectick. 1880 Syd. Sec.

Lex. t AnticacheciiCt Opposed to what is cachectic.

Antical (pentarkal), a. Bot.
[f.

L. antic-its

front (f. ante before) + -AiA] Fronting external

objects, and thus remote from the axis.

1866 Treas. Hot. 75 The lip of an Orchis is antical.

t Antica'mera. Obs. [a. It. anticamcra (Sp.

antecamera)t f. anti : L. ante before -f camera

chamber.] An antechamber.
1625 BACON Ess. (Arb.) 552 With Chambers, Bed-chamber,

Anticamera, and Recamera, ioyning to it. 1650 R. STA-
rvLTON Stradas L&w-C. Wars x. 16 The priest, that said

Masse In his Anti-Camera, a 1670 HACKET Abp, Williams
i. 205 <D.) The Great Seal and the keeper of it waited two
hours in the Anti-camera.

Aiiticatarrlial (3e:nti|kata'ral), a. and sb.

[ANTI- 3.] A. adj. Of use against catarrh.

B. st>. (sc. medicine).

17^3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v., Anticatarrhal medicines,
Anticatarrhal prescriptions, etc. 1853 in MAYNE E.i'f. Lex.

Anticatholic (xntijkivb^lik), a. and sh.

[ANTI- 3, 6 ^.] A. adj. Oj)posed to what is, or

is called, catholic. B. sb. (sc. person.)
18195. PARR Wks.( 1828) VII. 142 The Anti-Catholics have

gone to the east and west, to the north and south,for recruits.

1883 SCOTT /^cr//(1865)168 The commercial and nautical in-

terests of England were indeed particularly anti-catholic.

Anticausotic (se'ntiik^s^tik), a, and sb. Mcd.

366

[f. ANTI- 3 + Or. *KavawTtK6s, i. Havfro-ttrOai to be
in a burning fever.] A. adj. Of use against a

burning fever. B. sb. (sc. medicine).
J753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.^ An Anticausotic syrup. 1853

MAYNE Exp. Lex., Anticausotic
> Having power to re-

move or moderate an ardent fever; a medicine used for this

purpose.

Auticeremonial (?e:nti,ser/mJu-nial), a. [AN-
TI- 3 or 4.] Opposed to ceremonies.

1655 SANDERSON 21 Serin. (1673) Pref. 7 These our Anti-
ceremonial Brethren. 1668 -2nd Disc. Relig. Eng. 29 No-
thing appears to be done in favour of the Anticeremonial.

Anticeremo'nialist. rare. [f. prec. -i- -I*T.]
One who is opposed to ceremonies.

1865 LITTLEDALE .Y<?rM Side ofA Itar 4 Nor would an anti-

ceremonial ist, if not exceptionally scrupulous, hesitate to

comply with so harmless a custom.

Antic erenio-iiiau, sb. Obs. [ANTI- 5.]
= ANTICEREMONIALTST. Also adj. or attrib.

^1644 QUARI.ES Whipper Wkipt in Chertsey Libr. I. 166
Did not the Doctor . . as good as confesse himself an enemy
to Anticeremonians? 1657 SANDERSON Serin. (1674) Pref.

(j 5
The usual . . Objections of our Anti-ceremonian Brethren.

Anti-chamber, obs. var. ANTECHAMBER.

Antichlor(e (arnti|klo<u). Chem. [f. ANTI- 7
+ CHI,OK(INE.] A substance used to obviate the

injurious after-effects of chlorine in bleaching.
1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 131 Sulphur dioxide is also

employed as an antichlor. 1873 FOVVNES Chem. 205 Much
used as antichlores for removing the last traces of chlorine
from bleached goods.

Antichrist (se'ntiikraist). Also 4-5 ante-,

4 7 auticrist, ( 4 ancrist, 5 ancryst), 6 antycryst,
antechriste. [a. OFr. antccrist(e, ad. L. ante-

fhrisfus, a. Gr. avri\ploro^ (i John ii. 1 8), f. avr'i

against + xplarus CHRIST.]
1. An enemy or opponent of Christ.

1340 HAMPOLK Pr. Consc. 4227 Fals anticristes he sal (ram
calle. i38a\Vvci.iF i John ii. 18 Now many antecristes ben
made, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 54 Ilk one contrary to Crist is antt-

crist. 1579 FULKE Heskins's Part. 255 He is defamed of
more than heresie, and proued to bee an antichrist. 1646
GAULE Cases Consc. 20 A Witch is an Anticrist. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Jews, Infidels, etc., may be said to be
Antichrists. 1860 PUSEY Min. Prtjph. 587 The first Anti-

Christ, Simon Magus, was said to have met his death in some
attempt to fly.

2. The title of a great personal opponent of

Christ and His kingdom, expected by the early
church to appear before the end of the world, and
much referred to in the Middle Ages.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22006 Nu sal yee her, i wil you rede, Hu

b.it anticrist [v. r. antecrist] sal brede. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Consc. 4065 Anticrist ar ^at tyme sal noght com. Ibid. 3996*
Of ancrist commyng, and his pouste. 1398 TREVISA Barth.
De P. R. xrx.lxxx. 1 14951914 Theeggesof adders., ben wonder

yelowe, slimy and gleymy : and of thyse egges comyth
Cokatrice: and of the venemous juys shall come Antecrist.

a 1500 in Wright Voc. 217 Hie antechristus, ancryst. 1509
FISHER IVks. (1876) 192 God shal make shorte the tyme of

Antecryst. 1651 HOBBKS Leviaflt. (1839) 552 He handleth
the question,whether the Pope be Antichrist? 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Snpp. s. v., Hippolitus and others held that the devil

himself was the true Antichrist. 1791 D'lWKAEU Cur. Lit.

(1834) VI. 247 There were to be three Anti-Christs, and ..

the last should be born . . in the year 1790. 1856 R. VAUGHAN
Mystics I. 143 The Franciscans think . . that we live in, or

near, the days of Antichrist.

b. Applied by some to the Pope or Papal power.
c 1370 WYCLIF Agst. Begging Friers 11608) 24 This false

heresie and tyrantrie of Antichrist. 1566 Let. Ch. Scot, to

Eng. Ch. 27 Dec. 91 The Bishops and Pastors of England,
who have renounced the Roman Antichrist. 1641 MILTON
Ch. Gtn't. vi. (1851) 123 That irreconcileable schisme of per-
dition and Apostasy, the Roman Antichrist. 1868 MILMAN
St. Paul's x. 247 Against that antichrist the Pope.

fig. 1728 POPE Dune. ii. 12 Rome in her capitol saw

Querno sit, Thron'd on sev'n hills, the Antichrist of wit.

t Antichrrstendom. Obs.we-^. [f. prec.,

after Christendom^ The dominion of Antichrist.

a 1638 MEDE Wks, v. 921 Hlaspheming God by another

Idolatrous worship, and warring at length against his Saints

and overcoming them. This 1 would call Antichristendom.

Antichristian (oenti|kri'stian), a.andslr.; also

6 antichristen. [f. ANTICHHIST, after Christian ;

but often treated as f. ANTI- + CHRISTIAN, in which
sense written in i7-i8th c. with a hyphen.]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to Antichrist.

1532 MOKE Confttt. Tindale Wks. 1557, 510/1 Tindales an-

tichristen heresyes. IJ^TINDAI.E SupperofLord Wks. III.

235 The authority of his antichristian synagogue. J575~8s
ABP. SANDYS Serin. (1841) 67 The head of the church anti-

christian is the pope. ai6So BUTLER Kent. (1759) I. 354
More Protestant Blood . . than ever was spilt either by Rome,
Heathen, or Antichristian. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Eng. V.

xxix. 475 Under no temptation would Knox have accepted
an office which he believed to be antichristian.

2. Opposed to what is Christian or to Chris-

tianity. (Often anti-Christian.'}

1587 GOLDING De Momay xxxm. 531 With Mercuric, the

Christian: and with Luna, the Antichristian. 1659 PEARSON

Owrf(i839> 145 This was the touchstone by which all men
were tried, whether they were Christian or anti-Christian.

1679 PENN Addr. Prot. u. 150 All Christian Societies must

uphold themselves upon the same free Bottom, or they turn

Antichristian. 1865 LECKV Rational. II. 82 The greatest

living antichristian writer was Hobbes. 1870 W. ROSSETTI

in Shelley's IVks. Introd 41 Shelley's antichristian opinions.

ANTICHTHONES.
B. sb. f 1. A follower of Antichrist. Obs.

1531 LATIMER Sertn. fy Rem. (1845) 346 Neither pen nor
tongue can divide the antichristians from their blind folly.

1561 DALTS Bitllinger on Apoc. (1573) 120 Daniell attribut-
eth prosperitie to the Antichristians. 1615 J. WRIGHT Lady
J. Grey in Phenix (1708) II. 29 Him that call'd thee from
Custom-gathering among the Romish Antichristians. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Antichristians properly denote the
followers or worshippers of Antichrist.

2. An opponent of Christianity.
1621 AINSWOKTH Annot. Numb. xvi. 37 Antichristians,

which abuse and despise Christ's mediation. 1708 SWIFT
Ahol. Chr. Wks. 1755 II. i. 93 Toland, the great oracle of
the anti-christians. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XII.

577 The answerers of the French Antichristians.

t Antichrrstian, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. prec.

adj.] To call, or denounce as, antichristian.
a 1718 PENN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 609 How did they Anti-

christian all Force on Conscience, or Punishment for Non-
conformity?

Aiitichrrstianisni. [f. prec. adj. + -ISM.]
1. The system of Antichrist.

1588 Marpret. Epist. (1843) 22 The former poynt of Anti-
chnstianisme. 1659 MILTON Civ. /Vwtr Wks. 1851, 308 No
less antichrist in this main point ofantichristianism, no less a

pope or popedom then he at Rome. 1701 R. FLEMINGAw
<y F. Papacy (1844) 36 When the reign of Antichristianism or
the Papacy, began. 1849 W. FITZGERALD tr. Whitaker's

Disp. 2 That . . baneful and tedious night of popish super-
stition and antichristianism.

2. The quality of being opposed to Christianity;
an antichristian act or belief.

1590 J. GREENWOOD Ansiv. Gijford 35 That the Church
may professe Christianisme and Antichristianisme^ both
at a tyme. 1659 HARDY i John (1865) xlvii. 302/2 Yea,
which is the worst kind of antichristianism, Pseudochris-
tianism is the brand of our times. 1717 DE FOE Mem. Ch.
Scot. (1844) 5 Charg'd with so many Heresies, Errors,

Schisms, and Antichristianisms. 1883 F. COOK in Wordty
ll^'k. 7 June 371/2 Corrupt Christendom possesses a large
amount of the spirit of Antichristianism.

t A iitichristia'nity. Obs. [f.
as prec. +

-ITY, after Christianity^
1. = ANTICHRISTIANISM i.

1555 R. TAYLOR in Foxe A. Sr Af- (1596) 1383/2, I did also

affirme . . poperie Antichristianitie. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol.

iv. (1617)133 Popery being Antlchristianity, is not healed but

by establishment of orders thereunto opposite. The way to

bring a drunken man to sobriety, is to carry him as farre

from excesse of drinke as may be. 1670 BAXTER Cure Ch.-
Diz>. Pref. u. 6 To suspect them of Antichristianity.

2. -ANTICHRISTIANISM 2. 'Contrariety to Chris-

tianity.' J.
1661 BAXTER Moral Prognost. \. 91. 21 To call things

lawful, by the name of Sin and Anti-christianity. 1687
Good Advice

19 Christianity should be propagated by the

Spirit of Christianity, and not by Violence and Persecution,
for that's the Spirit of Antichristianity. 173110 BAILEY;
whence in J. etc.

t Antichri'stianize, v. Obs.
[f.

as prec. +

-IZK.] To act as an Antichrist ; to oppose Christ.

1664 H. MURK Myst. Iniej. no That Polity. . does therein

notoriously Antichristianize, that is oppose Christ in his

prophetick Office as much as any Antichrist can doe. 1701
BEVERLEY Grand Apoc. Quest. 32 During the true Christian

Glory of the Christian Empire, Till it Antichristianiz'd.

t Autichri'stianized, ///. a. Obs. rare.
[f.

prec. + -ED.] Become or made antichristian.

1701 BEVERLEY Grand Apoc. Quest. 24 Empire Lost as a

Vengeance on an Antichristianiz'd State.

Aiitichri'stiaiily, adv.
[f.

ANTICHRISTIAN
+ -LY-.] In an antichristian manner.

'596 J- NORDKN Progr. Pietie \ 1847) IZ1 Such as carry the

titles of Christians, and will yet seek Antichristianly to im-

pose themselves against him. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inig.

109 That expected eminent False-prophet who does Anti-

christianly oppose himself against the Spirit of Truth. 1701
BEVERLEY Grand. Apoc. Quest. 34 So Antichristianly Bitter.

1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 77 That people might not use it

[the name Jehovah] irreverently or anti-Christianly.

t Antichro*nical,a. Obs.- [f.
ANTI- 3 + Gr.

XpuviK-us (t. xpuvo* time) + -AL.] Opposed to, or

out of, proper chronological order. 1847 in CRAIG.

t Antichro'nically, adv. Obs. [f. prec. +
-LY-.l In wrong chronological order.

1847 in CRAIG.

t Antvchronism. Obs. [ad.Gr.dvnxpovtffnos,
f. dvri against + xpw^os time : see -ISM.] Contra-

diction of true chronology ;
anachronism.

1612 DRAYTON Poiy-olb. A 2* Intolerable Antichronismes,
incredible reports, and bardish impostures. 1655 FULLER Ch.

Hist. in. 96 This confounding so many Bacons in one, hath

caused Anticronismes in many Relations. 17*8 G. CARLETON
Mem. Eng. Officer 179, I will. . by an Antichronism in this

Place, a little anticipate some Observations that I made.

!i Antichthon (a-nti-kb^n). [Gr. frf^xfar,

prop, adj, (sc. yrj earth), f. avri opposite to + \^v

the earth, ground.] A (hypothetical) second Earth

on the opposite side of the sun.

1655-60 STANLEY ///. Philos. (1701) 391/2
The tenth is

Antichthon, an Earth above, or opposite lo ours. 1603
Phil. Trans. XVII. 805 Placing . . the Moon as an Antich-

thone or opposite Earth enlightned by the Sun. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v., Pythagoras and his disciples as-

serted an Antichthon. 1865 GROTE Plato I. i. 13 An hy-

pothetical body, called the Antichthon or Counter- Earth.

||
Aiitichthoiies (ienti'kJ>Jn/z). Obs. [L., a. Gr.

pi. of ayrix0(av (sc.
' men ') : see prec.] The in-

habitants of the opposite side of the earth.

x6oi HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 129 Many haue taken It



ANTICIPANT.

[Ceylon] to be the place of the Antipodes, calling it the An-
tichthones world. 1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth I. 255 Those
two hemispheres were then as two distinct worlds . . this

opposite earth being call'd by them antichthon, and its in-

habitants antichthones. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.^Antichthones
. . much the same with what we more usually call Antipodes.

Anticipant (centrsipant), a. and sb. [ad. L.

anticipant-em, pr. pple. of anticipa-re (see ANTI-

CIPATE a.}; or a. its Fr. repr. anticipant^
A. adj.

1. Operating in advance, prevenient, 'preventing.*
1626 DONNE Strut. Ixvii. 6753, By antecedent and anti-

cipant without concomitant and auxiliant grace, c 1828

SOUTHEY Life <$ Corr. (1850) V. 364 It was not forged by
unseen hands, Anticipant of Jove's commands. 1854 B. TAY-
LOR Poems of Orient 171 Exercising power anticipant.

2. Apprehending beforehand, looking forward,

expectant.

386 His mind . . was retrospective rather than anticipanl

B. sb. One who anticipates ;
an anticipator.

1854 B. TAYLOR L'Envoi \\\ Poems ofOrient (1866) 396 The
sweet anticipant of dawn. 1877 M. ARNOLD Gipsy Child
Poems I. 55 O meek anticipant of that sure pain.

tAntrcipa'rian. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. L.

anticip-dre -\--\\\i\y.] One given to anticipation.
1641 LESTRANGE Gods Stibb. 31 Patrons of prolepsis . . an-

ticiparians.

Anticipatable (d&nti'sip^t&Vl), a. [f.
ANTI-

CIPATE v. + -ABLE.] That can be anticipated or

expected,
1873 GREG. Enignt. Life ii. 74 The utmost anticipateable

moderation.

t Anticipate, ///. a. Obs. ; also 6 antecipet.

[ad. L. anticipdt-ns, pa. pple. of anticipa-re,

prop. antecipd~re, f. ante before + -cipdrc, deriv. f.

cap-ere (in comp. -cip-ere) to take.] Anticipated.
1549 Compl. Scoil. v. 36 The daye of iugement sal be an-

tecipet.

Anticipate (centrsip^t), v.
[f. prec., or on

analogy of vbs. so formed. Cf. fr.anticip-er (ad.

L.) found in I4th c.]

fl- To seize or take possession of beforehand. Obs.

1594 T. B. La, Primand. Fr. Acad. II. 576 To anticipate

signifieth as much as to prevent and to take before. 1623
BINGHAM Xenophon 57 They feared the tops of the moun-
taines might be anticipated. 1783 COWPER Task v. 723 To
soar, and to anticipate the skies.

2. To use in advance
;
to spend (money) before

it is at one's disposal.
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reh. I. n. 103 To carry on that

vast xpence, the Revenue of the Crown had been Antici-

pated. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 171 That the

men might have something to buy clothes . . without anti-

cipating their wages. 1883 Daily News 8 Oct 5/5 Do not

anticipate your income.

3. To take up or deal with (a thing), or perform
(an action), before another person or agent has had
time to act, so as to gain an advantage ;

to deal

with beforehand, forestall (an action).
1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. i. 144 Time, thou anticipates! my

dread exploits. i7<S6GoLDSM. Vic. Ifat&ef.xxxix, He has anti-

cipated the vengeance of heaven. 1864 I). MITCHELL 7 Sto-
ries 233 The Count anticipated their action.

4. To be before (another) in acting, to forestall.

a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 55 The Barley, anticipating
the wheat, might be in ear in February, a 1704 T. BROWN
Ta^le T. Wks. 1730 I. 143 Whenever he met a creditor,
never gave htm leave to dun him first, but was sure to an-

ticipate him. 1796 C. MARSHALL Gardening xx. (1813) 423
Anticipate winter so as to put all in order. 1877 BROCKETT
Cross $ Cresc. 67 In many points on which the greatness of
his reputation rests, he was anticipated by his predecessors.
6. To observe or practise in advance of the due

date
;
to cause to happen earlier, accelerate.

1534 MORE On the Passion Wks. 1557, 1308/1 Christe dyd
anticipate the tyme of eatynge his Paschall lambe. 1625
MEADE in Kills Orig. Lett, i. 307 III. 190 The funerall . . is

anticipated, and shall be on Thursday. 1751 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v. Anticipation, Anticipating a payment means the

discharging it before it falls due. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi.
11873) 17 To anticipate by half an hour the usual time of his
arrival. 1819 BYRON yuan \\. Iii, Some leap'd overboard . .

As eager to anticipate their grave.

t 6. intr. To occur earlier, to advance in time. Obs.

1588 A. KING Canisius
1

Catech. G viij, This calculation . .

maid y* aequinoxe of springe tyme to anticipat swa mony
dayes. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. m. i.xli. (ed. 7) 356 It [the
year] doth anticipate in the space of foure yeeres one whole
day. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 219 The Equinoxes
had anticipated.
b. traxs. To occur earlier than, precede, rare.

1855 MILM.W Lat. Chr. (1864^ IV. VH. vi. 172 They were
eager . . if their death anticipated the Last Day, to die in

the Holy Land.
1. To take into consideration before the appro-

priate or due time. a. trans.

153* MORE Confnt. TYWaAr'Wks. 1557, 532/1 Herehaue I,

wel beloued readers . . to anticipate his woordes written in

his other Chapiter. 1675 BAXTER Cath. Theol. \\. i. 127 You
shall not again tempt me to anticipate the question ofeffectual
Grace. 1796 C. MARSHALL Gardening-x\\. (1813* 152 He is to

anticipate consequences and provide for the future. 1839
Ecce Homo v. ted. 8) 43 We have anticipated in a former

chapter the means by which Christ avoided this result.

b. absol.

1700 DRYDEN Fables Pref. (Globe) 497, I find I have anti-

cipated already. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 31 Of this,
more hereafter ; we must not anticipate.

367

8. trans. To reali/e beforehand (a certain future

event).
1643 SIR T. BROWNK Relig. Jfed. i. 41, 1 perceive I doe an-

ticipate the vices of age. 1749 SMOLLETT Regicide v. vi, My
fears Anticipate thy words ! 1853 C. BRONTE KrYft/Arxxxvu.

(1876) 421 Some real lives do . . actually anticipate the hap-
piness of Heaven.
9. To look forward to, look for (an uncertain

event') as certain. Const, simple obj, or subord, cl.

1749 SMOLLETT Regicide in. vil, How my fir'd soul anti-

cipates the joy! 1751 HAKKIS Hermes (18411 149, I antici-

pate a like orderly and diversified succession . . in time
future. 1839 KEK;HTLEV /fist. Eng. 1 1. 38 Those, not in the

secret, anticipated an acquittal. 1858 HAWTHORNS Fr. <y If.

Jrnls. II. 85 He appeared to anticipate that flying will be a
future mode of locomotion.

Anticipated (ivnti-sip^ted), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED.]
1. Taken or occurring in advance or beforehand.
1611 CoTCjR., Anticipe^ anticipated, prevented, forestalled.

1655 pKRtkY Parthen. (1676) 21 The Heavens had put on

anticipated Mourning. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Anti-

cipation^ or anticipated diseases. 1809 J. BARLOW Colwtnb.

in. 620 The waking stars [in an eclipse] .. Peep out and

gem the anticipated night.

2. Used beforehand, as money.
1781 COWPKR Ret. 559 Anticipated rents, and bills unpaid.
3. Apprehended beforehand, looked for, expected.
1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xv, The anticipated meeting put

to flight These painful thoughts. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. 1. 185
The anticipated storm at length gave notice of its coming.

t Anti'cipately, adv. Obs. [f.
ANTICIPATE a.

+ -LY-.] By anticipation; beforehand.
a 1677 BARROW Popes Suprent. (L.l Our Lord did intend

to l>estow upon all pastors, that he did anticipately promise
to Peter, a 1711 K.EN Poet, \\~ks. 1721 IV. Si Beneath his

Wings secure I rest, And am anticipately blest.

Anticipating, ///. a.
[f.

ANTICIPATE v.+

-IN<J-.] Taking, apprehending, or occurring be-

forehand ; forestalling.
1611 COTGR., Anticipant, anticipating, preventing, fore-

stalling. 1711 SHAFTKSH. Charact.\ 17371 1 II. 380 This natural

Apprehension, or anticipating Sense of Unity. 1825 CARLYLK
Schiller ii. 1 18451 75 His anticipating goodness.

Anticipation (s&nti-sip^'Jan), [ad. L. antici-

tion-em, n. of action f. anticipate (see ANTICI-

K) ;
or perh. a. Fr. anticipation, i6th c. in Littre.]

1. The action of taking ir.to possession, actually
or virtually, beforehand ; theusing of money before it

is at one's disposal ;
the sum so dealt with in advance.

1548 HALL C/iron. 672 This payment was called an An-

ticipation, which is to say a thing taken, or a thing commyng
before his lyme. 111674 CLARENDON Hist. AW1

. I. u. 115
Had drawn assignments and anticipations upon the Revenue.

1691 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. II. 317 To speake to the lords of
the treasury to give an account of all tallies of anticipation
that are struck. 1769 BURKE Pres. St. Nat. Wks. II. 107
This deficiency arises . . from anticipation and from defec-

tive produce. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARD'S Property Law xvii.

118 Although she [a married woman] is restrained from an-

ticipation by the settlement.

2. Prior action that meets beforehand, provides
for, or precludes the action of another.

1553 T. WILSON R/iet. TOO Anticipation is when we prevent
those wordes that another would saie, and disprove them as
untrue. 1602 SHAKS. Hum, n. ii. 304 So shall my anticipa-
tion preuent your discouery. 1815 Siu J. MACKINTOSH Sp.

(27 Apr.) Wks. 1846 III. 342 Those whose flagitious policy
they had by anticipation condemned. 1879 FROUDE Csesar
xv. 230 In anticipation of a riot the temples on the Forum
were occupied with guards.
3. Assignment to too early a time ; hence, ob-

servance in advance of the proper time.

1774 J. BRYANT Mythoi. II. 106 Guilty of an unpardonable
anticipation, in ascribing those conquests to the first king of
the country. 1*1854 STANLEY Sinai $ Pal. xiv. (1858) 464
Easter Eve, which by a strange anticipation . . eclipses
Easter Sunday.
4. Occurrence in advance of the expected time

;

cllipt. the amount of such earlier occurrence. Obs.

in general sense.

1556 RECORUE Cast. KnowL 277 The anticipation of the

Equinoctial! tearmes. 1588 A. KING Canisius' Catech. Hj,
i Yc

anticipation being substractit. 111697 HOLDER (J.) The
I

golden number gives the new moon four days too late by
reason of the aforesaid anticipation.
b. Medt (See quot.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp.^ Anticipation, in a medicinal

sense, may be understood of those diseases, which, having
their accesses and remissions at stated hours, gain in point
of time, and finish their period sooner than ordinary. 1853
MAVNE Exp. Lex.

t Anticipation, The occurrence of certain

phenomena, morbid or natural, before the customary period.
C. Music. The introduction beforehand of part of

a chord which is about to follow.

1819 I'anJol., Anticipation, in music, is when a diminutive
note lies between two other notes, and was invented with a
view to vary the melody without altering the intention.
1880 POLE in Grove Diet. Mns. I. 73/2 Beethoven has many
striking examples of anticipation.
5. Intuitive preconception; a priori knowledge,

intuition
; precognition, presentiment.

^ 1549 LATIMER T Serm. bef. Edw. K/tArb.>47 Ye Ethen-
ickes, who wrought onely by naturall mocion and anticipa-
tions. 1594 T. B. La Primami. Fr. Acad. II. 576 By these

anticipations they understande those principles of know-
ledge and naturall informations, which . . wee have not
learned of any masters. 1860 ABP. THOMSON Laws of Th.
115 (ed. 5) 229 Anticipation . . is the power of penetrating

into the secrets of nature before the evidence is unfolded.

ANTICLIMAX.

1 6. The formation of opinions before examining
the evidence

; prepossession, prejudice. Obs.

1640 SANDERSON 21 Serin. Ad Aul. xi.d673) 160 Education
and Custom commonly layeth such strong anticipations
upon the judgment, a 1704 LOCKE Cone/. Underst, 25 (R.)

Men give themselves up to the first anticipations of their

,
mind. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charact. (1737) HI. iv. ii. 214 We
cannot resist our natural Anticipation in behalf of Nature.

7. The action of representing to oneself or realiz-

I ing a thing before it occurs
; apprehension before-

hand, preconception.
1711 SHAPTESB. Charac. III. 336 The Anticipation of high

Titles, Honours, and nominal Dignitys . . may not prove
i beneficial or advantageous m the end. a 1764 R. LI.OYI>

!

J///X.'.J/ff/V/\Vks. 11.51 And when the thoughts on evil pore,
'

Anticipation makes it mort:. 1816 Miss ACSTEN Emma i.

i xi. 77 First in anticipation and then in reality it became
henceforth the chief object of interest.

8. '1 he action of looking forward to, expectation.
1809 COLERIDGE Friend iv. 1 1837' 1. 198 Had I not soothed

my solitary toils with the anticipation of many readers.

1830 B'NESS BUSSKN in Hare Life I. i.\. 342 We are in such
I a state of excitement in anticipation of political news. 1841
' BHKWSTER Mart. Sc. vi. (1856' 83 Looked forward to the ar-

rival of her Father with the most affectionate anticipations.

Aiiticipative (senti'sip^tiv), a. [f. \.Mnticipat~

|

(sue ANTICIPATE) + -IVE, as if ad. \**anticipativits^\

\
1. Having the faculty or habit of anticipating.
1559 JKUKL in 4 Cent. Eng. Lett. 55 They are a most an-

ticipative race. 1797 FOSTER Life $ Corr. 1 18461 1. 188 An-

ticipative of its dt-stiny. 1834 I.v i ION Potnfeii 276 Anxious,
fearful, anticipativtr, she resolved upon seizing the earliest

opportunity.
2. Of the nature of anticipation.
1664 H. MOKIC Myst, Iniq. 304 Prophecie being nothing

else but an anticipative History. 1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr.

.y Lff.Art 219 Mary Magdalene, with the anticipative glory
round her head.

Anti'cipatively, adv.
[f. prec. 4 -LY?.] By

way of anticipation.
1864 Daily '//. 12 Apr., That simple and becoming cos-

tume with which all London had become anticipatively
familiar, 1878 C. SIANFORD Sytnb. Christ xii. 334 Holding
anticipatively the complete knowledge of a later age.

Anticipator tjHiti'sip^tai), Also -er. [a. L.

anticipator, n. of agent f. antidpare : see A.NTICI-

PATE and -OR.] One who anticipates.
1598 Fi.oRio, PreittHiore, a preuentor, an ouertaker, an an-

ticipator. 1753 RICHARDSON (.irandison 11810' VI. xli. 271
He is such an anticipate!

1

,
that he leaves not to me the merit

of obliging him beyond his expectation. 1808 LD. GRENYII.LK
in I)k. Huckhm.tV/. Gco.l/l, IV. 284 The most confident an-

ticipator of Bonaparte's downfall.

Aiiticipatorily (antrsipatanli), adv. rare.

[f.
next + -i.v-.] In anticipation, beforehand.

1878 KI:SKIN Notes i. 71 Of these ten [drawings], he made
anticipaturily four, to manifest what their quality would be.

Anticipatory (anti-sipatari), a. [f.
ANTICI-

PATOR +-Y: see -our.] Of or pertaining to an

anticipator ;
of the nature of anticipation.

1669 H. Mont; 7 Chnn/tcs Pref. (T. 1 Prophecy, being an an-

ticipatory history. 1855 H. SPKNCKR Psychol. 11872' I. ill.

iv. 315 Nascent vision . . amounts at first to little more than

anticipatory touch. 1874 H. REYNOLDS John Bapt. iii. 3.

216 Anticipatory of a wider diffusion of the Holy Spirit.

Anticivic (anti,si-vik\ a. rare. [ad. mod.Fr.

anticivique : see ANTI- 3 and Civic.] Opposed
to citizenship, csp. to the doctrine of citizenship
established in France at the Revolution of 1789.
1805 MAR. Eix.hUOKTH Mdmc. de Fleitry\\\\. 11832 99 Bad

citizens . . nourished in anticivic prejudices.

Anticivisni (rentiisrviz'm). rare 1
, [a. mod.

Fr. antidvisme \ see ANTI- 8 and CIVISM.] Oppo-
sition to citizenship (as in prec.).
1837 CARI.YI.K Fr. Rev. II. in. i. ii. 138 Wo to him who is

guilty of Plotting, of Anticivisni, Royalism, Feuillanttsm,

Anticize(arntis3iz\'. rare. [f.
ANTIC sb. + -IZE;

cf. frift'c-ize.'] To play antics, sport grotesquely.
1871 BROWNING Pr. Ha/musticl 1307 Could the orb sweep

those puny particles . . from .space They anticizs in with
their days and nights.

Antick^e, obs. f. ANTIC, and of ANTIQUE.
t A'ntick't, ///. a. Obs. [f. ANTIC v. + -ED.]
Made fantastic; grotesquely dressed.
1612 WARNER Alb. Eng. \x. xlvii. 218 Some, by Arte, abus-

ing Nature, heads of antick't hayre do frame.

Anticlastic (8enti|klse
-

stik), a. [formed as if

ad. Gr. *u.VTiK\aaTtK-us, f. ui-TttfAd-ety, f. avri con-

trary + K\a-ftv to bend.] Applied to a double-

curved surface, of which the two curvatures, trans-

verse to each other, are in opposite directions
;

convex in its length, and concave in its breadth, or

vice versa.

1879 THOMSON & TAIT All/. Phil. I. i. 128 We may divide
curved surfaces into Anticlastic and Synclastic. A saddle

gives' a good example of the former class; a ball of the

latter . . The outer portion of an anchor-ring is synclastic, the
inner anticlastic.

Anticlimax (3e:nti t klai'ma.'ks). [ANTI- 2.]

1. Rhet. The opposite of climax : 'a sentence in

which the last part expresses something lower than

the first* J. ;
the addition of a particular which,

instead of heightening the effect, suddenly lowers

it or makes it ludicrous.

1727 POPE, etc. Art of Sinking 101 The Anti-Climax ..

'And thou Dalhoussy the great God of war, Lieutenant
colonel to the Earl of Mar.' 1791 BOSWELL Johnson (1816)



ANTICLINAL.
III. 418, I objected also to what appeared an anticlimax of
praise. 1842 DicKVMsAmtr. A0&? 11850) 141/1 The stupen-
dous silliness of certain stanzas with an anti-climax at the
end of each.

2. By extension : A descent or fall in contrast to

a previous rise.

1858 LEWES Seaside Stud. 42, I think of the Hunter's
finale as merely an extra dish, and pronounce that to be an
anticlimax to his day's work. 1879 MCCARTHY Own Time
II. xviii. 35 The later years of his life *vere only an anti-
climax.

Anticlinal (sentijklai-nal), a. and sb. [f. Or.
dm against + KKiv-tiv to lean, slope + -AL. Cf. Or.
ai'rtK\iv-fLf to lean against (each other'.] A..adj.
1. GeoL Forming a ridge, in which strata lean

against each other, and whence they slope down,
or dip, in opposite directions. The opposite of

synclinal.
1833 1,YKLL/V/W.Qv>/.II 1. 287 The Hast ings sands,forming

an anticlinal axis, on each side ofwhich the other formations
are arranged with an opposite dip. 1848 MILLKR First
Impress, viii. 11857) T 34 ^ ne strata shelve downwards on
both sides from the anticlinal line a-top.
2. Anat. (A vertebra) having an upright spine,

towards which the spines on both sides incline.

1870 ROLLKSTON Anim. Lifei-2. The tenth [dorsal vertebra
of the Rabbit] is the anticlinal vertebra.

B. sb. Geol. [by ellipsis]. An anticlinal fold,

axis, crest, or line
;
a line whence strata dip in

opposite directions.

1849 MURCHIRON Siluria v. looThe same North and South
j

anticlinal which is apparent in May Hill and Huntley Hill.
'

1869 PHILLIPS \>

r

e$M>. ix. 255 Anticlinals and synclinals, in I

the earth's crust

Anticline (arntiikbin). Geol. [f. as prec., but
j

assimilated to incline, etc.] An anticlinal fold.
1861 PAGE hitrod. Geol. Index, Anticline* anticlinal. 1873

GEIKIK Gt. Ice Age xxi. 266 Diagrammatic view of synclines
and anticlines. 1876 PAGE Adrd. Text-bk. Geol. iv. 83 When
strata dip . . like the roof of a house . . the strata are spoken
of a* forming an anticline or saddleback.

Anticly (a"ntikli),ffrfc;. arch, or Obs.
[f.

ANTICS.
+ -LY-.] In an antic manner, grotesquely.
1556 in Macm. Mdg. XLV. 452 Twelve minstrels antickly

disguUed. 1599 SHAKS. J/t-/t Ado\. i. y6 Go antiquely, and
*>how outward hideousnesse. 1671 L(*nd. Gaz.dxxxv/2 Frocks

antickly composed of White and Red pieces of Cloth.

t A'nticness. Obs. rare.
[f.ANTIC a. + -NESS.]

The quality of being antic
; grotesqueness, oddity.

1638 FORD Fancies iv. if, A port of humorous antickness in

carriage. 1655 FILLER C/i. Hist, ix. 108 This Arch-Bishop :

wa-> an excellent Antiquarie (without any Anticknesse).

Anticonvellent (ae:nti,kpnve'lent), a. and sl>.

Hied. [f. ANTI- 3 + L. convcllent-em, pr. pple. of ,

convcll-ere to convulse.] A. adj. Of use against
convulsions. B. sb. An anti-convulsive.

1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 348 Dr. Mitchell used it in con-
vulsions in 1871, and advocated its use as an anticonvellent

\

in eclampsia.

AnticonVTllsive [x ntijk^nvo-lsiv), a. and sb.
|

Med. [ANTI- 3.] A*, adj. Of use against convul-
,

sions. B. sb. (sc. medicine.)
^1734 FLOYER (J.

i Whatsoever produces an inflammatory' \

disposition in the blood . . as anticonvulsive medicines.

Anticor (re-ntiiko-'T). Also 7 -core, 8 antecor,
[

-ticour (antocow). [f.
ANTI- + L. cor heart.] A

disease amongst horses and cattle. (See quot.)
1607 TOPS ELL Four-footed Beasts (1673! 335 An Anticor

cometh of superfluity of evill bloud or spirit in the arteries,

and also of inrlamation in the liver. 1706 PHILLIPS, Antocow

(among Farriers' a round Swelling about half as big as one's

Fist, which breaks out in the Breast of a Horse, over against
the Heart. [So in BAILEY 1721-1800.] 1737 BRACKEN Far-
riery hnpr. (1756) I. xxii. 192 Of the Anticor. This Disease
in Horses is called in French, Anticccnr, on Account of its

being over-against the Heart, or in the Breast. 1783 Aixs-

WORTH Lat. Diet. (ed. Morelll s.v., The anticor [in horses],
Fcbris pestilens,phlegi>wne circa, fectits stipata.

Anticorrosion (senti|kjw*-gan). [ANTI- 7.]

A substancewhich prevents corrosion
;
anticorrosive

paint or varnish.

1851 Ord. $ Regitl.R. Engineers 10. 94 Iron Guns, Car-

riages, and Platforms, are to be coated with Anticorrosion,
and not painted. x86a F. GRIFFITHS Artill. Man. 58 Its

first coat of anticorrosion.

Anticous (sentai'kas), a. Bot. [f.
L. antic-us

front (f. ante before} + -ous.] Fronting the axis

of the whorl to which it belongs, as anthers whose
line of dehiscence looks towards the pistils.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 273 Melampyrum . . Disk an

hypogynous anticous gland. 1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bk. vi.

6. 253 An anther is . . Introrse . . or Anticous, when it faces

toward the axis of the flower.

Anticydo"meter. [ANTI- 6.] An opponent
of squarers of the circle (humorously called by De

Morgan Cyclometers).
1866 DE MORGAN in Athenyum 27 Oct. 534/2 Cyclometers

have their several styles of wit ; so have anticyclometers
too, for that matter.

Anticyclone (re*nti|S3i'kI0n). Meteor. [Axri-

2.] The rotatory outward flow of air from an

atmospheric area of high pressure ; also, the whole

system of high pressure and outward flow.

1877 A cademy 3 Nov. 435/1 The *
cirri

'

. . cannot indicate

the me of air motion from the cyclone to the anticyclone.
1880 GEIKIB Phys, Geog. it. xi. 86 The outward flowing from

a region of high pressure is called an anticyclone or anti-

cyclonic movement. 1880 Times n Aug. n/6 Owing to a
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sudden increase of pressure, a large anticyclone had been
formed over France, England, and Ireland.

Anticyclonic (:e:nti|S3ikV-nik), a. Meteor,
1.

[f. ANTI- 3 + CYCLONIC.] Opposed to cyclones
or cyclonic theories.
1860 MAL-RY Phys, Gcog. Sea xix. 803 Espy maintains that

they confirm his theory, and his is anti-cyclonic.
2.

[f. ANTICYCLONE -f -ic.] Of or pertaining to
an anticyclone.
1871 in Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. XII. 64 The anticyclonic

character of our winds and storms. 1882 W. MARRIOTT in
Standard 26 Dec. 7/4 Nearly all British weather is cyclonic
or anti-cyclonic. The wind in an anticyclonic system blows in
the direction of the hands of a watch, but slightly outwards.

Anticyclo'nically, adv.
[f. prec. + -AL +

-LY -.] After the manner of an anticyclone.
1882 E. ARCHIBALD in Nature No. 653. 10 Outside the an-

nulus of high pressure surrounding a cyclone the air should
move outwards anticyclonically.

t Antidemo'niac, a. and sb. Obs. [Asm- 3, 7.]
A. adj. Opposed to demons. B. si. Anything
effective against evil spirits.
1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 90 The holy Stole .. shewed

itselfe an Antid^emoniack of speciaJ account. 1683 K.
HOOKER Pref. Pordage's Myst. Div. 61 That famous Anti-
Satanic Athleta, Anti-DsemoniacPalestrita, and Hell's black

Regiment's Antagonist.

Antidicoma rian, a. and sb. [see next.]
A. adj. Adverse to the Virgin Mary. B. sb. = next.

1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 1557, 489/1 Called them
Antidychomarians, that is to saye Maryes aduersaryes.

Antidicoma'rianite. [ad. med.L., ad. Gr.

avTifiiKofiaptaviraL, f. dvTiSiic-o? adversary + Mapia.

Mary.] //. Adversaries of Mary; a name applied
to Oriental Christians, in the 4th c., who denied the

perpetual virginity of the mother of Jesus.
n 1625 J. BOYS H'A-s. 1629,21 Old Helvidians, New Ami- ,

dicomarianits, holding it a point of zeale to disgrace this ;

holy Virgin. 1751 CHAMKKRS Cycl., Antidicomarianitt's . .

otherwise called Antidicomaritx, and Antidicotnarites
t
3.\\&

Antidicomarianists^ sometimes also Antimariani,

t Antidi'llic, a- Med. Obs.~ [ad. med.L. anti- <

dinic-Ks, f. ANTI- 3 + ttv-os whirl, dizziness : see
,

-1C.] Acting as a remedy for giddiness.
1719 in Glossogr. Nova. 1853 in MAYNE E*p. Lex.

t A*nti-divi:sion. Obs. [ANTI- 2.] (See quot.)
1655-60 STANLKY Hist. Philos. \ 1701 ) 308/1 There are three

|

forms of division, anti-division, sub-division, partition. Anti-
i

division is a distribution of the Genus into Species by the
;

contrary; as for example, by negation, as, of things that are,
some are good, others not good.

Antidotal (arnti|(]0ytal,a'nti'dAtal\#. [f. ANTI-
DOTE + -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature

of, an antidote
; alexipharmic. ///. and /%.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
Ej>.

168 None of the Ancients
ascribed any medicinall or antidotal! virtue unto the Uni-
cornes home. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 109 p2 Writings
antidotal to levity and merriment, 1857 ^'af- Mag. I. 285
The antidotal efficacy of a Honduras plant.

Antidotally, adv. rare.
[f. prec. + -LY2.]

After the manner of an antidote.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. P.p. 102 Rather antidotally

destroying, then seminally promoting its production.

t Anti'dotary, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. med.L.
antidotari-u$

t
f. antidotum : see ANTIDOTE and

-ART. Cf. Fr. antidotaire.]
A. adj. Of the nature of an antidote

; antidotal. '

1599 A. M. Gabelhoner's Bk. Physic 381/1 A verye excellent

Antidotarye poudre. 1657 G. STAKKEY Helmonfs \~ittd. To
Reader, Cured by killing the venome, by antidotary remedies, i

B. sb.

1. An application of the nature of an antidote.

1583 STL-BUES^lrt/.^^KJ. (1877)96 Mariage an antidotarie
|

against Whordome.
2. A practitioner who gives antidotes, rare.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Form. R ij, I than Antydotary
j

ordynary in the scyence of apostemes.
3. A book describing antidotes ; sometimes ex-

tended to : A dispensary.
\c xS4ai/z//f)in Hazlitt Handbk. 583/2 The Ant!doth*rius. 1

1543 TRAHKHOS I'igo's Chirurg. vni. 199 The Antidotarie
. . conteynethe the description of Oyntmentes, Cerotes,

Playsters, Oyles, Pilles. 1657 TOMLINSON Renon's Disp.
Pref. , The shop, or Antidotary divided into two Parts. 1727
BRADLEY Fatn. Diet. s.v. Honey, Several others to be found
in your Antidotaries . . as the Buglossate made of Bugloss.

Antidote (arntid0"t). [(?a. Fr. antidote^) ad.

L. antidotitm t a.Gr.dfTiSoToc a remedy, prop. neut.

sing, of avTi-Soros given against. In i6-i7th c.

often used in Gr. or L. form, with pi. -a.]

1. A medicine given to counteract the influence of

poison, or an attack of disease.

1543 TKAHERON Vigos Chirurg. (1586^431 Antidota, are

medicines to be received within the bodie . . some are geven
against poison, some against the stinging ofvenempus beasts.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hunt. in. v. 64 An antidote, that

had you taken the most deadly poysonous plant . . it should

expell it. 1604 JAMES I Connterbl. (Arb.) 101 The loath-
j

some, and hurtfull vse of this stinking Antidote. 1633
(i. HERBERT Proi'id. xxii. in Temple 112 Where are poysons,
antidots are most. 1875 H. WOOD Therap. (1879)45 [To]

sulphate of copper . . milk and eggs . . are the most efficient

antidotes.

b. Const, against, for, to.

1515 in Froucle Hist. Eng. II. viii. 241 Some say . . that to

find the antidotum for this disease is impossible. 1593 NASHE
Chr. Tearcsfy Him . . that takes any antidote against it {the

Plague). 1653 WALTON Angler 145 A natural Balsome

ANTI-GALLIC.
or Antidote against all Poison. 1752 HCME Palit. Disc.
ii. 38 One poison may be an antidote to another. 1779
SHERIDAN St. Patrick's D. n. iv, He has antidotes for all

poisons. 1843 MILL Logic ill. ix. i Such examples are
afforded by antidotes to these poisons.
2. jig. Const, as in prec.
1548 VERON (titte} An Holsom Antidotus or counterpoysen

agaynst the pestilent heresye and sect of Anabaptistes. 1635
QUARLES Emblems v. (1718) 333 To lend My wasting day,
an antidote for night ! 1656 BRAMHALL Replic. ii. 87 Adju-
ments of unity, and antidotes against Schism. 1656 H. MORE
(title) Antidote against Atheisme. 1768 GOLDSM. Good Kat.
Man i. i, His very mirth is an antidote to all gaiety. 1810
COLERIDGE Friend 11865) ."8 The whole truth is the best
antidote to falsehoods which are dangerous chiefly because

they are half-truths. 1878 SEELEY Stein III. 433 To regard
Reform as the best antidote against Revolution.

Antidote (ic-ntidout), v. [f. prec. sb., after

med.L. antidota-re, and Vr.an/n/i>ifr(Cotgi. 161 1).]

1 1. trans. To furnish with an antidote ; fortify

against poison (a man or his system). Msojig. Obs.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) H'Ks. ill. 98/1 She's antidoted,
well perfum'd and painted. l65gGuRNALL Chr. in Arm. ix.

(16691^4/2 Be . . careful to antidote thy Soul against receiving
infection, a 1703 BURKITT On N. T. Matt. x. 31 To antidote
our spirits against all distrustful fears.

2. To apply an antidote to, counteract (a poison,
etc.). AlsoyFf.
1661 BL-RNEY Kp3. Aipor 45 As the dearest Father, he has

compassion to antidote extreams. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela
III. 238 Incapable of antidoting the Poison he has spread.
1869 H. U.SSHER in Enf. Mcch. 3 Dec., Opium or belladonna
taken internally antidote each other.

t A'ntidoter. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. as prec. +-EB 1
.]

One who gives an antidote. (In the quot. the
writer of a pamphlet entitled 'The Antidote.')
a 1709 SIR R. ATKINS Par!, ty Pol. Tracts (1734) 376 The

Opinion the Antidoter maintains.

t Alitidcrtical, a. Obs. rare-1
,

[f.
Gr. dvri-

SOT-OV (see ANTIDOTE) 4- -ICAL.] Pertaining to, or

of the nature of, an antidote.

1607 TorsKLL Serpents (1653! 635 Within four hours after
he perished, notwithstanding all hisantidotical preservatives.

t Antido"tically, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LYZ.]

By way of antidote.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 168 Antidotically used . .

it is an insufferable delusion.

Antidromal (aenti-drAmal), a. Bot.
[f. Gr. avri

against + -Spoft-os running + -AL. Cf. Gr. avrtSpo/ti-
<it> to run against.]

= next.

1849 LINDLEY Eli'm. Bot. n. ix, Antidromalt when the
direction of the spire of a lateral organ is the reverse of that
on the central stem.

AntidromOUS (a-nti-dnftnasl, a. Bot. [f.
as

prec. + -ous.] Running in an opposite direction

round an axis.

1878 MASTERS Hcnfrey's Bot. 273 An inflorescence homo-
dromous with the principal axis, antidromous with the leaf-

bud. 1881 VINES in Jrnl. Bot. X. No. 217. 4 When the
antidromous branch is developed, a system of alternating
branches is produced.

Antidysenteric (oe:ntiidisente'rik), a. and sb.

.]/<,/. [ANTI- 3.] A. adj. Of use against dysen-

tery. B. sb. (sc. medicine.)
1853 T. Ross Humboldt's Trav. 1 1 1. xxv. 24 The febrifuge

and antidysenteric bark of the Bonplandia.

Antidysente'rical, a. = prec. 1775 in ASH.

Alltidysuric (a;
;nti|disiuTik), a. Med.

[f.

ASTI- 3 + Gr. ovffovptK-6t, {. Svoovpia retention of

urine.] Of use against dysury.

Anti-emetic, -ephialtic, var. ANTEMETIC,
-EPHIALTIC.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 136 Employed . . as a tonic,

stomachic, and anti-emetic.

Anti-ethnic (senti,e-bnik), a. [f. ANTI- 3 + Gr.

iffvix-ui Gentile, f. iffvos (Gentile) nation.] Against
the Gentiles, or nations other than the Jewish.
1861 W. MILL Applic. Panth. Princ. (ed. 2) 169 Their

[the Rabbis'] own anti-ethnic prejudices.

t Antifebri'fic, a. and sb. Med. Obs. [ANTI-
3. Through some error all the early works have

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ff Min. 289 Their oile . . is used
in the antifebritick plaister. 1686 MOVLE Sea Chyrurg. \. 6

Greater quantities of Antefebritiques. 1694 WESTMACOTT
Scrip. Herb. 156 This antifebrifick plaster was the secret of
a great practitioner.

Antifebrile (aenti|fe-bril, ff-), a. and sb. Med.

[ANTI- 3.] A. adj. Efficacious against fever. B.
sb. A substance having this property.
1661 LOVELL Hist. A nini. <$ Min. 233 Some use them as an

antefebrile. a 1734 FLOYER (J.i, Antifebrile medicines check

the ebullition. 1859 R. BURTON in Jrnl. R. G. S. XXIX.
184 Onions an antifebrile which flourishes better in Central

than in Maritime Africa.

Antifriction (a-nti,fri-kj3n). [ANTI- 7.] That
which prevents friction. Also attrib. andyff.
1837 CARLYLE Diam. Ncckl. viii, Oil of flatter}', the best

patent antifriction known. 1869 Eng. M^eclt. 14 May 172/2
The block is kept in position by . . anti-friction bowls.

Antigalactic (ae-nti|galre-ktik), a. and sb. [f.

ANTI- 3 + Gr. 7aAa/m/coj, f.-yaKaicr- milk.] A. adj.

Of use in preventing the secretion of milk. B. sb.

(sc. medicine, etc.) 1847 in CRAIG.

Anti-Gallic (aentiigae'lik), a.
[f.

ANTI- 3 4 L.

Gallicus of Gaul,
'

French.']
= next.



ANTI-GALLICAN. 369 ANTTMONANE.
1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 512 That unequall'd zeal and

Antigallic spirit.

Anti-Ga llican, a. and sb.
[f. prec. + -AN.]

A. adj. Opposed to what is French.

1765 SMOU.ETT Trav. 56 Antigallican spirit enough to pro-
duce themselves in their own genuine English dress. 1817
COLERIDGE Biogr, Lit. (1817) ioi Far greater earnestness
and 7eal both anti-jacobin and anti-gallican. 1842 ALISON
Hist. Eur. 11849) X. Ixvi. 22. 135 The convulsion, as Wel-

lington often observed, was anti-( lallican, not democratic.

B. sb. One opposed to the French.

ijS&Gentl. Mag. XXV. 280 A. .badge, given by the society
ofAntigallicans. 1826 MITFORD Village'set. n. (1863) 331 The
Anti-Gallicans retained Jacob. 1854 BANCROFT Hist. U. S.

(18761 VI. xlvi. 302 Congress was divided between what the
French envoy named 'Galileans' and 'anti-Gallicans.'

Anti-Gallicanism. [f. prec. + -ISM.] Oppo-
sition or aversion to the French.
1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Re-s. III. 260 Anti-gallicanism is

our habitual interest. 1810 CcLBRIDGB Friend \\\. \\. (1867)

378 Translating their fanatical an ti-Jacobinism into a well-

grounded . . anti-Gallicanism.

Anti-god (se'ntiigfxl). [ANTI- 1.] He who or

that which is opposed to God. Hence b. A rival

deity ; c. An evil demon or devil.

B04ClUUUfOCKX&r& 6W(i834) II. 567 It maybe called. .

the spirit of anti-god. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. r John ii. 18

It is not antichrist properly . . but the anti-god, the Roman
Idolatrous Emperor. 1720 WATKRLAMJ 8 Serin. 145 All

Rival, or Anti-Gods, set up in opposition to God. 1856 R.
VAUGHAN Mystics 11860) I. in. iv. Si The malignant Daemons,
the Anti-gods (afrt&c'ovO.

Antigorite (senti-gorsit). Mill.
[f. Antigoriot

the valley in Piedmont, where found + -ITE.] A
mineral, a variety of Serpentine.
1862 DANA Man. Geol. 8. 82 Nickel and Chrome, .occur

also . . in the antigorite of Piedmont.

t A'ntigraph. Ofo~ [ad. W&\*.antigraphuw9

a. Gr. avriypa.<pov a duplicate copy : see ANTI- A.
Cf. Fr. anfigrap/u\~] A copy or transcript.
1656 BLOUXT Glossogr., Antigra'ph, an example, a copy.

t Antrgrapher. O/>i~
[f. med.L. antigraph-

its (cf. Gr. dvrtypatpfvs a check-clerk) + -ER!.]
1656 BLOUNT Gtossogr., Antigrapher, a Comptroller . . he

that keeps the Accompts or Money received to the Prince's

use, a maker or keeper of Counterpanes of Deeds.

Antigro'pelos. [Said to be made up from
Gr. dvri against 4- vypus wet + infAos mud (which
should give anthygropelos} !] Coverings to pro-
tect the legs against wet mud

; waterproof leggings.

(Originally, a proprietary name.)
1848 KINGSI.KY Yeast i. < D.) The surgeon of the Union in

mackintosh and antigropelos. 1857 Frasers Mag. LVI. 350
Would he not have stood aghast at the term 'antigropylos?'
Would it not puzzle a Scaligeror Bentley? 1876 GEO. ELIOT
Dan. Der. I. vii. 115 Her brother had on his antigropelos.

Anti-guggler (sentigirgUO. [f. ANTI- 6 +
gitgglc GUUGLE + -ER*.] A small siphon inserted

into the mouths of carboys, etc., when liquor is

poured out, so as to admit the air without gurgling.
1794 G. ADAMS Nat. 4- >/. Phil. I.ii. 58 The anti-guggler

. . formerly much used for the decanting of liquors liable to

sediment. 1875 in UHE Diet. Arts.

Antihelix, anthelix (;vnti,hrliks, arnf/Iiks).
Anat. [a. Gr. dv6eKi, f. dvr\i opposite + i'At the

outer ear, orig. a spiral, curl, eddy.] The curved
elevation within the helix or outer rim of the ear,

which surrounds the central cavity or concha.
1721 BAILEY, Anthelix, The Inward brink of the outward

ear. 1836-39 TODD Cycl. Anat. <y Pkys. II. 550/2 The emi-
nence within the helix is called anthelix. 1871 DARWIN Desc.
Man I. i. 21 Various folds and prominences (helix and anti-

helix, tragus and anti-tragus) which in the lower animals
strengthen and support the ear.

Antihydropic (trti|hMdrfrpUc),
. and sb.

J/ft/.
[f.

ANTI- 3 + Gr. vSpa}irtK-6s f. vSpwrr-a (vSpixif/}

dropsy.] A. adj. Tending to counteract dropsy.
B. sb. (sc. medicine, etc.)

1742 SHORT Dropsy in Phil. Trans. XLII. 224 An anti-

hydropic stomachic Mixture. 1853 in MAYNE E.vp. Lex.

Antihydropin (rentiihardrtfpin). Med. [f.

ANTI- + Gr. v&pojTT-a (see prec.) + -IN.] A crystal-
line principle obtained from the body 01 the cock-

roach, used in medicine as an antihydropic.
1875 H. WOOD Therap. (1879) 497 The dried bodies of . .

cockroaches have long been popularly used in Russia as a
remedy for dropsy, and under the name of antihydropin have
been introduced into practical medicine.

Antihygienic (,n?:nti,h3id;$i,e-nik), a. [AN-
TI- 3.] Adverse to health, insalubrious.

1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol. 143 The tendency to them
in the affected localities can . . be increased by anti-hygienic
conditions.

Antihypnotic (arntiihipnp-tik), a. and sb.

Med. Also authypn-. [f.
ANTI- 3 + Gr.

sleepy. The Gr. would have been dvOvirv-, at

A. adj. Tending to prevent sleep. B. sb. A medi-
cine, etc. so used.
1681 tr. Willis's Rein. Med. Wks., Antihypnotics. 1693

SIR T. BLOUNT Nat. Hist, no Those who write of Coffee,
do almost all reckon it amongst the Antihypnoticks. 1839
HOOPER Med. Diet. 135 Anthypnotic.

Antihysteric (De:nti|histe'rik), a. and sb*

Med. [ANTI- 3.] A. adj. Of use against hysteria.
B. sb. (sc. medicine, etc.)
1747 BERKELEY Sin's 99 (T.) It . . is an excellent antihys-

VOL. I.

terick. 1879 P. BAVNE in /,//. }\~orld XIX. 137/1 A box of

anti-hysteric pills.

Anti-icteric (o^ntiiikte-rik), a. and sb. Med.

[f.
AXTI 3 + Gr. iKTfptK-us, f. titTfpos jaundice.]

A. adj. Of use against jaundice. B. sb. (sc. medi-

cine.) 1853 in MAYNE Exj>. Lex.

Anti-Jacobin (fcntiid^arkffbin), a. and sb.

[AXTI- 3.] A. adj. Opposed to the Jacobins, one
of the revolutionary parties in France in 1789 ;

hence, opposed to the French Revolution, and to

those who sympathized with it, or with democratic

principles, who were nicknamed Jacobins by the

partisans of Mr. Pitt's administration. B. sb. One
opposed to the Jacobins, etc. ; also name of a

weekly paper started in 1797 in hostility to the

French Revolution and democratic principles.
1809 Ilist, l-'.itr. in Ann. jfi'g. 93/1 The loudest of those

anti-jacobin declaimers. 1826 Miss MirroRD Village Ser.
11. (1863) 331 How my friend the cobbler came to be . . so
violent an Anti-jacobin. 1834 MACAUI.AY Pitt in Bii'gr.
11860) 201 Eager and intolerant Anti-jacobins. 1867 C"f>i/i.

Mag. Jan. 63 The neglect into which the wit and wisdom of
the Anti-Jacobin have fallen.

Aliti-Ja'cobiiiism. [f. prec. -t- -ISM.] The

practice and principles of the Anti-Jacobins.
1809 ///W. Er.inAHa.fie#.93/i The cry of anti-jacobinism

which had been set up with so much vigour. 1827 SCOTT in

Lockhart Li/c\ 1839' IX. 106 The champion ofantijacobinisin.

Antik(e, obs. f. ANTIC, and of AXTIO.I-E.

Antilapsa'riaii. [f.
ANTI- 5 + L. laj>s-ns fall

+ -ARIAN.] A disbeliever in the Fall of man.
1674 HICKMAN Hist. Quiitqudrt. 74 The Writings of some

Antelapsarians I have read.

Antilibration (sMiti|bibiy>-Jon). rare.
[f.

ANTI- A. + L. lil>ration-cm poising, balancing, n. of
action f. liknire to balance.] The weighing of one

thing against another
; counterpoising.

a 1858 Die QUINCKV ll'/iiggism Wks. V I. 160 His artful anti-

thesis, and solemn antilibration of cadences.

Alltilithic (aenti|li'[.ik), a. ami sl>. J/ei/. [f.

ANTI- 3 -f Or. \I&IK-OS, f. Atd-os stone.] A. aai.

Tending to counteract stone in the bladder. B.
s/i. A medicine so employed.
1853 in MAYNK /.>/. Lc.v. '1869 Kng. .!//;. 10 Dec. 312/2

Its medicinal properties are antacid, antilithic.

Antilogarithm (aaitiil/rg&rib'm). Afat/i.

[AXTI- 2. Cf. Fr. anti-logurithme.]
f 1. 'The complement of the logarithm of a sine,

tangent, or secant
;
or the difference between that

and the logarithm of ninety degrees.' Chambers
Cycl. Supp. 1753. Obs.

1796 HUT-TON Math. Diet. I. 121.

2. The number to which the logarithm belongs.
1675 COLLINS in Rigaud Con: Sci. Men I. 215 Between . .

1630 and 1640, Dr. Pell and one Mr. Warner . . agreed to

makeatableofantilogarithms. 1834 l\-nny Cycl. II. 105 Anti-

logarithm, as used in this country, means the luuitber to ///<

hgtirithni. Thus in Briggs' system, 100 is the antilogarithm
of 2, because 2 is the logarithm of 100.

Antilogarithmic (-lfgari-|imik\ a.
[f. prec.

-r -ic.] Of or pertaining to antilogarithms.
1742 DODSON (title) The Antilogarithmic Canon. 1770

ROBERTSON in Phil. Trims. LX. 509 To illustrate the use of
his Antilogarithmic Tables. 1850 SIR J. HERSCHEL F.ss.

(1857) 399 The exponential or antilogarithmic function.

Antilogy (aentHodgiX [ad. Gr. a.vri\oyia, f.

av-ri against + -\oyia speaking ; directly, or through,
med.L. antilogia, or Fr. anti/oyif.'] A contradic-

tion in terms, or ideas.

1614 BOYS Wks. (1630) 782 The replies and Antilogies of
our accuratly learned Dinines. 1681 Tears of Press in

Harl. Misc. (1745) IV. 426 Alas, How miserably is Truth
torn by Antilogies ! 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The seeming
antilogies in the bible. 1855 SIR W. HAMILTON Meta/>h.
App. 11877) ! 402 Speculation ends in a series of insoluble

antilogies.

Antilopine (ftntrWjin\ a. Also ante-, [ad.
mod.L. antiloptn-us, f. antilope : see ANTELOPE.]
Of or pertaining to the antelope.
1827 GRIFFITH Cnvier IV. 197 Another instance of wool on

the skin of an antelopine species. 1870 HUXLEY in Q. Jntl.
Geol. S. XXVI. Addr. 55 Cameline, bovine, antilopine, cer-

vine, and tragulme Ruminants.

tAnti'loquist. Obs.-
[f. ANTI- A. + L. -loqtt-us

speaking + -1ST.]
' A contradictor.' J.

1742 in BAILEY; whence in JOHNSON, etc.

t Anti'loqriy. Obs [ad. med.L. antiloquium
contradiction : see prec.]

'

Contradiction, gain-
saving or overthwarting.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.

Antilyssic (renti|li-sik), a. and sb. Med. [f.

AXTI- 3 + Gr. \vaa-a rage + -1C.] A. adj. Of use

against hydrophobia. B. sf>. (sc. medicine, etc.)

Antim(e, obs. form of ANTHEM.
Antimacassar (le^ntiimakse-sai). [f.

ANTI- 7
-r macassar, proprietary name of a kind of hair-oil.]
A covering thrown over cushions, sofas, chairs, etc.

to protect them from grease in the hair, or other

soiling, or merely as an ornament.
1852 Lady's NeTt'Sj*. XI. 36 Anti-macassar Materials . .

crochet cotton . . or pink and drab crochet twine. 1859 A II

}'. Round it June 157 The anti-Macassar on the arm-chair.

1879 Miss BRAUDON Vixen III. 281 To sit alone by the fire-

side, and work antimacassars in crewels.

t Antimagistra'tical, a. Obs. [ANTI- 3.]

Opposed to the power or claims ofcml magistrates.
1645 Prcsl'yt. Let. in Plea Sacrain. Test, The Independents

. .with other Sects, sufficiently known to be Anti-Magistra-
tical. 1669 Surv. Xaphtali n. 88 Antimagistraticall clergy.

Antimagi'strical, a. Obs. rare" 1

,
[f.

ANTJ-

3 + L. magister master +- -ICAL.]
=

prec.
1692 SOUTH Serin. V. 261 iT.) It would have been impossible

for the Christian religion to have . . gained any countenance
from the civil power, had it owned such antimagistrical
assertions.

Antima'soii. [ANTI- 5.] One professing

opposition to freemasonry. (American politics.)
(.'1859 WORCESTER cites J. Q. ADAMS,

Aiitimaso'iiic, a. [ANTI- 3.] Opposed to

freemasonry.
a 1859 WORCESTER cites STEVENS.

Antima'sonry. [ANTI- 8.] Avowed opposi-
tion to freemasonry, such as was in the United

States, for several years after 1826, the *

platform
'

of a political party.
1841 EMKRSON Misc. 219 Anti-masonry had a deep right

and wrong, which gradually emerged to sight out of the

turbid controversy.

Antimasqne,-inask(re nti,ina:sk). [ANTI- 2,]

A grotesque interlude between the acts of a masque,
to which it served as a foil, and of which itwas at first

oftena burlesque. (Sometimes m$AtAntic-masque,}
1613 CiiAi'MAX Inns of Court Plays 1873 III. 107 A com-

pany of accomplish! TrauaJlers . . excellent at Antemaskes.
1622 B. JONSON Masque ofAugurs, We may be admitted,
if not for a masque, for an antic-masque. 1625 BACON
Masques, Kss. (Arb.i 540 Let Anti-masques not be long i

they haue been commonly of Fooles, Satyre?., Haboones. .

Antiques. 1761 l.ond. $ Rni'irons IV. 73 (Jon.) The fir>t

an 1 1mask consisted of beggars and cripples. 1868 BKU\VNIN<;

RingSf Bk. x. 1903 The impatient antmiasque treads clo^e

on kibe O' the very masque's self it will mock.

Antimasquer, -ker .srntiinwskai). [f. prec.
+ -ER 1

,]
A performer in an antimasque.

1633 SHIKI.EV 7V/. Peace Introd., The Anti-ma>.queiN . .

riding in coats and caps of yellow taffeta. 1669 COKAIM.
/WM 125 The Anti-masquers depart : then the I.ar Famili-

aris speaks to the Satyre. 1761 Lond. <V F.tnrirons IV. 73

ijon.) After this noble troop came the antiniasker.

t A:ntimasquera'de. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. ANTI-

MASQTK, after MASQUERADE.] The performance
of an antimasoue.

1678 BrTi.i-iK Ihiilibr. in. in. 83 She order'd th' Ami-
masquerade, (For his Reception* aforesaid.

A-nti-ma^ximed, ppl.a. ran 1

. [ANTL- 2.]

Matched with 'anti-maxims' or counter-maxims.

1647 WARD Simp, Cobler 52 There are some ^laxitnes in

Law, that would be . . well Anti-Ma.vini'il.

Antimere (ae'ntimT^i). Biol. [f. Gr. dvri oy-

posite + ^f'poy part.] Usually pi. antimeres or in

L. form autiiucra : Opposite divisions or halves.

1877 HUXLEY Aunt. In-;-. An. ix. 545 The metamorphosis
of the mesoderm into radially disposed antimeres. 1879 tr.

HaeckeFs Ei'ol. Man. I. 257 The whole body separates into

two similar and symmetrical parts, the right and left halves
. . called counterparts, or antimera.

Antimeric (a'ntime'rik) a. r/iys. [f. prec. +

-1C.] Of or characterized by antimeres.
1880 Sytt. Set: Lex. s.v., An example of antimeric seg-

mentation is to be found in the star-fi^h.

Ii Antimetabole (8e:nti|in/le*b^lz*). Khct. [I.,

a. Gr. dvTififra&oXij, f. dvri in the opposite direction

+ fj,raf3o^ turning about.] A figure in which the

same words or ideas are repeated in inverse order.

1589 PUTTENHAM E>ig. Pocste 217 Antimetauole or the

Counterchange . . as thus. If Poesie l>e, as some haue said,
A speaking picture to the eye : Then is a picture not denaid,
To be a muet Poesie. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 117 Anti-

metabole is a sentence inverst, or turn d back, or it is a form
of speech which inverts a sentence by the contrary.

II
Antinietathesis (se

:

nti|inrtse*)>/sis). Rhet.

[L. a. Gr. dvniJ.cTd&<n$ counterchange, f. dvri

against + pfTanOtvat to transpose] Inversion of

the members of an antithesis.

A:ntimetathe*tic, a. rare~ l
.

[f. prec. after

Gr. analogies.] Of the nature of antimetathesis.

1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. 1834, 292 Antimetathetick
commutations of epithets.

Antimeter (Sntrmftai). [f. Gr. dvri, ex-

pressing equivalence, + ptrpov measure.] An ob-

solete instrument 'called also Refecting Sector,

invented by Mr. Garrard, for measuring small angles
with greater accuracy than by the sextant or other

instruments commonly used.
1

Pantologia (1819).
Antimnemonic (a^ntiinftnp'nik), a. and sb.

[A.NTI- 3.] A. adj. Prejudicial to the memory.
B. sb. Anything having such a quality.
1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. I. iii. 50 The habit of perusing

periodical works may be properly added to Averrhoes' cata-

logue of Anti-Mnemonics, or weakeners of the memory.

Antimonachal (sentijinp-nakal),*. [ANTI- 3.]

Opposed to monkery or monastic usages.
1864 Realm 29 June 8 Means to get married . . expresses

the most desperately anti-monachal sentiments.

t A*ntimona:ne. Chem. Obs. [f.
ANTIMONY +

-ANE 2 a.] Obs. name of Antimony trichloride,

1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 403 The only known com-

pound of antimony and chlorine, antimonane, or butter of

antimony.
47



ANTIMONARCHIAL.

(Antimona'rchial, ;/. Obs. [ANTI- 3.]= next.

1710 Pro <$ Con 23 To condemn the Antimonarchial Prin-

ciples. 1749 BOLINGBROKE Lett. Patriot. 83 To think me
antimonarchial, and in particular an enemy to the succession
of kings by hereditary right.

Antimona'rchic, - [ANTI- 3.]
= next.

1660 ROSCOMMON Poems (.1720) 67 Anti-monarchic heretics.
a 1733 NORTH Lives II. 147 Theiranti-monarchic insinuations
and pamphlets. 1762 H. WALPOLE Vcrtne's A need. Paint.
II. 95 Hated and persecuted by the antimonarchic party.

Antimonarchical (semtijin^na-jkUcil), a.

[ANTI- 3.] Opposed to monarchy.
1625 Reign K, Cftas. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659! I. 157

The Presbytery, of whose Tyrannical and anti monarchical

Principles, he had . . experience. 1646 CHAS. I in Clarend.
State Papers II. 260 The ground of their doctrine is anty-
monarchical. 1833 H. COLERIDGE North. Worthies I. 23
The anti-monarchical prejudices of Milton. 1847 GROTE
Greece III. xxxi. 150 The antimonarchical feeling has not

perished.

Autimonar'chically, cufv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]

In an antimonarchical way or direction.

1659 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 539 That opinion that we are

Antimunarchically affected.

Antimonarcnist(3enti]m^'najkist). [ANTI- 6.]

A professed opponent of monarchs and monarchy.
(11672 WOOD Life 1 1848 82 Dennis Bond, a great Olivarian

and Antimonarchist. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby in. iii, Anti-

monarchists, and democrats,

t Antimonarcho'machist. Obs. [ANTN 6.]

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suf>p.^ Antimonarchomnckists, is

used by some political writers to denote maintainers of
monarchical or absolute power vested by divine right in the

persons of princes.

Antimo'narchy. [Axu- 7.] Opposition to

monarchy.
1648 C. WALKER Hist. Indef. 1. 122 The predominant Prin-

ciple is Anti-Monarchy.
Alltimonate ^arntiiiwri^'t, mflfo'iwit). Chem.

[f.
ANTI-MON-Y + -ATE*.] A salt of Antimonic

acid. ;This is the form used by \Yatts, and is

analogous to selenatc, chromate\ ANTIMONIATE is

preferred by many chemists.)
1854 SCOFFKRN in Orrs Circ. Sc. Chem. 471 Two antimon-

ates of potash are known. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 325
The antimonatesand metantimonates of the alkali-metals.

Antimonial ^rentim^u'nial), a. [ad. mod.L.

antimonial-is, f. antirnoni-um : see ANTIMONY and

-AL.] A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to antimony. Antimonial

cup$t made of glass of antimony, to communicate
emetic qualities to \vine.

1605 TIMME Quersit. \. xvi. 79 Spirits mercuriall, arsenical,
and antimonial. a 17*9 HI.ACKMORE tj-

1

, Though antimonial

cups prepar'd with art, Their force to wine through ages
should impart. 1754 Li:\\ is in Phil. Trans. XLVIII, 688
It increases the hardness of 2inc, and the antimonial semi-

metal, but not of bismuth. 1865 Daily Tel. 8 July, If his

wife died under the effects of antimonial poison.

2. Containing antimony in combination
;

as in

the names of many minerals, e. g. antimonial ar-

senic, copper, nickel, ochre. Antimonial wine : sherry

containing tartar emetic (tartarated antimony).
1771 SMOLLETT H, Clinker 827/2 To forward the operation

of the antimonial wine. vj&&'Edinb. A't-v Disp. (1791) 97
The antimonial caustic of the shops. 1875 URE Diet. Arts
I. io) In the works where antimonial ores are smelted.

B. sb. A medicine containing antimony.
1727 51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Antitnonials are chiefly of an

emetic tendency. 1754 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 832 A physi-
cian, who prescrib'd antimonials, was expelled the faculty.

1875 H. WOOD Therap. 512 Antimonials act as diuretics.

AntimO'nian, . rare ;
= ANTIMONIAL at

1836 Blackiv. Mag. XL. 52 Efficient as antimonian wine.

Antimoniate (antimJu-nic't). Chem. [f.

mod, L. antimoniat-um, f. antimoni-um : see

ATE*.] A salt of antimonic acid. (Also called

ANTIMONATE, q.v.)
1801 CHENEVIX in Phil. Trans. XCI. 378 A crystallized

salt, which M. Berthollet terms an antimoniate of potash.

1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 256 Antimony pentoxide forms
salts with the alkalis, called antimoniates.

,

Antimoniated (ae&tun^iuiM&dX ///. a.

Chem. [f.
as prec. 4- -EP.] Combined, tinged, or

impregnated with antimony.
1729WOODWARD Eng. Fossils L 207 Striated or antimomated

lead ore. 1800 HKNRY Epit. Chem. (18081 371 The analysis
of Antimoniated Silver Ore. 1880 Syd. Soc. Ltx. (article)

Antimoniated hydrogen.
Antimonic (?entimrnik\ a.

[f.
L. antimon-ium

f -1C.] Of or pertaining to antimony. In Chem.

applied to compounds of antimony in which it

combines as a pentad ;
as Antimonic chloride

SbCl5 ;
Antimonic acid (properly A. oxide}, or

Antimony pentoxide SbaOs .

1834 Penny Cycl. 1 1. 106/2 When antimonic acid Is subjected
to a strong red heat, it loses oxygen and is reduced to anti-

monious acid. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. \. 32^ The mono-
basic acid is called Antimonic acid; the dibasic acid, Met~
antimonic acid.

Antimonide (flraiiauQafed, -mJn'naid). Chem.

[f.
as prec. + -IDE.] A compound of antimony with

hydrogen, a metal, or an organic radical
; also

called STIBIDE, and formerly ANTIMONIUBET.
1863 WATTS Diet, Chem. I. 322 Hydride of Antimony or

Antimonide of Hydrogen, generally called Antimonetted or

Antimoniuretted hydrogen. Ibid, 316 Andmonide of Gold.

370

1873.WILLIAMSON Chem. 143 A precipitate of argentic anti-
monide is formed.

A:ntimonio*so-f
comb, form of ANTIMONIOTJS,

as in Antimonioso-antimonic oxide, a synonym of

Antimony tetroxide Sb2O regarded as consisting
of antimonic acid, combined with antimonious acid.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 324 The antimonioso-antimo-
nates of the earth-metals . . are insoluble in water.

Antimonious (sentimju-nias), a.
[f.

L. anti-

moni-um + -ous.] Of the nature of, or containing,

antimony. In Chem. applied to compounds of

antimony in which it combines as a triad ; as Anti-
monious chloride SbCl. ; Antimonious acid, for-

merly applied to Antimony tetroxide^ afterwards
to Antimonious oxide or Antimony trioxide Sb3O3 .

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 87/2 Acids, Acetic, Antimonic, Anti-

monious, etc. 1876 H.\RI.?.\ Mat. J/t'^SgTheantirnomous
oxyde sublimes with difficulty in needles.

Antimonite (ae'ntinuTnai't, -m<'nait). [f.
as

prec. -f- -ITE.]
1. Chem. A salt of antimonious acid.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 106/1 The antimonites are not an im-

portant class of salts. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 324 Am-
miolite

t
or (so-calledi Antimonite of mercury occurs, mixed

with clay. . in the quicksilver mines.

f2. Min. Obsolete synonym of STIBNITE. ^Dana.)
Antimoniuret ( oentim^u-niuret). Chem. [f.

as prec. + -UKET.] Older name for an antimonide
or stibide.

1841 TRIMMER Pract. Geol. 109 Antimonlurets have a
metallic lustre.

Antimoniuretted (oentim^u-nivireted), ///. a.

[f. prec. + -Ei)2.] Combined with antimony (in a

gaseous state) ;
as in Antimoniuretttd hydrogen,

SbHa , also called Antimoniatedhydrogen, Antimo-
nious hydride. Antimony trihydridc, and Stibine.

1854 SCOFKERN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 471 Antimoniu-
retted hydrogen is generated whenever hydrogen gas is de-

veloped in a liquid holding antimony in solution. 1873
WILLIAMSON Chem.\ 143 Antimoniuretted hydrogen is formed
in a simihtr manner to arseniuretted hydrogen.

Antimo'nous, a., variant of ANTIMONIOUS.
1868 DANA Min. 29 Sulphurous and antimonous fumes.

Antimony tEe'ntimani). [ad. med.L. antimo-

nium, of unknown origin, used by Constantinus

Africanus of Salerno (Chaucer's 'cursed monk, daun

Constantyn,' Merch. T. 506), in end of nth c.,

whence also in all the mod. langs.
Prob., like other terms of alchemy, a corruption of some

Arabic word, refashioned so as to wear a Gr. or L. aspect
-

perhaps, as has been suggested, of the Arabic name *i-*Jl

vthmudyOthtnodi'ltedti \^\\\\\7.^3^athinwdium
t
atimodinm t

atimoniunt, nntinwnium. The earlier form of the Arab,
is ithmid, in which Littre suggests an adaptation (quasi
ixthimniid) of Gr. erri'i^to-a variant of <rrift.ni, whence also

L. stibium. If this conjecture be substantiated, antimoniutn
and stibium will be transformations of the same word.
'

Popular etymology' has analyzed Fr. antimoine as iiri-f

moine against the monks {' monks'-bane'i, and, as usual
in such cases, supported the derivation by an idle tale (see

Johnson*, making the name originate tmore than 400 years
too laret with the chemist Basil Valentine, in end of isthc.]

1. One of the elementary bodies, a brittle metallic

substance, of bright bluish white colour and flaky

crystalline texture. Its metallic characteristics are

less pronounced than those of the metals generally;
and it forms the fourth member of the natural series

nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, bismuth,
and some others, which are in different combina-

tions triads and pentads. Symbol Sb {Stibium}.
a. Alchcm. and Pharm. Originally applied to

the native trisulphide (called also gray antimony,
or Stibnite ; or when calcined and powdered, crude

or black antimony}, the OTi/tytt, ffrt&i, Tr\aTvu<f>QaX-

ftov, stibium of the ancients, and al-ko'fl of the

Arabs, used to stain the eyelids (see ALCOHOL) ;

the antimonium, proteus, leo ruhfr, plumbum ni-

grum, lupus metalhrum of the alchemists.
fruiter of Antimony, an old name of the trichloride, *a

translucent fatty mass'; Crocus flf Antimony, an impure
sulphide of antimony and sodium, formed as a scoria in

smelting antimony; Flmvcrs of Antimony, crystals of the

trioxide formed when the metal is sublirtled ; Glass ofAnti'
titony, an oxy-sulphide fused ; Saffron ofAntimony Red
Antimony (see 2 1

.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alck. in Ashm. 1652 iii. 39 Is Antimony,
Arsenick, Honey, Wax and Wine. 1585 LLOYD Treas.
Health I) ij, A lyke vertue hath Antimonium, receyuyd
wyth water. 1605 TIMME Quersit. xiii. 58 From this tree of
Saturne springeth antimony, as the first branch of the stock
which the phylosophers cal their magnesia. 1646 Sin T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 53 Stibium or glasse of Antimony, ap-

pears somewhat red in glasse, but in its powder yellow. 1689
Gazophyl, AngL, Antimony^ a famous Mineral amongst
Chymists . . It certainly comes from the Arab Atimad, sig-

nifying the same. 1751 CHAMBERS Cyct. t Antimony \?, what
we properly call a semi-metal, being a fossil substance com-

posed of some undetermined metal, combined with a sulphu-
rous and stony substance. Sometimes there are veins of a
red or golden colour intermixed, from which it is called male

antimony', that without them being denominatedfemale.
b. Chem. The simple element. (Called by earlier

chemists Regains ofAntimony?)
1788 HOWARD Encycl. 133 Pure regulus of antimony is a

bright semi-metal resembling tin or dusky silver. It is

one of the lightest of the metallic bodies. 1812 DAVvCArvr.

ANTINOMIC
Philos. 400 Basil Valentine is the first chemist who has de-
scribed the process ofextractingantimony from the sulphuret,
though it does not appear that he was the inventor of this

process. 1866 RUSKIN Ethics ofDust 77 Sulphide of anti-

mony, .looks like mere purple wool, but it is all of purple
needle crystals. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 196 Native Anti-
mony is a mineral of a tin-white colour and streak, and of
a metallic lustre. 1879 Academy 27 Dec. 467 [Wurtz] as-
serts that although antimony is usually regarded as a metal,
it must, in a true chemical classification, find its place by
the side of arsenic, phosphorus, and nitrogen.
2. with qualifications : Arsenical Antimony,

the mineral Allemontite
; Gray Antimony, the

native sulphide of antimony, called as a mineral
Stibnite mAntimonite; Red Antimony, the mine-
ral fCermesitCt a compound of the oxide and sul-

phide ;
"White Antimony, antimony trioxide, the

mineral Valentinite
; Sulphurated Antimony, the

sulphide with a small admixture of the oxide, used
in medicine

; Tartarated Antimony, tartar emetic.

3. attrib.
t
as in Antimony oxide, sulphide, ores, etc.

spec. Antimony blende = Red Antimony ;
Anti-

mony bloom 5= White Antimony ; Antimony
glance = Gray Antimony (see 2); Antimony
ochre, the mineral Cervantite

; Antimony ver-

million, a red pigment precipitated from an anti-

monial solution.

1860 PiF.ssEZ.rtA Chem. Wond. 80 The antimony mines are

chiefly in Hungary, Transylvaniaand Germany. 1863WATTS
Diet. Chem. \. 311 Antimony is found in combination with

oxygen, viz. as trioxide, in the form of antimony bloom,
white antimony, or Valentimte, SbaOa, and as tetroxide,

antimony ochre or Cervantite, SbjO. 1875 URE Diet. Arts
I. 195 Antimony Glance . . sometimes occurs compact, but

usually in very long prismatic or acicular crystals, or in m
fibrous form.

Antinational (?enti t naeJ3naI), a. Opposed
to one's own nation, or to a national party.
1807 W. TAYLOR in AHft. Rev. V. 193 So selfish, so anti-

national a feeling. 1840 GEN. P. THOMPSON E.rerc. (1842) V.
208 What an anti-national church to this day denominates
the Great Rebellion. 1858 BRIGHT Sf. 39 Oct. (1876' 466
My opinions are not. .so anti-national as some, .have some-
times assumed.

Antinephritic (oe:nti,n#if tik)^. Med. [mod.
f. Gr. avri against + vpptTis disease of the kidneys
(f. vppus kidney) + -1C.] A. adj. Of use against
disease of the kidneys. B. sb. (sc. medicine.)
1678 PHILLIES, Antinefhritic medicines, such as cure the

Distempers of the Reins. 1706 Ibid., Antinephriticks or

Antinephritick medicines. 1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 306
The root is supposed, .to have antinephritic virtues.

Antinome (x"ntin0m). rare.
[f. Gr. dvri

against, opposite + vo^oy law. Cf. ANTINOMY.]
A logical contradiction or contrary.
1864 BURTON Scot Abr. 375 His notion of the real value of

the precious metals was the antinome . . of his view that their

cost prevented the supply of money in sufficient abundance.

Antinomian (oentinJu'mian), a. and sb.
[f.

med.L. Antinomi the name of the sect (f. Gr. ayri

against + yo^os law) + -AX.]
A. adj. Opposed to the obligatoriness of the

moral law
;
of or pertaining to the antinomians.

1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. 1738 I. 295 Anabaptist ical, Anti-

nomian, Heretical, Atheistical Epithets. 1719 WATERLAND
I 'ind. Christ's Div, Pref, Men..Dredup (during the great
Rebellion) in the Predestinarian and Antinomian Tenets. 1863
H. ROGERS Henvex. 271 A fierce agitation of the whole Anti-

nomian controversy.
B. sb. One who maintains that the moral law

is not binding upon Christians, under the Maw of

grace.* spec. One of a sect which appeared in

Germany in 1535, alleged to hold this opinion.
1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (1662) iao The antinomians are so

called, because they would have the law abolished. 1761
HUME Hist. Eng. (18061 IV. be. 484 The antinomians even
insisted that the obligations of morality and natural law
were suspended. 1857 SPUKGEON Park St. Pulpit II. 132,
1 am rather fond of being called an Antinomian . . the term
is generally applied to those who hold truth pretty firm, and
will not let it go.

Autiiio'inianisin. [f. prec. + -ISM.] The
doctrine or practice of antinomians

;
avowed re-

jection of the moral law.

1643 MILTOM Divorce xiv. >. 1851^ 55 Anabaptism, FamilUm,
Antinomianism, and other fanatick dreams. 1715 BUBNKT
Own Tffftes(iBa^) I. 451 False notions in religion, which led

to Antinomianism. 1870 FARRAR Paul II. 146 The charge of

antinomianism, which St. Paul sets aside in i Cor. ix. 21.

t Antino'mianize, v. Obs. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -IZE.] To teach, or imbue with, antinomianism.

1692 Christ Exalt. 108. 87 He . . confronts his now self

Arminianizing for Mr. Williams, by his then self Antino-

mianuing for Dr. Owen. 1707 HUMFREV Dt Justif, Baxt.
8 Who is a sober Preacher, and not Antinomianiz'd.

t AntinO'mic, al and sb, Obs. rare* 1
,

[f.
L.

^K//0///-*'(seeANTiNOMiAN) + -ic.]
= ANTINOMIAN.

1586!'. ROGERS 39 Art. 92 Islebius and his followers, the

Antinomies, who will not have God's law to be preached.

Antinomic (xntinfrmik), a.% rare. [ad. Gr.

avnvoftiKos of the nature of an avrtvopia : see ANTI-

NOMY and -1C.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature

of, antinomy ; involving a conflict of laws.

1849 KiNCSLEVin Lett.fy Aftm. I. 196 Such an antinomic

pair are those two great sayings
' He that loveth not knoweth

not God,' and,
' If a man hate not father, mother, wife, he

cannot be my disciple.'



ANTINOMICAL.

AlitillO'iuical, a. rare.
[f.

as prec. -f -.u,"1

.]

Characterized by, or given to, antinomies.

1877 CAIRO Philos. Kant \\. xvii. 590 Kant holds that rea-

son is in itself antinomical, i.e. that it comes into contra-

diction with itself by a necessary illusion. 1878 BARING-
GOULD Orig. Rel. Belief II. 22 Let us study that law . . in

its antinomical conception.

t Anti'noniisni. Obs.
[f.

as next + -ISM.]

Opposition to or rejection of the moral law ;
an-

tinomianism.

1658 MANTON Exp, Judc 19 Wks. 1871 V. 331 They turn

. .antinomists, and antinomism is but sin licensed and privi-

leged. 1672 JACOMB Conitn. Rom. viii. (1868) 365 There is.

no Antinomism in this if it be rightly understood.

t Anti UOmist, Obs.
[f.

L. Antinom-i (see

AN*TINOMIAN) + -IST.]
= ANTINOMIAN sb.

1632 SANDERSON Scrm. Ad Pop. vii. (1674) 298 Antinomists
who quite cancel the whole Law of God under the pretence
of Christian Liberty. 1656 TRAPP E*p. 2 Tim. iii. 17 Con-
troversies against . . Antinomists.

Antinomy (sentrnomi). [ad. L. antinowia, a.

Gr. avTivofAia, f. dirt against + ^u/^os law: cf. Fr.

antinomic (i6th c.).]

1. A contradiction in a law, or between two equally

binding laws.

1592 DEE in Chetham Misc. I. 7 In antinomy's, imagined
to be in the law, I had good hap to fmde out their agree-
tnentes. 165^ LESTRANGE Alliance of Div. Off. 230 An
antinomy, a justle between the Canon laws of our Church
and the law of the land. 1781 GIBBON Decl. fy F. xliv, The
antinomies or contradictions of the Code and Pandects.

1875 POSTE Gains n. 220 We have here a case of Antinomy
(contradictory lawsi in Justinian's legislation.

b. A conflict of authority.
1842 DE QUINCEY Cicero Wks.VI. 224 The capital fault in

the operative constitution of Rome had long been in the

antinomies, if I may be pardoned for so learned a term, of
the public service.

f 2. A contradictory law, statute, or principle ;

an authoritative contradiction. Obs.

1643 MILTON Divorce n. iii. (1847) 139/^2
That his holiest

people might as it were by his own antinomy, or counter-

statute, live unreproved. 1649 JER - TAYLOR Gt, E.venip.
Add. iv. 48 The signes which the Angel gave . . are direct
antinomies to the lusts of the flesh. 1656 Dens Justif.,
An Antidote, and Antinomy of their great objection.
3. A contradiction between conclusionswhich seem

equally logical, reasonable, or necessary ; a para-
dox

; intellectual contradictoriness. (After Kant.)
1803 H.C. ROBINSON Diary I. 144 The antinomies of pure

reason. 1857 T. WEBB Intell. Locke ix. 175 The imagina-
tion was distracted on every side by counter inconceivabili-

ties, the Mind was divided against Itself; Antinomy was
its very law. 1877 CAIRO Philos. Kant n.xvl. 566 Criticism
must discover the nature and extent of the antinomies of
reason, and must show that they are dogmatically insoluble ;

or that, whichever of (he alternative solutions we adopt,
we are led into absurdity and contradiction.

Anti-odontalgic (BemdieNytatse-ldsik), a. and
sb. Med. [ANTI- 3.] A. adj. Of use against
toothache. B. sb. Anything so used.

1817 COLERIDGE Oivn Times
(18^0) III. 951 The famous

anti-odontalgic teeth of St. Apollonia. 1821 BYRON lVks.i%yj
V, 249 Tooth-powder, tooth-brushes, or any such anti-odont-

algic . . articles. 1880 Syd. Soc. Lex. t Antodontalgic.

Anti-orgastic (a;-nti (p.igarstik), a. Med.
[f.

ANTI- 3 + Gr. *6pya<TTtK-us, f. opya-tw to be ex-

cited.] Allaying passion or excitement, sedative.
1880 in

Sgd. Soc. Lex.

t A'ntipa:pacy. Obs. [f. L. antipapa ANTI-

POPE, after papacy^\ The position of antipope.
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. i. 238 The French, or

Cataloman Anti-pope, renounc'd his Anti-papacy first.

Antipape, early Eng. (and Fr.) f. ANTIPOPE.

Antiparallel (rentiipcc-ralcl), a. and sb. rare.

1 1. Parallel, but opposed or contrary. Obs.
a 1660 HAMMOND.?*.'^;/. 646(1',) To take the opposite course,

and to provide our remedy anti-parallel to tKeir disease.

2. Geotn. Antiparallel lines m Antiparallels: two
lines which make with two other lines angles
equal each to each, but contrary ways, one being
exterior and the other interior.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. I. 122.

Antiparalytic (?e
;

nti,p?crali-tik), a. and sb,

Med. [ANTI- 3.] A. adj. Tending to prevent or

counteract paralysis. B. sb. A medicine so used.
1755 i'1 JOHNSOX. 1880 in Syd* Soc. Lex.

t Aiitiparaly tical, a. Obs. = prec.
1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 743 Fomentations made with the

decoction of Emmets, very anti-paraly tical.

A'utiparle. Obs. rare.
[f.

ANTI- + PARLE, f.

Fr. parter to speak.] An exchange of words, a
conference.
i6oz F. VERE (title] Extremities urging the Lord General . .

to offer the late Antiparle with the Archduke.

t Antiparliame'ntal, a. Obs. [ANTI- 3.]

Opposed to (the Long) Parliament.

16^3 PKVNNE Power of Parl. ii. Pref. A 2 These Anti-
parhamentall Momusses. 1660 HOND Sc ntntn Reg. 243 But
is not Mr. Prynne the Anti-parliamental Momus and Viper?

Antiparliamenta-rian, a. (andj0.) [A:m-
3. 5-] =ANTIPAHUAMENTABY i.

1845 CAMPBELL Chancellors (1857) IV. xciv.
251

To make
himself known at Court as an antiparliamentarian lawyer.

Antiparlianie'iitary, a. [ANTI- 3.]

fl. Opposed to (the Long
1

) Parliament or the

parliamentary party. Obs. or Hist.

371

1643 MARSHALL Lett. 15 Champions of the Antiparliamen.
tary cause. 1660 BOND Scutum^ Keg. 243 The books of the

Royalists, .he calleth anti- Parliamentary Pamphlets.
2. Against parliamentary usage.
1656 BURTON Diary I. 207 Divers petitions were cast upon

the table in a very confused way, and excepted unto . . as

anti-parliamentary.

1 AntiparliamenteeT. Obs. \Cf. pamphlet-
eer.] A writer or speaker against (the Long)
Parliament,

1643 PKYSNE O^en. Gt. Seal Ep., Silenced, the . . Tongues
of most Anti-Parliamenteers.

Antipathetic (a-ntipabe-tik), a. [ad. as-

sumed Gr. *avTtnaOr)TtH:o5t f. c^vrnraOf-fiv to have
an aversion (see next) ;

cf. TraO^TtKus f. ita&f-ftv.']

Having an antipathy or constitutional aversion;

opposed in nature or disposition (to).

1640 Cantcrbur. Self-Corn 1
. 95 The Scots humour . . is be-

come naturally antipathetick to the masse. 1789 BKNTHAM
Princ. Legist, vi. 35 Sympathetic and antipathetic sensi-

bility arecommonly stronger in her [the female]. 1831 ARNOU>
in Stanley Life (1858) I. 250 Many . . are so antipathetic to

it [cholera], that neither contagion nor infection will give it

to them. 1865 TROLLOPE Belton Est. xxv. 296 The whole

place and
everything

about it was antipathetic to her.

Antipathetical, [f. as prec. + -AL 1
.] Of

antipathetic nature or tendency. Const, to.

1601 CORNWALLYES Kss, n. xxxviii. (1631) 143 Able to re-

sist things Antipatheticall. 1636 COWLEY Davideis \. (1669)

38 note, Serpents, .being the creatures most antipathetical
and terrible to humane nature. 1869 LECKY Eitrop. Mor. \.

i. 18 Profoundly antipathetical to utilitarian morals.

Antipathe tically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.]
In an antipathetical manner

;
with antipathy.

1818 in TODD. 1883 Athemcnm No. 2848. 673 Designed . .

with care and somewhat antipathetically delineated, the

lookers-on are but tame spectators.

Autipatlie'ticulaess. rare~*. [f.
as prec.

+ -NESS.] The quality or state of being anti-
' of having a

anything.' J.

pathetical, or ' of having a natural contrariety to

l
'\'"S' J'

1731 in BAILEY; whence in JOHNSON, etc.

Antipathic (sentiipae-Jiik), a. [ad. Fr. anti-

pathique, f. antipathic ANTIPATHY : see -ic.] Of
or belonging to antipathy ;

of contrary nature or

character (to) ; spec, in Med. having or producing
the contrary symptoms.
1830 Edin. Rev. L. 513 The antipathic [method], .opposes

contrary to contrary. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. I. 369 [These]
were violently antipathic to those. 1868 W. GREG Lit. fy

Sac. Judgm. 24 They [Napoleon and Madame deStael] were

antipathic in their views. 1880 Svd. Soc, LeK.^ Antipathic
. .also applied to palliative medicines.

Antipathist (ntrpa];ist). rare. [f.
as Axxi-

PATH-IZE : see -IST.] One possessed by an anti-

pathy or constitutional aversion ;
a natural enemy.

1817 COLERIDGE Sih. Leaves II. 281 Sole Positive of Night !

Antipathist of Light, a 1832 BENTHAM Ratiotiale Evid.
Wks. 1843 VII. 1:5 On the part of the antipathist, the pro-
fession of incredulity is but a pretence.

1 Antrpathite. Obs. rare~ l
. [See -ITE.]

=
prec.

1627 FELTHAM Resolves n. Ivi. 11677; 274 As if nature had
framed him an Antipathite to Virtue.

Antipathize (sentrpajjaiz), v. ? Obs. rare. [f.

ANTIPATH-Y + -IZE : the opposite of sympathize^
1. intr. To feel the opposite ;

to show contrariety
of feeling or disposition.
-1633 T. ADAMS IVks. III. 157 iD.JThat which antipathises

against one thing sympathiseth with another. 1657 1** MAY
Satyr. Flippy 18 Being moved to antipathies . . by my pre-

suming insolence.

2. trans. To render antipathetic, to affect with

contrariety or hostility of feeling.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Lond. 55 Had God antipathi/ed
and severed their conjunction, they had not done that com-

plicated mischief. 1788 J. WILLIAMS Childr. Thespis (1792)

115 As venomous reptiles antipathized gaze.

Allti'patlii zing, ppl. a. ?Obs. [f. prec.+
-ING-.] Having contrary feelings or dispositions.
a 1640 JACKSON H r

ks t 11673) II. 522 Reconciliation of hos-

tile and antipathi/ing natures.

Allti'pathous, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. ANTI-
PATH-Y or GT.oLVTmaO'7js (see next) + -ous.] Op-
posed in nature or disposition ; antipathetic.
a 1616 BEAUM. & FL. 4 flays in One (R.) In this ami-

pathous extreme. 1618 Q. Corinth in. i, As if she saw
something antipathous Unto her virtuous life.

Antipathy (ivntrpajn). [ad. L. antipathia, a.

Gr. avTiiraOfia, n. of state f. avniraOris opposed in

feeling, f. dvri against + iraOos, TTOL&C-, feeling. Cf.

Fr. antipathic, in Cotgr. 1611.]

fl. Contrariety of feeling, disposition, or nature

(between persons or things) ;
natural contrariety or

incompatibility. The opposite of sympathy. Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny 11634) U- 43 The repugnancie and
contrariety in nature which the Greeks call antipathic. 1605
SHAKS. Lear n. ii. 93 No contraries hold more antipathy,
Then I, and such a knaue. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lecf. 97
When occult quality, and sympathy and antipathy were ad-
mitted fur satisfactory explications of things.

fb. Const, with a thing; between things. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 227 Such a contrarietie in

nature or Antipathic there is. .between them and this herb.
i6z6 BACON Sylva 983 The Sea Hare hath an Antipathy
with the Lungs . . and erodeth them. 1655 GURNALL Chr.
in Arm, ix. 2 (1669) 348/1 An Antipathy betwixt sinning
and praying.

ANTIPHLEBOTOMICAL.
?, Feeling against, hostile feeling towards ; con-

stitutional or settled aversion or dislike.

1606 WARNF.R ,4//>. /:. xiv.lxxxii. 344 Were other Rankes
not free of Publique-weales Antipathic. 1663 BUTLER Hnd.
\. i. 208 A Sect, whose chief Devotion lies In odd perverse
Antipathies ;

In falling out with that or this. 1734 tr. Rol~
lin's Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 144 Mutual hatred and antipathy.
1853 C. BRONTE Gillette viii. 11876) 67 To attempt to touch
her heart was the surest way to rouse her antipathy.
b. Const, against i

to ; between persons.
1618 WITHER Nee Habeo Wks. 1633, 517, I no Antipathy

(as yet) have had Twixt me and any Creature God hath
made. 1667 PRIMATT City fy Count. Built/.. 28 A kind of

Antipathy against the thriving of any but themselves, 1712
ADDISON Spccf. No.

44^0
r 5 Having the same Natural An-

tipathy to a Pun, which some have to a Cat. 1858 MAX
MuLLER Chips (1880) II. xxvii. 324 A mutual antipathy be-
tween the white and the black man,
3. concr. f a. That which is contrary in nature

(pbs.}. b. The object of antipathy or settled dislike.

1622 MASSINGER & DEKKER fiirg, Mart. iv. iii, To go
Where all antipathies to comfort dwell. 1691 NORRIS Pract.
Disc. 205 Evil is the great antipathy of Human Nature . .

her great and general Abhorrence. 1777 SHERIDAN Trip to

f!carl*, xi. i, Men that may be called the beau's antipathy,
for they agree

in nothing but walking upon two legs.

t Antlpelargy. Obs. rare~. [a. Fr. anti-

rrcXapyia mutual love, f. TTfAap-y-o? stork, a bird sup-

posed to be peculiarly affectionate.] :;See quot.)
1656 BLOI;NT Glossogr., Antipclargy y the reciprocal love

of children to their parents, or (more generally) any requital
or mutual kindness. 1731 KAILEY, Antipdar^y^ a mutual
thankfulness or requital of a benefit ; but especially a child's

nourishing a parent in old age.
*

Antipendium, incorr. form of ANTEPENDIUM.

Antiperiodic (ce:ntijpiri|^dik), a. Med.

[Avrr- 3.] Destroying the periodicity of diseases

that run a typical course.
1861 Hi-LME Mognin-Tandon n. \. ii. -286 The poison of

the Arachnida, .is at other times anti-periodic.

; Antiperista Isis. Phys. [mod.L., f. next,
on Gr. analogies.] Antiperistaltic action.

1859 TODD Cycl. Anal. $ Phys. V. 342/1 An abnormal anti-

peristalsis. by which they [i.e. the contents of the intestine)
are propelled backwards towards the stomach.

Antlperistaltic (a.>nti,peristce-ltik), a. Phys.

[ANTI- 3.] Contrary to peristaltic motion ; acting

upwards. (See quot.)
1706 PHILLIPS, Antiperistaltick Motion, an irregular Mo-

tion of the guts. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., As the peri-
staltic motion is a contraction of the fibres of two intestines

from above, downwards; the antiperistaltic motion is their

contraction from below, upwards, a 1845 Svu. SMITH Plywley
Lett, ix, They are nauseous, antiperistaltic, and emetical.

II Antiperistasis (0e:nti|perrstasis), arch. [L.,
a. Gr. dvTtTTfpiaTavts, {. avri against + Trfpiaraats
a standing round, circumstance.] Opposition or

contrast of circumstances ;
the force of contrast or

contrariness
; resistance or reaction roused against

any action.

1598 SYLVESTER Die Bartas i. ii. 11633) 29 Tis doubtless
this Antiperistasis (Bear with the word, I hold it not amiss 1

.

1640 FULLER Joseph's Coat (1867) 29 Having their penury
doubled by the antiperistasis of others plenty, a 1703 ULR-
KJTT On N, T, 2 Cor. iv. 16 The cold blasts of persecution. .

did, by a spiritual antiperistasis, increase the heat of grace
within, 1837 MACAULAY Bacon ^ Kss. I. 410/2 He tells us,
that in physics the energy with which a principle acts is

often increased by the antiperistasis of its opposite.

A:ntiperista*tic, -al, a. rare. [f. prec., on
Gr. analogies ;

see -ic, -AL.] Of the nature of anti-

peristasis ; contrary or in opposition to its sur-

roundings, heightened by force of contrast.

1601 CORNWALLYES Ess. n. xlv. (1631) 247 For in reason and
discourse, .there is more then an Antiperistaticall Vertue.

1652 URQUHART Jewel"^f]s&. 1834, 289 The antiperistatick

faculty of a fountain or spring-well in the summer Season,
whose nature is to be the colder within Itself the greater cir-

cumobresistance of heat be in the aire which surrounds it.

Antiperista'tically, adv. rare. [f. prec. +

-LY-.] In an antiperistatic fashion
; by force of

contrast or contrariness.

1633 T. ADAMS Exf. 2 Pet. ii. 22 Like snow or ice in a
vault or deep pit which antipenst[at]ically waxeth cold for

the neighbouring heat.

tAntiperiste*ze, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. Ax-

TIPEBISTASIS, SOT -stase or-j&Kftcf.] To strengthen

by the force of contrast or contrariness.

1602 J. DAVIES Mirutn in Mod. 15 iD.) Antepenstezing hir

pow'rs with grace.

Antipestilential (^ntiipestile'njal), a. and
sb. Mea. [ANTI- 3.] A. adj. Of use against the

plague and similar epidemics. B. sb. (sc. medicine).

1683 Phil. Trans. XIII. 104 Rare Antipestilentials, excel-

lent Oyles, Liquors, etc. 1722 DE FOE Plague Wks. V. 23

Antipestilential pills. 1743 tr. Heister's Surg. 202 Certain

hot Spirits or Waters, dignified with the Title of . . Anti-

pestilential.

AntipetaloUS (sentiipe'tabs), a. Bot. [f. Gr.

dvri opposite -t-TrtVaA-oi/ petal + -OUS.] (See quot.)
1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bk. vi. 2. 178 Antipetalons, tho^e

stamens which stand before petals, whether adnate or free.

Antipharniic (psnti|faumik^ a, Mcd. [f. ANTI-

3 + Gr. (pappaK-ov poison : see ALEXIPHARMIC.]
Antidotal, alexipharmic. 1853 in MAYXK Exp. Lex.

Antiphleboto'mical,''. [AMI- 3.] Opposed
to phlebotomy or bleeding.
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ANTIPHLOGISTIAN.

1845 I-'MKD Handbk. Spain II. 775 In rude and antiphle-
hotomical health.

Antiplilogistian (<ntijfl0dgi'tila), a. and
sb. [f. ANTIPHLOGIST-ON + -IAN. See ANTI- 3 ]

A. adj. Opposed to the theory of *

phlogiston,"
or the existence of an element of pure fire. B. sb.

An opponent of this theory.
1788 PRIESTLEY in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 15 Sulphur is

not that simple substance which the antiphlogistians sup-

pose. 1791 W. NICHOLSON Chein. 185 The antiphlogistian
philosophers. 1795 Diet. Chem, 1 1. 642 The antiphlogis-
tian theory. 1805 Edin. Rev. VI. 102 The antiphlogistians
have nothing to dread.

Antiphlogistic (8e
:

nti|fl0dgi
i

stik), a. and sb.

[f. as prec. + -ic
;

cf. phlogistic] A. adj.
1. prec. adj,

1788 PRIESTLEY in Phil. Trans. LXXVIIT. 156 They can-

not be simple substances, as the antiphlogistic theory makes
them to be. c 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. L 88/2 His new
theory of combustion, the Antiphlogistic.
2. Med. Counteracting or reducing inflammation.

1769 BUCHAS Do/it. Med. xliiL (1826) 184 The plethoric *tate

of the patient. Jed to the employment of the antiphlogistic
. .treatment. 1803 Kdin. Rev. I. 471 The disease is. .to be

treated by topical remedies and the antiphlogistic plan. 1877
ROBERTS Handbk. Med. I, 219 All antiphlogistic remedies
are to be deprecated.
b. Jig. Allaying excitement, rare.

1840 HOOD Kiltnansc^g cxxxvi, None more needs a Mat-
thew to preach, A cooling antiphlogistic speech.

B. sb. A medicinal agent allaying inflammation.

1744 BERKELEY Siris 59 (T.) A powerful antiphlogistick,
and preservative against corruption and infection. 1875
H. WOOD Therap. 118791 50 As an antiphlogistic, nitrate of
silver acts . . as an astringent.

Alltiphiogiston (as:nti|fligrst$h), attrib.

comb. [ANTi-4-f PHLOGIST-ON (Gr.^A.o-yto'nSi' burnt,
f. $\ofi(-eiv to set on fire, f. tj>\6y-a flame).]

= ANTI-

PHLOGIST1AN a.

1859 G. WILSON E. Forbes iv. 117 The partisans of the

phlogiston and the antiphlogiston camp.

Antiphon (nrntifoh). Also 6-8 antiphone.

[a. Fr. antiphonc, or ad. med.L.tf#//^<7#, an adapt-
ation as a sb. fern. sing, of (ir. ra avrityoiva sb.

(prop, adj.) neut. pi., musical accords) things

'sounding in response,' of which the sing. TO dim-

<p&vuv is used by Aristotle for 'an accord in the

octave' ;
f. avri in return + -fyajvos sounding, f. $on 77

vocal sound. Antiphon is thus a re-adaptation of

the word which in earlier times became ANTHEM,
after the latter had lost its etymological sense.]
1. A versicle or sentence sung by one choir in

response to another.
<i 1652 J. SMI in .S"(7, Disc. iv. 123 The responsaU or anti-

phons wherein each of them catcheth at the other's part,
and keeps time with it. 1661 T. F. S. (title} A Manual of

Prayers and Litanies, Hymns with Antiphones. 1859 JETH-
SON Brittany ,\vi. 269 The antiphons were sung by the choir-

boys alone.

2. A composition, in prose or verse, consisting
of verses or passages sung alternately by two choirs

in worship ;

= ANTHEM in the original sense, but

passing also early into the modern sense of anthem.
('1500 Consccr. Xntis in Maskell !/<>//. II. 318 Syngeng

all together thys antiphone: Ancilla Christi sum. 1626
DONNK Sernt, iv. 38 The whole Quire . . may joyne with old

Simeon in this Antiphon, Xnnc Diinittis. 1635 PAGIIT

Christinnogr. i. ii. (1636* 70 In a certame Antiphone or

Hymn. 1876 GREEN&&r*/ft&. i. 6. 11881) 52 Tones which
the excited ears around frame into a joyous antiphon.

3. techn.
' A short piece of plain-song introduced

before a psalm or canticle, to the Tone of which

it corresponds, while the words are selected so as

specially to illustrate and enforce the evangelical
or prophetic meaning of the text.' Helmore in

Grove Mus. Diet. 1879.
1775 T. WARTON Eng. Poetry II. 56 (T.t A sort of office. .

consisting of an antiphone, versicle, response and collect.

4. transf. A response, answer.

1651 Relit]. M'otton. 3761'!'.) The great synod of Protestant

ambassadors that are to meet at Hamborough, which to me
sounds like an antiphone to the other malign conjunctions
at Colen. 1880 MRS. WHITNEY Odd or Even xxi. 228 A
curious, fine ring in his tone, the antiphon, perhaps, to the

clear, sweet pride that had been in Frances.

Antiphonal (inti'fcJhil), a. and st>. [a. OKr.

antiphonalt ad. ?med.L. antiphondl-is \ see ANTI-
PHON and -AL.] A. adj.
1. Of the nature of an antiphon; sung alternately.

1719 BINGHAM Orig. Ecclcs. V. xiu. x.33& By way of anti-

phonal or alternate Melody. Ibid. II. in (T.t Antiphonal
singing was first brought into the church of Milan. 1859
Sat. Rev. 2 July 16 The antiphonal effect of the double
choruses., in

'

Thy right hand, O Lord.'

2. Responsive in sound, or {transf.} other effect.

1848 MARIOTTI Italy I. i. 121 A peal of the organ is anti-

phonal to a flourish of trumpets. 1868 SWINBURNE Ess. <V

Stud. 373 The dim floor-work in front, .is antiphonal to the
wealth of water beyond.
B. sb. An antiphonal collection; an antiphonary.

1691 WooovJM. OJCOH. 1/572 [Warham] left all his.. Led-

gers, Grayles and Antiphonals to Wykeham Coll. 187*
YKATS Tech. Hist. Connn, 379 The missals and antiphonals

placed in churches exhibited magnificent exteriors.

Attti'plioiially, [f. prec. + -LY-.] In an

antiphonal manner, with responsive voices.

372

I 753 CH \MBF.RS Cycl. Supp. s.v.,The Greeks have a method
of singing Antiphonally. 1865 Reader 19 Aug. 214 A 'dia-

logue chorus' where the two bodies of damsels answer each
other antiphonally in successive couplets. 1876 M. DAVIES

Unortk. Lond.-2<j-2 A hymn was sung antiphonally, the singers
left inside taking one verse, and those outside the other.

Aiiti'pllOliar. Obs. [ad. Fr. antiphonaire,
later ad. L. antiphonarium : see ANTIPHONEH.]
AXTIPHOKER, ANTIPHONARY.

[Not in JOHNSON 1755.] 1765 BURN Eccles. Laiv (T.t The
antiphonar is that book which containeth the invitatories,

responsories, verses, collects, and whatever is said or sung
in the quire, called the seven hours or hreviary.

Antiphonary (ivntrfJnari). [ad. med.L. anti-

pkondn-iini, t. antiphona : see ANTIPHON and -AHY.

The earlier word was ANTIPHONEE.] A book con-

taining a set or collection of antiphons.
[1295 Visit. Dean Raditlphns' Dugdale Hist. St. Paul's

(1668) 217 Antiphonarium Alhrici est in duobus Voluminibus.]
1681 BI.OUNT Glossogr. t Antiphonary, a book containing the

antiphons and versicles sung by churchmen in the quire.

(71780 BURNEY Hist. Mns, (ed. 2) III. i. 9 This year all

antiphonaries .were called in and destroyed. 1859 JETHSON
Hrittany viii. 105 An ugly reading-desk, with a great dogs-
eared antiphonary lying open upon it. 1879 ROCKSTKO in

Grove Diet. Mns. I. 615 This celebrated Antiphonary [of
St. Gregory] was all but unanimously accepted.

Antiplioiier (3enti"fifaau). [a. QYr.antiphomer,
f. med.L. antiphonariitm : see ANTIPHONAK,-ARY.]
= ANTIPHONARY.
1:1370 WYCLIF English Works (18791 194 Multitude of

newe costy portos, antifeners, graielis, & alle oj>ere bokis.

( 1386 CHAUCER Prioresses 7'. 67 He O alma rcdemptoris
liord', .synge, As children lerned her antiphonere. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 144/1 The anthyphoner on whyche he
lerned them is yet there. 1570 GRINDAL Ran. (1843' 135
That antiphoners, mass books, .be utterly defaced, rent, and
abolished. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Antiphony, Among
the number of ecclesiastical books formerly used, .we meet
with antiphoners or antiphonaries. 1823 SCOTT Ptt teril'2<yz

Proper priest's trappings antiphoners, missals, and copes.

Antiphonetic (semtiifime-tik), a. rare- 1

,
[f.

Gr. avTi<j><uv-os (see ANTIPHON) after Gr. (puvrjTitc-us

PHONETIC.]
1. Answering or matching in sound.

1840 BARHAM htgol. Leg. 71 Moore and Tom Campbell
themselves admit 'spinach' Is perfectly antiphonetic to

'Greenwich.'

2. Contrary or opposed to phonetic spelling.

Antiplionic (sentifj^nik^, a, rare. [f. Gr. avri-

</iui'-o? + -K1

.] Antiphonal, mutually responsive.
1847 JJARHAM Ingol. Leg. (1877) 401 The knight and the

maiden had rung their antiphomc changes on her fine

qualities.

t Antipho'nical, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
as prec.

+ -ICAL.]
= A.VTIPHONA1..

1710 WHEATELY Com. Prayer i5i (T.) They sung in an

antiphonical way.

Antiphq'nically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] In

an antipnonic or antiphonal manner
; antiphonally.

1846 MASKELL J/<w. Kit. I. Introd. 34 Portions of the ser-

vices . . sung . . antiphonically. 1851 Q. Rev. No. 177. 237
The

singers,
for their own ease, sang them antiphonically.

Antiphoiiy (itntrWni). [f. Gr. di'Ti^xw-o? ^see

ANTIPHON) + -v, as if repr. a Gr. *avrt<pojvia, like

ffvfjupcwia SYMPHONY.]
The words antiphon and antiphony, are very indistinctly

separated in use. It would be better to use antiphon of the

actual responses, or alternately sung verses ; and antiphony,
in form an abstract sb. like symphony, euphony, of anti-

phonal composition, arrangement, or effect, and concretely
of an antiphonal composition or anthem.

1. Opposition of sound
;
or harmony thereby pro-

duced.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch 186 iK.) The harmony of music
hath symphony by antiphony (that is to say) the accord
ariseth from discord, a 1789 BI~RNI:Y Hist. Mns. I. 137 (Joi>.)

Antiphony is more agreeable than homophony. 1868 CHAM-
UK RS Encycl. I. 297.-{ntiphony, a name given b^'

the ancient
(greeks to a species ofmusical accompaniment in the octave,

by instruments or voices, in opposition to that executed in

unison, which they called Homophony.
2. A musical response ;

a responsive musical

utterance, the answer made by one voice or choir

to another. = ANTIPHON i.

1592 tr. yimins on Rev. xix. 3 The song of the Antiphonie
or response. '637 JACKSON Creed Wks. VI. 83 The anti-

phony unto it would have been ' No evil can come upon us.'

1751 CHAMBERS Cyel. t Antiphony, the answer made by one
choir to another, when the psalm or anthem is sung be-

tween two. 1849 DK QUINCKV Mail-coach in Misc. 11.311
One after another, like the antiphonies in the choral service.

3. Alternate singing or chanting by a choir divided

into two parts; antiphonal singing. AlsoySg*.
1753 CHAMUKRS Cycl. vV/<//., Antiphony differs from re~

sponsorinnt, in that in this latter the verse is only sj>oke by
one person, whereas in the former the verses are sung by
the two choirs alternately. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrnpt. Chr.
II. vin. 122 Singing by antiphony or anthem. 1847 MRS.
BROWNING in BtaexW, Mag. LXI. 555 Life answering life

across the vast profound In full antiphony. 1883 Athenaeum
30 June 836/1

* Israel in Egypt *. . depends so largely . . upon
the antiphony of double choruses.

4. concr. A composition in prose or verse, con-

sisting of verses sung alternately by two choirs in

worship ;
= ANTIPHON 2.

1868 CHAMBERS Encycl. I. 297 The dividing of the anti-

phonies into verses, with rules regarding the same, is at-

tributed to Pope Ccelestin in 432.

f 5. = ANTIPHON 3. Obs. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl Snpp.

ANTIPODES.

6. fransf. A response or echo.

1657 TRAIT Comm. Esth. viii. 15 The joyful Jews then

by way of antiphony answer. 1714 SHAI-TESB. Charac. III.

300 The eccho or antiphony, which these elegant exclaimers

hope . . to draw necessarily from their audience. 1841
De QUINCEV AVit'f.Wks. XI. 45 It is not. .any such bravura,

;

that will make a fit antiphony to this sublime rapture.

;! Antiplirasis (sentrfrasis). Khct. [L., a. Or.

uvTitppaats, f. dvTt<ppa-ttv to express by the oppo-
,

site.] A figure of speech by which words are used

! in a sense opposite to their proper meaning.
1533 MORK Debett, Salem v. Wks. 1557, 939 'i The fygure of

i iron ye or antiphrasis. 1589 PUTTKHHAN Engt Poesie-zoi Anti-

j phrasis or the Broad floute as. .to [say to] a Negro. . In good
sooth ye are a faire one. 1650 CROMWELL Lett. $ Sf-. 'Carlylei

(1857) ii. no You are pastors, but it is by an antiphrasis, a

ininimepascemio. 1734 to. RollinsA nc.Hist.^ 1827 iV II.xvm.
i. j64Hewasbyantiphra.sissurnamedPhiIopater. 1853 KANE
Cirinnell K.\'P. iv. 1 1856) 33 It was a bold antiphrasis that gave
such a vernal title [Greenland] to this birth-place of icebergs.

Antiphrastic (zenti|fac'stik), a. [ad. Gr. Q.VTI-

tf pamifc-us, f. as prec.] Of or pertaining to anti-

phrasis ; opposed to the ordinary meaning.
1640 Canterbnr. Self-Ctwv. Postscr. 3 Things are not al-

wayes correspondent to their names ; Etymologies are
sometimes antiphrastick. 1683 E. HOOKKR t'ref. Pordage's
Myst. Di^'. 18 An An li-ph rustic and Anti-Christian . . Age.

T Antiphra'stical, a. Obs.- .

1656 ULOUNT Glossogr., Antiphrastical, that hath cr gives
a contrary meaning to words.

Aiitiphra-stically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-'.]

In an antiphrastic manner.

1633 Br. MORTON Discharge 206 (T.i In hisiantiphrastically
so called) Sober Reckoning. 1657 ^*- STARKEY Helmont's
I'itid. 249 Medicines .. which deserve that name, and are
not Ironically, or Antiphrastically named so. 1731 BAILEY,
Antiphrastically, by way of Antiphrasis. 1818 in TOUD.

Antiphthisic (a.'nti,trzik), a. and sb. Med.

[ANTI- 3.] A. adj. Tending to check phthisis
or consumption. B. sl>. [sc. medicine.]
1853 in MAYMK E.\-p. Lex.

Aiitiplithrsical, Med. <9&r.-prec.
1719 Glossogr, Noi'a, Antiphthisical Medicines, such as

with.stand Consumption or Phthisick.

Antiplastic (sentiiplse'stik), a. Med. [f.
AKTI-

3 + TrXaart/f-os plastic, f. TtXaoo-tiv to form.] 'Un-

favourable to the process of healing or of granula-
tion' (Mayne) ;

'also applied to medicines which

impoverish the blood.' S)'d. Soc. /,w.

Antipleuritic t3e
:

nti|pluri"tik),flt.andj^. Med.

[f.
ANTI- 3 + ir\tvpTTtK-vs suffering from w\fvpiTi$

pleurisy, f. irKtvpci ribs.] A. adj. Of use against

pleurisy. B. sb. [sc. medicine, application.]
171* tr. Poitiet's Hist. Drugs I. 88 A good Sudorifick, and

Antipleuritick. 1736 BAILEY Honsh. Diet., Burdock, .is ac-

counted a Diaphoretick and an Antipleuretkk.

AntipodagTic (a^ntiiptxlse'grik), a. and sb.

Med. [LANTI- 3+Gr. wo5a7pi*-6? gouty, f.noSdypa

gout.] A. adj. Of use against gout. B. sb.

[sc. medicine, ap[)lication.]
1712 tr. Poniet's Hist. Drugs I. 108 There is also prepar'd

from it an excellent antipodagrick Plaister. 1853 in MAYNE.

t Autipoda'grical, a. Obs. - prec.
1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 744 Some Anti-podagrical remedies.

168* // 'cekly Mem. 348 The antipodagrical moxa of the

Chineses.

Antipodal (fenti*pdil), a.
[f.

ANTIPOD-ES
-f -ALL]
1. Of or pertaining to the antipodes ;

situated on
the opposite side of the globe.
1646 SIR T. HKOWNK Pseud. Ep. 306 The Americans are

Antipodal! unto the Indians. 1831 CAHLYLK Sart. Res.

(1858) 46 The antipodal New Holland. 1877 SHIELDS Final
Philos. i6G The Irish St. Virgilius in the ninth century,
dared to advocate the theory of antipodal races.

2. fransf. Diametrically opposite (to anything).
1664 H. MOKE Myst. Iniq. iv. 10 So horrid and diabolical

and so antipodal to both the Person and
Spirit

of Christ.

1846 HAWTHORNE Mosses \\. xii. (1864) 251 There was no-

thing so antiiKxlal to his nature as this man's cold, unima-

ginative sagacity. 1874 HI.ACKIE Self-Cult. 70 Two such

antipodal characters as Coleridge and Thomas Carlyle.

Antipodeal, a. rere. Krroneous form of prec.
1881 C/u-if. Career 63 A true tale of antipodeal vicissitudes.

Antipodean (a'nti'pJtlranl, a. [irreg. f. AXTI-

PODE-S + -AN; perh. after European, but not ana-

logous, a better form being the obs. ANTIPODIAN.]
1. Of or pertaining to the opposite side of the

world ; esp. Australasian.

1861 SAI.A Twice round Clock 35 Antipodean legislators

have a refreshment room they call
'

Bellamy's.' 1877 HEATH
Fern \V. Introd. 4 The antipodean range of the Fern World.

2. humorously, Having everything upside down.

1852 DICKENS Bleak H. (1853) ^2I A kind of Antipodean
lumber room, full of old chairs and tables, upside down.

3._/?;
r
. Of or pertaining to direct opposition ;

[

diametrically opposed (/0).

1651 BIGGS New Disp. Summ., All the medicines of the

i shops in Antipodfean position to our bodies. 1841 HOR.
SMITH Moneyed Man I. ii. 32 We were Antipodean

in all

our tastes. 1881 Scribn. Month. XXII. 97 The writer who
. . is most antipodean to Mr. Carlyle.

Antipodes (ntrp<)d/z)> sb. pi. [a. L. anti-

podes>
a. Gr. (of) dvT'tno&es (in sense i below),

pi. of dvrivovs having the feet opposite, f. dvrt

I opposite -h TTOVS foot (whence also a sing. ANTIPOS).



ANTIPODIAN.

Formerly (quite regularly) three syllables, an-tt-

pod(e)s, and hence having a sing, antipod, -pode

(cf. apod, apode, decapod}, still in use in certain

senses
;

cf. Fr. antipodc* -J.]

fl. Those who dwell directly opposite to each

other on the globe, so that the soles of their feet

are as it were planted against each other ; esp. those

who occupy this position in regard to us. Obs. ^
1398 TKEVISA Earth. DC P. R. xv. Iii. (1405) 506 Yonde in

Ethiopia ben the Antipodes, men that haue theyr fete

ayenst our fete. 1556 RECORDE Cast. Kntnvl. 93 People . .

called of the Greeks and Latines also aimVofie?, Antipodes,
as you might say Counterfooted, or Counterpasers. 1596
SHAKS. Merch. Ven. v. i. 127 We should hold day with the

Antipodes, If you would walke in absence of the sunne.

1682 in Phil. Collect. XII. 181 These Antipodes .. in-

deavoured to begin a truck or Merchandize with the Yacht.

1788 V. KNOX Winter Even. I. in. vii. 275 Men, placed as

the Antipodes are represented. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. In-

ditct. Sc. (,1857) I. 195 The existence of Antipodes, or persons
inhabiting the opposite side of the globe.

t2.y%r
. Those who in any way resemble the

dwellers on the opposite side of the globe. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Lcarji. i. 9 He will neuer be one of the

Antipodes, to tread opposite to the present world. 1611

A. STAFFORD Niobe To Reader, My soul is an antipode, and
. treads opposite to the present world. 1642 FULLER Holy fy

Prof. St. i. ii. 32 Christians were forced to be Antipodes to

other men, so that when it was night with others, it was day
with them. 1688 in De Foe Mem. Ch. Scotl. iv. 99 Anti-

podes to all Mankind, Enemies to Government.

3. Places on the surfaces of the earth directly

opposite to each other, or the place which is di-

rectly opposite to another; esp. the region directly

opposite to our own.

1549 Compl. Scotl. vi. 50 The place that is direct contrar

til our zenyth Iscallit antipodes. Ibid. 51 Lactantius firmien

. .scornis the mathematicians that effermis antipodos. 1599
SHAKS. Much Ado II. \. 273, 1 will goe on the slightest arrand
now to the Antypodes. 1642 HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 33
From the remotest parts of the Earth., yea from the very
Antipods. 1879 WALLACE Austral. & 4 New Zealand, al-

most the antipodes of Britain.

4. trttnsf. The exact opposite of a person or

thing. (In this sense the sing, antipode is still used.)

1641 LD. DiGBY/Vzr/. Sp. 19 Jan. 15 Would not one sweare
that this were the Antipodes to the other? a 1667 COWLEY
Avarice Wks. 1710 II. 754 Having nothing, he has all:

This is just his Antipode, who, having all things, yet has

nothing. 1682 SIR I
1

. BROWNE Chr. Mor. (17561 32 Fools. .

are antipodes unto the wise. 1792 BURN'S Let. Wks. (.Globe

ed.) 504 That antipode of folly . . the wise and witty Willie
Nicol. 1809 KNOX & JEBB Corr. I. 515, I soberly believe,
that selfishness is the very antipode of self-love. 1863 MRS.
CLARKE S/iaks. C/mr. v. 120 lago is the direct antipodes to

Michael Cassio. 1867 G. MACDONALD Alec Forbes xviii. 77
Forbes he hated, for he was the very antipode to. .himself.

b. phr. At antipodes : in direct opposition.
1868 Lessons Mid. Age-zyt When you feel that you are at

antipodes with a man on almost all points.

f5. As adv. (orig. sb. in apposition) in phrases
like To walk antipodes to. Obs.

1643 Char. Oxf. Incend. in Harl. Misc. (1745) V. 474/2 The
Man lives towards the Sun-setting, treads Antipodes of late

to Victory. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. vii. 236 Two Vessels,

placed there, Antipodes to each other, a 1718 PENN Tracts
Wks. I. 493 He walkt Antipodes to the Genius of that Age.

t AntipO*dian, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

ANTIPOD-ES
+ -JAN (cf. Phaniccs, P/uvnician}.]

= ANTIPODEAN.
1640 BROMK Antip. 231 Hurried my Soule to the Anti-

podian strand.

Antipodic (jentip^'dik), a. rare*, [f.
ANTI-

POD-ES + -ic.]
= ANTIPODAL.

1881 RUSKIN Bible ofA miens. Some antithetic, antipathic,
or antipodic point in the opposite hemisphere.

Antipodist (aentrp&Ust), sb. and a. [f. ANTI-
POD-ES + IST.] A. j. A believer in the anti-

podes (at a time when the belief was heresy).
1866 AthenscHin 21 Apr. 532/2 Some maintain that the an-

tipodist was a different person from the canonized bishop.
B. adj. ANTIPODAL.

1844 MOZLEY Arnold in Ess. (1878) II. 52 A system like

his was bound to. .thrust out such an antipodist one.

t Anti'podite. Obs. rare.
[f. as prec. + -ITE

;

cf. sybar-ite^\ An. inhabitant of the antipodes.
1620 MELTON Astrol. 28 Those that in a peruerse order. .

making the Day night, .liue. .like true Antipodites. Ibid. 2 )

The Antipodites haue their feete downwards . . and their

heads upwards as well as wee.

Antipole (re'ntiiptwl). [ANTI- 2.] The oppo-
site pole. Jig. The direct opposite.
i82z DE QUINCEY Conf.(i&()2) 138 That determined plural-

ist and intense antipole of all possible sinecurists. 1876
GEO. ELIOT Dan, Dcr. v. xl. 372 That antipole of all en-
thusiasm called

' a man of the world.'

Antipolemist (renti,p^l/mist). rare- 1
, [f.

ANTI- 6 + Gr. tr6\ffi-os war, 7roA//f(TT-^s warrior.]
A professed opponent of war.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 82 Sundry philanthropists and
anti-polemists.

Aiitipolrtical, rare~ l

. [ANTI- 3.] Op-
posed to sound political principles ; impolitic.
1791 T. PAINE Kights M. (ed. 4) 82 Let Mr. Burke con-

tinue to preach his antipolitical doctrine ofChurch and State.

tAntipo-lliges, sb.pl. Obs. [app. f. ANTI- 7 +

poll-ere to be powerful, on some erroneous analogy.]
? Opposing forces.

1652 GAULE Magastrnm. 206 There are antipolliges, or
occult qualities of actives and passives.

373

Antipope (se-nti|pop). Also 6-7 antipape.

[orig. a. Fr. antipape, ad. med.L. antipapa, formed

on the analogy ofanfichristus. In ijth c. assimi-

lated to pope.] A pope elected in opposition to

one held to be canonically chosen
; spec, applied

to those who resided at Avignon during 'the great
schism of the West.' (So called by adversaries; to

those who upheld his claims he was the real pope.)
[^1236 ROGER OF WENDOYKR Ckroti. (1841) II. 194 Scisma

orta est Roma; propter Gelasium antipapam.] 1579 FUI.KK

Conf. Sanders 570 Interruption . . by meanes of . afochismes
and Antipupes. 1611 SPKED Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. vi. 31 He
would forsake Pope Alexander,and ioyne with the Emperour,
and Antipape. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals \. n. 52 Nova-
tianus the Roman was by faction created Antipope. 1781
GIBBON Decl. $ F. Ivi. HI. 378 The antipope, Clement the

third, was consecrated in the Lateran. 1853 MII.MAN Lat.

Ckr. vi. iii. (1864) 111.454 Pope and Antipope waited their

doom from the princes of the world.

Antipophora, obs. form of ANTHYPOPHOBA.

Antipopular (scntiipjrpirflai), a. [ANTi- 3.]

Adverse to the
people,

or popular cause.

1815 W.TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 303 The constitutional

laws passed during the present reign . . are innovations, in

an anti-popular direction. 1837 LYTTON Athens II. 282 Ser-

vile generosity common to an anti-popular party.

Anti-porch, obs. f. ANTE-POBCH : see ANTE- A i.

t A'ntipOS. Ol>s. [ad. Gr. dn-i'trous, the regular
Roman transliteration of which is antipusl\ One

diametrically opposed: see ANTIPODES 4.

1631 BRATHU AIT Wkimzics 115 A Zealous Brother . . is an

antipos to all church government.

tA'ntipose, v. Obs. rare-'*, [hybrid f. Ami- A
+ -POSE (cf. apposc^^\ To set in opposition.
1631 HEYWOOD Engl. KHz. (1641* 7 The Pope sought by

all means to antipose their opinions.

tAntipra'ctise, v. Obs.
[f.

ANTI- A.] To

practise on the other side, practise the opposite.
a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams \. 95 (D.) Seldom anything

but severity will make them ami-practise.
i AiitiprsrsnJist. Obs. rare 1

,

[f.
ANTI- 6

+ L. prsesul president, superintendent, in mod.J,.
*

bishop' + -TST.] One opposed to the government
of the Church by bishops.
1640 HP. HALL Episc. n. 18. 190 Howsoever it pleaseth

our Anti-prsesulists to sleight the practice and judgement
of all Churches.

t Antipro'babilism. Obs- [ANTI- 8.] The
doctrine or system of those who hold it unlawful

to follow the more probable opinion in preference
to the less probable one.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v., F. Gisbert has a treatise

express in favour of Antiprobabilism,

Antipruritic (se
:

nti|pruri;tik), a. Med. [f.

ANTI- 3 + L. pruritis itching + -la] Tending to

relieve itching.
1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin 92 Carbolic acid is the most valu-

able of antipruritic remedies. 1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Antipsoric (aentips^rik), a. and sb. Med. [f.

ANTI- 3 + Gr. tywpa itch, if/<aptK-6s of the itch.]

A. adj. Tending to prevent or cure the itch.

B. sb. (sc. medicine, application.) 1853 in MAYNE.

AlltiptO'sis. Gram. Obs. [med.L., a. Gr.

avTiTTTcaais, f. avri in exchange + irTwais falling,

case.] The use of one case for another.

*657 J- SMITH Myst. Rhct. 192 Antiptosis. .the putting of
one case for another. 1659 PEARSON Creed' 1839) i86'Oi>pn)<;

jnou Kit o etk ftov. .In these words there is. .an antiptosis,
the nominative case used for the vocative. 1751 in CHAMBERS.

Alltipyic (sentiiparik), a. and sb. Med. [ad. Fr.

antipyiquei f. Gr. avri (A.NTI- 3) + TTVOV pus, matter :

see -ic.] A. adj. Tending to prevent suppuration.
B. sb. (sc. medicine, application.) 1853111 MAYNE.

Antipyretic (semtiipire'tik), a. and sb. Med.

[f.
ANTI- 3 + Gr. irvperos fever

;
cf. pyretic]

A. adj. Tending to prevent or allay fever.

B. sb. (sc. medicine.)
1681 tr. Willis, Reui. Med. H'ks., Antipyreticks^ medic : nes

against burning feavers. vj\^\C-tossogr.Nova, 1875 H.WOOD
T/terap. (,1879) 74 All antipyretic remedies appear to act

more strongly on children. Ibid. 74 Liebermeister. .has given
some ten thousand doses of quinine as an antipyretic.

Antipyretic (e :

ntitpirf tik), a. and sb. Med.

[f.
ANTI- 3 + Gr. wpotruc-os burning, f. irvpo-ftv to

burn, f. irvp fire.] A. adj. Tending to prevent
or heal burns. B. sb. Anything^jo used.

1839 in HOOPER llferf. Diet. 1853 in MAYNE Exp. Lex.

t Antiquae'rer. Obs. [f.next + -ER I
.]

One who

puts a counter-query. One whose opinions were

expressed in the '

Antiquaries on Master Prin's i .

questions,' 1644.
1645 PAGITT Hcres. (1661) 257 Some of the most foolishly

zealous [Quakers] have burnt their goods to prevent pride,
which the Antiquxrers allow.

t A'ntiquaery. Obs. rare-'1 . [ANTI- 2.] A
counter-question.
1644 (title} Certain briefe Observations and Antiquaries

on Master Prin's 12 questions about Church Government.

Antiquarian (senti]kwe'rian), a. and sb.
[f.

L. anttqudri'US (see ANTIQUARY) -f -AN.]
A. adj.

1. Of or connected with the study of antiquities.

ANTIQUATE.
1771 DrcAin;r, in Phil. Trans. I.XI. 150 The antiquarian

part of my subject. (11779 WAKBURTON Let. No. 213 I.T.)

You say your antiquarian taste drew you thither. i8yz
YKATS Tech. Hist. Connn. 346 The antiquarian treasures of

the British Museum. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. I. vi. 517
The axe, as antiquarian researches show, was in use almost

everywhere.
2. Applied to a large size of drawing-paper.
1875 URE Diet. Arts III. 497 Antiquarian [size of paper],

53 by 3 1 - *8?9 SPON Workshop Rects. i Antiquarian [paper],

52 x 29 inches.

B. sb. [The adj. used absol] One who studies

or is fond of antiquities ; an antiquary.
1610 HOLLAND Camdens Brit. (1627)6, I referre the matter

.. to the Senate of Antiquarians, for to be decided. 1778

JOHNSON in Bosiveil 1 1 1. 61 A mere Antiquarian is a rugged
being. 1856 MAX MULI.ER Chips (1880) II. xvi. 7 History
. . appeals not only to the antiquarian, but to the heart of

every man. 1872 HARDWICK Trad. Lane. 220 A thorough-

going antiquarian would call this a Druidical remain.

Aiitiqua'riaiiisiu. [f- prec. + -ISM.] The

profession or pursuits of the antiquarian ;
taste for,

or devotion to, antiquities.
a 1779 WAKBURTON Lett. No. 221 vT.) I used to despise him

for his antiquarianism. 1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. 1-439
He views the earth, neither through the telescope of anti-

quarianism, nor the microscope of topography. 1849 FREE-

MAN Arc/lit. 4 The first phase of ecclesiology was simple

antiquarianism.

Antiquarianize (3enti,kwe>rian3iz), v. colloq.

[f. ANTIQUARIAN; cf. botanize, geologize, etc.] To
act as an antiquary ;

to 'play the antiquary.'
1828 I.YI-.LL in Life I. ix. 222 Have geologised and anti-

quariani^ed all day with much success. 1864 S u.\ hi Temple
BarJan. 1 89 Don't be afraid ( am not about to antiquarianize.

,

[f. ANTIQUARIAN -t- -L\-.] After the manner of

an antiquarian.
1772 H. WALVOLI-: Lett, to Cfcss Ossory 1:1848) I. 37, 1 have

just reflected antiquarianly, that^rt/<? as ashes must be one

of our most ancient proverbs and in use before coals.

t Antiqua'rious, <? Obs. rare. [f.
L. anti-

quarius (see ANTIQUARY) + ous.] Given to, or

connected with, antiquarian studies.

1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. To Reader 331 Adde Stows
late antiquarious Pen.

:

Aiitiquarism. Obs. we-*, [f. ANTIQUARY
+ -ISM.]

= ANTIQUAHIANLSM.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. iv. 41 Who were the Pro-

prietors of these Bones . .were a Question above Antiquarism.

(venti|kwe
Q'ri^m). rare. [L.,

neut. of adj. antiquarins (see next) ;
cf. herbarium,

and see -AKIUM.] A repository of antiquities.
1881 Athen;eum No. 2823. 747 It is rather an antiquarium

containing chiefly statuettes and coins.

Antiquary (arntiikwari), a. and sb. [ad. L.

anlTqnari-ns of antiquity, f. antJqu-us : see AN-

TIQUE and -ARY.]
A. adj. Of antiquity ; ancient ; antique, rare.

1606 SHAKS. Tr.
,5-

Cr. n. iii. 262 Here's Nestor Instructed

by the Antiquary times. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT Carita III,

xli. 190 Some kind of antiquary courtship.

B. sb. [the adj. used eiiipt., sc. 'man,' 'thing.']
I. Of persons.

f 1. A man of great age, an ancient. Obs. rare.

a 1581 CAMPION Hist. fret. vii. 1 1633) 24 Had it beene my
chaunce. .to meete and confer re with this noble Antiquarie
[a man aged two thousand and forty one yeares]. 1635 J.

TAYLOR (Water P.)Farrt He's in these times fill'd with in-

iquity, No antiquary, but antiquity; For his longevity's of

such extent, That he's a living mortal monument.

^2. An official custodian or recorder of anti-

quities. (Bestowed as a title by Henry VIII upon
J .eland.) Obs.

1563 GRAFTON Chron. I. vii, iR.) The booke of the excel-

lent antiquary John Leyland. 1601 HOLLAND /Y/y (1634)
II. 493 Annius Faecialis (another antiquarie or heralt at armes
of Rome). 1733 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., The University
of Oxford have still their Antiquary, under the denomina-
tion of custos archivornm. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry y Mus.

8. 161 The approved Songs of the ancient Bards were pre-
served in the Custody of the King's Antiquary.
3. A student (usually a professed student), or

collector, of antiquities. (Formerly used, in a wide

sense, of a student of early history ;
now tending

to be restricted to one who investigates the relics

and monuments of the more recent past.)
1586 THYNNE in Animadv. Introd. 80 It hath beene some

question amongst the best antiquaries of our age, that, etc.

1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 351 Our learned and
studious Antiquarie Master Camden. 1762 H. WALPOLK
I'ertuesAttecd. Paint. (1786) 1. 134 We antiquaries, who hold

everything worth preserving, merely because it has been pre-
served. 1830 HOR. SMITH Tin Trump. 11870) 28 Antiquary

too often a collector of valuables that are worth nothing,
and a re-collector of all that Time has been glad to forget.

1851 D.WILSON* Preh. Ann. (1863) I. iii. 86 Such evidences

of primitive ages as have rewarded the researches of North-

ern antiquaries. 1881 (title ofMagazine] The Antiquary.

II. Of things.

|4:. ANTIC sb. i. Obs. rare.

a 1603 in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. I. 378 Three bolles . .

chased in the bottoms with antiquaries and fishes.

-j-
5. = ANTIQUITY. Obs. rare.

1592 GREENE Groatsw. Wit i A Citie .. the name is not

mentioned in the Antiquary. 1612 WOODALL. Surg. Matt
Wks. 1653, 235 Of the antiquary, the first inventers, and
worthinesse of the excellent Art of Alchymy.

Antiquate (arntiikw^t), ///. a. arch. [ad. L.



ANTIQUATE.

antiqudt-ust pa. pple. of antiqua-rt to render old,
f. antiqu-us ANTIQUE.] Rendered or grown old

;

obsolete through age ; ANTIQUATED.
iS37 ?TINOALE Exp. i John Wks. II. 174 It was antiquate,

and clean out of knowledge, 1657 TOMUNSON Rcnou's Disp.
517 It abates the antiquate belly-flux. 1706 DE FOE Jure
Div. xii. 274 Triumphant Vice grown antiquate and old.

1875 B. TAYLOR Faust l.xxl 188 Who, now, a work of mode-
rate sense will read ? Such works are held as antiquate and
mossy.

Antiquate (Vnti|kw^t\ v. [f. prec. : see -ATE.]
1. To make old, or out of date

;
to make obsolete

;

to abolish as out of date.

1596 SPENSER State of Ire I. 22 Now thorough change of
time [they] are cleane antiquated. 1656 BtootfT&AKftvr. To
Reader, Every . . Sciolist being at liberty, as, to antiquate
and decry the old, so to coin and innovate new words. 1678
MARVELL Grmvth Popery Wks. 1875 IV. 254 He [the Pope]
antiquates the precepts of Christ. 1859 G. WILSON E.
Forbes iv. 106 Quickly-collected, yet trustworthy data,
such as antiquated even modern text-books, with unheard-of
rapidity.

2. To bring into conformity with the manner of
earlier times ; to make antique.
1821 Edin. Rev, XXXV 492 Familiar contemplation of

them has . . enabled him to antiquate his feelings. 1815
SCOTT in Lockhart Life VIII. 152 To disguise and anti-

quate as it were their names by spelling them after sxune

quaint manner.

Antiquated (ae*nti|kw/|tAd\ ///. a.
[f. prec. +

-ED ; replacing as pple. and adj. ANTIQUATE a.~\

1. Grown old, of long standing, inveterate.

1670 COTTON Espernon 11. vm. 384 Declaring he was sacrl-
fic'd to the Duke's antiquated hatred to those of his

Countrey. 1770 HURKE Pres. Discont. Wks. II. 229 The
offspring of antiquated prejudices. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat.
viii. 333 Prejudice and antiquated jealousy did not freely
yield themselves up.
2. Out of use by reason of age ; obsolete.

1613 B. JONSON in Shaks. C. Praise 149 Neat Terence,
witty Plautus now not please ; But antiquated and deserted

lye. a 1695 MRQ. HALIFAX in Cell. Poems 17051 141 Reviving
antiquated I,aws. 1861 STANLKY East. Ch. i. u86gi 39 The
languages by the lapse of years have become antiquated.
3. So old as to be unworthy to survive ; obso-

lescent. i^Often contemptuously= 'old-world.'
1

)

169* BKNTLEY Boyle Lect. iii. 106 Deride and explode the

antiquated Folly. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824* I. xxvi.

41 No more, no more, said he, of these antiquated topics.
1860 MOTLEY Xctherl. \. i. 5 The world had become tired of
the antiquated delusion of a papal supremacy.
4. Old-fashioned, whether as surviving from, or

as imitating, earlier usage.
1675 E. PHILLIPS in Shaks. C. Praise 359 The roughest,

most unpolish't and antiquated Language. 1734 J. RICHARD-
SON in Birch Milton's H'ks. 1738 I. 50 His antiquated Words
were his Choice, not his Necessity. 18x4 W. IRVING T. Trav.
I. 327 Students . . in their antiquated caps and gowns. 1867
FREEMAN Xorm. Cong. I. App.6io The antiquated phraseo-
logy which he uses.

5. Of persons : Advanced in age, incapacitated
by age, superannuated. Alsoy^r

.

1678 C. HATTON in Hatton Corr. 1 1878' 1. 164 Twisden was
quite antiquated, and Wild very infirme. 1711 ADDISON
Spcct. No. 7 f 4 A maiden Aunt . . one of these Antiquated
Sybils. i8oa WORDSW. Sonn. Liberty i. iii, The antiquated
Earth, as one might say. Beat like the heart of Man.

A'ntiquatedness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being antiquated or old- rashioned.

1731 in BAILEY ; whence in JOHNSON, etc.

tA ntiquateness. Obs. rare-*, [f. ANTI-
QUATE a. + -NESS.] The quality of being antiquate ;

obsoleteness.

1672 Medf's Life In H'fcs. Introd. 41 That no man may
pretend the Antiquateness of the Old Testament.

Aiitiquating (arnti|kw^tin), vbl. sb.
[f.

ANTI-

QUATK v. + -ING *.] A rendering antiquated or

obsolete ; antiquation. (Now gen:m!ial.)
1669 HONYMAN Stit-;'. Xaphtali n. 125 The antiquating of

former I^aws.
i6^a

R. LESTRASCE Joscphus' Antiq. XL viii.

(1733^ 297 It look d like a Step toward the antiquating of
their Country's laws about Marriage.

Antiquation (a?nti|kw<ri'j3n). [ftd.L.oii/fyfft?-

tion-em, n. of action f. anfiqud-re : see AXTIQUATK.]
1. The action of making antiquated, out of date,

or obsolete ; abolition, abrogation.
a i643W.CART\\-RiGHT To Queen (R.} An antiquation of the

saliquelaw. 1828 SYD. SMITH iy&s.(i86j)ll. 245 This silent

antiquation of doctrines.

2. The production of an appearance of age.
1861 Sat. Rci<. XIV. 476/2 A free use of acids and other

tricks of
'

antiquation 'as the artificial simulation of the

appearance of age began to be called.

3. The state of being antiquated ; antiquatedness;
obsoleteness.

1659 HARDY i John (1865) xxv'iii. 177/2 To take ticw not in

opposition to antiquity^ but etittiqnation. 1862 Spectator
39 Mar., Chaucer . . would, in point of antiquation, be just
as distant from the present language,

Antique v&nt''kj 0e
-

ntik : see below), a. and sb.

Forms : a. 6 antyk(e, auntyke, 6-7 antik(e, -ick(e,
6-8 autick. ^3. 6- antique, [ad. tt.attfUpMU,
anttc-us, former, earlier, ancient, f. ante before

(like posticnst {.post after); or perh. immed. f. Fr.

antique (i6th c. ad. L., replacing OFr. antif}. The
modern ANTIC is a parallel form, which has always
been distinct in sense in Eng., though both were

spelt antik (^t antick(e in i6th c. For the present
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word the Fr. spelling antique has been concurrent
from the first, and the only one since 1700. But
the identity of pronunciation remained longer ;

Dr.

Johnson says antique 'was formerly pronounced
according to English analogy, with the accent on
the first syllable ;

but now after the French, with
the accent on the last, at least in prose ; the poets
use it variously.* In senses i, 2 (ae'ntik) is still

used in poetry ;
the prosaic 4-7 are always (sent/

p

k) ;

3 usually so. See also ANTIC.]
A. adj.

1. Belonging to former times, ancient, olden. (Now
generally rhetorical = of the 'good old times.*)
a. 1541 R. COPLAND Galycn's Tcrap. 2 C iij b, And that

this reason and maner were antyke. '595 SPENSER Sonn.
\xxix, The famous warriors of the anticke world. 1621

QUARLES Esther (1717) 141 Me list not ramble into antick

days. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. i. 43 And us'd the only Antick
Philters Deriv'd from old Heroick Tillers.

3. 1538 STARKEY England 4 The old and antique phyloso-
pharys. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V^\\ Prol. 26 The Senatours of
th' antique Rome. 1664 BUTLER Hnd. n. in. 902 Some say
the Zodiack Constellations Haue long since changed their

antique Stations. 174* W. COLLINS (V<?viii.66 It is held of

antique story. 1863 CLOUGH Relig. Poentsn. 31 The antique
pure simplicity with which God and good angels communed
undispleased.
2. Having existed since olden times

;
of a good

old age, aged, venerable, arch.
c. 1536 Pilgr. T. 65 in Tkynnes Animadv. App. 79 The

old and antyk bulding. 1547 BOORDE Introd. Ktunvl. \.

(1870) 120 The thyrdauntykevniuersiteofthe worlde, named
Oxford, 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. i. 792 Or Innovation intro-
duce In place of things of antick use.

. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. 28 A nation so antique, as
that no monument remaines of her beginning. 1610 U.
FLETCHER Christ's Viet, i. iv, Ye sacred writings in whose
antique leaves. 1781 GIBBON Dec/. $ F. III. 138 Tempted
them to neglect the care of their antique walls.

3. Old-fashioned, antiquated, such as is no longer
extant.
a. 1647 N. BACON Hist. Disc, xxxii. 79 The Laws, though

by their antick language darkned, yet plainly speak. 1680
BUR- NET Rochester 11692) 170 Vertue is thought an Antick

piece of Formality.
$. 1734 tr. Rollins Rom. Hist. III. vii. 364 Your integrity

is of too antique a cast. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 5
This antique expression has been . . ridiculed by some
moderns. 1847 LONGF. Ei>. i. i. 74 There stood the broad-
wheeled wains and the antique ploughs and the harrows.

1879 M CARTHY Oivtt Time II. xxiii. 188 His loyalty to the

Sovereign had something antique and touching in it.

b. Out of date, behind the time, stale, rare.

1755 H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann 261 (1834) III. 89 This
will come to you as very antique news
4. Of, belonging to, or after the manner of the

ancients (of Greece and Rome).
1734 J. RICHARDSON in Birch Jlilfon's Wks. 1738 I. 54 All his

Images are pure Antique, so that we read Homer and Virgil
in reading him. 1819 BYRON yuan n. cxciv, And thus they
form agroup that's quite antique, Halfnaked, loving, natural,
and Greek. 1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Ckr. Poets 160 The
Apollo of the later Greek sculpture-school . . placed in a

company of the antiquer statues.

5. Of or after the manner of any ancient time,
archaic.

1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty \\. 6. 37 The antique lappets

belonging to the head of the Sphinx. ^1855 C. BRONTE F/7-

lette i, Looking down on a fine antique street. 1870 F.

WILSON Ch. Lindisf. 76 A stiff, stilted, modern bell-cot . .

breaks the antique charm.

6. Bookbinding. See ANTIQUE v.

Mod. Booksellers Catalogue* yEneids of Virgil .. wants

title, Antique calf extra.

7. Typogr. 'A popular style of display type in

which all the lines are of uniform thickness.* Ring-
wait Encycl. Print. 1871.

B. sl>. [the adj. used ellipt*\ sc. man, thing.]

f 1. A man of ancient times ; //. the Ancients. Obs.

1563 J. SHLTE Archit, A iij a, Vitruuius ono of the most

parfaictest of all the Antiques. 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. It'. India

170 The soles were tied to the upper parte with latchets, as

is painted of the Antikes. 1598 W. PHILLIP Linschoten's

Trav. Ind. 1 1864) aoi Their Shooes they weare like Antiques
with cut toes.

2. A relic of ancient art, or of bygone days.
1530 PALSGR. 487/2 If this antique were closed in golde, it

were a goodly thing. 1665 Br. PATRICK Par. Pilgr., Con-
sider that old Fashions are wont to come about again, and
that we are much in love with Antiques. 1766 GOLOSM.
Vic. Wakef. xx, His own business . . was to collect pictures,

medals, intaglios and antiques of all kinds. 1850 LEITCH
MiiUtr's Anc. Art $36 By far the greatest number of an-

tiques, especially statues, were found between 1450 and 1550.

8. The antique : ancient work in art, antique style.

1751 CHAMBERS CycL s.v., We say an antique building, or

a building after the antique. 1859 GULLICK & TIMES Paint.

312 The course of drawing from the 'antique* i& then en-

tered upon.

Antique, occas. spelling of ANTIC in i6-i7th c.

Antique (sentrk), v. [f. the adj.] To bind

(books) after an antique manner.

1753 CHAMBERS CycL Snpp., Antiquing* in book-binding,
a method of ornamenting the edges of books with divers

foliages and ramifications, by means of hot iron tools cut for

the purpose.

AntrqtLely, adv. rare.
[f. ANTIQUE (Z. + -LY-.J

) 1. Anciently, of old time. Obs.

165* GAULE Magastrow. 72 Antiquely founded and

grounded upon the idolatrous oracles of the pagans.

ANTIQUITY.
2. In an antique manner.
1675 OGILBV Brit. 76 In the Church-Yard an old Pyramidel

Monument antiquely Graven.

Anti'queness. [f. ANTIQUE a. + -NESS.] The
quality of being antique ; antiquity of style.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. 144 The modern Antiquenes.se

of his Apparell. a 1719 ADDISON J.i We may discover some-
thing venerable in the antiqueness of the work. 1850 LEITCH
Mullgr's A nc. A rt 96 A female figure . . in which grace is

remarkably combined with antiqueness.

Antiquish. (sent/'kij"), a. rare. [f. ANTIQUE a.

+ -ISH.] Somewhat antique or antiquated.
1838 FOSTER Life tf Corr. (1846) II. 328 Language, a little

of the antiquish.

Antiquist (se-ntikwist, sentrkist). rare. [f.

ANTIQUE + -IST.] fa- An antiquary (obs.}. b. A
collector or connoisseur of antiques.
I784PINKERTON Medals II. 19 1 R.) Such poorantiquistsas

Scotland . . has produced. 1856 SMYTH Rom, Fant. Coins
Introfl. ?8 These '

finds
'

have made many antiquists.

Antiquitarian (aenti^kwiteVrian). [f. ANTI-

QUIT-V + -ARIAN
;
cf. humanitarian.'] One attached

to the practices or opinions of antiquity.
1641 MILTON Reform. 4, I shall distinguish . . the hinderer*

of Reformation into 3 sorts, i. Antiquitarians ifor so I had
rather call them then Antiquaries, whose labours are usefull

and laudableX 1849 SARA COLERIDGE Mem. fy Lett, II. 260
The Antiquitarian must shew the reasonableness of his

creed, if he sctks t^ defend it.

t Anti'quitated; ///. a. Obs. rare.
[f. L.

antiquitat- + -m ; cf.
caparitattd^-

ANTIQUATED.
1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (ed. 4) 130 Pernicious and an-

tjquitated heresies. 1652 Persuasive 7 Can you think he
would have pretended antiquitated Oathes?

Antiquity (sentrkwiti). Forms: 4 antiquytee,

4-6 -iquite, 5 -yqwyte, 5-6 -yquyte, -yquytye,
iquitye, 6-7 -Hie, 6- -ity. [a. Fr. antiquitl,
1 1 th c. antiquitet) ad. L. antiqititat-cm, n. of quality
f. antfqu-us : see ANTIQUE and -ITY.]

I. As abstract sb.

1. The quality of being old (in the world's history)
or ancient ; long standing, oldness, ancientness.

1x450 Court of Love Ixxii, This statute was of old an-

tiquite. 1533 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 1557, 707/1 Then
be you Jewes of more antiquitie then they. 1687 T. BROWN
Saints in i 'pr. Wks. I. 73 A rusty spear, and a cloak of an-

tiquity. 1752 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 192 Fa Every Man boasted
the antiquity of his family. 1851 D. WILSON Prek. Ann. II.

HI. vi. 153 1'he geological antiquity of man.

t 2. Old age (of human life) ; seniority. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /K, i. ii. 208 Is not your voice broken ?

. . and euery part about you blasted with Antiquity. 1618

ISoLTON Florits i. i. 7 Who for their authorise should be
called Fathers, and for their antiquitie, Senators, or Alder.

men. 1677 Act in Marvell Growth Popery 30 Three . . to be

placed in such Order as the said Prelates . . think fit, with-

out regard to dignity, antiquity, or any other form.

3. Ancient character or style.

1850 LVNXH Tlteoph. Trin. ix. 16^ There is much novelty
without hope, much antiquity without sacredness. 1867
MAX Mi: LLFR Chips (iSSol III. xiii. 248 The air of antiquity
which pervades that county [Cornwall!

II. Elliptical senses.

4. The time of antiquity, olden time. a. generally.
c 1380 Sir Fentnih. 1316 An old for-sake 31;ate 1 of ^>e olde

antiquytee, 1580 BARET Ah'. A42i Historic is the reporter
of antiquitie, or of things done in olde tyme. 1605 BACON
Ad-o. Learn, \\. ii. 7 Antiquity is like fame, capnt inter

nitbila condit, her head is muffled from our sight. 1664 H.
MORE Myst. Iniq. 473 The errours and Mistakes of dark

Antiquity. 1712 Spcct. No. 548 P4, I cannot think of one
real hero in all antiquity so far raised above human in-

firmities. c 1854 STANLEY Sinai $ Pal. ii. (1858* 1191*0 what
an antiquity does this carry us back ! Ruins before the days
of those who preceded the Philistines !

b. spec. The period before the middle ages, the

time of the ancient Greeks and Romans.
c 1450 Songs <5-

Poems Costume 53 Famous poetis of an-

tyquyte*. In Grece and Troye. 1594 T. B. La Pritnaud. Fr.
Acad. II. 535 The writings of al antiquity, a 1704 T. BROWN
Comic. View Wks. I. 157 Galen and other reverend block-

heads of antiquity. 1874 BLACKIE Self-Cult 73 The coolest

and most practical thinJter of all antiquity . . Aristotle.

5. The people (or writers, etc.) of ancient times

collectively; 'the Ancients.*

1538 STARKEY England iii. 78 Aftur the opynyon of the

\vyse and auncyent antyquyte. 1598 BARRET Thcor. Warrcs
v. Hi. 152 This manner of marching . . we reade antiquitie to

have vsed. 1641 MILTON Prel. Episc. 118511
73^

That indi-

gested heap, and frie of Authors, which they call Antiquity.

1726 DE FOE Hist. Devil \\. vi. (1840) 246 We have Antiquity
on our side, we have this truth confirmed by the testimony
of many ages. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Sertn. i. 3 We think we
have excelled all antiquity. We have excelled

tiquity, but not the earliest and first.

6. (Now //. or collect., formerly often //,#.)

Matters, customs, precedents, or events of earlier

times; ancient records.

1557 NORTH Dtall of Princes Aij b, Paulus Diaconus..
sheweth an antiquitie right worthy to remember. 16*9
COKE On Litt. 693, Which Antiquity I cite for that it con-

curreth with the act of Parliament. 1660 BLOOME Arckit.

of our law.

7. (Now* usually pi. ; formerly sing, or collect?)

Remains or monuments of antiquity; ancient relics.

1513 MOKE Hist. Kdw. K, Ded. i The great care . . that
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hath alwaies been observed . . for the preservation of an-

tiquities. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, ii. ii. i Antiquities are

history defaced, or some remnants of history which have

casually escaped the shipwreck of time. 1621 PEACHAM
Compl. Gent I. xii. (1634) 112, 1 come to the last of our select

Antiquities, Coynes. 1676 D'URFEY Mad. Fickle in. i, Rust
adds to an Antiquity, 'tis our Friend. 17*8 STUKELEY in

Phil. Trans. XXXV. 430 At Paunton .. I have heard of

much Antiquity being found. 1787 T. JEFFERSON Writ.

(1859) II- : 33 The Pont du Gard, a sublime antiquity, and
well preserved. 1869 RAWUNSON Anc. Hist. 2 Antiquities,
or the actual extant remains of ancient times.

8. Comb, or Attrib., as antiquity-hunting, piece.
1860 Vac. Tour. 119 The bishop of Ossory, who was

antiquity- hunting in Sutherland. 1711 London Gaz.

mmmmdccclv/4 A small Gold Ring, with an Antiquity
Piece hanging to it.

Antirachitic (oe'ntiiraki'tilO, a. Med. [f.

ANTI- 3 + Gr. /iix""-'* spinal complaint, f. /*ax ty

backbone.] Tending to cure spinal disease.

1853 in MAYNE Exp. Ltx.

Antirrhinum (arntirsi'nymX PL -s. [a. L.,

a. Gr. avTippivov (also avdpptvov}, f. dvri opposite,

counterfeiting + /5iv-, (/Si's) nose; from its resem-

blance to an animal's mouth.] A genus of Scrophu-
lariaceous plants, also called Snapdragon.
1551 TURNER Herbal (1568) 36 Antirrhinum is an herbe

like vnto pympernel. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Fltnvcr,
Sow Antirrhinum, or you may set it. 1741 Compl. Fatn.-
Piece n. iii.386 Antirrhinum or Calves-snout. 1879 LUBBOCK
Set. Lect. \. 20 The Antirrhinum is especially adapted for

fertilisation by humble-bees.

t A'nti-rumour, v. Obs.
[f. anti-rumour sb.

See ANTI- 2.] To raise a contrary rumour.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. 105 The Queens party gave out
that the King of France had sent over a vast Army for her

assistance, and the Kings side Anti-rumoured . . that the

Pope had excommunicated all such who sides against him.

AntiSabbatarian (?e:nti|S?ebate->'rian), a. and
sb. [Axil- 3, 5.] A. adj. Opposed to the observ-

ance of the Sabbath by Christians. B. sb. One so

opposed.
1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (ed. 6) 159 These anti-sabbatarians

hold the sabbath day, or that which we call the Lord's day,
to be no more a Sabbath. 1656 TRAPP F-xp. John ix. 16

(1868) 375 '2 That late great Anti-sabbatarian prelate.

Alitiscian (scnti-Jian), a. and sb. [f. next +

-AN.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Antiscii.

B. sb. in pl.
= ANTISOII.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc.,Antisci!tAntiscians. i864\VEBSTF.R
Diet. s. v., Those who live north of the equator are antiscians
to those on the south, and vice versa.

II Antiscii (senti-si 1 ai, -ij"i|3i\ sb. pi. [L. (in

Amm. Marc.), a. late Gr. *dvriffmot
t

f. avri oppo-
site + ffftta shadow.] Those who live on the same

meridian, but on the opposite side of the equator,
so that their shadows at noon fall in opposite
directions.

1706 in PHILLIPS
;
in CHAMBERS, JOHNSON, and mod. Diets.

Antiscion (nti-JVn). AstroL [f. as prec.]

Applied to signs of the Zodiac at equal distances

on opposite sides from Cancer and Capricorn.
1658 in PHILLIPS. 1706 ibid., Antiscion-Signs are those

which, with reference to each other, are equally distant from
the two Tropical Signs Cancer and Capricorn, so that a
Planet in such a Station is said to cast its Antiscion, i. e. to

rive Virtue or Influence to another Star or Planet, that is in

the opposite Sign. 1819 J. WILSON Diet. AstroL 304 To find

the antiscions of any star, recourse must be had to tallies of
declination.

Antiscolic (scntiiskflik), a. Med. [irreg. f.

ANTI- 3 + Gr. ffKw\ij \vorm-r-ic.] Tending to

prevent or expel worms, anthelmintic.
1880 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Antiscorbutic (re-nti|sk^ibi/?tik\ a. and sb.

Med.
[f.

ANTI- 3 -t- SCORBUTIC, f. mod.L. scorbutus

scurvy.] A, adj. Of use against scurvy.
17*5 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Scurfy, Broths . . into which

you are to put antiscorbutick herbs. 1799 ROBERTSON Agric.
Ptrth. 28 Pitcaithly is famous for its antiscorbutic waters.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Sysi. Bot. 17 The universal character of

Crucifent is to possess antiscorbutic and stimulant qualities.
B. sb, (sc. agent.)

1696 PHILLIPS, Antiscorbtiticks, medicines against the

Scurvey. 1876 KARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 178 Lime-juice
is the most important and-scorbutic.

t Antiscorbirtical, a. Med. Obs. = prec.
1731 ARBL-THNOT Ailments (I*) Anti-scorbuiical plants.

t A'ntlSCript. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
ANTI- A + L.

script-ftm written.] A writing opposite, or against.
a 1670 RACKET Abp. Williams i. 199 His Highness Read

the Charges and admir'd at the Virulency ; with the Anti-

scripts of the Keeper, which were much commended.

Antiscriptural (senri,skrrptiiirftl), <j. [ANTI-
3.] Opposed to Holy Scripture.

1677 MARVELL Growth Popery 5 A new and Anti-scriptural
Belief. 1856 R. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 72 Scriptural
in phrase, and anti-scriptural in sense.

t A:ntiscripttrrian, sb. and a. 01$. [ANTI-
3, 6,] A. adj. Denying the authority of the Scrip-
tures. B. sb. ANTISCRIPTURIST.
1613 JACKSON Creed \\. xxx.Wks. II. 107 Ourantl-scrlpturian

adversaries' importunity. 1645 PAGITT Hcresiogr. (1661) 232
Antiscripturians. Among others, one wicked Sect denyeth
the Scriptures both to the old and new Testament.

t Antiscri'pturism. Obs. [ANTI- 8.] The
doctrine or practice of antiscripturists.

1661 BOYLE Style H. Script. 147 Now that Antiscripturism
grows so rife.

t Antiscri'pturist. Obs. [ANTI- 6.] One
who denies the truth and authority of Scripture.
1647 TORSHELL Harmon. Bible in Ph<?nix(\-]-zi} I. 96 The

Majesty of it [the Bible] will triumph over the Attempts of
all Anti-Scripturists. 1731 BI.ACKWALL Sacr. Class. II. 357
(T.) To confute the cavils of fanatical anti-scripturist .

Antiscrofulous (aentiigJcip-fitfbs), a. Med.

[ANTI- 3.] Tending to prevent or cure scrofula.

1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Antisepalous (scnti,se-pal3s), a. Bot. [f.
Gr.

dvri opposite + SEPAL + -on.-.] Placed opposite
to the sepals or divisions of the calyx.
1878 MASTERS ffenfrey's Bot. 228 A series of antisepalous

scales which restore the symmetry. 1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bk.

178 Antisepalous, those stamens which stand before sepals.

II Antisepsis (oentiise-psii). Med. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. dvri against + ari^t? putrefaction.] The prin-

ciple of antiseptic surgical treatment.

1873 H. WOOD Therap. (1879)532 The discoveries concern-

ing antisepsis.

Antiseptic (sentiise'ptik), a. and sb.
[f.

ANTI-

3 + Gr. arjTTTtfc-os putrefying, f. GTJTTTUS rotten, f.

aTjir-ftf to rot.] A. adj.
1. Counteracting putrefaction ; antiputrescent.
1751 Gentl. Mag. 557 Myrrh In a watery menstruum was

12 times more antiseptic than sea salt, 1774 PRIESTLEY
Obsen>.Airv2& This remarkable antiseptic power of nitrous

air. 1871 TVNDALL f-'ragm. Sc. ted. 6 1 I. v. 155 He surrounds
the wound . . with antiseptic bandages.

2.y%>". Preventing moral decay.
1820 SOUTHEY Wesley I. 204 In some such abominations

Moraviamsm might have ended . . where there was no anti-

septic influence of surrounding circumstances to preserve it

from putrescence. 1850 C\n.\.\i.E.Latttr-d.J
t

antph.\'\\\.t. 1872)
261 Not divine men, yet useful antiseptic products of their

generation.

B. sb. (sc. agent.)
1751 Gentl. Afag. Dec. 557 Acids per se are most powerful

antiseptics, 1871 NAPHKVS Prei-. <f Cure Dis. ii. iv. 521 The
charcoal poultice is an excellent antiseptic.

3. A--
1825 BEMTHAM Ration. Reward 175 A salary proportionate

to the wants of the functionary operates as a kind of moral

antiseptic^ or preservative. 1849 H. ROGERS Ess. II, vi. 299
Johnson . . speaks of an author's choosing a theme of en-

during interest, if he would be remembered ,. Alas! we fear

this is but an insufficient antiseptic.

Antise'ptically, adv. [f. prec. + -LT S
.]

In

an antiseptic manner, by means of antiseptics.
1881 Standard 20 May 3/3 The transplantation [of bone]

must be conducted antiseptically. 1882 I,D. WOLSELF.Y ibid.

15 Sept. 5/5 All treated antiseptically; the antiseptics sent

will suffice.

Antisepticist (sentiise-ptisist). [f.
ANTISEPTIC

+ -TST.] A believer in antiseptic surgical treatment.
1881 L. TAIT in Times 25 Apr. 5/6 If germs could have had

the unbounded influence . . claimed for them by many anti-

septicists.

Antisi'ccative, a. [ANTI- 3.] Opposed to

the tendency to dry.
1869 Eng. Mech. 19 Mar. 575/1 White lead itself, a siccative

body, is anti-siccative with respect to linseed on metallic lead.

Antisocial C8enti|S0u-J'&l)) a. [ANTI- 3]
1. Opposed to sociality, averse to society or

companionship.
1797 J.

LAWRENCE in Month. Mug. XLVI. 113 Fanatical

prejudices, antisocial antipathies and hatred.

2. Opposed to the principles on which society is

constituted.

1849 GROTE Greece \\. Ixvii. VI. 84 Doctrines openly and
avowedly anti-social. 1862 MERIVALE Rom, Kmp. 118651
VIII. Ixv. 149 The earliest charge against the believers was
that of perverse and antisocial usages.

Antiso'cialist. rare- 1
,

[f. prec. + -IST.]

One opposed to sociality.

1775!". SHERIDAN Rending -$i,-$ May justly be termed Anti-
socialists and . . the worst company in the world.

t Aaitisoco'rdist. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
ANTI- 6

+ L. socordia sloth + -IST.] An opponent of sloth

or stupidity.
a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) II. 188 [The Virtuoso] calls

himself an Antisocordist, a Name unknown to former Ages,
but spawned by the Pedantry of the present.

Antispasmodic (8e=nti|Spfeznifdik), a. and si'.

Med. [ANTI- 3.] A. adj. Good against spasms.
B. sb. A medicine so used.
1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. M'ks. t Antispasmodicks, medi-

cines against convulsions. 1763 WATSON Tetanus in Phil.

Trans, LI 1 1. 14 Antispasmodic remedies of various kinds.

1775 SCOTT in I'/til. Trans. LXVI.
172 laudanum, the most

effectual and universal anti-spasmodic. 1842 RAMADGE Cur.

Consump. (1861) 24 A soothing and antispasmodic power.

AtiT-.igpa.gt. (srnti|Spccst). Pros. [ad.Gr. dvri~

ffxaffT-os, f. dvTiaita-f.v to draw in the contrary

direction.] A metrical foot composed of an iambus
and a trochee, as 'A\(avbpa$.
1706 PHILLIPS, Antispastus. 1821 F.din. Rev. XXXV. 302

The lords of Antispast and friends to Double-dochmee.

Antispastic (centiispwstik), a and sb. [ad.
Gr. avria-naariK-u? able to draw away : see prec.
and -ic.] A. adj.
1. Med. Tending to divert or counteract.

i>4i R. Covi.&xv>Gnydon'$Que$f.Cyrurg. ) Blode lettynee
. . is somtyme antyspatyc, that is to say dyuersyue . . as the
flux ofblode at the nose of the ryght nosethrylle, is restraynte

: political music

by the bledynge of the ryght arme. 2853 MAYNE F.xp. Ltx.^
Antispastic.
2. Pros. Consisting of, or containing, antispasts.
1811 Kdin. Rev. XVIII. 156 The first metre discussed is

the
Antispastic. 1860 J. W. DONALDSON Lat. Gr. (1867)

264 Antispastic rhythm . . is not used by Latin poets.
B. sb. Med. An antispastic agent.

1719 Glossogr. Nova, Antisfasticks, medicines that divert

Distempers to other Parts.

Antisplenetic (rc:nti|Spl/he
-

tik), a. and sb.

[ANTI- 3.J A. adj. Good against disease of the

spleen. B. sb. A medicine so used.
n 1734 Fi.ovERtJ.) Antispleneticks open the obstructions of

the spleen. 1847 in CRAIG.

t Alltistoe'chal, a. Obs. rare* 1
, [f. Gr. dvri-

oroix-os in opposite rows (f. ffTofx-oy row) -t- -AL*.]

Arranged in opposite ranks, arrayed against.
1680 H. MORE Apocal. Apoc. 267 If God had no more

Servants but these only, then would they l>e Antlstcechal to

the Beast throughout.

Antistrophal (a-ntrstr^fal), a. rare.
[f.

next

+ -AM.] Of or pertaining to antistrophe.
1878 T. SINCLAIR Mount 79 The passionate potitica

of strophal and antistrophal variety.

i Antistrophe (dtati'strdfi). [L-, a. Gr. avn-

ffrpotyf} a turning about., f. avnarpity-ttv to turn

against,
f. dvri against -f- ffTpfty-uv to turn.]

1. The returning movement, from left to right, in

Greek choruses and dances, answering to the

previous movement of the strophe from right to

left
; hence, the lines of choral song recited during

this movement
;
andgenerally, any choral response.

a 1619 FoTHiiRBV Atheont, n. xii. 5. 345 As euery Psalme

heginneth with an Allelu-iah . . \ty$tfvffia : so doth it like-

\\ise end, with an Alleln-iaH .. by Antistropha. 1671
MILTON Samson Pref., Strophe, Antiitrophe, Kpode. .were
a kind of stanzas framed only for the music then used with

the chorus that sung. 1807 ROBINSON Arckaeol. Grseca m.
iv. 217 The sacred hymns, consisting of three stanzas . . the

first of which, called strophe, was sung in turning from east

lowest; the second, called antistrophe, in returning from
west to east

2. An inverse relation or correspondence.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. ix. 3 The latter branch, .hath

the same relation or antistrophe that the former hath. 1611

COTGR., Antistrophe, An Antistrophe; or alternal! conver-
sion of two things, which bee somewhat alike. 1842 I)K

QIMNCEY in ftlackiv. Mag. LI. 12 An inverse correspondency
with the Nile (north and south, therefore, as the antistrophe
to south and north*.

3. Khet. and Gram. a. The repetition of words
in inverse order, b. The figure of retort, or turning
an opponent's plea against him.

1625 tr. Canidcn's Hist. Eliz. \. (i688~> 99 The renewing of
the Contract is a flat Antistrophe, and may truly be retorted

upon the French. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Antistropheisa.
figure in grammar, whereby two terms or things, mutually
dependent one on another, are reciprocally converted. As
if one should say, the master of the servant, and the servant
of the master.

Antistrophic (sentiiStr^fikX a. and sb. [ad.
Gr. AvTiffTpotfHic-os, f. avTiarpoipT] : see prec.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to antistrophes.

1859 in WORCESTER. 1881 STANI.KY Chr. hist. iii. 65 An
antistrophic hymn to Christ. 1882 M. Donus Genesis 108

The answer is given in poetical form, in two couplets or

antistrophic parallelisms.

B. sh. pi. Antistrophics [Gr. avTiffTpotyina] :

the lyrical part of Greek dramas.
1811 Edin, Ret'. XVIII. 176 Dr. Burney's disposition of

the following . . Antistrophics.

Antistro'phically, adv. we.
[f. prec. + -AL

+ -LY-.] By antistrophe; in inverse order.

1842 I>i; QuiNCEV in Blactnv. Mag. LI. 12 The Danube..
is described as . . corresponding rigorously, but antistrophic.

ally ias the (Ireeks express it), similar angles, similar dimen-

sions, but in an inverse order, to the Egyptian Nile.

Antistrophize (s&ntrstitffwz), v. rare.
[f.

ANTISTROPRE-f -1ZB.] To form an antistrophe.
1842 DC QfixcEY in Blacttw. Mag. LI. 12 The particular

instance of the Danube, as antistrophising with the Nile.

|| Antistrophoil (senti-str^n). Khet. [neut.

sing, of Gr. avna-rpoty-os turned in an opposite way,
f. dvTi-aTptyfiv to turn to the opposite side.] An
argument that is retorted upon an opponent.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. 55 But for the point

wherein you* touch vs . . it is Antistrophon, and turneth a

great deale better vpon you. 1642 MILTON Apol. Sntfct.

Wks. 1851, 267, I turne his Antistrophon upon his owne
head. 1818 in TODD; and in mod. Diets.

Ailtistrunia tic, a. and sb. Med. [see next.]
A. adj. next. B. sb. A remedy for scrofula.

1676 WISEMAN* t J.\ I prescribed him a distilled milk with

anti-strumaticks, and purged him.

Alitistrunions (aoatitStn^iBas), a. Med. [f.

ANTI- 3 + L. strnma scrofula, + -ous.] Tending to

cure scrofula.
1861 BI-MSTEAD yen. Dis. (1879^ 387 Scrofula .. calls for

preparations of iodine and other antistrumous remedies.

Antisypbilitic (re^ntiisifili'tik), a. and sb.

Med. [ANTI- 3.] A. adj. Tending to cure syphilis.
B. sb. A medicine so used.

1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 106 The Jew Bush, or Milk

plant, is used . . as an antisyphilitic. 1878
BRYANT Prac t.

Surg; I. 318 Antisyphilitic remedies should be employed.

Antisyzygy (sentiisi-zid^. [f. G.&vnavfvyia,
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f. avri opposite + <rvvyia union, f. <7u(i/) together
+ <,Vy-oV yoke.] Union of opposites.
1863 F. HALL in Reader 24 Jan. 95 Zoroastnanism . . fuses

together in what Clement of Rome would havedenominated
an antisyzygy the Deity and Satan.

Antitetanic (c^ntiit/'tre-nik), a. and sb. Mcd.

[ANTI- 3.] A. adj. Good against tetanus or lock-

jaw. B. A medicine so used.

1875 H. WOOD Therap. (1879) 233 It even acts as an anti-

tetanic in the poisoning of codeia and of morphia.

Antitb.aJ.ian u-'ntiiJ>
THian\ a. [f.

ANTI- 3 +
Thalia, the Muse of Comedy, the Grace of festivi-

ties.] Opposed to fun or festivity.

1817 PEACOCK Nightm. Abbey 106 As gloomy and anti-

thalian a young lady as Mr. dowry himself could desire.

Antitheism Centi,bHz'm). [ANTI- 8.] The
doctrine of antiiheists.

1833 CHALMERS Bridgiv. Treat, n. iv. 405 Atheism might
pleaaa lack of evidence within its own field of observation.
But Antitheism pronounces upon the things which are, and
the things which are not within that field, 1877 AtAtWPttm
6 Oct. 430/2 Another theory justifying anti-theism.

Aiititheist (senti|j>rist). [ANTI- 5.] One op-

posed to belief in the existence of a God.
1860 Pi-sEV Mitt, rroph. 533 The antitheist or anti-Christian

world, which by violence, falsehood, sophistry, wars against
the truth. 1881 SVVISHURNK in Fortn. Rei>. Feb. 142 If only
he were a French antitheist.

Antitheistic
(se'ntijf/jrstik),

a. [f. prec.+-ic.]
Of or pertaining to antitheists ; opposed to God.
1860 PrsKY Min. rroph. 577 Petty, though Anti-theistic,

wars of neighbouring petty nations, pitting their false gods
against the True. 1880 Athftisfttm 20 Nov. 668 An anti-

theistic bias which obscures his vision.

Antithem, var. ANTETHEMK, text of a discourse.

Antithesis (senti-J^sis). PI. antitheses, [a. I,.

antithesis, a. Gr. ovrtfcffi? opposition, n. of action

f. avTiTtOfvat, f. O.VTI against + nOtvat (stem Ot-) to

place; already in Or. a term of Logic and Rhetoric.]
1. Khct. An opposition or contrast of ideas, ex-

pressed by using as the corresponding members of
two contiguous sentences or clauses, words which
are the opposites of, or strongly contrasted with,
each other; as ' he must increase, but / must de-

crease?
'
in newness of spirit, not in the oldncss of

the letter?

1529 FKITH \title~i Antithesis; wherein are compared to-

geder Christes actes and cure holye Father the Popes. 1674
Gffi't, Tongue iil. 17. 115 These are miserable antithesis s.

1728 POPE Dune. i. 254 All arm'd with points, antitheses and
puns. 1748 J. MASON Elocution 29 In an Antithesis, one con-

trary must be pronounced louder than the other. 1872
MINTO Eng. Lit. Introd. 9 When the balanced clauses stand
in antithesis, it lends emphasis to the opposition.

2. The second of two such opposed clauses or

sentences; a proposition opposed to a thesis; a

counter-thesis or -proposition.
1533 FRITH Attsiv. More F ij. As the contrarye antithe-

sis doth evidently expresse. 1677 GALK Crt. Gentiles III.

Pref., Impossible .. to discusse such an hypothesis without
some opposition against such as defend the antithesis. 1678
OWKN' Mind of God Sii. 91 Given to disputing, or the main-

taining of Antitheseses, or oppositions unto the Truth. 1833
COLERIDGE Table T. 264 The style of Junius is a sort of

metre, the law of which is a balance of thesis and antithesis.

3. By extension : Direct or striking opposition of

character or functions (between two things) ; con-

trast. Const, of, between (with obs.).

1631 PRKSTON Kffcc. Faith 40 That Antithesis, that opposi-
tion that is made in that withdrawing of a mans selfe from
God. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke xxxviii. (1879) 410 The
antithesis of natural and revealed religion. 1872 DARWIN
Emotions \. 5 Movements, so clearly expressive of affections

. .being in complete opposition or antithesis to the attitude

and movements which are expressive of anger.

4. The direct opposite, the contrast. Const, of, to.

1831 MACAULAY Moore's Byron, Ess. I. 161 The reverse of

a great dramatist, the very antithesis to a great dramatist.

1857 H. REED Lect. Brit. Poets vii. 244 Rhyme is sometimes
taken as the antithesis of reason. 1879 FARRAR Paul 1 1. 327
Is not the Pharisaic spirit . . the antithesis of the Christian?

f5. (See quot.) Obs.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet. Biia, Antithesis, or Antistcechon :

where if / follows immediately after r . . they change r into

/, to make the sound the pleasanter, as for Dexarle* dexalle.

1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rket. 172 Antithesis is sometimes a

figure, whereby one letter is put for another; and then it is

the same with Antistoichon.

Antitb.esism (at-ntrb/si/'m). rare~~l
. [n. of

result f. ANTITHESIZE : see -IZE and -ISM.] The

production of antithesis, an antithetic sentence.

iBi6Gu.cnMSTPJtifos.Etyw. 214 His superfine antithesisms.

Antithesistic (senti^/si'stik), a. rare 1
, [f.

as if on antithesist (n. of agent f. ANTITHESIZE) +
-ic : see -ISTIC.] Of the nature of an opponent ;

opposing, contrary.
1801 E. DARWIN Zoon. IV. 234 The ideas . . become exerted

too violently for want of some antithesistic ideas.

Atttithesize (a-nti-b/saiz), v. rare 1
,

[f.
ANTI-

THES-IS + -IZE
;
cf. cmphas-ize^\ To form antitheses;

to put into antithesis.

1789 BURNS Wks. (Globe) 476, I can antithesize sentiment
and circumvolute periods as well as any coiner of phrase.

Anti'tliesizer, rare~l
. [f. prec, + -ER 1

.] One
who antithesizes or forms an antithesis.

1808 SOL'THEY Lett. 1 1. 90 [Crabbe] is an imitator, or rather

an antithesizer, of Goldsmith, if such a word maybe coined
for the occasion.

Antithet (se-nti>et). \&&.*L.antithet-on, a. Gr.

dvTi&tT-ov, neut. of adj. AvriOtr-us placed in op-
position : see ANTITHESIS. Long used in Gr. and
L. form antitheton, pi. -a (erron. -as).]

t 1. The rhetorical figure of ANTITHESIS. Obs.

1580 NORTH PlutarcJui6-j& 702 A figure of Rhetorick called
Antitheton: which is, opposition. 1610 HEALEY Sf. Aug.,
City fl/G0d 422 Contraposition, contention, or Antitheton is

diversely used.

2. An instance of antithesis
;
an antithetic state-

ment.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, vi. iii. (1876) 261 The examples of
antithets here laid down. ai66i HOLVDAY Persius 297 In
smooth antitheta's his fault he weighs. 1857 KINGSLEY Two
Y. Ago xxvi, Sunshine comes after storm . . Equally true is

the popular antithet, that misfortunes never come single.

70. aftrifr.Qiadj. Opposed, put forth in opposition.
a X733 NOKTH Exam. \. ii. Fi54 The antithet Topic used

by the Plot-Mongers, when the Vilityand Roguery of the
Witnesses was made an objection, that only such could be

privy to very bad Actions.

Antithetic (senti^tik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.

dvTiOtrtKos, f. avTiQtTo? : see prec. and -ic.]
A. adj. Of the nature of antithesis : a. Rhet.

1610 HEALEY St. Ang. y City of God xi. xviii. 401 Making
the worlds course like a faire poeme, more gratious by antj-
thetike figures. 1778 HP. LOIVTH Isaiah (ed. 1218 Parallel
lines may be reduced to three sorts, parallels synonymous,
antithetic, synthetic. 1817 CoLEKIDGB !&>r. Lit. 113 Which,
in the antithetic form . . of an adage or maxim, I have been
accustomed to word thus: 'Until you understand a writer's

ignorance, presume yourself ignorant of his understanding.*

fb. Opposing, controversial. Obs.

1753CHAMBERS (."yd. Supj>. s.v., In this sense [controversial]
we meet with antithetic method, antithetic discourses, etc.

c. Contrasted, directly opposite.
1864 Bi-KTos Scot A br. I. v. 312 The more blasphemous and

brutal the exhibition was, the more was a sort of antithetic
holiness attached to it.

d.. Consisting of two opposites.
1842 W. GROYK Corr. Phys. For. (ed. 6) 128 The dual or anti-

thetic character of force involved in the term polarity.
B. sb. rare. 1. A direct opposite.

1863 RrssKi.L/>wry N. $ S. II. 84 The favorite resort of

smokers and t heir antithet ics, those who love the pure fresh air.

2. collect* pi. The doctrine of contrasts.

1852 M. Six*ART Conun. Prav. 31 Two libettit one for anti-

thetic* and the other for synthetics.

Antithetical, a. [f. prec. + -AL.]
1. Connected with, containing, or using antithesis.

1583 T. WATSON Poetns (1870! 116 The whole piller . . is by
relation of either halfe to the other Antitheticall or Anti-
sillabicall. 1795 MASON Church Music in. 179 Parallel anti-

thetical expressions, are . . substituted for Rhythm and ca-

dence. 1853 ROBERTSON Sermons Ser. iv. ix. {18761 112 The
whole context is antithetical. Ideas are opposed to each
other in pairs of contraries.

2. Characterized by direct opposition.
1848 MII.LKR First Impressions xvii. (1857) 283 To bring

Revelation in direct antithetical collision with the inferences

of the geologists. 1860 TYXUAU, Glaciers n. 26. 372 Each
of the snowy bands . . contributed to produce an appearance

perfectly
antithetical to its own.

Antithetically, adv. [t. prec. + -LY -.] In

an antithetic manner ;
in direct opposition.

1816 BYRON Childc Harold in. 36 Whose spirit antitheti-

cally mixt, One moment of the mightiest, and again On little

objects with like firmness fixt. iSgs; H. SPENCER Psychology
n. i. (1872) I. 161 These outer activities . . become antitheti-

cally opposed in aspect.

Anti-trade ^vnt^tiv^d), attrib. phr. and sb.

[ANTI- 2.] In Anti-trade IVhui, also ellipt. Anti-

trade, -s : A wind that blows steadily in the oppo-
site direction to the trade-wind, that is, in the

northern hemisphere from S.W., and in southern

hemisphere from N.\V.

1853 SIR J. HF.RSCHEL Pop. Lcct. iv. 19. (1873) 157 The
great and permanent system of winds known as the 'trades'

and 'anti-trades.' 1867 E. DENISON Astron. without Math.
40 This secondary or anti-trade wind prevails from about 30

J

to 60 "*

latitude at sea. 1875 CKOLL Climate fy Time ii. 28 The
south-west wind to which we owe so much of our warmth in

this country, is the continuation of the anti-trade.

II Antitragus (arntiitr^grfe, L. nti'trag#s).

[AsTi- 2.] A protuberance of the outer ear, the

thicker part of the antihelix, opposite to the tragus.
184* E. WILSON Anat. \

rade M. 461 A tubercle opposite to

this is the antitragus. 1877 BURNETT Ear 29 In the water-

shrew, the anti-tragus serves as an operculum to the auricle.

Antitrinitarian (0e:ntiitrinite<*rian), a. and

sb. [ANTI- 3.]

A. adj. Opposed to the doctrine of the Trinity.
a 1665 GOODWIN Filled iv. the Spirit (1867) 133 There is an

anti-trinitarian spirit that hath broken prison of late. 1825
SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) II. 206/2 Anti-Trinitarian Dissenters

sit in the House of Commons.
B. sb. One who rejects the doctrine of the Trinity.

1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts ff Mtm. 452 The German and
Polonian Anabaptists and Antitrinitarians. 1850 R. WAL-
LACE (title) Sketches of the Lives and Writings of Dis-

tinguished Antitrinitarians.

Antitrinita'rianism. [f. prec.+-isM.] The
doclrinal system of Antitrinitarians.

1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 199 Anti-Trinitarianism denies to

God His essential Being, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

Antltropal (aenti'tr^pal), a. Bot. [f. mod.L.

antitrop-Wi mod.Fr. antitrope (f. Gr. dvri against

-r-T/)oir-oy turning) + -AiA] Of an embryo: In-

verted, so as to have the radicle at the extremity of
the seed opposite to the hilum.
1855 BALFOUR Bot. (ed. 3) 603 In an orthotropal seed the

embryo is inverted or antitropal. 1866 in Treas. Bot.

AntitropOUS (a-nti-trJpss), a. .#<?/. = prec.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 229 In Rhinanthacex it [the

embryo] must be Antitropous or heterotropous.

Anti-tu*ssient, a. noncc-wd. [f.
ANTI- 3 + L

tnssient-cm coughing.] Good against coughing.
<f 1704 T. BKOWN Comic. Vieiu Wks. I. 161, I have been

thirty years and upwards contriving my Anti-tussient pills.

Antitypal (aratijtaip&l), a. rare.
[f.

next +
-AL 1

.]
Of the nature of an antitype.

1851 KINGSLEY Yeast Epil. (D.) How am I to extricate my
antitypal characters, when their living types have not yet
extricated themselves?

Antitype (re-ntiitaip). [ad. med.L. antityp-us
a. Gr. dcTiTUTT-o?, prop. adj. 'responding as an

impression to the die,' f. avri opposite to + rvwus

stroke, stamp, type, f. stem TV-IT- strike.] That
which is shadowed forth or represented by the

'type' or symbol.
1635 PAGITT Christianogr. 68 The Bread and Wine after

Consecration are called Antitypes, a 1652 J. SMITH Sel.

Disc. vi. 191 In these types and shadows .. to behold the

antitypes themselves. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub Pref., The ship
in danger is easily understood to be its old Antitype the
Commonwealth. 1841 MYERS Cath, Th. in. n. 42 The re-

lation . . of the Old Testament to the New . . [is] that of Type
to Antitype,

of Porch to Temple, of Dawn to Day.

Aiititypical (amti,ti'pikal), a.
[f. prec. + -ICAL,

after typical^ Of the nature of or pertaining to

an antitype ; fulfilling what is typical.
1641 BI-. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mtm. 493 Not any temporal!,

and, therefore, but typicall, regality . . but a spiritual!, eter-

nall, antitypicall regality. i684CHAHNocK^//r;A 0/1? (1834^
II. 681 God smelled a sweet savour from Noah's sacrifice,
not from the beasts offered, but the antitypical sacrifice

represented. 1860 ELLICOTT Life of our Lord vii. 347 An
antitypical reference to the ceremony of the Scape-Goat.

t Anti'typOUS, # Obs. rare. [f. Gr. avrirvn-o^

force-resisting (f. avri in opposition + -rvrros strik-

ing : see ANTITYPE) + -ous.] Resisting force
;

material, substantial, solid.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 815 The Tenuity of their

[Angels'] Bodies . . as not . . being so solid and Antitypous as
those which we are now Imprisoned in. Ibid. 829 It is an
Essential Property thereof \Extensuni\ to be Antitypous or

Impenetrable.

Antitypy (aenti'tipi). rare. [ad. Gr. avrnvnia,
n. of quality f. avrtrvir-os : see prec. and -Y.] The
resistance of matter to force of penetration, com-

pression, or motion.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. (1640) 156 Motions of Antitypie,
commonly called Motion opposing Penetration of Dimen-
sions, 1846 SIR W. HAMILTON Dissert, in Reid's WAs, 847

Antitypy, a word in Greek applied not only to this absolute
and essential resistance of matter, qua matter, but also, etc.

AntivarioloUS (^ntiivarai^bs), a. Med.

[ANTI- 3.] Good against smallpox.
1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Antivenereal(0e :

nti|V/nI-'Tial),. Med. [ANTI-

3.] Tending to cure venereal disease.

1676 WISEMAN (J.) Antivenereal remedies. 1830 LINDLEY
Nat. Syst. Bt>t. 314 Antivenerea! and febrifugal virtues.

Antivermicular (oe;nti|V3jmi'ki//laj), a.

Phys. [ANTI- 3.]
= ANTIPKHI.STALTIC.

1717 ST. ANDRE in Phil. Trans. XXX. 580 If the Vermicu-
lar Motion accelerates the Contents of the Intestins down-
wards ; the Antivermicular . . should force them upwards.
1880 in Syd. Soc. Le.r.

Antizymic (0cnti|zi-mik), a. and sb. [f.
ANTI-

3 + Gr. $pi] leaven + -ic.] A. adj. Opposing fer-

mentation. B. sb. A substance having this quality.
1804 T. TROTTER Drunkenness iii. 41 Hop . . possesses no

superior efficacy as an anti/ymic. 1839 HOOPER Med. Dicf.,

Antizymic, Applied to that which prevents fermentation.

Antizymotic (x-nt\ tzim^tik, -zsimp'tik), a.

and slf. Med. [f.
ANTI- 3 4- Gr. tynwiic-os causing

fermentation.] A. adj. prec. B. sb. A substance

that prevents fermentation or decomposition.
1875 H. WOOD Therap. (1879! 622 Antizymotics are used

for the purpose of preventing decomposition.

Antler (rc-ntlaj). Forms : 3 ?antolier, aunto-

lier, 4-5 auntelere, hauntelere, 5-6 auntler, 6 8

antlier, 6- antler, [a. OFr. ajitoitlier (i. e. an-to-

]>er) : late L. *ant(e]ocitlar-ctn (ramum} the
1 branch

'

or tine of a stag's horn ' in front of the

eyes
'

;
cf. Ger. augensprosze

{

eye-sprout.' Antoit-

Her represented an earlier *antoglier (cf. OFr. avoglc,

It. avocolo : L. abocul-um, and OFr. oill for *ogl:

ofu/um), later OFr. andoillier, now andouiller

(see Dr. Bugge in Romania IV. 349). The original

English form must have been antolier, auntolier,

whence, by weakening and eventual loss of atonic

o, auntelere, anntler^ antlerl\

1. orig. The lowest (forward-directed) branch of

the horn of a stag or other deer ;
afterwards ex-

tended to any branch, the lowest being then called

the brow-antler, and the next hes-antler.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeks n. 128 $oure hauntelere dere

were all y-takyn. a 14x0 Veneryete Tiuety'm Rel. Ant. I. 151

Whan an hert hath fourched, and then auntelere ryall, and



ANTLERED.
surryall, and Torched on the one syde, and troched on that

other syde, than is he an hert of .x, and of the more, c 15*0

SKKLioN.S/Mr/'rtrrtf^Si Sobygge abulkeof browauntlers
cabbagid that yere. 1583 STANVHURST Aencis i. 1,1880) 23
Chiefe stags vpbearing croches high from the antlier hauled.

1608 NOKDEN Surv. Dial. 183 What Deere hath the Lord of
this Manner in his Park, red and fallow: how many of

Antler, and how many rascall ? 1686 Phil. Trans. XVI. 225
The Andouilleres of a Staggs Horn. 1741 C'CM-//. Fani.-

riecc n. i. 289 The Fallow Hart or Stag doth War his Head
high .. has small Beams, with long, slender, and ill-grown
Antliers. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Antler, among hunters,
the first of the pearls that grow about the bur of a deer's

horn. There are also sur-antlers, brow-antlers, etc. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii, Huge stags with sixteen antlers.

1864 Derby Merc, 14 Dec., The curious articles madu from
the brow antler of a stag's horn.

2. Hence popularly: The branched horn of a

sla^ or other deer.

1829 SCOTT Dononol. x. 395 A vaulted apartment garnished
with stags' antlers. 1847 CARPKNTKR ZooL 260 The Deer

Iril>e, distinguished by the possession of long deciduous

horns, covered with a soft skin or velvet , . and termed Antlers.

1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. II. in. vi. 164 The skull and
antlers of a gigantic deer.

Antlered ^x-ntbid), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED -\]

1. Furnished with or bearing antlers : a. naturally.
a 1818 VKRNON Grid's Met. VHI. (T.) Sometimes a crested

mare, or antler'd deer. 1870 BRYANT //owt-r xi. I. 355 Like
a troop Of ravening jackals round an antlered stag.

b. Adorned with stags' horns.

1828 SCOTT in Lockhart Life 1,1839) IX. 227 We were sur-

veying the antlered old hall.

2. transf. Branched as with antlers.

1870 DISKAKLI Lot/tttirxni. 55 Sometimes a gorsy dell and
sometimes a great spread of antlered fern.

Antlerless (ornthiles), a.
[f.
ANTLER + -LESS.]

\\ithout antlers.

1881 Nature No. 592. 417 These antlerless deer.

Antlery (cc-ntbri). rare~ l
. [f. ANTLER, after

forms like drapery, finery^ Antlers collectively.

1849 J. WILSON in Blacfau. Mag. LXVI. q An enormous
fellow [a stag] . . giving himself a shake of nis whole huge
bulk, and a caive of his whole wide antlery.

II
Antlia (arntliia). Ent. [L. atif/ia, an instru-

ment for drawingup water, a. Gr.ai/TAm bilge-water,
di/rXt'oc a bucket.] The proboscis or haustellum

of insects, with which they suck up juices.
1828 KIKBY& SPENCE Entomol. xliii. IV. 98 Extraordinary

..irritability is exhibited by the antlia. 1869 NICHOLSON
y.ool. 211 These maxillx adhere together by their inner

surfaces, and thus form a spiral 'trunk,' or 'antlia.'

Alltliate (K'ntli^'t), ///. a. Ent. [f. prec. +

-ATE.] Furnished with sucking proboscis j
hau-

stellate.

1828 KIRBY& SPENCE Entomol. xlvii, IV. 390 Mouth antliate.

Aiitling (arntlirj). rare. [f.
ANT st>. -t- -LING.]

A young or little ant.

1879 M rCooK Agric. Ant of Texas 20 (D.) Within the

formicaries antlings were found.

A'nt-li'Ott. [a transl. of Gr. ^.vp^Ko-\tojv, in

the LXX.] A neuropterous insect, or genus of in-

sects (Afyrfneleon}, the larva of which lies in wait

for and devours ants.

1815 KIRBY & SPENCE EntomoL (1843) I. 304 The ant-lion

was the stronger of the two and . . dragged the object of

contestation under the sand. 1880 H. ST. JOHN Nipon 157

One of the most ingenious insects I know of is the ant-lion.

Antocow (in Miege 1688, Phillips 1706, Bailey

1721-83)
= ANTICOR.

Alltocular (rent]fki//laj), a. rare. [mod. f. L.

ante before + ocitldris pertaining to the eye, f. oculus

eye. Cf. ANTLEK.] Situated in front of the eye.

1870 NICHOLSON Zool. (1880) 538 A layer of transparent

epidermis covers the whole eye [of Serpents] and is termed
the antocular membrane.

Antodontalgic, variant of ANTI-ODONTALGIC.

II Alltoeci (ntrsai), sb.pl. [L., a. Gr. dvTotnoi

dwellers opposite, f. avrt opposite to +-OIKOS

-dwelling.] The dwellers under the same meri-

dian, on opposite sides of the equator, and at the

same distance from it.

1622 HKYLIN Cosutogr. Introd. 11674"' 20A Antoeci are such
as dwell under the same Meridian and the same Latitude or

Parallel equally distant from the .^Cquator ; the one north-

ward, the other Southward ; the days in both places being
of a length ; but the Summer of the one being the others

winter. 1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth I. 255 Antichthones . .

comprehend both the antipodes and antucci, or all beyond
the line. 1796 [See ANTOCCIAN].

Aiitoeclaii (centrjan\ a. and sb,
[f. pre. + -AN.]

A. adj. Of or belonging to the opposite latitude.

1860 MAURY Phys. Geof. Sea xx. 818 The westerly winds
which prevail on the polar side of 40 S. are stronger and
more constant than their antcccian fellows of the north.

B. sb. pi. ANTCKCI.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. I. 121/1 Antecians or Antoeci. .

have their noon, or midnight, or any other hour at the same
time ; but their seasons are contrary, being spring to the

one, when it is autumn with the other.

II Antonomasia v^nt^nimvi-zia, nt^n0). [L.,

a. Gr. dvTovopaffia, f. dvTovopa^ftv to name instead,
f. avri instead -f uvo^a^tiv to name, f. ovofta name.]
The substitution of an epithet or appellative, or the

name of an office or dignity, for a person's proper
name, as the Iron Duke for Wellington, his Grace

for an archbishop. Also, conversely, the use of a
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proper name to express a general idea, as in calling
an orator a Cicero, a wise judge a Daniel.

1589 PUTTENHAM /'.". Poesie (Arb.) 192 Antonomasia, or
the Surnaiuer, as he that would say: not king Philip of

Spaine, but the Westerns king, a 1638 MEDE li'A-s. n. 332
That Capitolium by Antonomasia is put for a Gentile Temple
in general. 1751 CRAHBBE8 CycL, Antonomasia, a figure
in rhetoric . . Thus we say, the philosopher, instead of Aris-

totle. 1759 A DAM SMITH Mt>r. Sent. 117971 II. 407 This way
of speaking, which the grammarians call an antonomasia

Antonoma'Stic, a. rare- ,
[f. prec. after Gr.

uvuftaariK-us,] (.'haracteri/ed by antonomasia.

Alitoiioma'stically, adv. rare~ l
.

[f. prec.
+ -AL' +-LV^.] In antonomastic manner; byway
of antonomasia.

1646 SIR T. HKOWNE Pseud. Ej>. 166 Although we single out

one, and Antonomastically thereto assigne the name of the

Unicorne, yet can we not be secure what creature is meant
thereby. 1656 in ULOUNT (Zlos&ogr. ; and in mod. Diets.

Antonym (ornt/faim). [See quot.] A term

which is the opposite or antithesis of another, a

counter-term.

1870 C. J. SMITH Syn. $ Antonyms Pref. 6 The Etymology
of the word ai'Tiui'u/Ata merely expresses the idea of one word
in substitution for, which in matters of verbal debate, is

equivalent practically to opposition to another; a double
force which, in addition to its analogy to Synonym, seemed
to render Antonym a preferable word to Countertertn, 1881

A7
". V. Nation No. 835, 464 The inevitable difficulty of

choosing among synonyms and antonyms.

Antorbital, variant of ANTE-ORBITAL.

Antozone (ccnti(7ii-7(7iin). Chem. [f. (by Schon-

bein) ANT- + O/ONE.] A gaseous product, sup-

posed by Schbnbein to be a permanently positive

variety of oxygen, but subsequently shown to be

hydrogen dioxide, I!.^O2 . Hence Anto'zonide.
1862 FARADAY in I'roc. A', fust. 70 This substance he names

antozone, and believes that it also enters into combination
..Hence there is not merely ozone and antozone, but also

ozonide and antoxonide compounds. 1868 DANA Min. 124
Its [Antozonite's] strong anto/one odour is said often to pro-
duce headache and vomiting in the miners.

Antozonite (ffent|#i*z0nait). Min.
[f. prec. +

-ITE.] A dark violet-blue variety of Fluorite.

1868 [See ANTOZONL].

Antral (arntral), a. rare~. [f. L. antr-iini

(see next) +-AL 1
.] Of the nature of, or pertaining

to, an antrum or cavity. 1880 in Syd. Sec, Lex.

Antre (re'ntsji. poet. [3..Yi.ant>-e:\J.antriiin )

a. Gr. dvrpov cave.] A cave, a cavern.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 140 Antars vaht, and Desarts idle.

1818 KEATS Endym. \\. 231 Out-shooting .. like a meteor-

star, Through a vast ant re, 18790. MEKKDITH Egoist II.

v. 109 She . . shunned his house as the anlre of an ogre,

Antrorse (rentr^us), a. [ad. mod.L. antrorsitst

f. L. *antero- (see ANTKKO-) 4- versus turned, in imi-

tation tfextrorsus, etc.] Kent forward or upward.
1858 GRAY Jiot. Text-bk. 396 Antrorse, Directed upward

or forward. 1877 COUES & ALLEN A". Amer. Rodent. 558

Stiffish, antrorse, adpressed hairs.

Aiitroversion (a'ntrova-jjan). [mod. f. antro- t

for antcro- (see prec.), + L. version-em turning.] A
turning forward ;

= ANTKVEKSION.
1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Antrovert (witlwvS'Jt), v. rare. [mod. f. as prec.

+ L. vcrt-cre to turn.] To turn or bend forward.

1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Org. Wat. I. 248 The neural

spines . . are antroverted in the last two dorsal vertebrae.

II Antrum (arntrym). PI. -a. [L., a. Gr. dvrpov

cave.] A hollow place, a cavern ; spec, applied in

Phys. to cavities in the body.
1398 TKEVISA Barth. DC P. A*, xiv. liii. (1495"* 486 A derke

caue hyghte Antrum. 1727 51 CHAMBERS Cycl. t
Antrum

Ilighmorianum is a cavity discovered within the sinus of

each maxillary bone. 1842 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. 33
The .. antrum of High more, 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv.

An. vii. 388 The nasal cavities and maxillary antra of Car-
nivores.

;' Antmstion (jfcntnrBtian). [a. Fr. antrustion,
or med.L. antritstion-cm (in Salic Law, etc.), f.

OHG. trftst trust, protection, security, fidelity ;

latinized in Old Prankish documents as trustis.

The prefix is prob. AND- toward ; but no Teutonic

word so compounded is known.] A voluntary
follower of the Old Prankish princes at the period
of the national migrations.
1848 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1878) I. ii. i. 156 note, In one of

Marculfus's precedents, 1. i. f. 18, we have the form by which
an Antrustion was created. Ibid. I. ii. 306 Chilperic put
this down by the help of his faithful Antrustions. 1875
STL* BBS Const. Hist. I. ix. 254 None but the king could have
antrustions.

Aiitru'stionsliip. rare. [f. prec. + -SHIP.]
The position of an antrustion.

1875 STUBRS Const. Hist. I. ix. 252 Roth .. goes further,

connecting the antrustionship with the vassal relation.

Antship (arntijip). rare. [f. ANT j^. + -SHIP
; cf.

lordship] humorously as title for: An ant.

1771 J.CUNNINGHAM Poems \ Chalmers XIV. 434/2)
'

Begone,
you vile reptile/ his antship replied.

t A'ntsigne. [Obs. form of EXSIGX, Interned.

between that and anticnt, ANCIENT sb.- t spelt as if

f. ante before + sig-mtm sign, standard.]
1576 LAMBARDE Peramb, Kent 78 A flagge and antsigne of

their owne pride. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. xii. 72 In

such wise as wee may fight stoutly vnder his antsigne.

ANVIL.

A'nt-thru sh. [ANT sl>.]
A bird of the Thrush

family, which lives on ants and allied insects.

1863 HATKS Nat. on Amazons i. 7 Ant-thrushes la tribe of

plainly-coloured birds intermediate in structure between fly-

catchers and thrushes!. 1869 J. GRAY in Gniilt' ttrit. Mas.
10 The Thrushes: some of these have long legs and short

tails, such as the tropical Ant-thrushes.

Antym(e, obs. form of ANTHEM.

Antyteme, var. ASTETHKME, Ola., a text.

Anuf, obs. form of ENOUGH.

Anufene,var.AxovKNoxa</z>. OAr.onfromabove.

Anui, obs. form of ANNOY sli. and v.

i Animation, anonxcion. Ola. rare~'. [a.

OFr. enonclioii : L. inunction-em, n. of action f.

inungfre : see ANOIXT v.] Anointing, unction.

1470 HARDING Chron. Ixxiv, This was their charge and

verey dewe sci'uise, Of anonxcioTi tyme to don and excersise.

t Anirnder, prep. Obs. or dial. Also 3-4
anundyr, aiionder, -yr. [f.

f^s prep. + UNDEK ;

formed in the same way as a-bovc, a-tomnl, a-foic,

etc. with the full an- before a vowel. Not in OK.]
1. Of local position : Under.
a 1300 A". //(>/ 567 per nis non betere anonder sunne.

(-1325 /;". K. A tlil. P. A. 166 So schon ))at schcne anvnder
schore. a 1400 OfIonian 549 Fette water as hem was nedi*

The roche anondyr. [StiH used in northern dialect.]

2. Of condition: Under the rule of.

c 1220 Orison in Lauili. Horn. 193 Al is Godes riche anundcr

|>ine lionden. r 1300 Xt. limna. i A thousend monekes that

a!Ie anunder him were.

t Anu ppe, prep. O/'s. Forms : I an uppan,
on uppan, 2 an uppen, on uppen, 2-3 anuppe,
anoppe, onuppen ;

also 2 anuppon. [f.
^.^ prep.

4- uppan dat. sing, of up : cf. on-lnifan, on-foran]
On the top of, upon, both of position and direction.

r 1000 AS*. Gvs/i. Matt. xxi. 44 He tobrysS bone l>e "e on

uppnn fylo. rn6o Ilatton C. ibid., pe he on uppen fa!5.

1 1175 Lamb. Hani, 43 He walde anuppon his underlines
mid wohe motien. Ibid. 133 Sum of be sede feol an niipe |>e

stane. c 1200 Trin. Coll. HOIII. 107 Pat no man wc-rpe pe uilt

of his sinne anuppen god. 1250 LAY. iyi6 \\'as pe cleue

swi|te heh \ ware anoppe hii fohte.

Anura, -ous, variants of AXOUKA, -OUH.

Anuri, variant of ANOUB v. Obs. to adore.

Anury ^urniuri). Path, [ad. mod.L. aitilria

(also used instead), f. Gr. av priv. + uvp-uv urine:

see -Y. Cf. Fr. aimrie.] Absence or lack of urine.

1876 HAKLEV .Hut. Med. 763 It is eliminated by the kidneys,
and deposited in . . its straight tubules, producing auuria.

II Anus (.<~i-m"s). [L.]
1. The posterior opening of the alimentary canal

in animals, through which theexcrements are ejected.

1658 J. R. tr. Mouffefs Tluat. Ins. 1122 Take salt flesh . .

and thrust that into the Anus. 1748 HAK i I-MY Offset-;'. Man
I. ii. 2. P 37 The whole alimentary Uuct, quite down to the

Anus. 1872 NICHOLSON rakeont. 321 The fins . . are always
placed far back, in the neighbourhood of the anus.

2. An opening at the base of a flower.

1730 MAKI-YN in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 380 These Flowers
have no Anus at the Base. 1880 Syd. SIH: Lex.. Anns, in

Botany, the inferior aperture of a monopetalous flower.

f Anve'nom, v. Obs. rare, [variant of EN-
VENOM : see AN- pref. 4.^ To envenom, to poison.

lypAycnl*. 27 peilkezenneanuenymejialpenierstpeherte
of"pe cnuious. Ibid. 50 pe eyr is anvenymed of be dede.

a 1400 CrJ. Myst. 75 My synful steppys anvempnyd the

grounde.
Anvil (arnvil), sb. Forms : I onfilti, onfllt(e,

anfllte, 4 anfelt, -uylt, anefelt, -feld, 4-5 anfeld,

-velt, janeuelt, anuylde, anduell, 5-6 andfelde,
6 anvelde, anuilde, anuielde, (hanfeld), and(e)-

vile, 6-7 anfeeld, anvild, anvile, anvill, 6- anvil.

[Etymol. uncertain. OE. fnfilti, is prob. cogn. w.

ODu. dial, aenvilte (Verdam I. 184), and OHU.
anafalz; f. an, on, prep. + a possible *filt-an to

weld, cf. felt, Ger. fh, and fah in fah-ambosz.

The/has become v as in silver, and the final /, pass-

ing through d, is lost, as is frequent in dialects.

Onfilti, anafalz, can hardly be distinct from synony-
mous forms with b

' OHG. anabolz, LG. ttftfioft, ancbelte,

ambnlt, ODu. aenbilt, usually derived from
~
aen-billen ~

'

aanklopptn, to strike upon* (Verdam 801; but more prob.
an early variant of aenvilte above, due to some confusion.

In OHG. anabolz, Sievers suggests a confusion of ana/alz
with the distinct anabdz, anapGz, MHG. ancboz, mod.G.

ambosz, from an+lvz-an, Eng. BEAT. Mod.Uu. aanbt-eld,

unibeld, seems assimilated to beelden, to form, fashion.]

1. The block (usually of iron) on which the smith

hammers and shapes the metal which he is working.
aSoo Corpus Gl. (Sweet O. E. T.) 1071 Inctuta, onfilti.

c looo ,/Kl.FRlc Cram. ix. 33. 60 Incus, anfllt. r 1000 in

Wright Voc. 286/2 Ciido, anfilte. ci^gCuAUCER Blaunchs

1165 As his brothers hamers ronge, Vpon his anuelt vp and
downe [v. r. anuelet]. 1:1380 Sir Feruuik. 1308 Anuylt,

hamoure . . strecchep in to golde foyle. 1413 LYDC. Pylgr.
Sffiv/e IV. xxx. (1483) 78 Harder than the hamour or the ane-

uelt. 1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg- 358/1 They smyle on the

stythye or anduell. la 1500 Virgilim in Thorns K. K. Pr.

Kmn. II. 44 They smyte vpon a anuilde. 1530 FALSER. 740
To stryke with his hammer upon his anvelde. 1543 TRA-
HERON yigo's Chirurg. IV. 14 d, A styth, or hanfeld. 1589
WARNER Alb. Eng. vi. xxx. (1612) 147 Vulcan . . limping from

the Anfeeld. 1607 HIERON Wks. I. 439 Wee be like the

smiths dog, who, the harder the anuile is beaten on, lieth
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ANVIL. 378 ANY.

by, and sleepes the sounder. 1611 BIBLE Isa, \\\. 7 Him that

smote the anuill. 1808 SCOTT Alann. \. vi, The armourer's
anvil clashed and rang.
2. Jig. (the whole expression being usually meta-

phorical).
1534 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546) E ij, My

spyrite is betwene the harde anuielde and the importunate
hammer, c 1593 SPENSER Sonnet xxxii, The playnts ad
prayers with which I Doebeatonth'anduyleofherstubberne
wit. i6osC'AMDHN Rein. 2^9 Hammering me vpon the anvild.

1677 R. GILMN Dymonol. Sacr. (1867) 214 Our present posture
doth furnish him [Satan] with arguments; he forgeth his

javelins upon our anvil. 1845 FORD JJandhk. Spain \. 59
They have yet to learn that the stomach is the anvil whereon
health is forged. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. 1. i. 34 Hardened
on the anvil of a war for national freedom. 1883 SIR H.
HRAND in Standard 18 May 3/3 Matters that, so to speak,
are on the anvil of the House of Commons.
b. ph)\ On or upon the anvil ; in preparation,

in hand.

1623 HDWELL Lett. (1650) II. 29 Matters while they are in

agitation and upon the anvill. a 1674 CLAKKXIXJX Hist, AY/-.

1. ii. no The Earl of StratTord . . whose destruction was then

upon the anvil. 1755 J A-///. Capt. P, Drake II. in. 154 There
was Rumours of a Peace being on the Anvil. 1785 HURKL
Nabob of Arcot Wks. 1842 1. 319 He lias now on the anvil

another scheme.

3. transf. Anything resembling a smith's anvil in

shape or use.

1678 Hi i LEK Hnd. in, t. 340 When less Delinquents have
been scourg'd, And Hemp on wooden Anvils forg'd. 1881

GREENER Gun 294 The anvil is shaped like an escutcheon,
and is inserted in ttie cup uf the cap, with the point against
the detonating powder.
b. esp. in Phys. One of the bones of the ear ;

so

called from its being struck by another bone called

the ' hammer.'
[1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. A cad. II. To Reader, Who

hath fashioned the instruments of hearing in the head like

to a hammer and an an vile.] 1687 Dcatiis I'ision iii. 21

When the Perceptive Hammer shall not . . Consign Pre-
scribed Blow Unto the Wonted Anvil. 1718 J. CHAMUEK-
i..\VNii Rclig. Philos. I. xiii. 5 The Auditory Bones are four

in Number, the Hammer, the Anvil, etc. I879CALDERWOOD
-Mitut <y Brain 71 The head of the hammer rests on the
central bone known as the anvil.

4. Comb, and Attrib.
t
as anvil-block, -maker, etc.;

also anvil-beater, a smith
;

anvil-headed a.,

having a head shaped like an anvil
; anvil-proof,

the standard of hardness of an anvil
;
anvil roclc

(^see (mot.) ; anvil-smith, a forger of anvils.

1870 liKYAXT Homer II. xviu, 219 He spake, and from his

anvil-block aro^e. 1677 Cleveland's Poems Kp. Ded. A iij 1>,

Venn*, is again unequally yoaked with a sooty Anvile-beater.

1851 MELVILLE Wnate xlvii. 303 The anvil-headed whale.

1616 UKAUM. is; Fi.. l-'aithf. Fr. \\. in, Though their scull-

caps be of anvil-proof, Tins blade shall hammer some of 'em.

1862 DANA Man. GeoL 330 Above the twelfth [coal bed in

Kentucky] there is the massive Sandstone . . called the Anvil

Rock, frum the form of two masses of it in South-western

Kentucky. 1831 J. HOLLAND Mamtf. Metal I. 90 Some
anvil-smiths . . forge the upper part . . out of one piece of iron.

Anvil i^vnvil), z>. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To fashion on the anvil
; chiefly _/?.

1607 DEKKKR /("//. Babylon Fiij, Whilest our thunderbolts
Are anuiling abroad, c 1700 GcntL Instr. (1732) 303 Yon are

now anvilling out some petty Revenue. 1748 RICHAKDSMM
Clarissa ti8n) VIII. 267 A roguery .. ready anvilkd ;u.,l

hammered for execution.

2. intr. To work at an anvil.

1882 iVanck. Guard. 7 June, Thomas anvilled away at

bun ling horse-shoes.

Anvilling (arnvilirjX vbl.sb. rare. [f.
ANVILS.

+ -1XU 1

.] Hammering out; chieflyy%
r
.

1662 I'liiLLii-s />/t t. Ded., What Siftings, Anvelings,
Travelings there ought to be of Authours.

Anwald, -weald, var. OXWALD, Obs., power.
Anxi'etude. we . [^<I.

1- anxietude^\
=

ANXIETY. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Anxiety (a-n/si-eti). [ad. L. anxictat-emt n. of

(juality f. anxi-ns : see ANXIOUS, and -TV.]

1. The (Duality or state of being anxious
;
uneasi-

ness or trouble of mind about some uncertain event
;

solicitude, concern.
i 1525 MORI-; DC Qiitit. Ntwiss. Wks. 1557, 91 There dyed

he without grudge, without anxietie. a 1631 DONSK Select.

(1840) 25 Temporal prosperity comes always accompanied
with much anxiety. 1714 Spcct. No. 615 Pi It is the Husi-

ness of Religion and Philosophy to free us from all unneces-

sary Anxieties. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. 1. 200 The United
Provinces saw with anxiety the progress of his arms.

2. Strained or solicitous desire {for or to effect

some purposed.
1769 Jnnim, Lett. \. 3 Anxiety . . for the general welfare.

1833 ! TAVLOK Fanat. viii. 304 Every man's anxiety to obtain
fornimself the inestimable pearl of genuine knowledge.
3. Path. ' A condition of agitation and depression,

with a sensation of tightness and distress in the

prrccordial region.* Syd. Soc. Lex. 1880.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. <y Afit/. 368 The paine and anxiety

of the ventricle, 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 303 The
Blood . . pressing upon the heart creates great Anxieties.

1844 T. GRAHAM Dom. Med. 277 [Angina pectorisj is an acute
constrict ive pain, .attended with anxiety, difficulty of breath-

ing, and a sense of suffocation.

t Allxi'ferOXlS, a. Obs.- [f. \,.anxifer sorrow-

bringing (f.aruci-ns 4 -fer bringing) + -ocs.] 'Bring-

ing sorrow, causing anguish.' lilount Glossogr. 1656.

Anxious (ix-rjkjos), a. [f. L. anxi-tts troubled

in mind (f. ang-S?re to choke, distress) + -ou.s.]

1. Troubled or uneasy in mind about some uncer-

tain event
; being in painful or disturbing suspense ;

concerned, solicitous.

1623 COCKKKAM, Anxious^ Carefull. 1636 RUTH FRFORD
Lett, vi, Often anxious, and cast down for the case of my
oppressed brother. 1711 POPE Rape Lock \\. 142 They wait,

Anxious, and trembling for the birth of Fate. 18x0 Scai r

Laity ofL. \\. xxxvii, Allan strained his anxious eye.

b. Const., 0/an issue dreaded '\pbs.} ; for an issue

desired; about
ft. thing or person involved in un-

certain issues.

1711 STEELE Sp?ct. No. 4 F i It being the worst way In the
world to Fame, to be too anxious about it. a 1735 GKAN-
VILLE (J.) Anxious of neglect, suspecting change. 1849
MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng. I. 197 The counsellors of Charles . .

were anxious for their own safety.

2. Fraught with trouble or solicitude, distressing,

worrying. (Obs. exc. where it can be explained as

a transferred use of i, as anxious cares, i.e. such as

anxious people cherish. So anxious seats, benches :

those set apart for anxious inquirers.)

1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 185 Life, from which Got! hath bid

dwell farr off all anxious cares. 1679 PI.NN Addr. Prot. \\.

iv. (160,2* 117 That which is most of all Anxious is that

Morality is denyed to be Christianity. 1744 HARRIS 3 Treat.

(1841) 52 Is not both the possession and pursuit of wealth,
to those who really love it, ever anxious? 1837 HALIBUHTON
Clockm. 11862) 232 Settin' on the anxious benches.

3. Full of desire and endeavour
;

solicitous ;

earnestly desirous (to effect some purpose).
1742 R. BLAIR Grave 9$ The gentle heart, anxious to please.

1794 NLI.SON in Nicolas Disp. I. 434 The General seems
as anxious as any of us to expedite the fall of the place. 1843
CARLYLE Past fy Pr. (1858) 171 Anxious no longer to be
dumb. 1860 TYNDALL Glue, \. 13. 93, I was anxious to see

many parts of it once more.

A'nxiously, aJv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]
In an

anxious manner, with painful uncertainty; soli-

citously.
1673 Lady's Call. \. v. 45 To be very anxiously careful

about her garments, a 1700 DKYDEN ft/fit. Horace, Thou
. . what the Gallic arms will do, Art anxiously inquisitive to

know. 1824 DiUDiN Libr. Cotnp. 233 Never was a history
more anxiously expected. 1875 HOVVELLS Foregone Concl. i

He peered anxiously about him.

A-iixionsiiess. rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being anxious, anxiety.
1658 MANTOS Exp. Judt* Wks. 1871 V. 21 An anxiousness

about their everlasting state. 1798 SOUTHEY Occas. Pieces
XL Wks. II. 241 A husband's love, a father's anxiousness.

1847 F.i'SHNELL C/ir. \iirt. it. ii. 11861) 266 Where there is

but little faith, there is apt to be great anxiousness.

Any (e'ni), a. and //<?//. Forms: 1-3 eeni*, eeni,

2 anys, eini, earn, 3 senij, anij, eenie, 2-6 eni,

3-7 ani, 3-6 anie, eny, 4 enye, anye, 6 anny,
4- any ; 4- ony^e, ouie. Contracted: 2-3 ei,

3 sei, eie, seie. [OE. /, cogn. w. OS. fnig,
OFris. cnich, icnig, OHCi, einic, mod.G.fittig, l)u.

cetrig, f. an one (in umlaut -) + -ig, -ig, adj. ending
(*ce -v 1

), here perhaps diminutive; cf. L. ullus

iinultts. Of the ME. forms, cny, ci, seem to have
been southern, any midl., ony midl. and northern.

The living word in mod.Eng. is eny. Fern, and

pi. forms in -e existed in ME.; the word is now
invariable, even pronominally.]

Primarily adj., but also from the earliest period
used absol. QI pronominally both in sing, anil pi.

I. simple adj,

\.gen. An indeterminate derivative atone, orrather

of its weakened adj. form a, an, in which the idea

of unity (or, in plural, partitivity} is subordinated to

that of indifference as to the particular one or ones

that may be selected. In sing.** A. no matter

which ;
a whichever, of whatever kind, of what-

ever quantity. In//. = Some no matter which,
of what kind, or how many.
a. Its primary use is in interrogative, hypothe-

tical, and conditional forms of speech, as ' Has

any Englishman seen it?
1

i.e. an Englishman
I care not which

;
'if it do any harm,' i.e. harm,

no matter of what kind.
(iooo Ags. G<>s/>. John iv. 33 Hwa:5er aemsman him mete

brohte. rn^g Lmnh. How. 33 >if eani mon biS hiumen.
Ibid. 121 Lokui'6 hwefter enies mon lies sar beo iliche mine
sare. Ibid. 201 Hwi luue ich ei J>ing bnte be one? ,1220
Ibid. 189 Al bet ich abbe . . wi}> eini lim mis ifeled. nzoo
ORMIN 4423 OffRub ifell wide. 1205 LAY. 4270 >ef rei mon
him liSere dude. Ibid. 8287 pnrh seni cntft (1250 eni craft].

c 1x30 A ncr. R. 124 ^if ei moti o&er ei wummon . . misdeS ou.

1340 Ayenb. 49 Huanne be man liej* uela3rede myd enye
wyfmane. I366MAUNDEV. 32 ^if ony man do thereinne ony
maiier metalle. c 1449 PKCOCK Rcpr. \. ii. 8 If eny man can
be sikir for eny tyrne. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxxii.

251 liy hym or by ony other. 1535 COVKKDAI.K Gal. vi. i Yf
eny man be ouertaken of a faute. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err.
i. i. IQ If any Siracusian borne Come to the HayofEphesus,
he dies. 1611 BIHLK Ps. iv. 6 Who wil shew vs any gmxl?
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 37 The l>est governed country
of which he had any knowledge. 1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON
Audi Alt. Part. III. cxvii. 54 Was there any the slightest
indication?

b. With a preceding negative (explicit or im-

plicit) it denies of a person or thing, without

limitation as to which, and thus, constructively,
of every being or thing of the kind. It thus be-

comes an emphatic negative, with its unqualified

oruncompromising scope brought into prominence;
None at all; none of any kind, quantity, or

number, even the minutest; not even one; as 'I

could not think of any thing else,'
' he was for-

bidden to enter any house/ 'to prevent any loss.'

c xooo Ags. Gosp. Mark xi. 16 He nesebafode Jiaet xni^ man
Benixfatoilri) bam tempi b<ere. 1*05 LAV. 31209 Nas hit nauere
isa;id . . bat a;uer ier weore a;i swa muchel ferde . . burh arnie

king to-gadere, c 1449 PLCOCK AV/r. i. xix, Neuere save in

late dales wasenyclok telling J>ehouris. 1509 FISHER Wks. \.

2, I shall not declare vnto you ony pane of the epystle. 1658
SIR'!'. BROWNE Hydriot. Ded., We present not these as any
strange sight. 1712 STEELE Sp?ct. No. 503 P2 1'he Offence
does not come under any law. 1790 BURKE Pr. Rev. 23 It

ought not to be done at any time. 1870 NICHOLSON Zool.

(.1880) 463 In . . fish there Is never any breast-bone.

C. In affirmative sentences it asserts concerning a

being or thing of the sort named, without limita-

tion as to which, and thus constructively of every
one of them, since every one may in turn be taken

as a representative: thus 'any chemist will tell

you' ; 'anything that I can do is at your service' ;

'you may have anything almost for the asking.'
1300 Cursor M. 7^0 pe nedder . . was more wise ben any

beest. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowle v. xiv. 70 Hit is ful hard to

ony creature to maken declaracion. 1592 SHAKS. Rom.fy Jnl,
v. i. 67 Mantua's law Is death to any he that vtters them.

15^8 Merry W. i. i. n Any time these three hundred

yeeres. 1699 BEHTLEV Plial. Pref. 67 The Director was con-

sulted by him upon any Difficulty. 1798 FERRIAK lllnstr.

Sterne it. 26 That enable any person to give an answer to

any question. 1861 BUCKLK Ciritis. II. vi. 589, I challenge
any one to contradict my assertion.

a. At any rafe, in any case : whatever may be

the circumstances ; at all events.

1847 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. i. (1857) II. 53 Which they
at any rate were not good enough for. 1831 CARLVI.E Sart.

Res. in. vii, But, in any case, hast thou not still Preaching
enough?
2. With a specially quantitative force = A quan-

tity or number however great or small, (\\hen

unemphatic, expressed in French by the partitive
article t/n, de la, tks.)

' Have you any milk, any

eggs?' But not in affirmative sentences, as 'any
milk will do,' i.e. any sort of milk : see next.

1526 TINDALE Luke xxiv. 41 Haue ye here eny meatc? [So
in Cranmer, Genev., and 1611 ; WVCI.IF, ony thing that schal

be eten, RJicm., any thing to be eaten.] 1660 BOYLE Xrty
Exper. Phys.-Mcch. \. 21 Whil'st there is any plenty of Air

in the Receiver. 1711 Lond. Gaz. mmnimdccclxiii/4 Very
little if any white about him. 1854 SCOFFERS in Orr's Circ.

Sc., Chem. 507 Whilst any lead, .remains to be removed.

3. With a specially qualitative force : Of any
kind or sort whatever ;

= earlier AxYKINS. Often

depreciatory. Any, however imperfect. Cf. ANY-
BODY 2 b, ANYTHING 2, ANYWAY 2.

1866 HI-SKIN Cr. Wild Olive 98 This place, .this moorland

torrent-bitten, snow-blighted; this any place where God
lets down the ladder. 1868 M. PATTISON Acatkiu. Organ. 2

The danger is. .that any reform should be adopted because

some reform is required.

II. absolutely\ etc.

4. absol. esp. when the substantive to which it

refers has been already expressed, or when it is

followed by of, as '

any of these books, any of the

liquid.'
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 65 5if en

j
us misdoS awiht. Ibid. 35

Ga . . fer eni of bine cunne H5 in. c izzo Hali Mi-id. 33 Eni
of his limen. vypAycnb. 5 Ine enie of beilkehestes. 1389
WYCLIF James i. 5 If ony of }ou nedeth wisdom axe he of

God. is6 TISDALE, ibid., If eny of you lacke wysdome.

1583 GOLUINC, Calvin on Dent. xlvi. 276 As excellent a lesson

as a man shall read any. 1611 SHAKS. Wiut. T. in. iii. 136

If there be any of him left, He bury it. 1711 STKELE Spect.
No. 154 F 2 How do you know more than any of us ? 1883
Scotsman ii July 5/3 The mean temperature of the month
was lower than any recorded since 1879.

j-6. One of tu>o things indifferently; either. (Qbs. t

but still common in dialects, esp. north.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Friar's T. 213 If eny [v.r. any, ony] of us

have more than other, Let him . . part it with his brother.

.1449 PICCOCK Rcpr. ssSj^iy of hem bothe. 1540 CO\KH-

IIAI.E Confitt. Standhh VnK. II. 381 Doth any ofboth these

examples prove that, etc.? 1585 THYNNE in Anhnadv. In-

trod. 78 Not at all . . benefited by anie of them both.

6. pronominally.
= Any one, anybody ; in//, any

persons.
(-950 I.indisf. G. Mark xi. 16 And negelefde baitte Eenij ofer-

feredefa;t5erhbamtempel. izooORMiNOCjsS He nolldenohht

bait anij shollde dwellenn, .1230 Cott. Hom. 271 Is ani

ricchere pen \>u ? 1297 R. GLOUC, 376 5yf ^at eny liym wra|>-

|>ede. 147* SIR J. PASTON in Lett. III. 65 Yit have I . . nott

lefte any at hys most neede. ifi6a J. HEYWCOD Prw. &
Epigr. (1867) 89 Please they any, That serue many? Nay.
x6ix BIBLE 2 Pet. iii. 9 The Lord is . . not willing that any
should perish. 1705 ADDISON Italy Pref., [He] has wrote a

more correct Account of Italy than any before him. 1821

KEATS Lamia 389 Unknown., to any, but those two

alone.

7. adverbially, esp. with comparative adjs., as

any sooner, any better : In any degree, to any ex-

tent, at all. (Cf. somewhat better, etc.)

c 1400 Epiph. (Turnb. 1843) 136 Or he come any nere \i.f.

nearer]. 1490 CAXTON Eneyaos xix. 72 To presse me wyth
wordes ony more. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. ii. 128 You are

riot togoe loose any longer, c 1680 BEVERIDGE Serw. (1729)

I. 503 Few that do any more than profess it. 1711 STEELE

Sped. No. I54P4 Before you go anyfarthv. 1834 H. MIL-

LER Scenes % Leg. xxx. (1857) 450 Having slept scarcely any



ANYBODY.
all the night. 6-1875 I,. SIM-HEN Hours Libr. Ser. i. 347
Few people, .would be any the worse for the study.

8. Any one. a. as atlj, (e=ni \w>-n) Any single

or individual
;
b. ahsol. as in

'

any one of them
1

;

c pron. (c'ni|WZ>n) Anybody, any person; as in,

Has any one heard of it ? Did you meet any one?

(.-1449 P&COCK AY/r., Any one person. 1577 St. August.
Manuclt 19 Neither soule, flesh, nor reason can in any one

thyng please thee, 1690 W. WALKER Idiom. A nglo-Lnt. 26,

I understand not any one word. 1711 STKKI.K Spcct. No.

104 F i To be negligent of what any one thinks of you.

1833 HT. MARTINKAU / 'anderput $ S. t. i That any one dis-

trict of Amsterdam was busier than another at any one hour.

1860 L. HARCOUHT Diaries G. Rose I. 4 He never abuses

any one,

9. In comb, with interrog. words, which then

become indefinite : see ANYHOW, etc.

Anybody (e
-

ni|tyxli, -b(?di), sb. or pron.
1. comb, of ANY and HODY in the sense vi person

(as in nobody, somebody'] : Any person, anyone. It

has all the varieties of use noted under ANY a. i,

as in 'Does anybody know? I do not see anybody.

Anybody can do that.' Formerly written as two
words : any body ; but, when so written now, body
has its ordinary sense :

' the velocity with which

any body moves.'

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxii. 81 Without to notyfye them to

eny body lyuynge. 1598 SHAKS. Merry ll'. i. iv. 4 If he doc
. . finde any body in the house. 1813 Miss AUSTKN Pride

<y Prej. vi. 194 Any body who would hear her. 1855 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. III. 13 Impossible to make an arrangement
that would please every body, and difficult to make an ar-

rangement that would please any body. 1876 J. PARKER
Paraclete \\. 385 Anybody can attach himself to a mob.

2. With qualitative force; sometimes made a

regular substantive with //.

a. In interrogative or hypothetical expressions,

laudatory : A person of some rank or worth,
' a

somebody' as opposed to 'a nobody.' b. In affirm-

ative expressions, depreciatory \ A person of any
- sort, an ordinary person, as opposed to 'a somebody.'

1826 DISRAKLI Viv. Grey n. .xv. 78 Everybody was there

who is anybody. 1858 (Dec. 21) BRIGHT Sp. (1876,1 306 Two
or three anybodies.

Any deal : see DEAL.

Anyentise, -ish, variant of ANIENTISE v. Obs.

Anyhow (e'ni (hau\ adv. and conj. [See ANY 9.]

1. aav* Indefinite compound of how. In any way
or manner whatever, or however imperfect.
i74oPiNh;DA/f-..V/(T. Diet, s.v., Anyhow, d<: oitafyuiertt

inancra gne sea.
'

i8z8 CARI.YI.K J//V. 11857) '* T9 2 Done
anyhow, no profitable one. 1844 BROUGHAM Brit. Const.

xvii. (1862) 258 Any law, anyhow made, provided it be made

calmly. 1867 FREEMAN Xortn. Cong. I. App. 747 Whether
the two can anyhow be the same.

2. advb. conj. In any case, however it may be with

what has been already said, at least.

1825 Bro. Jo'iat/tan I. 381, I was ready to go abroad, any
how, then. 1842 NEWMAN Ch. Fathers 250 Any how, it must
be acknowledged to be not a simple self-originated error,

1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Quiet Ncighb. xi. (1878) 22oThey
went, anyhow, whether they had to do it or not.

t Any-kyn, -S. Obs. [Orig. genitive phr., as

'any-kyns speech* speech of any kind, after-

wards with loss of -J, looking like an adj. 'any-

kyn speech,' as if any kind of speech, qualislibet

loctitio.'] Any kind or manner.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1941 Noe, for anikins thanse, Sal i noght

take sli a nober venganse. c 1315 SHORKHAM 95 ?yfthy wyl
rejo[isse]more Inenyes kennes thyuges. atyaoStrPerceval
2148 Fast he frayned that fre For any-kyns aughte. a 1400

Relig. Piecesfr, Thornton. MS. 31 He moghte hafe made
vs at his will anykyne ol>er best. 0420 Lib. CurcCocormii

5 Hit wolde seme rawe by any-kyn way.

Any-lengthian, n. nomc-wd. Ready to go any

length, unscrupulous.
1798 TOOKB Pttrky 683 Disgust at the any-lengthlan Lord

with his numerous strings.

Anyntise, -ische, variants of AMENTISE v . Obs.

Anything (e^nij^in), pron., s/>., atfo.
'

1. pron. A combination of ANY and THINU, in the

widest sense of the latter, with all the varieties of

sense belonging to ANY a. Orig. always separated ;

separation now usually denotes stress upon thing,
as 'any thing, but not any person.'
c 1000 A?s. Gosp. John i. 46 Marg seni^ ^ing godes beon

of nazaretn. [So in J/atfon.] 1230 A tier. K. 64 Whefter
ei ^ing hermeo more. ("1370 WYCLIF H'ks. xxyi. (i88oi 388
More sikirnes . . may no man make of eny-binge. c 1400
Dcstr. Troy xxi. 8895, I haue not errit in anythyng. 1542
UDALL Erasin, Apoph. (1877*32 Sweardesand kniues,beyng
as sharpe as any thyng. 1611 BIBLE Johnxiv. 14 If ye shall

ask any thing in my name, I will do it. 1677 YARRANTON
England's hnpr. 136 These Spouts convey the Corn into

the Barges without anything of labour. 1711 AOMISON Spect.
No. i f8, I would gratify my Reader in any Thing that is

reasonable. 1741 RICHARDSON Patnela II. 57, I fear your
girl will grow as proud as anything. 1793 SM KATON Edystonc
Lightho. TOO When there is any thing of a ground swell.

a 1855 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) I. v. 114

Anything in the remotest degree connected with Napoleon
excites my curiosity. 1857 BLXIKLK Civil. I. xii. 670 If the

contest . . had been conducted with anything approaching to

moderation. 1873 CARROLL Through Looking-Glass iv. 73
They wept like anything to see Such quantities of sand.

2. as sb. Thing of any kind.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. S/ir. lit. ii. 234 She is my house . . My

379

horse, niyoxe, my.isse, my anything. 1649 MILTON EiAott.

VVks. 1738 I. 383 This was lhat terrible Any-thing from which

his Conscience and his Reason chose to run rather than not

deny. 1736 BUTLER Anal. Diss. i. 303 No Man, no Being,
. . no Any-thing.
3. adv. Any whit, in any measure, to any extent.

<z 700 Epinal (,7.845 < Sweet! Qum/iii'nimia, Kngi )>ing.i.

1:1391 CH.\VCER Asfnit. n. 38.47 Til that the schadwe . .

passe ony-thyngowt of the cercle. 1480 CAXTON Citron. Eng.
ccxv. 202 Yf my lady your wyf come ony thyngnysheyowe.
1551 ROBINSON Mci-f's Utapia 16 Mine old good wil . . is not

. . any thinge at all quayled. 1590 / 'lain I'm: 16 A Minister

that hath any thing a fat benefice. 1656 H. FniLLirs J'ltr-

chaser's Pattern (16761 22 If he he anything young. 1861

( IKN. P. THOMPSON Audi.-lit. Fart. 1 1 1. clxx. 196 Not furious

anything, either for good or evil, no enthusiasts,

Anythingarian (e'niJriijie'Ti&n). [f. prcc.

after trinil-arian, utiit-arian, etc.] One who

professes no creed in particular ;
an indifferentist.

(A contemptuous term.)

rti7<>4T. KKOWN U'ks. 1760 III. 97 (D.) Such hifarious any.

thingarians, that alu ays make their interest the standard of

their religion. 1738 SWIFT I'olitfCaiK: i. Wks. II I. 338 I.n,/y

Smart. What religion is he of? /,(/. Sfark. Why, he is an

Anythingarian. 1850 KINGSI.KY -///<>/,<>( xxiU I >. I They
made pair Robbie Hums an any thingarian with their blethers.

A:nyth.inga'rianisin. rare- 1
, [f. prec. +

-ISM.] The doctrine of an Anythingarian.
1851 KINCSI.KV in f.ett. ff Mem. I. 264 ^Schiller's

' Gods of

Greece' expresses a tone of feeling . . which finds its vent in

modern Neo-Platonism Anythingarianism.
_

Anyway (e'liiim-'), adv. and (onj. [cf. ANY-

WAYS, and the analogous pair always, alu'ay.~\

1. adv. In any way or manner, anyhow ;
to any

degree or extent, in any measure.

1570 I.KVINS Manip. 197 Any way, qita-.'is, nllf limit*. Least

any way, neqiia. 1593 BILSON Ch.C,,r.'t. To Readers 'I''""

anie waie touch the state. 1611 Bnsi.i: '1'rnnsl. Prcf. \ Any
thing that sauoured any way of newnesse. 1642 ROGERS
Xaanian To Reader 4 That I may set my base heart on work

any way to prevent sloth. 1713 ADDISON Spt'tt. No. 529 F i

All those who arc any way concerned in works of literature.

1842 TFNSVSON To J.i". xv, How should I soothe you any-

way?
2. In any way however imperfect ; anyhow.
1660 STANM.KY Hisl. 1'liilos. 11701)183/1 Not he that speak-

eth any way speaketh rightly.

3. advl>. conj. However the case may be
;

in any
case

; anyhow.
1859 Hia.rs I-'rlfiiifs in C. Ser. II. (18691 I- "7 Anyway, I

should soon be dispossessed ofmy lands. 1876 BLACK Mad*
cdfi l

r
. xiv. 124 That is how I look at it, anyway.

Anyways (e'ni|Wi-'z
N

,
adz: and ronj. [Axv +

ways, adverbial genitive, as in ALWAYS.]
1. adv. In any way, in any respect, at all.

c 1560 />'. Cfnim. Prayer, All those who are any ways af-

flicted . . in mind, body, or estate. 1638 PHTSTON Mi'uirt

El'al 10 As the Rudder of a ship, which turnes it any waves.

1673 RAY Jrny. thro Lo-.v Countries Ded., If either Cata-

logue or Observations proveany ways useful. 1794 Son in- v

li'at Tyler in. i, Who may have been anyways concerned in

the late insurrections. 1834 DF.QITNCKY Cxsars Wks. X. 61

Nor was such an interference . . anyways injurious.

2. aitvb. conj. In any case, at all events, anyhow.
dialect, or illiterate.

1865 DICKENS .Iflit. Fr. xii. 228 Anyways, I am glad, etc.

t A'nywhat, /''<"' 0/>s. Indefinite compound
of -i'liat (cf. somewhat') : anything.
a 1400 Cursor Jlf. (Tr.) 3629 If he any what myjte gete.

Anywhen (e'iii|hwe:n), adv. [See ANY y.]

Indefinite compound of when : At any time, ever.

Kaye in literature, but common in southern dialects.

1831 CARLVLE Sart.Rcs. (18581 159 And, simply by wishing
that you were Anywht-n, straightway to be Then ! 1845
Croirnt'ill Introd., There has been none braver anywhere or

anywhen. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Cartilage 333 Now, if any-

when, we might have expected that, etc.

t A'nywhence, adv. Ol>s. rare. [See ANY 9.]

Indefinite compound of whence : From anywhere.
,11613 OvEnm-RY ll'ks. 1856. 171 (title) Newes from Any

whence. 1671 BKAXKKR in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men I. 167 As
soon as I receive it anywhence, you shall have it presently

returned.

Anywhere (eTii|hwej, e-ni,hwej^, adv. [See
ANY 9; not in early use; the earlier <m>hcrct

OHghwhcre, and aywhcrc, came down to 1485.] In

any place. The indefinite compound of where.

Formerly written separately.
t 1300 Cursor M. (Gott.) 3975 If he miht him aniquar ta.

i 1450 Song in AW/'?. Ant. II. 240 Tabherys gloson eny
whare, And gode feyth comys all byhynde. 1587 (lot.niNO

De Mornay xv. 234 How is it possible that they should be

..from aniwhere els than ftom abouc? 1673 RAY Jrtty.

thro' Lfftu Countries 20 The best we have any where seen.

1766 GOI.DSM. I'ii. M'akef. xiv. (iSofil 70 You'll do it at

neighbour Jackson's, or anywhere. 1849 Mu.\t LAY Ifist.

Eng. II. 208 Anywhere except in the high streets of royal

burghs.

Any while, any whit : see \\'HILE, WHIT.

Aliywhitlier ;e'ni|h\vi:<faj\ adv. arch. [See
ANY 9; the earlier equivalent was OWHITHKK,

oitg/nt'/iitlier.] Indefinite compound of whither.

To or towards any place,
in any direction whatever.

1611 BIBLE i Kings ii. 36 Goe not forth thence any whither

[WvcuK & COVEHDALE hidir and thider.] 1658 CROMWELL
(Carl.) Sp. xv, To fly

for Holland, New England, almost

anywhither, to find liberty for their consciences. 172* OK
FOE Hist. Plague (17561 69 There was no easy passing the

Roads any whither. 1863 MRS. WHITNEY Faith Gartncji
xxx. 288 She would have tied anywhither.

AP-

Aiiywise (e'ni|waiz\ adv. [for in any wise,

also used in full
; OK. (on) itiiige wi'saii.'] In any

manner, way, or case
;

in any degree, at all
;

anyhow.
niooo ."\Fflr. Ps. Ixxiii. 9 On ajnije wisan. [Cf. Hymn vii.

66 A^ene wisan.] c 1200 MoralOiicibg Alle be ben ani^ewise
douien iqiiemde. c 1225 .SYf. Marlterctc 11866) 13 5ef ic' 1

mahteeyweis makien ham to fallen. 1472 MAKO. PASTON in

Lett. III. 62 In any wyse . . labore to have an ende of your

frete
materes. 1563 MAN Muscnlns' L'ontrn. rlaces 374 b,

'or all that, it is in any wise
\aiiiniiw]

necessarie. 1660

HARROW Kuclid n. ii, If a right line be divided anywise
into

two parts. 1775 Act 15 (/>. ///, liii. i in Oxf. H Cam/:
Etuutlnls. 85 Any lawor usage to the contraryhereof in any-
wise notwithstanding. 1783 KCKKE AJfairs of^lntiia

Wks.

1842 II. n '1'he only subject-matter of discussion, anywise

important. 1870 HAWTHORNE Eng. Note-Bks. (1879) II. n
Neither is it anywise essential.

Aoiliail (6'|i>"'nian), a. Of or belonging to

Aonia, a region of ancient liceotia, which con-

tained the mountains Helicon and Cithaeron,

sacred to the Muses or 'Aonian maids.'

iGajTovSELl.f'flrir-JbotedJteasts
1 16731 54 The Aonian oxen

are of divers colours. 1667 MILTON /'. L. T. 15 Above th'

Aonian mount. 1741 PorE Mcssiak 4 The dreams of Pindus

and th' Aonian maids.

Aorist ^
7
-<">rist\ a. Gran:., [ad. Gr. aupiar-os

indefinite, f. d priv. + upiar-ot, f. upl^-ftv to limit,

define.] One of the past tenses of the Greek verb,

which lakes its name from its denoting a simple

past occurrence, with none of the limitations as to

completion, continuance, etc., which belong to the

other past tenses. It corresponds to the simple

past tense in English, as 'he died.'

1581 CAMPION in Confer, ll. (15841 N iiij b, What teia/>iis

is the verbe ? Camp. I thinke it be the ,l<-i*fi-. 1750
HARRIS Hermes i. vii. (17861 123 Yet it seems agreeable to

reason, that wherever Time is signified without any fur-

ther circumscription, than that of Simple present, past or

future, the Tense is an Aorist. i86sR. W. DAI.K
7'."'- Tcmf.

(1877) 297 In the Authorized Version the Greek aorist is very

frequently represented by the Knglish perfect.

Aoristic ;<

T
|6ri-stik), a. [ad. Gr. dopiaTiK-us, (.

aopiar-os : see AOKIST and -1C.]

1. Undefined, indeterminate.

1846 GKOM-. Crea-c (1854) I. 488 In the genuine Grecian

epic, the theme was an unknown and aoristic past. 1876
G. Mi:Ri-:ni i n Hcanch. Career 1 1. xv. 277 Like certain aoristic

combinations in music, like tones of a stringed instrument

swept by the wind, enticing, unsei/able.

2. Of or pertaining to the aorist tense.

1860 KMIOUT Life af our Lord vii. 334 The
_
contested

aKttT-ttiktviJohll xviii. 24) is taken in its simple aoristic sense.

1876 FAKRAK C,r. Syntax ! 124 The existence of the aoristic

terminali<Mi in such perfects as vixi, serif-si, etc.

Aori'Stical, - 1Ol>s. rare- 1
, [f.

as prec. +

-AlA] Of aoristic character, aorist-likc ;
indefinite.

1750 HARRIS Hermes (1841 115; [Here] the verb 7r<!//bhath

the like aoristical or indefinite application.

Aori'stically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] After

the manner of, or as, an aorist.

1647 V[M:s/,rir"j.y/A'M 16771 85 Bezahintsthat('a0mi'7u)i>

aii. a>i- may be Aoristically translated.

t Ao'm(e, aourne, v. Obs. Original form of

Aniuof, AXOHX, q.v.

Aorta (i'i(''Jta). [a. med. or mod.L. aarla, a. Gr.

<-'-oprrj, applied by Hippocrates in pi. to the hronehi,

bronchia, or branches of the windpipe, hut subscq.

by Aristotle to the great artery, as in modern use
;

lit. that which is hung (cf. aopTrjp a hanger, a strap ,

f. aitp-fiv to raise, lift up.] The great artery or

trunk of the arterial system, from its origin in the

left ventricle of the heart to its division into the two

iliac arteries. Alsoyfj,'.

1594'!'. II. I.aPrimnmi. /-'r.Acatf. 11.357 The great artery,

called Aorta by the Physicions. 1621 BURTON ,-lnat. Mel.
i. i. !. iii, Aorta is the root of all the other [arteries], which
serve the whole body. 1859 CAK|'I:NIKK Anini. Pkys. v.

(18721226 From the arch of the aorta are given offthe arteries

which supply the head and upper extremities. 1882 Society

7 Oct. 8/2 London's great aorta, the Strand.

Aortal (fijrjtal), a. rare. [f. prec. + -AI.'.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of, an aorta,

1836-9 TOUD Cyct. Anat. $ I'/iys. II. 978/1 The thoracic or

aortal portion of the heart. 1839 BAILEY
l-'est^is

iv. (1848) i

A wimpling streamlet ere its waters grow To size aortal.

1842 JOHNSON Farmer's Cycl. s.v., AortalArterut of vege-
tables. The large vessels destined to convey the elaborated

juice . . of plants . . So denominated by Dr. Darwin.

Aortic (I'lpMtik), " [ad. mod.L. aortic-us, f.

AOHTA: see -ic. Cf. mod.Fr. aorti<iuc^ Of or

pertaining to the aorta.

1833 Blai hi: Mug. XXXIII. 434 The balance preserved
between the pulmonary and aortic circulation. 1872 HL-XLEY

I'hys. v. 101 The aortic trunk enters the cavity of the ab-

domen.

tAoU're, v. Obs. Original form of ADORE,

ANHUBE, q.v.

Ap- /''i/
1 assimilated form of L. ad- Mo,' bef.

initial/-, as L. aJ-froha-, ap-proba-. In OFr. this

ad- ap- was, by regular phonetic law, reduced to

a- (as in the separate word ad), and in this form

the Fr. words were adopted in Eng., as a-fart,

a-pere, a-ply, a-fose, a-frise, a-prove. In imitation

of the Latin forms, the scribes began to double the

p in Fr. spelling in 141)1 c., and in Eng. in ijth,
48-3



AP-

though, in speech, the prefix is still really a- (cf.

ape'nd, arplikant). By mistake ap- was also sub-
stituted for a- in several words where it had a
different origin, as afpair, appeach: see A.l)-fref. 2,
A- pref. 10.

A.p-frff:' in words of Greek origin, for air' the
shortened form of dir<5

'

off, away,' bef. a vowel,
as in dw-ayai-ffi ap-agoge : see APO-.

A.p-> Prcf-* [Welsh af, from map son, used in

pedigrees and a common prefix in surnames as

Apjohn, Aprys ; cf. J/rzr.]
1647 CLEVELAND C/iar. Land. Dinrn. (16771 108 It would

tire a Welshman to reckon up how many Aps 'tis removed
from an Annal.

Apace (apji-si, adv. Forms : 4-5 apaas, apas,
4-6 apase, 4- apace, [orig. phr. a pace, like afoot,
ahead, {. A/rc/.l of manner + PACK, formerly pas,
poos] lit. At a pace, i.e. at a considerable or good
pace ; hence, With speed ; swiftly, quickly, fast.

a. orig. of the pace of men.
c 1350 Rom, AtheUton in Rel. Ant. II. 98 Thorwjout lie

went a pase. c 1374 CHAIXKR Troylm iv. 465 He cometh to

hym apaas. c 1400 Km/t. Ruse 3724 To Rialacoil she wenle
apas. 1549 CoVERDALE Erastti. Far. Gal. v. 7 Ye dyd once
runne apace, makyng hastye spede. 1611 BIKLE Fs. Ixviii.
12 Kings of armies did flee apace. 1719 Die FOE Crusoe
11858) 486 They are coming towards us too, apace. 1837
DISRAELI Venetia. i. xiv. 11871) 67 He . . pushed on apace.
b. of motion generally, as flowing, gliding, sail-

ing, flying ; and hence of the flight of time.
IS3S COVERDALE 1's. Iviii. 6 T.ike water

>-'
runneth a pace.

Jcr. xlviii. 14 The destruction off Moab commeth on a
pace. 1665 MANLEY Grotiiis's Lcnv-C. Wars 101 Autumn
now coming on apace. 1702 I'OPK Jan. fy May 78} The ready
tears apace began to flow. 1762 FALCONER S/iifci'r. n. 35
Around before the squall she -veers apace. 1813 SCOTT
Trierm. i. xx, With lay and tale, and laugh, and jest, Apace
the evening flew. 1878 I!os\v. SMITH Carthage 260 The news
. . reached Rome apace.
c. of speed or progress in any action.
a 1413 JAMES I King's Q. iv. viii, 'The werk that first is

foundit sure May better bere apace. 1530 PAI.SGK. 418
Thought maketh men age a pace. 1550 CROWI.EY Kpigr.
1020 Good Esay doeth cursse them apase. 1604 ROWLANDS
Lo>'ke to /V 8 Hoording wealth apace. 1611 COTUK., s.v.

llrrl-e. An ill weed growes apace. 1628 DIGIIY / 'ny. M,;lit.

9 My men begun to sicken apace. 1713 DKRIIAM 1'hys. Tlicpl.
16 It rained a-pace. 1800 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. I.

192 Dhoondiah's followers are quitting him ap.-ice. 1829
SOUTHEY ^Jtfy&r^OT/e HI. Wks. VII. i66The church Already
fills apace. 1841 Miss SEDGWICK Lett.fr. Abr. I. 24 Our
fnendship ripens apace.

( d. of quickness in proceeding to act : At once,
immediately. Obs.

< 1325 Caur da T.. 4041 Now leth in pes, lystunes apas !

553 A. WILSON Klu't. 15 b, We hang theim a puce that ofl'end
a lawe. 1723 MRS. CENTI.I\ RE Stolen Heiress v. ^71 Do not
push me from thee . . For I shall die apace, and go before.

I! Apagoge (sepigo'dj5'). [(Jr. awajaiyr/ lead-

ing away, abduction, also used by Aristotle in the

logical sense, f. dn-a-Ytiv to lead off.]

1 1. Logic. The species of syllogism, or syllogistic
reasoning, called ABDUCTION. Obs.

1717 51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Abduction in logic, a kind of
argumentation by the Greeks called Apagoge. 1872 GROTE
Aristotte\. vi. 290 Another variety of ratiocinativc proce-
dure, which he calls Apagoge or Abduction.
2. A demonstration which does not prove a thing

directly, but shows the absurdity or impossibility
of denying it

;
a rcductio ad absurdum.

rt T753 I'l- RKELEY is cited in WORCESTER.
f 3. Math. ' A progress or passage from one pro-

position to another, when the first having been
once demonstrated, is afterwards employed to the

proving of others.' Chambers Cycl.Stipp'i 753. CM.v.

]

Apagogic (sepaerdjik), a. rare. [ad. assume
Gr. *airayaiyiK-6s, f. dTraya-frj see prec. and -!C.

Of or pertaining to apagoge, or reduction to

absurdity.
1671 Phil. Trnas. VI. 2261 The Theorems may be demon-

strated by the Apagogick way, or by reduction adabsjirdn>n.

ApagO'gical, a. [f. prec. + -ALL] or the
nature of apagoge ; by rcductio ad absurdum.
1706 PHILLIPS, Apagngical Demonstrations. 1734 BERKE-

LEY Analyst 25. 41 Why any other anagogicalDemoii-
stration, or Demonstration adabsHrdiun should be admitted.
1860 FLEMING I'oc. Pltihs. s.v. Ostettsivc, A proof. . is in-

direct, or apagogical when it evinces the truth of a thesis

through the falsehood of its opposite, that is, mediately.

ApagO'gically, adv. rare. [f. prec. + -LY-.]
In apagogical manner

; by means of an apagoge.
1877 CAIRO Fhilos. Kant n. xvi. 568 An absolute Antinomy

of reason, demonstrated apagogically on both sides.

Apagogy (oe-pag0.>d,3 i). rare-", [a. Fr. apa-
gogie] Used as another form of AP.UHICK, though,
having the abstract ending -y, it ought strictly to
be : The use or practice of apagogical reasoning.
1847 in CKAIG.

Apaid (ajvi-d), ///. a. arch. Forms : 3-7 a-

payed, 4-7 apaied, apayd, 5 apayede, 5-6 apayde,
5-7 apaide, 5- apaid ; also 4-7 appaied, ap-
payed, 6 appayde, 6-7 appayd, appaid. [f. A-
rAY v. + -ED. Only a poetic archaism since c 1 700.]
1. Satisfied, contented, pleased.
297 R. GLOUC. 117 Mid al lie was wel a payed, c 1374
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CHAUCER Boeth. n. v. 47 With ful lytel ping nature halt hire
appaied. c 1386 FrerefProl.il, I pray that noon of yow
be evel apaya [7'.r. a-paide, apeide, ypayd, payd]. a 1450
Knt. dc la Tour (1868 1 35 Her husbonde was not best apaied
with her for her outegoinge. 1565 GOLDING Oviifs Met. iv.

(1593) 86 The sunne full ill appaid Did with his beames dis-

perse the sand. 1675 T. BROOKS GoU. Key Wks. 1867 V. 189
They call me a devd, but be it so, so long as Christ is mag-
nified, lam well a-payed. 1690 W.WALKER Idiom. Anglo-
Lat. 28 Sufficiently apaid, satisfaction. 1867 C. CAVLEV
transl. Lucretius in Fortn. Rm. Nov. 590 Well-appay'd
(L. flacatiiin] welkin brightens with an even effulgence.

f2. Repaid, requited, rewarded. Ol>s.

1598 VONG Diana, For euery pleasure then, with seuen
folde paine I am now apaide. 1633 P- FLETCHER Pise. Kciogs.
in. xvii, My sick love (ah love full ill apay'dl. 1748 THOM-
SON Cast. Indol. \. Ixvi, Thy toils but ill apaid.

i Apai'll, apayne, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. OFr.

apcinc-r, apaiiif-r, to punish, rcfl. to trouble one-
self, exert oneself, f. a to +pfine pain, trouble : L.

pcrna penalty. Also expanded to AS-PEYN, by
form-nssoc. of pref. a- with K-pref. 2 = OE. an, on.]
re/I. To trouble oneself, exert oneself.

CX3I5SHOHBHAM 146 Wel todonne apauyethueawef^r/wi'tv^
neawe], Ach hym apayneth many a screwe To do amys.

tA-parn(e, advb. phr. Obs. Sc. 4-5. Also
apayn, apane. [a. Fr. a peiite at or in trouble or

difficulty; see prec.]
1. With difficulty ;

with much ado
; hardly, un-

willingly, scarcely.
1375 BAKHOUR Bruce IX. 64 Folk for-outen Capitane, Bot

thai the bettir l>e a-pane, Sail nocht be all so gud in deid.
IHii, 89 ,it sail thai fie a-payn. c 1470 H KNKV Wallace vm.
91 1 The toun to sege thatni thocht it was to lang And nocht
a payn to wyn it be no slycht.
2. Apain of: under penalty or pain of.
c 1470 HENRY H'allace XL 1313, I charge, apayn of loss of

lywe, Nane be so bauld yon tyrand for to schrywe.
Apair, Apale, Apall : see AIT-.

Apaise, apayse, obs. forms of APPEASE.
Apan, obs. form of UPON.

Apanage, appanage (nrpam-d,?). Also 7
apparmage, -ouage, apennage, 7 ,S appennage,
-enage. [a. Fr. apanage (appanage, appennage'), f.

apaner to endow with the means of subsistence,
1'r. apancir:\,. *appaniirc, Otlpanarc (common in

med.L.), f. ad to + pan-is bread : see -AGK. The
Fr. was often spelt appanage in !5-i6th c., and

regularly appennage in 1 7th (Cotgr.) ; whence also
the same forms in Kng., where appanage is still

equally common with apanage]
1. The provision made for the maintenance of the

younger children of kings, princes, etc.
;

it was
originally a province, jurisdiction, or lucrative office,
but the grant has also been made in money. /
apanage : in possession as an apanage.
1602 CAKEW Cormt'nll 77 a, Ilelinus . . had for his appan-

nage (as the French terme it) Locgria, Wales and Cornwall.
1605 CAMDEN Rein. 91 Valoys was but the Appouage. . of
Charles yonger sonne to Philip the second. 1645 HOWELL
/-*//. iv. 18 Monsieur hath for his apennage 100000 Liures.
1728 MORGAN Hist. Algiers II. i. 217 Abdalaziz . . had the
State of Bujeya . . left him in appeunage. 1847 DISRAELI
'i'ancred n. iv. 11871) 70 Bishoprics . . as appanages for the
younger sons of great families. 1867 FREEMAN Xonn. Cona.
118761 I. vi. 452 His son received, as usual, the apanage of
Cumberland.
2. loosely, A specially appropriated possession ;

a
perquisite.
1835 I.YTTON Ricnzi H. iv. 134 Its revenues and its empire

will become the appanage of the hardy soldier. 1862 Lond.
Rev. 26 July 71 The diplomatic service . . must always re-
main the apanage of the wealthy.
3. A territory or property in the dependent con-

dition of an apanage in sense I
; a dependency.

1807 SVD. SMITH Plymley's Lett. Wks. 1859 II. 166/2 Ire-
land . . the most valuable appanage of our empire. 1872
YEATS Groiuth Coiiiin. 187 The period when a ' New World'
was the appanage of a Kuropean peninsula.
4. transf. A specially appointed, and hence, a

natural or necessary, adjunct, accompaniment, en-

dowment, or attribute.

1663 SIR G. MACKENZIE Kelif. Stoic v. (1685) 36 One of the
necessary Appanages of God s Omnipoteucy. 1731 SWIET
To Gay Wks. 1775 IV. I. 168 Had lie thought it fit, That
wealth should be the appennage of wit. 1844 DISRAELI
Caningsky iv. viii. 146 Respect is not theappanageofsuch as I
am. 1875 SWINBURNE Ksf. ft Stud. 249 This fretful and petu-
lant appetite for applause, the projKr apanage of small poets.

Apanaged (u.-panljd), ///. a. \ also appan-.
[f. prec. + -E!> 2

.] Endowed with an apanage.
1858 CARLVLE Frcdk. Gt. (1865) I. n. xiv. 127 Sigismund, if

apanaged with Brandenburg alone . . might have done
tolerably well there. 1875 Klackie's I'of. Lncycl. 203/2 The
descendants of the apanaged princes.

Apanagist (ee-panddjist). rare. Also appan-.
[a. Fr. apanagisle : see prec. and -isr.] The holder
of an apanage.
1834 1'enny Cycl. II. 144/1 Towards the close of the thir-

teenth century the rights of the apanagist were still further
circumscribed.

Apanthropinization (a-pa-njironqiinaizji--

Jan). rare- 1
, [n. of action f. assumed vb. apanUiro-

fiftut; see AP- pref:- and ANTHROPINI.SM.] With-
drawal from preoccupation with what relates to
man.

'

APART.
1880 G. ALLEN in Mind V. 451 The primitive human con-

ception of beauty must . . have been purely anthropinistic . .

All its subsequent history must be that of an apanthropin-
isation .. a gradual regression or concentric widening of
esthetic feeling around this fixed point [man].

^panthropy (septsra^uJfci), rare- , [ad. Gr.

o.-rravOpcvwia, n. of state f. &TravOp(oir-os away from
men, solitary, f a7r(o) away from + avQpwaos man:
cf. mod.Fr. apanthropie^ (See quot.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. -V//., Aj>anthroj>y> in medicine, de-

notes a love of solitude. 1839 HOOPER Mcd. Diet,, AJ>an-
thropy . . A species of melancholy characterised by a dislike
to society. 1847 in CRAIG.

Apar- : see under later spelling APPAR-.

Aparail,aparceive:seeAppAi<EL,AppERCEivE.
Aparairnt. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. OFr. aparatit,
-cnt, Me pays qui depend d'un autre, qui Ini est

soumis, les dependances
1

(Go<lef.) : L. adpdrcnt-em,
pple. of adparc-re> in sense '

to appear as a servant,
wait upon, attend' : see APPEAR.] A dependency.
c 1325 A Hit. P. B. 1007 An erde of erbe fe swettest

As aparaunt to paradis bat plantted J>e dr>3tyn.

tApa'rdon, v. Obs. Sc. Also 6 app-. [f.

PARDON v. : see K-pref. n.] To pardon.
J535 STEWART Cron.Scotl. II. 91 Deir freind, I pray apar-

doun me. 1566 KNOX Hist. Ref. 11846) I. 235 He will apar-
doun thare formar offenses. 1586 JAMES VI in Ellis Orig.
Lett. i. 224 III. 20 Appardon I pray you my free speaking.

II Aparithmesis (repfixiJanfflU). Rhet. [Gr.
aTrapiOfitjais, n. of action f. airapiO^-^iv to count

off.]
* A figure in rhetorick

; enumeration.' Todd.
I7S3CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Aparithmesis,\\\ rhetoric, de-

notes the answer to the protasis or proposition itself. Thus
if the

protasis be appdtandi tcinpus tton erat t the Aparith-
mesis is at tecimi anno plus vixi.

Apart (apaut), adv.
;
also 5 at part. [Fr. a

part, f. a to, part place, side ; though formally
identified with Eng. ])hrases like a-side, a-heait,
the various senses closely follow the Fr.]
1. To one side, aside, to a place removed from

the general body. a. of motion.
< 1380 Sir Fcrttinb. 636 Adrow him apart banne and saide.

1582 N. T. iRhem.^Vrt//. xiv. 13 He retired .. intoadesert
place apart. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. \\\. i. 282 Thy heart isbigge,
get thee a-part and weepe. 1672 DRVDKN Conq. Granada i.

i. i, I saw him ride a-part. 1827 KEHLE Chr. Y. 2nd S. Christm.
ii, Then stole apart to weep and die.

b. of position.
1393 I-ASUL. P. PL C. vn. 384 Two .. preysed be peny-

worthes, apart by hem-selue. 1432 Pastoti Lett. 18. I. 34
Sixjche . . had unto the King at part and in prive. 1528 MORE
Hcrcsyes in. Wks. 1557, 245/1 Our sauiour at tyme taught
his apostles a part. 1611 BiBLB 2 Mace. xiii. 13 ludas being
apart with the Elders. 1712 STEELE A/cf/.No. 498 p 3 When
they were apart, the impostor revealed himself. 1827 KEBLE
Chr. y. 3rd S. Kpiph. ii, As I walk and muse apart.
2. Apart from each other, separately; asunder,

parted. (Also of the parts of a thing.)
1399 LANGI.. Rich. Rcdeless iv. 36 Comliche a clerk than . .

pronouncid be poyntis aparte to hem alle. 1728 NEWTON
Chrnnol. Amend. \. 177 The Spartans lived in villages apart.
1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague n. i. 41 They died three hours

apart. 1829 HOOD E.Aram'w, His hat was off, his vest apart.
3. Separately in consideration

;
as a separate or

distinct object of thought.
1577*87 HARRISON Engl. i. n. xxiv. 356 To deale with some

of these antiquities apart. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \\. ix.

S 3 The inquiry touching human nature entire, asa just por-
tion of knowledge to be handled apart. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess,
Waters II. 54 I,et us view each ingredient apart. 1843 MILL
Logic\\.\\. i This is a case which merits examination apart.
4. Away from others in action or function

; sepa-

rately, independently, individually.
'1400 Test. Love i\i. (R.) Ye han in your bodie diuers mem-

bers . . euerich aparte to his owne doing, 1597 HOOKER Eccl.
Pol. v. (1632* 304 To make those things subsist a-part which
haue the selfe-same generall Nature. 1649 SELDEN Laws
ofEng. i. xvii. 11739) 34 Their power . . was exercised either

collectively, or apart and severally. 1794 SULLIVAN View of
Nat, I. 97 All that they have each of them apart imagined.
1870 BRYANT Homer I. i. 30 When I form designs Apart from
all the gods.
b. In this sense it often acquires by ellipsis of

being, standing, existing, etc., an adjective force
=
Separate. (Cf. Fr. test un honune a part.}

1786 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 34 Qualities and ac-

complishments . . which might form a chapter apart for her.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 331 The London clergy were

always spoken of as a class apart. 1868 MILL Etig. <y Ircl.,
There is no other civilised nation which is so far apart from
Ireland in the character of its history.

ft.Jig. Aside, away from all employment or con-

sideration, as in To set, lay, put apart : to put
away, dismiss. (Fr. mcttre, laisser a part.} arch.

1477 KARL RIVERS (Caxtoni Dictcs i Whiche grace . . hath

compelled me to sette aparte alle ingratitude. 1558 KNOX
Kcgitn. Wont. (18781 20 All shame laid aparte, they . . learned
the feates of warre. 1611 BIBLE James i. 21 Wherefore lay
apart all filthinesse. 1827 KEBLE Chr. V. East. Tues. viii,

Let Pleasure go, put Care apart.

b. In absolute phrases, as 'jesting apart* (Fr.
rail/erie a part} Laid aside, put out of question.
1732 BERKELEY Min. Philos. L 52 But, Authority apart,

what do you say to Experience ? a 1744 POPE Rfil. J. Shore
1 1 But let me die, all raillery apart. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey
i. ix. zo However, jesting apart, get your hat.

6. Away from common use for a special purpose.
To set apart : to separate, devote, consecrate. (Fr.
niettre apart.)



APART.

1604 HIKROM IVks. I. 492 Whom Ood did neuer set a part
to that holy seruice. x6zi I '.IIU.K Ex. xiii. 12 Thou shalt set

apart [COVER I)ALE, sunder out] vntothe Lord all that openeth
the matrix, c 1680 KEYERIDGC $>?///.( 1729) I. 13 If noplaces
were set apart for the worship of God. 1711 ADMBOMj^foc&
No. 10 F 2 Families that set apart an Hour in every Morning
for Tea. 1853 MAURICE Prupli. fy Kings \\. 22 A portion of
the sacrifice was set apart for him.

7. Const. In all senses it may be followed "byfrom.
1617 Janua Ling. 523 Let us be separated a-part from the

company. 1833 Hr. AIAHTINKAU Loom fy Lng. \. v. 87, I see

no crime in KH/,abeth*s taste apart from the means. 1860

TYNOALL^Vrtc. n. 16, 312 What then can the viscous theory
mean apart from the facts? 1862 Ln. BROUGHAM Brit. Const.
xiii. 184 The precise period at which the Commons first sat

apart from the Ixsrds is equally unknown.
*'. From is rarely omitted, leaving apart to act as

a preposition Away from. (Common in Fr.)

1615 CHAPMAN Otfyss. i. 289 Apart this city, in the harbour.

t Apa'rt, v. Obs. [f. prec.]
1. trans. To set aside, put away, remove, separate.
1563 SACKVH.LE Alirr. Mtig. Induct, xiv, When I sawe no

ende that could aparte The deadly dewle. 1594 K. PARSONS
Xe-tt Succession n. ix. 202 That al fansie and fonde opinion
of the vulgar people be aparted,in this matter, from truth and
substance. 1620 SHKLTON Qtti.i'. in. vL I. 157 We may very
well cross the way, and apart ourselves from danger.
2. To depart (from\ to quit. Obs.

1574 HKLLOWKS Cucnara's Epist. 239 To succour their

necessities and to appart their conversations.

tA pa'rt, advh. phr. Obs. or dial. . [A prep.
1 in

+ PART: cf. the earlier A-PAUTY.] In part, partly.
1481 CAXTON /?0fUm/(Arb.) 25 That causeth me a parte

to be bevy in my herte. 1548 ( IKSTI-: Priuee Masse 133 Which
matere is . . not a parte only but throughlie faultie.

Apartly, obs. variant of AI'EKTLY aJv., openly.

Apartment ^apautment). Also 7-8 app- ; 7

appartiment. [a. Fr. appaKfymcnt, ad. med.L.

appartimcntuni) f. appart i re to apportion, f. L. ad
to +parti-re to divide, share.]
1. A portion of a house or building, consisting of

a suite or set of rooms, allotted to the use of a

particular person or party, arch.

1641 EVELYN Man. (1857) I. 14 Our new lodgings . A
Very handsome apartment just over against the Hall-court.
1660 lii.oL'NT Rtiscobel 1^16801 65 Mr. George Clifford who
lived in an appartiment of the house. 1709 Lond. Gnz.

mmmjncccxcv/2 The Great Hall of his
Majesty's Apart-

ment. 1751 CHAMBKU Cycl, s.v., A compleat Apartment
must consist of a hall, a chamber, an antechamber, a closet,
and a cabinet or wardrobe. "1794 GIBBON Antobiogr. 27
My apartment consisted of three elegant and well-furnished

rooms. 1883 Standard 10 May 8/4 To be let, furnished
..a large and handsome Apartment, the residence of an
Knglish family leaving Genoa*
2. A single room of a house

;
the original sense

being expressed by the plur. apartments.
1715 in Land. Gaz. mmmmmcccxxxviii/i Apartments are

fitting up in the . . College . . for Sig. Aldobrandi. 1815
SCOTT Guy M. xvj, I stole softly to the window of my apart-
ment. 1824 MARY MITKOKM Our Village Ser. i. (186318 The
curate's lodgings apartments his landlady would call them.

1879 Miss BHADDOM Vixen III. 186 Her morning-room was
an airy apartment on the first-floor.

f 3. Separate, proper, or special place of abode
;

quarters ; place appropriated to any purpose. Obs.
1681 CHMTHAM Anglers Vade-wec. xli. 6 Fish will . . hide

themselves in their private apartments. 1693 WOODWARD
A <7/. f{ist. Eart/i iv. (1723) 205 No other Place or Apart-
ment in the Globe, etc. 1719 Dii FOE Crusoe 54 When I

came down from my Appartmen t in the Tree.

f 4. A separate division of any enclosure
;

a

compartment. Obs.

i69z Lt iTRELi, BriefRel. II. (1857) 397 In case a bullet

peirce thro' . . and the water come in, it shall come into but
one apartment. 1703 Moxos Alecft. Exerc. 127 What Apart-
ments, or Partitions, to make on your Ground-plot. 1727
I'OI-K, etc. Art Sinking 115 Every drawer shall be sub-di-

vided into cells . . The apartment for peace or war . . may in a
very few days be filled with several arguments perfectly new.

Apartmeiltal (apa:itme*ntal), a. rare. [f.

prec. + -AL-] Of or pertaining to an apartment.
1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. II. 284 To personal would

have succeeded apartmental decoration. 1881 Daily News
8 Nov. 5/1 Dwellings on the 'apartmental' principle.

Apartness (apautnes). [f. APAHT used as adj.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being or standing apart,
either locally or in character.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It. Jrnls. II. 24 A mild, benevo-
lent coldness and apartness. 1879 STOPI:

. BROOKE HIillon
iii. 55 Its tone of apartness from strife was not long the
tone of Milton.

t A-pa'rty, adv. Obs.
;

also 4-5 a partite.

[prop. phr. aparty in part: see Kprcp^ and PAHTY.
Fr. enpartic^\ In part, partly ; opposed to in whole.

1340 HAM POLK Pr. Consc. 3272 Here haf I taldc yliow
aparty, Of sum payns of purgatory. 1388 WYCLIF i Cor.
xiii. o For a parti [1382 of party] we knowun, and a parti we
prophccien. 4' 1420 Palltid. en. Hnsb. XL 278 Swettest wynes
hevy are, The white a partic salt is not to spare.

t Apa'SS, V. Obs. [a. OFr. apasse-rt f. a to +

passer to PASS.] intr.
r rarely trans. To pass on

or by (in space or time).
c 1330 A rtk. <V Mcrl. 2472 This beggar apasseing That dar

so speke to a king, c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \\. \. 46 Whan
|?ei [riches'] ben apassed, nedys bei maken hem pore J:it for-

gon be rychesses, c 1400 Bcryn. 2827 [They] were a-passid
& entrid in-to grete dihpeyr.

tApa'ssed, apast,///- - Obs. [f. prec. + -KD.]
Past by. (Often, like/w/, used as adv. or prep.}

381

ci"$nGttyWarw. 148 Fort .. That Ich am apassed this I

hache. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 539 J>e day wal} al apassed J

date. 6-1380 Sir Fermnb. 2832 Hit is twclmonth and more .

apaste. 6-1450 LONKLICH Grauxx. 125 penyht waswelapast.
i Apa ssioiied, ppl.a. Ofis. rare- 1

,
[f.

OFr.

apassionne or Sp. Q&asion&dO) with ppl. ending -ED.

Cf. APPASSIOKATB, -j>, and IMPASSIONED.] In-

fluenced by passion ; biased, hostile.

1574 HKLLOWES Gite.na.ras }'~.(>tst. (1577) : 57
The base

Countrie people doe holde the words of their Lord for

gospel, and of the officer [of justice] a.-, apassioned.

Apathaton, corruption of cpithcton, EPITHET.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. ii. 14, I spoke it tender Juvenall, |

as a congruent apathaton, appertaining to thy young daies.
]

Apathetic (a.'paj>e-tik), a. [f. APATHY, after
\

I'ATHETIC.] Of, or pertaining to, apathy ;
insen-

sible to suffering or emotion generally; unemo-
tional

; indifferent to what is calculated to move
j

the feelings or excite attention.

1744 HARRIS Happiness iT.) I am not to be apath click,
like a statue. 1861 Sat. Rev. 23 Nov. 539 A sort of apa-
thetic assent. 1863 FAWCKTT Pol. Econ. n. ii. 131 A people
so apathetic to jjam. 1865 THOLLOI-K BeIton Est. .\ii. i jS
He wept himself into an apathetic tranquillity.

Apathe'tical, a. rare.
[f. prec. + -AL.]=- prec,

1834 H. MILLER Scenes $ Leg. vii. (18731 87 The easy
apatlictical indolence of the mere country gentleman,

Apathetically, adv. [f.prec. + -I,Y^.] With-
out emotion

;
with indifference, stolidly.

1831 Crayonsfr. Commons n His tone was apathetically
tame. 1842 EMERSON in Corr. Carlyle^etc. I. 366 Love him
or hate him or apathetically pass by him. 1883 Harper s

Mag, Mar. 563/1 Listening apathetically to the preacher.

Apa'tllic. ? Obs. rare~ l
. fad. Fr. apathiquc \

see APATHY and -ic.] Without sensation.

1836 ToDoQ't'/. Aiuit. cy rhys, I. 107/2 Lamarck proposed
three great divisions, the lowest of which comprehended
the animals regarded by him as apathic or automatic.

Apathist (arpabist), rare.
[f. Gr. aimO-fa (sec

APATHY) + -IST. Cf. mod.Kr. apat/nste^] One
addicted to apathy, one sunk in stolid indifference.

1640 BRATHWAIT Boalater Eect. 216 Stoicall apathists who
are insensible of passion. 1818 COLKKIIK,], Lit. Rein. L 119

Writing in a remote village among apathies and ignorants.

Apathistical (rx-'pajri-stikal ,
a. \0bs. rare~ l

.

[f. prec. + -ICAL.] Of the nature of an apathist ;

unemotional.

1795 W. SKWARD Anfcd. V. -252 (T.) Fontenelle was of a

good-humoured and apathistical disposition.

Apatllize (se'pajteiz), v. rare. [f. Gr. airaO-Tjs

insensible + -I/K.] To render insensible.

1848 SIR T. V. SIMPSON in Lancet July 41 The hand . . in

liquid chloroform is usually somewhat more deeply apalhi/ed
than the other hand . . in the vapour.

A'patliized, ///. a. rare. [f. prec. + -KI>.]

Rendered insensible, sunk in apathy.
1852 EMKRSON in Corr. Carfyle, etc. II. 214, I very well

understand all that you say about 'apathi/ed moods.'

Apathy (arpajri). [a. Fr. apathic, ad. L. apat/iia,
a. Gr. aTrdBtta, n. of state f. diratf^f without feeling,
f. a priv. 4-7ra0- (irdOos) suffering;, passion.]
1. Freedom from, or insensibility to, suffering ;

hence, freedom from, or insensibility to, passion or

feeling ; passionless existence.

1603 HOLLAND Plittn>'c/i's Jlor. 74 They . . do terme those

joies, those promptitudes of the will., by the name of
Eitat/ties

t i.[e.] good affections and not of Apathies, that is

to say, Impassibilities. 1660 STANLMV Hist. Pkilos. (1701)

469/2 He, from his Apathy and the Tranquillity of his life,

had the attribute of fortunate bestow'd on him. 1665 BOVLL;

Occas. Rcfl. ni. x. 1 1675' 214 Because the Passions are (some-

times) Mutinous, to wish an Apathy. 1732 POPE Ess. Man
11.91 In lazyApathy let Stoic's boast Their virtue fix'd. 1847
LMWES Hist. Philos. I. 360 Apathy was considered by the

Stoics as the highest condition of Humanity.
2. Indolence of mind, indifference to what is cal-

culated to move the feelings, or to excite interest

or action.

-71733 NORTH Lives II. 158 He wanted a good general
apathy .. [i.e.] i. as to himself, equanimity; 2. as to all

others, indifference, a. 1764 K. LLOVU Poetry Prof. Wks.

'774 ! 35 Forsake their apathy a while. 1820 LAMB Tw/Vr/^
Symp.) Ess. (1876' HI. 220, 1 am". . a bundle of prejudices . .

the veriest thrall to sympathies, apathies, antipathies. 1855
PRKSCOTT Philip 11^ \. n.vi. 202 A certain apathy or sluggish-
ness in his nature which led him . . to leave events to take

their own course.

3. transf. (of the markets, etc.)

1881 Daily Ntws 17 Jan. 3/3 The piece market shows great
apathy.

Apatite (se*pfcteit), J////. [mod. f. (by Werner

1786) Gr. dirarrj deceit + -1TE
;
in reference to the

diverse and deceiving forms of the mineral.] A
native crystallized phosphate of lime, varying in

colour from white to green, blue, violet, brown ;

transparent, translucent, or opaque.
1803 Ettin. A*<7'. III. 51 It is . . much better to talk . . of

phosphate of lime, than of apatite. 1869 PHILLIPS I'csuv.

x. 284 Apatite . . is found crystallized in ejected blocks and
lava. 1879 RUTLKY Stud. Rflfks x. 146 Under the micro-

scope apatite appears in elongated hexagonal prisms.

t ApaTL'Se, v Obs. rare 1
,

[f.
A- pref. 1 1 +

PAUSE
z/.]

To cause to stop, to stop (any one).

1554 Pmi.roT Exam. $ Writ. 86 With this saying he [IJon-

ner) was apaused.

Apawl, obs. form of APPALL v.

Apay ^apt
7

'-), v. arch. Forms: 3-4 apaie, 4-5

APE.

apaye, apey, 6 appaie, 5-7 appay, apay. [a. OFr.

apay-cr, apai-cr (Pr. apaiar, apagar}, f. late L. *ad-

pacarCj f.adlo, completely +pat~are\.o please, satisfy,

orig. to paeify, f. pac-em peace (cf. APPEASE and

PAY). After 1500 often refashioned as ap-pay\ see

A P- ///]! Since 1700, found only in pa. pple.,

as a poetic archaism : see APAII>.]
1. To satisfy, content, please, arch.
ft 1250 jiff it/. Marg. Ii, I sende him to pe, To turne pine

hcrte ant 'apaie inc. c 1374 CHAUCHK TroyIns v. 1249 She
cl Itswhere hath now hire herte apeyde. a 1440 Sir Dcgrcr.
574 Other ladyes wolde say, My^tne no womnian the apay.

risso Ji.M.K Scl. Wks. (1849) 116 The priest of this house-

hold would be full well apayd both with you and with me.

1603 FI.OKJO Montaigne (1632) 292 To goe about to please
and appay divine goodnessc. 1683 CHALKMILL Thealnnt

$ Cl. 76 Well appaid With what her greedy thoughts had
tasted on. 1870 MORRIS Earth. Par. in. II. 32 Or all i:>

nought . . Or of my tale shall ye be well apaid.

f*
2. To repay, requite. Obs*

1483 CAXTON (/. de la. Tour Fjb, Thenne was the good
man wel apayed by the falsnes of the old . . woman. 1596
SI'KNSKK /'. Q. v. v. 33 Eke with gratefull service me right
well apay. 1603 rLORlo Montaigttt' 11, iv. ( 16321 200 '(he

(Jods .. reward and appay thee. 1631 O_r \KLI-.S Sampson
290 ICre he can appay His wrong with timely vengeance.

Ape T
'p}, sb. Forms; i apa, 2- ape. PL i

apan, 2-4 apen, 3- Apes. [OF,, apa in., ape f-,

cogn. w. L(i. apc t
I)u. aap, O1IG. ajfo in., affe f,

MI Hi. aft; OX. api $\\
r

,apa\ Prob. an adopted
word in OTeut.

;
ef. OJr. apa, \Yc1. cpa; Slav, op-,

in Old lioh. op, Boh. op-cc, Slovak of-ifza.']

1. An animal of the monkey tribe (Simuufyp) ;

before the introduction of 'monkey' (i6th c.), the

generic name, and still l^since i 700 : sometimes so

used poetically or rhetorically, or when their un-

couth resemblance to men and mimicry of human
action is the main idea (due to reaction of the vb.

ape upon the sb. whence it was formed).
n 700 Epinal Gloss. 827 i Sweet O. E. T.} Pkitccns, apa.

< 1000 Sa.r. Lccchtt. I. 366 Wi6 a pan bite oftSe mannes,

smyrc mid fearres geallan. ('1300 A". Alia. 6464 Visage after

mariyn apen : Folke heo buth, ful eovel y-sch:ipen ! L 135
//'///. Pal,-rnc 2-98 Wilde beri^ iS: apes. 1366 MAINUIA.
xxii, 239 Babewynes, ape>, marmesetlus. and othere dyverse
bestes. r 1400 Rtnn, Rose 6839 Make I not wel tumble myn
apes? 1535 Co\LRDALh: Isa. xiii. 21 K*t riches shal dwell

there, and Apes [1611 Satyrc.sJ shal daunse there. 1539
TAVLRM.K Erasni. Pnn'. 39 The fayre^t of Ape-, i^ fowle.

1589 I'i i IKNHAM Eng. Poc&ie lArb.) 211 Prouerbe : An ape
vvilbe an ape, by kinde as they say, Though that ye clad

him all in purple array. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 249 Apes
Witli foreheads villanous low. 1611 COTOR. s.v. l-'enunc,

Kuerie Ape thinkes her puppie the fairest. 1650 H. /J/i-

collini. 5 The Proverb, A guilty conscience is as afraid of a

feather, as an Apes tayl of a whip. 1727 Poi'ii Dnnciad \,

282 I.esM human genius than Gotl gives an ape. 1837 Hohn
//,t)K/M: Prw, ^10 An Ape's an ape ; a varlet's a varlet ;

Though they be clad in silk or scarlet. 1870 MOKKIS Earth,
I\i>-. i. I. 377 Quick-chattering apes, that yet in mockery
Of anxious men wrinkle their ugly brows.

2. spec. A member of the Situiadx, having no

tail nor cheek-pouches ; including the gorilla,

chimpanzee, orang-outan, and gibbons.
1699 TYSON (titled Ourang-Outang sive Homo Sylvestris ;

or the Anatomy of a Pigmy compared with a Monkey, an

Ape, and a Man. 1764 WILLIAMS Diet. Arts s.v., The ape,

properly so called, is without a tail. 1834 Penny Cycl. 11.

144 We say that an ape :s a monkey without a tail, and a

baboon a monkey with a short tail, reserving the term

monkey more particularly for those species which have very
long tails ; and though our early writers u.-.e these three

words indiscriminately . . yet the significations here given
have generally prevailed since the time of Kay, and are now
exclusively adopted. 1859 DARWIN Orig. S^ct. vii. i8r Why
have not apes acquired the intellectual powers of man?

b. To play the ape (referring to the way in which
these animals mimic human form and gestures) :

to imitate, csp. in an inferior or spurious manner, to

counterfeit, mimic the reality.

'579 TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tun. 343/1 He playeth the

Ape, and counterfeteth what Ood hath ordeined for our

satuation. 1648 Pet. Eastern, Ass. 23 Themselves may . .

play the Apes in Pulpits.

3. Hence fig. One who 'plays the ape'; an imita-

tor, a mimic; a. contemptuously or derisively.

1-1230 Ancr. R. 248 And lauhwed be olde ape [the devil]

hide to bismarc. 1561 DAUS /iitl/ingcr on Apoc. (1573) 316
Antichrist, the Apeofour Lord Christ. iS9ftGREHNEin.S*Aaf.
Cent. Pr. 2 Let these Apes imitate

your
admired inventions.

1607 HIKKON U'ks. I. 360 The diuell is Clods ape, and seekcs

lo counterfeit Him almost in euery thing. 1762 H. WALKH.K
I'crtuc's Aitecd. Paint. (17861 IV. 298 Kvery genius has his

apes. 1855 H. ROGERS Ess. II. vii. 332 This spurious liber-

alism, which is but a ridiculous ape of charity.

f b. in a good or neutral sense. Obs.

1594 CARKW Hitartcs Exam. Wits (1616) 51 The wise

and discreet is the Ape of God. 1607 TOPSELL Four-footed
AVrti/s (1673) 10 The Poets iwith their apes, the painters,

limmers, and carvers'. 1611 SHAKS. Cymh. n. ii. 31 Osleepe,
thou Ape of death, lie chill upon her! 1650 ASHMOLE Ar-
can urn led. 3) 201 Philosophy, which is the Ape of Nature,

f4. transf. A fool. God's ape: a natural born fool.

To make any one his ape, to put an ape in his hoodt

to befool or dupe him. Obs.

1330 Arth. $ Merl. 814 Sche nere so inichel ape That
sche hir laid doun to slape At hir dory, c 1386 CMAUCKR
Prfll. 706 He made the person and the peple his Apes, c 1386

Prioresses Prol. 6 The monk put in the marines hood an

ape And in his wyvcs eek, by seint Austyn. 1513 DOUGLAS



APE. APERTION.
.Kncis\\. Prol. 2i ^o-ir trew seruandts [benel silly goddis
apis, 1595 SPEXSEH /'. Q. in. i\. 31 Thus was the ape liy their
faire handling put into Malbeccoes cape. 1611 SHAKS. Cyinb.
iv. ii. 194 lolhty for Apes, and greefe for Boyes. 1741 RICH-
ARittox Pamela, (1824) I. 154 That she should instigate the
titled ape her husband to write to me.

5. Sea Ape: the fish Squalus Vttlpcs, also called

Sea Fox, and Thresher.

1607 TOPSKLL Four-footed Beasts (1673) 375 ^ s tne Lion
recovereth by eating an Ape of the Earth, so is the 1 >olphin
cured by eating an Ape of the Sea. 1769 Pi:SNA NT Brit,
tool. III. 86 Sea-fox, Synon. Ssa-ape. 1861 J. COUCH Brit.
Fishes I. 37 Sea ape = Thrasher.

6. To lead apes in hell: the fancied consequence
of dying an old maid. To say an apes pater-
noster: to chatter with cold.

1579 I'Vi-v Eitphues (Arb.) 87 Rather thoti shouldest leade
a lyfe to thine owne lyking in earthe, than . . leade Apes in

Hell. 1596 SHAKS. TaMt.Skrffto \\. \, 34 She is your treasure
. . I must . . for your loue to her, leade Apes in hell. 1605
Loud, Prodigall* 2 'Tisan old proverb, and you know it well,
That women dying maids lead apes in hell. 1611 COTGR.,
Gre/otter, To shake, tremble .. say an Apes Pater-noster.
l(>53 URQVHART Rabelais \. xi, He would nay the Fox, say
the Apes Paternoster. 1723 MRS. CKNII.IVKR Bold Stroke
ii. i, Poor girl : she must certainly lead Apes, as the saying
is. 1830 GKK. P. THOMPSON fjrvrr. (1842) I. 198 Joining with
other old women, in leading their apes in Tartarus.

t7. as adj. Foolish, silly, adv. Foolishly, sillily.
c 1370 WYCI.IK H'ks. 1 1879' 41 2 Many siche ape resouns ban
men herd ajenus crist. 1509 BAKCI.AV Ship c-f l-'oolcs (1570)
33 Some are ape dronke, full of laughter and of toyes, Some
mery dronke.

8. Comb, and Atfrib., as ape-headed, ape-like, ape-
mind

\ *f ape-bearer, -carrier, one who carried a

monkey about for exhibition, a strolling buffoon ;

fape-fox, ?the opossum; tape-keeper, -ward,
= ape-bearer; tape-leader, an old maid, see 6

;

tape-ware, counterfeit wares.

1647 WARD Simple Cobl. 29 Ape-headed pullets, which in-

vent Antique foole-faii-lcs. 1859 R. BCKTON in Jrnl. R. G. -V.

XXIX. 314 The general aspect in old age .. among the
women, is hideously ape-like. 1859 MILL Lib. 106 Any other

faculty than the apelike one of imitation. 1611 Sn \KS. ll'inf.

T. iv. iii. 101, I know this man well : he hath bene since an
Ape-bearer. .11613 OVKKBI wCharac. O 7 (T.i There is no-

thing in the earth so
pitiful ; no, not an ape-carrier. 1630

)!. JONSON AVrc Inn v. i, Jugglers, and gipsies . . colonies of

beggars, tumblers, ape-carriers. 1594 BtUNDEVIL Exert:, v.

led. 7.) 570 Gesner ca!k-th this Beast an Ape-Fuxe, or a Fox-
Ape. 1600 COHNWALLYES jr. 11.11632) Let Ape-keepers, and
Players catch the eares of their Auditory. 1651 BROMI:
Jen

1

. Cr<r,v it. ('16521 372, I will rather ha/ard my being one
of the Devil's Ape-leaders, then to marry while he is melan-

cholly. 136* I.ANGL. /'. PI. A. vi. 119
'

Xo,' qnab an Ape-
ward 'for nout bat I knowe.' '1230 A tier. R. 248 Ne mei
lie buten scheawe be uor5 sumwhat of his apeware.

Ape ('
TI
p), V.

[f. prec. sb.]
1. To imitate, mimic: a. pretentiously, irration-

ally, or absurdly.
1632 MASSIX<;I-.R City Mad. iv. iv, Why should you ape

The fashiuns of court-ladies ? 1713 Anmsos Cato i. ii, Curse
on the Stripling! how he apes his Sire! 1751 JOHNSON
Ranibl. No. 179 ? 3 When they assume the dignity of know-
ledge, or ape the sprightline^s of wit. 1866 G. MACDONAI.I*
Ann. Quiet Neigkb, x. '1878* 172 That foolish emulation
which makes one class ape another from afar.

b. in a good or neutral sense, rare.

1634 HI-.KIIKRT Tra-\ 15 The women imitate (or ape> the
men. 1662 FULLER H'orfhus (18401 III. 124 Alabaster.,
which apes ivory in the whiteness and smoothness thereof.

1663 SIR G. MACKENZIE Rcltg. Stoic xiii. (16851 119 Art,
which Is man's offspring, doth ape nature. 1835 SIK J. Ross
.\".-//'. Passage*.^. 252 Aping the appearance of the animal.

2. To ape it\ to play the ape, mimic the reality.
,11658 CIKVKI.AND Dcf. Protector 2 What's a Protector?

He's a stately Thing, That Apes it in the Non-age of a
King. 1672 JACOMB Rom. viii. 11868) 304 The devil who
loves to ape it after God. 1683 tr. Erastn. Mar. Encom. 81
One apes it about in the streets, to court popularity.

t Apea'CC," Obs. rare, [var.ofAPPEASE, assimi-

lated to sb. PEACE.] To make at peace, pacify.
1523 LD, BKRNERS /-'raiss. 11842) II. 621 Than I answered

them, smylyng, to apeace them. 1548 HALL Ediv. y (R.)
She would mitigate and apeace his mynde.

t A'peacement. Obs. rare-1
,

[f. prec. + -MENT.
Variant of APPEASEMENT.] Propitiation.
1581 MARBECK nk.of Xotesjoo The head which is gone

before into heauen, in whom is apcacement for our shine-..

A-peak (aprk\ adv. (a.} Naut. Forms : 6 ;

a-pike, 7- a-peek, 8- a-peak. [a. Fr. a pic verti-

cally ;
in naval lang.

'

le bailment est a pic sur son

ancre* vertically over its anchor
;

f. a 'to, at, ac-

cording to' +//V 'vertex, summit': see PEAK, Pi KK.]
1. In a vertical position; vertical, a. 'A ship
drawn directly over the anchor is apeek ; when the

forestayand cable form a line, it is short stay apeek \

when in a line with the main stay, Jong stay apeek.
The anchor is apeek when the cable has been suffi-

ciently hove in to bring the ship over it.* Adm.
Smyth Sailor's U'ord-bk. 1867.
1596 SIR F. VKKK Connn. 30 By reason of my riding with

my Anchor a pike. 1627 SMM it Seaman's Cram. ix. 38 Is

the Anchor a pike, that is, to heaue the Hawse of the ship
right oner the Anchor. 1670 DKYDKN Tempt-st i. i, Come,
Bullies, chear up ! heave lustily. The Anchor's a Peek.

1790 BI-:ATSOM Xav. ty MU. MI-HI. I. 172 The resolution, to

order all their anchors to be heaved a-peak. 1812 MAR.
KrxitwoRTH Mana-wring iii, The anchor a-peak, and the
sails ready for dropping.

1748 SMOLLETT I\. Random 11812' I. 14 He's going, the
land crabs will have him ; his anchor's a-peak.
C.

' Yards apeek : when thev are topped, so as to

resemble St. Andrew's cross; it is done as a token

of mourning, or for convenience.' Adm. Smyth.
1692 in Smith's St'aMian's Gram. xvi. 80 To Ride a /Vtvt,

is when the Yards are so ordered, that they seem to make I

the Figure of St. Andrews Cross.

d. Oars apeak: held vertically.
[1628 LE CfRYS tr.

Rare/ay's Argent's '306 Setting their

Oares on pike.] 1870 Smid. at Home 281 iHurial of Mr.

Peabodyi The
'

Leyden'. . .steamed slowly. . up the harbour, !

followed by the boats, the men with oars apeak.

Apease, -eese, obs. forms of APPEASE.

Apece, -cy : see A B C.

Aped (<
TIpt\///. a.

[f.
APE v. + -ED.] Imitated

;
j

counterfeit.

aijii KI:N HymnotJu-p Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 37 Himself
he in ap'd Regal Robe attires.

Apedom (*
7I'pdam\ rare. [f. APE sb. -f -DOM.]

The estate or state of apes.
1853 I>K QLINXKY li'ks. XIV. ii. 85 [They! had not yet

emerged from this early condition of apedotn.

Apehood (
7i
'phud). [f. APE sb. + -HOOD.] The

condition or nature of an ape.
1825 R. AYTOX Ess, <y Sk. Char. 89 A handful of nuts

brought out, in a moment fdiscoversl the inalienable ape-
hood of the monkey-players. 1830 CAKI.YI.K Chartism iv.

11858)18 He too may be ignorant ; but he has not sunk from
decent manhood to squalid apehood.

Apeire, var. APPAIK v. 0/>s., to impair.
Apel- : see later sp. under APPEL-.

Apel, obs. form of APPLE.

Apeling /i-plirj). rare. [f. APE sb. + -LING.]
A diminutive or young ape.
1861 Cm,. WISKMAN A'i-jr. 11865)27 Probably a gorilla point*

out man to his apelings as a very degenerate specimen of
his descendants.

Apelles r

v ape'l/Y). The name of a distinguished
(Jreek painter in the time of Alexander the Great

;

sometimes used connotatively for a master artist.

f 1630 PKVMM, or HAWTM. ll'ks. 1711,2/1 Gold-smith of all

the stars, with silver bright Who moon enamels, Apelles of
the flow'rs. 1711 SHAMKSH. Charac.d'jyi) 1.227 Tnat none
besides . . an Apelles shou'd draw their picture.

t Apeltrchier, v. Ol>s. we- 1
, [a. OFr. ape-

1685 BOYI.F. Free F.nq. 381 Its [a key's! Power of opening
a Door (which, perhaps, some School-Men would call its

aperitive Faculty).
2. Med. Tending to open the bowels

; aperient.
1582 HKSTKR Phiorav. Seer. \. xvi. 16 Warme and drie and

aperatiue. 1603 FLORIO Mimtai'gne u. xxxvii. (1632* 434
Aperitive things are good for a man thats troubled with the
coll ike. 1853 SOVER 1'antroph. 167 Smallage is diuretic and
aperitive.

B. sb. [sc. medicine, article of diet.]
1671 SALMON* Syn. Med. in. xvu 361 Apperitives . . open the

mouths of the vessels. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver in. vi, 216 Ad-
minister to each of them aperitives. 1841 Cliamb. Jrnl, X.
260 The other physicians . .all insisted on the use of the

strongest aperitives.

Apern, obs. form of APRON.
A per se, apersee : see A (the letter) IV.

Apert (apaut), a. and adv. arch. Also 4-6 ap-

Fert, andaphet. PERT. [a.Ofr.apert'.^.apert-itm
open, pa. pple. of aperi-re to open: see APERIENT.
In OFr. the word was to some extent confused with

aspert = espert : L. experhts,
'

expert,' which seems
to have affected some of the senses.]
A. adj.

1. Open, manifest, public, plain, unconcealed.

(Opposed to privy.} arch, since e 1700.
1330 R. HKLXNK Chron. 29 Gaf Saynt Cutbert Londes &

libe>, with chartir aperte. 1395 PURVKV Remonstr. 11851) 8

Glotonie, lecherie, and othere synnis prevy or apert. < 1400
Kf>m. Rose 6153 Religiouse folk ben fulle covert; Seculer
folk ben more appert. 1483 CAXTON G. dc la Tour D ij b,

Appert or knowen myracles. 1600 HOLLAND /./ryxxiv. xxv,
In vaine he had attempted to be king by apert and open
force \f>nlam atqite apcrtc\. 1681 (ii.ANvn.L Saditctsmns
i. *ed. 21 99 The apert confession of the Nullibists. 1849
S. MAITI.ASD Ess. 392 Gardiner got many 'nips,' both

'privy
1

and apert, for his share in the book. 1879 WARD
Chanccr \, 41 Our national life in this period .. in its

'apert,' if not m its 'privy' sides .. lacks the seriousness

belonging to men and to generations.

fb.
'

Open
'

in sound, Obs.
1668 WII.KINS Rfal Char. in. xi. (R.) They [vowels] are

therefore sliled apert or open letters.

f 2. Manifest to the understanding, plain, evident.

1340 Aycnfr, 203 Yef be wordes byeb uoule . . bet is apert
tokne bet be uoulhede . . bycbine be herte. 1589 PUTTENHAM
Eng. Poesie 238 Which had bene the directer speech and
more apert. 1674 HICKMAN Hist. Qninqitart. 7 There are

in Ziunglius . . most apert sentences from which it is gathered
that God is the Author of sin*

'"'/"''*;
"l'"{llic'>

,

d - Fr - f
f!"

c

fi
r

' f " :
~L ef t 3. Straightforward, direct ; brisk, bold. (With

t + */,-/,Ar - Tr. pducar, It. /,/,-,, accord- I

tatayle^ cf
.

Qpcn battle _,
) Q _

c 1300 A". Alis. 2450 Ther ros batayle aperte ; Ten hundrid
weoren to dethe y-dight. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce x. 73 Thai
..full manfully Grete and apert defens can ma. '1425
WYNTOUN Cron. \\\\. .\\.\iii. 113 Wyth be Wachis sturdily
Made ane apert and stout melle.

t4. Distinguished, clever, ready, expeit Obs.
a 1330 Sire Degarre 95 Ther nas non in al the Kynges

londe, More apert man than was he. 1483 CAM ON Gold.

Leg. 276/2 Sharp in assoyllyng questyons, ryght appert in

confundyng heretykes.

f5. Outspoken, forward in manner, bold, insolent.

^Survives in the aphetized PERT.) Obs.

ing to r>iez, deriv. vb. f. L. pthlre to pull out hairs,

f. pi Ius hair: cf. PLUSH.] To pick faults, to carp.
1340 Ayenfr. 253 N'a^t uor to apeluchier, ne zeche kendelich

scele, huer he non ne hep.

Apen- : see later si>ellin{j APPEX-.

Apen, apenion, obs. ff. OPEN, OPINION-.

Ape'nt, var. form of APPEND v 1. Obs. To pertain.
a 1400 Chester PI. \ 1847' 131 Our Lorde will us lere whereto

it [the star in the East] will apente. Ibid. 189 Yf you wiste

wherto it would apente. 1470 HARDING Chron. xxvi, To
you, my lorde of Vorke, this dooeth appent.

Apepsy tape'psi). Med. [ad. mod.L. apepsia
(often used instead), a. Gr. aweifiia indigestion, f. d

priv. +TTwr-ftv to digest. Cf. mod.Fr. apepsie.]
I^ick of digestive power.
1678 PHILLIPS, A/>cpsu\ incoction, crudity of the stomach.

1751 CHAMBERS Cyci. t Apcf>sy^ a/n'f>sia. 1801 K. DARWIN*
Zoon. III. 202 Violent apep^y, as in low fever*., and total

want of dige.stion. 1876 HAKIHOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 123
The condition known as aj>ep*ia.

Aper-: see later spelling APPEU-.

Aper (t
7i
'p^j\ rare~ .

[f.
APE v. + -ER 1

.] One
who apes ; 'a ridiculous imitator or mimick.* J.

AperCTL papers/if-). [Fr., pa. jiple. tfapercevoir
to perceive.] A summary exposition, a conspectus.
1882 St. James's Gaz. 15 Feb., Who could read Mr. Green's

book without finding in it much new knowledge and many
luminous apercus. 1882 rail Mall G. 18 Nov. 21 Demon-
strations or aperrus of considerable scientific value.

t Ape're, 7-. Obs. [a. OFr. apere, apairet pres.

sing, of aparie-r to make equal or similar, to liken

: late L. *<7</-, ap-paria-rc^ f. ad to 4-par-em equal.
Cf. APPARIATE.] intr. (for re/I.} To be equal.
11440 I.ONKLICH Graal\\. 37 Thanne seide the peple . .

that he to god aperede.

Aperient (api-''rient\ a. and sb. [ad. L ape-

ricnt-efii, pr. pplc. of aperi-rc (orig. aperl-re] to

open, f a = ab off, away + //-( i}-?rc to get; cf.

Kng. nndo^\ A. adj. Oj>ening the bowels
;
laxa-

tive. B. sb. [sc. medicine, article of diet.]
1626 HACON Sy/va 961 (J.) They IJG of three intentions :

refrigerant, corrolx>rati\e, and aperient. 1674 GRKW Anat.
Plants iii. 1 1682) 257 Agrimony an Aperient. 1765 TLCKKR
/,/. .\'(tf. II. 234 Air, exercise, proper regimen of diet, and
aperients may relieve them. 1872 HAKKR AV/f Trib. \. 6 A
Mnall piece . . renders the draught a strong aperient.

Aperispermic (;ipe.risj)n-jinik), a. Bot.
[f.

A-

pref. \.\ ]>riv. + PEKlspEKMir ] Having no albu-

men round the embryo of the seed; non-albuminous.

1878 MASIKRS /feiifrey's Bot. 302 Aperispermic seeds.

Aperitive tape*ntiv\ a. Also 7 apperitive,
6-8 aperative. [variant of APEHTIVE, after mod.Fr.

aperitif, -/zv?, older Fr. aperti'f, med.I>. apcrltvns
and apei'itivust It. apertivo and apcri/ivo.']

A. a<(/. fl. Tending to open. Obs. rare.

1330 R. HRUNNI; Chron. 289 Modred a fole aperte was slayn
[for] licherie. c 1394 P. PI. Crcde 541 Wib proude wordes

apert bat passeth nis rule, a 1400 .Sir Perc. 68 1 Come I to

the, appert fole, I salle caste the in the pole. 1483 CAXTON
G. dn la Tour B ij, She was aperte, for she praid me two or
thre tymes that I shold not leue. z688 I 'ox Cleripro Regc
3 Another stroak of his Rhetorick . . to the same purpose, but

only with a more apert and forward explanation.

f 6. In apert (OFr. en apert} : openly, in public
Into apert: to public view. Obs.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xix. 217 Mony a knycht and ek lady
Max in apert richt euill cher. i^8a WVCLIK Mark

iy.
22

Nether ony thing is preuy, the whiche shal not come in to

apert [1388 opyn}. 1393 GOWKR Conf. I. 182 Alle tho, that

hadden be Or in appert or in prive Of coun.-eil to themariage.
1496 Dives ff Paup. tW. de W. 1 1. Ixii. 105/1 Two maner of
dedes . oone pryuely and an other in aperte or openly.

t B. attv. Openly, manifestly, plainly, publicly.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 6355 J*is meracle sagh bai all aperte.

c 1400 ApoL Loll. 78 Oueral gob symonie priualy or apert.
r 1450 M>RC 1448 Tell h^'t owte now a-pert. 1556 ABP.
PARKFR Ps. cxix. 131 Rayse up my mouth I did apert.

t Aperte. Obs. rare 1
, [a. OFr. aperte mili-

tary skill, f. apert expert : see prec.] The public
manifestation of skill

; display of prowess.
1470 HARDINO Chron. cxc viii, Consyderyng well his knightly

aperte.

t Aperteme'nt, adv. Obs. [a. OFr. apertement

openly: see At'EHT.] Openly, publicly; manifestly.
i '1320 Cast. Lone 781 Hi-leeue i* apertement Of alle vertues

foundement. a iqao Leg. Jtwttd&ji) 182 To hem bow seyd-
>t apertment {"'. r. a-pertement]

' Ne wepe ^e not.'

t Ape'rtion. Obs. [ad. L. apertion-emt n. of

action f. aperire to open : see APERIENT.]
1. The action ot opening.
1615 CROOK K Body of Man 379 Anastomosis or inoculation

or apertion and opening of two vessels one into another. 1743
tr. Heistcrs Snrg. 353 The Apertion of an Artery with a

sharp Instrument.

2. An opening, an aperture.
1599 A. M. Gabelhoucr's Rk. Physic 12/1 Make a little

apertion in the one end of the Egg e, and let the water runne
therout. 1614 WOT TON A rchit. in AV//V/. (1672, 17 Apertions,
under which term I do comprehend Doors, windows .. or

other Conducts. 1684 tr. Bouefs Men. Ccmpit. t. 4 You

may make the apertion as long and deep as the malady and

your curiosity require.
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3. Openness (in sound). Cf. APKBT i b. rare.
1668 WILKINS Real Char, I. iv. 5. 17 The Vowels ought

tu haue something answerable in their Character unto the

several kinds of Apertion which they haue. in their KMHMJL

Apertive (apoutiv), a. ? Obs. [a. l"r. apertift
-we : late L. apertiv-tts, f. apert- ppl. stem of

aperire to open : see -IVE.]

f 1. Open, manifest. (So in Fr.) Obs. rare.

1681 BI.OUNT Glossogr.i Apertive . . clear and manifest.

2. = APKBIKNT.
1605 TIM MK Cjuersit.\u. 181 Take of the rootes of eryngium

..and of the tiue rootes aperlive. 1713 /, ond. $ Countr.

Rrciv. I. (1742)42 Hops, being endowed w.th discutient aper-
tive {Dualities.

Ape'rtly, atfo. W/>s. Forms: ^apertelyche,
4 -lyke, apeartlye, 4-5 apertelich(e, -teli, -tli,

appert(e)ly, 4-6 apertely(e, 5-6 -art
ve}ly, 6

apartlie, 4-8 apertly. [f. APERT a. + -LY-.]
1. Openly to the senses, publicly, plainly; without

secrecy or concealment. (Opposed to privily.}
1297 R. GLOUC. 375 Me myjte bere . . Tresour aboute

obtr god oueral apertelyche. a 1450 l\nt. de In Tour
46 As he shewed unto this good lady apertely. c 1450
^Merlin iv. 76 He had tie aperteliche the semblaunce of the

Duke. 1577 HOUNSHKIJ Chron. I. 73/1 Going about manic

things both priuilie and apertlie. 1603 KNOI.LKS Hist. Turks
11621) 123 Giving aid both apertly and covertly unto the

weaker, a 1734 NORTH Exanien i. iii. 7 131 So long as no

positive Charge is apertly made to the Prejudice of any one.

2. Manifestly >^to the understanding), clearly, evi-

dently, plainly.
^1315 SHOREHAM 96 That other heste apertelyche Schewed

mannes defaute. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. H. in. 256 It is a per-
mutacioun apertly, a peny-worth for an othre. 1481 CAXTON
Jfyrr. I. v. 27 Otherwise may not be knowen appertly the

certayn ne the incertayn. 1381 MAKBECK Bk. of Xotes 410
1'aule spake stmplie and apertlie. 1680 H. MORT-: Afocal.
Apoc. 285 There is apertly mention made of the sixth and
seventh Trumpet.
3. Straightforwardly, boldly; with distinction.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce x. 315 This gud Erll nocht-for-thi

The Sege tuk full apertly. Ibid. xiv. 77 The Scottis men in

that fechting Swa apertly and weille thame bar.

Ape'rtiiess. arch. [f. APEBT a. + -NESS.]
1. The quality of being apert ; openness; frankness.

1618 M. HARKT 'Horsemanship i. 52 It will be very decerne-

able to the spectators ;
which apertnesse is nothing com-

mendable in a Horseman. 1655 Let, in Hartlib. Re/. Cotn~

inonw. Bees 33, I . . did conceive my apertnesse a candid

Testimony of my Intentions. aiBij D'!SRAELI Cur. Lit,

482 This has arisen from a want of what Ashmole calls
'

apertness.'

^2. Plainness of speech; freedom of utterance.

1604 WRIGHT Passions of Mind \. 4. 192 The reasons . .

require great perspicuitie and apertnesse in deliuerie. 1669
HOLDER Klein. Speech (J.) The freedom or apertness and
vigour of pronouncing,

Apertometer (pait*miftai). [f. L. apert-us

Open + -(o)-lLETBR.] An appliance attached to a

microscope for determining the angular aperture of

object-glasses.
1880 Nature XXI. 433 Some remarks on the apertometer.

1881 Athcnxuin 26 Nov. 707/3 An Abbe apertometer of dense

glass for measuring apertures up to 1-50 N.A.

Apertural (i,p9uttttiU\ a.
[f.

I- apertftra

+ -AL 1
.]

Of the nature of, or pertaining to, an

aperture.
1854 WOODWARD Mollmca (1856) 118 Mangelia . . apertural

slit at the suture.

Aperture (se*pottiiu), [ad.L.ajfcrftvnz, i. apert
-

ppl. stem otapcrire to open : see -UIIE.]

f 1. The process of opening. Obs.

1669 HOLDER Elan. etc& fj.) From an appulse to an

aperture, is easier than from one appulse to another. 1686

GOAD Celest. Bod. i, vi, 21 The aperture and explication of
the willing Flower. 1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 170 His
Hrother . . desired an Eminent Surgeon . . to open him ; but
as the Aperture was to be perform'd gratis, he put it off.

1 2. The opening up of what is involved, intricate,

restricted. Obs. rare.

1649 JKR. TAYLOR Cf. Exemp. Add. v. 4 The apertures
and permissions of marriage have such restraints of modesty
and prudence, that, etc. 1660 Worthy Ci>i>tiiin.\i\\.rot\.

8 The aperture and dissolution of distinctions.

3. An opening, an open space between portions of

solid matter; a gap, cleft, chasm, or hole; the

mouth of the shell of a mollusc.

1665 GLANVILL Seeps, Sci. vi. 26 If memory be made by the

easy motion of the Spirits through the open passages, images,
without doubt, pass through the same apertures, 1696
WHXBTOH Th. Earth iv. (1722) 409 So much Water was run
down . . as the Apertures could receive. 1794 SULLIVAN View
Nat. II. 88 The internal structure . . may be compared to a

spunge, though the apertures cannot in general be perceived.
1856 WOODWARD Fossil S/ielh 44 The thickening and con-

traction of the aperture in the univalves.

4. Opt. The space through which light passes in

any optical instrument (though there is no material

opening! Also attrib.

1664 Phil. Trans. I. 19, I saw . . with one Aperture of my
glass more than 40 or 50. 1751 CHAMBKKS Cycl. s. v., The
focal distances of the eye-glasses are to be proportional to
the Apertures. 1879 I.OCKYKR Eletn. Astron. vi. 218 The
aperture of the object-glass, that is to say, Its diameter.

1879 H. GRUBB in Proc. R. DnbL Soc. 181 That roundness
and relief that is admired so much in photographs taken with

large aperture lenses.

5. * In some Writers of Geometry, the Inclina-

tion, or Leaning of one Right-line towards another,

which meet in a point and make an Angle.' Phil-

lips 1706. So in CHAMBERS 1751, HL'TTOX 1796.

Apery iV^pari). [f.
APE st>. + -in, or APKK -4- -Y.

In sense treated partly like inockcr-y, partly like

fuic-ry, partly like rook-cry^\

1. The practice of an aper ; aping ; pretentious or

silly mimicry.
1616 HAYWAKU Sanct, Troubled Sonic n. 6 116201 133 An

outward Apery of Religion. ('1700 Gentian. Instr. (1732!

152 Hate . . Hypocrisy as Poison, and a base Complaisance
as nicer Apery. 1844 MAK<;. FULLER Woman in \gtli C.

(1862(145 Women, dressed .. in apery, or as it looked, in

mockery of European fashions.

2. concr. A pretentious imitation, rare.
iSiz COLMAJJ Tivo Parsons xxxiv, His rooms were crowded

with Ktruscan aperies.

3. A silly or apish action or performance.
1851 CARLYLE Sterling in. iii. (18721 195 The . . sickly super-

stitious aperies and impostures of the time. 1858 Fredk.
Gt. I. in. xx. 265 A young Frhzchen's cradle, who. .will speak
and do aperies one day.
4. A collection or colony of apes. rare.
1862 KINCSLKV Water Bab. in Mann. Mag. Nov. 8 More

apish than al! the apes of all aperies.

Apese, obs. form of APPEASE v.

t A'pess. Obs.
[f.

APE + -ESS
;
the OE. distinc-

tion, apa m., ape f., being lost.] A she-ape.
1623 J. WOUROKPHE Marrc-v Fr. 'I ~ong. 11625)256 The Ape

loues his Ape.sse, and sweares she is the fairest of all beasts.

Apet- : see later spelling APPET-.

Apetaloid (jipe'taloid), a. Bot. [f.
as next +

-
ID.] Of apetalous form.

1870 BEXTLEY Hot. 222 When there is but one whorl of
floral envelopes . . the flower is then termed apetaloid.

Apetalous Jipe'taUs), a. Bot. [f.
mod.L. ape-

tal--ns (a. Gr. dirlroX-os, leafless, f. d priv. + TreVaA-

ov leaf) + -OILS.] \Yithout petals.

1706 PHILLII'S, Apetalous flowers or plants are such as want
the fine colour'd Leaves of Flowers, which they call Petals.

1749 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XI,VI. 53 Trees and Shrubs

having apetalous Flowers. 1870 HOOKER Stud. J-lora 44
[Sweet Violet has] apetalous autumnal (lowers, chiefly fertile.

Ape'talousiiess. rare- , [f. prec. + -NESS.]
The quality or state of being apetalous.
1731 in BAILEY.

Apex ^7l
'peks). Pl.apices((

T i
i

pis/~z,cc'p-Xapexes.

[a. L. apex peak, tip, the small rod at the top of the

flamen's cap, perh. f. ap- to fit to ('cf. rtwV.v,

f. vcrtifre to turn); whence, the tip of anything.]
1. {As in Latin?) rare.

1603 K JONSON James I.'s Entcrt. Wks. 1838, 532 Upon
his head a hat of delicate wool, whose top ended in a cone,
and was thence called apex. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .Vw//,,
The Apex is described as a stitched cap in form of a helmet,
with the addition of a little stick fixed on the top. 1820
MAIR Tyro's Diet. 7 Afn'catits, wearing an apex, tufted

2. The tip of anything, the top or peak of a

mountain, pyramid, or spire ; the pointed end of

anything pyramidal or spiral, as a shell or leaf.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug., City of God 77 Apex, is any thing
. . added to the toppe, or highest part of a thing. 1637 H EY-

WOOD Royal Ship 2 In the very Apex and top thereof [Mt,
Ararat], there isstill to be discerned a blacke shadow. 1727 DK
FOE, etc. TourGt. Brit, (17691 III. 319 The Precipices were

surprisingly variegated with Apices, Prominences, etc. 1848
MRS. JAMESON -SYirr. $ Leg. Art \i&y& 108 In the apex of the

dome, is seen the Celestial Dove. 1853 C. BRONTE Villt'ttf

xxix. 118761 325 It formed the apex to a blooming pyramid.
1866 R. TATE Brit. Mollmks iii. 56 The shells . . have their

apices eroded. 1864 T. MOORE Brit. Ferns m The apices
of the fronds. 1873 H. SI-ENCER Social, iii. 49 Crystals . .

modified by truncations of angles and apices. 1881 RAYMOND
Alining Gloss., Apcx^ in the U.S. Revenue Statutes, the

end or edge of a vein nearest the surface.

3. Gcom. The vertex of a triangle or cone.

1678 PHILLIPS, Apex> principally in a Geometrical signifi-

cation, the top of a Conical figure, which ends and sharpens
into a point. 1869 RAWLJNSQN *4w. Hist. 56 Memphis, not

much above the apex of the Delta. 1879 Casst'll s Techn.

Ednc. 1. 68 The apex of this triangle.

4.y?. (Cf. actnc, climax.}

1641 R. BROOKE Nat. Eng. Episc. 21 Now . . I am neere

the Apex of this question. (71643 W. CARTWRIGHT ToC'ie&s

Cartite, You who have gained the apex of your kind. 1868

M. PATTISON Acndem. Org. 5. 124 Commencing with the

rudiments of grammar and terminating in the apex of the

Doctorate. 1883 A. BLAKE in Harper's Mag. 902/1 They
have attained the apex of the comic.

5. The highest or culminating point of time.

rare.

1677 HALE Prim. Orlg. Man. 292 In the beginning, the
first Apex of Time which began with the lleing of Matter.

1864 HKAVYSF.GK Shaks. Ti-rccnt. Ode 2 The apex of the

years, The period's culmination.

6. Bot. t&" An early name for the ANTHER or

summit of the stamen (o/>s.). b. The tip of a young
plant-shoot, 'the growing point.'

1691 RAY Creation i. (1777) 104 The masculine or prolific

seed contained in the chines or apices of the stamina. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., On the tops of the stamina or chives,

grow those little capsuhe or knobs, called Apices. 1862

1 )ARWIX Orc/titts vi. 251 Tim apex consists of a thin flattened

filament. [See also under ANTHER.]

||
7. A horn or projecting point on a Hebrew

letter. (So Vulg. translates tctpaia Matt. v. 18
;

Eng. 'tittle.')
a 1646 J. GREGORY Posthutna 193 There being no differ-

ence between ghnel PJ and nun \^\ but a small apex or ex-

crescence.

f 8. Hence fig. A tittle, a jot ;
the least portion

of anything written or said. Ol>s.

1635 JACKSON Creed vm. xxvii. Wks. VIII. 113 The words
. . answer punctually and identically to every apex or tittle

of St. Matthew's quotation. 1661 Origvtis Opin. in J'/urui.r

1721 I. 77 To establish the Sense and Interpretation , . upon
Tittles and Apices. 16808. MATHER Iren. 8 Kvery Ape.v of

truth is precious, the least Jota thereof is not to be despised.

9. Comb., as apex-beat, the impulse of the con-

traction of the heart.

1877 ROBERTS Ha>utt>k. MeJ, 1 1. 7 In health the apex-beat
is usually felt in the 5th left interspace.

Apexed (<" v*ksO, ///. a. [f. prec. + -Ki>.]

Having an apex, pointed.
1869 BIKGH in Eng. Mfch. 9 Apr. 51/2 Two apexed angle-;.

Apll-, repr. Or. d</>', phonetic variant of diru 'olt.

away from/ used before an aspirated vowel.

Aplueresis ^afi-T/sis). Also aphe-. [a. L.

ap/iwresis, a. Gr. d<f>aip(fft$ a taking away, n. ot

action f. dfyatpt-ftv, f. d</>'
= drro oft, away 4 alpi-fiv

to take, snatch. The Latin grammarians gave it

the transf. sense.]
1. Gram. The taking away or suppression of a

letter or syllable at the beginning ol a word.
1611 COTCH., Aj>haire$f> the figure Aphajresis. 1789 MRS.

PIOZZI Fr. ff It. II. 24 The figure apha;risis [will] alter the

appellation entirely. i846THKGELi,i-:s tr. Gesenins Hcb. Lr.v.

2/2 In Hebrew, N without a vowel is very often rejected from
the beginning of a word by aphaeresis, 1864 WEBST KK Aphu'-
resis, Apht-resis.

f 2. Mcd. Obs.

1753 CHAM HERS Cycl. .$>///., Afihvrt'sis in medicine denotes
a necessary taking away or removal of something that is

noxious. In surgery, an operation whereby something super-
fluous is taken away. 1880 Sytf. Sot. Le.v., .-///Ar/r-v/V,

formerly used for large and injurious extraction of blood.

Aphgeretic (ivf/re
-

tik), a. rare. [ad. Gr. dc/>cu-

ptritc-os : see prec.] Of the nature of apha'resis.

Apha-nesite. Min. [badly formed on Gr.

d</'f 7)$ non-apparent + -ITE.] A synonym of the

mineral called by Dana CLINOCLASITE.

li Aplianiptera (a-fani-pteraS sl>. //. Zoo!.

[mod.L., f. Gr. d</>a^-;';y unseen + -itrtpos winged, f.

TiTfpuv wing.] A small order of insects, in which

the wings exist only as rudimentary scales

1835 KIKBY Hal'. $ Jnsf. Aniin. II. xx. 317 The Apbanip-
tera IKlea, C'higoc] are apterous and parasitic.

Aphanipterous (aei&nrpterss^ a. Zoo/, [f.

prec. + -ors.] Of or pertaining to \\\z Afhaulf{era.

Apliailistic (ivfani-stik\ a. rarc~. [ad. Gr.

d</>ai'((TTi-u?, f. fA<bo,vi~*tv to make invisible, f.

d</jaf-77?: see next.] Indistinct, not manifest.

Aphanite, -yte (n."fanait). *!//;/. [mod. f. (by

Ilau'y) Gr. u^ai'-^s unmanifest -f -ITE.] A com-

pact dark-coloured hornblende rock, so uniform

in texture that it shows no distinct grains (whence
its name 1

, and breaks with a smooth Hint-like frac-

ture
;
al>o called Corneine.

1862 DAXA Man. Gtol. 79 Aphanite consists mainly of horn-

blende with some feldspar.. It has been called hornrock.

1883 N. Joi.v ^lan bef. Metals i.vii. 167 They contain weapon-;
of unpolished aphanite, a species of greenstone.

Aphaiiitic (sef^nrtik), a. Alin. [f. prec. +-ic.]
Of the nature of or containing aphanite.
1862 DANA Man. Geol. 79 An aphanitic slate.

Aplianozyg'Oiis (oefSnp'zigas), a. Anthrop.
[mod. f. Gr. o.tya.v-i}'* unmanifest + vy-6v (for f\-y-

ojf^a cheekbone) + -ous
] Having the cheek-bones

invisible when the skull is viewed from above.

1871 DA\\-KiNsOi7v Hunt. vi. 207 They are dolicho-cephalic,

quite orthognathous, and wholly aphanozygous.

II Aphasia (af^'zia). Path. [mod.L., a. Gr.

atyaata, n. of quality f. dtparos speechless, f. d priv.

+ <pa-vat to speak (cf, </>d<r-is speech).] Loss of

the faculty of speech, as a result of cerebralaffection.

1867 Chanib. Jrni. xxxvin. 85 A musician, the subject of

aphasia . . who had lost the ability to read and write as well

as to speak. 1878 A. HAMILTON AVrr-. Dis. 72 Embarrass-
ment of speech may vary from simple awkwardness of articu-

lation to decided aphasia.

Apliasiac (af^'zicek). rare 1
, [f. prec + -AC

;

cf. mania-c^\ One suffering from aphasia.
1868 OGLE in Lancet 21 Mar. 370/2 The testamentary

capacity . . of aphasiacs without apoplexy or paralysis.

Apliasic (.afce-zik), a. and sl>. [f.
APHASIA + -ic.]

A. adj. Suffering from aphasia, having lost the

power of speech.
\9fajChamb. Jrnl. xxxvm. 86 Most aphasjc patients answer

very well by signs. 1880 HASTIAN Brain xxix. 649 He had

regained the power of speaking to a considerable extent, and
now. . he had become Amnesic rather than Aphasic.

B. sb. = APHASIAC (which is more analogical).

1867 Chtunb. Jrnl. xxxvm. 85 We must . . turn our atten-

tion to the writing of aphasics. 1869 HUNT in Sng. Mech.

7 May 147/1, I call him an aphasic in whom the signs of

thought cannot manifest themselves.

Aplielian (af/"lian\ a. Astr. rare- 1
, [f.

next +

-AK.] Of or pertaining to the aphelion; farthest

from the sun.

1738 MACIIIS in Phil. Traus.X'L. 221 Putting the Aphelian
Distance . . instead of the Perihelian Distance.

Aphelion (afHi^n). Astr. PI. aphelia. [Gra?-

cized form of uiod.L. aphelium9
f. Gr. d^'

= diro off,



APHELIOTROPIC.

from + ij^tos sun ; formed, by Kepler, after the

apogfcitm, diruyaioy, of the 1'tolemaic astronomy
(see Prodr. dissert. cosmographicaruHij 1596, and

Epitome astronom. Copernic. 1618). Aphelium
was also the earlier form in Kng.; cf. PAKHKLJON,
Gr. irapr}\ioi'. Fr. has ap/u'Iic, like apogee.]
1. That point of a planet's or comet's orbit at

which it is farthest from the sun.

1656 tr. I/t>M>es's Eleui. I'/iilos.^i^y)}^^ Theapogaeum of
the sun or the aphelium of the earth ought to be about the
28th degree of Cancer. 1676 HALLEY in Rigaud Corr. .SV/.

Men I. 237 The Aphelion, .Eccentricities, and Proportions
of the Orbs of the Primary Planets. 1794. SULLIVAN / Y<TU
.Art/. II. 410 Of these distances, the least of all is called the

perihelium, and the greatest the aphelium. 1837 WHEWELL
Hist. Induct. Si'. 11857) I'- J 3 T I ne aphelia of -Mercury,
Venus, the Earth, and Mars, slightly progress. 1880 WAI.-
LACK Isi. Life viii. 132 The effect is intensified by winter being
there in aphelion.

2. A"-
1845 H. ROGERS Ess. I. iii. 137 The dark aphelion of the

eccentric orbit in which the church of Christ had wandered.
1858 I'M x. P. THOMPSON Atttfi Ait. II. Ixxvi. 29 France,
wliich is just now in wh.it astronomers call the aphelion or
furthest point of political cold.

Apheliotropic ^af/'-li^tr^-pik), a. [f. Gr. d$'^
UTTU from + ij\ws sun -* Tpomtf^s belonging to turn-

ing : see -TROPIC.] Bending or turning away from
the sun : said of leaves, ami other parts of plants.
1880 I>AK\\IN MiK't'Hi. Plants 552 The sub-aerial roots ob-

served by \Viesner were all apheliotropic. 1882 F. DAHWIN
ui \\itnrc 27 Apr. 600 The light, causing apheliotropic move-
ment in the leaves.

Apheliotro'pically, adv.
[f. prec. + -AL +

-I,v-.] Ill a direction away from the sun.
1880 DARWIN M.&i<ein. riants 567 The tip, which, when

laterally illuminated, causes the adjoining p:.rt of the root
to bend apheliotropically.

Apheliotropism (afcHip-trJpiz'mV [f.
APHE-

LIOTBOP-IC+-ISM.] The habit (in plants) of bend-

ing away from the light.
1880 DARWIN J/<T'<V//. 1'lants 5 It is much more convenient

to confine the word heliolropi>m to bending towards the
light, and to designate as apheliotropiMii bending from the

light. 1880 F. DARWIN in Nature No. 582. 179 Hyponasty
will of course be opposed by apheliotropism and geotropism.

|| Aphemia (af/~mia;.. [mod.L., f. Gr, d priv. +
tfrfffM) \'oice, speech, fame; but Gr. a<prjp.Q$,

~ 'not

lamed, unknown.'] Loss of power of articulation,
as a result of cerebral affection ; spec, a form of

APHASIA, in which words are understood and con-

eeived but cannot be uttered.

1864 yrnl. J\lcnf. .SV. X. 26^ The seat of morbid change In

aphemia. 18-8 A. HAMILTON .V.w. J)is. 163 liroca [i 1861]
denominated ihe condition 'aphemia.'

Aplieillic (afe'mik), a. and sb. [f. prec. + -ic.]

(One) suffering from aphemia.
1869 Hi si in J-'Ht,'. Msi/i. jo Apr. 125 2, I dissected an old

aphemic subject, who, during hU life, had only live words
at his disposal . . M. Charcot had three aphemics whose
cerebral lesions were exactly in the same spot.

Aphengescope afe-nd^/sk^p). [mod. f. Gr.

at(>fyyTj-s without light (f. a priv. + tf>t77-05 light) I

+ -SCOPE.] A kind of magic lantern for exhibiting

opaijue objects, such as coins, photographs, etc.

1869 J'-tttf. Mec/i. 12 Nov. 218, 2 The construction and mode
of working the aphengescope.

Aphesis ^ff/sis). [a. Gr. o^Kfft? a letting go,
f. ttc/utVat, f. u(/>' off, away + icvat to send, let go,

Suggested by the Kditor in 1880.] The gradual and
unintentional loss ofa short unaccented vowel at the

beginning of a word
;
as in sytrire for esquire, down

for adfKvn, St. Loy for St. Hloy, limbeck for aliin-

befk, ''tendon ! for attention ! It is a special form
of the phonetic process called Aphwesis* for which,
from its frequency in the history of the English lan-

guage, a distinctive name is useful.

l! A'pheta. Astro!. [L., ad. Gr. d^t'rj/y a letter-

off
; applied, according to I )u Cange, to the Pnx-tor,

who gave the signal for starting in the chariot-races ;

hencey^
r

. to the planet which starts a human being
in his career.] The giver of life in a nativity.
1647 Ln-LY(V//-. Astral, clvi. 650 You may alwayes import a

danger of death, when you find the Apheta come to the
hostill Beams of the killing Planet. 1696 PHILLIPS, Apheta, \

otherwise called Hylech, the giver of Life. 1755 in JOHNSON.
1819 J. WILSON Diet. Astrol. 8 When . . a number of planets
are so situated that it seems doubtful which is the Apheta.

Aphe'tic, aJ- and sb. Astrol.
[f. prec. + -1C.]

Of or pertaining to the Apheta; life-giving; also sb.

1652 (AVLK Mtigttstrom. 141 Now they have inspected . .

and found .. all the apheticks safe and sound. 1819 |.

WILSON Diet. Astrol. 7 According to Ptolemy, the Aphetic
Places are five.

Aphetic (afe'tik), a.- [f. Gr. of(pT-os (cf. avvt-

TGS) vbl. adj. f. d<fntvcu (see APHESIS) +-ic.] Per-

taining to, or resulting from, aphesis.

Aphe tical, a. Astrol. [f. APHETIC a. 1 + -AL 1
.]

1647 I' 1(-LV t"//r. Astrol. civ. 529 If such a Planet be in an

Apheticall place, he shall be Prorogator. 1819 J. WILSON
Diet. Astrol. 7 That [planet] must be taken which is found
in the strongest aphetical place.

Aplietically (afe-tikali), adv^- Astrol. [f. prec.
+ -T-Y*.] In the manner or position of the Apheta.
1819 J. WILSON Diet. Astrvl, 8 If it be aphetically situated.
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Aphe-tically, adv.2 [f. APHETIC a.* 4 -At +
-LY-.] In an aphetic manner; by way of aphesis.

Aphetisin (x-fetiz'm). [n. of result f. next :

cf. J.atiiiisin. An aphetized form of a word
; a

form, such as squire, litint, pfach, resulting from
the loss of the weak initial vowel.

Aphetize (arfetaiz), v. [f. Gr. OK/KT-OS (see

APHETIC) +-IZE; cf. Gr. <nn>cTicu'.] To remler

aphetic, to shorten by aphesis.

Aphidian ^ifvdian), a. and sb. Zoo!, [f. aphid-
stem of mod.L. APHIS + -IAN.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to aphides.

1855 OWKN Invert. Aniin. t Phenomena analogous to those
of Aphidian generation.

B. sl>. An aphidian insect ; one of the aphides.
Aphidious (afrdios), a. rare-", [f. as prec. +

-(l;iifs.]
= Al'HlDIAX. 1853 in MAYNE E.rf. Lex.

Aphidiphagous (ocfiiU-fagas), a. 7.ool. [f.

aphid- (see APHIS) + Gr. -i/>a-y-oj -eating + -OU.s.]= APHIDIVOROUS. 1853 in MAYNE Exp. Lex.

AphidivorOUS (rcfidi-vores), a. Zool.
[f. as

prec. + L. -vor-us -devouring + -ous.] Devouring
or feeding on aphides ; like the common lady-bird.
1828 KIRBY & SPENCK Enlomal. IV. xliv. 228 One of the

aphidivorous flies. 1837 GRIFFITH Cn~'ier XV. 760 The
larva of the syrphi, or apnidivorous worms.

Aphidologist (jefidp-HSdjist). rare- 1
, [f. as

prec. + -(O)LOGIST.] A student of the Aphides.
1876 BUCKTON Brit. Aphides ikay Soc.j I. 40 Accepted

as true by almost all aphidologists.

Aph.ilanth.ropy ^fila.-njmi'pi). ? Obs. [f. Gr.

d<t>t\dv0pwiT-os not loving men : see A.-fref. 14 and

PHILANTHBOPY.]
1.

' Want of love to mankind." J.
2. 3IeJ. A morbid state of melancholy in which

solitude is preferred to society; anthropophobia.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siipp., s.v.

II Aphis (-vfis\ PI. aphides (re-fid/z). [mod.I..
(Linna;us); of unknown etymology. A number of

conjectures are offered in Buckton's Monograph of
Brit. Aphides, the least improbable lieing that the

plural is for Gr. a<pftSfis pi. of
aifte ttnjs

'

unsparing,

lavishly bestowed
'

(? in reference to their prodi-
gious rate of production, or to their voracity), and
the sing, formed on it in imitation QRorchist 0rchidtst

chrysalis, caryatis, etc. The quantity of the i with
Linnaeus 's unknown

;
it is now made short.]

1. A family of minute insects, also called plant-lice,
which are very destructive to vegetation. They
are prodigiously prolific, multiplying through the

summer by parthenogenesis ; they form the food of

lady-birds, and are tended by ants for the honey-
dew which they yield, whence sometimes called

ant-cows.

1771 RICHARDSON in Phil. Trans. LXI 183 The Aphides
are distinguished hy Linnaeus into more than thirty species.

1776 WITHERING Hot. Arrangtm. (17061 II. 277 The honey
dew is the e.\crement of a species of Aphis. i793\VHnK
Se!l'ornc 11853) 380 The people of Selborne were surprised
by a shower of aphides. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. viii.

(1878* 207 An ant . . began to play with its antenna:, on the
abdomen first of one aphis and then of another. 1876 BrcK-
TOS Brit. Aphides I. So Except for accidents, a single aphis
in one year might produce more aphides than is represented
by the weight of the population of China.

2. Comb, and Altrib., as aphis-blight, aphis -

lion, aphis-sugar (see quot.).
1882 Ilirm. Weekly Post 30 Dec. 1/6 Aphis blight is the

consequence of an unhealthy state of the hop plant brought
about by climatic conditions, as cold winds, white frosts,

etc. . . which . . weaken them and render them unable to

grow away from the aphides. 1870 NICHOLSON Zool. u88o)
351 Fig. 185. Neuroptera ; The Aphis-lion (Chrysopa perla',

imago, larva, and eggs. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 225
Honey-dew, or aphis-sugar, and the honey of the bee l\re

intermediate between animal and vegetable sugars.

Aphlogistic (rchVd.^rstik), a. [f. Gr. d^Ao-yiaT-
oy uninflammable -t- -1C.] Without flame.

Aphlogistic or FlameUss Lamp : a spirit-lamp invented by
Sir H, Davy, having a coil of fine platinum wire wound
loosely round the lower part of the wick, which continues in

a state of ignition after the Hame of the wick is extinguished,
till all the spirit is consumed; used in mines which contain

(ire-damp.

1831 T. P. JONES A*<T<' Con-.'ers. Client, xxix. 297 The lamp
is called the aphlogistic or fiameless lamp. 1847 'n CRAIG.

Aphonic (affnik), a. rare.
[f.

as next -f -1C.]

Having no sound or pronunciation, non-vocal.

1827 Edin. Rev. XLV. 533 These [hieroglyphics] he divides

into Kmphonic, Symphonic, and Aphonic. 1877 RoittjRTS

J/antfl'fi. Meti. I. 353 Voice is completely lost, and cough
becomes aphonic.

Aphonous (re-fJnas), a. rare- , [f. Gr. a<fxav-os

voiceless (see next) + -ous.] Voiceless.

1852 ROGKT Thesaurus 581 Aphonous, dumb, mute.

Aphony (oe'fJni). [ad. mod.L. aplionia (oftener
used unchanged), a. Gr. tujxavia, n. of quality f.

cu/jwc-os voiceless, f. d priv. + tpaivf/ voice.] In-

ability to produce vocal sound
;
total loss of voice.

1684 tr. /Janet's Merc. Compit. XVI. 580, A most grievous
Aphony. 1719 Glossogr. A'tn'a, Aphony, want of voice,

1778 FOTHEKGILL in /'/://. Trans. J.XIX. 5 A disease, some-
what similar to the above, though . . not attended with the

APHOBIZER.

aphonia. 1878 A. HAMILTON AVrr*. Dis. 162 Aphasia must
not be confounded with aphonia.

Aphorism (a**f6riz
1

m). Also 6 afforysme, 6-~

aphorisme, 7 apor-. [a. Fr. aphorisme, afforisme,
ad. med.L. aphorism-its^ aforisnnts, a. Gr. d<popia-

pvs a distinction, a definition, f. dtpopi{-eiv ; see
I APHORIZE. From the (

Aphorisms of Hippocrates/
transferred to other sententious statements of the

principles of physical science, and at length to state-

!
ments of principles generally.]
1. A '

definition* or concise statement of a prin-

ciple in any science.

1528 PAYNtLi, Salerne Reglm. B iv b, Galen saythe in the

glose of this aphorisme, qiti crcscitnt, etc. 1541 R. COPLAND
C.uydon's Qitest. Cyrnrg., Of this vtylyte Arnolde of vylle
maketh an afforysme. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. v, Know-
ledge, while . . in aphorisms and observations . . is in growth.
1664 PHWEK Exp. P/iilos. in. 190 The old and uncomfort-
able Aphorism of our Hippocrates. 1879 De Qiniirefages'
Hum. Spec. 50 The aphorism . . which was formulated by
Linnaeus in regard to plants.
2. Any principle or precept expressed in few

words
; a short pithy sentence containing a truth

of general import ;
a maxim.

CI590 MARLOWE Fansti<s \. 19 Is not thy common talk
found aphorisms? 1642 HOWELL For. Trai>, (Arb.) 37 'Tis
an old Aphorisme Odernnt onines quetn metitnnt. 1687
H. MORE App. Antidote (17121 191 That sensible Aphorism
of Solomon, Better is a living Dog than a dead Lion. 1750
JOHNSON Ratnbl. No. 68 p 10 Oppression, according to Har-
rington's aphorism, will be felt by those that cannot see it.

1880 GOLOW. SMITH in Atl. Month. No. 268. 201 The sug-
gestive aphorism,

' The want of belief is a defect that ought
to be concealed when it cannot be overcome.'

t 3. abstractly, The essence or pith. Obs. rare.

1594 J. KING Jonah (1864) 184 The aphorism and juice of
the whole song.

i A'phorism, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. prec. sb.]

To utter as an aphorism.
1627 E. F. Hist. Edw. II. (1680) 62 These passages dis-

cours'd and Aphorism'd at large in the House.

Aphorismatic (le^forizmx-tik), a. [irreg. f.

Gr. d<p6piff^a, which was not used in the sense of its

coo-nate drfwj/xo-uos.]
= APHORISMIC or APHORISTIC.

1822 Edin. RK: XXXVII. 136 Paley is rather dry and
aphorismatic. 1846 O. GREGORY Roht. Hall I. 85 Opinions
. . clothed in an aphorismatic terseness of language.

t A'phprismer. Obs. [f. APHORISM + -ER!.]
A dealer in aphorisms, (contemptuous^
1641 MILTON Reform, n. (1851) 56 All the tribe of Apho-

rismers, and Politicasters.

Aphorismic (a-fori-zmik), a. [f. as prec. + -ic.]

Having the form of an aphorism or aphorisms.
1794 MAIHIAS Pursuits Lit. 117981 432 Said the Father of

Physick in the depth of his aphorismick wisdom. 1833
COI.EKIDGE Table T. 264 The style of Junius is a sort of

metre, the law of which is a balance of thesis and antithesis.

When he gets out of this aphorismic metre. . .

Aphori'Smical, a. rare. = prec.
1880 Edin. AVr. Apr. 438 The

'

Aphorismical Discovery*
was known to the omnivorous Carte.

Aphorisming (urforrzmin'), ppl. ft. rare. [f.

APHORISM v. +-ixo2.] Dealing in aphorisms.
1641 MILTON Reform. \\. (1851) 33 Soyl'd and slubber'd

with aphorism ing pedantry. 1817 COLEKIIXJE Biogr. Lit.

138 Certain immethodical aphorisming Eclectics.

Aphorist vse'forist). [n. of agent f. APHORIZK,
as if ad. Gr. *d<poptffT^s : see -1ST.] One who
writes or utters aphorisms.
1713 NELSON Bp. Bull 246 (T.) Justifying what he had

written against the aphorist. 1864 Daily Tel. 20 Aug.,
Constitutional aphorists tell us that the King can do no

wrong.

Aphoristic ^eforrstik), a. [ad. Gr.dtpopi<rriK-u^\
cf. r r. aphoristiquc : see prec. and -ic.] Of or per-

taining to an aphorist; of the nature of an aphorism.
1753 CBAHBBKfl Cycl. Supp. t Aphoristic method has great

advantages, as containing much matter in a small compass.
i84 D' ISRAELI Cur. Lit. 1 1866 1392/1 This vast body ofaphor-
istic knowledge. 1859 MASSON Milton I. 323 To let loose

his epigrammatic and aphoristic tongue.

t Aphorrstical, a. Obs- . = prec.
1681 in Hi-OL'ST Gfossogr.

Aphori'stically,
adv. [f. prec. + -LYS.] In an

aphoristic manner; by way of aphorisms; pithily.
1655 Moi'FFi-ir it HENN. Health's hnpr. (1746) 386 His own

Words; which I have auhoristically set down in these Sen-
tences following. 1773 JOHNSON in Boswell 11831) II.

274,
I fancy mankind may come, in time, to write all

aphoristj-
cally. 1873 Brit. Q. Rev. LVII. 178 Expressing aphoristi-

cally the truth that all our knowledge recedes into mystery.

Aphorize (cc'for3iz\ v. rare. [ad. Gr. d<op/-
fiv 'to define/ in mid. voice 'to lay down deter-

minate propositions,* f. dtf>=dn6 off+o/M^-fic to

set bounds, f. op-os boundary. The English sense

is taken from APHORISM.] To write or speak in

aphorisms ; to make terse general reflections.

1669 Addr. }*#. Gentry Eng. 55 Tacitus himself aphor-
i/eth. . in his short andpoynant conclusion. i8a4CoLEKir>GK
Aids to Refl, 17 This twofold act of circumscribing and de-

taching, when it is exerted by the mind on subjects of reflec-

tion and reason, is to aphorize, and the result an Aphorism.
1860 WINDSOR Ethica vii. 326 Aphorizing on the instability
of human greatness.

Aphorizer (re'foraizai). rare 1

, [f. prec. +

-ER!.] One who aphorizes ; an aphorist.
1851 HELPS Friends in C. 124 There, Mr. Aphoriser gene-

ral, what do you say to that?



APHRITE.

Aphrite (re-frail). Mill. [f.
Or. aipp-in foam +

-ITE ; ^foam-stone.] A variety of carbonate of

lime or calcite.

1868 DANA Min. 678 Aphrite, in its harder and more sparry

variety is a foliated white pearly calcite, near argentine ; in

its softer kinds it approaches chalk, though lighter, pearly
in lustre . . and more or less scaly in structure.

Aphrizite (se'fri/ait). Min. [mod. f. Or. acppif-

tii> to foam + -ITK.] 'Black tourmaline from Kra-

geroe in Norway.' Dana.

Apliruclisiac (a'fr!rzia;c), a. and si. [ad. Gr.

aippoKataK-us venereal, f. a<f>pu5icn-os ;
see below.]

A. adj. Venereal ; having a venereal tendency.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 103 The nut . . iseatahleand

aphrodisiac. 1862 RAWLINSON Anc. Mon. I. vii. 175 Ishtar's

aphrodisiac character.

B. st>.

1. A drug or preparation inducing venereal desire.

1719 Glossogr. Xm'a, Aphrodisiacks, things that excite

Lust or Venery. 1874 M. COOKE Fungi 103 Truffles are no

longer regarded as aphrodisiacs.

Z.flg.
1873 J. MORLEY Rousseau I. vi. 198 Like some evil mental

aphrodisiac. 1881 Lo.LYTTONin -i^th Cent. Nov. 774 A sadly
serious literature of sentimental aphrodisiacs ! Faugh !

1 Aphrodisiacal ^froidizai-akal), a. Obs.

[f. prec. + -AIA] Of aphrodisiac character.

1719 Glossogr. Nova, Aplirodisical, belonging to Venus
or Love. 1721 BAILEY, Aphrodisiacal. 1792 Gentl. Mag.
Apr. 357 Indulging aphrodisiacal passion.

Aphrodisian (cefrodrzian), a. [f.
Gr. c-cfipo-

lir'cri-os, adj. f. "A</>/)o5fT?/ the Grecian Venus + -AN.]

Belonging to Venus, devoted to sensual love.

1860 C. READE Cloister # Hearth III. 151 The state nurs-

ery of those aphrodisian dames their favourites.

li Aphrodite (ccfrodai-tz), sb\ [Gr. 'AippoSirij

'foam-born,' the GrecianVenus. Formerly arfrodait.j

1. The Grecian Venus.

.1658 CLEVELAND Poems 89 A medal where grim Mars,
tnrn'd right, Proves a smiling Aphrodite. 1867 Miss BRAD-
DON Aur. Floyd xvii. 155 He sprang from the mire of the

streets, like some male Aphrodite rising from the mud.

2. Zool. A genus of marine worms with bristles

of brilliant iridescent hues ; also called Sea-mouse.

1857 WOOD Com. Obj. Scaslwre 99 The bristles of the aphro-
dite are . . worthy of notice on account of their wonderful

colouring. 1869 W. BAIRD in Eng. Mech. 30 Apr. 123/1

They differ from the Aphrodites, or sea-mice, in many

Aphrodite (orfrodait), sl>.~ Min. [f. Gr. 'Acppo-

S('TIJ (see prec.), taken as a mineral name from its

ending -HE, in sense offoam-stone, Aphrite being

already occupied.] A soft opaque milk-white

mineral, consisting mostly of bisilicate of magne-
sium, allied to Sepiolite or meerschaum.

1837-68 DANA Min. 457.

A'plll'Ollitre. ? Obs. [ad, L. aphronitrum, a.

Gr. dippctvnpov, better acppos virpov, spittna mtri]
' Foam of nitre' ; a name formerly applied to the

sulphur salts of various alkalis and earths.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. xvl. Ixix. (1495) 575 The
foine of Nitrum hyghte AJfronitum. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
(1634) II. 421 The Egyptian Aphro-nitre or Salt-petre. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Some modern naturalists rather take
the antient Aphronitre to have been a native salt-petre.

Aphrpsiderite (uefr^si-derait). Alin. [mod.

(1847) f. Gr. d<t>po-s foam + ailijp-os iron + -lTE.]

A soft ferruginous mineral of a dark olive-green

colour, classed by Dana as a variety of Prochlorite.

II Aphtha (iE-fyaX Path. [L. aphtha (in cl. L.

always in pi. aphthst], a. Gr. &p6a, mostly in pi.

citpSai ; usually connected with anr-fiv to set on

fire, inflame.] A name given to the infantile dis-

ease '

thrush,' and, .in the plural, to the small

white specks on the mouth and tongue which
characterize it, and which also occasionally appear
in adults of enfeebled condition.

1657 rhys. Diet., Aptha, certain ulcers bred in the upper-
most part of the mouth. 1862 H. MACMILLAN in Mucni.

Jfftg. Oct. 465 Aphtha or thrush, is caused by the growth
and development of a parasitic plant. 1870 KHORZ Digest
ofMed. 26 The lips and tongue are covered with aphthae.

Aphthitalite (a;fbi-tabit). Min. [mod. f.

(1835) Gr. acpQiT-os undecaying + Atfloj stone; so

called because unalterable in the air (Dana).]
A native sulphate of potash found upon lava at

Vesuvius ;
also called Vesuvian Salt, Aphthalose,

Arcanite, and Glaserite.

Aph.th.OHg (rci JyrjX [mod. ad. Gr. dcpffo-yy-os

voiceless, a</>0o-y-yoj> a consonant.]
' A letter which

is not sounded in the pronunciation of a word ;

a mute.' Craig 1847.

Aphthonite (nrfjxftiait). Min. [mod. f. Gr.

aif>0uv-os plentiful -t- -1TE.] A steel-gray ore of

sulphide of antimony and copper, with traces of

zinc and silver; 'resembling tetrahedrite, if not

identical with it' (Dana). Corruptly Aftoni/e.

Aphthous (re'fjras), a. Path. [ad. mod. L.

aphthos-us (Fr. aphtheux}, f. APHTHA : see -ors.]
( )f the nature of, or characterized by, aphthae
1757 WIIYTT in Phil. Tratis. L. 572 Tongue . . with a be-

ginning aphthous crust on some parts of it. 1830 LINDLEV
VOL. I.
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Nat. Syst. Bot. 7 Aphthous affections of the mouth. 1849

52 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 1155/1 An aphthous tongue.

Aphyllous (afrlas), a. Sot. [f. mod.L. aphyll-

ns, a. Gr. a</>uAA-os leafless (f. d not + <^tiXAor leaf)

+ -ous.] Destitute of leaves, naturally leafless.

1830 LINDLEY Nut. Syst. Bat. 29 Cassytha is aphyllous and

parasitical. 1836 Toun Cycl. Anat. tf Pliys. I. 132/2 Those

plants that are aphyllous.

Apiaceous (J'piiJ'jasX a. Bot. [f. mod.L.

Ap!tice,ne, f. aphim celery : see -ACEOUS.] Of the

~N.Q.Apiaccx or Umbellifcr, containing such plants
as celery, anise, hemlock ;

umbelliferous.

1839 PennyCycl. XIII. 6/1 The partial umbels of an apia-
ceous plant. 1853 in MAYNE Exp. Lex.

Apian (<
71
'pian), a. [ad. L. apidn-us, f. apis

bee.] Of or belonging to bees.

1862 F. HALL Hindu Pfiilos. Syst. 122 If a human soul . .

were . . born a bee, an apian body would be inadequate to

contain it. 1880 G. ALLEN Evol. at Large 7 Abstract ideas

are not likely to play a large part in apian consciousness.

Apiarian (<
71
pi|eTian), a. and sli.

[f.
L. apiari-

um bee-house, apiari-us bee-keeper + -AN.]
A. adj. Pertaining to bee-hives or bee-keeping.

1801 (title"} Transactions of the Western Apiarian Society.
1816 KIRBY & SPENCE &v;>/. (1843) II. 168 These apiarian
battles are often fought in defence of the property of the

hive. 1871 Athenzuin 27 May 658 All the apiarian works
which were written.

B. sl>. = APIARIST, rare.

1858 Penny Cycl. 2nd Supp. 680/2 The dust of the common
puff-ball . . used by Apiarians for stupefying bees.

Apiarist (
Ti
'piarist). [f.

L. apiar-itim or Eng.
APIAKY + -IST.] One who keeps an apiary ;

a

bee-keeper, a bee-master.
1816 KIRBY & SPENCE Entomol. (18281 I. v. 164 Certain

idlers called by apiarists corsair-bees. 1860 SAML-ELSON

Honey Bee i. 7 The Queen is fed . . upon honey, or as it is

called by apiarists, royal paste.

Apiary (6
Ti
'piari). [ad. 'L.apiiiri-iiiii bee-house,

f. api-s bee : see -AKY.] A place where bees are

kept ;
a bee-house.

1654 EVELYN Mem. (18571 I- 37 Transparent apiaries, which
he had built like castles and palaces. 1703 MAUNDRELI.

Journ. Jeriis. 11721) 66 A smell of Honey and Wax, as strong
as if one had been in an Apiary. 1836 MARRYAT Midsk.

Easy vi. 18 He had pitched into a small apiary, and had up-
set two hives of bees.

Apical (re'pikal, ?''pi-), a.
[f.

L. apif-em (see

APEX) + -AlA] Of or belonging to an apex ;

situated at the summit or tip.
1828 KIEBY & SPENCE Entmnol. III. xxxv. 613 The pro-

portion that the apical area bears to the rest of the wing.
1882 H. WARD in Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 4 This germinal
tube rapidly grows forwards, extending by apical growth.

A'pically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] At or towards

the apex.
1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 258 Their pseudopodia . .

anastomose apically.

Api'eial, incorrectly formed variant of APICAL.

1836-37 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. II. 621/1 The apicial

part of the left ventricle. 1842 E. WILSON Anat. I'ac/e M.
489 The short or apicial band.

Apician (ipi'Jan),
a. [f. Apui-us name of

a famous Roman epicure + -AN.] Of or pertain-

ing to epicures or to luxurious diet.

1699 EVELYN Acetaria. (1729) 1 15 A voluptuary Apician art.

Ibid. 164 Apician Tables. 1834 /V;/}' C>/. II. 159/1 Certain

cakes, honourably distinguished by the epithet Apicitiit.

Apicifixed(se'pisi|fvkst, ,?i-pi-), ///. a. Hot. [f.

L. apicifix-us + -ED.] Fixed to the apex.
1878 MASTERS Henfrey's Bot. 121 In some cases the an-

ther is pendulous from the apex ; it is then sometimes called

apicifixed. 1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Api-cilar, apioillar, a. rare. [ad. Fr. api-

cilaire, ad. L. *apicillaris, f. *apidllns, dim. of

APEX.] = APICULAR.
1880 Syd. Soc. Lex.

, Apidlar dfliiscence, Aficilar emtryo.

Apici'llary, variant of prec.

1864 WEBSTER cites HENSLOW.
A pick aback, apickpack : see PICK-A-BACK.

Apicular (aprkirflir), a. rare. [f. mod. L.

apii iil-us (see next) + -AR.j Of or belonging to a

little apex ;
situated at the tip.

1854 BALFOUR Bot. Gloss., Apical, or Apicular, at the

apex ; often applied to parts connected with the ovary.

Apiculate (SpHtMlft), a. [ad. mod.L. apitu-

lat-us, I. apicul-its : see below, and -ATE.] Having
a minute apex or point ; minutely tipped.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 318 An apiculate tubercle

at its base. 1852 DANA Crust. I. 223 Teeth tumid, apiculate.

Apiculated (api-ki/^ited), ///. a. [f.'prec.

with ppl. ending -ED.]
=

prec.
1845 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. ix. (1858) 154/2 Leaves concave,

ovate, apiculated. 1876 tr. Sihiitzcnbergcrs Ferment. 56
The apiculated ferment does not belong to the genus.

Apiculture (^''pi|k:ltiuj, -tjaj). [f.
L. api-s

bee + -cultura tending.] Bee-keeping or -rearing.

1864 Sat. Rev. 10 Dec., 731/1 The practice of what, we
perceive, it is high-polite to call 'apiculture.' 1882 A'. ] .

Tribune 16 Aug., Comb foundation is one of the great aids

in apiculture.

IIApiculns (api'ki;?los). [mod.L.dim. of APEX.]
A minute point or tip.

1863 BERKELEY Brit. Mosses iii. 24 The lid . . is either . .

with or without a central apiculus.

Apiece (ap^s), adv. Forms : 4-6 a pece, 6

APISHLY.

apece, apesse, 6
.7
a peece, a-peece, apeece, 7

a peice, 6 - a piece, a-piece, apiece, [orig. two

words, a piece, as to reckon coins, pottery, cloth,

etc., at so much a piece ;
but soon extended to

objects of any collection, or individuals of a com-

pany ; so that no consciousness of the connexion

with piece is ordinarily retained.]
For each piece, article, thing, or (colloq.'} person ;

each, for each, to each
; severally, individually.

[ 1465 Mann, fy Honsch. Exp. 476 The prise of a pece, vii.s.

i6 Chr. Gr. Fr. 47 A new qwyne of sylver, of xij'
1

apece.]
' '

:hall

V. 109 Too other greate shyppes . . off 600 tones apesse. 161 1

BIBLE Luke\x. 3 Neither haue two coates apeece. 1728
NEWTON Chronol. Amended i. 52 Kings reign, one with

another, about eighteen or twenty years a-piece. 1836 CAR.

Fox Jmls. I. 18 She promised her and Leonora a Cashmere
shawl apiece.

t A-pie'ces, aJvl>. phr. Obs. [A prtpf in, into

+ pieces : see PIECE st.] In pieces, to pieces.

1560 J. HEYWOOO Seneca's Tkyestes 22 Their limmes eche

one apeeces let them go Disperste. 1662 H. MORE Enthus.

Triumph. (1712) 38 And break a-pieces their lanthorns

against the ground. 1678 CIUUORTH Intell. Syst. I. ii. 84

The whole structure . . must needs fall a-pieces

b. fig.

1653 SHIRLEY Court Seer. I. i, This jealousy will take my
brains a-pieces ! 1663 PEPYS Diary 6 Nov., The plot is

spoiled, and the whole committee broke, Mr. Montagu and
the Duke of Buckingham fallen a-pieces.

tApifa'ctory. Obs. rare. [f.
L. apis bee + FAC-

TORY.] An apiary kept for economic purposes.
1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 182 \Villiam Tayler, though a North-

amptonshire Man, has Apifactories in this County.

t Apifa/cture. Obs. rare. [f.
L. api-s bee +

factfira making, production.] The work of bees.

1622 MALYNES Anc. Lalv-Merck. 231 Let vs somewhat

digresse from Manufacture, to Apifacture . . for the increase

of" Hony and Waxe . . and let mans helpe succour this Api-
facture. 1775 ASH, Apifacture, the curious work of bees.

Apill, obs. form of APPLE.

A-pinch (aprnj), ath'b. phr. [A prep?- +
PIXCH sb.

;
cf. a-gape] Pinching, so as to pinch.

1857 MRS. BROWNING Aitr. Leigh 149 Has Dickens turned

his hinge A-pinch upon the fingers of the great?

Aping (<
7i
'p"j). vM- sb.

[f.
APE v.

Imitation, simulation, mimicry.

Apiocrinite (scpiifkrinsit). Palxoiit. [mod.
f. Gr. am-ov pear + xpiv-ov lily + -ITE, after encrin-

ite] The '

pear-encrinite,' a stalked echinoderm

of the Oolite, so called from its shape.
1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. (1875) II. m. xlviii. 580 A crinoid

referable to the Apiocrinite type. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol.

\ iii. 227 The stem in apiocrinites is cylindrical.

Apiol (<
Ti
'pi|fl). Client, and Mcd. [f.

L. api-iim

parsley + -OL.] A crystalline substance obtained

by distilling parsley seeds with water
; parsley-

camphor. (Watts Diet. Chem. VIII. 118.)

1872 in THOMAS Dis. Worn. 577. 1875 H. WOOD Therap.
1 1879) 538 Apiol .. as a remedy in intermittent fever.

Apiologist '/'piijHod^ist). rare~ l
.

[f.
L. api-s

bee -f- -(O)LOGIST.] A scientific student of bees.

18. . EMERSON in Sanborn 77<OTrau882l 251 What Thomas
Fuller records of Butler the apiologist, 'that either he had
told the bees things, or the bees had told him.'

tApirsmart, a. Obs. Sc. [Apparently a

comp. of SMART, in its early sense of sharp ; the

first element is doubtfully referred to ON. apr,

sharp (said ofcold or fighting), and to Fr. apre : L.

asper-um sharp, rough. G. Douglas uses it to

translate L. asper] Sharp-tempered, harsh.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Honour \\\. Ixxiii, Hir wordis war sa

apirsmart. 1513 /Eneis i. v. 88 Apirsmert Juno.

Apish f^'pif), U- APE si> - + -1SH -]

1. Of the nature or appearance of an ape.

1570 LEVINS Alanip. 144 Apish, simialis. 1851 RUSKIN
Stones of Ven. (1874) I. App. 363 Two devilish apes or apish

devils, I know not which.

2. Ape-like in manner ; befitting an ape ;
fan-

tastically foolish, affected, silly, trifling.

1532 MORE Con/at. Tindale Wks. 358/2 Mad apishe iesting

against the . . blessed sacramentes. 1379 TOMSON Calvin's

Serm. Tim. 513/1 The Popish priests are appointed to play
other apish toyes. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 35 F 7 Little

Apish Tricks and Buffooneries. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic.

Ixxxviii, He bowed with a thousand apish congees. 1826

SCOTT Woodst. xxiv, The apish gallantry of a fantastic boy.

3. Ape-like in imitation ; unreasoningly imitative.

1579 TOMSON Calviu's Serm. Tim. 174/2 This was but an

apishe following of that which God had appointed the

fathers. 1621 SANDERSON Serm. Ad. Pop. hi. (1674) 178

We are but too apish, apt to be led much by examples. 1818

BYRON ChildeHar. iv. Ixxxix, Men bled In imitation of the

things they fear'd, And fought and conquer'd, and the same

course steer'd At apish distance.

A'pishly,. adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an

apish manner ;
with silly or ridiculous imitation.

1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 644 The Bishop of Rome too

apishly followeth Christ in many thinges. 1644 MILTON

Arcop. (Arb.t 40 So apishly romaniztng that the word of

command still was set downs in Latine. 1753 RICHARDSON



APISHNESS.
Granitison 11781.1 I. xxxix. 297 The behaviour of my Lord
to her. . is. . affectionate, but not apishly fond.

Apishness (^-pijnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being apish ; silly or ridiculous

imitation, silliness of behaviour.

'533 MOKE Confnt. Barnes \\\\. Wks. 1557, 736/1 Thys
felowes folishe apishenesse, and al hys asseheded exclama-
cions. 1609 Man in Mooite 11857) 81 The fantasticality of
each man's apparell, and apishnes.se of gesture, a 1779
WARBURTON Serr/t. (TJ The apishness of foreign manners.
1868 GEO. EI.IOT Sfl. Gypsy \. 17 To please my lord, who
gives the larger fee For that hard industry in apishness.ApiSill (<^'piz'm). [f.

APE + -ISM.] The prac-
tice of aping.
i843C.\RLYLE Past Of Pr. (1858)203 His Dilettantism, Dead-

Sea Apism, crying out, 'Down with him [/.<*. Labour], he
is dangerous.'

t A'pize, v. Obs. rare- 1

. [?f. APE sb. + -I/E.]
? To ape, simulate.

1598 Herring's Tale (N. i Thus apizing in shape and hew
the spiry fire, Like stying doth to his like element aspire.

Apjohnite (arpid&jnaiO. 31in. [named in 1847,
from its first analyzer Apjohn (1 hil. Mag. XII.

103; 1838^.] Manganese alum; a double sul-

phate of potash and manganese, occurring as a

mineral in fibrous or asbestiform masses, white,
and with a silky lustre.

t Apla'ce, advb. phr. Obs. [A prepl in, into

+ PLACE sb.
; cf. Fr. en //<7<v.] Into this place,

in place.
1393 GOWER Conf. II. 152 To telle How such goddes come

aplace. 1413 LYIJG. Pylgr.Stwile iv. xx. (1483) 65 Ogabryel
whan that tnou come a place and madest vnto me thy
saluynge. i^wGlLLESPiE^'w^-.-/*^. Cercm. 111. ii. 22 Things
abused to Idolatry. . are farre better away then aplace.

Aplacental (ivplasc'ntal), a. Zool. rare. [f.

A- pref. 14 + PI.ACENTAL.] Having no placenta.
1857 PAGE Advd. Text-Bk. Gcol. ^1876) 182 Aplacental,

bringing forth immature young, i. Monotremata, Orni-

thorhyncus, Kahidlia. 2. Marsupialia, Kangaroos, Opossums.
t Apla'ke, v. Obs. rare. [ad. ^.aplac-ar (pret.

aplaqitc} to appease, f. a : L. ad \Q+placare to

calm. Perh. only as transl. Sp.] To calm, allay.
1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India 218 Cortez aplaked the yre

of the priestes. Ibid. 264 '1'hey coulde not aplake the
fire.

Aplanatic (oeplance-tik), a. [f. Gr. anXdvijT-os
free from error (f. a priv. +-n\ava-tiv to wander) -t-

-ic.] Free from aberration ; spec, applied to a

compound lens which is free from spherical aberra-

tion or divergence of rays of light from the focus.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. % .>/. Phii. II. xxii. 468^
As . .

[Blair] conceives that he has thus removed the aberration, he

distinguishes his instrument by the term Aplanatic. 1867
J. HOGG Microsc. \. ii. 26 An '

aplanalic doublet
'

consisting
of a double convex lens and a meniscus. 1869 TYNDALL
Light 165 A spherical lens cannot be rendered aplanatic.

Aplanatism (aplnrnati/'mX rare. [f.
as prec.

+ -ISM.] Freedom from spherical aberration.

1869 Eng. .)/(.'("//. 2 Apr. 33 To certify to the perfect achro-
matism and aplanati^m of their instruments,

Aplastic (aplse'Stik), a. [mod. f. (Jr. aTrAaffr-o?

unsnapen + -ic, after TrAaa-nK^s.] Characterized

by, or tending to, irregularity or absence of organic
structure (technically called aplasia}.
1839-47 TODD CycL Anat. <$ Phys. III. 754/1 Caco-plastic

and aplastic deposits. 1875 H. WOOD Therap. 1,1879) 49
The blood was also rendered very aplastic.

tApla't, advb. phr. Obs. [A-
(cf. 2 Kings ix. 26).] Flat on the ground.
c 1330 Arth. fy Merlin 0034 And Aroans with the swerd

aflat That he threwe of his hors aplat.

tAplay, advb. phr. Obs. [A//T/.1] In play.
1459 Plumpton Corr. Introd. 39 [He] said, halfe apley,

Prey my brother to gett somwhat to my new chappell.

tApli'gllt, advb. phr. Obs. [A prep?- + OE.

pliht danger, engagement, promise, pledge.] In

faith, in truth, truly, certainly, surely. Often ex-

pletive, or in asseveration.

1297 R. GLOUC. 511 Hii smite out of hor castles iarmed wel

apH3t. c\y&Pol. Songs 218 He com yn at Newegate, y
telle yt ou aplyht. c 1400 Soivdone 573 Fifteen thousande
lefte in the feelde aplight. 1460 Lybcaus Disc. 45 Anoon
without any dwellyng, Tell me thyn name aplyght.

+ Apli'gllt, v. Obs. rare~ l
. In 5 a-plyht.

[f. A- pref. i + PLIGHT v. ; cf. prec.] To plight or

pledge one's word.
c 1450 LOSELICH Grail xii. 78, I schal the telle, I the a-

plyht.

II Aplomb (a!pl(7n*). [Fr. aplomb perpendicular

position, steadfastness, assurance, f. the phr. a

plomb
'

according to the plummet/]
1. 'The perpendicular' ; perpendicularity.
1872 C. KING Sierra Nev. iii. 69 We sprang on, never rest-

ing long enough to lose the aplomb. 1880 MRS. WHITNKY
Odd or E-ut-n lit. 23 The girl jumped, with clean aplomb,
from the wagon-wheel to the broad door-stone.

2. Assurance, confidence, self-possession, coolness.

1828 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) IV. 548 They never

present themselves with any aplomb ; but always with some

lurking recognition of the power of their adversaries. 1849
C. BRONTE S/tir/eyx'i. 162 impatience of her chilly ceremony
and annoyance at her want of aplomb.
3. attrib. quasi-<z<7/. Self-possessed, confident.

1865 Gayworthys II. 29 Her ordinary aplomb fashion of

speech.

386

Aplotoniy (aplp'tomi). Surg. [mod. f. dAu-off

simple + -Topr) cutting, f. rtpv-tw to cut.] Simple
incision. 1852 in OGILVIE. 1880 in Sytt. Sac. Lex.

t A-pluck, advb. phr. Obs. rare. [A pn:p^ +
PLUCK

.?/;.]
\Vith spirit; pluckily, heartily.

f 1560 77tersifcs in Hazl. Don's. I. 416 Darest ihou try mas-
teries with me a-pluck. 1570 Marriage Wit $ Sc. iv. iii.

ibid. II. 368 Arise, and dance with us a-pluck.

Apneumatic (scpnunnartik), a. rare- 1
, [f.

(jr. a priv. + nwvparut-isi spiritual, f. irvtvpar-

in-pcv/ia) spirit.] Of or pertaining to the non-
existence of soul or spirit ; non-spiritual.
1864 BREVIOR Two Worlds 25 The apneumatic theory of

Dr. Rogers.

II Apnoea (sepnra). Path, [mod.L., a. Gr.

dirvuia, f. awo-os breathless.] Suspension ol

breathing ; cessation of respiration.
1719 Glossogr. Nova, Apnara, want of breath ; an entire

suppression of breathing. 1881 MIVART Cat 221 Death by
what is called apncea.

ApO-/?v/^ ; repr. Gr. a-rro- off, from, away ; quite.
i. In compounds already formed in Gr., or others

analogous to them. 2. Inmodernscientificwords,not
on Gr. analogies, with sense of '

standing off or away
from each other, detached, separate,' as apo-carpous.
Apocalism (in Bailey) for APOCHYLIHM.

Apocalypse (Sjyk&lips). Forms: 3-7 apo-
calips(e, 4 appocalyppce, -lipse, 4-5 apocolyps,
-lips, (5 pocalyps), 5-7 apocalyps, 6 -lippis,

appocalypse, 6- apocalypse, [ad. L. apocalypsis,
a. Gr. aTro/faAt^is, n. of action f. atroKa^vTirfiv to

uncover, disclose, f. dwo off + Ka^inrrftv to cover.]
1. The ' revelation

'

of the future granted to St.

John in the isle of 1'atmos. The book of the

New Testament in which this is recorded.
k 1175 Lamb. Ham. 81 Herof seid Seint Johan )>e ewange-

liste in apocalipsi.] c 1230 Ancr. R. 94 'Hit is a derne

lialewi,' sei5 sein Johan ewangeliste in J>e Apocalipse. c 1400
Row. Rose 7395 That sallow horse of hewe, That in the

Apocalips is shewed, a 1440 'Sir Degree'. 1437 The Poca-

lyps of Ion. 1581 WALKER in Confer, iv. < 1584' Z iiij b, The
Laodicean Councill omitteth Lukes Gospel 8: the Apocalyps.
1667 MILTOX /*./,. iv. 2 That warning voice which he who saw
Th* Apocalyps, heard cry in Heaven aloud. 1870 DlSRAKU
LotJiair xliv. 230 The long-controverted point whether Rome
in the great Apocalypse was signified by Babylon.
2. By extension : Any revelation or disclosure.

1382 WVCLIF i Cor. xiv. 26 He hath techinge, he hath

apucalips, or reuetacioun, he hath tunge. 1621 BCRTON
Anat. Mel. 677 (L.Unterpret apocalypses, and those hidden

mysteries to private persons. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub i. 11750)

31 The Revelation or rather the Apocalypse of all State-

arcana. 1831 CAKLYLE Sart. Res, n. v, The new apocalypse
of Nature unrolled to him.

Apocalypst (apfkalipst). rare, [irreg. forma-

tion = apocalypt, or apocalyptist^\ A revealer of

the unknown ; an interpreter of the Apocalypse.
1829 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exere. I. 114 So far the unknown

apocalypst has chosen to carry his operations. 1863 THORN-
BURY True as Steet III. 148 Help to fill the mad-house as
these pretended apocalypsts do.

ApOCalypt vapfkalipt). rare. [ad. Gr. *dwo-

na\vTTrrjy, n. of agent f. dirot<a.\vnTftv, see abdVCj
Cf. /fXtTTTT/y, dXe/TTTTjy, &C.] = APOCALYPTIST.

1834 COLERIDGE Z.//
1

. Rtwi. III. 168 According to the belief

of the Apocalypt, the line of the Emperors would cease

in Titus.

Apocalyptic (ap^ kalrptik), a. [ad. Gr. airotca-

^VTTTIKOS of the nature of revelation, f. dnotca^viTT-

w. see APOCALYPSE and -ic.] A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to the 'Revelation of St.

John. Apocalyptic number \ see Rev. xiii. 18,

1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies 314 The Apocalyptick Angel
which should pour out one of the Vials upon the Beast.

121711 KKN Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 104 A Babylonian
purple Robe he wore, Like that of the apocalyptlck whore.

1839 MASSON Milton I. 481 Meade was at the head of the

Apocalyptic commentators.

2. Of the nature of a revelation or disclosure.

1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordages Myst. Div. 66 This veri

waie of Apocalyptic Manifestation. 1859 MASSON Brit.

Novelists iv. 289 Interpretative of all arpundand apocalyptic
of all beyond, the vision of his beatified Beatrice. 1880

SWISBCRNK Stud. Skaks. i. 4 The recognition of the apoca-
lyptic fact that a workman can only be known by his work.

f 3. Of persons : Dealing with the Apocalypse or

with prophetic revelations generally; apocalyptical.
1667 E. CHAMBERLAVNE St. Gt. Brit. i. Introd. 3 Without

consulting our Astrologers or apocalyptic men. c 1690
SOUTH Serm. V. ii. t R.) That some apocalyptick ignoramus or

other must presently . . pick it out of some abused, martyred
prophecy of Ezechiet.

B. sb. The writer or recorder of the Apocalypse,
St. John the Divine

;
also = APOCALYPST.

16*9 LIGHTFOOT Misc. 107 iT.) The divine apocalyptick,
writing after Jerusalem was ruined. 1872 DK MORGAN
Hudg. Paradoxes 292 If the cyclometers and the apocalyptics

would lay their heads together.

Apo calyptical, a. [f. as prec. + -AiA]
Connected or dealing with the Apocalypse, or

with prophetic revelations generally.
1633 HOWELL Lett. (1650) 200 Much symbolizing in spirit

with our apocalypticall zelots. a 1638 MEDE Apost. Lat.
Times 91 In his [St. John's] Apocalypticall vision. 1858
LONG P. M. Standis/t iv. 5 As out of the heavens, with

apocalyptical splendours, Sank the city of God, in the vision

of John the Apostle.

APOCRISIARY.

Apo:caly-ptically. adv.
[f. prec. +-LY^.]

1. After tne manner, or by means, of revelation

or of the Apocalypse.
1731 BAILEY, Apocalyptically, by way of revelation. 1830

COLERIDGE Lcct. Shafts. II. 341 The date apocalyptically
deduced . . for the commencement ofthe Millennium.

2. jestingly, So as to reveal what should be con-

cealed.

1845 Bach. Albany (1848) 296 The women soon reflected

how apocalyptically they were arrayed.

Apocalyptist (ap^kali-ptist). rare.
[f.

Or.

airoKa\viTT-ftv (see above) + -1ST.] The writer of

the Apocalypse.
1864 Nation. Rm. No. 36. 335 When we see the apoca-

lyptist using favourite words and phrases foreign to the

Evangelist.

Apocarpous (cep^kaupas), a. Bot. [mod. f. Gr.

diro off, away from + -tcapir-o$, comb. adj. f. fcapitos

fruit + -ous.] Having the carpels distinct.

1830 LiNULKy Nat. Syst, Bot. Introd. 30 What I call apo-

carpous ovaria, or those of which the carpella are distinct.

1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 767 Ranunculacea; . . distinguished
. . oy the apocarpous fruit .

ii Apocatastasis (a^ikatce-stasis). rare. [L.,

a. Gr. dirofcaTaaTaois re-establishment, f. a.Tjo~Ka.O-

iffrdfat to set up again.]
1. Restoration, re-establishment, renovation.

1678 CUDWORTH Intuit. Syst. 328 A Tradition .. concern-

ing the Apocatastasis of the world, .partly by Inundation
and partly by Conflagration.
2. Path. Return to a previous condition.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. .s. v., We read of Apocata-
stasis of urine . . of tumours, and other diseases. 1880

Syd. Soc. Lex., ApocfrtastasiS) Thesubsidence of a tumour,
or the re-establishment of an exudation or secretion.

3. Astr. Return to the same apparent position,

completion of period of revolution. (So in Gr.)
1822 T. TAYLOR Afiuleius \. 33 note. The accurate apoca-

tastasis \\. e. regression to the same sign) of the moon, and
in a similar manner of the sun.

Apocatastic (,.t
:

p<?|katse-stik), a. rare 1
, [ad.

med.L. apocatastictis, ad. Gr. a-rroKaraorariKos
;

see

prec.] Of or pertaining to an apocatastasis.
i8zz 'I'. TAYLOR Ajntleins i. 33 note. If the apocatastic

times compared with each other are primary.

Apocathartic (a.--p0|ka[>autik), a. a.ndslf. Med.

[ad. Gr. dirotca6apTtK-6$r f. diroKaBaip-fiv to purge ;

see -ic.] A. adj. Purging, aperient. B. sb. An
aperient medicine. 1859 in HOOPKR Med. Diet.

t A'poclia. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. L. apocha, a. Gr.

dTToxr) receipt, f. dircx*'" to have or receive in full,

f. diro from + \ ftv to have.] An acquittance.
a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams I. 25 (D.) If he had his

apocha or quietance. . he were free from all insequent de-

mands..

t Apo*chylisni. Ol>s. [ad. Gr. d
f. diroxv\i-iv to extract juice.] (See quot.)
[1706 PHILLIPS, Apochylisma^ any Juice boil'd and thick-

en'd with Honey or Sugar, into a kind of hard Consistence.

It is otherwise call'd Rob, Robob, and Succago.] 1773 ASH,
Apochylism [with similar definition].

t A'pOClasm. Obs* [ad. Gr. diro/fAaff/m

fracture of an extremity, f. aitOK\a-uv to break off.]

1719 Glosstigr. Nova, Apoctasm, the breaking off of any
part of the Body. [Whence 17*1 in BAILEY, &c.]

Apocopate (ap^k^Lv't, -it), ///. a. [ad. mod.L.

apocopat-its, ppl. atlj. f. APOCOPE.] Cut short by

apocope. (Used spec, of words from which the

last letter or syllable has disappeared.)
c- 1850 rinnoctts Hcb. Catech. 20 The apocopate future . .

occurs only in the second and third person.

Apocopate (ap^-kJpdt), v. [f. as pic.] To
cut off (esp. the last letter or syllable of a word).
1851 S. JUDD Margaret n. i. (1871) 168 You apocopate

that from the alphabet and Deacon.Hadlock will apocopate
you from the school.

Apo'copated, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
= APO-

COPATE a.

1846 TREGELLES Geseniuf Heb. Lex. s. v. rf?2 Galak,

rr?3n higlah, future apocopated, ^J'l wayyfgel. 1876 E.

PALMER in Academy 30 Sept. 332 The apocopated genitive
in 'bliss.

1

ApOCOpation (apf:k0pt
Ti
-Jpn). [n. of action f.

APOCOPATE v. \ see -TIOX.] The action of apo-

copating ; the state of being apocopated.
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Apocope, When the Apocp-

pation is marked with a superior comma . . the word is said

to be apostrophated. 1873 F. HALL Mod. Eng. 187 We
should nave had . .alt, cit, plenipo. . if there had been as

popular a demand for the apocopation of altitudes, citizen^

Plcnipotentiary.

\\ Apocope (ap^k(Vp/). [L., a. Gr. diroKoirri a

cutting off, f. dwuKojr-T-fiv to cut off.] The cutting

off or omission of the last letter orsyllable ofa word.

Hence Apoco'pic a.

1591 PERCIVALI. Sp. Diet. R ij a, Apocope . . as for vamos

nos, they say I'ainonos. 1711 J. GRKKNWOOD Eng. Gram.

196 Hence [from mis\ comes the French Preposition Mes,
and by an Apocope Me, as in mecontent. 1860 FARRAK

Orig. Lang. viii. 175 Words and roots in a violent state of

fusion and apocope.

Apocrif, obs. form of APOCRYPHA.

Apocrisiary (u-'p^kri-ziari). Also apo'cri

sary. [ad. med.L. apocrisiarius delegate, deputy,
f. Gr, dnuKptm-s answer: see -ART.] A person



APOCRUSTIC.

appointed to give and receive answers
; spec, a papal

nuncio, or secretary.
I43J "5 tr- Higden Rolls Ser. VI. 337 Pope Nichol . . sente

Arsenius his apocrisary. 1610 CARLETON Jurisdict. 131
The Pall was offered you by our Apocrisiaries, (that is Chap-
lanes). 17*5 tr. Dnpin's Keel, Hist, \-]th C. I. v. 109 After-

wards, they sent those who were to reside at Court, and to

manage all Affairs which might come before them. Their

Names were Apocrisiaries. 1744 LEWIS Bp. Pecock 124 T
Pall was tendered to him by his [Paschal's] apocrisaries.

EWIS Bp. Pecock 124 The
Paschal's] apocrisaries.

Apocrustic (8ffp0xr&mk)t
a. and sb, J\Ied.

Also apocroustic. [ad. rnod.L. apocrustic- us, a.

Gr. diroKpovo~TiK<js, f. dtrottpov-ftv to beat off, repel.]

A. adj.
'

Having power to repel,' astringent.
B. sb. An astringent medicine.

1706 PHILLIPS, Afiocronsticks are such Medicines as hinder

the flowing of the Humours into any particular Part of the

Body, and force back those that are beginning to flow

thither. 1853 MAYNE Rxp. Le.r., Apocrustic, Having the

power of repelling and astringlng.

t Apocryph(e, ft- and sb. Obs. Also apo-

crif(e. [a. Fr. apocryphe, f. L. apocrypha : see

next.] By-form of next.

A. adj. Ofunestablished authenticity, apocryphal.
1548 COVERDAI.K Erasm. Parctfhr. Jnde zi The boke of

Knoch which is Apocryphe, that is to say, without autoritie.

B. sb. An apocryphal document.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. iii. xii. 356 The contrarie parti is an

apocrif. Ibid. 366 The seid epistle is an untrewe Apocrife.

Apocrypha ^apfrkrifa), a. and.r. Forms : 4-6

apocripha, (8 apocryphy), 6 - apocrypha, [neut.

pi. (sc. scripta} of late L. adj. apocryp/nts, a. Gr.

diroKpv<f>os hidden, hence, of unknown authorship,

spurious, f. dtroKpviTT-fiv to hide away. Formerly
used l^in pi. apocrvpha, sing, apocryphitni) as adj.

As sb., still properly treated as a plural, with

singular of Gr. form apocryphon ; but in common
usage apocrypha is sing, with ^.apocryphas. In this

sense apocryphy was also formerly in use. Cf. prec.]

*t"
A. adj. Of unknown authorship ;

not au-

thentic, spurious ; uncanonical (see B) ; false. Obs.

1387 TKEVISA Higdcn V. 105 The writynge is Apocripha
whanne be auctor berof is unknowe. 1460 CATGKAVK
Chron. 7

* The Penauns of Adam' be cleped Apocriphum,
whech is to sey, whanne the mater is in doute, or ellis whan
men knowe not who mad the book. 1690 LOCKE Govern*
}itent \\, i. xi. 143. 150 That . . Kings enjoy'd their Crowns
by Right descending to them from Adam, that we think
not only Apocrypha, but also utterly impossible.
B. sb.

1. A writing or statement of doubtful authorship
or authenticity ; spec* those books included in the

Septuagint and Vulgate versions of the Old Testa-

ment, which were not originally written in He-
brew and not counted genuine by the Jews, and

which, at the Reformation, were excluded from
the Sacred Canon by the Protestant party, as hav-

ing no well-grounded claim to inspired authorship.
1539 BIBLE (' Great') Apocrypha, Pref. t

The other [bookes]

folowynge, which are called apocripha. 1587 HOLDING DC
Mornay xxx. 470 The lewes account those bookes for Apo-
cryphaes. 1597 HOOKER V. xx. (1841) i. 483 \Vehold not the

apocrypha for sacred. 1704 Loud. Gaz. mmmmxxii/3 The
Contents of each Chapter in the Bible, and Apocryphy.
c 1735 POPE Donne Sat. iv. 286 What's now apocrypha, my
wit, In time to come may pass for holy writ. 1834 Penny
Cycl. II. 163/2 About 1826, it was decided that the Apocry-
pha should not be circulated by the British and Foreign
Bible Society. 1881 W. R. SMITH Old Test, in Jew. Ch. v.

27 The presence of an apocryphon in a Christian MS.
b. attrih.

1590 J. GBBEHWOOO Sland.Art. Bivb, Theire Apochripha
liturgye. 1666 BuNYAM Grace Abound. 65 Casting my eye
upon the Apocrypha books, I found it in Ecclesiasticus.

2. [As in Gr.] Hidden things ; secrets, rare.

1839 BAILEY Festiis viii. (18481 80 Every man's life has its

apocrypha; Mine has, at least.

t Apocrypha, apocryphy, v. Obs. rare.

[f. prec. sb.] To reckon as apocryphal or spurious.
1625 J. DAVIES Paper Persec. 80 (D.i The Bible ne'er was

more ApocryphideThan by their bold excursions. 1661 H,
BOLD St. George s Day 3 Works [as opposed to FaithJ are

Apocripha'd, as little worth.

Apocryphal ^aivkrifal\ a- and sb. [f. as prec.
+ -AL.] A. adj. Of doubtful authenticity ; spu-
rious, fictitious, false

; fabulous, mythical.
a. orig. of a writing, statement, or story.
1590 J. GREENWOOD Stand. Art Bij b, We hold them. . not

only a babling, but apochriphall & Idolatrous. 1678 BUTLKR
Hud. in. i. 492 If but one word be true ,. In all th' apocry-
phal romance. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. App. 569
The tale has a somewhat apocryphal sound.

b. spec. Of or belonging to the Jewish and early
Christian uncanonical literature.

1615 Cnrry-C.for Coxe-C. ii. 93 Peremptory. . against the

Canonizing of these Apogriphall bookes. 1711 ADDISON
S/>cct. No. 28 f 6 Our Apocryphal Heathen God [Bel] . . in

conjunction with the Dragon. 1865 LECKY Ration. 1 1878) I.

210 The apocryphal gospels. . were for the most part of
Gnostic origin.

c. gen. Unreal, counterfeit, sham,
'

imitation.'
1610 B. JONSON Alchemist \. i, A whoreson, upstart, apo-

cryphal captain. 1649 C. WALKER Hist.Indep. ir. 226 This
Agreement was . .complained of in the apocryphal House
ofCommons. 1843 TERROLD/'wt-AV/,^/.x.\.Wks. 1.473 He
lived by putting off pencils, with apocryphal lead in them.

t B. sb. An apocryphal writing. Obs. rare.

387

1661 Crand Debate 13 Some Psalm or Scripture Hymn . .

instead of that Apocryphal [the Benedicite]. 1677 J. HAN-
HER Vicio ofAntiq. 419 (T.) Nicephorus and Anastasius . .

did rank these epistles in the number of apocryphals.

Apocryphalist (fijykrif&llst).
rare, [f.-prec.

+ -IHT.] One who supports the inclusion of the

Apocrypha in editions of the Uible.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 163/2 The apocryphalists were finally

defeated by the anti-apocryphalists.

ApO'Cryphally, adv. rare. [f.
as prec. +-L\'2.]

In an apocryphal manner
; fabulously, falsely.

1833 Blackw. Mag. XXXIV. 508 Samuel, 'tis said apo-

cryphally, used to drink as a toast 'An insurrection in the

West Indies and success to it !'

Apo'cryphalness. rare. [. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being apocryphal.
1641 SMECTVMNUUS Vind. Anyiv. 13. 160 To prove not

onely the Apocryphalnes but the falsenesse of these subscrip-
tions. 1755 JOHNSON, Apocryphalucss^ Uncertainty, doubt-
fulness of credit.

t Apo'cryphate, a- and sb. Obs. Also 5

ypocrafet, 5-6 appocrifate, 6 apocrafate. [f.

APOCRYPHA + -ATE^ : cf. literate, etc.]

A. adj. Of apocryphal origin ;
of spurious

creation or character.

1486 Bk. St. A Ibans, Herald. B ij b, Thcr be ij dyuerse gen-

tylmen made of groniys. . that other is called in armys a

gcntill man appocrifate, that is to say made vpp and gouyn
to him the name and the lyueroy of a gentylman. Ibid.

Avjb, Ther is a gentylman ypocrafet. 1586 FERNK Bin.-.

Centric 56 Our bastardly and apochryphate poets. 1655
CARTER Honor Retiiv. (1660) 22 It is but rude and fal^e

Honour, and is by Sir John Kerne termed apocryphate, and
debarred of all priviledges of gentility.

B. sb. A spurious or sham gentleman.
1586 FICRNK Blaz. Centric 92 Such Apocrafates, as be . .

crept into the honorable asscmblye* of the Inns of Court.
^

t Apocryphical, ". Oo$,rare~*. [f. Gr. diru-

npv<f>-os hidden, spurious f -ic.u,.]
= APOCRYPHAL,

1719 Bi>. BULL Corrupt. Ch. Rome (T.) Certain apocry-

pliical and ridiculous stories.

t ApO'Cryphous, a. Obs. i-are~ l

. [f.
as prec.

+ -ous.] APOCRYPHAL.
1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 183 That apocryphous Author,

U'isci. viii. i, teacheth us that, etc.

Apocynaceous (Sp^sirvi-Jas), a. Bot.
[f.

mod.L. Apocynacese, : see next and -ACEOUS.] Of
or belonging to the N.O. Apocynacav, or '

Dog-
banes,' including the Periwinkles and Oleanders.

1883 Kno-wl. 7 Sept. 154/2 A new apocynaceous plant,
which . . yields abundant supplies of pure caoutchouc.

Apocyneous (sep0srnAs\ a. Bot. [f.
mod. I,.

Apoi'ync-36 (f. Apocyuiint 'dog's-bane/ ad. Gr.arro-

KVVOV, f. diro off+ KVV- dog) + -ous.] - prec.
1852 T. Ross tr. Hittnboldfs Trav. II. xvi. 51 The first

shoots of the apocyneous plants. 1854 HOOKER Hinial.

Jrnls. II. xxx. 334 A climbing apocyneous plant.

Apod(e (jE'pfd, arptwl), a. and sb.
[f.

Gr. airovs,

dirod- footless, f. d priv. + TTOVS foot ; after mod.L.

Apod~cst Apod-a, applied to groups in Zoology.]
A. adj. Footless;- APODAL i, 2.

1816 KIRBY& SPENCE EntowoL (18281 I. iv. 139 An apode
larva. 1835 Hab. $ fust. Anitn. \ I. xxii. 416 The Ophi-
dians and Apod fishes evidently tend towards each other.

1874 LUBBOCK Orig. Mctaitt. Jus. i. 16 The larva; . . of the

Weevils . . are apod.
B. sb. (usually //.^ mod.L. Apodcs, Apoda.}

Term applied to certain birds, fish, and reptiles,

in which feet or ventral fins are either wholly
absent or merely rudimentary.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634! II. 383 The greater kind of

Swallows or Martins called Apodes. 1836 Blachw. Mag.
XXXIX. 306 In birds, reptiles and insects, there are some
which have been falsely called apteroids, or apods ; for they

possess in concealment the members which their name de-

clares them to want.

Apodacrytic (se:p0|dikri*tik),
a. and sb. Sled.

[ad. Gr. a.iro5aKpuTiK~6s f. diro-8aKpv-iv to weep
much.] A. adj. Exciting tears. S. sb. Anything

having this tendency.
1719 Glossogr. Nova, Apodactysticks. 1833 MAYNE E.vp.

L,c.r., A^odacrytic . . as onions, hellebore, etc.

Apodal (se-p^dal), a. Zool.
[f. APOD(E + -AL 1

.]

1. Footless.
1802 G. SHAW Zool. III. 309 Apodal Lizard. 1836-39 TOUD

Cycl. Anat. $ P/iys. II. 862/1 The larva; of these insects are

generally apodal.

2. Of fish : Lacking the ventral fin.

1769 PENNANT Zool. III. 113 The eel is placed by Lin-
naeus in the genus of Muraena, his first of the apodal fish.

1855 OWEN Sfcel. fy Teeth 23 Wholly wanting . . in the fishes

called 'apodal.'

Apodan (arp<Man) = prec. (In mod. Diets.)

Apodenial (ipfdftnal), a. Zool. rare.
[f.

APO-
DEME + -AL* ] Of or pertaining to an apodeme.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. vi. 309 The floor of the

thoracic cavity is seen to be divided into a number of in-

complete cells . . by these apodemal partitions.

Apoderaatal (9Gp0de*mftt$l), a. Zoo!, rare. [f.

mod.L. apodcma, -at- (see next) + -AL 1
.]
= prec.

1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 100 The muscles [of the cray-
fish] may be seen passing through the apodematal cells.

Apodeme (a?'p#d/~m). Zoo/, [ad. mod.L. apo-
dema (itself often wsed\ f. Gr. duo from + fo'jm*

body, frame.] One of the peculiar processes on the

cxoskeleton of the thorax of Arthropods, which

APOGHSAL.

serve as attachment for muscles and other ap-

pendages.
i8jz DANA Crustac. i. 49 No sella turcica or median apo-

deme. [1880 HUXLEY Cray-Fish iii. 99 The front end . . is

fixed to a series of processes of the exoskeleton of the thorax
called apodemata.]

Apodiabolosis (rc^p^idsiab^lJu'sis). rare. [f.

Gr. 5>.d(3o\os devil, on the model of apotheosis.]

Lowering to the rank of a devil ;
a making or treat-

ing as diabolical.

1827 HARK Guesses 11859) l(
?2
The apotheosis of the Middle

Ages, and the apodiabolosis of the Reformation and its

effects. 1864 Realm 25 May 2 With one base imbecile

smugness, which is the very apodiabolosis of Art.

Apodictic, -deictic [sepadi'ktik, -dai-ktilO, a.

[ad. L. apodtctlC-u$t
a. Gr. aTroSei/c-n/c-os of the nature

of demonstration
;

f. dirofatK-vvvai to show off, de-

monstrate. (The analogical spelling U -(//V/-.)] Of
clear demonstration ;

established on incontrovert-

ible evidence. (,By Kant applied to a proposition

enouncing a necessary and hence absolute truth.)

1652 URU.I:HART Jeivcl Wks. 1834. 291 This apodictick
course . . to infer consequences from infallible inaximes. 1816

COI.KRIDCK Statesin. Man. 358 In the heights of geometry
. . there exist truths of apodictic force in reason, which the

mere understanding strives in vain to comprehend. 1877
CAIRO riiilos. Kant u. iii. 242 With apodeictic certainty.

Apodi'Ctical, -dei'Ctical, a. arch. [f. prec.

+ -AL 1

.] Of apodictic nature J absolutely demon-

strable; of absolute certainty.
n 1638 MKDE Kcw. Apocal. in. Ul 586 It follows not by

Apodictical necessity, but it may perswade morally as a

probability. 1677 HALK Friiti. Orig. Man. To Reader i

Arguments demonstrative, or at least little less than apo-
deictical. 1788 Rtiu A ristot. Log. v. i When the premises
are certain, and the conclusions drawn from them in due

form, the syllogism i> called apodictical. 1860 MANSKL Pw-
leg^in. Li\%. vii. ^51 Jiult;menls, according to Kant, are of

three kind's, problematical, assertorial and apodeictical.

Apodi'ctically, -dei'ctically, adv. [f prec.

+ -I.Y-.] Iii an apodictic manner; by way of

absolute demonstration.

1615 Ciirry-C.for Co.ve-C. '\\\. 112 Had he delitiered hi>

mind elsewhere positively, and apodectically. 1832-4 Dt
(JiiMiv Span. Xun Wks. 1862 III. 20 There were no

roasted potatoes in Spain at that date [1608], which can be

apodeictically proved, because in Spain there were no pota-
toes at all, and very few in England.

I, ApodlO'xis. ''Obs. [L., a. (.jr. airo5iojt$, n. of

action f. aTro-didiKeiv to drive away.] (See quot.1

1657 J, SMITH Myst. Rhet. 229 Apodio.vis, a figure when

any argument or objection is with indignation rejected as

extreamly absurd. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .V.v//., Apodioxis^
in logic, the rejection of such things as do not necessarily

belong to the question considered.

II Apodixis, -deixis '. aep^Tdi'ksis, -dai'ksis).

? Obs. [L. apodTxis, a. CJr. uiruSc i^y, f. a-no-faiK-vvvcii :

see Al'ODicxic.] Demonstration, absolute proof.
a 1623 KICK Rich. Ill, bo tT.) If he had not afterward*

given an apodixis in the battle, upon what platform he had

projected and raised that hope. 1692 PITCAIRNF, BabelI 2 5,1

Sly second argument is . . a compleat apodyxis Against thi>

pray'r. 1755 in JOHNSON (apodixis}\ and in mod. Diets.

I Apodosis (apfd^is). Rliet. [L. apodosis, a.

dr. dnuSofftj, n. of action f. a7ro8(56iai to give back.]
The concluding clause of a sentence, as contrasted

with the introductory clause or protasis ; now

usually restricted to the consequent clause in a

conditional sentence, as 'If thine enemy hunger,

feed him?
n 1638 MEUK Wk$. i. xxu 77 Let us consider a little of the

Protasis (' Even so hath the Lord ordained, that they which

preach the Gospel '], whereof the words I have now read

[* should live of the Gospel'] are the Apodosis. 1866 F.

HARPER Peace thro Truth 253 The word ' turned
'

[M-era-

j3/3Arj*er] must be understood of a physical change in the

protasis; it must be therefore equally understood of a

physical change in the apodosis.

Apodous (arptfrbs), a. Zool. [f. Gr. airoS-, see

APOD(E + -ous.] Footless, apod.
1816 KIRBY & SPENCK Entomol. II. xxi. 269 Apodous larva-,

or those that move without legs. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. <S-

Phys. I. 166/2 A certain number of Annelida are completely

apodous.

II Apodyterium (ep0|ditla'ri#m). [L., a. Gr.

aTro5uTi7pioj', f. d-tro-Su-civ to put off, undress.] orig.

The apartment in which clothes were deposited by
those who were preparing for the bath or palxstra \

hence gett. a dressing-room, a robing-room.
fi 1695 WOOD Life (18481 193 Conducted in his doctor's

robes from the apodyterium into the convocation house.

1820 T. MITCHELL Com. Aristoph. I. Introd. 55 It _was my
lot to be sitting where you saw me, in the apodyterium.

Apogseic, -gaic (xpod^rik, -grik), a.
[f.

Gr.

d-rroyat-os far from the earth (see APOGEE) + -ic.]
=

APOGEAN.
1839 LADY LYTTON CJuxvley II. ix. 299 That when this

enterprising and apogaeic old lady had gone up so high . .

she went still farther, even to the moon. 1880 P. GRF<;

Across Zodiac I. ii. 44 The lunar angle . . confirmed the read-

ing . . giving the same apogaic distance or elevation.

ApOgeal (sepfTdgral), a. Astr. [f. L. apoge-tts,

a. Gr. titro-ycuos ~yfios (see prec.";. + -AL.]
=^ APOGEAJ.'.

1743 Phil. Tratis. XLVIII. 166 The difference between the

apogeal and perigeal diameters of the sun. 1797 Encycl.
Hrit. II. ^84/1 Set the moon's apogeal wire to its place in

the ecliptic for that time.
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APOGEAN.

Apogean (rcrwd.^ran'j, a. Asti:
[(. as prec. +

-AN] a. Proceeding off from the earth or land.
b. Of or pertaining to apogee.
a I&44 QVARLES Sol. Recant, ix. 49 Let noe that rude, that

Apogean storm Of flesh and blood dismay thee. 1812 WOOD-
HOUSE Astron. xxxiii. 313 The apogean and perigean lunar
distances. 1876 CHAMBERS Astron. 173 The Moon beingmore or less in an apogean position.

Apogee (srpfldjj). Astr. [a. Fr. apogee (in

Cotgr. 16 II), f. L. apogieum, a. Gr. diruyaiov (also
atrottiov), adj. neut. '

away from the earth,' (f. an&
off, from + fdios, -yffns of the earth, f. yaia, yfj the

earth), but used absol. by Ptolemy (sc. Siaartj/ia
distance) in the modern astronomic sense. For-

merly used in Gr. or I., form afogeon, -gKum, -gcitm.]
1. The point in the orbit of the moon, or of any

planet, at which it is at its greatest distance from
the earth; also, the greatest distance of the sun from
the earth when the latter is in aphelion. (A term
of the Ptolemaic Astronomy, which viewed the earth
as the centre of the universe ; in modern astronomy
strictly used in reference to the moon, and popularly
said of the sun in reference to its apparent motion.)

T594 J- DAVIS Scanians Seer., Her Slowe Motion is in the
point of Auge or afogeo. 1656 tr. Halites' Klein, P/iilos.

(1839' 443 The apogzum of the sun or the aphelium of the
earth. 1727 51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Apogee is a point in the
heavens at the extreme of the line of the apsides. 1812
WoODHOUSE Astron. xix. 206 Apogee, if the Sun be supposed
to revolve, Aphelion, if the Earth. 1868 I.OCKYER Heavens
led. 31 130 The greatest distance of the .Moon from the
Earth is about 64? the equatorial radius of our globe. When
the Moon is at this distance, it is said to be in apogee.
t 2. The greatest altitude reached by the sun in

his apparent course
; his meridional altitude on the

longest day. Olis.

1605 BACON A,{<: Learn. (1640'! 146 The Apogee or middle
point; and Perigee or lowest point of heaven. 1646 SIK T.
BROWNE Pseud. F.p. \\. v. (1686) 242 In the Apogeum or
highest point it is not so hot. under that Tropick.
3. Hence fig. a. The most distant or remote spot.

b. The highest point, climax, culmination.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso n. Ixvii. 33 Thy Sunne is in his Apo-

gajon placed, And when it moueth next, must needes descend.
1642 H. MORE Smigo/Sonl n. in. n. xii, She [the Soul) doth
ascend, Unto her circles ancient Apogie. 1670 EACHARI>
( onteinpt Clergy 54 Sometimes he u ithdraws himself into
the apoga^um of doubt, sorrow, and despair. 1858 MOTLEY
Dutch Rep. vi. Introd. 33 The trade of the Netherlands, .had
however by no means reached its apogee.

Apogeotropic (fE'pOid^dtiypik), a. Bot. [f.

(by Darwin 1880) Gr. A.TTO from + 7^ (in comb, f(o-)
earth + rpomii-'f turning.] liending or turning
away from the ground. (Said of leaves and other

parts of plants.)
1880 UARWIN Movem. Plants 189 When theyfthe rhi/omes]

were cultivated in water their tips turned upwards, and they
became apogeotropic.A pogeotro-pically, aJv.

[f. prec. + -AL+ -LY-'.]
In a direction away from the ground.
1880 F. DARWIN in .\'alnre No. 582. 179 There is no reason

why they should bend apogeotropically in one direction
more than another.

Apogeotropism (m-'pOid^V-tr^pi/m). [f. as

prec. + -ISM.] I'lif tendency of loaves and other

parts of plants to turn away from the earth.
1880 DARWIN- Ahn'i-m. Plants 5 Apogeotropism will mean

bending in opposition to gravity or from the centre of the
earth. 1881 Academy 12 Feb. 121 The motion produced by
-apTSgeotropism is sometimes remarkably straight.

Apograph (ae'pugraf). [ad. (perh. through Fr.

ftpogr&phe} Gr.
air<'>ypatf>-ov

a copy, f. atrn-ypatp-fiv
to write off, copy.] An exact copy or transcript.
iSoi HOLLAND Pliny (1634! II. 546 The counterfeit taken

from this table and made by it (which kind of pattern the
(ireekes call Apographon . 1656 BLOUNT Glassogr., Apo-
graph, a copy written out of another pattern ;

also an In-

ventory of ones goods. 1873 POSTE Cains Pref. 8 An apo-
graph or facsimile edition of the Veronese MS. 1878 GARLAND
Genesis Pref. 8 Not from the original manuscripts, but from
the

apographs.
t Apo-graplial, a. Obs. ran- 1

,
[f. prec +

-AL'.] Of the nature of an apograph ; copied.
1752 I.KE Diss. Theol. I. 104 iL.) Parallel places nowhere

else
extaiyt

but in these apocryphal or apographal pieces.

l! Apoi'nctee. [a. Fr. apointce pa. pple. ; cf.

appoint (formerly appoincf)
' somme qui fait le

soldc d'un compte,' Littre'.] The net amount.
CARLETT Exch. 20 Substract the Provision and Cour-.

tagie, and the Remainder is the Apoinctee (the Neat
Stun .

1 Apoi'ut. Obs. rare. [a. OFr. apoinl, in

Cotgr. appoint/.] Fitness, readiness.
c 1400 Destr. Troy n. 401 No filisofers . . Might approche

to bat precious apoint of her wit.

Apoious (apoi'ss), a. rare. [f. Gr. airoi-os with-
out quality + -ous.] Having no aclive qualities;
neutral ; e.g. water, starch. 1880 in Syil. Sac. Le.r.

tApoi'SOn.-oySOn.Z'. Obs. [a.OFr.a/Wjw/c-/-,
variant oiempoisoner: see h-prcf. 10.] To poison.
1297 R. Gi.ouc. 122 po luber wommon . . apoysnede be

godeman, and to be defje hym broste. ,1400 Chron. f'np-.

781 iRitson M. A*. II. 302.1 His stepmoder . . Him apoisonede
that he was ded.

Apojove (
-

p*i^3*v). Ash: [(a. Fr. apojove),
ad. mod.L. apojovium, f. Gr. dirt! from + L. Jov-

388

Jupiter ; cf. apogee] The point in the orbit of a
satellite of the planet Jupiter at whic't it is at its

greatest distance from the planet.
[176? DANTHORNE in Phil. Trans. LI I. 106 The apojovium

of the fourth satellite . . moves forward about 12 ' in 20
years.) 1867 E. DENISON Astron. without Math. 179 Each
moon is less accelerated at apojove than perijove.

t Apola'ctize, v. Obs.-* [ad. I,. apolaclJzd-re,
ad. Gr. diro-Aarit,''-ei>' to kick away.] 'To spume
with the heele.' Cockeram 1623.
Apolar (apira-laj), a. Biol. [f. A.fref. 14 priv. +

POLAR.] Having no 'poles' or fibrous processes;
sometimes applied to those nerve cells which have
no 'polar' connexion with the nerve-fibres.
1859 TODD Cycl. Anal. S, Phys. V. 436/2 The ganglionic

corpuscles . . termed by Stannius apolar cells. 1880 BASTIAN
Brain iii. 48 Many of the so-called apolar nerve-cells may be
nothing more than imperfectly developed ganglion cells.

Apolaustic (ocrwlg-stik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.

Q7roAau(7T(-oy, f. diro\a.v-fiv to enjoy.]
A. adj. Concerned with or wholly devoted to

seeking enjoyment ; self-indulgent.
1871 T. ARNOLD in U-'yclifs U'ks. III. 346 note,

' Rehe-
tours

'

might mean lazy apolaustic fellows, idlers, super-
numeraries. 1880 Sat. Ken. No. 1289.63 The lordly, apo-
laustic, and haughty undergraduate.
B. collect, sb. A suggested synonym for /ESTHE-

TICS
; the science of the pleasurable.

1836 7 SIR W.HAMILTON Me'afh.i'i\. I. 124 Baumgarten ..

first applied the term Esthetic to the doctrine which we
vaguely . . denominate the Philosophy of Taste, the Theory
of the Fine Arts . . The term Apolaustic would have been
a more appropriate designation.
t A'polepsy. Path. Obs. [ad. L. apolcpsia, ad.

Gr. *u7roAij^ia
=
a7roAr^is, n. of action f. diro-Xa/j-

0c.v-fiv to take off, intercept, arrest.] (See quot. )

^
[1706 PHILLIPS, Apolepsia . . among Physicians, a Stoppage

in the Course of the Blood or Animal Spirits. ] 1719 Glnssogr.
Nova, Apoltpsy. [In mod. Diets.)

t Apolliuar, a. Obs. [ad. L. Apollinar-is of

Apollo.] = next.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 541 'Hie Apollinar games.
Apollinarian (ap^line-i-rian), a.

[f.
L. Apol-

linari-s of Apollo ; also a proper name + -AX.]
A. adj. 1. Sacred to or in honour of Apollo.

'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., The Apollinarian games.
2. Of or pertaining to Apollinaris of Laodicca,

a noted heretic of the 4th c., who held peculiar
opinions on the Incarnation.

1659 PLARSON C7V/ii86 ( ) 281 The Apollinarian heresy.
B. sb. An adherent of the opinions of Apollinaris.

1586 T. ROGERS 39 Art. (1607) 44 Some will have a qua-
termty of persons, not a Trinity . . So . . the Apollinarians
did

hojd. 1852 SIR W.HAMILTON Discuss. 191 Collier.,
was . . in his religious . . speculations . . an Apollinarian.

Apollina-rist. 10bs. [ad. med.L. Apollina-
rista, (. Apollinar-is: see -IsT ]

= APOLLINAKTAN sb.

1640 }',:: HALL C/ir. Jfrnfrr.
37/2 Makes Christ of meal,

therefore not of the blessed Virgin, therefore an Apollinarist.
1702 tr. Le CUrc's Prim. Fathers 228 Apollinarists who be-
lieved that the Divinity of Christ was instead of a Soul to
his Body. 1882 SCHAH-- Herzog's Encycl. Rel. Kno-.vl. 109.

Apollonian (a-|yl<7u nian), a.
[f. L. Apolloni-us,

a. Gr. ajroAAwvi-of of Apollo; also pr. name + -IAN ]
1. Pertaining to, resembling, or having the cha-

racteristics of Apollo, the sun-god of the Greeks
and Romans, the patron of music and poetry.
1663 GI:RBIER Counsel B vj a, To destroy the very founda-

tion of it : partly on pretence that . . the string of an Apollo-
nian-like harp did not sound pleasing to their ears, a 1822
SHELLEY Hymn to Merc. Ixni, Every Apollonian limb Is
clothed with speed, and might, and manliness.
2. Of Apollonius of 1'erga, a famous Greek geo-

meter and investigator of conic sections.

1727 51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. HyferMa, The Apollonian
Hyperbola is . . the Hyperbola of the first kind

; thus called
in contradistinction to the hyperbolas of the higher kinds.

1798 ATWOOD in Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 208 The Apol-
lonian or conic parabola.

Apollonic (lepjUjHlik), a. rare.
[f. Gr. OTroA-

Awi'.-os (see prec.) r-ic.] Of or pertaining to Apollo.
1880 MAX MUI.I.ER Select. Ess. I. 456 One large web of

Apollonic theology.

Apollo'nicon. [f. as prec. after harinonicon,
etc.] (See quot.)
1834 Penny Cycl. II. 165/2 Apollonicon, the name given

to a chamber organ of vast power, supplied with both keys
and barrels. . first exhibited .. in- 1817. a 1849 H. CoL
RIDGK Ess. I.

305 Sing
'

Songs of Reason
'

to the grinding of
l steam apollomcon.

Apollonize (apjrlAiaiz), v. rare 1
, [f as prec.

+ -:ZE.] To act the Apollo ;
to decide oracularly

on the merits of music, poetry, etc.

1835 Klaclm: Mag. XXXVIII. 599 The literary patient
under this influenza . . imagines himself authorized to Apol-
ionize.

Apolloship (apflcjip). noncc-wd.
[f.

APOI.LO
+ -'

HIP.] The position of Apollo ; pre-eminence
in poetry and prophecy.
1867 J. H. STIRLING in Fortn. Rev. Oct. 384 Predestinate

to Apolloship, the godship of prophecy, the godship of song.

il Apollyon (apfli/m). [L., a. Gr. dir >AAiW,
pr. pple. of diroAAu'-cii' to destroy.] The destroyer,
a name given to the Devil

; whence Apollyonist, a

subject or follower of Apollyon.

APOLOGIZE.
1382 WVCLIF Rev. ix. it The aungel of depnesse, to whom

the name hi Ebru, Labadon, forsothe bi Greke, Appolion.
c 1400 Rowland $ Ot. 1209 Mahoun, And appolyne that he
one levede. 1617 P. FLETCHER (titlt\ The Locusts, or Apol-
lyonists. [See Rev. ix. 3-11.] 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. 93 He
espied a foul Fiend coming over . . to meet him : his name
is Apollyon.

t ApO'logal, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. apolog-us,

Gr. diriiAo-y-or, story + -AjA] Of the nature of an

apologue or fable.

1632 URQUHART Jnuel Wks. 1834, 292 Allegories of all

sorts, whether apologal, affabulatory, parabolary, etc.

t Apo'loger. Obs.
[f. prec. -r -EK!.] One who

tells apologues, a fabulist.
1621 BARTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. v. ii, A mouse (saith an

Apologer) was brought up in a chest. 1653 WATERHOust
Apol. Leain. 258 iL.i A sober apologer.

Apologetic (ap^Wdse-tik), a. and sb. Also 7
apologotique, apollogetiek. [a. Fr. apologethiue,
ad. L. apologfticus, a Gr. diroKo-irjTiKoi fit for de-

fence, f. dno\oy-(affai to speak in defence : see

APOLOGY.] A. adj.
1. Of the nature of a defence

; vindicatory.
1649 i title) An Apologetic Declaration of the conscientious

Presbyterians of the Province of London. 1724 A. COLLINS
Cf r. Chr. Relig. 46 Manyapologetick writings of the ancient
Christians. iS/jt, Encycl. Brit. led. 9 s.v. Apologetics, Augus-. . . ..

,
-

tine's . . De Ci->itate Dei is apologetic in so far as it en-
deavours to show that Christianity and the church are the
only ark of safety.

2. Regretfully acknowledging or excusing fault or
failure

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. xviii. 170 Forced to speak
in a subdued and apologetic tone. 1867 DICKENS Lett. (1880;
II. 295 All manner of apologetic messages.
B. sb.

1. A formal apology for, or defence of, a person,
doctrine, course of action, etc.

i6os BACON Ad:: Learn. (1640) To Reader i The intended
Apologetique . . is not publish'd. ^1733 NORTH Lives I. 335
1 hat all, which did not then please, must be attributed to
the Lord Keeper and not to him. A stately apologetic !

"

1751 JORTIN Keel. Hist. I. 239 Tertullian, in his Apologetic,
inveighs . . against the inconsistency and absurdity of this.

2. //. or colled, sing. The defensive method of

argument ;
often spec. The argumentative defence

of Christianity.
a 1733 NORTHZnw* (1896) II. 156 Todrop these apologetics.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 169/2 The science of apologetics . .was
unknown till the attacks of the adversaries of Christianity
assurned a learned and scientific character. 1882 Atheufpnin
25 Nov.

700/1 The kind of book . . most rational of all in the
way of Christian apologetic.

Apo loge tical, a.
[f. as prec. + -AL!.]

1. = APOLOGETIC a. i.

a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vin. 505 Writings apologetical of
her royal authority. 1640 FULLER AM Redh'., Bradford
(18671 I. 219 A long apologetical oration of his own innc-
cency. 1859 JOWETT Romans II. 580 The former have a
dogmatical, the latter an apologetical character.
2. = APOLOGETIC 2.

1634 R. H. Salernc Regan. Pref. i, I thought fit to wave
all Apologeticall expressions, of this Workes weakenesse.
1865 LKCKY Rational. (18781 11.88 Persecution became lan-

guid . . grew apologetical, timid, and evasive.

Apologetically, adv.
[f. prec. + -Ll-2.] In

apologetic manner
; by way of apology.

1649 C. WALKER Hist. Intief. n. 242 These Letters . . being
Apologetically published for satisfaction of the Souldiery.
1836 CAR. Kox Jrnls. I. 23 Coleridge . . murmured apolo-
getically

'
I got that book cheap.'

t Apolo'gical, it. Obs.
[f.

Gr. dTroAo-y-i'o de-

fence, or aTroAo-y-os fable + -ICAL.]
1. Of the nature of an apology or defence.

1607 Sharpham's Fleire Pref. A iij, I had of him . . an
Kpistle or Apological preamble . . directed vnto you. 1665
J. I'ROWN (title) An apologicall Relation of the particular
Sufferings of the faithful! Ministers . . of the Church.
2. Of the nature of an apologue, parable, or fable.
c 1633 '' ADAMS ll'ks. (1862' II. 166 (D.> To this silent

objection Christ makes an apologica! answer.

Apo'logism. Obs.- a
[ad. Gr. diroAoyiff^-os

'

the rendering of an account, f. Airo\oyi-eo9ai ; but
referred in meaning to APOLOGIZE, APOLOGIST.] 'A
defence or excuse, a speech or written answer made
in justification of anyone.' Blount Glossogr. i6-;6.

Apologist (apflod^ist). [a Fr. apologislc, 1.

Gr. diro\oyia defence, after avrayoiviffr-r^s. aixpiar-

175, etc. : see APOLOGY and -IST.] One who apo-
logizes for, or defends by argument ; a professed
literary champion.
1640 l!r. HALL Kpisc. i. 12 The Apologist professeth foi

them, that they greatly desired to conserve the government
of the Bishops. 1728 YOUNG Love Fame vi. 11757) 156 Thus
pleads the devil's fair apologist. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit.
Const, xv. 11862' 233 Mr. Hume, the staunch apologist of
. . all the Stuarts. 1868 GLADSTONE Jnv. Alitndi vii. (1870)
184 Never was the heathen creed . . so sublimated, as when
it perished under the blows of the Christian apologists.

Apologize (ap(>-15d,3aiz), v. [APOLOGY + -IZE;
cf. Gr. diro\o^ff-fff0at to speak in defence : dffoArryi'^-

(o9ai, to which the formation corresponds, is a
deriv. of diruAo-yoy APOLOGUE.]
1. intr. To speak in, or serve as, justification,

explanation, or palliation of a fault, failure, or

anything that may cause dissatisfaction ; to offer

defensive arguments ;
to make excuses. Also in
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modern usage : To acknowledge and express regret
for a fault without defence, by way of reparation
to the feelings of the person affected. Const, for.

1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars iv. ii, Enforced to apologize With

foreign states for two enormous things. 1656 H. MORK
Antid. Ath. Pref. 12, I can justly apologize fur my self that

Necessity has no law. y]*$ I">K FOE I'oy. round World
(1840) 06 They had very little wine, which the governor
apologised for. 1755 Mem. J\ Drake Ded., Circumstances
which might well have apologized for such a Conduct. 1860

Cornh. Alag. 243 We are wont in a sneaking, contemptible
sort of way, to apologize for our holidays. 1878 SBELBV
Stein III. 497 Stein, as usual, sins by over-emphatic ex-

pressions for which he later freely apologises.

f 2. trans, (by omission of prep.y^r.) Obs. rare.

1733 SWIFT Apol. Wks.i7ss IV. 1.212 The doctor takes his

hint from hence, T' apologise his late offence.

Apologizer (apfrlorlaai:/*!). [f. prec. + -EK 1
.]

One who apologizes (in modern usage for a fault

or offence
;
in early use - APOLOGIST).

1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. in. ii. 61 Another sort of Apo-
logi/ers for Heathenism. 1677 J. HJANMICH] I'ictv of Antiq,
239 (T.) His apologisers labour to free him.

Apologizing, vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. -r -ING V]
Defence, vindication, offering of an apology.
1611 (titled Anti-Coton . . foe the apologizing of the JesuHes

I >oc trine.

Apologue (tt'p%g). Also 6-7 -!ogy, 7 -loge.

[a. Kr. apologue, ad. L. apologus, a Or. dTr6\oyo$

account, story, fable, f. airo off + Auyos speech.]
An allegorical story intended to convey a useful

lesson
;
a moral fable. (Applied more especially

to a story in which the actors or speakers are taken
from the brute creation or from inanimate nature )

1552 5 LATIMER Serin. <$ Rent. (1845' 210 To teach the

people in apologies, bringing in how one beast talketh with
another. 1607 TOPSKLI, Four-footed Beasts 578 A pretty
apology of a league that was made betwixt the wolves and
the sheep. 1699 BI-:NTI.I-:Y Phal. 496 ./Esopa poor Slave could
make Apologues at Samos. 1837 9 HAI.LAM Hist. Lit. (1847)
II. 118 Employing the veil of apologue. 1879 FAHRAR Pnitl
I. 633 The apologue of the self-asserting members in i Cor.
xii. reminds us at once of the ingenious fable of Menenius
Agrippa.

Apology (apylocl^i), sb. [ija. Fr. apologia, ad.

L. apologia (also in Kng. use), a. Gr. dno\oyia de-

fence, a speech in defence, f. d-rro away, off + '\oyla

speaking.] Const. (<7^obs.)y#r.
1 The pleading off from a charge or imputation,
whether expressed, implied, or only conceived as

possible ; defence of a person, or vindication of an

institution, etc, from accusation or aspersion
1533 MORE (titled Apologie of Syr Thomas More, Knyght :

made by him, after he had geuen oner the Office of Lord
Chancellor of Knglande. 1589 F. TRIGGE (title) An Apu-
l,gie or Defence of our Hayes. 1650 BAXTER Saints' Rest
i. v. 11662' 56 Now they shall both by Apology be maintained

just. 1754 SHERLOCK Disc. d759> I. iv. 165 And before the
same great Court of Areopagites Paul made his Apology.
1796 HP. WATSON (tiflci An Apology for the Bible. 1850
J. H. NEWMAN Difficult. Anglic. 4 Apologies for various
of the great doctrines of the faith. 1876 M. DAVIKS Unnrtli.
Loud. 356 A very manful . . apologia was that with which
Miss Miller favoured the large audience.

2. Less formally: Justification, explanation, or

excuse, of an incident or course of action.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. i. 142 His enter and exit shall bee

strangling a Snake; and 1 will haue an Apologie for tliat

purpose. 1725 Dii FOE I'oy. round World 11840) 249 The
consequence of those measures will be the best apology for

my conduct. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Coinp. 58, 1 make no apology
to the readers for the subjoined extract. 1855*1*11tscm T

Philip II, I. in. vi. 385 To furnish an apology for his close

(.onfinement, a story was got up of an attempt to escape.
3. An explanation offered to a person affected by

one's action that no offence was intended, coupled
with the expression of regret for any that may have
been given ; or, a frank acknowledgement of the

offence with expression of regret for it, by way of

reparation.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, in.vii. 104 My Lord, there needes

no such Apologie. 1667 MII.TON P. L. ix. 854 In her face

excuse Came Prologue, and Apologie to prompt. 1692 RAY
Disc. Pref. 14, I have in this Kdition removed one Subject
of Apology. 1754 CHATHAM Lett. iv. 21 If you are forced to
desire further information . . do it with proper apologies for

the trouble yo.u give. 1848 L. HUNT Jar of Honey x. 136
After many apologies for the liberty he was taking.
4. Something which, as it were, merely appears

to apologize for the absence of what ought to have-

been there ;
a poor substitute.

1754 Connoisseur No. 25 Waistcoats edged with a narrow
cord, which serves as an apology for lace. 1858 C. MATHKWS
in /,/ (18791 1. 1, Gibbon, the historian, was said to have had
no nose at all, only an apology for one. 1874 FORSTEK
Jiickens 120 To swallow a hasty apology for a dinner.
*" Obsolete form of APOLOGUK, q.v.

t App'logy, v. Obs. tare.
[f. prec. sb.] To

apologize.
1633 HEVWOOD Eng. Trai>. in. 55 Thus much let me for

him Apoligie. ?i67i J. WEBSTEU (in Webster) For which
he can not well apology.

Apomecometer (se*p0inuk$nn/tai). [f. Gr. dm!

away, off+/j-os length -f fitrp-ov measure.] An
instrument for measuring the distance of objects.
1869 in F.ng. Meek. 23 July 389/3 The only mistake which

could occur in using the apomecoiueter would be in assuming
a vrong level.

Apomecometry (zc--\->o } mikpmetri). [t. as

prec. + Gr. -ptTp'ia measuring.] The art or science

of measuring the distances of objects.
1570 DEE Math. Pry/. 16 To vnderstand [by geometry] . .

how fnrre, a thing scene (on land or water' is from the

measurer .. may be called Apomecometrie. [In PHILLIPS,

BAH,I-:Y, and mod. Diets.]

tA'pOmel. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr. diru/teAi.]
'A

kind of decoction prepared of honey or an honey-
comb mixed with vinegar, and boiled a short time.'

Chambers Cycl. Supp. 1753.
[1657 TOMI.INSOX Renons Dis/>. 529 Apomeli is made also

after the like manner.] 1681 ULOUNT Glossogr.^ Apomel.

Apomorphia (ep0mf'ifi&). Chem. [f.Gr. diro

from + MORPHIA.] A white crystalline powder,
C 1T H, 7 NO LJ obtained by heating morphia with an

excess of hydrochloric acid : also Apomorphine.
1869 Kng. Mech. i Oct. 43/1 The physiological effects of

apomorphia are very different from those of morphia. 1875
H. WOOD Therap. (18791 43^ Dr. (Jee was the first to an-
nounce that apomorphia is a certain and prompt emetic.

Apon, obs. form of UPON.

Aponeurography (a::p<7|niur^grari). [f. APO-
NKURO-SIS + -GRAPH v ] The description of aponeu-
roses. 1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

ApOneurology (-flod^h. [f.
as prec. + -LOGY ;

cf. mod.Fr. aponeurologie] The scientific study of

aponeuroses. 1859 in WOKCKSTKR.

II Aponeurosis (-('"sis), rhys. PI. -33. [I,.,

a. Gr. farovevptaffiS! f. &irovfvp6~etv to change into a

tendon, f. diro off, away + vtvpov sinew.] A white,

shining, fibrous membrane, sometimes serving as

the sheath of a muscle, sometimes forming the con-

nexion between a muscle and a tendon.

1676 in Phil. Trails. X I. 769 The lower [muscle] . . arises

from the vertebrae of the loyns, and ends in the same apo-
neurosis. 1804 ABERNETHY Surg. Obscrv. 93, I removed the

cyst from off the aponeurosis of the external oblique muscle.

1873 MIVART Kleni, Anat. via. 281 Muscles are . . separated
from each other by membranes termed aponeuroses.

Apoiieurotic (-^ tik), a. Phys. [ad. Fr. apo-

neiirotiquc: see prec. and -ic.] Of, pertaining to,

or consisting of, aponeuroses.
1751 STACK in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 327 An interior apo-

neurotic lamina. 1845 Toon & BOWMAN Phys. Anat. I. 71

Aponetirotic, tendinous expansions, [are]., very useful in

protecting the walls of cavities.

Aponeurotomy (-ftomi\ [f.
APONEUUU-SIS

+ Gr. -TOfiia cutting.] Dissection of the aponeu-
roses. 1859 in W'OKCKSI KH.

A-pOOp (ap/7'p), advb.pJir. [A//T/.
1

4- POOP sb]
On the poop, astern.

[1597 J. PAYNE Roy(it E.vch. 33 Steere at an ynch, or miss

thehaven, a fogg, at the entrans, storme and bellow on poope.]
1809 W. IRVING Knkkt'rb. \\. ii. (18491 88 She . . could get
along very nearly as fast with the wind ahead, as a-poop.

tApOOT, v. Obs. rare 1
. In 4 apore. [a. OFr.

apovri-cr, apanri-cr to impoverish.]
a 1400 MS. Ctintab (.Haltiw.) To hem that were aporet in

his lunde.

Apopemptic (ivp^pe-mptikX a. and sb. rare.

[ad. (jr.diroTTf^LJTTtK-us, f.diro-Trffnr-etifto send away.]
A. adj. Pertaining to dismissal

; valedictory.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v., The antients had certain

holy days, wherein they took leave of the gods with apo-
pemptic songs. 1815 Encycl. Brit. II. 470 They dismissed

them, following them to the altars with apopemptic hymns.
B. sb. A farewell hymn.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. t Apopemptic..^. hymn ad-
dressed to a stranger on his departure from a place to his

own country.

Apopetalous (8ep0pe
m

t&lds), . Plot.
[f.

Gr. dir6

away + TTi.ra.K-ov petal + -ou.s.] Having distinctly

separate or free petals.
1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs Bot. 471 If the leaves of the

perianth-whorl are not coherent, but free, this is expressed
by the terms . . elcnthcrosepalous or a^a
theropctaloits or af

tS) and t

i Apopliasis (ap^-fasis). Rhet. [L., a. (Jr.

aTro</>a<ns denial, f. airo-<f>di'at to '

speak off,' deny.]
1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhct. 164 Apophasis . . a kind of an

Irony, whereby we deny that we say or doe that which we
especially say or doe. iTJjCHAMBERS Cycl, Suj>p., Apopha-
sis . . whereby we re'ally say or advise a thing under a feigned
show of passing over, or dissuading it. [In mod. Diets.]

tA"pophlegma*tic,tf-andj/>. Med. Obs. [mod.
formation, not on Gr. analogies, with reference to

a7ro</>Ae'y/iTi -!' (see below) and form of PHLEG-

MATIC.] A. adj. Promoting the removal of phlegm ;

expectorant. B. s(>. (so. agent.)
1727 SWIFT Gulliver in. vi. 216 Administer to each of them

. . apophlegmati.es. 1731 RMI.KY, Apophlcgtnatick Medi-
cine, medicines to be chewed that have the faculty to purge
the head and brain of cold phlegmatick humours by the

nose, mouth, etc. 1880 in Sytl. 6Vt". f*c.r. as *
old term.'

t A:pophlegma"tical, a. Med. 0s-. = prec.
1706 PHILLIPS, Appphleginntifal Medicines.

1 Apoplile'gmatism. Alcd. Obs. [ad. Gr.

airo</>A7/iaTi0>i-o?, f. d7ro(/>X"y^nT.'f-fiv : see below.]
1. The action of purging phlegm from the head.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp, , Apophlegtnatisin by the

mouth is a kind of particular Salivation.

2. An apophlegmatic agent or treatment.

1615 DAJnELL0HM*'j Araid. (1717} 184 Strange Speech . .

Of Trochises, Opiats, Apophilegmatisms, 1684 tr. Bond's

Merc, Coiptt. i. 8 Cupping the head and blistering the

neck [in Apoplexy] signify little if Apophlegmatisms will

not do. 1755 in JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets.

t Apophlegma'tizant, a. and sb. Mtd. Obs.

[f. *ap0pklfgrnatizet
ad. fir. airo<p\(~ync.Ti$-tiv to

purge away phlegm + -ANT: cf.aMa.'Sf/tesiant. (I'rob.

there was mod.L. apophlegmatizarc, -anttm.}
1718 QUINCY is cited in JOHNSON. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

vV////., Apflphlegniati^ants are of two kinds, one administred

by the way of the mouth . . the other given by the nostrils.

t Apophle'gmatizer. Med. Obs. [f. *apo-

phlegmatizc ^see prec.) + -EiO
.]

APOPHT-EGMATICJ/'.

1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. xvii. 377 Apophlegmatixers, are

such as by chewing or gargling, draw down Phlegmatick
excrements from the brain by the Pallet.

t Apo'phoret. Obs,- [ad. L. apophoretum, a.

Gr. d,Tro<f><''pr)Tov thing carried away, present, f. dtro-

<})fp-(iv to bear away.] (See quot.)
1623 COCKKKAM, Apopheret) a new yeeres gift. 1676 BTL-

i.OKAR, Apophorctj a thing presented at some solemn time ;

as a New-years gift, or the like.

Apophthegm, apothegm(^-p^Om). Forms:
i
6 apothegma, 6-S apoi ph)thegme, 7 apophthem,
7
- apothegm, 6- apophthegm, [ad. (perh. through

i

med. L. *apothcgmd) Gr. dirwpOt'ypa something

clearly spoken, a terse saying, f. dirofpOfyy-taQai to

J speak one's opinion clearly, f. diru forth + fyOtyy-
\ ftOai to utter a sound, speak. The spelling apo*

thcgm was the more usual till preference was ex-

pressed in Johnson's Diet, for apophthcgtnt
which is

now more frequent in England. 'Webster adopts

apothegm, which "Worcester also thinks 'perhaps
best supported by common usage.' Cf. Fr. apo-

/htlit-^inc, Sp. apothegma, It. apotegma.] A terse,

pointed saying, embodying an important truth in

Jew words
;
a pithy or sententious maxim.

I553 87 FOXE A. $ M. IK. 145 marg, note, Another Apo-
thegma of I). Taylor. 1572 I'.OSSK\\ i-.i.i. A nuoric n. 106 b,

JIis Apothegms or word, C<>r IWK///, via iota. 1586 J.

HOOI;KK dirald. Hist. IreL in Holhtsh. II. 97/1 Graue and

pitliie apophthegmes. 1646 Siu
r

l'. J'HO\\NI-. Pseud. Ep. 23
The Apothegmes, or reputed rcplyes of wisdome, whereof

many are to be seen in Laertius. 1791 l!os\vi-;i.i. Johnson
(18161 II. 360 Johnson suddenly uttered . . an apophthegm,
at which many will start: 'Patriotism is the la.st refuge of a

scoundrel.' 1813 KNOX & JKBH Corr. II. 170 The apothegms,
and aculeated sayings of the ancients. 1832 SCOTT Talisnt.

(18541 359 Hearing his misery made . . the ground of apo-

thegms and proverbs. i8 Mil.MAN Lat. Chr. 11864' IX.
xiv. v. 204 The rare talent 01 compressing .1 mass of profound
thought into an apophthegm. 1879 FAKKAK Paul \. 593 '1 he
admirable Hebrew apophthegm, Learn to say I du not know,

Apophtliegmatic, apothegm- (^p^ileg-
ma"tik), a. [ad. Gr. dTri)i}>6yp(iTin-os sententious:

sec prec. and -ic.] Of, pertaining to, or of the

nature of, an apophthegm ; addicted to the use of

apophthegms ; sententious, pithy.
1796 \V. TAYLOR in Month. AYr-. XX. 517 The utility of

apophthegmntic instruction. 1840 SIR J-
STEPHEN' Eccl.

y>,77t;. K. 4 10 The apophthegmatic sententiousness of Eurke.

A pophthegma'tical, apothegm-,^, [f.as

prec. + -AL*.]
=

prec.
1589 NASHK Almond for Pat-rat isb, Such a Chaos of

common places no apothegmatical I.ycosthenes euer con-

ceited. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch 167 iR.t That apophtheg-
matical and powerful speech of theirs. 1837 LYTTOX Athens
I. 393 Tlie apothegmatical Hipparchus.

A:poph.thegma'tically,apotliegm-, adv.

rare. [f. prec. + -LY2.] In an apophthegmatic
manner

; scntentiously, pithily.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.J IVit $ Mirth Ded., \Vks. n.

176 Quips, and lerkes ; Apothcgma'tically bundled vp and

garbled. i863THORNBURY TrueasStccl\\. 133 'All quarrels,*
said the Emperor apophthegmatically,

' have two sides.'

Apophthegmatist, apothegm- .ap^e g
matist). [f.

Gr. diro^OtynaT- (dno^Ofy^a) APO-
PHTHEGM + -;ST.] A professed maker of apo-

phthegms.
1727 POPE Art Sinking 115 A poet or orator would have

no more to do but to send . . to the ironist for his sarcasms,
to the apolhegmatist for his sentences.

Apophthegmatize, apothegm- (?ep^e g
mat3iz\ v.

[f.
as prec. + -m:.] To write or speak

in apophthegms. Hence apophthegmatizing vbl.

sb. and ///. a.

1785 PAI.HY Philos. I. Pref. (R.t This sententious apotheg-
matizing style. iSiS Tonn, Apothcgnmtizc.

ApOph.yge (ap^fid^/). Arch. [a. Gr. dwotyvyrj

'escape,' hence 'the curve with which the shaft

escapes into the base or capital,' f. diro-favyctv to

flee away. In L. &Pophygist mod.Fr. apophygc ;

hence better ce'p^fidg.] The jwirt of a column where
it springs out of its base, or joins its capital, usually
moulded into a concave sweep or cavetto.

1563 J. SHUTE Archit. Ciija, The second part [of the

Capitall] deuide into 3partes; 2 of those shalbe for Echinus
. . the rest is lefte for the 3 Ringes which be called Apo-
phiges, or Anuli. 1719 Glossogr. A~wa, Apophygc .. is that

part of a column where it seems to fly out of its base . . and

begins to shoot upwards. 1871 SIIIVLEY Gloss. Eccl. Terms

411 The apophyge or curvature at the top and bottom of the

shaft of a column.

Apophyllite (fipfrfilai^septffi'lait). Min. [mod.
f. Gr. diTu off + <pv^\ov leaf + -ITE ; 'so named Ly
Haiiy, 180=, in allusion to its tendency to exfoliate



APOPHYLLOUS.
under the blow-pipe

'

(Dana).] Azeolitic mineral,
a hydrated silicate of lime and potash, with a trace

of fluorine
; occurring in glassy square prisms or

octahedrons, or laminated masses, with a pearly
lustre ; widely distributed in nature, and produced
artificially.
1810 Edin. Rer. XVII. 119 The sparry lustre which

characterizes apophyllite. 1878 LAWREN<:K Cottas Rocks
(. lass. 26 Apophyllite is found in the geodic cavities of vol-
canic rocks.

Apophyllous (cepofrbsX a. Bot. rare. [f.
as

prec. + -ous.] Having the sepals distinct.

1875 BEN-SETT DYER Sacks' Kot. 471 Where there is only
one perianth-whorl, and it is desired to state that] it con-
sists of. . free leaves, the terms elentherophylions or apo-
Phyllons may be used.

Apophysary ^ap^fisari), a. Phys. [ad. Fr.

apophysairc : see below and -ABY.] = APOPHYSIAI,.
1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 502/2 The ethmoid surface of the

temporal bone . . is . . aportionofa hollow transverse cylinder,
with an apophysary lamina \ttne lame apophysaire\.

Apophysate (apf7-fis(-it', a. Bot. rare. [f.
APO-

PHYS-ls + -ATE-.] (See quot.)
1863 BERKELEY/?/-//. Mosses, Gloss., Apophysate t furnished

with an apophysis. 1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

ApOphysial(a:p0Iv/ial),rt. rare. Less correctly
apophysal. [f. APOPHYST-S + -AL.] Belonging to,
or of the nature of, an apophysis.
1851 RICHARDSON- Geol. viu. 232 The ventral valve [in

Brachiopoda] . . supports . . the apophysal apparatus. 1880

SyJ. Soc. Lex., Apophysial point, the tender point over a
vertebral spjnous process which is next to the place of exit of
a painful spinal nerve.

' Apophysis (ap^nsis

1

). PL es. Also 7-8 apo-
physe. [a. (Jr. dTTotpvms off-shoot, f. duo from +
<f>vms growth. Cf. Kr. apophyse, also used in English
in 1 7- 1 8th c.]

1. Phys. A natural protuberance or process, arising
from, and forming a continuous part of, a bone;
t'sp. one of the processes on the spinal vertebra;.
i6 COICK., Pro*, -cs . . the Processe, Apophyse, or out-

standing part of a bone. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. E/>.
181 Such [fish] as have the Apophyses of their spine made
laterally like a combe. 1753 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 32 The
rocky apophyse of the ear bone. 1847 g Tom> Cycl. Anat.
ff Phys. IV. 370/2 The paramastoid apophysis is dilated.

2. Bot. A dilatation of the base of the theca or

?pore-case in some mosses.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau's />'<>.'. xxxn. 403 A kind of receptacle
. . called by Linnaeus Apophysis, by Haller the Disk. 1863
BERKELEY Brit. Mosses iii. 22 In an early stage of growth

j

. . the apophysis belongs quite as much to the stem as the I

sporangium.

Apoplectic (iq>tfple-ktik\ a. and sb. [ad. Fr.

apopicctiijue .
i6th c. in Littre) or L. apoplcctictts,

a. Gr. diroirXTjKTifct,
1

) apoplectic, f. ctiroTrA^/fTos' dis-

abled by a stroke, f. diroTr\r)<j(T(tv : see APOPLEXY
and -1C.] A. adj.
1. Of, pertaining to, or causing, apoplexy.
1611 BKAUM. & Fi.. Triumph. Hon. i, An apoplectic fit I

use to have, After my heats in war carelessly cool'd. 1762
(lor.nsM. Cit. World xviii,"- 1837)68 Choang fell lifeless in an
apoplectic fit upon the floor. 1839 DICKENS Nich. JVict:
,\xxv. 'C. D. ed. ) 279 One of your stiff-starched apoplectic
cravats. 1878 A. HAMILTON AV;T-. Dis. 85 Certain elements
of the apoplectic attack.

2. Suffering from, or showing symptoms of, apo-
plexy. Also^/fy.
1721 in BAILEY. 1743 tr. ffeisters Surf. 354 The Operation

has l>een twice performed by me on two apoplectic Patients.
, 1812 Miss AL-STKN Mansf. Pk. (1851) 17 A short-necked,
apoplectic -sort of fellow. 1837 DICKENS Pickiv. (1847*216/1A gentleman with an apoplectic countenance. 1863 K.EMBLH
Res. Georgia 61 The swollen, apoplectic-looking cotton bags.

f3. Of use against apoplexy;-ANTAPOPLECTIC.
1678 tr. Charras' Royal Pharmac. 214 This Balsom bears

the Name of Afoplectick by reason it is a great Remedy
against Apoplexies. 1704 ADDISON //a/j' (17661 47 Apoplectic
balsam. 1753 BAILEY, Apoplectick . . good against the apo-
plexy. [Not in JOHNSON.]

B. sb. One liable to, or suffering from, apoplexy.
a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams J I. 134 <D.) So often we see

there is life in an apoplectick, though he seem to be dead.

1725 BKADLKY I-'am. Diet. s. v. Lethargy, Those who fall into
it should be manag'd as pituitous Apoplecticks,

Apople'ctical, a. arch. [f. prec. + -AlA]
1. = APOPLECTIC i.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Apoplectical^ pertaining to the apo-
plexy. 1668 Loud. Gaz. ccxxvii/2 Dangerously ill of an
Apoplectical distemper. 1779 JOHNSON in liostvell (1816)

111.455 Mr. Thrale has been in extreme danger from an
apoplectical disorder.

2. = APOPLECTIC 2.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 500 Such men as dye Apo-
plecticall. 1739 BADDAM Mem. R. Soc. 140 The one, lame
cf the gout ; the other, extremely appoplectical.
3. = APOPLECTIC 3.

1721 BAILEY, Apoplectical . . good against Apoplexy. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp., Apoplectical medicines, a name used
by some for what we more properly call an tapoplectics.

Apoplextically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.J In an

apoplectic manner; with symptoms of apoplexy.
1881 Miss BRADDON Asph. I. 156 The Rector was sighing,

somewhat apoplectical I y.

Apoplectiform (sepople-ktii^im), a. Path. [a.
Fr. apoplcctiforme : see APOPLECTIC and -FORM.]
Having the form of apoplexy.
1876 HARTIIOLOW Mat. Med, ',1879) 545 The apoplectiform

390

variety of acute cerebral congestion. 1878 A. HAMILTON
Nerv. Dis. 6 A he apoplectiform variety . . is . . generally a
slight cerebral hemorrhage.

A'poplex. arch. [ad. L. apoplcxis, a. Gr. dwu-

ir\rjis, variant of uTroirXT/fm.]
= APOPLEXY.

IS33ELVOT Cast. Helth(\^\\ 46 Immoderate sleep maketh

gbody
apt unto palseis, apoplexis, falling siknes. 1605

JONSON I'olpone i. iv. 36 How do's his apoplexe? 1690
LOCKE Hum. Underst. m. vi. (ed. 3) 246 An Apoplex [may]
leave neither Sense, nor Understanding, no nor Life. 1790
COLERIDGE Happiness I. 34 Apoplex of heavy head That
surely aims his dart of lead.

b-./fr
1688 DRYDEX Brit. Ketiir. 239 And here the sons of God

are petrified with woe ; An apoplex of grief.

A'poplex, v. arc/i. [f. prec. sb. ; chiefly in pa.

pple.] To strike with apoplexy, paralyze, benumb.
'

1602 SHAKS. f/aitt. rn. iv. 73 Sure, that sense Is apoplex 'd.

1624 HEYWOOD Guttaik. in. 160 Finding her husband . . apo-
plext in all his limbes. ///</. vui. 403 To apoplex all the
vitall spirits. 1813 BVROX Let. Wks. 1032 II. 269 If suddenly
apoplexed, would he rest in his grave?

t Apople'xious, a. O7>s. ran 1
, [f. next +

-ous; cfT acrimonious^ Of apoplectic nature.

11734 ABBUTHSOT (in Ogilviei Apoplexious and other con-

generous diseases,

Apoplexy (a-]w,pleksi). Forms: 4-7 apo-
pl3xie ^4-:; poplexie, 6 poplesye), 7- apoplexy.
[a. Fr. apoplexie, ad. I,, apoplcxia (occas. used in

ling.), a. Gr. djroTr\rjia name of the same malady,
f. aTTOTT\-i)oa-(iV to disable by a stroke, f. diro oft,

(in comb.
1

) completely + ir\ri<ra-(iv to strike.]
1. A malady, very sudden in its attack, which

arrests more or less completely the powers of sense

and motion ; it is usually caused by an effusion of

blood or serum in the brain, and preceded by giddi-
ness, partial loss of muscular power, etc.

<-' 1386 CHAUCER -Y// /V. T. 21 Xapoplexie ["'. r. ne poplexie J

ne shente nat hir heed. 1398 TRKVISA Btirtk. Dt
-

/'. A', in.

APOSTASIED.

Aporose (oe:por<?-s), a . Zool.
[I. Gr. d priv +

mod.L. porosm POROUS, f. L. porus, a. Gr. trop-m
passage : see -OSE.] Not p*orous, imperforate ; spec.

applied to the corals of the sub-order Aporosa.
1865 DUNCAN in Athenxnnt No. 1979. 441/1 Species of

Aporose Madreporaria. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. /:-. An. iii.

163 The simple aporose corals.

tApOrrhoe'a. Obs. [mod.L ,
a Gr. arroppota, f.

aTToppf-ttv to flow off.] An emanation, effluvium.

1646 SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. Kf. 86 Amulets doe worke by
Aporrhoias, or emanations from their rjodies. 1681 GIJ^NVILL
Sndticisrnits 23 Subtile streams and aporrhoca's of minute
particles, which pass from one body to another. 1721 in

BAII.EY. 1880 in Syd. Sac. Lex.
A-port (apoo-jt), atlvt.fhr. [A /;</.! + FORT.]
On or towards the port side of the ship, or the left

side when looking forward. 70 put the helm aport
(
= ' to port the helm ')

: to move the rudder to the
starboard side, making the ship turn to the right.
1627 SMITH Seaman's Gram. v. 24 The haling them is

called the Topping the Lifts, as top a starboard, or top a
port. 1630 J. TAYLOR I Water P.) // 'ks. in. 39/2 Making them
both to beare vp, the one aport, and the other a starbord.

1795 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. II. 13 Braced up our after-

yards, put the helm a-port, and stood after her again.

Aport, var. APPORT sb. Obs., bearing, carriage.

Aposepalous (sepese-pabs), a. Bot. [mod. f.

Or. dno away from, off + SEPAL + -ous.] Having
free sepals. 1875 [See APOPETALOLS.]

!! Aposiopesis (a^p^saiiop/'sis). [L., a. Gr.

dTTofftunnjats, n, of action f. diro-cnoj-nd-dv to keep
silent.] A rhetorical artifice, in which the speaker
comes to a sudden halt, as if unable or unwilling
to proceed.
1578 TIMME Cah'in on Gen. 146 A figure called Aposio-

pesis, after the which something not expressed is to be
understood. 1618 Hist. P. Ii 'arbcck in Harl. Misc. (1793) 63
His communication was still seasoned with savoury paren-
thesises and breakings off, or, ifyou will, aposiopesises. 1727

xv. ( 1495) 59 Apoplexia is a euyll that makith a man lese all pOPK ^ rf sinking 95 The Aposiopesis, an excellent figuremaner fehng. 1552 LYNDESAY Monarche iv. 5117 Sum ar for the ignorant, as ' what shall I say?' when one has no-
dissoluit suddantlye Be Cattarue or be Poplesye. 1597 thing to say, or '

I can no more,' when one really can no
SHAKS. 2 Hen. /I', i. u. 126 This Apoplexie is (as I take it I a ' more. 1853 DK QLIXCEY ll'ks. XIV. v. 150 At this aposio-
kind of Lethargic, a sleeping of the blood, a horsoii Tingling.

;

w^is I looked inquiringly at the speaker.

SJ^dln^iS^ iS^IKwn^the ground !u once," i

''

Aposiopctic ^p^i^pe'tik^,
a. rare. [f. prec.

as butcher felleth ox. 1861 HLLME MwjmH-ToHdon i. ii! / after Gr. (n&TnjTtKus taciturn.] Of the nature of
1 1 Frequent apoplexies would be the result. aposiopesis.
b. in Falconry. 1652 URQUHART ^rrcc/ Wks. 1834, 292 Epanorthotick revo-

1614 MAKKHAM Cheape f/rsl>. 116231 163 The Apoplexie or cations and aposiopetickrestraines. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy
falling euill in Hawkes. 1725 HRADLEY J-\im. Diet., Apo-

'-*"' " "" =--:

plexy . . a Disease that seizes the Heads of Hawks, com
monly by reason of two much Grease and Store of Jllood.

2. transf. or_/?^.

1589 KasqitiCs Return H uij b, His disease is the very
Apoplexie of the Donatistes. 1678 Yng. Man's Call. 52
Foolishness : it is the souls apoplexy, wherein all the noble
faculties of the mind are cast into a dead sleep. 1866 MOT-
LEY Dutch Rep. vi. iii. 824 The country was without a centre.
There was small chance of apoplexy where there was no head.

3. Also applied by some to the effusion of blood
in other organs.
1853 MAYNE Kxp. Lex., Apoplexy cutaneous, a singular

term employed by certain French writers for a great and
sudden determination of blood to the skin. 1880 Syd. Soc.

LC.I:, Apoplexy retinal, effusion of blood in the retina from
rupture of its vessels,

Apoponax, obs. variant of OPOPANAX.
Apore. O!>s.~ [ad. Gr. diropos : see next.]
= APORIME.

t ApOre*ticf
a. Obs. ran-1

, [a. Fr. aporetique

(Cotgr.1, ad Gr. dtroprjT IK-OS, {. drrop-tv to be at a

loss, f. dirop-os impassable, f.d priv. + iropos passage.]
Inclined to doubt, or to raise objections.
1605 Z. JONES DC Loyer's Specters 51 Phirrhon was called

the Aporrhetique or Scepticjue. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,
AporetiijHc t ever doubting, never certain in anything.
t Apore'tical, a. Obs. rare.

[f. prec. + -AL1
.]

Of aporetic nature ; full of doubts and objections.
1667 H. MORE Div. Dial. iv. iii. (1713) 202 The greatest

\Vits of the World have been . . Sceptical or Aporetical.
rt 1688 CVmvoRTH Imnint. Mor. (1731! 137 Chose rather an
Aporetical and Obstetricious Method. [In mod. Diets.]

[i Aporia (apo->-ria, ap/rria). Khet. [L., a. Gr.

dnopia, u. of state f. dwop-os: see APORETIC.]
1589 PuTTBNHAH Kng. Poesle (Arb. ' 234 Aporia, or the

Doubtfull. [So] called . . because oftentimes we will seeme
to cast perils, and make doubt of things when by a plaine
manner of speech wee might affirme or deny him. 1657 J.
SMITH Myst. Rhet. 150 Aporia is a figure whereby the

Speaker sheweth that he doubteth, either where to begin
for the multitude of matters, or what to do or say in some
strange or ambiguous thing. 1751 in CHAMBERS; and in
mod. Diets. [E.g. Luke xvi. 3,]

Aporime. Ofo.
[f. Gr. d priv. + -n6pt^-ov easy

to be passed, accessible.] (See quot.)
1706 PHU.i.ii'S, Apore or Aportme tin Mathem\ a Problem,

which tho' it be not impossible yet is very difficult . . The
Squaring of a Circle may be called an Apore. 1775 in ASH.

Aporpbrancllian (a: por<?ibrnrrjkian), a. and
sb. Zool. [f. mod.L. Aporobranchia (f. Gr. d priv.
-r iropt-s passage, pore + &pdyx i -a gills) 4- -AN.]
A. adj. Having no apparent respiratory tubes.

B. sb. Arachnids or Spiders so distinguished,
otherwise called Podosomata.

1835 KIRBV flab. <y Inst. Aniin. II. xix. 282 These [para-
sites] from their having no apparent respiratory apparatus,
he [I,aireille] named Aporobranchians.

(1802! IV. xxvii. 126 That interjection of surprize , . with the

apposiopestic [sic'] break after it, marked thus Z ds !

Apositic (u.'p0si-tik), a. Med. [ad. Gr. d-noal-

TIKUS, f. diroGtTos without appetite, f. diru awav
from + fftros food.] Tending to diminish appetite ;

causing apositia or distaste for food.

1853 in MAYNE Exp. Lex.

t Apo'sity. 0/'s. [ad. Gr. dvofftria aversion

to food : see prec. Apositia is now used.]

Xi9
Glossogr. A'wrt, Aposity, a loathing of Meat,

post, variant of APPO.ST v. Obs.

r Apostai'le. Obs. rare, [variant of APOSTOILE,
OFr. apostolic and apostelle : L. afostoli-nw.] prop.

adj. Apostolic ;
but in quot. treated (through im-

perfect translation) as quasi-.f. The apostolic see.
c 1380 ?\\"YCI.IF Rule St. Francis ,\i. in Wks. fi88o) 44 po

to wnom fro be see of apostaile is licence grauntid. i 1400
Pryiner in Maskell Mon. Rit. II. 103 That thou fouche saaf
the lord of apostaile, \ntdotninnvi apostolicmn . .conservare.

digneris\ . . we preien thee to heere us.

Apostasy (ap^stasi). Also 6-9 apostacy.

[(?a. Fr. apostasic), ad. L. apostasia, a. later Gr. dn-o-

ffraaia = dir6ffTaffis 'standing off,' hence, desertion

of one's faith, f. dtTo-ara- to stand off, withdraw.]
1. Abandonment or renunciation of one's religious

faith or moral allegiance.
c 1380 \VYCLII De Dot. Ecct. Wks. 1871 III. 438 Aposta.ye

bat goib evene a^en be ordre of Crist. 1395 PURVEY Re*
nwnstr. 1 1851) 24 Apostasie, either goinge anak fro cristene

feith. a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 194 They felle .. in apo-
stasye by idolatry, from the worshypynge of very god. 1667
MILTON /*. L. vu. 44 Raphael . . had forewarned Adam by
dire example to beware Apostasie. 1726 AYLIKKE Parcrg.
85 The Canon Law dehnes Apostacy to be a rash and wilful

Departure from that State of Faith, Obedience or Religion,
which any Person has profess'd himself to hold in the

Christian Church. 185* Miss VONGE Cameos (18771 ! xxix.

246 The rest had the choice of death or apostacy. 1876
GREEN Eng. People ix. 6. 655 The most devoted loyalists

began to murmur, when James demanded apostasy as a

proof of their loyalty.

b. R. C. Ch. The action of quitting a religious
order or renouncing vows without legal dispensa-
tion.

1532 MORE Confitt. Barnes vi ii. Wks. 1557, 793/2 That freres

may . . breake their yowes, & runne in apostasy. 1877 Dp\v-
DKN Shaks, Prim. vi. 64 To charge with error their original
vows of seclusion and to justify their present apostasy.
2. By extension : The abandonment of principles

or party generally.
1579 LVLY Enphues (Arb,) 47 Readier in the defence of it

[wisdom] to haue made an Apologie, than any way to turne

to Apostasie. 1660 Trial Regie. 36 To Doubt, or Hesitate,
in a point of Allegiance, is direct Treason, and Apostasie.

1773 MRS. CHAPONE Imprm\ Mind I. 192 Your apostacy
from every good principle. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece V. xl.

128 This however was not his last political apostasy.

t ApO stasied, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
, [pa. pple.



APOSTATATE.

of apostasy vb. (not otherwise found), f. prec. or Fr.

apostasier (i
= th c.).] Apostatized, apostate.

1393 GOWER >// III. 275 Lucifer .. With al the route

apostazied . . that ben to him allied.

t ApO'Statate, ///- Obs. rare. [f.
late L.

apostatdt- ppl. stem of apostatd-re : see APOSTATE^.]

Apostatized, apostate.
1536 Pilgr. T. 299 in Thynncs Anhnadv.* Thes that from

christ be appostatat, 1629 H. BURTON Babel no Bethel 33
An apostatate Minister of the Church of England.

Apostate (apfst-O, sb. and a. Forms : 4- apo-

state, 7 apostat ;
also 4 apostota, 4-8 -tata, 5-6

appostita, -tata. [a. Fr. apostate and L. apostata,

ad. Gr. a-noarar-Tis, n. of agent f. dnoffra- (see APO-

STASY). The L. apostata was by far the commoner
form from 1350 to 1650, with pi. apostata(e]s^\

A. sb.

1. One who abjures or forsakes his religious faith,

or abandons his moral allegiance ;
a pervert.

1340 Ayctib. 19 pe heretike and be apostate bet reneyeb
hire bileaue. ri38oWvcr.iF Wycttet i Infideles papistes and

apostates, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 93 To haue brokyn be cris-

tun eii..& to be paynims & apostatais. 1491 CAXTON
Vitas Pair. (W. de W.) n. 309 a/i Julyan thappostata. 1583
GOI.DING Cah'inonDent. cc. 1246 For if we play y

e
Papistes

. . we shall be apostataes. 1622 MASSINGKR Virg. Mart. m.

\, In hopes to draw back this apostata . . Unto her fathers

faith. 1667 MILTON /'. L. vi. too High in the midst exalted

as a God Th' Apostate in his Sun-bright Chariot sate. 1728
YOUNG Love Fame i. (1757! 80 Polite apostates from God's

Grace to Wit. 1808 SCOTT Marnrioti \\. iv, For inquisition
stern and strict On two apostates from the faith.

b. R. C. C/i. A member of a religious order who
renounces the same without legal dispensation.
1:1387 TREVISA Hidden vn. iv. Rolls Ser. VII. 309 An

apostata bat brekeb his ordre bey fongeb nevere ajen. 1401
Pol. Poems II. 19 If you leave your habite a quarter of a

yeare, ye should be holdeii apostataes. 1577 HOLINSHED
Chron. III. 1239/1 One Rafe sometime a moonkeof Glasten-

burie, and now become an apostata. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr.

(1864) IX. xiv. 1.26 The renegade who pursued his private
interests by sacrificing those of his order . . stood alone a

despised and hated apostate.

2. One who deserts his party, or forsakes his alle-

giance or troth ;
a turncoat, a renegade.

1362 LANGL. P. PL A. i. 102 He bat pa;>seb bat poynt is a-

postata in be ordre. [1393 Ys apostata of kny^t-hod. | 1608

J. DAY Hum. out Breatk (1881) 53 Should he proue Apo-
stata, denie Ixjue which he first enforcd vs to profes. ^1687
PETTY PoL Arith. iii. (1691) 58 Apostates, to their own
Country, and Cause. 1769 Junins Lett. i. ^804) I. 5 \Ve see

him, from every honourable engagement to the public, an

apostate by design. 1826 DISRAELI Vii'. Grey vn. Ji. 388 No
one is petted so much as a political apostate, except, perhaps
a religious one.

B. adj.
1. Unfaithful to religious principles or creed,

or to moral allegiance ; renegade, infidel ;
re-

bellious.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. ii. 2 Folkis apostataas, that han broken

her religioun. r 1486 Bk. St. Albans Arms Cja, The mar-
uellis deth of Julian thappostita Emproure. 1590 H. BARROW
in J. Greenwood Confer. 6 All the parish . . were generally

apostate. 1592 NASHE P. Pen iless 33 b, Those Apostata
spirits that rebelled with Belzebub. 1667 MILTON P. L. i.

125 So spake th'Apostate Angel. 1758 JORTIN Erasmus I.

176 Eggs of heresy, which the apostata Fryer Luther had
before laid. 1878 C. STANFORD Syinb. Christ \. 7 The last

witness left for God In the midst of an apostate land,

2. gen. Deserting principles or party ; perverted.

1671 MARVELL Corr. 198 Wks. 1872 II. 394 The apostate

patriots, who were bought off. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 516
p 7 Those apostate abilities of men.

f ApO'state, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb. ; or a. Fr.

apostate-r, ad. late L. apostatd-rc to apostatize, f.

apostata: see prec.]
= APOSTATIZE.

1553-87 FOXE A. fy M. (1596) 267/2 Some marrieng wiues

amongst them [the Saracens] . . for hope of honor did apostat
to their law. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 340 But we are

not of them which apostate from Christ. 1679 T. HARBY
Key Sacr. Script, i. 5 Rome . . partly Orthodox, but begin-

ning to apostate in practice.

tApo-stated, ppl. a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED.]

Fallen from religious faith
;
become apostate.

1642 SIR E. DEKING Sp. on Relig. 163 A ninth is told that

I am apostated. 1680 H. MORE Apocal. Apoc. 112 An em-
blem of the latter Apostated Times.

Apostatic (ep<?st?e*tik), a. rare. [ad. med.L.

apostaticus, a. Gr. dTroffTantc-os, f. d^offTa- (see

APOSTASY).] = APOSTATE a. i.

1583 GQLDING Calvin on Deitt, xxxviii. 228 The Apostat ike

or backeslyding Church of Rome. 1841 Englishm. Mag.
i Oct. 114 Rome is opposed to our . . apostolic Church, as

unholy, schismatical, and apostatic.

Aposta'tical, a. [f. as prec. + -AI/I.]

1. Of the natureof apostates or apostasy; heretical.

1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 1557, 723/1 Tindall,
Luther . . or some suche other apostaticall preachers. 1624
BEDELL Lett. xn. 159 To set aside the inquirie of Doctrine
. . were . . Apostaticall, rather then Apostohcall. 1726 AY-
LIFFE Parerg. 143 If a Pope was inthron'd without a Canon-
ical Election of Cardinals . . he was not to be deem'd

Apostolical, but Apostatical. 1878 LECKY Eng. in i&t/i C.

II. vi. 120 Their Church in respect to both [faith and doc-

trine] apostatical.

f2. Departing, withdrawing, retrograde. Obs.

1620 MKI.TON Astrolog. 53 That Saturne was Apostaticall
and retrograde.

t Apo*stating, vbl. sb. Obs. [f.
APOSTATE v.

-r -INU 1
.] Apostatizing.

391

1660 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Af-'-al . . a Revolting, an

Apostatmg, a Backsliding. -f*

t ApO'stating,///. a. Obs.
[f.

as prec. + -ISO*,]
= APOSTATIZING a.

a 1656 Br. HALL Occas. Medit. g (R.) Perhaps some of these

apostating stars have thought themselves true.

Apostatism (ipp-st&tiz'm). ran. [f.
APOSTAT-

IZE : see -ISM.] The practice of apostatizing.
1814 SIR R. WILSON Pr. Diary II. 308 If pur arms do not

prosper, we are damned for political apostatism.

Apostatize (ajysttoiz), . [ad. lateL.o/iw/'a/-

izd-re for earlier afostatdre, f. apostata: see -IZE.]

1. To abandon or renounce one's religious faith or

moral allegiance ;
to become an apostate.

i6n COTGR., Apostasies, to play th' Apostata, to Apostat-
ize it. 1634-46 Row Hist. Kirk (18421 373 Who will not

perjure themselves by apostatizing with perjured prelatts.

1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will II. xi. ,ed. 41 162 A very great

part of the angels apostatised. 1849 MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng.
II. 14 If ever he [Kirke] did apostatize, he was bound by a

solemn promise . . to turn Mussulman.

b. Const, from the original faith, to the new.

1552 LATIMKR Serin. $ Retn. (1845) 313 Many princes and

supreme pontiffs . . have been found to apostatise from the

faith. 1676 I. MATHER Philip's War (x862) 108 A wretched

Knglish man that apostatized to the Heathen. 1839 Blac&w,

Mag. XLVI. 817 All China apostatized to the new faith.

2. gen. To abandon a principle, desert a party.

1648 CROMWELL Lett. liii. iCarl.) He apostatised from your
cause and quarrel. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. jViit. ix. 177
To cast off reason . . apostatize from humanity, and recoil

into the bestial life. 1851 DIXON Penn. xi. 1,1872) 89 Some
of the courtiers were apostatising.

f3. Meil. To become resolved into a purulent

discharge. (Cf. medical Gr. diruaraais suppurative

inflammation.) Obs. rare.

1631 KIGGS AVrw Dispeiis. T 236 Whatsoever has once

apostatized into . . corruption in the body.

ApO'Statized, ///. a. [f. prec. 4- -ED.]
= APO-

STATE a.

1629 H. BURTON Babel 110 Bethel 19 An Apostatized Church.

1827 Q. Rev. XXXVI. 7 An apostatised clergyman from

the Established Church.

ApO'statizing, vbl. sb. [(.
as prec. + -ING!.]

Renunciation of faith or principles. Often attrih.

1659 HARDY i John (1865) liv. 348 Too many such reeds may
be seen everywhere in these apostatising days.

ApO'statizing, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -IKQ2.]

Abandoning faith or principles ; faithless.

1652 BF.NLOWE Theoph. Pref. 18 Mockt by new false lights

of apostatizing Hypocrisie. 1880 E. WHITE Cert, in Relig.

48 That Kye . . which reclaimed the apostatizing Peter.

t ApO'StatoUS, a. Ol>s. rare- '.
[f.

L. apostata
APOSTATE + -ous.]

= APOSTATIC, APOSTATE a.

1588 CDL. ALLEN A ilinon. 55 The Apostatous and hereticall

Emperours.

Apo'statrice, sb. and a. Obs. rare 1
, [a.

OFr. apostatrice, ad. late L. apostatrix (Vulgate)
fem. of apostiitor one who apostatizes, f. apostare
for apostalare : see APOSTATE z>.]

A female apo-
state. (Here used as aJj.}

1546 BALE Etig. Votaries n. (1550) 113 b, That chapel Apo-
stalrice, as they than called it ful wisely.

t A-postem(e, -tume, -tiume, s!>. Obs.

Forms : 4 apostym, 4 8 -teme, 7-8 -tern
; 5-7

-tume, 6 -torn, 6-8 -thume. [a. OFr. apostcme,

apostume (ijth c. in Littre), ad. L. apostema, a. Gr.

awoarrma. separation, spec, separation of purulent
matter into an abscess, f. a-noaTa-, diroffrTJi'fit to

stand off, withdraw (cf. abs-ccss). Much distorted

by false etymology ;
in OFr. made apostume, as

if connected with L. postiimus ;
also changed in

1 4th c. to empostume ;
whence an Eng. impostume

found side by side with apostem(e c 1500, which,
further cormpted to IMPOSTHUME (cf. posthumous),
became in 1 8th c. the only form. Accented apostem
in 1 4th c.

; apo'stem in 1 7th ; a'postem by Johnson.]
1. A gathering of purulent matter in any part

of the body ; a large deep-seated abscess.

1340 HAMI'OLE I'r. Citnsc. 2995 Som, for envy, sal haf in

thair lyms, Als kylles and felouns and apostyms. 1474
CAXTON Chesse 100 To serene woundes and hurtes and to

cutte aposttimes. 1585 LLOYD Treas. Health T iv, Mul-
beries verye ripe . . breke wonderfully the apostoms. 1616

SURFL. & MARKH. Conntr. Farm 729 The Linnet is troubled

. .with hot apostemes, conuulsions, and gowts. The Finch

is wont to haue impostumes. (-11631 DONNE Poems 11650)

238 A dangerous Apostem in thy brest. 1655 CULPEPPER
Riverius VI. vii. 143 Others put a Wax Candle . . into the

CEsophagus to break the Aposthume. 1714 Phil. Trans.

XXIX. 75 Ifan Aposteme breaks out. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.,

Aposthitlne orApostem . . called also abscess and hnposthnme.

^1380 WYCI.IF De Eccl. vi. Wks. 1871 III. 353 Apostemes
J>at ben harmful in beChirche. 1577 HoUKBIBCD CftrvM. III.

1054/2 So is sedition . . the apostume of the realme, which
when it breaketh inwardlie, putteth the state in great dan-

ger of recouerie. 1681 BAXTER Ansiv. Dodiuellv;. 24. 40
This opens the Core of the Aposthume.

t Apo'stemate, -innate, ///. a. and sb. Obs.

[f. med.L. apostemat- ppl. stem of apo$tema-ri to

break into an APOSTEM.]
A. adj. Formed into an '

apostem
'

; festering.

1540 RAYNALD Birtk Matt. 11564) 94 b, Yf by chaunce..
the mouth of the Matrix be exulcerate or appostumate.
1541 R. COPLAND Gjtydon's Quest. Cyrnrg.^ In, a holowe

apostumate and nyghe to a noble membre.

APOSTLE.

B. sb. [Cf. late L. aposKmatia] = APOSTEM.
a 1627 MIDDLETON ll'ufat.' i\-. ii, Have you no convulsions,

pricking aches, sir, Ruptures, or apostemates?

t Apo'stemate, -innate, v. Obs. [f. prec.

ppl. adj., or on analogy of vbs. so formed. Cf. Fr.

apostuiner i6th c. in Littre'.] (^Mostly in pa. pple.)

1. pass, trans. To be affected with an '

apostem.'
I58z H HSTER Pliiorai 1

. Seer. n. xix. 97 When [the wounde]
. . is neither cancrenated nor apostumated. 1615 CROOKK

Body ofMan 416 The heart ful of purulent matter
;
which

deceiueth many vnskilfull people, who cry out that his heart

was apostumated. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. It. xlix. 320 Both
sides are aposthumated.
2. intr. To form an 'apostem' or abscess; to fester.

1616 SURFL. & MARKH. dnitttr. Farm 171 The leaues of

Sorrell . . cause to Apostumate the swellings of the eyes.

1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Comfit, xvm. 641 A young Man . .

bruised the back of his Hand : it inflamed and apostemated.

t Apostema'tic, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [mod. ad.

Gr. dnoaTT]na.Tiit'^ abscess-like.] Of, pertaining

to, or resulting from, abscesses.

1666 G. HARVEY Morb.Angl. v. 55 An Apostematick Con-

sumption generally oweth its production to an Apostem
breaking within the body.

t ApO'Stema-tion, etc. Obs. Forms : 6-S

apostemation, -umatioii, 7 aposthemation,
-humation. [a. OFr. apostemation, apostuinacion

(Godef.), ad. med.L. aposlt-matidn-eni, n. of action

f. apostemari (see APOSTEMATE a.).]

1. The formation of an '

apostem' or abscess
;
the

gathering of matter in a purulent tumour
; festering.^

1578 \.Y\v.Dodvens-iyt Motherworte. .layde upon woundes

keepeth them both from inflammation and apostuimition.

1607 '\'w*,\^u. Serpents (1653) 664 A vehement apostumatiun.

1671 SALMON Syn.MeJ. n. Iv 337 Dislocations of the Shoulder

. . with. . Aposthumation, are hard to Cure.

2. -ApOriTEME.
1540 RAYNALD Birth Man. (1564) 79 b, Howe to . . dense

suche Apostumations. 1764 MARTIN in Pliil. Trans. I.\ . 41

An abscess or apostemation in the lungs.

Apostematoiis (iepaste-matas), a. Path. [f.

L. apostt'inat-, or Gr. airoaTqiiar- stem of ujroffTTj/ua

(see APOSTEME) +-ous.] Of the nature of an
'

apostem
'

;
characterized by abscesses.

1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chirurg. 11678) XIIL ii. 309 An
Apostematous Ulcer is perceived by.. sight and handling.

1844 GKAIIAM Domest. Med. 342 The apostematous species

mostly attacks young persons of a high florid complexion.

tApO'Steme, -Time, *' Obs. ran: [a. Fr.

apostunie-r (ijth c. in Littre), f. apostume; see

prec.] To form or break into an abscess.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. cli. 417 He was in ieopardy
of dethe, for his hed apostumed. 1530 I'ALSGR. 434/1, I

apostume, as a sore dothe, yafostttwe,

t Apo'stemed, -timed,///. a. Obs. [f. prec. +

-El).] Formed into an abscess ;
festered. Also_/?y.

,11626 Bp. ANDREWES Sertn. (18561 I. 161 To prick the

swelling, and let out the apostumed matter of pride from

a many of us. c 1700 Genii. Instntc. (1732) 252 iD.) From
this apostem'd member flows the corruption of atheism.

t Apo'steming, -uming, ///. a. Obs.
[f.

as

prec. + -ING-.] Forming an abscess ; purulent.

1615 Bi'. HALL Contempt, iv. xi. (1833) 166 The inwardly

apostuming tumours ofpride.

||
A posteriori (/' ])pste:ri|0^-rai,

a poste^rio'ri),

advb. (and aJj.) phr. [L. a posteriori 'from what

comes after' (as opposed to a priori
' from what

is before').] A phrase used to characterize reason-

ing or arguing from effects to causes, from experi-

ence and not from axioms
; empirical, inductive

;

inductively.
1710 BERKELEY Priac. Hum. Kmnvl. 21, I think argu-

ments a posteriori are unnecessary for confirming what has

been, .sufficiently demonstrated a priori. 1834 Penny Cycl.

1 1. 199/1 In common language, we reason a priori when we
infer the existence of a God fromfthe general difficulties in

the supposition of the existence of what we then call the

creation on any other hypothesis ; but we reason a posteriori
when we infer the same from marks of intelligent contriv-

ance in this particular creation with which we are ac-

quainted. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. xxi. (18701 II.

26 Knowledge a. posteriori is a synonym for knowledge
empirical, or from experience.

Aposthume, -ation, etc. : see APOSTEME.

Apostil, -ille (apfstil), sb. Also 7 -style,

-stle. [a. Fr. apostille, of uncert. origin : see POSTII..

Diez and Littre say from a to + fostitte ;
but Littre's first

quotation suggests a connexion with OF. pa. pple. apost :

L. apposit-nm, placed, added, annexed to. Fr. perhaps con-

fused I'apostille, la pastille.]

A marginal note, comment, or annotation.

1527 State Papers Hen. I'llI, I. 225 Copies of the same,
with suche apostillis . . in the mergentes, as in reding of

them came unto my mynde. 1683 TEMPLE Mem. Wks. 1731

I. 423 The second Article they consented to, with an Apos-

tyle of their own upon it. 1858 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. ii. 128

The world, in his [Philip's] opinion, was to move upon pro-

tocols and apostilles. 1860 Xetlterl. (18681 II. xvn. 303
He sat at his table, scrawling his apostilles.

Apostil (app-stil), v . rare. [ad. Fr. apostille-r,

f. apostille : see prec.] To annotate or write mar-

ginal notes to.

1637 CHARLES I in yd Rep. Hist. MSS. (1872) 74/1 This

copy, .being apostiled with his own hand, a 1670 HACKET
Al'p. H'illiams n. 11692) '5* He apostyles that article .with

his own hand.

Apostle (apfs'l). Forms: a. 1-4 apostol,



APOSTLE.

2-5 apostel, 4-6 -till, 4-5 appostil 1, 5 -tyle,

apostylle, -teyl, 6 apostyl, -tell. {3. 2- apostle,
4-5 appostle. y. Aphctic 3-7 postel, postle, 4
postyll, 5 poatill(e. [Two forms must be dis-

tinguished : a. OE. apostol (whence ME. apostel^

-yl), ad. Romanic apo$tol(p or L. apostol-us (a. Gr.
diruOTo\-os a messenger, one sent forth, f.aTro-ffr^AA-

tiv to send away). . the current apostle (found
already c 1 325), a. OFr. (i2th c.) apostle (i.^th c.

apostre, mod. apotre] ; with the mtttescence of final

c, the two were confused, and in i6tli c. the OFr.

spelling prevailed. The popular form in ME. was
the aphetized pastel, now obs.]

I. A person sent.

1 1. (As in Gr.) One sent on an errand, a mes-

senger. (A verbalism of translation.) Obs.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xiii. 16 Nis esne mara drihtne

his ne EEC apostol \.Ags, <Jr
Hattwi, asrendracca, arendrake]

mara Seem se3e sendes hine. > 1382 WVCI.IF ibid,, Neither
apostle is more than he that sente him. 1582 Rhein. ibid.,
Neither is an apostle [1611 he that i.s sent] greater then he
that sent him. Phil. ii. 25 Epaphroditus. .your Apostle
[so WvcuFand TIXDALF.

;
1611 messenger].

b. Applied in N. T. to Jesus Christ.
c 1382 WYCLIF Hebr. iii. i Biholde }e the apostle and bis.

ehopofoure confessioun, Jhesu. 1611 ibid., 'J'he Apostle and
high Priest of our profession, Christ Jesus.

2. spec. The twelve witnesses whom Jesus Christ
sent forth to preach his Gospel to the world

; also

the subsequently-commissioned Barnabas ;Acts xiii.

2, xiv. 14), and Paul, the '

Apostle of the Gentiles.*

4:975 Ritshu'. Gosp. Matt, x. 2 para twelf apostola noma
sindun J>as. c 1175 Lamb. How. 99 Crist ableow |>ana hal^a
gast ofer J>a apostlas. 93 Of jion apostlum. 117 f>e

apostel Paulus. 133 His halieword. . l>urh Sere apostlene
mu5e. c 1230 Ancr. R. 8 Seint lames. .bet was Codes apo-
stle. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4300 To God mare dere, pan
ever war Crimes appostels here, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 39 Bi
autorile of I'eter & Poule, princisof postlis. 1549 CGVEKDALE
Erasm. Paraphr. Rout. Argt., Some of them, whiche so I

accused Peter, were of thapostles them selfe. it 1658 CLEVE- j

LAND Parlium. xi, Because th' Apostles Creed is lame, Th'
j

Assembly doth a better frame. Te Denm t The glorious com-
pany of the Apostles praise Thee.
3. One who in any way imitates, or may be said

to resemble, the Apostles.
1377 LAXGLAXD /*./'/. B. vi. 151 Ne posteles, but bey preche i

conne, and haue powere of |>e bisschop. f 1400 Rom. Rose \

6273 If ther be wolves of sich hewe, Amonges these apostlis
newe. 1533 MORE Apol. ,\,\iv. Wks, 1557, 888/t The new
Paule, thys apostle Frith. 1659 BURTON Diary 118281 IV". 79
A-> if the King's booted apostles had been coming to plant
the faith among them, by plundering the little that was left.

1751 CHAMHKRS Cycl., Apostolid, Apostoli, or Apostles, was
a name assumed by two different sects of heretics, on account
of their pretending to imitate the manners and practice of
the apostles.

b. csp. The missionary who first plants Chris-

tianity in any region. (Also used of certain spe-

cially successful ministers of the Gospel.)
c 1425 WYNTOUH Cron. v. xiii. 74 Quhen conwertyd he had

pat Land, De Appostil bai cald hym of Ingland. 1844 MAC-
I.AINI-: Mosht'im's Eccl, Hist. vin. I. i. 4 Boniface has gained
the title of the Apostle of Germany, 1883 Echo r Sept. 4/1
J )r. Mucdonald, of Ferintosh . . familiarly called the '

Apostle
of the North.'

C. The chief advocate of a new principle or

system; the leader of a great reform
; e.g. Father

Mathew, the '

Apostle of Temperance.
1

1810 T. JEFFERSON* Writ* (1830! IV. 137 The first and
chiefest apostle of the desolation of men and morals. 1870
BALDW. BROWN Eccl. Truth 233 M. Comte is distinctly an
apostle of science. 1871 SMILES C&tfwfcrv. (1876) 154 Who
has not heard of.. Miss Nightingale and Miss Garrett as

apostles of hospital nursing?

f4. The Acts and Epistles of the Apostles. Ol>s,

a 1400 in AY/. Ant. II. 48 Hem that reversyng the apo-
sleyl and seyden, 'do we yvcl thingis that ther comyn gode
thingis.' 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Apostle is also used
to denote the oook of St. Paul's epistles, or the epistle which
was taken out of them. 1794 PALLY Evul. i. ix. 3 (1817)
231 The Christian Scriptures were divided into two parts
under the general titles of the Gospels and Apostles.

II. A message. [The non-ecclesiastical L. use
of apostolus, found in the Pandects. Also in OF.]
f5. A letter dimissory: a. //. in Rom. Law,
A short statement of the case, sent up by a lower
to a higher court, when an appeal is made. b.
in Eccl. Law (see quot. 1753). Obs.

1726 AYI.IFFE Parerg. 75 The Cause why it is appeal'd,
and the Demand or Petition for Apostles. Ibid. 345 This
is called a Dimissory Libel, or Letters Dimissory; and, in
other Terms, by the Name of Apostles. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp. [transl. Du Cange] Apostle, .a letter dimissory
given by a bishop either to a clerk or a layman, when going
into another diocese.

III. Comb, and Attrib., as f apostles' oint-

ment, a purifying ointment composed of twelve

ingredients ; f apostles* salt, an obsolete medi-
cinal preparation ; apostle skull (see quot.). Also

apostle-like ; and APOSTLE SPOON, q.v.
17*0 GIBSON Disp. xv. (1734! 281 The Apostles Ointment

. .to deterge and cleanse foul Sores. 1605 TIMME Qnersit.
viii. 34 The Apostles Salt . . preserueth the sight to a very
great age, clenseth the lunges from tough phleame, etc.

1866 LAING Preh. Rent. Caithn. 70 Very long and narrow
skulls, known as 'Apostle skulls.' 1611 COTGR., Apostoligitc
. . apostlelike.

392

Apostlehood (apfVlihud). arch. [f. prec. +

-HOOD.] The office or position of an apostle.
a 1000 Poetry Codex I'ercell. 3300 (18431 3ena-l3ode fore

bam hwMMBgene burh apostolhad. 138* WYCLIF Acts \. 25
This mynisterie and apostilhed [1388 apostlehed ; TIN-DALE
ct seqg.. Apostleship]. c 1449 PECOCK AV/r. in. iv. 295 Crist
here clepid this gong man into apostilhode, 1483 Catkol.

Atigl.. An Apostyllehede; apostolatus.

Apostleshiptap^s'^Jip). [f. APOSTLE+-SHIP.]
The office or position of an apostle ; proclamation
of a religious system ; leadership of a social reform.

1526 TINDALE Acts L 25 This ministracion and apostle-
shippe from the which Judas . . fell. 1697 tr. Ditpin's Eccl.
Hist. II. 44 St. John . . was called to the Apostleship when
he was very young. 1843 MARRIOTTI Italy Past ty Pr. 118481
I. 29 Italy was to assume the apostleship of civilisation and.
freedom. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. (18641 H. iv. ii. 221 The
Mahomedan apostleship of fire and sword.

Apostle spoons. Old-fashioned silver spoons,
the handles of which end in figures of the Apostles.

They were the usual present of sponsors at baptisms.
[1:1524 C/tnrekw. Ace. St. Mary Hill (1797) 128 Seven

spoons with apostles.] 1614 B. Jossos Barth. Fair i. iii,

Two Apostle spoons . . and a cup to eate a cawdle in. 1630
MIDDLKTON Chaste Maid in. ii, Two great 'postle spoons.
1796 PEGGE Anonym, (1809) 182 The Apostle-spoons, .very
common in the last century, but are seldom seen now. The
set consists of a dozen, and each had the figure ofan Apostle,
with his proper ensign, at the top. 1857 KUSKIN Pol. Econ.
Art 59 The old plate except a few apostle spoons. . is sent
to be melted down.

t ApO'Stly, a. Obs. rare. [? f. APOSTLE + -LY 1
;

OE. apostolic (for apostol-lic}, ME. *apostclieh]
c 880 K. /KLFRED Bxda r. xxvi. iBosw.) J>a;t apostolice li'f

Sa;re frymbelican cyricean. a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 319,
I byleue on holy comon and apostly chirche.

t Apostoi'le. Obs. Forms : 3 apostolie, 4
apostoyle, -oile, 5 apostoyll. [a. OF. and AFr.

apostolic, later Central Fr. -oilc: late L. *aposto/i-
iis

; prop. adj. APOSTOLIC, but, like apostolicus, in

mcd.L., used as title of the pope.
*

Ipse summus

pontifexvocetura/^Jfip/rVjw.
1

DuCange.J Thepope.
1205 LAY. 29614 Menen to Gregorie Jjan holi appostolie

[1250 pope]. 1330 R. BRUNSE Cnron. 130 To Thomas be

kyng bisouht be bishop to assoile, Hot Thomas wild nouht,
bot porgh grace of he apostoile. c 1440 Sir Gmviher 250, Y
wyll to Rome to be apostoyll.

Apostolate (app'sU'l^t). [ad. L. apostoldfus:

see APOSTLE and -ATE!.] The office or position
of an apostle; leadership in a propaganda.
1642 SIR K. DERING Sp. on Rctig. 132 To take Matthias

from a Disciple into the lot and fellowship of an Apostolate.

1748WLSLEY H'A-s, 1872 XII. 102, 1 no otherwise assume the

Apostolate of England i if you choose to use the phrase) than
I assume the Apostolate of all Europe. 1839 JHticfav, Mag.
XLVI. 10 The zeal with which he discharged the apostolate
of infidelity.

t ApO'Stoless. Obs. Also 5-6 apostylesse,
-tlesse, -telesse. [a. OFr. *apostlesse (i-fth c.

apostrcsse) \ see APOSTLE and -ESS
; assimilated in

Eng. to L. apostolits, apostola.'] A female apostle.
c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Myrr, Ivii. iGlbbs MS.i in Mawde-

leyne be bylouede discyplesse and of be apostoles aposto-
lesse \v. r. apostelesse, -tlesse]. 1652 SPARKE Prim. Devot.
1 1663' 260 Mary Magdalen, Apostoloruiii Apostola^?, Caje-
tan calleth her', she was the first preacher ofthe Resurrection,
the Apostoless of the Apostles.

ApostO'lian. = APOSTOLIC sb. (heretic).

Apostolic (cep^stflik), a. and sb. Also 5-7
-ique, 6-7 -ike, 7 -ick. [a. Fr. apostottqite, ad.

L. apostolicus, a. Gr. airoaro^iKos, f. a.iruoro\oy :

see APOSTLE and -ic.] A. adj.
1. Of or belonging to the Apostles ; contempo-

rary with the Apostles, as the Apostolic Fathers.

1549 Niccne Creed in Bk. Com. Prayer, One Catholick and
Apostolike Church. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. \. 1L (1636)
62 St. M.atthew, and other Apostolike men. 1664 H. MORR
Mysi. /nig. xvi. 58 Idolatry is as contrary to the Apostolick
Doctrine, as any thing can be. 1818 BYHOS Childe Har. iv.

ex, And apostolic statues climb To crush the imperial urn.

1847 YF.OWELL A tie. Brit. Ck. iii. 23 The British church was
founded during the apostolic age.

2. Of the nature or character of the Apostles ;

befitting or sviited to an apostle.
1549 COVERDALE EniSMt. Paraphr. i Cor. xi-7 Is it not an

apostolique act to bring Corinthe. .toCbristesgospell? 1781
COWPER Hope 583 His apostolic charity. 1839 DE QUINCEV
Recoil. Lakes Wks. II. 183 Illimitable, apostolic devotion
to the service of the poor.

3. Of or pertaining to the pope as successor of
St. Peter

; papal.
1477 CAXTON Dictes 145 Defendour and directour of the

siege apostolique. 1591 Troiib. Raigtte K. John 11611) 42,
I Pandulph of Padua, Legate from the Apostolike See. 1844
LINGAKD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. xiv. 323 Made depend-
ent on the Apostolic See alone.

B. sb. A heretical sect. (See quot.)
1580 FULKE Retentive 3-4 (T.) The apostolicks in their

vow of continence. 1645 PAGITT Htresiegr. (1661) 36 Apo-
stolicks, a kind of Anabaptists, because they would be like

the Apostle, they wandred up and down the Countreys,
without staves,shooes, money, or bags. 1751 [See APOSTLE 3].

Apostolical, a. and sb. [a. OFr. apostolical

(I3th c.), f. as prec. + -AL!.]
1. Connected with or relating to the apostles,

or to what is apostolic ; conformable to, or de-

rived from, apostolic manner, usage, or institution.

APOSTBOPHE.
mission of spiritual authority through a succession

of bishops from the apostles downward.
1577 tr. Bullingers Decades Introd., A. . preaching of the

Kuangelical and Apostolicall truth. 1616 R.C. Times Whistle
iv. 1595 Some think he was not Apostolicall, But alwaies in

his heart papistical 1. 1836 Edin. Rev. LX 1 1 1. 44 Their watch-
word. Apostolical Succession. tB^oM\c.\VLA\ ^anAf'sHi'sf. t

ss. II. 142 Hearers who sleep very composedly while the
rector preaches on the apostolical succession.

2. Of the Apostolic See.

1546 LANGLEY Pol. Vcrg. De Invent, vm. u. 145/1 Suche
thynges as belong to the Apostolicall penitencers Benet the
XII. deuised first. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. II. i. 101 The
office of Apostolical Secretary under two successive pontiffs.
3. Formerly (and still sometimes) = APOSTOLIC.
1548 UoALL,etc. Erastu. Par. Matt. xiv. (R.)The Aposto-

lycall men . . shuld purpose nothyng vnto them whiche they
had not receiued of Christ, a 1568 COVERDALE Hope of
Faithf. xiv. Wks. II. 168 The article in the holy apostolical
creed. 1704 NKLSOX Fest. <y Fasts i. '1739) 19 The Apostoli-
cal Institution of the Lord's Day. 1751 JORTIN Eccl. Hist.
I. 35 The authors called Apostolical, as Clemens, Hermas,
Barnabas, Ignatius.
B. sb. One who maintains the doctrine of '

apo-
stolical succession.'

1839 SARA COLERIDGE Mem. I. 223 On some points I think
the apostolicals quite right, on others clearly unscriptural.

Apostolically, adv. [f. prec. +-LY-.] In

apostolic manner; according to the practice of
the Apostles, or to what is apostolic.

apustolically ordained.

Aposto'licaluess. ? Obs.
ff.

as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being apostolical, apostolicity.
1664 H. MORK Myst. Jniq, 214 The number 144 . . signifies

symbolically the Apostolicalness of that Company. 1680

Apocal. Apoc. 221 The pure Apostolicalness in this constitu-
tion of the church.

Apostolicism (sep&tyrliwz'm). rare. [f.
APO-

STOLIC + -ISM
;

cf. mysticisml\ Profession of, or

claim to, apostolicity.
1864 MASSON in Maon. Mag. Oct. 474 Not kept apart from

other Churches by any doctrine of exclusive apostolicism.

Apostolicity (ap^sttHrsiti). [a. Kr. aposto-
licitt". seeAcosTOLicand-iTY.] The quality of being

apostolic in character or origin.
1833 G. FABKR (title) The Apostolicity of Trinitarianism.

1855 I.TAYLOR Restor. /&//</ 11856; 120 Good anchor-hold
in the roadstead of apostolicity.

Aposto'licness. Obs. rare l
. [f.

APOSTOLIC
+ -NESS.] = APOSTOLICITY, APOSTOLICALNESS.
1638 Bp. M. SMITH Serin. 236 You must leaue one of them,

either Lordlinesse or Apostolickenesse, you may not vse both.

Ii Aposto licon. Obs. rare- 1
, [neut. of Gr.

a7ru<7ToA(*-oV : see APOSTOLIC.] A reputed cure for

all kinds of wounds. (Cf. APOSTLE III.)
Ic 1600 Pathiv. Health \. (N.) For to make a white treate

called apostolicon, Take oyle olive, litarge of lead, etc.

> Aposto'licshlp. Obs.rare^~*-. [f.
APOSTOLIC

+ -SHIP.] (Here used as a title for the Pope.)
c XS93 NASHE Lent. Stuffe 57 Some euill spirit of an here-

tique. .which thus molesteth his Apostoliqueship.

Apostolize (ap^-sWbiz) v. rare. [f.
Gr. diro-

ffToA-os APOSTLE + -IZE ; cf. evangelize^ a. trans.

To proclaim (a message), b. intr. To act as or

like an apostle.
1651 BKNLOWE Theoph. vn. Ixxi, Which God t' apostolize

did bring to passe By th' Holy Ghosts descent. 1787 BECK-
KORU Italy II-9 Wesley, who came apostolising into Cornwall.

Apostrophal ^ap^'strJial), a. ? Obs. rare 1

.

[f.
APOSTROPHE! + -AL

'.] Of the nature of, or con-

taining, an apostrophe.
165* URO.UHAKT J^tWWks. 1834, 292, I could have used

. . apostrophal and prosopoprcial diversions.

t Apo*strophate, v. Obs. rare 1

, [f.
med.L.

apostrophat-y ppl. stem of apostropha-re to apo-

strophize.] To cut short, bring to a close. (Cf.
APOSTROPHIZE 2.)
1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck. 335 To apostrophate this

discourse.

tApo stropha'tion. Obs. rare *. [n. ofaction

f. med.L. apostrophat- : see prec. and -TION.] The

making of an apostrophe or direct personal address.

a 1539 SKELTON Ware the Hanke 30, 1 shall make you re-

lacion, By waye of apostrofacion.

Apostrophe [

fj^yvttlif). Also 8 -phy. [a.

L. apostrophe, a. Gr. vLTroarpotpr), n. of action f.

airoffTp(tf>-ftv to turn away, f. airu away + ffTpf<p-tv

to turn, arpoipTj a turning.]
1. Rhet. A figure of speech, by which a speaker

or writer suddenly stops in his discourse, and turns

to address pointedly some person or thing, either

present or absent ; an exclamatory address. (As

explained by Quintilian, apostrophe VMS directed to

a person present ; modern use has extended it to

the absent or dead (who are for the nonce supposed
to be present) ; but it is by no means confined to

these, as sometimes erroneously stated.)

1533 MORE Apol. vii. Wks. 1557, 859/1 With a fygure of

apostrophe and turning his tale to God criyng out : O good
Lorde. 1649 ROBERTS Clavis Bibl. 678 An Apostrophe, or

affectionate Compellation of all that passe by to be sensibly
touch't with her sorrows. 1794 GODWIN Cat. Williams 98
Themistocles . . accosted him with that noble apostrophe,



APOSTROPHE. 393 APOTOME.
Strike but hear. 1830 COLERIDGE Led. Sheiks. II. 118 The
apostrophe to light at the commencement of the third book
\Q{Paradise Lost\\* particularly beautiful. 1859 Gt:a ELIOT
Ad. Beds 30 Bursting out into wild accusing apostrophes to

God and destiny.
2. Bot. The aggregation of protoplasm and

chlorophyll-grains on the cell-walls adjacent to

other cells, as opposed to epistrophe when they
collect on the free cell-walls.

1873 BENNETT & DVKR Sacks' Bot. 672 Apostrophe takes

place under unfavourable external conditions.

Apostrophe-1

(ap^strtfft). Also 6-8 -phus.
1

[a. Fr. apostrophe, ad. L. apostrophus, a. Gr. i)

a7ro(TTpo(/)OS, prop. adj. (sc. irpoffcpSia the accent)
'of turning away, or elision.* It ought to be of

three syllables in Eng. as in French, but has been

ignorautly confused with the prec. word.]
fl. The omission of one or more letters in a

word. Obs.
1611 [See APOSTROPHIZE 2.] c i6ao A.HuMEOrMt^r. Brit.

Tong. 11865) 23 Apostrophus is the ejecting of a letter or a

syllab out of one word, or out betuenetuae. 1642 HOWEI.L
Ear. Trav. iArb.) 39 The freedom [of Spanish] from Apos-
trophes which are the knots of a Language.
2. The sign (') used to indicate the omission of

a letter or letters, as in o'er, thro\ can*t\ and as a

sign of the modern English genitive or possessive
case, as in boy's, boys', men's, conscience', Closes

1

.

In the latter case, it originally marked merely the omis-
sion of c in writing, as \\\/o.i-'s, yawes's, and was equally
common in the nominative plural, esp. of proper names and

foreign words (as folio s =folioe$} ; it was gradually disused
in the latter, and extended to all possessive*, even where e

had not been previously written, as in man's, children's,
conscience

1

sake. This was not yet established in 1725.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. ii. 123 You finde not the apostra-
phas [? apostrophus], and so misse the accent. 1727 \V.

MATHER Yng. Man's Comp. 35 An Apostrophus i commonly,
but not rightly called an Apostrophe) thus markt (',).. as

Tk' appurtenances. 1876 MASON Eng. Gram. 29 It is . . an

unmeaning process to put .the apostrophe after the [pos-
sessive] plural s (as birds'), because no vowel has been

dropped there.

Apostrophic (rcp<?|Strfrfik), a. [f. prec. -f -ic,

after Or. orpofyiKus.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or addicted lo the use of

rhetorical apostrophe.
1820 BYRON in Moore Life^ Mrs. Hemans is. .too stilti-

fied and apostrophic. 1861 TULLOCH Eng. Pttrit. ii. 248 Pas-

sages of apostrophic grandeur.
2. Of or pertaining to the grammatical apo-

strophe.
1795 L. MURRAY Grant, n. iii. (R.) Sometimes when the

singular terminates in ss the apostrophic s is not added. 1816
GILCHRIST/VV. Etym. 49 The genitive has the apostrophic '.

Apostropllisin (ap^str^hz'm). rare~ l
. [f.

next : see -ISM.] The act of apostrophizing.
1866 Mom. Star 18 Dec. 6/2 The . . incoherent tearful

apostrophism which the poor women could not suppress.

Apostrophize (ap^-strtffaiz), v. [f. APOSTRO-

PHK+-I7.E.]
I. From APOSTROPHE 1

.

1. Rhet. To address with, or in an apostrophe.
1725 POPE Odyss. xiv. 41 note, Homer's manner of apostro-

phizing Kumanis. i76oSTERNE TXtS&Oftdb'XXX.Wki.iX.aSg
' Best of honest and gallant servants !

'

but I have apostro-
phiz'd thee Trim, once before. 1825 SCOTT Betrothed ii,

'And what though thou, O scroll,' he said, apostrophizing
the letter . .

'

dost speak with the tongue of the stranger.
1

b. absoL or t'ntr.

1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 228 Indeed, apostrophising and
mystifying apart. 1865 Pall Mall G. 19 June 4 That ad-
ditional half-hour of hesitation, repetition, and apostrophiz-
ing on his part.

II. From APOSTROPHES.
2. To omit one or more letters of a word

;
to

mark with the sign (') the omission of letters.

1611 COTGR., Apostropher. .to apostrophise ; to cut off i by
an Apostrophe) the last vowell of a word. 1818 [See next.]

Apo'strophized, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.] a.

Addressed in an apostrophe, b. Contracted by
apostrophe.
1818 tr. Matthix's Grk. Grant. (1829) I. 40 The apostro-

phized word is often contracted into one with the following
word \c. g.\ Stb . . more correctly written 61' 6.

Apostume, -ation, etc. : see APOSTEME, etc.

I- Apota'ctical, a. Obs. rare~ l
t

[f. Gr. d-iru-

TT-OJ, vbl. adj. f. diroTaaffttv to set apart, atroTacr-

fftffOai (cf. Luke ix. 61) to say adieu to, renounce +

-ICAL.] Renouncing, recreant.

1627 BP. HALL No Peace with Rome Ivii. 661 Monsters of
men. .apotacticall and aposiaticall miscreants.

Apotactite (cep^tae-ktait). [a. me&.'L.apotactifa,
ad. Gr. dfrora.Krirri'i, f. dword/fr-os : see prec.] A
member of an early Christian sect, who renounced
all their possessions in imitation of what is re-

corded concerning the early church in Jerusalem.
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.,Apoctactitx.. affecting to follow

the evangelical counsels of poverty. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII.
156/2 Called, from their habits of abstinence, Apotactites.

t ApO'telesm (ap9-U"lezm). rare. [ad. Gr. diro-

rcXecr/m n. of completed effect, f. diroT(\f-(tv to

bring to an end, f. car6 off+rcAe-ftf to finish.]
1. (as in Gr.) The result, the sum and substance.

1636 Raleigh's Tttbns Hist. Pref. B, In this succinct Recol-
VOL. I.

lection is contrived . . the Apotclesma and effect of infinite

Volumes.
2. Astro!. The '

casting' of a horoscope.
1651 leather Sarfi (1676) n That the Horoscope, .of the

Beast might be known. .Which being done and reduced into

the form of a Figure or Apotelesm, etc. 1753 CHAMBKKS
Cycl. Sup/), s. v., The answers ofastrologers deduced from the

consideration of the stars are particularly called Apotelesms.
3. Med. The result or termination of a disease.

1859 in WORCESTER.

Apotelesmatic (apfrt/lezmortik), a. [ad.
Gr. a7TOTfA.f<7/*aTi/r-o?, f. uTroTt'Aea^a : see prec.] Of
or pertaining to the casting of horoscopes.
1655-60 STANLKV Hist.Philos. 11701! 24/1 It consists of two

parts ; Meteorologick, which considers the Motions of the
Stars ; the other Apotelesmatick, which regards Divination.

1837 WHKWKI.L Hist. Induct. Sc. 11857) I. 229 This apoteles-
matic or judicial astrology.

t Apotelesma-tical, a. Ol>s. /d/v- 1
.
=

prec.
1753 CHAMHKRS Cycl. Supp., Apotelesmatical astronomy.

tApO'thec. Obs. Also 6 oppatheke, -ieke,

7 apothect(e. [a. OFr. apotheqne, apotcque shop,

magazine ;
ad. L. apothcca, a. Gr. diroOrj/cq a store-

house, f. diroTi&t-vat to lay away.] A shop, store-

house, or magazine ; esp. for drugs. Also _/$".

1591 HORSEY Trav. '18571 2O1 f'^e ]
comaunds the master

of his oppathicke. .to prepare and atend for his solace and
bathinge. One sent., to the oppatheke for marigold and
rose water. 1647 ^- I^AKON Cyprian Acad. A ij b, In your
lovely sex, as in the Apothecke or magasine of perfection.

1657 TOMI.INSON Kcnou's Disp. 3 The Apothecary from the

Apoihectes or shop where his medicines are placed.

Apotliecal (ap^'b/kal), a. rare 1
, [f. prec. +

-AL
'.]

Of or pertaining to a shopman.
1872 M. COLLINS Pr. Clarice I. vii. 108, I laugh equally at

bucolic menace and apothecal libel.

Apothecariry. Obs. rare.
l

. [a. Fr. apothi-
cairerie, f. apotJiicaire : see -K\.] A drug-store.
1748 /'////. Trans. XLV. 179 The apothecariry of the Army.

Apothecary (ap?->*kari). Forms: 4-6 apo-
tecary, -rie, 4-7 apothecarie, 5 apotiquare,
-ry, apotecarye, -tycary, appotecary, appoti-
cary, 6 -thecarie, apothicarie, -ticary, 4- apo-
thecary. Aphet. 4-5 potecary>, -carie, 5

-kary, 5-6 potycary(e, 6 -ticary, -rie, 7 potte-
cary, -icary, 8 pothecary. [n. OFr. apofecaire,

apoticaire (I3th c. in Littre) : late L. apothecarius

store-keeper, f. apotheca : see APOTHEU and -AHY.]

j-
1. orig. One who kept a store or shop of non-

perishable commodities, spices, drugs, comfits,

preserves, etc.

l'1'his passed at an early period into the next : in 1617 the

Apothecaries' Company of London was separated from the

Grocers'.)

2. spec. The earlier name for : One who pre-

pared and sold drugs for medicinal purposes the

business now (since about iSccO conducted by a

druggist or pharmaceutical chemist. From about
1 700 apothecaries gradually took a place as general
medical practitioners, and the modern apothecary
holds this status legally, by examination and licence

of the Apothecaries' Company ;
but in popular

usage the tenn is archaic.

Apothecaries' Weight; that by which drugs are compounded.
1366 MAUNDEV. v. 51 The marchauntis and theapotecaries

countrefeten it [bawme], c 1386 CHAUCER ProL 425 Ful retly
hadde he hise apothecaries \t>. r. -tecaryis, -caries, appot-)
To send him drogges. 1466 Mann, fy Househ. E,rp. 360,
I toke of., the potekary, a lytel barel of water fore the
sekenes. 1474 CAXTON Chessc 100 The pawn . . signefyeth
the physicien, spicer, apotiquare. 1535 COVERDAI.E Song Sol.

iii. 6 All maner spyces of the Apotecnry. 1578 T. N. tr.

Conq. IV, Ind. 199 Manie Poticaries, who doe bring into the

market, oyntments, siro^.s, waters, and other drugges. 1592
SHAKS. Ran. <y Jul. v. iii. 119 O, true Appothecary : Thy
drugs are quicke. 1635 N. CARPKNTKR Geog, Dclin, n. iii. 53
Our Physicians and Apothecaries . . owe most of the medi-
cinable drugges to India. 1709 POI-E Ess. Crit. 108 Modern
'Pothecaries, taught the art By Doctor's bills to play the
Doctor's part. 1765 BROWNRIGG in Phil. Trans. LV. 229
The Pouhon water . . was found to weigh twenty ounces,
seven drachms, and fourteen grains, apothecaries weight.
1812 COMBE tl)r. Syntax) Picturesque vm. 129 'Tis known
that I took full enough, Of this Apothecary's stuff.

t 3. [cf. OFr. apotecarie, apotiquerie, and late L.

apothecdria, the wares or shop of a drug-seller.]

Drugs collectively : hence a. A store of drugs ;

b. Medical treatment by drugs. Obs.

1561 HOI.LYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 4 b, Made in the Apothe-
carye. I.*$Q Jfawkins s -znd Voy. in Arb. Garner^. 131 They
have for apothecary, herbs, trees, roots, and gums in great
store. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. i. iv. iii, The ordinary
is threefold. .Diet or Living, Apothecary, Chirurgery.
4. attrib. quasi-a<^'.
1562 in Heath Grocers* Comp. (1869! 97 Poticarie wares

such as shall be pure and perfyt good. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
(16341 I'- J 7^ To set vp Apothecary shops. 1615 LATHAM
Falconry (1633) 79 She hath no phisicall medicines, nor
Apothecary scowrings giuen her.

Apo'tliecaryship. rare. [f. as prec. + -SHIP.]
The practice of an apothecary.
x6ix COTGR., Apothieairerie, Apothicarisbip, the trade, or

skill of Apothicaries.

II Apothecium (sepobrjiom'). Bot. PI. -a.

[mod.L., a. Gr. *diro0T)Kiov, dim. of diroO-fjKT) :

see APOTHEC.] The 'shield' or spore-case, con-

taining the fructification in lichens.

1830 LINDLF.Y N-at. Syst. Bot. 331. 1861 H. MACMH.LAX
Footn. Page Xat. 72 Apothecia correspond with the flowers
of the higher plants.

Apothegm, -them, variants of APOPHTHEGM.

Apothem (3S"pjfy&ni), [mod.'f. Gr. a-nonBe-vai

to set off, put aside, deposit, etc. ; after Ot^a, from
the simple nQtvai to place ;

cf. Fr. apothewe.'}
1. Math. In a regular polygon : The perpendicular

dropped from the centre upon one of the sides.

Cf. off-set. (In mod. Diets.)
2. 'A tenn applied by lierzelius to the insoluble

brown deposit which forms in vegetable extracts . .

exposed to the air.' Watts Diet. C/iew.

Apotlieose (ap^-b/,(7uz), v. rare.
[f.

APOTHEO-

SIS, like metamorphose] = APOTHEOSIZE.
1671 F. PHIMPPS Rag. Access. 269 He must be Apotheosed,

or more than Mortality or mankind will permit, and so

omnipresent. 1766 POKNV Heruldry\\,\ 17771 209 Emperors,
when they were Apotheosed or ranked among the Gods.

1869 Echo 31 Aug., Persons less gifted have not the power
of apotheosing vice.

ApotheOSlS (sep^r&is, ap^/,J"-sis). [a. ],.

apotheosis (TertuH.), a. Gr. d-rToBtwats, n. of action

f. diro0(v-ftv to deify, f. OTTU off, (in comb.) coni-

jjk'tely + Ofu-eiv to make a god of, f. Ot<ls god.
The great majority of orthoepists, from Uailey and

Johnson downward, give the first pronunciation,
but the second is now more usual.]
1. The action'of ranking, or fact of being ranked,

among the gods ;
transformation into a god, deili-

cation ; divine status.

1*577 tr- ttnllingcr$ Decades (15921 759 Truely Aurelius
Prudcntius in his Apotheosis;. . sailh.] 1605 BACON Adi'.
Learn, i. 32 That which the Grecians call Apotheosis, .was
the supreme honour, which a man could attribute unto man.
1677 HALB Prim. Orig, Man. \\, ii. 137 The Apptheo^e> or

Inaugurations of many of the Heathenish Deities. 1879
FARKAR Paul I. 664 The early Emperors rather discouraged
. .this tendency to flatter them by a premature apotheosis.
2. By extension : The ascription of extraordinary,

and as it were divine, power or virtue
; glorifica-

tion, exaltation; the canonization of saints. ,.

(
IS53 87 FOXK A. fy M. \. 662/2 You . . affirm, that in this

my Calendar, I make an airofouo'U', or Canonization off;iK'.-

Martyrs.] 1651 HoBBts Gm'f. $ Sec, xviii. 14. 362 The
canonization of Saints which the Heathen called Apotheo-
sis. 1739 Gent 1. Mug. \titfa The Apotheosis of Miltun. 1758
JOKTIN Erasmus \. 305 He promises, .to send him the apo-
theosis of his friend Reuchlin. 1879 O'CONNOR Bt-aconsjicld
73 The meeting developed into an apotheosis of the Marquis
of Ch.indos.

3. The deification, glorification, or exaltation of

a principle, practice, etc.
;
a deified ideal.

1651 BIGGS AVw Disp, P2ii Because in the Apotheosis of

phlebotomy they will have good bluiid emitted. iSioCuLh-
KIDCR Friend 11865) M3 The apotheosis of familiar abuses
. .is the vilest of superstitions. 1846 PRKSCOTT fr\>rd. <y Is.

I. Introd. 35 The apotheosis of chivalry, in the person of
their apostle and patron, St. James. 1852 MRS. JAMKSON
Leg. Madonna (18571 47 Here all is spotless grace, etherial

delicacy . . the very apotheosis of womanhood.
4. In loose usage : Ascension to glory, depar-

ture or release from earthly life ; resurrection.

1649 C.WALKER ///j/. Indef. \\. in His Majesties Speech
upon the Scaffold, and His Death or Apotheosis. 1680 H.
MOUE Apocal. Apoc. Pref, 17 The most assured argument
. .ofthe apotheosis ofChrist. i684T.BuRSKT7y/. Earth I. 326
The general apotheosis ; when death and hell shall be swal-
lowed up in victory. 1850 CARLVUC Latttr-d. Pamphl. i.

1 1872) 25 Let us hope the Leave-atone principle has now got
its apotheosis ; and taken wing towards higher regions than
ours. 1858 R. VAUGHAN* Ess. <y AVz j

. I. 8 The philosophical
school of Alexandria had become extinct, and there was no
apotheosis.

Apotheosize (reptfJvVsaiz, ap^-tyio&lz), v. [f.

prec. + -IZE.] To elevate to, or as if to, the rank
of a god ;

to deify, glorify, exalt.

1760 STKRNE Tr. Shandy II. 280, I have apostrophi/'d
thee, Trim, once before and could I apotheosize thee also,
with good company, I would do it. 1834 EMERSON in

Athenxum No. 2852. 706 It is a singular piece of good na-
ture in you to apotheosize him. 1851 H. SI-F.NCER Soc. Stat.
xvi. 3 The rage for accumulation has apotheosized work.

Apotheosized (see prec.),///. a.
[f. prec. +

-ED.] Deified, immortalized.

1827 LYTTON Pclham xvii. 81 O exalted among birds -

apotheosised goose. 1876 H. SPENCER/VzW. Soc. 1.431 There
were apotheosized mortals too, among the Greek deities.

t Apothe'OSy. Obs. rare~ l
. A variant of

APOTHEOSIS (cf. poesy).
1600 TOURNEUR Transf. Metam. Ded.

,
To thee I write my

Apotheosie.

t Apothe'rapy. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. Fr. apo-

therapie, ad. Gr. a.Tro6cpa.TTtia a being rubbed and
anointed afterexercise (Galen).] (See quot.)
1653 URQUHART Rabelais \. xxiv, By way of apotherapie

(that is, a making the body healthful by exercise) did re-

create themselves in botteling up of hay, etc.

II Apothesis (ap^Jj/sis
1

). [L., a. Gr. airoOtats, n.

of action f. diroTtOfvat to lay aside, deposit.]
1. (As in Gr.) The setting of a fractured or dis-

located limb. 1811 in HOOPER Med. Diet.

2. ^r<^.=APOPHYGE.

Apotonie (ap^-torm"). Also -tomy. [a. Gr.

tiTroTo/xT? a cutting off, f. diro-T^f-ttc to cut off.]

1. Math. The difference of two quantities, com-
50



APOTKOPOTTS.

mensurable only in power (i.e. in their squares,
cubes, etc. ; see Euclid Bk. x) ; e.g. the difference

between */2 and J, which is the difference between
the diagonal and-side of a square.
1571 DIGGKS Geom. Pract. iv. i. T iij b, v'iSo 6.. de-

ducted from 12, leueth this Apotome 18 V 180. 1656
BLOUXT Glossogr. t Apotinny. 1673 WAI.LIS in Rigaud Corr.
Set. Men II. 567 Of which binomial and apotome, the cubic
roots are to be extracted. 1706 in Pun. LIPS.

175(6
HUTTON

Math. Diet, s.v., The doctrine of apotomes, in lines, as de-
livered by Euclid in the tenth book.

2. Mits. (See quot.)
1696 in PHILLIPS. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp., Apotome,

in music, is the difference of the tone major and Limma, ex-

pressed by Ij-ff j-|-.
1806 CALCOTT JWtis. Gram. ii. iii. 112

This Semitone was termed by the Pythagoreans Apotome.

ApotropOUS (ap^tr^pas), a. Bot.
[f.

Gr. diro-

TpoTroy turned away (f. faorptvtiv to turn away) +

-ous.] (See quot.)
1880 GRAY Bot, Te.vt-bk. 397 Apotropons^ Applied to an

erect or ascending ovule with its rhaphe next to the placen-
tal axis, and a hanging one has its rhaphe averse from it.

Apoun, obs. form of UPON.

Apozem (ic-p^zemV filed. Obs. or arch. Also

7 apozume, 7-8 apozeme. [a. Fr. apozcme, ad.

late L. apozcma, a. Gr. diru^t^a, n. of result f.

&wo$-tivr f. diru off, (in comb.) completely + t-iv
to boil.] A decoction or infusion.

1603 B. JONSON* St'jttHMs i. i, Physic .. More comforting
Than all your opiates, juleps, apozems. 1626 BACON Syk'ti
65 Apozumes or preparing Broths. 1684 tr. Bonct's J/Vr.

Conipit. n. 43, 1 made use of an opening Apozeme for several :

days. 1753 SMOLLKTT Ct. Fathom (1784) 19/2 [He] swal-
j

lowed a whule dispensary of boluses, draughts, and apo?cm>.
1880 M.B.KmvAKus forestailed \. xiv, A remedy of his own, 1

a decoction, an auoxem, of wonderful narcotic power.
t Apoze'mical, a. Mcd. Obs. [f. prec. + -ICAL.] \

Of the nature of an apozem.
1638 J. WHITAKER Blcod ofGrape 33 (T. i Wine that is di-

,

lute, may . . be adhibited in an apozemical form in fevers.

Appaid, later sp. of APAIU///. a.

t Appai'r, apai'r, v. Obs. Forms : 4 ampayr-i,
anpayr-i, apayr-i, -eir-i, 3-6 apeyre, 4-5 apeire,

4-6 apftyre, 5 apaire, -eyer, appeare, appere,
5-6 appayre, -peyre, -paire, -peir' e, -pare, 6-7
-air(e. Also aphetic PAIK. [ad. OF. empeire-r,

'

ampcire-r (mod. empirer\ to worsen, f. em- = en-

into + *pdre-r : L. peiora-rc to make worse, f.

peior- worse : cf. Pr. apejurar. The prefix of the

early ampayre, anpayre, was subseq. treated like-
'

the native an- before a consonant, and reduced to
i

a-, which was in ifith c. erron. spelt ap- by form- I

assoc. with words like ap-pear : see AP-_/VY/"I. As

early as i$QQa-fairc was aphetized to paire, peire. .

Caxton restored the Fr. form cmpcyr, cmpayr, cm-

pair, which, early in i6th c., began to be refashioned

after L. as IMPAIR, now the current form. Ampayr,
anpayr, apayr, appair,enpayre, empair, impairt are t

thus variants of the same word.]
1. trans. To make worse, less valuable, weaker,

or less
;
to injure, damage, weaken

;
to IMPAIR.

i97 R. GLOUC. 279 Destrude and apeyrede CrUtendom.

1303 R. BsUNNE Handl, Synnc 1517 Bakbyters . . apeyryn
many mannys lyfe. 1340 Aycnb, 10 To ampayri his guode
los. Ibid. 237 pe kueadnesse of pe ministre may anpayn \

pe opre. c 1450 Merlin vii. no Haueth pite of cristen
j

feith that it be not a-peired thourgh yow. ijzS MOKI-:

Heresycs in. Wks. 1557, 226/2 Sacramentes . . the goodnes |

whereof his noughtinesse can not appayre . . That sacred !

sacrifice . . can take none empayryng by the fylthe of his
\

synne. 1561 T. N[ORTON] Calvin s Inst. \. xvii. (1634! 90 i

For fear of appairing his feeble health. 1643 PRYNKE Powet
\

Parl. y. 71 The ancient lawes. .be greatly appaired.
2. intr. (by omission of refl. pron.) To grow or

become worse, less valuable, weaker, or less ; to

deteriorate, fall off, or decay.
1340 HAMI-OI.E Pr. Const: 1475 Als J>is lyfe es ay passand,

Swa es pe worlde, ilk day, apayrand. c 1450 LONKLICH
Grail \\. 300 This piers, that hurt was so sore, Every day
gan apeyren more and more. 1496 Di~'cs ^ Paup. (W. de
\V ) vii. xxvi. 315/1 Vf the beste dye or appeyre, he that

hyreth it shall stande to that losse. 11509 HENRY VII in

Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 21 1. 46 My sytjhte . . will appayre dayly.

1534 WHITTISTON Tnlhcs Offices in. (1540^ 154 He that

wetmgly sellyth wyne that is apayring. 1581 W. STAFFORD
Kxam. Compl. iii. (1876) 80 As the coyne appayred, so rose i

the prices of thinges.

t Apparred, ///. a. Obs. [f. prec. + -EI>.]
I

Injured, impaired.
1475 SIR J. PASTON in Lett. 766 III. 145 The said manoir

j

diffaced, hurt, and appeired. 1637 GILLF.SHE Eng.-Pop. \

Cerent, in. viii. 193 Guilty of appaired [txsn] Majesty.

t Appai'rer. Obs. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -EB 1

.]

He who or that which impairs.
138* WYCLIF James Prol., A falsere, and a distrojere, or

apeire-re, of holi scripture. 1555 fr'ardle Facions n. iii. 123
That time might be founde an appairer of a! thinges.

t Appai'ring, vbl. sb. Obs. [f.
as prec. -f -ING"!.]

The action of injuriously affecting or impairing ;

weakening, deterioration, damage.
1388 WYCLIF Phil. iii. 7 Whiche thlngis weren to me wyn-

nyngis Y haue demed these apeyryngis for Crist. 1549
COVERDALE Erasnt. Par. Rom. iii. 31 Thabolishement or

thappayryng of the authoritie of_the lawe. 1611 COTCR.,

Diminution^ A diminution, appairing, lessening, impairing.

*t* Appavnnent. Obs. rare. For forms see

\v
L
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APPAIR. [ad. OF. a))ipciremcnt> f. ampeireri see

Ai'PAiu.] IMPAIKMKNT, injury, damage.
1388 \VYCLIF Phil. iii. 8 Alle thingis to be apeirement

\v. r. peirement] for the cleer conscience of Jhesu Crist my
Lord. 1413 LYDC. Pylgr. Smvle \. Iv. 15 None appeyrement
byfallyth it. c 1450 Rel. Ant. I. 109 Thou maist done awey
the lettres without any apeyrement.

Appal, appall (,ap-l), v. Forms: 4-7 a-

pall^e, appalle, 6 a-pawl, 7 appaule, 5-9 appall,
6-9 appal. Inflected appalled, appalling. [V a.

OF. apalir, apallir, later ap(p]alir, to wax pale, be
in consternation; languish, waste away; also trans.
to make pale, etc. This derivation accounts satis-

factorily for the senses, but presents difficulties

as to theforms: the natural repr. of apalir would
be apale, appale, actually found in i6th c., in the
literal sense (see below) ; the earlier appall, which

points, like all, hall,fall, etc. (with which it rhymes
from the i4th c.), to an "originally short a, may
perhaps repr. the Fr. form apall-ir. But appall
cannot be separated from the simple PALL z'., for

the relations of which to PALE V, and a. see that
word. Both on etymological and phonetic grounds,
the better spelling is appall, as in the derivatives.]

I. intr.

[ 1. To wax pale or dim. Obs. Cf. APPALE i.

1393 CidWER Conf. II. 107 Of thought, which in min herte
falletn, Whan it is night min hede appalleth. < 1430 LYDC.
Min. Poems 24 The night doth folowe, appallith all his chere,
Whan Western wawis his stremys overdose.

t 2.y^!)

r
. To wax faint or feeble in any character-

istic quality ;
to fade, fail, decay. Ohs.

ci3i5,Snoki-:nAM 91 Ther (in heaven] . . none swetnesse ap-
palleth. c 1430 LYDG. Bachas i. i. (15441 2 b, Their youth by
fill great displeasaunce Gan to appall. I49AFABYANV. Ixxxiii.

61 The fayth of Criste began sore to apalle. 1596 SPENSER
/*. Q. iv. vi. 26 Therewith her wrathfull courage gan appall.

+ 3. To li se flavour, savour, or briskness; to

become flat or stale, as fermented liquor when left

exposed to the air. Obs. Cf. PALI. v.

15*8 MORE }!ere$yts in. Wks. 1557, 226/1 If the salt once

appalle,the woordemuste nedcswaxe vnsauery. iS3oI'AL.sGR.
433/1, I appalle, as drinke dothe or wyne, whan it leseth
Ins colour, or ale whan it hath stande longe. Jc apfxilys.
This wyne is appaied all redy. 1568 ted. 2> NORTH Dinll
Princes 11619) 622/2 He found the wine wel watered before
that it had stood a pawling long.

t 4. To lose heart or resolution
;
become dis-

mayed. Obs.
< 1450 I'oxPopnU 206 in Hazl. K. /'. P. III. 275 Vf theise

men appall, And lacke when you do call.

II. trans.

\ 5. .To make pale, to cause to lose or change
colour. Obs. rare. Cf. APPALK 4.
r 1386 CHAUCER Sqrs, T. 357 Hir liste nat apalled [r

(
. r.

appalled, appallid] for to be Me on the morwe vnfeestlich
for to se. 1583 STUBBKS Anat. Abuses i. {1877^ ^5 [Adultery]
appalleth the countenance, it dulleth the spirits.

t6.y%- To cause to fade or cease to flourish;
to dim, weaken, enfeeble, impair. Obs.

(1386 CHAIXER A'rits. T. 2195 Whan his name apalled
\"\ r. appelled, -ailed, apeyred] is for age. 1548 UuALL.etc.
Krasin. Parciphr. Luke vi. 22 To appalle or derken your
glorie. 1574 tr. Marlarat's Apocalips 26 Restored mee my
strength whiche was appalled with feare. 1586 J. HOOKER
Gii aid. Hist. Irel. in Holinsh. II. 134/2 How often he pre-
uailed against theeniim'e, and appalled their courages. 1616

[See APPALLED.]

\ 7. To quell (anger, pride, etc.). Obs. rare.

1470 HARDING Chron. xxxvi, Wherfore the kyng his yre
myght not apall. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. vii. (1641)

62,1 God beats his Dears, from birth to burial
t, To make

them know him, and their pride appall.

8. To cause tlie heart of (anyone) to sink
;

to

dismay, shock, discomfit, terrify.

1532 MORE Confitt. Tindale Wks. 1557, 646/2 Then wyll
thys poynt as sore appall Thidal in thys debate. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turket 813 To appaule and discourage the

minds, .of the mercinarie souldiors. 1605 SHAKS. Mticb. HI.

iv. 59 A man. .that dare looke on that Which might appall
the Diuell. 1768 BEATTIE Minstrel i. ii, Him, who ne'er

listened to the voice of praise, The silence of neglect can
ne'er appal. 1855 MILMAN Lat. C/ir. (1864! V. ix. viii. 403
The calmness of the heretics in the fire amazed, almost ap-

palled, their judges.
b. ahsol,

^1631 DKAYTON Tti. Davidm Fair's S. P. (1848) n6His
brazen armour gaue a iarring sound, .which did like death

apall. 1827 KEBLE Chr. Y. Trin. S., Thoughts that awe but

not appal.

t C. refl. Obs.

1447 BOKENHAM Lyvys of Seyntys 165 But thus [Christ]

seyd, Marye the not appalle.

t Appal, appall, sb. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb.]
The act of appalling; sudden shock to courage or

self-possession; dismay.
1596 CHAPMAN Iliad xi. 32 Had engraven, full of extreme

appall, An ugly Gorgon. 1616 Batrachom, (1858* 17 Cold

appal The wretches put in rout past all returne.

tAppale,apale (apd
T

-l), v. Obs. [See prec. vb.:

Doubtful whether (i) a later adoption of Fr. appal-

ir, (2) an assimilation of appall to PALE a., or

(3) an independent new formation on PALE a. or v. t

after appall had lost its literal sense, and evident

connexion with pale. The senses are, to a great

extent, parallel to those of APPAL.]

APPARANCE.
1. intr. To become pale. Cf. APPAL i.

1535 GoodlyPrymer^^ 202 Would not even shortly thy
mirth abate, thy colour apale, thy flesh faint.

2. To wax faint or feeble. Cf. APPAL 2.

1583 STAXYHVBST Aeneis in. (Arb. t 71 My bind with terror

apaling. 1598 Tofte's Alba Pref. ti88oj n Like the Fire,
whose heat doth soone appale.
3. To lose brightness or briskness

;
to become

flat or stale, as liquor exposed to the air.

J53o [See quot. from PALSGR. under APPAL 3, which is spelt
both apjititle and appale.\
4. trans. To make pale, to dim. Cf. APPAL 5.
a 1500 E. E. Misc. (1859) 28 Now ame I dede, my colour is

appalyde. 1541 R. COPLAND dtydons Quest. Cyri<rg. t They
be applyed . . to dense and appale y-' lepry. 1686 GOAD Celest.
Bod. n. ii. 162 The sullen Fog. .apaling the brightness.
5. To cause to fade or wane, to weaken, en-

feeble. Cf. APPAL 6.

1529 RABTELL Pastyme (1811) 114 Revived the fayth of
Crist whiche was sore appalid. 1588 CHURCHYARD Spark
Friendsh. in I/arl. Misc. (Malh.l II. 116 Any thing., that

may impeach hinder or appale the good name and credit of
them. 1609 SIR E. HOBY Let. to T. H. 7 Whose learning is

no whit appayled, nor courage daunted.

6. To make pale with fear, to dismay. Cf. AP-
PAL S.

1563 Myrr. Mug. Induct, xix, Dread and dolour erst did
so appale. 1583 STANYHURST Aeneis i. (Arb.l 34 No. .troup-
ing horsmen can apale the virago. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \\.

ii. 590 Make mad the guilty, and apale the free. 1640 FUL-
LER Abel Redii>. (18671 ! ! 57 "I'was not a prison could his
heart apale.

t Appa'lement. Ohs. rare.
[f. prec. + -MENT.

See also APPALMKNT.] The action of dismaying ;

the state of dismay.
1579 FENTON Cuicciard, xvn. 810 The Pope was growne

into a maruellous discourage and appalement of mind. 1622
BACON Hen. Vi'/, 35 The furious slaughter of them was a

great discouragement and appalement to the rest.

t Appa'ling, vbl.sb. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ING i.]

The action of overwhelming with consternation or

"dismay ; terrifying, dismaying.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (16381 16 They raised a great

. .outcry, to the great appaling of them that were fighting.

Appalled UW*d), ///. a. [f. APPAL v. + -ED.]

fl. Made pale or faint
;
enfeebled. Obs.

1577 St. A jtg. Mannelt 33 To refresh my appalled sprights.
1616 SUKFL. S: MARKH. Countr. I-arm 349 To set in strength
againe their feebled and appalled force.

t2. Rendered flat or stale, as a fermented liquor.

Obs., but see PALLED.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxin. i, If it be too weakeand apalled,

the way to revive it againe, is with Pepper. Ibid. (16341 I.

425 Wine . . will lose the strength, and become apalled in

extremitie of cold.

3. Bereft of courage or self-possession at the sud-

den recognition of something dreadful
; dismayed ;

_

1606 SHAKS. Tr. <$ Cr. iv. v. 4 Giue with thy Trumpet a
loud note . . that the appauled aire May pierce the head of
the great Combatant. 1866 KINGSLEY Herew. xvii. 208
Hereward sat down, silent and appalled.

Appalling tap'lin), ///. a. [f. APPAL v. +

-ING-.] Such as to overwhelm with consternation

or dismay; dismaying, shocking.
1824 DnmiN Libr. Comp. 592 Hogarth never depicted a

more appalling subject. 1836 GEN. P. THOMPSON Excrc.
11842) IV. 159 The newspapers have reported'two or three
*

appalling accidents
'

already.

Appallingly, adv. [f. prec. + -Lr2.] In an

appalling manner
; terrifically, shockingly.

1843 F. PAGET H r
ard. Berkingh. 72 Massillon himself has

not stated the case more thrillingly and appallingly. 1864
Realm 13 Apr. 8 The arithmetical chances of a real accident
become appallingly probable.

Appalment (ap-lment). rare. [f.
APPAL v.

+ -MENT.] The action of overwhelming with dis-

may ;
the state of dismay or consternation.

1611 COTGK., F.sbahissement, a wondering .. admiration,

appallment, astonishment. 1815 BF.NTHAM Springs ofAc-
tion Wks. I. 204/3 Transient emotions . . a Terror, 3 Appal-
ment, 4 Consternation.

j| Appa'lto. [It., f. appaltdre to let or farm out.]
A monopoly.
1847 DISKAKLI Tancred iv. iv. (1871) 272 We might .. get

an appalto of the silk.

Appanage, variant spelling of APANAGE.

i Appara'ge, sb. Obs. [a. OF. aparage, i.aparer,
f. </ : L. ad to -\-par equal, peer. Cf. mod.F. pa-

ragc,] Noble extraction, nobility, rank, quality.
1503 HAWKS Exantp. I'irtue \\\\. 152 For she is comen of

royal! apparage. Ibid. xiii. 252 A gowne of syluer for grete

aparage.

tAppa'rage, z>. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. app-,

aparagic-r to make of equal rank, f. aparage ;
see

prec. Cf. disparage^ intr. To be of equal rank

(OF. s'aparager}.
(11450 Knt. de la 7Vr(i868) 20 No worldely plesaunce

and worshipe may not apparage to goodnesse.

Apparail, -ment, obs. form of APPAKEL, etc.

t Appa'rament. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad.L. appara-

ment-umt n. of process f. appard-re : see next and

-MENT.] Array ; military preparation, armament.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 298 Alle his apparament with whech
he thoute to besege Caleys.

t Apparance. Obs. rare. [a. OFr. ap



APPABATE. 395 APPARELMENT.

. aparant \\s> adparant-cm, pr. pple. of ad-, ap-

para-re to make ready for: see-ANCK.] Preparation.
1546 LANULKV Pol. Virg. De Invent, n. v. 44 a, Thesunne

rising is the begynning of al affaires . . the night is a time

of counselling & apparaunce. 1594 HOOKKR Eccl. Pol. v.

117931 II- 4 1 'I' 8 about the building of an house to the

God of heaven with no other apparance, than if his end
were to rear up a kitchen.

Apparance, obs. f. APPEARANCE, APPARENCE.

Apparancy, -ant, obs. ff. APPAUENCY, -KNT.

t A'pparate. Ofo. rare. [ad. L. apparat-us

preparation ;
cf. Fr. apparat^\ An anglicized form

of APPARATUS. (Cf. state, status.}
?ci6oo MS. Bodl. 313 tHalliw.) The whole English ap-

parate, and the English populaf calculation tables. 1616

SHKLIKIN Rom. Miracles cxiii. 271 Such apparate and order

for publike sacrifices.

! A'pparated, ppl.a. Obs. rarc~ x
.

[f.
~L, appa-

ratus, pa. pple. of appara-re (see APPARATUS' +
-El). Of a vb, apparate (cf. separate], no instances

have been found.] Prepared, equipped*
1663 \V.\TKKHorsi-; CoHiin, Fortcscitc 528 A well apparated

servant to attend them.

t Appara'tion. Qbs. rare. [ad. L. appara-
tidn-cm, n. of action f. appardre to make ready :

see APPARATUS.] Preparation, array.

'533 BKLLENDENE Liry v. 414 Maid thare beddU . . with
niaist apparacioun and magnificence that micht be devisit.

1657 TOMI.INSON Renous Disp. 561 The apparatiou of this

Medicament.

Apparator, -our, obs. forms of APPAIUTOU.

Apparatoryes, prob. pi. of apparator ; perh.
of a synonymous apparatory.
ftisaS SKEI.TUN Image Hypocr. 87 Deanes and sumners,

Apparatoryes preste To ryde e.st and west.

Apparatus (separ<
Ti
't/s). PI. (rare) -atus,

-atuses. [a. L. apparatus, n. of state f. appara-re,

adpara-rc to make ready for, f. ad to +para-re to

make ready. Cf. the anglicized APPAKATE.]
fl. The work of preparing; preparation, pre-

paratory arrangement, array. Obs.

1638 Penii, Conf. \\. (1657* I0 An apparatus and necessary
introduction thereunto. 1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth III. 16

How easie had it been for him, without this apparatus, to

have told them, etc. 1722 WOI.LASTON Relig. Nut. v. 112

The apprehension of but a vein to be opend is worse to some,
than the apparatus to an execution is to others.

2. The things collectively in which this prepa-
ration consists, and by which its processes are

maintained
; equipments, material, mechanism,

machinery ; material appendages or arrangements.
a 1628 F. GRKVILLE Sidney (1652! 15 Where humor takes

away this pomp and apparatus from King, Crown, and

Scepter. 1767 FORDYCE Scri._ Vng. Wow. II. viii. 16 The
gaudy apparatus of female vanity. 1796 UURKE Regie.
Peace ii. Wks* VIII. 221 The greatest skill conducting the

greatest military apparatus has been employed. 1818

BKNTHAM Ch. ofEng. Introd. 50 Which of the two apparatus
would your Graces .. recommend? 1832 HT. MAKTINEAU
Irel. iii. 56 Workhouses, or any part of the apparatus of a

legal charity.

3. esp. a. The mechanical requisites employed in

scientific experiments or investigations.
1727 51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. t The furniture or apparatus

of an air-pump, microscope, etc. 1758 .'laboratory 34 The
apparatus for levigating testaceous, and other hard bodies.

1871 NAPHEYS Prev. $ Cure Dis. n. iii. 673 The many ap-

paratuses designed to apply electricity.

b. The organs or means by which natural pro-
cesses are carried on.

1718 J.CHAMBERLAYNE Itdig. Pkilos. I. vii. 4 That by
all this Apparatus . . the Voice might be thereby formed.

1736 Bt'Tl-KR Anal. i. i. 30 The whole apparatus of vision.

1833 CHALMERS Const. Man (18351 I. iii. 146 That defensive

apparatus wherewith the embryo seed of plants is guarded.
c. Materials for the critical study of a document.

1727 51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s,v., Glossaries, comments &c. are

also frequently called Apparatus's. 1794 GODWIN CaL Wil-
lianis 305 The apparatus of my etymological enquiries.

1879 Q. Rev. Apr. 334 A thorough examination of the Old
Testament by our modern critical apparatus of research.

T" d,
' Sometimes also used in chirurgery for the

bandages, medicaments, and dressings of a part ;

or the several matters applied for the cure of a

wound, ulcer, or the like.' Chambers Cycl. 1727-?!.
1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Comfit, vm. 278. I use all the Ap-

paratus of Medicines to suppress [Haemorrhage from Hae-

morrhoids]. 17*7-51 CHAMBERS CycL, There is no judging
of the quality of a hurt, till after taking off the first ap-
paratus or covering.

Apparel (apas-rel), z>. arch. Forms : 3-5 apa-
raile, 4-6 -ayle, 5 ap- or app-areil e, -eyl(le,

-aill(e, -yl, appairelle, 5-6 aparal(l, apparayl(e,
-ayll s e, 5-7 -ail^e, -al^l, -ell, 6 aperayle, ap-

pareyll, -ayrayl, 6-7 -aral, -arrell, aparel 1, 5
-

apparel. Aphct. 4 parail, -ayl. Also 5 enparel.
In inflexions -/ is at present usually doubled before

a vowel in G. Brit., left single in U. S. [a. OFr.

aparcillc-r, aparaillc-r (mod.Fr. o/^z;v///tv), cogn.
with Pr. aparelhar, Pg. apparelhar, Sp. aparejar,
It. apparccchiare : Romanic *adpariculare to

make equal or fit, f. ad to + *f>aricul-um (It. parcc-
chio, Sp. parcjo, Pr. partlh, Fr. pareil\ dim. of

L. par equal. The I5th c. spellings were almost

endless, the typical being aparai'l, passing with

retracted accent to apa'rel. For app- }
see AP-

pref. '.] Usually trans, or reft.

t L trans. To make ready, or prepare (for a pur-

pose) ; to fit out, get read\', put into proper order.

6*1250 Kent. Serin, in O.K. Misc. 26 Hi hedden aparailed
here oflfrendes. f 1386 CHAUCER Ahlib. ^375 Ye oughte pir-

veyen yow and apparaile [v. r. -aillen, -ayle, -el] yow in this

caas with greet diligence, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour cii. 134
To aparaille mete and drinke for hym. 1541 R. COPLAND
Cnydon's Qnest. Cyrterg., The hert hath two eares . . to let

the ayre in and out that is apparcylled for it fro y" lunges,

1631 MAKKHAM ll'ay to M'caltk in. n. iv. (16681 115 Aparel
it (the wine] thus : take the whites only often Eggs, etc.

f b. intr. (for rf/?.\ Obs. rare.

1523 Lu. BKKNKKS Froiss. I. ix. 8 In the meane tyme the

queue aparailed for her needis and besynesse.

t2. Tomakepreparationsfor(anevent,work). Obs.

(1314 Guy Warw. 22 Therl dede anon aparaile (iyes
dol>ing. ('1385 CHAUCKR L.G. W. 2473 There he wolde hire

weeklynge aparayle [v.r. apparaylle, -eylle, -aille]. 1534 Li>.

KKKNKKS Gold. Hk. M. Anrel. 11546' O iiij b, The Romaynes
shulde apparell his triumphe . . right glorious and rychly.

3. To furnish, or fit up with things necessary (a

room, a ship, etc.V Alsoyf^. arch.

1366 MAUNDEV, xx. 217 Alle thinges, that men apparayle
with ony Halle. 1480 CAXTON' Chron. F.ng. ccxhii. 290 Rynl
shippes that were ful wd arayd and enparelled and enarmed.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men t W. de W. i n. x\ ii, Martha was de-

syrous to lodge our lorde and his appostles, and to aparayle
them. 1590 SwiNBURN Testaments 154 The cause wherewith
the prohibition is saide to bee apparelled. 1605 CAMDEN
Rein. 46 The which Chappell . . his executors did fully

make, and apparail, a 1670 HACKKT in Wallcot T.i_/c App.
11865) I 59 Honest communication apparelleth the mind with

good thoughts. 1863 J.ONGF. ll'iiys'uie Inn, Mas. T. xiv. 9
Never . . owned a ship so well apparelled.

f4. To prepare, equip, or accoutre for fighting.
r 1325 Cirnr de L. 4333 Ser Fouke gan hym apparayle ,

With hys folk the toun to assay le. 1375 HAHHOUK Bruce ix.

132 The Kingis men . . thame apparalit Till defend, gif thai

ih.'ime assalit. 1470 85 ted. 1634) MAI.OKY Arthurs 18161

II. 18 They apparelled them to joust Sir Gawaine, 1655
FL'I.I.KR Ch. Hist. \\. 107 Apparelled . . with his Bow and

Quiver of Arrows, a 1672 WOOD Life 11848' 85, I have

apareled my solldiors . . upon my creditt tu the Marchant.

5. To array with proper clothing ;
to attire, dress.

(Now the ordinary sense, but somewhat arch., and
;

hardly in spoken use.)

1362 L-\N(;L. P. /*/. A. ii. 1 86 Apparayleden him as a prentis.

1393 C. IIT. 224 And parailed hym lyke here prentys.

1494 FAKYAN vn. ccxxxiii. 267 1'he Kmpresse . . apparaylyd
liyr 8: hir company in whyte clothynge. 1538 STAKKI.Y

i fcnglaml 130 Be not appayraylyd in sylkys and
veluettys.

; 1610 HEAI.KY St. Aug. Cify ofDai'id 833 Apparelling him
I with sot-like habites, 1611 BIBLK Lttke vii. 25 They which

are gorgeously apparelled. 1774 J- BRYANT MythoL II. 124
All the vestments . . in which they used to apparel their

Deities. 1838 SnfinKY Charlemain xii, All apparell'd in

costly array, Exulting they come to the palace of Aix.

fb. To invest (with an official robe'). Obs. rare.

1576 LAMBARDE reramh. Kent 11826' 73 To apparell Can-

terbury with the Archbishop of Londons Palle.

6. Tn many fig. senses: cf. to tiof/ic. arch.

c 1374 CHAUCKR /><><'//;. i. ii. 8 J>e fyrste sonier sesoun \;\i . .

apparaileb be erbe wi|j rosene-tloures. 1481 CAXTON Myrr.
in. viii. 147 [The sonnel apparaylleth the trees with leuex

1558 Hi 1

. WATSON 7 Sacrum. \\. ir To l>e appareled and
cladde with Christe and his right wisnes. 1608 TOI-RNKCR

Ki'-'citf. 'frag. i. i, When thou wurl appareld in thy lloh.

1635 A. STAI-TORD /(;//. Glory, 1869) 44 She apparrell'd them

[her thoughts] in a cleare, smooth calme of language. 1806

WORDSW. Oti'j nn httiin. Immort. 4 When meadow, grove,
and stream, To me did seem Apparelled in celestial light.

t 7. To deck, adorn, embellish. Obs. exfevas 6.

1366 MAUNDEV. xiv. 153 Clothes .. apparayled with greet
Perles. 1388 WYCI.IF Luke xxi. 5 The temple . . was ap-

parailid [i38aourned, TlNDALEgarmssed, 1611 adorned] with

gode stoonus. 1565 C.M.riiiLL Ans^v. Treat. Crosse 11846)

122 Ye apparel it with a few pearls of Scripture. 1741 T.

ROBINSON Gavelkindii, 29 To be apparelled with the Title

of Gentry.

1 8-_/ig- To dress up (speciously), to trick out. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. ii. 12 Looke sweet, speake faire

. . Apparell vice like vertues harhcnger. 1615 T. ADAMS
/i'//r. Navi%. 55 They apparrell blond-red murther . . in the

white robes of religion. 1636 B. JOXSON- Di-san 1
. 11692) 696

To apparel a Lye well, to give it a good dressing.

Apparel (aparrel"), sb. Forms : 3-5 aparail,

4-5 ap- or app-araill(e, -ayll(e, 4-6 -ail(e, -ayl e,

-ale, -ell, 5 apareylle, -elle, appayraille, 5 ap-

parall, 6 apperell, 5- apparel. Aphct. s'pareylle,
6 -el, 7 parrell. [a OFr. aparail, aparcil (mod.
Fr. apparcil'], f. vb. aparcillcr : see APPAREL z;.]

fl. abstr. The work of fitly preparing for any-

thing, preparation, array. Obs.

'/ c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 40 Soone was dihte, Al that \ved-

lok a--kethe . . Al was redy to plesaunt apparailes. 14^83
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 246/4 That yere was halowed . . with

right grete appareylle of games, 1485 Paris fy I*. 14 The
grete apparaylle of thys feste.

f 2. concr. Things provided for any purpose, and

employed in its performance; material, requisites,

apparatus. Obs.
\

1330 R. BRUNNK Citron. 121 pe I,ondreis herd it telle, &
}ared bam fulle welle, With gode aparaile of alle bat bej mot

gete. f 1430 LYDG. Bochas vn. ix. '1554* 174 Rosted her

chyld whan vitayle dyd fayle ; She had of store, none other

apparayle. 1477 CAXTON Dictes 147 Socrates sayde That
women ben thapparaylles to cacche men. 1631 MAKKHAM
ll'av to Wealth in. n. iv. (1668*115 Give it [the wine] aparel
. . the Aparel is this : Take the yelks of ten Eggs, etc. 17*5
tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist, ijt/t C. 1. v. 63 The Apparel of the

Mass. . the Habits, the Vessels, and other Ornaments.,
made use of in the Celebration of it.

t 3. The furniture and appendages of a house,

fortress, gun, etc. Obs.

1375 BAKHOUR Bruce x\. 118 Apparail of chalmyr and hall.

//'/(?. xvn. 293 Schot and othir apparale. c 1420 Chrott.

I'ilod. 448 pis chapelle . . w l alle jie pareylle p' longede
J>erto. 1503 Act 19 Hen. I'll, iv. 3 To forfeit the same
Crosebowe with all the apparell therto belongyng. 1535
COVERDALE i Kings vii. 48 All the apperell [Il'yc/tfSi. 1611

vessels] that belonged vnto the house of the Lorde.

4. The outfit or rigging of a ship. arch.

1330 R. HKI NNI: Chron. 154 Fine ober galeis with alle ^er

apparaile. 1575-6 Act 18 Eiiz. ix. 2 The said Shippes or

Vessells with all theyr Apparell and Furnyture. 1709 f.oitf.

Gaz. mmmmdlxxix/4 The Ship Margaret . . her Tackle, Ap-
parel and Furniture. 1819 WOKDSW. Waggoner \\. 161 IJack

to her place the ship he led
;
Wheeled her back in full ap-

parel. 1882 Charter-party, What she [the vessel] can rea-

sonably stow. . over and above her Tackle, Apparel, Provi-

sions, and Furniture.

5. Personal outfit or attire (f a. military ;
b.

ordinary); clothing generally, raiment, dress, arch.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 54 Fourscore armed Knyghtes, in

suilk apparail le dight, pat so riche armes was neuer sene

with sight. 1362 LAXCII.. /'. Pi. A. ix. in Was no pride on
his apparail ne pouert nober. c 1400 Ruin. Rose 575 Seinyde
by hir apparayle She was not wont to gret travayle. c i53z

Ln. BKKNKKS Jimm 609 One of her apareyles to put on
hir. a 1547 Si KKKY Atneid iv. 337 A shining parel . .

of Tirian purple. i6oz SHAKS. Haw. \. Hi. 72 Costly thy
habit . . rich, not gawdie : For the Apparell oft proclaimes
the man. 1711 STICKLE Sfiect. No. 302 P 12 Neglect of Ap-
parel, even among the most intimate Friends, does insensibly
lessen their Regards to each other. 1823 LAM i-'.lia n. xix.

1 1 ^65) 368, I am ill at describing female apparel. 1883 ^.ctvsp.
. \d-jt., Piece (loods, Apparel, etc. for Sale by Auction.

b._/-. 'Attire.' arch.

1610 E. IIoi.Tox in Shaks. C. Praise 91 Style ithe apparell
of matter 1

. 1683 tr. Krasm. ^lorix Ette, 2 Nature forth-

with changes her apparrel. 1711 AnmsoN S'/tr/. No. 74 f 2

1'he rude Stile and evil Apparel of this antiquated Song.

1831 CAKLYI.I-: Sart. Res. in, ix, The Thirty-Nine Articles

themselves are articles of wearing-apparel (for the Religion*
Idea 1

. 1881 X. T. (Revised) i Pet. hi. 4 The Incorruptible

apparel of a meek and quiet spirit.

t c. as hunting term
V
M-L- quot.). Obs.

1575 TUKHKRV. \\-ncric 128 At his sides . . a thinm: kindc
of redde fleshe which hunters call the apparel of an hart.

t 6. Appearance, aspect. Obs.

1377 LAN-, i.. /'. PI. B. xiii. ^78 As in appuniillr and in

pone proud amonges \>e pepk-. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. in. iv.

130 How nioche the ferther she [tfie monc] is fro the sonne
so moche the more we see of her ajiparayl. 1526 TINDALI-.

Phil. ii. 8 Was found in his aparcil [\Vvci.n-- abite, 1611

fashion] a^ a 111:111.

t 7. Ornament, decoration, embellishment. Obs.

c 1340 GVi.-f. <V Gr. Knt. 601 pc npparayl of ^e p.iyttrure . .

acorded with j'e arsounez. "1350 Will. Palcriii- 3^24 pat
was perles a-parrayl. (-1400 Rowland $- Otncl 413 Ane
helme of ri> he entayle, Of prt-cjouse stanes the appayrayle.
b. csp. Ornamental embroidery on certain ecclesi-

astical vestments, revived.

1485 Cluirchiv. Ace. St. Mary Hill(\jgj\ 1 12 To Thoma>
Pate browderer for his workmanship upon it and the ap-

pareyle belonging thereto icv/. 1844 PLC.IN tr'/css. /:V( /.

Orn, 5 The Albe , . should be made . . with apparell s . .

worked in silk and gold, embroidered with ornaments. 1849
RUCK Ch. of Fathers I. v. 438 Apparels were . . stitched on

to the upper part of the amice, like a collar to it.

Apparelled, -eled [apse-rcld), ///. a.
[f.

AP-
PAREL v. + -ED.] Prepared, made ready, furnished

(obs.) ; equipped, rigged j clothed, attired, dressed ;

decked, adorned; spec, embroidered (as ecclesi-

astical vestments').

1483 CAXTON Cato F ij b, Paradyse whyche is euer ap-

paraylled and redy for to receyue them that haue been

stronge and vertuous in this worlde. 1598 HAKKKT '/'/HW.

H-'arrcs n. i. 21 To go well apparelled and well armed. 1823
LAMB Elia i. viii, 11865) 67 In the goodly ornature of well-

apparelled speech. 1849 ROCK Ch. ofFathers I. v. 434 An
appareled alb of linen.

Apparelling, -eliiig
1

(apse'relin), vbl. sb. [f.

Al'PAHEL V. + -ING 1
.]

1. The process of making ready or preparing,

preparation {obs.} ; attiring, dressing, or adorning.
-1315 SHOKKHAM 53 An apparyllynge, Thet hys in holy

cherche y-cleped wel The furste scherynge Of clerke. c 1386
CHAUCKR Me lib. F 376 The longe apparelling biforn the

bataille maketh short victorie. 1540 J. HKVWOOH fr'wtr P's

in Hazl. Dotisl. I. 350 What causeth this : That women after

their arising. Be so long in their apparelling? a 1649
URUMM. OF HAWTH. Wks. 161 The apparelling of truth.

2. ioncr. Dress, attire
; rigging, equipment.

1567 MAI'LMT dr. forest 27 The sadde blew coloured

flower, as Is Calcedonie, hath bene taken of some for black,

onely for their most like kindeof apparailing. 1795 Ediiib.

Adz't. 6 Jan. 15/3 For Sale: The Hrigantine .. with her float

boats and appareling. 1858 DE QtHMCEV Antobiog, Sk.

Wks. II. 53 Transformation ; or, if we prefer a Grecian to a

Roman apparelling . . metamorphosis.

Apparelment (ainvrelment). rare. [a. OKr.

apareillc>ncntt n. of process f. aparcilUr to prepare :

see AITAKEL v. and -MENT.]

fl. The action of making ready, preparation.

(Misunderstood by Cowel, Blount, etc.) Obs.

[1378 Act 2 Rich. If, i. vi, Kt les tiegnent longement a tiel

force y feisantz mou des maners dappa[r]illemenu de guerre.
transl. And hold the same long with such Force, doing

many Manner Apparelments of War.] 1607 COWKI. Inter^r.

(1672) Appartement, cometh of the French Pareilment,
that is, Strniliter . . It signifies a resemblance or likelihood,

as Apparlement of War, 2 R, 2 Stat. i. cap. 6.
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APPAREMENT.
2. concr. Equipment, outfit, array, garb, apparel.
1315 E.E.Allit.P. A. 1051 With alle J>e apparaylmente

vmbe p>'3te. ^1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. v. 49 Apparailled
\vifc> straunge apparaillementz. f 1440 Morte Arth. (Roxb.)

65 A full riche aparaylmente Off samytte grene. 1866
CONINGTON sEneid x. 332 Mincuis, whom Benacus breeds,
In grey apparailment of reeds \_Velatits arundine glauca\.

t Appa'rement. Obs. rare. [a. OFr. apare-
tncnt, f. apare-r : L. appard-re to prepare for, equip :

Cf. APPAUAMENT.] Equipment, outfit.

^1335 E. E. Allit. P. B.I 270 Alle J>e apparement)>at pented
to }>e kyrke. c 1340 Sir Gawayne 106 (Halliw.) Pride with

apparementis.

Apparence, -ance. Obs. Also aparence,
-ance, -aunce. [a. OFr. aparence, -ance. The
earlier form of the sb. answering to adj. apparent,
which was subseq. refashioned as APPEARANCE, by
assimilation to the vb. appear. Apparence survived,

esp. in senses which connected it more closely with

apparent than appear, till c 1686 : cf. next.]
1. = APPEAHANCE (which see for other quotations)

in all its senses.

c 1384 CHAUCKR H. cfFame 265 Allis what harme doth ap-
parence Whan hit is fals in existence. 1686 GOAD Cclest.

Bod. i. iv. ii Some Excess . . but whether . . as to Wind, or

Drought, or Wet, they [comets] do not determine ; that De-
termination belongeth to no one Apparence.
2. The position of being heir apparent; apparency.
c 1375 Wvci.iF Scrm. cx.vi. Wks. 1869 I. 402 }if a man be eire

off>e blisseof hevene . . apparaunce of pis heritage is more licli

to trewe men, 1628 COKI; On Litt. 35 b, It is in respect of
the constant and perpetuall apparance that the son and
heire apparent may endow his wife of his father's Land.

Apparency (ape^rensi, aparr-). arch, or Obs.

Also 5 apparancie, 6-7 -cy. [ad. L. appdrentia,
abst. n. f. apparent-cm : see APPARENT and -ANCY,
-EXCY. Cf. transparency. Strictly, it seems to

have been at first formed on ME. apparance, -aunt

(see prec. and next) with the -?V, -y repr. L. ~ia.~\

fl. The quality, state, orfact ofappearing or seem-

ing; seemmgness, semblance, appearance. Obs.

1393 CiowKR Conf. I. 63 This double ypocrisie With his de-
vnute apparancie A viser set upon his face. 1597 DANIEI, OV.
ll'ars vn. Ixi, lioth sides did labour . . to crown Their cause
with the apparency of might. 1657 (1. STAKKKV Helmont's
I'inJ. 8 \\'ho not comparable to him in reality, would yet
seem to excell him m apparency. 1684 tr. lionet's Mere.

Compit. xvin. 644 Apparencies, which have informed me
when the patient has been any way irregular.

2. The quality of being apparent to the senses
;

visibility, apparentness. rare.
1668 CfLPEPFER & COLE lyarthvl. Anat. I. ix. 315 Saphtnia

iso cal'd because of its apparency more than other foot-

Veins*. 1810 COLERIDGE Friend 11818) III. 90 The non-ap-
jtarency of cither . , being accounted for by the disproportion
of our senses.

3. The quality of being apparent or evident to

the mind
;
show of reason

; apparentness.
1604 I-'.. G, D'Acnsta's Jttst. Ind. \. xi. 36 Some . . strive to

proove, that the new-found world wasknowne to the Ancients,
And . . wee cannot deny, but that there was some appa-
rency. 1626 T. H. Catmin's HflyCrt. 123 Vet would you,
that God should fauour your infidelity by extraordinary
wayes. What apparancy is there for this?

4. The position of being heir apparent.
1741 T. ROHINSON Gavelkind \\. ii. 183 Tho' he is Heir ap-

parent at that Time, yet there is not that constant and per-

petual Apparency. 1815 Eucyil, Brit. XI. 655/2 The bare

ri^ht of apparency founds the action against the life-renter.

Apparent (ape-'Tcnt, aprc'r-\ a. and sb.

Forms: 4 aparant, 5 -6 apparauut(e, 5-7 -ant\e,

;7 appearanti, 5 -apparent. Aphct. 5-6 parent,

[a. OFr. aparant) -ent : L. appai'ent-etn (after

which it has been subseq. refashioned), pr pple. of

a/ipJre-rc to come in sight : see APPEAR, and -ANT,
-ENT. Apt to be confused with apcrand, the north,

pr. pple. of apcre, APPEAR (see -AND), whence the

mixed form appcarant]
1. Meeting the eyes, showing itself; open to sight,

visible, plainly seen. arch.

1393 GoWBB Conf, III. 269 This merveile, which they sigh
So apparaunt to-fore her eye. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. xxxi.

125 By cause that it [the mone] is next to therthe it semeth

grettest and most apparaunt of alle the other [planetes].
a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 53 Whiche they dyd nat to the ap-

paraunte syght of the worlde, but secretly. 1613 WITHKKS
Abuses Stript i. vii. {Juvenil. 1633) 5 1 ^n Owl-eyed buz/ard
that by day is hlinde, And sees not things apparant. 1637
GiLLEsriK Eng.-Ppp. Cerent, in. jx. 199 Flee . . from ap-

pearant destruction, a 1725 POPE Odyss. vi. 392 This heard
Minerva, but forbore to fly iBy Neptune awed) apparent
from the sky. 1873 BLACK Pr. ThttU xxv. 418 With a very
apparent and hearty gratitude in his face.

^2. Conspicuous, prominent. Obs.

1541 R. COITAND Gitydons Quest. Cyrnrg.^ The synewy
cordes be made bare of the flesshe and apparente.s. 1594
T. B. Ln Primaud. Er.Acad. ii. 129 That place is very fitte

. . being high, eminent, and apparant. 1603 KNOI.LES Hist.
Turkes (1621) 830 In a place more apparant. than the rest,

sitting in great majestic.

3. Manifest to the understanding ; evident, plain,

clear, obvious
; palpable.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5 Some swevene . . Which hardely that
false ne ben, But afterward ben apparaunte. 1599 Warn.
Faire Worn. n. 1569 He cleere my conscience And make the
truth apparent to the world. 1618 DONNE Serfft. cxliii. V.

556 The Broadest and apparantest outward Seal by which he
testifies his Love to Man. 1645 [See 6]. 1779 JOHNSON L, /*

396

Gay Wks. III. 214 The mind is repelled by useless and ap-

parent falsehood. 1806 A. KNOX Rent. I. 24 The spiritual-

ity of our Lord's meaning . . may be made more apparent.
4. In heir apparent (and its imitations) : Mani-

fest, evident, obvious ; applied to one who will un-

doubtedly inherit, ifhe survive the present possessor,
as opposed to an \iz\t presumptive, who though at

present the nearest in succession, is liable to have
his hope intercepted by the birth of a nearer heir.

^1375 Wvci.ii- Wks. 1869 L 402 >if a man were ayre apa-
rant of Knglond. [1375 HARBOUR Bruce iv. 71 His son . .

The eldest and apperande air. ^1475 RaufCoil. 935 Scho
is appeirand air To twa Douchereis.J 1490 CAXTON Eneydos
xxix. 113 The mooste parent heyre of the lynage. 1574 tr.

Littleton's Tenures 122 b, If tenant in the taile enfeoffe his

heyre apparante. 1645 HOWELL Lett. vi. 21 The Heir ap-
parant of the Crown of France. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No.
287 P 6 Hopeful Heirs apparent to great Empires. 1841
MIALL Nonconf. I. 248 What will the premier apparent do
when he comes into power?
1 5. Likely so far as appearances go. Obs.

1523 LD. BKRNKHS Froiss. I. cclviii. 383 They knewe of no
maner apparant reskewe cornyng to them warde. 1524
WOLSKV in State Papers (1836) IV. 197 The high benefites

. . apparant to ensue unto theym. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill,
n. ii. 130 As well the f^are of harme, as harme apparant . .

ought to be preuented. 1654 FULLER 2 Serm. 40 Utterly
unable without his apparent mine, to contest with the fore-

said Duke. 1754 H. WAI.I-OI.E Lett. H. Mann 252 III. 61

The three apparent candidates are Fox, Pitt and Murray.
6. Appearing to the

,
senses or mind, as distinct

from (though not necessarily opposed to) what

really is
; seeming. Contrasted with real. (The

commonest sense now, but treated as novel in 1645.)
1645 J. GLoomvis] Innoc. Tri. 27 Not an apparant, but an

apparent Schisme . . for there is no realitie or truth, but

onely an appearance or shew of a scbisme. X78Z GIBBON
Decl. $ F. III. 57 His real merit, and apparent fidelity, had
gained the confidence both of the prince and people. 1785
REID Intt-ll. Po^vcrs 265 What Berkeley calls visible mag-
nitude, was by Astronomers called apparent magnitude.
1831 I'REWSTEK Optics iii. 21 The difference between the real

and apparent place of any point of an object. 1868 FKEKMAN
Norm. Cotif]. II. App. 618 The great apparent discrepancy
between the two Chroniclers is merely apparent. 4
t 7. quabi-(7(/f . Evidently, manifestly. Obs. rare.

1565 JKWKL Repl. Harding 125 He auoucheth that thing
for true, that the simplest . . knoweth to be apparant false.

fB. sb. [by ellipsis.] An heir-apparent Alsoy*.
1393 GUWKK Conf. I. 216 He that tho was apparant Upon

the regne expectant. 1593 SHAKS. -$Hcn. I'l, IT. ii. 64 Draw
thy Sword in right . . Prince, He draw it as Apparant to the

Crowne. 1611 Wint. T. \. ii. 178 Next to thy selfe, and

my young Rouer, he's Apparant to my heart. 1646 Row
Hist. A'/VX.'(i842> 389 My Lord of Lorn tappearand ofArgyle).

t Appa'reilt, t'. Obs. rare. [f. prec. adj.] To
make apparent or manifest.

1577 Hoi ixsiirn Citron. II. 36/2 It hath beene manifestlie

apparented. 1602 FuLBECKE ist Pt. Parall. 73 The qualitie
of euery thing should be apparanted by termes of efficacie.

Apparently, adv.
[f. prec. adj. +-LY-'.]

f i. Evidently or manifestly to the sight ; visibly,

openly. Obs.
<f 1400 Chi'sttT PI. i. i Pagentes set fourth apparently to all

eyne. 1567 MAP LET Gr. Forest 16 In this stone is apparant ly
scene verie often the verie forme of a Tode. 1651 HOBBES
Goi't. y Soc. xvi. 1 1. 273 The Prophets . . who saw not God

apparently
like unto Moyses.

2. Evidently or manifestly to the understanding ;

clearly, plainly.
1553 j. HEYWOOO Play of Wether, Our dedes declare us

apparauntly. 1644 (JfARLics lloantrges $ Barn. 11881} 93
When thou knowest not apparently, judge charitably. 1770
Juniits Lett. Pref. 21 Cutting off ears and noses . . penalties
so apparently shocking to humanity. 1853 H. ROGERS Eel.

Faith 138 The malady, which is but too apparent, is also as

apparently without a remedy.
3. To external appearance ; seemingly. (Distin-

guished from, though not necessarily opposed to,

really.}

1566 KNOX I/ist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 49 The Bischoppis . .

hes had heirtofoir sick authoritie upoun thy subjectis, that

appearandly the! war rather King, and thow the subject.

1646 Kow I/ist. Kirk( 1842) Introd. 25, I left him appirandlie
in a better case then I fand him. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Hist.

I'erinoni 126 They found many frogs apparently inactive.

1871 TVNDALL Fragm. Si'. I. xxi. 493 A cannon-ball . . would
have Its flight apparently arrested.

4. So far as it appears from the evidence
;
so far

as one can judge ; seemingly.
1846 J. RYLAND in Foster s Life (1846) II. 107 It has been

remarked, and apparently with truth. 1877 LVTTEII, Landin.

n. ii. 57 This early ecclesiastic has a church in Kintyre, and
another apparently in Glen Sannocs, Arran.

Appa'reiitiiess. rare. [f. as prec. + -XESS.]
The quality of being apparent or evident

;
ob-

viousness.

1583 HOLDING Calf, on Dent, clxxxv. 1151 The apparantnes
. . was so great, that it needed not any great reason to con-
ceive it. 1611 CoiT.R., Imminence, eminencie, excellencie,

apparantnesse. 1731 UAHEY, Apparentness, plainness to be
seen. [In mod. Diets.]

1 Appa'riate, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [f.

after F.

appari-cr, with ending -ATE, as if f. L. *appariare,
-atum i^Du Cange has med.L. appariatio\ f. at/ to

+par equal.] To make equal, to match.

1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. 198 To appariate the words
of the universal language with the things of the universe.

t Appa'risli, v. Obs. rare.
[f. OFr. apariss-

lengthened stem of aparir to appear : see next.

APPARITION.

Apariss- was a by-form of aparaiss- : L. appdrfs~
c$re, inceptive of apparere to appear. Cf. evdnes-

c$re, cvaniss-, evanish.] To appear.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 420/3 After . . hir marterdom She

apparysshed before Sayut Sebastyen.

t Appa'rissaunt, -yssaunt, ///. a. Obs.

[a. OFr. aparissant, pr. pple. of aparirt by-form of

apareir, -oir\\*. apparere to APPEAR. OF. apar-
ir, apariss- were assimilated to the L, type -ire^

-Iscere, while the normal apareir, apareiss- were
: L. apparere, apparcsc-cre. Strictly apparyshande
is northern pr. pple. of prec. vb. See -AND.] Ap-
pearing, apparent ; evident.

1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 29 Of body he was moche ample &
boystous of stature well apparysaunt. c 1490 Bk. Divers
Matters iHalliw.t The moost foyrest and apparysshande
comelynesse.

Apparition (reparijan), sb. [a. Fr. apparition
(i5th c. in Litt.), ad. L. apparition-em, n. of action

f. appdre-re to APPEAR : see -TION. The senses are

those of late L. and Fr. Cl. L. had only the sense
'

attendance, service, servants,' f. a special sense of

apparere *to appear at a summons, wait upon,
attend': see APPARITOR, APARAINT. (Etymologi-
cally, exactly APPEARANCE, and having a parallel

development of senses. But now almost restricted

in common use to sense 9, and when used in other

scn-es, having generally from this association, some
idea of startling or unexpected appearance.)]
1. The action of appearing or becoming visible, a.

The supernatural appearance of invisible beings, etc.

c 15*5 3<> MOKK De Qnat. Nwiss. Wks. 1557, 77/2 The ap-
paricion of a very ghost. 1650 FULI.KR Pisgah Sight \\. ix.

194 The first apparition God made to Abraham. 1703
MAUNDRKLL Jmirn. Jerus. (1732) 105 That Apparition of the
two Angels to the Apostles. 17*5 tr. Dupins Eccl, Hist.

ijtJt C. I. v. 49 The History of many Apparitions of the
Cross. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xm. 56 Presbyterian divines put
to the rout by a sudden apparition of the foul fiend.

b. Of a visitor
;
of a person, a comet, etc.

1653 GAUI.E Magastrom. 18 The apparition of this starre in

Bethlehem, 1794 GODWIN Cat. Williams 2, I ..contrived
to satisfy my love of praise with an unfrequent apparition at
their amusements. 1867 F. PARKMAN Jesuits N. Amer. v.

* I S75 1 45 Amazed at the apparition of the white stranger.
c. Appearance in history or before the world,
1860 FAKRAR Orig. Lang. x. 216 The apparition of the main

races of humanity. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. 43 Jealous
of the apparition of a new public body m the State.

2. Astr. The first appearance of a star or other
celestial body after disappearance or occultntion.

1556 RECORDB Cast. Knmvl. 196 That owghte not to bee
called proprelye rysynge of any Starre when it getteth oute
of the Sonne beames, and maye shewe or shine . . but it

oughte rather to be called Apparition or appearynge. 1660
STANLEY Hist, rhilos. 330/1 The apparition of the Dog-star
is its rising together with the Sun. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. t

Apparition, in astronomy . . stands opposed to occultation.

1859 SIR J. HKRSCHEL Astron. 567 icd. 5' The intervals of
these successive apparitions being 75 and 76 years.

T 3. The manifestation of Christ
;
the Er-iphany;

the festival or season commemorating it. \Appa-
ritio = Epiphania in Du Cange. } Obs.

1652 SPARKE Prim. Dfi'ot. 11663) 142 Epiphania . . the day
of Apparition or manifestation of Christ from above. 1681
WMARTON Fasts fy Fest. Wks. 1683, 23 The Epiphany, or

Apparition, or the Feast of Twelfthday after Cnristmass.

1703 MAUNURKLL Joitrti. Jerus. (1721) 72 The Chappel of
me Apparition.

^4. Manifestation, demonstration, display.
1533 BELLKNDF.NK Livy iv.(i822) 312 Commandit ane army

to he rasit with na les apparicioun and magnificence than it

wes afore. 1590 GREENE Neuertoo late (1600)11 No vaine-

glorious shewes Of royall apparition for the eye. 16*7 F. E.
Ediv. 11 ( 1 680) 5 The melancholy apparitions of their parting.
5. Astr. The state or condition of being mani-

fest to sight, or of being visible
; esp t the visibility

of a star, planet, or comet.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny 11634! I. 9 The Moone . . shines the

first day of her apparition, ^ parts, and the foure and
twentieth part of an hour. 1635 SWAN Spec. Mundi v.

2 (1643) 129 The Rain-bow is . . the apparition of certain

colours. 1666 Phil. Trans. I. 301 Representations of its

Head and Train in each day of its apparition. 1833 SIR J.
HKRSCHEL Astron. \. 61 The circle of perpetual apparition,
between which and the elevated pole the stars never set.

t 6. A seeming to the eyes or mind, appearance,
semblance. Obs.

1613 SHEHLKV Trow. Persia^ [Great] distinction between
the effects of the world, and the workings of God . . perma-
nency in the last, and no more but apparition in the other.

1650 WELDON Court K. James 41 There was an apparition
of Southamptons being a Favourite to his Majesty. 1667
MILTON P. L. vm. 293 A dream, Whose inward apparition

gently moved My fancy.

t 7. The form in which anything appears ;
as-

pect. Obs.
1610 GWILLIM Heraldry in. iii. (:66o1 no According to the

divers apparitions of the Moon, hath she her divers denomina-
tions in Heraldry. 1633 13 HOME North. Lasse\. iv ( A Devil

in a most Gentlewoman-like apparition. 1660 BOYLE New
Exp. Phys.-Mech. xxxvii. 307 By their whiteishness, to

emulate in some measure the apparition of Light.

8. That which appears; an appearance, especially
of a remarkable or unexpected kind ;

a pheno-
menon.
1481 CAXTON Myrr. m. ix. 151 Tholomeus, whiche knewe

so many demonstraunces of apparicions and so moche loued



APPARITIONAL.

astronomye. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III, 356/2
To looke for some strange apparition or vision in the aire.

1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 211 The heavenly bands . . on a hill

made halt, A glorious apparition. 1776 GIBBON Dccl. fy F.

I. xxi. 593 So strange an apparition excited his surprise and

indignation. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi iii. 79 The steamer
was such a terrible apparition to them.

9. spec. An immaterial appearance as of a real

being ; a spectre, phantom, or ghost. (The or-

dinary current sensed
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. w. iii. 277, 1 thinke it is the weakenesse

of mine eyes That shapes this monstrous Apparition. 1685
LUTTRELL Brief Rel. I. 338 A common report . . of some ap-

parition that walks at Whitehall. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. \.

120 The land of apparitions, empty shades ! 1820 W. I HYING
Sketch Bk. II. 348 The dominant spirit . . is the apparition
of a figure on horseback without a head.

b. transf. vtfig-
a 1845 Hoou ll'int. Nosegay ii, The very apparition of a

plant. 1848 H. MILLER first Impress, xi. 1,18571 T ?8 The
apparition of vanished states of things.

1 1O. A deceptive appearance counterfeiting

reality ; an illusion, a sham. Obs,
1610 HKALKY St. Aug,, City of God 662 That which man

can doe with truecollours, the Divell can do with apparitions.

1679 PEXN Addr. Prat. Pref,, Without which Religion is a

Cypher . .an Apparition at most : .No sol:d or valid thing.

Apparition, v. rare~ l
.

1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sig/its $ IMS. II. xvii. 468 Flowers
that apparition themselves out of the unseen.

Apparitional (a:pari jonal), a.
[f. prec. + -AL ]

.]

Of, or of the nature of, a phantom; spectral, im-

material, subjective.
1824 GALT Rothclan III. 173 Such apparitional coinci-

dences are . . not uncommon. 1866 LIDDON Bampt. Lect. i.

(1875) 25 That Christ's body was real, not apparitional.

Apparitor (apae'rita-i). Also 6-8 appar(r)iter,
-our, appar vr)ator, -our, etc. See also aphet.
PARITOR. [a. L. apparitor (Fr. apparitcnr} an at-

tendant, public servant, lictor, n. of agent f. apparc-
re, in spec, sense 'to appear as an attendant, wait

upon': see APPEAR.]
1. The servant or attendant of an officer or au-

thority. a. Rom. Ant. A general name for the

public servants of the Roman magistrates,
1533 BELLENDENE/,/Vy ii. (1822) 192 The consul . .monobey

to all empire and change of tribunis, as he war bot ane

serjand and apparaloure thareto. 1741 MlDDLETOS Cicero
I. iii. 155 Lictors, and Apparitors. 1781 GIBBON Decl. fy /'.

II. 36 Six hundred apparitors, who would be styled at

present either secretaries, or clerks, or ushers, or messengers.
1853 KINCSLEY Hypatia xvi, The apparitors of Orestes, who
followed in his robes of office.

b. An officer of a civil court.

1593 N
TASHK 4 Lett. Ccwfitt. 17, I sawe Rim make an Ap-

parriter . . eate his Citation waxe and all. 1671 F. PHILIPPE

Rfff. Xecess. 174 Sheriffs Apparitors or their Kay lifts. 1771
FRANKLIN j4foe&y.Wka. 1840 I. 7 One of the children stood
at the door to give notice if he saw the apparitor coming.
1824-9 LANDOR Imag. Conv. II. 6 The judges will hear

reason, when the wand of the Apparitor is tipped with

gold.
C. An officer of an ecclesiastical court.

1528 TINDAI.E Obed. Chr. Man Wks. I. 238 The commis-
saries, and officials, with their somners and apparitors. 1641
MILTON Animadv. (1851) 230 With all the hell pestering
rabble of Sumners and Apparitors. 1856 J. H. NEWMAN
Callista 108 Seized by the

apparitor, and hurried to the
rack. 1875 FARRAR Christ II. lix. 344 The apparitors of the

Jewish court.

d. 'Apparitor, or Apparitotir, or Apparator, a

beadle in an university, who carries the mace before

the masters, and the faculties.
1

Chambers Cycl. 1727.
Also applied to other similar functionaries.

2. gen. A herald, pursuivant, usher, lit.

1561 T. N[ORTOX] Calvin s Inst. n. 133 He [John the Bap-
tist] onely executeth the office of an apparitor. 1582 T.
BKNTLEY Men. Matrons in. 328 Yee holie spirits, the ap-
paritors of the Lords Maiestie. 1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims
n. 1268 Jubilees, whereof Cmsad o's were Forerunners and
Apparitors. 1650 USSHER Annals vi. (1658) 614 But sus-

pected all apparitours, cryers, praisers, and friends.

3. One who appears, an appearvr. rare.

1843 CARLYLi-:/*a^<$-/V. (1858)211 The Higher Court . . in

which . . every Human Soul is an apparitor.

t Appa'rt, v. Obs. rare~ l

. [app. f. PART v.

in imitation of apportion] To portion out, assign.
1798 Root's Law Rep. I. 69 She has right to have apparted

and set out to her, seven acres.

Appase, obs. form of APACE.

t Appa'SSionate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. ^.appas-
sionato (cogn.w. OKr. apassionnc, Sp. apasionado]]
Influenced by passion of any kind, impassioned.
1580 SIDNEY Arcad. (1622) 477 The strangers vehement

speech, or rather appassionate exclayming. 1609 DOULANI>
Omith, Microl. 38 Musicke . . reformeth appassionate minds.

t Appa'ssionate, v. Obs. [see prec.] To
rouse to passion ; to impassion.
1589 PUTTENHAM Ettg. AMcf(Afb) 166 By your Hyper-

bole . . seeking to inueigleand appassionate the minde. 1611

FI.ORIO, Anunartcllare, to appassionat with ielousie or
doubt till ones heart pant . . Appassioitarc, to appassionato.

t Appa-ssionated, ///. a. Obs. [f. prec. +
ED.]

= APPASSIONATE a.

1580 SIDNEY Arcad. 11622^211 The seuen appassion ated
shepheards. i6yiCelestinax. 117 The appassionated begge
remedy, the wounded craue healing.

t Appa'st. Obs. [a Fr. appast (mod. appaf]

397

food, bait, t.a \.o+past: \^. pastns food, f.pdsc-crc
to feed.] Food, bait.

1580 SIDNEY, etc. Ps. cxlviii, You vapors, sunnes appast.
1611 COTGR., Appast, An appast, a bait . . also, a repast, cr

meale. 1633 H. COGAH /*&WJVf Trav.\x\. 74 Hungry Lizard i

. . allured by the appast of those formerly thrown overboard.

Appatriation (gpffctrii^Jm).
rare. [n. 01*

action f. L. ad\.o +patria native country: see -TICK.

Cf. expatriation, affiliation] Assignment to a

native country; attribution of national origin.
1857 L. HUNT in Athenxnm 7 July 1883, 1 6/2

_

The Portu-

guese sonnets, the appatriation of which ^vhat is the proper
word?) I always grudged them.

|j Appaume (apJ'mt:), ///. a. Her. [Fr., f. <} to

+pattme\ L. palma] Having the hand opened
out so as to display the palm.
1864 BOUTELL Hist. Heraldry xiii. 94 A sinister hand,

couped at the wrist and appaumee.

-A-ppay, late sp. of APAY v. t to please, satisfy.

t Appea'ch, v. Obs. Forms : 4 6 apeche, 5-6
appech(e, -cache, 6 apeach ve, 5-7 appeach. Sec

also aphet. PEACH. [Represents an earlier *//-

peche (see A-/;r/*. 10, hx- pref. 4), Eng. or AFr.
form of enpcche-r, OF. crnpec/iier, cinpeechier, cogn.
with Pr. cnipcdegari L. impcdicd-rc to catch by
the feet, entangle, f // \n-\-pedica a chain or gin
for the feet, a fetter, i.pcd-em foot. An~pcche, alter

phonetic reduction toa-peche, was popularly aphet-
ized in I r th c. to pcche, now PEACH v.

;
but also,

in same century, erroneously refashioned as ap-pechc

(after words frcm OF. in a- = L.ai/- : see Ap./n/il),
which in the reformed spelling of c 15-5 was written

appeach. Meanwhile Caxlon had reintroduced cn~

pechc, cmpeche from contemporary Fr. empcschcr\

which, latinized and respelt as IMPEACH, has since

displaced appeach, and is the extant word.]
1. To hinder, impede, delay. (Fr. cmpccher!}
1:1460 Tiyivnlcy Myst. 10 How long wilt thou me appech

With thy sermonyng. Ibid. 168 My fader lyst may none

appeche.
2. To charge with crime, accuse, inform against,

impeach (a person).
1401 Pol. Poems II. 46 Thou spekist prondely, apechyng

oure prcstes. 1580 BARET Alv. A 464 To appeach or bewray
his felowes, Consdos prodcre. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, v. ii.

79 Now by mine honor . . I will appeach the Villaine. 1650
S. CLARKE Eccl. Hist. (1654) I. 18 Other men which are ap-

peached . . are not condemned till they are first convicted.

b. Const., oforfor the offence, to or unto a judge.
c 1315 SMOREHAM 38 Betere hys ffor te apeched be Of more

forjefnesse Than wreche. 1414 BRAMITON 7 Pcnit. Ps. xviii,

5y f God . . Of no synne may the apeche. 1540 K LYOT Image
Gflvt. 11556) 155 Theyapeached him unto the emperour. 1587
FLKMING Conht. Holinshed III. 356/1 Who also . . appeached
manic for stealing of horsses. 1649 MILTON Eikon. iv. (1851)

366 Twelve Cypher Bishops, who were immediately appeacht
of Treason.

3. To bring a charge against, cast imputation

upon, asperse (honour, character, etc ).

1430 LYIXJ. Chron. Troy in. xxii, Shameful reporte your
honour shall apeche. 1641 MILTON Animadv. (1851) 196
Whether this appeach not the judgement, and approbation
of the Parliament. 1700 DRYDKN Pal. <V Arcitc i. 300 Nor
dar'st thou, traitor, on the plain Appeach my honour.

4. To accuse, inform against (a crime, etc.).

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy iv. xxv, My blonde your gylte
hereafter shall apeche. 1548 HALL Chron. 459 To appeache
and quenche this newe spronge conspiracy. 1658 ROWLAND
Mouffcfs TJteat, Ins. 1051 Galen., hath proved it to be

false, and appeacheth it for a lie.

5. intr. To give accusatory evidence ;
to (

peach.'
1601 SHAKS. All's Well i. iii. 197 Disclose the state of your

affection, for your passions Haue to the full appeach'd.

t Appea'Cll, sb. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f. prec. vb.] An
impeachment or accusation.
1628 COKB On Litt. 123 b, Appeale . . commeth of the

Ffench word Appeller, that signifieth to accuse or to ap-

peach : An Appeach.

t Appea'cher. Obs. [earlier apechoitr, a. AFr.

enpcchoitr, Qr.cmpcchcor'. see prec. vb. and -ER.]
One who impeaches ; an accuser or informer.

1440 Promp. Parv.
y Apechowre, or apelowre, Appdlator.

1548 COVERDALE Erastit. Par. Rotn. v. 13 The lawe is not
the authour of synne, but the . . apeacher thereof. 1580
NORTH Plutarch (16761 286 Common appeachers and ac-

cusers of the . . chiefest Citizens. 1618 RALEIGH Rent. (1644!
116 The Angels would plead against you, and your own self

. . be your own most sharp appeacher.

t Appea'clling, vbl. sb. Obs.
[f.

as prec. +
-ING 1 J The action of impeaching ; accusation.

1401 Pol. Pocttis II. 79 Paide tribute, .for to fleen occasioun
of aftirward apechinge. 1656 HOBBES Six Less. Wks. 1845
VII. 226 The appeaching of others.

tAppea'cliing, ppl.a. Obs.
[f.

as prec. + -IXG-.]

Accusing, fault-finding.

163^ GILLESPIE Eng.~Pop. Cerent. B, Sibber to appeaching
Hostility, then fraternal! Charity.

t Appea'dnnent. Obs. [see prec. and -MENT.]
The action or instrument of accusation or impeach-
ment ; a criminal charge.
1450 SOMNER in 4 C. Etig, Lett. 4 He was arreyned . . upon

the appechements and fonde gylty. 1599 BP. HALL Sat.

Postscr., It is impossible so violent an appeachment should
be quietly brooked. 1644 MILTON Jadgm. Bucer (1851) 304
Perhaps we may obtain to get our Appeachment new drawn.

Appeal (apPl), v. Forms : 4-6 apele, 5 apeele,

APPEAL.

6 apeal(e, 5-6 appel(e, 6-7 appeal(e, 6- appeal.
Also 5-7 appell(e, 6 apell(e. [a. OFr. apele-r
to call : L. app-, adpclla-re to accost, address, call

upon, also in Law 'to appeal to, to impeach,' a

secondary form of adpcll-crc to drive to, direct (a

ship) towards, land upon. Cf. the history of aboard

and accost, both of which similarly passed from the

sense of 'land upon/ to 'make up to, address,

speak to.' For refashioning of prefix, see A.P- fo'ef.l ;

the change of -e- to ~ca- was part of the spelling
reform of i6th c. ; appell was a latinized form.]

f I. trans. To appeal a person. Obs. or Hist.

\ 1. To call (one) to answer before a tribunal
;

i

in Law. To accuse of a crime which the accuser

undertakes to prove, spec. a. To impeach of treason.

! b. To accuse an accomplice of treason or felony.

, c. To accuse of a heinous crime whereby the ac-

I cuser has received personal injury or wrong, for

! which he demands reparation. (Const, of, for, the
1 crime ;

to the tribunal.) All Obs. exc. as Hist.

1366 MAUNDKV. xii. 139 Straungeres . . schulle thus appelen
us & holclen us for wykked Lyveres. 1440 SHIRLKY Dethc
of Jamt's I (1818) 27, I appell you afor God . . that ye bene
the varay cause of the losse of my saule. 1464 J. PASTON in

/,<*//*. 486 II. 152 They were apelyd of othyr se[r]teyn poyntys
of treson. 1523 I,i>. I'KRNERS l''roiss. I. ccxlii. 357 If the

prince were apeled to y court of parlyament. 1548 UDAI.L,
etc. Erasin. Par. John vii. 19 He did appele them of sinne-

full transgression of the lawe. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, I. i. 9
. If he appeal e the Duke on ancient malice. Ibid. \. \. 27 To

appeale each other of high treason. 1628 COKE On Litt.

287 b, To appeale a man is as much as to accuse him. 1643
I PRYNNE Power Parl. n. 38, I . . appeale you to the Tribunal!

|

of that high Judge above. 1649 SKLOKN Laws of Eng. i.

Ixvii. (1739! 171 No Man shall be appealed by a Woman for

the death of any but her own Husband. 1756 NI.T;K.NT

Montesqnien (17581 II. 279 A man, who was appealed of a

crime. 1768 [See APPROVEMENT* r.| 1809 TUMI INS Ln;v
Diet, s.v., If the wife kill her husband, the heir may appeal
her of the death. 1839 KKIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. I. 307 They
came before the king . . and appealed of treason the Arch-

bishop of York.

2. To call one to defend himself (as by wager of

battle) ; to challenge, arch.

1 1400 Rowland $ Ot. 343, I appelle hym for trmithe broken.

1470 85 led. 1634) MAI.ORY Pr. Arthur (18161 I. 322 Sir

Jilamor de Ganis . . hath appealed me to fight with him.

1*1649 HKUMM. OF HAWTH. ll'ks. 11711! 224 Being appealed
to a duel, he had killed his adversary.

'\ 3. To invoke or claim as judge. (So in cl. L.)

Obs. rare. See 6.

1382 WYCLIF Acts xxv. 12 Cesar I apele [Vulg, desarem
appcllo; other JlfSS. and vcrs. To Cesar] Thanne Festus . .

answeride, Cesar thou hast apelid, To Cesar thou schatt go.

f 4. To invoke or call to witness. Obs. rare. See 8.

1645 Lib. Consc. 19, I must appeal the consciences of those

who now plead so much for liberty of conscience. 1649
MILTON Eikon. 89 He hath presurn'd to appeale the . . testi-

mony of God.

II. intr. Const, to.

5. To call to a higher judge or tribunal for de-

liverance from the adverse decision of a lower
;
to

remove a case formally from an inferior to a higher
court. Also_/?^. as \v. proverbial phrase, To appeal
from Philip drunk to Philip sober.

c 1400 Afiol. Loll. 22 He appellid stalliworbl'i fro ^e court

of Innocent J>e ferbe, vn to pe barre of Crist. 1502 Ord.

Cryst. Men (W. de W.t iv. iii. (15061 169 From the courte of

lustlce a man mayapeleand call un too the courte of mercy.
1651 HOEBES Ld'iath. i, xi. 50 They appeale from custome
to reason. 1876 E. MKLLOK Priesth. ii. 62 We appeal from
the narrow officialism of the disciple, to the . . merciful bene-

volence of the Master.

b. with mention of one or both tribunals omitted
;

also against a decision.

,, 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 100 S. Anselm berfor appeld vnto
be courte of Rome. 1393 GOWEK Conf. III. 192 Ahsaundre. .

a worthy knight . . Forjuged hath, and he appelleth. ^1425
WYNTOUN Cron. vin. x. 25 Fra his Curt . . Dis Makduff ap-

pellyd. 1538 STARKEY England 127 Appelyng to the Court
of the Byschope of Canterbury. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. iv.

91 Helpe (lupiter) or we appeale, and from thy histice flye.

1883 TREVKLYAN Sp. in Parl. 25 Aug., The Revising Bar-

rister's . . decisions have never been appealed against. 1883

Tintes^ Aug. 10/2 As there was doubt on the point he [the

Judge] gave him liberty to appeal.

C. To appeal to the country (sc. from parliament):
to dissolve parliament after vote of the House of

Commons adverse to the ministry, in order that the

constituencies mayexpress their mind on thequestion
in electing the members of the new house.

6. To call upon a recognized authority to vindi-

cate one's right or decide in one's favour in a

dispute.
1393 GOWER Con/. III. 196 Unto thy dome, lorde, I appele,

Beholde and deme my querele. 1586 JAMES VI. in Ellis

Orig. Lett, \. 224 III. 19 Appealing to youre rypest judge-
ment to discerne thereupon. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 122

?5 Mr. Touchy and he must appeal to him upon a Dispute
that arose between them. 1878 SEKLEY Stein III. 364 We
find him appealed to . . in the constitutional dispute which

had begun to rage.

b.y%\ of decision by physical means.

i849
L

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiii, They appealed to the

sword.

7. To call to a witness for corroboration ;
to call

attention to some testimony as confirmation.
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1414 BRAMnoN 7 Pi-nit, Ps. Ixvi. 25 Forsake me iiojt . .

And ^yf thou do, I will apel* To AV rentintscaris, Domine!
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, n. i. 190 To Heauen I doe appeale,
How I haue lou'd my King, and Common-weale. 1712
STKELE Spect. No. 555 F 13, 1 appeal to the judicious ob-
servers for the truth of what I a^cru 1850 M l'Cosn Div.

Gffj-t.
I. i. (1874* 8 For the proof of the existence of the con-

science, we appeal . . to the consciousness.

8. To call for a favour of any kind ; to make

supplication, entreaty, or earnest request, to a per-
son for a thing.
1540 CROMWKLI, in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 142 II. 168, I appell

to your Highnes for mercy. 1883 Daily Ncivs 3 Sept. 5/2
A letter from the Lord Mayor appealing to the public for

subscriptions, Mixt. 1 appeal to you to let me alone.

9. To address oneself, specially and in expectation
of a sympathetic response, to some principle of con

duct, mental faculty, or class of persons.
1794 SULLIVAN 1'i'tiu \at. I. 103 Imagination here needs

not be appealed to. 1803 SIR J. MACKINTOSH Dcf. Peltier

Wks. 1846 III. 268 To what interests does it appeal? What
passions is it to rouse? 1835 N. Aincr. J\a>. Oct., An author
who treats it [the subject of Dress], appeals . . to the young
men and maidens. 1869 FREEMAN .A"<-/. Con</. III. xiii. 296
He appealed to their sense of feudal honour. Mod, Pictures

appeal to the eye, arguments to the reason.

III. trans, with a thing as obj.

10. To remove to a higher tribunal.

1481 CAXTOS Reynard t Arb.) 76, I appele this mater into

the court to fore our lord the kyng. c 1590 MARLOWE I-'anstus

9 To patient judgments we appeal our plaud. 1870 LOUKLL
Among my fiks. 1. 11873) 178 To appeal a case of taste to a
court of final judicature.

Appeal (aprl\ sb. Forms : ;,-; apel, 4 apeel,

4-6 apele, 5 app3lle, 5-6 appel.e. 6 apell, 6-7 ap-

peale, 7 appeill, 6- appeal. ApJict. 4-5 pele.

[a. OFr. apd (mod. appcl}, f. apclcr : see AITKAL r.]

} 1. A calling to account before a legal tribunal
;

in Law. A criminal charge or accusation, made by
one who undertook under penalty to prove it ;

spec. a. Impeachment of treason or felony, b. 'The
accusation of a felon, at common law, by one of

his accomplices, which accomplice was then called

an approver.' c. 'An accusation by a private subject

against another for some heinous crime, demanding
punishment on account of the particular injury

suffered, rather than for the offence against the

public* (Ulackstone). Formerly a regular mode
of criminal procedure. (All Obs. exc. ///V/.)

'377 LAN<;L. /'. PI. B. xvn. 300 pere bat partye pursueth"
J>e pele [1393 apeel, appel] is so huge, pat be kynge may do
no mercy. 1471 Sin J. PASTOX Lett. 676 III. 18 Iff they be

[maryedj, than the tippelys wer abbatyd there b)-. 1528
PERKINS Profit. Bk. iii. 202 (16421 91 The heire who is

partie unto the death of hi* father shall not have an appeale
thereof. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, iv. i. 79 Aumcrle is guiltie
of my true Appeale. 1691 DI.OUXT Law Diet. s.v., Cogni-
zance of Criminal Causes, is taken either . . upon Indictment
or Appeal . . Accusation or Appeal is a lawful Declaration
of another Mans crime twhich, by IJracton, must be Felony
at least' before a competent Judge, by one that sets his name
to the Declaration, and undertakes to prove it, upon the

penalty that may ensue of the contrary. iSogToMLiVSLaw
Did. s.v., It does not appear that the appeal of treason is

taken away by this statute (i Hen. 4. c. 14) or any other.

1863 Cox Inst. Eng. Govt. n. v. 456 At the time when lilack-

stone wrote . , private subjects might prosecute -others fur

heinous crimes by 'Appeal of felony.'

t 2. A call to anyone to defend his innocence or

honour by arms ;
a challenge. Obs. exc. Hist.

(-1450 I,i.'Ni:Licn Grail\\\. 858 They. . founden kyng Mara-
hans anon In the court to-forn kyng lucye, his apel there

forto complye. 1598 FI.ORIO, Appcllagione^ an appeale, a

challenge, a 1700 DRYDKS ij.), Nor shall the sacred character

of king lie urged to shield me from thy Iwld appeal.

3. The transference of a case from an inferior to

a higher court or tribunal, in the hope of reversing
or modifying the decision of the former

;
techn. the

application for such transference, or the transferred

case. Court of Appeal : a court occupied Hi re-

hearing cases previously tried in inferior courts.

1297 R. G Loire. 473 To the bissop fram ercedekne [h]is apel

[he] solde make. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 192 Fro thy wrath

, . To thy pite slant min appele. 1561 T. N[OKTON] Calvin's

fnst. iv. 22 The Synodes, from whom there might be no ap-

pelle but to a General! Counsel. 1642 HOWELL For. Trav.

(Arb. i 85 Appeales in som cases may be made to the Mufiti

who Is their chiefest Bishop. i88oM eCARTHY Own Tinie\\,

liv. 161 The decision was that the appeal must be dismissed.

1883 TufcVELYAX in Times 27 Aug. 6/3 The principles laid

down by the Court of Appeal. 1883 [See AFHUULBLE i].

b. transf. as 'an appeal to the country.'
J799 COLERIDGE Own Times I. 180 By this appeal to the

universal suffrage, the sovereigntyof the people is admitted.

18441,0. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, i. 11862)16 An appeal to the

people by a dissolution is the resource of the Constitution.

4. The call to a recognized authority for sanction,

or decision in one's favour, or to a witness for cor-

roborative testimony. Cf. APPEAL v. 6, 7-

n i6z6 JiACONiJj, The casting up of the eyes and lifting up
of the hands, is a kind of appeal to the Deity. IjfePUnTLCT
Matt. <$ Spirit I. xi. 132 In all metaphysical subjects, there

is a perpetual appeal made to consciousness. 1868 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. II. vii. 144 They saw no hope but in an appeal
to arms. 1882 Daily Tel. 24 June (cricket i An appeal for a

catch at the wicket was given in favour of Giffen.

5. A call for help of any kind, or for a favour
;

an earnest request ; an entreaty.
1859 TKNNVSON Vivien 231 She lifted up A face of sad ap-

peal. 1879 J. A. H. MURRAY (/#&) An Appeal to the English-
speaking and English-reading public to read books and make
extracts for the Philological Society's New English Dic-

tionary. 1882 PAYN For Cash III. 4 An appeal to his nephew
for forgiveness. 1883 Times 27 Aug. 5/2 Contributions re-

ceived in answer to my last appeal.
6. Language specially addressed to, or adapted to

exert influence upon, some particular principle of

conduct, mental faculty, or class of persons.
1833 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. 11^472 The appeal to

humane and Christian feeling. 1853 Miss MITFORD in

L'Estrange Life III. xiv. 254 Slavery . . must not be treated

by appeals to the passions. 1876 J. PARKER Paracl. \. \\. 17
To the intellectual man, the Christian appeal is this: 'You
have a spiritual consciousness.'

f7. A summons by bell-ringing, a PEAL. Obs.

1440 Promp. Parr., A-pecle of belle ryngynge [1499 apele
ofbellis].

Appealable (aprlabT, a.
[f.

APPEAL 7'.+

-ABLK.]
1. That can be appealed against, or carried for

decision to a higher tribunal.
1622 HmvFt.L Lett. (1650* I. 86 To clip the power of the

council of state . . by making it appealable to the council of

Spain. 1783 W. MARTYX Geoff. Mag. II. 80 The king's Re-
vision Court to which all civil causes are appealable. 1883
Law Times LXXV. 181/1 On appeal, the Court had great
doubt whether the order, being discretionary, was appealable.

2. That can be appealed to responsive to appeal.
1846 RISKIX Mod. I*aint. V. ix. xii. $ 6 No impulses but

those of the brute isays the modern political economisti are

appealable to in the world.

Appealant : see APPELLANT.

Appealer (aprtai). [f.
as prec. + -ER!.] One

who makes an appeal ;
an appellant ; spec. a. One

who brings an accusation (see APPEAL sb. i). b.

One who carries his case to a higher court. (See
also APPELLOK.)
1519 HOKMAN I'nlg. 225 Wolde to god the false apelers

\delatores\ . . were openly shamed. 1649 SEUJKX Laws of
I-'.ng. i. Ixvii. (17391 '7 2 1^ tne Partv appealed was acquitted,
the appealer should not only render damages, but be im-

prisoned fora year. 1805 W. TAVI.OK in Ann. KIT. 111.319
''

If the newest authorities . do not satisfy the appealer.

Appealing aprliij), vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 1
.]

The action of accusing or impeaching (ol>s.},
of

transferring a case to a higher court, or of calling
for aid, etc. (Mostly gerundial.)
1440 Promp. /'<?/-.-'., Apeel or apelynge. 1600 Quips Tpon

Quest. H j b, To you I appeale : to whom in my appealing,
I crane forgiuenes, giuing this hard dealing.

Appealing, ppl.a. [f.
as prec. + -ING-.] That

appeals; applying to a higher tribunal
; supplia t,

imploring.
1598 FI-ORIO, Appellatino, appealing. 1725 tr. Ditpins

/led. Hist, i-jth C. I. 11. vi. 56 He ordains, that . . one of the

three appealing Priests should be put into his Place. 1813
Scon AWv/>v v. viii, With somewhat of appealing look.

Appea'lingly, a<fo.
[f- prec. +-LY-.] In an

appealing manner; imploringly.
1847 I. D. LINDSAY (.'/tr. Art I. 128 Her hands are held forth

appealingly towards the spectator. 1883 WOOLSON in

Harpers Mag. Feb. 414-1, 'I have been a good wife to

him . .,' she murmured, appealingly, piteously.

Appea lingness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being appealing.
"1876 (li:o. KLIOT Dan. Dcr. III. xxxv. 23 A certain ap-

peafingness In herbehaviour towards him. 1880 Miss LAFKAN

Christy (VnvwI. iv. 204 Agaze intense in its appealingness,

Appear (apI^-A v. Forms : 3-6 apere, 4-5
apeer.e, 6-7 apear(e ; 5 appeere, -iere, 5-6 ap-

per(e, 6-7 appeare, 6 appear, [a. aper-, tonic

stem (cf. pres. subj. apcrc,} of OKr. apar-cir, -oir :

L. adp- t appiirc-re to appear, f. ad to +pare-re to

cpme in sight, come forth. Subset], with prefix

Latinized, appere (sec AP- pref.1\ and in the re-

formed spelling of i6th c. appear (which then

rhymed with bear, pear, but now with beer, peer'}.

An aphetic 'pear occurs in i ;th c. poetry, and is

now dialectal.]
1. To come forth into view, as from a place or

state of concealment, or from a distance ;
to be-

come visible.

1375 BAKBOCK Bruce i. 93 Quhat perell to jow mycht ap-

per. 1381 WYCLIK Gen. i. Q < ladrid be watris . . in to o place,

and apere the drie. 1473 WAMCW. C/troti. 5 There apperyde
a blasynge sterre in the weste. 1596 SPENSKK /". Q. v. iii. 7

So soone as morrow light Appear'd in heaven. 1642 H. MOKI-;

Song ofSoul i. n. ii, They 'pear and then are hid. 1667
MARVELL Corr. 71 Wks. 1872-5 II. 212 The Dutch begin to

appear again near Gravesend; 171* POPE Messiah 30 Pre-

pare the way ! a < lod, a God appears. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Kng. 1 1 1. 678 The fleet . . on the twenty-first appeared before

the harbour.

2. esp. of angels, disembodied spirits, and visions.

(-1250 Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 27 Aperede an ongel of

heuene in here slepe. 1340 HAMI-OLE/V. Consc. 2280 God
wil J?us

Suffer Je devel apere til us. 1382 WYCI.IF Matt.

.\xvii. 53 And many bodies of seintes . . apeeriden to man ye.

1714 BYKOM Spect. No. 587 p 3 A Shape, like that in which
u-e paint our Angels, appeared before me. i86a TRENCH
Miracles xxxiti.455 Men do not see them [angels], but they

Appear to men.

3. To be in sight, be visible.

c 1360 Deo Gratias in E. E. P. (i862> 129 Nou
appeere|>

.

non of bo. 1366 MAUNCEV. xvii. 1 80 This Sterre . . that wee

clepen the Lode Sterre, ne apperethe not to hem. ,1400
Destr. Troy v. 1642 To all the prouyns Je toures apperit

1535 COVERDALE 2 Esdr. xi. 13 The place therofappeared no
more, a 1631 DONNE Poems 11650' 2 My face in thine eye,
thine in mine appeares. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. 11827)
II. H. 2. i Nothing appeared to the eye but a few pitiful

cottages,

4. To present oneself formally before an autho-

rity or tribunal
;
to put in an appearance. Hence,

to present oneself as legal representative of an-

other ; to act as counsel.

1330 R. BRUNNEC//ro. 255 With right he leses his chance

borgh faut bat notapers. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. ix. Prol. 45
At a court I mon appeir, Fell accusationis J?are til here. 1589

Marprel. Protest, (title-page) By open disputation to apear
in the defence of his cause. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 427
P 2 Many . . are known to have Ill-will to him for whom I

[Cicero] appear. 1809 TOMLISS Law Diet. H vij/i Attornics

.subscribing warrants to appear, are liable to attachment,

upon non-appearance. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 97
The Bishop of London was cited before the new tribunal.

He appeared. 1883 Times 21 Aug. 10/1 Mr. appeared
for the prosecution. Mr. appeared to defend.

5. To come before the public in any character

or capacity ;
to display oneself on the stage of

action or acting.
1607 SHAKS. Coriol. iv. iii, 35 Your noble Tullus Auffidius

will appeare well in these Warres. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No.

1^5, I appear on Sunday nights at St. James's Coffee House.

1883 - -i thenzcnm 1 5 Sept. 348/1 The Yokes family will appear
. . at the Prince of Wales's Theatre.

6. To come before the public in the character of

an author by his works.

1713 Guardian No. 10 And so am forced. . to appear in print,
t 1735 Poi'E Kpil. Sat. i. i, Not twice a twelvemonth you
appear in print. 1881 GHEKN Short Hist. vii. 419 Fifty dra-

matic poets . . appeared in the
fifty years which precede the

closing of the theatres by the Puritans,

7. To come before the public as a book or other

publication does ;
to be published, come out.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 10 f 3 That where the Spectator

appears, the other publick Prints will vanish. 178* COWPER
Lett. 18 Nov., I little thought when I was writing the

history of John Gilpin, that he would appear in print. 1877
LYTTEIL Landm. in. i. 98 Several works on Arran .. have

already appeared.
8. To show itself or be plainly set forth in a

document ;
to be shown, declared ;

to occur.

c 1531 Pol. AY/. <y L. Poems (18661 34 As more large ap-

perytn in for-sayde autoryte. 1605 CAMDEN Rem. 5 As

appeereth in an antient Roman Provincial!. 1735 POPE Hor.

Kp. \\. ii. 165 Mark where a bold expressive phrase appears.

1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. ii. 373 Enough does not

appear to condemn any individual.

9. To be clear or evident to the understanding ;

to be plain, manifest.

,1400 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 5511 Now apperith her folye.

1477 EARL RIVERS <Ca.\ton> Dictes 12 Suche workes wol not
be hidde, but at the last they wol appere. 1540 COVERDALE

l-'rnitf. Lcs. \\. Wks. 1849 I. 316 Thus appeareth the power
of his death. 1667 MILTON /'. L. u. 257 Our greatness will

appear Then most conspicuous. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes

ii. 101, I am next to make appear that no such alteration is

made by the change of country. 1756 BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc.

Wks. I. 15 The more clearly their excellences must appear.

b. impcrs. It is clear or evident.

c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. v. iv. 162 pat it may apere bat he

prescience is signe of bis necessite. 1428 in Heath Grocers

Contp. 11869) 6 As it aperith pleynely be here aconte, as

followyth. I596SHAKS. Merch. I', iv. i. 236 It doth appeare,

you are a worthy ludge. 1875 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emp. xii.

1 86 Nor does it appear that authority was ever exercised

by any Emperor In Spain.

fc. To promise, be expected, be likely in due

course (to become something}. See APPARENT 5.

c 14*5 WVNTOUS Cron. vin. i. 95 That Madyn fayre That

apperyd till have bene Be the lawch of Norway Queue.
Ibid. ix. xvi. 4 Robert J^e kelt . . apperand ban For to be a

Lord of mycht.
"

10. To be to the mind, or in one's opinion ; to

be taken as, to seem.

1388 WVCLIF Isa. lix. 15 And the Lord si;, and it apperide

yuel in hise i}en. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.forM. \\. iii. 30 Where
their vn-taught loue Must needs appear offence. 1651
HOBBES I.annth. i. xxvii. 153 They choose that which ap-

peareth best for themselves. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Brooke

J-'artn i. i Strangers do not appear struck with it.

b. impcrs. It seems.

1603 SHAKS. Mcas. for M. in. i. 72 Page. Hee]s the man
should fight with him . . ShaL It appeares so by his weapons.

1754 HUME Hist. Eng. (1803) I. 41 Solely, as it appears, for

what you believe to be for our advantage. 18x2 SIR H.

DAVY*C//t';. Philos. 5 Theophrastus did not, it appears,

adopt the sublime doctrines of his master.

11. To seem, as distinguished from to be\ to be

in outward show, or to the superficial observer.

I5S9 Myrr. Mag. t R. Trcsilian iv, And matters of most

wrong, to haue appered most right. 1611 BIBLE Matt. vi.

16 That they may appeare vnto men to fast. 1667 MILTON
/'. L. n. 113 His Tongue . . could make the worse appear
The better reason. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 445 F 7, I am
afraid of making them appear considerable by taking notice

of them. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. i. 223 Raindrops which

descend vertically appear to meet us when we move swiftly.

t AppeaT, sb. Obs. rare**, [f. prec. sb.] The

act ot appearing, appearance.
a 1610 rLSTCm /-'ait/if. Shcph. y. i, Dew, Which she on

every little grass doth strew . . against the Sun's appear.

t Appea'rable, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. prec. vb.

+ -ABLE. Cf. i6th c. Fr. aparable clear.] Able

to appear or be seen ; visible.

1651 J. FfREAKE] Agrippa's Occult. Phil. .403
The other

Demons are neither so appearable, nor invisible.



APPEARANCE.

Appearance (api^Tans). Forms : 4-5 apa-

raunce, :; apparens, 5-6 apparaunce, 5-7 -ance,

-ence, (6 aparance) ; 5 apperans, 5-6 -aunce,

-ance, (appeerance), 6 -7 appearaunce, 6- -ance.

Aphet. 5 perance. [orig. a. OFr. aparance, -ence

(later apparence} : L. apparentia, abst. n. f. ap-

parent-em, pr.pple.ofa//f7/Y-7V toAppEAH. Subseq.
assimilated to the vb. appere, APPEAR, though ap-

parance, -ence, were still used<r 1685. Cf. APPARENCE,
-ENCY, -ENT.]
1. The action of coming forward into view or

becoming visible.

ciqaoEpipk. (Turnb. 1843^ 119 They all thre Thys^day
were seyn by sothfast apparence. 1583 STANYHURST y"ff.s
n. (Arb.) 68 Herwoonted image . . mad her . . aparance. 1611

BIBLE 2 Mace. xv. 27 Through the appearance of God, they
were greatly cheered. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Hist. Vermont 115
The usual times of the appearance .. and disappearance of

these birds. 1869 FREEMAN Xonn. Cotiq. III. xiv. 336 The
appearance of the fleet was unlocked for.

2. The action of appearing formally at any pro-

ceedings; esp. formal presentation of oneself in a

court to answer (or prosecute) a suit or charge ;

called making or putting in an appearance.
c 1400 Beryn 2623 Wherfor wee must . . Such answers us

purvey .. Toraorow at our apparaunce. 1494 FA BYAN vn.

351 To make summons, and distrayne for lacke of apper-
atince, 1581 LAMBARUE Eiren. \\. ii. (1588) 112 Although this

recognusance doe not comprehend any time of apparence.
1660 INGEI.O Benttii. $ 6^(1682) II. 164 The obedient Theo-

prepians made appearance at the time appointed. 1669
PENN No Cross, etc. vi. 10 The Souls of true Worshippers
see God, make their Appearance before Him. iScxjToMLiNS
Law Diet. H vij/i Appearance in person and by attorney
are very different. 1883 SPURGEON in Chr. Herald 24 Oct.

235/1 All men must put in a personal appearance at the Last
Assize.

f 3. collect. A company presenting themselves ;
a

muster, attendance, gathering, a '
turn-out.' Obs.

*599 Life Sir T. More in C. Wordsworth Keel. Biog. (1853)
II. 140 There was a great appearance of the clergie to have
the oath tendered. 1660 EVKLYN Mem. (18571 ' 37 1 An
innumerable appearance of

gajlants. 1704 Land, Gaz.

mmmdccccxciii/2 Her Grace .. invited all the Ladies .. of
"whom there was a very great Appearance. 1747 \i\Col.Rec.
PCHH. V. 153 So thin an appearance of the Representatives.

4. The action of coming before the world or the

public in any character.

1671 MILTON P. R. n. 41 Will he now retire After appear-
ance ? 1711 AnnisoN Spect. No. i F 2 The gravity of my be-

haviour at my very first appearance in the world. 1711 Ibid.

No. 13 F2 The Lion has changed his manner of acting . .

since his first appearance. 1794 SULLIVAN K/VwAW. II,
4 The first great event in history,' says Berosus,

' was the ap-

pearance of Cannes.' i88oGROYK/>/<^. Music II. ^[Men-
delssohn's] first appearance before an English audience.

b. The coming out or publication of a book.
i88z PALGRAVE Ess. in Spenser's Wks. IV. 43 The appear-

ance of his first book.

5. Occurrence so as to meet the eye in a document.
1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cin/. II. App. 615 The single ap-

pearance of the word in Domesday is the earliest instance.

6. The action of appearing conspicuously; dis-

play, show, parade.
1591 RALEIGH Last Figlit Rc?>. (Arb.) 15 The Spaniardes

. . fill the world with their vaine glorious vaunts, making
great apparance of victories. 1711 STEKI.E Spect. No. 4^2,
I gratify the vanity of all who pretend to make an Appear-
ance. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 294 Their fine horses,
their rich housings . . made a splendid appearance.

f 7. Clear manifestation to the sight or under-

standing; disclosure, detection. Obs, rare.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd III. 325/2 His secret and
guilefull l>ehauiour made perfect appeerance of his wicked
intent. 1608 CHAPMAN Ryrotis Trag.^N.') And with such

apparence Have prov'd the parts of his ingratefull treasons.

1650 SHERWOOD, A plaine apparance of a crime, Flagrancc
tf,m delict.

8. The action or state of appearing or seeming
to be (to eyes or mind) ; semblance ; looking like.

To all appearance : so far as appears to anyone.
c 1430 LYDG. Chorlt % Birde (i8i8 i Emblemes . . By re-

semblance of notable apparence With moralitees concludyng
on prudence. 1539 BIBLE (' Great') i T/tess.v. 22 Abstayne
from all euell appearaunce [1611 all appearance of euill].

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 253 The weather .. had re-

mained to all appearance much the same. 1839 JAMES Loitis
XIl r

)
I. 182 Disdaining the slightest appearance of covet-

ing a sceptre.

t 9. Semblance of truth or certainty ; likelihood,

probability ; verisimilitude. Obs.
a 1533 FRITH Answ. Fisher (i%2$) 202 Neither yet can I

imagine any way whereby they may have any appearance

ng a world ofFersons. 1793 SMICATON Edys
333 As near the extremity . . as they could with the appear-

ance of safety be built.

tlO. subjectively. Perception, idea, notion ofwhat
a thing appears to be. Obs. (Cf. 'to my seeming.')
a 1400 Ctn>. Myst. 271 This that shewyth as bred to your

apparens, Is mad the very flesche and blod of me. 1607
'i'ovsf-i.^Fonr-/. Beasts 503 Many times they leap a great dis-

truice and are supported without sinking to mans appearance.
162^ 1. 1). in HakewitfsApol. (1630) 491 A place [Row. viii.]

which, as to your appearance, so to me, seemes, in truth,
very* pressing.
11. The state or form in which a person or thing

appears ; apparent form, look, aspect.

399

r 1385 CHAUCER L. C. JK 1372 Ladyis of thyn statly

aparaunce [r.r. apparaunce, -ance]. 1398 TKEYISA Barth.
De P. R. in. xvii. (1495)62 All the lynes . . make apperaunee,

shapen as a tope, a 1581 CAMPION Hist. Irel. v. (1633) 13

Pittyfull in apparance. 1607 SHAKS. Cvriol. iv. v. 66 Thou
hast a grim apparance, and thy Face Keares a Command
in't. 1722 DK FOE Plague (1754) 9 Men .. fitted out for

travelling, as any one might perceive by their Appearance.
1872 RUSKIN Eagle s Nest 148 In drawing, represent tl.c*

appearances of things, never what you know the things to \>-.\

b. //. The general aspect of circumstances or

events; the 'look* of things.
1677 TEMPLE Let. Wks. 1731 II. 430 The Appearances were

ill ; out Campaigns did not always end as they began, a 1745
SwiPT (T.) Appearances were all so strong The world must
think him in the wrong. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xiii, All

appearances Denote alarm and vigilance. Mod. Appear-
ances are all in your favour.

12. esp. as distinguished from reality : Outward
look or show.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. of Fiiinc 265 Allis what harme dothe

Apparence Whan hit is fals in existence. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr.
Sowle iv. x.xx. (.1483) 80 Ther must nedes be a difference by-
twene trouthe and apparence. 1581 CAMPION in Confer, n.

(1584) L, They were of vs in apparance, & in outward
shewe. 1611 BIBLE John vii. 24 ludge not according to the

appearance. 1667 MU.TON /*. L. ix. 413 The Fiend Meer
Serpent in appearance. 1790 PALKY Hof. Paul. \. 8 To pre-
serve an appearance of consistency. 1871 Hi.ACKiE4 /YmJ<M'

of Hfor. i. 8 Hut the truth behind the appearance was, etc.

b. To save or keep itp appearances : to maintain

artificially the outward signs, so as to conceal the

absence of the realities which they are assumed to

represent.
1711 STEELE.S^V/. No. 97 F 2 It often happen'd that a Duel

was fought to save Appearances to the World. 1761 CHURIn-
ILL Rosdad Poems 1763 I. 15 Appearances to save his

only care. 1861 Seit. Rc~<. 9 Mar. 244/1 Sacrificing real com-
fort to the desire of keeping up appearances.

1 13. Illusive seeming or semblance
;
concr. an

illusion. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Syrs. T. 212 An apparence ymaad by som
Magyk. Frankl. T. 412 Diuerse apparences swiche as
thise subtile tregetours pleye. (,'1400 ttcryn 2774 Perfite of

nygramance And of the art of apparent c]e.

14. concr. That whieh appears ;
an object meet-

ing the view
; esp. a natural occurrence presenting

itself to observation
;
a phenomenon.

1666 /'///'/. Trans. I. 378 The Flux and Reflux of the Sea
.. Dr. Wallis his Theory touching that Apparence. 1667
E. KIM; ibid. II. 436 White and clean appearances .. all

figu-r'dlike the lesser sort of Birds Eggs. i783Co\vpER Lett.

13 June, I am., a great observer of natural appearances.
1879 LOCKYER Elcm. Astron.\. iii. 18 A careful examination
of the stars . . reveals to us the most .startling appearances.
b. That which appears without being material

;

a phantom or apparition.
f 1470 HENRY Wauace v. 206 Quhat perance he sawe thair.

a 1500 Lancelot 364 So befell hyme that nycht to meit An
aperans. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. //', i. ii. 128 Whose well-

labouring sword Had three times slaine th' appearance ofthe
I King. 1613 PURCMAS Pilgr. I. v. vi. 406 Other things arc
shadowes and apparances. 1722 DE FOE Plague 26 This ap-
pearance passed for as real a thing as the bla/ing star Use IT.

1831 CARLYLK Sart, Res. i. viii, What is this Met A voice,
a Motion, an Appearance.

Appeare, var. APPAIR v. Obs., to impair.
t Appea'rency. Obs. [var. APPARENCY, refash-

ioned like APPEARANCE.] Appearance, phenomenon,
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseita, P.p. 346 Any other Meteor or

celestiall appearency.

Appearer (apT-'Tai). [f.
APPEAR v. + -ER 1

.]

1. One who or that which appears.
1608 SHAKS. Per. v. iii. iSThis is your wife. Per. Reverend

appearer, no. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pscmi. Ep. v. xxi. $ 2
Owles and Ravens are ominous appearers. 1880 BROWNING
Pietro ofAl'ano 6 The promptest of appearers.
2. spec. One who formally appears (in court, ete.V

1863 Times 21 Apr. 11/1 The other beforenamed appearer-;
do solemnly and sincerely declare that, etc. i88o/,rt7f A*i/.,

Appeal discs V. 129 Firstly, These appearers declared to

give and bequeath, etc.

Appearing .apio-rirj), W. $b.
[f.

APPEAR v. +
-IM; 1

.]
The action of coining in sight, appear-

ance ; the action of formally coming before a tri-

bunal, etc. ;
an appearance.

( 1375 WYCLIF Serni. xlvii. Sel. Wks. 1869 I. 134 pe fourth

apperynge was maad to two disciplis. 6-1430 LYDG. Boehas
n. xiii. 11554) 51 b, Dido tookeof Juno this oracle Other by
apparing, or by aduision. i$a6TiNnALK Tit. ii. 13 Lokinge
for that, .glorious apperenge of themyghty god. ifytftArtif.

Beauty 11662) 200 Spots and appeanngs of leprosie. 1668
PKPYS Diary 24 Mar., Comes to me Mr. Shish, to desire my
appearing for him. 1810 BENTHAM Packing (.1821,1 36 The
12 whose names stand first upon the appearing list will con-
stitute the serving list.

Appearing, ///. a.
[f.

APPEAR v. + -ING
i.]

1'. Coming into sight, coming forth.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II
", i. iii. 39 As in an early Spring We

see in appearing buds.

t 2. a. Meeting the view, showing itself, visible.

b. Specially apparent, conspicuous. Obs.

1549 CompL Si.ot. xi. 90 Sen ye knau the apering dangeir
of ;our natif cuntre. 1598 FLORIO, Larua . . a hobgoblin,
a walking or appearing spirit. 1640 FULLKR JosepJis Coat
vi. < 1867) 160 He was not so eminent, and appearing in piety.
1691 RAY Creation (1714) 78 There is no appearing Impel-
lent but the external Air.

t 3. Evident to the mind, manifest. Obs.
1566 Ks-ox Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 457 It was verray ap-

peiring, that .. thair wes some treassoun. lyjSBuTLER.-Jw*!/.
11. vi. 321 Many appearing completions of prophecy.

APPEASE.

f* 4. Seeming, apparent. Obs.

1656 EARL MONM. Adi't.fr, Parnass. 69 A young Stoick,
of appearing civil behaviour. 1667 MILTON/'. /,. ix. 354

By some fair appearing good surpri/ed. 1754 HUME Hist.

Eng. I. xiv. 343 The appearing union of all parties.

t Appea*ringly, adv. Obs. or dial. [f. prec.
+ -LY-.J Apparently, seemingly.
1554 KNOX Godly Letter Ii ij, The uprore . . in which, ap-

pearinglye, he coulde not haue escaped the death. 1656 R.
ROBINSON Christ all 177 The branches and the vine are not

united appearingly, but truly. [Still used in Scotland.]

Appeasable (Sprzab'l), a. [a. OFr. apaisable,
f. apaiser\ see APPEASE and -AULK.] Capable of

being appeased or pacified ; placable.
1549 UDALL, etc. Erastn, Par. Heb, iv, 16 Let vsgoe vnto

hys seate, not hys terrible, but appesable seate. 1664 H.

MORE J/>'*/. Iniij. xii. 40 Considering how perfectly appeas-
able and propitious .. God is through the only name ami
mediation of Jesus Christ. i8 SlNCLETON Virgil II. 215

Where, unctuous and appeaseable,Thc altar ofDiana stands.

Appea'sableness. rare- .
[f. prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being appeasable ;

' reconcileable-

ness.' J. 1731 in I*AIM-.V.

Appeasably (ap/'zabli), adv. rare ,
[f.

as

prec. + -LY-.] In an appeasable manner; placably.

Appeaso (aprz), f. Forms: 4-=, apese, -ayse,

5 -aise, -eise^ -ees(e, 5-6 -ease, (6 apeace) ; 5 6

appese, 5-7 -aise, 6 -ayse, -ayze, 5- appease.
See aphet. PHASE, [a. OKr. apese-r, apaisie->,

apeisie-r (,mod. apaiser} to bring to peace, f. a to

+ pais, pcis, pes (mod. pai.v} : L. pac-etn peace.

Apaisier was thus a later formation from the same
elements as apaieri L. attpaetlre (see APAY\ with

a more literal sense. Already in i4th c. apheti/td
as pese. In ijth c. refashioned as //-, and in

spelling reform of 1 6th c. written appease. A form

APEACE, assimilated to peace, occurs in i6th c.]

1. a. To bring to peace, pacify, quiet, or settle

(stiife or disorder .

1330 R. lliu'NNK Cliron. 245 Sir Edward gos to Oascoyn
forto apese. 1400 l.u.C'Ki-.v inKllis Orig. Lett. n. i. I. 3'!"

apees the mi^oiurrnance and the riote. 1525 Ln. I'.I-.KM-.KS

Froiss. II. l.\i. 207 I'rayng hym to apease the matter with

y' kynge of Aragun. 1605 BACON Aih>. Learn, i, viL 26

[Julius Caesar] could with one word appease a mutiny in his

army. 1722 I)i: Km; Mem. Ctivaliersd^w 16 [She] appeased
this tumult . . by her prudence. 1872 VKATS Growth Connn.

154 To appease their continual feuds.

b. To bring to peace, calm, or quiet (persons at

strife or in disorder'. Also _/?".
Obs. exc. as in 4 b.

(' 1380 Sir I'\-)->n>il>. -}2i2 Uetwene hem wenle kyng Sorty-
bron 1 & a-paysede hem. 1491 CAXTON I'itas Pat)-. (W. de

W.)i. vii. ii b/2 Muued by charyte . . tacorde ^ appese them

togider. 1382 N. T. iRhem.) Acts xix. 35 When the Scribe

had appeased the multitudes. 1603 K.NOI.I.E-;S Hist. Turks

11638) 53 1'usied in appeasing .. the disordred city. 1774
J. BRYANT Mythol. 1 1. 317 To appease the troubled ocean.

2. a. To pacify, assuage, or allay anger or dis-

pleasure"). Alsoy?^.
(--1374 CuAi'ci'K //c,'///. iv. \ii. 148 Hercules .. apalsedfe]

wibjpat dee}? pe wraj>be of euander. a 1450 Knt. ile la Tom-
13 Forto apese the wrathe of Clod . . thei fasted. 1534

Ln.
JiKKNKKsGW<Y. AX-. M, Aurcl. I-'f viij, The iustegoddisneuer
ajipease theyr yres agaynst vniuste men. 1697 DRYDKN / 'irg.

Past. ix. 9 These two kids t'appease fiis an^ry mood, I bear.

1750 JOHNSON RamhL No. 79 f 5 To appease enmity by blan-

dishments and bribes. 1846 RrsKiN Mod. Paint. IV.
y.

vi.

9 By the mists . . his [the sun's] implacable light is divided,
and its separated fierceness appeased into the soft blue.

b. To pacify or propitiate (him who is angry).
ri374 CHAUCKR Troylus in. 22 Ye fers Mars apesyn of his

yre. < 1450 Merlin xxvi. 501 Thus apeesed the Queen Sir

Gawein. !579ToMSo\ Calvin's Serin. Tim. 187/2 Christe
. . hath once appeased God his father toward vs. 1667
MILTON P.L. v. 846 Hasten to appease The incensed Father,
and the incensed Son. 1762 Goi.ns.M. Cit. W'orUi y.\\x. This
well-timed compliment instantly appeased the angry fairy.

1849 MACAULAY Hist, ting, II. 244 The king was silenced,
but not appeased.
3. To assuage, soothe, allay, or relieve: a. physi-

cal pain (obs.) or mental suffering.
c 1374 CHAL CI-:K Compl. M^ars. 10 Apeseth [?

r
. r. appeseth,

ease, -eesij>e, -esith, apaystth] sumwhat of your sorowes
smart, c 1420 Pallad. on Hitsb, i\ . 448 In the wynter season
Covert of stre thaire coldes must appeson. 1543 TKAMKRON
I 'igtt's Chirttrg. n. iv. 19 To appayse the payne of all apos-
temes. 1706 ADDISON Rosamond in. in, Fain would my
tongue his griefs appease. 1828 HAWTHORNE Fanshiwc v.

(1879) 78, I pray you to appease your anxiety,

t D. the sufferer or part affected. Obs,
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 887 Herith hym this blew ring,

For ther is nothing might . . better his hert apese. 1413
LYDG. Pylgr. Stwi'le iv. i. 114831 58 Solace . . wherwith to ap-

pesen his herte. 1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. Pref. n The
sicke [shall be] appaysed of griefe.

4. To pacify, by satisfying demands (lit. oryS^.) :

a. complaints (obs.), cravings, appetites, prejudices.
1548 COVERDALE Erasm. Par. i Cor. xi. 25 To apease

mennes bodyly thruste. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. \. iii. 29 Now-
then your plaint appease. 1783 JOHNSON Lett. 329 II. ^30
To have no assistance . . in resolving doubts, in appeasing
scruples. 1863 BURTON Bk. Hunter 42 The savage who
seeks but to appease the hunger of the moment.

b. the person who makes the demand or has the

appetite. Const, with.

1561 T. N[ORTON] Calvin's lust. Pref., H$ hymselfe was ap-

peased with a cardinally hatte. 1728 NEWTON Chronol,
Amended \\. 223 Hacchus appeased him [Vulcan] with wine.

1833 HT. MARTINF.AU Berkeley \, iii. 60 \Vhat did you do to

appease these insolent fellows?



APPEASE.

f5. re/I, in prec. senses. Ols.

(1386 CHAUCKR Mclib. ? 895 Whan he is debonaire and

meeke, and appesith [apeiseth, -aiseth] him lightly. 1485
CAXTON Paris <$

V. 47 She appeased hyr self. 1523 Lu.
HKKNKRS Froiss, I. vii. 6 Fayre suster appease your selfe.

t 6 . iiitr. in prec. senses. Obs.
c 1440 Partonopi: 3986 Hys hert somwat ganne apcse. c 1500

Colyn UltnvbfiCs Test, in Halliw. Nug. P. 2Whan his angwyssh
somwhat gan apese. 1523 LD. BKRNKRS Froiss. I. xcii. 114
The thirde day . . the see apeased. 1561 T. N[OKTON] Cal-
vin's lust. i. 18 After the crueltie appeased.

t Appea'se, sb. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb.] An

appeasing, allaying; appeasement.
<: 1330 . IrM. q- Men. 2342 Tho thai were al at aise Ich

went to his in apaise. i667\VATF,RHOi:sr. FirtLond. 59 The
engines of raising water [were] so destroyed, that there was
no suitable appease to it.

Appeased ^aprzd), ///. a. [f.
APPEASK v. +

-EJ)J Pacified, quieted, satisfied.

1532 MOHK Coitfut. Tindale Wks. 1557, 414/1 They fele

theyr passions apeased. 1870 RUSKIN Lect. Art. vii. 185
Lead the appeased river by alternate azure promontories.

AppeaseleSS (aprzles), a. rare- 1

, [f.
Al'-

PEASE T -LK.SS. Cf. ceaseless.'] Not able to be ap-

peased ; implacable, insatiable.

1864 Morn. Star 16 Apr., The appeaseless maw of the

furnace.

Appeasement (apf'zmenO. For forms st-e

APPEASK v. [a. OFr. apaisemcnt, apeisemcnt, n. of

action f. apaisier : see APPEASK and -MENT.]
1. The action or process of appeasing ; pacifi-

cation, satisfaction.

1430 Instruct. Anit>ass. in Rymer's Ftrdera (1710) X. 725
To peine hem to th' Appesement of these Werres. 1579
FENTON Guicciard. xv. 11599' 60 For appeasement of their

ancient controuersies. 1678 CUDWOBTH Intcll. Syst. 223 They
might possiljly sacrifice thereunto . . for its Appeasement and

Mitigation. 1836-7 SiR\V. HAMILTON $Ietapk.y.\\\. 11870) II.

433 It is . . altogether different to feel hunger and thirst, as

states of pain, and to desire or will their appeasement.

f 2. The instrumentality or means of appeasing ;

propitiation. Obs.

1561 T. N[ORTON) Cnlt'in's Inst. in. 245 Jesus Christ y
righteous is the appeasement for our sin nes. 1678 Oi.'nwo HTM

Int,'ll.Syst. 295 To have found out Kxpiations for wicked
Actions . . and Appeasments of the Divine Displeasure.

3. The result of appeasing ;
the state of being

appeased ; pacification, satisfaction.

1586 WI-:BBK A"-./Vrr>/V(Arb.)39TheComedies . . alwayes
ended to the ioy and appeasement of all parties, a 1627
HAYWARD Ediv. I'l, 54 They were reduced to some good
appeasement, 1836 J. GTI.HF.RT Chr. Atonem. iii. (1852) 79
He has no pleasure in witnessing suffering . . he cannot de-

live the least appeasement from it.

Appeaser (aprzai). Also 6 -cure. [a. AFr.

apaisour (mod.Fr. afpaiseitr) : see APPEASED, and

-KII.] One who, or that which, appeases ;
a paci-

fier or satisfier.

1533 Mom: Ajiol. xii. Wks. 1557, 871/1 Thys appeasoure . .

dothe in all these thynges the contrarye. 1611 COTGR., /Vv-

pitiatrnr. .a reconciler, pacifier, appeaser. 1869 A'". Mccli.

3 Sept. 522/3 Cold tea is certainly a thirst appeaser.

Appeasing (aprzirjX vbl.sb. [f.
APPKASE v. +

-ixc 1
.] (Now mostly gerundial.)

1. The actionof pacifying orcalming; pacification.
15^3 -30 MORK De gnat. Nwiss. Wks. 1557, 87/1 Thappeas-

yng of his minde that is so stricken. 1660 Hist. Indcp.
iv. 55 For the only appeasing whereof, most of the county
forces . . did speedily march.

f2. The means of bringing peace or pacification.
1561 T. N[ORTON] Calvin's hist. n. 169 He first loned vs,

and sent hys sonne to be the appeasing for our sinnes. 1624
BKDKI.L Lett. vii. 113 The same.. words may be a thanks-

giuing for one, and an appeasing of God'swrath for another.

Appealing, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ixo'-i]

That appeases ; pacifying, quieting, calming.
11x650 CRASHAW.Sacr. Pttcnis 118581 148 '1'he airy shop ofsoul-

appeasing sound. 1753 CHAMUKKS Cycl. Snp., Appeasing
Remedies . . are those which assuage the pain in a disease.

Appea'singly, ailv. rare- 1

, [f. prec. + -I.V ^.]

In an appeasing or pacifying manner ; soothingly.

1859 GEO. MEREDITH A'. Feverel\\. viii. 144 'Wall !' said

the farmer appeasingly,
' we all do at your age.'

t Appea'sive, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
APPEASE v.

4- -IVE: cf. amusive.] Tending to appease, paci-

ficatory, propitiative.
i6ioHEAi.EY.S7. Aug., C/r>iyc'"" l620) I25Tne ' raPPea!i 'ue

and sacrificial banquets, in the temples. 1611 COTI;K., Mill-

fatif, Mitigatiue, lenitiue, appeasiue. (In mod. Diets.)

t Appei'rant, ///. a. Sc. Ol>s. [old north, pr.

pple. apperand, modified after apparant, -entj\

[See quot. under APPARENT.]

Appellancy (ape-lansil. ?0/w.-. [f.
next: see

-NCY.] 'Appeal; capability of appeal.' Todd 1818.

Appellant (ape lant), a. and sb. Also 6 -7

appealant. [a. Fr. appellant, pr. pple. (also used

subst.) cAappeller: see APPEAL v. and -ANT. Occas.

conformed to appeal vb. in i6-i7th c.]

A. adj.
1. Law and gen. Appealing : a. accusing, chal-

lenging; b. appealing to a higher tribunal against
an unsatisfactory decision ; c. asking or crying for

assistance.

(In Lords Appellants, orig. adj., but soon treated as sh. \

cf. ACCOUNTANT.) See B i.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, \. i. 34 Free from other misbegotten

hate, Come I appealant to this Princely presence. 1700

400

R. BRADY Coat. Hi*t. Eng. Rich. II, Index C, Appellant
Lords in Richard Il's Reign. 1808 BKNTHAM Sc. Reform
in Power to the House of Lords .. to decree payment ..

by any of the parties appellant. 1871 J. MACDL-FF Mew.
Patinas xi. 143 An appellant voice represented as rising loud
before Him who sitteth on the throne.

2. Law. As regards appeals ; appellate.
1818 HALI.AM Mid. Ages (1841) I. v. 458 Their jurisdiction

in private causes was merely appellant. 1827 Const, Hist.

(1876) II. 200 The presbyterian tribunals were made subject
to the appellant control of parliament.
B. $l>.

1. One who 'appeals' another of treason or

felony: see APPEAL v. I. Obs. exc. Hist.

[1387-8 Rot. Part. III. 236 (xi. Rich. II.) Les ditz Due
Countes Appellant/.] 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, iv. i. 105 Lords

Appealants, your differences shal all rest vnder gage. i6z8

COKE On Litt. 287 b, Wrongs done to the Appellants them-

selves, as Robbery, Rape. 1691 I*UKXT Law Diet., Appel-
lant, Is he who hath committed some Felony . . and now
Appeals, that is, Accuses others who were complices. 1700
R. BRADY Coat. Hist. Eng. Rich. II, 371 C, The protesta-
tion of the Five Lords Appellants. 1809 TOMUNS Laiv
Diet. H i b, If the appellant [in an Appeal of Death] does
not prosecute his appeal, or if he release to the appellant, the

appellee may be indicted. 1840 Blackw. Mag. XLVII. 979
A person was charged with having poisoned a man ; the ac-

cuser, called the appellant, etc. 1875 GAIRDNKR Ho. York fy

Lane. ii. 7 !P i Three of the five
'

lords appellants' of 1387.

fb. Hence, One who challenges another to single
combat (prig, to prove upon his body the treason

or felony of which he '

appealed
1

him). Obs.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Kng. vn. 11520) 143/2 A great batayll
. . bytwene two squyers . . Gloucestre that was the appellaunt
and Arthur the defendaunt. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I 'I

,
n. iii.

49 Ready are the Appellant and Defendant . . to enter the

lists. 1671 MILTON Samson 1220 Answer thy appellant ..

Who now defies thee thrice to single fight.

2. One who appeals to a higher court against
the decision of a lower one

; also, gen. One who

appeals for vindication or corroboration.
1611 COTGR., /iaille'r griefs en pla

;
Jeric, an Appealant to

alledge the wrongs . . dune vnto him by the sentence from
which he hath appealed. 1726 Avi.n FI-: Parer^. 72 Pending
the Appeal nothing can be attempted in Prejudice of the

Appellant. 1826 SOL'THEY VinJ. Keel. Ang. 523 You called

for such proofs. . . I am not the appellant in this controversy.

1846 T,D. CAMPBELL Chancellors (1856) V. 490 To retain him
as junior to prepare the appellant's case.

b. C/i. Hist, in //. The Jansenists and others who

appealed to a general council against the 'Uni-

gcnitus' bull issued by Pope Clement XI. against

Quesnel's French translation of the New Testament.

1753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp.
3. gen. One who appeals, who makes a request,

entreaty, or specially pointed address.

1704 SWIFT T. Tub Ded., An humble and an earnest ap-

pellant for the laurel. 1853 C. HROXTK / 'illctte viii. (1876)

67, 1 have seen her feelings appealed to, and I have smiled in

half-pity, half-scorn at the appellants.

Appellate (ape-U-t), ///. a. and sb. [ad. L. ap-

pellat-us, pa. pple. of appcllaw : see APPEAL
v.~\

A. adj. f 1. Appealed against. Obs. rare.

1726 AYLIFFK Parcrg, (J.) The party appellate, or person

against whom the appeal is lodged.

2. Appealed to ; taking cognizance of appeals.
1768 BLACKSTONE Conitn. I. 105 The earls of Derby, as lords

of Man . . exercising an appellate jurisdiction. 1790 BURKE
Fr. Rei>. 288 The judges, neither the original nor the ap-

pellate, are of his nomination. 1862 S. LUCAS Secularia 16

Provision against error or injustice . . in the long series of

appellate tribunals.

fB. sb. One who is appealed against. Obs. rare.

1726 AYLIFFE Parcrg. 78 A wholesome Doctrine in Favour
of Appellates, against rash Appellants.

Appellate (?e-pel^t), v. rare.
[f.

L. appellat-

ppl. stem Qiappelld-rc to call : sec APPEAL z>.]
To

call, to designate.
1765 TUCKER Lt. A/. I. 475 The vast Pacific Ocean, com-

monly . . appellated (as the saying is) and annominated, the

South-sea. 1834 43 SOUTMEY Doctor cxxxvi. (1849) I. 339
What some of our own writers . . appellate an entire horse.

Appellation (rcpelt^JanX [a. Fr. appellation

(ijtn c. i, ad. L. appellation-em, n. of action f. ap-

pcllare: see APPEAL v. and -TION.]
I. Appealing, appeal, [from OFr. apcler^ Obs.

f 1. The action of appealing to a higher court or

authority against the decision of an inferior one ;

the appeal so made
;
= APPEAL sb. 3. Obs.

1494 FABYAN vn. 479 In iugement vpon the appellacions be-

fore made by the erle of Armenak . . agayne prynce Edwarde.

1538 STARKEY England 125 Another grete mysordur, in ap-

pellatyon ofsuch as be callyd spiritual causys. 1547 Homilies

i. ix. (1859! 92 The condemnation both of body and soul,

without either appellation or hope of redemption. 1609
SKKNE Reg. Maj. 65 In Ecclesiasticall causes appellation is

admitted within fourtiedayes. i669HoNYMAN^
1

r7'.AVz/^/rt//

II. 105 Pauls appellation to Caesar, Acts xxv. n. 1679 FII.-

MER Freeholder 66 There might be Appellation made to the

Kings Person.

tb. Ground of appeal, title, claim. Obs. rare.

1630 NAUNTON Fragni. Reg. (Arb.) 26 He could not find out

any appellation to assume the Crown in his own Person.

t 2. gen. The action or process of appealing or

calling on ; entreaty, or earnest address. Obs.

1587 M. GROVE Pelops $ Hipp. (1878) 18 No god there was

but him they had in appellation. 15189 Hay any Work 43
His appellation to the obedient cleargie. 1671 Trite Non-
Conf. 399 Master Knox his reasoning . . in his appellation

and admonition to the commonalty.

APPELLEE.
II. Calling, designation, [from later Fr. appelert

or L. appeliare^\
3. The action of calling by a name; nomenclature.
1581 CAMPION in Confer, in. (1584) U iiij, Euery piece of

bread is called bread . . because it was bread by appellation.

1630 Pcvmra Anti-Arniin. 126 If it be grace in truth, as well
as in appellation. 1742 HUME Ess. (1817) I. 36 The govern-
ment, which In common appellation receives the appellation
of free. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. ii. 27 They must be care-

fully distinguished in appellation.

4. A designation, name, or title given : a. to a

particular person or thing.
1447 BOKF.NHAM LyvysofSeyntys 44 Anne is as myche to

seyn as grace And worthyly thys appellacyoun To hyr per-

tenyth. i&w*Histrwm. 1. 136 Scri. Your appellations? Post.

Your names he meanes. The man's learn'd. a 1674 CLAREN-
DON Hist. Reb. I. i. 15 Stenny, an appellation ne allways
used of and towards the Duke. 1774 PRIKSTLEY Observ. A ir

178 By the common appellation of phlogisticated air. 1833-48
H. COLEKIDGE North. Worth. (1852) 1.69 Which entitlesnim
to the appellation of a prose JuvenaL
b. to a class : A descriptive or connotative name.
1581 MARUECK Bk. of Notes 665 Manes the Hereticke,

whereof the Maniches haue their appellation. 1651 HOBBES
Goi<t. <( Soc. vii. 3, 112 If he . .Rule well . . they afford him
the appellation of a King ;

if not, they count him a Tyrant.
1709 SWIFT T. Tub iii. 50 These men seem . . to have under-
stood the appellation of critic in a liberal sense. 1841 BORROW
Zincali I. vi. 1. 102 If not sorcerers, they have always done
their best to merit that appellation.

Appellational (lepeV'Janal), a. rare. [f. prec.
+ -AiA] Of or pertaining to appellations.
1882 Cornh. Mag. Feb. 213 Those appellational oddities.

Appellative (ape'lativ), a. and sb. [ad. L. ap-

pellativns, f. appellat- : see APPEAL v. and -IVE.]

A. adj. Having the characteristic of naming.
1. Designating a class

;
common as opposed to

proper.
1520 WHITTINTON Vnlg. (1527) 4 b, If they be nownes ap-

pellatyue. 1590 SWINBUKN Testaments 179 b, By names

appellatiue . . I vndersiand euerie name, which is common or

male comprehend diners persons. 1755 JOHNSON Pref.Dict.
Wks. IX. 203 As my design was a dictionary, common or

appellative, I have omitted all words which have relation to

proper names. 1882 J. ROBERTSON tr. Miilkrs I/el>. Synt. 48
Words that have almost or entirely lost their appellative

meaning, as tehom, 'abyss/
'
the deep.'

f2. Of the nature of an appellation, or descrip-
tive name given to a thing or person. Obs.

1607 TOI-SKLL Four-/. Beasts in Many particular Dogs,
and their names appellative . . as Scylax, Speude, Alke,
Rome. 1654 GAYTON Fest. Notes iv. iii. 191 All Knights and

doughty men gave to themselves some name appellative.

3. Of or pertaining to the giving of names.
1860 FAHRAR Orig. Lang, iii. 64 The appellative faculty in

the savage and in the infant.

B. sb.

1. A 'common' noun or name applicable to any
one member of a whole class.

1591 PF.RCIVALL Sp. Diet,, Of the Substantiues some be

proper, as Vasco, Alonso. Some common, called also ap-

pellatiues, as Arlwtt a tree. 1612 BRINSLY Lnd. Lit.

76 Your rules of Appellatiues, or Common Nownes. 1747

JOHNSON Plan Diet. Wks. 1787 IX. 171 Appellatives, or the

names of species. 1834 DL: QUINCEY in Page Life II. xviii.

86 Appellatives, words not expressing an individual but a
class or species.

2. That which a thing or person is 'called
1

; an

appellation, designation, or descriptive name.

163* SANDERSON 12 Serm. 140 The Philistlms called their

Kings by a peculiar appellatiue. ^1733 NORTH Lives III.

112 Whig and Tory,, were tne appellatives; but the my-
thology was seditious and loyal. 1814 SCOTT Hr

ai>. III. iv.

52 Wily Will justified his appellative. 1869 GLADSTONE JUT.
Mufidi ii. 31 The several appellatives by which Homer de-

scribes the army engaged in the siege of Troy.

Appe'llatived, ppl. a. rare. [f. prec. sb. 4 -ED 2
.]

Having an appellative.
1828 LYTTON Disowned I. xi. 66 Mr. De Warens, the nobly

appellatived foot-boy, was laying the breakfast cloth.

Appellatively, adv. [f. prec. adj.

In an appellative manner
;
as a common noun.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgr. 1. 1. vi. 29 In the land ofNod, which

some take to be appellatively spoken, as if his misery had

given name of jVor'/wfuntothe place. 1662 FULLER Worthies

n. 18 The Fallacy lieth in the Homonymy ofWare, here not

taken for that Town so named, but appellatively for all

vendible Commodities. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. x. 205
Whether the quality-denoting word shall be used attribu-

tively or appellatively.

Appe llativeness. rare- 1
. \f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being appellative.
1662 FULLER Worthies in. 70 [To] reduce the proper names

in the (lenealogies to such an Appellativeness as should

compose a continued sense.

t Appe'llatory, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. appel-

latori-us, f. appeliatw^ n. of agent f. appellare :

see APPEAL and -OKY.]

A. adj. Pertaining to an appellant or an appeal.

1553-87 FOXE A. <5- A/., Edw, I
7
/, 1207 (R.) He reqmreth that

letters dimissories or appellatories might be given him. 17*6
AYLIFFE Parerg. (L.) An appellatory libel ought to contain

the name of the party appellant.

B. sb. [sc. letter.] rare.

1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 607 The legates, .gave them ap-

pellatories.

Appellee (sepelr, ape'Ir)- Law. Also 7 ap-

pealee. [a. Fr. appett* pa. pple. of
appeler^

to AP-

PEAL : see -EE.] One who is appealed against.



APPELLING. 401 APPENDICTJLATE.

lie

1. One who is accused of crime, informed against,
or challenged to prove his innocence.

(1387 8 Rot. Parl. III. 229 <xt. Rich. II; Qe touz les ditz

Appeflez serolent a dit Parliament, a respondre sur 1'Appell. ]

1531 Dial. Laws Eng. \\. xlviii. 1,1638) 152 Though the ap-
pellee were never so great an offender. 1679 Trial ofLang-
horn 27 If the Approver be pardoned, by the Law the Ap-
pellee ought to l>e discharged. 1768 BLACKSTONK Connn. IV.

311 If the appellee be acquitted, he cannot be afterwards in-

dicted for the same offence. 1851 SIK K. PALGRAVE Norm.
<V Kng. I. 240 The appellor and appellee dismounted, wield-

ing club and staff.

f2. The defendant in a case carried to a higher
court

;
now called the respondent. Obs.

1611 COTGR. s. v. Anticipt appd) A speciall Commission,
procured by th' Appealce.

t Appealing", ///. a. Obs. rare. [f. vb. *appell

(ad. L, appcll-h-c, f. ap- = ad- to+pel/fre to drive)

f-iNG^.] Driving, pushing, or forcing onwards.
1666 G. HARVKV Morb. Angl. x. 116 A glowing heat . . ex-

cited through the appalling purulent corrosive steams. 1693
Phil. Trans. XVII. 662 Stick there till other appelling Sub-
stances give them a farther Comminution.

Appellor (ape'l^j, o.':pelf>M\ Law. Also 5-7
-our(e ; aphet. pelour. [a. AFr. apefanr : OFr.

rt/V/tw: L. appclliitor-ettiy n. of agent f. appcllii-n".
see APPEAL and -OR.] One who accuses of crime,

demands proof of innocence by wager of battle, or

informs against an accomplice. (See also AP-

PKALEK, APPELLANT.)
c 1400 Harl. A1S. Rolls Ser. VII. 519 Gunnildas nory karf

the fals pelours hamme, 1440 Prowp. Parv., Apechowre or

apelowre, Appdlator. 1660 K. COKE Power <y Snbj. 199
That thieves or appellors may confess their offences unto
iriests. 1768 BLACKSTONK Conim. IV. xxiii, If the appellee

acquitted, the appellor . . shall suffer one year's imprison-
ment. 1809 ToMLiNS./,rt7f Diet. H i b. 1851 [see APPELLEE],

Appely, -ily, obs. forms of HAPLY.
Appenage, obs. form of APANAGE.

t Appe'nd, v. 1 Obs. Also 4 apend, apent, 5

appcnt. Aphetic4~5 pend,pent. faQfr.apendre
(3rd sing, ii apent, whence ME. variant apent\ to

depend on, belong to, pertain: L. appendfre (in cl.

L. only trans.) fox&ppendertt i.ap-
= ad- to +pendere

to hang (intr.). Obsolete before 1500, and not

connected (in Eng.) with APPEND z/.^] intr. To
belong to as a possession, natural accompaniment,
or right ;

to pertain ;
to relate, to refer

;
to be

suited or proper to. Obs.
c 1325 K. K.Allit.P. B. 1270 Allebeapparementbat pen ted

to be kyrke. c 1340 Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 623 Quy be pentangel
apende} to bat prynce noble, c 1386 CHAUCKR Pers. T. f 970
Holy orisoun . . appendith specially to penitence, a 1400
Chester PI. (1^7* 131 Cure Lorde will us lere whereto it

[the star in the East] will apente. Ibid. 189 Yf you wiste

wherto it would apente. c 1400 Tmvneley Mysi. 239 That
[harnes] appentys unto me. 1470 HARDING Chron. xxvii,
His wife . .With all aray that to the werre apent [T. r. her
wer apent]. Ibid. Ivii, All bokes or ornamentes, Bellys,

relyquys, that to [the churche] appendes.

Append (ape'nd), z/.- [a. (perh. through mod.
Fr. append-re} L. append-itre to hang to. In form

the same word as prec., re-adopted from L. or Fr.

in the transitive sense of appendere, after the prec.
vb. had been long obsolete.]
1. To hang on, to attach as a pendant.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. v, If amulets do work

by emanations from their bodies upon those parts wherunto

they are appended. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. AVr. n. hi, A Con-

quering Hero, to whom Fate has malignantly appended a
tin-kettle of Ambition.

2. To attach, join on, annex, as an accessory
either material or attributive.

1779-81 JOHNSON L. P. t Shenstone Wks. IV. 214 Hales-
Owen . . in the division of the kingdom, was appended . . to

a distant county. 1835 J. HARRIS Gt. TeacJter(j&y]} 382 One
thing to which everything else desirable is appended. 1863
KEMBLE Kt-sid. Georgia 34 The purposes for which hands and
arms were appended to our bodies.

3. To add in writing by way of supplement or

appendix.
1843 MILL Logic n. Hi. 8 Some additional remarks . . are

appended. 1879 FARHAR Paul I. Pref. 9 To append notes
to the more difficult expressions.

Appendage upe-ndedg). [f. prec. + -AGE : cf.

equipage ;
also apanage (in lyth c. appcnnage\ by

which the sense was perhaps influenced.] That
which is attached as if by being hung on

; a sub-

sidiary external adjunct, addition, or accompani-
ment, which does not form an essential part of

that to which it is added, but is usually natural

or appropriate to it. (Cf. APPENDIX.)
1. of things material, a. generally.
1713 DERHAM Phys. Theol. iv. xii. 214 Clothing, another

necessary Appendage of Life. 1790 BF.ATSON Nat'. $ Mil.
Mem. II. 30 An army, with all its necessary appendages.
1854 BREWSTER More Worlds iv. 76 The planet Saturn, en-

compassed with the extraordinary appendage of a ring.

esp. b. An addition to territory or property. Cf.
APANAGE 3, APPENDANT B. i.

1667 E. CHAMBERI.AYNE.?/. Gt. Brit. 1. 1. Hi. (1743) 15 Two
of their [the Cinque-Ports'] appendages, Winchelsea and
Rye, are in Sussex. 1796 MORSE Amer. Gtog. I. 783 The
other islands . . should be regarded as appendages to Curas-
sou. 1876 DIGBY Real Prop. i. i. 7 Dwelling-houses and
their appendages.

VOL. I,

fc. An addition in writing; an APPENDIX. Obs.

1651 HOBBKS Gwt. $ Soc. Ded., That Appendage which is

added concerning the Regiment of God.
d. Nat. Hist. A subordinate or subsidiary organ.
1785 J. E. SMITH in Let's. Hour June 1883, 353/1 The an-

gular appendage to the nose of the American bat. 1870 H.
MACMJLLAN Kible Teach, vii. 135 All the appendages borne
on the stem such as scales, leaves, bracts, (lowers, and fruit.

1874 CARPENTER Ment, Phys. i. ii. ^y Antennae and other

appendages used for feeling.
2. of things immaterial.

1649 JKR. TAYLOR (//. A'.rcw/, xvii. S 5 If the pious action
have been formerly joined with anything . . truly criminal . .

I give cause . . to think I approve of the old appendage. 1673
CAVK Prim. Chr. \. ,v. 327 Confirmation which ever was a
constant appendage to liaptism. 1763 J. HKOWN Poetry $
Mn$. 4. 40 The" Dance . . being only secondary, and merely
an Appendage ti the Song. 1848 MAKIOI n Italy Past fy

Pr. I. 8 Religion ami gallantry soon made humanity an in-

dispensable appendage of true valour.

3. transj. of persons.
1838 KI.IXA COOK Mt-laia xxv. That rare appendage to a

king, A friend that never played the slave. 1858 DORAN
Court J-'ools 121 Such an official was not an uncommon ap-
pendage tu legations.

Appeiidaged (ape-nded^d), ///. a.
[f. prec. +

-ED-.] Furnished with, or having, an appendage.
1854 WOODWARD Afan. Mollusca (1856) 134 Litormidx . .

Operculum-lobe appcndagcd. 1875 T.KOWNING Inn Allntm 36
This pretty cousin's place, Appendugcd with your million,

tempts my hand.

Appendance, -ence (ape-ndens). [a. Fr. ap-

pcnuance, f. a(p)pendrt \ see APPEND ] and -ANTE.]
"|*1, A dependent possession, a dependency. Obs.

1523 I,D. HKRNERS l'~roiss. I. ccxii. 258 Townes, castels,
landes. .or theyr appurtenaunces and appendaunces, what-
soeuer they be. 1598 HAKH vi l

f

oy. I. 2 Many other Islands

beyond Norway . . are appendances of Scantia. 1662 FULLER
Ii 'orthics m. 116 So numerous is the Church with its Ap-
pendences.

t 2. An external or extraneous adjunct, addition,
or concomitant

; an appendage. Obs.

1561 T. MORTON] Calvin's hist, iv. xviii, (1634! 712 The
Masse taken in her most picked purenesse . .without her ap-
pendances. 1615 CROOKE Body of Man 969 Some haue
thought them onoly Appendances uf certaine rootes left in

the iaw. 1677 HAI.E Contempt. \\. 15 Kven such a Tran-
quillity of mind, .hath certain appendances to it, that abate
that sincereness of Happiness.
3. Laii.'. The fact of being appendant.
1832 AisriN Jnrispr. (1879) II. 1. 852 What is called ap-

pendance (if I maybe permitted to coin an abstract name
corresponding to the concrete appendant) is merely a species
or modification ofappurtenance. The distinction , . is merely,
that, into common appendant there enters the notion of the
feudal relation constituted by tenure.

t Appe'ndancy, -ency. Obs. [strictly n. of

quality f. APPENDANT i,see -NCY), but also concr.]
1. The quality or state of being appendant.
1641 SPF.LMAN De St'pult, 176 (R.) Abraham . . bought the

whole field, and by right of appendency had the cave with it.

2. - APPENDANCE 2.

1615 CHOOKE Body ofMan 925 Their Perforations, Cauities,

llosomes, Appendancies, Prominences, and Processes. 1669
PENN J\'o Cross, etc. I. v. 5 All Worldly Temples, and their

ceremonious Appendencies.

Appendant, -ent i.ape-ndent), a. and sb. fa.

Fr. appendant, pr. pple. of appendre. Orig. be-

longing to APPEND z'.
1

, but subseq. influenced by
APPEND

v.'-~\

A. adj. Const, to, on.

1. Law. Attached or belonging to a possession or

tenure as an additional but subsidiary right.
1523 FITZHERB. Sitn'. vi. 11539) 9 Those tenantes that haue

coinmen
appendaunt. 1649 SELDEN Laws of Eng. i. xxxi.

(1739) 46 Liberties .. granted by Kings as appendant to

Manors. 1768 ULACKSTONE Comnt. II, 33 Common appen-
dant is a right, belonging to the owners or occupiers of arable

land, to put commonable beasts upon the lord's waste. 1844
WILLIAMS Real Prop. Laiv(\

<

&-]']\ 322 Incorporeal heredita-
ments which are appendant to such as are corporeal.
2. Of things material : Attached in a subordinate

capacity or relation ; annexed, adjunct.
1577 HOLINSHFU Chron. II. 13/2 The Orchades are ad-

judged to be appendant to Ireland. 1664 POWER Exp.
Pkilos, i. 66 The stomach and guts, and their appendent
Vessels, the lacteal yeins. 1775 JOHNSON in Roswell\\. 11847)

463 Trianon is a kind of retreat appendant to Versailles.

1836 BJadnOt Mag. XXXIX. 462 That they are merely ap-
pendant on the great metropolis, and have no independent
local character. 1865 Sat. K<?v. 18 Feb. 85 The Encyclical
with its appendant Syllabus.

f b. Iransf. of persons. Obs.

1599 MARSTON^C. Villanie \\. vii. 203 His falre appendant
whore That lackies him. 1655 FILLER Ch. Hist. vn. 406
Chancellours, and Officialls, and other appendant limbs.

3. Attached by a relation of cause or purpose ;

pertinent, attendant, consequent.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi. vii, Because phisyke is ap-

pendaunt Unto the body by helpeof medecyne. I539ELYOTm Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 142 II. 118 That office wherunto is as
it were appendant losse of money and good name. 1692
SOUTH 12 Strut. (16971 I. 41 A pleasure, embased with no
appendant sting. 1779 JOHNSON L. P., fiftftfrWlcfli IV. 187
He offered to remit the salary appendant to it. 1808 COLI;-
BROOKE fee/as in Asiat. Res. VIII. 380, I have learnt . . the
sciences appendant on holy writ. 1833 CHALMERS Const.
Man 11835) I. ii. 127 The unavoidable pleasure appendant to
the gratification of each of them.

4. ///. Hanging attached (to).

1576 THYNNE in Atihnatfo. 115 Who further have appen-
dante to that honour's cheyne, Don Jasons Flese of golde.

i66a FULLER Worthies (1840) II. 51 A rhyming epitaph ii

appendant on a pillar. 1664 FOWI-.R F.xp. Philos. i. 22 With
an Appendent Proboscis or Trunk. 171711 KKN Edmund
I'uet. Wks. 1721 II. 347 Dire knotted whips, ariu'd with ap-
pendent Lead. 1762 H. WALKILK Vertues A need. Paint.

(1786) II. 282 To which was appendent a gold medal. 1874
KILKY M Rep. Com. Hist. MSS. 449/2 The seal . . appendant
by a silken cord.

b. 'Hanging* with', decorated with (Jianginj;

ornaments').
a 1797 H. WAI.POLE (Twrjgv 7/11847) III. i. 8 The right arm

lined with fur, and appendent with many black ribands.

B. sl>. [the adj. used ab$ol^\ arch.

1. Laii>. A lesser right or property attached b\~

prescription to one more important.
1525 !,[>. l'i KNI.HS Fruiss. II. vii. 16 The towne of Sluse,

with the apeiutauiitcs and profytes of the see. 1628 COKK
On Lift. 121 b, Appendant is any Inheritance belonging to
another that is superior or more worthy. 1809 TO.MLINS
Law Diet. I. H vij/2 Appendants are ever by prescription,
and this makes a distinction between appendants and ap-
purtenances.
2. A material addition of a subordinate nature

;

an adjunct, appendage; a dependency.
1587 FLKMING Contn. Holinshed III. 416/1 The said duke-

dome of IJtirgumlie ami the appendents. 1633 P. FI.KTCHKK

Purple Isi. n. ('/(, The firht [entrail-pipe] . . U called 'blind ;'

at whose end is an appendent. 1692 KAY Disc. iii. 11732) 24
The Sea with all its Creeks, Hays, and Inlets and other

Appendants.
b. transf. of persons.
1641 SMECTYMNUUS I'ind. An$u>. 13. 115 It is granted by

our Remonstrant, and his appendant Scultetus. 1654 I.i.-

STRANGE CAflr/w /, 167 All the Judges . . with all the Officers

and appendants of their Courts. 1814 Miss UUKNKY
II andfrer I, 395 An etjual member of the community, nut
a poor . . appendant to it,

3. A quality, property, principle, etc. naturally
attached or logically resulting.
1587 (jOi.niNG De Mornay \\\\ (1617'! 219 The doctrine of

Clods prouidence, and the immortalitie ofoursoules are so
linked together, that the one is as an appendant to the oilier.

1749 WESLEY li'ks. 1872 X. 124 To satisfy, though but as an
appendant to the satisfaction ofChrist !Mb),CoLRlDCE^n/r
to Reft. (1848) I. 198 The numerous corollaries or appendents.
4. An appendix; a pendant.
1570 T. NORTON Xowfs CatcJt. i'i853> 202 A certain ap-

pendant ofthe Lord's I'ra)-or.
' For thine U the kingdom, 'etc.

1836 SOUTHEY Ci^r*i Wks. II. 96 To publish the Task
and its appendants as a second [volume],

Appended (ape-ndt'-d\ ///. a. [f. APPEND +

-Kit.] Hung on
;
added as supplementary, annexed.

1727-51 CMAMISKKS Cyil., Appended Remedies . . are out-

wardly applied, by hanging about the neck. 1856 KANU
Arct. Expl. \. xx. 249 The appended report of Dr. Hayes.

Appendical (ape-ndikal), a. ^.l^appendic-em
APPENDIX + -AL 1

.] Of the nature of an appendix.
1850 Athenseitm 19 Jan. 80 A thing superfluous and appen -

ilical to the drama. 1866 No. 2095. 216/3 1'ne appendical
list of country professors.

t Appe'ndicate, v. Obs. rare. [f.
as prec. +

-ATE :I

.] To add as an appendix ; to append.
1677 HALK /*. O. M. iv. i. 290 Explications . . which . . draw-

in question the Truth itself to which they are appendicated.
t Appe iiciica'tiou. Obs. rare. [n. of action

f. prec.: see -TION,] Addition by way of appendix.
1677 HALE Print. Orig. Man. 74 Some great and consider-

able parts . . appendications unto the Mundus aspectabiIis.
a 1677 Kt'lig. i. 9 Superadditions and Appendications to

Christian Religion.

t Appe'ndice, z. Obs. rare.
\i. appendice^.\

see APPKNDIX 4.] a. trans. To add as an ap-

pendix, b. /'////. To form an appendix. Hence
appeiidicing ///. a., appendant.
1661 MORGAN Sph. Gent. in. iii. 28 A double chain of gold

. . the appeiidicing Jewel being within an oval a Lilly. 1702
C. MATHER Magn. Chr. in. Introd. 4, I have appendiced
the life of a famous Thomas.

Appendi'cious, -itious, a. rare,
[f. med.L.

appendicitis, -I'tins.] Of the nature of an appendix.
1656 UI.OUNT Glossogr., Appenditious.

Appendicle iape'ndik'1). fad. (perh. through
Fr.) L. appendii'itla t

dim. of APPENDIX.] A small

appendix or appendage.
i6n COK;R., Appcndicule, An appendicle or little appendix.

1677 GALE Crt. Centiles iv. ii. v, An appendicule or littlo

appendix of a thing. 1853 M AVNE JC.i-p. /,c.r., Apptndicuia,
A little appendage; an appendicle.

Appendicular (tepe^idi-kizflii), a. [f.
L. ap-

pendicula (see prec.) + -AK
; cf. Fr. appendicnlaire^\

Belonging to, or of the nature of, an appendicle.
1651 WKLDON Crt. A'. Charles 196 A scale appendicular to

an office erected by him. 1857 HENFREY lei. Hot. 42
Leaves and their modifications, forming the lateral or ap-

pendicular organs. 1872 MIVART Anat. 25 The skeleton of
the limbs . . is called the Appendicular skeleton.

Appendicularian(a'pendi:ki/?le-*Tian),a. and
sb. '/.ool. [f. mod.L. Appmdicularia (see prec.) +

-AN.] A. adj. Pertaining to the Appendicularia,
a family of minute ascidian molluscs, with long

tail-appendages. B. sb. A member of this family.
1880 A. WILSON in Gent. Mag. CCXLVI. 43 The appen-

dicularians . . the existing representatives of the stock and

ancestry which gave origin alike to the sea-squirt race and to

the great vertebrate group itself.

Appendiculate (sependi-ki/n (
r
t), a. BioL [f.

L. appendicitla (see above) + -ATE 2
.j Furnished

with small appendages ; forming an appendicle.
1835 Penny Cycl, s.v. Botany. Appendicnlate, having some
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APPENDICULATED.
kind of appendages. 1863 BKRKF.I.F.Y Brit. Mosses Gloss.

311 Appendiculate, fringed with little fragmentary bodies.

1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 138 External appendiculale
organs such as locomotor setas or gills.

Appendi'Culated, ///- a. rare. = prec.
1752 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim. 19 (Jou.) With a subulated

tail appendiculated to each side. 1774 HUNTF.R in /'////.

Trans. LXIV. 317 The pancreas . . of the Gillaroo trout . .

is appendiculated.

Appe*nding, ///. a.
[f. APPEND z/.i + -iNG2.]

= APPENDAN'T.
1527 ANDREW Brnnsnvykts Dhtyll. Waters A.], The ap-

pendyng gowtes of laxatyfe medycynes. 1624 HKYWOOU
Gnnaik. in. 137 The casualties appending on so harsh a

journey. 1662 FULLER Worthies ^ 18401 III. 461 Appending
to this cathedral is the Chapter-house. 1774 JOHNSON
Joum. W. 1st. Wks. 1787 X. 333 The parchment . . is, with
the seal appending, fastened to a ribband,

Appendix (ape'ndiks), sb. PI. -ices (-is/Y) and
-ixes. [a. L. appendix, f. appendfre : see APPEND.
A sing, appendicc after Fr. appears in i ^tli o.] '1 hat

which is attached as if by being hung on; = AP-

PENDAGE, but now of more restricted use.

1. Of things material : A subsidiary external ad-

junct, addition, or accompaniment ;
an additional

possession, a dependency. Obs. in gen. sense exc.

by transference from 2.

1592 GREENE Upstart Courtier in Harl. Misc. (Malh.l II.

230 If it be his pleasure to haue his appendices primde, or
his mouchachesfostred. 1645 Hov\ I.LI. Lett. i. 26 Normandy,
once an Appendix of the Crown ofEngland. 1665 J. SI-EXCKU

Prophecies 125 The Ark, the Shechinah, the heavenly tire,

and the rest, were ceremonial appendices. 1710 SHAFTKSH.
Charact. vi, v. (1737) IH.3/9 Figures of Men ,. accidentally
introduc'd, as Appendices, or Ornaments. 1880 tr. Wtirt::

Atom. The. 150 The bodies added as appendices have be-
come the heads of their respective families.

t b. transf. of persons ; cf. APPEXDANT 2 b. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. iv. iv. 104 To bid the Priest be
readie to come against you come with your appendix. 1692
E.WALKER Epictetns 11737) xxiii, My Children .. are but
the Appendixes of me.

2. An addition subjoined to a document or book,

having some contributory value in connexion with
the subject-matter of the work, but not essential

to its completeness.
1549 LATIMER 7 Serin, bef. Ediv. VI lArb.) 46 The com-

mentaries, contaynyng the solemnities of their religion wyth
inanye other appendixes. 1638 I'enit. Conf, xii. (1657) 317
Towards the end whereof is an Appendix or Post-script.

1711 F. FuLLi.R Mcd. Gymn. Prcf., As 1 have related in the

Appendix to this Treatise. 1880 At/tt'n;entn 23 Oct. 567
Two important Appendixes. 1881 Academy 18 June 457/2
His numerous appendices.
3. Biol. A small process or prolongation deve-

loped from the surface of any organ.
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 113 The appendixe of the Me-

senterie . . of the nature of a ligament. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE
Card. Cyrus 526 The appendices or beards in the calicular
leaves [of the rose]. 1863 OLIVER Less. Itot. (187 j 142 Viola
odoratti . . two narrow dorsal appendices from the base of
the connective of the two anterior anthers.

t b. The sucker of a plant or tree. Obs.

1664 EVELYN Sylva (1679) 30 Both these sorts [of elms] are
rais'd of Appendices, or Suckers.

f4. Of things immaterial: A subsidiary addition,

accompaniment, or consequence; an accessory. Obs.

1542 lloORUE /V*T'. (1870) 103 The Apendex to all the pre-
misses that foloweth. 1578 TIMME Calvin on Gen. 360 His

promise was an addition, or an appendix of that principal

point.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. n. vi. (1651186 Idleness

is an appendix to nobility. 1662 J. CHASULUR Van Hel-
jnont's Oriatr. 267 Therefore the will of a blessed Soul
should be a burdensome appendice. 1699 BOYER Fr. Dht.

(1759) s.v., Who look upon Idleness as an Appendix of their

Greatness.

Appendix (ape'ndiks), v. rare.
[f. prec. sb.]

To add as an appendix. Hence Appendixed///. a.

1755 MAGENS Insurances I. 456 The appendix'd Piece
marked Letter B. 1772 GROSK East Ind. I. 211 The cata-

logue appendixediiy Air. Eraser to his history of Nadir Shah.

Appennage, obs. form of APANAGE.

t Appe'nse, v- Obs. rare-1
, [a. OFr. a(/>)-

pense-r to append a seal, ad. L. *appensa-re, fre-

quentative of appendif-rt.] To append (a seal).

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 158 We haue caused . . our scale

thereunto to be appensed.

Appense (ape-ns\ a. Bot. rare. [f. \^.appens~usl

pa. pple. s&appcndtre to APPEND.] (See quot.)
1829 LouDON Ettfycl. Plants (1855) 400 Pimenta .. ovules

solitary, appense. Ibid. 1095 Appease, being hung up as a
hat is upon a pin ; an approach to pendulous.

t Appe'nsion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f. L.

append-fre: see prec. and -ION. Cf. Fr. appension^\
The action or process of appending.
1646 J. G[REGORY] Notes <$ Obs. (1650* 56 And then hang'd

the Earth upon the same Nothing. But of this manner of

appension somewhat more is to be said. 1677 J- WEBSTER
Witchcr. xiii. 267 The curing of diseases by . . amulets, ap-
pensions and transplantions.

t Appe'litice. Obs. rare 1
, [a. Fr. appcntis,

OF. apentiSj nom. of apentif^ f. apcndre, 3 sing.

apent (see APPEND v^\ by form-assoc. w. adjs.

in -tis
t -tif'. L. -tmus, -tivum : cf. APPRENTICE.

Hence aphetic PENTICE, corrupted to PENTHOUSE.]
A lean-to building, a penthouse.
1616 SURFL. & MARKM. Countr. Farm 18 Ouer against the

porch of the Barne, you shall make a place of a competent
height, in manner ofan Appcnticc, to set your Ploughes, etc.
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t Appercei"vant,///.a. Obs. rare-*. [a.OFr.
apercevant, pr. pple. of aperccvcir : see next.] Dis-

covering, cognizant.
1-1450 Mt-rlin iv. 73 Ye be sone aperceyvaunte of hym.
t Appercei've, v- Obs. Forms: 4-5 apar-,

aper-, 5 appar-, apper-, -ceive, -ceyve, -ceve,

-seive, 56 apperceyve, 6-ceave, -save, 7 appar -

ceive. [a. OFr. aperceveir^ aparcevoir (tonic form

aptrceive), cogn.W. Sp. apercebir, Pg. aperceber:
late L. or early Rom. *appcrcipere for *appcrcipcre,
f ap-, ad- to * percipere to PERCEIVE. For change
to app- see Ai'-/>v/^l] To perceive, observe, re-

cognize, notice, remark : a. with simple obj.
(-1300 / 'o.r $ H't>//2i3 Ich the aperseiuede? c 1391 CHAUCER

Astro/, li. 30. 44'riiannc shaltouapereeyve welthe Moevyng
ofaplanete. < 1450 LONKLICH Grail x.\.\viii. 309 Non man
hyni aparceyven myhte. 1494 FABYAN i. ii. 9 The which
Temple, u lien ISrute iiad apperceyued, anone'he yode into
it. 1549 CHAI.UNKK Erasin. Marise Lnc. Sivb, Some de-
voute persones . . did, without aperceivyng the difference,
drinke lainpe oyle in steede of wyne. 1614 W. BKOVVNK
Ski'ph. Pipe i. 25 When apparceived had she this, she cry'd.
b. with of, suborJ. cl. t or absol.

c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1433 '1'he burgeis aparseiued of his

wiue Fele nightes waggon him fram. 1491 CAXTUN I'itus

Pair. (W. de \V.) i. viii. 13 a/2 The holy man aperceyuycl
that the bestes were almost deed. 1588 A. KING C'anisins*

Catt'cfi. H \'j, As 3ow may appt-rsave be yi.s calculation.

t Appercei'ving, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. prec. 4-

-i\<;
i.J The action of perceiving or noticing.

-1386 CIIAUCKK Sqrs. T. 278 Kfor drede of lalou^e mennes
aperceyuynges. ClifnRtMl, K ost' 6320 So sligh is the aper-
ceyvyng That al to late cometh knowyng.

Apperception (aepaise'pjsn). Metaph. [ail.

F. aperception i^mod.L. apperception-cm, Leibnitz),
f. apenevoir: see APPERCKIVE and -TION.]
1. The mind's perception of itself as a conscious

agent ; self-consciousness.

1753 CHAMBERS CycL -V;///., Adperccption in the Leib-
nit/ian style, denotes the act whereby the mind become-*

conscious to itself of a perception. 1763 KI-.IIJ Inquiry n.

xv. (17851 220 By apperception he understands that degree
of perception, which retlects, as it were, upon itself: by
which we are conscious of our own existence, and conscious
of our own perceptions. 1877 CAIKU Philos. Kant v. 79 The
monad that has consciousness of Itself. . that lias not only
perception, but apperception.
2. Menial perception, recognition.
1839 HAILKY Festiis xix. (18481 217 Meet apperception of

the sum of things. 1857 MAURICE Mor. <y Met. Phil. IV. viii.

65 The recognition or apperception of these truths by men.

t Appe'ril. Obs. rare. [f.
PERIL sb. See A-

pref. II.] Peril, risk.

1607 SHAKS. Timon i. ii. 32 Let me stay at thine apperill,
Timon. 1632 B. JONSON Magn. Lady v. x, Faith, 1 will

bail him, at mine own apperil.

Appertain (xpait^-n), v. Forms : 4-5 aper-

tene, -teyn, 5 appertene, -artene, -urteyn(e, 5-6
appertain, -teyn^e, -teigne, 6 adpertene, ap-

parteyne, -ertayne, 6-7 -taine, 7 -tane, -taigne,

apertain, 7- appertain. [a. OFr. aparten-ir,

apertcn-ir : late L. adpertine-re, f. ad- to, com-

pletely +pertinere to belong to, f. per through +

tcncre to hold. For change to app- see AP- //r/'
1
]

1. intr. To belong as parts to the whole, or as

members to a family or class, and hence, to the

head of the family ;
to be related, akin to.

c 1450 Merlin xxi. 373 These other tweyne . . aperteyne to

the fcynge loot . . and be Erles sones. 1578 I.YTK Dodocin
vi. xlvii. 719 Of plumnies . . some apparteyne to the garden,
and some are of a wilde kirjde. 1611 I'IULK Numb. xvi. 32
All the men that appertained vnto Korah. 1794 SULLIVAN
View Nat. I. 454 Disunited particles, which appear to have

originally appertained to stones or rocks. 1843 Miu, Logic
Introd.u868) 7 To this science appertain the great and much
debated questions.
2. To belong as a possession to,

1416 LASGLEV in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 18 I. 51 Withinne

you re Churche . . ther shulde be certein thyng that to yowe
apperteneth. 1564 Witts <y /?'. N. Count. (1835)219 Dubb-
letts and all other raymerits apperteynyng vnto me. 1667
E. CHAMBKRLAYNE.SV. Gt. Brit. n. i. ii.d743)294 The Abbey
of Deer .. appertained to the Cistercian monks. 1790 i

Dallas' Awer, Laiu Rep. 71 Whether all property found in

the city . . should appertain to the United States. 1809
TOM LI NS Law Diet, , Appurtenances . . things both corporeal
and incorporeal appertaining to another thing.

3. To belong as a right or privilege to.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg, 155/4 This place apperteyneth to

no man but to preestes. 1598 BARKET Tlteor. Warns n. i.

16 The punishment . . appertaineth to the Campe-maister.
1651 HOBBES Lrt'iatJi. iv. xliv. 350 Shall not all Judicature

appertain to Christ? 1793 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1850) IV. 34
The right of raising troops . . appertaining exclusively to the

nation itself. 1883 Law Times 20 Oct. 410/1 Until the

present reign probate jurisdiction appertained solely to the

Ecclesiastical Courts.

4. To belong naturally or by inherent fitness; to

be suited, proper, appropriate to.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. ^976 To fastyng appurteynen [r.r,

erlenen, -arteyneth, -artenen, partenyth]
foure thmges.

c 1470 Hors, S/tc^e, $ Ghoos (1822) 5 Hardynesse . . apper-

teyneth to euery manly knyght. 1535 STEWART Crox.Scotl.

II. 18 How he fure adpertenis nocht to me To tell. 1599
SHAKS. Much Ado iv. i. 210 Do all rites, That appertame
vnto a buriall. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess, Waters II. 13 That ap-

pellation seems more properly to appertain to the phlogiston.

1813 Miss AUSTEN Pride fy Prej. x. 43 The degree of im-

portance which is to appertain to this request.

APPETENCY.
5. To belong as an attribute, function, or affecting

circumstance
;
to pertain, relate.

1391 CHAUCKR Astrol, Prol. i A certein nombre of con-
clusiotis apertenyng to the same instrument. 1601 SHAKS.
Jnl. C. n. i. 282, I should know no Secrets Thai appertaine
to you. 1850 DAUBKNY Atom. The. vi. 168 The crystalline
form of a body is not always determined by any unalterable

property appertaining to its component atoms.

f 5. inipcrs. (chiefly in senses .t and 4.) Obs.

138601 AUCER.fl/f //'/>. p 15 1 1 apperteyneth [z/.r. aperteneth,
-tyneth, -teigneb, perteyneth] not to a wys man, to make
such sorwe. 1477 EARL RIVERS tCaxton) /)/*,$ 19 It appar-
teigneth to euery man . . to seke science. 1605 BACON Adv.
Learn, n. 23 Further than appertaineth to the degree of a
creature. 1623 LISLE Test.Antiq. Pref., Unto whom it did
first appertaine to exact of Priests . . this profession.

fb. absoL As appertains : as is proper or due. Obs.

1524 WOLSEY State Pa^'rsd^d) IV. 89 To see theym con-

dnyted in saufetye . . as .shall appertain. 161 1 Hiu i i Esdr.
i. 12 They rosted the Passeoner witli fire, as apptrtaineth.

j" 6. trans, (by omission of to.} To belong to, be-

come, befit. Oks. rare.

i42oO:cLKVEZ>^ Reg. Princ. 4&'$ II appertenethe a kyng
for to be A kyng in verray sothe. 1491 CAXTON / 'itas Pair.
(W. de W.) i. clxiv. 1733/2 It aperteynyth thy dygnytee,
for to doo that this poore synfnll woman askith. 1598 SYL-
VESTER DH Bartas 622 The Soule . . longing to behold the

place that appertains her, Doth loath the bodie. 1601 DOL-
MAN />. Acad. (1618) 657 Have attributed that to their nation
which properly appertaineth not them.

t Appertarnance. A variant of APPUR-
TENANCE assimilated to prec. vb.

1525 l,o. BEKNKKS in Froiss. (1812) Pref. 14 The apper-
taynens of your realme. 1824-8 LANDOR Imag. Conv. Wks.
1846 I. xxxviii. 249 The noblest elevations of the human mind
have in appertainance their sands and swamps. 1852 SIR W.
HAMILTON Discuss, 551 A Schoolhouse with appertainance*.

Appertaining, vbl. sb. [f. prec. vb. + -1NG 1
.]

The fact of belonging to
j *j*

concr. pi. Belongings,

appurtenances (obs.}.
a 1597 Lover's Compl. 115 His real habitude gave life and

grace To appertainings and to ornament. [See AI-PERTAIN-

UEHT.]

Appertaining, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 2.]

Pertaining, belonging, proper, appropriate {to}.
c 1386 CHAUCER Chan, Yent. Prol, fy T. 231 Many another

thing, That is to oure craft appertenyng. 1592 SHAKS. Rom.
<y Jitl. in. i. 66 The appertaining rage To such a greeting.

1883 Daily \V?c 21 Sept. 5/4, 108 guns, with the appertain-
ing forces of pioneers and train.

t Appertarnment. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
as prec.

+ -MI:\T.] That which belongs to ; appurtenance.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. n. iii. 87 We lay by Our appertain-

ments [~'.r. appertainings], visiting of him.

Appertinance, -ence, obs. ff. APPUETENANCE.

t Appe'rtinancy. Obs. rare 1
. [See APPUR-

TENANCE and -ANCY
;
the regular spelling from L.

would be appertinency^\ The quality of being

appertinent. Also = appurtenance.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. Pref., Our sober enquiries

in the doubtfull appertinancies of Arts.

Appertinent .apoutinent), a. [a refashioning
of appurtenant after L. appertincnt-em^ Another
form of APPURTENANT, used especially in the non-

legal sense; Appertaining, properly belonging or

relating.
1386-1819 [See APPURTENANT 2.J

t Appertise, -yse, sb. Obs. [a. OFr. appertise,
-artise ^mo&.apertise}, i.apert open, manifest: see

APEKT 4.] Open display, proof, or evidence of

dexterity, skill, or valour, csp. in arms.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xi. xxii, He was wyse, dyscrete,
and ful of al appertyse. 1485 Paris $ I'. 10 None durst

. . withstonde hys appertyse in armes. 1489 Faytes of
Amies i. ix. 24 Clrete appertyses of armes.

t Appertise, -yse, a. Obs. rare. [a. OFr.

aperti t pi. 'is,
'

skilful,' pa. pple. of apertir to

render 'apert': see APEKT 4, and prec. (Badly

spelt with final-*.)] Skilful, adroit, of ready wit.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour M iij, The most appertyse and

wyse fynd them self. . by suche delynge mocked and blamed.

t Appe'te, '. Obs. [a. Fr. appctc-r (i4th c. in

Littre), ad. L. appettre, f. ap~ = ad- \.o+pet2re to

seek.] To seek after, desire, covet, long for.

1 1385 CHAICER L. G. W. 1582 Matire appetith [r.r. apeti-

tith, appetyteth] forme alwey. ^1530 RHODES Bk. Nurture
in Babees Bk. 105 What sensual! concupiscence appeteth.

1538 HALE Thre Lawes 1018 Ambycyon, whose dyposycyon
Is honour to appete. 1685 SIR G. MACKENZIE Rtlig. Stait:

xiii. 117 Would never appete this separation.

Appetence (arpAt-ns). [a. Fr. appetence desire,

ad. L. appetentia : see next.] The action of seek-

ing for or longing after
; appetite, desire.

1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet, \\.\i\, Whatsoe'er might
. . please the appetence, Here it was poured out in lavish

affluence. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 256 An inward feeling,

a moral sense, or appetence towards the thing apprehended.
1836 W. A. BUTLER in Blackw. Mag. XXXIX. 454 To love,

and in the appetence of love To deem thyself beloved.

Appetency (arpnensi). [ad. ~L. appetentia, n.

of state f. appctcnt-em : see next and -ENCY.]
1. strictly, The state of longing for, desiring,

craving ; appetite, passion. But also used as =
APPETENCE. Const, of, for, after.

1631 SANDERSON 21 Serm. Ad. Aul. i. (1673) 13 God hath

ingrafted in our Nature . . an appetency of praise and glory-

1652 SPARKE Print. Devot. (1663) 502 Vicious concupiscence



APPETENT.
and all brutish appetencies. 1824 D'IsRAELl Cur. Lit. 1 1866)

205 Fanaticism and robbery . . will satiate their appetency
for blood and plunder. 1881 MASSON in Macm. Mag. XLV.
74 An appetency after literary distinction.

2. Instinctive inclination or propensity.
1802 PALEY Xat. Tkeol. ix. (18271 466 That the parts of

animals may have been all formed by what is called ap-

petency, /'. e. endeavour, perpetuated, and imperceptibly

working its effect, through an incalculable series of genera-
tions. 18=6 KIRHY it SPENCE Entomol. (1828) III. xxxii. 348
There is no formative appetency in the animals themselves.

3. Of things inanimate: Natural tendency, affinity.

1627 CF. WATTS Bacon's Ad-!'. Learn. 11640) 147 Whoever
shall . . intentively observe the appetencies of matter. 1831
I'.RKWSTKR Xrwton 1 1855' I. xii. 323 The spherical form of the

planets had been ascribed by Copernicus to the gravity or

natural appetency of their parts. 1846 Knight's Cur. P/iys.

Gcvg. ad nn., The extraordinary appetency for oxygen of

several of these bases.

4. Mctaph. Suggested term including both desire

and volition, as distinguished from cognition and

feeling.

1836 7 SIR W. HAMILTON Mctaph. xi. 11870! I. 186 The
term appetency . . comprehending both desires and volitions.

Appetent (arp/tem), a. [ad. L. appclcnt-ein,

pr. pple. otappftfre: see APFETE and -ENT.]

1. Longing, eagerly desirous. Const, after, of.

<r 1420 l\illad. on Husb. IV. 697 |Oxen] ever appetent metes

to seek. 1646 SIR G. BUCK Rich. Ill, 60 (T.) Thirsty and

appetent after glory and renown. 1861 HOOK Lives A'*ps.

I. iv. 165 Eager to be instructed and appetent of knowledge.

2. Metaph. Connected with desire and volition.

1837 SIR W. HAMILTON Metafii. xii. (1877! II. 415^
The

mental modifications were divided into Gnostic or Cognitive,
and Orcctic or Appetent.

t A'ppetently, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. +

-I.Y-: cf APFETITKI.Y.] Eagerly, with appetite.

'11479 CAXTON Ma.viins in Blades Caxtoti 199 Go to thy
mete appetently.

Appetibility (se:pftibi-llti).
? Obs. [f.

I,, ap-

pctibil-is desirable : see next and -BILITY. Cf. Fr.

appetibilile] The quality of being desirable ;
de-

sirableness, attractiveness.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions of Mind v. iv. 257 Goodnes . . is

the perfection or appetibilitie of every thing reall orapparant.

1656 HOBHES Liberty, etc. 118411 309 To resist both the ap-

petibility of objects, and the unruliness of passions. 1824
BARETTI //. Diet., Appetibilily, qiialita die rende dcside-

Appetible (nrpftibT), a. and sb. [ad. L. ap-

petunl-is desirable, f. appetcrc : see Api'ETE and

-Hi.E.] A. adj.

1 1. Having appetite or affinity; attractive. Obs.

1471. KIPI.KY Coinp. Alcli. in Ashm. (1652) i, Kynd to kynde
hath appetyble inclynacyon,

2. Worthy of being sought after, desirable.

i6zz MABRK Aleinan's Cnzntan D'Alf. n. 307 Such Graces

are Appetible in their owne nature. 1660 STANLEY Hist.

rhilns. 117011259/2 The Appetible Object, which moveth the

Appetite. 1847 Black-.v. Mag. LXI. 589 The appetible fruit.

t B. sb. An object of desire. Obs.

a 1716 SOUTH Serin. IV. v.(R.) Sufficient to draw forth, and
determine the actings of it [the will), unless there interpose
some stronger appetible.

t A-ppetibleness. Obs. [f. prec. + -NESS.]

'Worthiness to be desired.' Bailey 1731 ;
= APPETI-

BILITY.

t Appeti'SSC, -yCC, v. Obs. rare. [a. Fr. appc-
tisscr i^Cotgr.), 1 2th c. apetisier, mod. apetisscr (on

Romanic type *ai/petTliare], f. ii to+/(Y/V small.]

To make small, diminish, lessen.

1474 CAXTON C/icsseqi All worldly thynges ben mortefyed
and appetissed in olde rnen. 1484 Onire ofChy.'. 85 Thus
shalle be . . yre and I npacyence and the other uyces appetyced
and lassed.

Appetite (a-p/toit"', sb. Forms: 4-5 apetyte,

5 -yght, appetit, -yt, appatyt, 5-6 apetite, 6 -ide,

appetyd(e, 4 6 appetyte, 4- appetite. [a.OFr.

apetit, ad. L. appelJtus desire toward, f. appetcre:

seeAppETE.] Const, for; formerly to, of, and inf.

1. lient of the mind toward the attainment of an

object or purpose; desire, inclination, disposition.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xxi. 16 Whidir euere is the appetit, or

Hesier, of thi face. 1494 FARYAN vn. ccxxii. 247 To staunche

y apetyte of his couetyse mynde. 1328 MORK Hcresycs \\.

Wks. 273/1 Suche cruell appetyte . . ascrybe they to the be-

nygne nature of almyghtye God. 1621 BURTON Anal. Mel.

i. ii. in. xi, These Concupiscible and Irascible Appetites . .

twining aljout the heart. 1756 BLRKK / 'iint. Xat. St>e. Wks.
I. 12 This society, founded in natural appetites . . I shall call

natural society, n 1871 GROTE Eth. Fragin. v. (1876) 129

Obeying without reflection the appetite of the moment.

b. with the object of desire expressed.
( 1400 Destr. Troy xxn. 9104 Achilles hade appetite . . The

Citie for to se. 1349 LATIMKR 7 Scrm. tcf. Edv. l~l (Arb.)

103 She dyd it not for appetite of vengeaunce. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. H'ortd II. iv. vi. 5. 239 Ptolomie had a great appetite
. . to the Isle of Cyprus. 1775 SHKRIDAN Rivals v. i, With
such an appetite for consolation. 1875 HAMILTON Intell.

Life ii. i. 48 Gratification of an appetite for melody or colour.

2. vaguely, Inclination, preference, liking, fancy.

To or after one's appetite: just as one pleases, so

as to suit one's tastes, arch.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xix. 71 That I myghte vse my lif to

niyn appetyte and . . be at my fre wyll. 1316 SKIU.TON

Mafiiyf. 1437 Syr, ye shall follow mine appetyte and intent.

1534 I.'n. BKRNKRS Cold. Bk. M. Anrel. 115461 Z ij, 'Phis

oratour spake after the appetite of them that bee in pros-

peritie. 1580 LYLY Enpknes 248, I have an appetite it were

403

best for me to take a nap. 1860 MOTLEY Xctherl. 118681 I.

v. 237 He will make a treaty according to the appetite and

pleasure of his Highness.
3. esp. The determinate desire to satisfythe natural

necessities, or fulfil the natural functions, of the

body; one of those instinctive cravings which secure

the preservation of the individual and the race.

1366 MAUXDEV. xix. 157 The folk . . ban but litille appetyt
to mete. 1393 GOWKR Ctmf. II. 102 Which riveth great ap-

petite To slepe. 1:1425 WVXTOUN Crtn. vin. Prol. 3 N aturally
As Woman and Man has appetyte. 1601 HOLLAND l'liny\\.

443 Craitishes . . in wine . . moue appetite to the siege._ 1711
AnnisoN Spcct. No. 120 p 4 The most violent Appetites in

all Creatures arc Lust and Hunger. 1855 B.MN Sens, ff In-

tell. n. iii. i (1864) 255, I am of opinion that Appetite, being
a species or form of Volition, is . . a combination of instinct

and education. 1876 MOZI.EY Univ. Scrm. vii. 147 We have
those appetites so long as we remain in the flesh.

4. spec. Craving for food, hunger.
13031-;. BRL-NNF. //<//. Synnciiis Sum of hem [chyldrynl

wcx ful tyte, parfore ys more here appetyte. I375BARBOUR
Jtrncc ill. 541 Thai eyt 1 1 with full gml will, That soucht nane
othir salss thar-till Dot appetyt. 1444 I'ol. 1'oems II. 220

Whoo that is hungry, and hath no thyng but boonys To
staunche hisapetyghl. 1509 FISHKR ll'ks. 294 She restrayned
her appctylc tyl one mele and tyl one Fysshe on the day.

1605 SIHKS. ,I/W>. in. iv. 38 Now good digestion waite on

Appetite, And health on both. .71652 BKOME Demoiselle

Prol., "Pis appetite makes dishes, 'tis not cooks. 1857 F.roKLK

Civilis. xi. 629 Men must have appetite before they will cat.

b. trails/, orfig.
1605 KVON Adv. Learn, i. viii. 5 2 Learning doth minister

to all the diseases of the mi ml . . sometimes helping digestion,

sometimes increasing appetite. 1825 />'"''. Jonathan 111.

286 The truth was too insipid for. .your pampered appetite.

5. Capacity for food, feeling as regards food ;

relish.

< 1398 OlAfn-R t'i'rtiine 55 Wikkc appetyt comlh ay before

ykcnesse. i542l',ooKOK Hyt'lary i\. 1 1870! 252 Althoughe
he haue cate ynonghc, whan he seth better meate come
before hym, agaynst his appetyde he wyll eate. 1711 ADOI-

SON .S'/(V/. No. 7 F2, I have seen a Man in Love . . lose his

appetite. 1830 HOR. SMIIII '/'/'/ 7Vw//. 30 Appetite a relish

bestowed upon the poorer classes, that they may like what

theyeat, while it is seldom enjoyed by the rich, because they

may cat what they like.

t 6 Of things : Natural tendency towards. Ol'S.

1626 D\(:ON Syk'a 293 In all Bodies, there is an Appe-
tite of Union.

"

1667 BOYLE Oris;. l-'onns \ Qnal., Matter

hath no appetite to these Accidents more then to any
others.

7. The object of desire or longing, arch.

.1386 CHAUCER Kills. T. 823 Honlyng . . is his joye and
his appetyl. ('1500 rnrtenay 2896 Ha ! Melusinc, myhertes
Appetite. 1642 ROGKRS Naatnan. To Reader

jj

2 Adam was
so created, that God was his appetite. 1798 WORDSW. Lines

Tinterii .//'/>. Si The mountain, and the deep and gloomy
wood . . were then to me An appetite.

1 8. -Something used to create an appetite ;
a

whet, a relish. ;8o in Fr ) Obs.

1693 LM.I.YN De la Quint. Cmiifl. Card. II. 191 F.nglish

Civrs
| Chives], otherwise called Appetites. 1725 BRADLEY

l-'ain. Diet. s.v. Herring, Red Herrings . . salted and dried

. . they cry in the Streets of Paris by the Name of Appetite.

t A'ppetite, v. Obs. [f prec. sb. Cf. to stomach ]

1. To have an appetite for
;
to desire greatly, long

for, seek after.

* 1385 CHAUCF.R /.. (7. II'. 1582 As matier apetiteth forme

ahvey [T
P

. r. appetith ; see Arl'i.Tl:]. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. I.

v. i- Thisc philosophies apctyted not these grete mangerics.

1502 Ord. Cryst. Men iW. deW.li. vii. 11506153 It bchoueth

y a creature resonable lone god and hym appetyte soueraynly.

1652 CiT.i'KiTi.R Eng. rliys. led. Parkins 1809! 220 Such
whose stomachs are so weak they cannot . . appetite it.

b. with inf. phr.
i484C.\xTONC>r;W2 She appetyteth and desireth to bane

that thyng whyche she hath not. 1531 Li.vor Governor 70

(T.) Appetiting by generation to bring forth his semblable.

2. To fulfil the desires of, satisfy.

1509 FISHKR /rx-s.u876)25i Persons inordynatelydesyrous
for to haue worldly pleasures . . shall neuer be . . appetyted.

Appetited (se-ptoited), ///. a.
[f.
kxvsm&sb.

+ -ED-.] Having an appetite. (Chiefly in comb. )

1829 HISS!-: Jrnl. Xat. 237 The hedge blackberry .. for

humbler-appetited natives. 1880 BLACKMORE .!/. Anerley I.

xvi. :-s6 Seven fine-appetited children,

t A'ppetitely, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

as prec.

+ -I.Y-. See also APIT.TEXTI.Y.] With an appetite.
a 1500 ,l/n.r/ in iJatms Bk. 359 Goo to thy mete ape-

titely, sit lliL-rat discretely.

Appetition (icp/ti-J^n). [ad L.appct7tidn-cm,n.
of action f. appetit- : see APPETITE sb and -TION.]

The direction of desire towards an object orpurpose ;

longing for, craving, seeking after.

1603 HOLLAND rintarc/i 917 iR.> Action requireth two

things . . the apprehension or imagination of that which is

convenient . . and the instinct or appetition driving unto the

same. 1660 STANLEY Hist. /'////<. 11701' I77/1 Philosophy

being the appetition of Divine Knowledge. ^1775
HARRIS

rhilos. Arrangetn. 118411375 The cause of motion is appeti-

tion ; of appetition, is privation. 1871 CALDERWOOIJ Kant's

Ethics in. led. 3) 161 Appetition, when its inward ground of

determination . . depends upon the reason of the subject him-

self, is called H'ill.

t Appeti'tious, a. Obs. [f. prec. ; cf. ambition,

ambitious] ]iclonging to, of the nature of, or

suited to, appetite.
1653 G.unr.N Hierasp. 203 Filthy falsehoods .. tempered
with some mixtures of Scripture Texts . . to make them

more appetitious. 1668 H. MORE DK: Dial. Hi. xii. II. 396

An appetitious liking of Man's flesh.

Appetitive (re-p/tsitiv, ape-titiv), a. [a. h r

APPLAUD.

appctitif, -i'M, ad. L. *appctitTvtis, (. appetit- : see

APPETITE sb. and -IVE.]

1. Characterized by appetite or desire.

1577 tr. Bitllinger's Decades {i$<)-z\ 756 Since man, and also

other liuing creatures haue an appetititie or desiring soule.

1722 WOLLASTON Rclig. .\'at. ix. 173 He has not only a supe-

rior faculty of reason, but also an inferior appetitive faculty.

1878 GLADSTONE J'rim. Homer 83 The appetitive part of

humanity . . adheres to the Olympian gods.

2. Giving an appetite; appetizing, attractive, rare.

1864 Reader 16 Jan. 75/2 These [family bills of fare] . . are

not at all times sufficiently appetitive to the eye.

t Appeti'tual, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
L. appctitu-s

APPETITE + -AL.I
; cf. spiritual.'] Of the nature of,

or belonging to, appetite.
1616 R. C. 'I'iines II '/iis. i. 404 That's only good whose

visibility And appetitnal sensibility Lies open to their scnce.

Appetize (arp/taiz), v. rare". [{.Yl.appt'iiss-

aiit U4th c. in Littrcl, appetiss-e (Cotgr.), formally

pples. of *appetissier as \{:\,.*appctltiare; in

Kng. assimilated to vbs. in -m:. ]n Fr. only the

pples. are found ;
and in F.nglish the simple vb. is

perhaps only colloquial.] To give (a person) ap-

petite, to cause relish for food.

A'ppetized, ///. a. [ prec. + -ED.] Furnished

with an appetite, made hungry.
1820 SCOT r M^i/'ist. Introd. F.p., Supper, for wlmh I ff'1

ralher more appcti/i-d than usual. 1823 St. AV'/<i//'.v xvii,

A rpnlrnt and w<-ll-npprti/cd elderly gentleman.

Appetizement (se-p/taizment). rare. [f.
as

prrc.
+ -MiiNT.] Craving for food, hunger.

i8z6 Sron // -<M(/.V/. (i8-'9l ?3 The appetcc/emcnt has been

t ')in ing on for three days or four, and the meat has been scarce.

Appetizer (je-p/taizsi). [f.
as prec. + -EK'.]

Any tiling taken to create appetite or relish fur fooJ
;

a whi-t or stimulant to appetite.
1862 in 1). M.ndonaM Jirit. I olxn:l\ -"8 The tiny rup full

of a species of Chinese liquor, by way of an appetiser. 1877
\\'.M.l AIT.A' insiii x. i;,o Pickled mushrooms .. as an appc-
ti/er before dinner.

A'ppetizing, ffl. a.
[f.

as prec. + -TNI ; -.] 1

citing a desire or lunging, esp. for food
; stimulating

or whetting the appetite.
1653 URQUHART A'.iMiiis n. xxxi. Which he ate up all, be

found them so appi-ti/ing. 1733 CiihVNi- l-'.ng. Malady \\.

v. 3 i'i; 141 158 A Course of inno< cut, tho' neither palatable

nor appcti/ing Mcdii incs. 1856 Li \ in Martins Ov>' .!/. 264

A very appetising lunc hi-on. 1865 KeaJer<) Sept. 283/1 The
title is appetising ; the hook lias . . ontuanl promise.

Appeti'zingly, adv.
[f. prec. -t- -LY *.]

In an

appetising manner; so as to excite appetite.
1882 Miss BiumXE iii Girts Own I'aper Mar. 294/2 It is

not always cooked appelisingly.

t Appi'nged, ///. a. 0!>s.-"
[[.],. appiitg-fre

to paint upon ((. fii/^.'-'ir), also, to join to J. /-
,<y/v) + -EH.]

'

Joined or added to; also painted.'

Blount (/'/<!.r.:,
T
/-. 1656.

Applaud iapl./d), v. [ad. I,. applaud-"rc, (. ap-,

= ad- to Jfplaitd-h-c to cla]i, esp. the hands. Cl. 1- r.

applaudir, earlier apIanJir (141)1 c. in Lilt.), app.
not the immed. source of the Kng., though the early

Se. instance, in sense zb, may be an adoption from

Fr., in which aplandir a was an early const.]

1. iuli: (and ])hr. applaud if, obs.) To clap the

hands in expression of approbation ; lifiicc, to

express approval in any loud or lively manner.

1598 FI.ORIO, Applaudcrc . . to applande or clap hands for

ioy. 1602 SIIAKS. Ham. iv. v. 107 Caps, hands, and tongues,

applaud it to the clouds. 1605 [sec 3]. 1774 GOI.DSM. Rctal.

114 Ifdunces applauded, he paid them in kind. 1859'! I.NNY-

SON Knid 1806 There he kept the justice of the King So

vigorously yet mildly, that all hearts Applauded. 1883 H.

IRVING in llaily News 31 Oct. 5/6, I was surprised to hear

the audience applaud loudly.

(2. To applaud to: a. To give approbation to.

1595 SPENSER Kfitlial. 144 The people standing all about

. . doe thereto applaud. 1685 tr. Gracians Ci'urt. Manual
lot Men applaud to themselves in those [qualities] they have,

how vulgar and ordinary soever they be.

f b. To express agreement with, assent to a thing

as worthy of praise. (The earliest sense found.) Ol>s.

1536 BELLENDI-.NE Cran. Seal/. I. ii Of thir Pichtis writis

mony auld and recent authoris, to whom applaudis Cornelius

Tacitus. 1633 PERSON / 'arietirs i. x. 40 Unto that.. Horace

applaudeth, while he saith/i>''C creantnrforti/nis.

3. trans. To express approval of, in any audible

manner.

1596 SIIAKS. i Hen. IT, l. iii. 302 Till fields, and blowes,

and groues applaud our sport. 1605 Macb. v. iii. 54, I

would applaud thee to the very Kccho, That should applaud

again. 1769 ROBERTSON Clias. /", III. vill. 121 With one

voice all applauded, or feigned to applaud the undertaking.

1883 Daily Tel. 15 May 2/7 (Cricket) Peate was applauded
on joining Wild.

4. To express approval of in any way ; to approve

of, praise.
1591 SIIAKS. Tim Gent. i. iii. 48 O that our Fathers would

applaud our loues. 1651 HOBBKS l-n-iath. n. xxv 135 Those

that have applauded the contrary opinion. 1769 BURKE
Pres. State .\at. Wks. II.is Having highly applauded their

conduct. 1801 MAR. EDCEWORTH Moral T. <ifli6i
Jv"*-

*

applaud him for standing forward in defence of his friend.

b. refl.

1631 PKKSTON Breas/fl. Lm'c 186 Men are ready to applaud
themselves in their knowledge. 1711 ADDISON Sfcct. No.

256 F 2 They . . applaud themselves for the Singularity of

51-2



APPLAUD. 404 APPLE.

appawt or s roug painencs.

t Applail'dity. Obs. rare-
PLAUD

;
see phutdity^\ Apj)laus

their Judgment. 1805 FOSTER Kss. iv. vi. 207 The heart

applauds itself for feeling an irresistible captivation.

t Applau'd, sb. Obs. [f. prec.vb.] Applauding;
applause, plaudit.
1598 FLORIO, Applanso, applaude, applause. 1607 ROW-

LANDS Famous Hist. 3 To which all men yield a general
applaud. 1636 T. SANKORU in Ann. Dubrensia 11877* 5 Why
strive I to amplifie your pride With these Applauds?

Applauded (aplrj-ded), ///. a.
[f. prec. vb. +

-ED.] Greeted with applause, loudly approved.
1628 KARLE Microcosm. Iviii, One that justifies . . [no]

opinion out of the applauded way. 1647 SIR G. BUCK in

Beautn. $ /'Ts. H'ks. Pref., Shakespeare, Chapman, and

applauded Ben. 1777 HUME Ess. <V Treat. 1. 112 That..

eloquence . . of which they [the ancients] have left us such

applauded models.

Applauder (apl^d^. [f.
as prec. + EK*.] One

who applauds, approves, or loudly commends.
|6 WOODALL Stit-g-. Mate Wks. 1653 Pref. 12 Their words

seeming as Oracles to their own applauders. 1775 DK LOLME
Eng. Const. \\. xvil. (1784) 284 Surrounded by thousands of

applauders and partisans. 1837 CARI.YLE />. Re's. \\. v. v.

309 Paragraph-writers, Placard-Journalists; 280 applauders
at 3 shillings a day.

Applauding' (&pl*duj), vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. +

-ING
'.]

The loud expression of approval or com-
mendation.

1615 HIERON H'ks. 1.620 Specially inclined to the applaud-
ing of him^elfe. 1865 HEAVYSKGK Jcphthafis Dau. 8 Con-

quering Jephthah, filled With honour and applauding 4;.

Applau'ding, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING-.]

Loudly expressing approval or commendation.
1607 SHAKS. Timon v. i. 200 These words . , enter in our

eares, like great Triumphers In their applauding gates.

1704 J. TRACT Ahra-Mule\, i. 300 Throng'd with Multitudes
Of the applauding soldiers. 1855 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. IV.

17 Amidst the applauding hums of the audience.

Applau-dingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY *.] With

applause or loud commendation.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 76 Vcrj' chearfully and ap-

plaudingly gave her his Consent. 1839 LADY LYTTON CAtfT'f/fy

II. iii. 82 ' She's right,' said Datchet applaudingly.

t Applau'dit. Obs. rarc-^.
[f.

APPLAUD v. after

plaudit. 1
A loud expression of approval or com-

mendation.
1606 J. RAYNOLDS Dolarnys Prim. (1880^ 56 Aiax had an

applawdit for his rough plainencs.
rare- 1

, [irreg. f. Al'-

usc.

1613 CoCKERAM E*>%- Diet, n, Clappittg of hands for ioy,

A])plause, Applaudity. l67 R. ]IKKN\KI> Isle of Man 196

They, .make them preach at home very idly, .though abroad,
either for their hire, or applaudity more diligently.

Applause (aplyv,\ sb. [ad. L. applaus-its,
vbl. sb. f. applaitd-cre : see APPLAUD v. Cf. It. ap-

planso, and Sp. aplauzo."}
1. Approbation loudly expressed ;

acclamation.

[1553 87 FOXE A. fy >!/. III. 828 They should depart

speaking last, cum af>plausu /?>///, with the rejoycing
triumph of the people.) 1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. I', in. ii. 144

Hearing applause and vniuersall shout. 1623 BlNGHAM
XenopJion 81 The Souldiers hearing his words gaue an ap-

plause. 1725 POPE Odys$.\\\\. 404 Loud applauses rend the

vaulted sky. 1879 FROUDK C;esar y\\\. 175 Applause rang
out from a hundred thousand throats.

2. Demonstrative approbation, marked approval
or commendation.
1601 CoRNw'Ai.LVES E$s^. xii, Nothing goeth with full ap-

plause, that holdes not his perfection to the end. 1714 .Y/VcA
No. 610 F 5 We should not he led away by the Censures and

Applauses of Men. 1781 GIHBON Heel, fy /'. III. 17 The
preacher understood trie true value of popular applause.

1804 WELLINGTON in (lurw. Desfi. III. 133 He has always
conducted himself in such a manner as to gain my applause.

f3. Agreement or assent formally or publicly

expressed. Cf. APPLAUDS. 2b. Obs. rare.

1612 BBINSLSY Lud. Lit. x. {.1627} 153 The Latine of Tully

being the purest, by the general applause of all the Learned.

f 4. The object of applause. Cf. aversion. Obs.

1621 B. JONSON in Skaksfi, C. Praise 148 The applause !

delight ! the wonder of our Stage.

t Applau'se, v- Obs. [by-form of APPLAUD, f.

L. applaus- ppl. stem of applaud-ere, as in erase f.

eras-, eradZre, diffuse f. diffus-, diffundcre. Perh.

the pple. Applaused was first formed on L. ap-

plausus, and the vb. educed from it.]
= APPLAUDS.

1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. xlix. (1612) 226 Her sweete

Presence, so applaus'd as in Sea-stormcs a Calnie. 1612 5
Rp. HALL ConUtnp. xix. (1628* 1286 That applaused consent

of his [Ahab's] rabble of prophets, a 1634 CHAPMAN Alphon-
sns, Plays III. 222 With a general voice applaus'd his death.

Applau'seful,^. IQbs.rare** [f.
APPLAUSE^.

+ -FUL.] Full of applause ; applausive, laudatory.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. tN.) With applawsefull

thankes they doe reJoyce.

Applau-sefully, adv. IQbs. rare-*,
[f. prec.

+ -LY 2.] In a manner full of applause or praise.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) U'ks. n. Aaib, As it isapplawse-

fully written and commended to posterity in the Midsummer
nights dreame.

t ApplaU'Slble, ft- Obs. rare, f f. L. applaus-

ppl. stem ofapplaud-frc (see -BLE) ; prob. ad. med.L.

^applausibilis.} \Vorthyto be applauded; to be

treated with applause.
1551 GARDINER Explic. Cath. Faith i (R.) Coniectures

and argumentes applausible to idle wittes. 1605 Sir T.

Smith's Voy. Russia (N.) His wise-seeming and applausible

raigne. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. Hi. 326 The promo-

tion of Cardinal Sirleto, who was otherwise an applausable
man.

t Applau'sing, ///. a. Obs. [f.
APPLAUSE v. +

-ING^.J
= APPLAUDI xi;/yV. a.

1655 GURNALI. Chr. iii Ann. \ 16691 19/1 This might . . occa-

sion some self-applausing, rather than mercy-admiring
thoughts in the Creature.

t Applau'sion. Ol>s. rare. [a. Fr. applausion

( 6th c. in Litt.), prob. ad. med.L. *applausidn-cm,
n. of action f. L. applaus- : see APPLATSK v. and

-ION.] Applauding, applause.
1576 WOOLTON Chr. Manual (\%$i\ 46 Tickled with the

vain applausion of the ignorant. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.
Poesie i Arb.l 67 A Psalme of new applausions.

Applausive (aplg-siv), a. [f.
L. applaus- ppl.

stem of applaud-Sre + -IVE, as if ad. L. *
applausiv~

usl\ Characterized by applause.
1. Loudly expressive of approbation.
1609 HKVWOOD Bryt. Troy xiv. xl, In the campe with much

applausive ioy, Grim Pyrrhus is received. 1823 SCOTT

Qitcntin D. iv, Laughter, more scornful than applausive.
1843 TENNYSON l

r
-is,Sin 135 Greet her with applausive breath.

2. Expressive of approval ; approbative.
1628 EARI.E Microcosm, xlvi, He can listen to a fooli.sh dis-

course with an applausive attention. 1660 STANLEY Hist,

Philos. (17011 85/1 If he sneezed himself before the enter-

pri/e, it was applausive. 1866 J. ROSE I'irg, VY. <$ (.it'org.

103 Then let them [horses] learn their master's voice to

know, And arch the neck to his applausive blow.

f3. Worthy of applause; agreeable, acceptable.
1605 CH.M'MAN All I'ools n, That same vayne of rayling

became Now most applausive; your best poet is He that

rails grossest. 1607 HEYWOOD H7oi. Kiltie 128 The pleasing
taste of these applausive newes,

ApplaiTSively, adv. [f- prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an

applausive manner; with applause or approbation.
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela 11824) ! I2 Having read it . . to

audiences where the tears were applausively eloquent. 1837
CARI.YLK />. Rev. I. n. i. 43 She in all things will applausive-

ly second him.

Apple t^p'l). Forms: i esppel, sepl, 2-7 ap-

pel, 2-4 eppel e, epple, 3-4 appell, 3-5 appil(e,

4-5 -yl;le, -ulle, 4-6 -ul, 5 apille, -elle, 6 -ill,

aple, 4- apple. PL 3- apples ;
i sep(p)la (the

fruit], sepplas of the eye, 3-4 applen. [common
Teut. : with OK. trppel cf. OFris.rt/yW, OHG. aphul,

aphal, apfal, mod.G. apfel, all masc. ; ON. $pli (for

apli), OSw. '///, (Goth. unkn. \apuls, pi. apulcis,

masc.,or<?///,pl.rt
r

/^/'(7,neut.); cf. Lith.tVWtfr, -;V,Sa-

mogitian abo/is, Lettish ahboh, Q$\,jabFkot
Russ.

jablo-ko, \?Q\.jat'f-fco ;
also Irish abhal, ubhalj Welsh

a/a/. The relation of these to the Teutonic, and
the origin of the word are unknown (see Grimm I.

532-3) ;
nor does it seem certain whether the general

or special meaning is the earlier.]

1. The round firm fleshy fruit of a Rosaceous tree

(ryrus Afahts) found wild, as the Crab-apple, in

Kurope and the Caucasus, and cultivated in innu-

merable varieties all over the two Temperate Zones.

1885 K. /Ku-'RKn Gregory's Past. xv. 04 Da readan apla
\"'.r. appla, I,. pomagranata\ onemang"o;i:ni bellum. < 1175
I.aiith. Horn. 25 He . . l>e<5 al swa is an eppel iheowed. 1297
R. r.i.ouc. 283 Upe pe hexte bowe tueye applen he sey.

1398 TRKVISA Barth, Df P. R vi. v. 1 1495) 192 Chyldren lone

an apple more than golde. ('1449 PKCOCK AV/r. u. iv. 160

This tree . . bringith forth soure Applis. 1533 EI.YOT Cast.

Jlelth ii. vii. 21 Rough tasted appules are noisome where
the stomake is weake. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. l

r
. i. iii. 102 A

goodly apple rotten at the heart. 1712 STI-:KI.K Sfect. No.

509 F 2 Venders of .. apples, plumbs. 1813 SIR H. DAVY
Agrie. Client. 255 Most of our best apples are supposed to

have lieen introduced into Britain by a fruiterer of Henry
the Eighth.
b. Common in proverbial expressions.
1340 Ayenb. 205 A roted eppel amang ^e holen, makcp rotie

be y/oundc. 1532 MORK Confnt. Ttndalc \Vks, 689/1 Let
him take mine yic for an apple, if, etc. 1579 FllLKB //tff&ttf'j

ParI. 241 Your argument is as like, as an apple is like an

pyster. 1596 SHAKS. Tant.S/tr. i. i. 139 Faith (as you say)
there's small cho'ise in rotten apples. lonSAMDKRBONiSVrw.
Wks. 1681 I. 95 Of a wavering and fickle mind; as we say
of children ; won with an apple, and lost with a nut.

c. Short for APPLK-TKEK.
a i66 KACON (T-) Oaks and beeches last longer than apples

and pears.
2. Any fruit, or similar vegetable production ;

especially such as in some respect resemble the

Apple, but, from the earliest period, used with the

greatest latitude.

a 1000 Sa.r. Lecchd. \. 64 Oenim brembel-.eppel. c 1000

>ELFRic Numb. xl. 5 Cucumeres baet sind eorb;eppla. 1398
TREVISA Karth. DC P. K. xvu. cviii. 11495)670 Al manere
apples that ben closyd in an harde skynne, rynde, other

shale, ben callyd Nuces. 1555 R. KDKN Decades N. Wor/dt
v, Venemous apples wherwith they poyson theyr arrowes.

1607 TOPSKLL Four-footed Beasts (1673) 516 The fruit or

Apples of Palm-trees. 1765 TCCKHR /./. Nat. 377 The fly

injects her juices into the oak-leaf, to raise an apple for

hatching her young. 1861 HTI.MK Motjiiin-Tandon\\,\\\.
v. 153 Bedeguars, commonly called

'

Soft apples.' This name
is given to Galls which are covered with numerous close-set

hairs or fibres.

b. Hot. Any fruit of the structure of the Apple ;

*an inferior fleshy many-celled fruit
1

;
a pome.

1729 f. MARTYN Lect. Bot. 20 in Chambers Cycl. Sn/>p.

3. Hence forming part of the name of a large
number of fruits

;
as Apple Punic, obs. name of

the pomegranate; Apple of Sodom, or Dead Sea

Fntitt described by Josephus as of fair appearance
externally, but dissolving, when grasped, into smoke
and ashes

;
a '

traveller's tale' supposed by some to

refer to the fruit of Solatium Sodomeum (allied to

the Tomato
1

), bv others to the Calotropis procera ;

Jig. Any hollow disappointing specious thing.
c 1250 Gen, ff KJC. 1 129 Quane here apples ripe ben, fier-isles

man mai oor-inne sen. 1398 TRKVISA Barth. DC I'. R. xin.

xiii, Ther
[by

the dead sea] growep most feyre applis . . and
when )>ou takest, he fadeb and falle^ in to ashejtand smokeb
as ^01136 he were brennynge. 1601 HOLLAND P/jujf 116341 1.

398 Hereof Cometh the colour of Puniceus u. a light red, or

a bay) taking the name of the apple Punicke, or Pomegranat.
1634 RAINBOW Labour 11635) 6 Those apples of Sodom which

dye betwixt the hand and the mouth. 1703 MAL-NDKELI.

Jonrn. ferns. (17211 85 As for the Apples of Sodom.. I

neither saw nor heard of any. 1869 K'ig. Mcch. 24 Dec. 354/1
Mecca galls, Dead Sea apples, Sodom apples, or mad applet
. . are occasionally imported from Bussarah.

Apple of Adam = ADAM'S APPLE; Apple of
Love = LOVE APPLE.

Ti See also ALLIGATOR A., BALSAM A., CHERRY A.,

CUSTARD A., DEVIL'S A., EGG A., ELEPHANT A.,

JEW'S A., KAXGAROO A., MAD A., MANDRAKE A.,

MAY A., MOXKEY A., OAK A., OTAHEITE A.,

PERSIAN A., PINE A., PHAIRIE A., ROSE A., STAR

A., THORN A.
4. * The fruit of that forbidden tree, whose mortal

taste brought death into the world, and all our woe
'

(Milton).
a 1000 C/KDMON Gen. 637 (Grein> /Eppel unsselga, de.-ih-

beames ofet. c 1230 Ancr. R. 52 Eue biheold o ben uorbo-

dene eppele. a. 1300 Cursor M. 755 Adam brake goddis co-

rnandement of the appil. a 1450 Knt. dc la 7<Jrn868) 59
The delite of the apille slow Eve. 1667 MILTON /'. L. x. 487
Him by fraud I have seduc'd From his Creator . . with an

Apple. 1829 SOUTHEY Allfor Lwcn, The Apple had done
but little for me, If Eve had not done the rest.

5. Apple of discord : the golden apple inscribed

'For the fairest,' fabled to have been thrown by
Eris, the personification of discord, into the assem-

bly of the gods, and contended for by Juno, Mi-

nerva, and Venus
; whence, any subject of disagree-

ment and dissension.

[c 14*0 Dt'slr. Troy vi. 2434 Hit semit me . . J>at Venus the

vertuus was verely be fairest, And I duli . . demyt hir the

nppull.] a 1649 DRI.-MM. 01- HAWTH. Irene Wks. 1711, 173
Who throw the apple of dissension amongst your subjects.
1680 I-lstahlishcd Test 10 The Apple of Contention tetween
the Prince and the People. 1867 FRICEMAN Norm. Cong. I.

iv. 195 This great and wealthy church constantly formed an

apple of discord.

6. Anything resemblingan applcin formorcolour;

any smooth globular body of metal, glass, etc.

Golden Apple : the Orb in the Hritish Regalia.
a 1000 So,/. ^- Sat. 28 Irenum aplum. 1366 MAVNDEV. i. 8
He was wont to holden a round Appelle of Gold in his

Hond. c 1430 IjYiic. /i<*c/tas 11554' 220 b, Ve mot forsake of

gold your apple round, Scepter and swerde. 1559 MORWYNG
Evonynt, 207 To make the apple of the chieck ruddy. 1601

HOLLAND I 1

liny 116341 ' ' 59^ A round bal or hollow apple of

glasse. 1881 A'. J '. A rt Interchange 27 Oct. 03/1 Of double-
faced Canton flannel, finished with fringe and doss apples.

7. Apple of the eye: the pupil or circular

aperture in the centre of the eye through which
the dark retina is seen

;
so called, because it was

supposed to be a globular solid body. Sometimes
extended to the Iris and //<///; or to the Eyeball ;

but apparently only by misunderstanding.
t 885 K. /Et.i RKU Gregorys Past. xi. 68 On <S?t:s siwcni^ean

ca^um beoS Sa replas [v, r. aepplas] hale . . Sio scearpnes bi&

fcewierd 5aes apples [?'. r. apples], n 1300 W. ni: BIRLKSW. in

Wright I'oc. 145 La prnnele, the appcl of the eye. 1483
Cat/i. Angl.. Appylle of ee, /////*. 1586 T. B. La Pri-
maud. J''r. Acad 145 We see our owne eies shine within the

apples of our neighbours eies. 1600 CHAPMAN Iliad xiv.

409 The dart did undergore His eye-lid, by his eye's dear

roots, & out the apple fell. 1601 HOLLAND P/inyy.\. 37 None
have their eyes all of one color, for the bal or apple in the

midst is ordinarily of another color than the white about.

1753 CHAMBERS (.'yd. Snpf>, s.v., He cut asunder the Apple
of the eye in several animals.

b. Used as a symbol of that which is cherished

with the greatest regard.
('885 K. ALFKBD Roeth, xxxix. 10 Hi scilde swa ^eorn-

lice swa swa man deb 5one ?epl on his ea^an. a 1300 E. K.

Psalter xvi. 8 Als appel of eghe yheme bou me. 1535 Co-
VERDALE Zct-'h. \\. 8 Who so toucneth you, shal toucne the

aple of his owne eye. 1816 Scon Old M. xx, Poor Richard
was to me as an eldest son, the apple of my eye.

B. Comb, and Attrib. I. General relations.

1. ohj. with active pple., or objective gen. with n.

of agent or action, as apple-bite, -buyer, -gather-

ing, -paring, -qnartercr, -seller, -stealing.
a 1300 Cursor M. 795 Of bat ilk appel bitt bair suns tethe

ar eggeid yitt. c 1500 Cock Loretls Rote 5 Andrewe of ha-

byngedpn apell-byer. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in.

161 As in the apple-gathering tide. 1879 D. HILL Bryant
39 Hustings and apple-parings had not gone out of fashion.

\W>Promp. Pan'., Appullseller, Pomilins. i$6$Athc>t<rnin
28 Jan. 120/2 The well-known 'apple-stealing' capital in the

south transept of Wells Cathedral.

2. siinilative, as apple-green, -smelling, apple-

fallow, -gray ; passing into synthetic derivatives,

as apple-cheeked, -facea, -leaved, -scented, -shaped.
1848 DICKENS Donthey (C. D. ed.) 9 A plump, rosy-cheeked

. . apple-faced young woman. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Cftctn.



APPLE.
Philos. 426 Oxides of uranium give bright colours to glass
. . brown, apple green, or emerald green. 1880 BROWNING
Pan fy Luna 42 That apple-shaped Head which its hair
binds close into a ball. 1809 PEARSON Phil. Trans. XCIX.
331 The same apple-smelling liquid.

3, attrib. a. simply, as apple-bloom, -blossom,

core, -/lowert -graft, -harvest, -/wan/, -jiffcc, -legcnd\
b. of purpose or use, as apple-cart, -loft, -orchard,

-room, -stall', C. of material (=macle of or with

apples), as apple-dumpling, 'fritters, -ice, -jelly,

-pap, -pasty, -pudding, -sauce, -tart, -toddy.
18*4 Miss MITFORD I'iliagt' Ser. n. (1863) 244 Her Dapple-

blossom complexion. 1721 AMHMRST Tcrrx /'V7.293 A regi-
men of bread and water; or, what is little better, of small
beer and *apple-dumpl!ngs. 1596 CHAPMAN Iliad \\\. 5^9
Fragrant *appleflowers. c 1460 RUSSELL fik. Nnrt, 502 *Ap-
pulle frnture is good hoot, but be cold ye not towche. a 1691
BOYLE (J.I Twenty sorts of *apple-grafts upon the same old

plant. 1861 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. clxxviii. 214
Apples in '""apple-harvest, and potatoes in potato time.

a 1732 GAY H'ks. 1745 I. 107 Now the squeez'd press foams
with our ''"apple hoards. 1879 R. EDWARDS Russ. at Home
I. 197 Frozen apples, like lumps of x

apple-ice. 1727 BRAD-
LEY Faw. Diet. s. v. Apple, Make an ^Apple-Jelly., by ex-

tracting the Juice of the Rind and Cores. 1766 CAVKNDISH
in Phil. Trans. LVI. 177 The air, discharged from "'apple-

juice by fermentation. 1872 BLACK Adi\ Phaeton xxviii.

382 The *apple legend of Tell. 1740 MRS. BKLANY Auto-
biog. (1861 1 II. 1 20 Go see what's doing in the cheese-chamber
and the Dapple-loft. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813*

236 Verygood *apple-orchards, a 1625 FLETCHER J)/. Thomas
in. i, Which will down easily without *applepap. 1880 MRS.
PARR Adam % Eve 281 A couple of Dapple pasties. 1807
HOME in Phil. Trans. XCVII. 143 A child . . who .. ate

so large a quantity of *apple-puddmg that it died. 1824
Miss MITFORD Village (1863) n. 321 Names quite as in-

separable as goose and 'apple-sauce. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn.
Skr. iv. iii. 89 A sleeue . . caru'd like an 'apple Tart. 1809
W. IRVING Knickerb. 11849) 239 Great roysters, much given
to ..

*

apple-toddy.
II. Special combinations.

Apple - aphis, the insect (Lac/irnts lanigems}
which produces apple-blight, a cottony substance
found on apple-trees; apple-berry, an Australian
shrub and its fruit, of genus Billardicra

; apple-
brandy, a spirit distilled from cider

; apple-but-
ter (seeqnot.); apple-cheese, compressed apple-
pomice ; apple-corer, an instrument for cutting
out the core of apples ; apple-crook, a crook for

gathering apples from the trees, alsoy^. ; apple-
drone, -draiie, dial, a wasp ; apple-eating a.,

usedyf^. for 'easily-tempted'; -f- apple-fallow a.,

of the yellowish-red colour of apples, bay ; ap-
ple-fly (see quot) ; f apple-garth, an apple-garden
or orchard ; "f apple-gray a, (OX. apal-gnu"), hav-

ing the streaky colour of an apple; apple-jack,
American name for apple-brandy, in east of Eng-
land for an apple-turnover ; "f* apple-monger, a

dealer in apples, fruiterer ; apple-moss, a genus
of moss with apple-shaped capsules ; apple-moth,
Tortrix pomana ; apple-pear, probably the tank-

ard-pear ; apple-plum, one grafted on an apple
stock

; apple-pomice, the residue of apple-pulp
after expressing the juice ; Apple's queen, Po-
mona

; apple-scoop, an instrument made of bone
or ivory used in eating apples ; apple-shell, -snail,

a family of Gasteropoda, so named from their

shape ; *f apple-water, cider
; apple-wife, -wo-

man, a female who keeps a stall for sale of apples ;

apple-worm, the maggot bred in apples ; apple-
wort, any plant ofthe sub-order Pomaccw

; f apple-
yard (

= apple garth).
Also APPLE-JOHN, -MOSE, -PIE, -SQUIRE, -TREE, q.v.
1815 KIRBY & SPENCE KntouiflL (1843) I. 23 The *apple

aphis. . has done such extensive injury to our orchards. 1809
W. IRVING Knickerb. <i86i) 123 Flushed with victory and
"apple-brandy. 1860 RARTLETT Dict.Amcr.,

*
Apple Butter^

A sauce made of apples stewed down m cider. 1706 J.
PHILIPS Cyder \\. no The *

Apple-Cheese .. will cherish and
improve the Roots Of sickly Plants. 1796 MRS. GLASS K
Cookery v. 71 Some carrot .. cut round with an *apple-
corer. 138* WYCLIF Pref. Epist. vii. 70 The *appel croke
drawing^ tourmentis to synful men. 1620 MELTON Astro I.

53 Foolish, credulous, and 'Appleeating women will believe
them. ft 1000 Beowulf 4336 Feower mearas .. 'a;ppel-
fealuwe. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Si<pp,,

*
Apple Fly . . a

The genuine Virginia stimulant known as "apple-jack," or
apple whisky. 155* HULOET,

"*

Applemonger, romilius.
1864 Intfll. Ofaerv. V. 263 The straight-leaved

*
Apple-moss

grows on Alpine rocks. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny {i634~i I. 437
They began to grade plums vpon apple-tree stocks, and
those brought forth plums named 'Apple-plums. 1664
KVKLYN Pomona Advt. 95 Water, wherein a good Quantity
of 'Apple-pomice hath been boil'd. a 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Wks. 1711 6/2 Fair looketh Ceres with her yel-
low hair ; And :

'apple's-queen, when rose-cheek'd she doth
smile. 1870 NICHOLSON Zool. 11880* 408 Antpullaria cana-
liculata. one of the 'Apple shells. 1606 Cftoite, Chance,
etc. (1881) ii Apple water, otherwise called Sider. 1599
NASHE Lent. Sti&dtytin Pomona, the first Dapple-wife.
1840 GEN. P. THOMI-SON Exert. (1842^. 330 If members of
parliament bad the spirit of ""'apple-women. 1869 Eng.
Meek. 23 July 393/2 The 'apple-worm moth. 1847 IJNHLKY
Vcg. K. led. 2* 559 ""Appleworts are closely allied to Rose-
worts. 1440 Fronif. Pan.'. %

*

Appullycrdc, Pomerium.
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Apple (ap'l\ v. rare.
[f. prec. sh.

;
OE. had

pa. pplc. n'pplcd^\
1. trans, and intr. To form or turn into apples ;

to bear apples, or similar fruit
;
to fruit.

a 1000 Juliana 688 /Kpplede gold. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
(1634) II. 98 Either they floure, or they apple or els be ready
to bring forth fruit. 1796 MARSHALL Hardening (T.) The
cabbage turnep is of two kinds ; one apples above ground.
2. /;//;-. To gather apples.
1799 A. YOUNG Agric. Sitrv. Line., The poor people sup-
ply themselves with very good fuel by gathering the fir-

apples . . asking, as they call it.

1 Applea'se, Qbs. Forms: 5 apleyse, ap-
plesse, 6 -eis, -ese. [either ad. OFr. aplaisir, inf.

(used only subst, ef.plaisir) cogn. w. Sp. aplazcr,
on type of L. *applacerc, f. ap~ = ad- to, completely
+Placere to please ;

or an imitative formation
like APARDON: see A.- pref. n.] To please, con-

tent, satisfy.
(-1450 A'. A'. Misc. 11855) 8 Yf hit do the apleyse. 1536

BELLKNDENE Cron. Scot. (1821) I. Pref. 7 To do the thing
that micht him best applets. 1552 LYNDESAY Papyngo 132
J>ame Ceres .. Full loyfullie lohane Ypponland applesit.

Appled (^p'1'1), /// a- [f. APPLE v. + -KD.]
Formed into or like an apple.
rtiooo Elenc 1260 JJeah he in niedohealle magmas bt'^e

;rplede gold. 1873 BROWNING Red Cotton Nt.-L'ap in. 145
One October morning, at first drop of appled gold.

A'pple-John. Also John-Apple, ['so called

because it is ripe about S. John's Day.' Britten and
I loll.] A kind ofapple said to keep two years, and
to be in perfection when shrivelled and withered.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II'. n. iv. 5 A Dish of Apple-Iobns
(see context). i6z3 MARRE Alcmans Guzman D'Alf. n.

310 Her face (like an old Apple- John'all shrivelled. 1708 ].

PHILLIPS Cj^cri. iN.i John-apple, whose wither'd rind, en-
trench'd Hy many a furrow, aptly represents Dccrepid age.
c 1811 W. IRVING in Warner Life (1882) 77 Poor Jemmyhe
is but a withered little apple-John.

Appleless (EC-p'l,ltV, a. "Without apples.
1830 Miss MITFORD I'illfige iv. (1863) 248 Taking care that

none should go appleless in the midst of his fun.

t Apple-mpse. Obs.
[f.

APPLE sb. + OK. mos

(co^n. w. OKris. mos, OHG, mds, MHOS] pap, pot-
tage: cf. MHO. cpfclnntos^\ A dish made with the

pulp of stewed apples and other ingredients.
11400 F0rmeofCury<j& For to make Appulmos. ^1450

Noble Bk. Cookry (18821 121 To mak an appilhnose, tak

appclles and sethe them and lett them kelle, then fret them
throughe an heryn syff. 1552 HULOET, Apple inoyse.

Apple-pie. [APPLE- 1> 3 c.] A pie made
with apples ; transf. applied to the \Yillow-herb
from the odour of the flowers and young shoots.

1590 GRF.KNK Arcadia (16161 67 Thy breath is like ihe
steamc of apple-pycs. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (18241 '

163, I made shift to get down a bit of apple-pye, and a little

custard. 1861 MRS. LANKESTER Wild El. 52 Willow-herb
. . Applepie Plant.

Apple-pie bed : a bed in which, as a practical

joke, the sheets are so folded that a person cannot

get his legs down. Apple-pie order: complete,

thorough order. [It has been suggested that this

may be a corruption of '

Cap-a-pie order? but no
instance of the latter phrase appears.]
1813 SCOTT in Lockhart Life IV. (1839)131 The children's

garden is in apple-pie order. 1835 MARRYAT Jac. Eaitltf.
viii. 29 Put the craft a little into apple-pie order.

t Apple-Squire. Obs. A harlot's attendant
;

a pimp. Cf. APHON-SQUIUE.
r 1500 Way to Spyttcl lions 832 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 60

Applesquyers, entycers, and rauysshers. 1599 Warn. Eaire
M'mit. n. 1158 Trusty Roger, her base apple-squire, 1738
Pear R oln'n (N.) Whores, pimps, panders, and apple-squires.

Apple-tree. A tree which bears apples.
a noo in Wright VPC. 79/2 Mains, ?epeltre, a 1300 Cursor

Jlf. 1367 Pepins . . quilk a [>e appel trehe nani. 1447 f+yvys
ofScyntys 54 b/2 He that . . hys appyltre Kche day watryth.
(-1525 SKELTON Replyc. 157 Suche apple tre, suche frute.

1805 SOUTHKV Madoc in II'. xiv. Wks. V. 105 The crooked

apple-trees, Grey with their fleecy moss and misseltoe.

tApplrable, a. Obs.
[f.

APPLY v. +-ABLE;
earlier than the current APPLICABLE.]
1. Ready to apply one's self or to hearken (to) ;

docile, compliant, well-disposed. Cf. PLIABLE.

1499 Plumpton Corr. 134, I have advysed him so to doe,
the which he is right glad and aplyable. 1532 MOKI-: Confut.
Tindalc Wks. 698/2 With willing and applyable myndes.
1635 SmuxvLaxfy ofPleas, in. i, She has a very appliable
nature. 1699 TKMPI.E Hist. Eng. 583 Tho' constant to his

Ends, yet appliable to Occasions.

2. Capable of being applied. (See APPLY i-io.)
'' 15SS HARPSFIKLD Divorce Hen. I 'Iff. 11878) 51 This case

is not appliable against our case. 1586WEBBE Eng. Poetrie

11870! 59 Dytties applyable to euery tune that may be sung
or sayd. 1624 SANDERSON Serin. Ad. Mag. ii. (1674) 104
Conceive the words as . . appliable to the Accuser. 1642
HOWEI.L For. Trai'.( Arb.) 16 Like the Shoemakers Last, that

may bee applyable to any foot. 1679 OATHS Serm, St. Mich.
M'ood-St., The purchase of Christ . . should be appliable to
man without any fraud or limitation.

3. Having relation, suitable, pertinent, applicable-
1 5S5 Eardlc ofFacinus n. xi. 239 [Mahomet] extolled him

IChriste] to a more heigth then was appliable to the nature
of man. 17x656 HALES Gold. Rent. ( 16881 29 How this ad-
vice, .was appliable or how it fitted the question . . belongs
not to me to discuss. 1742 BAII.KY, Appliable, that may be
applied, has relation to, or, is conformable to.

t Appli'ableness. Obs.
[f. prec. + -NESS.]

APPLICANT.

The quality of being compliant or docile; readi-

ness, willingness ; pliableness.
1587 FLEMING Contu. Holinshcd III. 402/2 Hir maiestic

might perceiue the appUablenease of those hir people, a 1631
DONNE Select. (1840) 76 The holygentleness and appliable-
ness, implied in that form of man [a minister of Cod].

t Appli'ably, adv. Obs.
[f.

as prec. + -LY 2.]

So as to be applied ; applicably, suitably.
CI53O title) The Dialogues of Creatures moralysed, apply-

ably . . to euery niery and iocund Mater. 1665 R. CARPENTER
Pragw. Jesuit 27/2 An Kcliptick . . bow'd appliably to all

our purposes.

t Applral. Obs. rarc~*.
[f.

APPLY v. + -AL-'.]
The action of applying, application.
1548 GESTE Pr. Masse 98 Theappliall of Chri^tt.s merytes

unto us.

Appliance (aphi-ans). [f.
APPLY t'. + -ANCK.]

fl. Compliance, willing service
;
subservience.

1601 SHAKS. All's \\~ell\\. \. 116, I come to tender it, and
my appliance With all bound humblcnesse. 1603 Mean,for
Af. in. i. 89 Too noble, to conserue alife In base appliances.
2. The action of putting to, administering, using,

putting into practice ; application,
1561 T. NfoRTox] Cak'ins Just., It remaineth that by ap-

plyance all the same [benefits] may come to us. 1608 SHAKS.
Per. m. Si. 86 An Egyptian, had nine hours lien dead, By
good appliance was recovered. 1831 CARI.YM: Stirf. AY.v. n.

iii, The human soul .. could be acted-on through the mus-
cular integument by the appliance of birch-rods. 1851
I.OXGF. GoliL Leg. i. xx, Have yon done this, by the appli-
ance and aid of doctors? 1868 (1. MAI nox.M.n l-'tig: Anti-
J>hon xviii. 264 He becomes either a man of appliance, a
man of science, a mystic, or a poet.
3. A thing applied as means to an end

; apparatus.
J597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II

',
MI. i. 20 With all appliances and

meanes to boote. 1613 Hen. /"///, i. i. 124 Aske ( lod
for Tcmp'rance ;

that's th' appliance onely which your di--

eaie requires. 1861 STANI.I-V l-'nst. Cli. ii. Jntnxl. 60 All
tlic appliances of antiquarian and artistic knowledge. 1876
FA \VCETT /W. AVvv/. n. viii, 231 To avail themselves of im-

proved mechanical appliances.

Appliancy (aplni-ansi). rarc~ l
* [f. as prec. +

-ANCY.J The quality of accommodating one's

self; adaptability, pliancy.
1836 I. TAYLOR 7

l

/J>.v. Th,-. Another Lifc\\^^\ When the
same mind comes to be lodged in a body that has more ap-
pliancy, and a higher finish.

t Applrant, a. Oh. [a. OFr. aflitvif, ]>r. pplc.
of <7///tv: sec Ai'PLY v. and -ANT.] Const, to.

1. Applying or inclining the mind; favourably
inclined, docile, pliant ; diligent.
1413 T.YOGATK Pylgr. Sou-le iv. xxx. (148;^ 78 Theyr wylle

was not aplyaunt to the counceyll of the . . pepk; that rhtry
had to gouernc. 1509 HAWFS Pnsf. /'!<-<is. M. \\.\\ii, If\rn
tliat is ryght well ap]>lyaunt For to bere it. 1549 I.MIMI-K

7 .Serin, i Arb.) 24 Pharao . . applyant unto the InsU-s of bi>

owne Iitjrte. 1658 I.KN\AKD L/ittrnm's ll'isdorit in. x.x.xvi.

3 That the soul may be alwaies . . appHant unto reason.

2. Applicable, pertinent to. rare.

1548 GKSTK Pr. Masse 99 Y l [which] I have spoken . . is . .

appliaunt to the latter portion of the sayde supper.

Applicability U^plikabi-Kti). ff. next : see

-INLITV. C'f. mod.Kr. applicabilite] The quality
of being applicable; capability of being fitly ap-

plied ; pertinence.
1653 H. MOKK Conject. Ciibbal. (1713) no There is a con-

tinued suitableness and applicability to the Text of Moses
all along. 1818 HAI.I.AM Middle Ages (18721 I. 480 The ap-

plicability of gunpowder to purposes of war. 1843 I'm.

Pttrl. Lett. Wks. 1864 1.274 words derive any value from
applicability. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. vii. 130 Multiply-
ing the applicabilities, and so the usefulness, of its material.

Applicable (rc'plikab'l), a.
[f. L. applied-re

to apply + -ABLE: cf. It. applicabiie (Florio 1611)
and mod.Fr. applicable. It has taken the place of

the earlier APPLIABLE in all its senses.]

fl. Well-disposed, pliable ; APPLIABLE I. Obs.

1563 Homilies \\. ii. u. (1859* 208 Leo the third . . having
the king of the Francons . . very applicable to his mind.
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rel>. I. I. 6 The habit and temper
of men's minds being . . very applicable to the Publick ends.

2. Capable of being applied ; having reference.

(See APPLY v. 1-11.)
1660 R. COKE Just, \

7
ind. 23 Art . . as it is applicable to

some material subject cannot be taught without experience.
1678 HOBBFS Decant. Phys. viii. 97 Your Argument ought
to be applicable to the weighing of Bodies in a pair of

Scales. 1825 M cCuLUx:n /W. Kcon. n. 2. 115 That portion
of the produce of industry extrinsic to man, which may be
made applicable to his support.
3. Fit or suitable for its purpose, appropriate.
1835 I. TAVLOR .S//*'. Despot, iv. 117 The applicable quality

of the worship and polity which he consigned to his fol-

lowers. 1851 A rt Jrnl. Catal. Gt. Exhih. 76/2 The few water-
leaves which adorn it . . being applicable and unobtrusive.

A'pplicableness. rare.
[f. prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being applicable ;
= APPLICABILITY.

1661 BOYLI; .Style- ff. Script. 251 A greater Familiarity
with . . the sense and the applicableness of Scripture. 1819
KOSTKR Evils Pop, Ignor. 224 The soul . . acquiring an un-

wonted applicableness of its faculties to thought.

Applicably (arplikabli\ adv. [f. as prec. 4-

-LY-.J
In applicable manner; so as to be applied.

T 7SS 'n JOHNSON; and in mod. Diets.

A'pplicancy (arplikansiV rare. [See next and

-AVCY.J The stale or quality of applying.
1859 in WORCESTER.

Applicant (arplikant), a. and sb. [ad. L. ap-
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plicdnt-em, pr. pple. of applicant : see APPLY z/.

and -ANT. Cf. mod.Kr. appliqttant]
A. adj. fl- Pliant, docile. Obs. rare.

2. Applying, making request, rare.

B. sb. One who applies or makes request.
< 1485 Digby Myst. 11882' ii. 429 Mans mynd ys applicant,

as I rat to ordeyne. 1818 in Tonn. 1821 Mitt. Gen. Assembly
Presb. Ch. U.S.A. 23 Applicants from other denominations.

1836 H. TAYLOR Statcsm. xxix. 218 To give it such a repulse
as shall mortify and expose the party applicant. 1856 MKRI-
VALE Rom. Emp. xxxli. III. 502 Doling gratuitous alms to

every poor or lazy applicant.

Applicate (jc-plikf*t, -#), ///. a. and sb. rare.

[ad. L. applicants closely adapted, pa. pple. of

applcdre to APPLY.] A. adj.

fl. Closely adapted, suited, conformed. Obs.

1534 Wim i INTON Titllyes Offices \. 11540' 45 The agylite of

the mynde is to be approbate and alowed, and [
= ifjsuch is

applycate to nature.

t2. Inclined or directed towards. Obs.

1652 GAULM Magastroiti. 87 Planets . . applicate, refluent,
&c. of the celestiall houses.

3. Put to practical use ; applied, concrete.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. s. v., Applicate Number con-
crete. 1838 I. TAYLOR Home Edttc. 31^ The applicate and
the mixed sciences. 1855 Rcstor. Jlelie/6 The physical
sciences both abstract and applicate.

B. sb. 1. In Conic Sections : An orlinalc.

1706 PHILLIPS, Applicatr, a Right-line, otherwise called

the Ordinate or Semi-ordinate in a Conick Section. 1796 in

HUTTON- Math. Diet.

2. An
applied department ; an application. See A3.

1855 I. TAYLOR Restor. />. 99 Geometry and its applicates.

t A'pplicate, t 1
- Obs. [f.

L. applicat- ppl. stem
of applied-re to APPLY. The pa. pple. was at first

also applicate'. cf. prec.] By-form of APPLY.
1531 KLYOT GOT. in. iii. '1557) 146 He wolde .. folyshely

applycat himselfe to the nature of creatures unreasonable.

1541 R- COPLAND Guydons Quest. Cyrnrg,, Howe ought the
bolsters to be applicate? Somtyme they be layde to drye,

somtyme they ought to be moysted. 1363 Homilies n. xv.

I. (18591 444 To applicate his merits unto thyself. 1659 PEAR-
SON Creed 11839' 479 The act of faith is applicatcd to the

object according to the nature of it.

Application (seplik^'Jwi). Also 5 7 apply-,

[a. Fr. application, -acion (i4th c.% ad. L. appli-

cation-cm, n. of action f. applicdrc to APPLY.]
The action of applying ;

the thing applied. Cf.

the senses of APPLY.
1. The action of putting a thing to another, of

bringing into material or effective contact.

1632 SANDERSON* 12 Serin. 278 The fit applycation of the

one to the other. 1683 RAY Corr. nR^ 1 i \\ l*y the appli-
cation of a lighted candle. 1854 S< <>i I-KKN in Orr's dn\
Si. Chen% 333 The application uf . . lieat to the bulb. 1879
THOMSON & TAIT Xat. Phil. I. i. 218 The place of appli-
cation of a force.

b. esp. in Geom. (Cf. APPLY i b.)

1727 51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Application also signifies the

fitting or applying of one quantity to another, whose areas,
but not figures, are the same.

2. The putting on or administration of a medi-

cament ; the remedial means so applied.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well \. ii. 74 The rest haue wornc me out

With senerall applications. 1664 HLTLKK Hml. n. iii. 287

Application Of Medicines to th' Imagination. 1727 51
CIIAMBKRS Cycl., The application of a vesicatory to the neck.

1804 AKKKNKTIIY SH?-^. Observ. 131, I began again to try
some medicated applications. 1881 Girls' Own P. 4 June
571 Rheumatic pains, .cured by the application, .of spirits

of camphor.
3. The bringing of any thing to t>car practically

upon or affect another, spec, in Theol. in reference

to
' the redemption purchased by Christ.'

1647 Assembly s .Shorter Catcc/t. z The effectual applica-
tion of it to us by his Holy Spirit. 1656 I.KAMHALL Repiic.
ii. 99 The holy Eucharist is . . an application of the all-suf-

ficient propitiatory Sacrifice of the Crosse. 1751 CHAMBERS

Cytl. s. v., It is by this application of the merits of Christ,

that we are to be justified. 1859 MiLi./,/y. ii. 53 A sufficient

application of legal penalties.

4. The putting of any thing to a use or purpose ;

employment, specific use.

1538 STARKKV England % Wythout applycatyon of hyt to

any use or profyt of other. 1737 WATKKLANU Eucharist 124

They are . . no more common Bread and Wine (at least not

during this their sacred Application*. 1794 SULLIVAN I'iew

Nat. II. 87 The application which is made of the loadstone

to navigation. 1833 Hr. MAKTINEAU Brooke J-\ v. 68 The
application of labour and capital.

b. The employment of a word to express an idea.

1788 RKII> Act. Powers i. ii. 517 Instances of the applica-
tion of active verbs to things which we now believe not to

be active.

5. The bringing of a law or theory, or of a

general or figurative statement, to bear upon a par-

ticular case, or upon matters of practice generally;

the practical lesson or 'moral' of a fable.

1493 Pctronylla iPynsoiv 129 Make of this mater an ap-

pHcacion. 1605 R. JONSON I'olponc Ded., Application is

now growne a trade with many; and there are that pro-
fesse to haue a key for the decyphering of euery thing.

1651 HOBBKS Leviath. n. xxvi. 143 The application of the

Law to the present case. 1736 BUTI.HR Anal. it. vii. 349 A
fable or a parable, related without any application or moral.

1769 Left. Junius i. 10 The facts . . are too notorious to re-

quire an application. 1853 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. lit. xvi.

190 Christian applications which flow out of this exposition.
i88z A. MACVARLANE Consangnin. 2, I wiih to present the

method, and iome applications.

t A'pplicato:rily, adv. Obs. [f.

By way of application ; cf. APPMCATJOH 3.

1625 Hr. MoirxTAGU -///. C,rsar 194 (T. ) Faith is . . said

to justify., instrumentalfy or appBcatorUy. 1658 DAXTKK

Saving Fait/t 5. 33 To be applicatorily my Saviour in

particular.

Applicatory (cc'plikataji\ a. and sb. [f.
L.

appli((it~ i^see A IMPLICATE) + -ORY.]
A. adj.

1. Having the proj^erty of applying (a thing to

effective or practical use).
c 1540 COVKRDALE Christ's Cross v. Wks. II. 249 A sacrifice

. . not only applicatory, but also propitiatory, because it ap-

plieth the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ, a 1631 DONNK
Select. (1840) 190, I may perish without I have tins applica-

tory faith. 1655 FULLER Ch. f/ist. ix. 112 Revelations ..

not explicatory or applicatory of Scripture, a 1703 1>< KKM r

On N. 'J'., Rwn. t IVef., The applicatory or practical part
of this epistle. 1853 LYNCH Sclf-Iinpr. vi. 152 Some other

supplementary remark ofan exhortative and applicatory kind.

f2. Proper to be applied, applicable.

b. The quality or capacity of being thus practi-

cally used
; relevancy, valid reference.

1842 H. ROGERS Jntrod. Rnrkcs ll'ks. 85 Matter which . .

is of universal application. 1854 FARADAY Exp. Res. lv.

473 It has not that generality of application which can make
it of any value. Mod. This has no application to present
circumstances.

6. The action of applying one's self closely to

a task
; assiduous effort, attention, diligence.

1605 HACON Adv. Learn, n. xx. 12 The tenderness and
want of application in some of the most ancient philosophers.

1693 Mem. Count Tcckcly in. 84 They had lately block'd

up the Place with more Application than ever. 1717 POPK
Let. to Blount Wks. 1737 VI. 58, I am obliged . . to give up
my whole application to Homer. 1779 ) MoOEK l'icu>

.SVv. II. 153 Some application to other studies. 1823 LAMB
j-'.lia n. xxiii, Application for ever so short a time kills me.

b. ellipt. The object of assiduous attention.

1734 tr. Rollings Anc. Hist. IV. ix. 182 He made it his

sole application to gain their affections.

t 7. Self-adaptation, compliance, deference, ob-

sequiousness. Obs. rare.

1605 HACON Ad"\ Learn. I. iii. 10 Not that I can tax or
condemn the. .application of learned men to men in fortune.

//'/(('., The like applicationsand stooping to points ofnecessity.
8. Asfr. The action of approaching. ? Obs.

1594 J, DAVIS Sfamans .S"<v?*. 1607) 6 The quan title of the

Moone's separation and application to and from the Sunne.

1647 LILLY Ckr. Astral, xix. 108 Application is when two
Planets are drawing necre together. 1819 J. WILSON />/'< /.

Astrol. 10 Application is stronger than Separation, either

for good or evil.

9. The action of making an appeal (pbs\ request,
or petition to a person ;

the appeal or request so

made.
1647 COTTRELL Davilas Hist. Fr. (1678) 8 With pride . .

slighting theapplications of strangers. 1680 BIRXI.T AW/f.v-

Vr'i6y2" 50 Frequent applications to Hod in prayer, a 1718
FLNN /,/> Wks. 1726 I. 74, 1 have not chosen this Way ofAp-
plication [by Letter]. 1808 Wi f I.INC, ION in ( lurw. Disp. IV.

63 In answer to various applications which have been made
to me. 1883 Law AV/., Queen's B. 592 An application was
made on behalf of the prosecutor for a remand.

10. A kind of needlework ; applique.
1861 SALA Tiv. round Clock 191 Cobweb collars .. worked

in (impure, or croctiet, or application.

t Applica'tioner. Ohs. [f. prcc. + -KiU.]
One who makes an application or appeal.
1710 4 Lett. Friend in X. />V//. iv. 28 J'apists or Non-

jurors, Applicationers, or Addressers. 1710 Mar/dorrs' J'ro

<V Con 77 Some Remedy . . against Applicationers and Oc-
casional Abjurors.

Applicative (K'plik^tiv, -rtiv\ a.
[f.

L. ap-

pHcat- (see APPUCATK) + -IVK : cf. Fr. applii(itif.\

Having the attribute of application.
1. Characteri/cd by being put into actual or

effective contact with anything.
1680 MOKDKN' Geoff. Reel. 116851 280 All Measures . . are

either Applicative or Receptive. The smallest Applicative
Measure is a Barleycorn. 1723 W. MATIMR l'>tg. Mans
Comp. (1727* 196 Applicative Measures, or Things measured

outwardly. 1850 MKS. T.KOUNIXG Poems II. 289 We wring
from our souK their applicative strength, And bend to the

cord the strong bow of our ken.

2. Of or pertaining to putting into practice ;

practical.
1638 /\-nit. dnif. viii. (1657) 226 The Priest .. absolvcth

from sin, i. applicative, 2. and dispositive, a 1703 BURKIIT
On N. T. Matt. xxvi. 75 The remembrance of Christ's

words, was an applicative and feeling remembrance of

them. i86z in Lend. Rev. 23 Aug. 170 His genius is wholly

applicative, for he invents nothing.

f3. Relative; practical as opposed \.& formal.
1668 H. MOHK /-"/>'. Dial. \. 15 II. 64, I did not mean

Succession in that proper and formal sense, but only a vir-

tual, applicative or relative Succession.

A'pplicatively, adv* rare-*, [f. prec. + -LY -.]

Ily way of application ; practically.
1668 H. MORK Div. Dial. i. g 15 II. 62 |Not] properly and

formally, but only virtually and applicative!?.

Applicator (ae'phk^tai). rare. [a. L. *a/>-

plicator, n. of agent f. applicare to APPLY.] lie

who (obs.} or that which applies ; spec, an instru-

ment for medical application.
1659 C.AruKN Tears of Ch. 494 (Dj Such tjuacking appli-

cations and applicators as are no way apt for the work. 1876
HARTHOI.OW Mat. Mcd. (18791 2I 7 ^ ne -^'b'd caustic may be

quickly brushed over the mucous membrane, or a concen-

trated solution may be applied with a suitable
'

applicator.'

1649 IJLITII Eng. Improv. Iwj>r. (1653) 33 The remedies

being equally applicatory to both,

f B. Making application, appeal, or request. Obs.

1653 fiAXTKR Clir. Concord 4 We speak of Ministers Ap-
plicatory. 1673 MARVELL Rch. Tram.p. n. 1,1674) 233 Appli-
cator>* discourses.

f* B. sb. A means of applying to practical use.

1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy Cotmnun. i. 4. 71 Faith is the
inward appUcatory. a 1667 Serin. III. ii. (R.) All these

being practical . . need no other applicatory but a plain ex-

hortation.

t A'pplicature. Obs. rarc~ l

.
[f.

as prec. +

-UKK.]
- APPLICATION 4.

1652 GAUI.E Magastrotn. 59 Whether those principles.,
true in astronomic be of a right applicature in astrologie?

Applied (jipUi'd), ///. a. [f. APPLY v. + -ED.]

1 1. l-'olded. Obs. rare.
c 1500 To serve a Lord in fiahces Bk. 367 The boteler . .

shall brynge forthe clenly dressed and fay re applyed Tabill-

tlothis. Ibid. 372 A longe towaile applyed dowble.

2. Put to practical use ; practical, as distinguished
from abstract or theoretical.

1656 A rt if. Beauty 116621 216 In their applied sense or

meaning. 1832 BABBACE F.con. Mantif. xxxv. 379 The np-
1

li'-d M iences. 1806 AKP. THOMSON Laws of Th. Introd. 5

Applied logic (as distinguished from pure'.

t Applredly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. +

-i.Y-.J JJy or in practical application.
1625 UP. MOL-NTACU App. C.rsar 267 (T.I Such acts as bee

of themselves, or applied!}', acts of religion and piety.

AppHer (aplarai). [f.
APPLY v. + -EH J

.J
lie

v ho, or that which, applies.
1565 CALFHIT.L A wire. Treat. Cross (18461 200 Either the

collector of this tale was a liar, or you a fond applier. 1607
HIEKON /' 'ks, I. 423 The immediate . . applyer of the new-
birth vnto the conscience. 1705 STANHOPE 1'araphr. III. 67
Such false Applyers and Censurers are too busy abroad.

1819 J-'.ifiu. A',-7'. XXXII. 379 The .. first applier [of gas
li;j;ht]. 1865 OWEN in Reader 420/3 The applier of the term.

Appliment, variant of AI-I-LYMENT.

Appling ;arplirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

APPLE v. + -INf; 1.]

The process of forming an apple or similar growth.
1750 W. ELLIS Mod. Hush. I. ii. 104 Prevent their [seed-

ling potatoes] appling or bottling. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric.
J>t-!'on (1813! 197 The appleing of the potatoe keeps the

mould in continual motion.

t Appli-que, appli'ke, v. Oh.
[.i.

later Fr.

aff/iqiic-r, ad. L. applicSre,\ I!y-form of APPLY v.

1483 CAXTON- Cold. J.rg. 430/3 He . . applykd on his waye
and with ryght grete hoost arryucd into cgypte. 1558
WAKDii Alexis Seer. (15681 8b, Anye tender place of the

hodye . . whcreunto a man dare not applicque any strong or

sniartyng thyng.

II Applique (apl/kf>, sb. [Fr., pa. pple. of /-

f!i</ucr (ste prec ), used as sb.] \\ ork applied to

or laid on another material
; spec. A trimming cut

out in outline and laid on another surface. Also

i i metal work
; anAJig. Hence appliqudd.

1841 I)'ISKAI:U Anicn. Lit. (1859* II. 198 Like all rapid in-

layers, the applique did not fit to his [Voltaire's] work. 1880

nirni. II \-ckly J'ost 1/5 A new sort of work at the art schools

..is applique, on satin or velvet. 1881 AVw York Art
Iiiten.li. 27 Oct. 93, 'i Hands of contrasting materials are fre-

quently appliqucd with fancy stitches. 1883 Standard
26 June 3/3 Applique, cut from cambric, and laid on net

by means of point stitches.

Applet (aplf t), v. [f. PLOT, apparently after lot,

a/lo/.\ To divide into plots or parts; to apportion.
1647 Ji:u. TAVI.OK Dissmtinv I. i. S 3 Rightly applotted

according to every man's need. 1648 Articles of Ptoet
x.\vii. in Milton's Wks. 1738 I. 337 Power to applot, raise

and levy Means with Indifierency and Equality, a 1687
PKTTY I'ol. Aritli.v.m Might not the Taxes be equally ap.

plotted. 1882 (_'.. O. TREVELYAM A/. / J'arl. 30 June, 'J'hat

any charge for additional constabulary shall be applotted

rateably upon all rateable hereditaments.

Applotment (apV'tment). [f.
APPLOT v. +

-MENT.] Division into plots ; apportionment.
1648 Articles of Teats xxvii, And for the Arrears of all

former Applotments, Taxes, and other public Dues. 1697
I'hil. Trans. XIX. 629 Their Surveys and Applotments of

Lauds, between Neighlxnir and Neighbour. 1736 C\RTK
Ormonde II. 61 To raise the money charged on them by

way of applotment. 1882 HtAl.v Sf.inl'arl. 30 June, Pre-

mises., unoccupied at the date of any such applotmeut.

Applo'tting, vl'l. sit. [f.
as prec. -t-ixu '.]

= prec.

1648 Arti les of I'enee xxvii, The applotting, subdividing,

and levying of the said Public Assessments.

t Appiu-mbature. Obs.-" [ad. med.T,. ap.

pluiiiMtnra, f. afpliiM/i-re to apply
lead to, solder,

f. ad to +plumbum lead.]
' A joining or soldering

with lead.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.

Apply (aptai'), v. Forms: 4-6 aplie, 5 aplye ;

4-6 applie, 5 -6 applye, 6-apply. [a. OFr. aplic-r

:L. applied-re, f. ap- = tut- to +plica-re to fold.

Cf. APPLIQI-E, a. later Fr. appliqutr^
I. To put a thing into practical contact with

another.

1. trans. To bring into, or place in, more or less

prolonged contact, or effective proximity ;
to put

close to ; e.g. to apply a light, heat, a foot-rule to.

Formerly said of bringing together men or things

generally ;
also of fastening or sticking.

1382 WVCI.IK i Sam. xiv. 38 Aplieth hidir [1388 Brynge ?e

hidur] alle the corners of the puple. 1388 - .VW". xvi. 5

He schal applie to hym hooh men. 1398 TREVISA Karlh.

Del'. R. v. xxiii. (14951 130 His [a frogges] tongue is aplied

the mouth afore. 1530 PALSGR. 434/1, I applye one thyng



APPLY.

to another, Je applicque. Applye them togyther, and than

you shall se there is a great difference. 1635 AI-STIN Med.

177 Thomas applyed Christ to himselfe by touching. 1718
Poi'E Iliad i. 760, Each to his lips applied the nectar'd urn.

1854 ScohKtKN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 333 On applying
heat to the retort. 1874 LI-UBOCK Grig. $ Me,t, Insects i.

18 The head is applied against the breant.

b. esp. in Gcom. To bring lines or figures into

contact extending over some space or area.

1660 HAKKOW Euclid \. Ax. viii, The parts of the one being

applyed to the parts of the other. 1695 AI.INCHAM (ieoni.

Epit. 12 A right line is said to be applied in a Circle, when
the ends thereof fall upon the circumference. 1862 TOD-
HUNTER Euclid i. iv, If the triangle AUC be applied to DKF
so that the point A may be on U.

t 2. intr. a. To come into contact, join itself,

attain to. b. To be in contact, fit closely, adhere,

Stick to. Obs.

ci374 CHAUCER Boetk. v. iv. ifit \>e moeuynge of pe resoun

of mankyude ne may nat moeuen to, bat is tosein, apphen,
or ioyguen, to [>e simplicite of pe deuyne prescience, i *43
LYDG. Bockas vn. v. 11554! 1693, Euery vyce to other doth

applye. 1530 PALSGK. 434/2, I applye or cleave.. as glue
dothe to a tree or thynges that be glued, Je adhers. 1693
MOULEN in Phil. Trans. XVII. 624 This Sand did apply
to the Magnet. 1793 SMEATOM Edystone L. 121 The man-
ner in which it [the building] was to apply to the rock.

3. trans. To place (a plaster, unguent, or the like

in effective contact with the body ; hencc> to ad-

minister a remedy of any kind.

1541 R. COPLAND Gnydon's Quest, Cyrnrg,^ Wherfore are

horse leaches applyed? 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health 11633)

459 Apply the iuyce to any wound. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. A*
HI. il. 450 He apply [to] your eie gentle loner, remedy. 1747
in Col. Ret. Penn. V. 93 The most speedy Remedy, which . .

is not in our Power to Apply. 1806-31 A. KNOX Rent.

(1844) I. 45 Such palliatives as it is fully in his. .power to

apply. Mod. Apply a mustard plaster to the chest.

4. Jig. and transf. To administer to, to bring

(a thing) to bear upon, in order to produce an
effect.

1596 SI-ENSER F. Q. \\. xii. 32 To Guj-on . . Their pleasaunt
tunes they sweetly thus applyde. 1633 Iii 1

. HAI.L Hani Texts

5, I .. can only apply unto you the outward sign of baptism.

1646 FuLLiiK \\~onndedConsc. 11841) 289 To apply comfort to

him who is not . . ready for it. 1817 J AS. MILL Brit. India 1 1.

v. v. 502 They applied coercion to the English resident.

6. To put to a special use or purpose ;
to devote,

appropriate to.

c 1460 LYUC. in Rel. Ant. I. 157 The best morsell.. Hole

tothiselfalway do not applye. t 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. fy Lini.

Mori. 11714* 44 Pondage and Tonnage . . owght to be applyyd
only to the kepyng of the See. 1667-8 MAKYKLL Corr. 87
Wks. 1872-5 II. 234 The Poll money hath likewise been ap-

plyd to the use of the warre. 1793 SMKATON Edystone L.

146 Having procured a carpenter to be applied to that

purpose. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. v. v. i The act of directing
industry to a particular employment is described by the

phrase
'

applying capital' to the employment.
6. To put to use ; to employ, spend, dispose of.

1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 276 Whether ony executor . .

applye or appropir ony thing of the goodis of the deed man.

1534 Lo. BKRNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (15461 C., [He] hadde

applied the moste parte of his lyfe
in warre. 1712 STEI-.I.I-:

Spect. No. 485 P 2 Knife or a pistol, if he finds stomach to

apply them. 1832 Hr. MARTINEAUZ//^ in ll'ilds ii. 28 They
know how to apply their labour.

7. To make use of (a word) in special reference

to, or to describe or characterize ^a thing).
1628 COKE On Litt. 121/2 Regardant . . is . . only applyed

to a villeine. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. 111. x. (R.i He that

applied the words., to ideas different to those to which the
common use applies them. 1877 LYTTKIL Landnt. i. i. 17
The word fell is applied to rocky heights, peaks, and cliffs.

8. To bring (a law, rule, test, principle, etc.)

into contact with facts, to bring to bear practically,
to put into practical operation. (Cf. to apply a

foot-rule to a wall, a test to a mineral, a principle
to actions.)
1586 COGAN Haven Health (1636) 293 These precepts . .

must bee applyed particularly to every man's owne estate.

1754 SHKRLOCK Disc. (1759) I. i. 35 The Difficulty is, how to

apply this Rule. 1810 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 125 The
principles which our understandings are to apply. 1859
Kcce Homo iv. 29 By applying practical tests.

9. To give (to a general, theoretical, or figura-
tive statement) a specific reference to a particular
instance ; to use it as relative or suitable to.

<' I375 WYCLIF Set, Wks. 1871 II. 394.Wordis .. which
semen best Jms to be aplied. 1509 FISHER \\'ks. (1876) 289
Which dyalogue I wolde applye vnto this noble prynces.
1659 PK.AKSON Creed (1839* 325 The apostle repeated the
words of the Psalmist, and then applied them. 1749 FIELD-
ING Tom Jones (18361 II. xi. ix. 82 To apply all this to the
HiKotian writers. 1767 FORDYCE Serin. iXf* "''""* II. xi.

169, 1 leave you to apply the remark. 1853 ROBERTSON
Sertn. Ser. in. xviL 218 Two ways in which this deep truth

applies itself.

10. int{. To have a practical bearing upon, a

valid or suitable reference to.

1790 PALEY //or. Pant. I. 3 This test applies to every sup-
position. 1851 MAURICE Proph.ff Kings 18 1'his observa-
tion applies to Saul's history. 1866 J. MAKTINEAU Ess. I.

95 It will apply no less to our own case.

f 11. trans. To connect with attributively or

causally, to refer, ascribe. Obs.

1393 GOWER Con/. III. 121 Unto this signe [i. e. Virgo] is

Angst applied. 1530 PALSGR. 434/2, I applye or assyne the
cause of a mater to a persone, Jattrioiie '. I applye the
cause herof to the malyce of Saturne. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit.

396 Thus Wit, like Faith, by each man is apply'd To one
small sect, and all are damn'd beside.

407

f!2. To connect with by association of simi-

larity, compare, liken. Ols t

IT. To bring oneself into close practical contact

with a pursuit.
13. To give or devote (any faculty) assiduously A>

some pursuit, or to do something.
c 1450 Pol. Rel. $ L. /'<><///< 1 866) 49 Of here beaute sura-

wliat too say I will applye my witles all. 1530 PALSGK.

434/2, I applye or gyve my niynde to a thyng, Je niadonne.

1535 COVI.KDALK Ps. Ixxxix. 12 That we maye applie on re

hertes vnto wyssdome. 1673 RAY 71w#. Z,0w CVw/r. 200,
I applyed my mind tu consider . . the physical reason of it.

(-1746
HERVKY filedit. (1818) 160 Apply your thoughts to

religion. Mod. He does not apply his mind to his lessons.

14. refl. To set oneself closely to a task or to do

something.
a 1400 Co?'. Myst. 34, I wyl (forthwith applye me therto.

1477 KARL RIYMRS iCaxtoni Dictcs 9 Applying him self to

do good dedis. 1594 J. UICKKNSON Arisfais (18781 88 He
and his accursed companions applied themselves wholly to

myrth. 1631 MAKKHAM H <ty to II 'faith \. \. ii. 116681 19 IHi-J

stubbornly applyes himself to disobey you. 1711 AUDISON

Spect. No. i p 3, I applied myself., to my Studies. 1818

Scoi r II rt. Midi. 188 She . . applied herself to her sister's

relief. 1874 lii.ACKii-: Self-Cult. 70 He could apply himself

. . to comprehend two such antipodal characters.

15. intr. in same sense: To attend assiduously (to}.

ci4&$ Digby Myst. iii. 1982 Mylonddes to gyddyn I must

a-plye. 1605 SHAKS. M<icl>. in. ii. 30 Let your remembrance

apply to lianquo. 1740 CMKSH.RI-. Lett. I. lix. 167 The more

you apply, the easier you will find your learning. 1774
HALLIKAX Anal. Rom. Law (179^ Pref. 16 Those who apply
to the study of the Common Law. 1817 W. TAYI.OK in

Month. Ri-v. LXXXll 1.492 He applied to English litera-

ture. 1848 C, BkoN-ii-i y. A>n? 1.1857) 103, I found my pupil
. . disinclined to apply.

f!6. trans. To devote one's energy to, to handle

vigorously ;
to wield, practise, a. one's business,

or any pursuit or activity, b. an implement or

tool. Obs. and replaced by Pi.v.

'.'1495 Plitinpton Corr. 123 That the poor man for dread
dare not apply his bnsines. 1531 Ei.vor Goi 1

. 118341 in
Quintius . . repaired again to his plough and applied it dili-

gently. 1549 LATIMER 7 Serin, bef. Ed-w. V'l i Arb. 1 53 The[y ]

applye the world harde. 1555 Fardle ofFacions n. i. 116

The mooste parte of the Sabeis apply husbandrye. '577
HARRISON England \. \\. i. 18 A notable spurre unto all . . to

applie their bookes. 1616 SUKFL. & MARKH. Conntr. Farm
391 You shall apply him [the horse] at least three or foure

times a day. 1662 Fi'i.uhK Worthies (18401 III. 402 That he

might the more effectually apply his private devotions. 1667
MILTON P. L. iv. 264 The birds thir quire apply.

f 17. To keep at (a person) with (something pre-
sented to his attention). Obs. ; but see PLY.

X559 Myrr. Mag. t
Dk. Suffolk xxii. i [They] applyed the

Parliament with billes. 1590 SWINBUKX Testaments 243 [If

she] busily applie him with sweete and flattering speeches.
1594 WII.I.OBIK in Shaks. C. Praise 10 Apply her still \vitli

dyvers thinges.

III. To bend, conform, or adapt to.

18. trans. To bend (the mind or oneself), rcjl. To
comply, conform, be subservient to. Obs.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sw/e \. xxxvi. 40 As he wylle that shal

be done, we shal applye vs fully withoute ayenseynge. 1509
BARCLAY Ship of Fools (15701 18 Priamus his minde would
not apply To the COUnsayle of Cassandra. 1533 Anne Bo-

leyns Fort, in Furnivall J/.V. Hull. I. 406 Wholy apply-
inge himselfe to the Kings humour. 1622 HEVLIN CVw/wofr,
in. 11673! 8/1 Applying themselves unto the times, they were
alwaies favourable to the strongest.

j*
19. intr. To comply, hearken, consent to. Obs.

^1460 Play Sacr. 825 Onto our prayers thowhast applyed.

1494 FABYAN 4 The Scottes that neuer coude apply To kepe
theyr Allegeaunce. a 1553 UUALL Roister D. iv. v, To bee
his wife I ne graunt nor apply. 1553 87 FOXE A. $ ./I/. (15961

88/2 If she would applie to his request, she should be . . set

at Hbertie.

f20, rcjl. To adapt or suit oneself to, to suit. Obs.

\tfl\\x. Marlorafs A/>oc.'$ God applleth himselfe not a little

vnto our affections. 1605 I*ACOM Adv. Leant. \. jii. 7 They
fail sometimes in applying themselves to particular persons.

+ 21. intr. (as in prec.) Obs.

"1450 LOSKLICH Grail xxxiii. 296 AI manere of delicasyc
That to ony mannes wyt may applye. Ibid, xxvii. 141

Wenges that lyhtly wolde folde And aplyen to his flyht.

1598 SHAKS. Merry JK n. ii. 247 Would it apply well to the

vehemency of your affection that I should, etc. 1605 BACON
Adi>. Learn, u. xxii. 3 The precedent state or disposition,
unto which we do apply.

IV. To bend or direct a ship, one's course, one-

self, one's words to. (Cf. \*,applicart (iiaveni], and

ACCOST, ADDRESS.)
f22. trans. To bring (a ship) to land

; to direct

or steer (a ship, her course, one's course, etc). Obs.

1576 SIR T. SMITH in Wright's Lett. Q. Eliz. (1838! II. 33
To whether haven I shall applie my ship. 1596 SPENSKK
F. Q. v. iv. 21 To whom his course he hastily applide. 1613
W. BROWNE Brit. Past. \. L(i772) I. 19 To a grove at hand
her steps applide.

+ 23. reft. To direct oneself, make one's way (by
ship or otherwise) to. Obs.

.1450 LONKLICH Graal II. 133 To theke contre he wolde
don hem aplye. a 1618 RALKIGH Observ. (1651) 45 Light
things apply themselves upwards.

+ 24. intr. a. To land, arrive, b. To steer, pro-
ceed, betake oneself, go. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF i J/EICV. iii. 42 The oost appliede, or londide,

APPOINT.
at the coostis of hem. c 1450 LONELICH Grail xxi. 41 This

schip to J>e rocke gan aplye. 1545 State Papers Hen. V! I f,

I. 816 With the nexte rludde . . we entend tapplye towardes
Dover. i66a R. MATHKVV Unl. Alch. 89. 146 A Woman
taken sick of a violent Fever . . presently applied to her Bed.

1677 MOXON JAv/r. A'j err. 1 1 703 199 L He J then lets it go again,
so that it swiftly applies to its first position. 1759 MARTIN
.\~at. Hist. I. 17 In such prodigious shoals do the Pilchard*

apply to the Cornish Coasts. 1819 J. WILSON Diet. Astral.

to Planets preceding apply to those that follow.

+ 26. trans. To go to, visit. Obs. rare.

1596 CHAPMAN Iliad xi. 61 ^X.J He applied each place
so fast.

f 26. trans. To address or direct (words) to. Obs.

ICf. 1596 in 4.] 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 172 God at last To
Satan, first in sin, his doom apply'd, Though in mysterious
terms, 'i 1744 Poi'K(J.) Sacred vows and mystic song ap-

ply'd To grisly Pluto.

+ 27. rcjl. To apply oneself: in same sense as

next. Obs.

1650 T. P>. Worcester's Afiophth. 22, I spied a young man
.. I applyed myself to him. 1691 T. H!ALK] New Invent.

5} Howard and Company further applyed themselves to,,

the Admiralty in their humble Memorial. 1711 Ai>nisi>N

Sped. No. 117 f 3 An old Woman applied herself to me for

my Charity. 1743 M, TOMLIXSON Prat. Btrthr. iS Apply
ourselves to Pe^ons of Learning and Integrity.

+ 28. intr. -\\ith to. a. To appeal to, address

(0/>j.). b. To address oneself for information or

aid, to have recourse, make application to. (Also

pass. e.g. I have been applied to for a certificate.)

?f 1642 RocKiiS (J.) Cod knows every faculty and passion,
and in what manner they can be most successfully applied
to. ,i 1680 Hi U.I.K Rew. (1759) II. 13 Those who apply to

Men's Fancies and Humours. 1759 KOBKKTSON Hist. Sn>tl.

I. n. 121 The French king . . applied to the parliament of Scot-

land. 1769 Juntas Lett. xxxv. 163 He applied only to their

honour, as gentlemen, for protection. 1774 J. BRYAHT^yMe/,
I. 48 His temples were applied to as oracular. 1793 SMI-.ATON

Edystone L. 2C>2 On applying to the bridle . . we found
that the chain was dragging upon the rocks. 1802 MAK.
KLK;[:\\OHMI Moral T. (1816) I. xii. 98 A friend . . to whum
she resolved to apply in her distress. 1849 MA< AII.AV Hint,

ting. II. 81 Exiles, who had come . . to apply for succour.

t Apply, sb: Obs. [f. prec. vb.J
1. Ply, trim, state.

a 1600 Sir F.geir 43 ijAM.t They found him in a good apply
Both hay and corn and bread him by.
2. Application.
1657 COI.VIL if '/tigs Snpplic. (17511 71 For the apply will

be to Sharp. 1681 Lond. Gas. mdcliv/3 W c envy much their

more early Apply.

Applying (apbi-irj), vbl. sb. [f. APPLY r. -t-

-IMJ
'.] Application. (But now mostly gurundial.)

1. A putting into practical contact, into practice,
into relation with specific casts.

1538 S i AKKtiY England 171 In the applying of the ground
to the plowgh. 1607 HIKKON \\~ks. \. 451 Heing, by the

powerfull applying of the word, connicted of sin. 1653
(iAUUHN Hierasp. 95 Proportionable applying?, of all orderly
and prudential means for union.

2. Assiduous practice or attention
; plying.

r 1380 WYCLIF Clerks Possess, xxx. Wks. 1880, 134 To tri*te

more in special preynge & appliynge of synful men. 1541
HYKDK Vives Instr, Chr. Wo)n. (15921 Bvij, The applying
of their worke is bosted of. 1612 HKINSLKY Liu/. Lit. joa
Continuall applying brings learning, and the credit of a

schoole.

t Applyingly, o,dv. Obs. rare 1
, [f. applying

pr. pple. + -LY-.J With application; assiduously.
1648 SANDKRSON ziSerm. Ad. Aul. xvi. (1673) 236 Let us all

. . applyingly consider whether it can be reasonable.

Applyke, var. APPLIQUE, obs. by-form ofAPPLY v.

t Applynient. Obs. Also appliment. [f.
AP-

PLY v. + -MENT; cf. employment] = APPLICATION,
APPLIANCE.
1604 J. WEBSTER Induct. Marston's Malcont. Wks. (1857)

326 '1 hey will wrest the doings of any man to their own base
and malicious appliments. 1615 EATHAM Falconry (163$ fy
Without any medicine, scowring, or other inward appliments.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp, 2 Pet. ii. 2 An inconsiderate applyment
of themselves to another's will.

II AppO_ggiatura(upp0:dd;$at-ra). ^fns. [It.,

f. appoggiart to lean upon, rest. Cf. APPUI.] A
grace-note or passing tone prefixed as a support
to an essential note of a melody. Also transf.
A prop, a point of support.
1753 CHAMDKKS Cycl. Sitpp. t Appoggiatnra is commonly

marked by a smaller kind of note. 1833 COI.ERIOUK Table
7'. 289 In the latter [Nonnus, Tryphiodorus] . . All the a,p~

poggiatnras of time are lost. 1875 OuBBLBV Harmony xviii.

'jo6 Accented auxiliary notes are usually called appoggia-
tiims, as they are supposed to be a kind of buttress or lean-

ing support to the note before which they are placed.

Appoint (apoi-nt), v. Forms: 4-6 apoint(e,

apoyut(e,4-7appoynt(e, 5 ap(p)unct,appoynct,
apoinct, 5 -appoint. Aphct. 5-7 point, [a. OFr.

apointc-rt -ur, i. a point to the point, intocondition :

see POINT. Sometimes refashioned after med.L. ap-

pitnctare, whence also some of the senses were taken.

The chief senses were already developed in OF.,
and did not appear in logical order in Eng.]

I. To come, or bring matters, to a point ; agree,

arrange, settle.

f 1. intr. (and pass.} usually with inf. or subord.

fl. : To come to a point about a matter in discus-

sion, to agree, settle, arrange definitely. Obs.

(-1374 CHATCER Troyhis in. 405 Apoyntedyn ful warly . .

how lerre they wold procede. 1469 Paston Lett. 461 II. 115



APPOINT. 408 APPOINTMENT.
Sir John Fastolff and your seid besecher comenauntyd and I

apoynted be writyng for the seid mater. 1488 A ct. Dom.
Cone. 93 (JAM.) It is apunctit and accordit. 1528 M.-ri

j

Heresyes iv. Wks. 282/1 Theyr intent and purpose that they

appoynt vpon. 1604 SIR W. COPE in Shtiks. C. Praise 62
\

Thys ys apointed to be playd to Morowe night. iQftoJ/ist.
\

Indep. iv. 50 They appointed to sell ten brace of Buckes.

b. To make an appointment, arch. (This and the

two following senses were evidently influenced by
the earlier II. 7.)

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxix, At xi. of the clocke, in the

nyght . . They did appoynt for to fulfyll this worke. 1711
BUDGKLL Sped. No. 77 P 9 The very place where he had ap-

pointed to be. 1802 MAH. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (18161 I.

199 Gentlemen, who had appointed to meet him at . . Berlin.

2. trans. To fix by arrangement the time or place
of (a meeting) ; to arrange, arch.

1588 SIIAKS. Tit. A. iv. iv. 102 Appoint the meeting, Even
at his father's house. 1633 HKYWOOG Eng. Tra~'. in. Wks.
IV. 54 Heereall the CountreyGentlemen Appoint A friendly

meeting.
3. trans. To make an appointment for a meeting

with (a person). (Cf. disappoint, to break an ap-

pointment with.)
1528 GARDINER in Pocock Rcc. Ref. I. 1. 99 Appointing us

to the repair again the next day. 1601 MANN1NCHAM in

Shaks. C. Praise 45 Shee appointed him tocoineth.it night.

1728 GAY Beggar's Op. n. x, I appointed him at this hour.

'797 w - TAYLOR in Month. Rev. XXIII. 582 She then ap-

points him deceptiously in the bath house.

f4. trans. To bring to a point, settle, decide (a

thing disputed). Obs. rare.

a 1619 DONNE Biathan. 11644) 79 Almost all the points con-
troverted . . may be decided and appointed by it [this law].

\

t 5. rcfl. and pass. To bring oneself to the point
or resolution ;

to make up one's mind, resolve, de-

termine. Obs.

(.1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 351 He at the last appointed
him on on. Ibid. 372 He was appoynted [v.r. apoynted,
-ointed] ther he wold abyde. 1513 MORE Rich. ///, Wks,
54/1 Yf you appoint your sdfe to tary here. 1550 CROWLEY
Waff to Wealth 273 Apomte thy selfe therfore to beare it.

6. intr. To determine, resolve, purpose, arch.
c 1440 Generyd, 2120 Of euery ward to make a capteyn

Ffirst he appoynted in especial!. 1529 MOKE Com/, agst.
j

Trib. HI. Wks. 1214/2 And appointe
in his heart . . that . . he

i

would rather dye than forsake ye faith. 1611 BIBLE 2 Sam.
xvii. 14 The Lord had appointed to defeate the good counsell

of Ahithophel. 1712 DK FOE Hist. Plague n To appoint
to go away.

II. To determine authoritatively, prescribe, de-

cree, ordain.

7. trans. To determine authoritatively, prescribe,
fix (a time, later a place) for any act.

1393 GOWER Conf. III.67 He wolde his time kepe As he,

whiche hath his houre apointed. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /!',

I. ii. 190 We wil . . appoint them a place of meeting. 1625
BACOS /itt.fArb.) 576 Pointing days for pitched fields. 1722
DK FOE Moll. Fl. ( 1840) 317 The time appointed for executiun.

8. To ordain authoritatively, prescribe, establish,

fix: a. that it shall be
;
b. a thing.

1538 STARKKY England 53 Thus hyt was . . appoyntyd by
wysdorne and pollycy, that ever . . they schold be [so]

gouernyd. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xxx. 28 And he said, Appoint
me thy wages, and I will giue it. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. ISIIl t

1. 1. 74 Why . . tooke he vpon him . . t appoint Who should

attend on him ? 1831 CAKLYLE Sart. Kes. n. x, Strangely . .

it is appointed that Sound . . should be the most continuing
of all things. 1850 M cCosn Div. Go~jt. ii. i. ^1874.1 139 The
laws . . are appointed by God.

f 9. To decree, assign, or grant, authoritatively

or formally (a thing to a person). Obs.

1494 FABYAN i. iv. n He beset or apoynted to hym the

Countre of Walys. 1540 Househ. On/.yu That there be

one chamber appointed for two Masters of the household.

1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. iv. i. 30, I do appoint him store of

Prouender. 1764 PKIICSTLEY Ess. Educ. in Lect. Hist. 28

Let him appoint rewards to those who shall handle the sub-

ject in the most judicious manner.

10. Law. To declare, in exercise of an authority
conferred for that purpose, the destination of specific

property. Cf. APPOINTMENT 7.

1601 Act 43 Eliz. iv. i Uses and intents . . for whiche

they were given, limited, assigned, or appointed. ^ 1874^
DAVIDSON Concise Preced. 310 A power to appoint to

*
issue

includes all issue, however remote. iHj .><<&'JVWl6 Nov.

2/1 He should not allow any power to the wife to appoint

by will in favour of the husband.

11. To ordain, destine, devote (a person or thing)
a. to orfor a fate or purpose, arch.

1526 TINDALE i Thess. v. 9 God hath not apoynted us unto
wrath [so in 1611 and 1881 Revised]. 1605 ROWLANDS f/ell's

Br. Loose 47 To their deserued deaths they are appoynted.

1625 BACON Ess. (Arb.) 550 If you doe not point any of the

lower roomes for a dining place of seruants. 1712 BUDGELL

Spect. No. 404 p i The Creator . . has appointed every thing
to a certain Use.

b. to do or suffer something, arch.

1496 Lex BOTHWELL in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 12 I. 23 He has

na wach hot y* kings, apoinctit to be about him. ija6 TIN-

DALE Acts xxvii. 2 A ship . . apoynted to sayle by the costes

off Asia. 1535 COVEKDALE Ps. xliv. 22 As shepe apoynted
to be slayne. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 426 [They] do ap-

poynt the Patient to He long vpon his backe. 1722 DE FOE
Moll. Fl. (1840) 310 Next day I was appointed to be tried.

1736 BUTLER Anal. it. 410 Assistance, which nature .. ap-

points them to afford.

12. To ordain or nominate a person a. to an office,

or to perform functions.

1557 Ord. Hospitalls D v, The Clerke . . is appointed to

many Recepts and Payments. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 50

p 4 The Queen of the Country appointed two Men to attend

us. 1859 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865* IV. xxxii, 4 The
Roman citizens appointed to all the higher magistracies.
b. with complement : (for obs.) to be an official.

1611 BIBLE 2 Sam. vi. 21 To appoint me ruler ouer the

people of the Lord. 1651 HOBBES Leriat/i. in.xl. 253 He
appointed Joshua for the Generall of their Army. 1759
ROBERTSON Hist. Scotl. I. n. 117 Bonot was appointed go-
vernor of Orkney. 1839 KEIGHTLKY Hist. Eng.> Cranmer
was appointed to be her confessor.

d. simply.
i26TiNi)ALE Luke x. i The Lordeapoynted other seventie

also. 1667 MILTON /'. L. \\. 808 Vengeance is his, or whose
he sole appoints. Mini. Who appointed you, then?

13. To ordain, set up, nominate, establish (an
officer ;

and in Law a trustee, guardian, etc.).

.1460 FOKTESCUE Abs. $ Lim. Mon. (17141 no A cheffe

Ruler .. chosyn and appointyd by the Kyng. 1529 Petit.

6 in Froude Hist. Eng. I. 194 The said prelates .. ap-

pointed . . appraysers, and other ministers for the approl a-

tion of Testaments. 1711 AUOISON Spect. No. i pg We have

appointed a Committee. 1768 BLACKSTONK Cmnm. I. 462
This he may do [choose his own guardian] unless one 1 e

appointed by the father. 1875 BRYCE Holy Rout. Emp. ix.

152 Henry deposed them all, and appointed their successor.

1883 F. POLLOCK Land Laws 61 The father was empowered
to appoint persons of his own choice to be his children's

guardians.
III. To put into proper state or condition.

(Cf. APPOINT sb, 2, and Fr. en hon point.'}

f 14. trans. To put in suitable order or condition;
to prepare, make ready. Obs. in gen. sense.

1393 GOWER Conf. II. 151 Vet shuld he nought apoint his

hurte With jelousy. 1540 HYHDK Vh'es' Instr. Chr. Worn.

(15921 Nviij, Appoint thy self, that thou maiest in such wise

binde him unto thee with love. 1583 STANYHURST Aeneis
n. (Arb.t 54 They brandish weapons sharp edgde, to slaghter

apoincted [I,, neciparata\ 1615 HEYWOOU Four Prent. \.

Wks. II. 240 Prepare to meet them and appoint our powers.

15. esp. To equip completely, fit out, furnish; to

accoutre. Obs. exc. in pa. pple.
1490 CANTON Eneydos xv. 55 Thus appoynted she mounted

on horsebacke. 1526 TINDALE Luke xvii. 8 Apoynt thy selfe

and serve me. 1590 MAKLOWE Edw. //, iv. ii. To see us

there, appointed for our foes. 1660 INGELO Bentiv. fy Urania
u. f 1682* 193 Their several Lodgings, which were as well ap-

pointed as such a season would permit. 1770 BURKE Pres.

Dist-t>rit.\\'\i*. II. 288 The house of commons .. is miserably

appointed for that service. 1825 SCOTT J'fTt-ril II. iv.o/j

Thus appointed . . he was in readiness to depart.

IV. Isolated uses after Fr. and L.

t!6. To put a stop or limit to. Obs. rare.

1534 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546! Ffiv,
Great is that couetyse, whiche the shame of the worlde doth
not

repreue
. . nor reason appoynt.

flY. To point to or at, to point out. Obs.

a 1547 SURREY sEneid \\. (920) A blazing sterne . . By a long
tract appointing vs the way. 1554 PHILI-OT^'UYIW. $ Writ.

(1842) 113 He., fetched Cyprian and appointed out these

words in one of his Epistles, a 1556 CKAHHER Wks. I. 10

As well as if you had appointed me with your finger.

f!8. To assign or impute blame to
;
to stigmatize,

arraign. Obs. rare.

a 1612 in Haringtorfs X'ugse Ant. I. 48 (Halliw.l If anye
of theise wants be in me, I beseeche your lordshipp appoint
them to my extreme state. 1674 MILTON Samson 373 Ap-
point not heavenly disposition, father. Nothing of all these

evils hath befallen me But justly.

Appoi'nt, sb.
[f. prec. vb.

;
cf. Fr. appoint,

'somme qui fait le solde d'un compte;' Littre.]

fl. Agreement, settlement. Obs.

1555 Fardle Facions i. v. 77 When the! are ones fallen at

appoyncte, the bodye is delyuered. 1565 T. STAFLETON
J-'ortr. Faith 50 Let bothe those truthes and these truthes be

beleved, and we shall be at appoinct.

f 2. Array, equipment. Obs.

1592 WYRLEY Armorie 62 Sir Charls Bloys doth aduance
. . In best appoint that hath been scene in Fraunce.

3. Settlement per appoint (Coming : Exact and

independent settlement of a transaction, i.e. not by
entering it in account, or by payments on account.

Mod. Each transaction will be settled per appoint.

Appointable (aporntab'l), a. \0bs. rare. [

prec. vb. + -ABLE.] Capable of being, or proper
to be, appointed.
1563 FoxEj4.V J/. 696/2 Theexterne rytesand ceremonies

be . . appointeable by superioures powers.

Appointed (apornted),/;*/. a. [f. as prec.+-ED.]
1. Fixed by agreement ;

settled beforehand.

1585 ABP. SANDYS Strut. (1841) 275 Peter had his appointed
hours of prayer. 1611 BIBLE Judg. xx. 38 There was an ap-

pointed signe. 170^ ROWE Ulysses iv. i. 1496 At this ap-

pointed Hour I wait her here. 1850 E. WARBURTON Reg.

Hastings III. 4 At length he reached the appointed bridge.

2. Fixed by authority; ordained.

1535 COVERDALE Jer. viii. 10 The Storke knoweth his

apoynted tyme. 1611 BIBLE Num. ix. 2 Keepe the Passe-

ouer at his appointed season. 1718 POPE Iliad m. 574 The

appointed fine let Ilion justly pay. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in

Azt. viii. Wks. V. 255 Her, who blessed among women, fed

The Appointed at her breast. 1858 ROBERTSON Serttt. Ser.

in. v. 75 Apportion to each its appointed penance.

3. With qualifying adv. (well, ill, etc.) : Provided

with requisites, fitted out, equipped.
'535 COVERDALE Jer. vi. 22 Horses wel apointed to y*

battel. 1662 MORE Antid. A th. in. xv. (17121 135 Ill-favoured

and ill appointed Monsters. 1787 J. BARLOW Oration tfk

July n The bravest and best appointed armies. 1859
MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (i86s>V. xl. 18 A well-appointed road.

| Appoint^ (apwahte), a. Her. [Fr., pa. pple.

J753 CHAMBERS CycL Snj>p., Appointee is when two or more

things are placed touching each other at the points or ends.

Appointee (apoi-ntr). [f.
APPOWT v. + -EK,

after F. appoints^
1. a. gen. One who is appointed or nominated to

an office, b. in Law, One in whose favour a power
of appointment is executed : see APPOINTMENT 7.

1766 Circular Mass. Rcpr. (Webster) The commission
authorizes them to make appointments, and pay the ap-

pointees. 1768 BI.ACKSTONK Ctfwtti, n. xxxii, The ordinary
of courts grants administration to such appointee of the
crown. 1829 (JEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. 11842) I. 40 The
people's king flew back to his throne without a sword being
drawn for the foreign appointee.

1 2. Mil. [appointe in Cotgr.]
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Aj>ointee t a foot-soldier in the

French army, etc., who for his long service . . receives pay
al>ove private sentinels. i?53 - Cycl. Swpp. ,

These have
been suppressed in France, except in the . . guards where

forty Appointft's are still retained to each company.

Appointer (aporntai). [f.
as prec. + -ER 1

.]

One who arranges a settlement or agreement (ohs.\
who ordains, or nominates. (See also APPOISTOK.)
1513 LD. BKKNEKS I-rotss. I. Ixiii. 84 Foure sufiicyent per-

sons, to treat on some good way to acorde the parties . .

These apoynters shuld mete in a iytell chapelt. 1633 AMES
Fresk Su/t 11. 210 Christ is the only teacher of his church,
and appointer of all means whereby it should be taught.

1857 TOULM. SMITH Parish 132 The Chief Constable . . is the

appointer of all county constables.

Appoi'ntijlg, vbL so.
[f.

as prec. 4- -ING 1
.]

The
action of the vb. APPOINT

; appointment.
1520 WIXGFIELO in Ellis Orig: Lett. \. I. 173 For the ap-

poincting of . . officers for the howse. 1529 MOKE Comf. agst.
Trib. 11. Wks. 1199/2 In the shooting of this arowe of pryde,
ther be diuers purposinges and apoyntinges. 1687 Assitr.

Abbey Lands 65 For want of appointing how particularly
these Lands should be applyed.

Appointing,///- a.
[f.

as prec. -f -ING-.] That

makes appointments.
1730 SWIFT Panegyr. on Dean Wks. 1755 IV. i. 142 Where

appointing lovers rove.

Appointive (apoi-ntiv), a. rare. [f.
APPOINT v.

+ -IVE, by form-assoc. with inventive, etc.] That
is filled by appointment.
z88i TOURGEE in N. Amer. Re-.'. CXXXII. 314 Every ap-

pointive place in the Government except the cabinet.

Appointment (apoi'ntment). Also in 6 ap-

punctuament ;
for other forms see APPOINT v.

[a. OF. apointtment\ see APPOINTS*, and -MENT.

In !5-i6thc. often assimilated to med.L. appitncta-,

T 1. A pointing out, indication. Obs. rare.

c 1425 WvNTOt-N Cron. viii. Prol. 12, 1 haf stablit myne en-

tent Now to mak here apoyntment Qwhen te succession

lynealle Endit.

*\ 2. The action of agreeing, or coming to an

arrangement ;
an agreement, pact, contract. Obs.

a 1440 Pusttm Lett. 25 1. 39 Accordyng to poyntment that

ye made. 1461 Ibid. 408 II. 35 Without agrement orapoynte-
ment taken. \<&& Acts James Kd8i4) 310 <JAM -) Ratifijs

and appreuis tlie contract and appunctuament made. 1631
OUARLES Samson in Farr's S. P. 128 The long stay Betwixt

th' appointment and the mariage-day. 1745 DE FOE Eng.
Tradesm. I. xix. 182 The ordinary appointment of people to

meet either at place or time.

t 3. spec. The act of capitulating, or coming to

terms with an opponent ;
terms of capitulation. Obs.

1494 FABYAN vi. clxxxi. 179 Delyuered y* cytie by ap-

poyntement, that he with the people myght departe thens

without bodely harme. xjai ARNOLD Ckron. (1811) Introd.

48 The Kynge . . lyed syege to the cyte of Torney,and wan
it by poyntment. 1533 BELLENDENE Lh*y\\. 326 Sic ap-

punctment as the victoure plesis to gif. 1603-5 SIR J. MEL-
VIL Mem. (1735) 240 They would have taken any reasonable

Appointment.
4. spec. An agreement or arrangement for a meet-

ing; engagement, assignation. (Cf.quot. 1745 in a.)

c 1530 I. HEYWOOD Interlude (1846) Introd. 40, I and ij or

thre Of my frendes made an appoyntement . . That in a

place we wolde sup together. 1583 STANYHUKST Aeneis ii.

i Arb.) 67 With mee shee kept not apoinctment. 1508 SHAKS.

Merry IV. IIL i. 92 For missing your meetings and appoint-
ments. 1745 DE FOE Eng. Tradesm. I. xix. 181 A promise
or appointment for a further day. 1879 READE Drink, I

shall break an appointment.

f 5. Resolution, purpose. Obs.

i$ao MORE Comf. agst. Trib. ii. Wks. 1199/2 The proude
man himself hath no certain purpose or appointment. 1606

SHAKS. Ant. <J-CY.iv.x. 8 Where their appointment we may
best discover, And looke on their endeuor.

6. The action of ordaining or directing what is to

be done ; direction, decree, ordinance, dictation.

c 1440 Generydes 2100 These princes hadde vj thowsand

knyghte? In ther poyntement. 1574 tr. Marlorafs Apocalips

15 All things are done and disposed by his determination

and appoyntment. 1583 STANYHURST Aeneis \. <Arb.)27 By
Gods forwarned apoinctement. 1651 Father Sarfi (1676)

96 Making one of his Writers read to him, or write at his

appointment. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. i. 19 According to a

natural order or appointment. 1833 HT. MAKTINEAU Tale

of Tyne iv. 67 The wind also failed, . . a more merciful ap-

pointment than if it had blown a great storm.

7. Law. The act of declaring the destination of

any specific property, in exercise of an authority

conferred for that purpose.
1601 Act 43 Eliz. iv. i Such giftes, limitacions, assigne-

ments, and appoyntments. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 119

An appointment by tenant in tail of the lands entailed, to a

charitable use. 1874 G. FARWELL Powers 2 The ordinary
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power of appointment among children in a marriage settle-

ment where personalty is vested in trustees. 187*5 DIGBY
Real Prop. vii. 2. 326 Powers of appointment, that Is, con-

ferring on a person a power of disposing of an interest in

lands quite irrespective of the fact whether or not he has

any interest in the land himself.

8. The action of nominating to, or placing in, an

office
;
the office so given.

1658-9 LD. J.AMHKRT in Burton Diary III. 333 By your
appointment agree the Government. Then appoint officers.

1863 (Jox hist. ting. Giri't. ii, iii. 342 The appointment of in-

competent judges. Ibid, These appointments are made by
the ministers of the Crown. 1868 GEO. ELIOT /''. Holt 36 A
poor baronet, hoping for an appointment. 1874 DAVIDSON
Concise Prcced. 477 Appointment of new trustees of a will.

1878 LECKY Eng. in i8f/tC. I. iii. 426 His appointment to the
lucrative office of Joint Vice-Treasurer of Ireland.

9 . Equipment, equipage, outfit, accoutrement,

furniture, or any article thereof. Now usually^/.
1575 LANEHAM Lett. (18711 48 Hiz honorz exquisit appoint-

ment of a beautifull garden. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, in. iii. 53
That from this Castles tatter'd Battlements Our faire Ap-
pointments may be well perus'd. 1658 EVELYN Corf. 8 Nov.,
To allow him [his son] an appointment so noble and consider-

able as does become his greatness. 1759-67 STKKNI-: Tr.

Shandy (1802) III. xxii. 335, I have not one appointment
belonging -to me which I set so much store by, as I do by
these jack-boots. 1864 BOUTELL Jieraldry xxiv. 402 Royal
blazonry upon the appointments as well of his horse as of
his own person.

f 10. An allowance paid to any one, especially to

a public officer. Obs,

1715 BURNETC??> Time an. 1674 (R.) He had the appoint-
ments of an ambassador. 1727 51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Ap-
pointments differ from wages, in that the latter are fixed and
ordinary . . whereas appointments are annual gratifications

granted by brevet for a time uncertain, and are paid out of
the privy purse. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762* II. I. ix. 51
The appointment of the stadt-holdership . . is one hundred
thousand guilders. 1761 SMOLLETT Gil Bias i. xvii. (1802) I.

109 His parents will turn thee away . . perhaps even with-
out paying thee thy appointments.

Appointor (Spofcnt^T). Law. frepr. actual or

possible ME. and AFr. appointotir'. Q#.apointcor',
see APPOINT and -OB.] The form of APPOINTEU
used in a specific legal sense : The person who
exercises a power of appointment.
1882 JESSEL Law Rep. Ch. Div. XXI. 336 The parties to

this deed intended that the appointor . . should be the judge
of the period at which the portions should vest.

t Appoi'Se, v. Obs, rare~~ l
, [f. AP-/7T/I

1 +
POISE v. See A.~fref. 1 1. (Apparently unconnected
with OFr. apoiser, apcser to weigh upon.)] To
weigh or estimate by comparison.
a 1670 RACKET in Wolcott Life 11865) App. 173 We must

believe without appoising the articles of our faith to the
balance of reason.

t Appo'pulate, v. Obs. rarc~^. [f.
AP- prep-

+ POPULATE v. Cf. It. appopolare, -ato (Florio

1598).] To people, render populous.
1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims n. 1424 The principal! cities of the

Turkish Empire are much appopulated with them.

t AppO'rt, sb. Obs. In 5-6 aport. [a. OF.

apart action of bringing, what is brought, revenue

(Cotgr.), f. aporter\ see next, and Av- prcf.
l

~\

1. Bearing, carriage, demeanour.
a 1423 JAMES \KingsQ. \\. xxxi, In Mr was3outh,beautee,

with humble aport. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. 19 b, The great
Turke shall hastely abate his hye aport. 1606 B. BARNES
Offices 18 This outward apport of their degrees and riches.

2. //. Things brought ; offerings ; revenues ; aids.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. xviii. 106 Thyder [to helle] come all

euylles and all the euyll apportes. 1530 in Rymer Ftedcra

(1710) XIV. 372 Pensions, Portions, Apportes, Rentes,

t Appo'rt, v. Obs. [a. .appQrtc-r> i.Q . aporter
: L. apportii-re, f. ap~=.ati- lo+portare to carry.]
1. trans. To bring, produce.
1590 R. BRUCE Serni. Sacram. M iij a (JAM.) Quhat the re-

surrection and glorification apports to the bodie. 1604 T.
WRIGHT Passions ofMind v. 4. 185 The euil or great dam-
mages it apporteth.
2. intr. To arrive at. [Cf. Fr. apporter

* to arriue

or approach neeie to the hauen or shore
1

Cotgr.]
1578 T. N. tr. Conq. If/, India 33 We apported at lamayca.
t Appo'rtable, a, Obs. [f. prec. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being brought forward, or produced.
1604 T. WRIGHT Pass. Mind v. 4. 273 AH the reasons ap-

portable to render the thing amiable.

t Appo'rter. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. vb. + -ER!.]

An introducer, bringer in.

1678 HALE Hist. Plac. Coronx xx. (T.) This makes only
the apporters themselves .. traitors; not those who receive
it at second hand.

Apportion (apo^jjan), v. ; also 6 apporcioii,
7 aportion. [a. OF. apportionner, -cionner, f. a

\Q+portionner^ {.portion portion, share.]
1. To assign (to any one) as his proper portion or

share" ; to allot.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xv. 241 Euery certeme Soule
must needes be apportioned and appointed to some one cer-
teine body. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy Comtnun. i. n. 17
What reward God please to apportion to it. 1824-8 LANDOR
Jmag. Com'. (1846) 52 The first duty of a legislator is to ap-
portion penalties. 1870 DISRAELI Lothair vii. 25 His guar-
dians had apportioned to him an allowance . . adequate to
his position.

2. To assign in proper portions or shares
;
to divide

and assign proportionally ; to portion out, to share.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 463, The rent service . . shalbee
VOL. I.

apporctoned after the value of the land. 1703 COLLIER Ess.

]\Ior. Snbj, ii. (1709) in The Matter in competition is often

Indivisible. An Office, or a Mistress, can't be Apportion'd
out like a Common. 1778 G. MOKKIS in Sparks Corr. Anier.
Rev. (1853) II. 131 A contribution . . to be apportioned upon
the inhabitants, according to their wealth. 1848 MILL Pol.

Kcon. in. xvi. i To apportion the expenses of production
between the two.

3. To adjust according to due proportion or

measure
;
to proportion, arch.

1615 CROOKS Body of Alan 43 The number wee cannot
better aportion, then from the nature and definition of a

Principle. 1794 SULLIVAN l
r
icw \af. I. 245 This seems ap-

portioned to animal wants. 1823 LAMB Elia i. xviii. (1865)

136 It was the measure for the birds to apportion their silver

warblings by.

t Apportion, sb. Obs. rarc~ l

. [f. prec. vb.]
Division in just proportion.
1628 COKE On Litt. 1483, Apportion signifieth a Ditiision or

partition of a Rent, common, etc.

Apportionable (apoo-ifMiab'l), a. rare. [f.

prec. vb. + -ABLE.] Liable to apportionment.
1628 COKE OH Litt. 1483, Such Rent services are appor-

tionable by Common law.

t Appcrrtionate, v. Obs. [f. med.L. apportiv-
itat- ppl. stem of apportiona-rc^ ad. AF. appor-
tionncr : see APPORTION v. Like other early words
in -ate, occurs first as pa. pple.]

= APPORTION z>.

1523 KITZHERB, Silt-:'. 23 The relefe shalbe apporcyonate
accordyng to the same. 1531 ELYOT COT. i. iii. (1544) 13
Possessions which they may apporcionate to theyr owne
living. 01670 HACKF.T Abp. ll'illiauis n. 75 By free ap-
portionating them [i.e. fostering allowances] according to

the duty and wisdom of the children.

t Appo'rtionateness. Obs. rare. [f. AP-
POIITIONATE (pple.) + -NESS.] The quality of being

proportionally adjusted.
1645 HAMMOND I'ieiv of Directory Pref. The apportion-

ateness of [the English liturgy] to the end to which it was
designed. [So 1679 PULLER Mod. Ch. Eng. (1843) 28.]

t Appo'rtioner. Obs.-*
[f.

APPORTION v. +
-EH 1

.]
One who apportions.

1611 CoTGR., Bornenr^^. limiter, bounder ; apportioner.

Apportionment (ap6->ujbnment). [f.
as prec.

+ -MENT
;
also in med.L. apportionamentitm and

Fr. apportionnemcnt^\
1. The action of distributing or allotting in proper

proportion or suitable shares.
1628 COKE On Litt. 149 b, The apportionment shall not be

according to the quantity of the land, but according to the

quality. 1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rei>. V. 210 By a wiser

apportionment of the custom and excise duties. 1852 GKOTK
Greece ii. Ixxviii. X. 316 For the apportionment of houses
and lands among the citizens. 1861 MILL Utilit. v. 85 The
proper apportionment of punishment to offences.

2. The state or fact of being thus distributed.
1681 NEVILE Plato Rediv. 52 Wherever this apportionment

of Lands came to be changed. 1858 127 Oct.' BRIGHT Sp.
(1876) 287 When the apportionment of the Members to the
Constituencies approximates to a just arrangement.

t Appo'sal. Obs. Also 5 opposayle, appo-
saylle, -yl, 6 -elle.

[f.
APPOSE 1

-*- -AL-.]
1. The process of apposing ; interrogation, exami-

nation
;
a posing question, a puzzle.

(TI470 Pol. Poems II. 282 Pray theym all to take the to

grace, In appoysaylle ["' r. apposaile]. c 1525 SKELTON Carl,
Laurel 141 Madame, your apposelle is well inferrid.

2. Legal examination of accounts. (See AP-
POSFIt 2.)

1461-83 Ord. R. Hoitseh. 61 To sette with the judges as

audytoures . . also at the accomptes in many apposylys.

1691 BI.OUNT La-iv Diet., Afposal of Sheriffs, is the charg-

ing them with Money received, upon their account in the

Exchequer. 1809 in TOMLINS Law. Diet.

"t* Appo'se, z'.
1 Obs. Forms : 4-5 opose, apose,

5-7 appose. [orig. a variant spelling of OPPOSE,
ME. oposcn and aposcn, = OFr. oposer and aposer

(both languages showing substitution of the more
common atonic a- for atonic 8- : even med.L. con-

founded appositiim and oppo$itum\ used in the

common scholastic sense of L. opponere
f to argue

against, bring forward objections or difficulties to

be answered (ppponere et respondent). In senses

more obviously connected with the primary mean-

ing of opponcre and opposition, the form oppose was
at length established

; but in those in which this

connexion was not apparent, and which might even

be plausibly explained from apponifre, as if
' to put

it to one,' appose early prevailed. Also aphetizcd
in i ;;th c. to POSE, the mod. repr. For the artificial

affiliation of -pose to \^.ponere, posititm, see next.]
1. To confront with objections or hard questions ;

to examine, interrogate, question.
^1315 SHOREHAM 145 }ef the fa!y throf to be aposed, Sey

God nys nau^t in ther wordle a-closed. 1387 TREVISA H ig-
den (Rolls Ser.) IV. 291 pe childe Jesus . . sittynge and ap-

Sjsynge
Je doctours. a 1400 Cm'. Myst. (1841) 137 The

usschop xal your lyff appose. 1440 Promp, Parv., Ex-
amyn, or apposyn (posyn, posen\ Examino. 1553 Short
Catech. Ediv. I- 1, 495 Thus beginneth the Master to appose
his Scholar . . I thought it best to oppose thee by certain

questions. 1558 BP. WATSON 7 Sacram. xxJ. 130 The mynister
should not be compelled to appose and examine the peni-
tent. 1581 CAMPION in Confer, in. (1584) O ij, You come to

appose mee, as if I were a scholer in the Grammar schoole.

1615 T. ADAMS Two Sauries 65 Question against question :

the Jewes appose Jesus, Jesus apposeth the Jewes.

2. absol. and intr.

(-1325 JC. E. A Hit. P. A. 901 J?a} I appose, I schulde not

temple \>y wyt so wlonc. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de
W.) i. xciii. 127 b/i, I woll apose and dyspute wyth hym of
some necessary thynges. 1551 T. WILSON Logic 61 The one
aunswering and denying, and the other still apposing. 1581
CAMPION in Conftr. in. 11584! U iijb, I would I might appose.
3. spec. To examine as to accounts, to audit. (Cf.
AITOSER 2.)

1601 TATE Honseh. Ord. EiL //, 44 (1876) 26, A serjant
naper . , shal aunswere for it as often as he shal be apposed.
1738 Hist. Crt. Exchequer v. 96 The Sheriff was apposed
anciently in open Court and now by the Cursitor Baron.

4. OPPOSE, q.v.

Appose (apJu'z, emphatic re p^'z), v.- [formed
to represent L. apponcrc, on the analogy of compose,

expose^ suppose, and the other assumed representa-
tives of compounds ofponere, formed on OFr. poser
: L. pausdre, after this vb. came, through form-

assoc. with/affVz'0, positum, to be treated as the re-

presentative of 'L.poncre (see PAUSE, POSE). In Fr.

apposer is found as early as I3th c.]

1. To put or apply one thing to another, as a seal

to a document
;
to put (food) before.

1593 J.CARKY Let. in Tytler //w/. Scotl. (16641 IV. 206 The
king dutli too much appose himself to the Papist faction.

1596 CHAI-MAN Iliad ix. 95 Atrides . . food sufficient Appos'd
before them, and the peers appus'd their hands to it. 1614
RALKIGH Hist. Worl-.t n. 228 Fire to heate whatsoever is

apposed. i66z EVELYN Chalcog. (17691 43 One of the an-
cientest gravings . . to which any mark is apposed. 1862 F.
HALL Hind. Pkilos. Syst. 214 As the iron moves, when the

precious stone . . is apposed to it. 1868 BROWNING Ring fy

Bk. iv. 1495 The last seal publicly apposed to shame.

2. To place in apposition or juxtaposition ;
to

range side by side.

c 1800 K. WHITE Rent. (1837) 391 Original conceptions
luminously displayed and judiciously apposed. 1870 Rtu.-
i.hSTON Anijii. Life Introd. 20 The boundaries of species . .

may be closely apposed . . along considerable lengths.

Apposed (ap^'-zd), ///. a.
[f.

APPOSE* -r -ED.]
Put or applied to

; put in apposition.
1596 CHAIRMAN Iliad n. 371 Kindled at Apposed fire. 1861

T. GRAHAM Pract, Med. 321 The apposed surfaces of the

pericardium.

t Appo'ser. Obs.
[f.

ApposEi + 'Eii"1

.]

1. One who apposcs ;
a questioner, examiner.

1551 T. WILSON Logic 61 The apposer must fight with the

weapon of his wit. 1577-87 HARKISON England I. n. iii. 84
In those [Windsor, Wincester, Eaton, Westminster schools]
. . the triall is made by certeine apposers yearelie appointed
to examine them. S 759 BOYEK Fr. Diet., Apposer, Ex-
amina.teu'r,

2. An Exchequer officer \vho examined or audited

the sheriffs' accounts. (The office was abolished in

1641 Termes de la Ley 165 Forrein Apposer Is an Officer

in the Exchequer, to whom all Sheriffs and Baylifts doe

repaire by him to be apposed of their greene waxe. 1738
Hist. Crt. Exchequer v. 108 A new Officer, before whom the

Sheriff was to account on his Process, who is called the

Foreign Apposer.

t Appo'sing, vll. sb. Obs. [f.
ApposE 1 + -ING!.]

Questioning, examination.

1407 W. THORI-L: in Arb. Garner VI. 46, I should write
mine Apposing and mine Answering. 1575 Tronb, ab. Com.
Prayer 139 An examination and apposinge off them. 1612
BRINSLY Lnd. Lit. 74 Let the manner of the appeasing be . .

by short questions.

Apposite (arpJzit).a. [ad.L.//^//-j-,pa.pple.
of app~t adponere, f. ad to + -poncre to place, put.]
fl. Put or applied to. Obs. rare- .

1656 in BLOUNT, 1706 in PHILLIPS, etc.

2. \Vell put or applied ; appropriate, suitable (to).
1621 BURTON Anat. AIcl.u. ii. n.(iC5i) ^39 A must apposite

remedy. 1634 HABINGTON Castara (1870) 15 Her language
is not copious but apposit. 1709 SWIFT T. of Tub 3. 54
The types are so apposite. 1849 GKOTL; Greece n. Iv. (18621

V. 31 Mastery of apposite and homely illustrations. 1869
GOULBOURN Purs. Holiness \. 6 The truth most apposite to
the whole argument.

\ 3. Of persons : Ready with appropriate remarks,

apt. Obs.

1699-1703 POMFRET Poet. IVks. (18331 31 In all discourse
she's apposite and gay. 1788 H. WALPOLE in Reader 7 Oct.

1865, 392/3 Qualified to talk on any subject ; easy, agreeable,
and apposite in their observations.

1 4. absol. or as sh. That which is placed beside

or in apposition. Obs,

1677 GALE Crt. Gent. II. iv. 516 The negation of it implies
a contradiction in the Adject or an Opposite in an Apposite.
5. See OPPOSITE.

Apposited (ap(rzited), ///. a. rare. [f.
L.

apposit-its (see prec.) + -ED.] Put or applied to.

1822 HAZLITT Table-t. II. x. 233 Sight, apposjted with in-

terest, can retain tolerably exact copies of sensations.

A'ppositely, adv. [f. APPOSITE + -LY 2
.]

In

an apposite manner, appropriately, to the point.

1633 T. ADAMS E*p. 2 Pet. ii. 6 The pulpit can prove no-

thing so appositely . . by Scripture. 1637 GILLESHE F.ng.*

Popish Cer. iv. iii. 12 Thus spake the learned Friar very ap-

positly. 1774 T. WARTON Eng. Poetry xx. III. 36 This fable

appositely suggests a train of sensible and pointed observa-

tions. 1830 SIR J. HERSCHEL Nat. Philos. 54 They are not

on that account less appositely cited as instances.

A'ppositeness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being apposite, aptness.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 429 The appositeness of these

four last Prophecies for the setting out the Merchandizing
52
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of the Church of Rome. 1816 KIRUV & SP. Etltom. (18281
II. xxvii. 490 The appositeness of this question. 1873 HOL-
LAND A. Bannic. xix. 288 There was a pathetic and poetic
appositeness in these words to the facts of his expiring life.

Apposition 1
'.a-pozi-Jsn). [a. OKr. aposicion,

apposition, variant of opposition, in med.L. sense of

opponSre: see Api'o.SK V.'] A public disputation by
scholars ; a formal examination by question and
answer ; still applied to the '

Speech day
'

at St.

Paul's School, London.
1659 60 PEPVS Diary 9 Jan., My brother John's speech,

which he is to make the next apposition. 1864 /'rtss 18 June
588 St. Paul's School . . celebrated its annual Apposition on
Wednesday.

Apposition2
(rcpozijan). [ad. (perh. through

mod.Fr. apposition i6th c.) L. appositionem, n. of
action f. apponcrc to put to : see APPOSITE.]
1. The action of putting; or placing one thing to

another
; application.

1541 R. COPLAND Cnydot^s Quest. Cyrnrg.^ Yf after the

fyrste apposycyon . . it blede nat wel. 1559 MORWYNG Evon.
367 All suche thinees as . . fomentacions, apposicions, em
broches, etc. 1650 KULLKK Pisgah iv. vi. 117 I5y apposition,
or putting of sweet odours to the dead body. 1726 AVLIKI-K

Parergon 308 IJy the Apposition of a I'ublick Seal. 1875
POSTE Gains n. 220 The apposition of the seals of seven at-

testing witnesses.

1 2. That which is put to or added ; an addition.
1610 GWILLIM Heraldry i. i. (1660) 10 For distinction

sake, to annex some apposition over and above their pater-
nail Coat. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. 67 The Place is plainly
written Cc'fft, without any paragogical apposition.
3. The placing of things in close superficial con-

tact
; the putting of distinct things side by side in

close proximity.
1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. 64 'z The mistion of the Ele-

ments is by apposition. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles 1. 1. vi, 35
[The word] according to the various apposition of the leters,

may siynifie either a foot, or a river. 1830 LYELL Princ.
ticol. 118751 I. n. xix. 488 These layers must have accumu-
lated one on the other by lateral apposition. 1850 DAUBENY
Atom. The. iv. 121 The result of the apposition of an as-

semblage of smaller crystals.

4. The fact or condition of being in close contact,

juxtaposition, parallelism.
1606 G. CAKLKTON Tithes E.vam. iv. 21 b, There is an ap-

position betweene things of the same kinde. a 165* J.
SMITH Sel. Disc. v. 160 A mere kind of apposition or con-

tiguity of our natures with the divine. 1801 FUSELI Lect.
Art. (1848) The true medium between dry apposition and
exuberant contrast. 1824-8 LANDOR Imag. Cflnv. (1846) 159
He places strange and discordant ideas in close apposition.
1878 T. HHVAM P>\ict. Siirg. I. 145 The cut surfaces and
edges of the wounds are to be brought into apposition.

f 5. Khct. The addition of a parallel word or

phrase by way of explanation or illustration of
another. Obs.

1561 T. N[ORTON] Cah'in's Inst. in. 187 Calling faith the
worke of God, and gluing it that title for a name of addi-

tion, and calling it by figure of apparition Gods good
pleasure, a 1638 MKDK M'ks. i. xxiv. 93 It is an Apposition,
or ciryi|<rtft

the latter words declaring the meaning of the
former

;

' Peace on earth,' that is,
' Good will towards men.'

6. Cram. The placing of a word beside, or in

syntactic parallelism with, another; spec, the ad-

dition of one substantive lo another, or to a noun

clause, as an attribute or complement ;
the position

of the substantive so added.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. (1879* 416 Yonge childryn that gone to

the scole haue in here Donete this question, how many
thinges fallen to appusicionV 1591 PERCIVALL Span. Dict. y

A Preposition . . either in Composition, as, Contrahecho . .

or in Apposition, as, En la fasti. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet.
191 Apposition is a figure . . whereby one Noune Substantive
is for Declaration and distinction sake added unto another
in the same case. x86oJowETTAYy.4-.tfcT'. 398 In the failure

of syntactical power . . in various ^orrns of apposition, espe-
cially that of the word to the sentence.

Appositional (a?p0zijbnal), a. [f. prec. -f -AL 1
.]

Of or belonging to apposition ; appositive.
1841 LATHAM Eng. Lang. (1850) 559 The appositional

construction is, in reality, a mutter of concord. 1865 N.
DALGLEISH Grant. Anal. 13 The appositional complement.
1879 G. MACLEAK in Camb.Bibl*tMark\* sRiver ofJordan :

(j/is here redundant and appositional.

Apposi'tionally, adv. rare. [f. prec. + -LY2.]
In apposition ; appositively.
i88a KOUEKI SON Mnllers Hel>. Synt. 60 [The words] could

equally well stand appoMtionally in the absolute state after
the word qualified.

Appositive (app-zitiv), a. [f. L. apposit- (see

APPOSITE) + -IVE, as if ad. L. *appositlv-us : cf. It.

appositivo (Florio), mod.Fr. appositif.] Of, per-
taining to, or standing in apposition. Also
as sb.

1693 KNATCHBULL Annot. 42 The words in the paren-
thesis being only appositive to the words going immediately
before. 1847 A. CROSBY Grk. Gram. Ij 331 An appositive
agrees in case with its subject. 1883 H. KENNEDY Ten
Brink's E. E. Lit. 20 The separation of appositive words.

Appo/sitively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.] In

appositive construction, in apposition.
1881 WHITNEY Mixt. in Lang. 23 Genitives of different

kinds . . those used more attributively and those used more
appositively. 1883 H. KENNEDY Ten Brink's E. E. Lit. 19
Substantive expressions which . . are put appositively beside
the real designation.

t AppO'sitor. Obs. [n. of agent (L. in form) f.

(/or oppositor*}] =APPUSEB.
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1601 CORNWALLYKS Ess. ii. xxxv. (1631) 86 Theoverthrow of
an Appositor is counted discourtesie.

t AppO'st, v. Obs. rare. [a. Fr. appo$te-rt ad.
It. appostare : late L. *appositti-ret

f. apposit-us
conveniently appointed, APPOSITE.] To place or

arrange for a purpose. Hence, Apposted ///. a.
1611 COTGR.I A/>/>osft-r, to apposte, suborne, procure under-

hand. 1633 '!* STAFFORD Pnc. ffib.x\\\. (1821)608 They will
thinke this Letter is aposted, and take this to be a finesse.
1611 COTGR., Assassin, an. appoasted manslayer.

Appraisable (ihn^'Ubl), a.
[f. APPRAISE +

-ABLE.] Capable of having the value fixed.

1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 24 Sept., But there they are,
merchantable and appraiseable. 1868 M. PATTISON Academ.
Org. 5, 202 He has no appraisable value.

Appraisal (fipr^-zai). [f. next-f-AiA] The
act of appraising, a. ///. The setting of a price,

b.y?^-. Estimate of worth.

1817 COLERIDGE Biogr. Lit, 151 Criticism as employed in
the appraisal of works [poems] more or less imperfect. 1838
DK QUINCEY (titled A lirief Appraisal of Greek Literature.

1863 H. TAYLOR //. Thurston I. 67 An inventory and ap-
praisal of the live stock. 1876 M. ARNOLD/.//. <y Dogma 222
Here are both inward appraisal and self-renouncement.

Appraise laprji-z), v. [Of rather late appear-
ance

;
f. PKAIHE v., previously, and, for some time,

contemporaneously, used in same sense. Perh.
formed on analogy of the synonymous PKIZE,
APPHI/E: see the latter.]
1. To fix a price for, assign a money value to :

csp. as an official valuer or appraiser.
[1383 WYCLIF Matt, xxvii. 9 The pris of a man preysid,

whom thei preysiden, of the sonys of Yrael. 1590 Swis-
HUKNK Testaments 220 Others praise them among the moue-
ables ; but it were better to praise them seuerally.]
'535 in Wood's Lett. Illmtr. Ladies (1852) II. 164 The

stuff. . was appraised by the appraisers. 1661 PEi'Ys Diary
2 Oct., All this morning at Pegg Kite's. . appraising her
goods that her mother has left. 176* HUME Hist. Eng.
(1806) IV. Ixii. 665 The cartoons . . were only appraised at
three hundred pounds. 1878 Hosw. SMITH Carthage 151
They [mercenaries] transferred their services . . to those who
would appraise them more highly.
2. transf. To estimate the amount, quality, or

excellence of. Also
rc_fl.

1841 MYERS Cath. Th. iv."4a 385 Rightly to appraise the
value of various truths. 1864 TENNYSON En. A rden 154 The
feeble infant. .Whom Enoch took, and handled all his limbs,
Appraised his weight. 1869 AKUKK James 1's Kss. Introd.

4 The king's Sonnets and Poems . . appraise themselves.

Appraised (apr^-zd), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
Estimated at a money value, fixed by valuation

;

having its worth calculated.

1864 D. WELLS Our Strength, etc. 17 A discrepancy be-
tween the real and appraised value of property. 1879 GEO.
EI.IOT Theo. Suck v. no A carefully appraised end to serve.

Appraisement (apr^-zment). [f.
as prec. +

-ME NT.]
1. The action of appraising or valuing; valuation

by an official or authorized appraiser.
1642 On/. # Declar. Lords fy Connn. 20 Oct. 4 A true ap-

praysement [shall be] made of the same. 1745 Season. Adv.
Protest. 20 The Landlords are paid their Rents, and no Ap-
praisements are heard of in twenty Years. 1867 I .YD. CHILD
Rom. Repnb. vi. 68 The tedious details of Mr. Royal's lia-

bilities, and the appraisement of his property.
2. A price fixed by appraising, estimated value.

1703 Land. Gtiz. mmmdccccIxxx/3 liars of Silver .. to be
set up at id. 2$. per Ounce under the Appraisement. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV. ix. 52, I have consented to
take the household linen at an appraisement. 1881 W.
SPRINGER in N. Aier. Rti<. CXXXII. 377 If the appraise-
ment is exorbitant.

3. transf. Estimation of quality or worth generally.
a 1858 DE QUINCEY Whiggism Wks. VI. 45 Ground more

Important to Dr. Parr's reputation, and, at the same time,
much more susceptible ofa sincere latitude of appraisement.
1881 MRS. LINTON My Love III. 5 A lover's keen appraise-
ment of the value of the thing he wants.

Appraiser (apr^-zai). [f. as prec. + 'ER 1
.]

1. One who appraises : spec, a person appointed
and sworn to estimate the value of property.
1529 Petition in Froude Hist. Eng. 1. 194 There be limited

and appointed so many judges, scribes, apparitors, sum-
moners, appraysers. 1696 Land. Gaz. mmmccxxxviii/3 Offi-

cers, who are to be Appraisers and Sellers of all moveable
Goods. 1783 BURKE Rep. Aff. India Wks. 1842 II. 3 Hav-
ing ordered the appraiser of the company's cloths., to be

severely flogged. 1857 TOL'LM, SMITH Parish 130 The ap-
praisers sworn to appraise goods sold under distress for rent.

2. transf. One who estimates quality or worth.
1801 MAK.EDGEWORTH Belinda I. vi. in Any fair appraiser

of delicate distresses, would decide that I am. .more to be

?itied

than you are. 1824 Co\&v.\\)Gv.Aittst0Rf/l.( 18481 1. 149
'ou have appointed the many as your judges and appraisers.

Appraising
1

(apivi*ziq% vbL sb.
[f.

as prec. +

-ING\) The action of setting a price or value on.

17*7-51 CHAMUERS CycL, Appraising, the act of rating,

valuing or setting a price on goods by a person who is a
competent judg^e,

and is authorized thereto.

Apprai'sing, ///. a. [f. as prec.+ TNG 2.]

That appraises or estimates; valuing, estimating.
Hence Appraisingly adv.
1880 Miss BKOUGHTON Sec. Th. II. n. vi. 25 Eying apprais-

in^Iy, as to its capabilities, her robust yet delicate beauty.

t A'pprecate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. apprecat-

ppl. stem of adp- t appreca-ri, to pray to, f. cut to

+precari to pray, f. prec-em prayer.] To pray
for, invoke, devoutly wish, to.

APPRECIATED.
1631 DONNE Serm. vii. 69 All that the Queen and Councell

could wish and apprecate to the king. 1674 C/i. <y Crt. Rome
13 Apprecating Destruction to those of his Family . . who
should attempt a departure to Popery.

t Appreciation. Obs. [n. of action f. prec. :

see -TION.] The action of praying for or invoking
a blessing on another; a devout wish.
1608 HP. HAM. Epist. r. viii. Wks. 1634 I. 263 Not without

desire and apprecation. 1618 HOWELL Lett. I. i. iii, With
apprecation of as much happinesse to you at home, as I

shall desire to accompany me abroad. 1/1679 POOLED nnot.
(1852) III. 275 The salutation . . common among the Jews ..
was an apprecation of all blessing and happiness.
t A'pprecatory, a. Obs.

[f. L. apprecat- (see

APPBECATE) + -ORY.] Of the nature of praying
for a blessing on any one ; intercessory.
1633 T. ADAMS E.rp. 2 Pet. iii. 18 [Glory] is either a praise,

or a wish
; gratulatoryor apprecatory. 1649 BP.HALL Cases

C'onsc. in. ix. (1654) 261 The (.not so much apprecatory as
declaratory) benedictions.

Appreciable (aprrji,ab'l), a. [f. L. apprctia-
rcy m later spelling apprccid-re + -BLE, as if ad.
L. *appretiabili$ ;

cf. Fr. appreciable^
1. Capable of being estimated, weighed, judged

of, or recognized by the mind.
1818 COI.EBROOKE Obligations i. 37 In the performance . . of*

which the party stipulating has an appreciable interest.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. ii. 9 There is hardly an appreci-
able element of Celtic in the French language.
2. Capable of being recognized by the senses,

perceptible, sensible.
1820 FARADAY Exp. Res. xvi. 59 This specimen has all the

appreciable characters of the best Bombay wootz. 1878
HUXLEY Physiog. 76 A very appreciable increase of weight.

Appreciably (aprrfi,abli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-I.Y-.J To an appreciable extent, so as to be

appreciated.
1859 Z/V. Ch.-man. V. 449 We speak, .with the cheerfulness

of those who are appreciably succeeding. 1862 DANA
Man. Geol. 653 The tidal waves . . become appreciably trans-
lation or propelling waves on soundings. 1871 Ii. STEWART
Heat 13 The former will not be appreciably changed in

temperature.

Appreciant (apr/~Ji ( ant), a. rare 1
, [a. mod.

Fr. appri-dant, pr. pple. of apprtciert ad. L. ap~
pretiare : see next.] Appreciating, appreciative.

1829 SOUTIIEV Colloq. Ded. Wks. III. 173 The man whom
Henry, of desert Appreciant alway, chose for highest trust.

Appreciate (apn-JV'tO, v. ; also 8-9 appre-
tiate. [f. L. appretiat- ppl. stem of apprctid-re to

set a price to, appraise, f. ap-, a</-, to +preti'ttm

price. Cf. >'r. appri'dcr (i5th c. in Godef.). The
literal sense of the Fr. is supplied by APPRAISE,
APPRIZE. In Eng., as in Fr., the med.L. spelling

appreciare has been followed. Neither this verb
nor any derivative is in Johnson ;

but see sense 3.]
1. trans. To make or form an estimate of worth,

quality, or amount.
1769 BURKE Pres. St. Nat. Wks. II. 59 Let us calmly . .

appreciate those dreadful and deformed gorgons and hydras.
1817 W. TAYLOR in Mouth. Rev. LXXXIII. 458 The ex-
treme want of candour, .with which Priestley appretiated
Hume. 1818 ACCUM Chem. Tests 496 The weight ofthe gold
is to be appreciated. 1837 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. ii.

(1877)1.22 It was the bias of antiquity, .to appreciate all

knowledge principally by the higher standard.

2. To estimate aright, to perceive the full force of.

1798 KKRKIAR Illustr. Sterne iv. 124 The physiological
reader only can appreciate the profound sagacity of this

conclusion. 1842 ALISON Hist. Enr. Ivii. 43 IX. 41 Na-

poleon . . instantly appreciating the magnitude of the danger.
1875 (IKINOON Life xiii. 167 Until the truth of any thing.,
be appreciated, its error, if any, cannot be detected.

b. esp. To be sensitive to, or sensible of, any deli-

cate impression or distinction.

1833 BHEWSTER Nat. Magic it. 32 The retina has not

appreciated the influence of the simple red rays. 1862

F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 236 In like manner, a blind

man is able to appreciate sound, touch, etc., but not colours.

1879 PRESCOTT Sp, Telephone 7 If the number of vibrations

exceedsforty thousand per second, the ear becomes incapable
of appreciating the sound.

3. To esteem adequately or highly; to recognize as

valuable or excellent
;
to find worth or excellence in.

1655 (See APPRECIATING.] 1748 BAILKY, Appretiate t to set

an high Price, Value, or Esteem uponanything. i'm$I<rain.
Pol. ff Hist. I. 230 Your labours will not be fully known
and appreciated till the succeeding generation. 1858 GLAD-
STONE Homer I. 25 The mental culture necessary in order

to appreciate Homer. 1858 HAWTHOHNK Fr. $ It. Jrnls.
I. 171 It requires a finer taste than mine to appreciate him.

4. To raise in value ; opposed to depreciate.

(This and the following sense have been long in

use in U. S.)
1779 P. WEBSTER Pol. Ess. (1791) 33 Any probable attempt

to raise or appreciate the value of the money. 1880 R. MAC-
KENZIE in -ujthCent. 207 Rents have been undulyappreciated.
1881 H. H. GIBBS Double Standard Pref. 9 The resumption
of specie payments in Gold, thus appreciating that metal.

5. intr. To rise in value.

1789-96 MORSE Amer. Gfog. I. 323 A great demand for

specie and bills, which occasioned the latter, .to appreciate.
1882 P.TIDHAN Goldfy Silv. Money 85 Gold has been steadily

appreciating in value.

Appreciated, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.] a. Ade-

quatelyvalued. b. Knhancedinexchangeablevalue.
1881 H. H. GIBBS Double Standard 32 The more remedi-

able evils of depreciated Silver, or appreciated Gold.



APPBECIATING.
APPRECIATE +

Appreciating, ///. a. [f.
f

-ING 2.] That appreciates or values.

1655 GURNAI.L Chr. in Ann. xi. 2 (1669) 273/1 Show what

appreciating thoughts thou hast of that blissful state. Mod.

Appreciating friends recommended its publication.

Appre-ciatingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.] jn

an appreciating manner ; with appreciation.
1870 Daily News 7 May 5/5 Who love pictures warmly and

ppreciatingly for their own sake. 1881 SHAIRP in Academy
29 Jan. 74/1 The editor discourses, if not tenderly yet . . ap-
ap|

preciatingly, of Cowper.

Appreciation (apnJVi-Jsn). Also 7-9 ap-

pretiation. [Found once c 1400 ;
then not till

1 7th c. Both in early and mod. use prob. a. Fr.

appreciation, n. of action f. apprccicr, ad. L. appro-
tiare : see APPRECIATE and -TION.]
1. The action of setting a money value upon ;

valuation, appraisement, rare.

J799 J.ROBERTSON Agrit. Perth 83 To take the sheep-stock
off the outgoing tenant's hands by appreciation of arbiters.

2. The action of estimating qualities or things ;

deliberate judgement.
1604 PI.AYFERE Serm. bef. Prince Hen. 57 (L.) According to

a man's appretiation, and according to his intention. 1864 ( J.

MASSON in N. <$(?. 411 He is. .very severe in his appreciation
of Huchanan. 1880 MCCARTHY Omit Time IV. Ixvi. 500 En-

tirely mistaken in his appreciation of the condition of things.

3. Perception, recognition, intelligent notice ; esp.

perception of delicate impressions or distinctions.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 52 pis word for notif> or tuki'p afiprccia-
conn. 1859 MILL Liberty iii. (1865) 33/1 The appreciation
of means towards an acknowledged end. 1879 C. KiNG_in
Casscll's Tcchn. Educ. IV. 113/1 A much better apprecia-
tion of the intricacies of the country. Afod. Men differ

greatly in their appreciation of varieties of vowel sound.

4. Adequate or high estimation, sympathetic re-

cognition of excellence. q|>

1650 FUI.LF.R Pisgah Sight n. xii. 259 Not the intrinsecall

worth of their tears, but Gods gracious appretiation of the

sincerity thereof. 1870 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach.y.\\. 246
An eye and mind that have no appreciation of scenery.

5. Rise in exchangeable value ;
cf. APPRECIATE 4.

1789 96 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 323 Considered rather as

an appreciation of Gold and Silver than a depreciation of

paper. 1883 GOSCHEN in Times 20 Feb. 7 A considerable ap-

preciation in the value of gold.

Appreciative (apn jVtiv), a. [f. ^L. ap-

prctiat- ppl. stem of appretiare -f -IVE. Cf. mod.
Fr. apprcciatif, -ive.'] Showing appreciation: hav-

ing the quality of forming an adequate estimate,

of recognizing the good points in an object, or of

being sensitive to delicate impressions. Const, of.

1850 LYNCH Tlu-oph. Trin. v. 84 Kindly appreciative words.

1867 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 313 A very quiet audience . .

appreciative but not demonstrative. 1879 CHURCH in Cns-

setFs Techn. Educ. I. 247/1 The eye has become less appre-
ciative of red, and more appreciative of the other colours.

Appreciatively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] In

an appreciative manner : with estimation of com-

parative value
; discriminatingly ;

with sympa-
thetic recognition of excellence.

1656 HOBBES Liberty, etc. (1841) 315 Yet appreciatively in

the estimation of judgment, he accounts the offence of God
a greater evil than any temporal loss. 1656 JEANES Mi.vt.

Schol. Div. 13 Appretiatively, preferring him, and his will,

before all other things. 1879 T. ESCOTT Eng. I. 166 Slowly,

lovingly, and appreciatively acquired, not purchased ready-
made.

Appre'ciativeness. [f.
as prec. 4- -NESS.]

The quality of being appreciative ;
the habit of

recognizing excellence.

1862 Frascrs Ring, July 12 A liberality of judgment and
an appreciativeness of taste. 1881 Daily Nevus 7 Nov. 3/3
The thorough appreciativeness of the crowded audience.

Appreciator (aprrj~i|<?>t3.i). [n. of agent (on
L. analogy) f. apprctiarc: see APPRECIATE. Cf.

mod.Fr. apprcciatcur] One who appreciates or

forms an adequate estimate.

1842 DF.QuiNCEY/V*//0.j. Hcradot.'Wk*. IX. 208A discovery
for which there was no permanent appreciator. 1849 MILL
Ess. (1859) II. 358 An incapable appreciator of the situation

and its exigency.

Appreciatorily(aprrj~i|at3Tili), adv. [f.next-f-

-LY^.J In an appreciatory manner ; appreciatively.

Appreciatory (aprrji,at3ri\ a. [f. APPRE-
CIATOR: see-ORY.j Of or befitting an appreciator ;

appreciative.
1819 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. LXXXIX. 36 That ap-

pretiatory criticism which scrupulously weighs the evidence
adduced. 1861 GEO. Enor Silas M. 68 Mr. Macey. .paused,
in the expectation of some appreciatory reply.

Appredicate (a'pre-dik^t). [ad. mod.L. ap-

pr&dicatitm ( Gr. TrpoffKarrj'^opov/j.fvov') : see AP-

pref.\ and PREDICATE.] An addition to the pre-
dicate : (see quot.)
1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xiii. I. 228 By Aristotle,

the predicate includes the Cflpnla ; and . . the latter has, by
subsequent Greek logicians, been styled the afprt-dicate.

Apprefe, variant of APPIUKIF, Obs., proof.

Apprehend (X'pr/he'nd),^. \a..Yr.a}pn
:hcnt!e r

(I5U1 c. in Godef.), ad. L. app-, adprehend-Sre to

lay hold of, seize, f. ad to +prehenJ-ere to seize.

In the contracted form apprcnd-ere, the word sur-

vived in the Romance langs. in the fig. sense
'

lay
hold with the mind, comprehend, learn,' whence
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also later '
teach, inform

*

: cf. Fr. apprendre,
and Eng. APPRISE. Subsequently, the full appre-

hcnd-ere was taken into Fr. and Eng. in its orig.

form and sense. APPUEND is occas. in i6-i7th c.]

I. Physical.

fl. To lay hold upon, seize, with hands, teeth,

etc. Also said of fire, andyf^-. of trembling, fear,

etc. Obs. or arch.

1572 BOSSCWKLL Armoric in. 5 A great quakyng and

tremblyng dyd apprehende hys hands. 1607 TOPSELL l-'our-f.

Beasts 124 His dogs, .apprehending the garments ofpassen-

gers. 1613 Life William I. in Harl. Misc. (1793) 28 A fire

began . . which apprehending certain shops and warehouses,
etc. ^1643 Maximes Unf. 8 Fury and affrightment ap-

prehend the desperate. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal ff Tri.

/Vi/V(i845> 63 A lame hand that cannot apprehend. 1843

E.JONES Sensat. $ Event 122 While those two lips his brow
did apprehend.

b. transf. To seize upon, take down, in writing.

Jig. To seize upon (points of a subject). Ohs.

1611 CORYAT Crudities 480, I apprehended it [an epitaph]
with my pen while the Preacher was in his pulpit. 1615 T.

ADAMS Spir. Navig. 24, I will only apprehend so much as

may serve to exemplify this dangerous world.

2. To seize (a person) in name of law, to arrest.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasni. Par. John vii. i iR.) To fynde
sum occasion, .to attache and apprehende him. 1642 ROGKKS
Naamati 44 Paul, .going like a Pursivant. .to Damascus, to

apprehend the Saints there. 1768 KLACKSTONE Comui. IV.

287 A justice of the peace cannot issue a warrant to appre-
hend a felon upon bare suspicion. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. III. 328 Troops had been sent to apprehend him.

f 3. To seize upon for one's own, take possession
of. Alsoy^-. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS SEneis xt. vii. 70 Ellis quhare . . to wend,

Thayre dwelling place for ay to apprehend. 1611 KIBU-:

Phil. iii. 12 If that I may apprehend that for which also
^1

am apprehended of Christ lesus. 1652 NKEDHAM tr. Scldais
Mare C7. 21 That Vacancies are his who apprehend's them
first by occupation.

f4. To seize or embrace (an offer or opportunity;.
1586 T. B. La Primaitii, Fr. Acad, 750 If we apprehend

not that great grace and mercy of the Father offered to all.

a 1619 DONNE Biathan. ( 1644' 126 If he apprehend not an op-

portunity to escape. 1633 Hi 1
. HALL Hard Texts 56 His

faith, whereby he did firmely apprehend the . . aid of his eter-

nal Father.

II. Mental.

^5. gen. To learn, gain practical acquaintance
with. Also absol. (The earliest use in Kng. ;

cf.

Fr. apprcndrc?) Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. it. ii. (14951 28 He holdeth

in mynde . . without foryetynge, all that he apprebendyth.

1531 EI.YOT Govcrnonr (18341 2I 5 Thereby they provoke

many men to apprehend virtue, a 1680 BUTLER Rem. (1759^

I. 204 Children. . Improve their nat'ral Talents without Care,
And apprehend, before they are aware.

6. To become or be conscious by the senses of

(any external impression).
1635 AUSTIN Medit. 60 When this Light shone in darke-

nesse, and our darkenesse, though it apprehended, yet it

comprehended it not. 1651 HOBBKS Leviatk. in. xxxiv. 212

That caused Agar supernaturally to apprehend a voice from

heaven. 1855 BAIN Sens. <y Int. in. i. 37 If I see., two can-

dle flames, I apprehend them as different objects.

1 7. To feel emotionally, be sensible of, feel the

force of. Obs.

1592 NASHE P. Penilessc 29 b, The. .soules of them that

haue no power to apprehend such felicitie. 1605 B. JONSON
Volponc ii. i, Dead. Lord ! how deeply, sir, you apprehend
it. 1670 WALTON Lives, That [kindness] was so gratefully

apprehended by M. Hooker.

8. To lay hold of with the intellect : a. to per-

ceive the existence of, recognize, see.

IS77 VAUTROULLIER Luther s Ep. Gal. 5 Who so doth not

understand or apprehend this righteousness in afflictions and

terrors of conscience. 1609 C. Butler's l-'cm. Won. Ad Auth.

16 There is not half that worth in Mee Which I have ap-

prehended in A Bee. 1743 J. MORRIS Scrm. vii. 184 We shall

apprehend reason to conclude, ihat .they were not so very

young. 1872 BROWNING Fijine Ixxi, 7 Each man .. avails

him of what worth He apprehends in you.

b. to catch the meaning or idea of
;
to understand.

1631 HEYWOOD Lond. Jus Hon. 279 As soone known as

showne, and apprehended as read. 1755 B. MARTIN Mag.
Arts

<$
Sc. i. Mil. 87 This is all so plain, that I can't but ap-

prehend it. 1849 MACAU LAY///... 1. 463 The nature of

the long contest between the Stuarts and their parliaments,
was Indeed very imperfectly apprehended by foreign states-

men. 1871 C. DAVIES Metric Syst. n. 24 To apprehend
distinctly the .signification of a number, two things are ne-

cessary.

c. absol. or with mbord. d.
JS99 SHAKS. Much Ado n. i. 84 Cousin, you apprehend

passing shrewdly. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. 46/1 Peri-

ander . . immediately apprehended that he advised him to

put the most eminent in the City to death. 1712 STKELE

Sped. No. 532 P 2, 1 cannot apprehend where lyes the trifling

in all this. 1785 RKID //(//. Power* i. i. No one can explain

by a Logical Definition what it is to think, to apprehend.
9. To understand (a thing to be so and so) ;

to

conceive, consider, view, take (it) as.

1639 FULLER Holy \Var\\-. ix. (1840! 193 They apprehended
it a great courtesy done unto them. 1736 WESLEY ll'ks. 1830
I. TOO, I apprehended myself to be near death. i8s8Gi.Ai>-
STONE Homer III. 393 The eternal laws, such as the heroic

age apprehended them.

b. absol. or with subord. d.

1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair \. iv. 8 If liee apprehend you
flout him once, he will (lie at you. 1775 J. LYON in Sparks
Corr. Antcr. Rei: (1853) I. 101, I apprehend that secrecy is

as necessary now as ever it was. 1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit.

APPREHENSION.
iv. vi. g 17 In general, I apprehend, the later French critics

have given the preference to Racine.

10. To anticipate, look forward to, expect {mostly

things adverse).
1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. IV. ii. 149 A man that appre-

hends death no more dreadfully, but as a drunken sleepe.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones (1836) I. in. iii. 100 A triumphant

question, to which he had apprehended no answer. 1879
ToURGKB Fool's Errand'ii. ir Love had taught her with un-

erring accuracy to apprehend the evil which impended.

11. To anticipate with fear or dread
;
to be fear-

ful concerning ;
to fear. a. with olij.

1606 SHAKS. Tr.
<?

Cr. in. ii. So Oh let my Lady apprehend
no feare. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. I. 54 Which
makes me much apprehend the ends of those honest Worthies.

1702 Eng. Theophr. 53 He apprehends every hreath of air

as much as if it were a Hurricane. 1832 HT. MARTINF.AU

Hill % Valley xiii. 125 No one., could think .. that any
further violence was to be apprehended.
b. with sitbord. el. To be apprehensive, to fear.

1740-61 MRS. DEI.ANY Life ff Corr. (1861) III. 210, I don't

apprehend that even the Hath could hurt her. 1868 HAW-
THORNE Our Old Home (18701 186, I sometimes apprehend
that our institutions may perish.

Apprehe-nded, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

1. Taken hold of, seized
;
arrested.

1597 DANIEL Civ. Wares \ I. Iviii, Th' apprehended Duke.

2. Laid hold of by the mind, conceived.

1668 HOWE Bless. Righteons (1825) 129 Lord ! whence is

this apprehended inconsistency? 1880 CYCLES Hum. Exp.
i. 17 The intellectually-apprehended Executive System.

3. Anticipated (with aversion), dreaded.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 7 When the apprehended
Time shall be over. 1825 SOUTHKY Paraguay iv. 29 On
Monnema the apprehended ill Came first.

Apprehender (eeprfhrndai). Also 7 -or.

[f.
as prec. + -Kill.]

1. One who lays hold of or seizes ; csp. one who
seizes or arrests in the name of justice.
1608 CHAPMAN Byrons Trag. Plays II. 282 This short sword

. . which if I haue time To show my apprehendor, he, etc.

1684 CHARNOCK Attrih. God 118341 II. 65 How would the

. . number of malefactors be greater than that of appre-
henders ?

2. One who lays hold with the senses or mental

faculties.

,11619 DONNE Biat/iaa. (1644184 All these proceed from

the indisposition and distempred taste of the apprehendor.

1678 CUDWORTH Intcll. Syst. I. v. 639 Truth is bigger than

our minds, and we are. .rather apprehenders than compre-
henders thereof. 1862 F. HALL Hindu 1'liilos. Syst. 177 By
' beholder

'

is meant knower, or apprehender.

Apprehending, vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. + -ING '.]

The action of the vb. APPREHEND ;
APPREHEN-

SION, esp. in senses 3, 7, 12.

1398 TREVISA Bartli. lie- /'. K. in. ix, The vertu of appre-

hendynge LL. agprehensiva. potential,
bat is maner know-

ynge, is departid a tweyne. 1553 87 FOXE A. *r 31- HI-

321 Going from place to place, to avoid the peril of appre-

hending. 1581 SIDNEY Astrophel\-ni\, Quick apprehending
. .Of euerie image which may comfort show. 1855 MACAU LAV

Hist. Eng. III. 508 To issue a proclamation for the appre-
hending of Ludlow. 1880 CVPI.KS Hum. Exp. ii. 40 Expe-
rience includes the apprehending of a regulative order, &c.

Apprehending, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -INC -.]

That apprehends; understanding, perceptive.
1656 RIDGLEY Pract. P/iysic2o6 Imagination . . is an ap-

prehending power. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. it. xviii. (1865) 359

Newly-apprehending gratitude at second life bestowed.

Apprehe'ndingly, adv. rare. [f. prec. +

-LY^.] ]!y apprehending or laying hold.

1581 NOWELL & DAY in Confer. 1.11584) E iiij, Faith doeth

iustifie apprehendingly, workesdoe iustine declaringly.

Apprehensibility (cepnhe^nsibrliti). [f.

next : see -BILITY.] The quality of being appre-
hensible.

1827 DE QUINCEY Lessing Wks. XIII. 287 Clothed in a

form ofsensuous apprehensibility. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang.
i. 6 Simplicity and popular apprehensibility will be every-
where aimed at.

Apprehensible (eeprfhe-nsib 1), a. [ad. L.

apprehensibil-is (Tertull.), f. apprehens- ppl. stem

of apprehend-lre : see APPREHEND and -BLE. Cf.

mod.Fr. apprehensible^ Capable of being appre-
hended or grasped by the senses or intellect

;
liable

to be felt emotionally (obs.) Const, by, to.

a 1631 DONNE Select. (1840) 181 It is apprehensible by sense.

1632 SIK T. HAWKINS Unhappy Prosp. 95 Who wept not

for himselfe
;
for an object so sad and apprehensible as this

could not bend his gravity. (11716 SOUTH 12 Serin. 11717)

IV. 318 Discoursing of the Nature . . of God in a language
neither warrantable nor apprehensible. 1841 DE QUINCEY
Rket. (1860) 358 Apprehensible even to the uninstructed.

1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. (1864) II. in. vii. 151 A world of in-

visible beings . . assuming forms, uttering tones, distilling

odours, apprehensible by the soul of man.

Apprehe-nsibly, adv. rare. [f. prec. + -LT A]
In an apprehensible manner ;

so as to be appre-

hended or laid hold of.

1672 SIR T. BROWNE Let. to Friend vii. (1881) 131 The
dead and deep part of the night, when Nox might be most

apprehensibly said to be the daughter of Chaos. Mod. The

two notions are not apprehensibly distinct.

Apprehension (sepriTie-n^n). [ad. (? through
Fr. apprehension, I gth c. in Littre) L. apprehen-

sion-em, n. of action f. apprchend-cre to seize upon :

see APPREHEND and -ION.] gen. The action of

seizing upon, seizure, grasp. As in other adopted

words, employed in the mental before the physical
52 -
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APPREHENSIVE.

senses, for which native Eng. and OFr. words were
in use.

I. Physical.
1. The action of laying hold of or seizing (physi-

cally) ; prehension, grasping, rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. (J.) [A lobster's claw is] a

part of apprehension whereby they seize upon their prey,

1835 Sourmv. SMITH Philos. Health I. v. 262 The superior
extremities [of the body] are organs of apprehension.
2. Law. The action of taking manual possession.
1832 AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) II. Ivi. 928 The absolute pro-

perty rei singitlx cannot be acquired commonly without an

apprehension or a taking possession of the thing by the

acquirer. 1875 POSTE Gains n. 203 Kither constructive

delivery (traditio} or apprehension (Perceptio).

3. The seizure of a person, a ship, etc., in the name
of justice or authority ;

arrest. Const, subjective
?.of the actor, objectivegen. of the person arrested,

the latter being more frequent : 'The king's appre-
hension of Pym,' 'Pym's apprehension by the king.'

1577 HARRISON Ens*, i. n. iv. 103 If they be taken the third

time and have not since their second apprehension applied
themselves to labour. 1614 SIR R. DUDLEY in Fortesc. Pap.
6 Your answer tuiching his Majestys aprehension of the
forcible vessell. 1881 Chatnb. Jrnl. No. 916. 457 A warrant
for his apprehension was obtained.

II. Mental.

f4. t'M. The action of learning, the laying hold
or acquirement of knowledge. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Bartft. Di* P. R. v. vj. (1495") in Meane
moeuynge of the eye is to be praysed, for it sygnefycth easy
apprehensyon. 1641 WILKISS Math. Magick \. i. 3 The an-
cient Philosophers esteemed it a great part of wisdome to

conceale their learning from vulgar apprehension or use.

5. The action of laying hold of with the senses ;

conscious perception, arch.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. -V. in. ii. 178 Dark night, that from the

eye his function takes, The eare morequicke of apprehen-
sion makes. 1635 AUSTIN Mcdit. 9 She [the Virgin] had a

corporal!, as well as a mental apprehension of the Mes-

senger. 173* ].\\\* Serious Call \\. 177 Invisible to his Eyes,
being too glorious for the apprehension of flesh and blood.

to. The action of 'feeling' anything emotion-

ally ;
sensitiveness or sensibility to

; sympathetic
perception. Obs. rare.

1605 BACON
A_ih>.

Learn. \. Hi. 6 [They] have not their

thoughts established . . in the love and apprehension of duty.
x6iz T, TAYLOR Cottint. Titus i. 15 If men did conscior.ably
and in right apprehension ofGods good ties blesse their meale.

1644 H KYI. IN Laud l, 206 The Queen . .out ofa deep apprehen-
sion of that lamentable accident, forthwith directed, etc.

7. The action of grasping with the intellect
;
the

forming of an idea
; conception; intellection.

1597 J.PAYNI-: Riiyal Kxch. 25 Better .. ys a short and dili-

gent readinge. .then to turn manie leaves with small regard
and less apprehciition. a 1680 (ii.ANVii.L (J. Simple appre-
hension denotes no more than the soul's naked intellection

of an object. 1751 JOHNSON Ratnbl. 177 FT, My quickness of

apprehension, and celerity of reply.
1866 DK. ARGYLL Reign

of Law ii. 1 10 A clear apprehension of this Abstract Idea
was necessary to a right understanding. 1870 BOWKN Logic
i. 28 Simple Apprehension corresponds very nearly to that

sort of thinking which we now call Conception.
8. The apprehensive faculty ; ability to under-

stand ; understanding.
1570 DKE Afath. Prsef. 4 So . . dull is our apprehension.

1607 DKKKKR West. Hoe lit. i, () the quick apprehension
of women. 1636 HEYWOOD Lwe's Mistr. Pref., It was above

my apprehension to conceive, 1851 HAWTHORNE Sntnu

linage (18791 214 How forcibly the lapse of time., came
home to my apprehension.
9. The product of grasping with the mind

;
a

conception or idea ; also, the abiding result of

such conception ; a view, notion, or opinion en-

tertained upon any subject.
'579 TOMSON Calvin $ Serin. Tim. 763/2 We haue no ap-

prehension of y- heauenly life, when we are thus tyed to

this world. 1670 UAXTER Cure Ch.-Div. 19 Fix not too rash-

ly upon your first apprehensions. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No, 10

P4 Which according to vulgar apprehension swept away his

legs. 1774 RKID Aristot. Log. ii. i The first part of logic
treats of simple apprehensions and of terms. 1871 R. W.
DALK Ten Command. Introd. ii We must obey the moral
law to have a true apprehension of it.

f 10. The conception or idea expressed by a
word ; meaning, sense. Obs. rare.

1615 T. ADAMS Leaven 102 'The kingdom of Heaven'. .

hath a diverse sense and apprehension in the Scriptures.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 15 Other wayes there are of
deceit which consist not in false apprehension of words.

11. The representation to oneself of what is still

future ; anticipation ; chiefly of things adverse.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. in. i. 78 The sence of death is

most in apprehension. 1693 OWEN Holy Spirit 12 Sorrow
had filled their Hearts upon the Apprehension of his De-

parture. 1719 WATKRLAND Vind. Christ's Div. Pref. A ij,

The following Queries were drawn up. .when I had not the

least apprehension of their appearing in print. 1853 RANK
Grinnell E*p. xxxix. (1856) 358 Leaving us to the thaws of

summer and the stormy winds of September before our im-

prisonment ceases. The apprehension has no mirth in it.

12. Fear as to what may happen ;
dread.

1648 SANDERSON 21 Sertn. Ad Aul. xvi. (167 ^ 227 The bare
fears of such tilings and apprehensions of their approach,
1709 Tatler No. 108 F i, I. .looked about with some Appre-
hension . . for Fear any Foreigner should be present. 1825
T. JKKKERSOM Antobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 67 Their representa-
tives at Paris expressed apprehensions that France would
interfere. 1836 MACGILLIVRAY Huntboldt's Trav. xviii. 263
Not without apprehension of being bitten by serpents.

Apprehensive (iepn"he'nsiv), a. [ad. med.L.

412

apprehcnsiv-us, f. apprehens-, ppl. stem of appre-
hendcre : see APPREHEND and -IVK. Cf. Fr. ap-

prehensif, -ivc^\ Characterized by apprehension j

Habitually apprehending.
T"l. In the habit of seizing, ready to seize or

embrace (an offer or opportunity). Obs.
1620 SANDERSON Scrm. Ad Pop. i. (1674) 136 So apprehen-

sive of but an outward enforced semblance of contrition
from the hands of an Hypocrite, a 1641 LD. STRAFFORD (O.)
I shall be very apprehensive of any occasions wherein I may
do any kind offices.

2. Pertaining to, or fitted for, the laying hold of

sensuous or mental impressions.
1398 TREVISA Karth. De P. R. in. vi. (14951 53 All the

wyttes come of the vertue Racional and apprehensiue. 1589
PVTTENHAM Eng. Pot'sif i Arb.) 268 Illfauorednesse or dis-

proportion to the partes apprehensiue, as. .when a sound is

either too loude or too low. 1671 MILTON Samson 623
Thoughts, my tormentors, armed with deadly stings, Mangle
my apprehensive tenderest parts. 1861 F. HALL Hindu
Pkilos. Sysf.BS When the apprehensive faculties offche soul
are in their full vigour.
3. Of mental faculties and their operations : Show-

ing apprehension or grasp of a subject ;
intelli-

gent, discerning, quick.
1621 BURTON Anat. J\Icl. i. ii. in, i, If the Imagination be

very apprehensive, intent, and violent. 1785 CoWPBR Task
Vi. 612 In some [animals] are found Such teachable and ap-

prehensive parts, 1863 MRS. C. CLARKK Shnks. Char. x. 258
The reasons he gives.. are neat, apprehensive, and witty.

1874 J. H. \K\VM AN Gerontius 20 A sense so apprehensive
and discriminant.

4. Of intelligent beings : In the habit or capable
of grasping with the mind, perceptive ; hence,

quick to learn, intelligent,
'

sharp.' Const, of.
160* SHAKS. Jtil. C. m.i. 67 And Men are Flesh and Blood,

and apprehensiue. 1627 Lisandcr fy Cal. iv. 63 Those who
are apprehensive of love. 1636 HEVwoonC/irt//t*#i? in.i, My
daughter is an apt, and wittie lasse : I know her apprehen-
sive, and welt-lirayn'd. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. it. 1,18511

84 More fond of Miracles, than apprehensive ofTruth. 1697
KVKLYN Xnniism. ix. 295 Spaniels, .docile and apprehensive.
1868 BROWNING Ringfy Bk. III. VIM. 1500 The lower phrase
that suits the sense O' the limitedly apprehensive.
5. Having an apprehension or notion ; under-

standing, realizing, conscious, sensible. Const, of
or suhord. cl. arch.
1611 Sri-:ED Hist. Gt, Hrit. ix. vii. 70 The King apprehen-

siue of his meaning, called his Lords. 1683 Loud. Gaz.

nidcccxlix/2 We are deeply apprehensive of the Confluences
of Blessings, which . . we enjoy. 1764 HARMER Ofrserr 1

. xi.

iii. 104, I am apprehensive that this is an additional proof
of the requisiteness of attending to the customs of the East
when we would explain the Scriptures. 1843 J. H. NEWMAN
3/iractfs 58 Miracles, .wrought . . by instruments but parti-

ally apprehensive that they are such.

6. Anticipative of something adverse
;

fearful

of what may be about to happen. (Now the most
usual sense.) a. simply.
1718 POPE ///Wxm. 812 From death he flies, And turns

around his apprehensive eyes, 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela
1 1 1. 418, I am a sad weak, apprehensive Uody J to be sure

Iain ! 1837 CAKLYI.K Fr. Ri~v. in.v. vi. 11857) " 3 11 Though
physically ofa timid apprehensive nature.

b. with of.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Pet. ii. 22 Swine are naturally ap-

prehensive ofwind and weather, by an ingrafted knowledge ;

and run crying home before the storm. 1768 H. WALPOI.E
J/ist. Doubts 107 Noah's niece, being apprehensive of the

deluge, set out for Ireland. 1848 C. BKONTE Jane Eyre v.

(1873) 37 Mortally apprehensive of some one coming in and

kidnapping me.

C. with sitbord. d.

1704 SWIFT T. Tub Apol., Wks. 1778 I. 202 Being appre-
hensive it might spoil the sale of the book. 1756 HUHKE
Snbl, (( B. Wks. I. 224, I am apprehensive that experience
was not sufficiently consulted. i8oa Gent/. Mag. Mar. 282/1
He was apprehensive an operation would be necessary.

d. the source front which apprehensions come,
or the object for whose safety they are entertained,

may be expressed.
1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl. n. xv. (1675^ 142 \Vhy should I be

more apprehensive for my Body than my Mind. 1791 BUKKE
.\'af. Assembly Wks. VI. 41 More apprehensive from his

servants .. than from the hired blood-thirsty mob without.

1836 MACGILI.IVRAY Hmnboldt's Trnv. xvii. 220 They be-

came apprehensive for the safety of their canoe.

j- 7. Capable of being apprehended, apprehen-
sible ; intelligible. Obs. rare.

169* PRYUEN ,W. Eurenumt's Ess. 176 Who cannot suffer

that things should be rendred apprehensive to Idle Per-

sons, which he has learned amongst the Ancients with pains.

Apprehe'nsively, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]
In

an apprehensive manner ; with apprehension.
1 1. By laying hold. Obs.

1656 TKAI'P E.\-p. Rom. iii. 29 Men are said to be justified
. .apprehensively by faith.

2. With anticipation, esp. of danger; with fear

as to what may be coming.
1753 RICHARDSON Grandison (iSiol VI. xxxii. 236 What

think you. .made me write so apprehensively? 18*8 SOUTH EV
To A. Cunningham Wks. III. 315 The face Composed and

apprehensively intent Upon the necessary operation About
to be perform'd.

f3. So as to be apprehended, intelligibly. Obs.

1692 DKYDES St. Euremonfs Ess. 14 The Quality con-

sidered In it self, to speak apprehensively, was very savage.

Apprehe'iisiveiiess, [f. as prec. + -NKSS.]
1. Aptness to apprehend ; intelligence, percep-

tiveness, discernment.

APPRENTICEHOOB.
a 1639 Reliq, Wotton. 81 We shall often mark in it [the

eye] a dulness, or apprehensiveness, even before the under-

standing. X7oa S. P[ARKER] Tully's De Ein. 144 The
Winged World make frequent Discoveries of their Appre-
hensiveness and Memory. 1805 WORDSW. Pret. vm. (1851)

190 Yet knowledge came. .In fits of kindliest apprehensive-
ness, From all sides.

2. The habit of anticipating things adverse
;

fearfulness as to what may be coming.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa 11811 > IV. 243 So much appre-

hensiveness that her fears are aforehand with her dangers.
1860 WINDSOR Ethica vii. 399 Nervous anxiety and . . exag-
gerated apprehensiveness.

t Appre'nd, v. Obs. rare. \^.fr.apprend-reor
"L-apprend-erc, contr. of apprehend-ere\ see APPRE-

HEND.] To seize
;
to lay hold of with the mind.

1567 DRANT Horace Epist. i. xi, Apprende with greatfull
hande eche hower that god hath lente the here. 1643 H.
MORE Song ofSoul m. n. xxviiL, The soul . . Oretakes each

outgone beam
; apprends it by advertence.

t Appre nsion. Obs.rare~~*. [contr. var. of

APPREHENSION. Cf. next.]
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad, (1589) 182 Mad men,

who have alwaies before their eies those Ideas and shapes
which worke the apprension of their furie.

t Appre 'HSlve, <* Obs. rarc~ l
. [contr. var of

APPREHENSIVE : cf. I,, apprcnstts for apprchensns]
1689 BUR SET Tracts 1,63 Of the importance of which they

are now very apprensive,

Apprentice (apre-ntis), sb. Forms : 4-5
aprentys, apprentys, 6 apprentise, 5- appren-
tice, [a. OF. aprentis, nom. otaprcntif, f. uprendrt
to learn (see APPREHEND), 3rd sing, aprent, by
form-assoc. with words in -tis, -tiJ\L. -twits, -tl-

vitm: see -IVE. (Mod.F. takes apprcntis as pi. with

sing.apprenti.} Cf. APPENTICE. The aphetic PREN-
TICE appears in Kng. as early as the full word, and
was for several centuries the more usual form.]
1. A learner of a craft

;
one who is bound by legal

agreement to serve an employer in the exercise of

some handicraft, art, trade, or profession, for a cer-

tain number of years, with a view to learn its

details and duties, in which the employer is reci-

procally bound to instruct him.

1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A. u. 190 Apparayleden him as a
pren-

tis. Ibid. in. 218 Alle kunne cranes men 'crauejj Meedefor
heore prentys [1393 for here aprentys]. 1551 T. WILSON
Logic 26 To make servaunts and apprentices free. 1660
K. COKE Ptni-er <$ Sub/. 5 His duller child he binds an ap-

prentice to some trade. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. If'att'rs in. 299
A fact known to the apprentices of apothecaries. 1863 MARY
HOWITT /*". Brewer's Greece I. i. 1 1 Poor boys, of good fami-

lies, will often take service as apprentices.

f2. A barrister-at-law of less than 16 years
1

standing. Obs. exc. Hist.
c 1375 WYCLIF Wks. 1869 I. 382 Bobe aprentis and avocatis.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 226 Prechoures & prestes &
prentyces of lawe. 1628 COKE On Litt. 3033, In ancient time
the Serieants and Apprentices of Law did draw their owne
pleadings, 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 23 Barristers (first

stiled apprentices' . . who answered to our bachelors. 1863
Cox fust. Eng. Govt. n. iii. 373 In the time of Edward IV

apprentices were a class distinct from the serjeants.

3. By extension : One who is only learning the

rudiments ; an unskilled novice, a tyro.

1489 CAXTON Eaytes ofArmes i. xvi. 47 Noo prentlz . . in

puttynghisoost in fayre ordenance. 1639 FULLER Holy War
iv. xxvii. (1840) 228 As yet they were apprentices to piracy.

1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char. xv. 377 A mere appren-
tice in treason.

B. adj. or attrib. [in quot. 1400, a. OFr. aprentis

adj.' ignorant, qui a besoin d'apprendre,
1

Godef.
;
in

later quots., attrib. use of the Kng. sb.; cf. a master

builder, a master mind.]
c 1400 Rom. Rose 687 These briddis, that nought unkunn-

yng Were of her craft, & apprentys \?. r. a prentise], 1666

PKI-YS Diary 118791 ^- 72 "^ne was not a 'prentice girl, to

ask leave every time she goes abroad. 1794 BURNS Wks. \ 1 1.

284 Her prentice ban' she tried on man, An' then she made
the lasses, O, 1831 BRMWSTKR Newton 118551 II. xvi. 105 He
tried his apprentice hand on an inferior institution.

Apprentice (aprc'ntis), v. Also in 7 -ize.
[f.

prec. sb.] To bind as an apprentice ;
to indenture.

1631 T. POWELL Tom A U Trades 144 To be apprentized be-

times. 1769 BURKE Pres. St. Nat. Wks. II. 109 When they
are apprenticed, this provision will cease. i88a BLADES Cax
ton 5 In 1438 Caxton was apprenticed to Robert Large.

tAppre'nticeage. Obs. Also -isage, -issage.

[a. Fr. apprwtissagc : see APPRENTICE sb. and

-AGE.] Apprenticeship ;
time wherein to learn or

acquire experience. Often Jig.

1592 BACON Oh&erv. Libel (T.) To be utterly without ap-

prentisage of war. 1621 DONNE Serin, exvii. V. 73 Seven

years apprenticeage which your occupations cost you. 1678
YOUNG Serin. Whitehall 29 Dec. 22 Christianity is our Pro-

fession, and Life is our Apprentisage.

Apprenticed (apre'ntist), ///. a. [f. APPREN-
TICE v.+ -ED.] Bound as an apprentice; bound
in covenanted service.

1639 FORD Lady's Trial \. i. (R.) Now appears the object
Of my apprentic'd heart. 173* Port A for. Ess. m. 267 Him
portion'd maids, apprentic'd orphans, blest.

t Appre'nticeliood. Obs. [f. APPRENTICED.
+ -H<M D.]

= APPRENTICESHIP.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 256 And haue ymade many a

kny^te
' bothe mercere & drapere, J>at payed neuere for his

prentishode. 1417 York Girdlcrs Ord. t Vat nan apprentice
efter y* tyme of apprenticehed wyrk any werk . . prively



APPRENTICEMENT.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, i. iii. 271 Must I not serve a long ap-
prenticehood? 1619 [. HEATH House Correct. D iij b, Who in

his apprenticehood, being brought up to the Art of Poleing,
is now made free of the Shavers.

Apprenticement (apre-ntisment). rare.
[f.

APPRENTICE v. + -MENT.] An apprenticing; ap-

prenticeship.
1823 LAMB Elia (1860) 173 The premature apprenticements

of these tender victims. 1848 Blacfav. Mag. LXIV. 487
Seven centuries of painful apprenticement.

Apprenticeship (apre-ntisjip). Also 6-7 ap-

prentiship(pe. ff.
APPBLNTICE sb. + -SHIP ; super-

seding APPHENTICEHOOD.]
1. The position of an apprentice ;

service in the

capacity of an apprentice ; initiatory training, under

legal agreement, in a trade, etc. ; esp. in the phr.
To serve apprenticeship.
1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. 1653 Pref. 18 Holding

them in more base subjection then their masters ever did
in their apprentiship. 177*6 ADAM SMITH W. -V". I. i. x. 106

During the continuance of the apprenticeship the whole la-

bour of the apprentice belongs to the master. 1855 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. III. 625 Prince George.. was serving his

apprenticeship in the military art.

Ii. transf. orJig.
1392 GREENE Dispitt. 22 Such as onely ayme at your faire

lookes, tye but their loues to an apprentishippe of beauty.
1638 BAKER Balzac's Lett. n. 11654) 4^ On whose banks the
Romans have performed the Apprentiships of their rare vic-

tories. 1862 MAX MiiLLESC5#*(l88o)I.v, 118 Men who have
passed through a regular apprenticeship in Sanskrit grammar.
3. The period for which an apprentice is bound.
(t 1667 CowLBvZz&rnfyWkK. 1710 11.677 This is but a short

Apprenticeship, after which we are made free of a Royal
Company. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 47 f 2 Three months after

the expiration of his apprenticeship. 1826 DISRAELI V'iv.

Grey v. x. 218 That long apprenticeship of sorrow.

4. Hence : A period of seven years.

prentcesps ave past away. -nce was oun to e.

Apprenticing, vbl. sb.
[f. APPRENTICE v. +

-ING 1
.] The action of binding as apprentice.

1870 Paily News 12 Dec., The apprenticing of parish boys.

Apprentis, -age, obs. f. APPRENTICE, -AGE.

Appress, obs. form of OPPRESS.

Appress ^a-pre-s), v. [f. L. appress- ppl. stem
of apprimere> f. ap-

= ad- to+prcmfre to press.]
To press close to each other, or to a surface, e.g.
leaves to the stem

;
= ADPKESS. Hence Appressed

///. a.

1791 E.DARWIN Rot. Card. \\. 25 note, During the night
the upper . . surfaces of the leaves are appressed together.

1843 LlNDLEY Sell. /Jot. vii. (1858) 126 Leaves . . obtuse, ap-

i>ressed,

convex. 1870 ROLI.ESTON Anini. Life 258 Has its

ips so closely appressed as to make the aperture invisible.

t Appre'St, Obs. [a. Fr. apprcste (mod. ap-

pri't) t UFr. aprcste, f. aprester to make ready, f. a

to +prc$t (mod.//tV) : L. pr&stus ready.]
1. Preparation, provision.
1539 State Papers Hen. VIII, \. 594 There is no apprest

ofany ships in Spayne. 1570 HOLINSHEM Scot. Chron, 11806)

I. 408 The Christian princes, .made their apprests for a new
expedition.
2. Pecuniary provision; loan. (Cf. K. prcstcr,

prttcr.}
1443 HENRY IV in Ellis Orig. Lett. in. 34 I. 80 Easing vs

by wey of apprest of the summe of c. marks.

Appretiate, less usual sp. of APPRECIATE.

t Appre'VC, v. Ol>s. or dial. [ad. OF. a(p)-
pretive, tonic stem of aprovcr (sometimes even

extended to inf. apprcitvcr, Godef.) ; the northern

and, esp., Sc. equivalent of APPROVE v^ "With

approba-, aprcuve, apt-eve, cf. affora~t affcure, af-

fect', and the north, mcve for move. Now obs.,

exc. in later pa. pple approver! (on analogy of

weave, woven, etc.), which is regarded merely as

a Sc. variant of approved] = APPROVE vl
c 1375 WVCI.IK \Vks. (1880) 388 Eny state aprevyd of God.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy xix. 8055 Hit is a propertie apreuit. 1526
Act Jas. Ft 1814)3101JAM. i Ratifijs and appreuis the contract
and appunctuament made. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scotl. II.

175 Richtmony. .Apprevit weill that that counsall wesgude.
1676 W. Row Suppl. Blair's Autobiog. xi. (1848) 291 After

somesmopthingsof it, it was approven. iSz^CnALMi-iRsAVrw.
I. 146 It is approven of as having about it the solemn and
suitable Characteristics of Godliness.

1 Apprrnze. Obs. rare~ Y
. [a. OF. aprinse,

variant of aprise] Enterprise; ? seizure.

1559 .Ifyrr. Mug., Dk. Suffolk vi. 5 The apprin/e of Pucel

Jone,In which attempte my travayle was nut smal.

t Apprrsable,<z. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
APPRIZE v.-

+ -ABLE.] Capable of being apprized or appre-
ciated ; laudable, praiseworthy.
1536 HELLENDENE Cron. Scotl. II. 123 Otheris thocht nane

of hn- doingis apprisable, bot repugnant to the law of God.

tAppri'SC, sb. Obs. Forms: 4 apryse, 45
aprise, apprise. [a. OF. aprise, -ize,

*

thing
learned'

;
subst. use of fern. sing, of apris, pa. pple.

of aprendre to learn : see next. For app~ see AP-

prc/y\ That which is learned; lore, learning,

instruction, information.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 3951 }yf pou euere . . Let-

tydyst any man for to lere Crafte . . But fordeddyst hys
aprise. 1393 GOWER Conf. II. 81 Thus cam in the first ap-
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prise Of bokes. c 1425 Seven Sages ( P.) 128 To ordayne . . Or
the childe ware sette aprise, Ware they my^te astude make.

Apprise (aprai'z), z*.1 ; also apprize, [f. (in

1 7th c.) F. apprcndrc (OF. aprendrc) to teach, in-

form (pa. pple. appris, ~ise\ on analogy of comprise,

surprise, and Fr. cowprcmtrc, surprcndrc. A(p)-
prcndre : L. adprcndHre : adprehemierc May hold

of,' had passed from the sense of *

lay hold with

the mind, learn,' to 'teach, inform' : see APPRE-
HEND. (The prec. sb. was obs. bef. 1500, and had

nothing to do with the formation of this vt>.)J

1. To impart knowledge or information to
; give

formal notice to
; inform, acquaint.

1694 Ln. DEI.AMER Wks. 41 Though the King of England
may be never so well apprized in the use of them. 1741 RICH-
ARDSON Pamela I. (1824) 52, I hope she has had the duty to

apprise you of her intrigue with the young clergyman. 1801

MAR. EDGEWORTH.-4 P^rt iv. (1832) 61 Miss Hodges is

above stairs- -she shall be apprized directly. 1869 GLAD-
STONE JUT. Mundi xv. i. 519 Telemachos apprises Mene-
laos that Ithaca is a goat-feeding island.

l>. Hence \t\pass. To be informed or aware, toknow.
1712 STEELE .S/tr/. No. 518^9 You must be extremely well

apprised, that there is a very close correspondence, a 1797
H. WALI-OH-; George II (1847) I. iv. 89 The little Princes,
less apprized of his history, .talked a good deal to him. 1819
SCOTT h'anhoe I. vi. 88 The adjoining cell, as the reader is

apprised, was occupied by Gurth.

c. reft. (
~ Fr. s'apprendre.)

n 1719 AnnisoNC//;-. Reltg.Vl, i,The learned Pagans might
apprise themselves from oral information.

2. To give formal notice of, notify, advise, rare.

1817 BYRON Works IV. 71 Morlands have not yet written
to my hankers, apprising the payment of your balances.

Apprize, -ise (aprsi-z), v.'1 arch. Forms : 5-
apprise, 6- apprize, [a. OF. aprise-r, earlier

aprisier, f. a to +prisiert prcisicr to price, prize,

praise ;
or perh. directly on phrase a pris, as if

mcttrc a prix. Retained in Sc. Law, and used occa-

sionally by Eng. writers, but ordinarily represented
in Kng. by App.tAiSE, in its analysis the same word,
but with a different history. Cf. also FRAI.SE and

PRIZE.]
1. Sc. Law. To put a selling price upon, put up

for sale at a set price, appraise.
1533 BELI.ENDESE Lh>y \\\. 22^ Thay . . apprisit and sauld

all the gudis. 1682 I.tnid. Gti.r. mdccxIvi/4 Very tine Spanish
Cloth. .Apprized from 10 to i6.c. per Yard. 1754 EBSKINE
Vrinc. Sc. Law (1809) 258 The sheriff was to apprise or tax
the value of the lands.

2. To estimate the worth of, value, appreciate.
a 1400 Leg. ^>

O('(^(i87i)2i8pe riche prince was JJere aprised.

1401 Pol. Poems II. 113 Thou apprisist not the curse of seint

Franceis. 1536 HELLENDENE Cron. Scotl. (1821) I. 16 This
last opinioun wes maist apprisit. 1617 R. WILKINSON Barw.-
hridge Ded., How highly your Highnes apprizeth peace.
1868 BROWNING Ringfy Ilk, vni, 668 Whosoever at the proper
worth Apprises worldly honour. 1877 Daily Nt^vs 5 Nov.

5/2 Art among women was apprized . . on very much the same
sort of principle.

t Apprized, pa. pple. Obs. [pa. pple. of vb.

apprize, not otherwise found, intensive of PRIZE v.

'to seize as a prize.' See A.- prcf. ii.] Seized,

possessed as of a prize.
1521 WOLSKY in Strype Reel. Mem. I. ii. 29 Divers ships

have been rescued, .whereof one, with certain Frenchmen
apprized thereof, arrived here, .this day.

t Apprizement, apprise-. Obs '. [a.

K. appriscmcnt, OF. aprisement, n. of action f.

aprisier : see APPRIZE v.'2 and -MENT.] The ac-

tion of setting a value upon ; appraisement.
1605 BACON Sfi. A'. James (T.) By law, they ought to make

but one apprisement.

Apprizer, -ser (aprarzai). arch. [f.
APPRIZE

v + -Eitl.] One who appraises ;
Sf. IMIV, A credi-

tor for whose behoof an appraisal is made.
1609 SKENK Reg. Maj. vii. 150 Apprysers of flesh, .to ap-

pryse the flesh, .alsweil for the profile of the fleshers, as of
the people. 1754 EKSKINE Prine. Sc. Lain (1800) 257 The
heritable rights belonging to the debtor were sold for pay-
ment of the debt due to the appriser. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. i,

The apprizer (as the holder of a mortgage was then called)
entered upon possession.

Apprizing, -sing aprai"ziij),##/..r#.a?r& [f.as

prec. + -IXG 1
.]

The action of attaching a value to ;

estimation of value, appraisement ; appreciation.
c 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. 26 The iust apprising of Holi Scrip-

ture. 1533 BELLENDENE Lh<y in. 294 That na werkis war
done be thame war wourthy to have apprising. 1754 KRSKINE
Princ. Sc. Law n. xi. (1809) 257 So that apprisings were, by
their original constitution, proper sales of the debtor's lands,
to any purchaser who offered.

Approach. (apr<7-tj), v. Forms : 4 aprochi,
4-6 aproch(e, 5-7 approch(e, 7- approach, [a.

OFr. aprochie-r (mod. approchcr}, coyn. w. Olt.

app-rocciare, Pr. apropc/iar, early Rom. *adprop-

jare: late L. adpropi-are (Vulgate), f. tuf to +

propi-are to draw near, f. propi-us \y?.propi> Fr.

prochc, for propche, propj} nigher, near, com par. of

propc nigh. For app-, see AP- /;(/* About 1600
the phonetic oa was introduced for

<?.]

1. intr. To come nearer (relatively), or draw
near (absolutely), in space, a. simply.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. i. 6 Sche sau} ^se poetical muses

apruchen aboule my bedde. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy iv. 1276 pan

APPROACH.
polhix aprochet in hast. 1557 PHAER sKneid\\. Q iv, Win m
the Troyan duke had found, Approching nere. 1605 SHAKS.
Lear u. ii. 170 Approach, thou Beacon to this vnder Globe,
That by thy comfortable Beames I may Peruse this Letter.

1627 SPEED Eng. Abridged xxx. 8 A Spittle for Lazers, a
disease then newly approched in this Land. 1795 SOUTHEY
Joan ofArc i. 20 At his bidding Claude Approach'd. 1863
MRS. OLIPHANT Sal. Clt. xvii. 301 A footstep outside ap-

proaching softly.

b. with to. arch.

1325 K.E.Allit, P. B. 1781 To J?e palays pryncipal |?ay

aproched. c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofL awes. T. 805 Hire ship
approched to the londe. 1587 TURHKRV. Trag, T. (18^71152
The cruell wightes. .Approched to the doore. 1611 BIBLE
2 Sam. xi. 20 Wherefore approached ye so nigh unto the

city? 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers i. 17 Masses sufficiently large
approached near to the shore.

%, trans. To come near to.

-1305 St. Lucy 118 in /-,'. E. /'. (18621 104 J>at a jjousend
men scholde in mi side falle . . and me aprochi 11031. 1393
GOWER Conf. I. 282, I approche . . The place, where my lady
is. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. n. iii. 76 Approch the Chamber. 1847
YEOWEI.L Ane. Brit. Ch. iii. 28 When he came to Koine . .

he evidently approached it from the East.

b.y%r
. with reference to a place in the field of

conception, intr. and trans. ,

a 1577 GASCOIGNE Str. Passion (R.) I thinke How ioyes ap-
proch, when sorrowes shrinke. 1777 PRIESTLEY Matt. <y Spir.
xx. '17821 1. 254 As we approach nearer the age of the school-

men. 1867 MACFARREN Harmony ii. 35 And so approach
the fundamental . . harmonic school by the path of history.

3. trans. Said of lines or things in a line : To
be so situated in space that the parts lie succes-

sively nearer to a given point or line (which a

body moving along the line in question would
therefoie approach, in stnse 2). rarely /////'.

1598 Fi.'iRK), ApprossiiHftrtu to approch, to neighbour.
1712 Anmsox S/>ect. No. 477 f i Trees rising one higher than

another in proportion as they approach the centre. 1748
HARTLEY O&ser?'. Man i. i. i '7 The Ventricles of tbe Brain

approach towards each other. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.,

*-\syntf>totc, a line which continually approaches nearer and
nearer to another, yet will nevtr meet therewith, tho' in-

definitely prolonged. Mod. At this point tho boundary
approaches, but does not quite reach the river.

4. To come near to a person: i.e. into personal

relations; into his presence or audience; or Jig.

within the range of his notice or attention, a.

intr. with to. arch.

6-1325 E. E.Allit. P. B-7 Renkejof relygioun^at . .nprochen
to hys presciis. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy xix. 7998 He approchet
to be prini-e. 1611 BIHLE Isa. Iviii. 2 They take delight in

approching to God. 1794 MATHIAS Pursuits Lit. (1798)381
I'o the Peers approach with awe.

b. trans.
c 1325 /-,'. E. Allit. P. B. 147 So prest to aproche my presens.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 288 He .. goth to approche The
kinges court and his presence. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II

',
v. v.

65 When thou do^t heare I am, as I haue bin, Approach me.

1711 STEELK Spect. No. 118 ? i, I cannot approach her with-

out Awe. 1821 SCOTT Kenil'w. xvii, The Earl was approached
. . by a person quaintly dressed.

5. cuphein. Of sexual relations. (/////-. and trans.}
1611 BIBLE LCT. xviii, 6 None of you shall approche to any

that is neere of kinne to him. 1798 COI.EBKOOKE Digest
Hind. Law (1801) III. 196 If either brother . . appreach the

wife, he is degraded.

f6. To embrace or take up with (a habit). Obs.

1574 HELLOWES Giteuaras Epist. 1,1577) J 5 Shunne euil,

and approch to do wel.

7. intr. Of time or events : To draw nigh.
("1374 CHAUCER Troylns\.\ Aprochen gan thefatel destyne.

1393 LANGL. /'. /'/. C. xviii. 209 pe tyme aproche^ fa^te.

1599 THYNNE Animad-i. 51 When deathe approched. 1697
DRYDEN Virg, Gcvrg. in. 195 When now the Nuptial time

Approaches, a 1732 G.\Y{J.) The hour ofattack approaches.
8. To come near in quality, character, or state;

to be nearly equal, a. intr. with to.

c 1400 Di'sfr. Troy ii. 401 No filisofers . . Might approche
to 1-at precious apoint of her wit. 1538 STARKEY England
21 Man so dowyng neryst approchyth to the nature of God.

1756 BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 36 We judge . . of them
as they approach to, or recede from this standard. 1871
B. STEWART Heat 66 The coefficients ofdilation . . approach
more nearly to equality.

b. trans.
a 1698 TEMPLE (J.) He was an admirable poet, and thought

even to have approached Homer. 1824 DIUDIN Libr. Coinp.

187 That copy .. more decidedly approached such a form.

1872 FREEMAN Xortn. Cong. IV. xviii. 143 Vigorous youths
fast approaching manhood.
9. Mil, To make 'approaches' to ; to work for-

ward towards, by means of entrenchments. See

APPROACH sb. 9.

1598 BARRET Tlteor. \\~arres v. i. 127 To aproach neare

vnto the walles, with trenches, or such like aprochlngs.
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. (1703) II. vn. 228 The ground
was very easy to Approach, and as inconvenient, and danger-
ous to Storm. 1861 SHEPPARD Fall of Koine vi. 339 The
town . . had to be approached in regular form.

10. causal. To bring near locally, to move or draw
nearer ; approximate. (Common in mod.Fr.) arch.

1541 R. COI-LAND Galyen's Terap. 2 D j, Vf thou assay to

approche them [the lips of an ulcer] by force. 1665 Bnvi i:

Occas. Rejl. I. vi. 87 AH those changes . . shall serve to ap-

proach him the faster to the blest mansion. 1795!*. JEFFER-
SON Writ. (1859^ IV. 114, I . . should have been tempted to

approach myself to it. i8zi SCOTT Kenihv. x. (18531 107 So

saying, he approached to the fire a three-footed stool.

\\.Jig. To bring near in character, quality, rank.

^RUMM. OF HAWTH. ll'ks. 1711, 226 In matter, none

approach him [Petrarch] to Sidney. 1850 MERIVALK ROM.
Einp. (1865) II. xiii. 103 His object was . . to approach the



APPROACH.
Gaulish provincial* to Rome. 1863 LD. LYTTON Ring of
A^nasis I. 148 Forced these images into the foreground of
Fancy, thus approaching them nearer to reality.

Approach (apwu-tf), sb.
[f. prec. vb.; cf. mod.

Fr. approche, i6th c. in Littre.]
1. The act of coming nearer (relatively), or of

drawing near (absolutely), in space.
, f I5S5.

R- MORICE in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. i. xxviii. 233
The Bishop .. entered into the University church .. whose
approach being honorable, Latymer . . surceased from farther

speaking. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \\. i. 81 Nauar had notice
of your fairc approach. 1696 WHISTON Th. Earth n. (1722)
180 The approach of a Comet to the Earth. 1736 BUTLER
Anal. i. ii. 52 The destruction of our bodies . . upon too near
approaches to fire. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Rede 9 Casson's
thoughts were diverted by the approach of the horseman.

1 2. Nearer advance of an enemy ; offensive or
hostile movement. Obs,

1489 CAXTON FaytesofArmes \. xxv. 80 Or euer thou make
eny approche vpon thin enemies. 1607 SHAKS. Tinioii\'. i. 167
So soone we shall driue backe Of Alcibiades th' approaches
wild. 1652 NEEDHAM tr. Se/deiis Mare Cl. 22$ Intercept
the provision and supplies of their Knemles Shipping, and
by diligent watchfulness discover their approaches.
3. pi. Movements towards the establishment of

personal relations with one ; advances.
1642 ROGERS Xaaman 22 Thy timorous and weake ap-

proaches toward his grace. 1654 GAYTON /-'est. Notts in.
vi. 109 What Approaches, Smiles, Shrugs, Habits, are . .

requirable from them ! 1678 H. VAUCMAS Thai. Rediv. < 1858)
234, I note their coarse and proud approaches, Their silks,

perfumes, and glittering coaches. 1681 HAXTER Apol. Xon-
cottf. Min. 4 Concessions and approaches. 1805 FOSTER
Ess. i. ii. 24 Repel the approaches of sleep.
4. Power of approaching, access, arch.

1563 GuArroN ('/fro//. ,l/ryan. 3iR.'The French men bad
the more easie approche to the castell. <i 1626 K.\coN(J.)
Honour hath in it . . the approach to kings and principal
persons. 1713 Swn-T Catffii. <y I'an. Wks. 1755 III. n. 17
The learned met with free approach. 1726 GAY Fables \. xvi.

15 Rais'd again from low approach, She visits in the doctor's
coach.

5. A means or way of approach ;
an access, pas-

sage, avenue. Alsoy?^.
1^33 G. H KKUERT Dnlnesse v. in Temple 108 Where arc my

lines then? my approaches? views? 1790 COWI-ER Otfyss.
VM. 109 Mastiffs in gold and silver lined the approach. 1878
F. WILLIAMS Mid. Raihv, 344 In the station and its ap-
proaches some 60,000,000 of bricks . . have been employed.
6. A drawing near in time or circumstantial rela-

tion.

J593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I"/, in. iii. 6 Where death's approach i

Is scene so terrible. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. Pref. 21 At their
'

next approaches to that part of the office. 1704 POPE /I wi*/ I

97 Thus sung the shepherds till th' approach of night. 1878
SKI i I.Y .Sti'in III. 375 Signs of the approach of an intense
reaction in Prussia.

7. A coming nearm quality, or character japproxi-
|

mation.

1750 JOHNSON Rawl<L No. 81 i Questions .. discussed
\

without any approach to decision. 1756 RURKI; Sttbl. fy />.

I. 1 66 Some sort of approach towards infinity. 1869 FKKI MAN
Xcrni. Cctiif. 1 1 1. xii. 204 A type of cities to which England
. . can present but feeble approaches. 1881 GUIU.EMARD
Let. in Life Maxwell xiii. (1882) 414, I never . . heard an
approach to a murmur.

t 8. A drawing near in reckoning ;
an approxima-

tion. Obs.

1672 PKTTY Pol. Anat. i'i6gi1 51 Iy the best Estimates '

and Approaches that I have been able to make . . London is

more healthful th:in Dublin by 3 in 32.

9. Mil. in //, Entrenchments or other works

whereby the besiegers draw closer to the besieged.
1633 1- STAFFORD Pac. J/ib. xvi. (18211 387 That .. wee

might the better make our neerer Approaches. 1710 LoniL
Gaz. mnnnmdcl.\xxvii/2 We have advanced our Approaches
to the first Ditch. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 195/2 These ap-
proaches sometimes consist of covering masses only, formed
either with earth in bags, with fascines, stuffed gabions,
wool-packs, or bales of cotton.

b.A'.
1847 TENNYSON Princ. in. 267 Oh if our end were le^s

achievable By slow approaches. 1869 GOULHOL-RS Purs.
Holiness vi. 52 Approaches must be thrown up by prayers
and fastings.

10. Hort. The bringing of the branch of one tree

close to that of another on which it is to be grafted,
in the method called ablactation or inarching.
1658 EVELYN Fr. Card. (1675) 87 Either inoculate or graft"

them by approach. 1717 HKADI.EY Fam. Diet. s.v. Grafting,
All Pear-trees may be grafted by Way of Escutcheon, Slit,

Crown, or Approach. 1838 Penny Cycl, XI. 342/2 Inarching
. . is sometimes called grafting by approach.

Approachability (IpvMjlbHfti). rare. [f.

next : see -BILITY.] The quality of being approach-
able ; accessibility.
1851 RCSKIN Stones I7en. I. xvi. 9 The approachability of

the window . . is the real point to be attended to.

Approachable (apr<7-tjab'r, a. [lAPPBQAGRtr.
-i- -ABLE ; cf. mod.Fr. approchable]
1. Capable of being approached ; accessible.

1571 DiGGiis Pautoin. x, Dija, Without shadowe . . to take

heigh thes approchable. a 1797 H. WAI.POLK George II ^1847)
III. v. 125 The town was . . approachable only by a narrow

causeway. 1856 KANE Aret. K.vp. I. v. 50 It was desirable

that . . it should be approachable by boats.

2.yS". in various uses of the vb.

1611 COTGR., Abordable, affable, abboordable, approach-
able. 1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 72 F ii He that regards
the welfare of others should make his virtue approachable.
1828 CARLVLE Goethe, Misc. I. 174 This Truth . . approach-
able by most, attainable by some small number.
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Approa'chableness. rare.
[f. prec. -f -NESS.]

The
quality of being approachable ; accessibility.

1731 in BAILEY. 1876 J. PARKER Paracl. 47 There must
be in that life {Christ's] . , such simplicity and approachable-
ness as shall qualify it for admission into society.

Approacher (apr<7u-tjai). arch. [f. as prec. +
-Eiif.J One who approaches or comes near.

1586 BRIGHT Mtlanch. vi. 28 Such [fishes] are . . approchers
nigh the sand. 1607 SHAKS. Timon \\. iii. 216 Thou gau'st
thine eares, (like Tapsters, that bad welcom) To Knaues, and
all approachers. 170$ Swi FT Batt. Jiks. (1711) 264 He furiously
rush'd on against this new Approacher.

Approaching (aprJ-tfin\ vbl. sb.
[f. as

prec^+ -ING 1
.] The action of coming or drawing near

;

spec, in Mil. and Hort. = APPROACH sb. 9, 10.

^-1386 CHAUCKR Pers. T. P8oo Avoutrie, in Latine, is for
to saye, approching of another marines bedde. 1596 SHAKS.
Merck. I/', n. ix. 88 One that comes before To sigmfie th' ap-
proaching of his Lord. 1598 [See API-ROACH T. 9.] a 1674
CLARENDON Hist, AWu 17031 II. vn. 178 The Officers of Horse
. . were all for a Storm, and the Foot < Officers for Approaching.

Approa'ching, ppl. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING*.]
1. Drawing near, in space, time, or circumstance.
c 1450 Court of Love vii, Whan I was young, at eighteen

yere of age . . Approaching on ful sad and ripe corage. 1598
BARRET Theor. ll'arres Pref. 5 These approaching times.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 80 The approching tide Will shortly
fill the reasonable shore. 1855 MACAI'I.AY Hist. Eng. III. 537
Preparations for the approaching campaign.
t 2. Lying near, in proximity, neighbouring. Obs.

1533 BELLENDENB Lh>y iv. 317 Ane plebeane sail nocht
have his hous approcheand to ane patriciane. 1598 FLOKIO,
Approssiwante t approching, neighbouring.
3. Coming near in quality or character.

1874 BLACK Pr. Thnle 35 Not'that he fell in love with her
at first sight, or anything even approaching to that.

Approachless (aprvTu-tjks\ a. poet. ff.
A--

PUOACH sb. + -LESS.] Unapproachable ; inaccessible.

1647 R. Si Ai'Vi.ioN Juvenal 243 Yet all the propbcsie did
well befit The approachlesse oracle. 1652 HENI.OWES Theoph,
vin. x. no Archessence ! Thou, self-full ! self-Infinite ! Re-
siding in approachlesse Light. [In mod. Diets.]

Approachment (apiw*-t|menO. [a. Fr. ap-

Prochement) n, of action f. approcher : see AP-
PROACH v. and -MKNT.]
T 1. The action of approaching ; approach. Obs.

1544 Laic K*p, Scotl. in Arb. Garner I. 125 Upon the- ap-
proachment of the men to their entries. i6o7Toi'SEi.L Eour-

footed Beasts 372 Turning about and looking upon his pur-
suers, as ifc were to dare their approchment. 1646 SIR 'I'.

BROWNE Pseud. Ep. (J.) Ice . . will not concrete, but in the

approvement [cf. APPROACH sb. 4] of the air.

2. .l^iproach in character, affinity.

1830 LlNDLEY Xat. Svst. Bot. 193 Beyond this resemblance
in th'Wruit . . I find nothing to confirm thu approachmeiiL

t Approbate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. \,.approbat-its,

pa. pple. of approba-re to assent to as good, f. ap-
= ad- to +proba-re to try the goodness of, i.prob-its

good.] Approved formally or expressly ; particu-

larly by some competent authority. (Used after

formation of vb. APPROBATE as its pa. pple.)
(1430 IA rx;. Bochas vin. xii. 11554* 1830, That he in his

estate By the Pope afore be approbate. I547BooRDE Dyetary
.\vi. (1870) 272 Galen, with other auncyer.t and approbat
doctours. 1577 Hm.ixsHED Chron. III. 024/2 Decrees..
which by long custome hath beene receiued and approbate.

Approbate (arpitftet), v. [f. prec.]
1. To approve expressly or formally ; to express

approbation of, sanction authoritatively. Obs. in

Kngland since i;th c, but preserved in U.S., and
often used as simply = approve.
1470 HARDING Chron. cvi, As Flores saieth, and hath it

approbate. 1528 ROY Satire (Arb.) 91 Obedience and wil-

full poverte Which allmyghty god doth approbate. 1557
BARCLAY yngitrtha. (Paynelli 42 Whether they wold appro-
bate and alowe the sayd composicion. idzjjCocKKRAM, Ap-
frul'afe, to allow, to like. 1833 GEN. P. 'I HOMI-SON idioms

ofAmerica in E.rerc.( 1842) III. 470 There are many Ameri-
canisms which in the course of time will work their way into

the language ofEngland . . The verbs 'approbate,' 'consider'

(in the sense of 'believe *>, and even 'guess,' are making their

way gradually in their peculiar senses, 1840 in /Vw. Atiier.

Phil. Soc. V. 52 A letter approbating the anair.

2. Sc. Law. To approve or assent to as valid.

Chiefly in phr. To approbate and reprobate: to take

advantage of those portions of a deed which are in

one's favour, while repudiating the itit. Ahotra/isf.
1836 filackw. Mag. XXXIX. 662 You cannot approbate

and reprobate the same instrument. 1836-7 SIK W. HAMIL-
TON Metap/i. xv. (1870*280, I approbate the one, I reprobate
the other. 1880 Law Ref>. y AppealV. 325 He is in substance
. .approbating and reprobating, a course which Is not allowed
either in Scotch or English Law.

Approbated, //A a- U- prec. + -ED.]
= AP-

PROVED.
1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. (1870) 167 The ministracion

of the vii sacraments and other approbated thynges.

Approbation (a-pr^b^-Jan). [a. Fr. approba-

tion, ad. L. approbation-cm, n. of action f. approba-
re : see prec.]

f 1. The action of proving true
; confirmation,

attestation, proof. Obs.

1393 GOWKK (>;//; II. 86 With calcination Of verray appro-
bation Do that there be fixation. 1533 MORE Debell. talent
Wks. 1006/1 And in approbacion of hys other saying, con-

clude and say thus much ferther. 1611 SHAKS. Cynib. \. iv.

134 Would I had put my Estate . . on th' approbation of what
I haue spoke, a 1718 PttlM Life Wks. 1726 I. 152 So great
an Approbation of their Impostures.

APPROPERATE.
2. The action of formally or authoritatively de-

claring good or true ; sanction.

the London Brewers Approbation. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist.

Eng. II. 57 Received the royal approbation.
3. The action of expressing oneself pleased or

satisfied with anything ;
or the mere feeling of such

satisfaction
; approval expressed or entertained.

I548UDALL, etc. Erastn. Par. Korn.il. 29iR.)God . . whose
approbation is perfite blisse and saluacion. 165* NKEDHAM
tr. SeMen's Mare Cl. Ded., So rare a Jewel as this, which
hath drawn . . the Approbation of All. 1708 LD. SUNDEHLAND
in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 401 IV. 252 They hope what steps
they have made will meet with your approbation. 1711
BUDGELL Sped. No. 77 P 5 Those Nods of Approbation which
I never bestow unmerited. 1806 MKTCALFE in Wcllcstey
Di$p. 810 Something more than cold approbation is required
to foster great minds the approbation should be hearty.
1827 HARE Guesses Ser. ii. (1873) 549 Approbation speaks of
the thing or action . . Praise is always personal.

f4. Probation, trial. Obs.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. i. ii. 183 This day, my sister

should the Cloyster enter, And there receiue her approba-
tion. 1654 GODIMKO in Burton's Diary Introd. (1828) I.

169 The ejecting of scandalous ministers . . [and] the bringing
in of them that have passed an approbation.

Approbative (arpn?Uitiv\ a. arch. [a. Fr.

approoatiff ~ivc, ad. L. approbatJv-tts^ f. approbat- :

see APPROBATE and -IVK,] Characterized by ap-
proving ; expressing approbation or approval.
1611 COTGH., Approbatif, approbative, approving. 1643

\>v.\.yi\i\\.^Serpent-Safoe Wks. 1844 III. 391 There isavast
difference between . . an approbative consent . . and an active
consent. 1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 17 His[God's] appro-
bative wil whereby he declares what he approves and what
he disapproves. 1786 TOOKE Pnrley 117981 I. in Get rid of
that farrago of useless distinctions into . . Effective, Appro-
bative, Discretive. 1828 WEBSTER cites MILNER.

A*pproba:tiveiiess. [f prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being approbative ; tendency to approve ;

in Phrcnol. love of approbation.
1860 O. & L. FOWLER Self-Instrne. Phrenol. iv. 12. 108

Approbativeness, Regard for character, appearances, etc.,
love of praise. 1860 All Y. Round No. 51. 21 A morbid
habit of reserve, which my approbativeness often burst

through..

Approbator oe-pitftxritai). \0bs. rare- 1

, [a.
L. approbator, n. of agent f. approbare : see AP-
PROBATE and -OK. Cf. mod.Fr. approbatcur] One
who formally approves or sanctions ;

an approver.
1667 EVELYN Ment. III. 162 And so others may not think

it dishonour to . . accept them for judges and approbators.

Approbatory (rc'pitfb^tarvata ?\\a. fad.med.
'L.approbatori-its (cf. \*. probatdri-tts\ i.approbdtor-
o)i : see prec. and -OKY.] Of or belonging to one
who approves ;

of the nature of or tending to

approbation or sanction. (Orig. in phr. letter ap-
probatory = L. epistola probatoria^}
1548 HALL Chron. Hen. /", an. 8 |R.) Letters approbatory

and confirmr.cions of the peres of his realme. 1655 GCRNAU.
Chr. in Ann. i. 181 God hath delivered in a sense this world
to Satan, but not . . by any approbatory act given him a
Patent to vouch him his Vice- Roy. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev.
III. vi. i. 214 Robespierre, at first approbatory, knew not at
last what to think.

Approbrious, obs. var. OPPROBRIOUS.

t ApprOClrvity, Obs. rare-1
,

[f.
L. ap- =

ad- to +prdfllvitas PROCLIVITY.] Proclivity, in-

clination, tendency towards.

1546 LANGI.EY Pol. Verg. De Invent, u. i. 353, Procreation
of i;*sue, and approcliuitie to norishe the same.

t Appro mpt, z'. 1 Obs. rare~*. [a. AFr. a-

prompte-rt aprotnte-r^ for OFr. cnpromte-r (mod.
enipruntc-r] : see A- pref. 10.] To borrow.
1548 HALL Chron. 336 Repayment and redelyuery of the

Summes of Money apprompted and layde out.

t ApprO'mpt, v* Obs. rare~ l
. [f. L. ap-^

ad- to +prompt-its ready, PROMPT. See K-pref. \ i.]

To make ready ;
to prompt, stimulate.

1605 UACON Adi'. Learn. \\. xiii. 9 Neither may these

places serve only to apprompt our invention.

Approof ^apr/7'f). arch. Also 5 apprefife,

apref. [a.OFr.iyirwv, -ettve, proof, trial, f. aprove-r
: L. approba-re : see APPROBATE and APPHOVK. Cf.

the simple proof, a. OFr. prove, prcttve.]
1. The act of proving ; trial, experience, proof.
1436 Pol. Poems (18591 II- T ^7 Thys good kynge, be wytt

of such appreffe, Kepte hys marchauntes . . fro myscheffe.
1601 SHAKS. All's li'ell n. v. 3 A Souldier . . and of verie
valiant approofe. 1881 SWINBURNE Mary Stuart iv. i, Known
By proofmore potent than approof of law In all points guilty.

2. Sanction, approval, Approbation.
1439 K. E. Wills (1882) 119 In witnessyng and very a-pref

whereof. . I have put the scale of my Amies, 1603 SHAKS.

Mcas.for M. 11. iv. 174 One and the selfesame tongue, Either
of condemnation, or approofe. 1652 GAUI.E Magastroin. \ \\
Whether any sound orthodox Christian ever did write in the

approof of judiciary and predicting a.strologie? .11850
ROSSETTI Dante fy Circle i. (18741 in She bowed her mild

approof And salutation to all men of worth.

Approper, variant of APFHOPKK v. Obs.

t Appro'perate, v. Obs~ [f. L. approperat-

ppl. stem of appr-y adpropera-re to hasten, hurry.]



APPROPINQUATE.
1623 COCKERAM, Appre>perati\ to make haste. 1755 JOHN-

SON, AppropcratCi to hasten, to set forward.

Appropinquate (sejws^nkwxH), v. arch.
[f.

L. appropinquat- ppl. stem of appropinqud-re to

draw nigh to, i.ap-
= ad- \.&+propinqua-ret f. pro-

pinqit-us neighbouring, f. prope nigh, near.]
1. hitr. To come near to

;
to approach.

1623 in COCKERAM, 1642 BRIDGE Wound. Consc. Cnred\.

34 Neither herein . . doe we appropinquate to the Popish doc-

trine. i657To.MLiNSON Kenan's Disp. 145 Liquid and humid
|herbs] . . appropinquating to heat, are brought to their pris-
tine state. 1873 LVTTON A". Chillingly iv. v. (18751 238 That

party to which Mivers professed not to belong but to ap-

f 2 trans. To bring near or close. Obs. rare.

1646 J. HALL Hone Vac, 115 TIs great art . . to appropin-
quate things remote.

Appropinquation (ce'pr^pirjkwt^'Jan). [ad.L.

appropinqitatidn-an, f. appropinquate : see prec.]
1. The action of coming near, approach.
1628 DONNE Sertn. xlvni, 476 He gave him a rapture, .and

in that an appropinquation, an approximation to Himselfe,

1636 EVELYN Mem. App. I. 423 At the appropinquation of
the King . . the Vice-Chancellor spoke a speech. 1670 WAI.LIS
in Phil. Trans. V. 2074 The Earth and Moon's Appropin-
quation and Elongation. 1842 DE MORGAN Calculus 412
The appropinquation of the straight lines.

2. The action of bringing into contiguity, rare.

1864 T. TROLLOPF. Lindisf. Chase II. 149 The ants too . .

evidently communicate intelligence . . by the appropinqua-
tion of noses.

t Appropi'nque, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. ap-

propinqu-drc : see prec Cf. advokc, advocate^
To draw near to, approach.
1663 BUTLER Hud. i. in. 500 The knotted bloud . . With

mortal Crisis cloth portend My days to appropinque an end.

Appropinquity (flejfftfpi'gkwiti). rare. [f. as

prec. after propinquity^ Nearness.

1646 J. GREGORY Notes $ Ods.xxxi. (1665) 133 An Appropin-
quity of Vision, that all things are open and naked unto
his sight. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xiv, Six weeks

appropinquity opportunity had victimised him com-

pletely.

t Appropo'rtionate, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L.

ap---=ad- to + PROPORTIONATE ; cf. APPORTION f.]
To render proportionate, to proportion.
1662 H. MORE Antid.Ath.\\i\-2}Ti The extream lightness

of her [a Bird's] furniture being approportionated to the

thinness of that Element [Air].

t Appro*pre, appr.o*prie, v- Obs. Forms :

a. 4-5 apropre, 4-6 appropre, -yr, 6 appropir,

6-7 approper. Also #. 4 approprie, 4-;; -ye,

Pa. pple. 4-7 appropried. [a. OFr. aproprie-r :

late L. appr- t adproprid-re (c 450), f. ad to, with
idea of '

rendering
'

+preprints own. 'Two forms :

one (from AFr.) suppressing -i-
; the other, used

chiefly in pa. pple., preserving -z, -y. Superseded in

1 7th c. by the Latinized equivalent APPROPRIATE.]
1. To assign as private property or possession to ;

to set apart for a special purpose ; spec, in Eccl. to

annex to a religious corporation.
a. 1340 Aycnb. 40 pe y-hafcjede stedes J>et byeb apropred

to guodes seruise. Ibid. 41 Ofhyaldep mid wrong . . be

binges bet byeb apropred to holy cherche. -1449 PECOCK

Kepr.\\\. xiv. 368 Whanne a parisch chirche is aproprid to an

abbey. 1496 Dives $ Panp. (W. de W.) iv. vii. 1703, The
lyght of the sonne may not be . . appropred to one place
more than to an other.

0. 1398 TwrvfflA 5rtrM.Z>tf /*..#. xiv, xlvii. (14951 484 That
manere of felde that hyghte Campus is apropryed to noo
man. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xxi. (1617) 364 A Chapter
appropried to the same purpose.
2. To assign or attribute as proper to.

a. 1384 CHAUCER Gentilesse 18 His vertuous noblesse That
is appropred [v.r. enpropredl unto no degree. aifpoRfHg.
Piecesfr. Thornt. MS. 27 Godd be ffadyre to whaym is ap-

propyrede myghte. 1508 FISHER OTfcr. i. 205 But to lye longe
and contynue in synne is appropred to the deuyll. 1614
SELDEN Titles Hon. 67 Astrologers approper certain starres

to Kings only.
ft. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr, Consc. 8149 pus salle endles lyfe ap-

propryed be, Tylle be saved bodyse. 1557 Primer (Sarttni)

H ij, God to whome it is appropried to be mercifull ever.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 265 Cafiitanens and Valuatorsas,

also appropried to spectall Dignities beneath a Count.

3% To make one's own
;

to take possession of.

(Grig, with rejl. pron. etc., afterwards absol.)
a. 1366 MAUNDEV. v. 35 Kyngdomes that he hatb con-

quered and apropred to him be strengthe. c 1400 Dt-str.

Troy xxx. 12193, I haue aproprid to oure partis prouyns
besyde. 1502 ARNOLD Chron. 276 Whether ony executor ..

appropir ony thing of the goodis of the deed man.

ft. i474CAXTONC/*t'J^77 To kepe them from appropryyng
to them self that thyng that aperteyneth to the comyn.

t Appro'pred, -ried, ///. a. Obs. [f. prec. +

-ED.] Assigned as a property; set apart for a

purpose ; appropriate.
1393 GOWER Conf. III. 99 Eche of hem his owne sete Ap-

propred hath within a man. ^1449 PECOCK Rer. in. xiv.

369 In othere not approprid chirchis. 1503 HAWES Examp.
Virt. i. 18 No thynge appropred to his prosperyte.

Appropriable (aprju-priiab'l), a. [f. L. ap-

propria-re (see APPBOPRE) + -BLE, as if ad. L. *ap-

propridbilis.'] Capable of being appropriated ;

to be fitly attributed or applied.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef>. 274 This conceit applyed

unto . . the beginning of the world, is more justly appropri-
able unto its end. 1662 FULLER Worthies i. 74 Consciencious

people, allow that word {create} appropriable to God alone.

415

EY^'r T. More (1831) 1. 136 Appropriable toother

purposes.

1* Appro'priament. Obs. [f.
L. appropHd-re

(see prec.) + -MENT
; perh. after Fr. appropricment

'a fitting, conforming, accommodating' Cotgr.]
What is proper or peculiar to one

;
a characteristic.

1633 FORD Lore's Sacr. i. i, If you can neglect Your own
appropriaments.

Appropriate (apr^-pri, a), ppl. a. and sb. [ad.
L. appropridt-us pa. pple. of appropria-rc : see

APPROP&K.]
A. pple. or adj.

1. Annexed or attached (to], as a possession or

piece of property ; appropriated, spec, in Eccl.

Annexed as a benefice to a religious corporation.
1599 SANDYS Europ. Spec. (1637) 145 The Parish Priests In

Italy . . have . . terteine Karmes as Gleabland appropriate.

1652 NEEDHAM tr. Selden's Marc Ct. Pref., The Sea's now
made appropriate, And yields to all the Laws of .state. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., There are computed to be in England
3845 churches appropriate and impropriate.

t 2. Belonging to oneself ; private; selfish. Obs.

1627 FELTHAM Resolves i. Ixxxiii. Wks. 1677, 127 Policy. .

works ever for appropriate ends ; Love euer takes a partner
into the Benefit.

f 3. Assigned to a particular person ; special, in-

dividual. Obs. rare.

1796 Miss BURNEY Camilla vin. x, The end, therefore, of

her deliberation was to show general gaiety, without appro-

priate favour.

4. Attached or belonging as an attribute, quality
or right ; peculiar to, own. a. absol.

1538 STARKEY England n. i. 25. 162 We notyd . . in . . the

hede, an appropryat dysease, wych we callyd then a frencey.

1794 SULLIVAN l-'ieiu Nat. 1. 174 That the sun darts out light

and heat to the limits of its appropriate system. 1809 COLE-
RIDGE Friend (i%-$j) I. i. 9 To charm away . . Ennui, is the

chief and appropriate business of the poet.

b. with to.

1525 TINDALE Par. Wicked Mamm. Wks. I. 50 The for-

giveness of sins and justifying is appropriate unto faith only.

1651 HOBHES Lcviath, u. xxx. 177 Honour, appropriate to

the Sovereign onely. 1812 SOUTH EY Lett. (1856; II. 307
Coronet . . is [a word] appropriate to rank and heraldry.

5. Speciallyfitted or suitable, proper. Const, to,for.
1546 PHAER Regim. Lyfc Bj, Remedies . . appropriat to

every membre throughout the body. 1594 PLAT Sorts of
Soylc 56 Salts . . most appropriate for the nature of mortar.

1661 BOYLE Style H. Script. Wks. 1744 II. 101/2 The Bible's

being appropriate . . to make wise the simple. 1809 COLE-
RIDGE Friend (1865) 29 Two mottos equally appropriate.

1869 FREEMAN Norm, Conq. III. xi. 47 Prayers and collects

appropriate for the great solemnity.

f B. sb. [the adj. used absol."} A thing appro-

priated or appropriate ;
a property, attribute. Obs.

1618 CHAPMAN Hesiod 11. 551 To prophane The Gods' Ap-
propriates. 1642 JER. TAYLOR Episc. 11647) I02 The appro-

priates of their office so ordain'd by the Apostles.

Appropriate (apnTu-pri^'t), v. [f. prec. Has

replaced the earlier APPHOPKE from Fr.]

f 1. To make (a thing) the private property of

any one, to make it over to him as his own; to set

apart. Obs. exc. as in next.

1535 COVERDALE Mic. iv. 13 Their goodes shalt thou appro-

priate vnto the Lorde. 1625 WILLIAMS in Fortesc. Pap. 209

My Lord, to whose grace I doc appropriat the worke. 1723
DE FOE Col. Jack (1840^ 332 Whatever the ladies of his

family required . . he would appropriate to them,
2. Const, to o)tese/f:=nt\L
1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. xx. 118 Here hee appro-

priateth the title of God to himselfe saying 'The Lord my
God.' 1651 HOBBES GovL fy Sac. Ded., The concupiscible

part . . desires to appropriate to it selfe the use of those

things in which all others have a joynt interest. 1740 ANSON

Voy. i. iii. 32 Appropriating the whole ships provisions to

themselves. 1876 E. MRLLOR ./VzVfM. i. 15 The name 'priest-

hood' . . was never appropriated by apostles to themselves.

3. Hence cllipt. To take possession of for one's

own, to take to oneself.

1635 AUSTIN Medit. 181 Christ cannot bee so appropriated,
or inclosed. 1784 COWI-ER Task v. 761 A liberty like his,

who unimpeached Of usurpation . . Appropriates nature as

his Father's work. 1871 TYNDALL Fragnt. Set. II. vi. 83 The
bud appropriates those constituents . . for which it has elective

attraction.

4. Eccl. To annex (a benefice) to some religious

corporation, as its property.
1528 PEKKINS Profit. Bk. xi, 811 (1642) 363 If a man bee

bounden for to appropriate a Church at his owne costs.

1691 BLOUNT Law Diet, s.v., Before the time of Richard the

2nd, it was lawful to appropriate the whole Fruits of a Bene-
fice to an Abbey or Priory. 1809 TOMLINS Law Did. s.v.

Appropriation^ The monasteries . . appropriated as many
benefices as they could by any means obtain.

f 5. To allot, annex, or attach a thing to an-

other as an appendage. Obs.

1535 COVERDALE i Est/r. vi. 18 All the ornamentes that

Nabuchadonosor. .appropriated vnto his owne temple. 1667
E. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. I.IIL x.fi743) 258 They have
annexed and appropriated the Market Towns of England. .

to the respective Postages.
6. To devote, set apart, or assign to a special

purpose or use. Const, to, for.
1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. i. (1628) 10 Hauing apropriated

their first day of the weeke to the peculiar adoration of the
sun. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill^

Mns. i. x. 33 This Swifter Measure
is appropriated or used in . . Corants, etc. 1779 J- MOORE
View Soc. II. Hv. 40 The front gallery . . is appropriated to

the court. 1868 M. PATTISON Acadcm. Org. 2. 41 The
revenue is appropriated to the payment of University officers.

APPROPRIATION.
1882 Daily Tel. 4 May, After appropriating ^18,424 for the

payment of interest on debentures,

7. To assign or attribute as properly pertaining
to

;
to attribute specially or exclusively, arch.

1533 TINDALK Snpper of Lord 30 His manhood .. cannot
have this glory only which is appropriated to the Godhead.

1675 BAXTER Oi///. Thcol.\\.\. 104 Appropriating our Original
Guilt to Adam's sin alone. 1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past,
Introd. 7 These amusements . . were appropriated to the

season of Lent. 1809 COI,KKIIX;K Friend i. iv. 118671 '3 The
word presumption I appropriate to the internal feeling.

8. To make, or select as, appropriate or suitable

to ;
to suit. arch.

1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. n. 435 Albeit they
[tools] be appropriated and fitted to the woorke that is

wrought. 1635 PERSON I'aricties Ded., Accustomed to ap-

?ropnate
the matter of their offerings . . to the nature . . of the

)eity to whom they immolated ; as to Mars a horse. 1686

PLOT Stajfordsh. 340 The best methods of Cultivating, ap-

propriating Seeds and manures, and cureing the diseases of

land. 1802 PALEY Nat. TJteol. iiL (1819) 41 The membrana
tyjnpani. . is appropriated to the action of air. 1839 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. III. in. vii. 12 The subject chosen is appropriated
to the characteristic peculiarities of the poet.

f 9. To make proper, to fashion suitably. (So Fr.

approprier. ) Obs.

1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. \\. 79 That God hath
so appropriated it [the eye], as to make such a goodly piece
of woorke thereof.

Appropriated, ppl.a. [f. prec. + -ED
;
as pple.

replacing the earlier APFKOPKIATE, which remains

as the adj.]
1. Made over or assigned to a special owner

;
set

apart for a special purpose ; specially limited.

1618 BOI.TON Flornsi, xvii. 51 The under-going of generall

curses, for the generall good, which was now growne appro-

priated to his [Decius'j family. 1756 BURKE.Snhl. <y />. Wks.
I. 129 This species of relative pleasure I call Delight . . The
word is not commonly used in this appropriated signification.
1828 Ln. GHENVILLE Sinking Fund 34 To place at the dis-

posal of the community any portion of its now appropriated
taxation.

t 2. Specially suited
; suitable, appropriate. Obs.

1641 FRENCH Distill, iii. (1651! 67 Ten or twenty drops . .

being taken in any appropriated Liquor, a 1733 NORTH
Lives II. 327 Rich liveries of the appropriated colours. 1780
SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. x. (1876) 9 When to correctness and

perfect form is added . . appropriated expression.

Appropriately l.apr^-prii^tli}, adv. [f.
AP-

PROPRIATE a. + -LY*.] In an appropriate manner.

*t*
1. Peculiarly, specially, particularly. Obs.

1531 Dial. Laws ofEng. n. Iv. (1638! 167 That is taken ap-

propriately to be the Law of God, that is contained in scrip-
ture, a 1665 GOODWIN Filled iv. the Spirit 11867) 345 When
that worship which is appropriately due unto God is given
unto any other.

2. In a manner properly suited
; fittingly.

1795 SEWARD Anecd. I. 43 (Jou.i The praise that Robert
Bembo so appropriately gives to this great painter. 1832
LANDER Exp. Niger III. xviii. 122 Dressed very appro-
priately in a handsome robe of silk.

Appro'priateness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

f 1. The state of being appropriated or devoted

to some special purpose ; special destination. Obs.
a 1638 MKDE ll'ks. i. ii. 9 (R.) Some state of singularity or

appropriateness, whereby It is advanced above the common
condition of things of the same order.

2. Special fitness, suitability, or applicability.
1731 in BAILEY. 1816 GILCHRIST Philos. Etym. 209 The

appropriateness to my present purpose of the following

quotation. 1871 EARLK Philol. Eng. Tong. 644 When the

musical appropriateness of the word is the chief care.

Appropriating (amvn-prij^tirj), vbl. sb. [f.

APPKOPKIA.TE v. + -IN<;!.] A making over to a

special owner or purpose ; a taking as one's own.
1611 COTGR., Appropriatice^ an appropriation, or appro-

priating. 1645 MILTON TetracJi. Wks. 1851, 230 The appro-
priating of that good which Nature at first made common.
a 1711 KEN Urania Wks. 1721 IV. 476 The ecstatick Bliss. .

In the appropriating of Love immense.

Appropriating, ppl. a, [f.
as prec. + -ING

-'.]

That assigns to a special owner or purpose.
1633 SANDERSON 21 Serin. Ad. Aul. iii. (1673) 43 Appropri-

ating and distinctive titles. 1702 LUTTRKLL Brief'Re/. V. 155
An appropriating clause added to the land tax. 1882 COKV
Eng. /fist. II. 540 Resistance to the appropriating party.

Appropriation (apr<?u:pri,^-jan). [ad. L. ap-

propridtion-em, n. of action f. appropria-re : see

APPROPRIATE and -TION.]
1. The making ofa thing private property, whether

another's or (as now commonly) one's own ; taking
as one's own or to one's own use ; conft', the thing
so appropriated or taken possession of.

1393 GOWER Conf. I. 240, I wolde . . Of other mannes love

iwis . . Have made appropriation. 1651 BIGGS jWw Disp.
P 172 In dying men . . there is an application of medicines,
but not an appropriation. (71711 KLN Ckristoph. Wks. 1721
I. 494 When God, my God, with confidence they call, Ap-
propriation makes amends for all. 1825 M'Ct'Li.ocH Pol.

Econ. in. i. 252 To employ labour in the production or ap-

propriation of a commodity. 1868 M. PATTISON Academ.

Org. i. 7 The rapacious appropriation of the abbey lands.

2. Eccl. The transference to a monastic house, or

other corporation, of the tithes and endowments
intended for the maintenance of religious ordinances

in a parish ; concr. the benefice or tithes so appro-

priated.
(.-1370 WYCLIF Agst. Beg. Friers (1608) 14 This appropria-

tion is made by false suggestion that such religious men han
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APPROPRIATIONIST.
not enough for lifelode. 1528 PERKINS Profit. life. xi. 811

(1642)363 If a man bee bountlen for to appropriate a Church
. . and afterwards before the appropriation a pension is

graunted out of the same. 11641 SPELMAN Tithes 137 (R.)
In old times, whilst these churches were in the clergy-hand,
they were called appropriations. 1876 GKEEN Short Hist.
viii. 495 To meet it by buying up the appropriations of

livings.

3. The assignment of anything to a special pur-

pose ; concr. the thing so assigned, csp. a sum of

money set apart for any purpose. Appropriation
Bill*, a Bill in Parliament, allotting the revenue to

the various purposes to which it is to be applied.
1789 Const. U. S. i. 9 No money shall be drawn from the

treasury hut in consequence of appropriations made by law.

1825 M''CcLLocH Pol. Econ. \\. 2. 73 The consequent appro-
priation of particular individuals to particular employments.
1858 FONBLANQUK H&iuive are Cm*. vii. (L.) The resolutions
In the Committee of Supply are embodied into what is called
the Appropriation bill.

t 4. Special attribution or application ; specializa-
tion

; concr. a special attribute. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. I*, i. ii, 46 Hee makes it a great appro-
riation to his owne good parts, that he can shoo him [his

orse] himselfe. 1657 W. COLKS Adam in Eden Introd., A
Table of the Appropriations shewing for what part every
Plant is medicinable. 1690 LOCKE Hum, Vnd. in. iii. (1856)

219 The particular name that belongs to every one [thing],
with its peculiar appropriation to that idea.

Appropria'tionist. [f. prec. + -IST.] An
adherent or supporter of appropriation ;

in Hindu
Philos. One who holds that the soul is an appro-
priation of the being of Brahma.
1862 K. HALL Hindu Pkilos.Syst. 244 Those who hold the

soul to be Brahma as appropriated to the internal organ,
the appropriationists.

Appropriative ;apnm-pri|t
v
tiv), a. [f. L. ap~

propriat- f^see APPKOPKIATE) + -IVE
;

as if ad. L.

*appropri(idvns^\ Of appropriating character or

tendency; pertaining or tending to appropriation.
1655* JoiXiK Connn.Hcbr. 1.8 This relative My is discrimina-

tive and appropriative. 1825 M' CUI.LOCH Pol. Econ. n. 2.

95 To resort immediately to some species of appropriative
industry. 1871 .M. COLLINS Mrg. q Merck. I. 185 Mr. Mow-
bray was looking at the little girl with appropriative eyes.

ApprO'pria'tiveness. [
f. prec. + -NESS.] Ap-

propriative quality ; tendency to take as one's own.
1882 East. Daily Press 17 July 3 A rather amusing display

of
appropriativeness . . when all day long the sweet stalls . .

were besieged by battalions of the common honeybee.

Appropriator ^prtfu-pri^itw). [a. L. *appro-
printer, n. of agent f. appropriare : see -OB.]
1. One who appropriates or takes to his own use.

1840 I)i: (JLINCEV Mod. Snfrrsf. Wks. III. 325 The appro-
pri:itor of a treasure. 1858 Miss MUI.OCH Th. ab. \\~om. 75
A dishonest appropriator of other people's property.
2, The religious house, or corporation, that owns

the fees and endowments of a benefice.

1726 AVLIFKE Parerg. 86 These Appropriators, by reason
of their Perpetuities, are accounted Owners of the I'"ee

Simple. 1809 TOMLISS Law Diet. s. v, Appropriation, The
appropriators . . are perpetual parsons of the church.

t Approprietary. Obs. rare. [f. APPKO-
PKIATK, after PROPRIETARY, but with no correspond-
ing derivation

;
L. appropriare could only have

given appropriatory^\~ APPHOPRIATOR 2.

1547 InJune. Ediv. F7 in Cardwell Document. Ann. (1839)
1-9 The Charges, .shall be ratably borne between the parson
and approprietary and parishioners, a 1641 SMCLMAX Tithes

141 (R. )The perpetual incumbent, which is the approprietary.

t Appro'pring, vbl. sl>. Obs. [f. APPKOPRE v.

+ -ING
'.] Appropriation.

r 1380 WYCLIF De Eccl. iv. Wks. 1871 III. 347 pis styward
(.hanerib wib appropryng of chirchis.

Approvable (apnrvab'l), a. [f. APPROVE z-.i

+ -ABLE.] Able to be approved; worthy or de-

serving of approval.
c 1449 PI:OK:K Repr. 540 That such Religioun be is allowe-

able and approvable of ech. '579 fr ULKE Kef. Knstcl 709
As they be approuable or disprouable by the saide old
auncient and Catholike doctrine. 1617 F. MORYSON Itin. in.

32 Inordinate desire of Martyrdoms is not approueable.
1753 RICHARDSON Grantiison(*j%i) HI. xv. 120 Finec|ualities,
but unhappily blended with others less approveable. 1835
I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot, i. 20 Measures . . approvable to the

quiet good sense . . of the people. 1865 CARLYLK Fredk. (.it.

III. ix. ii. 81 He is . . approvable as a practical officer and
soldier, by the strictest judge then living.

Appro'vableuess. [f- prec. + -NESS.] Ap-
provable quality; worthiness of approval.

( 1812 T. BROWN Philns. Hni. Mind Ixxiii. (1838) 488/2
This irresistible approvableness . . constitutes to us . . the
virtue of the action. 1833 WARDLAW Ckr. Kthics iii. 11844)

95 The ground of its approvableness.

Approval (apn?-val). [f.
APPROVE z>.*+-AL 2 .

Karebef. 1800; now generally used instead of next.]
The action of approving; sanctioning approbation.
i6goTKMi'LE Her. Virtue (},} A censor ofjust ice . . without

whose approval no capital sentences are to be executed.

2814 GARY Dante, Parad. xxiv. 57, I . . m her looks Approval
met. 1843 MILL Logic v. vii. 2 Mankind had stamped Its

approval upon certain actions.

ApprovaneC (apn/'vans). arch. [a.OFr.a/rfW-
ance, f. aprover : see APPROVE v^- and -ANCE.] =
APPROOF

; APPROVAL.
1592 WYRLKY A nnorie 122 As valiant foes as welden sheild

or targe .. and of as good approuance. 1621 SANHKKSON
Sertn. Ad. Pop. iv. (1674* 191 To find approvance in the sight
of our God. 17*8 THOMSON Spring 625 Should she seem . .

416

the least approvance to bestow. 1883 Contemp. Rev. Mar.
341 Silent approvance of the proceeding.

t ApprO'vant. Obs. rare. [a. OFr. aprovant,
pr. pple. of apt-over \ see APPROVE v^ and -ANT.]
The party offering proof. Cf. APPROVER!.
1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1256/2 Sir William de

Facknaham . . on the one side approvant; and this sir John
Sitsylt . . on the other side defendant.

Approve (apr/7-v), 7'.
1 Forms: 4-7 aprove,

56 approuve, 6-7 approove, 5- approve, [a.
OFr. aprovc-r (now appraiser) : L. app-, Oitprobti-
re to make good, assent to as good, f. ad to +

proba-re to try the goodness of, prove, i. prob-ns
good. Cf. APPREVE, a form repr. the tonic stem of

the Fr. as in appretrve ;
and its pa. pple. APPROVEN.

In some senses the word appears to represent Fr.

cprouver, OFr. csprovcr, not otherwise found in

English. See A- 'prcf. 9.]
I. (

= Fr. approitvcr^)

fl. To make good (a statement or position) ; to

show to be true, prove, demonstrate, a. simply. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF 7l//<-. vi. 9 Who shal aproue it? 1481 CAXTON
Myrr. in. vi. 141 They had lerned to approue the daye and
tyme whan suche thynges [eclipses] shold happe. 1571
DIGGES Geotn. Pract. i. xx. F iij b, The rule . . may two wayes
be approued, geometrically and arithmetically. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist, World II. v. iii. 15. 442 He had approued vnto the

vulgar, the dignitie of his Science. 1639 FUI.LKR Holy H'ar
v. x. (1840) 259 To approve the truth . . thereof against some
one who questioned. 1651 HOBHES Ln-iath. i. v, We demon-
strate or approve our reckonings to other men.

fb. with sitbord. d. Obs.

1340 H AMI-OLE Pr. Consc, 4746 Yhit for certayn approves
no^ht he J>at pa fiften days of takens sal be. 1483 CAXTON
Calo K inj b, I haue . . approuyd that none may know the
secretes of God. 1624 HEYWOOD #. u. 72 This aproves
unto us, that order is a cheefe rule in memorie.

f* C. with complement. Obs.

1587 FLI.MING Contn. Holinshcd III. 345/2 He was ap-
prooued guiltie at his arreignment. 1611 SHAKS. L'ymb. v.

v. 245 One thing . . which must approue thee honest. 1644
I'ind, Treat. J\fonarchy\v. 20, I . . doubt not to approve it

firme truth. 1676 7 M,\KVELL Corr. 290 Wks. 1872-5 II. 527
Mr. Onslow was approved not to have been culpable.

f 2. To attest (a thing) with some authority, to

corroborate, confirm. Obs.

^1380 WYCLIF Anticr. fy Meynee (Toddt 137 Crist con-
fermed his lawe and wib his dep approved hit. 1596 SHAKS,
Merch. V. in. ii. 79 What damned error, but some sober
brow Will . . approue it with a text? 1781 GIBBON Decl. <$

/''. III. 183 The trembling emperor . . solemnly approved the
innocence and fidelity of their assassins.

b. with a thing as subject.
d 1674 CLARENDON Jfisf. Kft>. III. Ded. 10 The success has

approved this judgement. 1862 TKKNCH Mirac. Introd. 98
The miracles proving the doctrines, and the doctrines ap-
proving the miracles.

3. To demonstrate practically or to the experience
of others, display, exhibit, make proof of. Also rejl.

1551 ROBINSON Stores Utofi. 151 They by quicke repent.
aunce approue the amendement of their Hues. 1610 Chester*
Tri, 1 1844' Chester 15 Such Olympian sports as shall approve
Our best devotion, c 1630 R isDON Srtrr. Dei'on 56 Who . .

approved himself. . valiantly at the taking of Strigpnium.
1876 KMKKSOX Kss. Ser. n. iv. 104 Many opportunities to

approve his stoutness and worth.

b. To display or exhibit to advantage, rare.

1849 RCSKIN StT. I^amps iv. 42. 133 The sculpture is ap-

proved and set off by the colour.

4. with compl. To show or prove practically (a

thing or person) to be (so and soX
1680 I'UTLER Rftn. (1759 1 IV. 4 Approv'd the most profound,

and wise To solve
Impossibilities.

i8ia UYRON Childe Har,
n. xxxv, 'Tis an old lesson; Time approves it true. 1865
I'ARKMAN Chawflnin. \. (1875) 176 His account .. approves
him a man of thought and observation.

b. rcfl. To prove or show oneself practically to be.

1559 Ar. HKTHI-: in Stryjje Ann. Kef. I. App. vi. ii All
such as shall approve themselves not to be the obedient
children of Chryst's churche. 1649 SKLUMN Laws of Eng.
11. xi. (1739*58 Edward the Third approved himself not only
King of Kngland, but of himself. ifigSTwtBUTTOitll] JJurton

Diary (1828) I. 148 He was in Wales, and approved himself
a very vile person. i765Ti:cKF-R Lt. Nat. II. 305 The latter

. . approved himself a neighbour by acting agreeably to that

character. 1840 MACAULAY Clive 92 When he approved him-
self ripe for military command.

*j-c. intr. (refl. pron. omitted) To prove itself,

prove, turn out to be. Obs. rare.

1587 FLEMING Cont. Ilolinshed III. 372/1 If he will say
that it was but inuention, it will approue false.

5. To confirm authoritatively; to sanction. Hence
the techn. term : a. in Sc. ParI. for confirming, or

deciding in the affirmative, by a vote of the house ;

b. for confirming the sentence of a court-martial.

1413 T.vix;. Pylgr. Smvle v. xiv. 82 pere may no thing be

approvid, ne afTermed, but if it be founde in the feith. 1480
Bury Wills (18501 59, I . . by this my present testament . .

myne seyde mynde, wyll and entcnt . . approue, ratifie, and
conferme. 1590 SWINBURN Testaments 40 The lawe dooth
not approoue such testamentes. (7x619 FOTHERBY Atheont.
Pref. 13 The old may not be proued, because it is approued.
1726 in H'odroiv Corr. (18431 III. 248 The vote was stated,
Whether Approve the overture of the Committee, or Delay.
1816 C. JAMES Mil. Diet. (ed. 4) 141 The colonel or com-
manding officer approves the sentence of a regimental court-

martial.

6. To pronounce to be good, commend, a. trans.

c 1380 WYCLIF Psettdo-Freris iv. Wks. (1879) 306 Non word
of tames approueb bise newe religions. 1447 BOKENHAM

APPROVED.
Lyiys ofSeyntys (Roxb.) 31 Fully they approvyd al his en-
tent. I538STAKKEY England%\ Vaynornamentysby corrupt
jugement commynly approvyd. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. v.

ii. 149, I approue your Wisedom in the deede. 1709 POI-K
fcss. Crit. 391 Fools admire, but men of sense approve. 1803
WELLINGTON in ll'ellcslty Disf>. 313, 1 entirely approve that

precaution. 1878 SKEI.EY Stein III. 522 Niebuhr. .admired
and approved the Revolution of 1688.

*t*b. with inf.phr. or subord. cl. Obs.

1475 CAXTON Jason 36 That thing that thou approuedest
to seche alxiue alle other. 1663 (IKKHIKK O>w^V A iv a,

They will approve that Work men may have this little Book
in their Pockets. 1667 MILTON /'. L. iv. 880 Others who
approve not to transgress By thy example.
c. iutr. Const, (on obs.) of.

1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821^9 Our modern assertors
and predicators approve on it. 1658-9 GIUKONS in Burton
Diary III. 557 Such as shall be named and approved on by
this House. 1711 STEELK Sped. No. 2^2 He has read all,
but approves of very few. 1866 KINGSLEY Hereiv. x. 149
Would his grandfather approve of what he had done.

7. trans. To recommend oneself, one's qualities, ac-

tions, etc., as worthy of approval ; to commend to.

1611 BIBLK Pref. i We doe seeke to approue our selues to

euery ones conscience. 1657 CROMWELL m Burton Diary
I. 415 Without integrity, without sincerity, without approv-
ing the heart to God. 1829 I. TAYLOR Knthus. ii. (18671 49
If anticipations such as these approve themselves to reason.

II. [
= mod.Fr. cprouvcr^\

t 8. To put to the proof or test of experience ;

to try, test. Obs,

1380 [See Ai'i-KovED]. 1483 CAXTON Cato D iiij, This rule
is gyuen to euery man and approued of euery man. 1532
HI-:KVET Xenoph. Treat. Househ. (1768) 64 Men of olde

antyquitie, approuinge it by experience. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen.
II

', iv. i. 9 Nay, taske me to my word : approue me Lord.

1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch's Live$(i%7g) 1. 60/2 Neither fear
nor rashness was likely to approve men so disposed.

f 9. To find by experience, to experience. Obs.

1578 Gorgious Galleryt A Louer approuing his Lady un-
kinue. 1591 RALEIGH Last Fight Rw. 24 Vnto them a

spectacle, and a resolution sildome approued, to see one ship
turne toward so many enemies. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. \\,

xix. 101 He hath approved that government in himselfe.

ApprO'VC, approw, v.* Law. Also 5 aproue,
aprowe. [a. OFr. aproe-rt approer, approuer, ap-

proii'criQ profit, 'faireprofite^enricher
1

(Godefroi),
f. tl to +_p?~ost obj. prode, fro, prou, preu (Pr., Sp.,

Pg. pro, \l.pro,prodc} 'advantage, profit,' a difficult

word, pointing to an early Romanic subst. use of

the prep, pro or prod" in prod-est (as if prod est

mihi, it is a profit or advantage to me), perh. de-

clined as *prod-ist prod-em. Cf. the adj, use in

It. prodc, pro, Pr. pros, OFr. proz, pros, prou$t

preus, obj. prode, pron, preu, mod.Fr. preitx good,
worthy, valiant, i.e. vir qiti prod-est. (Cf. also It.

prodezza, Pr., Sp.proezat OrT.profscf, Fr. prouesse

prowess, and OFr. prozom, prodom, Fr. frud*
homtne ; and see Diez, Littre, Brachet.) The mod.

Eng. form ought to be appr<nv (cf. <z//0w), but

through confusion of u and v, approue was er-

roneously printed in I7th c. Law-diets, approve^
as if a sense of the prec.]
lit. To make profit to oneself of (e.g. land), by

increasing the value or rent. csp. Said of the lord

of a manor enclosing or appropriatingto his own ad-

vantage common land, as permitted by the Statute

of Merton (20 Hen. III. c. iv.). Cf. IMPROVE.
[The Stat. of Merton exists only in Latin, hut its phrase

*

faciant cotnmoJitm snnin '

exactly translates O Fr. aflroent,
and is rendered in Stat. Westminster '

aj>pruare se possint
de' \ other latinized adaptations of the Kr. were approare,
approvnre, and finally (in i7thc.) approbare.}
1483 Cath. A ngl. , To approwe, Approare, sicnt domini se

faditttt dcvastis. 1691 HLOUNT Law Diet, s.v., To approve
Land is to make the best benefit of it by increasing the Rent.

1768 BLACKSTONK Comm. \\. iii, This enclose, when justifi-

able, is called in law approving. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages
(1872) III. 362 By the Statute of Merton . . the lord is per-
mitted to approve, that is to inclose the waste lands of his

manor. 1865 TURNER in Morn, Star 29 Apr., SirT. Wilson
not only considered himself entitled to

'

approve
'

portions of
the [HampsteadJ Heath, but also contemplated letting out
the plots which he might

'

approve
'

for building purposes.

Approved (aprw-vd), ///. a. [f. APPROVE v. 1

+ -ED.]
1. Proved or established by experience, tried,

tested.

c 1380 Sir Femtnb. 1409 A noble kny^t aproued. 1489
CAXTON Faytes ofArmes i. xxiii. 71 The . . mooste approued
men of armes. 1563'!'. GALE Antidot. Pref. i Diuers ap-

proued medicines. 1656 BRAMHALL Replic. iv. 177 Persons

. , of approued integrity. 1709 LonJ. iiaz. mmmmccccxxi/3
The humble Address ofthe Ilaylin", Steward, Approved-men,
and Burgesses of.. Andover. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rei'. Wks.
V. 64 The old approved mode. x8z4 SCOTT St. Ronaii's

The mortar and stone of the most approved builder.

t b. Proved, convicted. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado iv. i. 45 To knit my soul' to an

approued wanton. 1635 SWAN Spec. Mnndi i. 3 (1643.) n
Approved liars.

3. Pronounced good ; justified, sanctioned, com-

mended, esteemed.

1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 36 To stand approv'd in sight of

God. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. in. v. (1635) 244 To have ..

very good and approved Words in their Mouths. 1737
WHISTOM Josephns' Wars i. i. 2 The most approved among
them were put to death.

4. Approved-of: regarded with commendation.



APPROVEDLY.
1670 EACHARD Contempt Clergy 22 An approved-of cobler

or tinker.

Approvedly (apr*vedli \ adv. [f. prec. +

-LY^.J In an approved manner or degree.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vin. vii. (1632) 417 Bare him-

selfe most approuedly towards the vertuous. 1656 lip. HALL
Let. Apol. iR.) Approvedly orthodox.

Appro*vedness. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being approved or pronounced good.
1874 SIDGWICK Ethics iii. 394 The . . coincidence of right-

ness or approvedness and utility.

Approvement 1
(apr*vment). Also 6-/ aP~

proove-. [a. OFr. aprovcment, later approuvcmcnt
vCotgr.), f. aprove-r : see APPROVE v. 1 and -MENT.]
1. The action of proving guilty, or convicting,

by becoming 'approver.
1

1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. 324 Approvement . . is when
a person, indicted of treason or felony, and arraigned for the

same, doth confess the fact before plea pleaded ; and appeals
or accuses others, his accomplices, of the same crime, in order

to obtain his pardon. iS^TiiEsiGER Trial Thnrtellfy f/ntit

161 The doctrine of approvement has been obsolete now for

150 years.

1 2. Expression of sanction or satisfaction
; ap-

probation, approval. Obs.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 61 Without his approuement. a 1617
HIERON ll'ks. I. 27 The worst things haue had the greatest

consent, and the fullest and most generall approouement.
1665 R. B. Comm, Tivo Talcs 197 Their high Approvement
of them induced . . the Author to go on with the rest.

t 3. That which is approved. Obs.

1673 PFNN Ah.r, Coppersmith 22 The Meeting could not

passe it as their Approvement.

Approvement-, approwment. Law.
Forms : 5 appro-, aprowe-, aprou-, 5-6 ap-

prowe-, approu(e)-, 7- approvement, [a. OFr.

aproement, aprouement, aprowement, n. of process
f. aproer : see APPROVE v.'2]

1. The action of making one's profit of, making
the best of (e.g. land); hence, the conversion to his

own profit, by the lord of the manor, of waste or

common land by enclosure and appropriation. Cf.

IMPROVEMENT.
1475 Bk. Noblesse 64 Labouragis and approwementis of

londes and pastures. 1482 Paston Lett. 863 III. 291 My
lord is sette sore to approwement and husbandry. 1523
FITZHEKB. Surv. 15 b, This newe approument maye fortune

to encresce of rent or decrese. 1691 BLOL-NT Laiu Diet.,

Approvement . . is more particularly used for the enclosing

part of a Common by the Lord of the Mannor, leaving suffi-

cient nevertheless for the Commoners. 1883 BAGGAI.I.AV

LAW Times Rep. 595/1 The onus probandi is on the com-

moners, and not on the lords, as in the case of approvement,

f 2. 'Also used for the profits of the lands them-

selves. Crompton Jitrisd. 152.' Tomlins Law
Diet. 1809. So in OFr. 'aprowement profit, bene-

fice.' Godefroy. Obs.

1489 riutnpton Corr. 88 Send me word what increse and

approment ye wyll give.

Approven .aprJ-'Vn), ///. a. Si. [pa. pple. of

APPREVE, after strong vbs. like weave, wwen, etc.]
---- APPROVED.

lion by approven examples. [See also AjpfRSVB.]

Approver 1
(apr/7'vai). [f.

APPROVE v.!+ -ER1
.]

1. One who proves or offers to prove (another)

guilty ; hence, an informer, an accuser. Now re-

stricted to : One who confesses a felony and gives
evidence against his accomplices in order to secure

their conviction ;
one who turns king's (queen's)

or state's evidence. [In this sense generally pro-
voitr in AFr. (Britton) and ME.]

<- 1400 Apol. Loll. 69 Oiber he schal dampne pe prouar, or

til he fauor |>e accusar, pat mijt not proue, schal iuge J>e

vngilty. 1533 MORE Debell. Stutm Wks. 976/2 Some perad-
uenture became approuers when they were caste, and called

for a coroner. 1581 LAMBAKDE Eiren. in. ii. (1588) 344 A
Prouour . . must beginne with confession of his owne fault,

before he may be permitted to burthen an other man. 1586
FERNF. Blaz. Gentrie 315 He is the assailaunt, and is com-

monly called the approouer or maintainer. 161 1 SPEED Hist.

Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. 851/2 Suffer neither the said prouer, nor

defender to take any of their weapons. 1613 SIR H. FINCH
Laiv 1,1636} 387 The Defendant confessing an enditement of

felonie may accuse others, in which case wee call him an

Approuer. 1679 Trial Langkorn 27 An Approver, while he
is in that service, hath a Peny a day. 1855 M ACAULAV Hist.

F.ng. IV. 670 The testimony of a crowd of approvers swear-

ing for their necks.

f 2. One who proves, tests, or tries. Obs.

1541 R. GOTLAND Gnydofis Quest, Cyrnrg. Q ij, Whan that

the approuers come . . for to examyne them. 1691 WOOD
At/i. Oxon. 1 1. col. 444 [John Rpwe] was appointed one of the

Approvers of Ministers according to the Presbyterian way.
o. One who confirms, sanctions, pronounces good,

or commends.
1548 UDAL, etc. Erasm. Par. 2 Cor. (R.) Jesus Christe is

my witnes and approuer. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.

viii. (1632) 581 Not onely . . witnesses at the doing, but also

approuers of the deed. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 30

Among the approvers of certain proceedings in France.

1835 LYTTON Rienzt x. vii. 427 The loudest grumbler . . now
the loudest approver. 1864 Q. Rev. CXV. 196 Even the

flesh of the conger has approvers inodern days.

t Approver- ( apprower. Obs. Also 4-5
approwour, -ouour, -ouer. [a. AFr. apronoMr t
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OFr. *aprotor, f. aproer : see APPROVE r.2 In

med.L. apruator and approuator ; corrupt mod.L.

approbator. Ought to be written apprower^\ One
who looks after the profit or interest of an em-

ployer ;
or who manages land for the owner ;

a steward or bailiff; an agent in any business.

[1326 Act i Edw. Ill, ii. viii. \Stat, Realm I. 2561 Qils sount

grevez par viscountes qi se fount nomer approitonrs le AW.
1618 transl. in PULTON : That they be grieved by Sheriffs,

naming themselues the King's approuers.1 1:1386 CHAUCER
Friar's T. 43 This false theef, thisSomonour . . Haddcalwey
bawdes redy to his honde . . They weren his approwours ["'>'

apprououris, aprouers, approwers] priuely ; He toke hym
self a greet profit therby. 1691 DLOUNT Law Diet, s.v.,

Bailiffs of Lords in their Franchises are called their Ap-
provers. Approvers of the King are those that have the

letting of the King's Demeans in small Manners, to his best

advantage. 1721 BAILEY, Apprwcrs in the Marches of

Wales, were such as had Licenses to buy and sell Cattle into

those parts. 1758 Month. Rev. 464 Wardens or approvers
. . Each in his county was almost usually the chief collector

of the royal revenue.

Approving ;apn!rvin\ vbl, sb. [f.
APPROVE z>J

+ -1NG 1

.] The action of testing, proving; or

confirming, sanctioning; approbation; probate.
1523 4 Act 15 Hen. /'///, v, Letters testimonials of their

approuing and examination. 1580 HOLLYBAND Trcas. Fr.

Tong., Approb<ition t approuing or auouching. J59 1 Dnrli.

Wills i 1860) 198 For the execution and approving of his will.

1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate Ep. Ded., Your good likings
and well approvings of my former works. 1653 MILTON

Hirelings Wks. 1851, 356 Far. . from the approving of Tithes.

Approving (aprw-virj), ///. a.
[f.

as prec. +

-ING-.] That gives approval.
1702 ROWE Tamerlane \. i. 18 Approving Heav'n Still

crown'd the Righteous Warrior with Success. 1855 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. IV. 498 An approving vote was obtained.

ApprO'vingly, adv.
[f. prec. -r-LY-.j In an

approving manner; so as to imply approval.
1837 CAKLYLE Fr. Rev.v. ii. 11.285 His two brothers . . who

look down on him approvingly. 1882 J. HAWTHORNE For-
tune s Fool i. xii, Nodding her head approvingly.

Appro ximaiit, a. Obs. rare**-, [ad. L.

approximant-em pr. pple. of approximd-re \ see

next.] Approaching closely, resembling.
1641 SIR E. DERING Sf. on Rclig. 21 June, Whereby our

times might be approximant, and conformant to the Apo-
stolicall . . Church.

Approximate (aprp'ksimA), ///. a. and sb.

[ad. L. approximdt-us pa. pple. of approxima-re
(TertulU to draw near to, f. ap- ad- to +

proximd-re, f. proxim-us very near, next.]

A. adj.
1. Very near, in position or in character ; closely

situated; nearly resembling.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 159 Holding some com-

munity with our selves, and containing approximate dispo-
sition unto animation. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. xii. 11876)

318 The above-named three approximate faunas of Eastern

and Western America.

2. Phys. Sc. Set very close together.
1839 JOHNSTON in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. vii. 198 To-

wards the base of the arm . . they soon become approximate.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 411 Carex . . spikelets 2-6, short,

ovoid, approximate.
3. ellipt. Nearly approaching to accuracy ; fairly

or reasonably correct.

1816 BURROWES Encycl. s. v. Arithmetic, Approximate
decimals. 1831 BREWSTER Optics viii. 77 We may . . obtain

the approximate indices of refraction. 1853 H. ROGERS Eel.

Faith 123 There is an approximate uniformity
B. sb. An approximate result or quantity, rare.

1784 WARING in Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 407 In finding ap-

proximates to the roots of given equations. 1816 BURROWES

Encycl. s.v. Arithmetic, Examples of the arithmetic of ap-

proximates.

Approximate (apr^'ksimdt), v. [f. prec., or

on analogy of vbs. so formed.]
1. trans. To bring close or near, to cause to

approach or be near (A?). Rarely, and chiefly in

scientific language, of physical motion (as of mole-

cules^, but common in other relations: see 2.

1660 BARROW Ser/n., Bounty to Poory Goodness . . approx-
imates the angels to God. 1765 JOHNSON Pref. Shaks. Wks.
IX. 245 Shakespeare approximates the remote, and familiar-

izes the wonderful. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rer'. 137 Whenever
man is put over men . . he should as nearly as possible be

approximated to his perfection. 1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann.
Rev. IV. 773 The comb . . with which the weaver approx-
imates the threads of shoot. 1830 LaiDLSrA&. Syst. Bot.

80 Of very uncertain affinity : its fruit approximates it to

Bixines. 184^ W. GHOVE Corr. Phys. Forces 37 Percussion

. . by approximating their particles, makes them specifically
more dense. 1855 MII.MAN Lat. Chr. IV. vn. vi. 168 Every-
thing which approximated the human Saviour to the heart.

2. intr. To come near or close (to). Rarely (in

scientific language) of physical motion, but often

of the convergence of lines or surfaces, and of the

position resulting from such convergence ; com-

monly used of conceptions to which ideas of space
are transferred, and of approach to similarity,

identity, or accuracy, in any respect.

1789-96 MORSE A mer.Geog. II. 497 Their morality approx-
imated to thatofChristianky. 1835 SIR J. Ross N.'W. Pass.

xxiii. 238 The shores gradually approximate. 1835 GKN. P.

THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) III. 237 Some who believe them-

selves to approximate to statesmen. 1848 HARDY in Proc.

Berw. Nat. Club II. vi. 336 Those on the third segment

closely approximate. 1853 LYNCH Self-lntpr. vi. 147 Butap-

APPROXIMATOR.

proximate to a judgment we often must, c 1854 STANI.I-V

Sinai *f Pal. iv. (1858(309 A narrower valley, almost ap-

proximating to the character ofa ravine. 1857 S IK J. STKI-MI N

Led. Hist. Fr. xvii. II. 154 All we can expect . . is to ap-

proximate to the true solution.

3. trans, (by omission of the prep.) To come
close to, approach closely. Used like prec.

1789-96 MOKSK Afiu'r. Gcog. I. 34 As the telescopy ap-

proximates perfection. 1793 RENNKL in Phil. Trans.

LXXX1II. i^o Having no time keeper on board, we . . can

only approximate our longitude. 1794 SULLIVAN View
Nat. I. 100 But, we may yet approximate . . a certainty that

is demonstrative. 1848 W. GROVE Contrih. Sc. 348 Olfiant

gas, which closely approximates air. 1883 Pail McUlO,

17 July 4/2 Rentals approximating .4,000 per annum.

Approximated, ///. a. [f. prec. vb. + -ED.]

Brought close ; nearly reached ; approximate.
1789 MORGAN in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 50 The approx-
mated values of the three joint lives. 1846 R usKIN Mod.
Paint, v. xx. tj 23 IV. 368 An approximated perfection. 1847
HAKUY in Proc* Berw* A". C'. II. 237 Intermediate coxa; ap-

proximated.

Approximately (aprf ksinvtli), adv. [f.
Ar-

PKOXIMATK a. + -LY.J In an approximate manner,

nearly ; cllipt. with near approach to accuracy.

1845 CAKLYI.E Cromwell ( 1871 1 I. 39 When he went . . can-

not be known except approximately by years. 1870 Ho\vso\

Metaph. Panl\\. 4^ And they will only be approximately

intelligible to us.

Approximating (aprp-ksim^tirj^, ///. a.
[f.

APPROXIMATE p.-f-ING^.j That approximates or

brings near.

1774 (.JOLDSM. Nat. Hist. I. 12 Attraction : a sort of ap-

proximating influence, which all bodies . . are found to pos-
sess. 1783 COWI-I-.K Corf. 11824) I- 293 The approximating
powers of the telescope.

Approximation (apr^ksim^-JarO. [n. ofaction

f. L. approxiniti~re\ see APPROXIMATE and -THIN.]

1. The action of bringing or coming near in

place, time, or any conception to which ideas of

space apply ; approach ;
the state of being near,

proximity, lit. and
_/%''.

1646 SIR T. BROWNK Pseud. Ep. 283 Unto that position it

had been in a middle point, and that of ascent, or approxima-
tion. 1664 PUWI-:R K.i-p. PJiilos. in. 188 The World's decay
and approximation to its period. 1794 Sui LIYAN Vicu> Nat.

II. 417 The approximation of the comet .. near to our earth.

1849 Miss ML-LOCH Ogili'it's
xxxvi. (18751 273 Striving . . to

bring the young man in closer approximation to her < hail

1870 H. MACMILI.AN Kible Teach, xvi. 315 It is in diatom-,

and conferva: . . that the vegetable kingdom makes an ap-

proximation to tile animal.

fb. spec, in Mcd. Communication of a disease

by contact; C. in Ifort. = APPROACH $b. 11. Obs.

1678 PHILLIPS, Approximation . . in Natural Magick . . sec

Transplantation. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Appro.Ytntn-
ti'ofi ,. transplanting a disease into some other subject,

whether animate or vegetable, by bringing it injmmediate
contact with the patient. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. 11. in
< J rafting by approximation.
2. The action of approaching in feeling or per-

sonal relations; advance towards union in senti-

ment or interests.

1824 Sni'THKY Sir T.More(&-$i^ I. 233 An approximation
of feeling among those whom opinions have divided. 1850
MERIVALE Rom. Kmp. (1865.1 II. xii. 38 The renewed ap-

proximation of Pompeius to the party from which he had
been so long estranged.

3. A coming or getting near to identity in quan-

tity, quality, or degree ;
an approach to a correct

estimate or conception of anything, concr. The
result of such a process.
1660 H. MORK Myst. God/, v. xvi. 199 The nearer approx-

imation of the Root of 666 to 26 then to 25. 1672 JACOMB
Cotnw. Rant. viii. < 1868) 56 The excellency of persons . . to

be measured by their . . approximation to that which is most

excellent. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man. \. iii. 2 P 87 The
true Root, or such an Approximation as is practically equi-

valent. 1854 SIR (i. NICHOLLS Kng. Poor Law 1. 13 An ap-

proximation to the principle ofa Poor Law. 1868 GLADS M>M

*)iw, Mnndi v. 1 1870) 143, I take them as very rough approx-
imations to the truth. i868PEARD Wat>:rfnrm.\\.-]^ How an

approximation to the cost of construction may be obtained.

4. Math. A process of solving problems, wherein

a continual approach is made to the exact quantity.

1695 WALLIS in Phil. Trans. XIX. 2 Mr. Newton's Method
of Approximation for the Extracting of Roots. 1838-9
HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. n. viii. 5 He devised a method <>f

solving equations by approximation.

Approximative (apr^-ksim/tiv^, a.
[f.

L.

approximat- (see APPUOXIMATE a.) + -IVE : cf. K.

imative verificaton. 17 OSTER ys. \. . 2

imative knowledge of the nature of coagulation.

ApprO'xima'tively, adv. [f. prec. +-LY*.]
In an approximative manner ; approximately.
1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. I. 123/2 Calculated ap-

proximatively according to their masses. 1866 HOXLKY/V.
Rent. Caithn. 1 1 1 The per-centages given must be regarded

merely as approximative^ correct.

Appro*xima:tivenesS. rare. [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being approximative.

1879 GEO. ELIOT Theo. Such xvii. 301 A slovenly approx-

imativeness and self-defeating inaccuracy.

Approximator (aprp-ksim^'taj). rare.
[f.

L.

approximat- (see APPROXIMATE a.)-f--OR.] One

who approximates or approaches.
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1858 CDL. WISEMAN 4 Last Popes 346 Canonico Baini, the
closest approximator, in modern times, to Palestrina.

!! Appui (api, apwr), sb. [F. appui, appuy
(Cotgr. 1611), f. vb. appuyer : see next. Now
treated as Kr., though formerly naturalized.]

f 1. Support, stay, prop. Obs. in gen. sense.

a 1573 Lett. Lethington in Keith Hist. (1734^ 233 (/AM.)
What appuy, or of whom shall she have, being forsaken of
her own and old friends? 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 538 If a
Vine be to cliinbe Trees that are of any great height, there

would be stayes and appuies set to it.

2. Mil. Defensive support. Point of appui
(Fr. point ifappui} : see quot. Alsoy^".
1809 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. V. 44 Give an appui to

my left flank. 1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON SJftre. 11842) I. 266
Was the object to provide a point of appui for the spirit of

change ? 1832 Prop. Keg. Instr. Cavalry in. 46 Point of For-
mation or Appui Any fixed object or marker upon which a

body of troops is directed to commence its formation Into line.

3. Horsemanship. (See quot.)
17*7-51 CHAMBERS CycL> Appui, in the manage .. is the

reciprocal effort between the horse's mouth and the bridle-

hand ; or the sense of the action of the bridle on the hand of

the horseman. 1816 C. JAMES Mil. Diet. 19 Horses for the

army ought to have a full appui, or firm stay upon the hand.

Appui, appuy, v. [a. F. appttye-r, OF. apuye-r,

apouie-r, apoie-r (
=^ It. appoggiwe) : late L. ap-

podia-re to lean upon, f. ap- = ad- to +podium a

support, a. Or. woStov base, f. TTOU? (iroS-) foot.] To
prop or stay; spec, in Mil. to post (troops) near

some point which affords support.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Appnycd^ stayed, propped . . also,

rested, or leaned upon. 1813 SIK R. WILSON Diary I. 361
The enemy have their right appuied upon these mountains.
Ibid. I. 451 The allied main army, .will be appuyed so as to

succour or receive succour from both flanks.

Appulse (apzrls). [ad. L. appitls-its^ n. of com-

pleted action f. appith- ppl. stem of appelltre, f.

ap''Otf- to +failure to drive. Some pronounce
:i-pz>ls ;

cf. rwpitlse, repit'lse^
1. A driving or energetic motion toward or against

a place, f spec. The running of a ship towards any
point (obs.}.
a i6a6 BACON Phys. Ess. (Rj The hours differ according to

the appul.se of the water to the shores. 1673 GREW Atuit,
Roots n. 28 The continual appulse of fresh sap. 1675
HAXTER Cath. Theol. i. in. 16 Light . . operateth by appulse
upon the eye. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. II. 412 The history
of Deucalion, and of the appulse of the Ark. 1854 OWEN in

Orrs'Circ. Sc. Org. Nat. I. 265 The grinding surface of
the crown receives the appulse of the opposing tooth.

b. fig.
1642 H. MORE Song of Soul n. i. n. xiii, Or 'fore some

storm, when their [t'.t: birds'] quick sprights be stird With
nearer strong appulse. 1763 SHKNSTONE Elegies xvi. n Foe
to the dull appulse of vulgar joy.
2. Astr. The arrival of a star or planet at the

meridian or other point ;
the coming into con-

junction of two heavenly bodies.
1668 T. SMITH I'oy. Constant, in Misc. Cur. (1708,1 III. 58

The fixed Stars, and the appulse of the Moon to them. 1760
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 65/1 A comet . . made a near appulse to

the star in Orion's right knee. 1834 U. K. S. Nat. Philos.,
Astron. \. 13/1 Each star is found to have precisely the same
interval between its successive appearances on, or as they
are also termed, appulses to, the meridian.

Appu'lsion. Obs. rarc~ l
. [n. of action f. L.

appuls-'. see prec. and -ION.] A driving against,
1615 CHOOKK Kody ofMan 485 To breake the vehement

appulsion, or rushing in of cold ayre.

Appulsive (.apHsiv), a. rare-", [f. as prec.
+ -IVE.] Characterized by driving against ;

im-

pinging. 1846 in SMART.

AppU'lsiyely, adv. rare-" 1

,
[f. prec. + -LV 2

.]

In an appulsive manner; with forcible contact.

1859 in WORCESTER.

Appunct, -uament, obs. ff. APPOINT, -MEXT.

t AppU'nctuation. Ol>s. rare 1
,

[f. med.L.

appttnetuat- ppl. stem of appunctua-re to settle,

define, f. L. ad to +punctnni POINT, after F. ap-

pointer : see APPOIKT.] The action of defining or

fixing; determination.

1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 330 Concerning the stationing of
substance.>, the appunctuation of time, and perpetual order
of succession.

i Appu rchase, Obs. rare- 1
, [f. A-/n*/

ii -r- PURCHASE 7'.] To purchase, gain, win.

(1565 R. LINDSAY Hist. Scot. (1728) 53 The king's good
mind and favour towards him which he appurchased to him
by his moyen.
t Appu'rpose, v. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. A- pref. \\

+ PURPOSE v. : cf. apardon.] To purpose.
1569 GRINUAL To Privy Coancit Wks. 1843, 3i8[I]was ap-

purposed now . . to deal with more of them to like effect.

Appurtenance (apir.it/nans). Forms : 4-5
apurtena^u)nce, -tynaunce, aportenance, -arise,

6 apertinaunce ; 4-6 appur-, apper-, 5 appar-,
apportenaunce, -tenanse, 6 appertaynens,
appar-, 6-9 apper-, 7-9 appurtenance. Apket.

4-5 portin-, porten-, purtenaunce. [a. A F.

apurtenante (l2th c. in Littre), OF. aper- and,

regularly, apartenance (cf. Pr. aparfenesa, It. ap~

parienenza} : late L. appertinentia, f. appertin-
ere : see APPERTAIN and -ANCB. The second vowel
has varied, as a, e, o, u, but the last is now the

accepted spelling. For instances assimilated to

appertain, see APPERTAINANCE. Formerly often

used unchanged in the plural.]
1. Law and gen. A thing that belongs to another,

a '

belonging
1

;
a minor property, right, or privilege,

belonging to another more important, and passing
in possession with it

;
an appendage.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. 11. 103 To haue and to holde * and
here eyres after, A dwellyng with be deuel . . Wijj al be pur-
tenaunces [1393 portinaunce] ofpurgatorie. 1418 E. E. // 'ills

(1882) 28, I bequethe to . . my wyf my Maner of Staverton
with the appurtenaunces. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos Ixv. 165
The cyte of Lawrence wyth the appartenaunces. 1557 A'.

Arthur vi. xi, I wolde that he receyued it as his ryght
and appertenaunce. 1691 BLOUNT L. D., Appertinances are

things both Corporeal, belonging to another thing, as to the
more principal; as Hamlets to a chief Mannor .. and In-

corporeal, as Liberties, and Services of Tenants. 1875
STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xiv. 94 The county of Chester, with
valuable appurtenances, was transferred to Simon.

2. A thing which naturally and fitly forms a

subordinate part of, or belongs to, a whole system ;

a contributory adjunct, an accessory.
1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xv. 184 Pryde with al J>e appurten-

aunce [v,r. appurtenaunces, purtenaunce ; 1393 portinaunce).
1570 DKK Math. Pr&f. 36 This, with all other Cases . . and
appertenances, this Arte demonstrateth. 1602 SHAKS. Ham.
n. ii. 388 The appurtenance of Welcome is Fashion and
Ceremony. 1722 WOI.LASTON Relig. Nat. ix. 192 The soul

would not appear to them as a faculty of the body, or kind
ofappurtenance to it. 1835 WILLIS Pencilling* I. i. 10 A per-
sonification of the cholera, with skeleton armour and blood-
shot eyes, and other horrible appurtenances of a walking
pestilence.

3. esp. in //. The mechanical accessories employed
in any function or complex scheme; apparatus, gear.
Also _/?;
c 1386 CHAUCER Per*. T. fjig Now cometh hasardrie with

his appertenuunce [r*. r. apurtenaunces, -tynaunces, -tenance,

-ortenancis, appurtenaunce] as tables and rafles. 1598 BAR-
RET Thcor. Warres v. i. i25TheCounterfortes, and the other

appertenances of the Bulwarke. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn.
\\. $ 10 (1873) 80 Astrolabes . . provided as appurtenances to

astronomy. 1644 MILTON Areop. i.Arb.) 66 The Pope, with
his appertinences the Prelate. 1764 REID Inquiry vi, i

The structure of the eye, and of all its appurtenances. 1840
J. M. WILSON T. ofBorders (1851' XIX. 253 The wine, the

plate, the servants in livery, and all the appurtenances of a

great establishment.

4. The fact or state of
appertaining.

1846 LASDOR Exam. Shaks. Wks. II. 276 (archaic] Swans
and herons have something in their very names announcing
them of knightly appertenance. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang.
v. 94 The word is a token of the most indefinite appurtsnancc.

t Appu'rtenanced, ///. a. Obs.
[f. prec. +

-KD^.J Furnished with, as an appurtenance.
1602 CAREW Cornwall 132 b, Amongst other commodities,

it is appurtenanced with a walk.

Appurtenant (apy-.it/hant), a. and sb. Forms :

4-5 ap- #rapp-urtenauut(e, apertinent, -ynent,

-enent, 4-6 ap- or app-ertenaunt'xe, -ant, 5-9
appertinent, -eynent, 6- appurtenant, [a. OF.
aparienant, -ertenant^ (pr. pple. of apartenir) :

L. appertinent-em : see APPURTENANCE and -ANT.

In sense 2 often refashioned after L.as appertinent I\

A. adj.
1. ]ielonging as a property or legal right (to} ;

spec* in Law, constituting a property or right sub-

sidiary to one which is more important.
c 1386 CHAIXER Monkes T. 325 Many a fair citee Aperto-

naunt unto the mageste Of Rome. 393GowER Con/. II I.

265 She by wey ofcovenaunt To his service apurtenaunt Was
hole. 1598 KITCIUN Courts Left (1675^ 186 Common Appur-
tenant is for all manner of Beasts. 1654 USSHKR Annals vi.

(1658) 399 Two Cities of Thracia . . appurtenant to the Cher-
sonese of Thracia. 1818 HALLAM ftlid. Ages I. ii. 205 Vil-

leins, appurtenant to the soil of the master. 1876 DIGBY
Kent Prop. in. ii. 18. 155 Rights . . appurtenant, or rights
which are exercised over tenement B (.called the praedinm
ser~viens] by the successive owners of tenement A (fmedium
dvminans} as and being such owners.

2. Appertaining as if by right (to) ; proper, suited,
or appropriate to

; relating, pertinent.
c 1386 CHAUCER CUrkes T. 954 Euery thing, That to the

feste was apertinent. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr, Sow/e iv. xxxvi.

(1483)84 More apperteynent to worshyp of a worthy knyght
than a traylyng gowne. 1577 HARRISON Etig. I. ii. vi. 144
White meats . . are now reputed as food appertinent onelie
to the inferiour sort. 1661 HICKERINGILL Jamaica 91 The
most promising designs . . promoted with all the appertinent
utensills, that policy can contrive. 1793 SMEATON Edystottt
L. 100 (note) Appurtenant to the subject. 1819 COLERIDGE
Lett, Sept. (1836) Those temptations . . most appertinent to

our particular calling.

B. sb, A thing appertaining; a 'belonging.'
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 276/3 The same tpwne with alle

thappertonentes. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. /', n. ii. 87 To furnish
him with all appertinents Belonging to his Honour. 1649
SELDEH Laws ofEng. i. xlt. (1739) 65 She passed therefore

as an appurtenant to her Husband. 1824 COLERIDGE A ids

to Refl. (1848) I. 240 The mysterious appurtenants and sym-
bols of Redemption.

tAppurvey, v. Obs. rare-- l
. [a. OF. apour-

vei-r
%
C. a to +pourvcir : L. providere to provide :

see PURVEY.] To provide jvith whatjfi necessary.
'375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 424 He held . . a gret menge, Swa

that he mycht be appurvait To defend, gif he war assayit.

t Apressly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
. Variant of

EXPRESSLY: cf. ONF. apresseement (
=

express*?*
mcntt Godef.), and see \~pref. 9.

c 1450 LONELICH f7>-rt// xxviii. 5 It to vs scheweth apressly,
The declarenge of this holy storye.

Apricate (te-prikr't), v. rare. [f. L. apruat-
ppl. stem of apricd-ri to bask in the sun, i.apricus

exposed (to the sun).]
1. intr. To bask in the sun.
a 1691? in BOYLE; see TOOD. A 1697 AUBREY in Halliwell

s.v. Toms-of~Bedlam^ His lordship was wont to recreate him-
self in this place, to apricate and contemplate. 1704 RAY
Let. to A nbrey 1 1. 159 (T.) Cesar, I think, said that ' verbum
insolens tanquam scopulum fugiendum esL* I'll name you
one or two, to Apricate, suscepteii, vesicate.

2. trans. To expose to sunlight. Also transf.
1851 DE QUISCEY Wks. XIII. 16 To apricate and refresh

old gouty systems and old traditions, a 1858 Autobiog.
Sk. vi. Wks. 11.337 Not sunning, but mooning himself apri-

eating himself in the occasional moonbeams.

Aprication (aeprik^Jan). [ad. L. aprication-

etH, f. apricdt- : see prec.] Basking in the sun.

1633 COCKKRAM, Aprication, a beaking in the Sunne.

Aprice. Obs. rare 1

, [f. aprise, APPRIZE^.]
Value, price.
c 1460 Play Saer. 185 Orengis a[nd] apples of grete apryce.

t Apri ck, v. Obs. rare l
. [f. A- pref. \ +

PRICK
v.~\ To prick, spur on.

1297 R. GLpt'c. 553 Sir Edward bed Sir Simon, bat he him

jeue, To aprikie stedes wij>oute toun, leue.

Apricide (srpris^id). noncc-u'd. [f.
L. apr-um

wild boar + -ciDE.] Slaughter of a boar.

1864 // 'cekly Scotsm. 10 Dec. 4 Instances . . in which mon-
archs rewarded brilliant apricide with knighthood and acre-;.

tApri'City. Ol>s~ [ad. L. apruitat-em t n. of

(Duality f. aprie-us\ see APKICATE and -TY.] 'The
warmeness of the Sunne in "Winter.' Cockeram 1623.

Apricot (t
Ti
'prikpt). Forms : a. 6 abrecok,

-cox, aprecox, 6-7 -cok, abrecock(e, apricok(e,
6-8 -cock, 7 aprecock. . 6-8 abricot(e, 6 ab-

brycot, 7 abricoct, 6-7 apricote, 7 aprecott,
6- apricot, [orig. ad. Pg. alhricoqite or Sp. al-

baricoque, but subsecj. assimilated to the cognate
F. abricot (t mute). Cf. also It. albercoeca, albi-

cocca, OSp. albarcoquet a. Sp. Arab. at-borcoq(itt:

(P. deAlcala)forArab. j|jLjl al-burqfiq, -birquqt

i.e. /the + birqiiq, ad. Gr. wptuicfadw (Dioscorides,
c 100

;
later Gr. irpficoKftia and fitpttcoKKta pi.),

prob. ad. L. prxeoquum, variant of prxcox, pi.

pr&cocia t 'early-ripe, ripe in summer/ an epithet

and, in later writers, appellation of this fruit, orig.

called prnmtm or mdlum Armeniacum. Thus
Pallad. (c 350) : 'armenia vel prsecoqua.

1 The

change in Eng. from abr- to apr- was perhaps due
to false etymol. ; Minsheu 1617 explained the

name, quasi, 'in aprtco cocttts"
1

ripeaed in a sunny

place : cf. the spelling abricoct^\
1. A stone-fruit allied to the plum, of an orange

colour, roundish-oval shape, and delicious flavour.

1551 TURNER Herbal \\. 48 Abrecockes . . are less than the

other peches. 1578 LYTE Dodocns vi. xl. 709 There be two
kindes of peaches . . The other kindes are soner ripe, where-

fore they be called abrecox or aprecox. 1580 HOLLYBANO
Treas. Fr. Tong., Abricot^ a fruit called Apricot. 1593
SHAKS. Rich. //, in. iv. 29 Yond dangling Apricocks. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 436 Abricocts are ready to be eaten in

Summer. 1736 BAILEY Housh. Diet. s.v.,Tomake Marma-
lade of Apricocks. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. u. 559 And
apricots hung on the wall.

2. The tree which bears this fruit (Primus Ar-

meniaca) \
said to have been introduced into

Greece from Armenia, and now cultivated in almost

all temperate and sub-tropical climates.

1573-80 TUSSER Hnsb. xxxiv, Of trees or fruitestobe set or

remooued : i. Apple-trees . . 2. Apricockes. 1718 J. CHAM-
BERLAYNE Relig. Phifas. II. xxiu. 32 If an Abricot be

f
rafted upon a Plumb. 1861 DKI.AMER Kitchen Card. 144
n England . . in a few favoured southern localities, standard

apricots are a possibility.

3. attrib., as in apricot-ale, -apple%
-tree.

1551 TURNER Herbal n. 48 Of the Abrecok Tre. 1617 J.
RIDER Diet., An abricot apple, Mafnm ariticninm. 1657
AUSTEN Fruit Trees \. 51 Aprecok buds. IJiaSnnLXj^nL
No. 454 4, I landed with Ten Sail of Apricock Boats. 1713
Lond. fy Countr. Brew. in. (1743* 193 To make an Ale that

will taste like Apricot-Ale. 1748 ASSON Voy. \\. 118 Plumb,

apricock, and peach stones. 1859 LANG Wand. India 303

Encamped beneath a clump of apricot and walnut trees.

April (<
Tii

pril). Forms: a. 3-4 averil, 4-5
averel, -ylle, avyryle. 0. 4-5 aprille, -yll, ap-

prile, -ille, 5 apryle, -el, 6 -elle, -ill, 7- April.

[a. OF. avrill (nth c. in Littre), cogn. w. Sp.
Pr. abril, It. aprilei'L. aprilis (sc. mentis). Soon
refashioned after L. with initial apr- : at first ac-

cented apri'l(ct
as still in many of the dialects.

Averil long remained in Sc.]
1. The fourth month of the year.
(1x40 O.E.Chron. (Laud MS.) Pat was xiii k'Ap'l.] 1*97

R. GLOUC. 506 In the monthe ofAueril. 1377 LANGL. P. Pi.

B. xni. 269 In a drye apprile [v.r. auerel]. 1386 CHAUCER
C. T. Prol. i Aprille [v.r. Apprille, Auerylle] with h 'se

schoures swote. 1440 Promp. Parv., Apryle monythe [v.r.

AprelJ. < 1450 LONILICH Grail x\i. 215^6 mone schon .. Al

so bryght as in Averylle. 1555 Chron. Gr. Friars (1852) 95
The vij. day of Aprelle. 1711 STEELE Sfect. No. 432 F la

The Present I received the second of
April. 1864 TENNYSON

Tithonus 60 Half-opening buds of April.



APRILESQUE.

b. attrib. quasi-a<{/., as in April day, green, sky.

1579 SPENSER Shcpfi. Ctil. Apr. 7 Like April shoure, so

stremes the trickling teares. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. i. iii.

85 The vncertaine glory of an Aprill day. 1833 TENNYSON
Poems 45 Tremulous eyes, like April skies. 1850 MKS.
BROWNING Poems 1 1. 292 A garden April-green. 1870 MORKIS

Earthly Par. I. 1. 307 When April-tide was melting into May.
2. fig. a. In reference to the position of April as

the first month of Spring, b. In reference to the

changeable weather, the sudden showers and sun-

shine of the month. Also attrib.

1596 B. GKIFFIN Fidessa (1876) 35 The Aprill of my time,
The sweet of youth. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. m. ii. 43 The
Aprill's in her eyes, it is Loue's soring. 1713 C'TESS WIN-
CHELSEA Misc. Poems 261 But April-drops our Tears, Which
swiftly passing, all grows fair. 1835 LYTTON Rienzi ix. ii.

375 The bloom, the flush, the April of the heart, was gone.

1844 WELBY Poems (1867) 22 She's like myself An April-
hearted thing. 1850 TENNYSON hi Mem. xl, And hopes and

light regrets that come Make April of her tender eyes.

3. Comb., astApril-esquire,?ane'-made squire;

April-fool, one who is sent on a bootless errand,

or otherwise sportively imposed upon, on the first of

April, or April-fool-day ; t April-gentleman, a

newly-married husband; April-gowk (i.e.cuckouf),

northern equivalent of April-fool.
1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier in Hurl. Misc. (Malh.) II.

-247 Two pert april esquires ; the one had a murrey cloth

gowne on. 1687 CONGREVE Old Bachel. I. iv, That's one
of love's April-fools, is always upon some errand that's

to no purpose. 1:1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON Excrc. (1842) IV.

518 It will be difficult to make April-fools of a whole people
that can read and write. I59>GREENE Upst. Cffttrtitr(l&JT)
i That time when the cuckold's chorister began to bewray
April Gentlemen with his never changed notes. 1777 BRAND
Pop. Antii/. 400 We in the North call Persons who are thus

deceived, April-Gowks.

Aprilesque i.i
7l
prile-sk), a. [f. prec. -t--ESo,UK :

cf. picturesque] April-like.
1880 EcAo 1 1 Dec. 2/6 Quite an Aprilesque balm in the air.

t A'prine, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. aprln-us, f.

aper wild boar : see -INK.] Of or pertaining to

wild swine.

1519 HORMAN Vulg. no Swyne wode for loue . . let passe
from them a poyson called aprine.

(I A priori (^' pri|0->-rei), advb. (and adj.} phr.

[L. a from, priori what is before : cf. a posteriori]
1. A phrase used to characterize reasoning or

arguing from causes to effects, from abstract notions

to their conditions or consequences, from proposi-
tions or assumed axioms (and not from experience) ;

deductive ; deductively.
1710 [See A POSTERIORI). 1771 SMEATON in Pliil. Trans.

LXI. 210 Nor can we a priori determine the value of any
new instrument. 1834 [See A POSTERIORI]. 1862 M cCosn

Snper>ta.t.\\. i. 2. 132 Reason commands us, in matters of

experience, to be guided by observational evidence, and not

by a priori principles.

2. Hence loosely : Previous to any special ex-

amination, presumptively, in accordance with one's

previous knowledge or prepossessions.
1834 Penny Cycl. II. 199/1 When a sentence begins \vith

' a priori we should think, etc. etc.' [it] in most cases will be

found to mean nothing more than an expression of the lean-

ing which the speaker found his mind inclined to, when he

had only heard the proposition, and before he had investi-

gated it. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 85 This, however, can

have only been an a priori conjecture, and there is no evi-

dence which can be adduced in its support.

3. By some metaphysicians used for : Prior to

experience ;
innate in the mind.

1841 SIR W. HAMILTON in Reid's Wks. 762/1 The term

a. priori, by the influence of Kant and his school, is now
very generally employed to characterise those elements of

knowledge which are not obtained a posteriori, are not

evolved out of experience as factitious generalizations ; but

which, as native to, are potentially in, the mind antecedent

to the act of experience.

Apriorism (^priioa-riz'm). [f. prec. + -ISM, after

mod.F. apriorisme] Employment of a priori

reasoning ;
concr. an a priori idea, or principle.

1883 in Chicago Advance 13 Sept., Apriorisms as ultimate

grounds of knowledge.

Apriority (tipriip'riti). [f. as prec. + -ITY, after

J>riority."\

1. The quality of being original and underived

from experience ;
innateness in the mind.

1854 TULK tr. Chalybaits' Hist. Pliilos. ii. 29 The same
Kantian criterion of a-priority. 1870 C. PKIRCE Notation

Log. Rel. 51 The question concerning the apriority of space.

1879 LEWES Stfid. Psyclwl. 176 His forms are pure abstrac-

tions, and he declines to predicate anything of them except
their a-priority and universality.

2. Deductiveness; practice of a priori reasoning.
1879 Athenxnm 12 July 44/2 The sublime apriority^

of

Prof. Fawcett descends to such concrete matters as Indian

Exchequer Bills.

t A'priqne, a. Obs. rare- '. Also 7 aprike.

[ad. L. npric-us exposed (to the sun).] Sunny.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Apriquc, warmed with the Sun, or

that loves to be in the Sunshine, Sunny. 1657 TOMLINSON
Kenan's Disp. 287 The pale . . santal-tree truncates best in

aprike places.

Aprise, earlier f. APPKISE sb. Obs., learning.

Apri'se. O/>s. [s..OV.apriseforanprise
= en-,

em-prise, from cmprciidre to take in hand, under-

take : see EMPKTSE, the ordinary form.] Emprise ;

enterprise, undertaking, achievement.

419

c 1320 Stuytt Sages (W.) 1941 Ac }if thou leuest hire lesing,

Than the falle a werse apnse. c 1450 LONF.LICH Grail_ xxx.

520 For }if thou do, thou lesist thin aprise. Ibid. In. 558
Sche merveilled he spak of so gret aprys.

AproctouS (aprp'ktss), a. J'iiys. [mod. f. Gr.

d priv. + irpiuKT-us anus -r- -OL's.] Having no anus.

1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. 33 No vertebrate

animal is aproctous.

Apron (^i'pran, <
T
i-p3jn), sb. Forms : 4 na-

peronn, 5 naprun^e, -onne, napperone, 5-6 ,

napron, 6 aprone, -eren, -arne, ap(p)urn, 6-7 ',

aperne, 5- apron, [a. OF. naperon (mod.F. nap- I

feroii), dim. of nape, nappe, table-cloth :L._iaffa !

table-napkin. The change of L. in to F. is also
|

seen in mat/a, nattc, mespilum, iicfle ; the med.L.

instances of napa, nappa for inappa are prob. f.

French. In Eng., initial n has been lost by cor-
j

ruption of a napron to an apron. See A adj.'-]

1. An article of dress, originally of linen, but
|

now also of stuff, leather, or other material, worn
J

in front of the body, to protect the clothes from

dirt or injury, or simply as a covering.
1307 in Whitaker's Craven in Beck Drapers' Diet,

s.y.,
Pro

linen tela ad naperonns. 71400 Bcryn Prol. 33 With hir

napron feir .. She wypid sofft hir eyen. 1440 /V<w//. Parr 1

., ,

Naprun(orbarmclothe',/./w<i.j. \^fjftPastonLctt. 54911.268
'

For ii . napronnes . . xj. 1461-83 Ord. Roy. lloiisch. 36 Lynnen
clothe for aprons. Ibid. 52 Is aprons of the grete spycery.

1535 COVERDALE Gen. iii. 7 They . . sowed fygge leaues

together, and made them apurns [1611 aprons; WvCUF
brechis]. 1542 Richmond. Wills 1.18531 27 Nappery ware,
as kyrcherys, appurnys, blankytts. 1569 Wills ft Inv. A", t".

(1835) 305 A Napron of worsted. 1598 Slow Slirt'ay xii.

( 1603' 103 Bill men in Almaine Riuets. and Apernes of Mayle.
1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. i. i. 7 Where is thy Leather Apron, and

thy Rule? 1750 H.WALPOLE Carr. 221 II. 370 He would
not be waited on by drawers in brown frocks and blue aprons.
1822 SCOTT Nigel iii, A green apron, and a red petticoat.

2. A similar garment worn as part of a distinctive

official dress, as by bishops, deans, Freemasons, etc.

1704 Land. C,az. mmmmx.\ix/4 Had a black Silk Hood on,

a painted Linen Apron. 1859 HKI.I-S Friends, in C. Ser. n.

Li. 50 Never be a bishop, nor even wear the lesser apron of

a dean.

b. Green apron : a lay preacher .contemptuous).
1654 WARREN Unbelievers 145 1 1 more befits a Ureen-apron-

Preacher, than such a Gamaliel. iTOSHlCKEMNGlLL/V/Mfcr.
i. (1721) 21 Unbeneficed Noncons ithat live by Alms, and no

Paternoster no Penny, say the ( Ireen Aprons). [1765 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. II. 451 The gifted priestess among the Quakers is

known by her green apron.]

3. Anything which resembles an apron in shape
or function, esp. the leather covering for the legs

in a gig or other open carriage.

1873 IS. TAYLOR Faust i. iii. II. 50 The merest apron of

leaf and bough. 1879 HAI.A in Daily Tel. 9 June, A move-
ment of his hinder heels in the direction of the cab-apron.

1883 Punch 10 Nov. 226 Strapped and buckled within a

leather apron [of a bath-chair].

4. Also in many technical uses : a. At the bot-

tom of a sluice or entrance to a dock : A platform

placed so as to intercept the fall of water, and

prevent the washing away of the bottom, b. in

Gunnery, A square piece of lead laid over the

touch-hole. C. in Ship-building (see quot. 1850).

d. in Plumbing, A strip of lead which conducts the

drip of a wall into a gutter, e. in Electr. (see

quot. 1869). f. in Mccli. The piece that holds the

cutting tool in a planing machine.

1719 Glossogr. Nova, Apron is a piece of Lead which laps i

over or covers the Touch-hole of a great Gun. 1721 PERRY

Daegenh. Breach 24 The fixing of the Apron of the Sluice

tothedepthasbeforeobserv'd. 1842 I.OLDON Encycl. farm.

935 The aprons [of lead] round the chimney-stalks, c 1850
Rudim. Nnv. <Weale 92 Apron, a kind of false or inner stem,

fayed on the aftside of the stem, from the head down to the

dead-wood, in order to strengthen it. 1862 F. GRIFFITHS

dock, the platform rising where the gates are closed, and on

which the sill is fastened down. 1869 Eng. Mcch. 24 Dec.

346/1 The electricity . . developed on the glass by the friction

of the rubbers, is carried over by a kind of sheath, technically
called the apron.

5. 'The caul of a hog.' llalliw. Apron ofa roast

goose or duck : the skin covering the belly, which

is cut to get at the stuffing.

1755 in JOHNSON. 1855 MRS. RUNHELL Dom. Cookery In-

trod. 50 Cut oft" the apron in the circular line a, b, c.

6. Comb, and Attrib., as apron husband, one

that meddles with his wife's business; apron-

lining, the cover of the apron-piece ; f apron-

man, a mechanic; an 'aproner'; apron-piece, a

small piece of timber supporting the joists under

the landing-place in a stair
; f apron-rogue, a

workman, mechanic; apron- squire = APPLK-

SQUIRE. Also apron-like; and APRON-STRING, q.v.
1611 MIDHLKTON & DKKKER Roar. Girl Wks. 1873, 177, I

cannot abide these aperne husbands : such cotqueanes. 1607
SHAKS. Cor. iv. vi. 96 You haue made good worke, You and

hands. 1593 NASHE Christ's Teares 83 b, They will . . play
the Brokers, Baudes, Apron-squires, Pandars, or any thing.

1850 TODD Cycl. Anat. ff Phys. V. 326/2 The . . apron-like

fold that covers the greater part of the intestinal canal.

APSID.

Apron (^-pran), v. [f. prec. sb.] To cover with,

or as with, an apron.
1865 I)ICKENS Mitt. Fr. in. iv. 289, I mean to apron it and

towel it. 1880 BLACKMORF. M. Aiurley III. xvL 230 The
. . bramble aproned the yellow dugs of shale with brown.

Aproned (<
7i
'prand), ///. a. [f. prec. + -KII-.]

Having an apron (chiefly in con/l>.) ; formerly used

for ; Of the working class, mechanic.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves xx. (1635' 73 Hee prodigals a Mine

of Excellencie, that lavishes a terse Oration to an Apron'd
Auditory. 1640 Bp. HALL Chr. Modcr. 33/1 A separatist, a

blue-aproned man, that never knew any better school than

his shop-board. 1868 GEO. ELIOT Sp. Gypsy 173 Leather-

aproned smiths.

t AproneCT. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -EEK.] One

who wears an apron ;
a shopman or mechanic.

(Used contemptuously of the Parliamentary party

during the Civil Wars : cf. APKON sb. 2 b.)

1659 GAL-DEN Tears ofCh. 238 i.D.) Some prating Seques-

trator, or some surly Aproneer. 1690 D'URFEY Collin's

ll'nlk III. (D.l F.very sturdy aproneer Arm'd with battoon

did straight appear.

t A'proner. Obs. In 7 aperner. [f.
as prec. +

-ER 1
.] One who wears an apron ; a barman, waiter.

1611 CHAPMAN MayDay Plays 1873 II. 376We haue no wine
here me thinks, where's this Aperner? Drainer. Here Sir.

Apronful (J'-prenful;,. [f.
as prec. + -FUI..]

The quantity that can be held in an apron.
1865 PallflfaUG, 15 Aug. io/i The goodwife when she

appears with he]- apronful of barley. 1868 Miss BKADUON
Dead Sea />. II. x. 240 An apronful of flowers.

Aproilless (r'-pranlt-s), a. 'Without an apron.

1865 I >I< -Kl NS Mat. Fr. in. iv. 27 Bibless and apronless.

A'pron-string. The string with which an

apron is tied on. Apron-string hold or tenure:

tenure of property in virtue of one's wife, or during
her life-time only. Tied to the apron-strings (of a

mother, wife, etc.) : unduly controlled by her,

wholly under her influence.

1542 L
T
DALL Erasin. Apophtli. 118 As wise as a gooce, or

as wise as her mothers aperen string. 1647 WARII Simp.
Coblerk-] Apron-string tenure is very weak. 1750 KI.LIS

Mod. Hush. VI. ii. 118 [A man] being possessed of a house
and large orchard by apron-strmg-hold, felled almost all his

fruit trees, because he every day expected the de:ith of hi>

sick wife. 1804 MRS. BARBAULD Ricliardscn I. i6oAll her

fortune in her own power a very apron-string tenure. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. ICiig. II. 649 He could not submit to be

tied to the apron strings even of the best of w i\ e.i.

! Apropos (apropy-), adv., a., sb. [F. a propos

(used in Fr. as adv., adj., and sb.), f. a to apropos

purpose, plan, f. L. proposition, pa. pple. of pro-

pdncre to set forth, propose.] Const, to, of.

A. adv.

1. To the purpose ; fitly, opportunely.
1668 DRYOKN Ess. Dram. Poesy, The French . . use them

with better judgment, and more apropos. 1708 ADDISON in

I)k. Manch. Crt. Eliz. to Anne II. 315 Stanhope and Earl

arrived very apropos. 1714 MASDEVILLI-, Fab. Bees (1733'
II. 187 Men of prodigious reading . .who judge ill, and seldom

s;iy any thing ;i propos.
2. With regard to, in respect of, as suggested by.

(Fr. propos Je.) absol. (as introductory to an

incidental observation or question") : By the way.
1761 SMOLLETT Gil lilas ix. i. 11802) III. 44 But a-propos !

Hast thou seen the girl V 1840 HOOD L 'p Rhine 166 Apropos
to which last, you will find enclosed, etc. 1883 BLACK Shand.
Bells xxxiii, Suddenly, and a propos of nothing, asking him
how it was possible for a mnn to have three godmothers.

B. adj. To the point or purpose ; having direct

reference to the matter in hand ; pertinent, oppor-

tune, 'happy.'
1691 T. H[AI.E] A>:c' Invent. 44 It is certainly . . a propos

what he had said btfure in that Page. 1730 SOL-THALL Bug*
20 The thought was a propos. c 1735 POPE llor. Epist. n.

ii. 154 A tale extremely apropos. 1826 DISRAELI I'iv.Grcy
in. vii. 117 Is there not a passage in Spix apropos to this?

C. sb. An opportune or pertinent occurrence

(pbs^} ; pertinency. \

1783 Europ. Mag. III. 246 A greater apropos than this hap-

pened from mere accident. 1860 Edinb. Rev. No. 225.96 Few
men . . have described what they have seen with more api opo.>.

Aps, OE. and dial, form of ASP, ASPEN.

Apse (a;ps). PI. apses (;<rps/z\ [ad. L. apsis :

cf. vasis, base, axis, axe, etc. S^e APSIS.]
1. Arch. A semi-circular or polygonal recess,

arched or dome-roofed, in a building, . esp. at the

end of the choir, aisles, or nave of a church. Cf.

APSIS 3.

iMlAiaPuuaLxCffHasiGloss.ArcA. 1849 FREEMAN Archil.

155 The altar was placed at the end of the nave, on the chord

of the apse. 1876 M. DAVIES L 'north. Land. 329 Behind this,

occupying the apse, was an organ.

2. Astr. --- APSIS 2.

1822 IMISON ii-i. 4- A rt 1 1. 427 The two points in a planet/s

orbit . . furthest and nearest to the body round which it

moves, are called the apses, or apsides. 18^9 LOCKYER Elan.

Astroti. ix. xlix. 307 The apses, or extremities of the major
axis the aphelion or perihelion points.

t A'psid. Obs. Also 7 abside. [a. It. atitae ;

or Fr. absiJe, in Arch., apside in Astron., differen-

tiated adaptations of L. absid-em or apsid-etn,

nom. absis or apsis, also abstda] = APSE, APSIS.

1670 LASSELS Voy. Italy II. 103 The picture of our Saviour

in the very Tribune, or Abside [of St. John Lateran]. 1743

body approaches from the higherPhil. Trans. XLII. 346 A
Apsid toward the Centre.
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APSIDAL. APTOTE.

Apsidal (arpsidal
1

, a.
[f. L. apsij-cm + -AL 1

.]

1. Astr. Of or belonging to the apsides.
1859 in WORCESTER. 1860 All Y, Round No. 52. 43 The

name of apsidal line given to the major axis of the orbit.

2. Arch. Of the form or nature of an apse.
1846 HOOK Ck. Diet, 56 The apsidal termination of the

chancel is still common. 1876 M. DAVIES Unorth. Land.

254 Behind the choir there are seven apsidal and two rect-

angular chapels.

Apsie : see A B C.

II Apsis (arpsis). PI. apsides (zepsai'd/z, com-

monly in Eng. nrpsid/z). Also 6-9 absis. [L.

afois, absis (pi. aps-, absidcs), a. Gr. cty/s, cist's a

fastening, the felloe of a wheel, hence a wheel, arch,

vault, f. air-T-ftv to join, fasten. It would be well

to restrict apsis to the astronomical sense, leaving
APSE in the architectural.]

"t* 1. Circumference, circuit
;
orbit of a planet. Obs.

1601 Hoi.LAND /'liny 1. 10 [The planets]
seeme to moue more

slowly when they goe their highest circuit . . because the
lines which are drawne from the top of the Absis, must needs

grow narrow and neere together about the centre, as the

spokes in cart wheeles. 1603 - PlntarcKs Mor, 1312 The
Absis or rundle of the Sistrum. 1706 PHILLIPS, Absis . . the

Ring or Compass of a Wheel.

2. Astr. One of the two points in the elliptic
orbit of a planetary body, at which it is respec-

tively at its greatest and least distance from the

body about which it revolves
;

the aphelion or

perihelion of a planet, the apogee or perigee of the

moon. Line of apsides : the straight line joining
these two points.
1658 PHILLIPS, Afrsis, when the Planets moving to their

highest or lowest places, are at a stay ;
the hik Absis^ being

call'd the Apog&itm, and the low Ahsis, the Perigyum.
1681 SIR (1. WHARTOH 3Ii<i. Empires Wks. 129 The Change
of the Absides of the Planets. 1750 Phil. Trans. XLVil.
xi. 64 A given motion of the apsis, retrograde or direct. 1862
H. Si'F-XCER First Princ. n. x. 83 The revolution of the line

of apsides, which in course of time moves round the heavens.

3. Arch.- APSE i.

1706 PHILLIPS, Absis or Apsis, the bowed or arched Roof
of a House, Room, or Oven. 1845 FUHD Handbk. Spam
vi. 509 One noble nave with a semicircular absis. 1852
MRS. JAMESON Leg. JAz*/<wa 11857; 6 The figure in the apsis
of St. John I.ateran.

b. Also, since these had their place in an apse
or apsis, used for : (a.\ The bishop's scat or throne

in ancient churches. (/O A reliquary.

Apsychical ,a
j

ps5i-kikal), a. rare.
[f.

Gr. a

priv. + $VXIK-OS (f. '^X'h mind, spirit) + -AlA]
1. Unspiritual.
1678 [. JfoxKs] Brit. Ch. 495 Rivers cannot ascend higher

than their springs, nor an absychitical \sic] religion, higher
than the body.
2. Not connected with or controlled by the mind.

1878 FOSTKR P/iys. n. ii. 6. 292 Apsychical nervous centres,

t A'psychy. O/>s.~ n
[ad. Gr. atyvxia, abst. n.

f. d$vx<>s lifeless, spiritless : see prec.]
' A swoon-

ing or fainting away.' Bailey 1731.

Apt V?ept), a. [ad. L. apt-its fitted, suited, ap-

propriate, pa. pple. of *ap-ere to fasten, attach.]
Const, to, for, or inf.

1. Fitted (materially), fitting, rare.

1791 COWPER Iliad in. 393 His brother's corslet .. apt to

his own shape and sixe.

2. Suited, fitted, adapted (to (obs.) or for a pur-

pose); having the requisite qualifications ;
fit.

a. of things, arch.

1398 TKEVISA Earth. DC P. R. XVH. clvii. (14951 707 Stable

is apt to many dyuer.se vses. 1432-50 tr. Iligdcn Rolls Ser.

I. 163 Thei toke places apte to make cites. 1526 TINDALK
.V. T. Addr., To make it more apte for the weake stomakes.

1625 KACOS Ess. (Arb.) 471 States . . apt to be the Founda-
tions ofGreat Monarchies. 1677 MOXOM Mech.Exerc. (1703*
181 The Workman chuses such sizes as are aptest for his

Work. 1858 CARLVLB Frettk. Gt. I. n. ii. 54 Tracts of

Preuxsen are . . frugiferous, apt for the plough.
b. of persons: Fit, prepared, ready, arch.

1474 CAXTON Cfiesse 27 Whiche of hem . . was most apte
for to sende to gouerne and juge the contre of spayn. 1526
TINDALK Litke ix. 62 No man that . . lokethbacke is apte to

the kyngdom of God. 1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. in. i. 160 Line a

thousand yeeres, I shall not finde my selfe so apt to dye.
n 1700 M us. HUTCHINSON Afoit. Ilutckinsoti 22 He was apt
for any bodily exercise. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par, I. i. 20

Tall was he, slim, made apt for feats of war.

3. ellipt. Suited to its purpose ; suitable, becom-

ing, appropriate.
1563 Myrr. Mag., Blacksmith xix, The Plowman fyrst his

land doth dresse and tome And makes it apte. 1597 MORLKY
Introd. Mits. Annot., [Musicke is] a disposition of propor-
tionable soundes deuided by apt distances. 1630 DEKKKK
Hottest IVh. II. Wks. 1873 II. 99 Pray the good woman take

some apter time. 1710 STKELE Tatlur No. 8 P i Recom-

mending the apt Use of a Theatre as the most agreeable . .

Method of making a . . moral Gentry. 1807 WORS\V.
Resol. <V Indep. xvi, To give me human strength, by apt
admonishment.

b. csp. of language: Suitable or appropriate to

express ideas ; apposite, expressive.
1590 SHAKS. M'uis. N. v. i. 65 In all the play There is not

one word apt. 1688 LD. DKLAMER Wks. 20 Apt word* and

quaint Phrases are very good adornments of Speech. 1865
MILL Liberty \. 57/1 What in the apt language of Bentham
is called pre-appointed evidence.

c. of thoughts, remarks, etc. Appropriate to the

occasion, apposite.

1844 DISRAELI Cflningsby v. vii. 216 The prompt reply or
the apt retort. 1849 W. IRVING Ma/uuji. fy Sttcc. xiv. (1853?

63 The smoke was an apt thought, and saved his camp from

being sacked. 1877 SPARROW Serin, xxi. 284 The apt reply
of the little Sunday-school scholar, who, when asked what

eternity was, replied,
* The life-time of God.'

4. Having a habitual tendency or predisposition
(to do something).
1570 LEVINS Manip. (1867)28 Apte, aptus, idoneus. .is also

the signe of verballes in -bilis, and participials in -dit& : Apt
to be taught, docilis \ Apt to be red, legibilis.

a. of things: Calculated, likely; habitually liable,

ready.
1528 MORK Heresyfs iv. Wks. 248/2 Yet be such workes . .

apte to corrupt and infect the reder. 1678 BUTLER Hud. m.
i. 1048 For fat is wondrous apt to burn. 1784 COWPER Lett.
Feb. 29 Wks. 1876, 161 Nothing is so apt to betray us into

absurdity as too great a dread of it. 1868 FREEMAN* Norm.
CofUf. II. vii. 124 Any kind of taxation is apt to be looked on
as a grievance.
b. of persons : Customarily disposed, given, in-

clined, prone.
< 1550 Lusty Jui'. in Hazl. Dods. II. 53 That I may be apt

thy holy precepts to fulfil. 1592 SHAKS. Row. fy Jut. in, i.

34 So apt to quarell. 1718 POPE Iliad xxiv. 530 For apt is

youth to err. 1771 FRANKLIN Antobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 85, I

perceive I am apt to speak in the singular number. 1857
RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art 26 We are apt to act too immediately
on our impulses.
5. Susceptible to impressions; ready to learn;

intelligent, quick-witted, prompt. Mod. const, at.

J535 COVKRDALE Ecclns. xxxvii. 22 Some man is apte anil

well instructe in many thinges. 1601 SHAKS. Jut, ('. v. iii,

68 O hatefull error . . Why do'st thou shew to the apt thoughts
of men The things that are not. 1660 PEPYS Diary -2% Aug.,
Beginning to teach my wife some scale in musique, and
found her apt beyond imagination. 1719 DK FOE Crusoe

11858) 220 He was the aptest scholar that ever was. 1832
HT. MAKTINEAU Life in l^'tlds vj. 77 Men . . are . . apt at

devising ways of easing their toils.

^ quasi-ai/7'., as in apt-deceiving, -divided.

1597 DANIEL Ct'v. Ir'ars \. Ixx, Intestine strife .. The apt-
divided state entangle would. Ibid. 11717)213 Such apt-

deceiving Clemency And seeming Order.

t Apt, sb. Obs. rare.
[f. prec.] Natural tendency.

c 1400 Test. Love in. 1 1560' 301 b/i They have as well divers

aptes, and divers manner usings, and thilke aptes mowen in

will been cleaped affections.

+ Apt, '. Obs. [f. prec. adj.: cf.//, to//.]
1. To make fit, adapt (to\ prepare suitably (for).

1575 LANEKAM Lett. 11871) 35 A song wel apted too a me-
lodious noiz. 1583 STANYHURST sRnetd(\r}). i 38 In mydst
ofchaumber thee roume for bancket is apted. 1601 B. Jpssos
Poetaster \ i, He shall follow and observe what I will apt
him to. 1672 DK. BUCKHM. Rehearsal ii. v, Composing this

Air, and apting it for the business.

b. reft.

1540 RAYNALD Birth Man. \. x. 116341 37 The matter . - in-

clining and apting it selfe . . to the . . nature of the vessels.

1633 MASSIXGEK AVw Ifay, etc. in. ii, Apt thyself To the

noble state I labour to advance thee.

2. intr. (for reft.} To suit, be suitable or fitting.

1602 WARNFR Atb. Eng. ix. xliv. (1612) 212 Here occaMoti

apteth that we cataloguea while. 7/V. Epit., Out ofwhich I . .

have gleaned not a little apting to this our abridged Historic.

3. trans. To incline, dispose to.

a i6z$ FLETCHER Love's PiIff. M. iii. (T.) They are things

ignorant, And therefore apted to that disposition Of doting
fondness. 1641 DENHAM Sophy n. 1 1667) 19 The king is mel-

ancholy, Apted for any ill impressions.

tA'ptable, a. ot>s.- [f. APT &+-ABLB.]
That may be fitted or adapted.
1611 COTGK., Accowmodablei Fittable, aptable, appliable.

t A'ptate, v- Obs. *
[f. L. aptat- ppl. stem of

apta-re to fit, adapt, f. aptus \ see APT a.]

1678 PHILLIPS, Aptate, to fit and prepare a thing properly
to a designed end : as for example to afitaie a Planet . . is

.. to fortifie the Planet in Position of House, and dignities
to the greatest advantage. [So in BAILEY.]

Apteral (e*pteral\ a. rare. [f. Gr. airrfp-os

wingless (f. d priv. +irrtp-ov wing) + -AL 1
.]

1. Wingless; in Zool. ~ APTEROUS.

l&y^JglgmMetrb. 1 1. 60 Marbles from the Temple ofapteral

Victory.
2. Arch. Having no columns along the sides.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 199/2 Our modern churches which
have porticoes . . are . . generally, illustrations of the apteral

arrangement.

A'pteran, a. and sb. Zool. [f. as prec. + -AN.]
A. adj. Wingless. B. sb. A wingless insect ;

one of the Aptera. 1852 in BKANOE.

Apteroid (se'pteroid). Zool. rare. [f.
as prec.

-i- -niu.] A bird having the wings merely rudi-

mentary (as the emu). 1836 [See APOD.]

Apterous (se'pteras ,,
ft. [f. as prec. + -ousj

1. Zool. Wingless; fsp. belonging to the Aptera,
a sub-order of Insects including lice and spring-tails.

1775 WHITE Selborne Ixv. (1865) 272 These apterous insects.

1786 LIGHTFOOT Brit. Shells in Phil. Traits. LXXVI. 169
The body of the single specimen which had wings was . .

narrower than the apterous ones. 1880 BASTIAN Brain 61

Blind insects are all apterous.

2. Bot. Of seeds, leaf-stalks, etc. : Having no
membranous expansions ; opposed to alate.

1830 LINDLEY Xat. Syst. Bot. 45 [The Mangosteen Tribe

have] seeds . . always apterous.

Apteryx (arpteriks). Ornith.
ff.

Gr. d priv. -t-

iTTtpv wing: cf. dirrfpvyos wingless.] A New

|

Zealand bird, about the size of a goose, with merely

rudimentary wings and no tail, called by the na-

tives Kiwi.

1813 G. SHAW Natur, Misc. XXIV. 1058 The Southern Ap-
teryx. 1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ, Sc. I. 221 Birds devoid of
the power of flight, such as the ostrich and apteryx.

Aptitude (se-ptitid). [a. F. aptitude (l6th c.

in Littre), ad. med.L. aptitude, n. of quality f. L.

aptus : see APT a. and -TUDE. Cf. also ATTITUDE.]
1. The quality of being fit for a purpose or posi-

tion, or suited to general requirements ; fitness,

suitableness, appropriateness.
1643 MILTON Divorce i. iv. (1847) 128/2 That sociable and

helpful aptitude . . between man and woman. 1654 WARREN
Unbelievers 62 They lose their aptitude for heaven. 1749
Pmuer Pros. Xittub. iq For the Sake of Aptitude of Expres-
sion. 1809 PINKNEY Trav. France 144 Its aptitude for the
residence of a foreigner. 1851 HELPS Coinf. Solitude XL
(18741 188 In any comparison so frequently used there must
be some aptitude.
2. Natural tendency, propensity, or disposition.
1633 EARL MASCH. AiM0xd0(l63$l 90 Nor hath [the bodie]

aptitude in it selfe to reanimation. a 1704 LOCKE (J.) He
that is about children should study their nature and apti-
tudes. 1859 OWEN Class. Maintn. 34 The aptitude of the

Cheiroptera, .to fall like Reptiles into a stateof true torpidity.

3. Natural capacity, endowment, or ability ;

talent for any pursuit.
1789-96 MORSE Atner. Geog. I. 257 A remarkable aptitude

for mechanical inventions. 1855 BAIN Senses $ Intell. n. i.

23 Our estimate of time is one of the earliest of our mental

aptitudes. 1879 CALDERWOOD Ulind fy Er. ix. 263 There is

a physical acquisition, resulting in physical aptitudes.
t). transf. of countries : Capability, qualification.
1775 BURKE Condi. A iner, Wks. III. 123 If ever there was

a country qualified to produce wealth, it is India . . America
has none of these aptitudes. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Cartilage 47
The colonising and commercial aptitudes of Tyre.
C. esp. Natural capacity to learn or understand

;

intelligence, quick-wittedness, readiness.

1548 UDAI.L Erasiti. Par. Pref. 14 Thy state of knowledge
and aptitude or capacitie. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Kick, xxv,

205 The general idea . . he had acquired with great aptitude.

t Aptitu'dilial, ft. 0&s~ n
[f.

med.L. aptitu-
din-em (see prec.) + -AL 1

.] Relating to aptitude.
a 1700 WORCESTER cites BAXTER.

t AptitU'dinally, adv. Obs. rare l
,

[f. prec.
+ -I.Y-.] In a manner which shows aptitude.

t- 1600 Titnon iv. iii. (18421 67 A man may hange himselfe
. . either aptitudinally and catachrestically, or perpendicu-
larly and inh&siuely.

Aptly (arplli), adv.
[f.

APT a. + -LY-.]
1.

' With just connection or correspondence' (J.) ;

with exact adjustment, well-fittingly.

1597 MOKLF.Y Introd. Mns. 86 See what points will aptliest

agree with the nature of it. 1711 BLACKMOHK Creation (J.,'

What makes them aptly to the limbs adhere? 1794 SULLI-
VAS I'ieii- Nat. II. 205 A thing that consists of a multitude
of pieces, aptly joined. 1870 BRYANT Homer I. ix. 289, I

broke my aptly-jointed chamber doors,

2. So as to suit a purpose or meet general re-

quirements ; fitly, suitably ; appropriately.
1548 UDAI.I, Erasnt. Par. Pref. 19 A thyng aptlye geuen.

1651 HODBES Leviath. 11. xxix. 173 We may compare this

Distemper very aptly to an Ague. 1795 T. TAYLOR Apuleius
11822) 338 The senses . . being aptly formed, by nature, to the

perception of sensibles. 1818 BYRON Childe Har. iv. vii, A
form which aptly seems Such as I sought for.

b. esp. of language : Appositely, expressively, to

the point.
c 1525 SKELTON Speke Parrot 46 To lerne all language, and

it to spake aptely. 1661 BRAMHALL Just I'ind. ii. 7 Such a

passionate heat is aptly stiled . . a paroxisme. a 1849 POE
Raven, Reply so aptly spoken.
3. With ready susceptibility, with quick intelli-

gence ; readily.
1579 LYI.Y Enphites (Arb.) 136 He shall . . bee able aptly to

conceiue, and readily to vtter any thing. 1601 SHAKS. Twel.

N, in. iv. 212, I know his youth will aptly receiue it. 1805
SOUTHEY Mhdoc in Azt. xiii. Wks. V. 288 Aptly she learnt,

what willingly he taught.

Aptness (wptnes). [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

1. Fitness for a purpose ; suitableness, appro-

priateness.
1538 STARKEY England 5 Your aptenes . . no man doth dowte.

1702 Armisos Medals ii. 134 The aptness of such a posture
to represent an extreme affliction. 1844 KINGLAKE Eothen
xi. (1878) 151 The universal aptness of a religious system.

2. Habitual tendency or predisposition ; inclina-

tion, propensity, proneness : a. of persons.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par, Rom. ii. 14 <R.J A forward-

nes to sinne and a certaine aptnes therunto. 1767 FORDYCK
Serin. Yng. Worn. II. viii. 22 That aptness . . to be affrighted
at trifling accidents.

b. of things.
1627 SMITH Seaman's Gram. x. 51 Aptnesseand disposition

to putrifie. 1794 HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 64
i The heat of any situation depends upon the aptness of the

medium to yield to the impression of the solar rays.

3. Ready susceptibility, quickness of apprehen-
sion ; capacity, proficiency, Aptitude.
1598 YONG Diana 1 55 The aptnes and actiuitie of the iolly

Shepherdes, 1613 BRINSLEY Pos. Parts (1669* Introd. 2 A
Scholar of any aptness. 1743 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 317

Tricks, of which the Aptness or Docility of their Natures
makes them capable. 1830 ORME Baxter 19 A measure of

aptness to teavh and persuade men.

Aptote (?e-pt<?ut). Gram. fad. L. aptot-um, a.

Gr. anTarr-ov, f. d priv. + wrarrds falling, cogn. w.

case, f. mirr-tiv (stem irtr-) to fall.] A



APTOTIC. 421 AQUAVALENT.
noun that has no distinction of cases

;
an indeclin-

able noun. Alsoy?^.
1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet Ciii, We are all Aptots, in all

cases alike. 1612 BRINSLEY Pos, Parts (1669) 100 Aptots . .

have no several case, but are alike in all cases. 1769 PARK-
HURST Gr. Lex. (1822) 28 Aptotes . . have but one case end-

ing for every case.

Aptotic (septftik), a. [f. prec. + -ic, after

Gr. flTwnmfc.] Uninflected. Applied to languages
which have no grammatical inflexions.

[Not in CRAIG 1847.] 1849-52 TODD Cycl Anat.fy Phys.
IV. 1346/1 The Aptotic type, of which the Chinese is an

example. 1858 [See ANAPTOTIC],

Apulmonic (sep^lm^'nik), a. rare. [f. A-//V/".

14 + PuLMONic.] Having no lungs.
1874 RITCHIE Creation Hi. 42 Innumerable races of living

apulmonic creatures. .

t Apyke, v. Obs. rare. [f. A- pref. 1 intensive

+ PIKE v. Cf. Chaucer ProL C. T. 367
' Ful freshe

and newe hir gere ypiked was.'] To adorn.
< 132$ K. F*. A Hit. P. B. 1479 pe pyleres apyked bat praysed

hit mony. Ibid. 1637, I schal Apyke be in porpre clobe.

Apyretic (a'pire'tik), a. Path. [mod. f. Gr.

a7ri>ptT-oy without fever (a priv. 4- irvptr-6$ fever) -f

-1C ; cf. Fr. apyretique^\ Free from fever.

1842 K. BLACK Homa-op. iii. 38 A general apyretic erup-
tion a little analogous to scarlatina. 1853 MAYNE K*p. Lex.,
Apyretic . . applied to the days of an intermission in ague ;

also to local diseases which do not induce febrile excitement.

Apyrexial (aepire'ksial), a. Path. rare. [f.

mod.L. apyrexia (see next) + -AiAJ = prec.
1878 KIXGZETT Anini. Chan, xxii. 437 The subsequent

apyrexial periods [of relapsing fever]

Apyrexy (se'pireksi). Path. [ad. raod.L. apy-
rexia (also used), a.Gr. airvpia, f. d priv. + irvptffff-

tiv to be feverish. Cf. F. apyrexie^ The period
of intermission in a fever.

1656 B LOU NT Glossogr., Apyrexic^ the remitting of a fever,
or the shaking in the course of an ague. 1742 BAILEY

Apyrexy. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gun. Path. 16 The normal in-

terval in a febrile disease is denominated Apyrexia.

ApyrOUS ap3i->T3s, arpiras), a.
[f.

Gr. airvp-os

without fire, unsmelted (f. d priv. -f irvp- fire) + -ous.

Cf. Fr. apyrc.] Not altered by exposure to fire.

178* WEDGWOOD in Phil. Trans. LXXII. 309 A clay suf-

ficiently apyrous or unvitrescible. 1802 BOURNON ibid.

XCII. 323 Haiiy . . gives it the name of apyrous felspar.

Aqu-, earlier spelling of ACQU-, q.v.

[{Aqua ((
71'kwa, a^kwa). The Latin word for

waterj used in many descriptive names in Pharmacy
and Chemistry, with sense of: Liquid, solution.

See esp. Ayu.v FORTIS, MIKABILIS, KEGIA, VITJJ.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. XVH. cxxxvi. (1495) 692 Of
grene rose aqua, rosacea is made by sethyng.

Aquabib (i'kwabib). [f. L. aqua water + bib-

cre to drink.] A water-drinker.

1731 BAILEY, Agitabibe, a water drinker. 1883 Pall Matt
G. 5 Feb. 11/2 Our worthy friend [* Water-drinker') might
be known henceforth as an 'aquabibist,' or, if he prefers
three syllables,

*

aquabib.'

Aquaduct, obs. form of AQUEDUCT.
t Aquae-O'leous, a. Obs. rare^ 1

. [i.'L.aqita
+ OLEOUS, f. oleum oil.] Containing or consisting
of both water and oil (as new milk).
1674 (TRKW Anat. Plants in. iv. 13 The Aquse-oleous

Liquors of Plants.

t Aqu-ae'rial, a. Obs.
[f.

as prec. + AEHIAL.]
Of water and air, or of the air contained in water.

1672 Phil. Trans. VII. 4070 Conjecture . . that Amber is a
bituminous fluid substance, hardned by the operations of the

aqu-aerial particles upon it.

: Aquafortis (^kwaifjritis). [L. ;

- strong

water.]
1. The early scientific, and still the popular, name

of the Nitric Acid of commerce (dilute HNO3), a

powerful solvent and corrosive.
1601 WEEVER Jifirr. Martyrs Dj, For inke strong aqua-

fortis. 1626 BACON Sylva 789 Dissolve the Iron in the

Aqua-Fortis. 1762 H. WALPOLE Vertue's Anccd. Paint.

(1786) IV. 178 Lord Lovat . . etched in aquafortis by William
Hogarth. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. vi. 86 Nitric acid, the
substance known commonly as aquafortis.

f 2. Also used of other powerful solvents. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four-footed Beasts 308 Wash all his tail

with aqua fortis, or strong water, made in this sort : take of

green copperas, of allum, of each, one pound, of white cop-
peras a quartern. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 202 Aquafortis
did not always mean nitric acid.

3. fig.
1611 MIDDLE-TON & DEK. Roar, CtWWlu. 1873 III. 156
Mony is that Aqua fortis^ that eates into many a maiden-
head. 1670 EACHARD Contempt Clergy 55 The blotts and
blurrs of our sins must be taken out by the aqua-fords of our
tears. 1873 SYMOSDS Grk. Poets viii. 256 The sceptical aqua-
fortis of his age is as strong in Aristophanes as in Kuripides.

Aquafortist (t
Ti
:kwa|fMti5t). [f. prec. after

words in -IST.] One who makes etchings or en-

gravings by means of aquafortis.
1880 Mag. Art Dec. 77 As an aquafortist he was worthy

to rank with Rembrandt.

t A'quage. Obs.-. [ad. L. aquagium aqueduct,
f. aqua + ag?re to lead, bring.]

= AQUEDUCT.
1706 PHILLIPS, Aqitaginnti (in old Records) an Aquage, or

Water course, 1731 in BAILEY.

t Aqua'ke, z>- Obs. [f. A-/r<?/. i intensive +
QUAKE v.] To quake, tremble.

1303 R. BRUNNF, Handi. Synne 7839 >yf he hadde slept,

hym nedede awake, 3yf he were wakyng, he shutde a-quake.
<: 1330 Kyng of Tars 434 Hire flesch i-wis was al aquaked
For drede.

Aquamarine (<*kw4|in&r?n). [ad. L. aqua
marina sea-water (from its colour) ;

the earlier

equivalent was AIGUE MARINE from Fr., also written

aS~> Q-tfiM-ttwiiic]
1. A bluish-green variety of beryl.
[1598 STOW Snrv. (ed. Strype 1754* I. I. xx. 121/2 One en-

tire Stone of a sea-water green colour, known by the name
of the Agmarine.J 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Aqua Alar/na^
Ague Marine. 1802 BOURNON Corundum in Phil. Trans.
XCII. 318 Of a fine bluish green, like the aqua marine.

2. Hence as adj. and sb. Bluish-green (colour) ;

sea-colour(ed.
1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. n. v. L 10 Its general hue of

aquamarine green. 1862 Miss BRADDON Lady Attdlcyi. n
The wet aquamarine upon the palette.

! A-cjua mira'bilis. Obs, [L.] 'The wonder-
ful water, prepared of cloves, galangals, cubebs,

mace, cardomums, nutmegs, ginger, and spirit of

wine, digested twenty-four hours, then distilled.' J.

1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece i. i. 24 Take . . Plague-water and

Aqua Mirabilis. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, viii, Gin ye take a

morning's draught, let it be aqua mirabilis.

t A'quapoise. Obs. rare-**-, [f.
L. aqua water

-t- POISE
;

cf. equipoise ] A balance for weighing
a substance in water.
1688 I. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVII. 794, I could not

trie any thing as to their specifick Gravity, having neither

Aquapoise, nor those other Glasses I had contrived.

Aquapuncture (kkwaipzrnktiuj), l\fed. [f.

L. aqua with water + PUXCTUKE.] Puncture of the

skin by means of a fine jet of water from a force-

pump; used to give relief in neuralgia, lumbago, etc.

1876 BARTHOI.OW Mat. Med. (1879) 542 The method of

aquapuncture consists in the introduction of water subcu-

taneously.

II Aqua regia (^kwajrrdgia). Also aqua
regis. [L. ;

=
royal water.] A mixture of nitric

and hydrochloric acids, so called because it can

dissolve the 'noble
1

metals, gold and platinum.
1610 11. JONSON Alch. n. v, What's cohobation? 'Tis the

pouring on Your aqua regis ^ and then drawing him oft.

1641 FRENCH Distill, in. (1651) 70 Aqua regia t or Stygia . .

will dissolve Gold. 1869 ROSCOE Rlem. Chew. 275 Gold
trichloride, obtained when gold is dissolved in aqua regia.

II Aquarelle (sekware'l). [Fr., ad. It. acqne-
rella water-colour, dim. of acqua : L. aqua water.]
A kind of painting or illuminating with Chinese

ink, and very thin, transparent water-colours ; used

to represent flowers, small landscapes, etc. Also,
the design so produced.
1869 Rug. Mech. 2 July 340/3 Aniline colours are utilised

for the colouring of . . aquarelles, photographs, etc.

Aquarellist (aekware-list). [f. prec. + -IST.]
An artist in aquarelle.
i88z St. James's Gaz. 17 Feb. 6 A real desire to portray

the true aspects of nature a desire too often wanting to

Italian aquarellists.

Aqua'rial, a. rare. [f.
as next 4- -ALl.]

= next.

1864 Lets. Mr. 542/1 Boston Aquarial Gardens,

Aquarian (akweVrian), a. and sb.
[f.

L. aquari-
us pertaining to water (in pi. masc. Aquarii name
of a heretical sect) +- -AX.]
A. adj. Of, or pertaining to, an aquarium, rare.

1865 Intell. Obsen. 1
. No. 46. 260 Aquarian principles.

B. sb. 1. One of a sect of Christians in the

primitive church, who used water instead of wine
in the Lord's Supper.
1586'!'. ROGERS y^Art, (1607^296 The Aquarians, .for wine

.. gave water unto the people. 1751 in CHAMBERS Cycl.

2. One who keeps an aquarium.
1857 Nation, Mag. I. 352 An aquarian in trouble.

Aquarium [Skwe^ri^m). PI- -iums, -ia. [L.,

neut. sing of aqtidnus (see prec.) ; cf. cl. L. aqua-
rium a watering-place for cattle.] An artificial

pond or tank (the latter usually with glass sides \
in which aquatic plants and animals are kept alive

for purposes of observation and study. Also, in

recent usage, a place of public entertainment, in

which such aquariums are exhibited.

[1853 Athen&uin 28 May, The new Fish house . . has re-

ceived the somewhat curious title of the ' Marine Vivarium.'

1853 Guide Zool. Card., Aquatic Vivarium.] 1854 GOSSF.

(title) The Aquarium ; an Unveiling of the Wonders of the

Deep Sea. 1855 KINGSLEV Glaucus 154 A prawn or two,
and a few minute star-fish will make your aquarium com-
plete. 1869 Eng. Mech. 14 May 179/3, I have had aqua-
riums made of other materials. 1880 DISRAELI Rndym. xx.

86 There were no Alhambras then . . no casinos, no music-
halls, no aquaria, no promenade concerts.

I! Aquarius (akwe--ri/?s). Astr. Also 5-7
Aquary. [L.

= water-carrier, subst. use of aqua-
rius adj. : see above.] One of the zodiacal con-

stellations, giving its name to the eleventh sign of

the zodiac, which the sun enters on the 2istof Jan.
1398 TREVISA Bartlt. DC P. R. vm.x. (1495) 314 The sygne

Aquarius is the butlere of goddes and yeuyth them a water

potte. r 1400 Rpiph. (Turnb. 1843* 102 When in Aquary6
Phebus schad hys lyght. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bod. u. i. 141
In Aquary you see the rf brings Rain. 1870 PROCTOR Oilier
Worlds xii. 287 The Water-can of Aquarius.

A-quarter (ak\vo'.it3i), advb. phr. Naut, [A

prep^ + QUAK'. EK
,v/-.J

On the (juarter, i.e. 45
abaft the beam.

1849 ttlackw. Mag. LXV. 333, I felt the ship bring her
wind a-quarter.

Aquatic (akwse'tik), a. and sb. Also 5 aqua-
tyque, 7 -ique. [a. F. aqitatique, ad. L. aqudtictts

watery, living in water, t.aqua water: see -ATIC.]
A. adj.

f 1. Of or pertaining to water as a substance ;

watery, rainy. Obs,

1490 CAXTON Rneydos xxiv. 91 The grete poundes and

ryuers, alle thynges aquatyque. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bod. n.

vi. 289 We are troubled with Aquatique Signs.

2. Of or pertaining to water as a habitat or

resort
; esp. a. of plants and animals : Living or

growing in or near water.

1642 HOWEI.L For. Trav. lArb.) 67 Jonas . . was shut up in

the body of that great faquatique) beast. 1794 SUI.I.IVAN

l
r
i<,"ti> Nat. \. 200 The smaller seeds of terrestrial and aqua-

tic plants. 1833 HT. MARTINFAU Charmed Seal. 10 Aquatic
birds on the opposite margin. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling
vi. (1880) 204 Many spiders . . lead an aquatic existence.

"b. Pertaining to pastime in or upon the water.

1866 Reader 17 Mar. 277/3 '-1 he aspirant after aquatic
fame. Mod. Aquatic sports.

B. sb,

1. An aquatic plant or animal (a/'c/i.} ;
a person

given to aquatic pastimes,
'ic 1600 in ScottA ntiq. xxx. Motto > He tilted with a sword-

fish Marry, Sir, Th* aquatic had the best. 1669 WORUDGK
Sysf. Agric. (1681)272 Osiers, Willows, and other Aquaticks.
1815 LD. CAMPBKLL Let. in Life I. 313 Continue a deter-

mined aquatic [/.if. bather], 1859 F. PAGKT Curate Cwtibent'.

70, A cartload of aquatics for her own pond. 1866 Reader
17 Mar. 277/2 With the applause of the thousands . . ringing
in his ears, the exultant aquatic, etc.

2. A water-drinker. rare~*-.

a 1790 FRANKLIN A ntobiog. t
That the 'American aquatic, 'as

they used to call me, was stronger than thost who drank porter.

3. //. Pastimes conducted in or upon the water.

1865 Daily Tel. 12 July 9/4 Aquatics Amateur Champion-
ship of the Thames. 1866 Chamb. Jrnl. 31 Jan. 10/1 Conic
. . and take an oar, Papa has gone wild on aquatics.

t Aqua'tical, a. Obs.
[f.

as prec. + -AL 1

.]
Of

aquatic nature
; having to do with water.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch 692 (R.) Animals .. terrestrial,

aquaticall, volatile, and coelestial. 1603 SIR C. HEVDON Jnd.
Astral, v. 146 Aquaticall Instruments, houre-glasses, dyals.

1695 CONGRKVL Lwefor Love n. v, Fiery Trigons and Aqua-
tical Trigons.

Aq\i<i"tiCtilly, adv. rare. [f. prec. + -LV-.]
In an aquatic manner ;

in the direction of aquatics.
1882 Daily News 12 June 3/2 Those of their party who

were aquatically disposed.

Aquatile (se'kwitil, -ailS a. and .(A arch. [ad.
L. aqudtilis aquatic, f. aqua water: see -ATILE.J
A. adj. Living in water

;
= AQUATIC a, 2.

1622 SIR R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (18471 119 Part ter-

restryall and part aquatlle as the mare-maid. 1727-51
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Aquatic, The antient Romans had also

their aquatic or aquatile gods. 1865 F. LOCKER Select. 145
His deity was aquatile, A rough and tough old Crocodile.

~&.$b. An aquatic animal or plant;
= AQU ATIC sb. i .

1638 WILKINS Disc. New World \. (1684) 174 Observation^

concerning the Nature of Aquatils. 1706 Phil. Trans. XXV.
2314 Fishes and other Aquatiles. 1731 HAILEV, Aquatilcs,
>uch> ptai.is as grow in water

Aquatint (arkwaiti^nt), aqua-tinta v3
;

k\\i\|-

ti'nta'), sb. [a. F. aqua-tinte> and It. acqua tinta :

L. aqua lincta dyed water (tingerc to dye).] A
method of engraving on copper, by the use of a

resinous solution and nitric acid, which produces
effects resembling those of Indian-ink or water-

colour drawing ; also, the design so produced.
1782 W. GILPIN Observ. V/ye (1800) Introd. 8 The proce>--

of working in aquatint. 1862 THORSBURY Turner I. 88 To
publish a fine series of aquatints.
t>. attrib. quasi-a*^.
1782 W. GILPIN Observ. Wye (1792) Introd. 8 The aqua-

tinta mode of multiplying drawings. 1879 SPON Workshop
Rec. 162 Aqua-tinta engraving . . is recognised by its simi-

larity to Indian ink or sepia drawing,

A'quatillt, [f.prec.] To engrave in aquatint.
1819 REES Cycl. II. s.v. Agnatint, This method of aqua-

tinting. 1882 Athenxum 9 Sept. 343/1 C. Turner mezzo-

tinted many
*

Libers,' but he aquatinted none. .

Aquatiutan '

v
a.'kwa

t
ti ntan), a. rare~l

. [f.

prec. sb. + -AN.] In aquatint.
1855 W. BOYD Oakw. Old i, Aquatintan Etchings.

Aquatinter (oekwaiti-ntaj). [f.prec.vb. +-JSR'.]

One who engraves in aquatint.
1834 Penny Cycl. II. 203 Modern aquatinters.

tAqua'tion. O&s. rare . [ad. L. aquation-cm

watering, rain, n. of action f. aqud-ri to bring

water.] Watering ; getting of water.

1623 COCKEHAM, Aquation^ abundance of raine. 1695 E.

GIBSON Camdens Brit, in Symonds Rec. Rocks vi. 198 Com-

modiously situated for aquation by reason of the nearness

of the river Teme.

Aquavaleut (akwse'valcnt). Chem. [f. L.

aqua water + valent-em pr. pple. of valcre to be

strong, to equal; cf. equivalent^ The molecular

proportion between an anhydrous salt and the water

of its cryohydrate, /. e . the number of molecules of

water with which one molecule of the salt unites.

1881 in WATTS Diet. Chcm. VIII. 1005.



AQUA-VIT^.

II Aqua-vitae Ti
-kwa,v3i-tf). Also 5-7 aqua-

vite, 7-8 aqua-vita. [L. j^water of life ; cf. F.
eau dc vie, Ir. uisge bhcatha, 'usquebaugh?]
1. A term of the alchemists applied to ardent*

spirits or unrectified alcohol ; sometimes applied, in

commerce, to ardent spirits of the first distillation.

1471 RipLEvfVwf/. .4/M.in Ashm. 1652, 115 With Aquavite
ofttimes, both wash and drie. 1586 BRIGHT Mclanch. xxii.
126 From the lyes of wine is distilled a strong and burning
aqua vita:. 1674 PETTY Disc. bef. R. Soc. 95 A Lamplike
Vessel of common Aquavitae. 1762 H. WALPOLE Vertne's
AneeJ. Paint. (1786- II. 207 He cleansed them with aqua-
vitae alone.

2. Hence, pop. Any form in which ardent spirits
have been drunk, as brandy, whisky, etc.

1547 BOORUE Dietary x. 258 To speake'of . . aqua vite or
of Ipocras. 1551 Ckron. Gr. Friars (1852) 74 A woman . . that
made aqwavyte. 1678 BUTLKR Hud. in. in. 298 Restor'd the

fainting High and Mighty With Brandy-Wine and Aqua-
vitae. 1785 BURNS Earnest Cry Hi, That curst restriction
On Aquaviue. 1818 Scon Rob Roy xviii, A tass of brandy
or aqua vitse.

3. Jig. ; or in the literal L. meaning.
1600 J. UAVIKS in Fair's S. P. I. 254 Couer this Aqua

vita: with your wings From touch of infidels and Jewes.
4. Comb, and Attrih.
1601 Sheriffs Traf. Persia 118631 4^ A crue of aqua-vita; -

bellyed fellowes. 1634 HOWF.LL Lett. (1650; II. 76 Sacks
and canaries . . us'd to be drunk in aquavita measures. 1749
H. WALPOLE Corr. (1837) I. 143 Was glad to hear the aqua
vita; man crying a dram.

Aquaynt, obs. f. ACQUAINT.

Aquea'th, v. Obs. 1-3. For forms see

QI-EATH. [OE. acwtian, f. A.- pref. I + cwcdan to

say: see QUEATH, and cf. BEQUEATH.] To speak
out ; to resound, re-echo.
a 1000 Cxdmons Got. {Gr.'i 639 Word acw:b wuldres aldur.

izos LAV. 277i7perweswunderficgrure: bawelcnenaqueSen.

Aqueduct (ce-kw/dskt). Also 6-8 aquae-,
aquaduct. [ad. L. aqit&ditctust a</Uit ductus,
ductus ayuse, conveyance of water, f. duc-erc to

lead, bring. Cf. F. aqiecditc^\
1. An artificial channel for the conveyance of
water from place to place ;

a conduit
; csp. an

elevated structure of masonry used for this purpose.
1538 LELAND Itin. IV. 77 At the place of the midle meeting

of these Streets, is an Aquaeduct. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.
n. ii. i. i, That Segouian Aqueduct in Spaine . . vpon three
rowes of pillars, one aboue another, convaying sweet water
to euery house. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal 5 1 The charge
of aquaducts or publike conduits. 1858 HAWTHORNK />. $
It. Jrnls. II. 219 The Claudian aqueduct . . looks like a long
procession, striding across the Campagna.
b. transf. Gt fig.
1646 J. HALL Horse I'ac. j2 Preaching is the Chris tall

aquaeduct that conveighs the water of Life to us. 1857 H.
RKI.D Brit. Poets iii. 94 The poets were apt to fill their urns

chiefly from the classical aqueducts of antiquity. 1875
GRINDON- Lifev\, Looking at the clouds merely as aqueducts.
2. The similar structure by which a canal is car-

ried over a river, etc. (Also called aqueduct-bridge^}
1791 NEWTE Tftttr Eng. <y Sc. 206 One of the most remark-

able curiosities upon this magnificent canal is the aqueduct
bridge of Cesse. 1842 WHITTOCK Bk. Trades 204 'Aque-
ducts' are frequently employed on a canal for the purpose
of carrying it over rivers.

3. Phys. Name given to several small canals,

chiefly in the head of mammals.
1709 BLAIR in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 108 The boneypart of

the Aqueduct. 1718 ibid. XXX. 8->o The Aqueductfs] . .

Use is to receive the superfluous Moisture from thcCm'ifas
Tymfxini. 1881 MIVART Cat 66 The facial nerve . . travers-

ing in its way a canal termed the Aqueduct of Fallopius.

Aqueighte, aqueijte, pa. t. of AQUETCU v. Obs.

Aqueint, pa. t. and pple. of AQUKNCH v. Obs.

t Aqueity. nonce-wd. [f.
as if from L. *aqucus

(see AQUEOUS) watery + -ITY.] The ess ntial prin-

ciple of water
; watery quality.

1610 B. JONSON Aleh. \\. v, The
Aq^ueitie, Terreitie, and

Sulphureitie Shall runne together agarne.

t Aque'll, v. Obs. i -4. For forms see QCELL v.

[OE. acivtflan, f. \.- pref. * intensive + civilian to

kill, QUELL : cogn. with OHG. arqucl/jatt, ar-

chwellan] To slay, destroy, put an end to.

1370 par-mide beo^> men a-cwalde. a 1300 Floriz fy Kt. 725
Quab blauncheflur, 'aquel bu me, And let floriz aline be.'

i 1330 Art/i. fy McrL 400 Hou Fortiger hir king aqueld.

t Aque nch, v. Obs. For forms see QUKNCH v.

[OE. acwgncan, f. A- pref. i intensive -t- civyican to

QUENCH. Orig. trans., but afterwards used as intr.]

1. To quench, extinguish, put out (fire, light, life).

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 8 Ure leoht-fatusyntacwencte.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 135 Weter acwencheS fur. c i*y>Ancr.
R. 124 Lute) fur was ter ber of, bet a puf acweinte. 1393
LANGL. P. PL C. xxi. 394 Aquykye

'

bat was aqueynt borw
synne. 1482 WARKW. Chron. 22 It wulde seme aquenched
oute ; and sodenly it brent fervently ageyne.
2. intr. To go out, become extinguished.
c 1230 Ancr. R. 426 pe Holi Gostes fur acwencheS, hwon

be brondes - . beo'o i-sundred. c 1305 St. Dunstan 6 in

E. E. P. 11862* Here list aqueinte oueral. 1485 CAXTOM
Trevisas ffigden in. xxxv.df,?-;) 132 The fyre of the sacre-

fyce acquencned.
3. trans. To quench, satisfy, apj>ease (appetite").

c\yxt Vox fy Wolfi-i, in Ha/I. E. P. P. I, 51 He thohute

422

his houn^cr aquenche . . mid mete. 1393 GOWEH Conf. III.
u Me thinketh My thurst shall never be acqueint.
4. fig. To extinguish, put an end to.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 135 Alswa weter acwencheS fur, alswa
elmes dede acwencheo sunne. c 130*, St. Katlierine 78 in
E.E.P. (1862) On of oure knaues mi5te hire resouns sone
aquenche. 1485 CAXTON Trwisa's ffigden vn.xxxvii. (1527)
306 With his mylde lyuing and holybedes he aqueynt many
trybulacyons of holy chyrche. 1578 Loner's Plight in GOT-
gions Gallery, The colde that should acquench the heat.

b. (with personal obj. by inverted construction.)
^1480 Childe of Bristowc 476 in E. P. P. (1864) 128 To

aqueynche me of mykel care.

Aqueo- (? l:kw/|0), comb. f. AQUEOUS ; as in

aqueo-igneoiist by the action of super-heated water.

1727 DKSAGULIERS in Phil. Trans. XXXIV. 272 An Aqueo-
mercurial Gage. 1879 LE CONTE Elem. Geol. 3. 93 Aqueo-
igneously fused matter,

Aqueous (^-kw/ps), a.
[f.

as if from L. *aque-
us (cf. terreus f. ^rra) + -ous. Cf. Fr. aqncux
(: L. aquosus}, i6th c. in Littre.]
1. Of, or of the nature of, water ; watery ;

diluted
with water.

1646 Si R T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 336 The phlegme or aqueous
evaporation. 1667 IJoVLEin Phil. Trans. 1 1. 608 To freeze an
Aqueous body. 1794 SLLLIVAN View Nat. \. 120 The ag-
gregation of aqueous particles in the air, forming the drops
of rain. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sen iv. 228 Aqueous
vapour is very much lighter than atmospheric air. 1871
TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. I. iv. 115 Aqueous hydrochloric acid.

b. Aqueous humour of the eye.
1643 H^HLH: AHSW. Feme 2 It sees every thing coloured,

as the distemper of the aqueous humour . . gives it tincture.

1879 HARLAN Eyesight ii. 20 The aqueous humor is nearly
pure water, and is contained in the space between the cornea
and lens.

2. Connected with, or relating to, water.

1731 BAILEY, Aqueous Ducts . . whereby the aqueous hu-
mour is supposed to be conveyed into the inside of the mem-
branes which inclose that liquor. 1860 MAURY Pkys. Gcog.
Sea ii. 96 The aqueous equilibrium of the planet would
thereby be disturbed.

3. Geol. Of or pertaining to water as an agent ;

produced by the action of water.
1802 PLAYFAIR Illnstr. Htttton. The. 320 The general sys-

tem of aqueous deposition. 1833 LYELL Elem. Geol. \. (1874)

3 The 'aqueous
'

rocks, sometimes called the sedimentary.

A'queously, adv. rare.
[f. prec. + -LY*.] In,

or by means of, water.
J8S7 Ntition. Mag. \. 141 The passage of electricity through

an insulated wire aqueously submerged.

A'queousness. we-<>.
[f.

as prec. + -XESS.]
\\ ateriness. '731 in BAILEY ; and in mod. Diets.

t Aquerne. Obs. [OE. dnvcorna, later dcwern,

cogn. w. OHO. and mod.G. eichhorn, LG. kcr-kcn t

MDu. htcoren, Du. eekhoren^ eikhoren, inkhoren,
ON. ikorni. Of unknown origin ;

in OK. and
some other langs. the first syllable is identified

with oakJ\ A squirrel.
a too Oldest Eng.Gl. iSw.)^/(t/ 911, aqueorna ; Erfurt^

aquorna ; Leiden 236, acurna; Cotton 181 1, aqueorna. c 1000
.^LI-RIC Gl. (Wr. 22/2! Scirra, agut/imts, scinrus, acwern.
< 1200 Moral Ode 363 Ne aquerne ne metheschele [r. f. oc-

querne ne niartres cheole] ne beuer ne sabeline.

tAque'tch, v. Obs. 1-4. Pa. t. acwehte,
aqueighte. [OE. acw$cc(e)-an, f. A- pref. i 4-

cwqcean : see QUETCH v. Orig. trans., but afterw.

used as intr.] To move quickly, shake, vibrate.

a 1000 Byrhtnoth (Gr.) 310 ,/Esc acwehte. c 1300 A". A Us.

5257 pe wode aqvei^tte so hi sunge. c 1330 Arth. fy Alerl.

3260 The stirop to-bent, the hors aqueight.

Aqueynt, obs. f. ACQUAINT, and var. of AQUEINT.
! Aqui'ck, Obs. Forms: i 3 acwic-ian, 2-4

aquik-ien. [OE. acwician, f. A- pref. I + c-wician

to QUICKEN; cogn. with OS. aquic6nt OHG. ar-

(juicchan, mod.G. enjiticken.]
1. trans. To quicken, give life to, vivify, excite.

a 1000 Aes. Ps. cxix. 159 On flinre mild-heortnesse me
scealt acwician. < 1220 L'rcisim in Lamb. Hom. 189 [>urh
his wunende grace bt acwike3 me. 1340 Ayenb. 203 Be
zuych blest [of voule wordes] . . is ofte aquyked bet uer of

lecherie. 1393 LANGL. PI. PI. C. xxi. 394 Aquyte and
aquykye 'bat was aqueynt borw synne.

ii. intr. To revive, come to life again.
c 885 K. ALFRED Bzeda v. vi. (Bosw.) Da acwicode ic.

("1173 Lamb. Horn. 81 Me mei blauwen, and he jthe spark]
wule aquikien. 1220 Hali Meui. 17 Ne acwiked neauer
meidenhad after bat wunde.

Aquiculture U7
1

kwik:ltiur, -t/aj). crron.

aque-. [mod. f. L. aqui- (see AQUIFORM) + eultnra

tending.} Culture of the natural produce of water ;

fish-breeding as a branch of industry.
1867 Even. Stand. 13 July 3 The fish, aquiculture, and boat '

exhibition. 1868 PEARD Water-fanning i. 2 Aqueculture
actually existed in China centuries before luxury gave it

birth in civilised Rome.

Aquiesce, -esse, obs. f. ACQUIESCE.

Aquiet, var. ACQUIET v. Obs. to quiet.
1529 MOKE Comf. Trib.u, \Vks.n86/i Toaquyethysmynde.

Aquiferous (akwi-ferss), a. [f.
L. aqui- (see

next) + -FERGUS.] Conveying or yielding water.

1836 TODD Cycl. Anat, <y Phys. I. 43/2 The aquiferous
canals of the ciliograda. 1858 LEWES Sea-side Stud. 108
The Eolis has . . a system of aquiferous pores.

Aquiform (<?
i'kwifim\ a. erron. aqueform.

[f.
L. aqui', comb. f. aqua water (as in at]ttigcnust

aqnilcgits) + -FORM.] Of watery form, liquid.

-AH.

1835 KIRBY Hob. 4 Inst. Axim.(i^) II. 160 All the re-

quisite materials, whether gaseous, aqueform, or solid.

A'quilated, ///. a. Her.
[f. med.L. ayuilat-us

(f. aqitila eagle) + -ED.] (See quot.)
1678 HOLME Armory i. v, 90 Others term such a cross . .

aquilated, if [adorned] with Eagles heads.

t Aqui'le, v. Obs. rare. [Deriv. and meaning
unknown. Dr. Morris suggests : To demand, ask,
or obtain ?]
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 960 Of be lombe I haue )>e aquylde

For a sy3t ker of Jmrj gret fauor. (Cf. 1. 689.)

t A'quilege. Obs. [ad. med.L. aquileja, agui-
IcgiaJ] Columbine.

1 1578 LYTE Dodoens 166 This floure is now called in Latine

Aguilcgia, or Aqileia.\ 1599 A. M. Gabethouer's Bk.
Physic 203/1 Boyle Aquilege, and redde Nettles.

tAquiliferOttS (a/kwilrferas), a. Obs.- .

[f. L.

cujuiltfcr 'eagle-bearer,' + -ous.] 'That bears the
Picture of an Eagle in his Ensign ; such was the
Roman Standard-bearer.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.

Aquiline (ai'kwilin, -ain), a. [ad. L. aquilinus,
f. aquila eagle : see -INE. Cf. F. aqitilin, i6th c.]
1. Of or belonging to an eagle.
1656 in BLOI NT Glossogr. 1835 KIRBY Hab. fy Inst. Attim.

II. xvii. 155 The aquiline tribes, soaring in the air beyond
human ken.

2. Eagle-like ; esp. of the nose or features : Curved
like an eagle's beak, hooked.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psend.

lip. 130 Whence the Epithite
Grypus for an hooked or Aquiline nose. 174* YOUNG Nt.
Tit. ix. 967 When mortals lived Of stronger wing, of aqui-
line ascent. 1783 COWPER Task in. 192 Terribly arch'd, and
aquiline his nose. 1791 BURKE App. Old Whigs Wks. VI.

263 A penetrating aquiline eye. 1855 TENNYSON Mniid\. n.

10 The least little delicate aquiline curve in a sensitive nose.

i Aquilon. Obs. [a. OK. aquilon (1 3th c. in

IJttrel, ail. L. aijiiilon-em (arjuilo).'] The north or

north-north-east wind.
t 1325 Ii. /i. Allit, P. C. 133 Eurus and aquiloun . . Blowes

bobe at my bode, c 1374 CHAIXER Boeth. \. vi. 25 J>e fel-

nesse of be wynde bat hy}t aquilon. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 62
The thrid collateral vynd is callit aquilon . . The vulgaris
callis it northest. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. ty Cr. iv. v. 9 Blow . .

till thy sphered Bias cheeke Out-swell the collicke of puft
Aquilon. [In mod. Diets.]

Aquite, aquyte, obs. forms of ACQUIT v.

A-qniver (akwi-vsj), advb. phr. [A prep^ +

QI'IVER.] In a quiver, trembling.
1883 Harper's Mag. Feb. 428/2 All aquiver with the fun.

Aquose (akwou's), a. rare. [ad. L. aqudstu :

see -OSE.] Watery, abounding in water.

1727 51 CHAMBERS Cyct., Aquose Ducts .. whereby the

aqueous humour of the eye is supposed to be conveyed into
the inside of the membranes which inclose that liquor. 1813
W. TAYLOR Etig. Synon. (1856) 284 The land has been so well
drained that, though aquose, it is no longer wet.

Aquosity (akwp-slti). [ad. med.L. aqudsitdt-
em, n. of quality f. aquostis : see prec. and -ITY.]
1. Moist or watery quality, wateriness.

1528 PAYNELL Salerne Keg. P ij b, Of moche aquosite and
humidite. 1650 tr. Bacon's Hist. Life fy Death 38 To weare
next the Body, Garments that have in them", some Vnctu-

osity, or Oleosity, not Aquosity. 1868 HfXLEY Phys. Basis

Life 140 What better philosophical status has 'vitality'
than aquosity?

f 2. concr. Moisture, humour. Obs.

1528 PAYNELL Salerne Reg. Q iij, Ventosites and aquosites
engendred of peres. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 51 [Purslane
is] . . good for the aquosities gathered within the body. 1720
W. GIBSON Dispens. 16 11734' 301 Boil to the consumption
of the aquosity, that is, till the watry parts are evaporated.

Aquoy, variant of ACOY adv.
i 1600 Soups Lond. Prcnt. (1841) 44 And looking all aquoy,

Quoth she, What shall I have to do With any prentice boy?
Aqw- : see Acyrj-. Aqwere, obs. f. ACQUIRE.
Ar (ai). Name of the letter R.
c 1460 Pol. Poem in Arclixol. XXIX. 331 There was an N

and thre arres to-gydre. c 1470 Pol. Rcl.
fff

L. Poems 2

Iij ares for iij Richardes. 1802 MAR. EDGEVORTH Moral T.

(1816) I. 252 The letter r, in this word, was made differently
from all the ars in the rest of the inscription.

Ar, obs. f. ARE (see BE zO, and EAR v. to plough.
Ar, var. AIR adv. early ; var. HER pron. her,

their; obs. form of ARR, ERE, OR, OAR, ORE.

t Ar-, pref\ The original \YGer. form of the

prefix, which in OE. was reduced as a proclitic to

a- (exc. in ar-iefnan) ; OHG. ar-, cr-, ir-, mod.G.
cr-. ixefi-pref.ia.nAAL-pref. Cf. ARISE.

Ar-, frcf.-, assimilated form of L. ad- used be-

fore r-, as in adrogantia, arrogantia, arrogance.
Reduced in OF. to a-, which in I4th c. was often

re-spelt ar- after L., and so usually in Eng. from
1 5th c. ; hence most words from OF. in ar- are

now written arr-, e. g. arrange, array, arrive. In

1 6th c. this spelling was erroneously extended to

words with a- from other sources: as a(r)raise,
a Breach, a(r)rear. See AD- 2.

-ar '

, stiff. 1. oiadjs. repr. L. -ar-ein (-ar-is, -ar-e,

stem -art)
' of the kind of, belonging to,' cogn. w.

-a/cm, and used where / preceded, as in alar-, stel-

lar-, lunar-, regular-, similar-, linear- or lineal-;

hence always with diminutives in -ill-, -ell-, asglobu-

lar-, orbicular-. See -AL . The regular OF. descen-

dant of -arem was -cr, later -ier, as siiigularem,



-AB.

populdrem, sanglier, pcuplier; so familier, rfgu-
lier; but later words of literary formation took -aii-e

as angiilaire, militairc. In Eng. those adopted
from OF. had orig. -er, but were afterwards as-

similated to L. with -ar, e.g. L. scholar-em, OF. es-

colier, AFr. cscolcr, ME. scoler, now scholar. Many
words with this suffix have been adapted from L.
or F., or formed on L., in modem times; but some
of these, through mod.F. use of -aire for both -arts

and -arius, take -AKY
; e.g. military.

2. of sbs. In L. the neuter of adjs. in -aris, gave sbs.

in -are, -ar, meaning
'

thing pertaining to,' some of
which have come into Eng., through F., as alter,

coler, piler, now altar, collar, pillar, or directly from
L., as exemplar i.cogn. w. sampler through OF.).
-ar a

, stiff., occas. repr. of L. -arius, -aritim

(ordinarily repr. by -KB, -AKY). Generally, a re-

fashioning of an earlier -er from OF. -ier, after the

prec., as bursar, ME. burser, F. boursicr, med.L.
bursarius ; medlar, ME. mailer, OF. meslier, L.

*ifspildrius ; mortar, ME.'/w/iv, OF. mortier,
L. mortdrium ; or after the mod.F. in -aire, as

vicar, ME. also vikcr and vicary, F. vicaire, L.
vicaritis. To the F. forms in -aire are due the Sc.

notar, ordinar, testamentat; etc. See -ART 2
.

-ar :i

, stiff., casual variant of -EH, -OR, suffix of

agent, and -ER suffix of comparative. Very common
in north, dial., as syngar singer, forebear prede-
cessor, soutar sutor

; hear higher. And in modern
Eng. in beggar, liar, pedlar. Probably imitating
the refashioned scholar, vicar, Jiillar for earlier

scoler, viker, piler : see -ARl, and -AR 2
, above.

Arab (se-rab), sb. and a. [a. F. Arabe, ad. L.

adj. Arab-em (nom. Arabs), a. Gr. "Apaif; 'A/ia/3-.J
A. sb. 1. A native of Arabia.

1634 T. HERBERT Trav. 324 (T.) The vulgar Arabs. 1851
RUSKIM Status I 'en. (18741 I. App. 360 Neither an Arab nor
Byzantine ever jests in his architecture.

2. An Arab horse (prized for pure breed and
fleetnessl.

'880 (1. A. MACKAV 21 Days in Itttiia 114 Next morning
sees the entire party . . mounted on Arabs.

3. (Orig. Arab ofthe City, City Arab, street Arali.)
A homeless little wanderer ; a child of the street.

no obligations, and utterly ignorant or utterly regardless of
social duties. 1871 CALVERLEV Fly-Leavcs (titlel The Arab.
1883 Pall Mall G. 2j Oct. 5 The hero and heroine began
life as street Arabs of Glasgow.
B. adj. Of or pertaining to Arabia or the Arabs.

1816 SHELLEY Alastor 129 An Arab maiden brought his
food. 1855 TENNYSON Jfauit I. xvi. 15 The delicate Arab
arch of her feet.

II Araba (ara'ba). Also aroba. [a. Arab, and
Pers. iu LI ardbah, a wheeled carriage.] A wheeled

carriage used in the East.

18145 I'HACKERAV Corn/i. to Cairo (1872* 620 Dragged about
in little queer arobas, or painted carriages. 1883 MRS. PIT-
MAN Missimi Life Greece fy Put. 359 Hauling stone in creak-
ing arabas drawn by bullocks.

Arabesque (serabe-sk "),<?. and sb. Also 8 arab-
esk. [a. F. arabesque Arabian

;
cf. It. rabcsco

(Florio 1611), and earlier REUESK.]
A. adj. 1. Arabian, Arabic.

1844 Kncycl. Brit. II. 693/1 The inglorious obscurity in
which the Arabesque doctors hai in general slumbered.
2. esp. Arabian or Moori 5h in ornamental design ;

carved o painted in arabesque (see Ba).
[1611 COTGR-, Arabesque, Rebeske worke; a small, and

curious flourishing.] 1656 BLOUNT Glc.ssvgr., Arabesque,
Rebesk work; branched work in painting or in Tapestry.
1779 H. SWINBURNE Trar. Spain xxxi. (T.) Armorial ensigns
.. interwoven with the arabesque foliage. 1849 FREKMAN
Archil. 282 A sort of arabesque pattern with festoons of fruit

and (lowers.

3._/5f. Strangely mixed, fantastic.

1848 DICKKSS Dombey iC. D. ed.t 105 Surrounded by this

arabesque work of his musing fancy. 1863 MRS. CLARKE
Shaks. Char. xvi. 411 Launcelot is a sort of 'arabesque'
character.

B. sb. [the adj. used absol]
1 1. The vulgar Arabic language. Obs.

1770 W. GUTHRIE Giitgr., Egypt (T.I The Arabick, or Arab-
esque, as it is called, is still the current language. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 580 The vulgar language . . is the

Arabesk, or corrupt Arabian.

2. A species of mural or surface decoration in

colour or low relief, composed in flowing lines of

branches, leaves, and scroll-work fancifully inter-

twined.
As used in Moorish and Arabic decorative art (from which,

almost
exclusively, it was known in the Middle Ages', re-

presentations of living creatures were excluded ; but in the

arabesques of Raphael, founded on the ancient Graeco-
Roman work of this kind, and in those of Renascence de-

coration, human and animal figures, both natural and gro-
tesque, as well as vases, armour, and objects of art, are

freely introduced; to this the term is now usually applied,
the other being distinguished as Moorish Arabesque, or

Moresque.
1786 tr. Beckfnr(fs PrtM<*(i868)66 Could. . paint upon vel.

him the most elegant arabesques that fancy could devise.

423

i87 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 14 His manner of writing is

a wild complicated Arabesque. 1844 DISRAELI Coning$by\.
iii. 16 A vestibule, painted in arabesque. 1868 Chambers'*
EncycL I. 344 The arabesques with which Raphael adorned
the galleries of the Vatican, and which he is said to have
imitated from those which he had been instrumental in dis-

covering in the baths of Titus, are at once the most famous
and the most beautiful which the modern world has produced,
1880 LONGF. My Cathedr. 5 Not Art but Nature . . carved
this graceful arabesque of vines.

3. The figure described by the leading lines of the

composition, in a drawing or painting,
1883 W. ARMSTRONG in Eng. 111ns. Mag. 155/1 The same

qualities, but with more freedom and a finer arabesque.

Arabesqued (rerabe-skt), ///. a. [f. prec. sb.

+ -ED2.] Ornamented in arabesque.
1858 HAWTHOHNK Fr. $ It. Jrnls. \. 264 A small room . .

arabesqued in rich designs by Raphael. 1877 J. HAWTJIORNF.
Garth ix, Ixviii, The skylight was arabesqued with frost.

Arabe'squely, adv. rare.
[f. AKABE.SO,UK a.

+ -LY2
.]

In the style of the Arabs, or of arab-

esques.
1845 HIRST Poems 66 The Arabesque!y-shapen barks of

Carthaginian lands.

Ara'bia. The country so named
; fig. Spices.

1711 POPK Rape Lock i. 134 All Arabia breathes from
yonder box.

Arabian (irfi'bianX a. and sb.
[f. prec. + -AX.]

A. adj. Belonging to Arabia. Arabian bird:
the phoenix,//^-, a unique specimen. Arabian nights-.
fabulous stories.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. in. ii. 12 Oh Anthony, oh thou
Arabian Bird! 1771 SHERIDAN Aristxnetus xn. vii, Her
kisses, like Arabian gales, The scent of musky flowers im-

part. 1808 SYI>. SMITH Plymlcys Lett. Wks. 1859 II. 180/2
To cram him with Arabian-night stories about the Catholics.

B. sb. A native of Arabia
; also, one of a sect

that arose in Arabia in the 3rd century, holding
that the soul died with the body, and rose again
with it at the resurrection.

< 1391 [see ARABIC]. 1526 TIN-DALE Acts ii. n Grekes and
Arabians. 16700. H.Hist.Cardinats 1. 11.52 [The] Arabians. .

were in a short time suppressed by the industry of St. Origen.

Arabic (wrabik), a. Forms : 4 Arabik, 5 -yke,

-yque, 6-8 -ick(e, 7 -ique, 8 -eck(e, 8- Arabic,

[a. OF. Arabic (I3th c. in Litt.\ ad. L. Aralrims^
1. Ol or pertaining to Arabia or its language.

Arabic numerals: the figures I, 2, 3, 4, etc.

(1650 WORTHINGTON Epist. Htirtlib vii. iT.i His Arabick
translation of Grotius. 1727-51 CHAMBF.RS Cycl.> The Ara-
bic characters stand contradistinguished to the Roman.
1858 LoNGF. M. Standisk i. 9 Its mystical Arabic sentence.

2. csp. in Gnm arable, which is exuded by certain

species of Acacia, and Arabic acid, obtained from it.

[a 1500 in Ret. Ant. I. 163 Put thereto iij ounces of gumme
of Arabyke. 1590 GREENE- Mourn. Garni. 11616^9 The Ara-
bick-tree, that yeelds no gumme but in the darke night.]
1616 SI-RFL. & MARKH. O6nntr. Farm 193, Adding thereto
. . Gura-arabecke, and Tragacanth, 1866 Trcas. Bot. 5/1
Gum arabic is an exudation from various species of acacia.

3. absol. The language of the Arabs.

(-1391 CHAUCER Astrol. 2 To arabiens in arabik. 1485
CAXTON Chas. Gt.-zob A cyte called Solancadys, in arabyque.
i6n RiBLE/Vv/C 5 John Ilishop of Siuil [is reported) tohaue
turned them [the Scriptures] into Arabicke. 1871 EAHI.I;

Pliilcl. Eng. Tong. 353 Those Englisli (.or rather European*
nouns . . derived from Arabic, as alchemy > alcohol, alcin-f, etc.

t Ara'bical, a. 06s. [f. prec.
+ -ALV] = prec.

1548 HALL Chron. 11809) 46 This Prince was almost the

Arabicall Phenix. 1612-20 SHELTON Qitix, II. u. i. iT. *

Written in Arabical characters.

Ara'bically, adv. Obs. rare. [f. prec. + LY-.]

According to Arabic usage ;
in Arabic.

1634 T. HERBERT Trav. 139 Bagdat .. signifies arabically
a garden.

' Ara'bicaii, Obs. rare. [f. ARABIC -f -AN;
cf. OF. arabican(t (Godefroy\] = ARABIC.

1607 TOPSELI. I'\mr-f. Beasts 569 The Arabican Writers.

Arabicisni (arse'bisi/'m). rare.
[f. ARABIC +

-ISM
; cf. anglicising An Arabic idiom or pecu-

liarity of language.
i827'SouTHF.Yin(?. Rev. XXXV. 188 Hebraisms, and Ara-

bicisms, which might send the best scholar to his Lexicons.

Arabicize iarre-bisaiz), v. [f. as prec. + -IZE;
cf. anglicize.'] To make like Arabic

;
to conform

to Arabic usage. Hence Arabicized///. a.

1872 BEAMES A ryan Lang. India 1. 96 Superseded by Hindi
in its Arabicised form of Urdu.

Arabin (cc-rabin). Chem. [f. ARAB-IC + -IX.]
The pure soluble principle in gum arabic and
similar substances. Arabino se, the sugar derived

from arabin. Hence Arabi'nic, Arabino sic a.

1840 PEREIRA Mat. Med. II. 1150 Soluble Gum or Arabin.

1854 BALFOUR Bot. 29 Arabine, soluble in cold water, con-

stituting the chief ingredient of gum-arabic.

!! Arabis ^ceTabis). Bot. [med.L. Arabis, so

named prob. from growing on sandy or stony

places.] A genus of cruciferous plants, species of

which are grown on rock-work, and as border-

flowers in early spring.
(1578 LYTE Dfliioens 629 This herbe [candy Thlaspi] is

called . . in Latine Arabis and Drabn.} 1706 PHILLIPS,
Arabis, Si sort of Water-cress call'd candy Thlaspy. 1794
MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxiii. 324 Ara"bis has four glands,
within the leaflets of the calyx.

A'rabism. ? Obs. [mod. f. ARAB + -ISM
;

cf. F.

arabisme^ = ARABICISM,

ARACHKID.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon.cfi Hee stiles himself Amir..
In

ArabUme^*!. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s,v., So zealous a

parti/an of Arabisms. [In mod. Diets.]

Arabist (arrabist). [f. as prec. + -IST
; cf. F.

arabiste,] A professed student of the language, or
follower of the medical system, of the Arabs.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., Severinus gives all the

surgeons in the thirteenth century the title Arabists. 1847
CRAIG, Aral>ist,or\c skilled in Arabian literature.

Arable (arrab'll, a. [ad. (perh. through F.

arable, i=ith c. in Littrc) L. arabilis, f. ara-rc to

plough. Preceded in use by a word erable (also in

iGthc. erratic, earabic, aerablt\ referred to the

cogn. Eng. \b.frc, EAR, of which arable was perh.
at first intended as a correction after L. In i;th c.

the two existed side by side (Coke uses both), but
in the i8th earable became obs. exc. in dialects.]

Capable of being ploughed, fit for tillage ; opposed
to pasture- or wood-land.

1577 TCSSER Jan. Husb. Iii, Land arable. 1628 COKK On
Lilt, 53 b, If the tenant conuert arable land into wood. [//>i<f.

85 b, Errable land.] 1725 POPE Otfyss. xx. 356 Unnumber'd
acres arable and green. 1866 ROGERS Agaric. <y Prices I. ii.

15 Half the arable estate, as a rule, lay in fallow.

b. absol. quasi-j/>. Arable land.

1576 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent 11826) 3 Consisting indiffe-

rently of arable, pasture, meadow, and woodland. 1697
DHVUEN I'irg: (.Zcvrg. ii. 321 Tis good for Arable, a Glebe
that asks Tough Teams of Oxen. 1883 HARDY in Longni.
M<ig. July 258 A group of these honest fellow* in the arable.

Araby (,a
v

Tabi>,#.and sb. [a. ( W.ara&i, arrabi,

Arabian, an Arab, Arab horse.]
A. adj. Arabian, Arabic, arch, and poet.

1502 ARNOLD (,'hron. 158 Arabye language. 1547 ROORDK
B>\~'. Health Prcf., Many obscure termes . . some and fewe

beynge Araby wordes.

B. sb.

1 1. A native of Arabia ; an Arab. Obs.

1398 TRKVISA Earth. De /'. A', xiu. xxii. (1495^ 455 The
Aral>ees dwelle there. 1525 Lix BERNERS/VVW. II. ccxxxiii.

725 CJreat puyssaunce of men of warre, of turkes, arabye-s,

tirtaryes. 1587 D. FENNER Dff. Ministers F iiij, Why you
call vs . . scoffing Hammonites, conspiring Arabics.

f2. An Arab horse. Obs.
r 1175 Lamb, Hoin. 5 He mihte ridan . . on riche stede and

pakTrai and mule and arabis^. .1440 Morte A ft It. 2288

Klf.iydes, and Arrabys, and olifauntez noble.

3. [a. F. Arabic.'] The country of Arabia.

1297 R.GLOIT. 397 He an knijtesheued of Arabye of smot,
1622 MASS. & DEKK. I'irg. Mart. iv. iii, The Power I serve

Laughs at your happy Araby. 1792 D. I.LOYD I ',y. Lift i\.

77 Spicy gales from fragrant Araby.

t Ara'ce, v. Obs. Forms : 4-6 arace, 5 aras e,
fi Sc. arraise. [a. AF. aracc-r, QY.aracier, Norman
dial, i.arachier*. see AKACHE. A race was much
the commoner in ME.] To pull up by the roots

;

to tear up or away, pull or snatch away; to tear.

(1315 SnoKKMAM 95 That he hyt wolde arace. .1386
CuAt'CKR Clcrkt-s T. 1047 Whan sche gan hem tembrace ..

The children from her arm they gonne arace [t'.r. race, rase].

1413 Lvixi. Fy/r, Swle in. iv. 1 14831 52 These hokes to rent-
en and a racid two caitifs. < 1425 WYNTOVN Cnm. vii. xxxv.

127 And wyth gret strynth owt can aras De Trounsown,
\>&l bare stekand was. a 1440 Morte A rth. 4099 >ifany renke
theme arase, reschowe theme sone. 1530 PALSGR. 435/2, I

arace, I pull a thyng by violence from one, Je arrache.

Arace, var. AUASE v. Obs. to raze, erase.

AraceoUS (arJi-jW^ a. Bot.
[f.

mod.L. Ara-
fen-, f. arum, a. Cir. apov the cuckoo-pint : see

-ACEOUS.] Belonging to the N.O. Araces
t
of which

one species, the Cuckoo-pint or Wake-robin (Arum
maculatum}, is native to Britain.

Arach : see ORACH.
t Ara'Che, v. Obs. Forms : 4- 6 arache, ar-

rache, 6 arasshe. [combines (as does mod.F.

arrac/ter'} two OF. vbs. (i) arachier : L. *afm?-

du'ii-rt
; (2) crachier, csrachicr\ L. exr'atiica-re

;

f. ab away, ex out + radic-eni root.]
= AKACE v.

c i3isSnoRKHAM 156 Hye weren . . 01151 of hare lo^arached
F'or hare senne. 1483 CAXTON G. dc la Tour M viijb, I

tooke and arrached oute of his bely his herte. 1490
h'.ncytlos iv. 24 To arache or plucke up a gretter tree, t- 1530
I,n. HEKNEHS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. ^1814) 214 She . . arasshed
clene of his helme.

II A'racliis. Bot. [mod.L., ad. Gr. apaxoy, 07x1-

KOS, or dpatcisf some leguminous weed.] A genus
of leguminous plants, one of which is cultivated in

warm countries, and known as the Ground Nut.

Hence Arachidic as in Araehidic acid (C Hw O2\
obtained from the oil of the Ground Nut.

Arachnean (gerdekn/-an) f a. rare. [f. Gr.

apa\vat-os, f. Apaxvij a spider or its web + -AN.]

Resembling a spider's web, gossamer.
1854 BADHAM Halieut. 539 Hcbes in arachnean robes,

Arachnid (.ane'knid). Zool. [mod. f. Gr. dpd^vrj

spider + -ID ; cf. F. arachnide.] A member of the

Arachnida.
j| Ara'chnida, sb. pi. [mod.L.], a

class of the Arthropodat comprising spiders, scor-

pions, and mites ; closely allied to Insects and

Crustacea, but distinguished by the possession of

eight legs, the absence of wings and antennce, and

by breathing by means of tracheal tubes or pulmo-
nary sacs. Ara'chnidan, a. of or belonging to



ARACHNOID.
the Arachnida : sl>. an arachnid. Arachnidean,
-ian, a, and it. = prec. Aracnni-dial, a.

[f. next]
of or pertaining to the Araclmidium.

||
Aracli-

nidium (ocrdekni'fliwn) [mod.L.], the apparatus
by which the spider produces its web. Ara/cli-

nidous, a. of the nature of the Arachnida.
1869 HUXI.EY Class!/. Aiiim. 77 A Crustacean, ^Arach-

nid, a Myriapod, or an Insect. 1881 GEIKIE in Nature
No. 627. 3 There can be little doubt that it [scorpion] is

the most ancient type of ^Arachnid. 1834 Penny Cycl.
II. 232;

i The greater number of the *arachnida are carni-
vorous. 1881 MIVART C'rt/ 511 The *arachnidan external

parasite is a sort of itch insect 1828 KIRBY & SPENCE
JSntfflttsL III. xxviii. 51 No genuine insect or Arachnidan
has yet been found to inhabit the ocean. 1865 in Morn.
Star 7 Nov., All the rails in front of my residence had
their busy group of *arachnidean workers. 1854 BUSHNAN
in Orr's Circ. Sc. Org. Nat. I. 77 The Pulmonary 'Arach-

nidians, of which the true spiders and the scorpion are ex-

amples. 1877 HUXLEY Artat. Inv. An. vii. 381 The six-

prominent 'arachnidial mammilla;. Ibid. vii. 380 One of
the most characteristic organs . . is the "arnchnidium, or ap-
paratus by which the fine silky threads which constitute the
web are produced. 1873 Encyc. Brit. (ed. 9) II. 273 The
higher, at least, of the *arachnidous orders.

Arachnoid (aroe'knoict), a. and.r/0. [ad. mod.L.

arachnotdcs, a. Gr. dpa^o-nS-rii cobweb-like : see

-OJD.] A. adj.
1. Bot. Covered with or formed of long, delicate,

cobweb-like hairs or fibres.

1857 BERKKLEY Cryptog. Hot. t) 401 An arachnoid or woven
veil attached to the edge, and sometimes entirely covering
the gills. 1874 M. COOKK /></// 91 Arachnoid threads.

2. Phys. Of or pertaining to the arachnoid. ^SeeU.)
1836-39 TODD Cycl. Anat. * I'hys. II. 278/1 The chamber

is lined by the arachnoid membrane. 1872 HUXLEY Ptiys.
xi. 249 It secretes . . the arachnoid fluid.

3. Ent. Resembling the Arachnida.
1852 DANA Crust, i. 14 The Arachnoid type, as in Nymphon.
B. sb. The delicate serous membrane or mem-

branous sac lining the dura mater, and enveloping
the brain and spinal cord.

[1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Arachnouh'S . . a fine, thin, trans-

parent membrane . . supposed to invest the whole substance
of the brain, medulla oblongata, and spinal marrow.] 1839-
47 TUDD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. III. 638/1 The arachnoid covers
the superior surface of the cerebellum.

Araclmoidalva;i;x'knoi-dal),a. [f. prec. + -Ai,1
.]

Of the nature of, or pertaining to, the arachnoid.

Arachnoideal, -ean, -ecus, a. unnecessary vari-

ants of ARACHNOID, -AI..

1855 RAMSBOTHAM Obstit. Med. 64 An extremely delicate
arachnoidal membrane. 1874 JONES ft SIEV. Patkol.Anat.
235 Arachnoidal effusion . . speedily proves fatal. 1842 K.
^VlLsuN Anat. Vade M. 373 The arachnoid is attached to

the pia mater of the brain by a loose cellular tissue, the sub-
aracnnoidean. 1851 CRABB, Arachnviiieoas in i>t. 1877
I,i RM:TT l^ir 89 The arachnoideal sac of the brain.

Araclmological (aroc^kiwlfvd.^ikal), a. Of,
or pertaining to, arachnology. Arachnologist
(icra'kn^'lod^ist), a student of, or proficient in, arach-

nology. Arachnology (-(j-lod.^i) [f. Gr. dpaxv;
spider + -(O)LOGY.], the department of Zoology re-

lating to spiders or the Arachnida generally.
1861 BI.ACKWAI.L Spiders I. Pref. 5 Arachnological science.

1816 KIKUY & SPENCE Entomol. 11843) II. 277 The English
Arachnologists may I coin this term? 1880 Nature XXI.
273 Mr. Pickard-Cambridge's reputation as an arachnolo-

gist. 1861 BLACKWALL Spiders I. Introd. 5 Dr. Lister, and
the earlier systematic writers on arachnology.

Arack(e, obs. variant of ARRACK.
Arad ^-rad). Bot.

[f.
AR-UM + -AD.] An ara-

ceous ])lant, as the Wake Robin.

1853 LINDLEY Veg. K. 127 The hooded spathe of the order
of Arads.

Araeometer, areo- (e-Tj^-m/'tai). [mod. f. Gr.

apatus thin + nirpov measure : see -METER. App.
through F. arcometre : whence the prevalent spelling,
as if from AKEA, or AREO-, of Mars.] An instrument,

consisting of a graduated glass tube terminating in

a loaded bulb, for measuring the specific gravity of

fluids; a hydrometer. Hence: Araaometric (ar/:<v

ine'trik), a. [see -ic], of or pertaining to ara'ometry.
Arxome'tricalr/. = prec. Aroeometry (e >rz'ip-met-

ri). [Gr. -pfrpla measurement], the art or science

of estimating the specific gravity of fluids by means
of an araeometer.

1706 PHILLIPS, Areometer. 1730 DESAGULIERS in Phil.
Brails. XXXVI. 277 The Hydrometer, by some called Areo-
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[1563 SHUTF, Archit. Ei.ijto, This first being Arepstylos . .

the distaunce betwene the 2 pillors to he 4, 5, or 6 Diameters. J

1706 PHILLIPS, AreostyU. 1876 GWILT Archit. ^ Ar&ostyle,
one of the five proportions used by the ancients for regu-
lating the intercolumniation . . in porticoes and colonnades.

Araeosystyle (.ar/Vsi-stsil), a. and sb. Arch.

[a. F. arcosystylc (Perrault 1673), f. Or. dpatts
rare, few -f ffvarv\os (Vitruvius) with columns close

together: see SYSTYLK.] (See quot. and cf. prec.)
iB$l Penny Cycl. ILzftArxosystyle. . an alternately very

wide and very narrow intercolumniation, or, what is fami-

liarly called coupled columns. 1876 GWILT Archit. Gloss.,
Araeosystyle . . in the principal facade of the Louvre . . in

the west front of St. Paul's.

t Araeo'tic, a. and sb. Med. Obs. [ad. late L.

argtoticuS) a. Gr. &fHuomit6tt f. dpat6-tf to make
thin : see -ic.] A. adj. Tending to make thin or

reduce the fluids or humours of the body. B. sb.

[sc. medicine.]
1634 T. JOHNSON PareysChirnrg. xxvi. xi.u678) 636 The

Ara:otick [Medicins], which we may call weak Resolvers.

1815 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 51 II. 531 Ararotics .. rarefy the

humours, and render them easy to be carried off by the pores.

Araft, arajt, araht, pa. t. of AREACH v. Obs.

Arage, obs. f. ORACH: see also AVERAGE sb.

t Ara'ge, ?' Obs. [a. OK. arage-rt aragier, f.

a to + rage.'] To enrage. Hence Araged pa. pple.

enraged, furious, mad.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur (1816) I. 367 He was nyghe hand

araged oute of his wyt. 1480 CAXTON Ovitfs Met. x. vii, Am
I arraged and mad ? ? 1568 G. FKRREHS II 'inn. Calais In Arb.
Garner IV. iSoNot induring this sight any longer, as a man

I

arraged, he ran among his men.

Aragonite, arr- (K-ragJnait). Min. [named
by Haiiy, 1 800, from A ragon or Arragon, a province
of Spain, where first found + -ITE.] A carbonate
of lime, crystallizing in orthorhombic prisms and

many derived forms, whence several varieties are

distinguished.
1803 BOURNON Carbonate ofLime in Phil. Trans. XCIII.

332 Their specific gravity is nearly the same. The Abbe
Haiiy states that of the Arragonite at 2946. 1837 DANA
,!//., Aragonite. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chew. I. 358 Carbon-
ate of calcium, in Its two forms of calc spar (rhombohedral)
and arra^onite (rhombic or right prismatic) exhibits one of
the most striking examples of dimorphism.

Aragonspath, Aragon Spar, = prec.

I! Araguato. [see ALOUATTK.] The 'howling
monkey.
1852 T. Ross HumboldCs Trav. I. viii. 278 The plaintive

howling of araguatoes.

Arai(e, Araign(e, obs. ft. ARRAY, ARRAIGN*.

i: Araignee (are-nV). Mil. [Fr. ;

=
spider's web.]

The arrangement of a military mine, when some
obstacle necessitates the construction of branching
galleries. 1706111 PHILLIPS.

t Arai'l, v. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f. \-pref. I (or 2)
+ KAIL

T>.]
To fasten to rails, tic up.

(-1380 \Vvci, IF It'ks. 11869) I. 100 pe bridde traveile herof
[in bis vynejerde] were to araile bes growynge vynes.

i Araill. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 4 arayne, Iran,

-ain, -eynfe, irany, yreyn(e, 5 aranye, aranee,

arein, erayne, -ane, -eyne, erany(e ; dial. 7

arain, 9 arran, arrand. [a. OF. araigne (aragnc,

iragne, iraigiie), cogn. w. Pr. aranha, eranha : L.

aranca] A spider.
a 1300 -/;. F.. Psalter xxxviii. 12 And to skulke als irain

bun made saule his. 1388 WVCI.IF Isa. Hx. 5 Thei ban . .

maden webbis of an yreyn. 1398 TKEVISA Barth, De P. K.
xix. tv. (1495) 896 The hony sholde be corrupte that is in the
combes and Araynes sholde be gendrid. 1440 Protnp. Parv.
14 Aranye or erayne, Aranea. Ibid. 140 Eranye or spider.

1460 CAI'GRAVK Chron.-29-j A thing withoute soule wers than
a tode or a ereyne. c 1460 />'/-. Quintets, i. 2 By generacioun
of flies, and areins. 1674 RAY N. Cmtnlr. Words 2 An
A ruin '. a Spider . . used only for the larger kind of Spiders.
Nottinghamshire, 1849 C. HKONTE Shirley v. 45

' You
never heard of Bruce, perhaps ?

' * And th' arrand ?
'

Araine, obs. form of ARRAIGN v.'*

tArai'se,^. Obs. Forms: 4-5 arayse, areise,

4-6 areyse, 5 arrays, -reise, -reyse, 6 -raise,

arais, 5-8 araise. [f. A- pref. \ + RAISE v.
;

cf.

the pair rise, arise. Cf. also AHKAB : rear and
raise being the cogn. forms from OE. and ON.]
1. To raise, lift up, elevate, lit. andy?^.

France. 1871 B. STEWART IIeat 54 The areometric method,
or that of weighing a solid in the liquid. 1847 CKAIG, Areo-
inctrical. 1778 Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 419 An Essay on
Pyrometry and Areometry. 1819 Rees' Cycl. II. s.v. Are-
nwmett-r. Invented by Wolfius in 1708, and "first published in

his
*

Areometry.'

Araeostyle (an-ostail), a. and sb. Arch. Also

6-9 areo-. [ad. L. arseostylos, a. Gr. apat6aTv\os,
f. dpmui rare, few + ari\os pillar ;

cf. F. ar{ostyle]
A. adj. Of columned buildings : Having the

distance between the columns equal to four or
more diameters of the column. B. sb. A building,
or style of building, in which the columns are so

arranged.

1303 R. HRUNNE Hundl. Synne 7650 Swych men areysen
baner ASCIIS holy chirches power. (1450 Merlin 57 [He]
a-reised his brother's tombe moche hier than eny of the
tother. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of Armes i. xxvii. 85 They
that . . arreyse hem self in to arrogaunce. 1557 Prayer after
Sacr. in Primer^ Continual remembraunce of thy blessed

passion, so that . . when I am falling it may araise me.
2. To raise from the dead. (Cf. arise.)
a 1300 Cursor M. (Trin. MS.) 14363 pis tibing ras J>at la^ar

bus areysed [v.r. vpraised, resusced] was. fi$oo Wyse
Ckylde $ Adrian (\V. de W.) (1860) 25 La}ar the broder of

marye magdaleyne .. the which god areysed. 1601 SHAKS.
All's Well n. i. 79 A medicine., whose simple touch Is

powerfull to arayse King Peppin.
3. To bring into activity, to excite, arouse.

ri374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. ii. 118 Ire bat araiseb in hem be
floodes of troublynges. Ibid. v. vi. 178 Areise bi corage to

ry^tful hoopes. 1494 FABYAN v. cxiv. 88 To appease cer-

teygne rebellions there arreysyd.

4. To raise or levy (money, troops, etc.).

4-1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. F493 To areysen wrongful cus-
tumes and taillages. 1471 ArrivatlEtiw. I'!''(1838) 23 They

ABAPE.
would gather and arrays up the powere of Devonshire and
Cornewaile. 1548 HALL Chron. 112 (Halliw.) They . . ar-
reised a greate power of xiii. m. and came to the passage.
5. To raise (a siege, or the besiegers).
c 1450 Merlin xiv. 202 He hadde not peple in his reame

sufficient to a-reyse hem fro the sege, ne to chase hem oule
of his reame. i 1530 I.n. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt, (1814)
498 We are riding in purpose to areyse youre syege.
6. To take off (cf. Fr. enlever).
c 1460 RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 418 in Babees Bk. 129 Areyse

J?e whynges furst.

7. ?To make up. rare.

11440 Morte Art/.. 1677 He has araysede his accownte,
and redde alle his rolle}, Ifor he wylle gyfe a rekenyng.

tArarsed, ffl.a. Obs.
[f. prec. + -ED.] Raised,

exalted, elevated.
< 1340 HAMPOI.E Pr. Treat. 12 Thurghe \K joye of aray-

sede thoghte.

Araison, obs. fonn of AKEASON.
Arak, var. ARECA, and obs. f. ARRACK.
A-rake (ar^-k), advb. phr. [A prep.l + RAKE.]
On the rake ; inclined from the perpendicular.
1883 /'all MallG. 5 Nov. 2/1 These crossing masts a-rake.

Aramaean (aeramf-an), a. and sb.
[f. L. Ara-

msf-us, Gr. 'Apaftat-os, pertaining to Aram or Syria.]
A. adj. Belonging to the country or language of
Aram ; Syrian, Syriac. B. sb. A native of Aram.
1834 Penny Cycl. II. 239/2 The numerous Aramaean colo-

nies. 1864 A"rt/. Rev. No. 36. 336 How could he [the Apostle
John in writing the Apocalypse] fall back into the Ara-
maean colouring? 1878 N. Amer. Rn: CXXVII. 523 The
Aramajans also . . have the form juatii.

Aramaic (rcraiw-ik), a.
[f. as prec. : see -ic.]

Of Aram ; spec, applied to the northern branch of
the Semitic family of languages, including Syriac
and Chaldee. Often used absol. sc. language.
1834 I'etiny Cycl. II. 239/2 Translations of the Old Testa-

ment into the East-Aramaic language. 1882 FARRAR Early
Chr. I. 207 Even if the Jews of the Dispersion understood

Aramaic, the Gentiles did not.

Aramaism (oerSm?iz'm). [f. prec. + -ISM.] An
Aramaic idiom or peculiarity of language.
1849 OKKTON L'orpns Ignat. 288 The Aramaisms in which

these Epistles abound.

t A'ramite, Aramrtic, obsolete equivalents
of AKAM.EAN, ARAMAIC.
1642 ROGKHS .\aaiiiati 7 Naaman a stranger and Heathen

Aramite. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 283 Balaam the
Aramitick Sorcerer.

Aran, pa. t. of ARINE v. Obs., to touch.

t A-randou'n, advb. phr. Obs. [a. F. a randan:
see RANDOM.] Violently, headlong, at full speed.

/' iifioSir I-'eritmb. 824 pe Sarsyn3 gun prykie a-raundoun.

Araneiclan (a-ranfidan), a. and sb. Zool. [f.

mod.L. Araneida the typical family ofARACHNIDA,
f. L. aranea spider : see -ID, -AN.] A. adj. Of
or belonging to the Araneida or spiders. B. sb.

A spider. Araneiform (jeranfifprm), a. (cf.

F. aranfiformc), having the shape of a spider.
Araneo-lotrist = ABACHNOLOGIST.
1835 KIRBY ffai>. fy Inst. Anittt. II. xix. 283 No animals

fall more universally under observation than the Araneidans

orspiders. \^j Araneifonn: CRAIG cites KIRBV. i&ojrtil.
J.inn. Sec. XV. 152 Indebted to the last-named araneologist.

Araiieose (are':n|C's), a. [ad. L. araneos-us

full of, or like, cobwebs, f. aranea spider : see

-O.SE.]
' Like spider-web ; same as Arachnoid!

Gray Bot. Tcxt-bk. 1880.

Ara'neous, a. [same deriv.]
= ARACHNOID.

1656 BLOL'N'T (.iL>ss<*gr. t Aranemts ((iraneosHs), ful of

spiders webs. 1693 Pkil. Trans. XVII. 621 Its leaves break
with araneous filaments. 1696 PHILIPS, Araneous Tunicle,
the Tunicle that surrounds the Crystalline Humor. 1713
DEHHAM rhys.-Theol. IV. ii. 102 Its [the eye's) curious Ara-
neous Membrane. 1880 in Syd, Sac. Lex.

1 Ara'iig'. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. arenge (15th c.

in Littre), cogn. w. Sp. arenga, It. aringa.] Early
form of HARANGUE sb.

f 1475 J\atis Raving 243 To tell the al how mycht befall,

To lang arang men wald it call.

Araiigo (ara;'rjgo). I'l. -oes. 'A species of

beads made of rough carnelian . . formerly im-

torted from Bombay for re-exportation to Africa.'

<l
cCulloch Diet. Conim. 1844.

1715 Land. Gaz. mmmmmcccxxiv/3 Arangoas, Ostridge
Feathers, Beads.

t A-ra'nk, advb. phr. Obs. [A //.! + RANK.]
In a rank or row.

1300 St. Brand. 273 Sette hem a-doun A-renk, and
wosche here fet alle. c 1380 Sir Fcrumb. 4588 Wy]> ys hoi

host al and some, pe brigge (>ay toke a-rank. 1570 Galfrido
ff Bern. i. (Halliw.) The pretty dames . . Do go so sagely on
the way By two and two a-ranke.

Aranye, variant of ARAIN, Obs., spider.

\A.-Ya,"pQ,aiM>.phr.
Obs. [A.prtp.l + l&E.rafc

! haste.] In haste, hastily.
c 1300 A". A Us. 4239 Over theo table he leop arape.

Araphoro-stie, arapho-stic, a. [Apparently
bad formations on Gr. dppacfos unsewed, f. a priv.

i + fnwT-ta> to sew.] Unsewed, seamless.

1828 LYTTON Pelham xxxiii. 85 V'ou are as impervious as

an araphorostic shoe. 1833 Blackiu. Mag. XXXIV. 674 A
few years ago . . araphostic sandals were worn by every body.

Aras, obs. north, form of AROSE: see ARISE.

Aras'e, obs. form of ARRAS, ARACE.
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ABASE.

t Ara'se, v. Obs. Forms : 6 arace, arraee,
arrase. [a. OF. arasc-r to raze, level with the

ground, demolish, f. phr. a ras, as if
' mettre A ras

de terre,' f. ras level : L. ras-iis, f. rai/-fre to

shave, scrape smooth. Cf. EBASK. In form con-

fused with AKACE.] To raze, level with the ground,

lay low. Also (? erroneously) To erase, obliterate.

Hence Arasing, arracyng, vbl. sb., levelling with

the ground, demolition.

1523 Slate Papers Hell.
IfIII,

IV. 46 The goodly valiaunt

exployt . . at Gedworth, with the arracyng and destruccion

of the same. 1530 PALSGR. 435/2, I arace, I scrape out a
worde or a hlotte .. ye efface. 153* MORE Confitt. TiiuiaU'

Wks. 355/2 So that the remembraunce of theire pestylent
errours were araced out of englishe mennes heartes. 1553
Let. in Harringtons Xifgz Ant. 175 Sickness whearewith

your Lordshipp hath oftentimes bene arrased. [1721 BAILMY,
Arace, to deface.]

t Ara'te, v. Obs. rare. [Ktymol. uncertain : see

RATE
?'.]

To rate, rebuke, reprove.
1377 LANGI.. P. PI. B. XI. 98 To arate dedly synne. 1393
C. vl. ii Thus resou me aratede.

Aration (.aiv'-Jsn). arch. rare. [ad. \..aralion-

em, n. of action f. arat- ppl. stem of arare to

plough : see -TIO.V.] Ploughing ; tillage.

1663 COWI.EV Agric. Wks. 1710 II. 710 First, Aration . .

Secondly, Pasturage. 1813 VANCOUVER Agric. Dcfon 13
Of sufficient depth for the purposes of aration.

t A'ratory, a. Obs. [ad. L. ardtori-us, f.

arat-
I,
see prec.) : cf. F. aratoirc.]

'

Belonging to

tillage.
1

Bailey 1731; 'contributing to tillage.'

Johnson ;
and in mod. Diets.

t A'ratrate, v. Ol>s. [f.
L. aratrat- ppl.

stem of ardtni-rc to plough over again.]
' To til

or plough, to stir or ear ground.' Blount Gl. 1656.

tA'rature. Obs.~" [ad. med.L. ariitilra^\

'Ploughing, tillage.' Bailey 1731.
Araiicaria (airgke^'ria). [f. Arauco name of

a province, whence the Araucanos Indians, and the

territory of Araucania, south of Chili.] A genus
of lofty coniferous trees, native to the southern

hemisphere, one species of which (A. imbricata,

familiarly termed '

Puzzle-monkey' or '

Monkey-
puzzler'), with the branches in regular whorls, and

closely-imbricated stiff sharp-pointed leaves, has

been, since about 1830, cultivated as an ornamental

tree in Britain.

1833 Penny Cycl. 1 1. 249 Araucaria, in Botany, is the name
of a singular genus ofgigantic firs. A.inibruata. . . is expected
to be naturalised in this country, as some individuals now
exist as far north as London. 1870 H. MACMII.I.AN Bible

Teach, iv. 73 The formal educated look of the tree in the

Araucarias that cover the wild slopes of the Chilian Andes.

Arauca'rian, a. and sb. [f. prec. + -AX.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to the genus Araucaria.

B. sb. A species of this or some closely allied genus.
1854 H. MII.I.ER Test. Kflcks\\\. (1857) 135 The youth of the

earth . . was a youth of dusk and tangled forests, of huge
pines and stately Araucarians. 1861 DANA Man. Geol. 334
The Araucarian pines.

Araught, pa. pple. of AKEACH and ARECCHE v.

Obs.

Araw(e, obs. form of ABOW adv.

t A-ray, advb. phr. Obs. [A prcp.\ + RAY (
=

rank, order).] In row, in rank, in order.

(-1450 HKNRYSON Mor. Fables ii In stubble array throw

gerse and corne . . primly could they creepe. 1583 T. WAT-
SON Poems (Arb.) 119 In chaines of roases linked all araye.

Aray.e, arayn, obs. forms of ARKAY, AKRAIGM.

t Ara'yne, v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. aresncr,

arcintr, araincr, f. it to + rcsne, mod. rene
;

see

REIN.] To draw by the bridle, to rein, stop.
a 1400 MS. in Chester Plays n. 215 Thou arte risen us to

wayle, And arayne us from woo. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
I. 156 (Halliw.) Thenne he alyghte doune, and arayned his

hors on the brydel.

Arays, obs. form of ARRAS.

Arbage, obs. form of HERBAGE.

A-rbalest, -balist, -blast. Obs. exc. Hist.

Forms : a. 2-3 arblast(e, 4 arblest(e, 4, 9 arbe-

last(e, 5, 8 arbalust(e, (7-8 arbalet), 7-9 arba-

list, 9 -eat. 0. 4-5 alblast, 5 alablast(e, awblast,

ablast(e. 7. 4 are-, arwe-, 5 arowblast, (7 aro-

balist). [a. AFr. *ai'b(e}lcste',*arb(c')!aste, OF.-af~-

baleste (also arbeleste, arbastc, arblatt, mod. arba-

lltf~), cogn. w. Pr. arbalcsta, albarcsta : L. arcu-

ballista, f. areas bow + ballista military engine
for throwing missiles, q.v. The forms in 7 are

due to pop. assoc. wiih arrow
;
arbalet in 1 7-i8th c.

is after mod.F. As the word survives only in

military antiquities, it has no standard modern

spelling. See also ARCUBALIST.]
1. A cross-bow, consisting of a steel bow fitted

to a wooden shaft, furnished with special mechan-
ism for drawing and letting slip the bowstring, and
used for the discharge of arrows, bolts, stones, etc.

a iioo O. E. Citron. (MS. D) an. 1079 Mid anan arblaste
of scoten. 1297 R. GLOUC. 377 Myd bowe & arblaste.
c 1300 Alisannder 268 With a.tling of areblast. f 1325
Cfftir de L. 2524 Wente alsoo faste As quarrel dos off the
arwcblast. 1330 Arth. $ Merl. 313 With arwe and bowe
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and alblast. 1:1380 Sir Ftntmb. 3312 Arbelastes y-mad of

tre. 4:1400 Le Rone Florence 861 They sende .. quarels

wyth alablaste. 1440 Promp. Parr., Ablaste (1499 Alblast ,

tttilisht. r 1450 in Wright Voc. 196, Hec batista, ane aw-
blast. c 1475 Ibid. 264 Batista, a arowblaste. 1480 CAX-
TON Chron. Kng. x.vviii. 23 He bent an arblast. 1483

- -

Gold. Leg. 314/4 A quarel . . shotte out of Arbalaste. 1622

HKYLYN Cosmogr. \. (1682) 178 Richard the First was slain

by a shot from an Arbalist. 1672 M ARVKI.L Keh. Transp. i. 60

One might shoot with the Arbalet. 1693 W. ROBERTSON
Pkraseol. Gen. 120 An Arbalist, or rather Arobalist. 1795
SOUTHEY Joan ofArc vin, From the arbalast the fire-tipt

dart Shot lightning through the sky. 18*5 SCOTT Talisnt.

xii, Unbend thy arblast, and come into the moonlight. 1840
BROWNING Sordcllo iv. 362 Arbalist, manganel, and cata-

pult. 1879 GKHEN Read. Eng. Hist. xiu. 60 Six newly-
headed shafts for the deadly arbalest.

2. = AiutALESTEK. ^Cf. med.L. arbalista = l>al-

listarius, I)u Cange ;
the ending -isfa commonly

indicating a personal agent.)
c 1450 Aferliti vii. 113 Viij ////. knyghtes, with-outen seri-

antz and arblastis. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sit*. (.'It. '1858) I.

App. 365 Odo, the arbalist.

3. A mathematical instrument, called also a

Jacotfs Staff, formerly used to take the altitude of

stars. (So in Fr.)
1816 \\\ C. J.VMKS Mil. Diet. s. v. Arbalet.

A'rbalester,-balister, -blaster. Obs. exc.

Hist. Forms: 4-5 alblaster(e, 4-7 arblaster^e,

5 awblaster, allblawster, 5-7 arbalaster, 5-9
arbalester, 9 arbalister, estier. Also 5 arow-
blaster. [a. AFr. alblastcr, arblastcr, OF. arba-

testier, arbelestier : L. arcuballistari-tts one who
used an arcitballista

;
mixed with other OF. syn-

onyms, as arbalestre'.~L>. *arcnbaliistor, and arba~

lestere, accus. arbalesteor'.L.. arcitballistator, -orcm

(med.L. arbalistiitor)\ and phonetically or etymo-

logically corrupted as in ABBALEST.] A soldier

armed with an arbalest, a cross-bowman.

1330 R. liRt'NNE Chron. 205 pat sauh an alblastere, a

quarelle Icte he flie. 1388 WVCI.IK 2 Sam. viii. 18 Forsothe

Bananye . . was ouer . . archeris and arblasteris [1382 alblas-

ters ; T. r. arowblasters], c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. ix. vi. 20
Foure hundyre Awblasteris. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy \\.

xxi, Their Arbalasters . . and their best archers. c 1440
Morte Arth. 2426 All-blawsters at Arthure egerly schottes.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. vn. 11520) 82/2 The arbalesters

smote hym with a quarel. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.

vii. 67 An Arbalaster , . standing vpon the wall. 1643
PRYNNK Doom Cmvard. 4 Men of Armes and Arblasters.

1848 in Chron. Crusaders <Bohn) 322 An arbalester., to

stretch the arbalest. 1861 G. MUBGRAVK By-roads 288 The
said arbalestier corps comprehending the greater part of the

French nobility. 1866 KINGSLKY f/erew. vii. 131 The ar-

chers and arbalisters amused themselves with shooting.

t A'rbalestre, -ter, -blaster. Obs. Forms:

3-5 alblastre, 5 awblaster, ablauster, arba-

lestre, -ter, arbelater, 5-7 arblaster, 6 ala-

blaster, aublestere, arblestre, arbalaster. [a.

AFr. alblastre, albrastre, OF. arbalestre (also arhe-

lestre, arblastrc, arbastre} : L. arcuballistra, var.

of arcuballista : see ARBALEST. In Fr. partly, in

Eng. greatly, confused in form with prec.]
1. = ARBALEST.
1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. I. 297 pe men . . vsej>

balles and alblastres [L. arcnbaltstis\. (-1400 Rom. Rose

4196 Of arblasters grete plente were, f 1480 Robt. Dciyll
42 With arbelaters they shot many a quarrell. 1485 CAXTON
Chas. Gt. 104 A quarel out of an arbalestre. 1548 HALL
Chron. 143 The shut of the Alablasters and Crosse-bowes.

2. The missile shot from the arbalest.

1:1300 A". Alis. i2ii With alblastres and with stones They
slowe men. < 1400 Destr. Troy xiv. 5707 Of arowes & aw-
blasters J>e aire wex thicke. 1494 FABVAN vn. ccxxxv. 271

Many an arblaster & stone was shot & caste.

Arbale'strier, alblastrer. Obs. exc. Hist.

[a. AFr. *alblastrer, *arblastrer, OF. arbalestrier

(mod.F. arbaletricr) : L. arcuballistnlri-ns, f. ar-

cuballistra var. of arcttballista ; see AKBALEST.
In Fr. this form outlived arbalestier, but was less

common in Eng.] = ARBALESTER.
i 1300 A". Alis. 2613 Eowe-men, and alblastreris. 1483

Can. Angl. t An Alablasterer, arblastator. 1860 READE
Cloister $ H. xxiv. (D.) The arbalestrier's face . . was . . gay
and quiet. 1874 AINSWORTK Merry Eng. II. n. x. 118 Lined
with archers, arbalestriers, and piquiers.

Arbalestry (aubalestri). Also5alblastrye. [f.

ARBALESTER: see-RY. dl Q'$f arbalesteric) -rerie.'\

The art or practice of shooting with an arbalest.

a 1423 JAMES I King's Q. v. v, There sawe I . . the elk for

alblastrye. 1860 Sat. Rev. 6 Oct. 431/1 [He] enjoined that

his subjects should . . practise only archery and arbalestlrjy.

Arbe, arbolist, obs. ff. HEKB, HEKBALIST.

Arbeale, -bell, obs. spellings of ABELE.

Arber, obs. form of ARBOUR.

t A'rber, e'rber. Obs. or arch. [a. F. her-

biere in Cotgr.
i the weason or wind-pipe of a

bird ; and the throat-boll, throat-pipe, or gullet
of a beast

'

; cf. also herbcrit in Cotgr., and her-

bier in I.ittre.] The wind-pipe or weasand ; some-

times extended to the whole *

pluck* of an animal.

To make the erber (hunting phrasel : to take out

the 'pluck/ the first stage in disembowelling.
(Wrongly explained by Sir W. Scott in Notes to Sir

Tristram, p. 268: cf. the whole context of the first three

quotations, in which the operation is described.)

ARBITRAGE.
c 13*0 Sir Tristr. \. xiv, The erber di^t he ?are. c 1340

G\m'. <f- i>. A"/. 1330 Sy^en bay slyt be slot, sesed J>e erber.

1486 />Xr. .SY. Atimns, Hunting F iij, Hegynne fyrst to make
the Erbere. c 1600 \\-~yil Burke's Test, in Halliw. /.iV. i6M
t". 54 Take the skine that is abought the herte, and that is

called the erber. 1635 B. JUNSON Sad Sheph. i. ii, When
the arbor's made Pull'd down, and palinch turn'd out.

1727 UKAULEY Fam. Diet, s. v, Hart, Cutting of the Throat

downwards, making the Arber, that so the Ordure may
break forth.

Arbery(e, variant of ABBORY. Obs.

Arbiter (a"ibitai). Also 6-7 -or, -our. [a. L.

arbiter J f. at'- = ad- to + bet?re, bitere, to go,
' one

who goes to sec,' hence, who looks into or ex-

amines) a judge in equity, a supreme ruler. Cf.

ARBITRATOR, ARBITKKR. Arbiter was the orig.

L. word, still extant in F. as arbitre
;
arbitrator

was a later L. n. of agent from arbitrari to act as

arbiter
;
of this the OF. descendant was arbitrcor,

-our, by the side of which arbitratear, -our, was

also adopted as a technical term by the jurists.

In Eng,, arbitrour seems to have been the earliest,

then arbitratonr, and in i6th c. arbiter from 1,.,

though arbitre may well have existed in ME. (The
1 6th c. spelling arbitoitr, -or, was, as in ancestor,

merely imitative of words properly in -our.)]

1. gen. One whose opinion or decision is autho-

ritative in a matter of debate ; a judge.
1502 ARNOLD Chron. fi8u) 160 Abdalazys . . most iust

arbiter and juge of trouth. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 151

As a deputed judge or arbiter delegat to determin of mans

health, and the preset-nation thereof. 1790 COWPKR Odyss.
vni. 314 Nine arbiters appointed to intend The whole ar-

rangement of the public games. 1824 I)IULHN Libr. Coup.
520 The late Mr. Fox (no mean arbiter in literary taste*.

2. spec. One who is chosen by the two parties
in a dispute to arrange or decide the difference

between them ; an arbitrator, an umpire (See
note to ARBITRATOR i.)

1549 HOOPER Ten Commandtit, x. Wks, 1843-52, 348 To
solicitnte the same by honest arbiters and godly friends.

1609 SKI-.NL: Keg. Maj. 20 Ane Judge haueand ane ordinar

jurisdiction, may nocht be ane Arbitour. 1754 ERSKINI-;

Prittc. Sc. Law (18091 492 The power of arbiters is wholly
derived from the consent of parties. 1852 GLADSTONE
Gleanings IV. xiv. 150 Beyond the Atlantic .. things civil

and things spiritual move in their separate spheres, without

any need for an arbiter between them. 1873 DIXON Two
Qnct-its I. iv. i. 179 Appointed arbiter of the dispute.

b. transf. or Jig.
a 1568 COVF.RDAI.F IIope ofFaithf. xii.{i574'83 Christ, .the

arbiter and mediator betwene God and men. 1580 SIDNKV

Arcadia, The sun (at the equinox] . . indifferent arbiter be-

tween the night and the day. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 50

Twilight . . short Arbiter 'Twixt Day and Night.
3. One who has power to decide or ordain ac-

cording to his own absolute pleasure ;
one who

has a matter under his sole control. Alsoy?^.
1628 I.i: GKVS tr. Barclay s Argents 286 Thou sittest as

it were the arbiter of the fortune of thy neighbour Kings.
1652 NKKDHAM St'/t fan's Man' Cl. 19 Absolute Lord or Ar-
biter of the whole world. 1785 REID Int. Powers i. i. n
Use . . which is the arbiter of language. 1814 BY RON To

Napoleon^ The arbiter of others' fate, A suppliant for his

own. 1874 MOTLKY Barneveld I. i. 61 The proud ..posi-
tion of arbiter of Europe .

t Arbitrable, a. Obs. [f. L. arbitra-ri to

judge, decide + -BLE.] Subject to the decision of

an arbiter, arbitrator, or other constituted autho-

rity ; discretionary.
1531 Dial. Laws Eng. n. viii. (1638) 73 Damages be arbi-

trable, and not certaine no more then trespasse is. 1581
LAHBARDB Eircn. iv. ii. 11588) 380 The place of holding them
[sessions] is arbitrable, and at the pleasure of the Justices
themselves. 1649 Br. HALL Cases Cause. \. 11654) 4 The
value of moneys . . is arbitrable according to the sovereigns
authority. ^1650 in Somers Tracts I. 504 Fines of such

Copy-holds of Inheritance are arbitrable upon every Descent
and Alienation. 1706 PHILLIPS Arbitrable, that may be put
to, or decided by Arbitration. [So in BAILEY.]

Arbitrage (aubitredjj). [a. F. arbitrage, f. ar-

bitrer : see ARBITRE v. and -AGE.]
1. Exercise of the functions of an arbitrator; deci-

sion by arbitration; the process of arbitration, arch.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xi. ii, Parys saytl, I shall thynke
and trewly determynethisarbytrage. 1682 LVTTKELL Brief
A' c/. I. 172 He will referr the differences between him and
the King of Spain to the arbitrage of the King of England.
1839 JAMES Louis A'J I

',
III. 364 Commissioners acting un-

der the arbitrage of the Queen of Spain.

2. Exercise of individual judgement, authoritative

decision or determination, arch.
1601 FULBECKK ist Pt. Parallel 39 Respite must bee giuen

by the arbitrage of the ludge. 1691 T. H[ALE] Nfiv Im-tnt.

92 Not by the arbitrage of private Patentees . . but by the

Public Conservators. 1818 BENTHAM C/i. Eng. 212 Accord-

ing to the arbitrage of the same ever excellent Judge.

3. Cotnm. The traffic in Bills of Exchange drawn
on sundry places, and bought or sold in sight of the

daily quotations of rates in the several markets, each

operation being based in theory on the calculation

known as ARBITRATION of Exchange, q.v. Also, the

similar traffic in Stocks, so as to take advantage
of the difference of price at which the same stock

may be quoted at the same time in the exchange
markets of distant places. [In this sense adopted
from mod.K., and usually pronounced (arbitra^).]
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1881 Daily News 27 Apr. 6 Foreign arbitrage brokers.

1882 Pall Mali
'

C. 24 June i He cannot. . tell what the out-

come of the unfathomable arbitrage business will be,

Arbitragist (aMbitred,$i:st). Comm. [a. F.

arbitragistc, f. arbitrage : see prec. in sense 3, and

-IST.] One who transacts arbitrage business.

1881 Times 9 July The exchange will be rather regulated

by the operations of arbitragists.

Arbitral (.arbitral), a, [a. F. arbitral, ad. late

\s.arbitrdlis,i. arbiter; see -AL. Chiefly in Se.Law.]
1. Of or pertaining to arbiters or arbitration.

1609 SKENE Keg. J//*/. vii. Argt., In qvhat place or at qvat
time ane decreit arbitrall sould be given. 1612 MONI-
PKNNIE Abr. Ckron. in Misc. Scot. I. 20 Elected as judge
arbitrall to discerne upon certain high controversies. 1799

J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 40 Their decisions are of the

nature of a decreet arbitral. 1871 Daily Ntivs 22 Apr. 6 To
concede power to the arbitral jury to reduce all rents.

2. Subject to the exercise of will.

1662 CHANDLKR I*an Helmont's Oriatr. 1 19 Not as free con-

tingencies, or arbitral, and much lesse as necessary ones.

Arbitrament, -ement (ajbi*trftmnt).
Forms: 5 9 arbitre-, 5-8 arbitri-, 6-7 arbiter-,

7 arbitt3r-, 6 -arbitrament, [a. OF. arbitrement,

f. arbitrc-r : see ARBITRE v. and -MENT; latinized

as arbitrament, a form rare before c 1830, and dis-

approved by Johnson, but now the more usual.

l)u Cange has arbitramentiim in med.L.]
fl. The right or capacity to decide for oneself;

freedom of the will, free choice, pleasure. Obs.

,1400 Test. Lone in. (R.1 Euery man hath free arbitre-

ment to choose good or yuel to perform. 1548 GKSTK Pr.
.Masse 136 If we moughte order Christes supper after our
arbitreinent. 1667 Mn.TON P. L. viu. 641 To stand or fall

Free in thine own Arbitreinent it lies. 18x0 COLKRIDGE
Friend i. xv. 11867) 65 The oldness of my topics, evil and
good, necessity and arbitrement.

2. The power to decide for others ;
absolute

decision, direction, or control. Obs. (exc. as it ap-

proaches 3 b.)

1534 LD. BERNKRS Gold. Bk. M.Aurcl. (1546) Evj, I com-
mitte to your charge and arbitrement, that thing. 1594
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in. 11617) 119 Some things belonging vnto
externall Discipline and Ceremonies, are in the power and
arbitrement of the Church. 1612 MALYNES Anc. Law-
Mcrch. 168 But of late yeares all is left to the arbitrement
of the Admiralls, to consider the finder or taker with some

portion for his trauells, charges, and danger, a 1734 NORTH
Exam. in. vii. f 36. 529 The Affairs of the Crown were.,

lapsing into the total Arbitrament of the Commons. 1842
ALISON Hist. Enr. XIV. xcv. 46. 121 The arbitrament of
the affairs of Europe. 1856 KUSKIN Mod. Paint. III. iv.

iii. 16 Subduing all his powers, impulses, and imaginations,
to the arbitrement uf a merciless justice.

3. The deciding of a dispute by an authority to

whom the conflicting parties agree to refer their

claims in order to their equitable settlement.

1549 CoVERDALB Erasm. Par. i Cor. Argt. 2 To fimshe it

among themselves, by the arbilremente of any suche, as

they thought mete. [Rom. Argt. 'arbitrament.'] ^1613
ROWLANDS .More Knattes Vet 39 An arbitterment, To make
all friends. 1622 MAI.YNES Anc. Law-Merch. 447 by way of

Arbitrement, when both parties doe make choice of honest
men to end their causes. 1831 BKEWSTE8 Newton I. iv. 87
In the arbitraments of science it has always been a difficult

task to adjust the rival claims of competitors. 1876 HAN-
CROFT Hist. U. S. I. ix. 293 The controversy had required
the arbitrament of the elders.

\>.Jig. and transf.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. l'

t iv. L 168 The arbitrement of Swords.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) I. xxv. 230 Impossible to

bring the cause to mortal arbitrement at that time. 1863
KIRK C/tas. the Bold I. 211 Appeal to the slow arbitrament
of Time. 1870 GLADSTONE Glean. IV. xxix. 219 An imme-
diate resort to the arbitrament of war.

4. The sentence pronounced by an arbitrator, or

by one deciding authoritatively; decision; sen-

tence accepted as authoritative.

1424 Paston Lett. No. 4 I. 14 Wolde have holde and per-

formyd the sayd ordmaunce, arbitrement, and award. 1576
ABP. GRINDAL Fruit/. Dial. (1843) 61 But will you stand to

St. Augustine's arbitrement in the matter? 1642 BRIDGE
Wotttta, Cause. Cured v. 37 To renounce their arbitrement
and sentence. 1848 LYTTON Harold v. 324, I will not abide

by the arbitrement of a pope. 1872 KUSKIN Eagle's Nest
182 Neither stone, flower, beast, nor man can understand

any single reason of the arbitrement.

f5. Settlement or arrangement of a dispute;

compromise, friendly agreement. Obs.

1549 OLDE Erasm. Par. i Tim. \. 5 He whiche shoutde
make the arbitrement of Concorde bytwene God and menne.
1625 BACON Unity Relig., Ess. (Arb.) 427 As if they would
make an Arbitrement, betweene God and Man.

Arbitrarily (aubitrarili), adv. [f. ARBITRARY
+ -LY 2.] In an arbitrary manner, at will

;
a. merely

at will, without sufficient reason, capriciously ;

b. unconstitutionally, despotically.
a 1626 DAVIES Quest. Impositions 131 This power of laying

on arbitrarily new impositions. 1656 HOBUES Six Less.
\Vks. 1845 VII. 394 The point F is not to be taken arbi-

trarily. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will iv. 2 led. 4* 279 The
meaning that they arbitrarily affix to a word. 1769 Jtinitts
Lett, xxxv, Their rights have been arbitrarily invaded by
the present House of Commons. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. II. 126 The Bishop of Dunkeld . . was arbitrarily

ejected from his see. 1882 A. MACFARI.ANK Con&aiignin. i

The arbitrarily chosen names of substances.

Arbitrariness, [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being arbitrary or uncontrolled in the

exercise of will ; a. capriciousness ; b. despotism.

1643 HKRLE Answ, Feme 16 He may. . governe with the

Arbitrarinesse of a Father. 1657 CROMWKLL .S/, 21 Apr.
(Carl.) The horridest Arbitrariness that ever was exercised

in the world. 1750 CARTE Hist. Eng. II. 843 The Arbitra-

riness of his prosecutions, and the severity of his punish-
ments. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will iv. 7 (1762) 235 Sense-

less Arbitrariness, determining and acting without Reason,
Design, or End. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. n. v. i. 12

There is, however, a strange arbitrariness about this elong-
ation of reflection. 1853 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. (iS/dfV.
Ixvii. 2<ji The country was outraged by the arbitrariness of

the military occupation.

t Arbitra'rioilS, a- Obs. [f.
L. arbitrdri-us

(see ARBITRARY) + -ous.]
= ARBITRARY.

1642 H. MORE Song Soul 11647) 156/2 Whether .. an arbi-

tranoue or nat until efflux. 1692 RAY Disc. in. viii. (1732) 394
If the Dissolution of the World be effected by supernatural
. . means, the signs of it must be arbitrarious. 1806 31 A.

KNOX Ron, (18441 1. 53 Howare the two Churches one . . ex-

cept in the arbitrarious . . position of the articles of Union?

t Arbitra'riously, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY^.]
ARBITRARILY.

1662 MORE Antid. Ath. i. vii. (1712! 20 Under a pretence
that [the soul] does arbitrariously and fortuitously compose
the several impresses she receives from without. 1678
CuDWQXTH Intcll, Syst. \. v, 653 To which nothing can be

arbitrariously added, nor nothing detracted from.

t Arbitra*riousness. Obs. [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] -ARBITRARINESS.
1808 KNUXNOX & JKUU Corr. I. 462 The notion of positive

[divine] institutions seems closely connected with a pre-
conceived arbitrariousness in the Divine nature.

Arbitrary (.aubitrari), a. [ad. \*.arbitrari-i4st f.

arbiter (yxh. after f.arbitraire, i=,th c.): see -ARY.]

fl. To be decided by one's liking; dependent

upon will or pleasure ;
at the discretion or option

of any one. Obs. in general use.

1574 WHITGIKT Def. Answ. ii. Wks. 1851 I. 227 The same

things were arbitrary, and might have been otherwise.

1628 Hr. HALL Right. Mammon 727 It is not left arbitrary
to you that you may doe good if you will. 1673 Lady's
Call. I. 5,^64 As if they thought it a very arbitrary matter
whether they come or no. 1768 BiACKSTONB Comm. II. 26

He might give them to what priests he pleased ;
which were

called arbitrary consecrations of tithes.

2. Law. Relating to, or dependent on, the dis-

cretion of an arbiter, arbitrator, or other legally-

recognized authority ; discretionary, not fixed.

1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. iv. xv. 572 Judgements, .arbitrarie,

or referred to discretion. 1693 WHARTON Spec. Gurnet's
Err. 67 iT.) Impropriated livings, which have now no settled

endowment and are therefore called not vicarages, but per-

petual or sometimes arbitrary curacies. 1704 Lintd. Gaz.

mmmmlxxxiii/4 A Mannor . . with Quit Rents and Fiwes

Arbitrary. 1880 MUIKHEAD Gains iv. 163 If the defender

have demanded a reference to an arbiter, he obtains what
is called an arbitrary formula. 1882 SCRIVKN Copyholds
(ed. 6) 155 An admission fine \&&rimafacit uncertain, or in

legal phraseology arbitrary. But the fines on admission
to copyholds of inheritance, even if arbitrary, must be

reasonable.

3. Derived from mere opinion or preference ;
not

based on the nature of things ; hence, capricious,

uncertain, varying.
1646 SIRT.BROWHB Pseud. Ep. 170 From succeeding spec-

tators they received arbitrary appellations. 1753 JOHNSON
Advent. No. in P6 Our estimation of birth is arbitrary
and capricious. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. iii. 35, I do
not believe there is a really arbitrary sign among them.

1865 K. W. DALE Jew. Temple xiii. (1877) 143 Their whole
scheme of interpretation is purely arbitrary.

4. Unrestrained in the exercise of will ; of un-

controlled power or authority, absolute ; hcncct

despotic, tyrannical.
1642 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. 11692) I. 763 Acts of Will

and Tyranny, which make up an Arbitrary Government.

1718 POI-E Iliad i. 236 Rule thy own realms with arbitrary

sway. 1832 HT. MARTISEAU Dtmerttra i. 5 No tyrant, no

arbitrary disposer of the fortunes of his inferiors. 1862 HOOK
Lives Abps. II. ii. 159 The conduct of the Archbishop ap-

pears to have been arbitrary and harsh.

B. as sb. (sc. number, term, etc.)

1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. 1. 1. 343 f, The complete
solution of the differential equations .. written as follows,

to show its arbitraries explicitly.

Arbitrate (aubitr^t), v. [f. L. arbitral- ppl.
stem of arbitrd-ri to examine, give judgement, f.

arbiter: see ARBITER and -ATE. Cf. earlier AR-

BrTKE, through Fr.]
1. gen. (intr. or with sitbord. d. } To give an

authoritative decision, to decide. Obs. or arch.

1590 SWINBUKN Testaments 41 He did arbitrate and

awarde, that . . the cooke should bee recompensed. 1641
MILTON Ch. Govt. vi.dSsi) 124 Let all impartial men arbitrate

what goodly inference these two maine reasons . . have. 1692
SOUTH 12 Serm. (1697) I. 18 The mind . . with an universal

Superintendence, arbitrates . . upon them all.

2. trans. To give an authoritative decision with

regard to, decide, determine, arch.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. iv. 20 But certaine issue stroakes must
arbitrate. 1631 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Fortune's Wheele 13
Now swordes, not wordes, doe kingdoms arbitrate, a 1677
BARROW Serm. < 17161 I. 6 Things must be compared to and
arbitrated by her standard. 1785 COWPKR Task n. 600 The
sycophant That waits to dress us, arbitrates their date. 1872
TFNNVSON Last Tonrn. 104 But thou, Sir Lancelot, sitting
in my place Enchair'd to-morrow, arbitrate the field.

b. To judge of. (J.)

1637 MILTON Counts 411 An equal poise of hope and fear

Does arbitrate the event.

3. intr. To act as formal arbitrator or umpire,

to mediate (in a dispute, between contending
parties).
1619 SANDF.RSON Serins. Ad. Cler. i. (1674) 2 The blessed

Apostle . . taketh upon him to arbitrate and to mediate in

the business. 1806 WELLINGTON in M'cllesley Disp. (1877)

App. 97 Offers to arbitrate in the Mahratta claims. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 3 He must relinquish all thought
of arbitrating between contending nations.

4. trans. To settle by, or submit to, arbitration.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy "Jitl. iv. i. 63 Twixt my extreames
and me, this bloody knife Shall play the vmpeere, arbi-

trating that, Which, etc. 1647 Dices Unlaivf. Taking
Arms iv. 153 Let them arbitrate the differences. 1803 Wel-

lesley Disp. (1877*300 To arbitrate . . the terms ofaccommo-
dation between Scindiah and Holkar. i86ziDec 41 BRIGHT
America, ^.(18761 98 Government may discuss this matter,
they may arrange it, they may arbitrate it.

A'rbitrated, ///. a, [f. prec. + -ED.] Settled

by arbitration; spec. In Comm. Determined or

conducted by 'Arbitration of Kxchange.'
1611 COTGR., Arbitrt, Arbitrated, stickled . . compounded,

agreed. 1811 P. KELLY Univ. Cambist (1821) II. 107 When
the actual or direct price is found to differ from the arbi-

trated price, advantage may be made by drawing or re-

mitting indirectly. 1852 M CCULLOCH Diet. Comm. 581 The
arbitrated price between London and Madrid. 1868 ROGERS
Pol. Eeon. xv. (ed. 3) 209 The third city then may intervene,
and the difference between Paris and London may be settled

by this indirect, or . . arbitrated exchange.

Arbitrating, vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. + -IMG!.]
Arbitration. (Mostly gerundial.)
1643 NETHERSOLE Proj. Peace 1.1648) 21 The arbitrating of

such . . points to be referred to some one.

Arbitration (iibitijijan). [a. OF. arbitra-

fion, -tion, ad. L. arbitration-em, n. of action f.

arbitrat- : see AUIIITHATE and -TION.]

fl. A deciding according to one's will or plea-
sure ; uncontrolled or absolute decision. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. F 787 That a man . . putte hym al

outrcly in the arbitracion and luggement . . of hise enemys,
< 1400 Apol. Loll. 63 He demi)> after J>e lawe, & dojj no

J>ing aftur his oune arbitracoun. 1651 HOBBES Govt. fy Soc,
vii. 4. 113 The arbitration of War, and Peace.

2. The settlement of a dispute or question at

issue by one to whom the conflicting parties agree
to refer their claims in order to obtain an equit-
able decision.

1634 BRERETON Trav. (1844) 8 To mediate in a friendly
manner in a way of arbitration, a 1716 BLACKALL Wks.

1723 I. 109 To put their Differences to the Arbitration of
some of their Brethren. 1840 MACAULAY Clive 45 To submit
the points in dispute to the arbitration of Meer Jaffier.

b. attrib., as in arbitration bond, rate, etc.

1768 BLACKSTONB Comm. m. i, Arbitration-bond . . a bond
entered into by two or more parties to abide by the decision

of an arbitrator. 1878 F. WILLIAMS Midi. Rail. 212 Running
powers over the line at arbitration rates.

3. Arbitration of Exchange (cf. F. arbitrage in

same sense) : The determination of the rate of ex-

change to be obtained between two countries or

currencies, when the operation is conducted through
a third or several intermediate ones, in order to

ascertain the most advantageous method of draw-

ing or remitting bills.

i8ii P. KELLY Uni-v. Cambist (1821^ II. 108 In the fore-

going questions, the profit or loss is ascertained on an oper-
ation already completed : but in arbitration it is ascertained

beforehand, and the different results are compared in order

to determine the most advantageous mode of proceeding.
1844 Pract.Arith. (Sc. Schoolbk. Assoc.) Arbitration of Ex-

change is, when the rates of exchange between three or

more places are given, to find a proportionate rate between
the first and last. 1852 M'CuLLocn Diet, Comm. 581 In

compound arbitration, or when more than 3 places are con-

cerned. 1866 CRLP

MI* Banking vii. 146 A circuitous mode of

payment . . called the '
arbitration of exchanges.'

Arbitrator (aubitrr'toj). [a. OF. arbitratonr,

-eitr, ijth c., ad. L. arbitrator-em, n. of agent f.

arbitnl-ri ; see ARBITER and ARBITREK.]
1. One who is chosen by the opposite parties in

a dispute to arrange or decide the difference be-

tween them
;
an arbiter.

It is often the practice to appoint two or more arbitrators,
with an umpire, chosen usually by them, as final referee.

Arbitrator is now ihe legal term, arbiter remaining as a

literary word.

1424 Paston Lett. 4 I. 14 The seyd arbitrement and or-

dinaunce of the seyd arbitrators 1598 KITCHIN Courts

Lett 116751 182 One juror was chosen arbitrator for one

Darty. 1609 SKKNE Keg. Maj. 21 Ane ordinar Judge may
be ane Arbitratour, oramicabill compositor [cf. ARBITER 2],

1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. s. v. Award, The arbitrator has

a jurisdiction over the costs of the action. 1866 WOTI.KY

Dutch Rep. vi. i. 793 In case of their inability to agree,

they were to appoint arbitrators.

t2. Hence Jig. of that which brings about a

definite issue. Obs.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, n. v. 28 The Arbitrator of De-

spaires, lust Death, kinde Vmpire of men's miseries. 1606

7>. <$ Cr. iv. iii. 225 That old common Arbitrator, Time,
Will one day end it.

3. One who decides or ordains according to his

own absolute pleasure ;
a supreme ordainer

;
= AK-

B1TER 3.

1579 FENTON Gnicciard. \. (1599)22 The only arbitrator

and oracle of all Italy. 1675 CROWNE Androm. v. 44 Who
made thee arbitratour of his fate? 1737 WHISTON Joseph.
Wars i. x. 9 (lod is the arbitrator of success in war. 1877
MRS. Oui'HANT Makers of Flor. i. 10 The Church as the

grand arbitrator of all national concerns.
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A'rbitra torship. [f. prec + -.suu>.] The

position or function of an arbitrator.

1667 Lond. Gaz. ccxiv/r The Arbitratorship between the
two Crowns of Spain and France. 1882 H. BROWNSON in

O. Brownson's Wks. I. 22 The popes .. exercised often an

arbitratorship in disputes between sovereign and sovereign.

Arbitratrix ^aibitr^'-triks). [a. L. arbitratrix

\j\\ Tertult.), fern, tf arbitrator \ see -TRIX.] A
female arbitrator, an arbitress.

1577 HOLISSHKD Dcscr. Brit. xxii. 122 Arbitratrix be-

tweene hir naturall love to the one, and matrimonial! dutie

to the other. 1648 Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche xix. 168 iD.) Her
prerogative alone Who Arbitratrix sits of Heav'n and Hell.

1809 TOMLINS Law Diet, s. v. Award, An unmarried woman
may be an arbitratrix.

Arbitre, sb. : see ARBITKY.

t A'l'bitre, v. Obs. rare. [a. F. arbitrc-r :

L. arbitra-ri\ see ARBITRATE.] Karlier equivalent
of ARBITRATE.
1494 FABYAN v. cxxvii. 108 For this were chosen, xii. noble

men of Fraunce to arbytre & deme betwene the fader and
the sone. 1548 HALL Chron. Hen.l'I, an. 4(K. ) All that shal be

declared, ordained, andarbitred by the forsaide Archebishop.

Arbitrament, earlier form of ARBITRAMENT.

t A'rbitrer, -or. Obs. Also 4-6 -our. [a.

AFr. arbitrour, OK. arbitrcor, -conn late L. ar-

bitrator-cm : see AHBITUATOK and AKBITEU.] Ear-

lier equivalent of ARBITRATOR.
1382 WYCLIF i Esdr. viii. 23 Ordeinedomesmen and arbi-

trouris [1611 justices]. 1393 LANGLANII /*. PI. C. vu. 382

pe betere byng, by arbitrours [?'. r. arbytOUTE]
' sholde hole

\>c werse. ,1440 7 Vow//. Parv. 14 Arbitrowre, arbiter,

1479 J. PASTON Lett. 841 III. 257 It was other wyse a-

poynted befor the arbytrorys. 1360 DAUS Sleidanes Ctntnn.

i2gb, Arbitrers, who .. should determine the case. 1641
Termes de la Ley 26 Arbitrors. 1814 SOUTHKY Roderick
xxi. 413 The arbitrer of her own destiny.

Arbitress (aubitres). [a. OF. arbitresset
fem.

of arbitre : see -ESS.] A female arbiter.

1. One who settles disputes, a mediatress.

1340 Aycnb. 154 A trewe arl>itres betuene pe goste and be
ulesse. c 1630 DRUM^I. ov HAWTH. Jawcs /. Wks.(i7) n
Had France but shown herself an indifferent arbitressof the

blows between Scotland and England. 1748 RlCHARDSON
Clarissa (1811) II. xlix. 368 The arbitress of the quarrels of

unruly spirits. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot, vii. 308 The
Church is sovereign arbitress of controversy.
2. A female who has absolute control or disposal.
1594 DANIEL Cleopatra (1717* 278 O fearful frowning

Nemesis . . That art the World's great Arbitress. 1667
MILTON /'. L. i. 784 While over head the Moon Sits Arbi-

tress. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace Wks. 1842 11.293 * niake

England .. the arbitress of Europe. 1816 DISRAELI Vir.

Grey vit. li. 393 The arbitress of fashion is one who is al-

lowed to be singular, in order that she may suppress singu-

larity.

Arbitrament, obs. form of ARBITRAMENT.

Arbitror, -our, earlier forms of ARBITREB.

t Arbitry. Obs. Forms: 4-6 arbitre, 5 ar-

bytre, -try, 5-7 arbetrie, 6-7 arbitrie, 7 -ry.

[Two words : i. Arbitre (e mute), a. OF. arbitre :

'L.arbitriuni judgement, will
; 2, Arbitrie, -y, later

ad. L. arbitri-um (cf. ministry}. In ipth c. the

spelling arbitre might represent either, as in cite,

title, city. OF. had also a rare arbitrie.]

1. Power to choose or act ;
own will or pleasure ;

arbitrary will.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth.\. in. 156 To distroien . . pe fredome
of oure arbitre

'

J>at is to seyn of oure fre wille. 1483 CAX-
TON Cato Ev, His free wylle and lyberalle arbytre for to

doo hit or not. 1537 Instit. Chr. Man IJvjb, At his owne
godly wyl, arbitre and dispensation. 1649 SELDKN Laws of
Eng. i. xxii. (1739! 40 Their rule . . was made not by the

arbitry of the General, but by Parliament.

2. Arbitration.
I53S STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 132 Thair richtis bayth on

arbetrie wes done. 1582 8 Hist. James l'I. (1804) 89 To
putt thair mater in arbitrie. 1609 SKENI; Reg. Maj. 20
Arbitrie is ane lawfull deid of persons contendand.

3. Decision, sentence, award.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 75 He suld that arbytre disclar.

c 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xi, 738 Though arbitry Of all a court
of war pronounc'd it mine.

Arblast, -er, variants of ARBALEST, -KB, -RE.

t Arbolare, v. Obs. rare 1

, [a. Sp. arbolar

'to make a stand as pikcmen' (Minsheu 1623), f.

arl'ol'.'L. arbor tree.] (See quot.)
1598 BARRET Theor. Warrcs in. i. 36 How to arbolare or

aduance his pike, that is ; to reare his pike vpright against
his right shoulder, and, etc.

Arbolist, obs. f. HERBALIST and AKBORIST.

Arbor 1
(aMbai). Mech. Also 7 arber, 8 arbre.

[a. F. arbre tree, also axis or principal piece of

a wheel or machine
; subseq. assimilated to L. arbor.']

a. The main support or beam of a machine (e.g. of

a crane or windmill) ; b. The axle or spindle on
which a wheel revolves, esp. in clocks and watches.

(Cf. axle-tree.} Arbor-chuck : (see quot.)
1659 I.KAK // 'atcr-ivorks 28 To the Arber of the said Pinion

there shall be a Wheel having 32 Teeth. 1727-51 CHAM-
BERS Cycl. s. v. Crane, The modern crane consists of .several

members . . the principal whereof is a strong perpendicular
beam, or arbor. 1759 PULLEIN in Phil. Trans. LI. 27 Two
wheels . . fixed upon one common arbre. 1847 CRAIG A rbor*

eituck . . a chuck, consisting merely of a spindle, generally
made of metal, projecting from the mandril of the lathe,
used in turning and polishing rings, hollow cylinders, etc.

1857 DKMSON Clocks fy Locks 4 The prolonged arbor of the

Lcntre wheel.

II Arbor- (aubpj). The Latin word for 'tree/

used as part of various names in Bot., Chem.,
etc. ; as in Bot. arbor Judeo, the Judas tree

(Ctreis siliquastrum) ;
in Chem. arbor Dianse, the

arborescent or tree-like appearance formed upon the

introduction of mercury into a solution of nitrate

of silver
;
arbor Saturni, the similar precipitate

formed when a piece of zinc is put into a solution

of acetate of lead
;
ARBOR VIT.*:, q.v.

1669 WORLIOGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 100 As Arbor-Jud;c,
Laburnum, etc. 1741 Conipl. Fain. -Piece n. iii. 362 Trans-

plant the Arbor Judau.

Arbor, variant spelling of ARBOUR.
Arboraceous (aiboivi jas), a. [f. prec. + -At'E-

Of tree-like or wooded character.

1848 H. MILLKK First Impress, ix. (1857) 139 A sequestered
arboraceous lane. 1875 SCHMIDT Dcsc. $ Danv. 78 Palms
and arboraceous plants.

tA'rborage. Obs. ran 1
, [f. ARBOUR+-AGE.]

A work or structure of arbours.

1697 World in Moon (N.I The scene, an arborage of palms
and laurels, consisting of nine arches.

Arboral (auboral), a.
[f.

L. arbor + -AL 1
.]

Per-

taining to, or of the nature of, trees ;
= ARBOREAL i.

1657 TOMLINSOX Rcnotts Disp. 150 All suaveolent flowers
whether herbal . . or arbustal, or arboral. 1867 Atncnceuui
26 Oct. 541/3 This tree., has. .very little arboral character.

Arborary (a-iborari), a. rare. [ad. L. arborari-

its, f. arbor tree : see -ARY.] ~
prec.

1656 in H LOU NT Glossogr. 1881 ELWES tr. Pititos Africa
I. iii. 54 The soil is granitic, and the arborary vegetation
luxuriant.

t Arbora'tor . Obs. rare. [a. L. arborator

(Pliny), n. of agent f. *arborii-re to cultivate trees.]

One who attends to the culture of trees.

1664 KVKI.YN Sylva 78 Our ingenious Arlxjrator [would]

frequently incorporate. . the Arms and Branches of some
young and flexible Trees which grow in consort.

Arboreal (aib5*"iJl)v .
[f.

L. arborc-us (f.

arbor tree) + -AL 1
.]

1. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, trees.

a 1667 Cow LEY OfPlants 201 Young colonies of Trees thou
dost replace I' th* empty realms of our arboreal race. 1870
H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach, iv.68 Where the pine forms the
sole arboreal vegetation.
2. Connected with, haunting, or inhabiting trees.

1834-43 Sot'THEY Doctor ccxv. (IX) A vivid feeling con-

nected with his arboreal existence. 1865 WOOD Homes
without Hands xii. 246 Arboreal ants, which make their

nests among the branches.

Arborean (ajb6<T/an),
a. [see -AX.] ^prec.

1837 HOWITT Rur. Life vi. viii, An aerial, arborean lodge.

Arboreous (aibo^-i/as), a.
[f. as prec. + -ous.]

1. Abounding in trees, wooded.
1664 EVELYN Syh'a (1776) 604 Those arboreous amenities

and plantation of woods. 1854 H. MILLER St'/i. fy Sc/ttti.

(1858) 166 That arboreous condition of our country.
2. = ARBOREAL.
1646 SIR T. BROWSK Pseud. Ef>, 98 They surely speak e

probably who make it [/'. e. misseltoe] an arboreous ex-

crescence. 1753 CHAMHKRS Cycl. S)t/>p. s.v., The Arboreous
bird, by which he means, the barnacle. 1833 Blacks.-. Mag.
XXXIV. 280 Their [Cigalas'] arboreous disposition.

3. = ARBORESCENT.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snp/i. s.v., An Arboreous cloud .. a

cloudy meteor resembling the appearance of a tree. 177*
FORSTER in Phil. Trans. LXII. 58 The plant .. is arbore-

ous, with smalt leaves. 1845 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. vi. (.1858) 76
Leaflets ovate. Stem arboreous.

Arboresce (aibore's), v. rare. [ad. L. arborcsc-

$re to grow into a tree, f. arbor tree.] To assume
the appearance of a tree

; to branch like a tree.

1804 CARLISLE in Phil. Trans. XCV. 6 The arteries ar-

boresce copiously upon the reticular coat.

Arborescence (aibore-sens). [f. next: see

-NCE.] Tree-like growth or formation. Also fig.

1856 R. VAUGHAN Mystics (i86o> I. 98 The mazy arlwres-
cence of his verbiage. 1883 W. GIBSON* in Harper & Mag.^
Jan. 192 'Mid stony arborescence submarine.

Arborescent (aibore-sent), a. [ad. L. arbo-

rcsccnt-cm, pr. pple. of arborcsc-ere : see ARBORESCE
and -EXT.]
1. Tree-like in growth ; approaching the size of

a tree, or having a woody stem.

1675 GREW Anat. Trunks \. 32 Examples of Trees or
Arborescent Plants. 1845 DARWIN Voy. A'/t/. xi. 244 An ar-

borescent grass, very like a bamboo. 1859 TENNENT Ceylon
II. ix. vii. 553 Coco-nut palms and arborescent mimosas.

2. Tree-like in general appearance, or in the

arrangement of parts ; branching like a tree.

1679 Phil. Collect. XII. 6 A Clift all interwoven with Ar-
borescent Marchasites. 1766 PKNNANT Brit. Zool. VI. 67
ijoo.) Asterias arborescent with five rays. 1775 KI.I.IS in

Phil. Trans. LXVI. 17 The arborescent figures of the Cor-
nish native copper. 1881 MIVART Cat 233 An arborescent
network of veins,

b. in Arch. (See quot.)
1849 FRKEMAN Archil. 260 Not growing out of their sup-

port as in the arborescent Gothic. 1851 RUSKIN Stones
I't'H. I. xxi. 27 Ail good ornamentation is thus arborescent,
as it were, one class of it branching out of another and sus-
tained by it.

G-fig- Manifoldly branching.
1867 E. BURR Ecce Ccelum vi. 167 God whose unity is

arborescent with endless varieties of beauty and power.

Arbore'scently, adv.
[f. prcc. +

-I-Y-'.] in

arborescent manner
;
like a tree or its ramification.

1847 9 Toun Cycl. Anat. % Phys. IV. 342/1 The caniculi

[are) distributed arborescently.

Arboresque (aibore-sk), a. rare.
[f.

ARBOR
-t-

-Esyi'E.] Artistically tree-like.

1861 Eng. Home 167 These beautiful modellings ind ar-

boresque chasings.

Arboret l

(auboret). arch.
[f.

L. arbor tree +
-ET : cf. It. alboretto* albcretto, Fr. arbret.'} A
little tree, a shrub.

1596 SPENSER /'". Q. n. vi. 12 No arborett with painted
blossomes drest. 1667 MILIOS /'. L. ix. 435 Among thick-
wov'n Arbortts and Flours. 1805 Sen; riu:v Madoc in Azt.
x, The kingdom o'er all trees and arborets.

tA'rboret-. Obs. [ad. L. arborft-urn, see

next : cf. It. alborcto, Florio
;
or a dim. of arbor,

ARBOUR.] A grove, shrubbery; arbour.

1604 KDMONPS Of'Serv. C.rsars Coinin. 24 Pleasant places
for the refreshing of wearied spirits, gardens, grnues, walke>,
riuers, and arboret-^. 1612 DRAYTON Polyolb. xix. (1748^ 333
Dainty summer bowers and arborets.

!l Arboretum (a-ibor/'t/'m). PI. -a. \\..arborc-
tui a place grown with trees, f. arbor tree.] A
place devoted to the cultivation and exhibition of

rare trees
;
a botanical tree-garden.

1838 LounoN Arborctittn et fntt. }>rit., Collecting tree>

from a distance . . to assemble them in one plantation or ar-

boretum. 1869 A'/ffrX-'jr Guide to Dcron if S Amid the maze->

of its Arboretum, its glorious pinery, etc.

Arborical [aiSc'rikalj, a. rare.
[f.

L. arbor tue

+-ICAL. (Not on L.anal,)] = ARBORAL, ARBOREAL i.

(-1650 HOWKLL Lett. IV. xxiii, The whole bulk of th:it

Arl>orical Discourse. 1696 HROOKHIH-SK Tcmj>lc Op. 54
That the Arborical Reign may be KstabHsh'd \_lsa. lv. 13].

1861 CLAR. BKOMLKY U'ont. Wand. 4 A sugar plantation..
did not make so pleasing an impression as other new arbu-

rica! acquaintances.

Arboricole [ajbp'rikiM), a. rare. [a. F. arbo-

ricolc, f. L. arbor tree + -cola inhabiting.] Inhabit-

ing or haunting trees.

1874 COCKS Birds A".-/K. 323 [Burrowing Owls] ,.con>ti-

tute a notable exception to the general rule of nrboricole

habits in this family.

Arboricultural (a:jb6ri,kwHiiiral\ a.
[f.

next -f -AL 1
.] Pertaining to arboriculture.

1871 M. COLLINS Rlrq.fy March. I. 6 Looking after matter-.

agricultural, arboricultural, ornithological. 1882 Pali 31all
G. 10 Aug. 5/2 Attractive to the arboricultural mind.

Arboriculture (a"ib6ri|k2?
:

ltiuj), [f. L. arbor

tree + cultura tending.] The cultivation of trees

and shrubs for use or ornament.

1834 LouDON (titlt:) Encyclopaedia of Gardening, compris-
ing. . Horticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture, 1870 A.

ADAMS A7/f Galley 117 '1'he asperities of climate [in Malta]
might be very much modified by arboriculture.

Arboriculturist ;-ky-ltiurist). [f. prec. +

-IST.] One who practises arboriculture.

1825 in Lockhart Scctt (18391 VII. 394 Sir W. is. . a most
zealous agriculturist and arboriculturist e>pecially. 1865
LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xii. 259 The Batoka, the only arbori-

culturists in the country, rear native fruit trees.

Arborifbrm (.aMboriifpim, a-ib^'ri-), a.
[f.

I,.

arbor tree + -(I)FORM.] = ARBOHESCENT 2.

1848 DANA Zooph. 276 Arbonform in shape.

Arborist (auborist). [In i6th c. a. F. arbo-

ristc, now refashioned as herboriste : see Littrc,

and cf. AUBOUK. In later use f. L. arbor tree + -IST
;

so in mod.P'.; arbolist was after Sp. arbol tree.]

f a. A keeper of a '

herber,' a herbalist (obs.}.

b. A scientific student or cultivator of tree*.

1578 LYTE Dodm-ns 13 Some Arbonstes do call it [Anthyllis]
Glaudiola. 1645 HO\\KI.L Dodonas Grore n The Mul-

berry, which the Arbolists obser\e to be long in begetting
. . his buds. 1648 W. LAWSON Orch. $ Garef. in. 1. 116681 2

Most of our great Arborists plant Apricocks, Cherries, and
Peaches by a wall. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1883 K. HUTCHISON
Trans. High I. $ Agric. Soc. XV. 35 The intelligent arbor i>t.

Arborization (aiboraiz^Jsn). [n. of action

f. next : see -Tio>*.] The production of a tree-

like appearance, a. Min. and Chem. A tree-like

formation in the aggregation of crystals, as in den-

dritic silver ore, or in the markings of agates, etc.

b. Anat. A tree-like appearance produced by the

distension or injection of capillary vessels.

1704 SULLIVAN I'iew Xat. I. 448 Agates that present ar-

borisations. 1800 HLNRY Epit. Chan. 118081 223 A beauti-

ful arborization of reduced silver. 1878 A. HAMILTON -AV/7 1

.

Dis, 77 The internal surface of the dura mater was fur-

rowed by capillary arborization.

Arborize (auboreiz), v.
[f.

L. arbor tree-*-

-IZE : cf. K. arborise^ To make tree-like, to give
the appearance of a tree. Perhaps only in ppl. adj.

1847 CRAIG, Arborized^ Applied to agates which have the

ramified appearance of plants, due to the infiltration of

water charged with metallic oxides.

Arborous (auboras\ a. [f.
L. arbor tree +

-ous.] Of, belonging to, or consisting of trees.

1667 MILTON /'. L. v. 137 From under shadie arborous

roof. 1796 COLERIDGE To G. Coleridge, Old boughs, That
hang above us in an arborous roof. 1881 Athenxinn 35

June 854 The floral and arborous forms.

fArbor vine (J-)> arbor (? arbour} wind. Obs.

name of the Sarsaparilla.
1551 TuBNtR Uerbat n. 141 1'he smoth sniilax . . may be
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ARBOR VITJE.

called in English Arbor winde . . Thys doth also wind it self
aboute trees. [Cf. 1745 ARHUSTIVE.]
Arbor vitas (iutyu varU~;. [L. ;

= tree of

life.]

1. Bot. Popular name of several evergreen shrubs
of the genus Thuja, N.O. Conifera.
1664 EVELYN .SY/7'(i8i2t II. 40 This tree [Thuya] by some

called Arbor Vita . . is of a hardy green all the winter.
1860 Rowan Mod, Paint, V. vi. ix. 2 In some ambiguous
trees (.as the arbor vitae) there is no proper stem to the outer
leaves.

2. Phys. The arborescent appearance of a longi-
tudinal section of the cerebellum.
1800 CARLISLE in Phil. Trans. XCI. 142 The intermixture

of the cortical and medullary substances form the appear-
ance called Arbor vit^e. 1880 in Syd. SOL; Lex.
t A'rbory, sb. Obs. [See the separate senses.]
1. Growth of trees or shrubs

; timber, wood, cop-
pice, [a. OF. arboirie, 'pousse d'arbres' Godef.]
1366 MAUNDEV. xxiv. 256 In that Contree is but Lytille

Arberye. c 1440 Morte ArtIt. 3245 Enhorilde with arborye
and alkyns trees.

2. = ARBOUR. [An assimilation of that to words
in -DRY, or -RY. Cf. also \\..arborata 'an arbor or

bowre of boughs or trees' <

v
Florio 1598), of which

the Fr. equivalent would be arborce^
1600 HAKLL-YT I'oy. (1810) III. 335 Their houses are made

of round poles .. as is used in many arbories in our gardens.
1695 KKNNETT Par. Antitj. ix. 610 Sheds or Arbories, made
up with branches and boughs of trees.

3. A place where trees are cultivated
;
an orchard.

[App. f. L. arbor afterwords like rectory, armory]
1792 D. LLOYD l~<>y. Z//t'g6Von celestial arbory, where

fruits Ambrosial blush unfading tints.

t A'rbory, a. Obs. rare 1

, [ad. L. arboriits,
variant of arborcus] AKBOKEAL.
1572 BOSSKWELL Armorie n. nSb, He beareth Azure, iij.

Gees arborie Dargent. [Cf. ANATII KRors.J

Arbour, -or (aubaj). Forms; see under the

separate senses. [This word has undergone great
change of form and signification. Grig. (Jfyrber,
a. AF. (h}crl>cr, OF.(//y/-/;/V,r, a place covered with

grass or herbage, a garden of herbs : L. herbarium
<i collection of herbs, f. herba. grass, herb : see
-ARii'M. Erber became arber by a change that was
frequent with -cr before a cons. ( cf. harb, arb,

yar/j, obs. or dial, forms of herb itself; also arber,
harbour, carve, starve, farm, etc., and the spoken
forms of clerk, sergeant, Derby, Hertford, Cher-

well} ;
and arber was in 1 6th c. written arbour, -or,

in accordance with the common scribal interchange
of -er, -our, -or (cf. arbiter, -our, sailer, -our, -or).
[These phonetic and graphic changes were facilitated by

the change of sense, as the word ceased to be associated
with hcrb\ the final acceptance of arhonr, arbor, was prob-
ably aided by the natural tendency to connect it with I-
arbor tree, or It. arborata bower. Hence, from c 1550, there
was a tendency to distinguish herbour and arbour, restrict-

ing the latter to senses 3, 5. LEVINS Matrip. (15701 has 'An
Arooure, arboretum ; an Herboure, Tiretmn, hcrbaretum '

',

also,
'

Harboure, hosf>itittin.' This last word has also been
supposed by some to have influenced the form of arbour',
but of this there is no trace. Occasional instances of con-
fusion between arbour and harbour are merely the mistakes
of individuals.]

1 1. A plot of ground covered with grass or turf;
a garden lawn, or '

green.' Forms : 4-5 erber(e,
herber(e. Obs.
c 13257;. E. A Hit. P. A. 9 Alias ! I leste hyr In on erbere,

pur^ gresse to grojinde hit fro me yot. Ibid. A. 38, I en-
tred in }>at erber grene..57, * fclle vpon )>at floury fla^t.
c 1380 Sir Feriimb, 1773 Kaste fcir-by was he, Sittynge on a
grene erber. c 1400 Rowland $ Of. 994 Greses broghte bat

fre, J>at godd sett in his awenn herbere. a 1460 Medulla
Gram., Viretion, locus fascitatis wrens, a gres-jerd, or an
herber.

1 2. A garden of herbs or flowers
;

a flower-

garden ; a flower-bed. Forms: 3-; erber(e, 3-6
herber\e, 5 eerbir, erbare, 6 herbour. Obs.

c 1300 A". A Us. 331 Herbes he tok in an herber, And
stamped heom in a morter. 1330 R. BKI NNF, Chron. 280
Pride in pes es nettille in herbere, J>e rose is myghtles, J?er
nettillc spredis oner fer. c 1430 Hymns to \'irg. (1867)6
Marie Jat art flour of alle, As roose in eerbir so reed !

<ri435 Torr. Portugal 1968 Uppon the low . . An erber

wrought with mannus hond, With herbis that were good.
-1482 CAXTON I

7ocab. Kng. <$ Fr. in Prwip. Parv. 141
Richer the carter shall lede dong on my land whan it shall
be ered, and on my herber [K. v>ttr/*7=cottage garden]
whan it shall be doluen. 1500 Ortns Vocab. in Promp.
Pant. 141 Herbarium, an herber, ?<bi crcscitnt herbe, Tel
vbi hahtindant, or a gardyn. 1548 HALL Chron. Hen. K///.
an. 14 in /'. P. 141 A quadrant stage where on was an herber
full of roses, lyllies, and all other flowers curiously wrought.
1578 LVTE Dodoens 656 She threw herself into a bed or
herbour of prickley Roses.

f3. A garden of fruit-trees, an orchard. [Cf.
orchard'. OE. wyrt-geard, i.e. herb-yard, and F.

verger : L. viriJarium, i.e. a 'green.' Orchards
were usually formed on grass.] Forms: 4-6 erb-

er(e, herber(e, 5 erbor(e, 6 arbre, arber, arbour.

I377LANGL, P. PL B. xvi. 15 J>at frute . . groweth in a gar.
dyne, J>at god made hymseluen .. Herte hatte ^e herber
[v.r. erber] J>at it in groweth. a 1400 Thorn. Erceldoune
^875) 177 Scho lede hym intill a faire herbere \v. r. erbore]
Whare frute was growand gret plenteej Pere and appill,
both ryppe pay were, The date, and als the damasee, etc.

1413 LVDG. Pylgr. S<nv&(i8$$) 63 He saw syttynge vnder

428

an ympe [= sapling] in an herber, a wonder fayre damosel.
?t 1475 Syr. Imve Degre 28 In the garden, as i wene, Was
an arber fayre and grene, And in the arber was a tre. 1580
BARET A Iv. A 520 An arbour, A rboretum^ Vimpare d"arbre$,
bocage.

t4. Trees or shrubs, such as the vine, trained on
framework or trellis-work

; espaliers. Forms : 5
erber, 6 herber, -or, -our, 6-7 harbour, arbour.
1428 in Heath Grocers' Cowp. u86g> 6 For costages of the

gardyne 41. %d. and .. for making of the Erber, carvyng
newe railing off alle the vynes and gardyne^S 8s. jd. 1554
Ace. Ediv. yi. in Trevefyan Papers II. 15 Sir John Wulfe
. . deviser of the Kinges herbors it plantes of grafts. 1563
HYLL Artc Garden. (1593) 13 The herbers either straight
running vp, or else vaulted or close ouer the head, like to
the vine herbers now a daies made. 1648 GAGE West Ind.
xviii. (1655) 113 Excellent grapes .. not planted like vine-
yards, but growing up in harbours.
5. A bower or shady retreat, of which the sides

and roof are formed by trees and shrubs closely
planted or intertwined, or of lattice-work covered
with climbing shrubs and plants, as ivy, vine, etc.

Forms : 4-6 erbei\e, herber
v e, 5 herbier, erbor,

arbre, 5-6 arber, 6 herbor, harber, herbour,
arboure (all obs.}, 6- arbour, arbor.
(The original characteristic of the * arbour' seems to have

been the floor and '

benches' of herbage ; in the modern idea
(since i6th c. at least) the leafy covering is the prominent
feature.)

r 1350 ll'ill. Palerne 1768 In pe gardyn to pleie, To bi-hold
pe estres 8: be herberes so faire. c 1385 CHALCKR L. G. II '.

203 A litel herber \_Bodley MS. erber] that I have, That
benched was on turves fressh ygrave. c 1400 Flower fy Leaf
64 And shapin

was this herber, rofe and all, As is a pretty
parlour. [See the full description of this herber, with its

close-shaven turf, thick hedge, etc.] 1460 Pol. Rel. $ L.
Poetns (18661 56 In an herbier made ful plesantly Thei restid
them. 1528 MORE Heresyes \\. Wks. 177/2 We walked into
a gardine. And . . sitting in an arber beganne to go forth
in our matter. (Cf. 247/1 Sitting down in an herber. J 1549
THOMAS Hist. Italic 6 Vnder the fresshe herbers, hedges
and boowes. . they triumph in as muche pleasure as maie be

imagined. 1575 LAHEHAM Let. (1871 > 2 A goodlie Chase . .

beautified with manie delectabl, fresh and vmbragioous
Boow[r]z, Arberz, Seatz, and walks. 1580 LYLY Enphnes
(Arb.) 361 Sitting in an herbor. 1563 HYLL Arte Garden.
(1593) 161 You may make a couer ouer them like to an har-
bour. 1597 MORLEV httrott. Music 70 Go and sit in yonder
shadie Arbor. 1598 FLORIO, Arborata, an arbor or bowre
of boughs or trees. 1684 BI/NYAN Pilgr. \\. 183 An Arbor,
warm, and promising much Refreshing to the Pilgrims; for
it was finely wrought above-head, beautified with Greens.
1817 COLERIDGE Sib. Leaves 1 1 862 1 224 Those hollies of them-
selves a shape As of an arbour took, A close, round arbour.

i8t3j.THACHER Jrnl.Amer. Re-sol. 244 We erected a large
arbor, with the boughs of trees. 1850 LAYARD Nwtvth
viii. 178 Upon carpets spread under an arbour, formed by a

wide-spreading vine. 1873 BROWSING Red Cott. A'.-CVy*
251 Pulled down earthward, pegged and picketed, By to-

piary contrivance, till the tree Became an arbour.

f b. A shaded or covered alley or walk. Obs.
J573 Richmond. Wills # /?'. (18531 234 I geve my soule

unto Almightie God, and my bod ye to be buried within y1
'

arbour on the north side off the churche of Richmonde.
1580 BARET Air. A 521 An open galerie, arbour or walke,
Paradromis. Ibid. A 523 A worke made of trees, bushes,
bryers, or hearbes, with places to sitte and walke in for

pleasure, as they now make arboures, Topiarinm. 1590
GREENE Arcadia (1616) 17 The mountaine tops shall be thy
morning walke, and the shadie Vallies thy euenings Arbour.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 626 Von flourie Arbors, yonder Allies

green, Our walks at noon, with branches overgrown. 1712
BunGKLL.S/Vf/. No. 425 p i A Wilderness parted intoVariety
of Allies and Arbours.

6. Comb., as arbour-maker, -ivisc.

1647 HAWARD Crovm J\IT. 27 Arbor-maker, and planter of
Trees. 1548 HALL Chron. Hen. VIII. an. 12 (1809) 611 On the

Mountaigne [artificial) was a place Harber wise, where the
Herauldes were, a 1687 GOOKIN Mass. Hist. Coll. I. 149
Wigwams, built with small poles fixed in the ground, bent
and fastened together with barks of trees, oval or arbour-
wise on the top.

Arboured (aubaid), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -Ku2.]

a. Placed in or as in an arbour, arched over as

by an arbour; embowered, b. Furnished with
arbours.

1598 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas^ Caftaines 343 Whose horrid
clifts below are hollowed And with two Forrest s arbour'd
over head. 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's l-'ict. n. XLV, All
the room about was arboured. 1859 TKNNKNT Ceylon II.

vn. ii. 123 Arboured in the shades of these luxuriant groves,
nestle the white cottages of the natives.

Arbre, obs. form of ARBOR.

Arbuscle (a-ibys'l). [ad. L. arbuscula, dim.
of arbor, arbos tree

; also, a tuft of feathers.]
a. A dwarf tree

;
a shnib of tree-like growth.

b. A tuft of feathery cilia.

1657 in l*hy$- Viet. 1831 MACGILLIVRAV tr. Richard's Kot.

49 Arbuscles, when they are branched at their base and
carry buds, e. g. the Hasel and Lilac. 1860 Encytl. Brit.
XXI. 996/1 Medusida: .. their rims ornamented with fringes,
furbelows, and arbuscles of such delicacy.

Arbnscular (ajbz?-skiIaj), a. [f.
L. arbuscula

arbuscles ; tufted.+ -AB.] Of or pertaining to a

_j in CRAIG. 1860 Encycl. Brit.
tentacula.
18471 yd. Brit. XXI. 983/2 Arbuscuhu

Arbu'st, sb. Obs. rare~*. [a. F. arbuste, ad.

L. arbust-um a plantation, in //. trees, boughs ;
in

med.L. arbuscula ; f. arbos, arbor tree.] A dwarf

tree, a shrub.

1658 EVELYN Fr. Card. (1675! 39 Arbusts, and all shrubs.

tArbu'St, v. Obs. rare*, [a. F. arbttste-r,

ARCABUCERO.
ad. L,. arhusla-rc^ To plant with trees ; hence,
Arbusted ///. a.

1613 in COCKERAM. 1647 R - BAROK Cyprian Acad. 54What pleasures poets fame of after death, In the Elizean
arbusted grooves.

t Arbu'Stal, a. Obs. rare~\ [f. L. arbust-um
(see ARBUST^ + -AiA] Of or j>ertaining to shrubs.
1657 [See ARBORAL].
t ArbU'stive, a. Obs. [a. F. arbttstif, -ivc

(Cotgr.\ ad. L. arbiistlvus planted with trees :

see -IVE.] a. 'Of or belonging to shrubs or

young trees, shrubby.' Blount Glossogr, 1656. b.
Trained or bound to a tree.

1745
tr. Colmtiella's Bk. Trees iv, This kind of vines we

call arbustive or arbour-vines.

Arbute (1'jbuft). arch, or poet. Also 6-7
arbut. [ad. L. arbutus^ ARBUTUS. Also attrib.

155* TURNER Herbal 1 1 568) 4 1 The fniite of the arbut tree.

1697 DRYDEN Virg* Georg. n. 96 The thin-leav'd Arbute
Hazle Graffs receives. 1846 Loser. To a Child iii, In fall-

ing, clutched the wild arbute. 1866 CONINGTON sEneid
XL 368 Weave .. Of oaken branch and arbute sprayA funeral
bier.

Arbntean (ajbi/7't tan\ a. rare*,
[f. L. ar-

bute-us + -AX.] Of arbutus
; made of arbutus wood.

a 1706 EVELYN Virgil (T.) Arbutean harrows.

II Arbutus (aubiwttfe). [L. arbutus or arbitns^\A genus of evergreen shrubs and trees (X.O. Eri-

caceae}. The name belonged originally, and is still

usually applied, to the species Arbutus Unedo, or

Strawberry Tree, a native of the south of Europe,
long established in the south-west of Ireland, and

commonly cultivated for ornamental purposes.
1551 TURNER Herbal (15681 41 Arbittns may be called in

englishe strnwhcry tree. 1672 PETTY Pol. Anat. 374 That
part of Kerry. . where the arbutus groweth in great quan-
tity. 175* MRS. DKLANY Antobiog. III. 121 The arbutus
bears fruit and flowers at the same time. 1877 MRS. H.
KING L'go Kassi\\, Brushwood of myrtle, heath, and ar-

butus, \Vith here and there a solitary pine.

Arbytall, obs. form of OKBITAL.

Arbyter, -tress, obs. forms of ARBITER, etc.

Arc (Juk). Forms : 4-7 ark(e, 6 arcke, 6- arc.

[a. OF. arc: JL. arcitnt (nom. arcus] bow, arch,

curve.]
1. Part of the circumference of a circle or other

curve.

1570 BtLLiNGSLEY Euclid in. Introd., Right lines subtended
to arkes in circles. 1750 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 64 Any arc
descril>ed by the revolving body. 1871 C. DAVIKS Metric
Syst. i. 18 The French Government . . measured a degree of
the arc of a meridian on the earth's surface.

b. transf. or Jig.
1643 MILTON Divorce

vj. 118511 33 One of the highest arks
that human contemplation circling upwards, can make.
1805 SOL THEY Motive in A zt. vn, The Britons shrunk Beyond
its arc of motion. 1871 TYNDALL I-'ragw. Sc. Il.vii. 97 The
circle of human nature, then, is not complete without the
arc of the emotions.

2. spec, in Astr. The part of a circle which a

heavenly body appears to pass through above

(diurnal arc ) or below {nocturnal arc) the horizon.

The earliest use in Kng. Alsoy%.
c 1386 CHAUCER JlfercJt. T. 551 Parfourmed hath the sonne

his ark diourne. '1391 Astrol. n. vii, Tak ther thin ark
of the day. The remenant of the bordure vnder the Orisonte
is the ark of the nyht. 1:1430 LVIJG. Bochas\. xx. 11554)393,
As faire as Phebus shineth in his arke. f 1590 MARLOWE
znd Pt. TamhitrL in. ii, The stars fix'd in the Southern arc.

1787 BONNYCASTLE Astron. 428 Nocturnal arc is that space
of the heavens which the sun apparently describes from the
time of his setting to the time of his rising. 1878 GEO. ELIOT
Coll. Break/. 572 Say, the small arc of Being we call man
Is near its mergence.

3. A band or belt contained between parallel
curves

; anything presenting this form optically or

superficially, e.g. the rainbow (F. arc-cn-cit'l), the

brass arc of a quadrant on which the degrees are

marked off, etc.

164* H. MORE SflngefStMtl 11. i. in. xx, The higher causes
of that coloured Ark. 1768 WALES in Phil. Trans. LX. 120

The quadrant., we found much tarnished, especially the

arc. 1831 BRKWSTER Nwton (18551 1. vii. 161 He describes

the arcs and circles of colours.

f4. Anarch. (Cf. Fr. arc iff triomphc?) Obs.

1563 SHL'TE Arc/tit. K iiij a, The arke triumphant of

Seiierus. 1671 MILTON /'. A*, iv. 37 Statues and Trophees,
and Triumphal Arcs. 1731 POPE Mor. Ess. n. 30 Turn arcs

of triumph to a garden-gate.

5. Electr. The luminous bridge formed between

two carbon poles, when they are separated by a

small air space, and a powerful current of electri-

city is sent through them. Often attrib.

i8zi SIR H. DAVY in Phil. Trans. 427 The poles were con-

nected by charcoal so as to make an arc, or coluom of elec-

trical Hght. 1882 J. GORDON Electr. Lighting 62 In arc

lamps . . the resistance which converts the current into heat,

is that of the heated air between the ends of two carbon rods.

6. transf. in Phys. Circuit, round.

1855 H. SPENCER Psychol. (1872) 1. 1. ii. 42 The nervous arc

. . consists of the afferent nerve . . the ganglion corpuscle to

which its central extremity runs, and the efferent nerve

thence issuing.

Arc, obs. form of ARK.

|i Arcabucero ^ajkabwjw-w). [Sp.]
~- HARQUE-



ARCADE. 429 ARCH.

1858 I.ONGF. Aliles Stand. i. 28 Fired point-blank at my
heart by a Spanish arcabucero.

Arcabuzier, obs. form of HARQUEBUSIER.
Arcade (ajk<F

!

'd), sb. [a. Fr. arcade ' an arch

or half a circle' Cotgr., ?ad. It. area/a 'an arch of
a bridge, a bending

'

Florio, med.L. arcata. an

arch, f. L. arc-us, It. an-o bow, arch : see -ADE.]
1 1. A vaulted place, open at one or both sides

;

an arched opening or recess in a wall. Obs.

[i644EvKLVN Diary (in Italy) 8 Nov., In thearcado. -stand

24 statues of great price. ] 1762 H. WALPOI.E l'ertiu''s A need.
Paint. (17861 I. 187 The application of loggias, arcades,
terrasses and flights of steps, at different stages of a building.
1782 WARTON Hist. Kidciington 6 On the opposite side is

a small arcade or receptacle for holy water. 1823 NICHOL-
SON Pract. Build, 580 A rcade, an aperture in a wall with an
arched head ; also, a range of apertures with arched heads.

[See 3.)

2.
' A continued arch

'

(J.) ; a passage arched
over ; a walk formed by a succession of arches

having a common axis, and supported on columns
or shafts. Also applied to an avenue similarly
arched over by trees or shrubs

; and extended to

any covered avenue, esp. one with rows of shops
or stalls on one or both sides.

1731 POPE Mnr. Ess. n. 35 Sball call the winds thro' long
Arcades to roar. 1815 WORDSW. II 7t. Dae iv. 45 And shades
Of trellis-work in long arcades. 1829 T. ALI.EN Antiq.
Loud. IV. 302 A passage, with a range of shops on each side,
called Burlington Arcade, which . . is one of the most fashion-
able promenades. 1849 RUSKIN Set'. Lamps ii. 15 Pictured

landscapes at the extremities of alleys and arcades. 1862
THACKERAY Four Georges iii. 1 42 A garden, with trim lawns,
green arcades and vistas of classic statues.

3. Arch. A series of arches on the same plane :

'a series of arches, either open or closed with

masonry, supported by columns or piers.' Parker
Gloss. Arch. 'In mediaeval architecture, an orna-
mental dressing to a wall, consisting of colonnettes

supporting moulded arches.' (Jwilt. (
=

. area/lire.)
1795 1807 J. CARTER Am. Archil. Eng. I. 20 Arcade on

the third story of the keep of Rochester castle . . In the
third story the wall is cut through by four magnificent
arches. 1823 [See ij. 1830 R. STUART, Diet. Arch., Arcade,
a series of apertures or recesses with arched ceilings or
soffets. The use of this word is very vague and indefinite.

1849 RUSKIN Si-;.: Lamps v. 12 In the uppermost arcade
. . the arches, the same in number as those below, are narrower
than any of the facade. 1861 PARKER Goth. Archil. (1874! 1.

iii. 67 The small Arcades . . are frequently used as decora-
tions of the walls.

Arcade (ajkfi-d), v.
[f. prec. sb.] To furnish

with, or form into, an arcade. HenceAroaded///. a.

1805 W. TAYLOR in A nn. Rer. III. 61 A long arcaded court.
1860 All Y. Round No. 46. 457 In Stamboul, as in London,
a bazaar means an arcaded covered walk. 1861 A. B. HOPE
Eng. Calhedr. \f)th C. vi. 221 That expanse [of wall] may
be arcaded, and if the arcading-shafts are of coloured
materials, so much the better.

Arcadian (ajkJi-dian), a.l and sl>. [f. L. Area-
ili-us (f. Gr. 'ApxaSia a mountainous district in the

Peloponnesus, taken as the ideal region of rural

contentment) + -AN.] A. adj. Belonging to Arca-
dia

; ideally rural or rustic. B. sb. An ideal rustic.

1590 T- WATSON Melil\ 49 I^t Arcadians altogether sing a
woefull song. 16*7 MILTON /'. L. xi. 132 Charm'd with Ar-
cadian pipe. 1759 GOLDSM. Polite Learn, iv, The wits even
of Rome are united into a rural group of nymphs and swains
under the appellation of modern Arcadians. 1829 SOCTHEY
Ol. Newman vi. Wks. X. 317 Peopling some Arcadian soli-

tude With human angels.

Arca'dian, a.*
[f.

ARCADE + -IAN.] Of, per-
taining to, or furnished with arcades.

1870 DISRAELI Lothair Ixix. 369 An arcadian square flooded
with light. 1880 Daily News 17 Apr. 2/3 Scheme for ex-

tending Arcadian London.
Area cliaiiism. [f. ARCADIAN a^ + -ISM.]

Ideally simple rusticity, pastoral simplicity.
1824 D'lsRAELi Cur. Lit. (1866) 412/1 That Shenstone not

only 'affected that arcadianism.' 1859 MASSON Brit.
Novelists iv. 216 A spirit of lyrical pathos, and of poetical
Arcadianism.

Arca'dianly, adv.
[f.

as prec. + -L\-2.] In
accordance with Arcadian manners or ideas.
1882 FROUDE Carlyle II. vii. 152 If Arcadianly given, he

might fancy the yellow buttercups were asphodel.

Arcading (ajk<?i-din.\ vl>l. sb. [f. ARCADE v. +
-ING'.] coitcr. Architectural ornament consisting
of arcades (see ARCADE sb. 3).
1849 FKI: KMAN .-/ rehit. 190 Towers . . enriched with arcading.

1861 A. B. HOPE Eng. Catlu-dr. iqtk C. vi. 221 The I-ack

spaces of the arcading may be diapered in relief, tinted or
stencilled.

Arcado, obs. form of AHCADE : see -ADO.

Arcady (a-jkadi). fact. [ad. L. Arcadia : see

ARCADIAN.]
1590 T. WATSON Melik. 363 Diana matchlesse Queene of

Arcadie. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. x.viii. 24 To many a flute
of Arcady.
Arcana! (ajk<

T
i-nal), a.

[f. L. arcan-us i"see

next) + -AL,!] Of arcane character; mysterious,
dim.

i- 1828 SOUTHEY Life $ Corr. (1850) V. 366 Sunk in arcanal

ages .en! in night.

I 1547 BOORDE Brci>. Health Pref. 2 The eximiouse and
Archane science of physicke. 1595 Locrine v. iv. 187 Have
I bewrayed thy arcane secrecy? 1678 CUDWORTH Intel/.

Syst. Pref., To Reveal the Arcane Mysteries of Atheism.

1876 E. GOSSE in Academy*) Dec. 557 Walking in the arcane
world of wonder.

Arcanite, synonym of APHTHITALITE.

t Arca'nna, arca'nne. Obs. [a. F. arcanne
'

rudle, red chaulkc, red oaker,' Cotgr., prob. ad.

*arcanna, variant of It. alcanna or Sp. alcana : see

ALCANNA, ALKANET.] A kind of red chalk used

by carpenters for marking timber.

1753 CHAMHKRS Cycl. Si<pp. 1880 Syd. S0c.Lt:.*. t Arcanne,
a synonym of red ochre.

II Arcanum Cajk^-n^m). Usually in pi. arcana

(ajkr'-na). [L., neut. of adj. arcanus (see ARCANE")
used subst. In 17-1810. c. the pi. form arcana was
occas. treated as sing, with pi. ananas.]
1. A hidden thing; a mystery, a profound secret.

1599 SANDYS Enrop. Spec. (1632) 238 The Arcana of those
their ineffable crossings and convertings. 1626 D'Ewhs in

Ellis Orig. Lett. \. 322 III. 218 Because . . the anointing of
his naked shoulders, armes, hands, and head, were arcana.

1646 J. HALL Horx I 'tic. 19 It is an arcanum of his Empire
to conceale from us the date of our dayes. 1772 WATSOX in

Phil. Trans. LXIII. 14 Having .. revealed the principal
arcana in the manufacture of isinglass. 1864 BURTON .SV<V.

Abr. I. iii. 133 The mysterious arcana of political intrigue.

2. One of the supposed great secrets of nature
which the alchemists aimed at discovering; hence,
a marvellous remedy, an elixir.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. F.p. 135 The Philosophers
stone, potable gold, or any of those Arcana's. 1689 MOYI.I-;

Sea Chymrg. \\. xxi. 76 The Quintessenses of Cloves and
Colocynthis are great arcanums as to the Tooth-ach. 1796
BURKE AY^/V./Wf iii. Wks. VII I. 343 The infallible arcanum
for that purpose. 1821 SCOTV Kcniiu'. x.\ii. 1,1853) 222 1 'lc

pursuit of the grand arcanum.

II Arc-boutant (a-T,bHtair). Arch. [Fr.] An
arched or 'flying* buttress, 'whose object is to

counteract the thrust of the main vault of the edi-

fice
'

(Gwilt).
1731 in BAILKV. 1767 DUCARKL Anglo-Nona. Antitj. -27

The walls of this Church are cased on the outside by thirty-
two arc-boutant s or buttresses. 1823 Rt rir.R Fonthillq 'I 'he

ceiling is divided . . by a broad arc-boutant in the middle'.

t A'rceate, Obs. rare 1
. [improper f. L.

arccre to keep off+ -ATE:'.] To keep off, prevent.
1657 TOMLINSON Kenoifs Disp. 511 It arceates putretude.

Arce-bishop, -deacon, obs. f. AKCH-.
Arcel, Arcenal, obs. ff. AHCHIL, AHSENAL.
t Arceter, -tour, arcister. Ohs.* [app.

f. med. L. arcista for artista (cf. OF. arcien, ar-

tictt), with Eng. ending -er, as if artist-er, arcist-

cr, arceter: cf. barrist-er, and ancestor, ancctor.']
One skilled in the arts

; a master of arts who has

passed on to the study of philosophy,
1440 /Vow/. Par:>., Arceter, or he J>at lernethe or techethe

arte, artista. .1460 Gloss, in Wright's I'nc. 262 Ilie dio-
leticiis \dialeeticu$\i hie arcista. [artista}, a arcister. 1530
PALSGR. 195/1 Arcetour, tircicn.

Arch, ^a-itf), sl>. Also4-6arche. [a.OF.#;r//c:
L. area chest, coffer; also, through some confusion,
used in OF. for arc : L. arc-urn bow (see ARC).]

I. = L. arcus.

fl. Any part of a curve
;
= Anc I, 2. Obs.

< 1391 CHAUCER Astral, n.
yii.

21 The arch of the day . .

from the sonne arisyng til hit go to reste. 15^1 RECORDE
Pat/ni'. Kn<nvl, i. Def., The compassed line .. is called an
arche lyne, or a bowe lyne. Ibid. i. iv, Draw an arch of a
circle. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 62 An Arch of the
Horizon. 1677 HALKS Prim. Grig. Man. i. vi. up The
convex Superficies of the highest Arch of being. 1790 WILD-
BORE in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 544 The arch'-line ofthis sector.

1831 UREWSTER Optics x. 93 The arch of vibration was more
rapidly diminished in the sun's light.

2. A curved structure of firm material, either

capable of bearing weight or merely ornamental.
ijSyTREViSA Higdcn I. 215 An arche of marbel . . be arche

of Augustus Cesar his victories, f 1425 WYNTOUN Crew. vm.
xxiii. 25 Ane Arche of fnyre werk and of fyne. 1551 RE-
( ORDE Pathw. Knowl. i. x, The arche of a brydge or of a
house or window, a 1637 B. JONSON To Sir E. Sackville
(KJ "I'is the last keystone That makes the arch. 1751
J. BROWN Shaftesb. Charnc. 74 The very key-stone of this

visionary arch, which he hath., thrown over the depths of
error. 1818 BVKON CA. Har. iv. xcii., For this the con-
queror rears The arch of triumph !

3. transf. Anything having the form of the curves
or structures, described in the prec. I and 2.

c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon ix. 125 The circled arches of thy
brows. 1676 MOXON Print Lett. 7 The Arches upon the
feet of Letter A is the Footing of that Letter.

Arcane (ajk^-n), a.
;
also 6 archane. [ad. L.

arcantis, f. arcl-re to shut up, area chest ; cf. F.

ana/if.] Hidden, concealed, secret.

'

i

.

Medals ii. 112 His head is encompassed with . . an arch of
glory. 1854 OWKN in Orr"s Circ. Sc. L 168 The neural arch
is formed by a pair of bones, called

'

neurapophyses'. 1881
RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Arch . . i. A portion of a lode left

standing when the rest is extracted. 2. The roof of arever-
beratory furnace.

b. csp. The rainbow.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 71 The Queene o'th Skie, Whose

watry Arch, and messenger, am I. 17*8 THOMSON Spring
215 Behold th' amusive arch before him fly. 1851 RUSKIH
Stones Ven. I. x. 123 God's arch, the arch of the rainbow.
4. Curvature in the shape of an arch.
1855 TI-NNYSOM Mand i. xvi, The delicate Arab arch of

her feet. 1880 C. & F. DARWIN Hftnvut. Plants 89 The fact
of so many organs . . being all arched whilst they break

through the ground, .shows . . the importance of the arch to

seedling plants.

5. An arched roof, a vault
; fig. the heavens.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. ff Cr. in. iii. 120 Who, like an arch, reuer-

b'rateThevoyceagaine. 1611 - Cyntb. i. vi. 33 Hath Nature
giuen them eyes To see this vaulted Arch? 1738 GLOVF.R
Leonidas \. 149 The arch of heav'n resounded. 1813 SCOTT
Triernt. in. xvii, While the deep arch with sullen roar Re-
turn'd their surly jar.

6. Court of Arches, or briefly Arches', the eccle-

siastical court of appeal for ihe province of Canter-

bury, formerly held at the church of St. Mary-le-
How (or 'of the Arches'), so named from the

arches that supported its steeple.
1297 R. GLOUC.4I5 Seyn Mary chyrche of }>e arches. 1393

LANGL. /'. PL C. m. 61 Vokettus of be Arches. 1553 87
FoxE^J. fyM, III. 140 Cited to appear in the Arches at How
Church. 1768 BLACKSTOM-: Cotinn. III. 64 The court of
arches . . whereof the judge is called the dean of the arches.

1863 Cox hist. Eng. Govt. n. xi. 569.

II. (
= L. area, OF. airc/ic, arche.} Archives.

1600 HOLLAND I.iiy ix. xlvi. 349 The civile law . . was laid

up . . in their Arches \penetr^lihu&\. 1651 W. (i. (Solvefs
Inst. 179 Enrolled in the Arches and Treasuries of the Court.

III. Attrib. and CoHil>.
t arch-board,

' the part
of the stern over the counter, immediately under
the knuckles of the stern-timbers' (Adm. Smyth ;

arch-brick, arch-stone, a wedge-shaped brick or

stone used in the construction of arches ;
arch-

brow, an arched brow
;
arch-buttress = Auc-

BOUTAXT
; arch-head, a curved head or terminal

piece; arch-roof, a vaulted roof; archways
ARCHWISE ; arch-work, structure consisting of

arches. Also arch~like} -moulding, -order
;

and
AHCHWAY, -WISK, q.v.
i883_T. KKLLV in Harper's Mag. Aug. 449/2 A fan-tail over-

hang, which ends in a moulded arch-board. 1742 KICHAKP-
SON Pamela IV. 241 Your Ladyship's fine Arch-Brow. 1760
FITZGERALD in Phil. Trans. LI. 827 The arch-head of the

lever. 18790. SCOTT Lect. A re/tit. 1. 127 The arch mouldings
are filled with the most exquisite foliage. Ibid. 284 The
tracery of a window is always viewed as an arch-order. 1594
T. B. La Prhnand. Fr. Acad. n. 150 A Vault or arch-roofe
set vpon three pillers. 1828 HIITON Course Math. II. 130
The voussoirs or arch-stones . . have their faces always per-

pendicular to the respective points of the curve upon which
they stand. 1799 }. ROBKRTSON Agric. Perth 272 The sods
. . should be laid down archways. 1610 HOLLAND (S(linden's

Brit. 1.333 A verie goodly stone bridge of arch-worke. 1742
YOUNG AV. Th. vn. 1234 An archlike strong foundation.

Arch (iutj"\ i'. [a. OF. archc-r (i^th c.) ;
cf.

mod.F. arbiter.']

1. To furnish with an arch or vault.

6-1400 Dt'str. Troy v. 1577 By the sydes . . the strete was
archet full abilly. 1463 Bury li'ills (1850) 37 That the

Rysbygate [be], .archyd and enbatelyd. 1530 PAI,S<.R. 435/2,
I arche a huyldyng with arches, *Je arc/it'. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseitd. Kp. 72 Dinocrates began to Arche the Temple
. . with Load stone. 1695 BLACKMOHE Pr. Art/i. iv. 84 And
Arch'd the Chambers of the Vaulted Sky. 1881 Daily AVrci
28 Sept. 5/4 The gateway . . was arched with black.

2. To form into an arch or vault, to curve, a.

trans, and rcfl.

1625 BACON Gardens, Ess. (Arh.) 561 Fine Deuices, of Arch-
ing Water without Spilling. 1713 Guardian No. 10^3 He
may arch his eyebrows. 1858 KINGSLF.Y Lett. I. 21 It arched
itself into one vast dome of red-hot iron. 1875 BI/CKLAXD
Log-Bk. 77 Arched like the back of a frightened Cat.

b. absol. and intr.

1732 POPE Ess, Man in. 102 Build on the wave, or arch
beneath the sand. 1818 KEATS Kndyw. in. 221 His snow-
white brows went arching up. 1875 B. TAYLOR Faust xvi.
I. 157 Arches not there the sky above us?

3. with over. (In prec. senses and const.)
1626 BACON Syli'a 202 The sound . . archeth over the wall.

1692 BKNTLKY Boyle Lect. iii. 98 Arched over with an ex-
terior Crust of Earth, 1797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rcr.
XXII. 282 Hope arches her glistering rainbow over every
scene of storm. 1849 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. i. xv. (18661256
Because the Infinite above is arching over the soul.

t 4. (esp. with together.} To put together like the

stones of an arch, so that all mutually support each
other. 7'o arch up : to support on the same prin-

ciple. Obs.

1581 [see ARCHED]. 1649 SELDEN Laws of F^ng. i. xliii.

(1739)70 The Saxon Commonwealth was a building, .arched

together both for Peace and War. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.
ix. 227 Mutually arching up one another. 1662 Worthies
(18401 III. 173 How the statesmen in that age were arched
together in affinity.

5. trans. To overarch
; to span.

1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc \\. 21 The vine that arch'd His
evening seat. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \\. 4. 249 The blue
blocks that arch the source of the Arveiron.

Arch (5-itJ ,
a. (sb.} [AiiCH- pref. used as a

separate word: see next.]
1. Chief, principal, prime, pre-eminent. (Now

rarely used without the hyphen.
1

)

1547 Life Abp. Canterb. Pref. D viij b, The fauour off any
thoughe neuer so arch a Prelate. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. II', iv.

iii. 2 The most arch deed of pittious massacre. 1613
Hen. /*///, in. ii. 102 An Heretique, an Arch-one. 1647
WARD Simp. Coblcr 88 We cannot helpe it though we can,
which is the Arch infirmity in all morality. 1649 PRVNSE
I'ind. Lib. Eng. 45 And proclaim them the Archest Im-

postors under Heaven. 1678 [See 2]. 1834 LYTTON Pompeii
(1877) 231 Thou mayest have need of thy archest magic to

protect thyself.

2. [Arising from prec. sense, in connexion with

txwgt knave, rogue, hence with fellow, face, look,



ARCH-.

reply, etc.] Clever, cunning, crafty, roguish, wag-
gish. Now usually of women and children, and

esp. of their facial expression : Slily saucy, pleas-
antly mischievous.
i66a MORE Aittiit. Ath. \. viii. (1712! 151 That arch wag . .

ridiculed that solid argument. 1678 HUNVAN rilgr. n. 147
Grfatk. Above all that Christian met.. By-ends was the
arch one. Hon. liy.emls ; What was he ? Greath. A very
arch Fellow, a downright Hypocrite. 1710 Taller No. 193
P i So arch a leer. 1775 WKSLEV m-s. 118721 IV. 41 Some
arch boys gave him such a mouthful of dirt. 1810 CRAUKK
Rorimgk xv, Arch was her look and she had pleasant ways.
1872 HLACK Adv. rhacton-x\w. 324 Her arch ways, and her
frank bearing. 1877 M. AKNOLD 1'ocins I. 27 The archest
chin Mockery ever amlmsh'd in.

tb. Const, at, upon. Olis.

1670 EACHARD Conteujfi Clergy, Lads that are arch knaves
at the nominative case. 1712 STEKLK Spect. No. 432 PS A
Templar, who was very arch upon Parsons. 1741 RICHARU-
sos Pamela (1824) I. 135

'
Sir Simon . . you are very arch

upon us.'

t B. absol. quasi-.!/;. A chitf (one). Obs.

1605 HEVWOOD Ifyou kncnu not Wks. 1 1874* 239 Poole that

Arch, for truth and honesty. 1605 SHAKS. Lenrn. i. 61 The
Noble Duke my Master, My worthy Arch and Patron.

Arch, Sc. var. AKOII a. Ol>.t. timid, pusillanimous.
Arch.- (aitj; exc. in archangel), prefix ; repr.

Gr. ap\i-, apx'-, comb, form of dp^ os chief (cogn.
w. apx-fiv to begin, take the lead), as in dpxi-Sia-
KOVOS chief-minister, apx 1

' 671'"7* " * chief-bishop,
apx-<iyy(\os chief-angel. Hence in later L. arc/ii-

diaconus. archiepiscopus, archangcltis ; in OF.
arct-nrchtdiacnc, ane-archevesquc, arc-archangclc.
(In L. the ck was treated as f

; hence, in Romanic,
it remained = k in archangehis ;

in other words, it

became in It. arcc-, airi-, Pr., Sp., Pg. a ire, OF.
arcc-, later an/ie-

;
whence G. >*-, Dti. aarts-.)

In OE. at first translated by h< !ah- high (heah-

diacon, heah-friscop, hi'ah-yigel. etc.), but also at

length adopted from L. as arcc-, yrcc-, (ire- (?orig.
arci-), in ^rce-diacon, frce-liiscop, ycc-slcil arcli-see,

tree-had archiepiscopal dignity. The OE. free-,
ara-. became in ME. ercln-, arc/ie-, the latter coin-

ciding with OF. archc-, whence also archangel was
added. From these, in later times, arch- became
a living formative, prefixable to any name of office.

The same happened in med.L. and most mod.

latigs.; hence many of the Eng. examples, e.g. arch-

duke, are adaptations of foreign titles. Since the
1 6th c., arch- has been freely prefixed to names
of agents and appellatives (like arci- in Ital., and
arf/ii- in French, as archifou, archipedanf) ;

in a few
instances also to appellations of things, and occa-

sionally even to adjectives. Finally, from its faculty
of being prefixed to any appellative, arch has

gradually come to be a separate adjective ; see

prec. word. (In modern literary words from Gr.,
the prefix is, in Eng., as in all the Romance langs.,

ARCHI-C[.V.) In pronunciation, the compounds of
<x/r/j-have two accents, either of which may be the

st.onger, according to emphasis, as in right hainl.

But established compounds, as archangel, -bishop,
-deacon, -ilukc, tend to have the main stress on
arch-, especially when they are prefixed to a name,
as, the A-rchJuke Cha'rles, A'rchkishop Cra'niner.
Asa prefix the usual sense is 'chief, principal, high,

leading, prime,' occasionally
'
first in time, original,

initial, but in modern use it is chiefly prefixed

intensively to words of bad or odious sense, as in

arch-traitor, arch-enemy, arch-rogitc.

1. a. In titles of office, rank, or dignity : meaning,
'Chief, principal, -in-chief ; superior, master- ; one
who occupies a position or rank above those who
bear the simple title'; as ARCHBISHOP, ARCH-
DEACON, ARCHDUKE; arch-beadle, -brahmin,
-chaplain, -druid, -eunuch (Gr. a.p\i(vvoi>xm),
-gunner (obs.}, -magi'rist (Gr. af^i-p-nyfipm)
chief cook, -mime (

= ABCHIMIME), -minister,
-phylareh chief magistrate of the tribe, -satrap,
-visitor

; especially in many titles of offices in the

Holy Roman or German empire, as arch-butler,
-chamberlain, -chancellor, -count, -cupbearer ;

arch-dapifer, chief sewer, whose office it was to

carry on horseback the first meal to the newly-
crowned emperor, whence archdapifership; arch-
earl, -marshal, -sewer, -steward, -treasurer,
b. In appellations formed after these, and applied
in a similar sense, as arch-apostle chief apostle, or
chief of the apostles ; arch-chief, -corsair, -dae-

mon, -emperor, -engineer, -genethliac (Gr.
yt^fflAiaKos) chief caster of nativities, -governor,
-magician,-patriarch,-pontiff.-primate, -prince,
-publican, -regent, -ruler, -sacriflcator, -saeri-

flcer, -shepherd, -vestryman, -workmaster.
a. 1693 Afol. Clergy Sfot. 20 *Arch-Hedlc to the Kirk.

1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The elector of Brandenbourg
i* *arch-chamberlain of the empire. i84z ALISON Hist. Eitr.
XIII. Ixxxix. 6. 185 Talleyrand in his capacity of *arch-

430

chancellorofthe empire. 1614 SEI.DKN Titles Hon. 243*Arch-
Chaplains constituted, in those elder times in the Court for
Ecclesiastical matters. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp.,*Arch-
Count, a title antiently given to the Earl of Flanders. 1690
Land. Gaz. mmdxxxiii/j The Elector of Bavaria, as *An-
dapifer, rid in his Robes to the Kitchin. 1661 MORGAN Sph.
Gentry TV. vi. 82 The *archdapifirship with all the preroga-
tives thereof. 1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 32 The ""Arch-
Druid's mansion house. 1839 KF.IGHTLEY Hist. Eng, I. 2
Presided over by an "arch-druid. 1599 A.M. tr. Gabel-
IwitersBk. Physic 338/1 The *

Archearle Fredericke. 1727-
51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The *'archeunuch was one of the

principal officers in Constantinople. 1664 Floddan Field
VIM. 72 Th' *archgunner on th"English part. 1814 Sc/i.

Good Living 26 Cadmus, *archmagirist to the king of Sidon.

1634 CHAI-MAN Alphoitstts Plays 1873 III. 206 Augustus
Duke of Saxon,*Arch Marshall to the Emperor. 1678 MAR-
YELL Corr. 361 Wks. 1875 II. 631 One Mr. Welch is their

"arch-minister. 1683 BURNKT tr. Mores Utopia 76 Another
Magistrate . . called . . the *Arch-philarch. 1847 Ln. LIND-
SAY Chr. Art. I. Introd. 55 The "archsatrap Satan. 1622
HEYLIN Cosnwgr. \\. 11682) 103 The Office of Archidapifer,
or *Arch-Sewer. 1643 PRYNSE Pinver Farl. App. 156 The
king verily hath his great Master or

*
Arch-Steward. 1661

MORGAN Sph. Gentry iv. vi. 82 The Count Palatine was
created . . *Arch Treasurer of the Empire, a i6?a WOOD
Life (18481 41 By the favour of the Warden Sir N. Brent
the ^Arch-visitor.

b. 1726 J. TRAPP Popery i.(T.) The highest titles would
have been given to St. Petre, such as ^arch-apostle. 1500
BARROW GREENW. in Confer. 43 Christ being . . *Arcn-
cheif, high Bishop of Bishopps. 1728 MORGAN Algiers II.

iv. 288, 1 bid this "Arch-Corsair a final Adieu. 1849 SIR J.
STEPHEN Eccl. Biog. 118501 I. 365 Indolence, self-will, and
selfishness . . *archoiemons of the cloister. 1816 SOUTH EV
in Q. KIT. XVI. 230 Grand Monarquc, Emperor, or *Arch-

emperor, if it liked him better. 1835 BROWNING Paraccls.
n. 32 The dupes of this Old *

arch-gene thliac. 1567 JEWEL
Dcf, Apol. 1 1611)420 Vee *Archgouerners of Christs Church.

1553-87 FOXE A. ff M. 88/2 The magicians and *archmagi-
cians. 1579 FULKE Heskitts's Part. Title-p., *Archpatri-
arches of the Popish Synagogue. 1790 BI/RKF Ft: RW. 16
This *archpontiff of the rights of men. 1583 STUBBES Anat.
Abuses 17 At the command of their superintendent, or*arch-

primate. 1649 ^''- HALL Cases Cense, vii. (16541 47 The
'Arch-publican Zacheus. ?i6fio/><w ftcllianis 107

*Arch-
ruler over so many territories. x8i8 BKNTMAM Cfi. Eng. 361
The Noble Reformer, in the character of * Arch-Sacrificator.

1656 TRAIT Connn. Matt. ii. 6 Christ is the *arch-Shepherd,
that feeds his people daily. 1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. n.

I. i. 23 The "arch-vestryman, who objects to every thing
proposed by everybody. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P. > Superb.
Flat*. Wks. i. 28/1 Then did the "Archworkmaster of this
All Create this Massie Vniversall Ball.

2. In descriptive appellations: meaning, 'One

pre-eminent as, who performs the action or pos-
sesses the quality before others ; greatest, chief,

leading
1

;
as arch-antiquary, -artist, -builder, -con-

soler, -critic, -dejcnder, --diplomatist, -divine, -dog-

matist, -exorcist, -friend, -host, -jockey, -leader,
- lexicographcr, -mystagog uc, -ph ilosopher, -player,

-politician, -prophet, -protestant, -puritan, -repre'

sentative^-sauitt-setnipelagian^^urger, -ivag,-wcnch,
-worker.

In modern use especially with terms of odium or

execration: meaning, 'Extreme, out-and-out, worst

of, ringleader of
'

; as arch-agitator, -botcher, -bottte-

fen (-- incendiary\ -buffoon, -charlatan, -cheater,

-conspirator, -corritptcr, -coscncr, -criminal, -de-

ceiver, -depredator, -despot, -devil, -dissembler, -dis-

turber, -dolt, -felon, -fool, -gomeril, -humbug, -hypo-
crite, -informer, -knave, -liar, -plotter, -plunderer,

-pretender, -robber, -rogue, -scoundrel, -seducer,

-spy, -tempter, -turncoat, -traitor, -tyrant, -vaga-
bond. Many of these are used with a specific refer-

ence to the Devil.

1840 GKN. P. TnoMi-soN Exerc. (18421 V. 158 Thanking the
*' Arch-Agitator' [O'Connell]. 1611 SPEED ffist. Gt. Brit.
v. iii. 12 Proued by our T

arch-Antiquary in his famous work.

1640 SANDERSON 21 Serai. Ad. Aul. xii. (16731 J
7<?

The great
*Arch-architect, the builder and maker of all things. 1579
J. SIUIWES Gaping Gulf II vij b, That Romish k archbaalam.

{1635 CORBET To Ghost R. \Visdome{\.~\ *Archl)otcher of
a psalm or prayer. 1685 KVI:LVS Diary(i%2j'i\\\. 164 The
*arcli-lx>utefeu Ferguson, Matthews, were not yet found.

1577 HOLINSHED Citron. II. 26/2 The *archbrochers of their

brethrens blond, c 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol, vn. 441 The very
blessed Apostle . . giveth unto himself the title of an "arch-

builder [i Cor. iii. 10]. 1853 TRENCH Proiwfa 141 Men
fancy they can cheat the "'arch-cheater. 1548 HALL Citron.

Jfi'H. iy. an. i (i8oo> 24 Hector Boece, the Scottish
"' Arche-

chronocler. 1859 HELM Friends in C. Ser. n. I. 8 Change
is the

*
arch -consoler. 1594 Merry Knack i. in Ha/1. Dodsl.

VI. 528 When I came to the Exchange, 1 espied . . An "arch-

cosener. ? 1616 tr. Bc-ccalina 187 (T.) Promoted . . to be the
*archcritick of the sacred muses. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. II. 520 A new crime of the *archdeceiver. 1616 R. C.

Times' li'/u's. v. 2111 Drunkennesse hath got an *arch-de-
fender. 1818 BENIHAM Ch. Eng. 349 Wealth thus devoured

by the *arch-depredator. 1649 S. CLARK Lives Fathers

(1654! 245 Luther . . called the Zinglians, *Archdevils. 1869
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. III. xji. 116 The King of France
then, is the *arch-disturber. '55' ROBINSON tr. Mere's

Utopia. (1869) 39 Thies wysefooles and verye *archedokes.

1612-5 Bi*. HALL Contempt, m. i. 61 They accuse him for an
\irchexorcist, for the worst kinde of magician. 1667 MILTON
P. L. iv. 179 Which when th' arch-fellon saw, Due entrance
he disdained. 1866 CARLYLE Renrin. 11881) I. 132 Robert
Owen, the then incipient *arch-gomeril. 18*6 SOUTH KY
Lett. (1856) IV. 40 The 'Life of an "Arch-humbug." 1685
BAXTER Paraphr. Matt, xxvii. 6 Thus *

Arch-hypocrites
make conscience of Ceremony, and make no conscience of

Perjury. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy (18021 IV. xx. 93 As if

the *arch-jockey of jockeys had got behind me. 1866

ARCHJEOGEAPHICAL .

Spectator 6 Jan., Calling you or your friend 'an ''arch-
knave/ 1827 HARK Guesses 1. 118731 82 Vice is the greatest
of all Jacobins, the *arch-leveler. #1711 KFN Foct. IVks.

1721 IV. 76 A Legion led, With the ^Arch-Murderer at
Head. 1856 R. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 231 Following

The Old Serpent himself, that ^Arch-politician. 1677 GIL-
PIN D<TiHon0l.Sac,(i%6-j} 169 Arch-heretics have been 'arch-

pretenders to sanctity. 1873 J. MORLEY Rousseau I, ix. 309
Voltaire was the *

Arch-representative of all these elements.
a 1650 MAY Satyr. Puppy 46 Some *Arch-Rogue . . hath
done her wrong. 1674 HICKMAN Hist. Quinquart. (ed. 2) 38
Forged by Faustus that *Arch-SemipeIagian. 1630 WADS -

WORTH Sp. Ftlgr. viii. 89, I was an *Arch-spye against their
State. 1654 GATAKER Disc. Apot. 64 As did that *Arch-
turncoat of Spalata. 186?! MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) VII.
Iv. 2 This *arch-tyrant . . most detestable of the Csesarean

family. 1636 tr. B. Valentine's Twelve Keyes 6 That arch-
wench Venus. 1877 E. CONDER Bas. Faith iv. 189 The
materials with which Reason, the *arch-worker, toils to con-
struct her fabric.

3. As prec., with sense of, 'First in time, original';
as arch-father (1541), -founder, -godt -messenger,
-plagiary. Mostly archaic.

1541 COVKRDALK Old Faith v. Wks. 1844 I. 29 [Cain] the
'archfather of all murderers. 1641 MILTON Ch. Gwt. \\.

(1851) 106 Him whom they fain to be the "archfounder of

Prelaty, S. Peter. 1846 GROTE Greece (1869! I. 12 Homer
knows nothing of Uranus, in the sense of an 'arch-God,
anterior to Kronos. 1835 LYTTON Ricnzi vn. vi. 334 The
'arch-messenger to smooth the way and prepare the wel-
come. 1659 GHI.L Amendm. Bible 787 Adam the *arch-

plagiary, who hath brought us all into bondage.
4. Of things : with sense of a.

*

Chief, principal,
main, prime

'

; as arch-beacon, -city, -fire, -heart,

machine, -piece, -pillar(\ $$}, -practice, -synagogue
(all Ofa. or archaic] ; arch-infamy, -mediocrity,

-mock, -mockery, -sin (1598), etc. b. 'Primitive,

original
'

;
as f arch-christendom, arch-essence,

-form. Spec, arch-house, archducal house (of

Austria'; t arch-pall, archiepiscopal pall ; farch-
sea, archipelago ; arch-fee, archiepiscopal see.

1602 CAKGW Cornwall (1723! 138 b, The top of the Cornish
*Archbcacon Hainborough. ci6y> RISDON Surj'.

D&WI.
g 314 Their order . . was . . utterly abolished in *Arch-
christendom. 1633 FLKTCHI^R Purple Isl, n. xliv, That *arch-

city of this government. 165* BENLOWES Thcoph. viii. x,

*Archessence ! Thou, self full ! self infinite ! Residing in

approachlesse light. 1654 GODHARD in Rut-ton s Diary
(18281 I. 171 A piece of that *archfire, that hath been in

this your time. 1873 MA. BLIND Strauss's Old Faith li.

208 The two *arch-forms of organic life. 1685 tr. Craciati's

Courtier's Man. 122 The Heart of Alexander was an "Arch-

heart, seeing a whole world lodged easily in a corner of it.

1834 BANCROFT lint. U. S. VI. Index 497 Decadence of the
? arch-house. 1871 BROWNING /V.T/tf/ww.sj'/W 1529 That lie of

lies, "arch-infamy. 1861 EMERSON Cond. Life'\. 14 Man is the

*arch-machme. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv, i. 71 O, 'tis the spight of

hell, the Fiend's * Arch-mock. l8a6 E. IRVING Babylon 1 1. vi.

85 Its'* arch-mockery, and master-piece of wickedness. 1866

Jrnl. Sacr. Lit. No. 19. 187 Little less than an *arch-

mystery. 1848 PETHIE tr. O.E. Chron. (18531 79 [He] went
to Rome after his *arch-pall. 1630 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg.
(Arb.) 38 Sir Nicholas liacon, An y

aroh-piece of Wit and
Wisdom. 1553-87 FOXE A. fy M. 209/1 *Archpillers of all

papistrie. 1586 BRIGHT Melanch. xxxv. 193 That *archpiller
of faith and assurance in Christ Jesus our hope. 1628 KAKLK
Microcosm, liii. 115 It may be an

*
Arch -practice of State.

1613 ZoucnE/?tf7T2S The
*Arch-Sea rowling from th' unruly

North. 1612 DRAYTON Polyolb. xxiv. (1748) 360 Next these

*arch-sees of ours now London place doth take. 1865 Alorn.

Star 16 Feb., The *arch see of Canterbury. 1598 J. DICKEN-
SON Arisbas{i%>-}$\ 55 The Seede of all mischiefe, that

* Arch-
sinne usurie. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. m. vi. 33 They
had their

*
Arch-Synagogue at the North corner of tneOld-

Jury.
5. Adjectives: as f arch-chemic, chief in al-

chemy ; f arch-noble, noble in a superior degree.
1667 MILTON /'./,. in. 609 Th' 'Arch-chimic Sun so farr

from us remote. 1761 SMOLLETT Gil Bias in. ix. I. 301 The
ladies of the stage are not only noble, but 'arch-noble.

Arcliteail (ajkran), a. Geol. [f.
Or. dpxat -0i

ancient -f-AX.] Of or belonging to the earliest

geological period.
1881 C. FISH in Pop. Sc. Monthly XIX. 25 The granitic or

Laurent ian is of archaean origin. i68a/W/ MallG. 13 Nov.

5/1 The still problematic archa:an schists.

Archseo- (a-jk/n?-), ad. Gr. dpxato- comb, form

of opxa
"
oy ancient, primitive (f. dpxn beginning".

Formerly, and still occas., spelt archaic-. In

compounds and derivatives, as ARCHAEOLOGY ;
also :

Archreo-geolog-y, the geologyof ancient periods of

the earth's history. Archseoli'thic a. [\t'0o? stone"1
,

of or pertaining to themost ancient stone implements
used by prehistoric man. Ardiaaosto'matous (t.

[<7To/*a mouth 1, having the primitive orifice of in-

vagination of the wall of the embryo persistent as

a mouth. Archaeozo ic a. [fo^ life], pertaining to

the era of the earliest living beings on our planet.

1877 SHIELDS Final Fhilos. 143 Arcba:o-geology . . ha*

ventured still further backward through the past organic

epochs. 1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times 60 The period of the

drift, which I have proposed to call the arch<eolithic period.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Iw. An. xii. 684 The limits within which
the archxrostomatous condition prevails. 187* DANACVrtr/s

App. I. 373 The era . . styled the Archeozoic.

ArchaeogTaphical (a jk/ l0|gra"fikal) f a. [f.

next + -R'ALJ Of or connected with archseography.



ARCHJEOGRAPHY.
1877 WALLACE Russia xxix. 466 Works published by the

Imperial Archjeographical Commission.

Arcliaeography (Ukitpgrift), [f. ARCH.EO-
+ Or. -ypcupta (see -GKAPHY), after Gr.dpxcuo-y/xi^o?

writing of antiquities.] Systematic description of

antiquities.
1804 Mont/i. Mag. XVIII. 289 The best lexicon of archeo-

graphy. 1836 HERMANN Pol. Antiq. Greece j History is

learnt from them . . and the name archajography has conse-

quently been proposed for the science which treats of them.

Archaeologer laik/ipdodsai). [f. Gr. dpxa">-
AO-Y-OS (see telow) + -ER!.] One who cultivates

archaeology.
1851 TORRENS in Jrnl. Asiat, Sac. Bengal 14 Modern

archaiologers.

Archaeologian (aukjiOilfln-dgian). [f. as AH-
CH.KOLOGY + -AN

; cf. theologian.] An archa-ologist.
1849 FREEMAN Archit. 3 All who call themselves archjeo-

logians. 1859 F.din. Rev. No. 223. 49 The patient and minute
research . . of the archxolo^ian.

Archaeologic (.auk/ViV-djik), a. [ad. Gr. ap-

\aio\oytKos : see ARCH.EOLOGY and -ic. Cf. F.

archcologiqitc,~\ Of or pertaining to archeology ;

archaeological.
1731 BAILEY, Anhialogick. 1806 W. TAYLOR in Ana. Rev.

IV. 562 Higher interests than those of arclueologic curiosity.
187* M. COLLINS Pr. Clarice I. x. i6r Said by arclueologic
authorities to be two centuries older.

A:rcheolo'gical, a.
[f. as prec. + -AT.I.] Be-

longing to, having reference to, or dealing with

archaeology. Also absol. quasi-rf.
1782 (title} An Archaeological Epistle to the Reverend and

Worshipful Jeremiah Milles, D.D., President of the Society
of Antiquaries. 1831 A tkenviin. No. 242. 383 Archaeological
studies are too little pursued among us. 1865 rail Mall G.
25 Aug. 9/2 The archa:ologicals at Durham. 1871 TYLOK
Prim. Culture I. 19 Archaeological inference from the re-

mains of pre-historic tribes.

A:rchreolo'gically, adv. [f. prec. + -LYS.]
In an archn.'ological manner, from an archaeological
point of view.

1790 Gcntl. Mag. LX. tl. 291 The hook on which he is so

archajologically suspended. 1871 Athenxiim 29 July 150
Arcrueologically considered, the place has no great attrac-
tions.

Archaeologist (ajk/^-lod.^ist). [f. next : see

-1ST.] A professed student of archeology.
1814 DIBDIN Libr. Camp. 330 English historical archso-

logists.
^
1880 DAW-KINS Early Man i. 2 The archaeologists

have raised the study of antiquities to the rank of a science.

Archaeology (aik/KJ-lodji). Also 6-9 archai-.

[ad. Gr. apxaio\oyia, {. apxato-s (see ARCH.KO-) +
-Any/a discourse : see -LOGY.]
1. Ancient history generally ; systematic descrip-

tion or study of antiquities.
1607 Bp. HALL Holy Observ. 1 1879! 196 Sozomen . . [wrote]

all the archaiology of the Jewes till Sauls gouernment. 1669
GALK Crt. Gentiles I. in. vi. 69 The Grecians were ignorant
of the account of true Archeologie or Antiquitie. 1731
BAILEY, Archialogy. 1803 .in-/i.ia{i>fiaXlV. 211 The con-
tents of the Archaiology of Wales are derived from . . old
manuscripts. 1869 I.ECKY Europ. Morals I. iii. 481 The
Decian persecution is remarkable in Christian archajology.
2. spec. The scientific study of the remains and
monuments of the prehistoric period.
1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. xvni. v. i Theoretical

geology, .has a strong resemblance. . to philosophical archae-

ology. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) 1. i. 27 The closing
epoch of geology is that in which archaeology has its be-

ginning. 1871 TYLOR Prim. Culture I. 38 Arehxology dis-

plays old structures and buried relics of the remote past.

II Archaeopteryx (ajk/ifrpteriks). Palxont.
[f.

AitCH.KO- + TTTfpvf wing, bird.] The oldest known
fossil bird, having a long vertebrate tail.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. xi. (1878) 302 The wide interval
between birds and reptiles . . partially bridged over . . by the
ostrich and extinct Archeopteryx. 1879 LE CONTE Elcin.
(I'M/. 436 The only bird bones found in the Jurassic are those
of the Archaeopteryx.

Archaus, var. f. ARCHEUS.
Archaic (ajkrik), a. [ad. Gr. apx^tKus, old-

fashioned, f. up\aius ancient : see -10. Cf. V. ar-

ehaique] Marked
by the characteristics of an

earlier period; old-fashioned, primitive, antiquated.
1846 ELLIS Elgin Mart. I. in A later specimen of the ,

archaic period of bas-relief. 1875 LUDBOCK Orig. CiviKz. i.

2 A social condition nider and more archaic than any which
history records. 1879 GLADSTONE Cleanings II. vii. 345 A
population . . of archaic covenanting puritans.
b. esp. of language : Belonging to an earlier

period, no longer in common use, though still re-

tained either by individuals, or generally, for special
purposes, poetical, liturgical, etc. Thus the pro-
nunciation oblccge is archaic in the first case

;
the

pronoun than in the second.

1831 (title) Boucher's Glossary of Archaic and Provincial
Words. 1876 M. DAVIES Unorth. Land. 286 An archaic form
of diction.

Archaical, a. rare. [f. prec. + -AiA] Of or

relating to what is archaic
;
also used as = ARCHAIC.

a 1804 HOI-CHER Glass. Introd. 63/2 A collection of archaical
[i.f. archaic] words. 1845 Proc. Amer. Phil. Sac. IV. 187
Occupied in archaical investigations.

Archaically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.] In ar-

chaic style ; in regard to archaism.
1883 Athi-nziun 4 Aug. 133/3 Individual examples, which

are . . archaically true only in part.

431

Archaicism (ajkrisiz'm). [f. ARCHAIC + -ISM ;

cf. romanticism] Ancient style or quality.
18*4 Daily 'I'd. i Dec., It has rather the air of imitative,

not of authentic, archaicism. 1883 Q. Rcr. July 191 Rem-
nants of archaicism.

Archaism (a'jk^iz'm). [ad. Gr. dpxa'apus, f.

<*PXaK' flv t copy the ancients in language, etc., f.

dpxaws ancient: see -ISM. Cf. F. archaisme]
1. The retention or imitation of what is old or

obsolete
;
the employment in language, art, etc.,

of the characteristics of an earlier period; archaic

style.
- (1612 BRINSLEY Pat. Parts (1669) 13 This is called Archa-

- ismus, in imitation of the ancient kind of speaking.] 1643
SLATYER Psalms Av, Very neare it [the authorized version]
saving where by the archaisme . . occasioned to recede. 1783
LEMON Kng. Etytn. (Jon.f Archaism, a fondness for antient
customs, antiquated phrases, obsolete words, etc. 1839
HALI.AM Hist. Lit. III. in. vii. 33 A slight tinge of archaism
was thought by Uacon and Raleigh congenial to an elevated
style.

-' 2. An archaic word or expression.
01748 WATTS (J.I, I shall never use archaisms, as Milton.

a 1804 BOUCHER Gloss. Introd. 20/1 Erciscere . . used once
by Cicero, but . . avowedly as an archaism. 1864 PTSKY
Daniel 310 The Pentateuch has marks of greater antiquity,
having archaisms which the book of Joshua has not.

Archaist (a-jkc,ist). [f.
ABCHA-ISM + -IHT.]

a. One who studies what is archaic
;
an antiquary.

b. One who employs archaism, who makes use of
archaic methods or language in art or literature.

1851 MKS. BROWNING Casa Guiili II'. i, Archaists mumbling
dry bones up the land. 1867 Atltenzttiii 812/2 A revivalist
or affected archaist.

Archaistic (ajk^i-stik), a. [f. prec. + -ic.]
Of or pertaining to an archaist

; imitatively archaic
;

affectedly antique.
1850 I..EITCH Mfiller's Anc. Art 86 The features harsh

and archaistic. 1881 SAYCE in Academy 20 Aug. 143 It

[language of Homer] is archaistic rather than archaic. 1882

Q. A'tT. Oct. 381 Archaistic works . . like the so-called Queen
Anne furniture in our days.

Archaize (aukcioiz), v. [ad. Gr. apxai-fiv :

see ARCHAISM.] To imitate the archaic
;
to render

archaistic. Hence Archaizing vbl. si>. and ///. a.

1830 LEITCH Mutter's Anc. Art 310 I'he painting of
marble in the antique and archai/ing style. 1880 WAI.D-
STEIN Pythag. Rliegion 20 Those who merely look for ar-

chaising. 1881 MAHAFFY in Athenxtcin 2 July 14/3 An
archaizing hand of the ninth century.

tA'rchal.tf. Olis. rare- 1
,

[f.
AHCH sb. + -Ai.l.]

Of the nature of arches, constructed with arches.
i6oa SEGAR Honor Mil. $ CVr. IV. v. 216 Their crownes are

both floreall and Archall.

Archane, obs. form of ARCANE a.

Archangel (a'jki^-ndjel: see ARCH-). Forms:
2 archangel, 4-5 -ell(e, 3 arc-, 5-6 ark-awngell,
-angel, [a. OF. archangel, -clc, -Ic, or perh. ad. L.

archangel-us, a. Gr. upxayyikvs (see AKCH- and

AXGEL): the OF. translation licah-^ngcl survived to
1 200. On account of the following a, the prefix in

this word remained hard (arc-, ark-) in all the
Rom. langs. : Gothic had arkaggiius ; in Fng.,
early spellings occur with arc-, ark-. No satisfac-

tory explanation known of the transferred senses.]
1. An angel of the highest r'

^k.
Also

fit;.
[uiooo /ELKKIC Gl. iWr.) 41/2 AlfaHgflia heah encgel.

Bltekl, Hoin. 147 Micahel se heahehgel. fizooORMiN 13512
Hehenngell Gabriel.] 1-1175 Lamb. Horn. 41 Mihhal be

archangel. ,1230 Juliana 48 Englene ifere ant arcanglene
freond. c\yo Cast. Love (Halliw.) 1575 Ne non so bry?ht
archangelle. ,1440 Gesta Rom. i. xliii. 143 To whom Gode
sent the archangel! Gabrielle. 1528 PERKINS Profit. Bk. ix.

601 The feast of S. Michael the Ark-angell. 1794 SOUTHEY
Botany Hay Eel. iv. Wks. II. 88 The Archangel's trump at
the last hour. 1853 KINGSLEY llypatia vi. (18791 71 Fanatical
archangel that she [Hypatia] is.

2. Herb. Herbalists' name : a. of several species
of Dead-Nettie and allied plants (Lamium, Gale-

opsis, Caleobdolon, Stachys*) ; b. formerly of the
Black Stinking Horehound (Ballota nigra).
[.looo ^ELFRIC Gloss., Archangelica, blindnetle. 1440

Prontp.Parr'., DefTe nettylle, Archangelus.\ 1551 TURNER
Herbal n. 7 The iuice of rede archangel! scatters] away. .

cancres. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 257 Called . . in English blacke
Horehounde . . and of some blacke Archangel!. 1607 TOPSELL
Four-/. Jleasts 145 Against the bitings of dogs . . the leaves
of black horehound, or archangel. 1657 S. PL-RCHAS Pol.
Flying Ins. \. xv. 94 Archangel, both with the white and
yellow flowers. 1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Bee, Rub
the Place with. .Wormwood, Archangel, or other noisome
Herbs. 1882 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 32 Our English archangels
and a few others are yellow.

f3. ? A titmouse. (Cf. F. mesati^e.) Obs.
1-1400 Rom. Rose 915 With fynche, with lark, and with

archaungelle.
4. A kind of fancy pigeon.
1867 TEGETMKYER Pigeons xx. 168 Archangels are prolific.

Archangelic (rukia-nd^e-lik), a. [ad. late L.

arc/iangc/ic-iis, a. Gr. dpxa-y-YfAi/t-os : see prec.
and -ic.] Of or pertaining to archangels ;

of the
nature of an archangel.
1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 126 Th' archangelic host prepared

For swift descent. ^1711 KEN I/ymnot/teo Wks. 1721 III.
18 You.. To guard yourself have Arch-angelick might.
a 1859 DE QUINCEY Dr. Parr, Such a vision is placed by"the
arch-angelic comforter before Adam.

ARCHDEACON.

Arcliange'lical, a.
[f. as prec. + -AL.]

=
prec.

1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. 1834, 278 The arch-angelical
inchantment of fifteen double angels. 1678 CUDWORTH In-
tell. Svsi. 565 Angelical, and Arch-Angelical Orders.

Archangelship (aak K-i-nd3el/ip). [f. ARCH-
ANGEL + -SHIP.] State or position of an archangel.
1856 MASSON Ess. 70 In the days of my archangelship.
Archar, obs. form of ARCHER.
Archard (Chambers Cycl. Stiff.), enon. f. ACHAH.
Archarde ( 1'romp. J'arv.^, ? for acc/iame, ACORN.
Archbalister, obs. form of ARCUBALISTBR.

Archbishop (a-jt/ibi-Jsp: see ARCH-). Forms
of pref. : I serce-, erce , 1-5 arce-, 2-4 erche-, 3
serche, 2-6 arche-, 4 erch-, erse-, arz-, 4-5 ers-, 5
ars-, 4- arch-. See forms of BISHOP, [ad. L. archi-

episcof-nin in its Romanic form *arcebiscobo
',

or

])erhaps rather a substitution of the prefix of this

for Itiah in the earlier OE. ecjuivalent hcah-biscop
'high- bishop.' The southern form in ME. was
erche- : OE. free-; crsc-, crs-, ars-, arz-, were

northern.] The chief bishop; the highest dignitary
in an episcopal church, superintending the bishops
of his province; a metropolitan.
(885 K. /KLFRKD Gregory's Past. Pref. 6 /Et Plegmunde

minum arcebiscepe. 9946*. K. Chron., Her foroferde Sigeric
arcebiscop. a 1067 Charter in Cod. Dip. IV. 208 Ead eard
cyng gret Stigand ercebiscop. 11173 Cotton Horn. 2^7
Archebiscopes, and biscopes, prestes. 1205 LAY. 24459 Pe
ajrchebiscop of I.undene. 1297 K. (Ji.ouc. 367 Erchebyssup
of Euerwyk. 4-1325 Metr. linn. 86 Sa sorful was this erz-

bischop. c 1330 K. BKUNNE Cliron. 73 Elred be archbisshop of
^ork. f 1386 CHAUCER Friar's 'J'. 202 As to therchebisschop
[7-.?-. J>e erchbisshope] seynt Dunstan. c 140$ Lay 1- oiks'Alass-

A-i-. 64 For al ercebiscbops. c 1450 .\ominale in Wright I

'

( >r.

209 Hie arcliyepiscopus, an ersbychope. 1480 CAXTON Chi on.

l-^ngl. 258 Metropolitanesand archcbisshoppes. i6i3SnAKS.
Hen. I 'III, in. ii. 74 We shall see him For it, an Arch-bysliop.
1782 PRIESTLKY Corrupt. Chr. II. x. 237 The term Arch-
bishop was first used by Athanasius. 1884 St. James's Ga^.
4 Feb. 6/2 Planned nearly thirty years ago by the Philo-

logical Society at the suggestion of Archbishop Trench.
b. Used to translate Latin 1'ontifex maximits.
1600 HOLLAND Liiy xxviu. xxxviii. 697 d, P. LiciniusC'ras-

sus the Archbishop.

Hencederiv.[see-Kss, -HOOD, -LING, -LY i, -SHIT] :

Archbi shopcss {noncc-U'd.^, the wife of anarch-

bishop. Archbi'shophood, Arohbi'sliopshii!,
the rank or position of an archbishop. Arch-
bi-shopling, alittlearchbishop..

of or pertaining to an archbishop.
1781 H. WALI'OLE Lett. Cless Ossory II. 72 She set me

down to whist with .. the Archbishopess of Canterbury.
'1449 PECOCK Repr. iv. ii. 426 Uischophode and archi-

bischophode. 1845 CARLYLE Croiiru'elU 1871 1 1. 255 There was
little good to be got of his Archbishopiiood. 1851 SIR K.
PALGRAVE Xonn. fy Eng. II. 191 The archbishopling,

'

Hugo
I'aryulus.' 1862 AllY. Round 10 May 204 The disgrace of
having his archbishoply orders countermanded. 1536 Cli>-ti.

Grey Friars (i&$a)g6 Desgradydof hys leggatsheppe and of
hys archebyshoppecheppe.

Arclibi'shop, v.
[f. prec.] trans. To make or

call archbishop. In phr. To archbishop it : to act
as archbishop.
1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. viii. (1851) 191

[They] pretended to Archbishop it by Divine Providence
1836 Jilaclt-M. Mag. XXXVI. 301 To archbishop him was by
right ; for he was already arch-hypocrite . . and arch-rogue.

Archbishopric (aJtJ|bi-Jop,rik). [see -me
;

cf. bishopric^ a. The see or jurisdiction, b. the
rank or office, of an archbishop.
994 O. K. Chron., Feng /Elfric . . to Sam arcebiscoprice.

1297 R. Cil.ouc. 417 pe kyng . . bulke erchebyssopryche Of
Canterbury adde in hys bond. (1425 WYNIOUN Cron. VII.

viii. 55 Dat had be Archebyschapryk Of Yhork. 1613 SIIAKS.
ffett. /"///, n. i. 164 For not bestowing on him . . The Arch
bishopricke of Toledo. 1796 MOKSK Amer. L'n. Ceo?. II.

442 Cagliari has an university, an archbishopric. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 438 'I'he archbishopric [of Cologne]
became vacant.

Arch-buttress : see ARCH sb. III.

Arch-butler, -chamberlain, etc.: see ARCH- i.

tA;rch-cha-nter. Obs. exc. Hist, [ad.med.l..
archicanlor (also in Fng. use), f. ARCHI- H- L. cantor

singer, chanter.] A choir-leader, precentor.
1387 TREVISA lligticn (Rolls Ser.) VI. 133 lohn be arche-

chaunter. 1377 HoLiNSHED Citron. I. 123/2 Archchanter of
S. Peter's church at Rome. 1682 N. O. Boileau's Le Lutrin
iv. 31 Drown'd in sweet Sleep th' Arch-chanter roll'd at ease.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Arch-chantor. 1844 LlNGARD*4*4ffa<
Sax. Ch. (18581 I. vii. 278 Arch-cantor of St. Peter's.

Arch-dapifer, etc. : see ARCH- i.

Archdeacon, (a-jtjidf'kan: see ARCH-). Forms
of pref. : 1-5 arce-, i -4 erce-, 4 ers-, erse-, erres-,

erche-, 4-5 archi-, 5 ars-, 5-7 arche-, 4- arch-.

See forms of DEACON. [OE. arce-, trce-diacm,
ad. L. archidiiit'on-us (1:420 Jerome), a. Gr. t-'p\f-

Sidnovot
; see AUCHI- i and DEACON. Cf. OF.

arc(lf)(diacnc 1 2th c., later arefiediatrt.']
The chief deacon; orig. the chief of the attendants

on a bishop, who, through the scope of his duties

in relation to the services of the church and the ad-

ministration of charity, gradually acquired a rank
above the priests and next in importance to the

bishop. In Bug. Ch. the archdeacon is appointed
by, and gives assistance to, the bishop, super-
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intending the rural deans, and holding the lowest

ecclesiastical court, with the power of spiritual
censure.

< 1000 J^EI.FRIC Gl. <Z.) 209 Ar^hidiaconus, ercediacon [r.r.

arce-). 1297 R. GLOUC. 468 Ercedekne of Kanterbury Sein
Tomastho was. c 1386 CHAUCER /-V^w T. 2 An erchedeken,
a man of gret degre'. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xviii. 102 Noo
bischop or archideken. 1577 HARRISON Kng. I. n. i. 17 Which
archdeacons are termed in law the bishops eies. 1704 NELSON
l-'est. fy Fasts n. iii. '1739)474 Where the Bishops had many
Deacons, one among them had the Title of Arch-Deacon.
i83i HATCH Bampton Lect.\\. 53 [The) archdeacon .. was
conceived to be, in an especial sense, the bishop's assistant

in ecclesiastical administration.

Hence the derivatives [see -ATE, -ESS, -SHIP] ;

Archdea'conate (L. archididcondtus'}, the position
of archdeacon

;
archidiaconate. Archdea'coness,

the wife of an archdeacon. Archdeaxonship,
the office of archdeacon.
i88a SCHAFF /ferzt'g's Encyd. Rel. Knowl. 128 The arch-

deaconates were generally held by the provost of the cathe-

dral and the canons. 1861 11'hcnt tf Tares 50
'

Excellent,'
cried the Archdeaconess. 1501 PKRCIVALI. Sp. Diet., Arce-

dianadgo, an archedeaconship, A rchidiaconatns, 1 755

JOHNSON, Archdcaconship.

Archdeaconry ^aitjidrkanri). [f. prec. + -BY.]
a. The jurisdiction, or district under the ecclesi-

astical control, of an archdeacon, b. The rank or

office of an archdeacon, c. The residence of an
archdeacon.

I5S5 HONNRR in Foxe A. fy M. III. 151 The best learned
in every deanary of their Archdeaconry. 1590 SWISBLHX
Testaments 65 Emolumentes .. belonging to anie Arch-
deaconrie. 1779 SwiNBURHE Trat'. Spain iv. iT.) The arch-

deaconry, once the palace of the praetor. 1847 YKOWELL
Anc. Brit. Ch. xi. 121 Isle of Anglesey .. now an arch-

deaconry of the diocese of liangor. 1871 R. ANDERSON
^lissions Am. Board III. xvii. 287 Elevated . . to an arch-

deaconry . . under the
' Great Church' at Constantinople.

' A-rchdeaii. Obs. exc. Hist.
[f.

AKCH- +

DKAX.] The chief or superior of the cleans. Used

by Sc. writers for ARCHDEACOX.
c 1425 WYXTOUM Cron. vn. ix. 174 De Archdene of Yhork
..We* J>e tobir. 1535 STEWART Cron, Scot. II. 340 Ane
vther archidene caliit Deueintius. 1634-46 Row /fist. Kirk
1 1842* 46 Ctrtaine names, such as Archbishop, Iiishop, Arch-

dean, Dean . . savouring of the Romish hierarchic.

'

Archdea'nery. Hist.
[f. prec. + -EBY; cf.

deanery.'] The jurisdiction, rank, or office of an
archdean ;

Sc. for archdeaconry.
1828 TVTI.ER Hist. Scot. (18641 ' 293 Leisure which he

[Barbour] spared from the duties of his archdeanery.

i Archdia'Cre. Obs. ran *. [a. OK. i^thc.
archediacre : i ^th c. archcdiacne : L. archidid-

forms.']
= ARCHDEACON.

t~ 1450 Chaucer's Dream 313$ Archbishop, and archdiacre.

Archdiocese (a'jtj|d3i-^s/~s). [f. ARCH- 4+ DIO-

CESE.] The see or jurisdiction of an archbishop.
1844 LINGARD Angler-Sax. Ch. (18581 II. xiit. 265 Within

the arch-diocese [of YorkJ. 1869 H. E. MANNING in Echo
6 Apr., Permission that collections may be made in this

archdiocese.

Archducal (ajtf|di*kal), a. also 7 archi-.

[a. K. arthidncal\ see AKCHDUKE and -AL1
.]

Of
or pertaining to an archduke.

1665 MASLEV Grotius's Lmv-C. Jl'ars 573 He shew'd him-
self publikely in his Archiducal Habit. x77oW. CiuTHRiK

(T.) Armorial bearings of the archducal family. 1861 Sat.
Rer1

, 14 Sept. 270 His Imperial, Royal, Archducal, and

Apostolic Majesty [of Austria].

t Archducate. Obs. [ad. med.L. archiducat-

u$ : see AKCHDUKE and -ATE^.] The rank or

dignity of an archduke.

1586 KERNE Blaz, Gcntrie 137 Another dignity . . called an

Archeducate, whereof I find but one.

Archduchess (S'JtJiCbrtjes). [ad. F. arche-,

archiduchesse
;
see ARCH- i and DUCHES.S.] The

wife of an archduke ;
or spec, a daughter of the

Emperor of Austria.
1618 Barnweld's Apol. E iiij, The Arch-Dutchesse of Ar-

schot. 1708 Loud. Gaz. mmmmccccxxxii/6 The two young
Arch-Dutchesses, Daughters to the present Emperor. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. RW. III. i. viii. 8r The Austrian Archduchess
will herself see real artillery fired.

Archduchy (i'ltfjcurtfi). [ad. earlier F. arcfic-

duche \\*.*archiducatus\ see AKCH- 4 and DUCHY.]
The territory subject to an archduke.
1680 MORDKN Gfogr.Rect.(if&s\ 122 The only Arch-Dutchy

in Europe is Austria. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 446/1 The Pro-
vinces of the Ens constitute the archduchy of Austria.

Archduke (,autj|di/7'k, autf|diw:k: see AKCH-).

[a. OF. archcduc, now archiduc : Merovingian L.

archidiic-ettt) c 750 : see AUCH- i and DUKE.]
The chief duke : formerly title of the rulers of

Austrasia, Lorraine, Brabant, and Austria, being
assumed by those of Austria in 1359 ;

IKXV titular

dignity of sons of the Emperor of Austria.

1530 PALSGR. 195/1 Archeduke, archednc. 1602 CAREW
Cornwall ij.l Philip, archduke of Austria, .was weather-

driven into Weymouth. 1800 COLERIDGE Own Times II. 353
Attempts are made at Vienna, to reconcile the Archduke
and Suwarrow.

Archdukedom (ajtj|di/?kdam). [f. prec.+
-rx )M.]

= ARCHDUCHY.
1530 PALSGR. 195/1 Archedukedome, archeduchc. 1579 J.

STUBBES Gaping GitIf .\'\^ Moe countyes then king Phillip

had archdukedomes. a 1770 W, GUTHRIE (T.) Austria is but
an archdukedom.

t Arche. Obs. [a. QT?. arche: L.arca: cf. ARK.
It is possible that the OE. arc, arce may itself

have become arch in some dialects, but the use of
this form down to the i6th c. is clearly from Fr.]
1. Noah's ark

;
= ARK 3.

1205 LAY. 26 Noe & Sem, Japhet & Cham and heore four
wiues be mid heom weren on archen. c 1*30 Ancr. R. 334
Kihte i \en arche. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex, 580 Dan noe was in
to 5e arche cumen. (11300 Cursor M. 1843 On be streme
l>at arche can ride. 1393 LANGL. /'. PI. C. xii. 247 For archa
noe . . Ys no more to mene Bote holy churche.

2. The ark of the covenant ;
= ARK 2. Also transf.

c 1450 LONELICH Grail xvi. 290 To kepen this holy arch [of
the Grail] in this manere. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 422/4
The arche of the testamente of god. 1532 MORE Confut.
Tindale Wks. 420/2 They abhorred not in the arche the

ymages of the angels.

Arche, obs. form of ARCH sh.

^ Arclie'al, . Obs. rare.
[f.

ARCHE-US + -AL1
.]

Of or pertaining to the archeus.

^727-51 CHAMBERS CycL s. v. Archeus
>
When this [the

archeus] is corrupted, it produces . . archeal diseases.

Arched (Jutft, -tjed), ///. a.
[f.

AKCH v. + -ED.]
1. Furnished with, formed into, or consisting of,

an arch or arches.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. iii. 59 The right arched-beauty
of the brow. 1665 MANLEY Grotius's Lmi'-C. Wars ^fii It

hath an Arched Bridg. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 358 A sort of
arched- Bricks, .bent round to fit the Eyes of their Cole-pits.

1718 POPE Iliad vi. 305 Raised on arch'd columns of stupen-
dous frame. 1827 KEBLE Chr. } 'ear Trin. Sun., As travellers

. . Lose in arched glades their tangled sight.

t2. Joined in mutual support ; cf. ARCH v. 4. Obs.

1581 LYLY Knphucs (16361 I) !j, Arched bands of amity.

t Archegay (aMtj/gai). Obs. exc. Hist. [a. F.

arckegaiet archigaic, variant of arcigaye, also aze-

gayet azagaye, ad. Pg. and Sp. azagaya, a. Arab.

ijLc.jJl az'Zaghdyaht i.e. al the + zaghayaht Berber

name of a javelin or dart : now called in Eng.
(from Pg.) assagai, assegai. (Erroneously made two

syllables by W.Morris.)]
An iron-pointed wooden dart

;
an assagai.

1523 LD. BERHERS Froiss. I. ccxxxvii. 340 With speares,

iauelyns, archegayes, and swerdes. Ibid, ccxli. 355 They of
Granade. .fought ferseley with their bowes and archegayes,
1858 MOKRIS Harpdons End 76 Bows, archgays, lances.

Archegonial (ajk/gju-nial), a. Bot. [f. next

+ -AL 1

.]
Of or pertaining to the archegonium.

1865 HOWLETT in Intftl. Obst')~c. No. 37. 35 At the bottom
of the archegonial shaft. 1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

(I Archegonium (aik/'gJ"ni^m). Bot. PI. -a.

[mod.L., dim. of Gr. apx*1ovo$ founder of a race,

f. apxf- - apxi- (see AHCHI-) + yoyos race. Rarely

archegon.] The female organ in Cryptogams,
corresponding to the pistil in flowering plants.
1854 B.u.Foi'R in Encycl. Brit. V. 156'! The pistillidium

or archegonium contains a germ-cell . . which produces a

germinating body. 1863 BICRKELKV Brit. Mosses iii. 19 The
archegon . . is flask-shaped. 1873 OLIVER Elttn.Bot. n. 288.

Archelogy (aike'lSdgi). [ad. mod.L. arche-

logia, f. Gr. dpx'i? beginning: see -LOGY.] The
scientific study of principles.
[1663 G. HAKVEY (title) Archelogla Philosophica Nova.]

1856 FI.KMING I'ocab. fjiitos. (1858) 44 Archelogy.. treats

of principles.and shouj^ot be confounded with Archaeology.

t A*rchemast6.'. Obs. [f. next, after master.\
A supreme master ; ofte who has supreme skill.

1570 DEE Math. J'ref. 39 The Emperour Augustus (In

whose daies our Heauenly Archemaster was borne 1
. Ibid.

48 The Archemaster steppeth in, and leadeth forth on, the

Kxptriences.

t A'rchemastry. Obs. Also archi-, arch-.

[?f.AHCHi--r-M.v>TEKY; but perh. confused with, or

originally a corruption of, alchcinistry: cf. ARCHY-

MIST.] Supreme skill ; mastery of applied science,

or applied mathematics.

1477 NORTON Ord. A Ich. (Ashm. 1652^ 1. 1 3 Mastrye full mer-

veylous andArchimastrye Is the tincture of hoIiAlkimi. 1570
DEE Math. Pref. A iij, Now end I with Archemastrie . .

This Arte, teacheth to br>'ng to actuall experience sensible,

all worthy conclusions by all the Artes Mathematicall pur-

posed, and by true Naturall Philosophic concluded : and
both addeth to them a farder scope, in the termes of the

same Artes, and also by hys propre Method, and in peculiar

termes, procedeth, with helpe of the foresayd Artes, to the

performance of complet Experiences, which of no particular
Art are hable (formally) to be challenged. 1594 J.

DAVIS
Seaman's Seer. Ep. Ded., Thomas Digges Esquire .. the

great Master of Archmastrie.

A'rch-e*nemy. [ARCH- 2.] 1. A chief enemy.
1550 COVFKDALE Sf>ir. Perle xxiv (15881 299 He is the

deadly Archenemy of God, and of all mankind. i6isCKOOKK
Body ofMan 346 Vacuity that Arch-enemy of Nature. 1851
HAWTHORNE Twice-told T. I. i. 17 Edward Randolph, our

arch-enemy.
2. spec. The arch-fiend Satan. (Cf. quot. 1 550 in i .)

1850 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. $ Ltg.Art 430 The persecutions
of the arch-enemy.

Archer i.a-jtj'aj).
Forms : 4 archeer, archar,

4-5 archere, archier, 4- archer, [a. AFr. archer^

OF. archier \\-,. arcari-jtm, f. arcus bow.]
1. One who shoots with bow and arrows, esp. one

who uses them in war
;
a bowman. Alsoy?^,

1297 R, GLOI-C. 199 Archers and vot men. 1375 BARBOI:K

Bruce ix. 151 Thair archaris furth to thame thai send, c 1465

Chevy Chase 103 Of xv C archars of ynglonde went a-way
but vij* & thre. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxtonj Dictcs 89 An
archier to faile of the butte is no wonder. 1594 SHAKS.
Rich. Ill, v. iii. 339 Draw, Archers, draw your Arrowes to
the head. 1599 Much Ado 11. i. 401 If wee can doe this,

Cupid is no longer an Archer. 1670 COTTON l-'.spemwn \. 11.

53 The Payment of the Grand Provost, and his Archers.
1808 SCOTT Marm. v. xvii, But Nottingham has archers

good, And Yorkshire men are stern of mood.
b. attnb. t as in archer-craft, -god, -queen, -rank.

1814 SCOTT Ld. Isles vr. xxiii, They rush'd among the
archer-ranks. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. \. 1. 73 Little could
avail Their archer craft. 1870 BRYANT Homer \. I. 2 Apollo,
archer-god.

f2. Anarrow. (Perh. by confusion: cf. arbalester^]
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4191 Springolds, gonnes, bowes, and

archers. 1470 85 led. 1634) MALORY Pr. Arth. (1816) I. 91
One of them, with a bow and archer, smote sir Gawaine.

1 3. Old name of the bishop in chess. Obs.

1656 F. BEALE Chesse-play 2 A Bishop, or Archer, who is

commonly figured with his head cloven.

4. The ninth zodiacal constellation, Sagittarius.
1594 BLUWDBYH. Kxerc. in. i. xxiv. 329 Sagittarius, that is

to say, the Archer, .hath his head towards the North. 174*
YOUNG J\'t. Th. v. 1022 Near heav'n's archer, in the zodiac,

hung. 1868 LOCKVER Heavens (ed. 31 328 Then partly in the

Milky Way, the Archer.

5. Ichthyol. A fish ( Toxotes jaeulator Cuvier),
found in Java and Sumatra, which has the power
of shooting a drop of water at insects that rest near.

1834 Penny CycL II. 272/2 The drop seldom fails to hit

the mark and precipitate the insect into the water, where it

is, of course, within reach of the archer. 1847 Xnt. Encycl.
II. 14/2 The archer, .is of a yellowish colour, marked in the

back with five brown spots.

1 6. Water Archer : obs. name of the Arrow-
head (Sagittaria sagittifolia'}.

1617 MISSHKU Ductor 493 Water Archer, or Arrowhead. .

because it is good to pull out arrows. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat.
Diet. (ed. Morelh, Water archer, Sagittaria,

Archeress (autjares). [f. prec. + -ESS.] A
female archer.

1646 FAXSHAWE Pastor Fido 143 (T. * To thee I recommend
it, O archeress eternal ! 1791 COWI-KR Jliad xxi. 560 But
thus the consort of the Thund'rer. .reproved the Archeress
of heaven. 1876 GKO. ELIOT Dan. Dcr. i. x. 73 Miss Arrow-

point was one of the best archeresses.

Archership (5,'jtjaijip).
Skill as an archer.

1791 COWPHR Oayss. vni. 275 Him, angry to be call'd To
proof of archership, Apollo slew.

Archery ^autjari). [a. OF. archerie, f. archier.']

1. The practice or art of shooting with bow and

arrow; skill as an archer. Alsoyi^.
a 1400 Cfft'. Myst. 44 Myht nevyr man fynde My pere of

archerye. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. ix. xxvii. 309 Gud yomen
for Archery. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. iii. 2 Sir Boy let me
see your Archerie. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har. i. Ixxii, Doomed
to die. .by Ix>ve's sad archery. 1859 J- LANG Wand. India

25 An Archery meeting or a pic-nic.

2. collect. An archer's weapons ; bows, arrows, etc.

1440 Promp. Parv., Archerj'e, Sagittaria, areas. 1828

Scorr /". M. Perth III. 77 [Their bows] as well as their

arrows, were, .far inferior to the archery of merry England.
1882 Pail Mail G. 3 July 8/2 An archery manufacturer.

3. collect. A company or corps of archers.

c 1465 Chwy Chase (Percy FoU 85 He rod uppon a corsiare

Throughe a hondrith archery. 1814 SCOTT Ld. hles\\. xxii,

Signal for England's archery To halt and bend their bows.

f4. A feudal service ; (see quot.) Obs.

1691 BLOUNT Law Diet., Archery was a Service of keep-

ing a Bow for the Use of the Lord, to defend his Castle \j>cr

Serjeantiam Archerix, Coke On Litt. 107 a.J

Arches (autffz). [Cf. arch-sea, ARCH- 4.] 'A
common term among seamen for the Archipelago.'

Smyth Sailors Woni-bk. 1867.
i6z6 SiRT.RoEAV//a/w5T2 An island called Augusto

near Paros, in the Arches. 1725 DE FOE / *oy. round World

(1840)93 The sea of Borneo and the upper part of the Indian

Arches. iSta SIR R.WILSON Pr. Diary I. 69 Entering the

Archipelago, or, according to the sailor phrase, the Arches.

Archea-court : see AKCH sb. 2.

t A"rchet. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. F. archet, dim. of

arc : see AKC.] The bow of a violin.

1627 G.WATTS Bacon's A ttv. Learn. (1640*107 The Archet,
or musical! Bow of the mind.

Archetypal (aike-tipal, aukftaipal), a. [f. L.

archetypum AKCHKTYPK + -AL 1
. Of the nature of,

or constituting, an archetype; of or pertaining to

an archetype ; primitive, original.

(In Platonic philosophy, archetypal is applied to ideas or

foHns of natural objects, held to have been present in the

divine mind prior to creation, and still to exist, as cognizable

by intellect, independently of the reality or ectyftUVxmd
1642 H. MORE 50K ofSoul Notes 146/1 The Archetypal

seal, which we call the intellectual! world, is the very word

ofGod, the Archetypal! Paradigme. a 1711 KEN Hymnotheo
Wks. 1721 III. 383 Our great, our sole, Archetypal High
Priest. 1848 H. ROGERS Essays I. vi. 287 Plato's

' arche-

typal ideas
'

correspond to our '

general notions
'

as expressed

by
'

general terms,' and somethingmore ; that is, he believed

in their real existence . . external to any and to all minds.

1869 FARRAR Fam. Speech ii. 41 Reconstruct extinct and

archetypal forms of language.

Archetypally (see prec.), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

In the archetype ; originally.

1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Org. Nat. I. 260 Coalescence

of parts primarily and archetypally distinct.

Archetype (aMk/uip). Also 7-8 archi-, 7-9
arch-, [ad. L. archetypum, a. Gr. dpx*rvwov, f.

dp\f- &PX : ' f11"

5* + T^7ros impress, stamp, type.]



ARCHETYPICAL.

1. The original pattern or model from which

copies are made ;
a prototype.

[1599 TIIYNSE Anintadv. 42 The originall or fyrste arche-

typum of any thinge.] 1605 KACON Ath>. Learn. I. 27 Let

vs seeke the dignitie of knowledge in the
Arch-tip^e

or first

plat-forme, which is in the attributes and acts of God. 1690
LOCKE Hum, Underst. n. xxx. (1695! 205 Ily real Ideas, I

mean such as have a Foundation in Nature ;
such as have a

Conformity, .with their Archetypes. 1795 MASON Ck. Music
i. 54 There was little if any Music printed, .that could serve

as an Arch itype. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 17 The
House of Commons, the archetype of all the representative
assemblies which now meet. iSTgSciuvKNKR Led. Gk. Test. 9
These [manuscripts] were made the archetypes of a host of

others,

2. spec. a. in Minting. A coin of standard weight,

by which others are adjusted. W/'s.

t>. in Compar. Anat. An assumed ideal pattern
of the fundamental structure of each great division

of organized beings, of which the various species
are considered as modifications.

1849 MURCHISON Silnria xx. 477 Approaching to the verte-

brated archetype. 1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Org. Nat.
I. 160 The archetype vertebrate skeleton.

t Archetypical, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec. after

Gr. dpx*7n*u>$ ;
see -ICAL.]

= AKCHKTYPAL.
1738 WARUURTOM Div. Legal, vi. v, The final archietypical

Sacrifice of the Son of God was figured in the command to

offer Isaac.

Archetypist (ft-ikftaipitt). [f. as prec. + -IST.]

One who studies early typography.
188* Athenxum 6 Aug. 175/3 [He], like many other arche-

typists, subsequently found that 1468 was an impossible date.

t Arche'typOUS, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

as prec.
+ -ous.]

= ARCHKTYPAL.
1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordages Myst. Dir>. 67 The veri

Archetypous Globe of all Globes.

!! Archeus (aikrzJs). Obs. exc. Hist. [mod.L.,
archxits

(^
Basil Valentine), f. Gr. dp\afo9 original.]

1. The immaterial principle supposed by the

Paracelsians to produce and preside over the ac-

tivities of the animal and vegetable economy ;

vital force. (It was held that the chief archeus

was situated in the stomach, and that subordinate

archei regulated the action of other organs.)
1641 FRENCH Distill, vi. (1651* 175 The Arcnseus, the ser-

vant of nature. 1651 BIGGS AVrw Dispcns. 183 r 247 The
Archeus doth daily dispence. .so much blond to the parts,
as may serve for their nutrition. 1797 PicARSON in Phil.

Trans. LXXXVIII. 16 The archeus, or vital power, of the

bladder. 1848 HOOPER Med. Diet. (ed. 8) 164 The chiefArcheus

kept watch at the cardiac orifice of the stomach.

2. (See quot.) Also attrib.

1706 PHILLIPS, Archeus. . Also, the highest, most exalted

and invisible Spirit that can be separated from mixt liodies.

1798 in Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 16 When the archeus

spirit of urine meets with a volatile earthy spirit.

Arch-fiend (a-rtj|frnd). [ARCH- 2.]
A chief

or leader of fiends ; Satan.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 209 So stretcht out huge in length
the Arch-fiend lay. a 1711 KEN Poet. Wks. 1721 1. 115 Each
of the curst Arch-fiends their Legions led. 1796 SOUTH EY
To Penates Wks. II. 279 Shrinks like the Arch- Fiend at

Ithuriel's spear. 1872 H. MACMILLAN True Vine vii. 295 A
fallen spirit, an archangel become an archfiend.

'

. v

flamen - archiepiscopits ; see ARCHI- and FLAMEN.]
A chief flamen or priest ;

an archbishop. Hence

Archflamenship.
c 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. v. viii. 41 De Archebyschopyb callyt

ban wes Arche flamynes. 15716 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent
(1826) 71 King Lucius . . changed the Archflamines of Lon-

don, York, and Caerleon, into so many Archbishops. 1:1640
HowELLDotfotia's Grove 204 (L.) Melissanus.who now sways
the great archflamenship. 1656 TRAPP Coinnt. John ix, 22

That archflamen of Rome, the pope. 1823 LAMB Klia I. xiii,

llishop Valentine ! thou venerable Arch-fiarnen of Hymen.

Arch-foe (autf|f<?u-). [ARCH- 2.] Arch-enemy;
spec, the Devil.

1615 HEYWOOD Four Prent. i. Wks. 1874 II. 224 Oh that I

could see . . My Arch-foe. 1667 MILTON P. L. \\. 259 The
arch foe subdu'd, Or Captive drag'd in Chains. 1800 COLE-
RIDGE Piccolom. i. xii, The arch-foe of his Emperor.

A'rch-he'retic. [ARCH- i, 2.] A chief here-

tic ; a first heretic ;
a founder or leader of heresy.

Arch-heresy, fundamental or extreme heresy.
1528 MORE fferesyes iv. Wks. 260/1 The archeheritiques

themselfe, well declare the holynesse of their doctrine by
theyr own lining. 1579 FULKE Ref. Rastel 743 The Pope,
the Archheretique of the world. 1659 PEARSON Crvn(x839>
228 Simon Magus, the arch-heretic, first began. 1858
FROUDE Hist. Kng. IV. xviii. 40 The arch-heretic Henry of

England. 1668 BUTLER Char. ofTime-Sewer, He accounts
it . . arch-heresy to approve of anything . . that is laid by.

Arch-house : see ARCH- 4.

Archi- (a jki-), pref., a. L. archi-, Gr. apxt- : see

ARCH-. This form of the prefix is retained in

words taken in modern times from Gr. or L., di-

rectly or through mod.Fr., and in compounds formed
on the model of these. Hence it is sometimes
found in the adjectives, etc. belonging to substan-

tives, which, from their earlier introduction, have

themselves the form arch-, as archdeacon, archi-

diaconal, archbishop, archiepiscopal. Some words

have both forms, as archi-presbytert arch-presbyter.
I. = ARCH- ; chief, principal, first in authority or
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order, a. in sl>s. t as ||archidida
-scalus [latinized

f. Gr. dpxi-&8&nKaXos], head-master of a school;
whence archididascaTian, -ine, a., of a head-

master ; -f- archigube'rnacy [L. arckigubtrnus
chief pilot], office of governor- in -chief ;

archi-

master, see ARCHBMABTER
; archi-typo'grapher

[mod.L. architypographus in Laudian Statutes],
chief printer, superintendent of printing office.

So *t archibcllowi (nonce-wd.), archi-table. b. in

at/j's.t as ARCHIDIAGONAL, AHCHIKPISCOPAL, etc.;

also archi-keretical, -prdatical, -supreme, -sym-
bolical.

'599 JAMKS I Basil. Doron (1682) 69 Buchanan's or Knoxe's
Chronicles, .these "archibellotises of rebellion. 1844 SIR J.
STKPHEN Keel, liiogr. 11850) II. 367 The responsible office

<*Arckididn$calii$, 1865 STAUNTON Gt, Sch. I'.ng. \Vestni.

i'- T 31 Two masters styled respectively
*

Archididascalus
and Hypodidascalus. 1811 PARR W'ks. 1828 VII. 440 The
long exercise of petty *Archididascalian authority. 1881

Atnen&um 15 Jan. 93/2 beneath the clerical and archidi-
dascaline roof. 1665 Sin-,', Aff. Nctherl. 2.51 They did that

at the Sea by an 'Archigubernacy, or chief Gpvernour and
Admiral. 1721 BAiLEY,*A refa'Aervtical, false in the highest
and most dangerous degree. 1637 UASTWICK Ld. Bishof>s\.
A iiij, *Archiprelaticall lurisdiction is grounded upon Canon
and Positive Law. 1813 G. EDWARDS Metis. Trite Policy
63 Arranged under the Supreme Administrative, as *archi-

supreme. 1660 JKK, TAYLOK M'orthy (Joiimmn. i. 21 The
Divinest and * Arch [symbolical feast. 1842 MRS. GORE
Fnscin. 48 The pedigree to be deposited upon the 'architable

of the king, a i6jz WOOD Life 11848) 172*., Dr. F. .would
not suffer him to execute the place of *architypographer.

2. In /?/<?/. and Anthrop., meaning 'archetypal'
or 'primitive': as a'rchiblast, term applied by
some to the epiblast ; archine'phron, the primi-

tivekidney,whencearchine-phric a.; archiptery-
gium, the primitive fin or wing, whence archi-

pterygian a. Also archili'thic, archizo'ic: see

ARCH.KO-.

1876 tr. Wagner sGcn.Fathol. 462 The archiblast embraces
all tissues. 1882 Atht'n&um 14 Jan. 60/2 In Apus the two

pairs of antenna; are not supplied by nerves from the archi-

cerebrum. 1880 Ht'XLKY Cray-I-'isk iv. 211 The primitive

alimentary apparatus or archenteron. 1878 BELL Gegt'H'
baiter's A nat. 603 The most anterior end of thearchinephric
duct. 1878 GKI.ICN Coal iv. 146 The archipterygkm type is

not plainly visible in such a limb. 1879 tr. }laeckcl's Ei-ol.

Man 1 1.xv. 9 The Primordial, Archizoic, or Archi lithic Epoch.

Archiater ^aikiiJ'-tDj). [a. F. archiafre, ad.

L. archiatrus, Gr. dp^iciTpos, f. apx 1
' chief + tarpo?

physician.] The chief j)hysician, csp. the one

appointed to attend a monarch.

1634 T. HERBERT Trat'. 233 iT.) The advice and help of

archiater, the king's doctor. 1879 J. GRANT in CasselFs
Tec/in. Ednc. IV. 96/1 The title of Archiater, or Dean to

the College of Physicians.
f A'rchical, a. Obs. [f.

Gr. apxufvs, f- &pxh
beginning, ru!e + -ALl.]
1. Of the nature of rule

; governmental.
1651 HOBBES Lci'iath. (18391 569 Nor hath [the power of

the Pope] anything of archical, nor cratical, but only of di-

dactical. 1692 HAI.LYWELL Mor. Virtue *$ iT. i That princi-

pality and archical rule, .over all our corporeal passions.

2. Of the nature of a first principle ; primordial.
1678 Ci'DWORTH Intcll. Syst. 73 They are no Archical

things- .they have not the Nature of a Principle in them.

Archichoke, obs. form of ARTICHOKE.

Archidapifer : see ARCH- i .

Archideclyne, erron. form of ARCHITRICLINE.

Archidene, obs. variant of ARCHDEAN.
Archicliacoiial (a^kiidaiise'k^nal), a. [f. L.

archidiacon-us archdeacon + -AL 1
.] Of, pertain-

ing to, or holding the position of, an archdeacon.

1651 Reliq. Wotton, 328 tT.) I can exercise an archidiaconal

authority. 1674 MARVEI.L Reh. Transfi. \\. 156 The Flat-

tery of Archidiaconal Preachers. 1849 M.\CAULAY Hist. Eng.
II. 91 The Archidiaconal Courts, .were revived.

Archidia'COnate. rare~ Q
. [ad. med.L. archi-

diaconat-us : see prec. and -ATE.] The office or

order of archdeacons.

ii Archido'xis. Obs. [mod.L., .f. Gr. apx'-
ABCHI- + Sd^ty opinion.] The title of a work of

Paracelsus; a collection of philosophical secrets.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Mfd.\\(&*\ 4$ Having perused
the Archidoxes, and read the secret Sympathies of things.

1665 GLANVILL Sccfs. Sci. xxv. 156 A full prospect of the
whole Archidoxls of Nature's secrets.

Archiducal, obs. variant of ARCHDUCAL.

Archiemander, erron, f. ARCHIMANDRITE.

Archiepiscopacy (a:jki,rprsk<!fpasi). [f. late

L. archiepiscop-its, a. Gr. d/)^i-iri(To7roy (Athana-
sius ^320) archbishop + -ACY.] a. The system of

church government by archbishops, t b. = AKCHI-
EPISCOPATE (obs.}.

1642 SIR E. BERING Sfi. on Reli^. xvi. 83 Away with Archi-

episcopacy both roote and branch. 1662 J. BARGRAVE Poj>e
Alex. VII (1867) 63 Those many difficulties he met with in

his archieplscopacy.

Archiepiscopal (-sk^pal), a. [f.
as prec. +

-AL 1
.] OC pertaining to, or of the nature of, an

archbishop. Hence Archieprscopalship sb.

1611 SPEED Hist.Gt. Brit. vin. in. 385 His Archiepiscopall
and sacred calling. 1776 GIBBON Decl. iV f- I. xxi. 594 He
refused to fill the vacancy of the archiepiscopal throne.

ARCHIMEDEAN.
1869 FRKEMAN Nt>rm. Ccmq. III. xiii. 310 Either the young
king or his successive archiepiscopa! advisers. 1606 WHKT-
KSHAi.1. /VAV. Alntst'S Cti. 120 Cardinalship, Patriarkship,

Archiepiscopalship, ^c brieHy that whole Kpiscopall degree.

A rchiepi scopality. [f. prec. + -ITV.]

Archie])iscopal character.

1655 IM-I.I.KK C/i. Iliit. n. 106 The best Pillar of Lichfield

Church, to
supjHjrt

the Archiepiscopality thereof.

Archiepiscopate (-ski'pcit). [f.
as above +

-ATK :i

.]
An archbishop's tenure of office

;
also

ARCHBISHOPRIC.
1792 (/<////. Miig. Apr. 3^2 Will shed the most refulgent

splendour on the archiepiscopate of Dr. Moore. 1855 M M.-

MAN Lut. ( 7it: 1 1864) V. ix. vii. 371 Venice . . had never be*
come, -the seat of an archiepiscopate.

t A'rchiepi'SCOpy. Obs. rare.
[f.

as prec. +

-Y'i.]
= AllCmKlMSflirACY.

1642 Sik }'.. I )I-:IM; .S/. tm Ktlig. 143 Archiepiscopie ! why,
who e\'er voted that to be divine?

ArclligOliy (a.iki-<;i"ni\ fiiol. [f. Gr. <>p\i-

(see Am'Hi- a) + -^owa begetting.] A proposed

eijuivalent of ABIOEENESIS : cf. arche/'iosis.

187611. l/,i,\ Ic.-fs IIUt. Crf.it. I. 18; We shall have to con-

sider Spuntaneuus (leneration, or Archigony.

I Archi'grapher. 0/>s.-. [f.
late L. an-lii-

frn/>/i-it.( + -i:K
'.]

'The Chief Secretary or principal
Clerk.' lilount Hlosiogr. 1656.

Arch.il (.frjtjil, a'jkil;. Forms: 6 archall,
~

-al,

S -el,arc-l'J, S -y archil, [a corruption of the mine

correct Oiiciin., in ijth c. orchell, a. OK. orchcl,

orflie iI (late w.>v//\ ad. It. orccllo, earlier orice/lo,

or OSp. orchillo. In mod. I., roccella, mod.Sp.
archilla, F. oncille. Oriyin uncertain : see below.]
A name given to various species of lichens, also

called Orchil and Orchilla-weed , Koccclla tinctoria,

etc.), which yield a violet dye, and the chemical test

substance litmus. Also : The colouring-matter

prepared from these and other lichens.

1483 Act i A'u-/i. Ill, viii. 3 Diers usen to dye . . with

Orchell and Corkc. 1551 TI-KNKR Herbal \. Pjb, Of Or-

chall, otherwise called corck . . This is called in London

archall, and the dyers vse it to dy withall. 1678 PIIILUI-S,

Archal, otherwise called Derbishire Liverwort, because it

proweth upuii the Freestones of the Mountain Peak. 1727
Tiii<i:i.Ki:i.n Sr'iof. Stirf. Jlilvri:., Sold by the name of Ar-

chel in this city. 1758 /'/iff. Trans. I. 673 A red dye. .pre-

ferable to the cork, or arcel. 1791 HAMILTON Bertholut's

llyfing Introd. ii A kind of archil. 1860 PlESSE C/w.
U'fntf. 146 '1'his arcllil yields a beautiful blue pigment,
known . . by the name of litmus. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chc'in.

(1872) I. 355 A variety of archil manufactured in Glasgow. .

is much esteemed, and sold by the name of citdl't'ar.

[Erroneously derived by Littre from the name of its dis-

coverer or introducer into Italy, Federigo .r?wcW/rt/ or Ori-

ccllari, c 1300. For the Oriceltari, afterwards vulgu Km -

ccllari or Rltcellai, took their surname from \.\\eoric?llt' : cf.

ClAMURRiNi Istt>riu znHcalvgica delle famiglie nobili delta

Tascaiia 11668) I. 274, Cioriialf de letttrati a" Italia 11722)

XXXIII, art. 6, and MANM DC Flfmilinisiaveiltisdiyl.
According to the second of these, Federigo, on noticing the

properties of the plant in the Levant, 'intesi chiamarsi

J\i-sfia in quella parte, Orciglio in Ispagna.' Whether the

original \\'as tV/Vi7/i> or Ort.iglic, a derivation from r<n\<i

rock, founded on mod.L. romlla, is out of the question.]

Archilochian (ajkil<w-kian), a. [f.
L. Archi-

lofkl-iis (f. Gr. 'Apx'^X s) + -AN.] Pertaining to,

or derived from, Archilochus, an early Greek satiric

poet, the alleged originator of iambic metre.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., It is usual to mix iambic verses of

six feet, abating a syllable, with Archilochian verses. 1849
GKOTE Greece n. Ixvii. VI. 34 The Iambic or Archilochian

vein.

t Archi'loquy. Obs. [f.
ARCHI- + L. -loqitium

speech.]
' The first part or beginning of a speech.'

Mount Glossogr. 1656.

Archimage (aukimJid.?). [f.
ARCHI- + L. ma-

gits, It. mago, F. mage (ad. Gr. M<i-yos Magian),

magician, enchanter. Formerly also in L. form

archimagns and quasi-It. archimago.] A chief

magician or enchanter, a great wizard. (Used by

Spenser in the Faery Qiicoic as the name of his

personification of hypocrisy).
1553 87 FOXE A. f, jl/. (1596188/2 The archimagus espieng

his time, compleineth unto the king. 1596 SI-KNSKK /'. (>.

ll. i. Argt., Guyon, by Archimage abusd, The Redcrosse

knight awaytes. Ibid, zi So had false Archimago her dis-

guysd. 1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. 267 An archimago or

grand magician. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 383

Shall we not see the Mackintoshes archimages of Hindo-

stan? 1817 SCOTT Rob A'tTydSss) 91 Dismiss from your com-

pany the false archimage, Dissimulation.

Archimandrite (iukimce'ndrait). [ad. med.L.

archimandrita, ad. late Gr. apx^av^f'n^, f. apx>-

(see AKCHI-) + /*cu>Spa an enclosed space, a monas-

tery.] In Grk. Ch. The superior of a monastery or

convent, corresponding to the abbot in the Western

Church. Occasionally also used of a superin-

tendent of several monasteries, corresponding to

the Western superior abbot or provincialfather.

1591 HORSEV Tna: (1857* 174 The principall priors, ab-

betts, archiemanders. 16518 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1776 GIB-

BON Decl. tf F. xlvii. (1782-8) IV. 564 Eutyches was the

abbot or archimandrite, or superior of three hundred monks.

1879 Mem. Cat/,, f, Cr. Tail 487 The Archbishop of Syra
and Tenos was there, and his two Archimandrites.

Archimedean (ajkimrd/an, -mtdrfa), a. ;
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ARCHIMEDES.
also -ian. [f. L. Archimede-us (f. next) + -AN.] Of,

pertaining to, or invented by Archimedes.
A rchimcfieatt Screw or A rchimedcs' Screw : an instrument

for raising water, formed by winding a tube into the form

oj"a
screw around a long cylinder.

1813 G. EDWARDS Mcas. True Policy 29 An archimedean
lever and fulcrum, able to sway. . the World. 1829 U. K. S.

Nat. Philos. I. ii. 8 The principle of the Archimedian Screw
is occasionally adopted in the wheel-form.

Archimedes (ajkimrd/z). Also anglicized
Arohimede (aultimJd). [Gr. proper name.] A
philosopher of Syracuse, celebrated for his dis-

coveries in applied mathematics and mechanics, and
for his statement, that with a lever long enough
and a point to stand upon he could move the world.

(Here used connotatively.)
ri63O DRTMM. or HAWTH. U'ks. (1711)34/2 Those numl>ers

which no Archimede can tell. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737)
II. 190 They are all Archimedes's in their way; and c:ui

make a world upon easier terms than he offer'd to move
one,

Arclumime (a-jkimai m). Also arch-, [ad. L.

archimimus, a. Gr. ap\t/upas: see AHCHI- and

MIME.] A chief buffoon, or jester ;
the chief mimic,

who in Roman funeral processions imitated the

gait and gestures of the deceased.
1658 SIR T. BKOWNK Hyariot. iv. 59 The Archimime or

Jester attending the Funerall train. 1731 CIIAMIIEKS Cycl.,
Arckimimes . . imitated the manners, gestures, and speech,
both of persons living, and those who were dead. 1824
D'IsRAF.Li Cur. Lit. 118661434/1 The arch mime who fol-

lowed the body of the Emperor Vespasian at his luneral.

t Archiniimic. Obs. raft:-". = prec.
1656 in I'LOUNT Gtossogr., Archiniitnitk.

Archine, variant of ARSHEEN.

Arching taut/in), vbl. sl>.
[f. ARCH v. + -ixr.l.]

The action of the vl>. ARCH
; concr. structure con-

sisting of arches
; arched curve.

1598 STOW Stirv. (1633) 398/1 The Arching begunne on the
East side the Steeple, ti 1821 KI.AIS SlceJ> q Poetry 238
The very archings of her eyelids.

Arching .T
.it/in , //>/. a. [f. ARCH v. + -I.\G*.]

Forming an arch, having a convex curve.

1677 MO.XON Mfr/i. /'.<-. (17031 66 Ground more or less

Arching. 1810 ScoTr/.a</x o/J..\. xviii, The steed obeyed,
With arching neck. 1842 TLNNVSON Margaret v, The arch-
ing limes are tall.

tArchipel. Obs. rare, [a. F. archipel, earlier

archipelague ; see below.] = ARCHIPELAGO.
1596 T. DAM, rr lie Cfinmincs /list. (16141 223 Diners

goodly lies in the sea called Archipell. .(iiiarg.) This Archi-
pell is Mtire i-h'gcittir.

Archipelagiaii (a:jki|pflfi-d.3ian). [f. as next
+ -IAN".] Of, or pertaining to, an archipelago.
1881 H. NICHOLSON S-vord to Share iv. 23 This archipela-

gian kingdom.

Archipelagic (-lae'd^ik), a.
ff. next +

-ic.]=
prec.

1841 litack-M. Mag. XLIX. 484 The archipelagic neigh-
l>ourhoods of Kent Road, etc.

Archipelago (ajk^pe'lagf?"). PI. -os, -oes. Also
6 archpelago, 6-7 archipelagus, 7 -pelage, [ad.
It. arcipelago, f. arci- chief, principal (ARCH- 4) +
pi-lago deep, abyss, gulf, pool ; cogn. w. Sp.//,-7a^o,

1'g- PCS> ft.fclee-.'L.felagus (very common in

med.L.), a. ( lr. TreAa-yos sea. In most of the langs.
the word had at first the prefix in the native form :

OSp. arcipiclago, OPg. arcepelago, ME. arch-

pelago, arch-sea. All exc. It. have now archi-. Cf.
also AKCIIES.
No such word occurs in ancient or mediaeval Gr. ; 'Ap*-

wtf'Aa-yos in mod. Gr. Diets, is introduced from western
langs. Arcipelago occurs in a Treaty of 3Oth June 1268,
between the Venetians and the emperor Michael Palaeo-
logus : 'Item, quod pertinet ad insulas de Arcipelago'; it

is used also by Villani (-1345. It was evidently a true Italian

compound likeamtfwoi, arcipoltrone, arcifelice, suggested
probably by the med.L. name of the /Egean Sea, Egea-
felagtis (Venetian state-papers of 1419 have still Dncatiis
Enaftlagi\ repr. Gr. <iiyatowe\ay<K, ai-yaior Tre'Aaytx, and
alluding to the vast difference in size between this and the
lagoons, pools, or ponds, to which pelago was popularly ap-
plied. That it was a corruption or perversion of Egeopelaro
itself is less probable.]
1. The /Egean Sea, between Greeceand Asia Minor.
1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 143 Many other iles within the

archpelago, that is the gulf be-tw ix Grese and Turkye. 1684
Land. Gaz. mdccccxci/2 Cruised, .with a Squadron of 14 or
15 Men of War in the Archipelago. 1847 GROTE Greece n.
i. (18621 II. 4 The line [of Eubcean hills] is further prolonged
by a series of islands in the Archipelago.
Hence (as this is studded with many isles) :

2. Any sea, or sheet of water, in which there
are numerous islands

; and trans/, a group of
islands.

[1519 PARMENTIER in Jal Glass,
ffantiqtie, Et me faisois

pres de I'Archypelague d'aupres de Calicut.] 1600 HAK-
LUYT Voy. (1810) III, These broken lands and Islands being
very many in number, do seeme to make there an Archipe-
lagus. 1633 H. COCAN Pinto's Voy. x. (1663) 32 The Seas of
China, Sunda, Banda, and the Molucques. .that great Archi-
pelage. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 122 The numerous
archipelagos of the polar ocean. 1845 DARWIN Voy. ffat.

(fig.) iMa MERIVALE Rom. F.mp. (1865) VII. ix. 260 The
continent was an archipelago of insulated communities.
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Archipresbyteral (auk^prezbi-teral), a. [f.

med.L. archiprcslytcr archpresbyter + -AL 1
.] Of

or pertaining to an archpresbyter.
1844 DANSEY Horx Dec. Rtir. I. iv. i. 261 Archipresbyteral

supervisorship over the manners, .of the clergy.

t Archisynagogue. Obs. Also 6 arch-
synagogue, [ad. L. arckisytiagdgta, a. Gr. dpx<-
avvd-fwyos (in \.T.) ;

also in OF. arehisynagogue.]
The ruler of a synagogue.
1582 N. T. ikhem.) Mark v. 22 And there commeth one

of the Archsynagogs, named lairus. 1660 STILLINCFLKET
Irenicum (1662) n. vi. 6. 245 The Jews . . retained their

Archuyiugogua still. 1753 in CHAMBERS Cyct. Suppl.
Architect .a-jkitekO. [?a. F. arc/iilecte or It.

arcliiletto, ad. L. architectus, f. Gr. dpx're/CTUv, f.

dpx'- (see ARCHI-) + rUrtav builder, craftsman.
Several of the derivatives are formed as if on L.
tect-tis from tcgHrc ; e.g. architcctivc, -tor, -titrc.~]
1. A master-builder, spec. A skilled professor of

the art of building, whose business it is to prepare
the plans of edifices, and exercise a general super-
intendence over the course of their erection. (C(.
ARCHITECTURE i.) Naval Architect: one who
takes the same part in the construction of ships.
1563 SmiK Anhit. A ij b, John Shute painter and Archi-

tecte. 1667 .Mn. i, is /'. L. i. 732 The work some praise And
some the Architect. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 30 F 5 One
pulls down his house and calls architects about him. 1815
SCOTT Ld. Isles iv. x.Templesdeck'd liy skill of earthly archi-
tect. 1854 Rt SKIN /.,<-/. Archil. Add. 113 No person who
is not a great sculptor or painter can be an architect. If
he is not a sculptor or painter, he can only be a builder.
b. loosely, A builder.

1665 9 I'.OYI.I. Occas.
R,-jJ.

iv. xiii. (1675) 245 Babel, whose
scattered architects have indeed made themselves a name.
2. One who designs and frames any complex

structure
; esp. the Creator

; one who arranges ele-

mentary materials on a comprehensive plan.
1659 /',i/-/. .V/,v, // 2 The grand Architect would never have

so framed it. 1788 Ki ID Ait. J'm'crs i. vi. 526 Plato made
the causes of things to be matter, ideas, and an efficient
architect. 1817 (.'IIAI.MKKS Astnw. Disc. i. (1852) 21 The
great Architect of nature. 1846 GROIE Greece II. xxi. 209
The inference that Pelsistratus was the first architect of the
Iliad and Odyssey.
3. One who so plans, devises, contrives, or con-

structs, as to achieve a desired result (especially
when the result may be viewed figuratively as an
edifice) ;

a builder-up.
1588 SMAKS. Tit. .-I. v. iii. 122 Chiefe Architect and plotter

of these woes. 1607 Toj si.i.1. Four-/. Beasts 526 Most strange
l)elly-gods and architects of gluttony. 1649 MILTON Eikon.
xxi, The architects of their own happiness. 1873 BL-RTUN
Hist. Scot. I. ix. 298 The Architect of his own fortunes.

b. trails/, of things.
1835 I.YI ION Kienzi vm. iii. 365, Gold is the Architect of

Power ! 1871 J. MACDUFI- Mem. Patinas xviii. 251 The deeds
done to-day will be the architects of our bliss or woe.

t A'rchitectist. Obs.
[f. prec. + -IST.]

=
prec.

1650 P>AYI.Y llerba Parietis 3 There were many buildings
. -yearly children of a right architectist.

Architective (aukitektiv), a.
[f. as prec. +

-IVE. See ARCHITECT.] Pertaining to architec-
ture

;
fitted for or characterized by construction.

1611 COTGR., ArtAtectotufvt,9rdbitectivt. 1713 DERHAM
I'liys.-'rhed. iv. xiii. 237 How could the Bodies of many of
them, .be furnished with architecture Materials? 1883 TRU-
MAN in Chicago Advance 15 Mar., Agitation is architective
as well as destructive.

t A:rchitecto-nially, adv. Obs. [cf. Gr. dpxt-
TiKTovia. architecture.] Architecturally.
1679 EVELYN Sifra 134 (not in ed. 1664) Columns and

pilasters architectonially shaped.

Architectonic (auki,tekty-nik), a. and sb.

[ad. L. architectonic-us, a. Gr. apxiTenToviKus, {.

dpx'TfKTaiv : see ARCHITECT and -ic. Cf. F. archi-

tectoniijue (I4th c. in Littre).]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to architecture ; suited or
serviceable for the construction of buildings.
1645 EVELYN Mem. (18571 1- 2I9 Incrusted with marbles and

other architectonic ornaments. 1774 G.WmTE Sfltorne xx.

(1843! 235 With what different degrees of architectonic skill
Providence has endowed birds. 1850 LEITCH Mutter's Atic.
Art 17 There are musical and architectonic, but no plastic
instincts.

1859 GULLICK & TIMDS Paint. 188 To harmonize
with the architectonic requirements.
2. Of or pertaining to construction; constructive.
1678 CUDWORTII Intill.Syst.l. iv.xxiii. 406 The Demiurgus,

or Architectonick Framer of the whole world. 1846 GROTE
Greece i. xxi. II. 191 The architectonic functions ascribed by
Wolf to Peisistratus. . in reference to the Homeric poems.
3. Having the function of superintendence and

control, i.e. having the relation that an architect
bears to the artificers employed on the building ;

directive, controlling. (So used in Gr. by Aris-

totle.)

1678 Hist. Induig. in G. Hickes Sfir. Popery 74 Archi-
tectonick and Magisterial Power of making Laws. 1873
SYMONDS Grk. Poets iii. 82 Aristotle so regarded one of their
most important aphorisms on architectonic supremacy of
justice.

4. esp. in Afctaph. Pertaining to the systematiza-
tion of knowledge.
1801 W.TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XII. 422 These days of

architectonic metaphysicians. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct.

ARCHITECTURE.
Sc. III. XV. viii. i. 227 Classification is the architectonic
science, to which Crystallography and the Doctrine of Ex-
ternal Characters are subordinate. i&rjC.\\RV Philos. Kant
n. xvi. 575 The architectonic impulse of reason, which seeks
to refer all science to one principle.
B. sb. Architectonic s [F. rarchitcctonique] :

the science a. of architecture
; b. Mctaph. of

the systematic arrangement of knowledge.
1660 H. MORE Myst. GoJt. m. vi. 72 The Invention of

Letters, of Mustek, of Architectonicks. 1850 LKIICII Mai-
ler's Anc. Art 42 A style of architectonics . . which aimed
at magnificence. 1838 SIR W. HAMILTON J.og. App. (1866)
II. 230 That [science] which treats of those conditions of
knowledge which lie in the nature, not of thought itself but
of that which we think alwut . . has been called . . Architec-
tonic, in so far as it treats of the method of building up our
observations into system.

A:rchitecto'nical, a.
[f. as prec. + -AI.I.]

1. = ARCHITECTONIC i, 2. 'tObs.
1608 TOPSELI. Serpents 643 | liees] build their combes with

such an architectonical prudence. 1611 CORYAT Crudities
453 A very faire architectonical Machine made of wainscot
1678 CUDWOKTH Ititell. Syst. 417 The Divine Mind being. .

Architectonical of the World.
2. = AECHITKCTOKIO 3, 4. Also as sb.

'595 J- KING Scrm. Queen's Day Wks. (1864! 327 His art
. .is architectonical. .and commander of all other functions.
ii 1619 FOTHERBY Atkeom. ii. i. Ii 8. 186 Ministerial! Arts. .

subiected vnto others, as to their Architectonicals. 1640
lip. REYNOLDS Passions xxxvi, That supreme and archi-
tectonical power in man's little world, his w ill. 1857 MAURICK
Mor. Sf Met. Phil. III. ii. 50. 66 Homage to theology as
the primary architectonical science.

A:rchitecto -

nically, aJv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.]

In relation to architectonics
; with architectural

fitness.

1850 I.KITCH Mailers Anc. Art 286 The simple fitness. .

with which the manifold purposes and aspects of life \\cie

architectonically satisfied. 1883 Times 29 May, The dome
of St. Peter at Rome, .lit up architectonically.
t A'rchitector. Obs. Also 5-7 -our, 6 7

-uri^e, 7 -er. [a. V.architcetciir, and med.L. archi-

Icclor, It. ai-chiteltore, due to form-assoc. with I..

agent-nouns in -lor: see ABCHITKCT.]
1. = AKCHITECT i.

1563 SHU-IE Archit. B j b, One Calimachus, an excellent
Architectur. 1637 HEYWOOD Royal Ship 16 A long boate,
or Galley, of which one Argus was the Architector. 1656
EAKLMoNM..-!,;

1

?././,-. Paruass. 7 That so famous an Archi-
tecter should mispend his time. 1660 KI.OOME Archit.
K iij, This Pillar, which the most excellent Architecture,
Marcus Vitruvius, used. 1702 Loud. Ga~. mmmdccclxxvii ^4
Revised by some of the best Architectors.
2. transf. andyfy. Cf. ARCHITECT 2, 3.
1612 WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. 1653 Pref. i God, the

Architector of the world. 1660 Plea. Monarchy in Harl.
Misc. I. 15 Our architectors of a commonwealth.
3. One who has chief control

;
a superintendent.

1461-83 Or,/. K. llonseh. 42 The office of lewell-house
hath an architectour, called . . keeper of the king's lewelles.

ArchitectreSS (.aukitektres). [f. prec. + -ESS :

cf. director, directress] A female architect.
1601 COKNWALLYES Ess. ii. xxxviii, This Architectresse

shewes the first ground of Policy. 1651 Ketio. It'ofte-n.

(16721 139 If Nature herself ithe first Architectress) had
windowed your breast. 1860 H. MARRYAT Kesia. Jutland\.
v. 62 Queen Thyre Danebod, architectress of the Danevirke.
Architectural (aakite-ktiural), a.

[f.
ARCHI-

TECTURE + -AL
l.] Of, relating to, or according to,

architecture.

1762-94 J. STUART Anliq. Athens (R.1 No fragment of
sculpture or architectural ornaments was to be found there.

1841 SPAI.DING Italy ft hi. I. 31 The architectural monu-
ments of the Romans. 1868 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt n A folio
volume of architectural engravings.

Architecturalist (-i
;

st). [f. as next + -IST.]A professed student of, or connoisseur in, archi-
tecture.

1861 A. B. HOPE Eng. Cathedr. iqth C. viii. 278, I have
also been arguing as an architecturalist.

Architecturalization i-aizi
T
'-/an). [n. of

action f. next : see -ATIUX] Adaptation to the

purposes of architecture.

1879 G. SCOTT Leet. A rchit. 1. 103 A very valuable element
in the architecturalisation of foliage.

Architecturalize (-siz), v. [f. ARCHITEC-
TURAL + -IZE.] To adapt to architectural purposes
or design.
1879 G. SCOTT Led. Archit. II. 139 To architecturalise

the arched opening.

Architecturally, adv.
[f.

as prec. + -Lv2.]
In an architectural manner; as regards architecture.

1843 Penny Mag. 499 The east end . . is treated archi-

tecturally. 1876 Mm BMADOOH J. Haggard's Dan. I. 29
Architecturally Mr. Haggard's dwelling-place had no claim
to be admired.

Architecture (a-JkitektiiLi), sb. [a. F. archi-
tecture (}w It. architetttird), ad. L. arcliitectura,
f. architect-us : see ARCHITECT and -URE.]
1. The art or science of building or constructing

edifices of any kind for human use. Regarded in

this wide application, Architecture is divided into

Civil, Ecclesiastical, Naval, Military, which deal

respectively with houses and other buildings (such
as bridges) of ordinary utility, churches, ships, for-

tification. Kut Architecture^is sometimes regarded
solely as a fine art, and then has the narrower

meaning explained in quots. 1849, 1879 below.



ARCHITECTURE.

1563 SHUTE titled The first and chief Grounds of Archi-

tecture vsed in all the auncient and famous monyments.
1581 W. STAFFORD Exam. Cotnpl. i. (18761 24 Architecture,

that is to say, the scyence of building. 1756 BL-RKE Sitbl. iy

fl. Wks. I. 292 The management of light is a matter of im-

portance in architecture. 1800 J. CHARNOCK (title) History
of Marine Architecture. 1849 RCSKIN Si-n. Lamps i. i. 7

Architecture is the art which so disposes and adorns the

edifices raised by man.. that the sight of them contributes

to his mental health, power, and pleasure. 1879 G. SCOTT

Led. Archil. II. 292 Architecture, as distinguished from

mere building, is the decoration of construction.

2. The action or process of building, arch.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE J'semi. Kp. 381 [If] the great Cities

Anchiale and Tarsus were built . . both in one day . . Cer-

tainely, it was the greatest Architecture of one day, since

that great one of sixe. 1736 BUTLER Anal. I. i. 36 Carriages
and leavers and scaffolds are [necessary] in architecture.

3. (oner. Architectural work; structure, building.
1611 TOIRNEIR Ath. Traf. v. i, On these two pillars stood

the stately frame And architecture of my loftie house. 1759

JOHNSON Rassclas xxix. 117871 85 The ruins of their archi-

tecture are the schools of modern builders. 1864 BURTON
Scot Abr. I. v. 291 Architecture, especially if it be of stone.

4. The special method or 'style' in accordance

with which the details of the structure and orna-

mentation of a building are arranged.
1703 M.U:SI>KELL youru Jcnts. <i73-'i 135 The adjecti-

tious Buildings are of no mean Architecture. 1853 RCSKIN
Stories yen. II. vi, Many other architectures be.-ides Gothic.

1883 RIDEINC; in llnrper's Mag. July 180/1 The Queen Anne
architecture of the day.
5. transf. orJig. Construction or structure gene-

rally ;
both abst. and concr.

1590 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tantbnrl. n. vii, The wondrous
architecture of the world. i6o7'!'orsi:i.L Serpents 627 Hiero-

glyphical Kmblems. . made ready and squared for the archi-

tecture of this discourse. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. 1 1. 391

Millions of opaque globes . . constitute the moving order of

its architecture. 1875 GRINDON Life xxvi. 337 In beautiful

and ingenious architecture, the birds, the bees, and the

wasps, have been competitors.

Architecture, v. rate. [f. prec. sb.] To

design as architect.

a 1821 KEATS /-V^itA Cave (D.) This was architectur'd

thus By the great Oceanus.

Architecture, variant of AHCHITKCTOR. Obs.

t Archite'mple. Obs. rare. [?ad. med.L.

*architc.mplum, or Y.*arf/<i-/ciplc i,see Aiifni- and

AUCH-). It could hardly be an English compound.]
A chief temple.
1297 R. GLOLX. 74 And pre aruhiteinples. . London, and

Euerwik, and in Glomorgan on. Ibid.
, j>e erchbischopricks

as be bre architemples were.

Architrave (.aukHrJiv). Arch. [?a. F. archi-

trave (ch soil), or It. area-, architrave, f. ARCHI-

+ /rave : L. tralicm (nom. trabs) beam.]
1. The lowest division of the entablature, consist-

ing of the main beam that rests immediately upon
the abacus on the capital of a column ; the epistyle.

1563 SHUTE Arc/tit. C ib, Vpon the Capitall shalbe laydc
or set Epistilium, named also Trabes, called in oure English

tonge the Architraue. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 710 Doric pil-

lars overlaid With Golden Architrave. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh.

339 Stonc-Heng is made up of three circles . -the stones of

each circle joyned with Architraves. 1789 SMYTH tr. At-

drich's Arehit. (iSi8) 102 The inscription is seen both in

the frieze and architrave. 1856 P.KYANI- Purest Hymn 2 Ere
man learned To hew the shaft, and lay the architrave.

2. Collective name for the various parts (lintel,

jambs, and their mouldings) that surround a door-

wav or window. Also altrib.

1603 GERBIER Counsel 76 Architrave doorc-cases. 1725
Pot-E Oeiyss. XXL 46 Folding gates. .With pomp of various

architrave o'erlay'd. 1847 KAKIIAM lnyal. Leg. (1877) 85 With
a shell-pattern'd architrave over the door.

3. Ornamental moulding round the exterior of

an arch. Also attrib.

1849 FREEMAN Arehit. 152 The arches too are channeled

with architrave mouldings.

A'rchitraved, ///. a.
[f. prec. -t- -ED-.] Fur-

nished with an architrave.

1664 F.VELYN Arehit. (R.) Arched or plainly architrav'd

buildings in form of cloysters and galleries. 1791 CowrEK

Oifyss. \ H. 108 The lintels silver, architraved with gold.

t Architricline. Obs. [a. F. archilriclin,

also in OF. archcJcclin, ad. L architridinus, a.

Gr. tipxirpiitXivos (in N. T.), f. apx'- chief + rpi-

KAFros the triple couch of a banquet-room.] The

president or 'ruler' of a feast. (Taken in me-

clircval legend as proper name of a rich lord.)

c 1250 Kent. Serin, in O. K. Misc. 29 Bereth to Architri-

clin, fat was se bet ferst was i-serued. 1382 WYCLIF John
ii. 8 Bere ?e to [1388 the] architriclyn . . And as [1388 the]

architriclyn tastide the water, e 1430 LVDG. .!//. Poems 13

i Halliw.! The watyr of Archideclyne,Wiche be meracle were

turned into wyne. 1493 ftstyvaU&>. de W.) (1515) in At

y-'
feest of Archytryclyne.

tA-rchiture. Obs. [?contr. f.] ARCHITECTUIIE.

1594 Zepheria xvii. in Arb. Garner V. 73 The gold ceiling

of thy brow's rich frame Designs the proud pomp of thy
face's architure.

Archival (aukival', ff. [f.
next + -At, 1 .]

Of or

pertaining to archives. 1847 in CRAIG.

Archive (a-jksiv, -kiv\ Mostly in //. [a. F.

arc/iif, archive, ad. late L. archnun, arclrivuin, a.

Gr. up\(tov magisterial residence, public office, f.

apxn government.]
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1. A place in which public records or other im-

portant historic documents arekept. Nowonlyin//.
1645 HOWELL Lett, vi. 5 Lubeck, wher the Archifs of their

ancient Records is still. 1667 K. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt.Brit.

l. in. x. (1743) 217 The Tower of London is likewise . . the

Great Archive where are conserved all the ancient records.

1777 SIR W. JONES Poems A> Ess. Pref. 13 Preserved in the

archives of the Royal Society. 1775 BP. Low nt Let. War-
bin-Ion 43 Laid up in the same Archive. 1866 FELTON Anc.

ff .Mad. Greece 1 1 . xi. 209 That authenticated copies . . should

be deposited in the public archives.

2. A historical record or document so preserved.
Now chiefly in //.

1638 1'cuit. Cm/, xii. (16571 319 Constitutions . . found

amongst the Archives at Bcnnet College. i68jDRVDEN /V-
tat\ h 63 He had travell'd over Greece to peruse the archives

of every city. 1795 Ln. AUCKLAND in Corr. (1862) 111. 284
Lord St. Helens was obliged to burn all our Hague archives.

1823 LAMB Elia (1860) 15 Some rotten archive, rummaged
out of some seldom-explored press. 1863 MARY HOWITT
/-'. Brewer's Greece I. i. 19 These inscriptions constitute a

portion of the archives of ancient Athens.

3. transf. or_/f^. in both prec. senses.

1603 HOLLAND PlutarcK5 Mor, i4oThe>c curious meddlers
. . make of their memorie a most unpleasant Archive or

Register. 1830 LYKI.L 1'rinc. Gci'l. 11875) II. III. xxxv. 268

Tho-e periods of the past, of which they [geologists] were

studying the archives. 1865 CAKLYI.E Fredk. Ct. XL ii. IV.

38 So expert was he, and a living archive in that business.

1878 Si-:ELEY.S"iV/ III. 421 The Universities, archives of all

the errors of the age.

Archivist (aukivisO. [f. prce. f-isi; perh.

directly after med.L. and It. (\n Flotio 161 1) archi-

vists, or K. nrrhiris/f.'] A keeper of archives.

1753 CHAMBI:KS Cyil. .V;///.,l"inlcr the emperors the Archi-

vist was au officer of great dignity. 1813 W. TAYLOR in

Month. Mai;. XXXV. 214 Moses had the command ever

these archives. He was their archivist. 1879 O.W. HOLMES
J/i>/.Vv xiv. 91 Under the editorship of the archivist-general

of Holland.

Archivolt (a-jkiwnlt). Arch. Also S -vault,

[ad. It. archivolto, arcovolta (or "F.archivolte, with

f/i soft\ f. area :L.ai-itis arch + volla VAULT, arch,

volto arched. Archirollum is found in mod. I,.]
The

under curve or inner contour of an arch, from

impost to impost ;
the band of mouldings which

ornaments this curve.

1731 in BAILEY. 1761 |. KIRBY Prrspect. An -hit. n Archi-

vaulls always fall upon 'the impost. 1823 NICHOLSON I'ratl.

Builder vi When they [architraves] traverse the curve of

an an h, they are called archive, It-.. 1862 RAWUNSON Fr.-c

Gi. Mon. I. vi. 360 Spanned by an arch above, the archi-

voltc being covered with enamelled bricks.

Arclllet ^Vjtjilet). [f.
Alien si'. + -I.ET.] A

little arch.
1862 H. MARRYAT Year S~.t>cii. II. 433 A fine brick church

. .with archlets gored in white.

Archlttte i,;vjtJ|li/7'tX [ad. F. nr,-hilutli, \\..nr-

ciliulo : see Aiicu- and LUTK.] (See quot.)

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. , A rcileu/it, Arthilute, a long, and

large lute, having its bass strings lengthened after the

manner of a theorbo, and each row doubled cither with a

little octave or a unison. It is used by the Italians for play-

ing a thorough bass. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 285.

Archly ,riulj,li\ adv. [f.
AKCII a. +-LY-.] In

an arch manner ; cleverly, waggishly ; with good-
humoured slyness or sauciness.

1662 MORE Antid. Atli. i. viii. (1712) 147 Not wittily or

archly feign'd, to amuse withal. 1732 MRS. DELANY Auto-

He-%. 118611 I. 394 [He] played his part very archly; he is a

comical spark. 1858 LONGF. M.Standish in. 153 Archly :he

maiden smiled. 1863 KINCI.AKE Crimea. I II. i. Si He archly

resolved to have the meaning, .expanded into plain French.

Arehmarshal : see AKCII- i.

Archmastrie, variant of ABCHEMASTKY, Obs.

Archness (a-jtj,nes). [f.
as prec. + -NESS ]

The quality of being arch ; cleverness, waggish-
ness ; good-humoured slyness, pleasantry.

1709 AHS-M. Suchcvercll 10 He brought this Archness down
the Pulpit Stairs with him. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison

(1781) I. i. 6 With a provoking archness in her looks. 1870

EMERSON Sue. ff Solit. xi. 242 The wise Socrates treats this

matter with a certain archness.

Archoke, obs. form of ARTICHOKE.

Archology (aikfj-lodji). [f. Gr. apx-'h begin-

ning, origin ; government -t- -(oiLOGY.] a. Doctrine

of the origin of things, b. Science of government.
1825 COLERIDGE Rear. 11836' II. 339 In contra-distinction

from the Hebrew archology on the one side, and from the

Ph'enician OH the other. 1877 Sat. Rev. 27 Oct. 530 ID.)

That which Mr. Blakeslee, with a somewhat clumsy pedan-

try, calls archology, meaning the science of government.

t A'rchon 1
. [a. OF.arfon, archon, dim. of arc

bow, arch; cf. AiisoN 1 and ARCHET.] A fiddle-

bow ;
?a plectrum.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. x. iv, He [Phebusl held his

archon in hys ryght hande And hys Lyre in hys lyfte honde.

Archon 2
(a-jkjm). [a. Gr. af\uv ruler, magis-

trate, pr. pple. of apx-fv to rule.]

1. The chief magistrate, and, after the time of

Solon, one of the nine chief magistrates of the

Athenian republic.
1659 PEARSON Creed (iB}<)} 104 Their annual archon [emu-

ruwos], whose name they used in their distinction of years.

1754 Phil. Trans. XI.VIII. 473 Solon .. must have been

about 52 theyear that he was archon. 1874 MAHAFFY Sac.

Li/eGrecce xii. 361 The chief archon had charge of heiresses

and orphans. The king archon tried cases of impiety.

ARCHPRIEST.

2. A ruler or president generally.
1735 8 IJoi.iNtiUROKE Parties viii. (T.I We might establish

a doge, a lord Archon, a Regent. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trn-:
xiv. 256 The ancient physicians thought we all possessed an

archon, or presiding spirit. 1862 DANA Man. Getil. 573 Man
. .stands alone, the Archon of Mammals.
3. A power subordinate to the Deity, held by
some of the Gnostics to have made the world.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Archontiii, Certain subordinate

powers called arc/unites or angels. 1868 tr. 1
'

Iippolytlts'Kef.

Heresies vn. xiii, The great Archon . . possesses an empire
v-ith limits extending as far as the firmament.

Archonship i,a-.ik|Tnjip;. [f. prec. + -SHIP,]
The office, or tenure of office, of an archon.

1699 111 NTI.LY I'hal. 271 The year of Solon's Archonship.
1866 FFLTON Ane. ty Mnd. Greece II. V. 80 The archonship
and the higher offices of state were open only to the first class.

Archbntate (a-jkf'nU-'t). [ad. I,. *archontit-

us (ci. F. ctrchontah, (. Gr. apxvr- stem of ap\aiv ;

see prec. and -ATE!.] An archon's tenure of office.

1762 GniBON Misc. II 'its. 11814* V. 272 All our dates in

olympiads or archontats. 1847 GKOTE Greece n. xi. III. 125

The period immediately preceding the Archontate of Solon.

Archontic (ajkp-ntik ,
a. and sl>. [ad. med.L.

arclion/ictts, Gr. ap\ovriiti,s, (. dpx<"" see prec.]

A. nifj. Of or pertaining to an archon.

1865 GKOII-: Pinto I. ix. 311 The archontic office.

B. s/i. One of a sect of Gnostic heretics in the

2nd century, who held that the world was created

by circliontes ap\m>Tts . See Aitciiox 3.

1586'!. Rout us ^ Art. 116071 202 The Symbonia of the

Archontics. 1675 COLVIL ll'liigs Snpplie. 11751 1 14= Some
[turn| Archontics, some Aetians. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Arch-pall: see Audi- 4.

A'rch-pa'pist. [f.
AUTH- 2.] A chief, leading,

or extimie, papist. Hence Arch-papistical a.

1554 KNOX h'avthf. Aetjuon. E vj b, Th(ni . .art become an

open archpapist agayne. i6361'K%NNi. L'nl'isli. Tint.t I i/:<*

116611 114 Peresius the Spaniard and an Archpapist. 1574

/.//i- .-?//. Cunfeti'. Pref. 10 v b, That Archpastorall or Arch-

papisli' all staffe.

A'rch-pa'stor. [f.
.\ucn- I, after Gr. dpx'i""-

^r;i/.]
A chief or first pastor v

of souls . Hence

Arch-pastoral a.

1574 J.i/e Al-f. ( antcrt: 1'lef. C vi b, That princely Arch-

pa,!. ,r and pa-lor. ill Anh|.rince. . IVter. [See also prei .word.]

a 1600 HIIOKI K An /. I':'/, vn. 440 L'hri.-t's prerogative to be

named an anli-paslur >im|>ly.

A'rch-pi'rate. [I-
AKCII- I, after L. archifl-

nllij, ad. Gr. u/i\iirei(iT^t.] A chief pirate; a

pirate captain. Also Iransf. of literary piracy.

1489 CAM ON l-'nytes A rules ii. ix. 107 An archepyrate, that

is to say agrelethefofthesee. 1567 IIAVI-L l\f. Afa/.t 161 1!

;8.> The I 'ope- .1 ailed him Arch-pirate, Arch-heretike, and

ApoMata. 1577 IliiMNSHEti C/iri'H. I. ~S I One of the male,

slew thearchpir.it or capleine ro\'er as I may call him. 1610

HOLLAND Cauiden's Brit. 1.144 Hasting, a Norman Arch-

pirate, n 1797 H.WALI-OLK (;-,// '18471 I- -xu - 395 -^

sc-a-i.aplain . . Kave the first claims to kings and archpirates

over an unknown tract of country. 1828 SOL IHLV
^'I'v

A.

Cii>uih:^/i<iin, The Arch-Pirate (Jalignani hath prefix'd, A
spurious portrait to a faithless life.

A'rch-pO'et. [f.
Alien- i, after med.L. anhi-

/iv/<;.] a. Chieforfirst poet. b. A pott-laureate ,obs'.

1610 HOLLAND C<iideti's Brit. i. 106 Henrie of Aurenches,

Archpoet to King Henrie the Third. 1648 HI-RRICK 11,-sfer.

118441 II. 150 After the rare arch-poet died, The sock grew
loathsome. 1714 IKOXSIDE Orig. Cull/a oj Spencer >ed. 2

Pref. 5 England's Arch-Poet Spencer. (11744 Port Poet

Laurvat ('.} The title of 'archipoeta,' or arch-poet, in the

style of those days : in ours, poet laureat. n 1754 Fn M-ING

I'le,is. T^ii-'n \\'ks. I. 208 The election of an arch-poet, or, as

others call him, a poet-laureate to the goddess of Nonsense.

A'rch-prelate. [f. ABCH-I.] Chief prelate ;

archbishop. Hence Archprelatic, -ical, a.

1594 HOOKLR Keel. Pal. v. (16171 271 S. Basil . an Arch-

prelate in the house of God. 1640 HASIWICK T.d. Bislipfs

viii. H ij b, Doe not Arcliprelates take place of Dukes, and

Prelats of Lords? 1648 MILTON Olscrv. Art. Peace Wks.

1851, 564 The late King himself, with Stratford, and that

Arch- Prelat of Canterbury. 1851 HAWTHORNE / '-.nice-told T.

Il.xvi. 241 If this king and this arch-prelate have their will.

1651 CIEVELAND On A/if. York 14 A general Metropolitan,

An Arch-Prelatique Presbyterian. 1882 PA.VT. HOOD Crom-

well 2 52 Laud . . that ridiculous old archprelalical absurdity.

Archpresbyter (.a-jtjipre'zbitaj).
Also arohi-.

[ad. L.a>-i/ii/<i-ssfytei;a.d.Gr.apx'i'f>(''flvTipos:
see

AKCHI- and PBE8BTTKE.]=ABCHPR1E8T.
1562 in Strype Ann. Re/. I. xxvii. 320 One grave and dis-

crete priest, to be Archipresbyter, or decnmis rnralis. 1610

FIELD Church v. 509 That the archdeacon and archpresbyter

shall reforme the lighter and smaller things. 1861 PERRY

Hist. Ch. Eng. I. iv. 157 The arch-presbyter. Hlackwell, who

had been thus disgraced by the Pope. 1882 Boston (U. S.I

E-'f. Trtinscr. 18 Jan. 1/5 The dignity of archipresbyter of

St.' Peter's [at Rome].

t A-rchpre'sbytery. nonce-wJ. [f.
ARCH- 4

+ PUESBYTKKY : see prec.]
' The absolute domin-

ion of presbytery.' T. ; full-blown presbyterianism.

1640 MILTON Eikca. xiii. Wks. 1851, 444 Not Presbytery

but Arch-Presbytery, Classical, Provincial, and Diocesan

Presbytery, claiming to it self a Lordly power.

Archpriest i.I-jtf,prft). [a. V.arcJuprestre

(mod. arcliiprttre) :-L. arfhipresbyter (see prec.).J

A chief priest ; sptc.
in early times, as still in the

Italian Church, a kind of vicar to the bishop, acting

also as dean of the cathedral ; later, a rural dean.

Also, the title of the superior of the Roman Catholic

clergy in England from 1598 to 1623.
55 2



ARCH-REBEL.

1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 31 Another whycho named hym
self Dauyd archeprest. 1577 HARRISON Eng. i. n. i. 15 Our
deanerie churches . . now called mother churches and their

incumbents archpreests. 17x0 Land. Gnz. mmmmdccxvi/i
The Cardinal Marescottl is chosen Arch-Priest of St. Peter's

Church. 1854 N. $ Q. Ser. i. IX. 185/2 The Rectory of Hac-
combe . . gives to its incumbent for the time being the dig-

nity of Arch-priest of the diocese [of Exeter],
b. transf. ory?^.
*zi797 H.WALPOLEJJA*;;/. 6V<7. 7/7(18451 III. vii. 193 Whit-

field their archpriest . . preaching his funeral sermon. 1866

Daily Tel, 26 Jan. 4/6 The archpriest of agitation, O'Connell.

Hence Archprie'sthood, Archprie'stsfcip

(obs.}, the position or office of an arch-priest.
1560 DAUS Sleidane's Caimn, 336 b, Whiche do vtterly con-

temne .. archepreistship. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng.n. Wks.

1851. 45 Contending sometimes about the archpriesthood.

1691 \VoonAth. O.ron. I./5I2 Libels against the Archpriest-

ship. 1881 Athenxnm 27 Aug. 268/1 The archpriesthood of

the collegiate church of Sta. Maria Maggiore.

A'rcli-re'bel. [Aticn- i, ^.] Chief rebel,

leader of rebellion. Hence Arch-rebellious a.

1583 LD. BUKLKIGH Exec. 7>(YM<w 11675^ 33 An end due to

such an Arch-rebel. 1611 SPEKD Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. 102

The Arch-rebellious Karle of Leicester. 1648 MILTON Oi>-

scn>. Art. Peace Wks. 1847, 263/2 Dillon . . and other arch-

rebels. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I- 508 The arch rebel . . would

pinch me to nothing with a gripe of his iron claw. 1853
TALFOfRn Castil. v. iv, The brother of the arch-rebel's wife?

Arch-sea, Arch-see: see AHCH- 4.

Arch-thief (a-jtj,brf). [ARCH- 2, 3.] A first

or chief thief; a chief of thieves or (formerly rob-

bers ; spec. Prometheus.

i6$a Neu'S, Lrnvt'-Cfinntr. i That the Arch-Theef's stolen

Fire Did, first, the Thing, call'd Man, in.spire. 1693 W.
ROBERTSON Pliraseol. G?n. 1082 An Arch-thief or robber.

u 180$ in Nicolas Disp. AV/^' II I. 417 That horde of thieves

who went to Kgypt with that arch-thief, Buonaparte.

A'rch-trai'tor. [AHCH- ^.] Chief traitor
;

spec. Satan, Judas Iscariot.

1539 in Kroude Hist. Eng. III. xv. 354 The cankered and
venomous serpent Paul, Bishop of Rome, and the archtraitor

Reginald PoJe, 1630 J. TAYLOR i Water P.) W'ks. i. 49/2
Archtraitours again* the Maiesty of Heauen. 1751 WATTS
Imfro-'. Mind (1801^ 356 Satan the arch-traitor. 1867
KREMMAN* .\Vr/. Cmiy. < 1876) I. App. 719 ^'as he the great-

nephew of the arch-traitor FLadric?

A'rch-vi'llain. [AKCH- 2
;

cf. med.L. archi-

villtlnits] Chief villain, begetter or ringleader of

villainy. Hence Arch-villainy.
1603 SHAKS. Mcas.fvr M. v. i. 57 Kuen so may Angelo . .

Be an arch-villaine. 1623 MASSISGI-K Dk. Milan, Thou art

a villain ! All attributes of archvillains made into one, Can-
not express thee. a 1625 Ir LF.TcnF.k Womaris Prize HI. iv,

All their arch-villanies, and all their doubles. 1814 SOLTHKY
Roderick vin. Wks. IX. 75 Then did the Arch-villain urge
the Moor at once To cut off future peril.

Archway (autjiw^), [f.
AHCH J& + WAY.]

1. An arched or vaulted passage.
1802 in Penny Mag. 118321 I. 257 Under the denomination

of the 'Thames Archway Company.' 1856 KANK Arct.

A"-!/. II. xxi. 207 A great archway or tunnel poured out a

daihiru; stream.

2. The arched entrance to a castle, etc.

1808 SCOTT Mnriu. \\. xiv, Lord Marmion . . Like arrow

through the archway sprung. 1868 Q. VICTORIA
Lijfi-

in

Ifight. 22 Part of the old castle and the archway remains,

A'rchwayed, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED^.] Fur-

nished with an archway. 1864 in WKBSTER.

t A'rchwife. Obs. [f.
AHCH- 2 + \VIFE.]

' A
wife of a superior order

*

(Tyrwhitt) ; a strong or

masterful wife, a virago (' Mannweib' Mat/ner\
c 1386 CHAIXKR Clerk's T. 1139 Ye archiwyuis {r.r. Arche

wiffes], stondeth at defense, Syn ye l>e stronge. c 153 P^l-*

Ret. ff L. Poems \ 1866' 46 But archwyfes, eger in ther vio-

lence, t'erse as a tigre for to make affray.

Archwise (aut^waiz), adv. [f. ARCH sb. +

WISE.] In the form of an arc, arch, or vault.

'577 B.OooGE HereshaclisHttsb.(\t$b} 175^, fBeesl frame

their houses archwise within the hives. 1610 GuiLLiM
Hcraldrie n. v.

4^9
In ancient roles I find the Bend tlrawne

somewhat archwise. 1747 CHALKLEV IVks. (1766) 93 A large

Caue . . formed archaise.

Archy (autji), a. W&s. rare-1
, [f. ARCH sv.+

-Y 1

.] Arched, arching.
1633 Part/ten. Seu'ra. Proem A v b, Black and archy brows.

Archychock(e, obs. form of ARTICHOKE.

Archymist, obs. f. ALCHEMIST; cf. Y.arquetnie.
1620 MKLTON Astrofog. 18 All these Gold-engendring

Chymists, are Archymists.

Arcifuiious (iisifi'niasX a. rare. [f.
L. arci-

fhti-us (f. arc- (&rx) defence, or arccrc to ward 4-

finis boundary) + -oi'S.] Having a frontier which

forms a natural defence. (The exact sense of the

word in Latin is disputed.)
1850 in WOKCKSTER. 1884 Twiss Law of Nations II. 215

A title to Territory by reason of contiguity, in the case of

Arcifinious States, so called according to Varro because their

territory admits of boundaries fit to keep the enemy out

(fines arcendis hostibus idone0s\> in other words, of States

whose territory admits of practical limits, such as rivers and

mountains, is a reciprocal title.

Arcifbrni (a-.isifp.im), a. [mod. f. L. arc-its

bow + -(i)FoRM; cf. F. arciformc] Bent like a

bow, bow-shaped ; spec, applied to nerve-fibres

passing from the brain to the spinal cord through
the medulla oblongata.
1839 Tonn Cyel. Anat. III. 681/1 The arciform fibres.

Arcinall, obs. form of AUSENAL.

436

Arcister, var. of AKCETEB. Obs.

t Arci'tenent, 06s. [aA.'L.arciteneiit-em,
f. arc-us bow + toitnt-eiii, pr. pple. of tene-rt to

hold.]
' Which bears or shoots with a bow.'

lilount Glossogr. 1656.

Arcograph (aukoigraf). [f. L. arcus bow, arc

-I- -GKAPH.] An appliance for drawing an arc of a

circle without using a central point ;
a cyclograph.

1822 in Trans. Sac. Arts XXXIX
Arct, var. AUT v. 1 Obs. to cramp, constrain.

t Arct, a. O/'s.-o [a. AF. ant (Lyttelton), ad. L.

ar(c*rus.] Narrow, confined, tight.
1540 I See ARCTLY].

Arctatioil (.aiktt'i-Jan). Mai. [n. of action f.

L. arctd-re, prop, arid-re : see ART #.l, and cf. AR-

TATION.] The action of drawing close together;

compression, constriction.

1656 in HLOUNT Glvssogr. 1877 ERICHSEN Surgery II. in.

xlii. 4 Arctation, or even complete occlusion, of the artery.

Arctic (a'lktik), a. and sl>. Forms : 4 artik,
6 -tyke, -tike, arctike, 6-7 artic, -tique, 6-8

tick(e, arotick(e, 7- arctic. [a. OF. arlique,
ad. L. articus, arctic-us, a. Gr. dpKTiit-os of the

Bear, northern, f. apuros bear, the constellation

Ursa Major. Refashioned after L. since 1 7th c.]

A. aaj.
1. Of (y pertaining to the north pole, or north

polar regions ; northern. Arctic Pole : the north

pole of the heavens or earth.
( 1391 CHAUCER Astral, n. xxii. 31 The heyhte of owre pool

Artik fro owre north Orisonte. 1549 Coinpl. Scot. 48 The
pole artic, boreal, or septemtrional. 1621 BURTON Anal.
Mel. n. ii. ni. (16511 241 Whether the sea be open and

navigable by the Pole artick. 1706 J. PHILLII-S Cyder It,

Did not the arctick tract spontaneous yield A cheering pur-

ple berry. 1772-84 COOK }'oy. 117901 VI. 2125 We observed
several fulmars, and arctic gulls. 1835 SIR J. Ross -V.-/T.

I'ass. vi. 85 To know what an arctic night can be. 1856
KANE (title* Arctic Exploration.
b. Arctic Circle of the heavens (o/>s.}\ the small

circle of the sphere, parallel to the celestial equator,
which touches the horizon of any latitude, and,

being entirely above it, bounds all those stars

which never set
; opposed to the Antarctic Circle,

which, being similarly entirely below the horizon,

bounds the stars which in any latitude never rise.

^The modern arctic circle of the heavens, rarely

used, corresponds to the") Arctic Circle of the earth:

the fixed parallel of 23 28' North, which separates
the North Temperate and North Frigid /ones.

1556 RKCORUK Cast. Kntr.vl. 27 The Arctike circle is tlic

greattest of all those circles whiche do alwaies appear, and
toucheth the Horizonte in one only pointe . . AH the starres

that bee within this circle nother rise nother sette. i6za

HKVI.IN Cvsmngr. Introd. (1674) 19/2 The Artick Circle . .

passeth through Norway, Muscovy, Tartary, etc. l6aa

FEACHAM Compl. Gent. vii. (1634161 The Arcticke Circle,

different latitude had a different arctic circle ; and in the

latitude in which astronomy was first cultivated, the great
bear just swept the sea, and did not set, whence the boundary
circle obtained its name.

2 fig. in reference to extremeness or cold.

1670 EACHARD Contempt Clergy 54 Heathens and unlx;-

lievcrs . . are all artick and antartick reprobates. 1821 W.
H \\KKGAL in Life (18821 31 The diocese is still in an Arctic

sea, notwithstanding it has had a fine sun in its bishop for

several
years. 1877 E. COSHER Has. Faith iii. 99 Truths

within the arctic circle of doubt.

B. sb. [the adj. used a/vef.'] The north pole, or

north polar regions ; the arctic circle. Also fig.

1569 J. SANFORD Agrippa's I'an. Artes 14 b, They . . that

affirme the frosen Sea to be under the Arcticke. 1647 WARD
Ximf. CMcr(\%t3\ 22 Beyond the Artique ofmy comprehen-
sion. (See also ANTARCTIC C.I 1678 JORDAN Tri. Lfnd. in

Heath Grocers' Contp. (1869' 535 Th' antnrtick and artick we
visit by turn, In one we are frozen, in t'other we burn.

Arcticiau (SAtrJSn). [f. prec. + -IAN
;

cf.

tactician.] One skilled in the navigation, history,

etc. of the arctic regions ; an arclic explorer.
1881 tr. Sordenskialits I'i'y. 1'effa II. xx. 451 The dis-

tinguished Secretary of the Geographical Society and famous
Arctician and geographical writer.

Arcticize ca-jktissiz
1

!,
v.

[f.
as prec. -t- -JZE ;

cf. acclimatize] To make arctic ; to accustom to

arctic conditions. Hence Arcticized///, a.

1853 KANK Griniu-ll Exp. xxx. (i856j 261 If you are a good
Arcticized subject.

Arctitllde (auktitid). fad. med.L. arctitiido,

n of state, f. L ar(c,tus : see AKCT.] Tightness,

narrowness, straitness; cf. AKCTATION.
[1811 HooTf.HMcti.Dicl.,Antitndo.] 1828 in WEBSTER.

t A'rctly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
. [f.

AliCT a. +

-LY-.] Closely, tightly.

1540 RAYNALD Birtk Man \. iv. (1634* 24 They be the more

arctly and straightly affixed or fastened vnto himselfe.

ArctogEeal (UktoidgPU, -g<~'al), a. [f.
mod.L.

Arctogsea (f. Gr. apxro-s northern, arctic + yaia

earth) + -AL 1
.]

Of or belonging to the Arctogn-a

or arctic regions of the earth.

1870 HUXLEY in (?. Jrnl. Gcvl. .V. Addr. ss In the widespread

arctog&al province..Theexisting fauna of Eastern Arctogsea.

-ARD.

II ArcturUS (.JuktiuJ-riis). Astr. Also 4 arthurus,
arturis

; arture, ariture, arctour. [L. arctfirus,
a. Gr. apitTovpus, I. dpttros the Bear + oupos guardian,
ward (from its situation at the tail of the Bear) ;

the forms arture, etc. were from Fr.] The brightest
star in the constellation Bootes

; formerly, also,
the whole constellation, and sometimes the Great
Bear itself.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boetli. iv. v. 132 f>e
sterres of arctour. 1382

WYCLIF Amos v. 8 Arture and Orion. 1398 TREVISA Barth.
De /'. A', viii. xxiii. 1 1495) 334 Arthurus is a signe made of

vij sterres . . but properly Arthurus is a sterre sette behynde
the tayle of the sygne that hyght Vrsa maior. 1611 BIBLE
Job xxxviii. 32 Canst thou guide Arcturus with his sons?

1704 POPE Windsor For. 119 When moist Arcturus clouds
the >ky.

Arcual (&'lkitt|il), a.
[f.

L. arcu-s bow, arc +

-AiA] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of an
arc

; arcuate.

1642 H. MORE Sottg of Soul H. in. in. xxxviii, An arrow . .

its circular course hath bended Toward the East, and in

proportion due That arcuall Eastern motion did pursue.
1876 CHAMBERS Astron. 627 The arcual value corresponding
to each.

Arcuate (aukittift), a. [ad. L. arcuat-us pa.

pple. of arena-re to curve like a bow, f. arcus bow.]
Curved like a bow, arc-shaped, arched. (Chiefly
in scientific use.)
1626 HACON Sylva 224 Sounds that move in Oblique and

Arcuate Lines. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (17681 I. 181 The bill is

short, weak and a little arcuate. 1875 BI.AKE Zool. 30 Horns
have a tendency to become arcuate in the Goat.

Arcuate (5'jkiwi^t), v. rare-", [f. prec.: see

-ATE ;

I.] To curve like a bow.
1678 in PHILLIPS.

A'rcuated, a.
[f. prec. + -ED.] a. = ARCUATE

///. a. b. spec, in Arch. Characterized by arches.

1766 PENNANT Zool. IV. 80 A very thick, coarse, opaque
shell . . bending inward on one side, or arcuated. 1860 MUIR
Pagan or Lhr. 21 The leap from Trabeated to Arcuated
Structure. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. In-'. An. vi. 318 A trans-

verse, slightly arcuated cardiac plate. 1879 G. SCOTT Lcct.
Archil. I. 18 Arcuated architecture was perfected by the
Mediaeval builders.

Arcuately (a-j.ki|<
v
tli), adv. [f.

ARCUATE a.

+ -LY -.] In arcuate manner ;
in form of an arch.

1850 DANA Geol. I. 713 Reniform, thin, arcuately flexed.

t A'rcuatilc, a. Ol>s.- a
[ad. late L. arcuatilis]

'Bowed or bent.' Bailey 1731.
Arcuation (aakiwit'i'Jan). [ad. late L. arcud-

licin-cm, n. of action f. arcud-re : see ARCUATE a.

and -Tins. Cf. F. arcnation]
1. A curving into the shape of an arch ;

incurvation.

1696 PHILLIPS, Arcuation, the bending of the bones. 175'
CHAMBERS Cyel., Arcuation is used, by some writers in sur-

gery, for an incurvation of the bones. 1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

2. Hart. A method of raising trees, by bending
down twigs and pegging them into the ground,
so that they take new root independenU of the

parent stock. 1Ol>s.

1727-51 in CHAMBERS Cyel.

3. The use of the arch in building ; arched work.

1856 E. I JENISON Cti. Build, ii. 66 The principles of arcua-

tion. 1879 G. SCOTT Lect. Arekit. I. 19 Arcuation plastered
over to look like trabeation.

t A'rcuature. Obs. [ad L. "arcuatilra, f. as

prec.: see -UKE.] 'The bowing or bending of an

Arch.' Bailey 1 731.

Arcnbalist (Bukittbalist). [a.A.i,.arcii-ballista:

see AIIBALEST.] = ARBALEST.
[1605 CAMDLN AVw. 11657) 205 The arcubalista or arbalist

was first shewed to the French by our King Richard.] 1774
T. WARTON Eng. Poetry\. 1581'!'.) The shot of anarcubalist.

Arcubalister (ajki*/barlist3.i). Also 6 archb-.

[ad. L. arcttliallistarius : see prec.]
= ARBALESTER.

1577 HoLJMSHKD CVtfm. II. 156 Four hundred archbalisters,
that is, the best ofthem that bare crossebowes. 1577 Chron.

Scot. 130 (Halliw.) He set first archers and arcubalisters.

1605 CAMDEN Kern. 202 He was espied by a very good Ar-

cubalister. 1813 HOGG Queen's Wake 120 The arcubalister

has thrown His threatening, thirsty arrows down !

Arcubos, -use, obs. forms of HAHO.UEBUS.

Arciilar ^a-jkitflaj), a. [?
f. L. arcus bow ;

cf.

circular] ?Of the form of an arc.

1797 A. CUMMIN'J Ct'iii. Board Agric. II. 366 But the dish-

ing (or oblique position of the spokes) is by no means pecu-
liar to conical wheels, and is equally applicable to cylin-

drical : and the advantages arising from this arcular con-

struction of the wheel, etc.

Ard, -en, obs. forms of HARD, -EN.

also in MHG. and Dutch a formative of common
nouns, generally pejorative, whence adopted in the

Rom. langs. Used in Fr. as masculine formative,

intensive, augmentative, and often pejorative, cf.

bastard, couard, canard, mallard, mouchard, vieil-

lanl. It appeared in ME. in words from OFr., as

bastard, cov'ard, mallard, wizard, also in names

of things, as placard, standard (flag) ; and became

at length a living formative of English derivatives,

as in buzzard, drunkard, laggard, sluggard, with



ARDAGH.
sense of ' one who does to excess, or who does what
is discreditable.' In some words it has taken the

place of an earlier -ar, -cr of the simple agent, as

in &faggrt braggar, braggard, stander, standard

(tree). In some it is now written -AUT, as braggart \

in cockade, orig. cockard, corrupted to -ADE.

t Ardagh, ardawe. Obs. [Seems to repr. an
ON. *ar-dagi

'

ploughing-day,
1

ploughing, f. erja
to plough (cf. bardagi

' battle clay/ battle, f. for/a ;

cogn. w. MHG. artae, crtac (also used as a measure
of land). For the abst. sense, cf. also MHG. ir~

retac error, etc.] Ploughing, the quantity of land

that may be ploughed in a day (or other space of

time).
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy \. 175 Ayre vp be er^e on ardagh wise.

1483 Cath. Angl., A Days ardawe (v, r. JUayaerth.', ywfirr. ^
Arclass. W&s. [a. F. anfassc, f. Pers. ^^T

ardan raw silk.] A very fine sort of Persian silk.

Hence Ardassine, a fabric from this silk.

1701 Loud. Gaz, mmmdccl /
4 A Parcel of Raw Stituhling

Ardas Silk. 1711 C. KING lirit. Mcrctt. I. 297 Silk Raw .

Ardass, Sherbassee, etc. Ibid. 298 Ardasses, 19 Pieces.

II Ardeb (audeb). [Arab, i
>^,1

irdab, urdab.]
An Egyptian dry measure of 51 bushels (iRe, litres).

1861 SALA TIL-, round Clock 142 Ardebs of beans and pulse
from Egypt.

II Ardelio, -On. Obs. [a. I,, ardelfa, f. ardcre
to burn, be eager or zealous. Cf. F. ardclion]
A busybody, meddler; 'one that hath an oare in

others boates
'

(Florio).
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. iv. vii, Striving to get that

which we had better be without, ardelios, busybodies as we
are. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais m. x.v, What is it that this

Polypragmonetick Ardelione . . doth aim at?

Ardency (audensi). [f. next: sec -ENCY.]
1. Intensity of heat, burning quality.
1634 T. HERBERT Trav, (1677) 27 (T.i How much heat any

one receives externally from the ardency of the sun. 1881
W. RCSSKLL Sailor's Sweetft. II. iv. 231 Folds of red heat,
which lifted and sank by their own tierce ardency.

2.y%'. Warmth of feeling or desire
;
intense eager-

ness, zeal, fervency, ardour.

1549 LATIMER Scrm. Edit'. F/, iii. iArb.> 93 With a great
ardency of spirit, he pierced Gods ear. 1655 (MJLXIK Comm.
Hcbr. v. 7

'

Crying '. . implieth . . ardency in prayer. 1830
StR J. HERSCHEL Stud. Naf. /'Jiitos. 7 An unbounded spirit
of enquiry, and ardency of expectation.

Ardent (audent), a. Forms : 4-6 ardaunt, 5

hardaunt, ardaut, 5- ardent, [a. OF. ardant :

Ij. ardcntem, pr. pple. of ardure to burn, subset],
assimilated to L. : see -ANT.]
1. Burning, on fire, red-hot; fiery, hot, parching.
c 1440 ^lorte Art/i, 193 Sewes . . Ownd of azure alle over

and ardant bem semyde. i48rCA.\Tox +1fyr>; u. xviii. 107
Kyre so oner moche ardaunt hole. 1514 I'AKCI.AY Cyt. fy

6yAz/M?y*Aw. (1847jlntrod. 36Though thoushouldest perishe
for very ardent thirst. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 160 Ardent
ffliers. 1794 SULLIVAN View Xat. II. 118 Receptacles of
molten ore, and ardent liquids within the cavities of moun-
tains. 1882 \atnrc XXVI. 504 The sun was not very ardent.

2. Inflammable, combustible. Obs. exc. in the

phr. ardent spirits, in which the meaning of ardent
is now usually referred to their fiery taste : cf. L.

ardentis Falcrni focnla.
1471 RIPLKY Camp, Alc/i. in Ashm. 1652, 190 Waters cor-

rosyve and waters ardent [i. c. acids and spirits]. 1674 PETTY
f)isc. bcf. R. Soc. 93 The Spirituosity of Liquors, or in what
proportions several Liquors contein more or less of inflnme-
able or ardent parts. 1684 T. BuRNET /'//. Earth 1 1. 63 In-
flammable salts, coal and other fossiles that are ardent. 1833
BREWSTER Nat. Magic iv. 79 Spirits of wine, or any ardent

spirit.

t 3. That burns like vitriol
; corrosive. Obs.

1799 (1. SMITH Laboratory II. 437 An Ardent Water to en-

grave Steel deeply. .Take a sponge, dipt into ardent water.

4. Glowing or gleaming like fire
; flaming, fierce.

1603 HoLLAND/Yw/rtrc/n 1657) 117 Fixing his eyes fast upon
a fiery and ardent mirror. 1718 POPE Iliad in. 525 From
rank to rank she darts her ardent eyes. 1827 Hooo J//V/J.

Fairies 3 Fish, Quenching their ardent scales in walry gloom.

5. Jig. Glowing with passion, animated by keen
desire

; intensely eager, zealous, fervent, fervid : a.

of persons and their faculties; transf. of ships.
^1374 CHAUCER Hoeth. iv. iii. 121 $\( he [be] ardaunt in

auarice. 1483 CAXTOM Gold. Leg. 288/2 He was the more
ardaunt to martirdome. 1538 STAKKEY England 144 Yf we
desyre wyth pure affecte and ardent mynd. i539ToNSTAi.L
St-rnt. ralntSitnd. 11823*51 He was of all the apostels mosle
ardent in fayth. 1777 WATSON Philip II^(1793* II. xiv. 221
Ardent to behold him, after an absence of several years.

1848 MARIOTTI Italy II. i. 20 Many an ardent patriot. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's Word-Bk, t Ardent, said of a vessel when
she gripes or comes to the wind quickly.
1). of emotions and their expression.
t

"
I37$ CHAUCER Bocth. in. xii. 106 pe most ardaunt loue of

hys wiif. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. i Their grete strength and
ryght ardaunt courage. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. in. xxxil. 196
He finds an ardent desire to speak. 1742 YOUNG AV. Th.
vni. 721 Pray'r ardent opens Heav'n. 1849 MACAULAV Hist.

En^. 1. 174 His zeal for Episcopacy . . was now more ardent
than ever.

A'rdently, adv.
[f. prec. -f -LY -.] In an

ardent manner
;
with great eagerness or keen desire ;

passionately, earnestly, zealously.
1340 Ayenb. 51 t>et me etj? and dryngb . . ober out of

mesure, o>tr to ardentliche. 1474 CAXTON Cfasst 10 Whom

437

a man louyd so ardantly. 1607 TOI'SKI.L Fonr-f. Beasts 454
Panthers, ardently thirsting. 1786 BURKED'*/. IV. Hastings
Wks. 1842 II. 215 That the rajah would ardently catch at

the objects presented to his ambition. 1816 SCOTT lilack
7-> (

. ii. 13 Ardently attached to this .sport.

A'rdentness. rare- , [f. as prec. + -NK.SS.]
The quality of being ardent

; ardour, ardency.
1632 in SHKRWOOD. 1721 in BAILKY, etc.

t A'rder. O6s. Forms: 6-7 arder, 7 ardor,
-our, -ure. [Proh. a. OX. arCr plough, prob. ad.

'L,.ara(rnm\ cf. also Gael, arad plough, and ardar

plough, ardur ploughman, in West Cornwall Gloss.

Cf. ABDAGH.]
1. Ploughing ; csp. the fallowing, or ploughing up

vacant land some time before the seed is put in.

1581 2 Invent, in Best Farm. Bks. 118561 172 For tyHinge of
barlye land, one arder. 1616 SCKI r.. & MARKH. Conntr.
Farm 534 In one arder or two you shall make your Around
as cleare of weeds as possible. 1688 M. ROBINSON Trctrt.

Faith 1 17 Who can expect to reap much from n single ardour,

pronce ploughing? [1793 1813.-\.gric. Sun 1

. Dura. 63 What
is here called four adcrs, vi/. wheat, clover, oat.s, and fallow. ]

2. The state of being ploughed up.
1524 .l/.V. Lfttsrs Dean ff (. /t. J >>- i, [The lessee to] leve

the arable land in gud ardure and lilht.

3. Land ploughed up and left fallow, fallow land.

1641 BI-ST Farm. Kks. (1856) 132 To sowe olde ardure.
1668 Invent, in AV.v/

1 Farm. I>ks. > 1856' 176 The winter Lornu
sowne on the grouude and the arder>, 45^.

Ardi, -liche, obs. forms of HAHDV, HAKDILY.

Ardour, ardor rrjdo.i). Forms: 4-7 ardurc,
5 ardeur, 7- ardour, -or. [a.

< >F. and A I

1

'. ar-

dour, earlier OY. ardor, -tir, mod. anit' itr:~ 1 ..ard^r-

etft heal, f. ardc-rc to burn. The spelling ardor,
assimilated to I,., has been in use since j6th c.]

1. Fierce or burning heat ;
concr. fire, flame.

(-1645 HOWKLI. Lett. I. \.\i\. 41 That grand Universal-flu- . .

may by its violent ardor vitrifie and turn to one lump f

Crystal, the whole Body of the Earth. 1670 C'oi ION /Y.v/V>-

non \\. vm, 409 To quahfie the excessive araours of the Sun.

I75S H. MARTIN* Mag. Arts^Sc. 103 A Degree of Ardour
eijual to that at the Comet. 1814 GARY Datttt: 80 Within
these ardours are tlie spirits, each Swath'd in confining lire.

t 2. poet. An cffulgc-iit spirit. (Cf. Jfch. i. ;.) Ota.

1667 Mil.TOX 7'. /,. v. 249 The winged Saint . . from aniuni;
Thousand Celestial ardors . . up springing light.

3. Jig. Heat of passion or desire, vehemence.
ardent desire

;
warmth of emotion, zeal, fervour.

eagerness, enthusiasm. Const, jor. (The earliest

sense in Kng. : formerly used of evil passions, but

now only of generous or noble impulses.)
c 1386CHAUCER/'^J.T'.P 84The wicked enchaufing orardure

[T. r. ordure, ordonr] of this sinne. 1483 CAXION </<'/</. Leg.
240/4 The Ardeur and brennyng of )ei:herye. 1602 SHAKS.
Ham, in. iv. 86 Whent lie compulsiue Ardure giues the charge.
1644 MILTON F.iiitc. 11738) 137 Infusing into their young
breasts such an ingenious and noble ardour. 1678 MAKVI.U.
Growth Popery Wks. 1875 IV. 313 This dispute wa.s raided

to a greater ardure and contention than ever. 1756 lU'KKi;

I'ind. Xat. Soc. Wks. I. 14 And feel such refreshing airs of

liberty, as daily raise our ardour for more. 1769 KOHI-.KISON
Clias. I ', III. ix. 139 Hurried on by a martial ardor. 1819
J. Q. AHAMS in C. Davies Mctr. Syst. in. 131 Inquiries.,

pursued with ardor and perseverance. 1847 J. WILSON Kccr.
Chr. SortIt (1857) II. 9 The bright ardours of boyhood.

t ArdU'ity. Obs. rare, [cogn.w. K. nrditite,

It. arduita, ad. J,. arduitat-cm, f. arduus : see next

and -ITY.J Steepness, arduousness, difficulty.

1623 in COCKI:K AM. 1653 WATHKIUH'SE A/><>/, Learn, 95 i L.\
I hope the arduity will not be unconquerable. 1755 in J.

Arduous (audiw|ps), a. ; also 6 harduos. [f.

L. ardn-its high, steep, difficult + -<n's.]

1. Lofty, high, steep, difficult to climb
; alsoyf^.

1713 STKI:T.E Guard. No. 20 F i To forgive is the most
arduous pitch human nature can arrive at. 1709 POI-K Ess.
Crit. 95 Those arduous paths they trod. 1831 M.U'.U'LAV

Jios7ivM, ss. (1854! I. 174 '2 Knowledge at which Sir I.

Newton arrived through arduous and circuitous paths.

2. Hard to accomplish or achieve
; requiring

strong effort ; difficult, laborious, severe.

1538 SrARKicY F.IIgland 27 A mater . . of grete dyfTycnlty
and harduos. 1718 Porii Iliad y.\\. 523 An arduous battle

rose around the dead. 1775 HARRIS Philos. Arrangcm.
(1841) 259 A task too arduous for unassisted philosophy.
1849 MACAI/I.AY Hist. ting. I. 206 Such an enterprise would
be in the highest degree arduous and ha/nrdous.

3. By transference* to the activity required for

the task : Strenuous, energetic, laborious.

1753 [See ARDUOUSLY]. 1860 TYN HAL\.Glac. \. 22. 160 Less
than two good ones (guides) . , an arduous climber ought not
to have. 1873 BI/KTON Hist. Scot. VI. Ixxiii. 376 Mont rose
made arduous efforts to reconstruct his army.

A'rdUQUSly, adv. [f.prec. + -LY-.] In an ardu-

ous manner, with difficulty, laboriously, strenuously.

1753 MissCm.UKR.^/-* Torment. i%& Arduously endeavour-

ing to shew that these our precepts, etc. 1858 I'"KOI m-. J/ist.

Eng. IV. xviii. 55 The work of fusion was accomplished at

last, though painfully and arduously.

A'rduousness. [f-
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being arduous
; difficulty.

1731 in BAILKY. 1748 Kit HARDSON Clarissa, (1811) V. xx'i'i.

248 The arduousness of the case. 1859 MKKIVAI.K Kont.

Enip. xlii. V. 1 3 The arduousness of the task of governing it.

Ardure, obs. form of ARDER and ARDOUR.

A'rdurous, a. rarc~ l
. [?for ardorous: cf.

amorous.] Full of ardour, ardent.

1814 CARY Dante's Par. x. 248 Lo ! further on, Where
flames th' ardurous spirit of Isidore.

AREA.

t Are, J/'- 1 Obs. [Common Teut: OE. dr, arc,

cogn. w. OX. fir, OFris. ere, OS. and OHG. era,
MHG. ere, mod.G. ehrc: OTeut. *aizd. In I3thc.
the long d in due course became o, exc, in the north

;

hence the ME. form OKK, q.v.]
1. Honour, reverence.

.-930 Lindisf.Gosp. John iv. 44 Wit^aon hisoj(5le uorftscip
rv/aare [Rusfatt. are] ne hiefis. izos LAY. 31957 J>a 5et he
dude mare i to Peteres are [1250 Peter his are],

2. Grace, clemency. See OHK j^.l

r izoo MoraK '</( 127 Wenne deft is attere dure wel late lie

biddel> are. c izoo ORMIN 1041 Propitiari, patt ma^^ onn
Knnglissh nemmned ben Miflcenn K; shajwenn are. c 1320
Sir Tristr. \\. xciii, Swete Ysoude, thin are!

t Are, A re \^:ic'\sb:- A/ns. Ol>s. [A, one of the

! notes of the gamut + re, the second note of each
, hexachord.] In Guido Aretino's arrangement of

I

the musical scale, the name of the note A in those
i hexachords (the 1st, 4lh, and /th), in which it co-

incided with the second lowest note, sung to the

; syllable re. \\\ the collective gamut, A re wa>,
! distinctively, A of the first hexaehord (/. e. the

note A on the lowest or first space of the modern
bass staff), the lowest note but one of Guido's
whole scale

;
A of the octave, which was la of the

-Mid hexaehord, and ;;// of the 3rd, as well as re of

the ^th, being distinguished as A la-mi-re. ^Ste
GroM,-, Ditt. Mus. I. 734.) Cf. GAMUT.

i 1450 Rurl.-stim- in AY/. Ant. I. 83 Kvery clarke . . -scythe
that are gothe bef<jr beiny. 1596 SHAKS. Tain.Shr, in. i. 74
Aru to plead Hortensio's pa>-.ion. 1705 T. SAI,MO\ in Phil.
I'rans. XXV. 2080 An Octave, from Are to Alamire. 1760
[See AI.AMIKK).

|| Are (ar., sb* [Fr., ad I,, area] The unit of

superficial measurement in the French metric syst em ;

:

a square- of which the side measures ten metres,

e<]iml to i 19-6 s<|. yards.

1819 !.O. ADAMS in C. Davies Mctr. Syst. 147.

t Are, r.l Obs. [OK. drian : see AiiEjAJ] To
show grace or clemency to, respect, spare

1
.

(looo /Ki.i-Ru: y<>$h. i\. -ji Ac arudon heora life, c 1200
ORMIN 5704 And Drihhlin .. Shall an-nn himrn. Ibid. 14^-'
Swa )>att tu mihht wel areiin hiinm patt i>s jitti be forr-

gilltedd.

Are ,aJ, a.i, '.i, J). -'.- IM. i-res. Ind (.f UK. One
of the remaining pat Is of the orig. substantive vb. ;

cf. An.

Are, var. Alii adr. north. Ueforc, earlier.

< 1320 .Vf' A-in Rcl.Ant. I. 292 Of ef fa ut {printed \\~^\ and
e la mi, ne coud y nevere are.

Are, obs. f. KAK, ICitK, Hi-:ut, HKK, OAK, THKIII.

Area
%t>n'ia). I'l. areas, rarely areoc. [a. L.

area a vacant jiiecc of level ground in a tov\n.]
1. A vacant piece of ground, a level space not

built over or otherwise occupied ;
a clear or optn

space within a building, such as the unseated part
of a church, the arena of an amphitheatre, etc.

1538 I.i I.ANH Kin. \\ . 60 In the west Part of this Street i>

a lar^e Area invironed with meetly good IJuildini;es. 1651
W'fltton, Rcliq. 45 (R.I A floor or area of goodly length.
1726 CAVALLIER Mem. i. 107 The (Inn-powder beini;. .spread
over Floors and Areas made for that purpose. 1740 LIHI i K

,//('/. (1756) I. 301 Tlie area or platform of the old stai;c.

1762 Hr.Mi; Hist. Eng, 11806) IV. Iii. 88 That the communion
table should be removed from the middle of the area. 1869
IAHIKKIK Prch. Times vm. 273 \\'ith a level area at the
summit. 1884 Daily AVrcs 10 Mar. 4/2 \Thcnt. Ad'ct.)
Comfortable area seats at sixpence.

2. An enclosed court, spec, a sunken court, shut

off from the pavement by railings, and approached
bya flight of steps, whichgivesaccess to the basement
of dwelling-houses. Dry area: a covered channel
round the externalwalls ofabuildingtoprevent damp.
1649 JEK. TAYLOR Gt. A'.ivw/. n. Add. xi. 24 The Temple

was the area and court of Religion. 1694 J^mid. Gaz.

mmmxii/4 The Dining- Room Moor . . hath . . a pleasant
Airy 30 foot long. 1712 STI.KU: AyVc/. No. 454 ? 6 One of
the Windows which opened to the Area below. 1810 WI;L-
MNCTON in Gurw. Disf. VI. 9 To go, like gentlemen, out of
the hall door . . and not out of the back door, or by the area.

1839 DICKHSS (~>. 7":t'/i^(i85045/2 Pulling the capb from the
heads of small boys and tossing them down areas.

b. Often attrib., as in area-bell, -ga/e, etc. Area-
sncnk: a thi'-f who steals into kitchens through
area-gates left open.
1836 Di< KKNS Sketches v. ("1850)16/2 [I] rang the area-bell.

1838 .\i\-h. Xi\k. vi. iC. D. ed. i 4? With spears in their

hands like lacquered area railings. 1869 Eng. Mcch. 14 May
181/1 Would infallibly become pickpockets or area-Mieaks.

3. The amount of surface contained within given
limits; superficial extent. (Formerly used also of

cubic content.) Area of planetary motion', the

space contained by any arc of the orbit and the

two radii which intercept it.

1570 HILLINGS) KY Euclid i. iv, The area of a triangle, is

that space, which is contayned within the sydes of a triangle.

1635 N. CAKTKNTKH Gcogr. Del. \. viii. 201 The Arez or

spaces comprehended of Solide figures. 1685 BOYLE Free

Enq. 312 So the Bigness or Area of the Pupil varies. 1710
SIKKI.K Tutler No. 179 F 6 The Area ofmy Green- House is a
Hundred Paces long, Fifty broad. 17*7-51 CKAMHKKS Cycl.
s.v., A line, or radius, drawn from the centre of the sun to

the centre of the planet, always sweeps or describes elliptic
Areas proportional to the times. 1831 BRKWSTER Optics v.

46 Increasing the size of the lens or the area of its surface.



ABEACH.
Neivton. (1855) II. xiv. ii Newton regarded the area*;

of curves as generated by drawing the ordinate into the
abscissa. 1833 SIR J. HKKSCHEI. Astron. v. 201 The equable
description ofareas by the earth about the sun.

4. A particular extent of surface, csp. of the
earth's surface ; a

space, region, tract.

1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xx. (1852) 480 The Kast Indian

archipelago . . is in most parts an area of elevation. 1854
LATHAM in Lect. Editc. R. Instil. 95 The area over which a

language is spoken. 1879 GKOKGE Progr. fy Pov. n. ii. 107
There are still in India great areas uncultivated.

b. fiiol. A limited part of the surface of any or*

ganism, distinguished by colour, texture, etc., from
that which surrounds it.

1851 RICHARDSON Geol, viii. 232 The part which is bent

against the ventral valve is called the area. 1857 BKRKKI.EY

Crypt. Bot. 395 Anastomosing so as to form little area:.

1880 Syd. Soc. Lev. s. v., The germinative area . . an opaque
spot in which the embryo appears.
5. fig. Of extent conceived by the mind : .Surface

(obs.} ; scope, range, extent.

1627 (1. WAITS /titiiw's Adr. Learn. 11640) Pref. 29 The
minds of men are after such strange waies besieged, that
for to admit the true beams of tilings, a sincere and polish t

Area is wanting. 1852 l>. Mm HI;I i, I)ream Life 163 The
whole area of life. 1872 I .nmox Klein. Relig. i. 26 The exact
area and import of these truths.

t 6. A bed or bonier in a garden. (So in I,.) Obs.

1658 SIR T. ]inowNi: G<ird. Cyrus \. 1^5 The area or decus-
sated plot might be a perfect square. 1669 J. RSJ: /.'/c-

I'incy. 1'ind, (1675) 25 That when the ridges come to be
levcll'd, the top of your sets may be even with the area.

7. A bald place on the head; a disease of the

hair which causes it to fall off and leave bald

patches. ;So in L.)
1706 in Pun i.us. "727 51 OIWHKKS Cycl., Area is a

general kind of depilaiton. 1880 in Syd. Sot. Lex.

Area'ch, v. Obs. For forms see REACH f.

[Oh. arn't'ati, f. A- fr'cj. \ -^ nvcan to REACH
; cogn.

with OHG.rt/vv/V//<w, mod.tl.^vw/V//,'//. Cf. AKEC-

CHK, with which this vb. was occas. confused.]
1. trans. To reach, get at

; i's/>.
to get at with a

weapon, to strike.

1014 O, /:. Chron, il.aud I\IS.' Sloli call )ct man cynn b-x-t

man antcan mihte. t 1230 . \ncr. A'. 106 [>c halewen mak- 'h-n

of al be worlde a.se ane stol . . uorto am Iim }n> lienueiie.

f 1330 -S'/r C>tncl 1312 Otuwel, for wrab)>c, a non Arei^te
Itiiii (MI be cheke bnn. 1393 (-OUI-.K Conf. II. 140 The Hood
in such condicion Avnleth, that his drinke are>die He may
nought. (-1460 Lybcans Disc. 1129 For wham Lybean*
arafle, After hys ferste draw^hte lie slcp fur c-vermarc.

1475 CAXION yawn 30!), For whom he arecheth shall neuer
after see fayr daye. 1513 JJm <,i..\s . Eneis \\. x. iixi 42 With
griindin lance . . Almai^t he haid him luichit and arrekil.

2. //;'. To get into possession of, obtain.
J 393

< i"vn K C>nif, I. 150 For <>fie shall a woman have

Thini;, whiche a man may nought areclie. 1596 SH.NM.K
/". Q. 11. x. ?4 Till his ambitious sonncs vnto them twaine

Arraught the rule.

3. trans. To reach (a thing to a person); to hand,
deliver.

< 1000 .-KLi-ktc G>-,iiu. xxviii. 5 A rice me <>a ln>c. 1205
I.AY. 10539 He., wapiien him ani-htt;

1 1250 arable]. (11300
Ffariz Jy />'/. 812 To Daris . . Tweiiti pund he arable. 1388
Wvci.u- John xiii. 26 To whom V schal areclie a sop of

breed. 1530 PAI.SGR. 435/2, I areclie n thing to one touchyng
or handlyng of it, yattayns.
4. intr. To reach, stretch, extend (A?\
c 1225 .S7. Marherctc (18661 12 As bah ha sehe . . be deore

rode areachen to be heouene. 1382 WYCLII-' Gen. xli.v. i \

Zabulon . . arechynge [1388 schal stretche] vnto Sidot:. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. A', vm. xvi. 11495) 324 N thyn^e . .

growyth but the sonne bemearetche therto. IgodGuYLFORDE
Pylgr, 55 They do areche ferre in lengthe. 1513 Dorci.AS
sEncis ni. x. 44 And hedis seinand to the hcuin areik.

5. Hence in various fig. senses: To reach or attain

in thought, imagine ;
to be sufficient or able.

c 1220 L
T
rt'isitn in Cott. Hom, 193 Ne mei non heorte . .

arechen . . Hu muchel god Su ^eirkest wi<S-inne paradise.

cizyjAncr.R. 166 Hwo se wule bi^iten hire 8: areachen
berto [i.e. to heaven). 1398 TKKVISA Hart/i. De P. R. \.

xvii, |>e tongemy^te not areche to speke. 1399 AV<//. Redeles
iv. 12 Ne alle the prophete of be loud . . My}te not areehe
. . To paie be pore peple. 1541 State Papers lien. F///,
I. 671 As farre as our poure wyttes can arreche.

Aread, arede, areed (ar/xl), v. arch. Forms:
i ar6dan, arebdan, 2-3 areden, 3-9 arede, 6

areede, 67 arreed, 7-9 areed, 6-9 aread. J J
a. t.

i arsedde, 4 arad(de, 6-9 ared. 7<z. pple. i

arscded, aracd, 6-9 ared, (9 areded). [OK. arc~

dan, WSax. arxdan* f. A- prcf. i out + redan : see

KKAD. Cogn. w. OIIG. irratan, mod.G. frratJien,

to guess, divine ; orig. a strong vb.. but already in

OE. with weak inflexion : pa. t. an'vddc. Although
areaii is a derivative of RKAD. yet having been

more or less archaic for 300 years, it is found in

modern writers in various ME. spellings : the regu-
lar conjugation is area'd, are'd, arc'd^

I. Regular senses.

1 1. trans. To determine by counsel ; lo decree.

.885 K. &Lvttun Bxt/a iv. v. illosw.i Da d<>mas 3a fie fram
federum araedde and fcesette wiron. //'/(/. u. xvii, [He]
M=nde jewrit, on bam he sesette and aridde.

f 2. To declare by supernatural counsel, oracu-

larly; to divine, augur, soothsay, prophesy. Obs.

looo AffS. Gflsfi. Lofcfl xxii. 64 Arid, hwylc ys se (Se be

sMh. c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 121 Hehten hine aredan hwa hit

were bet hine smite. 1393 GOWER Conf. II. 158 He feignelh
Jiim to conne arede Of tning which afterward bhuld falle.
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i$26TiN*DAt.E Lnkc xxii, 64 Arede who it is that smoote the?

1587 GOLDING De Metrnay xxii. (1617) 368 Fauna whom the

good huswiues call Fatua of Fate, that is to say, Destinie,
because shee was wont to areede their fortunes. 1600
HOLLAND Livy i. xxxvi. 27 b, Come on Sir Soothsayer areed,
and tell me by the flight of your birds, whether that may
possiblie be done, which I now conceive in my mind.

f 3. In a more general sense : To declare, make
known, utter, tell ithings unknown to others). Obs.
c 885 K. /fcLEREn Boeth. xxh'i, Da se Wisdom bis spell arid

hiefde. ^1300 A'. Alls. 5115 No man ne couthe areden The
nombre Iwt the heuene kyng. 1613 W. BROWNE /frit. Past.
i. iii. (1772) I. 87 Sad swaine arcade, What cause so great
effects of grief hath wrought? 1622 WITHER in Farr's S. /'.

(18481 216 Areed Of whom thou learn'dst to make such songs
as these. 1642 H. MORK Song of Soul \. 11. Ixv, Aread then
Psittaco what sights these be.

4. To divine, guess, conjecture (things unknown
to oneself), arch.

(1374 CHAVCKR Troylns \\. 14^6 What it is, I leye I kanne
arede. 1532 MORE

Ctnifut. Tindale Wks. 525/1 To geas.se
is: aredc vpon his dark ridles . . which of these two eleccions
he ineaneth. 1706 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc Wks. VII. 34
Rightly he ared the Maid's intent. 1847 HARHAM IngoL Leg.
(18771 373 Areed my counsel aright.
5. To divine the meaning of (obscure words), inter-

pret (a dream), 'solve (a riddle or enigma \ arch,
it 1000 C;rdi<t's Danicl(Gr.} 734 Ne mihton aradan men

<.n.d'--s ;i.Tr:iiil-l>cc. c" 1315 SHORKHAM 24 Hy that aredcth

thyse redeles. (71300 Cnrsrr M. 4474, I shal arede wcl pi
svveuene. i393Go\vi-:K Conf. I. a 5 The swevcn. .That Daniel
anone arad. 1483 (.'AVION G. de la Tour (Vij 1, They myjt
not arede a certayne deuynal. a 1535 MORE IVks. 552 iR.)
Artdt: my riddle, what is that? 1654 GAIAKFR J)isc. Af>ol.
^8 \\V have need of some Oedipus, to aread us his riddles.

1870 MORK is Earthly Par. \\.\\\. 348 So is thy dream areded.

f6. To interpret or solve ^written symbols); to

KKAD. Oh.
.885 K. /Ki.iKi.n Gregory's J\isf. Pref. 7 Oeah monfcc

ciifton KngHsc 'gewrit ani-dan. ' 1340 Alisamider 573 I jet

write euery worde . . that more folke myghl hit arede.

b. illft'.

1205 FvAY. 22719 Her inon mai arede [lajjoreadejof AnSure,

II. Later archaistic senses, formed on KKAD.
7. /rans. To counsel, advise.

1559 .l/rrr. ,l/<t !.--., James L Tiviii, I arede therforeall people
to be wise. 1596 SM;NSKR /''.(? Introd., Me . . the sacred
Mils,.- n reeds. 1643 Mi I,ION /Wwcvi if^rt Introd. 5 Let me
uiTL'ed him, not to be the foreman of any mis-judg'd opinion.
b. /////*. or absol.

1599 lie. HALL Snt. YI. i. 60 Let him that hath nought,
feare nought, I arced. 1763 CHI KCIMLL Poems I. ii.j What
cant be cur'd, So I)onald right areed*., must be endiir'd.

8. To decide, decree advisedly, adjudge, arch.

1593 K. H\I;YKV Philtid. i We may best art-ede who is

ini>si<_rfdib!e. 1596 Si'i-.xsi H /'*. 0- v -

j'i- 35 ThtJieby Sir Arte-

;^all did I'laine areed That unto him the hur^e bdon-'d.

1863 l:i>. LVTIOS AV//J,
1
"

of A>n<isis I. 288 The king areads
the monarchy to him that shall read the riddle of the ring.

1 Area'd, sb. Obs. Also in 6 arreede. [f. prcc.
\'h. after rede, reed sb.j Advice, counsel.

1590 !,nn<;K I-'.Hf-lmes ('.old. Leg. in Halliw. Shaks, VI. 22

Follow mine arreede. 1601 l-.arl Hnntington i. iii. in Hazl.

Dojfsl. VIII. 1 16 Thus by my areed you shall provide.

Areaclde, var. of AREDDE v. Obs.

tArea'dily, adv. Obs. [f. AKEADY + -LV-.]

Readily, easily, suitably.
( 1350 ll'ill. P'nit-me 5025 All )>e men vpon mold ' ne mi^t

it descriue A-redili to \><z ristes. Ibid. 5230 Held a-redili to

ri'U
'

be riche K: (-e pore.

t Area'diness. Obs. Also 5 aredynes, 6 7

aredines.se, 7 arredi-. [f,
next + ->*ESS.] Readi-

ness, preparedness.
(i 1500 HKN. VII in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. ii. I. 20 In aredynes

to resist e her malice. 1548 Proci. in Strype Keel. Man. II.

i. xii. 97 To have in ful areadiness . . two good and liable

horses. 1620 I, \M Hninr. in J'orfcsc. Papers 141 My arredi-

nesse to serve your Majesties most vertuous daughter.

f Area'dy, ft- Obs. Forms: jaredi, 4-5 aredy.

[f.
RKADV: the prefix perhaps a variant of >-, i-,

in the common MK. }c-n\ti, i-rcdit y-rcdy : sec A-

pref. 6.] Ready, prepared; in readiness.

1250 I.AV. 7978 f>ilke nihtes a-redi were his cnihtes. 1340

Ayenb. 121 J>e pine of helle bet is eche daye aredy. 1480
CANTON Chron. IZng. ccvi. 187 Al tho men were a rtdy,

\ Area'dy, v. Obs. Forms: 5 arredye, 5-6
aredyve, -ie. [f. prec.] To make ready.
1470 AY/', in Line. 6 He wolde arredye hym self to com.

"534 Ln. r.i-.KNKRs Gold. Bk. AL Aitrel. (15461 Kkb, They
haue aredyed the myHe.

Area! ^eaT/ial), a. [atl. L. aredlis, f. area : see

AKEA and -AL 1
.] Of, pertaining to, or of the

nature of, an area.

1676 COLLINS in Kigaud Corr. Sci. Afen 11.402 His calculus

of the areal ordinate. 1881 Hist. Coll. Stafford. II. 89 The
are.il Hundred.

Areality ({riiftrlfti)* U- Prec - + -ITV ; ef.

neutrality* Condition in respect of area.

1881 Standard^ July 5 8 The areality of the population of

Ixindon is -0197 acres . . to each person.

t Area r, v. Obs. Forms : 1-2 areer-an, z

arer-en, 3 areer-en, ^areri, 2 6 arere, 3-6 areare,

5 areyre, 5-6 arrere, 6-7 ereare, arreare. [OE.
anvran, f. \-prcf. I up, oul + nieraji to REAR. In

15-171!! c. the rwas corruptly doubled : see AR-

pref.** The OE. ar&ran, cogn. with Goth, itrrais-

jan, was the caudal of AKISE. The parallel form

from ON. was ARAISE.]
1. To raise, erect, build, rear (an edifice, etc.).

AREASON.
rtBoo Runic Stone in }'orksh. Arch. Jml, (1883! xxix. 81

Igilsuib ara:rde aefter Berhtsuibe becun. c 1000 Ags. Gcsp.
John ii. 19 A-ra;rst bu hit on brym dagon ? 1250 LAY. 26222
And radde 5am bitwine 1 ane castel a-reare. c 1380 Sir
Feriunb. 2914 pe Oalwys arered an hye. 1494 FABVAN Chron.
n. xlvii. 31 He arrerj-d a fayre and strouge gate. 1571
DIGGES Pantoin. B iv, How Perpendiculares vppon r.ny

straight line are ereared. ifi^SrtKU Eug. Abridged ii. 10

[They] arreared a Crosse vpon Stanemore.
2. fig. To set up, establish ^an institution, etc.).
1afooO..Cfav*.mn. 718 Sio Cubburh ba;t liif a:t Win-

buruan ara:rode. ft 1000 Andreas 1647 And x godes riht

arxred. ^"117$ Lamb. How. 93 Efter bissere bisnunge weren
arerede munechene lif. riwg WVCMF Serin, xlv. Sel. Wks.
1. 129 Goddis lawe quenchid and Anticristes arerid. ^1400
Ot'touian 21 Crystendom how they goune arere.

3. To lift up, to raise (in local position).
-1175 Cott. liom. 205 pet arerde [/r//<v/nredde] al nioncun

up, bet was adun a-fallen. cizyo Ancr. A*. 252 Hwon he
ualle3 he naueS hwo him areare. 1382 WYCLII /:.r, xiv. 16
Thow forsothe arere [1388 reise] tliin ^erde. 1398 TKKVISA
Bartit, DC P. K. in. i, He 5af to men visagis arerid towarde
be stems, i 1440 Gesta Rom. 255 He arerid vp the childc
\\-\\\\ his owne hondis. 1566 DRANT // '(tilings Jo; K vj b, I^t
us arreare our handes . . to God. i6ai BURTON Anat. Met.
n. ii. vi. ii, Things down must not be dejected, but ereared.

b. To raise (an animal) on ils hind legs.
1622 IV..V.HAM (.'ompl. Gent. in. 11634) 157 Rampant is said

when the Lion is arreared up in the Scotcheon.

4.y%. in various senses : To raise in rank, honour-
able position, or estimation, mental or moral con-

dition, etc. ; to exalt.

<-88s K. /Kiiki.n Gregory's Past. xi. 67 Hie ne mason
liiera ^eSohtcs stajSol upaia^ran. (1175 Lamb. Horn. 115
DCS kingges rihtwisnes arere5 hi.s kine sctlc. 1340 Ayettb.
85 Uirtue arerebbane man an he^. 1382 WYCMK Ita. iii. 16
Arered ln the do^tris of Sion. 1398 TRKVISA tiartli. DC
P. R. in. i. 11405)48 1'hespyryte is arer>'d vp to the contem-
placion of god. 1577 Hi.l,:.o\\ r:s Gncuarn's Kpist. 27 There
was no man areared to honor, but he that deserued it. 1621
Hi -in UN . Ittfit.Mel. in. iv. i. ii, A spiritual wing to ereare us.

5. 'l*o raise (a shout).
< 1380 Sir I-'crusnh. 3o.x> pe Sara^yns sone J>at cry arereb.

( 1425 Sweu Stigt-s (P.) 497 Bot I hadde areryd cry.

6. To raise from the dead, raise to life or health.
(looo Ags. Gosp. John vi. 54 And ic hine ararre on bam

ytunt^tan d.%'?;e. t 117^ Cott. IIwii. 211 Of sou It deafte arer
me. 1393 (iim i-R f >///." III. 38 That any detle man were
:in-ml. < 1450 I.OM.I ICH Grail \\.\\i. 58 Ofliis siknesse he
did him arere. a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladyc 123 The -Ixxiyes
of them shal be arered to cndelesse ioye.

7. To start (a wild animal from its lair), rare.
a 1400 ( "c7'. Myst. _-i 5 Tlie hare fro the fibrme we xal arere.

8. To rouse into activity, arouse, excite, siir up.
t 1230 Ajicr. K. 4-^6 He is euer umlje to arearen sutne

wreoxSe. (1340 ,//.!. ft( Diud. 92 U'han be winde . . be
wawus areretn. a 1400 OT*. Myst. 132 More slawndyr we to

[ two] xal arere. 1577 Hoi INMIMD Citron. I. 112/1 He ar-

re.trcth battell agiiin^-t tnc Norlhumljers. 1603 JAMES I in

Fuller C/t. Hist. \. i. V. 177 Lest . . a desperate presumption
be arreared by inft-rrin^ the ne< e'-sary certainty of per-

sisting in grace. 1607 TOI'.SI.LL Serpents 641 They arrear

deadly war against strangers.

9. To raise (a person, agent) in hostility against.
t 1 175 Lamb. Horn . 1 1 3 He arereS his mod mid modinesse on-

^ein God. i 1430 Life St. l\ath. (Gibbs MS.) 100 Ihesu crist

hhal arere a^en^t the an aduersary. 1611 SfE.EDfifst.Gf. />>/'.

vi. lili. 11632; 184 In Spain against him was arreared Ma.ximus.

10. To iaise, levy (troops).
1366 MAI.MM.V. v. 38 He may arrere mo than 50000 [men].

1494 KABYAN vi. ccxi. 226 A fayre Company, that he had

areyred in Oxenfordeshyre. 1579 FKNTON Gniccinrd. v.

(1599! 205 To areare a sufficient strength to oppresse the

conspirators.
11. To raise, levy (taxes, etc.).
( 1340 Alisannder 360 pei bat raunson with right arere ne

might. 1480 CAXTOS Cltrmi. Eug, cxcix. 179 He lele arere

a tallyage of al the goodes of Englond. 1529 KASTKLL

Pastyme\ 1811)132 He arerj-d gretesommys of money. 1609
HEYWOOD tityt. Troy xvn. Ixxxiii, And arrear'd a tax of
the Tenth Penny.
12. refl. To rise, get up.
c i23O Leg. St. Kath. 1114 Aras, & arearde him self frani

dea&e. 1340 Aycnb. 179 Arere
b^e

and do bi wyl. (.-1380

Sir Fcrumb. 210 Sone he arcrd him after ban.

13. intr. a. To arise, happen, occur, b. To
rear, as a horse does.

1205 I. AY. 22966 }if on uolke feondsctpe arereS . . bitweone
twon nionnen. c 1330 Kyng of Tars 250 Ar cny more serwe

arere. c 1430 Syr Gcneridcs 5924 The sled arerud and fel

bakward.

A-rear (ane-j), advb. phr. [A /re/.
1 + REAH sb.\

cf. AKKEAU adv. from Fr.] In the rear.

1849 CAKLYLI-: Irish Joiim. 94 Wind is arear of us. 1865

FrvSkGt, xm. x. V. 104 The Saxons dragged heavily arear.

Areare, obs. form of ARREAR.

tArea'rer. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

AREAU v. + -ER 1
.]

One \\
pho rears, raises up, or arouses.

1382 WYCLIF Judith xiv. 9 1'hat not of the arereris \v.r.

rereres ; Vulg. ab excitantibus} . . Olofernes shulde waken.

tArea'ring, vbL s/>. [f.
as prec. +-INU'.]

The action of raising, lifting up, o r elevation.

1382 WYCLIF Lev. vii. 34 The litil brest forsothe of areryng

[COVERDALE, Wauebrest]. 1398 TREVISA Bart/i. I\' P. R.

vin. xi. 11495) 317 The vij planetes . . now ben in exaltacion

and arerynge.

t Area'SOn, v. Obs. Also 3 aresun, 4-5 are-

son(ne, 5 araisou, 6 arraison. [a. OFr. ares-^

areis-, araisonc-rt
mod.F. arraisoiuu'r, levelled

form of earlier araisnier \i sing. pres. araisonc} :

late L. adrationarc, f- ad\v 4- rationale to discourse,

f. ration-cm: see REASON.] By-form of AIIKAIUN v. ;



AREASON.

to address words and esp. questions to
;

to ques-
tion, examine, call to account.
r 1250 Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 35 po aresunede ure lord

J>e paens . . vre-fore hi hedden i -he so longe idel. 1340
HAMPOLK Pr. Consc, 2460 And be aresoned, a!s right es Of
alle his inysdedys. 1470 HAUHHG Chron. clxxxviij, \Val-
wbrth . . Areasoned hyni then of Iiis greate lewdenesse. 1475
CAXTON Jason 41 b, And spack not one worde but if lie

were demanded or araisoned. 1594 CARKW Tasso (1881)
KM He. .Anaisons him with this hesmoothing art.

Areason, . Obs. rare~ l

. In 3 areisun.

[f. prec.] Examination, interrogation
a 1300 }-'loriz ff HI. 248 pe porter is culuart and felun, lie

wule him sette areisun. [?or a rristtn}

t Area'SOner. Obs. rare. In 5 aresonere.

[f.
AKEASON if. +-ER' : cf. OK. araisneor anil Au-

KAIGNKK.] One who addresses or questions.
1483 Cut/1. Angl,, Aresonere, Alli^ititor^ coneionator.

t Area'st, area'sted, ///. a. Obs. [pa. pple.
of REAST v. : see A- pref. 6.] Keasty, rancid.

Areastiness, mistiness, rancidity.
1440 Prom^, Par?-. 14 A-reste, or resty, as fiesche [7'.r.

areestyd, areest or reestyd], Rancidns. . A-restenesse of

flessbe, Rancor.

t A'reatour. Obs.
[f.

L. area threshing,
floor: see -ATOR.] 'A thresher, or he that makes
clean the floor.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.

Areawe, obs. form of Allow adv.
;
var. ARITR v.

Areca t avr/ka). Forms : 6 archa, arreca, 7 ar-

requa, arecca, H areka, y areeka, 7
- areca

;
also

7 areque, arek, iS areek, 9 arak. [a. Pg. arcea,
ad. Malayalam t'nlckka,

= Canarese tit/ike, Tamil

adaikay, f. at/at denoting close arrangement of the

cluster + kay nut, fruit (lip. Caldwell). The accent
is on the first syllabic in all the languages.]
Name of the tree and fruit of a genus of palms,

of which one species (A. Catcchii} bears nuts of the

size of a nutmeg, which the natives roll up with
a little lime in the leaves of the betel, and chew,
thereby tingeing ihtir teeth and saliva red.

[1510 VARTHEMA Trav. transl. J. W. Jones (1863) 144 The
tree of the said coflTolo is called Arecha.] 1599 HAKI.UYT
l-'oy. II. 223 Great quantie of Archa . . which fruit they eat
. . with the leaf of an Herbe which they call Uettell. IbuL
II. I. 262 Cocos, figges, arrecaes, and other fruits. 1615 tr.

J)e Montfart's Sun 1
. E. Indies 39 The fruit . . called Areque.

1625 I'uKciiAsFitg-r/rres n, 1 157 This Arrequa . . maketh men
almost driinke. 1702 W. J. Le Jirnyn's i'oy. Levant (1737)
ll.Uvn. 101 The Areek is a fruit which grows in thick
bunches. 1808 PARSONS Trav. Asia xii. 259 Arak nuts,
wrapped in beetle leaf. 1871 MATI.KK TrtWiincore 56 The
thick, leather-like leaf sheath of the areca palm tree.

tAre'CChe, v. Ohs. 1-3. Forms: i arec-

c(e)an, 2-$ arecche, (areche). l\i. t. arehte,
araehte. Pa.pple. araht, aroujt. The mod. spell-

ing would be aretch. [OE. ar$cc(e)an t
f. K- pref. i

+ r$cc(e}an : see RECCHE. Cf. OIIG. arrechcn,
arrechan. (Very early confused with AREACH, as

was the simple recche with reach^]\
1. To explain, expound, declare the meaning of.

("885 K. /KI.FRKIJ Gregory's Past Pref. 7 Swx ic hie andzjt-
fullicost areccean meahte. <~ 975 Rushiv. Gosp. Matt. xiii.

36 Arecce us ha jelicnisse. c 1000 Ags. G., Araxe us. < 1160

HtittonCi., Areche us. 1205 LAV. 28097 Sweuen mid sorjen
arecchen. c 1300 A/S. Bodl. No. 652. 5 (Halliw. ) Josep here
sweuen sone haueth arou3t. 1393 GOWKR Conf, II. 188 Crist

wroughte first and after taught, So that the dede his word
araught.
2. To utter, speak.
c 1400 fieryn 3735 Vnneth he my^t areche O word, for pure

anguyssh.

Areche, obs. form of AREACH v., and ORACH.
Arect, later corrupt var. AUET v. Obs.

f Are'dde, v. Ob*. Forms : i ahredd-an,
2 aredd-e^n, 3 areedde, arudde, areadde. J\z. t.

i ahredde, 2-4 aredde. Pa. pple. \ ahreded,
2-4 ared. [f. A- pref. i out, away -f OE. hred-

dan, Rn>. Cogn. w. QHG.arreffan, z'rref/an,mod.
G. erretten. Obs. before the simple vb. became

riif.] To set free, liberate, deliver, rid.

(-885 K. ALFRED Oros. I. v. pe he hi a;t hungre ahredde.
c 1175 L atnb. Horn. 87 God heotn aredde witi heore ifan.

izog LAV. 12612 J>at heoara^dde pis lond. ClXJftSt, Alarhar.
6 Arnde .. mi sawle of sweordes egge. -1230 Ancr, R.

170 He aredde ofdeaSe alhire uolc. ^1330 Floricefy Hi. 712
This ring schal ared me.

Arede, areed, var. forms of AHEAD v.

Aredy, -ness, var. forms of ARKADY, -INESS.

A-reek (arrk), advb, phr, [A prcpl + REEK.]
Reeking.
1706 SWIFT To Peterborough Wks. 1755 IV. r. i A messen-

ger comes all a-reek, Mordanto at Madrid to seek.

t Arefa'ct, v. Obs.
[f.

L. arcfact- ppl. stem of

arcfactre : see AHEFY.] To dry up, wither. Cited

only in ppl. adjs. Arefacted, Arefacting.
1599 A. M. Gabelhoner's >k. Physic 212/1 Invngate ther-

with the arefacted membre. Ibid. 211/2 Therwith cover the

arefactinge membre.

Arefaction (rcrrfse-kjan). *lObs. [n. of action

f. drefacZre* see next and -TION.] The action or

process of drying ; dried condition.

1576 T. NEWTON Leinnics Tonc/ist. Complex. (1633) 112

But if coldnessebejoyned with moystnesse . . use arefaction.

11626 BACON AVw Atl. 1,1627) 28 The restoring of Man's

Bcdy from Arefaction. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 302

439

The separation of the Water, and the arefaction of the
Karth. 1870 SMITH Syn. fy .-Iw^(?;yww,Madefaction .. Ant.
Kxsiccation, Drying, Arefaction.

Areful, earlier f. OKKFUL a. Obs. merciful.

Arefy (arr/fai), v. tObs. [irregular ad. L. are"

faceret
f. arcre to dry -\-facere to make. Cf. satisfy,

and see -FY.] trans, and intr. To dry up, parch,
wither. Hence the ppl. adjs. Arefied, Arefying.
1542 liooKiti-: Dyettiry viii. 11870) 247 For fyre doth aryfye

.. a inannes blode. 1599 A. M. GabelfwUrt
& Bk. Physic

209/1 Vnguent for the arefyinge loynctes. Ibid., An-
noyncte therwith the arefyede loyncte. 1626 HACON Sylva
320 That heat which is in lime and ashes . . doth neither

liquefy nor arefy. 1657 TOMLINSON Renoits Disp. 586 The
powders will soon are tie.

Aregh, are}, aref, art^hwe: see AIU;H a. and v.

Arei^t, pa. t. of AKEACH v. Obs. to reach.

Areik, areke, obs. forms of AKEACH v.

Areim-eii, r. Obs. rare. [Deriv. unknown.

(Not OK. arseman,')] To set at large, liberate.
f 1230 After: A', 124 Ponewes uorte acwiten & areimen him

mide. Ibid, i _-6 Raunsun ^et we schulen areimen us mide.

Arein, variant of ARAIX : see also AKAYNE r r

.

Areise, obs. form of ARAIME v.

Areisun, variant of AHEASON sb. Obs. question.
Arek, ai'eka, obs. forms of AHKCA.

Areli, obs. form of KAKLY.
Arern e, var. of A KM a. Obs. poor, wretched.

Aren, obs. ^rd. pi. of AKK r'.-
;

inf. of ARE ?-.'

Arena l^arrna). 1*1. arenas, [a. L. arena, prop.
harena, sand, the sand-strewn place of combat in

an amphitheatre, etc.]

1. The central part of an amphitheatre, in which
the combats or spectacular displays take place,
and which was originally strewn with sand to

absorb the blood of the wounded and slain. Used

also, by extension, of the whole amphitheatre.
1627 HAKKWII. i. Apol. {16301396 The. \rcna, the place below

in which their Barnes were exhibited. 1776 ( JIUHON Da I. <Y

/'. I. 352 The arena, or sta.ye, was strewed with the finest

sand. 1812 JlvkoN <-'//. liar. i. Ixviii, The thronged arena
shakes with shouts for mure. 1879 KKOI in, ( ~;amr vi. 55

Exhibiting a hundred lions in the arena matched against
Numidian archers.

2. fig. A scene or sphere of conflict ; a battle-field.

1814 JivKoN 1.nra n. ix, Hut dragg'd again upon the arena,
stood A leader not unequal to the feud. 1817 CH.U.MI-.KS

Astron. Disc. ii. 11852) 50 The arena on which the modern

philosophy has won all her victories. < 1854 SIAM.KV Simii

<y Pal. ix, ^29 It would naturally become the arena of war.

1863 H. ROCKKS J. IIoiw vii. 181 Howe seldom entered the

arena of controversy.

3. Any sphere of public or energetic action.

1798 MALTHUS Popitl, (1878) 330 A large arena for the em-

ployment of an increasing capital. 1857 H. RKLD J.t\l.
:

J-irlf. Pth'ts iv. 127 Rushing into the arena of authorship.
4. Med. 'Gravel bred in a Human liody.' Phil-

;

lips 1706. 'Sand or gravel deposited from the !

urine.' Syd. Soc. Lex. i8So.

Arenaceo- (ser/h^'J/itf), comb. f. L. arenaceus

(see next) ; sandy, mixed with sand, as in arena- I

ceo-argillaceous, of the nature of sandy clay.

1850 DANA (.icol. viii. 438 Arenaceo-argillaceous deposits.
1881 DARWIN l'et,

r
. Mould 275 Arenaceo-calcareous loam.

Arenaceous (serfti^'Jas

1

^,
a.

[f. L. arendce-us,
f. arena sand: see -ACEOUS,] Having the appear-
ance or consistency of sand ; sandy ; largely com-

posed of sand or quart x grains.
1646 SmT. BROWNE Pseml.Kp. 203 Fishes . . whose egge or

spawne is arenaceous and friable. 1749 Pitil. Trans. XLVI.
144 A hard or stony arenaceous greyish substance. i533
LYELL Princ.Gcol. III. 39 A limestone . . becomes more are-

naceous, until it finally passes into sand or sandstone. 1854
H. MIU.KR Sch. $ Schm. ii. (1857) 22 A soft arenaceous mud.

*>. fig-
1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. n. 239 There is an aren-

aceous quality in the style which makes progress wearisome.

II Arenaria (BerJheTia). [L., fem. of arena-

rius: see next.] The Sandwort
;
a genus of small

herbs (N.O. CaryopHyllacest] allied to chickweed.
n 1806 MKS. C. SMITH Flora's fiiw/. ix, Among the loose

and arid sands The humble arenaria creeps, 1881 Garden
31 1 ( )ther Arenarias in cultivation.

Arenarious (a'r/ne^'rias), a. tObs.
[f.

L. arena-

ri-us, f. arena sand: see -ABIOU8.] ARENACEOUS.
1758 PLATT in Phil. Trans, L. 527 This stratum . . being

arenarious, and too soft for their use. [In mod. Diets.] .

tA reiiary ,
a. Obs.~ [ad. L. arena riits,~]

'Of or belonging to sand or gravel.' Bailey 1731.

"T" A'renate, v. Obs. [f. L. arenat-us sanded :

see ARENA and -ATE-*.] (See quot.)
1623 COCKERAM Diet, n, To Ruffe-cast, Arenate. 1656

BI.OUNT Gloss0gr. t Arcuated, mixed with sand, sandy.

Arenation (serft^'Jan), Med. lObs. [ad. L.

areniition-eiu a sanding: cf. F. arenationl\ Ap-
plication of hot sand to the body as a remedy.
1717 BKKKEI.EY in Fraser Life (1871^ 587 Arenation is good

against leprosy. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Arenation . . a kind
of dry bath, in which the patient only sits with his feet on
hot sand.

Arend, obs. form of ERRAND.

Arendalite (are'ndabit). Min. [mod. f.

(1800) Arendal in Norway + -ITE.] A synonym of

EPIDOTE, retained by Dana for one of its varieties.

ABEOLATED.
1868 DANA Min. 282 The Arendal Epidote < Arendalite) is

mostly in dark green crystals.

Arendator: see Am*-.

Areiiicolite (aT/ln-ktHoit). [f. mod.L. arcni-
col-a sand-worm, lob-worm (f. arena sand + -cola

inhabiting) + -ITE.] A worm-hole made originally
in sand, and preserved in a sandstone rock.

1864 in WKBSTKK.

ArenicolouS (-los\ a.
[f. as prec. + -ouf.]

Inhabiting sand.

1851 9 OUI.N in Man.Sc. F.nq. 381 Arenicolous mollusks.

Arenilitic (ilrt-.-nili-tik), a.
[f. *arenilite (,f.

L.

arena sand + Gr. \iOoy stone) -f -R'.] Of or per-

taining to sandstone. 1799 KIKWAN dwl. Ess. 305.

Areiiose (8e
:r/iio*B), a. [ad. L. arenas its, f.

arena sand : sec -OSK.] Sandy.
1731 in BAILKY. 1848 UANA /-t>cpli. 194 Lateral surfaces

arenuse.

Arenosity (a-r/n^-stti). rare *, [n. of quality
f. prec. ; see -rrv.] Sandiness ; granidonsness.
1687 If. MOKK App. Antid. 11712*219 The solute Arenosity

Ci-. 1 m;iy si> .spriik
1 of Air and Kire.

ArenoSO- ( aT/m^s^i), comb. f. L. arenosns,

I'Jig. arenose ; as in arenoso-denticulate, covered
\\ ith small notches like grains ol sand.

1848 I UNA Zwph. -$.\.\
Laim-lkc . . very minutely arenoso-

denticulate.

t A'renOUS, a. Obx. [ad. \..areiiC>sits: see above.

C'f. Fr. arenen.\'\ see -ni:s.] Sandy, gritty.

1664 Kvi-.i.tN .S/A-v/ 117761 4-J5 The water .. aivnous and

gr;t\(.']ly. 1759 lr. / 'nhaincts 11 us!'. \. \ Jii. \ 1761" 24 Arenoiis

and sandy earth . . wants ligature.

"I" A'rent, a. Obs. rare-*, [ad. L. arentem, pr.

jiplc. of iirere.] Drying up, withering.
1607 Tin-si-.!.], l-'onr-f, Hi'ttsts 377 Ardent, arent, burning.

Arcnt, -ation, var. of AKKF.NT, -ATION, Obs.

\ Are nuloilS, a. Obs. rare '. [f.
L. arenitla,

dim. ^i arena.'} JJke grains of sand.

1664 I'uu'i-iK
!'',.\'/>.

Phil(<x. i. 73 Those arenulous Atoms.

Areo-f
f. (ir. "A^<us of Arcs or Mars; esp. in

astronomical terms relating to the planet Mars ;

as Areocentric (a.'T/|^|SC'ntrik\ a., having Mais
as centre. Areo'grapher, one who describes the

appearance of Mars. Area-graphic a., pertaining
to aix-ography. Areo-graphy, description of the

physical ic-at tires ol Mars. Areo*log~y, scientific

investigation of the substance of Mars.

1877 I). On.i. in Mem. A'. A. .V. XLY1. 04 The areocentric

nn^lc ln.-twci:ii the luirth and l he Sun. 1878 NI-.\\COMH /'('/.

Astnw, 566 Hourly motion in areoceiitric longitude. 1880

.\atitn- XXI. :>i3 The local indistinctness and confusion

that so often pu//le the art:t>xra]>her. 1870 Piiocrok Otht-r

l\'t>rlds ix. 93 The Martial geography or perhaps 1 might
rather to say areography. 1881 - Poetry Astron, viii. ^3^

Compare . . geology with areology,

!' Areola ^"irrJla). I'), areoleo. [L., dim. of

lirt'it.]
A very small area.

1. One of the small spaces marked out on a sur-

face by intersecting lines, such as those between the

veins of a leaf or the nervures of an insect's wing.
1664 I'OWKK /.'.i/. Philos. i. 49 Pentagonal and hexagonal

areola's [on Corn Poppy seeds). 1830 I.INDLKV Xtit. Syst.
J>t>t. 313 A cluster of spornle-like areohe of cellular tissue.

2. One of the interstices in the tissue of any or-

ganized substance.

1848 QUAIN Elan. Anat. (1882) II. 107 The cell spaces in

the calcified matrix [of bone] . . being termed the primary
areola:. 1874 VAX UUKEN Dis. L'rin. O)'g, 2 The areolar of

this tissue become distended with blood.

3. A circular spot ; a coloured circle such as that

around the human nipple, and that which surrounds

the vesicles or pustules in eruptive diseases.

1706 I'nii.Lirs, ArcolaPapHlaris, the Circle about a Nipple.
1852 W. CtKOvic (.'ontrib.Sc. 365 Surrounded by a dusky and
ill-defined areola. 1877 ROUKKTS Handbk. Mcd. 1. 164 A faint

red areola appears.
4. Hiol. a. A slightly depressed spot on any

surface. I). The cell-nucleus of a plant.
1862 DARWIN Orchids v. 206 With a faint areola or nucleus

visible. 1872 NICHOLSON Pnhvont. 105 A round or oval

smooth and excavated space which is termed the areola.

Areolar (ar/VlLi), a.
[f. prec. + -AH.]

1. Consisting of areola1

, full of interstices
; spec.

in areolar (or connective} tissue : the mixture of

fibrous and elastic tissue, which underlies the skin,

and connects and supports the organs in other

parts of the body.
1818 W. LAWHKNCE Nat. Hist. Man n. ii. (1848) 185 The

areolar tissue of the cutis. 1859 CARI-KNTER Anim. Phys. \.

11872) 39 This Areolar tissue is diffused through almost the

whole fabric of the adult animal.

2. Of or pertaining to a small area. Cf. AREA 3.

1879 NEWCOMB & HOLOKN Astron. 126 This area is called

the areolar velocity of the planet.

Areolate (arr^l^t, e--n>l^t), ///. a. [f.
L.

areola + -ATE2.] Marked by areolte ; divided into

small distinct spaces by intersecting lines.

1847 LINDLKY Klein. Bot. Gloss., The skin of a plant is

areolate. 185* DANA Crust, i. 33 Cancrida;, having an
areolate carapax.

Areolated (an-Jilted, eVn^-X/X. a.
[f. prec.

+ -EIX] Marked by, or consisting of, areola?.

i8oa G. SHAW/?<W/. III. 50 Areolated Tortoise. 1829 LOU-
DON Encycl. Plants 1,1841) 925 Frond tubular. . with a btriated



AREOLATION.
areolated surface. 1836 TODD CycL Anat. 4- Phys. I. 509/2
A soft, areolated, and elastic substance.

Areolation (e^ri^-Jan). [f.
as prec. + -TIO.N-]

Division into areolse.

1830 LrNDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 171 Striking resemblance in
the areolations of the seeds.- 1852 DANA Crust, i. 155 The
antero-lateral region has imperfectly the usual areolation.

Areole (c*n>u!). [a. F. flr<W*.]-ARJCOLA.
1856 iii WEBS IKK. 1870 HOOKKH Stint. Flora 188 Knap-

weed . . Fruit compressed, basal areole oblique. 1878 NEW-
COMB Po/t.Astron. ii. i. 117 A bright star . . surrounded by a
blue or violet areole.

Areolet (ar/Vlet, e>r7>-\ [f.
AKEOLA, ARKOI.E

+ -EI
1

.] A small areola, a very small area or space.
1828 KIHBY & Si'. KntomoL xlvii. IV. 381 Wings .. reticu-

lated with numerous areolets. 1852 DANA Crust, i. 29 The
nreolets of the frontal region.

Areometer, variant form of ARAEOMETER.

Areo'pagist. [see -1ST.] Rare variant of next.

1859 ill \V'uKi'|,SIKK.

Areopagite (aen'tf'p&gsit). [ad. 'L.areopagitts,
a. Cir. dpctoirayiTTj'i : see AhEOPAGUS and -1TK.J A
member of the court of Areopagus.
1382 WVCLIF Acts xvii. 34 Dionyse Ariopagite, or greet

man of coman scoh'. 1430 I.YDG. Chron. Troy i. v, Dyo-
nynyuus Whiche . . Was called in scholes Ariopagyte. 1616
HOLY DAY Jttwnal 180 As secret as the Athenian court of the

Areopagites. 1807 ROBINSON ./inrAaw/. Gr^ca \. xiv. 62 After

they had once become Areopagites.

Areopagi'tic, <'. and sfi. [ad. L. Areopagiticus,
a. (ir. 'A/jftoTm-ymwtA, f. 'Apctova'y/Ti/s ; see piec.
and -ic.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Areo-

pagus or its court. B. sb. A speech imitating
the oration of Isocrates addressed to the court of

Areopagus.
[1644 Mi [.TON Artopagitica.\ 1649 J. II. Motion to Parl.

28 And degenerate into some Satyre or Pasquill, rather
then an Areopagitick. 1856 (!ROTK Greece \\. xcv. XII. 406
i he other citizens included in the areopagitic report.

Areopagi tical, a.
[f. prec. + -AI.I.] Of

Arebpagitic nature or character; also = prec.
1594 T. B. La Pritnand, Fr. Acad. 583 The areopa-

giticall lords in Athens, 1846 II r. MARTINKAU Hist, react
\. ii. v. 400 To keep within reasonable bounds that predomi-
nating areupagitical spirit.

Areopagus (aeriifpfefe)- [L., a. Gr.*A/o?
Trayos the hill of Ares, or Mars' hill.] A hill at

Athens where the highest judicial court of the city
held its sittings ;

hence used for the court itself,

and transf, of any important tribunal,

1642 SIR K. DERING Sp. on Relig. xvi. 86 Who hath de-

scended into this Areopagus [of polemics]?

tAreo-pagy. Obs. [f.L,Areopag-w + -v,'\
A

conclave, a secret tribunal.

1646 SIR'!". BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 39 It was not in the power
of earth, or Areopa^y of hell to work them from it. 1682

Chr. Mor, joi Conscience . . sits in the areopagy and dark
tribunal of our hearts.

Areophane, a common spelling of AEROPHANE.
1851 Times i Apr, 10/6 Areophane crape.

Areostyle, -systyle, areotic : see AR.E-.

: Areotecto'iiics. Obs.~ Q
[f.

AREO- + Or.

TtKTovLK-f) building i cf. architectonics . (See quot.)
1706 PHILLIPS, Areotectonicks^ that part of Military Archi-

tecture or Fortification, which shews how to attack safely,
and to encounter an enemy at the best Advantage.

Areowe, var. of AKUE v. Obs. to pity, grieve.

tAre*p(pe, v. oi>*.
[f. A-/rt/ i +OE. hrtp-

pan to touch.] To reach, lay hold of, seize.

1205 LAV. 26034 J*a nolde ArSur on slepen nawiht hine

areppen [1250 arecche]. c\vy*Ancr.R. 128 Drawee al into

hore holes |>et heo muwen arepen & arecheti.

Arere, var. AREAR v. Obs. \ earlier f. ARREAR.

[Arerisement [AFr. f. ariu-e\,
' action of

putting behind, or at a disadvantage, drawback,

injury'; inserted in Blount and later Diets, as

Eng.]
Ares, -ease, -este, obs. forms of ARRAS.

t Aresca-tion. Obs. rare-'. [? improp. f. L.

drcsc-lre to grow dry.] ?A drying up.
16*7 FELTHAM Resolves \. xli. Wks. 67 A World, which hath

in itself Convulsions, Arescations, Enlargements, Erections.

tAre'Se,^. Obs. rare. [OE. ah risian, ahrysian,
{. A- fref. I + hrisian to shake : see RESE n.]
trans, and intr. To shake violently.
(-885 K. /ELFREO Gregory s Past. Ixiv. 461 Ac hudeni^e

aerest hine selfne . . & ahrisige siooan o3re. triooo Ags. Ps.
xxviii. 6 Drihten ahrysode ^a westan eorj>an. c 1320 Seityn
.S"rt*'S'W>Qi5

r

I hetuschesin the trehe smit
;
The trearesede

as hit wold falle.

Areson, -ere, variants of AREASON, -ER, Obs.

Arest, obs. form of ARREST, and of ERST.

t Are t, are"tt(e, v. Obs. 4-7 ; also 5-7 ar-

ret(te, 5 arect, 5-6 arreot. [a. OF. arcte-r,

arctter, f. il to + rctcr (Pr. and OSp. reptar) : L.

reputd-re to count, reckon : see REPUTE. After

1400 erroneously latinized (in England) as arrect-

are, as if connected with rectum, whence the com-
mon 15 1 6th c. spelling arect, arrcct."]

1. trans. To reckon, count ; also with compl.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 726, 1 praie you . . That ye ne arette

[7'.r. retite]
it not my vilanie. 1588 WYCLIF Luke xxii. 37

He is arettid [1382 demyd] with wickid men. c 1400 Apol.
Loll. 26 We arettid Him as smitun of God & lafte. < 1430
LVDG. Bocftas u. Prol., They arect it fortunes variaunce.

440

1470-85 MALORY Arthur (1634) Trol., In hym .. myght wel
be aretted prete folye.

2. trans. To reckon to the credit or debit of a

person ;
a. in a good or neutral sense : To impute,

ascribe, attribute to.

c 1340 HA.MFOLE Prose Tr. 31 Arett all thi gude dedis sothe-

fastely to Hyme. cnjbWvcuF/'afer.MH&rSeLWIu. III.

107 It was aretted to him into ri^twysnesse. .1430 I-i/eSt.
KatJi. (18841 47 Oodhed ys not to be aretted to suche thynges
bat are sette vnder be disposicion of God. 1496 /J/Vvj .y

Piutp. tW. de W.) i. xxi. 57/1 All the goodnesse sholde be
arected to the fader & to the moder, & not to god. 1549
CHALONF.R Krastn. Moriz l:nc. F

ij b, It is arrected for a
great praise and charitable kyndnesse unto theim.

b. chiefly, in a bad sense : To lay to the charge
of, impute as a fault to, charge upon.
1388 \Vvi;i.iF i CAfvft. xxi. 3 This thing, that schal be arettid

in to synne to Israel, c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. T 506 He that
aretteth vpon god, or blameth god, of thyng of which he is

hym self gilty. 1430 Lvuc. ( '/iron. Tivy i. vi, Lest men thy
death arected unto me. 1477 CAXTON Dictes 147 Vf they
fynde ony faulte tarette it to Socrates and not to me. 1574
tr. Littleton's Tenures 122 b, No follye maye bee areted to
him beeynge within age. 1602 SI-KC;HT Chaucer's It'As. 3,
I ratheraret it to the negligence and rape ofAdam Scriuener,
that I may speake as Chaucer doth.

3. To charge, accuse, or indict a person (of).

[So commonly in OF.]
1375 liAkuoL'k Ilrnee XIX. 20 Schir dauid the brechyne Wes

of this deid arettit syne. 1641 '/ O'nti's tie fa Ley 27 Arretted
is hee that is convented before any Judge, and charged with
a Crime. [So in HLOUST Law Diet. 1691.]
b. intr. To allege, (pseudo-archaic^
a 1643 W. CARTWKIUHT Ordinary in Dodsl. O. I\ (1780^ X.

236, I do arret thou shalt acquainted bin With nymphs and
fauns and hamadryades.
\ To commit a charge to, entrust, deliver. (A

false use of Spenser's, due to misunderstanding the
obs. arrctt to the charge of\&l\>\ imitated by others.)
1596 Si'txsEH /". C'- 'i- viii. 8 The charge, which tlod duth

unto me arrett, Of his deare safety I to thee commend. 1625
OIL Saer. Pfiilos. ii. 133 When God had created man, and
arretted the charge of him and his posteritie to the Angels.

AretaicSl.ivn'Viks), sb.pl. [f.
Gr. apirf] virtue

;

cf. s/>o>nlaic.~\ ^Sec quot.)
1865 J. GKOTE Marat l,ieas \. (1876! i [In] Moral Philo-

sophy there are two sciences, .the science of virtue, Aretaics
. . the science of happiness, Kuda^monics.

t Areta'loger. Obs.- [f. L. arctalog-us, a.

Gr. dpfraAcryos -ER 1.] (See quot.)
1623 COCKKKAM A rettil^gon [sic], a vaunter of his owne ver-

tues. 1656 HLOUN r Glossngr., A retainer, one that braggs or
boasts of vertue in himself, a talking fellow, a Iyer.

Aretch, obs. f.ORACH (Atriplex) ;
var. AREACH i\

II Arete ^aretl. [Fr. : OF. arcste : L. arista ear

of corn, fish-bone orspine, hence, inFr., ridge, sharp
edge. Cf. ARRIS.] A sharp ascending ridge or 'edge'
of a mountain. The local name in French Switzer-

land, whence it has become a technical term with

mountain-climbers.
1862 Lonti. Re-'. 23 Aug. 164 The Weisshorn . . is formed

of three great ridges, like the edges of a bayonet, culminat-

ing in a beautiful pyramidal point. Two of the aretes are

probably impracticable. 1865 Sat. Rev. 29 July 141/2 Three
ridges or aretes of precipitous rock.

t A'retliede, arthede. Ol>s. ran-, [f. ar(e,
OE. xr before (cf. AIR adv. and ERE) + THEDE,
OE. peod people.] The people of former times;

antiquity.
a 1440 Sir Ismitbras 6 Elders that by-fore us were That

lyffede in arethede. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 7 That levede on
arthede.

t AretO'logy. Obs.-<> [f.
Gr. aftr-^ virtue +

-(O)LOGY.] 'That part of moral philosophy that

treats of virtue.' Bailey 1731.
Areu, obs. variant of AROH u. cowardly.

Arew(e, obs. f. AROH, ARROW, AROW, and ARUE.
tA'reward. Obs. rare l

. ? Before, formerly.
1 1325 /:. /;. A Hit. P. B. 208 He [Lucifer) vndkyndely as

a karle kydde areward.

Areyni, e, obs. form of ARRAIGN.

Arf, dial, form of AHGH a. timid, loath.

ArfeB, variant of AnvEJ) a. Obs. difficult.

t ATfname. Obs. [f. OE. trfe, itrfe, ON. arfr
(cf. OFris. erf, OHG. and Goth, arbi) inheritance

+ OE. 'niima taker, f. niman to take. With OE.

ie_rfe, yrfc-nitma cf. Goth, arbi-numja, OHG.
arbinomo, OFris. erfnoma, erfnama : the OX. cog-
nate, the probable source of Ormin's arrfname, is

not found.] Inheritor, heir.

c 1000 Affs. Gosf. Matt. xxi. 38 Des ys yrfenuma. c 1x60
Hatton tr. ibid., Des ys se earfedneme. c 1200 ORMIN 17744
Arrfname off heffness riche.

Arfvedsonite (ajve-dsanait). Min. [f. Arf-
wedson a man's name + -ITE.] A ferruginous va-

riety of hornblende, occurring in black crystals in

Greenland and Norway ;
also c.3\\z<\soda-hornblcnde.

1837 68 DANA Mitt. 243.

tA'rga. Chan. Obs. [i.L.argilla: see ARGIL.]
The name proposed by Dr. Black (c 1790) for the

earth alumina. Cf. ARGIL.

Argabushe, obs. variant of HARQUEBUS.
Argaile, argal, obs. and var. form of ARGOL.

A'rgal, conj. adv. Perversion of L. ergo
' there-

fore' ; hence snbst. a clumsy piece of reasoning.

ARGENTAN.
160* SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 21 He drownes not h.mselfe. Argal,

he . . shortens not his owne life. 1861 Times 23 Aug., Mr.
Buckle's argument (is] as absurd an argal as ever was in-
vented by philosopher or gravedigger. 1871 J. MORLEV Crif.
Misc. 152 And, as we should not be beaten ifwe did not de-
serve it, argal, suffering is a merited punishment.

Argala (augala). Ornith. Better argeelah.
[Hind, harglla^ The adjutant-bird (Ciconia

ala}, a gigantic species of stork inhabiting India.

(1754 IYLS I'oy. India (1773) 183 An extraordinary sptcies
of birds, culled by the natives Argill or Hargill. 1798
I'l XNANT Hindostan II. 156 The Argali or Adjutant. i8cS
Orient. Field Sports I. 99 That cumbrous bird the argeelah.
1838 I'tnny CycL XII. 170 The African Marabou is It-ss in

size than the Indian Argala. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 449
The Adjutant Stork or Argala of India.

I! Argali ^augali). Zool. [Mongol and Tungu-
sian.] The wild or rock sheep of Asia.
a 1779 COOK ^np. (1790)VI. 2185 The wild mountain sheep,

or argali. 1847 CAKPKNTER Zool. 274 The Argali, or wild

Sheep of Siberia . . supposed to be the original stock of the
domestic Sheep.

I! Argon. Bot. [a. Arab. ^UJ arjan, in Bar-

bary pronounced argan.] An evergreen tree (N.O.
Sapofofex), found in Morocco, furnishing a very
hard, heavy wood, and an oil from its seeds.

1809 J. JACKSON Alorocco i23Theargan tree is the favourite
resort of this bird. 1875 URE Diet. Arts, Argan-oil, ex-

pressed from the kernels of the Argania Sideroxylon.

Argand (.aMgsend). [from the inventor's name.]
Applied to a lamp invented by Aime Argand
about 1782, with a cylindrical wick, which allows
a current of air to pass to both inner and outer sur-

faces of the flame, thus securing more perfect com-
bustion and brighter light ; also to a ring-shaped
gas burner constructed on the same principle.
1790 ROY in ritil. Trans. LXXX. 162 A simple Argand's

burner. 1805 SIR H. DAVY ibid. XCV. 158 Exposed to the
heat of an Argand lamp. 1832 UABBAGK KiOH.Manttf. xxiv.

237 An argand burner, whether used for consuming oil or

gas. 1859 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle \\. 39 A large argand with
a brilliant reflector. 1869 Daily AVsitf 18 June, None of
the fiih-tnils seem to be as economical for common gas as
the argands.

II Argema (aug/ma). Mai. Also argemon.
[L., a. Gr. apyfpa, -^.ov, f. dp-y-uy white : cf. AL-

BUGO.] A small white ulcer or speck on the margin
of the cornea.
1661 LOYEI.L Hist. Anim. $ Min. 83 It helps bleare eyes

. . also it helps the argema. 1753 CHAMBERS CycL Sitj>J>.,

Argemon, or Argema . . an ulcer about the iris of the eye.
1880 in -S>(/. Soc. Lex.

Argent (a-jd^ent), sb. and a. [a. F. argent, ad.

L. argentum white money, silver.]
A. sb. 1. The metal silver, arch, at poet. Spume

of argent i^L. argcnti spuma) : litharge of silver.

U 1485 /'. E. Misc. (18551 3 The floreschold be ofargentum,
Clene sylver alle and sume.] ("1530 Lu. BERSERS Arth.
I*yt, Bryt. (1814) 252 It semed well to be of argent ; that is

to say, syluer. 1589 FLEMING Virg. Gcorg. in. 51 They doo
mingle therwithall The spume of argent. 1790 COWPER
Iliad\\. 55 His argent-studded sword. 1851 LONGF. Gold.

Leg. i. Ixvii, Clouds of gold and argent. [See also C.]

f2. Silver coin ; hence gen. money, cash. Obs.
i 1500 Partenay 1119 Euery day had ther money and ar-

gent. 1583 STLBBES Anat. Abits. \. 52 Whether they haue
Argent e, to mayntaine thisgeare. 1630 J.TAYLOR (Water P.)
To Hon. O'Toole Wks. n. 18/2 Some hound-like senting ser-

geant ..tires him out for argeant, 1742 BAILEY, Argent,
Silver or Coin.

3. Her. The silver of a coat of arms
;
the silver

or white colour in armorial bearings.
1562 IJCIUH Armorie (1597) 4 Called Siluer, and biased by

the name of Argent. 1628 EARLE Microcosm. Ixviii. 146
Whole fields of gold and silver, or and argent. 1751 CHAM-
BERS Cycl.i Argent is expressed^in engraving, by the parts
being left plain, without any strokes from the graver.
B. adj. Of, or resembling, silver ; silvery white.

* 1590 MARLOWE Massac. Paris I. vi, The argent crosses

in your burgonets, 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xiv. iR. iThe azure

skie, With argent beames of siluer morning spred. 1850
H. COLERIDGE Poems II. 161 In the full brightness of the

argent moon.
b. csp. in Her. Cf. A 3.

1591 HARINGTON Ariostos Orl. Fur. xxxvi. xxviii, The
argent Eagle that he bare. 1681 JORDAN London's *)oy in

Heath Grocers
1

Comp. 11869) 54 1 He bears a Target A/ure
with a Saltier argent. 1814 SOOTHKT .ffodkrviai xvm, Within
that argent field Thou saw'st the rampant Lion,

C. Comb., as argent-clear, -horned, -lidded ;

t argent-content (F. argent comptant\ ready
money ; ARGENT-VIVE, q.v.

1842 LONGF. Sp. Stud. \\. x. viii, Thou moon that shinest

Argent-clear above ! 1649 LOVELACE Poems 151 The Argent-
horned Moone. iSjoTKXNvsoN Arab. Kts. 135 Serene with

argent-lidded eyes. 1536 BKLLENDENE Cron. Scot. xm. v.

( JAM.I Ane hundredth thousand poundis . . the tane half to

be payit with argent content.

Argental (aad^e'ntal), a. [a. F. argental

(Haiiy) : see prec. and -AiA] Of silver; as in

Argental A/eratry, the Amalgam of Dana.
1816 CLEAVKLAND Mitt. 444. 1819 Pantolog. t Argental

Mercury, a native amalgam of silver .. It received its pre-
sent appellation from C. Hauy.

Argentan (aud^enticn). [a. F. argentan, f. L.

argent-um^\ An alloy of nickel, copper, and zinc ;

nickel silver, German silver.

1857 CHAMBERS Inform. People I. 373 Argentane or German
silver. 1863 WATTS Diet* C^fttt. 1. 356 Argentan.



ABGENTANE.
t A'rgentane.

_

Chem. 06s. [f: L. argent-urn
+ -ANK 2 a.] Davy's name for argentic chloride.
1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 444 The compound . .

argentane, has been long known by the name of hornsilver.

t Argenta'nginy. Obs.- [ad. F. argent-
angine (Cotgr.^ ad. mocl.L. argentangina, f. ar-

gent-um silver, money+ angina quinsy, after Gr. ap-

yvpayxi (used in reference to Demosthenes).] 'The
silver sqvrincy, when one for money faigns himself
sick and not to speak.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.
1623 COCKERAM, Argenfag-eny, the siluer sickenesse.

tA'rgentary. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. argentari-

us, &. argcnt-um : see ARGENT and -ARY.] A
worker in silver, a silver-smith.

1381 WYCUF Acts xix. 24 Demetrie by name, ar^entarie
[Vulg. argentarius], makinge siluerene housis to Dian.

Argentate (aud.^i'nU-lt), sl>. Cltem.
[f.

L. ar-

gent-um silver + -ATE*.] A combination of a base
with argentic oxide, as in Argentate ofAmmonia,
or '

fulminating silver.' 1880 in Syd. Sac. I.cx.

A'rgentate, a. [ad. L. argentatus silvered :

cf. F. argente'.] 'Silvery, or shining white with a

tinge of gray.' Gray But. Text-Bk. 1880.

Argentation (ajd^ent^-Jan). rare-", [n. of
action f. L. argentat- : see prec. and -ATIOX. Cf. F.

argentation (Littre Stiff.).] The action of silvering
or coating with silver.

1731 in RAILEY; whence in JOHNSON, etc.

Argenteous (.ajd^e-nt/as), a.
[f. L. argcnte-us

silvery + -ous : see AKGENT and -EOUS.] Silvery.
1881 J. BAKER in Jrnl. Lin. Sac. XVI 1 1. 267 Amuch smaller

species,
not at att argenteous. 1883 Chanib. Jml, 301 A

diminutive, argenteous, truncated cone.

tA'rgenter. Obs. rare- 1
. [a..OY.argentier:

L. argentdrius a money-changer, f. argcnt-um :

see ARGENT and -EH.] A money-changer, banker.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 125/1 Ledde hym to y market &

solde hym to an argenter.

Argentic (aad^e-ntik), a. Chem. [f. L. argent-
urn silver + -1C.] Containing silver in chemical

composition. Applied to compounds in which
silver combines as a monad, as Argentic Chloride,

Ag Cl, occurring native as horn-silver
; Argentic

Nitrate, AgNO3l lunar caustic.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chen,. V. 300 The use of argentic iodide

in photography.

Argentiferous (aid.senti-feras), a.
[f. as prec.

+ -(I)FEKOUS: cf. F. argcntifere] Yielding or

producing silver.

1801 HITCHINS mPhil. Trans. XCI. 163 The argentiferous
crosslode. 1849 GROTE Greece 11. xxxiv. IV. 369 Auriferous
and argentiferous mountains.

Argentify (aid^e-ntifai), v.
[f.

as prec. + -FY.]
To turn into silver. Argentine a., producing silver.

1687 Turkish Spy iv. xx. 354 Mercury . . aurifies the very
Seed of Gold, and argentifies that of Silver. 1671 J. WEBSTEK
Mctallog. xxix. 365 The agent . . is a seed of an aurifick or
argentiftck nature.

t A'rgentil. Herb. Obs. [ad. med.L. argentitta,
dim. of argentum.] The plant Parsley-piert.
1597 GERARD Herbal Supp. Ffff iij, Argentill is Pcrcepier.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Argentil, an old English name
for the plant called Pcrcipier Angloritm.

Argentine (aud,?entain), a. and sb. [a. F. ar-

gentin, ad. L. argentinus of silver.] A. adj.
1. Of, rftade of, or containing silver.

IS37W - HOLME Fall Reb. 40 Anantickdeaurate with letters

argentine. 1791 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 353 Ar-
gentine spicula were seen in the larger grains. 1849 MRS.
SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys. Sc. xxiv. 224 The property of
blackening argentine salts.

2. Silvery.
1578 LVTE Dodoens 526 Argentine, or Siluer Thistel. 1608

SHAKS. Per. v. L 251 Celestial Dian, goddess argentine. 1841
HOR. SMITH Moneyed Man I. iii. 46 The meanest sounds that
pampered mine ear have been argentine. 1859 W. GREGORY
Egypt U-35 '1'he argentine raiment which the moon . . had
thrown over Karnak.
B. sb.

1. Silver, or a material simulating it: a. ? Wrought
silver, silver filagree, b. Imitation silver, electro-

plate, c. The silvery lamella; on the scales of fish,
used in the manufacture of artificial pearls.
.'577 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 857/1 Images o( sore and ter-

rible countenances, all armed in curious worke ofargentine.
1839 47 TODD Cycl. Anal, f, Phys. III. 972/t The material
which gives this metallic lustre to the scales of Fishes, known
in commerce under the name of '

Argentine.' 1847 Bachel.

Albany 11854) "5 The argentine and albata did their best to
look silvery.

2. Zool. A genus of small fishes, of the family
Salnionidse, with very silvery scales : see i c. Also
applied by Pennant to the Scopelus Pennanti or

Humboldtii, now called the Pearlside.
17691 PENNANT Brit. Zool. III. 432. i8s4BADHAM Halimt.

285 bhoals of argentine are consumed annually in this com-
merce.

t3. Herb. The Silver-weed (Potentilla anserina),
Gerard, 1597; Withering. Argentine Thistle, the
Cotton Thistle (Onopordium Acanthium) Lyte,
1578.
4. Min. Slate spar (Humble Diet. Geol.}.

1794 KIRWAN. 1868 DANA Min. 678 Argentine . . a pearly
VOL. I.
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lamellar calcite .. colour white, grayish, yellowish, or red-
dish.

Argentite (a-jdjentsit). Min.
[f.

L. argent-
urn silver + -ITE.] Silver-glance or argyrose, a
native sulphide found in veins traversing granite, etc.

1837-68 DANA Min. 39 Malleable, like ordinary argentite.

Argento- (aid.^e'nto), comb, form of L. ar-

gentum silver
;
= '

Having silver as a constituent.'

1837-68 DANA Alin. 39 Argentppyrite . . a pseudomorph
consisting of the minerals argentite, marcasite, pyrrhotite,
pyrargyrite. 1868 WATTS Did. Chem. V. 305 Argento-cuprous
Sulphide . . Argentiferous Copper-glance.

Argentocracy (aid.^enty'krasi). notice-wit.

[f. prec. + -CRACY : cf. plutocracy] The rule or

paramount influence of money.
1868 Pall Mall C. 23 May 1 1 The disease of argentocracy.

Argentometer '

-p-mrtaj). [f. as prec. +
-METER.] An instrument for determining the

strength of silver solutions.

1879 SPON Workshop Rec. 250 To use the argentometer.

Argentous (aidge-ntas), a. Chem.
[f. L. ar-

geiit-ui silver + -ous.] Containing silver in com-
position ; applied to compounds containing silver
in twice the proportion of that in those called ar-

gentic, as Argentous Chloride, Ag2Cl ; Argentous
Oxide, Ag,O, suboxide or hemioxide of silver.

1869 ROSCOE ./<';;/. C/icw. 273 A small quantity ofargentous
chloride.

Argentry (a-jdjentri). [ad. F. argcnterie ; cf.

L. argentana (sc. vasa, etc) silver vessels, plate,
etc. : see ARGENT and -B.Y.] Silver plate, wrought
silver. Obs. exc. Jig.
1622 HOWELI. Lett. I. n. xvii, Pawning his own argentry

and Jewels. 1641 ibid. (1753^ 124 Costly Howls of frosted

Argentry. 1852 D. MOIR Bmuer of Pence Wks. I. 61 The
round moon's calm argentry.

t Argenture. Obs. rare. [a. F. argcntnre, f.

argenter to silver.] ?A silvering amalgam.
1376 BAKER Gesner's Jewel Health 142 b, Of these two

make an argenture.

t A'rgent-vi've. Obs. [a. F. argent vif:-l..
argentum vivum (Pliny).] Quicksilver, mercury.
1453 in Heath Grocers Comp. (18691 422 Argent VyfT, ye

bolyon . . liijif. 1610 B. JONSON Alch. n. i, The Hulls our
fornace . . our argent-viue, the Dragon. 1662 CHANDLER
I'an Helwont's Oriatr. 84 Argent-vive or Quick-silver.

t Argh, a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I arg (WS.
earg, ears, earh), 2-3 erj, ar;, 3 serh, arh, eaerjh,
eruh, erew, areu, arewe, are;, 3-5 arwe, 4-5
argh, 5 arwhe, arow(e. Sc. 6- arch, 9 argh,
ergh, erf, arrow ; north Eng. 7- arf. [com.
Teut.

; cogn. w. ON. argr (Sw. and Da. arg), OHG.
ark, mod.G., Du. arg, OFris. arg, ergh : OTeut.
*arg-oz.]
1. Cowardly, pusillanimous, timid, fearful. (Still

in north, dial.)
<r88s K. /ELFRED Bxda I. xii. (Bosw.i Se earga fe'Se Erytta.

1205 LAV. 4336 pu eart swa ea;r;h cniht. < 1230 U'oliiiHge
in Cott. Horn. 277 Arh ich was meselfand wah. c 1230 Ancr.
R. 288 He, kene bet was aer eruh. 1297 R. GLOUC. 457 His
hert arwe as an hare, f 1400 Destr. Troy vi. 2540 If Elinus
be argh, & ournes for ferde. 1440 Prcmp. Parv. 14/2 Arwe,
or ferefulle 1 1499 arwhe, arowe, or fcrdfull

i, Timiduspavidus.
a 1450 1 'ork Myst., Barbers L viij b. So am I arow to do bat
dede. 1483 GiM. Angl., fag\\e,pusill<ininiis. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. II. 621 King Duncane so arch ane man wes he.

1691 RAY tV. Count r. Words,A rf, afraid, a 1800 R.JAMIESON
Pop. Ball. I. 233 Fearful will it be to me, I'm erch, or a' be
o'er. 1808 JAMIESON Sc. Diet., Arch, argh, ergh, erf. 1875
ROBINSON Whitby Gloss. (E.D. S.i, A r/oi arfish, afraid, re-
luctant :

'
I felt arfish i' t' dark.'

2. Inert, sluggish, lazy, slow, loath, reluctant.

(Still in north, dial.)
a looo Guam. Vers. (Gr.) 188 Ful oft mon wearnum tihS

eargne. c 1200 Moral Ode 16 Erje \_v.r. erewe, ar^e, serwe]
we beo5 to donne god. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis xi. vii. 1 19 The
pepil fuiill grantis that thai wayt . . hot thai ar arch to schaw.
1813 I). ANDERSON Poems 116 (JAM.) An' rogues o' Jews,
they are nae arrow Wi' tricks fu' sly. 1877 Holdemess Gl.
lE.D.S.), Arf, Arfish, unwilling, indisposed, disinclined:
' He's nobbut varry arfish te begin.'

f3. Vile, base, good-for-nothing. (So in Ger.) Obs.
c 950 /. indisf. Gosp. Matt. xii. 39 Cneorisse yflo & arj becon

soecas.

f4. as sb. 'Wretch, betrayer, enemy. Obs.
au?$Prt>7i. Alfred 228 in O.E. Misc. 117 Gif bu hauist

sorwe, ne say bu hit bin are3e [v. r. arewe, erewe].

t Argh.(e, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I arsian,
earsian, 2 erjian, 3-4 ar3e(n, 4 -5 argh(e. Sc.

8-9 ergh. [f. prec.]
1. To be disheartened, timid, fearful, loath

;
to

hesitate from timidity. (Still in Sc.)
^1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 pet cower heorte er}ian swiSe and !

eower feond strongian. c 1325 /:. E.Allit. P. B. 713 penne
-

arjed Abraham, & alle his mod chaunged. e 1400 Destr.
\

Troy v. 1076 Antenor arghet with austerne wordes. 1728RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. in. iii, Dear Jenny, I wad speak
and yet I ergh.

1 2. infers., Me arghes : I am afraid. Obs.
<ri340 Alex. (Stevenson) 19 Me arjes of my selfe, I am alle

in aunter.

1 3. trans. To daunt, frighten. Obs.
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 572 In be anger of his ire bat arced

monye. 1393 LANGU P. I'l. C. iv. 237 Ac bow by-self . . Hast
arwed meny hardy men that hadden wil to fyghte. c 1400Sir Pere. 69 That arghede alle that ther ware, Bothe the
lesse and the mare.

AHOOL.

t A-rghhood. Obs. In 3-4 arhhede. [f. ARGH
a. -t- -HOOD.] Cowardice, pusillanimity.
c 1350 in O. E. Misc. 74 Prude and modynesse, Ne arhhede

ne sorynesse.

t A'rghly, adv. Obs.
[f. ARGH a. + -LY 2.]

Timidly, cowardly ; also (in OF..) basely.
c 1000 /ELFKIC Gen. xx.4 Abimeleh andwirde earhlice. 1086

0. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) And hine earhlice ofslojon. i 1400
Destr. Troy v. 1831 Antenor arghly auntride of ship.
t A'rghness. Obs.

[f. AI.GII a. + -.\ts.s.] Cow-
ardice, pusillanimity, timidity.
1340 Aycnb, 31 pe ober is arjnesse, bet is tyene of herte.

c 1400 Destr. Troy vi. 2203, I ournand in elde with arghnes
in hert. 1483 Cath. Angl., Arghnes, pnsillannnitas.

t A'rghship. Obs. In 3 rerhscipe. [f. ARGH a.

1205 LAY. 12411 Heo sulf mid xrhscipe aniden to heolcle.

t Arghth. Obs. In 3 serhSe, arhpe, arejthe.
[f.

ARCH sb. + -TH.] = prec.
1205 LAY. 23520 ArSurarhSe bi-deled [1250 arhbe]. a 1250

Oiul tj !\igkt. 404 He vor are3the hit ne for-lete.

Argil ^aud^il). [a. F. argille (mod. argile~), ad.
L. argilla (formerly in Eng. use), a. Gr. dp-yiAAo?,
f. 0^7775 white, shining.] Clay, csf. potter's clay.
Also proposed as a name for alumina when the
nature of that base was first discovered.
1530 PAI.SCR. 195/1 Argile a kynde of erthe, Argille. 1599

A. M. GabelhoncrsBk. Physic 318/2 Hard baked Argille or
loame. 1675 EVKLYN Terra 11729) 20, I do not reckon Loam
among the clays, though it seem to be but a succulent kind
of Argilla. 1778 WOULFE in Phil. Trans. I.XIX. 20 The
blue argilla from Paris. 1792 Hid. LXXX II. 34 Argil pre-
cipitated from alum by an alkali. 1859 R. liumoN Africa
ill Jrnl.R. G. S. XXIX. 158 Soil .. yellow with argile. 1879
SPON // 'orkslwp Rec. 42 Argillaceous clay or alumina clay . .

is called argil.

Argillaceo- (aidgil^i'Jz^), comb. f. next
;

in

argillaceo-calcareojis.

1845 IlAHKiN I'oy. Nat. vi. (1873)106 It consists of a crum-
bling argil laceo-calcareous rock.

Argillaceous (.aidaiUi-Jas), a.
[f.

1.. argH'ctce-
KJ + -OI.-.S: see -ACEOUS.] Of the nature of clay ;

largely composed of clay ; clayey.
1731 in BAILEY. 1781 DILLON Tra-.'. Sfain 253 A mixture

of argillaceous, or calcareous earth. 1794 SULLIVAN /7t-: t >

Xat. I. 486 The argillaceous hills of Tuscany. 1841 TRIM-
MER Pract.

Gcol.^
S8 The argillaceous odour given out by

minerals containing alumina.

Argilliferous (ajd^ili-fcrns), a.
[f.

L. argill-a

clay + -(I)PEBOOS : cf. F. argilifere] Yielding or

abounding in clay.
( 1800 KIRWAN is cited in WEBSTER.

Argillite ^a-jd^ilait). Min. [f. as prec. + -lit:.]

Argillaceous schist, clay slate. Argilli'tic a., of
or

containing argillite. Craig, 1847.
1795 MILLS in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI.

33 Bare rocks . . a
variety of argillite. 1850 DANA Geol. xiii. 564 The rock
somewhat resembles an argillite.

Argillo- (ajd.z,i'I0', comb. f. ARGILLOUS, as in

argillo-caleareous a., calcareous with an admix-
ture of clay ; argillo-calcite, a clayey limestone.
1802 HOWARD in Phil. Trans. XCII. 173 The Professor

considers the stone . . argillo-ferruginous. 1823 J. BADCOCK
Dam. Atnnsejit. 183 Card-paper, covered with an argillo-
caleareous mixture.

Argillose (aud^ilwu-s), a. ? Obs. [ad. L. argil-
losus clayey: see ARGIL and -USE.]

= next.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hnst. n. 148 Lande argillose, and not

clay by it selve. 1731 BAILEY, A rgillose, full of white clay.

Argillous (aid^i-lss), a. rare. [a. OF. argillus,
-os, -ous (mod. argileux) : L. argillosum : see prec.
and -ous.] Clayey, argillaceous.
11420 Pallad. on Hnsb. iv. 496 With stones myxt it stont

in argillous Lande. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Epid. 321
The sand and argillous earth at the bottome. 1882 ELWIIS
tr. Capello's Bengnella I. iv. 104 This argillous silicious
soil.

tArgin(e. Obs. rare. [a. It. argine, according
to Die/, : pop. L. *arger-cm for *adger-cm, agger-
cm, a mound.] An embankment or rampart in

front of a fort.

1589 I\ K Fortif.-$T}\z Fort . . must also haue . . an argine or
banke to empeache the approach, c 1590 MARLOWE -2nd Pt.
Tainburl. m. ii, High argins . . To keep the bulwark-fronts
from battery.

t A'rgle, v. Obs. exc. dial.
; also in the redupli-

cated argle-bargle, argol bargol. [prob. a popu-
lar perversion of argue, or confusion of that word
with haggle^\
1. trans. To argue obstinately, dispute about.

'589 Hay any Work (1844) n, I will neuer stand argling
the matter^any more. 1827 D. MoiRj/as/> Wanch 78 Me
and the minister were just argle-bargling some few words
on the doctrine of the Camel and the Eye of the Needle.
2. intr. To bandy words, dispute, wrangle.
1823 GALT Entail I. vii. 53 'Weel, wee!,' said the Laird,

' dinnaHet us argol bargol about it.' 1827 J. WILSON A'oct.

Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 336 But I hate a' argling and hargle-
bargling. i86x RAMSAY Retninise. Ser. n. 99 And all argle-
bargling, as if at the end of a fair.

Argol l
(a'jg(51). Forms : 4-5 argoyle, -oile,

-oille, 6 -uyll, -ell, -oil, 6-7 -all, 7 -aile, 9 argal,

7- argol. [Origin unknown : found also as argoil
in Anglo-French 1250-1300 in Liber Albus I. 225,

231]. The tartar deposited from wines completely
fermented, and adhering to the sides of the casks as



ARGOL
a hard crust

; crude bitartrate of potassium, which,
when purified, becomes cream of tartar.

[ci*6o Liber Alluts I. 231 Des avoirs qe veignent doutre
meer : ciere, argoil, quivere, estein.) c 1386 CHAUCER Cnan.
Vent. Prol.

<j- T. 260 Of tartre, alym, glas, berm, wort, and ar-

goyle \y.r. -oile,-oille]. 1540 RAYSALD />*>/// Man. iv. vi.i 1634)
202 Wine lees dryed . . which the Goldsmiths do call Arguyll.
1610 B. JOSSON Alck. i. iii, You have arsnike, Vitriol, sal-

tartre, argaile. 1611 COTGR., Tartre: Tartar or Argall, the
lees or dregs that sticke to the sides of wine-vessells. 1714
MANDEVILLK h'ab. Bees (17251 1.412 Argol we might have
from the Rhine. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 309/2 Nearly 1000
tons of argol are annually imported into this kingdom.
It comes to us from almost all wine-producing countries.

1863 WATTS Diet. L'hem. I. 356 Argal or Argol. 1875 URE
Diet. Arts III. 970 There are two sorts of argol known in

commerce, the white and the red ; the former, which is of a

pale pinkish colour, is the crust let fall by white wines; the
latter is a dark red from red wines.
"~

Erroneously for AKCHIL, ORCHIL, q.v.
1758 Phil, Trans, L. 668 Another of the . . useful plants of

this division is the orchel, or argol, as it is commonly called.

1776 WITHERING Rot. Arrangem. (17961 I. 372 One [lichen]

brought from the Canary Islands, vi?. the Orchel or Argol.

Argol-', -al (a-jgal). [Mongol.] Dried cow-

dung used as fuel in Tartary.
1856 HAZLITT line's Trav. 35 Alas ! how should we make

a fire, when we have no argols? 1883 Athenaeum 10 Nov.
605/3 In summer, when the dried argals fail as fuel.

tA'rgolet,-Oulet. Obs. [a. F. argoulet] A
light-armed horse-soldier; orig. a mounted bowman.
(-1580 PEELE Batt. Alcazar Wks. II. 95 Pisano, take a

cornet of our horse, As many argolets. 1687 Span's Hist.
Gcntn>a 133 Troops of Argoulets or light Horsemen.

t A rgoletie'r. Obs. Also 6 argletier, 7 ar-

guliteer. [f. prec., after chevalier, etc.]
=

prec.
1579 DIGGF.S Stratiot. 109 Light Horsemen, Argoletiers

and such like. 1588 Let. in Hurl. Misc. > Malh J II. 75 Such
other [horsemen] as are termed Carbines or Argletiers. 1642
Orders ibid. V. 252 The which arguliteers shall stand you in
as great stead, as horse of better account. 1800 BAILEY, Ar-
goletierS) light armed horsemen.

tArgO'logy. Obs.- [ad. Or. apyoXoyia, f.

dp-yjyidle.] 'Idleorvainespeaking.' Cockerami623-
Argonaut (a-igJnt\ [ad. L. Argonauta, ad.

Or.
'

ApyovavT^s a sailor in the ship Argo.]
1. One of the legendary heroes who accompanied

Jason in the Argo in his quest of the Golden Fleece.

1596 SPENSER F.
(_">.

iv. i. 23 The dreadfull discord, which
did drive The noble Argonauts to outrage fell. 1846 GKOI E
Greece I. xiii. 11869) I- 2 3 r The Argonauts again owed their

safety to the stratagem of Mcdca.
2. Name of a genus of cephalopod molluscs of

the octopod type, fsp. of the species which, from
the delicacy and whiteness of its shell, is also

known as the '

paper nautilus,
1

and was formerly
believed to sail on the surface of the sea.

1835 KiHitv Hab. $ Inst. Anini. I. x. 306'! he Argonaut, or

paper nautilus. 1847 CARPENTER ZooL 891 By the action
of the arms, the Argonaut can swim backwards in the same
manner as other Octopi.

Argonautic ajgang-tik), ?. and sh. [ad. L.

Argonauticits : see prec. and -1C.] A. adj. Of
or pertaining to the Argonauts. B. sb. a. An
Argonaut, b. A poem concerning the Argonauts.
1583 WATSON Points Arb.t 133 The Argonauticks of Apol-

lonius. 1614 StfLDE.x Titles 11on. 42 When the Argonantiques
came to Chiron's Den. 1794 SULLIVAN I'teiv Nat, 11.443
Newton supposed the Zodiac to relate to the Argonautic ex-

pedition. 1846 GHOTE Greece \. xni. 1,18691 1. 248 The Argo-
nautic legend.

t Argosi'ne. Obs. rare. [In the two forms

Argosie, Argosine, prob. ad. It. Ragitseo, Ragusino,
Kagusan : for initial Arg- cf. next.] ?A Kagusan.
iS59 Contn. Fabyan vn. 709 An argosie came from the batil-

me nt ofthe same churche,vpon a cable. 1565 STOW Sitmmarye
(ed. i) 208 b, an Argosie. 1580 Chron. 1036 an Argosine.
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinsh. III. 979/2 (quoting Stow) an

Argosine. 1590 STOW Summarie 539 an Argosine. 1645
HOWE, ed. Stywe's Annals 594/1 a man of the nation of Ar-

ragosa. [a 1650 LE NEVE Appendix to Leland s Collectanea

(ed. 2) IV. 320 A Man, a Stranger, being a Native ofArragon.]

Argosy (a-ag^si). Forms : 6 ragusye, arguze,

6-7 argose, 7 (rhaguse, ragosie,) argosea. ar-

gosey, argozee, 6-9 argosie, 7- argosy. [App.
ad. It. Ragusca, pi. Ragiisec, i. e. ttna (nave or

caracca) Ragusea, a Ragusan (vessel or carack),
best rcpr. by the earliest form ragusye ;

the trans-

position in argosea, arguze, argozee, etc., is no
doubt connected with the fact that Ragusa (in

Venetian, Ragusi] itself appears in 1 6th c. English
as Aragouse, Arragouese, Arragosa. Cf. also the

prec. word, in which Argosine seems to represent
It. Ragusino, synonym of Ragitseo.
That argosies were reputed to take their name from

Ragusa, is stated by several writers of iyth c. ; and the
derivation is made inductively certain by investigations
made for us by Mr. A. J. Evans, showing the extent of

Ragusan trade with England, and the familiarity of Eng-
lishmen with the Ragitsee or large and richly-freighted
merchant ships ot Ragusa, 'Argosies with portly saile, Like

Signiors and rich Burgers on the flood [whichl ouer-peere
the pettie Traffiquers That curtsie to them, do them
reuerence, As they fiye by them with their wouen wings.'
SHAKS. Merck. V. i. i. 9.) No reference to the ship Argo is

traceable in the early use of the word.]
[a 1500 PALLADIUS Fuscus (of Padua* De Situ era? Jllyricx

i, Nulla Furopae pars adeo abdita est . . ut in ea Ragusinos
non invenias negotiantes. 1517 SIR R. TORKISGTON Pilgrim-

442

age ("1884) 16 The most strong and mysghty towns calledA ra-

gonse.\ 1518 Diario di ^larco Samitdo i,Feb.) Una (nave;

Ragusea presa per esso corsaro.

Hist, and pact. A merchant-vessel of the largest
size and burden; esp. those of Kagusa and Venice.

1577 DEI; Mem. Per/. Art Navig. 9 Ragusyes, Hulks,
Caruailes, and other forrein rich laden ships. 1587 FLEMING
Contn. Holinsh. 1 1 1. 3 13/2 A great argosie . . hauing streamers
and flags verie warlike, with two boats at either sterne. 1590
OKKKNE U 'fa. (Gros. 1 VII. 224 All the Argoses, Gallyes, Gale-

ons, and Pataches in Venice. 1596 SHAKS. Tam.Skr.w. 376,
etc. 1600 HAKLUVT Fey. (1810) III. 373 The greatest shippes
of France, yea, the Arguzes of Venice may enter in there.
1608 CHAPMAN Byron s Conspir. t

A full-saild Argosea. 1627
N. BURI.EY in Smith Seaman's Gram. PL ij, The Argozees first

the Illyrians made. 1638 L. ROBERTS Map ofCommerce
237 Rhagu^a . . from hence was the original of those great
ships her^built,

and in old times vulgarly called Argoses
properly^haguses. 1668 RVCAUT Ottoman /?w/. 11675) xiv.

119 It is said that those vast Caracks called Argosies, which
are so much famed for the vastness of their burthen and Bulk,
were corruptly so denominated from Ragosies, and from the
name of this city. 1841-6 LONGF. Bt'lfr. Bruges xii, Vene-
tian merchants with deep-laden argosies.
b. transf. orJig.
i6ai DONNE Serm. Ixx. (1640) 716 If St. Paul, so great an

Argosie, held no more but Christum Crucifi,\~nni, what can
thy Pinnace hold? iSoxT. JEFFERSON Writ. 11830! III. 454
The tough sides of our Argosie have been thoroughly tried.

1873 HK;<;INSON Oldport Days i. 16 Wagons ofsea-weed just
from the beach . . each weed an argosy.

tA'rgot 1
. Obs. Also argo. [a. F. argot

' the

Spurre of a Cocke . . the heele or talon of a hog'
(Cotgr.)i mod. ergot ; origin unknown. Cf. ERGOT.]
a. The spur of a cock ; the similarly-situated

excrescence on the feet of other animals, b. A
spur left in pruning a tree.

c 1400 MS. Maystre ofG(tme{ Halliw.) More gret argos then
liath an hynde. 1693 KVKLYN' De la. Quint. Conipl. Garii. II.

38 Argot . . the Old Extremity of a Branch which has been

formerly shorten'd at some distance from the Eye. 1708
Phil. Trans. XXVI. 79 Plectronites, the Argot, or Cock-

spur Ichthyodont.

i, Argot- (arg0). [Fr. Of unknown origin.] The

jargon, slang, or peculiar phraseology of a class,

orig. that of thieves and rogues.
1860 FAKRAR Orig. Lang. vi. 134 Leaves an uninviting ar-

got in the place of warm and glowing speech. 1869 ram.
.Speech ii. 11873! 78 The argots of nearly every nation.

Argotic (ajgp-tik), (7. [ad. F. argotique : see

prec. and -re.] Of the nature of slang.
1863 quoted in Sat. Rev. 149 Argotic locutions.

Arguable (a-igiwiab'l), a.
[f.
ARGUE v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being argued, open to argument.
1611 COTGR., Plaidoyable^ plendable, arguable. 1860 BACK-

HOT Hist. Unref. Parl. 13 The Jacobites., claimed the

Crown, not on arguable considerations of policy. 1883 Lan>
Times 22 Sept. 356/1 It was a very arguable point whether
this Act applied to . . Cape Colony.

Argue (augiw), v. 4- ;
also 4 arguwe, 5 argwe,

6 argoue, argew. [a. OF. arguc-r : L. argilttl-

ret freq. of argu-t-re to make clear, prove, assert,

accuse, blame
;
of which latter Fr. arguer and Eng.

argue are now taken as the equivalents.]
I. To bring evidence, convict, prove, indicate.

f 1. To make good an accusation against, prove

wrong or guilty, convict. Const, of Obs.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 31 pat \>e prest be mi^ti to . . argu hem

bat a^en scyn J>e fei^. 1576 WoOLTON Chr. Manual ^851 i 8

[They] dissent from themselves, and with their life argue their

tongue of untruth. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.i John viii. 46 Which
of you shal argue meof sinne. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos.

(1701) 171/2 He, not to argue him of Perjury, affirmed, etc.

f2. trans. To accuse, impeach, arraign, find fault

with, call in question. Const, of. Obs.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. VH. vi. 79 And argwyd hym rycht

scharply. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xni. vi. 173 Not jou, nor

}it the kyng . . Will I argew of this maneir offens. 1643 Sit*

T. BROWNE Relig. Afed. 127 Nor would we argue the defini-

tive sentence of God. 1692 RAY Disc. u. v. (1732) 213 Erro-

neously argues Hubert Thomas . . of a mistake.

3. To prove or evince ;
to afford good ground

for inferring, show weighty reasons for supposing ;

to betoken, indicate. (Passing from frove in early
use to evidence or imply in modern use.) a. a

person or thing to be so-and-so.

1494 FABYAN vr. clxxxiv. 182 Hut that proueth nat or ar-

gueth hym to be the firste. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI
t \\. ii,

25 Which argued thee a most vnlouing Father. 1667 MILTON
/'. L. iv. 831 Not to know mee argues your selves unknown.

1703 MAUNDRELL Joitrn. Jerns. (17321 App. 8 Which seem
to argue it to be ancient. 1877 I,. MORRIS Epic Hades i.

55 The gems Which argued her a Queen.
b. that it is.

1585 Am 1
. SANDYS Sertn. (1841) 178 That we are delivered

. . argueth that we once were in their hands. 1639 FULLER
Holy War iv. xxvi. (1647)214 The speedy withering of their

religion argueth it wanted root. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Un<1.

n. xxi. 54 Contrary choices that Men make in the World,
do not argue that they do not all pursue Good.

C. with simple object.

1538 STARKEY England 74 Thys rudeness andbarrennesof
the ground arguth . . neclygent idulnes. 1593 SHAKS. 2

Hen. VI, in. iii. 30 So bad a death, argues a monstrous life.

1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. u. iv. 60 Such purulent spittle

argues exulcerated lungs. 170* Eng. Tkeophrast. 181 Imi-

tation argues esteem, a desire of equality argues envy. 1879
MACLEAK Celts xi. 181 Nor .. did the use of this material

argue poverty.
II. To bring reasons, to reason, dispute.

ARGUFY.
4. intr. To bring forward reasons concerning n

matter in debate ; to make statements or adduce
facts for the purpose of establishing or refuting a

proposition ; to discuss ;
to reason.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handi. Synne 6436 He [the executor] ar-

fueb
vpon J>ys skylle And byt be dede answere J>artylle. 1393

.ANGL. P. PI. C. xii. 122 Aristotle and obere to arguen ich
tauhte. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Smule n. Ixiv. (1859) 59 Now ar-

guest thou folyly ; for thy reson is more to my purpos than
it is to thyne. '1525 Lu. BKKNER Eroiss. II. xxvi. 76 He
argued in himselfe, and was full of'malencoly. 1665 GLAN-
\ ILL Sct-ps. S<i. 54 His philosophy and faculty of arguing.
1855 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 442 He woitld -argue by the

hour, but never for arguing sake.
. ^ *

b. Hcnce> To reason in opposition, raise objec-
tions, contend, dispute.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. XVII. 115 Quath Actyf JK> al angry -

liche'andargueyngeas hit were, 'What ispouertepacientV
1605 BACON Ad? 1

. Learn. \. ii. i More ready to argue than
to obey. 1713 STLELE Guard. No. 17 F 7 1'he virgin argued
no longer. 1861 GKO. ELIOT Silas M, 63

' Confound it, sir,
don't stay arguing, but go and order my horse."

c. Const., with (in general sense), against (in
direct opposition to the position of), an opponent ;

for or against a proposition ; about (of obs.) a
matter under discussion.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus \\. 645 She gan in her herte argue

Of this matere. c 1430 Babees Bk. n Argue not ajen fat.
1477 EARL RIVERS \Caxton) Dictes 139 Better . . to holde
his peas than to contrarye and argue with a foole. 1535
COVEKDALE Job xxxvi. 4 The knowlege wherwithall I argue
agaynst the. 1667 MILTON /*./.. 11.562 Ofgood and evil much
they argu'd then. 1710 LADY MONTAGUE Lett. IxviL in,
I am not . . arguing for an equality of the two sexes. 1711
STEELE Sped. No. 118 f 3 I'd give ten Pounds to hear her

argue with my Friend . . about Trade. 1756 BURKE Vind.
AW. Soc. Wks. L 13 They argue against a fair discussion of

popular prejudices. 1795 SOUTHEY A/aid
'

o/Orl. in. 33 And
argue thence of kingdoms overthrown, And desolated na-
tions. 1847 [see 8).

5. trans. To bring forward the reasons for or

against (a proposition, etc.) ; to discuss the pros
and cons of; to treat by reasoning, examine con-

troversially.
1494 FABYAN v. xcix. 72 The sayd causes warre well and

sufficiently argued. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, \\. \. 168 Wee
are too open heere to argue this. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round
/K)?r/rt'ii84o)27,I laid it all before them again, arguing every
part of it . . clearly. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. v. 34 If our
tenets are absurd, we allow them to be freely argued. 1883
MRQ. SALISBURY Sp. in Parl. 17 July, I do not see that it is

my business to argue the legal considerations adverted to.

6. \\ith subord. cl. To maintain, by adducing
reasons, the proposition or opinion that.

1548 GKBTE Pr. Masse 90 In consideration wherof he ar-

gueth, yf Christ shuld be often offered, nedes must he oft

suffer. '574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 101 a, Peradventure
some will argue.. y

l he shall have no writ. \i\\Spect.
No. 2 F 3 He will often argue that if this Part of our
Trade were well cultivated, we should gain. 1847 YEOWELL
Anc. Brit. Ch. iii. 24 He is arguing with the Jews, that the
Messiah . . was already come.

7. trans. To bring forward as a reason (for or

against), To use as an argument, arch.
1626 SHIRLEY Brothers in. i, What can she argue to thy

birth or person? 1722 DE FOE Hist. Plague (1754* n He
told me the same thing, which I argued for my staying . .

was the strongest Repulse to my Pretensions.

8. To argue (a thing) away, off, etc. : to get rid

of by argument.
1713 Guardian No. 60 Which . . have clearly argued that

animal out of the creation. 1719 YOUNG Revenge 1. 1, We call

on wit to argue it away. 1865 D'A. THOMPSON Odds and
Ends, Men . . would argue a dog's tail off.

9.
r
fo argue (a person) info QI out of: to persuade

him by argument into, or out of, a course of action,
an opinion or intention.

1685 COSGREVE OldBat Itel. Ded.fp Asort ofpoetical logick
.. to argue you into a protection of this play. Mod. He was
argued out of his opposition.

Arguer (a-jgi,3a). [f.
ARGUE + -ER 1

; cf. OF.

argueur^\ One who argues, adduces reasons, or

engages in discussion; a disputant, a reasoner.

1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. x. 1 16 Augustyne to suche argueres
"

he telleb hem bis teme. 1649 FULLER Just A/ati's Fun. 21

The third sort of people, are the Arguersor Disputers. 1763
JOHNSON in BosT-vell (1831) I. 454, I was a great arguer for

the advantages of poverty. 1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trump.
(1876' 269 Personality and invective are not only proofs of

a bad argument but of a bad arguer.

Argufy (augiwfai), v. colloq. [An illiterate

formation on ARGUE. Cf. speechify] A colloquial
and dialectal equivalent of ARGUE, usually with

the idea of pertinacious or petty argument.
1. intr. To prove or be evidence of something ;

hence, to be of importance, consequence, or use;
to signify. Cf. ARGUE 3.

i75iS-MOLLETT/Vr./Vc.(i779*III.lxxviii.44'Howsomever,
that don't argufy in reverence of his being in a hurry.' c 1800

C. DIBDIN Poor Jack iii, What argufies sniv'ling and piping
your eye?
2. To argue, dispute, wrangle.
1800 MAR. EDGEWOHTH Will ii. (1832) 104,

'
I can't stand

argufying here about charity.' 1865 .V<j.'. Rev. 12 Aug. 197/2

People who are always arguefying are the . . worst of bores.

3. trans. To worry with argumentation. Cf.

ARGUE 9.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 797
' Would you go for to offer

for to arguefy me out of my senses?
'

1876 BLACK Madcap V.

vii. 64,
*
I am thwarted, crushed, argufied at every turn.*



ARGUING ARGUTE.

Arguing* (augiwiirj),^/. sb.
[f. ARGUE 4 -ING*,]

a. Accusation, fault-finding (pbs^. b. Argumenta-
tion, argument.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. JK 475 Sche answerde lat be thyn

arguynge. 1598 SYLVHSTER Du Bartas Job Tri. \. 911 List

you now vnto my Arguing. 1611 BIBLE Habh. ii. i When I

am reproued \marg. upon my reproofe or arguing], c 1705
BERKELEY in Fraser Life (1871) 487 From Locke's arguings
it can't be proved that, etc. 1839 CARLYLE Chartism v. 141
However obscure the arguings.

f ArgU'itive, a. Obs. rare~Q
.

[f.
L. arguit-

ppl. stem of argu-Sre + -IVB, as if ad. L,.*argititw-

its.] Characterized by argument. Hence f Argui-
tively adv., in a way that proceeds by argument.
11665 J.GOODWIN Filled iv. the Spirit (\%fy) 389 The new

truths, .are arguitively or consequentially contained or com-

prehended in them [the old ones].

Arguliteer, var. ARGOLETIER, Obs.

Argument (i'lgiwment). [a. K. argument
(i3th c.), ad. L. argument-inn^ f. argttZre (or re-

fashioning, after this, of OF. arguement, f. arguer\ :

see ARGUE. For use of the L. form, see 3 c.]

1. Proof, evidence, manifestation, token. (Passing
from clear proof in early, to proofpresumptive in

later usage; cL ARGUE 3.) arch.

138* WYCLIF Acts i. 3 To which and he gaf hym silf a lyue
..in manye arguments, or prouyngis. 1447 BOKENHAM
I.vvys of Scyntys 53, I wante the argumentes of a man.

1599 SHAKS, Muck Ado 11. iii. 242 It is no addition to her

witte, nor no great argument of her folly. 1678 Trans. Crt.

.S'/Viiw 91 Flight is not then an argument of a bad Conscience.

1728 T. SHERIDAN J^crsitts 11739* 2O '{l>^ct Beating the Desk
and biting of Nails were Arguments of taking Pains. 1759
MARTIN A'it/. Hist. I. 251 To remove the two Giants, .would
be a greater Argument of Taste than fixing them up.

2. Astr. and Math. The angle, arc, or other

mathematical quantity, from which another re-

quired quantity may be deduced, or on which its

calculation depends.
c 1386 CHAUCKR />/. T. 549 Hiseothere geeris, As been

his centris and hise Argument*, c 1391 Astrol. xliv. 54
To knowe the mene mote and the argumentis of any planete.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. L 141/2 Annual argument of the

moon's apogee . . is the distance of the sun's place from the

place of the moon's apogee. 1879 THOMSON &: TAIT Nat.
rkil. I. i. 54 An arc of the circle referred to . . is the Argu-
ment of the harmonic motion.

3. A statement or fact advanced for the purpose
of influencing the mind

;
a reason urged in support

of a proposition ; spec, in Logict the middle term
in a syllogism. Alsoj^T*

c 1386 CHAUCKR Frankl, T. 158 Clerkes wol seyn as hem
leste By Argumentz that al is for the beste. 1475 CAXTON
Jason 88 Why replye not ye to this argument. 1533 COVER-
DALE Job xxiii. 3 To pleate my cause before him, and to fyll

my mouth with argumentes. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Im'y. 338
But that the Beast that was, and is not, is not the Devil, we
.shall now evince by other arguments. 1724 WATTS Logic
in. ii. 7 The middle term , . is often called the Argument, be-

cause the force of the syllogisms depends upon it. 1:1790
REID Let. in Wks. I. 81/2 It is a good argument ad honii-

/, against the scheme of Necessity held by Hume. 2852
Miss YoNGEGx>t'<7s(i877 II. i. 5 Well provided with golden
arguments. 1865 MOZLEY Mirac. viii. 187 Anything is an

argument which naturally and legitimately produces an
effect upon our minds, and tends to make us think one

way rather than another.

b. Const, (to Q\A*\for3 a conclusion; hence (of
later origin) against the contrary.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns i. 466 Argumentis to this con-

clusion, That she on hym wold have compassion. 1643
BUKROUGHES Hosca \. (1652) 7 It is a great argument to

obedience to know it is the word of the Lord that is spoken.

1863 Cox Inst. Eng. Govt. n. iii. 349 The arguments for and

against the preservation of trial by jury.

c. In certain phrases borrowed from the formal

terminology of the schools, the L, argumentuni is

in current use, esp. in argumcntum ad hominem
1690 LOCKE /////. Und, iv. xvii. (1695) 391 To press a Man

with Consequences drawn from his own Principles, or Con-
cessions, .is already known under the N&mtQtArgumenhiJii
<idHambient . [Cf. quot. 1790 in 3.}

4. A connected series of statements or reasons

intended to establish a position (and, hence, to

refute the opposite) ;
a process of reasoning ;

ar-

gumentation.
1393 GOWER Coiif. III. 139 To trete upon this jugement
Made eche of hem his argument, c 1440 Gcsta Rom. i. Ixvii.

248 Therfore lat vs fle the wordle . . and by good argument
we shulle haue the kyngdome of Heuene. 1577 HOLINSHED
Chron. II. 16/2 Truly this argument hangeth togither by
verie strange gimbols. 1660 BARHOW Euclid \. xvi, By the

like argument is the angle 1CH-A BH. a 1.704 T. BROWN
Table T. Wks. 1730 I. 140 You're out in your argument.

1877 LYTTEIL Landm. i. iv. 35 To recapitulate the successive

steps of the argument.

5. Statement of the reasons for and against a

proposition ;
discussion of a question ;

debate.

1494 FABYAN vn. ccxxviii. 257 Than y* stryfe . .was brought
in argument before the pope. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 105
How did this argument begin? 1671 MILTON Samson 903
In argument with men a woman ever Goes by the worse.

1711 SHAFTESB. Ckarac. \\. iv. (1714) 11.305 So intent in up-

holding their own side of the argument. 1883 J. GII.MOUR

A mong Mongols xvii. 207 The greater part of [such diffi-

culties] are advanced merely for the sake of argument.

fb. transf. Subject of contention, or debate. Obs.

1595 SHAKS. Hen. Vt in. i. 21 And sheath'd their Swords,
for lack of argument. 16x4 RALEIGH Hist. World it. 473

Much argument of quarrel ministred betwcene them and the
Townesmeu.

f6. Subject-matter of discussion or discourse in

speech or writing ; theme, subject. Obs. or arch.

1570 ASCHAM Schaiftn. Pref. 21 How to write in this kinde
of argument. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. 1 V, n. ii. 100 It would be

argument for a Weeke. Ibid. \\. iv. 310 And the argument
shall be, thy runing away. a. 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb.
II. vn. 205 He grew the Argument of all Tongues, every
Man enquiring who, and what He was. 1791 STOKMONT
Monody Pr, l^alcs i, Should woo the British muse . . To
strains of bitter argument. 1834 DISKAEU AY?'. Epick in.

vii, The throbbing deed Shall make thy name a household

argument Familiar with their voices.

7. The summary or abstract of the subject-matter
of a book ; a syllabus ; Jig. the contents.

1535 Goodly Primer (1848) 290 The argument into the
xxivM psalm. In this p^alm David singeth all things to be
the Lord's; etc. 1607 SHAKS. Timon n. ii. 187 If I would

. . try the argument of hearts, by borrowing. 1728 Porn
Dune, i, Argument to Book the First. i8z4 J. JOHNSON
Typogr. 1. 165 Orations, which with the argument . . take up
nineteen leaves.

j* A'rgTlHieH't,
' Obs. [a. F. argumente-r, ad.

L. argnmcnta-ri to conduct an argument, f. argft-
ment'itm : sec prec.]
1. intr. To adduce arguments, argue, reason.

6-1320 Seuyn Sages (W.) 195 The fifte yer, he gan argu-
ment Of the sterre, and of the firmament. 6-1374 CHAIXEK
Troylns i. 377 Thus argumentyd he. 1607 TOI>SELL Four-/.
Beasts 153 Thus they argument for the horns of Elephants.

1637 GiLU-Si'ii: Ettg.~rop. Ct-r. n. ix. 42 We argument also

from the Scandall of them.

2. To give evidence, furnish proof, that.

1558 KICSNKDY Cotnpend, Treat, in Misc. Wodr.Soc. (1844'*

114 Albeit that it apperteneth to the Apostolis . . it argu-
mentis not that utheris etc.

3. To furnish with arguments or .syllabuses, rare.

1611 H. BROUGHTON Key. Agreement $z He [Homer] caused
both workes to be argumented by 24 verses.

4. trans. To make the subject of argument or

debate.

1746 DA COSTA in Phil. Trans, XLIV. 406 As for the regu-
lar Figure of the Belemnites being excepted against, I be-

lieve few Fossilists will argument that.

t ArgTline'Iltable, a. Obs, [ad. L. argilmentd-

bilis, f. argumentari: see prec. and -ABLE.] Ad-

mitting of argument ; that may be argued ;
also

argumentative.
1588 FRAUSCE Lawiers Log. n. ix. 101 b, Disputation is an

argumentable discussion of a doubt full proposition. 1622

CALLIS vSzW. &?tvr.r, 1824) 187, I thought that an argument-
able point.

Argumental (iugime'ntal), a, ''.Obs. [ad. L.

argumtntdl-is, f. argument-tun : see AUGUMENT sb.]

Of, pertaining to, or characterized by, argument ;

argumentative.
1595 MAKKHAM Sir A*. GrwtaJe(Arb.) 49 1 D. i With instances

and argumentall sawes. ''1744 POPE ij.t Oppress'd with

argumental tyranny. 1774 Westm. Mag. II. 283 The most
vociferous and argumental coxcomb existing.

t Argume'ntate, v. Obs. rare*, [f. L. ar-

"tlinentat-, ppl. stem of argilmcntari^ By-form of

ARGUMENT v.

1586 SIDNKY Wanst. Play (\fy4\ 622 iD.)
* Nunc are you to

argumentate of the qualifying of their estate first.'

Argumentation (augiwmentf'-Jsn), [a. F.

argumentation, -acion (i-fth c. in Littre), ad. L. ar-

gumentation-em f. argumentari : see ARGUMENT!'.]
1. The action or operation of inferring a conclusion

from propositions premised ;
methodical employ-

ment or presentation of arguments ; logical or

formal reasoning.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W. de W. MI. 293 b, That whiche

he commaundeth not ; thou sekest it by argumentacyon.
1551 T. WILSON Logic 3 Logike . . doth plainly and nakedly
set foorth . . the summe of things, by the way of argumenta-
tion. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. i. 2 [They] preclude any
argumentation from the Revealed Word of God. 1750

JOHNSON Kambl. No. 156 ?2 The evidence obscured by in-

accurate argumentation. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxix, The
eloquence and argumentation of the bar.

2. Interchange of argument, discussion, debate.

1538 ^TKKKVi England 149 We wylnot. .consume the tyme
in argumentalyon. 1676 CLARENDON Sun'. Lcviath. 286

But what argumentation can a man hold with him. 1712
STEELE Spect. No. 429 F 10 Conscious that he is too much
given to Argumentation. 1836 H. TAYLOR Statesni. xxii.

154 Inevitably drawn into protracted argumentation.

3. A sequence or chain of arguments, a process
of reasoning ;

= ARGUMENT 4.

1548 GESTE Pr. Masse 106 What a misfashioned argu-
mentation is this. 1656 COWLEY Pind. Odes 29 note, For
when their argumentation is broken, they are forced to save
themselves by flight, that is, by evasions. 1694 CANNK
Necess. Scfiar. (1849) 265 Who have their syllogisms and
argumentations not in mood and figure, but in their heels.

1877 S. OWEN in Welleslef Dcsp. Introd. 23 His solemn

warnings . . his ingenious argumentations.

Argumentative (ajgime-ntativ), a. [a. F.

argumentatif, -ive, f. L. argumentat- (see ARGU-
MENTATK") + -IVE, as if ad. L. *argfimcntativus^\

fl. Of the nature of an argument (for'] ;
of weight

as evidence (of}. Obs.

1642 SIR E. DERING 6/4. on Retig. 35 Even this is argu-
mentative for us. 1661 Refl. Oathcs of Stiprcm. $ Alleg. 41

Their silence in this point .. is surely very argumentative.

1691 RAY Creation. d7M> 113 If Pliny, a heathen, could

make this fertility of wheat argumentative of the bounty
of God to Man.
2. Of, pertaining to, or characterized by argu-
ment

;
controversial

; logical.
1647 MAY Hist. Parl. i. ix. 115 To vent their opinions in

argumentative way. 1828 MACAL-I.AV tlallam. Ess. 11851) I.

52 Hallam (gives u^] a critical and argumentative history.
1861 STANLKY East. C/i. vii. 11869' 245 The close argumenta-
tive style of his writings.
3. Given or addicted to argumentation ; capable

or fond of arguing.
1667 DRVUKN hid. Kntp. Pref. f 1668) 16 It is not out of any

design to play the Argumentative Poet. 1781 GIBBON Dec/.

<y f. xxxiii. II. 257 He possessed a strong, capacious, argu-
mentative mind. 1861 Gi-;o. ELIOT Silas M. 4 The argu-
mentative Mr. Macey . . shook his head.

Argume'ntatively, adv. [f. prec. + LY^.]
In an argumentative manner, in respect to argument.
a 1660 HAMMOND Wks. II. 28 |R.) It is argumentatively

weak and unconcluding. 1695 Land. Gaz. mminxcv/4 The
Mystery of Curing . . Explained and Proved, Argumenta-
tively and practically. 1876 Miss JiKAnnos Haggard

1

^ Dau.
III. 218,

*
I don't call it honouring the Sabbath to sit down

to a worse dinner than on a work-a-day,' Jim remarked

argumentative!}-.

Arguiue'ntativeness. [f.
as prec. + -KESS.]

The quality of being argumentative.
1731 in I>AILKY. 1831 CARLYLE Surt. Res. n. iii, A state

of windy argumentativeness. 1882 Daily Ncu-s 8 Mar. 2/1

Public business in the House of Commons was delayed by
unprecedented argumentativeness at private business time.

Argumentator (augiwmenttfi'tai). [a. L.

argiimcntator, \\. of agent f. argtimentari ; see

ARGUMENT v. Cf. 1-". argtimcntateitr^\ One who
conducts an argument ;

a reasoner.

1635 PERSON Varieties \. 38 Thus it standeth then with
these Argumentators. 1678 CUDWORTH //*//. Syst. 836 Our
Atheistick Argumentatoryet further urges, \9afj Genii, Mag.
XCVII. n. 53 Mr. M'Nicoll is a profound argumentator.

t ArgUine'lltive, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [irreg. f.

argument- + -IVE.]
- ARGUMENTATIVE.

1668 DHYDI-.N JLSS. Drum. Poesy, Quickness of repartees in

argumentive scenes receives an ornament from verse.

t A'rgumeiiti ze, v. Ofa
[f.

ARGUMENT^.
+ -I/E.] To conduct an argument ;

to argue.
Hence also Argumentizer, Argumeutizing.
a 1641 FINKTT Philoxcnis 1 16561 8 If one would argumentive

thereupon. 1680 MANNVNGHAM Disc. 34 iT.t The unmixed
and argumenti/ing philosophy. 1684 BRADY Introd. O. E.

Hist. 241 iL.i This argumentizer should .. have cited this

proclamation. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. III/2oo 1'he true

way of argumentmng.
t Argnmento'Se, a. Obs~ [ad. L. argu-

mentosMs.]
' Full of argument, reason, matter or

pi oof ; pithy, full of wit or skill/ Bailey 1731.

|[ Argumentum : see ARGUMENT.

ArgUS laughs). [L., a. Gr. 'Apyos.']

1. A mythological person fabled to have had a

hundred eyes. Hence, a very vigilant person, a

watcher or guardian.
1387 TREVISA Descr. Brit. (Caxton) 37 They ben in araye

tonnentours in wynnyngis argi. 1557 Myrr. Mag., Induct.

xvii, With more then Argus' eyes. 1380 TUSSER Hwsb. xlix,

If cheeses in clairie haie Argusses eios. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela (1824' I. 65, I hope still, Argus, to be too hard for

thee. 1855 Mn.MAN Lat. Chr. (1864* IX. xiv. x. 349 The

Argus-eyes of the still ubiquitous clergy.

[After the death of Argus, his eyes were transferred

by Hera to the tail of the peacock.]
1596 SrtNSER /'. Q. I. iv. 17 Fayre pecocks . . full of Argus

eyes their tayles dispredden wide.

2. A genus of pheasants, natives of Asia, of which

VIII. 237 The argus was brought for the first time to Batavia

from Malacca in 1780. 1834 Mattc-Britns Utriv. Geog. III.

431 The coo-ow, or Argos pheasant, is remarked for itb un-

common beauty.

3. A name for certain butterflies of the genus Poly-

ommatus, with many eye-like spots on the win<;s.

1827 JEKMYN Butterfly Coll. Vadc Mecnm 146/7 Brown

Argus; Scotch Argus.
4. Comb, or Attrib., as argus-eyed, -like a., ex-

tremely watchful or sharp-sighted; Argus-queller,
a title of the god Mercury ; argus-shell, name of a

species of porcelain-shell ; argus-snake (sec quot. ).

1603 FLOHIO Montaigne (1634) 305 No humane judgement
is so . . Argos-eied, but sometimes shal fall a sleep. 1861

MOTLEY Dutch Rep. Pref. 3 Argus-eyed Venetian envoys.

1663 GERBIER Counsel G ij a, All Creatures, from the Mole
to the most Argus-like above ground. 1870 BRYANT Homer
II. xvi. 122 The mighty Argus-queller saw the maid. 1750
SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim. 152 ijou.) The argus shell, the

oblong oculated porcellana. 180* G. SHAW Zool. III. 43.9

The Argus Snake . . is beautifully marked from head to tail

by numerous transverse rows of round ocellated red spots.

t Arguta'tion. Obs. [ad. L. argiltdtion-cm,

n. of action f. argutare, -art, freq. of argiurc :

see ARGUE.] Cavilling, cavil, quibble.

1641 AHS. I'ind. Smectym. Pref. 8 It is not the force of

this Objection further urges . . is . . a very unlearned and un-

skilful argutation.

Argute (aagiw-t), a. [ad. L. argilt-us clear,

sharp, keen, pa. pple of argtttre : see ARGUE.]
56 2



ARGITTELY.

fl. Of taste: Sharp. Obs. rare.
f 1410 Pallad, oft Hnsb. iv. 572 [Figs] of savor pure Argute

ynough.
2. Of sounds : Shrill,

1719 in Glossogr. Nora, /j 1864 I,'\ .
' To Barry Corniu^

A rich but too argute guitar.

3. Of persons, faculties, actions, etc.: Quick,
sharp, keen, subtle, shrewd, esp. in small matters.

1577 [See next]. 1644 BULWER Chiron. 112 With that argute
and vehement action, his eyes were almost dazled. 1676
Phil. Trans. XI. 554 Curious and argute Historians. 1818

Q, Rev. XVIII. 234 Argute emendations of texts. 1875
BROWNING A ristoph. Apol. 90 Thou, the argute and tricksy.

ArgU'tely, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY*.J In an argute

manner
; sharply, shrewdly,

1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619^ 277 Such Aristotle
hath so argutely and subtilly written. 1761 STERNK Tr.

Shandy xxxi. V. 241 'You are wrong,' said my father argutely.

Argu'teness. [f. as prec. +-NESS.] Mental

sharpness, shrewdness, or cunning ; also, shrillness.

1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. (17131 133 But what an in-

sipid and unsatisfactory Arguteness there is in such Con-
ceptions. 1683 DRYDKN L iffPlutarch 118 This [writer]
tickles you by starts with his arguteness. 1822 HAZLITT
.]/,// ff Mann. n. i. (1869) 16 A certain arguteness of voice.

+ Argu'tious, a. Obs.~ [f. L. argilties ARGUTE
+ -lous

;
cf. cautions.'] 'Subtile, witty, of deep-

reach, full of words.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.

Argyll i^ajgoi'l). [f. proper name.] A vessel

of silver or metal, like a small coffee-pot, i.i which
to serve up gravy, so as to keep it hot.
i8az KiTCHiXKR Civic

1

s Oracle 338 We have in the English
kitchen, our 'argyU' for gravy.

Argyr-, argyro- (audgir-, -\-o-\ repr. Gr. dp-

yvpo- comb, form of apyvp*o$ silver. In numerous
technical words, as : Argyra iithemous (Craig
1847), Arg-yra-nthous (Sj><f. Sot. Lex. iSSo), a.

Bot. [Gr. dv9osf &v$fp.ts flower], having silvery
white flowers. Arg-yra-spid [L. argyraspid-cs,
Gr. dpyvp iffwiSfs} t in^/. the silver-shielded

;
a corps

of the Macedonian army. || Arg"y*ria, Med. t affec-

tion of the system by the action of silver ; silver-

poisoning. Argyric (aidgrrik), a. Chan. [Gr.

d^yv/xtfoj], of silver
;
= ARGENTIC. A'rgyrite,

Argfyro'se, J//., synonyms ofAKGENTITE (Dana).
Argyroce'phalous, a. [Gr. f</>aAij head], having
a silvery or shining white head (Craig 18471.
Argfyroce'ratite, Min. [CEKATITK = horn stone,

f.Gr.tff'par- horn], synonym of CEllAHGYltlTE(Dana).
Argyrophyllous, a. [Gr. (f>v\\ov leaf], silvery-
leaved (Gray Bot. Text-bk. 1880). Arg-yrythrose,
-]//. [Gr. pvOpus red], Ruby Silver, Antimonial
Red Silver, PVKAHGYRITK

v Dana).
1599 Broughton's Lett. v. 18 As the Argyrasfiities answered

some forward youths . . so say I. 1801 FUSKI.I Lcct. Art ii.

118481404 The Argyraspids and the Macedonian phalanx.
1875 H. WOOD Therap, 11879' 4^ Convulsions and paralysis
are present in acute argyna, or silver-poisoning. Ibid. 52
C-hronic .argyria, or discoloration of the skin by silver. 1880

Syd. Sflc f.cjc., Argyric stilts^ silver salts.

Arh, variant of ARGH a. Arh- : see ARRH-.

II Aria (a-rija). Jlfus. [It.: see AIR.] = AIR 19.
1742 in BAILEY. 1862 Macm. Mag. Oct. 501 The oyster

wench,with her prolonged musical aria of 'Wh' all o' caller ou ?'

1876 tr. Blaserna's Sound vx.. 178 The aria, .represents in mu-
ML almost that which tlie column represents in architecture.

Arian, -ize, Ethnol. See ARYAN.
Arian (co-nan), a. and sb.

;
also 6-7 arr-. [ad.

L. arTan-nst f. Aritts ArTus, Gr. "Apios 'Apcios,

prop, name ; see below.]
A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or adhering to the

doctrine of, Arius, a presbyter of Alexandria in the

4th c., who denied that Jesus Christ was consub-

stantial, or of the same essence or substance with

God. His opinions were embraced by large sec-

tions of Christendom, and the dissensions by which
the church was rent lasted for

nearly
a century.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 552 All the world is become Arrian.

1726 J. TRAPP ropery I. (T.) The Arian heresy was suppressed.
1861 STANLEY East. Ch. ii. 71 Our first Teutonic version of
the Scriptures was by an Arian missionary, Ulfilas.

B. sb. An adherent of the doctrines of Arius.

1532 MORK Confitt. Tindale Wks. 502/2 The counsailes

against the Arrians of old. 1673 MILTON Trite Relig. Wks.
1851, 410 The Arian and Socmian are charg'd to dispute
against the Trinity. 1740-61 MRS. DKLANV Life $ Corr.

(1861) III. 213 A very absurd, bad book, and written by an
Arian. 1876 FKEEMAN Gen. Sketckv. 6 Chlodwig. .became
a Christian, and not only a Christian but a Catholic, which

greatly favoured his conquests, as all the other Teutonic

kings were Arians.

Arianism (eo-rianiz'm). [f.
AniAN + -ISM. Cf.

Fr, arianismc] The Arian doctrine or heresy.
a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pnl. vn. 373 The church of Alexandria

in Egypt, where Arrianisme begun. 1781 GinnoN Decl. $
F. III. 20 Tlie opinions of Ari.inisin might satisfy acold and

speculative mind. 1839 KEIGUTLEY Hist. Kng. II. 84 A
Dutchman named Van Parr was burnt for Arianism.

f Ariani'stical, ^. Obs. [f. med.L. arlanist-a

+ -ICAL.] Partaking of, or leaning to, Arianism.

1791 Life jf. Lackington xxix. (D.) A member of the arian-

Istical dipping community.
Ariaiiize (e'rian3i:z), v.

[f.
AHIAX + -IZE

;
cf.

Fr. arianiscr i7th c.] a. intr. To follow the doc-

trines of Arius. b. trans. To convert to Arianisrn.

444

1605 BFI.I. .Iftttzivs Ront. Faith Ded. i If TcrtuUian. .erred

inoiitanizing. .if Kusebius arrtanmng. 1803 SOUTHEY Lett.

(18561 1. 226 Ulphilas who was bishop of the Visigoths, .con-
verted and Arianised them. 1845 J. H. NEWMAN Ess.

Develop. 14 St. Justin arianizes.

A'rianizer. [f. prec. + -ER!.] O:ie who holds
the doctrines of, orwho converts others to, Arianism.
a 1680 CHARNOCK Attrib. ^(1834) II. 273 Others . . only

assert his Divine authority . . For which interpretation Ma!-

dpnat calls Calvin an arianizer. 1842 J. H. NEWMAN Ch. of
Fathers 148 Eudoxius, the Arianizer of the Gothic tribes.

A'riaiii zing, ppl.a. [f. as prec. + -oo 1
.]

Professing, favouring, or teaching Arianism.
V 1-1760 WORTHINGTON jl/isc. 89 (T.) The downfal of the

Arianizing Vandals. 1845 J. H. NEWMAN ss. Develop. 13
The arianizing tone of Eusebms.

Aricine (?e-ris3in). Cheni. [f. Arica, name of
a sea-port in Peru + -iNE.] An alkaloid.

1847 in CRAIG. 1872 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 357 Aricine is ex-
tracted from the cinchona bark in the same manner as quinine.

Aricite (arrisoU). Min. [f. L. Aricia, a town
of Latium, now La Riccia + -JTE.] Synonym of
GISMONDITE (Dana).
Arid (re-rid), a. [ad. L. arid-us, f. are-re to be

dry, parched with heat. Pern, directly from F.

artde, 1 5th c. refashioning of OF. are, arre^\
1. Dry, without moisture, parched, withered.

fa. of substances : Dry; anhydrous. Obs.

1652 L, S. People's Lbty. \\. 17 Aride and liquide fruicts.

1742 SHKHSTOHE Schoolmistr. 106 Lavender. . in arid bundles
bound. 1803 Phil. Trans. XCMI. 14 Arid white salt..

Arid., may be appropriated to express the state of being
devoid of combined water.

fb. Med. of the skin. Ohs.

1704 SWIFT #<(//. Bks. 11711 '248 Her Body grew white and
arid. 1727 ARBUTMKOT& PornJ.j My complexion is become
adust, and my body arid.

C. of the ground or climate. Hence, barren, bare.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t Arid, dry, barren, withered, un-
fruitful. 1730 THOMSON Autumn 147 Without him summer
were an arid waste. 1849 DICKENS Barn, Rndgcd%{&\ I.

Iviii. 265 The dry, arid look of the dusty square. 1872 UAKICK
.Vile Tribut. Pref. 7 Arid sands and burning deserts.

2. Jig. Dry, uninteresting, barren, jejune.
1827-39 DK Qt-iNCEY Murder Wks. IV. ^6 An old arid and

adust metaphysician. 1846 LYTTON Lucn-tia (1853) 167
Ardworth grappled with his arid studies. 1863 GEO. ELIUT
Rotnola Ixxi, Arid of all good.

t A'ridate, "<' Obs-<> [f. L. arid-its + -ATE 3
: cf.

invalid-ate] To make dry, parch, wither.

1656 in ULUUNT Glossogr.

A-riclge (&n'i\),advbl phr. rare 1
. [A/?r/.i

+ RIDGE.] In a ridge ; in ridge-like position.
1862 LOWI-.I.I, Jyigter;u P. Ser. n. 41 To set your back aridge.

Aridity (arrditi). [ad. L. driditas, f. arid-its :

see Ami) and -ITY. Cf. Fr. ariditc.~\ Arid state

or quality, parched or withered condition, lack of

moisture, dryne^s, barrenness; spec, in early medical

use, of the state of the body.
1599 A. M. Gahelhouers Bk. Physic 209/1 The Consump-

tione, oraridityeof the loynctes. 1731 AsBWTHHOT^/illWl/*
ij.) Salt taken in great quantities will reduce an animal body
to the jj;reat extremity of aridity. 1796 MORSK Atuer. Geog.
1 1. 60 1 They f winds] are of. .extreme heat and aridity. 1835
THIRLWALL Greece I. Jii. 65 The natural aridity of a part
of the Argive soil.

2. fig. Dryness, lack of interest ;

' in the theo-

logical sense a kind of insensibility in devotio;i,

contrary to unction or tenderness.' J.
1692 DBYDEN St. Kuron. Ess. 347 That sad State which is

called Aridity and Dryness in Monasteries. 1763 TUCKLR
Lt. Nat. II. 36 We hear them complain of frequent coolness,

aridities, and desertions. 1865 I.KCKY Ration, 11878' I. 342
The excessive aridity of scholasticism. 1882 (1. CHRYSTAI.
in Nature XXVI. 217 The aridities of modern English
mathematical text-books.

A ridiiess. [f.
ARID + -NESS.] Dryness, aridity.

1731 in BAILEY. 1856 Scott'is/t Rev. IV. 295 Amid the arid-
ness of the desert.

t Ariel 1
. Obs. A word transferred by Wyclif

from the Vulgate (after 'Apti)\ of the LXX, toriN

ariel of the Heb.\ rendered by Coverdalc and
version of i6n 'altar.'

1382 WVCI.IK Ezck. xliii. 15, 16 Korsothe the ylk ariel or

<7/Yr[i388thilke ariel, that is the hi&refart ofthe ai(ter\
of foura cubitis, and fro ariel [1388 the auter] vn to above,
foure corners.

((Jesenius would here translate
' fire-hearth of God,' after

Arab. ari\ elsewhere in C). T. the same word occurs as a
man's name, and appellation of Jerusalem, where it is taken
as= '

lion of Ood.'i Ariel in T. Heywood and Milton is

the name of an angel, in Shakspere of 'an Ayrie spirit';
in Astron. of one of the satellites of Uranus.

Ariel- (eVriiel). [a. Arab. Jj.i aryil (var. of

Jjl ayyil stag), applied in Syria to the Gazelle

( Dozy).] A species or variety of the Gazelle found
in Western Asia and Africa.

[1828 HKMPRICH & EUR. Symb. Phys., Antil&pe arabica:
Arabis vocatus ghazale. In Syria eidem, uti videtur pas-
sim nomen ghazal^ passim vero nomen ariel seu tfiV/dede-

runt, quod Cervo EUipho competit.] 1832 Penny Cycl. II.

83 The Ariel Antelope so called by the Arabs on account of

its light, elegant, and graceful form. 1872 BAKER Nile
Tribut. iv. 59 A herd of about fifty ariels.

Ariere, obs. form of ARREAK, ARBI&RE.

II Aries (e 9 'ri|fz). Also 4-5 ariete. [L. ; ram.]
The ram

;
one of the zodiacal constellations, which

the sun enters on the 2 1st of March.

ARIL.

(-1374 CHAUCER Troylus\\. 1593 Or Phebus suster . . The
Lion passe, out of this Ariete. < 1386 Sgrs. ^'.43 In Aries
the colerik, hoote signe. f 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 243 Tyme
makithe his resoort, In gerysshe Marche toward the ariete.

1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy Pref., Born when the sun is in

anes. i8x2WooDHOUSErf4s/r0.viii. 53 At the vernal equinox
the first point of Aries and the Sun are on the meridian
together.

A'rietate, v. rare~. [f. \..-arietat- ppl. stem

oiarietare, f. aries, arid- ram.] To butt like a ram.

1731 in BAILEY; and in mod. Diets.

Arietation (aeTi-, e-^riiet^'Jsn). arch. [ad. L.

arietdtioncm, n. of action f. arietare : see prec.]
1. The action of butting like a ram ; hence, the

striking with a battering-ram or similar instrument.

1625 BACON ss.(Arb.\ 575 The Strength of the Percussion;
wherein likewise Ordnance doe exceed all Arietations. 1639
FULLER Holy H'ar iv. xxiv. (1840) 222 Before Ordinance was
found out, ships were both gunnes and bullets themselves,
and furiously ranne one against another. They began with
this arietation.

2. transf. and _/?. Battering, concussion, clashing.
1625 JACKSON Creed v. xiii. Wks. IV. 100 Examining the

certainty of truth . . by a kind of arietation, a trial which
floating conceits . . cannot abide. 1665 Gi,ANviLL.$V*y*5. Set.

vii. 36 Such tumultuary motions, cross thwartings, and arie-

tations of other particles. *797 TAVLOR in Alonth. Re?,'.

XXIV. 534 Props of our old constitution against the arieta-

tions of democracy.
i A'rietine, r Obs.- [ad. L. arittln-tts, f.

aries.]
' Of or like a Ram.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.

II Arietta (arije-tta). Afus. [It; dim. of ARIA.]
A short air.

1742 in BAILEY. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. C/., An arietta
of her own composing. 1880 HULLAH in Grove Diet. Mns. t

Arietta . . a short air, generally of sprightly character, and
having no second part.

H Ariette (.ariie't). Jlfus. [Fr., ad. It. arietta."}
1818 Miss FKRRIAR MarriagexxxV) She warbled a sprightly

French ariette. 1883 A. DOBSON Fielding v. 143 The Gallic

sportsman sings the following ariette.

Aright (arai't), adv., orig. phr. Forms : 1-3
ariht, o ri3t, 3-4 ari3t, ary3t, 4 ari3ht(e t aryht,

4-6 aryght, 4- aright, [f. A/r^/.l + RIGHT sb.>

OE. riht.]
\. In a right way or manner; rightly, justly, cor-

rectly, properly.
^970 Laws of Kdgar Canon 67 (Bosw.) 5'f man hit ariht

asmea)>. 4:1175 Lamb. Horn. 89 ?if we hit ariht haldeft.

('1260 Fall fy Passion 72 in fc, K. P. 4.1862) 14 5 seP f ari-

mathie : J?at louid ihsu wel ari5t. c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl.
Prol. 22 Ther he might leren gentillesse aright \v.r. aryht].

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. xii. U495> 771 Euyll
kynges that rulyththeym not a ryghl. ISJSCOVERDALE^J.
l.xxvii. 8 A generacion that set not their herte aright. 1627
P. FLETCHER Locusts \\. xxv, Few step aright, but most goe
with the croud. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. i. 59 If heard aright,
It is the knell of my departed hours. 1860 TYNDALL Gtac.
n. 29. 398 If I understand aright, this is the main argument,

f2. Straight, straightway. Obs. (Cf. RIGHTS.)
.1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 1299 Abraham was buxum o ri^t, Hise

weie he tok sone bi ni^t. 1297 R. GLOUC. 218 Ther were
duntes ary^t, and suerdes wel ydraw. 1460 How a
Marchande) etc. 237 in Hazl. E. P. P. 207 They on-dedyn
the mouth aryght, There they sawe a ryalle syght.
3. Right: a. Exactly, just (or?*.), fb. Directly,

straight, in a straight line (obs.}.

C1386 CHAUCER Prol. 267 His eyghen twynkeled in his

heej aright, As don the sterres. 1571 DIGGES Geoin. Ptact.
i. xviii. Fb, Vntill the second marke offer it selfe aright be-

tweene the extreeme part of your length and sight. 1611

SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xix. (1632)936 He neuer after could
indure to look aright on King Richard. 1850 MRS. BROWNING
Dram. Exile^ Poems I. 89 Is it true besides Aright true?

1 4. Right, on the square : cf. A-WKY. Obs.

1571 DIGGES Pantom. \. B iij b, If all the sides be equall,
and no angle aright, then is it called Rombus.
5. On the right (hand), arch. rare.

1795 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc
yi. 308 Aright, aleft, The

affrighted foemen scatter from his spear.

t Ari'ght, v. Obs. [f.
A- pref. i or 2 + RIGHT

v. Cf. Ger. anrichttn
t cinrichtcn, zurichtcn^\ To

make right, to put to rights ; to arrange or treat

properly. Occas. ironically.
c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 279 All wrongus to a ry3t. c 1435 Torr.

Portugal 1366 Such gestenyng he aright, That .there he
dwellid alle nyjt. a 1500 Sir Gou'ghtcr 129 in Utterson
K. P. I. 166 She bad him here pappe, And he arishte here

soo, He tare the oon side of here brest.

t Ari'ght-half, phr. Obs. [See A prcp^, and

HALF.] On the right side.

1340 Ayenb. 38 And nime|> ary3thalf and alefthalf \*\ no

fnng ne may ham ascapie. Ibid. 23 pes lx>3 him spret. .ari3t-

half and alefthalf.

Ari'ghtly, adv. [A mixture of ARIGHT and

RIGHTLY.] Aright, rightly.
1588 A. KING Cam'sius* Catcch. 18 Quhatsoeuer thing [is]

profitable in this life to man, is arychtlie desyrit, and askit

at god. 1622 PKACIIAM Compl. Gentl. \. i If we consider

arightly the Frame of the whole Vniverse. 1844 Black-M.

Mag. LVI. 743 If seen arightly by the spiritual eye.

t Ari'ghts, adv. Obs. [A mixture of ARIGHT
and RIGHTS, earlier rihtes, advb. gen.]
1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. x. 4 When they had scene and heard

her doome a-rights Against Duessa.

Ariht, obs. form of AUIGHT.

Aril (se'rih. Bot. [ad. mod.L. arillus (also in

use ; cf. mod.F. arille), f. med.L. arilli, Sp. arilhs t

raisins.] See quot.
1794 MARTi-N Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 208 Two seeds covered



ABIME.

with an aril or detached coat. 1857 HKNFRF.V Elem. Hot.

297 The mace of the nutmeg is an arillus, adhering both
to the hilum and micropyle. 1870 HOOKKR Stud, flora 14
A sac-Hkc fleshy aril. 1880 GRAY Bat. Text-bk. viii. 308
The true arillus is an accessory seed-covering, more or less

incomplete, formed between the time of fertilization and the

ripening of the seed, by a growth from the apex of the funi-

culus, at or just below the hilum.

Hence the derivatives : Arillary (asTilari), a. of

or pertaining to the aril. Arillate (seTil^t\

ATillated, A'rilled, ///. a., furnished or covered

with an aril. Ari/lliform a., having the form of

an aril (A. Gray, 1880). Arillode, a false aril,

which originates from the micropyle or rhaphe.
1880 Syd. Soc. Lex., The arillary tunic. 1830 LINDI.KY

Nat. Syst. Bot. 148 Arillate seeds. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora

13 Nymphxacex. .seeds naked or aril fate. iBj6H\Ki.KV ^faf.

^Itd. 379 Seeds many, arilled. 1854 HAI.FOL-R Bot. 262 A
false or micropylar aril, or sometimes Arillode. 1857 HEN-
FRF.Y Elem. Bot. 297 Recent authors distinguish the true

j

arillus . . from the anllode, which originates at or near the
j

micropyle.

f Ari'me, z 1

- Obs. [QE.ar/man, L\-prcf. i +
|

riman to count : see RIME.] To count, enumerate.

-885 K. ALFRED Gregory 's Past. xvi. 99 He arimde fta

dio^olnesse Sees Sriddan hefones. 1205 LAY. 25392 pa lette

be kaisere arimen al bene here. Ibid. 28937 pis ferde wes
isomned and his folc arimed.

*t* Ari*U6| v. Obs. Forms: i ahrin-au, 2-3

arine(n. Pa. t. i ahran, 2-3 aran, 3 arinede.

[OE. ahrlnan, f. A- prcf. i + hrinan to touch ; see

RINE. Rarer in OK. than Kthrinan, ATUINE.]
To touch.
c TOGO Ags. Gosfi, Luke xi. 46 5e ne ahrinaS 8a scamas mid

eowrum anum fingre. \Hatton (V., ajtbrinaft.] c nao Urchun
in Cott. Mom, 197 Ne bole bu bene umvine bet he me arine.

i 1220 St. Marhar. 20 Ant com be culure ant aran hire.

(.-1230 Alter. K. 408 Al bet he arinede bere-mide.

A-ri'iig, advb. phr, rare~ l
. [A prcp\ and

RING
j<5.]

In circumference.

f 1633 T. ADAMS Wks. 1861 I. 369 (D .) Two orchards of the

king's, whereof the greater was twenty days a-ring.

t A'riolate, ^. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. ario/at-,

properly hariolat- ppl. stemoUiario/ari, i.hariolus

soothsayer. (The etymological ^- was seldom
written in med.L., and has hardly ever been used by
English writers.)] To divine, foretell from omens.

1652 GAULE Afagastrotrt. 259 All to vaticinate and ariolate

his Persian victory.

t Ariolater, -or. Oh. Also bar-, [f. prec.
+ -EK1 ; or after L. agent-nouns in -ATOU

;
cf. Aui-

OLER.] A diviner or soothsayer.
i6jj GAULE Magastrom. 300 Ariopharnes . . gave judge-

ment .. better than all the ariolaters. 1657 PIK.RCE Dii>.

Philanthr. Ded. 10 You are not either a Lord or a Lady, as
the shrewd Hariolator doth seem to think.

t Ariola'tion. Obs. [ad. L. (fyarwldtiott-tm,
n. of action f. (k}ario!at- : see AUIOLATE and

-ATION.] Soothsaying, divination.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef>, i, iii. u Deluding their

apprehensions, with Anolauon, South-saying, and such

oblique Idolatries. 1652 GAULK Magastrom. 193 Vaticina-

tion . . ariolation, praesagition. [In mod. Diets.]

t A'riole. Obs. [a. OF. ariole, har-t ad, L.

(Ji}ariohis^\ A soothsayer, diviner.

1398 TRKVISA Barth. De P. R. 126 Aryoles, nygromancers
brought theym to the auctors of their god. 1525 Li>. HEK-
NERS Froiss. 1 1. ccxx. [ccxvi.] 680 His phisycions, and ariofes

. . said surely howe the kynge was poysoned or bewytched.

t A'rioler. Obs. rare.
[f. OF. ariole (see prec.)

+ -EII; cf. astronom-crt etc.]
=

prec.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 92 Ne be ber not found in be bat . . askij?

ariolers, nor dremis, ne chitering of briddis. lbid.> How bu
not to ber wicchis, ne axe no bing of ber ariolers.

t A'riolist. Obs. rare. [f. L. (Ji}ariol-us +

-1ST.]
=

prec.
165* GAULE Magastrom. 352 At the accusation ofan ariolist

or Pythian vaticinator.

Ariose (aTi^u-s), a. Mus. [ad. It. arioso', see

next.] Characterized hy melody, song-like.
1743 BAILEY, Ariose, Arioso^ signifies the Movement or

Time of a common Air, Song or Tune. 1845 E. HOLMES
Mozart 209 A style of instrumental music at once light and
ariose.

II Arioso (ari|Ju-s0), a., adv., sb. Mus. [It. ;
=

airy, f. aria air.] Ariose, melodious. Used of in-

strumental music, it describes a sustained, vocal

style ; of vocal music *
it would seem to mean

that kind of air which, partaking I oth of the

character of air and recitative, requires rather to be
j<z/</than sung* (Mullah in Grove Diet. Mus. 1879).
Hence used advb. as a musical direction, and siibst.

of a piece of music of this description.
174* [see prec.] 1787 BURNS Wks. III. 91 In arioso trills

and graces. 1879 HOI-KINS in Grove Diet. Mas. I. 2^ A solo
. . of an arioso character. 1879 HULLAH ibid. I. 83/1 Men-
delssohn's ' But the Lord is mindful

'

. . [is] marked
'

Arioso.'

A-riot (arai'at), advb. phr. \kprep\ -r RIOT.]
In riot, riotously, running riot.

1851 MARY HOWITT^. Nat. Hist. (ed. 71 14 Till the Parrots,
all a-riot, Chattered too to keep you quiet. 1881 Cornk.

Mag. Mar. 310 The rose-trees . . have gone wandering a-riot

into country hedges.

-ariOUS, comp. suffix, forming adjs. ; 1. f. L. -dri-

us, -a, -urn 'connected with, pertaining to' + -ous

(as if ad. L. -ariosits
; cf. cartdstts, carious). The

445

reg. Eng. repr. of -arius is -AKY 1
;
but the com-

pound suffix is of occasional use, as in eibarious,

gregarious^ temerarious, vicarious, and as a by-
form in arbitrarious, confrarious, etc. (Hilarious^

f. L. hilari-s + -ous, seems to owe its form to asso-

ciation with this suffix.)

A-ripple (arrp'l\ advb. phr. [A prepl +

RIFFLE.] In a ripple, rippling.
1855 BROWNING Men <$ Wom. t Clean II. 186 The muscles

all a-ripple on his back.

Aris, arish: see AUK-.

f Arisard. Obs. Also arisad, airisad, -sard.

An ancient female costume;
' a long robe or tunic*

girdled round the waist.'

See PLANCHE Grit. Costume (1834^344, (1847)441 and Cycl.
Costume (1876) n.

Arise (arerz), v. Forms : Inf. \ ar-, aris-an,

2-4 aris-en, 3- arise, 4-5 aryse. Pa. t. 5-
arose ; also 1-4 ar-, aras, 3-5 aros, 4-5 aroos,

5 aroose, 7occas.aris (^ari ?,). Fa.pple. i- arisen

(jirrz'n); also 4 arise, aryse, 6-8 arose, [f.
A-

prcf. I up, out, away + RISE
; to 'rise up,* inten-

sive of rise ; cf. L. cxoriri. An OTcut. comp. ;
in

Golh. us-, itr- rcisan, OHG. ur-, ar-, ir-risan, OS.
arisan. Northumbrian preserved ar-risan* ar-rds,
etc. Obs. 3rd sing. pres. arist ariseth. The pa. t.

aris in zyth c, was formed on pa. pple. : cf. obs. "writ,

and extant bit
;
the pa. pple. arose was assimilated

topa.t.: cf. abode, shone. Now almost superseded in

ordinary language by the simple RISE, in all senses,

exc. those in branch III, of which 17-18 are the

ordinary prose uses of the word. Still used poetic-

ally in senses 1-9 ; 10-13 seem entirely obs.]
I. To get up from sitting, lying, repose.

1. To get up from sitting or kneeling, to stand

up. arch.-, see RISK.
c 1000 ^LFRIC {it'll, xviii. 16 Da arison 8a J>ri weras. 1205

LAY. 30841 pat folc . . arisen from heore seien. t i*y>Ancr.
A*. 34 Arise6 |>eorme & biginneS )>esne antefne. 1297 R.
Gl,oi:c. 369 pys hey men . . Knely to (_iod . . Ac be hii aryse,
6 ahbe) yturnd fram Je wentd her wombe, Wolues dede ha
nymej? vorj>. .1450 LONKI.ICH Grail xxxv. 93 A-rys and go
with me. 1593 SHAKS. 3 lien, l-'i, u. ii. 61 Edward Planta-

genet.arisea Knight. 1611 HIBI.K John xiv. 31 Arise, let us

go hence. 1779 J. MOOKE View Soc. II. liv. 49 All the

audience . . immediately arise, and remain in a standing
posture till their sovereign sit down. 1808 SCOTT Marm. vi.

xii, I dub thee knight. Arise, Sir Ralph, De Wilton's heir.

f Hence in transf. and//''', senses; as a. Ofa court:

To suspend sittings for the time, to adjourn, b.

Of a thing : To erect itself on end (as hair). Obs.
c 1385 CHAUCER L.G. W. 831 And pale he wex, therwith

his heer [?'. r. herte ; see 7] aroos [?'. r. a-ros, roos]. a 1649
WINTHROP Hist. AVw Kng, (1853) II. 279 The court being
about to arise he desired leave for a little speach.

f"
2. To get up from a fall. Also transf. and_/^

r
.

r88s K. ALFRED Gregory s Past. Iviii. 443 He s\va rmcle

strangHcor arise swa he hefi^li 1-"01
"

afeoll. "1175 Lamb. Honi.

49 pa be liggeS inne swilc sunne and ne bencheS noht for to
arisen. 1205 LAY. 9427 pus Portcheestre to-ra:s and nauere
seoo'o'en aras. 1340 Aycnb. 50 Huanne be kempe heb his

uela^e yueld . . wel onneabe he arist. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars.
T. P999 Asofteas he falleth he may arise [r'. r. arrise, aryse]
agayn by penitence. 1605 SHAKS. Lear j. iv. 99 Come sir,

arise, away ! 1667 MILTON P. L. \. 330 Awake, arise, or be
for ever faH'n.

3. To get up from sleep or rest, arch.: see RISK.

cqtpLindisf.Gosp. Matt. ii. 20 Arris and onfoh5onecna;ht.
rxooo /KLFRIC Gen. xxviii. 18 On moreen he aras. 1:1175
Lamb, f/oitt. 39 Ne heo eow noht Ia3 to arisene er del.
c 1300 A'. Alt's. 5760 Kyng Alisaunder amorowe arist. 1340
Ayenb. 52 pet uolk bet.. late guob to bedde and ariseb
late. '1450 LONELICH Grail xvi. 29 Erly on the morwe,
whanne be kyng aros. 1535 COVERDALE Prov. vi. o Whan
wilt thou aryse out of thy slepe? 1604 SHAKS. Oth. \. i. 89
Arise, arise, Awake the snorting Cittuens with the Bell.

1762 GOLUSM. Beau Nash 232 Nash generally arose early in
the morning. 1820 KEATS St. Agnes xxxix, Arise, arise !

the morning is at hand.

4. Of the sun, moon, and stars : To come above
the horizon. Also transf. of the day, morning.
Now arch, and/0?/. : see RISK.

<T975 Rushw. Gasp. Mark iv. 6 Da aras sunne. e-io
Halt Meid. n Meidenhad is te steorre bat heo ha eanes . .

igan adun . . neauer eft ne ariseS ha. c 1350 U 'ill. Palerne
2744 \Vhan the mone aros. ^1391 CHAUCER Astral, i. 21.
12 Thilke sterres . . arisen rather than the degree of hire

longitude. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxliv. 298 The morne
aroos, the day gan spryng. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. 4- JuL u. ii.

4 Arise faire Sun and kill the enuious Moone. 1667 MILTON
/*. L. v. 170 While day arises, that sweet hour of Prime.
1820 KYRON Mar. Fa/, i. ii. 570 At what hour arises the moon ?

a 1842 TENNYSON Millers Dan. 205 Many suns arise and set.

5. To rise from the dead, return to life from the

grave. Now/(7t'//V: see RISK.

<~95_Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 52 Mpniga lichoma ha!?;a
wa;ra oaOe slepdon arison. xiv. 2 Dis is Johannes Baptista
5e arras from deadum. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 143 penne
sculen . . alle dede arisen, c 1260 Signs bef. Jitdgm. 53 in
E. ."./*. (1862) 9 pan be dede up sal ariseup harbiriles forto
sine. 1380 WVCLIF De Ecctcs. ii. Sel. Wks. 1871 III. 340 fe
bridde day oure God aroos from deb to lyf, 1537 E*p. Creed in
Fermul. Faith, (1856) 60 Even like as our Saviour Jesu Christ
. . did arise from death to life. 1611 BIBLE Matt, xxvii. 52
Many bodies of the saints which slept arose. 171* STEELE
Sped. No. 356 F 9 The Temple rends, the Rocks burst, the
Dead Arise. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 1505 Till yonder man
upon the bier arist.

ARISE.

6. To rise from
inactiorij from the peaceful, quiet,

or ordinary cour>e of life ; csp. to rise in hostility
or rebellion (against}. Now poetic', see RISE.
rSzg I'i'sp. Ps. iii. 7 Aris dryhten, halne me doa. c 950

Limits/. Gosp. Matt. x. 21 Wifl arrisas suna in aldrum. r 1440
Arthur 208 How darst bow . . A}enst the Emperour pus
aryse. ci46oFoRTESCL'E Abs, q- Lint. JlIon, 11714)96 Nothyng
may make his People to arise, but . . lacke of Justyce. 1480
CAXTON Chron.Eng. ccxxxix. 264 The comunes arisen vp in

dyuerse partyes of the reame and dyden moch harrne. 1535
COVKRDALE/V. ix. 12 Aryse o I.ordeGod, lift vp thine honde.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 447 Arise, blacke vengeance, from
the hollow hell. #1703 T. COOKE Tales, Prop. etc. (1729)
211 Had no Genius arose against the Tyranny of Custom.
7. To rise in violence or agitation, as the sea, the

wind
;
to boil up as a fermenting fluid, the blood ;

so of the heart, wrath, etc. Now/w/. : see RISK.
i 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John vi. 18 De sae ofstod Tel arris.

<f 1300 A". Horn 868 Horn him gaii to agrise, And his blod
arise. 1340 Aycnb. 47 Alle be binges, huerby bet uless him
arist. c 1385 CHAUCER /,. G. W. 831 Pale he wex thenvitli

his herte [v. r. heer; see 1 1)] a-ros. 1393 Gowr.R Ccnf. I. 20

A tonne, whan his lie arist, To-breketh. i;jz6TiXDALE John
vi. 18 The see arose [WYCLIF, rose vp] with a greate winds
that blew. [So all subseq. vers.] 1611 BIBLE -zSam. xi. 20
If so be that the kings wrath arise. Ps. Ixxxlx. 9 When
the wanes thereof arise, thou stillest them. 1847 TENNYSON
Princess \. 96 A wind arose and rush'd upon the South.

8. transf. Of sounds : To come up aloud, or so

as to be audible, to be heard aloud, arch.
a 1300 ( 'jtrsorJW, 2840 Strange cry in be toun a-ras. t I 33

Arm, $ Merl. 7409 In euericn lond arist song. ^1350 // 'ill.

Patents 3270 pe cry rudli arcs bat reube it was to htirc.

1393 GOWKK Conf. I. 267 Through all the world the fame
arose. 1611 HIULK Acts xxiiu 9 And there arose a great i ry.

1859 TKNNYSON Enid 1812 And in their halls arose The cry
of children.

II. To ascend, go or come higher.
9. To go up, come up, ascend on high, mount
Now only/tfttf. ; see RISE.

<i 1000 l-'.lcne (Gr.) 803 Of bpcre stnwe steam up aras.

(1374 CiiArcKR Hocth, iv. vi. 143 pe ly^te fyre arist into

hey^tc. "1450 Merlin xiv. 207 The duste arose with the

wynde. 1594 WII.I.OBIK in Slmks. C. Praise g From whence
these tlames aryse. 1596 SPENSER I'\Q. i. x. 4 Dame Ca-lia
. . as thought From heav'n to come, or thether to arise.

1676 Hounds Iliad xxm. 763 And on his steps trod ere the

dust aris. 1704 POPM M'ititcrafi Nor morning odours from the
fiou'rs ariM-. 1820 KKATS Hyperion i. 258 A mist arose, as

from a scummy marsh.

flO. To rise with its summit (as a tree), or sur-

face (as water); to grow taller, or higher, to swell

up. Obs.\ see RISK.

6'lzz5.SY. Mitrhcretc(i'&66'\ 18 To hude. .barst on to bleinen
bet hit aras up oueral, !393Go\vKR ( 'onf. II. 169 Her womb,
which of childe aros. 1398 TREVISA Barth. DC /'. A', xvnt.

Ixxxviii. (1495) 838 The place brennyth soo that bleynes
aryseth there. ^1425 .S'tT'tVi Setges (P.) "204 The (lore ne may
1101151 aryse. 1652 FHKNCII J V>r/,-,v7/. Spa \\. 15 In a, close

glass it [water] ariseth onely ad e'-iSandiun vacuum. 1664
POWER Exp. Pliilos, 11, 105 [It] makes a lesser quantity of

Quicksilver arise in the Tube.

*t"
11. To rise in rank or eminence. Obs. : see RISK.

1340 Ayt'ttb. 24 pe ilke bet is zuo he}e arise ine prosperity.
1534 MORE Comf.arst, 7V//MH. Wks. 1252/2 Some by handy
crafte . . some by other kynde of liuing, arise 8: come forward
in y6 world. 1664 POWKK K.rp. Philos. i. 59 In these minute
Animals their nutritive Liquor never arises to the per-
fection of blond. "1733 NORTH Lives I. 81 Good fortune
..in his circuit practice, which made him arise in it faster

than young men have commonly done. 1756 J. WAKION
Ess. Pope 11782* I. iv. 229 Obstacles, which might prevent
his arising to that height, which the figure of his nativity
promised.

1 12. To rise in price or amount. Ql>s.\ sec RISK.

1340 Aycnb. 35 Uor to do arise bet gauel. 1643 CARYL
Sacr. Coi't. n They perceived the charge to arise so high.
1714 SWIFT Corr. II. 515 Stocks arose three per cent, upon
it in the city.

t b. To amount to. Obs.

1594 HI.UNDKVIL Exerc. i, xxvii. 72 If the Summe, .do arise

to the Summe of 60, or exceed the Number of 60. 1649
ROBERTS Clavis Kibl. Introd. iii. 56 The whole time . . will

arise to 591 y[ears] in all. 1679 PKNN Addr. Prot. i. 4
(1692! 20 They would arise to Three Times more Money.

"f*
13. To come up to a point in a scale, attain

to, reach. Obs. : see RISE.
1611 COTGR. s.v. Doiiblcmenti The price., which he that

arises vnto, most commonly carries the thing. i798MAi.Tiit;s
Popitl, (1817) II. 2 The number arising annually to the age
of puberty.

III. To spring up, come above ground, into the

world, into existence.

14. To spring forth, as a river, from its source.

Obs. : see RISE. Also transf. To take its rise,

originate. (Still in use.)
1950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke viii. 7 Qn^elic arison Sornas.

1398 TuEVUA Bart/i. DC P. R. xin. viii. 1 14951444 The ryuer
Doryx arysyth a lytyll fro the heed of Eufrates. 1548
UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke ii, To haue the talke of his

birth . . to aryse and beginne of suche reporters. 1645 PAGITT

Heresiogr, (1662)87 A third sort of Brownists did arise from
one Mr. Wilkinson. 1875 GRINDON Life xxv. 319 Simple
and original forms, from which they [carnations, etc.] have
arisen under the stimulus of culture. 1879 TIM us in CasselCs

Techn. Educ. IV. 250/2 The lymphatics, .absorb lymph from
the organs in which they arise.

15. To be born, come into the world of life or

action.

cycp Lindisf. Go$p. Matt, x xiv. n Monigo lease wi'tjoarisaS.

1105 LAY. 1248 Per seal of bine cunne kine-bearn arisen. 1535
COVERDALE Dcut. xxxiv. 10 There arose [\VYCLIF, there roos]
no prophet more in Israel like vnto Moses. 1646 SIR T.



ARISE.

BROWNE Pseud. Ej>. 274 There was . . never any Autochthon,
or man arising from the earth but Adam. 1763 J. BROWN
Poetry <$ Mus. xii. 198 After many Centuries nad passed in

Darkness, Guido arose. 1875 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emf. xv.

241 In the fourteenth century there arose in Italy the first

great masters of painting and song. Alod. A false prophet
calling himself the Mahdi has arisen m the Soudan.
16. Of things: To spring up, usually with some

reference to the literal sense of rise, as if: To be

raised, built. Mostly poet, or rhet.
a 1000 Riddles iGreim iv. 20 AriseJ> dim ofer dype. 1704

POPE Windsor For. 26 And 'midst the depart fruitful fields

arise. 1859 TENNVSON I'ii'ien 525 So long, that mountains
have arisen since With cities on their flanks. 1864 AyInter's

J-'. 147 Beyond her lodges . . arose the labourers' homes.

17. Of circumstances viewed as results: To spring,

originate, or resulty/ww (ofohs.).
izoS I. AY. 9383 Nil bu iherent of wuche gomen aras ber be

to-nome. 1393 LANGL. /*. PL C. xm. 230 So of rychesse
vpon richesse

'

arisen al vices. 1393 GOWER Conf. I, 240
Therof might arise a sclaund-r. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I ", iv. vii.

186 Some sodaine mischiefe may arise of it. 1605 BACON
Adv. Learn, it. v. 2 Out of which several inquiries there
do arise three knowledges. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n, xxv.

131 Arising from the Imperative manner of speaking. 1661
LOVELL Hist. Anita. y Mitt. 219 Whence arised the old

proverb, as sound as a Roche. 1793 SME.U ON Edystone L.,

131 Comfort arose from the reflection. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN
Par. Scrm. I. xviii. 266 This . . arises from ignorance of re-

ligion itself.

18. Of matters generally : To spring up, come
into existence or notice,

: come up/ present itself.

i iooo(/ //:/ i G rein* 10 Sindun costtnga. .moni^e arisene.
< 1130 Ancr. R. 234 In be muchele an^uise aros be muchele
mede. < 1400 Rom. Rote 7543 And on the folke ariseth blame.

1513 Dot'CLAS ,'Kneid\. iv. 43 Heir first guid hope arrais to

the twa last. 15*6 TINDAI.E Mark iv. 17 As trouble and
persecueion aryseth for the wordessake. [So CRANM., Genwa^
1611; WYCLIF, riseth.] 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 388
Thereupon these errors are arose. 1704 SWIFT Baft. Bks.

'17111 228 If a new Species of controversial Books had not
arose of late years. 1833 I. TAYLOR J-'anat. x. 433 Noticing
as it arises, whatever fairly bears upon the question. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 145 All questions which arose in

the Privy Council.

b. \Vith more of the literal sense. (Hence often

rise. Cf. 7, 9.)

1708 POPE St. Cecilia 24 If in the breast tumultuous joys
arise. 1711 ADDISON Sficct. No. 166 p 3 Those Thoughts
which arise and disappear in the Mind of Man. 1790 BURKE
/>. Re?>. ii, I beg leave to throw out my thoughts, and ex-

press my feelings, just as they arise in my mind. 1857
MAURICE Efist. St. John iv. 55 Then arises in our minds a
terrible sense of shame.

t Ari'Se, sb. Obs. rare.
[f. prec. vb.; cf. RUSE,

and earlier ARIST.] Arising, rising.
1590 GREENE Nencr too late 11600161 Brighter then the

sunnes arise. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE J^scttd. Ep. 286 To beginne
harvest at the arise of the Pleiades. (1665 H. WOOLRICH
Sheph. Israel to Bps. ttitle page; The arise of the Beast,
False Prophet, and Anti-Christ.

tAri'SCr. Obs. rarc~ l
.

[f. prec. vb. + -EK 1
.]

One who arises, a riser.

1382 WYCLIF Pref. Epist. vii. 72 Dauid . . precheth Crist

with the harp, and in the ten cordid sawtri arereth vp the
ariser fro helle.

Arising (ararzirj), vhl. sb.
[f.

AUISH 7'. + -iX(;
!.]

The action of the vb. AKISE in various senses;
now chiefly Obs. or arch., and supplied by RISING

;

as a. Rising from a seat, from bed, from the dead
j

rising of the sun.

1340 Aycnb. 14 J>e tuelfte article is to leue be general ariz-

inge of bodye. f 1386 CHAUCER Erankl. T. 559 And kneu
the arisyng of his moone wel. 1*1430 Life St. Kath. (1884)

113 Wher of dounfallyng foleweth so glorious arysynge.
1540 Four P. P. in Hazl. Dods. 1. 350 What causeth this ;

That women after their arising Be so long in their apparel-
ling? 1548 UDALL, etc. Prol.Lnke(R. ' His arisyng from death
to life. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 285 Unto the

arising of the Dog-star.
b. Excited rising, insurrection.

1340 Aycnb. 9 Na5t dyadlich zenne, ase bye| nianie ariz-

itigesof ulesse. 1591 PERCJVALI, Sp. Dict.^ Levantamicnto^
arising, rising, rebelling.

C. Springing up, origination.
1340 Ayenb. 147 Ne non arizinge of wrebe. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turks (.1638) 96 The arising of new troubles.

Ari'sing,///. a.
[f.

ARISE T;. + -ING '^.]^ RISING.

1605 Vcrstegarfs Dec. Intcll. Pref. Verses, Phebus bright
arising rays, a 1749 CHALKLEY Wks. (1766) 474 The present
arising Generation. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles HI. xii, The sun's

arising gleam.

tAri'Sness. Obs. rare*, [f. aris t arisen (see
ARISE .) + -NESS.] Rising, resurrection.

a 1300 Creed m Reliq. Ant. I. 282 Forjiufenesse of sinnen,

arysnesse of fiesse, and eche lif.

t A'rist. Obs. Forms : i eerist, -est, erist,

-est, 1-3 serist, 2-3 arist(e. [OE. jer&/(cogn. w.

Goth. us-rists\ vbl. sb. of arisan to ARISE
;

f. A*.-

pref., accented form of A- pref. \ + *rist rising,
f. ris-an + -T, as in migh~t} gtf-t, etc.]
1. Rising, rise from a seat or from bed ; sunrise.

c 825 Vesp. Ps. cxxxviii. 2 >u oncneowe gesetenisse mine
& ereste mine. a. 1000 Ags, Ps. ibid., Du min set! swylce
oncneowe and minneabrist^fter^ecybdest. c 1391 CHAUCER
Astrol.il. $ 12. 23 At thesonneanste. 1393 GOWER Conf. II.

45 And that was er the sonne arist.

2. Rising from the dead, resurrection.

(-885 K. ALFRED Greg. Past, xlvii. 363 Deadra monna
acrestes [r.r. aeristes]. cgjo Lindisf. Gosp. John xi. 24 Eft
arisaeS in erist. 25 Icam crest and \\t\Rushiv. erist]. c xooo

Agt. G.. aerist c 1160 Ha,tton G., arist. citoo Tritt. Coll.

446

Hom. 97 pis dai is cleped . . aristes dai for bat be he bis dai
aras of dea6e. c 1*30 Ancr. R. 250 Efter his arUte. c lafio
in O. E. Misc. 54 Vre louerdes aryste.

II Arista (.ari-sta). PI. -8e. [L.] The awn or
beard (in L. also the whole ear) of grain and

grasses ;
hence used of similar bristle-like processes,

as the fibrils which fringe the convex edge of a

fish's gills, etc.

1691 RAY Creation (1701) 81 The Aristae or radii of a fish's

gills. 1875 HOUGHTON S&. Brit. Ins. 112 The basal joints
of the arista.

Aristarch (arristaik). [ad. L. Aristarchtis, a.

Gr. 'Apiarapxos, name of a severe Greek critic of
the Homeric poetry, who rejected many lines of it

as spurious ; hence used connotalively.] A severe
critic. Arista* reMan a., severely critical.

16*1 MOLLK Camcrar. Lh>. Lib. Pref., Learned and judi-
cious Aristarchs. 1751 J. BROWN Shaftesb. Charact. 364
Who . . hath chastised the noble writer somewhat roughly,

I and Aristarchus-like. 1820 SCOTT Abbot Introd. (1831) 5

j

Even thearistarch Johnson allowed that, etc. 1853 F. HALL
in Leslie's 3lisc. II. 169 Grave aristarchs vouchsafed tj

accept it as matter of creed, rather than of criticism.

A'ristarchy. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. + -Y:

cf. hierarchy and L. Aristarchci severe critics.] A
body of severe critics.

a 1612 HARINGTON Brief'ViezuC/t. Eng. (1653) 153 Some of
the Arlstarchy and sowre censures of these daies.

Aristate ^ari-stet), ///. a. [ad. J,. aristdt-us,
f. arista.] Furnished with arista;

; awned, bearded.

1838 in LotDON Encycl. Plants. 1870 HOOKER Stud.
Flora 189 Ccntaurea calcitrant . . lobes recurved, aristate.

Ariste, aryste, obs. forms of An.t.vs.

t Aristi'ferous, a. Obs~
[f.

L. aristifer
(i. arista + -fer bearing) -t- -ous.]

'

Bearing ears

of corn.' liailey 1731.
t Aristi'ppUS. Obs. [Name of a Greek phi'.o-

|
sopher, luxurious in his living.] A cant name for

I canary wine.
a 1617 MIDDLETON JfA-s. II. 422 iHalliw.) Rich Aristippus,

sparkling sherry. 1703 Die KOE True Born Eng. t
The Sages

.. Praise Epicurus rather than Lysander, And Aristippus
more than Alexander.

Arlsto- ^E'risto), comb. f. Gr. apurros best
;
as

in aristo-monarchy, government by the best
;

aristo-democratical, having a democratic con-

stitution limited by aristocratic elements.
1660 R. CUKE Justice I'ind, 20 It mu.st be either Aristo-

Monarchy or Demo- -Monarchy, in plain English the Go-
vernment of one man alone, or the People-government of
one alone. 1801 W. COXE jTrav, Szuitz. I. Introd. 21 The
aristo-democratical cantons.

Aristocracy (aerisfyrkrasi). Also 6-7 -crati -,

-y. [ad. L. aristocratia, Gr. apioroftparia, {.dptorcs
best + -Kparia rule. Cf. F. aristocracie (l^ih c.).]

In earlier usage generally contrasted with mon-

archy; since the French Revolution, with democracy.
1. In the literal sense of the Gr. : The govern-
ment of a state by its best citizens. AlsoySg*.
11531 KLVOT (Jin 1

. 1 18751 9 I' 1 ^ lt: Greke tunge called Aris-

tocratia . . in englisshe, the rule uf men of beste disposition.]

1561 T. NI<JKION] Calrins lust. Table, Aristocracy [is) the

government of the best choivest men. c 1651 HOBBES Rhe-
toric (1840) 435 Aristocracy is that, wherein the highest

magistrate is chosen out of those that have had the be*t

education. 1781 GIBBON Decl.ff J<\ xlv. (1846,1 IV. 257 A per-
fect aristocracy ofreason and virtue. iSsoCARLYLK Latter-d.

Fantph. iii. 41 The attainment of a truer and truer Aristo-

cracy, or Government again by the Best.

t ii. concr. A ruling body of the best citizens.

1605 B. JONSON Ev.vc in. iii, If the Senate Right not my
quest in this; I will protest 'hem, To all the world, no

aristocracy.
3. That form of government in which the chief

power lies in the hands of those who are most

distinguished by birth or fortune ; political su-

premacy of a privileged order ; oligarchy.
1577 tr. Bitllingers Decades (1592) 169 The Aristocracie is

the superior power of a few Peeres. 1623 MASSINGER Bond-
man \. iii, To change the aristocracy of Corinth Into an ab-

solute monarchy. 1701 BP. LLOYD JMarg. Rtadg, to Gen.
xxxvi. 39 After his death was an aristocracy. 1876 BANCROFT
Hist. U. S. VI. 1. 378 DesjKJtisms, monarchies, and aristocra-

cies must conform to them.

b. A state having this form of government.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 72 Those States which be

called Aristocraties . . governed by a Senate or Counsel of
the greatest men. 1751 CHAMBEKS Cyct S.Y., The republic
of Venice is an aristocracy. 1865 Pall Mall G. 29 Sept.
i/2 If by an aristocracy we mean . . a country in which dis-

tinguished birth, inherited wealth, and education, are the

chief titles to political power.
4. coiitr. A ruling body of nobles, an oligarchy.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 390, I cannot Informe thee of their

aristocratic of Venice]. 1660 R. COKE Pwcr $ Sttl>j.*3

Aristocracy is when a company of men met in Councel, ascribe

to themselves whatsoever power is due to any rightful

monarch . . Such were the Roman Senate, and Ephori of

I.aceda?mon. ly^SrEELE To EarlOxford -$22 The aristo-

cracy over these dominions.

This passes gradually into :

5. The class to which such a ruling body belongs,
a patrician order ; the collective body of those who
form a privileged class with regard to the govern-
ment of their country ;

the nobles. The term is

popularly extended to include all those who by
birth or fortune occupy a position distinctly above

ARISTOCRATICALNESS.
the rest of the community, and is also usedy?^. of

those who are superior in other respects.
1651 HOBBES Leviath. n xix. 98 Aristocracie . . an Assem-

bly of certain persons nominated, or otherwise distinguished
from the rest. 1776 ADAM SMITH ly'. N. II. v. iii. 547 No
oppressive aristocracy has ever prevailed m the colonies.

1795 in Trans. Pkilol. Sac. 118581 52 [The Attorney-General
in Home Tooke's trial says] To the rich was given the name
aristocracy. 1838 HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. n. iv. 52 The
distinguishing characteristic of an aristocracy is the enjoy-
ment of privileges which are not communicable to other
citizens simply by anything they can themselves do to ob-
tain them. 1843 F. PAGET Ward. Berking. 74 A test ofwhat
our Aristocracy do in proportion to their means. 1845
DiSRAEU Sybil (18631 88 There is no longer in fact an aristo-

cracy in England, for the superiority of the animal man is an
essential quality of aristocracy. 1861 MILL Utilit. 11864)95
So it will be . . with the aristocracies of colour, race, and sex.
1866 ROGKRS Agric. $ Prices Introd., Our aristocracy and
gentry date, on the whole, from the days of Henry the

Eighth. i88x SEELEY in Macm. Mag. XLV. 47/1 From the

democracy of readers . . appeal must be made to the aristo-

cracy ofstudents, to those who make a business of knowledge.
6. = ABISTOCKATICISM.
1822 BYRON in Moore Lett. 558 My aristocracy which is

very fierce makes him a favourite of mine.

Aristocrat Xristoikrjc-t, ari-st^kraet). [a. F.

aristocrats (not on Gr. analogies;, f. aristotrat-ie,

ique. A popular formation of the French Revo-

lution.]
A member of an aristocracy ; strictly, one of a

ruling oligarchy; hence, one of a patrician order,
a noble

; occasionally, one who favours an aristo-

cratic form of government (opposed to democrat}.
1789 BELSHAM Ess. II. ,\1. 473 The genuine spirit of the

haughty aristocrats. 1790 W. TAYLOR Let. fr. Paris in

Robberds Mem. I. 69 All Paris is still in a ferment. .These
handbills and pamphlets . . all tend to accuse the aristocrats
of little or great treasons. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 225
Their excellencies, the aristocrats of Venice. 1793 BURKI;
Corr. (18441 IV. 151 The royalists of France, or as they are

perhaps as properly (called, the aristocrats. 1794 COLERIDGE
in Oiun Times III. 968 In came that fierce Aristocrat, Our
pursy woollen-draper. 1840 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. 11842)
V. 408 The aristocrat-made law. 1849 GROTK Greece \\.

xlvii. VI. 26 So violent and pointed did the scission of aris-

tocrats and democrats become.

b- At-
1883 G. ALLEN in Knowledge j Aug. 65/2 1 he honey-loving

aristocrats of the insect world.

C. attrih. quasi-tz^/.

1873 TROLLOPE Australia I. 475 The class of which I am
now speaking is an aristocrat class.

t Aristocra'tian, a. Obs. rare* l
.

[f.
L. aris-

tocratia + -AN.] Aristocratic.

1609 tr. Sir T. Smith's Commonw. Eng. i. vii. 7 General 1

Councels made strife with him, to make the Popes power
cither Aristocratian, or at the least fogitimnm regnum.

Aristocratic (a':rist0|krae
-

tik), a. [a. F. aris-

tocratiqne, ad. Gr. dpiffTotcpaTtK-us : see ARISTO-
CRACY and -ic.]

1. Of or pertaining to an aristocracy ;
attached

to or favouring aristocracy.

i6oa WAKNKR Alb. Eng. x. Ivii. (1612) 250 Aristocratick go-
uernment nor Democratick pleas'd. 1791 BURKE Let. Nat.
.issetufi. \Vks. VI. 37 To destroy these aristocratick preju-
dices. 18681'.. DvtfPotit.SHFV* 35 The so-called aristocratic

party, the landlords.

2. Befitting an aristocrat ; grand, stylish.

1845 DISKAELI Sybil (18631 89 The principal tradesmen ..

deemed it more '
aristocratic* ; using a favourite and hack-

neyed epithet, which only expressed their own servility.

1876 Miss BRADUON J. Haggard's Dan. II. 65 Rooms so

much . . more aristocratic than those in which she had lived.

A'ristocra'tical,-' (and^.) [f. asprec.+-Ai,.]
1. Of or pertaining to the rule of an aristocracy ;

oligarchical.
1589 liny any // "cnt 1 18441 48 Such is the civill governe-

ment .. Aristocraticall in the higher house of Parliament.

1660 K. COKK Justice I'ind. 19 Where was there ever any
such dissention . . as in Democratica! and Aristocratical

States? 1756 KURKE / 7;
' --' "' ""

monarchies, and aristocr;

MAHAFI-Y Sac. Life Gre

plexion of Athenian life.

2. Of or belonging to the higher classes.

a 1733 NORTH Lives I. 201 There were bickerings against
this power. .in a manner aristocratical. 1791 F. PAINE

Rights .!/. 26 Accustomed to kiss the aristocratical hand.

1849 M ACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1. 356 No aristocratical mansion
is to be found in that once aristocratical quarter. 1861 GEN.
P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cl. 144 Needy aristocratical

families.

B. as sb. A partisan of aristocracy.
1651 HOBBES Leviath. \\. xxii, Patricians, and plebians..

aristocrat icals and democraticals.

A:ristocra'tically, adv. [f. prec. +-LY-.]
1. In an aristocratic manner ; by means of, or with

a leaning towards, an aristocracy.
1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 561 If a citie be as-

sembled . . aristocratical lie under certain chiefe lords. 16x4
BEDELL Lett, x 127 Geneva was . . gouerned Aristocratically.

1869 SEELKY Aw. <$ Lcct. i. 14 Augustus was in all things

aristocratically disposed.

2. As befits an aristocrat ; grandly, stylishly.

1837 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) IV. 262 Every aris-

tocratically dressed man you meet.

A ristocra'ticalness. [f. as prec. + -NKSS.]
Aristocratical quality ; aristocratic style.

1731 in BAILKY. 1880 EARL DKSART AT. O'Connor III. 97
Fall in love with his face, his figure, and hisaristocraticalness.



ARISTOCKATICISM.

Aristocraticism (^risttfikrrc'tisiz'm). [f.

ARISTOCRATIC + -ISM.] Adherence to aristocratic

principles or customs.
1860 Sat. Rev. No. 252. 251/1 Ouraristocraticism, our reli-

gion, our social restrictions he cannot abide.

A-ristocra'ticness. = ARISTOCKATICALNESS.
I877FORN1VALL Leopold Shaks. Introd. 68 So had Bertram

[to be emptied] of his silly aristocraticness.

Aristocratism (K'rist^jkrse^iz'm, R=ri8te*kr&-

tiz'm). [f.
ARISTOCRAT + -ISM.] The principles or

practices of aristocrats; haughty exclusiveness.

1792 ROMILI.Y To Dnrant 10 Sept. (R. 1

, Accused of being
aristocrats, though their only aristocratism consists in their

wishing to defend a constitution which all France has sworn
to maintain. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rei>. III. I. ii. 12 Aristo-

cratism rolls in its carriage. 1878 P. BAYNE Purit. Rm>. vi.

217 The spirit of religious caste, of spiritual aristocratism,
had reappeared.

Aristocratize, v.
[f.

as prec. + -IZE : cf. F.

aristocratiser^\ a. trans. To make or render

aristocratic, b. intr. To lean towards or favour

aristocracy. Hence Aristoeratizing ppl. a.

1799 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 297 His opinions are

sensibly aristocratized. 1841 Blackw. Mag. L. 151 A petty

aristocratizing princedom like Weimar.

Aristocraty, -ie, obs. forms of ARISTOCRACY.

Ii Aristolochia CseTist^l^'kia). Bot. Formerly
also in 5-6 aristologia ; and in Eng. form in 6

aristology, 6-7 aristoloch, -loche, 6-8 aristo-

lochy. [a. med.L. aristologia (also Sp. and It."),

and of F. aristoloche, i6th c. aristolochie, ad. L.

anstolochTa, a. Gr. apiarokoxtia, ~ia, f. dptffroXoxoy
well-born (from its repute in promoting child-

birth).] A genus of shrubs, of which one species,
A. ClemafitiS) the Common Birthwort, is found in

Britain as an old escape from cultivation.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. xiv. (1495^ 612 Aristo-

logia is a full medycynall herbe though it be bytter. 1541
R. COPLAND Guydons Quest. Cyrurg., With the rote of

Arystologie, or of Affodylles. 1551 TuBNRB Herbal (15681

43 The seconde kynd of aristolochia. 1578 LYTE Dodoens
312 Sarrasines herbe or Astroloche . . Long Aristoloche,
Kounde Aristoloche. Ibid. 314 The long and rounde Aris-

tolochias growe plentifully in Spayne. .called in English
Aristologia and of some Byrthwort. 1572 MASCAL Gort.
Cattle (1627) 128 Of nettle seed, of Aristolochy, of ech 2

drams. 1585 LLOYD Treas. Health D iii, Aristologye car^-ed

upon a man cureth hym. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 226 All

the sort of these Aristolochies yeeld an aromaticall odour.

1607 TOPSELL I'onr-J. Beasts z6g Aristoloch, otherwise called

round Hartwort. Serpents 775 Long Aristolochie or
Hartwort. 17*5 BRADLEY Patn. Dict. t Aristolochy .. is

proper to bring away Women's After-burden in their Lying-
in. 1854 BADHAM Halieut. 21 Pliny records that all aristo-

lochias yield an aromatic smell.

Aristological (*Tittfl(rd^ikal), a.
[f. as

next + -iCAL.J Of or pertaining to aristology.
1873 M. COLLINS Sq. Silchester's \. xv. 192 Inhibited..

from aristological observations, or he would here describe a

good Devonshire dinner.

Aristologist (ceristfrlfidgist). [f.
next + -IST.]

One skilled in aristology.
1835 T. WALKER Original No. 13, I call the art of dining

Aristology, and those who study it, Aristologists. 1864
(title) Cookery for the Many. By an Australian Aristologist.

AristO'logy. [f-
Gr. aptaro-v breakfast, lunch-

eon + -\oyia discourse : see -
LOGY.] The art or

' science* of dining.
1835 [see prec.] 1879 M. COLLINS Pen Sketches 1.235 The

Romans . . defied all the rules of aristology by their abomin-
able excesses.

Aristotelean (seTist^Ulran), a. and sb. [f.

L. Aristotele-uSi Gr. 'Apiaror cAct-o? -t- -AN] ;
also

Aristotelian (aeTistotrlian). [f.
L. Aristotel-

es, Gr. 'Ap(ffTOTtA^s-T--iAN: cf. Christian^ (The
latter more common ) A. adj. Of or pertaining
to Aristotle, the famous Greek philosopher, or to

his system. B. sb. One who follows, or is skilled

in, the philosophy of Aristotle. Hence Aris-

tote'lianism, the philosophic system or any doc-

trine of Aristotle. Similarly : Aristotelic (ce:ris-

ttfte-lik), a. [Gr. 'A/>i(TTOTeAi-us] and fAristc-
te lical a. = Aristotelian. Aristo'telism and

t Aristote'lity (rare ')
=^ Aristotelianism. Aris-

to'telize v., to lean towards or teach the system of

Aristotle.

1607 TOPSELL Serpents 653 What sense I should give to

that *
Aristotelean Proverb, 1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth

III. 15 Those of the Jews that were *Aristoteleans. 1840
CARLYLE Heroes (18581 249 School-divinity, *_Aristotelean
logic. 1581 CHARKE in Confer, iv. (15841 Ccijb, Hermo-
genes . . saying as an y

Aristotelian Philosopher, yl God made
al things of matcria frima. 1674 M . SANDYS Essays 210 (T/J

The *Aristotelians were of opinion, that superfluity of riches

might cause a tumult in a commonwealth. 1724 WATTS Logic
i. vi. 9 ^Aristotelian fooleries and scholastic subtilties.

1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. \. (1873! 171 We respect in

Goethe the *Anstotelian poet. '7*7 51 CHAMBERS Cvc/.,

"Aristotelianism, the reigning system of many ages. 1610
HEALEY I'iveson St. Aug. CityofGod(\()2Q 417 Hee ISaint

Thomas] is too *Aristotelique. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON
Metaph. vii. (1859) I. 116 The *Aristotelic philosophy was
. . during the middle ages, the one exclusive philosophy in

Europe. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 53 Tne whole *Aris-

totelical System of Philosophy. 1845 J. H. NEWMAN Ess.

Developm. 451 Th theology of St. Thomas.. is built on
that very *Aristotelism which the early Fathers denounce
as the source of all misbelief. 1651 HOBBKS Lmitith. iv.
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xlvi. 370 That study is not properly Philosophy, but *Ar!s-

totelity. 1842 SIR W. HAMILTON in Reid's Wks. II. 765/2
The *Aristotelizing commentary of Proclus.

Aristulate (an-sti/to), ///. a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. arisfula, dim. of arista H- -ATE2.]
' Bear-

ing a diminutive awn.' Gray.

Arithmancy (ceTib,m?e:nsi). [contracted for

ARITHMUMANCY, but earlier.] Divination by num-
bers.

1577 HOUNSHED Descr. Brit. ix. 28/2 An old kind of arith-

mancie, fathered on Pythagoras, yet never invented by him.

1878 J. GRAY China II. xvii. 25 Other systems of telling
fortunes are in vogue, as for instance. . arithmancy.

Arithmairtical, a. [f. prec. : see -MANGY.]
Of or pertaining to arithmancy.
1569 J. SANFORD Agrippas I'an. Aries 62 That Alpha-

betarie, and Arithmantical diuinitie.

Arithmetic (arrjanftik), sb. Forms : 3 ars-

metike, 4 -metique, 4-5 -metyk, ars metrik(e,

4-6 arsmetrik(e, 5 -metryk(e, -metrique,
-matryk, arce metrik, 6 arsmetrycke, arse-

metricke
; 5 arisnietrik ;

6 arithmetryk, -me-

tricke, -metike, -metique, 6-7 arithmatick(e,
-matique, -meticke, 6-S -metick, 7 -metic.

[orig. a. OF. arismetiqitet ad. 1'r. and late L. aris-

inetica, for L. arithmetica, a. (Jr. 77 dpiOpTrnKT) (so.

T 'xr77) tne art of counting, f. dpt0pe-fiv to number,
count, reckon, f. dpi&fios number. Erroneously
referred in ME. to L. ars metrica '

art of measure,
1

and made into arsmetrikc, the common form from

i4th to i6th c., which was gradually corrected,

through arisnietrik in Caxton, arithmetricke in

Sir T. More, to arithmetykc in Kecorde 1543. In

i6th c. it was also sometimes conformed in ending
to mathematick, and to geometry, see AKSMETRY.J
1. The science of numbers; the art of computa-

tion by figures.
t 1250 Gen.ff E.v. 792 Egipte clerkes .. hem lerede, wit-

terlike, Astronomic and arsmettke. c 1305 Sf. Kdtnnnd
E. K. /*. (1862) 77 Arsmetrike is a lore : bat of rigours al is,

c 1386 CHAUCKR A'rtfs. T. 1040 That geometry or arsmctrike
can [T. r. Ars Metrikie, arsmctrik, arce metrik J. c 1400 t>7'.

Alyst. 189 Also of augrym and of asmatryk. 1477 EARL
RIVLRS (Caxton) Dictes 103 Ansmetrik & astrologie. 1494
FABVAN vn. 604 The .vii, artes or scyenceslyberall . . gram-
mer, logyke, rethoryke, musyke, arsmetryke, gemetry, and

astronomye. 1528 MORE I/frcsyes i. Wks. ni/i Anthme-
tricke meete for marchauntes. 1530 RASTELL Pufgat, n,

xix, Methematycall scyens as geometrye, arithmetryk.
1543 RKCORDE Gr. Arts 6 Bothe names are corruptly writen ;

Arsmetrike for Arithmetyke, its the Grekes call it, and Aw-
grym for Algorisms, as Arabyans sounde it. 1589 J\isq/tifs
Ret. B iij, [It] multiplies . . by Arithmaticke, it makes a thou-

sand of one. 1596 N ASHE Saffron II 'aldcn 52 These roguish
Arsmetrique gibbets or flesh-hookes, and cyphers or round
oos. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i, i. ii. 16 Arithmetic. .i.s sup-

posed to have been first invented by the Phenicians. 1750
HARRIS Hermes (1841) 202 Arithmetic is excellent for the

gauging of liquors. 1850 CAKLYLE Lattt-r-d. Pamphl. vi.

1 1872) 200 Is Arithmetic, a thing more fixed by the Kternal,
than the laws of justice.

2. Arithmetical knowledge, computation, reckon-

ing.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. i. 245 But now 'tis oddes beyond
Arithmetick. 1712 ADDISON Spcct. No. 549 P i Such innu-

merable articles, that I want arithmetic to cast them up.

1807 WORDSW. Sonn. Liberty i. xxiv, What if our numbers
barely could defy The arithmetic of babes.

3. A treatise on computation.
1623 J. JOHNSON (title] Arithmetick. 1711 ADDISON Spect.

No. 92, 5, I would advise all young wives to make them-
selves Mistresses of Wingate's arithmetick.

J- Aritluue"tic(k, a. and sb. Obs. [a. F. arith~

mttiqiie, or ad. L. arithmetics : see next.]
A. adj.

= ARITHMETICAL.

1673 MORLAND (title) Description and Use of two Arith-

metic Instruments. 1767 HORSLEV in Phil. Trans. LVII.

399 The semi-circle being a mean arithmetic between AC
and ABC.

B. sb. [Cf. It. arithmctico^ An arithmetician.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 178 The cabalistical rabbins, the

Greek arithine ticks.

Arithmetical (sertyme'tikal), a. (and sb.} [f.

L. arithmetic-its, a. Gr. api&fiTjTtrc-us numeric (see

ARITHMETIC) + -AL.]

A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or connected with,
arithmetic ; according to the rules of arithmetic.

Arithmetical mean, progression, proportion : see

quot.
1543 RECORDE Gr. Arts (1646) 299 The reasons of works

Arithmetical!. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. i. xiii. 39 Arith-
meticall Progression .. is that which proceedeth by like

difference of quantity, as thus; 3, 5, 7, 9, n, 13. 1660 K.

COKE Justice Vind. 23 As 3. 4. 5. 6. are in Arithmetical pro-

portion, for they increase equally ; and 3. added to 6. is

equal to 4. added to . 1798 HUTTON Course Math. (18101
I. 114 To find an Arithmetical Mean . . Add the two given
extremes or terms together, and take half iheir sum. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. xix. 327 In the face of arithme-
tical demonstration.

B. as sb. A number in an arithmetical progres-
sion.

1798 HUTTON Course Math. (1827) I. 123 The sum of the
extremes is equal to double the mean, which is the property
of arithmeticals.

Arithmetically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]
In

arithmetical manner, according to arithmetic
; by

ARK.

numerical calculation. Arithmetically propor*
tional: standing in arithmetical proportion.
[1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. in Ashm. 1652, v. 60 Joyne them

together also Arithmetically.] 1571 DIGGES Geom. Pract.
n. xxiv. P iij, Arithmetically to attayne the quantitie of this

longer portion, ye shall thus worke. 1656 tr. Hobbes.'
Elcm. Philos. 11839) J 47 Four magnitudes arithmetically
proportional. 1865 CARLYLK Fredk. Gt. VI. xv. vii. 33 The
regiments are . . complete, arithmetically and otherwise.

Arithmetician (ari^mai-Jan, a; rib-). Also
6 -trician, 7 -titian. [a. F. arithmeticien (i$th c.

in Littre), f. L. arithmetica : see ARITHMETIC and

-ICIA.V] One who works out arithmetical prob-
lems

;
a proficient in the science of numbers.

1557 RECORDE M'hetstone Lij, To proue the cunnyng of a

braggyng Arithmetician. 1571 DICGES Geom. Pract. iv.

xxii. Dd ijb, The skilfull Arithmetrician. 1608 T. JAMES
Appl. Wickliffe 74 You may know them to bee cunning
Arithinetitians. 1792 A. VOING Trav. France 464 Useful
data for political arithmeticians. 1869 Li; SHOCK Preh. Times
xiv. 502 They are such bad arithmeticians that the enu-
meration of ten is a labour . . with many of them.

Arithmeticize ^serijrme-tisaizS v. rare. [f.

L. arithmefic-us + -HE.] To treat arithmetically.
1878.'!'. SINCLAIR Miinnt 241 Let men reverence poetry;

and . . they will not set themselves to arithmeticise it.

Arrtiimetize, v. Obs. [f. ARITHMETIC*
-IZE.] To work sums in arithmetic, to cipher.
a 1658 CLEVELAND -Publ. Faith 33 But now the Cub can

count, arithmatizfti

Ari'thmic. rare, [f Or. dpi0/j-c? number + -ic.]

The principle of numbers
;
arithmetic.

1879 K. ARNOLD Lt. Asia v. 132 The fixed arithmic of the

universe, Which meteth good fur good and ill for ill. Ibid,

vi. 167 Uy sure arithmic.

Arithmo'cracy. nome-wd.
[f.

Or. dpt^d-j
number + -Kparia rule : see -CUACY.] A form of

government in which the power is vested in the

simply numerical majority.
1850 KlNCSLEY Alt. Locke Pref. 11879' n6 A '

democracy
'

of mere numbers is no democracy, but a mere brute 'arith-

mocracy.'

Arithmocra tic, a. nonce-ivd. [f. as prec.
after Gr. adjs. in -xpartKoy : cf. aristocratic.'] Of
the nature of an arithmocracy.
1850 KINGSLF.Y Alt. Locke Pref. (1879^ 100 American De-

mocracy, being merely anthmocratic.

Arithmogram [&ri');m0grBetn), [f. Gr. dptQ-

/*o-s number + ypd^^a a thing written : see -GUAM.]
A number expressed by the letters of a word,

name, or phrase, e.g. the number 666 made up by
the Greek letters of the word AaretVoj (for hc.rtr< >' .

1869 Li>. STRANCFORD Select. II. 301 My efforts to work it

[Dr. (,'uniming's iiuinej out honestly as an arithmognim.

Arithmography (serijjm^grafi), [f.
as prec.

+ -ypa<f>ia writing : see -GKAPHY. Cf. Fr. arithmo-

grafhie^\ Representation of a number by letters.

1869 LD. STRANGFOKD Select, II. 301 Who has successfully
solved a great problem in theology and arithrnography.

Arithinological (ari'JJmtflfrd^ikal), [f.
as

prec. + Gr. -\oyiKus discoursing of+-.\Ll.] Per-

taining to the scientific treatment of numbers.
1882 Mature XXVII. 193 The ariihtnological papers are

numerous.

ArithmO'logy. lObs.
[f.

as prec. + Gr. -\oyia:
see -LOGY, Cf. tr. arithinologic^\ A treatise on

numbers, or statement bearing upon them.

1572 L. LLOYD Pilgr. Princes (1607) 104 b, A few Arithmo-

logies which Salomon the wise, and Jhcsus the sonne of
i Syrach . . have amongst their chiefe writinges noted.

;

arithmomantia, f. Gr. d,pt0fios number + -pavrtia

j

divination. Cf. Fr. arithmomancie.'] Divination
1

by numbers ; arithmancy.
i6ai BURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. iv, Fulks Arithmomantia

and tTie rest of those curious games. 1660 STANLEY Hist
Philos. 384/2 Upon the near affinity which Pythagoras..
conceived to be betwixt the gods and numbers, he collected

a kind of Arithmomanty.
Arithmometer (aeriJnn^mAw). [a. F. arith-

momttre, f. as prec. + Gr. -ptrpov : see -METER.] An
,
instrument for working out arithmetical problems.
1876 in S. Kens. Set. Catal. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat.

|

Pkil. 1. 1. 401 Calculating Machines . . up to the Arithmo-
meter of Thomas of Colmar [in 1862].

I A'ritude. Obs. [ad. L. aritftdo, f. arcrc to

be dry.]
= ARIDITY. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

-arium, suffix of sbs., a. L. -ariutn '

thing con-

nected with or employed in, place for,' orig, neuter

of adjs. in -ariits. Of this the regular adapted
form in Eng. is -ary : see -ABY J

, but the unchanged
L. form is used with a few terms of classical and

, ecclesiastical antiquities, or of learned use, as

! caldarium, frigidarium, sacrariiim, honorarium,

herbarium, the last of which, being in general

use, has probably popularized the use of vivarium
and aqitarium.
Arive, obs. form of ARRIVE.

Ark (aik), sb. Forms: 1-4 arc, 1-2 earc, i

: sere, ere, erk, ark, 2 eark, 3 (Orm.) arrke, 3-7
1

ark(e, 7 arcke, 4- ark. [Common Teutonic:

with OE. arc (earc, art:, trc, erk\ ace. arce, cf.

, OFris. erke, OHG. archa, mod.G. arche, ON.



ARK.

brk (gen. arkar\ Sw., Da. ark, Goth, and OTeut.

arka, prob. a. L. area chest, box, coffer
;
whence

OF. arche, also adopted in senses 2, 3, alongside
of the native word : see ARCHE.]
1. A chest, box, coffer, close basket, or similar

receptacle ; esp. a. in north, dial, a large wooden
bin or hutch for storing meal, bread, fruit, etc.

a 1000 Riddles (Gr.) Ixii. 2 Oft mec faeste bileac freolicu

meowle ides on earce. c 1200 ORMIN- 18823 Patt arrke f>att iss

wrohht off tre. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 136 To J>e ordre of
Cisteans he gaf two bousand mark . . to lay vp in arke. 1535
COVERDALE Ex. ii. 3 She toke an Arke of redes [WvcuK, a
ionketofresshen ; I388aleepofsegge0rseggis]. 16x1 //.,
An arke of bul-rushes. 1648 HERRICK Hesper. Wks. (Gros.)
II. 9 They With Wicker Arks did come To kiss and beare

away The richer Couslips home. 1845 PETRIE Eccl. Archit.
Irel. 203 The relics of St. Ronan . . were put into an ark or
shrine.

a.
<--i45p

HENRYSON Mor. Fables 8 The cheese in Arke,
and meill in Kist. 1557 / anc. fi'i/tsi. (1857172 Ij gret arke
standinge in the nursane. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-T. Misc.(ij^\
II.iSi My bairn has tocher ofher awin, An ark, an ambry, and
a ladle. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 42 And from
the ark at last did take Meal forth for porridge and for cake.

b.^Sg-.
'

Casket, treasury.'
c 1200 ORMIN 8971 Ure Iaffdi3 Marje .. Ie33de itt all .. Inn

hire Jjohhtess arrke.

2. spec, \njew. Hist. The wooden coffer contain-

ing the tables of the law, kept in the Holiest
Place of the Tabernacle. Also called Ark of the

Covenant, Ark of Testimony. See also ARC-HE.
c 835 / 'esp. Ps. cxxxi. 8 Du & ere xehalgunge Sinre. c 1000

Ags. Ps. ibid., pu earce eart eall-haligra. a 1300 E. E.
Psalter ibid., J?ou,

and arke of bi halinesse. 1382 WYCLIF
i Sam. vi. n Thei putten the arlce of God upon the wayn.
1667 MILTON /'. L. XM. 251 Therein An Ark, and in the Ark
his Testimony. 1853 MAU RICE /V^/A.i^ AV$-fi.4Theark,the
symbol of the people's unity, was captured by the Philistines.

b. _/$., as in phrases, To touch or lay hands on the

ark : to interfere with, treat irreverently, what is

held to be sacred ; (in reference to 2 Sam. vi. 6.)

1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. i. 11851) 100 The living arke of the

holy Ghost. 1842 H. ROGERS Introd. Burke' s U'ks. 83 Lay-
ing irreverent hands on the ark of the constitution. 1868
M. PATTISON A cadem. Org. 1.7 The House of Commons
only touched the ark of our property with half a heart.

3. The large covered floating vessel in which
Noah was saved at the Delude ; hence /Sg

1

. a place
of refuge. (In 13-14^ c. commonly ARCHE.)
r95o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xxiv, 38 Inneode in ajrce Noe

\Rns!m<. arks, Ags. & Hatt. earce]. c 1175 Cott. Horn. 225
Were \_MS, wrec] he nu an arc. c 1200 ORMIN 14542 Drihhtin
badd Noe gan till & wirrkenn himm an arrke. 1382
WVCLIF Gen. vi. 14 Make to thee an ark \i>. r. schip] of

planed trees. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. iv. 36 There is sure
another flood toward, and these couples are camming to the

Arke. 1679 Establ. Test. 46 No safety . . out of the Ark of
|

their Church. 1807 CHABUE Par. Reg. in. 876 How spake I

the Serpent, and where stopped the Ark. 1863 13 Feb.i
BRIGHT America, Sp. 11876) 116 The United States has been
. . an ark of refuge to the people of Europe.
4. transf. A ship, boat, or similar floating vessel ;

spec, in U.S., a large flat-bottomed boat formerly
used on rivers for the transport of produce.
1475 CAXTON "Jason 67 b, That thou go into pyrre for to

make an arke. 1640 YORKK Union Hon., Battels 64 Skilfull

navigators, whereof the Admirall in the Arke royall was
chiefe. a 1813 A. WILSON Foresters Poet. Wks. 244 Huge
loaded arks rush down the boiling tide. 1822 J. FLINT Lett

fr. Amer. 125 The beach is lined with keel boats, large arks
for carrying produce, family boats. 1823 BYRON Island \.

viii, Commits him to his fragile ark.

t 5. An enclosure for catching or confining fish.

Obs. [So arche in Ger. dialects
;
and cf. G. and

F. arche a coffer-dam.]
1883 Athenaeum 2 June 695/3 That Edinburgh had an eel-

ark of its own at the ea-U end of the North Loch.

6. Comb, and Attrib., as ark-born, ark-ship. Also

t ark-wold, the wooden sides or beams of the ark
;

ark-full, an assemblage as numerous and diverse

as that which Noah's ark contained
; ark-net, a

kind of fish-trap (cf. eel-ark in 5) ; ark-shell, a

species of bivalve mollusc.

1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. II. 435 (Jon.^The ark-born
deity,

Dionusus. 1613 Decree in L,aiu Rep. Com. PI. V. 714 To
place ark-nets and other engines in the said river. 1.854
WOODWARD Man. Mollnsca n. 268 The Ark-shells of the

ark of safety, c 1*50 Gen, 4- Ex. 576 Quan he [Noah] dede
him in 5e arche-wold.

t Ark, v. Obs. [f. prec.] To shut up in an ark.

Hence Arked///. a.

1586 WARNEH Alb. Eng. i. i, Arked Noah, and seauen with
him. a 1644 QUAKLES Judgcm. $ Mercy (18811 I. 128 Ark
it up like Israel's manna. 1652 BENLOWES Theoph. v. 63
From flood of Tears may an Arkt Dove try . . to descry That
land unknown to Nature, Vast Eternitie.

Ark, obs. form of ABC, ARCH.
Arkansite. Min. A variety of BROOKITE.

Arkawngell, obs. form of ARCHANGEL.
Arkite (a-ikait), a. and sb. [f.

ARK + -ITE.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Noah's ark. B. sb.

An inmate of the ark.

1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. II. 329 A repository, where the
Arkite rites and history were preserved. 1804 Edin. Rev.
III. 429 The Arkites, a dignified and appropriate name for

the family of Noah. 1867 M. ARNOLD Celtic Lit. yt
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Bryant . . found in Greek mythology what he called an
arkite idolatry, pointing to Noah's deluge and the ark,

Arkless (auklesj, a.
[f.

ARK sb. + -LESS.]
1819 BYRON Proph. Dante i. 24 The arkless dove.

Arkose (aik^s). Geol. A sandstone containing
grains of felspar and quartz, found in the Vosges.
1839 MURCHISON Silnr. Syst. i. xxix. 375 The * arkose' of

central France. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks xiv. 280 Amongst
the carboniferous and triassic rocks ofsome countries a sand-
stone occurs to which the name Arkose is given.

Arksutite (aukswtait). Min. [f. (1866) Ark-
silt fiord in Greenland, where found + -ITE.] A
white, vitreous fluoride of lime, soda, and alumina.
1868 DANA Min. 128.

Arle (aal), v. north, [f. ARLES. Cf. Fr. arrher]
To give earnest-money to or for.

1609 SKENE (JAM.* All gudes, quhilkis ar forestalled, coft,
or arled be forestalled. 1663 BLAIR Autobiog. iv. (1848) 66,
I arled you with a sixpence which yet you have.

Arled,///. a. Obs. [Matzner suggests for arm/.]
1 Speckled.
11250 Gen. fy Ex. 1724 Sep or got, hafwed, arled, or grei.

Aries i,ailz). north, dial. Also 3-7 erles. [Ap-
parently a. OK. *erle, *arle:\J. *arrhula dim. of

AKKHA. Cf. also OF. erres, arres, mod. arrhes :

L. arrha. Historically a plural, but sometimes
used as sing. ; the formal sing, arle is hardly in use.]
1. Money given in confirmation of a bargain ;

esp. that given, when a servant is hired, in con-

firmation of the engagement ; earnest-money.
1540 Act *Jas. V. (JAM.) Gif ony maner of persoun gefis

arlis or money on ony maner of fi.sche. 1652 MS. Grass-
wan's Bk. at Durham (Raine), Spent when we hired the

hird, is. Given him in arles, 6</. 1674 Ch. Accts. Bedling-
Ton Northld., Given the smith in arles for the bell, is. 1691
BLOUHT Laiv Dict.^ A rgentttm Dei . . Money given in Ear-
nest of a Bargain : In Lincolnshire called Erles, or Aries.

1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xxiii. 166 Ye gaeme nae arles, indeed.

^.fig- An earnest, a foretaste.

c iazo Halt Mtid, 7 As on erles of \>e eche mede Jat schal
cume (?[e]rafter. c 14x5 WVNTOUN Cron. vm. xxvii. 21 (JAM.)
This was hot erlys for to tell Of infortune, that eftyr fell.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xi. Prol. 160 Wyth grace in erlis of

glore.

3. Aries-penny is used in the prec. senses.

1590 BRUCE Serin. Sacra.ni. SJj a/2 ijAM.) The heart gets a
taist of the swetnes . . quhilk taist is the only arlU-penny of
that full and perfite joy. 1794 BURNS My Tocher's^ etc.

Wks. IV. 309 Your proffer o' luve's an airle-penny.

Arlice, -liche, -ly, obs. forms of EARLY.
t A'rling. Obs. [OE. corftling

'

agricola,' f.

wSe earth. Cf. *
clod-bird,' and 'fallow-smiter.']

A species of bird
;
the Wheatear.

c iooQJF.\.YRicG/0ss. in Wright I'oc. 29/2 Tanticns,xr&}[ng.
Ibid. 281/1 Cxcuzata, irj>ling .. Birbiccariolm, ir^Ung.
a 1 100 Ibid. 63/1 Birbicaliolns, eorSl i ng. 1544 Tu R N FR
Avium Hist, 44 Kvaroc, Cacntleo, a clotburd, a smatche,
an arlyng, a steinchek. 1580 BARET Alv. A 544 Arling, a

byrde that appeareth not in winter: a clotbyrde: a smatch.

1655 MOUI-FKT & BENX. Health's Impr. 11746) 185 The ..

Arling is as big almost as a Thrush, feeding chiefly upon
Cherries. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Arlyng . . a name
by which the common cenanthe is called,

Arlotrie, obs. form of HARLOTRY.

Arloup, obs. form of ORLOP (deck).
Arm (aim), ski Forms: i- arm, 1-3 (WS.)
earm, 2-3 erm, (eorm), 3 eerm, {Orm.} arrm,
arum, 4-7 arme. [Common Teutonic: cf. OS.

arm, OFris. arm
t ertn, OHG. aratn, arm, ON.

army, Goth, arms : OTent. *armoz, cogn. w. L.

armiis shoulder ; cf. Gr. dp/ios joint, Skr. irmas, f.

Aryan root ar- to fit, join.]
I. The limb.

1. The upper limb of the human body, from the

shoulder to the hand
;
the part from the elbow to

the hand being the fore-arm.
c 950 Lindisf.Gosp. Luke ii. 28 Heonfenghimonarmumhis.

1123 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) Se kyng . . alehte hine be-

twux his earmes. (1200 ORMIN 7616 [He] himm toe bi-

twenenn arrmess. 1205 LAV. 28035 Pa* m ' r'^* erm to-brac.

Ibid. 2233 He heo mid armen i-nom. c 12*0 Ureisun in Cott.
Horn. 213 Mi leofmonnes luft erm halt up min heaued.
a 1300 Hai'elok 2408 Smot him boru be riht arum. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 241 Hondes and armes of a longe
lengthe. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofAmies i. ix, Heue vp his

armes for to smyte edgelyng. 1611 SHAKS. Cytttb. n. iv. 101

She stript it from her Arme. 1785 COWPER Task iv. 222 The
basket dangling on her arm. 1802 PALEY.M?/. Theol. viii.

(1827) 455 The fore-arm . . consists of two bones lying along-
side each other, but touching only towards the ends.

b. as a measure of length.
1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie n, 86 Popiniayes . . exceedinge

in lengthe an arme and an halfe.

2. phr. a. Arm-in-arm (improperly arm-and-

arm): said of two persons, when one interlinks his

arm with the other's, that they may walk close to-

gether ; hence fig. in close communion. (So hu-

morously arm-in-armly.} To give or offer one's

arm (to} : to allow or invite a person to walk arm-

in-arm with one, or lean on one's arm. To take

the arm is to accept this invitation. A child or

infant in arms : one that cannot yet walk, and
has to be carried. With open arms : with eager
welcome. (

His arms / an obsolete oath.

c 1374 CHAUCER TroyIns \\. 1067 They wenten arme in arme

yfere Into the gardyn. a 1553 UDALL RoisterD. n. i, Then,

ABM.
his armes and woundes ! I woulde not haue slacked for ten
thousand poundes. Ibid. in. iii, Armes ! what dost thou?
1591 HARINGTON Ariosto's Orl. Fur. XLVI. xxxv, Don Leon
arm in arm Rogtro led. a 1600 HOOKER Sertn. \. III. 590
Continually to walk arm in arm with angels. 1735 POPE
Prol. Sat. 142 With open arm receiv'd one Poet more. 1743
H. WALPOLE Lett, to H. Mann 67 I. 246 A clerk who had
observed them go out together so arm-in-armly. 1781 COW-
PER Charity 314 Philosophy . . Walks arm in arm with Na-
ture all his way. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. II. n. iv. iii. 10 A
thickset Individual . . arm-and-arm with some servant. 1862
Sat. Rev. 633 Brummel . . replied,

'

I did my best for the
young man ; I gave him my arm down St. James' Street.'
Mod. She took the proffered arm. Children in arms free.

b. At arm's end (obs.), at arm's length : as far

out or away from one as one can reach with the
arm

; hence, away from close contact or familiarity,
at a distance ; spec, in Law, without fiduciary re-

lations, as those of trustee or solicitor to a client.

To work at arm's length : awkwardly or disadvan-

tageously. Within arm (or arm's} reach : so as to

be reached by a movement of the arm only. To
make a long afm (colloq.) : to reach out the arm
a long way after something. As longas one's arm :

colloq. for '

very long.*
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (J.) Such a one as can keep him at

arms end, need never wish for a better companion, a 1652
BHOME Crt. Beggar \. i, A man May come within his arme-
reach of his money In the Exchequer. 1655 GUKNALL CHr.
in Arm. xiv. (1669) 108/1 The Moabites could not give Israel
the fall at arms-length. 1669 PENS No Cross xiii. 18 Live
loose to the World, have it at Arm's-End. a 1704 T. BROWN
Praise Pov. Wks. 1730 I. 96 No Penelopes . to keep impor-
tunate suitors at arms-end. 1714 SWIFT Pres. State A$. Wks.
1755 II. i. 220 To stand at arm's length with her majesty.
1856 KANE A ret. Exp. II. vii 79 Wood . . piled within arm-
reach. 1858 Ln. ST. LEONARDS Handy-bk. Prop. La-.v vi.

35 Unless there is perfect fair-dealing, and the dealing is, as
it is termed, at arm's-length, it would not be allowed to
stand. 1879 T. LEWIN Trusts (ed. 7) 441 The parties must
be put so much at arm's length that they stand in the
adverse relations of vendor and purchaser. 1884 Daily
Neivs 26 Jan. 6/2 Monkeys . . making long arms, .for stray
buans or sweetmeats.

3-Jig. a. Might, power, authority. Secular arm'.
the authority of a secular or temporal, as dis-

tinguished from an ecclesiastical, tribunal.

^950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xii. 18 Arm drihtnes huaem is

ajdeaued \_Ruskiv. eorm], 1382 WYCLIF ibid., To whom is

the arm of the Lord schewid ? 1535 COVERDALE Ezra iv. 23
And forbad them with the arme and auctorite. 1611 BIBLE
Ezek. xxx. 21, I haue broken the arme of Pharaoh. 1782
PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. ix. 145 The relapsed [are] de-
livered to the secular arm. 1831 BREWSTER Ne^vton (1855)
II. xviii. 186 No period of his life can be named when his

intellectual arm was shortened.

b. That on which one relies for support or assist-

ance; a prop, support, stay. Right arm: main

stay, chief executive agent.
1382 WYCLIF Jer. xvii. 5 Cursid the man that trosthh in

man, and putteth flesh his arm. 1535 COVERDALE ibid., That
taketh flesh for his arme. 1859 TENNYSON Gitinev. 426
Sir Lancelot, my right arm, The mightiest ofmy knights.
c. in fig. expressions that attribute arms (in various

relations) to things that have none.

'597 J- PAYNE Royal Exch. 7 He reserved neither legg
nor arme of that lyvinge to hym self. ? 1700 Sir Patrick

S/>t'ns, I saw the new moon, late yestreen, \W the auld moon
in her arm. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xxi. 18 Science reaches
forth her arms To feel from world to world. 1866 B. TAYLOR
Mariners 290 Cradled in the arms of the tide.

4. The fore limb of an animal: said, popularly,
of apes, bears, and other animals that rise on their

hind legs ; in scientific use, ofany of the mammalia.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 3 Apes . . have . . their

breasts and armes like men, but rougher. 1781 SMEI.LIE

Buffon$ Nat. Hist. (1785) V. 14 The bear . . has fleshy legs
and arms. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 90 The arm and the

thigh each present, among all the Mammalia, but one bone.

Ibid. % 330 In Birds . . the conformation of the arm and
fore-arqi differs little from that of the same parts in man.

b. Falconry. The leg of a hawk from the thigh
to the foot.

1575 TURBERV. Falconrie 8 This Eagle Royall . . hath not
hir armes or feete in any condition couered with plume as

the Vulture hath. 1678-1706 in PHILLIPS and in mod. Diets.

under ARM(S sb?

c. The flexible limbs or other appendages of in-

vertebrate animals
;

as the locomotive and pre-
hensile organs of cuttle-fish, the tentacula of the

hydro id polypes, the rays of star-fish, etc.

1822 BURROWES Cycl. IX. 786/2 The Cuttle- Fish . . besides

eight arms has two tentacula longer than the arms. 1867
CARPENTER Zool. 1043 In the Hydra, the arms

vary
in

number, being usually from six to ten. Ibid. 1044 When
in search of prey, the Hydra permits its arms to float loosely

through the water. 1870 N ICHOLSON Zool. xix. f i88oi 201 The
body [of Star-Fishes] . . consists of a central . .

'

disc* sur-

rounded by five or more lobes or 'arms.'

5. The part of dress covering an arm ; a sleeve.

a 1797 H. WALPOLE George If. (1847) III. i. 8 The right arm
lined with fur. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. vi, The Coat-

arm is stretched out.

II. Things resembling arms.

6. A narrower portion or part of anything project-

ing from the main body.
a. In arm of the sea, of ancient use, and quite

transferred, b. Also of the land (obs.\ a moun-
tain (fig.}.

-rEtFRED Oros. i. i. 28 On obre healfe Jwes ues
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earmes is Ibcrnia. 1538 LKI.ANO /tin. VII. 143 The Marsch
Land. .runnyngyntoaPoynt standcthasan Arme, Foreland,
or Nesse. 1598 HAKLUYT l-'oy. I. 65 The Great sea, out of

which the arme of S. George proceedeth. 17*4 DK FOE,
etc. Tour Gt. Brit. (176.)) III. 60 That Arm of the Sea
which is now called the Humber. c 1854 STANLEY Sinai %
Pal. Introd. 1,18581 53 The arms of the mountain closing
us in.

c. of a machine, or other object.

1833 BREWSTKR Nat. Magic v. no On a projecting arm . . I

fixed a broad collar. 1881 GRKENKR Gun 18 The powder-
chamber or arm of the bombard is of much smaller diameter.

7. One of the branches into which a main trunk-

divides, t a- spec, of a vine. Obs. b. fg. A main

branch or limb of any tree (usually with some*

thing of personification).
1398 TREVISA Bartk. DC P. R. xvn. cxvi,

' Palmes
'

is
prp-

pirly a bowe oj>er a spray of a vine, and . . spryngeb oute in

newe armes. 1580 LYLY "/^(Arb.) 473 They that feare

theyr Vines will make too sharpe wine, must not cutte the

armes. 1579 SPENSER SJieph. Cal. Feb. 104 A goodly Oake . .

With armes full strong. 1611 COTGR., Avantin, the arme,
or braunch of a vine. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. in. 514
Some ancient Oak, whose Arms extend In ample Breadth.

1863 LONGF. Pale. Federigo 5 A huge vine . . with its arms

outspread.
c. of a river, a nerve, or the like.

1330 R. BKUNNK Chron. 67 His flete alle pleyn In an arme
of Ouse vnder Ricalle lay. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 118 The
great riuer Tanais, which runneth into Moeotis with two
armes or branches. 1846 GROTK Greece xx. II. 490 The Pe-

lusian arm of the Nile. 1870 ROI.LESTON Amm. Life 132
An azygos nerve trunk . . which . . has two lateral arms.

8. One of two lateral (and generally horizontal)

parts, which answer to each other, like the two
arms of the body.
a. Naut. (a.} The parts of an anchor, at right

angles to its shank, which bear the flukes that grip
the bottom. (l>) The parts of the yard extending
on either side of the mast ; see YARD-ARM, (c.)

'The extremity of the bibbs which support the

tressel-trees' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867).
1665 PEPYS Diary 18 Sept., The yard-arms sticking in the

very rocks. 1706 PHILLIPS, Arm ofan Anchor, that part
of it to which the Flook is set.

b. of machines; as of a balance. In a lever:

The part or length from the fulcrum to the point
of application of the power or weight respectively.

(In levers of the second and third kind, the power
arm and weight arm are both on the same side.)

1659 LEAK Water-ivks. 17 The said Levers shalbe also

fitted to two arms or branches. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v. Crane, The middle and extremity of this [beam] are

again sustained by arms from the middle of the arbor. 1866
NEWTH Nat. Phil. (1873^ 34 It is convenient to describe the

perpendiculars drawn from the fulcrum to the directions of
the power and the weight as the power's arm and the weight's
arm respectively.

0. One of the two rails or projecting supports
at the sides of a chair, sofa, etc., on which the arms
of one who is using it may rest. See AKU-CHAIR.
1633 [See ARM-CHAIR]. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine 437 Two

dragons gilded, sloping down to make Arms for his chair.

1882 J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool xiv, The chairs a*nd sofas

having curved and arabesqued backs, legs, and arms.

III. Comb, and Altrib., as arm-cddre ( vein),

-glove, -linked, -sweef, -wrist. Also arm-bone,
the bone of the arm, the humerus ; ) arm-circle,

arm-coil, a bracelet, an armlet ; f arm-gaunt a.,

(meaning not certainly known) ?with gaunt limbs
;

t arm-great a., as large round as an arm
; f arm

labour, manual labour
; arm-piece, armour to

protect the arm ; farm-slasher, one who cuts his

arm to get blood with which to drink his mistress'

health ; farm-strong a., strong of arm. See

arm's-end, -length, arm-reach, under 2 b. Also

ARM-CHAIR, -HOLE, -PIT, ARMFUL, ARMLESS, q.v.
a 1639 Afsp. SPOTISWOOD Ch. $ St. Scot I. 1 1677) 5 The *Arm-

bone, three Fingers, and as many Toes of St. Andrew. 1851
RICHARDSON Geol. viii. 308 In the anterior extremities we
find an *arm-bone. 1381 WYCLIF Ecclns. xxi. 24 As an *arm-
cercle in the ri5t arm. 1866 LIVINGSTONK Jrnl. iii. 11873) 68
^Arm-coils of thick brass wire, c 1230 Ancr. R. 258 Hwon
heo beoS jleten blod on one *erm eddre. 1606 SHAKS. Ant.
# Cl. i. v. 48 Did mount an *Arme-gaunt Steede. 1816 SCOTT
Old t\fort. xi, Mounted upon his '"arm-gaunt charger. 1740
CTESS HARTFORD Corr. (1806) II. 127 Black velvet yarm-

gloves. c' 1386 CHAUCER Knts. 'J\ 1290 A wreth of gold
"arm-gret. c 1420 Fallad. on Hush. in. 412 An *arme greet
withi bough. 1677 YARRANTON KngL Imprw. 185 Will draw
more Wire in one day, than six men can , . by *arm labour.

1839 BAILF.Y Festns vi. (18481 53 A shadow not thine own
'armlinked with mine. 1844 MARG. FULLER \Voi. in igtk C.

(1862* 86 A golden helmet and ^arm-pieces. 16x1 COTGR.,
TailU'-bras^ A hackster, *arme-slasher. c 1000 ^LFRIC Gloss.

in Wright 43 Torosus, *earm-strang. 1589 GREENE 3fena~

phon (Arb.) 56 Alcides, the *arme-strong darling of the
doubled night. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 276 Like a

fly.. By queen Juno brushed aside, a Full white arm-

sweep, from the edge. 1656 HKYLIN fivo Jonm. 42 Hands
and arme-wrists free from scabs,

Arm, sl>2 Commonly in//. Arms (ajmz).
Forms : 3-7 armes (5 -is, -ys), 6- arms, 8-
arm. [a. F. armes, Pr. armas : L. arma (no sing.)

'arms, fittings, tackle, gear'; from root ar- to fit,

join. The sing, arm is late and rarely used.]
I. //. Defensive and offensive outfit for war,

things used in fighting.
VOL. I.

449

1. Defensive covering or appendages for the body;
armour, mail. Now QB\y pott,
1340 Ayenb. 165 f>e clobinge ne makeb na5t bane monek,

ne >e armes J?ane kny3t. 138* WYCI.IK Kpk. vi. n Clothe

5011 with the armer [T. r. armes] of ( lod. c 1400 Sowtionc
Baf>. 188 Armed in Stele In armes goode and profitable. 1593
SHAKS. Kick. //, in. ii. 114 Clap their female iolnts In stiflfe

vnwieldie Armes. 1718 POPE Iliad n. 200 Once more re-

fulgent shine in brazen arms. 1872 TKNNYSON Gareth 908
These arm'd him in blue arms.

2. Instruments of offence used in war; weapons.
Fire-arms : those for which gunpowder is used,

such as guns and pistols, as opposed to swords,

spears, or b&ivs. Small-arms : those not requiring

carriages, as opposed to artillery. Stand ofarms :

a complete set for one soldier.

a 1300 A'. Horn 516 pin armes he ha|> and scheld To
fijte

wi] upon be feld. 1383 WYCLIF John xviii. 3 He cam with

lanternis, and brondis, and armys. 1464 CAXTON Ordtv

Ckyv. viii, 61 b, He ought not to trust in his armes, ne in his

strengthe. 1650 T. II. Worcester's Apophth. 97 They were
come to search his house for Armes. 1710 Lima. Gaz.

mmmmdccviii/2 The remaining 12,500 Arms not already
contracted for. Ibid, mmninidccii/2 Powder, small Ball,

and small Arms. 1777 MARION in Harpers Mag, Sept.

(1883) 546/1 To parade with their side arms. 1794 TRUSLER

Eng. Synon. I. 37 By arms, we understand those instru-

ments of offence generally made use of in war; such as fire-

arms, swords, etc. By weapons, we more particularly mean
instruments of other kinds lexclusive of fire-arms}, made use

of as offensive on special occasions. 1870 Instr. Musketry ^
Each lesson in cleaning arms . . to occupy half an hour.

b. sing. A particular species of weapon ; (cf. a

"fine, a sugar, an asJi).

1861 SIR W. FAIRBAIRN Addr. Brit. Assoc., A rifled small

arm and gun which have never been surpassed. 1877 H orld

No. 178. ir An extraordinarily well-balanced arm, and highly
effective.

3. Man ofarms, later man-at-arms-, a. one prac-
tised in war, a warrior, soldier ;

b. a fully-armed

knight. j\fan-in-arms: an armed man.

1393 GOWEK Cotif. III. 2 He is a noble man of armes. 1489
CAXTON Faytes ofA. i. xi, The proprietes that men of armes

ought to haue. c 1590 MAK LOWE 2rf/V. Tamburl. m.i, I have
a hundred thousand men-in-arms. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. I-'/,

v. iv. 42 And make him, naked, foyle a man at Armes. 1598
BARKKT Theor. \Varres v. ii. 141 The Man at Armes is

armed complete. Ibid., Men at Armes are commonly men of

title and qualitie. 1611 BIBLK Transl. I'rcJ*? For the lone

that he bare unto peace . . iudged to be no man at armes.

1670 COTTON Espcrnon in. xi. 580 Worth the pains, or no-

tice of men of Arms. 1855 KINGSLEY Heroes
^

iv. 57 The
men-at-arms drew their swords and rushed on him.

4. In many phrases, a. To arms! (formerly

[OFr.] as armes! at arms!}', take to your arms, be

ready for fight ! b. In arms', armed, furnished with

weapons, sword in hand, prepared to fight ; as to

rise in arms (of a number) ; itp in arms, in active

readiness to fight, actively engaged in straggle or

rebellion; alsoy?^. c. To take up arms', to arm
oneself, rise in hostility defensive or offensive, to

draw the sword ; alsoyf^. To bear arms', to serve

as a soldier, do military service, fight. 7"o titrn

one's arms against: to make war upon, attack.

To lay dwvn arms : to surrender, cease hostilities,

give up the struggle.
a IMpR-BRUNNECArW*. 162 Richard/ has armes!

1

did crie.

< 1380 Sir Ferttnib. 2033
' Asarmes!' J>anne cride Rolond,

'

asarmes, euerechon ! c 1450 Merlin xxii. 406 And ronne to

armes moo than xxviisquyers, ci\*f* LONELICH Grail xiii.

231 Anon, 'As Arme/,
1

they gonnen to crie. 1470-85 MA-
LORY Arthur i. xi. (1634) 22 'Lords, at arms ! for here be

yourenemies at your hand." 1711 POPE Rape Lock v. 37 To
arms! to arms! the fierce Virago cries, 1842 MACAULAY
Horatiuf xx, To arms ! To arms ! Sir Consul.
b. 1503 HAWKS Examp, I'irtne vii, 97 Whan m armes . .

He all his ennemyes dyd abiecte. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii.

636 Heere comes Hector in Armes. 1593 2 Hen. \-'I
,
iv.

i. 93 Hating thee, and rising vp in armes. 1611 BIUI.K

1 Mace. xil. 27 Jonathan commaunded his men . . to be in

armes. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub Apol., All the men of wit . . were

immediately up in Arms. 18x0 SCOTT Lady ofL. in. xiv, In
arms the huts and hamlets rise. 1868 Digby's I'oy. Medif.
Pref. 32 As soon as the facts came to the knowledge of the

Admiralty . . Buckingham's Secretary was up in arms.
C. l97 R. Gl.ouc. 63 Alle bat armes bere A^en be kins.

c 1590 MARLOWE Massac. Paris in. i, The Guise hath taken
arms against the King. 1602 SHAKS. Hant. in. i. 59 To take
Armes against a Sea of troubles. 1769 ROBERTSON Charles i',

V. in. 329 Obliged to take arms in self-defence. Ibid. V. iv.

410 He turned his arms against Naples. 1795 SF.WKLI.
Hist. Quakers I. Pref. 7 For bearing arms and resisting the
wicked by fighting. 1831 BKKWSTKK Ne^vton (1855^ II. xiv.

2 Newton took up arms in his own cause. 1848 ST. JOHN
Fr, Rev. 245 Lay down your arms. 1872 YEATS Grcnvth
Contm. 180 Albuquerque turned his arms towards Ormuz.
5. Also in the mod. phrases: Under arms (of

troops); bearing arms
; standing or marching arms

in hand, in battle array ; so, to lie upon their arms.
Stand to your arms! i.e. in order of battle with
arms presented. For the various military words of

command, Order arms, Port arms, Present arms,
Shoulder arms, Slope arms. Trail arms, etc., see

the respective verbs.

i6Q7DRYDEN l-'irg.Ceorg. in. 537 Thus, under heavy Arms,
the \ outh of Rome Their long laborious Marches overcome.
17x0 Loud. Gaz. mmmmdccxv/2 Obliged to halt and lye
all Night on their Anns. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer.
(1783) 1 1. 265 In a moment the troops were under arms. 1847
GLF.IG Waterloo 275 The Anglo-Belgian army lay on its

arms in the field which its valour had won. Ibid. 108 No

ARM.

cry of ' Stand to your arms !' or other notices expressive of

danger near at hand, a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante $ Circ. (1874)
i. 8 The whole city got under arms,

II. Elliptical senses. (Only//, exc. in 9.)

0. The exercise or employment of arms
; fighting,

war, active hostilities. ~\ To bid arms (obs.): to

offer battle. To carry arms : to wage war. To

appeal to arms : see APPEAL v. 6 b.

c 1374 CHAUCER And, fy Arc. i Fiers god of* armes Mars
the rede, t 1590 MAKI.OWK znd Pt. Tamburl. 11. ii, An hun-
dred Kings, by scores, will bid him arms. 1662 DRVDKN
Astrxa Red. 4 Worser far Than arms, a sullen interval of

war. 1711 SIKKLK Sped. No. 2 F 3 It is a barbarous Way
to extend Dominion by Arms. 1720 OZELI, I'ertot's Rom.
Rep. I. iv. 236 Her Arms were earned abroad. 1780 HAKUIS
riiilol. Entj. 11841' 478 Success in arms. 1790 BKATSON
Nat 1

. $ Mil. Mem. I. 4 A cessation of arms having been

agreed on. 1847 GLEIG Waterloo 297 There shall be a sus-

pension of Arms.

7. The practice or profession of arms, service as

a soldier, the military profession.
( 1450 LONKI.ICH Grail Hi. 1077 Whanne to hannes that he

cam, He wax a worthy chevalrows man. 1475 CAXTON
Jason 78 b, He accorded . . and putte hym anone to armes.

1489 Faytes ofArines \. i, The right honorable offyce of

armes & of chyualrye. 1591 SHAKS. i Hot. I'/, n. i. 43
Since first I follow'd Armes. 1596 SPESSEK /'. Q, I. iv, i

Young knight, what euer that dost armes professe. 1814
SCOTT //'fir. vi, To take up the profession of arms,

8. Deeds or feats of arms. Now only pott. ;

deeds, feats, etc. being expressed in prose.
c 1384 CHAUCKK H'

. Fame 144, I wol now synge yif I kan
The Armes and also the man That first cam of Troy Contree.

1485 CAXTON Paris <y / ". (1868) 35 [They] made grete chyual-
ryes dyd grete armes. 1697 DfiVDEN sKneid \. i, Arms
and the man I sing, who, forced by fate, etc. [1711 An-
DISON Spect. No. 309 F 13 Contentions at the Race, and in

Feats of Arms.]
b. phr. A passage of {or at} arms : an exchange of

blows by armed opponents, an encounter ; alsoy?#.
a controversial bout. .-//; assault of (01 at} arms :

an attack made upon each other by two fencers,

etc., as an exercise or trial of skill
; and, in a wider

sense, a display of hand-to-hand military exercises.

See PASSA<;K, ASSAULT.
1824 TRI-:VELYAN in Alueaitlays Life I. iii. 136 His con-

nection with the Review was that passage of arms. 1857
HUGHES Tom Brown n. v. (18761 269 An account of his

passage-at-arms
with the only one of his school-fellows whom

he ever had to encounter in this manner.

9. sing, and //. Each kind of troops of which an

army is composed : the infantry, cavalry, artillery,

and engineers; originally, the two first. Of all

arms : of every description of troops. (So in Kr.1

1798 CRAIG in li'ellesley, Desp. (1877) 605 Abounding in

cavalry, and acting in a country the most favourable to that

arm. 1829 SOUTHKY Inscr. xxx. Wks. III. 142 Nor force of

either arm of war, nor art of skilled artillerist, 1842 Ai.isus

Hist, Kur. X. Ixvi. 69. 182 The supposition that the English
had no heavy artillery .. The English general had already
secured that vital arm. 1847 GLEIG Waterloo 101 They
numbered about 12,000 of all arms. 1879 In CaSSeWs Techn.
Etiuc. Ill, 267 The three so-called 'arms' of the service;
the infantry, the cavalry, and the artillery.

III. Transf. and fig. senses. (Usually//.)
10. in Law. (See quot.)
1641 Termes de la Ley 51 Arms, in the understanding of

the Law, is extended to any thing that a man, in his anger
or fury, takes into his hand to cast at, or strike another. [So
in BLOL-NT, TOMIJNS, etc.]

11. Instruments of defence or offence possessed

by animals
;
the AKMATUHE or ARMOUR of plants.

1711 AnuisoN.S'/cf/. No. 121 f 3 That great Variety of Arms
with which Nature has differently fortified the bodies of . .

Animals, such as Claws, Hoofs, and Horns.

12. Jig. (from 2) of things immaterial.

c\xy*Ancr. R. 60 Eien beo'd . . te ereste armes of lecheries

priccnes. 1340 Ayenb. 170 pe armes of penonce, huerby he

may ouercome his y-uo. 1616 BRKNT Coitnc. TVew/ (1629)

756 Which would bee as much as to put Armes into the

nands of the heretikes. 1646 SIK T. BROWNK Pseud. Ep. \.

iii. (1686) 7 Unable to wield the intellectual arms of reason.

1872 FHI-.KMAN Norm. Cong. IV. xvii. 90 And had himself

fought, perhaps with temporal, certainly with spiritual arm-;.

b. sing.
1762 GIBBON* Misc. Wks. (1814) V. 259 He employed every-

arm both of argument and pleasantry.

fc. (from i) collect, as sing. 'Armour.' Ohs.

1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm.
<J-

Warre iv. Angels 141 An
armes fitted on purpose.

13. (sing.} Protection, guard. [Perh. from ARM z',1]

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylusu. 1601 For I woll have no wite

To bring in prease, that nvyht done him harme, Or him

diseasen, for my better arme.

IV. Heraldic Arms.
14. Heraldic insignia or devices, borne originally
on the shields of fully armed knights or barons, to

distinguish them in battle (hence properly called

ARMORIAL bearings), which subsequently became

hereditary, and are the property of their families.

Also the 'similar ensigns of countries, corporations,

trading companies, etc.

CAXTON Faytes ofA rtnes iv. xv. 274 The lordes in a bataylle

myght be knowen by his armes. a 1553 UDALL Roister D,
in. iv, By the armes of Caleyg, it is none of myne. 1587
FLEMING Contn. Holinsked III. 369/2 The heralds of armes

dooing him such honour. l&QPafaiVf, Hatchet B iij, His



ARM.

armes shalbe set on his hearse, 1601 CORNWALLYES Ess. xxv,

They can find Titles as fast as Heralds devise Armes. 1611

GUILLIM Heraldry i. iii. 2 Armes are tokens or resemblances

signifying some act or quality of the bearer. 1655 FULLER
Ch. Hist. ii. iv. 40 I. 313 The ancient Armes were assigned
to Oxford about this time. 1787 PORNY Heraldry 243 Three
lions passant gardant . . the Royal Arms of England. 1794

TRUSLER?-. Syuon. II. 31 Heraldry is the science of arms.

1864 BOUTKLL Hist. Heraldry xiv. 136 The lawful holder of

Arms has in them a true estate in fee.

b. collective as sing.
1:1590 MARLOWE Etiiv. //, n. ii. 1035 What is thine arms?

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 68 This the reason why the

Romans gave such an arms.

15. Hence the phrases, In arms with : quartered
with, f To give arms (obs.) : to show or exhibit

armorial bearings. Also to bear arms ;
to grant or

assign arms. Coat ofarms : (see AKMOUR sb. 10.)

College of Arms : the Heralds' College, by which

armorial bearings are granted. Af

ing at Arms : a

Chief Herald.

1466 Test. Rbor. 11855*1!. 278 With all my doghtirs in armes
with thair husbandis apon my right syde, and with all my
sones and thair wifes in armes apon my left side, c 1590
MARLOWE -2nd Pt. Tambnrl. in. v, Now you are a King,
you must give arms. 1599 GREENE George a C,r. 11861) 259
We are gentlemen. Gco. Why, sir, So may I, sir, although
I give no arms. 1642 Br. MOUNTAGU Acts <$ Mon. 489 Ad-
vanced to the Title of a Lord or Baron; permitted to beare

Arms. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal 250 (/<*, A coate of

Arrnes cut in a pretious Sardonix stone, n 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Hist. Jos. V, Wks. 81 Lyon king of arms is directed

to him, to acquaint him with their proceedings. 1671 F.

PHILLIPS Ki'g: .Vecess. 468 Mr. William Dugdale, Norroy
King at Armes. 1808 SCOTT Marm. iv. vii, Sir David Linde-

say of the Mount, Lord Lion king-at-arms.

V. Comb, and Attrib. in sense I, as arms-bearing,
arm-chest, 'rack

;
in sense IV

',
as arms-painter.

1639 FULLER Holy War\. xix. 118401 274 Employ all their

arms-bearing people in their martial service. 1678 Brri.KR

Hud. in. i. 142 Upon their sharing In any prosperous arms-

bearing. 1827 Cent/. J/rti'-. XCVI I. n. 51 One Lilly an armes-

painter and pedigree maker. 1823 BYRON Island n. xx, As
when the arm-chest held its brighter trust. 1844 Regal. $
Ont. Army 337 To prevent the arm-racks being damaged.

t Arm, a. Obs. Forms: 1-3 arm(e, earm, 2

erm(e, 3 eerm, areme. [Common Teutonic :

cogn. w. OS. arm, OFris. erm, arm, OHG. ararn

(mod.G. arm'}, Goth, arms, ON. armr^\
1. Poor, needy.
, 1000 Ags. Gi>sp. Mark xii. 42 pa com an earm wuduwe.

c 1200 Moral Ode 227 Edi men and arme. 1205 LAV. 23941
Auere arkhe a;rmen (1250 neod-fol] mon, be e3 seal iwurSen.

2. Miserable, wretched.

1104(7. E. Chron. (.Laud MS.t Eall bis WJES. .Jwisarrne leode

mid to tregienne. ^1175 Lamb. How. 27 DrieS his erme
saule in ecne pine. 1205 LAY. 14893 Alre kinge si he aermest.

a 1250 Owl $ Night. 1160 Both sori and areme.

Arm (aim), z 1
.
1

[a. F. arme-r : L. armd-re, f.

amm : see ARM sb\
1. lit. To furnish with arms defensive or offensive.

In early use, chiefly, To cover (a man or horse) with

armour or mail ; now, To provide (a man, garrison,

stronghold, ship, etc.) with weapons.
1205 LAY. 15313 [He] lette ermi his ciuhtes. 1250 Ibid,

8655 Ac armede his cnihtes. ("1330 ArtA. % Merl. 5937 On
hors y-armed and well atired. t 1400 Destr. Troy vn. 3197

pai armyt horn at all peces, abill to werre. ,1420 A~'<nv.

Arth. xxiv, O_ucn thou art armut in thi gere, Take thi

schild and thi spere. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xiv. 14 He armed
[CovERDALE, harnessed] his trained seruants. 1716 Lond.
Gaz. mmmmmccccxc/2 Stores for Rigging and Arming
another Man of War. 1771 Jitniits Lett. lix. 308 The only
case in which the king can have a right to arm his subjects
in general. 1847 GI.EIG Waterloo 280 To arm the whole

population of the country, and fight to the last extremity.

b. in Falconry, etc.

1575 TURDERVILLE Ftilconrie 161 When he hath armed or

cased the hearons trpnke with a cane or reed. 1801 SIRUTT

Sports $ Past. in. vii. 250 The arming their [fighting cocks']
heels with sharp points of steel is a cruelty.

t c. To arm out (a ship) : to fit out with arms.

(Also intr. for
refl.

: sec 4.) Obs.

1670 MARVELL Corr. 152 Wks. 1875 II. 354 That he must
. . arme out fifty great ships the next Spring. 1687 Lond.
Gaz. mmccc/5 Three Gallies . . and several low Boats that

arm out in the Summer.
2. Hence, in many transferred and fig. uses

;
as :

To arm (a person) a. with requisite tools or ap-

pliances for any work ; b. with qualities, attributes,

offensive or defensive.

1340 Ayenb. 180 pet hauberk of penonce huermide God
armet> his newe knyjt. a 1586 Si UN-KY .SV. in Arb. Gamer
II. 170 Armed with beauty. 1611 SHAKS. Cytnb. i. vi. 19
Arme me, Audacitie, from head to foote ! 1647 WARD Simp.
Cobler 52 To arme your minde with patience of proofe. 1711
STEELE Spect. No. 113 F 4 She will arm herself with her real

Charms, and strike you with Admiration. 1860 TYNDALL
tilac. i. 12. 88 Each of us was., armed with his own axe.

c. (an animal) with natural organs of offence or

defence.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 30 Being armed with teeth

on both sides, like a saw. 1664 POWER E.vp. Pkilos, i. 2

Nature having armed him [the Flea] thus Cap-a-pe. 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. 121 P2 A Creature so armed for Battle

and Assault as the Lion. 1815 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1843)
I. 336 Three or four similar but smaller aculei arm the head.

d. (a thing) with appendages requisite or effective,

or with any preparation fitting it for work.

1534 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aitrel. (1546) Kk b, They
haue aredyed the my lie, and armed it with stones of en-

450

creace. 1653 WALTON Angler no First you must arm your
hook. 1689 MOYLK Sea Chyrurg. \\. v. 40 Dip your Dorcells

. . squeeze them, then arm them with your Restringent.

1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. xvi. 71 The points of my
forceps have not been sufficiently arm'd. '787 T. BEST

Angling 13 For setting on the hook, or more scientifically

speaking, arming it, use strong but small silk.

e. To prepare (for resistance, action, etc.).

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. \. i. 117 Arme your selfe To fit your
fancies to your Fathers Will. 1601 AlFs Well \. ii. n He
hath arm'd our answer, and Florence is deni'de before he
comes. [See ARMED 2.]

3. rcfl. (in prec. senses.)
c 1300 Beket 2230 This Hthere Knistes, armeden hem eft

sone. .1386 CHAUCER Sec, Nontu-s T. 385 Armith you in

armur of brightnes. 1480 CAXTON Faytes ofArmes in. xxii,

Neuermore shulde arme hym self aienst the Kingof France.

a 1602 PERKINS Cases Consc. (i6n> 291 To arme our selues

with patience.

f b. Of a horse, (see quot.) Obs.

("1580 BLUNDKVII. in Lit. Times (1863^ 14 Mar., He [the

horse] . . will arm hymselfe and run away. 1611 in COTGR.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.y.,
A horse is said to arm himself,

when he presses down his head, and bends his neck, so as

to rest the branches of the bridle upon his brisket.

4. /;///-. for ref.
To arm oneself, take up arms.

c 1400 Sewdfftu Bab. 491 Arise vp . . And armes anone, every
wight. 1509 SHAKS. Hen. I', n. iv. 49 Princes, looke you
strongly arme to meet him. 1605 Macb. v. v. 46 Arme,
arme, and out. 1779 BI:RKK Cnrr. 118441 11.303 It certainly
cannot be right to arm in support of a faction, though it is

mo'it laudable to arm in favour of our country. 185*
TENNYSON Penny-wise in Morn, C/iron. 24 Jan., Is this a

time to cry for peace, When we should shriek for rifles?

Arm, arm, arm !

f b. To set traps. Obs.

1574 HELLOWES Gueuaras Epist. 19 The pastime .. of

Arthabanus king of Hircans was to arme for rats, 1591
PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Arttiar, to arme, prepare, set a snare.

c. 70 arm against : to take defensive or pre-

cautionary measures against.

1727 SWII-T What passed in Lond. Wks. 1755 III. i. 187 A
pestilential malignancy in the air., which might be armed

against by proper and timely medicines.

5. trans. To plate (with anything) for strength ;

to furnish with any protective covering.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. Ux.{i49s) 175 The grystill

. . armyth the endes of the bones. 1627 SMITH Seamatt's

Gram, xiv. 67 To Arme a shot . . for feare of bursting the

Peece, which is to binde a little Okum in a little Canuasse
at the end of each Pike. x6oa Ibid. \\. xxxi. 150 The Cases

. . must be Armed about with strong Twine. 1697 DRVDEN
Virg, Ge.org. I. 220 First Ceres, .arm'd with Iron Shares the

crooked Plough. 1854 WOODWARD Man. Mollusca (1856) 29
The gizzard is armed with numerous small plates.

6. To furnish (a magnet) with an armature.

1664 [see ARMED ///. .']. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.,

The best way to arm a loadstone. 1832 U. K. S. Nat. Phil,,

Magnet, v. 214 For this purpose it should be armed, as it

is called; that is, an armature of iron should be applied to

both its poles. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct, Sc. xn.i, The
increased energy which magnets acquire by being armed.

7. Her. See AHMED : alsoy?^.
1590 TARLETON Newes out ofPurg. 76 He armes the asse

with a marvellous paire of long and large Ears. The em-

blason, etc.

t 8. Cookery, To dress, garnish, season with. Obs.

c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 439 Craunes
and Herns shall be armed with larde.

Arm (aim), z/.
a

[f.
ABM st>.

]

]

f 1. To take in one's arms. Obs. rare.

1611 SHAKS. Cyntb. iv. ii. 400 Come, Arme him.

2. To give one's arm to, conduct by walking
arm-in-arm with. See ARM sbl 2.

n6i2 Two Noble Kinsni. v. iii. 135 Arm your prize: I

know you will not lose her. 1675 WVCHF.RI.EY Plain Dealer
n. (1735* 51 To arm her to her lawyer's Chambers. 1871

Daily A>7t'S 1 1 Feb., Assiduously arming along the crowded
street this shambling half-blind old woman.

3. To put one's arm round.

1863 W. LANCASTER Prxttr. 59 The princess arm'd his neck.

f 4. intr. To project like an arm. Obs.

1538 LKLAND /tin. VII. 143 The Marsch Land beginneth
to nesse and arme yn to the Se.

11 Armada (ainv'-da). Also 6 7 armado, 7

armatho, armade, 7-% armata. [a. Sp. armada,

cogn. w. Eng. ARMY (used in same sense), F. armce^
It. armata : L. armata, pa. pple. of armd-re to

AHM, used in Rom. langs. as sb. = ' armed force,

army, navy, fleet/ At first used in erroneous form

armado ;
also in the adapted form ormade (see

-ADO and -ADE), and It. form armata]
1. A fleet of ships of war.

f a. in forms armado, armade. Obs.

1533 M. KYNG in Ellis Orig. Lett. \\. 108 II. 46 The Turks
Armado was before Curon. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. ii.

140 Spaine . . sent whole Armadoes of Carrects to be ballast

at her nose. 1604 EDMONDS Observ. Cxsar's Comin. 56 Such

huge armades, as appeareth by the sea fight with the niari-

timate cities of Gallia. BfoDyUBBl K^. (1729! I. 27 When
the Armado lyeth at Portabell.

0. in form armada.

1599 HAKLUYT I'oy. II. 217 These ships be .. guarded with

the Armada of the Portugals. 1606 HOLLAND Sneton. Annot.

ii The sumptuous Armada of Antonie and Cleopatra was

defaited. 1809 J. BARLOW Coluntb. vn. 547 The matcht ar-

madas still the fight maintain. 1815 SCOTT Ld. Isles v. xiii,

South and by west the armada bore.

f 7. in form armata. Obs.

1683 T. SMITH Obstrv. Constant, in Misc. Cur. (17081 III.

46 He puts to Sea with his Armata of Gallies. 1697 Phil.

I 7VrtWj.XIX.66i The great Defeat given the Turkish Armata

ARMAN.
. . by the Venetians. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Armada
or Armata.
2. spec. The 'Invincible Armada' sent by Philip II

of Spain against England in 1 588.
1588 D. ARCHDEACON Of th A rrnie 14 The forces of the

Spaniards.this their great Armado. 1603 kttg. Mourn. Garni.

in llarl. Misc. 117931 205 The Spaniards, having their ar-

matho ready. 1641 MILTON Keform. 11.11851)69 The proud
Ship-wracks of the Spanish Armado. 1860 MACAULAY (till**,

The Armada. 1864 BURTON Scut Ah-. I. iv. 187 Within

eighteen months after the death of Mary, the Armada was
in the Channel.

f 3. A single large war-vessel. Obs.

1586 Latic. Lienlen. 11. 177 Yiij armadoes or greate shippes,
1662 FULLER If 'vrthies ill. 84 He sunk and took nine Spanish
ships, whereof one was an Armada of 600 Tunn.
4. An armament generally.
1728 MORGAN Algiers I. iv. 153 The mighty Armadas set

on Foot by the Saracen Khalifas. 1837 LYTTON Athens II.

T2i Nor was the naval unworthy of the land armada.

II Armadi'lla. Obs. Also -illo. [Sp., dim. of

armada
;

like that erroneously with -0.] a. A
small fleet of ships of war. b. A small war-vessel.

1697 DAMPIER Ycy. 117291 I. 30 In company of 11 Arma-
clilloes, which are small Vessels of War. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Sn/>p., Armadilla, in the Spanish America, denotes a

squadron of men of war, to the number of six or eight.

Armadillo JumadH*;). Alto 6-8 armadillio.

7 -ilio, -ile, 7-8 -ilia. [a. Sp. armadillo, dim. of

armado one armed : L. arniattis, pa. pple.
of ar-

iar:L. armare to ARM. The spellings -illio,

-ilio, represented the Sp. pronunciation ;
armadilc

was perh. from Fr. As a i6th c. word, the plural
is historically in -oes, but -os is now usual.]
1. Name of several species of burrowing animals

(order Edentata), peculiar to South America ;

specially distinguished by the bony armour in

which their whole body is encased, and by the

habit of rolling themselves, when captured, into an

impregnable ball, sheltered by this armour.

1577 J'KAMI-TON Joyf. A'etvesil. 730, He is called the Arma-

dillo, that is to saie a beaste armed. 1594 BI.UNDEVIL Exfrc.
v. xii. 555 The beast Armadillio is found in the Realme of

Mexico, a 1618 RALEIGH Apol. 37 Tortoyses, Armadiles.

1764 WATSON Armmiilta in Phil. Trans. LIV. 57 Called by
naturalists the American Armadilla. 1781 SMELLIE tiuffon s

Nat. Hist. (17851 V. 362 The armadillos, instead of hair, are

covered . . with a solid crust. 1834 SIR C. BELL Hand 51

Ant-eaters, armadilloes and sloths have this bone [the

clavicle]. 1868 WOOD Homes without Hands i. 42 All the

Armadillos . . are mighty burrowers.

2. transf. A genus of small terrestrial Cmstacea

(order Isopoda}, allied to the wood-louse ;
so called

after the preceding, because they have the power
of rolling themselves into a ball, so as to expose

nothing but the plates of the back.

1847 CARPENTER Zool. 799. i8j WOOD Com. Obj. Countr.
iv. 65 Formerly the armadillo was.used in medicine, being
swallowed as a pill in its rolled up state.

Armado, obs. variant of ARMADA.
Armament (a'jmament). [ad. L. armament-
um (in cl. L. only in pi.), f. armare to ABM : see

-MENT. Prob. after F. armement (i6th c. in Littre).]

1. A force military or (more usually) naval,

equipped for war. Also_yff.
1699 LUTTRELL Brief Rfl. IV. 506 To . . make a report of

what sea armaments are making there. i7i8Poi-E//;Wxx. B
153 To guard his life . . We, the great armament of heaven
came down. 1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. in. v, That boundless

Armament of Mechanisers and Unbelievers threatening to

strip us bare. 1866 KINGSLEY Hereitt. xvii. 207 William's

whole armament had crossed the channel.

2. Military equipments, munitions of war : spec.

the great guns on board a man-of-war.

1711 BAILEY, Armament, a Store-house for Arms; also

the Arms and Provisions of a Navy. 1740 JOHNSON Drake
Wks. IV. 456 To view the ship, with the warlike armaments.

1877 Echo 25 Oct. 1/5 Their armament will consist of 12 guns.

3. gen. Equipment or apparatus for resistance or

action of any kind.

1870 LOWELL Amwg tny Rks. Ser. l. (1873) 91 How far

above all modern armament is his prophylactic against his

insubstantial fellow-lodger. [1880 N. KERR in Med. Temp.
Jrnl. July 153 Ergot and other obstetric armamentti.\

4. The process of equipping
for purposes of war.

1813 SOUTHEY Nelson ii. (1854) 71 During the armament
which was made upon occasion of the dispute concerning
Nootka Sound. 1868 H. K. BOURNE Eng. Seamen II. 13 With
the armament of the navy, Hawkins had not much to do.

i Armame'litary. Obs. rare. [ad. L. arma-

mentarium arsenal, f. armamcntum '. see prec. and

-ARY.] An armour)-, an arsenal; transf. (in I..

form) a case of (surgical) apparatus.
1731 in BAILEY. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufp.!..\. Armourer,

There were fifteen Armamentaries, or repositories of arms,

in the eastern empire. [1874 ROOSA l>is. Ear 171 The

ordinary armamentarium of the surgeon.!

Arman (a-jman). t.Obs. [Fr.] 'A confection for

restoring appetite in horses.' J.

1639 in T. DE GREY- Compl. Harsem. 66. 1706 PHILLIPS,

Annan, a Confection for Horses, made of Honey of Roses,

Crums of White Bread, Powder of Nutmegs and Cinna-

mon, etc.

ArmaTian. [f.
med.L. arman-us = custos bio-

liotkftx Du Cange (f. med.L. armdria : see AKMABY)
+ -AN.] See quot. (A pp. never used in Eng.)

1849 Chamb. Jrnl. No. 276, 239 Armarian, an officer in



ARMARIOL.
the monastic libraries who had charge of the books to pre-
vent them from being injured by insects, and especially to

look after bindings. He had also to keep a correct catalogue.

t Arma'riol. Obs. [ad. L. armariolum, dim.

of armarium a storehouse, closet. The forms al-

mariol. armorial, follow med.L. spellings. Cf.

AMBRY.] A little closet or cabinet.

1807 J. T. SMITH Antiq. ll'estin. 204, 12 March [26 Edw.

Ill] . . a certain almariole in the vestry for keeping the vest-

ments in. Ibid. A certain armoriol within the king's chapel.

t A'rmary, -ie. Obs. [ad. L. amdriuni
'

place for arms or tools (arma], chest, closet,

ambry,' used in med.L. (also in form armaria after

It. and Fr.) esp. for
'

bookcase, library.'] For the

history of the word, see its extant representative,
AMBRY. The latinized annary is used by Wyclif
for 'library,' and occas. in 16th c. as = ARMOURY.
1382 WYCLIF Ezra iv. is/Thou shalt find write in armaries.

1538 LELAND /tin. IV. 54 [The] White Tour, wherein is now
the Kinges Armary. [1731 BAILEY, Armary, a tower.]

II Arma'ta. It. form of AIIMAUA, freq. in I7th c.

Armature (a'jmatiiu). [ad. L. armatfira ar-

mour (perh. through 15-161)1 c. Fr. armature}, f.

armat- ppl. stem of armare to ABM : see -UHE.

The same L. word coming down through OF. ar-

meure, is now ARMOUR.]
1. Arms, armour, military accoutrement ; csp. de-

fensive armour.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles I. n. v. 65 Mars was the first who
furnished armature. 1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 165 Swords,

Daggers, or the like sort of Armiture. 1830 GEN. P. THOMP-
SON Exerc. (1842) I. 340 Take for example the armature of

the Infantry . . Pa>y clothing, food . . and armature with the

common musquet. 1850 BLACKIE .Eschylns II 243 Massy
armature of shields.

2. fg. esp. in Theol. lang. [Cf. Vulg. Efh. vi. 1 1

Induite armatlira/it Dei ; Wyclif
'

armure,' Tin-

dale 'armoure.'] (The earliest use in Eng.1
1542 BECON Pathiv. /V<yrr(i843> 144 Prayer is truly called

a. -heavenlyarmature. l68SiRT. BROWNE Chr.Mor.t 1756)

34 Not the armour of Achilles, but the Armature of St. Paul.

1865 BUSHNELL Vicar. Sacr. ill. iii. 1 1868 '269 That armature
of strength upon his feeling that enables him to inflict pain
without shrinking.

t 3. Armed troops. (So in Lat.) Obs.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xiv. xi. 26 Captaine of the

Armature [ArtnatiiraruiH Tribitniis], 1765 TUCKER Lt.
\

A'a/. I. 474 We mean no attacks either upon your battalion
j

or light armature.

4. The art of protecting with armour, or with

defensive materials.
1611 GUII.LIM Heraldrie iv. viii. 207 For by Armature we

vnderstand not onely those things which appertains to

Military profession, but also those defensiue Sciences of

Masonry and Carpentry and Metall works. 1721 BAILEY,

Armature, Armour; also Skill in Arms.

5. transf. Protective or defensive covering of

animals or plants ;
occas. apparatus of attack.

1662 MORE Antid. Ath. n. viii. (1712) 64 His |a horse's]

Hoofs are made so fit for .. that round armature of Iron.

1713 DF.RHAM Phys.-Thtol. iv. .xii. 221 Some with Scales,

some with Shells, and some with firm and stout Armature.

1816 KEITH I'liys. Rot.\\. 76 Armature, .to defend the plant

against the attack of animals. 1861 HCI.ME Mmjuin- Tandon
n. vil. iv. 353 Having its mouth provided with a corneous

armature. 1874 WOOD Xat. Hist. 631 Destroying them
with the terrible armature called the tooth-ribbon.

6. a. Alagnetism. A piece of soft iron placed in

contact with the poles of a magnet, which preserves
and increases the magnetic power ;

or any arrange-
ment which produces the same result, t *> Electr.

The coatings of tinfoil on the inside and outside

of a Leyden jar (obs. ;
in Fr.).

1752 JOHNSON Knntbl. No. 109 F 13 The erticacy of the

magnet . . depends much upon its armature. 1871 tr. Scftel-

lens Spectrum Anal. ii. 33 And the magnet, becoming
weaker, lets loose the armature.

7. Arch. ' Iron bars or framing employed in the

consolidation of a building.' Parker Cone. Gloss.

Arch. 1846. (So in Fr.)

Armazine, variant of AUMOZEEN.
A:rm-chai'r. Also 7-8 armed-chair, [f.

ABM s/>.l, ABMKD///. a.'2 ]
A chair with arms:

see ARM j<U 9.

1633 H. COGAN Pinto'i I 'ay. Ivi. 218 Born in Pallaquins or

Arm-chairs. 1693 Land. Gaz. mmdcccxlv/2 The Commis-
sioners went to the two Armed Chairs placed for them.

'795 9 SOUTHEY Snan. xv. Wks. II. 97 Seated in thy great

arm'd chair, c 1840 ELIZA COOK, I love it, I love it, and

who shall dare To chide me for loving that old arm-chair?

1878 BROWNING Poets of Croisicxcvii, Arm-chair moodiness.

Arme, obs. spelling of ABM, ARMY, HARM
Armed (aimd, a-imed), ///. a.1 [f.

ABM tO]
1. lit. Furnished with arms or armour ; fully

equipped for war. In intensive phr. 'Armed to

the teeth.' In Armed demonstration, neutrality,

it refers to the persons or power making the de-

monstration or remaining neutral.

1297 R. GLOL-C. 386 pe kny^tes wel yarmed wende hem out

anon. 1375 BARBOI-R Bruce .XI. 96 Armyt clenly at fut and

hand, f 14*5 Seven Sages (P.i 1417 Armyd men by nyght
thare ?ede. 1596 SPENSER /'. Q. l. ii. 12 A faithlessc Sara-

zin, all armde to point. 1695 Anc. Const. Eng. 37 Who
had the armed Force of the Nation on his side. 1695 f.miif.

Gaz. mmmcii/3 Half Galleys and other Armed Boats. 1770

GIBBON Decl. IT /'. 1. 323 The caprice of an armed multitude.

1790 HIIATSON .Var. *; Mil. Mem. I. 329 An armed ship of
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ten guns. (-1803 FOSTER Gw. 42118461 1. 242 Social decorum
is a kind of armed neutrality. 1849 COBDEN Speeches 12 Is

there any reason why we should he armed to the teeth.

1864 BRAMWEI.L in Mam. Star 12 Jan., By 'armed,' I sup-

pose it would be meant ordinarily that she had cannon, but

if she had a fighting crew, muskets, pistols, powder, shot,

cutlasses, and boarding appliances, she might be well said

to be equipped for warlike purposes, though not armed.

1876 GREEN Short Hist. iii. 7. 150 An armed demonstration

drove them in flight over sea.

2. trans/, and fig. a. Of persons : Furnished,

fortified, provided, ready.
c 1585 PILKINGTON Wks. (1841! 444 A man forewarned is

half armed. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. i. 22 If you are arm'd
to doe, as sworne to do. 1737 POPE Hot: Epist. \. i. 94 He's

armed without that's innocent within. 1831 CARLYLE Sart.

Res. I. ix, A Defender of Property . . armed with the terrors

of the law.

b. Of animals : Furnished with horns, teeth, etc.,

or protected by natural mail.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II-', in. ii. 102 The Lyons armed lawes.

1605 Macb. in. iv. 101 The arm'd Rhinoceros, or th' Hircan

Tiger. 1803 G. SHAW Zool. IV. 373 Armed Chanodon . .

Native of the Indian seas. 1859 OWEN Class!/. Mamm. 76

Formidably armed jaws.

C. Of plants : Furnished with thorns, prickles, etc.

1875 BL-CKLAND Lo-Bk. 45 A seed literally armed with

formidable claws.

d. Of things: Furnished, plated, cased, tipped,
with anything that gives strength or efficiency, or

fits for a purpose. Armed eye : one provided with

a magnifying glass.
1598 BARRET Theor. Warrcs I. i. 4 The strength of the

Hattaile is the armed Pike. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I', iv. vii. 83
Wounded steeds . . Verke out their armed heeles at their

dead masters. 1711 POPE Rape Lock n. 120 Tho' stiff with

hoops, and armed with ribs of whale. 1816 COLERIDGE Lay
Serin. 319 The fixed stars, which appear of the same si/e to

the naked as to the armed eye. 1853 I)K QIINCEY Sp. Mil.

Nun 6. 12 With her armed finger(ay,by the way, I forgot
the thimble). 1858 J. MANSFIELD in Here. Mar. Mag. V.

20 The armed ksad would have shown him that .. he was de-

viating from his . . course. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. xvi. 261

The lead is armed, that is to say, the bottom of the weight
. . is covered with tallow,

3. Of a magnet : Furnished with an armature.

1664 POWER Exp. Philas. 111. 176 We took a very, good
arm'd Loadstone. 1730 SA\ ERY in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 309
That an armed Loadstone can lift more. 1831 BREWSTKR

Optics x. 93 An armed natural loadstone.

4. Adorned with heraldic devices ;
blazoned.

f 1394 P. PI. Crede 183 Tombes . . Of armede alabaiistre.

5. Her. Having the claws or talons painted of a

different tincture from that of the adjoining parts.

Also, represented with claws, tueth, horns, etc.

1571 HOSSEWELL An/writ II. 44 A l.yon Passante, Gules,

armed, and langued d'Anire. 1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry i.

v. 59 Membred doth signify the legs, and Armed doth imploy
the Bill and Claws. 1663 BUTLER Hud. \. ii. 259 Armed, as

Heraulds cant, and langued, Or, as the Vulgar say, sharp

fanged. 1763 Krit. Mag. IV. 238 An eagle . . sable, armed
and membered, or. l866CfSSANS Grant, fleraldryzq A lion

is armed of its teeth and claws, and '

langued
'

of its tongue.

Armed, ///. a.-
[f.

ARM sl>.
1 + -ED 2

.] Having
arms ; fitted with arms. (Chiefly in comb., as long-

armed \ and in armed-chair : see ARM-CHAIR.)
a 1625 BEAUM. & FL. lin Webster' Her shoulders broad and

long, armed long and round. 1791 COWPER Iliad v. 896

Juno the white-arm'd. 1878 GL'RNEY Grystallog. 27 An
equal-armed cross.

Armee, obs. spelling of ARMY.

Armelin, var. ERMELIN, Obs.: see ERMINE.

t Arme'mac, Obs. [ad. L. A,rmcn.iacus,

Gr. 'Apufviams : sec next and -AC.] Armenian. In

bole armeniac, corrupted to bole ammoniac : see

next, and cf. AMMONIAC.
1533 ELYOT Cast. Heltli (15411 87 Base redde. lyke to bole

armenac. 1683 PETTUS Fleta Min. 11. 6, I find these words

of kin . . viz. Amoniack, Armenick, and Armoniack.

Armenian. taimrnianX a. and st>. ff. L. Ar-

menia, Gr. 'Aputvia, a country east of Asia Minor.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Armenia or the

Armenians. Armenian bole : a pale red-coloured

earth from Armenia, used medicinally, and in the

composition of tooth-powders. Armenian stone :

a blue carbonate of copper, formerly administered

as an aperient and as a remedy for epilepsy.
i6zi BURTON Attat. Mel. n. iv. i. iv, Lapis Lazuli and Ar.

menus because they purge.] 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Ar-

menian bole is . . prescribed internally against diarrhoeas.

1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. iii. 97 The great Armenian
Convent at Venice.

B. sl>. a. A native of Armenia, b. An adherent

of the Armenian Church, one of the oriental Chris-

tian communities.

1598 GKKKNWEY Tacitus Ann. xm. viii, The Armenians

being doubtfull, and faithfull to neither side. 1875 SCRIVKNER
Text New Test. 106 The Armenians of the orthodox faith.

t Arme'ntal, a. Obs.-a [ad. L. armattSl-4s,

{. armcnt-um herd of cattle.] 'Of or belonging
to a drove or herd.' Bailey 1751.

I Armento/se, <' Obs.-" [a.(\.\,.armentostts:

I
see ARMKNTAL and -OSE.]

' Full of great cattle,

abounding with herds or beasts.' Bailey 1731.

Armer (a-jmai). [f.
ARM f.i +-ER 1

. Cf. OF.

armeor, --.] One who arms.
1611 COTOR., Armateur, An Armer, a provider of armcs

or weapons.

ABMIL.

Armer, -er,-y, obs. ff. ARMOUR, -ER,-T, ARMORY.

Armesine, obs. form of ARMUZKEN.
Armet (aumet). [a. F. armet, also in OF.

armelte, dim. of arme.'] A kind of helmet intro-

duced about the middle of the isth century, in

place of the basinet. It consisted of a globular
iron cap, spreading out with a large hollowed

projection over the back of the neck, and protected
in front by the visor, beaver, and gorget. (Boutell.)

1507 Jiisfcs May ff June 87 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 124 They
spared not cors, armyt,

nor yet vambrace. 1577 HOLINSHF.D
Chron. III. 853/1 toure headpieces called armites. 1795
SOL-THEY Joan ofArc Wks. IX. 279 Smote on his neck, his

neck Unfenced, for he in haste aroused had cast An armet on.

Armet, obs. form of HERMIT.

Armeure, Armey(e, obs. ff. ARMOUR, AKMY.

Armful (a-jmful). [f.
AK.M sh\ + -FUL.] As

much as can be held in both arms (or in one) ;

hence, a large quantity, a '

heap.'

1579 J. STUBBES Gaping Gut/Cvij, By armtfuls lading

[money] out ofthe exchequer, c 1613 Row LANDS More Knaucs
28, I like a handful! of old loue and true, Better then these

whole armefuls of your new. c 1720 M us. CKNTI.IVKK // 'under

I. i, Thou shalt have an armful of flesh and blood. 1824
GAI.T Kothelan I. i. xiii. 123 Followed by the nurse with an

armful of apparel.

Arm-gaunt, -great: see ARM sb. 1 III.

A'rm-hole. [f.
ARM rf.i]

1. An arm-pit, arch, or Obs.

1391 CH.M CER Astro/, i. S 21. 13 Gemini Ih.ith] thyn arm-

holes and thin armes. 1535 COVERDAI.E "Jer. xxxviii. 12 Put
these ranges and cloutes vnder thine arme holes. i6zi

BURTON Anat. Mel. u. ii. iv. 11651' 268 [They] will wade up
to the Armholes. 1696 Br. PATRICK Coiiiiu. Exod. xxix, The
Girdle . . about him under the Arm-holes.

Jig. \%k$Cornh.Mag. 38 Mr.Ruskin has been rightly praised
fur applying such a bold yet true metaphor as 'arm-holes'

to those pits which are scooped under the branches at the

point where they leave the tree.

2. The similar cavity in other animals, e.g. behind

the fore-legs of a horse, arch, or Obs.

1607 Toi'SEi.i. J-'onr-f. Beasts 309 The horse . . will be very
hollow in the brisket towards the arme-holes. x6isCRooKK
Body of Man 76 Where it toucheth the arme-holes, it be-

commeth in dogs and Apes very fleshy.

3. The hole in a garment through which the arm
is put.
1775 in ASH. 1835 Miss KEMBLI-: AW. Later Life I. 38

Tight waistbands, tight armholes and light bodices. 1865
TKOLI.OPE Helton Est. v. 57 With his thumbs fixed into the

armholes of his waistcoat.

Armie, obs. form of ARMY.
Armied urjmid), a. rare-*.

[f.
AKMY

.*/>.]

Forming an army, army-like.
1839 BAILEY l-'estus xxxiii. (1848)358, I hear the armied

torrent of their wings, Hitherward streaming.

t Armi'feroUS, a.
[f.

L. armifer bearing

arms, warlike + -ors.] Bearing arms or weapons.
1656 in BLOLNT Glossogr.

Ariuiger Jvimiidjaf. [a. L. armiger bearing

anus, an armour-bearer ;
in med.L. a squire.] An

esquire ; orig. one who attended a knight to bear

his shield, etc.
;

in later usage, one entitled to

bear heraldic arms.

[1598 SHAKS. Merry If. i. i. 10 A Gentleman borne . . who
writes himselfe Armigero.} 1762 H. WAI.POLE l-'erllie's

Anecd. Paint. (1786) V. in Carew Reynell, armiger, < 1840
I IE CJUINCKY/)/>. Sk. ii. Wks. II. 92 Entitled to proclaim
himself an Armiger; which is the newest . . mode of saying
that one is privileged to bear arms in a sense intelligible

only to the Heralds' College. 1869 BLACKMORI; Lorna Dame
xiii 74 He . . could buy up half the county armigers.

Armi'geral, n. nonce-wd. [f. prec. + -AL '

.]

Of the character of a squire ;
of squires.

1806 Svn. SMITH Mem. ff Lett. 11855) " 2I In armigeral,

priestly, and swine-feeding society. 1821 U'ks. 1859 I.

324/2 A live armigeral spring gun would distinguish an acci-

dental trespasser from a real poacher.

ArmigerOUS ,a.imi'd;$ijBs), <*
[f-

'- armiger
+ -iius.] F.ntitled to bear ^heraldic) arms.

1731 in BATI.KY. a 1838 DE QIINCKY Kentley Wks. VII. 45

They belonged to the armigerous part of the population,

and were entitled to write themselves Esquire.

Armil Ca-jmill. Also 5-6 armille, -ylle, 7-8

-ill. [partly a. OF. armille :-L. armilla ; partly

a more recent adaptation of armilla]
1. A bracelet ;

= ARMILLA i.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xiv. xiv, The Armilles hangyng
on their lyfte sides. 1483 Gold. Leg. 68/4 The dyademe
fro his heed and the army-lie fro hys arme.

2. One of the insignia of royalty, put on at the

coronation. Cf. ARMILLA 2.

1485 Coron. Hen. l'"II in Rutl. Papers 18 The king, .shall

take armyll of the Cardinal! . . and it is to wete that armyll

is made in maner of a stole wovyn with gold and set with

stones. ITI Brit. Mag. II. 503 His majesty was then in-

vested with the armill, the purple robe or imperial pall, and

orb. 1847 MASKKLL Mon. Kit. III. 28. 1849 ROCK Ch. of
fathers I. v. 436 The armil, or bracelet, was looked upon

by the Anglo-Saxons as one among the badges of royalty.

3. = ARMILLA 4.

1837 WHKWF.LL Hist. Induct. Sc. I. III. iv. 3 Eratosthenes

is said to have obtained, from the munificence of Ptolemy

Euergetes, two Armils or instruments compounded of circles,

which were placed in the portico at Alexandria. 1876 MRS.

WHITNEY Sights f, Ins. II. xiv. 441 A marble gnomon and

two bronze armils . . for noting the lines of light.

1 4 Armil Sphere ^ Armillary Sphere. Obs.
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ABMILLA.
1536 RECORDS Cast. Knmvl. 54 Rather . . an Army-He or
Rmge sphere, then absolutely a sphere. 1611 GUILLIM
Heraldry in. ii. 85 Whether . . a Solide or Armill sphere.

II Armilla (aimi-la). [L. ;
= bracelet, hoop ; f.

armtis slioulder.]
1. A bracelet ; n >w esp. in Archeology.
1706 PHILLIPS, Artnilla, a Hracelet or Jewel worn on the

Arm or Wrist. 1711 in BAILEY. 1791-1814 D'ISKAELI Cur.
Lit. 11866) 293/1 They had on their left arm, an armilla, an
iron ring. 1834 fenny Cycl. II. 364 The wearing of the
Armilla, or bracelet, as an ornament, is ofvery high antiquity.
1851 U. WILSON Prcli. Ann. (1863) I. iii. 81 An armilla or

ring of cannal coal. 1871 WRIGHT Uricon. vii. 284 Bronze
armilla: .. of large dimensions.
2. 'One of the Coronation Garments.' Bailey 1721.
3.

' An Iron-Ring, Hoop, or Brace, in which the

Gudgeons of a Wheel move." Phillips 1 706.
4. An ancient astronomical instrument, consisting

of a circular hoop fixed in the plane of the equator
{Equinoctial Armilla), sometimes crossed at right
angles by another fixed in the plane of the meridian

{Solstitial Armilla). The shadows cast on the
concave surfaces of these indicated the recurrence
of the equinoxes and solstices.

1797 Encycl. Brit. II. 419/1 Those armillas or spheres,
which Hipparchus and Ptolemy . . employed. 1810 VlNCt-:

.Isfri'u. xxiv. 273 The armilla, or hoop representing the

ecliptic. 1834 U. K. S. Hist. Astnm. vi. 32/1 The construc-
tion of the astrolabium . . was rather more complicated than
that of the solstitial or equatorial armilla;.

t 5. A ring or aureola. 0/>s.

1737 G. SMITH Cur. Kclat. I. iv. 550 Incircled with an
Armilla or Ring of Light.

t 6. The annular ligament of the wrist. (Perhaps
not in Kng.) Obs.

(1672 HAHBKTTI Chirurg. \. i, Armilla membranosa manus.J
1721 in BAILEY, etc.

t ArmMlar, a. and sh. O/>s. [see next.] A.
nJj. 'Of or like a hoop or ring.' Bailey 1731.
B. s!>. Armillary Circle or Sphere.
1603 SIR C. Htvnox Jn<l. Astral, iv. 143, I haue taken the

right ascentions of certaine fixed starres . . by another faire
Armillare.

Armillary (aumilari, ajmrlari;, a. and s/>.

[mod. f. L. armilla
;

cf. Kr. armi/laire. Bailey and
Chambers cite a mod.L. armillaris. See -AKV.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to bracelets or hoops.

Armillary Sphere : a skeleton celestial globe or

sphere, consisting merely of metal rings or hoops
representing the equator, ecliptic, tropics, arctic

and antarctic circles, and colures, revolving on an

axis, within a wooden horizon.

1664 POWER E.i-f. 1'hilas. in. i6j All the Circles of the

Armillary Sphere. 1703 J. HARHIS Jh-scr. Globes iJ.J That
sphere is called an armillary sphere, because it appears in

the form of several circular rings. 1797 Kncycl. Brit. II.

420/2 An armillary astrolabe, like that which had been used
by Hipparchus and Ptolemy. 1816 KIKBY & Sp. Etitonwl.
(i 8431 1 1. 297 Never had any armillary sphere so many zones.

1856 MRS. HROWNING Aitr. Leigh Mil. 56 Her quadrant and
armillary dials.

B. so. = ABMILLA 4.

1841 liRtwsTER Martyrs Sc. II. ii. (1856' 123 Equatorial
armillaries.

A'rmillated, a. >-a>-e~ ".
[f.

L. armillat-ns +

-KII.] 'Wearing bracelets.' Cockeram 1623; whence
in Bailey, Johnson, and mod. Diets.

t Arniillet, armilet. 06s. [a. GV.ai-millet,
dim. of armillc.'] A small bracelet.

1656 BLOUNT Glossagr., Armilet [1681 Armillct\

Armine, obs. form of EHMINK.
! A'rming, si. Also 1-2 earming, 2-3 errning,

7 armine
; the identity of the last is doubtful.

[OE. ; I.earm, AnMa., poor: see -ING.] A poor or

miserable creature. Rarely attrib.

t 1000 yKi,n<ic Hotn. (Sweet Reader 801 AC sind earmingas
Xewordene. c 1175 Latnb.tHf>ni, 41 To pmen |>er wi&innen
pa earming saulen. ( 1200 Trin. Coll. Hum. 61 Makede
him . . erming ber he was er king. 1605 Loinl. rrodignl 122
() here God, so young an armine ! l-'h. Armine, sweetheart,
I know not what you mean by that, but I am almost a beggar.

Arming (a-jmirj), vol. si. [f. AHM Z).
1 + -ING !.]

1. The action or process of furnishing (oneself or

others) with arms or armour; f concr. arms, armour

(o6s.).

1375 BAHBOUR Bruce vn. 218 Na war the armyng that he
had, He had beyn ded. c 1386 CHAUCER Sir Th&pas 136
For to telle tales Anoon in myn armynge. -1450 LOXELICH
Grail xiv. 240 Ne non point of al his armeng. 1598 BAHRET
Theor. fy'arres iv. i. 120 His arming is the proper arming
of a Captaine. i6a6 MARKHAM Souldiers Gram. \\. 13 His
office extendeth . . to the well arming, ordering and dis-

posing of bodies. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii, The
arming was now universal.

t b. esf>. quasi-tfc/y. in attrib. uses : = Forming part
of arms or armour, used in military accoutrement

;

as 'marming'dagger, -gauntlet, -girdle, -nail, -sword,
-tusk ; arming-points, ends of strong twine used
to fasten together the plates of mail at the joints
of the arms and legs. Obs.

147* SIK J. PASTON in Lett, 692 III. 40 And I gaffe hym a
ffayr armyng sworde. 1481-90 Howard Housek. Kks. 385
For ij c. off armyngnayle of on sorte, ij //. a 1500 Aginconrt
74 in Hazl, E.P. P. 11.96 Speres and bylles . . And armynge
dagers. 1577 HARRISON Engl. \. \\, xxiv. 359 An arming
girdle, harnessed with pure gold. 1598 FLORID, Kalteo, a
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belt, a sword or arming girdle. 1603 KNOM.ES Hist. Turkes
(1638)274 With their lances and arming swords. 1611 COTGR.,
Brasselet , . an arming gantlet, that reaches up almost to
the elbow. 1697 DKYUKN Virp. Georg. m. 398 The bristled
Boar . . New grinds his arming Tusks. 1860 FAIRHOLT
Costume 543 [Palettes] are secured to the plate beneath by
arming points.

2. Any apparatus or structure intended for de-
fensive or protective covering ; spec, those of a ship.
1466 Mann. $ Housek. Exp. 347 For the lynenge of the

toppe armynge . . \xd. 1587 FLKMING Cotttn. Holinshed\\\.
543/1 1 hereupon also the arming might be set much more
firmlie than upon anie other mould. 16x7 SMITH Seaman's
Gram. xiii, 59 His . .top armings, .is a long red cloth. 1751
CttAMBBU Cycl., Armings., red clothes, hung about the
outsides of the ship's upper works, fore and aft. 1867 SMYTH
Sailors U'ord-bk., Top-armings, hammocks stowed inside
the rigging for the protection of riflemen.

3. The equipment or completion of anything with
that which gives it strength or efficiency, or fits it

for a purpose, concr. The completing part thus
furnished. In various spec, uses, as: the tallow at
the bottom of a sounding-lead ; the armature of a

magnet. Often attrib.

155* HULOET, Armynge coarde of a nette, Plaga. 1581
SruOLBY Seneca s Trag., Hippol. 56 b. Some with the arming
coarde by pen.sell paynted red . . shall make the Beastes
adred. 1508 BARRET Theor. Wa/^cs\\. iv. 113 Neither that
anie Pike do want his head, cheekes, or arming. 1601 SHAKS.
All's We/I iv. iii. 72 To the full arming of the veritie. 1653
WALTON Angler 150 Carrying your arming wyer along his
back. 1731 GRAY in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 32 A small key
hung by one of its [a loadstone's] arming Irons. 1775 DAL-
HYMPLE ibid. LXVII I. 396 There was the mark of rock on the

arming of the lead. 1855 WHICHCOKD in Ar, h,rol. Jrnl.y^..^
The lines of the lead-work, or arming, which held the glass.
1867 F. FRANCIS Angling iv. 1 1880) 1 18 A bait thus put on . .

shows enough arming . . to hook any fish. 1875 BKIJKORD
Sailors Packet Bk. v. 153 The necessary tallow for arming.
4. The action of furnishing with heraldic devices ;

t cotirr. heraldic arms (ofo.). Attrib., as in arming-
press, a bookbinder's machine used in stamping
and lettering the covers of books.

1598 MARSTON Pigmalwfs Int. \. 140 Oh golden lerkin !

Royal) arming coate ! 1611 BKAUM. & Fi~ Knt. Pestle i. 51,
I must bespeak my Shield and arming Pestle. i6a7l)RAYToN
Agincottrt etc. 14 Or by the difference of their Armings
knowne, Or by their Colour-;. 1875 URK Diet. Arts I. 422
The upper bed of an arming press.A rmiiig, vbl. sh.-

[f. AKM v.- + -ING!.] Carry-
ing in arms ; attrib. for carrying in arms. Cf.

walking-stick, drinking water.
a 1658 FORD, etc. U 'iich Edmonton v. i, If you can translate

yourself into a lady's arming puppy, there you might lick

sweet Hps.

Arming" (aumin\ ///. a.
[f. ARM z'.

1 + -ING^.]
That arms

;
that furnishes armour or defence.

1673 PENS C/tr. Quaker \\. 530 That Light, .is a Searching,
Expelling;, Powerful and Arming Light, against Darkness.

Arminian(,a.imrman), a. and s/>. \t.Arminin$,
Latinized form of the surname Harmensen.]
A. adj. Of, belonging to, or following the doc-

trine of, James Arminius or Ilannensen, a Dutch
Protestant theologian, who put forth views opposed
to those of Calvin, especially on predestination.
Arminius died in i(5oy; in 1618-19 his doctrines
were condemned by the synod of Dort

;
but they

spread rapidly, and were embraced, in whole or

part, by large sections of the Reformed Churches.
1618 tr. Barnevcltfs .-l/wl. H, The point in question is not

concerning the Arminian Religion, but Romish Poperie.
1674 HICKMAN Hist. Qninqitart. 135 Before Bishop Laud
ruled . . those who embraced the Opinions since called Ar-

minian, were indeed out of the way to preferment. 1853
MARSDKN Early Puritans q The Calvmistic and Arminian
controversy.

B. sb. An adherent of the doctrine of Arminius.
1618 tr. llarnercltfs .-\/>ol. I), Winbergen is principall of

the Perfectists, and you of the Arminians. 1673 MILTON
True Rclig. 7 The Arminian . . is condemn'd for setting up
free will against free grace. ^1760 WESLEY H'ks. 1872 X.

360 The Arminians believe, it (predestinationj is conditional;
the Calvinists, that it is absolute. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 365
The Wesleyan Methodists call themselves Arminians, and
their Magazine appeared formerly under the title of the
Arminian Magazine.
t Armi'iiiaiiish, a- Obs. rare. = AKMTNIAN*.
a 1700 in Somers Tracts V, 17 They have . . suffered to be

printed all arminianish, popish, vain books,

Armriiianism. [f.
ARMINIAN + -ISM.] Ar-

minian doctrines, or adherence to them.
1618 tr. Barua'clffs ApoL Ded. A iij, Already wholy bent

to Arminianisme. 16*7 Let.fr. Jesuit in Rushw. Hist. Coll.

(1659) I. 475 That Soveraign Drug Arminianism, which we
hope will purge the Protestants from their Heresie. 1674
HICKMAN Hist. Quinqnart. 227 He . . confirmed himself in

his debauchedness, by his Arminianism. 1822 SYD. SMITH
IVks. 1867 II. 5 The Articles of Religion are older than Ar-

minianism, et> nomine.

Arnii iiiaiiize, v. [f. ARMINIAN + -I/E.] a.

trans. To make Arminian. b. intr. To teach

Arminianism. Armiuianized, -izing, ///. a.

Arminianizer, one who teaches or promotes
Arminianism.

1637 OII.LESPIK Eng. Poj>. Ceretn. Ep. A iij b, Many, .who
are either Popish and Arminianized - . or silly ignorant s.

1674 HICKMAN Hist. Quint/ itart. 185 Some of our Arminian-

izing English Writers. 1692 Christ fcxalted\ 106 Antisozzo
leans on the contrary side, and Arminianizeth. 1698 Ibid.

Ded. A iij, This will not go down with Arminianizers. 1698

ARMOMAHCY.
CLARK Script. Justif. Introd. B, I have no Arminianizing
Principles or Design.

Armi'poteiice. rarc~. [ad. 'L.armipotcntia,
n. of quality f. armipotcnt-cm ; see next.]

( Puis-
sance at arms.' Bailey 1731.

Armipoteiit (ajmi-p^tent\ a. [ad. L. artni-

potcnt-cm t f. anna arms + potens, -tmtcm powerful ]

Mighty in arms : originally an epilhet of Mars.
1:1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 1124 Ther stood the tempul of

Marz armypotent. 1513 DOUGLAS .-Eneis vi. xiv. 83 And of
Achillis armypotent ofspring. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso in. Ixx,
Our God the Lord Armipotent. atJtfPjaam.t.Pffet, lr'ks.

(1833)46 "i'was thus the'armipotent advised the gods. 1827
HARE Guesses Ser. i. (18731 86 So ought England . . to plant
. . English manliness, English freedom, .wherever the simple
natives bow to her armipotent sceptre.

Armrsoiiaut, rare- , [f. L.arwa arms*
sonant-cm sounding ; cf. next.]

'

Rustling with
armour.* Ash 1775.
Armi sonous, a. rare-*. [f.

L. armison-us
(i.arma arms + -somis -sounding) -f -<;us.]

' Sound-

ing or rustling with arms or armour.' Bailey 1731.''..,
f. I,, anna arms + -stitium stopping, f. sistfrc, -stit-

um, to stop, as in intcrstitium, jftstitium, solsti-

Hum. Cf. also K. armistice : see quot.]
[1664 GofLDMAN Diet., Annistitiiint .. a cessation from

arms for a time, a short truce. 1688 MIE<;E Fr. Diet., Ar-
mistice [marked t as ' not current in any style

'

]. 1699 Treaty
ofCarlmvitz dn RYCAUT Hist. Turks III. 572 Duret armi-
stitium hocce.)
1. A cessation from arms

;
a short truce.

ycl.,
hich

d

.

1707 in Gfoss. Angl. Xwa. 1727 51 in CHAMBERS Cycl.,Arm
.,

Armistitinm. a 1733 NORTH Exam. m.vi. ^64 Much ofwhich
Time was Armistice or Cessation, when all tbe Parties, instead
of fighting, fell to intriguing. 1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw.
Disp. X. 443, I do not think that the Russians and Prussians
can agree to the armistice without submitting entirely.
2. fig. A cessation from hostile proceedings.
1841 BRKWSTER .Martyrs Sc. v. 1 1856' 68 The leader of the

philosophic band had broken the most solemn armistice
with the Inquisition.

Armit, -age, obs. fo-ms of HERMIT, -AGE.

A'rmless, tt. 1
[f. ARM j<M + -LESS.] Without

arm or branch.
r 1386 CHALCKR Monkes T. 213 And saugh an hond armies,

that wroot ful fast. 1596 R. UINCHK] Diella (1877) 74 The
crazen tops of armelesse Trees. 1859 LKWES Phys. Com.
Lije II. xii. 382 Progenitors of armless and legless babies.

Armless (.rjmKs), a?
[f. AHM j*.^ + -LESS.]

\\ ithout weapons of offence or defence, unarmed.
a 1619 HEAUM. & Fu Q. of Corinth iv. iii. (T.) Integrity

thus armless seeks her foes. 1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry \.

vi. 87 We shall find them all armed but the armless Hind.
iSroSpuRGEON Treas. DavidPs. xxxvii. 17 Toothless malice,
armless malevolence !

Armlet (a-imlet). [f.
ARM j^.1 + -LET. Cf.

OFr. bracelet in first three senses.]
1. An ornament or band worn round the aim.

(Sometimes distinguished from bracelet, which is

worn only at the wrist.)
1535 CovtRDALE Ecclus. XXL 2i Lernynge is vnto a wyse

man . . like an annlett vpoTi his right arme. 1648 HEKRICK
Jfcsper. I. 23 Working. .Of soft and dainty maiden-haire, A
curious Armelet. 1859 THNNYSON Elaine 1177 An armlet for

the roundest arm on earth. 1879 MACLHAR Cgitsu. 13 They
wear, .bracelets and armlets.

2. A small inlet of the sea or branch of a river.

1538 LELAND /tin. II. 31, I markid diverse annelettes
brekine out of the 2 Streames. 1577 HoLHWHH) Descr. Brit.
xii. 55/1 The water separateth it selfe into two armelets.

1864 VAMBERY Tray. Centr. Asia 149 In the main stream it

was well enough, but in the armlets at the side we settled

every ten paces on tlie sand.

3. A piece of armour for the arm.

1706 in PHILLIPS.

t A'rmlich, <r. Obs. Forms : i earmlic, 2

ermlic. 3 aerm-, armlich.
[f.

ARM a. + -lich\

OK. -lie: see-LY 1
.] Miserable, pitiable.

a 1000 Boeth. Ulctr. xix. 28 Da;t is earmlicost ealra
J>inga.

t'ii75 Lamb. Hoin. 115 penne bio" hit ermlic, }if he bio
1

un-
rihtwis. 1205 LAV. 593 His bro^>er wes in armliche benden.
Ibid. 20756 He andswarede wi<J jermliche stefene.

t A'miliche, adv. Obs. Forms; i earmlice,
2 erm-, ^ armliche. [f.

AKM a. + -liche : OE.
-lice: see-LY-.] Miserably.
(885 K. /LI.FRED Bxda v. xiii. (Bosw.) He wees earmlice

beswicen. ('1175 Lamb. Horn. 17 He wes Spinet ermiliche

to deSe. .1230 After. K. 328 Hu eruedliche [r.r. armliche]
he ariseS |>et under wune of sunne haued ileien longe.

!i Annoire (ariinwar). [a. Fr, armoire, re-

fashioned from OFr. aumoire, found by the side

of aumaire, almairc, earlier arma'rict ad. L. arma-
rium : sec AMBRY.] A cupboartl ;

an ambry.
1371 Wills $ /?-. N. Count. (1835* 361 Ij owld chystes

ij s. \}d. . . ij armoires j/. 1823 RUTTER Font/till 51 Articles

ofvirtu which fill the open armoires. 1836 MAHRYAT l\fidsh.

Easy xxxii, Ix>ading the landing-place with armoirtb and
chests of drawers.

Armoirie, obs. form of ARMORY.
Armoisin, obs. form of ARMO/EEN.

Arinomaiicy (a'jm0|mce :

nsi). [ad. med.L.

armomantia, f. armus shoulder ; see -MANGY.]
'Divination by the shoulders of beasts.' Blount

Glossogr. 1656.

Armoniac, obs. form of AMMOMAC.



ARMORACE.

Armonical, -nize, -ny, obs. forms of HAHM-.

Armorie, Armorer, obs. form of ABMOI:B, -EB.

t Armorace. Herb. Obs. [a. OF. armoracee,
ad. I,, armoracea, -/V?.] Horse-radish.

ciqzoPallad. on Husb. iv. 169 Now holyhocke is sowe and
armorace Or arlx>race that wilde raves are.

Armorial (junior-rial), a. and sb. [f. AKMORY
-t- -AL. Cf. mod.Fr. armorial.]
A. adj. Pertaining to heraldic arms.

1576 THYNNK Burgkley's Crest 295 An olde armoriall booke.

1683 Brit. Spec. 179 The Soveraign Ensigns Armorial of the

King of Great Britain. 1803 SOLTTHEY Set. Lett. (1856) I.

224, I often found my armorial vocabulary scant. 1857
BUCKLE Civilis. I. ix. 562 In the twelfth century armorial

bearings were invented.

B. sb. A book containing coats of arms.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.Snff.*.\., In this sense we meet with
the French Armorial, the Spanish Armorial. rxSoo (titles

An Armorial of the Extinct and Dormant Peerage of Kngland.

II Armorica (aimp'rika). [L.] Name of the

north-western part of Gaul, now called Bretagne
or Brittany. Armo'ric a., of Armorica or its people,
absol. its language. Armo'rican a. = Armorie,
sb. an inhabitant of Armorica.

(.1386 CIIALCKK I'rankl. T. i In xArmorikc that cleped is

Hretaigne. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supf*. s.v., The name
"Armorica was antiently given to all the northern and western

coast of Gaul. 1667 MILTON /'. L. \. 581 Itegirt with British

and *Armorie Knights. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .S"//., The
:'Armoric is a dialect of the Welch. 1480 CAXTON Citron.

Rng. xlix. 33, I will that this lond "Armorican be callyd lytel

britayn. > 1645 HOWKLL Dttt, (1650) II. 78 The
*
Armoricans

or the inhabitants of Britany. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang.
.\. 183 The

*Armorican . .so nearly allied to the Cornish.

Decked with armorial bearings or escutcheons.
1866 Pall Mall G, 23 Oct. 9 Its plumed and armouried

hearse.

Armoriol, var. ARMARIOL, Obs., a little cabinet.

Armorist (aumorist). [f.
AKMOBY + -IST; cf.

F. armoristc^\ One who is skilled in heraldry, or

in blazoning coats of arms.

1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie Ded., The professed Armorists.

1602 SKGAK Mil. <y Civ. Honour Ded., A subiect proper to

Armorists, and men of my profession. i86SCusSANS/foM<&&
Her. ii. 47 Thus it is commonly writ ten by English Armorists.

Armory 1 (aumori). Forms : 5 (Caxton) ar-

moirie, -oyrye, 5-6 -orye, -orie, 6 -ery, 5-
armory, 6- armoury, [a. OF. armoieric, ar~

moirif) f. armoier, or armoicor, -oycur, a blazoner,

f. armoicr, -oycr, to blazon = It. armeggitirc, a

Romanic vb. f. anna arms. See also ABMOUBY.]
1. The science of blazoning arms, heraldry.
1489 CAXTON Faytes ofArntt's iv. xvii, Of the armoirie. .

White that men calle in armoyrye siluer . . Hlak that men
calle in armoyrie sable. 1586 J. HOOKKR G-irald. Irel. ii. in

Hfllinsh. II. 152 In histories and armories. 1611 GuiLUM
ffcraltiry i. ;. 5 Armory is an Art rightly prescribing the

true knowledge and use of Armes. 1651 J. C. Poems 9 Met-
tal on Mettal is ill Armorie. i66a J. HAHGKAVE /V/t- ,-J/c.r.

I Y/u867) 128 ^ ne k\\\g learned armory, geography, and

history. 1868 CI'SSANS Ilandbk. Her. \. 21 Anterior to the

period in which a system of Armory was established.

2. Armorial bearings, 'anus', arch.
,i 1500 Agincmtrt 120 in Ha/1. E. P. P. \\. 98 Full well

broydered with armory gaye. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poetic

224 The Lion being her owne noble armory. 1611 SPEED
Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xi. (16321 672 Knights, Esquiers, and
men ofArmories. 1628 COKE On Lift. 7 b, He first quartered
the French Armories with the English in his great Scale.

1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. n. 167 Some great man's badge
of war, or armoury.

*t* 3. Ensigns of war ;

(
colours.' Obs.

15*3 I-.U. BERNERS Froiss. I. clx. 194 Great nobles of fayre
harnesse and riche armory of haners and penons. Ibid.

ccxxxvii. 338 The baners and penons, and ye noble armery.

t A'rmory-. Obs. [A refashioned form of AM-
BitY after F. artnofre."] A cupboard or ambry.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xii. Ixix. 11612* 290 In yonder

chamber Hath Mandeuil his closet, and no common Armorie.

Armory, variant of ABMOUUY.
11 Armosie. Obs. [ad. Fr. armoisc, synonym of

armoisin.'] AHMO/.EKN.

1578 Invent. (1815) 219 <JAMJ Ane lang lows gowne of blak

armosie tafTetie.

Armour ^aumaj"}. Forms: 3-6, (9) armure,
4 5 armur, 4- armour ;

also 4 aarmour, aarmer,

4-5 armer, armowr(e, 4-6 -cure, 4-9 armor, 5

armeure, -ewr
ve, -ore, 5-6 armeur. [a. OF. ar-

mciirc (i.^th c. armure} : L. armatftra ABMATI UK.

The current spelling in -oitr is not etymological,
the termination being the same as in vcst-urc^\
1. collect, sing. Defensive covering worn by one

who is fighting ;
mail. Cf. ABM sb$ i.

1197 R. (li.ouc. 397 He & hys armure were Jwm out hot.

1393 I-ANGL. P. PI. C. n. 155 May non Armure hit lettc.

< 1485 Dighy ^lyst. (1882)1. 352 Harneysed in armour ofplate
and maile. c 1500 Lancelot 824 A}aine his strok resistit non
armour. 1667 Mil.TON /*. /.. vi. 209 Arms on Armour clash-

in^. 1718 POPE Iliad, m. 407 Beside each chief his azure

armour lay. 1880 DISRAELI Emlym. lix, Prince Florestan,
in a suit of blue damascened armour.

1 2. (with a//.) A suit of mail. Obs. (Cf. 7.)

1375 HARROUK Bruce xi. 76 Wapnys and armowris purvayit
thai. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 278/1 He had., armours

ynowe for to garnysshe with seuen thousand men. 15^9
Tract in Grocers Comf>. (18691 75 Rich and costly armours,

guilt and engrauen. 1635 BKLRETON Trot 1
* 140 Furnished

453

with about sixty or seventy armours for horse. 1681 Trial

S. Colledge 38 Did he discourse anything to you about Arms
. .Yes, he did, I had an Armour from him. 1751 CHAMBERS

Cycl. S.V., A compleat Armor antiently consisted of a casque
or helm, a gorget, cuirasse, gantlets, lasses brassets, cuisses,

and covers for the legs.

t 3. collect, sing, with //. Military equipment or

accoutrement, both offensive and defensive, in the

widest sense
;

the whole apparatus of war. Ohs.

exc. in Law.
0:1300 Beckct 955 Other armure uadde he none, for holi

churche to fijte. 1388 WYCLIK i Sain. xx. 40 Jonathas }af
hise armeris to the child. 1460 CAVI;KAVE Chrtw. 195 This
herd the Kyng, and stuffid the Toure with vitaile and
armoure. 1489 CAXTON Faytt's ofA rincs n. xxxv. 151 With
the same armewres they deffended and kepte theyre cyte.
1618 BOI,TONT Ftorns\: 1636) 319 The armours of the vanquish t

were not consumed with fire. 1759 I)UMARESO.UE in /'/;//.

Trans. 1,1. 485 Their armour for war is a bow and arrows.

1809 TOMLISS Law Diet. s.v., Nor go armed, in affray of

the peace, on pain to forfeit their armour.

fb. in obs. phrases in which arms is the usual

word
;

of. ARM sb.'2 4.

1563 Homilies \\. xxi. i. 11859' 559 ^u ^)ects who. .take ar-

mour wickedly, .to break the pubhque peace. 1570 Hoi. IN-

SHED Scot. Chron. 118061 I. 73 The people . . were up in

armour against the King. Ibid. 102 Rising up in armour

against him. 1577 Chron. I. 85/1 Caused the trumpet to

sound to armor. 1577 HASMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (16191 41
The Jewes beganne . . to take up Armour against the Romans,

t 4. The exercise or employment of arms
;
war-

fare, fighting, active hostilities. Cf.AKMj/'.-6. ()/>s.

1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. II. 275 Nynus bare out
armour \armaforis extulit.} Ibid. IV. 41 f>e Romaynes
hadde imeoved noon armour wiboute Italy. 1526 HP. C'M-.KK

To Wolscy in MS. Cott. Calig. D ix. 104 For a iiispention
off armeur. 1589 WARNICK Alb. Eng. vi. xxxii. (1612) 159
She armour still pursu'd. 1602 Ibid. Epit., Insurrections,

and ciuill-armor.

5 -fit?' from prec. senses
;
but now only from I.

1340 Aycnb. 203 pet is Jre armure bet ^>e dyeuel dret most.

1382 WVCUF Rom. vi. 13 Neither syne }e 3oure membris
aannours [TixnAi.E & 1611 instruments, Gent'!', weapons] of

wickidnesse to synne. Ibid. xiii. 12 He we clothid with the

armeris of li^t. 1526 Ti SHALE //>/'</., Let vs put on the Ar-

moure of lyght. [So subseq. vers.] 1597 J. PAYNE Royal
Exch. 37 Put on the whole armor of < lod. 1667 MILTON /'.

/-. xii. 491 And also arme With spiritual Armour. 1711
STEKI.K Sfiect. No. 114 ? 7 Putting on unnecessary Armour

against improbable Blows of Fortune. 1822 BYRON Werner
\. i, Suspicion is a heavy armour.

6. fnuisf. in Naut. a. = ARMING vbl. sb. z (0Ar.).

b. The steel or iron sheathing of a ship of war.

See ARMOUR-PLATE.
1466 Mann. % Honseh. E.xf>. 351 Blanket for sheldct for

toppe armore of the kervelle xiiij^. 1870 in Eng. Mech.

7 Jan, 396/2 A belt of armour . . to protect broadside guns.

1883 Times 27 Aug. 3/5 Three balls penetrated the armour
of the Bayard.
7. A diver's water-tight suit

; (cf. O
1822 BURROWES Cycl. IV. 175/1 In the year 1617 Francis

Kessler gave a description of his water-armour, intended
also for diving. 1869 Eng. Mcclt. i Oct. 39/1 The best

armours now in use are those made of rubber and can-

vas . .The use of this bell has been superseded by the sub-

marine armour.

8. Nat. Hist. Protective or defensive covering
of animals or plants; abst* protection, defence {obs.].

1605 BACON A dr. Learn, u. vii. g 7 The firnmess of hides

is for the armour of the body against extremities of heat or

cold. 1647 COWI.EV Mi$tr.
t Request vi, Piercing the armour

of their [/'.*. Fishes] Scales. 1814 W. TAYLOR in Month.

Mag. XXXVIII. 148 Thy burnish'd armure speck with

glossier jet. 1854 OWEN in Orrs Circ. Sc. Org. Nat. I. 165
In these colossal armadillos the trunk-armour was in one
immovable piece.

t 9. Magnetism. = ARMATURE 6 a. Obs.

'73 SAVERY in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 333 Touched on the

soft Armour of a Magnet. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.) The usual

armour of a loadstone.

10. Heraldic insignia or devices. Coat armour
* coat of arms,' originally a vest of silk or other

rich material embroidered in colours, worn over

the armour of a knight, to distinguish him in the

lists or on the field of battle. Cf. ARM sb:1 14.
c 1340 Gaiv. fy Gr, Knt . 585 With ryche cote armure. c 1384
CHAUCER //. Fame 1326 Euery man. . Had on him throwen
a vesture Whiche that men clepyn a cote armure Enbrowded

wonderly ryche. 1393 LANCL. /'. PI. C. xxn. 12 }>ese aren

cristes armes, Hus colours and hu,s cote-armure. 1548 HALL
Citron. 87 To colouren or hiden in any maner tho [?the] ar-

mures. 1628 COKE On Lilt. 18 b, If a Nobleman haue his

coat armor and Pennions with his armes. 167^-88 .S,-cr.

Serv. Moneys Ckas. II (1851) 43 For a suite of silk armour

ji //. 1683 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. I. 264 A pair of pistolls,

and an armour made of silk.

TI For ARMER or AKMOURER.
1550 CRUWLKY Kfigr. 426, He turneth no manne To pro-

file or gayne Kxcept it be the surgian, or the armore. 1629

S'hertogenbosh 38 We brought also in the Towne many ar-

mours, and a Serjeant of theirs.

11. Comb, and Attrib.^ as armour-joint, -work
;

armour-fish (see quot.) ; armour-proof a., as

impenetrable as armour, or \ proof against wea-

pons ;
armour-wise adr., in the manner of ar-

mour. Also ARMOUR-BEARER, -CLAD, -PLATE, q.v.

1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 170 Catafihractns American?**,
the Armour- Fish, .less than a Foot in length, and four Inches

broad. 1878 BROWNING Tiw* Poets Croisic cvii, Stabbed . .

through the armour-joints ! 1664 H. MOKE Myst. Iniq.

Apol. 561 They that believe all things alike . . shall be

armour-proof. 1875 BROWNING Aristoph. Apol. 240 That

ARMOURY.
which himself went wearing armour-wise. 1664 POWER Exp.
Phifas. i. 2 [The Flea's] head, body, and limbs also, be all

of blackish armourwork.

Armour (a*imo.i\ t 1
.

[f. prec. sb.] To put
armour on; to furnish with a defensive or protec-
tive covering.

* 1450 LONEUCII Grail xiii. 242 Kualach comandcd anon
His men to armure thame euerichon. 1864 Daily Tel.

22 June, The Kearsage had been armoured during the night
with her chain-cables. 1870 Eng. Mcc/t. 1 1 Mar. 625/3 Cables

for submarine use maybe afterwards armoured, .with wires.

1883 St'UKGKON Purit. Gard. 175 Our glorious Leader would
never have armed and armoured all his followers.

A*rJHOUr-bea:rer, One who carried a war-

rior's armour or weapons ;
a squire.

1611 BIBLE \Sarn. xiv. 14 That first slaughter which Jona-
than and his armour-bearer made (Wvci.iF, s<|uyer ; COVER-

DAI.E, wapen bearerj. 1772 PENNANT Tours Scotl. '17741 296
Kach chieftain had his armour-bearer. 1870 BRYANT Homer
I. x. 305 Meriones, The armor-bearer of fdumeneus.

A'rmour-cla d, ///. a- Clad in, or protected

by, armour. Ellipt. asj/;. A vessel of war protected

by a sheathing of iron or steel. Cf. ironclad,

1869 in Eng. .Meek. \ Oct. 32/2 Like an armour-clad war
steamer. 1881 Edin. Ra: Jan. 35 There was an active de-

mand for armour-clads.

Armoured i aumpjd), ///. a. [f.
ARMOUR z;.]

1. Clad in armour
;
also transf.

1601 CHISMR /.^rv'.v Mart. Ixxvii, The Brj'taiue^ went
not proudly armoured. 1872 TUNSYSOS Last Tonrn. 170
One knight, .annour'd all in forest-gretm. 1876 Daily Atw.v

30 Sept. 3/2 Lusty fish, armoured in red and gold.'

2. csp. of war-vessels ;
cf. ARMOUK-CLAD.

i86z Guardian 16 Apr. 366,;; Fighting armoured gunboat^
'down' stream. 1869 SIK K. RLUD Iron-Clad Ships Introd.

12 Our armoured frigates.

Armourer (aumorajV Forms : 4-5 armurer,

5 -erer, 5-9 -orer, 7- -ourer. [a. AFr. arnniycr,

OF. -nricr, -curler, f. armdirc ARMOUR: sec -KR '.]

1. A maker of armour
;

in mod. use, a manufac-

turer of arms.
c 1400 Destr. Troy\. 1588 Annurers & Arowsmythis. ri45o

Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems 19 Yff hit stoode that no wer ware,
loste were the crafltc of Armoreres. 1598 STOW SIOT. ted.

Strype 175411!.%-. xii. 296/1 The society or company of the

Armourer*, a 1744 PrK iJjWhen arm'rers temper in the

ford The keen-edg'd polc-a.\. iSzg T. JKFFKRSON A
utoHog.^

Wks. 1859 I. 98 Such weapons as they could find in armorers'

shops. 1859 TKNNYSON Enid 283 At this the armourer..

Came forward with the helmet yet in hand.

2. One who equipped men-at-arms in their mail,

AlsoySV Obs. exe. Hist.

( 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 1649 Kaste the Annurers also

With fyle and hamer prikynge to and fro. 1599 SHAKS.

Hen. /-', iv. Cho. 12 The Armourers accomplishing the

Knights. 1606 Ant. <V Cl. i\ . iv. 7 Thou art The Armourer
of my heart. 1605 CAMHKN K,-in. 190 His armorer put on

his backe-peece before, and his breast-plate behinde.

3. An official who has charge of the arms of a

ship, regiment, etc.

1753 in CHAMBERS (_>/. Sup/>. 1758 J. BLAKE Mar. Syst.

23 Armourers and sail-makers shall be entered . . among the

crews. i83sSiR J. Ross \.-ll~.rassage iu. 53 The engineers
and armourers were still employed on the engine.

_
1844

Kegul. fy Ord. Army 148 The Serjeant-Armourer is re-

sponsible that the Portable Forge and Chest of Tools be

kept in a serviceable state.

^ By confusion for arniure, AHMIU'K.

(1374 CHALXER Boeth. n. vi. 51 Ne blode yshed by egre
hate ne hadde nat deied 311 armurers.

Armouried : see AUMOUIEU.
Armourless (aumsjli's), a.

[f.
ARMOUR sb. ^

-LKSS.] \Vithout armour, defenceless.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvni. ,\.\\. < Most 792 The
harte chaung>-th his homes.. and thtnne he is armouries,

'( 1650 Don Bi-llianis 93 Seeing him armourless.

A'1'inour-pla-te. One of the metal jjieces or

plates forming the material of defensive armour
;

csp. one of the plates of iron or steel with which

the sides of vessels of war are covered. Hence

Armour-plated///, a.
;
and Armour-plating vbl.

sb. (used toner, for 'armour-plates').
1864 TKNNKNT Story of Gitns 227 Supposed to he an in-

superable obstacle to the use of Armour-plating. 1869 SIK

E. REED Iron-Clad Skips \. 6 A main-deck battery armour-

plated. 1874 BOITEI.L Arms fy Ann. x. 187 We add inch

to inch in the thickness of our armour-plates.

Armoury, -ory (aumori). Forms : 4 armu-

rie, 5-6 armery, armorye, -orie, -ary, 6- ar-

mory, armoury. [Perh. orig. a. OF. arnioicrie,

armoinc. But from the earliest period treated as

a derivative of ARMOUR, and spelt like it armuric,

arniery, armory, armoury. With senses 3-5, cf.

also OK. armcitrerie, now armurerie, the office or

store of the armeurier, arsenal (in which sense

Gorlefroy has also armoiric}. Py some, in iCth c,

referred to L. armaritim (see AMBBY^, and spelt

armory. As armour was, in i6th c., often written

armor, the spelling armory was common down to

the present century. Cf. ABMOBY.]
1. Armour collectively, arch.

1330 K. HIUJNNK 194 If I may be auaile of hors or armurie.

1400 (IKIKEITH in Kllis Orig. Lett. \\. 2 I. 6, I bo^t armery. .

and horses, and other araement. 1577 HARRISON England
ii. v. 115 Armorie meet for their defense and service. 1596

SI'ENSER F. Q. i. i. 27 That armory, Wherein ye have great

glory wonne this day. 1667 MILTON /'. /.. iv. S33 Celestial



ARMOZEEN. 454 AROINT.

Armourie, Shields, Helmes, and Speares. ^SjCowptR Task
v. 139 The armory of Winter. 1802 WORDSW. Sonti. Liberty
\. xvi, In our halls is hung Armoury of the invincible Knights
of old.

f 2. An armed force. Obs.
c 1400 Syr Tryam. 49 The kyng bad ordeygne hys armoryes,

Knyghtys, squyers, and palfrays, Alle redy for to goo.
ci53* LD. BEKNERS Huon 523 That with an armeri alye haue
passed, & taken cartels.

3. A place where arms are kept, an arsenal.

1538 LKLAND ///. IV. 54 A great large Tour caullid White
Tour : wherin is now the Kinges Armary. 1588 SHAKS.
Tit. A. iv. ii. ii The goodliest weapons of his armorie. 1611
BIBLE Song Sol, iv. 4 The tower of Dauid builded for an
armori*:. 1671 MILTON Samson 1281 Their armories and

magazines contemns. 1711 I'ind. SacheverellK Like one of
the Figures in the Queens-Armory in the Tower. 1796
MORSK A met'. Geog. I. 678 The public buildings are, an ex-

change . . armoury, poor house. 1820 W. IRVING-Sketch Bk.
I. 171 The armoury . . a gothic hall furnished with weapons
of various kinds and ages.

^fiS' (Cf. also ARMORY 2.)

1615 HIKROS Wks. I. 618 The diuels storehouse and his

armory of tentations. 1689 SELDEN Table T. 9 A Book of

Apothegms is an armoury of thought. 1817 COLERIDGE Bwg-
Lit. II. 31 Language is the armoury of the human mind;
and at once contains the trophies of its past and the weapons
of its future conquests. 1877 L. MORRIS Epic Hades I. 31
The subtle wiles a woman draws From the armoury of hate.

5. The workshop of an armourer; a place where
arms are manufactured (U.S.).
1841 in WFBSTKR. 1859 in WORCESTER. 1860 BAHTLETT

s.v., The Springfield Armory.
6. The craft of the armourer.

1718 POPE Iliad\\\. 270 The work of Tychius, who. . in all

arts of armoury excell'd.

Armoyrye, obs. form of ARMORY.
Armozeen (.ajm^zrn). Also 6 7 armesine,

7 armoisin, armazine. [a. , F. armoisin, -inc,

OF. armesin taffata. (Of uncertain origin : see

Littre.}] A stout plain silk, usually black, used

for clerical gowns and for mourning scarves.

1599 HAKUCYT I'oy. II. I. 222 Ueluets, Damasks, and Sat-

tens, Armesine of Portugal!. 1667 K. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt.

Brit. i. i. vii. \ 1743' 39 We yearly imported from France . .

Taffaties, Stuffs, Armoisins. 1733 MRS. DELASY Antobiog.
(1861) I. 431 Lady Dysart's clothes were pink armazine
trimmed with silver. 1763 Advt. in Brit. Chron.Cm Draper's
Diet.) Tabbies, Ducaps, black Armozeens, Rasdumores.

A'rmpi t. [f. ARM sby\
1. The hollow under the arm where it is jointed

to the trunk.

a 1400 Metr. }
r
of. in Wright Voc. 179 Acella t arme-pytt.

i$a8 PAYNKT.I. Salerm- Regim. Rj, Under yc arme pittis, and
in the groynes, a 1656 Br. HALL Rent. \\ ks. 130 We are un-

willing to put the rags under our arme-pits. 1855 MACAI'-
LAV Hist. En^. III. 630 The English infantry struggled

through the river, up to their armpits in water.

2. The corresponding cavity in other animals.

Cf. ARM-HOLE, arch, or Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 347 The Elephant alone hath
twaine vnder his shoulders or legs before . . lying hidden as

it were within the arm-pits.

tS.yfy. The axil of a plant. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND riiny II. 123 Vnder the wings or arm-pits

(as it were) of the leaues.

Arm's-end, -length, -reach : see ARM j/;. 1 2 b.

t Armth(e. Obs. [variant of ERMTH(E, OE.

;;;//>(, OTeut. *armif>a, f. AliM a. poor + -TH.

Prop, with umlaut, but occas. found without it,

as OE. earmpu, ME. tertnfa, armfte : cf. warmfh.]
Poverty, wretchedness, misery.
1.885 K, /ELFREO fioetft. xxxviii. 2 >if ba earmba ealle sofle

sint. 1205 LAV. 20438 pa wes /Englene lond mid xrm^e
of-fulled. c uzo Hali Meid. 37 peos & oSre armo'en hat of

wed lac awakeneri. a, 1175 Prm>. Alfred 523 in O. E. Misc.

133 Wer hachte is hid, her is armbe inoch.

Armure, -rer, -rie, obs. ff. ARMOUR, -RKR, -RV.

Army (aumi). Forms : 4-5 armee, 5 armeye,

5-6 arme, armye, 6 armey, 6-7 armie, 6- army.

[a. F. armeet cogn. with Sp., Pg., Pr. armada. It.

armata, siibst. use of pa. pple. of L. arniare to arm,
///. 'act of arming, armament, armed force/ The
concrete sense is late in Fr. and Eng., and occurs

first in reference to a naval force
;

cf. ARMADA.]
I. Literal senses.

j- 1. An armed expedition by sea or land. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 59 In the grete See At many a noble

Armee [v. r. arme, armeye] hadde he be. 1489 CAXTOS
Faytes ofA rtnes n. xxxviii. 160 They that by the see wol

goo, be it in armee or to som other adoo. 1502 ARNOLD
C/iron. (1811) Introd. 37 This yere [21 Kdw. IV] y kinge
made a gret Army into Scotland. 1525 Ln. BERSERS Froiss.

II. xvii. 33 They gette the duke of Burgoyne in great desyre
to make an armye into Knglande.
2. fft-n. An armed force (by sea or land) ;

an as-

semblage of men for belligerent purposes ;
a host.

Obs. exc. when qualified, as in a land-army.
1460 FORTESCUE^AS. <y Lint. Mon. (i7i4> 52 Ifthercome

a sodein Armye upon this Lond, by See or by Land. 1556
Chron. Grey Friars (1852) 2^ The kynge went to Callys
with a grete arme agaynst France. 1603 KNOLLKS Hist.

Turkes (1621) 1314 He sent a navall armie towards the

mouth of the river Danowe. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., A
naval or sea Army is a number of ships of war, equipped and
manned with sailors and marines, under the command of an
admiral. 1865 F. PALEY ^Eschylus 113 He gave the instant

order to his land-army and rushed away.
3. specifically :

fa. A naval armament, an armada, a fleet. Obs.
J545 <June 24) LISLE Disp. in State Papers (1830) I. 791

The rest of tharmye comyng out of Thames . . sholde be in

the Downes. 1588 D. ARCHDEACON (title} A true Discourse
of the Armie (i.e. 'Spanish Armada '].. assembled in the
hauen of Lisbon. 1652 NEEDHAM tr. Scldetfs Mare Cl. 270
The King commanded that ziooo/. should bee paid to his

Armie ; (For so that Fleet is called every where in English
Saxon) which rode at Grenewich. 1751 86 [see 2}.

b. A land force ;
a body of men armed for war,

and organized in divisions and regiments each
under its officer, the whole body being under the

direction of a commander-in-chief or general. (The
common use.)

Standing Army, an army of professional soldiers kept
permanently on foot, as distinguished from one raised on
a special occasion and again disbanded, as were the Eng-
lish armies before the i7th century.
*557 8 Act 4 * 5 Mary iii. 5 During the tyme that any

Armye or nomtjer of Men being under a Leiutenaunte,
shalbee assembled and continue together. 1570 GOSSON
Sch. Abn$e\ Arb.l 16 Caligula lying in Fraunce with agreate
armie of fighting menne. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xvii.

j

8 Prejudicial . . to the proceeding of an army to go about
j

to besiege every little fort or hold. 176* K.AMES Klein. Crit.

11833* 4^7 A number of men under the same military com-
|

mand, are termed an army. 1831 CARI.VI.E Sart. Res. m. '

iv, After the invention of fire-arms and standing-armies.

4. The Army: the whole of the regular troops
or land forces of a state ;

the military service.

(This use came gradually in with the formation of

a standing army ;
its growth maybe traced in the

title 'The Army,' applied to the parliamentary
forces ^1647, to the forces of James II in 1(187,

and to those of William III, when it seems to have
been fully established.)

[1647 \titlc\ Two Letters of his Excellencie Sir Thomas
Fairfax. .Published at the instant desire of the Army. ?i686

JAMKS II in Royal Tracts 116921 13 Let no man take excep-
tion that there are some Officers in the Army not qualified

according to the late Tests.! 1698-9 --Jf/ n William 111
>

viii, An Act . . to . . determine the Debts due to the Army,
Navy, and for Transport-Service. 1712 STEEI.E Spcct. No.
544 F 4 Such Gentlemen as have served their Country in

the Army. 1714 Ibid. No. 566 P 4 A Man who goes into the

Army a Coxcomb will come out of it a sort of Publick Nui-
sance. 1860 HT. MARTINKAT Biog. Sk. 118761 204 Entering
the army at the age of thirteen. Mod. The eldest son is

in the Army, the second at the Bar. Toast, The Army,
Navy, and Volunteers.

II. Figurative and transferred senses.

5. transf. A vast assemblage, resembling an army
in number ; a '

host,' a multitude : a. of men.
r 1500 I 'irgilhis in Thorns E. E. Rom. 22 He raysed a great

armey of people. 15*5 LD. BKRNERS Froiss. II. ccxxvii,

Argt.,Of the great armye [Heading, assemble] that was made
in the citye of Reynes. 1535 COVERDAI.K 2 Kings v. 15 He
[Naaman] turned agayne. .with all his armye. 1611 BIBLE
Ezek. xxxvii. 10 They liued, and stood vp vpon their feet,

an exceeding great armie. Mod. A whole army of waiters
was engaged for the banquet.
b. Ji%. of things, arch.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. v. 34 Armies of lovely loukes and

speeches wise. 1628 COKE On Litt. Pref., You shall meet
with a whole Army of words. 1675 TKAHERNE Chr. Ethics
it. 16 When we can cheerfully look on an army of misfortunes.

1751
WATTS Inipro~c. Mfnef(iBoi) 377 The army of my sins

rises up before me.

6. (/%**. from 3.) A marshalled host.

1593 SHAKS. Rick. //, in. iii. 87 Mustring. .on our behalfe,
Armies of Pestilence. 1611 BIBLE Joel'ii. 25 Thecaterpiller,
and the palmer worme, my great armie. 1845 WHATKLY/.^.
in Life 118661 II. 77 It is time that these two armies [the two

opposed parties in the House ofCommons] should as soon as

possible be disbanded. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. v. 104 An
army of locusts.

7. {fig> or transf. from 2, 3, 4.) A body of men

organized for a purpose, or viewed as striving
for the advancement of a cause. Hence assumed

by such organizations as the Salvation Army, the

Blue Ribbon Army.
1543 Tc Dfttnt in Primer^ The noble armye of Martyrs

do prayse the. 1712 ADDISON Spcet. No. 465 F i Latimer,
one of the glorious Army of Martyrs. 1855 KnfG8LBY/BWKf
(1878) i The ignoble army of idlers. 1878 Christian 16 May
(heading**, Gospel-Temperance in Hoxlon. A ' Blue Ribbon

Army.' ibid.* Hard-working men who have only recently

joined the ' Blue Ribbon Army.' 1879 Chr. World 2 } May
330/4 The band of people calling themselves ' The Salvation

Army.' 1883 W. BOOTH m H'hitaker's Almanac 439/1 The
Salvation Army was commenced as a Christian Mission in

1865 . . In the course of 1878 . . the name '

Salvation Army'
was taken.

III. Comb, and Attrib. (chiefly from sense 4) : as

army-coitnci^ -man\ also army-broker, -clothier,

-contractor, -furnisher, who carry on their re-

spective businesses on behalf of, or in connexion

with, the Army ; army-corps, a main division of

an army in the field
; f army-debenture, a security

for money lent on behalf of the Army ; army-list,
an official list of all the commissioned officers of the

Army ; army-worm, a species of caterpillar, the

larva of the cotton-moth.
1 868 GLADSTONE JUT. Mtittdr xi. (1870^431 The members of

the Army-council contend freely in argument with Aga-
memnon. 1674 HICKMAM Hist. Qninquart. 133 Many of
those Army-men, .gloried . .in trampling all Law and Right I

under foot. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. Ixiv. 247 I

Being in the position of what was called an army-broker.
1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 547 He had become an army

clothier. 1817 COLERIDGE Biogr. Lit. 242 Whoie father had
made a large fortune . . as an army-contractor. 1870 Pali
Mall G. 19 Oct. ii Accompanied by an army-furnisher.

170* Lond. Gaz. mmmdcccxxxvili/4 Lost . . a Pocket-Book,
wherein there was two Army-Debentures. 1814 SCOTT H'av.

Ixi, This good lady had the whole army-list by heart. 1852
Let. in De Bow S. ff IV. States I. 171 They . . lay millions
of eggs, .and thus they increase until they deserve the name
of army worm. 1865 Pall Mall G. No. 192. 6/1 Seriously
injured by the army-worm.

Armyll^e, Armyte, obs. f. ARMIL, HERMIT.

Arn, obs. f. EARN v., and (Ayenb.} ERNE, eagle.

Arn, obs. form of ran, pa. t. of RUN.

Arn(e, early form of ARE v. : see BE.

't Arn(e. Obs. or dial. [perh.
= #/;,#//,?;';/, OE.

xlreni see ALDERN.] The alder tree.

1791 NKWTE Tour Eng. $ Scot. 415 The aller or arne . . is

also found in marshy places, c 1830 Trans. Highl. Soc.
Ser. 11. II. 216 (JAM. i An infusion of arn or alder-bark.

Arnatto, variant of ANATTA.

Arnd, arnede, obs. forms of ERRAND.
Arndern : see UNDERN, and cf. ANDERS-MEAT.
Arneis, -eys, obs. forms of HARNESS.
+ A'rnement. Obs. [? corruption or phonetic

change of OF. arrement : L. atramcnt-um ink, f.

air-urn black.] Ink, or materials with which it

is made.
c 1300 A". A Us. 6418 Blak is heore visage . . Eyghnen they

haveth so arnement. r 1320 Senyn Sages tW.l 2776 He let

him make a garnement, Ase blak as ani arnement. 1496
Bit. St. Albans C. vij, Fille the hooll with a powdre of
arnement Ibrente. 1586 LI:PTOM Thous. Notable Things
11675' J 97 Take Arnement, Hony, and the white of Eggs.

Arae-morwe. Obs. [OE. write morgcn, accus.

of R'r morgen^\ Early morn.

cytp Lindisf.Gosp. John x viii. 28 Uses untudlice ar moreen.
c 1330 Arth, ff Merl, 4797 Fram arnemorwe to the midday.

Arnest, obs. form of EARNEST.
Arnica (aunika). [mod.L. of unknown origin.]
1. A genus of Composite plants, of which the spe-

cies A. montona or Mountain Tobacco, a native of

Central Europe, has valuable medicinal properties.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitf>p., A mica, .a species of doroni-

cum, with plantane leaves. 1881 Black. Mag. Apr. 486
Golden arnica, autumnal cyclamen, blue cornflowers.

2. A medicine prepared from the plant, esp. in

the form of a tincture.

1788 Editi. .Ync DisJ>en$. 117911 133/1 Arnica .. has been
of late recommended as a very powerful antispasmodic.
1864 UROWSING Sludge 1479 Stiffish cock-tail, taken in time,
Is better for a bruise than arnica.

Hence Arnicin (aunisin). Chem., a yellow, non-

crystallizable, bitter substance, the active principle
of arnica. Arnicine (-sin), an alkaloid found in

the same plant.
1847 Xat. Encycl. II. 150/2 An acrid bitter principle . .

called Arnicine. 1869 WATTS Diet. Chem. VI. 192 Accord-

ing to Bastick, arnica flowers contain a non-volatile bitter

alkaloid, arnicine. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 537 The root

Is rich in arnicin.

Arnoldist 'jrinaldist). Ch.Hist. Also Arnald-
ist. A follower of Arnold (or Arnaldus) of Brescia,

a reformer of the I 2th century.
1669 PKNN A> Cross, etc. xx. 18 They [tbe \Valdenses]

had many other names, as Arnoldists, fcsperonists. 1882

SCHAKF Herzog's Encycl. Rcl. Knmvl. I. 150.

Ar'n't, contr. for are not ; cf. AIN T, AN'T.
a 1845 Hoon To Mrs.Fry\\\\^ O come and teach our chil-

dren that ar'n't ours That heaven's straight pathway is a

narrow way.

Arnotto, variant of ANATTA.

Arnut, obs. form of EARTH-NUT.

A-roar (aro^-j), advb. phr.\ also arore. [A
prep.\ + ROAR sb.] In a roar, roaring.

[(.-1305 Pains ofHell 180 in O.E. Misc. 216 With a stynch

gurd out arore.] 1461 MARI;. PASTON in Lett 422 II. 65
The byll. .hathe set the pepyll in thys contre arore. 1836
Blackw. Mag. XXXIX. 842 Hail ! day of storms ! with thy
woods a-roar like rivers, and thy rivers a-roar like seas !

t A-roa*stf ///. a. Obs. In 4 a-rost(e. [=
i-rost\ see A particle and ROAST v. (Stratmann
takes roast here as sb. and a as prep.)] Roasted.

< 1300 /V/. Songs 151 Thenne mot ych habbe hennen ;

Ibia. 237 The deuel huem afretye, Rau other a-roste.
1300 /W. Songs 151 Thenne mot ych habbe hennen a-rost.

t'ia. 237 The deuel huem afretye, Rau other a-roste.

Arob, aroba, arobe, obs. variants of ARROBA.

Arobalist, erron. form of ARBALEST.

Aroid (e--roid). Bot. [f. ARrM + -oiD. The N.O.

Aracen is also called AroideK^ A plant allied to

the Arum or Wake-robin ; an arad. Aroi'deons a.,

allied to Arum.
1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 252 The eatable Aroideous

plants, Orchises, Yams. 1860 Let. in At/ten.rntn 29 June
(1861) 863 Festoons of aroideous plants. 1876 H. EVEKSHED
in Macm. Mag. XXXIV. 53 The moist and heated air covers

the. .trunks of trees with a drapery of aroids.

Aroint, aroynt (arornt). [Origin unknown.

Used by Shakspere, whence by some modern

writers.]
1. In Aroint thcc ! (?verb in the imperative, or in-

terjection) meaning apparently : Avaunt! Begone!
1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. iii. 6 Aroynt thee, Witch, the rumpe-

fed Ronyon cryes. 1605 Lear\\\. iv. 129 He met the Night-
Mare . . Bid her a-light, and her troth-plight, And, aroynt

thee, Witch, aroynt thee. 1816 SCOTT Antig. \\* Aroint

thee, witch ! would.st them poison my guests with thy in-

fernal decoctions. [Also in Qnentin D. (1823) II. xix. 364.]



AROLLA.

1831 HEIDIGER Didoniad ix, 248 Aroynt, thou lingering,

long-drawn mortal Strife.

2. Used by Mr. and Mrs. Browning as a vb. : To
drive away with an execration.

1850 MRS. BROWNING To Flush xviii, Whiskered cats

arointed flee. 1878 BROWNING Tivo Poets Croisic 156 That
Humbug, whom thy soul aroints. 1880 Dram. Idyts%

Pietro 22 Aroint the churl who prophesies.

[The origin of Shakspere's aroynt has been the

subject of numerous conjectures, none of which can

be said to have even a prima facie probability.

(Cf. also AKUNT.) The following passages are

usually cited as pointing to the same word :

RAY North, C, Wds. (1691) has: Ryntytt by your leave,
stand handsomely. As ' Rynt you, ifitch, quoth Bessie
Locket to her mother' ; Proverb. Cheshire. THORF.SBY /,*//.

to Kay 1703 lYorksh. Wordsi has :
'

Ryrntta, used to cows
to make them give way, and stand in their stalls or booyses.'

[In parts of Cheshire (and ? Lancashire) on (au) is pro-
nounced t, y (ai, i.e. Au has been umlauted to ilii, and de-
labialized toai ; elsewhere it is reduced to iia, a', or a>; so
that round becomes t\',tid. Rynd-ta! is thus merely a local

pronunciation of 'round thee, = move round, move about !'

The local nature, the meaning, and form of the phrase, seem
all opposed to its identity with Shakspere's Aroynt^
Arolla (ar^rla). [ad. F. arolle."] Name given in

French Switzerland to the Finns cembra.
1881 Miss KRAUDON Asph. III. 196 Where huge arollas of a

thousand years' growth spread their black branches against
the snow-line.

Aroma (awH'ma). Forms: 3-7 aromat, (//.

3-4 -az, B-a/2), 4-7 aromate, 8- aroma, [a. OF.
aromat (now#r0w<z/t'),ad. L. aromata, pi. oiaroma,
a. Gr.dpojpa. In mod. times altered back to L. and
Gr. form

; occas. even with pi. aro'wata, though
aro'was is usual.]

fl. Spice; usually in//, spices. Obs.
c uzo Leg. Kath. 2225 Wiosmirles ofaroma/. cizyoAncr.

R. 376 J>eos J>reo Manes bouhten swote smelHnde aromaz
uorto smurlen mide ure Louerd. a. 1300 Cursor Jlf. 21299
pe foerth sauurs als aromat. 1494 FABYAN i. iii. 10 With
dyuers Aromats & spyces of moste swettest odour. 1637
N ABBES Microcosm, in Dodsl. O. P. IX. 240 And breathes

perfumes, no Persian aromats Can imitate. 1686 W.HARRIS
Lfmcry's Chym. I. xvii. 408 You may make use of other
Aromates or Spices. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl, Supp., Aroma
is, by some authors, particularly applied to denote myrrh.

2. The distinctive fragrance exhaled from a spice,

plant, etc. ; gen. an agreeable odour, a sweet smell.

1814 Edin. Rci>. XXIII. 1 16 The more odorous plants.,
whose aroma we may wish to retain. 1873 E. SMITH Foods

23 The nutritive qualities of the lean meat are there, except
the aromas, which may have escaped under the influence
of heat.

b. An aromatic essence or oil.

1830 CoLKBIDGE Lect. Shaks. II. 203 Its [a plant's] balsams,
gums, resins, aromata . . are . . mere excretions from the

vegetable.

Q.ftg* A subtle pervasive quality or charm.

1851 CARLYLE Sterlings ii. (1872^ n The delicate aroma
of his nature. 1861 TROLLOPE T. All Conntr. viii. 281 The
language of the people has not the pure Parisian aroma.

t Aroma-olent, a. Obs. rare 1

. [L. olent-em

smelling.] Fragrant.
i657

r

i'oMLiNsoN Rcnoit'sDisp. 337 Aromatic seeds, odorate,
acrimonious and Aromaolent.

t ArO'matary. Ohs. rare*, [ad. L. aroma-

tari-tts, f. aroma : see -ABY.] A dealer in spices,
a perfumer.
1657 TOMLINSON Retton's Disp. 484 Which Aromataries

sometimes use in dividing their powders.

Aromatic (jeiwnwtik)j a. and sl>.
;

also 4-8
-y^, -yque, -icke. [a. F. aromatitjiie (i4th c.), ad.

L. aromatic-its, a. Gr. dpcafmriKos ; see AROMA.]
A. adj.

1. Having the fragrant smell, and warm, slightly

pungent, taste, of spice ; yielding aroma
; spicy,

fragrant, sweet-smelling.
1366 MAUNDEV. xvi. 174 Ensense and other aromatyk

thinges of noble smelle. 1486 CAXTON Citrial 6 The grele
and delycious wynes aromatyques that he dranke. 1542
KOORDE Dyetary iv. (1870) 2^9 Herbes of aromatyck and
redolent sauours. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 469 Whose
dead Bodies were embalmed with Aromatick odours. 1712
tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 150 Of a very agreeable Smell,
and a biting Aromatick Taste. 1732 POPE Ess. Man i. 200
Die of a rose in aromatic pain. 1845 DARWIN V'oy. Nat. ii.

(1879* 31 The leaves of the camphor, pepper, cinnamon, and
clove trees were delightfully aromatic.

2. Ghent. P^pithet of an extensive group of organic

compounds, consisting of benzene and its homo-

logues (i.e. hydrocarbons of the formula C,, H^-n,
with the alcohols, acids, and bases derived from

them).
Called aromat'iyrtf by Kekule in 1865 (Bull, de la Sac.

Chim. de Paris'1

, on account of the peculiar and fragrant
odours possessed by some of them, especially by certain

derivatives of benzene, such as benzoic acid, bitter almond
oil, &c.

[1814 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. 146 Woods that contain
aromatic oils are remarked for their indestructibility.] 1869
WATTS Diet. Client. VI. 193 The aromatic compounds form
a group running parallel, as it were, with the fatty bodies,
and like the latter including hydrocarbons, alcohols, acids,

amines, etc. Ibid. 206 Several monatomic aromatic acids

exist as natural products. Thus benzoic acid exists ready
formed in gum benzoin.

B. sb. A substance or plant emitting a spicy
odour

;
a fragrant drug ; a spice.
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1494 FABYAN vi. clxv. 160 Enoynted with ryche and
precyous bawmys, arid other oyntmentjs, and aromatykes.
ti 1680 BUTLER Kern. (1759* I. in It keeps our Spice, and
Aromatics sweet, 1748 ANSON I'oy. it. i. 117 The trees, .are
most of them aromaticks. x8ai COMBE (Dr. Syntax* Wife
i. 278 While Ma'am the Aromatics blended, To gain the
scent which she intended.

Aroma'tical, a. Wl>s. [f. prec. + -Ai.l.]-prec.
1578 LYTF. Dodoeiis 284 The seede whereof is of a very

pleasant and Aromaticall sauour. 1656 THAI-I' Connn. Matt.
xiii. 52 Like aromatical trees that sweat out their sovereign
oils. 1732 AKIIUTHNOT Kales Diet 260 The Juices of pun-
gent and aromatical Fruits. [1809 PARKINS (.' itIpepper's Kng.
Physician Enlarged 303 Of an aromatical taste.]

Aroma'tically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-'.] With

aromatic odour or taste ; spicily.
1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden 148 The smell thereof is

somewhat aromatically sweet.

Aroma'ticalness. ? Ohs. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being aromatic
; spiciness.

1731 in BAII.KY.

Aroiua'ticness. [f.
AROMATIC + .NESS.]

=
prec.

1731 in BAII.EV. 1803 W.TAYLOR in Ifonth, Mag. XV. 324
The original or concrete idea of sensation, in which round-

ness, blueness, bitterness, aromaticness consists.

t Aro*iuatiza:te, /// & Ohs. [ad. L. aroma-

tlzat-tis, f. aromatJzarc : see below.] = AKOMATIZKD.
1576 BAKER Gesner's Jewell of Health 78 Let all be . .

aromati/ate with the powder of three Saunders.

t ArO'matiza:te, v, [f. prec.] To aromatize.

1576 BAKKH Gesner's Jewell ofHealth 99 a, This water of

Lyfe is only aromatizated with the Levaunt spyces. 1610
BARROVGH Physick\\\. x. (1639)398 Make an Apozema. .and
aromatizate it with. .Cinamon.

Aromatizatioii (irofrmataiz^Jan). [ad. med.
L. aromaftzation-cffi, f. ardtnatizii-re : see next.

Also in mod.Fr.] The action or process of ren-

dering aromatic ; aromatic flavouring.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. (16571 4 They. . give it a

tincture and aromat ization with saffron. i6iaWooi>ALi, Snrg.
Mate Wks. 1653, 2^8 Aromatization . .whereby medicaments
are made more suaveolent and odoriferous. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Sitpp., Aromatisation . .the art of mixing aromatic, or

spicy, matters, as cinnamon, mace . . with some drug.

Aromatize (arJu'mataiz), v. [a. F. aromatise-r

(l2th c.), ad. L. aromatizare, ad. Gr. apof^arif-ftv
to spice, f. dpojfMiT- AROMA.] To render aromatic
or fragrant ;

to impart a spicy flavour to
;

to

season with spice. Alsoyf^-.
1480 CAXTON Ovitfs Met. xiv. xi, Whyche Venus aroma-

tysed w'oynement dyvyne. 1582 HESTER Phwrav. Seer. in.

v. ii Aromatise it with two caretes of Muske. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 204 Unto converted Jews, .no man im-

puteth this unsavoury odor
; as though Aromatized by their

conversion, .they smelt no longer then they savoured of the

Jew. 1685 Reflect. Baxter 17 This Spirit Aromatizes the
Doctors whole Interpretation of the Apocalypse. 1798 W,
TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 216 Attempting with otr of
roses to aromatize the fumes of tobacco. 1830 LINDLF.Y
Xat. Syst. Bot. 27 Europeans employ them to aromatise
certain liquors.

Aromatized, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.] Ren-

dered aromatic or fragrant ; spiced.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. fy Min. Introd., The body ..

boiled with wine, with aromatized broth, is commended
against the leprosy. 1884 Pall Mall G. 16 Feb. 4/2 Each
bather gargles mouth and throat with cold aromatized water.

Aro'matizer. ff. as prec. + -KRI.] He who
or that which aromatizes.

1699 EVELYN Acetaria 148 Other Strewings and Aroma-
tizers which may likewise be admitted to enrich our Sallet.

Aro'matizing, vbL sb.
[f. as prec. + -IN I

.]

AUOMATIZATION.
1606 HOLLAND Siteton. Annot. 30 The artificiall besprink-

ling and aromatizing of banqueting rowmes.

t ArO'matOTlS, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. aromata

or F. aromatt as if ad. L. *aroj>iatosns or F. *aro-

mafettjc.']
= AROMATIC,

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 34/3 The encence which is brent
. . is aromatous or wel smellyng.

Aron, obs. form of ARK v., and of ARUM.
A-rood, 'on (the) cross

1

: see A//Y/.I and ROOD,
1340 Ayenb. 64 pe gyewes, bet hine dede a-rode.

i A-roo'm, adv. Obs. Forms: 3-4 aroum(e,
5 a-rowme, arombe, 6 a-room. [orig. on rnm,
on riime, to or at a space or distance : see h.prep\
and ROOM.] To or at a distance

; apart, aside, off.

c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 4000 He bad balaac stonden Sor-bi, And
3ede onrum, ('1300 K. A Us. 1637 Aroum anon he drow.
< 1384 CHAUCER //. Fume 540, I a roume was in the field.

< 1449 PECOCK Rej>r. n. xx. 271 Forto haue it arombe. c 1530
Hick&corner in Hazl. Dodsl. I. 154 Aware, fellows, and
stand a-room.

t AroO'm, v. Obs.
[f. prec.] To extend, prolong.

('1440 Morte A rth. 340 if yis journee sulde halde, or be
aroumede forthyre.

A-roO't, advb. phr. [A prcp^ + ROOT.] On
root ; hence, rooted, firm.
c 1374 CHAUCKR Troylus\\. 1329 So rulith her her hertis

gost withynne, That thogh sh bende, yet she stont a-rote

[r-. r. on rote].

Aroph. [According to Scott Snppl. to Cham-
bers

t SLCon&.foTar0rtiaf>/n70s0f>/i0rt{//t philosophers'

spice.] Name given to various medicinal prepa-
rations of Paracelsus and the Paracelsians, said to

be efficacious against the stone, quartan ague, etc.

1657 G. STARKEY Helmont's Vind. 327 Thus is made the
most noble Aroph of Helmont out of Satyrion. 1753 CHAM-

AROUSE.
HERS Cycl. SnJ>p., AroJ>h was a preparation of saffron and
rye-bread, digested with spirits of wine.

Aror, obs. form of EKHOB.
Arore, obs. form of A-KOAR.
Arose (arJirz), pa. t. of ARISE.

Aroughcun, early form of RACOON.
1624 CAI-T. SMITH / 'irginia if. 27 A beast they call Arough-

cun, much like a badger, but vseth to Hue on trees as

Squirrels doe.

Arought, pa.pple.ofABECCHEZ'. Obs. toexplain.
Around ^ardund), adv. and/>r/. [<L. \-pref. 2 +
ROUND; cf. across. Rare bef. i6co

;
not in Shak-

spere, nor Bible 161 1
;
twice in Milton Poet. WAf.]

A. adv. (Often strengthened by all.}

1 1. In the round, in circumference ;
in a round,

in a circle. Obs.
i 1300 A'.. i//s. 6603 They [i.e. the eggs] beon more feor aroun,

1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. 368 Non was set at non ende, Hut
alle a round, for alle were hende. 1579 SpENSERSVfa^A. Ctil.

June 60 The fountaine, where they sat urounde. 1596
/'. (

J
. i. i. 1 8 [The dragon]. .Wrapping up her wrethed stern e

arownd.
2. On or along the circuit or surface of a circular

or globular body).
1596 SPENSER /". Cj. i. x. 54 Whose head full hie [is] Adorn 'd

with fruitful olives all around. 1697 I)RVIH-;N I'irg. Georg.
in. 658 And hissing, rowls his glaring Kyes around. 1699

Flower fy Leafivf) All their heads around With chaplcts
green of cerrial-oak were crowned. 1794 STLLIVAN View
Nat. I. 67 A shell, which stretches quile around, and en-

velopes the whole globe.
3. gen. On every side, in every direction.

(-1320 Sir BtTis 1373 [The sense is here doubtful] God,
that made this world aronde, The saue, sire king llrademond.

1709 POPE .Spring 100 While op'ning blooms diffuse their

sweets around. 1820 KEATS St. Agnes xl, For there were

sleeping dragons alt around. 1861 BL'CKLE Cii'ilis. II. vi.

6or The signs of the time are all around.

4. In U. S. : = ROUND.
1883 Harper's Mag. Feb'. 446/1 The apples' and nuts are

just enough to go around. 1883 J. Kiai.v ibid. Aug. 453/1
It is not the best all-around boat.

5. In U. S.: AUDIT, a. Here and there with
no fixed direction ; all about, at random

;
as in

'to travel around,' 'to fool around.' b. Some-
where near

;
as in 'to stand around.'

1860 in UARTI.ETT Diet. A wcr. 1883 A". J '. // 'orld in Glasg.
}\\'ck. Her. 9 June 8/3 It can be kicked, rolled around, or
hammered.
B. prep.

1. On or along the circuit : a. of position.
1399 Rich. Redclcss in. 264 Rewlers of rcwmes around all

|>e erthc. 1629 MILTON Nativity iv, Nor war or battle's

sound Was heard the world around. 1807 CKAHBK Pur. Rtg.
i. 41 Around the walls are heroes, lovers, kings.

b. of motion : So as to encircle, or make the

circuit of.

rt 1700 DRYDEN 1 1.) A lambent flame arose, which gently
.spread Around his brows. 1855 KINGSLEY n'estw. 11o (18791

501 They would follow Sir Amyas Lei.i;h around the world.

1869 i'^ng. Mt'C/t. 2 Apr. 27/2 Passing the tape . . around each
of the. .pulleys.

2. So as to surround, encompass, or envelop ;

surrounding, enveloping ;
about.

1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague \. \. 147 My mother put her
arms around my neck. 1817 WOLFF. Burial Sir y, Moor?
iii, With his martial cloak around him.

3. On all sides of, in all directions from.

1667 MILTOS P. L. n. 900 They around the flag Of each
his faction. .Swarm populous, 1711 SIKF.I.I-; Sf>ect. No. 118

P i The Prospects around me. 1860 TVNUALI. (/7irr. i. n.

84 The air around and above us was. .clear. 1882 PEBODY
K*ig, 'Journalism x.\i. 158 The woods that lie around a
Flintshire castle.

b../f?.

1818 HALI.AM Mid. Agesdt,^ I. 496 To pour the radiance
of unclouded reason around the last struggles ofdissolution.

1877 LYTTEIL Landm. MI. vii. 134 Around the Stone of the
bedesman's cell quite a romance has been woven.

4. In U. S. : Hither and thither over, at random

through, about; as in 'to travel around the country.'
Arousal (aruu-/al). [f.

next + -AI,-.] The ac-

tion of arousing, or fact of being aroused.

[NotinCkAK; 1847. Webster cites HAKK.] 1854 tr. Laniar-
tine's Celebr. Char. II. 122 The sudden arousal of the Dau-
phin by her voice. 1865 Gayworthys II. 22 Listening to
the sounds of arousal about the country side.

Arouse (aixiirz), v.
[f. A- fref. 11 + ROUSE,

after such pairs as rise, arise, wake, ctwake^\
1. To raise or stir up (a person) from sleep or

inactivity ; to awaken.
'593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. ['/, iv. i. 3 Loud houling Wolues
irouse the Jades That dragge the Tragicke melancholy
night. 1791 COWPER Iliad x. 36 Grasping his spear, forth

Jssu'd to arouse His brother. 1860 TVNUAI.I. Glac. i. ii.

80 [I] fell asleep. My friend, however, soon aroused me.

2. To stir up into activity, excite (principles of

action, emotions, etc.).

(1602 SHAKS. Hani. \\. ii. 510 A roused Vengeance sets him
new a-worke.] 1728 THOMSON ^Pring 1002 But absent,
what fantastick woes arous'd Rage in each thought. 1859
MKRIVALE ROM. Ktnp. xlv.V. 225 No suspicion was aroused.

1863 KF.MBLE Resid. Georgia 20 It arouses the killing pro-

pensity in me.

3. intr. (for reft.} To wake up, bestir oneself.

1822 W, HAVERUAL in Life (1882) 33 The parish began to
arouse and visitors to inquire.

Arouse (arairz), sl>. rare.
[f. prec. vb.] An

act of arousing, an alarum.



AROTJSER.

1881 CHR. ROSSETTI Pageant, etc. 7, 1 blow an arouse

Through the world's wide house To quicken the torpid earth.

Arouse, -owze, var. ARROUSE v. Obs. to water.

Aronser varuu-zaj). [f.
as prec. + -EK a

.]
One

who arouses.

1869 MKS. WHITNEY Hitherto ix. 98 She sprang from her

bed, and followed her arouser.

Arousing (arairzin.'),///. a.
[f.

AROUSE v. +

-ING^.] Rousing, stirring, exciting.
1841 MYERS Catli. Th. in. 48 Arousing a>s a trumpet-call.

fArou-t, v. Obs. [A doubtful word, the reading
and sense being uncertain in both quotations. The
first may read arounted, see ARI'XT, or a-routed from

rout ;
the second reads route in all the early MSS.

If arout existed, it might represent OF. arotitcrlo

start (one) on his way, send away, f. a to + route.}

1399 Kick. Reiifless in. 221 But, arouutyd ffor his ray, and
rebuked ofte, He had leue of )K lord . . to go or he drank.

Chaucer 's (ed. Urry) Alan ofLawes T. 442 In all that lond

no Cristin durst arout [SV-r-fr-i-r', no Cristen dorste route].

Arove, obs. pa. t. of ARRIVE v.

A-rOW (an?"-), adv. Forms : 3 areawe, 3-5

arewe, 4 arawe, 4 6 arowe, a-row^e, a-rew(e,

5 o rowe, 6-7 arew, 6-y a-row, arow. [A prep\
+ Row sl>.]

1. Of place : In a row, rank, or line.

a 1300 Floriz fy Bl. 298 Alle ^ilke (>at dene maidenes beo

Schulle sute arewe under Jjat treo. c 1380 Sir Fenimb. 4605
An hep of frenschemen }>at leye arawe. 1580 SIDNEY Ar-
cadia 116221 83 Till home they walk arowe. 1600 CHAPMAN
Iliad VI. 259 Twelve lodgings of like stone, like height,
were likewise built arew. 1737 POPE Imit. Hor. Epist. \. vii.

77 A little House with trees a-row. 1858 LONGF. Roffttlalk

i, That building, .with its windows all a-row.

1 2. Of time or order : In succession, one after an-

other, successively. Obs.

c 1130 Ancr. R. 198 Her beoS nu areawe hold be seouen

heaued sunnen. 1387 TREVISA lligiien Rolls Ser. I. 79 Pro-

uinces and londes pe whiche I schal descriue and rekene al

arewe [/>er ortlinein}. c 1420 Chron. Vihd. 603 Threny3tes
arowe he sey?e \K same sy^t. c 1430 freeuiasimry 348 For to

be stwardus alle o rowe, Weke after weke. 1553-87 FOXE A.

4- .V. III. 552 Christ demanded of Peter., three times a-row,

fetre t amas me f 1598 SYLVESTER DH Bartas^ n. iv. jv.

Argt., Jehu's Une likewise Shallum supplants. King-killing
Treacheries Succeed a-row.

Arow, obs. f. ARROW
;
var. ofARGH a. Obs. timid.

Arowblast, -er, obs. forms of ARBALEST, -ER.

[i Arpeggio (arpe'dclj'o). [It.,
f. arpeggiare to

play upon the harp, f. arpa harp.] The employ-
ment of the notes of a chord in rapid succession

instead of simultaneously ;
a chord thus played

or sung.
1742 in BAILEY. 1786 J. C. WALKER Irish Bards 17 iT.i A

or Sp. Gipsy I. 39 Juan . . tc

peggio. 1879 F. TAYLOR in Grove Diet. Mat. 1 . 87/2 The down-
ward arpeggio, -is but rarely employed in modern music.

Arpe'ggio, v. [f. prec.; cf.It.arpeggiare,.ar-

peger.} To play or sing (a chord) as an arpeggio.

iSfytr.Sfohr'sAutotiiig. I. 2, 1 arpeggiod the chord to her.

II Arpent (see below). Also 7 arpen, -ine

(erron. arpentier). [a. F. arpent (
= Pr. arpen,

aripitf) : L. arepcntiis (CoIumella),a>-<T/i.'M/.f (Isi-

&ote)*=semijugerum 'half an acre,' according to

Columella a Gallic word.
See_I.ittre. Formerly

quite naturalized as a-jpen(t, lupin ;
now again

treated as French : arpan.] An obsolete French

measure of land, containing a hundred square

perches, and varying with the different values of

the perch from about an acre and a quarter to

about five-sixths of an acre.

1580 HOLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong., Dtmi arpent, halfe

an arpent, that is, nine hundreth foote of grounde. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 550 An Acre or Arpen of ground, called

in Latine lugerum. 1622 MALYNES Attc. Laiv-Mereh. 51

The partition of Lands by Measures, Acres, Arpentiers,

Bunderen. 16*3 J.WEBSTER Devil's Law-Casein, iii. in Hazl.

Dodsl. III. 74 If he be master Of poor ten arpines of land.

1717 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Corn, As many Pounds of

Salt-petre . . as you have Arpents of Land to sow. 1869
PARKMAN Discor. Gt. West\. (187517 La Salle had. .assigned

to each settler half an arpent, or about a third of an acre.

[Arpentator. Latinized form of F. arpentcur,
in Spelman (i6'>4), whence in some mod. Diets.]

II Arpenteur (arpanto-r). [F. agent-noun f.

arpent] A measurer of land ; a land-surveyor.

1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 149 Mons. Arthaud, the ar.

penteur. .answered my enquiries satisfactorily.

Arpsicord, Arpy : see HARP-.

Arquated, obs. variant of ARCUATED, after Fr.

an/tier: in Worcester 1859.

Arquebus, and derivatives: see HARQUEBUS.

Arquerite (aukwerait). Min. [f. (1842) Ar-

qtieros, mines in Chili, where found + -ITE.] A
native amalgam of silver.

Arquifoux, variant of ALQUIFOU.

f Arr, sti. Obs. exc. in north, dial. Also 3-5
erre (a nerre), 4-6 arre, 5 ar. [a. ON. orr, or ;

cf. Da. ar.] A wound, scar. Only in northern

writers, and still common dialectally.
a 1300 E. F.. Psalter xxxvii. 6 Stanke and roten mine erres

ere ma. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Const: 5600 pe erres of his
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[Christes] wondes sal speke. 1388 WVCI.IF Let", xxii. 22 Tf

it hath a scar [v.r. arre]. c 1450 Gloss, in Wright / 'oc. 209
Hec cicatrix, a nerre. 1564 A/S. Di-pos. Eccl. Crt. Yrk.,

Hayth not any arre or arres of his legg or legges. 1655 W.
RAWMARSH MS. Depos. Yrk. Castle, A younp man with

pock arrs in his face. 1691 RAY A'. Countr. Il'arjs, An Arr;
A Skar. Pock-arrs, the Marks made by the Small Pox.

This is a general Word, common both to North and South.

1863 ATKISSON // 'hilly Glass . s.v., 'I'll gie thee an arr to

carry to thy grave,'. . An arr on the conscience, is the in-

ward impression of having done wrong.

t Arr, v.^ Obs. [Origin uncertain : Matzner

compares LG. arrcn to vex, f. arre anger = OE.

erre, ierre, eorre. Cf. next.] To anger, vex, worry.
[1382 WYCLIF Dent, xxxii. 16 Thei eggiden him in alyen

goddis, and in abomynaciouns to wraththe arreden [?'. r.

arereden, rereden ; Vulg. concitavernnt}. a 1400 Cmi. Myst.
306 The Jewys xal crye for joy wfth a gret voys, and arryn
hym, and pullyn of his clothis. 1651 N. BACON Hist. Disc.

xiv. 216 He arred both the Clergy and Laity.

f Arr, i'.
2 Olis. [A word imitating the sound ;

whence also R is called by Persius lit/era canina.

In some modern dialects narr, and nnrr.~\ To
snarl as a dog.
1483 CANTON G. tie la Tour C ij b, Eche arred at other lyke

houndes. 1600 ttAKOtSummeri Last IVillm Hazl. Dotisl.

VIII. 44 They arre and bark at night against the moon.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 726 (R.I A dog is . . fell and

quarrelsome, given to arre.

Arra, variant of ARRAH and ABBHA.

Arrable, ohs. form of HORRIBLE.

li Arracacha (reraka-tfaV Dot. [native Indian

name.] A genus of umbelliferous plants, with

tuberous roots, found in the north of -South America,

of which one species (A. esculenta) is a staple

article of food with the inhabitants.

i8a3 Agric. <$ Bat. in Ann. Reg. 304/2 Several excellent

roots of the famous Arracacha. 1832 rtr, Sitbst. Ford 169

Arracacha . . is cultivated . . for its root, which is farinaceous,

and easy of digestion.

Arrace, obs. form of ABBAS; var. ABASH i>. Obs.

Arrach, obs. fonn of OBACH (Atriplex).

Arrache. var. ARACHE v. Obs. to pluck out.

t Arra'chement. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. F. ar-

rachement, f arracher : see ARACHE.] That which

is torn or broken off ;
a fragment.

1638 SANDERSON 2t Serm. Ad. Aul. vii. (1673^ 99 These

precious Souls of ours, the very exhalations and arrache-

ments lif I may so speakt of the breath of God.

Arrack (arark, arrak). Forms: 7 arak, aracke,

7 9 arack, 9 arrac. 7- arrack. Aphet. 7- rack.

[Ultimately Arab., |_^ s-araq sweat, juice, esp. in

e-araq at-tamr ' the (fermented) juice of the date,'

whence extended to all sorts of fermented bever-

ages. The word has been adopted in all Moham-
medan countries ;

the Pg. araca, arai/ue, Sp. arai,

Fr. arack, and Eng. arrafk, are taken from Indian

vernaculars, with the Indian sense. See also RACK.]
A name applied in Eastern countries to any

spirituous liquor of native manufacture; especially,

that distilled from the fermented sap of the coco-

palm, or from rice and sugar, fermented with the

coco-nut juice.

[1516 BARBOSA Trav. transl. Ld. Stanley iHakl. I 59 They
bring cocoa-nuts, huraca t which is something to drink 1

.]

1602-5 E.ScoT Java in Purchas (1625! 1. 173 Kept a victual-

ing house, and brewed Aracke. 1694 T. R. in Phil. Trans.

arrack, Hold converse sweet in tent or barrack. 1834 Pennv

Cycl. 11.233'! Arack or Arrac. 1859 TENNENT Ceylon II.

127 Toddy drawers . . ascending the (coco-nut) trees in que>t
of the sap drawn from the spathes of the unopened flowers

to be distilled into arrack.

b. altrib.

1601-5 K- SCOT 7""'" i" Purchas I. 184 Drave them into a

Racke-house. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. (1812) I. 102 The
arrack punch with which he treated them. 1808 Orient.

Field Sports I. 88 The bad effects of these arrack shops.

Arrage : see AVERAGE sb.

Arraged, Arragonite : see ABA-.

Arrah (re-ra), int. [Irish. (Farquhar was of

Irish birth.)] An expletive expressing emotion or

excitement, common in Anglo-Irish speech.

1705 FARQUHAR Twin Rivals in. ii, Arah, you Fool, ish it

not the saam ting ? 1707 Beaux Strut, v. ii, Arra Honeys,
a clear Caase. 1753 SMOLLETT Cl. Fathom (\^ 119 Upon
which he bade me turn out.

'

Arra, for what ?
'

said I. 1820

COMBE <Dr. Syntax) Consul, u. 157 Arrah, my Dears, it does

confound me.

Arrai, -ment, obs. forms of ARRAY, -MKNT.

Arraign (ar^-n), v.1 Forms : 4 arayne, 4-5

areyne, ar(r)ene,5aren3i,arreyne,5-6arreygne,
-aynge, 6-7 arrain(e, -eigu, 7 araigne, arraigiie,

6- arraign. Aphet. 5-6 reyne, reygne. [a. AF.

araine-r,areine-r,arene-r, OF.OftWf-, areis-,aresn-

ier:\-i. adrationarc, f. ad to + rationare to reason,

talk reasonably, talk, f. ration-cm reason, reasoning,

discourse. The later F. araisonner was adopted
in Eng. as ABEASON.]

( 1. trans. To call (a person) to account, or to

answer for himself; to interrogate, examine. Obs.

ARRAIGNMENT.
(-1325 E. E. Alltt. P. C. 191 Arayned hym IJonah] ful

runyschly what raysoun he hade . . to slepe so faste. ( 1360
Mercy 85 in E, E, )'. (1862) 121 |>eose are }>e werkesof Merci,
Of whuche crist wol vs :-reyne. 1387 TKEVISA Higden Rolls

Ser. IV. 303 Augustus areyned {interrogai'it} hym and seide.

1447 HOKLNHAM Lyvys of Seyntys 15 He hyr thus areynyd
wyth a pale faas.

2. esp. To call upon one to answer for himself on
a criminal charge ; to indict before a tribunal.

Hence gen. To accuse, charge with fault.

a 1400 Leg. Rood 147 To a-rene Wreaches J?at wraH>e \>\

chylde. 1450 SOMNER in 4 C. Eng. Lett. 4 He was arreyned
upon the appechements and fonde gylty. c 1450 HENHYSON
Mor. Fa. 42 The Sheepe againe before the Wolfe arensied.

1528 MORE Heresyes in. Wks. 212/2 Y l were arreygned for

a felonye. 1542 BRINKI.OW Complaynt v. 11874* 18 The day
whan ye shal be reygned at the Judgement seate of God.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. in. ii. 14 Thou art here accused and

arraigned of High Treason. 1722 DK FOE Moll f-'l. (1840)

310, I was carried down to the Sessions house, where I was

arraigned. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison IV. xxiv. 177 Lady
Olivia is grieved . . and arraigns herself and her wicked

passion. 1876 FREKMAN \ortn. Cong. IV. xviii. 129 For that

crime he was arraigned . . before the King and his Witan.

3. To accuse of some fault or imperfection, im-

peach, call in question, find fault with (actions,

measures, statements, opinions).
1672 DRYDES Conq. Granada \. i, Judge-like thou sit'st, to

praise or to arraign The flying Skirmish of the darted Cane.

1772 y-uniiis Lett. Pref. 10 They arraign the goodness of

Providence. 1776 GIBBON Dtcl.j F.I.xxiv. 681 He boldly

arraigned the abuses of public and private life. 1820 BYRON
Mar, Fal. v. i. 269 You do not then . . arraign our equity?

b. absol.

1746 SMOLLETT Reproof'202 And let me still the sentiment

disdain Of him, who never speaks but to arraign.

f 4. To try, judge. Obs. rare.

1623 HEMINI; & COND. in Shaks. C. Praise 145 Though you
be a Magistrate of wit, and sit on the Stage . . to arraigne

Playes dailie.

f 5. To sentence, condemn. Obs. rare.

1658 J. ROWLAND Moujfefs Theat. Ins. 1102 When they
finde they are arraigned to die,

Arrai'gu, t1

.'
2 Law. Obs. Also 6-7 araine,

arraine. [a. late AFr. arraigner^ arainer, the

latter originating in a mis-spelling of aramer, OK.

aramier> also aramir^ cogn. w. Pr. aramir^ OCat.

aremir (Diez) : late L. adhramire (adrh-, adchr-t

adcr-} in Salic and Longobard Laws
;

f. ad to +

*hram~ire (in Pr. ramir], according to Grimm and

Diez ad. Goth. hramjan t
whence ttshramjan to cru-

cify, perh. to hang up. In England, the AFr. ara~

ttier was re-latinized as arramdre (in Bracton,

Fleta}.
The Goth, hratnjan is prob. cogn. w. Gr, Kpna-

'

hang.'
The literal sense in which it was taken into late L. is un-

known : Mullenhoff (in Waitz, Alt? Recht der sal. F'ranken,

277) shows that it probably named some sensible, perhaps

symbolical, action, which was afterwards disused and for-

gotten, while the technical phrases containing the word re-

mained : see adramire sacratncntnin, testimonja, testes,

-adiutrt, bellum, arramare assisam, in Ducange. The true

origin Q{ arraign in this sense was pointed out by Spelman
<s.v. Adrhatnire}, but as he unfortunately failed to see that

it was a distinct word from the prec., and took aramer as

the source of both, his successors rejected his truth along
with his error, and in all Dictionaries this word now er-

roneously stands as a sense cf the prec.]

To appeal to, claim, demand ;
in phr. arraine

(i. e. arrame) an assize.

[c 1275 BRACTON iv. i. 15 Et arramavit assisam novae dis-

seysinae. c 1290 BRITTON in. vi. 13 Si ambedeus eynt arraine

assise de mort de auncestre vers une estraunge persone.

1481 LITTLETON 442 Si home seit disseisi, et it arraine un

assise envers le disseisour.] 1528 PERKINS/V^. Bk. v. 377

If his disseisor arraign an assise against him. 1574 ^.Little-

ton Tenures 783, The lessee arraineth an assise of Novel

disseisin of y* land againste the lessour. 1628 COKE On
Litt. 362 b, To arraigne the Assise is to cause the Tenant to

be called, to make the plaint, and to set the cause in such

order as the Tenant may bee enforced to answer thereunto;

and is deriued of the French word A rraigner. 1641 Termes

de la Ley 26 Arraine is to put a thing in order, or in his

place : As hee is said to arraine an Assise of Novel Dis-

seisin. 1714 FoRTESCL'E-Ai-ANQ>in Fortfscue's Abs. <$ Lim.

Mon, 126. 1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. s.v. Arraign.

Arraign (iuv'-n), sb. [f.
ARRAIGN r.1] Ar-

raignment, indictment.

1638 HEYWOOD Rape Lucr. 187 The freest Citizens with-

out attaint, Arraigne, or judgement, we to exile doome. 1849

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 645 The clerk of the arraigns

stood up in great disorder.

Arraigner (aiv'*naj\ [f.
as prec. + -KB1

; cf.

OK. araisueor.] One who arraigns, accuses, or

finds fault.

1860 Sat. Rev. X. 183/1 A subject on which the doctor can

challenge his arraigners without fear. 1876 BANCROFT Hist.

U.S. IV. xxviii. 32 Imperfect compliance .. would open a

fair field to the arraigners of America.

Arraigning, vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. + -ING i.]

The action of the verb ARRAIGN ; arraignment.
c 1530 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 976/2 Neither at the en-

deightingnorathysarreighning. 1670 Tryal Ritdyardt
etc.

in Phoenix 1721 1. 352 The manner ofthat Bench's Arraigning

and Condemning. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling vii. Those mean

repinings, miserable arraignings and questionings of the

Eternal Power.

Arraignment (ar^-nment
1

). Also 6 arrain-,

arreign(e-, 7 araygn-. [a. OF. araisnement, f.

araisnier\ see AKKAIGN v. and -MENT.]



ARRANGE.

1. The act of arraigning or fact of being arraigned ;

accusation before a tribunal, indictment, charge.
1548 COVERDALE Knisifi. Par. Phil. i. 12 Ye emprisonment,

fetters, arraignementes, and my other calamities. 1586
THYNNE in Animadv. Pref. 74 The books of the law . . (where
his arreignement is liberallie set downe). 1635 CHAPMAN &
SHIRLEY Chabot iv. i, But away, Judges ; and pursue the ar-

raignment Of this polluted Chancellor. 1722 DK FOE Mall
/'/. (1840) 310 At the arraignment I pleaded not guilty. 1864
AINSWORTH Tower Land. 152 The different peers appointed
to hear the arraignment of the prisoners.

2. A charging with, or formal imputation of,

faults ; accusation, hostile criticism.

I595 MOSSK (title) Arreignment and Conviction of Userie,
its Iniquities and Unlawfulness, 1722 in Keble Kp. T. H'ilson

xvi. (1863) 502 One Article whereof was an arraignment of

their proceedings in the case of Mr. Bridson's suspension.
1810 SCOTT Lady of L. v. vi, Wrothful at such arraignment
foul, Dark lowered the clansman's sable scowl.

Arraiment, obs. form of ARRAYMKNT.

Arraise, -ays, var. ARAISE v. Obs. to raise.

Arraise, Sc. var. ARACE v. Obs. to snatch away.
Arraison, var. AREASOX v. Obs. to question.

Arrand, obs. f. ERRAND, ARRANT; dial. f. ARAIX.

Arrange (aivi-ndg), v. Forms : 4-6 araynge,

5-6 ar(r)enge, 8- arrange, [a. OF. arangic-rt

arengier, f. a to + rangier, rengier, f. rang, reng,
RANK. A rare word until modern times

;
not in

liible 1611, Shakspere, Milton's poetry, or Pope.]
1. trans. To draw up in ranks or in line of battle.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xn. 36 He saw hym swa araynge [?=

arraying] his men on raw. 1489 CAXTON Faytcs ofA rmes i. i.

2 Who gauest manere & ordre to arenge batailles. 1523 Ln.
BKKNKRS Froiss. cccxxv. (R.) There he araynged his men in

the stretes. 1596 SPENSF.R /''. Q. i. vi. 38 To see two knights
. . arraung'd in battell new. 1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc.

(1842) I. 226 The marvel is, that the well-informed part of
the middle classes . . does not arrange itself on the side of

the reformers. 1843 CARLYI.K Past
<J-
Pr. (1858) 93 Arranged

in supreme regimental order.

b. intr. (for rejl.}.

1523 Lu. BERNEKS Froiss. I. ccxv. 269 The residewe (who
were worste harneysed*, arenged alonge on the hylle syde.

2. trans. To put (the parts of a thing) into

proper or requisite order ;
to adjust.

1802 PALEY Nat. Thcol, ii. 2 A mechanism previously
arranged. 1837 DISRAELI I'etictia i. xvi, Squire Mount-
meadow then, arranging his countenance, announced that

the bench was prepared. 1868 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt ii His
soft white hair was carefully parted and arranged.
b. refl.

To put oneself in order ; prepare oneself.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. VII. xvni. vii. 212 Fried rich ..

hastens to arrange himself for the new contingencies.

3. Mits. To adapt (a composition) for instruments

or voices for which it was not originally written.
a 1838 {title} A Selection of National Airs Arranged for the

Harp or Pianoforte by Mrs. Gibson. 1849 Athenvntn 20
Oct. 1067 Even though the composers

'

arranged
'

be Haydn,
Mozart, etc. 1879 C. PARRY in Grove Diet. Atus. I. 95/1
Brahms has arranged . . his piano string quintett as a ' Son-
ata

'

for four hands on two pianos.

4. trans. To place (things) in some order, dispose.
1791 BOSWELL Johnson x. (1848) 81 The greengrocers and

fruiterers were beginning to arrange their hampers. 1815
WORDSW. Poet. Wks. I. Pref. 16 Poems, apparently miscel-

laneous, may with propriety be arranged . . with reference to

the powers of mind predominant in the production of them.

1853 SOYKR Pantroph. 390 Lettuces, olives, pomegranates,
Damascus plums, tastefully arranged on silver dishes. 1869
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (18761 III. xii. 215 The parts in the

two dramas were differently arranged.

b. intr. (
=

reft.} To get into order, fall into place.
1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. vi. xviii, Forms . . Cloudy and in-

distinct . . Till, slow arranging, and defined, they seem To
form a lordly and a lofty room.

5. trans. To settle (relations between parties,

conflicting claims, matters in dispute, differences) ;

to adjust.

1837 MACREADY Rcmin. II. 82, 1 sent the authors out of the

room to arrange the matter. 1867 FROUIJE Short Stud. (1872)
I. 24 The relations between himself and his dependants will

have to be arranged on other principles. 1878 SEEI.EV Stein

III. 498 The quarrel, partly by the interference of the Crown
Prince, was arranged.

6. intr. (
= To arrange matters) : To come to an

agreement or understanding as to mutual relations,

claims, matters in dispute.
1796 BURKE Regie. Peace Wks. VIII. oo_We cannot ar-

range with our enemy in the present conjuncture. 1831
B'NKSS BUNSEN in Hare Life I. ix. 359 He then went on to

Copenhagen to arrange with his father.

7. trans. To settle the order, manner, and circum-

stantial relations of (a thing to be done) ;
to plan

beforehand.

1786 BURKE Art. W. Hastings in. Wks. XI. 432 That the

acts done should be arranged with the Rajah. 1837 HARRIS
Gt. Teacher 340 Kvery step he took was calculated and ar-

ranged. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 267 The details of

a butchery were frequently discussed, if not definitely ar-

ranged.
8. intr. (simply^ or with inf. or subord. c/.) To

come to, or make, a settlement with other persons
as to a matter to be done, so that all concerned in

it shall do their part.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 360 For Halifax had ar-

ranged that 21 temporal peers .. should be ready. 1858
HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It. Jmls. 11872) 1. 26 To arrange about

my passport. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. 17. 121, I had ar-

ranged to meet Ramsay this morning. 1869 A. MORRIS

Open Seer. ii. 186 God knew that we should deserve and
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require suffering, and arranged accordingly. Mod. They
have arranged for a concert on Monday week.

Arranged (.ar^'nd^d), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

a. Drawn up in ranks, b. Put in order; disposed.
1489 CAXTON Faytes of Antics i. xii. 32 They shal lette

eche othre . . In arrenged batailles. 1840 CAKLYI.K Heroes

11858) 303 How ill many arranged forces of society fulfil

their work. 1879 O'CONNOR tit'aconsfii'ld-z^i Abject, though
artistically arranged, flattery.

Arrangement (ar(

T
i'nd^ment). [a. F. arrange-

ment iCotgr. 161 1), f. arranger-, see -MKNT.]
1. The action of arranging or disposing in order.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.^ Arrangement, or rangement, the

disposition of the parts of a whole, in a certain order. 1816

Miss AUSTEN Emma n. xiii. 366 There was time only for

the quickest arrangement of mind; she must be collected

and calm. 1870 JKVOXS Elem. Logic xxxii. 278 In large
libraries . . such modes of arrangement are adopted.
2. Arranged condition, orderly disposition, order.

1743 CiftcYNK ij.i There is a proper arrangement in the

parts of elastick bodies. 1742 YOUNG At. T/t. ix. 1108 Ar-

rangement neat and chastest order reign. 1771 FOOT Pen-
scroso I. 49 O'er the dark arrangements of the globe De-
cember throws his solemn glooms.
3. Style or mode in which things are arranged.
1785-91 T. WARTON Notes on Milton's Min. Poems (T.) In

my new arrangement, I ought to have placed this piece
under the Translations. 1822 DK QuiNCEY O/C (1862) 97
The clouds passed slowly through several arrangements.

1871 TYSIMLL Fragw. Sc. I. xxi. 491 To every act of con-

sciousness belongs a determinate molecular arrangement of

the brain.

4. concr. A structure or combination of things

arranged in a particular way or for any purpose ;

hence loosely, like affair, concern, production,
1800 HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. XC. 4Qi An arrangement

of twelve bricks, placed on a stand. 1871 B. STI:\\ AKT 11cat

165 Such an arrangement is called a thermopile. 1881

Miss BRADDON A&ph. II. 46 That lace arrangement which

you call a cap.

5. J/us. The adaptation of a composition for

voices or instruments for which it was not origin-

ally written ; concr. a piece so adapted.
1849 Athenxnm 20 Oct. 1067 It was disheartening, too, to

find the appendix . . crammed with arrangement-.. 1879
C. PARRY in Grove Diet. MHS. I. 93/1 Arrangements of

pianoforte works for full orchestra.

6. A settlement of mutual relations or claims

between parties ; an adjustment of disputed or

debatable matters ; a settlement by agreement.
1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xi. 118581 III. 12 It was im-

possible to make an arrangement that would please every-

body. 1860 MASSKY Hist. Eng. xxvii. III. 153 But personal

prejudices again interposed to prevent an arrangement so

desirable.

b. enphem. An affair of gallantry, an amour.

1751 CHESTERF. Lett. 227 11792) III. 26 Un arrangement,
which is, in plain English, a gallantry. Ibid. 240111.99
Bragging of. . such an arrangement will equal!)' discredit

you among men and women.
7. Disposition of measures for the accomplish-
ment of a purpose ; preparations for successful

performance.
1786 BL-RKE Art. ]V. /fastings m. \Vks. XI. 432 Arrange-

ments with the Rajah .. for the better government and

management of his Zemindary. 1837 MACREADY Remin.
II. 82 With the latter I made arrangements about ballet,

&c. 1855 THACKERAY Xe^i-comes xxvi. 251 His own arrange-
ments were made in another quarter. 1855 MACAI-LAY ///*-/.

Kng. xxii. IV. 713 Donelagh made the arrangements for the

flight.

Arranger (fir^'ndgai). [f.
ARRANGE v. + -KB1.]

One who arranges.
1780 BURKE Rejl. Exec. Wks. IX. 273 None of. .the di-

rectors and arrangers have been convicted. 1826 Miss MIT-
FORD Village Ser. H. (1863) 400 The arranger of the flowers

in their vases. 1879 C. PARRY in Grove Diet. MHS. I. 92/2

Arrangement . . of a gavotte of Gluck's . . as much marked

by the personality of the arranger as that of the composer.

t Arra'llges ,
sb, pi. Obs. [? f. F. arranger ;

there is no such sb. in Fr., and Bailey did not know
the vb. as Eng.]

'

Ranges or arrangements, ranks.'

Bailey 1731.

Arra'nging, vbl. sb. [f.
ARRANGE v. + -INC. T.]

The action of placing in order, settling relations

or details.

1818 W. HAVERGAL in Life (1882) 19 The arranging and

planning it has much straitened me for time.

Arrant (ce'rant),^. ;
also 6 arraunt, 6-7-andfe.

[A variant of ERRANT,
'

wandering, vagrant, vaga-

bond,' which from its frequent use in such ex-

pressions as arrant thief, became an intensive,
'

thorough, notorious, downright,' especially, from

its original associations, with opprobrious names.

For the vowel-change cf. arrand= errand, Harry
Herry^ Henry; FAR= earlieryiv, etc.]

f 1. \Vandering, itinerant, vagrant ; esp. in

knight arrant, bailiff arrant ;
in which the

etymological ERRANT is now alone used.

[c 1400 Circumcis. (Turnb. 1843) 97 To bryng the lost

schepe ageyn . .That was errawnt, ydyl, and in vayne.] 1550
CROWI.EY Epigr. (18721 12 Title, Of Bay-life

Arrantes. 1557
K. ^rMwnCopland) vn.x, With that knyght wyll I juste,

for I see that he is a knyght arraunt. 1602 WARNER Alb.

Eng. ix. xlvi. 217 Arrant Preachers, humming out a com-

mon-place or two. 1647 HOWARD Crffivn Rev. 18 Bayliffe
arrant. Fee. 4/. iu. yf. [1691 BLOUMT Laiv Diet., Bailffi
Errant are those whom the Sheriff appoints to go up and
down the County to serve Writs, etc.]

AREAS.

2. In Thief errant, arrant thief [
= robber]:

orig. an outlawed robber roving about the country,
a freebooter, bandit, highwayman ;

hence
t
a public,

notorious, professed robber, a 'common thief/ an

uodiBguiseo, manifest, out-and-out thief.

c 1386 CHAUCER Mane. T. 120 An out lawe or a thef erraunt.

[See the whole passage.] 1553 BALE Vocacyon in Harl.
Misc. (Malh.) I. 362 The most errande thefe and mercik-sse

inurtherer. 1563 GRAFTON Chron. Hen. 11
',
an. 1 1 R.) There-

is not so ranke a traytor, nor so arrant a thefe. 1637
PocKLixiiToN &nnd. no StiM. 13 The arrantest Pharisee

theefe in Jerusalem, a 1744 SWII-T ll'ks. 1841 II. 79 Kvery
servant an arrant thief as to victuals and drink. i8zz \V.

IRVING Braceb. Hail xxvii. 247 Who, like errant thieves,

could not hold up their heads in an honest house.

3. I fence : Notorious, manifest, downright,

thorough-paced, unmitigated. Extended from

thief \& traitor, knavet rebel, coward, usurer
\
after

1575 widely used as an opprobrious intensive, with

fool, dunce, ass, idiot, hypocrite, Pharisee, j'apist,

Puritan, infidel, atheist, blasphcmo^ and so on

through the whole vocabulary of abuse.
T393 I-ANGL. /'. ri. C. vn. 307 An erraunt vsurer. 1494

FABVAN v. Ixxx. 58 Beyng a errant Traytoure. 1538 Ti N-

STAI.I, in Strype Eccl. Mon. I. i. xliv. 338 Reginald Pole,

comen of a noble Mood, and thereby the more errant traitor.

553 Prod, ibid. 1 1 1. App. vi. 10 The most arrande traytour

Syr John Dudley, c 1588 GKKKNE />. />Waw v. 26 Why, thu
arrant dunce, shall I never make thte a good scholar'/ 1596
URAVION Legends \. 112 Which she to Sots and arrant

Ideots threw. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. v. 124 Hee's an arrant

knaue. 1621 linn ON Anat. Mel. \\. iii. n. (1651' 316 A noble-

man therefore in some likelihood . . is . . a proud fool, an ar-

rant asse. 1660 H. MOKK A/yst, Godl. v. xm. 168 Either an
arrant Infidel or horrid Blasphemer. 1679 MANSKLI, Narr,
Popish Plot Addr., Who may prove good tools, though
errant Fools, 1719 DE Vov. Crusoe 482 They are errant

cowards. 1749 Fn-.i.mxG Tom Jones xiv. iii. (18401 205 The
arrantest villain that ever walked upon two legs. 1824 \V.

IRVING T. Trav. II. 34 As arrant a crew of scapegraces as

ever were collected together. 1837 HOWITT Ritr. Li/'e n. \ .

118621 141 The inhabitants of solitary houses are often mu^
arrant cowards.

b. transf. of things, i. e. opprobrious deeds and

qualities, theft, presumption, lie, device, etc.

1639 FULLER Holy \Var\. xxx (1840' 301 It were arrant

presumption for flesh to prescribe God hi-, way. 1692
BiiNTLEY Boyle Lect. \. 9 They cover the must arrant Atheism
under the mask and shadow of a Deity. 1753 KICHARUS.IX
Grandison 0781) IV. xxxiv. 241, I am afraid 1 have written

arrant nonsense. 1776 PENNANT Tonr Scot. \\. 327 This

hill, till about the year 995, was an errant desert . . and un-

inhabitable. 1858 KCCKI.K Civilis. (1869) III. v. 480 Little

better than arrant trifling.

4. "Without opprobrious force : Thorough, down-

right, genuine, complete, 'regular.'

1570 LMVINS Afanip. 25 Arrant, gratidis, Jitiigu/ts. 1575
Tt/KHERV. Venerie 193 Good and arrant Terriers . . to make
the foxe or Badgerd start the soner. 1664 KVKI.VN Syfatt 95
He that shall behold its grain . . will never scruple to pn.
nounce it arrant wood. 1704 KOUK L'lysst's Kpil. 15 They
Like arrant Huswives, rise by Break of Day. 1820 W.
IRVING Sketch Bk. II. 59 A light brisk little man, with the

air of an arrant old bachelor.

t 5. With the opprobrious force transferred to the

adj.: Thoroughly bad, good for nothing, rascally.

1581 !!. RICHK Farewell ( 18461 25 Her beau tie had so en-

tangled her arrant hoste. 1592 G. HAKVKY fit-fee's Snferer.
6 So forward to accuse, debase, revile . . as the arrantest fel-

low in a Country? 1676 WYCHERLKY Plain-Dealer in. i,

Mine's as arrant a Widow-Mother, to her poor Child, as

any's in England. 1708 Port Lett. Wks. 1736 V. 6r You
are not so arrant a critic of the modern Poets as . . to damn
them without a hearing. 1761 SMOLLETT Gil Bins vn. iii, It

was easy to see through all his piety that he was an arrant

author at the bottom.

b. as pred.
1641 MILTON Animadv. Def. Smectywn. ii, The authority

of some synodal canons which are now arrant to us.

6. as sb. A person of no reputation, a good-for-

nothing.
1605 BKETON Be not angry % Her good-man who should he

sent of errands, while she were with her arrant s.

A'rrantly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] Thoroughly

(in a bad sense), notoriously, 'abominably.'
a 1600 John Bon 81 in Ha/1. E. P. P. IV. 10 Ye sing so

arantly well, ye make me fal a slepe. c 1660 LESTRANGE (J.i

Funeral tears are as arrantly hired out as mourning clokes.

1834 SIR H. TAYLOR Artevelde n. v. iii. That is a heavy fall-

ing-off, my friends, And arrantly ill-timed.

Arras (ce-rasX Forms : 5-6 aras, ares, 6 arays,

arase, aresse, arres, (aryste, -iste), 6-7 arasse,

7 arrace, 4-9 arras, [a. Arras, name of a town

in Artois famed for its manufacture of the fabric.]

139? *'''# f John ofGaunt in Nichols Royal Wills 156

Draps d'Arras. 1536 BELLENDENE Cron. Scotl. (18211 II. 56

Claithis of arres, and tapestreis. 1776 [see 4]. 1823 LINGARD

Hist. Eng. VI. 69 The walls hung with cloth of arras.

1. A rich tapestry fabric, in which figures and

scenes are woven in colours.

c 1400 Epiph. (Turnb. 1843) 114 Or was ther arras abowt_hur
hede bownd? 1531 ELYOT Gov. HI. ii. (X557 1 T 44 w >th riche

arasse or tapestrye. 1596 Union Invent. 7 One olde cover-

lett of Ariste. a 1626 BACON Maxims Com. Law xxv. (1636)

02 My suit of Arras with the story
of the Nativity and

Passion. 1790 CawmOfhit*. x. 14 Stateliest couches, with

rich arras spread. 1816 BYRON Siege Cor. xxi, Like the

figures on arras, that gloomily glare.

2. A hanging screen of this material formerly

placed round the walls of household apartments,
58



ABKASED.

often at such a distance from them as to allow

of people being concealed in the space between.

1598 SHAKS. Merry II'. in. iii. 97 She shall not see me, I will

ensconce mee behinde the Arras. 1678 R. LESTRANGE
Seneca's Mor. (1702) 203 The Ruslins of a Rat behind the

Arras. 1823 SCOTT Qitentin D. x, His guide .. vanished

through a side-door behind the arras. 1876 GREEN En%.
People vii. 8. 446 She called for a sword .. and thrust it

from time to time through the arras.

3. Jig. or transf. from prec. senses. (See also next.)
c 1630 DKI'.MM. OF HAWTH. Irene Wks. 1711, 170 When ye

enter into the cabinets of your own hearts, 'and there, for

finest arras and pourtraits, find millions of Christians . . dis-

figured, massacred, butcher'd. 1856 KANE Arct. Exp. I.

xiv. 153 Fires, buffalo-robes, and an arras of investing sail-

cloth, were unavailing to bring up the mean temperature to

the freezing-point.

4. attrib.i as arras doth, hangings, weaver work.

1485 Im>. in Ripon Ch. Acts 366 Coopertorium lecti, de
areswerke. 1542 UUAI.L Erasm. Apophth. (1564* 13 Aresse

hanginges, and the other delices ofriche men. 1565001-01x0
Ovid's Mef.vi. (1593' 131 And with an arras weaver's combe
of box she fiercely smit Arachne. 1575 CHURCHYARD Chippes

(1817)185 My houses. .Stuft with rich things, and arras clothes

inow. 1643 HKKLE Answ. Feme
3
Clemens Alexandrinus

called his., bookes of Divinity . . pictured tapistryor Arras-

I. 365 Krom the pai
in mouldy shreds, Hung what was arras loom-work.

Arrased (K-rast), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED 2
.]

Famished or covered with arras.

i6ooCHAi'MAN///Wv. 199 Eleven fair chariots. . Curtain'd

and arrass'd under foot. 1881 ROSSETTI Ball, fy Sonn. 131
The shadows cast on the arras'd wall.

Arrasene (cvrasrn). [f. AKRAS.] An em-

broidery material of wool and silk which is stitched

into a fabric in the same way as crewels.

1881 Girls' Own P. 29 Jan. 288/1 Arrasene work is not the

same as crewel; the material is a kind of woollen chenille.

1881 N. y. Art Interc/i. 27 Get. 90/1 Silver-gray satin sheet-

ing, with border of vine leaves, worked in claret-colored

arrasene.

ll Arrastre (aru-stiv). [Sp., f. arrastrar to

trail along the ground, f. L. rastrum harrow.] An
apparatus for grinding and mixing ores by the

action of a heavy stone dragged round on a circular

bed.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss s.v., The arrastre is chiefly

used for ores containing free gold, and amalgamation is

combined with the grinding. (Sometimes incorrectly written

tirrastert arrastra, or raster. > 1883./afirtifaoJan. 1/5 The
whole of it has been treated, partly by means of arrastras.

Arras-wise, crron. f. arris-wise: see Amus.

Arraught Spenser), pa. t. of ARKACH v. Obs.

Array (art
7
*-), v. Forms: 3-7 aray(e, 4-6

araie, (5 arase-n, arey). 5-7 arraie, arraye, 6

array, [a. AF. araye-r, araie-r, OF. areyert -eiey,

early OF. arfer(ist pers. sing. arei\ later a(r}royert

cogn. w. Sp. arrear, Pg. arreiar, IV. arcdary It.

and early Rom. arrcdare, f. a, ad to + *redo (OF.
ret, rai, roi}, 'preparation, order,' ad. I.G. rcdc

(OFris. rede, red, OF. r&de, &nvdc\ Goth, ga-

raid~s, ready, prepared ; cf. garaidjan to make

ready, garaideins preparation, order. Arrcdare,

areer, was thus 'to make ready, put into order.']

I. Of order of position.
1. To set or place in order of readiness, to

marshall. esp. To draw up prepared for battle,

and in obs. phr. To array a battle, a. ///. To
raise in arms. See ARRAY sb. 3.
c 1335 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1442 pe iueles out of Jerusalem . .

Bi be syde of be sale were semely arayed. 1:1350 \l~ill.

Palerne 3560 To be feld he went ..his batailes to araie.

1375 BAKBOUR Bruce in. 233 Hannyball his mekill mycht
Aganys thaim arayit was. 1381 WVCLIF Isa. liv. n, I shal

araie bi order thi stones, t 1400 Destr. Troy xv. 6105
The secund batell . . be soueran araiet. 1576 LJUIBARDE
Peramb. Kent 1 18261 245 This place is of it selfe very fit . .

to array an host of men upon. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xviii. IV. 226 A force of thirteen thousand fighting men were

arrayed in Hyde Park. 1879 O'FLANAGHAM Munst. Clrc.

197 They could persecute any rebel with tire and sword ; and
for this purpose might array any of the queen's loyal subjects.

b. Jig. esp. in ///;-. To array against.
1823 BVRON Island ui. x, All round them seem'd array'd

Against them. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 375 On the

other side were arrayed almost all the eminent forensic talents

of the age. 1857 BUCKLIC Civilis. vii. 341 To induce nearly
the whole of the clergy to array themselves against Science.

1871 FARRAR Witn. Hist. ii. 56 These doubts will be arrayed
before their minds.

2. Law. To array a panel, a jury. Cf. ARRAY sb. 7

1591 LAMBARDE Archeiott (1635) 207 Arraying of Pan-
nels. 1641 Termes de la Ley 26 Aray is the taking or order-

ing of a Jury . . from whence cometh the Verbe to array a

pannell. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comtti. in. xxiii. 359 If he {the

sheriff] arrays the panel . . under the direction of cither

party, this is good cause of challenge to the array. 1863

[see ARRAY sb. 7].

II. Of order of condition.

f 3. To order, arrange, put or keep in order. Obs.

c 1440 Morte Arth. 509 He askes hyme . . How he arayes
be rewme and rewlys be pople.

III. Of orderly equipment, dress.

f 4. To put in order for a purpose ;
to make (a

thing") ready, prepare. Obs.
t 1325 E. E. AlHt.P. A. 718 To suche Is heuen-ryche arayed.

458

1382 WVCLIF Isa. Iviii. 5 Sac and asken to ara}en [1388 make
redi] 1388 Acts xxiii. 30 The Aspics that thei arayden
{1382 maden redy] for hym. 1393 GOWER Conf. 11.254 The
bathes weren than araied. 1483 CAXTON Gold, Leg. 26/2 Thou
arayest us lord to the, and thou arayest the to us. 1485
CJias, Gt. 209 Amende and araye theyr harnoys.

f* b. reft. To prepare oneself, make ready. Obs.

(-1320 R. BRUNNE Medjt. 900 And arayde hem faste ben
for to gone. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 1 1 Resoun gan arrayen
hym alle be reume to preche. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De
J\ R. ii. x, (1495) 38 We sholde . . araye vs to receyue thynges
that euerlastyth. -1440 Gt-sta ROM. 322 The stiward per-
ceivid be Kmperour in chambir, and araiyng him to bed.

f C. intr. To make preparations. Obs. rare.

1387 TKEVISA Higden Rolls Ser. IV. 281 While Herode
araye)? for be children dee)> . . \de ncceptterorutn disponeret\.

1 5. To make ready (food), a. To prepare,
'

dress.' b. To serve up in proper fashion. Obs.

1366 MAUNDBV. xix. 214 Arraye for me, to morwe, a gode
Dyner. 1393 GOWKR Conf. III. 23 The coke, which shal his

mete array, c 1440 OV^i Rom. 149 The Coke, whan he had
araied the hert. 1508-13 W. DE WORDE Bk. Kentynge in

/tables Bk. 277 Yf the capons be soden, araye hym in the

maner aforesayd.

f6. To fit (any one) out with needful prepara-
tions, to equip "with (a force, etc.X Obs.

1393 GOWKR Conf. III. 288 He was with worthy compaignie
Arraied. c 1400 Destr. Troy iv. 1143 He will aray hym full

rud with a route noble.

t 7. To furnish (a house, etc.X Obs.

1366 MAUNDEV. v. 48 The prestes arrayen her Awtere

honestly, c 1386 CHAUCLR Frank I. T. 459 So wel arrayed
hous as ther was oon. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. I.

217 The Capitol was arrayed with hije walles i-heled with

glas and with gold. ^1400 Destr. Troy \\\. 750 An Inner

chamber, pat was rially arayed with a riche bede. c 1450
LONKI.ICH Grail xx. 68 A large hostel for twenty men . . lie

gan areyen.
8. To furnish the person with raiment (

= array
-

ment\ to attire, dress
; ntno, to dress up with dis-

play, a. trans.

1297 R. GLOUC. 36 Tho kyng Leir arayed was. c 1340
HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 27 To wirchipe his heuede and his face,

and aray it faire and curyusly. c 1450 Merlin xiv. 225 The
kynge made his doughter to aray hem in riche robes. 1523
FITZMERU. flush. 49 Take vp thy chyldren and aray them.

1535 COVERDALR Isa. xxii. 21 Araye him with thy cote, and

gyrde him with thy gyrdle. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xli. 42 Pharaoh
. .arayed him in vestures offine linnen. 1755 YOUNG Centaur
i. Wks. 1757 IV. no As the Jews arrayed our blessed Lord
In a purple robe, to mock him.

b. refl. To dress; now, to dress oneself up.
a 1300 Cursor jl/. 3365 Scho htr arayed in better wede.

1c \yj$Squyr Lmve Degre 305 There he araied him in scarlet

reed. 1603 SHAKS. Metis, for M. in.ii. 26, I drinke, I eate,

array my selfe, and Hue. 1802 MAR. EoCEWORTH Moral T.

I.x.So A plaid, in which Miss M^Kvoy had arrayed herself.

C. intr. ( -reft).
1718 POPE Iliadiu. 409 The beauteous warrior now arrays

for fight, In gilded arms.

d. To put on ^clrcss, armour, etc.).
1611 COTGH. s. v. Sot) The robes that women doe array,

their priuate fooleries bewray. 1809 CAMPBELL Gfrt. H'yotn.
in. xx, As he the sword and plume in haste array'd.

9. transf. z\\<\fig, a. To 'clothe/
*
attire.'

1388 WVCUF i Tim. ii. 9 Wymmen . . with schamefastnes.se

& sobrenessearaiynge hem silf, 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton)
Dictes 68 Arraye you withe justice. 1786 W. GILPIN Tonr

Lakes, A mountain . . arraying itself in the majesty of
darkness. 1846 KEBLE Lyra Jnnoc, (.18731 154 In fear and
love thy heart array.

b. To adorn, deck, set off.

1652 BENLOWES Theoph. xn. Ivii, Pearld dew arraies As yet
the virgin-meads, 1697 DRYDES I'irg. EC log. v. 91 The Purple
Spring Arrays the various Ground. 1823 BYRON Island
iv. vii, She . . thus array'd the grot with torchlight.

f 10. ironically, a. To '

dress,' giving a dressing

to, drub, thrash
; discomfit, rout. Cf. DEBAY. Ohs.

c 1380 Sir l-'crnntb. 417 A man he} of mod \ Sarasyn} to

yule [
= ill] arraye. c 1400 Heryn 603 We wolde aray hym

so That he [lie] shuld have legge ne foot, to-morow on to

go. 1481 Reynard 118441 85, I am so sore arayed, and sore

hurte. ('1530 LD. BURNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. 11814* J 3 r

A ! syr . . thus hath arayed me two armed kmghtes.

fb. To put into a (sore) plight, trouble, afflict.

a 1500 Lancelot 3270 Remembir the, how yhow haith ben

araid . . With love. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xviii. xxxix,
Hath love suche myght for to aray you so In so short a

space? 1548 UUAI.L, etc. Erasm. J'tir., Luke xiii. ir Araied
with a disease both incurable and peiteous to see. a 1600

J'nssitm ofCryste 4 19 in Hazl. E. P. P. 1 1 1. 1 7 Vyce. .Whiche
hathe hym so Encombered and arayed.

f c. To disfigure, dirty, befoul, defile. Obs.

I53 PALSGR. 435/2, I araye or fyle with myer. Jcmbtme.
Ibia. 436/1 You have arrayed your gowne agaynst the wall.

1530 Calico $ Melib. in Hazl. Dodsl. 1.78 Indeed age hath

arrayed thee ! That thou art she, now can scant be espied.

1575 Gamm. Gttrfoti's Needle i, ii, See, so cham arrayed with

dabbling in the dirt.

Array (aiyi-)> sb. Forms : 4 arai, 4-6 aray(e,
araie, (; arey), 5-6 arraie, arraye, 5- array.

Aphet. ray. [a. AFr. arat = OV. arei (later aroi,

arroi\=t. arrn, It. arredo, f. areer\ see prec.

(The final diphthong imitates the accented forms of

the vb. and the primitive sb. rei.}~\

I. Order of position.
1. Arrangement in line or ranks, esp. martial

order. Phrases: in battle array, out ofarray (obs.).

1350 Will. Palerne 1597 pe bolder ou5t we be, bei ben

ARRAY.
Cambria icS He followed apase and brake their Arraie.

1570-87 HOLINSHKU Scot. Chron. (1806) I. 44 They found
them out of araie in following the chase. 1599 GREENE
Alphonsits (18611 242 Place thy men-at-arms In battle

'ray.
1667 MILTON /*. L. \\. 887 With Horse and Chariots rankt in

loose array. 1693 Mem. Count Teckely\\. 31 Their Infantry
was drawn up in IJattel-array in the Plain beyond. 1776
GIBBON Dec 1. $ fr\ i. (1782) I. 16 Wedged together in the
closest array. 1814 SCOTT Ld. Isles vi. xxxi, The boldest
broke array. 1839 J AM t:s Loitis X"//'', II 1.411 A young officer

. . drew his little force up in array.

b-A'-
1393 I,ANGI.. P. PI. C. vi. 158 Bobe monke.s and chanouns

Han ride out of a-ray. 1611 BIBLE Job vi. 4 The terrors of
God doe set themselues in aray against mee. 1757 YOUNG
Last Day in. 239 AH Heav'n's terrors in array surround the
ball. 1859 HELPS Friends in C. I. 77 When all Europe was
distinctly marked off into Protestant and Catholic, you
might bring these two great sections face to face in hostile

array.

t 2. A disposition of men in martial order, a

display of military force. Obs.

(1350 Will. Palerne 1597 Al bat real aray reken schold
men neuer. c 1380 Sir Fernnib. 2423 Of bat host to be-holdt;

]f huge aray. c 1461 EARL OXIOKIJ in Paston Lett. 390 II.

12 If Howard purposith hym to make any aray at oure manor
of Wynche. 1553 Q. MARY in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App.
i. 3 And that ye stir not in a forcible array.

3. The calling forth of a military force, the arm-

ing of the militia; esp. in Hist, phrase, Commission

of Array.
1640-4 CHAS, I Let. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692! 1.657

In ancient time the Militia of the Kingdom was ever dis-

posed of by the Commissions of Array. 1647 MAY Hist.
I'arl. IL vi. 115 The time of these contentions between the

Ordinance of the Militia and Commission of Array. 1809
TOMLINS Law Diet. s.v. Militia, The form of the com-
mission of array was settled in parliament anno 5 Hen. 4.

1844 La BKUK.HAM Brit, Const. yC\\\. 11862,1 181 The public ser-

vants who had charge of the musters and arrays. 1875
STUUBS Const. Hist. I. xiv. 135 Wales was to furnish infantry
raised by the new plan of commissions of array
4. concr. A host in array ;

a militaiy force. Hist.

The militia of a county or city.

1643 [AXGIER] Lane. I'all. Achori^ The Array, with some
three hundred armed men . . possessed themselves of Black-
burne. 1821 SCOTT Keniliv, xv, Instructions to have a part
of the array of the county ready. 1842 MACAULAY/forwfnci
i, And bade his messengers ride forth . . To summon his

array. 1849 Hist. Eng. i. 1. 150 The whole array of the

city of London was under arms.

f 5. Order, orderly sequence. Obs. rare.

1598 HAKLUYT l
r
oy. I. 17 To the ende that I may proceed

in some maner of array, I will first shewe, etc.

6. A series of things exhibited or displayed in

line or order; an imposing series.

1814 HYRON Corsair \\\. i, Their long array of sapphire and
of gold. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico \\\. Hi. (18641 M^ Displaying
a formidable array of teeth. 1846 GHOTE Greece u. iv. (1883)
II. 300 An array of powerful Doric cities. 1856 KANE
A ret. Exp. I. v. 47 On the right we have an array of cliff's.

1875 BRYCE HolyRom. Emp. xvi. 285 A long array of Trans-

alpine chivalry. 1883 J. BROWNING in Knowledge 24 Aug.
1 13/2 Something more than an array of figures.

7. Law. The order of impanelling a jury ;
the

panel.
1579 FULKE f/fskins's Parl. 389 The last couple .. make

vp a ful lewrie . . but we may lawfully chalenge the aray.
1628 COKE On Litt. 1563, The Jurors names are ranked in

the pannel one vnder another, which order or ranking the

Jurie is called the array. 1863 Cox Inst. Eng. Goi't. \\. iii.

353 Challenge to the array is an exception to the whole

panel, on account of partiality or some default in the . . officer

who arrayed the panel. 1865 Daily Tel. 2 Dec. 5/6 The
officer to whom the array was entrusted being a Catholic.

II. Order of condition or state.

8. A condition of special preparation, or which
has been attained by sj>ecial preparation ; the state

of being specially fitted out, as for war, festivities,

solemnities. Now on\y poef.
,- 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron, no f>e barons on gode aray, at

London mad J>ei feste. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerkes T. 206

Al the paleys put was in array. .1440 Morte Arth. 74
One rya"e araye he helde his rounde table. 1447 BOKEN-
HAM Lyrys ofSeyntys 34 The fyrst day of this solenne

aray. 1484 RICH. Ill in Ellis Orif. Lett. Ser. II. 54 I.

106 To be redy in their moost defensible arraye. 1702 POPE

Jan. fy Mayy& The pomp, the pageantry, the proud array.
1816 SCOTT Old Mart, ii, To be partakers of the array and
the sports which took place. .1840 ALFORD Poems, Stand

up before your God In beautiful array.

b. In evil array \ in a bad condition, badly.
t 1400 Yivaine $ Caw. 2969 Thair clothes war reven on

evil arai.

c. (Combining 6 and 8.)

1851 D. MITCHELL Fresh Glean. 60 Flowers and fruits in

?retty
array stretch down the French table-d'hute. 1858

,ONGF. M. Standish \. 8 Glittering weapons of warfare,

Hanging in shining array along the walls of the chamber.

j* 9. Arrangement, order, or position of matters ;

a plight, a case ; a (pretty) state of affairs ! Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's T. 46 The* stondest yet . . in such

array, That of thy lyf hastow no sewerte. (1420 Pnllad, on

Hush. i. 320 But uppon clay If thou wilt bilde an other is

the array. 1470-85 (ed. 16341 MALOKY Arthur (1816) II. 399
'Aha! what array is this?' said sir Launcelot. (11529
SKELTON El. Rttnnnyng\f>-$ Some have no mony For theyr

ate to pay; That is a shreud aray. 1568 Jacob $ Esau v.

v. in Hazl. ZtaftS. 11.252 Where are we now become? marry
sir, here is array !

f 10. The work of special preparation. Obs.

c 1460 Toumeley Myst., Coliphiz. 192 How myght that be

trew? it toke more aray; The masons I knewe that hewed



ARRAYAL.
it, I say. 1660 SIANI.KY /fist. Philos. (1701) 99/2 The
Phrygians is Euripides new Play. But Socrates gave it the

best Array.
11. Outfit, attire, dress. Now only/0t'A
a 1300 Cursor Af. 3364 In better aray hir forto dyht. r 1386

CHAL'CMR Prol. 330 He rode but homely in a medlee cote . .

Of his array tell I no lenger tale. (-1410 Sir Cleges 255 In

pore clothyng was he tho, And in sympull araye. a 1450
Knt. de la Tour \ 18681 29 Be not the furst to take new
shappes and gises of array of women. 1451 Test. Ehor.

11855! II. 156 All my kerchieffs and array that longes to my
hede. 1535 COVKRUALK Rev. iii. 5 Clothed in whyte araye.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. S/ir. in. i. 325 We will haue rings, and

things, and fine array. 1699 DRYIJEN Flower $ Leaf 35

Dressing, by the Moon, in loose Array. 1768 BKATTIK Min-
strel i. iii, Though homely in array. 1810 SCOTT Lady of
L. ii. xxxvi, Such array As best might suit the watery
way.
b. fg. and transf.
c 1500 Lancelot 675 Wp goith the sone in to his fresh aray.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. 7, i. iii. 55 Thou Wolfe in Sheepes
arrry ! 1592 ROM. fy Jut. in. iii. 142 Happinesse Courts
thee in her best array. 1877 BKYANT May Evening xii,

Earth renews Her beautiful array.

Arrayal (ar^ah. [f.
AKKAY sh. + -AL-.] The

process of arraying ; muster of a force ; array.
1818 H. MURRAY Disc. $ Trav. Africa II. 36 Here he held

his Arrayal or Camp. 1849 Mem. Kirkaldy ofGrange xxi.x.

342 The arrayal of the different divisions beneath their

several standards. 1864 NKALE Seaton, Poems 50 The
treasures hid in dread arrayal there.

Arrayed (aivi-d), pa. pple. [f.
ARRAY v . + -ED.]

Put into array or order, altired, dressed.

^1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 459 So wel arraied hous . .

Aunlius in his lif saw never non. 1525 Lu. BEHNKRS Froiss,

II. c.xxiv. [cxx.] 353 Poore people, rude and yvell arayed.
1664 }''loddan Field vn. 71 The Admiral did plainly aspect,
The Scots aray'd in battles four. 1864 BoUTELL Hist.

Heraldry led. 3' xxi. 2. 359 Three lady's heads, issuant,

arrayed and veiled.

Arrayer vjuvi'3i\ In 4 arraiour, 7 arroyer.

[a. OF. araieor, areeor, f. areer to AKKAY.]
1. gen. One who arrays.
c 1370 WYCUF Prelates xxxiv. Wks. 1879, 100 Arraiouris

of sathanas batailis.

2. jr/tv. in Hist. (-Commissioner of Array}.
1617 J. RiunR^rTvyfrs,vide Muster masters. 1706 PHILLIPS,

Arrayers, or Comniissioners of Array, certain Officers,

whose Business is to take care of the Soldiers Armour, and
to see them duly accoutred. 1875 STURHS Const. Hist. II.

xvii. 543 To array men-at-arms, and to pay them and con-

vey them to Scotland . . at the cost of the commons, arrayers
and conveyers.

Arraying (ar^i-irjX vhl. sb. [f.
ARRAY v. +

-ING 1
.] Putting or setting in array, dressing or

decking ; also (arch.}, dress, attire.

c 1340 HAMTOLE Prose Tr. 28 All be payntynge and be ar-

raynge bat bou haue made aboute his heuede. 1398 TKKVISA
Rarth. De P. R. x. iii. (1495) 374 Eche element hath his

arayenge and ornament, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 99 }or fee t to

be shod in arayng of be gospel of pees. 1850 MRS. BROWN-
ING Poems II. 32 Who prefers at her bridal a brown rosary
To a worldly arraying.

Arrayjueiit (ar^i-mtnt). i.Obs. For forms see

ARRAY v. [a. AKr. araicmcnt - OF. arccmcnt, f,

areer to ARRAY: sec -MKNT.] Outfit, accoutrement ;

attire, dress ; KAIMKNT.
1400 GRIFFITH AP OR. in Kllis Orig. Lett. \\. 2. I. 6 r>o}t

armery at all pees, and horses, and other araement. 1462
Test. Ebor. (18551 I'- 25> ' wil'e that my wife have ij of tlie

best beddes and al hir arayment hole. 1475 />'. Xoblesse^Q

Kscheweng alle costlus arraiementis of clothing. 1520 State

Papers Hen. /-*///, II. 43 Souldeours can not live on 4'' a

day, and reserve any thyng to by theyme arrayment with-

all. 1606 J. RAYNOLDH Dolarnys Prim. (1880)62 The Aspen
trees . . In like arraiment, then were neatly seene. 1708

J. CHAMBKHI.AYNK State Gt. Brit. H. MI. vi, Solemn apparel,
or manner of arrayments for members of Parliament.

Arrays, variant of ARAISJG v. Obs.

Arre, obs. form of AR (the letter), ARROW,
KHK, ER.
t Arrea'r, adv. Obs. Forms : 4-6 arere, 6

arear(e, arreir, 6 7 arreare, 6-8 arrere, 7-8
arrear. [a. OF. arere, ariere (mod.F. arriere},

I'r. a(r)reire : Merovingian L. ad retro, f. ad to,

retro backward.]
1. Of direction : Backward, to the rear, behind,

into the background.
1393 LANGL. /'. /'/. C. vit. 405 Thanne gan he go . . Som

tynie asyde 'and som tynie a-rere. CSMDHBHKVSOM Test.

Creseide 196 All earthly ioy and mirth I set arere. 1591
SPKNSER V'irgils Gnat 468 She . . Obseru'd th' appointed

way . . Ne euer did her eysight turne arere.

2. Of position : In the rear, behind ; in the back-

ground. Cf. A-REAR.

1393 GOWER Conf. I. 315 Shall no man knowe by his chere,

Which is avaunt, ne wbiche arere. c 1449 PKCOCK Repr. i.

\vi. 90 Grees goon on out of gree and prechingls rennen

arere. 1509 BARCLAY Shipflffr'otiles\,\*flo'< 208 When a simple
seruaunt must needes stande arere. 1600 FAIRFAX TVuWlL
xl, To leaue with speed Atlanta swift arreare.

3. Of action : 71? do, put arrear : to rout. To

run arrear : to fall into confusion or disorder.

1330 R. KRUNNK Chron, 241 pe Walsch com bam ageyn,
did our men alle arere. 1539 LYSDESAY Comflaynt 122 Than
did my purpose ryn arreir. 1530 Papyngo 567 The court

of Rome, that tynie, rane all aureir.

4. Of time : a. Behindhand, behind date, over-

due. (Replaced by in arrear.}
1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. in Ashm. 1652 ii. 30 He with haste

shall bringe his warke arreare. 1552 HutoiiT, Arrere to be
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with accompt or reckenynge, Rcli^nor. 1648 Petit. East.

Ass. 25 To order Collectors . . to distrain for wh.it is Arrear.

1768 BLACKSTONK Comm. II. 42 In case they be behind, or

arrere, at the day appointed, the lord may distrain.

b. Behind us in time, past and gone.
i587Ti KHKRVILLE, Not with such friendly face . . As earst

thou haclst : those louely lookes and blincks are all arreare.

5. In various combinations in which the simple
RKAH is now used

;
as arrear-admiral, arrear -

supper ;
where it also varies with the mod.K

form arriere. Also ABREAK-GUARD, -WARD, q. v.

Arrear-ban(d : see AKIUEKE-BAN.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxvn. xxix. 961 Kudamus the arriere.

admirall ['// cogebat agnten\ .. made head with his owne
ship against the very admiral! of the enemies.

Arrear 'JuvM), sb. Forms : 4 ariere, 7 arrier,

arrere, arreare, 7
- arrear. [The prec. adv.

used absolutely : 'that which is behind.' At first

only in the phr. in art-car, which was perhaps
rather a compound adverb, like F. en arriere, en

avant (answering to AIUIKAK adv. in senses 2-4^1,

but led the way to truly substantive uses, in which

the //. arrears is now common.]
I. In arrear.

t 1. In time past. Obs.

1340 Avcnh. 165 Ase habbeb ydo ine ariere and be filozofe

paytm and be holy Cnstene man.

f 2. In the hinder place or position : see REAR.

1642 HOWL:LI, For. Trav. (ArbJ 33 Mind and Tongue go

commonly together (and the first comes sometimes in the

arreare).

3. Backward, behindhand as to state or condition.

In arrear of: behind.

1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 59 The arts of medicine and

surgery are somewhat in arrear in Spain. 1859 Riciivi,

Brittany 238 The science of natural history [was] in arrear

of the arts.

4. Behind in the discharge of duties or liabili-

ties
;
in indebtedness, in debt. Cf. AUREARA<;E.

1621 JAMES I in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 300 III. 169 Ifheoncc

ru nne in arreare, he will evergoe bakkwarde. 1676 CLAREN-
DON Sun>. Leviath. 297 Who in truth are in too great an

arrear to him. 1678 R. LKSTKANGK Seneais Mor. (170?* 72

But when I have paid that, I am still in Arrier. 1713 Si KM ,,

Euzlishtn. Pref. 6 The World is in Arrear to your Virtue.

1806 31 A. KNOX Rent. (1844) I. 70, I am two or three letters

in arrear to different persons.

b. In arrears: (with same meaning.)
i6zo NAUNTON y&l'ortesc. Papers 140 The arreares they nr

in for them. 1700 A. CHARLKTT in Pepys* Diary VI. 228,

I am very much in arrears to you for a thousand civilities.

1718 I'ree-thinker No. 93. 264, I am run deeply in Arrears to

my Correspondents. 1810 MUTTON Course Math. I. 260

When an annuity is forborn for some years, or the payments
not made for that time, the annuity is said to be in Arrears.

II. "Without ///.

5. The hinder part of anything, especially of a

train or procession ; the rear. arch.

a, 1627 HAVWARD Edward r/(i6;o) 18 Lastly followed the

Arrier wherein were betweene 3 and 4000 foote. 1661 1 1 KYI IN

ffist.Ref.kify$ II. 83 (D.) The Duke of Suffolk and Sir John
Cheek., shutting up the arrear. 186901x0% Tower'mCasguft
of Lit. (1877) IV. 132/1 A vessel firing guns in front, and a

long arrear of craft behind.

f6. A portion held back : a deduction. Oh.

1768 SiMFis Mil. Medley^ s.v., Arriers, is a deduction made
from the officers according to their full pay.

fb.yfi,'"- Something held in reserve ; a sequel. Obs.

1659 HAMMOND On Ps. i. 3 Though there were never an
arrear behinde of eternal hell. 1676 HATHS Imiitort. Soul,
There remains in another world a dreadful arrear of misery.

7. That wherein one has fallen behind. A duty
or liability overdue and still remaining undis-

charged, esp. a debt remaining unpaid.
1658 Whole Duty Man xiv. 24. iifi When Josiah had

destroyed idolatry . . yet there was an old arrear of Manasseh
his grandfather. <* 1733 NORTH Lira's 1.435 Nothing sat

heavier on his spirits than a great arrear of business. 1796
UURKE Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 4 Having so faithfully
and so fully acquitted towards me whatever arrear of debt
was left undischarged. 1840 DICKKNS Lett. (1880) I. 32
To you . . I owe a long arrear of thanks.

b. in plural. Outstanding liabilities, amounts, or

balances ; moneys due ; debts.

1648 Petit. I-'.ast. Ass. 24 To pay the late Arrears of the

Army. 1655 FCLLEK Ch. Hist. \\. I. 134 The Profits and

long-detained Arreres of the P&pe*Patrtm0nf0tum, aifii
KKN /*<v/. H'ks.i-j-zi IV. n The Rlood of dying God alone,
can for my vast Arrears atone. 1833 MAKRYAT /'. Simple
(1863) i8gToobtain my arrears ofpay, and some pri/e-money
which I find due. 1868 PATTISON A cadew, Org. i. 22 The
arrears of two centuries require to be cleared off.

t Arre'ar, v. Obs. Forms : 4-6 arere, 6aryere,

7 arrear. [a. OF. arere-r, later aricrcr, arricrer, to

put back, draw back, f. arriere. Cf. avant, avamer,
aval, ava/er.']
1. trans. To keep back, allow to fall behind.
c 1525 SKKI.TON Vox Pop. l-'o.t Dei 494 Kxcept the fermour

wyll aryere The rent hyere by a hole yeare. 1635 J. SI.ACKK
in Hearne's Langtoft's Citron. (1810* 393 To pay unto me
such Petitions as were arreared.

2. intr. To draw back, fall back, retreat, recede.

(Arere ! may be imperative of the vb., or the adv.

used interjectionally, \\ktBack!)
t 1340 Caw. fy Gr. Knt, 1902 And he schunt for be scharp,
& schulde haf arered. 1399 Rick. Redeless in. no A-rere
now to Richard, and reste here a while, c 1400 Bcryn 1972

Somtyme thowe wolt auaunte, and som tynie [wolt] arere.

ARREAR-WARD.
1509 BA RCI.A Y.V/i//^/ /<'<>/<$ (,157' PFiij, Ve London galantes
arere, ye shall not enter.

Arrearage (ari-Ti-d^). Forms : 3-7 arer-,

4 arrir-, 4 7 arrer-, 5 (arrage), 6 arear-, 7 ar"

rier-, arrere-, arreer-, (arreagel, 5 arrearage.
See aphet. UKAKAUE. [a. <JY.arcra^v, f. arere be-

hind, mod. arrcragc ;
cf. avant-age, ADVANTAGE.]

fl. The state or condition of being behind, or

in arrear, with the payment of what is due
;

in-

debtedness, debt. Obs.

1330 R. HKCNNE Chron. 319 Now salle I wite be taile, &
put be in be Arerage. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 5913 Many
in arrtrage mon falle, And til perpetuele prison gang. < 1386
CHAUCER Prol. 604 Ther couthe noman bringe him in ar-

rerage \v.r, a-rerage], 1540 KLYOT Image Govt. (15561 79 Vf

any were found in arrerage, he shuld . . paye . . four tymesas
muche as the arrerage amounted to. 1608 ?nd Pt. Def.
Reasons Refits. Su/wr. 238 For his daily borrowing of him,
is likely to run into that arrerage that he will noteasely gelt

put of his debt, a 1637 IJ. JONSON Epigr. \. (1692) 283 Th'art

in arrearage grown Some hundred Quarrels.

fb. with pi. /;/ arrearages : in arrears. Obs.

1393 LAN<;I,. /'. PI. C. xn. 297 So deepe in arerages. 1525
Lo. UKKNI:RS Ftvfss. II. Ixi. [Ixiv.J 205 [He was] in his del

in a grete some of money, longe renne in arrerages. 1605
Lond. Prodigal \. \\. 230 The rogue puts me in 'rearages for

orient pearl. 1642 ROGKRS Xaantan 614 Play most unfaith-

ful) parts . . and thus run into arrearedges.

2. gen. Backwardness, state of being in arrear.

1576 LAMHARDI-: Peranib. Kent 118261 298 Charging him
with great arrearage of account. 1841 Miss KKMHI.K AVt .

Later Life II. 159 When such an arrearage took place,
the

fittest thing to do W;IM to answer first those received fir>t.

1883 A. HARDY But yet a H 'wit. 103 Practitioners who make
up their arrearage in science by . . wide experience.

3. concr. That which is in arrear; an amount

overdue, an outstanding or unpaid sum or balance.

1466 Paston Lett. 557 II. 289, Xx//., which I will be ga-
thered of the arrerage of my lyvtlode. 1483 Cath. Angl., An
Arrerage [r-.r. Arreage', c>-rcra^ia. ^1500 Reg. Civ. AVvr.

366 a, The arrerage of the said fee ferine. 1617 BACON in

Fortesc, Papers 23Tocontinewethe payment of theanuetyc
. . and allso to pay the arrerage thereof. i79oCowpER Ody^.
xxi. 18 Demanding payment of arrearage due. 1870 Daily
A'fit'S 21 Sept., The employers had no funds . . and a hu L;-:

arrearage of wages accumulated.

b. Something slill in reserve.

1594 I IKAVION Jdfa 36 My Joyes arrerage leades me to my
losse. 1854 I)K (JuiNCKY in I'age Life 11877! II. .\viii. K.

(

Which . . leaves even to the thief a con>cious arrearage uf

nobility and possible redemption.
4. //. Items overdue, outstanding amounts, ar-

rears
j csp. moneys overdue

;
debts ;

AKKKAH 7-

i 1315 SiioKtHAM, 1^6 Nere the milse and merci of (>od s< If

..That wolle the arerages for^eve. 1453 Test. A'/vr. II.

191 All barrages . . to me dewc at my delhe. 1483 ARNOLD
Chron. <i8n> 271 First, the areragis of the last acompler.
1611 SHAKS. Cytnb. n. iv. 13 He'le grant tlie Tribute, send
th' Arrerages. 1637 Rcliq, Wotton. (1672! 54 Such Arrearages
as shall appear due unto me. 1691 KLOCST /,<?:!' />/</.,

Arrearages, the Remain of an Accompt, or a Sum of Money
remaining in the Hands of an Accomptant. It is sometimes
used more generally for any Money unpaid at a due Tune.

1850 W. IRVING Granada 24 A formal demand for the pay-
ment of arrearages.

I Arrca/rniice. Ofa. [a. OF. arricrance., f.

arriercr, earlier arrerer, arerer, to put behind ;

see AKKEAH v. and -A\CE.] An arrear.

1731 HAIM-.Y, Arn-arances, Arrears, are the remainders
of any rents or monies unpaid at the due time.

Arrearve, later corrupt form of AKEAK v.

t Arrea-r-guard, Ufa., and

II Arri&re-guard. Forms: 5 arryere-, 6

arere-, arrier-, areare-garcHe, 7 arrere-, 7-8

arrear-, 7-9 arriere-guard. [a. I5thc. Yr.arricrc-

guardc\ in 16 i;th c. quite conformed to the Eng.

spelling of arrear and guard ;
but by mod. writers

again spelt partly as French. Also, from the

first, aphetized as ryere- t rere-, REAR-GUARD, which

is now the current form. OFr. had arere-guantc
and rere-gttanie (,both in Chanson de Roland}.
Cf. ABBEAB-WARD : ward was the native Kng., and

7r/-</t'the North. F. form of theTeut. word which be-

came in Central Fr. guarde, garde^\ REAR-GUAKD.
1489 CAXTON Faytcs ofArmes i. xxiit. 72 Wythout noon

other forwarde nor arryeregarde. 1523 Lu. BERNKRS Froiss.

I. xcviii. i :9 The constable of Kraunce made the areregarde.

1542 Harl. ^lisc. (Malh.)I. 237 In the arriergarde or hinder

warde was the Italyans and tlie Rhodyans. 157-9 FKNTON*
Giticciard, xui. (1599)605 From the auaungard he liecame

the arearegard. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 194 The eldest of
them leadeth the vaward .. the next to him in age commeth
behind with the conduct of thearrereguard. 1687 Loud. Gaz.

mmcclxvii/2 The Arrear-tluard was Commanded by the

Elector of Havana. 1711 BAILEY, Arriere Guard. 1824
CAMVBKLL Theodric Wks. 1837. 43 Our arricre-guard had
check'd the (Jallic van.

t Arrea'r-ward. Oh. Forms : 6 arrier-,

7 arere-, arrere-ward. [f.
AKRKAR adv. + WARD :

see prec. There may have been an early arere-

ward, as well as rcrcwani (cf. ONFr. arere-,

rcrc-warde*}, but existing evidence shows onlyr^^-
wardvh 1 3th c., rere-, arrere-garde int. by Caxton

in 1 5th c., and arrcre-ward in end of 1 6th.]
-

prec.

1589 I. ate I'oy. .Sy*. fy Port. (1881) 75 The Battaile and the

arrierward stood in Armesal the night. 1600 HOLLAND Livy
863 (R.) The second legion which was in the arrereward.

1664 S. CLARKE Tamerlane 3 The Prince of Thanais . . led

the Arereward.



ARRECT.

Arreca, obs. fonn of Aim A.

Arrect, later corrupt f. ARET v. Obs. to impute.
t Arre'ct, v. Obs.

;
also (i areote.

[f.
L. arrcct-

ppl. stem olarrig-crc to raise up, incite, f. ar-^ad-
to + -rigere rcgcre to straighten.]
1. To set upright.
1530 PALSGK. 436/1, 1 arecte, I adresse up or set up a thyng,

Je mctz sus . . je tnetz debont, or jc tnetz a paint. This ban-
ner is nowe arrected. 1534 WHITTINTUN Tullyes llff. 1.6
Whiche dylygence doth arrecte hertes and maketh them
more encouraged to playe the men.
2. To direct upwards, raise, lift up.
a 1520 SKELTUN Poems q ('!'. > Arrectynge my sight towarde

the zodiake. 1556 An>>. PARKER Psalter cviii, Yea Psalmes
to thee I wyll arrect, Among all folke of euery sect.

3. To set right, direct.

1530 I'.M.SGK. 436/2, I arecte . . Jadressf. Be nat afrayde.
If thou be out of the waye, thou shake be arrected.

Arrect (are-kt), ///. a. and sb. [ad. L. arrcct-
ns : see prec.]
A. aJj. Set upright, pricked up (as the ears of a

beast) ; having the faculties directed towards
; Jig.

intent, attentive, on the alert.

1646 J. G[KEGOKV] \ates 4- Oh. (1650) 142 His eares are
Raid to bee arrect and intent only to those [prayers] that are
made in this place. .1794 AKENSIDK 1'lcas. J>nug. i. 269
Eager for the event, Around the Beldame all arrect they
liang. 1846 T. AIRD in Bla{l~.t>. Mag. LX. 279 The rabbit . .

pauses a moment with its form and ears arrect to listen.

t B. s/i. Proposed term for
'

upright stratum.' Ol>s.

1811 PINKKHION l\-trti[ogy 1. 213.

tArre'Ctary. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. arrectd-

i-ins, f. arrcct-us : see prec. and -ARV. "Used subst.

in L.] An upright post or beam.
,167-0 r>r. HALL Si:fin. Cal. ii. 20 (R.) The arrectary or

beam of his cross.

Arredie, -ye, var. AREADV v. Obs. to make ready.
Arrend, obs. form of ERRAND.
Arrendation : see ARRKNTATION.
il Arrendator (a-Tcnd^-tyi). [med.L., f. /-

retidare ai-rciitare, f. F. arentcr, a>-r-: see AR-

KEXT.] One who rents or farms at a yearly rent.

Arrenotokous ^r/np-t^kps), a. [mod. f. Gr.

dppei>oTu/c-u! (f. apprjv male -i -TOKOS begetting) +

-DUS.] (See quot.) Arreno-toky, 'that form
of parthenogenesis in which the unimpregnated
females produce only males' (SyJ. Soc.Lex. 1880).
1877 HL-XLKV Aunt. Inr. An. vii. 446 The terms arreno-

tolious and thelytokous have been proposed by Leuckart
and Von Siebold to denote those parthenogenetic females
v-hich produce male and female young respectively.

Arreilt (are-nt), v. [a. F. arrentcr (Mth c. in

Littre), also in OF. arcntir, f. a to + rente KENT.
Cf. med.L. arrentarc, common in Kng. charters

and law-books (f. the Kr.).] To let out or farm
at a rent

; spec, to allow the enclosure of forest

lands 'with a low hedge, and small ditch' under
a yearly rent. 1 [ence Arrenting vbl. sb.

1598 MANWOOD Laii'cf Fnrcst ix. 3 1 16151 70 Which must
be entredof record at the time of the arreming thereof. 1755
CART K Hist. Kng. IV. 22 Upon pretence that no [lands] can
be assarted, but what have been formerly arrented.

Arrentable .are-ntabT, a.
[f. prec. + -ABLE.]

That maybearrented; chargeable at a ^yearly' rent.

1598 M \N-WI >i >n La-.rcs /-'i>n-sf x. 2 (1615! 75 The building
of any new house . . within a Forest, is a Purpresture . . ar-

rentable for the tolleration or suffering of that to stand.

Arrentation (serente'-Jan). Also 6 arrend-,
7 areut-. [(ad. med.L. arrentdtion-efn), n. of ac-

tion f. arrentdre: see AKRENT. Other forms of
the med.L., after F. rcmlre, It. renders, were ar-

rcnilare, -alio."] The action, or privilege, of ar-

renting.
[1306 Ord. rarest,?, Act 34 Ethv. /, v, Quod haye et fossata

facta medio tempore prosternantur et penitus commovean-
tur ct adnichilentur, saluis arentacionibus nostris quas se-

cundum assisam foresle volumns remanere. Trtinsl. in

Pulton : That the hedges and diches . . shall be wholly cast

downe, remoued, and avoided : saving our Arrentations
which we will have remaine according to the assise of the

Forest.] f 1525 SKKI.TON Image Hypocr. 11.300 He robbeth
all nations With his . . Arrendations. 1738 Hist. Crt. Ex-
chequer v. 87 The Profit of the County was likewise increased

by Arentations of Assarts.

t Arre'ption. Obs. rare. [n. of action f. L.

arrept- ppl. stem of arrlpcrc to snatch away, carry

off, f. ar- = ad- to -f -ripfre - rapHre to seize.] A
carrying off, sudden removal.

1612-5 Br. HAI.L Contempt. xix.(i628) 1295 This arreption
was sudden, yet Elisha sees both the charet, and the horses.

1633 EARL MANCH. At Alondo 196 This is a kinde of Arrep-
tion to heaven : when a man abstracts himselfe from earth,
and by Contemplation grows into acquaintance with God.

t Arrepti'tious, ". Obs.
[f. L. arreptui-us,

f. arrcftus : see prec. and -ITIOUS.]
1. Liable to raptures, ecstatic, frantic, mad.
11 1641 Br. MOI-N:TACI; Acts ff Man. 201 Such arreptitious

ones fashion to themselves rivers, mountaines, beasts, mon-
sters . . which proceed merely from disturbance of the brain.

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. '16501 1. 475 Odd arrepititious frantic ex-

travagancies. 1656 BLOUNT Gtossogr., Arreptitious, caught
or tormented by a devil.

2. Characterized by having been hastily seized

or caught up ; hasty, hurried.

1653 MASTON E.vp. Janus ii. 19 Assent now is nothing so
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much as It was then, especially when it is trivial and arrep-
titious, rather than deliberate.

^ Also referred by Blount to L. arrepcre,
' to creep

to,' and defined 'he that steals or creeps in privily'
(cf. surreptittotts} ; whence in Bailey, etc.

Arrere, obs. f. ARKEAB : see also ABEAB v. Obs.

Arrest (are-st), v. Forms: 4 areiste, 4-6
arest(e, 6 areest, (Sc\ arreist), 5- arrest. Aphet.
6-7 rest. [a;

OF. arcste-r intr. and trans., = Tr.

a(r)rcstar, It, arnstare : late L. adrestare, f. atl

to, at + restart to remain, stop, f. re- back -f- stare to
stand. Orig. intr. in Rom. langs., but in OFr. also
trans, long before its adoption in Kng.]

I. intr. To stop, stay, remain, rest.

1 1. To stop, come to a stand, halt. Obs.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. /'. B. 766 penne arest J>e renk & ra^t no

fyrre. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 130/1 Without arestyng for
to helpe them.

f2. To stay, remain, continue, rest. Obs.

1325 E. E. Allit. /*. C. 144 Durst nowhere for ro^ arest at

>e boihem. 1393 COWER Conf. I. i. 164 A wilde beast, In
whom no reson miyht areste. 1538 LET.AND Itin. VI. 40A white Starre . . whiche to every mans sighte did lighte and
arrest apon the Standard of Albry.

1 3. To rest, repose vin confidence). Obs.

1523 LD. HHKNEKS Froiss. I. ccxlii. 358 One submyssion,
whtron the kyng and his counsayle arested moost.

'f4. To rest orchvell upon (a subject). (Cf.8.) Obs.
a. 1619 DONNE Biatluui. (16441 l<&'2 ^"e must arrest awhile

vpon the nature, and degrees, and effects of charity.
II. trans, (and reji^ To cause to stop, detain.

5. To cause to stop; to stop the course of;
a. a person or animal. Obs. in literal sense since
1 600, but still used in reference to a course of action,
where it passes into 14 b.

1375 JiARBOfR Bruce xvi. 281 His host all than arestit he.
t 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 829 Oure ost bigan his hors arecte.
< 1450 LONEI.ICH Grail xli. 8 As they wenten, mochel folk

they fownde that hem arested. 1523 I,D. BEKNEKS Frm'ss.
I. ccclxxiv. 620, I arest you all, so that ye shall nat departe
this day. a 1540 Chrisiis Kirk ofGr. vi, Steven cam step-
pand in with stendis, Na rynk mycht him arreist. 1668
SHADWKLI. Sullen Lovers i. i. Wks. 1720 I. 19 As I was com-
ing . . Sir Po.iiiive At-all, that fool . . arrests me with his im-

pertinence. 1781 GIUBON Decl. ff F. III. Ivi. 365 In the

pursuit of greatness he was never arrested by the scruples of

justice. 1803 G. ROSE Diaries i 18601 II. 26 Mr. Pitt's re-

suming office would arrest Buonaparte in his . . career. i86z
STANLEY Jew. C/;. 11877)!. xiii. 252Thefive Danite warriors,
as they pass by. .art; arrested by the sound of a well-known
voice.

b. a thing ; usually a stream or train of things in

motion or progress.
1375 llARHoi'R firuce xii. 7 He gert arest all hU battale.

c 1374 CHALXER Bocth. i. vi. 29 pe fletyng streme . . is arestid
and resisted oftetyme by beencountryngeofa.stoon. 1470 85
(1634) MALORY A rAW*i8i6i I. 158 That all the navy of the
land should be arrested. 1635 QUARLK^ Ktnblems in. xiii.

(17181 177 Forbear t' arrest My thriftless day too soon. 1650
FULLER Pisgah Sight \\. x. 211 Where Joshua's prayer ar-

rested the moon to stand still. 1794 SI/LI.IYAN View Xat. I.

332 The mountains . . attract, and as it were arrest, the

vapours and the rain that float in the atmosphere. 1796
MORSK Aicr.Gi'0g. I. 133 Many springs .. in winter are
arrested by the frost. 1869 PHILLIPS V'csiiv. vii. 195 These
deep cavities have often arrested the lava-currents. 1871
MACDI.TK Mew. Patmos vii. 91 Has He arrested the axe,
and revoked the sentence? 1876 GEO. EI.IUT Dan. Dcr. tn.

xxiii. 197 Her tears were arrested. 1879 LOCKVKK Elem.
Astron. ix. xlviii. 293 The cannon-ball will in time be ar-

rested by the resistance of the air.

c. motion, course, pace ; growth, decay, etc.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boctk. \\. i. 32 F.nforcest bou f>e to aresten
or wifistanden J?e swyftnesse . . ofhir tournyng. 1699 DRYKEN
77iff>tf. fy Hon. 181 My Dogs with better speed Arrest her

Flight. 1877 E. COSDKR Bas. Faith Pref. 12 The pace . . too

rapid to be thus led or arrested. 1879 CARPENTER Mental
Pays, i, ii. 54 Its progress is arrested.

d. in Law, To arrest judgement', to stay pro-

ceedings after a verdict, on the ground of error.

1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 395 If judgment is not by
some of these means arrested. 1871 ARCHBOLDO/W. Plead.
(ed. 171 170 If the judgment be arrtsted, all the proceedings
are sel aside, and judgment of acquittal is given.

t6. rcfl. To stop, stand still. (Cf. i.) Obs. (Fr.

j'rtr/r/fr.)
a 1470 TIPTOFT CxsarsC0inw.\v. (1530^ 4 They marveylyd

greatly and arested themself.

f7. refl. To rest oneself, remain, tarry. (Cf. 2.} Obs.

1543 GRAFTON Cent, tfarding's Chron. 531 He and his com-
paignie, after their laboures, arested thaim for the space of
lii. dayes. 1563 Chron. Rich. /, an. 8 iK.) When he had
arested him a little while, he then roade . . to Notingham.
f8. trans, and refl. To keep our minds, ourselves,

resting or fixed upon the consideration of a subject.
1503 Ord. Crysten Men iW. de W.) i. vii, And who soo hym

wyll areest in this medytacyon he there shall fynde, etc.

1626 Ait.ESBL'RY Passion -serin. 9 Let us arest our selves

awhile upon his foretold passions, a 1667 JER. TAYLOR
(in Webster) We may arrest our thoughts upon the divine
mercies.

III. trans. To stop and lay hold of.

9. gen. To catch, capture, seize, lay hold upon.
Obs. exc. as fig. use of next.

1481 CAXTON Myrrour n. v. 70 Bestes . . whiche . . haue .so

grete vngles or clawes that areste alle that they can holde.

1509 H AWES Joyf. Mcd, 13 Dethe by his course natural!
Hathe him arested. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. \. iv. 44 Whenas
Morpheus had with leaden mace Arrested all that courtly
company. 1718 1'urt; Iliad xv. 527 The pointed death ar-
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rests him from behind. 1791 CowrtR///W, Well skilled., to
rouse and with unerring aim arrest All savage kinds that
haunt the mountain wilds, a 1883 RL'SKIN in Royal Acad.
(. atal. 12 We cannot arrest sunsets nor carve mountains.
10. csp. To capture, seize, lay hold upon, or ap-

prehend by legal authority ;

'
to restrain a man of

his liberty, obliging him to be obedient to the law.'

1375 BAHBOUR Bruce i. 174 He was arestyt syne and tane.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 268 Tho bad the king men shulde
areste His body, a 1400 Chester PI. 182 The Kinge base
commaunded me All suche for to areiste. 1460 CAI-GKAVE
Chron. 264 The kyng. .dedhis officeresarestin. .the Duke of
Gloucetir. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. $ L'plondyshm. 23 Some 'rest
men gyltles & caste them in pryson. 1589 Hay any Work
40 The Wardens, .rested him withaPurciuant. 1613 SHAKS.
//<. r///, i. i. 201, 1 Arrest theeof High Treason. 1745 DK
FOE /."-. Tradcsm. I. xxix. 293 Sends an officer, .and arrests
him for the money. i839Ki;it;HTLEY///iC. Eng. II. 27 It was
deemed advisable to arrest the Holy Maid of Kent.

11. transf. To seize (property) by legal warrant.

(Now only in Scotch and Admiralty Law.)
1598 SHAKS. Merry it', v. v. 119 Twenty pounds of money,

which must be paid . . His horses are arrested for it. 1599

use. 1861 RILEY tr. Liber Alhus 39 Al! his goods, lands, and
tenements shall bearrested for all expenses. 1869 Latv Kt/>.,
Adm. <y Eccl. II. 363 The Roecliff was arrested in a cause
of collision. 1881 MAUDE & POLLOCK Merck. Ship. (ed. 41
I. 619 In this form of action [in reni\ the ship, and, if neces-

sary, the freight, may be arrested.

V&.fig. To take as security.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. i. 160 We arrest your word. 1603
Meas.for M. n. iv. 134.

fl3. To fix, bind, pledge, engage. Obs.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofAmies iv. vii. 246 Two knyghtes
had arrested themselffor to fight one ayenst that other. 1509
HAWES Past. Ptfas. xvi. xxiii, Thy beaute therto dyd me
sure arest.

14. trans. To catch and fix (the sight, hearing,
attention, mind, etc.).

1814 BYRON Corsair in. i, The gleaming turret . . and yon
solitary palm arrest the eye. 1873 GEO. ELIOT Middlem.
xliii, Her mind was evidently arrested by some sudden
thought. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 185 Their attention
was arrested by the rapid progress of Hasdrubal.
b. To catch and fix the attention of (a person).

This passes into 2 a, since it may result in a literal

stopping of action or motion.
1835 MACRF.ADY Rfntin. I. 456(1 was] arrested and held

by the interest of the story. 1866 G BO. ELIOT F.Holt u868t
13 Years had over-laid it with another likeness which would
have arrested her. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm.ii. 29 Language
which is altogether tremendous ; it arrests us, it astonishes us.
*~

catafhr. To wrest.

1593 BILSON Govt. Christes Ch. t Not to suffer the sacred

scriptures to be so violently arrested. 1656 MILTON Lett.
State Wks. 1738 II. 227 In great danger of having them
arrested out of his hands by Force and Violence.

Arrest i,are'st),^.l Forms: 4-5 areste, areefet,

4-7 arest, 5 arreste, 5- arrest. Aphet. 6-7rest(e.
[a. OF. areste stoppage, delay, and arest act of

arresting.]
I. Senses pertaining to the intransitive vb.

fl. The act of standing still, halting, or stopping ;

stoppage, stop, halt, delay. Obs. Without arrest: cf.

without abode (Chaucer, Lydgate, and Sc. poets).
U75 BAKBOUR Bruce vin. 356 The folk fled .. For-outen

arest. Ibid. xvu. 844 For southren men vald that he maid
Arest thar. 1:1385 CHAUCER L.G. II'. 1929 Withoute areste

["'./. arest, arreste, areest] . . He wolde htm etc. 1430 LYDG.
Chron. Troy\. ix, To whom Castor withouten more areste
Hath . . gyue a mortall wounde. c 1500 Lancelot 3307 Non
abaid he makith, nor arest. 1513 DOUGLAS /Kncis iv. v. 119
Mercuir, but arest, Drest to obey his gret faderis behest.

1598 FLORIO, Posate, arests which a horse doth make in

advancing his forepart.

t2. Remaining, abiding, continuance. Obs.
f 1386 CHALXEK Stwipn. T. (Wrighti(342] An irous man is

lik a frentik best In which ther is of wisdom noon arrest.

t 3. Abiding-place, abode, mansion. Obs.
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 906 Til }e reche to areset, rest }e

neuer. a. 1400 COT. Myst. 91 Welcome, loachyni, onto myn
areste. c 1400 l-'.piph. iTurnb. 1843) I 5^ A iney hym harburd

yn hur hall . . And held that bend yn hur arest.

1 4. In arrest : in rest, as a lance. At arrest :

at attention. Obs.

(1400 Rom. Rose 7563 Thou here watchest at the gate,
With spere in thine arest alweye. c 1440 Morte Arth. 548
That they be redye in araye, and at areste foundyne. 1481
CAXTON Tulle ofOld Age ix. 8iR.i He mowntyng upon his

courser, and his spere in his arrest, spurrid on his horse.

II. From the transitive vb.

5. The act of stopping anything in its course
;

a stop put to anything, stoppage, stay, check.
c 1400 Test. Love 11. (1560) 285^2 Matlice. .slily to bridle,

and with a good bitte of areste to withdraw. 1523 LD.
BKRSKRS Froiss, \. cccxcviii. 689 Certayne arest of thiswarre.

1625 HACON Ein/>in'i Ess. (Arb.* 297 That they must have
some Checke or Arrest in their Fortunes. 1649 JKR.TAYLOR
Gt. Excntp. n. ii. 1 55 Words are the arrest of the desires, and

keep the spirit fixt. 1665 GLANVILL Seeps. Set. 49 An arrest

of all ingenious and practical indeavour. 1835 KIRBY Hal'.

<5~
Inst. Atiitir. II. xvii. 150 These [bristles] as well as the

scales . . are . . points of arrest, in each wing. 1879 TIMBS
in Casselfs Tec/in. Educ. IV. 119/2 A partial arrest of the

vital processes.

6. In Law, Arrest ofjudgement: a stay of pro-
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ceedings, after a verdict for the plaintiff or the

Crown, on the ground of manifest error therein.

1660 Trial Regicides 94, I may do it in Arrest of Judg-
ment. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 393 Whatever is alleged
in arrest of judgment must be such matter, as would upon
demurrer have been sufficient to overturn the action or plea.

1772 Juntas Lett. Pref. 14 If the paper be not criminal . . he

may move the court in arrest of judgment. 1841 BRKWSTKK
Martyrs Sc. v. (18561 79 Galileo might have pleaded them
with success in arrest of judgement.
7. The act of seizing or laying hold of; seizure.

lit. ond/Cft
^1386 OfAIJCKR NonnePr. T. 80, Isaugh a beest.Was lik an

hound, and wold have maad arrest Upon my body, and wold
ban had me deed. 1622 WwiwCoswogr. i.t 1682) 183 Aquitaitl
and the rest of the Knglish Provinces were seized on by the

French . . But notwithstanding this arrest, the English still

continued their pretentions to it. 1823 I.AMB Elia Ser. i.

xviii. (1865) 135 The first arrests of sleep.

8. spec.
' The apprehending or restraining of

one's person, in order to be forthcoming to answer
an alleged or suspected crime.' Hlackstonc.

1440 rriiinp. Parr., A-reste, or a-restynge, Arrsfaftff. 1576
LAMHAKIH-: Feramb. Kent (1862) 179 To make arrest of all

such as . . provoked to the Pope. 1590 < IRKMNK Nener too

late (1600) 56 His creditours threatned him with an arrest.

1619 I)ALTON Count r. Just, cxviii. 1 1630) 3^5 An arrest. . may
hccalled the beginning nfimprisonment. 1876 GREEN S/iorf
}iist. vii. 11877* 348 The Duke of Norfolk had been charged
with the minister's arrest. 1880 MurRHBAD&llMf IV. 21 The
latter was not allowed to resist the arrest or defend himself
in person.

9. The condition resulting from being arrested
;

custody, imprisonment, durance.
( 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 452 [Maul dwelleth cek in pri-

soun and arreste. 1647 COWLKY Mistress Wks. 1710 I. 152
Now I suffer an Arrest. 1820 BYRON Mar. f-'al. r. ii. 212 The
Forty hath decreed a month's arrest.

b. Under {an} arrest: under legal restraint, in

the hands of the law, arrested.

11386 CHAIXKR Mcrdi. T. 38 In lihertee and vnder noon
arreest. f 1500 Lancelot

y\-2\\\?.}
stood under hirarest. 1603

SHAKS. Mtas.for M. \. ii. 135 If I could speake so wisely
vnder an arrest, I would send for certaine of my Creditors.

1710 STKKLK Tatler No. 105^2 Poor Will was under an
Arrest, and desired the Assistance of alt . . or he must go to
Gaol. 1836 MARKVVIMidslt. Easyx\\. 39 Sir, consider your-
self under an arrest. 1860 FROLDE Hist. Eng. VI. 60 Lord
Russell was soon after placed under arrest.

10. fig.
c 1430 Hymns to Virg. (1867) 71 Godis semauntis in areest

haj? bee take. 1633 KAKI, MANCH. At Mondo (1636) 95 The
arest of death shall not alwayes keepe him that lyes downe
in peace. 1642 ROGF.RS Xaanian 18 Paul being under the
arrest of God's might and power, lay

for dead. i677GiLpiN
Diemoitol. Sacra (1867* 268 Satan claps an arrest upon him
of a far greater debt than God chargeth upon him. 1873
tr. Van Oostersee's C/ir. Dogin. Ixxviii. 430 Guilt is the
conscious arrest of our life under the Divine law.

\\.fransf. Of a ship.
1848 ARNOULD Laiv Mar. Insnr. in. ii. (1866^1 1. 706 Arrest

is a temporary detention of ship, etc. with a view to ulti-

mately releasing it, or repaying its value.

12. The act of arresting 'the attention).
1876 Gi:o. ELIOT Dan. Dcr. I. xvii. 341 This strong arrest

of his attention made him cease singing.

1 13. A judgement, decree, order, or sentence ;

prop, of a French supreme court of law ; also transf.

anayfo Obs.t and replaced by arrct from mod.Fr.
1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas. 203, I obeyed his rest

;
there was

no remedy. [1553 87 FOXK A.% JA( 15961 7/2 By the Arestum
of the Councell of Paris anno 1463.! 1599 SANDYS Eitrop,
Spec. 11632) 130 To dispense with God's Law in this world,
and to alter his arrests and judgements in the other. 1600
HOLLAND Livy xui. ix. 1120 That the arest \senatns consul-

tint^ devised against him might be re\ersed. i6oz SHAKS.
Ham, ii, ii. 67 He sends out Arrests On Fortinbras, which
he (in breifei obeyes. 1699 Land. Gaz, mmmdxxxii/j An
Arrest will shortly be published for raising to 13 Livers the
old Lewis d'Orand the Spanish Pistols. 1721 C. KiNti/>r/V.
Merck. I. 231 By an Arrest of Council in France, .the strict

execution ot that edict is enjoin'd.

Arre'St, sb ? Obs. [a. F. arestt (i4-i6th c.

arreste} : L. arista : see ARTE.] (See quot. ;
both

senses occur in mod.Fr.)
1639'!'. UK Gfitv Compl. Horsem. 81 Rat-tayles .. which

now we doe call the Arraistes. 1731 BAII.KY, Arrests,
mani^ey tumours upon the sinews of the hinder-legs of a
horse between the ham and the pastern. 1743 Arrests,
the small Bones of a Fish. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp.,
Arrests or Arrets t among farriers . . called also Rat-tails.
The name is taken from the resemblance they bear to the

Arreicst or backbones of fishes,

Arrestable (are-stabT), a. fa. OF. a(r\rcstable,
f. a(r}rester : see ABUEST v, and -ABLE.] Liable to

be arrested.

1555 J''nrdle Facions \. v. 71 The body was not arrestable.

1837 CARLYLK />. Rev, iv. vi. I II. 266 Explaining withal who
the Arrestable and suspect specially are. 1883 Autolnog.
Sir A. Alison II. xvii. 248 The wages were only arrestable.

t Arre'stance. Obs. In 5 arestaunce. [a.
OF. arcstance, f. a(r}rester : see AKKEST v. and

-ANCE.] Action of remaining or staying ; sojourn.
1475 CAXION Jason 33 b, To lyue and dye for you in your

-.eruice in whiche I tokc arestaunce.

Arrestatioil (aerest^-Jan). [a. F. arrestation,
n. of action f. arrester : see AKKEST v. and -ATJON.]
The action of arresting ; arrest, a. Stopping.
1793 T. JFH-ERSON Writ. 118591 IV. 72 This necessary ar-

restation of the proceedings, 1881 TYNDALL in Nature
XXIV. 467 The arrestation of infusorial life.
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b. Apprehension by legal authority. (_More or

less a Gallicism.)
1792 HKL. WILLIAMS Lett, on France I. i. (Jon/) The ar-

restation of the Knglish resident in France was decreed by
the National Convention. 1803 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg.
70/2 The arrestation of Colonel Despard . . at an obscure
public house in Lambeth. 1823 HKNIHAM Not Panl^d That
visit of Paul to Jerusalem, by which his arrestation and . .

confinement were produced. 183$ RKKVE DC Tocqtte~'.
Democr. in Amcr. I. v. 131 The arrestation of criminals.

Arrested (are-sted), ///. a.
[f.

AKKEST v.+

-ED.] Stopped, put a stop to, checked, stayed ;

seized by legal warrant. Arrested development :

development stopped at some stage of its progress.
1611 COTGR., Amstcy stayed, stopped, arrested. 1859

HUXLKY Oceanic //ydroz., The Hydro/oa are [not] in any
sense ' arrested developments' of higher organisms. 1871
DARWIN Desc. Man \. iv. 1. 121 Arrested development differs

from arrested growth, as parts in the former state still con-
tinue to grow, whilst still retaining their early condition,

Arrestee (are^str)- [
f- AKKEST v. + -EE.] .SV.

IMW. The person in whose hands the movables
of another, or a debt due to another, are arrested

by the creditor of the latter. See ARBESTMENT.
1847 Xaf. Eiuycl. II. 167/1 The person who uses it [ar-

rest men t] is called the arrestor
; he in whose hands it is

used is called the arrestee.

Arrester (are-suj). [f. ARREST v. + -KR'.]
1. a. lie who or that which arrests, stops, or

checks, b. He who arrests by legal authority.
1440 I*romp. Pan 1

., A-restcr, or a-tacher, or a catchercl,
or a catchepolle. 1628 KARI.K Microcosm, Ixxv. 155 Satan . .

is at most but an Arrester, and Hell a dungeon. 1879 I'm s-

COTT -Sp. Telephoned A lightning arrester is provided in

each box for the protection of the apparatus 1880 MI n-
1
-

HEAD Gains iv. 21 He was carried home by the arrester

and put in chains. 1881 Times 17 Feb. 11/4 The alleged
negligence of the defendants in having a defective spark
arrester on the engine.

2. .SV. Law. One who under legal authority ar-

rests a debt or property in the hands of another.

(In this sense now more formally spelt AKKKWTOK.)
1754 KKSKINK Princ. Sc. Lmv t 18091 358 Where a poinding

was forcibly slopped by the possessor of the goods, on pre-
tence that they had been already arrested in his hands by
another, it was considered as completed in a question with
the prior arrester. 1847 (See ARRESTEE. I

Arresting (are-stirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

AKKEST v. +
-isc 1

.]
The action of stopping or checking; of

sei/'ng or apprehending by legal authority.
1424 . let Jus. / 1 15971 7 *->if *ik ptrsones tukis onyskaith

in the arreisting of them. < 1440 Pronip. Part 1
. 14/1 A-

reste or a-restynge, arestacio, i6z8 KAKU; MitTWOS tit. Ixix.

148 If they escape arresting. 1630 J. TAYI.OK (Water P.)

II 'A-s. ii. 131/2 Writs, Warrants, and Attachments, Arestmgs.
1849 RLSKIN^T'. Lamps iv. 31, 125 It is but the arresting
upon the stone-work of a stem or two of the living flowers.

Arresting, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. -f -KM;-.] That
arrests; that takes hold of the attention

; striking.
1792 S. ROGKRS Pleas. Memory \\. 104 He, whose arresting

hand divinely wrought Each bold conception. 1843 J. II.

NKWMAN Mirac. 152 This most solemn and arresting occur-
rence. 1883 R. NOKL in Contenip. Rev, Nov. 714 One of

Browning's most . . arresting poems,

Arre'stingly, adv.
[f. prec. +-LY*.] In a

manner that arrests attention
; strikingly.

1883 K. M\\.\.\\\Ainer.Jrnl.riiilol. III. No. 12 Professor
Newman's English is arrestingly eccentric.

Arrestive (are'stiv), a.
[f.

AKKLIST v. + -IVE
;

cf. OF. arrestij\ -ive.]

1. Having as its attribute or tendency to arrest.

1850 M'Cosn Dii'.Govt. (1862*407 Partaking of the nature
of the arrestiveand instigative fare] .. emotions of astonish-

ment, surprise and wonder. 1878 STANFORD Symb. Christ
iii. 64 A startling and arrestive sight.

2. Gram. Applied to conjunctions such as but.

1863 I!.\TN Eng. Gram. 65 The second class of Co-ordinat-

ing Conjunctions are the Adversative . . This class is sub-
divided into three species . . The Arrestive, represented by
'but,' 'but then,' 'still,' *yet,' 'only,' 'nevertheless,' 'how-
ever.' Phrases :

'

for all that,'
'

at the same time.'

Arrestment (are'stment). [a. OF. arcstcmcnt

(later arrctewenf) : see AKKEST v. and -MENT.]
1. The action of Stopping, staying, or checking.
1836-9 Timn Cycl. Anat. <y rhys. II. 612/1 An arrestment

of the movements of the muscles. 1845 I'est. Creai. 276
An arreslment of this principle at a particular early point.

1875 DARWIV Insectii'. Plants ix. 201 Any .such arrestment
of movement.
b. concr. The material result of such stoppage or

check.

1872 H. MACMIU.AS True l'ine\i\. 316 Just as fruit is the
arrestment and metamorphosis of the branch, so are thorns
an arrestment and blight in the formation of branches.

2. The action of apprehending a person by legal

authority ; arrest, apprehension. (Chiefly Scotch.)

Formerly Jig. forcible or authoritative seizure.

1474 Ad 7 Jas. Ill 11597) 52 Arreistmentes be Crowners
or Serjandes. 1601 CHESTER Love's Martyr xxin. (18781
86 To deaths arestment he began to yeeld. 1645 RUTHER-
FORD Tryal ff Tri. Faith (18451 I01 Loosed from the arrest-

ment of vanity. 1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. fy Scot. 375 Judg-
ment in a civil case . . upon which execution and personal
arrestment can proceed in fourteen days. 1883 Blackiv.

Mag. June 800 Rothesay's arre.stment and custody.
3. Seizure of property by authority of law ; at-

tachment. Esp. in Sc. Law, 'A process by which
a creditor may attach money or moveable pro-

AKRIDENT.

perty, which a third party holds for behoof of his

debtor.* Craig.
1581 Act 7 fas. f*/ (1597)6 117 Quhen Arreistmentes ar

maid to mak the gudes furthcummand. 1754 KKSKINK
Princ. Si: La'<v 1 1809) 17 Action cannot be brought against
him till his effects be first attached by an arrestmerit

^/wr/j
-

dietionis
fitndandae causa, 1824 SCOTT Redgaunt. xili,

' Ve
have omitted to speak a word of the arrestments.' 1864
Daily Tel. 16 Aug., The peculiarities of Scotch common
law .. Arrestment to found jurisdiction is one of them. It

was derived from the Roman law, and is still existent . . by
force of custom in London . . under the name of '

foreign
attachment.'

t Arresto'grapher. Obs.
[f.

F. an-estographe
(
= mocl.F. arrctislfi +-EH 1

.]

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .V/c//., Arrestographcr is applied !>y
some French writers to those who have published collection*
of A rrets.

Arrestor (are'st^r), Law. see AKKE.STKK 2.

II Arret ;are*, are't). [F. : OF. arest
t f. arester,

now rt/vV/iv- : see AiiUEsr.] An authoritative sen-

tence or decision, prop, of the King or Parliament
of France

;
a decree. = AKKEST sb. 13.

(1650 CLAKKNDON in Evelyn's Mem. (1819) II. 201 Your
arrett is nut yet dispatched. 1787 HONNVLASTI.K , -\stroit.

vi. ioi The following arret was pronounced against him, by
seven cardinals. 1820 SCOTT It-anhoe, Kxpert . . in all mat-
ters concerning the arretsoflove. 1841 SiKj. STEPHEN /,'/.

Rwg. 118501 1. 510 Parliamentary arrcts flew thick and fast

through tlie troubled air.

Arreyne, obs. form of ARRAIGN.

Arreyse, var. AKAISK v . Obs. to raise.

ii Arrha ,a.-ra). PI. -sc. Also6arra. [L. /*;/'/;X
also arr(/^abo, a. Gr. appa(3wv. Sec Liddell and
Scott. Cf. ARLES.] Earnest-money, a part of the

purchase-money given to ratify a contract
; fig. a

pledge.
1573 AXDKKSOX Hymn ticncd. 4 btT.i By his spirite . . we

have . . our arra and earnest penny of his assured covenant.

1754 KKSKINK J'rirti. St . i.au''\ 18091 38 Arrha*, or earnest,
is sometimes given by the buyer, as an evidence that the
contract is perfected.

Arrhal ! a."ral
, a. [a<l. \,.an-\li tl/is: sec prec.

and -AL.] Of the nature of earnest-money ; given
as a pledge.

I8?3 JEM-KRSON llridfs AC firid. I. i. 7 In the f H.-.C of a

wealthy bridegroom the>e arrhal gifts were several.

Arrhaphostic : see ARA-.

Arrhizal (arai'/al), a. Hot. Also arh-. [f.
Gr.

d priv. + pi^a root.] Destitute of root ; rootless.
1880 in (!KAV Hot. Te.vt-l'k.

Arrlli'ZOUS, a. Bot. [Cf. Kr. arrJihc.]
-

i>rec.
1880 in AW. -bVt. Le.\\

Arrhythmic (ari^mik), a. Also arh-. [f.
A-

prcf. 14+ RHYTHMIC; cf. AHIIHYTHMOUS and Gr.

fiuOptKos.'] Not rhythmic, without rhythm or regu-
larity ; .>/(<-. in Path, of the pulse.
1880 in Syd. Sec. Li-.v.

Arrhythmical, a.
[f. i>rcc. + -AL*.]

=
prec.

1881 PAI.GRAVE I'is. EngL Pref. 12 The irregular, ar-

j

rhythmical lyric seem> . . to want this essential purity, tlm
i severity, of metre.

Arrhythmically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.]

j

\Vithout rhythm.
1880 Lyra Eccles. II. 22 The Pater Xoster, the Preface,

the Exultat, and the like . . may be sung arrhythmically.

Arrhythmous kari-frnas), a. Also arh-.
[f.

Gr. dppv&fjL-QS (f. d priv. + pvOpus measure) +-ou.s.]
^ARRHYTHMIC. 1853 in MAYNE.

Arrhythmy (ac-ritjmi). [ad. Gr. dppvOpia, n. of

quality f. fi/>pu0^o?.] Want of rhythm or measure.

1844 HECK & FELTON .^funk's C,rk. % Rom. Metres i, The
variety of the rhythm is interrupted, and instead of eu-

rhythmy, arrhythmy is produced. 1859 in WORCESTER.

Arriage : see AVERAGE.

Arrian, -ism, etc., obs. ff. AHIAN, -ISM, etc.

[Arri'd, error for avoid, to empty.]
1586 RKIC;HT Melanch. t A mill driven by the winde . .for . .

arnding of rivers of water out of drowned fens.

Arride (araixll, v. [ad. L. arrlde-re (or It. ar~

ridere i to smile upon, to be pleasing to, f, ar- = ad-

to, at + ride re to laugh, smile.]

fl- To smile at, laugh at, scorn. Obs.
1612 DBKKBB //"awtf MUM?Wks. 1873 1 1 1. 294 If your Grace

Arride the toyes they bracd of. 1628 tr. Ottvn's Epigrams
(N.) What means arrideil Rider's book, thus stil'd A library ?

1656 Hi.ouNT(7/cjs., Arride, to smile or look pleasantly upon.
2. To please, gratify, delight. ? Ot>s.

>599 H. JONSON E-:'. Man out of Hum. n. i, Eas. 'Fore

Heavens, his humour arrides me exceedingly. Car. Arrides
SHADWELL Humourists
extreamly, to think how

you? l-'as. I, pleases me. 1671 SHADWELL Humourists
\. 170 It arrides me extreamly, to think ho

he will be bobb'd. a 1757 GIBBER in Ntfv Hist. Eng. Stage

in. Wks. 1720 1

'

(1882! I. 240 A new opera . . which infinitely arrided both
sexes and pleased the town. 1813 LAMB Elia. \\. xvii. (18651

344 That conceit arrided us most, .and still tickles our mid-
riff to remember.

tArricleilt, Obs. rare, [ad L. arrident-etn,

pr pple. of arridere : see prec and -ENT.] Smiling ;

pleasant, gratifying.
1616 T. ADAMS Pract. li'i-s. (1861) I. 504 A pleasing mur-

derer, that with arrident applauses tickles a man to death.

1630 R. H. in J. Taylors, Water P.I Wks. A vb/i Thine Am-
phitritean Muse growes more arrident, and Phoebus Tripos
stoopes to Neptunes trident.

Arridge, dial, form of ARRIS.



ARRIERE. 462 ARRIVE.

!! Arriere (arye'r). Moden; French form of

AKRKAR (OK. arere), used in combinations, partly
modern French, partly refashioning of Anglo-Fr.
or earlier English equivalents in arrere, arrear.

Arriere-band[cf. also ARRIKKK-BAX], a rear-divi-

sion of an army ; arriere-fee or -fief [Fr. in 1 3th c.

(Littre)], a fief held from a mesne-lord who is

himself a vassal, a sub-fief
; arriere-supper (also

REAR-SUPPER), a late supper ;
one served up in

the bed-room
; f arriere-tenant, the tenant of a

mesne-lord, a sub-tenant
;

arriere-vassal [Fr.],
the vassal of a vassal, the holder of an arriere-fief.

1882 W. WHITMAN in Academy 18 Nov. 358/3 An inferr'd

arriere of such storms, such wrecks. 1824 W1FFSM Tassos

Jerus. Del, xi. v, The reverend pair Bring up their arriere

bands. 1523 I." BERNEKS^VW^. I.cccxi. 474 All his landes,
and arere fees in Gascoyne. 1727 51 CHAMBERS Cycl.,
A rriere-fees commenced at the time when counts and dukes

rendering their governments hereditary in their families, dis-

tributed to their officers certain parts of the royal domains
which they found in their provinces. 1818 HALI.AM Mid.

Ages 1841.1 I. ii. 142 The Chatelains belonged to the order of

Vavassors, as they held only arriere fiefs. 1577 HoLlNSHED
Ckron. Scot. 208/1 Diners delicate dishes, and sundry sorts

of drinke for theyr arere supper or collation. 1727 51 CHAM-
BERS Cycl., Arriere-tenant or Vassal.

\\ Arriere-ban 'ae'riai-barn, aryer-baii'). Also
6 arere-, rere-band, 7 arrear-band, arriere-

van, 7-8 arrier-ban. [a. F. arriere-ban, OF.
ariere-ban ( 1 2th c. ), for *ari-ban, hari-ban, f.OHG.
hari, hcri, army, host + ban edict, proclamation,
order under penalty ;

in Merov. Lat. hart-, hen-,

herc-bannnm, elsewhere also ari-, are-bannum; see

I)u Gauge. The first element was early perverted

by pop. etymol. to aricre, arriere, and the word

variously misunderstood in accordance with this

(see Cotgr. 1611), the prevailing fancy being that

it meant the summoning of the arriirc-vassals,

or holders of arriere-fiefs, as distinct from the

great feudatories supposed to be summoned by the

IHIII. Hence the later use of ban ct arriere-ban

in conjunction. In English further perverted
to arrcar-band, rear-band, and arrear-van."]

/'rofcrly, The order of a (Prankish or French)

king summoning his vassals to the military service

due by holders of fiefs
;
the whole body of vassals

thus summoned or liable to be summoned ;
the

wliole body of tenants by military tenure; the

noblesse. Also applied to similar bodies, e.g. that

of Poland. Corruptly : see above.

1523 Ln. BERBERS Froiss. I. ccccxviii. 732 He hadde with

hym out of the towne a ten thousande men in harnes for the

arerebande [Kr. dix mill? liomtncs pour l'arriei-e-ban\.

Jl'id. ccccxvi. 727, 1 wyle go to Gaunt, to fetche y" rerebande

\r<irri}re~ban\ 1591 UNTON Corr. 118471 54 I le nath sente

abroade to assemble his van and arriere van. 1671 CROWNK
Juliana, i. S The Ban and the Arrierban are met arm'd in

the field to choose a king [uf Poland]. 1684 Scattderbeg
Rcdiv. iv. 70 The King having summoned the Arrier Ban
i that is, a General Convention of all the Nobless throughout
his Dominions! to appear in their Arms. 1690 LC'TTRKI.I,

Kricf Rel. II. 106 The arrear-band is raised all along the

coasts. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. it. xxx, Thus Vice the

standard rear'd ; her arrier-ban Corruption called. 1858
MOKKIS i)ff. Guinevere, When the arriere-ban goes through
the land Six basnets under my pennon stand. 1864 KIKK
Cfias. llt'ldl. vi. 283 Coining with ban and arriere ban to his

sovereign's relief.

Arriere-guard ; sec AKUEAK-GUARD.

[Arriont in Wright's Chaucer Monk's Tale 210;

the MSS. of the .Six-text edition all read appetite."]

Arris (arris). Also 8 ariss, arriss, 9 aris,

ilia/, arridge. [Corruption of F. arcste (mod. arete]

used in same sense : see AHETK.]
1. The sharp edge formed by the angular con-

tact of two plane or curved surfaces ; e.g. the edges
of a prism, or the raised edges that separate the

(lutings in a Doric column.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 75 Burford-stone .. carries by much
a finer Arristhan that at Heddington. 1793 SMEATON Edy-
stone L. ii It can by no means be brought to an Arriss or

sharp corner. 1855 Whitty Glost., Arridges, theedgesofa
piece of squared stone or wood. 1879 G. SCOTT Leet. A rchit.

I. 150 A wonderfully studious grouping of the hollows,

rounds, and arrises. 1884 F. BRITTEN Watch <y Cloctnt.

Handb. 50 The chamfering tool with which the aris is re-

moved.

2. Comb, and Attrib., as arris-rail
;
arris-out

(see quot.) ; arris-fillet,
' a slight piece of timber

of a triangular section, used in raising the slates

against chimney-shafts, or against a wall that cuts

obliquely across the roof (Gwilt) ; arris-gutter,

a V-shaped wooden gutter fixed to the eaves of

a building ; arris-piece (see quot.) ; arris-ways,
-wise adv., so as to present a sharp edge, dia-

gonally, ridge-wise.
1883 in .V. Miiidl. CAnui. 6 Jan. 8/1 Nine feet Yellow Arris

Rails. c 1850 Kiidim. Nail. 123 Arris-cut, this term is

applied when the edges of planks are cut to an under

bevelling to fay one on another, as the berthing or sides of

the well, so that no ballast may get in at the joints. 1867
SMYTH Sai/or's Word-bk., Aris pieces, those parts ofa made
mast which are under the hoops. 1677 MOXON Ma //. Excrc.

^1703) 240 An excellent Pavement and pleasing to the Eye,

especially when laid Arris ways. 1796 Gent/. Mag. LXVI.
17 Part of an old monument formed ariss-ways.

Arrish., arisli (aj-rif. ). Also 6-7 ersh. [Dia-
lectal variant of EDDISH. (Cf. OE. ersc-hen = cdisc-

lien quail.) The retracted r and d of s. w. dialects

are scarcely separable.] (See quot.)
1597 GERARD Herbal ^1633^ 1018 The wheat ershes about

Mapfedurham. 1674 RAY S. <y E. Countr. Wds. 65, Ersk,
the same that Edish. Sussex. 1813 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon
152 The wheat arish, or stubbles, are in these cases found
less to abound with coarse grass, and other unprofitable
rubbish. 1851 -V. ff Q. Ser. I. III. 252/1 In Devon a corn-

field which has been cut and cleared, is called an 'arrish.'

1856 CAPERN Poems 72 To bid the skylark o'er the arrish

roam.

Arrision (arrjan). rare~. [ad. L. arrision-

em, n. of action f. arridere : see ARRIDE.] The
action of smiling upon or at.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

t Arrivage. Ol>s. [a. OF. arivage act of land-

ing, landing-place : late L. arribaticum for *ad-

ripaticttm, f. adripare : see ARRIVE v. and -ACE.

Orig. accented arrimge^\
1. The act of coming to shore or into port ;

land-

ing, arrival.

1 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame 223 And previly toke arryvage In

the contree of Cartage. 1413 LYDGATE I'ylgr, Smi'le II. xli.

46 Here is the porte of syker arryuage. i6n SPEED /list.

Gt. Brit. VIM. vii. S 29 At his arriuage from Sea. 1627 Eng.
abridged iii. 5 Creeks and Hauens for Ships arnuage.
2. A landing-place.
c 1450 Merlin iii. 56 When they be come from their a-rivage,

than go be-twene hem and the aryvage. 1542 Lam. fy Piteous
Treat, in Itarl. Misc. '1745' IV. 512 Our Knemyes . . went
downe to our Arrynage, to Thentent to kyll theim, whom the

Tempest had spared.
3. That which happens to or befalls one. Cf.

ARRIVE 9 c.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's 3Ior. 516 Man's life is even a

short passage, Paine upon pame is his arrivage : And then

comes death that spareth none.

Arrival (arai-val). Forms: 4 aryvayH ar-

rivaile, 5 ariuaill, -vail, arryuayll, aryvell,

6-7 arrival!, 7- arrival, [a. AF. arrivallie land-

ing, f. arriver : see ARRIVE v. and -AL-.]
1. The act of coming to shore, landing in a coun-

try, disembarkation. (Now merged in sense 3.)

(1384 CHAUCKR //. Fame 451 Tho sangh I grave ^pic-
tured] al the aryvayleTh.it Eneas had in Itayle. c 1400
Destr. Troy xlv. 'title) Stronge fight at be Ariuaill. 1494
FABYAN I. i. 7 Y-- Geauntes that Brute founde in this He at

his arrynayll. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's lint. 259 Th;it the

Normans mighthave . . more secure arri vail in England. 1702
C. MATHKR Magtt. Christi \. iv. 11852) 70 They set apart the

sixth day of August, after their arrival, for fasting and prayer.

f2. A landing-place ;
= ABBIVAGE a. Obs.rare,

1495 Act 1 1 //<, VII, v, The Portys Havens Ryvers Crekis

and aryvell of Shippis . . be . . hurte and dekaied.

3. gen. The act of coining to the end of a journey,
to a destination, or to some definite place ; appear-
ance upon the scene. (F'or const, see AKKIVE v. 5.)

1518 WOI.SEV in Strype Keel. Man. I. i. 21 Your arrival lo

that reame. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, i. iii. 8 Demand of yonder
Champion The cause of his arriuall heere in Armes. 1616

FORDE Serin. 77 The time of her arrival into this conntrey.

1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 123 PS The Morning after his Ar-

rival at the House. 1720 T. BOSTON Ihtm. .\alure \ 1812! 326
Their arrival in the regions of bliss. 1879 BARTI.KTT Egypt
fa I'al. xxvi. 517 The Natives . . on our arrival, civilly gave
way for us.

4. transf. of things. For arrival: (a cargo
1

) to

be delivered when the ship arrives.
' Arrival' is

also techn. used to describe such a cargo. .

1712 ADDISON Spcct. No. 452 F2 Our Time lies heavy on

our Hands till the Arrival of a fresh mail. 1860 TYNDAI.L

C,lac. I. 12. oo To await the arrival of the money. 1882

Daily Tel. 4 May (Markets], But for arrival a steamer cargo
.. was sold at -js. ^d. 1882 Manch. Guard. 10 Mar., The

brokerage on 'arrivals' should be reduced.

5. The coming to a position, state of mind, stage

of development, etc. Cf. ARRIVE v . 7, 8.

Mod. There was long debate, but no arrival at any agree-
ment.

6. One that arrives or has arrived.

1847 TKNNYSON Princess n. 82 To-day the Lady Psyche
will harangue The fresh arrivals. Mod. The new arrival

is a little daughter.

1' Arri'vance. Ol>s. or dial.
[f.

ARRIVE v. +
-ANCE : cf. contrivance] The act or fact of ar-

living, arrival; toner, people arriving, arrivals:

in which sense the 1st folio of Shakspere has

Arrivanoie( =y).
1604 SHAKS. Oth. \\. \. 42 (Qo. i) For euery Minute is ex-

pectancie Of more Arriuance [1623 /W/V>, arriuancie]. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. ix. iR.) Its sudden arrivance

into growth and Maturity. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shrvpsh.
H'd.-l'k. 12, 'I spec' they'll be wantin' yo', Betty, tVelp'em
a bit at the owd Maister's ;

1 sid an arrivance theer'.
1

Arrive (arai-v), v. Forms : 3-7 arive, 3-6

aryve, (4 ariffe), 5 -6 arryve, (6 arriff), 5
- arrive,

[a. OF. arive-r, cogn. with Pr. arivar, aribar, It.

arrivare, Sp., Pg. arribar, Olt., late L. arribare :

arnpare, adripare, f. ad to + ripa shore
;

= ad

rlpain afpellere ;
cf. mod. It. arripare in orig. sense.

With the subseq. widening of sense (which took

place before the word was adopted in Eng.), cf. the

use of to land. In 14-1 5th c. occas. aphctized to

rive
;
and inflected after strong vbs., with pa. t.

arove (rove, arofc), pa. pple. ariven (aryvcn).]
I. Of reaching by water.

f 1. trans. To bring (a ship, its crew or passen-

gers) to shore or inlo port; to land (a ship, etc.).

[The first two quotations may belong to 2.]

1205 LAY. 1 6063 N u heod of Brutaine beornes ariued . . i bis

lond atTottena?s[i25oat DertemuJ^iiiTotenas]. ciynBcket
1854 Hou Seiut Thomas the holi man at Sandwych aryved
was. ri37^ CHAL-CER Boeth. iv. iii. 122 pe wynde aryueb be

sayles ot vlixes . . and hys wandryng shippes by be see in to be
isle bere as Circe . . dwelleb. 1624 CHAPMAN Homer's Hymn
Apollo 684 And made the sea-trod ship arrive them near The
grapeful Crissa. 1650 W. BROUGH Slier, t'rinc. 11659' 4^6
Some points of wind . . may as soon Overturn, as Arrive the

ship. 1664 I-Toddan Field m. 28 Had promis'd plight . . His
Fleet in merry ray to arive.

2. intr. (through re/I.) To come to shore or into

port ;
to land. (Said of a ship, its crew, or pass-

engers: till about 1550 the only prevalent sense.)
Now merged in 5.

1297 R. GLOUC. 371 pat folc cf Denemarch . . myd bre hon-
dered ssypuolmen . . aryuede in be Norb contreye. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce iv. 559 We may thair ariffe in-to saufte.

1387 TKEVISA Higden Rolls Ser. VII. 87/1 pe navy of Danes
rove up at Sandwyche [Sandiuicum apfiulit\. 1393 GOWER
Con/. III. 288 Till that he arriveth Sauf in the porte of

Antioche. (1450 IXINELICH Grail xxxii. 57 Tweyn schepis
to bat yl a-ryved there. 1470 HARDING Citron, xlii, His

nauye greate . . In Thamis aroue. 1538 STARKEY England
57 The schype arryvyth at the haven purposyd. 1611 BIBLE
Luke viii. 26 They arriued at the countrey of the Gada-
renes. 1790 BEATSON Xa-j. fy Mil. Mem. 1. 57 The fleet, -with

the troops and stores, were arrived at Jamaica. 1874 Marine
Insur. Policy, Until the said Ship . . shall be arrived at .

b. Of things : To be brought by ship. Sold to

arrive : (a cargo) sold for delivery on arrival in

port.
1755 MAGKNS Insurances, The goods are arrived and

brought a-shore safe. 1861 Du Chaillu's Equat. Afr. ii. 13

Shipments of slaves sold 'to arrive,' but which do not come
to hand.

3. trans, (by omission of prep.) To come to,

land at, reach i,a shore, port, etc.). arch. See 6.

1587 M. GROVE Pclops <j Hipp. (18781 96 Nowe we arriue

the hauen. 1601 SHAKS. Jtd.C. i.ii. no Ere we could ar-

riue the Point propos'd. 1630 WADSWORTH .V/. Pilgr. \. 5

Through a Million of dangers we arriued the Spanish coasts.

1667 MILTON /'. L. n. 409 Ere he arrive The happy lie.

II. Of reaching generally.

\ 4. trans. To bring, to convey ;
to

' land
'

a per-
son in any situation. 06s.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofArmes II. xxiii. 136 Habillementes

for to conueie and arrive the thynges that lv--n nedefull.

1607 CHAPMAN Bussy D'Ambnis Plays 1873 II. 82 And be-

lief must arrive him on huge riches. 1667 WATERHOUSE
Fire Lond. 95 These remisnesses . . arrive men at woe.

b. re/I, in sense of next.

1480 CAXTON Chron. l^ng. ccxxii. 216 Tho toke they the

mortimer as he arryued hym at the toures dore.

5. intr. To come to the end of a journey, to a

destination, or to some definite place ;
to come

upon the scene, make one's appearance.
< 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame 1047 Both he and y As nygh the

place arryved were As men may casten with a spere. a 1400
Sir Degrev. 59 The eorlle hadd i-revayd, And in hys 5erd

ly^thus. 1596 SPENSER /'. Q. v. iv. 6 When Artegall arriving

happily Did stay awhile their greedy bickerment. 1611

SHAKS. Wint. T. l. ii. 422 A sauour, that may strike the dul-

lest Nosthrill Where I arriue. 1831 CARI.YLK Sari. Res. in.

ix, New laliourers will arrive; new Bridges will be built.

1866 GEO. ELIOT /'. Holt (18681 22 Before Harold could

actually arrive.

b. Const, at, in, upon (into, to, obs.).
< 1325 /:. /.'. A I/it. P. A. 447 Alle bat may ther-inne [in be

kyndom of god] aryue. 1-1433 Tarr. Portugal Fragm. i In

a forest she is aryven. 1518 SIR A. BROWNE in Strype l-'.cct.

Mem. I. App. xiv. 32 By foor your Grace cowd wel arriff at

Amyas. 1539 CKOMWKI.I. il'id. I App. civ. 272 Yesterday
arrived to me hither Your Majesties servants. 1539 TON-

STALL Serin. Palme Sand. (18231 14 Into what howse or

place so cuer ye shall arriue. a 1586 SIDNEY (J.) We arrived

upon the verge of his estate. 1661 BARROW Sertn. i. 1.2 He
shall in good time arriue to his designed journey's end.

1855 MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng. xi. III. 39 There was
no_out-

hreak till the regiment arrived at Ipswich. Mod. Two
policemen at length arrived upon the scene.

C. Of things : To be brought or conveyed. (Now
only of things material.)

1651 HOWIES f.crittih. u. xxvii. 155 The Law cannot arrive

time enough to his assistance. 1667 DRYDEN ss. Dram.

Poesy Wks. 1725 I. 46 Let the rest arrive to the Audiem:u

by narration. 1709 Tatter No. 5 F 3 Letters . . immediately

after arrived from the court of Madrid. 1860 TYNDAI.I.

Gtac. I. n. 71 The ladder now arrived, and we crossed

the crevasse.

6. trans, (by omission of prep.) To come to,

reach, arch.

1647 H. MORK SaagofSoiilm. App. xxxiii, Humours did

arrive His knobby head. 1647 R. STAPYLION Jinvual 191

Till the crime Arrive the people, and the prince's eare.

^11823 SHELLEY Kurif. Cyclops bf& While I ask and hear

Whence coming they arrive the ;Etnean hill. 1850 TENNY-

SON In Mem. Ixxxiv, Arrive at last the blessed goal.

III. Of reaching a position, state, or time.

7. To come to a position or state of mind, or

reach an object, as the result of continuous effort ;

to attain, gain, achieve, compass. a. intr. with

(to obs.) at.

1393 GOWER Con/. III. 202 Leoncius Was to th"-upire of

Rome arrived. 1607 SIIAKS. Tiuian iv. iii. 512 Many so arriue



ARRIVE. 463 ARROSED.
at second Masters, Vpon their first Lords necke. 1642
HOWELL (////(), Instructions for Forreine Travell. Shewing
by what cours . . one may . . arrive to the practical knowledge
of the Languages. 1671 SIR C. LYTTELTON in HattonCorr.
11878) 72 If he arrives at any employment of that nature.

1737 WATEKLAND Eucharist 80 They aiTect to contemn,
what they cannot arrive to. 1850 M l'Cosn Dii>. Govt, 11874)
in. i. 290 We arrive at a knowledge of a law of nature by the

generalization of the facts presented to the senses. 1862
H. SPENCER First Princ. i. iv. 22 The same conclusion is

thus arrived at.

f b. with inf. Obs.

1673 DRVDEN Afarr. A-la-Modc i. i, You have learn'd the

advantages of Play, and can arrive to live upon't. 1719
SWIFT To Yng. Clergyman Wks. 1755 II, n. 2 If such gentle-
men arrive to be great scholars.

c. trans. Only poet. See 6.

1649 (j. DANIKL Trinarch., Hen. l\ cxlvii, And by what
waies Hee may arrive his End.
8. intr. To come to a certain stage of develop-

ment, by natural growth, lapse of time, etc. ; to

reach, attain. Const, (to obs.) at.

1599 SIIAKS. Hen. y, in. Cho. 21 Kyther past, or not ar-

riu'd to pyth and puissance. 1634 EVELYN Diary (1827) I.

10 Ueing arriv'd to her 20 yeare of age. 1711 AUDISON

Sfect. No. 123 F4 They were each of them arrived at Years
of Discretion. 17^7 GOULD Eng. Ants 49 When the Worms
arrive to their Period of Transmutation. 1850 LYNCH Theo.
Trin. ix. 162 We and the world have arrived at our present,
and shall arrive at our future.

b. Of time and temporal states : To come, so as

to be present.
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. RanJ. v. (1804! I. 20 At length the

hour arrived. 1847 BLSHNI-LL Chr. Nurture n. v. 11861)

318 As the knowledge of his nobler, unseen Fatherhood
arrives. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Ent>. II. 31 The time had
arrived.

9. To come about, come to pass, occur, happen,
as an event. Obs. (exc. where it has somewhat of

the temporal sense of 8, as 'come about in course

of time.')

1633 H. COCAS Pinto's Voy. Ixxv. 305, I will speak no further
of him, but will deliver that which arrived in other Countries.

1651 HoBBEB Lcviath. I. xii. 52 Causes of all things that have
arrived hitherto, or shall arrive hereafter. 1713 AUDISON
Cato HI. iv. 6 That whate'er arrive, My friends and fellow-
soldiers may be safe. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. v.

501 Under whose management such misfortunes had ar-

rived. 1862 TRENCH Mirac. xvii. 278 This was precisely
what they had long hoped would arrive.

t b. Const, to, rarely at. Obs.

01677 I>ARROW Serm. I. i. iR.i No considerable damage
can arrive to us. 1713 Guardian No. i ?5 All sorrows
which can arrive at me, 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xv.vi.

(1840) 221 2 Any such event may arrive to a woman.

*|* C. trans. To happen to, befall. Obs,

1655 EVELYN Mem. 1 1857) HI. 65 The calamity which
lately

arrived you. 1659 MILTON Civ. Power Wks. 1847. 418/2
Let him also forbear force . . lest a worse woe arrive him.

t Arri've, sb. Obs. [f. prec. vb. (In the early
instance prob. an error for arme, which is the

prevalent reading.)] Landing; arrival.

c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 6oiHarl. MS.) At manye a nobil ariue

\Cambr. MS. aryue,0M*rffanne, -ee, -eye] hadde he be. 1538
STARKEY England 57 The haven or place of hys arryve.
1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. n. 379 His wife should little joy in his

arrive. 1646 SIR T. BROW NIC Pseud. Ep. 275 At his arrive

at Babylon, he would enquire of the antiquity of their

Records.

Arriver (arei-vai). [f.
ARRIVE v, + -ER*.] One

who arrives.

1623 WHITBOURNE Newfoundland 19 The first arriuers into

an Harbour. 1860 Cornh, Mag. 88 Conveyed high gratifica-
tion to the arriver who was thus greeted.

Arriving ^arai-vin), vbl. sb.
[f.

Reaching the shore, landing ;
arrival.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce v. 122 Richt in the first begynnyng,
Newly at his ariwyng. 1542 Law. ty Piteous Treat, in

Harl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 234 After the arryuynge of the sayde
shippes. 1611 COTCK., Arrh'ement, an arriving.

II Arroba (arju-ba). Forms : 6-8 aroba, 7-8
urobe, 9 arub, 7

- arroba. [Sp., ad. Arab.

ar-rufe.
( the quarter,' the weight being a

quarter of the Spanish quintal.]
1. A weight, used in Spain, Portugal, and Spanish

America, of the standard value of 25 Spanish or

25.36 English pounds, but varying locally between

25 and 36 pounds.
1598 W. PHILLIP Linschoten's Trav. India (1864) 163 An

Aroba which is 32 pound. 1691 Land. Gaz. mmdccxxiv/r
Five Arobes of fine Gold, each Arobe weighing 25 Pounds.
1708 mmmnicccclxxxvii/2 It brings 10,000 Arobas of Gold,
each Aroba is 32 pound weight. 1853 T. Ross Hnmboldfs
Trav. III. xxxi. 258 The price of sugar at the Havannah is

always by the arroba of 25 Spanish pounds. Ibid. xxxii.

405 An arob of gold.
2. A Spanish liquid measure, varying in different

places, and according to the liquid, from 2-6 to 3-6

gallons.
[1623 in MINSIIEU.] 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. xxvi.

(1821) 469 And sixe hundred Arrobas of Oyle.
(Since the introduction of the French metrical system in

1859, the arroba has had no official existence in Spain.)

fArrO'de,^. Obsr* [ad. I., arrod-tre.] To
gnaw or nibble at. 1731 in BAILEY.

Arrogance (se-r^gans). [a. . arrogance (i 2thc.

in Littre), ad. L. arrogdntia : see ARROGANT and

-ANCE.] The taking of too much upon oneself as

one's right ;
the assertion of unwarrantable claims

in respect of one's own importance ;
undue assump-

tion of dignity, authority, or knowledge ; aggressive
conceit, presumption, or haughtiness.
1303 R. BRUNNE Hand!. Synne 3120 pys ys pryde and ar-

rogaunce Vnwrbyly be to auaunce. 1340 Aycnb. 21 pe
bridde boj of prede is arrogance . . panne "fie man wenb more
of him -/elue banne he ssolde. c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. I. 213
War arrogaunce in takyng thing in hande. c 1500 Lancelot

1694 He not pensyve, nore proud in arrogans. 1613 SIIAKS.
Hen. I'll!, in. ii. 278 .My Lords, Can ye endure to heare
this Arrogance? 1781 GIUIION Dfd.fy /'. II. xxxi. 184 Their
arrogance was soon humbled by misfortune. 1858 DORAN
Crt, Fools 63 When things went well with him, his arro-

gance was insufferable.

Arrogancy (ee'itfg&nsi). [ad. L. arrogantia :

see ]>rec. and -ANCV.]
1. The quality or state of being arrogant.
1529 MOKE Snpplic. Soutes Wks. 290/1 Proude arrogancie

vnder y* name of supplicacion. 1538 SIAKKI v England 112
A certayne arrogancy, wherby .. every Jake wold be a

gentylnuin. 1611 Biiii.i: 7Vw. viii. 13 Pride and arrogancie,
and the euill way., doe I hate. 1718 J. CHAMHEKLAYXK
Kclig. PliHos. (1730) Pref. 19 Some Men are apt to advance
such their Notions with great Arrogancy. 1856 F. PA<;ET
Owlet Owlst. 5 And 1 don't wish to be arrogant myself,
while preaching against arrogancy.

t 2. A piece 01 arrogance ;
an arrogant act or

assumption. Obs.

1581 NUVVELL & DAY in Confer, i. (1584) F b, Yet were it an
intollL-rable arrogancie forvs to say, We fed thee when thou
wast hungry. 1649 MILTON Temtre of Kings TO The titles

of Sovran Lord, natural! Lord, and the like, are either ar-

rogancies, or flatteries.

Arrogant (a."n*gant\ tf- [a. F. arrogant
(i-fth c.), ad. L. arrogantcni assuming, overbearing,

insolent, pr. pple. of arrogare : sec- ARROGATE and

-ANT.] Making or implying unwarrantable claims

to dignity, authority, or knowledge ; aggressively
conceited or haughty, presumptuous, overbearing.

(Used of men, their actions, manner, etc.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. P 322 Arrogaunt, is he that think -

eth that he hath thilke bountees in him, that he hath not.

1538 SIAHKKY England 18 Some . . juge al vyce and vertue

only to consiste in the opinyon of man, wych ys arrogant
blyndnes, a 1587 R. GLOVEH in Foxe A. .y M. III. 354
Master Chancellor here noted me to be arrogant, because I

would not give place to my Bishop. 1796 BURKE Let. Noble
Ld. Wks. VIII. 72 It would be a most arrogant presump-
tion in me to assume to myself the glory of what belongs to

his majesty. 1872 DARWIX Emotions xi. 264 The arrogant
man looks down on others, und with lowered eyelids hardly
condescends to see them.

t B. as sb. A proud, haughty person. Obs.

1489 CAXTON Faytt's ofAmies \. i. 4 To represse the arro-

gaunts. 1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous Wks, 1834. 2302
Proud arrogants formed, by necessity and misery, into hum-
ble supplicants.

A'rrogantly, adv. [f. prec. + -T.Y-.] In an

arrogant manner, with haughty assumption.
1538 LELAND Itin. I. Pref. 19 That counte, as the Grekes

did ful arrogantely, al other Nations to be barbarus and on-

letterid. 1656 HARDY Sertn. i John Introd. (186818 Who
arrogantly affect to blazon their own names and titles. 1835
LVTTON Rienzi \. iv. ?7 Knowest thou him whom thou ad-

dressest thus arrogantly?

A'rrogantiiess. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -XESX.]
AEEOOANCT.

1553 87 FOXE in Maitland Reform. 501 The bishop [Bon-
ner] and his chaplains laughed and said, Jesu, Jesu, what a

stubbornness and arrogantness is this ! [In mod. Diets.]

Arrogate (x'rogfit), v.
[f.

L. arrogat- ppl.
stem of adr-, arrogd-rc to ask or claim for oneself,

to adopt one whose consent may legally be asked,

f. ad- to + rogare to ask. Modern writers on Roman
Law have appropriated the form ADHOGATE to the

specific legal sense.]
1. Rom. L. To adopt as a child. (See ABROGATE.)
1649 JEK. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. HI. 15. 89 He did arrogate

John . . into Maries kindred.

f b. transf. To adopt (that which is proper to

another). Obs.
'i c 1530 Epit, Barnes Wks. 37 1 (R.) The Byshops . . doe arro-

gate vnto themselues some thyng of the Phariseis pride.

2. To claim and assume as a right that to which
one is not entitled

;
to lay claim to and appro-

priate (a privilege, advantage, etc.) without just
reason or through self-conceit, insolence, or

haughtiness, a. with to and refl. proii.

1537 LATIMER Senn, (1844) 43 How much soever we arro-

gate these holy titles unto us. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 315
To themselves all glory arrogate, to God give none. 1777
WATSON Philip II (1793) II. xiu. n. 154 The Spaniards . .

had arrogated to themselves every important branch of the
administration. 1844 PROUGHAM Brit. Const, ix. 2 (1862) 120

They arrogated to themselves the right of approving or re-

jecting all that was done.

b. with simple obj. only.
1593 UILSON Govf. Christ's C/i. 18 Yet may they not arro-

gate any parte of Christes honour. 1667 MILTON P. L. xii.

26 Will arrogate Dominion undeserv'd Over his brethren.

1702 ROWE Tamerlane i. ii. 575 And arrogate a Praise that
is not ours. 1858 DORAN Crt. I-oolsg-2 The liberty arrogated
by the professor of wit.

3. To lay claim, without reason or through self-

conceit, to the possession of (some excellence) ;
to

assert without foundation that one has
;
to assume.

a. with to and refl. pron.
1563 Homilies \\. xvi. u. (1859) 461 Whether all men doe

justly arrogate to themselves the Holy Ghost, or no? a 1638

MEDE M'ks. \\. xii. 757 Nor do I arrogate so much ability to

myself. 1789 I>I-:I.SHAM Ess. II. xl. 501 They arrogate . . all

wisdom, knowledge, and even honesty, to themselves. 1873
BLACK Adr. Phatton xxix. 384 She arrogated to herself a
certain importance.

b. with simple obj. only.
1598 BARCKLKV I-'elic. Ulan Ded., One that arrogateth su-

perioritie over all. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. 117011 428/2
Thus Pythagoras inii-ht arrogate the soul of Kuphorbus.
1768 /'////. Trims. I.VIII. 149, I can arrogate no merit in

the discovery. 1848 H. KOCIERS Ess. I. vi. 3-21 Arrogating
the exclusive possession of wisdom.

j* c. \\ ith inf. or absol. Obs.
1628 WITHKR Brit. l\enionb.\. 203 Doe falsly arrogate to

be inspired. 1648 C,'. WALKER ReInt. <V Obs. i. 29 They ar-

rogate to be the peculiar people- of (lotl. 1648 Mil lux
Tt-mtrc of Kings 13 Surely no Christian Prince would arro-

gate so unreasonably above human condition.

4. To lay similar claim to (something) on l>chalf

of another
;
to ascribe or attribute to, or demand for,

without just reason.

1605 TIMMK Oiu'rsit. i. vi. 24 We deny that those inset and
nauirall qualities . . arc to be arrogated to hotte, moist, and
drie. 1810 COLKKIIXJI: l-'ncmi \. iv. 11867) '* * u antiquity
we arrogate many things, to ourselves nothing. 1863 Co\
lust. Eng. d'7'f. i. viii. in An attempt was made .. to ar-

rogate to the Crown the privilege of issuing writs.

Abrogated, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -F.I

..]
Claimed

unduly or pretentiously. ^Sce also ADI><;ATKI> }

1831 CARLVLE Sur/. A't'jf. m. v, The universally-arrogated
virtue . . of these days . . Independence.

Arrogating 'cc'regc'tiij), vbl. st>. [f.
as prec.

+ -IM;'.] Undue assumption ;
ihu advancing of

unwarrantable or pretentious claims. (Ste also

ADROGATING.)
1574 CABTWRIGHT Full Dcclar. 182 Only the Arrogatinge

ofl the name off Uishopp vnto him selfTe was tollerable,

1653 (IAITDEN Hierns-p. 238 No more doth the Kvangelicall
I Ministry and Sacraments cease, by reason of any P:ip;ill

arrogating?. 1871 MACDUFK Mem. Patmos \. 10 No arro-

i gating of title or assumption of Apostolic dignity.

Arrogating, ppl. a.
[f.

as prec.+-iKG
2
.]

Unduly assuming, pretentious, overbearing.
1602 DEKKER Satirom. Wks. 1873 I. 195 The one a light

voluptuous Reueler, The other, a strange arrogating jnittc.

1823 .QTVQnentin J). xix, The arrogating manner in which
i the IJohemian had promised to back his suit.

A'rroga:tingly f
adv.

[f. prec. + -LY-.] "With

undue assumption, pretentiously,
1652 GATLE Magastrc-tn. 109 Such learning . . as may make

J

the artists so arrogatingly suppose themselves learned above
all Others.

Arrogation (aeitfg^i-Jan). [ad. I. arrogation-
cm, n. of action f. arroga-re : see ARROGATE and

i
-ATIUX. Cf. OF. arrogadon (Godefroy).]
1. - ADBOGATION. (So usually spelt in this sense.)

1590 SWIXBURN Tcstmiu'nts 162 For of adoption, arroga-
1

tion, or any other meanes to make children lawfull, except
marriage, wee haue no vse here in England. 1880 MITR-
HEAU Gains iv. ; 77 If a. paterfamilias . . gives himself to

you in arrogation.
2. The action of claiming and assuming without

just reason ; unwarrantable assumption.
1594 J. KING Jonah 118641 64 Nor [was] the publican as

he, in arrogation of justice. 1653 MANTON Expos. James
iii. i Censuring . . is an arrogation of mastership over others.

1664 H. MORE Myst. fnii/. 412 It seem'd so high an Arro-

gation, that he rent his clothes and said he had spuken
blasphemie. 1839 J. ROGERS Antipopopr. i. iii. IL 76 Flatter-

ing to the power and arrogation of the priesthood.

t A'rrogative, a. Obs. rarc~ l
. \i.\4. arrogat-

ppl. stem of arroga-re + -IVE, as if ad. L. *arroga-
fJvits ; cf. OF. arrogatif^\ Wont to arrogate.
1647 H- M KE Poems 371 notf t The more spiritual arro-

gative life of the soul, that subtill ascribing that to ourselves

;
that is Clods.

Arrogator (ce'Wgc'tajX [a. L. arrogdtor, n.

j

of agent f. arrogat- : see prec. and -ATOR.]
1. One who adrogates. (See ADKOOATOB.)
2. One who advances pretentious claims.

1652 (lAL'LE Magastrom. 376 Against all Merlinicall arro-

gators, prorogators, derogators.

Arrondell : see HIRONDELLE.

II Arrondi (arJnd/), ///. a. Her. [Fr., pa. pple.
of arrondir to make round.] Rounded : applied
to parts of a coat of arms, represented (by shad-

ing) as having a rounded surface.

1727-51 in CHAMBERS Cycl,

H Arrondissement (ar<7nd/s,man). [Fr., f.

i
arrondiss- lengthened stem of arrondir : see prec.
and -MENT.]
1. The action of rounding off an outline, rare.

1815 SCOTT Paul's Lett. (18391 1 7 I Arrondissements. .under

!
sanction of which cities and ..kingdoms have been passed
from one government to another.

2. An administrative sub-division of the depart-
ments of France, comprising a number of com-
munes.

1807 PINKERTON Mod. Gcog. t'lSii) i2i The electoral col-

leges of the arondisscwtnts or districts. 1863 KINGLAKK
Crimea (1876) I. xiv. 259 The Deputies assembled at the

Mayoralty of the loth arrondissement.

t Arro'sed, ///. #. Obs~Q
[f. L. arros-ns, pa.

pple. of arrod-?re (see ARRODE) + -ED.]
' Gnawed

or pilled.' Bailey 1731.
Arrosie, obs. form of HERESY.



ARRO'SION.

t Arro'sion. Obs. rare~*. [n. of action f. I..

arros- : see prec. and -ION.] The action of gnawing.
1644 Bi'LwKR Chirol. 160 This arrosion of the nailes . . the

proj>erty of men inraged with choler.

t Arrou'nd, t'. Obs.
[f. AR-//V/I + ROUND. Cf.

Fr. arrond-ir?\ To flow round, tncompass.
1625 SIH T. HAWKINS Httrace Odes (16381 1. vii, Moystned

with gliding brooke which it arrounds. 1652 HoLYDAVA^Wacy
Odes i. xxxi, The grounds Which silent Liris with soft

streames arrounds.

Arrour^e, obsolete form of ERROR.

t ArrOTTSe, v. Obs. 5-7 ;
also 5 arrowse, -ze,

arouse, 5-6 arowse, 7 -ze. [a. F. arrottse-r

\Palsgr.\ OF. aroitser, arostr (i2thc.), mod. ar-

roser ',Pr. arrosar, -zar), according to Brachet:
L. adrora-re, f. ad to + ros, ror- dew.] To bedew,

sprinkle, moisten, water. (Common from Caxton
to 1630.)
1480 CAXTON Oviifs Met. xin. v, Some she embraced,

kyssed, and arowsyd with teeris. 1491 I'itas Pair, t\V.

de \V.) i. vii. ii a/i The ryuer of Nyle .. watred and aroused
the regyons of Kgypte. 1558 WAHDK Alexis Seer. (15681
20 a, Ye shall take likewise of thesayd greene herl>esarowsed

wyth vinaigre. 1612 Tivo Xoble Kins. v. iv. 103 The blisful

dew of heaven does arrose l(V. arow/e] you. 1635 PERSON
/ 'arieties \\. iy8 The sea . . doth continually arrouse or
water the sulphureous vaine.

t Arrou'seinent. Obs. rare*. In 5 aro-.

[a. OF. arouscmenty arosement (mod. arr-\ f.

arottscr : see prec. and -MENT.] Sprinkling, be-

dewmen t, watering.
1483 C'AX i\)\ Gold. Leg. 34/2 Thyse arousemens or spryng-

yng of blood were made
withjthe spryncle of humylyte.

Arrow v;e-wu^ sl>. Forms: i earh, 1-5-5 arwe,
arewe, 3 earewe, harewe, 4 aro, aru, arw, ar-

raw, aruwe, 46 arow^ie, 6-7 a/rowe, 6-9 arrow.
/'/. -s

;
i -an, 2-3 -en, 3-768. [OK. had two

cognate forms, earh fur arh\ OTeut. arhwo- neuter,
and rtritv for arhwe : *arhii>C>n weak fern.; akin
to OX. or, orvar \*arhii.'ii str. fern., and Goth.
arhivazna from arhw (cf. hlahvasna 'grave,

1

from

hlaiw}; prob. 'the thing belonging to the bow,
1

arhw being cognate with L. ari]ii-iis,*arc-us, bow.

(Cf. Q\:lG.Jingiri:*Jingrio- the thing belonging
to the finger, ring, t.Jingar.} A rare word in OE.
the ordinary terms being strml, and Jla, flan, of

which the former disappeared after 1 200, the latter

occurred in Scotch after 1500. hut arrow\i%& the

ordinary prose word after 1000.]
I. A missile.

1. A slender pointed missile shot from a bow,

usually feathered and barbed. Sometimes also

applied to the bolts, or quarrels, with thickened

heads, discharged from the cross-bow.

"835 Egbert's Pewit. La~i-s iv. 28 Gif hwylc man mid
arwaii deor ofsceute. u 1000 Andreas iGr.i 1333 Karh attre

Semajl. 1083 O. E. Chron., On J)a:re rode sticodon on
ma;ni^e arewan. 1205 LAY. 2476 On arwe him com toheorte.
. 1230 Ancr. R. 98 i-MS. C) pach hit reine arewen, ich hat>e
a uede' erende. 1297 R. GLOUC. 48 Myd arwen & myd
ijuareles so muche folke . . me slow, a lytoCttrsor Jf. 10036
J>e l>erbikans. .wel tus kepe to ^at castell, For aro [v.r, arw],
scott, and for quarel. r 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 104 A shef of

pocock arwes brighte and kene. "1530 R. HILLES Coinmonpl.
ttk. (18581 140 \.Pro'! ierb\ Thys arrow comyth never owt of

thyn ownne bow. 1598 HAKRKT Theor. Warres i. i. 3 Avollje
of musket . . goeth with more terrour . . then doth your vollie

of arrowes. 1611 UiuLt: \.Satn. xx. 20, I will shoot three
arrowes . . as though I shot at a markc. 1782 COWI-KR Gilpin
xxxix, Like an arrow swift he flew Shot by an archer strong.

1855 LONGK. Hiaw. in. 165 From an oak-bough made the

arrows, Tipped with flint, and winged with feathers.

l>- fig.
c 1230 Ancr. K. 60 Erest heo scheot )?e earewen of Je liht

eien. < 1386 CHAUCER Cltrkes T. 1147 The arwes of thy
crabbed eloquence. c 1440 Gesta Rom. 335 Thou shalt

smyte hym with the arowe of penaunce. 1596 Bi>. BAKI.OW
Three Sernt. ii. 59 Hy the Arrowes of Famine, he meaneth
the Canker and Palmer wormes. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 58
The Slings and Arrowes ofoutragious Fortune. x^SBuTLKK
Hud. HI. I. 941 Love's arrows are but shot at rovers, Tho'all

they hit they turn to lovers. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 144
p 3 A mark to the arrows of lurking calumny. 1854 B. TAYLOR
Hassan 291 Poems of Orient (1866.) 101 Slain by the arrows
of her beauteous eyes. 1862 GOULBURN Pcrs. Relig. iv. xii.

355 The arrow of conviction rankling in their conscience.

C. With qualifications : Broad Arrow: see III.

below. Elf-arrow: see ARROW-HEAD i b. Fire-
arrow : one which carried some burning substance
>o as to set fire to thatch, sails, etc. Musket-
arrow : one fired from a musket or other fire-arm.

1692 in Smith's Seaman's Gram. n. xxxi. 137 To make
Darts or Fire- Arrows. 1819 Pantologia s.v. Arrtnt', Fire-
Arrows were first used in war by the Persians under Xerxes.

1721 BAILEY, Elf-arrotv&, Flint-stones sharpened and jagged
like Arrow-heads, used in War by the ancient Britons. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Elf-arrows, a name given by the

people of Scotland, to certain stone weapons which they
find, and which had been in use before tools and weapons
of iron were used there. 1603 SIR C. HEVDON Jnd. Astral.
xi. 254 He taketh his words to be ) lusket arrowes . . and his

breath gunpowder.
2. in Surveying, Straight sticks shod with iron

(originally real arrows), or iron pins, used to stick

in the ground at the end of each chain.

[1571 DiGGES/"rt/<?w. F b, Whatsoeuer you mete the space
G E withall, whether it be halberd, bill, arrow or btaffe.]
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1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v. Surveying, He ought like-

wise to have ten arrows, or small strait sticks, near two feet

long, shod with iron ferrils. .The leader sticks one of the ten
arrows in the ground at the far end of the chain. 1883
Mod. /'rice List, Arrows, made from No. 1 1 Steel Wire, the
set of ten Arrows . . 2s. fa/,

3. A representation or figure of the missile : a.

gen. Any arrow-shaped index, pin, or ornament.
Mod. The spire is surmounted by an arrow. She wore a

silver arrow in her hair, etc.

b. in Cartography, A mark like an arrow, or

arrow-head, used to point out the course or direc-

tion of a river, road, railway, etc.

-^634 Penny Cycl. II. 156/1 The direction of the earth's
motion represented by the arrow. 1882 EVERETT Desc/iattcl's

Nut. Phil, b If the directions of all three arrows are reversed,
the forces will still be in equilibrium.
4. Astr. A small constellation of the Northern

Hemisphere, Sagitta.
1727-51 in CHAMBERS Cycl. 1868 LOCKYER Heavens 328

The Fox, the Arrow, the Dolphin . . contain no remarkable
star.

II. Things resembling an arrow,

f 5. fig. The penis. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Ecclns. xxvi. 15 (see margin\ So later vers.

*!" 6. Gcom. The sagitta, or versed sine of an arc.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. n. 10 Sinus versus . . is also called
in Latine Sagitta', in English a Shaft or Arrow, for the
Demonstrative figure therof. . is not unlike to the string of

a bow ready bent, having a Shaft in the middest thereof.

1751 in CHAMBERS Cycl.

7. The leading shoot of a plant or tree.

t a. The main young shoot of a vine or other tree,

or, that which in pruning is left to run up and form
the main stem. (Perh. only transl. L. sagittal) Obs.

1580 HA RET Ah'. A 568 Arrow, the longest twigije that is

left in the vine when it is cut. 1745 tr. Colitmella in. xvii,
Rustics call the utmost or last part of the shoot the Arrow,

b. The flowering stem of the sugar-cane.
1779 /'/;//. Trans. I.XIX. 278 All canes have not arrows,

and the coming out of an arrow depends on the season, and
not on the age of the cane. 1833 M. SCOTT Torn Cringle xix.

> I 859> 533 The cane-fields then in arrow. 1870 KiNGSLEvin
(.it/, Words i June 382/1 More handsome still .. when the

'arrow,' as the flower is called, spreads over the cane-piece
a purple haze.

0. in Fortification (see quot.).
1816 C. JAMES -1//V. Diet. led. 4' 247 Arrinv is a work placed

at the salient angle of the glacis, and consists of two para-
pets, each above 40 fathoms long ; this work has a communi-
cation with the covert-way, of about 24 or 28 feet broad,
called caponniere, with a ditch before it of about 5 or 6

fathom, and a traverse at the entrance, of 3 fathom thick,
and a passage of 6 or 8 feet round it. [Cf. ARROW-HEADED i.]

III. Broad Arrow.
9. lit. One having a broad arrow-head (see

ARROW-HEAD), used for cleaving.
1377 I.ANGU P. PI. B. xx. 116 (Wright) He bar a bowe in

his hand, and manye brode arewes. 1440 Promp. Paw,,
Brood arowe (p. r. brodarwe 1

, Catapnlta. c 1490.'idam Bel

613 in Ritson Anc. P. Poetry 28, I myselfe with a brode
arow Shall cleue the apple in two. 1530 PALSGR. 201/2
Broode arrowe, rallion. 1611 CO~H;H., Kallion, an arrow
with a forked or barbed head ; a broad arrow.

10. For Broaii Arrffiv-head\ The arrow-head-

shaped mark, used by the British Board of Ordnance,
and placed upon government stores. In Her.
PHKON, which is properly a broad-arrow with the

inner edge of the barbs indented.

1551 Grant of arms to John Cooke ('20 Feb. 6 Edw. VI*,
Brode arrowes. 1687 Charter of James II to Ttnver of
Loud., Upon all which Boundary houses, His Majesty's
Mark, the Broad Arrow, by his late Majesty's special com-
mand, have been set up. 1698 Act g fy 10 //'///. ///, xii,

Or any other Stores [marked) with the Broad Arrow. 1823
SCOTT Quentin D. vi, The same rude resemblance . . which
certain talismanic scratches, well known to our revenue

officers, bear \.o abroad arro\v. 1839-44 TIPI-ER Prm>. Phil.

(1862) 128 The broad arrow of the (Ireat King, carved on all

the stores of his Arsenal. 1865 Times 13 Feb., If the broad
arrow be found on any stores in Confederate hands, it will

be found that they were condemned and sold, or that the
mark is forged.

IV. Combinations.
1. General relations : a. objective, as arrwu-

bearing, -maker; b. instrumental, as<zrr0n'-.r;///f/*;

c. parasynthetic, as arrw-leaved, -shaped ;
d. attri-

butive, as ttrrotv-Jligkt, -point, -range, -wound.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. Hi, Woggarwolfe's arrow-bearing

page. 1808 Alarm, vi. xxvi, Fell England's arrow-flight
like rain. 1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bit, 397 The Arrow-leaved

Polygonum. 1681 CHETHAM Angler s Vade-m. i. 4 (1689)4
Let the Arrow-maker divide this with a Saw. 1751 CHAM-
BF.RS Cycl., A rroiv-makers are called fletchers. 1855 LONGF.
Hiaw. x. 83 At the doorway of his wigwam Sat the ancient
arrow-maker. 1853 KISGSLKV Hypatia xxi. 11879) 262 Out
of arrow-range ! Slip the dogs, Syphax ! 1870 BRYANT
Homer I. vni. 262 An arrow-wound or gash of spear, Given
as he leaps on board.

2. Special combinations : arrow-case, a quiver,

alsoy^f. ; arrow-finger, the fore-finger ; f arrow-

girdle, a girdle in which arrows were carried ;

arrowless a., without arrows ; arrow-like a. and

adv., like an arrow ; arrow-loop, arrow-slit, a nar-

row loop-hole or slit for shooting through ; arrow-

plant (see quot.) ; arrow-shot, the shooting of an

arrow ; also, the distance to which an arrow is

shot, a bow-shot ; arrow-smith, a maker of iron

arrow-heads ; arrow-snake, or javlin-snakct a

ARROW-HEAD.

species of snake (Acontias jaculus} so called from
the spring with which it darts forward

; arrow-
stitch, the triangular set of stitches with which
the ends of whalebone in stays are sometimes
secured

; arrow-stone (ol's. or dial.}, a belemnite ;

arrow-wise adv., after the manner of an arrow.
1388 WYCLIF Ecclns. xxvi. 15 And schal opene the *arowe

caas a}ens eche arowe. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis i. vni. 13 On
hir schuldir the "arrow caice bare sche. 1578 Lane. Wills
.1857) II. 60 An *arrowe case of strawe with locke and kay.
1875 MAINE Hist. Just. i.x. 256 You must call the forefinger
the ' *arrow '-finger. 1382 WYCLIF Kzek. xxvii. u Pigmeis
. . hangiden her "arew girdlis [1388 arowe casisj in thi wallis.

1881 I J. STABLES in Boys Oivn P. 8 Oct. 22 Plunging 'arrow-
like into the watery ravines. 1840 BROWNING Sordello v. 429
She . . thrid somehow, by some glimpse of Barrow-loop, The
turnings to the galleries below. 1779 T. FORREST I'oy. N.
Guinea 156 On cutting an *

arrow-plant (a species of pine', I

found fresh water drop from it. '5'3 DOUGLAS sKtteis XL xii.

27 Wythin ane "arrow schot on athir syde. 1653 HOI.CROFT

Procopius in. 79 Attending the cure of his Wound without
"Arrow-shot. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos I. Introd. i Tyrrell's
*arrow-shot. 1870 F. WILSON Ch. Lindisf. 92 The lower

storey lighted only by an "arrow-slit. 185* SMILKS Roht.
Dick iv. 31 Perforated here and there with *arrow-slits.

,1400 Destr. Troy\, 1588 Armurersand
"

Arowsmythis. 1618
PULTOS Coll. Stat. 7 Hen. IV, vii, Because the "arrow smithes
doe make many faultje heads for arrowes and quarrels. 1611
IJiBi.K Gen. xlix. 17 Dan shall be a serpent by the way, an
adder [niarg. *arrowsnake] in the path. 1833 l*enny Cycl.
I. 88/2 The Hebrew denomination Kipfioz [Asyi.xxxiv. 15]..
which the learned Bochart. .hasshoxvn to refer more properly
to the acontias or angitis jaculiis, the *arrow or dart-snake
of the Greeks and Romans.

Arrow (arnTu), v. rare. [f. prec. sb.]
1. intr. To shoot arrows.

1865 SIR K. JAMES Tasso II. xx. Ixv, While she arrowed.

2. To shoot into blossom (said of the sugar-cane
1

.

18. . Simmonds Colon. Mag. lin Hoppei, The West-Indian

planter must prevent his sugar-cane from arrowing.

f3. trans. To pierce, wound (? confused with

harrow). Obs.

1627 FKLTHAM Resolves \. ii. (1647)6 By a noble not-caring,
arrow the intenders bosome, who will ever fret most, when
he finds his designes most frustrate.

Arrow, vulgar corruption of eer a, ever a.

1749 FiiiLniNG Tom Jones v. viii. iD.i,
'

I don't believe there
is arrow a servant in the house.' 1771 SMOLLETT Humph.
Cl. I. 126 (D.t, 'I now carries my head higher than arrow
private gentlewoman of Vales.'

Arrow, north, form of ABGH a. Obs. cowardly.
Arrowed (re

p

r0d), a. poet. [f. ARROW sb. +
>w. b. Furnished or

provided with arrows.
-ED.] a. Made into an arrow.

1652 BENLOWES Theoph. \. Ixv, Sol . . shoots delight through
Nature with each arrow'd ray. 1821 JOANNA BAILLIE Met.

Leg,, Wallace Hi, The arrow'd sportsman strays at will.

A'rrow-gt-ass.
1. English name of the endogenous genus Triglo-

chin, containing humble marsh plants with grass-
like leaves. [Referring, like the Gr. name, to the
'

3 -barbed
*

appearance of the burst capsule.]
1792-1807 SIR J. E. SMITH Eng. Bot. VI. 366 All cattle will

eat the marsh Arrow-grass. 1801 WITHERING Bot. A rrangem.
(ed. 4) II. 352 Triglochin Palnstre, Arrow-headed grass.
Marsh Arrow-grass. The pointed valves of the capsule
opening at the bottom, give it the appearance of the head of
an arrow. 1882 Pall Mull G. 8 June 4/1 Overgrown by
thick-leaved salt-marsh plants . . glass-wort and arrow-grass.

2. A Brazilian grass of the same genus as the

Pampas Grass. [Cf. ARROW sb. 7 b.]

1863 BATES Nat. on A mazons vii. 168 Large tracts of arrow-

grass {Gyneriitm Saccharoides\ which bears elegant plumes
of flowers like those of the reed, and grows to a height of

twenty fet-t.

A'rrow-head.
1. The head or pointed part of an arrow, made

separately and of different material from the shaft.

1483 Cath. Angl. t Arowhede, barbt'llnm, catella. 1545
ASCHAM To.TCoph. lArb. i 1^5 Two maner of arrowe heades . .

was vsed in olde tyme. The one . . hauyng two poyntes or

barbes, lookyng backewarde to the stele and the fethers,

which surely we call in Engltshe a brode tirrtnut' head or a
swalowe taylc. The other . . hauing .ii. poyntes stretchyng
forwarde, and this Englysh men do call &forkf-head, The
Parthyans vsed brode Arrowe heades. .Our Englyshe heades
be better in war than eytheryJv-XW heades or brode arrffive

heades. 1618 PULTON Coll. Stat. ^ Hen. IV, vii, Arrow-
heads shall be well boiled, brased, and hardened. 1870
BRYANT Homer iv. I. no He forced the string to meet His

breast, the arrow-head to meet the bow.

b. sp. Those of flint, jade, or similar substances,

found among the relics of prehistoric times.

1661 SIR R. GORDON in Burton Hist. Scotl. I. 136 note, Hos
vulgus patrio sermone elfarroiv-heads vocant. 1753 CHAM-
BERS Cycl. Sitpp. s. v. ElfA 7-rws, Very small arrow-heads
made out of a talky fissile stone are found in Virginia and
Barbadoes. 1769 PENNANT Tour Scot. iistjAM.t i-'.lf-shots,

i. e. the stone arrow-heads of the old inhabitants of this

island, are supposed to be weapons shot by Fairies at cattle.

1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. I. vi. 181 Arrow-heads, are for

the most part made of flint. 1855 LONGF. f/iaiv. iv. 263 Made
his arrow-heads of sandstone, Arrow-heads of chalcedony.
2. Broad arrow-head, ft,.prop, a kind of arrow-

head : see quot. 1545 in I a. b. transf. Broad-

arrow, see ARROW^. 10. C. fig. Any mark or

impression resembling these.

1865 DICKENS Mnt. Fr. i, At every stationary boat or barge
that split the current into a broad-arrow-head.

3. in Cartography, etc. -ARROW jh.
1836 YAKKELL Brit. Fishes II. 297 In the vignette the arrow



ARROW-HEADED.
heads indicate the direction of the currents. i87oToDHL'NTF.R

Meek, for Beg. 3 Sometimes an arrow head is used in a

figure to indicate [the direction in] which the force tends.

4. Bot, English name of the endogenous genus
of plants, Sagittaria^ of which the common Euro-

pean species, S.sagittifolia (found from Virginia to

China and Japan), has floating leaves shaped like

an arrow-head.

1597 GERARD Herbal 337 Sagittaria may be called in

English the water Archer, or Arrow heade. 1611 COTGR.,

Sugette . . the Ditch-weed called Arrow-head. 1809 CRAHUE
Tales 37 The Fen itself has a dark and saline herbage ;

there

are rushes and Arrow-heads, 1883 HOWELLS in Harper's

J/rt/f. Dec. 70/2 The cat-tails and arrow-heads in the
' ma'sh'

at Ponkwasset.

5. attrib. or adj. ;
= AKROW-HEADED 2.

1875 EMERSON Lett, fy Soc. Aims i, 24 'Tis easier to . . de-

cipher the arrowhead character, than to interpret these

familiar sights. 1877 DAWSON Orig. M'orld i. 24 The arrow-

head writing, afterwards used by the Assyrians.

Comb., as Arrow-head-maker.
1598 STow.9rv. led. Strype 1754* II. v. xiii. 304/2 Besides

these two trades belonging to Archers there were also two

more, Stringers and Arrow head makers. 1647 HAWARD
Crmvn A'tT. 26 Arrow-head-maker: Fee..6/. is. 8^.

A'rrow-hea:ded, a. [f. prec. + -Ei>.]

1. gen. Having the shape of an arrow-head.

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. V. xiv. 490 At Princeton, where

Donop had thrown up arrow-headed earthworks.

2. spec. Cuneiform ; applied to the characters of

the ancient inscriptions of Nineveh, Babylon, Per-

sepolis, etc.

1816 T. MAURICE Ruins Bab. 158 The name of arrow*

headed, bestowed upon these characters by himself [Dr.

Hager]. 1829 J. KKNRICK in Pkilos. Mag. May 321 A stroke

which, when elaborately made, resembles the head of an

arrow ;
when less carefully

cut or impressed, a wedge or a

nail ;
and hence the inscriptions have been called arrow-

headed* naillu-cuicdt or cuneiform. 1847 Q. Rev. No. 158.

416 These cuneiform or arrow-headed characters are so called

from one of the elements of which they consist, a straight

line, slightly divided at the top like the notch of an arrow,
and ending in a point, so as to represent a kind of wedge ;

the other element is an angle.

t A'rrow-h.ea:der. Obs. A maker, or fitter

on, of arrow-heads.

risio Cocke Lorelle's Bate 10 Arowe heders, maltemen,
and corne mongers.

A'rrowlet. [f. ARROW + -LET dim. suff.] A
little arrow ; fig. applied to the stalked and plum-
ose seeds of the Dandelion and allied plants.

187* TENNYSON Garetk 1002 The flower That blows a

globe of after arrowlets.

Arrowre, obs. form of ERROR.

A'TTOW-rOOt. [From use made of the fleshy

tubers to absorb poison from wounds, especially

those of poisoned arrows ; see the quotations from

Sir Hans Sloane, infra.]

1. Bot. A plant ; originally Maranta arnndina-

eea, an endogenous herb with fleshy tuberous rhi-

zomes, native to some, and cultivated in other, of

the \Vest Indian Isles ; extended to other species
of Maranta yielding similar products.
1696 SLOANE CataL Plant. Jamaica. 122 Canna Indica

radice alba alexipharmaca. L'herbe aux fleches, Die Tertre

p. 90, Rochef. p. 130. ? An '

yerva que con el sumo de su rayz
remedia la ponsonna de las mansanillas ponsonnosas,' Lop.
de G0i>iara t cap. 71, hist. gen. . . Cyperus longus inodorus

quart us, seu radix contra venenatas sagittas, C. B. pin. p.

1 4 ?../<# arrmv root. 17*5 Voy. Madeira I. xvi.

253-4 Indian Arrow-root [Account of its introduction].

1788 9 HOWARD Cycl. I. 224 Indian Arrow-root is the same
with the maranta. It is esteemed a sovereign remedy
against the bite of wasps, and the poison of the manchineel

tree. 1858 R. HOGG Veg. K. 786 Maranta armuiinacea^

Arrow-root, is a native of the West Indies.

2. Comm. A pure nutritious starch, prepared
from the tubers of Maranta ;

the name has been

given commercially to starches prepared from

many other plants, but since the passing cf the

Adulteration Act, none of these may legally be

sold in Great Britain as ' arrow-root.*

iBn Lond. Dispens. 402 Sago, salep, tapioca, arrowroot

. . are only different modifications of starch. 1822 Ibid. 541

note, Arrowroot is the pith of the Maranta arnndinacea.

1866 Treas. Bot. 720 Other descriptions of Arrow-root are

furnished by plants belonging to the following genera : A runt,

fauna. Curcuma, Jatropha, Tacca. Ibid. 93
'

English
Arrow-root' is the starch obtained from the tubers of the

potato. [See also ARUM.]

3. The food prepared from this starch.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xxxix, They smooth pillows,
and make arrowroot : they get up of nights.

4. attrib.

1861 SALA Tiv. round Clock 192 The refreshment counter,
where they sell the arrow-root cakes.

Arrow-WOOd. An American name for species
of Viburnum (V. denfatum, pubescens, etc.) from

the long straight stems of which the American

Indians make the shafts of their arrows.

1848 in BAHTLETT Diet. Amer. 1866 in Treas. Bot.

Arrowy (arn>U|i\ a.
[f.

ARROW + -T.]

1. Consisting of, or abounding in, arrows.

1671 MILTON /*. R. in. 324 Sharp sleet of arrowy showers.

1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. I. 11 The arrowy throne of rising

Moon. 1810 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XXIX. 210 On
the helmet rings the arrowy hail. 1864 Lu. DERBY Iliad i.

60 On man the last, Was poured the arrowy storm.
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2. Like an arrow : a. in shape or appearance.
1637 HEYWOOD Dialogues 301 And thrild their arrowie

Javelins afterhim. 1852 T. Ross llnmboldt's Trav. II. xxiv.

(86 The arrowy branches of the palm-trees. 1877 A. B.

KDWARDS Up Nile vi. 151 Clustered cupolas and arrowy
minarets.

b. in swift or darting motion ; swift as an arrow.

1816 BYRON Cli. liar. in. Ixxi, By the blue rushing of the

_rrowy Rhone. 1837 HOWITT Kar. Life III. i. 118621 260

Flew along with arrowy swiftness. 1855 LONGF. Hiawatha
XX. 72 Homeward shoots the arrowy swallow.

c. in action, effect, etc.; darting, piercing, keen.

1785 COWPER Task vi. 782 The lambent homage of his

arrowy tongue, a 1822 SHELLEY in Case/net Lit. (1877) IV.

363/1 Violets . . dart their arrowy odour through the brain.

1824 Miss MITFORH Village Ser. i. 11863163 Rain that comes

chilling and arrowy like hail in January. 1861 W. COLLIER
Hist. Eng. Lit. ix. 234 Sharp arrowy wit. 1868 GKO. ELIOT
F. Holt 59 Arrowy words, each one hitting its mark.

Arroyo (aroi-0). [Sp. : OSp. arrogio, med.L.

arrogium, found as early as 775 (Diez) ; origin

uncertain.] A rivulet or stream ; hence, the bed of

a stream, a gully. (in U.S^}
1850 B. TAYLOR Eldorado v. (1862) 49 The deep gullies or

arroyos with which it is seamed. 1872 C. KING Sierra

Nev. vi. 119 At brief intervals, were sharp, narrow arroyos.

"Arry (x-ri). [The common Christian name

Harry vulgarly pronounced without the aspirate.]

Used humorously for: A low-bred fellow (who

drops his A's') of lively temper and manners.

Hence "A'rryish a., vulgarly jovial.

1874 Punch's Almanac, 'Arry on 'Orseback. 1881 Sat.

Rev. No. 1318. 148 The local 'Arry has torn down the famous

tapestries of the great hall. 1880 W. WALLACE in Academy
28 Feb. 156/1 He has a fair stock of somewhat 'Arryish
animal spirits, but no real humour.

Arsadine : see AKSEDINE.

Arse, sb. Obs. in polite use. Forms : I eers, ears,

1-7 ars, 4-5 ersfe, eeres, arce, 4-9 arse, [com-
mon Teut.:'cf. OHG , ON., Da., Sw.ars, OFris. ers,

G.aisck, OTeut. *ars-oz, cogn.w.Gr.up/>os,*c!j>o-os.]
1. The fundament, buttocks, posteriors, or rump

of an animal.
1000 /ELFRIC Gloss, in Wright 44/2 Nates, ears-lyre. 1377

LANCL. P. PL B. v. 175 Baleised on be bare ers [T.
r.^ars],

and no breche bitwene. 1398 TREVISA Barih. De P. K. vn.

liv. (14951 267 Emoroides ben fuyne veynes whyche stretche

out atte the eeres. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxvi. 233

They lete hange fox tallies . . to hele and hyde her arses.

1547 BOORDE Brev. Health xxv. 15 b, The 2jth chapitre
dothe shewe of a mannes ars. 1663 BL-TLER 11 ltd. \. iii. 964
Then mounted both upon their Horses, But with their Faces

to the Arses. 1704 SWIFT Batt. Books 11711' 235 Do you
think I have nothing else to do but to mend and repair after

your Arse? [i.e. behind you, in your rear.]

b. in phr. Heavy arse : a lazy fellow, a lie-a-bed.

To hang the arse : to hold back, be reluctant or

tardy. Arse upwards : in good luck.

1530 PALSGR. 436/2 What up, heavy arse, cannest thou nat

aryse. ci6oo Timon i. v. (1842) 20 This man this daye rose

with his arse upwards ; To daye a fidter, and at night a noble.

1611 COTGR., Fesse-cnl, A Pedanticall whip-arse. 1633
MASSINGER Guardian v. iv, Nay, No hanging an arse. 1663
BUTLER Hud. i. i. 456 Could he stir To active trot one side

of 's Horse The other would not hang an arse.

2. transf. mfig. The bottom
;
the lower or hinder

end ; the fag end, tail.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 7580 Thou shalt for this sinne dwelle

Right in the divels arse of helle. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars

(1852) 73 Whyppyd . . at the carttes arse . . for vacobondes.

1622 MASS. & DEKK. \~irg. Mart, n. i. Wks. IV. 37 The
arse, as it were, or fag end of the world. 1750 W. ELLIS
Mod. Hnsb. V. i. ii [Lay the sheaves] in a sloping posture,
close together, with their arses outward. 1880 R. HOLLAND
in O. Fanning ll'ords 2 In Cheshire the stalk-end of a

potato [is called] the ' arse-end of a 'later.'

3. Comb, and Attrib., as arse-hole, -thannc, -therl,

-winning, --visp; arse-board (still <//<;/.), the tail

board of a cart
; arse-gut, the rectum, also fig. ;

arse-long (cf. side-long); arse-push, a heavy
backward fall ; arse-ropes, intestines. Also ARSE-

FOOT, ARSELING, ABSKSMART, ARSEWARD, q.v.

1599 A. M . Gtibeftttmer's Bk. Physic 1 39/2 For the comminge
out of the Arsegutte. 1668 R. LESTRANGE I'is. Qiievedv

(1708' 55 The very Arse-Gut, the Drain and Sink of Mon-
archies. -< 1400 in Wright I'oc. 183 Arce-hoole, podcx.

1540 RAYNALD Byrth Man. (1564! 54 When it [the fcetus]

proceedeth . . sidelong, arselong, or backlong. 1611 COTGK.,

Citlant, giuing an arse-posse vnto. 1660 HOWELL, Arst-

fiish. 1382 WYCLIF i Satn. v. 9 The arsroppis of hem goynge
out stonken. t 1450 in Wright Voc. 186/2 Cirbits, hars-

tharme. triooo ^LFKIC ibid. 44/2 Anns vel verpns, ears

berl. 1393 LANGL. /'. PI. C. vn. 306 An hore of hure ers-

wynninge
'

may hardiloker tythe. 1440 Promp. Pan'.,

Arswyspe, Alaniperiuin, anitcrgijtm.

t Arse, v. Obs. [f. sb.] (Cf. To elbow.)
1664 COTTON Scarron. 9 Arsing about.

Arsechieles tables, i. e. Arzachel's : see AL-

MANAC, note I. <"I39' CHAUCER Astral, n. 45.

t Arsed, ppl. a. Ol>s. [f.
ARSE j*. + -Ei>2.]

Having an arse. (Chiefly in comb.'}

c looo ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wright 45/2 Tergosns, earsode.

1562 J. HKYWOOD Pro-.', ff Epigr. 11867! 16 To beg a breeche

of a bare arst man. 1611 COTGR., Cnl-pele, bauld-arst.

A'rsedine. Also arsowde, assidue, asidew,

orsedew, orsidue, orsade, orsady, assady, -dyn,

-den, orsden, arsadine. [Etymology, and correct

form unknown: see also OM1DDE.] A gold-

ARSENAL
coloured alloy of copper and zinc, rolled into very
thin leaf, and used to ornament toys, etc. ;

' Dutch

gold,' 'Mannheim gold.'
1472-8 Accts. in T. Sharp's Dissertation 193 For assady

and redde wax . . Item for ;.s:adyn, silver papur and gold

papur . . Item for assaden for the harnes. 1481-90 Howard
Honseh. Bks. (1844) 339 For ij. Ib. of arsowde .. iiij s. 1550-
1600 Customs Duties MA. MS. B. M. 2509? Orsedew, the

dosen pounds xiij. iiij(/. 1596 NASHE Saffron ll'alden 49
As day-light [is] beyond candle-light, or linsell or leafe-gold
abotie arsedine. 1599 Lent. Stiife in Harl. Misc. VI.

172 A London vintner's sigrie . . fringed with theaming ar-

sadine. 1614 B. JOSSON Barth. l-'nir II. ii, Puft vp with the

pride of your . . Arsedine. 1730 Gent's Hist. York Advt. in

Hone Every-it. Bk. 26 Sept. 632 Assidue or horse-gold. 1816

Ibid. , Importer of bronze powder, Dutch metal, and or-

sedew. 1826 Ibid. 631 Garlands, .rustling with asidew.

t A'rsefoot. Omith. Obs. [f.
ARSE sb. + FOOT ;

on account of its feet being placed so far back.]
A bird ; identified by \\ illoughby with the Great

and Little Dabchick, species of the Grebe ; by
Goldsmith with the Penguin.
1598 FI.ORIO, Gittero . . a bird called a diuer, a didapper,

or arsefoote. 1678 RAY Willughby'f Ornith. 339 The Greater

Loon or Arsfoot, Colymbus major. Ibid. 340 The Didapper,
or Dipper, or Dobchick, or small Doucker, Loon, or Arsfoot :

Colymbus sivc Podicipes minor. 1774 GOLDSMITH Kat. Hist.

(1862! II. vn.vii. 217 Our sailors., give these birds [penguins]
the \ery homely, but expressive, name of arse-feet.

t A'rseling(s, adv. Obs. or dial. [f.
ARSE sb.

+ -LING(S; cf. l>ackli>ig\s] Backwards.

Ags. t's. xxxiv. 5 Syn hii- looo Ags. . 5 Syn hi fcecyrde On earsling. 1768
Ross Helenore 43 (JAM.) Then I.indy to stand up began to

try ; But he fell arselins back.

Arsemetrick, obs. form of ARITHMETIC.

Arsen- (a-isen), short for ARSENIC, used

1. in Comb. : esp. in names of combinations of

arsenic with organic radicals, as in Arsen-dimethyl

(
=

cacodyl, As2 (CH,\).
2. in derivatives, in which it varies with Arseni-

(ajsfni); as A'rsenate or Arse'niate [see -ATK+],

a salt of arsenic acid, e.g. Sodium arsenate, Arseniate

of nickel or Nickel bloom. A'rseuetted ///. a.,

combined chemically with arsenic, arseniurettcd.

Arse'niate a. fare, mixed or treated with arsenic.

Arse-niated ///. a. - arseniate, and (olis.~\ arsen-

etted. A-rsenide [see -IDE], a primary combina-

tion of arsenic with another element, (as hydrogen,
a metal,) or an organic radical. A-rsenite, Chem.

[see -ITE], a salt of arsenious acid, as Arsenitc. of

silver, of lead, etc.; jl/in. synonym of ARSENOLITK.
1800 HKN-RY Epit. Chem. (18081 25s'With alkalies, earths,

and oxides, it constitutes a class of salts called *arsenates.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 379 The 'arsenates of the alkali

metals are soluble in water. 1875 Um: Did. Arts I. 215

An acid *arsenate of soda is now used in calico-printing.

1796 HATCHKIT in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 317 If 'arseniate

of ammoniac is distilled, gas is produced. 1876 HARLEY
Mat. Med. 214 "Arseniate of Iron. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chem.

I. 372
xArsenetted hydrogen is a colourless gas . . Small

animals are instantly killed by it. 1851-9 OWEN in Adm.
Man. Sc. Enq. 377 The inside . . brushed with *arseniate soap

[and] stuffed with cotton. 1808 SIR H. DAVY in Phil. Trans.

XCVTII. 367 Potassium separates arsenic from "arseniated

hydrogene. 1846 Blac/nv. Mag. I.X. 65 Volley of Russian

candles, and the flames of an "arseniated Hongomont. 1863
WATTS Diet. Chem. (1872) I. 370 Many metallic "arsenides

occur in natural minerals, e. g. copper-nickel Ni 2 As:. Ibid.

397 'Arsenides ofethyl. 1876 HABLI.Y Mat. Med. 287 Arsenic

is most extensively diffused in combination with other metals,

as in the 'arsenides of iron, nickel, copper, cobalt. 1800

HENRY Epit. Chem. 118081 254 Oxide of arsenic . .has there-

fore been called arsenous acid, and its compounds "arsenites.

1865 Pall Mall G. 19 Sept. n/i Sweetmeats .. rendered

terrible with *arsenite of copper. 187 . THORPE Inorg. Chem.

I. 392 Copper 'arsenite, or Scheele's Green is employed _as

a pigment. A copper aceto-'arsenite, known as Schwein-

furth, or imperial green, is also largely used. Ibid. 591
Arsenious oxide, .constitutes the mineral known as "arsemte.

[See also ARSENOLITF..]

Arsenal ,a-js/hal). Forms: 6 arohy-, archinale,

6-7 ars-, arzenale, 6-7 arceual, 7 -all, -el, arci-

arsi-, arsenall, 6- arsenal, [a. It. arze- arsenale,

Sp. Pg. F. arsenal, earlier forms of which are It. ai -

zena (Dante), arzana (still in use), i6-i7th c. F.

arsena, arsenac (see Littre), all in the current sense :

cf. It. and Sp. darsena, Sicilian tirzana (Diez), Pg.

taracena, tercena, F. Jane, darsine, 'a dock '; also

Sp. atarazana, atarazanal, 'arsenal, factory, wine-

cellar, etc.' The original is the Arab. &j;L;_aJI ,lj

ddr iiffiiiae-a/i, workshop, factory (i.e. Jar house,

place of, al the, finatah, art, mechanical industry,

f. canata to make, fabricate), which is directly re-

presented by the Romance darsena, taracena ;

atarazana is prob. a Sp. Arab, form with article

al-, ad- prefixed ;
arsena is either (as Diez thinks)

from darsena, with d dropped (perh. by assoc.

with de, a", preposition, cf. dante, ANTE), or (as

Defremery and others hold) from ac-findc-ah alone.

See Dozy, and Devic in Littre's Stiff. The final

-ale, -al was added in It. or Sp. The wider sense

of the Arabic is retained in Sp.; the other languages
have narrowed it to dock and armoury. The earliest

forms in Eng. were from It., but the existing one is

that common to Fr., Sp. and Pg.]
59



ARSENIC.

1. A dock possessing naval stores, materials, and
all appliances for the reception, construction, and

repair of ships ;
a dockyard. Obs. exc. Hist.

1506 GL-YLFORDE Pilgr. (1851)7 At the Archynale there be
closed within . . an .C. galyes. 1549 THOMAS Hist. Italy
(1561) 74 b. The Arsenale [at Venice] in myne eye excedeth
all the rest : For there they haue well neere two hundred

galeys. 1580 NORTH Plutarch 116761 372 Set up an arsenal

or store-house to build gallies in. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I,

175 Making the Arsenall at Athens,, able to receiue 1000

ships. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 216, I was at the Arsenall
which is so called quasi ars mutatis, because there is exer-

cised the Art of making tackling and all other necessary things
for shipping. 1693 URQUHART Kafvlais in. lii, Carricks,

Ships . . and other vessels of his Thalassian arsenal. 1838
ARNOLD Hist. Rome 11846) I. xxi. 461 Building ships, and
arsenals to receive and fit them out properly.

2. A public establishment for the manufacture
and storage, or for the storage alone, of weapons
and ammunition of all kinds, for the military and
naval forces of the country.
1579 FENTON Girifdartt. vm. (1599) 317 A fire kindled . . in

their storre house called the Arzenale . . where was their salt-

peter. 1625 BACON Kss. (ArbJ 473 Stored Arcenalls and
Armouries. 1660 HOWELL Let. Ital. Prov. in Diet., The
whole Arsenal of Venice is not able to arm a Coward. 1676
BULLOKAR, Arcenel, an Armoury, Storehouse of Armour or

Artillery. 17*7 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The Arsenal at Paris
is that where the cannon or

threat guns are cast. 1781
GIBBON Decl. $ F. II. 53 Offensive weapons of all sorts, and
military engines, which were deposited in the arsenals. 1.811

1). LYSONS En~'irons Lond. 1. 594 The gun-wharf at Woolwich
. .is now called the Arsenal, or Royal Arsenal. This Arsenal
is the grand depot of the ordnance belonging to the navy.
18767. THOKNI-; Environs Lond. II. 742/1 The Royal Arsenal

(Woolwich] stretches for a mile along the Thames E. of the

Dockyard. It is the only arsenal in the kingdom; the
smaller establishments at the other dockyards are called

gun-wharfs, and receive their supplies from Woolwich.

b./.
1598 SYLVESI KR Du Bartas i. * 1633' 24 Ofchangefull chances

common Arcenal, 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions Mind v. 4.

185 Their arcmall or storehouse of persuasiue prouission.

1643 FEATLY Pref. Xewman's Concord, i Scripture is . . the

spiritual! arsenall of munition. 1857 H. RKKD Lect. Brit.
Poets ix. 300 Weapons from the arsenal of poetic satire,

Arsenate, -etted, -iate, etc. : see ARSEN-.

Arsenic (.aMsnik), j//.
1 Forms : 4-^ arsnek,

arsenyk, arcenyk, arsynek, 6 arsenik, arsnecke,
6-8 arsenick(e, 7 arsnic, -nike, 7-8 arsnick, 7-
arsenic ; also in Lat. form. [a.OF.orJ^wzV(i4th c.

in Littre), ad. L. arsenicitm (arrenicuni), a. Gr.

apawLKuv (appfviKov}
'

yellow orpiment/ subst. use
of appcvtKus adj.

'

masculine, male.']
1. Name of one of the chemical elements, and

of some of its compounds, which are violent poisons.

t a. orig. A bright yellow mineral (hence also dis-

tinguished as Ycllovj Arsenic}, found native, and
as a product of art, properly called ORPJMEXT
(aien piginentitm of the Romans, apatviKvv of the

Greeks), which is chemically the trisulphide of
arsenic (AsjS^, and is used as a pigment under the
name of King's Yellow.

t 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Yem. Prol. fy T. 245 Arsnek [v. r.

arsenyk(e, arcenyk, arsynek], sal annoniak, and brim-
stoon. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. xxx. (1405) 878
Arsenicum hyghte Auripigmentum for the colour of golde
and is gaderyd in Pontus. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 10 The
htone Arsenick . . which also they call the golden earth.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 521 As for Arsenicke . . that which
is best of this kind, resembleih burnished gold in colour.

1634 R. H. Salerne Regim. 158 Auripigmentum which some
Arsenicke call.

fb. /'i?/'w^/-/j', sometimes extended to the rfw^A///tf
(As 2 S2 ), a native mineral and product of art, com-

monly known as REALGAR, or Ruby Sulphur, for-

merly also as Red Orpimcnt, and Red Arsenic (the

(TavSapaKii, sandaraca of the Greeks and Romans).
1591 PKRCLVALL Sp. Dict.^ Rejalgar^ poison, arsenicke,

or ratsebane. 1599 THYNNE Anitnadv. 36 This Resalgar is

that whiche by some is called Ratisbane, akyndeof poysone
named Arsenicke. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl, s.v., There are
divers kinds of Arsenic. Orpiment is called native or yellow
arsenic .. /??</ arsenick is a preparation of the white or

crystalline Arsenic.

c. in pop. use : A white mineral substance, native

(as AR.SENOLITE) and manufactured, originally dis-

tinguished as White Arsenic, which is chemically
the trioxide of arsenic (As,O 3). Flowers ofarsenic:
the same substance sublimed.
1605 TIMMF.

Cjnersit. \. vii. 26 White sublimate and arsnic
. .foster and hide most burning and deadly fire. 1672 DAVE-
NANT Wits (1673) 193 Arsnick my Girl to strengthen thy
Aunts Broth. 1675 News fr. King-Cross 3 Another time
putting white Arsenick into her broth. 1727-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v., Arsenic is made by sublimation from cobalt.

1788-9 HOWARD Encycl. s.v., White arsenic, or arsenic

strictly so called . . is a most violent poison to all animals.

1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. ii. (1814) 49 Arsenic may be
procured by heating the powder of common white arsenic of
the shops strongly in a Florence flask with oil. 1863 WAI is

Diet. Chem. 1. 374 The Tyrolese peasants are said to swallow
arsenic in considerable quantities. 1877 ROSCOE, etc. Chem.
(i88ii I. 516 White arsenic or the trioxide is first distinctly
spoken of by Geber, who states that he obtained it by roasting
the sulphide of arsenic.

d. Chem. and Min. The element : a very brittle

semi -metallic substance, of steel-grey lustrous

466

; colour, crystallizing in rhombohedrons, and vola-

, tilizing without fusion, with an odour of garlic. It

!
forms a link between the metals, and non-metallic

! bodies: see ANTIMONY. Symbol As.
Native A rseiiic : the above element occurring as a mineral.

I
Antimonial A. : a native alloy uf arsenic with antimony.
1812 SIR H. DAVY Client* Philos. ^-^ A metal sublimes, and

condenses in the upper part of the vessel, which is arsenic.

1837-68 DANA Min. 18 Native arsenic commonly occurs in

veins in crystalline rocks and the older schists. 1863 WATTS
Diet. Chem. I. 360 Native arsenic forms botryoidal, kidney-
shaped, spherical and conchoidal masses. 1869 ROSCOE
Elem. Ckem. 163 Arsenic closely resembles phosphorus in

j

its chemical properties. 1879 Academy 27 Dec. 467 Arsenic
'

is definitely regarded as a non-metal.

e. Jig. Poison.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 69 Neither in Golden Platters
doth he lick For sweet ambrosia deadly arsenick. c 1630
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. lVks. 1711, 33 Since hell disgorg'd her
baneful arsenick.

2. attrib. = Of arsenic, arsenical
; esp. in Ckem. in

systematic names of compounds, as Arsenic tri-

Arsenic bloom, arsenic trioxide in native crystals,

arising from the oxidation of elementary arsenic.

Arsenic glass, the same in a vitreous mass ob-

,
tained from the powder by re-sublimation.

1656 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. 33) Deprived of their sulphur
and arsenic malignity. 1799 ti. SMITH Laboratory 1. 218
Add eight or ten ounces of arsenic glass. 1860 ROSCOE (.title}

On the alleged practice of Arsenic eating in Styria. 1881
Chem. I. 528 The reasons which the arsenic-eaters give

for the practice. Ibid., An antidote against arsenic poisoning.

II A'rsenic, sbZ Herb. Obs. Arsesmart.
155* HuLOET, Arsenicke herbe, Artonicitm. 1570 LEVINS

Aftinip., Amsnick, herb, artonicmti. 1585 NomtHflatof
126 Water-pepper or arsenicke: some call it kill-ridge or

culerage.

Arsenic (ajse-nik), a. Chem.
[f. ARSENIC jvM,

the ending being identified with -ic in nitric,

phosphoric^ Of or belonging to arsenic ; in Chem.

applied to compounds in which arsenic combines
as a pentad. Arsenic anhydride = arsenic pentoxide.
1801 CHENEVIX in Phil. Trans. XCI. 219 It was found to

contain arsenic acid. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 295 Arsenic

Anhydride is the highest state of oxydation of the metal.
1881 ROSCOE &c., Chem. I. 530 The salts of arsenic acid, or
the arsenates, are isomorphous with the phosphates.

A'rsenic, v. rare.
[f.

the sb. ; cf. to physic]
To mix or dose with arsenic

;
to arsenicate.

1844 TuprKR Heart iv. 34 How is it no housekeeper has
arseniclk]td my soup?

Arseilic- (ajse-nik-), in derivation
;
as in

Arse nicane [see -AXE 2 a], Davy's systematic
name for arsenious chloride. Arse'nicate v., to
mix or treat with arsenic. Arse'nicated///. a.,

mixed or treated with arsenic; combined chemically
with arsenic, arsenetted. Arse-nicism, disease

produced by arsenic, also called Arseni'asis
;

arsenic-poisoning. Arse nicite, Min., a synonym
of I'HARMACOLITE. Arse nicized ///. a., treated

or impregnated with arsenic. Arsenicophagy
(-kffad.^i), Med., the eating of arsenic, as prac-
tised by the peasants of Styria and the Tyrol (Syd.
Sof. Lex. 1 880).
1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Phihs. 455 The only compound

of chlorine and arsenic known . . which may be called 'ar-

Athenxnm No. 1928, 465/1 *Arsenicated sweetmeats. 1883
Daily News 31 July 5/3 Wholesale poisoning by means of

senicized paper.

Arsenical (ajse-nikal), a. [f. L. arsenic-urn +
-AL 1

.] Of, of the nature of, or containing arsenic
;

pertaining to or effected by arsenic.
In many names of minerals into which arsenic enters, as
A rsetiical iron, nickel, pyrites.
1605 TIMME Qiit'rsit. i. xiii. 60 They., worke venemous

and mortal effects, and that by reason of the arsenical mer-
cury. 1671 in Phil. Trans. VI. 2210 The Nature and Causes
of the Plague . . deducing the Pestilential venom from the
Air infected and corrupted chiefly by Arsenical Exhala-
tions. 1^91 HAMILTON BertholUt's Dyeing I. i. i. v. 80
Phosphoric and arsenical acids. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Ckem.
Philos. 412 The ore known by the name of arsenical cobalt.

1859 [see ARSF.NiumcT). 1863 W. BALDWIN African Hunt-
ing 410 Having no arsenical soap, [IJ was unable to pre-
serve the skin. 1881 ROSCOE, c. , Chem. 1.541 The.,
employment of arsenical wall-papers . . is much to be de-

pr.ecated, still more is the employment of the insoluble
arsenical green for colouring light cotton fabrics.

Arsenide, -ite : see ARSEN-.
Arsenio- (ajsrnio\ comb, form of next, as in

arse-nio-svrlphide, -suiphuret, Chem., a com-

pound of arsenious sulphide with a metallic sul-

phide ; an arseno-sulphide. Arse'nio-si'derite,
Min. [ffi'Sijpos iron], a fibrous mineral of yellowish-
brown and somewhat golden colour, containing
arsenic acid, sescjuioxide of iron, and lime (Dana).
Arsenious (ajsrnias), a. Chem. [f. ARSEN(IC)
+ -IOUS.] Of the nature of, or containing, arsenic.

In Chem. applied to those compounds in which

ARSINE.

arsenic combines as a triad, as Arsenious oxide or

(less correctly) acid, common white arsenic.
1818 ACCUM Chem. Tests 145 Two or three grains of ar-

senious acid. 1873 FowxEsCA. 481 Arsenious iodide. 1879
O. GLADSTONE in CasselCs Techn. Eiinc. IV. 272/1 Arseni-
ous acid, the ordinary form in which arsenic is employed.
Arseninret '

vajse'niuret). Chetn. [See -URET
;

cf. suiphuret] A primary combination of arsenic
with another element

;
for which, in recent che-

mical nomenclature, ARSENIDE is generally used.
Hence Arse niuretted a., combined with arsenic,

chiefly in Arseninretted hydrogen (= arsenic tri-

hydride, AsH 3), for which Watts uses ARSENETTED
(cf. sulplmr-etted}.
1834 K. TL-RXER Etem. Chem. led. 5) 569 The products are

water and arseniuret of opper. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Chcm.
Philos. 456 Arseniuretted hydrogene gas . . has an extremely
fetid smell. 1854 SCOFFKRN in Orrs Circ. Sc. Chem. 478
Gaseous arseniuret ofhydrogen or arseniuretted hydrogen.
1859 CARPENTER Anim. Phys. vi.( 1872) 292 Arsenical poison-
ing .. from the inhalation of a small quantity of arseniu-
retted hydrogen.
Arseno- (a'jsem?), combining form of ARSENIC,

or ARSENOUS, in compounds and derivatives ; as
a. in Chem. arseno-sulphide, a combination of

arsenous or arsenious sulphide with a metallic sul-

phide ; at'seno-benzene, etc.

b. in Min. A'rsenocro'cite, synonym of AR-
SENIOSIDERITE. Arse'nolite [Gr. \i$os stone : see

-LITE], Dana's name for white arsenic as a native
mineral, t Arseno melan, obs. synonym of Sar-

torite and Dufrenoysite, two native arsenio-sul-

phides of lead. A rsenopy rite [Gr. irvptTrjs fire-

stone : see FYRITE], native arsenic-sulphide of iron,
a mineral of metallic lustre, and silvery-gray colour,
called also Mispickel (Dana\ In Brit. Mus.
Catal., a synonym of Dufrenoysite.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gfoss., Arsetiic ores: mispickel

(arsenopyrite, arsenical pyrites, arseno-sulphide of iron*.

1854 DANA Min. (1880) 184 As the name arsenite is used in

chemistry for compounds of arsenous acid, the author in

1854 changed it to arsefiolite. 1875 URK Diet. Arts s. v.,
White Arsenic or Arsenious Acid (Arsenolite) occurs either
in minute radiating capillary crystals and crusts investing
other substances, or in a stalactitic or botryoidal form.

Arsenous (ausenas), a. Chem. and Min.
[f.

ARSEN- + -ous.] A synonym of ARSENIOUS.
1800 HENRY Epit. Chem. (18081 376, I use the term arsenic*

instead of the more proper arsenous acid . . because . . more
generally understood. 1868 DANA Mm. 184 Arsenous acid.

Arsesmart jiMsmait). Bot. Forms : 6 ars-

smart, -mert, arsse-smart, arsmert, 7 asmart,
6-9 arsmart, arsesmart. [See quot. 1617.] A
name of the plantWater-pepper(/^^/ww.#;jW>-0-
piper} ; also applied by some to the allied species
P. Persicaria, called by Gerard 'Dead Arsemart.*

1551 TURNER Herbal 133 Arssmert groweth . . in watery
places. 1572 MASCALL Cart. Cattle (1627) 190 If your saddle
doe chafe your horse, take an hearbe called Arsmart, in La-
tine Parcicaria, stampe it, and lay it to. 1578 LYTE Do-
doens 632 Arsesmart . . is lyke to water Pepper . . but it is

neither hoat nor sharpe. 1617 MINSHEU Duetor 544 A rsmart
. . because if it touch the taile or other bare skinne, it maketh
it smart, as often it doth, being laid into the bed greene to

kill fleas, 1639 T. DE GREY Cotttpt. Horsem. 83 Take the
leaves of Arsmart. 1747 WESLEY Princ. Physic (1765) 78
Drink . . of Decoction of Arsesmart. 1784 TWAMLEY Dairy-
ing 113 Arsmart, or lakeweed, is a bitter plant. 1878 BKIT-
TKN & HOLL. Plant-n.) Arsesmart.

t Arseward, adv. and a. Obs. or dial. Also

5-6 ars-. [f. ARSE sb. + -WARD.]
A. adv. Backward, in a contrary direction

; fig,
contrariwise

; perversely.
1401 Pol. Poems II. 64 If 3e taken as je usen arseworde

this gospel. 1553 BALE Gardener's I'era Obed. Pref. H ij,

Whence he can neuer escape except he com out arsewarde.

1565 GOLDING Ovitfs Met. vn. (1593) 164 Cerberus . . drag-

ging arsward still. 1616 FLETCHER Kut. Malta iv. ii, Hang
arse-ward. 1877 E. PEACOCK Line. Gloss., Arserdt back-
ward. ' Go arserds, cousin Edward, go arserds.'

B. adj. Backward, contrary ; perverse.
r 1500 Almanak for 1386 11812) 12 A crab es an arsword

best. 1579 TOMSON Cglvins Serm. Tim. 127/1 How arse-

ward a thing it is for euerie man to be giuen to his owne
profile. 1686 G. STUART Joco-Ser. Disc. 30 Sae take some

pity on your love And do not still so arseward prove.

t A'rsewardly, adv. Obs. [See -LY 2.]
=

prec.

1530 FALSER. 829/2 All arsewardly, all frowardly, tout a
rebours. 1579 TOMSON Calt'in's Serm. Tim. 8,2 Behold
how arswardly we goe alwayes when we pray to God.

II Arsheen (ajJ/'-n).
Also 8-9 arshine, arch-

ine. [Russ.] A measure of length used in Russia

and Turkey.
1734 Treaty in Magens Insurances 1 1. 592 English Cloth . .

two Copyks in Rixdollar.s for each Archine. 1783 MARTYN
Geoff. Mag. II. 40The arshineor Russian ell, equal to twenty-
eight and one-tenth inches English. 1819 J. Q. ADAMS in

C. Davies Metric Syst. (1871) in. 185 Suwarrow. .said to

his troops, 'A soldier's step is an arsheen.' i8a8 WEBSTER,
Arshine. 1881 Mature XXV. 88 The new system .. of

weights and measures . . in Turkey . . The archine . . is ex-

actly equal to the French metre.

Arsine (a-jsain). Chem. [f. ARS(ENIC) + -LNE,

here used to form a term analogous to am-inel\
A compound having the structure of ammonia or

an amine, with arsenic instead of nitrogen ; i.e.

Arseniuretted hydrogen (AsH 3 ), and any derivative
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bearing the same relation to it that the amines do

to ammonia (NHa) ;
as Trimethylarsine (CH3) 3As.

Hence Arsinic (aisrnik), a. t as in Dimethyl-
arsinic acid,

II Arsis (ausis). [L., a. Gr. a/xns lifting, raising,

f. atpfiv to lift. There has been much dispute as

to the exact meaning of this word. In Greek,

according to Liddell and Scott, it was 'the raising

of the foot in beating time'
;
but it is uncertain

whether this concurred with the syllables which

had greatest or least force ;
and *

perhaps the ori-

ginal meaning was the raising of the voice to a

higher pitch' (A. J. Ellis). Latin writers explain
it as the raising of the voice (to greater force) on

the first syllable of a metrical foot.]

1. (The following quots. illustrate the various

opinions of writers.)

ttynge and is the ende. 1749 .

22 The following lambicks move per Arsin et Thcsin, and

are measured by the Hand first up and then down, because

they begin with a short Quantity.
ar. th. ar. th. ar. th. ar. th.

When all
| thy Merlcies, O

; my God.

1795 MASON Ch. Mits. iv. 258 What the writers on Verbal

Pronunciation mean by acute and grave sounds, or what

they technically term Arsis and Thesis. 1819 l\mtolog.

s.v., Thesis implies the emphatic or accentuated part of the

bar ; and arsis the weak, or unaccented part. 1876 SYAISER
& BARRETT Diet. AIns. Terms s.v., Forasmuch as the con-

fusion among musicians in using these terms [arsis, t/wsis,

ictus] has resulted from the disagreement of scholars as to

their proper application, it is much to be hoped that they
will be allowed to sink into disuse.

2. In modern acceptation : The strong syllable

in English metre (or classical metre as read by

Englishmen), the strong note in barred music ;

thus identical with the modern meaning of L.

ictus. (A.J. E.)

1834 Penny CycL II. 406/2 The dactylic arsis, or the arsis

followed by two depressions. 1876 KENNEDY Pub. -SV/i.

Lat. Gram. 259 In Dactylic and Trochaic verse the arsis

is on the first part of each foot ; litora, drnia. I n Anapaestic
and Iambic on the last : patul&, ca.n6.

||
3. In Mus. Per arsin : By descent of voice or

sound from higher to lower pitch. ? Obs.

1706 in PHILLIPS. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Fugha per
arsin et thesin. 1879 OUSLLEY in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 95/1
When applied to the voice, a subject, counterpart, or fugue,
is said to be '

per thesin,
1 when the notes ascend from grave

to acute; 'per arsin' when they descend from acute to

grave. A fugue 'per arsin et thesin' is the same thing as

a fugue
'

by inversion.'

Arsk(e, obs. f. ASK sb. water-newt ;
and of HARSH.

Arsrnart, variant spelling of ARSKSMART.

Arsmetik, -trie, -trik, obs. ff. ARITHMETIC.

f A'rsmetiry. Obs. A corruption ofarsmctrick

ARITHMETIC, by form-assoc. with geometry.
1594 GREENE Look. Glass (1861) 132 Have I taught you

arsmetry.

t A'rson 1
. Obs. Forms : 4-5 arsoun, 5 -oune,

-own, -un, 6-7 arzon, 5-7 arson, [a. OF.a/ytfw,
arzon (also archon}, cogn. with Sp. arzon, It.

arcione : late L. arcibn-em t f. arcus bow. Cf.

ARCHON sb^\
1. A saddle-bow

;
a name given to two curved

pieces of wood or metal, one of which was fixed to

the front of the saddle, and another behind, to give
the rider greater security in his seat.

c 13x5 Cceur de L. 5539 Both hys arsouns weren off yren.
a 1400 Octouian 1040 Two bole-axys. . In hys former arsun

were y-honge. c 1450 LOSELICH Grail xiv. 293 His body he

toclaf.. Evene to hissadelis arsown. 1557 A". Art/tar(CfSp-

landi vi. vii, The arson of his sadel brake, and so he flewe

oner his hors tayle. 1598 STOW Snrv. (ed. Strype 1754) II.

v. xiv. 318/1 All his Arzons, i. e. Saddle bows that he makes.

1623 MABBE Alenian's Guzman <FAlf. 63 A Petronell hang-

ing at the arson of his saddle.

y. Occas. used for : A saddle.

c 1300 A'. Alis. 4251 And leop himseolfm the arsoun. c 1460

Lybeans Disc. 1613 Unnethe that he myghte sytte Upryght
yn hys arsoun.

Arson 2
(ausan). [a. OF. arson, -oun, -un:

late L. arsion-cm, n. of action f. ars- ppl. stem of

ardere to burn. First used as Eng. by Hale.]
The act of wilfully and maliciously setting fire

to another man's house, ship, forest, or similar

property ;
or to one's own, when insured, with in-

tent to defraud the insurers.

[1275 i Stat. Westm. (3 Edw. /. xv, Ceux qui sont pris pur
arsoun feloniousement fait. Transl. 1618: Such as be
taken for house burning feloniously done. 1583 STAUND-
FORDE Plecs del Cortm 36 a, Arsons de measons felohisement

fails est felony per le comen ley. 1640 COKE yd Pt. Inst.

xv, Indictment of burning. <zi68o HALE quotes the prec. as

'Indictment of arson.']
a 1680 HALE Picas ofCrown 566 The felony of arson or

wilful burning of houses. 1768 BLACKSTONE Contm. IV.

220 Arson . . is the malicious and wilful burning of th house

or outhouses of another man. 1831 CARLYLE Snrt.^ Res.

TI. vi, Stampings, smitings, breakages of furniture, if not

arson itself. 1836 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. \ 1861) I. 24 Murder,

larceny, arson, rape . . were commuted for a definite price.

Arsonist (a-isamst). rare 1
. [f.*prec. +-IST.]

One who commits arson.

467

1864 R. BURTON Dahome II. 305 Those whose houses were

first seen in flames were not proved to be the real arsonists.

ATSemite, rare- '. [f.
as prec. -t- -ITE.]

=
prec.

1859(1. MKKKDITH R. Fet'frell. x'ni. 195 The man was. .a

very extraordinary Arsonite . . It was a thing unknown m
the annals of rick-burning.

Arsonium (ajsJu-niwm). Chem. [f.
ARS-ENIC +

termination of AMMONIUM.] A name applied

(chiefly in combination) to a univalent organic
arsenic radical, analogous in composition to ammo-
nium and phosphonium, as tetrainethyl-arsomum

As(CH 3) 4 . Hence Arsouic (aisp-nik), a., pertain-

ing to arsonium ; applied to a group of acids,

analogous to the phosphonic acids (Fownes).

Arsoun(e, -un, variants of ARSON ', Obs.

Arst, obs. form of ERST adv.

tA'rs-table. Obs. [App. a perversion ofABTEO-

LABK, after L. ars art, and TABLE.] = ASTROLABE.
c 1300 K. Alis. 287 His ars-table he tok out sone. Theo

cours he tok of sonne and mone. Ibid. 309 He lokud in his

ars-table. Ibid. 336.

A'rsy-VC'rsy, ativ. and a. Obs. in polite use.

Also arse-, arsie-versie, arsee-versee, arsy-

varsy, etc. [f.
ARSE sb. + L. versus, pa. pple. of

vertSre to turn, assimilated to reduplicated com-

pounds like hurly-burly, etc.]

A. aJv. Backside foremost, upside-down, con-

trariwise ; perversely, preposterously.
1539 TAVERNER Erasai. Prat'. (15521 62 Ye set the cart

before the horse . . cleane contrarily and arsy versy as

they say. 1577 HOLIN-SHED Ckrtm. II. 26/2 The estate of

that 'flourishing towne was turned arsie versie, topside the

otherwaie. 1683 E. HOOKER f'ref. PerJage's Myst. Div. 24

As if ever! man went the wrong waie to work ; All Arsi-

%-arsi. 1711 BAILEY, A rsy-vcrsy. 1853 'kitty Glass., A rsy-

varsy, head over heels, vice-versa.

B. adj. Contrary, perverse, preposterous.
1659 BKOME Eng. Moor in. ii, It is the Arsivarsiest Aufe

that ever crept into the world. 1692 Di NTON Postboy Robl'd

(1706) 173 Go to, let us not enter Rome, that is, not into a

Discourse of Arsey-versey Love.

Art (ait), sb. 3- ;
also 3-4 ars, arz, 4-7 arte.

Sc. 6-7 airt. [a. OF. art :-L. artctn, prob. f. ar-

fo fit. The OF. nom. sing, ars : L. ars, and pi.

ars : L. artes, were also in early Eng. use, but with-

out distinction of case.]

I. Skill ;
its display or application. Sing, art

(abstractly) ;
no plural.

1. gen. Skill in doing anything as the result of

knowledge and practice.
c IMS *>"' Margarets 194 Telle me of joure art . . Whi

werrie }e cristene men. 1340 HAMTOLB Pr. Cause. 7434

Couth never telle, bi clergy, ne arte..f>e thowsand partt-.

"539 TAVERNER Ernsm. Prm\ (1552! 23 Arte or cunnings

euerye countrey nourysheth. Y' is to saye, cunnynge men,
& such as haue anye facultie or science, whether so euer

they goo, shall lacke no lyuynge. 1611 BIBLE Aftsxv\\. 29

Golde, or siluer, or stone grauen by arte, and mans deuice.

1663 BUTLER Hud. I. i. 87 Else when with greatest art he

spoke, You'd think he talk'd like other folk. 1718 POPE

Iliad in. 285 The copious accents fall with easy art. 1849
MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng: II. 129 The potato, a root which can

be cultivated with scarcely any art.

2. Human skill as an agent, human workman-

ship. Opposed to nature.
f 1386 CHAUCER Sqrs. T. 189 Nature ne Art ne koude hym

nat amende. 1573 G. HARVEY Common-pi. Bk. (18841 8 7

Nature herself is changeable. . and arte, after a sorte her

ape, conformith herself to the like mutabilitye. 1592 SHAKS.

Rotn. ff jfnl. n. iv. 94 Romeo : now art thou what thou art,

by Art as well as by Nature. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig.

Med. i. 16 Now nature is not at variance with art, nor

art with nature : they being both the servants of his pro-

vidence. Art is the perfection of Nature . . Nature hath

made one World, and Art another. In briefe, all things
are artificiall, for Nature is the Art of God. 1699 DRYDEN
Cock ff Fox 452 Art may err, but nature cannot miss. 1742
COLLINS Ode to Pity 23 Youth's soft notes unspoil'd by art.

1839 LONGF Hyperion in. v. (18651 J 65 Nature is a revela-

tion of God ; Art, a revelation of man . . Art pre-exists in

Nature, and Nature is reproduced in Art.

tb. Artifice, artificial expedient. (Cf. T2.) Obs.

1667 OLDENBURG in Phil. Trans. II. 415 That some of the

Natives there can stay under Water half an hour without

any art.

3. The learning of the schools ; see 7. f a. spec.

The trivium, or one of its subjects, grammar, logic,

rhetoric ; dialectics. Obs.

c 1305 St. Edmund 220 in E. E. P. (1862) 77 Of art he

radde six 3er : contynuelliche ynou}, sibbe for beo more

profound : to arsmetrike he drou}. 1330 K. BRUNNE Chron.

336 (R.) Of arte he had the maistrie. 1430 Freemasonry

567 Gramer forsothe ys the rote . . But art passeth yn hys

degre, As the fryte does the rote of the tre. 1571 G. HARVEY

Coitinwn.pl. Bk. 11884) ?6 It makith no matter howe a man

wrytilh untoe his frends . . Pneceptes of arte and stile and
decorum. . ar to be reservid for an other place.

b. gen. Scholarship, learning, science, arch.

1588 SHAKS. /,. /.. L. iv. ii. 113 Where all those pleasures

line, that Art would comprehend. 1675 R. BARCLAY Af>ol.

Quakers ii. 15. 64 A Mathematician can infallibly know,

by the Rules of Art, that the three Angles of a right Tri-

angle, are
etjual

to two right Angles. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit.

6t So vast is art, so narrow human wit. c 1840 LONGE.

Psalm of Life, Art is long, and time is fleeting.

C. ll'onis or terms ofart: words peculiar to, or

having a peculiar use in, a particular art or pursuit ;

technical terms.

ART.

1628 COKE On Litt. Pref., The Termes and Words of Art.

1701 SWIET Cont. Nobles, etc. Wks. 1755 II. I. 22 By which he

brought many of them, as the term of art was then, to

Philippize. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will I. 3. 15 If we use

the Words, as Terms of Art, in another sense. 1807 MT>RRIS

& KENDRICK (title) Explanation of the Terms of Art in

Anatomy. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. (1852) 256 A few thumping
blustering terms of art.

1 4. spec. Skill in applying the principles of a

special science
;
technical or professional skill. Obs.

c 1300 K. Alis. 737 Thyn erbes failith and thyn art ! 1393

LANGL. P. PI. C. xvm. 96 Astronomyens al day 'in here art

faillen. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. IV. i. 101 Tell me, ifyour Art Can

tell so much. 1656 H. PHILLIPS Purch. Patt. (1676) 31

Without sufficient knowledge in point of art. 1677 MOXON
Meclt. Exerc. (1703) 253 Work, in which they have taken

a great deal of pains, and used a great deal of Art.

5. The application of skill to subjects of taste,

as poetry, music, dancing, the drama, oratory,

literary composition, and the like ; esp. in mod.

use : Skill displaying itself in perfection of work-

manship, perfection of execution as an object in

itself.

1620 J. TAYLOR in Shaks. C. Praise 133 Spencer and

Shakespeare did in art excell. 1675 TRAHKKXK Chr. htlucs

iii. 25 Art., more frequently appears in fiddling and dancing,

then in noble deeds. 1711 SHAETESB. Charac. U737 1 I- 244

Remarking what this mighty Genius and Judg of Art de-

dares concerning tragedy. 1840 H. ROGERS Ess. II. v. 259

It is just such art as this that we a.-k of the preacher . . that

he shall take diligent heed to do what he has to do as well

as he can. 1867 MILL Inaiig. Add. St. Andrews 46 If I

were to define Art, I should be inclined to call it the en-

deavour after perfection in execution. 1872 SWINBURNE

Ess. $ Stud. (1875) 41 The well-known formula of art for

art's sake . . has, like other doctrines, a true side to it, and

an untrue. 1879 M. ARNOLD Guide Eng. Lit. in Mixed
l:.ss. 193 We mean by art, not merely an aim to please, but

also a law of pure and flawless workmanship.

6. The application of skill to the arts of imita-

tion and design, Painting, Engraving, Sculpture,

Architecture ;
the cultivation of these in its prin-

ciples, practice, and results ;
the skilful production

of the beautiful in visible forms.

This is the most usual modern sense of art, when used

without any qualification. It does not occur in any English

Dictionary before 1880,andseemsto have been chiefly used by

painters and writers on painting, until the present century.

1668 J. E[VKI.YN] (title) An Idea of the Perfection of Paint-

ing demonstrated from the Principles of Art. #1700 DKY-

DEN To Kneller, From hence the rudiments of art began,

A coal or chalk first imitated man. 1.1777 J- BARKY in

Cunningham lirit. Painters 1 1. 96 A solid manly taste for real

art, in place of our contemptible passion for daubing. 1801

FUSELI I.ect. Art\. 8 Greek Art had her infancy. 1834

Prospectus of Edin. A rt Union, It is proposed to form an

Association for the purchase of works of art. 1848 MRS.

JAMESON (titles Sacred and Legendary Art. 1856 RLSKIN

Mod. Paint. III. iv. iii. 12 note, High art differs from

low art in possessing an excess of heauty in addition to its

truth, not in possessing excess of beauty inconsistent with

truth. 1869 GLADSTONE JUT. Alutidi xv. 2. 520 By the

term Art, I understand the production of beauty in material

forms palpable ;
whether associated with industrial pur-

poses or not. 1876 HUMPHREY Coin Coll. Man. i. 4 The
coins of Greece and Rome form in themselves a complete

history of Art.

II. Anything wherein skill may be attained or

displayed. Sing, an art ; pi. arts.

1. chiefly in //. Certain branches of learning

which are'of the nature of intellectual instruments

or apparatus for more advanced studies, or for the

work of life ;
their main principles having been

already investigated and established, they are in the

position of subjects requiring only to be acquired

and practised. Applied in the Middle Ages to

' the trivium and quadrivium, a course of seven

sciences, introduced in the sixth century ... the

trivium contained grammar, logic, and rhetoric ;

the quadrivium arithmetic, geometry, music, and

astronomy'
1

(Hallam) ;
called also thefrte. or liberal

arts. Hence the '

faculty' of arts, and arts
' curri-

culum,' embracing the portions of these, with sub-

sequent additions and alterations, still studied at

the Universities, and the degrees of ' Bachelor' and
' Master of Arts' conferred upon students who
attain to a prescribed standard of proficiency in

these branches of knowledge, or, as it is called,

'graduate in arts.'

c 1300 A'. A Us. 665 The sevethen maister taught his pars,

And the wit of the seoven ars. c 1305 St. Kath. 4 in E. E. P.

11862) 90 pere nas non of be soue artz bat heo gret clerk of

nas c 1320 Scuyn Sages (W.i 182 And eke alle the seven

ars. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 150 He hath wedded a wyf

..Issybbe to be seuene artz. cijaaDcstr. Troy IV. 1497

Cassandra. . enfourmet was faire of be fre artis. 11425
WYNTOUN Cron. vm. iv. 9 Mayster of Art. 1503 HAWES

Examp Virtue vii. 103, I am grounde of the artes seuen.

1557 .V. 7". (Genev.) Epist. iiij, They . . beat their wittes

night and daie in the artes liberall or other sciences. 1579

FULKE Rffut. Rastel 751 He leing a Master in all the seuen

liberall Arts, is not so ignorant in grannner. 1594 CARE*
Hiiarte's Exam. Wits (16161 7 Moreouer, mans life is very

short, and the arts long and toilsome. 1608 SHAKS. Per.

H. iii. 82 My education been in arts and arms. 1795 GIB-

BON Autobiog. 29 How many [professors] are stationed to

the three (acuities, and how many are left for the liberal

arts? 1794 REID Ace. U>ih>, Glasgow Wks. II, 723/1

Four [Faculties) . . Theology, Canon Law, Civil Law, and

the Arts. . . The Arts, under which was comprehended
5'J-2
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logic, physics, and morals, were considered as a necessary
introduction to the learned professions. Ibid. 724/1 In

some universities, Masters of Arts are called Doctors of

Philosophy. Ibid. 725/2 The dean conferred the degree
of Bachelor of Arts. 1868 M. PATTISON Academ. Org. 5.

191 The first seven years . . were employed on studies, which

varying in their nature in various periods of the university

history went under the common name of 'Arts.'

fb. sing. Anyoneoftheabove-mentionedsubjects.
11300 A'. Alis. 72 Barounes . . That this ars [astrology]

wel undurstode . . Wis in this ars, and malicious, c 1450
Merlin v. 86 An arte that is cleped astronomye.
8. A practical application of any science ;

a body
or system of rules serving to facilitate the carrying
out of certain principles. In this sense often con-

trasted with science.

1489 CAXTON Faytes of A rules I. i. 2 Emonge thpther
noble artes and sciences, c 1538 STARKEY England n. i. 160

Scholes in euery Arte, syence and craft. 1588 FRAUNCE
La-viers Log. I. i. i b, An art is a methodical! disposition of

t rue and coherent preceptes, for the more easie perceiving and
better remembring of the same. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. y. i. i.

51 So that the Arte and Practique part of Life must be the

Mistresse to this Theorique. 1714 WATTS Logic II. ii. 9
This is the most remarkable distinction between an art

and a science, viz. the one refers chiefly to practice, the

other to speculation. 1825 BKNTHAM Ration. Reward 204

Correspondent . . to every art, there is at least one branch of

science
; correspondent to every branch of science, there is

at least one branch of art. 1852 M CULLOCH Diet. Contm.

449 Agriculture is little known as a science in any part of

America, and but imperfectly understood as an art. 1870

JEVONS Eleni. Logic i. 7 A science teaches us to know and
an art to do.

9. csp. An industrial pursuit or employment of

a skilled nature ; a craft, business, profession.
1393 GOWKR Conf. III. 142 Artificers Whiche vsen craftes

and mestiers, Whose art is cleped mechanique. 1557 SEAGER
Sell, I'ertne in fiabces fik. 353 Ye seruauntes, applie your
bu>ines and arte. 1660 STANLEY /list. Pliilos. 165 Arts of

three kinds. The first digReth out Metals, and fells Wood.

1705 ADDISON /Ai/y6The Kisher-men can't employ their Art

with so much success in so troubled a Sea. '745 DK FOK

Eng Traiiesm. I. i. 8 To be taught the art and mystery
which his master engages to learn him. 1851 1). WILSON
Preli. Ann. 118631 I. n. ii. 358 Aboriginal learners slowly

acquiring the new art.

b. A guild, or company of craftsmen. Cf. Florio :

' Arte . . a whole company of any trade in any city

or corporation town.'

1832 SISMONDI Ital. Reft. viii. 184 These men, belonging to

the woollen art. 1873 YI-.ATS Growth Cotnnt. 107 The in-

dustry of the free republic was controlled by guilds or arts.

10. A pursuit or occupation in which skill is

directed towards the gratification of taste or pro-
duction of what is beautiful. Hence The Arts :

(specifically) -the Fine Arts; see next. (Cf. 5, 6.)

1597 Isee it bl. 1769 SIH J. RKYSOLDS Disc. i. Wks. 1870
I 306 There is a general desire among our Nobility to be

distinguished as lovers and judges of the Arts. 17?^
ibid. vii. I. 426 All arts having the same general end, which

is to please. 18*7 Continental Advent. Ii. 1 1 1. 243 The true

Italian feeling for the Arts. 1842 PAKKEK Baptistery Pref.

xii, The sister Art that speaks in stone. iSS^Punc/i 3 May
210/2 You will speak only of music, extolling this Art above

all others.

11. In prec. senses, but particularized :

a. by an adjective, as magic art (or the black art\

military art, the healing art. Industrial, me-

chanical, useful arts : those in which the hands

and body are more concerned than the mind.

fine arts : those in which the mind and imagination
are chiefly concerned.

1393 Gim-KR III. So Thexperience Of art magique. 1611

MIBLE Wisd. xvii. 7 The illusions of arte Magicke. 1667

MOXON Mech. Exerc. 11703) i Smithing is an Art-Manual.

1697 DRYDEN l-'irg. Georg. iv. 178 My song to flowery Gar-

dens might extend, To teach the Vegetable Arts. 1711 Anui-

SON Spect. No. 5 P 4 How an Amazon should be versed in

the Black Art. 1734 tr. Rollins Rom. Hist. (18271 1 1 1. 96 A
treatise .. upon the art military. 1767 FORUVCE Serin. Yng,
Wont. I. vi. 250 They. . wanted instruction in the principles
of the Fine Arts. 1785 REID Int. Pmvers VI. vi, The fine

arts are very properly called the arts of taste. 1854 RUSKIN
Two Paths ii, Fine art is that in which the hand, the head,

and the heart of man go together. 1884 GLADSTONE Sf. in

Part. 28 Apr., The Reform Bill of 1866 was defeated by
obstruction, though at that period the art ofobstruction was

not so much of a fine art as it was now. Mod. A professor

of the healing art.

b. by a genitive or genitive phrase, as
' the

painter's art,'
' the art of painting."

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas. 180 Set with magykes
arte.

1560 BIBLE (Genev.t 2 Chron. xvi. 14 Spices made by the arte

[WYCLIF, TINI>ALE, craft] of the Apoticarie. 1611 Ibid.,

Apothecaries arte. 1597 MOKLEY Introd. Mns. 181 The
arte of dauncing being come to that perfection. 1691 1'.

H[ALK] New Invent. 29 The art of making gold. 1774 'I'.

JKI-TERSON Antobiog. Wks. 1859 I. App. 141 The whole art

of government consists in the art of being honest. 1821

JOANNA BAILLIE Met. Leg., Wallace Ixiii. 6 The soldier's

dext'rous art. 1849 MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng. I. 301 The rapid

improvement, both of the art of war and of the art of navi-

gation. 1875 FOK i NUM Maiolica iii. 34 To have encouraged
the potter's art.

12. An acquired faculty of any kind ;
a power of

doing anything wherein skill is attainable by study

and practice ; a knack.

1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. 120 (1862) I. 299, I thought the

guiding of grace had been no art. I thought it w ' come of

will. 1781 COWPER Convcrs. 4 Conversation . . may be es.

teemed a gift, and not an art. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Kng.
II. 201 The art of saying things well is useless to a man

who has nothing to say. 1876 HAMERTON Intell. Life in.

iii. 91 The delicate art of verbal selection.

III. Skilful, crafty, or artificial conduct.

13. Studied conduct or action, especially such

as seeks to attain its ends by artificial, indirect,

or covert means ;
address

; cunning, artfulness.

< 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. 139 Use power with power and slay
me not by art . . What need'st thou wound with cunning
when thy might Is more, etc. 1738 POPE Epil. Sat. i. 32
Smile without Art, and win without a Bribe, a 1762 LADY
MONTAGUE Lett. Ixxiv. 122, I am incapable of art. 1801

MAR. EUGEWORTH Belinda I. xvi. 300 Her art and false-

hood operated against her own views.

14. An artifice, contrivance, stratagem, wile, trick,

cunning device. Chiefly in //.

1597 SHAKS. Lover's Coinpl. 295 His passion, but an
art of craft, Even there resolved my reason into tears.

1625 BACON Simiil., Ess. lArb.) 506 Attributing Arts or

Policy to Augustus, and Dissimulation to Tiberius. 1681

DRVDEN Abs. fy Ac/tit. I. 402 The next successor. . My Arts

have made obnoxious to the State. 1712 STEELE Sped.
No. 510 p 4 All the little arts imaginable are used to soften

a man's heart. 1769 ROBERTSON Cfias. V, V. I. 172 All the

arts of address and policy. 1813 Miss AUSTEN Pride ff

Prej. (1833) 34 The arts which ladles sometimes condescend
to employ for captivation. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I.

536 No art was spared which could draw Monmouth from
retreat.

IV. Phrases.

15. Art-of-mcmory: an old game at cards. (De-
scribed in the Compleat Gamester (1709) 101.)

1674 COTTON Cotnpl. Gamester (16801 99 This Art of Me-

mory is a sport at which men may play for money, but it

is most commonly the way to play the drunkard.

16. Art and Part (Sc. Law and gen.) : a. orig.

in such expressions as to be concerned in (either)

by art or part, either by art in contriving it, or by
the fart taken in actually executing it

; whence,
To have art or (and) part in : to have a share in,

either by contrivance or participation ;
b. (cor-

ruptly) To be art or part in (be for have, or peril,

for 'to be of art or part in'): to be concerned

either in the contrivance or the execution of; To

be art and part in : to be accessary both by con-

trivance and participation, often used loosely, as a

mere jingling phrase for
'

accessary, participating,

sharing' (the sense of art being merged in that

otpart).
a. c 1425 WYNIOUN Cron. VII. ix. 539 All \>z Dat (obin lie

art or part or swike Gert bryn . . bis erle Patryke. 1582 8

Hist. James fV(i8o4 60 Thame that has bein foirfaltit for

airt and pairt of the slauchter. 1609 SKENE Rcj. Maj. 118

Thou thy selfe full airt had, and pane in harming and

skaithingof me. a 1670 HACKET A/if. Williams n. 86 iD.i

The old man which is corrupt (Kph. iv. 221, who had art

and part, as the Scottish indictment runs, in all our Bishop's

persecutions. 1767 H. BROOKE FoolofQual. i. 6 (D.) He had

neither art nor part in this frightful discomfiture. 1864

Spectator 529 He has no further art or part in the matter.

D. 1515 Acts Jus. "11597) 2 ^e ^'he halden airt &
partaker of his evill deedis. 1536 BELLENDENB Cron. Scot.

xn. viii. ijAM.i Gif evir I wes othir art or part of Alarudis

slauchter. 1691 BLOUNT Law Diet., Art and Part is a

Term used in Scotland and the North of England. When
one is charged with a Crime they say, He was A rt and Part

in committing the same . . He was both a contriver, and

acted his Part in it. 1753 Steamrfs Trial 283 Find unan-

imously, the pannel James Stewart guilty, art and part, of

the murder of Colin Campbell, c 1876 Nat. Emycl. 1. 105 The
law of Scotland makes no distinction between the accessory
to any crime (called art and parti and the principal. 1878

TENNYSON Q. Mary in. iv, You are art and part with us In

purging heresy.

V. Comb. ; chiefly attrib. from sense 6, as art-

critic, -furniture, -manufacture, -product, -school,

-teacher, etc. ;
or instrumental, as art-spun, etc.

Art-educate vb., to educate in the arts of design ;

art-union, a union of persons for the purpose of

promoting art (in sense 6), chiefly by purchasing
the works of artists, and distributing them among
their members, which is usually done by lottery.

1879 HIBBS in CasselCs Tec/in. Eiinc. IV. 263/2 As desirous

of improving the style of their work as any art-critic could

possibly wish them to be. 1880 POYNTER Lect. Art I. 16

It has never Ijeen thought worth while to art-educate the

workman. 1870 Athenaeum 2t May 681 Little more than a

pretty piece of art-furniture. 1857 RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art

30 A certain quantity of Art-intellect is born annually in

every nation. i86a THORNBURY Turner I. 13 The very

starting-point of the boy's art life. 1876 GLADSTONE Relig.

T/i. in Conlemp. Rev. June 23 The splendid and elaborate

art-life of the people. 1871 RUSKIN Eagle's Nest i. 3 The
least part of the work of any sound art-teacher must be his

talking. 1857 Pol. Econ. Art \. 41 The picture which

most truly deserves the name of an art - treasure. 1837

(title) Art Union of Scotland. 1868 CHAMBERS Encycl.

\. 446 Scotland preceded England in the establishment of

Art Unions. 1880 POYNTER Lect. Art I. 16 The Art-work-

men who have studied in our schools of design.

fA'rt, w.1 Obs. Forms: 4-7 art(e, 6 arct.

[prob. direct ad. L. arta-re to draw close, contract,

f. arttis confined ; Godefroy, however, has OF. pa.

pple. arete. In Eng. also occas. assimilated to

mediaeval L. forms arctus, arctilre.']

1. To confine, cramp, restrict, limit, in local

position or in action.

1382 WYCLIK Judg. i. 34 Amorre artide [1388 maad streil]

the sones of Dan in the hil. < 1410 LOVE Konarent. Mirr.

xliii. 93 So is he constreyned and arted pat he may nojt

meue. 1496 Dives ff Paiip. (W. de W.) i. xviii. 522 God is . .

free in his doynge, and not arted by the planetes.
2. To constrain (a person) to do something.
c 1375 BARBOUR Troy-bk. II. 3031 A lettir That arted him

sone to retorne. c 1450 Crt. ofLove 46 Love arted me to do
my observaunce To his estate. 1530 PALSGR. 437/1, I arte,
I constrayne . . I maye be so arcted that I shall be fayne to
do it. 1553 FoxEyl. <y M. (1563) 790/2 Not arcting him to

prove euery and singuler thinges . . of the premisses.
3. ? To press, urge, insist on.
c 1374 CHAUCER Trcyhts I. 388 What for to speke, and what

to holden inne, And what to arten.

4. pa. pple. Closely allied, rare.

1583 STANYHURST Aeneis i. (Arb.) 28 No doubt, a Goddesse,
too Phcebus sister, or arcted Too Nymphs in Kynred.

t Art, v.* Obs. [f.
AHT

j/-.]

1. To instruct in arts, or in any particular art.

1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. 118/2 Agesilaus sent his Sons
to be educated at Sparta, to learn and art them . . how to

obey and command.
2. To make artificial, to artificialize. rare.

1627 FKLTHAM Resolves i. Ixiii. Wks. 1677, 97 The nature
that is arted with the subtilties of time and practice.

3. To obtain or gain by art. rare.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xui. Ixxvii. (1612) 319 Skill.,

(whereby they arted men's good will).

4. phr. To art it : to use art or artifice.

1637 H. SYDENHAM Senti. 152 Hee that can art it hansomely
in ways of dissimulation. 1655 GURNAI.I. Chr. in Arm.
xxvi. 2 1 1669) 324/2 When they have Arted it most in

packing their sins, to hide them from the Worlds eye.

Art (ajt, aat, '.it), v? 2nd sing. pres. ind. of BE.

One of the remaining parts of the orig. substantive

vb.
;

cf. AM.

Art, obs. f. AIRT si., north, dial, direction.

1400 Cursor M. (Trin. M.S.) 2268 pere were alle be

speches part Of dyuerse londes to dyuerse art.

t Artai lye, Obs. Sc. Also 5-6 artail;e, 6 -see,

artal;e, -allie, -aillie. [Form not satisfactorily

explained; the termination suggests F. artille,

pa. pple.] Scotch form of ABTILLEKY.
L 1470 HKNRY Wallace vn. 5194 The Sotheron men maid

gret defens that tid, With artailye, that felloune was to bid.

1548 Coinpl. Scot. 41 (Junnaris cum heir, and stand by ^our

artailsee. 1552 LYNDESAY Papyngo 947 Nor cum within the

schote of thare artailye. 1565 R. LINDESAY Cron. 11814)

110

(Jam. i Artallie, pouder, and bullettis. Ibid. 326 They
card the artaillie schott on both sides.

Artailjeryt, artaljeit: see ARTILLERJKD, AR-
T1LLIE1).

f Arta'tion. Obs. Sc. [ad. L. artdtiSn-em, f.

|

artarc to compress.] Pressure, urging, instigation.

1528 Acts Jos. V (1814) 327 ijAM.t To geif thame arta-

tioune to invaid his hieness. 1536 BELLENUENF. Cron. xn.

iii. (jAM.)His wyfe impacient oflang tary. . gaif hym gret
artation to persew the thrid weird.

Artcher, obs. form of ARCHER.
1557 Four Supplic. 100 Shepeherdes be but yll artchers.

f- A'rted, ///. [f-
ART v.* and sl>. + -ED.]

1. Versed in any art, or in artifice ; skilled, trained.

1627 FELTHAM Kesolves I. xii. Wks. 1677. 18 Throughly
arted in navigation. Ibid. \. Ixxxviii, To sing or play like

an arted musician. 1646 GAULE Cases Consc. 33 Either the

Arted or the Pacted Witch.

2. Made artificial, artificialized.

1638 AlUnof, /W/<rwrt(N.)In her which arted lookes does

ware, Men looke for natures steps, and cannot trace her.

3. Made by art or artifice, artificial.

1652 GAULE Magastrom 5 Was she instructed by an arted

speculation or by a divine revelation? 1655 H. VALT;HAN

Site* Scint. I. (18581 49 And sweeter aires streame from a

grone, Than any arted string.

Artefact, variant of ARTIFACT.

Arteir, variant of artere, by-form of ARTERY.

Arteller, var. AUTILLEB, Obs., maker of bows.

Artellere, artelrie, obs. forms of ARTILLERY.

t Artemage. Obs. rare-*. [*.Of.artimegt,f.
art nrt+ magie magic.] Magic art : see ART sb. \ I a.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 67 And through the craft of arte-

inage Of wexe he forged an ymage.

II Artemisia (irtftnrrii). [L., a. Gr. dprf^aia,

{. "ApTffjn the goddess Diana.] A genus of plants

(N.O. CompositiK], distinguished by a peculiarly

bitter or aromatic taste, including the Common

Wormwood, Mugwort, and Southernwood.

1398 TRI VISA Barth. DC P. K. xvll. xvi. (14951 613 Arte-

misia is callyd moder of herbes and was somtyme halowed

he'

f A'rter. Ots. [a. OF. artre, mod. artisan ;

cf. artiron in Cotgr.] A wood-worm. (Cf. ART-

WORM.")
1622 R. HAWKINS I'oy. S. Sea (1847) 119 A certain worm

called l,rema by the Spaniards and by us arten . . eat it so

full of holes that all the water soaked out.

Arter, dial, or vulgar pronunciation of AFTER.

Arter(e, early form of ARTERY, from F. artere.

t Arte-riac, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. artfriacus,

Gr. ApTTjpiaxiJs, also subst. artfriace, f/
ar rr]pia.Kri,

f. aprripia : see ARTERY and -AC.] A. adj. Of

or pertaining to the windpipe. B. sb. A remedy

for disease of the windpipe.
1661 LOVELL /list. Anim. f, Min. 359 The vice of the voice

and speech . . are cured . . by artenacks. 1699 in Phil.



ARTEBIACAL.
Trans. XXI. 402 An Arteriac . . Ito smooth the Trachea,
and promote Expectoration*. 1859 in WORCKSTKR.

Arteriacal (ajtersi-akal), a.
[f. as prec. +

= ARTERIAL. (In mod. Diets.)

Arterial (aitia-rial), a. [a. F. arli-rial (i6th c.),

mod. artt'ricl: see ARTERY and -AL 1
.]

1. Of, belonging to, or of the nature of, an artery.
Arterial vein (obs.) : the pulmonary artery.
1541 R. COPLAND Gttyiion's Quest. Cyrnrg., One parte

called veyne arteryall goth to nourysshe the lunges. 1594
CAKKW Hxarte's Exam. Wits vi. (1616)87 The natural! he:it

that is in the vitall spirits, and the artertall bloud run forth-

with to the head. 1680 BUTLER Reni. (1750) I. 405 Ex-
amines the arterial Pulsation of its left Foreleg. 1743 tr.

Hcisters Surg. 292 Diminished Resistance in the arterial

coats. 1873 HUXLEY Pkys. iv. 75 The scarlet blood is com-

monly known as arterial.

2. Resembling an artery in having a main channel

of communication with many branches. Arterial

drainage: a system of drains ramifying like an

artery. (Objection has been taken to this term on
the ground that the flow through such a system
of drains is in the opposite direction to that of the

arterial system of the body, and really identical

with the current in the veins.)

1831 CARLYI.E Sart. Res. m. vii, Venous-arterial circula-

tion of Letters. 1841 G. DEANE (title) A plea for an Arte-

rial Drainage. 1867 Morn. Starv2 Mar., The Great South-
ern and Western Railway . . a great arterial line.

Arterialization (aJti->:riabizt
T
i-j3nl. [n. of

action f. next
; cf. F. artcrialisation."] The action

or process of arterializing.

1836 Toni> CycL A tint, fy t Itys. I. 260/2 The arteriali/ation

of the blood. 1872 HUXLEY 1'liys, iv. 76 The arterialization

of blood in the lungs seems to be a very mixed process,

partly physical, and yet to a certain extent chemical.

Arte'rialize, v.
[f.

ARTERIAL + -I/.E
; cf. F.

arterialiser.']
1. To convert venous into arterial (bloodl by

exposure to oxygen in the lungs. Hence Arte-
rialized ///. a.

1833 ROGKT in Tweedie's Cycl. Pract. Mai. I. 178/2 The
artenalized blood. 1858 H. GRAY Anat. 6jO The blood,
arterialized by its passage through the lungs, is returned to

the left side of the heart by the pulmonary veins.

2. To furnish with an arterial system. Also Iransf.
1881 PALGRAVE I'is. Kiig. 2 Her hand With network mile-

paths binding plain and hill, Arterialized the land.

Arterio-(aiti-'TU)) [a. Gr.clprrypio-.] Comb, form
of artery, arterial; as in artcrio-capillary, etc.

1836 39 TODD Cycl. Anat. ff Phys. II. 772/1 The left side

of the heart . . is in the hibernating animal . . only arterio-

contractile. 1880 Syti. Sec. Lex., Artcriwetioits murmur
. . where there is a communication between a large artery
and a vein.

Arteriogfraphy (aitITi|(rgrafi). [f. prec. +
Gr. -yptupia: see -URAPHY.] Systematic descrip-
tion of the arteries. 1839 in WORCESTER.

Arteriole (aatiJ
J

ri|Jl). [ad. mod.L. artcriola,

dim. of arteria ARTKRY
;

cf. F. arteriole] A
minute or ultimate artery.
1839-47 Toon Cycl, Anat. ff Pkys. III. 989/2 The bran*

chial artery . . giving off arterioles to the branchial lamina;.

1878 Smitksouiati Rep. 424 The arterioles of the muscles.

Arteriology (-utlritfrl8cl3i). [f.
ARTERIO- +

Gr. -Ao-via: see -LOGY.] Scientific study of, or a

treatise upon, the arteries. 1859 in WORCESTER.

t Arte :rio'Se, <' Obs. rare 1
,

[f. L. arteri-a

AKTKKY + -O.SE.]
= ARTERIAL.

1661 LOVELL /list. Anim. ff Miu. 321 Vessels arteriose.

Arteriotomy (aiti^n^-tomi). [ad. I,, artc-

riotomia, Gr. dprripioro^ta, (. aprr/pio- (see above) +

-Topta. cutting ; cf. ANATOMY.] The operation of

cutting into or opening an artery, esp. for the pur-

pose of blood-letting. Also, that part of anatomy
which treats of the dissection of arteries. Arterio'-

toniist, ore who practises arteriotomy.
1634 T. JOHNSON tr. Parey's Chimrg. xvn. lix. (1678) 41 r

Arteritomy, is the opening of an artery. 1683 Phil. Frajis.

XIII. 224 Arteriotomy formerly used for the Gout. 1876
HARTHOLOW Mat. filed. (1879) 546 When bloodletting is in-

dicated in intracranial maladies, venesection or arteriotomy
is to be preferred. 1684 tr. Bont't's Merc. Cotnpit, vm. 274
There lived at Padua an experienced Arteriotomist.

Arterious (aitia-rias), a. arch.
[f.

L. arteri-a

+ -nus.]
= ARTERIAL.

1634 T. JOHNSON tr. Parey's C/iirnrg. ix. iv. (1678* 217
Large effusion of . . arterious blood. [1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,
Artcrivtts, full of arteries.] 1713 CIIESELDEN Anat. nl. .xv.

11726) 246 The cut orifices of the arterious and venous ves-
sels. 1819 REES Encycl. s. v., If any arterious trunk were

accidentally compressed.

II Arteritis (iuterei-tisX Path. [f. as prec. +
-ITIS.] Inflammation of an artery.
1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. f, Phys. I. 226/2 An example of

acute artcritis. 1878 T. BRYAN r Pract. Sttrg. I. 37 The
gradual closure of a vessel from local arteritis.

t A'rterizillg, vbl. sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [asiffrom

a vb. arterize, from artery.] The conveyance of

the vital spirits. See ARTERY i.

1600 TOURNEUR Trdnsf. Met. v, Their infernall smell With
['.'will] all thy arterizing strength e.xpell, And make thy heart
an agonizing hell.

Artery (autari), sb. Forms : a. 4-6 arterie,
6- artery ; also ft. 6 arter(e, 6-7 arture, artier,

469

7 arteir, -ir, -ire. [ad. L. arteria^ a. Gr. dprrjpia,

prob. f. atp-tv to raise, lift up (cf. AORTA), but re-

ferred by some of the ancients to aj]p 'air/ in ac-

cordance with their idea of arterial functions : see

below. The parallel forms 0, from F. arfire were

common in i6-i7th c.]

tl. The trachea or windpipe. (Called in L. ar-

teria aspera, from the rough surface presented by
its cartilaginous rings.) Obs.

1547 BOORDE Brei 1
. Healtk ccxxvi. 77 The longes, the

midryfTe, the arter trache, the Epigloote. 1594 T. H. La
Prim&ud, f-'r. Acad. n. 93 That pipe which is called the

rough artery or wind-pipe. 1607 Toi'SELL'/'V'/o'^ Hcasts

522 The artery of his voice Is pressed, and so he cannot cry
aloud. 1626 BACON Sylva 199 [The Lungs] e.xpelleth the

air: which through the Artire, throat and mouth, m;iketh
the voice. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anint. $ Min. Introd., In

respect of the . . rough arterie, serpents are like birds.

2. One of the membranous, elastic, pulsating lubes,

forming part of the system of vessels by which the

blood is conveyed from the heart to all parts of

the body.
Among the ancients, the arteries, as they do not contain

any blood after death, were popularly regarded as air-ducts,

ramifying from the trachea; see prec. sense. Medieval
writers supposed them to contain an ethereal fluid quite dis-

tinct from that in the veins, called 'spiritual blood
'

or '

vital

spirits' (cf. ANIMAL SPIRITS*, an error which, after Harvey's
discovery of the circulation of the blood, only gradually
died out.

1398'1'RKvisA Rarth. DC P.R.\. Ixi. (1495* 177 Aveynccallid
Arteria. . to here and brynge kindely heete from the herte
to al the membres . . The other arterie of the herte is more
than the fyr^te. 1533 KLVOT Cast, f/elt/t 12 Spirit vitall

procedeth from the harte, and by the arteries or pulses is

sente into all the body. 1541 R. Cori.ANi) Gnydons Quest.
Cyriirg.^ The vaynes bereth the nourysshyng blode, and
the arteres the spyrytual blode. . For the veynes brede of

the lyuer, and the arteres of the hert. 1621 BURTON Anat.
Mel. i. i. n. in. 16 Arteries are long and hollow, with a
double skin to convey the vital spirits, 1706 PHILLIPS,
Arteries, in which the most thin and hottest part of the

Blood, together with the Vital Spirits, pass thro' the Body.
[Similarly in BAILEY 1742]. c 1718 QyiN'cv'iJ.t

The coats

of the veins seem only to be continuations of the capillary
arteries. 1872 BAKER .\~ile Tribut. viii. 118 The arteries

being divided, the animal would quickly bleed to death.

b. attrib.

1519 HOKMAN 1'itlg. 27 b, The arter strynge is the condyte
of the lyfe sprite. 1528 PAYNKI.I, Salcrnc Regini. 2 B i,

Veyne bludde ruddye and obscure : and arterie bludde

ruddye and clere. 1836 Tono Cycl. Anat. <y I'hys. I. 228/1
A forceps, not unlike the common artery-forceps.
3. fig
1590 GREENE .Mourn. Gtirtit, (16161 Pref. 5 To see the

vanity of youth, so anatomised, that you may see euery
veine, muscle and arterie. 1835 LVTION Kienzl \. vi. 264
The awful curse of the papal excommunication . . seemed
to freeze up all the arteries of life.

4. transf. A main channel in a ramifying system
of communication.
1860 MAURY Pkys. Gcog. Sea v. 270 These streams are

the great arteries of inland commerce. Mod. Fleet St. is

one of the main arteries of London traffic.

f5. A ligament. Obs.
1621 QUARLKS Esther (1717) 96 The strongest Arteries

that knit and tie The members of a mixed Monarchy.
1658 A. Fox tr. Wurtz Snrg. n. xv. 120 The bones in the

Joynt . . are covered with Arteries, which are weaker than
bones.

Artery (a-iteri), v.
[f. prec. sb.] To furnish

with, or as if with, arteries.

1856 BOKER /,. (U Guzman in. i, A kingdom veined and
arteried with glots- 1878 A. CAMKRON in N, Anicr. Rw.
CXXVI. 491 Great rivers that arteried every state.

Artesian (ait/'gan), a. [ad. F. artcsien, f. OF.
Arteis, now Artois, name of an old province of

France.] Of or pertaining to Artois, or resembling
the wells made there last century, in which a per-

pendicular boring into a synclinal fold or basin

of the strata produces a constant supply of water

rising spontaneously to the surface of the ground.
1830 LYKLL Princ. Gcol. {1875^ II. nr. xlviii. 578 Artesian

borings at Calcutta. 1860 TRISTRAM Gt. Sahara xvii. 287
Here, in every village, centuries before the principle of the
artesian well was acknowledged in Europe, the Rouar'a
have been in the habit of boring simple artesian wells. 1878
Hi'xi.EY P/iysiogr. 33 The fountains in Trafalgar Square are
fed with water from an Artesian well.

Artetik, obs. f. ARTHRITIC
;

cf. OF. artetiqite.
Artful ;<ritful), a.

[f.
ART sb. + -FUL.]

I. Of persons or agents.
fl. Versed in the (liberal) arts

; learned, wise.

1613 HEYWOOD Braz. Age n. ii. Wks. III. 213 A beaute-
ous Lady, art-full wise. 1681 JORDAN L(>n<{. Jvy in Heath
Grttccrs* Comp. (1869) 544 A piece worthy of an artful man's
Examination.

2. Having practical, operative, or constructive

skill; dexterous, clever, arch.

1697 DRYDEN\Life Ki>y//(R.) Too artful a writer to set
down events in exact historical order. 1710 SHAFTESB.
C/iafitc. in. i. 11737) I'- 385 Subtile Threds spun from their
artful Mouths ! 1718 POPE Iliad\\\. 204 Her artful hands
the radiant tresses tied.

3. Skilful in adapting means to ends, so as to

secure the accomplishment of a purpose, adroit
;

passing gradually into : Skilful in taking an un-
fair advantage ; using stratagem, wily ; cunning,
crafty, deceitful.

ARTHRO-.

173^ T. SHERIDAN Persius i. 23 Horace was more artful,
and in a" merry Way touched upon his Friends' Fault.-, with-
out putting them out of Humour. 1760 MITCHELL in Ellis

Orig. Lett. n. 480 IV. 419 Make use of the artful pen of
Voltaire to draw secrets from the King of Prussia. 1797
BEWICK Brit. Birds L 73 Made use of by artful and de-

signing men. 1857 Bonn's Ifandbk. Prow. 67 An artful

fellow is the devil in a doublet.

II. Of things, actions, etc.

4. Displaying or characterized by technical skill
;

performed or executed in accoidance with the rules

of art; artistic, arch.

1615 Latham's Falconry Pref. Verses, To . . force her to

your voice and luring fall, Is strangely artfull. 1637 MILTON
COHIHS 494 Thyrsis ! whose artful strains have oft delayed
The huddling brook. 1718 J. CtfAMBEBLAYNE Rclig. Phtlos,

L vi. 8 So artful a Machine as every Man is. 1799 G.
SMITH Laboratory I. 41 It would not be deemed an artful

performance to fire one cartouch after another.

5. Produced by art, as opposed to what is natu-

ral
; artificial, imitative, unreal.

1706 ADDISON Rvsaimwd 11. i, In yon cool grotto's artful

night. 1779 J. MOORE Viciv Soc. I-'r. viii. (1789) I. 55 The art-

ful distresses of a romance. 1857 EMERSON Poems 114 Smile
the chords . . That they may render back Artful thunder.

6. Skilfully adapted for the accomplishment of

a purpose ; ingenious, clever ; passing gradually
into : Cunning, crafty, deceitful.

1705 SiANHori-: Paraphr. I. 217 Artful Reasonings, and
most moving Kloqutnce. 1712 STEKLE Sped. No. 400 f 2

Artful Conformity to the Modesty of a Woman's Manners.

1843 MILL Logic 11. iv. 4 The mark>, by an artful com-
bination of which men have been able to discover and prove
all that is proved in geometry. 1865 DICKENS Mut. J-r. xv,
This is a very artful dodge.

A'rtfully, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.]

1. In an artful manner, with skill or art.

1613 MJDDLKTON Tri, Truth in Heath Grocers' (.>;/.

118691 453 Hence is Artfully derived the onely difference be-

tweene Prodigality and Bounty. 1711 SIEEI.T; Sped. No. 3^
f 10 Colours artfully spread upon Canvas may entertain the

eye. 1835 Lvnos R icnzi in. ii. 167 Brightly polished and

artfully Hexile armour.

2. Cunningly, craftily, by underhand means.

1744 H. WALPOLE Lett. //. Mann 100 118341 I. 3^7 The
French fled shamefully, that was I suppose designedly and

artfully. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. II. 63 In these fatal

follies the King was artfully encouraged.
A'rtfulness. [f. as prec. + -NKSS.] The <]tia-

lity of being artful
; skill, dexterity ;

craftiness.

a 1743 CIIFASK (J.i Consider with how much artfulness his

bulk and situation is contrived. 1874 BLACK Pr. Thitlc i-j

The artfulness with which he reaches some'little reMilt.

Arthen, obsolete form of EAKTHKN.
Arthritic (ajj>ri-tik), a. and sb. Forms: 4-5

artetyke, -ik, 6arthetyke, -ycke, 7-S arthritick,
8- arthritic, [orig. a. OF. artetiqite } corrupt ad.

L. arthriticits, a. Gr. dpOptriKos, f. ap&pov joint.

Gradually altered back to the L. and Gr. form.]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to diseased joints; j/tv. gouty.
1366 MALNDEV. xxxi. 315 Gowtes artetykes, that me dU-

treynen. 1543 TRAHKRON I'igo's Chtrttrg. n. iv. 19 Good
for goutes arthetyke of the fete. 1651 BIGGS New Disfens.
f 256 The sciatica, and Arthritick pains. 1785 COWI-ER Task
i. 105 Pangs arthritic that infest the toe Of libertine excess.

2. Causing gout, rare,

1713 Land, fy L'outilr. Bmvcr i. (1742* 67 Adulterated, tar-

tarous, arthritic Wines.

f 3. Good against gout or affections of the joints.
1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Comfit, v. 145 Remedies . . made of

capital and arthritik simples. 175* CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.

Jl'aft'f, Arthritic Waters are waters good against the gout.

B. sb. fa-- Affection of the joints, gout (obs.).

b. A person subject to the gout.
(1398 TREV ISA .////. De P. R. \\\. Ivi. (1495) 270 Art netim

is an ache and euyl in the fyngres and toes.] 1486 Bk. St.

Albans, Hawking C iiij b, A medecine for an hauke that has
the artetik. 1801 K. DARWIN Zooti. IV. 215 Seized with

the gout in a degree that none but arthritics .. can easily
conceiue.

Arthri'tical, <i. and sb. ? Obs.
[f. prec. + -AL.]

A. adj. 1.=- ARTHRITIC.
1528 PAYNULL Salerne Rcgim. R

iij b, Vexynge with arte-

ticall grefes. 1656 RIDCLEY Pract. Physic 18 One man will

be Arthritical, another not. 1791 NKWTK Tour Eng. <y Sc. 189
The sovereign alleviation of rheumatic and arthntical pain,

f2. Of the nature of a joint, articular. Obs. rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNK Pseud. Eg. 104 Though some want

bones, and all extended articulations, yet have they arthriti-

call analogies.

t B. as sb. A remedy for affections of the joints.

1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. .\v. 359 Arthriticals are such
Medicines as are appropriated to the loynts.

1! Arthritis (aijirartis). Path. [L., a. Gr. ap~

Opins, f. dpffpov joint : see -ITIS.] General term

for inflammation of the joints ; spec. gout.
1544 PHAKK Regini. Lyfe 11546) Liij, Paine of the jointes

. . is generally called arthritis. 1753 CHAMBERS, Suf>p. s. v.

Gtwt, A light arthritis is very often called a fit of the rheu-

matism. 1847-9 'I*ooi> Cycl. Anat.fy P/iys.lV. 577/2 Chro-
nic arthritis of the shoulder.

Arthritism [a'jjwitiz'm). [irreg. f. prec. + -ISM.]
i88a D. DUCKWORTH Barthol. //</. Rep. XVIII. 363

Arthritism . . the peculiar disposition . . whereby affections

of the joints are liable to occur, and these especially of

rheumatic or gouty nature.

Arthro-f comb, form of Gr. dp&pov joint, as in :

Arthrodynic (aibn?,drmk), a. Path. [Gr. Mvij
pain], of or pertaining to Arthrodynia> i.e. pain



ABTHBODIA.
in the joints, chronic rheumatism. Arthrography
(ajprjrgrafi) [see -GBAPHvJ, systematic description
of the joints. Arthrevpathy [see -PATH Y], painful
affection of the joints. ||

Arthrosia (au)>nj-zia).

[mod. L.] = ARTHRITIS (Mayne Exf. Lex. 1853).
Arthro-sis [L., a. Gr. SfOpaau], articulation, con-
nexion by a joint. Arthrostome (a'j]>r0|St(J'>m1,
Zoo/. [Gr. OTU/M mouth], name given by L. Agassiz
to the mouth of the Arthropoda. Arthrozoic
(ai|ir0|Z0ii-ik), a. Zool. [Gr. OH*CO! of an animal],
applied by Huxley to his sixth series of the Aleta-

zoa, containing the Arthropoda, Ncmatoscoliccs, etc.

1849 SMART, A rtkrodynic. 1878 A. HAMILTON Neij'.Dis.
279 During life the evidences of such arthropathies are
sometimes numerous. 1634 T. JOHNSON tr. Parey's Chirnrg.
vi. xlii. (1678) 165 All the bones are composed after two sorts
. . by Arthrosis, an Articulation or joynt, and by Symphy-
sis. 1874 ROOSA Dis. Ear 202 The joint between the pro-
cessus lenticularis of the incus and the head of the stapes
is an arthrous. 1877 HUXLKY /?'. An. xii. 680 The lowest
known term of the Arthrozoic Series is a Nematoid worm.

llArthrodia (iujirju-dia). Phys. [mod.L., a.

Gr. dpOpajbia, f. apOpwRys well-articulated.] A
kind of articulation in which the surfaces of the
bones are either plane, or but slightly convex and
concave respectively ; e.g. the shoulder-joint. Ar-
thro'dial a., of, pertaining to, or characterized by,
arthrodia. Arthrodic (aij>rprdik), a.,

=
prec.

1634 T. JOHNSON tr. Parey's Chirurg. yl.
xlii. (16781 165

Arthrodia is when a lightly engravea cavity admits a small
and short head. 1843 E. WILSON Anat. l>~ad<: M. 92 Ar-
throdia is the movable joint in which the extent of motion
is slight and limited. 1836 Toon Cyrl. Aiiat.fy Pkys. I. 256
Arthrodial joints are generally provided with ligaments.

Arthrology (aajiryldd^r. [f. Gr. apffpo-v joint
+ -\uyia discourse, speech.]
1. A scientific treatise on the joints.
1859 in WORCESTER.

1 2. Finger spec-chafer the deaf and dumb. 06s.

1644 KULWER Llnyon. 99 Order an Alphabet upon the
joynts of their Fingers, which Artifice of Arthrologie ob-
tained a privy force.

II Arthropoda ^rp-pMs.), sb.pl. Zool. [mod.L.,
f. (ir. dpSpuv joint + irotis (TTOO-) foot. The singular,

Kng. in form, is arthropod (a'jhr^p^d) ;
also pi.

-pods.] Animals with jointed feet ; a name for

the more highly organized Annttlosa or Articulata,

comprising Insects, Spiders, Crustacea, and Myria-
poda, having segmented bodies to which hollow

jointed appendages (antenna1, wings, legs) are ar-

ticulated in pairs. Arthro-podala., of or belong-
ing to the Arthropoda. Arthro'podous a. = prec.
1870 ROLLESTON Amur. Life Introd. 105 Accordingly, as

the respiration is aquatic or aerial, the Arthropoda are di-

visible into two great groups. Ibid. 107 The Crustacea, the
earliest representatives of the Arthropodal type. 1877 Hux-
LKV Anat. lni'. An. vii. 350 In these Arthropods, the body
is divided into many segments, the most anterior of which
takes on the characters of a distinct head. Ibid. xii. 679
Its nervous system is . . Arthropodal. 1882 G. ALLEN CW.
Flwcrs ii. 24 Bees and butterflies, the aristocrats of the

arthropodous world.

Arthrosia, Arthrostome: see AKTHRO-.

t Arthur's hufe. Obs.rare-^.
[lit. Arthurs

haunt
\
from med.L. use of Arcluriis zs Artunts

Arthur.] The star Arcturus or constellation Bootes.

1513 DOUGLAS /Entis lit. viii. 21 Luery Sterne . . That in
the stil heuin moue cours we se, Arthuris huyfe, and Hyades
betaiknand rane.

Artiad (aMtiiacl). Chan. [f. Gr. dpri-os even +
-AD I a.] A chemical element or radical with
even degrees of quantivalency or atomicity, e.g. a

dyad, tetrad, or hexad, in opposition to pcrissads,
which include monads, triads, and pentads.
1870 WATTS Diet. Chem. VI. 238 The elements maybe di-

vided in this respect into two classes, one of o,Y</, the other
of even equivalence, the former distinguished as perissads,
the latter as artiads.

Artie, -ik(e, obs. forms of ARCTIC.

Artichoke iaMti,lj>k\ Forms: 6 archecokk,
archichoke, archychoek(e, artochook(e, -choke,
hortiohock, artichok, -chault, -chowe, arte-

chock, -choke, archoke, artychough, 6-7 harti-,

artichock(e, 6-8-chau(x, 7 artiehoake, -chou(x,
-choaoh, hartichoak(e, -choke, hartechooke,
7-8 artichoak, 6- artichoke, [ad. north. It. arti-

ciocco, arcidocco, for arcicioffo (all in Florio), per-
verted forms of *alcarcio/b, mod. It. carciofo, -offb

(Florio has pi.
'

carcioffi, farciocchi, cardoffoli,

hartichokes'), ad. or cogn. w. OSp. alcarchofa (mod.

alcafhofa, Vg.alcachofra), a. Sp. Arab. al-kharshofa

(P. de Alcala) - Arab,
ijj^'il al-kharshfif

(Bocthor and others
;
but Freytag gives the word

with /;, as ' "-, harshaf).
The phonetic genealogy seems to be : Sp. Arab, alkhar.

s!w/(a, OSp. alcarclwfa, (?OIt. alcamfffo\ North It. arci-

cioffo, arcuiocco (whence Eng. archychock^^ articincco, Kng.
artichock. Like other words of foreign origin, much influ-

enced in its forms by popular etymology. Association with
native words, arci- arch-, chief, ciojfo horse-collar, ciocco

stump, must have caused the North It. changes; in Fr. the
terminal -c/tait was variously assimilated to ctou cabbage,

470

chand warm, /tault, haut high, as artichait, -C/WH, -chaud,
-chanlt, -chaift\ the It. and Fr. forms were latinized in the
i6th c. as articoccns, -cactus, -cactus, all with plausible
though delusory etymologies, cactus being actually the an-
cient Latin name of the Cardoon ; in Eng., explanations of
the name were found in its choking fa*, garden or the heart
(Jwrti-, harty-chocks\ or having a 'chock' or 'choke* in
its heart. Hence also the change from -chock to -c/ioak,
-choke. As to alleged Arabic ardt-shankl, see Skeat.]
1. A composite plant (Cynara Scolymus}, allied

to the thistles, originally from Barbaryancl the south
of Europe, widely cultivated in kitchen-gardens ;

its eatable parts are the fleshy bases of the in-

volucral leaves or scales of the gigantic thistle-

like flower, and its receptacle or *

bottom/ when
freed from the bristles and seed-down or * choke.*
(According to De Candolle the Artichoke is only a culti-

vated variety of the Cardoon C. Cardtmculus, and occurs no-
where truly wild. It was brought to Florence from Naples
in 1466. For its introduction to England, see* quot. 1599.)
1531 MS. Ace. Bk, in A". $ Q. 2 -Feb. (1884) 85/2 Bringing

Archecokks to the Kings Grace. 1542 BOORDE Dyetary
xx. 280 There is nothing vsed to be eaten of Artochockes
but the hedof them. 1548 TURSKK Names of Herbes, Car-
duns should be wylde Archichoke, and Cinara shoulde be
the gardin Archichoke. 1351 Herbal 87 Archy-chock.
1552 HULOET, Thystle called archoke or cowe thistle, Scoly-
iwts. Ibid., Artochokes herbe, Cynara. \$e&Fardl<-> Facions
I. iii. 37 Gardein Thistles twhiche we calle Hortichockes 1

.

1563 HVLL A rte Garden. 101 The Artichockegroweth like in

the neade unto the Pine apple. 1577 ^. GOOCE Hercsbach's
//j& 1 1 586 1 63 a. The Hartichoch .. is a kind of Thistell, by
the diligence of the Gardner brought to be a good Garden
hearbe. 1578 LYTE Dodoens Ixi. 522 Of Artechokes. 1589
Shuttleiu. Ste~<vards' Ace. (18561 I. 53 A mayed w h

broughte
artychoughs, iiijV. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. iv.

ii, Like ayong artichocke, that alwayes carries pepper and
salt, in it selfe. 1599 HAKI.UVT I'oy. II. 165 In time of me-
mory things haue bene brought in that were not here before,
as . . the Artichowe in time of Henry the eight. 1599 Mirr.
Policie-j\ [He] did not yet forget the niggardlinesse, but

?arted
Lettice and Artichaux in two. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny

I. 78, I haue spoken somewhat of Thistles and Artichoux.

1634 Althorp MS. 24 For 14 dozen of hartichoakes ^02
i6s. cx^/. 1655 MOUFFET & BENN. Health's hupr, (17461
312 Artichokes grew sometimes only in the Isle of Sicily ;

and since my remembrance, they were so dainty in Eng-
land, that usually they were sold for Crowns a-plece. 1688
Lond, Gaz. mmcccxxxiv^ Right Dutch Artichoaks . . for

Six Shillings and eight Pence the Hundred. 1715 BRADLEY
Fam. Diet. s. v. Sal/et, Artichaux, hot and dry. 1727
SWIFT Past. Dial. Wks. 1755 IV. i. 78 The dean . . shall . .

steal my articho.iks no more. 1832 Veg. Sitbst. Food 281
Nowhere does the artichoke arrive at greater perfection
than in the Orkney Islands.

b.fe
c 1600 J. DAY Begg. BcdnallGr. in. ii.t'iSSr) 60 Let him alone

you cross-legg'd hartichoak. 1870 E. STKACHEV in Daily
AVn-s 26 Nov., They have eaten, leaf by leaf, a whole arti-

choke of treaties, taking the September Convention for the
la.-.t mouthful.

2. Jerusalem Artichoke : a species of Sun-
flower {Helianthus tuhcrosus], a native of tropical
America, cultivated in Europe, having edible tube-

rous roots, somewhat resembling the Artichoke

proper in flavour.
'

I he name of Jerusalem Artichoke is considered to be a

corruption of the Italian Girasott Articiocco or Sunflower
Artichoke, under which name it is said to have been dis-

tributed from the Farnese garden at Rome, soon after its in-

troduction to Europe in
1617.' W. B. Booth in Treas. Bot.

1620 YF.XNER I'in Recta vii. 134 Artichocks of lentsateiti,
is a roote vsually eaten with butter, vinegar, and pepper.
1641 R. BROOKE Nat. Eng. Episc. I. !v. 16 Error being like
the Jerusalem-Articlwake\ plant it where you will, itover-
runnes the ground and choakes the Heart. 1741 Cotnpl.
Fa nt.-Piece u. iii. 358 Set Potatoes, and Jerusalem Arti-
choaks. 1861 R. PEACOCK Gryll Grange i, From this

girasol we have made Jerusalem, and from the Jerusalem
artichoke we make Palestine soup.

Article (

va-jtik'l), sb., 3- ; also 4-7 articul(e, 5

artycul, artykele, -kle, artikil, 5-6 artycle.

[a. F. article, ad. L. articitl-tts (which lives on in

K. as ortcil), dim. of artus joint, f. ar- to join ; cf.

ARM, ART.]
I. Literally.

j* 1. A joint connecting two parts of the body. 0/>s.

1541 R- COPLAND Galyens Tcrap, 2(lij, Woundes of the

artyclcs are Cacoethcs and wycked. 1607 TopsKLL/'Ywf;/!
Heasts 745 Their legges are without Articles, 1643 J- STKKR
tr. E.\-p. Chyr. iv. n The Nerves and Articuls. 1691 W.
ROBUHTSON Phraseol. Gift. 139 An Article, or joynt, of the

body or bones thereof.

II. Of time.

2. A nick of time which joins two successive-

periods, a juncture, a moment
;
the very moment,

the critical point or moment.
1398 TRKVISA Rarth. De P. K. n. xx. (1495^ 47 They ben

not suffysaunt to the artycle of temptacyon. 1502 Ord.
Crysten Men <\V. de W.) i. ii. (1506) 9 Conferme the holy
baptem in the artycle of necessyte. 1634 HAUINGTON Cas-
tara 44 And each article of time Her pure thoughts to
heaven flie. 1665 6 Phil. Trans. I. 348 Very thick Exhala-
tions . . in the Article of the Setting of the Sun. 1709 Let.
in W, Peek A.vholme (1815) 207 Pulled him out, just in the
article of time that the roof fill in. 1722 WOLLASTON Reli.
Nat. v. 99 An infirm building, just in the article of falling.

b. esp. in article of death.

?i47S Craft of Deyn 37 (1870^ Thai that are in the

artykle of ded has vber temptations. 1483 CAXTON Cato
Fvib, Euery man ought to haue good hope whan he is

in the article of deth. 151* MS. Reg. Test. Ebor. VIII.
101 b, Seyng the articlys of deth comyng apon me. 1635

ARTICLE.
EVKLYN Diary (1827; I. u To the very article of her de-
parture. 1782 HP. NEWTON li'ks. II. 706 In the article of
death he commended his sou! to God. 1861 MAINE Anc.
Law vi. (18761 207 Roman citizens originally made their
Wills only in the article of death.

III. The separate members or portions of any-
thing written. \Articiilus in L. was extended from
the joint, to the parts jointed on, limbs, members,
'joints' of a finger, etc.; whence transf. to the

component parts of discourses, writings, actions.]
3. The separate clauses or statements of the

Apostles' Creed ; the separate items of any sum-

mary of faith ; the thirty-nine statements to which
those who take orders in the Church of England
subscribe.

ciz-y>Ancr. K. 262 f>e articles, bet beoS, ase bauh me seide,
be Ii6es of ure bileaue. 1340 Ayenb. n pe tuelf Articles of
pe Cristene Byleve. a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornt. MS.
(1867) 27 [>e twelue artycles of be trouthe. a 1420 OCCLEVE
De Reg. Princ. 384 In alle the articles of the feithel beleeve
as holy writte seithe. 1599 Broughton's Lett. xi. 38 This
article He descended into Hell, is but an explication of the
former He dyed and was buried, a 1654 SELDEX Table-T.
( R.) A minister should preach according to the articles of re-
1 gion established in the church where he is. 1692 LOCKE
Toleration i, Articles of Faith las they are called i . . cannot
bff^mposed on any Church by the Law of the Land. 1719
SWIFT To Yng. Clergym. Wks. 1755 II. \\. 17 That you are

any where directed in the canons or articles to attempt ex-

plaining the mysteries. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. 11864) U-
iv. i. 172 The six great articles in the faith of Islam. 1862
BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xvii. 272 note, The Church is not
even synonymous with the clergy . . according to the de-
finition in the Thirty-nine Articles. 1865 BUSHNELL i'icar.
Sacr. Introd. (18681 31 Will some one undertake to give us
Othello by dogmatic article?

4. A separate clause or provision of a statute
;

an enactment, or act. [Common in med. (^English)
L., as in the Articuli C/cri, Articitli Coronse^\
[1315 Act 9 Ediv. //, Articuli Clcn\ made at Lincolne.]

1523 FITZHERB. Snr-i>. j, This statute . . wherin is contayned
many and dyuers chapiters and artycles. 1547 Acti Ediv.
/'/, xii, The statute made for the abolishment of diuersity
of opinions, in certaine articles concerning Christiane Re-
ligion commonly called the vi articles. 1637 Decree Star
Chatnb. viii. in Milton's Areop. (Arb.) 13 Books, Ballads.,

printed contrary to this Article. 1711 C. M, Let. toCurat 5
The Famous act of the six articles in the Year, 1539.
b. Sc. Hist. Lords of the Articles : a standing

committee of the Scottish Parliament, who drafted
and prepared the measures submitted to the House.
1483 Act 13 Jas. IIf (15971 95 The Lordes of the Articles

thinkis expedient, etc. 1827 HAM.AM Canst. Hist. 11876' III.
xvii. 308 From the reign of James IV the lords of articles are

regularly named in the records of every parliament, a 1862
BL-CKLE CYr'/V/j.dSog) III. ii. 71 The Lords of the Articles
whose business it was to digest the measures to be brought
before Parliament.

c. The Articles of "War : regulations made for

the government of the military and naval forces of
Great Britain and the United States.

1716 Lond. Gaz. mmmmmccccxlvi/io All having had the
Articles of War read to them. 1748 in Beatson AVzr.

<$

Mil. Mem. (1790) I. 385 The Court unanimously agree, that
Rear-Ad miral Knowles falls under part of the fourteenth
article of war. 1844 Regnl. $ Ord. Army 141 The Articles
of War are to be read once in every Three Months to the
Officers and Men. 1863 Cox Inst. Eng. Gwt. n. ii. 322 The
Mutiny Act proceeds to authorize the Crown to make
articles of war.

5. Each of the distinct charges, or counts, of an
accusation or indictment; in //. an indictment
drawn up in articles.

1413 Lvix;. Pylgr. Smvlei, xiv. n, I shold .. answere to
these artycles of myn accusement. 1553-87 FOXE A. $ M.
III. 140 And charge him with what articles they lusted.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, iv. i. 243 My Lord dispatch, reade o're

these Articles. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \. ii. i Anytus. .

laid it as an article of charge . . against him, that, etc. 1649
SELDEN Laws ofEng. \\, iii. (1739) 20 A trick of a new kind
of Trial . . by suggestions upon Articles exhibited against
any man before the Council-Table. 1734 tr. Rollings Atic.

Hist. (18271 VIII. xix. 9. 254 To have any articles to lay
to his charge. 1864 BURTOX Scot Abr. I. i. 17 Certain articles

presented against this archbishop.
6. Each of the distinct heads or points of an

agreement or treaty ;
hence a. in //. a formal

agreement. Articles of Apprenticeship-, terms of

agreement between an apprentice and his employer.
Articles ofAssociation : rules, conditions, etc., upon
which a commercial agreement is founded.

1399 Rich. Rede/ess iv. 43 To reherse be articlis and grauntc
all her askynge. 1475 nt, .\'<>/>i?sse 14 The articulis of the

pease finalle made between both klngis. 1494 FAHVAN vi.

clxxxix. 192 Amonges other artycles that he bounde theym
vnto. 1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair Introd., I am sent out
to you here, with a scrivener, and certain articles drawn out
in haste between our author and you. 1732 LKDIARD.SVM^J
II. x. 479 To settle the articles of marriage with him. 1735
POPE Donne Sat. n. 94 Indentures, Cov'nants, Articles they
draw. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones (17751111. 200 Articles of

separation were soon drawn up, and signed between the

parties. 1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. XI. 94, I have

just received the articles of capitulation of the Castle of

San Sebastian. 1837 MACKEADY in Retn, II. 80 Construc-
tion of the actors' articles of agreement.
b. sing, (in same sense), arch.
I74 I ~3 WKSLEY Jrnl. (1749)79 On Monday an Article was

drawn, wherein he agreed to put me in possession on Thurs-

day. 1786 T. JEFFERSOX Writ. 11859) II. 18 To prepare an
article defining the extent of the powers over commerce.

c. //. Terms, conditions, are/i. Cf. ARTICLE V. 5-



ARTICLE.

1650 T. B. Worcester's Apoph. 101 You are all offered large
Articles for your selves. 1659 D'OYLY in Burton Diary
{1828) IV. 420 He may sue his articles. 1685 Land. Gaz.
mmlxxv/2 Caschaw has surrendred upon Articles. 1727
ARBL-TIINOT John Bull (1755) 51 The matter was concluded,
and Peg taken into the house upon certain articles. 1761
SMOLLETT Gil Bias v, i. (1802) II. 123 An actress enters into
articles with a rich gallant.

fd. in horse-racing. Clerk of the Articles = clerk

of the course. Olis.

1697 l.ond. Gaz. mmmcccxxiii/4 Any Person may enter his
Horse with the Clerk of the Articles till the 291!! Instant.

1706 Ibid, mmmmccxix/4 To be governed by the Articles of
the Race.

t 7. A clause in a will ; a legacy. Obs.

1480 Bury Wills (1850) 57 Wyllyng the seid will in eueri
article to take pleyn effecte. Ibid. 60 Contrarie to the en-
tent of this myn articule and laste will. 1761 SMOLLETT
Gil Bias II. ii, Besid.es her residue under the will, she had
some snug little articles.

8. gen. A paragraph, section, or distinct item of

any document.
c 1430 Freemasonry 87 The furste artycul of thys gemetry.

1505 Instruc. Hen. l*'ll to Ambassadors in Facsim. Nat.
MSS. I. 66 Item, to note welle hir ies, &c. As to thys ar-

ticule, the ies of the saide Quyne be of colore browne. 1555
Fardle Faeions App. 349 The ten articles of the lawe, whiche
we commenly calle the .x. commandementes. 1675 BAXTER
Cath. Theol. IL i. 124 This belongeth to the next Article

though here you anticipate it. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of
Diet 261 All the Substances mentioned in the foregoing
Article. 1734 tr. Rollin's Atu. Hist. xx. (1827) IX. i This
2oth book contains 3 articles. Mod. Every Main word in
this Dictionary is treated in a separate article.

9. A literary composition forming materially
part of a journal, magazine, encyclopaedia, or

other collection, but treating a specific topic dis-

tinctly and independently. (Here the idea of a
section or part of the book, is quite subordinated
to that of the independent character of the '

article.'

It is one of the articles in the paper, as distinguished
from the articles ^this Dictionary.)
1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 452 F 5 They read the Advertise-

ments with the same curiosity as the Articles of publick
News. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones viii. i, The home articles

to one of the leading articles in that Journal, ^1870 KING-
LAKE Crimea I. ted. 4) Advt. 13 The book . . became the

subject not merely of reviews, but also of what they call
'
articles.'

IV. A separate thing (immaterial or material'.

1 1O. A particular piece of business, a matter,
business, or concern

; a subject. Ofgreat article :

of great moment, of importance. Obs.

1430 Ptiston Lett. 14. I. 30 Ye are Vicar general in Ingge-
lond of the worthy Prelate . . and have hys power in

many grete articles. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 122, I take
him to be a soul of great article. 1712 STICKLE Spect. No.
428 F i In his Way to Wealth, which is the great Article of
Life. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa u8n) I. xxxix. 288 To say,
there was no article so proper for parents to govern in, as
this of marriage. 1767 FORDYCE Serm. Yng. Worn. I. vi. 252
Permit me, before I dismiss this article, to offer a hint. 1786
T. JEFFERSON Writ. ( 1859) I- 549 Gardening . . is the article
In which it surpasses all the earth. 1793 SMEATON Edy-
stone L. Introd. 2 In this article Josephus might be mis-
taken.

b. followed by of: The matter of, the particular
item of, that which comes under the head of.

(Said also of things material.) In the article of:
under the head of, so far as concerns, in regard to.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. ir. i. 53 Thou shouldst not alter
the article of thy Gentry. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 119 F 2
A very great Revolution that has happen'd in this Article
of Good-breeding. 1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. \. H. 389 The
very article of making and managing the ships themselves
employs a great number of hands. 1805 S. BOURNE in Rose
Diaries (1860) II. 206 He thinks himself., better, particu-
larly in the article of sleep. 1874 F. HALL in N. Atncr. Rev.
CXIX. 321 As he views matters, we have been steadily going
down hill, in the article of our mother-tongue.

1 11. An item in an account, list, etc. Obs.

'774 MRS. CHAPOXK Imprm: Mind II. 63 A considerable
article in expence is saved by it.

12. One of the distinct parts or portions of any
subject, action, or proceeding (although the latter

is notformally divided into items) ;
a piece, a dis-

tinct detail, a particular.
1741 MIDDLE-TON Cicero II. XL 569 An uniformity of

character in every article of his conduct. 1760 STEKNE Tr.
Shandy 209, I have an article of news to tell you. 1785
COWPF.R Tirocm. 241 If he there be tamed, Or in one article
of vice reclaimed. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. ii. 374An important article of the duty of the Supreme Council.
1875 GRINDON Life xviii. 227 To encourage love of work is

the first article of sensible education.

13. An article of: a material thing forming part
of, or coming under the head of, any class.

1823 RUTTER Font/till 50 That superb article of modern
luxury. 1827 DE QUINCEY Lcssinf Wks. XIII. 292 The
dress . . is brought before us article by article. 1840 MAC-
READY Reinin. II. 160 Called at several shops and priced
various articles of furniture. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q.
Neighb. xi. (1878)215 By the time books . . come to be loved
as articles of furniture.

14. elliptically (
~ article of trade, commerce, food,
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clothing, use, property) : A commodity ;
a piece of

goods or property, a chattel, a thing material.
1804 J. GKAHAME Sabbalk (1839) 17/2 The immediate con-

sequence would be (to speak in mercantile phrase) a fall in

the price of the article. 1819 BYRON Juan I. cxliii, Stock-
ings, slippers, brushes, combs . . With other articles of ladies
fair. 1824 DIBDIN J.ibr. Cam/. 421 His folio .. is yet a
'crack-article' with the knowing. 1829 CARLYLE Misc.
(1857) I. 269 A superior demand for the article of dramas.
1833 HT. MAKTINRAU Fr. H'ims 4- Pol. v.Si If this hap-
pened with every article . . there would be an end of the
cheapness. 1852 M CL'I.I.OCH Taxation n. i.x. 332 A taxed
article, such as soap. 1856 I-'. PAGF.T Owlet of Oivlst. 97
Lady Selina was just the article he wished for. 1859 I.i-u KS

Phys._ Coin. Life I. ii. 102 If., the purpose of food be to
sustain the organism, that article which sustains it longest
. . must be most nutritive of all. 1883 Laiv Rep., Q. Pencil
XI. 500 The prosecutor's house was feloniously broken into
.. and several articles were stolen. Mod. Shopkeeper: 'The
next article, Ma'am?'
V. In Arithmetic.

\ 15. The number 10
; each of the tens, or round

numbers between units (or digits) and hundreds.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. K. xix. cxxiii.923 11495' Kche

symple nombre byneth ten is Digitus and ten is the fyrst
Articulus, and the nexte is twenty. 1543 RF.COROF. Gr.
Arts (1640)219 This is true both of Digits and Articles.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exert. \. \. 2 Article is any number ending
in a Cypher, as 10 is one Article, 20 is two Articles. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl., Article, in arithmetic, signifies the num-
ber 10, or any number justly divisible into ten parts.

VI. In Grammar.
16. A name for the adjectives the (Definite Ar-

ticle) and a, an (Indefinite Article), and their equi-
valents in other languages, sometimes considered
to form a distinct Part of Speech.
In_this sense representing the I,, articulns, a term used in

Latin as early as the time of Quintilian as a transl. of the
Gr. dpflpoi', to denote the Gr. 6, rj, TO the. The inclusion
of a and its equivalents belongs to the grammar of the
modern languages. Palsgrave 11530) makes two articles in

Fr., nng and le, but he does not seem to know the terms
Definite and Indefinite which were possibly taken (in a

new_ sense) from the language of the ancient Stoic gram-
marians who (using ap0pa to denote the pronouns) distin-

guished between ap0pa wpitrjifVa or Definite articles, and
aptfpa aofna-TiaStj or Indefinite articles ; the former being
with them our personal pronouns, the latter the other pro-
nouns and demonstratives including the art. o, ^, TO the.
The exact sense in which apflpoc was first used in grammar
is uncertain. (I. Bywater.)

1530 PALSGR. Introd. 14 Besydes the viii panes of speche
commen betwene them and the latines . . they have also a
nynth part of reason whiche I call article, borrowyng the
nameoftheGrekes. 1532 MoK>:G>/W. Tinaale \Vks. 450/2
This worde, that, putteth Tyndall for the article, the. a 1637
B. JONSON Eiig. Grain. Wks. 1859. 778 We add a ninth [part
of speech], which is the article : and that is two-fold ;

finite.. Me; Infinite .. a. 1711 J. GKKKNVVOOIJ Eng.
Gram. 62 There are two articles, a and //;.-. These are
really Nouns Adjective, and are used almost after the same
Manner as other Adjectives. Therefore I have not made
the Article (as some have done) a distinct Part of Speech.
1867 .V. ^ Q. Ser. in. XI. 52/! Sir William Davenant con-
trived to write a poem

' the London Vacation
'

almost with-
out the use of Articles.

Article (a-atik'l),z<., 5-; 5-6articule, artycule,
-cle.

[f. prec.]

) 1. trans. To formulate in articles, particularize,

specify ; with clause. To state that. Obs.
c 1450 Paper Kail in yd Rep. R. Coin. Hist. MSS. 279/1The seid duke articled that after that he was come oute of

prisone into England . . he went to Caleys. 1494 FABYAN
VM. 567 It shuld haue ben set out and articuled, euery act
therof. a 1581 CAMPION Hist. Irel. n. x. (1633) 135 Lay your
heads together, and article the points. 1592 WARNER All'.

Kng. viii. xli, And daerst thou Minion, quoth the Queene,
thus article to me That thou wert Non-plus.
2. To set forth (offences) in articles against (a

person).
1494 FABYAN Rich. II, an. 1388 (R.) These iniuryes and

many moo . . were artyculed agayne hym in .xxxviii. sundry
artycles. 1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy Living (1727) 92 All his
errors and follies were articled against him. ^1700 Mem.
Col. Hntchinson (1848) 211 They would article against him
whatever they could accuse him of. 1883 Lam Rep.,
Protate VIII. 196 The offences articled against him were
committed whilst he was incumbent of St. Allan's, Holborn.
3. absol. To bring charges, make specific accusa-

tions against. (Also with compound passive.)
'53 PALSGR. 437/1 He hath artycled agaynst you other

wyse than you wene of. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxii.

56 The Lords . . began forthwith to enuy and article against
the Protector. 1648 PRYNNE Pleafor Lords 41 They were
. . articled against, at the command of the the Lords. 16*5
GURNALL Chr. in Arm. I. 3 (16691 62/1 He is a bold man
sure that dare find fault with God, and article against
Heaven. 1697 Snake in Grass 254 John Story, Wilkinson,
etc. were . . Articl'd against for so much as allowing Liberty
of Conscience to any Quaker to Pay Tythes.

4. trans. To indict, charge with specific offences.
i6<>4 HAN.MKK Chron. Irel. 167 Articling, accusing, and

disgracing one another. 1868 Times 30 Apr. 12/6 The de-
fendant . . had been articled for an ecclesiastical offence.

t 5. To arrange by treaty, or stipulations.
a. trans. Obs.

1447-8 SHII.I.INGFORD Lett. (1871) 97 After the manner and
fourme that the saide Mayer and Commenalte have articled.
1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 124 In which parly it was

ARTICULATE.
tween the Kings . . that the Egyptians should not come
into that Sea with any long Ship.
t b. inlr. or with sutord. clause or inf. Obs.
1526 WOI-SEY in Strype Keel. Mem. I. v. 65 The King of

England articled to make war upon the Emperors. 1627MAY /.< iv. 260 Whilest we are articling Basely about
thy safety. 1705 J. LOGAN in I'a. Hist. Sac. M,in. X. 55
The only secure way will be to article positively. 1762
H.WAI.POLE I'ertne's Auecd. Paint. (17861 I. 51 Another in-

denture of 1338 . . articles, that the workman should have
six-pence a foot for white glass.

t C. const, with u person). Obs.
1611 !!>.. .v. .^ Fi.. 1'hilaster iv. 33 He Articles with the

gods. 1639 \V. CARTWRIGHT Kiyall Stare v. iii, Must we
be articled with by our women ? 1645 SYMUNDS Diary
(1859) 278 The governour for his owne security had articled
with the enemy, a 1705 HOWK Self-tied. Wks. 1810 I. 480
God is pleased to article with dust and ashes. 1764 WESLEY
H'ks. (1872) XII. 243, 1 will article with them to do so.

td. const, for (a thing). Obs.

1656 HKAMHALI. Keplii.it. 94 They articled for the free ex-
ercise of the Greek Religion. 1770 LANGHORNK I'lntarch's
Lives dS-jg] I. 491/1 Pausanias wanted a truce, that he miyht
article for the dead.

6. trans. To bind by articles of apprenticeship.
1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. II. 161 Their brother too, who

had been articled to an attorney.
7. To furnish with articles (of faith), rare.
1826 E. IRVING Babylon II. Mil. 265 And the doctrines by

which our fathers articled the Church, are become unap-
proachably high.

Articled ,a-jtik'ld), ///. a.
[f. prec. + ED.]

1. Formulated or set forth in articles.

1577 HOLINSMKD Chron. I. 66/1 The confession of faith
articuled in the Xicene councell. 1611 COTGR., Articnle,
articulated, articled; set downe in, reduced unto, articles.

2. Bound under articles of apprenticeship.
1837 HOWITT Rur. Life vi. x. (18621 506 A youth articled

loan attorney. 1840-1 DICKLNS Old C. Shop II. xviii, My ar-
ticled pupil. 1860 SMILES SelfHelp iii. 57 Austen Layaril,
originally an articled clerk in the olTice of a London solicitor.

3. Provided with articles (of faith).

1868 Spectator 10 Oct., Our elaborately articled Anglican
system must be largely simplified.

Articler la-jtiklaj). [f. as prec. + Ei;V] One
who dra\\s up articles or charges.
1625 Hi'. MOUNTAGU App. Caesar. 321 Those idle Articlers

. . that in their Informations have carried themselves so

magisterially.

Articular (aiti-kirflii), a.
;
also :; -uler. [ad.

L. articii/ar-ii, f. articahis AKIK I.K
; see -AH.]

1. Of, or pertaining to, the joints (of the body).
'432-5 tr. Iligden Rolls Sc-r.i IV. 1:7 An inlirmite arti-

culer. 1582 H KsiF.R P/iiorav. Seer. I. xv. 15 Most commonly
the! [swellynges] come in the articular parts. 1620 VEN-
NI:R Via Recta iv. 75 Troubled with rhcumes, and articular

griefes. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. <$ f'/iys. I. 247/2 Articular
cartilage. 1861 Sat. XCT. XI. 430/2 In gouty joints, and
the articular surfaces of bones and cartilages.
2. Cram. Of the nature of an ARTICLE (sb. 16).
1750 HARRIS Hermes n. v. Joi). i The definitives are either

articular or pronominal.

t Arti'ciilarly, a,/-'. 0/>s. [f. prec. + -LV-.]
Article by article, in separate heads or divisions.

1474 in llonseh. tW. 11790.1 27 Theise Statutes and Drily-
naunces hereafter artyculerly ensueinge. 1555 in Strype
Keel. Mem. III. App. xlvii. 143 For other causes articu-

larly and specially. 1622 MAI.YNKS An^ Law-Merck. 282
To answer gradatim and articularly as followcth. 1744
LEWIS Up. Pecock 253 Articularly subscribed with their own
names.

Arti'CUlary, a. [ad. F. articulaire, or L. ar-
ticuliiri-its =

articularis.'\
= ARTICULAR i.

iSDoGuNTHEK //i//47 Linked . . by an articulary process.
[I Articulata iajti:kil,s-ta), rf.//. '/.ool. [L.,

pi. neuter (sc. animalia) of artictilattis jointed.]
Cuvier's name for his third great subdivision or

sub-kingdom of animals, embracing invertebrate
animals with an external skeleton, having the body
and limbs composed of segments jointed together,
as Insects, Crustacea, Centipedes, and \Yorrns.

(Cf. ANXUI.OIDA, ANSULH.IA, AKTHROPODA.)
1834 Prnny Cycl. II. 417 Aiticnlata, or Articulated Ani-

mals, are so called because the different portions of their
body are composed of moveable pieces articulated to each
other. 1855 H. SPENCER Psychol. 11872) I. in. viii. 359 The
crabs . . stand at the head of the sub-kingdom Articulata.

Articulate (wti-kirfl/t), a. and sb. [ad. L.
artifiilat-us jointed : see ARTICLE and -ATE.]
A. adj. I. Jointed, having joints.

1. Jointed on, united by a joint.
1610 HEALEV St. Aug. City of God 526 Our articulate

members . . our hands, or feete. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora
467 Stipes not articulate with the rootstock.

2. Jointed, composed of segments united by
joints; e.g. the vertebral column, some sea-weeds.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 231 Body straight, and ar-

ticulate. 1869 MRS. SoUERVlLLE Ifolec. Sc. n. ii. 180 Ceram-
inacea. .are filiform articulate plants with the nucleus naked.
b. Zool. Of the type of the ARTICULATA.
1855 H. SPENCER Ps'ychal. 11872) I. i. ii. 16 The Articulate

types, composed of segments bearing limbs. 1876 tr. llaec-
kefs Hist. Creat. I. iii. 52 The Articulate animals are
characterized by their ventral nerve-chord.

t 3. Of or pertaining to the joints. Obs. rare.
1638 T. WHITAKKR Blood ofGrape 75 (T.) The causes in-

ternal of these articulate pains move upon one hinge of Hip-
pocrates.

4. Distinctly jointed or marked
; having the

parts distinctly recognizable.



ARTICULATE. 472 ARTICULATION.

1664 H. MORE Myst.Imq. Apol. 503 The outward Linea-
ments thus perfect and articulate in this Glorious Body.
1824 \V. IRVING T. Trav. II. 254 A miserable horse, whose
ribs were as articulate as the bars of a gridiron.
5. Of things immaterial, in same sense.

1664 H. MORE Afysf. Inig. 223 These Apocalyptick Visions
. . are made so as to seem very trim and express, very com-

plete and articulate in the very outward Cortex. 1858 CAR-
LYLE Fredk. Gt. I. ii. i. 53 Added to the firm land of articu-

late History. 1877 MRS. GUI-HAST Mak.Flor. In trod. 14 The
most articulate and important period of Florentine history.

6. Of sound : Divided into distinct parts (words
and syllables) having each a definite meaning ; as

opposed to such inarticulate sounds as a long
musical note, a groan, shriek, or the sounds pro-
duced by animals. Also Jig. speaking plainly or

intelligibly.
1586 T. B. La Prhnaud. Fr. Acad. (15801 120 Speech is

made by aire, beaten and framed with articulate and dis-

tinct sound. 1641 R. CARPENTER Experience i. viii. 28 Not
in articulate and plaine speech, but in grones. 1667 MILTON
P, L. ix. 557 Beasts . . Created mute to all articulat sound.

1726 DE FOE Hist. Devil n. x. (1840) 325 Who talk .. with
articulate plain voices, as if men. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes

(18581 270 Truly, it is a great thing for a Nation that it get
an articulate voice. 1875 H. E. MANNING Mission H. Ghost
ix. 244 Secret whispers of sorrow . . which may never be ut-

tered in articulate and audible words.

b. Articulate-speaking', using articulate speech,

speaking articulately, and thus, intelligibly.

1829 CARLYLE Misc. 11857* ! 2 7* I-anguage of articulate-

speaking men. 1834 Past
<$

Pr. 118581 266 Articulate-

speaking functionaries.

7. Hence transferred to hearing, and other sensa-

tions, and to thought and intelligence : Distinct.
1626 I)' EWES in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 322 III. 217 The Bysh-

opp saied in my articulate hearing. 1662 H. MORK Antid.
Ath. in. vi. (1712) loo To clear up this dim and cloudy dis-

covery of Spirits, into more distinct and articulate Appari-
tions. 1829 I. TAYLOR EfttAtts, v. (18671 101 An articulate

warning is presented. 1831 CARLYLE Mac. III. 4 The mere
upper surface [of our Thinking] that we shape into articu-

late Thoughts. 1855 BAIX Senses fy Int. H. IL 1011864)
187 The discriminative or articulate character of the sense
of touch.

II. Articled; consisting of or treated in articles.

j" 8. Formulated in articles ; e.g. a system of

doctrine, a set of regulations, an agreement. Obs.

'579 J- STUBBES Gaping Gulf Hjb, [Did not] make any
precedent pact or articulat condition aforehand with the

Idolaters. 1586 T. ROGERS 39 Art. (1607) 175 Neither tie

we the Church so strictly to the signs articulate. 1622

BACON Hist. Hen. F//, Wks. 1860. 475 His instructions were
ever extreme, curious, and articulate.

f 9. Charged or specified in articles. Obs.

1569 HAWKINS in Arb. Garner V. 231 The articulate Sir

William Garrard, Knight .. and others joined with them in

Society. Ibid. 240 The Ship articulate, called the Swallow,
was of the adventure. 17*6 AYLIFKE Parerg. 66 If the de-

fendant does not believe the Sum Articulate.

flO. Consisting of tens. See ARTICLE j. 15. Ol>s.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. F.p. 186 They accounted their

digits and articulate numbers unto an hundred. Ibid. 280

Using the full and articulate number, [we] doe write the

Translation of Seventy; whereas . . the precise number was

Seventy two.

B. sb. Zoo!. An articulate animal, one of the

ARTICULATA.

1874 WOOD Nut. Hist, i The Articulates, or jointed animals,
form an enormously large division. 1878 O. W. HOLMES
Motley 152 Annalists wilfpile up facts for ever like so many
articulates or mollusks or radiates.

Articulate (aiti*kiifl**t), v. [f. prec. or on

analogy of vbs. so formed. At first articulate was
used as its pa. pple. The chronological order of the

senses is not the logical, branch II being earlier

than I.

I. To joint. (Later sense in English.)

1. trans. To joint, to attach by a joint. (Mostly
in pass.}
1616 SL-RFL. & MARKH. Countr. Far/tie 473 The mouth . .

which is articulated or close ioined with the shanke. Mod.
The point at which the limb is articulated to the trunk.

2. To joint together, connect by joints, into a

series; to mark with apparent joints. ( Mostly pass.)

1644 {See ARTICULATED ppt. a. 2.] 1872 MIVART A not. 24
The most movable joints are those in which the adjacent
bones are articulated on the principle either of a pivot, or of

a hinge. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. I. ii. 71 They are not ar-

ticulated into lines of hills. 1879 J. VOUNG Ceramic Art
40 A cylindrical Japanese vase in Sutton's Collection is

reticulated, or articulated.

3. intr. (for refl.) To form a joint (with) ;
to

unite with by a joint.

1832 LVBLL Princ, Geol. II. 15 The human head does not

articulate in the centre of gravity. 1847 ANSTKD A tic.

World viii. 168 These latter bones again also articulate with
the breast-bone. 187:1 HUXLEY Phys. vii. 171 The hollow of

the cup articulates with a spheroidal surface furnished by
the humerus.

4. trans. To divide (vocal sound) into distinct

parts (words and syllables) each representing a

notion or relation.

*594 T. B. /.a Pritnaud. Fr. Acad. n. 87 This instrument
fashioneth the voyce, & causeth it to yeeld a sound, & so

prepareth it for the tongue, that it may be articulated and
framed into speech by y* same. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMatt

715 First to articulate the voyce. 1810 COLERIOCK Friend
i, xiii. 1 1867) 57 He amuses himself with articulating the

pulses of the air. 1817 Biag. Lit. I. 291 Air articulated
into nonsense.

5. To pronounce distinctly; to utter, give utter-

ance to
; to express in words.

1691 RAY Creation < J.) The muscles of the tongue [of apes]
which do most serve to articulate a word. 177* PORTEUS
Civ. Negro States (R.) The moment they are capable of

articulating their words. 1826 DISRAELI Vh>. Grey \\. v. 41
That lady., began to articulate a horrible patois. 1839
CARLYLE Chartism 1.1185815 To interpret and articulate the
dumb deep want of the people ! 1847 BCSHNELL Chr. Nur-
ture n. ii. (.1861) 256 Wrongs which never get articulated.

6. intr. To utter words ; to speak distinctly ;

often, to pronounce.
1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. (1851^292 Measure a just ca-

dence, and scan without articulating. 1670 COTTON Es-

fenwn \. iv. 190 He had . . so great a weakness in his tongue
that he could not articulate. 1788 V. KNOX Winter Even.
III. ix. iii. 234 The capricious modes of dressing, articu-

lating and moving. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng, II. 356
His agitation was so great that he could not articulate,

II. To article. (The earlier sense in English^
7. trans. To formulate in an article or articles:

to set forth in articles, particularize, specify. i.Obs.

1562 FOXE A. fy M. I. 308/1 Thought good to articulate

the foresaid objections . . in writing. 1589 NASHE Almond
for Parrat 18 b, If I articulate all the examples of their

absurdeties that I could. 1625 BP. MOI/NTACU App^-Cxsar.
51 Can you find this . . so prescribed in our Church? or arti-

culated unto our Teachers?

t 8. trans, and intr. To charge, bring a charge

against. Obs.
ISS3~^7 FOXE A. <y M. III. 356 It was articulate against

him that .. he did hold, etc. 1590 Articles in Fuller Ch.
Hist. ix. vii. 27 V. 142 We do object and articulate against
him, that he .. hath forsaken, etc. 1603 DRAYTON Barons
Wars ii. Ixiv, Gainst whom, at Pomfret, they articulate.

t 9. trans. To arrange by articles or conditions.
1602 FULBECKE Pandects 42 Articulating peace with the

Albanes. 1676 BfLLOKAR, Articulate, to set down articles

or conditions of agree ricnt.

1 10. intr. To come to terms; to capitulate. Obs.

1597 DANIEL Civ. Wares v. xx, How to articulate with

yielding Wightes. 1605 CAMDEN Rem. 212 The Inhabitants

were willing to articulate, and to yeelde themselves to the

Duke of Burgundie. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. ix. 76 Send vs to

Rome The best, with whom we may articulate, For their

owne good, and ours. 1643 PRYNNE Power Parl. in. 57
Those three gods .. have thus Articulated, lest upon their

intrenching on one anothers jurisdiction, they might make
Warre among themselves.

Articulated (aitrkiwk'ted), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED.]
1. pple. Jointed ; connected by a joint.
1616 [See ARTICULATE v. i.] 1666 J. SMITH OldAge 59 (T.)

The scapula, .is articulated to the humerus. 1802 PALEYJW?/.
Theol. viii. 11827)458 A ridged bone, articulated at both ends
to rigid bases. 1857 HKNFREY Eletn. Hot. 197 The base of
the filament . . is usually articulated to the receptacle. 1870
ROLLF.STON Anim. Life i An ossicle articulated to its apex.

2. Jointed, having segments united by joints ;

sensibly jointed ;
marked with apparent joints.

1644 BITLWER Chirol. 157 The articulated Fingers. 1706
Art ofPaint. (17441 201 The hands and feet rather plump
than sensibly articulated. 1747 GOULD Eng. Ants 5 The
Antennae of Ants are what Virtuosi call articulated. 1815
BAKHWELL Introd. Geol. 132 The columns at Fairhead are

not articulated like those at the Giant's Causeway. 1851
Gcntl. Mag. CXXII. i. 128 We next arrive at articulated

figures. The Statue of Jupiter Ammon nodded.

3. spec, in Zool. Formed like the AKTICULATA.

1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. y Phys. \. 750/1 The body of these

animals [the Crustacea] is articulated. 1860 SAMUELSON
Honey Bee ii. ir An articulated animal

;
that is an animal

. . composed of a number of articulations or rings.

4. Made into articulate sound ;
= ARTICULATE 6, 7.

a 1704 LOCKE i J.) They would, .not deceive themselves with
a little articulated air. a 1711 KEN Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721
IV. 172 To speak .. My sorrow in articulated Tear. 1824
COLERIDGE Aids Refi. (1848) I. 327 The same words may be

repeated; but in each second of time the articulated air

hath passed away. 1853 ROBERTSON Serni. Ser. iv. iii. (1876)

25 Speak, if your heart prompts, in articulated words. 1867
O. W. HOLMES Guard. Angel xii. 205 Which had hardly
risen into the region of inwardly articulated thought.

5. Made distinct.

1855 BRIMLEY Ess. 23 Its luxuriant pictorial richness.,

more articulated by fine drawing.
6. Formulated, set forth in, or reduced to articles.

ISS3-87 FOXE A. % M. II. 534 Every point and circum-
stance articulated against them. 1591 HORSEY Tray. (1857)
208 To declare and deliver [them] to his nunciat . . articulated

in the cittieof Musko. 1848 HAMPDEN /><//<> Lect. 100 A
minutely articulated system of Theology. 1880 E. WHITE
Cert. Relig. 23 They know nothing of an articulated creed
which may be blindly assented to by young and old.

Articulately, adv. [f. ARTICULATE a. + -LY2.]
In an articulate manner.
1. By joints.

1728 EARBKRY tr. Bnrnet's State ofDead 1. 193 [Our Body]
is formed of several parts of Matter articulately jointed and

coagmented together.
2. With articulate voice, with words and sylla-

bles distinctly heard.

1531 ELYOT Gm>. \. v. (R.) Englishe . . cleane, polite, per-

if there were no vaulting. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's v, Sir

Bingo .. swore louder and more articulately than ever he
was known to utter any previous sounds.

3. Distinctly, definitely, in sense or manner.

1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. n. iii. 20 Christians that
. . dp all of them explicitly and articulately long after the
glories of an eternal love, 1865 CAKLYLE Fredk. Gt. V. xiv.
v 217 It is the first time her Hungarian Majesty steps ar-

ticulately forward with such extraordinaryClaim ofDamages.
4. In the form of distinct articles, article by

article, specifically.
1620 BP. SNOWDEN in Fortesc. Papers 124 A more full de-

claracion of the matter is articulately expressed in the note.

1655 FILLER Ch. Hist. ix. 116, I had articulatly set down
in writing our points. 1794 PALKY Evid. n. vi. (1817) 127
A detail of examples, distinctly and articulately proposed.
1845 LD. CAMPBELL Chancellors (18571 III. Iv. m He then

goes over the different charges articulately.

Arti'culateness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being articulate, distinctness.

1731 in BAILEY. 1843 J. H. NEWMAN Miracles 209 The
articulateness, nay, the educated accent of these Confessors
is especially insisted on.

Articulating ^aitrki/fonirj), vbl. sb. [f. AR-
TICULATK V. + -ING 1

.]

1. The action of jointing or joining together.
1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i.vii, You've no idea how small you'd

come out, if I had the articulating of you.

2. Distinct sounding or utterance.
1600 DOULAND Ornithop. Microl. 2 Those Instruments

which are commanded, either with the touching of the fin-

gers, or articulating of the Keyes. Ibid. 89 No expressing
of words, no articulating of syllables.

T~ 3. The making of stipulations; stipulating. Obs.

1649 SELDEN Laws ofEng. n. vi. (1739*38 The Clergy took
this Articulating of the Commons in snuff.

Arti'culating, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That articulates ; that forms a joint with something.
1808 BRODIE in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 306 Half of the ar-

ticulating surface for receiving the tarsus. 1835 SOUTHw.
SMITH Philos. Health I. v. 212 Strong projections of bone,
termed'articulating processes.

Articulation (aitrkili'J;m). [a. F. articula-

tion (i 6th c. in Littre), ad. L. articulation-em, n.

of action f. articulare to joint.]
1. The action or process of jointing ;

the state of

being jointed ;
mode of jointing or junction.

1597 LOWE Art Chyrurg. (1634* 360 Bones .. joyned to-

gether . . by Articulation. 1706 Art ofPainting (i-j^) 201

Expressing exactly the articulation of the memoers. 1873
BURTON Hist. Scot. I. i. 2 A long process of growth and ar-

ticulation. 1881 MIVART Cat 65 Serves for the articulation
of the lower jaw. 1881 G. MILNER Country Pleas, xxxv. 197
The wonderful structure and articulation of the branches.

b. concr. A jointed structure or series.

1873 BI/RTON Hist. Scot. I. iii. 82 An articulation of moun-
tains.

2. A joint, a. In the animal body : The struc-

ture or mechanism whereby two bones, or two parts
of the invertebrate skeleton, are connected, whether

stiffly, or in such a way that one moves in or on
the other.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 913 Almost euery articulation

is cursted ouer with a gristle to make the motion more
easie. 1743 tr. Hcister's Surf. 106 Fractures near the Ar-
ticulations. 1835 KIRBY Hao. <$ Inst. Anim. I. vi. 205 To
form a kind of ball and socket articulation. 1835 SOUTHW.
SMITH Philos. Health I. v. 198 The union of the bones of the

cranium affords an example of an immoveable articulation.

b. In plants. The place at which a deciduous

member, as a leaf, separates from the plant ; alsot

the knots or joints in the stems of grasses, canes, etc.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus II. 540 In the parts of

plants which are not ordained for motion, we do not expect

correspondent Articulations. 174* BAILEY, Articulation

(among Herbalists^ the Jointure or Knots that are in stalks

or roots. 1830 LINDLEY Nat, Syst. Bot. 223 The petiole
almost always having an articulation.

3. One of the segments of a jointed body ;
the part

contained between two joints, in a limb, the stem

of a grass, etc.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. iv. 10 The distinct Limbs and
articulations thereof. 1835 LYELL Elcw. Geol, xix. (1874) 330
The numerous 'articulations' once composing the stem,
arms and body of the encrinite were scattered at random.
1860 SAML-ELSON Hotiey Bee ii. 17 Distinctly divided into

what appear to be perfect rings or articulations.

f4. Bending by flexible joints. Obs. rare.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydons Quest. Cyrurg., Without these

[muscles] it is nat possyble to make artyculacyon or

mouyng.
fo. (See quot.) Obs. rare.

1681 tr. Willis' Rent.Med. ll'ks., Articulation, a shooting
of spriggs from the joynts.

6. The utterance of the distinct elements of

speech ; articulate voice.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 629 The Tongue . . is the very

organ of Articulation. 16*6 BACON Syfaa 194 Overgreat
distance confoundeth the articulation ofsounds. 1773 MON-
BODDO -rtf. (17741 !' xv - '84 Articulation is not natural to

man. 1881 WHITNEY Proc. Atner. Philol. Assoc. 22 Articu-

lation is virtually syllabication,^ a breaking of the stream of

utterance into joints, by the intervention of closer utterances

or consonants . . between the opener utterances or vowels.

7. Utterance ; speech.
^1711 KEN Anodynes Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 418 My Spirit

intercepts my Cries, E're they t'articulation rise. 1855

SINGLETON Virgil I. 311 And to my jaws articulation clave.

8. An articulate sound or utterance.

1764 REID Inauiry tv. 2 The articulations of the voice

seem to be of all signs the most proper for artificial lan-

guage. 1855 H. SPENCER Psychol. (18721 I. n. ii. 173 Se-

quent notes, or articulations, cling together with tenacity.
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b. esp. A conso.iant.

1849 A. IU. BELL Princ. Elocut. 39 All actions of the vocal

organs which partially or wholly obstruct or which com-

press the breath or voice, are called articulations. 1878

ibid., The oral actions here denominated '

articulations
'

have been more commonly called
' consonants.'

9. Articulate quality, distinctness, rare.

c 1785 COWI-F.R Needl. A larm 68 The looks and gesture* of

theirgriefs and fears Have all articulation in his ears. (( 1834
COLKRIDGE un Webster), That definiteness and articulation

of imagery.
Articula'tiouist. [f. prec. + -INT.] One who

teaches deaf-mutes to utter articulate sounds.
1882 R. STORRS in N. Y. Indcp. 20 Apr., Articulationists

of any considerable experience [know] now impossible it is

by this method . . to educate much the larger portion of those

commonly called deaf-mutes.

Articulator (ajti-ki/7k'tai). [n. of action Con

L. analogies) f. L. articuld-re to joint : see -OR.]

1. One who articulates or pronounces words.

1777 BOSWKLL yt>hnson\.\%"$i\ IV. 8 An elderly housekeeper,
a most distinct articulator, showed us the house.

2. techn. One who articulates bones, and mounts
skeletons.

1865 DICKENS Mnt. Fr, i. vii, Articulator of human bones.

1883 Mature 5 Apr. \.Advt.) Articulator. Wanted, a Person
skilled in the Preparation and Mounting of Skeletons.

Articulatory ^ajtrki/Zlataii), a. [f. prec. +
-Y : see -OKY.] Of or pertaining to vocal articu-

lation. Sometimes used as = ARTICULARY.
1818 A. COOPER Snrg. ss. i. 41 The articulatory cartilage

of the ball of the bone. 1860 H. SPENCKR lllnst. Progr.
^1864) 202 Certain of the articulatory and vocal muscles.

Articul(e, obs. form 01 ARTICLE.

Arti'culite. Min.
[f.

L. articul-ns joint +

ITE.] A name given by some to Flexible Sand-

stone or Itacohimite.

Articulo'Se, a. rare. [ad. L. articulosns.'\

'Full of joints.' Bailey 1731.
t Arti'Culous, a. Obs. rare. = prec.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. xvm 662 A Bullet . . by

compressing a Nervous or Articulous Body . . causes great

pain.

jj Arti'CTllus. The Latin word for/</, some-

times used in scientific language. PI. articuli.

1877 HUXLEV Inv.An. ix. 583 New articuli are continually
added to that end of the stem which lies nearest the calyx.

Artifact (autifxkt). rare. Also arte-. [f. L.

arti- SLTt+fac/its, pa. pple. of facere to make.]
A thing made by art, an artificial product.
n 1834 COLERIDGE Lit. Rem. III. 347 A lump of sugar of

lead lies among other artefacts on the shelf of a collector.

1884 G. S. HALL Diestemey's Teaching Hist. 8 School arti-

facts, mistaken for perplexities inherent in the subject itself.

|| Artifex (autifeks). [L., f. arti- art + -/,
-fic-eni maker, i.fac-ere to make.] Artificer.

1657 S. PfRCKAS Pol. Flying-Ins, i. i. 2 The great artifex

of nature. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. xxxii. 486 The
Artifex of all things.

Artifice ^autifis). [a. F. artifice, ad. L. arti-

fcium t
f. as prec. + -ficium making.]

f 1. The action of an artificer, the making of

anything by art, construction, workmanship. Obs.

1534 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. xlii. (R.I As ye see

a thing made by artifice perishe. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. 312 Though they abounded in Milk, they had
not the Artifice of Cheese. Ibid. v. v. (i6&6) 195 Adam im-

mediately issued from the Artifice of God. a 1682 Tracts

4 The early artifice in Brass and Iron under Tubal-Cain.

f b. esp. Mechanic art, artificer's work. Obs.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 39 The-^all of Artifice or Office

mean.

t 2. The product of art, work of art. Obs.

a 1652 J. SMITH Set. Disc, iii. 52 God himself, the architect

and mover of this divine artifice, a i688Cum\'OKTn Imttntt.

Morality \v.\\. i3<'i73i>i75 The Material Universe, which
is the Artifice of God, the Artifice of the best Mechanist.

fb. An artificial substance
;
a composition. Obs.

1677 MOXON Afech. Exerc. (1703! 343, I find two kinds of

Artifices used by the Antients, both of which is compounded
of Lime and Hogs-grease.

\ 3. Mode or style of workmanship, artistic

fashion. Obs.

1597 MORLEY Jntrod. Mas. 145 If you marke the artifice

of the composition. 1663 CHARLETON Chorea Gigant. 25 As
for the Artifice, or manner of Workmanship. 1730 A. < JOB-

DON Maffeis Amphit. 51 The indifferent Artifice shewn in

those two last mentioned Coins. 1756 BURKE SubL $ B. in.

7 1 1808) 228 Examine . . into the artifice of the contrivance.

f 4. Constructive skill, ingenuity. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. v. (R.) Such as illus-

trate the artifice of its maker. 1695 BERNARD Voy. fr.

Aleppo in Misc. Cur. (17081 III. 92 Carved with the greatest
Artifice and Curiosity. 1777 HUME Ess. $ Treat. I. 190
Does it not counterwork the artifice of nature?

5. Human skill as opposed to what is natural.

1857 H- REED Led. Brit. Poets x. 1 1 . 24 Restoring nature,
where it had been displaced by artifice.

6. Skill in designing and employing expedients ;

address, cunning, trickery.
1618 SIR H. MAY in Foriesc. Papers 47 Without any tern-

porary ar[ufice] sincere and cordiall. 1628 DIGBY Voy.
Medit. 55 Had it not bin by artifice they could neuer haue
taken them. 1745 DE FOE Eng. Tradcsm. I. xx. 189 All

the artifice and sleight of hand they were masters of. 1790
PALEY Hor. Paul. \. 2 The consequence of meditation, arti-

fice, and deriijn.

7. An ingenious expedient, a manoeuvre, strata-

VOL. I.

gem, device, contrivance, trick. (The ordinary sense

now.)
1656 COWLEY Find. Odes Wks. 1710 I. 192 It now an Ar-

tifice does grow, Wrongs and Outrages to do, Lest men
should think we owe. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. (1701)276/2
He condemned Khetorick, as being userf rather as an Arti-

fice, than an Art. 1769 Juntas Lett. xvi. 68 To practise

these dishonest artifices. 1865 MILL AV/n(7^.'/. 2/1 If they
can be deluded by the artifices used to cheat them out of it.

t Arti'fic e ,
v. noncc-wd. [App. f. ARTIFICE-R.

Cf. artificing] To frame or make by art.

1653 BROME Damoiselle \. i, And your whole graceful!
Presence shall attract, i Beyond affection) admiration : As
He artifice you.

Artificer (ajti'fisai% Also 5 artyficer, -fycer.

[App. AF. or ME. formation on ARTIFICE; cf.

officer. Artificier in Fr. seems quite modern
;

it is

not in Cotgr. ; OF. had artificial. Med.L. artifi-

cuJrius, in Du Cange from Rymer, seems formed

upon the English or AF. word.]
1. One who makes by art or skill

; esp. one who
follows an industrial handicraft, a craftsman.

1393 GOWKK Conf. III. 142 Artificers, Whiche usen craftes

and mestiers Whose art is cleped mechanique. < 1460 Rrs-
SELL Kk. Nurture 1037 in Bahccs Bk. 187 Worshipfulle mer-
chaundes and riche artyficeris. 1592 NASHE P. Penilesse

C, A base artificer, that hath no reuenues to boast on. 1659
MILTON Hirelings Wks. 1851. 386 From the Magistrate him-
self to the meanest Artificer. 1728 DE FOE Syst. Magick
i. j. n Tubal Cain the first artificer, a true natural mechanic.

1809 KENDALL Truv. I. xxiii. 227 The inhabitants are prin-

cipally artificers, as nailers, joiners and cartwrights.

2. Mil. A soldier mechanic attached to the ord-

nance, artillery, and engineer service, to be employed
in the construction and repair of military materials.

1804 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. V. 508 The conduct of all

the artificers on the late Hindostan's accident, was very
meritorious.

\-3.een. Constructor, maker, manufacturer. Obs.

1638 WOTTON in Four C. Eng. Lett. 53 Intimating unto me
(how modestly soever) the true artificer. 1699 BENTLKY
Phal. 109 Called Thericlean, from their shape, whatsoever
Artificer made them. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl, No. 145 F 8

The manufacturers of literature . . like other artificers.

b. Artificer of the Universe: the Creator.

1659 PEARSON Creed (1839* 27 The great Artificer of the

world. 1814 WOKOS\V. Excursion iv. 551 By the great Ar-

tificer endued With no inferior power.
4. transf. Contriver, inventor, deviser. (Cf. AR-

CHITECT.)
1605 BACON Adi'. Learn, n. xxiii. 16 There is no such

artificer of dissimulation. 1667 MILTON /*. L. iv. 121 Arti-

ficer of fraud . . the first That practised falshood under

saintly shew. 1728 YOUNG Love of Fame vi. (1757) 143

Wisdom, the sole artificer of bliss. 1860 PUSEY Min.
Profit.

433 That artificers of death by their own art should perish.

f5. One who practises any 'art,' orappliedscience;
a savant. (Cf. ARTIST.) Obs.

1635 N. CARPENTER Geog. Delin. i. xi. 242 Oftentimes in the

Artificer there wants diligence in obseruing the right houre
and moment of the Eclipse.

f 6. An artful or wily person ;
a trickster. Obs.

1598 B. JONSON Ei 1
. Man in Hum. in. v. 20 Who would

have thought thou hadst been such an artificer? 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World iv. iii. 5. 492 Antipater . . a subtle

artificer, well understanding their aptness to division, re-

fused. 1621 BURTON Artat. Mel. \\. i. iv. I. (1651^226 Mounte-

banks, Quacksalvers, Empericks . . these base and illiterate

Artificers.

Artificership Owtrfisaijip). [.See -SHIP.]
The quality of an artificer ; workmanship.

Artificery (aitrfisari). rare. [f.
ARTIFICER +

-T.] Artificer's work ; workmanship.
1858 Scot. Rev. VI. 246 A 'Paradise Lost,' or a Pope's

'Iliad,' with their elaborate invention and splendid arti-

fice ry.

Artificial (Sltifi-JJU), a. Also 5 artyficiall,

-fyciall, -i'ycyall, artificialle, -fyciall, -ficyall,

5-7 artificiall. [a. F. artifidcl (i4th c. in Littre\
ad. L. artificial-is, f. artifidnm : see ARTIFICE

and -AL.]
I, Opposed to natural.

1. Made by or resulting from art or artifice
;

contrived, compassed, or brought about by con-

structive skill, and not spontaneously ;
not natural.

^ Artificial in result, as well as in process.
( 1382 WYCI.IF Matt. Add. Pro!., Not as bi naturel order,

hot M artificial ordre. 1430 LYDG. (,'hron. Troy in. xxviii,

Bawme naturall That ran through pipes artyfyciall. 1563
HYLL Arte Garden. (1593) 154 In my litle treatise of Natural
and artificial conclusions. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und., An arti-

ficial thing being a production of Man, which the Artificer

designed. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty 3 The elegant and
beautiful in artificial, as well as natural forms. 1756 BURKE
Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. 1842 I. 19 A state of artificial society.

1825 M 1 CULLOCH Pol. Econ. n. 5. 193 To give an artificial

stimulus to population. 1837 HOWITT Rur. Life (1862) i. vii.

73 A jjarden.
.is an artificial thing, .though formed from the

materials of nature.

b. Of natural products or results artificially pro-
duced. (In contrast to the next, these are real,

though artificial.)

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, in. ii. 184, 1 can . . wet my Cheekes
with artificiall Teares. 1648 C. WALKER Relat. $ Ohs. i. 45
Many suspected his death was artificiall. 1834 GEN. P.

THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) III. 75 Those very men nave seen

their wives and children perish with artificial Hunger. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. n. 24. 353 Harrison's . . machine for the

production of artificial ice. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight vi. 71

Use the stronger glasses in artificial light only, and the old

pair in daytime.
2. Made by art in imitation of, or as substitute

for, what is natural or real. (These are not real?)

1577 HARRISON England in. ix. 80 If the colour hold . . the
stone is thought to be naturall and good : but if it alter . .

then it is not sound, but rather an artificiall [peece of] prac-
tise. 1611 ROWLAND Four Knaves 22 An artificiall flie of

silk. 1655 MRQ. WORC. Cent. Inv. xlvi, How to make an
artificial Bird to fly. 1684 Land. Gaz. mdcccclxx/4 Art of

Drawing and Cleansing natural and setting in Artificial

Teeth. 1736 BUTLER Anal. \. i. 31 It can walk by the help of

an artificial leg. 1753 SMOLLETT Cf. Fathom (1784) 122/2
A knot of artificial flowers, 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling vi.

(1880* 190 A list of artificial flies.

3. Merely made up ;
factitious

; hence, feigned,
fictitious. (Cf. 1593 in ib.)
(1650 COWLEY To his Majesty Wks. 1710 II. 577 The

Artificial Joy's drown'd by the Natural. 1678 BI-II.KR//W.

MI. i. 730 Washes As artificial as their faces. 1719 YOUNG

Rwenge \\. i, To elaborate An artificial happiness from pains.

J758 JOHNSON Idler No. 21 F 8 Endeavour to kindle in myself
an artificial impatience. 1865 LKCKV Rational. dfyfa 1-3*9

Religion, .became an artificial thing of relics and ceremonies.

4. Not natural in manners, affected.

1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Man (1631) 327 Artificiall apes,

counterfeiting a formall kinde of strangers civilitie. 1679
STILLINGPL. Serin. Whitehall 7 Mar. 15 Hence the most

artificial men have found it necessary- to put on a guise of

simplicity and plainness. 1823 LAMB Klia Ser. 11. vi. (1865

271 What if it is the nature of some men to be highly arti-

ficial? 1849 ROBERTSON .SVrw. Ser. i. ii. 11866' 20 Some will

have become frivolous and artificial.

5. In various phrases, opposed to natural.

t Artificial day iobs.) : the period during which the sun

is above the horizon. Artificial year i - iv'7'//yean : the

period from one new year's day to another(now 365 or 366 even

days), as distinguished from the actual time taken by the

earth in its annual revolution. Artificial globe: a globe

having a map of the world delineated on its surface, and re-

volving on an axis within rings representing the horizon and
meridian. Artificial horizon: a level reflecting surface,

such as that of a fluid at rest, or a mirror laid hori-

xontally on the earth's surface, ustd in taking altitudes.

Artificial grasses: such as do not grow spontaneously in

the locality, but are sown. Artificial lines: lines on a

sector representing the logarithmic sines and tangents.

Artificial numbers: logarithms. Artificial system or

classification tin Nat. I/ist.} : a system which does nut seek

to embrace all natural affinities, but chiefly to serve as a key
to the identification of species.
c 1386 CHAUCER Man of Laiues Prol. 2 The bright e sonne

The arke of his artificial day hath i-ronne The fourthe part,

r 1391 Astrol. n. 7 To knowe the arch of the day, that

some folk kallen the day artificial. 1432-5 tr ' Higdw
(1865* I. 377 The clergy .. giffenge attendaunce to preier
and to abstinence by the day artificin.lle, spendenge the

ny^htes in surfettes and in ryelte - l63T K - BYFIEI.D Doctr.

Stibb. 142 To take the fourth commantlement to bee under-

stood of an artificiall day and nut of a naturall. 1635 N.
CARPENTER Geog. Delin. \. vii. 161 The artificiall Globe is

nn expression or imitation of the Spheare of the Earth.

1704 HKAHNE Ductor Hist, (1714' I. ^ The Artificial or Civil

Year now used, was invented by the Emperor Julius Casar.

1833 SIR J. HERSCHEL Astron. ii. 91 The reflecting surface

of a fluid so used for the determination of the altitudes of

obiects is called an artificial hori/on. 1866 ROGERS Agric.
iff

Prices I. ii. 17 In the absence of artificial grasses, natural

meadow was exceedingly valuable.

f II. Displaying special art or skill. > All Obs?

f 6. Displaying much skill
;
a. of things : Skil-

fully made or contrived Obs.

1490 CAXTOS Eneydos ii. 14 To destroye soo artyfycyall a

werke. 1494 FABYAN vi. clvi. 145 An horologe or a clocke

. . of a wonder artyficiall mnkyng. 1578 T. N. tr. Co?iy. II'.

India 55 Things made of feathers vene curious, straunge,
and artificiall. 1655 MKQ. WORC. Cent. /?'. Ixxxviii, A
Brazen or Stone-head . . so artificial and natural, that . . it

will presently open its mouth, and resolve the qtiestion.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 875 A most artificial Con-
trivance of Nature . . to hinder the regurgitation of the

Faeces. 1738 J. KEILL Anim. Ea-n. Pref. 10 The artificial

and elegant structure of the eye.

f b. of persons: Skilled in constructive art, skil-

ful. Obs. .

1541 BARNES M'ks. (1573^ 342/2 A conning and an arti-

ficyall grauer. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy. 11810) III. 553 They are

very artificiall In making of images. 1682 N ORRIS Hicrocles

2 God who was the most artificial framer of the Universe.

T~ 7. Displaying education or training ; scholarly.
1618 LATHAM -2nd Bk. Falconry ( 1633) 38 His Hawke hath

hardly beene taught one good qualitie or artificiall condition.

a 1619 DONNE Biathan.\ 16441 23 Scholastlque and artificiall

men use this way of instructing. 1628 COKE On Lift. 62 a,

Not , . understood of euerie unlearned mans reason, but of

artificiall and legal reason,

f 8. Displaying technical skill ; workmanlike.

1656 H. PHILLIPS Pitrch. Patt. (16761 23 The best and most

artificial way to make these Tables, is to find certain num-
bers in continual proportion decreasing.

f 9. Displaying artifice ; artful, cunning, deceit-

ful. (Said of men and their actions. ) Obs.

i548UDALL,etc. Erasm.Par. Mark vi. {R.t[They] would for

the . . setting forthe of themselfes make vnto the people an

artificial oracion or sermon. 1640 MILTON Eikon. Wks. 1738

I. 376 This is the artificialest piece of finesse to perswade
Men to be Slaves, that the wit of Court could have invented.

1656 W. MONTAGUE Accotnpl. Wow. 105 Excessive praises

which artificiall men offer. 170* Eng. Theophr. 91 The great

ones have a Trick as artificial to excuse themselves,

f Til. Of or pertaining to art. (All Obs?)

f 10. According to the ndes of art.

1528 PAYNELL Saterne Reg. Pb, It is not artificial to eate

them [peas] in the huskes ifor the nature of that within and

the huskesl disagree. 1609 DOULAND Ornithop. .Microl. 39
fiO
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Rests . . are ofequall value with the Notes, and are measured
with artificiall Silence. 1753 CHAMBERS L'ycl. i'w/A, Arti-

ficial music, that which is according to the rules of art ; or
executed by instruments invented by art.

J*
11. Pertaining to practical art

;
technical. Obs.

1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos., Speech is of five kinds. Arti-

ficial, used by Tradesmen in their several Professions. 1739
CHESTERF. Lett. 49 1. 150 Technical . . from the Greek word

TC'^I"),
which signifies Art, and Teycixds, which signifies Arti-

ficial. 1809 CHRISTIAN in Blackstones Contm. II. 381 He
knew their artificial import and signification.

B. as sb. [the adj. used ahsol. in //.] Artificial

things ; products of aft.

i6n GUILLIM Heraldry iv. xiii.222 Such Artificials as are

in vse amongst men of Militarie Profession. 1652 CAULK
Magastrom. 69 Animalls, vegetables, inanimates, mineralls,

artificialls, etc. 1743 Lond. fy Countr. Brewer n. i. ted. 2> 87

Malt, like many other Artificials, is most genuine, when it is

nearest to its Original Nature.

Artifi'cialism. [f. prec. + -ISM.] An artifi-

cial principle, or practice.

1869 MRS. WOOD Rol. Yorke III. 156 Made up of arti-

ficialisms for nothing seemed real about him but his ill-

temper.

Artificiality (a-jtifijii^e-liti). [f.
as prec. +

-ITY ; cf. reality]
1. The quality or state of being artificial ;

arti-

ficial character or condition.
a 1763 SHENSTONE Ess. 105 Trees in hedges partake of

their artificiality. 1845 R. CHAMBERS I'est. Oca/. 251 It

would imply a curious artificiality of arrangement in the

creative design. 1879 WARD Chaucer 23 The artificiality
and extravagance of the costumes of these times.

2. with//. An artificial thincf or characteristic.

1848 MILLKR First hnpr. ix. (18571 T 53 His artificialities

had perished, like the artificialities of another kind of the

poets his contemporaries. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAYK Xorm. $
Eng. I. ii Book antiquarianisms and esthetic artificialities.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang, xv. 312 It is not an artificiality.

Artificialize (artifrjalaiz), v. [f.
as prec. +

-IXE.] To make or render artificial. Hence
Artificial!zed ///. a. t Artiflciallzing vbl. sb.

1684 T. R. Amazon. l''nt. Ages 39 Every one having an
artificialized natural Morion of his head. 1801 W. TAYLOR
in Month. Mag. XI. 290 The British school of gardening
naturalizes art ; the French artificializes nature. 1848 MILL
Pol. Earn. ii. xiii, i It has artificialized large portions of
mankind. 1855 KINCSLEY Glaucits 11878) 53 Athletic exer-

cises are .. becoming more and more artificialized and ex-

pensive. 1883 D.WHEELER By-ll'aysof Lit. i. 22 Fine dress-

ing and artificialuing of the person.

Artificially (aitifi'Jali),
adv.

[f.
as prec. +

-LY2J
1. By art as distinguished from the operation of

nature, a. By artificial process, b. In an arti-

ficial, factitious, or designed way ;
with deliberate

design to produce a contemplated result.

a. 1541 R- COPLAND Gnydons Quest. Cyrnrg.^ Cautery -

sacyon . . is an operacyon made w 1
fyre artyffcyally in y 1 -'

body. 1664 POWER Kxp. Philos. i. 35, I have artificially
frozen all the said Liquor into a mass of Ice. 1794 SI/LLIVAS
View hat. I. 368 The experiment of artificially congeal-
ing wetted snow. 1873 WILLIAMSON C/u'/n. 227 Alcohol
can be built up artificially from its elements.

b- 1586 T. ROGERS y^Art. 11607) 93 A great learned man
. . (to whose acquaintance I was artificially brought >. 1670
in Somers Tracts I. 17 This Fear was artificially put into

them, as I could easily perceive. 1867 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. I. ii. 48 Mercia has every appearance of having
been artificially mapped out. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang.
ii. 16 Reflectively and artificially called by its inventor

magenta.
2. In accordance with the rules of art, hence

technically, artistically, in workmanlike manner;
with much art, skilfully, ingeniously, cleverly.
arch* or Obs. but still used in legal phraseology in

the primary sense.

15*8 RovSatirt; A saynt. Even spche a one as paynters do

paynt On walles and bordes artificially. 1543 RECORDE C,r.

Arts 11646) 193 You have answered the question very arti-

ficially; and truly I commend you. 1609 HOLLAND Amm.
Marccll. xxx. i. 300 Stringed . . instruments, fingered right

artificially. 1612 BRINSLEY Lnd. Lit. viii. (1627) 105 To doe
it artificially by Rule. 1612 W. MARTYN youth's In&tntc.
20 An artificially carued picture. 1691 RAY Creation i.

(1704") 170 How wisely and artificially their Members are
formed. 1740 JOHNSON Drake Wks. IV. 446 Baskets plaited
so artificially that they held water. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit.

India I. ii. viii, 356, note. So artificially done, that they
seemed natural. 1876 J. BLACKBURN in Laiv Rep. Exch. Div.

I. 161 The instrument is not in all respects artificially
drawn,

b. (With something of the next sense) : AVith skill

directed to hide or deceive.

1708 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Ct. Rrit. n. m. vi. (1743^ 416
Plaids . . which they manage so artificially, as to supply the
defect of drawers and breeches. 1715 BURNET Oit>n rime
(1766) I. 13 A cupboard that was very artificially hid. 1761
SMOLLETT Gil Bias v. i. (18021 II. 164 A little red beard of

horse-hair, which he fixed so artificially to his ears, that one
would have sworn it was the natural produce of his chin.

\ 3. With or by artifice
; craftily, cunningly,

cleverly. (Generally in bad sense.) Obs.

1573 G, HARVEY Comnwn-pl. .(1884) 31 So openly favur
and incurrage the on, and so artificially and cunningly over-
whart the other. 1622 BACON Hist. Hen. F//,Wks. 1860.

312 Having .. given artificially, for sen-ing his own turn,
some

hopes
. . to marry Anne. 1679 STILLINGFL. Scrni. II 'Itite-

hall 7 Mar. 46 It doth mischief secretly, spitefully and arti-

ficially. 1715 BURSET Own Time I. 205 Sharp dissembled so

artificially. 1736 BUTLER Anal. r. iii. 81 Justice is often ar-

tificially eluded.

Artifi'cialness. [f as prec +-XESS.]
1. The quality of being artificial, as opposed to

j

naturalness.

1594 CAREW Hnartes Exam. Wits (i6i6j 195 This arti-

ficialnesse grew to such force, as it was conuerted into

nature. 1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. ty Sc. 327 The snug arti-

ficialness of the city. 1851 RUSKIN Ami Paint. I. Pref. 24
The sense of artificialness, the absence of all appearance of

reality.

t2. The quality of bein^ skilfully made or con-

trived
;

artificial contrivance. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Maistrise .. cunning, skill, artificiallnesse.

1667 H. MORE Dir. Dial. in. xxiv. (1713' 236 Admiring the

largeness and artificialness of their Vessels. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. in The unguided Motion of Matter, without

any Plastick Artificialness or Methodicalness.

Arti'ficing, vbl. sb. rare 1
. [App. f. ARTI-

FIC-EK.] Execution of artificers' work.
1866 HOWEI.LS I'ctiet. Life 300 Full of beautiful workman-

ship in
every

branch of artificing.

t Artifi'cious, a. Obs. Also 6 artyfyciouse.

[a. F. artificieux : L. artificiifS'US,
f. artificiitm :

see ARTIFICE and -ous.]
1. Displaying art or constructive skill.

1530 PALSGR. 305/2 Artyfyciouse, full of great crafte and

workemanshyp, artificu-nx. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's

Mor. 174 The most proper artificious and workemanlike
instruments. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps, cx.xxix. 6-12 The
closest and most artificious recess.

2. Factitious, affected.

1655 JENNINGS Elise^g The artificious disdain, the affected

scorn of this damosel.

3. Cunning, artful.

1655 JENNINGS Kits? 58 That makes known to the arti-

ficious Amazon what she knew already. 1679 GATES Myst.
Iniq. 4 As Subtil and Artificious a Device, as ever yet the

World brought forth.

t Artifi'Ciously, adv. Obs. Also 7 -osely. [f.

prec. + -LY ^.] Artificially ;
with constructive skill

;

by art as opposed to nature ; artfully, cunningly.
i66a J. BARGHAVE Pope Alex. I'll 11867} 137 Made of

porcupine quills very artificiously. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles

II. in. TOO Artificiosely to circumvent some one. 1681

WHARTON Soul of World Wks. 1683. 647 Oyl Artificiously
Extracted from Gold.

t Arti'graplier. Obs. rare 1

, [f. med.L. arti-

graphus, 7. arfi- art + Or. -ypaty-os writing, writer

(see Du Cange
N + -KB.] The writer of an Ars, esp.

of an Ars Grammatical a grammarian.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .S*i//*/. s.v. Artist, From the same

origin come also the words Artistic* and Artigrafktr,
found in some writers of those ages.

f A'rtilize, z
1

- Obs. [ad. F. artialistr ]
To

make artificial. Cf. ARTIZE.

171744 BOLINGBROKE To /V/t' (T. > Says Montaigne, I would
naturalise art, instead of artilising nature. 1778 Phil.

Sitrr. S. Ireland 169 But, let us naturalize art, instead of

artilizinK nature.

t Arti'ller, JA Ot*$. [a. OF. artiller, ~ier, ar-

teiller, cogn. w. Sp. artiUcro, It. artiglicro, L. type
*articnlarhts, also in OK. articulier (a Lat Fr.

Gloss, in Godef. has 'Artifex, articuiier, ouvrier; ;

cf. OF. artillj}er to fortify, provide with engines
of war: L. *articnlare\ apparently f. late L. at'-

ticitla or articulum (Du Cange), dim. of ar$t artcm
art. Cf. engine from ingcnimn. But some would
connect these words with arttinltts joint.] A maker
of artillery ; spec, a bowyer.

(' 1360 in Ifouseh. Ord. (1790) 4 Artifficers and workmen
Artellers 6. 1483 Act i Rich. III. xi. i The said inhabi-

taunts Artillers myght competently lyve upon suche stuff

as they than bought of Bowesta*ves at xl s. the C.

Artilleried (ajti'lerid), ///. a. Also 6 Sc.

artailyeryt. [f.
ARTILLERY + -KD-.] Provided

with artillery.

1513-75 Diitrn. Occiirr. (1833' 46 Quha thairefter past in

England, and left.. the toun weill artailyeryt.

Artillerist (ajtrlerist). [f.
ARTILLERY + -INT.]

1. One who studies the principles of gunnery.
1778 PRINGLF Gituncryi-j A treatise was published by one

of our own artillerists. 1871 TVSDALL J-'ragw. Sc. I. x. 308
A widely spread opinion among artillerists.

2. A gunner, an artilleryman.
1781 G. CLINTON in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853'! III.

230 The want of some artillerists and field-artillery . . was
an evident disadvantage. 1870 Daily Neat's 2 Dec., We 1 41

one gun, whose artillerists and horses were all killed.

Artillery (ajti'leri\ sb. Forms: 4 artel-, nr-

tilrie, 5 artellerye, artil;ery, artylery, -Irye,

artailsierie, 5-6 artyllerye, artillary, -arie,

-ari, 6 artelere, artellere, artilerie, artylary,

-llary, -lerey, 6-7 artillerie, 6 -artillery. See

also ARTAILLIE, ARTKY. [a. OFr. artilleriet
ar-

tcillerie, cogn. w. It. arfi-t artegtieria, Sp. artil-

laria* Pg. arti-
t artelharia* Pr. artilharia : see AR-

TILT.KB and -ERY.]
fl. \Varlike munitions, implements of war; am-

munition in the wide sense. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER A/f//A F 367, 1 shal warnestoore myn hous

with toures swiche as han Castelles and othere manere edi-

fices and Armure and Artelries [T-. r. artelleryesj by whiche

thynges I may my persone and myn hous. .deffenden. 1481
Act it *Ja$. Ill (1597* 82 Victualles, men and artail^ierie.

1485 CAXTON*CArtf. Gt. 1 1880) 162 Anone the artylleryes were
assembled. 1550-63 MACHYN Diary (1848) 191 All maner of
artelere as drumes, flutes, trumpetes, gones, mores pykes.

halbardes. 1581 Lane, li'i'ils 11857) I. 132, 1 geave . . all

maner of artyllerye or harneysse, as jack, salett, whyte
harnesse. 16*5 tr. Gonsahnns' Span, fti^itis.,

A cunning
huntsman with all his furniture, hauing his artillery about

him, his snares, grinnes, heyes, dogges, &c. 1794 S. WIL-
IAMAS Hist. Vermont 177 A club made of hard wood, a stake

hardened in the fire, a lance armed with a flint or a bone,
a bow and an arrow constituted the whole artillery of an
Indian war.

2. Engines for discharging missiles, a. Formerly
including catapults, slings, arbalests, bows, etc.

1476 SIR J. PASTOS in Lett. 776 III. 162 All hys ordyn-
aunce and artyIrye. 1489 CAXTOS J-'aytes ofArfnes \. xii.

31 Artyllerye of al maner shot. 1545 Ast HAM Toxoph. iArb.i

65 Artillarie now a dayes is taken for ii thinges: Gunnes
and Bowes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 199 Brakes, slings and
other englns of artillery'. s6it BIBLE i Sam. xx. 40 lona-
than gaue his artillery [WvcLiF, aarmis ; COVERDALE, wa-

pens] vnto his ladde, and said vnto him, Goe, cary them to

thecitie. I7O3MAUNDRELL Jonrn. Jems. (1721)126 Amongst
the Artillery was an old Roman Balista. 1874 BOUTELL
Arms ff Arm, xi. 213 Ancient artillery . . could never have
led the way to the introduction of modern artillery. Thty
have really nothing in common.

b. Now ; Large guns, cannon, ordnance.
c 1533 LD. BEBNERS Huon 315 To take the way towardes

Coleyne with al his artylerey and caryage. 1560 WHITE-
HORNE Orel. Soitldionrs (15881 34 The toucheholes of ar-

tillerie to be nailed vp. 1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 403 Turne
thou the mouth of thy Artillerie .. against these sawcie
walles. 1597 DANIEL Civ. H^an-s vi. xxvi, Artillerie, th* in-

fernall instrument, New brought from hell to scourge
mortalitie With hideous roaring, and astonishment. 1598
FLORIO Serpentina. .a kind of ordinance, bumbard or ar-

tillerie. 1703 MAUSDRELL Jonrn. Jems. 11732) 19 Port-holes

for Artillery, instead of windows. 1803 LAKE in Welltsley

Disp. (1877) 395 The enemy opposed to us a tremendous fire

from a numerous artillery. 1806 A. DUNCAN Xelson's fun.
A large park of flying artillery. 1815 WKLLISGTON in Knight
Crmvtt Hist. Eng. Hx. 803 Napoleon . . mixed cavalry with

his infantry, and supported both with an enormous quantity
of artillery.

f3. Missiles discharged in war, shot, ammunition.

1563 GOLDIKG Cssar (1565) 249 From whence wyth an

engine artillery might have bene shotte among the thyckest
of hys ennemyes. 1575 BANISTER Chyrnrg. 11. (1585) 270
Search with a probe, which way the pellet is gone, (this

obserue in the drawing out of all artillerie). 1630 WEST -

COTE Dei'on. 43 Hurling flints and pebbles and other such
like artillery. 1867 PEARSON Hist. Eng. I. 23 The war-ships
. . poured in their artillery on the British flank.

4. The science and practice of using artillery ;

*f*
a. formertyi Archery. Obs.

1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.i 21 That fletcher is an enemy
to archers and artillery. iSS~3 Four Supplic. 11871) 100
It is a great decay to artyllary : for shepeherdes be but yll

artchers. i8ox STRUTT Sports fy Past, n. L 51 (^Verseers of
the science of artillery, by which was meant long-bows,
cross-bows, and hand-guns.
b. Gunnery. (Craig 1847, and mod. Diets.)

fc. (see quot.) Obs.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Artillery is also used for what
we otherwise called Pyrotechnia, or the art of fire-works,

with the instruments and apparatus belonging thereto.

5. That branch of an army which manages the

cannons in war
; one of the * arms of the service/

1786 BEATSON Pol. Index \\. 138 The Master General of
the Ordnance . . is Colonel in Chief of the Royal Regiment
of Artillery. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1, iii. 305 There
was no regiment of artillery, no brigade of sappers and
miners. 1866 Standard 2 Nov. 5/6 To transform the heavy
cavalry into horse artillery. Mod. In the British Army, the
'

Royal Regiment of Artillery
'

consists of two brigades of

Horse Artillery, four of Field Artillery, and eleven of
Garrison Artillery, each brigade consisting of from 8 to 20
or more batteries.

6- fig' (with reference to i, 2, 3.)

1599 Il'arri. Fatrg Worn. i. 314 Repulse loves false Ar-

tillery, a 1667 COWLEY Lover's Chron. viii, And th' artillery
of her eye, 1714 MANDEVILLE Fab. Bees (1733' II. 126 She
has all the artillery of our sex to fear. 1764 REID Inquiry
v. vii, And laughs at the artillery of the logician. 1809
SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) I. 163/1 With his whole heavy ar-

tillery of argument and quotation. 1870 I/ESTRANGE Miss
Mitford I. v. 157 Not proof against the artillery of puns.

7. Thunder and lightning. Only poet.
1596 SHAKS. Tain. S/tr. i. ii. 205 Haue I not heard great

Ordnance in the field? And heauen's Artillerie thunder in

the skies? 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth 11. (1723) it 3
The whole Artillery of the Sky. 1718 POPE Iliad ML 331
As when high Jove his sharp artillery forms.

8. Comb.XR&Attrib. (Chieflyinsensesz r>and5),as

artillery-brigade^ -company, -founders-office}-) -prac-
tice. Artillery-boat, a boat carrying artillery, a

gun-boat; artillery-company, acompanyofarchers

(obs.}, or of artillery in sense 5 ; artillery-driver,
one who drives the horses that draw field-guns ;

f artillery-garden, an archery-ground ; artillery-
harness for horses that draw field-guns ;

artil-

lery-park, the place in which the artillery is en-

camped, or in which during a siege it is collected ;

artillery-train, a number of pieces of ordnance

mounted on carriages and fitted out with all ap-

purtenances for marching.
1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. V. ix. 428 The '

Carleton,' ac-

companied by the *artillery-boats. 1681 /,<></. G'rtc.mdcxxvii.

7 The President, Vice-President, Treasurer, Court of Assis-

tants, and the rest of the "Artillery-Company of London.

1784-5 Ann. Reg. 64/1 This fraternity is to this day called

the
*
artillery-company, which is a French term signifying

archery. 1844 MACREADY Remin. II. 242 A neat little fort

with an "artillery company commands the passage. 183*
GEN. P. THOMPSON E.rerc. f1842) 1 1. 275 Increasing the corps
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of 'artillery-drivers with men expert in ilie vocation. 1877

mace. 1593 NASHE Christes Teares 11613) 39 Heauen ..

>halt bee made an *Artillery-house of Haile-stones. 1853
W. SARGENT Braddock's Exp. 203 Four "artillery-officers

were left with Dunbar. 1768 SIMES Mil. Medley,
*
Artillery-

Park is a place appointed in the rear of both lines of the

army for encamping the artillery. 1871 TYNUALL Fragnt.
Sc. \. 17 In *artillery practice the heat generated is usually
concentrated upon the front of the bolt. 1642 BuDGB^ImW.
Norfolk I'olitnteers 7 The heart of man is the 'Artillery-

yard, where all the thoughts of courage train continually.

Arti'llerying, vbl. sb. nonce-wd. The firing

of artillery.

1837 CAHLYLE Fr. Rev. in. v. vi. II. 311 With artillerying
and $a~ira~ing) it shall be done.

Artilleryman (ajtrterim&n). One whose

military duty it is to serve a gun ;
one who belongs

to the regiment of artillery.

1635 W. KAKRIFF (r//7*ri Military Discipline : Or, The Yong
Artillery Man. 1703 Loud. Gas. mmmdccccxxxv/2 Four

Companies of Artillery-men. 1855 RUSSELL The l\'ar\\.

xv, The artillerymen of our allies suddenly ceased, in order

to let their guns cool.

Artrlleryship. [See -SHIP.] The skilful

management of cannon ; artillery practice.
1762 STERNK Tr. Shandy V. xx. 84 In this stroke of ar-

tilleryship. Mod. The fine artilleryship of the English corps,

t Arti'llied, ///. a. Obs. Also 6 artalpit.

[f.
F. artille (arteille\ pa. pple. of artill(i)er to

provide with engines of war (see ARTILLER) + -ED.]
Armed or provided with artillery.

1530 LYNDESAY Papyngo 929 Thay bene soartal^eit,Thay
purpose to defend thame with thair gounnis. 1565 R. LIND-
SAY 124 i JAM. ) He was so well artillied and manned.

tArtilloUT. Obs. [a. OK. artilleur (in medX.
artiltatdr~cm) t f. artill{i}er vb. : see prec.] En-

gineer ; officer in charge of military engines.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Lee. 294/3 Thartilloure that was

mayster of the tormentys had gyuen a token to them.

t Arti-na'tural, a. Obs.
' Of or pertaining to

nature imitated by art.
1

Bailey 1731.
T A'rtiug, vbL sb. Obs. [f.

ART ^.--h-ixG 1

.]

Employment of art or artifice.

a 1619 FOTHKHBY Atheom. \. xii. 2. 125 Without any art-

ing, or fained palliation.

Artiodactyl(e vauti^idrxrktil), a. and sb. Zool.

[f.
Gr. d'pTio-s even in number + 5art/Xoy finger,

toe.] A. oiij. Having an even number of toes.

B. sb. An ungulate animal of this kind.

1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat.
<$ rhys. IV, 932/1 Artiodactyle

ungulata. 1879 LE CONTE Klem. C,eol. 508 The Artiodactyls

always have their toes in pairs ; there may be only two toes,

as in Anoplothere and in Ruminants ; or four as in tbe Hog
and the Hippopotamus.
Artique, Artire, obs. f. ARCTIC, ARTERY.

Artisan [iitiz8e*n). Also 7 artisane, -zen, 8

-sant, 6 - artizan. [a, F. artisan, according to

Diez ad. It. artigiano : late L. *artitidnust f. ar-
'

ttttts, pa. pple. of artl-re to instruct in arts. Cf.

partisan^
frl. One who practises or cultivates an art; an

artist. Obs.

.1590 MARLOWE Faustus i. 53 O what a world of profit

and delight . . Is promis'd to the studious arti/an. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny II. 535 But Parrhasius hath deceiued

Zeuxisi, a professed artisane. i6i AINSWORTH Annot.
Penttit. Kx. vii. ii Devillish Arts and Artizens, such as

God's law condemneth. 1795 MASON Ch. Music iii. 208

When a natural faculty is . . advanced into an Art . . its Ar-

tisans are ever ready to apply their exertions to it.

2. One who is employed in any of the industrial

arts ; a mechanic, handicraftsman, artificer.

1538 STARKEY England 159 Fewartysanys of gud occupa-
tyon. 1611 COTCR. s.v. I}mgt t The Germans .. are better

Artisans then Artists, better at handy-crafts then at head-

craft. 1713 Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 225 The Artisants here

have wonderful Skill. 1731 JOHNSON Ramhl. No. 145 F i

The meanest artisan, .contributes more to the accommoda-
tion of life, than the profound scholar. 1849 MACAL'LAY
Hist. Eng. I. 420 We pass from the weavers of cloth to a
different class of artisans.

3. transf. oxfig.
1599 HAHSNKT Agst. Dareti-zi Jesuites anrf Popish Arti-

/.ans [/r/;^f'</Anti-J. 1623 BfABBsX&mo*
1
* Guzman D'A If.

n. 346 That Supreme Artizan that painted to the Life both
heaven and Earth.

B. attrib. quasi-a^'. It is adj. in Fr.)

1859 MILL Liberty iv. (1865) 52/1 Opinions similar in prin-

ciple, .prevail widely among the artizan class.

Artist ,autist\ Also 6 artiste, [a. F. axtiste, a.

It. artista : late L. artista, f. ars ART : see -IST.]

One who practises or is skilled in any art.

I. One skilled in the 'liberal
1

or learned arts.

fl. One who is master of the liberal arts
(
see

ART sb. 7) ; a Master of Arts, learned man, philo-

sopher. Obs.

1592 CHETTLE Kind-Harts Dr. 11841) 7 Idiots that think

themselues artists because they can English an obligation.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. * Cr. i. iii. 24 The Wise and Foole, the

Artist and vn-read. 1653 UKOLHART Rabelais u. x, He held

dispute against all the Regents or Fellows of Colledges,
Artists or Masters of Arts. 1680 T. LAWSON \titlo A Mite

in the Treasury; being a Word to Artists, especially the

Heptatechnists, or Professors of the Seuen Liberal Sciences.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. t Artist, in an academical sense,

denotes a philosopher or proficient in the faculty of arts.
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f2. gen. One who pursues some practical science ;

a scientific man, man of science, savant. Obs.

1667 MILTON P. L. n. 288 The Moon, whose Orb Through
Optic Glass the Tuscan Artist views. 1686 [see 3 b].

t 3. specifically : f a. A professor of the healing
art

;
a medical practitioner, physician, surgeon.

1592 CHETTLK Kind-Harts Dr. (1841) 21 They must be
artistes that are able to.. resist the disease, by prouiding
remedies. 1601 SHAKS. AlFs Well n. iii. 10 Relinquish! of

|

the Artists . . both of Galen and Paracelsus, 1671 SALMON
;

Sj/n. Med. in. Ixxx. 695 Let the Artist grasp the Fracture
j

with both his hands. 1761 SMOLLETT OY/AYflj HI. vii, Luckily ,

my wounds were not mortal, and I fell into the hands of a
,

skilful artist.

fb. A professor of magic arts or occult science.-* ;

an astrologer or alchemist ; Utter, a chemist. Obs.

c 1605 ROWLEY Birth Merl. \\. i, The artists . . That seek

the secrets of futurity. 1641 FRENCH Distill, vi. (16511 175
In vain do Artists endeavour the reduction of metalls into

their first matter. 1649 tr. Du Ryer's Alcoran 413 The

knauery and wickedness of the Artists, the foolishness of

credulous people, who suffer themselues to be deluded by
them. 1686 W. HARRIS tr. Lemery's Chytn. i. xvii. <ed. 3)

401 Volatile salts do rise from them which would very much
incommode the Artist if he should hold his nose over it.

II. One skilled in the useful arts.

f4. gen. One who follows any pursuit or em-

ployment in which skill or proficiency is attainable

by study or practice ;
hence a. A skilled performer,

a proficient, a connoisseur, b. A practical man,
as opposed to a theorist. Obs.

1594 CARE\V Huarte's Exam. Wits xiv. 115961 253 From
which two extreamsaking ought to be farther distant, than

any other artist. i6ooCnAi-M.\N Iliad xxi 11,289 To niake dis-

charge of a design To please an artist. 1653WALTON Angler
125, I will give you more directions concerning fishing;
for I would fain make you an Artist. 1721 PERRY Daggcnh.
Breach 68 In all the questions. .1 had answer'd them like

an Artist, and like a Workman. 1723 DE FOE Col. Jack
(1840) 190 The mate was an excellent sea artist, and an ex-

perienced sailor. 1793 SM EATON Kdystone L. 76 A body of

theoretic Men only. . There might be many of that denomina-
tion ; yet there were also many real artists in this body.

f5. A follower of a manual art; an artificer,

mechanic, craftsman, artisan. Obs. exc. as in 6.

1633 G. HERBERT Priesth. iii. in Temple 155 Fitted by the

fire and trade Of skilfull artists. 1718 POPE Iliad xvni.

479 Then from his anvil the lame artist rose. 1762 GOLDSM.
Cit. World Ixv, A poor cobler sat in his stall. . Hy this time

my shoe was mended ; and satisfying the poor artist for his

trouble, etc. 1815 SOUTHEY Roderick xti. 78 Greek artists

in the imperial city forged That splendid armour.

fb. transf. or fig. Obs.
1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. 157/2 A swarm of Bees, Artists

of Hymettian Honey.
6. In this sense now influenced by 7 and ap-

plied to : One who practises a manual art in

which there is much room for display of taste ;
one

who makes his craft a 'fine art.' Cf. AKTISTE.

1849 CURZON Visits Monast. 316 We had a famous pilau,
made by my artist [i.e. cook]. 1863 .SVz/. Rer. 138 The defi-

nition of Ary Scheffer. .sinks into nothing in contact witli

such phrases as photographic artist, artist in hair, artist in

wax flowers, and the like. 1883 Pull Mull G. 12 May
i^>///.)Artistsfrom the National Training School ofCookery
will show the public, .how fish ought to be cooked.

III. One who pursues an art which has as its

aim to please.
7. gen. One who cultivates one of the fine arts,

in which the object is mainly to gratify the aesthetic

emotions by perfection of execution, whether in

creation or representation.
It formerly* included all who cultivated any of the arts

presided over by the Muses, i.e. history, poetry, comedy,
tragedy, music, dancing, astronomy; hence the application
to actors, musicians, dancers, and perhaps Milton's

*
artist

*

= astronomer in 2.

1581 SIDNEY Dcf. Poesie (.Arb.) 52 The other Artists, &:

especially the Historian, affirming many things, can. .hardly

escape from many lyes. But the Poet . . neuer affirmeth . .

but euen for his entry, calleth the sweete Muses to inspire
into him a good inuention, 1853 MAUUCB/VitgftA.^A'u^ff XX.

345 A man should be an artist to write a biography as much as

to write a romance. 1855 H. REEU Z^c/. Eng. Lit. iii. (1878)

109 The true poet is always a true artist and words are the

instruments of his art 1876 GLADSTONE Homer. Synch. IQO

[Homer] was too skilled an artist to bring freely upon the

stage any figure which could vie with the subject of his song.

\>-M
c 1843 TENNYSON Memory v, Well hast thou done, great

artist, Memory.
8. specifically, fa. One skilled in music. Obs.

exc. as in 7 : see ARTISTE.

1590 Plain fere. 21 Argues a bad eare, & a bungling
Artist. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill of Ahis. i. v. 19 If an Instru-

ment be sounded by another who is an Artist. 171* AUDI-

SON Sped. No. 405 p i That excellent Artist, .having shewn
us the Italian Mustek in its Perfection.

b. One skilled in dramatic art
;
hence extended

to any public performer : see ARTISTE.

1714 Spect. No. 570 F r You may often see an Artist in the

Streets gain a Circle of Admirers by carrying a long Pole

upon his Chin. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 102 All who
live by amusing the leisure of others, from the painter and
the comic poet, down to the ropedancer and the Merry
Andrew. For these artists well knew that, etc. 1853 C.

BKONTE Villette xxiii. < 1876' 250 He told me his opinion of
. . the actress : he judged her as a woman, not an artist.

c. Now especially : One who practises the arts of

design ;
one who seeks to express the beautiful in

visible form. In this sense sometimes taken to

ARTISTRY.

include sculptors, engravers, and architects ; but

popularly, and in the most usual current accepta-
tion of the word, restricted to : One who cultivates

the art of painting as a profession.
1747 J. SPENCE [titles Polymet is : an Enquiry concerning

the agreement between the works of the Roman Poets and
the Remains of the Anciunt Artists. 1762 H. WA I.POLE

(title) Anecdotes of Painting in England, with some Ac-
count of the principal Artists. 1802 MAK. EoCEWORTH
Moral T. {18161 209 The artist, who shall produce .. the

most beautiful vase of china. i8ai CRAIG Drawing^
etc. i.

24 Aristides. .was the first artit who found a way to express
the passions of the mind in the countenances of his figures.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede 86 She's a perfect Hebe; and &
I were an artist, I would paint her.

IV. One who practises artifice.

t 9. One who practises artifice, stratagem, or cun-

ning contrivance
;
a schemer, contriver. Obs.

1649 Hi-. HALL Cases Const: in. ii. ^1654) 181 The Devill is

a most skilfull Artist. ^1677 HARROW .Sertn. on Contctttw.,
Those slippery, wily, artists, who can veer any whither with

any wind. 17*3 DK For; Col. Jack 11840' 51 The young ar-

tist that has done this roguery. 1813 SCOTT Rokehy\\. xxxii,

A lifetime's arts, in vain essay'd, Are bursting on their

artist's head !

B. adj. [a. K. artiste adj. (in Montaigne), or

attrib. useofsb.j Artistic, skilful.

1603 KLORIO Montaigne, 11632) 62 The most artist produc-
tions. 1713 Lond. fy Cotititr. />rt"ii>?r i. 11743! Pref., I have
here also divulged the Nostrum of the Artist lireuer.

Artistdom l^autistiUm). [f. prec. + -DOM.]
The class or estate of artists.

1861 Sat. Rev. 20 Apr. 421/1 An equestrian statue \vliii_h

lias so captivated the judgment of all artistdom. Ihid. 20

July 67 Crushed down in the struggles of authorship and
artistdom.

Artiste (artrst}. [Fr. : sec ARTIST; a re-in-

troduction of the Fr. word in consequence of the

modern tendency to restrict artist to those engaged
in the fine arts, and especially painting.] A public

performer who appeals to the resthetic faculties,

as a professional singer, dancer, etc. ; also, one who
makes a 'fine art

1

of his employment, as an artistic

cook, hairdresser, etc. - ARTIST 6, N a, b.

1832 Athensenin No. 237. ^07 The (itnuan artistes \\lio

did such ample justice to the choruses of the Freischi.il/.

1833 MACKI-:AUV Kiniiii. I. $72 Went to Drury Lane to M-<:

Mali bran what an artiste ! 1843 PKKSCOTI JA-.r/f" iv. i.

11864) 2"6 The Aztec artistes, .had penetrated deep into the

mysteries of culinary science.

Artistess (aulisUs). nonce-wd. [f.
ARTIST -t-

-KSS.] A female artist.

1773 H. WALI'OLE Lett. Ctess Ossflry I. s~ ''' llL' artiste^

has brought over a group.

Artistic (zutrstik), a. [ad. K. artistiqite: see

ARTIST and -ic.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or befitting an artist.

1753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. -V//. s. v. Artist. 1836 M.M -

RKAOV Remin, II. 51 All is chance and raw and wild, not

artistic-like. 1855 HRIMLEY Ess. 53 So as to satisfy the ar-

tistic sense of completeness.
2. Of or pertaining to art.

1854 RUSKIN Two Paths ii. 11859* 69 Entirely wholesome
artistic influence. 1867 Good Cheer 50 Another pleasure in

his house is its artistic treasures.

Arti'Stical, a. [f. prcc. + -.M.'.]

1. Belonging to, or connected with, artists or art.

1801 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 389 An object of

artistical imitation. 1857 RUSKIN Pol. /-Icon. Art 31 There
is another thing notable about this artistical gold.

2. = ARTISTIC.

1853 THACKKRAY &" Humourists vi. 284, I suppose
Sterne had this artistical sensibility. 1857 RUSKIN Pol.

Kcon. Art i. (1868) 31 In the greatest artists, their proper ar-

tistical faculty is united with every other.

f3. Produced by art, cleverly contrived, rare.

1849 STOVEL Cannes Necess. Introd. 75 This Dr. Burgess
wished to hide by artistical distinctions.

Artistically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY2.] In an

artistic manner, tastefully ;
from an artistic point

!
of view.

1836 Athenaeum No. 439. 224 A peculiar style ofarchitec-

'. ture with which they were neither artistically nor habitually

conversant. 1865 Miss BKADDON Sir Jasper I. \, 5 Artisti-

;

cally regarded, the Hermitage was* perfection. 1879 C.

; DsKHEKinCaCM^r* Techn.Ednc. II. 120/2 Ifyou use paper
for walls, use it artistically.

Artist-like, a. and adv.
[f.

ARTIST + LIKE.]
A. adj. Befitting an artist, artistic.

1711 SHAFTESBURY Char. (1737) II. 407 A superiour art, or

' something artist-like, which guided their hand. 1784 RKV-
! NOI.US Disc. xii. (1876) 52 The true method of forming an

I artist-like mind. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. xvii. ii.

i We have no designs that are more artist-like.

B. adv. In the manner of an artist
; artistically.

1837 MACRKADY Remin. II. 90 Acted Leontes artist-like

but not . . very effectively, c 1842 TKNNYSON Memory v,

Artist -like Ever retiring thou dost gaze On the prime labour

of thine early days.

Artistly (autistli), adv. rare. [f.
ARTIST +

-LY*.] Artistically, artist-like.

1839 Lix BROUGHAM Sfatesm. Geo. Ill, Canning 159 ^Mr.
Canning's declamation entertained his hearers, so artistly

was it executed.

Artistry (autistri). [f.
ARTIST + -RY

;
cf.

chemistry^
1. The pursuit or occupation of an artist.

1873 URowMNU^frfCcr/. N.-Cap 138 Artistry being battle
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ARTIZE.
with the age It li\e> in! 1878 Poets oj Croistc clii, All
fume and fret Of artistry.
2. Artistic characteristics

; artistic ability.
1868 BROWNING Ringfy Bk. i. 29 Prime nature with an added

artistry. 88o Academy 13 Alar. 197 He fully recognises
Sir Christopher Wren's artistry.

t A'rtize, v. Obs. rare. [f. ART sb. + -IZE.] a.

intr. To exercise an art. b. trans. To artificialize.

1598 i*oMQ t Artt'ggiar-ct
to artize, to Hue by an arte. 1603

Alontaigne m. v. (1632) 491, I would naturalize arte, as
much as they artize Nature. [Fr. artiaUsent, cf. ARTILIZK.]

Artless (autles), a.
[f.

ART sb. + -LESS.]
1. Devoid of art or skill : a. Unpractised, inex-

perienced, unskilful; unskilled, ignorant.
1589 NASHE Antit. Absurd. 40 The artlesse tongue of a

tedious dolt. 1628 WITHER Brit. Remetnb. \n. 1184 Such
artlesse riders, that they cannot sit them. 1747 JOHNSON
Plait Eng. Diet. Wks. IX. 165 The work in which I engaged
is generally considered . . as the proper toil of artless in-

dustry. 1847 LD. LINDSAY Chr. Art \. 1 24 The artless artists

seem to have worked on, from arch to arch .. without a
thought, .of economising their space.
b. Devoid of the fine or liberal arts

; having no
desire for or endeavour after artistic effect ;

un-

cultured.

1599 MARSTON Sec. I'illanie n. Proem 192 Seeking con-
ceits to sute these Artlesse times. 1636 HAU.ARD in Ann.
Dubrensia\i%-]'j'<-$*> The rugged Poem of an Art-lesse Muse.
1774 J. HRYANT Mythol. I. 46 The most dry and artless his-

torians are in genernl the most authentic. 1860 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. V. ix. ii. 216 A shadowy life artless, joyless,
loveless. No devices in that darkness of the grave.
2. a. Constructed without art or skill, rude,

clumsy, b. Designed without art, inartistic, crude.

1695 WOODWARD Xat. Hist. Earth in. i. (17231 166 That
there is any thing incommodious and Artless, .in the Globe.

1774 JOHNSON West. Isl. Wks. X. 373 Brogues, a kind of
artless shoes. 178* WARTUN ffist. KidtfingtOH (T.) As-

semblages of artless and massy pillars. 1878 LrimocK Prch.
Times v. 141 They enclose an artless stone vault.

3. Free from art i,as opposed to nature) ;
unarti-

ficial, natural, simple.
1672 DRVOF.S in Shaks. C. Praise 348 Such Artless beauty

lies in Shakespcars wit. 1752 MKS. LENNOX J''ew. OKI.I-.

I. i. ii. 8 Curls, which had so much the appearance of being
artless, that all but her maid, .imagined they were so. 1754
Sm.Ki.ocK Disc. 11750)!. iv. 169 The Doctrines of the Gospel
were artless and plain. 1852 MRS. JAMKSON LCI;. Madonna
152 The same artless grace, the same dramatic grouping.
4. Simple-minded, sincere, guileless, ingenuous.
1714 H!.;D<;KLL Spect. No. 605 F 9 Imitation is a kind of

nrtless Flattery. 1766 WKSLKV U'ks. (18721111.247 The art-

less people drank in every word. 1822 W. IRVING Brace!'.

Hall v. 43 The delightful blushing consciousness of an art-

less girl. 1868 STANLEY Westm. Ab. i. 34 His artless piety
and simple goodness.

A'rtlessly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY^.]

1. \Vithout art or skill.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. nS6 A crucifix painted on a
linen cloth . . yet artlessly wrought.
2. In an artless manner

;
without artifice ;

with
frank simplicity, guilelessly.
1713 PorK To Addison 14 Dec. 'J.') Nature and truth,

thuugh never so low or vulgar, are yet pleasing when openly
and artlessly represented. 1853 C. RROXTK Gillette xxix.

333 He liked that too admired it artlessly, like a child.

A'rtlessness. [f.
as prec. + -XKSS.] The

quality of being artless
;
freedom from artificiality,

frank simplicity, guilelessness.
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 3^1 Such a noble Simplicity

in thy Story, such an honest Artlessness in thy Mind. 1879
B. TAYLOR Germ. Lit. 126 The attractive quaintness and
artlessness of the old dialect.

Artlet tautlet). rare. [f.
AUT sb. + -LET.] A

minor art.

1861 R. HI-RTON City ofSaints 514 Music, dancing, drawing
and other artlets, which go by the name of accomplishments.

Art-like, a. and adv. [f.
ART -f LIKE.]

A. adj. a. In accordance with art
;

of the

nature of art. b. Resembling or having the ap-

pearance of art.

1651 tr. Bacon's Life fy Death -z Now we think to addesome
[rules] which shall be more Art-like. 1875 WHITNEY Life
Lang, xiv. 289 A highly art-like, almost artistic, song.

B. adv. According to the rules of art.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. i. 9 Though the Method
and the Phrase be plaine, Not artlike writ.

tA'rtly, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. AKT sb. + -LY *

;

cf. lovely* Characterized by art, skilful, ingenious.
1614 CHAPMAN Odyss. ix. 212 The description of al! these

countries, .their artly and pleasing relation.

t A'rtly, adv. Obs. [f, ART sb. + -LY 2.] With
art or skill

; skilfully, dexterously.
1576 BAKER Owner's Jewell of Health 34 b, That the Pys-

t illation may be the artlyerperfourmed. 1594 PLAT JfewflSMM
m. 14 You must artly moist the interlining of your letter.

1662 R. MATHEW Unl. Alck. 89. 157 Fit it unto the top of

thy Funnel artly.

ArtOCarpad (aatokaupad). [f.
mod.L. arfo-

carp-us bread-fruit tree (f. Gr. apro-s bread -*- tcapnos

fruit" +-AD I d.] A tree belonging to the Arto-

carpaccse, ArtocarpKt or Bread-fruit group. Arto-

ca-rpeous, ArtocaTpous a. t of or pertaining to

this group.
1834 Penny Cycl, II. 421 Like all other Artocarpeous

plants, this exudes . . a viscid milky juice. 1846 LINULEY

Peg. K. 270 The old Urticaceous order should be. . regarded
as an Alliance, of which the Artocarpads form one of the

Orders.
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Arto'later. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. next

; cf. idol-

ater] A worshipper of bread.
1626 L. OWEN Spec. Jesuit, (16291 10 Dare you (Artolaters)

adore a peece of Bread, for the lining God?

tArtO'latry. Obs. [ad.Gr.dpToXarptia.f.apTO-s
bread + \arpda worship.] The worship of bread.
[1610 Up. HALL Apol. Brmvnists 88 That Popish aproAn-

Tpet'i.J 1626 L.OWEN Spec. Jesuit. 11629) 17 Their Idolatry,
or if you will, Artolatry. 1658 J. ROBINSON Eudojca v. 142
Who fear to approach too near to the Artolatry. .dare not
seem to worship the bread, by kneeling before it.

ArtophagOUS (aJtffagas), a. rare.
[f.

Gr. dp-

To<t>ay-os bread-eating + -ous.] Bread-eating.
1816 GIFTORD in B. Jonson's Wks. 1875 V. 164 note. This

artophagous propensity of the tailors.

Artotyrite (iitotai-reit). Ecd. Hist. [ad. med.
L. artotyrita, f. Gr. dpro-rvpos bread and cheese :

see -ITK.] One of a sect who celebrated the Eucha-
rist with bread and cheese.

1586 T. ROGERS 39 .-fr/. (1607) 295 Some, by adding there-
to : so added was unto the bread cheese by the Artotarites.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 415/1 Followers of Montanus, who
were called Artotyrites.

Artou, artow, obs. contr. of art than.
c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 362 O blisful artow now.

tA'rtry(e. Oh. Contracted form of ARTILLERY.
1447 m Nichols Royal Wills (1780) 288 All myn armery and

all my artry. Ibid. 284 Armery and attry. c nytMerlin vii.

1 1 5 Garnysshe thy forteresses of euery Citee, and euery
castell, with vitayle, and men, and stuff of other artrye.

t A'rtship. Obs. [f. ART sb. + -SHIP.] ? Artistic

workmanship.
1598 SYI.VLSTKR Dit fiartas 306 Contempling th'Artship

richly rare, Which gilds the ceeling of this globe so fair.

A'rts-man. arch. [f. art's, genitive of A UT s/>.

+ MAN; cf. the earlier craftsman, later sportsman]
fl. A craftsman, workman, artificer. Obs.

1551 RKCORHE Pathw. Knoivl. Pref., The artes man con-
temned, the woorke vnrewarded. 1600 CHAPMAN Iliad xvi.

446 A pine, New fell'd by arts-men on the hills. 1726 Nat.
/fist. Irel. 76 And open the mouth thereof [of the furnace],
or the timpas as the artsmen call it.

f2. One skilled in the liberal arts, a scholar. Obs.

1605 BACON Ad~'. Learn. 11. xiii. 2 The pith of all sciences,
which maketh the artsman differ from the inexpert, is in

the middle propositions.

f3. One who practises the fine arts; an artist. 0/>s.

1633 FORD Lore's Sacr. it. ii, Observe with what singu-
larity the artsman hath strove to set forth each limb in

exquisites! proportion.
4. One who cultivates a practical science.

1858 J. BROUN Locke tr Syti. 62 (Sydenhaml was what Plato
would have called an artsman as distinguished from a doc-
tor of abstract science.

t A'rts-nia:ster. Obs. [f.
as prec. + MASTER.]

1. (Also art-master'1

, A teacher of art, or of an
art or craft. (Cf. music-master?)
1589 NASHE in Greene's Meii.ifhon Ded. (Arb.) 5 Their

idiot art-masters that intrude themselves, -as the alcumists
of eloquence. 1652 Zeal Examined Add. 3. 32 Herein is

that old Serpent his Arts Master. 1740 Frw./or Poor 23
Apprenticed under proper Arts-masters.

2. One who is master of an art or craft
;
a master

craftsman, a chief artificer.

1623 DKUMM. oi; HAWTH. Cypress Grove Wks. 124 What
the Arts-master of this universe is in governing this universe,
thou art in the body. 1624 HI-VUOOD Gttttaut, iv. 168 Dae-
dalus, a great Arts-master, .devised, .a wodden cow.

t A'rtuate, v. Ots.~*. [f. L. pple. artuatus
torn limb from limb, f, arlits limb.j

' To divide

by joints, to quarter, to dismember.' Bailey 1731.
Art-union : see ART sb. V.

tArtuo'Se,". Obs.<>. [f.L.arfttflimb.] 'Strong
made, well jointed or limbed.' Bailey 1731.

Arture, obs. form of ARTERY.

Arture, -turis, obs. forms of ARCTURUS.

tA'rt-WOrm. Obs. rare. [f. F. artre + WORM.]
= AKTER.
1623 WHITBOURNE ffcivfoitndlatid 41 Art-wormes, where-

with shins, .are sometimes much spoyied.

Artyllary, -ery, etc., obs. ff. ARTILLERY.

Aru, obs. form of ARROW.
t ATTIC-, v. Obs. For forms see RUE v.

[:
OK.

ofhrcowan : see OF- prcf. and Rt'E
v.']

1. intr. To be sorry, to feel regret, compassion, or

pity. Const, in OE. with genitive, represented in

later times by of.
c 1000 /Ki.i RIC Hem. (Sweet Reader 1021 Se ma^ssepreost

ois mannes ofhreow. c 1302 Pol. Songs 188 The commun of

Kruges ful sore con arewe. a 1400 E. . Misc. (1855) 3 Of
thy ruthe I wold a-ruwe.

2. trans, (i.e. with simple object repr. orig. geni-

tive). To be sorry for, regret, rue
;
to have com-

passion on, pity.
c 1220 Leg. St. Katk. 1379 J>e deore Drihtin areaw us. c 1300
Harrow, Hell 29 Jhesu Christ arew hem sore. cnyFrce-
niasonry 338 That poynt thou schal never arewe.

3. impcrs. It grieves, vexes, troubles (one).
a 1230 jfii/ifirift 35 Me areoweS Jn sar. t 1320 Pol, Songs

240 5et hym shulde arewen Of the arrerage. c 1430 Free.

masonry 90 Hyt shal hym never thenne arewe.

II
Arum (e<>TOTn). Bot. PI. -s. Also 6-8 aron ;

cf. AARON 2
. [L., a. Gr. apov (also formerly in

Eng. use}.] A genus of endogenous plants (N.O.
Araccx, the inflorescence of which consists of a

ARVETH.

large spathe, enclosing a fleshy spike or spadix
bearing on its lower part the unisexual flowers
succeeded by bright-coloured berries ; one species,
the Wake-robin, Cuckoo-pint, or Lords and Ladies

(A. Maculatuiii), is a native of Britain.

1551 TURNER Herbal i. 44 Of aron or cockow pynt. 1607
TOPSELL Fmir-f. Beasts (16151 3? ''"he old Bears, .do eat the
hearb Arum, commonly called in English Wake-robbin or
Calves-foot. 1769 SIR J. HILL Fam. Herbal*.-&\v 13 Aron
..is an excellent medicine in palsies. 1834 MARY HOWITT
Spring'mSk. Nat. ///W. 1 1851! 83 Here too the spotted Arum
green, A hooded mystery, is seen. 1866 MASTERS in Treas.
Bot. 97/1 The common Arum of the hedges . . From the
tubers of this plant, in the Isle of Portland, a starch called
Portland Arrowroot was formerly extensively prepared.
b. attrib. Esp. in Arum lily (Kichardia set/iio-

pica} : an arad with a pure white spathe and bril-

liant yellow spadix, a favourite ornamental flower
in drawing-rooms.
1599 A. M. Gaoellioitcr's Bk. Physic 183/2 Take Aron roote.

1821 CLARE Village Mittstr. I. 98 When April first Unclos'd
the arum-leaves. 1856 Miss ML'LOCH J. Halifax 230 Gather-
ing for her a magnificent arum lily.

Arunde, obs. form of ERRAND.
Arundell, obs. form of HIHONDELLE.
Arundiferous (a:rondi-fr3s), a. rare-", [f. L.

arundifer: see next and -ous.] Producing reeds,

reedy. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

Arundinaceous (awndiru'i-Jas), a.
[f.

L.

arundindceus, {. arundo, harundo a reed: see

-ACEOUS.] Reed-like, reedy.
1657 'n I'ty*. J)><'. "693 Pkil. Trans. XVII. 686 Beesha,

whose leaves are arundinaceous. 1791 tr. CliaptaTs L'hem.
III. 15 Plants, .such as the gramineous and arundinaceous.

Aruiidi'neous, a. rare. ff. L. arundineus :

see prec. and -EOUS.] Reedy.
1657 TOMLINSON Rcnou's Disp. 721 Wilde Bryony .. de-

lighting in arundineous and watry places.

Aru:ndmo'se, a. [ad. L. arundinosus, f. a-

rtindo : see -OSE.]
' Full of or abounding with

reeds.' Bailey I 731.

Al'U'lidillOUS, a. - prec. 1775 in ASH.

Arun, early form of ARE v.- : see HE.

t Aru'nt, v. Obs. [Etymol. unknown.] To rail

at, revile, scold, rate ;
or ? to drive away. (If the

latter is the sense, cf. Shakspere's AROINT.)
1399<Ric/i. Retfeless in. 221 ? Arounted[MS. has Arouutyd]

ffor his ray [= array, dress] and rebuked ofte. 1496 Dives fy

Pa-np. ^W. de W.) vn. iv. 280 Make the plesaunt in speche
to the congregacyon of poore folke . . and yelde thy dette &
answere peasable thynges & mekenesse, not to arunt them
ne rebuke them ne chyde them.

Aruspex, and derivatives: see more etymolo-
gical spelling under HAR-.

Aruwe, obs. form of ARROW.
t A'rval, -el, -ill. Obs. exc. dial. Also 5-6

arvell, 7 arvall. [App. adopted from Norse: cf.

Da. arvcbl, ON", crfi-bl (Vigfusson), OSw. arfbl
Jhre), f. arf, arv, ON. arfr (OE. erfe) inheritance

+ bl ale, a banquet : see ALE 3. Cf. also ON. crfi
a wake, a funeral feast = erji-ol.~\

A funeral feast.

1459 MS. Keg. Test. Ebor. IV. 249 b, [John Alanson leaues
an ox] 'ad distrib. inter propinquos et amicos meos, scilicet

ad meum arvell.' 1588 Wills tfliir.Dnrk. (1860) 181/2 That
secke . . which was drouncke at the arvell. 1623 MS. Rich-
mond Wilts Carthorpe, Her arvall, or funerall dinner.

1702 THORESBY Diary I. 362 The following arvill, or treat,

of cold posset, stewed prunes, cake, and cheese, prepared
for the company. 1860 MRS. GASKELL C. Bronte 17 The old

custom of 'arvills,' or funeral feasts. 1880 Yorksh.Archirol.

Jrttl. XXII. 290 The arval was held at the little village inn.

2. attrib., as in arval-bread, -dinner, etc.

1567 JAS". Durham Registry, For his arvell supper. 1691
RAY N. Coitntr. Words 139 Arvel-Bread, Silicerniutti. 1778-
80 W. HUTCHINSON Nortlil'ld. II. 20 in Brand's Pop. Antiq.
(Hazl.) II. 193 On the decease of any person possessed of
valuable effects, the friends and neighbours of the Family
are invited to dinner on the Day of Interment, which is

called the Arthel or Arvel-dinner. 1807 DOUCE Illttst. Shahs.
II. 203 (JAM.) In the North this feast is called an ar^'al or

an'il-supper', and the loaves that are sometimes distributed

among the poor, ar-sa.l-l>read, 1875 WhitbyGloss., Avcrilt-

breead, funeral loaves, spiced with cinnamon, nutmeg, sugar,
and raisins.

3. ? Arval-bread.

1568/1 'ills $ Inv. N. C. (1835) 294 A boxe of arvell xviijrf.

Hony ijj.

Arval (a'jval), a. [acl. L. arvalis, (. arv-itm

arable land : see -AL 1
.]

Of or belonging to

ploughed Land
; esp. in Arval Brethren (

= L.

Fratres Arvales}, a college of twelve priests in

Ancient Rome, who offered sacrifice to the field-

Lares to secure the fertility of the soil.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1854 KEIGHTLEY Mythol. Gncce

ff It. (ed. 3) 461 The hymn of the Arval Brethren.

f A'rveth, a. Obs. Forms : i earfefce, -c<Be, 2

erfefi, eervetS, 2-3 erveli, arveS, 3 (Onn.) arr-

fe)>p, earfB. [OE. ear/Hie, earfdSc, cogn. w. ON.

erfiSr ; cf. OE. earfeie sb. n., cogn. w. ON. er/iSi,

crvitSi, OS.arMdi n., arbedi., OFris. arbeid, OHG.
arabeit, mod.G. arbeit labour, toil, Goth, arbaips.']

Difficult, hard.

fSSg K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxix. 4 Spruce. . Sa earfofciestan

to jereccenne. c 1000 ./ELFRIC Man. Astroii. 19 Ne na=re

na aelmihtij, jyf him aenis ^efadung earfoSc ware. < 1175



ARVETH.
Cott.Hom. 231 His folc was swiSe ajrfeS-telle. c 1200 Trin.

Coil. Horn. 185 pat fiht was and is arue'o" to bolien. c 1200

ORMIN 17334 Forrbi wasshimm full arrfebb }etTo sen whatt

gate he mihhte Ben borenn efft off Hali? Gast. c 1220 Leg.
St. Katli. 999 EarfS to don. f 1230 Ancr. K. 254 An honful

jerden beo5 erue3 forte breken.

f ATvethlich, a. Obs. [OE. torfetUf, f. ear/ode

sb. ; see prec. and -LY 1
.]
=

prec.
nooo /Eu-Ric Dent. i. 17 Gif eow aenij bing bince earfob

> Trin. Coll. Horn. 12
"~

vite;

wist. [Also on p. 125.

lice, secga6 hit me. c 1200

fader his speche and wite}ede be childes aruei

27 po com be

:31iche herbi-

f ATVethlicte, aJv. Obs. [OE. earfoSllce : see

ARVETH and -LY-.] With difficulty or trouble,

hardly.
< 1000 Ags. Gosf. Matt. xix. 23 Earfo81ice se welega gajo

on Godes rice, elite Hatton G. ibid., yErfedlice. .130-1

Triit. Coll. Horn. 131 De wunderliche . . her-one arueSliche

wunede. c 1230 Ancr. K. 328 Hu eruedliche he ariseO be t

under wune of sunne haueo ileien longe.

tA'rvethness, [OE. carfodnyssc: see ARVETH
and -NESS.] Difficulty, trouble.

t-iooo J^LFRIC Man. Astron. 19 God .. ealle bing fcediht

buton earfoSnysse. c 1175 Lamb. Ham. 105 fiderwe sculen

hih^en of bissere erfeonesse. cnjti'att. Horn. 223 fu scealt

mid atrfeonesse be metes tylian.

Arvyst, obs. form of HARVEST.

Arwe, obs. form of ARGH and ARROW.

Honourably, reverently.
c 1000 ^LKRIC Gen. xlv. 4 pa grete hij arwurblice. c 1175

Cott. How. 229 [>a twegen 3elefde men him arwr&lice

(printed awr-] bebyriddon,

Arwygyll, obs. derivative form of EARWIG ;

cf. OE. edrwicga and mod. Suffolk dial, arrawiggle,
and see WIGGLE v.

1440 Protnp. Ptirv. 15 Arwygyll worme, aiirealle.

Ary, v. Obs. [Cf. EAH v.] 'i To plough.
1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (18561 76 After Christmasse, when

men shoulde beginne to fallowe and ary.

-ary
1
, suffix of adjs. and sbs., ad. L. -dri-us,

-ari-um. The regular phonetic repr. of these in

OF. was -air, but most of the words that actually

lived on into OF. had -ier (app. by confusion with

words in -idriiim or -eriitin, of which -ier was the

regular repr.), in AFr. -er, instances of which still

remain in Eng. primer, danger, antiphoner, and

names of trades and offices, like carpenter, usher

(,Fr. huissicr, L. ostidrius), while others, as bursar,

calendar, mortar, vicar, have recently been refash-

ioned with -ar after Latin. But in words of later

learned adaptation in Fr., -drills, -inn were repre-

sented by -aire
;

in AFr. and ME. -arie, later

arye, now -ary, as L. contrdrius, Fr. contraire,

Eng. contrarie, contrarye, now contrary ;
and this

is the regular form in which I,, words in -drills,

-arium, or their Fr. representatives in -aire are now

adapted in Eng., and on which new analogical
formations are modelled. More than 300 such

exist in the language, comprising :

A. adjs. repr. (or on analogy of) L. -drills

'connected with, pertaining to'; as arbitrary,

contrary, elementary, honorary, mercenary, tieces-

sary, primary, secondary, tertiary, voluntary.
B. sbs. 1. repr. (or on analogy of) L. -drills

' a man (or male) belonging to or engaged in
'

;

as actuary, adversary, antiquary, apothecary, com-

mentary (liber), February, January (mensis), la-

pidary, secretary.
2. repr. (or on analogy of) L. -drium ' a thing

connected with or employed in, a place for
;
as

aviary, breviary, diary, dictionary, formulary,
glossary, granary, ovary, piscary, reliquary, salary,

sanctuary, vocabulary. See also -ARIUM.

3. repr. L. (often mediaeval) -aria (ft. -aire,

-arie), forming fern. sbs. with same sense
;
as Cal-

vary, fritillary.

-ary
2
, suffix of adjs. ; occasional ad. L. -dr-is

(stem -art)
' of the kind of, belonging to.' Of this

the regular repr. in mod. Eng. is -AiU, q.v. But

even in Latin several of these words had forms both

in -dris and -drius ; and in later Fr. words of lite-

rary introduction, both these L. endings are levelled

under -aire, e.g. L. contrdrius, mtlitdris, Fr. con-

traire, militaire. Hence, as Fr. -aire from -drius

gives -ary in Eng., Fr. -aire from -dris has occa-

sionally also been adapted as -ary instead of the

more regular -ar
; e.g. capillary, exemplary, max-

illary, military, salutary.

Aryan, Arian (eorian, a'rian), a. and sb.

[f.
Sanskrit drya, in the later language 'noble,

of good family,' but apparently in earlier use a

national name '

comprising the worshippers of the

gods of the Brahmans
'

(Max Miiller) ;
cf. Zend

airya
'

venerable,' also a national name, and Old

Persian (Achsemenian) ariya national name (ap-

plied to himself by Darius Hystaspes) ;
whence

477

probably Or. 'Apem, 'Apia, L. Aria, Aria, and

Ariana, the eastern part of ancient Persia, and

Pchlevi and mod.Pers. Ir&n '
Persia.' As a tran.il.

of L. Arianus 'of Aria or Ariana,' Arian has long
been in English use: Aryan is of recent introduc-

tion in Comparative Philology, and is also by many
written Arian, on the ground that aria was the

original word, as shown by the Vedic language,

drya being only the later Sanskrit form
;
the spell-

ing Aryan has the advantage of distinguishing the

word from ARIAN in Eccl. Hist]
[1601 Hoi.i.ANn I'liny I. 131 The region of the Arianes,all

scorched and senged with the parching heate of the Sunne.

1794 SIR W. JONES tr. Ordin, Menu x. 45 All those tribes

of men, who .sprang from the mouth, the arm, the thigh, and
the foot of Brahma, but who became outcasts by having
neglected their duties, are called Dasyus, or plunderers,
whether they speak the language of the Mlechclthas or

that of Aryas.}
A. adj. Applied by some to the great division

or family of languages, which includes Sanskrit,

Zend, Persian, Greek, Latin, Celtic, Teutonic, and

Slavonic, with their modern representatives ;
also

called Indo-European, Indo- Germanic, and some-

times Japhetic ; by others restricted to the Asiatic

portion of these, absol. The original Aryan or

Arian language.
The restricted use rests on the ground that only the ancient

Indian and Iranian members of the family are known on
historical evidence to have called themselves A ria, Arya
or Anya; the wider application rests partly on the infer-

ence that the name probably belonged in pre-historic times

to the whole family, while this still constituted an ethnic

and linguistic unity ; and partly on the ground that even
if it did not, it is now the most convenient and least mis-

leading name for the primitive type of speech from which
all the languages above-mentioned have sprung, inasmuch
as Indo-Gertnanic is too narrow, and Indo-European too

wide, for the facts, while Japhetic introduces speculations
of which science has no cognizance. A frequent use of the

word, in which all agree, is to distinguish the Aryan from
the non-Aryan languages of India, the former being 'Aryan'
whether the term is used in the restricted or the wider sense.

1847 PKITCHARD AV/. Brit. Assoc. 241 The Indo-European,
sometimes termed Indo-German, and, by late writers, Arian

or Iranian languages. 1858 WHITNEY Orient. Stud. II. 5

The Aryan tribes for that is the name they gave them-
selves. 1871 FREEMAN Gen. Sketck i. 2 History in the

highest and truest sense is the history of the Aryan natives

of Europe. 1878 Cusr I\Iod. Langs. E. Indies 49 That all

the other Aryan Vernaculars are variants of Hindi, caused

by the influence of non-Aryan communities. 1882 SWEKT in

Trans. Phil. Soc. 109 Parent Arian had already developed
a perfectly definite word-order. Ibid, in The original
Arian mot '

Aryan ') forms.

B. sb. A member of the Aryan family ;
one be-

longing to, or descended from, the ancient people
who spoke the parent Aryan language.
1851 Kdin. Rev. 328 Times when neither Greece nor India

were peopled by Arians. 1861 MAX MULLER Sc. Lang. (1873)
I. vi. 273 The state of civilisation attained by the Aryans
before they left their common home. 1870 EMERSON Soc.

<y Solit.\\\. 137 The days are ever divine as to the first Aryans.

1878 Cusr Afod. Langs. E. Indies 13 The Aryans advanced
down the basins of the Indus and the Ganges. 1882 SWEKT
Trans. Phil. Soc. 114 The primitive Arians.

Aryanize (e '-rianaiz, a'rian-), v.
[f. prec. +

-IZE.J To make characteristically Aryan. Hence

Aryanized///. a., made Aryan in language though
not of Aryan race, as is the case with some East

Indian tribes or peoples.
1858 WHITNEY Orient. Stud. II. 7 Thus all India .. was

thoroughly Aryanized. 1880 K. JOHNSTON Lond.Geog.'^l^o
the aryanised groups belong the Bengali and the Assamese.

Aryjt, aryht, Aryse, obs. ff. AHIGHT, ARISE.

Aryole, variant of ARIOLE, Ol>s., a soothsayer.

Aryste, var. AHIST, Obs., arising; obs. f. ARRAS.

Aryteno- (tcritrno), comb, form of next.

1849-52 TODD Cycl.Anat.ff Phys. IV. 1495/2 The aryteno-

epiglottic portion of the vocal tube. 1881 MIVART Cat 229
The aryteno-epiglottidean folds.

Arytenoid (aeritrnoid), a. and sb. Phys. Also

aryteenoid. [ad. mod.L. arytenoides, ad. Gr.

dpvTaivo~ei$r)S, f. afniratva funnel, pitcher -f -fiSrjs

-shaped.]
A. adj. Funnel-shaped, pitcher-shaped : applied

spec, to two pyramidal cartilages of the larynx
which regulate the action of the vocal chords, and
to parts connected with them.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., The arytxnoideus [muscle] has

upper edge of the back part of the cricoid cartilage are . . the

arytenoid cartilages.

B. sb. [sc. cartilage, muscle.]
[1691 RAY Creation n. (1701) 339 The cartilages called

Arytenoides.\ 1849-52 Toun Cycl.Anat. tf Thys. IV. 1493/2

Arytenoids locked to each other, .by a cartilage.

Arytenoidal (a-Tit/hoi-dal), <z. Phys. [f. prec.
+ -AL1.] Belonging to the arytenoid cartilages,

etc.

1872 COHEN Dis. Throat 50 These arytenoidal movements
can lie beautifully demonstrated by means of the laryngo-

scope.

As (xi, aez, sz), adv. (fonj., and rel. pron.)
Forms: 1-3 allswa, al-swa, (WS. 1-2 ea!swa\

AS.

North. 2-6 alswa (alsua), 4-5 alsa, alse, 4-7 als,

4- as Midi. 3-4 alswo, alsuo, 3-6 also, 4-6
alse, als, 3- as, (4-5 os). South. 2-3 alse, 2-4 ase,

2- as. [A worn-down form of ail-so, OE. all-swd

'wholly so, quite so, just so,' which in its sim-

ple demonstrative use remains dissyllabic (see

ALSO), but as a relative and antecedent has been

phonetically weakened through alswa, alsa, alse,

als, as, and alswa, alswo, also, alse, ase, as, to (aez).

This phonetic weakening, in each of its successive

stages, began with the relative sense, whence it ex-

tended to the other senses : even the weak demon-
strative was reduced in north, dial, to als, but

remains also in standard ling. The correlation

in 'the colour is as bright as gold,' where the

first as is demonstrative or antecedent, and the

second relative,
'

in that degree bright, in which

degree gold (is brightV was originally expressed
bv so so, OE. 'swa beorht swa gold'; but the

antecedent or principle form was also strengthened

by all, 'all swa beorht swa gold'; constructions

which long survived in the south, as 'so briht

so (se) gold,' and '
al so (alse) briht so (se) gold."

The prefixed all, though originally emphatic ^
:

altogether, quite, even), soon lost its force, and

al-swci, al-so came to imply no more than the

simple swa, so. Hence, by 1200 (in the north)

alswa had begun to appear in the subordinate

clause likewise,
' alswa brihht alswa gold,' a con-

struction soon generally adopted, though almost

always with the relative in a phonetically weaker

form than the antecedent, e.g. 'alswa briht alse

gold, also briht alse gold, alse brijt ase gold, als

bricht as gold,' but finally with both correlatives

worn down,
' as bright as gold.' Alse, ase, as

was even substituted as the relative, when the

original swa, so remained as the antecedent, whence

the mod. 'not so bright as gold,' OE. na swa beorht

swa gold, 1 3th c. southern Eng.
' nowht so briht sti

(se) gold,' and ' nowht so briht alse (ase, gold.'

With tile wearing down of al-so to as, cf. mod.

Ger. also, als, in 'a/so bald als er kam' = ME. '

ail-

so sone als he com,' mod. 'as soon as he came.'

With many common adjectives and adverbs as

(als, etc.) was formerly written in combination,

especially in idiomatic constructions, e.g. asmuch,

aswell, asfaste, assoon, astite
;

relics of this survive

in forasmuch, inasmuch, whereas.']

The uses of as are here considered, A. in the main

sentence, B. in the subordinate sentence, C. in

phrases. At the end of B. are some phraseological
combinations originating in ellipsis.

A. In a main sentence, as Antecedent or De-

monstrative Adverb.

f I. With so in the relative clause. Obs.

As {alswa, also, alse, als, ase) , . . so (swa, so, se).

f 1. Of quantity or degree ; In that degree, to

such extent ... (in or to which) . . . Obs.

a looo /ELFRIC Horn, in Thorpe Anal. 61 Seo beorhtnys
is ealswa eald swa ba:t fyr. 1175 Land'. Horn. 157 Alse

ra3e se he walde. 1205 LAV. 9968 Al swa longe swa be

woreld stonded. c 1300 A". Alts. 395 Al so ofte so he wolde.

1380 Sir Fernnib. 2329 Ase loude so he. .mi3tet to ysmen
criede he there. 1393 LANGL. /'. PI. C. vni. 232 A court as

cleer so be sonne. 1450 MYRC 394 penne schale be husbonde
als blyue Teche & preche so hys wyue. 1532 Dice Play
(1850) 13 Not always as well so I would wish.

f 2. Of quality or manner : In that way, in such

wise ... (in which) . . . Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. How. 25 Al swa he do5 swa be swica. Iln'd.

159 Alswa se be sunne drach up bene deu. .1200 OKMIN
Ded. 281 And all all swa se Godes I.amb . . mihhte.

II. With as also in the relative clause :

As (alswa, also, alsa, alse, als, ase, as) . . . as

(alswa, etc.).

3. Of quantity : In that degree ;
to that extent

... (in or to which) . . . Expressing the Compara-
tive of Equality : as good as gold ;

as wise as fair
;

as strong as ever; as soon as you can ; and in in-

numerable proverbial similes, as black as jet, as

.brave as a lion, etc.

c 1175 Colt. Horn. 239 Alse lange alse 3<-
: lefede & . . alse

longe as ic lefie. c 1220 Hali Sleiil. 5 Syon [is] ase muchel

on englische leodene ase heh sihoe. a 1300 Cursor M.
823 Als fast als bai had don bat sinne. Ibid. 7526 par he

stod als still os stake, c 1314 Guy Warw. 87 Also litel als

he may. ^1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 984 Al-so salt as ant

se. c 1325 Ca'itr de L. 2524 Alsoo faste As quarrel off the

arweblast. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. IV. 195 Als longe as owre

lyf lasteth. c 1386'CHAUCER Prol. 287 Al so lene was his

hors as is a rake, c 1420 A madice xli, Als gay Als any
erliche mon. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cran. vni. 163 Alsa frely

as before. 1485 CAXTON Paris ff K J 18681 63 Also sick as

she was. 1530 Saritm Man. in Maskell Man. Kit. II. 295
Alse often as the! be. .required. 1583 STUBBBS Anat. Abas.

n. 10 As round as a ball. 1588 A. KING Canisius' Catech.

in Als far as apperteins to f office. 1608 ARMIN Nest
Xinn. 1 1 He was as dead as a doore nayle. 1701 W.WOTTON
Hist, Rome Alex. iii. 504 He was as covetous as cruel. 1711

STKELESfcct. No. 1 55 f 5 As busy as possible. 1849M AUAULAV



AS.

Hist. Eng. 1. 275 He used it, as far a* lie dared. 1879 BLACK
MacL-od ofD. xxvi, He was as mad as a hatter about her.

t 4. Of quality : In that very way, in such wise
... (in which) . . . Obs.

CU7S Lamb. Horn, 153 He his sunnen unde5 . . alswa alse
he heom haueft idon. c 1*30 Ancr. R. 36 And eft biginneS
..also, ase er. 1340 Aytnb. 137 Alsuo ase be zobe milde
herebe obre. .alsuo he blame) kirn zelve.

III. With relative clause wanting.
5. In qualifications of degree t^cf. 3) the relative

clause may be elliptically absent, especially where
it expresses: a. 'as that or those just mentioned.'

Here, as in the principal sentence may be rendered

by equally.
c 1386 CHA.VCKR Knts. T. 339 And he loved him as tendurly

agayn. ct^ooDestr. Troy ix.4i25 KyngSapmon. . With als-

mony abill
shippes

auntrid hym seluyn. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp
of Folys (1874) II. 81 Thoughe he be good, yet other ar als
bad. 1551 TURNER Herbal (15681 no Galene sayeth that

clinopodium is hole and dry in the tnyrde degre, but our
clinopodium is not al so hole. 1711 STEKLE Spect. No. 113
P4 Chance has. .thrown me very often in her way, and she
as often has directed a Discourse to me. Mod. ' Come for-
ward." 'Thank you ! I hear quite as well where I am.'

b. 'as not/ 'as the opposite course,
1

'as any-

thing else
1

; e.g. in as lief, as soon (as not). As
good, as well: see C. phrases.
1775 SHERIDAN Rirals v. iii, I'd as lieve let it alone.
C. 'as can be imagined,' *as may be,'

'

as pos-
sible/ cf. L. quant in quam maximum^ etc. Esp.
in AS-FAST, As SOON, AS-TITK, ALSWITHK, q.v.
B. In a subordinate sentence, as a Relative or

Conjunctive Adverb, introducing a clause which ex-

presses I. II. the mode (manner and degree', whence
also III. the time, place., IV. reason, V. purpose,
result, of the principal sentence; passing into VI.
a relative pronoun, a relative particle, VII. a merely
subordinating conjunction, and VIII. a limiting or
restrictive particle.

I. Of quantity or degree. (Preceded by adjective
or adverb.}
1. With antecedent as (alswa, a/swo, also, alse,

als, etc.' : ... in which degree, to what extent.

Expressing with antecedent as, the Comparative of
Equality.
[See A. II. 3, all the quotations for which also illustrate this.]

b. Expressing a comparison with a hypothetical
fact or state expressed by the subjunctive: As if

;

as though. (Cf. 9.) arch.

1366 MAUNDFY., As wel as thei had ben of the same Con-
tree. 1399 LANGI.. Rich. R?dcl<'$s in. 46 Thanne cometh
ber a congioun .. A.- not of his nolle as he be nest made.
..-1590 MARLOWE Jew Malta \. \. 59 Will serve as well as I

were present there. 1795 SOUTH KV Joan ofArc v. 325 As
certain of success As he had made a league with Victory.
2. With antecedent so (swa, swo) in the same

sense as i.

a. csp. in negative sentences.
c 1220 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 187 Hwi ne fele ich be in mi

breostes swo swote ase bu art. 1366 MAUSUEV. ix. 107 The
cytee is not now so yret, as it was wont to be. 1595 SHAKS.
John v. v. 21 The day shall not be vp so soone as I. 1818
SCOTT Rob Roy, You have never so much as answered me.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. I. i. 10 No country suffered so much
. . as England.
b. in certain affirmative sentences. (See So. )

(-1460 Tmtmlcy Myst. 37 A child so lufand as thou art.

1594 SIIAKS. Rich. Ill, n, i. 83 Looke I so pale, Lord Dorset,
as the rest? 1605 Mack. \. ii. 43 So well thy words be-
come thee, as thy wounds. 1690 LOCKE HUM. Und., I shall
be pardoned for calling it by so harsh a name as madness.

1742 RICHARDSON f\intcla III. 82 To think I should act so

barbarously as I did. 18. . MACAULAY Essays IV. 146 In a
world so full of temptation as this, a 1850 LONGK. So long as

you are innocent fear nothing. 1855 TENNYSON Maud \. xix.

ii, When did a morning shine So rich in atonement as this?

3. With antecedent as (so) suppressed :

a. Giving emphasis or absoluteness to the at-

tribute or qualification.
naoo Trin. Coll. Horn., Fair alse mone, icoren alse sune.

1382 WVCLIF Song Sol. vi. 10 Faire as the moone, chosen
as the sunne, ferful as of tentes sheltrun ordeyned. 1590
SHAKS. Mids. N. i. i. 144 Momentarie as a sound: Swift
as a shadow, short as any dreame, Briefe as the lightening.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. iii. 5 Soone as the royall virgin he d.d

spy. 1667 MILTON /*. L. v. 138 Soon as they forth were
come. 1743 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 241 My good Lady. .

made me proud as proud can be. 1835 CRAHBK Par. Reg.
i. 288 His favourite Lucy should be rich as fair. Mod.
Quick as thought, Roger seized the oar.

b. esp. In parenthetical clauses forming an exten-

sion of the subject or predicate, the antecedent (so,

as) formerly present
is now omitted, and the rela-

tive has acquired somewhat of a concessive force

Though, however.

1297 R- GLOUC 47 To brynge vs, so fre as we beb, in to fyl

seruage. c 1300 in Wright Pop. Sc. 137 And }ut as gret as
urthe and as lute as heo is, Ther nis bote, etc. 1393 LANGL.
P. PI. C. xiv. 185 So wis as bow art holde. .so wide as |wjw

regnest. 1622 HEYUN Cosmogr. in. (16731 J M/i As Pet.
Ramas (as great a Clerk as he was), .hath most vainly told
us. 1641 EVELYN Mem. (18571 I. 37, I took leave of. . Ant-

werp, as late as it was, embarking for Brussels. 1727 SWIFT
Wotui. Wonders Wks. 1755 II. ii. 52 The world, as cen-
sorious as it is, hath been so kind, etc. 1742 RICHARDSON
Pamela III. 45 Bad as his Actions were, .would there not
have been, etc.? 1835 CKABBE Far. Reg. L 534 Fair as she

is, I would my widow take.

478

t4. After the comparative degree = Than. Obs.
exc. in dialects. (Cf. Ger. so . . . ah, besser als, L.
tain . . . quam, plus quaint
1460 Paston Lett. 363 I. 534, I hadde never more neede . .

as I have at this tyme. 1513 DOUGLAS sEiiets n. xii. ixi.)
1 10 Quhat inair hard mischance . . Apperit to me as that ?

15*3 LD- BKRNERS Praia. \. ccii. 238 They coude do no
better . . as to make to their capitayne sir Eustace Damlreti-
court. 1568 .\tarr. Wit e, Wisd. (18461 27, I had rather
haue your rome as your componie. 1653 URQUHART A'o.V-
lais n. xxxii. i D.I, I . . never made better cheer in my life as
then. 1814 SCOTT St. Ronans ii. (D.), I rather like him as
otherwise.

II. Of quality or manner. (Preceded by a verb.)* With antecedent expressed.
f 5. With antecedent as (alswa, a/sa, also, alse,

a/s, etc.) : ... in which way, in the way that. Obs.
[See A. II. 4 ; the quotations for which also 'illustrate this.]

6. \\ ith antecedent so (siva, swo), or an equiva-
lent phrase containing such, same: ... in the manner
that . . . arch. (Sa is now usually omitted : see 8.)
See so . . . as . . . of result, infra V.
1205 LAY. 6753 And swa he ber agon ase be oSer hajfde

idon. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 117 So as I shall rehercen The
tides of the yere diveracn. 1580 I.VI.Y Eupltucs (16361 H iv,God will so blesse you, as . . your hearts can wish. 1611
BIBLE Gen. xviii. 5 So doe, as thou hast said. Mod. The
committee was not so constituted as he had expected.
7. With the clauses transposed for emphasis; as

. . . so: a. In what manner ... (in that manner; ;

in the way that . . .

1382 WYCLIK Ps. cii. 15 As the flour of the feld so he shal
floure out. c 1420 Liter Cocorum 38 As I tolde byfore, so
have bou cele. 1611 BIBLE fsa. xxiv. 2 It shall be as with
the people, so with the priest, as with the seruant, so with his

master, etc. 1614 R. TAILOR Hug halk lost Pearl in Dodsl.
<>. /'. 11780) VI. 400 As she brews so let her bake. 1697
DRYDEM I'irg. Gcorg. \\. 49 As the Cold Congeals into a
Lump the liquid Gold ; So 'tis again dissolv'd by Summer's
Heat. 1860 TRENCH .SVr;//. ll'fstm. At.xl. j 17 As our speech
is, so we are.

b. In proportion or degree as ...
1541 EI.YOT linage C,,*'t. 8 As they excelled in abhomina-

cion, so preferred he theim.

C. Even as, just as ; both . . . and, equally . . . and.
Lat. film . . . turn. arch.
1602 FL-LBKCKE Pattdcctcs 65 A thing as ancient, so ne-

cessarie. 1607 Schol, Disc. agst. Antichr. i. i. 28 Shee hath
as bewayld, so also renounced her former countrey. 1635

I NAUHTON Ifrngui. Reg. 200 in /Vi,r/.r 117071 I, As he was a

freat
soldier, so was he of suitable magnanimity. 1713

>LKHAM Phys. Tkml. iv. x. (17521 173 As they are the most
pernicious of birds so are they the most rare. 1837 SIR
\V. HAMILTON Mttaf/i. x.vyiii. (18701 II. 173 As some philo-
sophers have denied to vision all perception of extension . .

so others have equally refused this perception to touch.
* * With antecedent not expressed.
8. = with antecedent so omitted : a. ... in the

manner or way that . . . As you -were ! \m Drill) :

' Return to the position in which you were before !'

As it stands : taken or considered as it now is.

i 1175 f.nwb. lioni. 17 Heore uuei . . bu a^est to . .wiSstewen
3if |ni mihtal swa hit is nu la^ealonde. cla$oGert. <r/J>. 2212
losepes men 3or quiles deden Al-so losep hem adde beden.
.; 1300 H,i~-clok 306 Shal it nouht ben als sho thenkes, Hope
maketh fol man ofte blenkes. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. Prol.
120 To tilie and trauaile as trewe lyf askeji. 1535 COVER-
DALE Ezra vi. 9 There shalbe geuen them daylie as is

acordinge. 1611 BIBLE Jolm xv. 12 That ye love one an-
other, as I have loved you. 1625 MARKHAM Souldier's
Afcuj. 21 To reduce any of these words of direction to the
same order or station in which the Souldier stood before . .

you shall say . . As you were. 1802 MAR. KDGEWORTH Morat
T. 1 18161 I. xiii. 107 An Englishman . . thought he might in-
sult Scotchmen as he pleased. 1832 CAHLYLE Rentin. (1881.1
I. 15 Let me write my books as he built his houses. 1865
-- Frc,1k. Gt. VI. (1873) 29 General amicable As-you-were
between Austria and Bavaria. 1882 Tiinrs 5 July 11 The
oath, as it stands, is and ought to be a religious test.

b. To the same extent as, in so far as ; in pro-
portion as

; according as ; just as, even as.

<"I225 St. Marherete (18661 13 pat eioer of ooeres, as of his

ahne, beotmsti. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. 1V,\\\. iii. 165 As thou
art but man I dare, but, as thou art a Prince, I feare thee.

1670 R. COKE Disc. Trade 32 Since the Rents of Land are
valuable, as the Trade of the place is. 1710 BERKELEY Print.
Ihiin. Knmt'l. l. i Which, as they are pleasing or disagree-
able, excite the passions of love, hatred, etc. 1751 JOHNSON
Katni'L No. 165 f 3 Our state may indeed be more or less

imbittered, as our duration may be more or less contracted.

1837 SIR W. HAMILTON Mctaph. xxxviii. (1870! II. 374 It is

blasphemy to say that God only is as we are able to think
Him to be.

C. In the phrases accorjing{-ly') as, in proportion
as, and the like.

(See instances under ACCORDING, etc.l

d. In antithetical or parallel clauses, introducing
a known circumstance with which a hypothesis is

contrasted, or beside which a new circumstance is

placed : ... as on the other hand
; even as ; where-

as ; whilst.

1523 Lu. BURNERS Fraiss. I. clxxvi. 213 If kyng Johan had
ben in Krauncc, as he was in Englande [/. e. instead of be-

ing, as was the fact, in England], he durst not haue done as
he dyd. 1602 SHAKS. Iftitn. v. ii.

347^
Had I but time, (as this

fell sergeant, death, Is strick'd in his Arrest!. 1715 BURNKT
Own Time 1 1. 2 The King's own religion was suspected, as
his brother's was declared. 1848 THACKERAY Bk, Snobs
d869'xvi. 71 It has its prejudices, to be sure, as which of us
has not ? Afod. If I had been present, as I was not, I should
have asked an explanation.

AS.

e. As also introduces an additional circumstance:
Also in the same way, and likewise, and ... as well.
1793 SMKATON KJystme /.. 252 To carry her a rope to

the landing-place, as also one to the . . rocks on each side.

9. Introducing a supposition, expressed by the

subjunctive mood: As if, as though, arch. (Cf. i b.)
1135 O. E. Chron., Uuard be sunne suilc als it uuare thre

niht aid mone. a 1250 O-wlf, Xight. 146 To-svo!le . . Also ho
hadde one frogge i-svolje. a. 1300 Havtlok 508 Starinde als
he were wod. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Smuli n. xlv. 51 Somme
hadden longe hoked clawes, lyke as they had ben lyons.
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, i. i. I03 Vndoing all, as all had never
bin. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 447, I heard the wrack As earth
and sky would mingle. 1681 DRYDEN Ais. $ Achit. 848 It
looks as Heav'n our Ruin had design'd. 1800 COLERIDGE
li-'alltnstein i. v, He looks as he had seen a ghost.
b. ]J and though are now commonly expressed.
a 1300 Cursor ,)/. 7690 Als bof his wiberwin he war.

1523 FITZHERB. Sun', xi. (1539) 17 As and a lorde haue a
manour. 1579 SPENSER Slufh. Cal. Jan. 18 As if my yeare
were wast, and woxen old. 1795 SOI-THEY Joan ofArc i. 381Wks. I. 14 As though by some divinity possess'd. 1867CARLYLE Remin. (1881) II. 18, I was banished solitary- as if
to the bottom of a cave.

c. esp. in As it were : as if it were so, if one might
so put it, in some sort : a parenthetic phrase used
to indicate that a word or statement is perhaps
not formally exact though practically right.

i 1386 CHAUCER Nonne Pr. T. 26 She was as it were a
maner deye. 1399 LANGL. P. PI. C. ix. 22 Ich wolde a-sayesom tyme for solas, as hit were. 1531 ELYOT GOT. (18341 2I i

It draweth a man as it were by violence. 1579 E. K. in

tyt'ftser's Slu-pli. Cal. Mar. n Gloss., The messenger, and as

to mock herself. 1881 BUCHANAN God ff Man I. 124 She
took him at once, as it were, into her confidence.

10. With the subordinate clause abbreviated : In
the same way as, as if, as it were.
c looo Ags. Gosf. Matt. xxvi. 55 Eall-swa to bedfe 36 syn5

cumene. 1382 WYCLIF ibid. 25 As to a theef jee ban gon
out. 1596 SPENSER /'. Q. i. i. i His angry steede did chide
his foming bitt, As mucn

disdayning to the curbe to yield.
1611 BIBLE Heb. xii. 7 God dealeth with you as with sonnes,
1663 GERBIER Counsel C ij b. The Horse .. is as to seek.

1763 J. BROWN Poetry $ Mils. 6. 97 One of them las
wounded) fell down. 1817 BYRON Man/red i. ii. 15, I . . Be-
hold the tall pines dwindled as to shrubs, a 1821 KEATS To
England, To sit upon an Alp as on a throne. 1850 TENNYSON
Enid 210 His . . hand Caught at the hilt, as to abolish him.

fb. With numbers^ About, as it were, Gr. is,

jifffl, OK. suy/ce, Goth. swe. Obs.

1382 WVCLIF John vi.
13 Whanne bei hadden row-id as

fyue and twenty furlongis or britty. 1523 LD. BEHNLRS
Froiss. I. xliv. 59 They were a great nombre as a xl. M. men.
11. With subordinate clause reduced to its subject

or object : a. After the manner of, in the likeness

of, the same as, like.

i 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, ion Ure helende aros alse sunne.
* 1220 Leg. St. Kath. 1361 pe Keiser kaste his heaued as
wod mon. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy i. 178 Alse sede in be season
sowe it on be erthe. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 29 And often
knockt his brest, as one that did repent. 1611 BIBLE Gen.
iii. 5 Yee shall bee as Gods, knowing good and euill. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 559 To the .. ignorant populace
the law of nations and the risk of bringing on their country
the just vengeance of all Europe were as nothing. 1876
GREEN Short Hist. x. 4 (18811 800 Spain rose as one man
against the stranger.
b. In the character, capacity, or role of.

1523 LD. BURNERS Froiss. 1. v. 4 Hersonne, who was as the
next heire male. 1742 BfrDDLBTOMC&yrv I. IV. 303 Assisted
by Pompey as augur. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. in. vii, He as
truth received What of his birth the crowd believed. 1837
SIR W. HAMILTON llfetaph. xxvi. (1870) II. 139 The fact is

assumed as an hypothesis; the hypothesis explained as a
fact. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.(A^ 1. 1. i. i. 6 The lesson
which men receive as individuals, they do not learn as na-
tions. 1875 HIGGINSON Hist. IS.S.xvi. 151 This design was
afterwards used as a flag.

c. Introducing a complemental nominative or ob-

jective after such verbs as seem, appear, pass, rank
;

view, regard, represent, treat, acknowledge, know,
consider, accept, etc. : see these words.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. vi. 145 Regarded As the most Noble

Coarse. 1711 ADDISON SJit'ct. No. 9 p i He was saluted as a
Brother. .1740 FIELDING 7-Vi. Convers. ad init., Man is

generally represented as an animal formed for . . society.
1742 RICHARDSON Pamelti III. 76 Might have imputed to
me as Arrogance, or Revenge. 1802 SCOTT Minstr. Sc. Bord.
I. 8 He whom all civilized nations now acknowledge as the
Father of Poetry. 1837 MACAULAY Bacon, Ess. (1854) I. 346/1
In what we consider as his weakness. 1876 GREEN Short
Hist. x. 4(18811787 Who still looked on themselves as
mere settlers . . and who regarded the name of ' Irishman

'

as
an insult.

12. As who : a. Like one who, as if one. arch.

1551-6 ROBINSON tr. More's Utopia 35 As who should sai

it were a very daungerous matter, a 1586 A $w. Cartiuright
9 Walke before me, and be thou vpright, and I will make my
cpuenant betweene me and thee. As who say, one condi-
tion . .of the couenant is our vpright and good profession.
1606 HOLLAND Siteton. Annot. 14 His courteous cariage and
alTabilitie : as who was readie to accept of petitions and
requests. 1848 DICKENS Dombeym The Manager inclined
his head, and showed his teeth, as who should say . . Is that
the case ?

t b. As being he who. So, as which, etc, Obs.

'574 tr- Xtarlorats Afocalips 9 So consequently before

Christ, as who sitteth by God the father. 1583 GOLDING
Cal-'in on Dent, cxcvi. 1219 Let vs call vppon him, as which
is the chiefe sacritice that hee requireth at our handes.



AS. 479 AS.

Hud. vi. 31 A verie notable point, as whereof wee may
gather verie good and profitable doctrine.

13. Introducing a clause not dependent on the

predicate of the principal sentence, but referring

elliptically to some other word or part, or paren-

thetically to the statement itself contemplated in

regard to its truth, authority, universality, etc. As
a rule : to state the general rule disregarding

exceptions ; generally, in the great majority of

cases. As usual \ as is or was usually the case.

c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 17 Al swa ic er seide, gif eni mon tou-

ward criste isune}ede, etc. c 1230 Ancr. A'. 166 Nu, as ich

sigge, bis deorewur&e healewi iSisse bruchele uetles, etc.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 27 He dob ai bo bingis bat plesun God, os

Himself seib. 1413 LYDG, /*ylgr,Sinvle i. xxiv. 29 His skryp
and burdon, whiche, as he seyth, he ne left neuer. 1711 Au-
DISON Sped. No. 5*3 This project, as I have since heard, is

postponed 'till the Summer Season. 1711 STKKLE ibid. No.

104 F3 The Model ..was, as I take it, first imported from
France. 1754 HUME Hist. Eng. (1812) I. viii. 409 This war
was, as usual, no less feeble in its operations, than . . frivolous

in its cause and object. i88a JKSSOPP in ig/A Cent. Nov.

735 The masses in towns are, as a rule, destitute of faith

in the unseen.

14. Introducing a clause used to attest a state-

ment or to adjure any one by his faith, hopes, or

fears : In such a manner as befits the prayer, wish

(obs.}, anticipation, belief, profession that . . .

^1386 CHAUCER Sgrs. T. 461 If it lay in my might, I wold
amenden it . . Als wisly help me grete God of kynde. ^1435
Tory. Portugal 1446 Sir Torent said,

' as God me spede,
We wille firste se that ffede.

1

Ibid. 2504 Damyselle, also

muste I the [ as may I prosper !], Sylver and asure beryth
he. 1593 SMAKS. Rich. //, in. iii. 119 This sweares he, as he
is a Prince, is iust, And as I am a Gentleman, I credit him.

I7p5 SOUTHKY Joan ofArc i. 422 Wks. I. 15 Think well of

this; As you are human, as you hope to live In peace.

1849 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. II. 78 Admonished to speak
with reverence of their oppressor . . as they would answer it

at their peril.

f!5. In exclamatory sentences or clauses ; The
manner in which . . . , in what manner, how. Obs.

exc. in dialects ; replaced by how*
c 1230 Alter. K. 62 Loucrd Crist, ase men wolden steken

veste euerich burl. 1566 KNOX Hist. Rcf. Wks. 1846 I. 103
Which, as it was keapt, the ishewwill witnesse. 1816 SCOTT
A ntiq. xxvi,

' But see as our gudemither's hands and lips are

ganging.'

III. Of time and place.
16. At or during the time that ; when, while ; at

any time that, whenever. Introducing a contem-

poraneous event or action. (As when rarely takes

the place of simple as.)
c iMO Ureisun in Lamb. Hotn. 189 He strahte forb his

riht earm ase [he] stode o rode. 1297 R. GLOUC. 283 As bys
kyng Edgar an honteb ywend was, Alone he com fram ys
men. f 1380 WYCLIF wycket 8 The material bread that he
had in hys handes as when he sayde (Hoc est corpus vicum\

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour Fiiij, But as his wrath is gone
she may wel shewe to hym y

l

,
etc. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. 1. 1.

29 And all the way he prayed as he went. 1697 DRYUKN
Virg. Georg. in. 529 They wander, grazing as they go. 1742
RICHARDSON Pamela, III. 88 One Day, as she and I snt to-

gether. Mod. The thought occurred to me as I was watch-

ing the procession.

17. At the place that, in which, where. Obs. exc.

as in last quotation, where it passes into prec. sense.

1297 R. GLOUC. 555 Bituene Seint Oswalde's ;at, and be

NorJ> 5at iwis, Is a long wal inou, as be abbode's orchard is.

c 1305 St. Andrew 16 in E. E. /'. (1862) 98 Wende to patras
To be cite . . as selnt andreu was. c 1420 Citron. Vilod. 390
pen went bey bederward as bis tresere lay. [1711 STEELE

Spect. No. 2 P2 He has his Periwig powdered at the Bar-

ber's as you go into the Rose. C/. It is right in front of you
as you cross London Bridge.]

IV. Of reason.

18. In conformity with, or in consideration of,

the fact that ; it being the case that ;
inasmuch as

;

since.

(11400 Cov. Myst. 281 Lete me fro this deth fle, As I dede

nevyr no trespace. 1664 KUTLKR Hud. n. ii. 202 As no Peer
is bound to swear. . it follows .. t'affirm it is no perj'ry.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. i, My eldest son . . was bred at Ox-

ford, as I intended him for one of the learned professions.
Mod. As you are not ready, we must go without you. He
may have one, as he is a friend.

b. Also with participial clause.

1631 WKEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 794 He was enforced to

returne, as destitute of those further succours. 1677 MOXON
Mech. Exerc. (1703) 203 The whole Work will be spoiled, as

being smaller than the proposed Diameter. 1699 HKNTLEY
Phal. Introd. 24 [He] is not handsom : as having a flat Nose.

V. Of result, actual or intended.
* With antecedent, so, such, that in the principal

sentence.

1 19. With finite verb. Obs. and replaced by that.

a. So . . . as: in such manner, to such a degree . . .

that.

1460 FORTESCUE Ah. fy Lint. Mon. (1714'' 93 The Com-
mons . . be so poer, as they may not gyve any thyng of their

own Goods. 1509 HAKI.UYT Voy. II. u. 141 This so amazed
our men . . as they forsooke their Commanders, and left

them. 1622 SPARROW Rationale (1661)245 A thing so plain
as it needs no proof. 1742 MIDDLETON Cicero II. vn. 207, I

despised you . . so as nothing could be prouder. 1777
ROBERTSON Hist. Anter. I. 203 His largest vessel was so

clumsy and unfit for service, as constrained him to bear

away for Hispaniola.

f b. Such . . . as : of that kind . . . that. Obs.

1475 CAXTON Jason 23 The raynes of his horse faylled . . in

suche wise as he tumbled, the hede under, c 1555 HAKPS-
FIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 178 Such ,. calamity . . as

since Christ his birth it neversuffered the like. 1628 FELT HAM
Resolves i. x. Wks. 1677, 14 He that longs for Heaven with
such impatience, as he will kill himself. 1671 MU.ION
Samson 350, I gained a sun, And such a son as all men
hailed me happy.
C. The transition from the earlier as to that, was

effected by the intermediate as that. arch.

1599 GREENE Alphonsus (18611 245 Hath god Mars such
force . . As that he can. a 1687 PETTY /W. Arith. Pref. 11691)
A iij, The Price of Food so reasonable, as that Men refuse to
have it cheaper. 1795 tr. Murder's Fragm. Pol. fy Hist. I. 31
The power . . placed in the hands of a chief, in such a way
as that the principle of unity in the government will be ap-
preciated, a 1866 J. GROT K Exam. Util. f/iilos. 362 In .inch

a manner as that the thought of Him is, etc.

20. With infinitive of result or purpose. (Still

in use ) Formerly that also occurred as antecedent

instead ofsttc/t: cf. 24.
c 1590 MARLOWE Faustus xiii. 13 Do us that favour, as to

let us see that peerless dame. 1662 H. MORI, Antid.Ath. i.

xi.l 1 7 12 1 35 To bear themselves so as . . to cause an Arbit rarious

Ablegation of the Spirits. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. i P2,
I am not so vain as to think. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxvi.

(1878) 345 Announced in a voice so loud, as to make all . .

aware of the important communication. Mod. He so ac-

quitted himself as to please everybody. Be so good as tu

come.
* * ll'ith antecedent so wanting, or conjoined

with as in tht' subordinate clause.

\ 21. With finite verb : \Yith the result or pur-

pose that. Obs. and replaced by so that.

a 1300 Cursor M. 586 Adam was made of manes elde,
Als he might him sduen welde. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures
21 b, So as hee that holdeth by escimge, hokleth by homage.
^1590 MARLOWE Faustns x.3i The bright shining of whose

glorious acts Lightens the world with his reflecting beams,
As . . It grieves my soul I never saw the man. 1628 HOHBI.S

Thucydides (1822) 120 He miscarried by unskilfulness so as

the loss can no way be ascribed to cowardice. 1797 Dou N-

\tm Dhord. Horned Cattle 118 The joints will bend so as

the dees or horny part . . can be inclosed in the hand.

f b. The transition from so as to so that gave
the intervening so as that. arch.

1772-84 COOK i 'oy. 117901 III. 795 [They] had never been

sufficiently examined, so as that an accurate judgement
might be formed of their coasts.

22. With infinitive of result or purpose.
Mod. Put on your gloves, so as to be ready.

VI. Introducing an attributive clause ;
after the

antecedents such, same, or their equivalents.

23. The adjective such (OK. swy/c, sw$lc, Goth.

swa-leik} contains the adv. swa, so, and may be

analyzed as ' so-constituted
1

: like so, therefore, it

is followed by as : see above, 19 b. b. Same was
in OE. an adv. followed by swa. I fence, after such

and same, as comes, through ellipMs, to act as a

relative pronoun = That, who, which.
But same as usually expresses identity of kind, same that

absolute identity, except in contracted sentences where
same as is alone found : cf.

' he uses the same books as

you do,'
* he uses the same books that you do,'

' he uses the
same books as you,' 'you and he use the same books.'

t'ii75 Lamb. Horn. 83 Ho nimeS al swuch hou [i.e. hue] '

alse ho ber on uint. c 1350 Gen. A;- I-lx. 4108 Alswilc als hem
bihu[f]Hk bee. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc, 835 pan sal he
on be same wys hethen wende . . right als he cam. 1548
Compl. Scot. 38 That samyn sound as thay beystis hed
blauen. 1549 COVERDALF, Erasm. J^ar. J\in. ix, Suche a.-,

growe out of kynde. 1611 BIBLE Trattst. I'rcf. 2 Such a one
as was the glory of the land of Israel. 1711 STEELE Sped.
No. 118 P3 Such a Passion as I have had is never well

cured. 1718 HICKES & NELSON Life Kettlc*ivell App. 57
This is about the same Number as was now. 1789 G.
WHITE Selborne xvii. 11853172 Such a severe stroke . . as put
out one eye. 1832 CARLYLE Remin. (1881) I. 8 Never shall

we again near such speech as that was. 1879 LUBBOCK Sci.

Lect. ii. 31 Bees like the same odours as we do.

f 24. The antecedent such is also replaced by
that, those, or entirely omitted, leaving as an ordi-

nary relative pronoun = That, who, which. Cf.

Norse use of som. Obs. in standard English, but

common dial, in England and the United States.
c 1305 St. Edmund 225 in E. E. P. 1 18621 77 Drau^tes as me

drawep in poudre. 1366 MAUSDEV. v. 36 The firste Soudan
wasZarocon. .as was fadre to Sahaladyn. 1475 Bk. Noblesse

32 Tho as were present. 1525 LD. BERNERS 1'roiss. II. Pref.,
The ymages as they used in olde tyme to erecte in worshyp.
1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jitl. n. i. 36 That kind of Fruite As
Maides call Medlers. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 222
To those as have no children. 1645 FULLER Good Th. in
Bad T. (.1841! 32 It is false that the marigold follows the sun,
whereas the sun follows the marigold, as made the day be-

fore him. 1747 GOULD Eng. Ants 70 That prodigious Size
as we see in many Places, c 1852 Lamplighter (1854)91
It's he as lives in the great stone house._

f b. Extended to as that. Obs. Cf. as which, 1 2 b.

1663 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 140 If they had any-

thing as that remained on their part.

Ti As (after such or that}, frequently represents
not merely the simple relative, but the relative with
its governing preposition ; and then approaches the

adverbial use in 6.

1693 Mem. Count Teckely i. 16 A City of that importance
as (

= of which] Cassovia was. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. n
F 5 She should be clothed in such bilks as his Wastecoat was
made of.

25. In parenthetic clauses, affirming, explaining,
or commenting on a word in the principal sentence.

In parenthetic affirmations, e.g. *foul as I am,'

that is more common than as.

(1550 Jacks Jngeler (1820) 24 Like a fole as I am and a

drunken knave. 1577 St. Aug. Aian?t?ll 93 O hard am!
cursed case as it was. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. vii. 33 Vn-
niercifull Lady, as you are, I'me none. 1607 '/<////. I. ii.

3^6, I haue vs'd thee i Filth as I hou art) with humane care.

1714 AnnisoM Spect. No. 568 p i He designs his chasm, as

you call it, for an Hole to creep out at. 1835 LYTTON
K ifnzi \\\, Crouch I wild beast as thou art !

b. As frequently refers to the whole statement

contemplated as a fact :
= A thing or fact which.

1552 T. BARNABI-: in Ellis Oriff. Lett. Ser. n. II. 202 Yff so

be y
l that we shoulde warre with them (as (led defende 1

.

1802 M. K!><;K\VOKTH Moral Tales \. xiii. 103 n8i6j He wa-.

an Englishman, as they perceived by his accent.

26. Introducing instances in exemplification or

illustration of a general designation : Like and in-

cluding, such as, of the kind of; for instance, for

example.
Apparently an elliptical use of 23, 24; thus, 'a beast of

prey, as the lion or tiger'= 'a beast of prey, suck as the

lion or tiger ix,' where as is a relative pronoun, though in the

elliptical sentence, it sinks into a conjunction.

1340 KAMI-OLE Pr. Consc. 700 Many yuels, angers, and
mescheefes Oft comes til man . . Als feuyr, dropsy, and

launys. c 1380 WYCLIF Prelates iii. Wks. 1880. 60 A prelai,

as an abott ur a prioiir. c 1420 Pallad. on IIitsl>. 42 Beetles

that slial plowe, As hors and ox. <: 1530 RMODI-.S I>k. .V;--

tare in Balves Bk. 68 And if your Mayster will haue any
conceites after dinner, as appels, Nuts, or ermine. 1705
AHUISON Italy 2, I pluck 'd abuiic Five different Sorts . . as

Wild-Time, Laucndcr, etc.

27. From its relative or conjunctive force, as was
added (rarely prefixed) to the demonstrative ad-

verbs there, then, thither, thence, after, to make
them conjunctive ;

it was used for some time

with the interrogatives where, when, whither,

whence, after they were substituted for the demon-

stratives. When as is found in modern poets as

an archaism; the others are Obs. Cf. when that,

after that
;
and see WHKKKAS, in which the local

sense is now lost.

1297 R. (ii.OL'c. 369 pere as be batayle was, an abbey lie

let rere. 1366 MAUNUKV. x. 118 The colveres retournen a^en
where as thei ben norissht. < 1386 CHAUCKH Klerch. T. 138
Wel may the ^ike man wayle ;md wepe, Ther as ther is IHJ

wyf the lious tu kepe. 1470 85 . 16341 MALORY Arthnr(\9>it^
\. 80 Anon, after as Ualin was dead, Merlin took his sword.

1483 CAXION- (,'. (/,- la Tour F ij, Thou ..shall not KO ..

there as it pleseth me not. 1523 Li>. HKKNI-.KS J-'n>iss. I. K ii.

78 Can ye lede vs ther as they be? Ibid, ccxdv. 437 Re-

tourned into Fraunce, thyder as they thought to haue
some aduantage. c 1532 Jluon 438 Let the shyppe go
whether as it wyll tyll it come to the porte where as thou

shake aryue. 1538 BALE Thre Lauvs 4 Where as is MM

lawe, can no good order be. t 1590 MAKLOWK Jew Malta
v. ii, What boots it thee . . to be the Governor, When as thy
life shall be at their Command ? 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos.

11701) 269/2 The year following , . when as I'hilo . . accused

Sophocles for having done contrary to Law. 1808 SOM i

Marm. i. xxviii, When as the Palmer came in hall, Nor lord

nor knight was there more tall.

VI. Introducing dependent sentences or clauses.

28. Introducing a noun sentence, alttr say,

know, think, etc. Sometimes expanded into as

that. Obs. and replaced by that
;
but still common

in southern dialect speech, where often expanded
to as how. (Connected with IV: cf. that in 'the

man tJiat is coming/ 'he says that he is coming.')
1483 CAXTON G. tie la Tour F iiij b, I saye not as ye shalle

be pryuely and alone one by other. 1578 TIMMK Cah'in ;

Gen. 331 It seemeth to be a very absurd reason that hegiveth,
as that the children of Abrarn could not be saved. 1689

TryaI Bps. 55 Do you know My Lord liishop of St. Asaph's
handwriting? Not as I know of. 171* Si 1.1:1.1: Spect. No,

508 p6 That the Fop . . should say, as he would rather have
such-a-one without a Groat, than me with the Indies. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa Ii8ir) IV. 259 Pray let her know as

that I will present her . . my Lancashire Seat. 1771 SMOL-
I.HTT Httmph. Cl. I. 274, I believe as how your man deals

with the devil. 1833 MARKYAT /'. Simple xiii. i Hoppei See-

ing as how the captain had been hauling him over the coals.

1856 MKS, STOWE Dredy\. 100, I don't know as you'll like

the appearance of our place.

f 29. Formerly used to introduce an imperative
sentence. Obs.

'1374 CHAUCER Tr. $ Cr. v. 522
* For love of God,' full

pitously he seide, 'as go we scene the paleis of Creseide.'

c 1386 Miller's 7". 590 That hoote kultour in the chymenee
here, As lene it me : I haue ther-with to doone.

f 30. Introducing contracted interrogative sen-

tences : As how? (arch.) As why? ^illiterate.)

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Senn. Tt'trr. 16/1 We shall see some-
time how herelikes come to turne the groundes of our faith

wholy vpside downe. As how? If any denie that Icsns

Christ is God euerlasting, etc. 1636 H KALEY Kpktttus' Man.
xxxi. 39 Hut I have yet no meanes to benefit my countrey !

As how man? you cannot builde it a schoole, an Exchange,
or a Bathe : what's all that to the purpose? 1743 FIELDING

y. Andrws in. xii. (Matz.) If he could be ruined alone, she

should be very willing for it ; for because, as why, . . he de-

served it. 1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba iv. xv. Wks. IV. 145 He
might awe the Elements, and make Myriads of Spirits serve

him ! . . I!ut as how ? By a league with Hell, a covenant that

binds The soul to utter death !

31. Formerly prefixed to an infinitive clause,

made the occasion of introducing a statement,

where a participle (or gerund) is now used: e.g.
'

Speaking of volcanos, I have seen Etna in full

eruption.'



AS.

c '374 CHAUCER TroyIns \: 974 But as to speke of love . . I

hadde a lord to whom I wedded was.

VII. Prefixed to prepositions and adverbs.
32. The original sense is perhaps seen in such

expressions as, as regards, as respects, as concerns,
i.e. 'so far as it concerns/

*
in the degree, manner,

or case in which it concerns.' ,l.\^.quod attinctad.
1840 MACAI-LAY Rattke, Ess. (1854' II. 543/1 As respects

natural religion . . it is not easy to see, etc. 1867 Gd. Words
Mar. 160 As regards the virtues that make it possible to live
the life of

a^
civilised social being. 187* F. HALL False

PhiloL 50 Nor is he more fortunate as relates to pro-
nunciation.

33. With prepositions, as has the general sense
of as far as, so far as, and thus restricts or spec-
ially defines the reference of the preposition ;

e. g.
as against, as between. As ancnt, as concerning,
as for, as to, as touching (Fr. qitant <}}, have all

the sense of ' as it regards, so far as it concerns,
with respect or reference to.

J

In as in, as by, as

after, and other obsolete combinations, as was al-

most pleonastic. See these prepositions severally.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6880, I shal ;ou shewe wif>outen les As

anentis bis moyses. ^1375 WVCLIF Antecrist 117 He shal
be lyoun as to violence ; as a lyoun in his chouche as to
trecherie. r 1386 CH.U-CKR Mclibi'its F 189 And as touching
thy frendes, thou schalt con^idere which of hem beth most
faithful. 1449 PECOCK Repr. iv. vi. 455 Her blamyng . .

muste needis be had as for vniust and vntrewe. 1535
CoVEKDALB 2 Mace. xi. 2o As concemynge other thinges . .

I haue committed them to you re messaungers. 1611 Rmu:
i Cor. via. i As touching things offered unto idols, we know.
1748 HARTLEY Obstrv. Man i. i. i p 5 As to myself, I am
not satisfied. 1857 HELPS Friends in C. Sur. i. 1. 18 My only
doubt was as to the mode. 1856 T. HOOK Gilb. Gurney i",

[HeJ was questioned as to what efforts he had made to

rescue his companion. 1876 GLADSIUXK in Contemp. Rn>.
June 6 The rights of laymen as against priests . . depend . .

upon hi^ judgment. .!/<></. As for you. Sir. yuur father shall
hear of this.

fb. After asfor, a pronoun was formerly omitted.
15*5 Lu. BEKXKRS Froiss. II. ctxlvi. (ccxliL ] 756 As for

these townes wyll neuer tourne frenche, for they can nat lyue
in their daunger. 1533 L'DALL Roister D. iv. iii. \ Arb.) 62
Let him keepe him there still . . As for his labour hither he
shall spende in wast. 1586 COCAN Haven Health ^1636.1 206
As for herbs and fruits, especially raw, at all times are to be
refused.

34. With adverbs and advb. phrases, a. Of time :

as then, as now, as to-day, as three years ago, where
as has a restrictive force. Still common dialect-

ally: but literary English retains on\y as j'et
=

u\)
to this time, hitherto.

1297 R. Gi.ot'c. 346 po hys lyf was ney ydo, As in be jer of

hys kynedom tuenty & tuo. < 1386 CHAUCKR Frankl. T. 249,
I ne haue as now no leyser muore to seye. t 1400 Yivaine
fy Gaiu. 153 Als this time sex yer, I rade allane. 1483
CAXTOS G. de la Tour Fiiijb, As yet they kepe and hold
that custome. 1523 Ln. BEHNKRS Froiss. I. cccxiii. 480, I

vnderstode so as then. 1551 ASCHAM Let. \Vk-. 1865 1.11.288
'1 he prince of Spain, which as to-morrow should have gone
into Italy. 1583 GOLDISG Calvin on JJettt. ii. 9 An immor-
talitie which is hidde from vs as now. 1618 BOLTON Floras
(1636* 163 A province untoucht in a manner, and new to us
as till then. 1651 AV//V/. // 'otton. 77 Who was then as yet in

possession of the king's heart. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopiiis i.

15 He could not get John punished as then. 1760 MRS. UK-
LAS v Autobiag. u86i i II I. 608 To carry us off to Longleat as
last Thursday. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 497 Things
as yet looked not unfavourably for James.
b. Of place: as here, as there, as in that place.
ri2zo Leg. St. Kath. 3 Constantin & Ma.\ence weren on a

time, as in Keiseres stude, hehest in Rome, c 1435 Torr. of
Portugal 2086 Ffor Jhesu love thy sonne hym make, As in

the stede of me. 4-1449 PECOCK Rcpr. i. vii. 35 Thei diden
not ellis as there for the vertues but this. Ibid. i. iv. 21 [He]
groundith not as in that tho gouernauncis. c 1532 LD.
BKKNKKS J/utm clvi. 602 I,et hym go and marry her, for as
here he hath no tbynge to do.

C. Phrases. (Sec A. III.)

1. As muck (besides its ordinary use with and
without as) has the sense of: The same; what

practically amounts to that, all that, so.

1386 CHAUCKR Frankl, T. 290 This is as much to sayn as
it was night. 1587 GOUJING /V Mornay viii. 98 Is it not
asmuch to say, as that the example of the Arke had im-
boldened them to venture vpon the Sea? 1615 BEDWELL tr.

Mohani. Imp. n. 65, I have heard as much, and all thou
hast said is true. 1873 BLACK J'r. Thnle xxi. 341 The old
woman apparently anticipated as much. Mod. I thought
as much.
2. As well (beside its obvious analytical import)

has the senses : a. vwith following as) Just as much
. . as

; equally . . . with ; no less . . . than
; in the

same way ... as
; both . . . and ; like ; in addition :

to, besides, b. (ellipt^} Just as much, equally, no
less ; also, too. c. (absol.} As well as not, as

well as anything else; hence put deferentially for
'

better/ in which sense as good is also less correctly
used. As good as has also i^d.) the sense of: As
much (or as little as\ what amounts in worth or

practical effect to, practically.
a, b. 1483 CAXTON (!. de la Tour E j, [Ye] haue as we!

for to pay as she hath. 1484 {.'hitrckw. Ace, U'igtoft
(Nichols 1797) TJ Of dyvers persones, alsowell of men as of
women of the said towne. 1513-75 Dii<rn.Occnrr.( 1833)81
Charging all our soueranes liegis, alsweill to burgh as to
land. 1596 SPENSER State frel. 50 They spoile aswell the

j

subject as the enemy. 1718 Free-thinker No. 12. 80 They i

will conclude him to be a Weak Man, as well as a Had

480

Subject. 1853 TRENCH Prmvrbs 123 We have a right to
assume this to be a voice of God as well.
0. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. 754 We were as good to
go towardes Flaunders as to Boiogne. 1593 BILSON GoZ't.
Ckrist'sCk. 311 Your Elders were as good spare their paines.
1768 STERNE Sent. Joiirn. 11778' II. 46 As I am at Versailles
. . I might as well take a view of the town. 1773 GOLDSM.
Stoops to Cong. n. i, You had as good not make me, I tell

you. 1820 BYRON Mar. Fal. iv. ii. 5 It had been As well had
there been time.
d. 1526 TINDALE Heft. xi. 12 Of one which was as good as

deed. 1837 CARLYLE />. AY?'. 11872 II. vi. vi. 244 Some men
have heart, and some have as good as none.

II As (a
j

s), sl>. Also 7 asse, aas. [L.] A Roman
copper coin, originally weighing twelve ounces, but
reduced after the first Punic war to two ounces,

during the second Punic war to one, and by the
Lex Papiria (B.C. 191) to half an ounce.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 463 This new brasen Asse . . was

stamped with a two faced lanus. i6yj Pkil. Trans. XIX.
517 A bit of Magnet of about the weight of an Aas. 1838
ARNOLD Hist. Rome I. 84 The As having been at first a full

pound in weight.

\ t As, pcrs. pron. Obs. [Phonetic variant of
,-.r,

is, hes, his: see HisyVvw.-J
1. Her, it. 2. Them.
1:1315 ttodl. MS., Land Misc. 108 If. ib. Ho so wole is

soule sauui, He as mot ailing for-leose, And who so leost
is soule he as sauez, Nou maij ech man cheose. Ibid. If. 3
For }wan heo iseoth swuch pine & wo, Heore joye and blis
is wel be more, }wane heo as habbuth for go.

As, occas. obs. var. of has, hast: see HAVE.
< 1250 Gen. ff Ejr. 1760 Qui as ou min godes stolen ?

As, obs. form of ACE, Ass, and ASH.
As, variant of ASK sb. Obs. request.

As-, prefix^, assimilated form of L. ad- 'to, at,'

used before s-, as in as-sen/Tre, as-signare. Reduced
in OF. to a-, and so originally adopted in Eng., as

;

in asent (acent), asygne ;
but subseq. again spelt as-

after L., as in assent, assign. While this restora-
tion was taking place, as- was erroneously extended
to several words in a- (before s-} from various

sources, asa(s)s-aumple:l*. cxcmplum, a(s]soil:
L. absolvere. Most of these are obsolete, or have
been changed back to a-, or further altered.

A.S-, prefix-, AngloFr. and Eng. variant of OF.
es- : L. e.v-

l

out,'as in as-cape, a ^s)s-aumple,as-sart,

a(s)s-ay, as-che-iu, as-soin, as-tonish. In some words
this form is still retained; in others it has been
altered back to OF. es-, as in escape, essay, eschew,
or L. ex-, as in example ; in others the a- has been
lost by aphesis, as in scape, sample.
t Asa'd, ///. a. Obs.

[f.
A.- pref. I or 6 + OE.

sadian: see SAD; cf. MUG. crsaien, mod.G. er-

siittenj] Satisfied, sated
; hence, tired.

1-1306 Pol. Soiigs 212 Selde wes he glad That never nes
asad Of nythe and of onde. c 1320 Maxiitwn in Rel. Ant.
I. 122, I dude as hue me bad, Of me hue is asad.

ii Asafoetida (sesafe'tida). Forms: 4-9 asa-,

6-9 assafetida, assafcetida. 7- asafcetida
;
also

5 asafetyday, 6 azafedida, assi-, 7 aaaefcetida,
assaffetteda. [med.L. : asa, latinized form of

Pers. It ( aza mastic +fcetida, fem. of fatidus ill-

smelling, stinking.] A concreted resinous gum,
with a strong alliaceous odour, procured in Central
Asia from the Narthex asafcftida and allied um-
belliferous plants ;

used in medicine as an anti-

spasmodic, and as a flavouring in made dishes.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. xl. (1495) 884 Some
stynkynge thynges ben put in medycynes, as . . Brymstoon
and Asafetida. a 1500 MS. Sloan No. 4. 83 in A". <y Q. ill.

VI. 4/2 Take ij penyworth of Asafetyday. 1502 ARNOLD
Chron. (i8ii) 234 Azafedida at xviit. 1508 E. GILPIN Skial.

(1878127 Thow'lt doome them to th' Apotneta, To wrap Sope
in, and Assifcetida. 1691 RAY Disc. iv. (1721 1 52 A Lump of

Asafoetida. 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. H-'orlti xcvii, I am for sauce

strong with assafcetida, or fuming with
garlic. 1849 MAC-

RKADY Remin. II. 321 A bottle of asafcetida . . splashed my
own dress, smelling of course most horribly.

b. The plant that produces this gum.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 419 The herb called Assa-

fuetida. 1862 BELLEW Afghan. 270 The assafcetida . . grows
wild on the sandy and gravelly plains that form the western

portion of Afghanistan.

Asajt, obs. form of ASSAULT.

Asah, pa. t. of A.SVE v. Obs. to sink down.
Asaie, Asaile, asale, obs. ff. ASSAY, ASSAIL.

t Asa'ke, v. Obs. rare. Pa. t. asoke. [f. A-

pref. I + OE. sacan to charge, accuse, contend with

(see SAKE z>.), or more probably for earlier ATSAKK,
q.v.] To deny, refuse, renounce.
1250 LAY. 6100 Bote ^at Dense men his riht asoken [1205

dunrih at-sokenj. a 1300 A'. Horn 65 Bute hi here Ia3e
asoke.

A-sale (as/i-1), advb. phi: [A /><?/.' +SALE ]
On sale, for sale.

1553 BALE tr. Gardiner's Obed. G ij, He setteth them asale
. . in an open place. 1^77 HELLOWES Gueitara's Epist. 280
The first that set Physick asale.

II Asarabacca (re:sara,be-ka). Herb. Also 7

assaraback, asarabecca.
[f.

L. asarum, a. Gr.

aaapuv name of the same plant + bacca berry.] The

plant Asarum Europium, sometimes called Hazel-

ASBESTOS.

wort, used formerly as a purgative and emetic, and
still as an ingredient of cephalic snuff.

"55' TtkNER Herbal \. 115681 48 Of Follfoote or Asara-
bacca. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 189 Goats .. love ..
assaraback. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. iv. n. i, [Laurel]
and asarabecca . . are two known vomits. 1741 Comfl. ]-a>ii..
Piece i. i. o Such Things as cause Sneezing, as . . the Leaves
of Assarabacca powder'd. 1866 Treas. Hot. 98 Asarabacca
. . is said to be found wild in Westmoreland.

Asarin (arsarin). Chcm. [f.
I,, asar-um (see

prec.) 4 -IJJ.] A crystallizable, aromatic, camphor-
like substance obtained from the root of asara-
bacca

; also called Camphor of Asanim, and Asa-
rone (x-sar(n).
1834 Penny Cycl. II. 435/1 A camphor-like principle.,

called asarin. 1863 WATTS Diet. C/tem. I. 414 Asarin or
Asarone . . Nitric acid converts asarone into oxalic acid.

Asarmes ! as armes ! Obs. - ' To arms !

'

See
AKM sli.- 43.
Asault, asaut, asawte, earlier ff. ASSAULT.
t Asatrmple. Obs. [a. OF. assample, var. es-

sainple (mod. exemple) : see A- pref. 9.]
= EXAMPLE.

(-1230 Ancr. R. 284 penc of )>is asaumple.
Asay\e, Asayl, earlier forms of ASSAY, ASSAIL.

Asbest, archaic form of ASBESTOS.
Asbestic (*zbe-tik), a.

[f.
Gr. aapjT-os (see

below': + -ic.] Of the nature of asbestos.

1845 KORD Handbk. Spain II. 8or But an asbestic anti-

quarian may hire horses . . and ride across.

Asbestiform (&zbe-stif<5jm\ a. [f. L. asbest-
us (see below) + -(I)FOBM.] Having the form or

appearance of asbestos.

1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 205 Asbestiform steatite. 1804
F.din. Rev. III. 307 To divide it [actinolite] into the asbesti-

form, the common, and the glassy. 1866 KING & ROWNKY
in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Sx. XXII. i. 187 note, Aragonite occurs. .

asbestiform, as satin spar.

Asbestine (sezbe-stin), a. ;
also 7 -in. [ad. L.

asbestinus, a. Gr. aafiforivi 5, sb. f. anfitnTt s : see

-IKE.] Of, pertaining to, or having the properties
of, asbestos ; not liable to take fire, incombustible.
1627 FELTHAM Resohics II. Ivii. 116771 278 A good man like

an Asbestine Garment . . when foul, is clensed by burning.
1665 mi. Trans. I. 116 An Asbestin Paper, that shall last

perpetually. 1836 9 TODD Cycl. Anat. f, Phys. II. 38/2 With
a fine silky or asbestine lustre.

b.Ar.
1828 LANDOR Imag. Com 1

. (18461 1. 204 The asbestine qual-
ity of my mind. 1855 BAILEY Mystic, etc. 134 They, their
asbestine expurgation passed . . Thrice recreate, shall rise.

t Asbe'Stinite. Min. Obs. A variety of am-
phibole.
1796 KIRWAN Min. I. 165 Asbestinite . . Lustre, silky.

Asbestoid (a'zbe-stoid), a. and sb. [f. Gr. d<r-

PKJT-OS + -OLD.] A. adj. Resembling asbestos.
B. sb. J/in. A fibrous variety of iron-manganese
amphibole, also called Byssolite.
1796 KIRWAN Min. I. 166 Common Asbestoid. Colour,

olive or leek green. 167 Metalliform Asbestoid. Colour,
grey.

Asbestoi'dal, a.
[f. prec. + -AL '.]

=
prec. adj.

1852 T. Ross tr. Hnmboldt's Tra-.'. I. ii. 101 The fibres of
the pumice-stone of the Peak are . . asbestoidal, like fibrous

glass-gall.

Asbestos, asbestus (azbe-st(?s,-w>). Forms:
a. 4-8 asbeston, abeston, 4-5 abiston, 4-7 albe-

aton^e; 0. 6absistos, 7 aspheatus, 7-9 asbestos,
asbestus ; 7. 8 abestos, -istos

;
S. 7 abbest,

7- asbest. [The mod. form is a. L. asbestos

(mod. I,, asbestus), a. Gr. aa/Biarns, prop. adj.
' in-

extinguishable, unquenchable,' f. d not + a&tot-U,
{. a&tv-vi-vai to quench. OF. had also, adopted
from L., asbestos, later abestos, whence an Eng. form

abestos; but the common OF. form was a. L. ace. as-

beston, phonetically changed to abeston, and (by
confusion with albus white) albestoti

; hence the
earlier Eng. forms asbeston, abeston, abiston, albe-

ston, and (by assimilation to stone) albestonc,

Mod.Fr. is asbeste, formerly also abeste, whence

Eng. abest, abbest, asbest. The current form is

asbestos, -us ; asbc'st, a'sbcst remain in poetry.]
As a sb. Asbestos was applied by Dioscorides to quick,

lime ('unslaked'). Erroneously applied by Pliny to an in-

combustible fibre, which he believed to be vegetable, but
which was really the Amiantos of the Greeks, Since the
identification of this, Asbestos has been a more popular
synonym for Aitiiantits or Ainiant,

1 1. 'The unquenchable stone'; a fabulous stone,

the heat of which, whence once kindled, was al-

leged to be unquenchable. (A distorted reference

to the phenomena observed in pouring cold water
on quick lime.) Obs.

1387 TRFA-ISA Higden (Rolls Ser. i 187 Asbeston bat wil

neuere quenche, be it ones i-tend. 1398 Barth. De P. R.
xvi. xi. (1495) 558 Of albestone . . was made a candyll sticke

on whiche was a lantern so brennynge that it myght not be

quenched wyth tempeste nother with reyne. 1567 MAPLET
Gr. Forest 2 Albeston is a stone of Archadie. Ibid. 2 b, The
precious stone Absistos . . being once heate, keepeth hote
seauen whole dayes. 1610 GWILLIM Heraldry^ IV. ix. (16601

307 A certain Kind of Stone that is found in Arcadia . .

called Asphestus. 1627 H. BURTON Bait. Pot-e's Bull 63
The stone Asbestos . . once inflamed, cannot be quenched
againe. 1750 Lfonardits's Mirr. Stones 70 Abeston or

Anestus . . irom its being inextinguishable.



ASBESTOUS

f2. An alleged kind of incombustible flax. Obs.
iAn erroneous notion of the mineral substance in 3.)

a 1661 HOLVDAV Juvenal 207 A sheet made of a kind of

flax, call'd asbestinum, and asbeston . . of that nature, that it

is not consum'd, but only cleans'd, by the fire. 1734 I'"-

Rollins Anc. Hist. % Pliny gives the first place to the as-

beston, the incombustible flax.

3. A mineral of fibrous texture, capable of being
woven into an incombustible fabric

;
AMIANT or

AMIANTUS. In Min. applied more widely than

Amiantus, to all fibrous varieties of Hornblende

or Amphibole, and of Pyroxene ; Amiantus be-

ing specifically the finest Hornblende Asbestos,

distinguished by its long silky fibres, usually pearly
white.

1607 TOPSELL Serpents 749 This kinde ofweb rather cometh
of a kinde of flax that Pliny writeth of, or rather of the

Amiantus-stone, called the Asbest, which . . being cast into

a fire, seems to be forthwith all in a flame, but being taken

outagain.it shineth the more gloriously. 1609 HMVWOOD
Hryt. Troy i. Ixviii, An abbest stone into the bole was

brayed. 1667 Phil. Trans. 11.486 Of Asbestus, that can be

drawn and spun. 1783 WKDGWOOII ibid. LXXIII.286 Fila-

ments . . of asbestos, which suffer no change in a moderate
red heat, c 1815 SOUTHKY Yng. Dragon \. Wks. VI. 263
With r.mianth he lined the nest, And incombustible asbest.

1878 T. BRYANT 1'ract. Sttrg. \. 130 Nitric acid applied on
lint or asbestos. 1879 RCTI.KY Stnd, Rocks x. 131 Asbestus

or amianthus is a fibrous variety of pyroxene, occurring in

white silky fibres.

4. fig.

1831 CAKLYLI Misc. (1857) II. 337 Woe to him whose Edi-

fice is not built of true Asbest. 1835 GHKSWELL E.if.
Parables V. n. 414 Religion's holy lamp : Unspent to burn,
with sacred asbest fed.

5. attril>. (lit. and fig.)

1599 (IHEKNK A/^nJtisrts(iS6i} 232 My miml is like to the

asbeston-stone. c 1795 SOUTHKY Lm>c AVc^. ii. Wks. II. 123

Fly, Salamanders, on Asbestos' wings, To wanton in my
Delia's fiery glance. 1861 SALA Tiv. rtiund Cloik 83 As-

bestos stoves, gas cooking ranges.

Asbestous C&zheitas), a. [f.
L. aslest-tis (see

prec.) + -ous.] Asbestiform, asbestine.

1868 CHAMHKRS Encycl. s.v., Minerals which resemble As-

bestus in their fibrous character are . . called asbestous.

Asbolan, asbolite (w/bolccn, -sit). Min. [f.

Or. d<T/3oX-i; soot : see -AN- 2, -ITE.] A variety of

wad containing oxide of cobalt ; also called Earthy
Cohilt.

1837 68 DANA Min. 181. 1881 Xatiirc XXV. 45 The
earthy cobalt ore lasbolitei.

Asboline (ce-zbolsin). C/iem.
[f.

as prec. +

-INK*.] An acrid volatile oil obtained from soot.

1863 WATTS Diet. Cluin. 1.416 Asboline dissolves in nitric

acid, yielding picric and oxalic acids.

Ascaii (rc'skan\ a. Bot. [f. mod.L. asms, Gr.

airbus, bag.] Of or belonging to an aseiis.

1876 tr. // 'tinner's 1'atlu'L 87 liasidian and ascan spores.

Ascan, otjs. pi. form of ASH l.

Ascance(a, -anche, -aunce, obs. ff. ASKANCE.

t Asca'pe, v. Ol>s. ; also askape. [The com-
mon form of ESCAPE in ME., found down to 1523,
due to phonetic levelling of proclitic c- and a-', see

A-fref. 9. AFr. itself had occas. ascafcr for cs-

cafcr. Already in I3th c. it was aphetized to

SCAPE, in common use in all ages, and still a poetic

form, though now written as a conscious contrac-

tion 'scape for e)scape. Cf. also ACHAPE, ATSCAPE,
OFSCAPK, ASCHAPE.] = Escape.
1250 LAY. 1611 And vnnebe ascapede. 1330 R. BRUNNE

Citron. 23 Non of |>e Danes askaped. 1523 LD. UKKNERS
Froiss. I. xxii. 31 Ther ascaped neuer a person.

II Ascarides (askjE'rid/z), sb.pl. /.col. [mod. I..,

a. Gr. atritapiSf s, pi. of aaxapis. An anglicized sing.

ascarid has occas. been used.] A genus of intes-

tinal worms; thread-worms.

1398 TRKVISA Barth. De P.
R^.

vn. xlix. l'i495) 262 Wormes
that ben nourisshed and fedde in the nether grete bowelles

hyghte Ascarides. 1655 CULPKPPER Rr.'rritts x. ix. 307 As-

carides, or little Worms like smal thrids. 1693 URQUHART
Rabelais in. xxii, The ascarids and the lumbricks. 1785
BURKE Nabob of Arcot's Debts Wks. IV. 282 The whole
brood of creeping ascarides . . which . . eat up the bowels of

India. 1875 B. RICHARDSON Dis. Mod. Life 31 Those small
wire-like worms called ascarides in the lower part of the ali-

mentary canal.

Asce-, words so beginning in OE. were regularly

spelt ASCHE- in ME. and ASHE- (rarely ASKE-) in

mod.E. : see the later spellings.

Asoease, obs. form of ASSESS.

Asce'lice. Obs. [a. OF. asccnsc : late L.

asftnsa, sb. formed on fern. sing, of astensus, pa.

pple. of ascent/ere to ASCEND ; analogous to sbs. in

-ata, -atlu, F. -ce. Cf. defence] Earlier equivalent
of ASCENT, ASCENSION.
c 1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fables 86 Then may the storme on

no way make ascence. 1481 KARI. WORC. Tulle on Friend-

ship (Caxton) A iv/3 To whom shold we deme that a liter

ascence was graunted . . than unto Scipio 1 1578 Psalm Ii.

in Scat. Poems i6M c. (1801) II. 114 This isope is humilitie

Right law intill ascence.

Ascend (ase'nd), V, Also 4-5 assende, 4-6
ascende, 7 adsend. Pa. pple. 6 ascend, [ad. L.

ascend-trc, aiiscemt-Pre, f. ad- to + -scendpre = scand-

fre to climb. The perfect tenses were sometimes

conjugated with
l>e."\

VOL. I.
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I. Literal senses.

1. intr. (occas. emphasized by a redundant /) 'I o

go or come up, originally by a gradual motion, to

a relatively higher position ; a. of voluntary agents:
To climb up, travel up, walk up ;

to soar, mount.

1382 WVCUK i Saw. i. 22 Helchana stiede up . . for to offre

to the Lord, .hisvuwe. And Anna asscndide not. z .\ftuc.

ii. 4 The hill in whiche Muyses ascendide. .1440 (testa

KOMI. ii. xx. 339 Lette downe now the corde to me, that I

may assende. i$a6 TINUALK John vi. 62 \'f ye shall se tlie

sonne of man ascende vp where he was 1>efore. 1601 SHAKS.

Jut. C. in. ii. 21 The Noble Hrutus is ascended : Silence

1667 MILTON P. L. v." 198 Ye Birds, That singing up to

Heaven gate ascend. 1782 I'KIKSTU:V Xat. -V A'<-7'. Relig.
II. 5 Apollonius is .. said to have ascended into heaven.

1864 TKSNYSON En. Ard. 181 lie . . Ascending tired, heavily

slept till morn.

b. of inanimate things : To rise, be raised, move
to a higher level.

1514 HAKCLAY Cyt. fy Uplondyshman 44 When he would

eate, the apples do ascende. 1605 I'ACOS Adv. Lcaru. i. iv.

ij 12 Water will not ascend higher than the level of the first

springhead from whence it dcscendeth. 1665 6 /'/;//. Trans.
I. 184 Subterraneal Steams . . adscending into the Air, 1795
SOUTHKY Joan of Arc v. 42 Ascending slow ., the curling
smoke Melts in the impurpled air. 1859 TI-.NNVSON Enid
540 A cloud . . With the dawn ascending.

C. of sounds : To rise in the air, or so as to be

heard aloud.

1667 MII.TON /'. /,. i. 496 The noise Of riot ascends alx^ve

.heir loftiest Towrs. 1728 Die Fui: Sysi. Magic \. iii. St

Voice always ascends* the vibration moving most naturally

upwards. 1864 SKKAT Uftlami's Poetns 187 A roar of shouts

ascends.

2. Of planetary bodies, signs of the zodiac, etc.:

l. spec. To come above the horizon, b. gen. To
move towards the zenith.

(-1391 CHAUCER Astrol. \\. 3 To knowe . . the degree of

any signe that assendith on the est Orisonte. Ibid. \\. $ 40

luppiter ascendit with 14 degrees of piscus. *477 I'-AKI,

KIVKMS (Caxtonl Dictes 10 Whan the planetc-s . . ascended
and whan they discended. 1557 SIKKKV sKncid iv. (K.> To
morne. as soon as Titan shall ascend. i$94 BLUNDEVIL
Exerc. ill. I. xxxii. 342 Tliose Signes that do ascend rightly,

do descend obliquely. 1695 CONGRKVK LWCfor Love n. i,

I was born, Sir, when the Crab was ascending. 1735 I'ori:

Mor. Ess. n. 254 All mild ascends the Moon's more sober

light. 1819 J. WILSON Diet. Astrol. 297 Less of the equator
ascends with northern signs.

3. To rise by process of growth or construction ;

to be raised or reared, to erect itself. Only poet.

Cf. AKISE v. 1 6.

1667 MII.TON /'. /,. i. 722 Th' ascending pile Stood fixt her

stately highth. 1731 POPE Mor. Ess. iv. 198 liid Temples,
worthier of the flod, ascend. 1765 C.OI.DSM. Trav. 105 Far

to the right, where Apennine ascends. 1809 J. BAHI.OW
Colnmbiad \. 325 Exalt your heads ye oaks, ye pines ascend.

4. To slope upwards, lie along an ascending slope.

1832 UKANNON C.nide I. ft 'ifJit (1853) 96 This pretty vil-

lage . . is situated about a mile west of the town, ascending
a hill. Mod. The path ascends by the Red Tarn.

5. trans. To go up by degrees to a relatively

higher position upon ;
to walk up, climb, mount ;

hence, to go up to the top of, reach the summit of.

7'o ascend n. river : to go along it towards its source.

-1400 Ej>iph. iTurnb. 18431 1O3 Wherefor of sort the hyll
thei ben ascendyd. 1513 I>OUI;I.AS sEnvis \. vii. 2 Quhill as-

cend ar thai The hill. 1718 LADY MOSTAIU'K fcett. II. Hi.

72 We began to ascend mount Cenis. 1776 (HIIBON Dec 1. -V

F. xiii, Their galleys ascended the river. 1860 TvNDALL
Glac. i. 2. 17 Next day I ascended the valley of HaMi.

1851 DIXON //V//. Penn xvii. 144 Ascending the Delaware.

6. To go up into or get up on (a place or object
at a higher level) ; to mount. Obs. exc./<vA, and in

the phrase, now hardly more than^;
r
., 'To ascend

the throne/ the earliest cited instance of which

shows the transition to this sense from the prec.

1593 SHAKS. A' /< //.//, v. i. 56 Thou Ladder wherewithal!
The mounting Bullingbroke ascends my Throne. 1598

Merry W. in. iii. 173 Ascend my Chambers. 1616 R. C.

Times' IV/iis. in. 1017 When as thou wilt thy stately horse

ascend. 1658 ROWLAND Moitffefs Thcat. Ins. 932 When
the male ascends the female. 1667 MILTOS /*. L. vi. 710
Ascend my Chariot. 1771 Jnnim Lett. xlix. 255 The mo-
ment he ascended the throne. 1861 HOOK Lives Abp$. I.

vii. 374 Edwy was permitted to ascend the throne.

II. Transferred and figurative senses.

7. intr. To proceed from the inferior to the

superior ;
to rise in thought, degree of character-

istic quality, social station, etc.

1549 Coiupl. Scot I. \. 20 Childir .. incressis quhil thai be
ascendit to the perfyitstryntht of men. 1646 SIR T. KKOWNK
Pseud. P.p. n. i. 53 Painted glasse of a sanguine red will not

ascend in powder above a murrey. 1667 MILTON /'. L. v. 512
In contemplation of created things By steps we may ascend
to God. 1751 JORTIN Serin. 11771) VI. iv. 67 A rash desire

to ascend to a rank for which God's providence has not de-

signed us. 1850 M rCosH Div. Govt. i. ii. (1874) 27 We shall

ascend . . beyond laws to a lawgiver.

8. Of or in respect of sounds : To rise in pitch.

1597 MORLKV Introd. Mns. 81 Vnpossible to ascende . .

in continual! deduction without a discord. 1674 PLAYKOKD
Skill ofMns. in. 5 If the Bass shall ascend.

9. To go back in time (i.e. up the 'stream of

time'
1

), or in order of genealogical succession.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 2b, Inheritance may lineally

descend, but not lyneally ascend, a 1800 COWPER tr. Grk.
I'erSfS on Pedigree^ [They] from age to age Ascending,
triumph their illustrious race. 1875 MAINI-: Hist. hist. xi.

311 The eldest male of the eldest ascending line, the father,

grandfather.

ASCENDANT.

\ 1O. intr. Of winds., etc. : To 'rise.' Obs. rare.

1715 POI-K Iliad iv. 478 As when the winds, ascending by
degrees, First mo\e the whitening surface of the seas.

f 11. causal. To raise in estimation, exalt. (V>v.

1628 FKL.THAM Rtsolves (1677* 33 They set him almost on
the throne uf a I )eity ; ascend him to an unrnovedness.

Ascendable /ise'ndab'l), a. rare. [f. prec. +

-AHLK ; cf. AsCENDIBLB.] That may be ascended.

1755 in JOHNSON. 1882 MAYNE-: RKID in .V. J '. Tribune

24 May, The highest ascendable point of the trunk.

Ascendance, -ence ase-ndOns .

[f.
ASCEND-

ANT: see -AHCB.] prop. The action of ascending ;

but used as--=Asc'KN'iuNC'Y.

1742 Fn -i.ntNG Jos, Andreivs ix (L.i If fear had too much
ascendance on the mind. 1824 BYKHN Juan \\i. Ixxu,
Common soldiers . . Have . . ascendance O'er the irregulars.

1830 HKIIHGKR Didoniad in. 90 An advocate for Anglican
ascendenee.

Ascendancy, -ency ase-ndensi [f.
As-

CENDANT : see -ANCY.] The state or quality <>f

being in the ascendant
; paramount influence, do-

minant control, domination, sway. Const, over.

1712 POLKSWOKTH Hist. John Bull in Arbuthnot J//v, .

M'ks. 1751 II. xxii. 93 She had no small Ascendancy OMT

John. -1796 BURKE Let. R. tturke Wks. IX. 425 The poor

word, ascendency . . is now employed to cover to the world

the most rigid, and perhaps not the most wise, of all plan-.

of policy "in plain old English, as theyapplyit.il signifies
1

pride and dominion' on the one part of the relation, and
on the other,

'

subserviency and contempt
' and it signifies

n.>thing eUt.-. 1838 43 AKNOI.H Hist. Rome 111. xliii. i ,'

Overpowered by the ascendancy of Hannibal's character.

1849 M.\< ,\i i.AY Hist. Eng. I. 548 That he would not patiently
submit to the ascendency of France.

(Of 40 authors examined, -./;/<_) occurred 1114 i8thc.and i ^

lyth c. \M-itt-rs, including Watts, l.ycll, Arnold, Dickens,

Mill, Lecky, Seeley, Karle, Trollope ; .ency in 2 1 8th c. and

14 igth c. writers, including Burke, Hallam, Lingard, Thirl-

wall, Alison, Macanlay, Froude, Freeman ;
both occurred in

editions of 5 writers, i

Ascendant, -ent ase-ndcnt , a. and sb. Also

4 ass-. [a. OK. ascendant, ad. L. ascendent-em.

pr. pple. of ascendere : see Ast'K.xn and -ANT. Tin-

astrological use is the earliest in Kng., and the sb.

was adopted before the adj.]
In the spelling, ->mt is the prevalent, and in senses B

3-_S

almost the only form; but -cut wa-, formerly prevalent in

senses A, and B i, -.?.]

A. adj.
1. cn. Rising ; moving or tending upwards.
1591 CKKi-.SL.JAi /</;/.* /V.Uv, As thu-a-iendant fair A-.tr.ra

flew. 1605 BACON . /</r>. /.. 11. vii. ii i A double sr.-de or lad-

der, ascendent and descendant. 1829 Son m-.v J 'n^. Dragon
iv. Wks. VI. 279 I tistended like a ball . - The body mounts
ascendant. 1851 Ri SKIN Stones 1 'en. 1. xxvii. 15 Rooted
and ascendant strength like that of foliage.

b. spec, in Phys. and Hot. - AM'KNDTNC ppl. a. ?.

1611 COTC.K., Artfrc souselaricrt', Th' ascendent branch

of the yrcat arterie. 1753 CHAMBERS CycL Supp. s.v. Sttilk^

In the branched stalk, if the branches rise erect, it is ex-

pressed by ascendant.

2.= ASCKNDIM; ///. a. =,. 1 Obs.

.1555 IlAKi'SHKi.L> Divorce Hen. I'll! 11878' 269 The
Levitt, prohibition doth nut exceed the second degree . . in

the line ascendent or descendent.

3. Astr. a. in gen. sense : Rising towards the

zenith, b. spec, in Astrol. Just above the ensU-m

horizon : see Ii i.

1594 Bn NDKVIL Excrc. in. i. xi. 296 Ascendent are tin*-,*:

[signs] that rise from the South towards our Zenith. 1646
Slit T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 227 The Starres of Andro-

meda .. are about that time ascendent. 1735 TOPI-; Mor.
Ess. ii, 285 Ascendant Phccbus watch'd that hour with care.

1860 R. VAUGHAN Mystics II, vni. iv. 54 That of which as-

cendant Venus is the pure patroness Rapturous Love.

4. fig. Superior ; predominant.
71634 M.SANDYS Essays 150 iT.) Thus I pass frum tin-

descendent to the ascendent duty. 1806 A. KNOX Rein. I.

31 To quicken, exalt, and make ascendant all that is rational

and noble in us. 1850 GKOIK Greece, n. Iv. VII, 53 An as-

cendent position in public life.

B. sb. [the adj. used absol^\
I. In senses belonging to, or derived from,

astrology.
1. Astrol. The point of the ecliptic, or degree of

the zodiac, which at any moment (esp. e.g. at the

birth of a child) is just rising above the eastern

horizon; the horoscope. The house of the ascen-

dant includes 5 degrees of the zodiac above this

point and 25 below it. l"he lord of the ascendant:

any planet within the house of the ascendant. v
The

ascendant and its lord were supposed to exercise a

special influence upon the life of a child then born.'*

c 1386 CHAUCKK ll'ifcs 1'rol. 613 Min ascendent wasTaur,
and Mars therinne (cf. Man of Lavves T. 204). t"i39i
Astrol. n. 4 The assendent, & eke the lord of the assend-

ent, may be shapen for to be fortunat or infortunat, as thus, a

fortunat assendent clepen they whan bat no \vykkid plane tc,

as Saturne or Mars, or elles the tail of the dragoun, is in be

hows of the assendent. 1587 HOLDING De Mornay xxxiii.

533 They say that Jesus m his natiui tie, had for his ascendent,
the signe of Virgo. 1643 SIR T. HKOWNK Relig, Med. 179
At my Nativity my Ascendant was the earthly sign of Scorpio.

1837 WHKWKLI. Hist. lnduct.Sc. (1857) I. 229 The most im-

portant part of the sky in the astrologer's consideration, was
that sign of the Zodiac which rose at the moment of the

child's birth ; this was, properly speaking, the horoscope, the

ascendant, or the first house,

2.yfi,
r
. (with distinct reference to astrological use.)

1654 COKAINB Lorcdnnos Dinnea Author's Kp., Covetous
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ASCENDED.
his Labours should visit the Light under such an Ascendant
of Felicity. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trap. I. 192 Here he was
lord of the ascendant . . the dominant genius. 1867 FRKK-
MAN Norm. Cong. (1876) I. vi. 500 The star of Harold was
fairly in the ascendant.

3.p*, Superiority, supremacy ;
= ASCENDANCY.

1596 DRAYTON Legends iv. 399 To my ascendant hasting
then to clime. 1 1630 DKLMM. OF HAWTH. II 'As. 11711) 46/1
Who in wit's ascendant far Did years and sex transcend.
iToa /,"-. Theophr. 350, The ascendant isa certain unaccount-
able force of superiority that springs from the Nature, and
not the artifice nor affectation of him that has it. 1769
ROBERTSON Chas. l'

t
III. vm. 114 That ascendant which he

had acquired in all the councils of the commonwealth. 1863
KINGLAKK Crimea (1877) I. iv. 67 A deterioration .. which
shook the ascendant of his better nature.

b. Const, wer (of, npon, obs.).
1671 MARVELL R?k. Transp. \. 302 Having gained this

Ascendent upon him. 1684 LITTRELL Brief Ret. I. 316
Haveinggott the ascendant of him. 1753 CHKSTERF. Lett.

277 III. 269 Strong minds have undoubtedly an ascendant
over weak ones. 1839 KEK;HTLKY Hist, Eng. II. 81 Giving
their spiritual guides an entire ascendant over them.
C. In the ascendant: supreme, dominant. v

Some-
times erroneously: Rising, ascending.)

rt 1698 TEMPLE <J. i Sciences that were then in their highest
ascendant. 1844 DISKAKLI Coningsby\\. v. 129 The hopes of
the Conservative party were again in the ascendant. 1869
SBKLKYJ&I. <$ Lcct. iv. m When . . demure conventionalism
and sentimentalism are in the ascendant.

4. One who favours a policy of (national or ec-

clesiastical) ascendancy. 'iObs. rare.

1795 BURKE znd Let. Langrishe Wks. IX. 416 There is not
a single particular in the Francis-street declamations, which
has not . . been taught by the jealous ascendants.

II. In general senses.

t 5. An upward slope, an acclivity, a rise
;

a

flight of steps. Alsoy^". Obs.

1548 HALL Citron. Hen. l'JIIt an. 31 ( R.t, The ascendant
of the hyll. a 1619 FOTHEHBY Atheom. \\. i. 4 And dim be
vp vnto God . . by an Ascendent, consisting of flue steppes.
1641 MILTON Ch. tint. Wks. 1738 I. 53 A Lordly Ascendant
. . from Primate to Patriarch, and so lo Pope.
f 6. One who ascends or goes up. Obs.

'593 NASHE Christes Tcarcs (16131 3 1 Pryde can endure no
Superiours, no equals, no ascendants. 1701 SEDLKY Tyr.
Crete 11. i, That like the ascendants To the altar, by de-

grees, I thus approach you.

t 7. That which rises above its surroundings ;

a summit or peak ; spec, in Typogr* ~ ASCENDEU.
1650 VAUGHAN Silex Scint. 182 The mount whose white as-

cendents may lie in conjunction with true light. 1676 MOXON
Print Lett. 6 All the Capitals are Ascendents, so called be-
cause they stand higher than the Head-line of the Shurt.

8. One who precedes in genealogical succession
;

an ancestor; a relative in the ascending line, whe-
ther lineal, as father, mother, or collateral, as

uncle, great-uncle,
1604 E. G. D'Acostas Hist. Indies vi. xviii. 469 Such as

committed incest with ascendants or descendants in direct
line were likewise punished with death. 1726 &x\.\Y??.Parcrg.
32 Ascendants and Collaterals even to the tenth Degree.
1861 MAINE A tic. Law v. 118761 133 Their highest living
ascendant, the father, grandfather, or great-grandfather.

Ascended v
ase-mK-d ),///. <*. [f. ASCEND + -ED.]

That has risen or gone up.
1861 TRKNCH S&'. Ch. Asia 26 The great ascended Bishop

of the Church.

Ascendental (rcsende-ntalj, a. rare. [f. As-
CKNDEXT t -Ai. 1

; cf. transcendental^ Of the nature
of ascent

; ascending.
1858 Scot. Rr>'. VI. 32 Impossible, by the ascendental

method, to reach the conception of God.

Ascender .ase-ndai). [f. ASCEND v. + -ER*.]
He who or that which ascends.

1623 BIXCHAM Xcnoplwn 63 Another Hill . . that the night
before, was by the first ascenders won from the enemies
Guards. 1880 R. HQPKUl.Go0ffSfPq. AYi/. iv. $3/arff. t

Birds are eaten, on Ascension Day, as ascenders.

b. spec, in Typogr. (see quot.)
1867 MACKELLAR Anitr. Printer 48 Ascenders, all the

capital letters, and the />, dt/t h, i,j, k, /, /, so called because
they ascend to the top of the body of the types. A colloquial
phrase for Ascending Letters.

Ascendible Use-ndibV,, a. rarc~. [ad. L. as-

cendibilis : see ASCKND and -IBLE.]
= ASCENDABLE.

1864 in WEBSTER.

Ascending ( ase-ndin\ vbl. sb.
[f.

ASCEND v. +
-ING 1

.] The action of the verb ASCEND; ascent,
ascension. Attrib. in Ascending Latitude: the lati-

tude of a planet when ascending or going north-
ward. Ascending Node : the point in a planet's
orbit where it crosses the ecliptic in ascending.
1481 Monk ofEi'esham (1869* 108 Ther was no taryng yn

her ascendyng. a 1619 FOTHEKBV Atheont. n. viii. 5 The
highest ascending of our contemplation. 1846 KKBLE Lyra
Innoc. (1873) 20 Touch Me not till Mine ascending.

Asce/nding, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING*.]
1. Rising, mounting up.
1667 [see ASCEND v. 3). 1715 POPF. Iliad xvi. 436 Dark

o'er the fields th' ascending vapour flies. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 41 The uppermost portion of the ascending current.

b. spec, in Typogr.
1676 MOXON Print Lett. 6 The Top-line is the line that

bounds the top ofthe Ascending Letters. 1867 [see ASCENDER. J

2. Sloping upwards ; acclivitous.
1616 SL-KFI..& MARKH. Countr. Farm 5 Want ofWater in

high and ascending places. 1697 DRYUKN I'irg. Georg. u.

754 liak'd in the Sun-shine of ascending Fields. 1861 Daily
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AVxtu 31 Aug. 2/2 A handsome building . . backed by ascend-
ing woods.

3. Directed upwards : applied spec, in Phys. to

structures that pass, or serve as a passage, from a
lower to a higher part of the body ; in Bot. a. to
a procumbent stem which gradually curves to an
erect position ;

b. to ovules attached a little above
the base of the ovary, and pointing obliquely up-
wards

;
c. Jig. to development of higher forms

from lower, as of petals from sepals, carpels from

stamens, etc.

rti7i7 CHKSELDEN in Derham's Phys.-Tlu-ol. (1752) iv.
yii.

157 The blood .. brought to the heart by the ascending
cava. 1854 HALKOUR Rot. 47 The stem is the ascending
}K>rtion of the axis. 1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. V.
365/2 The ascending colon lies on the right kidney. 1861
Miss PRATT Flmwr. PL I. 3 An ascending stem . . on first

emerging from the root, is horizontal,and then becomes erect.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 113 Dryas . . ovule i, ascending.
4. In various transf. or fig. uses

; cf. ASCEND v. 7, 8.

1761 KAMES hlem. Crit. iv. (18331 JI4 An increasing series
of numbers . . is commonly called an ascending series. 1869
OUSELKY Counterpoint xiii. 72 The diminished fifth . . should
be prepared by a sixth, with an ascending bass.

5. Going backwards in order of genealogical
succession

;
of or pertaining to ancestors.

J73 J- QUICK Ser. Inquiry 12 In the Right Line ascending
and descending, there are as many Degrees as there be Gene-
rations and Persons. 1757 BUKKK Abridgm. ling. Hist. Wks.
X. 334 The ascending collateral branch was much regarded
amongst the ancient Germans. 1875 L*ee ASCEND v. 9.]

Asce'ndingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] ^'ith

ascending or upward motion.
1880 H\>r!d if) June, The ghost . . glides ascendingly across

the stage. 1882 PROCTOR in Ktwuuedge'H. 176 The constel-
lation at those hours is moving ascendingly.

i Asce'iisial, Obs. rare l
. [irreg.f.AscEXCE

+ -AL.] Ascensional, upward.
1503 HAWKS Examp. Virtue xii. 237 By this tyme phebus

had begon His ascencyall cours.

Ascension (ase-nj^n). Also 4-6 assencion,
-sioun, etc., 6-7 ascention. [ad. L. ascension-cm,
n. of action f. ascens- ppl. stem of ascendere : see

ASCEND and -ION. Largely replaced by ASCENT,
exc. in the specific senses 2, 3, which were also the
earliest in English.]

\.gen. The action of ascending, upward movement.
1596 CHAKMAN Iliad \. 475 And then the ever-living gods

mounted Olympus, Jove First in ascension. 1660 BOYLK
AVtt* Rxper. Phys.-Mcch. xxiv. 193 In their ascension they
kept an almost equal distance from each other, a 1711 KEN
St-rtH. Wks. 1838, 131 Kept the fire always burning, always
in ascension, always aspiring towards heaven. 1864 R.
CHAMBERS />'. Days II. 346 To attempt an ascension in such
anunwieldy machine. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.

> Ascen-
sion-theory, the theory that the matter filling fissure-veins
was introduced in solution from below.

2. spec. The ascent of Jesus Christ to heaven on
the fortieth day after His resurrection. Occas.
used for Ascension-day. (The earliest use in ling.)
("1315 SHOREHAM 126 Fram Crystes resurreccioun, Wat

cometh hys ascendon, At fourty da^en ende. c 1425 Wvx-
TOI N Cron. v. ii. 103 Kftyr ^>e Kesurrectyowne of Cryst, and
his Ascensyowne. 1*39TONSTALL Strut, Palme Sund. 1 18231
17 The aungelles of heuen at his ascention gloryfied in hym
the natureofman. 1667 MILTON P.L. x. 185 And with ascen-
tion bright, Captivity led captive. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt.
Chr. II. vin. 134 Ascension was observed about the time of
Austin.

b. Ascension-day : the day on which this event
took place, and on which it is annually commemo-
rated

; Holy Thursday.
1366 MAL/XUEV. viii. 96 Fro that mount steighe oure Lord

lesu Crist to hevene, upon Ascenciounday. 1595 SHAKS.
John iv. ii. 151 Ere the next Ascension day at noone. 1808
SCOTT Mann. \\. xiii, This, on Ascension-day each year ..

Must Herbert, Bruce, and Percy hear.

3. Astr. The rising of a celestial body ; formerly,
also, the increasing elevation of the sun in the
heavens between the vernal equinox and summer
solstice. Right Ascension of the sun or a star:
the degree of the equinoctial or celestial equator,
reckoned from the first point in Aries, which rises

with it in a right sphere, or which comes with it

to the meridian ; the arc of the equator intercepted
between this degree and the first point of Aries

;

celestial longitude. Oblique Ascension of a star;

the arc of the equator intercepted between the first

point of Aries and that point of the equator which
rises with the sun or star in an oblique sphere.
c 1386 CIIAUCKR Xtwne Pr. T. 35 He knew ech ascencion of

equinoxial. 1556 RECORD t: Cast. Kmnvl. 197 Ascension astro-
nomicall is the certaine limitation ofsom pointe of the equi-
noctiall circle, whiche riseth iustelye with any starre. 1599
THVNSE Anitnadi>. 62 The sonne was not farre from the
middle of his ascentione. 1646 SIK T. BROWNE Pscnd.

ASCENT.
their tincture. 1610 B. JONSON A Ich. n. iii, Two Of our in-
feriour workes are at fixation, A third is in ascension. 1646
SinT. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. ij.) Conceiving the brain doth
only suffer from vaporous ascensions from the stomach. 1817
COLERIDGE Bwg. Lit. I. v. 102 Successive particles .. dis-

tilled, or filtrated by ascension.

t *>._/?o-. Ki^ from tne inferior to the superior;
rise or advancement in thought or feeling, in sta-

tion, dignity, or estimation ; ascent. Obs.
1617 WITHER Fidelia in Jnycn. '1633)483 And to what

height Towrein my new ascension to delight? 1627 FELTHAM
Resolves i. xxxiii. Wks. 1677, 56 To some, there is not a
greater vexation, than to be advised by an Inferior. Direc-
tions are unwelcome, that come (o us by ascensions. 1670WALTON Ilwker 39 This bishop's ascension to this place of
dignity and cares. 1681 Let. in Harl. Misc. (1793) 467 To
facilitate his ascension to the throne.

t 6. A going back in the order of genealogical
succession ; reversion to an ancestor

; ascent. Obs.
1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 2 b, Hee commeth unto the

lande by collateral! discent and not by lineal! ascension.
16*8 COKE On Lift, n a, Lineall ascention in the right line
is prohibited.

7. \Vayofascending, upward slope, ascent, arch.

1447 BOKENHAM Lytys ofSeyntys 59 Grees of marbyl . . Be
whiche to the temple was the ascencyon. 1816 SOUTHK
Poet's Pilgr. i. viii. Wks. X. 59 Round and round Thespira
steps in long ascension wound.

piral

sion is greater than the oblique. 1874 MOSF.LEV Astron. ix.

43 Knowing the right ascension and declination of a star, we
know its exact position in the great sphere of the heavens.

f-4. A/ch. Distillation, evaporation. Hence concr.
that which arises as if from distillation, a fume.

i 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Vent. Prol. $ T. 225 Ne eek oure
spirites ascencioun. 1594 FLAT ytit-ell Ho., Chini. Conct. 6
In this rectifying by ascension you shall Jose a great part of

Ascensional ^ase-n/onal), a.
[f. prec. + -AL.]

1. Of or belonging to ascension. Ascensional

Difference in Astr. : the difference between the

right and oblique ascension of the sun or a star.

1594 BLUNUEVIL Exerc. in. i. xxxiv. 347 The ascentionall
difference being knowne, all the oblique ascentions and de-
scfntions of the starres are easily knowne by the Tables of
Directions. 1796 HUTTOS Math. Diit. I. 148 The sun's
Ascensional Difference, converted into time, shews how
much he rises before or after 6 o'clock. 1834 U. K. S. Nat.
Phil. III. Hist. Astrtm. ii. 12/1 The ascensional difference
(that is, the arc measuring the increase of the day at any placet.

2. Of or belonging to ascent
; tending upwards.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.Snpp. A pp. s.v. Force, Huygens [held]
that bodies constantly preserve their ascensional force, that

is, the product of their mass by the height to which their
center of gravity can ascend. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. 20.

137 The current, however, continued ascensional. 1880

Colliery Giwrd. 5 Nov., The diffusion ofgases in mines, and
its relation to ascensional ventilation.

Asce'nsionist. [f.
as prec. + -IST.] One who

makes ascents.

1863 Fraser's Mag. LX VI 1 1. 668 The last lady-ascensionist
who has scaled the white shoulders of Mont Blanc. 1882

Daily Tel. 25 Apr. lAdvt. i Ethardo, the greatest ascensionist

living.

Ascensive (ase-nsiv\ a.
[f. L. ascens- (see

ASCENSION) + -IVE, as if ad. L. *ascensivits^
1. Characterized by upward movement or ten-

dency ; rising, advancing, progressive.
1646 SIR T. UKOWNK Pseud. Kp. iv. xiii. 227 Though the

Sunne be then ascensive. 1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. \\ .

67 The ascensive benevolence which aspires to domineer.
1863 LYELL Autiq. Man xxiv. 480 In Man, the brain presents
an ascensive step in developement.
2. Gram. Increasing the force, augmentative, in-

tensive.

1857 ELLICOTT Cotmn. Phil. iv. 12 Kt appears as ascen-
sive, 'even.' 1870 MOI/LTON tr. Winers X. T. Cram. in.
liii. 555 Sometimes its [*m's] ascensive force . . is very easily
recognised see i Cor. vii. 21.

Ascent, obs. form of ASSENT.
Ascent (ase-nt). Also 7 assent. [(NotinFr.) f.

ASCEND v.
t
on the analogy videscent (see quot. 1628

in 3), a. F. descent*, itself an imitative formation on
descendre, after etymological forms like vente, at-

tcnte, f. vendre, attendre : L. vendita gave F. vente,
but L. ascensa gave F. ascenset Eng. ASCENCE.]
1. gen. The act of ascending, mounting, or soar-

ing up ; upward movement, rise.

1614 OvERBL'RY A li'j/e, fit: (16381 301 The first degree of
his ascent. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 224 To him with swift
ascent he up return'd.

1751 CHAMBKKS Cycl. s.v., Ascent of
Fluids is particularly understood of their rising above their
own level. 1864 R. CHAMBERS Bk. Days II. 347 He had
effected an ascent [in a balloon] at Edinburgh.
b. fig. Rise in thought, estimation, characteristic

quality, social station, etc. ; advancement.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. \\. ii. 28 His assent is not by such easie

degrees. 174^4
HARRIS Three Treat, in. 11. <i 765* 225 What

higher Combinations . . subsist, we know not. Their Grada-
tion and Ascent 'tis impossible we should discover. 1790
GIHBON Misc. W'&s. (18141 HI- 5'2 His ascent to one of the
most eminent dignities of the republic. 1856 RUSKIN Mod.
Paint. IV. v. xx. 23. 368 French and English art in precipi-
tate decline, Italian in steady ascent.

2. esp. The act of climbing or travelling up ;
the

going up a mountain, stairs, a river, etc.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Svpp. s.v. Mountain, Called the
iift-dit- Mountain .. being supposed impracticable to the
ascent ofany one. 1844 DICKENS Lett, i- -* I, 127 We began
the ascent of the Simplon that same night. 1850 P. Ci s-

NINGHA.M Handbk. Land. 384 The rest of the ascent is a dirty
and somewhat fatiguing task.

1644 MILTON F.duc. (1738) 136 The right path of a virtuous
and noble education; laborious indeed at the first ascent.

1879 TENNYSON Lover's T. 29 To both there came The joy
of life in steepness overcome, And victories of ascent.

3. A going back in time or in order of genealo-

gical succession ; t concr. a single step back in

genealogy (pbs?\.



ASCERTAIN. 483 ASCHAPE.

1628 COKF. On Litt. \ \ n, Hee commeth to the land by
collateral discent and not by lineall ascent [Littleton, par
collateral discent, et neniy par lineall ascention ;

tr. 1574 dis-

cent . . ascension ). 1654 ( IAYTON fast, J\'otcs\\. v. 57 Shee could
scarce run two accents without the help of a Town or Parish,
where her grandfather was found. 1877 LVTTKIL Landm.
iv. ii. IQI So does our ascent into the Past discover a beauty
.. tilt then unperceived.
4. Method or way of ascending.
1600 HOLLAND Livy 995 (R.* Dangerous places, steepe and

hard of ascent. 1712 PAKNKLI, Spcct. No. 460 F 3 A Hill,

5reen,
flowery, and of an easy ascent. 1850 P. CUNNINGHAM

landl'k. Land. 384 The ascent to the ball is by 616 steps.

5. concr. A way by which one may ascend
; up-

ward slope, acclivity ; a flight of steps.
1611 BIBLE i Kings x. 5 His ascent by which hee went vp

vnto the house of the Lord. 1667 MILTON /*. L. v. 545 Wind-
ing with one ascent Accessible from Earth. 1727 HRADLI.Y
fant. Diet. s.v. Garden, A gentle Ascent or a Plain are

healthy Expositions. 1762 H. WALPOLK I'crtites Anccd.
Paint. (1786) II. 56 The ascent of steps from the hall, c 1854
STANLEY Sinai fy Pal. iii. 190 Up that long ascent He came.

f6. A rising ground, an eminence. Obs.

1663 l-'lagcllinn or O. Crotnivell (1672) 181 There was an
Ascent raised, where a Chair and Canopy of State was set.

a 1742 BKNTLKY ().) Diversified with depressed valleys and
swelling ascents.

II For ASCENDANT.
Chaucer's Wife's Prol. 613 (Wright) Myn ascent \Six-text

MSS. ascendent] was Taur, and Mars therinne. 1686 W. ni;

BRITAINE Hum. Prud. 20 Jupiter is Lord of that Ascent.

t Asce'ntive, a. Obs. [irreg. f. prec. + -IVK.]
= ASCEXSIVK.
1627 FMLTHAM Resolves n. viii, Wks. 1677, 175 The thorny

and ascentive path of Virtue. Lnsoria ix. (1677) 10 So
shall we . . by this love Grow still ascentive.

Ascertain (resaitjf'n), v. Forms : 5 acertein,

5-6 -teyiie, -tayne, -tain(e, 6-tene, accertaine ;

5 assartayne, 5-6 assertayne, 6 asartayiie, as-

sertene, -teine, 6-7 -tain^e ; 5-6 ascertayn.e,
6 -teyne, -taine, 6 - ascertain ; also 5 adcer-

teyne, 6 -taine. [a. OF. atertainc- tonic stem of

aicrtene-r (late AF. asscr-, asccr~), f. a to + certain,
CERTAIN. In ling, assimilated to certain ; pro-
nounced asoutcn as late as 1650; the prefix as-

for ac- began with the spelling as-serta,ynct
and is

of course etymologically erroneous.]
I. To make subjectively certain : i.e. a person

certain of a fact, or a thing certain to the mind.

fl. trans. To make (a person) certain, sure, or

confident
;
to certify, assure

; passing in looser usage
into : To inform, apprise, tell. a. simply. Obs.

1465 Paston Lett. 531 II. 244 As I was credebly assartaynyed
j

by a yeman. 1544 BALE Sir J. Oldcastelt\\\ llarl. Misc.
(Malh.) I. 285 He was thoroughly assertained in his con-
science for that confiyct of fayth. 1548 PHAKR sKneid\\\. i K.t

Anchises I ascertaine then, and him declare the cans. 1602
CARKW Cornwall 126 a, Seeking by a fore-conjecture to bee
ascertained. 1676 BULLOKAH, A scertain, to assure, tocertifie.

fb. Const, with*?/; Obs.
c 1400 I' loareff Leaf$6% For now I am acertained throughly
Of every thing I desired to know. 1490 CAXTON Encydos xv.
61 Whan he was adcerteyned of the dooynge of dydo and of
Eneas. 1528 MOKK lleresyes i. Wks. 161/1 Now is y* church
well acertened of goddes pleasure therin. 1649 G. DANIKI.

Trinarch., Hen. I ",cl.\ii, The French (ascertain'd ofa Victory!
Are but ynsattisfied. 1789 G. MORRIS in Sparks Life (18321
1 1. 3, I wish to l>e ascertained of the . . intentions of the Court.
* Const, confused with 3 or 6.

1658 USSHKK Annals 739 Mariamne had ascertained to

Herod by oath of her chastity.

f C. with subord. cl. Obs.

1450 Q. MARGARET in Four C. F.ng. Lett, 8 And how ye
thinke to be disposed . . ye will acertem us by the bearer. 1548
CKAXMMR Catech. 213 b, To asserten vs, that we are y lyvely
members of God's trew churche. iS5 I'A '-''- InMgtltOth Ch,

Ijb,These . . assertayned me that he was the lyon ofthe trybe
of Juda. 1684 BUNVAN Pilgr. n. 19 But how shall I be ascer-
tained that I also shall be entertained? 1763-5 CHURCHILL
Candidate Poems II. 30 Who may perhaps, in some ten

years or more, Re ascertained that Two and Two make four.

f2. refl* To make oneself certain or confident
;
to

gain trustworthy information. Obs.
1601 R. J[OHNSON] The II'>>-//*.* Ded., Ascertaining my selfe,

that the honorable vertues . . have setled so good an impres-
sion. 1684 CMARNOCK Attrib. GoddS^ I. 2 He could not so

ascertain himself by convincing arguments. 1731 MEDLLY
Kolbcns Cape G. If. I. 92 Before I could ascertain myself
of the religious institutions of the Hottentots,

3. traits. To make (a thing) certain to the

mind ; to render certain what or which it is. an~h.

1494 FABVAS clxxvii. (R.) Whereof the tyme is nat dtiely

ascertayned. a 1600 HOOKER (J.)The divine law . . ascertain -

eth the truth. 1625 (in. Sacr. Philos. ii. 183 Postellus to ascer-
taine this matier to the understanding, brings these reasons.

1750 HARRIS Hermes (1841) 185 If the essence of an artirle

be to define and ascertain. 1794 GODWIN Cal. Williams 266
The intelligence that was brought me by no means ascer-

tained the greatness of the danger. 1850 SIR J. STKPHKN
Reel. Biog. I. 154 The crypt which then ascertained the spot
where the Apostle .. hacf won the crown of martyrdom.
t b. with subord. cl. Obs.

1736 HUILKK Ana!, ii. vii. 359 In order to ascertain and
distinguish from all others, who is the object ofour worship.
1787 Hi-. HORNE Olla Podr. xiii, But who shall exactlyascer-
tain to us what superstition is? 1823 SCOTT Peverit III. vi.

ioi Initial letters . . which seemed to ascertain that it was
addressed to himself.

1 4. To make certain to us the existence of, estab-

lish as a certainty. Obs.

1791 BOSWKLL JohnsoH\\%i&)\. 19 Which ascertains a defoct

that many of his friends knew he had, though I never per-
ceived it.

fb. with inf.phr. To establish, prove (a thing to

be so and sol. Obs.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. ii. 154 These reasons . . do
ascertain him to be Pope. 1791 BOSWKLL Johnson 11831.1 I.

in [This] would ascertain it not to be the production of

Johnson. 1810 HOOTHROVO Bibliallehr. II. 49 The use of

this word clearly ascertains it to be a participle.

5. To find out or learn for a certainty by experi-

ment, examination, or investigation ; to make sure

of, get to know. ;The only current use.',

1794 SULLIVAN View A'a/. 1. 138 Those particular properties
of bodies which are ascertained by the assistance of heat.

c 1854 STANLEY t>au $ Pal. 11858' Pref. 16 It is important to

ascertain the real facts. 1861 Gi:o. ELIOT Si/as M. 9 Legal
measures for ascertaining the' culprit.

b. with inf. or subord. cl.

1 1803 Fox 7awj//(i8o8) 23 Whether he would have acted

upon this determination, his death . .prevents us now from as-

certaining. i8zz SOLTHKY in Q. AV-?'. XXVII. 2 The day is

ascertained to have been Good Friday. 1849 MACAULAY//W/.
Ei'g. I- 433 The Duke of York . .ascertained that the city was |

perfectly quiet. 1880 tr. DaitdefsFromtmtff Risl,-r\\. iv. 76 (

He arose softly to ascertain who were these singular thieves.

II. To make (a thing) objectively certain, to fix.

f6. To make (a thing) sure (to a person) ;
to

render certain the possession of, ensure, secure. Obs.

1563 MAS Mnscaius' Ct*ini>wn-f>l, 287 a, Joynctly linked to-

gether, to assertayne the equalitie of Godhed to eche of
them. 1681 BAXTER Ace. Sherlock iii. 175 They seem to

ascertain salvation to the bapti/ed. 1751 JOHNSON- Ram/'/.

No. r 34 T 10 No diligence can ascertain success. 1823 Sc< n i

St. Ronan's iii, The squire's influence . . ascertained him the

support of the whole class of bucks.

f7. To make ;
a person) sure (/fa thing^ ;

to bring j

or deliver certainly, destine or doom to. Obs.

1649 JKR, TAYLOR Gt. Exonp. vii. $ 13 Would ascertain us

in to a possession of all the promises. 1658 M'holc Duty .Man \.

91 16841 8 1 Whomsoever thou. . hast done thy part to ascer-

tain to those endless flames. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety -x.. i, 31 1

She . . is ascertained to sink under all the methods of mine.

f8. To make ^a thing) certain, definite, or precise,

by determining exactly its limits, extent, amount,

position, etc.
;
to decide, fix, settle, limit. Obs.

1494 [see AsCFRT.MNicnl. i668Ti:Mn,E in I-'oitrC. fc'fg. Lett.

125 The proportions of money .. being ascertained in the

treaty. 1711 SHAFTESIJ. Charac. (1737)!. 17 To suppress by
violence the natural Passion of Enthusiasm or to endeavour
to ascertain it. 1727 SWIFT Let. Eng. Timgite\3\L*. 1755 II.

i. 182 Some effectual method for correcting, enlarging, and

ascertaining our language. 1789 Const. L'. S. \. 6 A com-

pensation for their services, to be ascertained by law.

f9. To make certain the existence or occurrence

of; to reduce to a certainty. Obs.
i6z8 FELTHAM Rcsoh-es \, \\\\. Wks. 1677, 108 Kvils, that !

are but probable, they ascertain.

t Ascertain, a. Obs.-* [a. OF. accrtai)i, f.

as prec.] Certain, sure. 1475 [see ASCEHIAINLY].

Ascertainable (a'sojtji-nab'l), a. ff. prec. vb.

+ -ABLE,] That may be ascertained,

fl. Capable of being fixed, settled, or decided.

1783 BLAIR Rhetoric (18011 I. 20 Ascertainable by no stan-

dard, but wholly dependent on changing fancy.
2. Capable of being discovered or learned by

experiment, examination, or investigation.
1805 W. SAUNDERS Mm. Waters 155 The water . . does not

actually deposit any other substance in any ascertainable

quantity. 1859 RUSKIN Tivo Paths App. 1. 257 Not a matter
of opinion at all, but a matter of ascertainable fact. 1874
FAKKAK Christ I. iii. 30 The exact year . . is not ascertain-

able with any certainty from Scripture.

Ascertarnableness. [f. prec. + -J?KSS.]
The quality of being ascertainable.
1868 P. CLAYUON in ^w*//*. JP***. May 505 The demarcating

line., on the sharpness and ascertainableness of which In-

dependency so essentially depends.

Ascertai'nably, adv.
[f. as prec. + -LY-.]

In an ascertainable manner ; recognizably.
1863 KlHGLAKE Crimea I. 335 His notions .. of what was

plausible and what was ascertainably false. 1872 LnmoN
Klein. Relig. i. 25 To despair of knowledge only when know-
ledge is ascertainably out of reach.

Ascertained (ces3it,
T
i-nd\ ///. a. [f. ASCER-

TAIN v. + -ED.] fa. Determined, fixed \obs.~). b.

Discovered by investigation, known.
1494 FABVAN n. xxxiii. 26 So y

f no tyme asserteyned, U to

her deputed or set. 1858 SKAKS A than, xviii. 160 Profosor

Faraday considers it an ascertained fact.

Ascertaiuer (a:s3Jtt
Ti
-n3j). [f.

as prec. + -EK 1

.]

One who ascertains.

1611 COTGH., Certificatcur, a certifier, ascertainer, assurer.

1691 T. H[ALK! Ace. A't-rc Invent. 33 Our latest Ascertained
here of the time of its celebration.

Ascertaining, vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. + -i>-i.]
f Assurance, confirmation (obs.}. ^Now gerandial :

see ASCERTAIN v. 5.)

1685 HA.XTKR Paraphr. N. T. Acts i. 9 The sight ofChrist's
Ascension must needs be . . an ascertaining of the Apostles
Faith. 1835 MACREADY Reiirin. I. 472 On ascertaining the
time.

t AsCC'rtainly, adv . Obs. rare '. [f.
Asc'tu-

TAIN a. + -I.Y-.] Certainly, surely, assuredly.
1475 CAXTON Jastw 12 She was so wreton by loue in his

herte so acertainly that he coude neuer kepe him fro think-

ing on her.

Ascertainment resajt/i'mnent). [f.
ASCEK-

TAIN v. + -MENT ; cf. OF. acct'tcncmcnt^ The

process or result of ascertaining.

1. Reduction to certainty ; exact determination,

limitation, settlement, arch.

1657 i2i Apr.) CBOMWELL Sp. (1871) V. 37 That a period
might be put, and some ascertainment made, and a time
fixed. 1780 BURKE Sp. if.con. Ref. Wks. 1842 1 . 255 For the
ascertainment and security of tenant and other rights. 1848
AKNOULD Law Mar. Insiir. ( 1866) 1. 1. i. 13 Essential to the

very notion of an indemnity is the ascertainment of the perils
insured against.

2. Determination as the result of investigation ;

finding out, discovery.
1799 SIH J. MACKINTOSH Bactnt fy Locke (18461 1. 329 Such

facts bound our researches . . and the ascertainment of them
is the utmost possible attainment of Science. 1843 MILL
Logic in. i. 2 The ascertainment of these angular distances.

1863 Hex LEY .Wans Place Xat. ii. 57 The question of ques-
tions for mankind . . is the ascertainment of the place which
Man occupies in nature.

Ascescent, -ency, erron. var. ACESCENT, -KNCV.

Ascetic (asc'tik\ a. and sb. [ad. Gr. daKijTtK^

adj., f. ufJKrjrrfs a monk or hermit, f. uaitftiv to

exercise : see -R1

.] A. aJj.
1. Of or pertaining to the Ascetics, or to the

exercise of extremely rigorous self discipline ;
se-

verely abstinent, austere.

1646 SIR T. UKOWNE Psetui. /'/>. viii. 126 This ascetic rule,
which held that a saint was disgraced by the very society
which his mild Master sought and loved. 1682 ("//;-.

Atorals ( 1756) 97 The old Ascetick Christians found a paradise
in a desert. 1757 Bi:nKE^/v-/Vi,w. /-,'*,*. Hint. Wks. X. 276
A monastery which had acquired gre;it renown for .. the

severity of its ascetick discipline. 1850 TKNN\SOV In Man.
civ, High nature amorous of the good, Hut touch'd with no
ascetic gloom.
2. = A.SCETICAL I.

1822 BURROWBS Cycl., Ascetic^ the title of certain book-;

on devout exercises. 1868 PA i IISON- Aiadeui, Org, 5. i-_>a

The knowledge to be cultivated i.s not ascetic divinity.

B. sb.

1. Ecd. Hist. One of those who in the early
church retired into solitude, to exercise themselves

in meditation and prayer, and in the practice of

rigorous self-discipline by celibacy, fasting, and toil.

1673 CAVK Prim. ('/;;-. in. ii. 25 ^ One of the primitive Asce-
ticks. 1776 ( riimoN Dec/, <V /'. xxxvii. (R.tThe Ascetics, who
i.ilicyed and abused the rigid precepts of the gospel. 1861

A. I!. Horn A"wA-. Cath.-dr. i y //i C. v. 165 The deserts of the

ThebaVd had tteen peopled by troops of sturdy and gaunt
but God-fearing ascetics.

2. gen. One who is extremely rigorous in the

practice of self-denial, whether by seclusion or by
abstinence from creature comforts.
1660 JKK. TAYLOR Duetor Dukit. n. iii. 8. 4 The primitive

Christians were qenetally such ascetics in this instance of

fasting. 1862 STAXLLV Jewish Ch. 11877' ! ' T 7 He is not

an ascetic - . but full of the affections and interests of family
and household.

3. //. An ascetical treatise.

1751 CHAMBERS CycY. s.v., Hooks of spiritual e.\erci>es. A-.

the ascetics, or devout treatises of St. Masil.

Asce'tical, a. [f. prec. f -AT.'.]

1. 1'ertaining to, or treating of, the spiritual ex-

ercises by which perfection and virtue may he

attained, as in Ascctical Thfolo^y.
a 1617 P.AYM; On A/A.(i866> 331 Hence it is that ascetical

sermons . . are not in that request. 1697 tr. Dnpin's l-'.<cl.

Hist. II. 145 The Ascetical Hooks attributed to St. Hasil.

1884 ADDIS & ARNOLD CatIt. Diet, s.v., St. Francis of Sales and
St. Alpbonsus Kiguori may be mentioned as modern saints

whose ascetical work.-, are most esteemed.

2.^= ASCETIC i.

1836 HOR. SMHM Tin Trump, ^1876 161 Our Knglish puri-
tans with their ascetical bigotry.

Asce'tically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] After

the manner of an ascetic.

r 1800 Miss KNKJHT Antol'i^^. I. 82 Tlie Duke of I'arm.i

iiseil frequently to clothe, himself in a friar's robe, and live

ascetically. 1842 J. H. XKWMAN Ch. ofI-'athers 367 Nor live

as* ctically for the sake of them.

Asceticism (ase
-

tisiz*m). [f.
ASCETIC + -ISM.]

The principles or practice of the Ascetics ; rigorous

self-discipline, severe abstinence, austerity.

1646 SIR T. HROWNK Pseud. /'/>.
\ in. 1 1^45* 126 Doomed to

a life of celibacy by the asceticism which had corrupted the

simplicity of Christianity. 1859 MILL Liherty ii. 89 In its

horror of sensuality, it made an idol of asceticism.

Asch-, regular ME. spelling of OK. asc- t mod.
E. ASH-, q.v. for words that survived into the

modern period.

Asch^e, obs. form of ASH and ASK v.

Ascliani(?e'skam). [named from Roger Ascham,
author of Toxophilus^ A sort of cupboard or case

to contain bows and other implements of archery.
1860 H. IX Archer's Guide 28 The best place [for keeping

a bow] is a closet, or a wooden case made for the purpose,
fixed up in a hall, and called an Ascha.ni.

A-schamyed, obs. form of ASHAMED.

Ascha pe. v. Obs. [A variant, due to pho-
netic levelling of proclitic c- and a- (see A-/>r/. 9'',

of cschape, a by-form of KSCAPK, imitating middle

Fr. spelling csc/iafcr (mod. cchappcr). Chiefly but

not exclusively northern. Aphetized in isth c. to

sihapt', shapetwhich, as well as the full form, be-

came obs. bef. 1 500.]
= KSCAPE.

f 1314 Guy Wanv. 95 We ben aschaped unncthe. c 1460
Bk. Quintessence i pe teermc . . Jat noman may a-schape.
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ASCHEWELE.

A-sehepon : see ASHAPK v.

Ascher, obs. variant of ESCHAR, a scar, a burn.
t Asche'wele, v. Obs. mrc~ l

.

[f.
A- //-,-/: I

+ *sche-i'cl, SHEWEL, a scarecrow, used in Sidney's
Arcadia, and still dial. Cf. OHG. ir-sciuh'cn,
MHG. ersfhiuhcn, mod.G. ersckeuen to be fright-

ened.] To scare, frighten away.
,

a I2$ O-ic'lff Xirht. 1614 Heo hongeth me on heore hahe,
Thar ich aschewele pie an crowe.

Aschore, var. ASHORE aifo/>. fhr. Obs. a-straddle.

Aschre-nch, v. O/'s. [OE. ascrcncan, f.

A.-ref.i+sereatan: see SCHBEHCH.] To deceive.
< 885 R. /KLKREn Gregory's Past, xliii. 316 Ne eft sio Srajst-

ing o;ts Jichoman (tat mod ne ascrence mid upahaifennesse.
I 13 ^ Alls. 4819 Hy were asshreynt in her crook, i 1315
SHORKIJAM 17 Ac eche othren aschrencheth. c 1320 Senyn
Salt's iW. ) 1485 A ! dame, he saide, ich was asschreint, Ich
wende thon haddest ben adreint.

Aschrie, variant of ASCBY v. Obs.

Aschyn, obs. form of ASHEN.
Ascian, -en, obs. forms of ASK v.

Ascians (arjianz), sl>. pi. [f. med.L. Ascii

,arji|3i), also used in Kng. [a. Gr. SLUKIUI, f. d priv.
f (TKici shadow) + -AX.] Inhabitants of the torrid

zone, who twice a year have the sun directly over-
head at noon, and then cast no shadows.
1635 I'AKi'ExrEK Gn>f. Dclin. i. x.226 'J'hese men haue the

Snnne twice euery yeere in their Zenith, and then they make
no shaddowes at all, and therefore they are called Ascij, or
without shaddowes. 1709 MANDEY Syst. Math. (1729' 584
Ascii, are those which have no Meridian Shadow. 1847CK AH;, . -1st inns.

Ascidian (asi-dian ,
a. and sl>. ~/.ool.

[f.
mod.

1,. Ascidia (see ASCJIHCM +-A.V] A.
ai/j. Of

or pertaining to the Ascidia (or Ascidia", a group
of animals belonging to the tunicate Mollusca,
considered by evolutionists to constitute a link in

the development of the Vertebrata. B. s/>. A mem-
Ijer of this group. ;

Ascidiarinra (asi:di|C-''rimn).

[see -AKIUM], the aggregate mass of organisms in

compound Ascidians. Asci dioid a., resembling
the Ascidia. Ascidiozooid asi <li<7|2<>u-oid), one
of the organisms forming an ascidiarium.
1856 W-H'inyAKi> Man. Mni/usfn m. 332 The relation he-

tween tlie asrjuian tc->t ami mantle is that nf tlie epidermis
and the ciitis-.'cra. 1835 Kluliv Ilat\ * lust. Aiiim. I. vi.

192 The Tunicaries or Ascidians as some call them. 1874
HELPS .SVv. y'n.v.v. i\. 1 31, If he started as a gelatinous as-

cidian, how he has got on in the world ! 1878 A". Amer.
AYr. CXXVII. 58 Our ascidian forefathers. 1877 Hi xi.l.v

An, it. Itr.\ An. \. 610 In the compound or s.xjial Tunicata
many ascidiozooids . . are united by a common test into an
ascidiarium. 1880 Syd. Soc. f.e.i. s.v. .Isi iilici, 'I'lie tunicate
or ascidioid Division of the Mollusca.

Ascidiate .a>i-di|,-it ,
a. (Craig l847\ and

Ascidiform ,asi-(lit,aiu), a. .Webster 1864).
[f. next + -ATE, -FnliM.] Shaped like an ascidium.

Ascidiuni .asi-di/mi). I'l. -a. [mod. I,., ad.

Gr. daniHiof, dim. of CLCIKUS leather bag, wine-skin.]
1. 7.ool. (Also Ascidia, pi. -;<-.) A genus of tuni-

cate molluscs, having the enveloping tunic elastic

and leathery: see ASCIDIAN. '

1766 PENNANT Ziwl. IV. 48 ijou.1 Ascidia, taken off Scar-

borough. 1856 GOSSE Marine Xaol. II. 30 '1'he Ascidia;

usually adhere to stones and old shells. 1878 BELI. Gcgcn-
baner s <^omp. Anat. 391 In many Ascidia a new individual
buds from the body of the adult animal.
2. Hot. A pitcher-shaped leafy appendage.
1830 l.iNDi.EV .Vat. Syst. />,<!. 81 The presence of Ascidia,

or piti.hers among its leaves, resembling those of Nepenthes.

Ascigerous ,asi xl/jOios), a. Hoi. [f. mod.L.
ai< us + -(i)GEuous producing.] Bearing or pro-
ducing asci (see Ascus).
1829 Louii'iN I'.ncycl. Plants (18411 982 An ascigerous

somewhat deliquescent nucleus. 1857 BERKELEY Cryptog.
Hot. 235 I his mode of fructification is called ascigercus.

Ascill, variant of EISELL, 0/-s., vinegar.
Ascismus, for astisinus : see ASSASSIN.
Ascitan (asai-tan, je'sitan). Eccl. Hist. [f.

med.L. Ascitx, a. Gr. 'AffKirai, f. drr/foy wine-skin :

see -ITE, -AN.] A member of a heretical sect in the
second century, who used to dance round an in-

flated wine-skin, in reference to Matt. ix. 17.
1727 51 in CHAMBERS Cyel. s.v. Ascit.r.

t Asci'te, earlier f. AcciTE v. Obs., to cite, sum-
mon. (The spelling was as in ascertain : a-< it,-, assite,

ascite, subsec|tiently assimilated to L. accitiirc.)

'55* 5 LA i IMI.K .Si-rin. K, Ran. '

1845! 289 He was ascited
before certain bishops. ft 1617 HIEKON H'ks. I. 27 At the
last day all . . .shall be ascited to appeare.

II Ascites (asai-t/z). Path. Also 4-5 aschytes..

[L., a. Gr. d<T*rr7;s (sc. vRpaiifi dropsy), f. anicus bag.]A collection of serous fluid in the peritoneal cavity ;

dropsy of the abdomen.
1398 TKEYISA Karlh. DC P. K. vn. lii. (i4g5'266 One manere

dropesye hyghte Asi. hytes, for yf the wombes l>en smyten
they sowne as a fiackette, other a botell. 1657 /Vyj. Diet.,
Ascites is a swelling of the belly caused of a serous matter.
1748 SMOLLETT K?i). Raid, xxvii. 11804' 183 Loaded with a
monstrous ascites or dropsy. 1839 in TODD CytV. Anat.

AscitlC (asi -tiki, a. rath. [f. prec. + -1C.] Of,

jiertaining to, or affected with ascites.

1684 ti. effiuft .IL-ri. Ciiiupit. viii. 298 A Hoy . . ascitick

484

with an Anasarca. 1880 DRYSDALE in Mcd. Temp. Jrnl.
Oct. 6 Abundant ascitic effusion.

Asci'tical, a. V Obs. [f. prec. + -AiA] = prec.
1676 R. Wisi MAN.'inrg. i J.I Either anasarcous or ascitical.

1694 in /'/<//. Trans. XVIII. 21 Some thought .. she was
Ascitical. 1749 lUd. XLVI. 207 Died . . under Ascitical and
icterical Symptoms.
Ascititious (jcsiti-j3s\ a. \i.~L.asat- = adscit-

ppl. stem of adsdsc-lre (see AIISCITITIOUS) +
-iTiofs, as ff f. L. *asctttcins] = A 1 SCITITIOUS

(which is now more common).
1628 PRYXNE Lm-e Lockes 17 It is a very wicked thing, to

attire the head, with dead and ascititious Haire. 1829 SCOTT
Demonol. viii. 264 Those ascititious particles . . l>eing loos-
ened at his vanishing, and so offending the nostrils.

Asclepiad 1

asklrpid). [ad. L. Asclepiadfiis,
a. Gr. 'AaK\rjmdd(ios, adj. f. 'AffK\rjTriao-r]S name of
a Greek poet.] In Greek and Latin prosody : A
verse, invented by Asclepiades, consisting of a

spondee, two (or three) choriambi, and an iambus.
Also attrib. Hence the adjs. : f Ascle pia'dic (also
used subst.\ t Ascle piadical, Ascle piade an.
1656 in BLOUNT G/assnfr. 1876 KENNEDY J'nl'. Sch. I,at.

Gram. 265 Of the Asclepiad . . Horace employed five

systems. Ibid. A stanza composed of three lesser Asclepiad
verses. 1546 LANGI.EY Pol. I'erg. De fmvat. i. viii. 173,
Meters .. hath their name, eyther . . of the inuentour as
Asclepiadicall. 1580 SIDNEY Arcmiia 116221 229 Singing
these verses called Asclepiadikes. 1652 MARBURY Cotnm.
Ifabakkiilt 118651 156 Verses, heroic, iambic, asclepiadic
[/W//W-idiacJ. 1706 PHILLIPS, .-1st lepiadean. iMo.ScilMirz
Lut. Gram. 306 The second Asclepiadean metre.

Ascle'piad . Hot.
[f. next + -AD.] A plant

belonging to the order Asclcpiaiiacci? : see next.
Ascle piadaceotis a., of or belonging to this order.

Ascle^piade ous a., of the genus Asckpias.
1859 DARWIN Orig. Sjvc. xiv. (18781 375 Orchids and ascle-

piads having pollen-masses with viscid discs. 1872 Oi.i\ I:R

Elem. Bot. ll. 208 The pollen of Asclepiads is held together
by a secretion of the anther-ccl!. 1880 BUKBIDGE Card.
Sun App. 342 A singular new asclepii..'.aceous genus.

Asclepias" lasklrpiajs). Bot. [mod.L., a.

Gr. (rXr/jrias, f. 'A<r*X^7rtds /Ksculapius.] A genus
of plants, giving its name to a N.O., including the

Milkweed, .Swallow-wort, and some others, chiefly
natives of the east coast of North America.
1578 I.YTE.AW<VS3I7 We may call it in Knglish Asclepias,

ViltcetoxicuHli and Swallpwurt. 1706 Pllil.l.irs, Asclepias . .

Swallow-wort or Silken Cicely. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Hot. n.
208 I he exotic Asclepias Family, including the beautiful

Hoyas and Stephanotis of our stoves. 1872 BAKER Nile
Tnbut. ii. 22 Cutting firewood from the asclepias.

AsCO- a sk), comb, form of Ascus, used in

many scientific terms of Cryptogamic Botany, as :

Ascogonium (-g<>"-ni/'m) [cf. archegoniuai], the

spirally-coiled organ fromwhich theasci see Ascus
are produced. Ascomycetal ^-misrtal), Asco-
myce tons a., of or belonging to \$&eAseomycetes,m
fungi, such as the yeast-plant and truffles, in which

spores are formed asexually in the interior of asci.

Ascophorous ^askfforas), a. [Gr. -c/>opor bearing],

producing asci. Ascospore (sj'sk^spo-i.i), a spore
developed in an ascus.

1875 I!i:xNETr & DYER Sac/is' Rot. 257 The female organ,
called by De Bary the Ascogonium. Ibid. 258 The Asci . .

owe their origin to the fertilisedascogonium. M+Atkaunm
26 Jan. 124/1 Structurally it [Spha:ria pocula] is hymeno-
mycetal and not ascomycetal. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. 11. i.

34 Pe/i/a l)elongs to the Ascomycetous fungi. 1857 BERKE-
LEY Cryptog. Bot. 62 There is not a single instance
amongst Alga:, of ascophorous fruit. 1875 BLNNEII 8:

DYEU .Sophs' Hot. 240 The Ascospores . . arise by free cell-

formation in the protoplasm of the . . Ascus.

t A-sCO'ff, advb. phr. Obs. In 3 a-skof. [A
//</.! + SCOFF.] In scorn, mockingly.

( 1300 A . Alis. 874, 41 Alisaundre lokid a-skof, As he no
gef nought therof.

t AsCO'liasm. Obs.-" [f. Gr. aoKw\id{-eiv to

hop on greased wine-skins (annoi) at the 'Ao-KtiAm
or second day of the rural Uionysia.]

' A kind of

Play, call'd, fax to thy Hole, in which Boys hop-
ping on one Leg, beat one another with Gloves or

pieces of Leather.' Phillips 1706.
'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siipp., Ascoliasm.

t Asccvmfit, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. OF. csconfire,

pa. pple. csconfit, f. cs out of + confire to preserve :

L. coiificere ; cf. discomfit : see As- prcf.- The
aplietic SCOMFIT is usual.] To discomfit, rout.

.1450 I.ONEI.ICH Grail xiv. 126 [He] beheeld His meyne
as-scumrited in the feld.

Asconce, obs. form of ASKAXCK.

tA-SCO'm, advb. phr. Obs. [A//U + ScORN.]
In scorn or mockery.

< 1485 Di^l'y Myst. i 1882' in. 1419 She wyll nat kysse \K on
skorn. Hoy. A skorn, no, no, I fynd it hernest !

tAsCO'rn, v. O/>s. rare 1

, [a. OF. cscornc-r

to insult, affront : see As- pref.- \
or f. SCORN v.

with A particle of pa. pple.] To insult, affront.

1553 87 r OXE A. tif M. U59O'3o9/2 Heereat prince Kchvard

being asconied, lifted up hiniselfe, and gaue him such a blow,
that, etc.

Ascoye, ascoyne; see ASKOY, ASKOTKK.
Ascribable (askrai-bab'l\ a.

;
also 7 ascrive-

able. [f. next + -AULE.] That may be ascribed, at-

tributed, or reckoned to the account of; attributable.

ASCRIPTION.

1671 True .\oii-Cmif. 296 The gesture of adoration to be
thereto

only ascriveable. 1678 R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers
\

iv. gv. 106 The Iniquity and Sin here appears . . Ascribable
to the Parents. 18*3 Cox hist. Eng. Govt. i. vii. 89 The

(
only benefit ascribable to a second house is its acting as a
remedy against precipitation.

Ascribe (askrai-b), v. Forms: 4-7 ascrive,
; aseryve, asscribe, 6 ascrybe, 6-7 adseribe,
6- ascribe, [a. OF. ascriv- stem of ascrire, cogn.
w. It. ascrivere : L. ascr-, adscrtb-cre, f. oil- to +
scrlb-lre to write. In i6th c. altered to ascribe
after L., though ascrive was occasionally tistd till

[

late in the 1 7th. The historical appearance of the
senses in Eng. does not correspond with the logical

development in Latin.]
I. To write into

;
to add to a writing, register,

1

list, etc.

1 1. tram. To annex or add in writing, to sub-
scribe : a. to subjoin (one's name) ;

b. to subjoin
one's name to (a document). Obs.

1603 B. JONSON Sejanus v. v. 4 Beare it [an Edict] Jo my
fellow Consul to adseribe. 1649 NETHERSOLE Self-Cond. 3

,
The ascribing ofmy name would . . have substracted from . .

the weight of those discourses.

t2. To inscribe, dedicate to. (So in OFr.) Obs.
IJS4 Vm\.rm Exam.^n'rit. 1 18421 328 Unto those [Princes]

also the sentences and arguments ought to be ascribed. 1563
SHI TK Archil. C ij b, The secound pillor called Dorica, being
ascribed to Hercules.

t 3. To enroll, register, reckon in a class. Obs.

1532 MORE CoM/ul. Tindale Wks. 376/1 Ascribed . . into the
noumber of his elect and peculier chosen people, c 1540
tr. /W. I'erg. 118461 1. 174 She died, and was ascribed emonge
the sainctes. 1628 HOBBES Tltncydides 118221 18 Desiring
you to ascribe them to the number of your confederates.
1680 AUBKEY in Bliss Lett. Eniin. Pers. 118131 II. 632 He
w-onld long since have been ascribed a member there.

1 4. To appoint (to a vacancy). (So in OKr.^ Obs.

1624 HEYWOOH Gnnatk. vi. 272 One of the Priests of the
foresaid numl)er dyed, neyther . . was any agreed upon or
thought fit to IK; ascribed into his place,

II. To enter into an account, to reckon, count.
5. trans. To niter ;a thing' to in an account, to

set it to tl e credit of; to assign, attribute, impute,
refer as due or owing to.

1382 WVCI.IK 2 Sam. xii. 28 I.est . . to my name the victorie
i beascrived. 1494 FABYAN vi. ccxvi. 235 The which dede he
!

ascribed chefely vnto Harolde. 1528 MORE lleresyes iv.

j

\Vks. 286/2 Al which miracles al those blessed saintes do
ascribe vnto the worke of god. 1651 HOBBES Leriath. i. viii.

37 The same Gra:cians did often ascribe madnesse to the

operation of the Kumenides. 1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 321
P 6 This Speech is. . the finest that is ascribed to Satan in
the whole Poem. 1746 JOHNSON Plan Diet. Wks. IX. 185

j

We usually ascribe good ; but impute evil. 1833 HT. MAR-
I

TINEAU Berkeley i. viii. 159 Others ascribed the whole disaster
to the use of small notes. 1879 I.OCKYER Elem. Astron. v.

xxxiii. 193 The invention of clocks is variously ascribed to
the sixth and ninth centuries.

f b. cllipt. (///-.) To give or attribute credit to.

1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jitd. Astrol. ii. 56 Some . . againe did
as greatly admire, and ascribe vnto it. 1667 Decay Cfir. Piety
xvii. 15. 357 Many are apt to ascribe too unlimitedly to the
force of a good meaning.
6. To reckon or count to, as a property or char-

acteristic (rarely as a material possession ; to

consider or allege as belonging to, to claim for.

c 1400 Apol. Loll, no J>ei chalang not bis only bat is

ascriuid, but bei tak a vey all bingis fro alle men. 1528
PAYNELI. Salerne Regim. Q iv, The forsayde vtilites . . be
ascriued to prunes of Armeny. 1652 NEEDHAM tr. Sddcn\
Mart- Cl. 448 This sea also is ascribed by som to the King
of Great Britain. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 492 The use, which
he adscribes to the Brain. 1880 G. P. MORRIS Poems 163
Ascribing with the true and just All 'holiness unto the Lord.'

1877 I.Yi i EIL Lanilin. n. ii. 93 The conclusion which ascribes
to the lands of Trahuur the site of an ancient Church.

f7. To reckon, reckon up, count. Obs.

143250 tr. Hidden (1865' 37 pe Romanes .. ascribede
theire yeres from the begynnenge of theire cite y-made.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 586 Sotacus ascribeth and settcth

downe fine sundry kinds of the load-stone.

t 8. with compl. To reckon, consider as. rcjL
To reckon oneself, claim, pretend to be. (So in

OFr.) Obs.

1535 STEWART Croti. Scot. II. 504 Anc lord thair wes than
in Northumberland .. Ascryvand him to be of Danis blude.

1580 \OKIH PIntarcn 181 tR.i Hereupon the Athenians do
ascril>e that day for a most unfortunate day.

U Icatac/ir. for DF.SCHIHE. Hut cf. 5.

1509 BARCLAY Ship of l-'ooles 11570' 217 Suche a wise man
as Virgil doth ascribe.

Ascribing (askrai-birj), vbl. sb.
[f. prec. +

-ING 1

.] The action of the verb ASCRIBK
; addition

in writing (obs.), assignment, attribution.

1649 [see ASCRIBE -'. i). 1833 MACREAUY Kctnin. I. 404 The
ascribing all the misery of the sufferers to destiny.

Ascrie, variant of ASCKY v. and sb. Obs.

t Ascri'pt, ///. i'. Olis. [ad. I,, ascriptus, pa.

pple. oiascnbfre: seeA.scKiBE. Cf.also Au.scRirr.]

F.nrolled, registered ; appointed.
^1564 liECON.-f/-/. Chr. Relig. (l844'436 Makellntous this

oblation ascript, reasonable, acceptable. 1610 HEALEY St.

A ug. City ofGod < 1620' 290 Tully calleth . . those that merit

heaueu Gods ascript.

Ascription ,askri'p(sn\ [ad. L. ascription-cm,
n. of action f. ascrib-cre to ASCRIBE : see -ION.

Cf. also ADSCKUTION.]



ASCRIPTITIOUS.

fl. The action of adding in writing, subscrip-
tion. Obs.

1597 MOKLICV Introd. Mns. Annot., All diminution is sig-

nified either . . by a number set to thesigne,orelsebya.sscrip-
tion of the Canon.

2. Enrolment, inclusion in a class, rare.

1851 SIK F. PALGRAVE Norm, q- En%. I. 8 The ascription
of the ancient Gaulish families into the Senatorial rank.

3. The action of setting to the credit of; attri-

bution of origin or authorship.
.11619 FOTHKKHY . Ithcom. Pref. 4 Ascribing all his writing

vnto (lods inward commanding . . Which is indeed, a very
true ascription. 1794 PALEY Evid. \. ix. 511817*165 If the

ascription of the ( iospels to their respective authors had been

conjectural. 1861 MAINE Anc. Lawdfy^ i The theoretical

ascription of English law to immemorial unwritten tradition.

4. The action of ascribing, attributing, imputing,
or declaring that something belongs to a person
or thing ;

concr. the declaration thus made.
1600 CiiAi'MAN Iliad xiv. Comm., Which ascription our

Spond takes to be given in scorn. 1845 6 TKI.SCM 11tils.

Ltct. Ser. it. viii. 275 With thankful ascriptions of praise to

. .God. 1877 HUXI.KY Anat. lnv. An. xii. 661 The ascription
of a spermatozoa! nature to the stria; . . is not warranted.

Ascriptitious (a:skripii jas:, a. rare.
[f.

L.

ascnpfici'its (sec Ast'KiPT and -rrious) + -ous. Cf.

also AUSCKIPTITIOUS.]
fl. Appended to a list, additional. Obs.

a 1658 FAKINGOON Serin. 82 t,T-) An ascriptitjons and su-

pernumerary god.

2. Merely ascribed or attributed to. (.1.fictitious1)

1652 (IAULE Magastmm. 252 The spurious, fictitious, and

ascriptitious books of Adam.
3. 'Registered, enrolled,' Bailey 1721.

Ascriptive (fiskri'ptiv),
a. rare. In 7 ads-.

[ad. L. aser-, (uisenptivns : see AHCBIPT and -IYK.]

Attributable, ascribable.

1650 CHAKI.MTDN Paradoxes Prol. 15 Sanation of Wounds
. . is not rightly adscriptive to the single power of Nature.

t Ascry, v. Obs. Forms : 4 asscrie, aschrie,

aschrise, 4-:;ascrie, ascrye, 4~6ascry, ^askerye,
askrye, 6 asskrie, askry. Aphet. 5 SCKY, q.v.

[a. OK. cscric-r (mod. eerier}, f. es : L. ex out +

crier to CRY. The Anglo-Fr. was prob. aserier

(see As- pref. 2\ as ESCHY does not appear in

Eng. before the time of Caxton, who introduced

it from continental French. Aphetized in ifth c.

to SCUY.]
1. trans. To call forth or out

;
to call upon.

( 1325 /". E. A Hit. /'. C. iQ5 penne ascryed bay hyin skete,

tS: asked ful loude,What be deuel hat^ boa don 'i c 1350 \\~ill.

raL'rnc 3827 Wijlli he hem a-schri^ed, And cumfort hem
craftli with his kinde speche. c 1450 I.ONKT.ICH Ciniil xli.v.

225 Thanne losephe gan hem ascrien anon, Ha! :je cursed

ptple everychon !

b. esp. To attack with outcry, call to fight, pro-

voke, challenge.
1330 K. UKUNNK Chron. 217 Kdward was bardie, be Lon-

dres gan he ascrie. t 1350 Will, ralernc 3895 And stontli

him aschried, Had him ^jepli him ^eld
or ^erne he schul deie.

1480 (CAXTON C '/iron, ofEng. ccxxiv. 227 The Englyssh myn-
strelles blewe her . . pypes and hydously ascryed the scottes.

1523 Li). HKRNKKS J-'roiss. I. Ivii. 78 Assone as the Almayns
sawe them, they ascryed them, and ran in fiersly arnon.;

them.

2. intr. To cry out, shout, exclaim.

1352 Mi NOT Poems 11795) '" T 4 ^ e herd ascry, That king
Kdward was nere tharby. 1393 (!OWKR Conf. III. 59 They
ascriden also blive. a 1528 SKKL ION /'/;. Sparmvc<)a$ Openly
to askry, And to make an outcri Against odyous Knui.

3. trans. = DESCRY : to cry out upon on discover-

ing ;
hence to espy, discover

;
to proclaim, de-

nounce, publish, inform upon.
< 1400 I 'waine fy (r(nv. 3406 Thar he held him prevely, So

that none sold him ascry. 1523 I,n. UI-.KNKKS Eroiss, I. cxcv.

232 The watchmen sayd, by likelyhode ther be some thenys
. . commyng tosteale this towne ;

let \^ ascry them, and wake
the men of the cytie. 1530 I

JALS<;K. 437/2, I askry, as fore-

riders of an armye do their enemyes whan they make re-

porte where they have sene them, Jt tUscouures. 1548 HAIL
Chron. 531 When the French men perceived that thei were
asskried thei sodeinly returned. 1559 Myrr, Mag.^ Clifford
j. 4, I thinke it best that men their crimes ascried.

t Ascry', sb. Obs. Forms: 4-5 ascry, 4 as-

scry, askrye, =,-6 ascrye, askrie, 7 ascrie. [f.

ASCBY v. Cf. the variant ESCHY and aphetic
SCHY. In many places it is impossible to tell

whether we ought to read userye or a scrye : cf.

^notations 1532 and 1548.] Crying out, outcry,

clamour, shout, exclamation.
< 1325 E. I',. Allit. /'. B. 838 As a scowte wach scarred, so

be asscry rysed. 1393 GOWMR Conf. II. 386 And all at ones

set askry In hem. i 153* Lu. IJICKXKRS Hiton 652 They
crycd out and made a scrye. 1548 HALL Chron. 532 The
Hritaynes made an askrie and sette their Ueacons on fire.

1600 H<u,t.\Ni) Liry iv. xxii. 154 Made an ascrie [ilaiorcni]
that the towne was taken.

Ascue, obs. form of ASKEW.
I! ASCIIS (rc-skfls). Bot. PI. -i. [mod.L., a. (ir.

rifftfu? bag, ^ac.] A membranous tubular cell, csp.

the swollen sac-like cell at the end of the branches

of the hypha: in certain fungi and lichens, in which

the reproductive sporules or sporitlia develops.
1830 LIN'DLKY AVt/. Syst. Bot. 332 These cases i///iv,r' are

. . contained in other membranous cases (asii '. 1875 '*' N '

NETT & DYER Sac/is' Bot. 240 With the development and

escape of the spores the ascus disappears.

485

Ascuse, obs. var. EXCUSE : see As-/rt/.~
Ass, obs. form of ACE, As

; var. ASKK v. Obs.

A-sea (as/")> advb. phr. [A/;r/.l + SfiA.j On
the sea, at sea

;
to the sea.

1858 HUSHSKLL Strut. AVrc Life 212 You are no more
afloat or a-sea. 1878 j. MILI.KK Songs Italy ng We stood

looking a-sea.

Aseal, var. A-SSEAL v. Oi>s. to seal.

Ase;vr, ase're, v. Obs. [OK. ascarian, f.

A- pref. i + searian : see SEKE v.] To dry up,
wither.
c 1000 .l/.V. in Stt.i; Lcechd. III. 355 Treowa he de^ fa:rlice

blowan, eft raj?e asearian. c 1320 Senyn Sages (W.) 606
That olde tre . . asered.

I Asea'rch, v. Obs. In 4 aserche. [a. AF.

as$erchic-r, OK. accrchie-r, f. <) to + cerchicr to

seek ; or 'var. of OF. ettcerchier". see A- /vv/. 10

and KNSEAKCH z;

.]
trans, and ?;//r. To search, ex-

amine, investigate ; inquire.
1382 WYCLIF Gen. xliv. 12 The which aserchingc . . fonde

the coppe in the sak of Ileniamyn. i Kings xx. 6 I htri

shulen aserchen thin hows. 2 .S'w. xi. j David sent*:,

and aserchede 11388 entjueride], what \va> tho wominan.

Aseclist, var. of ASSKCLIST, Obi. follower.

t Asee', v. Oh. [A variant of ixcc, ysee : see

A-//r/! 6. But in the pa. pple., the a- may be A
particle : in <|iiot. i j.-o it may be hare.] To see.

c 1250 Gen. <\- Ex. 2720 Dat iion egipcien. .it wist, ne sulde

a sen. < 1300 A'. Alis. 847 Who me loveth now worth a-

sene ! < 1430 Hymns to I 'irg.< 1867) 120 Vndyr erthe 1-hydd
they wold be Thau Ihesu cryst scholl nott lic-m Ase. (11500
Rel. Ant. I. ioq Thou maist done awey the lettres that hit

schal nothyng beene a-sene.

t Asee'k, v. Obs. For forms see SKKK. [OE.
ast

:

c(e)an, f. A.- pref. I + secan to SKKK.] To seek

for, si arch after.

c looo Ags. !*s. cxix. 95 Wyllao me la<V lifes asecean, 1205
T.AY. 27866 Ardur asechen lette, alle J>a riche, Kinges and
eorles. 1413 LYDG. Jyigr. Swle i. xii. 9 He hath long tyine

aso^t the cyte of heuenly Jerusalem.

Aseel, var. AS.SEAL v. Obs. to seal.

Aseeth, var. ASSKTH, Obs. t
satisfaction.

A-seetlie (as/~iV,, advb. phr. [A prcpl +

SEETHK.] Seething.
1879 DOWDKN Sonthey \'\. 30 Young brains a-seethe with

revolution and romanticism.

Asege, var. ASSIKGK v. Obs. to besiege.

Aseh, pa. t. of ASVK z<. Obs. to sink down.

Asein, obs. form of ASSIGN v,

Aseingde, aseint, pa, t. of ASKNX-H v. Oh.

A-BOity (,t
7I-s/'Hi, asriti). Mctaph. [f.

I,, a from,

sc oneself +-ITY
;

cf. F. ascifc,] Uncle-rived or in-

dependent existence.

1691 NOKKIS Ideal fy Int. World \. 11701 ' 7 The Natural
World, .for any self Stability, Aseity, or Kssenual Immut-
ability of its own, may again cease to be. ("1700 Gentl.

Instntc. (1732) 425 il).t By what mysterious light have yon
discovered that ast-ity is entail'd on matter? 1814 COLERIDGE
Aids to Reft. 118481 I. 270 The obscure and abysmal subject
of the divine A-seity.

Aselar, obs. form of ASHLAR.

Asele, var. ASSKAI, v. Obs
;
obs. f. HA/EL.

Asell, early variant of KISKU, Obs., vinegar.

Aselliue iase'tain\ a. rare.
[f.

\j. asell-ns a

I little ass + -INK.] Of or pertaining to a little ass,

j

or to the two stars in Cancer called ,-/.**///.

1855 BAILKV Mystic, He tween The Aselline starlets and
! the Manger dim.

Asemoche, obs. form of As MUCH.

Asende : see ASKK v.

1 Ase'ncll, v. Obs. Forms ofpa. t. $ asenchte,

aseingde, aseint, asencte, 4 asenkte. [f.
A-

pref. i + SKNCH, OE. s$nean t causal of sincan to

SINK. Cf. adrcnch, adrink, and see ASI.NK.] To
cause to sink

;
to submerge, drown.

1205 I.AV. 25627 l*re scipen he aseingde, J>at folc he al

adrente [1250 On re folk he aseint ].
a 1230 Juliana 33 J>u

. . asenchtest hare uan. 1297 R. Gi.ori:. 489 That water
suththe heye arcs, 8; muche is lond asencte. 1340 Ayenb. 49
And axenkte vjf cities in to helle.

t Ase'nd, v* Obs. [OE. asyidan, f. \-pref. i

+ syidatt to send.] To send forth.

< looo Ags.Gosf*., Matt. xx. 2 He asende hi?; on hys win-

geard. c i'7S Lamb. i/om. 91 pat he walde his gast a.senden

ofer mennesc flesc.

Asende, var. AMIEND v. Obs. to disgrace, ruin.

Aseptic (ase'ptik i,
a. and sb.

[f. \~prcf. 14 +
Gr. ffijirTtKvs putrefying; cf. Gr. dfjTjTnos, and see

ANTISEPTIC.] A. adj. Not liable to putrefy, non-

pntrescent. B. sb. [sc. substance.]
1859 in \Voju-i <i I.K. 1883 J. BisHor in t^uain Diet. Med.

59 Putrid ulcers .. may certainly be rendered aseptic by
suitable means 1883 Standard 20 Oct. 3/7 A perfectly a-

septic drink. 1884 rail Mall G, 12 Jan. 2 Is made from the

finest water and has passed through processes which render
it a perfect aseptic.

Asepticism (ase'ptisiz'm . [f. prec. + -ISM.]

Aseptic or antiseptic treatment.
1880 M.\cCoK.\t AC Antisept, Surg. 54 The very ligature is

part of asepticism.

Aser, obs. f. ACIKK steel.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy in. xxii, No uyser To save his

face but only an aser.

Aser, aserre, obs. forms of AZUKE.

ASH.

Asere, var. A.SKAU v. Obs. to dry up.

Aserve, var. ASSEKVK v. Obs. to serve, deserve.

t Ase't, v. Obs. [OE. astftatt, f. A- pref. \ +

stftan to SET.]
1. To set up, place ;

to appoint; to set out, array.

(885 K. /ELI KtiM Oros. \\. xv. And het aunne weall . . aset-

tan from si o|> si. ^975 Rttshu'. G'tsf. Matt. iii. 10 penu is

sojjlice axe wyrtruma treowes aseted l-li""*'. y Ifaft. asett].

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 115 On a-sette tidan. 1340 Ayenb. 140

Hy hise agray^e^ and azet mid alle hire onrnemens.

2. ?To set upon, beset.

1413 I.VDG. Pylgr. Sow/i' i. xv. 12 Myn enemy sore a>et-

tyth me.

Aseth(e, aseyth, var. ASSKTH, Obs. satisfaction.

A-seven ;
in seven : see A prep.\ 6.

1297 K. ('.Lotc. 405 Her osl hii delde aseuene.

Asexual (asc-ksi^al), a. Hiol. [f.
A- /;r/l 14

+ SEXUAL.] Not sexual, without sex. In Hot.

formerly applied to cryptogams ; cf. agamic.
1830 List >I.KY Xat. Syst. Hot. Inlrod. 19 Asexual plant.

are flowerless. 1858 LKWKS Sea-side Stud. 289 Reproduc-
ing themselves by sexual and asexual methods.

Ase'xxially, adv. ftiol. [f. prec. + -\.\
-'.]

\Yithout sexual agency.
i86z HL-XLKY Led. ll'rkg. Men 86 They take place asex-

ually. 1879 tr. HaeckePs Erol. Man \. viii. 183 Thi^e
Primaeval Animals reproduce themselves . . asexually by
division, the formation of buds, spores, germ-cells.

Afleamality (ase--ksi|e'liti). ftiol. [f.
as prec.

+ -rrv.] Asexual condition, absence of sex.

1877 Academy 17 Mar. 232 In so highly-organised plants
. . total ase.xuality would be an anomaly.

Asey. obs. f. ASSAY.

Asfa'st, as fast, </.//// . lie-ides its obvious

impoit (see As A 3, 5, and FAST), this combination

had formerly the sen-e of: As fa>t as might be,

very quickly, straightway, immediately (Fr. anssi-

/<>/). Cf. ASSOUN, ASTITK.
< 1374 CHACCLK Troy/us \. 1641 And such a case betide,

and that as fast, That Troilu> well undersuxxl that she N*a*

nat so kind as that her ought lo be. 1440 /'row//. /\tt~:,

Asfaste, or a-noon [1499 asfast, oranone| Statim, fonjesdin,

/rothitts, niox.

Ash 'ivfl, s/'.i Forms: 1-2 ease, (3asse, 4aychs,

-l-.fasschte, asch e, 4~6assh e, 4-7 ashe, =,aish,

esche, 6 ach, 6 ash. [Common Tent.: OK.
,r>r is cogn. with ON. ash; OI1G. as, MIKi.

asc/i, mod.Ci. esche, OTcul. *^/--,?;.]

1. a. A well-known forest tree, indigenous to

Kurope. Western Asia, and North Africa, and noted

in Teutonic literature from the earliest times ;

having silver-grey bark, graceful pinnate foliage,

a peculiar winged seed or samara called the
' ash-

key,' and very tough close-grained wood valuable

for implements.
b. The tribe of trees /><MW/<VV, N.O. OleaceH', in-

cluding the Common Ash (/-'raxiints excelsior) with

several American species, and the Manna or Flower-

ing Ashes (Or/ins Eitropwa and rotutidifolia).
1700 E/>inal G/oss. 416 /'raximts, aesc. 935 Chart.. -Kth-

c/sfaii in Cod. nip!. V. 221 On 5a:ne ealdan a;sc. a 1300 W.
DK HIKLKSW. in Wright I'oc. 171 He frftie, of asse. (1305
St. Kenclm 171 in E. E. /'. < 1862' 52 A gret a>ch . . stem in

fmlke place, e 1380 Sir l-\-ru>nk. 5248 pe Emperonr him

li^t a-doun anon, Vnder an Aychs. < 1386 Cit.U'ci -
1; A";//\.

/'. 2064 Wilw, elm, plane, assh. 1440 r>oni/>. /'/OT'., Esche,

fraxiHHS. 1504 riHinpton Corr. 188 The okes are sold - . ,^

the aches. 1596 SI-KNSK.K /'. Q. \. \. 9 The warlike beech ;

the ash for nothing ill. 1769 SIK J. HILL I-'am. Herbal
11812' 16 The Manna Ash is a lower tree than the common
ash. 1847 HLACKWKLL Mulct's \ort/t. Antiq. 413 (tr. Edda^
The ash Vggdrasill . . is the greatest and best of all trees.

Its branches spread over the whole world, and even reach

above heaven. I&66 JOHNS in Treas. J>"t. 506 Several

American species of ash resemble the European ash in

general appearance and qualities. 1872 OLIVKR Klein. Rat.

\\. 207 The wood of the Ash is very tough and elastic, and
valued by cart- and wheelwrights.

2. The wood or timber of the ash-tree.

< 1380 \VVCLIF Scl. Jl 's. 1 187 1 1 1 1 1. 500 An ymage . . of oke

or of asshe. <.' 1450 Merlin xx'i. 390 A grete growe spere of

aish. 18x3 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Builder 260 Ash is a spe-

cies of wood very common in Britain. [See also -,.]

t 3. The ashen shaft of a spear ;
a spear. Obs.

a 1000 Kfwtttf 3548 /Kscum and ec^nm. 1607 SMAKS.

Cor.\\, v. 114 That body, where against My grained Ash
an hundred times hath broke. 1700 DKYULN /W. -V Arctic

lit. 513 The tourney is allowed but one career Of the tough
ash, with the sharp-grinded spear.

4. Ground Ash, a. An a-.h sapling, b. Applied

locally to various umbelliferous herbs with pinnate

leaves, esp. the AsmvEEn or liishopweed, and \Vild

Angelica (Hritten and Holl.) Mountain Ash,

synonym of the Rowan-tree or Ouickbeam (tyrus
'

AucHparia} ; formerly also occas. of the Aspen
(Topulns (retnula^t called also Quaking Ash.

"Wild Ash, identified by the herbalists sometimes

with the Mountain Ash, sometimes with the Ormt*

of the continent.

1552 HL-LOKI, Ashe called a wylde ashe with great e leaue*,

Ornus. 156* TURNER Herbal n. 71 a, Wild ashe trees grow
in the rooky or craggi mountaynes. 1578 Lvit Dodoens 748

Pliny and Columella calleth it Ornus* and I-'raxinnt..

sytttU/ra . . In English, Quickel>came, feelde Ashe, wild

Ashe, and white Ashe. 1794 MARIYN Rousseau's Bot. xxi.

291 Mountain Ash and the Service . .have pinnate or winged
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leaves like the Ash. 1814 WORDSW. Excurs. vn. 709 The
Mountain Ash. .lifts her head Decked with autumnal berries.

5. Comb, (chiefly aftrib.), as ash-bud* -plank,

-spear, -staff, -tree, -wood; and in many OE. com-

pounds, in sense 3, as sesc-hcre a company armed
with sj>ears, sc-plc^a 'spear-play/ war, tese-r&f
'

spear-famed,' noble. Also ash-fly, ash-grub, a

fly and grub found on the ash-tret- and used by
anglers; ash-key, the winged two-celled seed or

samara of the ash-tree
;
ash-leaf, an early potato

with leaves resembling those of the ash.
1000 Judith 217 iBosvO /Et Sam a-'scple^an. Ibid. 337

Eorlas xscrnfe. 1398 TREVISA Karth. l)e P. A", xvn. Ixii.

114951 639 Vf a serpent be sette bytwene a fyre and assbe

leilys : he woll fle in to the tire. 1440 Promp. /'art 1

.,
Asclie

tre, Fra.vinns. c 1589 Plaine Perc. > 1860^ i With a quarter
Ashe staffe on my shoulder. 1805 SCOTT L<ist Minstr. in.

vj, The tough ash-spear, so stout and true. 1842 TENNY-
SON Gardener's Dan. 28 More black than ash buds in the
front of March. 1879 Casselfs Tec/in. Ednc. IV. 130/1 The
timbers . . commonly in use in our carriage factories are

English ash-plank.
1787 T. lii-:sT Angling \vA. 2^24 Oak-fly, Ash fly, or Wood-

cock fly, found on the body of an Oak or Ash. Ibid. 19
Bark-worm, or Ash-grub. 1676 COTTON Angler n. 353 The
Ash-grub . . is plump, milkwhhe . . with a red head. 1440
Promp. Parr., Ksch key, Cl&vainfractimts. 1562 TUKNKR
Herbalw. 6a, Called in Injjlishe ashe keyes because they
hang in bunches after the manner of keyes. 1795 BARKER
in Phil. Trans. LXXX.V. 412 The hedge fruits were in great
abundance, excepting ash-keys. 1843 G. DARLING in Proc.
l>ci"v. .\at.Cliel' II. 77 The delicate early ash-leaved kidney.
1845 Morn. Chron. 22 Nov. 5/2 The Wim borne kidneys.,
are not springing like the a-.h-leafs.

Ash. yx\ , sb.%\ commonly in//. Aslies (ivJVz .

Forms : Sin^. i asce, 1-3 axe, 2-3 aske, 4 esche,
esssse, aische, asch, 4-6 ashe, 4- ash ^north. 3-6
asse

;
.SV. 6 as, al.se, 6- ass .. PL a. i ascan, ax-

san, 2 ffiscan, 2-6 axan, -en, 3 acxen. axin, 3-4
asken, 3 =,

asshen. 4 aishen, 4-5 aisshen, -chin,
aschen. -yn, 6 axsen (9 dial, axen, -an). . 3
Ornt.' asskesSj 3-5 askes, 4 axses, axes, assches,

aschis, 4 5 askys, -is, 4-6 asshes, =; aisshes,

aysshes, aischis, 6 (.SV. asses, -is), 5- ashes.

[Common Teut. : OK. asce, axe is cogn. w. ON".

aska, Da. aske^ OIIG. asgA, asca, MHG, ascJic,

Goth, azgo. ( )Teut. *azgon. The northern aske \vas

prob. the Norse word
;
thence also asse, like Sc.

buss for husk.']

1. The powdery residue, composed chiefly ot

earthy or mineral particles, left after the combus-
tion of any substance, a. plural.
a. t

- 1000 .Igs. Ps. ci. 10 Ic anlic a;tt ;tscean hlafe. c 1000
-V/U-. L,,\hd. \. 334 Heortes homes axan. < 1230 Aiur.
A'. 214 [>e ^iscnre . . 118 euer icVn a>ken. ^1386 CHAI o i;

X>frs, /'. 247 It was Wonder to maken of fern A^htm [r
p

. r.

aschyn, ai^hen, a-,chen
| gla-;. i483C.\\T>x G^ld. I.f, 2-24 '2

A loof baken under asihen. 1578 I.YII-: Dodoens 271 [Dill]
made into axsen. 1597 (EKAK Herbnln. cxlvii. '1633*429
The axen or a^hes. 1863 W. HAKSI-.S Poem in Dorset Dial.
in Sat, Kci', 124 The fleume's red peaks, till axan white Did
ijuench em.

ft. 1200 ORMIS 1031 Tatt lac wass bretind And turrncdd
all till a^ke>>. t 1325 /:. E.Allit. P. R 626 Vnder a>ke^
ful hote. 1366 M.u'Nm.v. \.\viii. 289 Undir the assches there
offe. 1413 I.VTKJ. rylgr.Swlc n. 1\ iii. 56 Hit brenneth in to

a>-.huv. 1513 DOUGLAS .-Kni-is M. xi. ix.i 52 Fillit with assis

reid. 1562 J. HKVWOOII Prov. .y Efigr. 11867' 22 > I proud,
and thou proud, who ?>hall beare thashes out. 1697 DRYIJT-N

i'irg. Georg. \. uS Sprinkle sordid Ashes all around. 1716 8
LADY MONTAGUE Lett. II. xliii. 14 The hot ashes commonly
set the hoi^e on fire. 1806 COLERIDGE Christaheli The
brands were dying, Amid their own while ashes lying.

b. collective sing.
1250 Lvv. 259g Al bi-walewed in axe. 1*97 K. Gl.oL'C.

^3^ Hii sende Al the brut a^ke withoute. a 1300 /:. /'..

Psattern. 10 A?>ke as bred I et. n 1300 H<rcclok 2840 Sket
was [he] on be asse leyd. .And brend til a^ken. 1382 WYCI.IK
Amos ii. i He brente the bony.s of the Kyng of Ydume vn
to ash. c 1450 HKXKYSON J/or. Fables 5 Scraping among the

Ashe. 1535 STKWART Cron. Scot. 11858) I. 7 Also thair

principall toun, Brynt it in as. 1548 Conipl. Scot. 21 I'rynt
in puldir ande asse. 1818 SCOIT Bride Lannn.y\,

' What
would ye collect out of the sute and the ass?' 1868 SILL

Hermitage v. 6 A charring enilwr, smouldering into ash.

C. simple sing. v
N"ow chiefly in scientific Jang.)

t 1385 CH \uetR L. ir. II '. 2649 Dcd wex hire hew & lyk an

asch to sene. 1799 W. TAYLOR in Robberd^ Mem. 1. 287
Burn my last letter to an irrccollectable ash. 1864 Swix-
1,1 HXK Attilnnta 2074 My heart is within me As an ash in

the fire. 1868 OAXA Mineral. 747 Hircite .. after complete
combustion leaves an ash.

2. I'olcanic fish : the similar powdery matter

ejected from voleanos. Black ash : a mixture of

carbonate of soda and sulphide of calcium formed
in the process of manufacturing soda from salt.

v For other special products of similar nature, see

H!>NK-ASH, COPPEU-ASH, PEAKLASH, POTASH.)
(In this ^ene now collect, sing. .-Ji7'j = kinds of astO

1667 BAIMLY Phil. Trans. Abr. I. 140 \title'\ A .Shower of
Ahhes in the Archipelago. tnf-g^CHAtttaa^Cjfcl, s.v, Pot-

as/u-s, Fern also makes excellent pot-ashes. 1807 PIXKKRTON
Mod. Geog. 11811' 627 With furious volcanic shocks . . The
ashes were borne to the distance of 150 miles. 1863 WATTS
Diet. Chent. I. 420 Volcanic ash . . appears to be composed
of fragments of lava, slag, mica, felspar, magnetic iron ore,

augite, pumice, olivine, etc. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chan, (18771
V. 326 Klack Ash or Ball Soda. 1878 A. -RAMSAY P/iys.

Geog. \. 22 By the study of modern volcanic ashes, it is.,

not difficult to distinguish those of ancient date.

3. transf. orJig. Ruins, remains. To lay in ashes :

to burn to the ground, destroy utterly.
1513 DOUGLAS .-Ends n. viii. tvii. i 122 O ?e cauld assis of

Troy. 1647 COWLEY Mistr., Given Heart iv, Then shall

Love keep the ashes .. Of both our broken Hearts. 1711
ADDISON Sficct. No. 163 ? 7 Whole Kingdoms laid in Ashes.

1877 BRYANT Ruins Italica, The envy of earth's cities once
wert thou A weary solitude and ashes now ! 1879 FROI OE
Caesar xii. 159 Where the ashes of the Sertorian rebellion
were still smouldering.
4. From the ancient custom of burning the bodies

of the dead : That which remains of a human body
after cremation or (by transf.) total decomposition;
hence poet, for 'mortal remains, buried corpse.'
c 1275 Sinners Beiuare in O. K. Misc. 78 pe wurmes hine

ifyndeb, To axe heo hyne grynde^. ^1350 Will. Palcrne

4368 Sche shal be brent . . 8: pe aschis of hire body, etc. 1387
'i KKVISA Higden (Rolls Ser.) VII. 5 pe holy axes of seint

Wilfrede be bisshop. 1460 in Pol. AY/. <y L. Poems 1 18661

128 Ther be . . be askes of lohne be baptyste. 1538 MOKE
Ht-rcsyes \. Wks. no/i And of y* ashes of one heritique

springeth up manye. 1683 K. HOOKER Pref. Pordagcs
Myst. J)i~'. 31 Rake not up the Ashes of the Dead. 1751
GRAY Eiegy xxiii, E'en in our ashes live their wonted fires.

1842 MACAI. LAY Ifaratiiis xxvii, Facing fearful odds For the

ashes of his fathers And the temples of his Gods. 1852
TKXXYSOX Wellington ix, The mortal disappears; Ashes to

ashes, dust to dust.

5. Dust of the ground. (Hence used to express
man's mortal constitution.)

(-950 Lindisf. Gosjf. Matt. x. 14 Sceaccas 3a asca of fotum.
L 1230 Ancr. R. 214 Euerich eorolich eihte nis buten eorfte 8:

asken. ^1315 SHOREHAM 107 Thench thou nart bote esche.

1340 Aycnb. 137 Huet am ich Iwte esssse and spearken.
1382 WYCI.IF Mnl. iv. 3 Thei shuln be ashe vndir the soole
of 3011 re feet. 1535 CoVERDALE ibid.. They shalbe like the
asshes vnder the soles of your fete. [So in 1611.) 1548
Ciwtpl. Scot. xvii. 152 Al men ar eird ande alse. 1588 A.
KING Canisins Catcch. 1 50 Quhairfoir than art thow proude,
thow earthe and a-^si-.

''

1738 WI-SLKY Hymn * Eternal
Power* iii, Lord, what shall Earth and Ashes do? We
would adore our Maker too.

6. (Used, in reference to the colour of \vood ashes,
to express excessive pallor of the countenance.)
Hence the phrase Pale as ashes, and Ashes used

poet, for 'death-like paleness.'
(1374 OiAL'CKR And. ^- Arc. 17-5 Other Colours thanne

Asshen hath she noone. 1678 BUTLER Ihtd. in. i. 1063
Turn'd pale as rushes or a clout. 1711 Annisox Sfcct. No.
12 P 3 (ihosts a>, pale as Ashes. 1814 BVKOX Litrti i, xxviii,
The lip of ashes, and the cheek of flame. 1879 TENNYSON
Lrt'ers T. oi And I . . saw his face Fire, and dead ashes, and
all fire again, Thrice In a second.

7. (From the employment of ashes among Eastern

nations in token of mourning, used in many phrases

symbolizing the expression of grief or repentance.)
cyy* Liudisf. Gosp. Matt. xi. 21 In asca. .hreownisse dydon

{Rush, ascan]. < 1000 Ags. G. ibid., On axan. cii6o
Hiitton (.r., On a:scan. <"i37S WYCI.IK .SVr///. ccxviii. Sul.

Wks.nS?!) II. 187 Do penaunce in ai.shen and hayre. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen. II', I. ii, Repents . . not in ashes, and sacke-

cloalh, but in new Sitke, and old sacke. 1611 HIBLK Jonah
iii. 6 Couered him with sackcloth, 8: sate in ashes. 1859 MII.I.

Liberty ii. 52 A deplorable error and misfortune, for which

humanity should mourn in sackcloth and ashes.

8. Comb. a. In a similative relation, as ash-grey,

-looking^ -li'Jiitc ; passing into parasynthetic com-

pounds, as ash-bellied, having a telly the colour

of a^hes
;
ash-colour (used attrih.\ ash-coloured,

of the colour of ashes, whitish- or brownish-

grey.

1797 BKWICK Brit. Birds 110471 1- ^5 Minute specklings of

white, ash-grey, and brown. 1853 KAXE Grinnell J-'.^p.

.\lvii. 1 18561 438 Ash-looking silt from the ground -up gneisses.
1873 Miss HROUGHTON Stwcy III. 113 His face growing
e\en more ash -white than it was before. 1811 SHAW Zool.

VIII. 214 Ash-bellied Creeper. 1580 SIDXKY ArcatHa(ifa?)
382 A faire smocke, wrought all in flames of ash-colour
silke and gold. 1766 PENNANT tool. II. 438 The forehead is

a reddish ash-colour. 1611 COK;K., Ccndrc . . ash-coloured.

1656 AV.iA Kal. 11883) IV. 490 A Wench with an ash-

coloured face. i88a M. ARNOLD .SV/. Poems 125 The sweet
blue eyes the soft, ash-colour'd hair.

b. Special combinations (chiefly attrib.'} : ash-

bed, a thick layer of ash ; ash-bin, a receptacle
for ashes and household refuse ; ash-blue, a chem-
ical product of copper and lime-water; ash-cake,
one baked on or under hot ashes ; f ashes-cloth,
a cloth to carry ashes in

; f ashes-dodding, the

strewing of the head with ashes on Ash-Wednesday ;

j* ash-drawer, obs. name of the tourmaline, from

its electric properties ; ash-fire, a low fire of ash

and cinders used in chemical operations ; ash-

furnace, a furnace used in glass-making ;
ash-

heap, a heap of ashes ; also, a collection of ashes

and household refuse ; hence, ash-heap-cake ( ash-

cake) ; ash-hole, a hole beneath a fire-place or

furnace into which the ashes fall ; also, a hole

in which ashes and household refuse are thrown

away ; ash-leach, a hopper or tub in which

wood-ashes are placed that the alkaline salts may
be dissolved from them

;
ash-like a., resembling

ashes ; ash-man, one who covers himself with, or

lives in the, ashes
;
ash-oven (

-= ash-furnacel ;

ash-pan, a utensil (fitted beneath a grate") in which

the ashes are collected and removed
; f a-ko - ash-

hole ; ash-pit (
=- ash-hole) ; f ash-stone (

- ash-

drawer"
;

ash-tub - ash-bin <. Al o ASH-

WEDNKSDAY, ASKEBATHE, ASKEFISE, q.v.
1849 MLRCHISOX Silnria iv. 77 Felspathic agglomerates

and 'Ash-beds. 1883 Pall Mall G. 29 Dec. 10 There were
no ashbins. 1461-83 Ord. R. HoitsJi.^ They shalle have

I

ay>shes clothes . . to fetche aysshes in from every mannes
chambres. a 1564 BF.CON Humble Snpplic. Wks. 1184.41 23*
Bread-worshipping, *ashes-dodding, fire and tapers-hallow-
ing. 1802 Edin. Rev. III. 307 *Ashdrawer as the English
name for a tourmaline, t- 1650 HKKKICK Wk$.\. i76(HalHw.)
*Ash-heapes, in the which ye use Husbands and wives by
streakes to chuse. c 1870 J. MURPHY Comm. Lev. x. 19 The
sin-sacrifice . . was to be burnt on the *ash-heap. 1839
STOXKHOUSE Axlwlme 47 Monday, "'"ash-heap cake, with
butter in a hole in the middle. 1641 FRENCH Distill, iii.

(16511 84 The ""Ash-hole . . must be as wide as the Furnace.
1818 Miss FERRIAR Marriage xxviii, I saw you . . throw all

the good dreaming-bread into the "ash-hole. 1871 LOWELL
Study Wind, in (Jasqitet Lit. (1877* I. 394/1 The *ash-hole
of the glass-furnace. 1611 COTGR., Cendre, ashy, *ash-like.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims n. 1478 Dervises . . sleeping at night
in the warme ashes, with which they besmeare their bodies.
These Ashmen suffernot the Rasor tocomeupon their heads.

1568 BIBLE i Kings vii. 50 The *ashpanne.s [other -vers. cen-

sers] of pure golde. 17*7 BRADLEY Earn. Diet. s.v. Chimney,
The 'Ash-pan . . must be dug in the Hearth, of a convenient

Depth. 1883 Army $ Navy Co-op. Soc. Catal., *Ash Pans
in brass, steel, and Berlin Black. 1797 Encycl. Brit. ted. 31
s.v. Furnace, The ashes drop down into a cavity . . called
the *aslt-pit. 1859 PARKES Pract. Hygiene ix. led. 3) 313
Proximity of *ashpits . . causing contamination of the air.

1739 WILSON in Phil. Trans. LI. 308 Experiments made
upon the Tourmalin, or ^Ashstone. 1620 QUARLES Ecast
II "orates 40 Though thou chuse an * Ash-tub for thy bed.

t Ash, sb:-\ Corruption of ACHE j.2, as in Swcft
Ash : Hare's Parsley (Anthrisctts sylvestris} ; and
t Ash of Jerusalem (obs.): prob. Dyer's \Voad

(hatis tinctorid}.
1548 TURNER Xantes of Herbs 40 Wyld wad is called in

Englishe ashe of Hierusalem.

Ash .K\ ,
t-.l dial.

[f.
ASH -r^. 1

] To flog with
an ash-stick. Cf. To birch.

1877 in Holderness Gloss. lE. D. S.> 57/1, s.v. Esh.

Ash ;iv| ,
v*

[f.
A.SH sb:*\ To sprinkle or

strew with ashes.
< 1645 HOWELL Lett, iv, v, They ashe and powder their

pcricraniums. 1874 Daily .Veres 30 Dec. 3 6 The trotting
track, .was very slippery, and had to be ashed.

Ash, obs. iorm of ASK v.

t Asha'ke, v. Obs. [OE. aseeaean. f. A- pref. I

+ sceacan to SHAKE.] To shake off; Jig. to dispel ;

in pass, to be j;one, depart.
(975 Rushiv. Gosp. Matt. x. 14 AscakeS dust of fotum

'

eowrum. 1000 Ags. G., Asceacaft. 1000 /ELFRIC Gen.
xxxi. 22 Jacob wars asceacen. 1205 LAY. 19154 Ar ^e dai

. weore al asceken Wcs be castel bi^eten.

A-shake ;ftpi-k)f arttf./Ar. [A/;v/.i + SHAKE.]
]

'On the shake,' shaking.
1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh v. 11857) 1 9 I-^ e w ''d

swans hid in lilies all ashake. 1869 P.I.ACKMORK Lorna
/'('c;/,' iii. ied. 121 18, I felt his lips and teeth ashake.

Ashame (af^'m), v. Forms : i asc e amian,
3 ascarn-en, 4-6 aschame, 6 asshame, \Sf. es-

chame\ 4- ashame. [f. \-pref. i -f OE. sc\e}am-
ian to SHAME. Cf. MHG. erschamen, mod.G.

ei'sihanicn^\

1 1. infr. To feel shame, to be ashamed. (In
!

cjuot. 1305 Aschame may l>e imperative, or perh.
sb. formed on the verb.) Obs. ;

but see next word.
i 1000 Ps. Ixviii. 8 i Bosw. i Na ascamien on me. c 1305 /-

E. Poems (1862)69 Hi suede & cride on hem aschame. 1533
BELLENDBHS Li~'y n. 118221 177 Thay eschamit that thair

ennemies suld departe . . unpumst. 1566 KNOX Hist. Kef.
Wks. 1846 I. 397 Sche e.schame nott to belt out ane Procla-

malioun, in this forme.

2. trans. To put to shame, to make ashamed.
1591 P. AUAMSON in De Foe Hist. Ch. Scot. Add. 51 Neither

1

is there any Thing that more ashameth me. 1603 KNOLLES
; /list. 7//r/-yu62i)8i4 The Graund master with thi^answere
doth . . ashame them. 1826 1C. IKVING Babylon II. \in. 291
He raiseth up . . the foolish to ashame the wise.

Ashamed jipi'mdi, pred. a. [pa. pple. of

pree., in OE. asccamod^ probably also combining
OK. ffsccamoti) WltL.yschamed. Cf. GcT. rrj^AflW/.J
1. Affected with shame ; abashed or put to con-

fusion by a consciousness of guilt or error; dis-

concerted by A recognition that one's actions or

circumstances are in any way not to one's credit.

n 1000 (_ V/s/ t< Ireim 1299 Hi ascamode swiciab on swiman.
n 1300 Cursor M. 636 Naked were J>ei bo!>e tweyn, Ashamed
were t*;i not ccrteyn. -1400 Kcnvland <y Ot. 289 pe Duke

i Naymes asschamede was, pe Mode stcrt up in his face.

< 1500 Pol. Rel. t{ L. Poems (18661 31 Lone that servaunte

:
as thy childe that sone is ashamyde. 1611 BIBLE Jer. xvii.

'

13 All that forsake thee shall be ashamed. 1711 ADDISON

Spect. No. 292 ?9 In Milton, the Devil i*. never described

ashamed hut once.

2. Const, a. of (on, for, obs/) the cause of shame.

For a person : vicariously on his account.

1250 LAY. 29608 And weren ascam[ed] sore for J>an owr-
i easte deade. 1388 WVCLII- E~ek. xxxvi. 32 He^e aschamed
1 on ^oure wcies. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis sn. Prol. 285 Es-

chamyt of hyr chance. 1673 CAVE Prim. Cltr. \. \. 10 The
honester and severer Romans were ashamed on't. 1752

'

JOHNSON Kambl. No. 192 P ii, I began to be ashamed of

sitting idle. ^1762 I.ADV MONTAGUE Lett. xlv. 157, I am
ashamed for her who wrote them. 1825 tiro. Jonathan I.

378 Are you ashamed already of. . sorrow and contrition?

i
b. with sitbord. cl.

1303 K. BKUNNE Huntil, Synnc 6570 To make hyni be
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ashamede pat he shultle be so defnniede. 1601 SHAKS. n. ii.

106, I am ashamed I did yeeld to them. 1859 TENNYSON
/,'/(/ 577 Ashamed am 1 that 1 should tell it thee.

C. with inf. phr.
1647 COWI.KV Mist*;, Discovery i, Why should she asham'd

or angry he, To be belov'd by Me? 1711 SIKKLI-: Sp?ct,
No. 3021* n, I am ashamed tu he caught in this Pickle.

1855 TKXNVSON Mnnd \, xiii. 25 Ashamed to be seen. .Mini.

\ was ashamed to see it.

3. With inf. phr. : a. Reluctant through fear of

shame to. b. With a negative : Prevented or de-

terred by fear of shame from.

1382 WVCI.IK Luke xvi. 3, I am aschamyd to hegge. 1414
BKAMI-TON/VV/V. /'j. xli. 16 He, that wassumtymeinyfrende,
Is 11031 aschamyd me to asxayle. <zx$93 H. SMITH St'rni.

116371396 We are ashamed of sinne and yet not ashamed to

sinne. 1711 ADDISON Sficct. No. 271 F 4 He would have
made ns ashamed to show our Heads. 1849 MACATLAV
Hist. Eng. II. 96 He was not ashamed to answer that he
could not live out of the royal smile.

4. rarely attrib. arch.

(-1746 HKRVEY Medit.. (18181 77 To hide their ashamed
heads in the bottom of the ocean. 1872 DARWIN Kinotiinis
.xiii. 322 An ashamed person can hardly endure to meet the

ga/e of those present.

Ashaniedly .aj^-nutlli), adv. rare-",
[f. preo.

-T-LY-'.] Witt shame.
n 1600 HULOET is cited by Toon.

Asha'medness .api-mdnes, -ednos\ [f. as

prec. + -NKSS.] The state of being ashamed.
t 1630 JACKSON Creed iv. 11. iv. Wk.s. III. 258 May deny

Christ or manifest their ashamedness of His gospel. 1880
MKS. WHITNEY Odd or Even xx, 206 She was ashamed of
her ashamedness.

Asha'iuing, ///. a.
[f. ASHAME v, +-IN0 2

.]

Putting to shame, making ashamed.
1819 CKABUK T. of Hall.xi. 1043 Displeased, displeasing,

discontented, blamed
; lioth, and with cause, ashaming and

ashamed.

t Asha'pe, ?'. Obs. [OE. asc$ppau, f. A-prcf. I

-4- scqppan, to SHAPE. In the later quot., a- may
be-=3t'-.J To create, prepare, make, appoint.
n 1000 t>f//(>V Ex. 381 Kir.) Him god naman niwan

asceop. c 1315 /;. K. A Hit. /'. H. 1076 Wat} . . no schroude
hons so schene as a-schepon bare.

Ashe, obs. form of ASH, and of ASK v.

A-shelf ,aje-lf), advb. phr. [A/rc/.l + SHELF.]
On a shelf or ledge of rocks. Alsoy%.
1587 HAKMAR Besas Serin. 231 (T. ) That we jut not any

more and run ashelf on such idolatry.

Ashen (arjtln), a.l\ also 4 (esscen), aisshen,
5-6 asshen, 6 a ;chyn. ff. ASH sl>,^ + -EN.]
1. Of or pertaining to an ash-tree. (Cf. ASPEN.)
1562 TUKNER Herbal \\. 6b, The iuice . . of ashen leaues . .

is good to make fatte men leane. ci$g$ NoKDKN.V/f<r. Brit.
Cornw. 1 1728) 34 Pemvith signifieth the head of ashen trees.

1675 HOBBES Homer \^ A goodly ashen tree. 1741 Ctnnpl.
l-'uni. Piece \. iii, 217 Put the Ashen Keys into the Pickle.

1850 TKNXYSON In Ment, cxv, Hy ashen roots the violets blow.

12. Made of the wood of the ash.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5614 An esscen [?rescen] kyst sco did be

wroght. 1450 Merlin vii. 117 Arthur .. griped a grete
aisshen spere. c 1525 SKELTON Vox Pop. Vox Dei 253 in

Hazl. E. P. P. III. 277 Thay that of latt did supe Owtt of
an aschyn cuppe. 1815 SCOTT Ld. Isles iv. ix, Each his
ashen how unbent.

Ashen (arfen), a?-
[f.

ASH sb? + -EX.]
1. Of ashes. Also fig.

1850 MKS. UKOWMNG Poems I. 349 Wait soul, until thine
ashen garments fall ! 1879 TOURGEE FooFs Errand xlvi.

3=;o A Sodom-like fruitage of ashen words. 1882 Pall Mall
(i. 25 Oct. 2/2 The effects of the ashen shower were not in-

stantaneous.

2. Ash-coloured, whitish-grey, deadly pale.
1808 SCOTT Marm. vi. xiv, The flush of rage O'ercame the

ashen hue of age. 1875 LONGF. Summer Day by Sea, Yon
little cloud of ashen gray and gold.

t Ashe'nd, v. Obs. [f. \-pref. i +SHEND, OE.
si^nlanJ] To confound, ruin, disgrace ; to re-

proach, curse.

1250 LAY. 18067 Pou letest vs alle asende [1205 scenden].

1297 R, OLOUC. 263 Hii adde alle ybe assend, ?if be nijt

naddeybe. c 1300 Bekct 458 He wold al that londwith thulke
worth aschende. Ibid. 2383 Vyllokere than eni theof that
folc him ther aschende.

Ashery (Xjeri). [f. ASH S^ + -KR\.] a. A
place where potash or pearlash is manufactured.
b. An ash-pit. 1859 in WORCESTER.

Ashet (arjet
1

;. north, dial. Also 6 assett. [a.
F. assiette.] A dish or large flat plate.
i$5 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 219 Item an

Assett of Syluer. 1827 J. WILSON Noct. Atnbr. Wks. 1855
1. 1 80 A board of oysters, or ashet o' rizzered haddies. 1866
Leeds Mercury 31 Mar., They then place it upon an ashet
turned upside down,

t A'shied, ///. a. Obs. rare-1
,

[f.
ASHY a. +

-ED.] Made ashy or ash-coloured.

1613 HKVWOOD Marr. Triumph iN.i Old Winter., still

doth goe In a rug gowne, ashied with flakes of snow.

A-shine (fijwn), aA^./Ar. [A//r/.i + SHINE.]
Shining.
1840 BROWNING Sordello \\. 288 The great morass, .a-shine,

Thick -steaming, all alive. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley iii. 27
His hard features . . all agrin and ashine with glee.

A-shi'pboard, advb. phr. On board ship.
1598 SYLVKSTKR Dtt fiartas n. ii. Argt. 11643) 113 Noah

prepares the Ark . . His exercise a-ship-board. 1680 Trial
Earl Castlemainf in Howell St. Trials <x8i6i VII. 1074, I

went a shipboard in April. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. \. \\.

471 At point to go a-shipboard.

A-sliiver (afi-vaj), adyb. phr. [A prep^ 4-

SHIVER.] In a shiver, quivering.
1840 BROWNING Sordello in. 345 Branches . . a-shiver soon

With coloured buds. 1864 Spectator 538 Upon thy mantle
all thy bees ashiver Shall twinkle m the sun.

Ashlar v;vj"laj). Forms : 4 achiler, 4-5 as(s)-

cheler.e, 5-7 asheler, 6 aselar, aislar, achler, 7

axler, asler, 8 astler, 9 aisler (.SV. 7 eslar, islare,
8 estler, 9 ezlar), 6 - ashler, 9 ashlar, [a. OF.
atscler, atsse/ier, tsseKtr : L. axilltiris, f. axilla,

dim. of L. axis, assts,
'

axle,' also '

board, plank
'

(of. Fr. ais, It. usse^. Aissclle retained in OF.
both senses; in inod.F. they seem to be shared

between aishatt (
= OF. aissel) and aissclU'. OF.

aise/cr, aisselif.r had senses pertaining to both
;

in

Kng., senses 1-5 seem to arise out of the meaning
'board, plank,' 6 to be that which fills up the axilla,

aissclle, 'arm-pit' or angle.]
1. A square hewn stone for building purposes or

for pavement (?so called as resembling in appear-
ance, or serving the same purpose as, a wooden
beam) ;

also used as a missile in defending fort-

resses. (Cf. Pr. Cairo--- lapis t/naJrafns, in latter

sense.)

1370 Lay-l-'olks Mass-Bk. App. iv, 364 Koul bei fond . . As
Mac as pich wa.s I-spred Vppun be Aschelers euene. n 1450
JAV. Cott. Cit/itf. Aii. 117 '1'hat kyllede of be Cristen, and
kepten be walles With arowes, and arblaste, and asschelers

manye. c 1450 Matin. <y Honsch. R.*p. 438 K very asheler
is xij. ynche thykke and xviij. ynches longe. ("1530 Ln.
DACKKS in . \rchxol. XVII. 203 Achlers redie hewen . . that

nighhand will fynyshe the s;iid four towrs being bulwark N.

155* ABI'. HAMILTON Catec/t. 5 a iJ-\M.' A mason can nocht
hew ane euin aislair without ilirectioun of his rewill. 1611

COTGK., Attendants, ashlers, binding stones. 1870 F. Wit.-
SON C/t.Linttisf. 84 Alternated wit hcourses ofcream-coloured
ashlars.

b. collectively.
1611 CORVAT Crudities 175 Pavier 'ex quadrate lapide

which we call Ashler in Somersetshire. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh.
75 The Free-stone . . if cut into oblong, or oilier sorts of

squares, of a lesser bulk, they then call it Ashler. 1793
SMKATOX Edystotte L. 91 ttote, [Ashler] a term used by
masons for stones prepared in the square for building with

regular courses. 1854 H. MILLKK Sen, <y Si'Attt. xiii. 269 It

was a hard, compact, dark-coloured stone . . and made ex-

cellent corner-stones and ashlar.

C. In this sense often Ashlar-stone.

1536 liKi.i.KxnnNi: (.'rti. Scot. 11821) I. 82 The pavement
hes bene of aselar stanis. 1600 HOLLAND Liry vi. iv. 219
The Capitoll was also built of squared ashler stone [sa.\'i>

q}iadrato\. a 1758 RAMSAY Poems(i%<x>\ 1. 6otjAM.i Houses

biggit a' with estter stane. -1837 CAKLYLK Fr. A'/T'. 11872' 1.

v. vii. iyj Ashlar stones of the Bastille continue thundering
through the dusk.

2. i^Also Ashlar-work} : Masonry constructed of

square hewn stones ; opposed to ritbble-work*

1398 Indent. Dormitory Dnrh. in Willis Arc/lit. Xaniencl.

11849) 25 Kxterius de puro lapide vocato achiler plane in-

scisso, interius vero de fracto lapide vocato roghtuall. 1426
AVDKLAY Poems 78 Blak blood he se e-spred Apon the
aschelere even. 1606 BlRNlE l>lajne Kirkbnrial xv, The
Lords islare-work, the which is our edification. 1663 in

Spalding Tronb. CAtis. 1 11829* J 3 The stately crown bigged
of curious eslar work. 1818 SCOTT //;-/. Midi, vii, As well

argue to the ashler-work and iron stanchels of the Tolhooth.

3. Similar masonry, usually in thin slabs, used as

a facing to rubble or brick wall.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Bntld. 328 By ashlar is also
meant the facing of squared stones on the front of a build-

ing. 1879 in Ctissell $ Tec/in. Kditc. I. 97 Ashlar work is a
sort of facing to a wall built by one of the other methods or
of bricks.

4. (See quot.} 1 only a loose use of} b.

[Cf. 1677 in i b.] 1721 BAILEY, .-Ji/i/rtrwFreestoneasit comes
out of the Quarry. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 328
Ashlar, a term applied to common or free-stones, as they
come out of the quarry.
5. attrib.

1681 COTTON Wond. Pcake (ed. 4^ 79 A level axler floor.

1841 Penny Cycl, XX. 34/2 Aisler causeway. 1851 TURNER
DOM. Arc/tit. II. ii. 28 The masonry is rubble, with ashlar
buttresses and quoins. 1879 E. BARTHOLOMEW in Casselfs
Tcchn. Ednc. I. 314/2 The ashler causeway consists of
hammer-dressed granite stones.

6. Ashlar-rafter^ -piece
= ASHLARING.

1846 PARKKR Cone. Gloss. Arc/tit. (1875! 227 Ashlar pieces
are fixed to every one of the rafters in most mediaeval roofs.

1876 (IwiLT Arc/tit. 2052 f, The nearly upright stud or
ashlar rafter.

Ashlared (trfbid), ///. a. [f. prec.
Covered with ashlar

; cf. ASHLAR 3.
1882 HARDY Laodicean in. xi, The ashlared face of inner

wall which confronted him.

Ashlaring (rcjlarin), vl>l. st>. [f. ASHLAR +
-ING 1

.]

1.
* In carpentry, a. the short upright quartering

fixed in garrets about two feet six inches or three

feet high from the floor, being between the rafters

and the floor, in order to cut off the acute angle
formed by the rafters, b. The upright quarterings
seen in some open timber roofs between the inner
wall plate and the rafters, is also so called.' Gwilt

1842. 1731 in BAILF.Y.

2. Ashlar masonry.
1757 SMRATON Effects ofLightning in Phil. Trans. L. 201

The whole ashlering . . was torn off from the inner wall.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract, Huild. 310 Ashlaring is a term
j

used by masons to designate the plain stone work of the
front of a building. s876()\viLT Arc/tit. 22843, Faced with
Portland stone ashlaring.

Ashling (a:jliij). [f.
ASH ^.I-T-LINC.] A

young ash-tree, an ash sapling.
1883 A. P.Al.rouR in (1. Hay Konnd O 23 Where the ver-

dant ashlings spread a hallowed gloom.

Ashore [ajoo-j), adv. [f. A //v/.i + SHOBE.]
1. Of motion : To, or on to, the shore ; to land.

1586'!'. IS. 1. a Prhnand. Fr. Accul. ( 15891 341 The first sort

may easilie cast anchor, come a shore, and save themselves.

1697 C'OLLIKK Aw. Mur. S?{l>j. n. 117091 31 Thrown a-Shoar
when the Vessel is wreck'd. 1777 ROBERTSON f/isf. Amcr.
(17831 11. 256 The ships were drawn ashore. 1876 BL.U K

Madcap I', viii. 75
'

1 must be getting ashore nuw.'

2. Of position : < )n shore, on the land.

1631 Hi.vu'noD Maid of U V.v/ u. m. Wks. 1874 II. 375, I am
come to sea, And luft my heart ashore. 1713 SM I.LI; Ens-
lishm. No. 21. 137 He behaves himself ashore as if he wen-
still on board. 1823 MAK. GRAHAM Rcsid, Chile 115, I ha\e
now been two hours ashore.

t A-shOTC, <wW>. phr. Obs. [A/;v/O ^SHMKK
=

prop, support.] Shore-wise, a-straddle.
r 1460 Ri'SSF.Li. Bk. Nurture in Bnhct-s Bk. 136 Ne settynge

youre leggis a shore, 'i c 1475 11 itnt. //tire 257 The dogges
wer :>o starke Thei stode aschore when thei schuld barke.

A-shosshe, variant of A.SWASH aifo. Obs.

t Asliu'ii, z\ Obs. Forms : i ascuni-an, 4
aschonne. [OK. ascitriiati, f. \-prcf. \ + scnnian

to SHCV.] To shun, avoid, escape from.
1000 (.'nut's AVc". Ltiws 7 i Itosw. i He mot byllic ascunian.

1399 LANGL. Kick. Rt-dcless u. 185 pey my5te not aschonne
be sorow bey tiad .serued.

t Ashu'nch, r-. Obs. rare- 1

. [f. \-prcf. I

+ Sc'HL'xcn, OE.
sci/tifati."] To terrify, frighten.

c 1300 in Wright Lyric /'. 38 N'e mey hit me a^hunche.

Ash-We'dnesday.^ [f. ASH s/'.~+ \VKD\KS-

DAV.] The first day of Lent; so called from the

custom in the Roman Catholic Church ofsprinkling
ashes on the heads of penitents on that day.
1297 R. (H,ore. 542 An Ax wedne^dai ..To (iloucetre he

wende. 1387 TRKVISA Higden (Rolls Ser.) VI. 429 In an

Aschewednesday. 1539 />/. Ccrcm. in Sirype Ecci. Mon. I.

App. cix. 291 The giving of ashes upon Ashwednesday, with
these words,

*

Remember, man, that thou art ashes and to

allies thou shall return.' 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 454 2 Pope
Gregory the Ureai introduced the sprinkling of .ashes ..

which gave it the name of Ash-Wednesday.
Ashweed ,a.-Jw/d;. Herb. Also 6 aish-, 7

aysh-, 9 ach-, ashe-.
[I".

ASH ^,1 + WfiED.]
The Goulweed {dtgopodium Podagniria).
1578 I.VTI-: l~>odoens 300 Theseconde Imperatoria, orwylde

Masterwort . . is now called Hcrba Ccmrdi . . In Kngli>he
some call it Aishwecde. 1617 Mixsma, Aj>hweede . . or
Goutworte. 1861 Miss PRATT I-'linvcr. /'/. III. 27 Common
Guut-weed, or Ilishop's weed .. was called . .Asheweed.

Ashy :vJi),
n.

;
also 4-6 asshy, 5 asky, 6 7

ashie, assie, 7 ashey. [f.
ASH s/>.~ + -\1,]

1. Consisting of ashes.

1483 Cath. Angl. 16 A>ky, cinerulentits, cincrcns. 1591
SPENSER Ruins oj R^mc i Whose ashie cinders lie Vnder
deep ruins. 1671 MILTON Samson 1703 Like that self- be-

gott'n bird . . From out her ashie womb now teein'd, Re-
vives, refloiirishes. 1718 POPK Iliati xxin. 312 And deep
subsides the ashy heap below. 1869 PHILLIPS JVjv/7'. ii. 35
One continuous ashy shower.

2. Covered or sprinkled with ashes.

t 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 2025 With flotery berd, and ruggy
asshy heeres. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. iv, She slumbered
before the ashy grate.

3. Ash-coloured, ashen, deadly pale.
1541 R. Coi'LAX o Quest. Cyrnrg. Rj, Whyte vryne.thynne,

and asshy. 1597 LOWE ArtChyrnrg. 11634) 116 The sore is. .

pale, sandy or assie coloured. 1633 FORD Loft's Sucr. iv. i,

The ashey paleness of my cheek Is scarletted in ruddy flakes

of wrath. 1830 T. HAMILTON Cyr. Thornton 11845) 17 The
ashy cheek, and hollow eye of my mother.

b quasi-rt<&>. in comb., *&ashy-blondt -grem,-pale.
1592 SHAKS. Ven. <y Ad. 76 He low'rs and frets, 'Twixt

crimson shame and anger, ashy-pale ! 1865 CARLYI.E Fredk.
Gt. IV. n. ii. 38 Eyebrows . . you can see are ashy-blond.

Asian ^"'"J'an), a. and sb. arch. [ad. L. Asianus,
a. Gr. 'Afftaj/os, f. 'ACT/O.]

= ASIATIC.
ii 1563 BALK Si'/. H' ks, 11849* 293 Laodicea, a notable city

of the Asians. 1607 TOPSELI. Fonr-_f. Beasts 75 African
Camels are much more worth then the Asian. 1684 tr. Corn.

Nt'pos 159 The Asians were much stronger in horse. 1864
NKALE Seaton. Poems 76 To upraise Their Asian flag on

Europe's western shores.

Asiarch (Hi|&xk). [ad. L. Asiarcha* ad. Or.

'Afftdpx^t ^ 'Aai'a + -apx 7?^ ruler.] The director of

religious rites and public games in Asia Minor
under the Romans. (Cf. Acts xix. 31.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl, Snpp. s.v.

,
'Tis disputed to what

Asia . . the Asiarchs were allotted ; whether to Asia Minor,
or the Proconsular Asia. 1866 NEALK Seg. fy Hymns 150
Slightly projected the Asiarch's throne.

Asiatic (<
7i
ji|artik\ a. and sb. [ad. L. Asiaticus,

a. Or. 'Aff(aTi/f<Jy, f. 'Aat'a : see -ATIC.] A. adj.
Of or pertaining to Asia or its inhabitants; for-

merly used to describe a florid and imaginative lite-

rary style. B. sb. A native of Asia, -f A siatull,

t Asia'tical a., = ASIATIC. Asia tically adv.* in

Asiatic manner, in accordance with Asiatic customs,

t Asia-tican a. and sb.,
= ASIATIC. Asia'ticism,

imitation of Asiatic usage, an Asiatic phrase.
Asia'ticize, improperly A'siatize z'., to make
Asiatic, to conform to Asiatic customs.



ASIDE.

1631 MASSINGER Beleeve as yon list \, ii, Theis *Asiaticq
merchants, whom you looke on With such contempt. 175*
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Style, The antients made a notable
distinction of styles, into Laconic, and "Asiatic. 1865 M.
ARNOLD Kss. Crit. ii. 62 It is Asiatic prose, as the Ancient
Critics would have said ; prose somewhat barbarously rich

and overloaded. 1634 T. HERBERT Trav. 330 (T.) Such are

the fanatick dogmata of the Alcoran, credited by most
"Asiaticks. 1834 Penny Cycl. \. 473 These Greeks have long
ago been changed into Asiatics. 1615 tr. De Montfart's
Sitn>. K. Indies 10 A true 'asiatall Magnificence, a 1619
FoTHERBY.^M(W. i. iv. 5.26 His luxurious and Asiaticall

Oration vnto King He/echiah. 1836 LANDOR in Athenieiuii

No. 441. 254 Speaking by metaphor and ^asiatically. 1869
My. SALISBURY in Echo 12 Mar., If we are to govern
Asiatics well, we must govern them "Asiatlcally. 1594
CAREW f/narte's Exam, limits (1616)200 The "Asiaticans , .

bare themselues verie couragiously. 1637 GlLLBSPIE Eng.~
Pop. Cerent. \. ix. 32 The i

Asiatican Doctors. 1774 T.

WAKTON Eng, Poetry*, 18401 1. Diss. i. 24 Nor is this fantastic

imagery the only mark of 'Asiaticism, which appears in the

Runic odes. 1882 I
7an. Fair 28 Oct. 250 The lay Parsee is,

to use an expressive "Asiaticism, his
belly-god. 1847 ( IKOI i-:

Greece n. xxxiii, IV. 332 Half- asiatiscd Hellenism. 1856
///(/. n. xciv. XII. 359 He was tending to 'asiatize Mace-
donia. Ibid. 324 These *Asiatising marriages.

Aside (asoi'd), adv., prep., adj., sb. Forms: 4
on syd, 5-6 on syde, on side

; 4-6 a-syde, a

syde, asyde, 5 acyde, 6 assyde, 5- aside, [orig.

a phrase, on side : see A/;v/.' Used in U.S. in

variousexpressions whereapart is used in England. ]

A. adv. I. Of motion.

1. To one side
;
out of the way, away.

f 1380 Sir Ferianb. 2297 J?e coupes of gold were treden

a-syde 1 al with mannis fet. a 1450 \ 'ork Myst. t Capmakers
vj, This stone . . remove and sette on syde. 1596 SHAKS.

Merck. I', ll. viii, i Draw aside the curtaines. 1694 Li r-

IKI.I.L Brief Rel. III. 292 The agent . . is gone aside, and
hath carried with him 2ooo/. in money belonging to the

troop. 1790 BURKE l-r. Rev. 245 To evade and slip aside

from difficulty. 1810 Scorr Lady of L. v. xv, Whose brazen

studs and tough bull hide Had death so often dash'd aside.

2. Away from the general throng or main body,
1 :to seclusion or privacy, apart.
c 1450 LONELICH Grail Iii. 925 Kyng Orkaws took he asyde.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 240 Hut soft, aside
;
heere comes the

King. 1697 DHVDKN V'irg. Georg. m. 249 When she has

calved, then set the Dam aside. 1866 GKO. ELIOT /'. Holt
xlvii. 407 One gentleman drew another aside to speak in an
under-tone about Scotch bullocks,

3. Away from one's person ; off, down.
1596 SrtNSF.R /''. Q. i. iii. 4 Her fillet she vndight, And laid

her stole aside. 1611 BIBLE Hebr. xii. i Let us lay aside

every weight. 1697 DRYDEN / 'irg. Georg. in. 664 A Snake . .

has cast his Slough aside. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 1443 Kach
. . cast his lance aside And doifed his helm.

4. Away from consideration or employment, out

of thought or use
; esp. in 71? lay or set aside : (fig.)

to put away, give up, dismiss, reject.
i 1440 Partonope 5039 Hereth yt and than ley hyt asyde.

1535 COVERDALE Amos \\. 4 He hath cast asyde the lawe of

the Lorde. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. it. ii. no Setting the at-

traction of my good parts aside. 1607 Cor. i. iii. 75 Come,
lay aside your stitchery. 1798 FEKKIAR Illnstr. Sterne iii.

56 He often laid aside decorum. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. \.

$ 5 11882) 45 He set aside all dreams of the recovery of the

West-Saxon overlordship. Ibid. vi. 4. 298 To fling aside

traditional dogmas.

5. Law. To set aside (a verdict, judgement, etc.):

to declare it of no authority; to quash.
1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, i 18621 App. iii. 428 Whose

decisions it could set aside for error in law. 1883 SIR J.

MATHEW in Law Rep. Queen's Ii. XL 591 A rule was sub-

sequently obtained . . to set that non-suit aside.

II. Of direction.

6. Towards one side, off from the direct line.

1398 TKKVISA Barth. j)e P. R. vm. xx.x. 11495) 342 A lyghte
beme is broke or shufte asyde. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Saw. vi.

6 For the oxen wente out asyde. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xiv. 3 They
are all gone aside, they are together become filthy. 1815
BYRON Parisina xiv, As bowstrings, when relax'd by rain,

The erring arrow launch aside.

7. Sidewise, obliquely.
(-1369 CHAUCER Bk. Dnchesse 558 With that he loked on

me asyde, As who sayth nay, that wol not be. 1440 Protnp.
Parv. 6 Acyde, oblique, cijog DUNBAR Golden Terge xxv.

y On syde scho lukat with a fremit fare. 1711 POPE Rape
Lock iv. 33 Practis'd to lisp, and hang the head aside. 1775

JOHNSON in Bowell H. 11848) 463/1 We saw the Queen mount
. . Brown habit : rode aside.

III. Of position.

f 8. On one side, away, off. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Brace vn. in Thai saw on syde thre men
cumand. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. (1637)681 (D.) The
twentieth legion . . abode at Chester, scarce sixe miles aside

from hence.

9. Apart from the general company ;
in privacy.

To speak aside* i. e. apart, so as to be inaudible to

the general company. Used as a stage direction

in plf.ys, to indicate that certain words are to be

spoken out of the hearing of other characters on

the stage.
1400 Beryn 619 The Pardonere stood a-syde. 1535

COVERDALE i Chron. xiii. i He was yet kepte asyde because
of Saul. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. v. i. 63 Let's stand aside,

and see the end of this controuersie. 1814 SCOTT Ld. Isles

n. vii, Then lords and ladies spake aside.

10. = APART 5. (?Only in U.S.}
1860 MARSH Eng. Lang. 640 Leaving the question of com-

petency aside. 1865 GRANT WHITE Mem. Shafts. 31 But,
aside from question of the kind of training. 1871 Words

488

fy Uses 21 But, pronouns . . and '

auxiliary
'

verbs aside, it

[Chaucer's Knghsh] is a mixture, etc.

11. By the side, alongside (ot>s.\ Aside of: by
the side of, alongside of. arch, and dial,

1375 BARBOI-R Bruce vn. 60 He ran on fut Ir-.r. sid, side]

alwayls hym by. 1630 WADSWORTH Sp. Pilgr. iv. 33 A
shippe . . which tooke his course aside of vs. 1808 SCOTT
Mann, in. iii, Brown ale.. From ancient vessels ranged
aside. 1856 KANE Arctic Exp. II. i. 24 We . . are mere

carpet-knights aside of these indomitable savages.

12. VOn each side. rare.

1859 TENNYSON Elaine 47 A crown Of diamonds, one In

front, and four aside.

IV. Comb, f aside half, f aside-hand, f aside

slips, on or to one side.

1398 TREVISA Rarih. DC P. R. v. xxxv. (14951 148 The
lounge, -byclippyth asyde halfe tlie ^ubstaunce uf the herte.

1471 Arriv. Edw. 11 '(1838)18 Turned asyde-hand,
and went

to Brislowe. 1577 HOI.INSHED Citron. III. 312 He incamped
somewhat aside slips of them.

B. prep, [by omission of of.~\

1. At the side of, beside. Still in .S'<O

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. vn. 215 And in the ashes sat, A-ide

the fire. 1743 WKSI.KY //".s-. 11872' X 11 L 175 The shop that

was aside the house. 1807 TANNAHH.L Poeitis 153 Since,

Maggie, I am in aside ye.

f 2. Past, beyond. Obs.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. <y *}nl. in. iii. 26 The kind Prince,

Taking thy part, hath rusht aside the Law. 1663 Flagclhtm
or O. Ow//7<'<7/ 116721 22 Which resolution he had taken up
before . . and was put aside it, Ijy the amplitude of that

Fortune.

C. adj. [The adv. used attrib]
1882 J. HAWTHORNE Fort. ]-'ool \. xl,

'

It's extraordinary'
. , observed Sinclair, in an aside tone. [/.,$".]

D. si*, [the adv. used absol. ; cf. A 9.]

1. \\ords spoken aside or in an undertone, so as

to be inaudible to some person present ; words

spoken bv an actor, which the other performers on
the stage are supposed not to hear.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. , An Aside, seorsitn, is some-

thing which an actor speaks apart, or, as it were, to him-
self. 1834 MACAUI.AV Chatham* Ess. 118541 I- 293/2 Every
tone froiii the impassioned cry to the thrilling aside, it 1845
Hoon (title of verses) Domestic Asides.

2. An indirect effort, a side effort.

1877 A. CAVE Doctr. Atonement, The asides of many
writers possess a more lasting . . influence than the'r deli-

berate and darling lal>ours. 1882 Times 23 Jan. 3 The solar

energy is there directed not towards the earth, but at a right

angle . . and we can hardly wonder if she does not respond
to these solar asides.

1

Aside, a-side, formerly written for a side.

tAsi'dely, adv. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. ASIDE adv.

+ -LY-.] Indirectly.
c 1375 WYCLIK Serin, xci. Sel. Wks. 1869 I. 324 Goddis

wille is filled asideli by punishinge.
| Asi'deii, adv. Obs. or dial. In 5-6 asyden.

[variant of ASIDK ; cf. besiden : the -en may be the

orig. dative.] Sidewise, obliquely, aslant. Comb.

asiden-hand(s, = aside-hand
;
see ASIDE A IV.

1440 Promp. Parr. 6 A-cydenamlys ; or a-slet, or a-slonte

(v.r. acydnande, acydenam*, Oblique vel a laterc. 1471
Arriv. Edw. IV. (18381 18 He took nat his ground so even
in the front . . butt somewhate a-syden hande. 1502 ARNOLD
Chron. iiSui 169 Se that the cuttyng be euin ouer thwarte
the stok and a syden. c 1691 R\\ Proverbs (1768) 51 All asid-

ing as hogs fighting. [1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. M'ord-bk.

13
' Yo* hanna put yore shawl on straight, the cornels bin

all asiden.']

Asi'deness. [f.
ASIDK a. + -NESS.] The state

of being aside; apartness, isolation.
1880 MRS. WHITNEY Odd or Even xxi. 214 Lifted off the

busy planet and set in some asideness. [L'. S. ]

t Asi'des, adv. Obs. In 4 on-sydez, asydis,
asidis. [variant of ASIDK after advb. genitives in

-s
; chiefly northern

;
cf. abouts, be$ides^\~ ASIDE.

c 1325 /:, E. A Hit. P. C. 218 Her sayl wat/ hem aslypped
on-sydez. 1382 WYCLIK Matt. xvii. i Ledde hem asydis in

to an hi3 hill. Mark vii. 33 Takynge him asydis fro the

cumpanye.
b. Comb, asides-half, asides-hand, aside.

1382 WYCLIF Gal. ii. 2 A sydis bond, or by hemsilf, to hem
that weren seyn for to be sumwhat. - Mark iv. 34 On sidis

hond. Acts xxiii. 19 The tribune takinge his hand, wente
with him a sydis half [?'. /-. asidis].

Asidew : see ARSEDINE.
Asie : see ASYE v. Obs. to sink down.

Asier, obsolete form of AZURE.

Asigne, asingne, obsolete forms of ASSIGN.

Asile, earlier form of ASYLUM
; cf. F. asile,

A-simmer (asrmai\ advb. phr. [A //r/.
1 +

SIMMKU.] On the simmer, simmering.
1849 J. WILSON in Blacks. Mag. LXV. 767 The furnace

at a red heat, pots and pans a-simmer.

t A'sinal, a. Obs. ran' 1
, [ad. L. asina/is, f.

asimts ass : see -AiA] = ASININE.

1566 ARLINGTON Apnleins To Reader, From their asinall

fourme to their humaine and perfect shape.

t A'sinary, # Obs [ad. L. asinariits, f.

asimts ass : see -AHY.] = prec. 1731 in BAILEY.

\ Asine. Obs. rare. [a. F. asine (still used

dial.), ad. L. ashta."] A she-ass. (In Bellendene

perh. of common gender, OF. asne.}

1536 BELLKNDENE Cron. Scot. (1821) L 51 Thair hors ar
litill ma'ir than asinis. 1584 ARCHH. DOUGLAS (in Sat. Rev.

27 Nov. 1858, 539/2) Desired to borrow his asine for the use
uf her milk.

ASK.

1 Asine'go. Obs. <-\ dial. AK;o ; as-inico. [a

Sp. asnit'o, dim. of asno ass.J
1. A little ass.

1634 T. HERBERT Trav. 127 (T.t We jogged leisurely on

upon our mules and asinegoes. 1685 K. UrnTON Jtng. J--n.-

pire in Amer. xxii. (1730) 207 Their Horses, Cows, HoggS
and Asinego's that they brought from Spain.
2. A 'donkey,' fool, dolt.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. n. i. 49 An Asinico may tutor thee;
Thou

scuruy valiant Asse. 1714 MILUOUKNK Traitors
/\tii'. Pref., These asinegoes are like those miserable com-
forters Job's friends. [1880 in H'est Cornw. Gloss.]

Asinine (cvsinDin), a.
;
also 7 8 ass-, [ad. L.

asininuSf f. ashins ass : see -INK 1

.]

1. Of or pertaining to asses.

1624 lioi.ToN \cro 246 Her fine hundred female ^f.ses . .

her asiiiini: dayrie. 1641 MILTON Kdnc. Wks. 1738 I. 137
That asinint: feast of sowthistles. 1873 LuN<,r. Monk Casat
Mttgg* !57 Since monkish flesh and asinine are one.

2. Having the qualities by which the ass is char-

acterised ; obstinate, stupid, doltish.
< 1610 CHAPMAN llitid, To Reader 225 Your asinine souls,

Proud of their burdens, feel not how they gall. 1781 Cow PER
Confers. 209 'Tis the most asinine employ on earth, To hear
them tell of parentage and birth. 1859 HKI.I-S I'rU'nds in C.
Ser. n. I. ii. 153 And I . . should be asinine enough to go.

Asininity '.resinrnili). [f. prec. + -ITY.] Asi-

nine quality; stupidity.
1831 f''rns,-r's M^ag. Aug., Ears beyond the usual dimen-

sions of asin[in]ity asinine. 1860 J. KKNNKDV Qitodlibct vi.

88 Meek, even to a degree of asininity, in his demeanor.

t Asi'iik, v. Ol>s.
[f.

A- pref. I + SINK, OK.
sincan. C'f. Ger. cisintcn.'] To sink down.

( 1275 MAITS ttosiy $ Svitl 469 Into the aller deoppeste pit
.. Heuni self asonken in ther mit. t' 1315 SHOKKUA.M 13(1

Huu fareth hy that hy nasynketh?

Asiplionate (Ssarfsn^'t)! a. and sl>. Zool.

[f.
t\- frcf. 14 + SIPHONATK.] A. adj. Having

no respiratory siphon. B. sb. An acephalous
mollusc so characterized.

1859 On KN Clussif. Miniiin.6i Holostomatous and asipho-
nate tiastropods. 1879 I,i-: CONTK Eleni. (/Vv>/. 304 Lamelli-
t>ranchs are divided into Siphonates and Asiphunates.

-asis, suff., L. -asis, (jr. -dais, forming names of

<Useases, really nouns of state or process from

verbs in -aav
;

as from <f>6(ip louse, *l>0tipa.-tiv to

be lousy, ijiQupiaais phthiri'cisis \
so elephantiasis,

psoriasis, and many modern \vords, more or less

analogical, as allatitiasis, arseniasis, etc.

Asise, obsolete form of ASSIZE.

f Asi't, v. Obs. [In sense I f. A- pref. I +
sitlan to SIT

;
cf. Ger. ersitzen : in sense 2 prob. for

ATSIT, q.v.]
1. iittr. To sit, settle

;
remain sitting.

,i 1000 Klt-ne iGrein) 998 Secj;a.s mid si^ecwen, aseten

httfdon, on Creca land. iao$ LAY. 26353 pa while Ja ^>eos

eorles ^>reo seiden lieore erende, aset 11250 sat] |>e kaisere.

2. trans. To sit against ; to withstand.
t 1330 . / rth. fy -1/c/V. 8150 Non his dent asit might, a 1400

Octoitiiin 1665 No man ne myijhte with strengthe asytte

Hys suordes draught.

Asith, variant of ASSYTH, Obs., satisfaction.

Asitia (asi'J'al.
Path. [mod.L., a. Gr. aair'ta,

f. dtriTos, f. d priv. + afroi com, food.]
' Loath-

ing of food.' Mayne Exp. Lex. 1853. 'More

correctly a want of food.' SyJ. Soc. Lex. 1881.

Asiwe, variant of ASUE v. Obs., to follow.

Ask (ask), v. Forms : a. I dsoi-an, aosi-, ahsi-,

axi-, 4hxi-, Ahxsi-, axsi-an, -san, -5ean, secsian ;

i-3 axien, acsien, 3 eexi, axi, 4 acsi, acsy, oxi,

oxy, oxsi, oksi, 3-5 axen, (5 axse, exe,) 4-6
axe, ax, (6- dial. ax). Also 0. 2 esoi-, eski-en,

3 easki, (Orm.} asskenn, 3-5 ask-en, 3-7 aske,

C5 haske, ascke, axke,) 4- ask Also 7. 3 4
esch've, ease, 3-5 asoh(e, 5 ashe, 5-6 asshe,

(north. a&ae,fa.t. ast).

[Common Tent. : OE. ascian was cogn. w. OFris.

Askia, OS. fscCoi, (scan, OHG. eisefm, MUG.
tisfhcit, Gvt.heilchtn, OTeut. *aisivjan : cf. Skr.V/<

to seek, ichihha wish. The original long a gave

regularly the ME. (Kentish) oxi \
but elsewhere

was shortened before the two consonants, giving
MIC. a, and, in some dialects, e. The result of these

vowel changes, and of the OE. metathesis asc-,

acs-, was that ME. had the types ox, ax, ex, ask,

esk, as/i, esh, ass, ess. The true representative of

the orig. dsfian was the s.w. and w.midl. ash,

csh, also written esse (cf. n'sce ASH, ivitsf^an

WASH), now quite lost. Acsian, axian, survived

in ax, down to nearly 1600 the regular littrary

form, and still used everywhere in midl. and south,

dialects, though supplanted in standard English

by ask, originally the northern form. Already in

1 5th c. the latter was reduced dialectally to asse,

pa. t. ast, still current dialectally.]

General senses : I. To call for
; II. To call for an

answer; III. To call for a thing desired, to make
a request ;

IV. Pregnant and special uses
; \.fi.

as predicated of things.



ASK.

1 1. 1. trans. To call for, call upon (a person or

thing personified) to come. Obs.

a 1000 />'.v;t-//"24i7 He for wlcnco wean ahsode. a 1000

Civdiiions Gen. tGr.) 2453 [Hi] comon corbrum miclum cu-

man acsian. 1205 LAV. 19967 He lette axien anan Men bat

cuoeu hxuwen stan.

II. To call upon any one for information, or an

answer
;
to question, inquire.

* trans. With the tiring asked as object :

To call for an answer to (a question or inquiry).

2. without mention of the person asked :

a. with the thing asked as an object sentence or

clause (in indirect, or, lesscommonly, direct orationX

riooo Ags. Ps. xiv.[2] Ic ahsi^e,
Hwa b;er eardaS? a 1038

Charter of Eanim-ne in Cod. Dipt. IV. 54 Da acsode oe bis-

ceop hwa sceulde andswerian for his modor. ,1200 OKMIN

Te3} sholldenn . . asskenn what he waere. a 1300 Cursor M.

7887 He askes, quat was (>at leuedi ? ^1305 St. Crist. 149
in E. E.P. (18621 63 |>is gode man . . eschte what hi wolde.

< 1386 CHAUCER H'i/e's 1'rol. 21, 1 axe, why the fyfte man
Was nought housbond to the Samaritan ? c 1420 Avini'.

Art/i. xxiv, Gauan asshes, 'Is hit soe?' 1455 E. CLERK
in Four C. Kng. Lett. 5 He askid what the Princes name
was. 1549 CovBBDALB Erasm. Par. Kom. Prol., He axelh

not whether good workes are to he done or not. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen. iy. HI. ii. 71 May I aske, how my I.ady his

Wife doth? 1711 STEEI.E Sfect. No. 454 . 6 To ask what I

wanted. Mod. Ask who it is. He asks if you are ready.
1 merely ask,

'
Is it true?'

b. with the question expressed by a sb. or pro-
noun : To ask a question, this, something.
c 1320 R. BKUNNE Medit. 430 Some axen questyons to do

hym wrong. 1387 TREVISA lligden 118651 I. 67 pre ques-
tiouns beeji i-axed. 1803 PEC.(;K Anecd. Eug. Lung. 114

A true born Londoner, Sir, of either sex, always axes ques-

tion, axes pardon, and at quadrille axes leave. 1850 TEN-
NVSON In Mem. xiv, And ask a thousand things of home.

c. with the question indicated by its subject or ob-

ject : To ask the way, thefriff, a name, an age, etc.

1382 WVCLIF Gen. xxxii. 29 Wherto askist \v. r. axist
]
thou

my name ? r 1420 Citron. Vilod. 689 Ryse up . . and be way
asshe, To Wyltone. 1502 ARNOLD Chrtm. (18:1) 208 To an-

swere him that axith the lawe of the Lorde. 1549 LATIMER

7 Serin, bef. Fdw. I'I. (Arb.t 27 The other axed ye price, he

saved : xx. nobles. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 11'. I. i. 39 He
ask'd the way to Chester. 1842 TENNYSON Dream Fair
H'oin. 93 Ask thou not my name.

3. with the person asked introduced by a pre-

position :

(a. at a person. Obs. exc. dial.

1297 R. OLOUC. 16 Heo aschede at Corineus, how heo so

hard' were, c 1325 E. E. A IIit. P. B. 924 Als Abraham . .

hit at himself asked. 1535 COVERDALE Ecclus. xxi. 17 It is

axed at the mouth of the wyse. 1753 Stewart's Trial 197

To ask any question at Allan Breck about the murder, which

he now related to them. 1843 BETIIUNE Scot. Peasant's

Fireside 47 'Why do you ask that question at me?'

f b. to a person. (Cf. Fr. dcmander <}.) Obs.

-1314 Guy \Vat~in. 27 Than axed anon Sir Gii To the

barouns that oned him bi. 1483 CAXTON G. de In Tour

Dvij b, Asking to herwhy she hadtrespaeed his commaund-
ments. 1663 GEKBIER Counsel 13 Asking to passengers what

weather it was without doores.

e.ofa person.
1366 MAUNDEV. v. 61, I asked of the monkes .. how this be-

felle. c i-goSirFernmb. 1124 pe Amyral ofhym axeth. .wat

tydynge bay had y-bro3t. c 1450 Merlin ii. 36 Axe of hem
whi that that toure fill. 1562 TURNER Herbal n. 51 a, The
sherif axed diligently of them . . what they had done. 1667

Mn.TON /'. L. Ii. 057 [One] of whom to ask Which way the

neerest coast of darkness lyes, c 1735 POPE llor. Epist. n.

ii. 211, I ask these sober questions of my heart. Mod. A
farmer of whom I asked the way.
** trans. With the person asked as objcet :

To call upon (a person) for information or an

answer ; to put a question to, to question.
4. with personal obj. only : To ask a person.

a. simply,
c

ah:

ahi..~ - j , ^ -^

Cursor M. loo/Syn bou^askis me . . I wille be tcile. 1382
WYCLIF Job xii. 7 Aske the bestis, and thei shul teche tbee.

1535 COVERDALE Job xii. 7 Axe the catell, & they shal

cnfourme the. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. II. v. 36 Aske my
dogge. 1611 BIULK i Cor. xiv. 35 Let them aske their hus-

bands at home. 1732 POPE Ess. Man n. 205 Ask your own

heart; and nothing is so plain. 1842 TENNVSON Dora 142

I ask'd him, and he said, He could not ever rue his marry-

ing me.

b. with the question introduced by 'saying, etc.

i- 1000 Ags, Gasp. John i. 19 Hi axsodon hine [IIatton axe-

den hym] and bus cwasoen, Hwset eart bu? Matt. xii.

10 Hi ahsude[n] hyne, \>as cweSende, etc. 1388 WYCLIF
I. like xxiii. 3 Pilat axide hym, and seide, Art thou Kyng of

Jewis. 1611 BIBLE John ix. 19 They asked them, saying,

Is this your son?

5. with the thing asked as a second object : To
ask a person a question.
a. with the question as an object sentence orclause.

e 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xxi. 12 Nan baera . . ne dorste hine

axian hwaet he waere. 1:1175 Lamb. Hoin. 25 pe preost me
w aide eskien . . hwa me scnue. Ibid. 35 Esca hine hwet he

habbe biseten. a 1230 Juliana 257 He easkeS ham, }ef

ham biluueo to heren him. c 1275 Passion ofOur Lord 567

in O. E. Misc. 53 Vre louerd hire gon axi, For hwi and for

hwan wepestu 1 a 1300 Cursor M. 1125 Aske his fader quere

he be. c 1314 Guy 11 ~anu. 98 He gan oxy what it might be,

He hem oxed what it were, c 1420 Chron. Vihd. 939 And
how he was . . he dude hym asshe. 1584 Three Lotties

Land. i. in Hazl. Dodsl. VI. 296 My lady axes you, when

will you take possession of your house. 1601 SHAKS. A Its

VOL. I.

489

Well n. ii. 38 Aske nice if I am a Courtier. 1711 An-
nisoN Spett. No. lo F 5, I have heard them asking the first

man they have met with whether there was any news stir-

ring. 1849 DICKENS Dai: Copp. xxi. (C. D. ed.i 181, 1 . . asked

him what o'clock it was.

b. with the question expressed by a sb. or pro-
noun : a question, this, something.
.1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 46 Ne man ne dorste hyne

nan bing mare axi^ean [K itsfiii'. seascijan ; llatton axien J.

(1315 SHOKEHAM 136 Ich acsy the a questioun. (1386
CHAUCER Knts. T. 489 Now lovyeres axe I this question.

1598 SHAKS. Merry llf
'. iv. i. 16 Aske him some questions in

his Accidence. 1611 liniLE Jer. xxxviii. 14, 1 will aske thee

a thing; hide nothing from me. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to

Contf. in. 1 1 1 Ask me no questions and I'll tell you no fibs.

Mod. Which of them asked you that ?

C. with the question asked indicated by its sub-

ject or object : To ask a person the way, the time,

his name, a^e, etc.

1593 SMAKS. Rich. II. i. iii. c) Aske him his name. 1605
- Lear v. iii. 117 Aske him his purposes, why he appeart-s

Vpon this Call o' th' Trumpet. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 436
Ask them the cause. Mod. She asked me the reason.

6. with the matter introduced by a preposition :

a. To ask a person of (arch.), aboitl, in OK. be,

ynib (
=
about), a matter, b. (To ask one after or

for a person : see 7.)

,885 K./Ki.i RED fioftli. xxxix. 4 pa;t is bait ic bc: a;r ymb
acsade . . Disse spra:ce oe on me ;cfUT ascast. i 1000 . l.^-v.

("uy*. Luke ix. 45 Hi ne dorston hine be bam worde ahsian.

c 1220 11all Meid. 9 Aske ]>es cwenes . . of hare litlade. a 1300
Cursor M. 1294 He asked him of his errand. 1:1300 Kfkct

2 And eschte him of Engelonde ; and of the manere there.

'475 CA.VIUN Jason 40 b, Thauncient man axid one of the

marronners of this matere. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /!'. n. iv. 389

Knocking at the Tanernes, And asking every one for Sir

John Kalstafle. i5oi AlTs ll'ell iv. iii. 317 Why^o's he

aske him of me? 1842 TI.NSVSON K,hv. Morris 23 Once I

ask'd him of his early life. Mod. Did you ask them about

the books?
*** intr. }\'ith no object expressed :

To inquire, make inquiries.

7. To ask (0/'obs.) about (in OE. be, ymb = aboutl.

To ask after a thing missing, a person absent, his

welfare, etc. To ask /or a person ;
to ask to see

;

formerly (and still in dial.') = to ask after.

(885 K. /Ei.i KKD Koctli. xxxix. 4 Se Se ymb baet ascian

wile, c looo .-Ki.i KIC Deut. iv. 32 Ahsia'5 be ealdum dagum oa

wa:ron *r bonne se - <' I23 -'""' ^'- T 72 Axinde efrer

tioinges. (11250 Owl ff ffiglit. 711 Wi axestu of craftes

mine. 1377 LANGI.. /'. /'/. B. v. 542, 1 seygh neuere palmere
.. Axen after hym. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. ill. i. 168 And
Hosaline, they call her, aske for her. 1671 MILTON Sams.

40 Ask for this great deliverer now, and find him Eyeless
in (jaza. 1849 DICKENS Dai'. Co//, xx. (C. D. ed.i 178 That

shows the ad vantage ofasking, don't it. i866G.MACDONALD
Ann. Q. Neighh. xxx. (18781 524 To ask after their health

when he met them. Mod. Did any one ask for me, while I

was out? When you reach that point, ask again.

f8. To ask of or at a person of a matter, i.e.

from a person about a. matter. Obs.

1393 LANCL. /'. I'l. C. xxi. 127 Ayber axed of ober of bis

grete wonder, c 1440 Generytlcs 309 He asckid of Medeyn
Of his (fader. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso vin. liii. 152 To spie at

whom to aske we gazed round. 1611 BIBLE i Sam. xxviii.

1 6 Wherefore then doest thou aske of me ?

III. To make request for a thing desired.

* trans. \Vith the thing asked as object :

To make request for.

9. simply. To ask a thing. (Now more fami-

liarly to askfor : see 16.)

i !250 <;(. , Ex. 1668 Aske it wiS skil and 3u salt hauen.

1340 - \yenb. 114 Jesu Crist ous tekb zuo to oxi uoryeuenesse.
Ibid. 209 Verst oxseb Codes riche. 1370 Lay-Folks Mass-

Ill,: App. iv. sro Let him not his offryng asch. c 1374
Cn.ucKK Troylus\. 594, I naxe in guerdon but a boone.

c 1420 Avow. Arth. iv, Thenne the kyng asshet a chekkere.

< 1460 Tinmelcy Myst. Coliphiz. 200 That is it that I ast.

1509 HAWKS Com>. Swearers 26 Come nowe to me and axe

forgyuenes. 1570 Play Wit ff Sc. (18481 10, I axe no more.

->HAKS. 3 Hen. VI. n. vi. 69 Clifford, aske mercy. 1644

_ atiggli

TENNYSON Vivien 155 Ask your boon, for boon I owe you.

b. To ask a price : to ask so much as the price,

to state the price.

1857 Bohn's Handbk. Prav. 323 Ask but enough, and you

may lower the price as you list. 1864 TENNYSON Brook 142

How he sent the bailiff to the farm To learn the price, and

what the price he ask'd. Mod. What do you ask for this ?

How much did he ask?

10. To ask a thing (to obs., at obs. or dial.) of,

from a person.
1340 Ayenb. no Huet may be zone betere acsy to his

uader banne bread ? c 1450 Compl. Lover's Life Ixix, That

to my foo . . Mot axe grace, mercy, and pile, c 1460 KOK-

TESCUE^ta. 4- Lim. MOH. (1714! 134 Such as axen of the

Kyng, Offices. 1583 GOI.DING Calvin on Dent, cviii. 661 A
charmer . . that asketh counsell at spirites. 1647 CHAS. I.

I Let. in Antiquary I. 97 To aske leave of y two houses to

make a journey. 1796 BURNS Let. in Wks. (Globei 563,

I am ashamed to ask another favour of you. 1830 tr.

Aristoph. Achartiians 43 The request of the bride, which

she earnestly asks at me ! Mod. He asked a larger sum
from me.

11. To ask to do, or be done to.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. i. 63 1 . . axe gretely to heeren tho

remedyes. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes i, I had de-

lyte & axed to rede some good historye. 1647 SPRIGG Ang.
Rediv. in. iii. (1854) "49. I humbly ask to have this place

ASK.

slighted. 1833 I.TAYLOR Etinat. vii. 221 The country.,
seemed to ask to be sei/ed upon by men worthy to enjoy it.

* * trans. II 'ith the person asked as object :

To make a request to.

12. To ask a person a thing. Obs., or areh. in

'
I ask you pardon, leave.'

1297 K. (li.orc. 16 He nolde no num asche leue. Ibid. 196
Hii esseb vs trnage. 111300 Cursor M. 3868 Jacob askitl

him his lemman. ('1308 I'ol. Songs 200 What hast i-do,

That thou me so oxist pes? (1450 I.ONEI.ICH Grail xxxvi.

49j Korto axen hem consaille. 1538 BALE God's 1'tv-

inises in Dodsl. O. /'. 117801 I. n Good I.orde 1 axe the

mercy. 1671 MII.ION /'. K. iv. 551 To stand upright Will

ask thee skill. 1749 FIKLIHNC. Tom Jones xvi. vii. 118401238 '2,

I ask Mr. Blifil pardon.
b. with the second object wanting.
a 1564 BKCON (,',. 1'ref. ll'lts. (1843122 Christ saith : 'Hive

to every one that axeth thee.'

13. To ask a person to do a thing.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3141 Noil es he askid . . Til gode to make

of sacrifise. ,-1400 Destr. Troy i. (titlet How King Pelleus

Exit lason to get be files of golde. 1860 TVNDALL Glar. I.

-22. 152, I asked him to accompany me. 1872 BLACK Aih 1

.

Phaeton xxv. 350 He does not ask me to pay his bills.

14. To ask a person (of obs. } for a thing.
. 1386 CllAftKK 1'ers. 'J'. tWr.l '918 A man that . cometh

for to axe him of mercy \Otlier /J/.S'.Y. aske mercy]. 1483

CAXTON Gold. Lt'g. 24 3 For this first they ought to axe

echeone other. 1590 SHAKS. Com. l-'.t-r. M. i. 61 He ask'd

me for a hundred markes in gold. 1600 -I. )' L. iv. i.

138, I might aske you for your Commission. 1735 POPE

1'rol. Nat. 50 You know his Grace, I want a Patron; ask

him for a Place. 1810 S. ,,i i I.ady o/L. v. vii, A-k we this

savage hill we tread For fatten'd steer or household bread ?

I'roi: Ask a kite fora feather, and she'll say, she has but

just enough to tly with.
*** intr. ll'it/i no object : To make request.

15. simply. To ask.

,1380 WYCLIF Set. UX-s. 118711 III. 328 He is redy to ^eve

him if he ax \\or|<ily. ('1400 Kom. Kose 5243 Man that

worthy is of name, To axen often halh gret shame. 1535

COVEBDALE Mutt. vi. 7 A.ve ,t it shalhe giuen ycjn. 1535

SIEWAUT Cron. Sfnt. II. 402 Ask and haue. 1611 Bum
Matt. vi. 7 Aske [Wvcl.lF, axe ;e] and it shalbe giuen you.
Mod. It is rather those who ask loudest, than those who
need most, that secure attention.

16. To ask after o\>s.) for a thing.
c izoo Triii. Coll. Horn. Si Inel mennish . . acse'3 after for-

tocne of heiiene. 1377
LANI.L. /'. I'l. B. vi. 2V8 Al hunger

eet in hast and axed after more. 1611 BIBLE Mifah ML ^

The iudge asketh for a reward. 1795 Son HEY Joan ofArc
11. 246 Could hear a famish'd woman ask for food, And feel

no pity. 1865 DICKENS Mut. l-'r. n. vii. 202 I'll cut back

and ask for leave.

IV. Pregnant senses and special uses.

f!7. To inquire into, examine, investigate. Obs.

i-iooo .-IfS. /'.v. x. $ His hnuwas .. ahsaft manna beam.

Se ylca Drihten ahsaS rihtwise and unrihtwise. 1175
Lamb. Horn. 35 Ofler he heo haf5 i-escad ooer hafo ifundcn

on boke. 1382 WYCI.IF Ecclus. xi. 7 lieforn that thou aske,

ne blame thou any man. f's. x. 5 The eyelidisofhym asken

|i6n trie] the sones of men. The Lord asketh the ri^Uvis

man, and the vnpiums. 1612 Arra;t;>im. John Sclman 14

Sir Francis Bacon . . proceeded to judgment and asking on

the prisoner, thus . . hee spake.

t!8. To prosecute, exact from, oppress. Obs.

1388 WYCLIK Isaiah Iviii. 3 Lo ! 501116 wille is foundun in

the dai of 5uure fastyng, and ye axen alle joure dettouris.

19. To ask as by right, call for, demand.

'393 GOWER Con/, i". 36 They axen alle jugement Ayein
the man. c 1430 Syr Gfiicrides 4795 His hors he ashed . .

hisweyhe nam. a\w>Sir Degrev. 393 He axit jnstes of

were And prays the of answere. i 1460 Townely Myst. 58

To worshyp me as I wylle asse. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp oj

Fo/ys (18741 I. 141 Nought . . to asshe agaynst right. 1544

BALE Sir J. Oldcaslett'm llarl. Mia: iMalh.. I. 258 God
will axe no more of a Christen belener . . but only to obey
the preceptes of that moost blessed lawe. 1580 BAKET A I-.:

A 594 To aske agayne that is ones owne, or in a manci

due to him, AY/'>.vtv>.

b. esp. in To ask an account.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour xxxix. 59 Of the which God wille

axse hem accompte. 1523 Ln. BEKNERS Froiss. 1. ccclxxxiii.

645 Theywolde aske accomptes of the Chancellour of Eng-
lande to knowe where all the good was become that he had

leuyed through the realme. 1559 Myrr. Mat;., Dk. Clone.

xxi. 5 I'o axe a reckemng of the Realmes reuenue.

20. To make proclamation of a thing in church

or other public place, calling upon any who have

claims or objections to put them forward. For-

merly of things found, stray cattle, etc.
;

still used

of marriages about to be contracted (to ask the

banns} ;
in popular phrase the parties are said to

be ' asked in church.'

(The recognized expression is now to publish the banns ;

but ask is the historical word.l See BANN.

1450 MYRC 203 Aske the banns thre halydawes. 1523

FITZHERB. Sun: 28 b, They ought to aske them [stray

cattle] thre sondayes in thre or four next parysshe churches

and also crye them thre tymes in thre the nexte market

townes. 1506 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. it. i. 181 The day When 1

shal aske the banes, and when be married. 1606 Jl ily

'Beguiled in Hazl. Dodsl. IX. 304 We must be asked in

chirch next Sunday. 1662 FIM.LER Worthies Westm. (1811 '

II 105 iD I His head was ask'd, but never married to Un-

English Crown. 1841 ORDERSON Creoleana n. 14 The fair

sex . . preferring to be
' asked in church.'

21. ellipt. To ask (one) to come, to invite.

Mod. We ought to ask him to dinner. Why were you
not at the ball ? Because I was not asked.

22. To ask away : to do away with by asking.

1640 Mil TON Kit. Wks. 1738 I. 112 His Prayer is so
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ASK.

ambitious of Prerogative, that it dares ask away the Prero-

gative of Christ himself.

V". fig. Predicated of things.
23. To need, require, demand, call for (by its

condition).
1340 Ayenb. 54 Be ban bt hare zennes okseb. 1387 TRE-

VISA Descr. Brit. iCaxton' 36 Whan tynie and place axeth.
. 1400 Di-str. Troy xv. 7067 He bat tas not his tyme, when
be tyde askes. < 1430 Hymns to Virg. 118671 61 Quod con-

science, bat axib coo^t. 1596 SHAKS. 'lam Shr. \\, \. 15

Signior Baptista, my businesse asketh haste. 1598 BARRET
Theor. H'arres \. i. 7 These three matters handled would
aske a great volume. 1615 MARKHAM Ettp.ffttMfw. (1660)81
The Veal will aske a double quantity ol Suci. 1623 SAN-
DERSON Serj/i. Ad Mag. i. 116741 89 It will a^k some time,

yea, and cunning too, to find it out. 1697 DRVDEN I'trg.

Gt-org. in. 478 Goats of equal Profit are . . and ask an equal
Care. 1780 COWTER Table T. 559 To give a Milton birth

ask'd ages more. 1880 CYPLKS J/itm. K.\p. vi. 133 Limit of
time asked for a sensation.

j24. To invite, provoke. Obs.
< 1485 Digby Myst. 11882.' iv. 91 Such crabyysh wijrdes do

aske a blow. 1605 CAM DEN AY/;/. (1637) 303 One ill word
asketh another One good turne asketh another.

^25. To seek, direct itself toward (lit. trans, of

\..petere\ Obs. rare.

I43Z 50 tr. ///^uVwdSosi 1.63 The Redde see. . i-> departede
in to ij. armes, of whom the arme Persicalle . . dotne asl-'c

the northe.

Ask, sb\ Obs. Forms : i sesce, 3 axe, (?) as.

[OE. ifst't', f. dscian (see prec.) ; cl. < >J )u. csih.

As is prob.
= ash or ask : see the vb.] Asking,

inquiry; thing asked, request.
a 1000 Laws ofA theltan 5 iTliorpe I. 230 Harfdon ealle

fla i^cean. 1205 LAV. 1053 Eouer a.\e ich euu leuc a 1230
Juliana 16 He failed of his as.

Ask ursk), $b:~ Also 4 arske, 4 6 aske, 5
awsk. [Apparently worn down from OK. </<V.vt'

newt i
- OS. egithassa, OIIG. egidehsa, Milt-.

egcdehse, mod.G. cidccJisc
,
the j>honetic contractiuii

being paralleled by the Ger. dial, cdahs, c^dts,

cges* eckcs, given by Grinim III. 83 ;
but no inter-

mediate forms between aftexe antl aske, sucli as

tjQcsce, adsa; or adjce, axe, have been found.]
A newt or eft

;
the common name in Scotland,

and in the north and north-east of England as far

as Morecambe Hay and Lincolnshire. Sometimes

applied also to the li/ard
; always classed among

venomous animals, an idea encouraged by a general
confusion of ask with asp. See also ASKEH-.

i 1325 Mttr. Horn. 141 Snakes and nederes thar he fand,
And gret blac tades . . And arskes and other wormes felle.

< 1425 WVMOLN Cron. \. xiii. 55 Nakyn l>e^t of venym . a^>

a--ke or eddyre, tade, or pade. c 1450 HENRYSON 'JAM.' Cum
with me in hy, Eddcris, askis, and wormis meit fur to be.

1501 DOUGLAS /'a/, lion. i. xxv. The water stank, the feild

was odious Quhair dra^ouns, lessertis, askis, edders swat-

teril. 1611 KI.OKIO, JMagrasiO) an Eft, a Nute, an Aske.

1840 J. M. Wu.sox T. of Borders 118511 XX. 31 He can
lurk in the green moss like the yellow-warned ask. 1876
SMILES Scotch Xat. ii. (ed. 4) 44 He looked at the beast. It

was not an eel. It was very like an ask.

In the following Glossaries of the Kng. Dial. Soc,, Cum-
berland, Swaledale, Mid Yorkshire, Whitby \Ask or Aisk'.

Flecing-ask, the dragon-fly : cf. / 'lyingAdder, 1- lying Dra-
gon\ Manley and Corringhani vLincolnsh.)

Askable ,u-skab'l ,
a. [f. ASK v. + -ABLE.] Fit

or proper to be asked.
c 1650 '/'. Cromwell in Percy's Bal. fy Rom. I. 129 For if

your l)0on be asktable, soone granted it shall be.

Askance (askce
-

ns\ adv. Forms: 6 a scanche,
a seance, ascaunce, 6-7 asconce, ascance, 6-8

askaunce, 7 askauns, ascaunse, 6- askance.

[Etymology unknown. "Wedgwood suggests It.

a schiancio 'bias, slanting, sloping or slopingly,

aslope, across, overthwart* (Hare-till, where schi-

ancio is = OFr. esclanc, esclenc, gauche, left hand.
Skeat compares It. scanso f. scatisare, expl. by
Florio, among other meanings, as 'to go a slope,
or a sconce, or a skew, to go sidelin.' Koch

suggests a formation on ON. a skti : see ASKEW.
Diefenbach compares Jutlandish ad-skands, West
Kris, sktin, schcan, which he connects with Du.

///#, schttins : see ASKOYNE.]
(There is a whole group of words of more or less obscure

origin in ask- t containing askance, askant, asgiv, askie,

asbilf, askoye, askoyne, twith which cf. asklcnt, aslant, as-

qitint,} which are more or less closely connected in sense,
and seem to have influenced one another in form. They ap-
pear mostly in the i6th or end of the isth c., and none of
them can be certainly traced up to OE. ; though they can

nearly all be paralleled by words in various languages, evi-

dence is wanting as to their actual origin and their relations

to one another.)

1. Sidewise, obliquely, askew, asquint ;
with a

side glance.
1530 PALSGR. 831/1 A scanche, De travers, en lorgnant.

a 1541 WVATT Meane <y Sure Est. 52 For, as she lookt a
seance. Under a stole she spied two stemyng eyes. 1667
MILTON P. L. -\. 668 He bid his Angels turne ascance The
Poles of Earth. 1768 BEATTIK Minstr. i, xxxv. They meet,
they dart away, they wheel askance. 1848 MRS. JAMESON
Sacr fy Leg. Art (1850' 154 Judas is at once distinguished,
looking askance with a wicked sneer on his face.

b. With a side or indirect meaning.
1876 SWINBURNE Ercchthctts 337 Journeying to the bright

God's shrine Who speaks askance and darkling.
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2. In the fig. phrases To look, eye, view a-

skance, the idea expressed has varied considerably,
different writers using them to indicate disdain, !

envy, jealousy, and suspicion. The last of these

is now the prevalent idea, and To look at, eye, view
askance =-\.Q look at with mistrust.

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Mar. 21 That scornefully lookes
askaunce. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. \\. i. 249 Thou canst not

frowne, thou canst not looke a sconce. 1598 B. JONSON E?>.

Man. in Hum. iv. ii, Nay, Boy, never look askance at me
for the matter. 1602 Life T. Cromwell iv. ii, Yet look'd a-

skance u hen as they saw me poor, 1667 MILTON P L. iv. 504
The Devil . . with jealous leer maligne Ey'd them askance.

1750 GRAY Let. in Poems (1775' 215 Whom meaner beauties

eye askance, And vainly ape her art of killing. 1790 lii'RKE

/'r. A't-7'. 155 It is envy and malignity . . that makes some
look askance at the distinctions, .set apart for virtue. 1824
W. IKYING T. Trav. I. 57 Eyeing the enemy askance from
under their broad hats. i875CJLAi.sioNK (rVt,i.VI. xxiv. 120
both rather abounded in ^elf-confidence, and were viewed
askance by authority. 1875 WHIINKY Life Lang, v. 97
Words . . which come to be looked askance at and avoided.

3. elliptical, quasi-od^'. Turned sidewise, sidelong.
1593 NASHE Christes Tcan-s (16131 48 Thy sight is no way

. . impayred, by casting away one askance-regard on any.
1667 MILTON /'. L. vi. i4y Whom the grand foe, with scorn-
ful eye askance, Thus answerd. 1824 GALT Kothelan II.

iv. viii. 168 The tieud of night . retires with an askance and
lurid eye.

! Aska'iice, v. Ok.
[f. prec.] To turn aside.

*593 SHAKS. J.ucr. 637 That from their own misdeeds a-

skance their eyc-> !

j Aska-nce(s, conj. adv. Obs. Also 4-5
ascaunsi,e, ascance, ascaunce, ascaunces,
a-skaunse, as skauncr>, asscaun e, ft ascanses,
askaunces. [Ktym. unknown; llie word was orig.
of 3 syllables, and ascatntcts was perh. the orig.
form. See Skeal Chanter s Man oj

'

Law s /'., ttc., \

(ilossary ;
also A'otcs and Queries, 4th ser. XI. j^i,

j

where its use is shown to correspond to that oi

Ihi. kii'antwijs, ODu. ijnatifsnys, tjitansis.']
1. As though, as if. ('f On the pretence.)
i 1386 CHAUCEK Sompn, 'J\ 37 And wrout the naiiu-s . . A-.-

caunce IT. r. ascance, askaitnse] that lie wolde for hem
preye. r 1400 Keryn 1797 They walkid to and iro . . as
-.kaunce theyknewe nau^tu. ( 1420 Ballad, on J/itsb. YI. 39
And even the erthe above ascaunce her noon is. ( 1430
LYDC. /ioc/ias iv. .\iv. 114 a, A sprite of feined pacience . .

Ascaunce .she had been in vertue strong. 1580 SIDNEY .-/?-

emita 1 1622! 162 Keeping a countenance ascanses she vnder-
stood him not.

2. ellipt. As if saying, as much as to say.
i 1374 CHAUCEK Troyins I. 292 Sche lete falle Hire lokc a

lite aside, in swich manere, Ascaunces,
'

\Vh;tt ! may I nat
stonden here?' [Hoceaccio: t/ttust t/iit'ss?, /.' n ci si fiuo
staff], 1572 GASCOIGNE /7^:ivi- Wks. 1587, 101 Therewith
lie raysed his heavy head alight, Askaunces, Ha ! in decde
and thinkst thou so.

Askant (askarnt), adv . Forms 7 ascant,
a-skaunt, 7-9 askaunt, S- askant, [apparently
a later variant of ASKANCE q.v., with termination

assimilated to ASQUINT or ASLANT.]
1. = A.SKANCE i.

1695 HI.ACKMOKE Pr, Arth. u. 461 Man's Soul, by this rude
Shock from

;

s Center driv'n, Stands so a-skaunt. 1795
SOUTHEV Joan ofArc x. 98 Whether this public /eal hath
look'd askaunt To private ends. 1873 DIXON Two Qnct'ns
I. i. v. 36 His mouth was big ; his left eye turned askant.

2. = ASKANCE 2.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. xn. Ixxx, On which if Envie
might but glance ascant, Her eyes would swell and burst.

1761 Brit, Mag II. 133 All parties concur in looking askant

upon turn-coats. 1880 MRS. PAKR Adam <y ETC II. i4y
They looked askant on innovation and hated change.

3. = ASKANCE 3.

1791 Cowi'ER Iliad XL 657 With an eye askant, Watchful
retreated.

*! In the following passage from Shakspere, in

which it appears as a
prep.,

the folios read aslant,
1602 SHAKS. 7/rf///.iQq.) iv- vii. 167 There is a willow grows

ascaunt the brook.

Aska-ntecl, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 es-

kanted. [f. prec. -r -ED.] Turned askant.
T5?6 T. NlEWTos] Lcmnies Touchst. Complex. (1633) 221

With eyes sullen, sterne, terrible, glancing aside and eskanled,

t A'skapart. Obs. Forms : 4 ascopard(e,
5 -parte, 6-7 ascapart(e, -upart, 8 askapart.
Name of a race of hardy warriors living in or near
Arabia

; also of a giant said to have been de-

feated by Sir Bevis of Southampton.
c 1320 Sir Bates -2^1 A geaunt With a lothelichesemlaunt

. . thrette fete long . . Me name, a sede, is Ascopard. 1366
MAUNIJKV. vi. 63 Arrabyenes, that Men clepen liedoynesand
Ascopardes. c 1400 Smvdone Bab. 2648 Ethiopia, Indens
and Ascopartes, That bene boolde and hardy to fight, c 1550
Syr Bettys K ij, Beuis with a bolde herte . . assayled Asca-

parte. i6i> DRAYTON Polyolb. ii. 694 (N.) Sir Bevis . . (Goliah
like) great Ascupart inforc'd To serve him for a slave. 1735
POPE Donne Sat. iv. 276 Each man an Askapart, of strength
to toss For Quoits, both Temple-bar and Charing-Cross.

Askape, var. of ASCAPE, obs. form of ESCAPE.

Askar, obs. form of ESCHAR, a scab

Aske, obs. form of ASH sb.~

tA'skebathe. Ol>s. [f.<w&r, ASH j.2 + BATHE.]
One who sits among the ashes

;
= ASK"EFISE.

r 1230 Acr. X. 214 f>e jiscare Is bes feondes askebaSie, &
Ii5 euer iSen asken, & fare5 abuten asken. a 1500 Medulla
Gratn., Ciniflot a aske bathe, seu qui sedet in cineribus

ASKEW.

t A'skefise. Oh. [App. of Norse origin, though
not recorded by Viglusson; Sw. askefis (Grimm),
(cf. Ger. asehtnfistfrt Du. aschevijstcr) f. aske ashes
+ ON. and Sw.y/Va, Ua.yfrt', to blow, to pass wind ;

cf. ON. fisi-bclgr small bellows.] One who blows
the ashes or fire ; a term of reproach among northern
nations for an unwarlike fellow who stayed at

home in the chimney-corner.
c 1400 Promp. Pan'. 15 Askysye, Askefise, askefyse, ciniflo*

ti 1500 Medulla Grant. t Cin/flc, an askfist, or iren heter.

[Otktr MSS, A fyre blowere, an yryn hetere, an askefyce
. . An aske fysc or irne eter.J 1500 Ortns I "iv. t W, de W.)
Cinijiot <jniJlat in tifU're, aske fyste, a fyre blawer or a

yrne hotter.

Asken, obs. pi. form of ASH s&.~

Asker '

(trskaj). Also aakere, axere, etc:

see ASK r. [f. ASK v. + -EK'.] One who asks.

1. A questioner, inquirer.
I388WYCL1H Ezeh. xiv. 10 Hi the wickidnesse of the axere,

so the wickidne&se of the prophete shal be. ciqtyoApol.
Loll. 69 After bu wick yd nes of |>e ascar schal be be wichid-
nes of f>e prophet. 1519 HOHMAN I'nlg, 22 The answers . .

were euer darke and deceyued ihe axer. 1645 MILTON
Tftrach. Wks. 118511 229 The trope of indignation, fittest

account for such askers. 1749 Hi*. LAVIHGTOS Kntftus,

(17541 u. 155 Curious Beholders and Askers of impertinent
Questions.
2. One who asks favours, gifts, etc. ; a suppliant ;

one who asks alms, a
professional beggar.

< 1400 Rtwt. tins? 6676 Many a man That yevcth his good
for . . he Wolde of the asker delyvtred be. 1569 J. SASFORD
Agrippas Van. Artcs 91 So many presumptuouse monie
;iNkt-rs. a 1631 DONNK A'jfjr. Divin. 11651 \ 145 Love an Asker
better than a Giver. 1858 I.u. ST. LKOSARUS Handy bk.

/''c/. Laii< xxv. 189 Each asking of leave is an admission

that, at the time, the asker had no right. 1883 R. BURTON
& CAMERON Gold Coast I. iii. 60 They beg with a good
^race, and not with a curse or an insult like the European
'asker' when refused.

1 3. A prosecutor, plaintiff ;
an exactor, op-

pressor. Obs.
t 1375 ling. Guilds 361 And bat commune law hym be

y-entred, f>e axere and be defendaunt. Ibid. 362 Of plee of
dctte . . 3if bat be axkere bryngeb skore ober wryt. 1382
WVCLII- Job iii. 18 Thci herden not the vois of the askere

[1611 oppressuur]. 1483 Ctif/i, Angl. t
An Asker wrang-

wysly, exactor.

A'sker". Also 7 ascar. [f.
ASK sb with sutTix

of uncertain origin ;
also altered to askcnf, ascartt*

askal, asgal, asgil.] Common name of the newt in

the west midland counties of England.
1674 KAY A". Cintntr. H'tfs., Asker ;

a Newt, or Eft. 1677
[. WEBSTER W'itchcr. xii. 242 Strange vomitings up of Frogs,
lizards, askers and the like . . attributed to witchcraft. 1686
PLOT Staffordsh. 252 It differs in colour from all the Newts
or Ascars that ever I saw. 1755 JOHNSON, Asker a water
newt. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy (1802) IV". xxvii. 126 A
Newt or an Asker, or some such detested reptile.
In the following Dialect Glossaries: Craven i.'J-sXvr,

Askard\ Mid Vorksh. \Ask^ aisk, or askcrd), Lancash.,
Shropsh. \Askert askal, asgal^ West Worcester {Asgill\
Dorset i Phil. Soc. Trans. 1864, 41).

Asker, obs. form of ESCHAK, a scab.

Askerye, variant of ASCRY v. Obs.

Askew (aski-\ Oih>., a., (st>.} Forms: 6-7
askewe, 6 a-skkw, a scew, ascue, 7-8 askue.

[Etymology uncertain ; see the simple SKEW r.

or a., upon which this may have been formed with

AyVv/.i Its relation to AKKYK, which preceded
it somewhat in the same sense, is uncertain. It cor-

responds also in sense to ON. ti skii, and in form
to Da. shjftv : ON. skeif oblique, wry, skew, Ger.

schicf, LG. scheciv, Du. scheef. Neither askew nor

skew
appears

before i6th c. See note to ASKANCE.]
1. Obliquely, to one side, off the straight, awry.

Also_/^f. cross, untowardly, frowardly, unfavourably.
1573 T\\'YNE Cont. Phaer's sEneid xn. KK iv b, To dread

that lucke shall light ascue. 1587 GOLUING DC Mornay^
The Zodiacke goesa-skiew. x6ssGuRNALL Chr. in Armour
i. 112 The Serpent goes a skue . . winding and wreathing its

body. 1695 BLACKMORE Pr. Arth. \. 266 And wrench'd the

Poles some Leagues yet more askew. 1855 DICKENS Lit.
Dorrit (C. D.ed.i 309 Lattice-blinds all hanging askew.

2. esp. in phr. To look askew: i.e. sidelong, out

at the corners of one's eyes, not straight in the

face.

1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cal. Mar. Gloss., Ascaunce,
askewe or asquint., 1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum.
v. i Let her fleer, and look a scew, and hide her Teeth with
her Fan. a 1791 WESLEY \yks. (1830* XIII. 486 Your looks

tin speaking) should be direct, neither severe nor askew.
i8ai SCOTT Kenihu. x t The boy looking askew at him with
his sharp gray eyes.

b. fig. To look as if pretending not to see, to

look with contempt or disdain ; to reflect npon.
1580 LVLY Euphiies (Arb.) 426 He beganne to look askew

vppon Camilla. 1636 HEYVVOOD Challenge u. i. Wks. 1874
V. 22 All I meete . . look askue, and point, and laugh at

mee. 1661 PEPYS Diary I. 25 Aug., My Lady Button and
her daughter to look something askew upon my wife, be-

cause my wife . . is not solicitous for their acquaintance.

1721 STRYPE Eccl. Mem.\* xxiii. 167 For some expressions
. . that looked askew upon the King's supremacy . . he was
laid in hold. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. 396 But Nelly Cook
askew did look.

B. aitj. Oblique, made or standing awry; skew.

(1570 I.KVIXS Manip. 95 A Skewe. limns.} 1859 TURNER
Dom. Archit, III. iv. 162 A room over the street, which rests

on an askew arch. 1862 SMILES Engineers III. 233 Bridges
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of masonry .. several of them askew bridges. 1871 DARWIN
Dt'sc. Man II. xv. 165 In time the tail becomes quite askew,

t C. sb. A sidelong glance. Obs.

1655 HKYWOOD h'ort. by Land, $c. u. i. Wks. 1874 VI. 383
Her face, the trick of her eye, her leer, her blink, her askue.

Askewese, obs. form of EXCUSE.

t A-skie*, adv. Ol>s. [?f. A//-**/.
1 + skey, variant

of shcy, SHY: '

schey or skcy as horse' (Tramp.
J\irv.} : cf. also SKKICH and A.SKOYK.] ?Shyly;
off at a tangent like a shying horse.

1393 GOWER Conf. II. 50 All sodeinly She passeth as it

were a skie All clene out of this ladies sight

fAski'le, adv. Obs. [See note to ASKANCE.
Cf. l)u. scheel squinting, scheel zien to squint.]
1599 IJi 1

. MALI, .Sat. v. ii. 135 What tho the scornefull waiter
looks askile?

Asking
1

(ci'skirj), vbl. sh. Forms : i asc-, acs-

ung, 3 ax-, escunge, ascing, 4-5 ask-, axyng(e,
4-6 axkinge, 5- asking : other variants of the

root as in ASK. [f.
ASK v. : see -IN<; '.]

l.'The action of putting a question, interroga-

tion, inquiry.
< 885 K. ^KLKRED Boeth. xxxix. 4 Hit is beaw ba;re spntce

and pa-re ac^unge. Botth. Mctr. xxii. 41 Mid ascunga.
< 1230 Ancr. R, 338 Of be axunge mei ualleii vuel. (1225
St. Marfu-rete 11866) 16 Stew >e, stcorue, ant stille ben bin

escunge. 6-1380 WVCLIF WlCKtt 15 The puttynge awaye of

fylthenes of the fleshe, and the axyage of good conscience.

[Cf.
i Pet. iii. 21 \revised) interrogation.] 1794 I'URNS Let.

in ll'ks. (.Globe) 549 Do not miss asking for him.

f 2. An inquiry, a question. Obs.
c 1325 Mctr. llont. 35 (Juen Cri>t thair asking lierd, Ful

mildely he thaini ansuerd. t 1410 tr. Bortavetttttra's Myr-
roiir tPynsoni viii. L)j, Our lady . . answereth sadly and
shortly to theyr askynges.
3. The action of requesting a favour, gift, etc.;

praying, begging.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. I/out, n After clepenge and ascinge.

1340 Aycnb. 198 He deb bet bet yufb wypoute aksinge. 1613
SHAKS. /fen. /*///. u. i. 4 Bestowing on him, at ln> asking,
'['he Archbishopricke of Toledo. 1828 Scon /-. M. Pcri'li

\. 34 A lass that may be had for the asking.

4. A petition, prayer, a supplication, arch.
i 1300 Cursor J/. 3joi pine asking L'',s noght bot a litell

thing. 1388 WVCLIF fiat: ii. 14 Lord here thou oure axyngis
and our preyeris. 1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 101 He
neuer denyed hem her pelycyons and askynges. 1513
DOUGLAS /Kneis ix. iii. 53 Grant this ane axing quhilk I the

requeyr. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. vi. 65 Vet dare I neuer Deny
your asking. 1860 TLNNYSON Tithonits 16 Then didbt thou

grant mine asking with a smile.

f5. A price asked, a demand. Obs.

1615 T. ADAMS White Devil 59 He makes his ownc price,
for they gave him his asking. 1637 SANDERSON 21 berw.
Ad Aul. v. (1673) 71 Nabolh shall have Ins own asking.

1 6. a. An appeal ;
a calling for justice, or to

the law. b. Oppression, exaction. Obs.

1413 I -YOG. Pylgr, Sowle \. viii. 6 In euery ryghtwys court
. . admytted to maken his compleynt, and purpoos his

askynge. 1480 CAXTON Chron, Eng. cxxxiv. 114 He did

grete destruction to holy chirche thurugh wrongiul taking
and axyngs.
7. The publication of banns of marriage, fain.
1727 51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Banns, The publication of

banns (popularly called asking in the church*. 1824 BYRON
yuan xvi. Ixxxviii, At the third asking of the ban^ He
.started. 1865 B. BRIERI.KY Irkdalc II. 187 The 'askings'
had been called over three consecutive Sundays.

A'skiiig, ///. a.
[f.

ASK v. + -ING^.] That
asks

; inquiring, begging, suppliant.
1735 Fot'tc Prol, Sat.^iz Explore the thought, explain the

asking eye. ("1750 SHKNSTONK Elegy xx. 70 Shall, vainly

.suppliant, spread his asking hand. 1795 SOUTHKY Joan of
ArcM. 187 The asking eye of hunger. 1813 BYRON Corsair
in. xvi, With many an asking smile, and wondering stare.

A'skiugly, adv. [f. prec. + -LV-.] In an ask-

ing manner ; inquiringly, with entreaty.
1794 COLERIDGE J 'aung A ss, How askingly its footsteps

hiiner bend, It seems to say, 'And have I then one friend?'

Askis, -ys, obs. plural form of ASH st>.-

Askle'nt, asde'nt, adv. [Cf. sclcndcrt
sclate

slender, slate.] Scotch form of ASLANT.
1584 J. CAKMICHAKL Let. in Misc. U'odr. Sac. (1844^ 443

They . . hes bene farther careit asklent then reason can war-
rand. 1657 COLvi L W'liigs Snpplic, (1751)61 They always
took the bog a-sclent [they fled]. 1792 BLHNS Duncan
Gray i, Maggie coost her head fu' high, Look'd asklent and
unco skeigh.

t Askoye', askoyne, adv. Obs. Also 6 a-

scoye. [Actual origin uncertain : skoyne seems to

be identical with I)u. schuin sidewise, oblique ;

cf. schninte slope. But see ASQUINT and ASKEW,
with which in sense this word is closely allied,

and note to ASKANCE.] Sidewise, askew, with

sidelong glance, askance. (Always with took.)

1430 LYMG. Chron. Tray \. v, To him he spake With chere

askoyne vnto the messengere. Ibid. it. xii, With loke askoye,
and tourned vp the whyte Of hye desdayne. c 1430
BochaJt vi, i. 11554^ 143 b, Loking ascoyne, as she had had
disdeyne. 1550 CftOWLEY Kpigr. 43 There wanton lokes,

and lyftynge vp of eyes, And their lokinge ascoye in most
wanton wise. 1552 HULOET, Glaye or loke a skoye, Trans-
itertere hirquos.

Askrie, askry, variants of ASCBY v. Obs,

Askue, askuse, obs. forms of ASKEW, EXCUSE.

Aslake taslt
TI
'k) ( v. Obs. or arch. [OE. asla-

ciati, aslcaciant f. A- pref. i + slacian, sleacian : see

SLAKE ^.]

f 1. intr. To become slack
;
to become feeble,

grow less
;
to diminish, abate. Obs.

t looo.Ku HIC Horn, I. do Gif we asleadafi fram godum
weorcum. (1386 CHAL'CKK Millen-s T. 367 The water schal

aslake and gon away, c 1430 LYDC. Min. Poems 1 18401 231
Whan ^e be heyest $e mowe aslake. c 1430 Syr Cicncridcs

6770 The winde beganne som dele a-slake. c 1430 Hymns
to l-'irg. 11867) 80 Whanne oure bewte schal aslake. 1587
TUKIIKKV. Trag. T. 34 My woes which never would aslake.

2. To become less hot, to grow cool. arch. rare.
1810 SOVTHKY Kcnama xi. n Wks. VIII. 93 Last they cast

it [the steel] to aslake, In the penal icy lake.

f 3. trans. To slacken. Obs. rare.

1340 Aycnb. 253 Ne aslaky na^t to moche bane bridel.

4. To mitigate, alleviate, assuage ;
to lessen,

abate, diminish, arch.
( 1314 Guy li'ar-w. 213 Til that mi sonve aslaked be. 1493

Petronylla 154 That he of mercy oure sekcnesse list aslake. i

1599 SANDYS I-'.nrop, Spec. (1632^ 195 These flames of con-
:

trovcrsies might bee extinguished or aslaked. 1652 SPARKK
Prim. A TV?/. Ch. Milir., Aslake your grief. 1825 SOITHKY '

Paraguay \. 14 Waits for the prey . . its hunger to aslake.

t b. To appease (a person). Obs. rare.

1596 SPENSER I'\Cj. i. iii. 36 When mourning altars . . The
\

,

black infernal) furic^ doen aslake.

Aslant (ashrnl), adv. and prep. Forms : 3-5
o-slant e, 3-4 on-sleiit, on-slont, aslante, 5 a-

slent, S aslaunt, 6- aslant, [f.
Ox (see A//v/,

!

)

'

+ SLANT.]' A. adv.

1. On the slant, in a slanting or sloping direction, ,

'

obliquely.
a 1300 Cursor J\f. 6200 O-^lant \7'.r. on-slent, on-slont] fra

,

bar )>ui ware. 1398 TRI-.\ ISA Harth. /V /'.A'. x\n. clxxvii.

114951718 In vynes the kytlynge shall be aslante. ( 1440
M<irtt- Arth. 2.^54 O--,lante doune fro ^e slotc he sly ties.

f 1440 Pnnnp. Parr. 6 A-cycle. .a-slet, or a-slonte, Oblique.

1677 MOXON Meeh. Exert. 11703) 208 You must not hold tin-

Illade . . parallel to the Pikes, but i'.shtnt. 1781 COWI-KK
Truth 239 Blown all aslant, a driving, dashing rain. 1878
R. JKI-I-KKIHS Gamekeeper at If. 113 The shot, if it come*
aslant, will glance off.

2. elliptically, <\\\^\-adj. Slanting, oblique.
1790 Cnvi'iiR Odyss. ix. 435 Fie . . frll nxipine With hi--

hiiLje nerk aslant. 1814 SOUTHKY Roderick \\\. \Vk^ IX. ji

And with ray aslant . . illumed the branchless pine*
3. Comb, aslantwise : aslant.

1852 HAWTHORNE Blithed, Rom. II. \iv. 253 The moon . .

shone aslantwise over the river.

B. prep. Across in a slanting direction, athwart.
1602 SHAKS. Hani. iv. vii. 167 There is a Willow growes

aslant a Brooke. 1677 M"\uN Mcc/i. A'.irn. (17031 204
The edge of the Chissei. . lying aslant the Work. 1854 II.

MII.I.KR .SV//. ,y Schm. 11858) 438 It sailed aslant our line

of buoys. 1877 PALI: DC Qtdnccy II. xix. 176 To run .some-

what aslant the ordinary conventionalities of life.

t Aslay, v. Obs. Forms : Inf. i aslean, 3

aslan, asleen. Pa. t. 1-4 asloh, ^-4 aslou?, -ough,
-oje, -owe. Pa. pple. i aslagen, asloc^eu, aslesen,

3 aslsc5e;n, asla;e(n, 3-4 aslawe. [OE. aslean,

f. \-pref. i +s/ctiti (for sleahan, sfahan] to SLAV
;

cf. OHG. arslahan, MUG. erslahen^ mod.G. er-

schlagen ; prob. also for OE. ofslean : see A- pref. 3.]

1. To strike off, strike. (Only in OE.)
cg$o I.indisf. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 51 Asloj earo his. 4-1160

IIatton (t., A>loh of anes bas sacerda eaklres peowa eare.

2. To slay, kill. i? = OE. ofslcan.
1205 LAY. 22576 Scullen bi loud wasten and ^ire leotlen

aslan. Ibid. 22271 He wold ..bat londfolc aslaen. a 1300
A". Horn 897 Asla^eu beb mine heirs. (1305 Judas 04 in

/;. /;. P. (1862) 109 pe schrewe . . his fader aslou^. c 1315
SHOKEIIAM 120 Ha nolde nau^t he were aslawe.

Asleep (aslrp), adv. M\A pred. a. Forms: 2 an
,

slep, 3 on slsepe, o sleepe, 3-5 on slepe, 4 on
slope, 5-7 (occas. in 9) on sleep(e ; 3 aslsepe,

3-6 aslepe, 4 aslape, 4-7 asleepe, 5 asslepe, 6-

asleep. [f.
A prep.1 ii -f SLEEP. In OE. on slwpe

occurs = in sleep : see Andreas 851.]
1. In a state of sleep, sleeping.
1154 0. E. Chron. an. 1132 He lal an step [?and slept] in

scip. c 1200 ORMIN 8352 Fand himm banne o sla^pe. 1205
LAY. 1159 Heo weren on sla;pe [1250 a-slepe]. 1297 R.
(JLOUC. 547 Some abedde aslepe. ^1350 ll'ill. Palerne 1995
My lady lis 311 a-slape. -1550 CHKKE Matt. ix. 24 This
maid is not dead but on sleep. 1611 BIBLE Matt. viii. 24
Hut he was asleepe. 1855 BAIN Senses <$ Int. i. ii. 18 No
voluntary movement is sustained when we are asleep.

b.._y%. In a state of sloth, inactivity, orquiescence;
at rest

; dormant, inactive, idle.

1590 SWINBURN Testaments 280 The legacie not to be

asleepe . . but to be quite dead and extinguished. 1596
SHAKS. i Hen. IV, iv. iii. 22 Their pride and mettall is

asleepe. 1677 YARRANTON England's Impr. 63 The greatest
part of the Iron-works are asleep. '775 HARRIS Philos.

Arrangem. (18411 375 When sense and appetite are asleep.

1819 BYKOM Juan i. cxlv, During this inquisition Julia's

tongue Was not asleep.
2. Into a state of sleep ; esp. in the phrases To

fall, hill, lay {bring obs.) asleep.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 7428 pe king he sal gar fall o-slepe.

c 1450 Merlin xii. 181 A-noon after she fill on slepe. 1588
SHAKS. Tit. A. 11. iii. 29 A Nurses Song Of Lullabie, to bring
her Uabe asleepe. c 1640 MILTON L,'Allegro 116 By whisper-
ing winds soon lull'd asleep. 1879 TENNYSON Lover s T. 16

They fall asleep Into delicious dreams.

b. fig. Into a state of inactivity or quiescence.
1545 Compline in Primer, That we in sin fall not on

sleepe. 1608 HIEKON \\~ks. I. 706 Lulled a sleep in the com-
mon security of the times. 1659 BURTON Diary 118281 IV.

348 The sense of the House was, that he should not bpeak

. . Mr. Jenkinson moved the same, and so it fell asleep. 1777
WATSON Philip II 117931 *- VI1L 292 Their apprehensions
were laid asleep. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. -5-

Merch. III. ii.

64 Don't fall asleep about this affair.

3. fi. In (or into) the sleep of death ; dead.

1297 R. GI.OL-C, 279 Kyng Edred nou aslepe in oure Louerd
is. 1526 TINIJALK i Cor. xv. 18 They which are fallen a

slepe in Christ. 1611 BIBLE Acts xiii. 36 David.* fell on
sleepe and was laide vnto his fathers. 1875 B. TAYLOR
J'~aitst I. xx. 175 Thy mother's soul That fell asleep to long,
long torment.

4. transf. Of the limbs: In (or into) a state of

numbness caused by continued pressure; benumbed,
numb. Formerly also = Stunned.

1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. in. xxi. (1495) 68 Whan a

lymme is a slepe. 1547 BOORDE />Vt"7>. Health 336 Sloun-

ynge of a membre of a man . . He wyll saye
' my legge or

myne armes is a slepe.' 1626 BACON Syl~'(t 735 Leaning
long upon any part maketh it mimme, and, as we call it,

asleepe. 1767 BROOKK I''of>lofQnnl. 118591 ' 821!).' She . .

gave Susy Mich a dou^e on the side of the head as left IXT
fast asleep for an hour and upward. 1879 CARCKNII-.K

Mental Phys, \, ii. 41 Numbness, or diminution of Sensi-

bility . . i the band or foot being
'

asleep ').

5. Naitt. 'The sail filled with wind just enough
for swelling or bellying out, as contrasted with its

flapping/ Smyth Sailor s \\'ord-bk. 1867.

Aslent, obs. form of ASLANT.

tAsle'pt, ///.<* Also 3-4asleped, -id. [ICxact
formation uncertain

; ]x-rh. for onslcped) OK. on-

slipped, pa. pple. vionslwpan to sleep on, fall asleep.
Cf. also rt/ww/.r/Vf/, a/hirst.] Overcome with sleep.
a 1300 I'hriz -V i>t. 582 Heo is asleped suibe. 1382 Wvi i.n

//<iM: ii. 16 Dry nke thou and !>e aslcpt. 1388 Judith
\iii. 4 HulofeniL's hii in the bed, aslepid with ful mythe
drunkenesse.

f A-sle't, atfob. phr. Obs. [? error for aslint.'}
t 1440 Promf. Par-'. 6 Acyde . . aslet. i 5 A=lct . . <^li-jn,-.

t Asli'de, v. Obs. [OK. astntan, f. \-_prcf. !

+ sli./an to SIJDK.] To slide, slip away.
, 1000 As, Ps. xciii. 17 f>a;t min ^ylfcs fnt . . asliden wn:n-.

CHAUCER <UrryJ no Let soche folie out of your herte aslide.

t Asli'p,
'' Obs. Forms:

;, asluppe (ft\ 4

aslyppe. [f.
A- prcf. i + SLIT. Cf. OK. asliipan ;

also MUG. cntsliipfcn, cutstipfcn, I >u. otit$lippen^\
To slip away, escape. (With dat. of person.
\a 1000 dcdwoiis den, (Greinl 2796 Lit oe aslupan sor?;<-

of bredstum.] c 1300 in Wright Lyrii P. \. 38 Thah he tin-

MOWC, ne myht i him asluppe. c 1325 /'.. /:. Allit. P. C. 218

Her sayl wat/ hem aslypped on-syde/.

Aslogh, -03, -oh, -owe, pa. t. of ASLAY z r

. Obs.

Aslontie, obs. form of ASLANT.

Aslope ^asl(J'i-p\ a. and adv. [1'Lvidcncc is

wanting to show the exact history of this, and its

relation to SLUI'E
; prob. it is later form of OE.

aslopen, pa. pple. of ashipan, lit. 'slipped away*
^cf. awake, acale OK. aii'accn, acalcn} ;

but it

may be f. the simple slope adj. (itself apparently
OK. slopen 'slipped ') with \-pref. 2. See SLOPK a.

Difficulty attache* to either derivation, as well as to that

of slo^c itself, from the want of instance^ of slopen, aslopett,
or the verbs to which they belonged, between the OE. period
and the isth c. ; the second has the additional difficulty

that, so far as evidence goes, slope appeared still later than

aslope^ and may have been an aphctic form. Slope vb. and
sb. are comparatively recent derivatives of slope ndj. In

the absence of evidence, it is impossible to say whether

aslope is primarily an ad\erb, like alive, afloat, or a parti-

cipial adjective which only follows itssb., like aioake^atnirst^
since these two clashes of words run together in use.]

In a position or direction between vertical and

horizontal, i.e. that of a body slipping or falling

away ;
as adj. Inclined, slanting, sloping ;

as adv.

On the incline, aslant, obliquely, crosswise, athwart.

(The advb. use is the commoner.) Alsoy?^.
[<Jf. c 1230 After. A*. 148 Al min hope were etslopen.l

< 1400 Rom. Rose 4464 Beguiled . . For trust that they have
set in hope, Which fell hem afterward aslope. [Cf. 1553 87
FOXK A. <V M. III. 762 You hope and you hope: but your
hope shall be slope.] 1482 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxfiv. 298
That the stake myght be pyght in the erth a slope. 1543
GRAFTON Cont. Harding s Chron 502 That poynt should be
. . handled, not euen fully playne and dyrectlye, but touched
a slope craftely. 1575 TLKBI-;HV. Falconric 277 You must
cut it off with a sharpe penknife aslope. 1597 UOULAND
Lyrics in Arb. Garner IV. 44 Since Fortune still directs my
hap aslope. 1599

^'ar"- Fairy Worn. n. 600 My hope is

aslope, and my joy is laide to sleepe. 1626 BACON Sylva,
713 The Haire that lyeth asloape must needs rise. 1667

MlLTON P.L. x.io53 On nice the Curse aslope Glanc'd on
the ground. 1727 SWIFT City Shower Wks. 1755 111.11.38
While the first drizzling show'r is borne aslope a 1732 GAY
Poems 11745) I. 151 Where porters hogsheads roll from carts

aslope. -.'1845 HOOD Captain's Cow\\\, Against the mast
he leans a-slope. 1860 RUSKIN ^lod. Paint. V. vm. ii. 4

The steps . . are now all aslope and broken.

t Aslo'pen, pa. pple. Obs. [prob. a regular
descendant of OE. asldpcn, pa. pple. of aslapan
"NY.Sax. for aslxpan to be sleepy, fall asleep ; perh.
a modern form after spoken, etc.] Fallen asleep.
1604 Mrnni.ETON Blurt u. ii, Good night; we are all

aslopen. 1690 D'L*i<ttv Collins Walk \. 25 And rouze up
Collin, half aslopen.

t A-slou't, advb. phr. Obs. [Derivation un-

known. ? erroneously for aslant."] Aslant, obliquely.
'1440 Pronip. Parv. 6 Acyde, or a-slowte, oblique, c 1460

RUSSELL Bk. Xurtnre in Bahees Bk. (1868) 155 The salt

lamprey, goben hit a slout vij. pccis y assigne.
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_ \'t} -om ii xii. 2 (1622) 338 He . . That
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aslugL[ag
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ainst the streame _ aVMaTo-

3^S^*?Sg
sons for any Instruments.' Blount GlHMgr.

'A. composer of songs.' Ash 1775-

492
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2. TK.

nota

ASPECT.

ims i. iii. 37 Ther be sene also Sparagi, of no lesse

ible bigguenesse.
^ ffertes (1881) 17 Asparagus

to asp

AM..Y; badly written

occas. treated as Eng.

t, found ,n

A-smear

Rose the

[

Aspe a sp .

m an

~
For specific sense see A8t~i.

vSwith a spear.J

so"VPplied"to a species
of Viper (Vipera.
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ASPECT.

hath two manere aspectes . for he beholdyth the ouer thynges
. . and . . the nether thinges. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in.

(1617) 73 That which we haue by plaine aspect and intuitive

beholding. 1614 B. RICH Honest. Age (18441 " V'ou good
and gracious women . . let mee intreat your fauourable as-

pect. 1626 BACON Sylva 924 The tradition . . that the

basilisk killeth by aspect. 1712 STI.ELE Speet. No. 539 F :

The downcast Eye, and the Recovery into a sudden full

Aspect. 1810 COLERIDGE Friend i. xiv. (1867) 62 A plain as-

pect or intuitive beholding of truth in its eternal and im-

mutable Source [cf. quot. 1594].

b. A look, a glance. Also_/%.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err, n. ii. 113 Some other Mistresse

hath thy sweet aspects. 1644 MILTON Jus Pop. 17 Borrow-

ing resplendence like the Moon from the Suns aspect. 1711

STEELE No. 87 rS To receive kind Aspects from those little

Thrones. 1858 O. W. HOLMES A lit. Break/. T. xi. 109 Meet-

ing the cold aspect of Duty.

f 2. Mental looking, sight ; consideration, regard,

respect. Obs.

'393 GOWER Can/. 1. 143 In thin aspect ben alle aliche The

pouer man and eke the riche. 1517 H. WATSON Shyppe aj

Fooles Argt., Hauynge aspecte vnto the capacyte of my
tendre yeres. 1:1525 SKELTON Bk. Three Fooles, O foole,

haue aspecte vnto that whiche thou commyttest ! 1643

DENHAM Cooper's Hill Ep. Ded., Those latter parts . . have

not yet received your Majesties favourable Aspect. 1673

Lady's Call. n. ii. 23. 73 Whatever duty is perform'd to

Man with aspect on God, he owns as to himself.

t 3. A looking for anything, expectation. Obs.

1587 FORMAN Diary 18. 3, I was discharged . . contrary
to the aspecte of all men.

II. Way of looking, as to position or direction.

4. Astral. The relative positions of the heavenly

bodies as they appear to an observer on the earth's

surface at a given time, (prop., The way in which

the planets, from their relative positions, look upon
each other, but pop. transferred to their joint look

upon the earth.)
See quot. 1594. Conjunction and opposition, the former

especially, were often not reckoned aspects.

( 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 229 Som wikke aspect or dis-

posicion Of Saturne. c 1391 Astral, i.iv. 19 Conforted with

frendly aspectys of planetes. 1398 'l'KK\K,\Jiiirt/i. De P. K.

vm. ix. (1495! 309 Coniunccion and apposicion ben . . som-

tyme . . callyd aspectes by misusynge and chaungynge of

that name aspect. 1552 LVNDESAY Papyngo 133 The bad

espect of Saturne wes appesit. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. vil.

x. 662 The Characters of which aspects are these heere fol-

lowing: o
1

8 A D & ;
Whereof the first signifieth a Con-

junction, the second an opposition, the third a trine aspect,

the fourth a quadrant aspect, and the fift a sextile ^aspect.
J597 BACON Coalers Good

fy
Ei'ill vii, The Sunne . . is good

by aspect, but euill by coniunction. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. *r Cr.

i. iii. 92 Corrects the ill Aspects of Planets euill. 1609 TOUR-

and aspects In Sextile, Square, and

Trine, and Opposite. 1681 WHARTON Planet. Aspects Wks.

(16831 90 Kepler defines an aspect .. an Angle made in

the Earth by the Luminous Beams of two Planets, of

strength to stir up the vertue of all sublunary things. 1713

SWIFT On Partridge Wks. 1755 III. n. 81 He Mars could

join To Venus in aspect malign. 1819 J. WILSON Diet.

Astrol. 100 Many authors deny the conjunction to be an as-

pect, because the stars do not behold each other, but
_their

influence is on the Earth, which they behold with a conjunct

aspect.

5. A looking in a given direction ;
the facing or

fronting of anything, as a house, a window, or a steep

or sloping surface, in any direction ; exposure.

1667 MILTON /'. L. iv. 541 The setting Sun .. with right

aspect Against the eastern Gate of Paradise, a 1745 SwlFT

(J.) A strong wall, faced to the south aspect with brick. 1849

MRS. SOMERVII.LE Conner. Pliys. Sc. xxvi. 291 Aspect . . has

also a great influence [on line of perpetual snowj. 1864

KERR Gentl. House 88 The aspect of a room is the relation

of its windows to sunshine and weather.

6. The side or surface which fronts or is turned

towards any given direction.

1849 JOHNSTON in Proe. Berm. Nat. Club II. vii. 372 Legs
armed with short bristles . . on the inner aspect. 1854

SCOFEERN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 218 The lower aspect

of the cover . . becomes vitreously electrified. 1881 G. BUSK

in Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 4 On the dorsal aspect the zo(cia

present a still greater peculiarity.

7. The direction in which a thing has respect or

practical bearing ; bearing upon, reference to.

1509 HAWES fast, j'ieus. x. iii, Gyvyng them place after

the aspect. 1657 CROMW ELI. i/. 20 Apr., Divers things . .

which I hope have a public aspect. 1660 WATERHOUSE
Arms ff Arm. a, Things that have no direct aspect on peace.

1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes ii. 35 It had a general aspect to

all Mankind. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr.Atonem. vi. (1852; 167

The aspect of atonement is obviously towards creatures ;

working effects on them, not on God.

t 8. The point from which one looks
;
a point of

sight or of view. Obs. rare.

1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy Commnn. i. 15. 91 The be-

holders . . as they stand in several aspects and distances,

some see red and others . . nothing but green.

9. One of the ways in which things may be

looked at or contemplated, or in which they present
themselves to the mind ; a phase.
1824 DIBDIN Lihr. Comp. 247 Their rarity and intrinsic

worth render them acceptable under any aspect. 1870 Bow EN

Logic viii. 188 Merely two aspects of one and the same

thought.
III. Appearance.

10. The look which one wears ; expression of

countenance; countenance, face.

493

c 1590 MARLOWE :st Pt. Tambnrl. \. ii, Thy martial face

and stout aspect. 1596 SHAKS. Klerch. V. I. i. 54 Of such

vineger aspect, That they'll not show their teeth in way of

smile. 1667 MILTON /'. L. vill. 336 But soon his cleer as-

pect Returned. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Hist. Vermont 152 Much
time was spent to give his countenance the aspect he aimed

at. 1817 BYRON Manfred m. iv. 76 Ah ! he unveils his as-

pect : on his brow The thunder-scars are graven, a 1850

ROSSETTI Datite tf Circ. I. 11874) 231 And for that thine

aspect gives sign thereof.

11. The appearance presented by an object to the

eye ;
look.

1594 GREENE Look. Classe (1861) 118 And thou bright

Venus for thy clear aspe'ct. 1690-1 LADY R. RUSSELL Lett.

119 II. 84 Spots., with such an aspect, that the doctor

thought it the small-pox. 1738 C. WESLEY Psalms 117651

in. No. 104 The Moon's inconstant aspect. 1781 J. MOORE
View Sac. It. (1790) I. i. 5 The venerable aspect of the

Churches. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. i. ij
2. 10 The physical

aspect of the country.
12. The appearance presented by circumstances,

etc.. to the mind.

(11704 LOCKE (J.) Shewing .. their various aspects and

probabilities. 1705-6 PKNN in Pa. Hist. Sac. Mem. X. 102

Matters seem to look of a better aspect. 1883 J. GILMOUB

Among Mongols xviii. 210 The superficial aspects of Bud-

dhism.

fl3. concr. A thing seen, a sight; an appearance.
c 1600 J. DAVIES in Farr 6'. /'. (1845) I. 250 To view per-

spicuously this sad aspect. 1722 UK FOE Plague (1754) 30

That he saw such Aspects . . I never believ'd.

t Aspect, i>. Obs. [ad. 1,. aspect-are freq. of

aspic-ere : see prec. Cf. respect, suspect^

1. To look for, expect. [Perhaps from OF. cs-

pectcr
=
cxpectcr ;

cf. ASPECT sl>. 3.]

1548 HALL Chron. 409 Frendes, which daily did aspect

and tarie for his commyng. 1584 HUDSON Dit Bartas'

Judith iv. 316 Then may we well aspect Great good of her.

2. To look at, behold, face ;
to survey, watch.

1610 GWII.LIM Heraldry VI. v. (1660) 397 As if they were

worn by two persons aspecting, or beholding each other.

1625 DARCIE Hist, Q. KHz. Kp. Ded., Those which aspect

the beanies of the Sunne . . thinke a long time after they be-

hold still a Sunne before their eyes. 1682 G. I). Season.

Cautionfr. N. to S. 4 When I look back for to aspect These

Days, a 1698 TKMPLK Heroic l-'irt., Liican (R.) Those people
whom The northern pole aspects.

3. Of a planet : To look upon, or be situated to-

wards, another, in one of the '

Aspects.'
1586 LUTTON Thous. XotaUe Things (16751 32 Jupiter . .

being evil aspccted of an infortunate Planet. 1652 GAULE

Magastroitt. 264 Venus in ternies, and in the house of

Saturne.. Mars aspecting. 1671 SALMON Syn. Met/, n. xv.

183 If the Moon upon a Critical day be well aspected of

good Planets, it goes well with the Sick.

4. To look on with favour, to countenance, rare.

1663 Flagelliini, O. Cromwell (1672) 144 What opinion
Cromwel best aspected.

5. intr. To look ; to have an aspect or bearing.

1635 PERSON Varieties n. 69 The countrey over which it

[the comet] blazeth, or to which it aspecteth. 1651 N.

BACON Cant. Hist. Disc. iii. 32 The influence of Society . .

principally aspected upon some pleas belonging to the

Crown.

Aspectable, a. now rare. Also 7 -ible. [ad.

L. aspectabil-is, f. aspectare : see ASPECT sli. and

-ABLE. Accented (arspektab'l) by Mr. and Mrs.

Browning ;
the analogical pronunciation is as-

pe~ctable.~\

1. Capable of being seen, visible.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \. i. iv, God was the sole cause

of this aspectable and perceivable universal. 1612 T. TAY-

I.OR Cumin. Titus i. 8 (1619) 162 In this aspectible world.

1699 EVELYN Acetaria (17291 117 The most useful and ad-

mirable of all the aspectable Works of God. 1850 MRS.

BROWNING Soul's Trav. 130 The ocean-grandeur, which Is

aspectable from the place.

2. Kit to be beheld, fair to look upon.
1731 BAILEY, Aspectable, worthy to be lopk'd upon. 1868

BROWNING King fy Bk. I. n. 203 Via Vittoria, the aspectable
street Where he lived mainly.

t Aspe'ctabund, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. as-

pecta-re (see ASPECT v.),
after L. lacrimabundus,

osciilabundus, etc.] Expressive in face.

1708 I. DOWNKS Rase. Angl. 51 On the Stage, he's very

Aspectabund, wearing a Farce in his Face.

Aspectant ^aspe'ktant), a. Her. [ad. L. as-

pectant-cm, pr. pple. of aspectare : see -ANT 1
.]

Looking at, facing (each other) ; cf. ASPECT v. 2.

A'spected, ///. a.
[f.

ASPECT v. or sl>. + -ED.]

\\.pple. (aspe'cteJ). Looked at. Obs.

1627 FELTHAM Resoh'es n. Ivi. (1677! 275 Noysom vapors
centred on the eye . . are taken by the eye of the aspected,
and through it strike ths very heart.

1 2. pplc. or adj. Looked at by a planet ; (in comb.)

subject to a particular aspect of the planets. Obs.

1603 DRAYTON Heroic. Ef. v. 17 That blessed Night, that

mild-aspected Howre. 1633 SWAN Spec. Muuti. iv. 3 (16431

75 When they [planetes] are aptly and conveniently placed
and aspected. 1686 GOAD Celcst. Bod. n. i. 150 The ) as-

pected with the Sun.

3. adj. Having an aspect. (Usually in comb.)

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. n. i, A labyrinthean face,

now angularly, now circularly, every way aspected. 1727
BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Exposition, A South-aspected
Wall. 1737 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Conyza, An east-

aspected border.

t Aspe'Ctful, a. Obs. [f. ASPECT sb. + -FUL.]

Having favourable aspect, benignant.
1611 W. FENTON Pancgyr. Verses in Coryat's Critdetics,

ASPER.

Faire starre . . which on us do'st shine With beauteous lustre

*md aspectfull cheare.

t Aspe'ction. Obs. [ad. L. aspeclion-cm, n. of

action f. aspic-Ire: see ASPECT. (Aspection also

occurred in OF.)] The action of looking at, be-

holding, viewing, watching.
1646 SIR T. BROW NE Pseud. Ep. 120 That this destruction

should be the effect of the first beholder, or depend upon

priority of aspection. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 66 To alter

the aspect, or the aspection.

tAspe'ctor. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. L. aspecior, n.

of agent f. aspicere : see ASPECT.] Ik-holder.

a 1618 J. DAVIES Extasic (D.) Lyons, Dragons, Panthers,

and the like That in th'aspectors harts doe terror strike.

t Aspe'Ctual, a. Obs. rare-', [f.
L. aspeclu-s

ASPECT + -AL : cf. eventual.'] Pertaining to aspects.

1652 in Ashmole Tlicat. Chem. vi. loo The vertue of the

Eight sphere . . With her Signes and Figures and parts

aspectual!.

Aspen (u'spen), a. and sb. Forms : ! I osspen,

4- aspen, 6-8 aspine, 7-9 aspin. [f.
Asi'l-t-

-EN
;

cf. ashen. In aspen leaf vis might suppose a

survival of the OE. gen. sspan : see the first ([not.;

cf. MIIG. cspenlaub ;
the later subst. use evidently

arose from taking aspen in such constructions as a

sb. used attributively ;
later instances of the adj.

may be really attrib. uses of the factitious sb.]

A. adj.
1. Of or belonging to the asp : see AsP 1

.

[Cf. (looo Sa.r. Leechd. II. 116 Genim a;span rind.]

1 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. Prol. 3 Lyk an aspen leef he quok
for ire. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. 11. iv. 45 Oh had the monster

scene those Lilly hands, Tremble like Aspen leaues vpon a

Lute. 1632 C;. FLKTCIII.R Christ's Tri. 66 Perch't on an

aspin sprig. 1829 SOUTHEY All for Love vi. Wks. VII. 188

Like an aspen leaf he trembled.

2. fig, Tremulous, quivering ; quaking, timorous.

(11420 OCCLKVK A de 11 xvii, With aspen herte I praye
hem abyde. 1596 CllAl'MAN Iliad vm. 405 Possess

1

d with

aspen fear. (1630 DRU.VM. OF HAWIH. Wks. 1 17111 7/1 And,

as their aspin stalks those fingers bind ['.'band] . . I wish'd to

be a hyacinth in her hand. 1757 H. WALTOU; Lett.^
II.

Mann 296 III. 191 Has the aspen Duke of Newcastle lived

thus? 1820 KEATS Hyperion \. 94 His beard Shook horrid

with such aspen malady.

3. esp. in reference to a woman's tongue.

1532 MORI-: Confut. JSanies vm. Wks. 769/1 For if they

[women] myghte be suffred to begin ones in the congrega-

i ion to fal irfdispuling, those aspen leaues of theirs would

neuer leaue waggyng. 1567 T. HOWELL Poems (18791 >5.

In womens mindes : are diners winds, which stur their

Aspin tunge, to prate and chat.

It <1J. llujj/ J *"J "-'I
'

, --',
.

1870 MORRIS F.arthly Par. I. ii. 454 Above our heads rustle

the aspens grey.
b. in similative relations ; as aspen-like, -wcaK.

1863 CEO. ELIOT Ktimnla Ixii, A momentary aspen-like

touch. 1879 J. TODHUNTER Alcestis 116 And leaves me

weak, O, aspen weak.

t Aspe'lld, v. Obs. rare. Forms : I aspend-

an, 3 aspene-n. [OE. aspcndan, f. A- prej. i +

spcm/an to SPEND.] To spend, expend.
(.-885 K. /<ELI-RED Oros. I. i. S 22 Hys sestre'on beo5 bus call

aspended. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 123 pet wit and bene wis-

dom . . aspenen we hit on godes willan.

t A'sper, a'spre, a. Obs [a. OK. aspre (mod.

dprc} : L. asper rough, harsh.]

1. Rough, rugged.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W.) I. xxxiii. 28a/i The

wayes were soo aspre . . that . . they that shoed with gode
and stronge shoes were cutte and broken. 1538 STARKLY

England 134 The passage .. through rough and asper inon-

taynys. 1681 tr. Willis' Rein. Med. Wks., Asper artery, the

wind-pipe.
2. Harsh to the senses, in sound or taste.

1626 BACON Sylva 173 All Base Notes, or very Treble

Notes, give an Asper sound. 1639 T. DE GREY Compl.
Horseman 174 The medicines .. when once they begin to

grow stale, become sharp and asper.

3. Harsh to the feelings ; bitter, cruel, severe.

e 1374 CHAUCER Troylns iv. 798 And in hire aspre pleynte,

thus she seyde. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 122/2 Thise aspre

tormentes and cruell double. 1578 Oliver of Cast(lie vi. (T.)

What dure and aspre strokes I have seen them give.

4. Of persons: Harsh, severe, stern.

r 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. n. i. 32 pou. .makest fortune wroj>e

and aspere by bin inpacience. 1365 CALFHILL Ans-M. Treat.

Cross 118461 51, I am more aspre in my writing than ..

modesty requireth. 1630 WESTCOTE Dei'on. 44 His melan-

cholic . . asper nature, by which he centureth other men.

5. Hardy, warlike
; mettled, fierce, savage.

f 1374 CHAUCER And. ff A re. 23 The aspre folke of Cithe.

1475 CAXTON Jason 6b, He fought none but .. the most

aspre. 1503 Shepherd's Kal. (16561 xlii, Naturally a man is

. . avaricious as a dog, and aspre as the Hart.

II Asper (arspai), si>. 1 Gr. Grain. [L. asper (sc.

spTritus) : see prec.] The rough breathing ; the

sign (') placed above an initial vowel, or over p,

equivalent in power to a Roman h\ thus a>i = hos,

^d65o!= rhabdos.

Asper (se'spsj), sb.- [a. Kr. aspre, or ad. It.

aspero, ad. Byzantine Gr. aanpov lit. 'white-money,'

f. a<77rpos, -ov white (said to be ad. L. asper rough :

see Littre).] A small silver Turkish coin, of which



ASPERATE. 494 ASPERSION.

J2o are reckoned equal to the piastre ;
now only

a '

money of account.'

1589 T. SANDERS in Arb. Gnrner II. 20 Five Aspers..
which are but two-pence English. 1622 FLKTCHKR Sp*
Curate m. iii, One . .That would run on men's errands for

an asper. 1781 ( IIUIJON Dec/. $ /'. 1 1 1. Ixviii. 733 His poverty
was alleviated by a pension of 50,000 aspers. 1819 SCOTT
Ivanhoe xv. II. 2fig, I relieve not with one asper those who
beg for alms upon the highway.'

Asperate a-sper^t), ppl. a. [ad. L. asperattts,

pa. pple. of asperare to roughen, f. asper rough.]

Roughened, rough.
1623 in COCKKKAM. 1848 DANA Zooph. 235 Lamellae alter-

nate, asperate, truncate.
r See also ASPIRATE.

Asperate (a.-spen.'it), v.
[f. prcc.] To make

^ rough or uneven in surface, rugged or harsh in

sound, manner, etc.

1656 in BI.OUNT Glossogr. 1676 Phil. Trans. XL 644 How
to . . sweeten or asperate a style according as the nature of
the subject requireth. rf 1691 l.nvi.K ll'ks. I. 683 'K.'1 The
level surface of water being by agitation asperated with . .

bubbles. 1858 POI.SON Law <$ Lawyers 137 No opposition
(could] asperate hi> voice.

A'sperated, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.] Rough-
ened

;
made harsh.

1676 BOYLE in Phil. Trans. XL 806 This Liquor . . was far

enough from being smooth, bein^ variously asperated by
many flaky particles. 1835 L. Hi NT Lond. Jrnl. No. 73.

274 A very different F from uiir-, -a sharper and more
asperated consonant [? confused with aspirated}.

Asperation (sesper^-Jan). rare-*3
. [n. of

action f. ASPERATE v. : sec -ATION.] A making
rOllgll. 1721 111 liAII.hV.

Aspere-hawk : sec SI-AKKOW-HAWK.

Asperge .aspoud,^, v. [ia. K. aspcr^e-r .

ad. L.

(7.f/V;;;-- ( vr, f. a- -ad- to, at 4- spargfre to sprinkle.] ,

1. To sprinkle, besprinkle.
1547 BcioKDii AV(T'. Health xlii. :?ib, A cockrel or a pullet

. . rostL-d, and with butter and vender a^wrged. 1637 I HI

i i-:si-iK l:.ng. Psp. ( \-r. in. i. 5 He why entering into a Chmvh
doth not asperge himselfe. 1875 H. KINCSI.I v .\'<>. .SV<-v-

teen 1 1. xvii. 205 IVing asperged with holy water by a priest, i

1 2.=- ASPERSE. Bailey i7->i.) Obs.

Aspe'l'ge, -A [f. prce., or next.] a. A sprink- ;

ling of holv water obs.}. b. An aspergillum.
1579 TOMSON ( 'alri'is Xeriti, Tim. 428/1 What are all their

a-.p'jr-i> of hulie water that the I'apiste> \ >e ? 1848 MKS. .

[AMI SON- Sacr. fy Leg, . I rt 11850' 226 The pot of holy water, i

the a^pfrgi:. in h-jr hand.

Asperges (asp.i-jd^/z). [a. L. aspergcs, 2nd

pers. sing. ful. ind. of aspergere (see ASFEIWK t'.\ {

from the words Asperses >nc, Do/nine, hyssopo et
|

nnindabor, with which the priest begins mass. Cf.
|

F. asperses.] = prec.
1553 87 FOXE A. \- M. I. 658/2 With a little asperges of

the Popes holy water. 1674 'Du Moulin s Papal Tyr. 36
A petty Clark carrying holy water with an Asptrgi^. 1884
Aimis K; ARNOLD Cath. Diet.

, Asperges^ a name given to

the sprinkling of the altar, clergy, and people with holy
water at the Beginning of High Mass by the celebrant.

Asperglll (a^spaidgil). More frequently in

L. form ASPEROILLUM.

Aspergilliform (aespaidgi'lif^im), a.
[f.

next

-t- -.Y'FOKM.] Shaped like an aspergillum, as are

the stigmas of some grasses. 1847 in CRAIG.

Aspergillum sespaidgi'UJrn). [f.
L. asperg-

?>'e + -illuiu dim. suffix: cf. vexilhtm, f. vehcre]
J\. C. Cn. A kind of brush used to sprinkle holy
water : see ASPKHGES.
1649 <.',. DANIEL Trinarch.^ Rich. //, xci.x, Kitt for the A>-

pergillum of this Preist. 1864 Wi; BUTKR, Aspcrgill. 1868

/\'rt/t$h. yrnl. 18 June, After the foundation-stone had been

sprinkled with water from the a>pergillum.

'' Aspergi'llus. Biol. A genus of microscopic

fungi resembling the holy-water sprinkler in ap-

pearance, growing on decayed organic matter.

1847 Xat. Encycl. III. 988 Aspergillus glancns is the blue

mould which forms on cheese, bread, etc. 1861 H. MAC-
MILLAN Footn. Page Nat. 235 There is the white or blue

mould, forming the genus Aspergillus, from the resemblance
of its fructification to the brush used for sprinkling holy
water. 1883 TYNUAM, in Pall Mall G. 30 Oct. 2/1 Suppos-
ing the aspergillus to be a human parasite.

; Aspergoire. Obs. rare- 1

. [OF. aspergoir,

-gcoir (Godefroy) ;
the mod.F. word is aspersoir]

An aspergillum.
1772 T. WAKTOX Sir T. Pope 129 (T.I An holy-water stop

and aspergoire of silver parcel-gilt.

Asperifoliate, -ons (a.
i

:sperifJ--lU
y
t, -lbs\ a.

Bot. [f.
mod.L. asperifoli~us (f. asper rough +

foli-um leaf) + -ATE, -ous.] Having rough leaves;

formerly applied specifically
to the Boragincm.

1686 PhiL Trans. XVI. 286 A.speri foilous Herbs, whose
Flowers are . . reflected at the end like a Scorpions tail.

1753 CHAMHICKS Cycl, Sttpp., Asperifolions or Asperifoliate
Plants, according to Mr. Kay, make a distinct genus.

Asperity (aspcTitii. Forms : 3-5 asprete, 6

asperite, -tio, 6- -ty. [a. OF. asprete (mod.

aprett'} : L. asperitatem, f. asper rough : see -TV.

Subscq. assimilated to the L. word.]
1. Unevenness of surface, roughness, ruggedness ;

cotter, in //. sharp, rough, or rugged excrescences.

1491 CAXTON / 'ifas Fafr.W. de W.i i. xxxvii. 503/1, Fewe

people wente fgr lo see him, for the grete asprete or sharp-

nesse of the place. 1578 LYTK Dodocns 246 luyce of Mynte
. . taketh away the asperitle, and roughnesse of the tongue.
1662 H. MOKK Antid, Ath. \\. xii. 11712,1 84 To view the As-

perities of the Moon through a Dioptrick-glass. 1743 tr.

Heisturs Surg. 396 If any splinters or Asperities of Bones

present themselves. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Sysf. Bot. 25 Al-

most all Delimacex have the leaves covered with asperities.

2. Roughness of savour, tartness, acridity, acri-

mony, arch.
1620 VF.NSER Via Recta v, 87 Very good for the asperity

and siccity of the stomacke. 1667 Pkil. Trans. II. 512 Es-

teeming the Mass of bloud by reason of its asperity . . unfit

for nutrition. 1747 BEKKELEY Sin's 86 iT.) The asperity
of tartarous salts.

3. Harshness of sound , grating quality, arch.

1664 H. MORE 3fyst. //-/. 239 The shrUness and asperiiy
of the noise they make. 1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 88 P 12

Our language, of which the chief defect is ruggedness and

asperity. 1774 J. HRYANT Mytlwl. I. 167 A place in Kgypt,
which he could not specify on account of its asperity.

4. Of literary style: Kuggedncss. lack of polish,

inelegance, arch.

1779 JOHNSON Cwley Wks. II. 66 Avoids with very little

care either meanness or asperiiy. Philips ibid. II. -2-1 3

Those asj>erities that are venerable in the Paradise Lost are

contemptible in the Blenheim.

5. Jiif. Harshness to the feelings, rigour, severity;

hcucc, hardship, difficulty. (The earliest sense
;

an/i. exc. in b. Hitter coldness, rigour, bleakness.)
c 1230 . f'/t >'. A\ ^54 Vilte and asprete . . scheome and pine

. . beoft be two leddre stalen pet beofl npriht to J,e heouene.
11 *S3S MOKK U'ks. 1218 (R.) To . . minysh the vygour and

asperite of the paynes. 1659 HARDY Serin, i John xlix.

(1865' 318/1 This oil* [of gladness] . . mitigateih the asperiiy
of affliction. 1750 JOHNSON Rauif-l. No. J-'o .* 4 The naked-
ness and a-perity of the wintry world. 1866 Daily Tel. 16

Jan. 7/5 The great asperity of the climate in winter.

6. Harshness or sharpness of temper, esp. when

displayed in tone or manner; crnbbedness, bitter-

ness, acrimony; in/1/, harsh, embittered feelings.
1664 H. MOKK .1/j'iV. /tit'/. Apol. ^4 Animosities, and as-

Iic-niiu-- of n i ind about toys and tritles. 1757 JOHNSON
jV/i/WY. No. 176 R ( luicknc-ss of resentment and asperity
of reply. 1838 DICKKNS AVc//. AW*, iii. 'C. D. ed.J 13 l->e-

inandt:d with much asperity what she meant.

t'A'Sperly, adv. Obs. [f.
ASPKK a. + -LY-.]

Roughly, harshly; fiercely, bitterly.

1314 <rity ll'arw, 84 Tht-r he defended him asperliche.
i i3zs K, /'. Ailit. P. C. 373 Heter hayre^ . . hat a^perly
1'ited. 1490 CAXI ON' Kucydos xv, 57 Tormented ryght as-

j't-Tly uith.. grete heyle .stones. 1531 KLYOI Ctn: in. iv.

(1 557 ] 55 Barred most asprely agaynsl the Komaiiis.

Aspermous uispoumss), a. Bot. and Phys. [f.

(jr. acnrt/yi-os (f. a
j>riv.

+ rrtrtp^a, -par- seed) +

-oi's.] Without seed. Aspermatous -mat^s\ a.

=
prec. Aspe'nnatisni, lack of seed, impotence.

1857 all In MAVNK.
t Aspe'rn(e, v. Ofa. rare 1

. \&&.'L..dspemd-
//, f. iJ nl' away from + sperna-ri to despise.] To
despise, spurn.
1513 MOKE Rich. Ill (1641

'

403 It wa.i prudent policie not

to aspernt; and disdaine the little small power. [Also quoted
in HALL C/iron. 412.]

t A'Spernate, v. Ofo- [f. aspernat- ppl.
stem of aspernd-ri : see prec.] 'To contemn, re-

ject, set light by, or abhor.' Blounl Glossogr. 1656.

t Asperna'tion. Obs~ [ad. L. aspernation-

cw, n. of action f. tispcrmiri; see prec.] 'A de-

spising.' Iiaileyi73i. 'Neglect, disregard.' Johnson.
t A'sperness. Obs. rare 1

, [f.
ASTKB a.+

-NESS.] Sharpness, bitterness, severity.
< i374CnACc^R Boi-th. iv. iv. 127 Tourmentid by asprenesse

of peyne.

Aspe'rolite. Min. [f.
L. asper rough + Gr.

\i6os: see -LITE.] A variety of CHBYSOCOLLA.

A'sperous, a. [f. L. asper (see ASPER) + -ous.

Cf. glabrous, dexterous, etc.]
1. Rough, rugged. (Now only in technical use.)

1547 HOORDE Brtn>. Health ccclviii. 1 15 [Cough] doth come
. .of a reume distyllynge to the asperous arture. 1678 KY-
CAUT Grk, C/i. 243 (T.) They [cells of hermits] are all built

in the rocks, and have a craggy and asperous ascent to

them,
ijja

LISLE Hitsb. 12 Arenous and sandy earths . .

consist of sharp and asperous angles. 1880 OKAY Bot. 7V-r/-

bk- 397 Asperoits, rough to the touch.

f2. Harsh to the senses
; rough-tasted. Obs.

1670 HEALE in PhiL Trans. V. 1156 The asperous, and yet

appeasing Particles in some Liquors.

t3. Harsh to the feelings; bitter, cruel, severe.

1556 ABP. PARKER Psalter xxxviii, Thy irefull dartes be

asperous. 1606 WARNER Alb. Eng, ci. 398 A long and

asperous Warre. 1653 A. WILSON James f, 125 The asperous
edge of Opinion mignt be taken off.

f4. Fierce, savage ; cf. ASPER a. 5. Obs.

1650 T. BAYLY Herba Parictis 78 The asperous vermine
sets all the venemous nailes. .into his trembling flesh.

t A'SperOUSly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. +

-LY-.] Roughly, harshly, severely, painfully.
1547 BOORDE Rraf. Health cccxxvii. 106 Spasmos . . doth

drawe the synewes very straight, and asperouslye in the

feete and legges.

Asperse (aspjris), v. Also 7 asperc-e. [f.
L.

aspers- ppl. stem of asperg-Zre : see ASPERGE. Cf.

asperse in Cotgr.] Always trans.

1. To besprinkle, bespatter(a person or thing)7c////.

1490 CAXTON Eueydos xxiv. 90 She dide asperse the place
with the waters. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 174 There
are Foxes aspersed over with black spots. 1659 LESTKAX<J

Alliance Dlv. Off. viii. 118461 368 The child is thrice to be
aspersed with water on the iace. 1843 THACKERAY Irish
Sk.-Bk. (18631 *57 l ne people, as they entered, aspersed
themselves with all their might.
2. To sprinkle, scatter (liquid, dust, etc.).

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts \ 1658) 6 With some golden hair

aspersed among the residue. 1815 SOUTHEY Roderick xxv. 487
Blood, which hung on every hair, Aspersed like dew-drops.
t 3. To sprinkle in as an ingredient, intermingle.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Pref. 6 Except he had in

the moste desired birthe of the same, aspersed the deathe
of your mooste dere Mother : we should by our immoderate
felicitee have tempted and provoked hym to lake you bpthe
from vs. 1607 TOPSELL l-'our-f. Betists 65 Making a plaister
thereof with Barley meal and a little Brimstone aspersed.
4. To bespatter (a person, his character, etc.)

with damaging reports, false and injurious charges
or imputations. In i7thc. ; Injuriously and falsely
to charge with.
1611 Si'KKD Hist. Cft. Brit. ix. viii. 40 Monkish humours

haue aspersed other such men with bitter reproaches. i66z

J. BARGR.WI; Pope Alex. I'// 11867* 53 He is unjustly a.s-

per--ed with pride. 1790 PALKY Hor. Paid. Rom, i. 10 The
calumnies with which the Jews had aspersed him. 1817 JAS.
MIII. 1'i-it. India III. i. 27 The criminations with which
the leaders, .appeared desirous of aspersing on* another.

t b. with flattery or praise. Obs. rare.

1702 ROWE Ambit. Stcp~Moth. fed. 2) Ded., Men of your
Lordship's Figure and Station .. ought [not] to be a.spcrs'd
with such Pieces of Flattery while living.

5. To spread false and injurious charges against ;

to detract from, slander, calumniate, traduce, de-

fame, vilify : a. a person.
1647 SANDERSON 21 Serin. Ad Aul. 11673) 2| 6 Aspersing

those that are otherwise minded than themselves. 1660
STANLEY Hist. Phil&s. 170/2 Xenophon asperseth him, that

he went thither to share in the Sicilian Luxury. 1771 Jimins
l.cit. xliv. 240 A libel tending to asperse or vilify the house
of Commons. 1828 SCOT i /. M, Perth xiii, There were foul

tongues to a>per>e a Douglas.
b. character, reputation, honour, etc.

1651 W. (1. tr. CcnveCs Inst. 215 He asperceth the credit

and reputation of another by approbrious words. 1868 1 li.n.

KI.IOT /'. Holt 49 Has any one been aspersing your hus-
band's character!

f 6. To sprinkle, cast (a damaging imputation
or false charge) upon. Obs. rare.

1630 JIKATIIWAIT Eng. Gentl. 11641) 7 He can asperse no
greater imputation on Gentry. 1635 - A read. Pr. 243 Nor
asperse upon the repubbke so foule a stain.

Aspersed (asp^ust), ///. a. [f. prec. + -Eix]
1. lie-sprinkled ; spec, in Her. strewed or pow-

dered with a number of small charges, such as

fleur-de-lis. 1882 CUSSANS Handbook ofHeraldry 130.

2. Calumniated, slandered, defamed.

1655 LESTRANCE C/ias. /, 181 The Archbishop of Canter-

bury stands aspersed in common fame. 1771 J. FLEICHEK
Checks Wks. 1795 II. 96 Mr. Wesley owed it to . . his own
aspersed character. 1860 MOILHY Nethcrl. (i868j I. v. 272
To vindicate his aspersed integrity.

Asperser, -or (aspausaj). [f. prec. + -EH \ or

(on L. analogies) -OK.]
1. One who asperses ;

a defamer or calumniator.

1702 Schedule Revinv d-2.fi An Asperser of the Honourable
House. 1738-9 MRS. DELASV Aittobiog. 11861) II. 39 The
a>persors of her husband's chastity. 1835 LYTTON Rienzi
i. iii, Confronting the last asperser of the Colonna.

2. An as])ergillum.
1882 Times 18 Apr. 5 Taking the asperser he made the

sign of the cross with it on his own forehead.

Aspersing (aspsusirj"', vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ING

!.] Aspersion. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1702 LUTTKELL Brief Rcl. V. 139 The aspersing of the last

house of commons, .with receiving French money.

Aspe'rsiiig, a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING-.] That

asperses, slanders, or calumniates.

1674 HICKMAN Hist. Quinquart 104 What shall be done
to thee thou aspersing Pen?

Aspersion (aspaujan). Also 7 aspertion.

[ad. L. aspersion-em, n. of action f. aspers- : see

ASPERSE and -ION.]
1. The action of besprinkling (a person or thing),

or of sprinkling or scattering (liquid, dust, etc.).

1553-87 FOXE A. <5-
M. I. 497/1 By the aspersion of the

bloud of Jesus Christ. 1699 BURSET 39 Articles xx. (1700)

193 Aspersion may answer the true end of HapUMn. 1782
PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. vm. 109 They make many a>-

persions of holy water. 1846 MASKELL Mon. Kit. I. 209
St. Peter., baptized five thousand on one day; but this

must have been by aspersion.

2. That which is sprinkled ;
a shower or spray.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 18 No sweet aspersion shall the

heauens let fall To make this contract grow. 1845 IJlackw.

Mag. LVII. 584 An aspersion of cold water was dashed . .

in the impassioned faces of the pair.

f 3. The sprinkling in of an ingredient. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. 29 There is to bee found be-

sides the Theologicall sence, much aspersion of Philosophic.
Jliid. n. 79 Divinity Morality and Policy, with great asper-

sion of all other artes. a 1656 HALES Golden AVw. (1688' 34

Without any Aspersion of Severity.

f4. Bespattermentwithwhatsoils; soil, stain. Obs.

1614'!'. ADAMS in Spurgeon Trens. Dav. Ps. vi. 6(1870) L 70
Whatsoever a.-,persion the sin of the day has brought upon us.

5. The action of casting damaging imputations,
false and injurious charges, or unjust insinuations ;

calumniation, defamation.

1633 G. HKKUKKT Charms fy Knots in TcniJ>U 89 Who by

aspersions throw a stone At th head of others, hit their



ASPERSIONATING.
own. 1781 COWPKR Friendship xvii, Aspersion is the bab-
bler's trade, To listen is to lend him aid. 1873 GOULBI'KN
Pers. Relig. iv. xi. 347 Imperious aspersion of God.
6. A damaging report ;

a charge that tarnishes the

reputation ;
a calumny, slander, false insinuation.

Ksp. in the phr. To cast aspersions upon.
1596 SI-KNSKR Stuff Irel. Pref. 2 Which may seeme to lay

. .any particular aspersion upon some families. 1662 FULI.KR
Worthies 11840) III. 120 As false is the aspersion of his being
a great usurer. 1692 JAMT.S II, Royal Tracts * * O iv, Ma-
licious Aspertions. 1749 FiKi.niNG Tom Jones (17751 1 1. 209,
I defy all the world to cast a just aspersion on my character.

1859 lii-;o. ELIOT A. Bedt 53 Vindicating myself from the

aspersions.

t Aspe'rsionating, ///. a. Ol>s. ran- }

.
[f.

as pres, pple. of a vb. aspcrsionatc, f. prec. Cf.

proportionate^ = ASPEKSING ppl. a.

1635 HAKKIFFK Mil. Discip. Ixx. (1643) 188 Private and
frosty nips from aspersionating tongues.

Aspersive (ispsrjsiv), a. tOt>s.
[f.

L. aspers-
(see ASPERSE) + -TVE, as if ad. I,. *tispcrsivus.]

Tending or calculated to asperse, defamatory.
1642 SIR K. DKUIM; ,V/. on Rclig. xiv 43 Passages . . very

aspersive to our Religion.

AspCTsively, adv. Wl>s.
[f. prec. +--LV-.]

In an aspersive manner
; by way of aspersion.

1653 Sir F. Drake Revived (R.) Envious and injurious
detractions, which the ignorant may aspersively cast thereon.

Aspersoir (asperswar). [Fr., f. L. aspcrs- :

see Asi'KitsE and -OIK.] An aspergillum,
1851 MlSS ^TRICKLANU Qut'fHS Suit. I. 4 The Archbishop

of Canterbury had presented his goddaughter \\ itli a beauti-
ful gold upersoir. 1872 CUTTS Scenes J/ni, --Igt's 219 The
holy water-pot and aspersoir.

Aspersor, variant form of ASPEKSHK.

li Aspersorium (Kspajso-'-ri^m). [med.L., f.

L. aspcrs- : see -OKIUM.] A vessel for holding the

holy water used for ceremonial sprinkling.
1861 C. RI-:AI>K Cloister $ H. IV 46 Our holy water is

Pitman. .See here is a Pagan aspersorium. 1880 l-ldin. Rev.
Apr. 4^58

The aged bishop . . after offering the aspersorium
led Rinuccini to the high altar.

Aspersory (.asp.rissri), a. rare . [f.L.<wyV;-j.

(see ASPERSE) + -OUY, as if ad. L. *a*pcrsoriits.'\
Asl'ERSlVE. 1848 in WKBSTER.

t Aspe'rt, a. Obs. rare~ l

. [a. OF. aspert, var.

of apert, prob. mixed with cspert : see APEBT, Ex-

PEUT.] Apt, able, ready, clever.

1423 JAMES I, King&Qnair v. xix, Though thy begyn-
ning hath bene retrograde, He fro\\ard opposyt qiihare till

aspert, Now sail thai turn, and luke(u] on the dert.

tA'Spertee. Obs. rare- 1
. [a. Fr. tf-t/Vr/V' : see

ASPKIUTY.] Rigour, violence, force.
1660 lloxn Sciitnm Reg. 234 Seeing that the King could

not lie reformed by Sute of Law, that ought to be done by
a-pcr-tee that is by force.

t Aspew, v. Obs. rare. [OE. asphuan, f. A-

prcf. i + spiioan to SPEW.] To spew out, vomit.
c 1200 Trin. Coll, Hani. 199 pe nedre . . lure alter aspew eft.

Asphalt (^jvsfsclt, tegiKrlt), Forms: 4 aspal-

toun, aspalt, 6 aspallto, 7 asphalta, 7-8 asphal-
tos, -us, 8- asphaltum, asphalt; also 9 asphalte.

[lias been used in many forms: a. in ME. a. OF. *as-

paltoun, *aspa!t (It. aspalto, Pr. asfallo}, ad. late L.

asphalton, -tutti, a. Gr. aotyaXrov, var. of a<r</>a\Tos,

a word of foreign origin ; /3. from i^th c. in the

Gr. and L. forms asphaltos, -its, -itm, the last estab-

lished in scientific use
; 7. in recent times, a. mod.

Fr. asphalte. Bailey, Johnson, and Todd knew
only asphaltoS) -itm

; Craig, iS47, has aspha'lt, but

since asphalt pavement became familiar, arsphalt
has become usual.]
1. A bituminous substance, found in many parts

of the world, a smooth, hard, brittle, black or

brownish-black resinous mineral, consisting of a

mixture of different hydrocarbons ; called also

mineral pitch) Jews* pitch, and in the O.T. 'slime?
c 1325 K. E. Allit. I'. B. 1038 pe spumande aspaltoun bat

spyserez sellen. 1366 MAUNDKV. ix. 100 It castethe out of the
Wat re a thing that men clepeu Aspalt. 1398 TRICVISA Bartit.
DC P. K. xvi. xix. (1495) 559 Asphaltis glewe of ludea is

erthe of blacke colour and is heuy and stinkynge. 1560
WHITKHORSE Ord. Sonldiours (1573) 46 b, For every porcion
of such thinges, [taking] five of aspallto. 1653 H. COGAN
Diod. Sic. 77 The infinite quantity of Asphalta or liytumeti
which grows there [Babylon]. 1657 TOMLISSON Rcnous
Disp. 674 Asphaltos, or dense Bitumen. 1667 MILTON /*. /,.

i. 729 Blazing Cressets fed With Naphtha and Asphaltus.
1714 Fr. Bk. ofRates 89 Asphaltum per 100 weight. 1751
CHAMBBH Cycl., Asf>halto$ or Asphatinm. 1796 MORSI-:
Ainer. Geog. I. 727 Amber and asphaltum, or bitumen of

Judea. 1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 326 A whole lake ofasphalt
is said to exist in the Isle of Trinidad. 1870 YEATS Nat.
Hist. Comm. 370 Bitumen, or Asphalte, is an inspissated
mineral oil.

b. attrib.

1752 FOOTE Taste \. i, The salutary application of the

Aspnaltum-pob 1872 F. POPE Telegraph i. 19 Coat the zincs
with asphaltum varnish.

2. A composition made by mixing bitumen, pitch,
and sand, or manufactured from natural bituminous

limestones, used to pave streets and walks, to line

cisterns, etc. Mostly attrib.

1847 Nat. Encycl. II. 267/1 The Seyssel asphalte intro-

duced into this country by Mr. Claridge . . in 1837. 1860
DICKENS Uncomm. Trav, (C. D. cd.) iv. 18 Asphalt pave-

495

ments substituted for wooden floors. 1864 BROWNING App.
Failure 36 Some arch, where twelve such slept abreast,
Unless the plain asphalte seemed best. 1881 (JRANT WIIITK
England ii. 29 An asphaltum path.
b. Artificial Asphaltum \ a mixture of the thick

pitchy residue of coal-tar with sand, chalk, or

lime, used for the same purposes as the preceding.
1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 258.
3. Comb, asphalt-like a.

1837 68 DANA Alin. 751 Solid asphalt-like substances
soluble in ether and not in alcohol.

Asphalt (rcsfarlt), v.
[f. prec.] To cover or

lay with asphalt.
1872 City Trust 6 Apr. {Comm. Council) A most opportune

time fur asphalting the thoroughfare. 1884 KIIH:ISG in

Harpers Mni-: Mar. 526/2 The streets are . . asphalted.

Asphalted (OtsfseTted), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -KK]

Covered or laid with asphalt.
1845 I\-uny CycL Supp. I. 146 Asphalted tiles, <,et in Ro-

man cement, should tie first applied as a cmering to the
wall. 1882 Top. Sit. Monthly XXII. 192 In London there
are about nine miles of asphalted streets.

Asphaltene (;v:sia-H/'n). C/ictn. [a. mod.K.

asphaltcnc, f. ASPHALT + -KXK.] A black solid sub-

stance, burning like a resin, supposed lu be tin-

solid constituent of asphalt. It is an oxygenated
hydro-carbon.
1837 68 DAXA Min. 751 A Mack, lustrous, asphalt-like

solid, his asphaltciie. 1872 WAI i^, />/</. ( hem. 1. ^<; As
phallene may be formed by the oxidation of petroleiie.

Asphalter .a'sfiL-ltaj). [f.
ASPHALT r-. + -Kiti.J

One who lays down asphalt.
1880 I hiily A'( ;o- 20 March 5/4 Kind the main approach to

the I'ark in the hands of pnviors and a^phahcrv

Asphaltic :Lsi;v-ltik\ (/.
[f. ASPHALT-OS + -ic.]

Of the nature of, or containing, asphalt. Asphaltic
Lake, pool, Lake Asphaltilcs : the Dead Sea.

1643 SIK T. limn\NF. A't'tig. M,-tt. i. $ 19 Tliere was an as-

phaltick and Hituniinui]> nature in that Lake before the fire

of Gomorrah. 1658 I'ssni-.k ^Inmils 754 iloi- men which
should conduct him to the Asphaltiek Lake 1667 Mn.iox
r, L. i. 41 1 Elealc to th' AspnaUic 1'oul. 1809 J. I>APLOVV
Cohtjnb. vii. 512 Flaming Phlegethon's asj)li:iltic streams.

1875 URK I>icf. Arts I. 258 Asphaltic Mastic . . is u.mposed
of nearly pure carbonate of lime, and alxjut y or ioper cent.
of bitumen.

Aspha'ltite, . [ad. (ir. do-^oATiT^j bitumin-

ous, f. at7(/)aATo?.] Uituniinous, asphaltic.
1822 1U-KROWKS Cj'( 7. I. 798 The Asphaltite Lake.

Asphaltos, -us, -urn, foims of ASPHALT.

Asphe'terism ^vsfe-lOriz'm). [f. Gr. ti priv.
-f ff</Tp-u? one's own, after (ir. atfKTfptapus ap-

propriation.] The doctrine that there ought to be
no private property ; communism.
1794 SoL'lHKY in C. Southey I.ifo I. 221 We preaclied

Pantisocracy and Asphete[r]i-;in e\eryuheve. 1880 l.)ouui;\

Soittht'y 36 Coleridge, to silence objectors, \vculd publi-.li a
quarto volume on Pantisocracy and AsplieteriMii.

Asphe'terize, 7 1

. rare.
[f.

as prec. after Si'HK-

TEUIZI*;, Cir. <rtf>Ttpie(v.] To practise aspheterism.
1794 COLKRIDGK iii Sonthey s Life I. 227 The preponder-

ating utility of our aspheterising in Wales.

Asphodel (arsfodel). Bot. Also 6 -7 asphodill.

[ad. L. asphodil-ns, asphodel-its, a. Gr. aa<pu?>\.-o$,
of unkn. origin. The earlier form (ad. med.L. affo-
tfHilts') was AFFODIL, q.v., whence DAFFODIL.]
1. A genus of liliaceous plants with very hand-
some flowers, mostly natives of the south of Europe.
The White Asphodel or King's Spear covers large
tracts of land in Apulia, where its leaves afford

good nourishment to sheep. From the genus the
order has sometimes- been called Asphodclcx.
[1578 LYTE Dodotns 649 This herbe is called in Grcke

dff<f.65eAo? ; in shops Affotiilm . . in English also Afibdyl and
DalTodylL] 1597 GKRARD Herbal^ To shew vnto you the

sundry sorts of asphodils. .Dioscorides maketh mention but
of one asphodill : but Plinie setteth doxvne two. 1601 HOL-
LAND I'liny II. 128 Asphodel hath a property to chaseaway
mice and rats. 1611 CoTCR.,.-J$//W/Vt' [Fr.], The Daffadill,
Affodill, or Asphodill flower

;
also the root or bulbes thereof.

1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 39 The Root is like the

Asphodel, and yields.. Salt and Oil. 1859 RAWLINSON //*n?-
dotitsiv. cxc. III. 169 Dwellings, .made of the stems of the

asphodel, and of rushes, wattled together. 1877 MRS. KING
Discip., UgoBassii. 51 The moonlight spires Of asphodel
rose out of glossy tufts In straight white armies.

b. By the poets made an immortal flower, and
said to cover the Elysian meads. (Cf. Homer
Oifyss. XT. 539 'Ai7t/>o5Aos \dfj.wv.'}
1634 MILTON Counts 838 To embathe In nectared lavers

strewed with asphodel. 1658 Sin T. BROWNE Hydriot. 37
The dead are made to eat Asphodels about the Ely^ian
meadows. 1713 POPE St. Cecilia's Day 74 Happy souls who
dwell In yellow meads of asphodel Or amaranthine bowers.
(* 1843 TKNNVSON Lotos-Eaters 170 Others in Elysian val-

leys dwell, Resting weary limbs at last on beds of asphodel.
1858 LONCF. Poems oo He who wore the crown of asphodels,
Descending, at my door began to knock.
C. attrib. (sometimes

'

Elysian.')
1831 CARLYLE Sarf. AVs. i. xi, Is that a real Elysian bright-

]

ness .. Is it of a truth leading us into beatific Asphodel
meadows? 1847 LONGF. Ev. \\. iv. 149 Hereafter crown us
with asphodel flowers. 1857 RUSKIN Pol. Kcou. Art 37 lu
their race thro' the asphodel meadows of their youth.
2. With qualifications, popularly applied to seve-

ral other plants :

a. Bog, English, or Lancashire Asphodel (Ndr-

ASPIC.

thccium Ossifragjim}, common on moorlands in

Britain, fb. Bulbous Asphodel, a species of Orni-

thogalum or ' Star of Bethlehem
'

{0. pyrcnaiatnt).
Obs. C. False Asphodel, in America, a species of
Tofieldia. d. Scotch Asphodel (Tofieldia pains-
ttis}, a British subalpine plant.
1599 Ci'.KAKi) Ctif.^-lsS/im/e/Hs I.ancastriensis, Lancashire

Asphodill. A. bnlbosuSi Hulbous Asphodill. 1834 M.-\kv
HowiTT A/flWwr-Zt'M. in Sk. Nat. Hist. 11851 1195 The Kng-
li-sh asphodel : In the turfy bogs ye found it. 1863 HAKIM.
liori.n let-land 190 In swampy spots clustered the white
heads of the mountain asphodel.

Asphodelian Uvsfodrliun), a.
[f. T.. asphodel-

its sec prec.) + -IAX.] ( )f asphodel ; Klysian.
1854 KKU.HTLEY Mythoi. (,'r.q It. 4ioTheasphodelianmead.

[Asphyxia (iL-sfrksia
1

;. [mod.l^., a. (ir.do-t/.u^'a,
f. a priv. + <7</*u(y pulse (whence also aspJty.xis has
occas. been used). See also ASPHYXY.]
1. ///. Stoppage of the pulse.
1706 I'iiii.i.ii-s, An//iy.via,3. Cessation of the PuKe through-

put the whole Body ; which is the highest degree of Swoon-
ing anil next to J>e:ith. 1731 H.MI.KV, - ls/>hy.\ t<t, a l.Je-

hciem y ur l'ri\atiun of the 1'ulse in some (.'ases, where it

stops for a Tune. 1864 \Vi ns'i i K, , /.S//;_JM t'.i . . applied also
to the collapsed state iii cholera, with want of puKe.
2. The condition of suspended animation pro-

duced by a deficiency of oxygen in the blood
;

suffocation. Al>o //v'.

lit indicates a ciiiimi-, infelicity of etynii.K^y that tin-

pulse in asphyxiated animals continues to beat lon^ afti.i-all

signs of respiratory action have ceased. Sy<f. .Vcr. Lc.\ . itf^i.|

1778'!'. UKANIM////, i 'I he Cure of AsphyxU ur a].pateni
death ly Drowning. 1836 Tonn (>/. Amit. -y Piiys. 259/1
Asphyxia may be produced by .section of the spinal co'id. 1858
< '. \V. !Ki..Mi.s A/if. l'>)\;ikj. T. ,\ii. iao Litii4ciin<; asphyxia
of Mjiil, i87z Huxi.EV/VS^f. iv.pS When a man is siran^k-,1,

(lru\\iied, or choked . .\\hat is called asphyxia roiiu^ on.

Asphyxial, a.
[f. prec. + -AL'.] Of, itritain-

iiii^ to, or characterized by asphyxia.
1836 Tuim C)\l. An.it. .y Phys. I/3oj > Asphyxia! dis-

orders. 1867 1 'all Mall (,'. No.'bi;, looi i '1 he a-phy\ud
sta.^e of cholera.

Asphyxiate uvstVkbi lt-if., v.
[f.

^ prec +
-ATK^.l To aftect with asphyxia, to suffocate.

1836 Tui.D (.>/. Amif. ,y PJi.vs. I. I'Oi/i A u.l.bii was
asphyxiated \iy t\'in- tlie trachea, 1866 (.'//. .y .\(>i!c A\ ..

23 Mar. 177/1 The atmosphere of indifferent ism, on the

contrary, half asphyxiates the very believer.

Asphyxiated, ///. a.
[f. prec. -t- -KD.] Af-

fected with asphyxia, suffocated.

1836 Tui>n Cycf. A;:nt. \ Phys. \. :>6o,'2 Tbecamtid artciU--,

of an asphyxiated animal. 1870 11. M \ MII i AN />'/// i't.u ti.

xiii. 257 'J'his blue air ly \\liich the spirit lives, uuliuiit
which it becomes asphyxiated.

Asphyxiating, r/'/. d>. [f. as prec. + -INC
i.]

Asphyxiation, suffocation.

1872 Hrxi.i-.v Phys. iv. uS This

Asphyxiating////, a

Causing; asphyxia, suffocating. Also fig.

1859 V, P.uii/i Curate Cioiilu-r:,: 166 Of all asphyxiating
miseries it is the \vm--t. 1861 S,it. A\-': 20 July 63 The still"

dinner, or the asphyxiating drum.

Asphyxiation (.as 11 ksi^i-Jon). [n. of action

f. ASPHYXIATE: see -ATIO.N.] The action of pro-

ducing asphyxia, or condition of being asphyxi-
ated

; suffocation.
1866 HDWELLS I'oict. Life xix. 312 The purple verge of

asphyxiation. 1883 Standard icj .Mar. 5/2 Abandoned lu

garotting by night and asphyxiation by day.

Asphyxiator (a-sfl-ksi|^toj\ [n. of agent f.

as prec.: see -ATnu.] An asphyxiating agent ; an

apparatus for extinguishing lire by the ageiicv of

carbonic acid gas, etc.

1882 Standard 31 Oct. 5/3 Portable fire engines or a-

sphyxiators on every car.

Asphyxy (asfi-ksi). [ad. F. asphyxic, ad. L.

asphyxia^\ Asi'ii VXIA.

1784 (title] Gardane's Catechism concerning the apparent
Deaths, called Asphyxies [transl, from Fr.|. 1837 I-Jtnnoi-rs

Lcf. in Poems Introd. 103 About to awake from her a-

sphyxy of a hundred years. 1882 (1. MACDONAI.U' Weighed
fy ll'ant. II. xv. 192 His letters, .absorbed her atmosphere,
and after each followed a period of mental asphyxy.

Asphyxy, v.
[f. prec. Cf. Fr. asphyxier]

To asphyxiate. (.Chiefly in pa. pple.)
1843 C'AKLVLE Past $ Pr. (18581 96 If said soul be a-

sphyxied. 1881 TVXDALI. Float. Matt. Air App. 334 A-
sphyxied by the defect of oxygen.

Aspic 1
(a'-spik). Forms: 6 aspycke, 6-7 as-

picke, aspike, 7 aspick, 7- aspic, [a. F. aspic

asp, a. 1'r. aspic, unexplained derivative of L.

aspid-emt
nom. aspis : see Asp^.]

1. By-form of ASP-, used chiefly in poetry.
1530 PALBGR. 195 i Aspycke sarpent, aspicq. 1606 SHAKS.

Ant. #f Cl. v. ii. 354 This is an Aspickes traile. 1611 FLOKIO
Asfide [It.], an aspike or aspe. 1649 JKR. TAYLOR Gt.
E.\ctnp. \. iv. 42 A little child should boldly put his finger
in the cavern of an Aspick. 1713 ADDISON Cato HI. v,\Vhy
did I 'scape th'invenom'd Aspic's rage. 1830 TENNYSON
Dream Fair H'ont. xl, Shewing the aspic's bite.

b. attrib.

1742 C. OWEN Serpents 61 The Aspick Poison, which
throws Persons into a pleasant Sleep, in which they die.

1807 LAMB Let. ix, Breath . . like distillations of aspic poison.

Q.fig.
1649 G. DANIEL Tnnarch. Hen. f, 237 Stung with the

Aspicke of invadeing feare. a 1797 H. WALPOLE Mem.

in.^ process.

[f. as prec.+ -INC-.]



ASPIC.

Geo. 7//(iS^5^ I. xviii. 261 Lord Bute .. there first learned
what an aspic was lodged near his bosom.
2. transf. 'A piece of ordnance which carries a
12 pound shot. The piece itself weighs 4250
pounds.' C. James Mil. Diet. 1816. (Peril, only Fr.)
Aspic- (ar-spik). [a. Fr. aspic (in hitilc d'aspic

vulgar form of Jiui/e tie spic} for spic, ad. It. spigo
the Great Lavender, orig. Spikenard, = OF. espic :

\*.spicits (in med.L.) Spikenard, collateral form of

sptca spike.] The Great Lavender or Spike (La-
vandnla Spied], a plant from which a volatile

aromatic oil is obtained.

1604 K. G. tr. D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxix. 288 Oyle
of Aspicke, which the Physitians and Painters vse much,
the one for plasters, the other to vernish their pictures.

1751 CHAMHKRS Cyci. s.v. Oil, Oij of aspic or spike. 1819
RKI-:S Encycl. Ill, Aspic, .grows in plenty in Languedoc.

Aspic (ae'Spik). Also 8 aspique. [a. F. aspic.
Littre suggests its derivation from aspic asp, be-

cause it is
* froid comnie un aspic/ a proverbial

phrase in Fr.] A savoury meat jelly, composed
of and containing meat, fish, game, hard-boiled

eggs, etc. Also attrib. in aspic-jelly.
1789 MRS. 1'iozzi France $ It. I. 47 Cased in Chryst.il

like our aspiques. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair Ixii. u806)
526 Died., of an aspic of plovers' eggs. 1870 DISRAKLI
j.nt/inir xxi. 89 He extracted a couple of fat little birds from
their bed of aspic jelly.

i A'spide. Obs. Also 4 aspidis, 5 aspyde. [ad.
I.. aspiJcm, ace. of aspis : see ASP-. Cf. OF. as-

pide\ By-form of Asp 2
.

< looo .-Igs. /'s. xci. 13 pu ofer aspide [Vulg. snf>ra a$pi-
tii-Hi] miht eaSe gangan. a 1300 K. A', Psalter ibid., Oure
aspide and basilisk sal toil ga. 1393 GOWKR Conf. I. 57 A
serpent, which that aspidis is cleped. 1483 CAXTUN Gold.

I.i'S- 221/2 And did doo l>e put to her . . two nspydes, 1601
HOLLAND Pliny II. 356 As for the aspides .. whomsoever
they have stung, they die vpon it with a kind of deadly
sleepine&se.

Aspidelite (aspi'dcbitl. J//;/. [?f. Gr. dtnriSj}-

shield + -UTK.] A variety of TITAXITE found at

Atendal in Norway. (Dana.)
Aspie, -ier, obs. forms of ESPY, -IEB: see ASPY.
t Aspi'll, v. Obs.

[f.
A- pref. \ + SPILL v.:-

OK. S/>J//tlH.]

1. To spill, waste, render useless.
< 1230 Ancr. A*. 148 peo J>et forleoseS is: aspllleo' al hore god

fnmih wilnunge of hcreword. a 1250 Oivl $ Xight. 348 So
thu ini^t tlune song aspille.

2. To destroy, kill.

(-1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 Eower burh heo forbernaft and ehte

aspillao'. ^1275 Orison in (I E. Misc. 140 Ne may nouht
be feond his saule aspille. c 1305 Si. Kenehit in E. E. P.
118621 50 Mid bis Askebcrt heo spac : bat child forto aspille.

Aspin, obs. form of ASPEX.

tA'Spine, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [irreg. f. ASP- +
-IXH. ^Cf. serpent-ine?j\ Of or pertaining to an

asp ; snaky.
1644 (JuARLKs.SVj^///. Orac. viii, Could thy passion lend

No sleighter subject, for thy breath to spend Her aspine
venome at.

Aspirant (aspdiTant, occas. aspirant), a. and
sb. [a. F. aspirant and ad. L. aspJrantem, pr. pple.
of aspirer, aspirare: see ASPIRE v. and -Axr.J
A. adj.

= ASPIRING.
1. Striving for a higher position, seeking dis-

tinction.

1814 Sot'THKY Lett. (18561 II. 373, I receive plenty of let-

ters from poets aspirant. 1850 MRS. BROWXJSC; Poems I. 343
To muse upon eternity's constraint Round our aspirant souls.

2. Mounting up, ascending.
1845 MOZI.EY Blanco II 'A it?, AM. 118781 II. 134 Nature is

retracing her aspirant steps. 1865 SWINBURNE Dolores 249
With flame all round him aspirant Stood flushed . . the tyrant.

B. sb. One who aspires ; one who, with steady

purpose, seeks advancement to high position, or

the acquirement of some privilege or advantage.
1751 WARBURTOM Pope's H'ks., Dunciad iv. siyfJoo.JEaeh

aspirant . . had proved his qualification and claim. 1823
HYRON Jnan xiv. 57 Perhaps she wished an aspirant pro-
founder, Hut whatsoe'er she wished, she acted right. 1840
MACAULAY Hist, Eng. I. 253 The way to greatness was left

clear to a new set of aspirants.

b. Const, to, after, for.
1738 WARBUKTON />/?-. Legat. I. 138 The Aspirant to the

Mysteries. 1835 BROWNING Paracelsus \\. 45 Degrade me
..To an aspirant after fame, not truth! 1863 KINGLAKK
Crimea (1876) I. xiv. 218 A calculating and practical as-

pirant to Empire. 1879 1J. TAYLOR Germ. Lit. 179 Aspirants
for poetic honors.

Aspirate (se-spir/t), ///. a. and sb. [ad. L. as-

plratus, pa. pple. of aspirare : see ASPIHE v. and
-ATE 2. Cf. Fr. aspire.]

A. ///. adj.
= ASPIRATED.

? 1669 Hoi,DICK 1J. I They are not aspirate, i. e. with such an
aspiration as //. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., The Spirit

its of the

Greeks, our /( aspirate. 1879 WHITNEY Skr. Gram. 13 Con-
sonants Aspirate Mutes.

B./&
1. A consonantal sound in which the action of

the breath is prominently marked
; one which is

followed by or blended with the sound of H.

(Modern phonologists generally apply the term to a con-
sonantal diphthong consisting of a mute or stop followed by
'the slipping-out of an audible bit vtjlatns or aspiration,

496

between the breach of mute-closure and the following
sound' (Whitney), which is believed to be the character of
the Sanskrit '

aspirates,' and to have been the original value
of the Gr. x, 6>'t>- But the term is also applied in Gr. gram-
mar to the current fricative value of these letters; and in
the Roman alphabet generally to any modification of sound
indicated by the addition of // ; e.g. to the Celtic bh, tnh
(7', and nasalized r; in Hebrew it has l>een given to the
gutturals, and in other languages jt has been used with
similar vagueness).

1727 51 CHAMBER^ Cycl. s.v., Some., write the aspirates,
or letters aspirated. Ibid. The eastern languages which do
not express the vowels, do yet express the Aspirates. 1859
MKS. SCHIMMELPKNNINCK Princ. Ht'atity in. iii. 31 Guttur-
als, and rough aspirates, and strongly marked consonants
are the most sudden and forcible inflections. 1879 WHITNKV
Skr. Cram. 13 That the aspirates, all of them, are real
mutes or contact sounds, and not fricatives dike European
///,///, ch, etc.) is beyond question.
2. The simple sound of the letter H, or its equi-

valent the uvevpa ftaav, or spiritits asper (*) of
Greek grammar. Esp. applied to the initial //- so
often 'dropped/ or improperly inserted, by the
uneducated in England.
1725 POPE Pref. Homer, The feebler ^Eolic which often

rejects its aspirate or takes off its accent. 187* Gi-:o. ELIOT
Middlem, xxxv. 118731 196 A Middlemarch mercer ofpulite
manners and superfluous aspirates. 1877 /'//<// 18 Aug. 65
Our old Cockney friend, 'Arry, who is weak in aspirates.
T Some writers have altered this word to asperate,

after the spiritus asper of the Latin grammarians,
an ingenious but unfounded conceit. v

Aspirate (arspircitl, -v.
[f.

L.
aspjrat- ppl.

stem of aspirare : see prec. Cf. K. aspirer.]
1. trans. To pronounce with a breathing ; to add

an audible effect of the breath to any sound
; to

prefix H to a vowel, or add it or its supposed equi-
valent to a consonant sound. Also absoL
a 1700 DRYUEN (J.) Our w and h aspirate. 1706 PHILLIPS,

Aspirate, to pronounce with an Aspiration. 1801 MAR.
EDGEWORTH Irish />;//A ,\i. 118321 226 Londoners [are] al-

ways aspirating where they should not, and never aspira-
ting where they .should. 1877 Lvi 1 1:11. Landin. \. iv. 33 The
Cell;, have aspirated the letter ;// \\\ gumi.
2. trans. To draw out a gas or vapour from a

vessel ; cf. ASPIKATOR, a, b.

1880 Xatnre XXI. 437 lie proposes to aspirate the vapours
of l he chambers.

Aspirated (it-spirited), ///. a. Pronounced
with a breathing ; having the sound of H prefixed,
added, or blended.
1668 WII.KINS Real Char. 14, 26 Consonants, to which

they add 20 other aspirated Syllables. 1864 MAX Mi-Li.KK.SV.

Lung II. iii. 146 Aspirated checks.

Aspiration (rcspiiv'-Jbn). Also 6 adsp-. [ad.
L. aspiration-cm, n. of

ASPIHE and -ATIO.V.]
I. From ASPIRE.

"t*
1. The action of breathing into

; inspiration.
a 1535 MORE ll'ks. 357 iK.) Without the adspiracion and

helpe of whose especial! grace no laboure of man can profile,
i 1534 tr. Pol. I'crg. Eng. Hist. 11846) I. 169 Which thinge
[he] . . sayde not withoute the aspiration and assent of the
Hollie Spirit.

2. The action of breathing or drawing one's

breath ;
a breath, sigh, techn. The drawing in of

air in, or as in, breathing.
1607 TOPSKLL Serpents 746 Corrupt incarnation taking

away freedom or easinesse of aspiration. 1659 LEAK Water-
ivks, 7 One . . of those Syphons containes so much Air that it

cannot be drawn forth by aspiration. 1775 SHKKIOAN Rivals
03 There is . . not an aspiration of the breeze, but

action f. aspirare :

. . .
,

hints some cause. 1823 F. COOPER Pioneer xxv. 11869) no/2
She sighed with an aspiration so low that it was scarcely
audible. i^fy^Kng. Mei/t. 31 Dec. 379/2 Valves of aspiration
. . send the air into the body of the apparatus.

1 3. That which is breathed out, an exhalation.

1635 SWAN Spec. Mnndi vi. 2 11643) *9 An hot and drie

aspiration exhaled out of the earth.

4. The action of aspiring ;
steadfast desire or

longing for something above one.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. iv. v. 16 That spirit of his In aspi-

ration Hfts him from the earth, a 1748 WATTS ij.)
A soul in-

spired with the warmest aspirations after celestial beatitude.
1862 THOLLOI-E OrltyFarm xlvii. 340 Assured that he need
regard no woman as too high for his aspirations. 1866
ALI;I<:R Solit. Nat. fy Man in. 120 Aspiration is a pure up-
ward desire for excellence.

II. From ASPIUATE.
5. The action of aspirating: see ASPIRATE v.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvni. Ixxxv. (1495) 835 This
name Pigargus hath none aspiracion . .and so it shall not be

wryten wyth . h . but some men wryte Phigargus : and done
amys. 1546 LANGLEY Pol. I 'erg. De Invent, i. vi. 13 b, H is

no letter but a signe of aspiracion. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Psend. Ep. 130 The addition of an h, or aspiration of the
letter n. 1843 O'DoNoVAN Irish Gram. 39 Aspiration . . of
the Celtic . . may be denned as the changing of the radical
sounds of the consonants from being stops of the breath to
a sibilance, or from a stronger to a weaker sibilance.

0. An aspirated sound or letter
;
the letter H or

its equivalent ; the breathings (

'

) and (

'

)
in Greek

;

=- ASPIRATE sb.

1550 GRAFTON Briteyn \ R. ) Pritannia in Greke, with a
circumflexed aspiracion, doth signifie metalles. 1605 J.
DOVE Con/nt. Ath. 61 The letter n He, which is but an as-

piration. 1645 FULLER Good Th. in Bad T. (1841) 62 What
is no substantial letrfr but a bare aspiration. 1673 HICKER-
INGILL Greg. Father Greyb. 292 Of less standing in the Uni-

versity, than Greek accents and aspirations. 1824 J. JOHN-

ASPIRE.
SON Typogr.\\. 282 The Greek vowels admit of two aspira-
tions, viz. spiritus asper [' ] and spiritus lenis ['].* Written asperation ; see ASPIRATE st>. f.
1581 MARBECK Bk. ofNotes 558 The letter of Asperation

being altered out of his place.

Aspirator (ivspiirHai). [n. of agent f. (on L.

analogies) J,. aspirare : see ASPIRE v. and -ATOR.
Cf. F. aspiratntr] He who or that which as-

pirates, breathes, or blows upon ; spec. a. an appa-
ratus for drawing a stream of air or gas through
a tube

;
b. an instrument for evacuating pus from

al.scesses by means of an exhausted receiver
; c. a

kind of winnowing or fanning machine.
1863 WATTS Diet. Chew. I. 427 Mohr's aspirator has the

form of an ordinary gasometer. 1878 T. HHYANT Pract. Snrg.
20, I have drawn off the pus from a chronic abscess with the
aspirator. 1883 E, INCEKSOLL in Harper's Mag. June 76/1
The wheat, .falls into an aspirator on the seventh floor.

Aspiratory (fapwrfttari), a . rare- ,
[f. prec.,

as if ad. L. *aspirdtorius\ see -ORY.] Of or per-

taining to aspiration. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Aspire (aspai-'-j), v. Forms: 5-6 aspyre, 6-7
aspier, 6- aspire. [(?a. F. aspire-r\ ad. L. asp-,

adsplra-rc to breathe upon, seek to reach, f. ad
to, v\ + spira-re to breathe. The OF. aspirer is

prob. partly for cnspircr, ad. L. insplrarc : see

k-prcf. 10.]
I. To breathe into or forth.

tl. trans. To breathe (breath or Spiritual in-

fluence) to or into
;
to inspire. Obs.

1532 MORK Conflit. Tindale Wks. 507/1 Though god.,
aspired them his grace therein. 1533 Apol. xlix. Wks.
927/2 To spreade his beames vpon vs, and aspire hys breth
into vs. 1633 P. FI.KTCIIKR Purple Isl. i. lix, Thereto may
he liis grace and gentle heat aspire.

t2. intr. To breathe forth, exhale. Obs. rare.

('1750 SHICNSTONK ll'A-s. (17641 I. 290 In what lonely vale
Of balmy med'cine's various field, aspires The blest re-

frigerent ?

II. To breathe desire towards. (Cf. ANHELE.)
3. intr. To have a fixed desire, longing, or ambi-

tion for something at present above one
;
to seek

to attain, to pant, long. a. with to.

(1460 FORTESCUE Al's. $ Lint. JAw. (1714) 59 Mannys Cor-

age is so noble that naturally he aspyreth to hye tliyngs and
to be exaltyd. 1558 KNOX First Blast ( Arb.) 20 Woman oght
to be repressed, .if the aspire to any dominion. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. \. iv. 15 Any man that aspires to true knowledge.
1781 GIBBON Decl. <y F. III. 225 The Barbarian still aspired
to the rank of master-gent-'ral of the armies of the West.

1839 KEIGHTI.EY Hist. Eng. II. 52 Is it not possible that
Pole secretly aspired to the hand of the princess Mary?
b. with after, at

; for, obs.
1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Justine 31 b, Which citty..

began to aspire at the whole Empire of Greece. 1649
LOVELACE Poems (16591 22 [Thou] Aspiredst for the ever-

lasting Crowne. 1675 TKAHKKNE C/ir. Ethics xvi. 246 We
are able to desire, and aspire after . . the very throne of
God. 1788 V. KNOX Winter Even. I. n. viii. 165 He who
aspires at the character of a good man. 1794 SULLIVAN View
Nat. II. 399 To aspire after a more perfect knowledge of
his nature. 1869 F. NEWMAN Misc. 310 He does not lead
the learner to aspire at any thing higher.
C. with inf.
( 1460 [See 3 a.] 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. in. I. 153 Wilt

thou aspire to guide the heauenly Car? 1605 BACON Adr.
Learn, n. xxii. $ 15 Aspiring to be like God In power. 1879
FKOUDE Cxsar xviii, Milo was aspiring to be made consul.

d. absoL

1592 WARNER Alb. Eng. vn. xxxvii. (1612) 185 Tp aspire
is lawfull, if betwixt a Meane it stand. 1764 GOLDSM.
Trav. 363 Ye powers of truth, that bid my soul Aspire. 1877
E. COMDEX Bos. Faith ix. 383 Man aspires. An immense
instinct in his nature points upward, like a spire of flame.

t 4. trans. To have an ardent desire for, to pant
or long for, to be ambitious of, aim at. Obs.

1596 SrESSER F. Q. v. ix. 41 How for to depryve Mercilla

ofhercrowne, by heraspyred. 1623 COCKEKAM Diet. in. s.v.

Cleopatra, He aspired the Empire. 1652 BROME Jcn<. Crew
i. 362 But I aspire no merits, nor popular thanks. 1816

SOUTH EV Lay ofLaureate Proem. 20 And Love aspired with

Faith a heavenward flight.

III. To rise, mount up. (Influenced in use by
various meanings of SPIKE sb. and v.'}

6. intr. To rise up, as an exhalation, or as smoke
or fire

;
hence gen. to mount up, taper up, tower,

ascend, rise high, become tall.

1591 SPENSER Ruins of Time 408 Pyramides, to heauen

aspired. 1598 SHAKS. Merry Wives v. v. 101 Whose flames

aspire, As thoughts do blow them higher and higher. 1676
WORLIDGE Cider 11691) 44 The Tree is more apt to aspire
than any other Apple-tree. 1697 DHYDEN Virg. Georg. in.

824 Tislphone. .every Moment rises to the Sight : Aspiring
to the Skies. 1738 JOHNSON London 208 OrgUio sees the

golden pile aspire. (.1855 Lix HOUGHTON Rnrial Gr. Scu-

tari, Above the domes of loftiest mosques, These pinnacles
of death aspire.

6-_As'- (with some sense o"f 3 combined.)
1585 ABP. SANDYS Serin. (1841) 146 To whose works man's

thoughts aspire not. 1610 HOLLAND CaMilieu's Brit. \. 301 It

aspireth to the very top ofostentation. 1768 BKATTIE Minstr.

i. vii, Let thy heaven-taught soul to heaven aspire. 1832
WORDSW. Poems of Imag. xli, Mount from the earth; as-

pire ! aspire !

t 7. To grow up to (the age of). Obs. rare.

1576 LAMBARDK Peranib. Kent 11826) 508 The Gardein..
shall keepe his [lands], untill the warde aspire to foure-

teene. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. \. vi. 23 To ryper yeares he gan
aspire.
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]
3. trans. To mount up to, soar to, reach, at-

in. Also fig. Obs.

[581 A. ANDRESON Serm. Panics Crosse 89 The vigor.,
ould valiantly aspyre the top of smallest twigges. c 1585
lire Em i. 68 And to aspire the bliss That hangs on quick
hievemen t of my love, Thyself and I will travel in dis-

iise. 1593 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jiil. in. i. 122 That gallant
irit hath aspir'd the clouds. 1596 CHAPMAN Iliad x. 309
>rth went they .. and presently aspir'd The guardless
iracian regiment fast bound with sleep, and tir'd.

ii -ExpiitE. (Cf. Q.cspirer, and .'see A-/J _

1574 HELLOWES Gnenara's Epist. (1577) 60 Christe aspir-

g uppon the Crosse.

Aspi're. Obs.
[f. prec. vb.] Aspiration.

1562 J? NORTON in Karr's S. P. 11845) U- 459 Heau'd vp,
irl'd downe, dismay'd, or in aspire. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE
\'lig. j\led. 76 Whose earthly fumes choaK my devout as-

res. 1667 H. MOKK J)iv. Dial, iii. 28 11713) 249 Thy
rious

Aspires,
.after the true Knowledge of thy Maker.

r Aspi'red, ppl. a. Obs.
[f.

ASPIRE v. + -ED.]

aving raised itself, elevated, lofty.

1599 BP. HALL tSVv/., Def. Knine 35 Those bays, and that

pired thought, In carelesse rage, she sets at worse than

ught. 1627 SPEED Eng, Abridged* King Henry the 8 . .

id their aspired tops at his own feete.

Aspi'rement. Obs. rare. [a. OF. aspire-

cnt* \. aspircr : see ASPIRE v. and -MENT.]
L. Breathing, breath.

393 GOWER Conf. III. 93 Air.. Of whose kinde his as-

rementes Taketh every hvissh creature.

2. Aspiring, aspiration, steadfast upward desire.

1607 BREWER Lingua in. vi. in Ha/1. Dodsl. IX. 399 By
lien aspirement she her wings displays, And herself

ither, whence she came, upraise, a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks.
63 VII. 483 And not Christ only, but God also, is the

ject of our aspirement.

&.spirer (aspai^raj). [f. ASPIRED. + -ER 1
.] One

ho aspires.
1584 Cofie of Letter 46 A troden path of al aspirers. 1597
AMI [, Civ. Wares 11. xv, Th'aspirer once attaind unto the

p, Cuts off those meanes by which himselfe got up, 1674
JRNKT Royal Martyr^ Serm. (1710) 30 To satisfie the pre-
usions of all these lofty Aspirers. 1847 Eclec. Rev. XXVI.
o The dreamy, irresolute aspirer.

Aspiring (aspsie'rirj ), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.
+ -IN'G 1

.]

L. Aspiration, steadfast upward desire, longing.
1584 Copie ofLetter 46 Neither is this arte of aspiring new
straunge. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. vi. v, To lackey
ie of these is all my prides aspiring, 1783 W. F. MARTYN
'og. Mag. II. 55 Frozen regions, .might naturally be sup-
ised to damp the aspirings of genius. 1821 SOUTHEY I 'is.

'tdgctn. xL Wks. X. 238 Here were the gallant youths of

gh heroic aspiring.

t"2. The upward tapering of a spire, etc. Obs. rare.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trai: 211 (T.) Nor are those so fas-

.lious in pyramidical aspirings, nor curious in architecture
as in many lesser towns.

Asprring, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

L. Ardently desirous of advancement or distinc-

on
;
of lofty aim, ambitious.

[577 tr- Bellinger's Decades (1592) 154 We which are not
that aspiring mind. 1679 Establ. Test. 5 Having little

ft of all their aspiring Graspings after Empire. 1756 BURKE
ind. Nat. Soc. Wks. 1842 I. 12 Even virtue is dangerous,
an aspiring quality, that claims an esteem, .independent
the countenance ofthe court. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng.
408 Two able and aspiring prelates.

2. Rising, tapering upward, soaring.
^1565 T. ROBINSON friary Mag. 416 Beheld th' asp[i]ringe
wer of vaine delight. 1669 WORUDOH Syst. Agric. (1681)

15 It is usual to select aspiring Trees. 1718 POPE Iliad
i. 368 To sure destruction dooms the aspiring wall. 1810

3UTHEY Kehama xix. v, Wks. VIII. 160 Upward, to reach
; head, For myriad years the aspiring Brama soar'd.

\).fig. (with some sense of i combined.)
I579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Oct. 84 Then make thee winges
'thine aspyring wit. 1665 9 BOYLE Occas. Rejl. (1675) 48
he devout Reflector cannot take an occasion of an aspiring
ieditation ; as in a hopeful morning the humble Lark can.

Aspi'ringly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In an

ipiring manner ; ambitiously.
1627 G. WATTS tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn. Pref (1640) 17 We
ay not be too aspiringly wise. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE
haks. Char. xix. 481 Aufidius is aspiringly self-seeking.

Aspi'ringneSS. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] Aspiring

unlity, ambitiousness.

1859
in WORCESTER, a 1866 J. GROTE Exam. Util. Phil. vi.

2 'I he aspiringness or upward tendency of human nature.

Aspish (a-spij), a. [f.
Asi2 + -LsH.] Of or

t-rtaining to asps ; snaky.
1608 TOPSEI.I. Serpents 632 Wicked gain . . Which Lyb'ian
;aths and aspish wares have brought into our lands. 1630
TAYLOR (Water P.> Water Connor. Wks. in. 6/2 With
spish poyson poysoning men.

Asplenium, Bot. : see SPLEENWORT.

Asport (sespo-'ut), -v. [ad. L. asportd-re, f. as-

-.abs-ab- away +porid-re to carry.] To carry

way, remove feloniously.
1621 MOI.LE Canierar. Liv. Libr. Pref., [Which] he used
) asport and make his owne. 1882 Hlachiv. AFag. Nov. 622

nagery asported not appropriated, seized but unassimi-
,ted.

Asportation (KspojtJi^n). [ad. L. asportd-

'on-etrit n. of action f. asportdre : see prec. and

\.TION.] The action of carrying off
;
in Law, felo-

ious removal of property (see quot. 1768).
1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 175 Suche asportacion or awey.
erynge. 1654 Addr. in Sihbes' Heavenly Conf. Wks. 1863
I. 416 She dreams of a bodily asportation. .of Christ. 1768
iLACKSToNE Comni. IV. 231 A bre removal from the place
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in which he found the goods, though the thief does not quite
make off with them, is a sufficient asportation.

t Aspo'sit, ///. a. Sc. Obs. [by some confu-

sion for disposit, DISPOSED.] In phr. /// asposit :

a. evil-disposed ; b. indisposed, ill.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 541 Thair is in this kinrik }e

ken, Kycht niony ill. .asposit men. Ibid. III. 215 Quhilk in

his bed richt evill asposit la.

A-SpOUt laspairt), advb. phr. [A prep} +
SPOUT

-.]
On the spout, spouting.

1870 Daily News 17 May, [It] has its fountains aspout.

A-sprawl (aspif-li, advb. phr. [A /n'/.l +

SPKAWL.] In a sprawling posture, sprawling.
1878 R. JEFFERIES Gamekeeper at //. 157 He throws him-

self all a-sprawl upon the ground. 1880 (//. Estate 73
Dropping a-sprawl.

Aspray, obs. form of OSPBEY.

A-spread (asprexl), advb. phr. [A prcp.^ +
SPREAD

?'.] Spread out, spread abroad.

1879 BROWNING Ned Bratts 162 His brown hair burst a-

spread. 1881 Academy 3 Sept. 184/1 She threw up both

hands, with the thumbs and fingers all aspread.

Asprete, obs. form of ASPERITY.

t Aspri'iig
1

,
v. Ol>s. For forms see SPUING v.

[OE.as/>rt?igari t f. A-pref.l + spnngan to SPRING.]
1. To spring up, leap.
^1315 SHOREHAM 120 Ine joye he gan to asprynge.
2. To spring forth, spread abroad.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. vii. 1 1 f>a aspntngon ealle wyllspringas.

ii75C(7//.//cw/.227paasprangbis3edweldoferallmiddenard.
3. To spring into existence, originate, arise.

c 1000 J^LFRIC Horn. (Sweet 83) Da asprungon sedwolmenn
on Codes ^ela^unge, c 1175 Cott. Horn. 227 Of pan asprang

jret
eberisce folc. c 1485 Digby MysL in. 1173 pis kenred

is a-sprongyn late. Loo, mastyrs, of swyche a stokke he cam.

A-sprout (asprau't), ativb. phr. [A prepj* +
SPROUT v.] In a sprouting condition, sprouting.
1880 DROWNING Dram.Idyls^ Doctot 79 Nip these foolish

fronds of hope a-sprout.

tAspy',^- Obs. [a. AF. *o#M-OF, espie
SPY. The prevalent spelling of both sb. and vb.

in early ME. ;
in I5th c. espyt

after Fr., came into

common use.] =SPY sb.

1297 R. GLOUC. 557 ^" a^^e gode aspics, hou hii horn bo
l>ere. 1380 Sir I'~erni}ib. 5232 To be Amerel J>e aspye ajen
is went. 1382 WYCLIF Prw. xi. 6 Wicked men in ther aspics
shal be take. 1467 MARG. PASTON Lett. 576 II. 308 He . .

sendyth dayly aspics to understand what felesshepe kepe
the place.

t Aspy, v. Obs. [a. AF. *<w#&-r-OF. espier,
mod. Spier, to ESPY : see prec.]

= ESPY v.

c 1230 Ancr.R. 196 iSe wildernesse heo aspieden us to

slean. 14^0 fBallad, on Husb.^ Where the swarmes dwell
is crafte to aspic. 1536 BELLENDENE Cron. Scot. II. 102

He was aspyit makana derision.

Aspying, -ly, etc. : see ESPYING, -LY.

Aspylede (Shoreham) : see SPILE v.

A-SC^Tiare (5skw*u), advb. phr. [j>erh. Pi-prep^-

+ SQUARE.] On the square ; aloof, at a safe distance.

,1400 Beryti 586 Hym had been better to have goon more
a-sware. Ibid, 596 That herd the pardoner wele, and held

him better a square. Ibid. 643 The Pardonere . . held him
[right] a square, by bat othir syde.

A-SQUat (askwo-t), advb. phr. [A prepj- +

SQUATJ In a squatting posture, squatting.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. xvi. 101 There was the

odious Solmes sitting asquat between my mother and my
sister, c 1784 Rolliad Ded. (1709) 18 Where wisdom sits

a-squat in starch disguise. 1863 BROWNING Sordello I. Wks.
III. 273 Crawl in then hag, and crouch asquat.

Asquint (askwi'nt), adv. (and a.) Forms : 3-
asquint, 4 a squynte, 5 asquynt, 7 a squint.

[Of uncertain origin ; apparently f. A prep.
' and

a word corresponding to Du. schuintc 'slope, slant,'

of the independent use of which no instances sur-

vive
;
the later squint adv. and adj. being an aphetic

form of asquintt
and squint vb. and sb. still later

derivatives of this. Evidence is wanting to deter-

mine whether the original word was actually

adopted from Dutch, or was a cognate word, unre-

corded inOE. ; thetotal absence of any related words
in OE. (or ON.) makes the latter improbable.]

I. With look or a synonymous verb,

i. Of voluntary turning of the eyes.

1. (To look) to one side instead of straight-
forward ; obliquely, out at the corners of the eyes.
c 1230 Attcr. fi. 212 Auh winckeS o5ere half, & biholdeS o

luft &. asquint. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Kxerc. v. 560 Looking some-
what asquint. 1611 DEKKER Roar. GtrttWla. 1873 III. 203
Didst neuer see an archer. . looke a squint when he drew his

bow? 1679 KVERARD Po. Plot ii Who looking on me a-

squint, went down the Privy Stairs. 1822 HAZLITT Table T.

I. x. 217 He does not survey the objects of nature as they are

in themselves, but lookes asquint at them,

b. transf. of things.
1642 FI-LLKR Holy <y Prof. State in. vii. 168 Let not the

front look asquint on a stranger, but accost him right at his

entrance, 1657 B. I. Heroic Kduc. in A". # Q. 19 June 1880,

492 Sweden is a country on which the sun does not look

asquint.

G.Jig. of mental vision.

1601 CORNWALLVES Ess. ii. xxviii, To look a squint, our
hand looking one way and our heart another. 1639 SALT-
MARSH Pract. Policie 81 Re not too fixt nor intent upon
what is before you. .but looke asquint into your considera-

tions and about you.

ASS.

2. With reference to various mental attitudes, of

which averted, oblique, sidelong, or furtive glances
are the outward expression : arch. (To look)
a. with distrust, suspicion ; jealously, askance.

1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Sowle n. xlv. 51 Thou somtyme ar this

mettist with enuye, that ioked asquynt. 1670 COTTON Esficr-
turn ii. vi. 252 The envy of many of the greatest men. .who
had long look'd a squint upon the Duke's Prosperity. 17*9
SAVAGE Wanderer III. 229 Envy asquint the future wonder
eyes.

b. with unfairness, with prejudice or partiality.
1605 B. JONSON W/. Ded., Men will impartially, and not

asquint, look toward the Office and Function of a Poet.

1655 GURSALL Chr, in Arm. i. 376 O Sirs, do we think that

Christ's love looks asquint ? doth he pray for one child

more than another ?

C. with an eye drawn aside by interest.

1627 SANDERSON .SV;vw. I. 270 His heart e\en then hankered
after the wages of unrighteousness when he looked asquint

upon Balaaks liberal offer. 1678 Trial Colcman in Howell
St. Trials (1816) VII. 12 He had a little too much eye to

the reward; he looked too much a-squint upon the matter
of money.
d. with furtive or stolen glances.
1725 POI-E Odyss. xix. 82 In ambush here to lurk by night,

Into the woman-state asquint to pry. 1845 CARLYI.K Croni-
H'cll 11871} III. 228 Peering asquint into the Holy of Holies.

f3. To cast a passing glance ; Jig. to make inci-

dental reference. Obs.
ei 1638 MEDE Apost. Later Times (1641' 33 [Nothing] may

so much as look asquint upon any other object, or behold

any other face but the face of Clod alone. 1650 HI-M\I;K

AnthropOtnet. xxii. 250 Others, .have lookt asquint upon the

Body of Woman,

tb._/-. To glance unfavourably or adversely ;
to

reflect unfavourably upon. Obs.

1658 OSBORN Ad-.', to Son '16731239 Uncharitable Censures

..against any judgement looking a squint upon theirs.

ii. Of habitual obliquity of vision.

4. esp. (To look) obliquely through defect in the

eyes, to have the axes of the eyes not coincident,

so that they look in different directions ;
to squint.

1398 TRKVISA Karth. De P. R. vi. iv. 11495^ 191 A place
that is to bryghte. .ofte makyth chyldrcn to loke a squynte.

1540 RAVNALD Birth Man in. iii. ^1634* 185 Of Gogglt-eyes,
or looking a-squint. 1657 COLVIL

li'/ii^s Snpplic. (ij^i) 20

His other eye look'd so asquint, That it was hard to ward
his dint. 1675 HOBIIKS Homer 21 Lame of one leg he was ;

and looked asquint. 1763 CHL-RCHII.L Rosciad Poems (1769*
I. 20 Doth a man stutter, Took a-squint, or halt ? a 1849 POK
Loss of Breath Wks. 1864 IV. 305 The looking asquintthe
showing my teeth.

~h.fig. and transf. of things.
c 1744 SWIFT ll'ks. 1841 II. 73 Rather than suffer his learn-

ing to look asquint as it does, and make so frightful a figure

from, the press. 1881 BLACKIE Lay Serin. \. 31 The beer-

toper . . finding the moon looking somewhat asquint, the

houses all nodding.

G.Jtg. of mental vision : (To look) awry, so as to

miss seeing or see distortedly.
1616 W. FORDE Serin. 35 If old, wee looke a squint, and

see not death before our eyes. 1643 SIR T. BROWNI: Ketig.
Mi'd. 7 Those vulgar heads that look asquint on the face of

Truth.

II. With other verbs, rare.

5. Off to one side ; obliquely. ? Obs.

1645 MILTON 7V/rwA. Wks. 1851,203 Whether is common
.sense flown asquint. 1651 CLEVELAND Rupert. 13 Could I

thus write asquint, then Sir long since You had been sung a

Great and Glorious Prince.

B. quasi-tf</y. (Only in pred. or after the sb. eye.}

1643 Anstv. W. Bridges' Observ. War i As if every eye
were asquint. . 1661 Argyll's Last H'ill in Harl. Misc.

(1746) VIII. 29/1 His Eyes very much a-squint, so that he

was nicknamed, in Scotland, Gleed A rgylc. a 1764 R. LLOYD

Prog. Envy Wks. 1774 1. 139 A ghastly grin and eyes asquint,

1876 EMERSON Ess. Ser. i. iv. 126 The eye is muddy and
sometimes asquint.

A-Squirm (askw5um), ailvb.phr. [A/;-f/.
1 +

SQITIKMZ;.] On the squirm, squirming, writhing ot

wriggling. ( U. -V.)

1866 HOWELLS V'enet. Life 257 Gigantic eels writhing

everywhere set the soul asquirm.

Ass (?es). Forms: 1-2 assa, 2-8 asse, 3- ass

(3-5 as, 3 has, 4-5 a nasse). PI. 4- asses : i ass-

an, 2-4 assen, 3-4 asse (southern). [OK. assa

m. has no exact analogue in the cognate langs.

OE. had also $solt app. for pel, $sil, the common
Tent, form, = OS. and OHG. esil (mod.G. esel,

Du. ezel\ Goth, asilus, like the Celtic and Slav,

names (Olrish asat, Lith. asilas, OSlav. as/:

*0si/tt-} evidently ad. L. asinits. From the Celtic

was the Old Northumbrian asa/, assa/, assa/t/t the

only form in Lindisf. Gospels (occurs 10 times).

Of 'the latter, assa was pern, a diminutive, formed

like the dim. proper names Ceadda, sKlla, O$a,

etc., which at length displaced the earlier fsoL

Assa had also fem. assert, on the type of fyxtn,

wylfen, tvl/en, which did not survive into ME.,
where hc-asse, s/m-asse, occur already in Wyclif.

Jack-ass, Jenny-ass are modern familiar appella-

tions.

The reputed OE. fem. asse seems to be an error founded

on asstin folan in which ass is no more fem. than are lion t

tiger, in lion's whelp* tigers cub. The ON. asna f., asni

m. appear to be independent late adaptations of L. asina t

asinns. not actually connected with the OE. The Celtic,

63
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Teut., and Slavonic can hardly have been independent adop-
tions of the L. : the Slav, was apparently laken through
Teutonic : was the latter through Celtic? The Ass had no
original Aryan name: L. asitnis, Gr. OWK '? oayoO, were

prob. of Semitic origin : cf. Heb. prw athon t she-ass. J

1. A well-known quadruped of the horse kind, dis-*

tinguished from the horse by its smaller size, long
ears, tuft at end of tail, and black stripe across the

shoulders. Found wild in western and south-

western Asia, where it has been used from the

earliest ages as a beast of burden, and whence, in

later times, it appears to have been introduced as

a domestic animal into Europe.
(In familiar use, the name ass is now to a great extent

superseded by donkey (.in Scotland cuddie^', but ass is al-

ways used in the language of Scripture, Natural History,

proverb, and fable ; also, in ordinary use, in Ireland. )

,1000 JELFRic Xttwb. xxii. 23 Se assa ^eseah 5one engel.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 2 Sona fiade jyt ane assene

Setisgede, and hyre folan mid hyre. John xii. 15 Uppan
assan folan sittende. 4*1175 Lamb. Horn. 3 Heo nonien \>e

asse and here colt. 1*97 K. GLOUC. 404 Hii ete Her hors. .

and hassen ar hii lete. c 1315 Cccnr de L. 6453 Fyftene
hundryd asse Bar wyn and oyle. a 1300 Cursor jlf. 3152

pe child he kest a-pon an ass. Ibid. 6156 Sheepe ne cow ox
ne as. a 1300 E. E. Psalter civ. 1 1 Wilde asses in bar brist

sal abide, 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xlv. 23 Ten hee assls . . and as

feele she assis [1388 Ten male assis . . and so many femal

assis], r 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Pro?. 285 Assen, oxen, and
houndes. r 1400 Apol. Loll. 97 pe oxe knowi)? his weldar,
and be as be crib of his lo*d. 1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. iv. i.

21 He shall but beare them, as the Asse beares Gold. 1617
K. MURYSOX /tin. in. i. iii. 49 A Traveller to Rome must
ha\'e the backe of an Asse, the belly of a Hogge, and a con-
science as broad as the Kings highway. i6zo VKNSKR Via
Recta v. 87 Asses milke appertained rather vnto physicke
then vnto meat. 1739 T. SHLRIDAN Pi-rsius i. 23 As the
World goes, who has not Asses Ears? 1760 WKSI.EY li'ks.

11872) III. 9 Procuring a fresh horse, about the size of a

jackass, I rode on. 1782 COWPKR Gilpin li, While he spoke,
a braying ass Did sing most loud and clear.

b. Jig.
f
lieast of burden.'

1614 RALEIGH Hist. ll'orldl\.\. iii. 1.359 ^e - makes him-
self . . an Asse ; and thereby teacheth others, either how to ride,
or driue him. 1635 PACITT Christianogr. 237 This King-
dome . . usually stiled the popes Asse, which hee rode at his

pleasure, til she was able to beare him no longer.
c. The a>s has, since the time of the Greeks,

figured in fables and proverbs as the type of clumsi-

ness, ignorance, and stupidity ; hence many phrases
and proverbial expressions. (Chiefly since 15*0;
the early references to the animal being mostly
Scriptural, with no depreciatory associations.)

< izoo OKMIN 3714 Mannkinn . . skilla;s swa summ asse.

( 1400 Apol. Loll. 57 Wan an vndiscret is maad bUchop in

J>e kirk, ban is an hornid asse born ber in. 1590 NASHE
Anat. Absurd. Kj b, That which thou knowest not perad-
uenttirt.- thy Asse can tell thee. 1599 THYNSE Anitnativ.

11875' 5 Wrangle for one asses shadow, or to seke a knott
in a rushe. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 21 A dull Scholar
not apt to learn, is bid to sell an Asse to signifie his blockish-
ness. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Asnet As angrie as an Asse with a

squib in his breech. 1620 SHELTON Qni.t:. III. xxviii. 201

Well, well, the Honey is not for the Ass's mouth. Ibid.

xxxv. 254 An Ass laden with Gold will go lightly up hill.

1621 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Old Law in. i, Asses have ears
as well as pitchers. 1653 UftQVRAKT Kabelais I. xi, He ..

would act the Asses part to get some bran. 17x1 ADDISON
Sped. No. 13*4 The ill-natured world might call him the
Ass in the Lion's Skin. 1868 FRKKMAN Norm. Cong. II.

viii. 277 An unlettered king is a crowned ass.

d. To make an ass of: to treat as an ass, stultify.

To make an ass of oneself: to behave absurdly,

stultify oneself.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 124 Thi* is to make an asse of

me, to fright me, if they could. 1865 TROLLOPE Belton Est.
xx. 241 Don't make such an ass of yourself as to suppose
that, etc. 1866 I-'raser's Alag. 284/1 They could not be de-

prived of the common right of Englishmen to make asses of
themselves if they liked it.

e. Asses' ttridgc or Pons Asinonnn : a humorous
name now given to the fifth proposition of the first

book of Euclid's Elements.
c 1780 Kpigrant, If this lie rightly called the bridge of asses,

He's not the fool that sticks^but he that passes. 1860 All
I '. Round 560 He never crossed the ass's bridge.
2. Hence transf. as a term of reproach : An igno-

rant fellow, a perverse fool, a conceited dolt.

Now disused in polite literature and speech.
1578 LYTE Dodoens 348 Landleapers, roges, and ignorant

asses. 1598 SHAKS. Merry If', i. i. 176, I am not altogether
an asse. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. iii. n. (1651) 316 A
nobleman . . a proud fool, an arrant asse. 1717 Poi'E Let.
Hon. R. Digby Wks. 1737 VI. 73 They think our Doctors
asses to them. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth I. 39, I am but an
ass in the trick of bringing about such discourse. 1843
LEVER J. Hinton iv. (1878) 25 Lord Dudley de Vere, the
most confounded puppy, and the emptiest ass.

3. Astr. The Two Asses : the stars 7 and S of

the constellation Cancer, on either side of the

nebula Prxsepe (the Crib}.
1556 RECORDE Cast. Knmvl. 266 Other two starres are called

the Asses whiche seeme to stande at the Crybbe. 1607
TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 17 The two Asses, placed there as
some say, by Bacchus.

4. Comb. &. General relations : (tf) appositive,
as ass beast \ (/>) possessive genitive, as ass bone,

car,flesh, hoof) stall {where*w.rVwouldnowbe usual),
ass colour \ (c\ objective genitive, as ass-driver t

-keeper \ (</) attrib. as ass argument (i.e. asinine) ;

(t') parasynthetic deriv. as ass-iolourcd, ass-eareJ.

<" 1375 WYCLIF Sernt. xcviii, Sel. Wks. 1869 I. 345 panne
mai we telle scorne by sich "asse argumentis. a 1300 Cursor
M, 14963 J>ar sal yee find an 'ass beist. Ibid, 7171 Hefand
an *assban. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 356 This Beast
. .is of a Mouse or *Ass colour. 1658 ROWLAND Mottffefs
Theat. /us. 1048 A little creature with many feet, *Asse-
coloured. 1564 BALTLDWIN Mor. Phil. (^Palfr.) i. U59.5) 19
Till they perceived % captaines of armies to be *asse-d rivers.

1672 PAVKNANT Law agst. Lovers (1673^ 309 Have her *Ass-
ears in

publjck bor'd, as Love's Known Slave. 1629 SYMMER
Spir. I'osie To Reader A iij b, Some *asse-ear'd Midas will

misconstrue these words. 1831 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) II.

224 Not overloaded with *Ass-eared giants. xSaz T. M ITCH ELL

Aristophanes II. 190 ^Ass-flesh, as food, is far preferable to

beef and even to veal. 1601 HOLLAND I'liny II. 338 To strew

vpon them the ashes of an *asse-hoofe. 1591 PERCIVALL
Sp, Diet., Asnero, an *Asse keeper, t 1400 Kptph. iTumb.
18431 J 4 Lyyng in a *nasse stall, hevenerunt pueritm.
b. Special combinations : ass-back, like horse-

back, in later times humorously; ass-colt or -foal,
the young of an ass

; ass-herd, a keeper of asses
;

ass-like a., like an ass, asinine
; ass-man, a driver

or letter out of asses
;
assman.ship, asswoman-

ship, humorously after horsemanship ; ass-mare,
a she-ass

; ass-mill, one driven by an ass
;
ass-

parsley, obs. name of some umbelliferous plant ;

ass-ship, condition or quality of an ass ; humor-

ously after lordship ; ass-woman, female of ass-

man. Also ASS-HEAD, -HKADED q.v.
1377 LANGL. P. PL XVIIL n Barfote on an "asse bakke.

1766 SMOLLKTT Trow. 42 The way of riding most used in

this place is on 'assback. iSooSouiHtv in C. Southey Z-t/t-

II. 109 Edith and myself on "ass-back. 1587 GOLDING De
Mornay xxx. 481 Tying lu's *Assecolt [COVERDALE, asses

colte] to the vyne, and the foale of his sheeasse to the hedge.
a 1617 HII-HUN li'A-s. II. 166 In his birth he is but like a wild
*asse-colt. 1595 HUNNIS Life Joseph 72 He shall bind his

Asse fole fast vnto the pleasant vine, c 1450 Gloss, in Wright
I'oc. 213 Hie asinarius, a *nashard. 1652 GAULE Mag-
astrotn. 351 Quoth the *asse-herd, the lot means another,
and not me. 1567 DRANT Horace Epist. \. xiii. E iij, Least
thou 'asslyke unloden the with greater note of cryme. 1581
SIDNEY Def. Poesie \Ar\t.) 59 They would make an

*
Ass-like

braying against Poesie. 1770 G. WHITE Selborne xxviii. 79
The head was about twenty inches long, and *ass-like. a 1500
MS. Bodl. 565<Halliw.) And ye most geve yowre *asman
curtesy a grot other a gros.se t of Venyse. 1859 -'^" 4" Q- Ser.

n. VIII. 17 Of. . this *assman, as he was called, I have an
anciently engraved copper-plate card. 1882 Punch 24 June,
They witch the world with noble 'assmanship. I598BARCK-
LEY Felic. Man \\. 1,1603) 88 Who rode . . uppon a silly "asse-

mare. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp, Dict.> Atahona, an \\sse mill.

1611 COTGR., Cicittaire, mock Chervill, wild Chervill, great
Chervill, *Asse Perseley. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug., City of
God 694 Yet had he his humane reason still, as Apuleus had
in his "asse-ship. 1739 T. COOKE Tales, Prop. fyc. 87 Ended
thus his *Assship's Reign. 1718 Daily Post 7 July, The
famous Stoke Newington

*Ass-woman dares me to fight her
for the 10 pounds. 1800 SOUTHEY Lett. 11856) I. 119 Edith
has made a great proficiency in *asswomanship.

Ass, vulgar and dial. sp. and pronunc. of AKSE.
1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech, 37 The ass of the block

is known by the scoring being deeper in that part to receive
the splice. ICf. 1721 BAILEY, Arse, (.among sailors) the Arse
of a Block or Pulley, through which any Rope runs, is the

lower end of it.]

Ass, v. nonce-wd.
[f. the sb.]

1. trans. To call ass. 2. intr. To act the ass.

15920. HAJIVEY/*/*: i$*/*rm 57 He. .bourdeth.girdeth,
asseth the excellentest writers of whatsoever note that tickle

not his wanton sense. 1647 WARD Simp. Cooler 11843) 52
To keep their Kings from devilHztng and themselves from

Assing.

Assady : see ARSEDINE.

Asaafoetida, variant of ASAFOCTIDA.

Assagai, assegai (ce-sagai). Forms : 6 aza-

gaia, 7 assagaie, 8 has.sagay, -guay, 9 assagai,
-gay, assegai, -gay ;

also 7-8 zagaie, zagaye.

[a. F. azagayc (Cotgr.), or Pg. asagaia, Sp. azagaya,
a. Arab, ulplll az-zaghdyaht i.e. az- = a/- the,

zaghayah native Berber word, adopted in Arabic,
and thence in Sp. and Pg.; adopted from the Portu-

guese in Africa by the English and French. The

proper spelling is assagai, but assegai was universal

in the newspapers in 1879. Formerly also ZAGAIE,
as still in Fr. ; and in ME. AKCHKGAYE, q.v ]

A kind of slender spear or lance of hard wood,
usually pointed with iron, used in battle. Origin-

ally, the native name of a Berber weapon adopted
by the Moors ; but extended by the Portuguese to

the light javelins of African savages generally, and
most commonly applied by Englishmen to the

missile weapons of the South African tribes.

1625 Pi'RCHAS Pilgrims 11. 069 They ofMyna or the Golden
Coast, their armes are Pikes, or Assagaies, Bowes, and
Arrowes. 1773 MASSON in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 296 They
were all armed with hassaguays. 1776 Ibid. 295 Being all

armed with hassagays, they often throw twenty or thirty. .

at once. 1789 BKLSHAM Es. I. 489 note, Their zagaye, or

half-pike, is very well forged. 1811 SCOTT Roderick Concl.

xv, Sharper than Polish pike or assagay. 1834 PRINCLE
Afr, Sk. xii. 365 The Bushmen retain the ancient arms of
the Hottentot race.. a light javelin or assagai. 1859 R.

Assagay Tree. 1879 Times 5 Apr., No less than thirty-seven
assegai wounds. 1880 ' SILVER & Co.' S. Africa i.ed. y 127
In these kloofs grow . . the Assegay wood.

A'ssagai, asse-, v. [f. prec.] To pierce
with an assagai.
1879 T. LUCAS Zulus $ Brit. Front, xiii. 275 Killing six

Fingoes and assegaing a colonist. 1880 Miss COLENSO Zulu
War 413 They were nearly all assegaied.

li Assai (assai-), adv. Jl/us. [It.
= enough,

very; cogn. with Fr. asscz : L. ad satis = ad to,

up to, satis enough.] A direction equivalent to
'

very,' as in adagio assai very slow.

Assaie, -er, -or, obs. forms of ASSAY, etc.

Assaige, variant of ASSIEGE v. Obs. to besiege.
Assail (jistM), v. Forms : 3 asuilje. asale,

3-4 asayle, 3-5 asaile, 4 a-sayle, a-saile, 4-5
assaille, -aylle,-ale, 4-7 assaile, -ayle, 5 asaylle,

asayl, 6- assail ; (6V. 4 5 assaile, 4-6 assail30,

3ie). Aphet. 4 saile, 4-5 sayle. [a. OFr. asalir,

asailtir ^mod. assaillir) : late pop. L. adsalire (in
Salic Law), f. ad to, at + satire to leap, spring, an

analytical form substituted for its cl. L. equivalent
ad-, as-silire. In 14-1 5th c. often aphetized to

sail(e ;
in the full form refashioned with ass-, in

Fr. and Eng., in 1 5th c. Certain uses seem to have
been influenced by contact with the vb. ASSAY 'to

try, tempt': see senses 9-13 below.] To leap

upon or at, esp. with hostile intent ; hence in most
of its senses exactly synonymous with attack.

j*!. ///. To leap upon, 'mount.' ,So F. assaillir.}

1387 TKEVISA Higden Rolls Ser. III. 179 He hadde mynde
of pe mare J?at he had assailed \equx snpposit%\.

2. To make a violent hostile attack upon by

j
physical means, to assault? '

va person, stronghold,
! etc.).

ciz^o Attcr. R. 62 Hwile J?at me nut quarreaus wiSuten
asaileo Jwne castel. 1197 R. GLOIX. 394 Hii bygonne . .

fc>en toun asaly. aiyxt Havelok 1861 pe laddes . . Him
asayleden wit grete dmtes. ciyt^Guy Il'arw. 1435 Than
came Saddok prykande The dewke Segwyn saylande. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce in. 151 Wes nane. .That durst assaille him
mar in fycht. c 1450 LONELICH Grail xii. 359 '1'hat ^ate
asailled ne myhte not ben. 1513 DOUGLAS sKneis ix. ii. 17
Gif thai assailjeit wer . . be hard fortoun of weyr. 1671
MlLTCHfiSlonueM 1165 No worthy match For valour to assail.

|

1713 STEELE Englishm. No. 12. 77 It is for the Vulgar to
assail one another like brute Beasts. 1876 GREEN Short
Hist. i. 2. 15 This district was assailed at once from the
north and from the south.

3. To attack (institution*, customs, opinions, etc.)
with hostile action or influence.

1564 BAULDWIN Mor. Phil. (Palfr.) vii. 2 They that be
evill. .beare. .armour offensive to assayle the good manners
of others. 1634 MILTON COMUS 589 Virtue may be assail'd,
but never

_huri. 1844 BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xvii. 11862)

252 Choosing to assail the religion of the people before he
had destroyed their liberty.

4. To attack with hostile, opprobrious, or bitter

words ; to speak or write directly against.
1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI

t i. i. 65 Here in the Parliament Let
vs assayle the Family of Yorke. a 1744 POPE On Duke oj
Buckhms. Verses 3 Let crowds of Critics now my verse
assail. 1855 PRRSCOTT Philip II, I. n, vii. 222 Assailing the
fallen minister with libels and caricatures.

5. To attack with reasoning or argument; to

address with the object of prevailing upon, per-

suading, convincing, or controverting.
c 1440 Morte A rth, (Roxb. i 86 The kynge the messyngere

thus dyd assayle :

'
It were pile to sette warre vs bytwene.'

1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. i. 31 Let vs once againe assaile your
eares That are so fortified against our story. 1695 BLACK-
MOKK Pr. Artft. i. 43 Nor did his Arts in vain weak man
assail. 1791 T. JKFFERSON ll'rit. 11859) HI- 232 They would
assail us on the subject of the treaty. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
RIanch. Strike x. 1 14 She assailed her husband on the subject
of taking work.

6. To approach (anything arduous or difficult)
with the intention of mastering it.

a 1680 BUTLER Kent. (1759) V. 3 The lofty Tube, the Scale
With which they Heav'n itself assail, Was mounted full

against the Moon. 17*5 POPE Odyss. xix. 508 The thorny
wilds the woodmen fierce assail. 1860 TVNDALL Clac, \.

25. 182 Assailing the rocks at their base, and climbing
them to the cabin.

7. Of things : To come roughly against, so as to

batter, injure, or hurt
;
to clash against, encounter.

1667 MILTON P. L. x. 417 And [Chaos] with rebounding
surge the barrs assaild, 1 hat scom'd his indignation, a 1800

COWPER WafcAirtg ivitk God ii, No rude noise mine ears

assailing. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. \. 3. 31 We were assailed

by a violent hailstorm.

8. Jig. Of states physical, emotional, or mental :

To come upon with tendency to master or over-

come ; to invade, attack.

29 Mar.,

BURTON in Jrnl. R. G. S. XXIX. 136 The spears and asse-

gais. 1879 Lu. STRAT. DE REDCLIFFE in Times

They shake the dreaded assegai.

b. attrib. Assagai tree, wood, a large South
African tree (Curfisiafaginca, N.O. Cornacefr}.
1866 Treas. Hot. 363 The natives employ it to form shafts

for their javelins or A^sagays ; hence the common name

loue assaled him ouerall. 1595 SHAKS. 'John v. viL 9 That
fell poison which assayleth him. 1697 DKYDEN Mntidm.
(R.) Newpangsof mortal fear our minds assail. i8o7CRABitE
Par. Reg. \\. 136 Compassion first assailed her gentle heart.

1837 NKWMAN Par. Semi. I. xix. 291 When doubt and un-

belief assail us.

t &. To attack with temptations ;
to tempt, try.

ciMoffaliMeid. 47 pu ne schalt beon icrunet bute Jm beo

asnil^et. 1340 Ayenb. 249 He [the devil] asaylede |>ane
uerste man be f>e mouje. 1483 CAXTON G. </< la Tour F iij b,

Grete and euylle temptacioiii shall liefight and asbaylle yow.



ASSAIL.

364 Bum* AVw Catcch. Wks. 1.1844) 190 But doth God
iail sinners only with this temptation of adversity?

10. To address with offers of love, to woo. Obs.

1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xli, Beauteous thou art, therefore to

assail'd. 1601 Twfl. A", i. iii. 60 Accost, is, front her,

ord her, woe her, assayle her. 1611 Cyntb. 11. iii. 44,

laue assayl'd her with Musickes.

.1. absol. quasi-/;//;-, in prec. senses. (With quot.

.40 cf. OP'.
'

pour assaillir aux trois portes.' Littre.)

197 R. GLOUC. 395 As noble men, hi! asaylede euere vaste.

75 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 31 Gif thai assaUe, we mon defend.

40 Partoitape 6579 Thre to hym sayled of the rowte And
Id on his helme. 1594 SHAKS. Liter. 63 When shame as-

il'd, the red should fence the white. 1779 J. NEWTON Olney
ynins vii, Though troubles assail, and dangers affright.

12. To make trial of, venture on, ASSAY. Obs.

393 GOWER Con/. I. 247 The souldan hath the feld assailed.

1440 Sir Dcgrcv. 1075 Ther was non so hardy That durst

ayl the cry. 1595 MARKHAM^"/V A'. 6>///f.\cviii, None
rring to assayle a second fight.

13. intr. a. with inf. To attempt, endeavour,
SSAY. Obs.

393 GOWER Conf. III. 45 With nigromaunce he wolde
>aiTe To make his incantacion. 1592 tr. Jnniits' Comm.
n>. xx. i Satan assayled to invade the Christian Church.
t>6 (i. W[OOL>COCKK| Hist. Justine 122 b, Hee assailed to

;ale home into his kingdome.
- b. with sitbord. ii. To try, put to the test. Obs.

536 BKLLENDENE Cron. Scoff. (1821) I. 20 Delite ye ony
rther to assailye, gif ony band may l>e kepit with unfaith-

I pepill ?

\ Assail, v:- Obs. ff. as- for \-prcf. 1 1 + SAIL

] To sail. :,I>ut possibly an absol. use of ASSAIL
1 12 ' to venture/)
1384 CHAUCER //. Fame i. 434 iBftdley &. Fairfax MSS.)
100 sawgh I grave [pictured] how that to Itayle Daun
ieas is goo for to assayle [Ca.rf. saylie, Thynne saylej.
82 WARKW. Chrou. 26 And rode into Scottlande, and frome
ens into Fratince assailed.

Assail ;as<."i'l), sb. arch. Forms: 4 assale, 5

isall, 6 assailje, 7 assaile, 6- assail, [orig.

ob. a. OF. assai'lle, f. assaillir to ASSAIL ;
in

ter use referred to the Eng. vb.] Assault, attack.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 350 The toun wes hard to ta Yith

'pyn assale. X5$a LYNDESAY Monarchc 3980 Duryng the
me of this assailye. 1603 P. HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar.

69 Cities forced by assaile. 1768 B. THORNTON Batt.
r

h'igs iii. 4 Rous'd from his torpor joins in fierce assail.

13 J. HOGG Queen's Wake 261 As oft recoiled from flank

sail.

Assailable JisiMab'l), a.
[f.

ASSAIL v\ +
BI.K

]

L. Capanle of being assailed
; open to assault.

1605 SHAKS. 3Facb. in. ii. 39 There's comfort yet; they are

saileable. 1673 Ladies Call. i. ii. 5 4 To fortifie that so

sailable part [the ear]. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. 20 We . .

ound round the ledges, seeking the assailable points.

2. Open to hostile criticism.

1833 I. TAYLOR l-'anat. viii. 320 otet Had his orthodoxy
:en assailable. 1883 Law Times 15 Dec. 116/2 Driven to

linit that the adverse decision of the court is assailable.

i- Assarlableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

nality of being assailable
; openness to attack.

1870 D. SIMON Dorner's Pers. Christ n. II. 241 They de-

onstrated. .the assailableness of the Lutheran view.

Assailant (as^Hant), (/. and sb. Also 6-7
ssaylant, -aunt. [a. F. assaillant, pr. pple. (also

sed subst.) of assaillir : see ASSAILS, and -ANT.]
A. adj. Assailing, attacking, actively hostile, arch.

1592 WYRLEY Armoric 138 Assailant conqueror, this brave

nglish king. 1671 MILTON Samson 1693 And as an ev'ning

'ragon came, Assailant on the perched roosts. 1855 H.
.v.KoLect. I'.ng. Lit. viii. 1 1878' 258 Such offensive, assailant

nbelief as Gibbon's and Hume's.

B. sb.

1. He who, or that which, assails or attacks.

i 1532 I.D. BEKNEKS Hnoti (1883) 339
'

assaylauntes were

tyne parforce to recule backe. 1600 SHAKS. A, V. L. i. iii.

16 So shall we passe along, And neuer stir assailants. 1665
IANLEY Grotins' Low-C. Wars 487 They threw down Stones

pon the Assaylants heads. 1777 JOHNSON Pope Wks. IV.

^ His most frequent assailant was the headach. 1839
IEIGHTI.KY Hist. Eng. I. 341 His guards rescued him and
,ew all the assailants.

f b. spec. One who challenged another to wager
'f battle ; one who accepted the defiance of a cham-
>ion to combat in the lists. Obs.

ij86 FKRSE Blaz.dentric^i^ Because he is the assailaunt

. it lyeth in his choyce, to take eyther a ciuill or martiall

ryall. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Preit.v t The first time he presents him-

elfe, as an assailant, in the Lists. \6vj Lisandcr fy Cal. ix.

80 Spurring against the assailants, and the assailants against
hem.

2. A hostile critic, controversial opponent.
1665 GLAXVILI, Seeps. Sci. Introd. i My Assailant takes

he Liberty to recede from my Style, a 1764 R. LLOYD
Joet. Wks. 1774 II. 150 Rome's fierce assailant. 1843 MILL

'jflgic in. i,\.6 The assailants of the syllogism had also antici-

pated Dr. Whewell.

Assailer ^asJ'-h.^,. Forms : 4-6 assailyeour,

3eour, -your, 5 assailour, 6 assayler, 7- as-

tailer. [a. OF. assailleor, -cur, n. of agent f.

issaillir : see ASSAIL 9. and -EH.] One who as-

lails, an assailant.

1375 BAKIUH'K Bruce n. 541 Quhar the assailyeours [z>. r.

issailyours, -}eis] all Kntryt and dystroyit the tour. 1475
'). Xoblesse( 1860) 5 They bring assailours uppon this lancle.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 181 Palladium so pursued our

issaylers. 1671 IACOMB Comm. Rom. viii. u868' 117 If the

;own . . yields upon the first summons, it is a *igu that the
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assailers are very strong. 1877 MRS. OI.M'HAXT Mak. Flor^

\\. 155 A besieging king or other potent assailer.

Assailing (as^-lin), vbl. sb. [f.
ASSAIL v. +

-ING 1
.]

The action of attacking, assault.

1340 Ayenb. 117 We ne mo^e na}t .. bolye be asaylinges
of >e dyeule. (-1425 WYNTOUN Criw. vui. xxvi. 333 Wyth
stout and manlyk assaylyng. 1598 BAKRKT Theor. Warres
v. ii. 131 By a long and gallant assailling, it fall at last into

the enemies hands. 1630 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 36

Why she should then admit him to private discourse . . con-

sidering the condition of all assailings. .was a piece of reach

and hazard beyond my apprehension. 1815 LAMB Life $
Lett. x. ( 1840) 96 Jove . . tottering with the giant assailings.

Assailing, /// a. [f.
as prec. + -ING-.] That

assails ; attacking, assaulting.
1592 WYRLEY A rinorie 41 We warely batleled . . Th' assay1-

ing tempter. 1592 SHAKS. Rout, fy Jut. r. i. 219 Nor bid [T. r.

bide] th' incounter of assailing eyes. 1795 Soui HEY Joan of
Arc vni. 195 (llacidas his eye Cast on the assailing host.

Assailmeiit ^as<~''lment). [a. OF. assaillc-

ntcnt : see ASSAIL v. and -MENT.]
1. The action of assailing ; an assault, attack.

1592 WYRLEY Arntorie 141 These three . . cheefest praise
at this assailment had. 1614 R. TAILOR Hog hath lost Peart
in Dodsl. O. P. 11780! VI. 412 Tortur'd by the weak assail-

ments Of earth-sprung griefs. 1836 l-'or, Q. AVr-. XVII. 406
The progress of his constant couple through their various

assailments.

2. Power or faculty of assailing.

iSizT.JtFFEKSON Writ. \ 18591 IV. 182 They may strengthen
Canada . . beyond the assailment of our lax and divided

powers.
t Assa'le. Obs. rare 1

. In ft assayle. [f.
A-

prcf. 1 1 +SALE ;
or perh. for a safe.] Sale.

i566DRANT//<?rmt'.SW.i.ii. Aviijb, He. .doth make assayle
Of landes, and lordshippe wyde.
Assalt, obs. form of ASSAULT.

tAssalve,*'. Obs. rare~\ [f. A-/>V/:M +

SALVE z/.]
To salve.

\VjvGalf.fy .&?'/. (HalliwO, I seeke for to assalve my sore.

Assamar .arsamilr. Chan. [mod. f. L. ass-

us roast + amar-ns bitter.]
' Name given by

Reichenbach to the peculiar bitter substance pro-
duced when gum, sugar, starch, gluten, meat, bread,
etc. are roasted in the air till they turn brown.'

Watts Diet. Chcm. 1863.

Assapanick. '/-ool. (See quoi/
1706 PHILLIPS, Assapanick, a flying Squirrel, a little

creature, peculiar to Virginia and Maryland. 1791 SMKU.II;

Bnffons Nat. Hist. V. 308 Called Assapanick by the Vir-

ginian Indians, and flying squirrel by the English.

Assart (asaut), v. Law. Also 6-7 assert,

[a. AF. assarter, -ier, ~ir (Britton), OF. essarter :

late L. I'xsartiirCi exartare (in ISurgundian Laws
i,

f. ex out + *sar/(ire
t freq. of sat\r}7re, ppl. stem

sarnt-, sant-, sari- (in derivatives, sartio,sartura,

etc.'] to hoe, weed. There was an Kng. Law L.

assartare, f. AFr.] To grubup trees and bushes from

forest-land, so as to make it arable. Also absol.

11276 Act 4 Ethv. /, i. 4 I)e parcis et dominicis boscis quae
dommus ad voluntatem suam poterit assartare et excolere.

(For transl. see 1876.1] 1523 FITZHKRB. Srtr?'. 4 b, Demeyne
woode . . whiche at the Tordes wyll may be asserted and

plucked vp. 1598 MANWOOD Laws Forest ix. i. (1615)

67/1 Whereas woods or thickets or any other land is assarted,
that land cannot grow againe to become couerts. 17*3
ASHMOLE A tit

it/. Berks. II. 425 The King granted to him. .

Power to assart his I^ands, 1837 HOWITT Rnr. Life v. i.

(1862^ 362 That none shall assart in the forest without being
taken before the verderer. 1876 DIGBY Real Prop. iv. i.

180 Parks and demesne woods which the lord may assart

and improve at his pleasure.

Assart (asaut), sb. Law. [a. AF. assart* OF.
essart : late L. exartitm = *exsartum, pa. pple. (sc.

arviini land) of *exsar(r\ire^ f. ex out + sar{r}ire to

hoe, weed: see prec. The sb. might also have been

formed in Fr. directly on the vb. (cf. regarder, re-

gard}^ whence probably sense 2 arose. See also

ESSART, after Fr., used by modern historians.]
1. A piece of forest land converted into arable by

grubbing up the trees and brushwood
;
a clearing

in a forest.

1628 COKE On Lift, zoa, If an assart bee granted by the

King. 1738 Hist. Crt. E.vchea. v. 87 The Profit of the

County was likewise increased by Arentations of Assarts.

1766 BARRINGTON Anc. Stat. 11796) 36 notet Assarts are

places where the wood has been grubbed up.

2. The action of grubbing up the trees and bushes

in a forest, so as to turn it into arable land.

1598 MANWOOD Lawes Forest ix. 1.11615*67/1 An Assart,
is the plucking up of those woods by the rootes that are

thickets or couerts of the Forest, to make the same a plaine
or arrable land. ,11625 COPE in (tutch Coll. Cur. I. 123
Lately revived by your Majesty's Commission of Assarts.

1880 J. WILLIAMS Rights ofCommon 231 No person having
lands within a forest could plough up any part of his lands

which had not been ploughed up before, and to do so was
considered a grievous offence and was called an assart.

3. attrib.

1670 [see next]. 1863 WISH AV?c Forest Iv. 43 James I.

granted no less than twenty assart lands.

Assa'rtment. Law. Obs.
[f.

ASSART v. +

-MENT.] = ASSART sb.

1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Assart-Rents, Were Rents paid
to the Crown, for Forest Lands assarted. Assartments seems
to be used in the same sence.

A'ssary. [ad, Gr. d^troptov, or L. assaritis as :

ASSASSINATE.

see As sb.] A Roman copper coin, translated by
'

farthing
'

in JMatt. x. 29. (Commonly used in L.

or Gr. form.)
I727MATHKK J 'n&.MansCoMp.'H'Z \\\ A ssary, or Farthing,

Half-penny Farthing. 187* O. W. HOLMES Poet Break/.
T. iii. 93, I have no change, says he, but this assarion of
Diocletian.

Assassin (ascc'sin). Also 7 assassine, -asin xe,

-aciue. [a. F. assassin, or ad. It. dssassino : cf.

also Pr. assassin, Pg. assassino, Sp. asesino, med.L.

assasstntts (OK. forms were assacin, asescin, asis-

ini, hasisin, hassissin, haitssasin, etc.
;
med.L. (pi.)

assessing ascisini, etc.), ad. Arab, hashshdshln and

hashishiyyJn, pi. of |_pUL^> ""^i..*^.*.
hashshdsh

and hashishiyy, lit. 'a hashish-eater, one addicted

to hashish,' both forms being applied in Arabic to

the Ismacili sectarians, who used to intoxicate

themselves with hashish or hemp, when preparing
to dispatch some king or public man. The OF.

variants, (pi.) assacis, hassisis, /taississis, med.L.

assasi, haussasi, med.Gr. xaff* fflol > Pomt to the

Arabic singular, but the form finally established in

the European languages arises from the Arab, plural,
as in Bedouin

;
cf. also It. chernbiiw, serafino, F.

and earlier Kng. chcnibin, scraphin (sing.). Natu-

rally the plural was first in use, in the historical

sense, and occurred in Kng. in the Lat. or It. form

before assassin was naturalized : the latter was still

accented a'ssassin by Oldham in 1679.]
1. ///. A hashish-eater. Hist, (in//.) Certain Mos-
lem fanatics in the time of the Crusades, who were

sent forth by their sheikh, the 'Old Man of the

Mountains/ to murder the Christian leaders.

[<ri237 R. WEXDOVKR Flora /list. (18411 II. n. 246 Hos
tarn Saracen i quam Christian! Assjsinos appellant.] 1603
KN'OLLES Hist. Turks \ 16381 120 This messenger, .was. .one

of the Assasines, a company of most clesperat and dangerous
men among the Mahometans. 1611 SI>KKM Hist. C,t. Brit.

ix. x. 5 That bloudy Sect of Sara/ens, called Assassini, who,
without feare of torments, vndertake . . the murther of any
eminent Prince, impugning their irrelitdon. 1 1860 J. WOLFF,
The assassins, who are otherwise called the People of the

Man of the Mountain, before they attacked an enemy,
would intoxicate themselves with a powder made of hemp-
leaves, out of which they prepared an inebriating electuary,
called hashish.

2. Hence: One who undertakes to put another

to death by treacherous violence. The term retains

so much of its original application as to be used

chiefly of the murderer of a public personage, who
is generally hired or devoted to the deed, and aims

purely at the death of his victim.

[a 1259 M. PARIS Angl. Hist. Mnj. 1 15891 459 Qui tandem
confessus est, se missum iliac, vt Regem more assessinorum

occideret, a Willielmo de Marisco.] 1531 Dial. Laws Kng.
n. xli. (1638) 133 Hee is an Ascisinus f prin*W Ascismus] that

will slay men for money at the instance of every man that

will move him to it, and such a man may lawfully be slaine

. . by every private person. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. iii.

i. iii, Men of all others fit to be assassins. 1679 OLDHAM
Sat. Jesuits 116861 7 Think on that matchless Assassin,
whose name We with just pride can make our happy claim.

1702 Row ic Tamerlane in. i. 1330 When bold Assassines take

thy Name upon 'em. 1778 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) To AY-
rimers Wks, 1812 I. 5 That stabbed like brave assassins m
the dark. 1855 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. IV. xxi. 668 Barclay's
assassins were hunted like wolves by the whole population.

3. Jig. or transf.
1736 THOMSON Liberty v. 385 The hir'd assassins of the

Commonweal. 1824 DlBDlN Libr. Comp. 744 Lord Byron
was the assassin of his own fame.

4. attrib. and in comb., as assassin-like.

1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 219 Who, to surprize One man,
Assassin-like, had levied Warr, Warr unproclam'd. 1847
DISRAEU Tancrediv. ix. (1871) 305 He caught in his hand
the assassin spear.

f. assassin : see prec.] To assassinate.

1670 MILTON Hist. Fug. Wks. 1738 II. 60 Cuichelm. .sent

privily Eumerus a hir'd Sword-man to assassin him. 1680

>pir. Popery ] Mr. Mitchel . . when he attempted to Assassin
the Lord Primate. 1788 COWPEK Mrs. Tkrockut. Bullfinch
i, Assassin'd by a thief.

b. fig.

1647 WHAKTON Irct. War Wks. 1683, 263 Attempt to

Assassine the Honour of a whole Nation with his Invectives.

1675 Howie Living Temp. Wks. 1834, 42/1 To assassine his

own intellectual faculty.

t Assa'ssinacy. Obs. [f. ASSASSINATE : cf.

conspiracyt confederacy ; see -ACY.] Assassination.
1611 O. H. Anti-Ccton 48 To see the lesuites . . the iveryi

morning after this abhominable assnssmacie, looking with a

smiling and presumptuous countenance, a 1660 HAMMOND
ll'ks. I. 470 1 R.I This spiritual assa>sinacy. .most sataincally

designed on souls.

t Assa'ssinailt. Obs. [a. K. assassinaiit, pr.

pple. of assassiner : see above.] An assassin.

1655 GUKNALL Chr. in Arm. xxvii. i. (1669) 326/1 Some
Asassinants (intending to stab a Prince).

r Assa'ssinate, sb. Obs. Also 7 assassinat,

-asinate, -acinate. [In sense i, app. a. F. assas-

sinat (i6th c.), ad. med.L. assassTnatus (i3th c. in

I)u Cange\ f. med.L. (and It.) assasslnarc to assas-

sinate. Of its use in sense 2,
= ASSASSIN, no ex-

planation appears ;
we may suspect some original
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ASSASSINATE.

misapprehension of the word, or perh. application
of the analogy of homicide, parricide, etc.]
1. Murder, or an assault with intent to murder,

by treacherous violence ; assassination.
1601 S. PATKRICKE tr. Gentillft's Agst. MachiaucU 228 All

murders, massacres, and assassinates, are alwaies found done
to a good end. 1636 FEATLY Clavis Myst. v. 54 The bloudy
assacmate of the Earl of Gowrie. 1671 True A'^n-Ctm/. 406
There can be no proper assassinat, without an intervening
price. 1755 CARTE His!. Eiig. 1 V. ig5 Following him to Ports-
mouth . . he committed the assassinate on his person.
b - fig-

1671 MARVELL Rch. Transp. \. 187 Who commit these
Assassinats upon the reputation of deserving persons.
2. = ASSASSIN 2.

1600^ HOLLAND Livy n. xiii. 40 Nothing had saved him but
the mistake of the Assassinate. i6ai BURTON Antit. Mel. I.

ii. iv. vi, 159 Poverty alone makes men theeves, rebels,
murderers, traitors, assacinates. 1676 W. Row Sv/pL Blair's

Autobiag. xii. (18481 519 Search out the villain, the assas-
sinate. 1737 G. SMITH Cur. Relal. I. iii. 483 To raise the
Number of Assassinates to three Hundred ; then to fall upon
the Magistrates.
b. fig.

= ASSASSIN 3.
(i 1659 CLEVELAND Ceil. Poems (1677) 60 Scribling Assas-

sinate ! . . Cub of the Blatant Beast. 1695 U'liMfr 1'url.
ditsohied fy Death f'r. Orange 6 Those Miscreants, and
Assassinates of their Country.
Assassinate (ascc-sin^t), v.

[f. assasstaat-

ppl. stem of med.L. assassin/ire =* ft. assasstnare,
y. assassiner, {. the sb. : see ASSASSI.V and -ATK.]
1. /rans. To kill by treacherous violence.
1618 UOLTON Fhrtts \\. ii. 292 Brutus and Cassius . . con-

spired to assassinate him. 1773 HARRIS P/iilas.Arriuifem.
('8411 339 L'a:sar, when he was assassinated, fell at the feet of
Pompey's statue. 1813 SOI/THEY Xclsw iii. 65 He was as-
sassinated by some wretches set on . . by Genoa.
b. ahsol.

1678 IVTLER [titd. in. n. 1022 To defend was to invade,
And to assassinate to aid. 1803 MACKINTOSH Def. Peltier
\\ ks. 1846 III. 274 The most learned incitement to assas-
sinate that ever was addressed to such ignorant ruffians.

t 2. trans. To endeavour to kill by treacherous
violence

; to attack by an assassin. 06s.

1683 Afal. Prat. France vi. 77 William of Orange was
twice Assassinated, and lost his Life the Second time. 1706
DE FOE Jim f)h: I. 19 Charles the Ninth carress'd the
Admiral Coligni . -Visited him when he had been Wounded,
and Assassinated.

3. fig. To destroy or wound by treachery ; to
' stab

'

reputation, etc.

1626 M \SSINGER Rom. Actor n. i, Sufficient For thee that
dost assassinate my soul. 1683 DRVDEN Dk. Guise v. (R. t

Your rhimes assassinate our fame. 1850 Wmpi'Li: F.ss. <$ Rev.
I. ^78 After his death they tried to assassinate his name.

Assassinating, ppl. a. [f. ASSASSINATE-'.
+ -IXG-.] That assassinates, murdering.
1682 Lend. Gaz. No. 1736/3 That Assassinating association.

1797 HoLCROFT tr. XMhtrg's Trav. xci. (ed. 2.) IV. 201 The
assassinating sword of the Romans.
Assassination (5B!sin^i-Jan). [n. of action

f. ASSASSINATE ^or its L. or F. original) : see -TIUN.
Fr. has assassinat.] The action of assassinating ;

the taking the life of any one by treacherous

violence, esp. by a hired emissary, or one who has
taken upon him to execute the deed.

1605 SHAKS. Mact>. i. vii. 2 If th' Assassination Could
trnmmell vp the Consequence, and catch With his surcease,
Suixesse. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. I. i. 22 The Duke
finished his course, by a wicked Assassination. 1855 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng, IV". xxl. 660 The English regard assassina-
tion . . with a loathing peculiar to themselves.

b.y/. Cf. -killing.'
1800 FOSTER in Life .y L'arr. (18461 I. 136 Company is

assembled for the assassination of time.

Assassinative (asarsinfitiv), a. rare. [f. AS-
SASSINATE v. + -IVE.] Disposed to assassinate,

murderously inclined.

1845 CARLVLK Crpiuwell (18711 IV. 239 Assassinative

truculent-flunky head in steeple-hat worn brown.

Assassinator
(fasrsin^Ui). [n. of agent f.

ASSASSINATE, on L. analogies; cf. i6th c. K. ass-

assiiia/ciir.'] One who assassinates ;
an assassin.

1676 BATES Immort. Soul xii. iR.i The assassinators of

kings. 1704 Loud. Gaz. No. 4029/3 Looked upon . . as
Assassinators.

Assassinatress ,asx-sin<~>tres). [f. prec. t

-ESS.] A female assassin.

1869 OUIDA Puck xxix. 360 She, the Faustine, the Assas-
sinatress, the Hell-born.

t Assa-ssinay. 06s. [? ad. F. *assassi>ic:c ppl.
sb., or mispr. for assassincKy.] Assassination.
,11641 Br. MOUNTAGU .4 rfs,y ./!/. v. 7. 320 This villanous

assasinay by Bassus committed upon his kinsman.

t Assa'ssinist. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. ASSASSIN +

-1ST.] An advocate of assassination.
1612 T. JAMES Jesuits Dcmmf. 6 Hloudy garboyles and

cruelties is threatned to all nations by these Assassmists.

t Assa'ssinment. 0/>s. rare. [a. idthc. F.
iissassinement (-It. assassiita/iicnto), f. assassiner;
see ASSASSIN v.] Assassination.

1577 S. PATERICKE Gentitlct's Agst. Machiavel (1602^ 228
A palliation or coverture, for all assassi[n]ments, murders,
and vengeances.

t Assa'ssinons, a. Obs. [f. ASSASSIN +-ous.

(No equivalent form is recorded in F. or It.)] Of
the nature of assassins ; murderous.
1623 in COCKERAM. 1648 Hnmi0tMPto Art. /VaffWks.

500

1851, 566 To murder them in the basest and most assasshious
manner.

t A'SSate. v. Obs. rare-*,
[f. L. assat- ppl.

stem of assart to roast.] To roast.

1657 TOMUNSON Renon's Disp. 602 Tragacanthum and
Arabick should be assated before commixtion.
Assation

(a.-sJijan'). \Obs. [a. F. assation

(i6thc.), n. of action f. L. assdre to roast, f. assits

roast.] Roasting or baking.
i6osTiMME Quersit. \, x.4o Mercuriall spirites. .do vanish

away by their assation. 1650 SIR T. BROWNE Pi>end. Ep.
ted. 2) 151 In the assation or roasting, it [an egg] will some-
times abate a dragme. 17*7-51 CHAMBERS CycL, Assation,
in respect of culinary matters, is more frequently called

roasting. 1815!'. PEACOCK IIendlongHall 66 The malignant
adhibition of fire and all its diabolical processes of elixion
and assation.

t A'SSature. Qbs-* [ad. L. assdtilra roast

meat, f. assare : see prec. and -UKE.]
' A roast or

roasted meat.' Bailey 1731.
Assault (as9'lt)', sl>. Forms: 3 asajt, 3-7

asaut, assaut, 4 asaujt, 4-6 asaute, asawt(e,
assalt, 5 a sawt(e, a-saute, 5-6 assaute, -awte,
6 a saute, a saulte, 5- assault, [a. OF. asaut

(later assaut\ cf. Pn assalt, It. assalto, Sp. asalto :

late pop. L. *adsa//us, f. the simple saltus leap,
which took the place of its L. equivalent ad- t as-

sultits, deriv. of adsilire, when the latter gave place
to the analytical ad-sal7re : see ASSAIL. The
original asaut was altered ^with an eye to the

Latin), ciz.$o, to assault. Already in ijth c.

apheti/ed to sait/, whence in i6th c. SAULT q.v.]
1. gtn. An onset or rush upon any one with hos-

tile intent
; an attack with blows or weapons.

1297 R. GLOCC. 380 Vor trauayl of be foul asa^t. c 1314
Guy U'af'71'. 74 Thou schalt gif the first asaut Opon the Al-
maundes. 1382 WYCLIF Acts xix. 29 Thei maden a sawt . .

in to the teatre. c 1400 Dcstr, Troy xxvi. 10271 A folke [>at
was fell, fuerse of assaute. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen, l'f> iv. i. 24
In which assault, we lost twelue hundred men. 1611 Hi;.; i

i Mace. iv. 8 Neither be ye afraid of their assault. 1877
LYTTKIL Landnt. in. i. 101 To guard the shores of Gaul
against the assaults of these northern buccaneers.

b. spec. Assault (of or at arms): an attack made
upon each other by two fencers, etc., as an exercise

or trial of skill
; and, in a wider sense (after F. as-

saut tfarwes), a display of hand-to-hand military
exercises.

1694 SIR W. HOPE Su-ordntati's Vade M. 68 He should lake
his Lessons and Assault in his Cloaths and walking Shoes.

1771 J. OLIVIER Fencing 141 An assault is the resemblance
of a single fight with swords, where you perform . .all the
thrusts and all the parades that you learned by lessons.

1851 Handbill 27 Jan., Assault of Arms .. at the Swan
Hotel, Hastings. 1884 Daily AVrcj 26 May 5/6 Military
Assault-at-Arms in aid of Charity, Kensington Town Hall.

2. The sudden rush or charge of an attacking
force against the walls of a city or fortress ; a

storm
; esp. in the phrases To make or give assault,

to win, gain, take, or carry by assault.

1297 R. GLOUC. 409 Hii sette Roberd Courtehose . . in be
Kst syde, be asaut vor to do. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce xvn.

474 The assalt haf thai levit all. 14180 CAXTON Citron. Eng.
v. 1,1520) 4$b/2 The kynges men gave a greate assaute unto
the castell. i53oPALSGR. 619/1, I make a saulte to a towne.

153* Lt>. BKRSKBS Huon 519 They went to the castell of
laffet and toke it with assaulte. 1685 Land. Gaz, 24 Aug.
i/2 The Enemy gave several Assaults to the Outworks.

1872 YKATS Grvtvth Comni. 180 He took Goa by assault.

3. An unlawful attack upon the person of an-

other. (In I^aii' a menacing word or action is

sufficient to constitute an assau/t, the term bat-

tery being techn. added when an actual blow is

inflicted.)

1447-8 SHII.LISGFORD Lett. (1871^ 90 Affrayes assautes and
ether riotous mysgovernaunce. 1581 LAMHAKUK Eiren, \\.

iii. (15881 135 An Assault . . can not be performed, without
the offer of some hurtfull blow, or at the least of some feare-

full speach. IJQOGRKKSK Arcadia 11616147 Without either

assault oranysuch batterie. 1768 BLACKSTOSE Ctwtw. III.

120 If one lifts up his cane, or his fist, in a threatning man-
ner at another; or strikes at him, but misses him; this is

an assault. 1849 MACAI LAV Hist. F.ng. I. iii. 296 A soldier

therefore by knocking down his colonel, incurred only the

ordinary penalties of assault and battery.
4. An attack upon institutions, opinions, or cus-

toms
;
an endeavour to overthrow them by argu-

ment or by hostile measures.
c 1449 PKCOCK Kcpr. i. xiii. 71 For that he knowith me ad-

mytte and allowe the wntingis . . he makith a^ens me this

assaut. rti674Ci.ARKNix>NiJ.) Aftersome unhappy assaults

upon the prerogative by the parliament. 1-11704 LOCKK ij.)

Theories built upon narrow foundations are very hard to be

supported against the assaults of opposition. 1841 MYKRS
Cut/t. Th. iv. 22. 291 The assaults which are made upon
them by natural and scholastic scepticism.

5. trans/. and_/%-. Hostile approach, attack, onset.

1508 FISHKR Whs. (18761277 Abidynge the sharpe assautes
of deth. 1814 WORUSW. A'avwri. v. 689 Unshaken l>ears the

assault Of their most dreaded foe, the strong south-west.

1856 KANE Arct. Exp. I. xx. 245 In the polar zone the
assault [of the climate] is immediate and sudden.

6. esp. An attack by spiritual enemies ; a tempt-
ation to evil. (The earliest use in Eng.)
.1230 Axcr. K. 196 per l?es deofles assauz beo5 ofte

strongest. 1486 CAXTON Cnrial 8 Thassaultes of whyche I

am enuyronned. 1671 MILTON Samson 845 Hear what
assaults I had, what snares besides, What sieges girt me

ASSAULTER.
round. 1877 SI-AKHOW Semi. iii. 32 The enemy makes there
his subtlest and strongest assault, .and thus the man falls.

t 7. A love-proposal, a wooing. Obs.

iS99 SHAKS. Much Ado n. iii. 120 Inuincible against all

assaults of affection. 1611 Cymb. i. vi. 150 The King my
father shall be made acquainted Of thy Assault.

Assault (,aslt), v. Forms: 56 assawte, 6
a saute, assaute, assalt, 7 assult, 6- assault.

Ap/iet. 5-7 SAULT, etc. q.v. [a. OF. asaute-r, cogn.
w. It. assaltaret Sp. asaltart Romanic type ail-, as-

saltare, f. L. ad to, at + saltdrc to leap, spring,
which took the place of the L. equivalent ad-, as*

sultare, freq. of ad-sitire. Cf. prec. and ASSAIL.]
1. To make a violent hostile attack by physical
means upon (a -person, army, etc.) ; to commit an
unlawful or criminal assault upon the person of

(see ASSAULT sb. 3). To assault a city QTfortress :

(in mod. usage) to attack it by a sudden rush of
armed men, to storm.
c 1450 Merlin iv. 69 Yef he me assawte with werre. 1513
BEADBHAW St. W'trtmrge 163 As the kynges were sautynge
this forsayd cite. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. ii. 258 Speake with
me. Or, naked as I am I will assault thee. 1611 BIBLE ,-Jrfc

xvii, 5 And assaulted the house of lason. 1685 R. BURTON
Eng. Eittp. A tner. i. 21 His Horsemen, .assulted Atahaliba's

people. 1722 DK FOE Moll Fl. 118401 269 He should com-
mit him to Newgate for assaulting the constable. 1860
FROCDE Hist. Eng, V. xxvi. 206 The next morning Norwich
was assaulted. 1884 Daily AVnv 23 June 5/3 Two lads of
nine were accused of assaulting a little boy of three.

b. fig. or transf.
1622 R. HAWKINS I'oy. S, Sna 118471 63 The gownes being

well soked, everj* man .. tooke one, and assaulted the fire.

1709 POPK Let. H. Crounuell May 7 Wks. 1837 V. 66 'Tis
a mercy I do not assault you with a number of original
Sonnets and Epigrams,
2. To attack with hostile words

;
to speak or

write directly against ;
= ASSAIL v. 4. arch, or Obs.

1561 T. N[ORTOS] Cah'in's fust. i. 18 To shew y quick-
nesse of their witt in assailing the truthe of God. 1670
COTTON Espcmon \. \\. 83 The Leaguers . . wish'd they had
never assaulted the Duke by the way of writing.
3. To attack with reasoning or argument ;

to

address with the object of persuading, convincing,
or controverting ;

= AssAiL v. 5. arch, or Obs.

1551-6 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utopia 15 To assault me until
he . . persuaded me. a 1674 CLARHNDON Hist. Reb. 11702) I.

v. 464 Hoping . . that they would not . . have thought fit to
assault him with a Newer Declaration.

4. Of things : To come roughly against, so as to

batter, injure, or hurt; to dash against ;
= ASSAIL v. 7.

1667 MILTON /*. /,. n. 953 A universal hubbub . . Assaults
his eare. 1781 GIBBON Decl. 4- /'. III. xlviii. 25 His vessel
was assaulted by a violent tempest. 1850 LYNCH Theo. Trin.
xii. 230 The roaring of the waves, .assaults our ear.

5. Of physical or mental states, as of disease:

To come upon, attack, invade, arch, or Obs.

1594 T. B. La Priinand, Fr. Acati, ll. 365 Gowtie persons
. . be not assaulted with such great and vehement floods of
waters. 1774 MRS. CHAPONE hnhr<n'. Mind. II. 20 When
we find ourselves assaulted by this infirmity.

6. To assail with temptations ;
to tempt, try.

arch, or Obs.

1529 MORK Com/, ag-st. Trib. n. Wks. 1197/1 Nor all the
deuilles in hell so strong to inuade and assawte him, as god
is to defende him. 1585 ABP. SANDYS Serin. (18411 263 Satan
ceaseth not to assault our faith. 1714 AUUISON Sped. No.

5^8 P 7 Levity of Temper . . opens a Pass to his Soul for any
'i emptation that assaults it.

7. absol. chiefly in sense i. (In quot. 1575 A saute

may be the sb. used interjectionally.)
1489 CAXTON FaytesofArmes\.\x. 23 To teche hem bettre

in all thynges to fighte and to sawte. 1575 CHURUHVARIJ
Chippcs (1817) 106 A saute, a saute, wee lye ore longe in

trenche. 1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 408 Say, where will you
assault? 1667

(

MILTON P. L. \\.6yj By Batterie, Scale, and
Mine, Assaulting.

b. To attack in fencing: see ASSAULT sb. i b.

1694 SIR W. Horn Suwrdwax's I'adtt M. 69 When People
assault, it is commonly with Blunts.

Assault, in phr. 7o be or go assault : see ASSAUT.

Assaultable (as^-ltab'T), a. Also 6 assaut-
;

and see aphet. SAULTABLE. [f. prec. vb. + -ABLE.

Cf. It. assa/tevole.'} Capable of being assaulted,

open to assault.

1548 HALL Chron. (1809' 737 They bet the walles so, with

great ordinaunce, that they made the town assuutable. 1649
117 Sept.) CROMWELL Lett. (Car!.' To make breaches assault-

able, and by the help of God to storm them. 1829 S. TI/RNKR
ffi&t. Ene. III. n. xix. 589 The place was found not to be
assaultable.

Assaulted i,as9'lted\ ///. a.
[f.

as prec. +

-ED.] Assailed, attacked.
1601 CORNWALLYES Ess. ii. xxix. (1631! 40 It makes the

assaulters weake, the assaulted strong, c 1660 JFK. TAYLOR
Life of Christ xi. Wks. 1822 I II. 52 So long as the assaulted

person is in actual danger.

Assaulter (as Itaj). Also assaultair. -tour,

[f.
ASSAULT z>. + -ER!. Cf. OF. assaittenr, AF.

assaultour, also occas. followed in Eng. sj>elling.]

One who assaults, an attacker or assailant.

1548 HALL Chron. }fcn. /'///an. i6(R.) The assaulters

to deuise all maner of engynes for the assaulting. 1566
KNOX Hist. Ki-f. Wks. 1846 I. 212 And receaved the first

assaultairis upon the pointis of thare spearis. 1583 STANY-
HURST Aettcis;n.(Arb. 158 The Troians. . the assaultours with
weak force vaynely repulsed. 1796 Miss BURNEV Camilla
viii. i\, Admiration is a dangerous assaulter of diffidence.



ASSAULTING.

1837 CAMPBELL Song of Greeks ii. 154 For we've sworn by
jur Country's assaulters, By the virgins they've dragged
"rom our altars.

Assaulting (as^-ltirj), vbl. sb. [f. ASSAULT v.

+ -INU 1
.]

Hostile onset, attack, assault.

1548 [see prec. ] 1561 HOLI.YBUSH Horn. Apoth. 44 b, When
i man perceyueth the assail 1tinge of the ague. 1675 SHEP-

>ARD Grand Abridgnt. s.v. Battery^ Menacing beginneth
;he breach of the Peace, Assaulting, which every Battery
toth imply, increaseth it, and Battery accomplished it.

1707 SIK W. HOPE New Metk. Fencing "714' 232 Laws to

je observed upon the Weekly Assaulting Days.

Assaulting, ///. - [f. as prec. + -IXG-.]
That assaults ; attacking, assailing.

1567 DRANT Horace Efiist. \. \. Cj, To master thyne as-

wiltynge fyttes. 1797 HOLCROFT tr. Stolbergs Trav. II. ci.

ed. 21 433 Defending himself against an assaulting Hon.

1879 vnL'nssclCs Techti. Ednc. IV. 139 The assaulting troops.

t Assau't, adv. (adj.) t prop, phrase. Obs.

Forms : 5 a sawt, 5-7 assaut, 6 asawte, assault,

[a. F. A saut to leaping: see saut (sense 10) in

Littre.] In phr. To go or be assau(l ,t \ to seek

the male, to rut.

< 1400 />'. Httntynge* MS. Bodl. No. 546, viii. 38 The fyxene
jf ^e wolf is a sawt ones yn be ?eer. 1552 HLLOKT, (>o

as;iwte. .which is the desyre betwene the male kynd, and
the female kynde, Cainlio. 1580 BARRI Ah'. A 630 To go
assault ..Catnlio. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvi. xxv, When as

Nature seemeth to goe proud or assaut, and is in the rut

rtiid furious rage of love.

t Assa'VOUr, z*. Obs. [a. OF. a$savoure-t\

earlier asavorer, cogn. with Pr. assaborar, Jt. assa-

porare* a late L. or Romanic compound, f. ad to +

sapdrdre to season, flavour, in late L. to savour,

relish, f. sapor-cm relish, SAVOUR.] To relish,

enjoy the taste of.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 30/4 The propre body of jhesu . .

[to] receyve and assavoure devoutly. Ibid, 364/3 She herd
the sermons ententyuely and assaueured them more swetely.

Assay (a-*
7
*'), sb. Forms : 4 assai, 4-5 asay\e,

4-7 assaie, assaye, 6 a saie, assey(e, 4- assay.
Also aphetic SAY, and refashioned ESSAY, q.v. [a.

OF. assai, assay, var. of essai, essay, cogn. with Pr.

essait assai, assag, Sp. asayo, Cat. assatg, It. assag-

gio (also Cat. ensatgt ensaig, Sp. ensayo, Pg. cnsaio}
: L. exagiitin 'weighing,' but used in Romanic in

wider sense of '

examination, trial, testing
'

; f. L.

cx-ag2re, cxigHre to weigh, try, prove, measure,

adjust, ascertain, examine, inquire into. For the

sense of the L. cf. exawcn =* cxagmcn \ see EXA-

MINE; for the form cf. contagiiim = contamcn f.

lOti-fangf't'C, naiifraginni i. frangerc. Fr. essai
' =

It. assaggio : L. exagimn may be compared to Fr.

/ Olt. aggio\ L. habco. The etymological form
from L. ex- was in es-, but in Romanic this was

by confusion with other prefixes made as- and en-,

In Fr. the etymological essai has now quite ousted

assait and in Eng., since the end of the i6th c.,

ESSAY has similarly taken the place of assayt exc.

in the 'assay of metals,' and uses founded upon it.

An aphet. SAY was very common down to 1 7th c.]

I. The action or process of trying, trial generally.
1. The trying (of a person or thing) ;

trial im-

posed upon or endured by any object, in order to test

its virtue, fitness, etc. Obs. exc, as fig. use of 6.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 341 Noblie regned he here, hi

profe and gode assaies. .1386 CHAUCER Wife's Proi. 290
But folk of wyves inaken non assay, Til thay ben weddid.
< 1450 Merlin xiv. 219 Now lete se your cheualrye, for now
be ye come to the assay. < 1500 W. DE WORUE Covtinitnyc.

Ciij, Whan thou of all thy frendes haste made assaye Thou
shalte fynde none lyke to me. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for J\f.

in. i. 164 Angelo had neuer the purpose to corrupt her;

onely he hath made an assay of her vertue. 1711 BI;IX;ELL

S^fff. No. 307 f 12 To make an Assay ofhis Parts in Geometry.
1868 KUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art. Add. 211 A great assay of the
human soul.

t 2. '

Trial/ tribulation, affliction. Obs.

1375 BARHOITR Bruce ir. 412 The King . . Wes set in-till full

hard assay, c 1430 LYDG. Bw/ms, Their pacience put at

fell a.ssayes. 1596 SPKNSHK /'. Q. \. vii. 27 Sorrowful! assay,
Which . . almost rent her tender heart in tway. 1671 Mil -

TON /*. K. \. 263 My way must He Through many a hard

assay even to the death.

f 3. Experiment. Put it in assay : make the

experiment, try it. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCKR Conipl. I'cnusfo Let the jelouse put hit in

assay. 15*5-30 MORE De quat. Xoniss. Wks. 77/1 Vf thou

putte it in a saie and make a proofe. 1644 MII.TON Kditc.

Wks. 1738 I. 140 It may prove much more easy with assay
than it now seems at distance. 1768 STERNE Sef. Joitm.
(1778* I. 84 'Tis an assay upon human nature,

j-4. Experience. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden i Rolls Ser.^ I. 73 Schorl wilted men
and litel of

assay.
< 1449 PECOCK Rtfr. n. xi, }'e doom of

experience and of assay.

f 5. The faculty of trying or judging of things.
.1394 /'. PI. Crcdc 537 panne haue y tynt all my tast,

toucne and assaie.

II. Trial specifically.
6. The trial of metals, by

'

touch,' fire, etc.
;
the

determination of the quantity of metal in an ore or

alloy ;
or of the fineness of coin or bullion.

c 1386 CHAUCER Clerkcs T. mo If that thay were put to

such assayes The gold of hem hath now so badde alayes

501

With bras, that . . It wolde rather brest in two than plye.

a 1500 Songs on Costume (18491 52 '1'hyng counterfeet wol

faylen at assay. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy* (1810) III. 316 To get
some of that their copper for an assay. 17*4 SWIFT Drapu-r s

Lett. ii. Wlcs. 1761 III. 31 An assay was made of the coin.

1798 Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 424 The valuable mineralsare

soon pointed out by assay. 1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp.

X. 194, I haue requested Sir Charles Stuart to have an assay-

made of them at the Portuguese Mint. 1881 RAYMOND

Mining Gloss. s.v., Both assays and analyses may be either

qualitative or quantitative . . The assay value of gold and

silver ores is usually determined in Troy ounces.

7. The metal or substance to be assayed.

1837 EDE Pract. Chew. 10 The assay is moistened and

made to adhere to the flux and heated with it. 1879 RUTI.EY

Stud. Rocks x. 158 To get this colouration the assay should

not be previously reduced.

t 8. The trial of weights, measures, quality of

bread, etc. by legal standard. Obs. exc. Hist,

1601 F. TATE Housch. Ord. Ed. //, 24 11876) 17 The
clarke of the market . . shal take the assay of al manner of

mesures, waightes and elnes within the vierge. 1631 Chart.

6Cbu./,in Bingham Rep. V. 341 Assize and assay of bread,

wine, and beer. 1751 CHAMBERS Cyc/., Assay of weights
and measures signifies the trial or examination of common
weights and measures.

f 9. rettery. Trial of 'grease of a deer.' Obs.

C1340 Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1328 Serched hem at be asay, summe
bat er were. 1612 DKAYTDN Poly-oil*, xv. 244 Nor tooke so

rich assaies. (Note. Breaking up of Deare brought into the

Quarry. >

1O. The trial of anything by taste, tasting, arch.

1477 NORTON Ord. .-//< -h.\ Ashm. 16521 v. 73 Yet of some parts

seperable, A Tast maie well be Convenable. .to make assay
Whether they be well wrought or nay. 1561 T. N[ORTON|
Cah'ins lust. in. ii. (1634) 276 Being before . . without judg-
ment of taste to take assay of them. 1616 HURFL. & MARKH.
Cottntr. Farm 610 As concerning the tasting of wine . . it is

good to make the assay at such time as the North-East
winde bloweth. 1667 MILTON /'. /,. ix. 747 Whose taste, too

long forborn, at first assay Gave elocution to the mute.

1823 LAMB Eiia Ser. r. xii. 1 1865) 98 That Guyon must take

assay
of the glorious bait.

1 11. fig. A taste, a foretaste. Obs.

1594 J. KING Jwrt// (18641 56 A taste and assay beforehand

of that everlasting and utter darkness. 1605 SHAKS. Lear
i. ii. 47 But as an essay, or taste of my vertue.

1 12. The act, latterly perhaps nothing more than

complimentary, of tasting the food or drink before

giving it to an exalted personage. Obs. exc. Hist.

1547 in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. App. i. A 7 A sumptuous
dinner, and the chief mourner served with assays and al

other service. 1548 HALL C/tron, 11550) 14 The esquier
whiche was accustomed to sewe and take the assaye before

kyng Rychard. 1602 CAREW Cornwall (i-jz$ 137 b, Serued
with kneeling assay, and all otlicr rites due to the estate of

a Prince. 1641 PRYNNE Antipathic 200 Hee made Dukes
and Earles to serve him with Wine, with assay taken.

b. Cup of assay: a small cup with which assay
of wine, etc. was taken.

1-1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 283 Twoo litill Cuppis of

asseye silvar and gilt. 1548 HALL Citron. (1550) 212 The
Maior of London claymed to seme the queue with a cuppe
of golde and a cuppe of assay of the same. 1852 THACKERAY
Esnioiidu. 11.11876) 171 In this state she had her train carried

by a knight's wife, a cup and cover of assay to drink from,
and fringed cloth.

III. A trying to do something, an attempt.
13. An attempt, an endeavour, arch.
c 1386 CHAUCER Chan. ] 'fin. Prol. fy T. 696 Yet wol I make

assay The secound tyine, that ye mow taken heede. c 1450
Merlin vi. 100 He .. that was ferthest from the assaye of

this swerde. 1625 BACON Seditions, Ess. (Arb.)395 A kinde
of shaking off the yoake and Assay of disobedience. 1684
BUNYAN Pilgr. ii. 32 She and her companions made a fresh

assay to go past them. 1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 535 Perilous

th' assay, unheard the toil, T' elude the prescience of a God
by guile. 1876 BLACKIE Songs Relig. 64 O ! it is a hard assay
For the reach of human clay.

f 14. Putting forth of one's strength or energy,
best effort, arch. To do his assay : to put forth all

his might, do his best. Obs.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1590 Praynge him that he most

doon his assay To gete the flese of golde. 1393 GOWER
Con/. I. 68 He hath put all his as>ay To winne thing which
he ne may get. 1603 SHAKS. Macb. \\. iii. 143 Their malady
conuinces The great assay of Art. 1634 A. HUISH, En-
deavouring with our strength and whole assay, Our God to

praise. 1797 COLKRIDGE Christahel i, Deep from within she
seems half-way To lift some weight with sick assay.

f!5. An attack, an assault. Obs.

1375 BARBOL-R Bruce xiv. 34 In vaveryng fyrth arivit thai

Saufly, but bargane or assay. (1400 Des'tr. Troy. vui. 3903
Paris was ffull siker at asaye, and a sad knight. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneh viii. i. 13 The first chiftanis for assay
or defens. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. iv. 23 To have wrought
unwares some villainous assay. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I', i. ii.

151 Galling the gleaned I^nd with hot Assayes. 1602
limn. ii. ii. 71 To giue th' assay of Armes against your
Maiestie. 1705 HICKKHINGILL Priest-cr. iv. 211 The next

Essay and Assay that I make against Priest-craft, shall be
to Disarm it for ever.

f 16. A first tentative effort, in learning or prac-
tice. Obs.

1560 Disvb. Child\\\ Ha/I. Dodsl. II. 284, I went to school,
And of my Latin primer I took assay. 1613 R. C. Table
Alfilt., Preamble, forespeech .. entrance, or assay. 1624
CAPT. SMITH I'irginia Pref. i Our practices ham: hitherto
beene but assayes,and are still to be amended. idTyGiLPiN
Dxnwnol. Sacra (1867) 247 These are his first assays with
young men.

1 17. A trial specimen ;
a sample. 06s.

1581 LAMBAKDE Eiren. \\. xvi. 11588) 580, I labour to bee
short, and therfore I giue but an assaie of each tiling. 1675

ASSAY.

COLLINS in Rigauil Cai-r. .Si/. Men I. 212 Be pleased to

thank him for those assays of his method already sent.

IV. Quality as determined by trial.

18. t a. Approved quality, proof, temper of

metal, etc. Obs. b. Standard of fineness in (he

precious metals.
c 1430 Syr Generitfes 6037 Ne had his helme be goode of

assay He had died the same day. 1436 Pol. Poems 11859}

II. 196 Instrumentis of werre of beste assay. i596SpKNsi,K
F. Q. i. ii. 13 Plirfled with gold and pearle of rich assay.

i8ao G. CAREY Funds 99 As twenty-two carats are to the

gross weight so is the assay or real fineness to the quantity.

t!9.y?y. Character, temper. Obs.

1393 COWER Cotif. III. 356 That outward feignen youtht:
so And ben within of pouer assay. 1579 J. STL HUES ^af-ttig

Cnff\ vij, To be of one assaie or louche with the Idolatrous

and trayterous Israelits.

\ 20. Sounding ; depth as ascertained by it. Obs.

1436 Pol. Poems 1 1859' ' ' l86 Havenesse grete and godely

bayes, Sure, wyde, and depe, of gode assayes.

V. I'hr. At all assays. (Also at all assay, at

every assay.}

1 21. At every trial, in ever}' crisis, juncture, or

time of need
; passing imperceptibly into : At all

events, in any case
;
on ever)' occasion, always. Obs,

i 1360 Yesterday 166 in /;. . P. (1862) 137 Put )>i
trust in

godus Merde. Hit is be best at al assay. < 1400 Test. I.m 1

,-

i. 15601274/1, I have thee found at all assayes. .to be readie.

(1485 Difiy Mfil. 118821 i. 531 V'e shal me fynde plesant at

euery assaye. 1570 Mart: li'it *f Sc. v. iv. in Ha/1. Dodsl,

11.389 God speed us well, I will make one at all assays.

1577 tr. linllingt-ys Decades (1592) 135 God ..our present
deliuerer and ayder at all assayes. 1612 WOODAI.I. .V'"'A'-

Mate Wks. 1653, 153 Words . . which might serve at all as-

sayes, or upon all occasions. 1658 USSHKK Ann. vi. 164 He
had at all assayes, ever upheld their State, against their

enemies.

t 22. (Armed, ready) at all assays : ready for

even1 event. Obs.

'553 Vn.M.l. Roister D. lArb.i 36 Shall we sing a filte?

/-><>//. I am at all assayes. 1594 -znd K cf. l-'austns in Thorns

K. E. Koin. (1858' III. 408 Four Janisaries horsemen arim-il

at all assaies. 1603 FI.ORIO Montaigne i. xlviii. 116321 155
The Kuman gentlemen armed at all assayes.

VI. L'onili. in names of things used in or con-

nected with assaying ;
as assay-balanec, -beam,

furnace, -house, -oz'di
; assay-ton (see quot.).

Also ASSAY-MASTER, q.v.

1746 Phil. Trans. XLIV. 245 The flat Pieces of C'.la^s,

often placed under the Scales of an Essay- Halance. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Assay-Bullance. 1863 Prof. Amcr.
Phil. Soc. IX. 226 The recent receipt of two assay beams at

the Mint. 1707 I.mut.Gaz. No. 4313/3 Without, .the accu-

toTiiary Charges of making Essay Furnaces. 1622 MALYNKS
A HI: Law-Mcrcli. 284 Comming to the Assay-house, there

we found diners gentlemen desirous to see the manner of

making of Assayes of Gold and Silner. 1683 I'EIIUS I-'leta

Mill. i. 1 16861 8 There are many sorts of Assay-Ovens which

Assayers inade use of. 1881 RAYMOND MiitiiigGloss., Assay-
ton, a weight of 29166?, grains. Each milligram of gold or

silver obtained from one assay-ton of ore represents one

ounce troy to the ton of 2000 pounds avoirdupois.

Assay (as<^-}, v. Forms : 4 asaie, (asyghe), 4-5

asay^e, 4-6 assaye, 4-7 assaie, (5 asse), 5-6 as-

sey ve, 6 assai, asey, (assy), 4- assay. Also

aphetic SAY, and refashioned ESSAY, q.v. [a. OF.

a(s)saye-r, a(s)saie-r, also essayer, cogn. with Sp.

asayar, Pr. ssaiar, assaiar, assatjar, It. assag^iare

(cf. also Pr. and Pg. cnsaiar, Sp. cnsayar, Cat.

ensajar) : late L. or early Romanic *exagiiirc, f.

exagimn : see ASSAY sb. In later F'r. the etymo-

logical form essayer is alone found ; this was

introduced into Kng. by Caxton, and, except as

applied to the testing of metals, assay is now an

archaic form of ESSAY. An aphet. SAY was

formerly common.]
I. To put to the test.

1. trai:s. To put to the proof, try (a person or

thing) ; to test the nature, excellence, fitness, etc. of.

Obs. exc. as fig. use of 4.

1330 R. P.RUNNE Citron. 219 He said he wild asay ber hors

alle in a mile. 1340 HAMPOLE /V. Conse. 1399 In bis world

liggis twa ways, Als men may fynd ^at pam assays, a 1450
Knt. elf la 7'or(i868l 27 After dyner y wille assaie my wiff,

and bidde her lepe into the basin. 1513 MORE Rich.
Ill (1641) 395 "Every man assaid his armour and proved his

weapon. 1545 ASCHAM To.i'opli. (Arb.) 20 Therfore did I

take this little matter in hande to assaye myselfe. 1671
MILTON P. K. n. 233, I shall . . his strength as oft assay.

1791 COWI'ER Odyss. vni. 27 With which they should assay
his force.

t b. with object clause. Obs.
c 1385 CHAI.CER L. C,. 11'. 487 That al here lyf ne don nat

but asayeu How many women they may done a shame.
c 1450 I.ONEEICH Grail xxvii. 300 Only to asayen what he
wolde do. 1513-75 Dinrjt. Oeenrr. 11833) 59 To assy jif
thair ladderis wer convenient and lang aneuch. 1611 KIBI.E

Transl. Pref. 7 To assay whether my talent . . may be profit-

able in any measure to Gods Church,

t 2. intr. To make trial {of). Obs.
i 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 839, I wole of hym assaye At

certeyn dayes yeer by yeer to paye. i 1394 /'. PI. Crude

647 A-say of her sobernesse. 1576 THVNNE in Attiinadv.

App. to8, I manye tymes with deeper muse assayed.

1 3. trans. To try by touch ; to '

feel
'

by hand-

ling, lit. sn&fig. Obs.

1366 MAUNDEV. viii. oi On that mount appeared Crist to

Seynt Thomas . . and bad him assaye his woundes. < 1374
CHAUCER Botth. t. vi. 26 Sutfrc me to louche and assaie pc
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stat of bi Jwu?t by a fewe demaundes. I398TREVISA Barth.
De P. V?. in. xxiii. (1495) 70 Olde men and wyse chese the

veynes of the arme to assaye the puls.
4. trans. To test the composition of (an ore,

alloy, or other metallic compound) by chemical
means, so as to determine the amount of a par-
ticular metal contained in it ; to determine the

degree of purity of one of the precious metals.
c 1440 Morte Arthnre 2347, I sende hyme the somme,

assaye how hyme likes ! 1697 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. IV, 239
The goldsmiths are to meet to assay the new money coyned
at the Tower. 1754 CRAMKR \title) Elements of the Art of

Assaying Metals in Theory and Practice. 1818 ACCUM CAeui.
Tests 104 To assay it for lead. 1879 (i. GLADSTONE in Casselfs
Tcchn, Ednc. IV. 146/1 A .small piece, .is cut off each ingot
that has to be assayed.

""* fig- To test as metal.
c 1400 HYLTON Scala Per/. t\V. de W. 1494) xxiv, Tyll thou

be assaid and purifyed by the fyre of desire in devoute
prayer. 1834 SOUTHEV Doctor c\x. 118621 404 Sterling merit
. . he can now understand and value, having . . tht. means of

assaying it.

j5. trans., absol., and ittfr. with of. To try by
tasting, spec. To taste food or drink before it is

offered to a prince or lord. Ot>s. exc. Hist.
1377 I'ANGL. /'. PI. B. xvi. 74, I prayed pieres to pulle

adowtl an apple . . and MI fire me to assaye what sauoure it

hadde. 1393 /Md. C. vn. 357 Ich haue good Ale, godsyb
gloton, wolt bow assaye? ct&oBk.Citrtasye'jsi in Halve*
/>&. 11868' 325 J>o Coke as^ayes be mete vngry^t. Do sewer he
tnkes and kouers on ry^t. 1522 \\~orld

fy
Child in Haxl.

Dodsl. I. 266 At the Pope's-Head sweet wine a>say. ^1529
SKKLTON El, Rnmmyngy)-] Of thyne ale let us a>.say. 1693
ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. 154 To assay or ta?>te before or
first, Prxgiistare. 1859 TI-RXKR Dont. Archil. \\\. iii. So
The Carver then entered the hall . . and at once commenced
the cautious process of assaying.

t 6. trans. To try the depth of, sound. Obs.

1665 MANLEY Grains' Low-C. Wars 337 He sent Count
Solre to assay and sound the Issell.

f 7. trans. To try. try on (clothes). Obs.

1592 I.YI.Y Jlfytta$\. iii. 64 Apollo is .. assaying on some
Shepherd's coate. 1631 DUKKICK Match A/ne \\. Wks. 1873
IV. 156 Assay this glove, Sir.

t 8. trans. To practise by way of trial. Obs.

1377 LANGI.. /'. PI. B. xvi. 10*6 And did him assaye his

surgerye On hem bat syke were. 1477 KARL RIVERS (Caxton)
DiLtcs 18 Assaye the meanes to redresse him. 1596 SI-ESS KR
F. Q. i. viii. 2 Deare Sir your mighty powres assay. 1671
MILTON /'. K, i. 143 Let him tempt and now assay His
utmost subtlety. (11725 Port: Odyss.x\\. 675 Their strength
and skill the suitors shall assay.

f 9. trans, and absol. To try or examine, for the

sake of information. Obs.

1393 LANCL, P. PI. C. iv. 5 Ich shul a>aye hure myself and
sotnliche appse. 1387 TRKVISA Higdcn 118651 I. 229 |>e em-
perour assaied and founde soob all bat bey seide. 1481
CAXTON Myrr. i, v. 20 The auncyent faders wold . . assaye
the werkis of our Lord. 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea 11847!

127 Assaying our pumpe to know if our shippe made more
water then her ordinary.

1 10. trans. To try to know or learn
;
to inquire.

1393 L.\NC;L. /'. /'/. C. xvn. 164 He suflfrede me and seide

'assay bus ober name.' 1401 /W. Poems 118591 H- 4 1 This
he doth in dede asseye of hem that knowilh. 1664 DUTLER
Hnd. n. iii. 314 He knew. .Which Socrates and Cha;rephon
In vain assaid so long agone.

f b. To try to attain to, endeavour after. Obs. rare.

1597 DANIKL Civ. \\'<irc$ \. xlix, For every prince seeing
his danger neere, By any meanes his quiet peace assaies.

fil. trans, and absol. To have proof of; to learn

or know by experience. Obs.

1340 Ayen'b. 142 Herte bet bis hej> a-sayd na^t ne willieb

more. ^1374 CHAUCER Tretvlits iv. 1076 Thow hast nat yit

assayed al hire wit. 1413 LVDG. Pylgr, SinvU in. x. 56 No
man knoweth the peyne but he that hath assayed. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 93/4 Yf thou hast preued and assayed
that I am the temple of god byleue it. !597SnAKS. Lowers
Conipl. 155 Who ever shunn'd by precedent The destined ill

;^he must herself assay?
II. To try with afflictions, temptations, force,

etc. Tn some senses apparently influenced by assail.

1 12. trans. To try with afflictions, to subject to
'

trials.* Obs.
c 1400 Rant. Rose 2688 Thou shaft wel by thy silf see That

thou must nedis assaid be. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. \.

(1520) 6/2 After that God had assayed hym [i.e. Jobj in his

patience he lyved an .C. and 40 yere. 1596 SPKNSER /'. Q. \.

ii. 24 O, how great sorrow my sad soule assaid !

fl3. To try with temptations or things that in-

fluence ; to tempt ; to try to gain over. Obs.

1532 MORE Confitt. Tindale Wks. 563/2 The diuel. .letted

not to assai Job againe and againe for al the pacience that
he founde in him. 4hG*EBMBJMatt^& (Arb.>57 To assay
him by curte.sie before hee assayled him with rigour. 1611
SI-EED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xviii. (1632*913 Catesby whether
hee assayed him, or assayed him not, reported vnto them.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \\. 547 Then did he assay them
with goodly words, accompanied with gifts.

1 14. To try the mettle of (any one] in fight, to

try to conquer; hence to attack, assault, assail.

'375 HARBOUR Bruce in. 376 Sa hard anoy thaim then

assayit, Off hungir, cauld, with schowris snell. c 1400
Rffivtandfy Ot. 797 Be Mahoun . . I scholde assaye his Body.
<- 1440 Generydes 6074 He thought not hym for to Asse.
(f 1470 TirTOFT Caesar s Cotnm. xiil. (1530) 17 Theyr enemies

lept sotlenly out. .in so much as they assayd them that bare
the banners. < 1500 Lancelot $69 His purpos Is . . planly to

assay Your lond, with mony manly man of were. 1582-8
Hist. James VI (1804) 176 These of Edinburgh .. went to

assaye the castell of Merchestoun, with some peeces of
ordinance. 1676 HOBBES Iliad xu. 51 Exhorting them the

Trenches to assay.
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t b. To challenge to a trial of strength, skill, etc.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 14 Did you assay him to any

pastime?
t C. fig. To attack anything difficult : cf. ASSAIL.
1605 DRAYTON Man in Moone 435 She the high Mountaynes

actively assayes. 1643 DKNHAM Coopers Hill 303 Thinks
not their rage so desperate t' assay An Element more merci-
less than they.

f!5. To assail: a. with words, or arguments;
to accost, address. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis iv. x. 96 Eneas . . Can stert on fut,
and fast his feris assayit. Awalk anon, get vp my men in hy.
1603 SHAKS. Meat,for M. i. ii. 186 Bid her selfe assay him.

fb. with love-proposals. Obs.

^1550 Pae Hew 17 in Hazl. E.P.P. III. 135 And thought
alway in his minde . . how he might her a*say, And if she
would not to say him nay. 1591 SPENSKR I'irgils Gnat WL
Th' other was with Thetis love assaid. 1598 SHAKS. Merry
\V. \\. i. 26 What an unwaied Behauiour hath this Flemish
drunkard pickt. .that he dares In this manner assay me?

III. To try to do, attempt, venture.

16. trans. To attempt, try to do (anythingdifficult).
<: 1300 A'. A/is. 3879 Now let seo gef ony is so hardy That

durste hit him asyghe. 1382 WYCLIF Heb. xi. 29 The which
thing Egipciens asayinge weren deuourid. 1513 DOUGLAS
.-Eneis\\. xii. (xh 117 Wilfull all aventuris newlingis to assay.
1593 SPENSER Sonn. li, Never ought was excellent assayde
Which was not hard t' atchive and bring to end. i647Si'Ki<;<;

Aug. Redii'. i. vi. 11854154 It waj> resolved first to assay that.

1826 SCOTT // 'oodst. ii, The stranger paused, as if uncertain
whether he should demand or assay entrance.

1 17. intr. or with inf. a. To set oneself (to do

something), to address or apply oneself. Obs.

1330 R. BKUNNK Citron. 47 For to com tille Inglond sone
suld he assay, c 1.400 Destr. Troy \\. 382 pat he go shuld,
Soiorne bere a season, assay when hym lyke. 1541 ELYOT
imageGovt. 13 All noble men assaied to folowe hym. 1611
BIBLE Dent. iv. 34 Hath God assayed to goe and take him a
nation from the midst of another nation? 1665-9 BOYLL
Occas. Rejl. v. ix. 116751 330 He fits them to the various

tempers of the Persons he assays to work upon.
b. To make the attempt, to endeavour (the issue

being conceived as uncertain) ;
to do one's best.

Generally with inf.

1370 Lay- Folks Mass-Bk. App. iv. 626 Nobeles *

I wol

assay. 1382 WYCMK 2 Mace. ii. 24 So we temptiden, or

assayeden, for to abregge in to oo boke, thingus compre-
hendid .. in fyue bookis. iS35 O>\I:R[>AI.IC Jonah \. 13

Neuerthelesse, the men assayed with rowinge, to brynge
the shippe to londe. 1620 Jrnls, Pilgrims (18481 30 For Cod
we assayed, but found none. 1791 COWPEB Iliad ix. 727
Him (Kneus also . . with earnest prayers Assay'd to soften.

1868 FREKMAN Xorm. Cong. (1876) II. x. 521 The King's
strength was failing, but he assayed to show himself in the
usual kingly state.

t C. To venture, make bold. With inf. Obs.
a 1400 C<*v. Alyst. 26 This frute to etc I xal asayn. 1579

FENTON Gnicciard. 11618)282 It is very manifest, that he
neuer durst assay to oppresse vs without that vnion. 1605

Play ofStncley( 18781 191 So both our spies and friends dare
not assay To hang out signal, nor come near the Port. 1678
BUNYAN Pilgr. i. (1862) 136 Then they assayed to look.

Assayable ,,asJi-ab'i;, a.
[f.

ASSAY v. + -ABLE.]
That may be assayed or tested.

1859 LI;\VKS ritys. Com. Life II. ix. 236 Sensation is not

tangible, assayable, like gold. 1883 Act 46 <V 47 Viet. Iv.

g 10 British plate by law assayable in such office,

Assayed (as^-d), ///. a.
[f.

ASSAY v. + -ED.]

Tried, tested.

1440 Protnp. Pan'. 1 5 A-sayyd, 'J'ettifltatits, probatits.
1611 COTGR., Esprdiivt, Proved, tried, .. assayed. 1863 J.
MUKPMY Cotnm. Gen. ,\xii. i Such assaying of the will and
conscience is worthy both of God the assayer, and of man
the assayed.

Assayer (as<
7i '3a\ Also 5 assayar, 5-7 assai-

er, -or, -our. [a. AF. assaior, -our, f. assayer to

ASSAY. See -EK'.]
1. One who tries, finds out by trial, or attempts.
1398 TRKVISA Rarih, DC P. R. v. xlii. ("1495! 158 Wyse men

and assayers telle that, .that gutte. .ts alwaye foundevoyde
and empti. t-i449PECocK Repr. \. xi. 58 As experience wole
nedis proue to eche asaier. i88 CAKLVLE J/uc. (1857) I.

173 The Assayers have Christian dispositions.

2. One who assays metals.

(1423 Act 2 Hen. } 'i, xii, Kt que ceux assaiour, controllour

.soient vaillantes, credible et expert/ persono eiantes notorie

science en la mestiere d'orfcour et de mynt.] 1618 PULTON
trans!., And that the Assaier and Comptroller be expert men.

1641 Tcrmcs dc la Ley -2j Assayer is an officer of the Mint

appointed by the Statute of 2. H. 6. cap. 12. 1796 PEARSON
in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 410 The Assayers observe it

from charges of lead with stiver. 1851 M cCui,Locn Taxa-
tion n. vi. 2. 275 The offence of counterfeiting, .the marks,

stamps, c., impressed on plate by the assayers, was formerly

felony. 1860 W. WHITE ll'rekin xxvi. 272 Borax is the flux

of assayers.

3. An officer who tastes food before it is served

to a prince or lord, a fore-taster (L. fiwgitsfator).

(This sense of the word seems to have originated
in a corruption of, or confusion with, AHSEOUII, 'he

who sets the table,* f. F. asseoir 'to seat, set,' ap-

parently the original name of this officer, referring

to another duty : see also ASSEWEB.)
U 1315 Ifousch. Ord. Kd. //, transl. 1601 (18761 *6 The

kinge shal have a squier surveiour and warden of the viandes

for his mouth, and to take the assay at his table \Yf.asseonr
de sa table}. 37 Three esquiers assaiors of the messe [Fr.

asseonrs de la messe\ in the hal, ought to sett the messes in

the halles, and that with as good advisement as the! can, so

as men of state and others be servid according to their

estate. 48, 49, 50 The asseour of the kinges table. ? c 1400
A". Kobt. CjruU in Hazl. /;'./'. /'. I. 276 Thou schult etc on

ASSECUKE.
the grownde, Thyn assayar schalle be an hownde. 1693
W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. 154 An Assayer or tryer, He
that assayeth or tasteth first, Pr&gustator. 1861 Our Eng.
Homes 60 The assayer and his office.

Assaying (as^'-in), rbl. s/'.
[f. ASSAY v. +

-ING!.]
1. The action of trying or proving ; trial.

t 1375 WYCLIF Serin, xvi. Sel. Wks. 1871 II. 271 A.ssaiyng
of a fnng shulde teche for to know bat bing. 1398 THEVISA
Barth. De P. R. xvn. liii. 114951634 Knowlege and assayeng
of wyne. 1580 BAHET Ah'. A 618 A proofe: a trying: an
assaying, Tcntamcn.
2. spec. The trial of metals.

1727 51 CHAMBERS Cyct. t Assaying Js more particularly
used by moneyers and goldsmiths. 1740 MRS. DELANY
Atttobiog. 11861) II. 82 Then to the Tower and Mint the

assaying of the gold and silver is very curious. 1838 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. 1. 1. ix. 23 The chemical part of metallurgy, and
especially what relates to assaying, is treated with great care.

b. attrtb.

1800 HKNHY Epit. Chein. (i8o8> 374 An assaying furnace.
i8a8 CAKLVLE J/wc.uSs?!!. 173 It passed smoothly through
the critical Assaying-house.

f3. Mus. A preliminary flourish
; 'tuning up.' Obs.

1693 W. ROBERTSON Phrascol. Gen. 154 An Assaying or

nourishing with a weapon before one begin to play. 1706
PHILLIPS, Assaying, a Term us'd by Musicians for a Flourish
before they begin to Play.

Assayle, var. ASSALE, Obs. t sale
; obs. f. ASSAIL.

Assay-master, [see ASSAY so.] The master
of an assay-house ;

an officer appointed to assay
coin, gold and silver plate, etc.

1647 HAWARD Creniw Rur. 22 Assay Master: Fee,
ioo/. i$6a PETTY Taxes $ Contr. 26 Reports of the
ablest Saymasters. 1692 LUTTRKLI. Brief Rel. 11.623 -^i r

John JJrattle, essay master of the mint, is dead. 1701 Lond.
Gaz. No. 3714/1 An Act for appointing Wardens and Assay-
Masters, for Assaying Wrought Plate. 1784 C. BURNKY in

Parr's Wks. 118281 VII. 394 You, who are my Assay Master,
and separate my dross from the sterling ore.

Asscaunce, obs. form of ASKANCE adv.

Assch-, obs. spelling of AKH- and ASCH-.

Asscomfite, var. ASCOMFITV. Obs. to discomfit.

Asse, obs. f. ASH (tree), and ASH so.- (cinder).

Asse, obs. dial. f. ASK -v.

i Assea'l, . Obs* Forms: 3-5 asele, 3-4 acele,

4-5 aseel, 5 assele, -ale. [Later form of as-scele,

a-scle
t for earlier *ansele (see \-frcf. 10), etisele,

a. OF. ensecle-r, -se/c-r, anseelc-r : late L. insigil-

lare, f. in in. upon + sigillttm seal (see ENSEAL).
1. To set one's seal to (a document).
1297 R. GLOIX. 510 He made of the olde lawes is Chartre

. .andaselede \t\_printcd is] vaste inou. 1388 WYCLIF Rsther
iii. 12 Lettris aseelid with the ring of the kyng. 1493 Bury
H'ills 118501 80 Myn testament . . with my sealle asselid.

2. To seal up.
1297 R. GLOUC. 496 Hor bernes dores acelede, and al clene

out horn caste, c 1305 Pains of Hell in O. E. Misc. 228 pe
angel him schewea . . A put aseled wi)> seuen seles. 1388
WYCLIF Dan. xii. Q The wordis ben closed and aseelid.

3. fig.

1388 WYCLIF ll'isd. ii. 5 No turnyng a^en of oure ende is j

for it is aseelid, \marg.] by a sloon put on the bodi of the

deed man biried. 1430 LVDO. Citron. Troy in. xxiv, With
his worde the sentence was assealed.

t A'SS-ear. Herb. Obs. [f.
Ass

s/>.]
Obsolete

name of the Comfrey (Syiiip/iytiini officinalc), in

Fr., onille iCAne.

1585 in \onteitclator 137. 1611 COTCK., Consire, the
hearbe Comfrey, Consound, Asse eare, Knitbacke, Backwort.

t A'SSCCle. 06s. rare. [ad. L. asseda, {. ass-,

aiiscijui to follow after.] Attendant, follower.

1616 SMKI-DON Mirac. Antichr. 325(1*) It mattereth not
with the pope and his assecles.

t A'SSeclist. Ol>s. [f.
L. assecla + -IST.]

= prec.
? 1607 in Nichols Frog.Q.Eliz. 111.632, I was the Aseclist

that did attend her Weft to her vitall web, her breathing

scope.

t Assecta'tion. Of>s. fad. L. assectatiott-em,

n. of action f. asscctari, freq. of asseqiti : see As-

SECLK.] The action of following after or attending

upon. 1656 in BLOUNT <.;iosst>gr.

t Assector. 0/>s.~ [? for L. assecfitor or as-

scctdtor, nn. of agent f. assftftii, assfffdri.] 'A

companion, a follower.' Cockeram 1623.

t Assecu'rance. Ol>s. rare 1
, [ad. med.L.

asst'i-iiraa/ia, f. assetilrdiv: see ASSECUKK and -AXCK.

Cf. It. assifiiraiiza.] Assurance.
1616 SHELDON Mime. Antichr. 320 iR.) What may be

thought of those assecurances which they give ?

t Assecura'tion. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. med.L.

assc(nration-cm t n. of action f. assetill-arc : see next

and -ATION.] The action ofmaking sure ; assurance.

a 1656 HP. HALL Kern. H'ks. 11660' 268 Such a (iduciall

persuasion as cannot deceive us, nor be liable to falsehood.

Hut how far reaches this assecuration ?

t Assectrre, i>. Obs. [ad. med.L. assecfira-re,

f. L. as- = ai/- to, completely + tecftr-us SKCUKK,

sure. Cognate with ASSURE, through OK. asciircr.]

To make secure, sure, or safe
;
to assure, secure.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vi. vi. I 1 1 1. 89 Sin is not helped
but by being assecured of pardon. 1597 DANIEL Cir. ll'arcs

in. xxiv, Think you that any nieanes under the Sunne, Can
assecure so indirect a course?

t Assecu'rit, ///. a. St. Obs. [f. prec. + -it-

-ED.] Assured, constant.
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1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. Prol i. viii, Quhais hie curage and
assucurit cure Causis the eirth his fruits till expres Dif-

fundant grace on euerie creature.

i Assecu'tioii. Obs. [n. of action f. L. assccil/-

ppl. stem of asseqiti to overtake, obtain : see Aa-

SKO.UEXT.] The action of obtaining, acquirement.
c 1630 JACKSON Creed iv. nt. iii. Wks. III. 393 Desires of

pleasing himself in . . the assecution of any higher prized

good. 1726 AYUFFE Parerg. 115 Because such Living is

immediately void by his Assecution of a second Benefice.

t A'SSedate, v. Sc. Law. Obs. ff. med.L.

assedare* f. F. asscoir\ see ASSESS.] To let on lease.

1545 Aberdeen Keg, V. 19 (JAM.) He assedat his fi selling.

Assedation (^s/d^-Jan). Sc. Law. Wt>s. [n.

of action f. prec.] A letting out on lease, a lease.

1457 Act 14 Jos. II (1597) 72 Our Soveraine Lord sail

ratifie and apprieve the said assedation. t 155/0 SIR J.
BALFOUR Practices (1754! 27 Ane contract . . sic as ane asse-

datioim of landis. 1651 CALDRRWOOU Hist, Kirk (1843) II.

532 An assedatioun of the fruicts of the bishoprick.

Asseege, assege,var.AssiKGEzr. Obs. to besiege.

Assegai, recent variant of ASSAGAI.

t Assei'ze, v. Obs. rare 1

,
[f.

as- = A- pref.
1 1 + SEIZE v.] To seize upon, seize.

1590 MAKLOWK Edw. II, i. ii. 238 Then laid they violent

hands upon him. .and his goods asseized.

; A'ssel(e. Obs. rare 1
, [a. OF. essele .[mod.

aisse/le}:L. axilla armpit ; or, for earlier Kng.
axle, eaxle, exlc, shoulder, between which and the

OF. there was an early confusion.
c 1450 Merlin vii. 116 The speres on their asseles, theire

sheldes be-fore her bristes. [Of. JOINV. in Littre Me glaive
dessous s'essele et 1'escu devant li.]

Assele, var. ASSKAL v. Obs. to seal.

Asself (ase-ir, v. [f. AB-//V/. + SELF.] To
take to oneself, appropriate, adopt.
1633 G. FLETCHER Christ's Tri. 9 Yet this is better, to asself

the blame. 1659 FUI.LER App. ////. Innoc. (18401 631 If he
cite the words, with commendation .. he as-selfeth them.

1884 Secular Rt-v. 237 Just as the stomach and other chylo-

poietic viscera build up our bodies by asselfing aliment.

Asseller, obs. form of AXILLAR.

t Asse-mblable, a. Obs. rare-1
, [a. OF.

assemblable \ cf. late L. assimilabilis, f. assinrilare :

see ASSEMBLE v3 and -AIILE.] Like ; sttbst. fellow.

c 1520 Dial. Creat. Moral. 96 (Halliw.) Every thinge that

l>erithe life, desyreth to be conjoynyd to his assembleable.

Assemblage (ftC'mbl6dg). [a. F. assemblage

(Cotgr.), f. assembler : see ASSEMBLE z/.l and -AGE.]
1. A bringing or coming together ; a meeting or

gathering ; the state of being gathered or collected.
a 1730 E. FKNTON Ep. Lamhard iR.) In sweet assemblage

every blooming grace Fix love's bright throne in Teraminta's
face. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. i. i. 13 In consequence of
this lucky assemblage. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. 11876)
II. x. 507 From the first assemblage of the thegns at York.

2. The joining or union of two things ; conjunc-
tion. Obs. exc. as techn. term in Carpentry.
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s v., The assemblage of two bones

for motion, is called articulation. Ibid.^ The carpentry
of some Indians . . where the assemblage is made without
either nails or pins. ^aSTHOMSos.S/r/w^S With innocence
and meditation join'd In soft assemblage. 1849 WEALE
Diet. Tt-nns, Assemblage, in carpentry and joinery, framing,
dovetailing, etc.

3. A number of persons gathered together ; a

gathering, concourse. (Less formal than assembly.}
1741 2 H. WAU'OLE Lett. //. Mann 22 (1834) I. 93 It was

an assemblage of all ages and nations. 1809 PINKNEY Trai 1
.

France 48 The assemblage of ladies being very numerous.

1877 LYTTEIL Landm. iv. ii. 193 An assemblage of mighty
heroes.

4. A number of things gathered together ; a col-

lection, group, cluster.

a 1704 LOCKE (T.t All that we amass together in our thoughts
is . . the assemblage of a great number of positive ideas. 1748
ANSON Voy. n. xii. 260 Opposite, .is an assemblage of rocks.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Fr. W'ines <$- Pol. \. 13 Of the chesnut
wotxls nothing remained but an assemblage of bare poles.

Asse'mblance 1

. Obs. Also 5 a-semlaunvs.

[a F. assemblage, cogn. with It. assewbranza :

\&teL,.asstwu/(tJttia, t.assinmlare'. seeAssEMBLE^ l

and -ANCE.] Assemblage, assembling, assembly.
(1485 Digby Myst. (1882! in. 387 Were be kyng of flesch

her with his a-semlaunvs! 1547 HOOPER Ansiv. ftp. Win-
chester Wks. 175 Paul . .would in this assemblance the gospel
to be preached. 1596 SPENSER /". Q. v. iv. 21 To weete the
cause of their assemblaunce.

t Asse'mblaiice '. Obs. [a. Fr. assemblance,
taken in sense of ASSEMBLE z;.2 In OF. Fasscm-
blance occurs for la semblance. Cf. It. assimigli-
anza resemblance.] Semblance, appearance, show.
1485 CAXTON Cftas. Gt. 207 Whyche was of fyn yuorye

after thassemblaunce of a man. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, in,

11.276 Care I for. .the stature, bulke.and bigge assemblance
of a man? giue mee the spirit.

t Asse'niblant. Obs. rare- 1
, [cf. prec. with

semblance, -ant, and It. assimigliante like.]
=

prec.
1523 I.n. REKNKRS Froiss. \. ccciv. 452 They came before

the towne. .and made great assemblant to assaut it.

t Assembla'tion. Obs. rare- 1
. [irreg. f.

ASSEMBLE v. 1 4 -ATION.] Assembling, meeting.
a 1733 NORTH E.ranten i. iii. p 126 The Time and Place of

the Assemblation was generally notified.

Assemble (a*e-ml>'n. ?'.' Forms : 3-4 asemle,

4 asemble, 5 assemle, -ele, -bill, -myll, 6 -bul,

4- assemble. See also aphet. SEMBLEZ/.I [a. OF.

a(s}semble-r, cogn. with Pr. asscmblar, Sp. aseni-

blar, It. assemblare, -brare : L. ad-, assimula-re,
in its late sense of simul cogere, f. ad to -f simnl to-

gether.] Occas. strengthened by together.
1. trans. To bring together (persons) into one

place or company ; to gather, collect, convene.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3865 God [bad] semelen folc and gon,

And foren hem smiten on Se ston. 1297 R. GI.OLX. 360 And
amorwe hem lete asemly \printed asely] wyb mylde herte

ynou. a 1330 Otttel-j^ Tho lette Garsie asemlen anon, Alle
hise sarazins echon. ciyonDestr. 7Vfy XL 4577 To assemble
on yche side soudiours ynogh. 1529 RASTEI.L Pastymc Brit.

(1811) 127 And semblyd an other hoste. 1699 DRYDEN Knts.
T. i. 456 Thou mayst . . Assemble ours and all the Theban
race. 1812 J. & H. SMITH Rt>j. Atidr. xiii. (1873) 119 This
tenth day of October Again assembles us in Drury Lane.

2. To bring together (things) into one place or

mass, to collect ; fformerly, to heap up, amass.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. m. vii. 80 Yif bou enforces! be to

assemble moneye. 1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 249/3 Whan
thou assembles! peyne thou encreacest hisglorye. 1534 Li>.

HKKNKKS Gold. Bk. AI.Aurel. (1546' N vij, They assemble by
litel and littell diuers thynges. 1659 LKAK li'ater-wks. 24
That the Sun shining upon the said Burning Glasses may
assemble the rales of the Sun within the said Vessels, a 1790
FRANKLIN Autobiog., These proverbs .. I assembled and
formed into a connected discour>e. 1855 BAIN Senses <j-

//. m. ii. 23 We also assemble, into one recollection, many
widely scattered periods of our past history.

t 3. To join together, unite
v
two things or per-

sons, one thing to or with another). Obs.

1393 GOWER Coiif, II. 186 By that cause the godhede
Assembled was to the manhede In the virgine. laid. 111.

107 Assembled with astronomy Is eke that ilke astrology.
1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour L viij b, Syth that god hath
assembled them no man mortal 01151 to separe them.

f b. To couple (sexually). Obs.

(-1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. P 831 That thay be assemblid

bycause that they ben marled. 1393 GOWER Con/. I. 291
Two serpentes in his waie . . Assembled were.

4. refl. in sense of next.

1302 Pol. Songs 188 The webbes and the fullaris assemble*
den hem alle. 1:1425 WYSTOUN Ov>., pe barnage off Scot-

land, at J?e last, Assemlyd J>ame. 1611 BIBLE i Kings viii.

2 All the men of Israel assembled themselves unto king
Solomon. 1801 STRUTT Sports <y Past. n. ii. 82 Crowds of

people assemble themselves upon the banks.

5. intr. To come together into one place or

company ;
to gather together, congregate, meet.

a 1300 Cursorof 7410 His shepe to-gtdir walde assemble
samme. c*y*$ E. E. Allit. P. B. 1364 pat alle be grete vpon
grounde schulde . . assemble at a set day. c 1450 Merlin i. i

The! assembleden to-gedir. 1538 STAKKEY England 52
Cytes and townys, wherto they myght assembul. 1606
G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Justine 79 b, All the women as-

sembled into the Temple of Venus. 1667 MILTON I1
. L. xi.

663 Grey-headed men and grave, with Warrlours mixt As-
semble. 1791 MRS. INCIIHALU Siip. Story IV. x. 132 A con-
fusion ofpersons a[s]sembling towards the apartment. 1849
UACAULAY /iftrf. Eng. I. 186 Diiven from the towns, they
assembled on heaths and mountains. 1860 MASSKY Hist.

Eng. III. xxv. 33 The Parliament assembled in November.

f6. csp. To meet in fight; to join battle, make
an attack or charge. (So in OFr.) Obs.

i' 1350 Will, Paltrne 3425 To hem of ^e cite a sembled he
banne & faujt fc>an so ferscheli. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce xv.

421, 1 sail assembill on hym . . All thouch 3he hald him neuir
sa stout, c 1500 Lancelot 1083 To-giddir thar assemblit al

the o.st : At whois meting many o knycht was lost. 1513
DOUGLAS &neis x. xii. 112 Athir man assemblit face for

face [L. seifne t'iro vir cvtitulit}.

1 7. trans. To encounter, attack, assail. Obs. rare.
c 1532 LD. BERNERS Huon 613 Then they assembeled Bro-

hart on all sydes.

Asse'mble, v.* Obs. Also 5 assamble.

[a. OF. a(s}smblc-r, either referred in meaning to

L.assittnilare, adsimilare to liken (see ASSIMILATE) ;

or confused by Englishmen with ressembler \ see

RESEMBLE. Cf. It. assimigliare to resemble, com-

pare.] To liken, compare ;
to be like to, resemble.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 114/3 for the world assambleth
the see. 1549 LATIMEH 7 Serin, bcf. Edit*, VI (Arb.) 151
Bribes may be assembled to pitch. 1550 BALE linage Both
C/i. Sel. Wks. 1849. 379 The other be assembled unto most
filthy locusts.

Asse'mble, sb. Mil. [ASSEMBLE zv1
(senses)

in the imperative mood, used as the name of a
command or signal.] The second beat of the

drum, or other signal, ordering soldiers to strike

their tents and stand to their arms. Cf. AS-
SEMBLY 9.

1883 Army Corps Orders in Standard 22 Mar. 3/3 No
bugle sounds are to be used . . except the cease fire

'

and
the

' assemble.'

Assemble, obs. form of ASSEMBLY.
Assembled (ase-mb'ld), ppl. a.

[f. ASSEMBLE z'.i

+ -ED.] Gathered into one place or company.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. \'It \. i. 130 Whom all France, with

their chiefe assembled strength, Durst not presume to looke
once in the face. 1718 POPE Iliad n. 968 Assembled armies
oft have I beheld. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. ix. 398 The wor-
ship of an assembled nation.

t Asse-mblement. Obs. [a. OF. a(s)semble-
went, f. assembler: see ASSEMBLE v. 1 and -MENT.]
An assembly, assemblage, gathering.
1470 HARDINC Chron. xciv, Whome Oswald mette with

greate assembleuient. ,i 1564 Herns nt -ninntts Holy Script.

Wks. (1844) 613 What is the day of the Lord? The great
assemblement, court, and parliament of all men. 1645
DIGBV Nut. Bodies xxv. (1658) 289 The complex assemble-
ment . . of all the causes, that concur to produce this effect.

Assembler (ase'mbbj). [f. ASSEMBLE v, l +
Eitl ; cf. OF. assemblcor, -citr, n of agent f. as-

sembler : see ASSEMBLE Z*. 1
] One who assembles.

1. One who brings together, collects, or convenes.

1635 PI-;RSON I'arieties i. Introd. 2 The builder of cities,

assembler of men. 1780 BURKK ReJJ. Exec. Wks. IX. 273
None of. .the assemblers of the mob. .have been convicted.

2 One who takes part in an assembly; e.g. a

member of the Westminster Assembly of Divines.

1647 Assentl'ly-inan in HarL Misc. (1745) V. 94/4 Yet it

is some Relief to a sequestered Person to see two As-
semblers snarl for his Tithes, a 1660 HAMMOND ToL'hcynel
Wks. I. 193 (R.) Your confession of faith which you say
shall be published by your assemblers. 1710 SHAFTKSU.
Charnc. iv. 3(1737) I. 148 If they can produce . . Visionary
Assemblers tu attest a sLory of a Witch upon a Broomstick.

Assembling, vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. -r -ING 1.]

Garnering together, meeting. Also in obs. senses :

a. Attack, onslaught, b. Union of two, coupling.
1375 BAKBOUR Bruce xn. 515 The remanant . . That mycht

cum to tlie assembling. ("1386 CHAUCER J'<trs. T, f 830
Whan thay take noon reward in her assembling but only to

the fleischly delit. c 1450 LOSELICH Grail xiii. 539 He
sawgh twey batailles, .That weren redy to the assemblyng,
1611 I'IIU.K //(/'. x. 25 Not forsaking the assembling of our
selues together. 1855 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. III. 205 The
Parliaments of Ireland had then no fixed place of assembling.

Assembling (ase-mblirj), ///. a.
[f.

as prec.
+ -INC -

] That assemble, gathering.
1619 FJNKTT Let. in E>ig. fy Germ. (18651 63 The now as-

sembling powres of the Archdukes. 1697 DHVDKN Gwrg.
iv. 802 Straight issue thro' the Sides assembling Swarms.

Assembly .a^e'mbli). Forms: 4 -5 assemblee,

4-6 assemble, z, assembille, -blay, 6 -blie, 5-
assembly. Sue also aphet SEMBLY. [a. OK. a(s)~

sembiee, sb., f. feni. pa. pple. of assembler : see

ASSEMBLE v^ and -v-. Cf. army^\
I. The action or fact of assembling, the state

of beini; assembled.

1. Gathering together, meeting ;
the state of

being collected or gathered ;
ASSEMHLACE I.

1413 I.YIH;. I'ylgy. Senile \. v. 76 The byrdes. .^yttyiigv in

assemble vpon an hye tre. 1436 Pol. rocnis (18591 II. 15-^

'1'he duk of Burgayn . . Mad gret assembillu in landcs wyd.
c 1500 Lancelot 267 Mony assemblay that ga\v;uie gart l>e

maid To wit lus name. 1641 Ternws de la Ley 187 Unlaw-
full assembly is where people assemble themselves together
to doe some unlawful] tiling against the peace. 1876 ( IKKKN
Short Hist. viii. 6. 521 A Triennial Bill enforced the as-

sembly of the Houses every three years.

f2. The coming together of two persons or things;

meeting, conjunction, union. Cf. ASSEMBLAGE 2.

c 13*5 A'. E. Allit. 1\ A. 759 My makelez lambe . . Me ches
to hys make, al-ba

1

^
vnmete Sum tyme seined hat assemble.

1330 K. BRUNMB Citron. 51 Vnder Southamptone was ^er
assemble, Of Harald & Hardknoute. 1483 CAXTON Gold.

Leg. 255/4 The unyte and assemble of the fiesshe of cure
lord and of oure lady.

t 3. Hostile meeting, onslaught, attack. Obs.

1375 BAHBDUR Krucc xn. 491 He gert trwmp vp to the as-

semble, i 1400 Dcstr. Troy xv. 6299 He was . . sonest in

assembly in e sad fyght. a 1300 Lancelot 3336 The Knycht
. . Wich at the first assemble in this sted Wencussith all.

1535 STKWART Cron. Scot. II. 454 Ane scharpar sembla 311
\ves thair neuer sene.

II. The company assembled.

4. A gathering of persons ; a number of people
met together ; a concourse, throng.
1330 R. liRUNNE Chron. 73 pe bisshop corouned hir bore,

bifor J>at faire semble. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. Prol. 216
Karones an burgeis . . I sei} in bis assemble. 1486 CAXTON
Curial 10 Kepe you ferre fro suche an assemblee. 1543
Recess. Doctr. Fj b, Ecclesia, that is to saye, an assemble of

people called out from other. 1601 SHAKS. Jnl, C. ill. ii. 19
If there bee any in this Assembly, any deere Friend of
Caesars. 1711 ADDISON Sft'ct. No. i P5, I sometimes pass
for a Jew in the Assembly of Stock Jobbers. 1825 Bro.
Jonathan I. 286 The assembly broke up.

csp. 5. A gathering of persons for the purpose of
deliberation and decision

;
a deliberative body, a

legislative council.

1366 MAUNDKV. iii. 16 Thei holden here Grete Conseilles
ana here Assembleez. (-1440 J\forte Arth. 1578 Salle he
never., sitt in be assemble', in syghte wyth his feris. 1534
MORE On the Passion Wks. 1302/1 Therefore agreed thys
greate assemble that they would not take hym on the holye
daye. 1681 NEVILE Plato Rediv. 72 A Government con-

sisting of a Prince and a Popular Assembly. 1718 POPK
Iliad i. 77 The assembly seated, rising o'er the rest, Achilles
thus the king of men address'd. 1878 GLADSTONE Print.
Homer 125 The Achaian assemblies were in general regu-
larly summoned by the heralds.

t>. Hence in various specific or historical uses:

Assembly or General Assembly: the name given to the

legislature in some of the United States of America. General
Assembly of the Church of Scotland : the representative

body which meets annually to direct its affairs ; other

Presbyterian bodies elect similar councils. National As-

sembly of France : the popularly-elected branch of the

legislature. Primary Assembly : (seequot.). Westminster

Assembly of Divines, appointed by the Long Parliament in

1643, to aid in settling the government and liturgy of the
Church of England (whence The Assembly's Catechism).
a 1572 KNOX Hist. J\ef. iv. 344 The General Assembly of

the Church . . holden in December [1561] after the Queen's
Arrival. 164? MILTON Divorce Introd., To the Parliament of

England, with the Assembly. 1688 Col. Rec. Pennsyli'. \ . 223



ASSENEL.
The Comittec presented to this board three bills which was
brought to them from y* Assembly. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist.
Scat/. 1. in. an. 1560 The first general assembly of the
church . .was held this year. 1794 J. GIFFORD Louis Xl'I
212 The inhabitants of every district in France, preparatory
to the election of delegates, hold what is called a primary
assembly, where they choose a prescribed number ofelectors,
who are to act for the whole in the choice of a representa-
tive to the states. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 255/2 Mirabeau
was now acknowledged as the chief leader in the National
Assembly.
6. A gathering of persons for religious worship ;

a congregation.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. iii. 50 We haue no Temple but the

wood, no assembly but horne-beasts. 1641 HINDF. J. Bruen
xxvii. 83 To bring in such able and godly Ministers . . into
the publike Assembly. (11748 WATTS Hymn, Lord, how
delightful 'tis to see A whole assembly worship thee,

7. A gathering of persons for purposes of social

entertainment. (The public assembly, which
formed a regular feature of fashionable life in the
j8th century, is described by Chambers (Cycl. 1 75 1

as ' a stated and general meeting of the polite
persons of both sexes, for the sake of conversation,

gallantry, news, and play.' Private assemblies cor-

responded in some respects to the modern '

recep-
tion

'

or '

at-home.')
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 60 Haply in priuate. Attr.

And in assemblies too. 1603 Meas.forM \. iii. 9, 1 haue
euer lou'd the life remoued, And held in idle price to haunt
assemblies. 1718 Free-thinker No. 2. 10 He will find ad-

camp . . and an assembly was organized. 1883 Scotsman 15
Jan. i/i \Ath't.\ Citizen Assemblies. Fancy Dress Ball in
aid of the koyal Infirmary.

t 8. A collection of things ;
= ASSEMBLAGE 4.

1641 HOWKI.L for. Trav. (Arb.) 51 An assembly of huge
crags and hils. 1699 KVICLVN Aietaria (1729) 149 A very
plentiful assembly of Sullet-Herbs.

III. A military call by drum or bugle. Cf.
ASSEMBLE sl>.

1727 51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Assembly is also used . . for the
second beat of the drum. On hearing this, the soldiers strike
their tents, roll them up, and then stand to their arms. The
third beating is called the march, as the first is called the
general. 1803 SIR J. XICHOLLS in Gurw Wellington Disp.
1 1. 394 The generate was beat at half-past four, the assembly
at half-past five.

IV. Comb., assembly-man, a member of an

Assembly (see sense 5) ; assembly-room, a room
in which assemblies 'see sense 7) were formerly
held, and in which balls, concerts, and similar
entertainments are now given.
1647 in H,trl. Misc. (1745) V. 93/1 (title) The Assembly,

man. 1684 BAXTER 12 Argts. 16 28 Separatists, such as
the Assembly-men had been. 1744 JOHNSON L P., Savage
Wks. III. 298 Nor could she enter the assembly-rooms.,
without being saluted with some lines from The Bastard.
1875 WINGAIE in A'. Amer. Ken CXX. 161 An assembly-
man came to his room . . to receive the price of his vote.
1862 THACKERAY Four Georges ii. 99 Every country town
had its assembly-room.

Assence, -cial, obs. ff. ESSENCE, TJAL.

Assend, pa. pple. of ASHEND v Otn. to disgrace.
Assend, assent, obs. forms of ASCEND, ASCENT.

I Asseuel, -yke. Ol>s. Glossed in Proinp.
Pan'. (14401 by Lsquilla 'sea-leek, sea-onion.'

Assent (ase-nt), v. Forms 3-5 asent(e,
acent^e, 4-6 assente, 4- assent Afhet. 4-5
sent. (Pa. I. and pple. 4-5 asent, assent.) [a.
OF. a(s)sente-r : L. asscntdre (-art), irreg. freq.
of L. assentire (-Iri), {. as- = ad- to + stntire to

feel, perceive, think, whence also F. assentir, used
in OF. beside assentcr, and now the only form.]
1. intr. To give the concurrence of one's will, to

agree to (a proposal), to comply with (a desire).
Arch, in general sense, and commonly replaced by
consent, exc. as said of the sovereign assenting
to a measure, or as in 4. (Rare obs. const, for.)
1297 R. GI.OUC. 96 pe maydenes wolde raber dye, ban acente

ber to. c 1385 CHAUCER L. C. II'. 1596 The kyng assentede
to his bone. 1450 MVRC 1644 Jef [>ow ley on hym more
Thenne he wole asente fore. 1576 LAMBARDE Peratnb.
Kent (1826) 329 The Maister assented easily to their desire.

1670 Ln. NORTH in Somers Tracts 1 17481 1. 2 Havingassented
to a Publication. 1771 Juntas Lett. xliv. 237 The constitu-
tional duties of a house of Commons are . . to propose or as-
sent to wholesome laws. I864TENSYSON En. Ard. i26Would
Enoch have the place ? And Enoch all at once assented to
it. 1863 Cox last. Eng. Govt. n. iii. 341 The Lords passed
a resolution, to which the King assented.

to. without prepositional const, arch. ; see prec.
< 135 Will. Pnlerne 2602 He swor his ob'pat he a-sent

nold. 1393 LANGI.. P. PI. C. v. 98 So alle myne claymes
ben quyt

'

by so be kynge asente. 1611 BIBLE Luke xxiii.

24 Pilate gaue sentence [marf. assented] that it should be
as they required. 1878 B. '1 AVLOR Pr. DelikalioH n. ii. 65
Assent, and the future is sure.

f c. with inf. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Judith xii. 10 Go, and sweteli moue this Ebru,
that . . she sente to dwelle with me. 1393 LANGI.. P. PI. C. in.

170 To be marled for monye
' mede hath a-sented. -1485

Digby Myst. (1882) iv. 297 And thou wert well assent To let
it ren owl most plenteosly. 1611 SPEED Hist. </V. Brit. ix.
xx. (1632) 979 The summe assented to be gathered was sixe-
score thousand pounds.

504

fd. trans, (elliptically) To agree to, sanction. Olis.

.11641 STRAFFORD Lett. II. 120 If it shall bethought fit..
I assent it with all my heart. 1675 TRAHERNF. Chr. Ethics xx.
329 Godliness, and honesty, need nothing but to be main-
tained and assented by the prince.

t 2. intr. To come to an agreement as to a pro-
posal ; to agree together, determine, decide. Const.
to, into. Obs.
c 1300 Iteket 1107 To this consail everechone assentede.

c 1386 CHAUCER Man n/L. T. 246 They sworen and assenten
every man To lyf with hir and dye. c 1440 Bk. Curtasye in
Baittt 13k. 316 po clerke of kechyn, countrollour, Stuarde,
coke, and surueyour, Assenten in counselle . . How bo lorde
schalle fare at mete. 1470-85 (ed. 1634) MAUORY Arthur
(iBi6) I. 107 Into this counsel the five kings assented.

fb. esp. in pa. pple. Come to agreement, come to
a conclusion or resolution, agreed. Obs.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 538 Whan sche so was a-sented sche

seide sone after, c 1400 Destr. Troy xxxui. 13008 The Re-
bellis . . bat were assent to the slaght ofhis sure fader, c 1430
Syr Generides 2025 Thoo baronnes were assented sone Al hir
will forto doone. 1528 MORE Heresyes iv. Wks. 276/1 Yf
the worlde were assented therunto.

t C. trans. To agree, determine, decide upon (a
thing proposed). Obs.
c 1300 K. A In. 1480 They assentyn, by on assent, A riche

croune of red gold. 1:1386 CHAUCER Doctor's T. 146 Whan
that assented was this cursed reed. 1591 LAMBARDE Arch.
(16351 143 No matter shall be assented, but at the least there
assent thereunto foure Councellors.

1 3. intr. To conform in practice, submit, yield
(to). Of's.

1340 HAMPOLK Pr. Consc. 4386 He sal bam turment pat
wide noght til his law assent. 1373 BARBOUR Bruce \. 169
Schir Ihon the balleol . . Assentyt till him, in all his
will. ciyMApol. Loll. 84 Toassentis better ban fortooffer
be fat nes of schep. a 1520 Myrr. Our Lady? 7, I laboure to
kepe the wordes . . as farre as oure language wyll well as-
sente. 1636 HEALEY Epictetns

1 Man. xxvii. 33 Tocurbe thy
mindt from too quicke assenting to thine eye.
t b. trans, with cognate object. Obs.
1615 T. ADAMS Leaven 105 They . . that . . subscribe and

assent obedience to his hests.

4. To give or express one's agreement with a
statement or matter of opinion ;

to agree to an
abstract proposition, or a proposal that does not
concern oneself, or involve one's own action.
Const, to (with, unto, obs.). The ordinary modern
use as distinguished from CONSENT.
c 1380 WYCLIF Three Treat. 24 Crist wole not assent with

thes, for the! may not be sothe. 1393 LANGU /'. PI. C. I. 190
Al be route of ratons to bys reison a-sentede. c 1450 LOXE-
UCH Grail xlviii. 49 To this word assentyd ful foure and
twenty. 1612 WOOUALL Surf. Mate Wks. 1655 Pref. 2 This
opinion is also assented unto by holy Scriptures. 171*
ADDISOX Sped. No. 411 F 4 We see, and immediately assent
to the Beauty of an Object. 1718 Free-thinker No. 90. 243
My readers will readily assent to the Truth of what I have
observed. 1874?. HALL X.Amcr. Rev. CXIX. 329 Assent-
ing to the premises, we reject the conclusion.

b. without prepositional const.

1528 MORE Heresyes i. Wks. 126/1 Which thinge bicause
I daily se, I assented. 1611 BIBLE Acts xxiv. 9 The lewes
also assented, saying that these things were so. 1735 Pol'E
Prol. Sat. 201 Damn with faint praise, assent with civil leer.

1873 BLACK Pr. Thnle iii. 40 She assented with a gracious
smile.

tc tuith or to a person, i.e. to his opinion. Obs.

1632 HEYWOOD Iron Aft? l. l. i, ^neas, your aduise assents
with vs. 1695 WOODWARD .Vat. Hist. Earth (1723)25 Some
. . fully assent to me herein. 1783 WATSON Philip III (1793)
II. vi. 255 They undoubtedly assented to the king in the

opinion he entertained.

t5. re/I, in prec. senses. Obs.

(1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. xi. 95, I assent[e] me quod I.

c 1400 Destr. Troy x. 4241 All assentid hom sone, pat his
saw herd. 1447 8 SIIII.UNGFORD Lett. (1871) 51 To which
bothe parties . . aggreed and assented ham. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur (i%i6}ll. q% 'I assent me thereto,' said sir Palomides.

Assent (ase-nt), xb. Forms : 4-5 asent(e,

acent(e, 5 aasente, 4- assent. Aphet. 4-5 sent(e.

[a. OF. a(s)sent, a(s)sente, f. assenter : see prec.]
1. The concurrence of the will, compliance with

a desire, arch, and repl. by consent, exc. as in next.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4055 Ye solde him out of myn assent.

a 1330 Otuel 47 And Ich wele ben at acent, That thou sschalt
wedde Belecent. 1418 ABP. CHICHELE in Ellis Orig. Lett.
I. 2. I. 5 He hath ^iven his assent therto. 1739 T. SHERIDAN
Persins ii. 31 By what do you propose to purchase the Assent
of the Gods? 1814 SCOTT Lit. Isles vi. iii, There Bruce's
slow assent allows Fair Isabel the veil and vows.

2. Official, judicial, or formal concurrence of
will ; sanction ; the action or instrument that sig-
nifies such concurrence.
c 1386 CHAUCER Doctor's T. 204 Thurgh thassent ofthis juge

Apius. 1461 J. PASTON in Lett. 408 II. 35, I wyll nothyng
graunt withowt the under shreves assent, a 167* WREN
in Gutch Coll. Cur. \. 247 AH those, whose votes were
known to depend upon his will, gave their assents. 1737 Poi'K
Horace Epist. II. ii. 30 Laws, to which you gave your own
assent. 1863 Cox lust. Eng. Goj't.

i. vi. 48 A bill does not
become an Act of Parliament until it has received the Royal
assent. 1877 BURROUGHS Taxation 407 Those who sign such
written assents may withdraw.

1 3. The concurrence of a number of persons in

sentiment or purpose ; accord. Obs.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 94 Thay songen wyth a swete asent.

ri44o Morte Arth. (Roxb.) 72 Through the sente of all ..

Ganne the kynge a lettre make. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng.
liv. 38 Crouned and made kyng by assent of the britons,
c 1500 Lancelot 421 And one of them, with al ther holl assent.

ASSENTER.
Saith, etc. 1718 POPE ///or/ 1. 31 The Greeks in shouts theit

joint assent declare.

b. ap. in phrases By or with one assent, common
assent, arch. exc. as influenced by senses 2 and 5.
c 1300 A". Alis. 1480 They assentyn, by on assent, c 1310

Sir Benes 1713 Be comin acent, Ther was comin parlement.
c 1485 Digby Myst. n. 477 Let vs both by on assent go to the
busshopys. 1538 STARKEY/SH^/aWn Thys cyvyle lyfe was
a polytyke ordur . . stablyschyd by commyn assent. 1611
BIBLE 2 Chron. xviii. 12 The prophets declare good to the
king with one assent. 1843 CARLYLE Past KI Pr. (1858) 182
Travelling with one assent on the broad way.
t4. Opinion. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.iv. i875if 3e bidden buxomnes.be of
myne assente. c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 288 Men most en-
quere (this is myn assent) Wher sche be wys, or sobre, or
dronkelewe. c 1435 Torr. Portugal I359, I cord with that
assent. 1539 Myrr. Mag., Dk. Suffolk xviii. i The Lords
and Commons both of like assent.

5. Agreement with a statement, an abstract pro-
position, or a proposal that does not concern one-
self

;
mental acceptance or approval. (The ordi-

nary modern use, as distinguished from CONSENT.)
c 1534 tr. Polyd. Verg. Eng. Hist. ( 1846) 1. 169 Which thinge

[he] . . sayde not withoute the aspiration and assent of the
Hollie Spirit. 1659 PEARSON Cmd (1839) 2 This assent,
or judgment of any thing to be true. 1794 SULLIVAN Viao
Nat. I. 15, I must honestly confess my full assent to the doc-
trine. 1843 MILL Logic Introd. (1868) 5 Our assent to the
conclusion Being grounded on the truth of the premises.
b. in the formal phrase assent and consent.
JS74 tr. Littleton's Tenures 9 a, Provinge his assent and

consente of such endowemente. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. I.

xiv. 143 The deliberate assent and consent of a parliament.

t Asse'nt, pa. pple. Obs. [App. f. SEND; but

spelt like prec. word : cf. ASE.ND
z/.] Used fre-

quently by Cower, app. in the two senses: Sent
forth ; sent for.

1393 GOWER Con/. I. 343 This Climestre him had assent.
Ibid. II. 54 Therunon of one assent The maidens weren
anone assent. Ibid. III. 327 He let sommone a parlement,
To which the lordes were assent.

Assentaneous (asentfi-nfts), a. rare-'1

, [i.

late L. assentane-us (f. asscnttri} + -ous : cf. con-

sentaneous] Inclined to assent, deferential.

1834 LANDOR Exam. Shaks. Wks. 1 846 1 1. 276 Finding thee
docile and assentaneous.

t Asse'ntant, ///. a. and sb. Obs. [a. OF.
a(s)sentant, pr. pple. of a(s)senter : see ASSENT v.

and -ANT. Now replaced by ASSENTIENT.]
A. aJj. Assenting, consenting ; agreeing.

[a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr. Thornt. MS. 89 Noghte assent-
and to syne.] ci^no Test. Lave i. (1560) 277/1, 1 was drawe
to bee assentaunt. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxcv. 171 All
tho that were assentant to the same quarel.

B. sb. [the adj. used absol.'] One who assents
or consents to

;
an abettor, partisan.

1562 LEIGH Aruiorie(iS97)ii3 h. When God the father had
expulsed the prince of pride, with his assentantes, from
heauen. 1622 MABBE tr. Alenian's Guzman D1

Alf. \\. 333
The Accessary was to have as much as the Principal! ; the
Assentant as the Assaytant,

Assentation (lesent^-Jsn). [a. F. assentation

(Cotgr.), ad. L. assentation-em, n. of action f. as-

sentari : see ASSENT v. and -ATION.] The action
of assenting to the opinions of another

; esp. obse-

quious or servile expression or act of assent.

1481 EARL WORC. Tulleon Friendsh. Cj/2To gete the same
benyvolence by meane of flaterye and assentacyon is right. .

shameful!. 1542 UDALL Erastn. Apophth. (1877) 203 Which
assentation is the southing of eche bodies tale and saiynges,
and holding vp their yea and

na_y. 1603-5 SIR J. MELVJL
Mem. (1735* 24 A certain Discretion . . free both from Sawci-
ness and Assentation. 17451 CHESTERF. Lett. 190 II. 205
Abject flattery and indiscriminate assentation degrade.
1829 SOUTH EY in Q.Rev. XXXIX. 381 More noted for courtly
assentation to King James than for anything else. 1859
I. TAYLOR Logic in Theol. 265 A safer anchorage may be
found than . . the shoal of mindless assentation.

Assentations (resent^-Jos), a. rare.
[f. prec. :

see -Tious.] Ready to assent, given to assentation.
1860 J. KENNEDY Swallow Barn ii. 34 A respectable, as-

sentatious stranger, one who listens well.

Assentator (3esent<?i-t3j). [a. L. assentator,
n. of agent f. assertion : see ASSENT v. and -ATOR.]
One who assents to or connives at ; one who ex-

presses obsequious or flattering assent.

1531 ELYOT Gov. 11. xiv.(ij57) 139 Other there be which, in

a more honest term, may be called assentatours or folowers.

1871 SWEET tr. Gregory s Past. 149 The assentator, who is

ready to pass over what he ought to punish.

Asseiltatorily (ase-ntat3 rili), a,tv. rare- 1
.

[f. next + -LY 2
: cf. L. assentatorie.'] Flatteringly,

obsequiously.
a 1626 BACON Wks. II. 246 (R.) I have no purpose, vainly

or assentatorily, to represent this greatness [of Britain],

Asseiitatory (ase-ntatari), a. rare-",
[f. L.

*asscntiitorius, in adv. assentatorie : see ASSENTA-
TOR and -OBY.] Of or befitting an assentator

;

flattering, obsequious.

Assenter (ase'ntai\ [f.
ASSENT v. + -EH. Cf.

ASSENTOR.] One who gives assent or acquiescence.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trait. 337 iT.) Seemingly an assenter

to their meschanteries. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. ^(^.(1720)
IH.l.x. 108 As Witnesses only .. not as Assenters. 111859
DE QUINCEY Pope Wks. IX. 39 A careless and indolent as-

senter to such doctrines . . as nis own Church put forward.
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Assentient (ase-nfent), ///. a. and sb. [ad.
L. assentient-em, pr. pple. of assentiri to ASSENT.
Takes the place of the earlier As -EXTANT.]
A. adj. Assenting, approving, accordant.

1851 NICHOLS rc/*/Y. Heavens i-]!. [They] could obtain as-

sentient hearers for the doctrine. 1866 J. ROSE Oviifs Met.

49 To this the powers marine assentient are.

B. sb. One who assents or agrees ;
an assenter.

1859 SMILES G. Stcphcnson 241 Lords Derby and Sefton . .

were found among the assentients to the London and Bir-

mingham line. t86o /-//. Ch.-man VI. 45 We rind .. fifty

assentients in the Lower House.

Assenting (ase'ntin), vbl. sb.
[f.

ASSENT v. +
-ING 1

.]
The action of giving assent, acquiescence.

1651 HGBBES Leviath. \\. xxvi. 149 Faith of Supernatural!
Law, is . . only an assenting to the same. 1670 VAUCHAN in

Phoenix 1721 I. 422 A Juror kept his Fellows a Day and a

Night without any reason or assenting.

Asse'iiting, ///. a, [f. as prec. + -ING-.] Giv-

ing assent. Also in arch, or obs. use: Giving
consent

; agreeing ; deferential.

1483 CAXTON Cato G v b, That thou were partyner and

assentyng to the fayte. 175* CHESTEKF. Lett. 284 III. 300
You must be respectful and assenting, but without being
servile. 1878 K. WHITE Life in Christ Pref. 5 The assent-

ing voice of a great multitude.

Asse'ntingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] In an

assenting manner ; so as to express assent.

1552 HULOET, Assent inglye, accordyngly, or by agreamente,
Concorditer. 1561 T. N[OKTON] Calvin's Just. \. 6 Wil as-

sentingly and willingly yeld himself to serue God. 1753
RICHARDSON Gratufison 11781) III. xii. 90 He assentingly
bowed. 187* GEO. ELIOT Middlem. iv. 226 'Truly, my
dear,' said Mr. Uulstrode assentingly.

t Asse'ntion. Obs.rare~ l
. [ad. L. assension-

em, n. of action f. asserts- ppl. stem of assentiri to

ASSENT : cf. OF. assension. See -TION, -SION, frcq.

interchanged in i;th c. ; cf. next.] Assent.
1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 476/2 As to Assention

grounded on a firm belief of any Physical dogm.
Assentist, obsolete variant of ASSIENTIST.

Assentive tase'ntiv), a. rare 1

, [f. ASSENT
+ -IVE, by form-assoc. with, invent-ive, etc. The

etymological forms would be assensive and asscn-

tative.] Inclined to assent, assenting, assentaneous.
a 1743 SAVAGE Wks. II. 196 (Joo.) May that lip assentive

warmth express !

Asse'ntiveness. [f. prec. + -NEss.] Inclina-

tion to assent, or defer to the opinions of others.

1876 FARKAH Aftirlb. Serin, iv. 35 We may . . become false

.. by timidity, even by a mere social assentiveness.

Assetttment (ase-ntment). arch. rare. [a.

OK. as(s}entementt f. assenter \ see ASSENT v. and

-MENT.] An act of assenting ; agreciucnt, con-
sent (0Ar.) ; assent.

1490 CAXTON EneydosyCi. 41 By one cornyn assentmentethe

goddis haue assembled theym selfe. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. i. vii. 26 Whose argument is but precarious and
subsists upon the charity of our a^sentments. 1818 COLE-
BROOKE Obligat. i. 45 A true assent implies . . perfectly free

use of power . . to give assentment.

Assentor (ase'ntfu). [Specific legal form of

ASSENTKR: see -oit.] An assenter; spec, applied
to those who, in addition to the proposer and

seconder, subscribe the nomination-paper of a can-

didate in a parliamentary or other election.
1880 MCCARTHYOwn Ti//ies\ix. 307A proposerand seconder

and eight assentors. 1883 Pall Mall G. 27 June 3/1 One of
his proposers . . was an episcopalian Protestant, while several
of his assentors are Presbyterian farmers.

Assenycke, -yke, obs. forms of ARSENIC : see

also ASSENEL.

Assenyhe, obs. var. ENSIGN: see A- pref. 10.

t AsseOUT. Obs. [OF.
'

Asseour, en parlant
du service de la table, qttifait asseoir? Goclefroy ; f.

asscoir to seat, set.] An officer who superintended
the laying of the king's table for dinner. Cf. As-
SAYEK 3 and AHSEWER.
[1:1315 Househ. Ord. Ed. 77, transl. 1601 (1876) 49-51

The asseour of the kinges table.] 1448 in Hearne A*. Clone.

462 Sir William MarteTle, the kynge's asseore, take eke was
ther.

t A'SSeqiient, ppl. a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L.

asseqitent-enii pr. pple. of asseqtti, f. as- - ad- to +

seqni to follow.] Following, subsequent.
1657 MACALLO 99 Canons (1659) 35 The assequent or follow-

ing marks of Phlegm are, etc.

Assert (asouO, v. [f. L. assert- ppl. stem of

as-ser?re (f. ad to + sergre to join, put) to put one's

hand on the head of a slave, either to set him free

or claim him for servitude, hence, to set free, pro-
tect, defend

;
to appropriate, claim ;

to affirm, de-

clare, state. Cf. also med.L. assertdre (freq. of

asserZre} to affirm.]
I. To grant or ensure liberty, to protect.

fl, trans. To bring into freedom, set free. (Cf.
L. asserere in tibcrtatem.} Obs. rare.

1638 CHILLI NOW. Rclig. Prof. i. iv. 13. 196 He that could
assert Christians to thatliberty which Christ and his Apostles
left them. 1699 lip. PATRICK Contm.Numb. xxiii. 22 (T.)The
people of Israel . . were asserted by God into a state ofliberty.

f2. To maintain the cause of, take the part of;
to champion, protect, defend. Obs. exc. with cause
as object (where it passes into 5).

VOL. I.

..
foreknowledge . . asserted his death from casualty. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. 32 III. 283 Engaged to assert their

good Patron . . in his just vindication from this unjust
aspersion. 1667 MILTON /'. L. i. 25 That . . I may assert th'

eternal Providence, And justifie the wayes of God to men.

1705 SiANHOi'E/'rtrrt///;-. III. 53 God . . could not so receive

and assert an Impostor. 1718 POI-K Iliad \\. 339 Sedition

silence, and assert the throne. 1814 SCOTT Wav. iv, The
cause that I shall assert I shall dare support in every danger.

II. To lay claim to.

3. trans. To claim (something) as belonging to

(oneself or another) ;
to declare one's right to, or

possession of. arch.

1652 NEEDHAM tr. Seldens Marc Cl. 210 Julius Caesar did
assert to himself a Dominion over British Isle and Sea,

1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. xxxviii. 11870*11. 374 The
few who assert to man a knowledge of the infinite.

1 4. To lay claim to, claim. Obs.

1649 MILTON Eikon. Wks. 1738 I. 393 Their Principles too
much asserted Liberty. 1656 BKAMNALL AY/V/V.vii. 292 Here
is no power asserted, no punishment to be inflicted .. but

only political!, 1714 GAY Trivia \. 4 When to assert the Wall,
and when resign. 1791 COWI-KR Iliad xxin, 764 The fourth
awarded lot . . Meriones asserted next, The golden talents.

5. To maintain practically, insist upon, or vindi-

cate, a disputed) claim to (anything).
1649 HOVVELL Pre-em. Purl, n How infinitely necessary

the Parlement is, to assert, to prop up, and preserve the
Public Liberty. 1667 MILTON 7'. L. vi. 157 A third part of
the Gods, in Synod met Thir Deities to assert. 1769 Juniiis
Lett. xxxv. 164 A generous people . . dare openly assert their

rights. 1835 MARRVAT Jac. l-'aithf. xlvi, He who would as-

sert his independence.
6. To assert oneself', to insist upon the recog-

nition of one's rights or claims, and take means to

secure them.

1879 MRS. OLIPHANT Within Precincts xxxviii, He was all

the more anxious not to lose her . . that she had thus asserted
herself. 1883 WAGE Gosp. fy U 'itn. iv. 80 That agnostic phi-
losophy which now asserts itself So loudly.

III. To declare, state.

7. trans. To declare formally and distinctly, to

state positively, aver, affirm : a. a thing to be, or

that it is.

a 1604 HAXMER Chron.lrcl. 11633*21 Polycroniconassirct-
eth . . that they came to the North of Ireland in Vespasian's
time. 1691 KAY Creation (R.l Nothing is mure . . unworthy
a natural philosopher than to assert any thing to be done
without a cause. 1750 HAKRIS Hermes \. ii. 11786) 16 To
assert [is] . . to publish some Perception either of the Senses
or the Intellect. 1857 RUSKIN Pol, I'.con. Art 13 Would you
not at once assert of that mistress, that she knew nothing of
her duties?

b. with pronominal obj. standing for a clause.
1661 BfiAMHALL Just Viiid. iii. 46 Which is all that we as-

sert. 1795 SF.WEL Hist. Quakers I. Pref. 9, I have endea-
voured to assert nothing but what I had good authority for,

1867 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) I. App. 650 It is not

directly asserted, but it seems to be implied.
C. with sb. as object.
1667 MILTON P. L. v. 798 Those Imperial Titles which

assert Our being ordain'd to govern. 1839 KKIGHTLEY Hist.

Eng, II. 37 She asserted her innocence in the strongest terms.
1862 H. SPENCER First Prhic. \. v. 27 (1875) 99 Common
Sense asserts the existence of a reality.

t 8. To declare or affirm the existence of.

1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 184/1 He likewise assert-

eth Faith and Imagination. 1724 A. COLLINS Gr. Chr. Relig.
264 Justin Martyr asserts a double sense of some prophesies.

fb. To hear evidence of, bespeak. Obs. rare.

1823 LAMB Elia \. xviii. (1865) 138 Their air and dress as-

serted the parade.
t 9. To declare the extent of, to state. Obs.

1675 OGILBY Hrit, Pref. 4 Some have deviated . . in Assert-

ing the Distance. 1677 MOXON Meek. Exerc, (1703* 170 No
size for . . the Puppets can !>e well asserted.

tAsse'rt. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb.] Assertion,
declaration.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch. Hen. I'. Iii, Treason strongly
back t In the Assert of Language. 1655 LESTRANGE A'. Chas.

7, 79 His assert being entred upon record.

Assert, obsolete form of ASSART.

Assertable (as5-itab'l), a. Also -ible
[f.

ASSERT v. or L. asser/a-re + -\)BLE.'] Capable or

worthy of being asserted or maintained.

1837 CARLYLE f'r. Jtev. 1. 1. vn. xi. 222 The king either has
a right, assertible as such to the death . . or he has no right.

t Asserta'tion. Obs. rare *, [ad. med.L.

assertation~cw,n. ofaction f.asserta-re\ see ASSERT.
Cf. dissertation^ Affirmation, assertion.
a 1535 MORE Wks. 141 (R.) Bothe y

1-'

confuting of theirs,
and . . the assertacion of our owne.

Assertative (as5utativ\ a. rare.
[f. med.L.

assertat- ;see prec ) + -IVE ]
= ASSERTIVE.

1846 MORELL Philos. iqtli C. I. 218 As assertative of the

great fundamentals of morality. 1883 Chicago Advance 18
Oct.. Their treatment is necessarily assertative or dogmatic.

Asserted (assuted), ///. a. ff. ASSERT v. +

-ED.] Claimed, maintained ; positively stated.

i68sDKYnEN Tkren. August, xviii, Th' asserted Ocean rears
his reverend Head. 1805 SOUTHEY JMadoc in Azt. i. Wks.
V. 206 Every beast ofrapine had retired From man's asserted

empire. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. ix. 170 To see . . how
close the asserted correspondences are.

Asserter (asautaj). [f.
as prec. + -ER 1

: cf. also

ASSKHTOR.] One who asserts.

1. One who maintains or defends ; a champion.
1643 M ILTON Divorcf Introd. 118511 12 Our wonted pre-

rogative of being the first asserters in every great vindication.

1728 YOUNG Love Fame iv. (17571 no The Crown's asserter,
and the People's friend. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. x. 458 A
strenuous asserter of apostolic authority.
2. One who makes positive declarations.

1449 PECOC.K Repr. \\\. xix. 411 As oonli therof teller, as-

ser[tjer, or wltnesser. 1818 COBHETT Resid. U. S. 84 He is

a bold asserter ; and very few of his statements proceed upon
actual experiments. 1865 MOZLEV Alirnc. i. 211 note, Ac-
cording to which the Church was an infallible asserter.

Assertible: see ASSERTABLE.

Asserting (as5-atirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. +

-ING*.] The action of laying claim to, maintaining,
or declaring; assertion. (Now mostly gerundial.)
1644 MILTON Judgm. Bncer (1851) 302 The assorting of pur

just Liberties. 1673 True Worship ofGod 52 Our standing
up . . when the Creed is read, is an asserting of it.

Asse'rting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -IM;-.]
1. That asserts

; affirming, declaring, maintaining.
1848 R. HAMiLTON.SWvW/z iii. 68 The Lord Jesus was him-

self the asserting Lawgiver. 1878 T. SINCLAIR Moitnt 93
Newprotcstant, and more than protestant, asserting thinkers.

2. Self-asserting: insisting on one's own rights
or claims

; egoistic ; assuming.
1865 DICKENS Mat. Fr. xvi. 263 With a self-asserting air.

1879 GEO. KI.IOT Thco.S. xviii. 3i7'l'ht^e. . self-asserting im-n.

Assertion (asDuJarO. Also 6 ads-, assercion.

[ ?a. K. assertion, i ^lh c. in Littre\ ad. L. assertiiw-

cm, n. of action f. asser-cre to AS>EUT
;
see -ION.]

"\ 1. The action of setting free, liberation. Obs.

1552 HULOET, Assertion, or libertie, or frtdome, I'indicia? .

n 1707 l>i-:vERii)GE Priv. Th. I. 117301 67 Redemption from
the Slavery of Sin, and Assertion into Chri.stum Liberty.
2. The action of maintaining a cause or defending

it from hostile attack ; vindication, arch.

1532 MORE Confitt. Tindale\*\i*. 661/2 Hys nmste famous
booke of the rtssercion of the sacramentcs. 1604 W. STOUGM-
10^ (title) An Assertion for true and Christian Church Policie.

1644 MILTON Kdnc. Wks. 1738,135 Having my mind , . half
diverted in the pursuance of some other assertions. 1828
SCOTT F. M. Perth I. 59 Flinching from the assertion of his

daughter's reputation.
3. Insistance upon a right or claim.
1660 R. COKK /Vttvr

<$ Snbj. 6 The Kin^s of England had
exercised their jurisdiction in the assertion of thinr retjal

power. 1792 Anecd. W. Pitt III. xlii. 134 The present bill

might be looked upon as a bill of concession . . At the :-.anie

time it was a bill of assertion. 1876 OKI- I-.N Short Hist. vii.

5 11882) 394 The duties . . on cloth and sweet wines were an
assertion of her right of arbitrary taxation.

b. Self-assertion \ insistance on a iccognition of

one's own rights or claims.

1847 Ln. LINDSAY Chr. Art. I. Introd. ao-jThe self-asser-

tion of the Teutonic over the classic element of modern

Europe. 1870 Low K LI. Among my Hks. n. 118731 299 The
haughty and defiant self-assertion of Dante.

4. The action of declaring or positively stating ;

declaration, affirmation, averment.
c 1449 PKCOCK Rcpr. 411 Ech conclusioun, in to whosfynd-

intf .. mannys resoun .. withoute assercioun of eny other
creature may come to. 1582 R. RUHINSON <tit/t:^ Leland's
Learned and true Assertion of the Original Liie, Actes and
Death of .. Prince Arthure. n 1784 Johnsoniana (18361
399 Assertion is like an arrow shot from a long buw ; the
force with which it strikes depends on the strength of the
arm that draws it. 1884 CHUKCH Bacon i. 26 Tu show yross
credulity and looseness of assertion on the part of the Human
Catholic advocate.

5. A positive statement
;

a declaration, aver-

ment. -\ Head assertion (obs.) : a fundamental

principle, an axiom.

1531 KI.YOT Gov. 118751 8 Nowe to conclude my fyrste as-
sercion or argument. 1535 JOVK Apol. Tindtile 31 Adding
this adsercion of his owne brayne. 1599 SANDYS Europe
Spec. 11632) 24 So in their Art also they have certain Head
Assertions, which as indemonstrable principles they urge all

men to receive and hold. 17^8 FKRKIAK I'ar. Man. inltlitstr.
Sterne 196 Authors have believed assertions without enquiry.
1822 HAZLITT Tablc-t. II. vi. 120 A sweeping, unqualified
assertion ends all controversy.

Asse'rtional, a. rare. [f. prec.
+ -AL 1

.] Of.

pertaining to, or of the nature of, assertion.
ti 1864 WEBSTER cites LATHAM.

t Asse'rtionate, r. Obs. rare- '.
[f.

as prec.
+ -A'n-. :

'.] To make assertion, to ASSKRT. </Fhe
latter was apparently not yet in use.)

SS93 NASHE Christ's T. (16131 31 Once more I will asser-

tionate, vertue hath no enimy but pryde. 1623 in COCKKRAM.
t Asse:rtioua*tion. Obs.- [n. of action

f. prec.]
1623 COCKKRAM Diet, n. An Auouching, Asstrtionation.

Assertive (fisS-Jtiv), a.
[f.

as if ad. L. *asser-

twits 1

, cf. Fr. assertive-ment Cotgr., It. assertive

Florio : see ASSERT v. and -IVE.]
1. Of the nature of, or characterized by, assertion

;

declaratory, affirmative
; positive, dogmatic.

1562 [see ASSERTIVELY], a 1619 FOTHRRBY Atheotn. n. xii.

2. 336 By the assertiue testimonie . . of the Corinthians.
1661 GLANVII.L Seeps. Sci. 15 As assertive and dogmatical as
if they were omniscient. 1711 GREENWOOD Kng. Gram. 225
Not to make this Mark(?) . . at the Ending or Conclusion of
an Assertive Sentence. 1856 MAURICE Serm. John \. 8 The
broad, simple assertive tone,

'

I n the beginning was the Word.'
2. Characterized by mere assertion ; (see quot.)
1849 Am-. THOMSON Laws ofTh. (ed. 21*305 The assertive

judgment is one of which we are
fully persuaded ourselves,

but cannot give grounds for our belief, that shall compel
men in general to coincide with us.

3. Self-assertive
= self-AssEHTUVO ///. a.

1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. 24 Reginald . . being too aspiring
and self-assertive a name.
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ASSERTIVELY. 506 ASSESSOR.

Asse'rtively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.] In an
assertive manner, by way of assertion, positively,

dogmatically.
i5<Sa BP. EXKTER in Strype Ann. Ref. I. xxxi. 348 Which

they all with one universal consent have assertively written.

1633 MANTON Exp. James iii. 2 Wks. I V. 277 Or you may take
it positively and assertively . .

'
If you offend not in word

you are perfect.' 1860 GOODWIN Ess. fy Rev. (ed. 2' 250 If he

speaks of the same phenomena assertively, we are bound to

suppose that things are as he represents them.

Asse'rtiveneSS. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] Ten-

dency towards assertion or self-assertion.

1881 PERKIS Wanted an Heir 79 In gait there was a crisp-
ness and assertiveness. 1883 Miss BRADDONGW*/. Qz^xxvii.
317 Brian .. talked with loud assertiveness of the right of

genius to do what it likes.

Assertor (asaut^j, -3j). [a. L. asscrtor, n. of

agent f. assercre : see AS.SEKT v. and -OR. Cf. also

ASSERTKK.]
fl. (In L. senses) a. One who liberates a slave.

b. One who lays claim to a slave. Obs.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 22 That Claudius the assertor
. . shoulde haue the kepinj* and placing the mayde. 1678
CCDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. it g 32. 482 Called Swrijp and 'EA*u-

Ce'pto?, Saviour and Assertour.

2. One who maintains or defends
;
a champion,

vindicator, advocate.

1647 J. HARE St. Edw. GJwst in Harl. Misc. (1746) VIII,
The Greeks and Gauls were . . famous Assertors of their

Liberties. 1872 FREKMAN Xornt. Cong. (1876) IV. xvii. 96 Arch-

bishop John was a rigid Assertor of ecclesiastical discipline.

3. One who makes a positive statement.

1646 SIR T. HROWNE Pseud. Ep. 206 Wherein indeed Aris-

totle playes the Aristotle, that Is, the wary and evading
assertor. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (Astronomy] II. 493/1 The im-

putation must return upon the assertor. 1853 UF. MORGAN
in liowen Logic ix. (1870) 286 Which the assertor is afterwards
at liberty to deny.
Assertorial (assarto^'riSl), a. Logic, [f.

L.

asset'tori-its (f. assertor ; see prec.) + -Ai.,1.] Of
the nature of assertion, affirming that a thing is ;

as distinguished from problematical (that it may
be) and necessary or apodictical (that it must beV
Hence Asserto'rially adv. t in assertorial manner,
in affirmation.

1863 tr. Safsst't's ss. Relig. Philos. I. 281 Judgments . .

problematical, assertorial, and apodeictic. 1877 CAIRO
Philos. Kant 11. xviii. 637 The practical reason will thus

give assertorial value to the problematical results of theory.
Ibid. H. xiii. 499 No perception . . of objects beyond the

sphere of sense, on which the understanding might be used

a^sertorially.

Assertorical (aesailyrikal), a.

-ICAL; cf. F. assertorique^\ prec.

to-rically adv. = ASSERT<BIALLY.
1869 J. MARTI NKAU Ess. II. 190 The next sentence is . . ren-

dered assertorically. 1870 BOWEN Logic v. 121 Judgments
are . . pure. A is H. Assertorical.

Asse-rtorily, adv. ?0!>s.
[f.

next + -LY2.]

By way of assertion, assertively, assertorially.
,i 1679 T. GOODWIN ll'ks. 118641 IX. 246 An ocular demon-

stration of what hath been but assertorily delivered.

Assertory (asautari), a. [ad. L. assertorius,

f. assertor ASSEKTOR: see -ORY.]
1. Of the nature of, or characterized by, asser-

tion
; assertive, affirmative.

1639 ROLSE Heat'. Univ. v. (1702) 69 Having a commission
that is Promulgatory and Assertory of what is past, a 1733
NORTH Exam. i. iii. p 93. 188 The greatest Part of these as-

sertory
Transactions. 1810 COLERIDGE Friend vi.viii. (1867)

319 The mode . . in Lord Bacon is dogmatic, i.e. assertory.

D. e$p. in Assertory oath : one taken in support
of a present statement, as distinguished from a

promissory oath, which guarantees a future action.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely \\. x. 502 How many oaths are

taken in Courts daily, both assertory and promissory. 1652
MARBURY Comm. Habak. (i868j 202 An oath . . is assertory
when we do call God to witness against our souls, if we affirm

not the truth. i83BENTHAM NotPaul ?*$ By an oath every
one understands at first mention an assertory, not a promis-

sory declaration ; by a vow, a promissory, not an assertory
one.

2. in Logic. = ASSERTORIAL.

1837 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. xxiii. (18501 II. 70 The cog-
nit ion, therefore, is assertory, inasmuch as the reality of that,

its object, is given unconditionally as a fact, 1838 Logic
xiv. (1866) I. 260 A proposition is called Assertory, when it

enounces what is known as actual.

Assertress ^assutres). [f.
ASSERTOR + -ESS

;

cf. actress.] She who asserts, a female assertor.

1656 J. HARRINGTON Occana Introd. 35 The most obstinate

Assertress of her Liberty.

I Asse'rvant, v- Obs [a. OF. aservantir,
f. a to + servant SERVANT.] To reduce to the posi-
tion of a servant.

1611 COTGR., Asservissement) An asservanting,inthralling.
i Asserva'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f. L.

asscrvat- ppl. stem of asservd-re, f. ad to + serva-

re to keep.] The action of keeping, preservation.
1621 H. AINSWORTH Annot. Pentat. Num. xix. 9 For an as-

servation, a keeping, that is. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp.

491 A heap of green simples by long asservation, putrefie.

T" Asse'rve, v. Obs. [a. OF. a(s)servir to serve,

deserve : L. asservTre, f. ad to -f scrvire to serve.]

1. a. To serve, attend to (a person), b. (?) To
serve up (a dish).
c 1330 MS. Laud. No. 108, 104 b, J>are he mi^te beo al one

[f.
as prec. +

Hence Aser-

To aservi Codes wille. ^ 1470 Housch. Ord. (1790,' 66 Nor
to suffer theyre pwne servauntes muche conversaunt , . whyles
the Kinge specially shal be asservinge. a 1500 To serve a
Lord'm Babees Bk. 369 The kerver . . most asserve [? assewe]
every disshe in his degre. 1731 BAILEY, Asserve, to serve to.

2. To deserve, merit.
c i35 AfS.

t

Colt. Trin. Oxen. 57 (HalliwO Ich thonky the
. . That ich it haveaservedlnatte the }atisto wende. a 1400
Leg. Rood 11871) 147 Vche mon schal haue as bei a seme.

tAsse'rvile, v. Obs. [f-AS'
To make servile or subservient.

1619 Sacrilege Sacr. Handled 88 To asseruile the Gospell
to his vile appetites. 1686 W. DE BRITAINK ///<w. 1'rnd. 17.

80, I cannot asservile my self to the Humour of other Men.

Asservilize (asauvilaiz), v. rare. [f.
as prec.

+ -IZE. Cf. servilize.'] To make servile, reduce

to serfdom.

1877 OWEN IVellesley Disp. Introd. 29 Which, by exclud-

ing the citizen of a whilom native State from office, tended
to debase and asservilize him.

Assess (ase's), v. Also 5 accesse, 5-6 assesse,

6-7 assease, 7 ascease. Aphet. CESS, SESS, q.v.

[a. OF. a$ses$e-r : late L. assessd-re, frequentative
of assidere to sit by {e.g. as an assessor or assis-

tant-judge), in late L. to fix or apportion a tax, to

assess, f. ad~ to + sedcre to sit. In mod. Fr. asscoir

(: L. assidere'} is used in this sense : cf. ASSIZE.]
1. trans. To settle, determine, or fix the amount

of (taxation, fine, etc.} to be paid by a person or

community, or by each member of a community.
1447-8 SHILLINGFORU Lett. (1871* 81 Halfadym which was

assessed and payd. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. iv. xvi. (1588.1

580 The same Justices . . shall assesse the Fine at their wils

and pleasures. 1628 COKE On Litt. 33 a, Found the value
of the land . . and assessed damages for the deteyning of the

Dower. 1851 M''CULLOCH Taxation Introd. 12 Taxes . . that

admit of being fairly assessed and collected.

2. To determine the amount of and impose (tax-

ation, fine, etc.) upon (a person or community).
1495 Act ii Hen. VII, iv, Suche fynes and amerciamentis

as upon them shalbe cessid. 1531 Dial. Laius ofEng. n.

ix. 11638' 75 The neighbours by assent assesse a certaine

summe upon every inhabitant. 1876 GKEEN Short Hist. yi.

319 A forced loan was assessed upon the whole kingdom.
0. To impose a fine or tax upon (a person, com-

munity, or property) ; to lay under contribution ;

to tax, fine. Const, in, at the amount.

1494 FABYAN vn. 344 And after sessyd theym at greuouse
fynys. 1564 HAWARD Eutrofi, \\, 1 1 5841 52 He . . assessed hym
to pay a great summe of mony. 1660 R. COKE Power

<jr Subj.
180 An Englishman shall be assessed in a deeper mulct.

1711 STEKLE Sped. No. 53 ? 10 Where each Person shall be
a?,sess<:d but at two Shillings and six Pence. 1839 KEIUHTI.FY
Hist. A"ng. 1. 298 Each county was assessed in a certain number
of carpenters, masons and tylers. 1863 Cox Inst. Eng. Govt.

in. ii. 602 John Hampden was assessed twenty shillings.

b. fig.
1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rm. II. 220 Several ofour country

historians . . might be assessed for tributary materials.

4. To estimate officially the value of (property
or income) for the purpose of apportioning its

share of taxation.

1809 BAWUWF.N tr. Domesday Bk. 245 Each one . . was as-

sessed at as much as a house in the city. 1842 Penny Cyct.
XXIV. 112/1 After assessing the annual income of each

person. 1870 Daily News 18 Apr., Woodlands may be as-

sessed . . upon the amount for which they might reasonably
be expected to let. Tithes should be assessed on the com-
muted value.

t Asse'ss(e, sb. Obs. ; but see the aphet.

CESS, SESS. [f. prec.]
= ASSESSMENT.

1576 LAMBARDE Perantb. Kent (18261 183 Conteining the

assesse ofsuch particular watch and warde. 1586 J.HOOKKR
Girald. Ircl. iu Holinsh. II. 78/2 Vpholders of all Irish enor-

mities, wringing from the poore tenants euerlasting ses.se.

1649 Princely Pelican ix. (1702) 294 Taking off Assesses,

Levies, and Free-quarterings.

Assessable (ase'sab'l), a.
;
also 9 -ible. [f.

ASSESS v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being assessed,

liable to assessment.

1777 BURROW Rep. II. 091 ijoo.j Whether the lord of a
manor is assessable to the poor rates. 1818 COLEBBOOKE

Ol'ligat. i. 37 If no assessible damages can arise from the

non-execution of it. 1882 Daily News 29 Aug. 6/5 A rate

. . at is. in the pound on all property assessable.

Assessably (ase'sabli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.]
In a way liable to assessment

; ratably.
1864 in WEBSTER.

Assessed (ase-st), ///. a. [f. ASSESS v. + -ED.]

1. Fixed or apportioned by assessment. Assessed

faxes: those on inhabited houses, male servants,

carriages, horses, mules, dogs, horse-dealers, hair-

powder, armorial bearings, and game.
1796 PITT in Ld. A ucklatufsCorr. (1862'! II I. 364 Additional

payment on the assessed taxes. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXIV.
in/2 The assessed annual value. 1853 MCCULLOCH Taxa-
tion ii. vL 272 The duties on armorial bearings, carriages,

horses, and horse-dealers, dogs, game certificates, servants,

and windows, are called, for what reason it is not easy to

imagine, the 'assessed taxes.'

2. Subject to taxation, taxed, fined.

1551 HULOET, Assessed person, or he that is assessed or

taxed, Census.

Assessing (ase-sirjl, vbl, sb.
[f.

as prec. +

-iNGi.] The action of fixing the amount of or

apportioning taxation, etc. ; assessment.

1447-8 SHILLINGFORD Lett. (1871) 80 Accessyng and levy
was madamongethesayde Bysschoppis tenantes. i6za LEV

in Fortcsc. Papers 175 About the assessing of the prices of

wynes. 1635 Act 10 C/ias. /ilrishi 9 At the time ofthe said

assessings.

Asse*ssing,///. <7.
[f.

as prec. + -ING*.] That
assesses or fixes assessments.

1865 Pall MallG. 21 Nov. 9 The assessing jury.

Assession (asejsn). [ad. L. assesswn-em, n.

of action f. assess- ppl. stem of'assidere : see ASSESS.
Cf. (in sense 2) AF. assesscattnce.']
1. A sitting beside or together ; a session.

1560 J. DAUS tr. Sleidanc's Comm. 374 b, Whome he com-
maunded that . . in the assession . . they shoulde exhibite the
confession of the doctrine wrytten. 1731 in BAILEY. 1852
BP. FORBES Nicene Creed n Of His Assession, that He
'

sitteth at the right hand of the Father.'

1 2. = ASSESSMENT. Obs.

1447-8 SHILLINGFORDZ.^/. (1871) 98The tenants of his saide
fee were not warned to come . . to the assession therof.

Asse'ssionary, a. lobs.
[f. prec. + -ARY.]

Of or pertaining to assession or assessors.
1602 CAREW Cornwall i R.) One of

thejanswers
of the jury

upon their oaths at the assessionary court,

Assessment ^ase'sment). Also 6-7 assesse-

ment. See aphet. SESSME.NT. [f. ASSESS v. +
-MENT, prob. in AF. assesscment] The action of

assessing ; the amount assessed.

1. The determination or adjustment of the amount
of taxation, charge, fine, etc., to be paid by a

person or community.
1548 HALL Citron. Hen. J '///, an. 24 iIO The assessement

of whiche fines were appoynted to Thomas Cromwell. 1591
in Heath Grocers' Com}. 118691 85 That 8ooo/. should be
levied out of the Halls of the Cittie, by an equal and indif-

ferent assessmente. 1764 BURS //iV/. Poor LaiL's 196 Charges
. . to be raised by an assessment on the several parishes, in

proportion to the number of poor they send to the said house.
1861 PKARSON E. 4- Mid. Ages Eng. 181 Even adultry is still

matter of assessment.

2. The scheme of charge or taxation so adjusted.
a 1700 in Somers Tracts I. 509 Such of the said Corporation

as usually join in making By-laws, Assessments or Rates.

1865 H. PHILLIPS Amer. Paper Cnrr. II. 26 An assessment
was prepared, based upon the supposed population of the

Colonies.

3. The amount of charge so determined upon.
1611 COTGR., Quottite, an even assessement, a rate or tot-

quot imposed. 1662 PEPYS Diary 15 Dec., To speak about

my assessment of 42/. to the Loyal Sufferers. 1867 PEARSON
Hist. Eng. I. 48 To see that these assessments were not ex-

cessive.

4. Official valuation of property or income for

the purposes of taxation ; the value assigned to it.

c 1540 Plmnpton Corr. 239, 1 marvill greatly that your said

manor shold be so highley charged . . I could never se no

writing of the sesment therof. 1600 HOLLAND Livy 31 (R.t

The manner of equall contribution . . proportionably to the

assessment and rate ofmen's goods. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV.
112/1 Income arising from some sources, being capable of

direct assessment, cannot be concealed.

S.yi^. in gen. sense: Estimation, evaluation.
a 1626 lie. ANDREWES Serm. (1856) I. 458 It hath been held

no way safe for us to make our own assessment. 1853 GROTE
Greece n. Ixxxvii. XI. 367 In the comparative assessment of

Hellenic forces.

6. attrib. Assessment-work : (see quot.)
1870 Daily Neivs 18 Apr., Establishing County Assessment

Boards, with power to hear . . appeals from the Union Assess-

ment Committees. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Assess-

ment-worki the work done annually on a mining claim to

maintain possessory title.

Assessor (ase'saiX Also 4-7 -sour, 5 acces-

sour. [a. OK. assessour (mod. assesseur} t cogn.
with Pr. assessor, Sp. asesor, It. assessorc : L. as-

sessor-em (in cl. L.) an assistant-judge, (in late L.)

one who assesses taxes, n. of agent f. assidere : see

ASSESS v. and -OR.]
1. One who sits beside ; hence, one who shares

another's position, rank, or dignity.

1667 MiLTOM/1
. L. vi. 670Whence to his Son, Th* Assessor

of his Throne, he thus began. 1701 W. WOTTON Hist.Rome
iCommod.) i. 186 (lone up to Heaven, to be a Companion
and an Assessor with the Gods. 1843 DE QUINCEY Philos.

Herodot. Wks. IX. 211 He justifies his majestic station as a

brotherly assessor on the same throne with Homer.

2. One who sits as assistant or adviser to a judge
or magistrate ; esp. a skilled assistant competent
to advise on technical points of law, commercial

usage, navigation, etc. ^The earliest sense in Eng.)

assessours, that rygnt be performed, 1496 Dives <5*
Pan

(W. de W.) v. xviii. 220/2 The Juge, the aduocate, the ac-

cessour. 1636 FEATLY Ciavis Myst. ix. 113 How religious

then ought Judges to be, who are Almighty God's assessours.

1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour I. 102 He has his assessors who sit

with him, when there are any complaints to be heard. 1810

IiENTHAM/W/jf 11821' 6 The body of unlearned assessors,

termed Jurors or Jurymen. 1883 Law Times 20 Oct. 400/1

The court on the trial of a patent case may call in the aid of

a specially qualified assessor.

3. a. ( )ne who assesses taxes, b. One who officially

estimates the value of property or income for pur-

poses of taxation.

1611 COTGR., Tanxeitr^ a rater, taxer, assessor, a 1618

RALEIGH A rts ofEmpire 63 (T.I The assessors of taxes may
be elected of the meaner sort of the people. 1835 RKK\ E De
Tocqneville's Democr. Amer. I. v. 119 In New England the

assessor fixes the rate of taxes. 185* M ( CULLOCH Taxation



ASSESSORIAL.

i. iv. 37 The assessors having no means of learning whether
individuals have iy>l., i40/., or iy>l. a year.

4. transf* Qtjig- in prec. senses.

16*5 HART Anat. Ur. i. ii. 21 Other accidents . . are called

.. assessors or assistants to the disease. 172* WOLI.ASTON

Rclig. Nat. ix. 173 Bodily inclinations and passions [where
reason] allows them to be as it were assessors to it upon
the throne, are of admirable use in life. 1841 I>K QUINCKY
AfeffMrWlCfc VI. 350 Pisistratus summoned seventy men of

letters . . as critical assessors upon these poems.

Assessorial (seaei5*Tiil)I a.
;
also 8 assyss-.

[f.
L. asscssdri-its, f. assessor: see prec. and -AL!.]

Of or pertaining to an assessor or assessors.

17*6 I )K FOE Hist. Devit(i8sa) 17 The assyssorial tribunal

of Poland. 1849 LEWES Robespierre 116 Begging your as-

sessorial and provostal majesty's pardon.

Asse'ssorship. [f.
ASSESSOR +-SHIJ*.] The

office, position, or function of an assessor.

1831 CARI.YLE Sari. Res. n. iv, His progress .. towards

any active Assessorship is evidently of the slowest. 1883
A. B. HOI-K Worship #(Orii. 127 (luided by the assessorship
of Archbishops Sumner and Tail.

t AsSC'SSOry, a. Obs. [ad. L. asscssori-ns :

see prec.]
= ASSESSORIAL.

1609 BIBLK (Douayi Ps. Ixxiv. comm., Christ with his

Apostles, and other assessoric judges wil praise and thanke
God.

Asse'strix. Ol>s.~ [L., fern, of assessor: see

-TRIX.] A woman who sits by, a female assistant.

1623 in COCKERAM.

t AssetlKe, sb. Otis, Forms: 4 aseeth, a

seeth, 4-5 aseth, a-seth, assethe, 5 a seth, a-

sethe, asethe, aseyth, asseth, ^assete, assetz).

Aphet. seth(e. See also ASSYTH for the northern

forms, [a. OF. a^s}sef (pronounced ase'fi), also

ases, asez, sb., orig. the same word as ases
t
assez adv.

4

enough
*

: late L. ad satis, for cl. L. sat, satis,

'enough
'

(see ASSETS). In the phrase satisfaccre,
OF. asctfcre^fcrc asct,

' to make amends,' the adv.

was treated as a sb.
'

amends/ nom. ascs (ascz),

objective asct, which was the form adopted in Kng.
As final -/ in OF. was --=

J> (cf. faith, poortith),
ascth was the reg. ME. spelling. The word had no
connexion in Eng. with assets, and was obsolete

before the latter came into English use.]

Satisfaction
; compensation, amends, reparation,

expiation. 70 make or do asscth (
= W.fcre asctt L.

satis fach-e} : to satisfy (desires), expiate (sin),

make atonement (to a person for a wrong).
1340 HAM roue Pr. Cause. 3610 Thurgh assethe makyng,

Als thurgh penance of fre[ n Jdes and fastyng. c 1375 WYCUF
Serin, v, Sel. Wks. 1869 II. 237 To make ase^ for mannis

1340
Als thurgh pe
Serin, v, Sel. .

synne. 1377 LANGL. /*. /'/. H. xvn. 237 If it suffice nou^te
for assetz [other MSS. asseth] . . Mercy . . wil make good the

remenaunte. 1381 WYCUK i Sam. iii. 14 The wickidnes of

hys hows shal not be doon a seeth. 1388 Mark xv. 15

Pilat, willynge to make aseeth [1382 to do ynow] to the

puple. 1430 LYDG. Chron, Troy iv. xxxviii, To make assete

by oblacyon For the thefte. 1436 Test. Ehor. (1855) II. 217

They sail have amendis and asseth for thare losse. 1461
fasten Lett. 408 II. 36 Compelle hem to make amendes and
sethe to the pore peple. 1494 FABYAN vi. cxciv. 199 He made
a seth and amendes to Goddes pleasure.

t Asse*th.e, v.
[f. prec. sb. Cf. also ASSYTHE.]

To satisfy.

1481 EARL WORC. Tulle on Friendsh. B iv, To assethe the

same desire. 71481 CAXTON Orat. G. Flainimns F iv, I

have be redy in every place to assethe your lyefful desires,

Assets (arsuts). [a. late Anglo- Fr. assets

(Littleton 714), early AF. asetz (Britton I. xvi.

5>, OF. ascz enough, cogn. w. IV. assatz, OSp.
asaz, Pg. assaz, assas, It. assat : late ]>op. L. ad
satis

( to sufficiency,' substituted for simple satis
'

enough.' The origin of the English use is to be

found in the Anglo-French law phrase aver assetz
'

to have sufficient,' vi/,. to meet certain claims
;

whence assets passed as a technical term into the

vernacular. It was originally singular but was soon

(from its final -s, and collective sense) treated as

plural, and in modern use has a singular asset.]

1. Law. Originally : Sufficient estate or effects ;

esp. 'Goods enough to discharge that burthen,
which is cast upon the executor or heir, in satisfy-

ing the testator's or ancestor's debts and legacies'
Cowell. Chiefly in phrase To have assets.

1531 Dial. Laws ofEng. \\. xlix. 11638) 154 If this man have
assets by discent from the ancestor. 1574 tr. Littletons
Tenures 714 Vnlesse that he hath Assets by discent in Fee

simple. 1671 F. PHIUITS Keg. Ncccss. 413. 1691 SOUTHERNK
Sir A. Lmieiu. i. (1721' 212, I shall fall like an Executor
without assets. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. 11.244 This deed,

obligation, or covenant, shall be binding upon the heir, so

far forth only as he had any estate of inheritance vested in

him by descent from that ancestor, sufficient to answer the

charge, .which sufficient estate is in law called assets. 1876
DiGBY RcalFrop.-v. 2. 216 The heir ofthe tenant in tail was
not bound by his ancestor's alienation . . unless he had assets

(lands In fee simple equivalent to those which had been

granted away) by descent from his ancestor.

2. By extension applied to: Any property or

effects liable to be applied as in sense I, without

regard to its being sufficient. (Still sing, in 1 7th c.,

but now a collective plural.)
Assets :n hand: effects in the hands of executors which

are applicable to discharge the testator's debts.
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1583 BABINGTON Coimnandnt. To Genii. Gltintorg., An ad-

vouson in respect of the patron, is accounted no assets . .

because it is not valuable. 1601 Act 43 KHz. iv. 7 Any of

them, havynge Assettes in Law or Equitie, soe farre as the

same assettes will extende. 1709 CQLLIEII
Kss. in. 104 He left

not assids enough to bury him. 1870 PINKKRTON Guide
Administr. 39 If there are not sufficient assets in band to

pay all the debts of the Kstate.

iJ. Law and Comm. Effects of an insolvent debtor

or bankrupt, applicable to the payment of his

debts ; and by extension : All the property of a

person or company which may be made liable for

his or their debls. The llr. and (.'r. sides of a

Ualancc Account contain 'Assets' and 'Liabilities'

respectively. (In this sense always used as plural,
with singular asset applied to a single item appear-

ing on the debit side.)

1817 JAS. MILL ttrit. India I. i. v. 89 The assets or effects

of tbt London Company in India fell short of the debts of

that concern. 1855 H. SI-KSXER Psychol. 118721 II. \n. viii.

382 Cheques and bills are accepted and passed on without

enquiring whether there are assets to meet them. 1868 rail
Mall G. 23 July 4 The chances of a dividend depend upon
the realization oftwo assets, one a large debt due by a trustee

of the bank, and the other, etc. Mod. The former of these

is a very doubtful asset.

-fes-
1675 WYCHERI.KV /V. Dealer \\. 11735' 55. I, that am a relict

of known plentiful assets and parts, who understand myself
and the law. 1690 UHVDKN Aniphitr., No more may be

expected from him to Night, when he has no Assets. 1884

Daily News 9 June 3/2 The high character which the corps
has won for . . trustworthiness is in itself a valuable asset,

Assett, obsolete form of ASHKT.

Asseure, obsolete form of ASSUKE.

Assever (ase'vai), v. arch. [ad. I,, asseverate

to assert seriously, f. as- = att~ to + .tvzvrj serious,

severe. Cf. It. assctterarc (Florio 1^98).]
To

asseverate : a. a thing to be, or that it is.

1581 CAMMON in Con/cr. iv. (1584! Ddiiij, The Jewes as-
|

seucring the obseruation of the lawe . . to be necessarit;.

1603 HARSNLT Pop. Impost, xxiii. 166 \Ve doe not Assever !

that the Devil cannot say a Troth. 1637 BASTWICK Litany \

11. 8 King James absolutely assevers . . that the Pope is

Antichrist.

b. \vilh simple ol>j.

a 1618 SYLVESTER Job Tri. in. 268 (>! that my words

(,the words I now as^ever) Were writ. 1690 I.OCKK Hum.
Und. n. xxvii. 8 Wks. 1727 I. 145, I had heard many Pnr- I

ticulars . . assever'd by People hard to be discredited. 1826

E. IRVING Babylon II. vn. 222 The question being .. a>- '

severed of the vision generally.

t AsSC'Verance. Obs. rare~\ [f.
as next

;
J

see -ANCK.] An asseveration.

*574 WHITGIFT/V/; Answ. iii. Wks. 1851 I. 345 These bold

asseverances in matters most untrue are so common.

t Asse'verant, a. Obst

~
[ad. L. asscvcrant-

ctn, pr. pple. of asseverdrc ; see ASHEVEU and -ANT.]

Asseverating, solemnly asserting.

t Asse*verantly, adv. Obs.
[f. prec. + -LY -.

Cf. L. asseverantert\ By way of asseveration.

t'1555 HARTSFIELD Divorce Hen. l
rIII 118781 122 Not

spoken asseverantty but optnionatively, and by the way of

allegation. 1600 A DP. AUBOT E*p. Jonah 562 To speak an

untruth voluntarily and asseverantly, had been a shameful

thing.

Asseverate (fise'ver^t), v. [f.
L. assevtrat-

ppl. stem of asscvcrare : see ASSKVKR and -ATE-*.]

To affirm solemnly, assert emphatically, declare

positively, avouch, aver : a. with subord. cL

1791 D'ISKAELI Cur. Lit. 36 They asseverated they saw no
child. 1860 B. POWELL Ess. $ Rev. (ed. 2) 141 If the most

numerous ship's company were all to asseverate that they
had seen a mermaid.

b. with simple ohj.
a 1847 R. HAMILTON Rew. i? Ptinishm. viii. 11853) 4?6 If

the doctrine of the preceding argument be true, let it be

asseverated. 1876 E. MELI.OR Priesth. iv. 179 To asseve-

rate his previous statement with increased emphasis.

Asse-verating, ///. a. [f. prec. + -me 2
.]

That asseverates ; solemnly declaring or confirming.

1838-9 Hoon Popping Quest. 19 With an asseverating

thump on the table.

Asse'vera-tingly,^'. [f.prec.
+ -Lv-.] By

way of asseveration or solemn affirmation.

1880 HARDY Trumpet-Maj. III. xxxviii. 187 He laid his

hand asseveratingly upon his breast.

Asseveration (fiie*vri*"j3n), [ad. L. asseve-

ration-em, n. of action f. assevcrare : see ASSEVKR
and -ATION. Cf. It. asseuerationc (Florio 161 1 ).]

1. The action of asseverating ; solemn affirmation,

| emphatic assertion, positive declaration, avouch-

ment.

1564 BriefExam.
****

**ijb, \'ou so confidently bare
the matter downe with your vndoubted asseueration. 1605

! BACON Adv. Learn, i. 26 Men ought . . to propound things
I sincerely, with more or lesse asseueration, as they stand in

a man's own Judgement, prooued more or lesse. 1781 Cow-
PER Cowers. 59 Asseveration blustering in your face, Makes
contradiction such a hopeless case.

2. That which is asseverated
;
a solemn or em-

phatic declaration or assertion.
" I55^ CRANMER Il'As. I. 67 Such abominable and beastly

asseverations as you never heard. 1658 T. WALL Gent's AY-

~'t-ngc 25 The wise man's constant asseveration, by pride

only cometh contention. 1753 SMOLLETT Cf. Fat/win (1784*

152/2 Incensed at this asseveration, which he was not pre-

pared to refute. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 520 In

ASSIDUAL.

spite of the solemn asseverations of his wife and hU ser-

vants.

3. Emphatic confirmation of a statement
;
a word

or phrase used to express confirmation ; an oath.
i6oz 'I'. FITZHI;HH. Apnl. n a, I do first make the same

asseueration as before vpon my Saluation. 1644 BUI.WKR
Chiron. 57 Hoth Hands smitten together . . doth affirmc with
Rhetorical! asseveration, a 1675 SIERKV l-'reed. U'ill 167
It is brought . . with a twofold Asseveration ;

'

Yea, even.'

1841 1 >ICKKNS ftatii. Rudgc (C. D. ed. 1 146 The sergeant re-

joined with many choice asseverations that he didn't.

Asseverative i,ase-ven
r
liv), a, [f. L. asscvcrat-

(see ASSEVKRATK) + -iVE, as if acl.L. *assei>eratwus.]

Of, pertaining to, or characterized by asseveration.

1837 Chainb. Jrnl. 6 May 117 We here omit a couple of
words of an asseverative character.

Asse'Veratory, a. '<Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec.

+ -OUY.] =prec.
a I733 ^:OKTH K.\-ani. (1740)247 <D.) Diverse warm and

asseveratory answers.

t Asse'vering, ppl. a. Obs. [f.
ASSKVKH v.

+ -ix<! 2
.J Assevei ating, solemnly affirmative,

ti 1733 NORTH A'.ivz;;/. i. iii. f 23. 137 He affirmed . . in the
most assevering Manner he could.

t Assewer. Obs. [A difficult word : used on

the one hand as identical with AS.SKOUH, he who
sets the table

;
on the other identified with SKWKK,

as if it were a compound of the latter, or the latter

an aphetic form of assc'ver. (.SV"<:'tv occurs earlier. )

Cf. also ASSAYKH 2.] An officer who superin-
tended the placing of a banquet on the table, or

who himself carried in and arranged the dishes ;
a

sewer. Jn the Honsch. Ord. of Kdw. IV it inter-

changes with Sewer, and represents the Asscour of

the Hoitsfh. On/, of Edw. II, transl. in 1601 As-

sayer.)

iqjbLiberNigerEdwJVvn //(WjM,0nd7Oo)45Twentie
Squires attendantes on the Kinges person . . to helpe scrue

his table . . as the Assewer will as>igne. a 1483 /<W. 36 A
Sf-var for the Kyn^c . . He receveth the metes bysaves and

salltly so conveyeth it to the Kind's hourdc . . he sewetli at

one mele, and dyneth and soupeth at another mele. . . Item,
if the King's snrveyour lacke, then this assewer, with the

clerke of countrolment and the clerk of Kychyn, and the

master cooke for the mouthe, shall gu see the King\ servyse.

Assh- ;
for words so spelt in i4-i:;th c., see

under ME. form in ASCII-, or modern in ASH-.

Assh(e, obsolete form of ASH s/>. ]

,
ASK v.

A'SS-liead. [See Ass 2 and HKAI>.] A stupid

fellow, a blockhead.

1550 BALE Aj>ot. 61 O absolute ass-heade . . and wyllcs^e

ydyote. 1589 Hay airy H7ork 36 As verye an Asschead a^

John Catercap. 1601 SHAKS. T't-'d. A. \. i. '-'12 An A^sc-

head, and a cuxcombe.

A'SS-hea ded, a.
[f. prec. + -ED.] Stupid.

1532 MOKK L'on/iit. I'anti'S vni. \Vks. 736 I Thys felowes

folishe apishenesMj, and al hys asseheded exclamacions.

1609 DOL-I.AND Oruitliop. Micro!. 65 Asse-lieaded ignorance.

Hence also 'Asseheaddinesse, or blockishnesse.'

Minsheu 1617.

Assimilate (asi-bilir't) v. [f.
L asstbilat- ppl.

stem of ads-, assibilarc, f. ad to -f sibilarc to hiss.

Cf. F. assibiltr^ To give a sibilant or hissing
sound to.

1844 DONALDSON I'arron. 218 Two different values of the

(Ireek C, which was a dental, either assibilated las <rfil or

softened las !>. 1861 five. Amcr. /'/;//. .SV>c. VIII. 361 The
second sterj consists in y Ijeing assibilated in sh.

Assimilation (asi:bili
T '

}.in
'i. [n. of action f.

prec. : see -.vno.v.] Pronunciation with a sibilant

or hissing sound.
1861 Proc. Amcr. Phil. Soc. VIII. 361 The first step in the

modern Knglish assibilation of / and ti.

Assidaean, -can, -ian (iidfan). [f. Gr.

'AiriSaf-oi (ad. Hcb. c Ten hasiJJm, holy ones,

saints) + -AN*.] a. orig. One of those Jews who,
under the leadership of Maitathias, defended the

purity of their worship against the attempts of

Antiochus Epiphancs to introduce idolatry, b. in

later usage : A memljer of a Jewish sect professing

peculiarly intimate communion with God
;
more

commonly Cliasiilim.

1382 WYCI.H* 2 jlfni'i. xiv. 6 The! that lien said Assideys
ICovicRDALE, Assidei ; 1611 Asideans] of Jewis, to whom
Judas Machabeus is souereyn. 1611 Hmi.i-: i jl/rt(r. ii. 4--

A company of Assideans. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 502/1 The
Assidians, or Chasidim.

A'SSldence. Obs.rarc~^. [f.
L. assiileiit-eiu :

see next and -KXCE ] Constant attendance.

,71656 l!r. HALL Kern. Wks. (1660) 248 None of God's

children upon earth want the assidence and ministration of

those blessed Spirits.

t A'SSldent, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. assidciit-

cin, pr. pple. of assidc-rc to sit by : see ASSESS v.

and -EXT.] A. at/j. Constantly attendant ; usually

accompanying though not inseparable from (a

disease). B. s/>. [sc. symptom.]
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff. s.v., A dry rough tongue, thirst,

and watching, are Assident signs in an ardent fever. Ibid. ,

Assidents differ from Pathognomonics, which are inseparable
from the disease. (So in KKES Cycl. 1819.]

t Assi'dual, a. Obs. Also 5 assedual, assy-
duel, [a. OK. assiJuel, f. L. assiduns ASSIDUOUS :

see -AL 1
.]
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ASSIDUALLY.

1. Of persons or agents :
= ASSID;:OUS i.

a 1400 [see ASSIDUALLY J. 1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632)
142 Assiduall horse-leeches which neuer lin sucking it. 1651
Pather Sarpi 11676) 96 More devout and attentive . . and
particularly in meditation more assidual.

2. Of actions : = ASSIDUOUS 3.
1622 MALYNES Ane. Laiv-Merch. 255 Sulphur and Mer-

cury . . doe ingender . . by an assiduall concoction. 1678
JORDAN Tri. Lond. in Heath Grocers' Comp. 1,1869) 5*9 1'he
assidual wishes of. . Your heartily humble Servant.

t Assi'dually, adv. Obs.
[f. prec +-LY-.]

Constantly, continually, assiduously.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. 388 And assedually wachith me be dayes

and nythis. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 430/2 To kepe it ab-

steyne them assyduelly from alle synne. 1485 Digby
Myst. (1882) v. 256 Ffor in hym thei loye assiduly.

Assi'duate, a. Obs. [f. asstduat- ppl. stem
of assidudre to apply constantly, f. assiduus: see

ASSIDUOUS and -ATK :

*.] Continually exercised,

constant, assiduous.

1494 FABYAN vi. cxli. 129 By the assyduat laboure of his

holy wyfe. 1658 SLINGSBY Diary (1836) 207 It was my as-

siduate care therefore to remove all such subtile witnesses.

t Assi'duately, adv. Obs.
[f. prec. + -i,v-.]

Constantly, continually, assiduously.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos vi. 26 Oute of her fayr swete eyen . .

flowed teens assyduatly. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarck. vi. 351
But run into contempt assiduately.

Assidue : see AHHKDTNE.

Assiduity (aesidi/Hti). [ "? a F. assiduite), ad.

L. assiduitatem t n. of quality f. assiduus : see

-1TY.]
1. Constant or close attention to the business in

hand, unremittingapplication, persistent endeavour,

perseverance, diligence.
1605 I'ACON Adi 1

. Learn. \\. xxiii. 37 Some measure things
according to the labour and difficulty or assiduity which are

spent about them. 1712 HL'GHES Spcct. No. 316 The
labour and assiduity with which Tully acquired his elo-

quence. 1866 Gt;o. ELIOT /'. Holt III. xl. 105 Not one to
f;iil in a purpose for want of assiduity.
2. Persistent endeavour to please, obsequious at-

tention, arch exc. as in b.

1630 NAUNTON l-'ragm. Reg. t Arb. 1 38 And could not brook
the obsequiousnesse and assiduity of the Court. 1720 S\\ ii T

J'atesClergym. Wks. 1755 II. n. 27 His lord was . . attended

by him with the most abject assiduity. 1825 />'m Jonathan
II. 287 Full of serene, delicate, reverential assiduity.

b. esp. in //. Constant attentions.

1683 I). A. Art Converse 98 To be rid of our troublesome
assiduities. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. Iv. (1804) 38; To
vanquish her coldness and suspicion by my assiduities.

1847 H. Roc; MRS I'.ss. I. v. 242 And even declined, with cold
and averted eye, the assiduities of their zealous love.

t 3. Continual recurrence or repetition, frequency.
1611 COTGR., Assidittfe, assiduity, frequencie, oftennesse.

1626 DONNE Scrttt. iv. 36 To dishonour miracles by the

assiduity and frequency and multiplicity of them. 1668
CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. A fiat. in. i. 323 The Magnitude
is various, according to the condition of the Organs and
dignity of the Actions, their Assiduity and Magnitude.

Assiduous (asi'di//|3s), a. [f. L. assidu-us (f.

assidc-re to sit by : see ASSESS v. ; lit.
*

sitting
down to/ hence 'closely applying to') + -ous.]
1. Of persons or agents : Constant in application

to the business in hand, persevering, sedulous, un-

wearyingly diligent.
1660 JKK. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. \\. ii. vii. 3 Christ . . com-

mands us to be perfect, that is . . to be assiduous in our

prayers. 1711 AUUI.SON Spect. No. 311 FS Those assiduous
Gentlemen who employ their whole Lives in the Chace.

1876 t iREKS Short Hist. iii. 7 (1882) 148 He was assiduous
in his attendance on religious services.

2. Constantly endeavouring to please, obsequiously
attentive, arch.
a 1725 POPE Odyss. vi. 89 The queen, assiduous, to her

train assigns The sumptuous viands. 1750 JOHNSON Rambl,
No. 104 P 13 Few can be assiduous without servility.

3. Of actions: Unremitting, persistent, constant.

1538 LKLANIJ Itin. I. Introd. 20 By infinite Variete of
Ilookcs and assiduus reading of them. 1667 MILTON P. L.
xi. 310 To wear'e him with my assiduous cries. 1711 An-
DISON Spect. N >. 10 F i Follies that are only to be killed by
a constant and assiduous Culture. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. I. 491 liaxter's life was chiefly passed . . in the as-

siduous discharge of parochial duties.

f4. Of things: Constant regular. Obs.
1661 KVKLYS Fmnifitg. Misc.Writ. (1805) i 217 The Elec-

tion of this constant and assiduous food, should something
concerne us.

Assiduously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.] With
close or constant application, sedulously.
1627 J. FOHIIKS in (Quiver (1880) 301, I prayed also as-

siduously that it would please Him to root out of my heart
. . every root of bitterness. 1753 SMOLLETT C t. l-athom

(1784^ 183'! His sister assiduously attended him in his re-

covery. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 425 He set him-
self assiduously to drill those new levies.

Assiduousness, [f. as prec. + -NESS.] Close
or constant application, assiduity.

1637 Sidney State Papers II. 509 iL.1 Persons that will

have the patience to understand and press with art and as-

siduousness.

tAssie'ge, v. Obs. Formsr^^asege, 4aseege,

4-6 assege, 5-6 -yege, 6 -aige, -eige, 5-7 as-

siegs. [a. OF, asegier (mod. assiegcr), cogn. with

Pr. assetiar, asutjar, Sp. asediar, It. assediare:

late L, assediare f, as- =- ad- to, at + sedium i,cf. ob-
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sidiurn} sitting, SIEGE.] To besiege, lay siege to,

beleaguer, beset.

1297 R. GLOUC. 184 Kyng Arture and ys poer aseged hym
wyboute. c 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 23 And how asegid was
Ypolita The faire hardy quyen of Cithea. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 158/3 They had assyeged Jherusalem. 1522-4
Dittrn. Occurr. (18331 8 And assaigit the castell of Wark.
1632 J. HAYWARD Eromena 160 She was assieged, and in

danger to bee lost.

t Assie'ge, sb. Obs. Also 4 asseege, 4-5 as-

sege, 6 assige. [f. prec. Not in Fr.] A siege.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvu. 270 He . . To the toune ane as-

sege set. 1469 SIR J. PASTOS in Lett. 621 II. 375, I have
herde . . werse tydyngs syn the assege by gan. 1589 IVK

Fortif. 5 The Winde and Seas alteration is such, that an

Assige at Sea cannot be continued. 1598 FLORIO, Oppitgna~
tione , . an assiege [not in ed. 1611].

t Assie'ged, ///- a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ED.]

Besieged, beleaguered, beset.

1383 WVCLIF Set. Wks. (1871) III. 274 To vitele bes men
asegid. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 102 In flesche assegit
with foul faminitie. 1596 SI-HNSER /'. Q. \\. xi. 15 Th' as-

sieged castles. 1614 RALHIGH Hist. World II. v. i. 2. 268
And left the Mutineers to be cut in pieces by the assieged.

Assiegenient (asrd^ment). arch.
[f.

as prec.
-f -MENT-] A besieging or beleaguering, a siege.

1587 FU-:MISG Contn. Holinshed III. 965/2 The assiege-
ment of those two townes, Bullongne and Muttrell. 1839
BAILEY Festus ( 1848,) 64/2 They vanish from the assiegement
of the saints.

'

Assie'ger. Obs. rare-*, [fas prec. + -Eit 1
.]

A besieger.
1584 T. HUDSON tr. Du Bar-fas' Judith in. (1613) 254 (D.)
No lesse to keep, then coole th' assiegers pride.

t Assie'ging, vbL sb.
[f.

as jirec. + -JNr,l.]
A besieging, siege.
c 1450 LOSELICH Grail xiii. 140 Tholomes . . hath there leid

asegeng. 1582-8 Hist, yantes VI (1804) 229 All thair

prouisioun for asseging of the castell. 1606 B. BARNES Bks.

Offices 202 Towards the assieging of any cities or forts.

Assientist (^-si^-ntist). In 8 assentist.
[f.

next + -IST
;

cf. F. assientistc, and Sp. a(s]sentista,

after which the earlier form was assentist
^\

One
of the parties to an Assiento contract ; a share-

holder in an Assiento company.
1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 51 ^2 i With Priviledges beyond what

any former Assentists ever enjoy'd. 1719 W. WOOD Sum.
Trade- 280 The supplying the Spaniards with Negroes, has

proved a Loss to other Assientists. 18^6 BANCROFT fits'.

U. S. II. xxxv. 300 The assientists might introduce as many
more [slaves] as they pleased.

Assiento, asiento (asye-ntf, a.'si|e-nt0). [Sp.
assiento ^Minsneu), mod. asientot settlement, con-

tract.]
' A contract, or conuention between the

king of Spain and other powers, for furnishing the

Spanish dominions in America with negro slaves
'

(J.). spec. That made between Great Britain and

Spain at the peace of Utrecht in 1713.
1714 Lond. Gaz. No. 5213/3 The Assiento, or Contract for

allowing the Subjects of Great Britain the Liberty of Im-

porting Negroes into the Spanish America. 1876 BANCROFT
Hist. U. S. II. xlii. 555 The English slave-trade began to

attain its great activity after the assiento treaty.

I Assiette (asye't). [Fr.
= seat, site.] \i\fiook-

binding, A composition laid on the cut edges of

books previous to gilding them.

1869 Eng, Mech. i Oct. 37 2 Assiette . . is composed of Ar-
menian bole, i Ib. ; bloodstone, 2 oz.

;
and galena, 2 oz.

Assify ;arsif3i), v. [f.
A.ss + -(I)FY.] To make

an ass of, turn into an ass. {Jocular.}
1804 SOVTHEY in Robberds Mem. It-'. Taylor I. 515 Instead

of oxifying or assifying myself. ciSoo 'P. PINDAR Jun.'
(title) An Assified Mare : the London Mare turned Ass.

Assige, variant of ASSIK<;E sb. Obs. a siege.

Assign (asai'n), v. Forms : 3-6 assygn(e,

3-7 assigne, 4 a sign, asegne, asingne, 4-6 as-

sine, 5 asyne, a-cyne, asigne, assyngne, 5-6
assyng^e, 6 asayne, asein, 7 essign, 5- assign.

Aphct. 5 syne. [a. OF. a(s}signe-r, a(s}siner,

a(s^sctie-r : L. ad- t assignare, f. ad lo + signare
to make a sign, f. sigmim sign.] Prim. sign.
To mark out to.

I. To allot, appoint, authoritatively determine.

1. trans. To allot as a shnre, portion, or allow-

ance (to) ; to appoint, apportion, make over.

1340 Alex, ff Dind. 321 We han a sertaine somme asingned
of Virus. 1393 (>OWKK Conf. III. 117 To every mpnthe . . of

signes twelve He hath .. Assigned one in special). 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis in, ii. 140 Assynging ilk ane propir houss
and aucht. 1570 J. PHILLIP in Farr S.P. (1845) II. 529 And
vnto his elected churche A pleadge of loue assinde. 1599
GREF.NE Poems (1861) 317 By 'signing want and poverty thy
share. 1667 MILTON /'. L. ix. 231 The work which here

God hath assign'd us. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Hist, yet-wont

152 The most laborious services were assigned to the female.

1807 CRABBI-: Par. Reg. \. 130 Has a small space for garden-

ground assign'd.

2. To transfer or formally make over to another.

In modern Eng. Law the appropriate word to ex-

press the transference otpersonalproperty (including
chattels real), e.g. leaseholds, railway snares, fur-

niture, as distinguished from real property.
1297 R. GLOUC. 314 Wat thyng he adde assygned ys tueye

bretheren a! so. ciqooApol. Loll. 82 pei . . Jat occupien
men toward her end a bout . . assining of per goodis. 1522

Kury Wills (1850' 117 The residue of all my goodes .. I as-

sign to myn executors to pay dettes. 1660 STANLEY Hist

ASSIGN.
Phttos, (17011369, i He assigned the School to Aristaeus. 1748
JOHNSON in Boswell 11831) I. 167, I assign to him the right
of copy of an Imitation of the Tenth Satire of Juvenal.
i86z HOOK Lives Abps. 1 1. ii. 88 Some land which had been
newly assigned to the monastery.

J. To allot (a. place) to a person ;
to appoint or

set it apart for a purpose.
*393 tJowi-iH Con/. II. 10 But me was never assigned place.

c 1400 Destr. Troy n. 508 And he assignet hir a seite. 1439
E. E. Wills 11882) 116 My body to be beryed . . yn suche
place as I haue assyngned. i6za in 1-ortesc. Papers 189
To have places assigned where your marchants might erect
forts. 1762 GOI.DSM. Cit. World xxxiii. (1837) 131, I was as-

signed my place on a cushion on the floor. 1855 PRESCOTT
Philip //, i. vii. 11857) 116 He assigned to his men their
several posts.

4. To allot or appoint to a person (those that
shall perform certain functions in relation to him).
1340 HAMPOLE Pr, Consc. 4189 Til hym sal assygned be A

gude angelle. 1350 Will. Palcrne 580 penne had pis mensk-
ful Melior maydenes fele asegned hire to serue. 1:1400
Destr. Troy iv. 1 136 With a soume of soudiours assignet vs.

1506 Ord. Crystcn Men tW. de W.) iv. v. 177 Unto them as-

sygne not an other confessour. 1656 Bp, HALL Rent,
li-'ks. (1660) 52 The Lords Assigned us five very worthy
Lawyers. 1826 SCOTT H'otnhf. (1832) 180 England will not

long endure the rulers which these bad times have as-

signed her.

b. To make over a convict as an unpaiil servant.

1837 [see ASSIGNED]. 1843 /Viy Cjr/. XXV. 138/2 Female
convicts were assigned . .in the capacity ofdomestic servants.

1 5. To appoint authoritatively, prescribe (a
course of action). Obs.
c 1485 Digby Myst. n, 214 Make thi curse As I shall assyng

the by myn aduysse. 1533 MORE Ativw. Poysoned Bk. Wks.
1048/2 They assygned him . . what manera miracle the! wold
haue him do. ^1550 Lusty Jnv. in Hazl. Dodst. II. 59 Thou
must love . . thy neighbour as thyself, because he hath so

assigned. 1607 TOPSELL h'our-f. Beasts 103 Simeon Sethi . .

assigneth them rather to be eaten in Winter time.

6. To appoint, designate, ordain, depute (a per-

son) for an office, duty, or fate. Obs. exc. in Law,
1197 R. GLOUC. 502 He assigneth the bissop of Winchestre

ther to. c 1470 7 kree t^th. C. Chron. 11880 72 The Duke
of Exceter was syned for kepe the see ayenes the Erie, of
Warwike. \$QPlumptonCorr.'&\, I have assigneed my ser-

vant . . to levy and receive such rents, a 1547 EARL SURREY
sKneis n. iR ) Assigning me To the altar. 171* BUDGELL
Spcct. No. 404 P 7 They assign themselves to what they are
not fit for. 1768 BLACKSTONE Cotntn. I. 482 If the founder
has appointed and assigned any other person to be visitor.

f 7. To appoint, direct, send (a person) to a

place ;
to consign. Obs.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sou-le v. xiv. 80 Assignyng his com-

pany, euerych in to his place. 1567 DRANT Horace Efiist.
i. vii. Dv, At length to bed to take a nap he, fraighted, was

assynde. 1611 BIBLE -2 Sam. xi. 16 He assigned Vriah vnto
a place where hee knewe that valiant men were.

8. To fix, settle, determine, or authoritatively

appoint (a time or temporal limit).
c 1305 St. Simthin in E. E. P. (18621 46 Hi assignede a dai

berto. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 220 The day of bataylle . .

was assygned on bothe partyes. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 42
We would assigne God his tyme. mvSwiFT.Prate/. 1708
Wks. 1755 II. i. 153 In this month likewise an ambassador
will die in London; but I cannot assign the day. 1883 J.

GILMOUR Mongols xvii. 202 A hell to the duration of which
no period is assigned.

t b. To fix the time and place of (a meeting).
1558 FOKRFST Grysilde Sec. 89 A Cowrte he assigned at

Dunstaple, To which was summoned goode Grysildis.

y 9, To make an assignation or appointment with

(a person) to do a thing. Obs.

1470 85 MALORY Arthur 11817 x. ii, I assigne you to mete
me in the medowe. Ibiti. ii8i6) I. 187 And there this night
I had assigned my love and lady to have slept with me.

10. To determine, lay down as a thing ascertained.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \\. 93 Who all assign its Altitude

to be but about 27 inches. 1772-84 COOK I'oy. (1790) IV. 92
Who sailed round it, and assigned its true position. 1817
CHALMERS Astron. Disc. 1.11852124 Who shall assign a limit

to the discoveries of future ages?
II. To point out, show.

11. To point out exactly, designate, specify.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. iv. 126 And til seynt lames be sou^te

^ere I shal assigne. 1533 MORE Dcbell. Salem Wks. 952/1
Folk whom I neither assigne bi name, nor as yet know not

who they be. 1660 BARROW Euclid \. xxxtv. Schol.
,
To draw

a parallel to a right line given, thro' the point assigned.

1714 GROVE Sped. No. 601 P 2, I shall therefore endeavour
to assign some of the principal Checks upon this generous
Propension. c 1854 STANLEY Sinai <y Pal. v. 251 The special

locality which Jewish tradition has assigned for the place.

b. spec, in Law.
1672 MANLEY Cornell's Interpr. s.v., To assigne false Judg-

ment, .is to declare how and where the Judgment is unjust.
To assigne Waste is to show wherein especially the Waste
is committed.

fJ2. To exhibit, display, present. Obs.

1398 TRKVISA Barth. DC P. R. vi. xy,
The faderis herte is

sore greuyd, yf eny rebelnesse is assignid [prcsctitatur] in

his children.

III. To ascribe, attribute.

13. To ascribe, attribute, or refer, as belonging to

or originating in.

15,41 R. COPLAND Guydons Quest. Cyrnrg., The memory
of the herte . . is assygned in the partye that is vnder the ioynt
that is vnder the arme pytte. 1835 MACREADY Rcmin. 1.461
The various spots assigned to the words and actions of our

Saviour. ^1849 HOR. SMITH Addr. Mummy iii, Tell us . .

Towhom should we assign the Sphinx's fame. 1875 SCRIVENKK
Led. Grk. Test. 9 Whose date may be assigned with certainty
to the fourth and fifth centuries.



ASSIGN.

14. To ascribe va reason) to or as accounting for
anything.
1489 CAXTON FaytcsofArmes iv. vii. 246 Many good raisons

that dyuine right assigneth thereto. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.
ix. IV. 383 Sundry reasons are assigned of Mr. Cartwright's
silence. 1769 yunius Lett. xxiv. 132 To justify my assign-
ing that motive to his behaviour. 1792 A need, if'. Pitt I.

v. 122 No reason can be assigned for the Queen of Hungary's
refusing the terms,

15. To bring forward, allege, offer, suggest (some-

thing as a reason, ttc.).
a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled iv. the Spirit (1867) 380 This is

that which we now assign for a reason. 1780 COXE Russ.
Disc. 42 They assigned the insecurity of the roads as their

reason for coming . . by sea. 1790 PAI.EY Hor, Paul. i. 3,

I cannot assign a supposition of forgery.

t IV. [f.
as- = A- pref* 1 1 + SIGN v^\ To sign.

Obs.

1563 AB P. SANDYS in Strype Ann. Ref. I. xxxv. 389 The
bill. .was. .sent up in the docket to be assigned by the Queen.
1633 H. COGAN Pinto & I \>y. vi. 15 A safe conduct, written

and assigned with thine own hand.

t Assign, sit. l Obs. [stc different senses.]
1. Appointment, command, ff. ASSIGN v.]

1633 P. FLKTCHER Purple Isl. n. xliii, Soon as the gate
opes by the Kings assigne.

2. A sign, portent, [f. SIGNJ/J. ; cf. ASSIGN V. IV.]
1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. C viij b, To the Frenchmen,

this assigne was sent, Disaster, fatall, inauspitious.

H for DESIGN.
*7 1641 FINETT Philoxenis (1656) 50 His so gracious notice

and furtherance of their assignes.

Assign (asai
p

n\ sb.~ Also 5-7 assigne. [ME.
assigne (three syllables), a. F. assigne, pa. pple. of

assigner to ASSIGN, has split into two forms in

mod E. assign and assignee. In the former, ME. -e

(like final ~e from other sources) became mute
in i

t5thc., and disappeared in mod.E. (Cf. avow,c,
F. avoue'.L,. advocdtus

; costive, F. costive : L.

fonstipfltus, etc.) In the latter, final -e was pre-
served through the influence of law French, and
was at length analogically written -ee. (Cf. av<nvcc,

advowee, beside avoiv(e.} The 15 th c. assigne

might represent either pronunciation, and belongs
equally to assign and assignee. Cf. ASSIGNEE.]
fl. One who is appointed to act for another, a

deputy, agent, or representative ;
= ASSIGNEE i . Obs.

15*6 Ord. R. Hvnseli, 224 Their servants, factors, or as-

signes. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. (1863) 413 [We] are but

delegates or assignes to giue men possession of his graces.

1714^
Fr. Bk. of Rates 31 As the Owner, or his Deputy, or

Assign shall desire.

2. One to whom a property or right is legally
transferred ;

= ASSIGNEE 2. Esp. in the phrase heirs

and assigns : see quot. 1865.
c 1450 Pol. Rel.

,5-
L. Poems d866> 24 To thyne heyres &

assygnes alle-so. 1590 SWINBURN Testaments 74 To him
and his assignes for terme of life. 1710 STEKLE Tatler No.
200 F ii Made payable to . . her Assigns. 1844 WILLIAMS
Real Prop. Lmu\ 1877)64 Thus, a purchaser from him in his

lifetime, and a devisee under his will, are alike assigns.

1865 NICHOLLS BritttM ii. xvi. I. 312 It was in favour of
bastards that the word assigns [ F. assigncz\ was first devised.

t 3. An appurtenance, a belonging. Obs. rare.
1602 SHAKS. Hatn. v. ii, 157 Sixe French Rapiers and

Poniards, with their assignes as CJirdle, Hangers, or so.

Assignability fisaim&bi-llti). [f. next : see

-BILITY.J Capability of being assigned.
1884 Law Times 23 Feb. 301/1 Tbe effect of the Judicature

Act on the assignability of chases, in action.

Assignable (asai-nab'l^ a.
[f.

ASSIGN v. +

-ABLE.]
1. That may be assigned or allotted ; legally

transferable.

1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. s.v. Assignment, A bond is assign-
able for a valuable consideration paid. 1868 M. PATTISON
Acadein. Org. 4. 66 A fixed number of scholarships . . as-

signable among the colleges.

2. That may be designated or specified.
1659 PEARSON Creed (18391 T ?8 Being thus the Alpha . . he

was before any time assignable. 1703 SMEATON Edystone L.

239 No assignable power . . could lift one of these stones.

1848 MILL Pol. Econ. I. 82 Without assignable limit.

3. That may be referred as belonging to or origi-

nating in ; attributable.

ify^LadysCall.i. ii. 5 15 The correcting of som particular
passions are more immediately assignable to other virtues.

1869 PHILLIPS l'~c$iii'. viii. 235 Thus three relations of vol-

canic energy are assignable to geographical conditions.

4. That may be alleged as accounting for.

1659 PEAKSON Creed (18391 36 There is no other cause

assignable of the rain but God. 1817 COLERIDGE Kiog, Lit.

I. i. 8 In the truly great poets . . there is a reason assignable
. .for every word.

Assignably (asai-nabli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.]

In a manner capable of being assigned.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Scfo. 45 If so be, that which is

neither to be shown here nor there, nor to be understood

every where, be assignably no where.

II Assignat (wsigna*t, asinTa-). [Fr., ad. L.

assignatum, pa. pple. of assignare to ASSIGN.]

Paper money issued by the revolutionary govern-
ment of France, on security of the state lands. Cf.

ASSIGNATION 4
1790 HUHKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 415 Is there a debt which

presses them? Issue assignats. Are compensations to be
made? . . assignats. Is a fleet to be fitted out? Assignats.

509

1876 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. in. ii. 449 Issuing inconvertible

notes in the form of assignats.

tA'SSignate, ppl.a. Obs. rare- 1
. [ad. L.

assignattts : see prec.] Assigned, specified.
1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. fAshm. 1652) v. 150 Hlacknes. .ys

Of kyndly Commyxyon to the tokyn assygnate.

Assignation (resign^ 'Jan ^. [a. OF. assigna-
cion ^i4thc. in Littre), ad. L. assignationem, n of

action f. assigndre : see ASSIGN v. and -ATION.]
1. The action of allotting ; apportionment.
1600 HOLLAND Livygig <R.i As touching the appointment

and assignation of those provinces. 1673 Lady's Call. i. ii.

13 Since Gods assignation has thus determined subjection
to be the womens lot. a, 1716 BLACKALL Wks. 1723 L 132
Not a Matter of Choice, but of divine Assignation. 1878
Bosw. SMITH Cart/ingc-jT, To hold out visions of assignations
of public land., to the multitudes.

2. The action of legally transferring a right or

property (see ASSIGN v. 2} ;
formal transference.

Also a. formal declaration of transference
;
b. the

transferred interest. (Now usually ASSIGNMENT.)
1579 KENTON Guicciard. iv. (1599) 176 And sent them

foorthwith the assignation of the Castle. 1605 BACON Adv.
Learn, n. 10 Alexander made . . a liberal assignation to

Aristotle of treasure. 1621 R. JOHNSON If 'ay to Glory 29
Hee had but the assignation and lease of tythes. 1754
ERSKINE Princ. Sc. Laiv (1809) 342 All moveable rights are

transmissible by simple assignation. 1809 TOMLINS Laiv
Diet., Assignation is when simplyany thing is ceded, yielded
and assigned to another.

t 3. The setting apart of certain revenue to meet
a claim. Also a. the mandate granting the money;
b. the amount thus set apart, a pension, allow-

ance

1489 A its Jas. II', xxiv, Quhatsumeuer assignatioun or

gift be made thairupon under the preiue seill. a 1626 BACON
Lopez Treason <T.) He had obtained an assignation of

50,000 crowns to be levied in Portugal, a 1674 CLARENDON
Hist. Ref>. III. XMI. 343 They settled an Assignation of six-

thousand Livers by the Month upon the King, payable out
of such a (label. 1747 Gent 1. Mag. 13 Jan., The payment of
the assignations of the purveyors . . of the army.
4. Paper currency ; a negotiable document re-

presenting and secured by revenue or property ;
a

bill, an assignat.
a 1674 CLARENDON ffist. Reb. III. xvi. 601 The custom of

that Country, [Holland], .being to make their payments in

Paper by Assignations. 1747 Gent I. Mag. 13 Jan., It is not

possible it should be satisfied by paper or any assignation.

\ 5. Appointment or designation to office. Obs.

1432 Paston Lett. 18. I. 32 The namyng, ordeignance and
assignacion buforesaid. 1593 BILSON Gc^'t. Christ's Ch. in
If they be called by Christ, read their assignation frpni
Christ. 1656 BRAMHALL Ri-plic. v. 202 Their successors have

assignation to particular charges.

f 6. Authoritative appointment, prescription,
order. Obs.

(11400 Cov. Myst. 93 Be [=by] prayour grett knowleche
men recure And to this I counselle gou to ,eve assygnacion.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. iv. (1520) 37 b/i Seynt Laurence
at the assygnacion of his mayster the pope departed this

tresour about Rome. 1544 BALE Sir J. Oldcastellin Harl.
Misc. (Malh.i I. 276 Temporall payne, which I am worthy
to suffer as an heretike, at the assignacion of my most ex-

cellent chrysten Prince. 1605 BACON Adi'. Learn, i. vii. 6

Making assignation, .for re-edifying of cities.

7. The appointment of a particular time or place ;

esp. the arrangement of the time and place for an

interview; an appointment, tryst.
1660 JKR. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. n. ii. vi. g 51 This assigna-

tion of a definite time. 1680 CROWN E Mis. Civ. War n. 16

'Twou'd have spoil'd An assignation that I have to-night.

1854 J. ABBOTT Xapoleon (1855) H. x'i- T97 Compelled to

make assignations with as much secrecy as two young lovers.

j|
b. A summons to appear in court. (Fr.)

1884 PallMallG. 31 Mar. 3/1 And have served assignations

upon, .the Comtes de Paris and de Bardi.

8. The action of attributing as belonging to or

originating in
;
attribution of origin.

1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jud. Astrol. xxi. 477 He concludeth

against the assignation of phlegme to the Moone. 178* T.
WARTON Rowley Enq. 68 iT.) Happy to find this assignation
of Stonehenge . , ascertained by so authentick an historian.

1865 T. WRIGHT in Athenseum No. 1979. 441/3 The true as-

signation of the bronze weapons.
t 9. A pointing out, indication, assignment (of a

cause, etc.). Obs.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 178 His Assignation of the vse
of the Bladder of Gall. 1667 /'/;//. Trans. II. 511 A very
ingenious assignation of the cause of that variety.

Assigned (assrnd), ppl.a. [f.
ASSIGNS. -t-

-ED.] Allotted, appointed, prescribed, specified,
etc. : see the vb.
f 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i, iv. 16 By certeyne day assigned.

1758 Month. Rev. 35 Certain assigned quantities. 1837
J. LANG Nciv S. Wales II. 31 The assigned servant of a

respectable Scotch family residing near Sydney. 1862 H.
SPKNCER First Princ. i. iii. 17. (1875) 56 Its motion as
measured from an assigned position.

Assignee (sesinr), ///. a. and sb. Also 5 a-

signe, assygne, 5-6 assigne. [a. OF. a(s^sigiit
s

,

pa. pple. of assigner to ASSIGN. Assign sb.^ and

assignee both represent the ME. assigne ;
in the

former the final -e has become mute in popular
use, in the latter it has been retained in legal use

through the influence of law French, and at length
I refashioned as -ee. (The i5th c. instances of as \

I signe belong equally to ASSIGN J^.-j]

ASSIGNMENT.
A. ///. a. Assigned, appointed.

1494 FABYAN VIL 488 Chargynge his lordes with theyr as-

sygnes sowdyours, to mete with hym. .at the cytie of Arras.

B. sl>.

1. One who is appointed to act for another
;
a

deputy, agent, or representative. = ASSIGN sb$ i.

1419 H. STAFFORD in Ellis Ortg. Lett, in. 28. I. 65 Swych as

^e left assigne of ^oures. '494 FABYAN vn. 316 If the cytie
were not by kynge John, or his assygneys, rescowyd. c 1600
NORDEN Spec. Brit,> Coniiu. (17281 65 A howse . . occupied
by the assignees of the Bishop of Kxon. 1713 STEELE
Engliskm. No. 15. 09 To Nestor Ironside, Esq. ; or in his

absence to the Englishman, his Assignee. 1809 WELLINGTON
in Gurw. Disf>. V. 229 That the assignee is the real agent of
the party claiming the debt,

2. One to whom a right or property is legally
transferred or made over :

= ASSIGN sh? 2.

1467 Bury H-'itis (1850) 47 To his heyrys and asslgneis for

euermoore. 1613 E. K'irke's Will in Spenser's Wks. 11882)

III. Introd. 113 The saide Richard his heires and Assignees.
Ibid.) To haue and to houlde to her and to her Assignes.

1768 BLACKSTONE Coinni, II. 327 In assignments he parts
with the whole property, and the assignee stands to all in-

tents and purposes in the place of the assignor. 1876 DIGBY
RealProp, x, i. 380 The assignee of the lease has the same
interest as the lessee this assignor

1

.

3. Assignees in bankruptcy : those to whom the

management, realization, and distribution of a

bankrupt's estate is committed, on behnlf of the

creditors.

1687 Lond, Gnz. No. 2294/4 Several of the Creditors . .

nominated Assignees. 1768 P.LACKSTONK Connn. II. 480
Assignees, or persons to whom the bankrupt's estate shall

be assigned, and in whom it shall be vested for the benefit

of the creditors. 1843 MILL Logic vi. ix. 5 The official as-

signees in bankruptcy.
4. A convict assigned as unpaid servant to a

colonial settler.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 139/2 It is comparatively difficult

to obtain another assignee, easy to obtain a hired servant.

Assigneeism (,isin/~ iz'm). [f. prec. + -I.SM.
j

The practice of appointing assignees.
1883 CHALMKKS & HOUGH Bankr. Act Introd. 8 The exten-

sion of qfiicial assigneetsin to the country generally.

Assignee-ship, [f.
as prec + -SHIIV] The

position or office o! assignee.
i8zg LAMB in Life $ Lett. Wks. 1865 xvii. 161 Advance-

ment to an assigneeship. 1884 Sat. Rci-, 5 July 2/1 This
burdensome and impossible assigneesMp.

Assigner (a>ornoi). [f. ASSIGN v. -f -KH '. Cf.

OF. assigncttr, and see ASSIGNOR.] One who as-

signs, allots, apportions, etc. : see the vb.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety \ J.t The Gospel is . . the assigner of

our tasks. 1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 227 He may chuse
which of the Assignors he pleases, to demand Satisfaction

of. 1859 MKRIVALE Rom. Emp, IV. xxxv. 186 The a>siL;ner

of the military colonies.

Assigning (asarnirj), vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. +

-IN 1
.] The action of the vb. ASSIGN

; assign-

ment, allotment, appointment.
1580 HOLLYIIAND Treas. Fr. Tottg., Assignation a"argent,

an assigning of money, a 1709 ATKINS Parl. fy Pol, Tracts

11734) 256 These great Officers, who had the assigning of

Sheriffs. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 160 P2 The power of

assigning to others the task of life.

Assignment ^assrnment). Also 4-7 -ement,
=, -ament, assygnemerit. [a. OF. assignement^

ad. late or med.L. assignament-um (whence assign-

amenf}, f. assigndre : see ASSIGN v. and -MENT.]
1. The action of appointing as a share, allotment.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 198 Was assigned to the qween his

modir a dowary, that men had no mende of swech assigna-
nient. 1628 COKE On Litt. 36 a, An assignement of Dower
. .may be made of more then a third part. 1850 MKRIVALE
Rom. Emp. II. xx. 394 Assignment of lands to the veterans.

2. Legal transference of a right or property (c'.

ASSIGN v. 2) ; the document that effects or author-

izes the transference.

1592 WEST Symbol. A nij. 104 To avoid or frustrate the

foresaid grants and assignements. 1668 CHILD Disc. Trade

(16981 137 No Debts, after Assignment, to be liable to any
Attachments. 1768 [see ASSIGNEE a]. 1861 GOSCHEN For.

Exch. 35 A will not be able to pay B by giving him an

assignment on C.

t 3. = ASSIGNATION 3. Obs.
c 1460 FORTESCUE APS. $ Lint, jffou. (17141 34 The poor
Man had rather have a 100 Marks in hand, than a TOO Pound

by any Assignement. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Keb. I. n. 15

[He] had drawn assignments and anticipations upon the

Revenue. 1678 Trans. Crt.Sfain 121 To accept the pensions
and assignments which he injoys.

f b. = ASSIGNATION 4. Obs.

1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck. 335 Paiments by assigne-
ment in Banke without handling of moneys. 1708 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4496/4 Lost. ., one Order of the Bankers Assign-

ments, No. 1783, for 4/. ^s. %d. per Ann.

4. The allotting of convicts as unpaid servants

to colonists ; the condition of such service.

L'^PennyCycl. XXV. 139/2 The operation of assignment
in respect to female convicts is even worse. 1845 DARWIN

Voy. jVix/.xix.(i879t445 The years of assignment are passed

away with discontent and unhappiness.

f 5. Appointment to office, nomination, designa-
tion

; setting apart for a purpose. Obs.

1447 BOKENHAM Lyt>y$ ofSeyntys 56, I am the aungel the

whiche at assignement Of God am comaundyde thy kepre
to be. 153* MORE Confut. Tindalc Wks. 632/2 By gouer-
nours of hys assignement. // 1600 HOOKER (J.i The only thing
which maketh any place publick, is the publick assignment.



ASSIGNOR.

t 6. Appointment, command, bidding. Obs.
1393 GOWER Con/, III.I5 Went . . By his fader* assignement

To make a wer, 1494 FABVAS vn. 346 By his assygnement,
the erle of Glowcetyr was than lodgyd within the cytie.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. Concl., Nations fulfilling their
times by Heauens asignement. 174^ Life Boyle in Penny
Cycl. V. 297/2 Had he been permitted an election, his
choice would scarce have altered God's assignment.
t7. Appointment or arrangement of day and

place for a meeting ; an assignation. Obs.

1670 COTTON Espernon n. v. 213 In expectation .. of an
assignment from you, of a day, and place.
8. Attribution as belonging or due to.

n 1704 LQCKE tj.) This institution, which assigns it to a
person, whbm we have no rule to know, is just as good as
an assignment to no body at all. 1847 LKWKS Hist. Philos.

118671 II. 398 By his assignment of definite functions to
definite organs,
9. Allegement, statement (of a reason).
1651 JER. TAYLOR Clerics Dow. 5 An assignment, .must be

made of certain reasons. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v.

iv. 426 The assignment of these reasons.

10. A pointing out, specification.
1646 SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. Ep. 44 The Philosophical as-

signment of the cause. 1868 SKEAT Mtrsfl-Gotk. Gloss. Pref.

4 The assignment of the passage in which they occur.

fll. An assigned measure, a definite amount. Obs.

1519 HORMAN Vnlg. 29 All bestz be withyn a certame as-

signement of theyr quantite. 1533 KLVOT Cast. //t'//fi54i>
8 Increase . . in quamitie or qualitie over . . their natural as-

signement.
12. [Cf. ASSIGN* v. 16.] The act of signing, signa-

ture.

1598 IVills <y Inr. A* C. n. i'i86o> 332 Upon the assignment
of a general! acquittance.

Assignor (.resin^M). Law.
[f.

ASSIGN* 4- -OR,
refashioned form of AF. -our

;
= F. as$igneur\

One who assigns or makes over a right or property.
(Correlative with assignee.}
1668 CHILD Disc. Trade 11698) 137 After such Assignment

it shall not be in the power of any Assignor to . . discharge
the Debt. 1875 PoSTK Gains in. 431 Any creditor interme-
diate between the original assignor and the final assignee.

A'SSilag. Dial, name of the Stormy Petrel.

1698 M. MARTIN- I'oy. Si. Kilda 63 (JAM.) The assilag is as

large as a linnet. 1768 PENNANT Zool. II. 518 The Assilag
. .breeds on the coast of Kerry, and in St. Kilda.

Assimilability (asi:milabi-liti). [f.
next: see

-niLTTY.] Capability of being assimilated.

['1819 COLERIDGE in Rent. (1836' II. 274 Whether a word
was invented under the conditions of assimilability to our

language or not. 1881 Nature XXIV. 283 To determine
their relative assimilability.

Assimilable (asrmilab'l), a. [ad. late L. as-

similabiliS) f. assimilare : see ASSIMILATE.]
1. That may be appropriated as nourishment.

1667 BOYLE Orig. Formes fy Quaf. , Such assimilable juices.

1859 I--EWES Sea-side Stud. 208 Very simple organisms find
assimilable food in the element they live in.

2. That may be likened or compared to.

1847 Tonu Cycl. Annt. fy Phys. IV. 107 2 This intrinsic

change seems assimilable to that effecting softening of
fibrinous clots in the veins. 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ.
i. v. 30 '18751 J 6 Agencies less assimilable to the familiar

agencies of men and animals.

B. as sb. That which is assimilable.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 386 Meeting no assimilables
wherein to react their natures.

t Assi milant, ///. a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L.

assimilant-em, pr. pple. of assimilare : see AS-
SIMILATE and -ANT.] A. adj. Assimilating, rare- .

B. sb. An assimilating agent.
1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Compit. vi. 195 The more these

Humours are heated . . the more willingly they turn to the
Assimilants side.

t Assimilate, pple. and sb. Obs. Also 7 -ulat.

[ad. L. assimilatus : see next.] A. pple. Likened,

compared. B. sb. That which is like.

1671 True Xon-Conf, 463 How then can our necessary
undertaking . . be assimulat to that precedent. 1691 K.

TAYLOR Behwen's Theosoph. Philos, ii. 357 When the will

fmdeth its assimilate.

Assimilate (asrmilc>0, v. ; also 7-8 -ulate.

[f.
L. assinrilat- ppl. stem of assimila-rc to liken, f.

ad- to 4- simil-is like : cf. F. assimiler, 1 6th c.]
I. To make or be like.

1. trans. To make like to. cause to resemble.
16*8 UP. HALL Old Rdig. 195 Religion, .doth more assimi-

late and vnite vs to that vnchangeable Deity. 1721 R. KEITH
T. a Kempis' Vail. Lillies i. 5 Thou art assimilated to the

holy Angels. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. x. 346 Observe the

dyer's hand, assimilating itself to what it works in. 1866

(13 Mar. ) BRIGHT Reform^ Sp. 11876' 344 To assimilate our
law in this respect to the law of Scotland.

b. with with. (In this const, some influence of II

is apparent ; as not only resemblance, but also

alliance or incorporation is implied.)
1840 RUSKIN Sn<. Lamps vi. 16. 178 Stains, or vegetation,

which assimilate the architecture with the work of Nature.

1865 MILL Repr. GOT. 52 Whose education and way of life

assimilate them with the rich.

C. without prepositional const. : To make alike.

1785 COWPER Task iv. 328 The downy flakes .. Softly
alighting upon all below, Assimilate all objects.

2. intr. To be or become like to, resemble.

1837 LYTTON Athens II. 189 Whose courage assimilated to

their own. 1849 Miss MULOCH Ogih'ies xxxii. (i875>244
That outward empressement which sometimes assimilates to

affectation.
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b. with with. (See note to I b.) |

1768 RLACKSTONE Connn. V. 408 Which revenues . . do al- i

ways assimilate, or take the same nature, with the antient
revenues. 1851 D. MITCHELL Fresh Glean. 245 It yet more
assimilates with the character of New England scenery.
3. trans. To bring into conformity to, adapt, arch.
1664 H. MORE Apol. 501 That the Body of Christ assimi-

1 ited itself to the Regions it passed in his Ascension. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa uSiit IV. 245 This lady, .half-assimi-
lates me to her own virtue. 1791 MACKINTOSH Vind. Gall.
Wks. 1846 III. 35 Absolute monarchies . . assimilate every
thing with which they are connected to their own genius.
4. intr. (for reji.} To conform to, act in accord-

ance with. arch.

1792 Anccd. Pitt III. xliv. 177 The honest American, that
will not assimilate to the futility and levity of Frenchmen.

179? COLERIDGE Friend in. xvi. (1867) 214 With whose pre-
judices and ferocity their unbending virtue forbade them to
assimilate.

5. trans. To liken, compare, put into the same
class. Const, to, with.
1616 R. C. Times' tt'his., etc. (1871) 118 To these 4 brutes

. . Foure kindes of men we may assimilate. 1774 GOLDSM.
Xat. ffist. 118621 I. v. 22 Which we can assimilate with no
shells that are known. 1794 J. HUTTON Philos. Light, etc.

114 To assimilate things upon fallacious grounds. 1855 H.
SPENCER Psychol. (18721 I. 11. vli. 255 A mouse's squeak as-

similates itself in thought with sounds of high pitch. 1869
LKCKY Eitrop. Morals II. iv. 273 Marcus Aurelius mourn-
fully assimilated the career of a conqueror to that of a simple
robber.

t 6. trans. To resemble, be like, take after. Obs.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man \. 17 The Image of it [the La-

rynx] assimulateth a Shield. 1652 GAULE Magastront. 139
The reason that children . . assimulate their nurses more than
their mothers. 1661 K. W. Conf. Charac. 118601 30 He much
as.-iimu lates the Saracen's head without Newgate.

II. To absorb and incorporate.
7. To convert into a substance of its own nature,

as the bodily organs convert food into blood, and
thence into animal tissue

;
to take in and appro-

priate as nourishment
;
to absorb into the system,

incorporate. Cf. ASSIMILATION 4.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man v. 64 Those thynges were . .

assimulated, and made like to nourish, and restore the body.
1677 HALF Print. Orig. Man. i. iii. 85 The Fire assimulates
the Stubble, and converts it into Fire. 1732 ARBL-THNOT Rules
fiict 309 Aliment that is easily assimilated or turned into

Blood. 1869 MRS. SOMI:RVILLE Molcc. Sc. i. i. 14 Vegetables
decompose it [carbonic acid], assimilate the carbon and set

the oxygen free.

b. fiff.
a 1631 DONNE Select. 1 1840! 28 The understanding believer,

he (the adversary] must chaw, and pick bones, before he come
to assimilate him, and make him like himself. 1751 JOHNSON
Rantbl. No. 95 r 20 Falsehood by long use is assimilated to
the mind, as poison to the body. 1850 MI-LRIYAI.E Rom.
Einp. (1865) I. n. 73 His mind had no power to assimilate
the lessons of history.

8. intr. To become of the same substance ; to

become absorbed or incorporated into the system.
1626 BACON Sylva 680 Birds be commonly liettej meat

than beasts, because their flesh doth assimilate more finely.

1658 A. Fox tr. Wttrtz' Sitrg. i. iii. 12 Stitch none of the

loose pieces of flesh, they will assimilate no more. 1866
DICKENS Uncomm. Trav. xvi. 115/1 The nightly pint of
bter. instead of assimilating naturally.

To. fig-

1761 CHURCHILL Rescind Wks, 1763 I. 23 He stands aloof
from all . . And scorns, like Scotsmen, to assimilate. 1864
J. H. NKWMAN Apol. 350, I am a foreign material, and can-
not assimilate with the Church of England.
r Occas. for ASSIMULATE, q.v.

Assi'milated, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.] Ren-
dered similar, made like to

\
taken in and appro-

priated as nourishment.

1797 UKWICK Birds (1847) I. Introd. 20 Screened .. by an

arrangement of colours happily assimilated to the places
which they most frequent. 1848 CARPENTER Anim. Phys.
24 This assimilated fluid has to be conveyed into every part
of the body.

Assi'milateness. Wbs. [f.AssnciLATE^/.a.
+ -NKSS.] 'Likeness.' Bailey 1731.

Assimilating (asi-mil^tirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

AS-
SIMILATE v. + -ING !.] The action of the vb. AS-

SIMILATE; assimilation.

1779 SHERIDAN Critic i. i. ^1883^ 152 The poverty of your
own language prevents their assimilating. 1881 Daily Newt
18 Aug. 6/5 Assimilating of the Law of Exchange.

Assrmilatiiig,
" "

[f. as prec. + -ING-.]
That assimilates.

1651 Rait'lt'igh's Apparition 84 There is vis assiinnlatri.t t

an assimulating power. 1829 S. TURNKK Hist. Kng. IV. n.

xxxvii. 563 The Spanish writers and their assimilating par-
tisans.

Assimilation (asi-mil^'Jan). Also 7-8 -ula-

tion. [prob. a. F. assimilation, ad. L. assimila-

tion-em, n. of action f. assimilare to ASSIMILATE ;

but it may have been taken directly from the L.]
1. The action of making or becoming like

;
the

state of being like ; similarity, resemblance, like-

ness.

1605 TIMME Qttcrs.it. i. xv, 74 The elimentary or nourish-

ing humour of Ijfe .. is called the assimilation or resemblance
of the nourishment and nourished. 1660 STANLEY Hist.

Philos. 117011 180/1 Wisdom .. is nothing else but an Assi-

mulation to the Deity. 1830 SIR J. HERSCHKL Stud. Xnt.
Phil. 302 The assimilation of gases and vapours. 1869
LUBBOCK Preh. Times viii. 277 Ten times fifty years must

|

elapse before their complete assimilation can be effected.

A8SI8E.

2. The becoming conformed to
; conformity with.

arch.

1677 HAI.E Prim. Orig. Alan. n. vii. 197 If they escape a
total Assimulation to the Country where they thus are min-
gled. 1704 SULLIVAN Vieiv Nat. II. 75 In assimilation with
all, M. Macquer thinks that, etc.

3. The action of likening, comparison.
1855 H._SPENCER Psychol. I. n. viii. 267 Knowing a feeling

is the assimilation of it to past kindred exactly like it.

4. Conversion into a similar substance ; esp. the

process whereby an animal or plant converts ex-
traneous material into fluids and tissues identical
with its own

; absorption of nutriment into the

system. ^By some physiologists restricted to the
final stage of this conversion, which takes place
after the absorption of digested fluids by the lym-
phatics and blood-vessels.)
1626 BACON Syha 877 Frictions . . make better Passages

for the Spirits, Bloud, and Aliments . . All which help As-
simulation. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Assimilation we
see in Hame, which converts . . fuel into its own firy and
luminous nature. 1836 Toon Cycl. Atiat. fy Phys. 144/1
Assimilation . . is the ultimate term of nutrition. 1880
GRAY Hot. Text Bk. iii. 4. 85 Vegetable assimilation . . being
the conversion of inorganic into organic matter, takes place
in all ordinary vegetation only in green parts.

b./
1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 114 Which, by a bland assimilation,

incorporated into politics the sentiments which beautify and

, . . .

1 5. Path. The supposed conversion of the fluids of
the body to the nature of any morbific matter. Obs.

1864 WEBSTER cites PARR. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Assimi-
lation destructive, a term formerly used to express what is

known now as ^Setabolistn.

Assimilative (asrmil^tiv\ a. ; also 6-7 -ula-

tive. [a. F. assimilatif, -ivc, ad. late L. assimila-

tn'-ns : see ASSIMILATE v. and -IVE.]
1. Of, characterized by, or tending to assimilation.

1528 PAYNELL Salerne Regint. 2 Cj b, Ruddy fleshe wyt-
nesseth fortitude of vertue assimilative. 1669 W. SIMPSON

Hydrol. Chew. 66 The fifth or last digestion, viz. the assi-

milative ferment of the solid parts of the body. 1846 H.
ROGERS Kss. 118601 I. 170 He made the contents of books
his own by . . the powerful assimilative processes of his own
intellect.

2. That may be or has been assimilated.

1837 SOUTHW. SMITH Philos. Health II. x. 160 To this crude

sap . . sugar and mucus, assimilative substances, are super-
added. 1847 in CRAK;.

Assi'milator. [n. of agent, on L. analogies,
f. ASSIMILATE. Cf. F. assimilaleitr.~\ He who or

that which assimilates.

1734 SALE tr. Koran Prel. Disc. 8. 169 The Moshabbehites,
or Assimilators ; who allowed a resemblance between God
and his creatures. 1880 C. CLOUGH in Geol. Mag. 433 (/*//*)

The Whin Sill of Teesdale as an Assimilator of the Surround-

ing Beds.

Assimilatory vasi'milatari), a. [f.'L.assif/tt'/af-

(see ASSIMILATE v.) + -OBY, as if ad. L. *assit/ii/a-

/<7/-/"-Kj.]
= ASSIMILATIVE i.

1856 in WEBSTER. 1881 VINKS in Art^ww XXIII. 562 The
. . products of its assimilatory activity.

Assi'inile, v. Obs. Also 6 -ule. [a. F. as-

simile-r (i6th c. in Littre\ ad. L. assimilare to

liken, f. cui- to + sirrii/is like.] To make like, to

liken ; to resemble. Earlier by- form of ASSIMILATE.

1547 BOORDE Brc-s. Health 32 By it he is assimiled to

the immortall God, 1548 RECORDE Urin. Physick xt. (1651)
100 Horn white . . hath his name of the thing that it assimu-

leth most. 1583 STUBHES Atiat. Abus. \\. 49 To be compared
and assimiled to the husbandman.

t Assi'milize, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [t.Y.assimikr,

or L. assimilare (^see prec) +-IZE.] =ASSIMILATK.

1654 GAYTON Fest. Notes m. ni. 79 Assimilize . . to the

Flanders breed.

t Assrnrulate, v- Obs. [f. assimulat- ppl.
stem of assimuhirc, according to I^wis and Short

only a copyists' variant of assimilare in sense of

simularc ' to feign, counterfeit* : see ASSIMI-

LATE i'.]
To simulate, feign, or counterfeit.

1630 1. TAYLOR iWater P.I ll'ks. MI. 120/1 Which Rackets
did assimulate the shapes . . of Men, women, fowles, beasts.

165* GAUI.E Magastront. 321 All noted for assimulating of

religion.

i Assimula'tion. Obs. rare l
. [zd.L.assimu-

lation-cm, n. of action f. assimulare : see prec.

and -ATION.] Simulation, counterfeiting, pretence.
( 1450 LONELICH Grail xlvii. 66 Cristened to ben be fals

assumylaciown. 1721 in BAILEY.

tA'SSinat. Obs. rare~*. [?a. F. assignat]
? Security, guarantee.
1652 C. STAKVI.TON Herodian VIM. 63 Th' Assinats (he

knew) they sought to have.

Assine, obsolete form of ASSIGN.

Assinego : see ASINEGO.

t Assinuate, v. Obs. Corrupt form ofINSINUATE.

1742 FIELDING J. Attdrews \. vi. 118151 '7 I>o you intend

to assinuate that I might be as old as your mother?

||Assise(as/*z). Gcol. [mod.Fr.- layer (of rock);

the same word as ASSIZE, q.v.] A geological
formation consisting of parallel beds ofrock agree-

ing in their organic remains.

i88a GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. \\. 635 Two or more such zones,



ASSTSH.

united by the occurrence in them of the same characteristic

species or genera, may be called beds or an assise.

Assish ^c-sij), a. rare.
[f.

Ass + -ISH.] Asi-

nine, stupid.
1587 GOLDING De Mornay xxl. (1617) 371 The said Assish

report of the Asses head is scarce worth the disproofe.

A'ssishly, adv. rare. [f. prec. + -LV^.] In

asinine manner ;
on an ass.

1612 SHICLTON Qtiix. i. vii. I. 47 That ever any Knight
Errant carried his Squire assishly mounted.

A'SSishness. [f-
as prec. -T -NESS.] Asinine

quality, stupidity.
1611 KLORIO, Asinita

t Assishnesse, blockishnesse. 1623
MABBE Alemans Guzman D'Alf. 113 See in what ample
manner their Assishnesse extendeth itselfe.

Assist (asi'st), v. Also 6 assyst. [a. F. as-

siste-r (i5th c. in Littre), ad. L. assist-ere, f. ad-,

as- lo + sistfre to take one's stand.]
I. To stand to or by ;

to be present.

f 1. intr. To take one's stand to or towards a place ;

fig* to stand to, abide by fan opinion). Oh.
c 1565 R. LINDSAY Chron. Scot. (1728) 2 A great Part of

the Nobility assisted to his Opinion. 1646 J. G[RF.GORY]
Notes <y Ol>s. (1650) 74 Assisting especially . . to the East.

f2. trans. To stand or remain near, to stand by;
to attend, escort. Obs.

1525 LD. IJERNKRS Froiss. II. clvii. [cliii.] 429 The quenes
lytter . . was assysted with the duke of Thourayne, and the

duke of Burbone. a 1650 CRASHAW Sospctto ifHer. ix,

Three vigorous virgins, waiting still behind, Assist the

throne of th' iron-sceptred king.

t 3. trans. To take one's place with (a person),

join, accompany, attend. Also absol. Obs.

1553 T. WILSON Rfu't. n b, It was no mastery for David,

beyng assisted with God . . to overthrowe this one man.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. vi. 156 Yet he shall haue a noble ^Me-
mory. Assist. 1610 Temp. \. i. 57 The King, and Prince,
at prayers, let's assist them.

fb. To attend upon (a sick person or the period
of his illness) with religious ministrations. (Cf.

F. assister un maladc : lui donner des soins ;

Texhorter a bien mourir. Littre.) Obs. rare.

1664 EVELYN Freart's Archil. Ep. Ded, 18 His Sickness

. .was assisted by his Director the R. P. de Sainct Jure.

4. intr. To be present (at a ceremony, entertain-

ment, etc.), whether simply as a spectator, or taking

part in the proceedings. (In the former case,
' To

be present at without taking part in/ now treated

as a French idiom.)
1626 C. POTTER Father PaitFs Hist. \. 32 The Counsellors

assembled to assist at a solemn Masse. 1705 ADDISON Italy

(1767) 29 The Duke of Lorrain used often to assist at their

midnight devotions. 1765 WILKES Corr. (1805) II. 163 Last

Saturday I assisted at the great festival. 1837 J. H. NEW-
MAN Proph. Office Ch. 96, 1 quote the words of Cornelius

Mussus . . who assisted at the Council of Trent. 1849 MA-
CAULAY HUt. ting. I. 53 The congregation may be said to

assist as spectators rather than as auditors. 1854 THACKERAY
Newcotnes II. 103 The dinner at which we have just as-

sisted. 18 . . DICKENS Seven Poor Trav. 12 And assisted in

the French sense at the performance of two waltzes. 1873

Q. Rev. CXXXV. 183 The sane and sober must simply
'

assist,' in the French sense, i. e. stand by and say nothing.

fb. Const, to (after Fr. assister a}. Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne 11634)392 Having all day long as-

sisted to the ceremonies, and publike banket. 1677 Gort.

Venice 229 Three Senators always assisting in the Prince's

name to all Transactions and Decrees of that Court,

f 5. trans. To be present at, take part in.

Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne 11. xii. 11632) 292 Wont to sacrifice

their owne children . . and with cheerefull and pleasant coun-

tenance to assist that office.

II. To aid, help.
6. trans. To help, aid : a. a person in doing

something ;
b. a person in necessity ; c. an action,

process, or result. To second, support ;
to suc-

cour, relieve ;
to further, promote.

1547 J. HEYWOOD Wit fy Folly 11846' 25 To assyst man
godscomandments to fulfyll. iG&rBrit.Sec. 77 Displeased
with them for having assisted tne rebellious Gauls. 1711
STEELE Sped. No. 27 f 6 When I assist a friendless Person.

1711 POPE Rape Lock v. 56 The sprites survey The growing
combat, or assist the fray. 1777 SIR W. JONES Seven
Fount. 52 He read, assisted by a taper's ray. i86oTvNDALL
Glac. \. 24. 170 A desire to . . assist me in my observations.

Mod. Rest assists digestion. The rumours will not assist his

election.
' Could you assist a poor man with a copper,

Sir?'

7. absol. and intr.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. $ Uplondyshm. 10 Whan God assysteth,
man worketh not for nought ! 1606 SHAKS. Ant.

<$ Cl. iv.

xv. 31 Helpe me, my women . . Assist, good Friends. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 9 If Heav'n assist, and Phoebus
hear my call.

b. with (to obs.) in or inf.
1649 J. KEXT in Ellis Grig. Lett. \\. 295 III. 340 The or-

dinary hangman . . was commanded to assist to the King's
death. 1704 NELSON Fest. % Fast., St. James Collect ii.

(T.) That they might mutually assist to the support of each
other, a 1745 BROOME Xotcs to Odyss. ( J.) She agreed to as-

sist in the murder of her husband. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Eng.
V. xxlv. 33 Barlow . . whose indiscretion had already assisted
to ruin Cromwell.

t Assi'St, sb. Obs. rare-^. [f. prec.] An act

of assistance ; aid. help.
1607 DAY Trav. 3 Eng. Brothers (1881) 6 Now your asists

To helpe the entrance of our history.

Assistance (asi-stans). Forms: 46 assyst-
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ence, 6 assistence, 6-7 -aunce, 6- -ance. [a. F.

assistance, f. assister : see ASSIST v. and -ANCE.]
fl. The being or remaining near; presence, at-

tendance. Ohs. except as assumedly French.
a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 78 Ryghtful men are strengthed

. . by more nere assystence of aungels to them. 1528 MOKE
Iferesyes i. Wks. 145/2 The perpetual . . assistence of Christ
with his church. 1644 MILTON Jitdgm. Z?a*r Wks. 1738 I.

272 His sumptuous burial . . solemnized with so great an
assistance of all the University. 1883 Pall Mall G. 5 Nov. 3 |

The '

assistance
'

of the Government at the ceremony.
2. collect, ^rarely//.) Persons present, bystanders,

audience. Obs. exc. as recently re-adopted from Fr.

1491 CAXTON J'itas Pair. tW. de W.) I. xvi. 21 a/i Whyche
the holy angelles bare in to heuen in the presence of the as-

systences. 1596 LODGE Marg, Amer. 136 Weeping [so]

piteously . . that the whole assistance became compassionate.
1651 I-'ather Sarpi (1676) 8 Difficult propositions . . by him
maintained before that venerable assistance. 1881 G. SCOTT

junr. Eng. Ch. Arc/lit, i. 8 The altar, in full view of all the
assistance.

3. The action of helping or aiding in an under-

taking or necessity ; furtherance, succour ; also,

the help afforded, aid, support, relief. Formerly
often in //.

1398 THEVISA Batth. De P. R. i. (1495) 3 By the goode
grace, helpe and assystence of almyghty god. 1494 FABYAN
an. 1267 (R.) Roger, with the assystence of the mayre. .toke

the sayd rasccall. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. III. iv. ii. 4 Thus high,

by thy aduice, and thy assistance, is King Richard seated.

1659 HAMMOND On Ps. cviii. 12 All other assistances, beside

that of heaven, being utterly unsufficient. 1740 GIBBER

Apol. (1756) II. 79 Notwithstanding these assistances the

expence of every play amounted to fifty pounds. 1858 O.
W. HOLM us Aitt. Brcakf. T. viii. 70 Many people can ride

on horseback who find it hard to get on arid to get off with-

out assistance.

f 4. collect.
(,rarely //.) A body of helpers : see

ASSISTANT sb. 3. (Cf. acconntance, acquaintance^
1564 in Strype Ann. Rcf. I. 11. xli. 463 To every parish be-

longeth . . an assistance, being thirteen persons, to consist i

of such only as had before been church-wardens and con-
|

stables. 1611 in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 106 The chief magis- ,

trate . . was a Portgrave or Reve . . and his assistances
i

Burgesses. 1679 T. GATES Alyst. Iniq. 'Jesuits 17 Give notice
j

. . to the Assistance at Rome, or to the Father-General. 1692
E. SETTLE Tri, Lond. in Heath Grocers Coup. 11869' 555
Then twelve Gentlemen Ushers, and after them the Court
of Assistance.

Assistant (asrstant), a. and sb. Forms: 5-6
assystent, 5-7 assistent, 6- -ant. [a. F. assistant,

pr. pple. of assister (formerly also, as sb., assistent),

ad. L. assistent-em, pr. pple. of assistere to ASSIST.

See -ANT, -ENT. The current spelling follows the

Fr. and not !. analogy.]
A. adj.

*f 1. Standing or remaining by, present, accom-

panying. Obs.

1485 CAXTON St. Wenefr. 12 She rested not .. to preche
and enfourme them that were assistent with holy and blessid

exhortacions. 1550 CRANMER Sacrament \, 45 Christ hath

promised in both sacraments to be assistent with us. 1625
HART Anat. Ur. \. ii. 21 These accidents are called assistant

j

or accompanying. 1677 Go^'t, Venice 42 They see the

Senat assistant at the killing of a Bull on Holy-Thursday.
2. Present to help ; aiding, helpful, auxiliary (to),

a 1400 Cov. Myst. 240 But angelys were to hym assystent.

(-1465 Eng. Chron. (1856) 31 Stirid the peple to be assistent i

. . to the . . amendement of the myschiefs. 1570 HOLINSHED '

Scot. Chron. 11806) II. 316 Which by turns should be assist-

ant to the queen. 1720 GIBSON Farrier's Guide \. v. (1738)

56 The third pair are . . very assistant in the Office of Chew-
ing. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. xvii. 56 Animals
assistant to man.

3. In comb, (either as adj., or as sb. in apposition.)
1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4735/3 The Office of Assistant-Master

of the Ceremonies. 1844 Rfg* fy
Ord. A nny 289 The As-

sistant-Surgeon's Tent is to be pitched in its vicinity.

B. sb.

f 1. One who is present, a bystander ; one who
takes part in an assembly. Usually in//. Obs.

1485 CAXTON Cato A ivb, Thus shalt thou be honoured of
thassistentis in thy companye. 1590 GREENE A rcadia 11616)

70 The assistants greeued to see [it]. 1638 CHILLINGW.

Relig. Prot. \. vi. 41. 363 Having your Service in such a

language as the Assistants generally understand not. 1768
STERNE Sent. Jonrn. (1775) IV. 219 It is not at all astonish-

ing that every convivial assistant should go home cherry-
merry. 1781 GIBBON DecL fy F. II. n The growing circum-
ference was observed with astonishment by the assistants.

2. One who gives help to a person, or aids in the

execution of a purpose ; a helper, an auxiliary ;

a promoter ; also, a means of help, an aid.

1541 R. COPLAND Gnydon's Quest. Cyrurg., What con-

dycions ought the assystentes . . of the pacyent haue ?

a 1631 DONNE Six Senn. L (1634) n Those great assistants

of the Reformation, Luther and Calvin. 1774 MRS. CHA-
PONE Improv. Mind II. 167 Make use ot numbers and
rhymes merely as assistants to memory. 1851 H. SPENCER
See. Statics v. 5 Unpractised assistants at surgical opera-
tions often faint.

3. spec, a. A deputy-judge, b. An official auxi-

liary to the Father-General of the Jesuits, -f c.

Obsolete name of the '

superintendent' among
Wesleyan Methodists, d. Court of Assistants :

certain senior members who manage the affairs of

the City of London Companies.
1611 COTGR., Assessoriat, th' office . . of a Judge Lateral],

Assistant, or Assesseur. 1622 FLETCHER Sp. Curate in. i,

The Assistant sits to-morrow. 1679 T. GATES Myst. Iniq.

ASSIZE.

Jesuit!. 7 And there is Choice made of some other Fathers,
who . . are called his Assistants . . One is stiled the Assistant
of France, a second of Spain. 1685 in Antiquary Oct. (1881 >

149/2 M r
. Maior and 4 or 5 of y* Aldermen, with as many of

y* assistants as please, a 1791 WKS LEY U'ks. (1872) VIII.

319 The Assistant [is] that Preacher in each Circuit who is

appointed . . to take charge of the societies and the o'.her

Preachers therein. 1829 HEATH Grocer's Comf. 27 The
Courts ofAssistants .. were compelled to hold their meetings
. . at various places.

t Assi Stantly, adv. Obs. rare- \ [f. prec. +

-LY-.] In manner of an assistant.

a 1641 BP. Moi'NTAGU Actsfy Mon. 44 He hath assistantly
been present with the work of his hands.

Assi'Stautshlp. Also 7 -nceship. [f. as

prec. + -SHIP.] The ofi'ce or position of assistant.

1696 in Col. Rec. Penn. I. 498 Desired of the Governor to

be acquitted of his Assiatanceshipp. 1879 Schoohnaster
2 Aug. (Atti't. i Wanted Assistantship, by non-Certificated
Teacher.

Assisted tasi-sU'd^, ///. a. [f.
ASSIST v. + -ED.]

Aided, helped.
Mod, Assisted passages to New Zealand.

t Assi'stency. Obs. Also 7 ads-, [f.
L. as-

sistcnt-cm, pr. pple. of assistSre to ASSIST, as if ad.

L. *a$sistcntia?\ Helpfulness ;
assistance.

1642 SIR E. DKKING Sp. on Relig. xvi. 83 Let him ordaine
and censure, but with due assistency. 1676 PKRRINCIUKK
C/ias. /. (1693) 230 And as in an Ecstasie to have left His
senses without its Adsistcncy.

Assister (asi-sta-i). Also 6 assistar
;
and see

ASSISTUK.
[f.

ASSIST v. f -i-H 1

.]

1. He who is present at or takes part in an as-

sembly, ceremony, etc. arch. (Cf, ASSIST v. 4, 4 b.^

1705 STANHOPE raraphr. I. 34 The Assisters at this Cere-

mony. 1728 MORGAN Algiers i. iii, 68 The numerous as-

sembly of Bishops who a ix- upon record, as assisters at the
African Councils. 1853 UK QLINCI:V li'A-s. XIV. vii. 206
The lay spectator or assi>ttr.

2. lie who or that which jjives help, or asists in

doing something ;
ASSISTANT sb. 2.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 248 That he sould be assistar

to that cryme. 1634 MASSINGI.K I'cry ll'oiri. u. iii, You
may be a great assister in my ends. 1681 Phil. Collect, xn.

23 The natural heat that is . . the constant assister of this

motion. 1721 SWIFT S. Sen Proj. xxix, We gentlemen are

your assisters. 1841 LANK Arab. Xts, III. 239 A lover

unto whom there is no assister or helper save the morning.

Assi'stful, a. ? Obs. [f.
ASSIST v. + -Fi'L, prob.

after helpful (which is f. help*\>. + -Fn,).] Helpful.
1600 CHAPMAN ]liad\. 120 If ever in the cruel field thuu

hast assistful stood. 1720 (MUSON Dtsfens. i. 2 11734' 34
[Milk) sometimes proves very assistful in ripening Tumors.

Assisting (asi-stiijl, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. +

-ING 2.1

1 1. Situated near, bordering. Obs. rare.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. vi. (1599) 230 Kontarabia with the

other places assisting vpon the Occean sea.

f 2. Present, attendant. Obs.

1670 COTTON Espcrnon in. xn. 647 After midnight, the

Duchess . . got up to be assisting at this Holy Ceremony.
3. Giving aid, helpful, auxiliary (to), arch.

1653 MILTON Hirelings Wks. 118511 366 God's assisting

Spirit. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3815/2 The Assisting Ships
shall have no greater Shares . . than has been accustomed.

1794 GODWIN Cat. Williams 210 1'hese men might be in

some way assisting to me. 1804 MITFOKD Hamnon. Lan^.,
Through means of an assisting power.
Assistive vasi-stiv), a. rare , [ad. med.L.

assistTz'US, in assistlva nntlier a kind of nun.]
Assistant.

Assi'stless a. poet. [f. as ASSISTFUL: see

-LESS ; cf. resistless] \Yithout assistance, helpless.
1720 POPE Iliad xvi. 970 Stupid he stares, and all assist-

less stands.

Assistor (asi'styi). Variant ofASSISTEB, used

in legal phraseology : see -OB.

1602 FVLBECKE \st Pt. Parall. 93 The counsellor, com-
mander, or assistor are . . guilty of homicide. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Cotnnt. IV. 38 Any assistance whatever given to a

felon, to hinder his being apprehended . . makes the assistor

an accessory.

Assite, variant of ACCITE v. Obs. to cite.

Assith-, -ment, obs. forms of ASSYTH, -MENT.

Assize (assi'z). Forms : 3
-

5 asise, 3-6 assyse,

4 assys, 4-6 asyse, assis.s o. 5 assis, assyze,

acyse, asyce, 6 assyce, -ies, 3-9 assise, 5- as-

size. Aphet. 4-6 syse, 6 sise : see also SIZE.

[a. OF. asise, assisc,
* act of sitting down, sitting,

seat, siege; act of setting, settlement, fixation

of imposts, assessment ; appointment, regula-
tion

; regular mode, manner;' substantive use of

fern. sing, of a(s)sis, pa. pple. of asseoir, OF. asceir
' to sit at, set down, settle, assess

'

: L. assidcre

to sit at, sit down to : cf. ASSESS. Analogous
to sbs. in -a/a, -ada, Fr. -ee, from pa. pples. It is

not clear whether the intrans. idea of * a sitting,'

or the trans, one of ( a thing settled/ was the ori-

ginal sense
; perhaps both were equally early : see

Stubbs Const. Hist. 160, where the suggestion is

also made that in the latter sense assize was used

to translate OE. gesetniss, ME. isetnesset statute.

In the sense of 'assessment,' assise was early cor-

rupted to acise, attise, now corruptly EXCISE. In

that of 'measurement* aphetized as SIZE.]



ASSIZE.

I. Legislative sitting, statute, statutory measure
or manner.

1 1. A sitting or session of a consultative or

legislative body. Obs.

Applied in OK. to the sitting of the King's Council, but
perhaps not in Eng. See next sense.

[Jus Municipals Xonnann. \. v. vi. (in Du Cange) Assise
est une assemblce de plusieurs sages hommes en la Cour del

Prince, en laquelle cen qui y sera jugie, dolt avoir perdur-
able fermete.]

f 2. The decree or edict made at such a sitting.
Obs. exc. Hist.

Applied specifically in Eng. Hist to various formal edicts,
named sometimes from the place where they were made,
sometimes from the subject with which they were concerned ;

e.g. Assize of Clarendon, Assize of Anns, Assize of the
Forest^ Assize of Measures, Assize of Bread and Alep

, etc.
A ssizes ofJerusalem t the code of jurisprudence for the new
kingdom of Jerusalem, established by the Crusaders in 1099.
[1164 HOVEDEN, Assist Henrici Regis facts apud Claren-

donum.] 1330 R. BHUNNE Chron. 301 |>e chartre of fran-
chise conferm it ^ow he salle, & of be first assise as his fader
gafitalle. 1590 RKCORDE, etc. Gr.Arts( 16461 316 The reason
of the Statute of Assise of Bread and Ale. 1642 CHAS. I.

Answ. Dec/. Both Houses i July 41 Assises ior Assesse-
ments) of Arms. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 66 By an
ordinance in 27 Hen. II. called the assise of arms, it was
provided that every man's armour should descend to his
heir. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. 11864) V. "* vii. 349 Their
code of law was the Assises of Jerusalem. 1875 STUBBS
Const. Hist. I. xiii. 573 The formal edicts known under the
name of Assizes, the Assizes of Clarendon and Northamp-
ton, the Assize of Arms, the Assize of the Forests, and the
Assizes of Measures, are the only relics of the legislative
work of the period [of Henry II.]

fb. Hence gen. Ordinance, appointment, regula-
tion, established order. Rent of assize (in the As-
sizes of Clarendon 1164, Assisus reditus\ : a fixed
rent. Obs.

1303 R. HKUNSE Handl. Synne 804 Come blelyche to be
seruyse Whan holy chyrche settyb asyse. c 1320 Senyn
Suges 2490 Thine seuen wise, That-han i-wrowt ayen the
assise. 1523 FITZHKRB. Snt~;>. nb, Also it is to be enquered,
who be fre tenauntes . . and what they yelde by the yere of
rent of Assise.

1 3. esp. Ordinances regulating weights and mea-
sures, and the weight and price of articles of

general consumption (asrisse venalium} ; e.g. the
Assize of Measures in reign of Henry II, Assize of
Bread and Ale 51 Henry III, etc. Also gen. Rule
of trade. Obs. exc. Hist,

11330 Poem temp. Ediv. II. (18491 Ixxiii, Somtyme wer
mat-chants That trewly bout and sold, Now is thilk assise
i-broke. 1473-4 Act 12

<$ 13 Edit*. II'. in O.vf. % Cnnib.
Emutints. 9 1'he kepyng of assise of brede, wyne, and ale.

1601 TATE/AWW*. Ord. Edw. II. 15 He shal cause of-

fendors which have broken thas.sise to be punished. 1609
SKENE A'c^. Maj. 149 They keip not .. the assise (lawes)
anent the bread, wyne, aill and fleshe. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Comni. IV. 157 The assize of bread, or the rules laid down
by law, and particularly by statute 31 Ueo. II. c. 29. and 3
Geo. III. c. ii. for ascertaining it's price in every given
quantity. 1821 J. Q. ADAMS in C. Davies Mttr. Sjfst. in.

(1871189 The act of 51 Henry III. 112661, is called the assize
of bread and of ale.

4. The statutory regulation or settling of the

price of bread and of ale, with reference to that of

grain, in accordance with the aforesaid ordinances.
1447 8 SHILUNGKORD Lett. (1871) 91 Thine predecessours

have had assize of bred and of ale. 1577 HARRISON England
i. ii. xviii. 294 In these markets . . assises of bread . . are not
anie whit looked unto. 1638 PKNKHTHMAN \title\ Artach-
thos ; or Assis of Bread. 1876 ROGERS Pel. Econ. xx. 12
The assize of bread, that is the regulation of its price by the

price of wheat.

5. The standard of quantity, measure, or price
ordained by such ordinances ; hencet customary,
required, or prescriptive standard.

11400 Leg. Rood (1871* 80 pan was : t s^horter l>an be
assise. 1466 Paston Lett. 540 I! L.O For vii. barels here,
xviij. \\d. For a barel of me grettest assyse \\\s. \\\\d.

1556 Chron. (trey Friars (1852) 2, Xxxv. men . . sworne to

mayntayne the assies in London. 1622 CALMS Stat. Sewers
(1647) 25 They presented the said Were to be over high and
. . inhaunced above the ancient assize. 1710 LUTTRELL
llrief. Rel. VI. 586 I.ast week a baker was convicted for

selling bread under the assize. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm.
I. 275 It was ordained that . . the custody of the assise or
standard of weights and measures shall be committed to
certain persons. 1813 Examiner 15 Mar. 160/1 The Lord
Mayor., has ordered the price of Bread to rise half an
assize. 1821 J. Q. ADAMS in C. Davies Metr. Syst. HI. (1871)
229 Laws regulating the assize of casks.

1 6. Hence : Measurement, dimensions. Obs.

(Now SIZE.)
c 1430 Syr Tryam. 1557

' A lytulle lower, syr,' seyde hee
. . Now are we bothe at oon assyse. 1481 -90 HOWARD Honseh.
Bks. 293 liij. peces of redde wasted of the grettest asyse.
1567 DKANT Horace Epist. Aiij, Put out no puffes, nor
thwackyng words, words of to large assyce. 1624 Bp.
MOUNTAGU Gagg To Reader 6 A pretty little Whip-Jacke
of less than ordinary assise, in a blew Jacket.

1 7. Measure, extent (of things immaterial). Obs.
1625 BP. MOUNTAGU App. Cxsar. 316 The power of the

keyes are to both alike in equall assise. a 1641 Acts fy

Mun. 83 A false surmise, that Prophecies and Promises be
of like assise. 1655 LESTRANGE Chas. I. 166 Every event,
of any considerable assise.

t 8. Mode, manner, fashion
; quality. Obs.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 844 As in be asyse of Sodomas to

seggez Jmt passen. ciyy* Will. Palerne 4451 It is geinli

greif>ed in a god asise. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 144 First

they . . ben hard, and thilke assise Betokeneth in a king

512

1 constaunce. c 1460 Entare 830 Shypmen . . Dyght her
takull on ryche acyse.

t 9. Site, situation, position. Obs.

In all other thynges he kepte the myddell assyse,

flO. ?Commodity; article; manner of thing. Obs.
CI300 A". -4/*>. 7074 Whan ther comes marchaundise, With

corn, wyn, and steil, othir other assise.

II. A trial in which sworn assessors or jurymen
decide questions of fact ; a judicial inquest.

{ 11. Orig. applied to : All legal proceedings of
the nature of inquests or recognitions, fiscal, civil,
or criminal.

Esp. the Grand or Great Assize, recognition as to the
right of the claimant in a writ of right, substituted in the
reign of Henry II for trial by battle, the assizes of Mort
(funcestre, Nwcl disseisin, and Darreine presentment,
named in Magna Carta.

[(1290 BRJTTON in. iv. 28 Qe le tenaunt se puse mettre
en juree a la semblaunce de graunt assise, i. e. that the
tenant may put himself on a jury after the manner of a great
assize.] 1297 R- Gi.ouc. 429 False sueryars of assyses. 1330
R. BRUHMB Chron. 64 He was chefe justise, Agayn Je erle

Godwyn he gert sette assise. 1876 DIGBY Real Prop. ir. 2.

73 The cause., was decided either by the duel, or, under

milites summoned by the sheriff for the purpose."
b. Hence, an action to be decided by such a trial

;

also applied to the writ by which it is instituted.

[^1481 LITTLETON Tenures 233 II poit aver Assise de
Novel disseisin envers le tenant.] c 1574 Trans/. He may
have an Assise of novel disseisin against the tenant, a 1626
BACON Maxims Com. Laiv ii. 11630) 6 And the disseisee

bring his assize in the Court of the Lord. 1641 Termes de
la Ley 28 b, Assise is a writ, and it lyeth where any man is

put out of his lands, tenements . . and so disseised of his
freehold. 1649 SI-I.DKN Laws ofEng. \. Ixvii. (1739' 158 In
case the Lord would hold the Wardship longer than the full

age of the Heir, an Assize did lie against the Lord. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 221 An assise of nusance is a writ,
wherein it is stated that the party injured complains ofsome
fact done. 1876 DIGBY Real Prop. ii. 9. 97 The writ of
assize of Mort d'Ancestor was perhaps instituted by the or-
dinanoe called the Assize of Northampton, A.D. 1176.
12. Hence (usually in //.) : The sessions held

periodically in each county of England, for the

purpose of administering civil and criminal justice,

by judges acting under certain special commissions

(chiefly and usually, but not exclusively, being
ordinary judges of the superior courts, or, since 1 875,
of the Supreme Court 1.

It was provided by Magna Carta that the judges should
visit each county once every year to take assizes (i.e. try
writs of assize) of novel disseisin, mort d'ancestre, and dar-
reine presentment (so that the jury who constituted the
Grand Assize (see in might not be obliged to travel from re-
mote corners of England to appear in court at Westminster'.
Thence the names assizes, and justices or judges ofassize,
still retained by these circuit courts and itinerant judges,
after their judicial functions have been greatly extended in
various directions, especially in that of the trial of felonies
and offences.

[1215 Magna Carta> Duos Justiciaries . . qui.. capiant in
comitatu et in die et loco comitatus assisas predicias.]
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 314 Justice he was ful often in assise,
By patent, and by pleyn commissioun. i 1538 STARK F.Y

England 190 Thos wych haue authoryte in the sessyons
and Sysys.

_ 1577 tr. Bullingcv's Decades (1592) 191 At Ses-
sions or Assises, parties appeare and sue one an other, a 1626
BACON Use Com. Law (16351 18 The third commission that
the judges of circuits have is, a commission directed to
themselves onely and the Clerk of Assize to take assizes, by
which they are called Justices of Assize, and the office of
those justices is to doe right upon writs called assizes,
brought before them by such as are wrongfully thrust out of
their lands, a 1674 CI.ARKNDON Hist. Rt-b. II. vi. 150 Some
few Counties, whither the King sent some Judges of Assize.
X 758 JOHNSON Idler No. 46 F 4 Finery for the assizes and
horse-races. 1827 HALI.AM Cons*, /fist. (18761 II. viii. 16
The judges of assize were directed to inculcate on their
circuits the necessary obligation of forwarding the King's
service by complying with his writ. Mod. Tried for murder
at the Maidstone assizes.

b. attrib.

1624 SANDKRSON Scrnt. (1681) I. 103, I .. desired for this

assise-assembly to choose a text as near as I could of equal
latitude with the assise-business. 1628 EARLE Microcosm.
xxviii. 61 He is fearful of being Sheriff of the Shire . . and
dreads the Assize-week as much as the prisoner. i8ia SIR
S. ROMILV in Examiner-] Sept. 573/2 The duty of a Sheriff
was . . to ride . . before the Judges, into an Assize town.
1857 THACKERAY Fits-boodles Prof. Misc. Wks. IV. 29
Confounded new policemen and the assize-courts prevent
that.

13. In Scotland : a. A trial by jury.
1375 HARBOUR Bruce xix. 55 [Thai] war with ane assiss

;

thar ourtane. a 1605 SIR J. MKLVIL Mem. (1683) 128 He I

went through the street to the Tolbooth to undergo his
assize. 1609 SKKNK Rfg. Mag. Table 61 Ane Assise may
proceid agams ane man absent being lawfullie summoned.
1651 CtLonwoOD Hist. Kirk 11843) H- 67 If the offender
abide an assise, and by the same be absolved.

b. The jury or panel.
1513-75 Diurn.Occnrr. (1833)108 The names of the assyiss

are thir; the erle of Cassillis, etc. 1574 tr. Littletons
Ten. 48 b, This name assise, sometime is put for the Jury.
1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 157 Of them quha spares the ritch

men, and summons the pure men to passe vpon the assise.

Ibid. Table 61 The Assise in the breiveof richt, is of twelue
sworne men. 1715 BURNET Own Time (17661 1. 31 The fact

being only referred to the jury or assize as they call it.

ASSIZEB.

f!4. Judgement, sentence; deliverance of opi-
nion. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19344 Vr cldrin goS did lesu rise . . )e

quilk je hang wi[> fals assise. c 1314 Guy Wanv. 13 Her-
keneth now, hou seith the wise 1 Y schal you schewe bi this
asise. 1426 AUDELAY forms 49 Thus sayd David forssoth

1 in the Sautere, And verefyus in asise the love of our Lord.
c 1570 THYNNE Pride ft Lmul. (1841 1 18 Perchaunce an issue
hereon may be ioynt, Whereon thassise foorthwith we may

I award. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. n. 14 Let us call
to assize the loves of our parents.
15. \Vithi'/vo/, last, etc.: The Last Judgement.
n 1300 Cursor M. 22780 For to deme babe ded and quik

.. Al bat sal be at ^at asise. I340HAMPOLE Pr.Consc. 5514
pe haythen men at bat grete assys Sal ban be halden als
men nghtwys. a 1400 Cor'. Myst. 60 5oure soulys may thei
save at the last asyse. 1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Smule i. v. 5 The
grete assises, at which oure noble gloryous kyng wyl de-
scende presentely in his owne persone. 1598 SYLVESTER
Du Bitrtas i. ii. 11641 1 18/1 Where life still lives, where Cod
his Sises holds. 1620 DEKKER Christ's Coming in Farr
S, P. (1848) 172 That Lord byhis own subjects crucified. So
at his grand assize comes glorified. 1730 BEVERIDCE Prir.
TA. i. 77 At the great Assizes of the World. 1812 COMBE
(Dr. Syntax) Pictur. vm. 29 Till summon'd to the last assize.

1 16. transf. The office of judge, the action of

judging, censorship. 06s.

1641 MILTON CA. Gm't. ii. iii. (1851) 158 The Roman censor,

j

a civil function, to that severe assise of survaying and con-

trouling the privates! and sliest manners of all men and all

degrees had no jurisdiction . . no punitive force annexed.
1675 HOBBES Otfya. 90 The judges . . who had elected been
By publick vote, of games to hold assize.

III. Isolated senses from French.

1 17. Siege, besieging. (So in OF.) Obs. rare.
c 1430 Syr Generates 8889 Generides by manly asise Hath

beseged the tone of Vise . . That noon may passe out I-wis.

1 18. Fixation of imposts, imposition, tax. Obs.

(See EXCISE, a corrupt form of this word.)
1642 HOWEI.L For. Trav. (Arb.t 74 When one hath scene

the Tally and ttiillage of France, the Milstmu of Spaine,
the Assise of Holland . . hee will blesse God, and love

Kngland better ever after.

t b. Assize-herring, a royalty of one thousand

herrings due three times a year during the season
to the kings of Scotland from each boat engaged
in the herring fishery. Obs.

J597-^''- r 5 Jtinifs /'/. 237 The . . assise herring perteinis
to uur Soveraine Lorde, as ane part of his customes, and
annexed propertie. 1673 H. STU-BBE Further I'ind. Dutch
ll'ar App. 128 The King could not alienate the Royalty of
the Assize-herring, by the Laws of Scotland.

t Assi'ze, v. Obs. [a. AF. assiser, f. assise

ASSIZE.]
f 1. trans. To set, place.
'393 COWER Conf. 1 1 1. 122 The which [stars] upon his heved

assised He bereth. Ibiii. 126 Right so ben devised The signes
twelve, and stonde assised. a 1420 Pnllad. on Husb. \. 430
Assise And yote on it tilpavyng playne and strong.
2. To fix, ordain, appoint.
'393 COWER Conf. 1 1 1. 228 The king . . hath therof a time

assised. Ititi. I. 181 Two cardinales he hath assised . . That
with his doughter shulden go.
y. To determine, decide, judge.
c 1399 Pol. Poems (1859) II. ii }it natheles the lawe slant

assised Of mannys wit to be so resonable.

4. To assess, value, rate.

1393 GOWER Conf. Prol. I. 5 That this prologue is so as-

sised. 1624 Bi'. MOUSTAGU Gagg 2 It is a Prophecy ; and
Prophecies are assised at obscurity.
5. To assess, a. To fix the amount of (a tax).

b. To value for the purposes of taxation.

1523 I, i). BEKNERS Froiss. I. ccccix. 712 In tyme past,
whan Gaunt was assysed, Andwarpe was of lyhte valur.
Ibid. II. xlix. (R.i Taxes and tallages [werej assysed in

cytees and good townes.

6. To regulate or fix (weights measures, prices,

etc.) according to an ordinance or standard.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 15 If the people will haue
victuals and corne at that price, whereat it was assised and
rated in time past, c 1638 Ord. Priv. Connc. in Penkelh-
man A rtachthos H

ij b, When the second Wheat is at -j/.

the Quarter, he may make and assize his Bread, as if the
same Wheat were at 3/. 6s. the Quarter. 1638 Chart. Goldsm.
Co. in A. Ryland Gold ff Silver H'ares (18521 191 Persons,
who shall bring . . any weight called troy weight to be assized,

according to his Majesty's standard.

Assizement (asai-zment). [f. ASSIZE v. +

-MKXT.] The action of assizing ;
the statutory in-

spection of weights and measuies, or fixing of the

price of articles of consumption.
1864 WEBSTER cites SIMMONDS.

Assizer, -or (asarzai). Also 46 assisour,

7 assyser, S asyser. Aphet. 4 sysour : see SIZAR.

[a. AF. assisour, n. of agent f. assiser to ASSIZE.]
1. Eng. Hist. One of those who constituted the

assize or inquest, whence the modern jury ori-

ginated ; a sworn recognitor.
1330 Pol. .Y0gT 11839) 344 Assisours that comen to shire

and to hundred, Damneth men for silver. 1393 LASGL. /'.

PL C. III. 59 Sysours and somners shereuyes and here

clerkes. c 1400 tiamelyn 864 The twelve sisours that weren
of the queste, They schul ben hanged this day, so have
I reste. 1617 DANIEL Hist. Eng. 169 Murtherers, fighters,
false assisors, and other such malefactors.

2 Scotch Law. A juryman. Obs. exc. Hist.

1436 Act 13 James /. i. 2 Al Jugis sal ger be assisoures

swere . . bat bai nothir haf tane na sal tak mede. 1609
SKENE Reg. Maj. 13 All the assisours sail sweare, that.,

they sail nocht laine nor conceale the trueth. 1709 Royai
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Prod. iScotl.) in Lond. Gaz. No. 4522/2 We require . . our

Sheriffs, that they cause sufficient . . Men to Compear be-

fore our . . Judges . . for being Asysers and Witnesses. 1873
BURTON Hist. Scot- V. liv. 45 John Kirkcaldy, a cousin of

Grange, had gone to Dunfermline . . to act as an assizer or

juryman.
3. An officer who had charge of the Assize of

Weights and Measures, or who fixed the Assize of

Bread and Ale, or of other articles of consumption.
1751 CH.VMBKRS CycL, Assiser . . of weights and measures,

is an officer who has the care and oversight of those matters.

Assizing (.asarzirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

ASSIZE v. +
-ING 1

.]
The action of regulating (weights and

measures, prices, etc.) by a standard.

1638 Ord. Prii'. Counc. in Penkethman Artnchthos
H ij b, That they observe and keep the good and antient

custome, in making, assizing, and selling of all sorts of their

Bread. 1860 in Morn. Star 20 May, There has been no

assizing of weights in this town for four years.

Asskrie, variant of Ascitv v. 06s.

Assmay, -ayhe, var. of ASMAY v. Obs.

tAssO'bre, v. Obs. [?f. A-flref. II+SOBEH.]
trans. To make sober

;
intr. To become sober.

1393 GOWKR Conf, III. n But if I mighte netheles Of
suche a drinke . . have o receite, I shulde assobre. Ibid. 16

'i'hus I rede thou assobre Thine herte.

Associability (asJu:pabrliti). [f.
next : see

-BIUTY.J The quality of being associable.

1855 H. SI-KNCEK Psychol. I. it. viii. (1872) 260 There is

considerable associability of co-existences with sequences.
1865 MASSON Rec. Brit. Philos. 252 The associability of

nerve-currents.

Associable (asJ'|*ab'l), a. [a. F. associable,

f. associer to ASSOCIATE : see -ABLE.]

fl. That maybe associated with, companionable.
1611 COTGR., Associable^ Companable, sociable, associable,

fit to hold fellowship with.

2. That may be associated or connected in

thought (with).
1855 H. SPENCER Psychol. I. H. viii. (1872) 259 The rela-

tions which enter into relation with one another are..

most easily associable. 1870 PROCTOR Other ll'orlds iii. 57
Effects which seem associable with their comparative prox-

imity to the sun's orb.

3. Phys. Of nerves, muscles, etc. : Liable to be
affected by sympathy with other parts.

Asso'ciableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.]
= Asso-

CtABILITY. 1847 in CRAIG

Associate (as<m-JVt), />//. a. and sb. Also 4
-cyat, 6-8 -ciat, 7 assotiate. [ad. L. associatits

t

pa. pple. of as-, ad-sociare to join together with,
f. ad to + socins sharing, united, allied. Used at

first as pa. pple. of the vb. ASSOCIATE
; see next.]

A. ///. a. = ASSOCIATED.
1. Joined in companionship, function, or dignity.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. J\. n. v. (1405) 32 Angels ben

. . assocyat and couplyd togyders in the joyefull companye
of god. 1590 MAHLOWE Ediv. II. iv. iii, With him is Ed-
mund gone associate? 1603 KNOLI.ES Hist. Turkes 11638'

33 Christ our Sauiour, equall and associate to his Father.

1844 BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xix. 6 (1862) 377 The Supreme
Court . . is composed of a president and six associate judges.

2. Joined in league, allied, confederate.

1600 HOLLAND Ln<y xxv. xiii. 556 All the associate and
confederate [sociis] cities thereabout. 1667 MILTON* f*. L.
x. 395 While I . . Descend through Darkness . . To my asso-

ciate Powers. 17*5 POPE Odyss. xvi. 367 Amphinomus stir-

vey'd th' associate band. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc ix, If

ought of patriot enterprise required Associate firmness.

3. United in the same group or category, allied ;

concomitant.

1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 90 F 9 They want some asso-

ciate sounds to make them harmonious. 1765 TUCKER Lt.

Nat. II, 407 Faith, understood in the most comprehensive
sense, as including the two associate virtues. 1880 GAKEKT-
sott(titte) A System ofOral Surgery.. Surgery of the Mouth,
Jaws, and Associate Parts.

B. sb. [the adj. used absolutely.]
1. One who is united to another by community

of interest, and shares with him in enterprise, busi-

ness, or action ; a partner, comrade, companion.
1533 MOKK Apol. xliy.

Wks. 914/2, I woulde not greatly
wish to be. .their associate in anyesuche confederacies. 1663
GERBIKK Counsel B v b, Collonel Rushner and his assotiates

in Holland, their proposals concerning waterworks. 1725
Port: Odyss. ix. 200 My dear associates, here indulge your
rest. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 651 These men, more
wretched than their associates who suffered death.

2. A companion in arms, ally, confederate.

1548 ORAFTON Chron. Ediv. III. an. 12 (R.) For the receyu-

ing of him, his associates and arniie. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
I. 39 This hapned the yeare before the war of our Asso-

ciates. 1849 W. IRVING Mahomed's Succ. vii. U$53> 26 His
associates soon turned the tide of the battle.

3. One who shares an office or position of au-

thority with another
;
a colleague, coadjutor, spec.

An officer of the Superior Courts of Common Law
in England,

* whose duties are to superintend the

entering of causes, to attend sittings at nisi prius,

and there receive and enter verdicts,' etc. (Warton.)
i In accordance with the statutes of Edward I and Ed-

ward II, the commissions of the judges on circuit were

accompanied by iwits ofassociation, directing certain per-
sons (usually the clerk of assize and his subordinate officers*

to associate themselves with the justices and Serjeants in

order to take the assizes. (Stephens.) Up to 1879 there

were 3 Associates in London, and 8 in the provinces, one

for each Circuit. By the Supreme Court of Judicature Act

VOL. I.

of that year, the Associates in London were abolished, and
made Masters of the Supreme Court.)

1551 HULOET, Associat in auctoritie, or put in ioynt com-

missioun, Assessor. (21586 SIDNEY ij.) They persuade the

king., to make Plangus his associate in government. 1685
Land. Gaz. No. 2014/6 The Mayor, Associate, Justices of the

Peace, Aldermen. 1862 ARCHUOLD Practice \ Prentice* I. 15
<ed. 13) There is an Associate in each Division appointed by
the Chief Justice and Chief Baron respectively.

4. One who is frequently in company with an-

other, on terms of social equality and intimacy ;

an intimate acquaintance, companion, mate.
1601 WKKVER Mirr. Mart. Avj, No meane Cumrades, no

base associates. 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. 1.41 One of my Lords
most intimate associates. 1851 HELPS Friends in (.'. I. in
We become familiar with the upper views, tastes, and tem-

pers of our associates.

5. One who belongs to an association or institu-

tion in a subordinate degree of membership, with-

out the honours and privileges of a full member
or *

Fellow.'

Commonly expressed by A. : as A.R.A., Associate of the
|

Royal Academy, A.L.S. Associate of the Linnasan Society.
1812 l\A'o-tniner 9 Nov. 714/2 [They] have., been elected

Associates of the Royal Academy. 1831 BRKWSTKK Nwton
11855) II. xix. 207 The eight foreign associates of the Aca-

demy of Sciences.

6. A thing placed or found in conjunction with

another.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. 24 A way to make wood per-

petual, and a fit associat for metal, 1690 LOCKE Hunt,
Und. n. xxxiii. 5 (R.i The one [idea] no sooner at any
time comes into the understanding but its associate appears
with it. 1879 G. GLADSTONE in CasselCs Techn. Kdnc.
IV. m/i It is as an almost constant associate of lead that

we look for our supply of British silver.

Associate (fts^rjlitf't),
v. ; also 5 -siat. [f. prec. :

the pa. pple. and pa. t. associate were in use be-

fore the present tense, or the pa. t. and pple. asso-

ciated. Cf. the earlier ASSOCIE from Fr.]
1. Irans. To join (persons, or one person with

(to arch.) another), in (to obs.) common purpose,
action, or condition

;
to link together, unite, com-

bine, ally, confederate.

1398 [see ASSOCIATE ///. a. i.] 1494 FABYAN v. cx.xvii.

107 He . . associate vnto hym certeyn wanton persones.

1548 UHALL, etc. Krasm. Par. Mark viii. 34 ilO Yf he
intende to be associate wyth me in blisse. 1561 T. N[OR-
TON] Cah'in's hist. Table Quot., She was associated unto
him in marriage. 1643 ROGERS Naaman 436 To associate

him to the worke which himselfe and Paul went about.

17*4 SWIKT Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n, 72 None but

papists are associated against him. 1761 HUMK Hist. Eng.
I. xvi. 394 The troops .. associating to them all the dis-

orderly people. 1867 FKKKMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) iv. 232
Armilf associated his sun with him in his government.
b. To elect as associate : see ASSOCIATE sb. 5.
1806 SOUTHKY in Ann. Rei>. IV. 582 He .. was associated

to the royal Academy there. 1859 ALUBONK Biogr. Diet.

L 43/t The Royal College of Physicians associated him

[Akenside] as a licentiate.

2. trans. To join, combine in action, unite (things

together, or one thing with another). (Mostly refl.

or pass.}
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man v. 70 The thyrd veyne of the

ventricle is very small, not associated with any Arterie.

1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys.-Mech. Digress. 352 The in-

spired Air .. does there associate it self with the Exhalations

of the circulating Blood. 1751 JOHNSON Ramhl. No. 158 fj
Faults are endured without disgust when they are asso-

ciated with transcendent merit. 1855 BAIX Senses $ Int.

n. i. 7 The muscles .. act in groups, being associated to-

gether by the organization of the nervous centres. 1878
HUXLEY Physiogr. 72 This vapour is intimately associated

with the other constituents of the atmosphere.
b. To connect in idea.

1760 H. BROOKE Fool ofQital. 1 1859) L 1 10 They associate

the ideas of pain to those lessons. 1850 M'Cosn Dii>. G<n't.

i. iii. (1874) 64 The very name of God is associated in the

human mind with fear. 1870 M. COSWAY Earthitf. Pilgr.
xvii. 213 Who could associate rose-leaves with hell-fires?

3. reft, in sense of 4. Const, as in i, 2.

1494 FABYAN vi. ccxii. 228 Algarus . . the whiche assosiat

hym with Gryffyne, kynge or duke of Walys. 1611 BIBLK
Isa. viii. 9 Associate your selues, O ye people, and yee shalbe

broken in pieces. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V. III. xi. 340
He associated himself as a member of their fraternity. 1788-

94 GIBBON Misc. Wks. (1814) I. 2 By associating ourselves

to the authors of our existence.

b. To make oneself a partner in (a matter).
1881 GLADSTONE in Times 17 May 7/3 It is for me . . to as-

sociate myself with the answer previously given by the

Under-Secretary.
4. intr. a. To combine for a common purpose,

to join or form an association.

i6s3l'.AXTKH Chr. Concord. 107 Those Congregations whose
Ministers refuse to Associate. 1770 BURKK Pres. Disctmt,,
When bad men combine, good men must associate. 183*
HT. MARTINEAU Ireland \. 8 As many as . , sixteen tenants

associated in one lease.

b. To keep company or have intercourse (with).
1644 MILTON Judgw. Bitfer (18511 313 Any dishonest as-

sociating they permit. 174^8 THOMSON Winter 205 Let me
associate with the serious night. 1754 CHATHAM Lett.

Nephew iv. 20 Be sure to associate with men much older

than
yourself.

1868 GEO. ELJOT F. Holt 40 The Rector . .

associated only with county people.

f5. trans. To join oneself to (a person) : a. To

accompany, escort, attend. Obs.

1548 HALL Chron. Hen. I'll. an. 34 (R.i He shoulde have
associated him in hys iourney. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. <$ Jut. y.

il. 5 A bare-foote Brother., to associate me, Here in this

Citie visiting the sick. 1609 Man in Moone (1857) 108 The
Parasite, associating the Glutton to the gate, entereth.

1657 BKOME Queene's Kxck, in, 499 And who associates him ?

t b. To keep company or consort with. Obs.

1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 1108 Therfore shal man leaue
father and mother and associate his wife. 1590 J. GREEN-
WOOD in Confer, in. 63 If I associat a theife & Communicate
in his euill.

t c. To act as associate or assistant to. Obs.

1627^
SMITH Seaman's Gram. viii. 36 The Lieutenant is to

associate the Captaine.

t d. of things : (cf. 2.) To accompany, join.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man v. 70 The Arterie associatyng
this veyne. 1613 HKYWOOD Braz. Age \. Wks. 1874 III. iSi

Those torturing pangues That should associate death. 1691
R.\v CVfa/iVw 1,1714' 277 It is necessary that the large trunks
of the Veins and Arteries should not associate each other.

Associated, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

1. Joined in companionship ;
united in action or

purpose, sharing in dignity or office, allied.

1611 COTGR., Associe, Associated, accompanied, consorted.

1656 i ////'> Agreement of the Associated Ministers and
Churches of the Counties of Cumberland and Westmore-
land. 1835 SIR I. Ross .V.-//'. Pass. vi. 89 My associated

though junior officer. 1881 Echo 31 Jan. 37^ The New York
Associated Banks.

2. Connected in thought, mentally related.

1748 HAKTI.KY Observ. Man i. iv. i ^94 The factitious,
associated nature of these Pleasures. 1877 LVTTKIL Landm.
m. iv. 119 Nothing but the name and the associated monu-
ments to help us.

3. Combined locally, circumstantially, or in classi-

fication (wi/Ji) ; occurring in combination. Asso-

ciated tnovetnents; those 'having no connexion with

the essential act calling them forth, but coincident

or consensual with it' (Syd. Soc. Lex. iSSi).

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. \. 250 With associated beds of
finer ingredients. 1839 Mi RCIIISON Silnr. Syst. i. xxii. 275
The combustion of lignite and coal producing a long con-

tinued heat, which has acted upon the associated shale.

1845 DARWIN I'oy. Xat. xviii. 118521 424 The almost entire

absence of associated grasses [in New Zealand) may per-

haps be accounted for by the land having been aboriginally
covered with forest trees.

Asso'ciatedness. [f- prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being associated.

1862 F. HALL Hind. Philos. .Syst. 226 Giving to the sub.

ject of right notion the characteristic of associatedness with
the affection that has taken the form of it, i. e. of its object.

Associa'tesli.ip(iisiJii'JvHiJip). [f.ASSOCIATED.
+ -SHIP.] The position or status of an associate.

1846 Calendar of King's Call. Land. Index, Rules for the

Associalcship. 1862 THORNBUKV Turner I. 257 Up to 1799
(his Associateship year) Turner had exhibited sixty-two

pictures.

Associating (as^'Ji^'tii)),
vbl. sb. [f. ASSO-

CIATED. + -INC, '.]
The action of the vb.ASSOCIATE;

association, union for a common purpose. ^Xow
mostly gerundial.)
1644 [see ASSOCIATE ?'. 4b.]. ifeaGAUDEN/ftmif/. Pref. n

They deny any Nationall Church in any larger associating*
of Christians. 1863 MILL i'tiltt. 59 By associat ing the doing
right with pleasure.

Asso'ciating, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. -f -ING-'.]

That associates
; uniting ; connecting in thought.

1646 GAI'I.K Cases Const. 27 It is the assembling or as-

sociating Witch. 1683 Lond. C,az. No. 1859/5 The Plots

and Machinations of .. Associating Men. 1823 LAMB Elia

(1860)360 Or what associating league to the imagination
can there be between the seers and the seers not, of a pie-
sential miracle ?

Association (a&nrji-, as^ei^-Jan). Also 7

-tiation. [ad. L. association-cm^ n. of action f.

associarc : see ASSOCIATE and -ATION. Cf. mod.F.

association, perhaps the immediate source.]
1. The action of combining together for a com-

mon purpose ;
the condition of such combination

;

confederation, league.
1535 Hi 1

. WINCHESTER in Strype Efd. Mem. I. App. Ixv.

160 Me seemeth the word association soundeth not well.

1384 in Heath Grocers' Comp. 11869) 84 To the better cor-

roboration of this our loyal* bond and association. 1660

R. COKK Power fy Sit/'j. 48 A solemn oath of association for

the restoring of it. 1746 SMOLLETT Reproof'53 Engag'd in

firm association, stood, Their lives devoted to the public-

good. 1856 KINGSLEV Lett. (18781 1. 474 Association will be

the next form of industrial development.
b. Deed of association : the specific document

setting forth the particulars of a proposed 'limited

liability comps
ARTICLE st>. 9.
1866 CRUMP Banking \\. 43 On its being proposed to start

a banking company on the '
limited liability

'

principle . . at

least seven persons must sign a deed of association.

2. A body of persons who have combined to

execute a common purpose or advance a common
cause; the whole organization which they form

to effect their purpose ;
a society ; e.g. the British

Association for the Advancement of Science, the

National Football Association, the Church Asso-

ciation, the Civil Service Supply Association.

..-1659 CLEVELAND Poems 11677* 117 Many Sects twisted

into an Association. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ.n. vi. 220 If

land was owned and cultivated by associations of labourers.

i8jg(tit/f\ Report of the Somersetshire Association of Con-

gregational Churches. 1880 Times 12 Nov. 4/4 The Asso-

ciation game [of football] is, perhaps . . more scientific.

f3. A document setting forth the common purpose
65

liability company.' Articles of association : see

a pr

of a
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of a number of persons, and signed by them as a

pledge that they will carry it into execution. Obs.

1586 Lett, to E. Lcyccstcr 18 Your oth made in the asso-
ciation. 1682 Land. Gaz. No. 1714/6 That Seditious Paper,
the Association^ lately found in the Earl of Shaftsbury's
Closet. 1772 Hist. Rochester 165 Three men who had
forged an association. 18^5 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 251
Dropping the Association into a flowerpot.

4. Union in companionship on terms of social

equality ; fellowship, intimacy.
1660 BOYLE Seraph. Love iii. (1700) 33 Thus Self-denial is

a kind of Holy Association with God. 1761 SMOLLETT Gil
Bias xii. vi. (1802) III. 382 The nobility would be profaned
by my association. 1872 SANFORD Eng. Kings 330 He had
become habituated to . . grossness and immorality in his

daily associations.

5. The action of conjoining or uniting one per-
son or thing with another.

1774 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. vi. (18761 390 The spark that
without the association of more fuel would have died.

6. Law. The appointment of additional legal
officials to act as colleagues on any occasion

;
the

writ appointing them. (Cf. ASSOCIATE, $b. 3.)

1613 SIR H. FINCH Law 116361 319 Association is a writ for

other to be associate into their company, as fellow Justices

together with them. 1809 TOMLINS Laiu Diet. s.v., The
King may make an association unto the sheriff upon a writ
of re disseisin.

7. The mental connexion between an object and
ideas that have some relation to it (e.g. of simi-

larity, contrariety, contiguity, causation). {Asso-
ciation of ideas.'}

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. ir. xxxiii. 7 That there are such
associations of them [ideas] made by custom in the minds
of most men, I think no body will question. 1779 JOHNSON
L. J 1

., Cowley (1816) 56 Words being arbitrary must owe
their powers to association, and have the influence, and
that only, which custom has given them. 1855 KAIN Senses
ty Int. i. ii. 20 The simple act of seizing food implies . . the
mental association of the appearance of the food with the

satisfying of the feeling [of hunger].
8. An idea or recollection linked in the mind or

memory with some object of contemplation, and
recalled to the mind in connexion with it.

1810 COLERIDGE Friend(\^6^^ Why should . . the holiest
words with all their venerable associations be profaned.
1862 TROLLOPI; Orlcy F. xlii. 306 A man could have no
pleasant associations with a place unless he had made money
there. 1879 M cCAimiY Own Times II. 62 One association
of profound melancholy clings to that great debate.

Assoxia tional, a.
[f. prec. + -AL1.J Of or

pertaining to (an) association. Associational School:

those philosophers who hold the doctrine of asso

ciationism.

1815 Boston Q. Rev. 56 in Pickering Diet. Amer.
t [Students

in divinity] must . . pass through the associational or pres-
byterial examination. 1847 HUSHNKLL Chr. Nurture vi.

(1861! 148 A kind of associational instinct.

Asso:cia"tionalisni ) _ ( ASSOCIATIONISM.
Asscrcia'tionalist j

"
\ ASSOCIATIONS.

Associatiouisni (asJujV^J'niz'rn). [f.
AS-

SOCIATION + -ISM.] The doctrine that mental and
moral phenomena may be accounted for by associa-

tion of ideas.

1882 Atken:eitnt 28 Jan. 118,1 Points where Mill's mind
emancipated itself from the narrow range of associationism
in psychology.
Asso cia tiomst. [f.

as prec. 4- -IST.]
1. One who belongs to an association.

1851 S. JUDU Margaret n. i. (1871! 160 Groups of .. in-

dustrious associationists. 1881 E. PURCELL in Academy
22 Jan. 56 The wretched Church Associationist is reduced
to auricular confession.

2. One who holds the doctrine of associationism.
1862 R. PATTERSON Ess. /list, fy Art 55 The beautiful . .

instead of being, as the Associationists affirm, merely a
chameleon-like phantasm. i88a Atkttttnttn 28 Jan. 119/1
Prof. Bain . . the last of the Associationists.

Associative (asJujVtiv), a. [f, L. associat-

(see ASSOCIATE) + -IVE, as if ad. L. *assocititwus^
Of, pertaining to, or characterized by association.

Hence Asso'ciatively adv.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. I. 286 By the power of evoking
and combining, Mr. Wordsworth means . . the aggregative
and associative [power]. 1881 RAP: in Contemf. Rev. Feb.

233 The associative principle in the arrangements of econo-
mical life. 1880 CYPLES Hittn. E.rp. v. no So as to repre-
sent associatively.

Associator (ifcMii^tw). Also 7 -er. [n. of
action on Latin type f. ASSOCIATE or L. assofittre.']
I Ie who or that which joins in association ; a con-

federate, companion ;
a member of an association.

1616 PURCHAS Pilgr. (1864) 126 Another Nayro, who
with his Asspciaters kill him. 1683 Lend. Gaz. No. 1857/5
All Conventiclers, Covenanters, Associators, and all other

Traytprs. 1750 HARRIS Hermes n. i. (17861 229 The natural
Associators with Articles are. .common Appellatives. 1876
BANCROFT Hist. U. S. V. xii. 456 Congress . . called on the
associators in Philadelphia . . to join the army.

Associatory (asJu-J^ata'ri), a.
[f. prec. : see

-ORT.] Having the quality of associating.
1880 CVPLES Hum. Exp. ii. 39 The associatory activity of

the senses.

t AssO'cie, "v. Obs. Also 4 assossie, 5 -eye.

[a. OF. associe-r (i^th c. in Littre): L. associa-re:

see ASSOCIATE.] Early equivalent of ASSOCIATED.
1. trans. To unite, place, or bring (a person or
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oneself) into companionship or alliance with an-
other

;
= ASSOCIATE v. i, 3.

c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wits. (187*1) III. 329 He is irreguler bat

sittjb
in place as associed wi|? J?e domesman. 1388 \ Kings

xxij, 50 tnarg. t Josephat nolde be assossied with him . . in

nauey. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys 97 He . . assocyied hym
on to ther cumpanye. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. coxxi. 212
Robert . .assocyed vnto hym Syr Rogger the Mortimer.
2. intr. To enter into confederacy ;

= ASSOCIATE 3.
1441 Plumpton Corr. Introd. 57 They had assocyed lo the

number of DCC persons or thereabouts.

t Asso'gue. Obs. [a. F. assogiie (in same
sense), a. Sp. azogue% Pg. azoiiguc, quicksilver, ad.

Sp. Arab, az-zaouga (P. de Alcala)= Arab. <jjUJl

az-zaiiq, i.e. az = al the, zduq, ad. Pers.
jjj

zhtwah

quicksilver.] A Spanish vessel carrying quicksilver
to America for use in the silver-mines.

1692 Land. Gaz. No, 2760/2 The two Assogues Ships de-

signed to have sailed . . for New Spain. 1762 Gentl. Mag,
118 Outward bound flotas, assogues, or register ships.

Assoil (asoi'l), v. Forms : 3-4 asoyl-en, -y,

asoil-en, -y, 3-6 asoyle, -oile, 4 asoyli, -lye,

asoilie, assoill-en, -i, assoil-en, 4 6 assoyle,
assoille, 4-7 assoile, 5 assole, 57 aseoyl, 6

asoylle, 5- assoil. Scotch 5 assolyhe (
= assolje),

6 assolye, assoilje, -ye, -ze, 7 assolzie, -oylle,

7- assoilzie. Aphet. 5-6 soile, soyle. [f. OF.
a(s}soille pres. subj., a(s^soil pres. indie, of a($}$oldre,
a(s]soiidre : L. absolii?re = absolvere to absolve, f.

al> from. + so/vfre to loose. Other forms of the
infinitive in OF. (the first two also in AF.) were
a s}soilier, a(s)soi/er, a(s}solier, a,s}soillir, a(s}so-

lir, as if : L. *absolit?re. L. so'ltiere gave OF.
so'lre, so'ldre, as ba*tiigret qua'tfi$r gave batre,

quatre, and vohterunt, *vo'iuerunt gave volrent,
voldrent

;
with the variants a\s}soiliert a($}oillir,

compare other OF. double forms, as tcsir, faire:

L. facers, *tac?re, and plesir, plaire : L. placerc^

*plac2re. Subsequently refashioned in Fr. as ab-

sotidre, and in Eng. as ABSOIL, which paved the

way for the modern ABSOLVE, formed directly
from the L after 1500. The Fr. / monillc, lost in

Eng., was as usual retained in Scotch, and sym-
bolized by /J, lyh, fy, now corruptly written Iz,

whence the current assoilzie .asorlyi, asorli).]
I. To assoil a person.

1. To absolve from sin, grant absolution to, par-
don, forgive ;

= ABSOLVE i.
* Whom God assoil I

'

(OF. qtte Dieit assoille ! L. quern Detts absolvat f):

an ejaculatory prayer for the departed, arch.

1297 R. GLOUC. 464 No man, bote J>e pope one, hem asoyly
ne myjte. 1340 Ayenb. 172 (>et he habbe power him to

asoyli and him penonce to anioym. c 1340 Gaiv. <V 6V. Knt.
1882 Of absolucioun he on be segge calles, & he asoyled
hym. 1426 Pol. Poems II. 131 As wele on his ffader side,

Henry the fifth, whom God assoille, as by Kateryne quene
of Englond, his modir, whom God assoile. 1610 HOLLAND
Canuicn's Hrif, i. 564 Pray devoutly for the soule whom God
assoile. 1638 Penit. Con/, vii. (1657) 132 God remitting
whomsoever the Priest assoileth. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxvi,
4 God assoilzie her !

'

ejaculated old Elspeth . .' His mercy is

infinite.' r 1840 DE QUINCF.V Aittobiog. Sk. Wks. II. 102
Oxford might avail to assoil me.

b. of, from the sin. arch.

1297 R. GLOUC. 501 The pope of alle hor sunnes asoileth
alle the Barons & kni^tes. 1393 LANGL, P. PI. C. xxn. 185
To asoylye men of alle manere synnes. 1508 FISHKR Wks,
i. 44 Be assoyled clene from synne of theyr ghostly fader.

1551 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. 151 b (JAM. ) The wordis of ab-
solutioun . . I assoilye the fra thi

synnis. 1596 DKAYTON
Legend's iv. 857 Secretly assoyling of his sin. 1664 H. MORE
Myst. /nig. 112 Acquitted and assoiled from the guilt of all

our sins.

C. from purgatory. (Cf. senses 2 and 5.) arch.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 21/1 And assoylle the synnars
whan thou descendest into helle. i8a8 SCOTT /''. AF. Perth
II. 299 He will be freed from purgatory the sooner that

good people pray to assoilzie him.

t 2. To absolve or set free from excommunication
or other ecclesiastical sentence. Obs.

1362 I.ANGL. /". PI. A 111. 139 Heo bat ben Curset in

Constorie countet hit not at a Russche . . Heo is asoyled as
sone as hire-self lykeb. c 1450 Merlin xxvii. 560 The londe
was assoiled by thelegat. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. yiiL
(1632) 578 Vntii he were assoyled of his excommunication.
1660 R. COKE Power fy Snbj. 206 If any Bishop do excom-
municate any person . . the King may write to the Bishop,
and command him to assoyl, and absolve the party. 1691
BLOUNT Laiv Dicf. t Assoile (absolvere} Signifies

to deliver,

pardon, or set free from an Excommunication.

f 3. To set free, discharge, or release (of, from
obligations, liabilities) ;

= ABSOLVE f. Obs.

1366 MAUNDEV. iii. 18 To whom God ?af his pleyn Power,
for to bynde and to assoille. 138* WYCLIF i Mace. x. 29
Now y assoile you, and alle Jewis, of tributis. 1460 CAP-
GRAVE Chron. 143 The same Pope . . cursed him, and asoiled
al his barones fro that feith whech they had mad to him.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 266/2 She . . was assoilled of her
vowe. 1650 S. CLARKE Eccl. Hist. (1654) I. 507 A lawful

oath, from which no man can assoile you.
4. To acquit (a person) of a criminal charge, to

pronounce not guilty, to clear ;
= ABSOLVE 4. Const.

of, from. arch, (see b.)

1528 MORE Heresyes in. Wks. 211/2 Than may the Judges
acquite and assoyle the defendaunt. 1548 UDAI.L, etc.

ASSOILMENT.
Erasm. Par. Matt, xviii. 92 Whom Cesar doth condemne,
God sumtime doth assoyle. 1647 (i i Mar.) CKOMWELL Let.
xxv. (Carl.) The houses did assoil the army from all sus-

picion, a 1667 JER. TAYLOR Serin. (1678) 88 Many persons
think themselves fairly assoiled, because they are . . not of
scandalous Lives. 183* LAM* Lett. u. (1841) 82 If the candle-
stick be not removed, I assoil myself.
b. esp. in Sc. Law, where assoilzie (i. e. assoil'jiet

assoilyie) is still the proper term for : To acquit by
sentence of court.

1603-5 SIR J. MELVIL Alein. (1735) 155 Being assoilzied he
continued the greatest Favourite at Court. 1609 SKENK
Reg. Maj. iv. xxviii. (JAM.) The malefactour assoilyied at
the instance of the partie. (11691 SIR G. MACKENZIE in
Steward Trial (1:53) 143 The chief actor must be first

discussed, and either found guilty or assoilzied. 1800 A.
CAUYLR Xttfaftuy. 235 Clear in their judgement that the

panel should be assoilzied and the Presbytery taken to task.

1865 Morn. Stn r 5 Dec. , The action could not be maintained,
and the defendants were entitled to be assoillzied.

5. To release, deliver, set free ; to discharge. Const.

of, from. arch.

1401 Pol. Poems (18591 n. 38 When ye han assoiled me ..

In truth I shall soile thee of thine orders. 1502 ARNOLD
t hron. 280 The sayd bysshop now beyng cardynal, was as-

power and jurisdiction of Philippus. a 1845 HOOD Open
Quest, xv, What harm if men who burn the midnight-oil . .

Seek once a week their spirits to assoil? 1850 MRS. BROWN-
ING ll'ks. I. 330 Death's mild curfew shall from work assoil.

II. To assoil a thing.
t 6. To unloose the knot of (difficulty or doubt);

to clear up, solve, or resolve ;
= ABSOLVE 6. Obs.

(In this sense freq. soyle, soil in i6th c. Cf. SOIL r/.)

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. iii. 154 pat bei mowen assoilen
and vnknytten be knot of bis queslioun. 1377 LANGL. P. PI.
B. in. 236 |>is asketh dauid ; And dauyd assoileth it hym-
self. 1485 CAXTON Trwisas Higdcn 11527) i This ques-
tyon and double is easy to assoyle. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis\\\. ii. 138 The pepill. .thar petitiouns gettis assol^eit
heir. IS48UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark xi. 28 Soyle me
this question, a 1593 H. SMITH Strut. 259 Nebuchadnezzar
cannot assoile his owne dreame. 1602 WARNER .-/ Ib. Eng. xiu.
Ixxvii. 318 Sybil assoiling Oracles in Caue. Z^WHISTON Th.
Earth 11722)65 Fewer difficulties in the . . Books themselvesj
than in the . .very Comments which ought to assoil 'em.

t 7. To refute (an objection or argument). Obs.
c 1370 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 388 Argumentis bat may not be

asoyhd. (1449 PECOCK Rej>r.
\. xix. 78 A good clerk couthe

not assoile the firste obieccioun. i655GuRNALC^r. in Arm.
11. 587 For the fuller assoyling this objection. 1721 STRYPE
Eccl. Mem. I. xxxviii. 300 To confute the pope's primacy, .

and to assoyl Pole's arguments.
8. To purge oneself from, purge, expiate, atone

for. (From i, 2.) arch.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. vi. 25 WT
ell weeting how their errour

to assoyle. z6oi HOLLAND Pliny I. 453 To expiate and as-

soile the carnage and execution don vpon the enemies. 1693
W. ROBERTSON Phrased. Gen. 162 To assoil crimes or accu-

sations i.e. to free himself from them. 1879 E. ARNOLD
Lt. Asia vin. (.1881) 228 Let each act Assoil a fault or help
a merit grow.

f 9. To acquit oneself of, or discharge (an

obligation). (From 3.) Obs. rare.

1596 SPENSER Da/>hn. Ixxvii, Till that you come where ye

your vowes assoyle.

f 10. To discharge, get rid of, dispel (a thing).

(From 5.) Obs. rare.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. v. 30 In seeking him that should

her payn assoyle. Ibid. in. i. 58 She soundly slept, and
carefull thoughts did quite assoile.

*l Catachr. for SOIL, sully.
1845 DISRAELI Sybil 290 Is it that the world has assoiled

my soul? Yet I have not tasted of worldly joys.

t Assoil, sb. Obs. rare.
[f. prec. vb.] Solu-

tion, explanation.
1589 PLTTENHAM Eng, Pocsic (Arb.i 198 By way of riddle

(Enigma) of which the sence can hardly be picked out, but

by the parties owne assoile.

Assoi'ler (asorlai). [subst. use of AF. assoilcr

to ASSOIL.] Absolving (from excommunication).
1813 Ann. Reg. 279/2 Sir Samuel Romilly. .stated that he

had applied for a writ of assoiler on account of the plaintiff.

[Cf. 1553 FITZHKRB. A'af. Brcv. 63 b, Leuesque ad maunde
ses lettres de assoiler le partie.]

t Assoiling (asoi-lin\^/.j^. Obs. [f.
ASSOILE.

+ -INOA]
1. The action of absolving, absolution.

(1380 WYCLIF De Eccl. iii. Set. Wks. 1871 III. 345 Many
heresies, as of assoilingis and indulgencis, and cursingis,

wi|> feyned pardons. 1387 TREVISA Jiigden Rolls Ser. V.

415 Monkes myjte use be offys of assoillynge [L. ahsol-

i'cndi}. 1642 JEK. TAYLOR Efisc. (16471 3 1 ? 'Ike publike as-

soyling of penitents.

2. The resolving of a difficulty, solution.

1619 FAVOUR Anti</nitit'j2 For the triall of all controver-

sies, and assoyling all doubts. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst.

20^ For the assoilling of which Difficulty (seeming so for-

midable at first sight'.

3. The refutation or answering of an objection.

1381 WYCLIF Wisd. viii. 8 The soilingis [i>.t: asoilyngis] of

argumentts. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. \\. xi. 208 For answere

and assoiling to the firste argument, a 1679 T. GOODWIN
// 'ks. (1863) VII. 406 Assoiling or answer to one of the greatest
difficulties or objections.

Assoilment (asoi-lment). [f.
ASSOIL -v. +

-MENT
; pcrh. a. AF. *assoillement^\

1. The action or condition of absolution from sin,

guilt, censure, or accusation.



ASSOINE.

1611 SPKED Hist. Gt. Brit. i\. viii, 51 They did absolue

him; but . . this assoilement was not so much the Kpilogue
of his olde, as the Prologue of his new Tragicall vexations.

1664 H. MORE Mysf. Iniq. 12 Assoilment from guilt. . 1840
DE QUINCEV A utobiog. Sk. Wks. 1 1. 102 To win for me . . a
station of purification and assoilment.

f- 2. Discharge, acquittal 'of a duty). Obs.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Excmp. in. xvii. 73 It is a sufficient

assoilment of this part of his duty.

f3. Solution of a difficulty; reconciliation of

conflicting statements. Obs.
a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks. 1863 V. 460 The second part of

this assoilment or reconciliation of Haggai and Paul.

11 Catachr. for : Soil, defilement.

1876 KARRAR Marlb. Serin, xxv. 240 He will cleanse from

your repentant souls this daily assoilment of unwilling .sin.

Assoilzie, Scotch form of Asson, v.

t Assoi*n(e, sb. Obs. Also 3 asoyne, assoyiie,

4 Sc. assonje. [Variant of ESSOIN, a. OF. cs-

soigne, essoine: see \-pref. 10, As-/rt/!-] An
excuse ; a legal excuse put in for non-appearance.
1297 R. GLOUC. 539 Giffardes asoyne. a 1300 Cursor J/.

2266 pat schending is wit-outen soyne \7>.r. soygne, Tritt.

JAS'. assoyiie]. ^1300 A". Alis. 6051 Thider com witliowten

assoyne, Two queues of Ama/oyne. c 1375 HAKHOUK St.

Thomas 52 pat al . . Suld but asson^e cume to bat feste.

t Assoi'ii( e, v. Obs. Forms : 3 asunien, aso-

nien, 3-5 asoyne, 4 assoyne, assoine, 4-6 .SV.

asson5e, -zie, yie, 7 assoygne. [variant of Es-

SOIN v., a. OF. essoigncr : see prec.]
1. trans. To excuse ; to offer or put in an excuse

for non-appearance of.

c 1*30 Ancr. R. 64 Uor swuch hit niei beou bat ^e schulen
asunien {v.r. aseinen, asonien] ou. c 1330 Floricc $ Kl. 67
Ne scholde no weder me assoine. (1380 WYCLIK Set. Whs.

(1871* 440 World liche excusasioun shal not benne assoyne.

1513 DOUGLAS /Kneis xm. Prol. 133 How think we he asson-

/eis [i'.r. esson^Ses] him to astart. 1646 GAL-LK Cases Consc,

65 Such as are absent, and have no care to be assoygned.
2. intr. To excuse oneself, decline, refuse.

1440 Prontp. Parv. 15 Assoynynge or refusynge. ('1470
HF.NKY Wallace x. 365 With

jjret inwy to Wallace fast he
raid ; And he till him assonyeit nocht for thi.

Assommon : see ASSUMMON v. Obs. to summon.

Assonance (ce's^nans). [a. F. assonance (cf.

Sp. asottatta'a), as if ad. L. *assonantiat f. assonare

to sound to, respond to, f. as- = ad- to -f sonare to

sound.]
1. Resemblance or correspondence of sound be-

tween two words or syllables.
1727 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Assonance . . where the words of

a phrase, or a verse, have the same sound or termination,
and yet make no proper rhyme. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr.

(1864) IX. XIV. vii. 222 The numerals are so nearly akin that

there would be a close assonance if not identity in the words.

1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 327 Homer, .seems fond of play-

ing with assonances. 1879 FARRAR St. Paid I. 623 Incessant

assonances and balances of clauses and expressions.

2. Pros. The correspondence or riming of one

word with another in the accented vowel and those

which follow, but not in the consonants, as used in

the versification of Old French, Spanish, Celtic,

and other languages.
i83 T. ROSCOK SisnwndPs Lit. Enr. 11846' I. iii. 85 As-

sonance or the rhyming of the terminating vowels. 1837
HALLAM Hist. Lit. I. ii. 165 In their lighter poetry the

Spaniards frequently contented themselves with assonances

.. as dnro and hmno, boca and cost*. 1861 MARSH Eng.
Lang. 118621 403 The rule of assonance . . requires the repe-
tition of the same vowels in the assonant words, from the

last accented vowel inclusive. Thus man and hat, nation

and traitor^ penitent and reticence, are assonant couples of

words. 1879 H. NICOL in Encycl. Brit. IX. 633 In the

Roland such assonances occur.

3. A word or syllable answering to another in

sound.
1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 491 Clopas or Chalpai is a

Hebrew name, of which Alphauus is the current assonance.

4. transf. Correspondence more or less incom-

plete.
1868 J. STIRLING in .V. Brit. Rei\ XLIX. 387 With an as.

sonance to reality everywhere. 1876 Low K LI. A mong my
Bk&. Ser. ii. 41 Assonance between facts seemingly remote.

A'SSOnancy. i.Qbs. [ad. Sp. asonanda : see

prec.] ^ASSONANCE i.

. 1770 HARHKTTI Loud, to Genoa I II. 272 Their poets search

studiously after such assonancies and scatter them often in

the scenes of their dramas.

Assonant (ars^nant), a. and sb. [a. F. asson-

ant, or Sp. asonanfe, ad. L. assonant-em, pr. pple.
of assonarc : see prec.]
A. adj. Corresponding in vowel-sound ;

charac-

terized by assonance.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.., Assonant Rhymes.. & kind of

verses common among the Spaniards. 1861 [see ASSON-

ANCE a]. 1864 SKECAT Uhlamfs roents Pref., Such words as

famous, sailor, neighbour^ etc., may be used as assonant.

B. sb. [sc. word.]
186* Guardian. 5 Feb. 136/2 Enchantments, worastfs,

vastness, and unstable are English assonants, as all contain-

ing an accented a t followed by an unaccented e.

Assonantal (ae&te-ntal), a. [f. prec. + -AL 1
.]

Of or pertaining to assonance.
1881 Blacku'. Mag. Apr. 482 note, The assonantal rhythm

which satisfies Spanish ears,

Assona-ntic, a. [irreg. f. as prec. + -1C.]
=

prec.
1881 I,D. LYTTON in V)tk Cent. Nov. 782 An assonanlic

theory which commends itself to the er of the poet.
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Assonate (aystfiwU), v. [f.
L. assonat- ppl.

stem of assonarc : see ASSONANCE and -ATK.] To

correspond in sound, cap. in vowel-sound ; to rime

in assonance.

[1623 COCKKRAM, Assonate, to sound or ring like a bell,]

1656 HI.OUNT Glossogr.. Assonate, to sound together, to

answer by sound. 1879 H. NICOL \\\Encyci. Brit, IX. 633 The
accented vowels being those which rhyme or assonate. 1880

in Academy 24 July 57/3 Such a metre .. is assonatmg
heroic verse.

Assonje, var. AHSOIN(E sl>. and v. O/>s.

As SOO'n, assoo'ii, advb. ////-. Forms : 3-4
als son(e, 4-5 also sone, alsone, 5 asoune, 5-7
assoone. The two words as soon were commonly
written as one from i^th to iSth c., both with, and

without, following as
; cf. Fr. aussitot^que. See

other instances under AI,S<H>\.

V 1475 Plmnpton Corr. 30 Asoune as they may be gotten.

1485 CAXTON Paris $ I'. 13 Assone as they myght. 1581

SmNKY/V/i Avj/VM 1622 1510 Assoone as hee might see those

beasts well painted. 1760 T. HTTCHINSON Hist. Col. Mass.

Bay i. (1765) 58 Assoon as they knew the terms.

Beside the obvious sense (see As A 3-5, and SOON),
Assoon had also the meaning : As soon as might
be, immediately, forthwith. Kr. aiissifti.}

a 1300 Cursor J/. 339 He . . said wit[h] word, and als son

[later als sone, also soone] All his comament was don. 1340
HAMPOLL: Pr. Cense. 4102 pus sal ende be dignitc of Rome :

And als sone aftir sal anticrist come, c 1420 Sir Amadace
Ivii. (1842) 50 Alsone his lord he metes. 1585 JAMKS I Ess.

Pocsic (Arb.i 23 He stays assone, and in his inynde doeth

cast, What way to take.

t Associate, v. Ofis. rare, [irreg. f. F. as-

sopir (Cotgr. ,
mod. assottpir, or It. assopire, f. L.

as- = ad- to + sopirc to lull asleep: see -ATE**.]
To lull, calm, assuage, lay at rest, put an end to.

a tf^Scotch Acts Chas. 7118141 V. 66;ijAM.> Not intended

as ane justificatione of the band, for. .all of that kynd wes

already assop[i]at. 1684 J. MORISON Strays' i'oy. 66 The
Captain gave me fair words, and assopiatcd the Quarrel
between Me and Myself.

Assort (asfr-iO, v. [a. OF. assorts- (mod. as-

sortir\ f. i7 to + sor/f SORT, kind; cf. It. assortarc

(Florio), -ire.~\

1. trans. To distribute (things, rarely persons)
into groups, as being of like nature or intended for

the same purpose ;
to arrange in sorts, classify.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xv. 54 And chose theym one from

the other for to assorte theym. %6ix C'OTGK., Assortir^ To
sort, assort .. order severall things handsomely; also, to

furnish, or store with all sorts of. 1774 I>LI<KK S/-. Amer.
Taxation Wks. II, 420 'L'he colleagues whom lie had assorted

at the same boards. 1803 Miss PORTF.R TAadefertsxiVifr&Si)
128 Assorting some parcels on the counter.

2. trans. To class, place (a thing or person) in

the same group with others.

1833 I. TAYLOR Fattat. v. 89 The companions with whom
we found ourselves assorted. 1861 DICKKNS (/'/. Expect. I.

259 He would . . assort it with the fabulous dogs and veal-

cutlets as a monstrous invention.

3. intr. To fall into a class, take one's place fitly ;

to be of a sort, match, suit well or /// with,

1800 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. X. 424 His Must assorts

ill with the personages of Christian mythology. 1837 SIR

W. HAMILTON Metaph. xxxvii. 11870^ II. 335 Finding that

it is harmonious, that it dovetails and naturally assorts

with other parts.

4. intr. To consort, keep company, associate

with.

18*3 I.AMU Elia Ser. n. vii. 11865^ 284, 1 could abide to assort

with fisher-swains. 1861 PYCROFT Agony^ Point vii. (1862) 81

She assorted with those of an age at which, etc.

5. trans. To furnish with an assortment.

[Cf. i6n in i.) a 1797 HuRKKiT.i The well-assorted ware-

houses of dissenting congregations. Mod. We have sent

orders for some white goods to assort our store.

tAssO'rte, sb. Obs. rare*, [f. prec. or its

F. original.] A company, group.
L-I400 Scnvdone Bab. 1997 Sitte down here by one assorte.

Assorted ^as?utal% ppl. a. [f. prec. + -Ki>.]

Arranged in sorts, classified ; matched, suited,

fitted ;
furnished with all sorts.

<zi797 IluHKF, (T.) No way assorted to those with whom
they must associate. [See ASSORT 4.] i8x4SouTHKY Roderick

n. Wks. IX. 14 In wedlock to an ill-assorted mate. 1844
MACHEADY Retain. II. 240 Put by my assorted papers.

AssO'rtedneSS. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The con-

dition of being (well or ill) assorted or matched.

1859 G. MERFDITH A*. Fevtrtl I. iv. 55 An outraged future

bearing with it a life-long Sll-assortedness.

Assorting (as^-jtinj, vbl. sb.
[f.

ASSORT v. +
-iNG 1

.]
Assortment ;

the supplying of the sorts

of which there is a deficiency.
1883 Daily \i~!is 22 Oct. 7/1 The new orders are only small,

and for assorting-up purposes. .

Assortment (,abutment), [f. ASSORT v. +

MENT
;

cf. F. assortiment, It. as$ortiniento^\

1. The action of assorting; assorted condition;

arrangement or classification into classes or kinds.

i6zx COTCR-, Propriett .. a handsome or comelic assort-

ment. 1714 R. JOHNSON Nodes Nottingh. 8 (T.) Of better

direction for the assortment and certainty of structure. 1765
TUCKEB /,/. Nat. II. 652 If a certain lucky assortment of

corpuscles could produce me into being. 1866 HDWELLS
Venet. Life (1883) I. iv. 72 The absence of quantity and
assortment in his wares. Mod. She was engaged in the

assortment of her crewels.

ASSUAGE.

2. A group of things of the same sort
;
a class

formed by assorting.
1750 ADAM SMITH Format. Lang, in Mor. Sent. (1797) II.

407 Those classes and assortments, which, in the schools,
are called genera and species. 1774 HL-RKR SJ>. Amer. Taxa-
tion Wks. II. 431 In such heterogeneous assortments, the
most innocent person will lose the effect of his mnocency.
3. An assorted set, whether of different varieties

of the same thing (as *an assortment of silks') or

of various things (as
' an assortment of goods ') ;

a variety of sorts adapted to various requirements.
1791 HAMILTON Berthollet's Dyeing II. n. 357 To produce

an assortment of shades. 1823 LAMB Elia( 1860) 416 Having
by us a tolerable assortment of these gift-horses. 1823 r .

Cooi'KR Pioneer viii. ii86y> 36/2 Enough to furnish, in tin--

language of the country, an assortment for a store. 1869 J .

MAKTINEAU Ess. II. 60 Such as the sample is, will the entire

assortment be.

1 Assert, '. Obs. Forms: 2 asottie, 4 asote,

4-5 assote, 6-8 assot. [a. OF. a(s}sofc>\ f. a to

+ sot fool, SOT.]
1. intr. To become or act like a fool

;
to become

infatuated, foolishly fond, madly in love.

(1175 Lamb. Hour, ij Gif bu hine ise}e bet he wulle asottu-

to btrs deofles bond. 1393 (iowrR Conf. III. 235 That he lie

assote To chaunge for the womanhed The worthine&se of

his manhed. Ibid. 281 Eke I not for what emprise I .shulde

assote upon a nonne.

2. trans. To make a fool of, infatuate, befool.

1393 GOWKR Conf. III. 237 Thilke firy rage Of love, which
tlie men assoteth. 1583 STUUBKS Anat. Anns, no See how
drunkene.sse assotteth a man. a 1626 I.r. ANDREWKS Seym.
< 1 856.1 I. 348 They assot themselves, they will not conceive

aright of their estates. ?i?4i Squirt' of Dames xxvii. in

Dodsl. Poems 11770) IV. 130 As couthful fishers at the benly
brook, By various arts assot the seely fry.

3. \\\ pa. pplc. assotted. Infatuated.

t 1380 Sir Fertonb. 2007 J>ow ert a-sotid. 1393 Gm\i-H

Conf. III. 270 The riche. .Assoted were npon her love. 1474
CAXTON Chfsse 114 Loth, .was assoted by moche drynkynge
of wyn. 1525 I,D. HKKNKRS Froiss. II. ccxxxvii. (ccxxxni)

736 The kynge was so asotted on this syr Hugh Spenser.
1610 (iwiLLiM Heraldry in. xvii. (1660) 209 So much were
the Israelites assotted in Idolatry.

t AssO'te, a. Obs. Also 6 assott. [(3 sylla-

bles in Gowcr) ?a. OF. a(s]so/t
!

, pa. pplc. of assotcr

(see prec.) ;
or short for asso/fct/.]

1393 (lowLR Conf. I. -235 She made Hercules *>o nice Upon
her love, and so assote. 1579 SPENSKK Shcph. C<tl. Mar. ^5

Willye, I wen<-' thoti bee assott.

Assouerit, obs. Sc. form of ASSURED///, a.

Assowe, var. ASWOUGH adv. Obs. a-s\voon.

Assuade (aswvi-d, Z'. 'fOfa. rare. [f. AS-//VA'
-f L. suadere to advise.] trans. To present as ad-

vice, to urge persuasively.
1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. IV, 240 A chance of asstuul-

ing his own better judgment on the multitude.

Assuage (as\\vi-d:$), v. Forms: 3-7 aswage,

4-5 asuage, 5-8 asswage, 4- assuage. Aphct.

5-7 swage : see SUAGE. [a. OF. a\,s]soua*c-r,

-agier, Pr. a(s}snaviar, f. L. type *assudviaret
f. att

to + sitavt's sweet, agreeable. Cf. abridge, aggrtgc,

allege (L. abbreviate, aggravidre, alleviare}^\

I. trans.

1. To soften, mitigate, calm, appease, allay (angry
or excited feelings).
1330 R. BiU'xxK Chroii. 300 His wrath forto asuage. (1420

Pnltaii. on Husb. iv. 883 But yf he bite bir in his ra^e, I,t:t

labouryng his melancoly swage. 1513 MOKK Rich. ///,

Wks. 35/2 The displeasure of those that bare him grudge . .

was well asswaged. 1642 ROGKKS Naawan 32 God hath

asswaged his pride, and tamed him. 1777 WATSON 1 ''hilip

7/U793) II. xiv. 229 They omitted nothing m their power
to assuage his resentment. 1857 IUTKI.K Ci'-ilis. viii. 500
That secular spirit which, in every country, has assuaged

religious animosities.

2. To pacify, appease, calm (the excited person'.

4-1325 E. E. Allit. P. C. 3 When heuy herttes ben hurt

wyth hebyng. .Suffraunce may aswagen hem. 1596 SIM.NSI-H

F. Q. v. ii. 47 Hut Artegall him fairely gan assxvage. 159^

KLORIO, Propitinre . . to asswage Clod with sacrifice. 1706
ADDISON Rosamond \\. vi, Kindling pity, kindling rage At
once provoke me, and asswage. 1763 SIR W. JONES Caissn

Poems (1777) 33 So may thy prayers assuage the scornful

dame. 1858 HAWTHOKNK Fr. fy It. Jrnls. I. 295, I shall . .

assuage and mollify myself a little after that uncongenial
life of the consulate.

f3. To relax, modify, moderate (a harsh la\v,

etc.)-

.1300 Beket 1454 That the King wolde . . a>\vagi the

lithere lawes, 1483 CAXION Gold. /.eg. 287. i, I pray the . .

that thou asuage uppon hym the sentence of dampnacion.

4. To mitigate, alleviate, soothe, relieve (physical

or mental pain) ;
to lessen the violence of (disease).

1393 GOWER Conf. \. 267 That shulde assuage The leper.

c 1400 Rom. RotemiS Thus Swete-Thenkyng shalle aswage
The peyne of lovers. 1561 T. N[ORTON| Calvin's hist. in.

206 '1'hen were there ministred other plaisters to asswage
such peines. 1605 BACON Adf. Learn. \\. xxii. i They
need medicine . . to assuage the disease. 1725 POI-E Odyss.

n. 29 The rest with duteous love his griefs asswage. 1868

MII.MAN St. J'aufs xix. 481 Perhaps no man has assuaged
so much human misery as John Howard.

5. To appease, satisfy (appetites, desires).

-1430 LYDC. Venus-Mass in Lay Folk's Afass-Bk. 394
Water or wyne . .asswage the grete dryhnesse pf

t^er redy
thruste. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. n. 791 The good old

God his Hunger did asswage With Roots and Herbs. iSiz

COMBE (Dr. Syntax* Picturesque x. 57 His thirst assuage
With tea that's made of balm or sage. 1856 MRS. STOWE
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ASSUAGE.
fired II. xxvii. 278 So the fearful craving of his soul for

justice was assuaged.
6. gen. To abate, lessen, diminish (esp. anything

swollen), arch, or Obs.
c 1430 LYDG. Atin. Poejns 64 His olde gyltk bothe to asoft

and swage. 1494 KABYAN vn. ccxxxvi. 273 Short of body,
and therwith fatte ; the whiche to aswage he toke y* lesse
of metis. ("1525 SKKLTON EL Rnmmyne: i for her visage
It would aswage A marines courage. 1667 PEPVS Diary 20, 21
Dec., My poor wife is in mighty pain, and her face miserably
swelled. .Mywife is a little better, and her cheek asswaged.
I774J- BRYANT Mythai. II. 284 The Dove, .brought the first

tidings that the waters of the deep were asswaged.
II. intr.

t 7. Of passion, pain, appetite, etc. (from senses
T > 2

, 4, 5): To become less violent, to abate. Obs.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron, 78 Of his crueltes he gynnes forto

assuage. -138* CHAUCER Merck. T. 838 His sorwe gan
aswage. 1509 HAWKS fast. Pleas, xvin. xvi, The great
payne of love May not aswage tyl death it remove. 1607
TOPSELL Fotir-f. Beasts 57 Their lust asswageth till another
time.

_ 1722 DE FOE Plague 191 The plague being come to
a crisis, its fury began to assuage.
8. gen. To grow less, diminish, decrease, fall off,

die away ;
to abate, subside, arch, or Obs.

CI4JO Hymns t Virg. (1867) 79 Take hede .. How fast

loure joube doo(> asswage. 1513 I.D. BERNKRS Froiss. I.

xxviii. 42 Kyng Phylippes enterprise of y 1-' sayd Croysey
beganne to asswage and waxe cold. 1611 Hnir.K Cm. viii. i

And the waters asswaged. 1677 MOXON Meifi. Exerc. 242
The Fire in Lime burnt, Asswages not, but lies hid. 1858
MOTLEY Dutch Rep. Introd. v. 17 As the deluge assuaged.
t Assua-ge, sl>. Obs. rare-', [f. prec.]

=- next.
1596 KITZ-GEFFREY Sir F. Drake {itti\ 15 His griefe, im-

patient of asswage.

Assuagement (Ssw^i-d^ment), Also r> a-

swage-, C>-7 asswage-. [a. OF. a s}soi<agcmc>il :

see ASSUACE v. and -MKNT.]
1. The action of assuaging; the condition of being

assuaged ; mitigation, alleviation, relief, abatement.
1561 T. N[ORTON| Calvin's hist. in. 213 Y faithfull haue

aswagement of their sorrowe, in considering the purpose of
god. 1638 BAKER Lett. Balzac 116541 IV. 52 To read there
the continuation ofyour sickness, could not. .beanyasswage-
ment of mine. 1871 BROWNING liaiaust. 555 And for as-

suagement of these evils nought !

2. An assuaging medicine or application, a leni-

tive, sedative, alleviative.

1599 A. M. Gaoelltouers Bk. Pltysic 255/1 [Recipe for] An
assuagement for the Face. 1833 I. TAYLOR h'atiat. v. :i6

Assuagements of the dread which the belief in purgatory
inspired. 1858 CARLYLF. Freak, lit. I. n. vi. 78 Medicinal
assuagements, from the Liibeck ship-stores.

Assuager (asnvi-dgaa). In 6-7 assw-. f f. As-
RUAfiE v. -f -ER!.] He who, or that which, assuages.
1564 BAULDWIN Mar. /'/</7<Ji.iPalfr.l iii. { 15951 4 An asswager

of wrong ought greatly to be honoured. 1605 TIMMK Qitersit.
i. xiii. 53 Red ocre . . is an asswager of things . . and a great
mittigator of all griefes and paines.

Assuaging (asw/i-d^in), vbl. sl>.
[f. as prec. +

-ING'.] Assuagement.
1580 HOLLYBANU Trcas. Fr. Tang., AMaulchscmcnt, an

assuaging, an appeasing. 1824 SCOTT St. Kalian's iii, Many
other acts of moderating authority they performed, much to
the assuaging of faction.

Assua'ging, ///. a. [i. as prec. + -ING *.]
a. Giving relief or mitigation, b. Abating, sub-

siding.
1651 E. PFKSTWICH Hfypol. 89 Th' asswaging waters left

behind The Karth with slime and rubbish clad. 1801 SOUTH KV
Thalaba. i. vii, She had not wept till that assuaging prayer.
1879 Gi:o. ELIOT Thco. Such ii. 36 To raise the assuaging
reflection.

Assuasive (aswt~'-siv\ a. and s/>. W/>s. [f. As-

prff.l + -suasirc, as in persuasive (cf. ASSUAUE) ;

but confused in sense with ASSUAGE.]
A. adj. Soothingly persuasive ; soothing.

1708 POPE St. Cecilia 25 Music her soft assuasive voice

applies, rf 1762 LADY MONTAGUE Poems (17851 63 There
blend your cares with soft assuasive arts There sooth the

passions, there unfold your hearts. 1791 COWPKK 7/iWxv.
485 Sprinkling with drugs assuasive of his pains.
B. sb. A soothing medicine or application.

1829 Jml. Naturalist 77 The lenient assuasives of our
forefathers seeming unequal to contention with the constitu-
tions of these days.

t Assubje'ct, r Obs. [a T.assubjectir(i6ihs.\
mod. assujdir, -jcf/ir, {. as- -

,/ to + subject (mod.
sttjef) SUBJECT.] To subdue, reduce to subjection.
1579 FENTON Gtncciartf. 11618) 142 An earnest desire to

a^subiect it to hiinselfe. 1656 KARL MONM. Atii't, fr.
farnnss. 125 People newly assubjected, easily rebel, if they
be forced to change their religion.

Assnbjugate (fatrbdgtrfwn), v.
[f.

as- = A-

pref. ii + SUBJUGATE.] To reduce to subjugation.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. n, iii. 202 No, this thrice worthy

and right valiant Lord Must not . . assubiugate his merit . .

By going to Achilles. 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Dr. Claudius
239 Which not only disarmed resistance, but assubjugated
the consent of the advised.

t Assu btile, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. OF. assub-

tiller, -ier, refash. form of assoutiller, -urt cogn.
with It. assottigliare, f. Latin type *adst(ttfi/iare, f.

ad- to +subttti$ SUBTLE.] To subtilize.

1589 PUTTF.NHAM Eng. Pocsie i. iii. (Arb.) 23 Much absti-
nence . . assu billing and refining their spirits.

t AssubtHiate, v. Obs. [f. OF. assultilli~tr

(see prec.) + -ATE**.] To subtilize, refine, rarify.
1548 ViGARY Prof. Treat, or Englishm. Treat. (1641) 72

516

Our Quintessence doth assubtiliate the Blood. 1582 HESTE
Phiorar. Seer. i. xxxviii. 45 The second operation . .[in gout
is to assubtiliate the grosse and rotten humors.

1 Assuefa ctioil. [(?a. F. assucfaction in

Cotgr.), ad. L. *assuefactidncm, n. of action f. as

suefacere to make accustomed, f. assuetus (see next

Irjaeffrg to make.] The action or process of ac

customing ; the fact of becoming, or state of being
accustomed or used to a thing ; use, habituation.
1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxxviii. 6 The Antipathy o

Beasts towards one another may be taken away by assue
faction. 1661 EVKLYN Fitmifitg. Misc. Writ. 11805) ' 22
Such as by assuefaction have made the rankest poysons thei
most familiar diet. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Morals (1756
99 Forget not how assuefaction unto anything minorates th>

passion from it.

t Assue'te, a. Ot>s- [ad. L. assttetus, pa
pple. of assttescfrc, f. as- = ad- to + sucscere to ac

custom.]
'

Accustomed, practised, enured, exer
cised by long continuance.' Blount Glossogr. 1656
t A'SSUetude. Obs. rare-*. [ad. I,, assue

tndo : see prec. and -TUDE.] Accustomedness.
1626 BACON Sylra 67 Assuetude of things hurtful, dotl

make them lose their force to hurt.

t Assu'ffer, v. Obs. fare- 1
. [?f. \-pref. \i

+ SUFPEU
z-.] To suffer, allow.

.1425 WVNTOI N Cmn. vn. ix. 589 And fourty dayis as

sufTryd ware bai panic for bat passage to purway.
Assumable (asi/7-mab

T

l\ a.
[f. ASSUME v +

-ABLE.] That may be assumed.
1784 FRANKLIN in Ann. Reg. (18171 383/2 Others object tc

the title as not properly assumable by any but Genera
Washington. 1854 HOOKER Himal. Jrnts. I. xiii. 309 It ib

further assumable.

Assu*mably, adv.
[f. prec +-LY^.] As may

be assumed or taken for granted, presumably.
1883 Athenxmn 12 May 613/2 It is also, assumably, in-

debted to the rendering of Madame Sarah Bernhardt. Ihid.
20 Oct. 505/3 Sufferings which will assumably unfit him for
future happiness.

Assume i,asi//-m\ v. [ad. L. as-, ad-sumcre
to take to oneself, adopt, usurp, f. ad to r snmifrc
to take. In i5~i6th c. the pa. pple. was ASSUMPT.]

I. To take unto (oneself), receive, accept, adopt.
I. trans. To take to be with one, to receive into

association, to adopt into partnership, employment,
service, use

;
to adopt, take.

1581 SAVILK Tacitus Agric. 11622) 186 Into whose train

being assumed bee was. .well liked. 1607 .W//o/. Disc.agst.
Antickr. \. \. 44 Paule forbiddeth to assume the weake to
(he controuersies of disputation. 1641 THORNDIKE Prim.
(.iC7't. Ch. 113 |He] assumed S. Augustine to assist him.

1674 PLAYFOKD Skill ofMus. iii. 29 The lowest note of that
fifth assume for your Key. 1861 TRENCH Ser. Ch. Asia 94
Revealed religion assumes them into her service. 1868
Perthsh. Jrnl. 18 June, Mr. Mark . . has been assumed as
a Partner in the Edinburgh Branch of the Business.

b. esp. To receive up into heaven. (The earliest

use in Kng. ;
cf ASSUMPTION i, i b). arch, or Obs.

1436 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 204 He u.s assume, and brynge
us to the blisse. a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 309 Thow arte

avsumpte about all thynges, wyth lesu thy sonne, Maria.
1600 A ni'. AHHOT A".i-/. Jonah 189 As when Enoch and Elias
were assumed up into heaven. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.

Assumption^ The Holy Virgin was assumed or taken into
heaven.

t C. Of things, rare.

1508 FisiitR Wks. i. 134 Whan Atones be assumpte for the

n:>:ilyfyi.'ii^e of < vices . >r tnu:v-.. 1695 Wu<u >W.\KI \,if.

//."if. l-.,irtlt ii. (17231 85 All these
| lxlirs| wen: assiiniril up

. .into the Water, and sustained in it.

1 2. To adopt, choose, elect, to some position.

(So in L.) Often with the idea of elevation
; cf.

ASSUMPTION 2. Obs.

1502 ARNOLD Chron. 280 He was assumpte to the state
of cardynal. i6ai QI-AKLES Esther (1717)96 Her Unkles
love assum'd her for his own. 1670 ( '. H. tr. Hist. Cardinals
ii. in. 177 He was assum'd to the Papacy.
f 3. To take into the body (food, nourishment,

etc.). So in L. ; cf. ASSUMPTION 4. Obs.
i6ao VKNNKR l-'ia Recta viii. 184 Afterwards vpon meats

taken againe, let there be assumed a draught of.. Beere.

1657 Phys. Diet.) Assumed^ taken inwardly.
II. To take upon oneself, put on, undertake.

4. trans. To take upon oneself, put on (a garb,

aspect, form, or character).
1447 BOKKNHAM I.ytys of Seyntys 46 That be hem oure

nature assumpt shul be To ye secunde persone of ye trinite.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. I ", Prol. 6 Then should the Warlike Harry
. .Assume the Port of Mars. 1659 PKARSON OmA 1839) 229
Thus the whole perfect and complete nature of man was
assumed by the word. 1697 DKYDKN I'irg. Georg. iv. 587
The slipp'ry God will . .various Forms assume. 1780 COWI-KR
Progr. Krr. 582 Habits are soon assumed. 1791 HAMILTON
Berthollet's Dyehigl. \. i. i. 4 Mercury with a larger quantity
of oxygen assumes a red colour. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl.
(1868) I. i. 5 The Netherland revolt had therefore assumed
world-wide proportions.

b. To invest oneself with (an attribute).
1667 MILTON P. L. in. 318 Reign for ever, and assume Thy

merits. 1797 GODWIN Enquirer i. vi. 38 Intellect assumed
new courage. 1841 MYERS Cath. Th. iv. ii. 245 These
Doctrines assume at once a reasonableness and an importance.
5. To take to oneself formally (the insignia of

office or symbol of a vocation) ; to undertake (an
office or duty).
1581 SAVILK Tacitus (1596) 214 Assuming the markes and

ornamentcs of the Roman gouernors. i6a8 COKE On Litt.

ASSUMENT.

7 b, Which title of Dominus Hibeniiaj, he assumed. 1640
in Rushw. Hat. Coll. m. (1692) I. 44 Mr. Speaker assumed
the Chair. 1786 BURKE Art. IV. Hastings Wks. 1842 II.

i56Justifiedin immediately assuming the government. 1863MRS. OuriiANT Sal. Ch. i. 6 The community which he had
assumed the spiritual charge of. 1869 FREEMAN Norm.
C mi*/. (1876) III. xii. 180 He assumed the monastic habit.

t b. with upon and refl. pron. (Cf.
' To take upon

oneself). Obs.

*53 PALSGR. 439/1 To assume upon the this great charge
IS78 THVNNE J'cr/. Ambass. in Animadii. Introd. 60, I
could not. .assume such enterprize upon me. 1675 BROOKSGM. Key Wks. 1867 V. 224 The curse . . he assumed upon
himself of his own accord.

6. (with inf.) in Law. To undertake, give an un-

dertaking.
1601 FLLBECKE -2nd Ft. Parall. 21 That A. . . did assume

to carrie his horse . . ouer the water of Humber sound and
safe. 1641 [see ASSUMPSIT]. 1795 Wyllie Amcr. Law Kef.
74 The appellee pleaded that he did not assume.

III. To take as being one's own, to arrogate,
pretend to, claim, take for granted.
7. trans. To take to oneself as a right or posses-

sion ; to lay claim to, appropriate, arrogate, usurp.
1548 HALL ('*>. Hen. I '//, an. i (R.iThis Lambert might

assume . . the person and name of one of kyng Edward the
fourthes chyldren. 1617 FKLTHAM Kcsolvesi. vi. Wks. 1677,
7 Such . . think there is no way to get Honour, but by a bold
assuming it. 1715 BURNET Oim Tim? 11766) I. 345 Murray
assumed to himself the praise of all that was done. 1833
I. TAYLOR f'aiiai. x. 461 That disposition . . to assume . . in-
tolerant jurisdiction over other men's conduct. 1849 MACAL-
LAY Hist. Eng. II. 126 The king assumed to himself the

right^of filling up the chief municipal offices.

8. To take to oneself in appearance only, to pre-
tend to possess ; to pretend, simulate, feign.
1601 SHAKS. ftaint, in. iv. 160 Assume a Vertue, if you

haue it not. 1790 HCRKE Fr. AY?'. 14 Ignorant both of the
character they leave, and of the character they assume.
1853 I.VTTON My \\rfel vi. xxiv, The scepticism, assumed
or real, of the ill-fated aspirer.
9. ovitb. inf.) To put forth claims or preten-

sions ; to claim, pretend.
1714 J>'/tr/. No. 630 F 16 As Gentlemen ifor we Citizens

assume to be such one day in a Week). 1781 GIBBON Dcd.
<V /. Ivni, Witnesses who had or assumed to have know-
ledge of the fact. 1823 LAMB Klia Ser. n. xxiv. (18651 406
Sage saws assuming to inculcate content.

10. trans. To take for granted as the basis of

argument or action
;
to suppose : a. lliat a thing

is, a" thing to be.

1598 KARCKI.EY J'elic. Man (16311 680 Plotinus alwaies as-
sumeth that beatitude and eternity goeth ever together.
1660 HARROW Euclid \. xlviii. Sclial., We assumed in the
demonstration of the last Proposition CD = SC. 1841 MYERS
Ltit/t. 'Ik. in. 25. 91 To assume that we have the most
accurate possible translation. 1868 PEARD Water-farm, x.

103 '1 he entire length of our farm is assumed to bo about
thirty-two miles.

b. a thing.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 273 His labours are

rational!, and uncontrollable upon the grounds assumed.
1790 PALEY ftflr. Paul. i. i Assuming the truth of the his-

tory. 1869 FREEMAN A'arm. Com]. 11876) III. xiii. 294 Wil-
liam assumes the willingness of the Assembly.
11. Logic. To add the minor premiss to a syl-

logism. Cf. ASSU.MJTIO.N 12.
1618 T. SPENCER Logic 294 The antecedent is assumed,

when the words of it are barely repeated in the second
proposition, or assumption. 1655 FULLER Ck. Hist. ix. vi.

25 V. 86 Thus the Major may propound what it pleaseth,
aiulthe Minor assume what itlisteth. 1837 SIR W. HAMILTON
Logic xv. (1866) I. 285 The distinctive peculiarity of the
minor premise, that of being a subordinate proposition,
a proposition taken or assumed under another.

Assumed (asi/7-md), ///. a.
[f. prec. vb. + -ED.]

1. Taken to or upon oneself ; appropriated ;

usurped.
1624 GATAKKR Transnbst. 189 Angels in assumed bodies

can |not] be wounded. 1794 PALEY Ei'id. n. vi. 22 He was
sitting in judgement in that assumed capacity.
2. Pretended, 'put on.'

1813 SCOTT Rokcby I. xiv, Assumed despondence bent his

bead. 1849 P. CUNNINGHAM Handbk. Land. 11850) 547
Mendicants who live on assumed sores.

3. Taken for granted, adopted as a basis of reason-

ing.
1810 BKNTHAM Packing (1821) 132 The assumed root

ascribed to the corruption was nothing worse than casual

rregularity. 1852 M'Cl'Li.ocH Taxation \. iv. 124 The an-
swer to the question . . depends materially on the assumed
rate of interest.

Assumedly (asiw-medli', m/v. [f. prec. + LY-.]
As is assumed or taken for granted, presumably.
1881 l^aily -\V7ci- 10 Mar.

2/1
The point of order.. was

issumedly designed to ascertain wheiher the Chairman \vas

ustified. 1882 H. NORMAN in P'ortn. A'rt'., The smaller acts
of his life, assumedly the best indexes of a man's character.

t A'ssujueut, sl>.l Obs. rare. [ad. L. assii-

ticntuiH, f. assittrc to sew on : see -MENT.] Some-

hing tacked on, an addition.

[1642 JER. TAYLOR F.pisi;. (1647) 177 [It] . . is not found in

he Greek, but is an asstunentitin for exposition of the Greek.]

731 LEWIS Hist. fcng. Kible 9 (T. t This assument or addi-
lon . . he never could find anywhere but in this Anglo-
Saxonick translation.

t Assu'ment, /// a. and s/>.~ Obs. [ad. L. as-

ilmtnt-em, pr. pple. of assHinPre to AHSI;ME
;
see

KNT.] A. aJj. Assuming, rare-". B. sb. One
vho assumes or takes.



ASSUMER.

1657 TOMLINSON Renous Disp. 735 Two spoonfuls or there-

abouts according to the age of the assument.

Assumer (asi/rmai). [f.
ASSUME v. + -ER 1

.]

One who assumes or takes to himself; who makes

claims, pretensions, or suppositions.
1600 CHAPMAN Iliad xin. 350 A lance that singled out this

great assumer. 1657 TOMLINSON Renous Disp. 170 They
doe not commaculate the fingers of the assumer. 1875
WHITNEY Life Lang. x. 196 Enough to exclude the as-

sumer from the ranks of scientific linguists.

Assu'iuing, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. ASSUME
; assumption.

1641 SMECTVMNUUS Vind.Ansiu.
p. 104 If this, .be onely

an assuming them into the fellowship of consulting. 1837
KEBLB Euchar. Ador. 32 His first assuming of the title.

2. Arrogation, pretension, presumption, arch.

1602 B. JONSON Poetaster (T.)ThevainassumingsOfsome,
quite worthless of her sovereign wreaths. 1742 RICHARDSON
Pamela IV. 132 All Assumings and Pride .. would have

been grievous to me.

Assuming ^asi/?mirj), ///. a.
[f.

as prec. +
-nru 2

.] Taking much upon oneself; taking for

granted that one has a right to do so and so.

1695 Remarks Late Serm. (ed. 2) 25 With such assuming
and reiterated Boldness. 1790 BURKE Fr. Ker. 40, I have

seen very assuming letters, sighed, Vour most obedient,
humble servant. 1863 LADY D. GORDON Lett. Egypt 11875)

284 Bill . . was thought rather assuming, because he was
asked in church and lawfully married.

Assirmingness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being assuming.
a 1832 BENTHAM in L. f/tint's Lond. yrnt. No. 4. 29 A

form of imperiousness somewhat less annoying, .which may
be called assumingness.

t Assu'imuoii, '". Obs. Also 5-6 assom^m)on.
[? f. A- pref. 1 1 + SUMMON ^.] To summon.
c 1450 Crt. of Love xxv. But were ye not assomoned to

appere. c 1594 DANIEL Sonn. xl. in Arb. Garner III. 611

That grace. .Doth her, unto eternity assommon. 1607 Bar-

ley-Kreake 1.1877) 7 An^ to Iwke hands one doth them all

assummon.

Assumpsit (aszrmsit). [L.
= * he has taken

upon himself,' perf. ind. of assiimPre to ASBUHK.]
1. A taking upon oneself, an undertaking ; spec.

in Law. a. A promise or contract, oral or in

writing not sealed, founded upon a consideration ;

b. An action to recover damages for breach or

non-performance of such contract.

i6ia WARNER Alt>. Eng. i. iv. 14 Hercules .. accepts the

assumpsit, and prepares the feend-like fish to tame. 1641
I'crmcs dc la. Ley 30 b, Assumpsit is a voluntary promise
made by word by which a man assumeth and taketh upon
him to performe or pay any thing to another. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Comtn. III. 157 The assumpsit or undertaking of the

defendant. 1853 WHARTON Pa. Digest 150 Assumpsit lies

against a corporation on an implied contract.

\ 2. An assumption, a taking for granted. Obs.
a 1628 F. GKEVILLE Sidney (1653) 95 He saw the vast body

of the Empire, .under this false assumpsit, to have laid the

bridle on the neck of the Emperor. Ibid. 105 Upon these

and the like assumpsits he resolved.

t Asstrmpt, pa.pplc. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. as-

siimplus, pa. pple. of assumcre to ASSUME.]
A. pa. pplc. Assumed, taken up, raised, elevated,

elected. (Used as pa. pple. of the vb. assume.}
1447 [see ASSUME ?'. 4.] 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 255/1 Ther-

by he understode that she was assumpt in to neuen. 1502
ARNOLD C/irort. (1811) 280 He was assumpt e to the state of

cardynal. 1553-87 FOXE A. $ M. 1.1596.1 1027/2 Jesus is as-

aumpt, or taken awaie into heauen.

B. sb. A thing assumed, an assumption.
1553-87 FOXE A. ff RI, II. 357 He., first of all denied the

Bishop's assumpt. 1570 BILLINGSLEV Euclid i. xix. 28 An
Assumpt is a Proposition taken of necessitie to the helpe of
a demonstration, the certainty whereof is not so plaine, and
therefore nedeth it selfe first to be demonstrated. 1638
CHILLINGW. Relig. Prot. \. i. 12. 39 The summe of all your
Assumpts. .is this.

tAsSU'mpt, '. Obs. [f.prec. Cf TF.assitHipter.]
1. To receive into association ;

= ASSUME v. i.

% 1595 HUBBOCKE ApoL Infants L'nbapt. 25 The child is as-

sumpted into the association and fellowship of the blessed

Trinitie. 1627 H. BURTON Bait. Pope's Bull 93 As being
assumpted into the individual! vnity with Christ.

b. $p. To receive up into heaven; ASSUME v. i b.

1530 PALSGR. 751/2 Our Ladye was assumpted. 1582 N.
T. t.Rhem. i Acts i. n This Jesus which is assumpted from

you into heaven. 1607 J. DAVIES Sutinna Tot. 118761 19
But how remou'd, God knowes ;

I cannot proue, Assumpted,
some suppose.
2. To elect or elevate to office

;
= ASSUME v. 2.

a 1581 CAMPION ///>/. Irel. xiv. 47 From thence assumpted
Bishop of Lismore. 1629 L. OWEN Spec. Jesuit. 33 Pope
Gregory, .being assumpted to S. Peters chaire.

3. To take to oneself, put on, assume.
1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie \\. 22 And assumpted, or tooke

to his Armes. .a Crosse Siluer, in a field vert. 1579 FULKE
Heskins's Parl. 143 His humaine nature.. is assumpted of
the worde of God. 1611 CHESTER A'. Arthur^1878) 61 Vnto
himselfe he hath assumpted . . A Crosse of Sifuer.

t Asstrmpted, ///- a. Obs. ASSUMED.
1565 JEWEL Rt'pl. Harding (1611) 273 Christ after con-

dition of nature assumpted, suffered death in Body. 1624
GATAKER Transnbst. 107 As angels in assumpted bodies are

said to bee scene.

t Assu'mpting, vbl. sb. Obs. Assumption.
1565 CALFHILL Answ. Treat. Owsf (1846) 153 The same

divine nature, after the assumpting of flesh, to remain not'

withstanding incircumscriptible.
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Assumption (aswmjan). Also 4-6 -cyon,

-tyowne, etc. [ad. L. assumption-em, n. of action

f. assumere-. see ASSUMED, and -TION. Cf. also

OF. asompsion i^th c., assomption i6th c. As with

other such word's (cf. advent, annunciation}, the

specific ecclesiastical use was the earliest in Eng.]
I. The action of taking to oneself; reception,

adoption.
1. The action of receiving up into heaven; as-

cent to or reception into heaven.

1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 21 The wonderful!

resurrection of our Saviour, and his assumption into the

heavens. 16*7 tr. Bacon's Life <J-
Death (1651) 15 He. .lived

after the Assumption of Elias, sixty yeares. 1850 TENNYSON
In Mem. Ixxiii, Can hang no weight upon my heart In its

assumptions up to heaven.

b. esp. The reception of the Virgin Mary into

heaven, with body preserved from corruption,
which is a generally accepted doctrine in the Roman
Catholic Church. Also the feast held annually on

the i ;th of August in honour of this event.

1297 R. GLOUC. 570 After be Assumption be vifte day iwis,

He dude him in fc>e se at Douere. (1430 Hymns to b'irg.

11871) 474 pat holi assumpcioun Of his blessid modir. a 1520

Myrr. Oure Ladye $ From tyme of her sonnes passyon vnto

her assumpcyon. 1674 BRKVINT Saul at Endor 143 Her
other Solemn and great Feast, which they call the Assum-
tion. 1884 ADDIS 8: ARNOLD Cat/i. Dicf. s. v., The denial

of the Blessed Virgin's corporal assumption into heaven,

though by no means contrary to the faith, is still so much

opposed to the common agreement of the Church, that it

would be a mark of insolent temerity.

f2. Elevation to office or dignity. Obs.

1643 JKR. TAYLOR Episc. (1647) 160 A distinction of orders

. .and assumptions to them respectively. 1687 N. JOHNSTON
Assur. Abb. Lands 94 The news of., the Assumption of

Queen Mary to the Crown.

3. Reception into union or association ;
incor-

poration, inclusion ; adoption, arch, or Obs.

1617 COLLINS Def. lip. Ely \\. x. 425 How the flesh and
humane nature of Christ may be worshipped, by the priui-

ledge of their assumption into his Godhead. 1661 Origin's

Qpin. in Plurnix (1721' I, Those Parts of Matter, .in their

innumerable Assumptions and Adoptions into other Bodies.

I774\V~ARTON Eng. Poetryx\v.(l%$o)\\\. 151 It is evident that

the prose psalms of our liturgy were cbietly consulted . . by
the perpetual assumptions of their words, 1811 L. HAWKINS
C'tess^ Gertrude 244. The assumption into Lady Luxmore's
confined house . . of Mr. Sterling.

f4. The taking of food, etc. into the body. Obs.

1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of limn. in. iii. 43 The most

gentlemanlike use of tabacco..the delicate sweete formes

for the assumption of it. -1645 HOWELL Lett. I.
y. 9 (T.)

To the nutrition of the body there are two essential con-

ditions required, assumption and retention.

II. The action of taking for or upon oneself.

5. The taking upon oneself of a form or char-

acter ;
formal taking of office or position.

1646 SIK T. BHOWNK Pseud. Ep. 238 The assumption of

humane shape, had proved a disadvantage unto Sathan.

1768 H. WAI.I-OLE Hist Doubts 108 Before Richard's as-

sumption of the crown. 1866 ROGERS Agric. <$ Prices I. v.

121 The festival following the assumption of the Bachelor's

degree.
b. The form or character assumed.

1871 Athenceiun 15 Apr. 471 Madame Pauline Lucca, .has

appeared in two of her best assumptions.

6. Law. A promise or undertaking, either oral

or in writing not sealed.

1590 SWINBURN Testaments 229 The promise or assump-
tion made by the testator. 1853 WHARTON Pa. Digest 75 A
principal is not liable for the assumptions of an agent who
exceeds his authority.

7. The action of taking possession of, appropri-
ation. Arms of assumption^ ASSUMPTIVE arms.

1754 ERSKJNE Princ, .SV. Law (1809) 53 Particular locali-

ties were assigned in every benefice, to the extent of a

third, called the assumption of thirds, a 1832 MACKINTOSH
Revol. of 1688 Wks. 1846 II. 313 The assumption of the

whole legislative authority. 1870 K. FERGUSON Electr. 7

Steel therefore has a force which . . resists the assumption
of magnetism.
8. The action of laying claim to as a possession,

unwarrantable claim, usurpation.
1647 CRASHAW Steps to Temple 11858* 70 We to the last

Will hold it fast, And no assumption shall deny us. 1796
BURKE Regie. Peace Wks. 1842 II. 287 This astonishing as-

sumption of the publick voice of England. 1872 BLACK Adi'.

\
Pkaeton xvi. 216 That calm assumption of the virtues of

'

meekness and patience was a little too much.

9. A taking too much upon oneself, a laying
claim to undue importance ; arrogance.
ifco6SHAKs. TV. <S-CV.ii. iii. 133 Inselfe-assumption greater

1 Then in the note of judgement. 1814 SCOTT IVav. xlix, His
!

usual air of haughty assumption. 1856 R. VAVGHAN Mystics

j

(1860) I. 97 On consideration of his services to priestly as-

sumption.
10. The taking of anything for granted as the

basis of argument or action.
1660 STANLEY Hist. Fkilos, u/oit 145/2 He used Argu-

ments not by Assumption, but by Inference. 1794 SULLI-
VAN View Nat. II. 74 It steers clear of the fatal assumption
of physical elements, merely upon the grounds of mathe-
matical conclusions. 1874 SAYCE Contpar. Philol. vL 254
The assumption of pronominal roots . . might mean anything
or nothing.
II. That which is assumed or taken for granted ;

a supposition, postulate.
,71618 F. GREVILLE Sidney (1652) 58 He had no hope of

bringing these curioub assumptions to pass. 1693 DRYIJEN

ASSURANCE.

Juvenal -a. J.i Hold! says the Stoick, your assumption's

wrong. 1798 WELLINGTON in G'^JJV. Disp. I. 4 This as-

sumption is directly at variance with the general tenor of

the public records. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. II. viii. 201

Language which was only pardonable on the assumption
that it was inspired.

12. Logic. The minor premiss of a syllogism.
1588 FRAUSCK Laiviers Log- ' iii- '9 The assumption wa>

this,
' But Paris is idle.' 1628 T. SPENCER Logic 276 Here

we haue the . . assumption vniversally affirmatiue. 1837 8

SIK W. HAMILTON Logic xv. (1866) I. 281 The other pre-

mise, which enounces the application of the general rule. .

is called the Minor Premise, the Minor Proposition, the

Assumption, or the Subsumption.

Assumptions l&8O
>

mJn)J
a. rare. [f. AS-

SUMPTION : see -Tint's.] Given to assumption, as-

suming. Hence Assirmptiousness, tendency lo

take too much, upon oneself.

1878 MRS. H. WOOD Pomeroy Al'b. i. viii, 'When she

has shaken down into her place, and'' Become less as-

sumptions you would say.' 1870 Pall Mall G. 3 June, The
*

assumptiousness' which Mr. Beresfbrd Hope attributed t<j

the First Commissioner of Works.

Assumptive (asymtiv), a. [ad. L. assnmp-
fivits : see ASSUMPT a. and -IVK.] Characterized

by assumption.
1. Characterized by being assumed or taken to

oneself. Assumptive arms in Her. (see quot.)
1611 GUILLIM Ilernldrie iii. 261 Armes Assumptiue .. are

such as a man of his proper right may assume as the guerdon
of his valorous scruice, with the approbation of his Soue-

raigne and of the Herauld. 1787 POKNV Heraldry n As-

sumptive Arms . . are taken up by the caprice or fancy of

Upstarts. 1831 LANDOK Ct. Julian (18461 II. 509 The gaudy
trappings of assumptive state.

2. Of the nature of an assumption ;
taken for

granted.
4-1650 NKKDHAM Ctisc Coiiinitmw. 23 As to the Assumptive

part of this Objection, which insinuates, etc. 1837 SIK \\ .

HAMILTON Metaph. v. 11877) I. 8^ A purification of the intel-

lect from all assumptive beliefs.

3. Apt to take to oneself, appropriative.
1829 H'estm. Rc~'. Oct. 490 That plastic species of intd-

lect, which may be termed the assumptive or. .assimilative.

4. Apt to take things for granted.
1856 Q. A'tT 1

. Sept. 399 'Hie negligent and assumptive habits

of the literary biographers. 1882 HARDY Two on Twer 1 1.

v. 72 A woman\ forethought is so assumptive.

5. Making undue claims, assumptions, arrogant.
1879 Miss liiRi) Roiky Motttit. 206 An American is nation-

ally assumptive, an Englishman personally so. 1881 Ei/ni

13 Jan. 2/5 The assumptive tone of the speech.

Assn'mptively, adv. [f. prec. +-LY^.] In

assumptive manner, by way of assumption.
1859 ill WoKCKSTEK.

Assurance [ii|u'rans). Also 4 asseurance.

-ouerans, 4-6 assuraunce, 5-6 -ana. Aphct.

Sl'RANCE, q.v. [a. OK. assciirance \mod.assttrariic},

f. asscilrcr to ASSUHE. Cf. It. assifitranza, Sp.

ascgut-anza, Eng. ASSECTKANX'E: see -ANCK.]
I. The action of assuring.

* Of making certain.

1. A promise or engagement making a thing cer-

tain
;
a formal engagement, pledge, or guarantee.

i 1386 CHAUCER Matt of Lawcs T. 243 \Vol ye maken
assurauiKe, As I schal say, as>entyng to my lore? 1490
CAXION Eneydos xxvii. 99 He is departed wyth thyne a>-

suraunce. 1601 SHAKS. fwel. N. i. v. 192 Plight me the

full a.sMirance of your faith. 1623 BINGHAM Xaufkm 78
The Macrons asked . . whether they would giue assurance

of that they said
;
Who answered, they were readie to giue,

& take assurance. 1853 ROIJERTSON StrtH. Ser. in. viii. no
A symbol and assurance of the Divine pardon.
b. esp. An engagement guaranteeing peace and

safety ;
terms of peace. Obs. exc. Hist.

1513 75 Diurn. Occnrr. (1833* 277 Thair was assurance

and trtwis tane betuix the Inglis and Scottismen. 1577
HOUNSHED Chron. III. 1214/1 [They] came in to the lord

lieutenant, submitting themselues to him, and were re-

ceiued into assurance. 1653 HOLI.ROVT Procopius in. no
The rest ofthe Army, .took assurances and yeilded toTotilas.

1873 HURTON /fist. Scot. VI. Ixx. 191 Hamilton was angry
that assurances should have been given to the Covenanter*.

f2. A marriage engagement, betrothal. Obs.

1494 FAIJVAN vii. 496 The Flemynges . . had const rayned
theyr erle to be assured, by bonde of assurance, unto y'

doughter of Kyng Kdward. 1579 (!OSSON Sc/t. Al'usc lArlu

31 Wooing allowed by assurance of wedding. 1601 Hoi -

I.ANU nitty I. 550 In knitting vp of marriages, and assurance

making. 1641 Life tt'olsey in Harl. Misc. (1793) 105 The
Lord Piercys assurance to Mrs. Anne Bullen.

3. A positive declaration intended to give con-

fidence.

1609 ROWLANDS Kmiut'ofClnbs 36 This assurance take,

Some satisfaction I in part" will make. 1719 I)K KOK Crusoe
i. 303 He gave me all the Assurances that the Invention and
Faith of Man could devise. 1880 M CCARTHY Own Times
III. xl. 202 He was probably quite sincere in the assurances

he repeatedly gave.
* * Of making secure.

4. Law. The securing of a title to property ; the

conveyance of lands or tenements by deed ;
a legal

evidence of the conveyance of property.
1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. n. 33 In times past when men

dealt vprightly . . sixe or seuen lines was sufficient for the

assurance of any peece of land whntsoeuer. 1648 SUKPFARO

(title) The Touchstone of Common Assurances and Con-

veyances. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. n. xix. II. 204 The
legal evidences of this translation of property are called the

common assurances of the Kingdom; whereby every man's



ASSUBANCEB.
estate is assured to him. Ibid. II. 367 Copyhold estate ..

cannot possibly be transferred by any other assurance.
5. The action of insuring or securing the value

of property in the event of its being lost, or of

securing the payment of a specified sum in the event
of a person's death

; insurance.

Technically, the present usage is to differentiate life-nnsn-

ranee^ and fire- and max\\\t-insnrance ; though, as will be
seen from the quotations, assurance was the original term
in reference to marine risks.

1622 MALYNES Anc. Laiv-Merch. 159 To haue a regard
what winde must seme, and the true season of the yeare,
which maketh a difference in the price of assurance. 1642
FULLER Holy fy Pro/. St. n. i. 51 Some keep an Assurance-
office in their chamber. 1692 Loud. Grit. No. 2747/4 Lost . .

a Police of Assurance made upon the Ship Olive-Branch.

1755 MAG ENS Insurances II. 254 Assurance or Insurance is

a just and faithful Compact, by which one, or more, in

Consideration of the Payment of a Sum of Money agreed
on, called the Insurance Premium, takes upon himself all

the Dangers which may or shall happen to the Ship, Vessel,
Effects, and Property ofanother. 1883 Daily .\~tr.vs 18 Sept.

1/4 (Advt.\ The Employers' Liability Assurance Corpora-
tion. 188.3 .SV. Prcni. lust. Prospect. , Yearly payments for
Assurance of^ioo at death.

II. The state of being sure or assured.

1 6. Objective certainty ;=ASSUREDNESS i. 06s.

6-1485 Diji/y Myst. (1882) n. 387, I can not beleve that

thys ys of assurans. 1509 HAWES Past. Picas, xxxr. xvii,
Wo worth the trust without assuraunce. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turks 11621' 538 New friends of more assurance.

7. Security.
1559 Myrr. Mag,^ Dk. York vii. 4 Liung hopeles of his

Hues assuraunce. 1570'!'. WILSON Demosth. 13 marg.^Things
wrongfully gotten haue none assurance. 1576 LAMBAKUU
J'cramb. Kent < 18261 141 To sende . . unto a place of most
assuraunce all such as hee had taken prisoners. 1622 HEY-
LIN CosHWgr. i. < 16821 158 The Fortifications being weak,
and of ill av>urance. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. 1. 427 The
King's ascent to the crown and assurance therein.

8. Subjective certainty ; a being certain as to a

fact, certitude ; confidence, trust.

1375 HAHBOLR Rrrtte XL 309 In his hye cheuelry Thai had
assouerans, trast trcwly. (1374 CHAUCER Trnylus \. 1259O trust, O feiih, O depe asseuraunce ! 1601 COKXWALLYHS
/~ss. n. .\\i\, It is as natural! in men to purchase hope a-

assurance. 1605 SHAKS. Mach. iv. i. 183 Hut yet He make
assurance double sure, And take a Bond of Fate. 1843
MILL Logic n. vi. 3 We can have full assurance of parti-
cular results, a 1842 TKSNYSON Two Voices 315 The doubt
would rest, I dare not solve . . Assurance only breeds resolve.

b. in Theol. (See rjuot.)

1651 C. CARTWHIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 251 The Doctrine of
Protestants concerning assurance of salvation, .viz. that a
man may have this assurance. 1852 SIR W. HAMILTON Disc.

'^SS' 508 Assurance, Personal Assurance, Special Faith,
(the feeling of certainty that God is propitious to me, that

my sins are forgiven.).

9. Self-confidence, self-reliance
; confidence of

manner, steadiness, intrepidity.
1594 T. B. La Priinaud. Fr. Acad. n. 263 Assurance is

a certaine perswasion . . whereby wee are confirmed in danger
against euilles that threaten vs. 1603 KNOLLKS//W/. Turks
11621) 72 Jaques .. with his Flemings, received the charge
with great assurance. 1734 tr. Rollins Rom. Hist. (1827*
II. 352 To inspire him with a noble assurance so necessary
for those that are born to command. 1751 JOHNSON Raaihl.
No. 147 ? 8 The benefits of publick education, and the

happiness of an assurance early acquired.
10. In a bad sense : Hardihood, audacity, pre-

sumption, impudence.
1699 BESTLEY Phal. 281 Quote Authors they had never

read, with an Air of Assurance. 1709 SWIFT Vind. Bicker-

j/rt^"\Vks. 1755 II. i. 174 Several of my friends had the as-

surance to ask me, whether I was in jest ? 1771 Junins
Lett. Ixiii. 323 The barrister has not the assurance to deny
it flatly. 1832 HT. MAKTINKAU Hilltf Vail. ii. 23, I should
like to know where you picked up so much assurance.

t AssnTancer. Obs. [f.prec. + -ERI.] Onewho
gives assurances ; one who makes great professions.
1592 CHETTLE Kind-Harts Dr. 11841* 28 Such a rare ob-

scure assurancer, to worke what not wonders in phisicke.

Assurant (afuVrant). [f. ASSURANCE : see

-ANT.] One who insures his life, or takes out a

policy of insurance.

1863 Circ. Conun. Union Assur. Dec., The importance of
this to intending Assurants will be readily perceived.

t Assu'rantly, adv. Obs. In 7 asseur-.
[f.

ASSURANCE, as if on an adj. assurant\ cf. confidence,

confidently] With assurance, confidently.
1619 SIR I. WAKE Let. in A*. $ Q. Ser. n. VII. 285 The

astrologer doth asseurantly affirme that, etc.

t Asstrrd, v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. assoitrd-rc,
earlier

oj.wvi'-n^'jaillir,' app. : L. ads-, assurgere,
to rise to, rise up, arise (cf. ASSUBE) ; but in

OF. mixed up (cf. the form axontre} with essordre,
exurdre : L, exsitrgere to rise up, spring up : see

A- pref. 9, As- pref$\ To burst forth, break out.
( 1525 SKKLTON Garl. Laurell 302 Then he assurded into

this exclamacyon.
Assure (afa^i), v. Also 4 aseure, asaeure,

(Sc. assower), 5 asure, 6 assurre. [a. OF. aseurer

(mod. assurer}, cogn. with Pr. asscgnrar, It. as-

securare : late L. adsecurare, f. att to + seeurus

safe : see ASSECURE, SECURE, and SUHE.]
fl. trans. To render safe or secure (from attack

or danger) ; to secure. Obs.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Soiule iv. xxx. (1483) 80 He hath no more
to care fore . . but his propre persone . whiche he wil assuren
as ferforth as he may. c 1500 Lancelot 157,3 Vhour cuntre
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and yhour lond he will assurre. 1595 BEDIKGFIELD Hist.
Florence 2 Neither was. . liretagne. .assured from suche in-

vasion. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. Worldv. i. 6.564 The Romans,
the better to assure themselves, cut a deep trench.

f b. To secure to oneself, make sure of. Obs.

1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Agrtc. (1622) 191 Being of opinion
rather to keep and assure the places suspected, a 1674
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. II. vi. 26 To assure that City to his
Service.

c. To make safe /><?; or against (qfobs.} risks;
to insure, esp. in mod. usage 71? assure life : to

secure the payment of a specified sum in the event
of death. Also absol. (Cf. ASSURANCE 5.)
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 1629 Of whiche no creature Save

only she ne myghte hys lyf assure. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. in.

viii. 147 The fruytes . . ben . . more assured of tempestes and
other greuaunces. 1852 M cCL'LLocH Comm. Diet. 755 Per-
sons assuring their own lives. 756 Those who assure
with this Company will participate in the profits. 1884
Munch. Exam. 26 June 5/1 If they could be assured against
any unpleasant consequences.
2. To make secure against change or overthrow

;

to make stable, establish securely.
1494 FABYAN u. xxx. 22 The whiche condicions well and

suerly vpon the Dukes partie . . assured. 1586 T. B. La.
Priinaud. Fr. Acad. 621 Force, feare, and the multitude
of his gard, assure not the estate of a prince so well, as the

good-will . .of his subjects. 1678 DRYDEN Uidipns Kpil. -2
|

As weak States each other's Pow'r assure, \Vcak Poets by
Conjunction are secure. 1848 LYTION Harold (1862' 102
The two chiefs who most assured his throne.

1 3. To secure or make sure the possession or

reversion of; to convey property by deed. Obs.

1372 Act 14 Etiz. xi. 5 in O.vf. fy Canib. Enactments 33
All such Houses and Groundes may bee granted dimised
and assured, c 1590 MARLOWE Faustus v. 54 And with my
proper blood Assure my soul to be great Lucifers. 1611
UiBLE Lev. xxvii. 19 He shal adde the tift part of the money
of thy estimation vnto it, and it shall be assured to him.

1670 COTTON Espcrnon I. i. 41 He assur'd to himself the
whole Countrey of Champagne.
1 4. To make sure Jor marriage, affiance, betroth,

or engage. Obs.

*393 (iou'EH Conf. I. 190 He wol her wedde, and upon this

Assured eche til othir is. 1494 [see ASSURANCE 2.] 1581
SAVILK Tacitus' Agric. 242 He assured to me his daughter.
5. To make certain the occurrence or arrival of

(an event) ;
to ensure.

1623 T. SCOTT l>clg. Pismire 4 To assure a better life here-
after. 1697 DKYJJEN I'irg. Gcorg. I. 284 Yet is not the Success
for Years assur'd. 1863 MKS. C. CLAKKK Shaks. Char. i. 10

Nothing which shall assure the accomplishment of her pur
pose. 1878 U. TAYLOR Deukalion \. ii. 27 Forever shall betray
it and assure My coming triumph.
6. To make certain (a thing doubtful), arch.
1682 DRYIJEN

Relig.
Lain' 6 Not to assure our doubtful

way. 1833 LEWIS Lse fy Al>. Pol. Terms Introd. 2 Assuring
the results or detecting the fallacies.

f 7. trans. To guarantee : a. (a thing to a j)er-

son) ;
to promise as a thing that may be depended

on. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy xix. 8001 All bo couenandes to kepe. .

This he sadly asMirit at the same tyme. 1447 BOKENHAM
Seyntys 31 They hym assuryd with scrypture and seel Evere
cloos to kepyn al hys counseel. c 1450 Merlin xxvi. 482
Assureth me youre feith to holde mecompanye. 1624 CAIT.
SMITH l-'irginia. 11629) 74 The President assuring the King
perpetual love. 1680 Life Ediv. Lf in Harl. Misc. (1793)

36 He assures a reformation.

b. a person /r0/// a
thing,

rare.
i8zo SCOTT Ivanhoc iv, I will assure you from all deaths

but a violent one.

t c. absol. or with subord. cl. To give a guarantee,

promise, pledge oneself. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Doctor's T. 143 This juge . . made him to

assure He schulde telle it to no creature, f 1400 Dcstr.

Troy xxvi. 10475 H C assentid full sone, asurit with hond.

11450 Merlin x. 145 Than thei swore and assured to-geder
that neuer shulde thei be gladde till thei were avenged.
8. trans. Togive confidence to, confirm, encourage.
1375 RARHOI'R Krucc vi. 225 His gentill hert and vorthy

Assurit him intill that neide. c 1386 CHAUCER Cterkcs T.

37 Youre humanite Assureth us and giveth us hardynesse.

1477 KARL RIVERS Dictcs 83 His corage, by the whiche
he shalbe ihe more assured in all his nedis. 1592 SntMBBR
Hcltays I 'ts. vii, By more and more she gan her wings
t' a-^sure. 1611 HIBLK i John iii. 19 And hereby we . . shall

assure our hearts before him. 1853 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. HI.

v. 76 A pure man forgives, or pleads for mercy, or assures
the penitent,

fb. refl, (in sense of c.) Obs.

1370 Lay-Folks Mass-Bk. App. iv. 223 In Mane '

I me a-

seure. 1625 BACON Ess,, Af/ieisf/t(Arb.) 339 Man, when he
restethand assureth himselfe, vpon diuine Protection. 1641
WARMSTRV Blind Guide 18 To assure our selves upon that

promise of our Lord Jesus.

fc. intr. To have confidence, tnist, rely. Obs.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce XL 309 In hys hey cheualry Thai

assoweryt rycht soueranly. c 1374 CHAUCKR TroyIns \. 68 1

As frend fullich yn me assure, And tel me plat what is

thencheson. ' 1420 Pallad. on Hush. v. 185 Towarde nyght
in restyng thai assure.

t d. reft. & intr. To be so bold as, dare, venture.

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. ly'. 908 Late no gentyl woman hyre
assure To pottyn hire in swich an aventure. 1513 DOUGLAS
sKnet's XL xv. 95 He na langar durst. .Assure for to debait

hym with his spcir.

9. trans. To make (a person) sure or certain (of
a fact, or that it is).

1393 OOWER Conf. III. 186 That ye me wolde assure and

say With such an othe, as ye woll take, a 1555 LATIMER
Iv'ks. 11845) U- 49 1 Ky him I could assure you, if I had
time. 1 1590 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tatnburl. \\. iii, Thy wordb

ASSURED.
assure me of kind success. i6n BIBLK 2 Tim. iii. 14 Con-
tinue thou in the things which thou hast learned, and ha^t
been assured of. 1658 Whole Duty Man iv. 2 (1684) 38
The use of oaths being to assure the persons to whom they
are made. 1843 MILL Logic in. xvii. i To consider how
we are to assure ourselves of its truth. 1879 Miss BRADDON
Vixen III. 287 What can I do to assure you of my love?

b. refl. and/ojj. To feel certain or satisfied.

1484 SKKLTON Death Etiw. IT. 17 Who to lyue euer may
himselfe assure? 1538 STARKEY England 154 Of thys we
may be assuryd. 1596 SI-ENSER /*'. Q. i. vii. 52 Assure your
selfe, I will not you forsake. 1767 FORDYCE Serttt. Yng.
Wont. I. i. 9 Be assured it proceeds from real regard. i8z6
SCOTT Woodst, iv, Assure yourself, sir., that his sagacity
saw in this man a stranger. 1870 BRYANT Homer iv. I. 105
Be at least assured That all the other gods approve it not.

1O. To tell (a person) confidently as a thing that
he may trust (that it is, or ofiis being).
1513 MORE Rich. III. Wks. 43/1, I assure him quod the

Archebishoppe . . it will neuer bee soo well as wee haue
scene it. 1598 SHAKS. Alerry It-'.u. ii. 109 Quick. I think you
have charms .. Fal. Not I, I assure thee. 1704 HEARNE
Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 439 Thucydides assures us 't was built

5 years after Syracuse. 1711 STKELE Spect. No. 508 P
jj,

I

assure you these are things worthy your consideration.

1876 <;HEEN Short Hist. viii. 2 11882) 477 The Spanish
ambassador . . was assured that no effectual aid should lie

sent to the Palatinate. Mod. He assured us of his own wil-

lingness to go.

tb. with second object. Obs.

1644 SLINUSBY Diary [18361 127 The man .. that assured
me the truth of it. a 1718 PENS Life Wks. 1726 I. 22 Their

Age no Antiquary living can assure us.

fll. //KZ//.T. To state positively, to affirm. Obs.
IS35 COVERIJALE Jer. xxix. 23 This I testifie and assure.

1587 FENNEK Dcf. Ministers B ij b, When the people is . .

secure, to bee more diligent in assuring threatninges. 1598
(iREKNwEY Tacitus Ann. in. ii, I will not assure either of
those things, a 1677 BARROW Scrw. I'irt. Faith, About
which neither Socrates nor Seneca could assure anything.

fb. with sitbot-d. cl. or inf. phr. Obs.

1509 FISHKR ll'ks. (18761 293 Whether slepynge or wak-

yng she could not assure. 1638 HEYWOOD Wise Wont. iv.

i. Wks. 1874 V. 329 If hee assure to know nice, I'le out face

him. 1708 SWII--T Predict.for 1708 Wks. 1755 II. i, 150, 1

cannot, .so confidently assure the events will follow exactly
as I predict them.

t Assvrre, sb. Obs. [f. prec. vb.] Assurance.
c 1374 CHAUCER Anel. J- Arc. 331 Toprpfreanewe assure.

1658 USSHER Ann. vi. 11688) 745 Not taking any meat with-
out assure.

Assured (ajuo'jd ),///. and sb. Also 5 as-

sewred, -rid, asseured, 6 adsured ; Sc. 4-6 as-

souerit, 6 assurit. [f. ASSURE v. -i- -ED.]
A. ///. a.

fl. Made safe, secured
; safe, secure. Obs.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce x. 187 Quhen feldis . . Chargit with
come as.souerit var. 1475 CAXTON Jason 78 He helde
him wel assured in his palais. 15*5 LD. BERNERS Froiss.
II. clxiii. [clix.] 453 Whanne he thought to haue been mostc
assuredest on the heyght of fortunes whele. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. World II. v. iii. 6. 375 In some plentiful! and
assured place.

2. Made sure or certain.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. vi, Your owne assured man.
*559 Myrr. Mag,, Dk. York x. 5 For ayde wherin I knit
assured bandes. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World v. ii. 2 Being
thought so much the more assured to their master. 1882
Pall A/all G. 13 July 2/1 Many of the charters to carry coal
. . being made upon an assured return cargo.

1 3. Engaged, covenanted, pledged, arch, or Obs.

1426 PoL Poems (1859* II. 136 Phelip. .Due of Burgoyne,
assured eke and sworne. 1570 HOLINSHED Scot. Chron.
(1806) II. 244, 700 Knglish horsemen, besides the assured
Scots horsemen. 1600 in Shaks. C. Praise 38 Your assured
friend Charles Percy, a 1672 in Wood Life (1848) 86 note

t

Your honor's most asund to do you servis, Thos. Bafikemile.

1 4. Engaged for marriage, betrothed. Obs.

1474 CAXTON C/iesse 14 A right fayr mayde which was
assured and handfasl vnto a noble yonge gentilman. 1580
LYLY Euphttcs (Arb.) 466 You muse Philautus to see Camilla
and me to bee assured. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. ii. 145
This drudge, .call'd meDromio, swore, I was assur'd to her.

5. Certified, verified, certain, sure.

1574 tr. Marlorats Apocttlifis 50 An assured testimonie of,

Christes Godhead. ("1712 Advt. in Sped. (ed. Morley)Q05
An Assured Cure for Leanness. 1853 RUSKIN Stones yen.
II. v. 29. 142 The assured facts are, that both the shafts

of the pillars, .were, etc.

6. Satisfied as to the truth or certainty of a

matter, confident.

1523 Ln. BKRNERS Froiss. I. ix. 7 Whan she knewe she

was in the Kmpyre, she was better assured than she was
before. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. \. iii. 30, I will be assured
I may: and that I may be assured, I will bethinke mee.

1703 MALNDRELI. Jotim. Jems. (1732! 137 A Man had need
be well assur'd of his Credit. 1851 HELPS Friends in C. I.

108 The great thing to be assured of in social knowledge.
7. Full of self-assurance, self-possessed, confident,

bold ;
in a bad sense : Self-satisfied, presumptuous.

1475 CAXTON Jason 30 b, The moste asseured ofthem began
to tremble. 1685 EVELYN Man. 11857) II. 253 Of an assured
and undaunted spirit. 1714 Sped. No. 573 r 2 He . . began
to proceed with such an assured easy air. 1734 WATTS Relig.
Jttv. (1789) 48 With an air of assured ignorance. 1839
CARLYLE Chartism iv. (1852) 18 Leave with assured heart
the issue to a higher Power !

B. sb. (sometimes with pi. in -s). A person whose
life or goods are insured by the payment of a

premium.
1755 MAG ENS Insurances I. 138 The Assureds on their

part represented : That all the Effects shipped for this Ac-
count ought to be included in this Risk. 1861 Times
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26 Dec., The assured or their agents, though concerned in

the shipment. 1884 Lam Times Rep. 16 Feb. 764/1 Liabili-

ties of T,, as an insurer, to the other members of the as-

sociation as assureds.

Assuredly (afuTedli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]

1. Certainly, surely, undoubtedly; in very truth.*
a 1400 Chester PI. \\. 50 One of them thou arte assuredlye.

1578 in Campbell Chancellors (1857) II. xlv, 268 Yours as-

suredly, W. Burleigh. 1758 PULTNKV in /'/;//. Trans. L. 517
It will almost assuredly rain. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng.
II. 230 Assuredly James did not mean to say anything
cruel or insolent.

2. \\ith assurance or confidence, confidently.
1508 FISHKR ll'ks. (1876) 309 [She] confessed assuredly, that

in the sacrament was conteyned Cryst Ihesu. 1557 Ri:-

CORDE Whetst. B iij b, Trust thereto adsuredly. 1640-1
Kirkcndbr. War-Comm. Mitt. Bk. (18551 *5 We expect, as-

suredlie, that ye will use all possible diligence. 1853 ROBKRT-
SON Serm. Ser. in. xvi. 205 If a man sincerely and assuredly
thinks.

Assuredness (ajuo-redni-s). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.]
1. Objective certainty ;

= ASSURANCE 6.

1570 T. NORTON NovveFs Cettcch. 118531 151 He continued
and maintained the assuredness of his promises. 1680 H.
MORE Apocal. Pref. 14 That there may be no distrust of

the assuredness of pur Interpretation. 1851 RI'SKIN Mod.
raint. II. in. n. iii. 25 That which is doubtful .. has

strength, sinew, and assuredness, built up in it by fact.

2. Subjective certainty, certitude, confidence,

trust
;
= ASSURANCE 7.

1561 T. N[ORTON] Calvin's hist. \. 14 To fasten in their

harts that assurednesse that godlinesse requireth. a 1679
T. GOODWIN Wks. 1864 VIII. 266 In all faith there is . . an
assuredness of the things that I do believe.

3. Self-confidence, firmness of mind, intrepidity ;

hardihood, audacity. Cf. ASSURANCE 8, 9.

1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Agric. (1622)202 With an assured-

nesse and great grace in his countenance. 1613 SIR E.

SACKVU.LE in Guardian No. 133(1756) II. 199 Being verily
mad with anger, the lord Bruce should thirst after my life

with a kind of assuredness. 1647 COTTRELL Davilu's Hist.

Ft: (1678) 16 To encounter with .. assuredness any opposi-
tion. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. i. 3 To give us
women a little air ofvanity and assuredness at public places.

1" Assu'rely, adv. Obs. [prob. a confusion of

assuredly and surely : assure adj. has not been

found in Eng., though asseitr is common in OF.]
Assuredly, surely.
1589 HORSEY Trav. (1857) App. 339 [He would] contynew

his lov and favour towards me assewrely.

t Assti'reiuent. Obs. [a. F. as$itrcmentt f.

assurer: see ASSURE v. and -MENT.] Assurance.

(1531 LD. BKKNKRS Huon 412 He made promyse and as-

surement that he wolde neuer come here more.

Assurer (aJuT3j). [f. ASSURE v. + -KB 1
.]

1. He who, or that which, gives assurance.

1607 HIERON IVks. I. 221 The conscience of my former

course is the assurer, .of my happinesse. 1650 EI.DERFIELD

Tyt/ifS 43 Preserver, defender, assurer, protector of a man.

2. One who gives security or indemnifies in case

of loss
;
an insurer or underwriter ;

= ASSUROR.

1827 Edin. Rev, XLV. 499 The real assurer, .engages, .he

will, .give him a certain sum for the policy. 1841 Alar. In-

stir. Policy in Penny Cycl. XXI. 407/1 The adventures and

perils which we the assurers are contented to bear. 1874

Policy ofNeptune Mar. Insnr. Co., By Agreement between

the Assured and Assurer in this policy.

3. One who takes out a policy of assurance ;

one who insures his life. (A more recent use.)

1865 Spectator 30' Sept. 1097 At age thirty-five, one out of

one hundred . . accepted assurers died. 1869 Daily AVicj

20 Aug., Such old offices . . unfairly overcharge the prudent

young assurer.

t AssU'rge, v. Obs. [ad. L. asswgere to rise up,

f. as- = ad- lQ+snrgfre to rise.] To rise up, arise.

Sana x. 102 Some, .will have the difference of bodies to as-

surge out of these Principles.

Assurgency (asf/ud^ensi). [f.
ASSURGENT :

see -KNCYJ The quality of being assurgent; the

disposition to rise or raise oneself.

1664 BAXTER Life fy Times i. 126 My nature . . may find it-

self insufficient for . . assurgency to the attempting of diffi-

cult things, a 1834 COLI-:RII>GE Lit. Rent. (1830) IV. 167 The
continual assurgency of the spirit through the body.

Assurgent (as/r-id^ent), a. and sb. [ad. L.

assurgent-em, pr. pple. of assurgere : see above.]
A. adj.

1. Rising, ascending ;
in Bot. rising obliquely.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Matt \. 12 By. .which assurgent line,

this present bone is., deuided. 1757 PuLTNKYin/*AiY.'/VwM.

L. 66 The antherae are thick and assurgent. 1848 DANA
Zooph. 195 Animals .. with the sides expanded, explanate,
and assurgent.
2. Seeking ascendancy, aggressive.
1881 Times 29 Apr., A rich . . and assurgent priesthood.

B. sb. He who or that which rises up.
1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. i.

109^ Emerging from infernal

night, The bright Assurgent rises into light.

Assuring (aJu-Tig), vbl. sb. [f. AsflUBJIf.4-

-ING'.] The action of the vb. ASSURE; making
sure, assurance. In obs. sense : Betrothal.

Chr. in Arm. in. (i66o> 341/1 The promise is^an Assuring,

office to secure him his adventure, a 1866 J. GROTE hxant.

TTtil.Philos. iii. 51 Suchassuringsdo not produce, .as much
effect as we should expect.

Assu'riiig, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING -.] That
assures or gives confidence.
1866 Build. AViwNo. 583. 147/1 The experiment [was] far

from assuring.

AssU'ringly, adv. [f. prec. + -I.Y-.] In an

assuring manner ;
so as to give confidence.

1877 ^- ROBINSON Titos Troitbl. in Casqnet ofLit. V. 197/1
1

Oh, not this week,' said the master assuringly.

Assuror (ajuo-rfu). [f. ASSURK v.
t repr. an

A.*ass7er0ttr, QY.*asscnreor\ see -OH.] A legal
form of the word ASSUKKH, used in the specific
sense of: One who assures or insures any one's

life or property ; an underwriter.
1622 MAI.YNES Anc. Laiv-Merc/i. 166 The Assurors are to

aunswere the damage of the goods laden therein. 1819 RI-.KS

Encycf. t Assurors are not answerable for what damages
arise through the negligence, .of the master or seamen.

Asswage, common f. ASSUAGE in i6-i8th c.

Aasweeten, variant of ASWEKTKN v. Obs.

Asswithe, asswythe, variants of ASWITHE.

t A'SSy, a. Obs. [f. Ass
1

+-Y.] Asinine.

1583 STI-UHES Anat. Abits. 51 How unsecmelic d will not

say, how assy) a fashion that is.

Assyde, obs. form of ASIDE.

Asayege, variant of AKSIECE v. Ol>s. to besiege.

Assygn(e, assyne, assyng(e, obs. ft', ASSIGN.

Assyl, obs. form of AXLE.

t Assyriac, a- Obs. [Cf. SYUi.vc.]-ncxt.
1801 HACK Babylon. Inscr. 17 Both show their Assyriac

origin. Ibid. 19 A dialect of the more antient Assyriac.

Assyrian (asrrian), a. and sb. [See -AN.]
A. adj. Of the country Assyria; absol. its language.
B. sb. A native of Assyria.
1591 SPKNSER Virg. Gnat 98 Steeped in Assyrian dye.

1815 BYRON Heb, Mel. xxii. i, The Assyrian came down
like the wolf on the fold.

Assyriology (asln^-lod^i). [See -(O)LOGY.]
The study of the language, history, and antiquities
of Assyria. Assyriological (-^ilfd^ikal), a., per-

taining to Assyriology. Assyriologfist (-f'lod^-

ist), Assyriologfue, a student of Assyriology.
1865 Reader $ Mar. 250/3 The Institute bestowed its last

biennial prize upon an Assyriologist. 1828 N. Amcr. Rev.

CXXVlt. 157 The cognate grounds of Egyptology and As-

syriology. 1881 X. J". Nation XXXII. 405 In an article. .

upon English Assyriological studies. 1884 lYiMi'TRK in O.

T. Comm. IV. 415 Mr. Saycc, M. Oppert, and the other

Assyriologists. 1880 CHEYSE Isaiah II. 161 Mr. George
Smith, the Assyriologue.

Assys(e, Assyst, obs. forms of ASSIZE, ASSIST.

Assyte, variant of ACCITE v. Obs. to cite.

i Assy'th., sb. Sc. Obs. Also 4 asyth, 5 assithe,

asith, 6 aphct. sith. [northern and esp. Sc. form

of ASSETH(E ,*/>.]
a. Satisfaction, b. Satisfaction

for wrong done, reparation, compensation. 7b
make assyth : to satisfy ;

to make reparation.
<- 1375 ? HARBOUR Sf. Johannes 601 He had nocht quhare-

of to tak To mak asyth to bat beggar. ('1425 WYNTOUN
Cron, vm. xviii. 105 And thowcht full Assyth to ta' And
Vengeance of be Hrwis. 1439 E. E. Wills (1883) 119 Make
dew assithe for allmaner land that is holden by me or in

my name wrongfully, a 1450 York Myst., Skinners P v b,

To hym will I make asith agayne. n 1600 Ps. l.xxxiii. in

Poems i6t/i C. (JAM.) Your bludie boist na syth can satisfie.

tAssyth(e, z r
- -Si: Obs. Also 4 assith, -,

asythe, 6 assyith, aphct. sith. [north, form of

AasETHEi/,]
1. To satisfy.
t 1375 ? BARBOUR St. Ceorgis 1 18 Gold and siluir . . At mycht

assith fullely bare wil. < 1465 in Eng. Gilds 381 Foundyn
defect yf, and after that asythed and contented. 1535 BKI.-

LKNUKNK Cron. Scot. ix. xxviii. ( JAM. The Kyng was nocht
full sithit with his justice,

2. To compensate, make compensation to ; esp,

for an offence or injury done.
<- 1375 ? HARBOUR St. Jnstina 489 Assith me Of be lange

seruice I haf mad >e. 1424 Act 2 Jas. I. (i597> 46 Assyth
the partie skaithed and compleinand. 1609 SKENE AY^.
Majest. in He salt not onely assyth the partie, bot also

tynes his office for zeare and day.

t Assytlling, vbl, sb. Sc. Obs. [f. prec. +
-ING l.] The giving of satisfaction for an offence.

1708 J. CHAMBERLAYNK St. Cf. Brit. \\. m. v. (1743^ 408 Nor
does the King's Remission in Scotland free from assything,

any more than his pardon in England forecloses an appeal.

Assythnient (asarflment). Sc. Forms : 6

assyithment, aphct. sithement, 7 asyth-, 8 as-

sith-, 7- assyth-, aasythement. [f. ASSYTH(E v.

+ -MENT.] Satisfaction for an injury done ;
com-

pensation, reparation, indemnification.

1535 BELLENDENE Cron. Scot. xiv. xi. (JAM.) In sithement

of his ransoun. 1597 Acts Sc. Parl. (Jas. It 46 (title)

Anent remissions to be giuen, and assyithment of partie.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .S"//. ( Assithment is the same with

what, in the English Law, is called Man-Bote. i8a8 SCOTT
/'. M. Perth xxi, The amount of an assythment may be re-

covered out of Ramorny's estate. 1832 AUSTIN Jnrispr. xv.

1879) I. 397 By the law of Scotland the wife and family
of the slam have still the right to bring a civil action for

assythement.

Ast, obs. or dial. pa. t. of ASK v.

Astaat(e, obs. form of ESTATE.

Astable, -lish, obs. forms of KSTABLE, -LISH.

Astacian (astci'J'an). Zoo/,
[f.

L. astac-us, Or.
d<jTa.Kos lobster, crayfish + -IAN.] A crustacean of

the lobster kind. Astacite (arstasait), Astaco-
lite (&stfe*k#l9it)f a fossil crustacean resembling a

lobster or crayfish {Penny Cycl. 1834).

Astalde, pa. t. and pple. of" ASTHLL v. Obs.

Astale, var. ESTALE v. Obs. = mod.F. Staler.

i Asta'nd, ^- Obs. For forms see STAND v.

[OK. astandan, f. A- p>'cf. i + standan to STAND
;

cl. QHG.arstanton, m.tlG.ersfdnt mod.G.6V\r/<.'/w/.

Uut in some of the senses a- appears to represent
on- (incl. ond-\ at-. Cf. AN-, AT-, ONSTANIX]
1. To stand up.
ti 1000 I>cinL'i(lf-$nj Syb8an he eft ast<^d. 1250 LAY. 6495

p;tt deor up astod.

2. To come to a stand, stop, arrive.

c 1314 (iiiy }Va)~n<. 47 At thegirdel the swerd astode. i 1400
St. Ale.vins 288 (>o it was Ii3t At Rome hy gonne astonde.

3. To remain standing ; to continue, abide, per-
sist. Cf. ONSTAXD.

< 1000 Ags. Gosp. I,like xxiii. 23 And hi^ astodpn \Lindisf,
on-stodonj. f 1300 Keket 2015 The Clurkts. .if hi wollelh her

astonde, Swerie the king true to be (1400 St. Alexius

(Laud) 234 pat sholde hem lere. .where he were a-stonde.

4. trans, and absol. To withstand. Cf. ATSTAND.
1250 LAY. 4240 Alle ^aie bat astode '. hii fulde to grundc.

c 1330 Pol. Songs 338 Thelh bien loudes and ledes, ne may
hem non astonde. i 1400 Chron. Eng. in Kitson II. 61 The
kyng was ateoned stronge, That Corineus astod so longe.

A-starboard (asta-jbo-ud), advb.phr. Naitt.

[A /r^/.l 4- STABBOABD.] On or toward the star-

board or right side ofthe ship when looking forward.

'J'oput the helm a-starboard : to bring the rudder to

the port side, making the vessel turn to the left.

1627-30 [see A-PORT]. 1762 FALCON KK S/u'Jnvr. u. 49 The
helm a-starboard (lies. 1878 Daily A'eius 18 Sept. 2/3 The
lielm was put hard astarboard to counteract the effects of the

tide on the port bow.

A-stare (%&\.&-i\advb,phr, [A//r/.i + STAKE.]

Staring ; prominent.
1855 BROWNING Mfn 4- ll'otn. I. 140 One stiff blind lu>rsc,

his everybone a-stare. Stood stupified. 1873 Miss BROfcino^

Nancy vi. 47 The tulips are all a-blaze and a-stare.

t Asta'rt, v. Obs. Forms : 3 asteorte, 5 as-

start, 4-6 astert(e, astart (e. J'a. t. 3 astirtc,

-orte, -urte, 4-5 astert(e, asterted. [f. A-//r/i i

up + START v. In sense 3 prob. for ATSTAKT.]
1. intr. To start up.
1205 LAY. 26045 [>e eotend up a-sturte [1250 vp a-storte|.

(- 1380 Sir Fernniii. 3399 Op a-stcrte |'<_-
route anon. 1423

TAMES 1 King's Q. 11. xxi, Anon astert The blude of all my
body to my hert. 1596 SPENSKK /'. Q. in. ii. 29 Out of lier

bed she did astart.

2. intr. To start into existence, happen, fall out ;

with dative of the person, afterwards taken a^

object, and hence trans. To happen to, befall.

1393 GOWER Conf. II. 151 Though Mich an happu of love

j

asterte. Ibid. \. 66 That thing shall never me asterte . .To
make her any feigned chere. 1579 SI-I-NSKK S/ic^fi. Cal. Nov.

187 No daumjer there the shepheard can astert.

3. intr. To start off, get away, escape.
1250 LAV. 4262 Kch man f>at mihte a-steorte in to one

borewe [1205 And he xt-sturtej. c 1386 CHAUCKR FrankI.

T. 294 He seeth he may nat fro his deeth asterte. t 1430
LVDG. Bochti$\\\.\. 169 b, He might not asterte, He was M>

pursued. 1509 HAWKS Past. Picas. 11845) 65 Vou have int

fettered; I may not asterte. a 1541 WVAIT Poet, ti 'ks. 11801 '

| 31 Let not this song from thee astart.

b. To remove, withdraw, desist.

c 1400 Sang of Roland f& Wyn went l>e-twen them, non

j

did astert. i.v." LONKLICH G>/7xxxviii. 230 But to tlud

3oven preysenges, and not a-sterte. 1572 FORRKST Theoh.

V*
ret

light astert [i'.r. astirte] him no pecunial peyne. 1*1450

LONKI.ICH Grail \\\\. 404 Thanne schal thyn enemy neuere

the asterte. 1575 TURBERV. I'fttcrie 138 (I] must needes

please him by my death, I may it not astarte.

A-start(astaut),rt(/^.///r. [A//T/.
1

-i START.]
With a start, suddenly.
1721 WOIIKOW Corr.aS^ll. 582 The Commissioner came

out a start to the Assembly. 1880 SWINBURSK Thalassius

372 His heart, As out ofsleep suddenly struck astart, Danced.

t Asta'rtle, v. Obs. rare. [f.
A- prcf. \ i +

STAKTLE ^.] To startle.

1681 GLANVILL Saddncisnms 138 They are presently a-

startled and amazed at the saying. 1682 H. MORE Annot.

Glani'ilfs Lux O. 104 That astartling name of Sandolphon.

t Asta'te. Obs. [early variant of ESTATE (OF.
estat : L. status'}, with atonic </ for atonic e.]

\cm$HaliMeid. 13 Scheawe3 in hireestat ofbe blisse un-

deadlich.j c 1230 Ancr. R. 178 Sik mon haueO two swu5e
dredfule aestaz. Ibid. 160 peos breo astaz. [Ibid. 204 Euerich

efterhisstat.] i48zCAXTON Chron. Eng.cc\\. 321 Thekyngin
his astate clad in blewe. a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 85 They
that ar in dygnite and astate of power are called goddes.

Astatic iasta;-tik), a. Ekctro-Magn. [f. Gr.

aarar-os unstable (f. d priv. + ffra- to stand) + -1C.]

Having no tendency to remain in a fixed position.

Astatic needle : one so situated or arranged as to

be unaffected by the earth's magnetism.
1832 U. K. S. Nat. Phil. II, Electro-Magnet., xi. 193 The

moveable conductor . . may be rendered astatic or indepen-
dent of terrestrial influence. 1870 K. FKRGUSON Eltctr. 252
An upright galvanometer with the astatic needles loaded.



ASTAT1CALLY.

Asta'tically ,
aJv. [f. prec. + -AL + -LY 2.]

In an astatic manner. 1864 in WEBSTER.

t Astau'lich, v Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. estan-

fhier, co{jn. with Sp. estancar : late L stancare to

STAUNCH.] To staunch, satisfy.

1430 Lvnn. Min. I'MMIS 30 (Halliw.) One to chese to hir

delicti, That may better astaunche hir appetite.

Astay, v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. cstaye-r (mod.F.
flayer) to support ;

see STAY .] To stay, stop.
1513-75 Diurn. Occurr. (1833*70 To astay the said tunuilt.

A-stay (astfi-), advb. phr. Naut. [A frcf.
l +

STAY sl>.\ A phrase used of the anchor when, in

heaving in, the cable is at an acute angle, so as to

have a position similar to that of one of the ship's

stays. Cf. A-PKAK.
1867 in SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.

t Astay3, aJvb. phr. Naul. Obs. [A //.! +

STAYS.] = ABACKSTAYS, ABACK
;
also called by the

backstays, by the stays, by the Iff.

1622 k. HAWKINS I'py, S. Sett 1847 123 Another more
forcible tooke us astayes ; which put us in danger. 1671
l.und. Gaz. No. 544/3 Discovering the length uf his ship,
which the little wind had brought a staves.

t Asteal, i'. Obs. rare, [for ATSTEAL, f. AT

pref.'t-
+ STK.VI., OK. stelan^\ intr. To steal or slip

away (with dative = from).
r 1325 E. K. A Hit. P. U. 1524 Neuer steuen hem a-stel, so

stoken is hor tonge.

A-steep (astf p), advb. phr. [A //.! +

STEEP.] To steep, steeping or soaking. Also fig.

1589 I'appt: iv. Hatchet 118441 14 Klderton swore he had
rimes lying a steepe in ale. 1671 RANKW in Spurgeon Treas.

Dai', xxxix. 3 Laying it asteep in. .quickening meditation.

Asteer fastl^j), adv., prop, phr., Sc. [A prcp.\
4- sti're early form of STIK.] Stirring, up and mov-

ing about, out of bed
;
in commotion.

1535 STKWART Cron. Scot. 11858'!. 121 Within schort quhile
he maid it all on steir. 1785 HTKNS lla[li*ivten xx, Wha was
it but Grumphie Asteer that night ! 1818 SCOTT Leg. Man-
frost vi, The haill Hielands are asleer.

Asteism (3C'st/|iz'm). Rhft. [ad. L. asteismus,

a. Gr. d<rT6i'CT/ius refined witty talk, f. darffos of the

citv, polite, f. dffrv city.] Genteel irony, polite
and ingenious mockery.
1589 PUTTENHAM !">*. Poc-sie lArb.) 200 Asteismus or the

Merry scofTe, otherwise the ciuill iest. 1675 TULI.V Lft.

Baxter^ Vet one Asteisme in it must not be omitted. 1753
CHAMBKKS Cycl. .$"//., Astc-ism, a genteel irony, or b;uid-

some way of deriding another. 1815 [So l^ncyct. tirit. 1 1 1. 5.]

A'stel. Also 4-5 astelle, -yl. [a. OF. astelle,

aside, splinter, splint, shingle, thin board : late L.

hastclla a thin stick, dim. of /las/a spear, shaft ]

f 1. A slip of wood ; a splinter, a chip; split wood.
n 1330 Sir Otuel 1547 With a nastell schide he slewe }>am

doun. 1440 Prontp. j'an>. 16 Astelle, a schyyd \v. r. astyl

schydei Teda, asttila. 1472 /'<jj/V;< /.<//. 710 III. 71 Make
fagottes and astell and lete alle your grete. -trees stande.

2. Alining.
' A board or plank, an arch or ceil-

ing of boards, over the men's head in a mine, to

protect them.' \Veale, Diet, Terms.

t Aste'll, "'. 0/is. Pa. t. and pple. 1-3 aste-

ald(e, astald(,e. [OE. astejlan, f. A- fref. i +

stfllan to place.] To set up, set on foot, establish.

(885 K. .Ei.FRKD Ores. \\. iv. 6 Heo wire 16 bisene a-

steald. TII75 Lamb. jtcrn. iij Hu he erest astalde |?eos

woreld. 1205 LAV. 8g5o(jri5 per heoastalleden [lasomakedej.
Ibid. 27060 p;e astalden ber flem.

Aatellabre, obs. form of ASTROLABE.

t Aste'nch, v. Obs. ran;- 1
. [OE. *astencan,

f. \-frff. i + stfncan to ST?;NCH. Cf. (j.crstankcn.']
To assail with stench.

r 1225 St. Mar/iar. 12 Stute nu . . to astenchen me wi5 be
stench pat of bi mu5 stihe3.

Astent, obs. Sc. f. EXTENT : see As- fref.%.

Astent(e, pa. t. of ASTINT v. Obs. to stop.

Asteorve, var. ASTEKVE v. Obs. to STARVE.

Aster (u'Stajl. [a. I., aster, a. Gr. dorrip star.]

f 1. A star. Obs. as Eng.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne \. xxi. (1632) 47 The revolutions

. . and carrols of the aMers and planets. 1706 [see 2].

2. Bot. A large genus of the N.O. Composite, with

showy radiated flowers, of which the N. American

species are especially numerous. The only indi-

genous British species is the Sea Starwort or

Michaelmas Daisy (.-}. Tripolium).
1706 PHILLIPS, Aster, a Star; also the Herb Star-wort,

Spare-wort, or Cod-wort, a 1761 MRS. DHLANY Aittobiog.
i

'

i 1 1 1. 507 A little pale purple Aster with a yellow thrum.

1864 HRVA.NT Autumn It'alk lii, And the purple aster waves
In a bree/e from the land of battles.

3. China Aster : a flower {Callistcphus (hincnsis)
allied to and resembling the asters proper.
1794 MARTVN Rousseau's Bot. xxvi. 302 Chinese Aster is

:in annual plant, with ovate angular leaves. 1850 JKPHSON
Hrittany xvi. 268 A fine show of China asters in full bloom.

-aster (-K'staj), a. L. -aster, suffix of sbs. and

adjs., expressing incomplete resemblance, hence

generally pejorative (Diez); e.g. L. philosophastcr
a petty philosopher, oleaster a wild or bastard

olive, surJaster a little deaf. Extensively used in

Kom. langs. (It. -astro, Sp. -astro, -as/re, Pr. -astre,

OF. -astrt, mod.F. -dire), esp. in F. as adj. suffix,

520

e. g. bleu&tre bluish, blanchatre whitish, etc. In

Eng. only in words from L. or Romance, e. g. as-

trologaster, grammaticaster, oleaster, poetaster, po-
liticaster.

Asteraceous Oester^ Jas), a, Bot. [f. mod.L.

Asteraccx, i. aster star : see -ACEOUS.] Belonging
k> the Asteraccx or Composite ; composite.
1876 HARLKY Mat. Med. 378 The florets of an asteraceous

flower.

!! Aste'ria. [L.] A precious stone mentioned

by Pliny ;
either \hzAstcriatedsapphire (see below)

or Cymophane. Cf. ASTROITK, ASTEKITK.
1646 SIR T. BROWHK /'seud. Kp, 137 Asteria, or some klnde

of Lapis stellaris. 1874 WKSTROPH Prec. Stouts 66 Asteria
. .is undoubtedly the cymophane, or chrysoberyl cat's-eye.

t Aste'rial, a. Obs.
[f.

Gr. uarcpi-os starry
,T. dffrrjp star) + -AL.] a. Of or connected with

the stars, b. Star-like; asteriated.

rtiTpST. WARD"//^. Re/. (1716)298(0.1 If the deeplearn'd
asterial quacks Paint Time to life in almanacks. 1686 PLOT
Sttijfordsh* 191 Perforated . . with foliated or asterial inlets.

II Asterias (asti"-ria's). Zool. PI. -SB. [mod.L.,
a. Gr. d(TTf/w'ay starry, f. aarrip star. A sing, asteria

has been sometimes used.] A genus ol Kchino-

derms, containing the common Five-rayed Star-fish,

with allied specks. Asterialite ^astn-riabit) [see

-LITE], a fossil star-fish. Asterid (ee sterid), Aste-
ridian (a'stcri'dian), an animal belonging to the

Astcrida.- or star fish family.
1794 SULLIVAN I'itiv Nat. II. 175 Asteria; and entrochi . .

have a starry appearance. 1847 CARPKST^K Zool. 1012
The common Asterias, or Star-fish. 1876 BKNEDEN Aniw.
Parasites 43 Delle Chiale has lately observed on an asteria

a Xereis squamosa. 1883 tr. Nordenskiold's I'oy. I'ega 74
Asterids of many kinds.

Asteriated (astie-riic'tt.'^!),///. a. [f. Gr. dffTt-

pi-vs starry + -ATE + -ED.] Radiated
;
with rays

diverging from the centre, as in a star.

1816 CLKAVELAND Min, 194 Asteriated sapphire . . presents
a very peculiar reflection of light in the form of a star, with
six radii. 1868 DANA Min. 138 A variety having a stellate opal-
escence, when viewed in the direction of the vertical axis

of the crystal, is the Asteriated Sapphire (Asteria of Pliny>.

I! Asterion (astH'ri(m). [mod.L., a. Gr. aart-

ptov starry, f. dffTrjp star.] f a. Herb. Name of a

plant of doubtful identity, b. in Phys. ^See quot.)
c 1000 Sax. Lecckd. I. 164 Genim l>ys,se wyrte bergean J?e

we asterion nemdon. 1614 MAKKHAM Cheap Hnsb. Table,
Asterion, is an Herb growing . . on walls . . It hath yellow
flowers like Foxgloves, and the leaves are round and blewUh.

1878 HARTLEY Topinard's Anthrop. \\. \\. 224 Asterion,

puint behind the niastoid process, where the parietal, occi-

pital and temporal bones meet.

Asterisk ^usterisk). Also (4 asterichos,

-icus), 7 asterisque, -iske, (-ick), 7-9 -isc. [ad.
L. astcriscHs, a. Gr. darfpiattos, dim. of darrjp star :

see -18 K.]

1. A little star.

1682 SIR T. UROWNE Ckr. Mar. 38 Add one ray unto the

common lustre, .and prove not a cloud but an asterisk.

2. transf. Anything shaped or radiating like a

star
; spec, in Eastern Ch. a star-shaped instrument

of gold or silver placed above the chalice and paten
to prevent the veil from touching the elements.

1708 riiil. Trans. XXVI. 77 An Irregular Coralline-stone,

naturally Engrav'n with Asterisks- a 1733 NOKTH Lives I.

274 The lanthorn is in the centre of an asterisk of glades.

1872 O. SHU-LEY Gloss. Eccl. Terms, The ve\\[aer]. .is placed
uver the asterisk, and covers both chalice and paten.
3. esp. The figure of a star (*) used in writing !

and printing a. as a reference to a note at the foot

or margin of the page, b. to indicate the omission

of words or letters, C. to distinguish words and

phrases as conjectural, obscure, or bearing some
other specified character, d. as a dividing mark, or

for similar typographical purposes.
|i38 WVCLIF 2 Chron. Prol., Wher euer 56 seen asterichos

. . mere wijte }e of Kbrue added, that in Latyne bokis is not
had. i387TRKvisA///^(/fM V. 55 A signe)>at hatte asteriscus

and is i-shape liche a sterre.] 1612 HRINSLEY Pas. Parts
Pref. 1 1669) 4 For the necessary questions . . I have set an
Asterisk upon them. 1645 M. CASAUBON Temp. vi/s 47 Set

out as imperfect with three asteriscs. 1656 IiLOUNT6Vtf^r.,
Astt-risque. 1796 PEGGK Anonym. (18091 289 The asterisks

in Drake's Eboracum are intended for Archbishop Lancelot
Itlackbiirue. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. iii. 51 The As-

terisk divides each verse of a Psalm into two parts.

A'sterisk, v.
[f. prec.] To mark with an

asterisk, to star.

a 1733 NORTH Exam. (1740) 279 (D.\ I need not asterisk

the quaint words and expressions. 1864 Giasgtnu Daily
Her. 24 Sept., Additions written on the blank pages . . and
often asterisked where they are intended to be taken in.

Asterisni (ifsteriz'm). [ad. Gr. dorfpta^ijy a

marking with stars, a constellation, f. daT-qp star:

see -ISM.]
1. A group or cluster of stars

;
a constellation.

1598 CHAPMAN HI. Beggar Plays 1874, 12 All set in number
and in perfect form, Kven like the Asterisms fix'd in heaven.

1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. 1. 341 The zodiac, and its asterisms.

1869 DUNKIN Midn. Sky 151 Cepheus was one of the old

forty-eight asterisms.

f 2. loosely, A star, or anything shaped like one.

1657 RF.EVK Coifs Plea 55 Oh that Mercy is such a bright

Star, and yet that we have neither observed the A*terism,

ASTERVE.
nor, etc. 1743 tr. Ileister's Surg. 19 There are other [Com
presses] again in the form of an Asterism.

3. A group of three asterisks placed thus (*#*)
to direct attention to a particular passage. Rarelyt

^a single asterisk (*) so used.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch. xvi, This full Quotation, by
an Asterisme Set in the margent of a middle Page. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 193 To which an asterism 1*1 is pre-
fixed. 1871 RINGWALT Encycl. Print. 48 Asterism, three
asterisks placed in this manner [***].

4. Alin. (Also in mod L. form asterisimts.} An
appearance of light in the shape of a six-rayed star

seen in some crystals, as in star sapphire.
1879 RUTI.I-IY Stnd, Rocks x. 135 This asterismus is due to

the presence of included microliths or small crystals.

Asteri'Smal, a.
[f. prec. + AL l.] Of or per-

taining to asterisms or constellations.

1840 H. H. WILSON I'ishnu Pur. 224 The cycle compre-
hends . . sixty-seven lunar-asterismal months.

t Asteri'Stic, a. Obs. rare. [f.
as prec. : ste

-ISTIC.] Of or pertaining to constellations ; starry.
1652 URO.LHART Jewel Wks. 1834, 241 An asteristick ouch,

wherein were inchased fifteen several diamonds. Ibid. 259
Asteristick and planetary influences.

t A'sterite. Obs. [ad.L. asterites, a. Gr. darcpi-

TIJS. The L. form is more usual.] A gem known
to the ancients ; cf. ASTHION, ASTERIA.
I398TRKVISA Barth. De P. R. xvi. xvii. (14951 559. Asierites

is a precyous stone . . Therin is closyd as it were a sterre.

1635 SWAN Spec. Mmtd. (1670) 258 The Astarite is a clear

shining chrystalline stone, having in the midst the image of
a full moon. 1677 HALK Prim. Orig. Man. 328 The Con-

figurations of Asterites, of Crystals, of Salts.

Astern ^astdun), adv. (prep.}, orig. phr., Nant.

[f. A prep.
1 + STKKN, the hinder part of a ship.]

1. Of position : In or at the stern.

1675 HOBBES Odyss. 61 Then he astern sate down and
governed, a 1826 HOOD It'ee Man x, Good sir, you must
not sit a-stern, The wave will else come in.

2. Hence, in the rear, behind x
at any distance).

1627 SMITH Seaman's Gram. ix. 45 To lay an anchor . .

ahead, and another asterne. 1692 Loud. Gaz. No. 2811/3
The Rupert being about a mile a-stern. 1725 DE FOE I ~oy.

round World (18401 350 A gale of wind right astern. 1845
DARWIN l-'oy. Nat. iii. 11879 '43 They made all sail, .and soon
left the horse astern.

b. Astern of : in the rear of (a ship).
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 3 A Barbarian man of warre

.. came asterne of us. 1707 LUTTRELL Brief Re I. VI. 168

One of the biggest, .men of war. .sunk down a stern of him.

1865 DICKENS Mut. />. i. 3 Keeping halt his boat's length
astern of the other boat.

3. Of motion: To the rear, backward; stern fore-

most. Said of a ship or boat.
1681 Lend. Gaz. 1628/1 Soon after the Algerine fell a stern.

1857 KMERSON Poems 29, I, Alphonso, live and learn, Seeing
Nature go astern. 1858 J. MANSFIELD in Merc. Mar. Mag,
V. 19 She came round with head to wind, when she backed
astern.

B. prep. At the stem or rear of (a ship).
1675 HQBBES Odyss. 150 Dolon's spoils astern his ship he

plac'd.

Astern, var. ansterne, obs. f. AUSTERE. %

Asternal vast5unal\ a. Phys. [f. A- pref. 14
+ mod.l,. stern-urn breast-bone, ad. Gr. oripvov
chest + -At 1

.]
Not joined to the breast-bone.

1847 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Ph. IV. 652/1 The asternal ribs.

Asteroid (arsteroid), a. and sb. [ad. (Jr. dortpo-

ti^Tjy star-like, f. darrjp slar : see -OID.]
A. adj. Star-shaped, star-like.

1854 DALLAS Anitn. Kingd. 1 1856) 52 The asteroid polypes
are all compound animals. 1880 WALLACE 1st. Life xiv.

296 The woody Asteroid forms.

1. Name given to the numerous minute planetary
bodies revolving round the sun between the orbits

of Mars and Jupiter; called also planetoids and
minor planets.
1802 HI.RSCHEL mP/iil. Trans. XCII. 228 From this, their

asteroidical appearance, if I may use that expression .. 1

shall take my name, and call them Asteroids. 1875 PROCTOR

E.\-p. Heaven 114 Not a year passes without the recognition
of two or three and sometimes ten or twelve, .asteroids.

f 2. A meteor. Obs.

1830 GOODRICH (P. Parley) Sun Moon and Stars Ivii. (1837)

296 liy the term ' November Asteroids' it is the shooting or

falling stars that are spoken of. 1849 MRS. SOMKRVILLE
Connex. Phys. Sc. xxxvii. 447 They [the meteorites] are

asteroids revolving about the sun.

3. Hence applied to a kind of fire-work.

1875 Times 4 Nov. 1/6 \Advi.} Rockets with pearl stars. .

Asteroids changing colours while sailing through the air.

Asteroidal (sesttrordal), a. [f. prec, + -AL!.]
Of or pertaining to asteroids.

1868 LOCKYER Heavens 238 Meteoric and asteroidal rings.

1881 PROCTOR Poetry Astron. x. 355 The asteroidal family.

t Asteroi'dical, a. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -ic.vL.]

=
prec. 1802 [see ASTEROID sb. i.J

Asterophyllite (re:sten7,frbit). Patoont. [f.

Gr. dffrrjp, dartpo-, star + <f>v\\ov leaf + \iOos stone ]

A fossil plant, with leaves arranged in whorls, found

in the coal formations of Europe and America.

1847 i" CRAIG (as Latin'. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. 192.

Astert, var. ASTABT v. Obs. to escape.

t Aste*rve, vlstr. Obs. Forms: i *asteorfan,

2-3 asteorven, 3 .jasterve. Pa.pplc. i astorfeu,



ASTERVE.

3 astorve(n, [OE. asteorfan, f. A- pref. \ +

steorfan str. intrO : see STARVE. Cf. OHG. ar-

sterpan, isterban, MHG. ersterbcn. Before 1400
the strong and weak forms were levelled in asUrvet

which did not survive long enough to become
astarve ; cf. STARVE, and mod.G. ersterbcn.] intr.

To die, esp. of hunger ; to starve.

cxooo ^LFRIC in Wright I'oc. 61/1 Sideratus vel ictuatus,

ferunge astorfen. ^1230 Ancr. K. 326 He not hweoer he

schulle J>et ilke daie uerliche asteoruen. a 1250 Owl <$

Nigfit. 1200 jifdeor schuleliggeastor\-e. fijBo-SYr Ferumb.

3056 Schamly for to asterue ber for hungre.

t AsteTVC, -
2 wk. Obs. Forms : i asterfan.

astyrfan, astserfan, 4 asterve. [OE. ast$rftn, f.

A- pref. i + styfen (weak trans. : see STARVE.

Cf. OHG. arsterpan, MHG. crsterben^ and see

prec.] trans. To kill, destroy ; to starve out.

<T97S Rush. Gosp. Matt. xv. 13 Waestnxaseten ba be ne

sette fseder min .. astzrfed bi'5. aiooo Crist iGreini 15,2

Stanum ast>Tfed. 1340 Ayfnt. 240 He ssel . .wybdra^e be

metes and bet weter uor to asterue. .e castel. pe castel of

|>e wombe . . is asterued be uestinges.

t Asteynte, v. (only in pa. t.) Obs. [f. OF.
esteindre (mod. eteindre\ pa. pple. cstcint: L. ex-

tinguerc, extinct-urn, to EXTINGUISH.] To put out,

extinguish.
c 1450 LONELICH Grail \. 442 A gret rein . . halfende! the

fiawme fully asteynte.

t Asteynte, ppL a. Obs. [Perhaps for at-

tcynte : see ATTAINT a. ; or ? pa. pple. of A-

STENCH, = ' caused to stink, stinking
'

; cf. aseint,

asenth, adreint, adrensh]
c 1300 K. Alis. 8Bo He \ fyle asteynte horesone ! To misdo

was ay thy wone.

i Asthenia (aesb/hsra). Rarely a-stheny. Path.

[mod.L., a. Gr. aaBivtia., f. daQevf-s weak, f. d priv.

+ 00vos strength.] Lack of strength, diminution

of vital power, weakness, debility. Astheno'loffy,

scientific consideration of diseases arising from

debility (Mayne Exp. Lex. 1853) Astheno-pia

[Gr. &$, aura eye], weakness of sight.

1830 din. Ettcycl. XIV. 10 Asthenia including those

diseases which consist in a diminution of the nervous energy.

1859 \VOHCESTER, Asthcny. 1861 BELLEW Afghan. 390 The
typhus character was proved by the extreme asthenia. 1875
WALTON Dis. Eye 345 Asthenopia quickly occurs.

Astheni.C (aesje*nik>, a. Path. [ad. Gr. daOt-

VIKOS : see prec.] Of, pertaining to, or character-

ized by asthenia ; weak, debilitated ; weakening.
1789 NATH. FOSTER Parrs IWu. 1x8281 VIL 466 Are you

sure that your diathesis is purely asthenic. 1852 T. Ross
tr. Humboldt's Trait. I. LiL 136 Bleeding, evacuating, and
all the asthenic remedies,

Asthe-nical, a.
[f. prec. + -AL! ]

- prec
1819 LAWRENCE Lect. Man 118441 3&? ^<o symptom of the

asthenical malady which characterizes Albinos.

Asthma (ae'sbma, ae'sma.. Forms: 4-7 asma,

(4 asmy), 7 astma, 6- astlnna. [a. Gr. aa(?/ia,

->taT-, f. d-fiv to breathe hard, d-tiv to blow.

Smart and Walker give the pronunciation (ae
-stma

.]

Difficulty of breathing ; spec, a disease of respira-

tion, characterized by intermittent paroxysms of diffi-

cult breathing, with a wheezing sound, a sense of

constriction in the chest, cough, and expectoration.
1398 TREVISA Barth De P.R. vn. xxix. 11495) 243 Dyffy-

culte and hardnes of brethynge hight Asma. Ibid. 244 Tbre
manere of Asmyes. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 776 The shortnesse

of breath called asthma. 1634 R. H. Salerne Rfgim. 205
The matter that causeth Asma. 1741-3 WESLEV Extr. JmL
11749! 20 He seemed to be dying of an asthma. 1861 E.

MAYHEW Dogs 101 Asthma is spasm of the bronchial tubes.

t A'Sthmasy . Obs. rare 1
, [cf. Gr. d<r6(*d(~ttv

and dvOfwiv-civ, to breathe hard.] = ASTHMA
1599 A. M. Gabflhottfr's Bk. Physic 102/2 Asthmasye, or

shortnes of breath.

Asthmatic '&s}>m2e-tik\ a. and sb. Also 6

asmatycke, -icke, asthmatyke, -ique, -icke, 7-8
-ick. [ad. L. asthmatuus, a. Gr. dffOfiartxCt : see

ASTHMA and -ic.] A adj.
1. Affected with or suffering from asthma.

2542 moQB.DE.Dyftaryx.y.'x-v. '1870 296 A dyete for. .asthma-

tyke men- 1582 HESTEB Phiora-i'. ^fcr. in. cxi 135 tiiuen

in the broth of a Chickin \-nto those that are AsmatJcke.
J775 ^- WALPOLE Last Jrnls. 14 Mar., Asthmatic and un-

healthy like her father. 1861 WYNTEK Soc. Bees 459 An
asthmatic patient.

2. Of or pertaining to asthma.
1620 VENSER Via. Recta iii. 61 The Asthmatick passion . .

is a short and painfull fetching of breath, 1879 BLACK A di 1
.

Phaeton xxiv. 328 Interrupted by a fit ofasthmatic coughing.
b. Good against asthma.
1880 M. COLLINS Th, in Card. I. 53 An asthmatic balsam

that is
'

truly efficacious and pleasant.'

3. jig. Puffing, wheezy.
1853 KAXE Grinnell Exp. cxi. The asthmatic old steam-tug.
B. sb. A person suffering from asthma.

16x0 BARKOL'GH Physick n vil. 11639' 82 You must give
unto the Asthmaticks . . Antidotes. 1871 XAPHEYS Prcr. <$

Cur. Dis. in. yiL 891 Why should the close air of a crowded
room be balmiest of airs to some asthmatics?

Asthzna~tical, a.
[f. prec. + -AL.]

=
prec.

a 1639 WOTTOS Let. in Relia. (1685)467 Asthmatical strait-

ness of respiration. x86z Athfnmm 30 Aug. 264 Almost all

the men were asihmaiical.
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Asthma'tically, adz: [f. prec. -T-LY*.] After

the manner of one suffering from asthma.
1812 L. H L'KT in Examiner 2 1 Dec . 8 1 5/1 The waves heave

rather asthmatically. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede n. xviii.

168 Old Burge . . leaned forward coughing asthmaucally.

Asti;, astigh, variants of ASTVE v. Obs.

Astigmatic Oestigmae-tikX a. Phys. [f.
Gr.

a. priv. + c/riffta., -pen- point + -1C.] Pertaining to

or characterized by astigmatism.
1849 TODD CycL Anat. $ Phys. IV. 1468/2 An astigmatic

lens. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight vi. 82 The astigmatic cornea

. . has different curvatures in direction? at right angles to

each other.

Astigmatism ast'rgmatiz'm . [f.
as prec. -r

-ISM.] A structural defect in the eye (see quot.\
which prevents the rays of light from being brought
to a common focus on the retina.

1861 J. LAVRENCE in .Wed. Times i Nov. 474'! Correction

both of the astigmatism and the ametropia. 1878 FOSTER

Phys. in. ii. 4 1 1 The cause of astigmatism is . . unequal curva-

ture of the cornea.

Astiler, obs. form of ASHLAB.
+ Antri-Tif.j 7;. Obs. Forms: I astynt-an, 2-4

astynt-en, 3 astunt-en (ii), 4 astent. For in-

flexions, see STINT. [OE. astyntan, f. A- pref. \

+ styntan to STINT.]
1. trans. To bring to a standstill, to cause to

cease or stop.
cfM Efinal Gl. i Sweet I 488 fiebetatus astyntid. c 1130

Ancr. R. 72 J>eone ku&en heo neuere a^tunten hore cleppe.

c 1330 A rtk. 4- MerL 835 So noble swerdes dent, That hem
astinL. 1480 CAXTOK Chron. Eng. ccxii. 108 Tho were al

maner plees of the kynges benche astent.

2. intr. To stop, stay.
c 1130 Ancr. R. Bo Heo schal tunen hire mu5 t> te swote

brec- . . astunte wioinnen. c 1380 Sir Feruirtli. 1109 Er J>ay

come to Mantrible neuere J>ay ne astente.

3. intr. To cease, desist, leave off.

IZ50 LAY. 31 891 po astunte be cwaolm. c 1380 Sir Fcr:in: ;
.

1842 He ne! neuere a-stynte.

t Astrpulate, v. Obs. [f. L. astipulat- ppl.

stem of a\d)stipu.la-ri, f. ad to -t- stipulari to bar-

gain, covenant. Cf. ADSTIPULATE, -ATION, in mod.

treatises on Rom. Law.]
1. intr. To make an agreement or stipulation ;

to assent or agree to).

1548 HALL Chron. Hen. I'll an. 10 (R, ' He nothynge denyed,
but . . did astipulate and agree to all thinges layed to hys

charge. 1634 JACKSON Creed vn. xx. Wks. VII. 176 So the

prophet astipulateth in the name of his God. 1651 BK HALL
Inris. World n. i All. .have astipulated to this truth.

2. trans. To agree or assent to.

1658 J. ROBINSON Eudoxa ix. 50 Several of Hippocrates
Aphorisms . . do astipulate the same.

t Astvpula'tion. Obs. [ad. L. astipulatien-

;m, n of action f astipulat- : see prec. and -ATIOS.]
1. The action of agreeing to a proposal ; agree-

ment, bargain.
1594 R. PARSONS Conf. \ejrt Success. I. v. 84 The astipula-

tion and promises made on both sides. i6z8 Bp. HALL Hen.
Maried Ctergie in. 10. 802, I . >by the consent and astipu-
lation of my princes, . consigne to them, that monastene.

2. The action of assenting to what has been

alleged ; a confirming statement.
1618 Hist. P. IVarbeck in Harl. Misc. '1793' 96 The council

. . found . . his reasons of defence manifest astipulations of the

matter. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xxjtii, By the Testi-

mony, and Astipulation of the brute Beasts.

t Asti'r, i'. Ol>s. Forms : I astyri-, astiri-an,
2 astiri-. asteri-, 3 asturi-en, 5 astere, 6 asteir.

[OE. astyri-an, f. A- pref. I up, out + styrian to

STIB; cogn. w. OHG. irsturcn, MHG. erstiirn

to stir np] To stir up, move, disturb, excite,

physically or emotionally.
c looo Ags. Gosj*. John v. 4 l>eet water w;es astyred.
Mark xv. n pa astyredon }*a bisceopas ^a menegu. rxzys
Lamb. Horn. 95 He sake ne asterde. 1205 LAY. 28786 Astured
wes al Jas )>eode strongliche swioe. 1567 Test. K. Hen.
Stftvart in Sc. Poems i6M C. II. 262 My solace, sorow,
sobbery to asteir.

Astir iast3'j), adv., orig. phr. [A prep.\ +
STIB sb. Not in any Diet, of 1 8th c. : not in Todd
1818, Craig 1847, \Vebster 1864. First in northern

writers ; perk, anglicized from Sc. A.STEER, fj-v.]

Stirring, a. esp. Out of bed, up and moving about.

[1805 WORDSW. H'aggcmer i. 23 Hush, there is some one on
the >tir !] 18x3 LOCKHART Reg. Dalton L vii. 11842 34 Astir

by eight o'clock. 1831 SCOTT Cast. Dang, ii, It is lucky. .

we have found our friends astir. 1833 Hr. MARTINEAU Briery
Crk. iii. 46 The whole village was early astir. 1850 M RS.

STOWE L'nele Tom's C. xxx. 281 Now it is morning, and
everybody is astir. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. 4- Merck. II. vi.

163 Early as it is, the world is astir.

b. gen. In motion, c. fig. In excitement.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. v. v. II. 314 All kings and kinglets
. .are astir; their brows clouded with menace. 1856 KANE
Arct. Exp. II. i. 17 Al! hands are astir with their [the winds']
novel influences. 1870 F. WILSON Ck. Lindis/. 34 The vil-

lage is astir with sea-faring men. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr.
62 When there is much wind astir.

tAstrrbroad.aA'. Obs. [?f. A/rc/., .,

and ABROAD.] Stirring abroad, moving from place
to place.
1643 HORN & ROBOTHAM Gate Lang. L'nl. xix. S 224 The

grasshopper. . singeth astirbroad : the cricket at home.

ASTONE.

t Astite, as tite, adrt. pkr. Ofa. Chiefly
north, forms: 4 als tit(e, als tyte. als tyd, 4-5
alstite ; 4 as tit, 4-5 as tyt, as tyte, as tyd, 5

astyht, 57 astite. The two words as titt were

commonly written as one from isth to i7thc.

(cf. ASFAST, ASSOON.) Beside the obvious import

(see As, A 3, 5, and TlTE), it had the sense : As
I quick as might be, nmr.ediately (Fr. aussit&t^.

(1325-1420 See other instances under ALSTITE.] c 13*0 R.
' BRVNNE 1^1edit. 436 {tow *>halt haue of vs ^e deV> astyte.

('1330 Amis ff AmiL 1046 And lepe astite opon a stede.

r 1435 Torr. Portugal 641 A ! theff ! yeld the astyt. c 1450
LONKLJCH Grail xxii. iz Al this schal I the tellen astyht.

1674 RAY .V. fount>\ tt'ds. 2 Astite, Anon, shortly, or a-

soon.

Astiune : see Asihioy.
Astod e, pa. t. of ASTAND v: Ols.

AstomatouS ast^mat3s\ a. [see next.] Hav-

ing no mouth; applied in Z.ooL to the Automata or

'mouthless' animals, a division of the Protozoa,

comprising the Gregarinidx and Rhizopoda.
1855 OWEN /T*. Aniin. 669 Automatons Infu-^oria . . have

no true or determinate mouth.

AstomoUS 'x'stOTrtas", a.
[f.

Gr. CUTTO^-OS

mouthless f. d priv. + oTupa, -//ar-, mouth) -t- -ous.]

Having no mouth, astomatous ; applied chiefly in

Bot. to those Mosses in which the um does not

open by the detachment of the operculum.
1857 HJ.SIRF.Y Bot. 319 In what are called Astomous

Mosses thtre is no deciduous operculurn. 1880 GRAY Dot.

Tixt-bk. 3oB Asiomous, without a stoma or mouth.

t Asto*aate. ///. a. Ot>s. [north, f. ASTONED,
with -ate written for -*/,-//: see-ATE.] Astounded.

1513 DOUGLAS .-Kneis xn. xi, 113 cd. 1710 Tumu= abtonate

stude doun in studying \ed, 1874, astonyst &tude dum.]
* Aston e, astun astzrn;, z-. Qbs. Forms:

3-6 aston-e n, 4 astune, astoune. = astoon, a-

stown. 5 6 aetoyne, astoun. 6 a&tonne, 6 7 a-

ston, 7-8 astun some of these only in pa. f pie.

[The etymology and form-history present points of

difficulty. To all appearance, astonc. astunc, a-

stoune, was a. OF. cstom-r, csluner, c.Conner now
etonner" to stun, strike senseless, stupefy, shock, as-

tonish : L. *cxtoncr, f. ex out + tcmare to thunder:

cf. cl. I- attonarc to strike with a thunderbolt,

stun, stupefy. See A-/>;r/~ 9. The nature of its

relation to STUN is as yet doubtful : connexion with

mod.G. staitnfn* erstauncn. uncertain.]
The form-history is rendered more difficult by the ME,

habit of spelling em for 'cf, $f>n, snn ; !cti, iu.i; d-.'r.f,

dun ; seme, sum ; ttw;, v.frtt, etc. ', which probably I

here, since Cower rhymed output, scnif = OK. sunn, son
,

Chaucer asfcwcd, uxmed >=OE. U'Utuxl, wont . and iiih c.

writers had still aitun. OF. o, n, sometimes gives Eng. H
as in tun, gum, rum; sometimes on, ou- 'through ft as in

crown, sound, round, confound; hence the forms ai::f^.

astottn ; the late astern seems, like aslony, astonish, to have
been influenced by later F. fstwiu-r\ astoon may ha'vt betn
a phonetic spelling of asttin ; astoyne is unexplair,t. . STUN

iq. v. i is of later appearance, and so far as evidence goe-,
seems to be an aphetic form of astnn. These words do not

appear to have any connexion with OE. stunian to rewound
ithe sen^e 'impingere

1 was only a bad guess ol Junms, re-

peated by Lye, etc. ; but, both in meaning and form, it is

difficult to consider them not related to G. s:aitnt->;, er-

s!aunetj,3. modern word adopted in 1 8th century from Swi^s

stiine, for which German scholars would seek a T cut jr.:c

etymology : see Grimm, Kluge. From astone and us pa.

pples, astonfd, astun 'd, astound, have arisen the variants

astcnj', astotiifd, whence again astonish, astonished, with
their derivatives ; also a new vb. astound, and pple, as-

tounded, with their derivatives. To astun, astonyt as-

tonisk, astound, are thus all of common origin, i

1. trans. To stun
;
to strike senseless with a blow,

or partially senseless with a loud noise ; to r ana-

lyse a limb with anaesthetics
;
to paralyse action,

strike powerless, stupefy.
1340 Aycnb. 130 pise bye^uour strokes of J>ondre bet asioneb

bane zene^ere and makej? ssake. f 1450 LOSELICH Grail \\\.

314 Of that strok astoned he was. c 1532 LD. BERNEKS Hnon
493 With this mall I shall astone them all 1543 TKAHEKON
I'igos Ckirurg. iv. 160 Some commaund to a&toyne the

member before incisyon. 1547 BOOEDE Brr:'. Hca.Hk cclxxi.

90 b, The one legge and the one arme is benomed or astonned.

1576 T. N[EWTOS] Lfinmcs Touchst. Complex. 1633' 09
Some do so astone the limmes of them that touch them, that

they have no feeling . . a good while after. i6iz DRAVTCN
Poly-olb. x\iiL 291 Who with the thundring noyse . . Astui.d

the earth,

2. To daze (the eyes\ rare.

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. II'. (MS. G g. Camb. . 164 His face

schon so bryhte That with the glem a-j-tontde was the syhte.

3. To smash or shiver with a blow.

1440 Protnp. Fart:
, Astoynyn, or brese werkys (v.r. asto>Ti

or brosj-n ,Qnatw % gvasso.
4. To strike mute with amazement, overwhelm

one's presence of mind ; to confound, astound ; to

astonish.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boetk. iv. v. 133 The moeueable poeple is

a-stoned of alle binges Jrat comen selde. r 1400 Dtstr. Troy
n-. 1203 J>e grekes on Je ground were greatly asioynet. 1440

Proinj>. Parr., Astonyd, as mannys ->nte, Ationo. 1565

JEWEL Kepi. Harding- 116111 276 Only to astonne and
amaze the simple, a 1677 EAEKOW Serw. Wks. 1716 I. 342
Would it not astone a mind so pure?
5. intr. To be amazed, to be full of astonish-

ment. (Cf. G. crstatintn.}



ASTONED.

1393 OOWF.R Con/. III. 54 He drad him of his owne sone,
That makith him wel the more astone.

t Astoned, astunned ^asty-nd), ///. a. Obs.

Forms: 3-7 astoned, 4astuned, astouued, 5 as-

tonyd, astownyd, 5 6 astooued, astoyned, 4-6
astonned, 6-7 astond. 7 astund, 7-8 astunned.

[Pa. pple. of prec. vb., pronounced in MK. ast'ned,
ast nd

;
but sometimes, like other ME. words in

-nnd, lengthened to ast/7'nd, and sj^elt astound,

ast(nund\ see ASTOUND ppl. a. Astoyned in 15-
i6th c. is an unexplained variant, perhaps mixing
astoned and astonyed^\
1. Stunned, benumbed, stupefied, insensible.
c 1300 St. Margar. 290 }>e folc. .ful acloun for drede 8: leye

ber as hi were astoned k as hi were dede. c 1330 Arth. <^-

Merl.fajj Hors and man astuned lay. i48sCAXTON C/ta*.
Gt. 76 So xstoned that the eyen in hys heed were al troubled
of the payne. 1578 LYTE Doiioens 383 The same . . dissolueth
the blood that is astonde or fixed. 1624 C^CARI.KS Job A/i/.

(1717) 187 Astun'd with sorrows. 1735 SoMKHVlLLE Chase
in. 253 Prostrate he lies Astunn'd and impotent.
2. Stupid.
( J374 CIIAUCKR Boeth. iv. iii. 122 Yif he be slowe and

astoned. .he lyue"th as an asse.

3. Stricken with consternation or amazement, so

as to lose presence of mind
; amazed, overwhelmed,

confounded
;
astonished.

1297 R. GLOUC. 396 Her hors were al astoned, & nolde after

wylle Sywe nober spore ne brydel. c 1386 CIIAUCKR Clerks
T. 281 No wonder is thogh that she were astoned (astoned"'
7-. r. astonyd, -yed|..Sehe neuere was to swiche gestis
woned. .-1400 Destr. Troy xxm. 9488 All astonyt bai stode
starond aboute. c 1500 l-'irgitiits in Thorns E. E. Row.
11858) II. 26 Virgilius was a stoned and merueyled greatly
thereof. 1543 GR.-\FTON Cent. Harding 494 At whiche
questyon all the lordes sat sore astonned, musynge muche.
r 1550 CHKKK Matt. .\iii. 54 In so much y

l

y-
' weer astooned.

1576 (iASCOKiNK Compl. Philom. >Arb.i 89, I stood astoynde.
n 1677 BAHHUW Serin. u686 III. xxxii. 352 He will beastond, I

and will say, In truth great is the God of Christians.

Astonied (ast{;'nid), ppl. a. Forms: 4-5 as-

toiioyd, 46 -yed, =, -eyed, 5-6 astoyned, as-

tonnyed, -led, 6- astonied. Aphet. 4 stoneyd,
stonejid. [A variant of prec. ; pa.pple.ofASTONYZ'.J
(Various writers have apparently fancied this word
to be a derivative of stony, and used it as =*

petri-

fied, in the transferred senses 2, 3, 4.)]
fl. Stunned, stupefied, deprived of sensation;

primarily by a blow, but subset], also by anaesthe-

tics, cold, etc. ; insensible, benumbed, paralysed.
c 1386 [>,ee ASTONED 3]. c 1450 Merlin x. 164 He fill to the

grounde astonyed. 1523 Ln. UKKNKRS Froiss. \. clxiii. 201
Sir Kdwarde. .Stroke hym suche a stroke on the helme with
his swerde, that he was astonyed. 1578 LYTK Dodoens 451
The body and greeved place is only astonied, or made asleepe
for a season. 1580 HAKKT Ah'. Ji 544 Benununed or astonied,
a sleepe, without senco or feeling, Torpidns. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny II. 323 Their feet will be immediatly benummed and
astonied. 1603 KNOLI.ES Hist. Turks 11621) 87 The Sultan
. .gave him such a blow upon the head, as might have killed

a bull, so that the Emperour . . astonied, fell down from his

horse. 1611 COIGR., Gourdi, Benummed , astonied, stonnied.

f b. Of parts of the body : Rendered powerless,
or functionless. Of the teeth : 'set on edge.

1

Obs.

11350 Mcd. MS. in Arc/i.vol. XXX. 373 To veynes astony id
. . ful of myth. 1388 WYCLIF Ecclits. xxx. 10 Thi teeth
schulen be astonyed. 1398 TRKVISA Rarth. De P. R. xix.

Ixxiii. ii495'9o3 Synewes that ben astonyed other shronken.

2. Deprived for the moment of the power of

action, dazed, paralysed, arch.

, ('1350 ll'ill. Palcrtm 880 Stifly astoneyd for ioye. 1388
WYCLIF Prov. xvi. 30 With i^en astonyed. 1494 FABVAN v.

cxxvii. 108 They were so astonyed, that they myght not goo
one foote forwarde. 1535 CoVEBD \I.K Job xxxvii. i My hert
is astonnied, and moued out of his place. 1596 R. LINCIIK
Poems (18771 60 Stone-astonied, lil;e a Deare at gaze. 1667
MILTON /*. L. \\. 890 Adam ..Astonied stood and Blank,
while horror chill Ran through his veins. 1850 MRS. BROWN-
ING Poems 1.319 And I astonied fell and could not pray.

3. Bewildered, filled with consternation, dis-

mayed, arch.

1-1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 1503 This Emelye astoneyd was,
And seide, 'What amounteth this, alias!' 1440 Promp.
Parr., Astonyed ora-stoyned yn mannys wytte, Attonitiis,
constcrnatnS) sttipcfactus, percnlsns. 1594 Mirr. Policic

(1599) IJ, The part ofa stout man is not to be astonied and cast

downe in aduersity. 1611 HIDLK Ezra ix. 3, I rent my gar-
ment and my mantle . . and sate downe astonied. 1674
(loui-DMAN Lat. Diet., Stupcjio, to be abashed or astonied.

1873 Miss UKOUGHTON Nancy i. 2 Might well hold up his

hands in astonied horror.

4. Greatly surprised, amazed, astonished, arch.

1400 Test. Love nr. 11560) 296 b/a Hugelye tho was I

astonied of this suddain adventure. IMMCOVKRDALH 2 Citron.
viL 21 Kuery one that goeth by, shall be astonnyed at this

hye house. i6zz CHESTER Dialogue (1878; 127 Within the

night they shine so gloriously, That mans astonied senses

they do feed. ZT^O WOI.COTT i P. Pindar) Ep. J. Bruce Wks.
1812 II. 353 The public eye astonied stare. 1857 Miss
WINKWORTH Tauter $ Life 70 Your brethren m the convent
were much astonied at you.

t Asto'niedness. Obs.
[f. prec. + -NESS.]

Insensibility or benumbedness of body ; stupor or

torpor of mind.

1580 HAKKT Alv. B 541 Astoniednesse or dulnesse of the
minde. .Stupor. .Benummednesne or astoniednesse, Torpor.
i6zi COTGR., Stupeurt Stupor, numnesse. .astoniednesse.

t Astcrning, vbl. sb. Ohs.
[f.

ASTOXK v. f

-ING '.]
= ASTONISHING. Cf. ASTOXYTNG.]
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r 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. ii. 9 Why art l>ou stille. Is it for
schame or for astonynge? 1440 Promp. Parv.

t Astonynge
or a-stoynynge yn wytte.

Astonish ^ast^nif), v. Also 6 astonysshe.

Aphetized in 7 to STONISH. [An alteration (not
found before 1500)' of earlier astony, as if this

represented a F. *estonmr, cstonissant. Perhaps
such a form had arisen in Anylo-Fr. : Palsgrave
has 'astonysshyng, fsfonisstment,' Godefroy a ppl.

adj. csfoni.']

\"
1. To deprive of sensation, as by a blow ;

to

stun, paralyse, deaden, stupefy. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 439/1, I astonysshe with a ^troke upon the

heed, Jcstourais. 1550 DK. SOMERSET in Coverdale Spir.
Perlc (1588) Pref. A. iv b, Medicines that doth but astonish t:

the sore place. 1600 HOLLAND Livy XLII. xv. 1124 'I'he one
smote the king upon the head, the other astonished his

shoulder. z6i6 ll'ithals Diet. 597 A kind of fish that hath

power to astonish the hands of them that take it, Torpedo,
1635 PEMBLK ll'ks. 52 The Stoikes. .did rather astonish than

conquer them [i, e, desires and passions].

t b. To set the teeth on edge. Obs.

1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Physic 321 Teeth astonished. The
cause is a sowre last. The cure : Purslane chewed.

t 2. To stun mentally ; to sho"ck one out of his

wits
;
to drive stupid, bewilder. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 438/2, I astonysshe, I dull one, I take from
him the quicknesse of his wytte. 1600 HOLLAND Livy 11.

xii. 40 The king . . as if he had been distracted, was almost
astonished at the sight.

f 3. To shock one out of his self-possession, or

confidence ; to dismay, terrify. Obs.

1535 COVKRDALE Jer. ii. 12 Be astonished fo ye heauens',
be afrayde, and abashed at soch a thinge. 1601 SHAKS. Jnl.
C. i. Jii. 56 When the most mightie Gods, by tokens, send
Such dreadfull Heraulds to astoni.sh vs.

4. To give a shock of wonder by the presentation
of something unlocked for or unaccountable

;
to

ama/e, surprise greatly.
i6iz BIBLE Matt. vii. 28 The people were astonished at his

doctrine. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopins I. 7 Cabades . . seeing
it, was astonisht, and all the Persians with him. 1776-88
GIBBON Dccl. <$ /'. xliv. (1813) VIII. 83 The Romans..
astonished the Greeks by their sincere and simple perform-
ance of the most burthensome engagements. 1844 MACAULAY
Chatham, 7'~ss. 11852! 729 Weymouth had a natural elo-

quence, which sometimes astonished those who knew how
little he owed to study.

t AstO'mshable, a. Obs.
[f. prec. + -ABTJC.]

Calculated to astonish, surprising,
wonderful.

1603 HAKSNKT Pop. Impost, xix. (title) no The Astonish-
able power of Nick-names. 1657 RKUVE God's Pica 276 Men
have rare endowments, and astonishable demeanour.

Astonished (ast^nijt), ///. a. Also 6 -1st,

7 -isht. [f. ASTONISH + -KD.]

fl. Bereft of sensation; stunned, benumbed. Obs t

1576 RAKER Gesners Jewell Health 503, The water doth
lyke recover astonished or henummed partes of the body.
1615 CKOOKK Body ofMan 460 Who lay . . apoplecticall or
astonished. 1658 ROWLAND Mouffefs Theat. Jus. 1106 This
cures the nerves relaxed, contracted, astonished.

1 2. Stunned or paralysed mentally, bereft of

one's wits
; stupefied, bewildered. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS s&tiei's vm. Hi. 59 Pallas, astonyst of sa hie
a name. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia \ifo2~i $ Musidorus. .had his

wits astonished with sorrow. 1670 MILTON Hist, Brit. n.

502 Blind, astonished, and >truck with superstition as with
a planet; in one word, Monks.
3. Killed with consternation ; dismayed, arch.

1653 CRASHAW Sacr. Pocnts 147 Th* astonish'd nymphs
their flood's strange fate deplore. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg.
iv. iR.) With rage inflam'd, astonish'd with surprize. 1790
BURNS Tarn O'Shanter, But Maggie stood right sair as-

tonish'd.

4. Amazed, full of surprised wonder.
1718 POI-E Iliad vn. 105 This fierce defiance Greece as-

tonish'd heard. 1781 GIBBON Dccl. <y F. III. 228 Beaten to
death with sticks, before the eyes of the astonished emperor.
1810 SoUTHEV Kehtuna xxm. ix, The towers of Vamenpur
Rise on the astonish'd sight.

,^. [f.prcc. + -LY-.]
In an astonished manner

; with astonishment.
1612 15 BP. HALL Contempt. (R.> Was it, that thy amazed-

ness .. astonishedly waited for the success? 1628 EARLK
Microcosm, xiii. iArb.) 35 Hee neuer heares any thing more
astonuhtly than what hee knowes before. 1882 Daily Tel.
ii Apr., Delightedly and, I may add, astonishedly young.

Asto'nisheduess. '.Obs~ [f. prec. -f -NESS.]
Astonishment, amazement.
1530 PALSGR. 195/2 Astonysshednesse.yJvywr.
Astonisher (astp-nij;u\ [f. ASTONISH v.+

-ER!.] He who or that which astonishes: seequot.
1871 RINGWALT Encycl. Print. 20 Better known as the

Kxclamation Point. Printers term it the Astonisher, and . .

the Scarer. 1881 Times 27 Oct., A true Hibernian astonisher.

Astonishing (ast^nijin),
vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

-f -ING 1
.] fa- Deprivation of sensation; para-

lysis, bemimbment. Obs. b. Dismaying, arch.

c. Surprised wonder.

1530 PALSGR. 195/2 Astonysshlng, estonnissement. 1563
HYLL Arte Garden. '1593*95 The cramp, the Apoplcxie,
the astonishing and the trembling of the members. 1597
DANIEL CVz'. Wares n. Iviii, He kneeleshhn downe with some
astonishing. 1608 HIERON Wks. I. 712/1 To the astonishing
and amazement of the mightie. 1820 MAIR Tyro's Diet.

(ed. 10) 6 KxanimatiOt an astonishing, a disheartening.

Asto'nishing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

fa. Stunning, benumbing, paralysing. Obs. fb.

ASTONYING.

Stupefying, confounding, bewildering. Obs. c

Filling with wonder, surprising, wonderful.
1612 WOODALL Sttrg'. Mate Wks. 1653, 52 Them that have

convulsions, or any astonishing disease. i6z8 EARLE Micro-
cosm. vi. 15 Some astonishing bombast, which men only till

they understand are scared with. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und.
4 What incredible and astonishing actions do we find . .

tumblers bring their bodies to. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No.
315 f 9 Circumstances that are both credible and astonishing.
1795 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 296 It is an age of astonishing
events. Nothing happens in the ordinary COUP*. 1870 B. TAY-
LOR Germ. Lit. 64 'I'he marvelous legendary growths which
collect around certain names, have an astonishing vitality.

AstO'nishingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY^.] In

an astonishing manner
; to an astonishing degree ;

amazingly, surprisingly.
1668 HOWE Jilt'ss. A' ightcous Wks. 1834, 227/2 Considera-

tions that would render this astonishingly strange. 1803
W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 744 Wherever bills of exchange
originated, they are become astonishingly numerous.

Asto'nishingness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being astonishing.
1731 in BAILEY.

Asto nishment. [f.
as prec. + -MENT.]

fl. Loss of physical sensation, insensibility ;

paralysis, numbness, deadness. Obs.

1576 BAKER Gesner's jewel Health 153 b, It avayleth also
in the hote joynt aches, .in causing an astonishment to those

places. 1607 ToPSELL Fo:tr-f. Beasts 431 Those which are
troubled with any deafness or astonishment in any part of
their bodies. 1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Physic 234 There is

astonishment of the Leg by compression of the Nerves.

t b. 'Setting on edge' of the teeth. Obs.
1616 SURI-L. 8: MARKH. Countr. Farm 176 Purcelane eaten

doth cure the roughnesse and astonishment of the teeth.

t 2. Loss of sense or ' wits
'

; being out of one's

wits orat one's wits' end ; mental prostration, stupor.
Wine of astonishment \ stupefying wine. Obs.
1611 BIBLE Ps. Ix. 3 To drinke the wine of astonishment

[Gentv. giddtnesj. 1667 MILTON /*. L. i. 316 If such astonish-
ment as this can sieze Eternal spirits. 1725 DE FOE Voy.
round World (-&<\Q\ 271, I had a kind of astonishment upon
me for a great while.

3. Loss of presence of mind, coolness, or courage ;

dismay, consternation, dread, arch.
a 1586 SIDNEY (J.) With no less wonder to us than astonish-

ment to themselves. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. Hi. 26 They
stricken were with great astonishment, And their faint hearts
with senselesse horror queld. 1733 BAILEY Erasm. Colloq.
1 1877) 381 A man under an astonishment betwixt the hope of
life and the fear of death. 1861 ALFORIJ in Life (1873) 339
Let not the astonishment of your present grief supersede
your zeal for God's work.

4. Mental disturbance or excitement due to the

sudden presentation of anything unlocked for or

unaccountable ;
wonder temporarily overpowering

the mind ; amazement.

159^ T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. n. 401 Epicures &
Atheists, mast needs be driuen into an astonishment at this.

1630 MILTON On S/ta/ts.^ Thou in our wonder and astonish-
ment Hast built thy selfe a livelong monument. 1712

Anpisos Sped. No. 412 F 2 We are flung into pleasing as-

tonishment at such unbounded views. 1798 FERJUAR Illustr.

Sterne \. 6 The splendid scenes beheld with astonishment

by Europe. 1874 BLACK Pr. ThnU 47 He looked at her
for a moment in astonishment.

5. An object of astonishment
;
a cause of sudden

consternation or wonder.
1611 liiHLE Dent, xxviii. 37 Thou shalt become an astonish-

ment, a prouerbe, and a by-worde. 1666 PERRINCHIEF Serin.
ll'cstnt. 7 Nov. 32 [It] makes his Memory an execration,
and his Name an astonishment. 179* T. JEFFERSON Writ.

(1859) III. 459 Mr. Carniichael's silence has been long my
astonishment.

Astony (ast^'ni), v. arch. Forms: 3 astoney,

3-5 astonie, -ye, 6 astunnye, 6- astony. [A
variant of A.STONE, of difficult explanation ; perh.
the ending is due to OK. pa. pple. cstont, estonnt.

The instance in the Aycnbitc may be only the inf.

in -it of astone\ it has pr. tense aston-cth.\
1. trans. = ASTONE

;
to stun, paralyse, astound,

amaze.

1340 Ayenh. 126 Hou it ssolde ous sscnde and astonie.

Ibia. 257. c 1375 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. 1871 II. 113 pes
wordis astonyeden hem. 1386 CHAI.'CER Clerk's T. 260 '1 his

soden cas this man astonyed so [So 2 MSS. ; astoneyd' 1

,

astoned"-*]. 1388 WYCLIF Isa. xxi. 4 Myn herte fad 1tie, derk-

nessis astonieden me [2382 dercnesses stoneid maden me}.

1401 Pol. Poems (1859) H. 51 With her stcrne stounes [they
will] astonye al the erthe. 1526 TINDALE Matt, xxviii. 4
The kepers were astunnyed. 1557 A". Arthur (Copland) i.

xvi, A myghty stroke upon the helme whyche astonyed hyiu
sore. 1593 NASHE Christes Teares (1613) 10 O lerusalem. .

that stonest, and astoniest thy Prophets with thy peruers-
nesse. 1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm. fy Warre in. Angels, His
word was with power, which astonied the auditours. [Later
instances, see ASTONIKD.]
2. intr. (? or absol.} (Cf. ASTONE 5.) rare,

1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems I. 195 She stares at the wound
where it gapes and astonies. [A rhyme to Adonis.}

Asto'iiyiiig", vbl. sb. Obs. [f. prec.-f -IN<; ]
.]

= ASTONISHING, ASTONISHMENT; see their senses.

1388 WYCLIF Amos iv. 6 Y gaf to jou astonying [1381
eggyng] of teeth in all ?oure cities. 1576 HAKEK Cesner's

jtivel Health 131 a, The person troubled with, .the astony-
ing of partes. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong. t Effray . .

feare, astonying, abashing, amasing. 1607 HIERON Wks. I.

57 With blindnesse and with astonying of heart. 1666457 W
WALLIS in I. Mather Rcm. Provid. 84 Besides a present as-

tonying or numness, had no other hurt.



ASTOOP.

Astoop (asU?p),<7</z^.phr. [A //<?/.l+STOOF.c/>.]
In an inclined or leaning position.
1644 NYK Gunnery (1670^ 13 Taking the Cauldron from off

the fire, and setting it astoop, so that the lees and dregs . .

may not with any water run over the brims of the vessel.

17*0 GAY Poems 1.1745) II. 51 Heigh day ! my darling wine
astoop !

t Asto're, v. Obs. [a. OF. cstorc-r, estaurc-r

to Construct, repair, restore, furnish: late pop. L.

*stmtraret for L. instaurare to erect, repair, renew,
refresh. Hence the aphetic STORE v. now in use.]

1. To repair, restore, mend.
c 1300 Alexander in ROMland fy Vern. 118361 Introd. 24
And [I yeld] Ich a thousand pounde and more, Your harmes
for to astore.

2. To furnish, fit out, provide, store.

1297 R. GI.OUC. 375 pe nywe forest . . lie louede ynou, And
astored yt wel myd bestys. 1340 Ayenb. 112 pet bread tuies

ybake huermide he astoref* his ssip. 1440 /Vow/*. Part 1

.,

Astoryn, or instoryn wyth nedefalle thyngys, Instauro.

1530 PALSGR. 439/1 This house is astored of all things.

t Asto're, sh. Obs. [a. OF. estor (med.L. in-

staunifn} provision, f. c$torer\ see prec. Cf. the

aphetic STORE.] Provision, stock of provisions.
(-1330 Arth. fy Mvrl. 8068 To kepe wele her charrois, Her

astore and her harnois.

t A-Sto're, advb.phr. Obs. [App. A prcpl in

+ STOKE.] In great number ;
in a heap ; together.

c 1300 A". Alls, 2110 He ladde to-fore Gode knyghtis and
doughty astore. Ibid. 5002 Every wilde dere astore, Hy
mowen by cours ernen tofore. c 1320 Seityn Sages (W.I 926
Men unkek gate and halle-dore, Barons entrede in astore.

t A'Storgy. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. Gr. aaropiia,

f. affTopyos, f. a priv. + aropyri natural affection,

love.] Want of natural affection.

1648 Jos. BEAL-MONT Psyche xxii. 107 (D.) Upon an Ostrich,
more unnatural Than barbarous She, rode meagre Astorgy.

Astound (astcurnd), ppl. a. arch. Forms: 4
astuned, 4-6 astouned, 5 astownyd, 6astownd,
6 astound. [A phonetic development of ASTONKD,
asturfd, ME. (astwned, astwnd), by lengthening
and subsequent diphthongizing of the u, as hap-
pened in bound, found, ground, round, OE. Intn-

tfcn, funden, grnnd, OF. rond. The result was to

_
dissociate astfind, astound from astone, astun, and

Jo make it appear as an independent adjective.]

+ 1. Stunned, stupefied. Obs.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 88 Ase a mesel ther he lay Astouned

in spote and blode. "1330 Arth. <y Merl. 6297 Hors and
man astuned lay. 1506 SI-KNSER /'. Q. \. ix. 35 His hollow

eyne Lookt deadly dull, and stared as astound.

2. Confounded, distracted
;
amazed ; astounded.

arch.
c 1440 Generydes 4013 Where with the Sowdon was astownyd

sore. 1596 SPENSER /". Q. \. viii. 5 With staring countenance
. . as one astownd. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xix. Ixv, Vafrine . .

with griefe and care Remain'd astound. 1633 P. FLETCHER
Purple Isl. xii. xl, Earth astound, Bids dogs with houls give
warning. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. u. xxxi, Ellen, dizzy and
astound As sudden ruin yawned around. 1881 ROSSETTI Bal.

fy Sonn. 126 Astound of the fearful sight.

Astound (astou'iuTi, v.
[f.

c 1600 from the prec.,
either by treating it as a simple adj., and forming
a factitive vb. on it, as in round, to round, or by
taking it as the contracted form of a pa. pple. as-

tounded, which implied a vb. to astound. {Cf. ME.
send=sended

t pa. pple. of SEND v.} The latter view
is supported by the facts that the pple. astounded

^see next) appears much earlier than the other parts
of the verb, and that our earliest instance of the

latter BhoWB&f&fftftfftl (contracted) pa. tense. Ana-

logous changes appear in the vb. sound, sounded,
for OF. sorter, suner, sonnet', ME. soun> pa. t.

souned, soiui'd, and in several other words. (Cf. esp.
the vulgar drownd, drownded, fm drown, drowned.}]
fl. To deprive of consciousness, stupefy. Obs.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso ix. xxiii, No weapon on his hard'ned

helmet bit, No puissant stroke his senses once astound.

1717 THOMSON Summer 1138 The lightnings flash a larger
curve, and more The noise astounds.

2. To shock with alarm, surprise, or wonder
;
to

strike with amazement.
1634 MII.TON Counts 210 These thoughts may startle well,

but not astound The virtuous mind. 1642 Apol. Smcctymu.
11851) 306 It was intended to astound and to astonish the

guilty Prelats. 1837 J. HAKRIS Gt. Teacher -$fy Who could
. . have dazzled and astounded the world with celestial
visions. 1851 H. SPENCER Soc. Statics xxxii. 6 Very intimate
friends occasionally astound him by quite unexpected be-
haviour.

Astounded (astairnded), ///. a. [f. ASTOUND
///. a., the -t*(/ marking more distinctly its parti-

cipial character ; cf, content, contented^ etc., and see

prec., of which this is now the pa. pple.]

fl. Stunned, stupefied. Obs. 2. Shocked men-

tally, amazed ; confounded with surprise and wonder.
11400 Dt'str. Troy xxn. 9171 With langur of lust, and of

loue hole, He was stithly astondid, stird into boght. 1596
ORAYTON Legends iii. 199 Astounded with a mightie blow, I

stood awhile insensible of payne. 1810 SOUTHEY Kehama
xix. xi, Abashed, confounded . . yea all astounded In over-

powering fear and deep dismay. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp*
688 We are .. astounded at the enormous prices which the

greater part of them produce.
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Astou'nding, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -INGS.]

Shocking with surprise or wonder, amazing.
1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tambitrl. Prol., Threatening the

world with high astounding terms. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's
Rev. (T.) The third is your soldier's face, a menacing and

astounding face. 1642 MILTON Afiol. Smcctynm. (1851* 306
It was an astounding prayer. 1855 I)K. HT-CKHM. Crt. Geo.

Ill, III. 450 The astounding climax came in the shape of
the surrender of the Austrian army at Ulm.

Astoirndingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] In

an astounding manner
; amazingly.

1826 Miss MITFORD tillage Ser. u. 11863^ 273 Affronting!)'

gracious or astoundingly impertinent by fits and starts. 1865
DICKENS Lett. II. 228 His memory is astoundingly good.

Astoundment (astcurndmcnt). [f. ASTOUND v.

+ -MENT.] The condition of being stricken with
amazement

; profound astonishment.
1810 COLERIDGE Friend (18181 III. 260 In wonder, says

Aristotle, does philosophy begin : and in astoundment, says
Plato, does all true philosophy finish. 1823 I,AMU Klia xviii.

93/1 The fountains . . which I have made . . to the astound-
ment of the young urchins my contemporaries.

I Astou'nedness. Obs. [f. astouncd (early
form of ASTOUND///, a.} + -NESS.] The quality of

being 'astound,' or astounded
;
mental stupefaction

from terror, surprise, or alarm.

1549 CMALONKR tr. Erasm. Morix Enc. N iva, Little lacked
that they were not chaunged throughe astounednesse into

\

stor.es.

Astown(e, astoyne, -d: see ASTON K, -KD, A-
8TOUND.

t A'Stracism. Obs. rare. [?from some confu-

sion of ASTERISK. ASTEKISM.] An asterism or

constellation
;
an asterisk.

1590 MARLOWE -2nd Pt. Tambitrl. iv. i!!. Above the three-

fold astracism of heaven. 1695 W. LOWNHES Sikvr Coin 6

Some have derived it [sterling] from a Star or Astracism.

A-straddle (astrardT, advb.phr. [A /Vr/-
1 +

STRADDLE
z'.]

In a straddling position, with the

legs stretched out widely across something. A-
straddle of: bestriding.
1703 CIBUEK S/u' ivoiid,etc. \. i. (17361 4 A-straddle we got

and so rode after him. 1823 GALT Entail I. xxvi. 224 The
tongs . . were placed upright astraddle in front of the grate.

1873 W. MAYO Xei'erAgain xxiv. 314 Strong-minded philari-

thropists . . astraddle of the biggest and most rampant hobbies.

Astragal (cc-stragal). Also 7 astrigal. [Ja.
F. astr&gale)) ad. L. astragalus, a. Or. oorpa-yaAoy
a huckle-bone (in //. dice), a moulding in the

capital of a column, a leguminous plant. Sec also

ASTRAGALUS.]
1. Phys. The ball of the ankle-joint ;

the huckle-

bone ;
= ASTRAGALUS i. Hence in//, (as in Gr.) :

Dice, which were orig. huckle-bones.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Astragal . . a bone of the heel.

1850 LEITCH Mutter's Anc. Art 391 Eros as Ganymedes' .

conqueror at the game of astragals.

2. Arch. A small moulding, of semicircular sec- '

tion, sometimes plain, sometimes carved with
leaves or cut into beads, placed round the top or

bottom of columns, and used to separate the

different parts of the architrave in ornamental
entablatures. Also attrib.

1563 SHL'TE Archil. C j a, Noweat the toppe of Scapus, you
shall make Astragalus. 1651 DAVENANT Gondibcrt\\. vi. xlvi,
From the astrigal To the flat frieze. 1789 SMYTH tr. Aldrich's
Arc/tit. (18181 So An astragal . . has berries often cut on il.

1862 RICKMAN Goth. Archit. 14 The torus when very small
becomes an astragal. 1872 SHIPLEY Gloss. Eccl. Terms 402
Roundel^ a bead or astragal moulding.
3. Gunnery. A ring or moulding encircling a ,

cannon about six inches from the mouth.
1656 BLOVtrrGfossogr,, Astragal ., is therefore transferred

to the canon. 1692 in Smith's Seat/tati's Gram. n. vi. 94 The \

Astragal, or Cornice Ring. 1862 GRIFFITHS Artill. Man., \

Muzzle Astragal and Fillets.

4. (See quot.) ? Obs.

1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Tylt-s, Scallop or Astragal |

are used in some places for weather Tyling. 1751 CHAMBERS
i

Cycl. s.v. Tylt
1

, Scallop or astragal Tyles are . . like plain
tiles, only their lower ends are in form of an astragal.

Astragalar (astnx:-gala.i\ a. Phys. [f. ASTKA-
GAL-US -H -AR.] Of or pertaining to an astragalus.
1854 OWEN in Circ. .Sf.Org. Nat. I. 218 The astragalar part

. .would seem to include the scaphoid. 1866 HUXLEY f'rc/i.

Retn, Caithn. 146 The astragalar articular surfaces.

t Astra'galize. v. Obs.-" [ad. Or. d<rrpa-

yaXifftv, f. affTpayakos : see ASTRAGAL and -IZE.]
'To play at dice.' Cockeram 1623.

* To play at

Dice, Huckle-bones, or Tables.' Blount 67. 1656.

Astra'galoid, a. rare.
[f. Gr. dffrp^ya^-os (see

prec.) + -oil).] Shaped like an astragalus.

Astragalomancy ustraj-gab^a^nsi".. [f.
as

]irec. + -MANCV ; cf. Or. aarpaya^o^avris.^ \ )ivina-

tion by means of dice or huckle-bones.

1652 in GAUI.E Klagastrom. 166. rSnURQVHART Rabelais
in. xxv, Amply disclosed unto you . . by astragalomancy.

11 Astragalus (astrargal#s). [L., a. Gr. aarpn-

ya\os : see AKTUAGAL.]
1. Phys. The ball of the ankle-joint, the upper
bone of the foot, on which the tibia rests.

1541 R. COPLAND Gnydon's Quest. Cyrurg., Astragallus. .

is in maner as y
c nut of a crosbow roxinde on eche syde. 1696

ASTRAY.
PHILLIPS Astragal; ed. 1706 Astragalus. 1855 HOLDKN
Ifuin. Osteal. 210 The astragalus is the keystone of the arch
of the foot, anB supports the whole weight of the body.
2. Rot. An extensive genus of leguminous plants,

of which A. vents produces gum tragacanth, and
three British species are known as Milk-vetch.

1548 TURN'KR Names of Herbs 17 Astragalus .. may be
called in english peaserthnut. 1862 HKI.LKW Afghan. 199
Several varieties of astragalus and other leguminous plants.

Astrai'ii, v. Obs. Also 4-5 astreyn, 5 es-

trayne. [a. OF. astreign- stem of astrcindre, as-

traindrei L. astringere to ASTRINOE.] To bind
;

to put under obligation ; to restrain.

(1400 Apol. Loll. 52 He may astreyn himsilf a^er to dwel
wib a man to serue him. 1483 CAXTOS Gold. Leg. 363/4
Jhesus..\vas taken, estrayned, haled forth, and mocked.

1594 CAKEW Tasso Ii88i) 108 And free in place Will die, ere
base cord h.ind and foot astraine.

A-strain (astrji-n), advh. phr. [A //r/.
1 +

STHAIX.] On the strain, straining.
1856 MRS. BROWKING Aur. Leigh vi. 328 Eyes . . with con-

scious lids astrain In recognition. 1870 MORRIS Earthly
/'ar. 1 1. in. 164 A-strain, All gifts of that sweet time to gain.

Astrakhan (tt-straka-n). The skin of still-

born or very young lambs from Astrakhan in

Russia, the wool of which resembles fur.

1766 KARL MARCH in Sffa'yn <y Contemns. II. 116 My black
silk coat lined with an A^trakan. 1859 W. linvn Swart.WH,
With a muff. . Of chinchilla, fitch, opussum, Astrakhan.

Astral ;e*stral), a. (and sb.) [ad. L. asfratis, !".

astr-iun star: see -AL!.]
1. Of, connected with, or proceeding from the

stars
; consisting of stars, stany.

1605 TlMME Qncrsit. i. iv. 1 4 Those things which are simply
formall are astrall and spirituall. a 1652 J. SMITH .V,-/. Disc.
x. 501 There needs no fatal necessity or astral impuise*. 1862

RAWLIN8OH Anc. Mon. I. vii. 139 The religion was to a certain
extent astral. 1861 SIR F. PAI.GRAVK Xorm. ^- Kng, III. ^31

Astral showers covered the heavens.

b. Astral spirits : those formerly supposed to

live in the heavenly bodies, variously represented
as fallen angels, souls of dead men, and spirits

originating in tire.

1647 H. MUKK Song of Soul Notes 143/2 Neither Astrall

spirit nor Angel can prevail against one ray of the Deity.
1769 WKSI.I-V ly'A-s. (1872) III. 358 All his [Glanvill'sl talk of
'aerial and astral spirits' I take to be stark nonsense. 1851
CARLYLE Sterling \, viii, Who could . .as the Alchymists pro-
fessed to do . . distil you an 'Astral spirit' from the ashes.

2. Star-shaped, star-like. Astral lamp ; one re-

sembling an Argand lamp, with the oil contained

in a flattened ring, and so contrived that uninter-

rupted light is thrown upon the table below it.

1671 GRI-:\V Anat. Plants i. iv. $ 5 Sometimes they |llu:

Hairs] are Astra! as upon Lavender. 1834 I. TAYLOR Sat.
Ei'cn. Jv. 47 Shines only with an astra! lustre. 1852 H,\\\-

THOKSK filit/wd. Rom. II. vi. iooThe glow of an astral-lamp
was penetrating mistily through the white curtain.

B. sb. An astral lamp. Also attrib.

< 1860 WHITTIKK MaudMittier xlvii, The weary wheel to a

spinnet turned, The tallow candle an astral burned. 1883
A". J'. World in Glasg. Week. Her. 9 June 8/3 An ordinary
tin can . . in which astral oil is sold.

A'strally, adv. rare~ l
.

[f. prec. + -LV-.] In

an astral manner ; according to the stars.

1671 SALMON Syn. Mt'd. i. i. i Astrological Medicine is that
which teacheth Astrally . . how to . . Cure all . . Diseases.

A-Strand Ustwnd), advb.phr. [A prep* +

STRAND.] On the strand, stranded.
1810 SCOTT Lady ofL . vi. xiii, The tall ship . . Amid the

breakers lies astrand. 1878 J. MILLKR Songs of Italy 24 You
lie like a seaweed well astrand.

Astrange, obsolete form of ESTRANGE.

tAstra'ngle,?'- Obs. [a. OF. fsfrangk-r (mod.

i'trangter\ cogn. with 1'g. cstrcaigttfar, It. strau-

golare : L. sranguld-ret
ad. (ir. ^rpayyn\a-t:',

ii' to STRANGLE, f.ffTpayydAi; halter. Cf.

ANtJLE, in Caxton from continental French, and
the aphetic STRANGLE.] To strangle, suffocate.

1397 R. GLOUC. 342 Mossel he dude in to hys mouj> . . Hyt
byleuede amydde hys brote, astrangled he was ry^t pere.

1340 Ayenb. 50 He Jernb to ^e ^>rote . . him uor to astrangli.
i 1400 J'est.Ltr:'t'\\\.( i56oi2961)/i It hath nigh meeastrangled.

t Astrairght, ///. a. Ol>s.
[f.

after distraught,
as if from a vb. *astraft

;
cf. asfosit.'] Distraught,

distracted.

1564 riou)iNG Jitsthu' 179 iRj At her syght he was so

astraught, that . . he made peace with the Massiliens. 1583
Ctil-'iii on /A'W.cxvii. 721 Neecles must wee bee astraught

or rather utterly blockish.

Astrarrghtecl, pu. fflc. rare- '. = jirec.

igfaGaLBBKUVuf* Met. iii. 504(15671 37 Astraujjhted like

an image made of marble stone he lye>. [Ovid, Met. lu. 418

A,htufct ..]

tAstray, v. Obs. [var. ESTRA v (see A- fi-ef. y ,

a. OF. estraicr, according to P. Meyer, cogn. w. IV.

cstraguar-.ii. *extravagarc, f. extra out of bounds

+ vagare to wander. Chiefly found in pa. pple.
astrated - OF. estraie: cf. ASTBAY adv., ESTRA Y v.,

and the aphetic STRAY.]
T39? f'OWKR Con/. II. 132 This prest was drunke and goth

astraied. 1556 ABT. PARKKR Ptntifrcsax. no Offend thy
law yet will I not : to renne from it astraid. 1584 T. Hi i-

bos Judith ii. 352 (D.) They astraid From (lod their guide.
66 - j



ASTRAY.

tAstray, sl>. Obs. [variant of ESTHAY, a. AF.
estray, q.v.J A stray beast ; an estray.
1440 Proinp. Parv. 16 Astray, or a best that goythe astray.

Astray (astrv>-), adv. or a. Forms : 3 o strai,

3 -4 on stray, 5 on the straye, of stray ; 4 a-

streyey, a-strayey : 4-5 a-stray, 6 astraie, -aye,
-aigh, ;- astray. [Already in 141)1 c. often written

stray, on stray, ofstray, as if f. A prcf>^ + STRAY ;

but of stray as a separate sb. no early instances

have been found ; so that astray was perhaps orig.
the OF. pa. pple. estraif, estraye, 'strayed' (see
ASTKAY v., and cf. the southern form astrayey, 1 380)
with -e lost (first in the north), used as a predica-
tive adjective, and thence as an adv., and confused
with forms like a-Jloat, a-sleep, a-loft. As adj. the

simple STRAY is now used : cf. alive, live (.fish), a-

squint, si/uin! (eyes).]
1. (Jut of the right way, away from the proper

path, wandering.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6827 J>i faas heist }>ou findes o strai fr.r.

on stray), c 1325 K. E. A Hit. /'. A 1 161 When I schulde start
in be strem astraye. 1375 HARBOUR Britee xm. 195 Monya
steid Kleand on stray, c l^SoSir I-'eriunb. 3730 Kennyngge
a-streyey t>.ir on be waye. Ibid. 5532 Vnowe [stedes] pay
founde withoute gon, A-strayey on J>e grene. a 1400 Chester
PI. 63 Loke and tell, and yf thou maye, Starrcsstandingeone
the straye. 11420 Anturs vfArth. xl, Opon a startand
stede he strikes oute of stray, c 1450 Merlin x. 158 And
saugh an horse go a-stray. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. .\. in. ii. 358
And lead these testie Riuals so astray. 1810 SCOTT Lady
rfL. ll.xxvi, Why urge thy chase so far astray?
2. Away from the right ;

in or into error or evil.

I535 COVEHDALE Ps. Ixii. 3 They go astraie K- speake lyes.

1548 L'DALL Kriisin. Par. Pref 4 So ferre gone astraigh from
Christe. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. I. i. 109 Nay, in that you
are astray. 1767 KORDVCE Serin. Yng. IVotn. I.i. 17 One young
lady going astray shall subject her relations to . . discredit
and distress. 1867 FRELMAN Xartn. Conq. I. vi. 478 Evil
counsellors had led him astray.

tAstray ly,fl<fo. Obs. [C.ASTRAY+-LY.] Astray.
1440 t'rtuitp. Pat~>. 16 Astrayly, Palabund,-.

\\ Astre. [a. OF. astrc, aistre (mod.F. titre)

'hearth,' of unknown origin.
(See Brachet litre, I.ittre' atre, etrcs, Die/ fiastra. The

med. L. astrntit, in same sense, is quoted by Du Cange only
from English authors, as if formed on AF. astre. >]

A hearth, a home. Hence Astrer (see quot.)
1 1292 BRITTON- u. xxxviii. 6 Chescun communer qi ad astre

en mesme la vile.] Vr( 1500 in Utterson Pop. Poetry II. 78
1 Halliw.) Bad her take the pot . . And set it aboove upon the
astire. 1576 \V~. I.AMBARDE Pcranib. Kent 11826' 507 Astre,
that is to say, the stocke, harth, or chimney, for fire. 1686
PLOT Staffordsh. 278 They have the privilege of the Astre,
or herth for fire, in the Mansion house. 1865 NICHOLS
Hritton 1 1. 155 note, An astrer . . wasa peasant householder,
residing at the hearth or home where he was bred. 1882

Ki.roNfV/^-. l-'.'rg. Hist, iqi [In] Montgomeryshire. .Auster-
land is that which had a house upon it in ancient times.

t Astre'an, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
Or. aa-rpai-Gs

starry v cf. L. Astneus, Astrsea) + -AN.] Of or be-

longing to the stars.

1647 HOWKLI. Lett. in. ix. 117261 425 Every Star in Heaven
. . is colonix-'d and replenish'^ with Astrean Inhabitants,

Astrelabre, obs. form of ASTROLABE.
i Astre ngth, v. Obs.

[f. A- prcf.
\ +STKEXOTH

v."]
. To strengthen, establish, confirm.

< 1250 Kent. Serni. in O.K. Misc. ( 18721 32 perefore sal hure
beliaue bie be betere astrengbed. 1297 R. Gl-OL'c. 180 He
. . bygan to astrengby ys court.

tAstre tch, v. Obs. For forms see STRKTCH v.

[(
)K. aslrffcan, f. A- prcf. i + str^fcatt to STRETCH ;

cogn. w. OHlJ. arstrccdian, mod.G. erstrecken^\
To stretch forth, reach out, extend.

<- 1000 /Ki.FRic Ham. II. 194 Astrece Sine hand ofer Sa sic.

Moyses oa astrehte his hand. a 1420 OCCLFVE ^[S. Soc.

Antiq. No. 134. 262 lHalliw.i His hy3e vertu astreccheth
With bokis of bis ornat endilynge. 1440 Proinp. Parr.,
Astretchyn or arechyn, Attingo.
Astrict (astri-ktl, v. Also 7 9 adttrict.

L. astrift- ppl. stem of aslringfrt to ASTRIN
1. trans. To bind up, confine within narrow

limits, compress ; hence, to render costive.

1548 HALL Citron. 239 The Course ofwater astricted . . will

flow and bur^t out in continuance of tyme. 1650 tr. Bacon's
Life % Deatli 42 The Stomach . . to be . . Astricted or bound,
not Loose. 1863 C. WALTON in -V. 4- Q. Ser. in. IV. 406 A
little globe, so contracted, astricted, and narrowed, that, etc.

2. To bind by moral or legal obligation.
'5'3 75 D'i'rn. Occurr. (1833! 108 His fader was a.strictit

be souerties in parliament. 1688 F.ss. Magistr. in Harl.
Misc. I. 7 Tied to the same rules the)- were adstricted to.
1880 M CIRHF.AD Gains III. 87 Whether a man . . be astricted
to the inheritance by necessity of law.

3. To restrict, tie down, limit to.

1588 A. KING Canisins' Cateeh. H v. b, \ c monethes . . war
jetjuall toy cowrse of y* moon : >eit war thay nocht astricted

yairto. 1619 Sacrilege Sacr. Handled 6 Holy meates were
astricted to only holy persons. 1836 7 SIR W. HAMILTON
Metapk.-al. 11870) 1 1. 403 The mind is thus astricted to certain

necessary modes or forms of thought.
4. Sc. Law. To restrict in tenure. See ASTRICTED.

t Astri'Ct, a. Obs. rare- '. [ad. L. astrictus
;

see prec.] Compressed, concise.

1651 WKEVFR Anc. Fun. Man. 8 An Epitaph is. .an astrict

pithie Diagram.

Astri'cted,///. <i. [C ASTIUCTZ/. + -ED.] Con-
lined, restricted

; spec, in Sc. Law applied to lands

rict.
[f.

RINOE.]

524

held on such terms that the tenant must take grain
grown upon them to be ground at a particular
mill, paying a toll called multure or thirlagc.
1656 FERCUSSON On Colciss. 130 That astricted dispensation

under the Old Testament. 1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc. Law
1

1809! 229 Thirlage may be extinguished by a charter of the
astricted lands. 1819 J. GRETG Rtp. Affairs Eiiinb. 37
Astricted multures payable by the brewers.

Astri'Cting, pfl.a. [f. asprec. + 1x0^.] That
astricts ; binding, restricting.
1837 C. LOFFT Self-form. \. 284 An adstricting business or

profession.

Astriction (astri kjan). Also 6-7 adstriction.

[ad. L. a(d)striction-em, n. of action f. astringSrt
to ASTRISCK. Cf. F. astfiction, i6th c. in Littre.]
1. The action of binding or drawing close to-

gether, esp. the soft organic tissues ; the state of

being thus bound ; constriction; constipation.
1568 TURNER Herbal n. no a, Seth the gall if the disease

requyre great adstriction or bindyng . .in wyne. 1655 Cvi.-
I'EPPER Rh'trins u. i. 63 This Disease is also begot by ad-
striction. . oftheOptick Nerves. 1732 ARBUTHNOT A' Hies Diet
268 Subject to Astriction ofthe Belly. i853MAYNV;-t-/. Lex.,
Astriction, term for the act of using, or the state produced
by the Ti.se of, astringent medicines ; also for constipation.

t 2. Astringent quality, astringency. Obs.

1551 TURNER Herbal '15681 04 The roote is full of iuice,

bytyng wyth a certayne astriction. 1662 CHANDLER / 'an
Hfhnont's Oriatr. 251 The last of astriction, or an earthly
sharpness or harshness. 1750 I'KINGLE in /'////. Trans. XLVI.
552 Endued with Qualities of .. Astriction, and the like.

+3. M oral orlegal binding; obligation, bond. 'tObs.

1536 BICU.ENUESE Crvn. Scut. (1821) I. 56 -He wald bind
him . . under quhat astrictionis thay plesit. a 1631 DONNK
Aristeas (16331 Mi Linked together by astriction of firme

amity. 1643 MILTON Divorce xiii. ( 18511 53 Hencewillnot
follow any divine astriction more then what is subordinate
to the glory of God.
4. Restriction

; spec, obligation to have grain
ground at a particular mill: see ASTKICTEII.

1619 Sacrilege A'acr. Handled 6 If astriction to holy and
Ceremoniall persons . . maketh a thing truely I.egall and
Ceremoniall. 1836 S. \.\w, Resist. Xomuayi. 48 In Norway
there is no astriction to mills.

Astrictive ,astri-ktiv\ a. (st>.) Also 6-7 adst-.

[f. L. as/rift- (see ASTRICT v.) + -IVE, as if ad. L.

*as/ricth'ns.
Cf.F.aslrictif, i6th c. in Littre.]

fl. Binding, obligatory, lit. xn&fig.
' '555 HARPSFIF.I.D Divorce'Hen. I'llI. .1878) 155 Being a

law astrictive and preceptive, a 1659 OSBORN Machia&el
116731 358 Becoming, like Juglers Knots, no ways astrictive
to the more Potent.

2. Having a tendency to draw together or con-
tract organic tissue ; astringent, styptic.
1561 HCI.I.EVX Bk. Siinfli-s 67 b, This tree . . is adstrictive

of nature. 1601 HOI.I.ANII I'liny II. 48 It is astrictiue and
will strengthen a weak stomack. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol.
Cliyni. 20 Vitriol, .is also -stiptick and astrictive.

B. as s/i. An astringent.
1657 TOMLINSON Renous Disfi. 607 So many astrictives.

Astrixtively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] As-

tringently.
1634 T. JOHNSON tr. Party s Cliirttrif. xxvl, xlii. (1678) 657

Aluminous waters taste very astriclively.

t Astri'Ctly, a,h<. O/is. rare- '. [f. AsTKICT a.

+ -I.V-.] Closely, strictly.
1585 JAMKS I. Ess. Poesie (Arb. i 21 Noght . . that eyther I,

or any others behoued astricktly to follow it.

t Astri'Ctory, a. Ofa.rare- 1

. [ad. L. astrict-

griiis, f. as/riff- : see ASTRICT v. and -ORY.] As-

trictive, astringent.
1620 YKNNER / 'ia Recta vii. 109 They . . corroborate . . the

stomacke, by their light astrictory faculty. 1731 in BAILEY.

Astride iastrei-d), adv. and prep., orig. plir.

[f. A/rc/J + STRIDE.]
A. ath'. In a striding position ;

with the legs
stretched wide apart, or so that one leg is on each
side of some object between, as when a person is

on horseback. Astride of: bestriding.
1664 BTTLER IfuJ. ii. ii. 764 Does not the"Whore of Bab'lon

ride Upon her honied Beast astride 1785 COWI>ER Tiracin.

366 The playful jockey scow'rs the room . . astride upon the

parlour broom. 1854 THACKERAY .\'eivct>Mics xxx. I. 297 The
way in which the impudent little beggar stands astride, and
sticks his little feet out. 1860 SMILES Self.Help viii. 209
Sitting astride of a house-roof.

b. trans/, and fig.

1709 SWIFT /'. Trf/'ix. no When a man's fancy gets astride
on his reason. 1839 42 ALISON Hut. Eurofe (18501 XII.
Ixxix. 57. 48 Napoleon's central position astride on the Kibe.

B. prep. With one leg on each side of, bestriding.
1713 Guardian No. 112 (1756) II. 118 It is my intention to

sit astride the dragon upon Bow steeple. 1883 ROE in

Harper's Mag. Dec. 49/1 Astride his grandpa's cane.

Astridge, obs. form of OM-KICH.
Astri ferous, a. lOlis.

[f. L. astrifer (f. astri-

comb, form of astrutn star + -fer bearing) + -ot's.]

Bearing or containing stars, starry.
1656 in BLOL-NT Gloss. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 508

That vast space between Earth and the astriferous Heaven.

Astri'gerous, a. Win.-" [f- L. astriger (f.

astri- star + -ger bearing) + -ous.J =
prec.

1731 in BAILEY.

Astringe (astri-nd.z,), v. Also 6-7 adstringe.
^astring. [ad. \J.a-,ad-stringi

i
rc, i.ad\.Q+stringcre

to tie, bind.]

ASTRO-.

1. trans. To bind together, draw close (the or-

ganic tissues! ; to constrict, compress ; hence, to
render costive, constipate.
1562 BUU.EYN Bk. Similes 41 b, Ivy is of a contrary.,

facultie, adstringing, binding. 1607 TOPSELL Serpents 789
Cobweb adstnngeth . .and closeth up wounds. 1620 Y,;N\KK
I'ia Recta vi. 95 They coarctate the breast, and astringe
the belly. 1725 BRADLEY Fata. Diet., Vinegar . . will so
much astringe the Fibres of the whole Body. 1875 H.
WOOD Theraf*. 118791 25 Every living soft tissue. . may. .

have its tonicity increased, or be astnnged.
1 2. intr. To become constricted or compressed
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 819 iR.) The moister any-

thing is . . given it is to cold, to astringe and congeal.
t#. trans. To bind morally or legally; to put

under obligation or necessity ; to oblige. Obs.

1523 State Papers Hen. VIII, \. 119 Your Grace is not
astringed or bounden to any charge. 1635 [GLAPTHORSE]
Lady Mother v. ii, Natures does astring a dewteous child
To obey his parent. 1752 LAW Sf>ir. L&ve i. 32 The desire,
as astnnging, always begets a resistance equal to itstlf.

Astringency (astri-nd^ensi). Also 7 adt>tr-.

[f. ASTRINGENT : see -ENCY.]
1. Astringent quality.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny \ 1. 510 Astnngen^ie of Vitrioll. 1743

tr. Heistcr'sSitrg. 46 Caustic Medicines, which act by their

great astringenuy. 1881 A. GRIFFITH in Set. Gossip No. 203.
249 The astringency of tea is due to the tannin present.
t 2. Astriction, astricted state. Obs.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 344 [It] gives a gentle
astringency to the Membranous Parts.

3.y^. Harshness, sternness, austerity.
1823 GAI.T Entail II. xix. 179 The doubtful credit of any

wiser person might produce the same astringency. 1865
DRAPKR Int. Dtvcl. Europe xxi. 504 The lank-haired Puritan
. . his face corrugated with religious astringency.

Astringent (.astri-nd.^ent), a. and sb. [a. F.

astringent, ad. L. astringtntentt pr. pple. of as-

tringerc: see ASTRINGE and -KNT.J
A. adj.

1. Having power to draw together or contract the
soft organic tissues; binding, constrictive, styptic.
1541 R. COPLAND Calyen's Tcrap. 2 H j b, I cal austere . .

a lytell adstryngent. 1620 VEXNER Via. Recta vii. 146 It is

astringent, and therefore effectual to stop the laske. 1855
BAIN Senses fy Int. \\. ii. 14 Astringent substances act on
the skin and on the mucous membranes generally.s

&-fig. Severe, austere, stern.
1820 BYRON yuan v. clvii, Their chastity . . Is not a thing

ofthat astringent quality, Which in the North prevents pre-
cocious crimes.

f3. Constipated, costive. Obs. Cf. ASTKINGENCY 2.

1662 R. MATHEW Unl. Alch. 76. 98 There are some such
whom it hath purged most of all, which otherwise have been
most astringent.
B. sb. An astringent medicine or substance.

1626 BACON Sylva 66 Blood is stanched. . by astringents.
1830 LINDLKY Nat. Syst. Bot. 195 The root of Statice caro-
liniana is one of the most powerful astringents.

Astri ugeiitly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]
In an

astringent manner.
1865 BUSHNELL I'icar. Sacr. Introd. (1868) 24 The defini-

tions operate astringently.

Astringer ^astrrnd^A [f.
ASTHINGE v. +

-Kit 1

.]
That which astringes, an astringent.

1662 R. MATHEW Unl. Alch. 75. 97 When through im-

patience he had got some violent astringer . . he was all torn
in his Limbs.

Astringer, var.Au.sTi iNGER,keeperofgoshawks.
Astringing (astii-nd^irj', ///. a. [f. ASTHINGE

v. 4- -I.NG-.J binding together, astringent.
1752 LAW Spir. LtK't't. 11816' 25 The first property of nature

. . is an attracting, astringing, and compressing desire.

Astri iigiiiguess. rare-*,
[f. prec. + -NESS.]

Astringent quality, astringency.
1731 in BAILEY.

il A'Strion. Obs. [L., dim. of Or. aff-rfjp star.]
A kind of precious stone ;

' no description can
better suit the asteriated crystals of sapphire,
which exhibit a brilliant six-sided star in its centre'

(Westropp). Cf. ASTEHIA, ASTROITE.
[c 1300 Land CokayfTue in E. E. /'. (1862) 158 Carbuncle

and astiune.] 1398 1 REVISA Barth. De P. R. xvi. xv. 558
Astrion is a precyous stone of Ynde nyghe lyke to crystall.

1567 MAPI.KT Gr. Forest 3 Astrion is a gem . . in whose centre
.. a certaine light is scene shining. 1601 CWY.STE.V. Love's Mar.
Ixxxviii. (18781 101 Euidos, Iris, Draconlites, and Astrion.

1874 WF.STROPP Precious Stones 65 Astrion star sapphire.

t Astri'potent, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. astri-

comb. form of astntni star +potent-cm powerful.]

paving power over or riding the stars.

?rt 1500 MS. Harl. 2251. Sob iHalliw.) The high astripo-
tent auctor of alle.

Astro- (arstrtf), repr. Gr. aarpo- stem and comb,
form of affrpov 'star.' In compounds formed in

Greek itself, as astronomy, aarpovo^ia.', in others

formed in L. ; and in many of mod. formation : as

Astro-aTchemist, one who mingled astrology
and alchemy. A stro-chronolo gical a., pertain-

ing to the chronology and periods of the heavenly
bodies. A strolithoTogy, the scientific study of

meteoric stones (1850 Sowerby Pop. A/in. 218).
Astroma gical a., pertaining to star-divination,

astromantic. A:strophano'meter [Gr. <pavos

bright, TO fyavov brightness : see -METER], obs. equi-
valent of ASTROMKTER (1830 Edin. Emycl. III. I).
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tropMle, a lover of the stars. Astroplio'bia,

fear of the influence of the stars. A:stro-ph.oto'-

meter, an apparatus for measuring the intensity

of a star's light ; hence A'strophotome'trieal a.

Astrophyllite [Gr. <pv\\ov leaf + -TTK], an ortho-

rhombic mineral of yellow colour and micaceous

composition, occurring sometimes in stellate groups

(Dana). Astrophysioal a., relating to stellar

physics, or the study of the physical structure of

the stars. A^stro-tlieo-logy, that part of theo-

logy which may be deduced from the study of the

stars ; a religious system founded upon the obser-

vation of the heavens.

1876 M. COLLINS Midn. to Midn. III. iv. 29 The *astro-

alchymist regarded him with contemplative compassionate

eyes. 1851 Househ. Wds. Mar. 545 Who is to check his
v
astro-chronological computation ? 1652 GAULE Magastrom.

73 In *astromagicall diviners . . when astrological! magick
had its first possession among men. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais

Prol., I have. . look'd out whatever all the *Astrophyles . .

have thought. 1871 ALGER Future Life 604 Bitten by some

theological fear which has given him the 'astrophobia,

1876 CHAMBERS Astron. 481 An elaborate catalogue of 206

conspicuous stars arranged progressively in the order of

brightness as determined by an 'astro-photometer. 1878
Astron. Soc. Notices XXXVIII. 65 On a new "astrophoto-
metrical method. 1881 C. YOUNG Sim 166 The new "astro-

physical observatories at Potsdam and Meudon. 1714 DER-

HAM (title}
*
Astro-Theology, or a Demonstration of the Being

and attributes of God, from a survey of the heavens. 1882

Q. Rev. July 131 The "astro-theology of Chalda;a.

t Astro'bolism. Med. Obs. [ad. L. astrobo-

lismus, a. Gr. CLOTpo0o\iaput . f. cujrpo&oXi&aOai to

be sun-stricken, f. aarpo-v star + $o\i-tiv to smite.

Cf. F. astrobolismc.~\ Sudden paralysis attributed

to the malign influence of a planet or star; sun-

stroke ; blasting- of plants in the dog-days.
1721 BAILEY, Astrohilism, a Blasting or Planet Striking.

1853 in MAYNE Exp. Lex.

Astrogeny (astr^d^em). [f.
ASTRO- + Gr.

-ffveia birth, origin.] The doctrine of the origin

or evolution of the stars ; astrogony.
1880 WEBSTER cites H. SPENCER.

AstrognOSy (astrfrgn<?si). [ad. mod.L. astro-

gndsia, f. Gr. darpo- star ^--yvtuoia yviaais know-

ledge.] Knowledge of the stars ; spec, that part
of astronomy which treats of the fixed stars.

[1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp.,^ Astrognosia.] 1871 OTTK tr.

liiimboldt's Cosm. 30 {Heading} Astrognosy d'he Domain
of the Fixed Stars).

Astrogony vastrp-gAii). [f.
ASTRO- + Gr. --you'd

production.] The doctrine of the generation or

formation of the stars ; stellar cosmogony. Hence

Astrogo'nio a.

1869 Eng. Mech. 17 Dec. 329/1 Saturn is the only excep-
tion to physical astrogonic law. Ibid., I spoke ofcosmogony
and astrogony. 1881 Dublin Re^>, Ser. in. V. 236 Pesch's

dissertation on astrogony.

Astrography (astrp-grafi). [f.
ASTKO- + Gr.

-fpatpia writing, description.] 'The science of de-

scribing the stars' J. ; the mapping of the heavens.

1740 B. MARTIN Bibl. Techn. xvii. 325 Uranology..ma.y\>e
considered under the following branches: Hcliograpky . .

Astrography. 1810 J. GREIG (.title) Astrography; or the

Heavens displayed.

Astroite (Ee-strO|3it). [ad. L. astroites (Pliny
1

!,

f. Gr. da-rpn- star : see -ITE.] lit. A '

star-stone.'

1. A gem known to the ancients, apparently the

same as the ASTRION.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxvii. ix. (R.) As touching astroites,

manie make great account of it. 1617 MINSHEU, Astroite,

a precious stone. 1675 OGILBY Brit. 12 Star-like Stones

called Astroyts, formerly of great esteem. 175 Leonardos'

Mirr. Stones 68 Astroites, Astrion, Asterias, or Asterites, is a

white Stone approaching to Christal.

t2. Any star-shaped mineral or fossil, e.g. the

joints of pentacrinites. Obs.

1610 HOLLAND Camdcn's Brit. L 536 Stones called Astroites,

which resemble little starres joyned with one another. 1724
DE FOE, etc. TonrGt. rit.(ed. 4' II. 326 tD.J Certain stones

about the breadth of a silver peny and thickness of an half-

crown, called astroites or star-stones, being fine pointed like

a star and flat 1728 LEWIS in Pkil. Trans. XXXV. 491
Stones resembling Shells of the Escallop and Cockle kind . .

with some Astroites.

3. Zool. A species of madrepore.
1708 in Phil. Trans. XXVI. 77 The Astroite, an Irregular

Coralline-stone, naturally Engrav'n with Asterisks. 1794
SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 175 Those of the coral class as

madrepores, millepores, astroites. 1848 DANA Zooplt. vii.

112. no The Porites. . graduate into the AstraoporEe, and
thence to the Astroites.

Astrolabe (arstrJli
T
ib). Forms : 4- astro-

labe; 4-5 astre-, astrylabe, astre-, astra-, astro-,

astrilabie, -labye ; astre-, astro-, astel-labre,

astro-laboure, 5 astyllabyre, astyrlaby, 6 as-

troloby, -ie, 7 astralobe (astrolable). [a. OF.

astrclabe, and ad. med.L. astrolabium, f. Gr. aarpo-

KaRov (in same sense), orig. adj.
'

star-taking' (sc.

instrument), f. aa-rpov star + Ka&- take. The forms

in astre-, etc. were of OF. origin, as also the end-

ing -lobe
; -labie, -laby, was prob. adaptation of

med.L. -labitiiu, and -labrc of a med.L. corruption

*-labrum, after candelabrum, etc.]

525

An instrument formerly used to take altitudes, and

to solve other problems of practical astronomy.
The actual form and structure of the astrolabe of course

varied greatly with the progress of astronomy, and the pur-

poses for which the instrument was intended ;
its most com-

plex form, as described by Tycho Brahe, passed into the

modern FVQVATORIAL. The chief types were :

a. A portable ARMILLA, or arrangement of armillary circles.

b. A planisphere, representing the circles of the heavens in

the plane of the equinoctial, with movable sights.

c. A graduated brass rin* with movable label or index

turning upon the centre, used simply to take altitudes (the

Sea Astrolabe*.

1366 MAUNDEV. xvii. 180, I my self have mesured it by the

Astrolabre. c 1386 CHAUCER Millers T. 23 (Harl. MS. c 1415)

His almagest . . his astrylabe [other I 5IA c. MSS. astrelabie,
|

-labre, astellabre, astro-laboure]. ^1391 Astral. Vro\.^i
To lerne the tretis of the astrelabie . . A sufnsaunt astralabie

as for owre orizonte [also, passim, astrolabie, astrilabie]. '

1393 GOWER Can/. III. 64 With him his astrolabe he name, !

Which was of fine gold precious With points and cercles

nerveilous. 1440 1'romp. Far-!'., Astyllabyre, instrument

1499 Astyrlaby i,
Astrolabinm. < 1525 SKELTON Spike

Parrot 137 In the astroloby To pronostycate. igMBurN-
DEVIL Exerc. (7th ed.) in. u. viii. 387 Having taken the Men-

j

dian altitude., with your Astrolabe or Quadrant. 1594 J.

DAMS Seaman's Seer. (1607) 2 The Astrolabie and Quadrant

being instruments very vncertaine for Sea observations.

n 1626 Bp. ANDREWES Serm. (18561 I. 255 Never a Chaldean
|

of them all could take it with his astrolabe. 1834 /'cuity

Cycl. II. 525 Hipparchus is the first who can be supposed to

have made use of an astrolabe. 1837 WHEWELL Hisi. Induct.

Sc. in. iv. 311857.1 1. 15610 ascertain the position of the sun

with regard to the ecliptic . . an instrument called an astro-

labe, was invented, ofwhich we have a description in Ptolemy.

Astrolabical (osstrolre-bikal), a. [f. prec. +

-ICAL.] Of, or pertaining to, an astrolabe.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgr. iv. x. 1. 344 By his own Astrolabicall

observation.

Astrolatry (asbp-latri). [f.
ASTRO- t Gr. Aa-

rpda worship: see -LATHY. Cf. mod.F. astro-

Ititrie.'] The worship of the heavenly bodies.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 593 Creature-worship, now

vulgarly called idolatry' . . astro-latry, and demono-latry. I

1877 SHIELDS Final Philos. 483 Astronomy . . having groped

through the two preceding stages of astrolatry and astrology.

t A'Strolog, -logTie. Obs. [a. F. astrologtie,

ad. L. astrolog-tts, a. Gr. avrpoXo-y-os astronomer ;
j

prop. adj.
'

telling the stars.']
= ASTROLOGER.

1375 BARBOUR Britce iv. 707 It war gret mastry Till ony

astrolog to say, This sail fall heir, and on this day. < 1508

DI;NBAR Lament x, Art magicianis and astrologis, Rethoris,

logitianis, theologis. a 1723 D'Um BY Plague Impert. > D. I

I am a physician too . . an astrologue infallible.

AstrO'loga:ster. ? Obs. [ad. It. astrologastro
' a foolish lying astrologer,' f. astrologo ASTRO-

LOGER : see -ASTER.]
1622 HEYLIN Cosmogr. m. (1673! 113/1 At last every Astro-

logasteror Figure flinger was called a Chalda:an. 1686 GOAD
Celest. Bod. m. iii. 456 Therefore we give the Poet leave . .

to call us Astrologasters.

i A'Strologe. Obs. Also 4 astro'logy, and

in L. form astrolo-gia. [a. OF. aslrologe, corrup-

tion of aristohche (arstoloche, astroloche), by
confusion with the more familiar word.] The herb

ARISTOLOCHIA.
1393 GOWEH Con/. III. 132 His herbe is astrology. Which

folweth his astronomy. 1548 TURNER Names oj Herkes 83

Bistorta . . is called in the south countrey Astrologia. 1608

TOPSELL Serpents 622 The root of aram, and astrologe . . is

most effectual against the bitings ofserpents. 1706 PHILLIPS,

Astrologe, otherwise call'd Birthwort, and Hart-wort.

Astrologer (astrp-lod.^ai). [f. ASTRULOGY, or

perhaps from astrolog-ien, -an (aslro'logen in

Chaucer), by substitution of -ER, the native ending
of the agent, for the F. -ien. Cf. ASTRONOMER.]
1 1. An observer of the stars, a practical astrono-

mer. Obs. (When astrologer and astronomer began
to be differentiated, the relation between them was,

at first, the converse of the present usage.)

7382 WYCLIF /< Pref. Ep. (1850)66/1 Astronomers, astro-

logerys, fisissians. 1440 Promp. 1'arr. 16 Astrologere, */$/>--

lagus. is8iMARBECK#,t./AWc.S77TheAstrologerishethat
knoweth the course and motions of the heavens, and teach-

eth the same, which is a virtue, if it passe not his bondes,

and he become ofan Astrologer an Astronomer, a 1625 BOYS

ll'ks. (1630' 645 An Astrologer expert in his art, foretelleth an

eclipse of the Sunne. 1676 EVELYN Mem. (1857) II. 115 Dined
with me Mr. Flamsted, the learned astrologer and mathe-

matician, whom his Majesty had established in the new Ob-

servatory in Greenwich Park.

f2. Applied to the cock, as watchman of the

night and announcer of the sunrise. Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns m. 1366 Whan that the cok, com-
mune astrologer, Gan to his brest to bete, and afftyr, crowe.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. vi. 1444 Pol. Poems (1859) 1 1. 216

Comoun astrologeer, as folk expert weel knowe . . Sumtyme
hih and sumtyme he syngith lowe.

3. One who professes astrology in the modern

sense ;
who pretends to judge of the influence of

the stars upon human affairs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny vii. Ivi. (R.)The above-named astro-

logers affirmed, that a man could not possibly passe the

space of 90 degrees from the ascendent or erection of his

nativities. 1611 BIBLE Dan. i. 20 Ten times better then all

the Magicians and Astrologers that were in all his Realme

[WYCLIF, witches ; PURVEY, astronomyens ; COVERDALE,
charmers ; Genev. astrologians]. 1722 DE FOE Mem. Caval.

i Under the government of what star [I was born] I was

never astrologer enough to examine. 1875 B. TAYLOR Faust
1. 233 The astrologer Nostradamus was born at St. Remy.

ASTROLOGY.

t Astrolo'gian, s<>. and a. Ofis. Also 4 as-

trologer!, 4-6 -ien. [a. OF. astrologien, f. astro-

logie, or L. astrologia, as if ad. L. *astrotogi-anus ;

cf. chrtstitn, italien, etc. Subseq. assimilated to

L. spelling: cf. theologian. (Accented astrcrlogen,

-ian, from I4th to 171)1 c."]

A. s/i. A professor of astrology, an ASTROLOGER.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 324 The wise Astrologen [so

3 MS. ;
-ien 2; -es ij daun Ptholome. ^1391 Astrol.

Prol. 2, I nam but a lewd compilatour of the labour of olde

Astrolog[i]ens. 1483 CAXTON Cato Dij, He made all hys

astrologiens to be gadred . . to gyder. 1570 DEE Math.

Pref. 25 The common and vulgare Astrologien, or Practiser.

1583 BIBLE Dan. ii. 2 The inchanters, and the astrologians,
and the sorcerers. 1630 J. TAYLOR ll'ks. i. 68/t The Jewes,
th' Egyptians, Caldies, Persians, Devised Arts and were

Astrologians. 1693 I'liil. Trans. XVI I. 799 These excluded

the Astrologians and Diviners from their Habitations.

B. adj. Dealing with astrology, astrological.
i6zi BURTON Anat. Mel. I. ii. I. iv, Amongst those astrplo-

gian treatises. I646GAULE CasesConsc. 26'j'he Astrologian,

Starre-gazing, Planetary, Prognosticating Witch.

Astrologic (aestrolfdjik), a. and sl>. [Ulti-

mately ad. Gr. iiaTpo\oyiK-o! of an astrologer, f. an-

Tpn\6y-os (see ASTROLOGY and -ic] ; probablyimme-

diately after F. astrologiquc or meA.l..ast:-ologic-us.~\

A. adj. Oforbelongingtoastrologyorastrologers.
1648 Jos. BEAUMONT Pysclte xix. cix, Persians Astrologick

Skill. 1686 GOAD Celcst. Hod. n. xiii. 333 Making iii Aspects
in Astrologic account. 1762 CHURCH ILL Ghost i. Poems 1769 I.

162 That ancient people . . Gaz'd on the Stars, observ'd their

motions, And suck'd in Astrologic notions.

t B. st>. pi. (after med L. astrologica, Gr. ra au-

TpoAo-yi/m ;
in quot. title of a treatise) Matters or

facts ot astrology.
1569 J. SAN-FORD A^rippa's run. Artcs 72 Julius p'irmicus

in his Astrologikes. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. I. i. 5 The three

aforesaid Books, immediately following the Astrologicks.

Astrolo'gicai, a. [f. prec. -r-.u, 1

.]

1. Of the nature of, or dealing with, astrology.

a. In the earlier sense : Astronomical.

1591 PERCIVALL.V/. Diet., AstrologaL.Astronomical, Astro-

logical. 1646 SIH T. BROWNF. Pscutt. l-.p. ^4 Many excellent

discourses, Medicall, Naturall, and Astrologicall. 1704
HEARNE Duct. Hist. U7I4 1 1- 13 Whoever looks for the N ew
Moon in the Astrological Calendar, will often find Easter

observ'd a week too late.

b. Pertaining to astrology, as now applied.
1591 NASHK (title. Wonderful!, strange and miraculous,

Astrological Prognostication for this yeer of our Lord God.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 528 In the second century, the whole
world was astrological ;

and even Ptolemy was infected.

AstrolCTgically, adv. [f. prec. + -i.v -.] In an

astrological mnnner
; by or according to astrology.

1603 SiRC. HxYDONy(/. Astrol. xi. 252 [He]seeketh Astro-

logically to be satisfied vnto his questions. 1659 GADBURY
(title* Nativity of the late King Charles, astrologically and

faithfully performed. 1869 DIRCKS in Eng. Mcch. 2 Apr. 25/2
Mankind rank astrologically as being of four

temperaments.
Astrolog'ize (astr^rlodjaiz), v. [f. Gr. darpo-

\v~f-os (see A.STKOLOC) + -UK. Gr. had aarpo^oft-
fiv and aaTpovOfti^fiv.]
1. To examine or work out by astrology.
(i 1733 NORTH Exam. n. iv. ? 136. 301, I have elsewhere

astrologised this Case of the Faction prevailing at Oxford.

2. intr. To practise or study astrology. rare~ ".

I 755 i" JOHNSON.
t Astrolo'goma ge. Otf.rare 1

. [f. Gr. &a-
"

rpo\uyo-s (see ASTROLOd) + fia"yos Magian, MAGE.]
An astrological diviner or wizard.

1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. vtl. 445 And as in these, so like-

wise in past ages, He wanted not his Astrologomages.

Astro-logous, a. [Cf. homologous, etc.]
= As-

TK< 'LOGICAL.

1817 BYRON in Lett, cclviii. ('1866' 335 The month of my
birth and various other astrologous matters.

Astrologue: see ASTBOLOG.

Astrology (astr^lod.^i). Forms : 4- 7 astro-

logie, 4- astrology, [a. F. astrologie (Hth c. in

Littre), ad. L. astrologia, a. Gr. aarpo\o-^ia
' ac-

count of the stars,' f. d<7Tpo\cry-os 'telling of the

stars,' subst. ' one who tells of the stars, an astro-

nomer,' f. aarpov star + -Ao7os speaking, telling,

f. \tf-tiv to tell, speak. 'AaTpo^ofos and aarpo-

\oyia were the earlier terms in Gr. ; subsequently

dffTpovuuos and a.arpovop.ia were introduced : see

ASTRONOMY. Astrologia was likewise the earlier

and pop. word in L., where also astrenomia took

its place as the scientific term, while astrologia

passed into the sense of ' star-divination.' In OF.
and ME. astronornie seems to be the earlier and

general word, astrologie having been subseq. intro-

duced for the 'art' or practical application of astro-

nomy to mundane affairs, and thus gradually limited

by 1 7th c. to the reputed influences of the stars,

unknown to science. Not in Shakspere.]
1. gen. Practical astronomy ; the practical appli-

cation of astronomy as an art to human uses ; esp.

(in later usage) to the prediction of events natural

or moral.
The original distinction between Astronomy the science,

and Astrology the art, is clearly expressed by Gower Con/.

III. 105-135. Chaucer's Treatise fit tke Astrolabe was a

work of 'astrology,' i.e. practical astronomy.
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'Astrology' was of two kinds :

fa. Natural Astrology -. the calculation and fore-

telling of natural phenomena, as the measurement
of time, fixing of Easter, prediction of tides and

eclipses ; also of meteorological phenomena. Ol>s.

'375 HARBOUR Bruce iv. 693 Astrology, Quhar-throu clerkis

..May knaw coniunctione of planettis. ciw CHAL-CER
Astral, Prol. 3 A gret part of the general rewles of theorik
in astrologie. 1370 DEE Math. Pref. 23 Astrologie, is an
Arte Mathematical). 1649 Br. HALI, Cases Coiisc. in. ii.

(1654* 178 Naturall Astrology, when it keepes it selfe within
its due bounds is lawful!. i669WoRUDGE.S>.^. Agric. 11681 1

264 The use of this part of Astrology. . by the Farmer as by
the Sayler.
This sense (exc. in Hist.} became obs. in jyth c., all the

regular physical phenomena passing into the domain of

ASTRONOMY, and those that concerned the presumed influence
of the moon and planets on the weather, etc., being called
ASTRO-MKTF.OROLOGY.

b. Judicial Astrology, the art of judging of the

reputed occult and non-physical influences of the

stars and planets upon human affairs ; star-divina-

tion, astromancy. (_The only meaning of ' Astro-

logy' since end of i7th c.)
'

Judiciary or Judicial Astrology, which we commonly
call simply Astrology, is that which pretends to foretell moral
evtjnts, i.e. such as have a dependence on the free will and
agency of man; as if that were directed by the stars.'

CHAMBERS Cycl. 1727.

[1393 flowER in. 107 Assembled with astronomy Is eke that
ilke astrology, The which in jugementsaecompieth 1 heffect,
what every sterre amounteth.j c 1560 G. (ivi.uv \titlt-\ An
Admonition against Astrology Judiciall, and other curiosities

that reygne now in the World [transl. Calvin]. 1597 li j
.

HALL .Sat. 11. vii, Thou damned mock art, and thou brain-
sick tale Of old astrology. 1649 Casts Const, in. Si. (1654)

179 That other Calculatory, or figure-casting Astrology is

presumptuous and unwarrantable. 1652 W. ROWLAND (titles

Judicial Astrology judicially condemned. 1765 TUCKER Lt.
|

Xat, II. 466 Astrology is the pretended knack of telling
fortunes by the stars. 1845 J. SAUSDHRS Pict. Ku%. Life 175
In astrology. . the heavens were divided into twelve parts or
houses. 1869 Daily AVriy 9 Dec., Yesterday, .a curious ac-

tion for trespass was brought by a herbalist and astrologer . .

illustrating the manner in which astrology flourishes in

London at the present time.

f2. =* ASTRONOMY i. Cf. ASTUOLOGEH i. Obs.
1660 Si ANLHV Hist, Philos. 11701* 246/2 A Hoy or ignorant |

fellow knows not that the Sun is greater than the P^arth, !

because he is ignorant of Astrology. 1807 ROBINSON. -I ;r//,?W.
j

(ir. in. xxv. 330 The writers of fables say that Oi>pafb$ . . was
j

the Father of all the (>ods, and . . the inventor of Astrology,
j

Astrology. Herb. : see ASTRULOGE.

Astromancer 'ivstwma^nsaj".. rare.
[f.

next !

+ -ER
;

cf. necromancer.] A diviner by the stars, i

1652 ( IAULK Mtigastrotn. 335 Of as tromancers turning pan- :

tomancers, etc.

Astromancy (arstr0mre:nsi). rare. [ad.med.L. ,

astroniantia, a. Gr. darpufAai'Ttia, f. aarpo- star-f-

liavrfLo. divination : see -MANCY.1 Divination by
the stars ;

'

astrology
1

in the modern sense.

1652 ( ATLK Magnstront, 165 \Vhat difference betwixt astro*

mancy, magomancy, or magastromancy . . and all these V

Astromantic (sestTOTnae'ntik), a, and sl>. [ad.

(ultimately) Gr. avrpopavTtK-us pertaining to an

aTTpopavTis, f. affrpo- star + /*arrf? diviner.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to astromancy.
1660 H. MOKE Myst. Godl. vn. xvii. 360 Three fine Fools

so goodly gay in their Astromantick Disguises.

B. ./'. A professor ofastromancy; an astromancer.

1652 (i \fi.K Mtigasfrani. 63 Whether the skilfullest abtro-

inantick . . l>e not convinced.

Astro-meteorology (ae:str0,m/.ti6r^l8dgi). |

[f. ASTRO- + METKOBOLOGY.] The investigation j

of the (alleged) influence upon the weather, climate,
j

etc. of planetary and stellar phenomena, such as

sun-spots, phases of the moon, comets, meteors,

planetary conjunctions. This was a branch of the

older natural astrology \
and the term is often ap-

plied to a pretended prognostication of the weather,
which is no better than modern (

astrology.'
1-753 CHAMBERS Cycl. -$////., Astrometcorofagia, the art of

foretelling the weather, and its changes, from the aspects
and configurations ofthe moon and planets.] 1861 Scot. J\C7\

402 Men had transformed Astro-meteorology into meteor-

ology, or weather-lore into the science of the Atmosphere.
Hence Astrometeorolojfical (aistZ9|IIU-ti&n?|*

Ifd^ikal), a., and Astrometeorologist (u:str0|-

m/":ti6rf.
plod

t-5ist).

1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 893 Earthquakes he shews .. to

l>e caused by the Stars, according to the Principles of the

Astro-meteorological Art. 1864 Intclt. Obserr. No. 32. 104
The Astro-meteorologists, as they call themselves. 1866

J.ewd, Re? 1
, i Dec, 596/2 Lunarists, cyclists, and astro-

meteorologists. . have been utterly baffled in their vaticina-

tions. 1869 F. PK.VIT in Kng.Mcch. 19 Mar. 587/3 My only
connection with Zadkiel was one of opposition to him in

the Astro-Meteorological Society.

Astrometer (astr^-m/tai). [f. ASTRO- + (ir.

fifrpov measure.] An instrument for measuring
the apparent relative magnitude of the stars.

1830 in Kdin. Encycl. 11.582. 1867 77 CHAMBERS -4s/r(W.

748 A useful astrometer for determining star-magnitudes.

Astrometry (astr^-metri). [f.
ASTHO- + (ir.

-ftfTpia measurement.] The measurement of the

apparent relative magnitude of the stars.

1867-77 CHAMBERS Astron. 913.

Astromyen, var. form of ASTKONOMIEN.
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Astronomer (astrfnomaj). Korms: 4-6 as-

tronomyer, 5-6 astronomier, 5- astronomer.

[Formed on ASTRONOMY, or rather on the earlier

astronomy-en by substituting the native agent-end-
ing -ER for F. -en, -an. Afterwards contracted so

as to seem formed directly on Gi~. uorpovon-os, or
F. astronome + -ER. Cf. astrolog-ert philosoph-er^
One who studies astronomy ; one skilled in the

knowledge of the heavenly bodies. Astronomer

Royal: the official title of the astronomer who has

charge of one of the royal, or national, observatories

of Great Britain.

1366 MAUNDEV. v. 45 In that Contree ben the gode Astro-

nomyeres, 1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng. i. (1520)6/1 Athlasye
great astronomyer. 15.13 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xlii. 57
Kyng Robert of Cicyle . . was a great astronomyer. 1530
PALSCR. 644/2, I nombre, as an astronomer doth his thing
by aulgorisme. 1580 LVFTON Too Good to be True (Wright)
Chesse, the astronomer's game, and the philosopher's game.
fi 1704 LOCKE (J.) Astronomers no longer doubt of the motion
of the planets about the sun. 174.1 VOLXG .W. Th. ix. 771 An
undevout Astronomer is mad. 1838 Penny Cycl. X. 297
Flamsteed was appointed [1674] astronomer royal, or, as the
warrant ran 'astronomical observator,' and carried on his

observations at the queen's house in Greenwich Park. 1874
MOTLEY BarneveId I. i. 28 Protecting the astrologer, when
enlightened theologians might have hanged the astronomer.

b. In early use it included the 'astrologer' ; and,
when the two terms began to be differentiated, was
sometimes distinctively so used : see ASTROLOGER.
1388 WYCLIF 2 Chron. .\\.\iii. 6 He hadde with hym astro-

nomyers and enchaunteris. . that di^eyven mennus wittis.

n 1577 (JASCOIGNE Fruites. of IVarre i R.) These astronomers
thinke, where Mars doth raigne, That all debate and dis-

corde must be rife. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. v. i. 100 When he

perforates, astronomers foretell it. 1611 TOLRNKUR Ath.

Trag. v. i, Thou ignorant Astronomer Whose wand'ring
speculation seekes among The planets for men's fortunes.

C. Astronomer's Ring : a modification of the

Sea Astrolabe. Astronomer's Staff: the AI.MA-

CANTAR-STAFF.

1551 RKCOKDI-: Pat/nv. A'ntnut. 11. Pref., The arte of measur-

yng by the astronomers staffe, and by the astronomers ryng. -

[1570 I>KK Math. Pref. 19 The helpe of his .. Staffe Astro-

nomicall. 1594 Bl-UNDEVlL Kxt'rc. vn. xxxvi. 712 Seeke by
your Astronomicall Ring . . to know what houre it is.]

Astronomic (sestivm^mik), a. [a. F. astrono-

wit/itc. ad. L. astronomic-its, a. Gr. aarpovo^tK-o^,
f. do-rpoi'opj'a ; see A.STROXOMV and -it*.] Of or

belonging to astronomy.
1712 Bi-ACKMOKK Creation \\. <jj Can he not pass an astro-

nomick line? 1789 CowncR Queen's I'isit xix, More than

astronomic eyes. 1857 H. MILI.KR Test. Rocks iv. 159 All

theologians have now received the astronomic doctrines.

Astrono*mical, a. [f. prec. + -AL 1
.]

1. Connected with, bearing upon, dealing with

astronomy. (Cf. an Astronomical Society with an
astronomic fa&.} Astronomicalyear \ one of which
the length is determined by astronomical obser-

vations, apart from conventional reckoning. As-
tronomical ring) staff: see ASTHONOMEK c.

1556 RKCORDE Cast. Know I. Pref. n If Astronomicall ac-

compt were not. 1588 A. KING L'anisms Catech. I. iij, Ac-

cording to ye astronomical! calculation. 1692 BBMTLEY
Boyle Lect. ii. 47 Aratus the Cilician, in whose Astronomical
Poem this passage is now extant. 1818 HAZLITT Eng. Poets
\. 11870) 12 There can never be another Jacob's Dream.
Since that time the heavens have gone further off, and grown
astronomical. 1855 LKWIS Early Rom. Hist. v. n Asolar

eclipse . . on the 2ist ofJune in the astronomical year 399 B.C.

2. ellipt. as sb. pi.

[iSjH Ili.fNDEviL Exerc. \. xxvu. 73 Multiplication ofAstro-

nomical Fractions.] 1706 PHILLIPS, Astronomical Numbers
or Astronomicals. See Sexagesimal Fractions. 1751 CHAM-
BERS Cyc/., Astronomicals^ a name used by some writers for

sexagesimal fractions, on account of their use in astronomical
calculations.

AstroiiO'inically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-..] In

an astronomic or astronomical manner ; according
to astronomy or astronomic principles.
1649 Hi-. HALL Cases Consc. in. i. (T.) Images astronomic-

ally framed. 1794 Si
1

LLI VAN I'itivNat. 1.219 Astronomically

speaking, the greatest cold should be felt at the latter end
of December. 1856 KANK^;T/. /:>/. II. 404 The headlands
. . were generally determined astronomically.

t Astronomien, -an. Obs. Also -yen, as-

tromyen. [a. OF. astrononiien, f. astronomic or

L. astrononria, like chrfstien, italien t as if repr. a

L. *astronoinianns. Astromyen was a phonetic
reduction. Cf. astrologien, -an.] The earlier word
for ASTRONOMER (including astrologer).
c 1300 A'. A Us. 136 He is an astromyen. c 1340 HAMPOLE

Prose Tr. 9 Astronomyenes byhaldes |>e daye, and be houre,
and J>e poynte \>&t man es borne in. 1388 Wvci.ii' Matt. ii.

i I,o ! astromyenes camen fro the eest to Jerusalem. 1393
< iowKk Conf. II. 230 Which was an astronomien, And eke a

great magician. 1483 CAXTOS Gold. Leg. 403/2 The kvng . .

assemblid Ix astronomyens. t" 1500 Partcnay 12 Neuer better

astronomian might l>e.

Astronomize ( astr^nomai/), v. [f.
ASTKO-

JTOMY : see -I/.K.] intr. To pursue astronomy ;
to

act or speak astronomically.
i68a SmT. BROWNE Chr. Morals \.ij^6) 97 Thus they astro-

nomiz'd in caves. 1684 T. lit HNI;T Th. Earth III. 44 It is a

great question . . whether Moses did either philosophize or

astronomize in that description. 1848 H. ROGERS Ess, I. \\.

3x1 Thales . . astronomising as he walked.

A-STBUT.

Astronomy (astrp-nomi). Forms : 3-7 as-

tronomie, 3 astronomije, 4 astronemy, 4-6
astronomye, 5 astrony,) f> astronaraye, 4 as-

tronomy, [a. OF. astronomic (i Ith c. in Littre),
ad. L. astronottiia, a. Gr. aarpovopta^ n. of quality
f. a.mpovon-oi 'star-arranging,' 'one who arranges
or classes the stars' ; {. ampo-v star + -vcyios 'dis-

tributing, arranging,' f. vf/t-eiv to distribute, ar-

range, order. 'Aarpovu^os was a later word than

udTpoAu-yos, and probably at first applied to those
who mapped out the constellations

; hence, both
in Gr. and L., astrononiia was a later and more
scientific term than astrologia, which at length

acquired the modern sense of astrology or star-

prognostication. But in OF. and early Eng., as-

tronomie seems to have been the term first used,
and to have embraced the whole field of the
ancient astrologia. Subseq. astrologie was adopted
for the art Q\practice of astronomy, and gradually,

though not completely before the 1 7th c., astro-

nomy and astrology took their current senses.]

The science which treats of the constitution, rela-

tive positions, and motions of the heavenly bodies
;

that is, of all the bodies in the material universe

outside of the earth, as well as of the earth itself

in its relations to them.
1205 LAY. 24298 J>e craft is ihate Astronomic [1250 adds in

oj>er kunnes spechej. c iao Gen. ty KJC. 792 And hem lerede,

witterlike, Astronomije and arsmetike. 1340 HAMFQLE Pr.
d'usc. 7606 Gret clerkes of clergy, |>at has bene lerecTlfT

ftstronemy And knawes \>e constellacyouns, 1433-50 tr.

It
'

igden vn. ii. (18791 VII. 271 A man instructe gretely in

astrony and in geometry. 1481 CAXTON Alyrr. r. xiii. 39
Astronomye, whiche is of all clergye the ende. 1570 Bll.-

LiNGSLtv Eitclid\, Introd. 126 The whole arte ofAstronomy
teacheth to measure proportions of tymes and mouinges.
i6o5'I'iMMK Qiiersit. i. i. i The Egyptians had a most sin-

gular knowledge of Astronomy. 1869 DUNKIN Midn. Sky i

Astronomy has for ages been one of the most popular of

the sciences.

f b. In earlier usage it included also the alleged
relations of the heavenly bodies to human action,

subseq. distinguished as ASTROLOGY. Obs.
c 1300 A". A Us. 137 Astronomye and nygremauncye. 1393
LANGU /'. I'l. C. xxu. 244 To seo and to seye

' what sholde

by-falle . . As astronomyens borw astronomye. 1494 FABYAN
vll. 490 So lernyd in astronomy >* she toke vpon her to
shewe thynges to come. 1540 BOOBDE (title'* The pryncyples
of Astronamye the whiche diligently perscnityd is in maner
a pronosticacyon to the worldes end. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn.
xiv, Not from the stars do I my judgment pluck, And yet
methinks I have astronomy. 1738 DE FOE Syst. Magick I.

L 21 In Astronomy the first soothsayers found the secret in-

fluences of the stars upon the surface of the earth.

For the distinction between Astronomy and As-

trology in early use, see ANTHOLOGY.

Astrophanometer, -phile, etc. : see ASTKO-.

t A'stropliel. Obs. [perh. corruption of astro-

phyllum - star-leaf ; Nares suggests of Aster Tri-

poliiim.~\ Name of a plant mentioned by Spenser,
which has not been identified.

1591 SI-ENSKR Daphn. 346 Feede ye hencefoorth on bitter

astrofell. Astrptihel 1 86 That hearbe of some, Starlight
is cald by name . . r rom this day forth do call it Astrophel.

Astroscope (ntriHwp). [f. ASTRO- + Gr.
-IJKOTTOS observer.] An astronomical instrument

formerly in use,
'

composed of two cones, on whose
surface the constellations with their stars were
delineated.' Chambers Cycl. Stiff.
1675 SHEKBURNE Spit. .Matiilitts C ij b, These Instruments

are not true
Astroscop_es, 1753 CHA.MBKHS Cycl. Supp. s.v.,

The astroscope is the invention of Wil. Schukhard, formerly
professor of mathematics at Tubingen . . in 1698. 1867-77
CHAMBERS Astrott. 913.

t AstrO'SCOpy. Obs.
[f.

ASTRO- + Gr. -axoma

observation.] Observation of the stars. (J.)

t AstrO'Se, Of>s. [ad. L. astrosus (Isidore),
f. ctstntin star.] Ill-starred. 1731 in BAILEY.

Astrote, a-strout, obs. forms of A.-STKUT.

i Astroy, v. Obs. Forms : 2-3 astruje, 2 4

astrue, 4 astroie. Also aphetic STROY. [a. OF.

estrui-re, cogn. w. It. struggere: late pop. 'L^strnlre

for distrtifre to UKSTROY.] To destroy.
1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 211 Swo hene5 and astru^eS J:e

riche men |w wrecches. t'i33O Arth.ty Mcrl. 6756 That
eueriche baroun loke his pas, And aspie hem hi tropic, And
so fond hem to astroie. 1340 Ayenb. 17 Prede astrub . . alle

|>e graces . . bet bye}> ine manne.

t AstrU'ctive, a. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f.
L. astrtiit-

(ppl. stem of a\if)struln, f. ad \o + strufrc to

build) + -IVK.] Building up, erecting, constructive.

it 1656 Bp. HALI. lO. ' The true method of Christian prac-
tice is first destructive, then astructive.

A-strnt (astrwt), aiivb.plir. Forms: 4 a-strout,

o strut, one strowte, 5 on strut, ;-6 a strote,

6 a strute, a strutte, 6-8 astrut, 5- a-strut.

[A fref^. t STRUT sb.]

1. Sticking out, projecting stiffly ; protruding,

swollen, puffed tip. arch.
t 1330 Pol. Sotirs 336 The knif stant a-strout. c 1400 Sir

Isumbras 620 His eghne stode one strowte. 1531 MORE
Gw/Wr. Tindalc Wks. 589/1 Theyre belyes standinge a



ASTTTCE.

strutte with stuffing. 1606 Choice, Chance, etc. 28 With his

armes astrut, like a Scarcrow in a peas-garden. ifflfOQWMtit
Task v. 268 Inflated and astrut with self-conceit.

f 2. Stubbornly. Obs.

1330 R. BKLNNE Chron. Pref. 194 pei schemed, bei brist, bei

stode o strut, c 1460 Tinunelcy Myst. 49, I rede no man
from him dray, In way, ne stand on strut.

3. On the strut, strutting, walking grandiosely.

i AstU'ce, s&- Obs. rare~ l
. In 6 austuce. [a.

OF. astuce, ad. L. astutia, n. of quality f. astntus

ASTUTE.] Astuteness.

1548 Compl. Scot. 87 He there austuce . . thai furriest vitht

money baitht the parteis aduersaris.

t AstU'ce, ^. Obs. rare~~ l
. [a. OF. astits, -c,

-nee, -ut, ad. L. astiittts ASTUTE.] Astute.

1549 CoinpL Scot. xi. 97 Sedusit be ther astuce and subtil

persuasions.

Astucious (&8ti'jba), a. Also -tious. [ad. F.

asfucieux, f. astuce, astucie : see prec.] Astute.

1823 SCOTT Quentin D. ix, Like all astucious persons, as

desirous of looking into the hearts of others as of concealing
his own. 1846 MKS. JAMESON Char. Wont. I. 72 The astu-

tious lady of Behnont with her magic potions.

Astu'ciously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] As-

tutely.
18 . . SCOTT, Marked you how astuciously the good father

eluded the questions?

Astucity (asti/7'siti). [f.
ASTUCIOUS

;
c(. fero-

cious, ferocity-.]
Astuteness.

1837 CARLYLE />. Rm. i. iii. (1872) III. 19 With astucity,
with swiftness, with audacity ! 1851 Sterling \\\. v. 11872)
21 r He was a man . . great only in . . speciosities, astucities.

Astun(e, see ASTONE.

Aatunde, for a stunde : see STOUND.

Astunt, variant of ASTINT v. Obs. to stop.

Asturt, variant of ASTART v. Obs. to escape.

Astute (asti/7't), a. [(? a. F. astut) ad. L. as-

tutus, lengthened form of astus crafty, cunning.]
Of keen penetration or discernment, esp. in regard
to one's own interests ; shrewd, subtle, sagacious ;

wily, cunning, crafty.
1611 COTGR., Astut, astute, crafty, subtill, wyly, guilefull.

1634 SIR M. SANDYS Prudence 168 Wee terme those most

Astute, which are most Versute. [Not in JOHNSON 1755.]

1829 I.TAYLOR Enthns.x. 258 The astute atheism of Greece
and Rome. 1878 Uosw. SMITH Carthage 331 He had, with
the astute fickleness of a barbarian, come to a secret under-

standing with Scipio.

Astu'tely, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] In an as-

tute manner; with keen penetration, shrewdly.
1826 SYU. SMITH Wks. 11867) ^- II2 ^e sets himself to

comment astutely upon the circumstances. 1851 SIR F.

PALGKAVE Norm. $ ng. I. 296 Louis astutely evaded the

contest. *

Astu'teiieSS. [f-
as prec. + NESS. Before this

was in use, the L. astutia was occas. employed.]
The quality of being astute ; keenness of penetra-
tion or discernment

;
mental subtlety, shrewdness.

[1802 BENTHAM Wks. X. 396 Could this mass of law by any
astutia be construed to come under title Poor.] 1843
VAUGHAN Age Gt. Cities 152 The astuteness acquired in the

exercise of this greatest of free schools. 1865 MAFFF.I Brig.
Life in It. II. 89 The astuteness of the Pontifical police.

t Asty'le, v. Obs. Forms: 1-2 astisan, 3 as-

tyen, astye. Pa. t. i astas, 2 astah, asteh. [OE.
astigan, f. A- pref. i up, away + Jrt^aw to go, pro-

ceed, ascend ; cogn. with Goth, usstcigan, OHG.
arstigan, mod.G. ersteigen^\
1. To go up, ascend.

-950 Lindisf. Gosp. John vii. 8 Ic ne astigo [Vulg. ascendo}
to doege symbel 3issum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 91 Crist aras

of deaoe and . . astah to heofene. "1275 Passion Our Lord
624 in O, E. Misc. 55 Er he wolde astyen to heuene. c 1380
Sir Fernmb. 297 1 Hy bat was Gyoun vp a-sto3e t oppoun be
laddre an he^.

b. To rise with its summit.

ciifeCott, Horn. 227 Enne stepel..swa hahcne bat his

rof asti^e up to hefenne.

c. To rise in arms.

1297 R. GLOUC. 317 He was In fere Of Edmondes tueye
breberen . . laste hii gonne astye.

2. To go or come down, descend.

-975 Knshiv. Gosp. John ii. 12 Bona astag \Ags. fy Hatton,
f(3ron J Vulg. desceiuiit\ . . he & moder his. 6*1175 Cott.
Hom. 241 Ic am cwuce bread be astah fram hefene. c 1200
Trin. Coil. Hom. in De heuene abeh and dun asteh.

t Astying, vbl. sb. Obs. In 2 astiunge. [f.

prec. + -ING
i.J Ascension.

c 1220 Lofsong lire Lotterd in Cott. Hom. 209 pine wur3-
ful astiunge into heouene.

Astyl, var. ASTKL, Obs., a splinter.

Astylar (astsi'laj), a. [f. Gr. u priv. + (rrOX-os

pillar-*- -AH.] Without columns or pilasters.
1842 in GWILT. 1845 Penny Cycl. ist Supp. I. 148/1 We

had no examples of such astylar class of design, until it was
introduced by Mr. Barry, in the Travellers' Clubhouse.

Astyllabyre, astyrlaby, obs. ft ASTROLABE.

Asty'llen. Mining. A small dam in an adit or

level to prevent the full passage of the water.

1849 in WEALE Diet, Terms.

Astyte, variant of ASTITE adv. Obs*
A-SUdden (asr-d'n), advb.phr. [A prepl +

SUDDEN.] Of a sudden, suddenly.
1875 B. TAYLOR Faust i. iv, A-sudden stood I in a glowing

sphere. tSSc Content^. K ev, Apr. 842 And, asudden, witching
Spring Into her bosom sucks the snow.
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*!' Asiie", v. Ol>$. rare- 1

. In 4 asiwe. [a. OF.
a(s\suivre : late L. asscquere, for cl. L, assequi (see

ASSEQUKNT) ; cf. pursue.'} To follow after.

c 1300 A". A Us. 2494 Quyk asiweth him al his men.

t Asirin, v. Obs. rare 1
, [a. OF. a(s}fowrfie-r,

-z/wtv: lateL. t7.fJKw/rF-;' to sum up,f.SJ-
= <7f/- to

+ summa total.] Tu consummate, complete.
1340 Ayenh. 168 Huanne hi habbe)? al asummed, banne

verst ham Jnngb bet hit is al to aginne.

Asunder (dso-mto.il, adv., orig. phr. Forms:
. i on sundran, 1-4 o sunder(e, 5 on sondre, one

sondyre, on sundre
; 4 asondri, asyndre, 4-5

asondry, 4-6 asondur, -dre, 5 a-sundyr, -dir,

asondyr,-dir, 5-6 asonder, 6 a sundre, asundur,
(> 8 a sunder, assunder, 4- asunder. See also

in SENDER (enMinder*) in same sense. [OK. phr.
on sitndran *

in or into a separate position or con-

dition': see A/;v/.! and SCNDEK.]
1 1. In or into a position apart or separate ; apart.
a 1000 Cminton*s Gen. (Gr.) 842 Sa:ton on .sundran. c 1000

Affs. Ciosp. Mark vii. 33 Da nam he hineonsundran [Lindisf.

sundurlice]of ba^re meniju. -1160 Hatton G. ibid., Asundre.

1548 COVERDALE Rrastn. Par. Gal. i. 15 But me called he a

sender to be his preacher.
2. Of two or more things : Apart or separate

from each other : a. in position.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 282 J>ei er o sundere. ^1386

CHAUCER Prol. 493 Wyd was his parisch, and houses fer

asondur. r 1420 Pallati. on Hush. iv. 133 Sowe hem . . half

a foote asonder. 1563 SHUTK Archit. Riiij b, How far and
how nere the pillers shalbe set a sunder. 1611 HKYWOOD
Gold. Age iv. i. Wks. 1874 III. 57 Heer's a coyle to keep
fire and tow a sunder. 1777 JOHNSON Lett. 183 1 1. 2 We are

now near half the length of England asunder. 1867 Fuouui:

Short Stud. 11872) I. 23 Wide asunder as pole and pole.

b. in direction or motion.
c 1250 Gen. fy E.r. 116 De 3ridde dai . . was water and erfte

o sunder sad. ^1330 Anns $ Amil. 309 Now we asondri

schal wende. c 1450 Merlin ix. 140 They wolde not departe
onsondre, 1613 SHAKS. Hen. l'f//,\. i. 112 My Chaffe And
Come shall flye asunder. 1719 YOUNG Revenge iv. i, Un-
hand her Murder ! Tear them asunder. 1855 MACAUI.AY
Hist. Eng, III. 685 Lochiel . . while forcing them asunder,
received a wound.
3. Apart from each other in character, or in one's

judgement or consideration; separately as objects of

thought. To know asunder: to distinguish, arch.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sontp. Prol, 8 Kreres and feendes been but

litel asunder, c 1525 SKELTON Agst.Scottt-sqb Know ye not

suger and salt asondyr. 1592 SHAKS. Roiir.fy Jiil. m. v. 82

Villaine and he be many Miles assunder. 1699 BENTI.EY
Phal, 217 The several words taken asunder have nothing
Poetical in them. 1722 Dr. FOI-: Plague (1756) 264 It was

impossible to know them assunder.

4. Of one thing : Into separate parts ; in two. in

pieces ; esp. with break, burst, cut, rend, tear, etc.

[1340 HAMPOLK Pr. Consc. 888 Wormes sal ryve hym in

sondre.] f 1450 LONELICH Grail xiv. 199 liothe palettes and
scheldes he to-craked asondir. '1440 Gesta Rom. 253 He
kutte ensundre alle his clothis. 1526 TINDALE Acts i. 19
Brast a sondre in the myddes. 1586 T. B. La Primaud.
Fr. A cad. 136 To rent and break a sunder our good and
sure friendship. 1641 J. JACKSON True Kvang. Temper \.

85 If she will saw me asunder, let her. 1862 STANLEY Jew.
Ch. (18771 1. v. 95 The rending asunder of the veil which over-

hung the temple.

t Asil'lider, v. Obs. Forms : i asundri-an,

4 assunder, 4- afltaftder. [OE, asundrian, f A-

pref, i 4- sundrian to SUXDER.] To put asunder,

separate, divide.

a looo Cod. Exon. 98 a iBosw.) Se deab asundrab lie and
sawle. c 1440 Gesta Rom. 206 He was asunderid fro alle his

men. 1580 TUSSER Husb. 1 1878 37 A plough beetle . . Great
clod to asunder. 1593 R. BARNES Part/ten, ii. in Arb. Garner
V. 409 Thou could not be persuaded that my wits Could once
retire so far from Sense asundered.

Asiriidering, vbl. sb. rare. [f. prec. + -ING
1.]

The action of putting asunder ; separation.
1881 BUCHANAN GodUfM&n I 1 1. 244 After death's asundering.

Asunderliess (aszrndaines). [f.
ASUNDER adv.

+ -NESS.] The state of being asunder; separateness.
1843 Blacks). Ma*. LIII. 765 What the Germans would

call the Anseinanderseyn . . the asunderness, of things.

Asuni-en, var. ASSOIN v. Obs. to excuse.

Asur\e, obs. form of ASSURE and AZURE.

A-sware, obs. form of A-SQUARE.
A-SWarm (aswim\ advb.phr. [A/;v/. l +

SWABM.j Swarming.
1882 SWINBURNE Tristr. Lyonesse 281 Shines yet with fire

. . From tossing torches round the dance aswarm.

t A-Swa s!i, advb. phr. Obs. Also 6 a sosshe,
a shosshe. [Derivation of swash, sosh, unknown;
A- is evidently the prep., as in aslant, across, etc.]
1. Slantingly, obliquely, crosswise, aslant.

1530 PALSGR. 831 A sosshe as one weareth his bonnet, a
gytigoys. 1575 TURBERV. Fulconric 277 You must cut it off

..a slope, and las they say) aswashe. 1611 COTGR. s.v.

Chtitnarre . . Worne aswash, or skarfewise.

2. Withscorn, contemptuously. Cf.AsKANCErti/z'. 2.

1530 PALSGR. 614 Se how she loketh ashosshe, oraswasshe,
is she nat a prowde dame. 1611 COTGR., De guingois . .

hufiingly, swaggeringly, aswash.

A-sway ^asw(
7
'-), advb. phr. [A//V/.1 + SWAY.]

Swaying, bending from side to side.

1858 MORRIS Harpdons End 99 On some broad stream,
with long green weeds a-sway. 1880 SWINBURNE Stitd. Song
1 13 A ship on the waters . . poised softly for ever asway.

ASWOON.

A-SWeat(aswe't), <&'/;.///>. \\prepl +SWEAT.]
Sweating, moist.

1879 J. LONG dEnaid n. 730 The Dardan shore So oft

asweat with blood.

1 Aswee'teil, v- Obs. rare. In 7 assw-. [f.

A- pref. II (improperly written as-, after as-sure,

etc.) + SWEETEN.] To sweeten, make less bitter.

1599 SANDYS Europ. Spec. (1632) 232 That rigour of lus-

ti^e, which the bountifulnesse of this Mercy did mitigate
and assweeten.

Aswell, obs. way of writing as well : see As C 2.

t Aswe'lt, v. Obs. 3-4. Pa. t. aswalt. [OE.
asweltan, f. k-prcf. i -f- sweltan to die : see SWELT ?'.]

intr. To perish, die, become extinct.

r 1230 Ancr. R. 216 Gif be gulchecuppe weallinde bres to

drincken. ,J>et he as pelte wi&innen. 1250 LAV. 27474 Cmhtes

|?ar aswalten. c 1300 A'. All's. 6638 That theo snow for the

fuyr no malt, No the fuyr for theo snow aswelt.

t Aswe'VC, v. Obs. [OE. asw$ban (
- aswg-

Jiaii), f. A- prcf. i + sw^bban to put to sleep: see

SWEVE ^.] trans. To put to sleep; to stun
;

in

OE. to put to death.
a 1000 Judith 322 (Sweet Reader] Ealdhettende sweordum

aswefede. (-'1384 CHAUCKR H. Fiuttf 549 So astonyed and
a-sweued Was euery vertu in my heued.

Aswi'ke, v. Obs. 1-3. Pa. t. asw&c. [OE.
aswican, to betray, desert, abandon, i. A.- prcf. \ +
swican to fail, fall short, deceive : see SWIKE v.

But ME. aswike corresponds in sense to the OE.
intrans. verb geswican to leave off, cease, desist.]
To cease, desist.

t'975 Knskw, Gosp. Matt. v. 29, 30 Gif banne fc>in ej;e . .

aswicaS be [Ags. aeswicie, aswice, tiatton aswikie, aswike].

1205 LAY. 16112 pa aswac worden Merlin
J>e

wise. < izzo

Leg. St. Kath. 2186 f^s swifte pine bat aswikeS se sone.

A-Swini ^aswi'm), advb.phr. [A/rt^.
1 + SWIM.]

Swimming, arloat.

1663 in Spalding Troub.Chas. 711829} 44 The soldiers, .were
all a-swim through the water that came in at the holes and
leaks of the ship. 1870 MORRIS Earth. Par. I. i. 125 The
shallow flowing sea . . set the wrack a-swim.

t Aswi'nd, v. Obs. 1-4. Pa. t. aswond. Pa.

pple. aswunde(n, aswounde. [OE. asivindan, f.

A- prcf. i away -\-sunndan to languish.]
1. intr. To languish auay, vanish, perish.
f 885 K. /ELFKED Boeth. xxxiii. 4 pylzei . . calle obre ^es-

ceafta aswindaft. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 133 Sum [of be sede

feol] among beornen and ber aswond. 1250 LAY. 17940
Sealde he aswint pat to him seolue tresteb. a 1250 Owl $
Night. 1572 Al thi sputing schal aswinde.

2. in/rt. pple. Languishing, worn out
;
enervated.

c88s K. .^EI.FKEH Boeth. xl. 4 Hwy ^e swa unnytte sinn

& swa aswundene? 1205 LAY. 22254 Pat bis folc gode
aswunden [1250 aswonde] ne laie bere. a 1250 Owlff Xiglit,

534 Vor ich nam non aswunde wrecche, t"i3So Leg. Rood
11871) 52 $e beb- neih aswounde.

A-Swing' (aswi'ij), advb. phr. [A prepl +

SWING.] Swinging, swaying to and fro.

1876 DOWDF.N Poems 35 Airy bells, a-swing Through half

a summer day. 1880 L, WALLACE Bcn~Hur 232 Ships a-

swing at their moorings.

t Aswi'nk, v. Obs. rare- 1
[f. \-pref. i +

SWINK v., OE. swincan] To labour for, toil for.

c 1300 Bckct 1665 5oure mete 56 mowe aswynke.

fAswi'the, as swithe, advb. phr. Obs.

Also 4 5 alswithe, asswype, aswythe. This,
besides its literal meaning 'as quickly/ had the

sense : As quickly as possible, immediately. (See
As A III, and cf. ASFAST, Assoox, ASTITK.)
[1375-1521 ; see quotations under ALSWITHE.] c 1320

R. BRUNNE Medlt. 1016 Ry}t wyth bat wurde aswybe she

rj'st. ,'1340 Caw.
<$ Gr. Knt. 1400 To soper bay 5ede as-

swybe. 6~i3_86
CHAL-CKR Man of L. T. 539 Thou schalt be

slayn as swithe. 6-1420 PaHud. on Huso. iv. 623 A sithe

Made for lupyne is upp to honge aswithe.

t AsWQ'lkenesS. Obs. [OE. asolcennesse, f.

asolcen idle, pa. pple. of aseolcan, torpescere' +

-XESS.] Sloth, laziness.

c 1000 WULFSTAN Addr. Eng. (Sweet Reader m) J?urh

bisceopa asolcen nesse. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 Forwunded,
mid spere of prude . . mid onde, mid aswolknesse.

A-SWOOH (asw/7'n), advb. phr. Forms : 4-5
aswoune, aswounne, aswowne, a swowen, a

s-woun(e, a swown(e, 5 a-swoone, 7- aswoon,
a-swoou. [Also written a swoittie, expanded on

swottne, and most commonly from 1325 to 1500
in s'woune, in sT.voi.one, after 1500 in a swown(ct

sown(e, swoon \z&\{ f. A/rt^'.+Swoox^. But as this

sb. does not otherwise appear in early use, aswowne
was perhaps by mistaken analogy for aswown (cf.

aitowne,adowri),aswowen =iswowen,Q}L.gesiv6gen;
in which case aswoon and ASWOUGH are of identical

origin : see the latter, and SWOON sb.]

In a swoon or faint. Tofallaswoon : to faint away.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sqrs. T. 466 And fil to grounde anon And

Hth aswowne [v.r. a swounne, a swowne, on swoune], deed
and lyk a stoon. t 1400 Rom. Rose 1804 A-swoone I felle,

bothe deed & pale. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 217/3. Yf the

moder be a swowne of the payne. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Scot. I. 408 Mony fell in swoun. 1637 RUTHERFORD> Lett*

no (.1862 > I. 276 My faith was fallen aswoon and Christ but
held up a swooning man's head. 1860 S. DOBELL in Mactn.

Mag. Aug. 326 A-swoon With fear. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk.
Gt. III.

yiii.
iii. 15 Wilhelmina, faint, fasting, sleepless all

night, fairly falls aswoon.



ASWOONED.
Aswooned (asw/7-nd), ///. a. [Due to mixture

of aswoon (which, in the Chaucer instance, the
other MSS. read) and swooned, in ME. isivouned^\
A-swoon, swooned.
[Cf. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. \V. 1342 Twenti tyme Iswounyd

hath sche thanne (?>. r. y-swowned, i-swowned, i-swonyd,
swouned, swowned, -yd, yswounded'.] < 1386 Clcrkes T.

1023 (Harl. M.S.) Whan sche this herd, aswoned doun sche
fallith \SiX'text, aswowne, aswounne, a swowne, in swowe].

1878 B. TAYLOR Deukalion n. v. 85 The Past, that 'mid her
rums lay a-swooned.

tAswou'gh., aswow(e, adv. (or ///. a.)

Also 4-5 asuowe, aswo, aswou, aswowe, as-

wosh, assowe. [Interchanging in i4th c. with on

swtnve, in sivowe, as if f. A-//Y/.
1 + SWOUGH sb.

;

but perhaps originally
= iswou'e:isit><nven:Q}*..

geswog&t senseless, fainted, pa. pple. of sw6tan to

overgrow, choke, in the phrase
'

to fall iswoweti,
iswowet or aswoive* to fall in a faint; cf. aslope,

awake, afhirst.'} In a swoon
;
= A-swoox.

[Cf. c 1000 /Ei.FRic //t>w. 11.336 Se lai^. .jeswo^en betwux
J?am ofsle^enum. 1205 LAV. 3074 He feol iswowen 11250 hi-

swo^ei; c 1300 .SV. HraJtdan 10 And ful adoun i-suo5e ; 11380
Sir Feriimb. 2497 For hungre }>ai fulle y-sowe. c 1350 II'ill.

Paterne 87 And tel doun on swowe.] c 1320 R. BKUXXK
Mcdit. 490 Aswo she fyl doun yn |>e felde. c 1330 A rth. fy

Merl. 3304 Sir Arthour was aswowe. c 1420 Chron. Vitoa,

496 Hurre moder adoune assowe dudde falle. t^fxtLybcaus
Disc. 1171 Aswotjh he fell adoun.

A-SWOil'ild, adi'b. phr. arch. Also 6-7 a-

sound. [Corruption of a-swown, the earlier form
of A-SWOON: see SWOON and SWOUND. Apparently
not connected with the earlier anvounde from

ASWIND.] In a swoon.

1634 Row Hist. Kirk (18421 466 He was in hazard of fall-

ing a-sound.

A-swowing: see Swowixo.

tAsye*, v. Obs. Forms: i asisan, 3 asye-n.
Pa. t. i asah, 2-3 aseh. [OK. asigan, f. A-/;Y/! i

-f si&an : see SYE v.] To sink down
;
to *

set.'

1024 O. E. Chron. (Laud. MS.) He mid J?am dynte niSer
asah. c 1200 Trin. Coll. f/om. 109 pe sunne of rightwisnesse
. . eft aseh alse sunne to-glade. c 1275 in ( }

. /'.. J//Vt. 90 Al
we schullen a-syen, and seo to ^e nede.

Asyghe, obs. form of ASSAY.
t Asyle. 0/>s. Also 4-6 asile. [a. F. asile t

asylc, ad. l^. asylum : see below.] The earlier form
of ASYLUM (in senses I, 2, 3 .

1382 \Vvci.iF 2 M<icf. iv, 34 Counseilide hym for to KO forth
of asile. 1542 BECON 1'atfav. /V<yt'rWks. 1843, 128 Fly unto

prayer as unto an holy anchor, or sure asile. 1594 Zt'pht'rni
xxxix. in Arb. Garner V. 85 A harbour where they looked
for asile. 1725 tr. Dnpiris Reel. Hist, ijth C. I. n. ili. 40
The Asyles having occasiun'd great Abuses in Greece.

Asyllabical (a.-sila-bikal), a.
[f. A.-fref. 14

+ SVI.LAHICAL.] Not constituting a syllable.

1751 WESI.KV H-'&s. 1 1872) XIV. iss'Fheformatives HT- V^,
are termed Asyllabical.

Asylum (asai*l/'m). PI. asylums (also in senses

I, 2, asyla). Forms: 5-7 asilum, 7 assylum,
8 azylum, 7- asylum, [a. I,, asylum, a. Or. atrv-

Xoi' refuge, sanctuary, neut.ofadj. dav\os inviolable,
f. d priv. + av\r), ffv\ov right of seizure. Cf. ASYLK.]
1. A sanctuary or inviolable place of refuge and

protection for criminals and debtors, from which

they cannot be forcibly removed without sacrilege.
t 1430 I.VDO. Hoc/ins n. x.xviii. 65 a, A territory ttiat called

was Asile. This Asilum. .Was a place of refuge and succours
.. For to receyue all foreyn trtspassours. 1600 HOLLAND
J*ivy i. viii. 7 Romulus . . set up a sanctuarie or lawlesse

church, called Asylum. 1673 CAVE Prim. Chr. i. vi. 145
How far those Asyla's and Sanctuaries were good and use-
ful. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., We read of asylums at

Lyons and Vienne among the ancient ( iaul.s. 1807 ROBINSON
Archxol. Gr. in. ii. 197 Some were asyla for all men, and
others were appropriated to particular persons and crimes.

2 ffen. A secure place of refuge, shelter, or retreat.

1642 SIR E. DEKING SJ>. on Relig. xvi. 87 They have bin
the Asylum for superstition. 1691 WOOD Ath.Oxoti. II.

729 He rled to Oxon, the common Asylum of afflicted royal-
ists.

17^28
MORGAN Algiers II. v. 318 A Port, where his

Ships might find an Azylum. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. II. m.
vi. 76 The monasteries were not as yet the asyla of letters.

Q.abstr. Inviolable shelter ; refuge, protection.
1725 tr. f)ufitt's Keel. Hist, \-jih C. I. n. ill. 40 The Senate

was oblig'd to confine the Right of Asylum to Nine Temples.
1814 RVKOS Lara n. viii, Beneath his roof They found asy-
lum oft but ne'er reproof.
4. A benevolent institution affording shelter and

support to some class of the afflicted, the unfor-

tunate, or destitute; e.g. a 'lunatic asylum,' to I

which the term is sometimes popularly restricted.

1776 PENXANT Tour Scot. n. 307 When the grievous dis-

temper of the leprosy raged . .our ancestors erected asyla
for those poor wretches. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q.
Ncighb. vii. (,1878) 115 Miss Oldcastle thought she was out
of her mind, and spoke of an asylum. 1879 HAKLAN Eyesight
v. 56 Three hundred of these persons [victims of Egyptian
Ophthalmia) were cared for in an asylum . . in Paris.

Asyiubolic .aesimb^-lik) a. [see the senses.] ]

1.
' One escaping scot-free.' Cockeram 1623. [f. ,

L. asymbol-ust
a. Gr. aavfj.@o\-us not contributing

(f.
d priv. + <?vfA0o\ai contribution, share) + -1C,

after symbolic.'] 1678 in PHILLIPS. 1742 in BAILEY.

2. Not symbolic, [f. &.- pref. 14 + SYMBOLIC.]
1685 MACKENZIE Relig. Stoic vii. 60 Asymbolic qualities.

528

Asymbolical, [f. as prec. : see -ICAI.
]

Not symbolical.
1660 STAN-LEV Hist. Philos. 253/1 The Symbolical . . are

more easily transmuiated into one another than the as-

symbolical. 1678 J. J[ONES] Brit. Ck. 188 Wholly asym-
bolical and contrary to the nature of such a Church.
t Asynimetral, a. Obs, [f. Gr. dev^f rp-os

incommensurable, disproportionate (see SYMMETUY)
+ -AL 1

.] a Incommensurable, b. ASYMMETRICAL.
c 1630 JACKSON Creed \\. viii. Wks. IV. 125 Their degrees

are of another size and ofttimes asymmetral with the former.
1680 H. MORE Apocal. Apoc. 350 The Word of God . . with
which these times not squaring, they are called Incom-
mensurate or Asymmetral. 1706 in PHILLIPS.

Asy mmetra-ntlious, a. Bot. [f. Gr. davp-
/XCT/)-O? (see prec.

N +dv0os flower + -ous.] Having
asymmetric flowers. (Allman.)

Asymmetric (zesime'trik), a. [f. Gr. d priv.
+ SYMMETRIC: see prec.] = next.

1878 PURNEV Crystallog. 56 Forms with asymmetric faces
occur in crystals of Topaz. 1881 Xature XXIV. 4I One
asymmetric carbon atom, i.e. an atom directly united with
four different radicles. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex, s.v., In Botany
an organ is said to be asymmetric, when it cannot be divided
into two similar halves by a vertical plane.

Asymmetrical, a. [Gr. d priv. + SYMME-
TRICAL: cf. prec.] Not symmetrical, out of propor-
tion, with the parts not arranged correspondingly.
1690 BOYLE Chr. 1 'irtuoso n. 8 Truths . . asymmetrical, or

unsociable, that is, such as we see not how to reconcile with
other things evidently and confessedly true. iSSoOrxTHEK
l-'ishes 23 Flat-fishes are in fact nothing but asymmetrical
Cod-fishes.

Asymme'trically, adv.
[f. prec + -LY-.]

Not symmetrically, without symmetry.
1877 HUXLEY A fiat. Im<. An. Introd. 14 [They] give rise

to symmetrically or asymmetrically disposed processes.

Asymmetroca-rpous, a. Bot. [f. Gr. aavp-
f*fTp-os (see above) + *ap7ros fruit + -OUS.] Having
asymmetric fruit. (Allman.)
t AsymmetrOUS, a. Obs. rare.

[I",
as ASYM-

MKTKAL + -OUS
]
- ASYMMETRICAL.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anitti. <y Min. 102 [Panthers have]
various colour, and an asymmetrous body.

Asymmetry (fisrmetri). [ad. Gr. dav^^rpia,
n. of quality f. uav/i/icrpo? : see SYMMETRY.]
1. Math. The relation of two quantities which

have no common measure, as i and \' 2
;
incom-

mensurability. ? Obs.
" 165* J- SMITH .SV/. Disc. 4. 100 Equality, proportion,

symmetry and assymmetry of magnitudes. 1675 COLLINS
in Rigaud Corr. ScL Men II. 264 The method of shunning
asymmetries mentioned in Des Cartes. 1796 in HLTTON
Math. nict. I. i6a
2. Want of symmetry, defective correspondence
between things or their parts, disproportion.
i664Kvi.;i.YN/''mir/V Archit. Ep. Ded. 8 The asymmetric

of our Buildings. 1672 J. WOHTHINCTON in Mede's Wks.
Introd. 32 There was an asymmetry and disproportion in
the subservient Faculties. 1877 HUXLKV Anat. Iti~'. An.
viii. 530 Male Cephalopods are distinguished . . by the asym-
metry of their arms.

Asymphony. ? Obs. [ad. Gr. aav^^via, f.

dovntyojvos inharmonious: see SYMPHONY.] Want
of harmony, discord. 1656 in K LOU XT Glos&ogr.

Asymptosy x asi-mt/si). Math.
[f. Gr. d priv.

+ av^TTTCtjffia coincidence : see next.] The quality
of being asymptotic.
1656 tr. Hobhes' Elcni. Fhilos. (18391 199 Asymptosy de-

pends upon this, that quantity is infinitely divisible.

Asymptote (rc-simt<jt). Math. [ad.(ultimately)
(ir. dffvpTTTQjTos not falling together, f. d priv. + avv

together + TTTQJT-us apt to fall. Cf. K. asymptote^
A line which approaches nearer and nearer to a

given curve, but does not meet it within a finite

distance. A rectilinear asymptote may be con-

sidered as a tangent to the curve when produced
to an infinite distance. Also_/^.
1656 tr. Hol'bes' Elem. Philos. 11839'! 200 Asymptotes.,

come still nearer and nearer, but never touch. 1796 HUTTON
J/<rM. Diet, 1. 162 Two parabolas, placed with their axes in

the same ritfht line, are asymptotes to one another. 1860
FAKKAK Orig. Lang. 117 Language, in relation to thought,
must ever be regarded as an asymptote. 1867 DENISON
Astron. without Math. 238 [A hyperbola's] legs continually
approach two straight lines called asymptotes which are in

fact the outline of the cone itself, but never reach them.

b. attrih. quasi-art/.
a 1714 GREW (J.

1 Asymptote lines . . produced infinitely will

never meet.

Asymptotic (rcsimt^-tik), a. Math. [f. prec.
4- -1C, after Gr. irro/Tihoy.] next.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 3065 Asymptotick spaces, .comprised
between two lines, which being infinitely prolonged do never
meet. 1881 MAXWELL Electr. <$ Ulagn. I. 167 The equi-

potential surfaces have each of them an asymptotic plane.

Asympto'tical, <r Math. [f. asprcc. + -ICAL]
Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of an asymptote.
1704 Phil. Trans. XXV. 1700 Assymptotical Curves. 1854

H. MILLER Sch. fy ScJti. xvii. 11857) 3^3 Not an asympto-
tical progress, but destined from the beginning to furnish a

point of union.

Asymptotically, adv. [f. prec. + -I.Y-.] In

the manner of an asymptote
1675 GREGORY in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men II. 277 Whether

asymptotically approached . . may be worth consideration.

AT.

Asynartete (asi-nait/'tl, a. and sb. Pros. [ad.
Gr. davvapTijTos not connected (also used subst. of

verses), f. d priv. + avv-a.^a-(iv to knit together]
A. adj. Not connected ; consisting of tu o members
having different rhythms. B. sb. A verse of this

nature. Hence Asynartetic (asrnajte'tik), a.

t? iroa BURNEY Parr's H'ks. (1828) VII. 412 Which follows
another asynartetum, which also ends with ithyphallic.]
1830 tr. Aristoph. Wasps 122 note, The metre . . is an asyn-
artete of Iamb, and Troch. i847GROTE Greecew. xxix. (1862)
III. 77 Combinations of the dactyl, trochee and iambus,
analogous to the asynartetic verses of Archilochus.

Asyuchronism asi-rjkroniz'm). [f. K-fref.
14 + SYNCHRONISM.] Want of synchronism ; non-

correspondence in time. Asynchronous a., not

coinciding in time.

1873 HAVDEN Dis. Heart 7 Asynchronism between its

movements and those of the lungs. 1748 HARTLEY Obscrv.
Man i. ii. 7 F 74 When the Contractions of the Ventricles
are once become asynchronous and inharmonious to those
of the Auricle.

II Asyndeton (asi-ndft?n\ [L., a Gr. TO aavv-

SfTov, subst. use of aavvdtros unconnected, f. d priv.
+ avvSfTos, vbl. adj. f. ffvv-5t-iv to bind together.]
A rhetorical figure which omits the conjunction.
Asyndetic (tesinde'tik), a., characterized by asyn-
deton, not connected by conjunctions.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie^1869) 185 Asyndeton, or the

Loose language . . as thus : I saw it, I said it, I will
sweare it. 1740 Ii. MARTIN Bibl. Tcchn. 145 Asyndeton the

Cop'latives denies. Faith, Justice, Truth, Religion, Mercy
dies. 1879 tr. Meyer an i Cor. xiv. i AiwiceTe jyv ayd-nyy . .

asyndetic, but following with all the greater emphasis upon
the praise of love.

Asyne, obs. form of ASSIGN.

Asyntactic i,esinta;-ktik), a. [f. Gr. aavv-
TQKT-OS (f. d priv. -t- avvrcLKTOs, vbl. adj. f. avv-faaa-
ftv to range together) + -ic (after syntactic).]

Loosely put together, irregular, ungrammatical.
1880 M. PATTISON Milton vi. 70 The same asyntactic dis-

order is equally found in History of Britain.

Asyse, obs. form of ASSIZE.

II Asystole (,asi-sWl<). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. d

priv. + owroA)7 contraction : see SYSTOLE.] Ces-
sation of the functional contraction of the heart.

Asy stolism [
= F. asystolie (Beau)], see quot.

1870 (IF.K Auscitlt. xxi. 237 Asystolism . . that remarkable

group of symptoms which is characteristic of an enduring
inability in the right ventricle to empty itself. 1876 HAL-
FOUR Dis. Heart iii. 87 Asystole, in which the aortic blood-

pressure suddenly falls below that necessary for the main-
tenance of life, because the left ventricle ceases to act.

Asyth, -merit, obs. form of ASSYTHE, -MKNT.

At \a-'t, all, prep. Forms : 1-2 eet, 2-3 et i,ed),

3-6 att, 5 ate, atte, 2- at. [Common Teut.
; OE.

g-t is cogn. with OS. at, OFris. (at) et, OX. at,

OHG. a=, Goth, at f also with L. aii to, at, Skr.

aJ/ii near. Lost in mod.G. and Du., where its

place is largely taken by to (G. zu, Du. toe), as is

also the case in s. w. Eng. dialects ; in Scandina-

vian, on the other hand, to is lost, and its place

largely taken by at, e. g. as sign of the inhnitive

mood, which is also the case in north. Eng. dialect.

In OE. (as in the other Teut. langs.) Kt governed
the dative, only exceptionally the accusative. It

was also compounded with many verbs : see AT-

prcf^-, all of which are now obs. In ME. it coalesced

with various cases of the 'definite article 'in atte,

attcH, atti'rc,
'
at the'; so also attain 'at them.']

c 1175 Lamb. Ham. 167 DeS is attere dure. ('1175 Cott.

Haiti. 231 Me sceold anon eter gat jemete. c 1225 /tali

Meict. 7 Hellene atten ende. c 1250 Moral Ode in A1

. E. /'.

(1862) 26 Ded is ate dure. a 1300 Cursor M. 5604 And at-

tain con f>air fader frain. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 125 After
the scole uf Stratford atte bowe. [See others below.)

At is used to denote relations of so many kinds,
and some of these so remote from its primary local

sense, that a classification of its uses is very diffi-

cult. Only a general outline can be here given ;
its

idiomatic constructions with individual words must

be looked for under the words their.sehes, e.g. AIM,

ANGBY, APT. It will be observed that when a verb

is construed with at, the same construction usually
obtains with the cognate sb. and adj., and when at

is used with an adjective, it is generally used also

with a derived sb. ; thus to envy, envy, envious at,

aft, aptness at, etc. The arrangement of the senses

here adopted is : I. Local position. II. Practical

contact, engagement, occupation, condition, etc.

III. Position in a series or graduated scale, rate,

price, etc. IV. Time, order, consequence, cause,

object. V. In other adverbial phrases, VI. With

the infinitive mood. VII. Followed by other

prepositions.
I. Local position ; answering thequestion Where?

(passing into Whereby? ll'licnce? Whither?}
At expresses the position reached by completed motion to,

or that which is left by motionyVow; : lines drawn to a point,

from a point, or through a point, meet or intersect at the

point. Hence, with certain verbs, at comes into contact with

through, from, or of, to, and tosvard. See 10-15 infra.
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* Simple place or position'.

1. The most general determination of simple
localization in space, expressing, strictly, the simple
relation of a thing to a point of space which it

touches ; hence, usually determining a point or

object with which a thing or attribute is practically
in contact, and thus the place where it is, when this

is either so small as to bj treated as a mere point, or

when the exact relation between the thing and the

place is not more particularly expressed by the pre-

positions close to, near, by, about, on, in, over, tinder,

etc., all of which may at times be covered by at.

a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. iGr. ) 2426 /Et burhjeate sittan. 1175
La////'. Horn. 35 On snawe up et minne chinne. Ibid. 73 Et
be chirche dure, and . . et be fonstan. r 1200 OH.MIN 781 He
stod . . att Godess allterr. < 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 1366 At a welle

widuten Se tun. c 1300 A". Alis. 4175 He set at his owne
table, c 1325 E. E. Allit, P. B. 1187 At vch brugge a ber-

fray. r 1386 CHAUCER W'yf'sProl. 6 Housbondes atte chirch

dore 1 have had fyve. a 1400 Sir Perc. 489 Made he no lett

at :jate, dore ne wykett. 1571 DIGGES Pantom. i. xix, At C
and D the situation is all one, but at E it somewhat dif-

fereth, as you may behold in this figure. 1660 BARROW
Euclid i. ii, At a point given A, to make a right line AG
casual

to a right line given BC. 1787 G. WHITE Selborne
vii. (1789) 21 To cut and deliver the materials at the spot.

1883 Sc. Monthly Dec. 34/2 These streamers seem to con-

verge at a point beyond the zenith.

2. With proper names of places : Particularly used

of all towns, except the capital of our own country,
and that in which the speaker dwells (if of any size S
also of small and distant islands or parts of the

world.
Cf. in the Isle of Wight, on Inchkeith, at St. Helena, at

Malta, at the English Lakes, at the Cape, in Cape Colony.
Formerly used more widely : at Ireland, at London.

755 O. E. Chron., His lie lib a:t Wintanceastre. 1205 LAY.

5 He wone4p at Ernle^e. 1258 Eng. Prod. Hen. Ill, 7
Witnesse vs seluen a;t Lundene, bane E^tetenbe day on be
Monbe of Octobre. c 1300 A". Alis. 4423 The tole that was
at Greece y-sought ! c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 62 And foughten
[hadde he] for cure faith at Tramassene. 1387 TREVISA

Higden Rolls Ser. VII. 183 In bese dayes a famous clerk . .

was at Ireland. 1641 Vind. Smectymn, 13. 128 James
at Hierusalem. 1675 BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 589
He is in a far country, he is at the Indies. 1742 RICHARDSON
Pamela III. 151 Be not overthoughtful about what may
happen at London. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 120 The
Parliament met at Edinburgh. Mod. Did he graduate at

Oxford or Cambridge ?

3. At a person (L. apnd} : fa. In personal contact

with
;
in the immediate presence or company of.

Obs. (repl. by with, by, beside, in presence of, before}.
(A t is still used with a person in other senses, as 12-14, 1 7

25. 35. 36-

1205 LAY. 25290 We weoren . . at Ardure ban kinge. 1366
MAUNDEV. v. 38 The soudan may lede . . mo than 20000 men
ofarmes..and the! ben alle weys at him. 1382 Wvci.ir

John i. i The word was at God . . This was in the bigyn-
nynge at God. < 1430 Syr Tryam. 613 And at sir Roger
jende we wylle dwelle. c 1500 Alerch, <y Son in Halliw.

Nttg. P. 28 Y schall be hastely at yow ageyn with the myght
of Mary mylde !

*t\).fig. In sensory or perceptional contact with
;

before, in the sight of, in the eyes of, in the estima-

tion of. Obs.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxviii. 13 Comelinge I am at be . .

als al mi fadres be. 1388 WYCLIF ibid., V am a comelyng
at thee .. as all my fadris. c 1400 APol. Loll. 105 Reli-

gioun clene at God, & at be Fader, is bis, to visile be fadirles

6 modirles. 1449 PECOCK AV/r. 296 At God it is possible
a rlche man to entre into the kingdom of heven. 1493
Festyi'all (W. de W. 1515' 93 b, Forsothe thou hast founde

grace at our lorde. 1580 TUSSER His Beleefe xx, At God of
Heaven there is forgivenesse of our sins.

c. ellipt. In active or aggressive contact
; apply-

ing to, soliciting, pestering, assailing. Cf. 17.
1612 BHINSLY Lnd. Lit. iii. (1627) 21 Some of their parents

. . will bee at me . . to helpe their reading of English. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela I. 198 Mrs. Jewkes is mightily at me,
to go with her. Mod. They have been at me for a subscrip-
tion. The midges are at me again.

4. The preceding sense (3 a.) is now partly repre-
sented by the elliptical construction with possessive
case : At (a person's) house. Fr. ehez, Ger, bei.

1561 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) no Whan I a! the
shoemakers shall shoes assay. 1591 SHAKS. i Hoi. !'/, i. iv.

20 Thou shalt finde me at the Gouernors. 1711 STEELE Sftct,
No. 114*1 We had Yesterday at Sir Roger's a Set ofCountry
Gentlemen whodined with him. Mod. We met at her father's.

5. At, as distinguished from in or on, is sometimes
used to express some practical connexion with a

place, as distinguished from mere local position:
cf. in school, at school

;
in or on the sea, at sea ;

in prison, at the hotel.

In such phrases the article is often omitted, e. g. at home,
at church, at college, at court, at town, at market.

ti iooo/>Vazc^/
r
385i Hi^elac Hreblingbirset ham wunode.

1340 Ayenb. 56 At cherche kan God his uirtues sseawy.
i 1460 Towneley Myst. 310 Som at ayllehowse I fande.

1556 Chron. Grey Friars 11852) 65 Raynyd atte the yelde
hatle, & . . condemnyd. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. u. vi. 25
Weele speake with thee at Sea. At land, thou know'st
How much we do o're-count thee. 1694 KCHARD Plantits

50 My master Amphitryon's now at bed with Alcmena.

1754 C'TESS SHAFTESB. in Prh>, Lett. Ld. Malmesbury I.

81, I was twice at Court before, the same week. 1758
Dodslfy's Coll. Poems (1766* V. 210 At market oft for game
I search, Oft at assemblies, oft at church. 1793 SMEATON
Edysti'Ht- L.3\6 The light may be seen at sea much stronger

VOL. I.

. . than It can from a great elevation at land. 1835 CKABHF
Par. R eg.\\. 456 No Sunday-shower, Kept him at home. 1840
DICKENS Old C. Shop A, What the parson at chapel says.

1884 1 inies 7/1 He was sent to be a boarder at the school
for six months.

6. At an occurrence or event : /'. e. at the place of

its occurrence and taking some part in it
; assisting

or present at.

a 1000 lieowulf \-zy) /Kt bire boor-be^e. r 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 27 Hwet wule mun et scrifte? 1205 LAV. 1871 perwes
muchel folc at here wrastlinge. 1:1300 A. Alis. 1096 Thou
schalt at hire bridale beon. 1432-50 tr. Higdtn (1865*
I. 193 The consuetude was in that tyme women to be at

cownselles ainonge the men. 1610 SHAKS. Tetnp. n. i. 97
When we were at Tunis at the marriage of your daughter.
1711 STEELE Spect. No. 2 P i He fills the Chair at a Quarter
Session with great abilities. Jbid. F 2 He is at a Play. 1848
THACKERAY Van. /'Ym-(i88oi255 He asked, .whether he had
been at the battle.

7. Defining the point or part of a body where any
thing is applied ; hence, sometimes, hanging or

attached by ; sometimes defining more generally
the side or direction on which the thing is, as
' A dog at his heels,' 'the friend at your left hand.'

ti 1000 CasdntOH*s Gen, iGr, ) 636 Hire at heortan Ueg seppel

unsxlga. < 1230 After. A'. 414 Sitte ^e. . ston-stille ed Codes
fel. c 1300 A'. Alis. 2142 Siweth me at my t.iile. c 1325 /-'.

/.'. Allit, P. B. 155 Byndex byhynde at his bak bobe two his

hande/. c 1450 Merlin xxii. 380 At the foole of the cast ell.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgr. H. xii. 177 At the Temple doore were
two Lions tied at two chaines. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun.
Mon. 815 The Scale . . hanging at the parchment by a silke

string. 1711 ADDISON .V/V< t. No. 3^9 Liberty with Monarchy
at her right hand. 1712 BUDGELL Spect. No. 365 F 14, I

have nothing more at heart than the honour of my dear

countrywomen. 1766 GOLIXSM. Vic. /K xii. (1857) 72 Yonder
comes Moses, with . . the box at his back. 1870 TROLLOI-K
Ph. Finn 401 You have the ball at your feet. Afod, He
wears it at his watch chain. Too old to be at his mother's

apron string. An infant at the breast.

8. Of distance: e.g. At hand, at a distance, at

arm's length, at a hundred yards.
1526 TIXDAI.IC ilftitt. iii. i Repent : the kyngdomeofheuen

is at honde [Wvci.iF, net^e]. 1594 GREENK Fr. llacon Wks.
1831 I. 161 We are all ready at an inch. 1658 USSIIER Ann.
749 They fought with them at hand, and afar off. 1671
MILTON Samson 348 To .save himself against a coward arm'd
At one spear's length. 1796 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. II.

215 The Corsican privateers keep at such a distance .. I

wish two could be directed to be always at my elbow, c 1817
HOGC; Tales $ $& V. 49 They held Dume Reason at the
str.fl'' s end. 1884 A. KOKUI-:S in F.ttg. Illnst. Mag. Jan. 239/2
The long resistance . . had held his soldiers at arm's length.

9. Expressing the relation of an attribute to a

particular place or part : e. g.
'

sick at heart/
' out

at elbows.'
i looo Crist (Gr.) 539 Hat Kt heortan. 1605 SHAKS. Lear

II. iv. 10 A man ouerlustie at legs. 1735 THOMSON Liberty
II. 121 Withered at the root. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III.

172, I wish at my Heart, the Gentlemen .. would pursue
such measures. 1825 WATERTOS Wanderings m. iii. 255
The sight of the snake had . . turned him sick at stomach.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 43 The late king had been at

heart a Roman Catholic.
** Passing into through, by.
10. Defining the point at which anything enters,

or issues, and hence the channel through or by
which entrance or exit is effected.
a 1000 Batt. Fin. 16 iGr.) Eodon set o3rum durum, r 1175

Lamb. Horn. 5 He rad in et ban est sete. c 1220 SawtfS
ll'arde in Cott. 1/0111.251 SnikeS in ant ut neddren . . et

mud ant et earen, ed ehnen ant ed neauele. ciyoSeityti
Sag. <W.) 1449 And spak out ate windowe. 1483 CAXTON
G. de la. Tour D vj b, The theef that cometh in atte back
dore. 1595 SHAKS. John v. vii. 29 Now my soule hath elbow
roome; It would not out at windowes, nor at doores. 1711
STEELS Spect. No. 32 P 2 Find an Hole for him to creep hi at.

1848 THACKERAY Van. //>( 1880) 118 He looked in at the

dining-room window. Mod. Smoke issued forth at several
orifices. He entered at the front door.
* * *

Passing into from, of.

fll. Determining the sourcefrom which anything
comes, and at which we seek it : e. g. To ask, in-

quiret seek, learn, take, get, obtain, find, have,

receive, lntyt earn, win, suffer, at. Obs. or dial.

(repl. by of, from} exc. in (b.) the expanded phrases
at the mouth or hands

of.
< 1000 Ags. Gt*$p. Matt. xi. 29 LeorniaS act me. xxv. 28

AnyniaS 5a;t pund a;t hym. c 1175 Lajnb. Hont. 33 pu most
bi^eten inilce et bine drihtene. < 1250 Geti. fy Ex. 2697 Mai
he no leue at hire taken. ^1320 Si-nyn Sag. (W. 13103 At
the lady the ryng he ha^e. 1375 BAUBOUR Bruce xn. 484
Thai ask mercy, hot nocht at ?ou. a 1400 Chester PI. 104
Receive my sonne nowe at me. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis in. ii.

Argt., How that Eneas socht ansueir at Apollyne. 1535
COVERDALE Jitdith x. 7 They axed no question at her, but
let her go. 1618 M. BARKT Horsemanship i. Pref. 4 Nature
[hath] given to the Ant, such prouidence, that Man is wished
to learne at her. 1794,). HUTTON Philos. Light, etc. 38 For
that purpose, we must inquire at nature. 1883 J. SIME Hist.
All-/sr<iel\\\. 170 He was making a similar inquiry. . at other
maidens.
b- 1768 STERNE Sent, fcitm. (1778) I. 132, I took it kindly

at her hands. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 397 AH that

they had . . suffered at the hands of the Tories. 1884 Eng.
Illnst. Mag. Feb. 303/1 He took at their hands the most
outrageous treatment.

12. With certain verbs of motion : Indicating
attainment of a position at: e.g. To end, stop,

arrive, land at a point ; hence, determining the

point to which the motion extends.

fa. simply^' to.' Obs.

C IQQQAgv, Gosfi, Matt. xxv. 43 Ge ne comon act me. ^1400
Dt'sfr. Troy vi. 2674 Hit plesit wele be pepull at Parys to

wende. c 1400 -SVjfv off Melayne 505 Thay wolde noghte
come att Parische To thay had offerde to Seyne Denys.
1528 MORE Heresyes in. Wks. 203/1 The vniuersitie, where
he was . . ere he came at you. 1537 ?TINOALE Exf. John
13 We wyl neuer come more at scoolc. t 1601 W. WATSON
Decacord. 180 To come at the holy altar.

f b. esp. Into the presence of, into personal con-

tact with, near to
;
in

r

j'o come at (L. accedere) : to

approach, come near, have to do with. Obs.
t 1532 LD, BERNERS Hnon 630,

'

I charge the . . that thou
come no more at her, beware that thou fa! lest not in amours
with her.' 1535 CoVERDALK E.i\ xix. 15 No man come at his

wife [WvcLiK, Nei^e ye not to 3oure wyues]. 1611 SHAKS.
ll'int. 7'. ii. iii. 32 He hath not slept to night ; commanded
None should come at him. 1678 R. LESTRANGE Seneca's

Life, He would not let Piso come at him.

c. With idea of intervening space traversed; Even

to, as far as
;

in 'J'o come (arch.), arrive, land at.

11300 A". Alis. 1428 The thridde day . . He aryved at

Cysile. 1340 HAMI-OLE P?: Const; 77^2 In fallyng, A thow-
sand yhere . . Ar it come at the erth. c 1400 Sir Perc. 1819
Tille he come at a way By a wode ende. 1552 Bk. Com.

Prayer)
tiiirial Ojf.^ \\'licn they come at [1559 to] thegraue,

the Priest shall say. 1611 I'.IKLE Luke viii. 26 They arriued
at the countrey of the Gadarenes. 1612 BRINSI.V Lnd. Lit.

61 When they come at the Passiue, let them doe the like.

1684 HCNYAN Pilgr. ii, 183 Then they came at an Arbor,
warme and promising much Refreshing. 1712 F. T. Mcth.
Shorthand 6 Without taking off the Pen 'till you come at a
Vowel. 1870 JEVONS Elem. Logic xxiii- 191 To arrive at

exactly the same results.

d. With idea of obstacles or difficulties interven-

ing : esp. in To come, gef at = to reach.

1530 TINDALK An Answer
t
etc. (1850) 120 Worldly tyrants,

at whom no man may come, save a few flatterers, etc.

1711 SII;KLK Spect. No. 2 ^4 That great man lias as many
to break through to come at me, as I have to come at him.

1711 AumsoN /'/'/(/. No. 131 Pi The Spurt is the more agree -

aLle where the Game is the harder to come at. - No. 115 PS
Food and Raiment are not to be come at, without the Toil

of the Hands. 1742 RICHARDSON' Pamela III. 199 There
was no coming at her here, under my Mother's Wing, c 1815
Miss Ai'srEN Korthang. Abb. (1848) 40

' My dear Isabella,

how was it possible for me to get at you?' 1840 DICKKNS
Old C, Shop, ii, Stooping down to get at his ear.

***** Passing into towards.

13. Of motion directed towards : In the direction

of, towards, so as to get at\ often with hostile

intent,
'

against
'

; in 71? run, rush^ go, hai't',

throw, shoot, let drive, aim, etc. at.

(( 1400 Octoitian 976 Swych twenty n'ere wortht a slo At
me to fyght. a 1400 Sir Pcrc. 1701 His swerde drawes he,

Strykes at Percevclle. r 1485 Digl>y Alyst. (18821 v. 629
Be-gynne ye, and haue at yowe. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err, \\.

ii. 136 Wouldst thou not spit at me. 1596 i Hen. II
',

n.

iv. 217 Foure Rogues in Buckrom let driue at me. 1613
Hen. I 'III, i. i. 142 We may out-runne . . that which we run
at. 1663 BUTLER Hnd. \. \. 356 To shoot at foes, and some-
times pullets. 1714 AI>I>ISON Spect. No. 579? 7 The Dogs
flevv at him with sa much fury. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
I. 231 A great blow was about to be aimed at the Protestant

religion. Ibid. 617 Once they were seen and fired at.

b. Of bodily action and gesture ; in To point,

look) stare, swear, shout, gntmble, rnock, laugh, etc. at.

('1400 Sir Isumb. 625 The qwene . . at hym faste loghe.

1596 SCENSER /'. Q. l. v. 30 Hungry Wolues continually did

liowle, At her abhorred face. 1711 STKEI.E tyecf. No. 144
f 2 That Patience of being stared at. 1840 DICKENS OldC.
,Shop ix, Ugly faces that were frowning over at her. 1854
THACKERAY Nc-wcomes xvii. I. 163 Look at the horseman in

Cuyp's famous picture. [Cf. also 36.]

C. Of mental aim, allusion, hint, conjecture, etc.

1^6 Art if. Beauty (1662,}^ Eyes over-curious to find fault at

Art. 1682 \s\Harl. Misc. 11793)439 Secrets . . which now we
can only conjecture at. 1711 ADDISON S/>ect. No. 112 P6
The Parson is always preaching at the 'Squire. 1711 Uuu-
GELL Sfiect. No. 116 ?2, I have before hinted at some of my
Friend's Exploits. 1749 CHESTERF. Lett. 194 II. 230 He
. . thinks every thing that is said meant at him. 1818
MOORE Fudge Fain, in Paris vi. 61 This touch at our old

friends, the Whigs.
14. Of motion or action directed towards the

attainment or acquisition of: a. ///. in To snatch,

clutch, catch, reach, make, etc. at.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. A", in. ii, 29 Briars and thornes at their

apparell snatch. 1593 2 Hen. l'I
t \. ii. n Put forth thy

hand, reach at the glorious Gold. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No.

159 p6 Catching at every thing that stood by them. 1711
STEELE Spect. No. 450 F i All Men . . make at the same com-
mon thing, Money. Prw. Drowning men catch at straws.

"b. fig. To aim, aspire, endeavour, etc. at.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n. vi. 30 Ayming at Siluia as a

sweeter friend. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 2 F4 Crowds who
endeavour at the same end with himself. 1709 Tatlcr
No. 22 A thousand that can dress genteelly at a mistress.

1777 WATSON Philip // ('17931 ' ' T9 That power at which
he had aspired. 1811 Miss AUSTEN Sense <$ Setts. (18461 38
You will be setting your cap at him now. 1840 DICKENS
Old C. Shop xi,

'

Strangers are nothing to me,' said the

young fellow, catching at the words.

II. Of action, position, state, condition, manner.

15. With things which are the objects or centres

of special activities, and are more or less put for

the activities themselves : At meat = eating ;
at the

bar= acting as a barrister, or as one on trial; at

grass = grazing ; at the stake, wheel, plough, etc.

a looo Beowulf'2224 ^.t baem ade wzs eb-^es^ne swut-fth

syrce. c 1220 Hali Mfid. 37 Seo6 be cat at the fliche and
te hund at te huide. 1197 R. GLOUC. 285 To be of bold
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word atte mete. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 104 And ben his

pilgryme atte plow for pore mennes sake, c 1449 PECOCK
Kepr. in. ii. 283 To spend it at the wijn. 1611 BIBLE Jt-r.
1. ii As fat as the heifer at grass. 1773 JOHNSON in Jioswett

11831) III, 91 He must be a great English lawyer, from hav.

ing been so long at the bar. 1811 Miss AUSTEN Sense <$ Sens.
118461 263 And idled away the mornings at billiards. 1880
FBOUDE Bunyan 4 His father brought him up at his own trade.

b. Sometimes with the idea of instrumentality.
CIJTfWvcUFt&rm. xxxvi. Sel.Wks. 1869 I. 97 We may see

bis at eye. c 1440 Morte A rt/i. 449 Thowe moste spede at
the spurs. 1483 CAXTON Gold, Leg. 24/1 No man demanded
of that they sawe atte eye. 1641 CAVENDISH U'olsey (1825)
I. 66 Thou shalt espy at thine eye the wonderful work of
God. 1763 C. JOHNSTON Reverie I. 212 He foils the Devil at
his own weapons. Mod, To contest it at sword's point.
C. Hence in designation-;, as barrister-at-laiv,

serjeant-at-arms, assault-at arms, etc.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 89 P i He is a serjeant at law.

1761 HUME Hist. Eng. 118261 II. xv. 377 Four thousand men
at arms. 1884 Daily AVrttf 6 Feb. 2/2 The Speaker, attended
by the Serjeant -at-Arms and the Chaplain.
10. \Vith actions in or with which one is engaged:

as at dit^ier, at work, at play.
1440 Sir Eglatnoitr 230 At my jurney wolle Y bee. 1591

SHAKS. Two Gent. n. i. ^6 As she sits at supper. 1610

Temp, v. i. 185 This Maid, with whom thou was't at play.
1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 415 p 6 This .. has set men at work
on Temples. 1821 BYRON Sardan. in. i. 424 Myrrha ! what,
at whispers With my stern brother? 1835 CRABBE Par, Reg,
' 575* I trace the matron at her loved employ. 1872 Daily
News i Aug., The case . . is still at hearing.
b. At it : hard at work, fighting, etc.; busy.
1606 SHAKS. 7V.<yCV.v. iii. 95 They are at it [i.e. fighting],

harke. 1666 PEI-YS Diary 5 Mar., I was at It till past two
o'clock on .Monday morning. 1884 Times 3 Mar. 5/2 After

having the wound dressed he was at it again.
17. After many verbs expressing action : to ivorkt

toil, labouri flay at (a thing or action) ; to pull,

nibble, kick, tear, knock, drum at (a thing). (Cf. 3 c.)

a 1300 F. E. Psaftercxxxix, 6, I might noght at it. c 1300
A". Alis. 660 To play at bal. i 1510 L'ocke Lorelles Bete

14 Than every man pulled at his ore. 1588 SHAKS. /., /.. /,.

v. ii. 326 When he plaies at Tables. 1594 T. B. La Pritnaiid,
/'r. Acad, II. 575 An Apparitour rapping at their doore.

1884 Times 30 Jan. 9/5 She saw him working at the Me-
moirs. 1884 Lon&m. Mag. Feb. 445 The secret anxiety that
was gnawing at her heart. Mod, To play at fighting ; to
work hard at clearing a path.
18. Connecting adjectives of occupation and pro-

ficiency, or their substantives, with a thing or

action.

a 1000 BeowulfIQIQ Hord-weorjmnge hnahran rince saem-
ran a;t sa:cce. 1610 SHAKS. Temp, in. i. 20 My Father Is

hard at >tudy. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. i. 25 Mighty he was at
both of these. 1711 STEELE Spect, No. 2 F 4 Very aukward
at putting their Talents within Observation. 1855 MACAU-
I.AV Hist. Eng. III. 320 In agility and skill at hi* weapons
he had few equals. Mod, Diligent at his lessons; readiness
at replying,

19. ( )f posture, position : e.g. at gaze, at bay, at

right ailgles.

1535 STEWART Cron, Scot, II. 608 Thair tha stude rycht
lang at thair defence. 1593 SHAKS. Lncr. 1149 The poor
frighted deer, that stands at ga/e. c 1680 STEBRY -2nd
Postfi. Vol. 319 He lieth at wait to catch your Hearts.
a 1843 SOUTHKV Wks. (18581 174/1 Here, ere they reach'd
their ships, they turn'd at bay. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Slwp
v, In some of the vessels at anchor. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesiw.
vil. 191 Section at right angles to the axis.

20. Of state, or condition of existence: e.g. at

rest, peace, case, liberty, a loss, etc.

11300 A'. All's. 3108 Than mowe ye beon at ese. 1375
liARiioi'R Brute xix. 77 To se at myscheifT sic a knycht.
1470 85116341 MALQRY-^rMwr (18161 II. 398 Sir Launcelot. .

found them all at a great array. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. III. i.

' *33 Whiles Kites and Bu?ards play at liberty. 1649
BLITHE Eng. Intprw. Impr. 11653) II 5 No man . . would be
either at want of Firing, or Timber. 1671 MILTON Samson
598, I shall shortly be with them at rest. 1707 Land, Gaz.
No, 4343/4 You have not . . left them at Uncertainty. 1709
POPE Let. //. Croni-wcll 17 July, I . . was utterly at a loss

how to address myself. 1710 STKICLE Tatler No. 264 p 8
At liberty to talk. 1711 ADDISON Spect, No. 122 p 2 One . .

who is. .at Peace within himself. 1882 Athcnxnm i July 24
[They] were sometimes at fault.

21. Of mutual relations: e.g. at ivar, at vari-

ance, at strife, at accord, at one, at daggers drawn.
^1305 St. Dnnstan 143 in K. E, P. (18621 39 pis tuei bis-

chopes and seint Dunstan were al at one rede. 1325 Ceritr
tie L. 1369 We ben at on acord. 1493 Fcstyi'all t W. de W.
1515' 35 b, An other Knyghl and this man fell at debate.

1539 TONSTALI. Serm. Palme Sond, (1823) 36 Howe the
apostels fell at contention amonge them selfes. 1559 Homi-
lies n. xviii. 504 When they be at hate betwixt themselves?
< 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xlvi, Mine eye and heart are at a
mortal war. 1671 MILTON Samson 1585 What cause Brought
him so soon at variance with himself. 1853 THACKERAY
Eng. Hum. 65 Truth and lies always at battle. 1868 ROGERS
Pol. Econ. vi. 58 They have been at cross purposes when
they should have been at one.

22. Of mode, manner, measure, extent, etc.
(-1280 Fall <y Passion 85 in E. E. P. (1862) 15 Hi [the

Jews] seid at one mou^e
*

\>al he wolde destru temple.
** 13*5 Cceurde L, 571, I spak to hym at wurdes fewe. c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 1894 Terry him ansuerede J?an '. at schorte
wordes & rounde. i 1449 PECOCK JKefr. \. viii. 40 Alle tho
gouernauncis . . ben groundid at fulle . . in the inward book.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par, Mark i. (1552) 119 Leused
and sette at large. 1601 SHAKS. Tiuel. N. i. i. 27 Shall not
behold her face at ample view. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
Ep. i. viii. 29 Their accounts are not to be swallowed
at large. 1682 DRVDEN Medal Ep. Whigs, The Picture
drawn at length. 1795 COLERIDGE Cone, ad Pop. Ess. 1850

530

I. 87 The people at large exercise no sovereignty. 1857
BUCKLE Civilis. vi. 298 The preceding specimens have not
been taken at random.
23. Of conditioning circumstance : e.g. at peril,

risk, hazard, expense, charge ; at an advantage,
disadvantage, etc.

c 1380 Sir Fernmb. 3485 At al perils wil y go. 1712 AD-
DISON Spect. No. 553 p i To be at the charge of it himself.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones v. vi. (1840) 57 Pursue her at the
hazard of his life. 1866 CRUMP Banking xi. 250 To supply
its place at a loss. 1869 FKEEMAN Norm. Conq. III. xii.

114 At all risks, at all sacrifices, to keep Normandy in full

possession.

24. Of relation to some one's will or disposition :

e.g. at his will, pleasure, mercy, desire, discretion,

disposal, command, orders, call, nod, beck, etc.

(Allied to 7, 8 ; cf. at his elbow, at his call, at his

beck, at his will.}

1250 LAY. 9411 Weder him stod at wille [1205 an wille].
a 1300 Cursor M. 3546 Brober, atty will all sal be. r 1450
Merlin xxii. 401

'
Sir '. .

'

I will it be at youre voltinte.' <~i53*
LD. BERNERS Hnon 457 To make your marchaundise at

your pleasure. 1652 NEEDHAM tr. Seldcn's Marc Cl. 425
To remain at his judgement and award. 1825 T. JEKKERSON
Antobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 3 The King's Council .. held their

places at will. 1849 MACAU LAV Hist. Eng. I. 252 Their votes
were at his disposal.

III. Of relative position in a series or scale,

degree, rate, value.

25. Defining special point in a series at which
one begins, stops, ends, etc.

c 1300 E. E. Poems (18621 18 First at prude I wol be-gin.
Ibid. 20 Be-ginne at his heued. < 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 42
At a knight than wol I first begynne. 1535 COVERDALE
Ezek. ix. 6 Then they begane at the elders, which were in

the Temple. 1536 R. BEERLEY in Four C. Eng. Lett. 35
Sume . . begenynge at the mydes, and sume when yt ys all-

most done. 1873 WILLIAMSON Chem. xvi. 107 At about
250 C. it [sulphur] is an opaque mass . . At still higher tem-

peratures it again becomes perfectly liquid .. It boils at

490 C. Mod. With the thermometer standing at ninety
in the shade.

b. esp. with superlatives.
c 1325 Cu-ur de L. 132 The wynd .. servede hem atte

the ueste. 1449 PECOCK AV/r. i. xvii. 99 To be at uttrist

examyned. t 1460 Three \^tk (". Chron. (1880) 59 She. .put
him dyverse tymes at the worste. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr.
iv. ii. 73 Trauaile you farre on, or are you at the farthest?

1876 TREVELYAN Macaulay \. 7 He was rewarded by seeing
Johnson at his very best.

c. tllipt,(advb'phr*}
= taken at best, most, hast, etc.

,11661 FULI.KR Life H. Smith in Smith's U'ks. 1866 I.

7 Wholly concealed or at the best uncertain. 1775 SHERI-
DAN Rivats Pref. 118831 78 At Itast double the length of any
acting comedy. 1818 BYKON Juan i.cxvi, You. .have been,
At best, no better than a go-between. i88z PROCTOR in

Knowledge No. 41. 178 Two, or at the outside, three miles.

26. Of rate or degree, at which a thing is done.
c 1200 ORMIN 4730 patt ^u beo swinncfull att tin mahht.

1330 R. BRUXNE Chron. 43 He halp our Kyng . . at his

myght. ^-1380 Wvci.ir.SV/. Wks. 11871) 111.289 Seynt Ore-

gory and Seynt Austin fledden at al here power to be

bischopis. c 1450 HEN RYSON JA>rrt/ /'& 19 Hee would doe
vs pleasing, At his power. 1710 POPE Let. Wycherlcy 15

Apr., If I am to go on at this rate. 1758 JOHNSON Idler
No. 19 Jack Whirler always dines at full speed. 1840
DICKENS OldC. Shop i, Carrying me along with it at a great
pace. 1882 Athenxum 24 June 793 She lived and worked
at high pressure.

27. Of price or value.
c 1325 Ctcur de L. 362 He set his stroke at nought. 1330

R. ORUNMK Chron. 174 A quarter whete was at twenty mark.
c J375 WYCLIK Antecrist 132 \Vi\> kny^tes at robes and fees

. . tu leden her bridelis. c 1460 Towneley Myst. 29 Tin felow-

ship set I not at a pyn. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. iii. 60 If my
lone thou holdst at ought. 1615 K. S. Britain's Buss in

Arb. Garner III. 631 Addesses, for Cooper's work, 6 at

two shillings. 1663 GEHBIEK Counsel 68 Twelve inches at

six pence an inch. 1791 BoBWKLL Johnson. 11826) I. 67 A
man might live in a garret at eighteen-pence a week. 1849
MACAU LAY Hist, En^. I. 417 Wheat was at seventy shillings
the quarter. 1868 FREEMAN JVorttr. Conq. (1876) II. x. 484
Stories like these must be taken at what they are worth.
Mod. To set at nought their counsel.

28. Of reference to a standard generally = accord-

ing to.

r 1430 Syr Gcncridcs 1409 At my witting .. I trespassed
neuer. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour K j b, Euery good
woman ought to be meke and humble at the exemplary of
the blessyd Vyrgyne Mary. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
III. 2 \2 By land or by water at their choice.

IV. Of time, order, occasion, cause, object.
29. Introducing the time at which an event hap-

pens : a. with the time named.
c 1230 After. A*. 46 At al |>e obre tiden. c 1250 Gen. $ jt:

1641 At set time he sulden samen. 1477 EARL RIVERS
(Caxton) Dictes 20 Atte grete day of Jugement. 1586 BRK;H i

Mclanch, xviii. in From three at after noone till nine at

night. 1611 SHAKS. Cytnb, \. iii. 31 At the sixt houre of

Morne, at Noone, at Midnight. 1697 DRYHEN Virg. Georg.
in. 248 Late at Night, when Stars adorn the Skies. 1712
STEELE^/ctr/. No. 450 F7 All I have to say at present. 1758
JOHNSON Idler No. 19 Mr. Whirler .. will be at home ex-

actly at two. 1853 THACKERAY Eng. Hum. 91 Addison left

off at a good moment.

b. with the time indicated by an event : At the

time of, on the occasion of.

> 1200 ORMIN 707 Att te come off Sannt Johan. ^1230
Ancr, R. 20 Et te one psalme ;e schulen stonden . . & et te

oSer sitten. c 1400 Sir Perc. 1531 Thay mone At thaire

metyng. 1663 GERBIKR Counsel C viij b. At the return of the

Army. 1673 RAY Journ, L. Conntr. 2 A town . . at our

being there, but thinly inhabited, c 1720 DE FOE Mem,

AT.

Cavalier (1840) 209 Our men . . gave them a shout at part-
ing. 1849 MACAL-LAY Hjst. Eng. 1. 172 At the Restoration
Hyde became chief minister.

30. Introducing the age at which one is.

11400 Cm'. Myst. 383 At fourten yer sche conseyved
Criste. ('1590 MARLOWE Fanstus (2nd vers.) 13 At riper
years, to Wittenberg he went, a 1626 BACON Max. <$ Uses
Com, Law 31 If he were at full age. 1711 AUDISON Spect.
No. 93 F 2 The minor longs to be at age. 1844 DISRAELI
Coningsby in. i. 89 He was Pope as Leo X. at thirty-seven.

31. Of nearness or distance in time, interval,
(i2oo ORMIN 1893 Att twennti} da}hess ende. ^1300

A'. AUs. 1184 Theo knyghtis armed heom at ones. 1551
ROBINSON tr. Mere's Utopia 98 Vpon truste to be payed at
a daye. 1673 RAY Journ. L. Conntr. 39 We arrived at four
hours end. 1716 Loud. Gaz. No. 5472/4 A Note . . at three
Months after Date. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop, viii, I

must begin at once, I see that.

32. Of the number of times, turns, or occasions.
c 1300 K. AUs. 6608 He beoreth at ones . . Ten men over

theo Hod. c 1532 LD. BERNERS Hnon 409 And deliuerid them
to one man by.ii. louys atones. 1666 J. SMITH OldAgt{t&,i)
83 To do that at twice, and to be three or four times as long
about it. 1668 HALE J'ref. Rollc's Abridgm. 3 May go far at
one Essay to provide a fit law. 1711 STIFLE Spect. No. 155
P 3 Being seen toying by two's and three's at a time. 1758
J. S. Lc Draifs Obsem. Snrg. 11771) 124 Two Ounces of
Manna.. to be taken at three Doses. Mod. To complete
the business at two sittings.

33. Of order: e.g. atfirst',
at last, at length, at

the conclusion, etc.

iixooo Be<rn>nl/&9 pe hine at frumsceafte for5 onsendon.

1297 R. GLOI/C. 155 Atte laste bis Saxones by gonne forto fle.

c 1300 A'. AUs. 1668 Now at the erst, the messangers Buth
y-come. f 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame 2155 Atte last y saugh
a man. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, \, ii. 71 She takes vpon her

brauely at first dash. 1611 BIBLE Matt. xxvi. 60 At the last

came two false witnesses. 1788 T. JEFFERSON Writ. ii8s9>
II. 493 It is at length signed this day. Mod. At first, I

thought otherwise. Home at last !

34. Introducing the occasion on which a fact or

action ensues, and hence the occasioning circum-

stance, or cause.
c 1300 A'. AUs, 4637 He starf at the furste tidyng. 1303

R. BRUNNB Handl. Synne 901 At hys cunsel .. Halewede
J>ey al f>.it yche $ere. c 1430 Freemasonry 23 At these

londys prayers they cownterfetyd gemetry. c 1532 LD.
BERSERS niton 455 He was ioyfull, and blyssyd hym at
the vertue of that stone. 1574 tr. Marlorats Apocalips 33
They bee caryed aboute like babes at euery blast of doctrine.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso i. xxix. 3 At my request this war was
undertake. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 124 ^4 It is at his
Instance that I shall continue my rural speculations. 1795
SOUTH EY Joan of Arc vi. 50 At their voice He drew the

strong bolts back. 1812 KEATS Lamia 627 Do not all

charms fly at the mere touch of cold philosophy?
35. Introducing the occasion or cause of an

emotion : e. g. astonished, dismayed, delighted,

grieved at ; to rejoice, mourn at j joy, surprise at,

etc.

1366 MALNDEV. xxviii. 287 The! maken ioye and gladnesse
at hire dyenge. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. vi. 9 All stand amazed
at so uncouth sight. 1611 SHAKS. Cytnb. \. \. 15 Not a
Courtier . . hath a heart that is not Glad at the thing. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. 5 IV. 264 Aggrieved at this Ecclesi-
asticall Power. 1671 MILTON Samson 1603, I sorrow'd at his

captive state, iw POPE Dune. \. 26 Mourn not, my Swift ! at

ought our Realm acquires. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I.

175 Terrified at the completeness of their own success.

1853 KANE Cirinncll K.\'p. xlviii. 445 Impatient at the delays.

36. Introducing what is at once the exciting
cause and the object of active emotions : e.g. envy,
hate, wrath. Uniting the senses of 13 b and 35.

( 1325 Mctr. Hom. 78 The fende at him had grete enuye.
c 1430 Syr Tryam. 885 At Tryamoure had he tene. 1535
COVEKOALK ZacJt, \'\\, 12 Wherforc the Lorde of hoostes
was very wroth at them. 1607 SHAKS. Tinton in. iii. 13
I 'me angry at him. 1704 POPE Let. M'ycherley 26 Dec.,
Continued by envy at his success and fame. 1737 WHISTON
Josephus' Wars iv. v. 4 They all had indignation at the

judges. 1742 RICHARDSON i'amela IV, 47 He brought it to
me himself, and was angry at me.

f 37. Introducing the reason or consideration :

in at reverence of= out of respect to. Obs.

1425 Paston Lett.$ I. 21 John, atte reverence of your right
worthy persone, hathe cesed. c 1465 ting. Chron. (1856) 60
Othir thyngis . . the whiche atte reverence of nature and of
wommanhood shul not be reherced. a 1575 A HP. PARKER
Corr. 51 At the reverence of God, I pray you . . help that I

be not forgotten.

V. 38. In many idiomatic phrases arising out of

the preceding senses, which see separately treated,
or under the word governed by at : e.g. at ALL, at

any RATE, at STAKE, AT HOME, AT OXE, AT ONCE.
1557 Ord. }fospitalls F vj b, Children abrode at Nurse.

1589 PUTTKNHAM Kng. Pocsie (Arb.) 287 To set vpon Da-
rius at the sodaine. a 1622 WITHER Krit. Reincmbr. 146
The World . . Hath so intangled us at unaware. 1674 MAK-
VEI.L Rt'h. Transp. n. 234 Fain to sell them all at second-
hand. 1681 in Arb. i.",arncr\. 440 The King at unawares
falls upon them. 171718 PENN Tracts Wks. 1726 L 869
They [the Quakers] were at a word in Dealing. 1742
RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 312, I shall be glad to take you at

your word. ^1782 BI-. NKWTON Wks, II. iii. 78 Cain taking
him at an advantage . . slew him. 1817 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Love fy Laiv i. iv, Scotch ! not Irish native, at-all-at-all.

1850 MASSON Milton I. 703 At all events, Milton had seen
.. the greatest of living Dutchmen. 1877 GOLDW. SMITH
in Contemp. Rev. Dec. 122 The aristocratic conspiracy, for

such at bottom it was. 1883 Manch. Guard. 22 Oct. 5/2
The questions at issue between the Hovas and the French.

VI. \Vith the infinitive mood.
t 39. Introducing the infinitive of purpose (the



AT.

original function also of to
;

cf. Fr. rica a fairs,

nothing to do, nothing at do, nothing ADO). Obs.

exc. dial

Corresponding to ON. at (Da. at, Sw. att) in gefaat eta

to give one at eat, i.e. to eat
;
but not, like it, used with the

simple infinitive ; the nearest approach to which was in the

phrase 'That is at say' Fr. c'est a dire.

'! 1280 Kemble's Cod. Dipt. II. 186 Na man sal have at do.

< 1314 Gny ll^aru'. 88 That he cum with the at etc. <" 1325
Metr. Horn. 46 pat es at say, to mak the sin for sin. 1330
R. HRUNNK Cliron. 34 Was he not so hardy at stand to

bataile. 1340 HAMPOI.K Pr. Conse. 5234 pus sal he com doun

atsittebare. 1440 Lay. Folks Mass-Ilk. C 278 Beredyatan-
swere hym. e 1460 Tmvneley Mysi. 181 We have othere

thynges at do. 1470 HARDING Citron. Pref. i Lordes sonnes

bene sette . . To scole at lerne. [Modern IV'estmort. dial.

A bit o' summat al eat.]

VII. Before other prepositions or adverbs.

f4O. With prepositions. Obs. Cf. AFTER Di.
1-1386 CIIAUCJER I-'rankl. T. 492 At after soper fille they in

tretee. < 1400 .l/.V. Ramlinsoa C 258 (Halliw.i, I trust to

see you att-after Estur. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. III. IV. iii. 31

Come to me Tirrel soone, at [// and] after Supper.

1 41. With adverbs. Obs. or dial.

e 1440 Hlorte Arth. 3181 To hafe pete of be Pope, bat put
was at-undere. 1513 DOUGLAS sKueis vm. viii. 35 Nor }it

the Troiane power put at under. (21641 STRAKFORD_ in

Southey's Common-pi. l>lf. II. (18491 183 Casting them aside

at after. 1675 !!KOOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 33 It will

keep grace at an under. 1863 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss, s. v.,

Ploughing first, sowing at after.

t At, 'at (all, ret. pron., adv., conj. Obs. exc.

dial. [A worn-down form of that, perhaps from ( )X.

at (used in precisely the same senses), perh. inde-

pendently developed in the northern dialect, in

which it was very common in 14-1 5th c.; rare,

even in Scottish writers, after 1 500 ;
but still in

regular use in northern dialect speech.]
A. adv. or conj.

= '
that.'

< 1325 Metr. Horn. 73 Sainte Makary hard say, At thai

walo come, e 1425 Seven Sag: (P.) 1909, I graunt wel at

hit so be. (11440 Sir Dcgrev. 1210 Loke at thou come at

that tyme. c 1480 j'litm/'ton- Corr. Introd. 65 For so much
as I, Thomas Lord Clifford and of Westmerland am en-

formed at a nisi prius is like to pas. 1513 DOUGLAS .Kneis

11710) iv. Prol. 139 Willing at thou and thay may haue

the sicht Of heuynnys blys. 1657 BROME Oiieene's Kxch.

n. i. 477 And at we find you we'l our selves bestir. [Xortfi

dial. I sed 'at I wad, and I did.]

b. Eormerly blended with ne into atten, altyn,
' that not, but that.' (

= L. quiit.)
i 1340 Cursor M. 1440 (Fairf.t, Ne mu}t ham help no hali-

hede, attyn to hel bai most nede. Ibid. 6130 Was na hous
. .attyn ber was dede mon in liggande.

B. rcl. pron. That
; who, which

;
what.

a 1300 K. E. Psalter xxx. 16 Outtake me . . at ere filyhand
me fra ba. ( 1340 Cursor M. 3248 (Fairf.i, Al atte [other

MSS. j)at] camels ten mu^t here. 1-1380 Wvci.iK.SV/. ll'ts. III.

417 {>o freris were served of bat at bei craven. 1429 EARL
SALISB. in II'ills ff In-!'. N. C. 69 note, Crete costages and

expences at I haue hadd now of late. ,1480 Li>. CLIKFORI*
. - . .. . .-. .

(libbie wants nae perswaudin'.'

[At, freq. misread or misprinted for Ac conj. but.

1297 R. GLOUC. 256 At vpe Code's wylle yt ys. c 1400

Yivaiiietf Gail'. 132 At tel to me and thi felawes, Al thi tale.]

At, obsolete form of ATE, pa. t. of EAT.

At- /'</' = OE.a-/-. The preposition AT in com-

position, with force of 'at, close to, to' ; frequent
in OE., and retained in some words in ME., as at-

stand(en to stand close to, 'adstare,' at-rech(tn to

reach to, get at, at-forc(n before, at-/iinJ(cn be-

hind. In the oldest Eng. the prefix was xt- only
when it bore the stress accent (i. e. in sbs. and

adjs.) ; of-, {op-, 0d-,} when unaccented (in vbs. and

prepositions) : thus, x'tgrxpe. grasping at, appre-

hensive, otgrrpan, opgri'pan, to grip at, ofjbe'ran

to bear to, bring, oSie'U'an (Goth, attafgjan to

show). Northumbrian had sometimes <r</-, od- : cf.

ATBW. The forms of, od, seem to have arisen in

an early assimilation of ot- to op-, fS-, from and-,

the old accented form of AND-, and-, occurring in

the prep. oS, the meaning of which was not far

removed from that of ;c/-. ot-. But in later OE. the

strong form trt- (ME. at-, in south, dial, ft-} was

extended to all compounds, without regard t) the

position of the stress. Mod. Eng. has lost all

these compounds, exc. that at-vi'te survives in twit.

Atone is a modern formation of a different kind.

At- pref? : OE. iet-. Representing earlier OE.

op-, off-, unaccented form of iiS- 'away, from'

Gothic unpa- in uitfa-fliiilian to flee away, G. ent-

(in part), OHG. //-, in aUJtichcn, OIIG. int-

fliohan, Du. out- in ontvlieden to flee away. This

of-, of-, from ii6-, being phonetically levelled with

06- from and-, and ot- the unaccented form of &t-

being assimilated to the latter (see prec.), these

three prefixes ran together in form, and when at a

later time the accented form n-t- took the place of

its own weak form ot-, op-, of-, it also usurped the

place of oS- from anS-, and oS- from iiS-, unf-.
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The last of these was by far the most frequent in

use : hence the most common sense of at- prefix in

ME. is
'

from, away
' - Gothic unfa-, Ger. enl-, as

in at-bcar to bear away, at-Jlee to flee away, at-go

to go away. As iiS-, of-, had nearly the same
sense as

sef-, of-, these verbs in at- often take the

place of corresponding vbs. in of-, as OE. oi-berati,

irt-bcran, - of-bcran to bear away, M E. at-conie =

OE. of-cyinan to come off, escape, etc. Several

new compounds of this type arose in ME., and it

was even irregularly extended to Er. words, as in

ATNC.XPK, refashioned from ascapc, OF. eseaper.

All these are now obsolete.

At-/;vA :1
;
assimilated form of L. ad- to, before /,

used in all modern words from Latin. In OE. ad-,

at-, was reduced to a-, and so introduced into ME.,
but afterwards refashioned as at-, after L. spelling,

both in Er. and English, e.g. L. attin^cre, OF.

atcindre, later attcindre, ME. ataindrc, mod. at-

tainder. The Eng. has also taken at- where Er.

retains the simple a-, as in OK. alornf, mo&.atoiirtic,

ME. atorncy, mod. attorney. The / was also er-

roneously doubled in various words in at- with

prefix a- from other sources, as n(t)tame, a(t)tray,

a(f)/roke. See AD- pref?
\\ Atabal (ataba-1). Also 7 ataballe, 8 atta-

ball. [a. Sp. atabal, a. Arab. J-JzJI at-tabl, i.e.

al the, tabl 3. drum. (Also in F. atlabale )] A
kind of kettle-drum or tabour used by the Moors.

1672 DRVDEN Cci'/y. Granada I. i. (1725) 32 I' rotn the

Streets sound Drums and At.ib.iHes. 1781 GIBBON Decl.

ft F. III. Ixviii. 723 The martial music of drums, trumpets,
and attaballs. 1811 Scon Roderick I. xix, Tlien answered
kettle-drum and atabal.

Atacamite (ata"kamoit\ Min. [f. Atacaina,
a province of Chili, where found + -ITE, min. form.]
A bright green ore, an oxychloride of copper,
found in Chili, Australia, and at St. Just in Cornwall.

1837 68 DANA Min. 121. 1869 Pun.i.il'S I'esitr. x. 280

Atacamite has been found incrusting lavas.

Atactic (atre'ktik), a.
[(.

Gr. axa/cro; not ar-

ranged (f.
a priv. + Taurus, vbl. adj. f. raaa-eiv to

arrange) + -1C.] Of language : Not syntactic.

1842 Cliainb. Jrnl. 30 July 218 In this manner syntactic
and atactic forms have been respectively formed.

Atagh.au (a-tagxn). [variant of YATACHAN,

([.v.] A long dagger worn by Turks and Moors
in their belt in a scabbard of silver or gold.
1813 BYRON Giaour 355 Kach turban I can scan, And silver-

sheathed ataghan. 1851 HAWTHORNK Twice-told T. II. xx.

278 He still wore beneath his vest the ataghan.

tAta'te, v. Obs. 3-5. Pa. t. atok. Pa.pple.

atake(n. [f.
A- pref. I + TAKE.] To overtake

;

get at, catch.
r 1300 Beket 1963 This messager ne miste no3t atake hem
mid no ginne. 1:1330 Art/i. t, Merl. 468 Al that Fortiger
atok He let to-drawe. 1382 WYCLIK Ler. xxvi. 5 The
thresshynge of repyn tilthes shal atake the vyndage.
c 1386 CHAUCER Freres T. 84 Sire, quod this Sompnour,
haile, and wel atake ! e 1440 Fartonope. 6390 And then he

sayd, Syr, wele atake !

t Atala'lltis. Obs. Brief title of a romance

[prob. after Bacon's New Atlantis} satirizing those

who had effected the Revolution of 1688 (see first

quot.) ; hence gen. a secret or scandalous history.

1709 MRS. MANI.KY {title) Secret Memoirs and Manners of

several Persons of Quality of both Sexes from the New Ata-

lantis, an Island in the Mediterranean. 1785 R. CUMBER-
LAND in Observer No. 109 P 3 He has a court-atalantis of his

own, from which be can favour you with some bints of sly

doings amongst the maids of honour. 1789 {title) The
Naval Atalantis ; or a Display of the Characters of such

Flag Officers, etc.

t Ata me. v. Obs. Also in 6 att-. [f. A- pref. \

+ TAME v.
;

substituted for OE. atpnian, when

lynitn was assimilated in form to TAME a.]

To tame, subdue.

[t 885 K. /ELKRKD Gregory's Past. xlvi. 345 And atemia'5

hira lichoman.] 1340 Ayenb. 153 Huanne bise uour deles

byeb atamed. c 1400 Soivdone Bnb. 935 These hethen

houndes we .shal a-tame. c 1525 SKKI.TON Affst. Venom.

Tongues 2 Men said they (Women] could not their tunges
atame. 1530 PALSGR. 439/2 He was as wylde as a bucke,
but t have made hym as attamed as a lambe.

Atame, Atar: see ATTAMK, ATTAK.

Atane, obs. northern form of ATONE v.

Ataraxy (se'tarpeksi). Also 7 ataraxie, and in

I,, form ataraxia (rx;tara?'ksia). [ad. Gr. arapafia

impassiveness, f. d priv. + rapaffa-ftv to disturb,

stir up. Cf. F. ataraxie (Cotgr.).] Freedom from

disturbance ofmind or passion; stoical indifference.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 281 Ataraxie . . is the con-

dition of a quiet and setled life. 1864 R. BURTON Dahomc
II. 98 The ataraxy and the eontme ilfatit calm that charac-

terises the more refined Anglo-Tropical mind. 1882 Sat.

Rev. 20 May 624 They go their way unmolested and have
attained to literary atarajcia.

Atarned, pa. t. and pple. of ATRUN v. Obs.

Ataunt latent), adv. [a. K. atttant as much.]
1 1. As much as possible, to the full, thoroughly.

(Cf. Talsgrave
'
I quaught, I drinke all out, Je boys

dautant') Obs.

ATBUBST.
c 1325 /:. E. Allit. P. A. 179 pat stonge myn hert fill

stray atount. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 167 A dronken
foole that sparithe for no dispence To drynk ataunt til he

slepe at table, e 1520 W. DK WOROE Treat. Galannt (1860) 17

Talewes and talkynge, and drynkynge ataunte.

2. Nant. With every mast standing and fully

rigged ;
with all sails set. '^AIso ataunto, all-n-

taitnto.}
1622 R. HAWKINS I'ny. S. ,SV>i 118471 52 A fayre'gale of

wind . . so that wee might beare all a taunt. 1836 MARRYAT
Miilsli. I'lasy 1 1863' 193 Not one soul of you puts his foot on

shore until we are again all ataunto. 1867 J. MACGREGOH
I 'ay. Alone 58 All was ataunt again, and then the two

yachts started.

Atavic (atarvik), u. [ad. F. atavique, f. L.

atav-us
; see next and -1C.] Of or pertaining to a

remote ancestor.
1866 Ilrxi. KV I'reli. Kent. Cait/in. 159 The brachycephaly

of the Norman- French colonists of Quebec, can only come
from their atavic ancestors, the IJelga:.

Atavism (rvtaviz'mX [a. K. atavisiue, f. I..

atav-us a great-grandfather's grandfather, an an-

cestor
;

cf. av-us grandfather.] Resemblance to

grand-parents or more remote ancestors rather than

to parents ; tendency to reproduce the ancestral

type in animals or plants.
'1833 J. KKNNIK. Set. Gardening 113 Children often resem-

ble their grandfathers or grandmothers more than their im-

mediate parents . . This propensity is termed Atavism by
Duchesne. 1872 HA<;KIIOT rhysies t? Pol. 218 Some mys-
terious atavism- some strange recurrence to a primitive past.

b. Path. Recurrence of the disease or constitu-

tional symptoms of an ancestor after the inter-

mission of one or more generations.

Atavistic (setivrBtik), a.
[f. prec. : see -ism-.]

Of or pertaining to atavism ; atavic.

1875 .V. Ainer. AY?'. CXX. 275 The social and the atavistic

influence.

Ataxic , ataj-ksik), a. [mod. f. next; cf. F.

ataxiquc, and see -1C. Not on Gr. analogies.]
Characterized by ataxy, csf. in Path, by disturb-

ance of the natural animal functions ; irregular.

Ataxic fever : malignant typhus fever.

1853 in MAYNK /.>/. I.e.*. 1877 KRICHSK.N Surf. led. 71

295 An ataxic state of the muscles. 1880 M. DRYSDALK in

Meif. Temp, jfrnl. Oct. 7 Ataxic or adynamic symptoms are

frequently seen.

Ataxy (ata-k-si, a-la-ksi). Also 7 ataxie
;

in

sense 2 often as L. ataxia. [ad. Gr. drofia, f. a priv.

+ Tai? arrangement, order, f. Taaa-ctv to arrange.]

1 1. \Vant of order or discipline ; irregularity,

confusion, disordcrliness. Obs. in gen. sense.

1615 I!MTKI.I> On (.'olois. ii. 10(18691 205/2 There is [no|

ataxy among those glorious creatures [/. f. angels]. 1634
CANNI: AVrcj'J. .\e/>ar. 11849) 207 A mere ataxy, or confused

chaos, a 1733 NORTH E*ai. in. viii. P 70 If it had been

slipt over, he must have blamed his own Ataxy in the Dis-

position.

2. Path. Irregularity of the animal functions, or

of the symptoms of disease. Locomotor ata.\y : in-

abilityto co-ordinate the voluntary movements, con-

stitutional unsteadiness in the use of legs, arms, etc.

1670 MAYN\VARINGK I'itn Sana i. 13 There ariseth Distem-

pers, Ataxies and discord. 1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Cor/>it.
\TII. 305 A Woman very subject to vapours and ataxies of

the animal spirits. 1855 H. SI'KNCKK }'syclwl. 11872) I. i. ii.

5 An early stage of ataxy. 1878 A. HAMILTON Ne>~.: Dis.

208 Locomotor ataxia . . often occurs among .sea-faring men
who have fallen overboard.

Atayn, ataynt, obs. f. ATTAIN, -T.

t Atbea'r, v. Obs. [OE. xtberan (oSberaii), f.

AT- pref. !,
- + Ivran to BEAU.]

1.
[f. AT-'.] trans. To bear to, to bring. (In OE.)

a 1000 Danict ^Gr.) 538 He wundor mani;; for men a;tba;r.

2.
[f. AT-^.] trans. To bear away, carry off.

a 1000 Beowulf 4261 Hiu bat lie xtbxr. ?c'i35o J/.S'.

nigby No. 86. 123 iHalliw.l A wonder thing he sey him
thar, A wolf his other child atbar.

t Atble'nch, v. Obs. [f.
AT- //<,/- + BLKNCH r.,

OE. bleiifan to deceive, escape.] intr. To escape.
< 1275 Sinners Bni'are in O. E. Misc. 79 And cunnen at-

blenche From sathanases wrenche. (' 1275 Deatlt 8 ibid.

168 From be dreorie dead ne mai nomon at.blenche.

tAtbloW, '.' Obs. rare. [f. Al-frff.
1 + BLOW,

OE. blauvtn : cf. ABLOW.] intr. To blow (at).

'la 1400 MS. Line. A.i. 17. 128 (Halliw.)Thetourmentours
atblewe at hyme.

t Atbrai'd, v. Obs. [O'E.setbregiian, (oSbregdaii)
f. AT- pref:

1' + bregdan to wrench : see ABUAID v.']

irons. To draw or snatch away.
a 1000 Gtillilac lOr. 1 826 Se cSel uSgenge wearS Adame and

Evan . . oSbroden. c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Matt. xiii. 12 fiet be

he h,xfo him bifl .-ctbroden. a 1250 Owl ff Night. 1380 Ah
}ef beo is atbroide thenne, He is unfele and forbrode.

t Atbrea k, v. Obs. Also 3 et- ;
for inflexions

see BREAK v. [f.
AT- pref? + BREAK v., Qfe.brecan.

Cf. G. cnlbrahen, f)u. ontbreken] intr. (with

i/at.) To break away, escape (from).

1205 LAY. 1346 NeSelas Brutus at-brac [1250 at-brac].

e 1230 Ancr. K. 172 His brelles etfluwen him & etbreken

him ut. ,; 1250 Passim Our Lord in O. E. Misc. 44 Er he

were him at-broke him buhte ful long.

t AtbuTSt, v. Obs. [OE. ylberstan, \o6berstan)

f. AT- pref? + berstan to BURST.] intr. (with i/at.)

To burst away, escape (/rom).
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ATCHISON. 532 ATELLAN.
(iooo yfcLFRic Gen. xiv. 13 Da a^tbjerst him sum man.

c 1200 ORMIN 14734 All swa summ Ysaac attbrasst Unn-
wundedd & unnwemmedd. c 1250 Bestiary 672 in O. E.
Misc. 21 )is elp . . tus atbresteS ois huntes breid.

Atch, obsolete form of ADZE.

Atchaar, variant of ACHAR.

Atchea-, atche-, atch'ment, intermed. forms

between ACHIEVEMENT and HATCHMENT.
Atcherne, obsolete form of ACORN.

Atchieve, -ment, obs. ff. ACHIEVE, -MENT.

t Atchison (a-tfisan, ^i-tfi-).
Obs. exc. Hist.

Also 7 aeheson. -ison. [Sc. pronunciation of At-

kinson, name of the assay-master of the Edinburgh
Mint in the beginning of James VI.'s reign. (Jamie-
son. 1] A copper coin, coated with silver, coined

in the reign of James VI, equal in value to eight

pennies Scots or two-thirds of an English penny.
1605 ARMIN Footc upvn F. (18801 14 A sallet of an atchison

price, which in our money was three farthings. 1657 COLVIL

Wliigs Supplic. (1751' 68 Achisons, Babees and Placks.

1773 RL'DDIMAN Introii. Anderson s Diplom. 137 (jAM.)The
first whitish colour, which discovers itself in these atchisons,
.seems to indicate that they are mixed with a little silver, or

laid over with that metal.

t Atctvme, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. AT- pref.- +

COME, OE. cuman. Cf. (ier. cntkommcn, Du. out-

komen.'] intr. To come away, escape.
<iz2o Ret. Ant. I. 234 Dun til helle hcten ne gan, 6e

3ridde dai off deadd atkam.

tAtcree'p, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
AT- //-' +

CREEP, OE. crcopan. Cf. Ger. entkricchcn, Du.

ontkruipcn] intr. To creep away.
1205 I,AV. 5671 And qualden alle pa like pe aniht weoren

atcropene [1250 awei crope].
I Atdare, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. AT- pref.-Jr

daricn, dearien : see DARE v.-~\ intr. (with (/at.)

To escape by hiding (from).
< 1275 i\iins <y//f//224 in O. E.Misc. 153 Nispernon pat

heom atdareb,

II Ate (i"''tj). [L., a. Or. arn.] Infatuation, mad
impulse ; personified by the Greeks as goddess of

mischief and authoress of rash destructive deeds.

1587 GOLDING /V Mornay xvii. 271 Homer speaketh of a
Goddesse whom he calleth Ate, that is Waste, Ixjsse, or

Destruction. 1617 COLLINS DC/. Bp.Elyu. ix. 405 111 newes

fiyes apace, the Ate still out-running the I.itae. 1725 POPE
Iliad xl.v. 92 Not by myself but vengeful Ate driven. 1819
HYRON J'rop/t. Dante I. 117 Death and Ate range O'er hum-
bled heads.

Ate, obs. f. OAT, HATE ; var. ETE, Obs., food.

Ate (et, occas. fvi), pa. t. of EAT v.

-ate, suffix
1

, formerly -at, forming sbs. derived

from L. sbs. in -a/us (-a/a- and -atu-), -atum, -a/a,

and their modern Romanic representatives.
I. In popular words which lived on into OFr.,

L. -dtus, -atuni, became (through -tito, -ado, -ad, -ed,

-et} -e, as curdtus, sendtus, avocdttis, status, pecca-

lum, OF', cure, send, avonc, estc, pechc ; learned

words, adapted from Latin, took -at, as in estat,

frelat, primal, magistral. After 1 3th c. many of

the popular words were refashioned with -at, as

sens, senat, avout, avocat ; and all new words have

been thus formed, e.g. assassinat, attentat, episcopal,

palatinat, professorat, syndicat. In Eng. these

were originally adopted in their Fr. form, estat,

prelat, etc. ; after 1 400, -e was added to mark the

long vowel, estate, prelate, etc., and all later words
from Fr. took -ate at once. After these, Eng.
words are formed directly on L., as curdtus 'cu-

rate,' or on L. analogies, as alderman-ate, cf.

triumvir-ate. In meaning, words in -ate are

chiefly: a. Substantives denoting office or function,

or the persons performing it, as marquisatc, pro-
fessorate, episcopate, syndicate, aldcrmanate. b.

Participial nouns, as legate
' one deputed,' frelate

'one preferred,' mandate 'a thing commanded,'
precipitate

' what is thrown down.' e. Chemical

terms, denoting salts formed by the action of
an acid on a base, as nitrate, acetate, sulphate,
carbonate, alcoholate, etliylate. In the i8th c. chem-
ists said plumbum acetatum 'acetated lead,' lead

acted on by vinegar, whence substantively acetatum
the acetated (product), the 'acetate'; cf. precipitate,
sublimate, distillate. (In the dog-latin of pharmacy,
acetas, -a/is, is ignorantly put for acetatum.')
2. In some words, -ate-Y. -ate, ad. L. or It. -a/a,

as in pirate, frigate.

-ate, suffix-, formerly -at, forming participial

adjectives from L. pa. pples. in -a/us, -a/a, -dtum,

being only a special instance of the adoption of
L. pa. pples. by dropping the inflexional endings,
e. g. conlent-us, convict-us, direct-us, remiss-its, or

with phonetic final -e, e. g. complet-us, Jinlt-us,

revolftt-us, spars-us. The analog)' for this was set

by the survival of some L. pa. pples. in OF., as

confus: confftsus, content: contentus, divers:

diversus. This analogy was widely followed in

later Fr., in introducing new words from Latin ;

and both classes of Fr. words, i.e. the popular
survivals and the later accessions, being adopted
in Eng., provided Eng. in its turn with analogies
for adapting similar words directly from L., by
dropping the termination. This began about

1400, and as in -ATE! (with which this suffix is

phonetically identical \ L. -dtus gave -at, subse-

quently -ate. e. g. desoldtus, desolat, desolate, sepa-

ratus, separat, separate. .Many of these participial

adjectives soon gave rise to causative verbs, iden-

tical with them in form (see next', to which, for

some time, they did duty as pa. pples., as 'the land

was desolat c by war
;

'

but, at length, regular pa.

pples. were formed with the native suffix -cd, upon
the general use of which these earlier participial

adjs. generally lost their participial force, and either

became obs. or remained as simple adjectives, as in
' the desolate land,'

' a compact mass.' (But cf. situ-

ate = situated?) So aspirate, moderate, prostrate,

separate ',
and (where a vb. has not been formed),

innate, oblate, ornate, sedate, temperate, etc. As the

Fr. repr. of L. -a/us is -e, English words in -ate

have also been formed directly after Fr. words in

-e, e. g. affectionne, affectionate.
2. As with Eng. -ed, L. ppl. adjs. in -dtus were

also formed on nouns, etc., when no other part'
of the vb. was required, as cauda tail, cauddtus

tailed, and often with negatives, as sensus sensef

insensdtus unprovided with sense. In modern
times these have been liberally adopted in Eng.,
and on their analogy, or that of corresponding IT.

words in -<', new words are constantly formed where
L. actually had not the formation, as apiculate, f.

apiculus a little point; lunulate, f. lunula little

moon ; roseate, f. roseus rosy; anguitifoliate, I. an-

gustum narrow +folium leaf.

3. Many words, originally adj., are also used sub-

stantively, e.g. delegate, reprobate, precipitate, car-

bonate, alcoholate, and have gone to reinforce the

number of the earlier sbs. in -ATE', q.v.

-ate, suffix'^, a verbal formative, used to eng-
lish L. verbs of the first conjugation, and to form

Eng. verbs on other L. words or elements. This
use originated in the formation of verbs from the

participial adjs. in -ate mentioned under -ATE-.

1. In OE., verbs had been regularly formed on

adjectives, as hwit hwitian, wearm wcarmian,

bysig bysgian, dryge drytart, etc. \Vith the loss of

the inflexions, these verbs became, by the ijth c.,

identical in form with the adjs., e.g. to white,

warm, busy, dry, empty, dirty, etc.

2. In Latin, vbs. were also freely formed on

adjectives, as siccus siccdre, cldrus cldrdre, liber

liberdre, safer sacrdre. This prevailed still more

extensively in Fr., e.g. sec secher, clair clairer,

content cvntentcr, confus confuser, etc. Thence also

Eng. received many verbs, which by the ijth c.

were identical in form with their adjectives, e.g.
to clear, humble, manifest, confuse, etc.

3. On these analogies Eng. adjectives formed from
L. pa. pples. began generally, in the i6th c., to

yield verbs of identical form, e.g. adj. direct, vb.

to direct ; adj. separate, vb. to separate ; adj. aggra-
vate, vb. to aggravate : precisely analogous to adj.

busy, vb. to busy ; adj. content, vb. to content.

4. These verbs, though formed immediately from

participial adjectives already in English, answered
in form to the pa. pples. of L. verbs of the same

meaning. It was thus natural to associate them

directly with these L. verbs, and to view them as

their regular Eng. representatives.

5. This once done, it became the recognized
method of englishing a I,atin verb, to take the

ppl. stem of the L. as the present stem of the Eng. ;

so that Eng. verbs were now formed on L. pa. pples.

by mere analogy, and without the intervention of

a participial adjective. In accordance with this,

fascinate, concatenate, asseverate, venerate, and hun-

dreds of others, have been formed directly on the

participial stems of L. fascinare, concatendre, as-

scvirdre, vcnerdri, etc., without having been pre-
ceded by a cognate adjective. In the case of many
words introduced in the i6th c., evidence is want-

ing to show whether the vb. was preceded by, or

contemporaneous with, the ppl. adj. in -ate.

6. These Eng. vbs. in -ate correspond generally
to Fr. vbs. in -er (: L. -are), as Eng. separate,

create, F. separer, creer : this in its turn gave an

analogy for the formation of Eng. verbs from
French ; as F. isoler (ad. It. isolare : L. insuldre),

Eng. isolate ; F. fcliciter, Eng. felicitate.

7. Latin vbs. in -are might, analogically, have
been formed on many words, on which they were

not actually formed
; wherever such a vb. might

have existed, a F. vb. in -er, and an Eng. vb. in

-ate, are liable to be formed. Thus ndbilitas

gave in L. nobilitdre, the Eng. representative of

which is nobilitate
; filicitas, which might have

given felicitdre, has given F. fcliciter and Eng.
felicitate ; and capdcitas, which might have given
L. capdcitdre and F. capacitcr, has actually given
Eng. capacitate. Hence numerous modern verbs,
as differentiate, substantiate, vaccinate ; including
many formed on modern or foreign words, as adi-

pocerate, assassinate, camphorate, methylate.
(It is possible that the analogy^of native verbs in -t, with

the pa. pple. identical in form with the infinitive, as set,

hit, put, cut, contributed also to the establishment of
verbs like direct, septira.be, identical with their pa. pples.)

-ate, suffix *, in Chcm. : see -ATE 1 i c.

Atechnic (ate'knik), a. and sb. rare. [f.
A-

pref. 14 + TECHNic
;

cf. Gr. art\vm, {. d priv. +

r(\vrj skill, art.] A. adj. Not having technical

knowlege. B. sb. (sc. person.)
1869 HAMERTON in Fortn. Rev. i May 579 An atechnic, a

man not technically instructed. 1876 fetching ff . 399
Difficult to convey to the atechnic reader.

Ate'chny . ? Obs. [ad. Gr. arixvia ',
see prec.

Cf. mod.F. atechnie."] Ignorance of art, unskil-

fulness. 1731 in BAILEY.

t Atee', v. Obs. For forms see TEE v. [OE.
ateon, {. A- pref. i + /can to draw = OS. atiohan,
OHG. arziolian, Ger erziehcn, Goth. ustiuhan.~\
1. trans, and intr. To drag or draw away, to

withdraw.
Becni'iil/ 1537 Sioba:t se hearm-scafta to Heorute ate'ah.

1.885 K- /ELFRED Bzda. (Sweet Reader 491 DaH he' menn
atuje from sinna lufan. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Mont. 199 panne
we ateS, bat.be iuele fondeo us.

2. trans. To handle, treat ;
to maltreat.

c looo Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvii/7 Hu hig sceoldon ba;s Ha>
lendes wur3 ateon. c 1200 Trin. Colt. }{oin. 205 His holi

lichame was . . for ure gulten reuliche ato3en. 1205 LAV.

12096 pat weoren a:i wimman Swa wra:cchelichen ato5ene
[1250 a-towen].

Ateign, atein, obsolete forms of ATTAIN.

Ateil, variant of ATTEAL, Obs.

!! Ateknia (ate-knia). Med. [mod.L., a Gr.

aTfKula, (. d priv. + rixfov child.^ Childlessness,
barrenness. 1874 [see AUALACTIA).

t A'tel, a. Obs. [OE. a/o/, atul, atel, cogn. w.
ON. a/a// fierce, dire.] Terrible, hideous, foul.

a 1000 Bco-ivnl/ 1700 Atol y5a geswing. 1200 ORMIN
13678 He . . warrb till atell defell ba:r. c 1230 l\'olinnge in

L'ott. Han. 275 pa harde atele hurtes.

Atelectasis (set/le-ktasis). Path. [mod.L., f.

Gr. a.T(\j]s imperfect (f.
d priv. 4- rAos completion)

+ IxTacris extension.] Imperfect dilatation, esp.

of the lungs of newly-born children.

1859 TODD Cyet. A nat. fy Phys. V. 263/1 Atelectasis of that

portion of the lung. 1877 ROBERTS Haniibk. Med. I. 406
Atelectasis strictly refers only to lungs which are more or

less in their fetal condition.

Atelene (re't/1/h), a. Crystallog. [f.
Gr. aTfA-rjs

(see prec.).] Imperfect ; wanting regular forms

in the genus. 1859 in WORCESTER.

t A't elich, a. Obs. Forms : i atolic, atelic,

2-3 (e)atelich, 3 etilich, attelioh. Compared
-luker, -lukest. [OE. atol-, atelic, f. atol, ATEL +
-lie : see -LY!.]

= ATEL.
f 1175 Lamb. Han. 41 Eateliche to bihaldene. c 1220 Halt

Meiil. 41 Makede of heh eneel eatelukest deouei. c 1275
MAPES Bvdy ff Soul 343 The bodi ther hit lay on bere, An
atelich thing.

t A'teliche, adv. Obs. [f. as prec. : see-LyZ.]

Frightfully, horribly.
c 1275 Death in O. E. Misc. 180 So me wule sathanas ful

ateliche brede.

Atelier (a-t>ly*). [*" atelier, cogn. with I'r.

as/flier, (. astclle small plank : see A.STEL. Cf.

Sp. astillero 'a docke to build ships on' (Minsheu
1023), f. astilla 'rafter, lath, chip.'] A workshop;
an artist's pr sculptor's studio.

i84o'l'HACKKRAV Paris Sk. Bk. (1872) 33 He [the artist] ar-

rives at his
'

atelier.' 1882 Chninb. Jrnl. 82 The great
atelier where wheel and lathe were humming.

t Ate'll, v. Obs. [OE. atfllan, f. A- pref. I +

tqllaii to TELL ; cogn. w. OHG. arzcllan, Ger. er-

zalilen.] trans. To reckorLAip, count up.
t 885 K. vEl.lREU Rc-etli. viii, Gif 6u nti atellan wilt ealle

oa blibnessa. c 1200 Trin. Coll. //<>/. 113 And ne mai ber-

oflfe be stifle, ne mid worde hem atellen. 1297 K. GLOCC.

171 And atel al her god.

Atellan ate'lan), a. and sb. Also Att-. [ad.
L. Atellanus, (. Atella, a town in Campania.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Atella, which was

famous for its popular satirical and, in later times,

licentious farces ; hence, farcical, ribald. B. sb.

A dramatic composition of this kind. fAtel-
la nican ,;. [L. Atelldnicus], = ATELLAN.
1647 R. SiAl'YLTON y/trc'Mt 106 Of whom some Attelan

or ridiculous jeering rimes were made. ("1710 SHAH t SB.

Charac. 117491 II. 170 Their Fescennin and Atellan way of

Wit was in early days prohibited. 1621 BURTON Anat.
Mel. ill. i. 1. i. 257 Many old poets . . did write Kescennines,



ATELO-.

Attellanes, and lascivious songs. 1607 TOPSELL
Fonr-f.^

Beasts 183 Tiberius Csesar . . was called
' Hircus vetulus,'

in the Atellanican comoedie.

Atelo- (x'tf\a), comb, form of Gr. drtXi;? im-

perfect, f. a priv. + Tf'\os end, completion ;
used in

many mocl.L. terms of phj'siology, indicating some

structural imperfection, as ateloglo'ssia, imper-
fect development or malformation of the tongue ;

-gna'thia, of the jaws; -mye'lia, of the spinal
marrow

; -sto'mia, of the mouth.

A-temporal (ate-mporal), a.
[f.

A.- frcf. 14 +

TEMPORAL.] Free from limits of time, timeless.

1870 D.SIMON Darner's Pen. Christ n. II. 273 Humanity
is taken up into this . . a-temporal sphere.

Atempre, atemper, etc., obs. ff. ATTEMPER, etc.

tAtend, v. Obs. Also 3-4 attend, 4 atent.

[late OE. atyiiian, f. A- pref. i or 4 + tyulan to

TiNl); cf. earlier U.E. onffiitfaii.']

1. trans. To set on fire, kindle.

[994 (). F.. Citron. (Laud 1

,
Hi mid fyre ontendan woldon.]

1006 Ibid. Hi..atendon heora beacna. ( izoo 7>/. Coll.

Horn. 107 Leomene fader . . for ban be he sunne atend.

(1380 Sir 1-entinb. 2413 A candlee he attende(r. < 1400

Hcryn 2727 A stoon, that is so hole of kynde That what

thing com forby, anooll it woll a tend.

L 1175 Land'. HOIII. 05 Heortan |>et calde weren . . beon

atende to ^an heofenliche biboden. a 1250 Passion Our
Lord 661 O. E. Misc. 56 Hi weren of [;e holy goste atteude.

2. intr. To take fire.

1398 TREVISA Bnrtli. De P. K. xvn. iv, pis tre 'Abies'

atenteb ful sone, and brenne|> with Iy3te leye.

t Ate'ne, v. Obs. [f.
A- pref. i + TEEN, OE.

tieiian, tynan, to vex.] To irritate, vex, annoy.
c 1330 Sir Bcrcs 2601 The dragoun was atened stronge

That o man him scholde stonde so longe. c 1380 Sir

Feriiinb. 114 He was atened of his envy, a 1400 Citron.

Eng.6i in Ritson M. K. II. 272 The kyng wes ateoned

stronge That Corineus astod so long.

Atenkt, obs. form of ATTAINT ///. a.

Atent, variant of ATEND and ATTEST, Obs.

Ater- : see ATTEK-.

t AteW, v. Obs. Forms : I set^awan, set^o-

wan, setiewau, 8etywan, (sedeawan, odeawan,
otSiewan,) 2 atywen, -ewen, -eawen, -awen. [f.

AT- pref.
1 + eaiaan (le'd'an, etc.) to show

; cogn.
w. Goth, ataugjan, f. at at, to +aitgjan f. aiigo in

OE. Sage eye ; utieiuan, with umlaut, was the regu-
lar form phonetically.]
1. trans, (and with obj. clause) To show.
a 1000 Cisdmotis Gen. tGr.t 540 t>u o6iewest. riooo Ags.

Gosp. Matt. xvi. i past he him sum tacen of heofone a:tywde

\Lilldisf. sedeawde, Hattoil a;teawde]. 1154 O. E. Cliron.

an. 1137 7 Ure Dryhten atywede 5a:t he was hali martin

c 1175 Cott. How. 225 panne bio atawed min ren bo^e.

2. intr. (for rcfl.) To show oneself, appear.
a 1000 EU-nc l,Gr.) 163 His beacen . . J>e me swa le'oht

oJywde. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ii. 13 pa aitywde Drihtnes

engel losepe \Lindisf. eetdeaude, Ritslnv. seteawde]. c 1160

Hatton G. ibid., pa atewede Drihtnes engel losepe.

Ateyat, a. Obs. [See ATTAINT. Perhaps in

this sense to be referred to OF. eteint, earlier

estcint 'stifkd' (by heat, etc.): L. extinctus: see

EXTINCT.] Exhausted, overpowered.
c 1325 Ca*nrde L. 6131 In the hete they wer almost ateynt.

c 1380 Sir Fcniitil'. 3612 Ys sted wax al ateynte.

t Atfa'll, 'c'. Obs. Also 3 etf-. [OE. setfcattan,

f. AT- preft fcallan to FALL ; cogn. w. OS. ant-

fallan, OHG. intfallan, G. entfallcn, Du. ont-

vallcn. Cf. OE. odfeailan.'] intr. To fall away ;

to fall clown, drop (with <//. = from).
a 1000 Ord. Ditnsctas 5 (Hosw.) Healf wer 5a;r xtfeal}?.

1205 LAY. 4237 Here tir wes at-fallen. ^1230 Attcr. K. 342
Auh me is . . moni crume etfallen. 1250 .Serin, in O. E.
Misc. 187 To de|?e he }ef him for us alle, po we weren so

stronge at-falle,

t Atfa-re, v. Obs. [f.
AT- pref? + FABE, OE

faran ; cf. AFABE, and OE. oSfaran ; cogn. w.

G. entfahrcn, OHG. infaran, Du. onlvaro:.'] To

go away, escape (with dat. from).
ft 1000 Ctfdiiton's Exod. (Gr.l 64 SiSSan hi fcondum oSfaren

hfefdon. 1205 LAV. 27072 pa Romanisce men be ber at-faren

mihten.

t Atflee', v. Obs. Also 3 etf-
;
for inflexions

see FLEE. [OE. xtflcon, f. AT- pref.
-
+fl(on (

=

ftfohan) to FLEE; cogn. w. G. entflichen, OHG.
intjliohan, Goth. itnpapliuhan^\ intr. To flee

away i^with dat. from).
c 1000 /KLKRIC Job (Bosw.) Ic ana tetflc'ah. c 1200 ( >KMIN

19639 Kc be Laferrd Crist attflaih Forr be to gifenn bisne

patt
tu mihht flen. cizjpAncr. R. 172 His bre"es ctfluwen

him. a. 1250 Oiultf Night. 37 Minheorte attlith. 1250 LAV.

27072 pe Romanisse me[n] bat at-flowen were.

t Atfo'llg, v. Obs. For forms see AFOKG v.

[OE. tetfon, f. AT- pref? + fon (pa. t. fcng) to

seize : see FONG, FANG. Cf. G. entfangm, MHG.
cntffa/icn.'] To seize upon.
a looo Ltttvs pfHhthcrc fy Eadric 7 ( Bosw.) Gif se agend

hit eft atfo. 1205 LAV. 15359 pa cnihtes hit atfengen and
ane while heo heolden.

t AtfOTC, fi't'f. Obs. Forms: I eetforan, 1-3
-en, 2-3 etforan, -en, 3 atforen, etfor, at vore,

3-4 atfore. [OE. xtforan, f. iff, AT prep. +foran
in front, properly dative offor : see AFOHE.]

533

1. In front of, before
c 1000 Ags. Gosj>. John xix. 13 And sa:t a:t-foran 5am doin-

setle. c 1175 Luiiih. Ham. 41 Heje treon eisliche beor-

ninde etforen helle }ete. 1297 R. GLOLC. 358 Hysbaner, )>at

men at vore hym bere.

2. In the presence of, in the sight of, before.

(-1175 Cott. Iloin. 225 Rich[t] wis et-foran gode. Ibid.

229 Kt-for har alra ?esychoe. 1158 Eng. Prod. Hen. III.

8 /Etforen lire isworene redesmeti. c 1305 St. Lucy 79
in A". E. P. 11862) 103 Sire lustise atfore be.

3. Uefore in time or order, rare.
c 1230 Ancy. R. 226 peo bet beo3 her etforen iseid.

t AtgO', ^. CY. [OE. Ktgan, -j>igaH, -gfngan,
f. \l-pref. 1,

2
+gii>i, gaiigan to Go.]

1.
[f. AT-/;Y/".I] intr. To go to, approach, L.

acfettcrc. Only in OE.
rt 1000 Azarius iGr.) 183 He't hie . . near Eetgongan.

2.
[f.

AT- //v/2 Cf. G. cntgchen, OHG. intkan,

Du. 0i^rz<H/.] //>. (with </<;/. = from) To go
away, pass away, depart.
c 1175 Lamb. Htitn. 35 Mon aldeS and his da^es him at-gaft.

i 1300 in Wright Lyric P. xxxv. 74 Whet may I sugge, bole

u'ulawo ! When mi lif is me at-go ?

Ath, athe, obsolete forms of OATH.
A pa =

'

until' : see ATHAT and Pi prep?
Atlialamous (apa-lamas), a. Bot. [f.

Gr. a

priv. + SaAa^i-o! bed + -ous.] Of lichens : Having
no conceptacles or spore-shields on the thallus.

1847 in CRAIG.

AthcHllciiitill (se]>arn0'ntin). Chctn. [see -IN.]

A crystalline substance, CM HaO7> with a rancid

soapy odour and bitter taste, procured from the

roots and seeds of Athainanta oreoselinum,

1863 in WATTS Diet. Client. I. 430.

Athamaunte, obsolete form of ADAMANT.
Atliaiiasian (a;bant

Ti
J'an), a. and sb.

[f.
Atlia-

nasius, name of the famous archbishop of Alex-

andria in the reign of the emperor Constantine :

see -AN.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to Athana-

sius, esp. in Athanasian Creed, that beginning with

the words '

Quicunque vult,' which has been at-

tributed to his authorship. B. sli. An adherent

of the doctrines of Athanasius. Athana sianism,
the principles or doctrines of the Athanasian Creed.

Athaiia siaiiist, an adherent of this creed.

1586 T. ROGKRS 39 Art. (1854) 92 The Nicene, Athanasian,
and Apostolical Creeds. 1724 WATEKLAND A than. Crecd\'l\ )

To call one side Athanasians, and the other side Arians.

1777 PKIICSTLEY Matt. $ Spir. I. Pref. 2t Athanasianism^. .

will . . appear to have been merely Oriental philosophy in its

origin. 1873 Spectator 8 Feb. 171/2 What Athanasianisls

regard as the Gospel of Christ.

Athanasy (aparnasi). [ad. L. athanasia, a. Gr.

aOavaaia
;

f. a priv. + Qavaros death.] Deathless-

ness, immortality.
[1829 SOL-THEY Sir T. More II. 395 My verses . . had none

of the uttuinasia in their composition.] 1870 LOWELL Study
H'iiiif. 346 Is not a scholiastic athanay better than none ?

Athanor (arjjanj'.i). Alch. Also aoanor ;
and

in 5 athenor, 7 athanar. [ad. Arab. .^JLJI at-

tannnr, i.e. at= al the, tannur furnace, according
to Dozy, a. Heb. or Aramaic Tun tannur, f. root

n: nilr fire. Also in Fr. atlianor, Sp. atanor,

pipe of a fountain.] A digesting furnace used by
the alchemists, in which a constant heat was main-

tained by means of a tower which provided a self-

feeding supply of charcoal. Aho/ig.
1471 RipLKvCcw/. AUfi. (Ashrn. 1652) v. 149 Thy Fornace

. . Whych wyse men docall Athenor. 1610 B. JONSON Altli.

n. iii, In the lent heat of Athanor. 1631 BIGGS Nciv Disp.
S: 141 They are not therefore digested in the Athanor of our

(Kconomy. 1752 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 199 F 3, I have sat

whole weeks without sleep by the side of an athanor, to

watch the moment of projection. 1863 in WAITS Diet.

Clicm. I. 430.

tA that, adv. and prep. Obs. Also apet.

[\Vorn-down f. OE. 6p-fxt = till that. Cf. Pi prep?'}
A. coil/, adv. Until, till.

i 1175 Lamb. Horn. 23 Ic wille liggeu a
|>et

ic beo ealdre.

t 1230 Ancr. R. 152 Heo hit heplden euerihud, vort tet heo

[:
p

. r. a5at ha] comen biuoren him.

B. prep. Until, till.

t 1175 Lamb. Hoin. 119 Alle da^en abet endunge ^issere
\\eorlde. < 1230 Alter. R. 134 And wunien uort heo deie

[-'. r. a5et dead] Jjerinne.

t A'theal, a. Obs. [f. Gr. a.9e-o3 without God,

denying God (f. d priv. + 8tus God) + -Ai,l. Cf. F.

al/ice ] Atheistic.
1612 T. JAMI;S Jesuits DouinJ. 33 This most vile, Atheall,

and heathenish assertion.

t A'thean, a. O/>s. [f. as prec. + -AN.] = prec.
i6n HROUGHTOX Require Agr. 37 Yee teach your children

athean traditiones. 1625 Gn, Sacnd Pliilos. (title-p. I lewish,

Athean, and hereticall Infidelity.

Atheism (<
Ti
'J'|iz'm). Also 6 athisme. [a.

F'. at/ifisme (i6th c. in Littre), f. Gr. d'fleos : see

ATHEAL and -ISM. Cf. It. atheismo and the ear-

lier ATHEONJSM.] Disbelief in, or denial of, the

existence of a God. Also, Disregard of duty to

God, godlessness (practical atheism).
1587 Goi.niN<; DC Mornayy.*. 310 Athisme, that is to say,

vtur giidle^nes. 1605 UACON Adv. Leant, i. i. 3 A little

ATHEL.

or superficial knowledge of philosophy may incline the

mind of man to atheism. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No, 119 f 5

HypocrLsy in one Age is generally succeeded by Atheism
in another. 1859 KINGSLEY Lett. 11878) II. 75 Whatever
doubt or doctrinal Atheism you and your friends may have,
don't fall into moral Atheism.

Atheist (>'J>/|ist). Also 6 atheyst, 6-7

athist^e. [a. F. atheiste (i6th c. in Littre), or It.

athdsta : see prec. and -IST.]

1. One who denies or disbelieves the existence

of a God.
f,i 1568 COVEKUALE Hofc of Fait/tf. Pref. Wkh. II. 139

Eat we and drink we lustily ;
to-morrow we shall die :

which all the epicures protest openly, and the Italian atlnwi.\

1571 GULDING Cah'intm J's. Ep. l)ed. 3 The Atheiste^ which

say .. there is no (Jod. 1604 Kowi.ANns Lookc to it 25

Thou damned Athist. .That^doest deny his power which did

create thee. 1709 SHAFTESB. C/tamc. i. T. 2 117371 H. n
To believe nothing of a designing J*rinciple or Mind, nor

any Cau>e, Measure, or Rule of Things, but Chance . . is to

be a perfect Atheist. 1876 GLADSTONE in Centemp. Kit'.

June 22 By the Atheist I understand the man who not only
holds off, like the sceptic, from the affirmative, but who
drives himself, or is driven, to the negative assertion in re-

gard to the whole Unseen, or to the existence of God.

2. One who practically denies the existence of a

God by disregard of moral obligation to Him
;
a

godless man.
1577 HANMI-R A IK. /iff/. ///./. 63 The opinion which they

conceaue of you, to be Atheists, or godlesse men. 1660

STANI.LV Hist, rhilos. 323/2 An Atheist is taken two way*,
for him who is an enemy to the Gods, and for him who be-

lieveth there are no Gods. 1667 MM/ION P. L. \. 495 V/hen
the Priest Turns Atheist, as did Ely's Sons. 1827 HARK
Guesses Ser. i. 11873) 27 Practically every man is an atheist,

who lives without God in the world.

B. attrih. as adj. Atheistic, impious.
1667 MILTON /'. L. vi. 370 The Atheist crew. 1821 LOCK-

HART yaleriito II. xi. 316 Borne from its wounded breast an
atheist cry Hath pierced the upper and the nether sky.

Atheistic (,
(
7i
>/|i-stik), a.

[f. prec. + -K:.]

1. Of or befitting an atheist; pertaining to or

involving atheism.

1634 HABTN<;TON Cnsfnra 11870)78 Who will with silent

piety confute Atheisticke Sophistry. 1871 R. H. HLTION
JCss. I. 45 A vague, general dread that Science, .is atheistic

in its tendency.
2. Of the nature of an atheist ; denying the exist-

ence of a God ; godless, impious.
1677 GAM-; Crt. Gentiles III. 179 A wide gate for atheistic

blasphemous wits to impute to him the greatest sins. <i 1711
KEN /'/. /Kfcy.ii72H II. 136 The Atheistick Fools who God
deny. 1871 TVNDALL FragM. Sc. II. xiv. 368 The moral

doctrine taught by this 'atheistic' leader.

Atliei'stical, a. [f.
as prec. +-ICAL.]

1. Of or belonging to atheists.

1603 Hor.LANi) ritttarclis Mot: 1315 Beastly cogitations
and Athist icall discourses. 1666 E\ EI.YN Mem. 118571 II. ] 9
The public theatres . .were abused to an atheistical liberty.

1718 J. CIIAMBKRLAVNE Rt'lig. Philos. (1730) Pref. Let., A
great many Atheistical Books. 1830 MACKINTOSH Eth.

1'hilos. Wks. 1846 I. 75 The atheistical opinions of Hobbes.

2. = ATHEISTIC 2.

1588 MarpreL Epist. 11843) 42 Ignorant and atheistical

dolts. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lcct. 6 In the mouths of athe-

istical men.

Athei'Stically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] In

an atheistical manner
;

as befits an atheist, im-

piously ;
with a leaning towards atheism.

1655 GURNALL Chr. in Ann. \\. 251 Being by a neighbour
excited to thank God for a rich crop of corn . . atheistically

replied, 'Thank God? nay rather, thank my dung-cart.'

1785 RKID fiite/i. Pcnwrs vi. vi. 460 No man however atheisti-

cally disposed. 1878 li. WHITE Life in Christ 296 To con-

clude . . atheistically, that there is no mind in nature.

Athersticalness. \0b$. [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being atheistic; godlessness.
1654 HAMMOND Fundam. Wks. I. 500 (R.) Lord, purge ..

out of all hearts that profaneness and atheisticalness. 1667
H. MOKK Div. Dial. iv. xv. {:7i3> 319 By reason of their

Ignorance, Atheisticalness and Idolatry.

t Athei'sticness. Obs. rare- prec.

1691 BKVEKLKY Man. Kingd. Christ 12 The Spirit of De-

bauchery, Prophaness, and Atheisticness, that is ..abroad.

Atheize (t
Tifi 3iz )> v - U- ^ r- &&f-s (see ATHE-

AL) + -IZE.]

1. /;///-. To speak, write, or act as an atheist.

1678 CUDWORTH intell. Syst. 23 Empedocles Atheized in

the same manner that Uemocritus did.

2. trans. To render atheistic or godless ;
to make

an atheist of. Hence : Atheized///. a.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst, 59 The Atheized and Adul-

terated Atomology. (11711 KEN }{yiunothco Wks. 1721

111.63 Lewd Company . . By impious Talk his Spirit atheize.

1865 GROSAKT Palmers Mem. Introd. 2 Who. .have sought
to athei/e England's Second Thinker [Bacon].

A'theizer. [f. prec.
-f oat1.] ^ne who athe-

izes, or renders atheistic.

1678 CL-DWOKTII Intell. Syst. Pref., The First Atheizers of

this Ancient Atomick Physiology.

t A'thel, -^'. 1 Obs. Forms: i e&t$el-u//.,38etSele,

aele //., fathel sing. [OE. t&el-H, -o, neuter

pi. of **f/=OS. adali n., OHG. attain., MHG-,
mod.G., Du. add 'good family, noble descent,

nobility/ ON. aSal 'family, race, kind/ f. root*c/

Aryan V/1

,
not in Gothic. The orig. signification

seems to have been '

race, ancestry* as in ON. (cf.

the cognate ETHEL, OE.c'fc/, 'ancestral land, patri-

mony, patria^}, which was specialized in W.Ger.



ATHEL.
as 'distinguished race, good family, nobility': cf.

specific use of G. geschlecht, and of family in
'

county families.']

Ancestry, origin ; spec, noble ancestry, nobility ;

hfiifc, honour, dignity, might, power.
Itcwiilfigo Heeower acSelu can. 1885 K. .ALFRED Btvt/t.

\\\. ii, His aeSelo biob ma on bam mode, donne on bam
ftesce. 1105 LAY. 2538 pa ajldede be king & wakede an
adelan [1250 failede his mihte]. 10620 He leoseden heore
a8ele. 92^3 Pe eor ' Aruirasus mid xoele help his bro&er.
-

12915 His aoelen weore store. 1-1300 in \V right Lyric P.
viii. 33 In uch an hyrd thyn athel ys hyht.

Athel, var. ETHEL, Ol>s., patrimony.
t A'thel, a. and sl>~ Obs. Forms: i-zseSele,

1-3 eSele, 3 tdSel, 3-4 aj>el(l, 3 5 att^e, =; athil,

4-.i ha)>el(le, 5 hathill, 6 hatell. [Common Teut. :

OK. xSe/t, (8eb, = OS. ciili, OFris. cthel, cdel, OHG.
cdili, MHO. cdele, mod.G., Du. cJcl, OTeut.

*a/ia/i-s, of good family, f. *apal race, family : see

prec. Cf. L. gcncrosits f. gcnits.]
A. ailj.

1. Of persons : Xoble by birth or character, emi-

nent, illustrious, renowned.
n 1000 Cxdntotis Gfti. (Gr.i 1 182 Se eorl \va2s aV5ele. ( 1200

CUMIN 612 Nemmnedd . . Affterr summ abell mann. < 1250
( ':</ tf \ight. 632 Lutle children . . Hothe chorles an ek
athele. ^1315 E, E. Allit. P. B. 761 'Now abel lorde,'

quoth Abraham, r 1440 Marie A rtli. 988 One of be hathelest
of Arthur knyghtez. c 1450 Hcllaiufs Honlatc in. 4 (JAM.)
The athil Emprour annon nycht him neir.

2. Of things, actions, etc. : Xoble, excellent,

splendid, fine, pleasant,
'

grand.'
.( 1000 L'xtfitum's Gen. (Gr.l 1533 .tSelum stencum. -

E.vati. 227 /Koelan cynnes. 1205 LAY, 10031 pat lend wes
swiSe ieoele. c 1325 K. /:. Allit. /'. B. 1276 pat condelestik
. . of abel golde. 1-1340 C,aw. f, Or. Knt. 1654 Abel songez.
3. Comb., as athelmod, noble-minded.
1105 I.\v. 2^255 Walwa:in \ves ful aftelmod.

B. .</'.- One who is noble ; a lord, chief.

1205 LAV. 10092 Coil be kini;, be*wes Hruttene a5el. < 1340
Gate. <y Gr. Knt. 2056 J>e haj>el . . bat halde/ be heuen vpon
hy}e. 1450 Ga-.v. ^ G^cgras in. 20 iJ.VM.l Thair wes na
hathill sa heich, be half ane fute hicht. 1515 .SV<tf. /"/('/</

330 in Chftliani Misc., That every hatell should him hie,
in hast.. To Bolton.

t A'thel(e f
r f

. Ol>s. [In i.^th c. aticUcn, f.

ATHKI. a. ; cf. OE. ge-aftdian, OHG. ant adaljan,
MIIG. t'ttclcn.~\ To honour, dignify.
1205 LAV. i'Si5 Alene godne inon he itftelede. Ibid, 6651

Klidur..Mid muchelen rcdmt:den ;e5elede his bro&er.

t At-he'le, -'. Ohs. rare- 1

. In 2-3 et-hele.

[f.
AT- prcf.- f HELK z-., OE. hclan, to conceal]

tnins. To hide away.
.1100 Trin, Coll. Hom. 63 pe man . .fte sume of hi* sinnes

forleteS, and sume et-heleft.

livj).
0Ay. exc. ///. Also i 3

eefteling, 4-8 adelyng, -ing, 9 etheling, eethel-

ing. [OE. ivde/itig, f. wdct noble family + -ing be-

lonj^inj; to; = OS. cttilhig, OKris. etheling, edlingt
(_)IIG. addling. (In med.L. adal-, adelingus^}\
A member of a noble family, a prince, lord, baron

;

in Oli. poetry often used in pi. for
' men '

(viri] ;

in later writers often restricted as a historical term
to a prince of the blood royal, or even to the heir

apparent to the throne.
a 1000 Crist itir.i 158 Crist nergende ! wuldres icSeling !

Got. '(Ir.t 1161 Huht him ce'osan ae5elmga.t, 1057 f ' '&

C/inm. d^audi, On |?isum ^eare com /Kdward seSehng Ead-
mundes sunu cynges hider to hinde. 1205 LAV. 5375 Hco
axeden aSclinges war leye ba kinge>. 1297 R. (iLouu. 354
pt_- kunde eir, \>e v >n&e chyld, Edgar A^lynij. Wo so were
next kyng byfeunde, me clupej? hym A^>elyng. 1387 TKK-
VISA // igtft'n Roll> Ser. I. 277 Comounliche he bat comej) of

kynges blood is i-cleped Adelyngu.s. 1756 NUGF.NT Mtwtt-s-

yiticus Spir, Laws xxx. xix. 11758' II. 384 Six hundred
sous for the murder of an adeling. 1844 LINOARI> Anglo-.**.
(.'//. 118581 I. ii. QI Ethelings, or princes of the blood. 1861

HOOK Lives Adps. I. iii. 142 In the Atheling Alchfrid, Wil-
frid had a friend. 1867 FREEMAN -\Vr/. Conq. (.18771 I. 493
The /Etheling was taken to Ely.

Athenk-, -yng : see ATHINK, -ING.

II Athenaeum (a'jvhrwn). Also -eum. Mod.

pi. -fleuras. [a. L. Athfttxum, a. Gr. 'A.0rjvatov, (the

temple) of 'AOrjvrj, goddess of wisdom, Minerva.]
1. Gr. Antiq. The temple of Athene in ancient

Athens, in which professors taught their students,

and orators and poets rehearsed their compositions.
vSimilar institutions, with the same name, were
afterwards established at Rome and Lyons.)
1727 51 CHAMBKRS Cycl. s.v. ( The Athenxa were built in

the form of amphitheatres.
2. In modern times often usectas a title for :

a. An association of persons interested in scientific

and literary pursuits, meeting for the purpose of

mutual improvement ; a literary or scientific club.

1864 in WEBSIER.
b. A building or institution in which books,

periodicals, and newspapers are provided for use ;

a literary club-room, reading-room, library.
1822 J. FLINT Lett. Amcr. 112 The Atheneum, or reading-

room, !;> much frequented. Mod. The ManchesterAtheneeum.

C. A periodical devoted to the interests of litera-

ture, science, and art, e.g. The Athenaeum, pub-
lished in London.
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Atheolo'gian. ? Obs.
[f. A- pref. \ 4 + THEO-

LOGIAN.] One who is no theologian ; one destitute
of theological knowledge.
1603 HAVWARU A nsw. Dolcman ix. (T. t They of your society

[Jesuits] . . are the only atheologians, whose heads entertain
no other object but the tumult of realms.

Atheolpgical (p~ty\ote&$&\\ a. [f. A-

prcf. 14 + THEOLOGICAL.] Opposed to theology.
Athe olo gically adv., in opposition to theology.
a 1641 P.P. Moi'NTAGU Actstf Mon. 46 Zwinglius, the father,

i forger, and fosterer of many atheologicall fancies. 1880
I

SWISBUKNE Stud. Shaks. App. ted. 21 234 The curt atheo-
'

logical phrase of the Persian Lucretius, 'one thing is certain,

!

and the rest is lies.' a. 1641 Hi-. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. 94
i

As some atheologlcally conceive.
- Atheology (^'fac'lodgi). [f.

Gr. 0.0*0-5 without
, God + -\oyia. discourse.] Opposition to theology.

1678 CtnwoKTH Intcll. Syst. 61 Nothing else but a Philo-

sophical Form of Atheology, a Gigantical and TJtanical

i Attempt to dethrone the Deity. 1878 E. WHITE Life in
Christ 524 The atheology of the scientific luminaries,

t A'theoiiism. Obs. rare-*. [Formation ir-

regular ; perh. after It. athco (cf. Draco, Dracon-

ism} ; see quot. 1568 in ATHEIST i.]_ ATHKISM.
1534 Pol. I

'erg. Eng. Hist. 11846) I. 165 Godd would not

longe suffer this impietie, or rather atheonisme.

Atheous UT '-J)/ias>, a.
[f. Gr. aOt-o$ godless

i (see ATHEAL) + -ous.]

1 1. Atheistic, impious Obs.
1612 Hi-. HALL Contempt. \. 12 It is an ignorant conceit,

that enquiry into nature should make men atheous. 1671
MILTON P. R. i. 487 Suffers the Hypocrite or atheous Priest

,

To tread his Sacred Courts. 1792 I>. I.I.OYD I'oy. Life in.

46 In atheous men conscience becomes a scourge.
2. Not dealing wiih the existence of a God.

IIntended to convey a purely privative sense,

as distinguished from the negative atheistic*}
1880 iqth Cent. Mar. 503 If I might coin a word, I should

say that science was atheous, and therefore could not be
atheistic . . conversant simply with observed facts and con-
clusions drawn from them, and in this sense . . atheous, or

i without recognition of God.
i Ather, obs. form of KITHEH and OTHER.

Atherine UVferainX Also 8 athorine. [ad.

j

mod. L. athenna t a. Gr. dGfpivrj a kind of smelt.]
Name given to various species of smelt.

[1753 C'HAMKKKS Cycl. Srt//>. t Athcrina . . is a small fish of
the length and thickness of a finger.) 1770 Phil. Trans.

\

I.X. Introd. 14 The Gwiniail and Athorine. 1854 BADIIAM
: /{nlii'itt. 285 The argentina, or Tiber pearl-fish, is strikingly

like the atherine or sea suit-It.

Athermancy (ajwvmansi). Physics, [f.
Gr.

dOipfj,avT'>s not heated : see next.] Athermanous

quality; the power of stopping radiant heat.

1863 ATKINSON (in>fi>t's Physics 11877) 4 2 ~ Athermancy. .

corresponds to opacity for light. 1870 M. WILMAMS Fuel
I ofSun $ in The quantitative athermancy of flame.

Athermanous(ajwuman3s),rf. Physics. [f.Gr.
u priv. + 0cp/iar-stem of Ocppaii'-ftv to heat ({.Ofpfuj

heat) + -tn'.] Not permeable by radiant heat.

1863 TYNPALL Heat iii. 79 An athermanous !x>dy which

stops the radiation. 1871 B. STKWAKT Heat 206 This sub-
stance is . . athermanous, that is to say opaque for heat.

i: Atheroma
(rejiertfn-maj.

Path. [L., a. Gr.

dOrjpaJna, -par-, f. dOrfprj
-

dOdpij groats, porridge.]
a. An encysted tumour containing matter resem-

bling oatmeal-gruel or curds, b. Fatty degenera-
tion of the arterial coats.

1706 Pmu.n's, A therowa , .does not cause Pain, nor change
the Colour of the Skin. 1875 WALTON /'/.v. Eye 94 The
Ophthalmic artery was found to have undergone atheroma.

Atheromatcms ^J^r^rmatas), a. Path. [f.

Gr. d9r)pojfjLaT- (see prec.
1

! + -ocs.] Of, peitaining
to, or of the nature of. atheroma.

1676 WISI-.MAN Surgery (^.) Feeling the matter fluctuating)
I thought it atheromatous. 17x4 HoUBTOUH in Phil, '/'raits.

XXXIII. lo. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Mrti. I. 37 Athero-
matous or calcareous degeneration of the arteries.

t A-the'ster, v. Qbs. [OE. apcostrian, f. A-

prcf. i +p?ostrian : seeTuESTKu v.] To grow dim,

darken, become obscure.
t 885 K. ,Ki i KKI> /'I'rth. ix, ponne a<Vostriab eallc steorran.

i 1175 Cott, //on/. 239 Si simne and se mone abestre'5 for

godes brictnesse. iao$ LAV. 2860 Enne blase of fure, pe
neuer ne aj>eostrede.

Athet, a pet, variant of ATHAT adv. Obs. till.

Athe ticizc, v. Obs. rare~ l

. [irreg. f. Gr. d

priv. -f OiTiKvs positive + -IZE : cf". dfltros set aside,

invalid.] To set aside, invalidate.

1701 Bi.\ KKI.KY C,lory of Grace 51 Might lie not even Athe-

ticue, and Disannul H*:i, and bring it even to nothing '.'

t At-hi nd(en, aav. and pn'p. Obs. [OE. /-

hiiidan ; cf. '/Joran and /v7////i//7/;.] Behind.
1016 (). E. Chron. \ Hosw. ) Se cyning fc'rde him aethlndan.

a\vj$Prm\ .-I/Atv/349 in O. E. Misc. 123 Seiet him fa ire

biforen, fokel at-henden.

t Athi'nk, v. Obs. 3-4. Also 3 a)>inche, 4
athynke. othenke. Pa. t. 3 ajiohte. [Worn-
down f. OKTHINK, f. OF- +J>yncan to seem : ste A-

prcf. 3.] impers. It athinks inc. : it repents me.

1250 I,AY. 3364 Hofte hit bi-falle(>, pat eft him abinche}>

(1205 of-^incheb]. Ibid. 13221 Constantines deabe, |>at him
sore a-J>ohte. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xvni. 89 Sore it me
athynketh For ^>e dede bat I haue done. 1382 Wyi'.Ltf Got.

vi. 7 It othenkith [5 MSS. athinkith ; 1388 repentith] me to

haue iiM.nl hem.

ATHLETICALLY.

t Athriikiiig. vbL sb.
[f. pice.] Repentance.

1382 Wvt 1.1 1 i Sam. xv. 29 Thun athenkynge [1388 bi re-

pentauncej he shal not be bowid.

AtMrst Uijj^'jst ),///. a. Forms: i of-J>yrst(ed,
3-4 o -purst ; 4 afurst, s, afiforst

; 4 athrist, -yst,

4-6 athurst^e, athrust, 5-6 athyrst(e,6-athirst.
[Wom-down form of OE. ofpyrst, for ofpyrsted,

pa. pple. of off>yrstan to suffer thirst, be very
thitsty. Cf. A-HL'NUEKED, and \-pref. 3.]
1. Suffering from, or oppressed by, thirst ; thirsty.
n 1000 Sfiil iGr.i 40 Ic ofpyrsted wa;s . . gastes dances.

(i2oo Trin. Coll. }ioui. 199 pe neddre bed of-^urst .. and
drinkeS. 11300 / '<>.r $ H'vlJ 273 He wes hofthurst swithe
stronge. -1305 St. Kenclw in E. E. /Vru(i86a)56 Afurst
hi were for werinisse. 1 1320 Cast. /-^vtHalliw.t 1654 When
I was afurst

je ^eve me dr^'ng. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De
P. R. v. xxxviii. 11495) J 53 A drye stomake is sone athrj-st.
- 1480 KoH. Dcvyil 20 If ye be a thrust ye shall drynke
nowe. a 1500 J-'rere $ Hoy 21 in Hazl. E. P. P. 1 1 1. 61 Nor
halffe ynouh therof he had, Oft he was afforst. iS35CovKK-
OAI.E Judges iv. 19 Geue me a litle water to drynke, for I

am a thyrsi. 1607 DRVDEN I'irg. Georg. \\\. 213 And, when
athirst, restrain em from the Flood. 1805 SOUTH tv Madoc
in \y. v. Wks. V. 43 Fatigued and hungry and athirst.

2.y?". Eager, earnestly desirous, longing (for}.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. Ixxv. 59 To hem that ben a

thyrste hy.s worde shal be (iospell. 1535 COVEKIJALK J's,

xlii. i My soule is a thurste for God. 1642 FULLER Holy <y

Prof. St. i. ix. 23 He is athirst to know the issue of the
matter. 1877 L. MORRIS Epic Hades n. 132 Bold young
hearts, Athirst for fame of war.

Athirt, obs. or dial, form of ATHWART.

A-this-half, a-this-side. advb.phr. (also

prepositional), [see A prep.* 3.] On this side (of ).

1297 R. GLOUC. 217 The companye a thes half much
anethered was. t 1380 Sir fr'entmb. 4315 A Jys syde b< toun.

1482 Monk of E-'csham lArb.i 61 Athishalfe domys daye.
t Athletary, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. next* -ABY.]
Of or pertaining to athletes.
1660 WATKRHOUSE Arms

iff
Arm. 103 The Greeks in their

. .athletary agonies.

Athlete (,x-)>l/t). [ad. L. athlcta, ad. Gi.dO^rj-

rrjs, n. of agent f. d0A'-ii> to contend for a prize,
f. d^Aos contest, d$\ov prize. IJefore c 1750 always
in L. form, which is still occas. used in sense i.]

1. A competitor in the physical exercises such
as running, leaping, box ing, wrestling- that formed

part of the public games in ancient Greece and
Koine.

i$z8 PAVSKI.L Salcnie Regwt. E iij b, Porke . . nourisheth
mooste ; wherofthose that be called athlete [

= -<r] haue beste

experience. 1683 C.u K Ecclesiastici 235 A Bishop, not an
Athleta or Champion. 1741 DELANY /)az'M (T.' Dioxippus,
the Athenian athlete. 1756 Miss TALBOT in Mrs. Carter's
Lett. 118081 I. 390 We have looked in Johnson for Athltte,
no such word there. 1868 M. PATTISON Academ. Org. 5.

241 The barbarised athleieof the arena. 1877 BRYANT A* nins
Itnlica ii, But where the combatant With his bare arms,
the strong athleta where?
2. One who by special training and exe: cise has

acquired great physical strength ; one whose pro-
fession it is to exhibit feats of strength and activity;
a physically powerful, robust, vigorous rr_ in.

1827 SCOTT in Loekliart Ixxiii. (18421 654 He was a little

man, dumpled up together . . Though so little of an athlete,
he nevertheless beat off Dr. Wolcott. 1881 PHlLLlPPS-WoLLEV

Sport in Crimea 280 Thejump . . was easily within the powers
of the most third-rate athlete.

3. fig.

1759 ADAM SMITH Mar. Sent, vn. 2 cR.1 Having opposed
to him a vigorous athlete, over whom, .the victory was more

glorious and equally certain. 1876 LOWELL Poet. IVks.

1 1879* 47 l'he long-proved athletes of debate.

Athletic (ife)ile'tik), a. and sb. Also 7 -ique.

[ail. L. athKtic-us, Gr. aflAT/TiKus, f. d0Ai;T7js : sec

prec. and -1C.] A. mlj.
1. Pertaining to an athlete, or to contests in which

physical strength is vigorously exercised. Alsoyfy.
1636 SANDERSON St-t-t/t. Ad Aiil. (16811 II. 58 'Yiroiuafui . .

is an Athletique Pugilar word. 1691 RAY Creation (17041

Tied. 3 Your Athletic Conflicts with the greatot of Temporal
Kvils. 1748 /'A/7. Trims. XLV. 607 For the baiting of wild

beasts, or other athletic diversions. 1875 HKLPS Anitn. AT

Miistsrsv. 131 He was never much given to athletic pursuits.

2. Of the nature of, or befitting, an athlete
;

physically powerful, muscular, robust.

1659 HAMMOND On /'s. Ixxiii. 4 An athletick health and
habit of body. 1751 CHESIKKK Lrtt. 268 111. 231 He is an

athletic Hibernian, handsome in his person. 1877 Kim.
Killnriicy to CM. lli'rn 121 That little brook, .an athletic

leaper would almost clear at a single bound.

fB. sl>. a. = ATHLETii-s. b. An athlete. Ohs.

1605 RMJON Ad-.: Learn, n. x. i Arl of activity, which is

called athletic. 1696 I. EDWARDS .rist. j Prm: Gad i. 2,

Some celebrated athletick that is famous for his nimbleness of

feet. 1817 IAS. MILL India I. IT. vii. 315 The magistrate.,
shall retain in his service . .jesters, and dancers, and athletics.

See also ATHLETICS.

Athle-tical, a. TOl's. [f.
as prec.+ -All.]

Of or pertaining to an athlete ; vigorous, athletic.

1593 G. HARVEY Pierces Safer. Wks. (Gros.i II. 264 Vnto

whom . . I can wish . . no lesse then athleticall health. 1613
W. HuLLj1//V-. Maj. 1 18 Neither Lillies nor Roses are wanting
to her Athleticall crowne. 1656 TlAlvGMHK 2 Tim. ii. 5 Not
he that had an athletical ability, but he that wrestled best.

Athle'tically, a,/v. [f. prec. + -LY^'.]
In

athletic manner ;
in the direction of athletics.

1750 CHATHAM in Lady Chatterton Mem. Camiifr d&6t)
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I. in. 40 Don't, .fancy you can do all the Admirabilis and I

do so athletically. 1883 Times 23 Jan. 6/2 Upper Hoys [of

Eton] . . athletically inclined.

Athleticism (&ble-tisiz'm). [f.
ATHI.KTIC +

-ISM.] The practice of, or devotion to, athletic

exercises ; training as an athlete.

1870 Daily News 24 Nov., The controversy about athleti-

cism at the Universities and the Public Schools. 1881

Mac tit. Mag. XL 1 1 1. 290 Athleticism, .ought to be a valuable

ally in promoting habits of temperance and sobriety.

Athle'tics. [ATHLETIC a. used in pi. on the

analogy of mathematics, etc. Cf. L. &hlftica."\
The practice of physical exercises by which muscu-

lar strength is called into play and increased.

'7*7 Sl CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Gymnastics, Dancing, Spheris-

tics, Athletics, Wrestling. 1868 M. PATnBQtt Aeadtm. O?&,
316 Pretending to think that cricket, boating, and athletics,
as now conducted, are only recreations.

Athletism (se'J>lrtiz'm\ [f.
ATHLETE + -ISM.]

The characteristic qualities of an athlete.

1866 I\ cotter 3 Nov. 904 Recipes for attaining athletism.

Athlothete (fj>m>/t). [ad. Gr. ddAo^Vi^, f.

a#A.u-s contest, a$\o~v prize + &trr)s one who places.
Cf. mod.F. athlotht'te] The awarder of prizes,

judge, or steward in the public games.
1850 LKITCH dialler's Anc, A rt $ 425 A female flute-player

. .before an athlothete.

At-liO'ld, v. Obs. Also 2-$ et-hold; for in-

flexions, see HOLD v.
[f.

AT- pref.- + HOLD v. ; in

OK. ofthcaldan. Cf. G. enthalten, Du. &nthouden^\
1. trans. To withhold, keep back" (something).
< 885 K. ,-EI.FRED Gregory s Past. xlix. 377 O55e *if h \velc

folc bi3 mid hungre geswenced, & hwa his hwaete gehyt &
odhielt. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 91 Heo waldcn sum of heore
ehte etholdan t>am apostlan. 1205 LAV. 12483 Ofte }e us

habbeSat-haldenpat gauel. f 1300 Reket 1749 Seint Thomas
athuld the lettre.

2. To detain, restrain (a person).
i 1230 Ancr. R. 374 Bltternesse of bisse Hue . . ethalt ham

uiom blisse. c 1314 Guy ll-'arw. 60 He gan to . . wepe with
his eyghen therfore. He him might no lenge at held.

3. To keep (a thing) in one's possession, to retain.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 63 pat we ne athelde none [synne]
on ure heorte. 1:1230 Ancr. R. 286 God haueS etholden to
him sulf . . wur8schipe it wreche. c 1330 i'lorice $ Bl. 367
'1'hou shall. .Thi golde cop with be at holde.

4. To keep, retain (a person) in attendance,
(laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 123 Code menisshe . . he [God] un-

derstant and mid him athalt. 1297 R. GLOIX. 124 po kyng of

hys men at huhl wuche he wolde. ciyysArth. fy Mt'rl. 618
This clerkes. .With the king weren at held.

5. To keep in existence, maintain, preserve.
< 1220 /fali Meid. 13 And ibis world .. athalt hire burSe

ilicnesse of heuenliche cunde. 1250 LAV. 769 Somme he
sluh, somme he bond, pe beste he cwic at-heold.

6. To keep in consideration, observe, give heed to.

(1175 Lamb. Horn. 47 peobe ihereS godes weordes and heom
nthaid e6. c 1250 Oivl <y Xiglit. 392 The ni^tingale in hire

tho^te At-hold al this. ^1275 Passion Our Lord 364 in

O. I-'.. Afisr. 47 I-here^ myne word, And heo wel atholdeb.

7. To lay fast hold of, put under arrest.

ti 1230 St. Juliana 41 Ich hit am bat sum chearre wes burh
be wise Salomon ethalden \i'.r. feste bitunet]. c 1275 Passion
Our tfnr*535 in O. E. Mite. 52 Nu wolden heo [^>e gywesl
hyne at-holden bat scop alle bing,

At home, at-home (.setih^i-m), advb.phr. and
sb. Also i set hdm, 3 atom. [See AT and HOME.]
A. advb. phr.

1. At one's home, in one's own house.
a 1000 Beffivulf 2500 Ge a;t ham ge on her^e. c 1225 St.

MargaretC 180 pe were betere habln: bileued atom. 1483
CAXTON G. de la Tour E j b, Ryote and nuyse shalle all

day be at home. 1711 STEKLE Sped. No. 24 p 6 The Mis-
fortune of never finding one another at home. 1840 DICKENS
Old C. Slwp vi, There was only Mrs. Quilp at home.
b. Prepared to receive visitors, accessible to callers.

1829 WARREN' Diary Physic, xix, The servant brought up
the cards of several of his late colleagues.

* Not at home,
sirrah ! Harkee ill ill,' thundered his master. 1880 Etig.
ofGoodSoc. 103 In the country a bride's first appearance in

church is taken as a sign that she is 'At home.' 1883 J.
HATTON in Harper's Mag, Nov. 830/2 The President makes
it a point to be 'at home' on Sunday afternoons.

2. (As opposed to ABROAD) : a. In one's imme-
diate neighbourhood, near at hand. b. In one's

own country.
, 885 K. ALFRED (9n7j. i. x. 3Oberaethambeonheoralond

tohealdanne. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///,i.i. 134 Nonewessobad
abroad as this at home. 1884 Daily AV?w 5 Feb. 4/8 Every-
thing . . done by the Government at home and abroad.
3. At ease, as if in one's own home. Hence Jig.

Thoroughly familiar or conversant with, wen-
practised in. Hence also At-homeish,-ly, -ness,
at-home-ness, etc.

1840 DICKENS OldC. Shop vi, That kind of acting had been
rendered familiar to him by long practice, and he was quite
at home in it. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. 1. 365 They never
felt themselves at home in our island. Mod. His genial
manner made me feel quite at home with him. 1843 LEVKK
y. fUnion 1. 135 Whose, .indescribable air of at-homeishness
bespoke them as the friends of the family. 1880 Dimple-
thorpc II. 66 What an air of at-home-ne^ there was about
her.

B. sb. A reception of visitors, for whose enter-

tainment the host or hostess, or both, have an-
nounced that they will be 'At home *

during certain

hours, in the course of which the visitors may call

and leave as they please.

1745 H. WALPOLE Lett. G. Montagu 12 Lady Granville,
and the dowager Stratford have their At-home's, and amass

company. 1883 J. HATTON' in Harper's Mag, Nov. 844/2

Among t he notable *
at homes

'

t

at Mr. Alma-Tadema's
'of London, .are the Tuesdays

Athort, .Sc. form of ATHWART.
A-three

;
in three : see A prcp^- n.

1297 K. (ILOUC. 437 Henry hys ost abre delde.

A-th.rill(,aJ>rH), advb.phr. [A/ngU+
In a thrill, thrilling.

1879 ( 'orn/t. Mag. May, Snsannai, Hedges seem trembling
with life, .the whole place is athrill. 1881 K. AKNOI.N hid.

J'oftry 101 Then Jymul's supple fingers .. Set athrill the

saddest wire of all the six.

Athrist, -ust, athurst, obs. forms of ATHIRST.

t Athroa't, v. Obs. rare- 1

. \t.\-pref. I or (>)

+ THROAT /.]
To throttle, strangle.

(.1400 Tfst.Lin'cu. 1 1 5601 284 b/z If thou wolt algateswyth
superiluitie of riches be athroted.

A-throb vabr^-b), advb. phr. [A /;r/.l +

THKOH.] Throbbing.
1857 MKS. BROWNING Anr. Leigh v. 175 That blue vein

athrob on Mahomet's brow. 1882 SVVINBI KNK Tristr. Lyon.
70 One heart on flame, Athrob with love anil wonder.

A-throng (a]>r^rj), advb. phr. [A prepl +

THKOM;.] In a throng ; thronged, crowded.
i 1300 A". Alis. 3409 Alle weore dryven at h rang. 1881

PALGRAYI: / 'is. Lug. 83 A mazy forest, .a-throng with ruddy
limbs.

t Athry'sm, athru'sem, v. Obs. [OK.
afiry$\e}tnian} f. \-prcf. i -\-prysinian to suffocate.

{Athrusm had Fr. n (ij] : the mod. form would
be athrisfn.~]\ To suffocate, stifle, choke, kill.

('885 K. -.-Ei-FKED Oros. \. iv. 3 Hi bine on his bedde
unnoredan and abrysemodon. cizzoSai'-'Sfs Warde \s\Cott.

Horn. 251 Kuch abrusmeft ooer. n3O Ancr. R. 40 pine
brihte blissful sune bet tc (lyus wenden vorto abrusemen.

Athum, earlier f. OTHEM, Ol>s.
t
son-in-law.

t A-thus-gate, //"'. Obs. [SeeA//v/.l] In

this way, thus.

1*1460 To'vneley Myst. 23^ Stemmate regali, kyng athus*

gate me of Pila. . I am ordand to reyn upon Juda.
Athwart ^abw^ut), adv. and prep. Also 6

athirt, 7 athawart, atwart. Sc. 6 athourt, -rcht,

6-9 athort. [f.
A prcp^ + THWAKT ; the latter was

in earlier use as an adv.; a-thuwrt was formed like

about) across, and other adverbs in a-
;
there was

also an early OVERTHWABT.]
A. adv.

1. Across from side to side, transversely ; usually.
but not necessarily, in an oblique direction.
1611 COHVAT Crudities 294 Yron beanies that come athwart

or acrosse from one side to the other. 1646 SIK T. UKOWNK
Pseud. Ep. 333 The Asse having, .a crosse made by a black
list down his back, and another athwart, or at right angles
down his shoulders. 1702 W. J. Brnyn's I'oy. Levant xxxvi.

140 All these stones are laid a-thwart over the breadth of the
chamber. 1879 TENNYSON Lover s T. 10 The cloud, .sweeps
athwart in storms.

b. Naut. From side to side of a ship.
1762-9 FALCONER Ship^vr. n. 174 The fore-sail right athwart

they brace. 1858 in Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 317 A .. frame-

work, extending fore and aft and athwart.

t 2. Across in vatious directions, about- {North-
ern', still in Scotch )

(1500 Partenay 169 Thorught the wodes went, athirt

trauersing. a 1662 IJAILLIE Lett.(iTj$\ I. S$ijAM.> There
goes a speech athort . . dissuading the king from war with us.

3. Across the course (of anything), so as to thwart
or oppose progress.
1594 CAREW Huarte's Exam. Wits x. (1596) 145 If natuie

. .haue no impediment cast athwart to stop her. 1790 Cow-
i'ER Iliad'm. 91 And with his spear Advanced athwart push'd
back the Trojan van.

4. fig. In opposition to the proper or expected
course

; crosswise, perversely, awry.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II', i. i. 36 All athwart there came A

Post from Wales, loaden with heauy Newes. 1603 Meas.
for J/. i. iii. 30 And quite athwart Goes all decorum. 1876
MORKIS Sigurd m. 213 Turned the steadfast athwart.

5. In the form of a cross, crosswise. (Obs. rare.

1607 ScJiol. Disc. <igst.Antichr.i.i\i. 154 They clappc their
armes athwarte, to expresse a crosse,

B. prep, [the adv. with object expressed.]
1. From side to side of, transversely over, across :

a. of motion.

4-1470 HENRY Wallace in Masson 3 Cent. F.ng. Poet. 114 A
lockl.V bar was drawn athwart the door. 1513 75 Dinrn. Oc-
cnrr. 118331 323 The fisches wes blawin athort the gait. 1623
LISLE MyricoK O. \ .V. T. 10 Moses then led them . . athwart
the red sea. 1712 POPE Rape Lock n. 82 The stars that shoot
athwart the night. 1846 KEBLE Lyra Innoc. (18731 ^4 A-
thwart the field, the rooks fly home.
b. of position or direction.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 135 Nor neuer lay his wreathed
arms athwart His lotting bosome. 1615 HKYWOOD Four
Prent. \. Wks. 1874 II. 240 Skarfe-hke these athwart my
breasts Tie weare. 1830 TENNYSON Mariana ii, She.,
glanced athwart the glooming flats.

1 2. Across in various directions, to and fro

over, all over. (Only in north. dial.; still in every
day use in Scotland as athort.}
1548 Compl. Scot. vi. 38 The borial blastis . . bed chatssit

the fragrant flureise. .far athourt the feildis. a 1662 BAILLIE
Lett. (17751 I. 32 (jAM.i Posts went forth athort the whole
country. [Mod. Sc. Lazy loons stravaguing athort the
kintrae.]

3. Nuut. Across or transversely to the course or

direction of. f Athwart the forefoot : (a cannon-
ball fired) across in front of a ship's bows, as a

signal for her to bring to. 7'o rtoi athwart : to

run into sidewise
; cf. A i b.

1693 LUTTRKM. Brief Kcl. III. 70 A French privateer.,
whom he run athawart and sunk him. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No.
2926/3 The Wind being Northerly. . with a great Swell and
strong Tide

;
The Krigats were obliged to Moor athwart it.

1793 SMKAIOX Edystone L, ^ 167 note, A vessel . .being laid

athwart the Jetty Head. 1865 DICKENS AJnt. J-'r. iii. 284
Athwart the steamer's bows.

4. Across the direction of, so as to meet or fall

in with
; henceyfj,

1
. into the notice or observation of.

1622 R. HAWKINS I'oy. S. Sea 232 If this Sparn>h shippe
should fall athwart his King's armado. 1642 Fri.M.k J/c/y

ff Prof, St. n. vi. 71 l>e nut proud if that chance to come
athwart thy seeing Mde, which meets with the blind side of

another. iSiyCoLERIDGE Poems 70 Ye sweep athwart my
Xa/e. 1849 ROBERTSON Serin. \. ii. 118661 34 The image ..

conies athwart his every thought.

5. Across the course of, so as to oppose.
1667 Mi i/i ON P. L. n. 683 That dar'st . . advance Thy mis-

created front athwart my way. 1748 SMUI.LI.T i Red. Rand.
iii. 11804) IO If

>"
ou come a-thwart me, 'ware-. 1860 MATKY

Phys. Geog. Sea v. 298 .Mountains which lie athwart the

course of the winds.

Q. fig- a. In opposition to.

1644 MILTON' Areop. lArb.i 39, I have seen this present
work, and finde nothing athwart the Caiholick faith. 1865
C \KI.VI.H Fredk. Ct. V. xiv. iii. 182 Honest to the bone, a-

thwart all her prejudices.

b. catachr. Through, across.
(i 1719 AniHsox (J.i Athwart the terrors that thy vow Ha-

planted round thee, thou appear'st more f;tir.

C. Corn l>. Athwart-hawse, phrase used of a

ship's position across the stem of another ship at

anchor
; hence prep. phr. athwart-hawse of ;

athwart-ship a., athwart-ships ai/z 1

., from side

to side of the ship; athwart-wise, athwart.

1709 Loud. Gnz. No. 4543 2 He . . laid her on Board under
her Boltsprit, directly athwart her Haw-e. i8i3Sonm.\
.\VAcw v. 150 Anchoring athwart-hawse of the ( )nent. 1718
Sii 1.1.1: Fish Pool 177 Two bulk-heads .. running athwart-

ships. 1879 W. WHNK in (.'asselCs Tedin, F.due. IV. 36^ i

An athwartship section of the lower part of a ship. 1868

HAWIHOKNK Amer, Xote-ltk. 11879' ^- 22 3 And now IK.--.

athwartwLse.

Athymy (cv]>imi . Path. [ad. Or. uOvpia, f.

a
jjriv. 4- OvpCs spirit.] Despondency, dejection.
1853 in MAYXE h'.i'p. Lt'.r.

Athyr, obs. form of EITHER and OTHKR.

Athyrsti.e, obs. form of ATHIKST.

-atic, suffix, forming adjs., (
= Fr. -atiquc\ ad. I..

-aticits, a particular case of the suffix -ic-us,
'

of,

of the kind of (see -ic\ appended to pa. ppl.
stems of verbs

;
as in erra-re to wander, crnit-um,

erratic- us of wandering nature, volatic-us of flying

kind, ven&tic-us of hunting kind
;

also used with

sbs. f e. g. aqua water, aqitdt-us watered, watery,

aquatic-us of watery kind, Asiatic~ust janatic n^

(JiJnittn temple ,.silz'atii-u$ (sifca wood i, unihra-

tic-us jtmbra shade). Thence also neuter sbs. as

viaticum ' what belongs to the way \.via}.' In late

L. and Romanic, the subst. use received great ex-

tension : it survives phonetically in the Fr. and Eng.
-AOK, in umbrage, vantage, breakage. The adjec-
tives in -atic, as aquatic, Asiatic, fanatic, lunatic,

lymphatic, are all of modern introduction
; they

are to be distinguished from words in which the

suffix is -ic only, as draniat-ic, hepat-ic, mitriat-ic,

pirat-ic, pncumat-ie, prelat-ic.

t Ati'ffe, z (

. Obs. rare. [} a. OF. atife-r (i- th c.

af/ffir) f. t} to + OF. tifcr to adorn, deck out,
trick out, perh. f. L.Ger. (Du.) tippen to cut the

ends of the hair, to trim, f. tip, TIP. (Burguy,
Diez.) In mod.F., attifcr is familiar, often rather

ironical, and said chiefly of dressing the head
;

cf.

Eng. titivate^\ To adorn, deck (the person).
,1230 Ancr. K. 420 pauh heo atiffe hire nis nout muchel

wonder. Ibid. 360 Let o3re atiffen hore Ixxli.

t Atrffement. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. prec. vb., or

a. OF. atifement (attiffement in Cotgr. 161 1) : see

-MK.NT.] Adornment, decoration.

1330 R. BKUNNK Chron. 152 A pauillon of honour, with
ricne atiffement.

t Ati'l, atylf
v. Obs. [a. OF. atillicr, cogn.

with Pr. atilhar, It. attittare, Sp. atihlar, atilar,

according to Diez : L. *adtitularet
f. ad\Q + titiihts

(a title, sign), in late L. and It. titoh a prick, a

point, the dot of OT /, Sp. tilde a little prick, the

mark over n, a jot, a TITTLE. Hence, the primary
idea was ' to finish to a t, to the last tittle.

1

In

1 7th c. FY. attiler and attifer were synonymous :

'

to deck, prank, trick, trim, adorn,' Cotgr.]
To deck out, dress, equip, arm completely.
1297 R. GLOI c. 184 To bys batayle hii come . . atyled wel

ynou. Ibid. 525 Richard the marschal Vpe is stede iarmed
is & atiled thoru out al.

2. refl. To address or apply oneself. (So OF.
s'atillier <i)

1297 R, OLOUC. 191 J>e kny^tes atyled hem aboute in eche

syde In feldes and in medys to preue her Lachelerye.



ATIL.

t A'til, a-tyl, sb. Obs. [a. OF. alii, atyl, f.

alitlier : see prcc.J Equipment, gear.
1297 K. GLOUC. 102 Schippes and here atyl. //>;';/. 349 He

her IK croune, & huld |>e deys, myd o|>er atyl also.

-atile, suffix forming adjs. (
= mod.F. -a/i/c), ad.

L. -iitilis, consisting of the suffix -His (see -II.E)

'denoting possibility and quality,' appended to ppl.
stems in -ill- of verbs in -are, as in volatus flying,
volatilis used to

fly, Kng. volatile : also with sbs.

as aijiiiililis, ling, a</uatile, flnviatilc, umbra/He,
all of modern introduction, and nearly synonymous
with those in -ATIC.

A-tilt (ati-lt), aJvli. phr. [A /;<-/.' (in sense 2,

perh. AT) -t- TILT.]
1. Tilted up, set on tilt, in such a position that

it is just ready to fall over. Alsoyfy.
1562 J. HKYWOOD f'rtr:'. $ Kpigr. (1867) 194 We apply the

spigot, till tubbe stande a tilte. 1735 POPE Donne Sat. iv.

176 In that nice moment, as another lye Stood just a-tilt.

1881 PAVN Grapefr. Thorn xiv, Sitting with his chair atilt.

2. In phr. 'J'o run (or ri'i/e) a-til! : i.e. in an en-
counter on horseback with the thrust of a lance.

Now usuallyyff. of controversial encounters. Const.

at, with,against. [The origin of a- is here uncertain.]
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. I'J, in. ii. 51 lireake a Launce, and

runne a-Tilt at Oeath. 1608 2</ rt. Def. Reas. Refits.
Subscript. 52 [HeJ taketh heart to run at Tilt a fresh. 1702
S. PAKKKR Tally's De Fin. 31 Impetuously as they run atilt

against other people. 1862 SIR H. TAYLOR St. Clem. K-v
in. Hi. Wks. 1864 III. 149 He rode a-tilt and smote the scaly
Dragon. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. V. Iv. 94 A paper in de-
fense of queen Mary's honour, in which he ran atilt with
Buchanan,

Atiniy (artimi). [-id. Gr. dn^ia, f. driftas dis-

honoured, f. <i priv. + rifir; honour.] Public dis-

grace ; spec, deprivation of civil rights. (A trans-

ference of the Greek word, in its technical sense.)
1847 GROTK Greece n. xi. III. 134 Those who had been

condemned by the archons to atimy tcivii disfranchisement .

A-tingle (ati-njj'l), atlvb phr. [A prepl +
TI.\(;LK.] Tingling.
1855 BROWNING Men fy H'oni. I. 27 Till the stalks of it

seem a-tingle.

-ation (-i
7i
'j3n), the particular form of the com-

pound suffix -T-ION (-s-iati. -x-ion), which forms
nouns of action from L. pples. in -at-ns of vbs. in

-are, Fr. vbs. in -er, and their English representa-
tives. As mentioned under -TION (q.v.), the living
form of L. -iitiim-eni in OP. was -aisjtn, -eisun,
whence ME. -aisun, -cisnn, -esun, mod. -eason,
-ison

; cf. ration-cm, reisun, REASON
; oration-em,

iireisun, ORISON. All F. words in -ation (OF.
-acntn, ME. -aciun, -acioun, -acyon] were of later

anil literary introduction from Latin, though many
of them already existed before the earliest intro-

duction of F. words into English, where, in theo-

logical writings, passinn occurs (-1175, and sauva-
ciun (-1225. In French, vbs. in -er: L. -iire, far

outnumber all others ; they also constitute the

type on which all recent verbs are formed
; hence,

nouns in -ation exceed in number not only the early
words in -sun, -fiin, -SSH/I, but all the other forms
of -tion. In English, they number more than 1500
in modern use ; the obsolete examples amount to

several hundred more : see, within a few pages,
apostrophation, apparation, appendicatitm, appre-
calion, appunctuatwn, aquation, argutation, ario-

lation, artation, asperation, aspcrnation, association,
asscciira/ion, assedation, assemblation. A few have
no accompanying verb in English use, e.g. constel-

lation, duration, lunation, negation, oration, ova-
tion ; the great majority have a verb in -ate, e. g.
cre-ate, -a/ion, moder-ate, -ation, satitr-ate, -ation ;
some are formed on Gr. vbs. in -IZK (of which the
L. was, or would be, -Jzare, Fr. -iser), or their

imitations, e.g. organize, -ation, civilize, -ation:
the remainder have a vb. without suffix, derived

through Fr.. either with or without modification ;

e.g. modi-fy, -fication, appl-y, -ication, publ-isli,
-ication, prove, probation ; alter-ation, caus-ation,
cit-ation, commend-ation, consiilt-ation, embark-
ation, fix-ation, form-ation, not-ation, plant-ation,
quot-ation, tax-ation, tcmpt-ation, vex-ation, visit-

ation. To the mere English speaker the latter

have the effect of being formed^iimediately on the

Eng. verbs alter, cause, embark~fix, plant, tax, vex,
visit, etc. ; and -ation thus assumes the character
of a living Eng. suffix. Hence, it comes to be

applied to verbs not of Fr. origin, as in starvation,

Jlirt-ation, bother-ation, backward-ation. For the

meaning, see -TION
; words in which -ation is, or

seems to be, merely added to the verb, are synonym-
ous with the verbal substantive in -ing; already
in 1 7th c. the use of vexation, visitation, etc. in-

stead of vexing, visiting, etc. (flirtation, starvation
had not yet been heard of) was ridiculed thus :

1638 RANDOLPH Amyntas i. iii. 32 Thestylis. But what

53G

languages doe they speake, servant' Mofsns. Several lan-

guages, as L'awation, Chirpation, Hootation, Whistleation,
Crowation, Cackleatiou, Shrickali.-i], Hissation. Tin-. And
Fooleation !

A-tiptoe (ati-ptiTu), aih'b. phr. [see A/n/.'J
On tiptoe, on the tips of one's toes (either to raise

oneself higher, or to move about noiselessly).
1576 R. Scoi Hop Garti.^j They must stand longwyse, as

it were a tiptoe. 1647 R. STAI-VLTON 7fVMa/gB She sure
must stand a-tiptofora kisse. 1751 S.MOLI.KTT /Vr. Pic. Ixxxi,
133 He stood a tiptoe to view himself in the glass. 1868 (H.O.
Kl.ioi Sp. Gi/sy 224 Moving a-tiptoe, silent as the Klves.

t Ati re, v. Obs. [OE ateon'an, f. A- pref. \

+ /corian to TIHE.] To become weary, cease, fail.

.1000 /V. ^Spl.i xi. i (Bosw.l Ateorode halij. rtzoo T>-in.

Coll. Hoiti. 29 Vnwre.ste bu best Jef pu wreche ne secst . .

}ief mihte be ne atiered.

-atiye, ad. F.
-atif, -alive, L. -ativits, consisting

of adj. suffix -Ti'iis (see -IVE) appended to ppl.
stems in -at- of vbs. in -are, e. g. demonstrarf to

point out, demonstriit-iviis 'having the attribute or

habit of pointing out, tending to point out.' Only
a few were used in Latin, but the analogy is ex-

tensively followed in the modem languages. In
the majority of instances, as in demonstrate, demon-

strative, adjs. in -alive belong to vbs. in -ate
; cases

like represent, -alive, affirm, -ativc, figure, figur-
ative, in which the Eng. vb. represents (through Fr.)
the present stem of the Latin, have afforded a formal

analogy for talk, talk-ative.

A few adjs. of this class are moreover formed

directly from sbs. in -TY, as if from an intervening
verb in -tate, which does not exist; e.g. AUTHORITY,
(*authoritate), authoritative ; so qualitative, quan-
titative.

Atlantad (dMre-ntad), attv Phys. [f. as next
+ -ad, taken as advb termination (? after Gr. -St

towards).] Towards the atlas (vertebra); towards

I

the upper part of the body.
1825 J. LIZAKS E.vtr. Dis. Ovaria 15 The intestines . .were

pushed atlantad and dorsad, or upwards and backwards.

Atlanta! (*tUe-ntal), a. I'hys. [f. Gr. drAwr-,
stem of arAas (see ATLAS sb.1] -f -AL 1

.]
Of or be-

longing to the atlas
; also used by some for : Of

or belonging to the upper part of the body.
1803 l-.din. Rev. III. 105 Dr. Barclay therefore proposes

i
the words atlantal and sacral instead of superior and ;';;-

\ ferior. 1839 TODU Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. III. 245/1 The
j

atlautal portion of the body. 1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ.
&. Org. Nat. I. 197 The atlantal neurapophyses.

Atlantean (.a-tli-nt/'an), a.
[f.

L. Atlanle-iis,
f. Atlant- : see prec. and -EAN.] Pertaining to, or

having the supporting strength of, Atlas.

1667 MILTON /'. L. n. 306 With Atlantean shoulders fit to
bear Theweight of mightiest Monarchies. 1863 MRS. C.
CI.AHKE Shahs. Char. iv. 100 The mainspring and Atlantean
support of the entire structure.

II Atlantes (a-tla.-nt/"z), sb. pi. Arch. [L.. a. Gr.

"ArAairfs, pi. of "ArAas : see ATI.A.S rf. 1
] Figures

or half-figures of men used instead of columns to

support an entablature.

1706 in PHILLIPS. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 25/1 The Atlantes
of this temple [of Jupiter Olympius, at Agrigentum] were

twenty-five feet high.

Atlantic (a-tlx-ntik), a. and sb. Also (4 ath-

lant), 7 athlantioke, atlanticke, 7-8 -ick. [ad.
L. Atlanticus, a. Gr. 'ArAarriKus, f. 'ArAai'r-: see
ATLAS sA.1 and -ic.] A. ad}.
1. Of or pertaining to Mount Atlas in Libya, on

which the heavens were fabled to rest. Hence
applied to the sea near the western shore of Africa,
and afterwards extended to the whole ocean lying
between Europe and Africa on the east and Ame-
rica on the west.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 51 This river (Guadiana] . . falleth

into the Spanish Atlantick Ocean. 1626 COCKERAM, Ath-
lanticlte Sea, is the Mediterranean, or a part thereof. 1732
LEDIARD Sethos II. 4 The Phoenicians .. pass'd .. into the

Hesperian or Atlantick ocean. 1878 HUXLEV Physiogr. 178
The southern part of the Atlantic basin.

b. fig. Far-reaching, distant; transf. in U.S.:
Eastern.

1650 H. MORF. Enthus. Tri., etc. (1656) 112 Which no man
were able to smell out, unlesse his nose were as Atlantick as

your rauming and reaching fancy. 1790 BL-RKE J-'r. Km.
Wks. V. 430 Mr. Bailly will sooner thaw the eternal ice
of his atlantick regions, than restore the central heat to
Paris. 1800 WEEMS Washington (1877) 163 Northern and
southern atlantic and western.

T 2.= ATLANTEAN. Obs.

1631 BRATHWAIT Whimsies 139 His Atlanticke shoulders
are nis supporters. 1652 L. S. People 's Liberty \\. n Neither
can one man . . be so Atlantick, as to bear upon his shoulders
the government of the Universe.

t 3. Of the nature or size of an atlas ; atlas-like.

1768 JOHNSON in Bemvll \-iAy) II. 539 The maps, .fill two
Atlantic folios.

B. sb. The Atlantic ocean ; also fig. [For the

I4th c. athlante, cf. F. at/ante, Atlas, also inhabit-

ant of the mythic Atlantis (an island placed by the
Greeks in the far West).]
1387 TRF.VISA Higiift: Rolls Ser. I. 53 J>e see of occean of

athlant [oceanns A tlanticns\. a 1711 KEN Hymnptheo \Vks.

1721 III. 331 Down on the Eartn it in Atlanticks rain'd.

ATLIE.

i 1865 MASSON Rec. Brit. Philos. iv. 388
'

Feelings' or '

phz-
iiomena of feeling* is an indiscriminate Atlantic of a phrase.
Atlanto- (a'tlixrmo), comb, form of ATLAS */>.!

( in the physiological sense), as in atlanto-axial. etc.

1839 Tonu Cycl. Anat. 4- I'hys. III. 457/1 The atlanto-

occipital articulation. 1881 MIVART Cat 55 The ventral
atlanto-axial ligament connects the ventral arch of the atlas
with the centrum of the axis.

Atlas (.re-tlas), j/'.l PI. atlases, [a. L. Alias,
-an/cm, a. Gr. "ArAas, -avra ; name of one of the
older family of gods, who was supposed to hold

up the pillars of the universe, and also of the
mountain in Libya that was regarded as supporting
the heavens. Ilcnce the various

fig. uses.]
1. One who supports or sustains a great burden

;

a chief supporter, a mainstay.
1589 NASIIK in 1,'reene's Mena'fh. Ded. (Arb.) 17, I dare

commend him to all that know him, as. .the Atlas of Poetrie.
1618 BameOfld's Afwl. C iv b, You . . make your selfe the

Atlas, and sustainer of the whole state of Holland. 1883 M.
HOWI.AND iu Harper's Mag. Mar. 598/1 We brokers are
the Atlases that bear the world upon our .shoulders.

b. Arch, i See ATLANTES.)
2. Pliys. The first or uppermost cervical^vertebra,

which supports the skull, T>cing articulated above
with the occipital bone. (So in Gr.)
169977;;?. Trans. XXI. 180 The Union by the Atlas, is

not so firm and compact as in the other Vertebra?. 1842
E. WILSON Anat. I 'aiic M. 9 The Atlas is a simple ring of

I>one, without body, and composed of arches and processes.
3. A collection of maps in a volume. [This use

of the word is s'aid to be derived from a represent-
ation of Atlas supporting the heavens placed as a

frontispiece to early works of this kind, and to have
been first used by Mercator in the idthc.]
1636 1 title) Atlas ; or a Geographic Description ofthe World,

by Gerard Mercator and John Hondt. 1641 EVEI.VN Mem.
11857) I. 28 Visited the famous Hondius and Bleaw's shop,
to buy some maps, atlasses, etc. 1729 FLAMSTKED (title)

Atlas Ccelestis. 1812 WOODHOUSE Astron. ix. 63 Celestial
Atlases also, or maps of the Heavens.
4. A similar volume containing illustrative plates,

large engravings, etc., or the conspectus of any
subject arranged in tabular form ; e.g. 'an atlas of

anatomical plates,'
' an ethnographical atlas.'

1875 FuKTNL'M Maiolica vi. 53 The details of all these
methods are illustrated on the 3rd table of his atlas of plates.
5. A large square folio resembling a volume of

maps ; also called atlas-folio.
6. A large size of drawing-paper.
1712 Act 10 Anne in Land. Gaz. No. 5018/3 For all Paper

called Atlas fine ids. per Ream, Atlas ordinary &!. 1879
.Sro.N ll'orkslwp Rec. i, Atlas, 33 x 26 inches.

7. Comb, or At/rib., as Atlas beetle, a gigantic
olive-green lamellicorn beetle (C/ialcosoma Atlas'),
found in the East : Atlas-like a. (or adv.}, like, or
after the manner of, Atlas

;
Atlas moth \Saturnia

Atlas), a very large foreign moth.
n 1649 DRI.-MM. OF HAHTH. tt'ks. (1711) 3/2 That Atlas-like

it seem'd the heaven they beared. 1868 WOOD Homes
-Mitlmit //. xiv. 280 That magnificent insect the Atlas Moth.

Atlas (a-tlas), sb.- arch, or Obs. [a. (ultimately)
Arab. yJLW atlas 'smooth, bare,' thence 'smooth
silk cloth,' f. talasa to nib smooth, delete. Cf. in

same sense It. rasa shaved, satin. Also in G. atlas

satin.] A silk-satin manufactured in the East.

1687 Lmitt. Gaz. No. 2273/7 Atlasses 549 pieces. 1706 T.
BAKBB Tnttl<r. Walks i. i, Fat city-ladies with tawdry at-

lasses. 1:1710 in J. Ashton Sac. Life Keifn Q. Anne 11882!
1. 167 One Purple and Gold Atlas Gown. 1706 J. H. GROSE
/ 'ay. E. Indies (17721 I. 117 Their Atlasses or satin flowered
with gold and silver.

Atlas (a-tlas), v.
[f. ATLAS rf.1 ] trans. To

support after the manner of Atlas : a. to prop up ;

b. to carry on one's shoulder or head.

1593 NASHE Christes T. (16131 121 To ouerthrow both thy
cause and my credite at once, by ouer-Atlassing mine in-

uention. 1859 All Y. Round No. 35. 203 An Armenian,
aliasing a square coop of some forty barn-door fowls.

Atlasite (ortlasait). Min.
[f. ATLAS sb.- ; given

in Ger. in 1865.] An ore of vitreous or silky lustre,

consisting of carbonate, with a little chloride, of

copper, which is perhaps a mixture of AZURITE and
ATACAMITE. (Dana.)
Atle, var. ETTLE v. Obs. to intend, puqjose.
t Atlea'd, v. Obs. [OE. xtlxdan (cf. earlier

ojtlxdan), f. A.i-prcf? + line/an to LEAD.] trans. To
lead or take away (with dal. = from).
a 1000 Ags. Ps. cxxxv. ii He Israhelas ealle odlidde of

jtgyptum. c 1000 jEi.FRtc Gen. xxxi. 26 Daet 8u a.-tlddest
me mine duhtra. 1205 LAV. 3200 J>at Leir kinge hire faeder

heo him wold atleden. 1250 Ibid. 4654 pat Brenne wolde . .

mi leofman me at-leade.

t Atle't, v. Obs. Also 2-3 etlet. [f. \l-pref.
2

+ LET, OE. lietan ; cogn with G. cntlassen, OHG.
in/la^an, Du. ontlaten] trans. To let away, let

go from consideration : hence, a. to neglect, dis-

regard ;
b. to remit, pardon.

r 1200 Moral Ode 257 in Lamb. Hom. 175 J>et oSer monnes
wif lof

'

his ajen et-lete. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 69 Edie ben
alle pot be here giltes ben atleten.

t Atlie', v. Obs. For forms, see LIE v.1 [OE.
ytlicgan, f. AT- fref.* + licgan to LIE.] intr. To
lie idle or fallow (with Jat. = from).



AT-LOW.

c 1000 ^LFRIC Gram. Pref., pa;t godes feoh ne aetlic^e.

,1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 161 Atlai ]>at lond unwend, and
bicam waste. Ibid., pat londe, bat is longe tiloe atleien.

A'tlo-, atloi-do, comb, forms of ATLAS, formed

on imperfect analogy: see ATLANTO-. Atloide'an a.

(similarly formed) = ATLANTAL.
1840 G. ELLIS Anat. 275 A posterior atlo-axoid ligament

. .The ligaments, which connect the arch of the atlas to the

occipital bone, are named occipito-atloidean. 1857 BULLOCK
Cazeaux's Midiuif. 223 The atloido-axoid articulation.

f At-low, advb. phr. Obs. rare-', [app. f. on

analogy of atfore, before ]
Below.

; 1460 Tcntmeley Myst. 133 Othere lord is none atlowe,
Bothe man and beest to hym shalle bowe.

t Atltrtien, v. Obs. Also 3 eti-. [OE. xi-

liitian, f. A.T- pref.l+littiaii : see LOUT v.] intr.

To hide away, lurk, escape notice.

< 1000 Jf.l.fKic Judges iv. t8. i- 1230 Ancr. R. 316 ?if her

out etluteo. Ibid. 400
' Non est qui se abschontlat a calore

ejus :' nis non bet muwe etlutien bet heo ne mot him luuien.

Atmidometer (retmiclfntiAa.!). [f.
Gr. ar^is,

-i6- vapour -t- uirpov measure : see -(o)METER.] =

ATMOMETER. 1830 in Edln. Encycl.

Atmology (setnylodji). J'hysifs. [f. Gr. AT-

uv-s vapour: see -(o)LO :Y.] That branch of science

which treats of the laws and phenomena of aqueous

vapour. Atmo'lojrist, one skilled in, or a pro-
fessed student of, atmology (in Webster 1864).

Atmological (setmoV'd^ikal), a., of or pertaining
to atmology.
1837 WHF.WELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 255 An atmo.

logical doctrine by Watt. Ibid. II. 378 These we may in-

clude under the term Atmology.

Atmolysis (tfctmjrlisis). Physics, [f.
Gr. dV^d-r

vapour + AUO-IS setting free, release ; cf. analysis.']

The (partial) separation of gases or vapours of un-

equal diffusibility. Atmolyse, -ze (se'tmabiz) [cf.

analyse], to perform atmolysis. A'tmolyser, -zer,

an instrument for effecting it.

1866 T. GRAHAM Absorpt. Gases i The agency of atmolysis
is therefore very limited in parting the oxygen and nitrogen
of atmospheric air. 1876 Catal. Sci. App. S. Kens. 344

Atmolyser, an instrument for the separation of gases by dif-

fusion, .through a porous septum.

Atmometer (xtmpmitai). Physics, [f. Gr.

O.T/JLU-S vapour +^irpov measure: see -METEK.] An
instrument for determining the amount of evapora-
tion from a moist surface in a given time.

1815 Edin. Rev. XXIV. 348 Mr. Leslie has invented another

instrument which . . he has named the Atmometer. 1878
HUXLEY Physiogr. 69 Meteorologists occasionally measure

the rapidity of evaporation by means of. . atmometers.

Atmosphere (wtmet.i), sb. Also 7-sphsere,

-sphear. [ad. mod.L. atmosphsera, f. Gr. dr^o-s

vapour + atyaipa ball, sphere.]
1. a. The spheroidal gaseous envelope surround-

ing any of the heavenly bodies, b. esp. The mass

of aeriform fluid surrounding the earth ;
the whole

body of terrestrial air.

The name was invented for the ring or orb of vapour or
'

vaporous air
'

supposed to be exhaled from the body of a

planet, and so to be part of it, which the air itself was not

considered to be ; it was extended to the portion of sur-

rounding air occupied by this, or supposed to be in any

way 'within the sphere of the activity' of the planet

(Phillips 1696); and finally, with th progress of science, to

the supposed limited aeriform environment of the earth or

other planetary or stellar body. (It is curious that the first

mention of an atmosphere is in connexion with the Moon,
now believed to have none.)

1638 WII.KINS New World I. x. (1707) 76 There is an Atmo-

sphsera, or an Orb of Gross, Vaporous Air immediately en-

compassing the Body of the Moon. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh.

4 That subtile Body that immediately incompasses the

Karth, and is filled with all manner of exhalations, and

from thence commonly known by the name of the Atmo-

sphere. 1692 BENTI.EY Boyle Lect. 208 The sun and planets

and their atmospheres. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Among
some of the more accurate writers, the atmosphere is re-

strained to that part of the air next the earth, which re-

ceives vapours and exhalations ;
and is terminated by the

refraction of the sun's light. 1867 E. DENISON Astron.

without Math. 56 The earth's atmosphere decreases so

rapidly in density, that half its mass is within 3$ miles above

the sea ; and at 80 miles high there can be practically no

atmosphere. 1881 STOKES in Nature No. 625. 597 In the

solar atmosphere there is a cooling from above.

2. transf. A gaseous envelope surrounding any
substance.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 431 Thus we speak of the

atmosphere of oxygen which spongy platinum attracts to

its surface, or of the reduction of a metal in an atmosphere
of hydrogen. 1876 TAIT Kef. Ad-.: Phys. Sc. xiii. 321, I shall

simply put this atmosphere of coal gas . . outside the bulb.

3. t a.. A supposed outer envelope of effective in-

fluence surrounding various bodies ; esp. Electrical

Atmosphere, that surrounding electrified bodies

:
obs.). b. Magnetic Atmosphere, the sphere within

which the attractive force of the magnet acts.

1668 Phil. Trans. III. 851 Notes and Trials about the

Atmospheres of Consistent Bodies. 1727-51: CHAMBERS Cycl.,

Atmosphere of Solid or Consistent Bodies, is a kind of

sphere formed by the effluvia, or minute corpuscles, emitted

from them. 1750 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 228 The
additional quantity [of electrical fluid] does not enter, but

forms an electrical atmosphere.

4.7%-. Surrounding mental or moral element,

environment.

VOL. I.
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1797-1803 FOSTER in Lift Pf Corr. (18461 I. 163 An exten-

sive atmosphere of Consciousness. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth
ii. (1878)36 He lives in a perfect atmosphere of strife, blood,
and quarrels. 1859 M ILL L iberty 1 16 Genius can only breathe

freely in an atmosphere of freedom.

5. The air in any particular place, esp. as affected

in its condition by heat, cold, purifying or con-

taminating influences, etc. ;
= AIR sb. 4.

1767 FORDYCE Serm. Yng. Worn. I. vi. 239 The suffocating

atmosphere of . . a small apartment. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr.

$ It. jfrnls. I. 126 No amount of blaze would raise the at-

mosphere of the room ten degrees.

6. A pressure of 15 Ibs. on the square inch, which
is that exerted by the atmosphere on the earth's

surface.

1830 LYELI. Princ. Geol. I. 396 Congealed under the pres-
sure of many hundred, or many thousand atmospheres. 1881

LUBBOCK in Nature No. 618. 411 Hydrogen was liquefied

by Pictet under a pressure of 650 atmospheres.
7. Comb. Atmosphereful sb. (cf. bucketful} ;

atmosphereless a., without an atmosphere.
1879 BLACK Macleod of D. xxiii, A whole atmosphereful

of pheasants. 1858 J. BENNET Nutrition iii. 75 Our cold

satellite, the atmosphereless moon.

A'tmosphere, v. [f. prec. sb.] To surround

like, or as with, an atmosphere.
1881 PALGRAVE / 'is. Kng. 197 The deep uneasy lurid gloom

That atmosphered usurping sway. 1882 W. C. SMITH in

Gd. Words 103 Hunter's religious convictions, .were atmo-

sphered in a fine spirit of reverence.

t Atmosphe'rial, a. Obs. [cf. aerial.']
= next.

1709 T. ROBINSON Nat. Hist. Westmorld. 9 Until the

atmospherial heat rarifies the nitrous part of the fog. 1728
EARBERY tr. Burnefs State of Dead II. 77 The .. Atmo-

spherial Air around us.

Atmospheric (artm^sfe'rik), a. [f. ATMO-
SPHERE sb. + -10

;
cf. Gr. a<paipixus.']

1. Of the nature of, or forming, the atmosphere.
1783 T. HENRY (title} Effects produced by various Pro-

cesses on Atmospheric Air. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea vi.

346 The earth itself, or the atmospheric envelope by which

it is surrounded.

2. Existing, taking place, or acting in the air.

1835 Penny Cycl. III. 36/2 The action of the sun and moon
must produce certain small atmospheric tides. 1872 BLACK
Adv. Phaeton xxi. 301 The wildest atmospheric effects be-

came visible. 1876 PAGE Advd. Text-bk. Geol. ii. 43 There

would have been, .greater atmospheric moisture.

3. Caused, produced, or worked by the action

of the atmosphere.
Atmospheric engine, a steam-engine in which the piston

was forced down by the pressure of the atmosphere, after the

condensation of the steam that caused it to rise. Atmo-

spheric line, the equilibrium line on the indicator-card of a

steam-engine. Atmospheric pressure, that exerted by the

atmosphere on the earth's surface, T4>7 (roughly 151 Ibs. to

the square inch. Atmospheric railway, one worked by the

propulsive force of compressed air or by the formation of a

vacuum ; a pneumatic railway.
1821 BL'RROWES Cycl. X. 229/2 The atmospheric engine of

Newcomen. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. viii. 118561 pi The
Polar glacier must be regarded as strictly atmospheric in its

increments.

Atmosphe-rical, a.
[f.

as prec. + -ICAI..]

1. = ATMOSPHERIC i. arch. ^Atmospherical air

was so called at first to distinguish it from other

gases also called air : see AIR sb. 2.)

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. n. 90 By Atmosphaerical Air, I

understand such as we constantly breathe and live in. 1816

FARADAY Exp. Res. i. 2 The atmospherical air being per-

fectly excluded.

2. = ATMOSPHERIC 2.

1666 BOYLE in Phil. Trans. I. 182 The Extent of the At-,

mospherical Changes. 1824 DICK Chr. Philos. 317 Hail,

rain, snow, dew, and other atmospherical phenomena.
3. = ATMOSPHERIC 3.

1661 BOYLE Spring ofAir \. iv. (1682) rr There is much of

the Atmospherical pressure if I may so speak, taken off.

1829 T. FORSTER (title} Illustrations of the Atmospherical

Origin of Epidemic Diseases.

4. Subject to atmospheric influences, rare.

1728 POPE Let. Swift in Swrift's Jl'ts. (1761) VIII. 85 If I

lived in Ireland, I fear the wet climate would endanger.,

my humour, and health ; I am so atmospherical a creature.

Atmosphe'lically.fl'rt'z'. [f. prec. + -LY*.] As

regards atmosphere or (Jig.) surrounding influence.

1871 Daily News 23 Jan., To-day, atmospherically, has

been . .dull. 1874 EMKRSON Ess. xvi. 210 A man should not

go where he cannot carry his whole sphere or circle with

him not bodily, .but atmospherically.

Atmospherology (se'tnufefiw^lSdji). [f.

ATMOSPHERE sb. : see -(O)LOOY.] Scientific inves-

tigation of the atmosphere, or a treatise upon it.

1859 WORCESTER cites BESWICK.

Ato, obsolete form of A-TWO.

Ato;en, pa. pple. of ATEE v. Obs.

t At-old, atlj. phr. Obs. Also at-eald. [f.
AT-

pref? + OLD ; a unique combination, of which the

prefix may be compared to OE. 118- in liSwita an
j

extra-wise man, a sage.] Too old.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hom'.i25 His [Zacharie's] woreldes.make
was teames atold, and unberinde. Ibid. 133 Two lif holi I

men. .be weren bo5e teames ateald.

II Atoll (at(rl, ce-tyl). In 7 atollon. [adoption
|

of the native name atollon, atoll, applied to the

Maldive Islands, which are typical examples of

this structure : prob.
= Mnlayalnm adal '

closing,

uniting' (Col. Yule).]

ATOM.

A coral island consisting of a ring-shaped ree<

enclosing a lagoon. Darwin's theory, now gene-

rally accepted, is that the lagoon occupies the

place of a submerged island.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. 1648 Every Atollon is separated
from others, and contaynes in itselfe a great multitude of

small Isles. . Each of these Atollons are muironed round with
a huge ledge of rocks. 1832 I.YICLL Print. Geol. II. 285 In

the centre of each atoll there is a lagoon from fifteen to

twenty fathoms deep. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. xii. (1873)

324 Such sunken islands are now marked by rings of coral

or atolls standing over them.

b. Comb, and Attrib.

184*! DARWIN Coral Reefs 107 An atoll-shaped bank of

dead rock. Ibid. 169 True atoll-structure. 1845 l-'oy.

Xat. xx. 468 The foundations, whence the atoll-building

corals sprang.

Atom (sc'tarrO. Forms : (4 attomus, atho-

mus, 6-7 atoraus,) 5-7 attome, 6-7 attorn, 6-S

atome, 7- atom. [a. F. a/ome, ad. L. atom-ns 'an

atom'; also 'the twinkling of an eye,' a. Gr.

QTo/i-oy, subst. use of aro/i-os, adj.
'

indivisible, f. d

priv. + -TO/I-OS
'

cut,' from strong stem of rin-v-uv
to cut. In ifith c. chiefly used in the I-. and (jr.

forms atom-its, atom-os, with pi. atouii. About
1600 the F. form atome 'acme into general use, and

was at length anglicized to atom.~\
I. In philosophical and scientific use.

1. A hypothetical body, so infinitely small as to

be incapable of further division ;
and thus held to

be one of the ultimate particles of matter, by the

concourse of which, according to Leucippus and

Democritus, the universe was formed.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. (in Ashm. 1652) v. 79 Resolving
in Attomes [the 15th c. form is uncertain : the MSS. (i6th

and i;th cc.) have attomis, atomes, attorns, anotamits.]

1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg, De Invent. \. ii. 4 b, Epicurus one

of Democritus dysciples putteth two Causes Atomos or motes
and Vacuitie or Emptinesse ;

of these he saith the foure

Elementes come. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 807 Epi-
curus saith : That the principles of all things be certeine

Atomes. 1606 BRYSKETT Civ. Life 170 Epicures opinion.,
that the falling of his motes or Atotni should breed neces-

sitie in our actions. 1709 SWIFT Trit. Ess. Wks. 1755 II. I.

139 That the universe was formed by a fortuitous concourse of

atoms. 1837 WIIEWELI. Hist. Induct. iV. (18571 1. 48 The tech-

nical term, Atom, marks sufficiently the nature of the opinion.

According to this theory, the world consists of a collection

of simple particles, of one kind of matter, and of indivisi-

ble smallness. .and by the various configurations and mo-
tions of these particles, all kinds of matter and all material

phenomena are produced.

2. In Nat. Phil. 1'hysical Atoms : the supposed
ultimate particles in which matter actually exists

(without reference to their divisibility or the con-

trary), aggregates of which held in their places by
molecular forces, constitute all material bodies.

1650 CHARLKTON Paradoxes Prol. 14 The imperceptible

Emissions, streaming in a semi-immaterial thread ofAtomes
from sublunary bodies. 1777 PRIESTLEY Matt. <fr Spir. i.

(1782)1.11 By an atom. . I mean an ultimate component part
of any gross body. 1871 TYNDALL Fragw. Sc. I. li. 35 Atoms
are endowed with powers of mutual attraction.

3. Chemical Atoms : a. The smallest particles
in which the elements combine either with them-

selves, or with each other, and thus the smallest

quantity of matter known to possess the properties
of a particular element.

i8i9CHiLDREN Chem. Anal. 437 The composition of hypo-

sulphuric acid must be, 2 atoms of sulphur, 5 of oxygen.
1868 CHAMBERS Encycl. I. 527 What the chemist regards as

an atom in his science, may not be an ultimate and indi-

visible atom in a physical point of view ;
_

the chemical

atom, though incapable of division as a chemical atom, may
still be composed or built up of many physical atoms. 1873
WILLIAMSON Chem. 85 Each atom of oxygen in water is

combined with two atoms of hydrogen.
b. The smallest quantity in which a group of

elements, called a radical, forms a compound cor-

responding to one formed by a simple element, or

behaves like an element ;
thus the smallest known

quantity of a chemical compound.
1847 Nat. Encycl. III. 395 The Benzoyle atom is formed

of twenty-one elementary atoms CM Ha O*. 1873 WILLIAM-

SON Chem. 8, N H< is a radical, analogous to potassium,
and N H* is capable in many compounds of taking the

place of 1C : N H< is called an atom of Ammonium.

II. In popular use.

4. From sense i, as the nearest popular con-

ception to the atoms of the philosophers : One of

the particles of dust which are rendered visible by

light ;
a mote in the sunbeam, arch, or Obs.

1605 Z. JONES De Layer's Specters 27 Atomes signifie

motes in the Sunne. 1627 DRAYTON Aginc. (1631) 6t Bils

and Axes play As doe the Attorns in the Sunny ray. 1784

COWPER Task i. 361 The rustling straw sends up a frequent

mist Of atoms. 1821 BYRON Two Fosc. in. i, Moted rays of

light Peopled with dusty atoms.

5. The smallest conceivable portion or fragment
of anything ;

a very minute portion or quantity,

a particle, a jot : a. of matter.

< 1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems (16331 l66 L'ke tinder

when flints atoms on it fall. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies vi. 1 1658)

54 Little attorns of oyl. .ascend apace up the week of aburn-

ing candle. 1835 SIR J. Ross N.-W. Pass, xxxiv. 477 There

was not an atom of water.
_

b. of things immaterial.
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ATOM.
< 1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. /*<*/*; 116561 136 We as but in

a Mirrour see, Shadow?, of shadows, Atomes of thy Might.
1651 HOBBES Lwiath. in. xliii. 331 Casting atomes of Scrip-
ture, as dust before mens eyes. 1866 G. MACDONALU Ann.
Q. Neighb. i. 2, I do not feel one atom older than I did at

three and twenty.
C. esp. in 7*0 smash, shiver, etc., to or into atoms.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 495 They would nimbly take

a-pieces and consume to Alomes any such Terrestrial con-

sistency of flesh and bloud. 1705 OTWAY Orphan v. vii. 2114
If but your word can shake This World to Atomes. 1874
HFLPS Soc. Press, iii. 51 Which should shiver into atoms
some of our present most potent ideas.

6. A very minute or microscopic object (without

implying that it is a particle of anything else) ;

anything relatively very small ; an atomy.
1633 HERBERT Ch. Milit. in Temple 184 The smallest ant

or atomt knows thy power. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \. 26
Her eyes are two such very little black Atoms. 1884 ROE in

Harper's Mag. Mar. 616/1 A saucy little atom of a bird.

b. attrib.

1743 YOUNG AY. Th. iv. 421 And shall an atom of this

atom-world Mutter, in dust and sin, the theme of heaven?

1813 L. HUNT in Examiner 15 Feb. 104/1 The swarm Of
atom bees.

III. Of time. (Already in Gr. dro^os (i Cor.
xv. 22), L. atomus = '

twinkling of an eye/ and re-

gularly fixed in value in med.L. ; see Du Cange.)
1 7. The smallest mediaeval measure of time ;

-_; of a second. Obs.

According to the table of Papias in Du Cange
47 atoms of time i ounce = y\ seconds (modern)
8 ounces i ostent = i minute ,,

i$ ostents i moment j$ minutes ,,

2$ moments =1 part = 4 minutes ,,

1$ parts or 4 moments i i minute 6 minutes ,,

2 minutes := i point =12 minutes
5 points = i hour = i hour
Thus an hour was equal to either 5 points, 10 minutes, 15
parts, 40 moments, 60 ostents, 480 ounces, or 22560 atoms.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. ix. ix. 114951 354 An vnce
of tyme conteynyth seuen and forty attomos. Ibid. xxi. 359
Dyuydynge . . of tyme passyth no ferder than Athomus.
IV. Comb. a. attrib., as atom-dance

;
b. in-

strumental, as atom -born. Atom -theory : the

theory that accounts for the properties of bodies

by the shape, position, etc. of their atoms.
1878 GKO. ELIOT Coll. Bnakf. Party 191 You saw the

facial atom-dance. 1819 SHELLEY Otic to Heaven 485 The
abyss is wreathed with scorn At your presumption, atom-
born. 1871 R. H. HI/TTUN Ess. \. 40 Why do scientific men
attach . . less and less [credit] to the atom-theory of matter?

t Atom (ae-tam), v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] To re-

duce to atoms, to atomize.
a 1678 FELTHVM On Luke xiv. 20 (R.) When he is atom'd

into flying dust, he has prepared his substitute. 1648 EAKL
WESTMRLD. Otia Sacra 118791 7% Attom'd into dusL

Atom, obsolete form of AT HOME.
Atomare i3etome-i). [f. ATOM ;

cf. F. hectare,
and see ARE sb$~\ An area, or geometrical figure,

supposed to be formed by a combination of ulti-

mate atoms : see ATOMECHANICH.
1867 Mining Jrnl. Dec., According as the figures thus

formed, or atomares, are composed of equilateral trians'es,
or squares, the elements are divided into two orders, trigo-
noids lor metalloids! and tetragonoids tor metalsj.

Atoniatic (setdrase'tik), a. rare, [irreg. formed
as if on a Gr. dro/mr-, which does not exist

;
cf.

schism, -atic, prism, -/iV.] = ATOMIC.
186* R. PATTERSON Ess. Hist. $ Art 10 Those substances

which are the most ethereal in their atomatic structure. .

vibrate most readily. 1881 WILLIAMSON in Nature No. 618.

414 An atomatic formula of its composition,
Atomechanics ;K-iomfkx-niks). [f. ATO(M
+ MECHANICS.] The mechanics of atoms ; chem-

istry considered as the mechanical interaction of

ultimate atoms.

1867 Mining Jrnl. Dec., The science of atomechanics, or

chemistry consfdered as the mechanics of the panatoms . .

In 1856 and 1857 Hinrichs communicated a memoir upon
atomechanics to various savants and academies in Europe.
Atomed (se-tamd), ///. a. ? Obs. [f. ATOM v. +

-ED.] Reduced to or consisting of very fine par-
ticles.

1627 DRAYTON Aginc., etc. 185 In those bleake mountaines
can you Hue, where . . attom'd mists turne instantly to hayle ?

Atomic (at^-mik),
a. and sb.

[f. ATOM + -IC.

(Mod.L. atomicus, F. atowiqtte.)]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to atoms.
Atomic iveigkt in Chem.: the weight of an atom of an

element (or radical!, as compared with that of an atom of
hydrogen, which is taken as unity ; also the sum of the
weights of the atom of a compound ; combining equivalent.
A totnic volume of a body ; the space occupied by a quantity
of it proportional to its atomic or molecular weight.
1693 J. EDWARDS Remark. Texts 229 According to their

hypothesis . . this atomick bustle was from eternity. 1819
CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 285 The atomic composition of

pyromucic acid. 1850 DAUBENY Atom. The. ix. 279 Sup-
posing that all bodies were of the same specific gravity, the
atomic weight of each would represent the relative size of
its atoms, or in other words, its atomic volume.

2. About or concerned with atoms.
a. A tomic philosophy : the doctrine taught by Leucippus,

Democritus, and Epicurus; see ATOM sb. i and ATOMISM.
b. Atomic theory in Chem.'. the doctrine that elemental

bodies consist of aggregations of indivisible atoms of definite
relative weight ; that the atoms of different elements unite
with each other in fixed proportions; and that the latter
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determine the fixed proportions in which elements and com-
pounds enter into chemical combination with each other.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. Pref. 6 The Atomick Physio-
logy . . the foundation of the Democritick Fate. 1809 W.
IRVING Knickerb. 11861) 7 The great atomic system taught
by old Moschus. .revived by Democritus of laughing mem-
ory; improved by Epicurus, .and modernized by the fanci-
ful Descartes. 1811 J. DALTON (titles Observations on Dr.
Bostock's Review of the Atomic principles of Chemistry.
1880 CLEMENSHAW tr. Wurtz A torn. The. 26 From the year
1804 the atomic theory inspired all Dalton's labours.

3. Of persons . Adhering to the atomic philosophy.
1691 RAY Creation (1714)41 These mechanick theists have

quite outstripped . . the atomick atheists. 1850 DAUBENY
Aii>m. The. i. 46 That vantage ground which the atomic
philosopher possesses over the rival theorist.

4. Atom-like in size ; minute, tiny.
1809 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 319 These atomic

?
lobules are quite different. 1866 ROGERS Agric. $ Prices
. ii. 28 The means of measuring changes almost atomic.
5. Of the nature of atoms ; simple, elemental.
1881 LOCKYER in Nature No. 617. 391 Whether the tempera-

ture produces a simpler form, a more atomic condition of
the same thing.

t B. sb. An adherent of the atomic philosophy.
1678 CL-DWORTH Intell. Syst. Pref., Other Philosophick

Atheists . . before those Atomicks, Epicurus and Democritus.

Atomical (at^mikal
1

*, a. [f. as prec. +-ICAL.]
1. Concerned with atoms ;

= ATOMIC a. 2, 3.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \. 57 The Controversie twixt the

Peripatetick and Atomical Philosophers. 1866 FERRIER
Lect. Grk. Philos. I. viii. 170 Doctrines of the Atomical
philosophers.
2. Of or pertaining to atoms ;

= ATOMIC a. i.

1660 ISGELO Bentiv. % Ur. (1682) u. 206 The parts of this

Atomical Composition still marching away, and other suc-

ceeding in their rooms. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat.
<$ Phys. I.

58/2 The microscopical and atomical .structure of fat.

3. Tiny, very minute.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 53 Their powders and
Atoinicall divisions. 1752 LISLE Observ. f/usb. n Minute,
atomical, imperceptible bodies.

Ato'mically, adv. [f. prec. + -Ly2.] In ac-

cordance with the principles of atomic philosophy.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. Pref. 7 Divers of the Italicks,

and particularly Kmpedocles, physiologized atomically.

Atomician (setomrjan). rare.
[f.

ATOMIC:
See -1CIAN.]

= ATOMIST I. 1859 in WORCESTER.

t Ato'lliicism. Obs. rare~*. [f. ATOMIC +

-ISM.] The atomic philosophy : see ATOMIC a. 2.

1678 CUDWOKTH Intell. Syst. 59 That Philosophy .. made
up of. -Atomicism and Corporealism complicated together,
is essentially Atheistical.

Atomicity (Rt&mrsfti). Chem.
[f.

ATOMIC +
-ITV.] The combining capacity of an element (or

radical), i.e. the number of atoms of hydrogen, or
other monovalent element, with which one of its

atoms normally combines.
Thus the atomicity of chlorine is i (or chlorine is a monad>

because it forms with hydrogen HC1; and that of carbon
is 4 (or carbon is a tetrad i because it forms with hydrogen
C H <. Atomicity has also been called equivalence, quan*
ti-'alence, adicity, and (now usually) I'alency.

1865 Reader i Apr. 372 The word atomicity has been in-

vented for the purpose of describing those properties of
atoms which were described by the word '

equivalence.'
1873 COOKE Chem. 284 The number of these replaceable
atoms measures what is called the atomicity of the com-
pound,
Atomism (se-tomi/'m). [f.

ATOM 4- -ISM.]
1. Atomic philosophy; the doctrine of the form-

ation of all things from indivisible particles en-
<lued with gravity and motion.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 16 This spurious and counter-
feit atomism of his [Anaxagoras'j. 1865 Q. Jfn>. Jan. 29 The
Atomism of the philosopher of Abdera.
2. The doctrine of the action of individual atoms.

1836 Athen&um No. 434. 142 Unstable atomism is to give
to the Church and the State new solidity and unity. 1879
BARING-GOULD Germany II. 260 He repudiated altogether
Liberal atomism, the doctrine that all social and political

economy must start from the individual.

Atomist (jE-tomist). [f.
ATOM + -IST.]

1. One who holds the principles of atomism.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. City ofGod 438 Of the Atomists,

some confound all, making bodies of coherent remaynders.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 846 The old Religious Atomists.
1880 Ci EMENSHAW tr. H^urtz' Atom. The. 27 The atomists
of the seventeenth century . . had revived . . the ancient con-

ception of the Greek philosophers.
2. A student or exponent of the atomic theory.

See ATOMIC a. 2.

1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. x. 270 Symbols of chemical constitu-

tion, on which there is still some want of agreement among
atomists,

Atomistic (atomi-stik), a. [f. prec. + -ic.]
1. Of or pertaining to atomists or atomism.
1809 COLERIDGE Friend I. 121 It is the object of the me-
chanical atomistic philosophy to confound synthesis with
synartesis. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant \\. xi. 443 The
atomistic doctrine of the existence of a vacuum.
2. Consisting of separate atoms.

187^ SAYCE Comp. Philol. vi. 214 Instead of starting with
atomistic individuals, we must start with . . the community.
1875 D. SIMON Darner's Pers. Christ \. II. 123 To conceive
the world, .as an atomistic multiplicity without unity.

Atomi'stical, a. ? Obs. [f. as prec. + -ICAL.]= ATOMISTIC i.

c 1700 Gentl. Instruc. 427 CD.) The atomistical hypothesis
does not weaken the force of my reason. 1716 Nl. DAVIES
Crft. Hist. 104 The Atomistical Poet Lucretius.

AT ONCE.

Atomi'stically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY*.] In

atomistic manner ;
as composed of distinct atoms.

1874 tr. Van Oosterzee's Chr. Dognt. Ixxiv. 400 So little can
it [mankind] be atomistically individualised in its sins. 1881
E. THOMAS tr. Lance's Materialism III. 215 Matter..
whether we conceive it atomistically or as a continuum.

Atomization (vlBnon^'jan). [n. of action f.

ATOMIZE: see -ATION.] The process of reducing
to very minute particles, spec, in Mcd. of reducing
liquids to a fine spray.
1871 NAPHEYS Prev. $ Cure Dis. in. iv. 688 This method

is called the atomization of fluids. 1875 H. WOOD Therap.
(1879) 522 The use of drugs by atomization. .A solution of
the medicine is broken up by a mechanical contrivance into
a fine spray and projected into the back of the mouth.

Atomize (x-tomaiz). v.
[f.

ATOM + -IZE.]
1 1. intr. To hold the doctrines of the atomic

philosophy. Obs.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. \. 26 Other ancient Atomists
did Atomize as well as he but they did not atheize.

2. trans. To reduce to atoms, or to an atom
;

to belittle.

1845 MOZLEY Blanco White Ess. 1878 II. 130 Strange and
melancholy is the idea that atomises truth.

tA'tomized, ppl.a. Obs. rare~ l

. [for ANA-
TOMIZED

; cf. ATOMY n

.] Existing as a skeleton.

1633 LD. BROOKE Hum. Learn, cxx, Whereby their ab-
stract formes yet atomis'd May be embodied.

Atomizer (artfimw'iai). [f.
ATOMIZE + -ER'.]

He who or that which atomizes ; spec, an instru-

ment for reducing medicinal liquids to a fine spray.
1875 H. WOOD Therap. 95 Applied by means of the atomi2er.

A'tomizing,///. a.
[f. as prec. 4- -ING-.] Re-

ducing to atoms; individualizing.
1847 BLSHNKLI. Chr. Nurt. viii. (1861* 219 This atomizing

scheme of piety.

Atomless (x-tamles), a. poet, [see -LESS.]
Without atoms, without leaving an atom, entire.

1839 B AILKY Festus xxxii. 1 1 848 351 Hathperished atomless.

Atomology (retom^-lod.^i). [f. Gr. aro/io-s
ATOM + -Ao-vm discourse : see -LOGY.] The science
or philosophy which treats of the nature of atoms.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. Pref. 7 Anaxagoras his Ho-

mceomery or Similar Atomology, was but a Degeneration
from the. .Genuine Atomology of the Ancient Italicks.

Atomy 1
(ae-tomi). [f. ANATOMY by apha*resis

of an-, due to its being taken for the indef. article,

as, by similar treatment of a-, the forms natomy,
nathomy, were also in early use. In the concrete
and popular senses of the word this contracted
form was formerly quite established; but is now
only illiterate or jocular.]
1. An anatomical preparation, an anatomized

body ; esp. a skeleton.

17*8 GAY Beggar's Op. \\. i, He is among the Otamys at

Surgeon's Hall. 1755 SMOLLETT Qnix. (1803) IV. 148 My
bones, .will be taken up smooth, and white, and bare as an

atomy. 18*3 F. COOPER Pioneer xiii. 146 His sides, .looked
just like an atomy, ribs and all.

2. An emaciated or withered living body, a walk-

ing skeleton.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV. v. iv. 33 [Quarto; folio 1623 has
'

anatomy '] You starved blood-hound ! . . Thou atomy, thou !

1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 124 Consumed to an Atomy,
having nothing left but skin to cover his Bones. 1864 MRS.
LLOYD Ladies Polcarrow 149 'We should have wasted to
atomies if we had a-stayed in that terrible bad place any
longer/ said Ursula.

b. Jig. or transf. of things.
1848 DICKENS Dombey 86 Withered atomies of teaspoons.

Atomy 2
(irtomi). Also 7 attome, -mye. [f.

atomi, pi. of atomus (formerly in learned use; see

ATOM), by treating it as an English singular.

Perhaps influenced also by ATOMY! 2 . Cf.

1596 FITZ-GEFFREY Sir /*'. Drake (1881) 99 Anatomize me
into atomies. 1611 BARKSTED Hiren (1876) 86 The kingly
Eagle strikes through Atomic, Those little moates that
barre him from the Sun.]
1. An atom, a mote.
1595 MAKKHAM Sir R.Grtnuile t Thicker then in sunne are

Atomies, Flew bullets. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. \\\. ii. 245 It

is as easie to count Atomies as to resolue the propositions
of a Ixjuer. 1620 Sivetnatn Arraigned (1880) 37, I would
hew thy flesh Smaller then Attomes. 1879 TENNYSON
Lover's T. 65 A broad And solid beam of isolated light,
Crowded with driving atomies.

1614 OVERBURY A \yifet ffC. (1638) 266 Circumstances are
the Atomies of Policie.

2. A diminutive or tiny being, a mite, a pigmy.
1591 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jut. i. iv. 57 Drawne with a teeine

of Tittle Atomies Ouer mens noses. 1605 P.WOOOHOUSE /'7<w

(1877) 19 If with this atomye I should contend. 1863 KINGS-
LEY Water Bah. (1878) viii. 369, I suppose you have come
here to laugh at me, you spiteful little atomy.

Atonable, atoneable (at<J nab'I), a.
[f.

next +-ABI.E] That may be atoned for.

11679 1 - GOODWIN Wks. (1863) V. 424 The expiation of
such sins . . made atoneable by such occasional sacrifices.

1870 SMITH Syn. <$ Antonyms^ Intxpiable. .Ant. Expiable,
Pardonable, Atoneable.

At once (*t,w-ns), advb.phr. Also 3 atenes,
3-6 at ones, 4 at oones, at onis, atonys, 4-6
atones, -is, attones, -is, 5 at oonys, atte ones,
attonys, 6 atons, att onis, attonce, 6- at once.
North. 4-6 atanes, -is, atans, 6 atanse. [Ax

-



AT ONE.

pref. and ONCE, ME. ones, ones, gen. of ONE, used

in sense of OE. Ane adv.,
' one time, once,' instru-

mental case of
<i>t.~\

fl. At one stroke, heat, etc.; with one sweep;
once for all. Obs.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxi. 15 Als watre outyet I am at anes.

ri374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 41 Were it not bet at oones for

to dye, Than, etc. 1579 SPENSER Slteph. Cat. Feb. 38 You
deemen the Spring is come attonce.

1 2. In (or into) one heap, company, or body ;

together. Obs.
a 1300 Havelak 1294 That I fadmede al at ones Denmark.

1-1350 Will. Paltritf 5178 Alphouns& his broker, S: here worbi

wiues (>at were alle at onis. 1387 TREVISA Higdni (1865) I.

227 >if be stone is oon, telle what craft brou}t hym vppon ;

}if meny st[on]es, telle where bey ioyne atlones. c 1430

Hymns Vir%. (1867) 123 The folke schall com alle attonys.

1508-13 W.'DF. WORDE Bk. Keruynge in Babces Bk. 269
Holde these thre endes atones, & folde them atones. 1579
SPENSER Sheph. Cat. Mar., Mought her neck bene ioynted

attones, She shoulde haue neede no more spell.

3. At one and the same time; simultaneously.

,'At first scarcely distinguishable from the prec.)

(-1230 Ancr. R. 420 Ne ne nime, at enes, to ueole disce-

plines. 1-1385 CHAUCER L. G. It'. 294 Full sodeynly they

stynten al atones [v. r. attones, at ones], 1483 CAXTON Gold.

Leg. 410/1 Eche man myght haue foure wyues wedded att-

ones. 1552 LVNDESAV Monarcke 5027 Sic treasour. . In erth

had neuir no kyng att onis. 1576 GASCOIGNE Steele Glass

iArb.) 70 More clothes attones than might become a king.

1677 MOXON Mtch. Exerc. (1703) 31 At once, you will have

two Sides of your Shank forged. 1714 Spcct. No. 599 F i

As I had had many Coquettes recommended to me . . I let

them in all at once. 1870 BRYANT Homer iv. I. 121 The gods
Bestow not all their gifts on man at once.

4. With the temporal sense weakened : In one

and the same act, position, condition, circumstances,

manner, degree ; equally, both.

1588 A. KING Cauisias' Catcch. 6 b, Mother of god, and ane

virgine baithe atanse. 1692 E. WALKER Epictetns Mor. iv,

Be rich, and yet true Happiness attain ; ThaMs, at once, be

very wise and vain. 1709 SWIET Trit. Ess. Wks. 1755 II. i.

i4o'He was at once the judge and the criminal. 1862 STANLEY

Jew. Ch. (1877) I. xiii. 259 The background at once of the

history and of the geography of Palestine.

1 5. At one time or turn, at each time, every

time, at a time. Obs.

>53 SHUTE Arc/tit. Fija, The encreasingfrom . 15 . to. 60.

foote increased by . 5 at ones. 1585 LLOYD Tretis. Health

Dviij, Put into the eye a lytle atons.

6. Immediately, straightway.
1531 TINDALE E.*p. f, Notes (1849) 179 The apostles were

clear-eyed, and espied antichrist at once, a 1774 GoLDSM.
Surv. Exp. Philos (1776) I. 311 This effectually destroys

the steam at once. 1812 T. JEFFERSON H'rit. 11830) IV.

176 If this be their purpose . . it ought to be met at once.

At one (a?t,w;m), advb. phr. ; formerly often

written in comb, aton, atoon, atone, attone

(atJ-n), as a simple ativ. [found in I3th c. along
with the fuller phrases at one assent, at one accord,

and soon treated as repr. a simple idea, and written

aton, a ton, at-on ;
in northern writers at ane, a

tane, atane. For the sense cf. AT prep, i ^. With

vbs. of rest, as to be at one, and vbs. of motion, as

to bring, make, set at one ; whence the vb. ATONE.]
1. In a position of unity of feeling ;

in harmony,

concord, or friendship ; opposed to at variance,

at odds. Sometimes implying a previous state of

dissension, and thus = Agreed, reconciled, arch.

a 1300 A". Horn 925 At on he was wi(> be king, c 1400

Gatnelyn 166 And went and kist his brother, and than they

were at oon. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 435 Y rede ye be at ane

Or there dey any moo. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam. xxi. 14

After this was God at one with the londe. 1557 N. T.

(Genev.) 2 Cor. v. 20 We praye you in Christes stede, that

ye be atone with God. 1596 SPENSER /". Q. n. i. 29 So beene

they both atone. 1830 COLEKIDGE Ch. Ar St. 257 Am I at

one with God, and is my will concentric with that holy

power? 1881 BUCHANAN God >, Man I. 171 The maiden, in

her sweet, .content, was at one with Nature.

2. Into a state of harmony or unity of feeling.

To bring, make, set at one : to harmonize, reconcile.

arch, (having been mostly replaced by ATONE v.)

c 1300 Bekrt 1707 That hi were At one ibroujt. c 1386
CHAUCER Clerkes T. 381 If gentilmen . . Were wroth, sche

wolde brynge hem at oon. c 1475 Stans Piter in Babees Bk.

28 Wrathe of children is sone ouergone, Withe an apple_the
parties be made atone, c 1540 BECON Christm. Ban^. Wks.

1843. 75 God the Father is. .set at one with us for his sake.

1643 HORN & ROBOTHAM Gate Lang. Lint, xciii. 911 They
that are fallen out (at ods) must be reconciled (atoned, set

at one). 1611-1881 BIBLK Acts vii. 26 And would haue set

them at one again (so TINDALE, COVERUALE, CRANMER,
Geneva; WYCI.IE, acordid hem in pees; Rhem. reconciled

them vnto peace].

3. Of the same opinion (as to a matter), of one

mind, unanimous, agreed.
(.1320 Cast. Lone 492 per ne ou^te no dom forb gon, Er

ben be foure ben a-ton. At-on heo moten at-stonden alle.

1677 HALE Contempt. (1688) 62 Is it possible that we should

l>e at one in these points, in which yourselves do disagree'.

1877 PAGE De Quincey II. xviii. 43 On one or two points
the writer was not wholly at one with him.

1 4. Of the same effect, amounting to the same

1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1729) I. 14 Whether it rained or shinec

it was much at one with us.

t 5. In one company, together. (?Only in Spenser.)
1591 SPENSER Teares Muses 418 And all her Sisters. .With

lowd laments her answered all at one. 1596 F. Q. iv. ix

30 The warlike dame was on her part assaid OfClaribel
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and Blandamour attone. Ibid. iv. iv. 14 The knights in

couples marcht with ladies linckt attone.

6. Comb, fatonemaker, one who sets at one

persons at variance, a reconciler ; ) atonemaking,
econciliation ; at-oneness (rare), the state of

aeing at one (with), harmonious relationship.

1533 TINDALE H'ks. (1850) III. 275 There is but one media-

tour . . And by that word vnderstand an attonemaker, peace

maker, and brynger into grace and favour. 1548 COVERDAI.K

Erasm. Par. Heb. vii. 27 For what manour of atonemakers

were they, who themselfes had nede to be made at one with

god. 1611 COTGK., Conciliation, a reconcilement . .an attone-

naking. 1877 FURNIVALL Leopold SAats.lntmd. 121, I see

lim at last passing into at-oneness with God and man.

Atone (atJn-n), v.
;

also 6-8 attone. [f.
the

prec. advb. phr. in its combined form as repr. a

simple idea, and ifith c. pronunciation. Short for

the phrase 'set or make at one'; cf. to back, to

forward, to right, etc., and the compounds at-one-

maker, at-oite-making, under prec. Assisted by
the prior existence of the vb. to ONE = make one,

put at one, unite, I., jtnire, F. unir; whence one-

ment was used already by \Vyclif. From the fre-

quent phrases 'set at one' or 'at onement,' the

combined atonement began to take the place of

onement early in i6th c., and atone to supplant
one vb. about 1550. Atone was not admitted into

the Bible in 1611, though atonement had been in

since Tindale.]
I. Of unity of disposition.

1. trans. To set at one, bring into concord, re-

concile, unite in harmony : a. contending persons.

(Obs. exc. as revived by etymological writers.)

1593 SIIAKS. Rich. II, l.i. 202 Since we cannot attone you,

you shall see lustice designe the Yictors Chiualrie. 1611

SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vii. 65 The new Pope . . sends a

Cardinal! Deacon to attone the two mightie Kings of France-

id England. 1643 MILTON Sov. Sah'e 9 The king and

t b. differences, quarrels. To compose, appease.
"555 Fardle Facions \. vi. 92 Those battayles are attoned

hy the women . . For when they be ones comen into the mid-

dle .. the battaile sodenly ceaseth. 1565 J. HEYWOOD in

Caso.net Lit. IV. 232/2 The constable is called to atone the

broil. 1624 HEVWOOD Guiiaik. iv. 167 She presently . . at-

tonde the discord. 1702 Row!-: Tamerlane in. i. 1096 Could

I attone The fatal Breach 'twixt thee and Tamerlane.

t 2. intr. To unite, come into unity or concord.

1600 SHAKS. A. )". /,. v. iv. 116 Then is there mirth in

heauen When earthly things made eauen Attone together.

1607 Cor. iv. vi. 72 He and Auffidius can no more attone

Then violent'st Contrariety.

3. trans. To reconcile or restore to friendly re-

lations : a. one who is alienated by a sense of

wrong or offence received: To conciliate, propi-

tiate, appease, arch.

a 1617 BAYNE On Eph. f 16581 u Now he [God] is atoned

and reconciled by Christ. 1608 DBVDKN .'Eneiit m. 45 With

pray'rs and vows the Driads f attone. 1718 Port Iliad i. 89
So heaven, atoned, shall dying Greece restore. 1809 Let. in

Dk. Buckhm. Crt. Ceo. Ill 11855) 'v - 39'/3 To atone Lord

Wellesley for the mortification he must have experienced.

t b. the offender : To restore by forgiveness to

favour or friendly relations, to make at peace with.

1642 J. JACKSON Bk. Const. 54 There can be no sound peace
of Conscience, till we be atoned and reconciled to God.

4. Whence, absol. To make reconcilement or pro-

pitiation: a,, for the offender.

1682 DRYDEN Relig. Laid 89 If sheep and oxen could

atone for men. (11700 Drain. Jf'Xrs. 11761! III.^
18 The

Oracle of Appius, and the Witchcraft of Erictho will some-

what attone for him [Lucan].

To. for the offence. (Here the idea of reconcilia-

tion or reunion is practically lost sight of, under

that of legal satisfaction or amends.)
1665 GT.ANVILL Serfs. >Vc/. Addr. 28 Need to plead it to

attone for the imperfection of this Address. 1710 PALMER
Proverbs xi, Fine language will never attone for want of

manners. 1711 STEELE Spcct. No. 20 ? 7 Nothing can atone

for the Want of Modesty. 1771 Jnnius Lett. liv. 288 He. .

has a multitude ofpolitical offences to atone for. 1873 BLACK
Pr. Thnle xix. 315 She would . . give him a chance of aton-

ing for the past.

5. trans. i,by omission of for) To expiate, make
amends for (a fault or loss).

1665 GLANVILI. Serfs. Sei. 76 [This] I hope will attone the

Digression, a 1677 BARROW Serin. (1687' I. x.xxi. 430 Other
sacrifices . . did in their way propitiate God and atone sin.

1799 SHERIDAN Pizarro v. iv, I will endeavour to atone the

. . errors. 1837 LyrroN Athens II. 223 They endeavoured to

atone the loss by the pursuit of Artabazus.

t b. To make expiation for (the offender). Obs.

1650 W. BROUGH Sacr. Princ. (1659) 29 For thy dear Sons
sake . . By whom the world is attoned, O let me be reconciled

to Thee. 1717 L. WELSTED Wks. (1787) 105 No victim can
atone the impious age.

II. Of physical, expressional, or artistic unity.

f 6. trans. To join in one, unite together. Obs.

1609 HEYWOOD Bryt. Troy iv. xx, Their long diuided

bodies they attone, And enter amorous parley. 1615 CHAP-
MAN Odyss. ix. 266 High built with pines, that heaven and
earth attone. 1672 DAVENANT Mistress (1673) 322 Your Eies

and Hair atone the day and Night.

\>.fig. To bring into artistic or logical harmony;
to harmonize.

ATONEMENT.
1691 E. TAYLOR tr. Behmen's Theos. Phil. 203 The con-

trary properties in him are . . so attoned and in harmony.

1827 HARF Guesses I. 233 To atone our ideas with our per-

ceptions.

c. absol. To produce a harmony of significance.
1862 TRENCH Mirac. Introd. 76 That attempt to reconcile

and atone between revelation and science, which, etc.

7. intr. t a. To come together, unite. Obs.

i6n HEYWOOD Gold. Age II. i, You neuer shall with hated

men attone.

b. To harmonize in character or appearance.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Rich. If. 122 The Glorious

flowers wcl1 best attone Within a Chaplett. 1844 LD.

HOUGHTON Mem. .Many Sc. 106 Welcome such thoughts 1

They well atone With this more serious mood.

Atone (at<w-n), sb.
[f. prec. vb.]

1 1. Agreement, reconciliation. Obs.

1595 SPENSER Col. Clout 843 For how should else things .-.o

far from attone . . Be ever drawne together into one. 1638
HEYWOOD Rape Lncr. (1874) 185 Tullia . . hath not yet by
reconcilement made Attone with Phrebus.

2. Reparation, expiation. (Archaism with mod.

sense.)
1868 BI-CHANAN Wallace \. iii, Oh injured Wallace ! Would

Heaven but lend me one day's life to do Atone to thee.

Atoned (at^-nd), ///. a. [f.
ATONE v. + -ED.]

Made one, united
;

reconciled ; propitiated, ex-

piated.
1611 COTGR., Concilia. . attoned, vnited, accorded. 1634

HEYWOOD Maidenli. lost \. Wks. 1874 IV. 113 Conditions of

attoned peace 'Twixt vs and Naples. 1697 DRYDEN &neid
(1806) II. 223 Ev'n haughty Juno.. At length aton'd, her

friendly pow'r shall join.

Atonement (atJu'nment). Also 6 atton-

ment, 6-7 attonemerit. [In use a verbal sb. from

ATONE, but apparently of prior formation, due to

the earlier sb. onement and the phrase
' to be atone'

or ' at onement.' Cf. the following :

1533 Q. CATII. PARR Erasm. Cotnm. Crede 162 To reconcile

hymselfe and make an onement with god. 1599 Bp. HALL
Sat. in. vii. 69 Which never can be set at onement more.

1555 Fardle Facions n. xii. 298 The redempcion, reconcilia-

cion, and at onement of mankinde with God the father.]

1 1. The condition of being at one with others
;

unity of feeling, harmony, concord, agreement.
1513 MORE Rich. Ill Wks. 41 Having more regarde to

their olde variaunce then their newe attonement. 1554
PHILPOT Exam, <y H'rit. (1842) 330 What atonement . . is

there betwixt light and darkness. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug.
City of God 763 Beasts should live at more attonement and

peace betweene them-selves. 1611 SrF.ED Hist. Gt. Krit. vi.

xxv. 1 1632' 129 After three great and dangerous Battles came
to an attonement. 1623 COCKERAM, Atonement, quiet-

nesse.

t 2. The action of setting at one, or condition of

being set at one. after discord or strife : a. Re-

storation of friendly relations between persons who
have been at variance ; reconciliation. Obs.

1513 MORE Ed. I' Wks. 40 Of which, .none of vs hath

any thing the lesse nede, for the late made attonemente.

1577 HOLINSHED Citron. II. 98 At length an attonment was
concluded betwixt him and the king. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. III,
i. iii. 36, I Madam, he desires to make attonement Be-

tweene the Duke of Glouster, and your Brothers. 1632
MASSINGER Maid of Hon. v. ii, As a perfect sign of your
atonement with me, You wish me joy. 1685 MORDEN Geog.
Rect. 201 The atonement made by Hannibal . . between
Bruneus and his Brother.

t b. The settling of differences, staunching of

strife ', appeasement. Obs.

1605 Play of Stncley (1878) 227 There shall be now atone-

ment of this strife. 1622 HEVLIN Coswogr. i. 11682) 215 Made
Umpire for the atonement of some differences betwixt

Henry, .and John.

( c. The means or agent of appeasement. Obs.

1752 LAW Spir. Love (18161 11. 69 Water is the proper atone-

ment of the rage of fire ; and that which changes a tempest
into a calm, is its true atonement.

3. spec, in Tlieol. Reconciliation or restoration of

friendly relations between God and sinners.

1526 TINDALE 2 Cor. v. 18 God. .hath geven unto us the

office to preache the atonement, a 1569 KVNGESMILL Mans
Est. vi. (1580) 28 If God did. .vouchsafe to make atonement
with us. 1611 BIBLE Rom. v. n Our Lorde lesus Christ,

by whom we haue now receiued the atonement [WYCLIF,

recouncilyng, or according', TINDALE, CRANMEH, atton-

ment; COVERPALE, attonement : Genev. atonement ; Rhem.
& Revised, reconciliation]. 1650 S. CLARKE Eccl. Hist.

(1654) I. 29 We must not come to make an attonement with

God.. before we have made attonement with our Brother.

1852 [See in 4 ].

4. Propitiation of an offended or injured person,

by reparation of wrong or injury ; amends, satis-

faction, expiation.
1611 BIBLE Job xxxiii. 24 Deliuer him from going downe

to the pit ;
I haue found a ransome \marg. atonement). 1711

ADDISON Spcct. No. 877 The best Atonement he can make
for it, is to warn others. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 131

No suitable atonement can be made for the loss of life, or

limb. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xx. 494 No atonement
is offered to their injured dignity.

b. Thcol. Propitiation of God by expiation of sin.

1611 BIBLE Lev. i. 4 It shall be accepted for him to make
atonement for him. 1714 ADDISON Sped. No. 580 r 3 The

High-Priest, .having made an Atonement for the Sins of

the People. 1876 NORRIS Rtidiiu. Thtol. 1. iii. 61 The old

word atonement . . has by a true instinct been deepened into

the idea on which it rests, and has come to carry with it the

idea of propitiation or expiation.

H As applied to the redemptive work of Christ,

atonement is variously used by theologians in the
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senses of recondliation, propitiation, expiation^ ac-

cording to the view taken of its nature. (Not so

applied in any version of the N. T.)

1630 PRYNNE Anti'Armin. 158 Saued onely by meaues
of his aduocation and attonement. 1836 J. GILBKRT Chr,
Atonein. (1852) vn. log The efficacy of the Christian atone-

ment is deduced solely from the appointment of it by God.

1847 H. MIM.ER First hnpr. \. 5 A Scottish religious con-

troversy of the present time regards the nature and extent of

the atonement. 1852 ROBKRTSON Serin. Ser. iv. xlvi. 345 The
atonement between God and man consisted of two parts :

God atoned to man by the work of Christ ; man atoned to

God by the work of the Christian ministry. 1860 E. D.
GRIFUN in Disc. % Treat. Atonein. 149 Atonement is that

which was adapted to prevent punishment, or that which
came in the room of punishment, and laid a foundation for

our discharge from every part of the curse. 1860 C. BUHGE
ibid. 437 The necessity of some atonement in order that

sinners may be consistently pardoned.
5. Comb, f Atenement-maker, one who makes

atonement, a reconciler or mediator; j atonement-

making, reconciliation, propitiation ;
atonement-

money, money paid in expiation of offences.

c 1540 BKCOS SfeW'V* Gift Wks. 1843, 314 There is one
Atonementmaker between God and men. 1587 GOLDING
De Mornay vi. 70 Men were forbidden to vtter the vncom-
municable name of God . . saue onely in the dales of attone-

mentmaking, 1611 HIBLF, KJC. xxx. 16 And thou shalt lake
the atonement money of the children of Israel.

Ato nemeiitist. [f- prec. + -IST.] One who
holds the Calvinistic doctrine of the Atonement.

1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atonem. 11852* vii. 208 Urged as in-

consistent with the views of atonementists.

Atoner (at^nai). [f.
ATONE v. + -ER 1

.]
One

who atones ;
a reconciler ; an expiator.

1719 D'URFKV Pills (1872) I. 108 Oh Joy too fierce to be

exprest, Thou sweet atoner of Life's greatest Pain. 1860
MAURICE Lect, Apoc, v. 95 The Lamb that was slain .. the

perfect Atoner of man with the Father of Light. 1881 \V.

NICOI.L The Saviour xxiii. 378 The atoner for souls must be

sinless.

t Ato'neside, ato*side, advh. ////-. Obs.

[a fonc side -= on the one side : see A prep^ and

ONE.] On one side, on the one side.

1600 HOLLAND Li~y xxx. xxxiv. 764 They ca.-.t them ato-

side [cjccerunt]. Ibid, xxxvn. xi. 950 Those vessels which
j

lay atone side upon the land. 1621 MOLLK Camcrar. Liv.
\

Lib. in. xx. 217 The third made that which remained to hang I

a tone-side.

Atonic (at^'nik), rf. and sb. [ad. med.L. atonic-

us, f. Gr. O.TQV-QS without tone \f. a priv. + rcW?

stretch, strain, stress, tone, f. rdv-av to stretch'
;

see -ic.] A. adj.
1. Pros. Not having an accent, unaccented ;

itsu-

u f
ty, not bearing the stress or syllabic accent, as

' the atonic syllables of a word/
' an atonic

vowel.'

1878 KITCHIN tr. Bracket's Etym. Fr. Diet. 50 Every
atonic Latin vowel, in the last syllable of a word disappears
in French.

2. Path. Wanting tone ; characterized by want of

tone or nervous elasticity in the system.
1792 Gcntl. Mag. May 448 Recommended in the atonic

out. 1843 C. WILLIAMS Princ, Mud. iii. 494 Atonic en-

largement of the capillaries. 1861 Sat. Rev. 7 Sept. 240
We live in what is delicately called an atonic age. Medical
science is devoted constantly to the task of fanning into

a sickly flame the sparks of life.

B. sl>.

1. Pros. A word or element of speech not having
an accent. (Used spec, in Greek Grammar of the

words d, 17, of, ai, iv, is, is, in, i(, ti, oil, us.)

1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Accent, Words which have no

accent are called Atonies. 1874 PARRY Grk. Grant. 172 Ten
monosyllables (called Atonies or Proclitics) have no accents.

2. Med. ' A remedy having power to allay ex-

citement.' Syd. SOL. Lc.\. 1881. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Atoning (atr>'-nin\ fpl. a.
[f.

ATONE T. *-

-INC -.] Reconciling ; making reparation for of-

fences ; expiating.
1609 ARMIN Maids Marcel. 1 18801 107 Two hearts relent-

ing, Thine penetrable, through attoning pittie. 1814 SOUTHF.Y

ffAKrrBotxv.Wks. IX. 137 Who on the Cross Gave his atoning
blood for lost mankind. 1879 (JKO. KI.IOT

Tluo._
Suck 122

Dion's atoning friendliness has a ring of artificiality.

Ato/ningly, adv. [f. prec. + -LT8
.]

In an

atoning manner ; by way of expiation of an offence.

1864 SWINBURNE Atalanta 1647 Being just, I had slain

their slayer atoningly.

Atony (a:
-

Wni). Path. [a. f.atonie (I4th c.,',

ad. med.L atonia, a. Gr. arovia, n. of state f.

arovos : see ATONIC.] Want of tone, relaxed con-

dition ; enervation, languor. Also_/ff.
1603 Phil. Trans. XVII. 659 This Atony of the Glandules

of the Brain. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Atony, in medicine, a
want of tone or tension ; or a relaxation of the solids of a
human body; occasioning a loss of .strength, faintings, &c.

1847 tr. Ceo. Saiufs Wks. VI. 141 Ennui is the languor of

the soul, an intellectual atony.

Atonys, obsolete form of AT ONCE.

Atop (atfrpl, ailv. and prep. [A prep} + TOP ;

formerly written iti'visim.]

A. adv. On or at the top, above.

1658 ROWLAND Monffcfs Theat. of Ins. 912 Boil them, .in

an earthen vessel, take off the skim a top. 1779 in Phil.

Trans. LX1X. 534 A black mass a-top, and a metallic mass
at bottom. 1877 Si. ARNOLD Sohrab ff R. Sel. Poems(i882>

37 From the fluted spine atop, a plume Of horsehair waved.

b. followed by of.
1672 PENN Spir. Truth 120 Set atop of Christ, that is,

over His Head. 1708 MRS. CENTI.IVRE Bitsie Body iv. ii, You
are a-top of the House, and you are down in the Cellar.

1883 W. SIKES in Harper's Mag. Feb. 349/1 A round hole in

the greensward atop of the cliff.

B. prep, [by omission of
of.]

On the top of.

J655 l'URNALLCV/r. in Ann. 14. xviini669^67/i Float a-top
the waves. 1713 DERHAM Pkys.-Theol. Addr. 6 Sideways,
not under or a-top the Spear. 1868 HAWTHORNE Amer.
.\ote-Rks. (1879) I. 179 Rushing atop the waves.

Atornde, pa. t. of ATKEX v. Obs.

Atoside, variant of ATONESIDE.

tAtOTTCh.,
~

Obs. rare~ l
. \a~O.atouche-r,

earlier -ier, f. a to + touchier to TOUCH.J To
touch, come in contact with.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 248/3 Sore vexed with tooth ache,
and he atouched this wode and anone the ache was gone.

Atou'chment. Obs rare' 1
. \si.Qy utouche-

ment, f. atoucher : see prec. and -MENT.] Touch.

1483 CAXTON dold. Leg. 430/2 That euer he felte ony
atouchemente, tatche, or spotte, of mortal crysme.

tAtonT, sb. Obs Forms: .^aturn, 4-5atour(e,

-owr(e, attour. [a. OF. aturn, -ourn, -ur, -our

(mod. atom-}, vbl. sb. f. atourner: see ATUKN.]
1. Attire, array, dress

r 1220 Unit Mi-id. 23 For bi is hare aturn se briht. c 1300
A". Alis. 6834 Ne saughe he never so faire atoure. c 1400
Rom. Rose 3717 Nor of robe, nor of tresour . . neithir of hir

riche attour. 1475 CAXTON fason nsb, That poure creature

habylled with ryall atours.

2. Military equipment or preparation.
J375 HARBOUR Bruce xvn. 717 The schipmen. .pressit with

that gret atour Toward the wall. 1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met.

XII. v, For t' avenge it, he made redy alle his atowr.

Atou'r (atotiT), prep, and adv. Sc. Forms : 4

a-toure, at-oure, 4-5 atoure, 6 attoure, attouir,

9 atower, 4- attour, atour. [Only Scotch, exc.

in the quotations from A/isaunder and Sir Beves.

App. f. AT prep. + our, oivcr, Sc. form of OVER. In

Harbour's Bruce OuTOCH is used in the same sense,

as if at- were corrupted from out. In his Saints'

Lives it rimes many times with fcnuer, 'four,'

never with Fr. OH in hour, honour ;
nor does the

sense suit Fr. an/our, or OK. entour, around, about.]

A. prep.
1. Of position : Over.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xui. 353 Bannokburne, that sa cum-

myrsuni was .. niycht nane atour it ryde. 1423 JAMES I

King's Q. in. viii, Thaire hudis all. .atoure thaireyen hang.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. iv. xix. 64 Atoure the Peychtys kyng
regnand. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 9 To fair attour the

flude. 1826 J. WILSON Noct. Amor. Wks. 1855 I. 14 Loupin
atower the sopha. 1837 R. N ICOLL Poems 1 1842^ 85 The sun-

shine creeps atour the crags.

2. Of degree, quantity, or number : Over, more

than, beyond.
1375 HARBOUR Bruce II. 368 And he hym-selff, atour the

lave, Sa hard and hewy dyntis gave. Ibid. xx. 434 Nocht . .

atour ten. c 1475 A*. Coilyear, Ane man he traistit in, maist

atour all vther thing. 1609 SKKNE Reg. Maj. 139 Attour

the space of ane zeare, and ane day.

b. By and atour : over and above, in addition to.

i 1600 in Orig. Paroch. Scot. 11851' I. 517 Three chalders

of victual . . by and attour the ministeris stipend. 1824
Scon Redgaunt. xii, By and attour her gentle havings.

3. Over an obstacle, restriction, prohibition : In

defiance of, in spite of.

1535 STKWART Cron. Scot. II. 12 How the Pechtis crownit

ane King attouir forbidding. Mod. Sc. tjamieson) I'll do
this attour ye.

t 4. ? Over against
i 1375 ? HARBOUR .St. Adrian 380 Furth come campyonis

foure, & al stud Adryane atoure.

B. adv.

1. Over and above, moreover, in addition, besides.

( 1320 Sir Heves 2137 Atour, aseide, in is contre Icham a

erl and also is he. c 1375 '! BARBOUR St. Marcus Prol. i }etc

suld I here a-toure Spek of be ewangelistis foure. 1558
KENNEDY Compcnd. Tract, in Misc. Wodr.So,.. 118441 108

Attouir, it is to be notit 1663 in Spalding Tronh. Cftas. I

(18291 42 Attour, they are of intolerable greediness.

b. In same sense, the phrases By atour, by and

atour, more atour (mairafour).
i 1300 A". A Us. 4511 Ded buth my prynces be atour. a 1500

Lancelot 1775 And mor atour he shall Have O thing. 1725
A. RAMSAY Gent. Shefh. (1844) 31 By an attour. .twa quey
cawfs, I'll yearly to them give. 1794 BURNS tt'la. 137 Bye
attour, my gut';her has A hich house and a laigh ane.

2. ?A11 over, everywhere.
a 1475 R. Coilyear 469 His plaitis properlie picht attour

with precious stanis. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis vn. vi. 68 Quhy
suld I dred or spayr To purches help, .attour allquhair?

' Atotvremeiit OAs.ru/-e-'. [z.OV.atornc-
ment, -oitrnetncnt, f. atourner ;

assimilated in form

to ATOUR sb.~] Attire, clothing, vesture.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. xvi. 50 This clerenesse. .callyd ayer

spyrituel
. . where the angels take their araye and atourement.

Atowen, pa. pple. of ATEE v. Obs. to maltreat.

t Atrabilar, -aire, a. Obs. [a. F. atra-

bilaire, ad. med.L. atrabtlarius, f. L. atrabilis : see

ATRABILE, ATRABILIAR.] = ATRABILARIOUS.

1597 LOWE Art Chyrurg. (1634) 147 Ulcers Cankerous are

ingendred of a humor atrabilar. 1738 WARBURTON Div.

Leeat. I. 360 More subject to atrabilaire Disorders.

Atrabilarian (aetrabile<
iTian\ a. and sb. [f.

med.L. atrabilari-us (see prec."l + -AN.]

A. adj.
= ATUABILARIOUS

; replete with black

choler.' J.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 792 An Hypochondriacal or

Atrabilarian Distemper. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules Diet 298

Melancholy or atrabilarian Constitutions. 1831 HEIDK;KR
Didoniad v. 130 His pristine prompt atrabilarian Commands.
B. sb. An atrabilious man, a hypochondriac.
t AtrabilaTic, a. Obs. [irreg. f. med.L. atra-

bilarins or F. atrainlaire (see above) + -ic
; prob.

after melancholic, etc.]
= ATRABILIOUS.

1620 VI:NNER l-'ia Recta (1650 97 Sausages, .are most hurt-

full to the cholerick and atrabilarick.

Atrabilarious (a;trabile->Ti3s), a. [f. med.l..

iitrabJlari-us (see ATBABILE) + -ous.] a. Of or

pertaining to black bile. b. Atrabilious, melan-

choly, hypochondriacal ; splenetic, acrimonious.

1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Coinpit. in. 49 An Atrabilarious

humour is but enraged and irritated by using hot things.

1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules Diet 367 Atrabilarious dry Consti-

tutions. 1882 J. H AWTHORNE J'ort. I'ool i. xx, Kate Roland
was defending Mr. Sinclair against a rather atrabilarious

onslaught from Miss Vivian.

t Atrabila-riousness. Obs.-
[f. prec. +

-NESS.] ATKABIUOUSNESS. 1731 in BAiLtv.

t Atrabi'lary, a. Obs. [ad. med.L. atrabi-

lari-tis, or F. atrabilaire^ = ATBABILAKIOI'S.

1672 COLES, Atrabilary, troubled with Melancholly. 1684
tr. ftcnet's Merc. Cotnpit. xi. 377 Let Atrabilary Melan-
cholists vise ii. 1751 [see ATRABILE].

f A'trabile. Obs. [a. F. atrabile, in i6th c.

alrebilc (It. atrabi'li
,

ad. L. atra bllis. used

to transl. Gr. /ifAa"cx A 'a black bile, melancholy,
and treated in later times as a single word, as in

the mod. langs. ; hence the lateadjs iitrabtliiirius,

atrabllarins. (.Of these the former is on the whole

the more ngular, though both are supported by L.

analogies : cf. viriddrium and I'iridiarnttn.]
lit. Hlack bile, 'a term anciently used for an

imaginary fluid, thick, black, and acrid,' supposed
1o be secreted by the renal or atrabiliary glanc's,

or by the spleen, ar.d to be the cause of melan-

choly (Syd. Sot. /.c.v. ; hence: Melancholy, spleen.

(Also used in L. form atra bj/is.}

1594 CAREW Huarte's Exam. Wits 11616) 85 Choler adust,
or atrabile, of which Aristotle said, That it made men ex-

ceeding wise. 1639 G. DANIEL I'erric. 638 To see my
Phlegme, or Atra bllis rise. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Atra-
oilis was one of the great humours of the ancient physicians ;

whence arose the atraoilary, one of their temperaments i

answering to what we call melancholy.

Atrabiliar vstrabi-liii\ a. [f. after earlier F.

atrabiliaire, or mod.L dtrabiliarius : see prec.]
=

ATRABILIOUS.
1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. i. ix, In my atrabiliar moods.

1877 MORI.EY Crit. .Misc. Ser. n. 102 Of nervous atrabiliar

constitution.

AtrabiliaTious, variant of preceding.
1761 Brit. Mag. II. 359 Active and alert, with an atra-

biharious aspect,

Atrabiliary (a'trabi'liari\ a. [ad. mod.L.

atrabiliari-us (\n It. atrabiliario), f. atra bill's :

see ATRABILE and -ARY.] a. Of or pertaining to

black bile
;

'

applied to the renal or supra-renal

glands or capsules, and to the arteries and veins

by which they are supplied.' Syd. Soc. Lex. b. =
ATRABILIOUS.

1715 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Lentils, Subject to atra-

biliary Distempers. 1830 Edin. Encycl. I. 839 Called renal,

or suprarenal glands, and from the blackish fluid they con-

tain atrabiliary capsules. 1839 HOOPER Med. Diet. 1179 An
atrabiliary young man.

Atrabilious ..-etrabi-Hss' ,
a. [f. L. atra bilis

(see ATRABILE) + -DOS, after L. bllidsiis BILIOUS.]

Affected by black bile or 'choler adust'; melan-

choly, hypochondriac ; splenetic, acrimonious.

1651 Hit'ios .Vt-rc Disp. f 220 Some ajruginous or atra-

bilious. 1816 SOUTHEY Kss. Mor. tr Pol. (1832* I. 270 It

would make the Knglish . . fonder of life, less atrabilious.

1849 LOWELL Bifimef.'Vfla. 1879. 179/1 A hard-faced, atra.

bilious, earnest-eyed race. 1866 CAKLYIE Kemin. 118811 II.

206 My atrabilious censures.

Atrabi liousuess. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being atrabilious.

1882 .Spectator 8 Apr. 462 The atrabiliousness of Carlyle's

attitude towards human life.

t Atrabi'lous, obs. variant of ATBABJLIOOS.
1681 tr. II 'Mis' Rem. Med. ll'fo., AtraHloiis, belonging to

the black bile or melancholy, or to the melancholic humour.

Atrament ^artrament). [ad. L. atramentum

blacking, ink, f. *atra-rt to blacken, f. atcr black.]

Blacking, ink ; any similar black substance, as the
' ink

'

of the cuttle-fish.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De f. R. xix xxxiii. (1495 879 At-

trament is made of sole. 1661 LOVKI.I. Hist. Anim.
fy
Min.

195 Being in dainger, they [cuttle-fish] cast forth their atra-

ment. 1678 R. RUSSEI.I. Gehtr \. iii. 8 There are divers

Atraments and they are found of divers Colour. 1834
ALLAN Min. 15 Atrament Stone . . is a mixture of the sul-

phate and peroxide of iron . . of a dark brick-red colour.

t Atramenta-ceous, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

L.

atramentum (see prec. ) + -ACEOUS.] Of the nature

of ink, inky.

1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. iv. ii. 94 The Vitreous, and

Crystalline Humours and Atramentaceous Mucus.
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Atramental ^vtrame-ntal), a. [f. as prec. -t-

-AL 1
.]

Of or pertaining to ink
; ink-.

1646 SIK T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. xii. 336 If we inquire
In what part of vitriol this Atramentall and denigrating
condition lodgeth. 1662 EVELYN Syfoa. (1679) 29 That the

sap should be, .so flat and pallid in the Atramental Galls.

t A'tramenta rious, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L.

dtrdmentari-tts pertaining to ink {atramcntariuin
an ink-stand) + -OUH.] Inky.
1717 SLARE in Phil. Trans. XXX. 566 They degenerate

into a deep Purple, or even to an Atramentarious Colour.

Atranie'ntary, a. rare. [ad. L. atramentari-

its : see prec.] Belonging to ink
; written, printed.

1613 JACKSON Creed H. xxxi. Wks. II. 145 To communicate
. . by these dumb characters or atramentary instructors.

I Atranieiitrtious, a. Obs, rare- 1
. In 7

atrim-. [f.
L. atramcnt-iim (see above) + -mous.]

Of the nature of blacking or ink.

1650 Bt'LWKR Anthropomet. xxii. 255 The M cores might
possibly become Negroes ; receiving atrimentitious im-

pression by the power and efficacy of imagination.

Atrameiitous (zetrame'ntas), a. ; also 7 at-

trim-, [repr. L. *atniMcntds-ttSt f. atranicnt-um :

see above, and -ou.] Inky, ink-like, black as ink.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 336 The second way
whereby bodies become black, is an Atramentous condition.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydro I. Chym. 38 Not that the solution of
Nitre or Salt, contributed anything to this attrimentous

curdling. 1683 Phil. Trans. XIV. 489 [Brine] becomes
Atramentous with galls. 1713 DEKH.AM Phys.-Theol. iv. ii.

92 Snails send out their Eyes, .like atramentous spots, fixed

at the end of their Horns.

Atran, pa. t. of ATKIX v. t
ATIUNE v. Obs.

Atrap, var. of ATTKAP v. Obs., to entrap, catch.

t A'trate. Obs.- [acl. L. atratitst ppl. adj. f.

dter black.]
' One cladde in blacke, a mourner.'

Cockeram 1623.

t A-tra'verS, adv. and prep. Oh. Also 5
attrauerse. [a. F. a trovers.] A. tufa. Cross-

wise, sidewise. B. prep. Across.

i43ol,vi>o. Chron. 7V<yin.xxiii, Andgoth to him attrauerse.

1483 CAXTON Gold. L,eg. 34^4 A crosse . . of sonde a t ravers
the Angle. 1659 LEAK }\'ater-wks. 14 They must be soldered

a travers above the great Pipes.

t Atray ,
v. Obs. Also 4-5 atrey. [f.

A-

pref. i +TBAY z>., OE. tregion.] To vex, trouble.

(-1320 Senyn Sages (W.^ 1867 Swithe sore sche him atraid.

*' '33 Kytl f Tars 605 He sturte Iiim up . . In his herte

sore atrayyed. a 1400 Cov. Myst. 350 We were of hym so
- sore atreyd.

t Atrea'ch, v. Obs. rare. [f. AT-//V/. 1, - +
REACH

;
cf. AREACH.]

1. To reach or get at with a weapon ; to strike.

c 1330 A rth. <y Merl. 4827 Who so evir he at raught Tombel
of hors he him taught.
2. To seize or snatch away.
c 1300 in Wright Lyric P. \. 37 Al my ro were me at-raht.

t A'tred, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1

. [f. L. atr-um

(liter) black + -EI>. Cf. ATKATE.] Coloured black.

1638 T. WHITAKBK Blood ofGrape 76 (T.) Yellow choler or

aired, or a mixture of both.

t Atre'de, v- Obs. rare. [f.
AT- pref- + rede,

REAI> ; lit. 'to give advice away from.' Possibly
for out-read

s
as edited by Tyrwhitt, though all MSS.

have at'\\ cf. ATODB/r<yS,] To outdo in counsel.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troyltts \\. 1456 Men may the wise at-

renne, and nought atrede. .1386 Knts. T. 1591 Men
may the eelde at-renne, but nat at-rede.

t Atree-t, atre'te, adv. Obs. Also 4 atrayt.

[a. F. a trait at a draught. The spelling after

1500 would have been afreaf.] At one draught,

continuously ; straight off, distinctly.
1340 Ayenh. 50 pe wombe zayb, Jjou

sselt et longc and
atrayt. 1388 WVCLIF Xehetn. viii. 8 I'hei redden . . distinctli,
ether atrcet

t
and opynli to vndurstuncte. 1440 Prouip. /'{if~z:

17 Aireet 1499 atrete 1

, Tractatim^ tractim, distinct?.

A-tremble (itreTnb'l), advb. p/ir. [A prep.
+ TREMBLE.] In a trembling state.

1856 MRS. BROWNINC; Aur. Leigh vi, My hands a-tremble,
as I had just caught up My heart to write with. 1876
DOWDEN Pct'ins 151 A whisper fine In the leaves a-tremble.

t Atre'ii, v. Ol's. Forms : 3 Pa. t. atarnde,
-sernde, -ornde, 4-5 Inf. atreune.

[f. AT-//Y/"-
+ OK. rennan (weak) : see RUN. Cf. G. entrcnncn.

Properly causal, but confusexl with the intr. ATRIN,

q v.J intr. To run away, escape (with dat. = from .

1205 LAV. 26638 pa eorles biuoren heom aneuste atarnden.

1*97 K. GLOIX 530 The Constable vnnethe Atarnde aliue.

Ibid. 419 Heatorndeas vasteas hemyjte. 1374-86 CHAUCER
[see under ATRKDE].

J|
Atresia (atirjla). Path. [mod L., f. Or.

arpTjros not perforated, rprjat? perforation.] Oc-
clusion or closure of a natural channel of the body.
1866 T. PEACOCK Mulform. Heart 60 Atresia of the orifice

. . of the pulmonary artery.

Atrey, variant of ATRAY v., ATRY v. Obs.

Atrial (/''trial), a. Fhys. [f. L. dtri-ttm (see

ATRIUM) + -AL1
.] Of or belonging to the atrium.

1869 HUXLEY Classtf. Anint. 31 In these animals [A set'

dioidd} there is an atrial system.

t Atri-de, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [f. AT- pref* +

OE. Man to RIDE. Cf. MHG. entrtten, Du. ont-

rijden.] intr. To ride away, escape.
iaos I,.\v. 31439 He at-rsed, J>e seint Oswald biswac.

t Atrrn, v. Obs. Forms (only in pa. t.) : 1-3

ffltarn, 3 attrann, 3-4 atarii. [OE. xirinnan,

Mtirnan, f. AT- Pref2 4- OK. rinnan or irnan ; cf.

OE. odrinnan; cogn. with G. fntrinnen\ see RUN.]
intr To run away, escape (with </<*/. from). Also

causal, for ATREN.
<t 1000 Boeth. Metr. xx. 138 [He] baere eorban a;fre ne

o5rinne(5. ciooo /KI.FRIC Gen. xxxix. 13 pa setarn he ut.

<i2oo ORMIN 1424 patt bucc attrann Ut inntill wilde wesste.

(.'1315 SHOREH. 149 Thes ilke screawe into helle (iod at arn.

t Atri'iie, v. Obs. Forms : I aethrin-an, 3

atrin-en, etrin-en, attryne. I Pa. t. aethran,

2-3 atraa. [OK. xthrinant
f. AT-/;-;/".

1 + /ir/nan

to touch: see HIKE and ARINE.]
1. To touch.
c 1000 Ags. Go$p. Matt, xxlii. 3 Nella^ his b-'1 '"'^ neora

fingre aethri'nan. 1205 LAV. 1554 ^if he hine mid sweorde
atran. c 1275 Passion Onr Lord 582 in O. A'. Misc. 53
Jhesus. .forbed J>at heo attryne ne scolde his honde.

2. Jig. a. To touch, concern ; b. to befall.

r 1230 After. A*. 50 Ich write muchel uor o5re, bat noSing
ne etrine5 on. c 1*75 Sinners Bware 258 in O. K. Misc. 80
Kute he do hi preostes lore . . Ne schal him no god attryne.

A-trip (atri-p), advb.phr. Nant. [f. A prep.
1

+ TRIP: as if 'on the trip, starting, ready.']
1. Of yards : Swayed up, ready to have the stops

cut for crossing. Of sails : Hoisted from the cap,
sheeted home, and ready for trimming. Smyth
.Sailor's Word-bk. 1867.
1626 G. SANDYS Ovitfs Met. xi. 228 Then hoise their Yards

a trip, and all their sailes. 1726 PENHALLOW Ind. H'a>'s

(18591 53 They got their mainsail atrip.

2. Of an anchor: Just raised .perpendicularly
from the ground in weighing.
1796 DIBIHN Poor Jack, Krum the moment the anchor's

atrip. 1849 W. IRVING Cnlumhits III. 68 One ship, with
anchor atrip and sails unfurled, waited to receive Nicuesa.

fAtri'St, v. Obs. ran-- 1
,

[f. \-pref. 1 + tri.it

= TRUST
7-.]

To trust.

i 1400 A/>ol. I.oll. 96 Veyn supersticoun . . bat men a-

tristun in.

II Atrium (<
7ii tri#m\ [I,.]

1. A court, a. The central hall or court of a

Roman house, b. A covered court or portico in

front of the principal doors of churches, etc.

1577 tr. Buliinger*s Decades 115921 340 The third parti-
was called Atrium, the court. 1791 ADAM Rom. Aittiy,

1,1807' 522 In the atrium the nuptial couch was erected.

1853 RcsKix.S'/Vwjr Yen. II. iv. 65 A large atrium or portico
is attached to two sides of the church.

2. Fhys. a. That part of the auricle into which
the veins pour the blood. b. In the Tunicata :

A large cavity into which the intestine opens.
1870 NICHOLSON Zool. (1880* 382 From the stomach an in-

testine is continued, which . . opens into the bottom of a
second chamber called the ' cloaca

'

or ' atrium.' 1880
GUNTHER Fishes 119 Each atrium is supported externally
by a small bone.

AtrO- (a."tr0), comb, form of L. dfcr black, as in

atrontbent reddish-black, atrosanguine&us of a

dark blood-red colour.

1697 Liiu YD in Phil. Trans. XXVI I. 467 All black, or atro-
rubent. 1881 Syd, Soc. f.c.v., Atrosungithteons.

t AtrO'CC, a. Obs. [a. F. atrocc, ad. L. atroc-

eni : see next.] Atrocious.
a 1733 NORTH Exam. n. iv. 54 The . . atroce Wickedness

of these Doings. Ibid. \. ? 124 This most atroce Machine.

Atrocious (S-tr^u-JasX a. [f. L. atroci- (nom.
atrox] fierce, cruel, f. ater black + -ous.]
1. Characterized by savage enormity ; excessively

and wantonly cruel ; heinously wicked : a. of

actions, b. of persons or agents.
1669 HOXYMAM Sun'. Xaphtali n. 203 If it fa fault] be

atrocious and landdefiling. 1772 PKNXANT Tours Scot. \ 1774)

252 Here all atrocious criminals were excluded. 1833 I.

TAYLOR Fanat. vi. 2 1 Human nature . . may become atrocious
in a degree that confounds every distinction between human
and diabolical wickedness. 1845 DARWIN / ~oy. Xnt. ii. < 1879)

24 Atrocious acts which can only take place in a slave conn try,

t 2. Stern, terrible, tierce; extremely violent. Obs.

1755 THOMSON Liberty 11. 305 The fierce, atrocious frown
of sinewed Mars. 1753 CHKYNK Kng. Malady i. vi. 10
Nervous Diseases . . with higher, and more numerous and
atrocious Symptoms.
3. collot/. Very bad, shocking, execrable.
Mt>d. What an atrocious pun !

AtrO'Ciously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LV-.] In an

atrocious manner ; with heinous wickedness or

cruelty ; shockingly.
1765 HP. \JW\H Lett. ll

r
i*rbitrtt>n\\, Abusingme infamously

and atrociously. 1831 AI.FOKD in Life 11873' D7 '1 be letter

had an atrociously long sentence in it.. 1859 T. TROLI.OPK
Tuscany ix. 137 The populace . . were atrociously incited to
crimes of the deepest dye.

Atro'ciousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being atrocious

; heinousness.

1731 in BAILKY. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 8 p8 With-
draws his attention from the atrociousness of the guilt.

1793 tr. Reccaria's Ess. Crimes xiii. 49 The credibility of a
witness is less as the atrociousness of the crime is greater.

Atrocity (ati?-slti). [(?a. F. atrocit^ ad. L.

atrodtatcm, n. of quality f. atrox fierce, cruel.]
1. Savage enormity, horrible or heinous wicked-

ness.

1534 MORE On the Passion Wks. 1294/2 For the atrocyte
of the story . . almost euerye childe hathe heard, a 1674
CLARKNDON 'J-' They desired justice might be done upon

offenders, as the atrocity of their crimes deserved. 1863
GARDINER Hist. Eng. I. 253 If the atrocity of their design
was hidden from their eyes.
2. Fierceness, sternness, implacability, arch.

1635 NAUNTON Fragm. R?g. 183 The atrocity of her
father's nature. 1865 BARING-CrOULD Werewolves \. 54 They
besiege it with atrocity, striving to break in the doors.

3. An atrocious deed ; an act of extreme cruelty
and heinousness.

1793 T. JtFKERSoN Writ. 118591 IV. 14 To defend them-
selves from the atrocities of a vastly more numerous and
powerful people. 1880 M' CART MY Own Times, The deeds
which have ever since been known as * the Bulgarian
atrocities."

4. colloq. with no moral reference : A very bad

blunder, violation of taste or good manners, etc.

1878 HattonCorr. Pref. 4 Their diction and their spelling,
and the fearful atrocities committed in the latter.

t Atro'ke, v. Obs. ; also att-.
[i.

A- /;</. i +
OK. tritcan'. see TROKK ?'.] To fail, become faint.

c 1315 Bodl. .1/.S'., Laud Misc. No. 108 If. 1 1 Halliw.), I nelle

nou^t fastinde late him go That heo beon overcome And at-

trokien bi the weie. 1460 in Pol, K, if- I.m'e Foetus 11866'

221 Him atroketh his breth And be soule a-wey geth.

Atropal iivtn?pal), a. Bot. = ATROPOUS.
1871 ("IKAY Bot. Tcxt-bk. 524.

Atrophiated (atriTu-fi^-ited), ppl. a. [f.
A-

THOPHY + -ATK + -KI).] ATROPHIKl).

1634 T. JOHNSON tr. ParfysChirnrg. x.xix. 11678' 711 Every
part which hath not his motion remaineth languid and atro-

phiuted. 1836 TODD Cycl. A nat. fy Phys. I. 1 17/1 The right

[ovary] . . atrophiated and useless.

Atrophic (atr^-fik), a.
[f. Gr. arpo^-os (see

ATKOTHV sb.) + -ic.]
= ATROPHOUS.

1865 C. JONKS J 'ear-e&, Mcd. 86 Atrophic degeneration of
the Spinal Cord. 1876 tr. Ib'tigners Gen. Patltol. 25^' Tis-
sues . . atrophic or flaccid.

Atrophied (artr<rfid), ///. a.
; also 6 atro-

fied.
[f.
ATROPHY f -ED.] Affected with atrophy;

starved, wasted, emaciated. Also
fig\

1597 LOWK Art Chynog. 116341 59 The bodie . . becum-
nieth atrofied and leant. 1836 Tonn Cycl. A nut. <V Phys,
II. 79/2 The muscles., for want of use are more or less

wasted and atrophied. 1876 KANCROI i Hist. I . .S'.VI. sji
The people, weary of atrophied institutions, yearn for fuller

knowledge of the rules of right.

AtrOpllOUS '.artrjfos , a. [f. Gr. drpo^-vy ,*ee

next) + ou.s.] Characterized by atrophy.
1877 ROHKKTS Handbk. Mcd. led. 31 I. 397 Alrophou* em-

physema is merely due to wasting of the septa.

Atrophy (;c-tr<rfi), sb. [a. F. atrophic, ad. J,.

atrophiU) Gr. drpcxpia, n. of state f. arpo(/>os ill-fed,

not nourished, f. a priv. + rpofprj nourishment.]
1. A wasting away of the body, or any part of it,

through imperfect nourishment ; emaciation.
1620 VENNER I 'ia Recta viii. 189 Which .. bringeth the

body into a deformed Atrophie or consumption. 1667 MIL-
TON /*. /-. XL 486 Moon-struck madness, pining atrophy.
1862 TKKXCH Mirac. \\\. 323 A partial atrophy, showing it-

self in a gradual wasting of the size of the limb.

2. fig.

?^53 TKR. TAYLOR Strut. Kt-ar Ded.
(
We ..fear the people

will fall to an Atrophy, then to a loathing of holy food. 1782
J. TRUMHLI.L M l-'ingal \\. (1795) 102 lly fatal atrophy of

purse. 1840 CARLVLE Heroes ( 18581 315 For the Scepticism
. . is . . a chronic atrophy and disease of the whole soul.

Atrophy (ae-trtffi), v.
[f. prec. sb.] lit. and_/"^.

1. trans. To affect with atrophy, to starve.

1865 MILL in // 't-stiit. A'cr-. XXVIII. 9 Organs are strength-
ened by exercise and atrophied by disuse. 1876 HAMI.HION
Intell. Life ii. v. 428 A constant and close pressure atrophies
the higher mind.

2. intr. To become atrophied or abortive.

1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi XL. 222 The horns, mere stumps
not a foot long, inust have atrophied. 1883 ('.. AI.I.KN Col.

Clout's Ctard. xxi. 121 As the fruit ripens, one of them (the

seeds) almost always atrophies.

Atropine (re'tropsin). Chew, and JAv/. [i.

atropa deadly nightshade, f.<jr. "Arpo-n- s 'inflexible,'

name of one of the Fates.] A poisonous alkaloid

found in the Deadly Nightshade and the seeds of

the Thom-apple. Atropia (atr<Tu-pi;U, synonym
of prec. Atropic (atr^'pik), a., of or pertaining
to atropine, as in Atropic acid. Atropinism
;e-tr0pini:z'm)

= ATKOPISM. A-tropini:zed, ///.

a,, poisoned by atropine. Atropism Ee'tmpiz m),
poisoning by atropine.
1842 T. ( GRAHAM Elfin. Chcni. in. ix. 4. 982 Atropine, in

all parts of Atropa Belladonna . . possesses the power to di-

late the pupil of the eye. 1877 MKS. H. KING Dlscip.^ Rnffi>ii
ied. 3) 19 The deadly drops of 'atropine Are mixed into the
water and the wine. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 50/1 ^Atropia
is insoluble in cold water. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chan. I. 474
"Atropic acid, .is said to resemble benzoic acid in form and
volatility. 1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Mcd. (1879) 311 The re-

markable similarity in the symptoms of y

atropinism and of
scarlatina. 1875 H. WOOD Therap. 243

y

Atropinized animals.

Atropous (se'tr^pas), a. Bot.
[f.

Gr. arpo-n-os
not turned (f. d priv. + rpoiros turn) + -ous.] Of
ovules : Not inverted, erect (see quot.).
1839 LINDLEY Introd. Hot. 219. 1857 HENFREY Elem. Bot.

% 237 Where the nucleus is straight and the micropyle is at
the end opposite the attachment of the funiculus, and the
chalaza next the placenta, such an ovule is called atropous.

AtrotlS (t
Ti>

tras), a. rare. Nat. Hist. [f. L. ater,

atro- black + -ous.] Of a jet black colour.

tAtrou't, v. Obs. [f. AT- //V



ATBY.

OE. Ariltan.'] intr. To rush away, escape (with
i/at. = from).
,11150 Owl \ A'ifbt. 1166 fu ne miht nohwar atrute.

1197 K. GLOI/C. 78 Per nas prince vnne|x: (>at hym my?te
atroutc. c 130$ Pilate 242 in E. E. P. (1862) 117 Hi ne

Jaerste no whar at-route.

tAtry, v. Olis.; also 4 attrie, 5 ? atrey. [f.

TRY v., a. OF. trier; the origin of the prefix is

doubtful: perh. intensive after native vbs.]
1. trans. To try, as a judye.
1330 R. BKI'NNK Chrtm. So Chefe justise heSatte, (>e sothe

to atrie. Ibid. 245 pe rightes he did attrie of )w> J>at wrong
had nomen.
2. intr. To try, test, as with a touch-stone.
1-1485 Dighy Myst. u88z> in. 983 With many a temtacyon

we lochyd hym to atrey to know whether he was god or non.

A-try (atrai-), advb. phr. A'ant. [\\prrp.l +
TKY.] Of a ship in a gale : Kept by a judicious
balance of canvas with her bows to the sea.

1611 COTGR., Cappccr, A ship to lye a-try. 1628 DIGBY
Voy. Mtdit. 11868) 86 We tooke in our fore course and lay
a trie with our maine course, a 1733 NORTH /w* 11826)
II. 316 Sometimes a-try and sometimes a-hull we busked it

out. 1867 in SMYTH SailorV 11 'ord-bk.

t Atsa'ke, v. Obs. Pa. t. I sets6c, 2-3 atsoke.

[OE. Ktsacan, i. AT- prcf:- + sacan : see ASAKE ]

1. intr. To deny.
riooo Ag-s. Gflsp. Luke viii. 45 Da hi ealle st-socon. 1205

LAY. 6101 pa Densce men dunriht atsoken pat heo to lirut-

londe nolden mare Senden gold, f 1275 Passion 293 in O.E.
Misc. 45 Peter at-sok and seyde, awaryed mote heo beo.

2. trans. To deny, abjure, renounce.
c 1000 Affs. C,t's/>. >Iark xiv. 72 t>riwa ou me aH-saxst.

1205 LAY. 28210 To daei ich atsake nine here.

t Atsca'pe, v. Obs. rare- 1

. [f.
AT- //2 -i-

nape, aphetized form of AXCAPE, ESCAPE
;

after

at/Ice, atrin, a/slip, etc.] To escape.
c 1300 in Wright Lyric P. .\xxv. 75 Icsu . . do thou me, At-

scnpen peyne ant come to the.

t Atsee'k, r. 06s. rare- 1
. In 3 atsechen.

[f. AT-yVv/;
1 +OE. secan to SEEK

;
or for earlier

ASEEK.] To seek for.

1205 LAY. 13322 And bere Densemonne king pas Denen
wulle at>echen [1150 seek].

Atseet, pa. t. of ATSIT v. Obs.

r Atsha'ke, Ohs. rart {

. In 3 atsceo-en.

[f.
AT- f>'(/.'-

+ OE. sceafan to SHAKE, to flee
;

cf.

also ASHARE.] intr. To flee away.
1205 LAY. 26516 Hit is eo[w] muchel scorne bat }e \vulle5

atscecen [1250 fleon].

t AtshoO't, v. Obs.
[f. Ai-./jv/^ + OE. sccitan

to SHOOT. Cf. G. entsfhieszen, Du. ontschilten.]
intr. To shoot away (with dat. from\
a 1250 O'vl

.5- .\ight. 44 Hire horte was so gret, pat wel ne}
hire fnast at-schet. Ibid. 1621 pah mi lif me beo at-schote.

tAtsi't, v. Obs. Inflexions, see SIT. [OE.arf-
sittan, f. AT- /re/ 1 sittan to SIT; cf. also ASIT.]
1. intr. To remain sitting, stay, abide.

rO.
E. Citron., pa ausa:ton 5a Centiscan \>3cr be seftan.

To sit against, withstand, disobey, (with ifnt.}

1297 R. GLOLC. 174 In ys ry}t hond ys lance he nom . .

Hym ne my^te atsytte non. a 1300 Hart-left 2200 Hise bode
ne durste non atsitte. < 1320 t <i.v'. I.oitc 235 po he (iodes
heste at-seet, And eke bo he J>e appel eet.

t Atsli'ke, v. O/'S. rare- 1

, [f. AT- pref? +
OE. *sliccin, cogn. w. MLG. sliken, OIIG. sliclian :

see SLI KE v. Cf. G. entschlci(hen."\ To slip away.
t 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 574 Her sweng wyth lyttel at-

slykez.

t Atsli'p.t'. Ot>s. ran 1
. Pa. pple. 3 etslopen.

[f.
AT- prcf.2 + OE. slilpan to SLIP; see ASLIP.]

intr. To slip away; cf. ASLOPE.
( 1230 A>i<:r. A'. 148 Al min hope were etslopen.

t Atsprrng, v. Obs. [OE. aetspringan, f. AT-

pref^~ -t- springan to SPUING ; cogn. w. OHG. int-

springan, Du. ontspringcn : cf. A.SPKINC:.] To
spring forth ;

to spring into existence, originate.
a 1000 Btffttntffma Donne blod ait-sprang, r 1320 Ctist.

Lett? 152 O bat of hem to weren at-sprong pe noumbre of
be soulen bat from heuene felle.

t Atsta'Ild, v. Obs. Also 2-3 ets-, 3 eds- : for

inflexions see STAND v. [OE. irtstanJan, f. AT-

pref.
1 + standan to STAND; cf. ASTAXD. Wiih

senses 3, 4, cf. G. entste/ifn, Goth. andstauJan,
Du. ontstaan.']
1. intr. To stand still, remain, stay.
riooo ^LFRIC Oswald vSweet Reader ioi> Se post ana

artstdd ansund. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 129 Heo . . ne mehten

per naleng etstonden. 1*07 R. GLOI'C. 367 After betere

wind hii moste here atstonde.

2. To come to a stand ; to stop.
1000 Ag-s. Gosp. Luke viii. 44 Da set-stod sona Iwes Modes

ryne. 1205 LAY. 23982 Hit [the sword] at his breoste at-

stod. c 1300 Reket 2375 Er he com to Canterbure : he nolde
no whar atstonde.

3. To make a hostile stand, to resist, withstand.

cnyAncr. 71.248 Edstond: buruhhwat strencoe? 1297 R.

GI.OUC. 35sVorhe at stode. .And droftheEnglysse men a}en.

4. with dat. becoming at length trans. To stand

to: a. To withstand, resist, b. To stand close to;
to press. (I. instare.)
.1220 Stni'/t's IVarJt in Lamb. Horn. 255 Etstont ben

feont and he fli5 anan rihL 1*07 R. GLOUC. 44 Hym ne

mylte non at stonde. c 1330 Amis * Ami!. 1728 Begged
hem mete and drink also, When hem most lied atstod.
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t Atste'rt, i'. O/'s. Forms : 3 atsl irt-cn,

atstert-en, etstert-en. Pa. t. eet-, atsturt(e.
atsterte.

[f. \f-f>rcf.- + stfrt-eti: see START v.

and ASTART v. Cf. G. entstut-tn.]
1. intr. To start away, escape.
1205 LAY. 4264 He aet-sturte in to are burje. c 1*30 A net:

J\. 332 pet wrecche best selden etsterteft.

2. trans, (i.e. with dative ohj.) To escape from,
t iaao Leg. St. A'atA. 699 Tu schalt sone atstirten [7\r.

etsterten] al (>e strengrSe of |>is strif. c**y>Ancr. A*. 370We J>olien J>e soule vuel uorte etsterten vlesches vuel.

t Atstu'nt, 7'. Obs. Also 3 etst-. [f. Ax-fre/.
+ stitnttn : see STINT v. and ASTINT

z-.]

1. trans. To brinjj to an end, to put a stop to.

1205 LAV. 31903 Hu |?at
ufel wes atstunt. c 1220 St. Mar.

/terete 15 Ha nanes weis ne schulen. .etstunten ne etstonden

J>e strenc"5e of mine swenges.
2. intr. To stop, stay, remain.

^1230 Juliana 50 pah an etsterte us! tetie schulen et-

stunten. 1297 R. GLOI-C, 168 So he was fram Kuerwyk
aboute an ten myle, He at stunte.

t AtsttTtte-n, v. Obs.
[f.

AT- />r/l + stittten :

see STIT.] intr. To remain, stay.
c 1220 Leg. St. Kuth. 23 Se wide him wex weorre . . in a

londe, Vline het, $ tear he atstutte.

Attach, (atoe'tj";, v. Also 4 atache, 4-7 at-

tache. .Vr. 6 atteche, atteiche. fa. OF. atachie-r

(mod. attacker}, cogn. with \\..attaccart t Sy.ataiar;
f. a to, at + a radical which is found also in detacher

DETACH, and is connected by Die/, and Littre with

the Genevese fathe
t Sp., Pg. facha, a round-headed

nail, a TACK, fj.v. Thus ///.
'

to tack to.' See

Diez, Littre, Skeat.]
The development of signification seems to have been thus :

r. The regular OF. sense was 'to fasten,' as in mod.Kng,,
where however this sense is of quite rec.nt adoption from
mod.F. 2. The earlier Kng. sense of '

arrest, seize,' arose in

AF. and F,ng.,as an elliptical expression for 'o/loMbysome
tie to the control or jurisdiction of a court,' i.e. so that it

shall have a hold on the party. A man might thus be attache
or *

nailed,' fiar le cars by his body, Par ses avers ft par scs

chatt-tis by his goods and chattels, par j>leges by sureties for

his appearance i Hritton 1
. In the first two cases the attach-

ment consisted in arrest and detention. 3. The It. equiva-
lent is attaccare: in the T6th c. the lt,attaccarr battaglia
to join battle, attaccarsi a to fasten (oneself 1 upon, 'attack,'

was first imitated with F. attacher, and then adapted in Fr.

as attaqner\ whence Eng. ATTACK, and occasional i7thc,
use of attack 'see 4 infra\

I. To arrest, lay hold of, seize,
"

nail
'

; indict.

1. Lau'. To secure for legal jurisdiction and dis-

posal, to place or take under the control of a court ;

to arrest or seize by authority of a writ of attach-

ment: a. a person. v
See cjuot. 1691.)

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. n, 212 Eke wepte and wrong hire

hondes whon heo was a-tachet. c 1380 Sir Feritmbr. 4517
'

Ribaux,' saide he,
*
ich }ow attache, A$eld }ow anon to

me.' 1531-2 Act 23 Hen. /"///, ii, Euery shiriffe .. shall

attache the saide offenders. 1581 Acts fas. l'I 11814!
226 (JAM.) Power to atteiche and arreist the person is

transgressouris. 1590 SHAKS. tVv//. Err. iv. i. 6 There-
fore make present satisfaction, Or lie attach you by this

Officer. 1615 G. SANDYS Tra~'. 108 Often they attach poore
innocents, when they cannot apprehend the guiltie. 1691
BLOCNT Law Diet. s.v. Attnth t He, who Arrests, carries the

party Arrested to another higher person to be disposed of
forthwith ; he that attacheth, keeps the party attached, and

presents him in Court at the day assigned in the Attachment.

1814 SCOTT Wav. xxxi, The means . . of attaching this sus-

picious and formidable delinquent.

Const, for, of.

1494 FABVAN vn. 415 Guy, his sone, was attachyd for the

same and sent to pryson. 1649 MH.TON Eikon. 83 The Peers

gave, .thir consent, .to attaching the Kishopsof High Trea-
son. i7isBuRNET///V/.A'</!,Hewasattachedofheresy. 1823
SCOTT Pei'erilv t

I attach thee of the crime ofwhich thou hast

but now made thy boast. 1852 Miss YON<;E Cameos II. xvit.

183 The Karl Marshal attached Gloucester for high treason.

b. property, goods.
1330 R. BHUNSE Citron. 158 pe godes attached waren to J>e

kyng ofCipres Isaac. 1523 FITZHEKB. Surr. 28 If any of

these sayde officers fynde any maner of catell . . they maye
attache theym and cease theym as

streyes. 1613 SHAKS.
Hen. /'///, i. i. 95 France . . hath attach d Our Nierchants

goods at Burdeux. 1853 WHARTON Pa. Digest 168. 66

Choses in action of the wife cannot be attached for the hus-

band's debt. 1882 C. SWKKT Diet. Law Terms s.v. Attach-

ment^ To attach property is to seize it, or place it under the

control of a Court.

t 2. To indict before a tribunal, accuse, charge.
c
14^50

HESRYSON .tfcr. Fab. 34 Be thou attached with thift

or with treason. .Thy cheer changes. 1513 DOUGLAS Atneis
xii. Prol. 266 Welcum celestiall myrrour and aspy, At-

techyng all that hantis sluggardy ! 1534 Ln. BEKNKRS
Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (15461 K k viij, They wolde . . elles at-

tache vs for fooles. 1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. 36 They
shall not easily be attached of any notable ahsurditie. 1653
M. CARTKR Him. Rediv. (16601 81 In which Parliament, the

King attaches Karl God win, for that he had kil'dhis Brother.

f 3. transf. To seize, lay hold of. a. Said fig.

of death, sickness, love, passion, misfortune. Obs.

1533 ELVOT Cast. Helth (15411 A iv, If they had bene. .at-

tached with envy and covaytise. 1550 BALE Image Both Ch.

in. xix. 13 Hastely shall death attache them. 1610 SHAKS.
7VM/. in. in. 5, I.. am my selfe attach'd with weannesse.
1681 W. ROBKRTSON Phraseol. Gen. 173 A sore sickness at-

tached or attacked him.

fb. ///. To seize with hands, claws, or talons. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 375 Euery man attach the hand
Of his faire Mistresse. 16x1 GUILLIM Heraldrie in. xv. 137
The Lion . . lesse able to attach and raid his Prey. 1649

ATTACH.
SELDEN Lntt-s of F.ng. t. Ixvi. (1739) 144 The strength of (he
Canon-Law growing to its full pitch, after a long chase at-

tached the prey.

II. f4. To attack. Obs. ^So in i6th c. F.

from It.)

1627 Lisander <$ Cal. HI. 41 The Archduke threatned to
attach Reyne Berk with a siege. 1666 KILLIGRI:w Urbin v,
The walls are every where attach'd.

III. trans. To tack on, fasten, affix, connect.

5. To tack on
;

to fasten or join (a thing to

another, or to a spot), by tacking, hooking on,

tying, stitching, sticking, etc.

1802 PAI.KY Xat. Theol. viii. (1827) 458/2 The shoulder-
blade, .is bedded in the flesh ; attached only to the muscle^
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xix, The hundred points or lalchets
which were the means of attaching the doublet to the hose.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. III. 201 A huge stone, to

which the cable, .was attached. 1878 HUXI.EY Physiogr. 77
By attaching to the apparatus a tube which dips beneath
water. 1879 G. FENNELI. in CasselCs Teehn. Educ. IV. 76/2
The young of the oyster . . attach themselves immediately
to the first clean, hard substance they meet with.

fb. To fasten (the eyes), keep fixed on an object.
1663 GMRBIKR Counsel C va, I did not attach my Eyes onely

on the generality of Objects, but did exactly consider some
particulars worthy of note.

6. To connect or join on functionally (e.g. a

person to a company, expedition, etc.) Often rejt.

"iaijoo RoGERB r

j.' The great and rich depend on those
whom their power or their wealth attaches to them. 1781
COWPKR Charity 16 God . . By various ties attaches man to

man. 1808 SCOTT Mem. in Lockhart i. (1842) 162 That I

should seriously consider to which department of the law
I was to attach myself. 1873 TRISTRAM ^loab i. 8 A Be-
douin who had attached himself to us. 1876 GREEN Short
Htst. ii. 7 11882) 95 The second attached himself to the
Dukes of France.

7. To join in sympathy or affection to a person,

place, etc. Often in pass. 7'o be attached to.

iTtSsGoi.nsM. Ess. 14 (L. 'To form the manners and attach
the mind to virtue. 1816 Miss AUSTKN Emma in. x. 341
When I was very much disposed to be attached to him.

1833 Hi. MAHTINEAU Brooke F.us* 109 How she kept her
father's house in order, .how she attached her little brothers

to her. 1853 LVTTON My JCexv/ ix. viii, I resolved again to

attach myself to some living heart.

b. esp. To cause to adhere to oneself in sympathy
or affection

;
to win or attract the attachment of.

iSn Miss AUSTKN Sense <V Sens. in. i. 224 So totally un-

amiable, so absolutely incapable of attaching a sensible man.
1814 Lady Susan xiv. (1879) 230 His account of her at-

taching Miss Mainwaring's lover. 1861 PEARSON E. <J-
Mid.

Ages ofEng. xxvi. iL.) Enemies whom no defeat could in-

timidate, and no peace attach. 86$ CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.

III. ix. iv. 102, I return you all .. except Charles Douze
which attaches me infinitely.

8. To fix (anything immaterial) to
;

to affix a

name, description, property, or adjunct of any kind.
1812 Examiner ^o Nov. 768 i A most diabolical attempt to

attach the guilt of murder to two men innocent of the crime.

1843 MILL Logic i. vi. $ 2 Certain properties to which man-
kind have chosen to attach that name. 1879 B. TAYLOK
Germ. Lit. in To this treasure a curse is attached. 1883
E. PAYNE in Law Times 27 Oct. 432/2 The magistrates'
licence .. is attached to a particular house. *8&4 SIR C.

BOWEN in Law Tinns Rej>. 12 Apr. 197/1 The liability which

English law attaches to contracts.

b. rcf. To fasten itself on
;

to adhere, cleave,

stick to,

1861 MILL L'tilit. 41 No reason why all these motives.,
should not attach themselves to the utilitarian morality, a>

completely . . as to any other. 1875 BRYCK Holy Rom. Entf>.
v. 51 Legends which attached themselves to the name of

Charles the Emperor.
9. To add or bestow as an attribute, to attri-

bute
;
to view as pertaining or appropriate to.

1837 DISRAKI.I Vcnetia i. x. 11871* 50 Little credibility . .

should be attached to such legends. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip
//, i. viii. 134 The importance they attached to their own
services. 1870 JEVOSS Elem. Logic xxxiii. 292 Different

people attach different meanings to the words. 1879 Li K-

BOCK Addr. Pol. ff Educ. iii. 49 Only thirteen attach any
weight at all to scientific subjects in the examinations.

IV. intr. (for rcfl.} To adhere, stick, cling,

remain adherent.

10. To fix or fasten itself upon as an obligation
or liability ;

to fall, or come ttpon t
and adhere to.

1780 Bi RKK Econ. Ref. Wks. III. 338 It is . . just . . that

the loss should attach upon the delinquency. 1852 M fCuL-
LOCH Taxation n. vi. 284.The stamp duties have a ten-

dency to facilitate the transactions on which they attach.

1863 KINGI.AKK Crimea I. 491 Blame attaches upon Lord
Aberdeen's Cabinet for yielding.

11. To adhere to, as an appertaining quality or

circumstance; to be incident to (formerly on}.

1791 lioswKi.i, Johnson (18161 I. 233 For that the right of

Chieftainship attached to the blood of primogeniture, and,

therefore, was incapableof being transferred i8ia SOITHEV
Lett. 11856) II. 312 Without any farther suspicion . . than at-

taches to all works written in an age of physical credulity.

1818 SiRG. DALLAS in Parr's ll'ks. 11828^ VII. 191 The just

veneration that attaches on your opinions. i&tyEcce Hotno\\\.

22 All the advantages which attach to hereditary monarchy.

12. To take legal effect, come into legal opera-
tion in connexion with anything.
1818 COLEBROOKK Obligations i. 93 If the whole obligation

do not attach, the whole of it fails. iSaoSotTHEY in Q.Rci 1
.

XLI. 385 Wherever they should make their settlement, there

the laws of England attached. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prop.
Law 11877) 235 The wife's right to dower accordingly at-

tached. 1848 ARNOVLD Mar. Insur. (1866* I. I. i. 16 When
the liability of the Underwriter commences, the technical
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mode of expressing this is by saying that
' the policy attaches.

1876 DIUBY Real Prop, iii. u. 123 To give the tenure the

character of tenure by knight-service, and consequently to

cause the incidents of wardship and marriage to attach.

t Atta-Cll, sb. Obs. [f. prec. vb.]
1. The act of laying hold of, apprehension by

writ, arrest.

1601 WKEVER Mirr. Mart. E vij b, The meanes for my at-

_ach. 1607 HEVWOOD Wont. Kiltie Wks. 1874 II. 102, I am
made the vnwilling instrument of your attach and appre-
hension. 1641 Termes de la Ley, Attach is a taking or

apprehending by command or writ.

2. fig. A seizure or attack of disease, etc.

1674 J. B[RIAN] Harv.-Home 4. 23 Free from attaches Of
sickness, weakness, in no part feel aches.

3. A tie, attachment ; a thing attached.

1663 SIR G. MACKENZIE Relig, Stoic xiii. (1685) 117 Have
the weakest attachs to this life. 1694 Ladies Diet, % An at-

tache is, as much as to say . . one thing fasten'd to another.

1742 in BAILEY.

Attachable (JUwtfib'l), a. [f.
ATTACH .+

-ABLE.]
1. Liable to arrest or legal seizure: seeATTACH v.2,

aiS79 SIR N. BACON \title\ An Argument to show that the

persons of noblemen are attachable by law for contempts in

the High Court of Chancery. 1755 MACKNS Insurances II.

102 The Goods on board, .shall be more particularly bound
and attachable for the same. 1884 Laiv Rep., Q. Bench
XII. 525 No attachable debt was in existence at the date.

2. Capable of being tacked on, annexed, added,

attributed as an adjunct to anything.
1856 RLSKIN Mod. Paint. III. iv. viii. 21 The terms

'
true

' and '

false
'

are . . attachable to the opposite branches.

1876 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. 1. 1. ii. 50 A throne, to which
wheels were attached, and horses attachable. 1879!'. MARKS
Gt.Pyr. 26 Any theoretical importance, attachable to them.

3. Capable of personal attachment ^to others).

1865 CABLYLE Fredk. Gt. VI. xvi. vi. 196 Voltaire is, by
nature, an attached or attachable creature.

Atta-chableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Capa-

bility of attachment.

1876 Miss SEDGWICK Live fy let Live 199 She had sterling

qualities of truth, honesty, and attachableness.

Attache tataJV). [Fr., pa. pple. of attacker to

ATTACH.] One attached to, connected with, on

the staff of, another person or thing ; spec, one

attached to the suite of an ambassador.

1835 H. GKEVILLE Leaves fr. Diary 55 To offer this post
to Fraser, now paid attache at Vienna. 1859 MASSON Milton
I. 404 [He] had come up to London and become an attache

of the court. 1876 A. ARNOLD in Contentp. Rev. June 42
One is surprised to see English attaches skating in Tehran.

1883 Scot. Rev. Sept. 282 The attaches of a leading daily

paper in New York.

Hence, Attach6ship [see -HHIP].
i857TuACKERAY/'V/^^W./

>

r^Wks.IV.26. 1882 Standard
25 Oct.

5/4_
Colonel T. Gpnne , . has accepted the Military

Attacheship at Constantinople.

Attached (atse-tjt),///. a.
[f.
ATTACH v.4 -ED.]

1. Arrested, seized under warrant of attachment.
1611 COTGR., Saisi, seised,laied hold on. .attached, arrested.

1751 CHAMBERS Cyct. s.\. Attaching, He that attaches keeps
the party attached.

t2. Seized, attacked (with sickness, passion, etc.).

1552 HULOET, Attached wyth syckenes. 1579 LYLY u-

phues (Arb.l 66 Attached of loue. a 1619 VIIIV.KK\ Atkeom.
II. vi. 3 11622) 253 Attatched with a dangerous sicknesse.

3. Tacked on, fastened by a material union to,

1841 DE QUINCEY Homer $ Horn. Wks. VI. 387 Homer in-

troduces horses only as attached to the chariots. 1860 TYN-
UALL Glac. i. 3.30 Moving the staff with such fragments
attached to it.

b. Zool. Fixed to a spot during life, stationary,

as opposed to 'free' ;
C. Arch. Joined to a wall,

etc., instead of standing clear, or * detached.*

1854 WOODWARD Man. Mollusca. (1856) 7 Most of them

[Mollusca] are attached, or have no means of moving from

place to place. 1879 G. SCOTT Led. Archit. \. 149 The at-

tached and detached shafts may be used alternately.

4. Joined functionally.
1859 TENSEST Ceylon I. iv. viii. 493 A cemetery . . attached

to the city. 1879 RUSKIN Lett. Clergy 4 Are the clergymen
. . simply the attached and salaried guides of England '!

5. Joined by taste, predilection, affection, or

sympathy to
; partial, fond, affectionate, devoted.

*793 T. BEDDOES Math. Evid. 9 Readers, attached to these

speculations, will find abundant entertainment. 18*3 BYRON

yuan. xn. xxxv, Fred really was attach'd. 1849 MACAL-LAY
Hist. Eng. II. 165 The theological system to which his family
was attached. 1853 LYTTON./V/J' Nwelx.. ii, Paulina became

excessively attached to her. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Tra 1
:'. xii.

215 The Barotse are strongly attached to this fertile valley.
1860 FROL-DE Hist. Eng. V. xxix. 508 Ardent Protestants

side by side with the attached friends of Mary.
6. Incident to.

1852 M cCuLi,ocH Taxation i. iv. 129 The inconveniences
attached to duties on expenditure.

Attachedly (atse-tjedli), adv.
[f. prec.-r-LY2.]

With attachment ; affectionately, devotedly.
1801 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 369 Yours attachedly,

William Taylor, Jun.

Attacker (atge-tfai). [f.
ATTACH V. + -ER1

.]

One who attaches
; one who arrests under a writ

of attachment.
c 1440 Promp. Par~v. 14 A-rester, or a-tacher, or a catcherel.

1609 SKENE ,/?<-, Maj. 76 Sicsould be attachers, at command
of the Judge, quhen it is necessare to attach sic men. 1641
PRYNNE Antipathic 45 If such Attachers be Clerkes Bene-

ficed, they shall be suspended from their Office.

Attaching (atae-tfirj), vbl. sb, [f. ATTACH z>.]
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1. The action of arresting; arrest, seizure.

1543 GRAFTON Contn. Harding ^yj After whose attachynge
and imprysonmente, the realme was set in more quyetnes.

1576 A. HALL Ace. Qttarref (1^15)21 A warrant . . for the at-

taching of Smalley. 1863 Cox hist. Eng. Gffi't. HI. ii. 593
note, 3 Edw. I. c. 35 prohibits bailiffs of liberties from at-

taching persons not subject to their jurisdictions.

2. The action of joining to. (Mostly gerund iall

1747 in Col. Rec. Penn, V. 149 The attaching these Indians
and their Friends to the English Cause.

Atta ching, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 2
.]

1. That attaches persons to oneself; engaging.
1813 Miss BL-RNEY Diary VII. 10 Mdme. de StaeTs Me-

moires. .are so attaching, so evidently original and natural.

1867 Hi*. SALISBURY Charge ii That most attaching offriends,
Dr. Arnold.

2. That adheres or pertains to ; incident.
a. 1858 DE QUINCEY Antoliog. Sk. Wks. I. vii. 205 The pe-

culiar circumstances attaching to a royal ball. 1879 R.
DOUGLAS Confucian, in. 78 The .. ceremonies attaching to

the social distinctions.

Atta'chingness. [f. prec. + -NKSS.] The

quality of being attaching ; engagingness.
1808 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Alftn. 11.219 It --has all the

nttachingness of romance.

Attachment atartjmunt). Also 5 aphct.
tachement. [a. F. attachement : see ATTACH v.

and -MENT.] The action of attaching, the con-

dition of being attached.

I. Apprehension, seizure.

1. The action of apprehending (a person) and

placing him under the control of a court of law
;

now, especially used of arrest for contempt of

court. (With subjective or objective genitive : cf.

APPREHENSION 2.)

1447-8 SHILLINGFORD Lett. 11871) 77 Have had, used, and

enjoyed . . attacheaments, arestes. 1521 WOLSKY in Ellis

Orig. Lett. \. 64 I. 178 The attachement of the late Duke of

Buktngham. 1720 SHADWELL Humourist iv, I'll follow and

apprehend him, and his attachment will secure me. 1827 HAL-
LfMCost.//ist. (1876) I. v. 269 The house had the same power
of attachment for contempt. 1876 DIC;BY Real Prop. vi. 286
To enforce the decrees of the Chancellor by attachment, that

is, by arrest and imprisonment for contempt of court.

b. The writ or precept commanding such appre-
hension.

1468 Pa&ton Lett. 567 II. 296, I am sore troblyd with Bt--d-

ston . . be the wey of tachements owte of the Chauncer. 1586

J. HOOKER Girald. I ret. in Holitu>h. II. 128/2 If anie one of

the parlement house be serued, sued, arrested, or attached

by anie writ, attachment, or minister of the Kings bench.

1691 BLOUST Laiv Diet, s.v., An Attachment sometimes
issues out of a Court Baron. 1784 DE LOLME Const. Eng.
\. xi. 109 If he does not appear, an attachment is issued

against him. 1883 MRQ. SALISBURY Sp, in Parl. 17 July,
The captain was brought up under an attachment, and, re-

fusing to relieve the men, was committed.

2. The taking of property into the actual or con-

structive possession of the judicial power. Foreign
attachment : 'legal seizure of the goods of foreign-

ers, found in some liberty (e.g the City of London)
to satisfy their creditors within such liberty.'

1592 MANWOOD Coll. Lawes Forest 99 The first maner of
Attachement is, to Attache a man by his goodes and Cattels.

i6za MALYNES Anc. Law-Merch. 424 The Common Law
of England doth not vse the course of Attachments, as is

vsed by the Custome of the Citie of London. 1809 TOMLIN-
SON Laiv Diet, s.v., A foreign attachment cannot be had
when a suit is depending in any of the courts at West-
minster. 1842 WHITTOCK Compl. Bk. Trades 220 In cases

of insolvency, the Factor ought immediately to lay
'

at-

tachments* and advise his employers of it. 1875 MAINE
Hist, hist, ix. 276 It seems probable that Distress was gradu-
ally lost in and absorbed by Attachment and Distringas.

3. In Forest Laws (see quot.).
1599 MANWOOD Coll. Laives Forest 90 In the said court of

Attachments the officers there do nothing but receiue the
Attachments of the foresters. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comni. III.

71 The court of attachments, or wood-mote .. is to be held
before the verderors of the forest . . and is instituted to enquire
in to all offenders against vert and venison. iSogToMLiNs Law
Diet, s.v.,The lower court is called the attachment, the mid-
dle one the sivainmote\ thehighest, thejustice in Ryre's seat,

f 4. fig. Arrest, confinement. Obs.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. iv. ii. 5 To bed, to bed : sleepe kill

those pritty eyes, And giue as soft attachment to thy sences,
As Infants empty of all thought.

II. Fastening, connexion, tie.

5. The action of fastening or tacking on.

1859 OWEN Classif. Mannn. 65 The rest of the cranium Is

modified'. . for the attachment of muscles to work the jaw.
1860 TYNDALL.G/<K*. i. 18. 131 His mode of attachment was
new to me. 1867 A. HARRY Sir C. Barry ix. 315 Ingenious
provisions for attachment of girders.

6. The fact or condition of being fastened on or

to ; connexion.

1817 R. JAMESON Min. 130 Werner understands by attach-

ment, the connection of single crystals with massive minerals,
and the aggregation of crystals together.
7. The fact or condition of being attached by

sympathy; affection, devotion, fidelity.
a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. Antients Wks. 1730 I. 21 We dis-

cover nothing of him . . that deserves our attachment. 1791
BURKE App. Whigs Wks. 1842 I. 511 He governed by party-
attachments. 1814 SCOTT l\

7av. ( 1817) II. xx. 302 The lover's

eye discovered the object of hU attachment. 1855 PRES-
COTT Philip //, i. i. 2 His early attachments, .were with the

people of the Netherlands.

8. That whereby a thing is attached ;
a fastening,

tie, or bond.

ATTACK.
1801 Phil. Trans. XCI. 15 The attachments between tl e

nerve and pericardium were completely divided. 1859 TEN-
NENT Ceylon I. i. Hi. 105 The falling timber, .dragging those

behind to which it is harnessed by its living attachments.

1874 LYELL El?w. Geol. xix. 330 A continuous pavement
formed by the stony roots or * attachments' of theCruroidea.

9. Something attached to any object, an adjunct.

111797 H. WALI-OLE Geo. II (18471 '.I'-
y i- 1 57 The whole

body of Whigs were cantoned out in attachments to the

Dukes of Newcastle and Bedford. 1876 Catal. Set. App. S.

Kens. 3405 Compass attachment to the Theodolite. Mod.
The Eolian attachment to the pianoforte.

Attack (atac-k), v. Also 7 attaque, attacque.

[a. F. at(aquc-r, i6th c. ad. It. attaccare: see

ATTACH. Not in Shaks., nor in Cotgr. under F.

attaquer."\ trans, in all senses. .

1. To fasten or fall upon with force or arms ; to

join battle with, assail, assault. (The ordinary
word to describe offensive military operations.)
1600 HOLLAND Livy i, 3 Being attackt with war from the

Sabines. 1660 BLOI'ST Boscoha \. 11680) 15 Lambert with n

far greater number of Rebels attaqu'd him. 1684 Scander-

/'L'g- Rediv. v. 117, 2000 Janisaries . . were .sent out to At-

tacque a small Castle. 1776-88 GiBiiox/Vr/. <$/'. xliii. 1 181^1

VII. 359 The strong towns he successively attacked. 1876
GKKKN Short Hist. i. 511882143 The Danes were the same

people in blood and speech with the people they attacked.

b. absol,

/? 1755 CASK Campaigns (],\ Those that attack generally

get the victory, though with disadvantage of ground.

2. To set upon with hostile action or words,
so as to overthrow, injure, or bring into disrepute.
1643 MILTON Sm>. Salve 32 Under colour of a pretended

partie . the Parliament K attaqued. 1656 COWLEY Misc.

(1669130 Some care bestow On us , . Attacqu'ed by Envy,
and by Ignorance. 1678 Owns Mhid ofCod \. 10 Religion
was attacqued or disturbed withal. 1771 jHniits Lett. lix.

309 Who attacks the liberty of the press? 1798 FERKIAK
lllnstr. Sterne ii. 25 Rabelais attacked boldly the scholastic

mode of education. 1858 Di: QI-JNCI-.Y W^A/^yrwwWks.VI. 173
He attacked the Arch bishop of I hiblin . . in a rancorous tone.

3. To assail with temptations.
1673 Lady's Call. \. \. 20 Finding it their interest to cor-

rupt him with money, they were yet so po?>sest with the re-

verence of his vertues, that none durst undertake tu attaque
him. Ibid. i. v. 23 There are few more frequently attaqued
then women of quality.

4. To enter upon a work of difficulty, with the

intention of conquering or completing it.

1871 Trans. Amer. hist. Jlfi'u, F.ngin. I. 201 Finding the

ore, making all roads, shafts, drifts, etc., which will enable

the miner to attack it. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxi. 296

They will have to attack some hard work. 1875 Times
20 Apr. 5/6 We have never been able to attack tho>e parts of

the sun's surroundings.
5. Of disease: To seize upon, begin to affect.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 318 Diseases, Disorders,

Weaknesses, Sicknesses, Harbingers and Forerunners of

Death attaquing his Bodily Constitution. 1863 KEMBI.K
Resid. Georgia 40 Rheumatism . . attacks indiscriminately
the young and old.

6. Of physical agents : To begin to act upon
destructively, to begin to destroy, devour, waste,

decompose, or dissolve.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 232/2 White ants, .often attack-

ing the wood-work of houses. 1871 B. STEWART Heat \. i.

20 Hydrofluoric acid . . attacks the glass where the wax
has been scratched off. 1878 Hi XI.EY Physiogr. 2o3 The
columns, when attacked [by boring molluscs], must have
been washed by the sea. 1879 P. DKLAMOITK in CasselFs

Techn. Ednc. IV. 89/1 The mordants used in the dyeing are

apt to attack the leather.

Attack ataj- k), sb. Also 7 attaque, attacque.

[f.
the vb., or a. F. attaque'. cf. It. attacco. (Not

in Shaks., Cotgrave, Cockeram : once in Milton. ]

1. The act of falling upon with force or arms, of

commencing battle
;

an offensive operation ; an

onset, an assault. The common military term ;

opposed to defence.
i667MiLTON'/*. L. vi. 248 The dire attack Of fighting Sera-

phim. 1678 BUTLER ////. in. i. 1084 And bravely scorn to turn

their backs Upon the desperates! attacks. 1693 Mem. Count

Teckely \. 41 The Grand Vizier endeavoured to maintain the

Attacques. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3913/2 The Enemy, .made
a Salley out of the Town against Major General Dedem's
Attack. 1789 BENTHAM Princ. Legist, xiii. 2 To compare
the means of attack and defence. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. v. I. 601 Monmouth .. conceived that a night attack

might be attended with success.

b. ellipt. for ; Point of attack, attacking force.

1709 LUTIRELL Brief RfI. VI. 460 All the cannon., will

begin to play as to morrow from the 3 several attacks.

2^. fig. The offensive part in any contest or match;

e.g. the bowling in Cricket, a move directed to

gain a point in C/iess, etc.

1822 BURROWES Cycl. III. 345/2 It is not always necessary
in the attack to have them [queen and rook] near the adver-

sary's king. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrg. 4- Merck, II. x. 294 [He]

taught her the Mortimer attack in the Evans gambit. 1889

Daily Tel. 19 May ( rickety Spofforth and Palmer being en-

trusted with the attack.

3. An assault with hostile or bitter words, or

action intended to overthrow, injure, or defame.

1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 144 F 2 The attack upon a rising

character. 1804 MAR. EDGEWORTH Mod. Griselda x. Wks.

1832 XI. 320 Griselda.. established herself upon a couch,
and began an attack upon Emma. 1850 LYNCH Theo. Trin.

ix. 169 Some who have braved with forehead of flint public

attack. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. v. 2 (1882) 227 The

knights of the shire united with the burgesses in a joint

attack on the royal council.



ATTACKABLE.
4.

fit,'.
The commencing of operations in order to

perform any difficult work. So, jocularly, upon
dinner, viands, etc. ; cf. 6.

1812 COMBE (Dr. Syntax i fictur. xvli. 62 The Doctor then
..pronounced the grace. .The fierce attack was soon begun.
1874 FURNIVALL Rep. E. Eng. Ttxt Soc. 26 The attack [of the
Society] is weakest at the farthest point, Anglo-Saxon. 1875Times 20 Apr. 5 '5 The Committee of the Royal Society laid
so much stress upon this part of the attack that no less than
three instruments were devoted to it.

5. An invasion or access of disease
;
a fit or bout

of illness.

1811 HOOPER Mfd. Diet. s.v. Asthma, Its attacks are most
frequent during the heats ofsummer. 1878 SEELEY Stein III.
543 He suffered from attacks of overpowering giddiness.
6. The commencement of destructive or dissolving

action by any physical agent.
184* Penny Cycl. XXIV. 224/1 The attacks of this animal

[Teredo] upon piles. 1871 TYNDALL J-'ragm. A\. viii. i> 7.

187 To. . initiate the attack of the oxygen.

Attackable (at;t-kabT, a.
[f.

ATTACK v. +
-ABLE; but Fr. has had attainable since ifith c.]

Capable of being attacked, assailable.

1813 Examiner 15 Mar. 170/2 His conceit, .is his most at.
tackable point. 1860 Cornh. Mag. II. 713 A substance not
attackable by common acidi 1868 HI.U'S Rcalmah xvii,
Every compromise is easily attackable.

Attacked atarkt), ///. a. Also -- attackt.

[f. ATTACK v. + -ED.] Assaulted.
1685 Loud. Gaz. 17 Aug. i \Ve almost mined the Flanks

of the attackt Bastions.

Attacker (.atre-kaj/. Also 7 attaquer. [f.
ATTACK z-. + -EK!; cf. F. attn,/ncitr, iCth c.] One
who attacks, an assailant.

1664 PEI-YS Diary 4 June, Prince Rupert, the boldest at-

taquer in the world. 1779 FORREST I'oy. X. Guinea 228
The attackers boarded her. 1882 M. ARNOLD in 19/4 Cent.
Aug. 22'} The attackers of the established course of study.

Attacking (ata."kirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

ATTACK v
.]

The action of falling upon with hostile intent.

1696 LUTTRELL BriefRel. II. 48 To assist at the attacking
of the prince of Orange. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. v. 3 i 18821

229 Ockham had not shrunk . . from attacking the founda-
tions of the Papal supremacy.

Atta'cking, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -rxc
-'.]

That
attacks

; assailing, acting on the offensive.

1833 Keg. Instr. Ca-.-alry \. 144 The Attacking File. 1856
FROLUE Hist. Eng. III. 144 Easy for an attacking army to
force a passage.

t Atta'cted, . Ol<s.
[f. L. atta.t-tis touched

+ -ED.] Touched upon, briefly handled.
1656-81 in BLOUXT Glossogr.

Attain ( aU7'-iO,i>. Forms: 4 ateyn(e, ateine,
ateign, 4-5 atteygne, atteigne, 4-6 atteyne,
5 6 attayne, (j ataine), 5-; atteine, -aine, 6-
attain. Pa. pfle. attained

; also 4-6 ateynt,
etc. : see ATTAINT, [a. OF', ataign-, ateign-, stem
of atainJre, -eiinlre :-L. attingfrc to touch on,

get at, reach, f. ad-, at-, to -t- tangfrc to touch.]
I. trans. To touch, strike, attaint. (All Obs>>

1 1. To get at with a blow, strike, hit
;

AT-
TAINT i. Obs.

1475 CAX ION Jason 16 And witb his spere was atteyned
of the king . . by suche a might that he percid the shelde.

1 2. To touch upon 'a matter
, mention, treat of,

deal with. Obs. ;So L. attinere and OF. ateiuJrt.
1447-8 SHILLINGFORD Lctt.u&jii 42 The mater is attainyd

at large in the comyn lawe.

1 3. To catch or detect in an offence, convict,

condemn, ATTAINT. Obs. [Common sense of OF.
ateindre: cf. Britton i. xxvii. i La forme de

atteynJrt nostre pes enfreynte. 'The manner of

convicting offenders for breach of our peace
'

; see
also s.v. ATTAINOH.]
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 49 Knoute . . siben ateyned Edrik

porgh treson of old. .Edrik was hanged on be toure, for his

trispas. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5332 To reprove bam
[his enmys] at be last day, And to atteyn bam. 1350 /far/.
MS. No. 4196. 164 St. James 39 Pharisenes . . went for to
wit of his [Christ's] thewes, For to atteyn him in sum thing
pat bai might wrye him to the king. (-1400 Ywainetf Gait'.
1601 He es ateyned for traytur. And fals and lither losenjoure.

II. trans. To come so near as to touch, to over-

take, reach, catch.

t4. To approach so as to touch, encroach on. Obs.
1381 WVCLIF Prm. xxiii. 10 Ne ateyne thou [1388 Touche

thou not] the termes of litle childer.

f 5. To overtake, come up with, catch up, get
at or within reach of, catch. Obs.

1393 GOWER Con/. III. iz8 The fire is hole . . And brenneth
what he may atteigne. 1450 Jlftrlinxvm. 278 Thei. .began
to pursue the hoste so that thei ateyned hem at a passage.
Itid. xvii. 272 The saisnes . . slowgh alle that thei myght
atteyne. 1485 CAXTON Ckas. Gt. 182 Them that they at-

tayned dyd them neuer hurte after. 1622 BACON Hen. VIf,

174 The Earle . . pursued with all celeritie . . hoping to have
ouer-taken the Scottish King.. but not attaining him.

6 To reach by motion, to arrive at, 'gain* (a

point aimed at).
c 1585 Faire Em in. 811 We quickly shall attain the Eng-

lish shore. 1616 R. C. Times' li'Ais. vi. 2667 By this time
we th'appointed place attainde. 1805 SOCTHEY Madocin IV.
i. Wks. V. 7 Now had they almost attain'd The palace portal.

1854.1. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) II. xviii. 336 The heroic mar-
shal, however, attained the opposite shore.

b. To reach an age or time).

."> 14

1826 PRAED/VVWJ ,1865 I. 255 Sir Lidian had attained his
sixteenth year.
7. To reach, arrive at, gain, accomplish, by con-

tinued effort (an end or purpose, a position, state,
or personal quality).
a 1300 Cursor M. m4 pat he ne sal cairn dede [= Cain's

death] a-teign. 1393 GOWER Can/. III. 184 That he his pur-
pose might atteigne. (-1400 Pol. Poems 118591 ". 8 If thou
rayghtest parfit pes atteigne. 1574 tr. Marlorafs Apocalips
3 Of whiche thyng we may now atteyne manifest know-
ledge. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. i. v. 21 Reason is not . .

borne with us . . but attayned by Industry. 1660 R. COKE
PmtrfSntf, 262 Yet were they so far from attaining their
ends. 1738 WESLEY Psalms li. xi, Let me the Life Divine at-
tain. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Kng. 1 1. 32 Hisfame would never
probably have attained its present eminence.
8. To come into the possession of, to gain by

effort, acquire, obtain 3. possession ; not now used
of a material thing", anh.

'

HAL-CER Frank/. T. 47 Pacience . . venquysseth . .. . . .

rigour sholde neuere atteyne \_v.r. atteigne,
ateyne]. 1477 EAKL RIVERS .Caxtoni Dietes 1 1 By whiche

'

Thynges bat r

ateyne]. 1477 _ .^ __, _.
ye atteyne helpe of the holy gost. 1513 MORE /.'./-ilT'"

4 He attained the Crowne and Scepter of the Realme.
1523 Li>. RKRNERS Fiviss. I. xxvi. 38 To atteyne therby the
towne of Berwike. 1532 MOKE Coiifut. Tindale Wks. 825/1
Manasses. .dyd penaunce and attained mercy. i639RiTs>
Hen-.'. L'tiir. \. 117021 138 He teacheth them to attain a
kingdom. 1653 HOLC-ROI-T I'nmpins n. 48 Her Husband,
who at first attained her Bed by violence. 1863 Cox Inst.
Eng. Gffvt. I. viL 80 To concur with the Prince of Orange in

attaining a free Parliament.

t 9. To get to know,
'

get at,' find out. Obs.
c J374 CHAUCER Batik, n. i. 31 pou hast now knowen and

ataynt be doutous or double visage of., fortune. Ibid.
in. iii. 69 pat fals beaute . . is knowe and a-teint in bilke
binges. 1483 CAXTON Cato E iiij, Secretes that humayne
nature may not attayne, knowe, ne understonde. 1571 DIGGES
Paiitom. n. xxiv. P iij, To attayne the quantitie of this

longer portion, ye shall thus worke. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.
III. v. 26!!. 180 Not well attaining his meaning. 1666

Hist. Caml>. 11840! 105 About this time, for I cannot attain
the certain year.

III. intr. (The distance of the point reached,
or the effort made, is more distinctly expressed by
the intr. const, with to, unto.)
10. To come so far as, succeed in coming to,

get (to). To attain to = reach, arrive at. arch.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. r. A. 547 Bygyn at be laste . . Tyl tope

fyrste bat bou at-teny. , 1430 I.YDG. Min. Poems 4 To the
Blakhethe whan the did atteyne. 1535 COVERDALE Joshua
xvii. 16 We shal not be able to attayne vnto the mountaynes.
1608 ARMIN .Vest Xinn. 11842' 18 With much adoe they at-
tained thether againe. 1611 Bnu.E Acts xxvii. 12 If by any
meanes they might attaine to Phenice. 1810 SCOTT Lady
of L. i. vii. Nor nearer might the dogs attain.

t b. Without locomotion : To reach. Obs.
1587 GoLDisr, />,- .1Fi-nay xi. 161 God . . atteineth to them

without putting himselffoorth. 1646 SIR T. BKOWNE Pseud.
Ep. v. vi. 241 The second lay so with his backe towards the
first, that his head attained about his bosome.

t c. To come by succession, descend (to). Obs.
1413 Lvix;. I'ylgr. Smi<lt IV. vii. 61 To whome the synne of

Adam hath atteyned by very succession and descent.

td. To happen (to). To attain to = overtake, be-
fall. Obs.

1529 MORE Com/, agst. Tril: m. Wks. 1217/2 We shall
nede no rehersal of anyharme that . . maye attaine thereto.
11. To live on (to a time or age).
'535 COVERDALE 2 EtJras xi. 17 There shal none after y"

atteyne vnto thy tyme. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xlvii. 9 And haue
not attained vnto the dayes of the yeeres of the life of my
fathers. Mod. He has attained to years of discretion.

12. To reach, or arrive at, a state, condition,

purpose, possession; tosucceed in reaching. Cf. 7, 8.
|

(-1375 WYCI.IK Serin, ix. Sel. Wks. 1869 I. 23 Noconquerrour
myjte atteyne to Lordship of al bis erbe. 1-1386 CHAUCER
Clerkes T. 391 Sche may unto a knave childe atteigne By
liklihed, sith sche nys not bareigne. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos
vi. 26 He sholde attayne to thende of his desire. 1535 COYER-
DALE Ps. cxxxviii. 5 Soch knowlege is to wonderfull . . for
me, 1 can not atteyne vnto it. 1609 D. ROGERS in nieby .Myst.
1 1882' Introd. 24 It cannot beattaynd vnto in this Tiffe. 1710
PRIDEAUX Tithes ii. 47 Infallibility . . being what no !Uan
can attain unto. 1782 COWPER Lett, ii Nov., To see your
trees attain to the dignity oftimber. 1876 ( in i t N Short Hist.
ii. 6 (18821 90 Few boroughs had as yet attained to power
such as this.

t b. with inf. of purpose. Obs.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xv. 15 Where as he thought to
. . attaigne to haue any company of men of warre. 1662
FULLER Ir'orthies (iZ^ III. 372 He . . attained to be a most
accomplished person.

fl3. = 9, but with to, unto. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 430/2, I study tyll my braynes ake to per-
ceyve this mater, but I can nat attayne to it. 1577 HOLIN-
SHEoCAri'fi. III. 1168 i Neither they nor I haue yetatteined
to their names. 1628 COKE On Lift. Pref.

, The certain time
wee cannot yet attain unto.

t IV. Senses influenced by, or derived from,
L. attinere. Obs.

t 14. intr. To extend as far as, stretch, reach (to).

1-1350 // 'ill. Pa/erne 5497 Here ri?! arm redeli ouer Rome
ateyned. 1432-50 tr. Higden 118651 1, The see Tyren at-

teynethe to Vtaly [L. attinet ad Jtaliam}. c 1530 L. BER-
NERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. 11814) 252 Wyth great chaines of
yren attaining fro one house to an other.

f!5. intr. To matter, concern, pertain to. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Botth. it. vii. 59 What atteinib fame to

swicne fulk.

tAttai'n,^. Obs. [f. prec. vb.]
= ATTAINMENT:

a. The action of attaining ; b. The thing attained.

"559 Myrr. for Mag., Dk. Suffolk viii. 4 There is more

ATTAINED
glory in The keping thinges than is in their attayne. 1665GIA.NVILL Seeps. Set. xxiv.i J.JCrowns and diadems, the most

I splendid terrene attains.

Attain, obsolete northern form of ATONE v.
1630 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 30 To appease and at-

tain them.

Attainability (at^nabi-liti). [f. next: see

-BILITY.] The quality of being attainable
;
an at-

tainable circumstance or condition of things.
1810 COLERIDGE Friend led. 31 III. 97 Faith in its attain,

ability and hopes of its attainment. 1845 KINGSLEY Lett.
8f Mem. I. 137 Hovering between nine shillings a week and
the workhouse, the sum of all attainabilities this side of
heaven. 1847 GROTE Greece n. xxxvii. IV. 524 Despair as
to the attainability of certain knowledge.

Attainable (at^-nab'l), a. [f. ATTAIN v. +
-ABLE. Cf. OF. ataignablc] Capable of being
attained (in various senses of the verb).
1647 PETTY Ad-.: Learn, in Harl. Misc. ( 18101 VI. 4 Things

. . attainable by the help of memory. 1712 ADDISON Sped.
No. 513 F 5 The highest pitch of perfection attainable in this

i life. 1776 ADAM SMITH II'. A". I. i. vi. 51 note. The rate of
I

profit attainable. 1856 KANE Arct. E.if. I. i. 18 To its most
northern attainable point. 1881 KUSKIN Mem. in Florence
47 The shop-window with its unattainable splendours, or too
easily attainable trifles.

Attai-nableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being attainable.

1656 JEANES Fuln. Christ 279 The attainablenes.se of this

progressive fulnesse. 1707 8 BERKELEY in Eraser Life (1871)
600 Rational desires are vigorous in proportion to the . . at*

,

tainableness of their object. 1871 ALGER Future Life 469
, A similar conception of the attainableness of heaven.

tAttainant, a. Obs. [a. OF. a(t}taigna>it
proper to attain an end.] Suitable, appropriate.
1494 FABYAN 2 To my dull wytte it is nat atteynaunt.

Attainder (at^-mbj.). Forms : :; attaynder,
6 atteindor, attendre, attaindour, 6-7 -or, 7
attender, 6- attainder. fSubst. use of OF. atain-

tlre, ateindre, inf., to ATTAIN, also to strike, touch,
affect, accuse, convict, condemn : L. attinglre to
touch upon, strike, attack, etc.

; subsequently
warped in meaning by erroneous association with
F. taimire, tcinJre, to dye, stain : L. tingcre,
tingiifre to imbue, dye, TINGK, TAINT.]
1. The action or process of attainting : orig.

as in ATTAIN v. 3 ; in later usage, the legal con-

sequences of judgement of death or outlawry, in

respect of treason or felony, viz. forfeiture of estate
real and personal, corruption of blood, so that the
condemned could neither inherit nor transmit by
descent, and generally, extinction of all civil rights
and capacities. From the false derivation referred
to above, the second of these was looked upon
as the essence of Attain* er, which is defined

by the lawyers as 'The stain or corruption of
blood of a criminal capitally condemned, the im-
mediate inseparable consequence by the Common
Law, on the pronouncing of the sentence of death'

(Tomlins, etc.). See also ATTAINT v. (>.

Bill or Act af'Attainder : one introduced or passed in the

English Parliament (first in 1459) for attainting any one
without a judicial trial.

1473 WARKW. Chron. 12 At the parleament aboue seide . .

alle other attaynderes that were made in Kynge Edwardes
tyme were anuilede. 1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 150
The Attaindour of Edward the last Duke of Buckingham.
tt 1626 BACON Ma.v. fy Use Com. Laiv 29 Upon attainder of
treason the King is to have the land, although he be not the
Lord ofwhom it is held, a 1649 DRU.MM. OE HAWTH. James
111. Wks. 11711)44 The king might. . by their attenders re-

ward the services of many of his necessitous friends. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. 11.251 By attainder for treason or other

felony, the blood of the person attainted is so corrupted, as
to be rendered no longer inheritable. 1844 WILLIAMS Real
Prop. Law (I&TJ) 23 All attainders are now abolished. 1864
WEBSTER Diet, s.v.. By the constitution of the United States,
no bill of attainder shall be passed ; and no attainder of
treason (in consequence of a judicial sentence' shall work
corruption of blood or forfeiture, except during the life of
the person attainted.

b. The instrument of attainting ; Act of Attainder.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 952/2 As in their

atteindor was speciall mention made.

\Z.Jig. a. Condemnation, sentence; foul or dis-

honouring accusation or allegation. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L.L.L. l. i. 158 He that breakesthem . . Stands
i attainder of eternall shame. 1593 Rich. II, iv. i. 24

Either I must, or haue mine honor soyl'd With th'Attaindor

. .

in attainder of eternall shame. 1593 Rich. II, iv. i. 24
Either I must, or haue mi

' '

of his sland'rous Lippes.

t b. Stain of dishonour. Obs.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, ill. v. 32 He liu'd from all attainder
ofsuspects. 1752 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 192 F 7 A resumption
of ancestral claims, and a kind of restoration to blood after

the attainder of a trade.

t Attai ndrie. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec., assimi-

lated to sbs. in -KY.] Attainder, attainting.
1628 COKE On Litt. 373, So long as that attaindrie standeth

in force.

t Attai'ndure. Obs. Also attendure. Con-
fusion of ATTAINDER and ATTAINTL-KE.

1577 HOLINSHED C/iron. III. 928/1 The king halting pur-
chased of the cardinal! after his attendure . . his house at

Westminster. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 353 Upon the attaindure
of John Earl of Lincoln, and Edmund his brother.

Attained (at^-no"!, ///. a. [f.
ATTAIN v. + -m]

Reached, got at
; f touched, hit, struck (oils.).
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1596 CHAPMAN Iliad xi. 175 He wo u;ded takes his horse,
attam'd with shaft or lance. 1861 MILL Utilit. 57 'I'he de-

gree of virtue attained.

Attainer (at^'nai). [f. ATTAIN v. + -KB*.]
One who attains or reaches any object of effort.

1610 HEALEY.SY. Aug. City ofGod 754 The final! good doth

immediately make the attainer blessed.

Attai'ning, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING T
.]

1. The action of getting at by continued effort ;

reaching, acquiring.
1570 ASCHAM Sckolein. (Arb.) 95 For the . . perfit atteyning

of any tong. 1638 SANDERSON Senn. II. 121 To the more
ready attaining to this Christian unanimity. 1875 B. TAYLOR
Faust \. iii. 52 Lo! it waits for thy attaining!

2. That which is attained ;
an attainment.

1615 D.\xiELQueetts Arcad. (1717' 161 Our Longings never

stay With our Attaimngs, but they go beyond.
Attainment (at^-nment). [f. ATTAIN v. +

-MEXT ; cf. OF. ataignfinent, mod. atteignement]
1 1. Encroachment. (Cf. ATTAIN v. 4.) Obs.

1384 in Arnold Chron. uSiit 19 I>andis and tenementis . .

free and quyt of alle maner axions, axing, and attenement.

2. The action or process of attaining, reaching,
or acquiring by effort. (Xo//.

1

)

1549 Bk. Com. Prayer Edw. I 7, Holy Com. (1852 311 To-
wards the attainment of everlasting salvation. 1636 HEALKY
Epictetus Man. xxix. 34 Dost thou ayme at the attainment
of wisedome? 187* YEATS Growth Comm. 294 The primary
object of their voyages was often impossible of attainment.

3. That which is rttaine<l or acquired by con-

tinued effort ; esp. a personal acquirement or ac-

complishment
a 1680 GLANVII.L J.

' Men that count it a great attainment
to be able to talk much. 1736 AISSWORTH Lot. Diet. (1751 *

Pref. 12 A man ofgood attainments. 1824 DIBDIN Lior. Comp.
55 A prelate and poet of very distinguished attainments.

b more abstractly. (No //.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. iv, No mortal's endeavour or

attainment will, -content [him]. 1868 M. PATTISOS Acadetn.

Org. 5 3. 47 The cause of the inefficiency of the teaching in

Oxford in the old days was. .the low standard of attainment
in the place.

AttainOr V
at^ 1-

n3j, -f j\ Law. [a. \Y.atteign-
our = OF. atteigneur, f. atteign~ant t pr. pple. of

atteindre: see ATTAIN.] One of the twenty-four

jurors in the ancient process of ATTAINT.
[1992 BRITTON iv. ix. 5 4 Si acun bie a fere atteyndre acuns

jurours, si fet a prendre garde quant des jurours et queus
furent en 1'assise, issi qe chescun jurour eit deus atleignours
al meyns.] 1865 NICHOLS transl., When any one desires to

attaint any jurors, it must be seen how many and what
jurors were upon the assise, so that each juror may have
two attainors at least.

t Attarnt, ///. a. Obs. Forms : 4-5 ateynt,
ataynt, atteynt, -aynt, (4 atenkt) 5 attaint, 6-8
attaint, [a. OF. ateint, ataint, mod. atteint, pa.

pple. of a(f]teittdre to ATTAIN, formed like tiindret

fet ftf, joindre, jointt etc., and not from \-..attactus.

(Cf. pcindre, pcint, for L. pictus.) Hence, erro-

neously latinized in med.L. as attinctits, and re-

ferred, in England at least, to L tinctits 'dved,

stained/ an etymological fancy which warped the

meaning of the word and its derivatives.]
1. Convicted, attainted. Used orig. as pa. pple

of ATTAIN, subseq. of ATTAINT v. ; also as adj.
1303 R. BRUNXE Handl. Synne 12628 pat we be neuer more

ateynt For fals shryvyng. 1393 GowtR Con/. III. 340 Attetnt

they were by the lawe And demed for to honge and drawe.
c 1460 Launfal 761 Fyle ataynte traytour ! 1643 Declar.,
Votes, etc. cone. Magaz. at Hull 14 That . . he, or they, be
in no wise convict or attaint of high Treason. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Comm. IV. 373 He is then called attaint, attinctus,
stained, or blackened. He is no longer of any credit or

reputation.
2 Affected with sickness, passion, etc. ; infected.

1303 R. BRL'NSE Handl. Synnt 3065 WyJ? pryde are swyche
men ateynte. c 1315 SHOREHAM 103 That he ne schel soffry
ther hys [wo], As he [is] here atenkt. c 1500 BbnvboFi
Test, in Halliw. Xttg. P. i, I trow he was infecte certeyn
With the faitour . . Or with a sekenesse called a knave
ateynt.
3. Overcome with heat, weariness, or fatigue ;

overpowered, exhausted, fin this sense perhaps
partly due to F. ///.]
c 1325 Ccrur df L. 6131 In the hete they wer almost ateynt.

C 1380 Sir Fentmb. 333 If he beo ^er in batail atteynt 1 ^ou
lest Jy los berfore. Ibid. 3612 Vs sled wax al ateynte, 1430
LYDG. Chron. Troy \. ix, With weriness atteynt. 1470 85
(1634) MALORY Arthur 118161 II. 276 And suffered him till

he was nigh attaint, and then he ran upon him.

Attaint (at^'nt), v. Forms: 4-6 ataynt'e,

5-6 ateynt.e, atteynt, attend;, 5-7 attaynt, at-

teint, (6 attent) 6- attaint. Aphftic
r

Y\\yf. [f.

ATTAINT ///. a. (cf. to convitf), which was also

used as pa. pple. of this, for a considerable time,
till attainted took its place. Attaint had thus

originally some of the early senses of attain ; but
its subseq. development was affected by its being as-

sociated in fancy with TAINT p.l (F taindre, teindre,

pa. pple. taint, ttint : L. tingcrt, tinftus, to steep,

dye, stain ,
with which its aphetic form coincided ;

so that in some senses, it passed into the latter vb.]
I. To touch, get at

;

= ATTAIN.

fl. To touch, get at with a blow, to hit in tilt-

ing ;
= ATTAIN r. i. Obs.

iS*3 LD, BERNERS Froiss. I. ccdxv. 597 The secondc coarse

VOL. I.

they met and ataynted. Ibid. II. clxviii. [clxiv.] 470 They
ran togider, and tainted eche other on y* helmes. 1530
PALSGR. 439/2, 1 atteynt, I hyt or louche a thyag, Jattayngs.
He attaynted hym upon the myddes of the helmet.

1 2. To get at the facts, find out, ascertain ;

= ATTAIN v. 9. Obs
1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. iv. xiii. 266 The causes that ben

obscure and hidd may be therby attainted and knowen.

II. To convict, prove, accuse, condemn.

f3. To convict, prove guilty. Obs.

1340 Cursor M. (Fairf.i 5512 5ou be-houys to wirke ful

quaynte and in J>aire dedis ham attaynt. 1440 Promp. Part*.

16 Alteyntyn, Coni'inco. 1499 Plntnpton Corr. 141 Parkin
Warbek and other iij were arreyned .. They all were at-

tended, and judgment given. 1768 BLACKSTONK CMHIII. I\".

79 That the accused be . . upon sufficient proof attainted of
some open act by men of his own condition.

f4. To prove (a charge). Obs.

1609 SKKNL Keg. Maj. 21 Gif it be otherwaies attainted >or

proven >,

f 5. Old Laii 1
. To convict a jury of having given

a false verdict ;
to bring nn action to reverse the

verdict of a jury as false. Obs.

[1292 KRITTOS iv. ix. 4 Se il avent qe les jurours de acune

petite as>i>e eynt fet . . faus serment . . purrount il estre at-

teintzen plusours maneres. 1865 NICHOLS transl., If it hap-
pens that the jurors in any petty assise have taken a false

oath, they may . . be attainted in several ways.] 15*8 PKR-
KISS Prof. Bk. v. 38-5 1642^ 166 Before that this verdict be

attainted by the heire in a writ ofattaint. 1667 E. CHAMBFR-
I.AYNE St. Gt. Brit. i. in. viii. 11743* 194 The Punishment of

Petty-Jurors attainted of giving a verdict contrary to evi-

dence, wittingly, is severe.

6. To condemn 'one convicted of treasonor felony
to death, corruption of blood, and extinction of all

civil rights and capacities ;
to subject to AT-

TAINDER, whtther by judicial sentence, or by Act
of Parliament without a judicial trial. (Influenced

by its erroneously assumed relation to TAINT,
whence the idea of '

corruption of blood.'

c 1340 Cursor 3f. 'Fairf. 1 1114 He tat fleined fir^t adam . .

he. .salcaym sone a-taynt. 1473 WARKW. Ckrt >n. \ A parlea-

ment, at whiche were atteynted Kynge Herr>- and all othere
that fledde with hym. 1551 T. WILSON Logike 16 All such
as use deceipt in bargayning . . and shalbe atteinted there-

upon as fellones. 1679 H<;BBES Dial. Com. Lav.<s t To be
attainted is, that his Blood be held in Law as stained and

corrupted. 1704 Land. Gaz. No. 4013/4 Kdward PatcheH
. . attainted of Murther in the City of Chester. 1790 BURKK
Fr. Rev. 31 Do they mean to attaint and disable backwards
all the kings that have reigned before the Revolution, and

consequently to stain the throne of England with the blot

of a continued usurpation? 1844 BBOUCHAM iirit. Const.

xiii. (18621 195 On Edward IV's victory, they [Parliament]

unanimously attainted Henry ^ -

7. To accuse of crime or dishonour, arch.

(Also in OF.)
1586 T. B. La. Primaud.Fr.Acad. 227 How prpcesse ought

to proceede against those that are attainted of it [/. e. adul-

tery], and how such as are convicted thereofare to be punished.

1609 SKENE Reg. M<ij. 24 Gif any man . . salbe attaynted
and convict of such alienation. 1819 SCOTT I--ankoe II. xv.

265 Rebecca . . being attainted of sorcery . . doth deny the

same. 1883 HOWELL L'ndisc. Country I. 71 Who are you to

attaint me of unworthy motives?

III. To lay hold of (as sickness\ affect, infect.

8. To touch, strike, or seize upon, as a disease

or other bodily or mental affection ;
to affect.

[111400 Cov. Myst. (18411 223 If dedly syknes have you
ateynt.] ci$34 tr. Pol. I'erg. Eng. //ij/. 11846 I. logEthel-
wolphus . . was attainted with an easie sickne*. 1591 GREENE
Maiden's Dr. (i86n 277 And like to one whom sorrow deep
attaints. 1598 Hist. Panama i. a66i ' 267 Which sight at-

tainted her heart with such grief. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks
('1621 1 561 His foule disease, continually attainting him with
intolerable paines. 1688 DRVDEN^n'/. Rediv. 175 The same
shivering sweat his lord attaints.

t 9. (Influenced by TAINT) : To affect with any
contagion ; to infect. Obs.
c 1525 SKELTOS Col. Clout 902 They be so attaynted With

coveytous and ambycyon. 1536 BELLENDESE Cr<m. Scot.

(18211 II. 102 That he suld fall in Pelagius heresyis ; howbeit
all othir Scottis kingis afore him war nevir attentit with sic

thingis. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen, l'f, v. v. Bi My tender youth
was neuer yet attaint With any passion of inflaming loue.

1^1 BP. WEBBE Prnct. Qitittntsse ( 16571 84 If thou be at-

tainted with any of these evil properties.
10. (In full sense of TAINTN

: To touch or im-

pregnate with something corrupting : to infect with

corruption, poison, etc.

1580 [see ATTAINTED 4]. 1608 J. KiscStmt. i Ckron. xxix.

26-8, 23 Dead flies wil at teint the ?wetest ointments ofApothe-
caries. i645Qi:ARLEs.W. Recant, xil 77 When secret Vlcers
shall attaint thy breath. 1849 DE QUINCEY MailCoach Wks.
IV. 290 Even to have kicked an outsider might have been
held to attaint the foot,

b. _/?. To sully (lustre, purity, etc.\

1596 SPENSER F.Q. i. vii. 35 Phoebus golden face it did

attaint, As when a cloud his beames doth over-lay. Ibid.
iv. L 5 Lest she with blame her honour should attaint. 1718
POPE /liad\'i. 564 How would the sons of Troy .. Attaint
the lustre of my former name? 1856 MILMAN in Q. Re~s.

XCIX. 6 No breath of calumny ever attainted the personal
purity cf Savonarola.

11. (Blending the preceding with fig. use of 7.

1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. 11851- 288 Wherein a good name
hath bin wrongfully attainted. 1815 SOUTHEY Rodrrick VIH.

15 Hi- mother's after-guilt attainting net The claim legiti-
mate he derived from her.

Attaint (at/'nt), sb. Forms as in vb. ; also 6

atteinct. [a. OF. cUeinte, atainte, sb. from fern.

of ateintt pa. pple. ofo/fzWir;; see ATTAINT/^/, a.]

1. The act of touching or hitting ; spec, a 'hit'

in tilting, well.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. clxviii. (clxiv.) 473 I'he first

course, they strake eche other on their helmes a great attaynt
1600 CHAPMAN Iliad xvn. 6 Nor to pursue his first attaint

Euphorbus* spirit forbore. 1819 SCOTT Ivankoe ix, Both the
others failed in the attaint. 18x0 Monast. (1867)458/1
note. Attaint was a term of tilting used to express the cham-

pion's having attained his mark ; or in other words, struck
his lance straight and fair against the helmet or breast of his

adversary.

f 2.y^. A dint, a blow 'of misfortune, etc.). Obs.

[Cf. Fr. les atteintes de la mauvaise fortune, etc.]
1655 JENNINGS Elise Kpi?-i. Ded., Generous hearts laugh

at the attaints of fortune.

3. / 'et. Surgery. A blow or wound on the leg of

a horse caused by over-reach ing, or by a blow
from another horse's foot.

'5*3 FITZHERB. Hnsb. $ 113 Atteynt is a sorance, that com-
meth of an ouer-rechynge, yf it be before ;

and if it be be-

hynde, it is of the tredynge of an other horse. 1607 '1 '.i-si i.i.

rour-jf. Beasts 313 Of an upper Attaint or over-reach upon
the back sinew of the shanke. 1751 CHAMBERS ('yd. s.\.,

The farriers distinguish itf^er attaints gi\en by the toe of
the hindfoot upon the sinew of the fore-lea;, and nether of-

taints, or over-reachers, on the pastern-joint.

4. Old Law. The conviction of a jury for giving
a false verdict

;
a legal process instituted for re-

versing a false verdict and convicting the jurors.
This was done by a grand jury of twenty-four;

'

for the

law wills not that the oath of one jury of twelve men should
be attainted or set aside by an equal number, or by le^s

indeed than double the number.' ' BRACTON, in TOMLIVS. >

(1292 KRITTOS n. xi. i (title Ou gist Atteynte. 1865
NICHOI_S tran^l., In what oases an attaint lie-.] 1528 PKRKINS

Prof. Bk. v. 383 1642 if/j The heire hath defeated the ver-

dict by attaint. 1577 HAKKISOS England \. 11. iv. '

1277' 101

Now and the -

i the honest yeomen . . ^hall be sued of an
alteinct and bound to appeare at the Starre chamber. 1768
BLACK STONE Covnn. I II. 351 Another specie- ofextraordinary
juries, is the jury to try an attaint ; which is a process com-
menced against a former jury, for bringing in a false verdict.

1827 HAJ.LAM Const. ///-.'. 117^ II. viii. 31 The ancient

remedy, by means of attaint, which renders a jury re-po;.-
sible for an unju>t verdict, was almost gone into disuse.

5. -ATTAINDER.
1603 ORAVTON Heroic. Ep. vi. 140 Those great Lords, now

afier their Attaints, Canoni/ed amongst the Kngli^h Saint-.

1692 KEVHRLEV Condi. Disc. 7 The Court of Honour, where
Attaints are purg'd off, and Blood, as they speak, restor'd.

6. fig. Imputation or touch of dishonour, stain

upon honour, lustre, purity, or freshness.

1592 DANIEL Compt. Rosamond '1717' ^2 Her Legend
justifies her foul Attaint, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. Ux.xii, Thou
. . maicst without attaint o're-looke The dedicated word-.
a 1850 KOSSETTI Dante fy Circ. i. > 1874 197 Among the faults

.. Are two so grave that some attaint is brought Unto the

greatne-s of his soul thereby, a 1850 JEFFRKY in 1x3. Cotl:-

burn Lett. II. ccx, I ha\'e faith in races, and feel that your
blood will resist such attaints.

1 7. ''Exhaustion, weariness, fatigue. Cf. AT-
TAINT a. 3. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. J", u. Cho. 39 Nor doth he dedicate one
lot of Colour Vnto the wearie and all-watched Night ; But

freshly lookes, and ouerbeares Attaint, With cheareful sem-
blance. [Per/i. kere=*t3\f\ upon freshness.]

Attainted (at^-nted ',///. a. [f.
ATTAINT v.

+ -Ki) : taking place of the earlier ATTAINT.]
fl. Hit, struck. Obs.

1558 WARDE Alexis' Sfir. 1568 iBa, One of the Mariners
*o attainted with the stroke of a gone that he had his arme
brused and broken.

2. Subjected to ATTAINDER.
1596 SPENSER State Irel., There are more attaynted lar.des,

concealed from her Majestic. 1618 BOLT ox f- k>r-us in. J:M:I.

254 The goods ofattainted Citizens, a 1797 H. \\'ALroLt, -tfem.

Gfo, III '1845! I. iv-J}3 Clemency . . to some attainted Jaco-
bite families. 1868 MILMAX St. Pauls i\. 33 To abstain from
all communion with the attainted prelate.

f-3. Touched or affected with sickness, passion, etc.

1509 HAWES/"<7J^. Pitas, xix. xiii,How your hert is fayn ted,

Wyth fervent love so surely attaynted. 1593 G. HARVEY
A\'fzv Let. in Arikaica '1813' II. 12 So attainted with the

French pox.

f 4. Tainted, corrupted. Obs.

1580 TVssEK ffusj>. Ixxv. viii, Where meate is attainted,
there cookrie U naught 1580 BAEET Ah: A 694 Attaynted
and stinkyng fleshe.

Attainting, vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. + -i>cl.]

Conviction.

1395 P\JR\~E.Y Jffnienstr. (1851 '54 For shame of opin leesyng
and ateyntynge of falsnesse by Jesu Cnst.

Attaintment 'atcT -ntment). [f. as prec. +

-MLXT.] Conviction ; attainder.

1549 LATIMER Strm. off. Ed-w. VI (Arb.> 144 And [= if] ar-

rainement maye be tourned in to attayntement. 1715 ASB-
HQI.E. Arttiq. Berks (1723*1. 45 Upon whose Attaintment that

sacrilegious Prince re-annexed it to the Crown.

Attaintnre iat/'-ntiui). [f.
ATTAINT z-., after

(Eng. med.L. attinctttrat f. attincttts, when this

was used to translate OF. aftfintJ]

1. = ATTAINTMENT, ATTAJXDEB.

1538 LELAXD Itin. VII. 71 It was the Lord Lovel's Poces-

sion. Sens by Attainture it cam by gift to Knolls. 1580
BAEET Ah'. A 694 Attaynture, or bloud stained and cot-

rupted, Sanies, Thtftura.Attinctitra. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen.

F/, i. iL 105 Her Attainture will be Humphreyes fall a i6<$
R. HALL in Fuller Ck. Hist. v. III. no At bis attain ture the

King's Officers seised on all he had.

2.y%. Imputation of dishonour ; stain.

1608 CHAPMAN Byron's Trag. Plays 1873 II. 268 Without
69
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the least attamture of your valour. 1644 MILTOX Jndgm.
Bticer 11851) 304 Their pure unblamable Spirits .. they must
attaint with new Attaintures.

Attal, var. ETTLE v. Obs. to intend, purpose.
Attam, ME. coalesced form = atpam at them.

t Atta'me, v. Obs. ;
also 4-5 atame. [a. OF.

atamt-r : L. attamind-re to lay hands on, attack,

violate, f. at-=ad- to, tit + taminare, f. -tamen =

*tagmen touch, from tangcre, tag-, to touch. Cf.

mod. F. entamer. For att- see AT-/;Y/^]
1. trans. To cut into ;

to penetrate, pierce.
c 1314 Guy War~w. 261 The smallest scale that on him is,

No wepen no may atame. c 1440 Mortc Arth. 2175 The
boustous launce J>e bewelles attamede. 1494 FABYAN vi.

clxi. 154 At the hede the fysshe shall be fyrste attamyd [I*

a capite aggrediendtts est\.

2. To pierce (a cask, etc.) so as to let the liquor
run out; to broach. Hence Attained ///. a.,

Attaining vbl. sb.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xx. 68 He vnbokelede hus hoteles,

and bo>e he a-tamede. ^1425 Leg. Rood {\fy\\ 210 He let

tame hys pyement tunne. 1440 Promp. Parv. ifiAttamyn
wesselle wyth drynke, or abbrochyn, Attamiiio, dt-plco.

Ibid. Atthamynge of a wesselle wyth drynke, Attatnwacio.

Athamyd, attaminatifs.

3. To attack, lay hands on, meddle with.

c 1430 LYI>G. Bochns iv. xxiii. 121 a, It is not holsome with

Koddes to playe, Nor their puissaunce presumteously to at-

tame. t 1450
* Chaucer's' Drente 1128 That a queene Of your

estate . . In any wise shoulde be attained.

4. To enter or venture upon, begin, undertake.

(Cf. Jig. uses of attack, broach?)
c 1386 CHAUCKR Notifies Prei-stes Prol, 52 Right anon his

tnle he hath attamed. <i 1420 OCCLEVE De Reg. Print . 2795
Hem deynethe not an accioun atame At comon lawe. c 1430
LvDG.MS.S0c.Affy. No. i34.8ikHalliw.) He schulde anone
attame Another of newe.

b. with inf.

1430 I..YDG. Chron. Troy \. ii, And gan also attempten and
attame . . A new towre to edify a^ayne. c 1430 J/.V, Soc,

Anti'j, No. 134. i Sithen Adam dide atame The frute to etc.

t Atta'minate, v. Obs. [f.
L. attaminat-

ppl. stem of attaminarc : see prec.] 'To defile,

also to meddle with.' Mount Ghssogr. 1681.

Attaque, obs. form of ATTACK.

Attar (a."tu). Also 9 atar, and OTTO, q.v.

[a. Pers. e-atar perfume essence, c-a(ar-gttl essence

of roses, ad.Arab. .Aa^, '('', pi. ,Ja_c, C-uhlr, s~otdr,

aroma, f. s-atara to breathe perfume.] A very fra-

grant, volatile, essential oil obtained from the petals
of the rose

; fragrant essence of roses' .

1798 PENNANT Hindostan II. 238 That luxury of India, the

Attar of Roses. 1825 MACAUI.AY Milton^ Ess. I. 6 These

poems differ from each other, as atar of roses differs from

ordinary rose water. 1873 T. HARDY MaddingCrowd ^^\\\.

(1882 1 75 That buzz of pleasure which is the attar ofapplause.
b. The full Persian Attar-gul is sometimes used.

1813 BYKON Br. Abydos \. x, The Persian Atar-gul's per-
fume. 1876 BROWSING Pacclriarotto 228 The true half-

brandy, half-attar-gul.

i Atta'sh, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. TASK, with

A- prcf. 1 1 written at-.] To take to task, to blame.

1605 SHAKS. Lear \. iv. 366 (Qo.2 1 Attaskt for want of wise-
dome. [Folio 1623, at task.]

t Atta'ste, v. Obs. Forms : 4-5 atast(e, 5 6

attast(e. [a. OF. ataste-r, cogn. w. It. attastare \

Romanic *attaxita~ret f. at- ad- to + *taxitarc :

see TASTE.] To taste, experience : a. trans.
( 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \\. i. 30 pat Joii drynke and atast[e]

some softe and delitable Binges, a 1400 CW. Myst. 31 Out
of this blysse sons xal ^e go. .And sorwe "je xal atasl. 1559
Myrr,for Mag. (James I.) xviii, Attaste no poyson.
b. absol. or intt:

c 1400 Bcryn 458 This is his owne staff, Jou seyist ; perof
he shal a-tast. c 1460 J. RUSSKI.I. Kk. Nurture 648 in Babees
Bk\ 161 Shrympe.s well pyked . . bat youre lord may attast.

Atte, obs. f. AT; also MK. comb, for at pct
at the.

Atteal (se'trt). Ornith. Also 7 atteille, ateil,

awteal(e, 9 a-teal. A species of duck of the

Orkney and Shetland Isles, identified by some with

the Widgeon.
1600.4 ct 16 fas. /'*/, xxiii/I'ermigants, wyld-Dukes,Teilles,

Atteilles, Goldings . . or any sic kynde of fowlles. 1653 UK-
QUHAKT Rabelais i. xxxvii, River-fowle, teales and awteales.

1809 EDMONSTON Zetland Isi. II. 255 (jAM.t Anas Ferinn,
A-teal, Pochard, Great-headed Wigeon. 1813 Low Fauna
Oread. 145 (JAM.) Another bird of the teal-kind here called

Atteal . . is very small, brown or dusky above, and a yellowish
belly.

Atteche, -eiche, obs. Sc. forms of ATTACH.

t Atte'diate, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. late L. at-

1xdiat~ ppl. stem of attxdiare, f. at- = ait- to +
tedium weariness ; cf. obs. F. attcdicr (Cotgr.
161 1 ).] To be tedious to

; to tire, weary.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. viii. 116321 529 As ifhe feared to

attediate and molest us with their multitude.

i Attedia'tioii. Obs, rare- 1
. [?a. obs. F.

attediation (Cotg. 1611), f. attxdiat-\ see prec.]
The action of wearying or fact of being wearied.

1485 CAXTON C/uis, Gt. 2 There shalle be founden . . the

mater of whyche the persone shall haue desyre to here or

rede without grete atedacyon.

Atteigne, atteine, obs. forms of ATTAIN-.

Attemper (ate*mpai), v. ; also 4-6 attempre,

(4 entempre). [a. Q}?.atempre-rt atrempcr (mod.

iftremfer) : L. atttmpcrarc, f at- - ad- to + tem-

perare to temper, qualify, arrange, regulate.]
1. To qualify by admixture

;
to modify or mode-

rate by blending with something of different or

opposite quality ;
to temper.

1393 GOVVER Conf. III. 201 Which [justice], for to escheu^

cruelte, He mote attempre with pite. 1483 CAXTON Gold.

Leg. 44/2 The love attempered the sorow. 1528 PAVNKI.I.

Salerne Regim. L iiij b, A lyttell pellitorie and persly, to

attempre the coldenes of the forsayde thynges. 1666 J. SMITH
Old Age (Z&. 2' 20 There is scarce any condition so evil, that

is not attempered with some good. 1762 H.WALPOLE Virtue's
A need. Paint. (1786) IV. 315 The most perfect taste in ar-

chitecture, where grace softens dignity, and lightness attem-

pers magnificence. 1851 TRENCH Poems 27 If sweet with

bitter, pleasure with annoy, Were not attempered still.

2. To modify the temperature of; to make (air,

etc.1 warmer or colder.

c 1374 CHAVCER Boeth. \. i. 8 What attemprib be lusty houres
of be fyrste somer sesoun. 1658 EVELYN Fr. Card. 11675)87
You may give them a gentle stove, and attemper the air with
a fire of charcoal. 1717 POCK Eloisa to Abel. 63 Those smil-

ing eyes attempering every ray. 1846 HAWTHORNE Mosses
\. i. 3 The shadow of the willow tree . . attempered the cheery
western sunshine.

3. To moderate, mitigate, assuage (passion or

harshness^
;

to soothe, mollify, appease (the ex-

cited person).
c 1386 CHAUCER Melibens f 548 The angry man maketh

noyses, and the pacient man attempereth and stilltth him.

1483 CAXTON Gold, Leg. 206/4 Cezar, amende thy maners and

attempre thy commaundementis. 1494 FABYAN vi. clxxxii.

180 He somwhat attempred his fury and crueltie. 1625
BACON Atigert

Ess. tArb.) 565 How the .. Habit, To be

Angry, may be attt-mpred, and calmed. 1770 LANGHORNE
Plutarch 11879) I. 87/1 The genius of Numa . . softening and

attempering the fiery dispositions of his people. 1882 SHORT-
HOUSE J. Inglt-sant Ixxvi. II. 3 The wild passions and deeds
of men are so attempered and adjusted.

4. To rest in, control, govern. Also refl. tObs.

("1380 Sir Feriunb. 164 Entempre bou beter by tonge.

1393 GOWER Conf. I. 333 Attempre thy coruge Fro wrath.

1477 KARL RIVKRS (Caxton,) Dictes 40 Attemper you from
covetise. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm, Par. Mark iv. 24 Al-

ways attempering thy self as much as thou canst.

5. To regulate, control, order, arrange, arch.

c 1374 CHAUCKR Boeth. iv. i. in pere halde)? be lorde of

kynges be ceptre of his my^t and attempereb pe gouerne-
mentes of bis worlde. 1539 CHANMKR in Strype Cranmer
(1694) App. 244 '1'he Holy Ghust hath so ordered and attem-

pered the Scriptures. 1662 MORK Antid. Ath. 11. ii. (17121

43 Its Motion and Posture would be so directed and attem-

per'd, as we . . would have it to be. 1792 (,'hildr. 'J'/tes^is

1 15 She moves and attempers the springs of the Mind.

6. To make fit or suitable to
;

to accommodate
or adapt in quality to. Also reft.

1393 (lowKR Conf, I. 87 There may no welth ne pouerte
Attempren hem to the deserte Of buxomnesse. 154$ JOVK
On Daniel v. H viij b, They wolde attemper and drawe Gods
worship and religyon unto their own profiles. 1656 TRACT*
Contw. Alatt, xi. 17 Attempering their discourses to the
hearers' capacities. 1860 PUSEV Miti. Profit. 128 (Jod often

attempers Himself and His oracles to the condition of men.

b. intr, (for refl.} To adapt oneself to, rare.

1809 [. TJARI.OW Columh. \\. 85 The tril>es . . attempering to

the clime, Still vary downward with the years of time.

7. To attune, bring into harmony. Const, to.

1579 Si'KNSF.it Sht-ph. Cal. June 8 Ilyrds of euery kynde To
the waters fall their tunes attemper right. 1633 P. FLKICMKK
Poet, Misc. 55 All in course their voice attempering. 1725
POPK Odyss. iv. 24 High airs, attemper'd to the vocal strings.

1879 H. N. HUDSON S/iaAs. 36 Horatio hits the key-note of

the part, and attempers us to its influences.

. 8. To temper (metal).
1869 Eng. Meek. 20 Aug. 488/3 The process of hardening

steel is called tempering or attempering.

Attemperally, -aly, var. of ATTEMPKF.LY adv.

Atte'mperament, -perment. [f- prec.
after Lat., or Kng. and Fr. analogies: see -MENT.

Cf. OF. atcmprcMcnt.] The bringing to a proper
temper ; mixture in due proportions.
1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gcntl, 11641)355 An attemperament

of both those indisposed fancies .. by seasoning them both
with an indifferent temper. ife6 Tractsfor Times Ixvii. 5
The efficacy of the whole depends upon the attemperament
of the several portions. 1864 WEBSTER, A ttentperment.

'

Atte'inperaiice. Obs. Also 4-6 -peraunce,
6 -praunce, atemperance. [a. OF. atempraiicct

f. atcmprer\ see ATTEMPER and -ANCE.]
1. Temperance, moderation.
r 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. F 759 Attemperaunce, that holclith

the mene in alle thtnges. a 1450 Knt, de la. Tour (1868) 131
Of so noble attemperaunce, that she kepte her husbonde . .

oute of wrathe. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 60 a, These

people handled the matter with more attempraunce,
2. = ATTEMPEKAMENT.
i 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. vi. 144 pis attemperaunce norys-

sib and brynggeb furbe al binge bat bredib lyfe in bis worlde.

1555 !''ardle Facions \. ii. 33 Through the attemperaunce of

that moysture and heate.

3. The blending or attuning of sounds, harmony.
1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. xii. 37 Of this science of musyque

cometh alle attemperaunce.
4. Temperament, natural constitution.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. vi. 138 As men were wont to

demen or speken of complexiouns and attemperaunces of
bodies. Ibid, pe leche J?at knoweb be manere and be attem-

peraunce of heele and of maladie.

t Atte*mperate,///. a. Obs. [ad. 'L.attem-

peratus, pa. pple. of attempcrare : see above, and

cf. the earlier ATTEMPKF..]

1. Temperate, moderate, well-regulated.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T, F 407 (Tyrwhitt 1

, Attemperat [r.r.

attempree] speche. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxtoni Dictcs 36
He attemperate at thy mete. 1534 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk.
M. Anrel. (1546) H ij, This good emperoure was . . attem-

perate in his exercyses.
2. Of climate, etc. : Temperate, equable, mild.
c 1300 St. Brandan 55 The londe Attemperate ne to hole

ne to colde. 1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 47 The attem-

perate hete and colde that is therein. 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. 1 1. ccxxiv. (R.i The ayre was more attemparate there.

3. Well-proportioned.
1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 198 Hyr mouth was wel composed

with an attemperat roundenes.

Attemperate (ate-mper^t), v. [f. prec. ppl. adj.]

1 1. To moderate or regulate ;
to accomnjpdate

or adapt (to} ;
= ATTEMPER 5, 6. Obs.

c 1561 VERON Free Will 6-2^ Christ did attemperat and
order his answers according to the persons that he did talke

withal. 1644 HAMMOND Pract. Catech. (J.) Hope must^be
proportioned and attemperate to the promise, a 1711 KEN
Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 303 Love best attemperates both
Food and Sleep.

2. To modify in temperature ;
to make warmer

or colder as may be required ;
= ATTEMPER 2.

1605 TIMMF. Qnersit. \\. vii. 134 It will attemperate and
dissolve the most hard ise. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III.

347 We may use our warm baths, properly attemperated . .

in all weather. 1875 [see ATTEMPERATING///. <?.]

t Atte'mperately,rt<&'. Obs. Also 5 -oraunt-,
;-6 -atly. p. ATTEMPERATE a. + -LY2.] Tempe-
rately, with moderation

; suitably, properly.
c 1420 Pnllad.onHnsb. 11. 159 Now spek of goode lande . .

As welny rare attemporauntly mete. 152$ LD. BERNERS
Froiss. II. xliv. 143 He spake so attemperatly, and so good
Frensshe. a 1551 UK. SOMERSET in Foxe A. ty M. 736/1 We
do study to do al things attemperatly.

Atte'mperating, vbl. sb.
[f.

ATTEMPERATE ?-.

-r -ING 1
.]

Suitable modification or regulation.

1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Compit. xiv. 514 A convenient Diet

. . for attemperating of the offending Matter.

Atte-mperating, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING*.]

That attempers, modifies, or regulates.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. IV. 120 It is better then to

use attemperating and moderately moist things. 1875 UKK
Diet. Arts I. 273 Air or \vater is the attemperating agent.

Attemperation (ate-mpcr^i-Jan). [f.
L. at-

tcmperjt- v
see above"- and-ATION.] The action of

attempering or regulating; suitable modification ;

sfef. in Rhet. (see quot.)
1620 VKNNEK / 'ia Rt'ctti 7 The better sustentation, and

attemperation of our spirits. 1723 SHAW Bacon's ll-'isii.

Ancients 11860) 223 Effected . . by proper and exquisite

attemperations of nature. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff.,

AtftHiftration . . the casting a restriction, or softening, on

something said, by the formulas, Fcttna es!, nt perhibent.

Atteiuperator (ate'mpercitsj). [n. of agent

(after L. analogies) f. L. attemperare : see above

and -OK.] That which attempers ; spec, in Bre-,i<-

ing, an arrangement for regulating the temperature
of the fermenting wort, and of the mailing-rooms.
1854-7 MUSPRATT L'/U-JH. I. 253/2 The mashing attemperator

. . can be so managed to preserve the heat at any tempera-
ture. 1876 Encycl. Brit. led. 9> IV. 275 The attemperator
consists of a series of pipes fixed within the tun . . It should

be possible to run hot or cold water through these pipes.

t Atte'mperature. Obs. [f. L. attemperat-
after temperature : see ATTEMPER and -UBE.] Due

regulation of temper; attempered condition.

1635 BKATHWAIT Arcad. Pr. n. 136 The happy disposure
and attemperature ofhis distempered humour. 1658 SLINCSBY

Diary 198 This Christian attemperature and composure.

Attempered (ate-mpajd), ///. a.; also 5

-prid, 6 -pred. [f.
ATTEMPER + -ED.]

1. Qualified by due admixture ; fitly blended.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. \\. iv. 68 Two somers and two wynters
. . so attemprid that there is alway verdure. 1555 FardU
facioas Pref. 13 Obscure and doubtfully attempred Respon-
cions. 1866 PL-SKY Mirac. Prayer 15 His own all-wise laws

of attempered justice and mercy.
2. Modified in temperature, equable, mild.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 3 The ayre attempered, the

wyndes nmowth and playne. 1730 THOMSON Autumn 28

Attemper'd suns arise.

3. Of persons : Tempered in character, well-

balanced, subdued, sober.

1474 CAXTON Chesse 53 He was noble and wyse and more

attempered than other. 1815 SOI-THEY Roderick xv. 23 Draw
on with elevating influence . . the attempered mind.

4. Suitably modified, harmonized, attuned.

1796 CoLERiDGE/Vitf.O'fe. 1. 157 Harmonize Theattemper'd
organ.
5. Of metals : Tempered. Also^.
1852 TENNYSON Wellington v, A man of well-attemper'd

frame. 1864 NF.ALE Seaton. Poems 9 Well-attemper'd sword.

f6. Having temper or disposition ; constituted.

1627 FELTHAM Resolves n. Ixxii. (1677) 3i3_Nor can men
so attempered, injoy themselves in all the smiles of Fortune.

t Atte'mperel, a. Obs. rare. [Only in Hail.

M.S. of Chaucer ; ?error.]
= next.

<- 1386 CHAL-CER Melib. P 22 Attemperel [six-texts: attem-

pre e, -pere, atempre, a-tempre] wepyng is no thing defended

. . Hut though attemperel wepyng be graunted, outrageous

wepynge certes is defended.

T Atte'inpre, <' Obs. ;
also 4-5 atempre(e.

[a. OK. atempre pa. pple. of atemprcr to attemper.]
1. Temperate, moderate, well-regulated.

1340 Aycnb. 254 Vef bou louest to bi sobre and atempre . .



ATTEMPKELY.
zete ane brydel to Jnne couaytises. c 1374 CHAUCEK Bocth.
n. iv. 4oJ>i wif |?at is attempre of witte. c 1386 Nonne Pr.
T. 18 Attempree \v.r. attemper, -prei,e] diete was al hir

phisik.

2. Of climate, etc.: Temperate, equable, mild.
c 1400 MAUNDEV.^XIV. 157 Ynde the more . . is a fulle hoot

Contree
;
and Ynde the lesse, isafulleatempreecontrey. 1426

I'ol. /*<M7/(i859)II. 139 Thatemprewedir lusty and benigne.
1555 I-'ardle Facions n. xi. 260 Ayre . . so attempre and pure.

t Atte'mprely, adv. Obs. rare. Also -perely,

-elly, -ally, -aly. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] Temperately.

f 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. 7'. 345 (Ellesm.i Ffor goddes loue

drynk moore attemprely [T'. r. a-temperelly, attemperelly,

alyj. la 1450 MS. Line. A i. 17. 35iHalHw.i, Heesgretly to

commend that in reches lyffez attemperally.

Attempt (ate'mt), v.
\
also 7 attemp, atternt.

[a. OF. (i4th c,) attempte-r, Latinized spelling of

attenter Pr. attentar, \\..attcntare\~L,. attcmptarc,

attentare^ to strive after, try, attack, f. at- = ad- to,

at + tempt-, tentare, to try, test, freq. of tcndere to

stretch. See also the rarer ATTENT.]
I. To try, endeavour, essay.

1. trans. To make an effort, to use one's endeavour

to do or accomplish some action : a. with inf. To
endeavour, try, essay.
1513 BRADSHAW 6V. Werburge 100 The foresayd wylde gees

attempten by no way To hurte theyr fniytes. 1596 SHAKS.
Merch. V. ii. i. 39 You must . . either not attempt to choose
at all, Or sweare, etc. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. <$

A chit. \. 228
Him he attempts with studied arts to please. 1810 COF.E-

KIDGE Fraut(l86$ 82 The truths we may attempt to com-
municate. 1850 M rCosn t?O.G0vt. n. il. 11874) *68 Pheno-
mena in which science never attempts to discover law.

b. with vbl. sb.t noun of action, or pronoun re-

presenting them : To try, essay.
1538 STARKKY England 22 Many . . wych wythout prufyt

had attemptyd the same. 1558 Q. ELIX. in Sirype Ann.

Ref. I. App. i. 2 Not to attempt . . chaunge of any ordre or

usage presently establyshed. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. ii. 255

Vukle, I must come forth. Gra. If thou attempt it, it will

cost thee deere. 1611 BIBLE I*re/. 2 Whosoeuer attempted)
anything for the publike. 1754 HUME Hist. Eng. iv, To
embolden her to attempt extorting the right of investitures.

1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. 11816) I. 216 Without at-

tempting any reply. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. \. 3(1882' 22

To attempt the conversion of the English.
C. absolutely.
1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. I. iv. 79 Our doubts . . make vs

loose the good we oft might win, liy fearing to attempt.
2. ellipt.

t

\.v essayto engage with orhave to do with,
j

to try to accomplish or attain (any action or object j

of activity, esp. one attended with risk or danger) ;
;

to venture upon, try one's fortune with.

ri534 tr. Polyd. Verg. Eng. Hist. ^1846) I. 81 The battayle
was soe fearselie attempted as whoe shulde say eche maim
thrested other's life. 1691 RAY CreatioiK 1704! 192 Courage
and Hardiness to attempt the Seas. 1701 Stanley's Hist,

jPkilos. Biogr. 2 Stanley was not the first who had attempted
this Province. 1858 in Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 189 The vessel

must not attempt the port, but continue at sea.

f 3. To try to use or in use
;
to try the effect or

operation of, make trial of. Obs.

1563 FOXE in Latinter's Serin. <y Rein. (1845! Introd. 15
Some also there were which attempted the pen against him.
1602 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. Wks. 1738 I. 539
After they . . had attempted all other ways and means. 1770
Junius Lett, xxxix. 195 Everyone of these remedies has I

been . . attempted.
II. To try to influence or move.

f4. To try with afflictions. Obs.

1525 LD. BERNEHS Froiss. II. cxxx. [cxxvi.] 369 Sir Qlyuer i

of Clyssone, whom I can nat loue nor neuer dyde, nor he me
I'who shall attempte me with rygorous wordes'. 1550 DK.
SOMERSET Pnf.Corcrdale's Spir.Pcrlcci^}\v, It pleased ,

God for a time to attempt vs with his scourge, and to proue
if we lotted him. 1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy Dying\\\. 4(1727)
72 O Pain, in vain do'st thou attempt me.

5. To try with temptations} try to win over,

seduce, or entice; to tempt, arch.

1513 BRAUSHAW St. W-'erbxrge 191 Sore attempted by his

gostly enemy. 1667 MILTON P. I,, x. 8 God. .Hinder'd not
Satan to attempt the minde of Man. 1691 MORRIS Fract.
Disc. 26 They attempt us, as the Devil did Adam. 1859
TKNNVSON I'ivicn 20 It made the laughter of an afternoon
That Vivien should attempt the blameless King.
b. Const, to do something, to an action, course, etc.

1513 BRAUSHAW St. Werburgc 191 The bedyls of Belial at-

tempted full fast The erle and his countesse to kepe theyr
opinion. 1596 SPENSER f'\ O. v. xi. 63 Why then will ye,
fond dame, attempted bee Unto a stranger's love? ^1670
RACKET Abp. Williams i. (1693) 119 His Highness should
not be attempted to recede from the Religion. 1773 BER-
RI0GE Chr. World Unm. (18151 22 Nothing will be found,
I fear, to attempt a man to be a thief.

t 6. To endeavour to obtain or attract. Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Tinion i. i. 126 This man of thine attempts
her loue. 1749 JOHNSON Van. Hunt. Wishes in Boswell
(18161 172 Shall . . No cries attempt the mercy of the skies?

f7. To try to move, to seek to influence (by

reasoning, entreaty); to address with urgency. Obs.
a 1547 EARL SURREY JEneid\\\ iR.) Lefull it is for the For

to attempt his fansie by request. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. /'*.

iv. i. 421 Deare sir, of force I must attempt you further,
Take some remembrance ofvs as a tribute. 1671 MILTON
Samson 1457, I have attempted, one by one, the lords . .

With supplication prone and father's tears, To accept of
ransom for my son. 1673 CAVE Prim. Chr. in. ii. 261 She
had been oft attempted . . by the perswasions of good men.

III. To try with violence or force, make an

attack upon.
8. intr. (with indirect passive} To make an
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attempt of hostile nature, an attack, or assault

upon (a,n enemy, a fortress, life, property, an insti-

tution, etc.). Fr. attenter stir. Ohs. (now
' to make

an attempt upon,' or as 9.)

1636 .-/ riana 90 That wicked desire in you to attempt upon
her honour. 1645 CHOMWKU, Lett. $ Sp. 11871) I. 179 We
look to be attempted upon euery day. 1658-9 in Burton

Diary (1828) III. 482 If. . your interest be attempted upon.
1697 CONGREVE Mourn. Bride iv. vii, Look that she attempt
not on her life.

f b. To attempt nothing, the like, upon = to make
no, the like, attempt upon. Fr. rien attenter snr. Ohs.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. l/'f/f, in. ii. 17 If you cannot liarre his

accesse to' th' King, neuer attempt Anything on him. c 1613
W. BROWNE Elegy in Oi'crbury's ll'ks. ( 18561 12 Attempt the

like on his unspotted fame. 1745 in Co/. AVc. Penn. V. 5 Some-
thing will be attempted upon Us this Winter by the Enemy.
9. trans. To try to master, take by force, or over-

throw
;
to attack, assail, assault : a. an enemy,

fortress, etc. arch.

1605 ROWLANDS Hell's Br. Loose 32 With courage now let

vs our seines addresse, Attempting on the sodaine Munster
Towne. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe ( 1858) 207 How I should escape
from them, if they attempted me. 1770 LANGMOHNE Plutarch

(1879) I. 169/2 They attempted the Capitol by night, 1813
Examiner 22 Feb. 120/2 The Bank was attempted, but it

was saved by the soldiery.

b. in various fig. and transf. senses, arch.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (1867* 26 What attempt!)

you, to attempt vs, To come on vs before the messenger
thus? x6 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xv. 239 That no disordered
blast attempt her braided haire. 1749 CHKSTKRF. Lett. 210
II. 303 The former would not have attempted . . the hberlie>

of Rome. 1796 MORSK Amer. Geog. II. 67 Those rash hands
which attempted his father's crown.

\Q. To make an attack upon the chastity of, to

try to ravish or seduce. Ohs.

1607 TorsELL Four-f. Beasts 3 Apes that attempt women.
1610 ( Irii.LiM Heraldry in. vii. 1660* 136 The Judges . . who
attempted Susanna. 1741 RICIIAKDSON Pamela (18241 '

xvui. 29 When one of our sex finds she is attempted.
d. To attempt the lij'e of: to try to take the life

of, try to kill.

*743 J- MORRIS Serin, iii. 73 The unbelieving Jews fre-

quently attempted the life of Jesus. 1883 L 'pool Daily Post

31 Dec., The life of Mr. Forster was repeatedly attempted.

Attempt iate'mt). sh.
[f. prec. vb.]

1. A putting forth of effort to accomplish what
is uncertain or difficult; a trial, essay, endeavour;

effort, enterprise, undertaking.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. ILb. vi. 3 iR.i If God be

favourable vnto our attemptes. 1660 SIANI.KV Hist. Pltilos.

(1701)80/1 Tolerance raiseth us to high Attempts, c 1680

SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 155 For such an attempt there

wanteth not encouragement. 1711 STEELK Spect. No. 168

5 It is a worthy Attempt to undertake the cause of dis-

trest Youth. 1751 JOHNSON Raiubl. 165 F 7 The first at-

tempts of a new claimant. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. 18. 122

The weather was sufficiently good to justify an attempt.

b. esp. The effort in contrast with the attainment

of its object ; effort merely, futile endeavour.

1605 SHAKS. Macb, n. ii. 1 1 They haue awak'd, And 'tis not

done : th' attempt, and not the deed, Confounds vs. 1784
COWI-ER Task v. 369 The State that strives for Liberty,

though foiled . . Deserves at least applause for her attempt.

1877 LYTTEIL Landm. iv. x. 257 These conflicting notions

are only the result of attempts at interpretation.

C. Const, to do, at (o/"obs.) doing.

1711 ADIMSON Spect. No. 18 P2 Some attempts of forming
Pieces upon Italian Plans. 1754 SHERLOCK Disc. 1759' I.

iii. 136 The vain Attempts of Men to dive into the Mysteries
of God. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 5 (1882; 509 An at-

tempt to vest the government of the Church in the King.
d. phr. To make an attempt (fa give attempt, obs.) :

to make an effort, to try (to do a thing).
'
IS34 tr- Pl* V r - "J>- Hist- " '18461 27 When as they

might with better lucke geve newe attempt. 1580 NORTH
Plntarclt 11595) 236 After many attemptes made. 1632 LK
GRVS Vellfins 133 Cinna . . dared give attempt upon those

things which no honest man ever durst thinke. 1703 MAI N-

DREI.L Jo-urn. Jems. (1732) 142 Made another attempt this

day to see the Cedars. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 177
He made a feeble attempt to restrain the intolerant zea4 of

the House of Commons.
t2. The thing attempted, object aimed at, aim.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. ii. 116601 107 His noble courage

and high attempts atchieved. 1790 PALEY Hor. Paul. Rom.
ii. 17 His design and attempt was to sail . . immediately from
Greece.

3. An effort to accomplish an object by force or

violence : f a. A warlike enterprise ; an attack,

assault, onset. Obs. or arch.

1584 ALLEN in Edin. Rev. (1883' 378 No man can charge
us of any attempt against the realm. 1603 KNOLLES Hisf.

Turks 11621' 56 The King following, gave no attempt unto

the citie, for that he knew to be but vaine. 1605 SHAKS.
Mack. in. vi. 39 Hee Prepares for some attempt of Warre.

1665 MANLEV Grotius' Lmti'C. Wars 620 These strong at-

tempts of the Enemy did not terrify the Hollanders.

b. A personal assault made upon a person's life,

a woman's honour, etc. Now usually requiring

specification : 'an attempt upon the life of,' etc.

1593 SHAKS. Liter. 491, I see what crosses my attempt will

bring. 1603 Mcas.Jor M. in. i. 267 The Maid will I

frame, and make fit for his attempt. 1611 Cymk. I. iv. 128

A Repulse, though your attempt las you call it) deserue more.

Mod. Another attempt upon the life of the Czar.

t C. fig. Obs.
166* MORE Antid. Ath. HI. xv. (1712) 135 That all the Spe-

cies of things . . caine first out of the Earth, by the omni-

farious attempt of the particles of the matter upon one

ATTEMPTIVE.
another. 1673 CAVE Print, Chr. \. iii. 51 Coming off from
all the attempts of adversity with victory and triumph.

f 4. Temptation, seduction. Obs.
1611 liiBLic Ecclits. ix. 4 Vse not much the companie of a

woman that is a singer, least thou be taken with her at-

tempts. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 295 To avoid Th' attempt it

self, intended by our Foe. For bee who tempts . . at least as-

perses The tempted with dishonour foul.

Attemptability (ate-mtabrliti). [f. next :

see -6IL1TY.] The quality of being attemptable,

capability of being attempted.
1840 CARLYLE Heroes 118581 351 Short way ahead of us it

is all dim; an unwound skein of possibilities .. attempta-
bilities, vague-looming hopes.

Attemptable (atertitab*!), a.
;
in 7 -ible. [f.

ATTEMI-T v. + -ABLE.] That may be attempted;
liable or open to attempts.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. \. iv. 65 Vouching, .his [Mistress] to be

more Faire, Vertuous, Wise, Chaste, .and lesse attemptible,
than any the rarest of our Ladies.

i Atte'livptate. Obs. Also attemptat. [a. OF.

J4th c.) attemptat (mod. atteutat), as if ad. I..

^attempt-, attentdtits, sb., f. attempt-, attcntare, to

ATTEMPT. See also ATTEXTATE.]
1. An attempt, endeavour.

1531 KI.YOT (i0v. Proem (1544) A ij b| I have nowc enter,

prised to describe HI our vulgar tunge the forme of a ju>tc

publike weale . . which attemptate is not of presumption.
1589 PUTTENHAM ftng. /'oesie i Arb. \ 160 Many utlicr liku

words borrowed out of the Latin and French ..as. .(?/

tcmptat for attempt.
2. esp. A violent or criminal attempt : an attack,

assault, outrage, raid, incursion. (So K. attcntat. )

1524 State Papers Hen, /'///, IV. 122 To reprtisne any
at template that might be made against I he >;titl King.
i 1570 MARY

(,).
Seen s in H. Campbell Lwc-lett. 118241 269

To repair the wrangis and attemptatis committit aganis me
their soverane. 1721 STKYI-K Eccl. Man. IV. 364 He called . .

for redress of the atteinptate> committed by the dreams.

t Attempta'tion. Obs. ra>-c~ l
. [ad. !,.<?/-

temptation-em* n. of action f. attcwptare to AT-

TEMPT. .See also ATTENT ATIUN.] An attempting.
1425 Paston J.ctt. 5 I. 21 The attemptacion of diverts

matitrus a geyn summe frendes of the seyd fohn.

Attempted ^ate'mted), ppl.a. [f. A
p

i TEMPT v.

+ -EIJ.] Tried, essayed, endeavoured; assailed,

attacked; also, tempted, tested, put to trial (obs.).

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburgc 118481 197 The erle sore at-

tempted by his gostly enneniy. 1535 HEN. VIII in Strypr
Eccl. J /;;/. I. App. Ixiii. 155 lly long attempted experience
in searching the truth. 1596 SH:NSKK /-. (>. i. vi. 46 Lewd
lusts, and late attempted sin. 1643 MILTON Apol. Sntect.

Wks. 1 1851) 271 To secure anil protect the weaknease of any
attempted chastity. 1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome . 1848.) I. 151
The charge of treason and attempted tyranny.

Attempter (ate-mt3j\ Also C> 7 -or, -our.

[f.
as prec. + -ER 1

; or a. OF. J4th c.) a/tcraftfeur.']

1. One who attempts or essays anything.
1598 FLORIO, Saggititore . . an attempter, a tryer. 1646

SIH T. BROWNI-; Pseutf. Ep. Pref, The exceeding diffi-

culty, which . . the obscurity of the subject . . must often

put upon the atlemptor. 1798 W. TAYUH; in Month. Rc~',

XXVI. 247 An attempter of Italian comedy. 1837 DICKENS
/'/btw.i 18421 II. 73 Any attempt, .will recoil on the head of

the attempter.

f2. One who makes a violent or criminal attempt

^against a person, institution, etc.), an assailant
;

one who attempts the virtue of a woman. Obs.

1580 SIDNEY A rcati. 11622' 184 They resisted, and by our

helpe draue away, or slue those murdering attempters. 1581
LAMBARD Kircti. n. vii. 11588) 265 If upon an attempt of

Hurghlarie . . the altemptors take it [the money] away . . il

is a full and complete Hurghlarie. 1609 tr. Sir 7\SntitKs
Comntu'. ling. 133 Such an at tempt our hath had warning. .

of the danger, into which hee falleth by such attempt. 1671
MILTON P. R. iv. 602 The altempter of thy Father'> throne,

And thief of Paradise. 1741 RICHARDSON Ptuiit-la 1182^1 I.

xviii. 20. 1748
-- t'/arissa n8m III. 273 It wuuld be a

miracle if she stood such an attempler.

1 3. A tempter. Obs.

1645 MILTON YYVrrK//. Wks. 118511 207 Which hi-, conscious

attempters cloubtlesse apprehended sooner then his other

auditors. 1665 9 BUYI.E Ofc&s. Rejl. iv. i. 1 16751 17" Instead

of looking upon the attempter as his Friend.

Attempting ^ate-miiij\ vbl. sl>. [f.
as prec. +

-ixol.] The action of making an effort, trying;

attempt, endeavour.

1556 PHAEK sEncid \\\ L iij, Quaking . . her huge attempt-

ings to pursue. 1641 MILTON Ch. Covt. n. Wks. 118511 145

Though of highest hope, and hardest attempting. 1784
ANDERSON in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 21 The attempting to

climb It was at the risk of my life.

Atte'inpting, ppl.a. [f.
as prec.-f-JNu

2
.]

Kndeavouring, enterprising, venturous.

(-1630 RISDON Snrr. Deron $ 144 i i8io\ 158 Sir Humphry
(iilbert . . was of an high attempting spirit.

1 Atte'mptingly, at/v. Obs. [f. prec. + -I.Y-.]

By way of attempt or essay, tentatively.

1598 KLORIO, Tentatawt'Htc, feelingly, by tryal!, attempt-

ingly, by assay.

t Atte-mption. Obs. rare~ l
. [irreg. lor at-

temptation.} An attempt.
1565 R. LINDSAY ///*/. Scot. (1728* 33 The English At-

temptions were punished in the last Battle.

t Atte'mptive, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. AT-

TEMPT + -IVE.J Given to bold attempts ;
venturous.

1603 DANIEL Panegyr. King\\ t
This great nation .. At-

I temptive, able, worthy, generous. 1603 Def. Rhyme
\ {1717^ 7 The gallant Proffers of attempt!ve Spirits.
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ATTEMPTLESS.

Attemptless (ate-mtles:, a. rare.
[f. AT-

TEMPT sb. + -LESS.] Without attempting ; inert.

1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tatnburl. 11. v, And rest attempt-
less, faint, and destitute?

Attemptor, -tour, obs. var. ATTEMPTER.
Atten, ME. for at-pen 'at the': see AT prep.
Attend (ate-nd), v. Forms : 4-6 atende, 5 6

attende, 6- attend. Aphetic 4- TEND. [a. OF.
atcndre (mod. att-}: L. at-, adtend?re> i. ad to +
tendcre to stretch : see AT- pref?>~\
Prim. sign. To stretch to (still in OKr.) ; hence,

to direct the mind or observant faculties, to listen,

apply oneself; to watch over, minister to, wait

upon, follow, frequent ; to wait for, await, expect.
In almost every variety of meaning it is, or has

been, both trans, and ///-., the latter construed with

to, unto, on, upon, and having indirect passive, as :

we must attend to this, this must be attended to.

I. To direct the ears, mind, energies to anything.
1. To turn one's ear to, listen to. a. trans, arch,
n lymCursorJf. 21803 Qua-sum be tale can better a-tend.

15^3 DOUGLAS sEtu-is \\. x. Argt., Into this nixt cheptur }e
may attend Off Priame King of Troy the fatale end. 1611
SHAKS. Cymb. \. vi. 142, I do condemne mine eares that haue
So long attended thee. 1715 POPE Iliad\. 510 But, goddess !

thou thy suppliant son attend. 1808 SCOTT Marinion v. xxi,
My tale Attend.

b. intr. (Const, to, unto.}
1447 BOKENKAM Seyntys Introd. 3 As they shul heryn wych

lyst attende. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. i. 13 Your Grace
attended to their Sugred words. 1611 BIHLK Ps. xvii. i O
Lord, attend vnto my crie. 1715 POPE Iliad i. 6r Thus
C^hryses pray'd : the favouring power attends. 1842 J. H.
NEWMAN Par. Serm. VI. xx. 318 Every one must . . attend
his best.

2. I o turn the mind to, give consideration or

pay heed to, regard, consider, f a. trans. Ol>s.

*43* 50 tr. Higdcn < 18651 I. 47 Hit is to be attendede that
alle the worlde . . is diuided in to iij. partes. 1514 BARCLAY
Cyt. % Uplaiidyshm. 45 If they see a fault, they will it not
attende. a 1644 QUAKLES Sol, Recant, v, i. 22 Attend thy
footsteps when thou drawest near The house of (rod. 1775
TKUMBUU. in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (18531 1- 5. I shall . .

attend your request.
b. intr. with to.

1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 121 Some said . . that the ac-
tion of sin was not from God

; attending to the very de-

formity of sin, which is not from God. 1711 STKEI.E Sfiect.
No. 262 F 9 Beauties or Imperfections which others have
not attended to. 1852 M'CuLLooi Taxation \. iv. 135 Were
the justice of the case only attended to.

t 3. To attend from : to turn the mind from, be-
ware of. (L. attendcre ab.} Obs. rare.
c 1375 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. 1869 I. 223 [Crist] biddij>

attende from false prophetes [Vulg. Matt. vii. 15 Attcnditc
a falsis prophetis\
4. To turn the energies to, give practical heed

to, apply oneself to, look after, fa. trans. Obs.
a 1400 Coi>. Myst. 259 To provyde, Lord, for thi comyng,

With alle the obedeyns we kan atende. 1523 FITZHKRB.
Hash. 7 If a man attende not his husbandrye, but goo to

sporte or plnye. 1649 SKLDEN La-vs ofEng. \\. xiii. 11739!
69 That himself might attend his own security. 1715 POPE
Iliad in. 527 The maids . . dispersing, various tasks attend.

1798 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. XXV. 578 The agriculture
is every where sedulously attended.

b. intr. with to.

<:1315 SHOREHAM 82 Code atende to my socour. 1450
I.ONELICH Grail xxn, 207 ^if thow attenden wilt to his ser-
vise. 150* Qrd, Crysten Men (W. de W.t i. iv. (1506) 46 Unto
that attendeth well the deuyll. 1833 HT. MARTINKAU Matteh.

Strike vi. 65 She was attending very diligently to her work.
1853 A. MORRIS Business \\. 127 Worldly affairs are attended
to at the cost of men's salvation.

t c. with upon. Obs.
1611 BIBLE^?/'///. xiii. 6 They are Gods ministers, attending

continually vpon this very thing. 1689 BURSKT Tracts I.

79 Captains . . are not obliged to attend upon the Service.

t d, with inf. To apply oneself, endeavour. Obs.

15*3 WHITTINTON Vulg. i Yf a carpenter without com-
passe, rule, lyne, and plummet sholde attende to square
tymbre. 1597 DANIEL Civ. Wares in. ii, First, he attends
to build a strong conceipt Of his usurped powre.

t e. with subord. cl. To give heed, take care, look.
i6ia MONIPENNIE Chron. in Misc. Scot. I. 38 The Scots

were very . . vigilant all night, and attended that their ene-
mies should not escape.

II. To watch over, wait upon, with service,

accompany as servant, go with, be present at.

5. To direct one's care to
;

to take care or charge
of, look after, TEND, guard, fa. trans, arch, or Obs.

<- 1420 Pallad.on flush. \. 511 It wol thyne oxen mende
. . yf thai the fyre attende. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. I. vi.

197 They are in a Trunke Attended by my men. 1641
R. B. K. Liturgy fy Mass-Bit. Pref. i Another quarter of our
walls,which to him appeared more weake and lesse attended.
1725 POPE Odyss. m. 538 Leave only two the gaily to attend.

1856 KANE Arct. Exp. II. i. 10 They attend their lamps with
assiduous care.

b. intr. with to.

1796 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. (1845* II. 199 This will en-
able me better to attend to all the services. 1850 I.YTTON
My N(n<el lit. xvi, The clergyman had his own flock to at-
tend to.

6. trans. To apply oneself to the care or service
of (a person) ; eip. to watch over and wait upon,
to minister to (the sick). Of a medical man: To
pay professional visits to fa patient).
157* FORREST Theoph. 244 A bushoppe , . havinge great
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numbers to pasture . . which to his powre he attended. 1596
SPKNSER F. (J. t. x. 41 The fift had charge sick persons to
attend. 1712 DK It ov. Plague, fa Hired nurses who attended
infected people. 1732 POPE Mor. Ess. m. 270 Prescribes,
attends, the med'cine makes, and gives. 1832 BABBAGK
Leon. Maiinf. xv. 141 The chemist . . never attends his cus-
tomers.

7. To wait upon, as servant or attendant; a/so,
to wait upon (,a personage) in obedience to an
authoritative summons.
1469 Paston Lett. 614 II. 360 Attendid as wurshepfully as

evjr was Quene a forn hir. 1591 SHAKS. Two Cent. \. iii. 27
His companion . . Attends the Emperour in his royall Court.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng, ix. II. 546 The Lord Mayor
and the Sheriffs of London were also summoned to attend
the King.
b. intr. To be present in readiness for service, or

in answer to an authoritative summons.
1514 BARCLAY Cyt. % Uplondyshm. 47 Rebukes . . For not

attending and fayling of thy tide. 1697 DRYDEN Virg, Georg.
IV - 539 Officious Nymphs, attending in a King.
C. with on, upon (formerly of}.
?i499 Plutnpton Corr. 135 If it please you . . to appoynt

|
fryday or satterday . . I shall then attend of you. a 1547
EARL SURREY /Eneifl iv. (R.t And at the threshold of her
chamber dore, The Carthage lords did on the quene attend.
a 1674 CLARENDON (J.) He was required to attend upon the
committee. 1808 SCOTT Mannion i. via, Twenty yeomen . .

Attended on their lord's behest.

8. To follow, escort, or accompany, for the pur-
pose of rendering services. (Used specifically of
those who act as ladies or gentlemen in waiting to

royal personages.) a. trans.

1653 WALTON Angler Y^. Ded. 3 Ifcommon Anglers should
I

attend you, and be eye-witnesses of the success. 1750 JOHN-
i SON Rainbt. No. 115 p 10 Permission to attend her to pub-
.

lick place-. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, i. ii. 21 The Portu-
; guese infanta . . was attended by a numerous train of nobles.

I 1883 Times 13 Feb., Their Royal Highnesses . . left for Ix>n-
don this morning, attended by Mdlle. Heim.
b. intr. with on, upon ;

and absol.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n. iv. 121 Wee'Il both attend vpon
your Ladiship. 1600 SHAKS. A. }'. L.\. i. 66 Trip Audry,
trip Audry, I attend, I attend. 1619 Treas. Anc. ff Mod.
Times II. 516/2 So [the Queene] attended upon with the

Nobilitie, came downe. 1801 SOUTHEY Tkalaba vii. xxx,
Following the deep-veil'd Bride Fifty female slaves attend.

1883 G. MACDONALD Sir Gibbie 1 1. v. 84 Attending on drunk
people and helping them home.
9. Mil. and Naut. To accompany or wait upon

for hostile purposes, so as to defeat an enemy's
plans, (trans., and intr. with A?.

1

)

^11674 CLARENDON (J.I He was . . strong enough to have
stopped or attended Waller in his western expedition. 1804
NELSON in Nicolas

Disf>. 118451 V. 484 Cruizing off Cadi/ for
the purpose of attending to

'

proach of our Convoy. 1805

. .

the purpose of attending to L'Aigle, and securing the ap-
proach of our Convoy. 1805 ibid. VII. 59 The Enemy
[has three vessels of war]. . If this is so, a Force is necessary. .

,

of Line-of- Battle Ships and Frigates to attend them.
10. Of things : To follow closely upon, to accom-

pany. (Xowonly of things immaterial.') a. trans.

1615 MAKKHAM Eng. House. Pref., My poor prayers shall
to my last gasp labour to attend you. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg.
Gear?. \. 422 What Cares must then attend the toiling Swain.
1712 STEBLK Spcct. ^0.4491*3 With a Frankness that always
attends unfeigned Virtue. 1751 FiELDlNGXm?/ftl n. vi. Wks.
1784 VIII. 239 Our food was attended with some ale. 1860
TVNDALL Glac. i. 18. 130 The loss of our track would be
attended with imminent peril.

b. intr. with on, upon.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. \\. ii. 134 All feares attending on so

dire a project. 41847 R- HAMILTON Krtu.
<5- Punishm. iv.

(18531 149 Destruction and misery attend on wicked doings.
1 11. causal. To follow up, accompany, conjoin,

associate (one thing with another). Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \\. x.xiii. 7(1] have also attended
them with brief observations. 1748 ANSON I'oy. 11. xiii. 278
The Governor . . had returned a very obliging answer . .

and had attended it with a present of two boats. 1775
BURKE Sp. Cone. Amer. Wks. 1 1 1. 64 We have carefully at-

tended every settlement with government.
12. To present oneself, for the purpose of taking

some part in the proceedings, at a meeting for

business, worship, instruction, entertainment. a.

trans, e.g. to attend church, school, a lecture, a

meeting, a funeral, the sittings of a court, also a

place of worship.
1646 Row Hist. Kirk Introd. (1842) 17, 1 had bein in Edin-

burgh .. attending his Majestie's Counsel!. 1770 LANG-
HOKNE Plutarch (1879) I. 177/1 Pericles also attended the
lectures of Zeno. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. ir. Hi, Andreas
too attended Church. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1. 177 It

was made a crime to attend a dissenting place of worship.
1884 Edin. Daily Ker. iSOct. 2/9 The meeting was attended

by some-ofthe leading agriculturists. Mod. Did you attend
the funeral? To attend school regularly.
b. intr. Const., on the proceedings (pbs.) t at the

I place.

He attends regularly at the City Temple.
III. To wait for, await, expect.

13. trans. To look out for, wait for, await : f a.

a person or agent, or his coming. Obs.

1475 CAXTON Jason 30 b, They sette hem in araye . . and
attended frely and fast a fote the preu Jason. 1586 T. B.
La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 104 To stand still m their places,
and so to attend their enimies. 1658 Si i; T. BROWNE Hydriot.
iv. (1736* 45 Contriving their Bodies . . to attend the Return
of their Souls. 1749 SMOLLETT Regie, n i. (1777* 26 Here I

attend The. king and lo.! he comes.

ATTENDANCE.
b. a future time, event, result, decision, etc. arch.
1513 BRAIISIIAW St. Wcrbttrge (18481 39 Attendynge opor-

tunyte to take them in a trayne. 1642 ROGERS Naatnan
358 They must attend the moving of the waters. 1713
ADDISON Cato \\. \. 9 And Rome attends her fate from our
resolves. 1866 HOWKLLS I'ettet. Life izff The countryman,
taking shelter at the stern of his boat, attended the shot.

t c. cllipt. with clause : To wait to see or learn,
to await the issue. Obs.

1589 Late Voy. Sp. % Port. (1881) 82 Attending if any
strangers would unburthen them. iSggTKMPLE Hist. Eng.^
And attended what would be the Issue of this. .Convulsion
of the State.

1 14. _/*. (Of things.) To remain for, be reserved

for, be in store for,
'

await.* a. trans. Obs.
1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. 1653, 3 The Trapan . .

onely attendeth the Fractures of the Cranium, a 1704 LOCKE
(J.) The state that attends all men after this. 1734 tr.

Rollins Anc. Hist. (18271 1. 72 The prize attended the victor.

t b. intr. with />;-. Obs.

1578 T. N. tr. Cong. Ii'. fn</ia Pref. 4 Would .you now in

your old daies be an Emperor, considering that your Se-

pulchre attendeth for you?
1 15. To look forward to, expect, a. trans.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World II. v. iii. 14. 430 The Capuans
relying on . . the succours attended from Hannibal. 169*
RAY Disc. n. v. 1 17321 285 So dreadful a Tempest that all the

People attended therein the very End of the World.

ft), intr. wither. Obs. rare,

1581 SAVII.K Tacitus' Agric. (1622' 195 The IJritans . . at-

tending for nothing els but reuenge or seruitude.

f!6. intr. To wait, tarry, stay. Obs.

1560 DAI'S tr. Sleidane's Comm. 260 a, They would . .

attende, vntyl suche tyme as the Emperour had aduertised
them. 1605 VERSTKGAS Dec. Intell. ii. (16281 36 Attending
at the sea ports . . for conuenient winds. 1736 Col. Rec.
Penn. IV. 98 The two Members .. now attending for an
Answer. 1768 STERNE Sent. Jottrn. (1775) I. 30 The lady
attended as if she expected I should go on.

tb. fg. Of things. Obs.

1596 Edw. ///, i. ii, Albeit my business urgeth me, It shall

attend while I attend on thee.

t IV. trans. To intend. Obs. [So OF. atendre,
occas. for entendre. Cf. ATTEXT.J
1455 Fasten Lett. 239 I. 331 They never attendyde hurt

to his owne persone. 1655 GURNALL Chr. in Ann. ix. i

1 16691 184/2 Very unlikely to do real good to the souls : alas,
it is not that he attends.

t Atte-nd, sb. Obs. rare~ l

.
[f. prec. ; cf. OF.

atetide
^\ Attendance.

1594 GREENE Look. Glasse (1861) 117 To give attend on
Rasnis excellence.

Attend, var. ATEND v. Obs., to kindle.

Attend, obs. corrupt f. ATTAINT v.

t Atte-ndable, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. ATTEND w.

+ -ABLE ; or a. OF. attcndable, glossed
'

abydyng
*

in Du Guez.] Giving attention, attentive.

1547 BOORDK Brti: Health Pref. 3 b, Maysters of Chierurgy
ought to be. . dylygent and attendable about theyr cures.

Attendance atc'ndans). Also 4-6 attend-

aunce, 5 atendans, -ance, 6 attendans. [a. OF.
atendancft f. atendre : see ATTEND v. and -ANCE.]
f 1. The action or condition of applying one's

mind or observant faculties to something ;
= AT-

TENTION i. Obs.

(-1374 CHAUCER Troylus i. 339 No thing askith so grete
attendaunces, As doth your lay. c 1485 Digby 3Iyst, (1882)
in. 1306 My lugges anon gyffe a-tendans. 1533 BELT.ENDENE
Livy v. (1822) 453 The Gaulis gaif sic attendance to him,
that he wes notit and knawin to alt thare armye. x6xa T.

TAYLOR Comm. Titns ii. 6 Men generally think that . . at-

tendance vnto the word, is for old age. 1790 CATH. GRAHAM
Lett. Ednc. 56, I would advise the tutor . . not to press his

young pupil to give attendance, when he is eagerly engaged
with some other favourite pursuit.

f2. The action or condition of turning one's

energies to ; assiduous effort ; ATTENTION 2. Obs.
< 1400 MAUNDEV. xxii. 232 Every man geveth . . so gode at-

tendance to his servyse. 1533 BELLENDENE Lhy iv. (1822)

447 And tuke mare attendance and care to ordoure thame.

1674 OWEN Holy Spirit^(1693) 103 Commands for our Attend-
ance unto such Duties.

3. The action or condition of waiting upon, ac

companying, or escorting a person, to do him
service ; ministration, assiduous service. In attend'

atue : waiting upon, attending.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's T. 77 A man shall winne us best

with flaterie ; And with attendance . . Hen we ylimed, c 1400

Epiph. (Turnb. 18431 TI 4 Or wer ther any ladees hur abowte
. .Or maydons doyng any attendaunce. 1598 R. T(OFTE] in

Shaks. C. Praise 25 Giving attendance on my froward Dame.
1605 SHAKS. Lear\\. iv. 246 Why might not you, my lord,

receiue attendance From those that she cals Seruants. 1745
DE FOE Eng. Tradesm. I. xxii. 208 Reputation for . . good
attendance on his customers. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, i.

iii. (1857) 54 The lords and ladies in attendance gathered
round the queen. 1860 DICKENS L'ncomnt. Trav. vi, Your
waiter reproachfully reminds you that

' attendance is not

charged for a single meal.'

fig. 1833 I. TAYLOR Ennat. iv. 75 The malign emotions
are foundin close attendance.

4. The action or condition of an inferior in waiting
the leisure, convenience, or decision of a superior.
c 1461 Paston Lett, 423 II. 67 He wole gef a tendance un-

to you for to have summe letter from you. 1542 BKINKLOW

Complaynt xviii. (1874* 42 How long shal men wayte and

geue attendance vpon rulers, before thei can come to the

spech of them ! 1750 JOHNSON Raml'l. No. 108 7 10 Com-



ATTENDANCY.
pelled by want to attendance and solicitation. i8zi COMHE
(Dr. Syntax) Wife I. 264 The poor are neuer seen to wait In

vain attendance at their gate.

5. In senses 3, 4 the phrases To wait attendance

(obs.), To dance attendance, occur = * to attend' ; the

latter usually with some 'shade of sarcasm or con-

tempt.
1362 J. HEYWOOD Prtn>. fy Efiigr. (18671 166 He daunceth

attendance. 1590 MARLOWE Edw, //, I. iv, Nobles ..That
wait attendance for a gracious look. 1621 BURTON Anat.
Mel. in. ii. n. iv. Shut him out of doors once or twice, let

him dance attendance, a 1704 T. BROWN Com. l?'iew Wks.

1730 I. 164 Why should the loadstone complain of the iron

for not dancing attendance after it. 1850 THACKERAY Pen-
dennis Ivi. 477 What was he about dancing attendance here ?

6. The action of coming or fact of being present,
in answer to a summons, or to take part in public

. business, entertainment, instruction, worship, etc.

1:1460 FORTKSCUE Al's.
(5-
Lim. Mon. (1714) 112 Nedyn not

|
to have grete Wag[e]s for their Attendaunce to this Con-
ceile. 1658 Whole Duty Man xi. 12 11683) 9 The many

1 attendances the creditor is put to in pursuit of it. 1725
POPE Odyss. vm. 12 The King in council your attendance
waits. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, i. i. 5 Charles . . sent to

require his son's attendance at Brussels. 1876 GREEN Short
Hist. vii. 6 (1882) 401 The Catholics withdrew from at-

tendance at the national worship. Mod. The number of
1 attendances recorded in the School Register.
1 f 7. Waiting, delay. Obs.

iSi4 RALEIGH Hist. World iv. iii. v. 492 Compelled . . to

! put the matter in hazard without further attendance. 1664
1 EVELYN Sylva 71 Spring-woods .. have been let rest till ..

. thirty years, and have prov'd highly worth the attendance.

, t o. Waiting for, expectation. Obs.
a 1600 HooKER(J.) That which causeth bitterness in death,

is the languishing attendance and expectation thereof, a 1641
FINETT Philoxenis (1656) 164 Resting . . in attendance of

their Lords Plate, not yet come.

f 9. A body of attendants, train of servants,

retinue. Obs.

1607 HIERON Wks. I. 228 Two or three of her attendance
looked out. 1696 LUTTKIU.L BriefRel. IV. 44 The Venetian

ambassadors, with an attendance of about 40 noblemen.

1779 JOHNSON L. /'., Pit^t'(ijBj) IV. 91 So many wants, that

a numerous attendance was scarcely able to supply them.

10T The body or number of persons present to

ta"fce part in any proceedings.
1835 J. WILSON in Life (1878* iii. 89 The attendance at the

stated services of the mission is greater than . . ever. 1882

Daily Tel. 17 May, Greatly increased interest in the match
should be represented . . by a greatly increased attendance.

,
11. Comb.t as attendance-officer, one whose

duty it is to see that children attend school.

1884 Pall MallC,. 17 June i/i A blind eye . . should be an

indispensable qualification in an attendance officer.

t Atte'ndancy. Obs. Also 7 -ency. [f. prec. :

see -NCY.]
1. The condition of giving heed ; attention.

a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks. 1863 VII. 396 Our attendancy to

this very discrimination . . may have a great influence.

2. The giving of attendance.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vn. 442 Of honour, another part
is attendancy; and therefore . . angels are spoken of as his

attendants.

3. = ATTKNDANCE 9.

1586 FERNK Blnz. Gcntric 322 With as great an attendancy
of friendes and seruants as . . shalbe fit.

4. The quality of accompanying, adjoining, or

following on
; attendant relation.

a i6a6 BACON Max. ty Use xxv. (1630' 8y To name land by
the attendancy they have to other lands more notorious.

5. An accompaniment, an attendant thing.
1654 WAKRKN Unbelievers 47 There was . . equivalency in

respect of the adjuncts or attendencies.

6. "Waiting for, expectation.
1646 H. LAWRENCE Contnt. fy IT. Angels 154 A certaine ..

attendancy, or looking after some good thing desired.

Attendant (ate'ndant), a. and sb. Also 4-6
-aunt. [a. OF. attendant, pr. pple. of attendre^

earlier atendre, to ATTEND.]
A. adj.

f 1. Turning the attention, giving earnest heed ;

watchful, observant, attentive. Obs.

1432 Paston Lett. 18. I. 34 Attendant and obeissant in ac-

complishing therof. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi. Ixxi, Her
servaunt To obtayne her love is so attendaunt. 1649 SELDEN
La'ws Eng. n. xiii. '1739' 73 To have the King . . attendant

upon his Advice.

2. Waiting upon, accompanying, or following, in

order to do service
;
ministrant.

< 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1872 In good soth we byn
a-tenddawntt. 1575 (titfa Robert Laneham's Letter . . from
a freend officer attendant in the Court. 1667 MILTON /*. L.
vm. 149 Other Suns . .With thir attendant Moons thou wilt

descrie. 1828 SCOTT /". M. Perth xxviii, From the attendant
flotilla rang notes of triumph.
b. Const, to (obs.), on, ttpon.

1393 GOWER Con/. II. 172 As damiselles attendaunt To the

goddesses. iS^1"* Act 23 Hen. J'///, v. 4 Officers .. at-

tendant to you in and aboute the due execution of this our
commission. 1675 TRAHERNE Car. Ethics xxx. 473 His

guardian angels alwaies attendant on him. 1849 MACAU LAY
Hist. Eng. iii. I. 314 Fresh meat was never eaten even by
the gentlemen attendant on a great Earl.

f3. Law. Dependent on; owing duty or service to.

1393 GOWER Ctntf. I. 214 To whom the lond was attendant
As he, whiche heir was apparant. 1*1400 Destr. Troy vn.

3369 Yles ynow a-e attendant to Troy. 1528 PERKINS Prof.
Bk. v. 424 The tenant in dower . . shall be attendant unto
them by the rate and portion of the rent. 1641 Tertttes fie

549

la. Ley 31 His wife shal be endowed of the land, and shee

shall he attendant to the heire of the third part of i. d.

4. Accompanying, in a dependent position ; closely

consequent or resulting. Const, on, upon.
Attendant Keys in Mus. : the keys or scales on the fifth

above, and fifth below lor fourth above), any key-note or

tonic, considered in relation to the key or scale on that tonic.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bj>. Ely i. v. 220 Miracles come from no
inhaerent power. . from a circumstant rather, or an attendant.

1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 77 P n To show innocence and

goodness with such attendant weaknesses. 1833 HT. MAR-
TISKAU Brooke F, vi. 72 The suffering and death attendant

upon war. Mod. The attendant circumstances.

5. Present at any public proceeding or at the

place in which it is held.

1588 LAMBAKDF, Kircti. n. ii. 101 Ecclesiastical! persons (if

they be not attendant upon diuine seruicei may be arrested

for the Peace. 1880 tr. Dandet's Fromont <y Rislcr \. ii. 12

The round of fetes with their attendant crowds.

B. sb.

1. One who waits upon, accompanies, or follows

another in order to render service ;
one of a retinue or

train ; a servant, satellite, subordinate companion.
1555 Fardle Facions i. v. 57 He laied all the faulte vpon

the ministres and attendaunte.s. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. iii. 8

Dismisse your Attendant there. 1780 HARRIS Philol. Enq.
118411480 This author was a constant attendant upon the

person of this great prince. 1822 BYRON Juan vn. Ixxii,

Two . . ladies, who With their attendant aided our escape,

b. transf. ory?^.
1667 MILTON /'. L. vn. 547 Least sin Surprise thee, and

tier black attendant, Death. 1793 SMKATON Edystone L.

g 129 Hancock's Sloop, which I had before made use of as

an attendant. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. -SV. (1857.1 I- 3O1

Jupiter also has attendants,

2. 'One that waits the pleasure of another.' J.

1684 T. BURXKT Th. Earth (J.) To give an attendant quick

despatch is a civility.

3. Something that accompanies in a circumstan-

tial relation ; an accompaniment, close consequent.
1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. \. i. 56 [The Crossel is vsed

by vs, as an attendant vpon the Sacrament. 1660 WATER-
not.'SE Arms % Arm. 36 They had their Crowns, Chayns,
Rings, like our attendants of Knighthood. 1737 POPE Hor.

F.pist. n. i. 247 The laugh, the jest, attendants on the bowl.

1869 J. COLERIDGE KeoU iv, 65 Melancholy is a common
attendant on poetic genius.
4. One who is present at any public proceeding

or at the place in which it is held.

1641 HINDE J. Krnen xxx. 95 The attendants . . of such
Wakes. 1 1745 SWIFT ij.) A constant attendant at all

meetings relating to charity. 1882 PICTOX Cromwell \\. 26
His parents were certainly diligent attendants at church.

5. /MW. (See A 3.)

Atte'ndantly, adv. ran: [f. prec. adj.+ -LY 2.]

After the manner of an attendant.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 6 Reason . . whereon . . the

senses continually as ministers attendantly should wayte.

Attended (ate'ndtd , pa. pple.. [f.
ATTEND T.

+ -ED.] \Vaited upon, accompanied, frequented.
1603 K.NOLLKS Hist, Tiirkes 1 1638* 53 Andronicus. .secretly

Hed . . attended vpon only with a few of his trusty seruants.

1846 DE QUINCEY Shelley Wks. VI. 24 A dreadful storm,

attended by thunder and columns of lightning. M.od. A well-

attended church,

Atte'iidedness. rare. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
condition of being attended or accompanied.
1862 F. HALL Hindu ridlos. Syst. 215 There is need . . of

perception of invariable attendedness.

Attender (ate'ndai). [f.
as prec. + -EK 1

.]

1. One who gives heed or attention
;
an observer.

1660-3 J. SPENCER Prodigies 17665^ 287 Crazy brains . . are

not seldom the most curious attenders of such things as these.

1876 M. ARNOLD Lit. fy Dogma 49 Attending to conduct . .

makes the attender feel that it is joy to do it.

2. He who (or that which) attends or waits upon,

esp. to render service
;
a ministrant, attendant.

1461-83 Ord. K. Housch. 83 One page, .to be labourer and
attender. 1594 DANIEL Cleop. 11717) 290 Go my Maids, my
Fortune's sole Attenders. 1612 WOODALL Sitrg. Mate Wks.
1653, 342 The attenders of the sick. 1635 STAFFORD Fein.

(7/cry (1869) 117 On whose look es, words, and actions, Modesty
is adilligent attender. i68z Gu^fmLLSadditeismvs i. (1726)

40 These mischievous spirits . . are more constant Attenders
. . upon the Actions and Inclinations of such, whose Genius
and Designs prepare them for their Temptations.
3. = ATTENDANT sb. 4.

1704 J. BLAIR in Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. C/i. I. 96, I

was a constant attender at Councils. 1882 M ('QuEEN in

Mann. Mag. XLVI. 164 Tobacco and pipes are not provided
. .each attender bringing his own supply.

t Atte'nder, v. Qbs. rare- 1

, [prob. a. F. at-

tendre in the sense of 'tend, attend to,' confused

with the idea of tender \ see TENDKH z/.
2
]

To treat

with kindly attention or regard.
1550 3 Decaye Eng. in Supplic. 96 We desyre you sumwhat

to attender the premisses.

Attending (ate-ndinV vbl. sb.
[f.

ATTEND v.

f -ING 1
.] The action of the vb. ATTEND ; attend-

ance, attention.
161 1 COTGR., A ttcndnc, An attendance, or attending. 1880

CYPI.KS Hum. E*p. vi. 153 Cases .. where the attending
wholly ceases.

Attending, ///. <?. [f. as prec. +-ING2.]
1. Listening, attentive.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jiil. it. ii. 167 Like softest Musicke to

att ending eares. IfnaoVTHR Tri. Woman 119 Hush'd are
all sounds, the attending crowd are mute. 1884 At/teiueum

27 Sept. 395/2 Defining a mind as an attending subject.

ATTENTION.

2. \Vaiting to do service, mimsliant, attendant.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 231 My Loue, iher Mistres' is

a gracious Moone ; Shee (an attending Starre). 1720 POPE
Jliad xxin. 49 Th' attending heralds . . With kindled flames

the tripod-vase surround.

3. Accompanying in a circumstantial relation ;

closely consequent.
1683 CKEECH Lucretius i. 13 note, Cartes proposes his

Ambient attending Circle .. to solve the Phenomenon of

Motion. 1812 L. HUNT in Examiner 12 Oct. 641/1 To lose

sight of all attending circumstances.

t Atte'ndment. Obs. rare. [a. OF. atcnde-

inent waiting, expectation, f. atcndre to ATTEND :

see -MENT. But in sense I prob. for entendcmcnt,
which in early use embraced the sense of attcndc-

incnt also : cf. ATTEND v. IV, and ATTEXT.]
1. Sense, meaning. (Cf. double entendre?)

1430 LVDG. Citron. Troy iv. xxxiv, Therein was double

attendement, He spake but one and yet he mente twayne.
2. A thing that attends,//, surroundings.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 372 He passed his daies

in tears, and the uncomfortable amendments of hell.

AttendresS (ate-ndri-s). \0bs. rare. [f.
AT-

TENHKK + -ESS.] A female attendant, a waitress.

1662 FULLER // 'orthics 11840^ III. 103 A female attendress

at the table . . applied herself wholly to him.

Attendure, var. ATTATNDURE, Obs., attainder.

Attent (ate'nO, ///. a. [ad. L. attent its, pa.

pple. of attcndere to ATTKXD ; cf. It. attcnto, and

OF. attenfcflient!\ Karnestlv or eagerly directed to-

wards the perception of anything : said of the eyes,

ears, mind, or whole man
; intent, attentive, full of

attention (/<?, upon}.
1482 Monk of Evcsham (Arb.) 25 For al degreys and con-

dycyons of alle crystyn pepulle, and more attente for hys
enmyes . . he made meruailous prayers. 1534 MORI-: On. the

rassiwi Wks. 1346/1 Thoughte vppon with a myndefull and
attent myndc. 153$ CovERDALE 2 Chron. vii, 15 Myne eares

shal be aitente vnto prayer in this place. 1651 HORUICS
Leviath. i. ii. 6 Long and vehemently attent upon fleo-

metricall Figures. 1699 DRVOEX Wifes T. 310 As judges
on the bench more pracious are, And more attent to brothers

of the bar. 1867 BUSHNU.L Mor. Uses Dark Th. 132 To be

alive and thoroughly attent to evils about our path.

t Atte'nt, sb. Obs. Also 3-5 atent^e, at-

tente. [a. OF. atcntCj now attente^ act of attend-

ing, in various senses I'r. afcnta : L. *attcnta sb.,

f. fern, of pa. pple. attcntus (analogous to nouns in

~atd}\ see ATTEXT a. Already in OK. confused

with entente, antente, and used in senses proper to

the latter, whence sense 3, the earliest and most

frequent in Eng.]
1. Attention ; care, heed.
c 1450 HENRYSOX Mm: Fab. 29 But to the end attent hee

tooke no more. 1596 SI-KXSI-.K /'. Q. vi. i\. 37 And kept her

shecpe with diligent aitent. 1652 Nici-nniM tr. Scldcn's

Mare Cl. 469 After all this attent on his Majestie's part, and
so long deliberation on t heir's.

2. ? Expectation.
c 1430 Sewtt Sages (P.) 87 And that wole do >o by inyn

attente, That ,e no schal 1101151 repente.

3. Intention, aim, purpose.
ciz$o Ancr. A'. 252 Al his attente is uorteunuestnenheorten.

1376 I-'..F.. Gilds 74 ['is
ffratcrnite is be-gonnen in b;-< atent.

a 1400 (. 'or. Myst. 4 Abraham toke with good atent His sone

Vsaac. 1450 MYKC 953 pou .. Leuest also in fulle a tent

How bat holy sacrament, Is I-^eue to mon kynne.

t Atte'nt, v. Obs. rarc~*-. [ad. L. attent-are

less correctly attemptare : see ATTEMPT t'.]
Variant

of ATTEMPT. (Cf. account, accompli]
1620 Qi'AKLES Feast II 'ornics 648 With oft -repeated labours,

oft attented, They . . dctptly delu'd the furrow'd seas.

Atte litat(e. lObs. [Variant of ATTEMPTATE,
assimilated to L.aftentatiis, and mod.F. attentatl\

jl. A criminal attempt or assault ofany kind. Obs.

1622 BACOX Hen. I'ff, 92 Their detestation of Popular
Attentates, upon the Person or Authorise of Princes. 1691
WOOD AtA, Oxon, 1 1/316 This most execrable Attentate.

1721 STRYPE Ecct. Man. III. xliii. 354 Commissioners for

redress of attentates on both sides.

2. An attempt to ^ain an unauthorized advantage
in law : see quot.
1701 ATTKRBURY Ada*, ist Ed. Rights Coniw. 35 An At-

tenlat, i.e. a Criminal Endeavour of exerting a Power,
which was superseded and laid asleep. 1726 AYLIH-K Parerg,
100 Attentates. .such Proceedings as are made in a Court of

Judicature, (pending Suit) and after an Inhibition is decreed
. . Those Things which are done after an Extra-judicial

Appeal, may likewise be stiled Attentates.

t Atte'ntate, v. Of>s.- [f.
L. attentat- : see

ATTENT 57. and -ATE 3.]
= ATTEMPT

;
'to attempt,

assay, or prove.
1

Blount Glossogr. 1656.

t Attenta'tioii. Obs. [ad. L. atftntdtion-ttn,

n. of action f. attentare : see ATTENT r.]
= ATTEMPT-

ATIOX; 'a trying or essaying.' Bullokar 1676.
a 1670 HACKKT Abp. Williams i. 99 il>.) The Devil that

spies the first spark of alternation, and blows it into a flame.

t Atte'ntful, -7. Obs. rare. [f.
ATTENT sb. --

-FUL.] Full of attention, attentive. Atte-ntfnlly

adv., attentively.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xm. viii. 13 The gret capitane Enec

. . Attentfully behaldand euer>' wycht.

Attentik, obs. form of AUTHENTIC.

Attention latc'njsn). [ad. L. attention-em,
n. of action f. attend? to ATTKND. Used by



ATTENTIVE.

Chaucer in transl. from I^atin, then not found till

c 1600; not in Fr. till i6th c.]
1. The action, fact, or state of attending or giving

heed; earnest direction of the mind, consideration,
or regard ; esp. in phr. to pay or give attention.

The mental power or faculty of attending ; esp.
with attract, call, draw, arrest, fix, etc.

("1374 CHAUCER Bocth. n. i. 29 After bat she hadde gadred
. . myn attencioun she seide bus. 1593 SMAKS. Rich, /I, n.

i. 6 The tongues of dying men Inforce attention. 1667
MILTON/'. L. i. 618 Attention held them mute. 1771 Jnnins
Lett. xlix. 253 The attention I should have paid to your
failings. 1871 SMILES Charac. i. (18761 21 They still arrest

the attention. 1878 SEKLKY Stein III. 478 He marked with
attention all that appeared from other pens.
b. Afetaph. (See quot.)
1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. \\. xix. (1695) 119 When the Ideas

that offer themselves are taken notice of, and, as it were,

registred m the Memory, it is Attention. 1762 KAMES Elem.
Crit. (1833^ 483 Attention is that state of mind which pre-

pares one to receive impression. 1838 SIR W. HAMILTON
Logic xxx. II. 136 Attention is the voluntary direction of
the mind upon an object, with the intention of fully appre-
hending it,

2. Practical consideration, observant care, notice.

1741 CHKSTERF. Lett. 77 I. 213 They have attention to

every thing, and always mind what they are about. 1816
K. NAYLOR Hist. Germ, I. n. xv. 775 note, To soften the rude
manners of an uncultivated people by a benignant attention
to their morals. 1882 Daily 7W, 4 May i Markets^, Oats
met with a moderate amount ofattention at Monday's prices.

3. The action of attending to the comfort and

pleasureof others; ceremonious politeness, courtesy.
Often in//, spec. To pay attention or one's atten-

tions to : to court.
1 75 CHHSTERF. Lett. 285 III. 305 Nice and scrupulous, in

points of ceremony, respect, and attention. 1774 Ibid. 26.

I. 96 A well-bred man . . takes care that his attentions for

you be not troublesome. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley ii. 18 To
'

pay attention,' as they say, to some young lady. 1855
PRKSCOTT Philip //, i. ii. 25 Philip received all the atten-
tions which an elegant hospitality could devise.

f4. A matter of attention, a consideration, rare.

1784 J. BARKY Lcct. Art iv. 118481 156 Distances, Hues,

angles, and other mechanical subordinate attentions. Ibid.
v. 18^ The chiaroscuro and the other attentions of the com-

position should be calculated.

5. ' A cautionary word used as a preparative to

any particular exercise or manoeuvre.* C. James
Mil. Diet. 7o come to attention : to assume a pre-

pared military attitude ; so to staml at attention.
1820 COMBE iDr. Syntax

1

) Consol. \. 145 He attention's look

display'd As he was wont on war's parade. 1833 Reg.
Instr. Cavalry \. 10 On the word Attention, the hands are
to fall smartly upon the outside of the thighs; the right
heel to be brought up in a line with the left ; and the proper
unconstrained position of a soldier . . resumed. 1870 Daily
?t?ws i Oct., Yonder sergeant of Zouaves . . comes promptly

to attention when an officer addresses him.

Attentive ^ate'ntiv), a. (Also 7 attemptive.)
[a. F. attentif, -ive (i6th c. in Little', perhaps
altered from the earlier cntenfif, -ive, after L. at-

tentus, attcntio
;

cf. the next word, in which the

rt/-form appears earlier, and see ENTENTIVE, Ix-

TKNTIVK, TEXTIVE.]
1. Steadily applying one's mind, observant facul-

ties, or energies ; giving or evincing careful con-

sideration
; intent, heedful, observant.

[c 1374 CHAUCKR Bocth. n. i. 29, I was ententif to herkene

hire.] 1577 HKLLOWES Gncnaras Chron. 10, I admonishe
. . great lordes, to be magnificent in their giftes, and verie

attemptiue in their commaundements. 1596 SMAKS. iMerch.

l
r
. v. i. 70 Your spirits are attentiue. :6zz T. SCOTT Helg.

Pismire 41 Diligent and attentiue at their workes. 1711
AunisoN Spcit. No. 3^4 The news . . to which she was ex-

ceedingly attentive. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. AV/^-M.
viii. (1878) 134 A more attentive and devout worshipper was
not in the congregation.
2. Assiduous in ministering to the comfort or

pleasure of others, giving watchful heed to their

wishes ; polite, courteous.

(-1570 TCRBKRV. To latefriend (R.) Heware That you at-

tentiue be on hir. 1709 ADD. & STEELE Tatler No. 81 F 3,

I saw most of them attentive to three Sirens. Afoef. Very
attentive to the ladies.

Attentively, adv. Also 4-6 -ifly, -ifsly.

[orig. a variant of the earlier ENTENTIVELY, assi-

milated to L. attente ; in later usage f. ATTENTIVE
+ -LY2. Cf. aphet. TENTIVELY.] With attention ;

with steady application of mind, energies, or senses ;

with careful consideration ; observantly, needfully.
1382 WYCUF Joshua xxii. 5 That }e kepen attentifiy [Vulg.

attente] . . the maundement. 1477 EAHL RIVERS iCaxtonl
DictfS 39 The wyseman thenketh on the wele of his saule

. . attentyuely. 1659 Gentl, Call. 11696) 2 A Manual . . fre-

quently and attentively perused. 1790 BOSWELL Johnson
1.1848) 228/2 He listened to it very attentively. 1876 GREEN
Short Hist. vi. 4 < 1882) 312 The physical aspects of society
were cared for as attentively as its moral.

Atte'iitiveiiess. [f.
as prec. + -NESS. Cf.

the earlier ENTENTIVENESS, TENTIVENESS.] The

quality of being attentive ; heed, attention.

1549 CHALONKR tr. Erasm. Morix Enc. E ij b, Vouchsafe
me your eares and attentivene^e. a 1656 HALES Gold. Rent.

(1688) 31 To have held your attentiveness with new and

quaint conceits. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 404 Polly
heard me with more attentiveness than I expected.

Attently (ate-ntli), adv. arch. [f.
ATTENT a. +

-LV-.] Attentively, with heed or attention.

550

i56z N. WINGATE Tractate ('1835* 6 To watch attently and
continually upon your flock. 1647 JER. TAYLOR Dissuas.

Popery ii. (1686.) 158 Say your prayers or offices attently,
reverently and devoutly. 1866 NEAI.K Seq. fy Hymns 137
Listen attentller yet.

Attenuate (ate-ni,ab'l), a. 10l>s. [f. L. at-

temtd-re to ATTENUATE : see -BLE.] That may be

attenuated or made thinner.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. iii. 29 The attenuable parts
ascend.

Attenuant <ate'iii//iant), a. and sb. Also 8

-ent. [a. F. attenuant, ad. L. attenuantein t pr.

pple. oiatttnudre to ATTENUATE : see -ANT.]
A., adj. Having the property of attenuating ;

spec, in Med. of thinning the humours or secretions.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 642 (R.) They put into the
stomach those things that be attenuant. 1756 C. LUCAS
Ess. Waters III. 151 The attenuent diluting . . qualities of
the wat^r. 1855 DORAN flanoverQ. II. i. n [Kringo] root
was attenuant and deobstruent.

B. sb. A drug or agent having this property.
1725 HVXHAM in Phil. Trans, XXXIII. 392 One season-

able vomit . . acting as an Attenuant. 1830 LINIJI.KY Nat.

Syst. Bot. 67 The fruit of. . Belleric Myrobalan is an astrin-

gent, tonic, and attenuant.

Attenuate (ateiiiwi^t), v. [f.
L. attemtat-

ppl. stem of attemtare, f. at- = ad- to + tennare to

make thin, f. tennis thin. Cf. F. attenner, izth c.]

1. To make thin or slender in girth or diameter

e.g. by natural or artificial shaping, drawing out,
|

wearing down, starving, physical decay).
1530 PALSGR. 440/1, I attenuate, I make thynne, fatten nc.

1621 UUKTON Anat. Aft'l. I. ii. in. x. 11651) in They crucifie

the soul of man, attenuate our bodies. 1668 CtlLPEPPEB &
COLK tr. Barthol. Anat. i.xvii. 47 The Ureters in their pro-

fress

are not attenuated within, as other Vessels are. 1794
L' i, LI VAN I 'iew Nat. I. 47 This shell also being attenuated

. .the surface of the earth will tumble in. 1848 MRS. JAME-
SON Sacr,

<$ Leg. Art (1850) 203 The wasted unclad form
Is seen attenuated by vigils. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. L r

. S'.

III. iii. 344 To attenuate them by gently drawing them out.

2. To make thin in consistency, to separate the

particles of a substance, to diminish density,

rarefy.

1594 Pi.AT Jcivell-ho. i. 40 Karth 1-ee'iig attenuated becom-
meth water. 1691 K. TAYI.OK fich men's Theos. Phil. 187
The Suns lustre attenuateth the gross air. 1756 C. LUCAS
Ess. Waters I. 48 Burning spirits . . are oils attenuated and
subtilised by the action of fermentation. 1762 tr. Dnhautefs
Hush. i. iii. 5 Salt, for example, may attenuate earth. 1874
[see ATTKNUATKD 2.]

b. spec, in Afed. To render thinner (the humours
or concretions of the body).
1533 IM.VOT Cast. Hcltk n. xiv. (R.) Dry figges . . havinge

power to attenuate or make humours currant. 1605 TIMMI;

Qnersit. i. xiii. 64 O[y]le of pepper doth attenuat. . tartarus

matters in the body. 1797 DOWNING Disord. Horn. Cattle

13 These medicines . . powerfully attenuate the cloggy dis-

position of the blood.

3. fig. To weaken or reduce in force, effect,

amount
;

in value, estimation
; (obs^] to extenuate.

1530 PAIX.K. 440/1 He hath attenuat my power. 1579
LYI.V Euphnes (Arb.i 49 The delightfulnesseof the one will

attenuate the tediousnesse of the other, c 1645 HOWKI.I,
Lett. 1 16501 1. 335 The Mahometans . . attenuated their num-
bers in Asia. 1660 A. SIDNKY in I''onrC. Eng. Lett. 119 To
aggravate that, which he doth intend to attenuate. 1850 (>.

AY"'. June 15 Some Notes. . intended to attenuate the autho-

rity of the Christian philosopher. 1869 LI-XKY Europ, Mor.
I. i. 117 To attenuate. . his own appetites and emotions.

4. intr. To become slender, thinner, or weaker.
a 1834 COLERIDGK tin Webster), The attention attenuates

as its sphere contracts.

Attenuate (lte*nii/t), ///. a. [ad. L. attenn-

at its, pa. pple. ofatfenniire: see prec.] Made thin.

1. Slender, thin ; tapered, reduced to thinness.

1848 DANA 7,ooph. 161 Tentacles numerous, attenuate,

diaphanous. 1864 MRS. H. WOOD Shad. Ashlydyat (1878)

433 She saw the white and wan face, the attenuate hands.
1880 GRAY Bot. Tejct~bk. 398 Attenuate, slenderly tapering
or narrow.

2. Thin in consistency, rarefied
;
refined.

1626 BACON Sytva 938 Such a rare and attenuate sub-

stance, as is the spirit of living creatures. 1647 H. MORK
SongcfSottl in. Pref./i The life of the body. . hinders us of
the sight of more attenuate phantasmes. 18790. MEREDITH
Egoist I. xiv. 255 The idea is too exquisitely attenuate.

Attenuated, ///. a. [f. ATTENUATE v. + -ED.]
1. Made thin or slender in girth or transverse

thickness (by natural shaping, mechanical reduc-

tion, starving, or wasting) ; tapered off; fine-drawn.

1677 PLOT O.vfordsh. 107 From the basis there issue. . five

tails of serpents, waved and attenuated. 1742 YOUNG Nt.
Tk. 1. 179 The spider's most attenuated thread. 1840 Houo
Up Rhine (1869) asoThe venerable pastor thrust his atten-

uated fingers into the flame. 1853 KANE GrinneIi E*p. 1.

1^8561 484 As attenuated as parchment.
2. Made thin in consistency; rarefied, diluted.

c 1610 CHAPMAN Hymne to Hermes 58 Steele..did raise
|

. . the attenuated baies To that hot vapor. 1635 N. CARI'KN-
j

TER Geog. Dei, \\. ix. 148 The vapours are too much attenu- I

ated and rarified. 1823 LAMB Elia \. iii, Attenuated small

beer. 1874 MOSELEY Astron, Ixix. 202 A huge ring of at-

tenuated matter. . girds the planeU 1876 M. DAVIES Unorth.

Land. 74 That most attenuated of all things, the shadow of

a shade.

fig. 1827 Cent. Mag. XCVIL n. 494 A more attenuated

and enlarged standard of thought.
3. Weakened in intensity, force, effect, value.

1828 CAKLYI.E Misc. 1 18571 ' 2I 7 A certain attenuated cos-

I mopolitanism had taken place of the old insular home feel-

ATTERCOP.

ing. 1882 Manch. Guard. 22 Sept. 5 An 'attenuated
1

or
modified bacteria.

t Atte'nnater, -or. Med. Ob$.
[f. as prec. +

-Eii 1
.]
~ ATTENUANT sb.

1684 iv.ftonet'sMerc. Comfit, in.
8p Decoctions ofGuaiacum

and other attenuates. 1783 C. BRYANT Flora Dizt. 99
The plant was in high esteem formerly as an attenuater.

Attenuating, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING'-.]

Making thinner ; in Med. = ATTENUANT a.

1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Coiintr. Farm 552 Such as haue need
of a fine and attenuating nourishment. 1822 BURROWES
CytL II. 550/1 Caryophyllaceae . . are reckoned astringent,
attenuating and detersive.

Attenuation (ate:niw,t
71
jsn). [ad. L. attenua-

tion-em, n. of action f. attcnmlre to ATTENUATE :

see -ATION. Cf. F. attenuation] The action of

attenuating ; attenuated condition.

1. The making thin or slender in transverse mea-
sure

; diminution of thickness ; emaciation.
a 1631 DONNE Select. (1840) 265 Neither in a superfluous

and cumbersome fatness, nor in an uncomely. . attenuation.

1849 MUHCHISON Siluria iii. 60 The omissions of certain de-

posits in some parts, and their attenuation in others. 1870
DISKAELI Lothair vi. 20 His stature seemed magnified by
the attenuation of his form.

2. The making less dense ; diminution of density.
1594 PLAT Je^vetl-ho. \. 40 All those elements doo onely

differ in attenuation and condensation. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
I'seud. Ep. 159 Heat doth. . rarifie that body [/. e. air], and
by attenuation .. disposeth it for expulsion. 1732 ARBUTH-
NOT Rules of Diet 273 The Attenuation of the Aliment
makes it perspirable. 1873 WAITS Eownes* Chew. 576 The
diminished density, or attenuation of the wort.

3. The process of weakening, as if by dilution
;

diminution of characteristic force.

1868 M. PATTISON Aceuiem. Org. 5. 149 The process by
which the results of philosophy are rendered popular is not
one of attenuation but of translation. 1882 Manch. Guard.
22 Sept. 5 The gradual

' attenuation
'

of disease germs.

t Atte nuative, a. and sb. Med. Obs.
[f.

L.

attenuat- (sue ATTENUATE Z'.) + -IVK.] A., adj.

Attenuating, attenuant. B. sb. An attenuating

agent, an attenuant.

1656 RIDCI.KY rract. Physkk 105 The spleen cannot en-

dure Attenuatives. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, vi. 211

Its heat and attenuative virtue.

t A'tter, sb. Obs. or dial. Forms : i &tr, atoi^
attor, eettor, 1-6 ater, 1-9 atter ; also 3 atterr,

4 attere, 4-5 attur, hoter, 5 hatter, 5-6 attir,

5-7 attyr, 6 atir, etter. [Common Teut. : with

OE. atr, dtor, attor, cf. (JHG. eitar, eittat\ mod.G.

eiter, OS. ctar, ON. eitr, (Sw. etter>
Da. edder^

Du. cyter, etter. The original long vowel (giving
ME. oter} has been irregularly shortened in Kng., as

also in other of the modem languages.]

fl. Poison, venom, esp. that of reptiles. Obs.

.1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 112 Wip fleo^endum atre & aelcum

arternum swile. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 169 Atter meind mid
wine. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xn. 256 And alle >e o)er. . en-

uenymep porgh his attere. c 1400 Destr. Troy m. 920 And
withdroghe the deire of his dere attur.

fig. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 75 pan deJ>Hche atter bet L>e aide

deouel blou on Adam. ^1230 Ancr. R. 80 Habbeo wlat-

unge of t>e mu5e pet speoweo ut atter.

t 2. Gall J fig. bitterness. Obs.

11700 Epinal Gloss. 141, Corpus 297, Bile y atr. fii75
Latnb. Horn. 23 A lutel ater bitteret muchele swete. t 13*)
Cast. Lone 1150 Atter heo him dude to clrinke i-meynt w<

eisil. '1430 Hymns to l-'irg. 11867) 24, I may drede at my
departynge pat it wole be attir &: ille.

3. Corrupt matter, pus, from a sore, ulcer, abscess,

etc. Still in Sc. and north, dial.

1398 TRKVISA Earth. DC /'. A\ iv. vii. (1495^ 90 Vnkynde
blood and hoter. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 326/1 Of kyr-

nellys and botches of his face. . ranne grete plente of blood

and atter. 1535 COVEROAI.E Job ii. 7 And scraped of the

etter oft" his sores with a potsherde. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
II. 422 Ears that run attyr. 1643 HOKN & KOHOTIIAM Gate

Lang. Unl. xxv. 318 A green wound . . rotted into a gory
venemous atter. 1864 ATKINSON M'hitby Gloss., After or

Atteril, the matter of a sore.. The tongue is said to be

covered with 'a dry white atter,' when furred with fever.

t A'tter, z'. Ofo. [OE. wtrian, settriaji, f. prec.]

1. To poison, envenom. Alsoy?^.
<-88s K. .^LFKEII Orvs. in. ix. 18 For ge&treduin jescd-

tum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 75 Hore loking.. hore smelling,

heore feling was al iattret. c 1130 Ancr. R. 84 Ooer speclie

soileff . . ac )>eos attre3 be heorte Si te earen booe.

2. To mix with gall, embitter.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy vi. 2286 Or all so myght aunter to atter

for euer.

Atter, obsolete form of OTTEH.

t A'tterCOp. Obs. or dial. Forms : I attor-

coppa, 1-5 attercoppe, 4 atturcoppe, addurcop,

5 attyrcope, -coppe, 6 att-, addircop, 7 atter-

cob, 9 attercap, 4-9 attercop. [OK. attorcoppa^

f. titor, attor, poison + coppa, deriv. of cop top,

summit, round head, or copp cup, vessel ;
in refer-

ence to the supposed venomous properties of

spiders. Cf. also Du. spinm-cop
'

spider,
1

and

OHMVKB, formerly cop-webbt ;
whence it appears

probable that thesimple f(7//awas itself= 'spider.']

1. A spider.
riooo Sax. Leechd. \. 92 Wi|> attorcoppan bite. ^11250

Oivl 4- .Vif/tf. 600 Wat etestu . . Hute
attercoppe

and fule

vlije ? ?ri3$o J/S". in A*. Brnnne's Chron. (Hearne^ Pref.

200 An atturcoppe cum owte.. and botc hem by the nekkus



ATTERING.
.. bat ii. of hem werou detd. 1382 WVCLIF /sti. Hx. 5 The
webbis of an attercop [1388 an yreyn], a 1400 Afctr. Gloss.
in Wright's I 'oc. 177 Aranea, addurcop. c 1425 WYNTOUN
Cron. vin. xi. 46 Alsa kobbyd in his crope As he had ettyn
ane attyrcope. ^1450 Knt. dc la Tour ti868) 63 The atter-

coppe. .makithe his nettes to take the flyes. 1658 ROWLAND
Mouffet's Theat. Ins. 1058 The English [call it] Attercop,
Spider, Spinner. 1691 RAY N. Conntr. Wds, 139 Attercop.

*-fig. Applied to a venomous malignant person.
("1505 KENNKUIE F'lyting 523'1'how ircfullattircop, Pilate,

apostata. 1881 W. PATTERSON Antrim Gloss. (E. 1). S.)

Attercap, cross-grained, ill-natured person,
' Ya cross atter-

cap, ya.'

o. Misapplied to : A spider's web.

1530 PALSGH. 193/1 Addircop, or a spinner's web, araz^nce.
1674 RAY A*. Count r. IVds. 3 An Attercob, A Spiders Web.
Cumberland. 1873 R. FERGUSON Cunthcrld. Dial. (K. D.S..>.

Attere, MK. coalesced f. at the : see Ax//r/.
Atteril, dial, variant of ATTEU sb.

t A'ttering, ///. a. Obs. [f. ATTEB z/. + 1x0,2.]
!

Poisoning, venomous.
,1440 F.piph. iTurnb. 1843) 154 On face and hondis thei t

had gret nayles And grette homes and atteryng taylys.

tA'tterlich, a. Obs. rare~\ [OE. aterUc :

|

see ATTER sb. and -LY 1
.] Venomous

;
bitter.

noso in Wright Voc. (WSfai Gorgoneo, Aterlicum o33e
,

biter, f 1230 Ancr. R. 212 pe atterluche deouel.

t A-tterliche, adv. Obs. rare^ 1

. [f. prec.:
j

see-LT-.] Bitterly.
r 1400 St. Alexius (I^aud 463) 143 J?o she of swounyng ros,

Atterliche hir agros.

tA'tterling. Obs. rare~\
[f.

ATTER sb. +
-LING.] A venomous malignant person, a shrew.

{-1430 in Bahees Bk. 118681 38 Meekely bou him answere,
And not as an attirling.

tA'tterlotlie. fferb. Obs. [OE. ator-
t dttor-

/tidc', f. ATTER sb. + liift hostile.] An antidote to

poison, an alexipharmic. Applied spec, to several

different plants: see quot.
^ 1000 -SVt.r. Lcechd. I. 148 Deos wyrt be man galli cms,
& o6rum naman attorla&e nemneS. c 1000 ^EI.FRIC (.rfos$. in

Wright 1'oc. (W.) /I33 I'enenifuga, atterlaSe. c 1050 Gloss.

ibid. 7358 Bcttonica, aterla9e. c\zy> Ancr. K. 274 ( lif hit to

swu& swelle . . drinc beonne attcrlo5e. c 1250 l-'oc. Plants
in Wright Voc. /558 Aforella, atterlobe.

t Atte'rminate, #. Obs. rare-'*, [f.
'L.attcr-

tninare: see ATTEKMINE v. and -ATE ;

!.] Toatter-
mine. Hence Atte'rminated ///. a.

1738 Hist. Crt. E.rcheq, vi. 99 Payments of attenuinated
Debts.

t Atte rniina'tion. Obs. rare *. [n. of action
f. prec. : see -ATION.] Appointment of a term for

the payment of a debt ;
= ATTERMINEMENT.

1738 Hist. Crt. Excheq. v. 100 If he did not pay according ,

to the Attermination. , !

Atte'rmine, v. tObs. Also 5 aterm-. [a.

OF. atermine~r, ad. L. attermind-ret f. at- ml- to

+ terminiire to set bounds to, f. terminus bound,
limit. See AT- pref$\ To settle the limit or

term of, fix a future date for
; esp. to adjourn pay-

ment of (a debt) till a day fixed. Hence Atte'r-

mining vbl. sb. = next word.

1413 LvDf;. Pylgr. Srtvk v. I. 74 Many honderd yeres. .

whiche though the nombre be vnknpwen to man, yet it is

atermyned at a certeyneende in thesi^t ofgod. 1618 PUUDN
Colt. Stiit. 27 Edw. I, Such as will purchase Attermining of
their Debts. 1809 TOMI.INS I^aiv Diet., Attermining the

granting a time or term for payment of a debt.

t Atte'rminement. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. AK.

attermincntent, OF. aterm-
1

f. aterminer-. see prec.
and -MENT.] Adjournment of the payment of a
debt to a fixed future date.

11299 Act 27 Edw. I, De Lib. perqu., Ceux qux voudrount

purchaser attermynement de lour dettez soyent envoyez al

escheqer.] 1543 BKKTHKLET transl., Suche as wyl purchase
attermynemente of theyr dettes.

t A'ttern, a. Obs. or dial. Also 3 hatterne.

[OE. fart*, Kttren, xttcrn, f. ator : see ATTER sb.

and -EN!.] Venomous, poisonous; malignant.
''950 Lindisf. Gasp. Matt. xii. 34 Cynn sterna, hu ma^a

56 godo spreca? 1205 LAV. 16084 He burh atterne [1250
hatterne] drench daeS seal ibolien. 1868 HALLIWELL Diet,,
Attern, fierce, cruel, snarling. Gloucester.

tA'tterness. Obs. rare* 1
, [f, prec. + -NESS.]

Malignity, bitterness.
c layoAufr.R. 196 pe ueond kundeliche eggeS us to atter-

nesse, as to prude, to ouerhowe, to onde, & to wre53e.

t Atte'rr, v. Obs. [a. F. atterre~rt or It. atterr-

are, f. t) to -i- F. terre, It. terra, L. terra earth]
To bring to the ground, humble.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartasu. Ded. 11641) 74 Your renown

alone Atterrs the stubborn and attracts the prone. 1614 -

Rethnlian iv. 2 Judith the while, trils Rivers from her eyes,
Atterrs her knees.

t A'tterrate, v. Obs.
[f. It. atterrare ( to fill

or dam vp with earth' (Florio 1598), f. a to +
terra earth. Cf. OF. aterrer, aterrir in same sense.]
To fill up with earth, esp. with alluvial earth.

1673 RAY Jottm. LmvCoun.tr. 7 Filling up and atterrating
(to borrow that word of the Italians) the skirts and bor-
ders of the Sea. 1757 DA COSTA in Phil. Trans. L. 234 If
these effects proceed from local deluges, recedings of the

sea, gulphs atterrated, etc.

t Atterra'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. prec.: see

-ATION.] The action of filling up with earth ; the

washing up of alluvial soil.

551

_
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 113 All valleys rise by atterration,

i. e. by Karth continually brought down from the tops of
Mountains by Rains and Snows. 1713 DERHAM Phys.- Theol.

53 No accidental Currents and Atterrations of the Waters
themselves .. could ever have made or found so long and
commodious Declivities and Channels. 1757 DA COSTA in

Phil. Trans. L. 235 Producible by local deluges, atterra-

tions.

t A'ttery, a'ttry, a. Obs. or dial. Forms :

2-3 attri, 3 attrij, 3-6 attrie, 4 attre, 4-5 at-

try(e, 5-9 attery. [f.
ATTEU J& + -Y!.]

1. Venomous, poisonous.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 152 Gif hwa mid his fet of stepfl

asttrix bansnacan. c izao Mali Maid. 15 Earewen idrencte
of an attri haliwei. cizy^Ancr. R. 288 His te5 beoft attrie,
ase of ane wode dogge.
2. Mixed with gall, bitter, lit. andy?^.
c 1230 Ancr. R. 188 pet attri drunc bet me jef him, beo

him porstfl o rode. Hnd. 190 pauh hit bunche attri, hit is

bauh healuwinde.

3. Malignant, malicious, spiteful.
ri2oo OKMIN 9785 All fulle off attri^ lund And fulle of

bitterr spaeche. 6-1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. f 509 Thanne
cometh of ire attry anger. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II.

493 With atrie visage and with glowrand ene. 1868 HALLI-
WKLL Diet., Attcry, irascible, choleric. West.
4. Full of morbid or bloody matter.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 431 With bludie woundis
so attrie and reid. 1868 HALLIWELL Diet., Attery, puru-
lent. East.

Attest (ate-st), v. [a. F. attcste-r. OF. atcster,
ad. L. attesta-ri, f. (//- =. ad- to + testd-ri to bear

witness, f. testis witness.]
1. trans. To bear witness to, affirm the truth or

genuineness of; to testify, certify. Const, simple
obj,, subord. c/.

t inf. phr., or absol.

1596 SPENSKH F. Q. \\. i. 37 Live thou ! and to thy mother
dead attest That cleare she dide from blemish criminal!.

1667 MILTON /'. /,. ix. 367 Thy constancie . . who can know,
Not seeing thee attempted, who attest? 1718 POPE Iliad
in. 569 Ye Trojans . . Hear and attest ! 1725 Otiyss. xix.
211 Iclomeneus, whom Ilian fields attest Of matchless deed.
J875 J. Ci'HTis Hist. Eng. 154 The merit of the English
bowmen .. is strongly attested by Froissart.

b. formally (a.} by signature, (/'.) by oath.

1665 MANLEV Grotins' L<nv-C. Wars 463 The publick In-
struments of this League .. were solemnly attested with

publick Joy. 1670 MII.TON {list. Eng. vi. 118511 262 Fur
fear or hope of reward they attested what was not true.

1708 SWIFT Bickerstaff Det. Wks. 1755 II. i. 163, I will assert

nothing here, but what I dare attest. 1836 [see ATTKSTKK].
2. transf. of things : To be evidence or proof of,

testify to, vouch for.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. I', i. Clio. 16 Since a crooked Figure
may Attest in little place, a Million. 1794 SULLIVAN I-'iew

Nat. II, Physical appearances attest the high antiquity of
the globe. 1876 ORL:KN SJwrt Hist. i. 4 (1882) 37 Forty-
five works remained after his death to attest his prodigious
industry.

3. intr. To bear witness, testify to.

167* WILKINS Xat. Relig. 302 To the reasonableness of

this, several of the wisest heathens have attested. 1875
SCHIVENER Lect. Grk. Test. 15 The principal witnesses
which attest to it.

4. trans. To call to witness, arch, or Obs. (So
in Fr.)
1606 SHAKS. 7V. <$ Cr. u. ii. 132 But I attest the gods,

your full consent Gaue wings to my propcnsion. 1796 1

JEFFERSON in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (18531 IV. 483, I

attest everything sacred and honorable to the declaration.
1880 BLACKMORE M. Anerley III. i. 8 Flamborough had
called to witness Filey, and Filey had attested Bridlington.
5. To put (a man) on his oath

;
tcchn. among

'

Friends/ to put him on his solemn declaration.

1685 Col. Records I't'int. I. 148 It was against their methods
to take an Oath, but if he pleased to be attested, according
to yL' Laws of the Province, they would attest him. Ibid,
Then he was attested thus : Thou dost Solemnly declare in

yp Presents of God, and before this board, that thou will

truly and Justly performe y* office of y' King's Collector.
i8ia WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. IX. 153 They are to be
attested according to the following form . . I, A. B. do make
oath, etc.

Attest (ate'sO, sb. [f. prec. vb.]
1. Evidence, testimony, witness.
i6o6StiAK5. Tr.ff Cr. v. ii. 122 \Cjo.\ A credence in my heart

. . That doth inuert th' attest [Folio that test] of eyes and
earcs. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. (1650) 143 Nor will the
attest or prescript of Philosophers . . be a sufficient ground.
1830 WOHDSW. Egypt. Maidt Here must a high attest be

given, What Bridegroom was for her ordained by Heaven.
2. Attesting signature, attestation.

1649 SKLIJKN Laws Eng. \\. Pref. (1739) 6 The attests of
the King's Chaplain and his Scribe, do shew also that they
were not all Members of the House of Lords.

Attestable (ate-stab'l), a. [f. as prec. -f -ABLE.]
That may be attested or borne witness to.

1768 WALES in Phil. Trans. LX. 108 Circumstances . . at-

testable by too great a cloud of witnesses to be disputed.

Attestant ^ate-stant), ///. a. and sb, [ad. L.

attestant-eni) pr. pple. of attestari to ATTEST : see

-ANT.] A.///, adj. Attesting, bearing witness.

B. sb. One who attests (by signature), an attester.
1880 H. COOTE Gild ofKnt*. 8, A MS. deed to which these !

knights are attestants.

t Atte*state, sb. Obs. rare ; also 7 -at.
[f.

L.

attestat ppl.stem of attestari to ATTEST: see -ATE 1
.]

An attestation, testimony, proof.
1630 LORD Banians Ep. Ded., Let it be an attestate of my

acknowledgments to you. 1656 EARL MONM. Advt. A.
Parnass. 134 The true attestat of Guicchardin . . that it is

ATTIC.

more usual for an officer to run hazard, then for a merchant
to break.

t Atte'state, v. Obs. rare '. [f. as prec. : see

-ATE-'!.] To attest.

1652 SPARKK Print. Dcvot. (1663") 523 Which the sacred

Scripture most contracts, and best attestates.

Attestation (a-ttst^jgn). [a. F. attestation,
ad. L. attestdtion-ein, n. of action f. attestari to

ATTEST: see -ATION.]
1. The action of bearing witness

;
the testimony

borne ; evidence, proof.
1598 FLORIO Testatiime, an attestation or bearing witnes,

1631 MASSIXGKR Belewe as yon list n. ii, The reasons this

man urges To prove hymselfe Antiochus . . And the at-

testation of his cuntriernen. 1788 REID Act. Ptnvcrs \. v.

524 No necessary truth can have its attestation from expe-
rience. 1869 GOUI.BUKN Purs. Holiness iv. 31 He wrought
every sort of cure in attestation of his chums.

b. Formal testimony or confirmation by signa-
ture, oath, etc.

; csp. the verification of the execu-
tion of a deed or will by the signature of the

testator in the presence of witnesses.

1674 (7/.<y Crt. ofRome 13 That strange Solemnity of At-

testation, the apprecat ing Destruction to those of his Family.
1768 ULACKSTONK Conn. II. 307 The List requisite to the

validity of a deed is the attestation, or execution of it in tin-

presence of witnesses. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. II. 13, 1

bowed down, and kissed the turf, in solemn attestation of

my vow. 1858 Li>. ST. LE-:ONAKDS Handy Bk. Prop, Law
xviu. 136 The attestation should be . . in this form : Signed
by the above-named testator, in the presence of us present
at the same time, who have hereunto signed our names.

f 2. The action of calling to witness. Obs.

1547 Homilies i. Of Swearing Gjb, When men make
faithful promises with attestacion of the name of Ood. 1741
BETTERTON in Oldys J'lng. Stage vi. 91 In Swearing or . .

Attestation of any Tiling to the Verity of what you say.
3. The administration of an oath, e.g. of the oath

of allegiance to a military recruit.

1812 WELLINGTOM in Gurw. Disp. IX. 153 They are to re-

ceive pay from the date of their attestation. 1844 Rcgnl. $
Ofii. Arviy yyj Showing the date and term of his enlist-

ment, and of his attestation.

Attestative (ate-stativ), a.
[f. L. attestat-

ppl. stem of attestari to ATTEST: see -ATIVE.]
Of the nature of, or pertaining to, attestation.
a 1832 Ei:xi MAM \\>'ks. 1 1838 1. 374 Attestative satisfaction :

arising from establishing truth by evidence against a false

statement prejudicial to one. 1827 I. TAYLOR Transni.
Ane. Bks. 118591 207 Mutually attestative evidence of thou-
sands of witnesses.

Attestator (cutesU
7I
-tai). f Obs. [n. of agent

after L. analogies (cf. It. attestatore, Florio) f. L.

attestari'. see ATTEST v. and -OR.]
= ATTKSTKR.

1598 FLORIO, Tesfatore, a witnes, an attestator, a testifier.

1789 in J. Dowries Rose. Aitgl. 16 The persons whom the

clergyman mentioned as attestators to his character.

Attested (ate'sted), ///. a. [f.
ATTKST v. +

-En.] Sworn, vouched for, certified, proved.
1611 COTGK., Attests, attested, protested, avouched, af-

firmed. 1711 F. FULLKK fifed. Gytnn. 86 Its effects .. are

numerous, and some of 'em very well attested. 1873 THIS-
TRAM Moab vii. 116 An attested friend of these gentlemen.

Attester, -or (ate-sta.i, -/uV [f.
as prec. +

-EK 1

, -OR.] One who attests, bears witness, or

vouches for.

1598 FLORID, Testatrice, a woman witnes, or attester.

1663 J. Si'KNCKR Prodigies (1665) 226 Suspicion of deceit of

sight or imagination in the Attestors. 1705 STANHOPE
Parnp/ir. II. 607 Credible Attester* of it to Others. 1836
T. DAYIBS in Brit. Annual 322 The mode of attesting an

agreement, where the attestor could not write his name.

Attesting (ate'stin\ vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. +

-ING!.] Attestation.
1661 SANDERSONj/&c. 19 For the at test ing ofany other part

of Kcclesiastical Story. io6$GERRiE.R Courtsft(1664)4? In the

attesting of Kills . . not to pass his eyes slightly over them.

Atte*sting, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -TNG-.] That

bears witness to ; .that calls to witness (obs.}.

1720 POPK Iliad xvm. 587 Alternate each th' attesting
sceptre took. 1725 Odyss. xiv. 176 What I speak attest-

ing Heaven has heard, a. 1859 DE OUINCEY Wks. XIII.

310 Under the attesting record of Pope s own sign and seal.

Attestive (ate'stiv), a. rare. [f. as prec. +

-IVE.] Attesting, furnishing evidence.

1859 in WORCESTER.

Attestment (ate
p

stmcnt). rare. [f.
as prec. +

-MENT.] Attestation, testimony, proof.
1850 NEALE Mediaev. Hymns 155 Thus they gain their true

attestment As the people's chiefs in fight.

t Atte'X, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. L. attexcre, f.

at- = ad- to + tcxere to weave.] To weave on, add.

1654 KEEK in Sir T.Bnnvrie's Relig.Mvd.To Rdr. (1672! 71
The bookseller would not be denied these notes toattexto it.

Atteyn, -ant, -merit, obs. ff. ATTAIN, etc.

Attic (rc'tik), a. and sb.\ [ad. L. Attintst Gr.

'ATTIKUS of Attica.]
1. Of or pertaining to Attica, or to its capital

Athens; Athenian. Formerly = Greek.

1599 Broughtoris Lett. 46 You . . that arrogate to your selfe

the Atticke Science [i.e. knowledge of Greek]. 1607 DEKKER
Knts. Conjur. (1842^ 75 No Atticke eloquence is so sweete.

1835 THIRLWALL Greece III. xviii, A wooden theatre still

sumced for the Attic drama.

2. Having characteristics peculiarly Athenian
;

hence, of literary style, etc. : Marked by simple
and refined elegance, pure, classical. Attic salt or
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wit (L,. sal Atticnm} : refined, delicate, poignant
wit. Atticfaith : inviolable faith.

1633 Batt. Lntzen in Harl. Misc. i Malh.) IV. 185 Written
in a stile so attick . . that it may well be called the French
Tacitus, 1738 POPE Epit. Sat, n. 85 While Roman Spirit
charms, and Attic Wit. 1760 STEKNE Tr. Shandy V. iii,

Triumph swam in my father's eyes, at the repartee: the
Attic salt brought water into them. 1830 T. HAMILTON Cyr.
Thornton (1845' 49 The true attic pronunciation inculcated
in Mrs. Blenkinsop's academy. 1864 M. ARNOLD in Cornh.

Mag. Aug. 164 Well, but Addison's prose is Attic prose.

3. Attic base in Arch. : a base used for Ionic,

Corinthian, and occasionally for Doric columns,

consisting of an upper and lower torus divided by
a scotia and two fillets. Attic order', a square
column of any of the five orders.

[1563 SHUTE Arch it, K iiij a, That piller which Vitruuius
nameth Atticurga or Attica.] 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxvi.

xxiii, Pillars . . of the Atticke fashion . . be made with foure

corners, and the sides are equal). *7*7 S 1 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v.. The Attic is the most beautiful of all the bases. 1823
P. NICHOLSON Pi-act. Build. 493 The base is attic, as it is

in most of the Roman antiques.
B. $b^ A native of Attica, an Athenian (author).

1699 BKNTLEY Phal. 390 A time when the Atticks were as
unlearned as their neighbours.

Attic (ce'tik), sb ;orig. adj.}. [a. F. Attiqnc,
ad. L. Atticus : see prec.]
1. A decorative structure, consisting of a small

order (column and entablature) placed above an-

other order of much greater height constituting
the main facade. This was usually an Attic order,
with pilasters instead of pillars; whence the name.
[1676 F&LIBIEN Princ. A rehit, 481 Nous appellons aussi

Attique dans nos bastimens un ordre que Ton met sur un
autre beaucoup plus grand .. Ce petit prdre n'a ordinaire-

ment que des Pilastres d'une fa9on particuliere, qui est a la

maniere Attique dont le nom luy a este donne.J 1696 [not
in ed. 1678] PHILLIPS, Attick, we call Attick in our Buildings
a little Order plac'd upon another much greater : for that,

instead of Pillars, this Order has nothing but Pilasters of a

particular Fashion and Order which is call'd Attick. 1760
RAI-ER in Phil. Trans. LI. 804 The height of the attic [in

the Pantheon] above the cornice it stands upon, is 27 feet

2$ inches. 1874 J. FKRGUSSON St. PauCs in Content}. Rev.
Oct. 750 The introduction of an Attic over the main Order.

2. attrib. quasi-a^'. in Attic storey : originally
the space enclosed by the structure described in

prec. sense ; hence, the top storey of a building,
under the beams of the roof, when there are more
than two storeys above ground. So aide-floor,

-room, etc.

1724 DE FOE, etc. Tour Gt. Brit. (1769) I. 74 The Rustic
and Attic Stories are 12 Feet high each. 1769 Phil. Trans.
LIX. 72 They have no Attic story, only ware-houses, and
one floor over them. 1831 CAKLVLE Sart. Res. i. iii, The
attic tloor of the highest hou.se.

3. The highest storey of a house, or a room in it
;
a

garret. Humorously, the 'upper storey,' the brain.

1817 BVKON Keppo xxv, His wife would mount, at times,
her highest attic. 1855 MACALLAY Hist, fc'ig. III. 464 Be-

taking himself with his books to a small lodging in an attic.

1870 ALFORD in Life 11873* 4^7 Tolerably well all day, but

the noise in the attic unremoved.

t A'ttical, A'ttican, a. Obs. rare ;
= ATTIC a.

a 1660 HAMMOND Serin. 12 iT.i The common Attical ac-

ception of it. 1610 Hi.Ai.EV tr. I'ives' Comm. St. Aug. City

ofGod (1620) 75 Gellius (not Aulus with the Attican nights'.

Atti'ce, v. Obs. Forms: 5 atyse, -ise, 6

attise, -yse, -ice. [a. OF. atisier, -icier, -icher

(mod. attiser), cogn. with Pr. atizar, Sp. atizar,

Pg. a/ifar, It. attizare : late L. or Romanic *at-

titidre, lit.
'

to put the brands of a fire closer

together/ f. at- = ad- tQ + titio brand. See AT-

pref^ Cf. ENTICE.] To stir up, instigate, urge to

a course of action ; to gain over, allure, entice.

c 1450 Merlin xxi. 366 He hath me atised to bataile. 1490
CAXTON Eneydos xii. 46 Crye mercy vnto the goddis. .atyse
and drawe theym by sacrifyces. 1509 BARCLAY Ship of
Fooles 11570) 245 Thou makest youth such as thou doest

attice To lese the vertue of manhood. 1557 PAVNELL Bar-

clay's Juenrth 50 Attysed to the prodycion of their master.

r Atti'Cement. Obs. rare 1
. In 5 atyse-.

[a. OF. atisemcnt (i3th c. in Littre), f. atisier : see

prec. and -MENT.] Instigation, enticement.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 248/4 By thatysement of the

deuyll he had his wyf suspecte of a knyghte.

Atticism, (x'tisiz'm). [ad. Or. 'ATTi*t<r^oy.]
1. Siding with, or attachment to, Athens.
1628 HOBBES Thucyd. vm. xxxviii.Tydeus and his accom-

plices were put to death for atticism. 1837 THIRLWALL
Greece IV. xxxi. 188 The charge of Atticism.

2. The peculiar style and idiom of the Greek

language as used by the Athenians ; henee> re-

fined, elegant Greek, and gen. a refined amenity of

speech, a well-turned phrase.
1612 T. JAMES Corrupt. Script, n. 68 Which yet for the

stile and Atticismes comes a great deale short of Baronius
commendation. 164^ MILTON Apd Smect. Wks. 1851, 268

They made sport, and I laught, they mispronounc't and I

mislik't, and to make up the atticisme, they were out, and
1 hist. 1792 NEWCOME Eng. Bible Trans. 279 (T.) An ele-

gant atticism which occurs [in] Luke xiii. o. i&\\ Examiner
10 May 298/1 Such a man would accuse Thucydides of false

grammar on account of his atticisms.

Atticist (ae'tisist). [ad. Gr. 'ATrtxio-T-iys : see

-IST.] One who affected Attic style.

1835 Penny Cycl. III. 63/1 The name of Atticistswas given

to this artificial class of writers. 1881 Athenynm 2 Apr.
461/3 Phrynichus, the second century Atticist.

Atticize t,wtisaiz\ v. [ad. Gr. 'ArnKi&tv : see

-IZE.] Hence Atticizing vbl. sh. and///, a.

1. intr. To side with or favour Athens.

1753 W. SMITH Thncyd. vm. (R.t Put to death . . for atti-

cizmg. 1849 GROTE Greece 11. liv. VI. 618 The Thebans de-

stroyed the walls of Thespiae . . on the charge of atticizing
tendencies.

2. To affect Attic style ;
to conform to Athenian

or (in wider sense) Greek habits, modes of thought,
etc. a. intr. b. trans. ; whence Atticized///. a.

1610 HEALKY tr. Vives Comm. St. Aug. City ofGod 116201

631 Pherecrates, a man wholly atticizing. 1669 GALE Crt.
Gentiles \. \. ii. 9 What is Plato but Moses Atticizing? 1846
GROTK Greece \. xi. I 277 The Atticised worship of the Kleu-
sinian Demeter.

t Atti'gUOUS, a. Obs.
[f. L. attigtt-us (f. at-

tingcrt-. see ATTINGK) + -OLT

S.] Touching, con-

tiguous. 1672 in COLES. ITJI in BAILEY. iNot in J.)

Hence Atti {piousness, in Bailey 1731.
t Attrncture. Obs. rarc~ l

. '[ad. med.L. at-

tincfjira, f. attinctits, erroneous latinization of OF.
afti'int.] ATTAINTURE.

c_
1580 J. HOOKER Sir P. Carew in A rchxol. XXVI 1 1. 128

Whether anye altincture, statute, or alyenacion were made
by anye of the auncesters of this gentleman.

t A'ttinency. Obs.
[f.

L. attinent-em belong-

ing to, pr. pple. of attinere to hold on to, belong
to, relate to : see -ENCY.] The quality of belong-

ing to
; relationship.

1610 GUILUH Heraldry \\. v. '1660* 64 Iii Attinency we be

distinguished in Consanguinity and Affinity.

t Atti'nge, v. Obs. [ad. L. attingfrt to touch

on, f. at- = ad- to + tangfre to touch. Cf. ATTAIN,
in origin the same word.]
1. To touch upon, come in contact with.

1656 B LOU XT Glossfigr.) Attingt'i to touch lightly or softly ;

to mention or handle briefly, to reach to, to arrive or come
to. 1657 TOMLIXSOX Renmt's Disp. 534 It helps and delights
all parts it attinges. 1666 J. SMITH Old Age ied. 2' 78 Be-
cause they [the teeth] might the better attimje one anothers
bodies. 1742 in BAILEY [from BlountJ.

2. To touch in relationship.
a 1639 SPOTTISWOOIJ Hist. Ch. Scot. iv. ' 1677) 202 The Con-

sanguinity standing betwixt Bothwelt and his wife . . they
mutually attinging others in the fourth degree.

3. To affect, influence.

1640 I* P. REYNOLDS Of Passions xxxii. (1826; VI. 247 The
pollution of the soul . . attinging the ultimate disposition of
the Body.

t Atti/ngeiice. Obs. [f.
L. attingcnt-cm : see

ATTINGENT and -EXCE.] Effect, influence, inci-

dence of one thing upon another.

1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 47 There is no executive

power in God distinct from his Wil : his concurse in regard
to its active attingence is no more than his simple volition.

t Attrngency. Obs. [f.
as prec. : see -ENCV ]

Attingent quality ;
effective contact, operation.

1642 tr. Ames' Marrow Dii>, 32 A passive attingency of
the Divine will. 1675 BAXTER Cath. Theol, i. m. viii. 28 We
must call our selves Patients, and think of the Attingency of
his Active essence with it> effects, by some Analogic of Cor-

poreal Attingency, contact, and impressed moving force.

t Atti'ngent, a. and sh. Obs. [f. L. attingent-

em, pr. pple. of attingfre : see ATTINGE.] A. adj.

Touching, in contact. B. sb. That which comes
in contact.

1578 BAXISTKR Hist. Man \. 37 The sides are attingent
to the sides of ye

vj and iiij bones [of the foot]. 1657 TOM-
LIXSON Kenan's Disp. 302 With hard pricks it punges its

attingents,

Attir, -ling, variants of ATTER, -MXO.

II Attirail, attiral. Ohs. [F. attirail, f. atfi-

rier ATTIRE #. 1 + -ail, repr. L. >acnlitm,

niicithim, gouvernail] Apparatus, gear.
1611 COTGR., Attelements, th' attirals, harnesses, geeres or

furniture, belonging to draught horses, or oxen. 1790 ROY
in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 160 The whole attirail was trans-

ported from place to place, in a four-wheeled spring carriage.

Attire (atai^-i), v Forms: 3-5 atire, 4-6
atyre, 6-7 attyre, 4- attire. See also aphet.
TTRE i'.

2
[a. OF. atire-r, earlierrt/z>*Vr to arrange,

put into order, array, equip, dress, deck, cogn. w.
Pr. atieirar, formed on the phrase a tieira, OF.
a tire

' into row or order,' f. Pr. tieira (tcira, tiera],

It. ticra, OF. tire (tiere\ row, rank, order, series,

suite, train; of uncertain origin: see TIKR.
(See article by H. Nicol in Trans. Philol. Soc. (Prae. 19

Dec, 1879'. Connexion with OHG. ziarl 'beauty, adorn-

ment,' is still doubtful. ]

f 1. To put in order, put to rights. Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 10 Into be waise Jam fro he tom-
ble"d top ouer taile. His knyghtis vp him lyft, and did him
eft atire. c 1400 Destr. Troy v. 2013 pai . . knitten vp pe
saile, Atyrit J>e tacle.

-f-2. To prepare, equip, fit out. Obs.

1330 R. BHL-NNE Chron. 207 What dos be Kyng of France?
atires him gode nauie [LANGTOFT, attyre sa navye}. a 1440
ipomydon 535 Turnementis atyred in the felde, a M. armed
with spere and shelde.

f 3. To equip (the person, a horse) : a. for war :

To arm. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 547 & newe kni^tes made, & armede &
attired horn, & hor bedes genie bade, c 1400 Destr. Troy
vii. 2995 A palfray of prise, prudly atyrit. 1593 DRAYTON

Eel. iv. 99 That did straight Limbs in stubborn Steele

attire.

b. with dress or clothing : To dress, adorn, array.

(Now only literary, and chiefly refl. and/ojj.)
c 1350 Will. Palerne 1705 Sche . . borwed boi^es clobes &

talliche hire a-tyred tijtli berinne. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
cviii. 145 And atyred hem selff with thaire riche and fresshe

atyre. 1526 TINDALE i Pet. iii. 5 After this manner in the
olde tyme did the wholy wemen . . tyre them selves. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI. \\. iv. 109 It will hang vpon my richest

Robes, And shew it selfe, attyre me how I can. 1609
DRYDEN Pal. <y Arc. in. 69 His shoulders large a mantle did
attire. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 770 To greet her thus attired.

C. To dress (the head, mostly of women), arch.
c 1400 Destr. Troy vii. 3026 The here atiret in tressis trus-

set full faire. 1595 SPENSER Anwretti xxxvii, Her golden
tresses, She doth attyre vnder a net of gold. 1611 BIBLK
2 Kings ix. 30 Shee painted her face, and tyred her head,
and looked out at a window. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 62 This
too the women who attired her head . . Told Enid.

f4. To 'dress' venison for food. Obs.
c 13*0 Sir Tristr. i. xliii, Vond lith a best unflain, Atire

it as thou wold.

t Atti're, z'.
2 Obs. [a. F. attirc-r, f. a to +

tirer to draw.] To draw to itself, attract.

1549 CHALONKK Erasm. Moris? Knc. Tijb, The myght of

God . . ravisheth and attyreth all thyngs to itself.

Attire ;aUiau\ sb. Forms: 3~4atyr, 4-7atir(e,
atier, 5-6 atyre, 6-7 attyre, 4- attire, [f. AT-
TIRE sO] (\Vith the senses cf. APPAREL, ARRAY.)
f 1. Equipment of man or horse, outfit for war.

1250 LAV. 3275 Mid his fourti cnibtes, and hire hor* and
hire atyr. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1147 Alle tristy atir Jat to

batayle longed. ^1440 Sir Isumb. 413 Alle the atyre that

felle to a knyghte.
t2. Personal adornment, or decoration; 'get up.'

Also (with />/.) an ornament. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xxiii. 40 Ourned with wommans atyre

[Vulg. ntundo innliebri\. 1568 BIBLE (Bishops') Isa^ iii.

18 The gorgiousnesse of y- attyre about their feete. 1621

MOLLE Camerar. Liv. Lib. iv. vi. 240 Dressings, bracelets,

and attires. 1642 FULLER Holy % Prof. St. v. i. 358 Com-
monly known by her whorish attire : As crisping and curling.

3. Dress, apparel.
r 1300 A". Alis. 173 Ladies and damoselis . . In faire atire.

1393 LASGL. P. Pl.C.ui. 15 To telle of hure atyre
* no

tyme
haue ich nouth. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. Pref. Aiijb, Hav-

ing neither house to shroude them in, nor attyre to clothe

their backes. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. i. i. 53 And do you now
put on your best attyre ? And do you now cull out a Holy-
day? 1767 FORDVCK Serm. Yng. trfftrt. I. ii. 73 They plead

religious principles for the form of their attire. 1859 GKO.
ELIOT A. Bede 62 The most conspicuous article in her attire

was an ample checkered linen apron,

tb. (with//.) A dress. Obs.

1586 J. HOOKER Giralti. Irel. in Halinsh. II. 130/1 Awaie
with his English attires, and on with his brogs, his shirt

and other Irish rags. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxix. 5

Threescore and seuen Attires of Priests. 1787 Miss BUR-
NEY in Diary fy Lett. III. 367 Two new attires, one half,

the other full dressed.

f4. Head-dress, head-gear; spec, (in 16-iyth c.)

a head-dress of women. Also aphet. TIRE. Obs.

(In this sense fancifully connected with tiara,}
< 1380 Sir Fernnib. 3704 Helm & heued wyb a! be atyre

In-to be feld it fle^. 1483 Catk. AngL, Atyre of b
e hede,

tiara. 1530 PALSGR. 195/2 Atyre for a gentilwomans heed,
atour. 1583 BABINGTON Cotnmandtn. 11590)275 The brace-

lets and the bonets, the attires of the head and the slops,

the headbands, etc. 1611 KICK Hottest. Age (1844) 37
These Attyre-makers that within these forty yeares were

not knowne by that name, and but nowe very lately they

kept their lowzie commoditie of periwygs, and their other

monstrous at tyres, closed in boxes, they might not be scene

in open show.

5. Vencry and Her, The '

head-gear* of a deer.

1562 LEIGH Ari0rie(i$g7) 52 Herenueth his attire euene

year. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry m. xiv. 1717 BRADLEY Fatn.

Diet. s.v., The Heralds call the Horns of a Stag or Buck
his Attire. 1736 DALE in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 384 The
Present which I herewith make you, is the Head, or rather

the Attire (as it is called in Heraldry*) of the Moose-Deer.

1857 l-'raser's Mag. LVI. 211 The terms for the attire of a

Buck, according to the old woodmen, are the bur, the beam,
the brow-antlier, the back-antlier, the advancer, palm, and

spellers or spillers.

f6. The furniture (of a house). Obs.

c 13*5 Aletr. Horn. 86 A pouer hous was son purvaide,
And pouer atir tharin was layde.

7. jig. The plants which clothe and deck the

earth ; the covering of animals, esp. when beauti-

ful ; the external surroundings, 'apparel' or 'garb'
of anything immaterial.
i6io'GuiLLiM Heraldry in, x. 148 Choisest attires of the

Garden. 1647 COWLEY Mistr. Weeping i, Let not ill For-

tune see Th' attire thy sorrow wears. 1667 MILTON P. L.

vn. 501 Earth in her rich attire Consummate lovly smil'd.

1798 COLERIDGE Anc.Mar. iv. iii, Within the shadow of the

snip I watched their rich attire . . They coiled and swam,
and every track Was a flash of golden fire,

t 8. In plants : The name given by Grew to the

parts within the floral leaves or corolla, especially

the stamens (seminiform attire}, and the florets of

the disk in Composite flowers (florid attire}. Obs.

1671 GREW Anat. Plants i. v. (1682) 35 The Flower. The

1676 Ibid. iv. n. i- 3 In all Flowers with the Florid Attire,

as of Marigold, Daisy and the like. 17*5 in BRADLEY Fatn.

Diet. s. v. 1751 in CHAMBERS. Cycl. s. v. [from Grew].

Attired ataiud), ///. a. [f. ATTIRE v. + -ED.]



ATTIREMENT.

fl. Equipped, furnished, fitted out, prepared. Obs.

1330 R. KRUNNE C'ftrou, 148 A schip t>er was of London,
richely atired [LANGTOFT, tie riche atiffement\ c 1485
Digby Myst. (1882) in. 360, 1 am a-tyred in my tower to

tempt you \>v> tyde.
2. Dressed, clad.

c 1350 IVill. Palerne 3043 pe clergie . . ri}t gailiche atyred.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. ni. 30 Why art thou thus attir'd ?

1791 COWPER Iliad xviit. 473 Charis, Vulcan's welt-attired

spouse. Mod. A woman plainly but decently attired.

t 3. Adorned, decked. Obs.

-1325 E. E. Alltt. P. 13. 114 Ay be best byfore & bry^test
atyred. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 39 Riche atyred of perles
and previous stones.

4. Vencry and Her. Furnished with horns.

1572 BOSSEWEM. Armoric \\. 59 An hartes heade cabazed

d'Or, attyred verte. 1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry \. \'\. 94
When the horns of a deer are of another colour from the

head, it is called Attired. 1864 BOUTEU. Heraldry Hist.

$ Pop. x. 62 A stag is attired of his antlers.

S.yi^. Wrapped, clothed ; adorned, arrayed.
1599 SHAKS. Much Ado iv. i. 146 For my part, 1 am so at-

tired in wonder, I know not what to say. i7s6BuRKK Sitbl.

fy B. Wks. 1842 I. 49 The rose and the apple blossom arc

both beautiful, and the plants that bear them are most en-

gagingly attired.

Attirenient (atai-'ument). [a. OF. atiremcnt,
i.atirier to ATTIRE -t- -M^NT.] Outfit, dress, ap
parel ; ffurniture, decoration, adornment (obs.').

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 45 So she tare the attiremeni
from her head and body. 1583 GOI.DING Calvin on Dent.
628 They tooke vp their lampes, their perfumes, their attyre-
mentes. 1596 Edward ///, in. ili. 44 Bring forth A strong
attirement for the prince my son. 1867 HOWELLS 11fit.

Joitrn. 58 It is the kindest and charitablest of attirements,
this white veil

Attiring (ataU-rin', vbl. sb. [f. ATTIRE z>.]

1. The action of fitting out, accoutring, dressing,

apparelling.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 1941 For [to] telle be a-tiryng of

bat child bat time. 1611 RICH Honest. Age 11844) 2^ Thi->

strange atiring of themselues. 1678 PHILLIPS, Attiring,
a dressing, or apparrelling, from Tiara, a Persian orna
ment for the Head. 1836 Chainb. Jr/il, 6 Aug. 217 A cer
tain smartness in the attiring of the neck.

2. a. Dress, apparel, trappings of a horse, b.

Head-dress, c. Personal ornament. &$
1552 Ht'LOEr, Attirings y1

gentilwomen weare on their

heades, Ridemicnla. 1583 STANVHURST sEneid in. (Arb.)

89 Thee Troian atyring And Troian weapons. 1596 DKAYTON
Legends i. 123 Putting her rich Gems and attyrings on.

1631 WE EVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 697 The exoticke forme of

their attiring 1859 W. GREGORY Agy// in 1855-6!. 33 Dro-
medaries, with their leopard-skin attirings.

3. The 'attire' of a stag or deer.

1678 PHILLIPS, Attiring, a term of Heraldry. Also among
Hunters the Branching Horns. 1742 BAILEY, Attiring, the

branching Horns of a Buck.

4. Comb. \ Attiring - house, -room (obs.} =-

TIRING-HOUSE, -ROOM, the room or place where

players attire or dress themselves for the stage ;

attiring-room, also a dressing-room, generally.
1647 Assembly-man in Harl. Misc. (17451 V. 94/1 This

Assembly is the two Houses Attiring-room, where the Lord;
and Commons put on their Vizards and Masks of Religion
1656 TRAPP Contni. i Tim. v. 645/1 Follow siage- players
into their attiring-house. a 1661 FULLER Life H. Smith
in Smith's Wks. 118661 I. 7 As few did take notice of their

coming out of their attiring-house, so their well acting on the

stage commanded all eyes to observe their returning there-

unto 1756 C. LUCAS Ess Waters III 346 Fit houses ..

furnished with warm stoves, and attiring rooms.

t Atti'tle, v. Obs. rare. [a. Qf.atittU-r \ 2th c.,

later atitrer (mod. aft-} : L. at-, adtituldrt to

name, entitle, in med.L. to dedicate, f. ad to +
titulars to entitle, f. Htitlus title.] To name,
name after ; to dedicate.

1393 GOWER Con/. II. 157 But yet her sterres bothe two
Saturne and Jupiter also They have . . Attitled to her owne
name. Ibid. III. 118 This Aries out of the twelve Hath
Marche attitled for him selve.

Attitude (cT-titiwd). [a. F. attitude, ad. It.

attitudine (i) fitness, adaptation, (2) disposed-
ness, disposition, posture : med.L. aptitudin-em
fittedness, fitness, n. of quality f. aptus fitted, fit :

see APTITUDE. Originally a technical term of the

Arts of Design, substituted for the earlier aptitude

(1710; thence extended into general use.]
1. In Fine Arts : The *

disposition' of a figure
in statuary or painting ; hence, the posture given
to it. (Now merged in 2.)

1668 J. E[VELYN] tr. Freart's Per/. Peinture Advt. , Though
we retain the words, Action and Posture . . the tearm Ap-
titude [, attitude} is more expressive. And it were better
to say the Disposition of a Dead Corps than the Posture of

.. .__L:_I. . - _ T> ... . .. i_

fitde}. The Italians say Attitndine. 1686 AGI.IONBY Paint,
lllnstr. iii. 107 The Painter must also vary his Heads, his

Bodies, his Aptitudes. 1695 DRVOEN Dnfresnoy's A rt of
Painting^ 4 The business of a painter in his choice of atti-

tudes lUuFRESN. positnrz}. 1705 AnnisoN Italy 340 The
several Statues that we see with the same Air, Posture, and
Aptitudes. 1718 PRIOR Ded. Ld. Dorset, Bernini would
have taken His Opinion upon the Beauty and Attitude of a
Figure. 17*1 in BAILEY. 1755 in JOHNSON : the only sense.

2. A posture of the body proper to, or implying,
some action or mental state assumed by human
beings or animals. To strike an attitude : to as-
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sume it theatrically, and not as the unstudied ex-

pression of action or passion.
1725 DE FOE I'oy. round World ^1840) 153 He took the two

men and put them in the same attitude. 1775 HARRIS
Philos. A rrangem. (1841) 346 These various positions pecu-
liar to animal bodies, and to the human above the rest,

(commonly known by the name of attitudes). 183* HT. MAR-
TINEAU Each $ AH \. 4 She stood with her arms by her side
In the attitude of waiting. 1862 STANLEY Jew. Cli. 118771 I.

vi. 121 He stands in the Oriental attitude of prayer. 1883
J. GILMOUR Mongols xviii. 211 You will find him . . striking
pious attitudes at every new object of reverence.

b.yi^. Of inanimate things, conceptions, etc.

1744 AKEN'SIDE Pit-as. Imag. \. 30 The gayest, happiest at-

titude of things. 1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 96 F 10 To
copy the mien and attitudes of Truth. 1831 CARLYLE Sarf.
Kes. i. iv, The remainder [of his sentences! are in quite an-

gular attitudes, buttressed-up by props (pf parentheses and
dashes).

3. Settled behaviour or manner of acting, as re-

presentative of feeling or opinion.
1837 CARLVLK fr. Rev. i. ii. II. 20 In the Senate house

a^ain, the attitude of the Right Side is that of calm unbe-
lief.

1876
GREEN Short Hist. vi. 2 11882' 278 That the

misrule had been serious was shown by the attitude of the
commercial class.

4. Attitude of mind: deliberately adopted, or

habitual, mode of regarding the object of thought.
1862 H SPENCER First Princ, i. i. i. 4 Much depends on

the attitude of mind we preserve while listening to, or taking
part in, the controversy. 1832 TRKVF.LYAN in Lift' Macaulay
118761 I v 254 With regard to our Eastern question the
altitude of his own mind is depicted in the passage on Burke.
1881 Athenseum No. 2811. 328/1 A necessary accompani-
ment of the allegorical attitude of the mind.

Attitudinal (setitiw-dinal), a.
[f. It. attitudi-

// + -AL 1
.] Pertaining or relating to attitudes.

1831 HEIDICER Didon. \. 30 Which argued attitudmal in-

struction Beyond belief, in nauticals ashore.

Attitudiiiarian (retitidine-rUUi). [f.
as

prec. -t--AKiAN; cf. valetudinarian^ One who
studies and practises attitudes.

1754-6 COWPHR in Connoisseur No. 138 Those buffoons in

society, the Attitudinarians and Face-makers. These accom-
pany every word with a peculiar grimace or gesture.

A'ttitudina'rianism. [f. prec. + -ISM.] The
study and excessive use of attitudes.

1803 W. TAYI.OR in Month ^Mag. XV. 324 It displays all

the atlitudinarianism of sophistry. 1853 RISKIX Stones I'cn

III ii. 78 The absence of posture-making in the works of
the Pte-Raphaelites, as opposed to the Attitudinarianism
of the modern school.

Attitudinization (xtiti/7 dinaiz^'-fon). [f.

next: see -ATION.] = ATTITUDINIZIXO vl>/. sl>.

1871 ALGER Future Life 523 What is right . . will be done
in spite of all .. spiritual attitudinizations.

Attitudinize (setiti/7'dinaiz\ T. [f. It. atti-

tudine (see above) + -IZE.]
1. intr. To practise attitudes studiously or exces-

sively; to strike an attitude
;

to pose, posture.
1784 JOHNSON in Boswell (1831) V. 220 He had a great

aversion to gesticulating in company. He called once to a

gentleman who offended him in that point, "Don't attitu-

dinise.' 1833 HT. MARTINKAU Loom <$ Lite, ii iv. 74 Sobbing
and attitudinizing and looking dolorously. 1837 DICKENS
S4;. Boz (1837) II. 103 The elegant Spark in -> attitudinized

with admirable effect.

2. fig. To practise affected and self-conscious

deportment, or to speak or write in a correspond-
ing manner, in order to produce an effect upon
spectators.
1864 Fraser's Ma% Apr. 404 When Audley Egerton atti-

tudinizes and works out the regulation of an iron exterior

and an iron heart. 1879 KROUDE C&sar xiv 194 In every
line that he wrote Cicero was attitudinising for posterity.
x88a^//. Monthly July 105 Even the leaders of the Southern

Confederacy sometimes attitudinized for an awe-stricken
world to see.

3. To go to excess in representing attitudes in

painting or sculpture.

Attitu'dinizer. [f prec. + -ER 1
.]

One who

practises or depicts attitudes. (Contemptuous^
1859 MILL Dissert. <$ Disc. I. 77 The French painters . .

must all be historical ; and they are, almost to a man, atti-

tudlnizers. i88x L. STEPHEN in Corset. Mag. Apr 411 He
is no attitudini/er . . He is as simple, honest, and sound-

hearted, as he is tender and impassioned.

Attitu'dinizing
1

,
vbl. sb.

[f. as prec. + -ING 1
.]

The practice or assumption of attitudes; posturing;
mode of action purposely assumed.

1813 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr. 59 The brisk locomotion
of Columbine or the tortuous attitudinizing of Punch. 1869
BLACK In Silk Attire I. xiii, To throw off the cold attitu-

dinizing of life.

Attitu'dinizing, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING -.]

That practises or assumes attitudes of body, con-

duct, or mind ; posturing.
1853 MACREADY in FourC. Eng. Lett. 511 The morbidly

acute sensibility, .of Hamlet to be frozen up. .in a declaim-

ing and attitudinising statue or automaton. 1879 Gi:o.

ELIOT Theo. Such v. 113 An attitudinizing deference.

Attjar, variant of ACHAR.
1798 WILCOCKE Voy. E. Indies I. 237 When green it [the

Mango] is made into Attjar.

Attle (aet'l). Mining. Also attal, adall, addle.

[Etymology uncertain : cf. ADDLK.]
*
Rubbish,

deads, refuse, or stony matter ; impure off-casts in

the working of mines.' Weale Diet. Terms 1849.
Attle, var. ETTLF v. Obs. to purpose, intend.

ATTORNEY.
! AttolyZ'. Obs. rare~\ [ad. L.attoltire, i. at

= ad- to, completely -\-tollere to raise.] To raise

or lift up. Hence Attolled///. a.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 28 These Processes are so

attolled, and prominent.

lAttcrleran.ce. Obs. rare**. [t.\-J>ref.u
+ TOLERANCE.] Permission, allowance.
1676 Elgin Law-paper in E. Dunbar Soc, Life 1 1865) 177

The attolerance granted . . to the said crafts.

Attollent (at^lent), a. and sb. [ad. L. attol-

lentem, pr. pple. of attollcrc : see ATTOL v.]
A. adj. Raising, lifting up ; spec, applied to muscles
whose function is to raise various parts of the

body. (The L. attollcns is chiefly used.i B. sb.

A muscle of this kind.

1713 DKRHAM Phys.-Thcol. iv. ii. 98 The Magnitude and
Strength of the Attollent Muscle. 1751 CHA.MBKRS Cycl.,
A ttollents, or attollent muscles, are otherwise called Iwators.

Attomy, Attonce, Attone, obs. : see ATO-.

Attorn (atiwun), v. Law. Forms : 5-7 at-

tourne, 6-7 -urne, -orne, 7 -urn, 6- attorn,

[a. OF. atorne-r, aturnc-r, atonrnc-r (whence law
Latin attormlre] to turn, turn to, assign, attribute,

dispose, arrange, order, appoint, constitute, ordain,

decree, f. a to + tonrner to TI:HN. The analogical

spelling is a\t*titrn-, but under the influence of

med.L. atfornnrc, the late AF. became attorney,
whence attorn passed into the Eng. law-books.]
1. trans. To turn over to another

; to assign,
transfer (goods, tenants' service, allegiance, etc.).

[1x9* KKITTON II. 46 Ne voloms nous mie qe seignur puse
iittuurner le homage et le service de -suen tenaum a qi qe ly

plera.] 1649 SADLER Rights KingJ. i6(T.' In some case a lord

might atturn and assign his vassal's service to some other.

1676 MARVELL M'ks. III. 147 A good Christian .. cannot
atturn and indenture his conscience over, to be represented
by others. 1691 Bi>. ST. ASAPH God's Transf.Power i. i. 44
This being follow'd by the People's attorning their Alle-

fiance.
'7*7 Co^velTs Intcrpr, s.v., To Attorn or turn over

loney and vioods : i.e. to assign or appropriate them. 1865
NICHOLS Britton 11.46.

2. intr. tjfor re/I.) In Feudal Law : To transfer

oneself ^\e. one's homage and allegiance) from one

lord to another; to yield allegiance, or do homage
to, as lord. Also Jig.
1611 SPEKD Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xiii. 94 The Gascoignes ..

had sent into England to shew causes why they should not

atturne to the Duke. 1650 B. Dtscollim. 13 Shall they do

honestly to atturn, and do homage and fealty without a legal!

Salvo**. 1863 Possibilities of L'rcat. 370 How sottish the

soul would become were it required to attorn to the Devil.

1883 HEALV in fall Mall G. 28 Dec. 1/2 Mr. Parnell . . has
shown an undisguised contempt for every effort to compel
him to attorn to British opinion.

3. Aloii. Law. To agree formally to be the tenant

of one into whose possession the estate has passed ;

to do some act which constitutes a legal acknow-

ledgement of the new landlord.

1458 Lease in I,cl. Campbell Chancellors (1857) I. xxii. 322
The said Joyes hath attourned to the said Sir John. 1574
tr. Littleton's Tenures no a, The more common attourne-

ment is to saye, sir I attorne to you by force of the same
graunt, or I become your tenant, etc. 1628 COKE On Litt.

27 b, Hee shall not be compelled to atturne. 1853 WHARTON
Pa. Digest II. 161 Tenant who attorns under mistake may
defend against lessor. 1879 Echo 12 Apr. 3/3 The defendant
. . had never recognised the plaintiff as nis landlord, and
never 'attorned' to the tenancy.
b. So to attorn tenant.

1844 WILLIAMS Real Prop. -.(770(1877) 247 He could refuse

to attorn tenant to the purchaser. 1871 Daily .\tnt'S 23 May,
Notice is given to the tenantry not to attorn tenant or pay
rent to any person except Mr. Richard Wallace.

Attorney (atouni), j^.l Forms : 4 aturne,

orne, attourne, 4-8 att,o)urney, 5-8 attorny,
6 aturney, attiirnie, -eye, -eie, attornay, 6-7
atturny, 5- attorney. fa. OF. atomi-, atitrne,

atourne, pa. pple. masc. of atourner to ATTORN,
in sense of 'one appointed or constituted,' whence
all the specific uses. (The statement found in the

law dictionaries for the last 200 years, that the word
means one 'who acts in the turn of another,' is a

bad guess.) For spelling cf. ATTOKX.]
\ 1. One appointed or ordained to act for another ;

an agent, deputy, commissioner. In later times

only jig. and perhaps with conscious reference to

sense 2. Obs.

[1303 R. BRUNNE tlandl. Synne 5503 So shulde eche aturne

seriaunt, But many one holde no cunnaunt.] 1347 On/. A'.

Hoiiseh. 9 Clerkes, attorneys of the Victualles in sondry
shiers. < 1430 LYDG. Bochas vin. vt. (1554* 181 a, From occu-

pacion hys rest for to take Hys attorney Maximian he doth
make. < 1440 Promp. Pat~v., Atturneye, snfffctns^ attor-

natns. 1500 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 100, I will attend my
husband, .for it is my Office, And will haue no atturneybut
myselfe. 1642 ROGERS fCaaman 382 His Minister, whom he
hath made, .his Attorney to receme our acknowledgement.

2. (Attorney in fact, private attorney.} One duly

appointed or constituted (by Letter or Power of

Attorney) to act for another in business and legal

matters, either generally^ as in payment, receipt,
and investment of money, in suing and being sued,

etc., or in some specific act, which the principal, by
reason of absence, is unable to perform in person.
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ATTORNEY.
Hence the contrast between 'in person' and 'by
attorney,' frequent also in fig. senses.

[1292 KRITTON vi. x. i Des attournez sount acuns generals,
acuns especials. i NICHOLS transl., Of attorneys, some arc

general and some special.
1

] 1466 Mann. $ Hoiiseh. Exp.
344 Paid to John Smythe of Yipswych, his attorney in the
kervelle of the marchaundyse, virj.t. iiijrf. 1600 SHAKS.
A. Y. L. iv. i. 94 Then in mine owne person, I die. Kits.

No faith, die by Attorney. 1628 COKE On Litt. 52 a, A
fern may be an Attorney to deliuer seisin to her husband.

164* FULLER Holy <y Prof. St. n. xix. 124 None may appear
in Gods service by an Atturney. 1839 rainy (."yd. XIII.

449/1 An attorney, unless power be specially given him for

that purpose, cannot delegate his authority or appoint a sub-

stitute. Mod. ' Received payment. (Signed' "John Smith
t

by his Attorney ll'iltiam Taylor.'
3. {Attorncy-at-Laii't public attorney?} A pro-

fessional and properly-qualified legal agent prac-

tising in the courts of Common Law (as a solicitor

practised in the courts of Equity) ;
one who con-

ducted litigation in these courts, preparing the

case for the barristers, or counsel, whose duty and

privilege it is to plead and argue in open court.

(This sense slowly disengaged itself from the preceding, as
a body of professional legal agents was recognized and in-

corporated. The actual duties and privileges of the attorney-
af-taw also varied with time and place; in earlier times, as
still in some of the United States of America, the distinction

between attorney and counsel did not exist. (.Cf. next sense.)

From an early period the name was often used reproachfully
as almost

' knave or swindler' : see quotations under b.

By the Judicature Act of 1873, the title, never used in

Scotland, was abolished in Kngland,
'

attorneys' being
merged in the '

Solicitors of the Supreme Court.')
c 1330 Pol. Songs 339 Attourneis in cuntrc theih geten

silver for noht. [1409 Act 4 Hen. IV, xviii, Ordeignez est

et establiz qe toutes ces attournees soient examines par les

Justices 8: par leur discretion leur nouns mys en rolle.

\transl. 1 1 is ordained that all attorneys be examined by the

Justices, and that at the discretion of these their names be
entered on the roll.'] 1467 J. PASTON in Lett. 569 II. 299
He is an attorny . . in the Raylys Coort of Vermouths.

1536 WRIOTHKSLEV Chron. (1875) I. 57 An atturney of the
lawe and felowe of Graies Inne. ^1617 HIE RON ll'fts. II.

177 There needs no professed attourney to open his indite-

ment. 171* STEELE Spcct. No 456 F 4 The Law of the
Land is his Gospel, and all his Cases of Conscience are de-

termined by his Attorney. 1768 KLACKSTONE Comm. in.

iii. III. 25 An attorney at law answers to the procurator,
or proctor, of the civilians and canonists. 1836 DICKENS
Pickw. xx, Messrs. Dodson and Fogg, two of his Majesty's
Attorneys of the Courts of King's Bench and Common
Pleas at Westminster, and Solicitors of the High Court of

Chancery. 1873 Act 36 <y 37 Viet. Ixvi. 87 From and after

the commencement of this Act all persons admitted as so-

licitors, attorneys, or proctors of or by law empowered to

practise in any Court, the jurisdiction of which is hereby
transferred to the High Court of Justice or the Court of

Appeal, shall be called Solicitors of the Supreme Court.

b- a 1400 \\'M. OF NASSINCTON Spec, I'ite, MS. I'odl. 48.
If. 166 A fals atorne Ffor he folowejj w' at his my,! As wel
a wrong pie as a rist, c 1538 STARKKY Kngland iv. 119 Jus-
tyce schold not be so defettyd . . by euery lyght and couet-
ouse Sergeant, Proktor or Attornay. 1732 POPE Afor. Ess,
in. 274 Vde attorneys, now an useless race, ft 1784 JOHNSON
in Koswell (18311 1. 385 Johnson observed, that 'he did not
care to speak ill of any man behind Ins back, but he be-

lieved the gentleman was an attorney.' 1837 CAKLYLE Fr.
Kev. m. vii. v, Attorneys and Law-Heagles, which hunt
ravenous on this Earth.

4. transf. An advocate, pleader, mediator.
r
iObs.

1537 ''TixDALK Exj>. St. John 21 We haue an aduocate
and mtercessour, a true attourney with the father. 1563
Homilies Gil. Friday i, He sytteth on the right hande of his

father, as our proctoure and atturneye, pleading and suyng
for vs. 1594 SHAKS. Kick. ///, iv. lv. 413 Therefore, deare

Mother, Be the Atturney of my loue to her Pleade what I

will be, not what I haue beene.

5. Specific title of the law officer of various

councils, etc. and the clerk of various courts : see

also ATTORNEY-GENERAL.
1494 FABVAN vii. 633 In which fray a gentylman, beynge

the quenys attourney, was slayen. 1587 FLEMING Contn.
Holinshed III. 1286/2 Nicholas Hacon esquier, attourneie
of the court of wards. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib, i. 27
Appointing two sufficient men to bee Clearkes or Attornies
to that Councell. 1786 BEATSON Ann. Reg. in. 84 King's
Remembrancer .. has under him eight attornies or sworn
clerks. 1868 CHAMBERS Encycl. I. 540/1 The master of
the crown office . , is called the * Coroner and Attorney for

the Queen.'
6. The Kings Attorney, earlier (descriptive) de-

signation of the legal officer now called ATTOBNEY-
GENEBAL. Mr. Attorney, the '

style
'

used in ad-

dressing (formerly also in speaking of} him.
1414 Act 2 Hen. Vt iv, Attournes du Roy. 1546 BEHTHELET

transl., The kynges atturney. 16x3 SHAKS. Hen. VIII^ \\, \.

15 The kings Atturney, on the contrary, Vrg'd on the Ex-
animations. 1660 -i MAKVEI.L Corr. 16 Wks. 1872-5 II. 47
Yesterday I carryed it [the warrant] to Mr. Atturny's.
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist.Reb. I. iv. 280 The King's Atturney.
1689 SIR R. SAWYER in Tryal Bps. 91 You have heard this

charge which Mr. Attorney has been pleased to make against
the Bishops. 1856 Times 26 May, Witness. I'll tell you,
Mr. Attorney. Sir A. Cockburn

t
Att. Gen.

t Don't 'Mr.
Attorney' me, Sir ! answer my question.

7. attrib., as in attorney-cunning, etc. : see 3 b.

i83gCARLYLEtV/<ir/'/.y.v. i38Shiftiness. .attorney-cunning
is a kind of thing that fancies itself. . to be talent. 1865
Fredk. Gt. III. x. vi. 269 Kingship was not a thing of

attorney mendacity.

Attorney-general.
fl. gen. A legal representative or deputy acting

under a general commission or *

power' of attorney,
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and representing his principal in all legal matters:

opposed to attorney special ex particular. Plural :

attorneys general. Obs.

[1291 BRITTON vi. x. 2 Totiz attournez generals purrount
lever fins et cirographer. (NicHOi.s transl., All general at-

torneys may levy fines and make chirographs. ] 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. //, n. i. 203 Call in his Letters Patents that he hath
By his Atturneyes general! to sue His Liuerie. 1717 BLOUNT
Laiv Diet, s.v., Atturney General is he, who by general
authority is appointed to manage all our affairs or Suits . .

Attorney Special or Particular is he that is imployed in one
or more Causes particularly specified.
2. spec. Attorney-General, Attorney General: a

legal officer of the state empowered to act in all

cases in which the state is a party. In Kngland,
Ireland, Isle of Man, most of the British Colonies
and settlements, and in the United States, the title

of the first ministerial law-officer of the government,
also of his or her Majesty's attorney in the duchies
of Lancaster and Cornwall, and county palatine of
Durham. Plural (better): Attorney-Generals.
The designation began in England, where this officer was

at first merely the king's attorney isee above 61, called from
the reign of Edward IV, 'the king's general attorney,' to

distinguish him from those appointed to act on special occa-

sions, or in particular courts. The descriptive designation
seems to have grown into a title during the i6th c. The
A. G. is now a member of the Ministry (but not of the Cabinet),
and usually has a seat in the House of Commons.
1533 4 Act 25 Hen. /'///, xvi. 2 The kinges general!

attorney, and general Solicitour, which for the time is. 1585
in Somers Tracts 1 1809) I. 214 Then began John Popham
Ksq. her Majestys Attorney-general, as followeth. 1614
SEI.DKN Titles Hon. $\ Sp john Dauis Knight, his Maiesties

Attorny Generall for Ireland. 1708 Lond. C,az. No. 4482/3.
'(1733 NORTH Life Kar. Guild/. 117421 18 His admission
into the Conversation of Mr. Attorney-General Palmer.,
proved of great use to him . . For Mr. Attorney, .was a very
great Book Lawyer. 1812 Examiner 25 May 334/1 Attor-

neys-General, Judges, and Hangmen. 1812 L. HUNT ibid.

24 Aug. 529''! Attorney-Generals should be restricted.

Hence, Attorney-generalship.
1871 Daily Tel. 6 Nov., Might have seen the Attorney-

Generalship filled once more by the Member for Richmond.
1876 in N. Amer. Rev. CXXIII. 384 The nomination of Mr.
O'Conor as a candidate for the attorney-generalship.

Atto'rney, sb2 Also 5 atorne, 6 atturneie,
-ourney, 7 -urney. (In 7 Sc. actorney, -ay.)

[a. OF. atoitrnee, aftot-nee, actournee,
' action of

attorning, function of the attorney,' sb. fern, from

pa. pple.
= L. *attornata ^but actually latinized in

med.L. as attornatio, attornatits 4th decl., whence
OF. atorne in same sense.]

fl. The action of appointing a legal representa-
tive, legal commission, procuration. (The phrase
'by attorney* perh. orig. belonged to this.)

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, v. iii. 83, I, by Attourney, blesse
thee from thy Mother.

^ 1609 SKEKE Reg. Maj. 168 For ilk

actorney, and commission twa shillings. 1635 CJUARLES
Emblems \, vi. 117181 270 Mine eye, by Contemplations
great attorney, Transcends the crystal pavement of the skie.

Now used only in,

2. Letter or Warrant of Attorney : a legal docu-
ment by which a person appoints one or more

persons to act for him as his attorney or attorneys,
either generally or in a specific transaction. P&wer
of A. : the authority conferred by such a document,
now used also for the document itself.

[a 1432 in Rymer Feedera X. 500 Habet Literas Regis de
Generali Atturnatu.] 1461 Paston Lett. 408 II. 37, I wold
a newdede and letter of atorne were mad. 1586 j. HOOKER
Girald. Ire 1. in Holinsh. II. 145/2 They dehuered .. their
letters of atturneie vnto their said agents. 1611 COTGR.,
Attfutrnee, a letter of Atturney. 1750 CAKTK Hist. Eng. II.

369 Letters of protection and attorney being still granted.
1753 HANWAY Tray. 11762) II. i. vii. 35 By "his order .. or

by virtue of his power of attorney. 1858 Ln. ST. LEONARDS
Handy -bk. Prop. Laiv xxn. 175 Payments and acts by any
trustee . . under a power of attorney.

AttO'rney, v. [f. the sb.] To perform by
attorney or proxy.
1611 SHAKS. H'int. T. 1. 1. 30 Their Encounters 'though not

Personall] hath been Royally attornyed with enter-change
of Gifts.

Atto'rneydom. [See -DOM.] The body of

attorneys collectivelyorabstractly. (Contemptuous.}
1881 Standard 22 Aug. 5/2 The narrow and captious

argument of '

attorneydom.' 1882 Society 7 Oct. 16/2 A
strong element of what Mr. John Bright has been pleased
to call attorneydom.

AttO'rneyism. [See -ISM.] The practice of

attorneys, or that attributed to the 'rascally at-

torney'; unscrupulous cleverness. {Vituperative?)
1837 CARLYI.E f'r. Rev. 11871} III. VM. v. 258 Vanish, then,

thou rat-eyed Incarnation of Attorneyism. 1864 Fredk.
Gt. IV. n, Instinctively abhorrent of attorneyism and the
swindler element. 1884 Sat. A'sv, 28 June 835/2 The pecu-
liarity, however, of that kind of cleverness which, .is called

attorneyism, is that it frequently overreaches itself.

Atto'rneyship. [See -.SHIP.]
1. The acting as an attorney for another

; proxy.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen, l'I, v. v. 56 Marriage is a matter of

more worth, Then to be dealt in by Atturney-ship. 1598
FLORIO, Procnraria . . the doing or managing of another
mans busines by atturneyship. '763 CHURCHILL Poems
Ded., But you my Lord renounced Attorney-ship.
2. The profession and practice of an attorney ;

aUo = ATTORNEY-GEN KJULSHII*.

ATTRACT.
1611 COTGR., Attournance, an atturneyship, or, the following

of a cause by an Atturney. 1634 in yd Rep. R. Com. Hist.
MSS. 283/1 Succeeding in the atturneyship your countriman
Noy. 1861 SHEDDING Bacon \. 266 Christmas passed away
without any resolution concerning the Attorneyship.

Attornment tatf>'jnrnent). Laiv. Forms: see

ATTORN v. [a. OF. afoumement, f. atoitrner : see

ATTORN and -MKNT.]
1. A turning over ; transference, assignment.
1650 ELDERFIELD Tythes 251 The attournment or making

them over to man to be received by him.

2. spec. The transference of his homage and ser-

vice by a tenant to a new feudal lord ; hence, legal

acknowledgement of the new landlord.

1531 Dial. Latus of Eng. i. xx. (16381 35 The feoffee hath
right, .to the rents, if there be atturnements. 1602 FULBECKI:
tst Pt. Parall. 10 No attournement can make an euill

graunt to bee good. 1768 BI.ACKSTOSE Comm. n. v. II. 72
The lord also could not alienate his seignory without the
consent of his tenant, which consent of his was called an
attornment. 1876 DIGBY Real Prop. v. 3. 227 The neces-

sity for attornment was done away with by 4 Anne, c. 16.

i Attoircll,
" O&s. [a. F. attoitche-r to touch

on, f. a to + toucher, OF. tochicr to touch.] To
touch (lightly). Hence
Attouching vhl. si)., Attouchment, the action of

touching lightly, contact? (All in Caxton only.)
(1480 CAXTON Ovid** Met. xiv. i, And [Circe] attouchyd

the water in fanstosme & syth departed. 1483 G. de la

Tonr I) vj, So many euylle dedes bicomen by foolisshe at-

touchementis. 1491 I'itas Patr. t\V. de W.) i. i. 6/2 He
embracyd and kyssydher, In makyngefowle attowchynges.

Attouir, attour, var. ATOUR adv. and//v/>.
t Attou'rne, v. Obs. [? phonetic var. of re-

tout-He, return.]^ RETURN.
[- 1386 CuArcKR A'ftfs. T. 1237 1Wright) The day approcheth

of her atlournyng \SiX'text^ retournyngej. 1470 HARDINI;
Chr. x, He woulde . . with Troyans to their lande attourne.

t Atto'xicated,///. a. Obs. rare~ l
, [f. L. at-,

ad" to + toxiearc to poison.]
= Intoxicated.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions Mind n. iii. i. 70 A villanous

Passion of Love . . with an attoxicated delight imprisoneth
the affection.

Attract (atrx'kt), v. [f.
L. attract- ppl. stem

of attrah-ft'e to draw to, f. at-, ad- to + trahtre to

drag, draw. Formed on analogy of the verbs ab-

stract, contract, which preceded it in use, and had
been formed on the ppl. adjs. c 1400.]
To draw to or towards oneself. Only trans.

1 1. To draw in, take in by drawing or suction :

a. fluids, nourishment, as the vessels of the body
do

;
To absorb.

1540 RAYNALD Birth Man. -j\>. An attractive power, .geuen
to the wombe, to attracte and drawe towardes itselfe the

seede. 1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spa XL 96 The internal vessels

being heated will more strongly attract, and expeU.
b. the breath ; To inhale. (.i.\,.pnlmoattrahens

ac reddens animani^)
1610 (iuiLLiM Heraldry in. xvii. (1660) 209 Animals that

do attract and deliver their breath more strongly. 1667
Phil, Trans. II. 603 To speak inwardly, as do the l-'entrilO'

qni, by attracting the Breath.

t c. ideas ; To take in. (Cf.
'

swallow.') Obs.

"593 NASHF. Christ's T. 181 A hundred thousand times
more then thought can attract, or supposition apprehend.

f2. To draw to or toward oneself by taking hold

of; to pull, drag in. Obs.

1669 P.ovi K Cent. A'e7t> Exper, n. (1682) 16 That the Thumb
sticking in the angle /', the rest of the fingers may attract

the Lever L, and so force, etc. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig.
Alan. 222 Out of the History of Moses touching the

Universal Flood, and the History of Deucalion, Ovid made
up his first Hook, attracting in a great measure to the latter

what was written of the former by Moses.

3. To draw to itself by invisible influence: fa.
Said of medical .applications, as a poultice. Obs.

1563 T. CALK Antidot. \. 2 Medicines which do drawe and
attracte be of whote temperature and subtyle partes.

b. Said of physical forces: the word appropriated
to the action of all bodies upon each other under

the influence of gravitation, of electrical and mag-
netic bodies upon certain substances, and the like.

16x7 SMITH Seaman's Cram. \\. n Iron nailes would attract

the Compasse. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. n. iv, Jet
and amber attracteth straws and light bodies. 1670 /wV.
Trans. V. 2041 This Substance is Electrical, attracting ito

speak with the Vulgar,) when heated, straw, Feathers, etc.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Every particle in nature is

proved to attract every other particle. 1834 MRS. SOMKR.
vn.LE Connex. Phys. Sc., The sun attracts all the planets
. . inversely as the square of their distances from its centre.

C. Said of influencing the will and action of men
or animals, so as to cause them to come near ; e.g.

to draw them by expected advantages, curiosity,

admiration, sympathy.
1568 GRAFTON 67;row. (18091 H- ^S 1 Secretly to enuegle and

attract such persons of y
e
nobility to ioyne with and take

Press, ii. 15 A great capital attracts great talent. 1879 LUBBOCK
Set. Lect. L 9 Color, scent, and honey are the three charac-
teristics by which insects are attracted to flowers. 1884
Manch. Exam. 9 June 5/1 The cricket ground . . had never

previously attracted such large gatherings.

d. Said of drawing to oneself parasites, disease,

damp, dust, the shafts of wit, criticism, etc., by
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exposing a surface which intercepts them, or by
presenting conditions favourable to their settle-

ment.

1771 yiitiiHS Lett. liv. 281 Private vices have not dignity
sufficient to attract the censure of the press. Mod. Con-
ditions which attract fever; likely to attract the cholera.

4. Hence (.from 3 c, d), without any material

movement : a. To draw forth or excite towards
oneself the pleasurable emotions of a person, so

that he '
feels drawn

'

to the source of attraction,
and takes pleasure in dwelling upon it in con-

templation or thought. (Either the person or

emotion may be the object.)
1601 SHAKS. Twcl, N. \\. iv. 89 'Tis that miracle, and

Queene of I ems That nature prankes her in, attracts my
soule. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 152 Adornd She was indeed,
and lovely to attract Thy Love. 1836 KINGSLKY/,*^/. 11878)
I. 36 The beauty of the animate and the human began to

attract me. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. iii. 2 (18821 Ti8 John
. .had a strange gift of attracting friends and of winning the
love of women.
b. To draw forth, and fix upon oneself the atten-

tion (of eyes, ears, mind), or notice, of others.

1692 DHYUEN Klconora 169 A wife . . Made to attract his

eyes, and keephisheart. rti8o8PoRTF.us.iaV. I. ii.<RjAnew
star. . attracted the notice of those illustrious strangers. 1860
TVNDAU. Gla. i. 2. 20 Our attention was attracted by a
singular noise.

t Attra'Ct, sb. Obs. Also 7 attraiot. [Formed
after F. attrait, in I yth c. attraict, but going back
in spelling to L. altractus (,4th dec!.), the original
of the Fr.] Attraction

; chiefly in //. attractive

qualities, charms.

1633 KARL MANCH. Al Alondo (16361 198 Shee on her part
corresponds, and with a willing assent glides after these
attracts. 1671 MRS. \>KHU A morons Pr. m. 1.364 Oh Madam
ask your eyes, Those powerful attracts. 1673 H. STUBBI;
Fiirt/t. Viiid. Dutch War 27 The Image of some Hero,
which is all life, charm, and attraict.

Attra ctabrlity. rare. [f. next: see-BiHTY.]
The quality or fact of being attractable.

1794 SIR W. JONES Asiat. Philos. in Asia!. Res. IV. 177A corpuscle destitute of that natural attractibility [sic].

Attractable (atrarktab'l), a. [f. ATTRACT v.

+ -ABLE.J Capable of being attracted. Hence
Attractableness.
1799 KIRWAN Geol. Kss. 492 Contains no part attractable

by the magnet. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks*. 157 A metallic

globule, .attractable by the magnet.
Attracta-tion. Otis, bad form of ATTRACTION.
1634 T. JOHNSON tr. Farcy's Chirurg. xiv. vi, A doloritick

lipation causes a greater attractation of blood and spirits.

Attracted . atrae-kted), ///. a.
[f.

ATTRACT v.

+ -ED.] Drawn to or towards (the agent), drawn
in or up. (In various senses of the vb.)
1610 GWILLIM Hernldry\\i.v.( 1660' 119 A certain attracted

fume drawne up on high by the operation of the Sunne. 1656
tr. Hobbes Elan. Pliilos. 1839 Breath, that is to say attracted
air. 1800 CRABBE Tales 37 Like all attracted things, he

quicker nies, The place approaching where the attraction
lies. 1856 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1871; I. xiii. 374 The at-

tracted end of the needle.

t Attra-ctical, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. ATTRACT,

on incorrect analogies : cf. tactical.'] Of the na-
ture of attraction

;

'
attractional.'

1691 RAY Creation (1714) 93 Some stones are endued w ith

an electrical or attractical vertue.

Attracting (atrarktirj), vbl. sb.
[f. as prec. +

-ING 1
.] The action of drawing ; attraction.

1563 T. GALE Antidot. it. 13 A power and vertue of healing
and attracting. i6u COTGR., Attraieinetit, an attracting,
or drawing unto. [Now chiefly gerundial.]

Attracting, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. -h -ING -.]
That attracts: a. physically; b. emotionally, attrac-

tive (lots.). Hence Attra'ctingly adv.
1661 MORGAN Sph. of Gentry in. v. 53 The . . attracting

songs of the Syrens. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison I. iv. 16
The most attracting ornament in it. (1790 IMISON.SV/Z. Art
II.i63 Place the two attracting poles, .on the middle of one
of the bars. 1850 DAUBENV^ lam. T/u: iv. 1 17 The attracting
force of the atom of a given body. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
Der, vii. Iv. IV. 103 She had been attractingly wrought upon
by the refined negations he presented to her.

Attraction (itnrkjaa). [a. F. attraction, i6th
c. (in 1 3th c. attratioif, , or ad. L. attraction-em, n.

of action f. attrahlre : see ATTRACT v. and -T

I. The action of drawing or sucking in.

1 1. The drawing in or absorption of matter by
any vessel of the body ; the taking in of food. Obs.
1533 ELVOT Cast. Heltk (1541) 46 Augmentation of heat,

wherny hapneth the more attraction of thynges to be di-

gested. 1385 LLOVD Treas. Health N ij, Debylitie of attrac-
tion in ye milte. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. i. n. v, Attrac-
tion is a ministering faculty, which as a loadstone doth iron,
draws meat into the stomach, or as a lamp does oil.

t2. The drawing in of the breath, inspiration,
inhalation. Obs.
1610 GWILLIM fferaUry in. xxii. (1660! 232 It behoveth

they should have both Attraction and Respiration. 1638
VENNER Tobacco 411 Not sucking it into your windepipe and
throat, with a sudden, or strong attraction.

II. The action or faculty of drawing to or to-

wards the subject ; the force that so draws
; the

fact of being so drawn.

1 8. Med. The action of drawing humours, etc. ;

cotter, an application that so draws, a poultice, etc.
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1541 R. COPLAND Giifyt-n*s Temp. 2 H iv, The vsage of
the

herbe..fpr to make vyolent attraction. 1656 RIDGLEY
Pract. Physic 14 Attractions must be applyed, as Pigeon's
dung, Sope

t4. Pulling, dragging, traction. Obs.

1578 BANKSTKR Hist, Man \\. 39 Neither do they [Carti-

lages] . . be extended by Attraction, as doe the Ligatnetites.

5. The action of a body or substance in drawing
to itself, by some physical force, another to which
it is not materially attached

;
the force thus ex-

ercised.

1607 SHAKS. Thnon \\. iii. 439 The Sunnes a Theefe, and
with his great attraction Robbes the vaste Sea. i6z6 UACON
Sylva 704 Similitude of Substance will cause Attraction,
where the Hody is wholy freed from the Motion of Gravity,
1692 \\V.-H\LM lioylc Lcct. vii. 243 Attraction is an Operation,
or Virtue, or Influence of distant Bodies upon each other

through an empty Interval, without any Effluvia or Exhala-
tions or other corporeal medium to convey and transmit it.

1722 WOLLASTON AW/y, AW. v. 79 Attraction, according to
the true sen>e of the word, supposes one body to act upon
another at a distance, or where it is not. 1837 I>RE\VSIKU
Magnet, 265 A reciprocal tendency to unite, which is de-
signated, and sometimes thought to be explained, by the
merely descriptive word attraction.

Hence: The appropriate term for all the physical
actions of this nature; (in every case attraction is

used to name the pnvcr wefbrce'inferred, as well as

the simple action of which we are cognizant".
a. Magnetic attraction : the action of a magnet

or loadstone in drawing and attaching iron to itself.

Electric attraction : the similar action of electrified

substances upon certain other bodies.
1626 BACON Syk'<i 906 The Drawing of Amber and let,

and other Electnck Bodies, and the Attraction in Gold of the

Spirit of Quick-silver. 1665 GLANYILI, Seeps. Sci. 14 To
solve the motion of the Sea, and Maynetick Attractions.
1686 DKVDKN Hind $ A 370 Two magnets, heaven and
earth, allude to bli>s

; The larger loadstone that, the nearer
this; The weak attraction of the greater faiK. 1849 MRS.
SOMKRVIU.E L'onncx. Pkys. Sc. xxviii, The attraction between
electrified and unelectrified substances is merely a conse-

quence of their altered state,

b. Attraction of gravity or gravitation : that
which exists between all bodies, and acts at all

distances, with a force proportional to their masses,
and inversely proportional to the square of their

distance apart.
1727 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.,The attraction of gravity is one

of the greatest and most universal principles 'in all nature.

1843 MILL Logic in. xiv. 2 Brought under the one law of the
mutual attraction of all particles of matter. 1858 SIR J. HKR-
SCHEL Astron. g 564 In so far as their orbits can remain un-
altered by the attractions of the planets. 1865 TVNDALL
Fragin. Sc. II. i, With gravity there is no selection: no
particular atoms choose, by preference, other particular
atoms as objects of attraction.

C. Molecular attraction : that which takes place
between the molecules of bodies, and acts only at

infinitely small distances. A. of cohesion : that by
which the particles composing a body are kept
together. A. of adhesion : that by which certain

substances, when brought into contact, stick to-

gether. Capillary A. : that whereby a liquid is

drawn up or ascends through a hair-like tube.

1727 CHAMBERS Cyclopxdia. s. v., That which does not ex-
tend to sensible distances . . a late ingenious author chuses
to call the attraction of cohesion. 1788 REID Act. Pfni'crs
i. vi, The powers of corpuscular attraction, magnetism, elec-

tricity, gravitation. 1813 DAVY Agric. Client, ii. 118141 35
Attraction of cohesion . . enables fluids to rise iu capillary
tubes .. hence it is sometimes called capillary attraction.

1837 WHEVVELL /fist. Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 50 Usually called

capillary or molecular attraction. 1854 SCOFKERN in Orr's
Cifc. Sc. Chem. 2 Attraction which is effective only at in*

sensible distances . . has been called contiguous attraction.

d. Chemical attraction = AFFINITY 9.

1790 NICHOLSON Chem. vii, (title) On the Attractions ex-
erted between Bodies, particularly those which the Chemists
call Elective Attractions. 1813 DAVY A%ric. Chem. 35
Chemical attraction, the power oy which different species
of matter tend to unite into one compound. 1831 T. P.

JONES Confers. Chem. xx. 208 Both the compounds will be
decomposed by the mutual interchange of their constituents,
and two new compounds will be formed. All instances of
this kind are said to result from double elective attraction^
or complex affinity. 1865 TYNDALL Fragm. Si: II. J, That
molecular attraction which we call chemical affinity.

e. fig. Personal influence, figured as magnetic.
'750 JOHNSON Ramll. No. i6of5 Many natures, .seem to

start back from each other by some invincible repulsion.
There are others which immediately cohere whenever they
come into the reach of mutual attraction. 1876 HAMERTON
Intcll. Life ix. v. 323 The subtle, but powerful attraction of
the greater mind over the less.

6. The action of causing men or animals to come
to one by influencing their appetites or desires ; or
of encouraging the visits of things by providing fit

conditions for their settlement.

1741 POPE Dune. iv. 75 And all the nations summoned to
the throne.. None need a guide, by sure attraction led.
Mod. The attraction of the disaffected to his standard.

7. The action of drawing forth interest, affection,
or sympathy ; the power of so doing ; attractive
influence.

1767 FORDYCE Sertn. Yng. Worn. II. xiii. 256 Place your
glory in .. kind attraction. 1848 CI.OUGH Antmtrs de Voy.
ii, There are two different kinds, .of human attraction : One
which simply disturbs, unsettle;., and makes you uncar-y.

ATTRACTIVE.

1884 V. LKK in Contemp. Rev. XLV. 33 Boars and stag
hunts had no attraction for quiet men of business.

8. A quality which draws forth the interest or

admiration ; an attracting quality. (Chiefly in//. ,

1608 SHAKS. Per. v. i. 46 She, questionless, with her sweet

harmony And other choice attraction:-, would .illure. 1711
STEELK Sped. No. 41 r 5 She had new Attractions every
time he saw her. 1750 JOHNSON RatuM. No. 72 P ii The
ornament ofsuperficial attractions. 1824 I (IBDIN Libr. Cotnp,
158 By no means destitute of typographical attractions.

9. A thing or feature which draws people by

appealing to their desires, tastes, etc. ; tsp. any
interesting or amusing exhibition which 'draws'
crowds. 'J.,ittre, in his Supplement, says that this

'English sense' of attraction began to be borrowed
in French about the era of the Great Exhibitions,
and had then, in 1869, become quite current.)
1862 \V. ADAMS Guide I. Wigh( 11873) ">S The Pier is of

course the great 'lion' and main attraction of the place.
Mod, The Health Exhibition has been the great attraction
of the season 11884).

Attra ctionless, a. void of attractions, unat-

tractive.

1882 C,lasg. //t'r. 24 Nov. 4/i The bare, attractionless area.

Attra ctioiially, adv. [Implies an adj. at-

tmt'fioHat.'] In manner of, or by way of, attraction.

1883 American VI. 172 The advance and retreat of the
water react attractioimHy ujjon the plummet.
tAttra'ctionist. Ofa. [f.prcc. + -i.ST.] One who
accounted for phenomena by a theory of attraction.

1748 l.ond, Mag. 583 The attractionists were in raptures
with that which they perceived . . in electrical bodies.

Attractive tatra-ktiv), a. and sb. Also 7 at-

trective. [a. F. attrac/if, -ive (.Mth c.), cogn. with

Vt.atractiu, It uttrattivo, f. as if repr. J,. *attrac-

tiviis, f. attract-: see ATTRACT v. and -IVE.]
A. adj. Having the atliibutc of attracting ;

apt or tending to attract.

f 1. Having the attribute of drawing or sucking
in

; absorptive. Obs.

1540 |^ee A'n KACI -.'. i\. i62oVi:NXEK I'ia Recta viii, 192
By debilitie of the digestiue facultie, or of the Attractiue.
1621 Bi'Kios Anat. J/c/. i. i. it. v, Tht.s attractive power is

very necessary in plants, which suck- up moisture by the
root. 1713 C'ltss. Wixcmcr SKA Misc, roans 91 Vapours
Winch . . rise In Clouds to die attractive Hrain.

t 2. J/t*(/. Having the property of '

drawing
'

matter or humours. Obs.

1547 linoHUE Bn-;'. Health xlvii. 22 b, For aches and peyne
in the armes use scare clothes that be attracty ve. 1597 j T.
Scrm, Panics Crossc 46 A sore bitten with a venemous
beast, can not be healed, except by an attractme medicine.
1608 Toi'SELL Serpents 6jo Drawing or attractive planters.
1786 CHAMBERS Cycl. i Rees\ A ttracth-es^ or attractive reme-
dies, .which are to be externally applied.

f 3. Having the property of drawing to itself by
contact. Obs.

1607 TOI-SKI.L Four-/, leasts 81 The tongue of a Cat is very
attractive and forcible like a file, attenuating by licking the
flesh of a man.

4. Having the property of drawing to itself by
some physical force bodies not materially attached
to it

;
of the nature of attraction.

1603 HOLLAND Plutanlis Mor, 1337 There is not in that
voidnesse any puissance attractive of bodies. 1656 tr.

Hobbes Elcnt. Pliilos, 118391 5-7 The attractive power of
the loadstone. 1695 HI.ACKMORK Pr. Artk. 11. 466 It feels

th' attractive Earth's Magnetiek Force. 1794 HERSCHEL in

Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 46 .Sir Isaac Newton has shewn that
the sun, by its attractive power, retains the planets of our

system in their orbits. 1879 PRI.SCOTI Sp. Telephone 67
The intensity of the attractive impulses.
b. fig. Drawing as by magnetic influence.
1602 SHAKS. Hani. HI. ii. 117 Here's Mettle more attractiue.

1642 Br. ANDREW ES Pattern Cat/i. Doctr. 109 Love is the
lode-stone attractive of love.

5. Having the quality of drawing ^living beings)
by influencing their will and action.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. .V. ii. ii. 91 She hath blessed and at.

tractiue eyes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny Ep. Vespas., Although
your gentlenesse and humanitie be one way attrective, and
induceth me to draw neare unto your presence. 1730 SOUTH-
ALL Buggs 32 My Liquor has an attractive as well as the
destructive Quality, and thereby does bring out and destroy
every live liugg. 1862 MILL Utilit. 60 The repelling in-

fluence of pain as well as the attractive one of pleasure.
6. Having the quality of attracting attention,

interest, affection, or other pleasurable emotion
;

interesting, engaging, pleasing, winning, alluring.

(Now the most frequent use.)
1602 \VARXKK. / //'./!. Kpi 1. 1 1 612) 389 Ily his attractiue ver-

ities, .confirmed to him the hearts of all his Subjects, 1630
BBATHWAIT Eng. Gent 1. (1641 1 410/2 Decency, the attractivest
motive of affection. 1817 SCOTT Rob Roy i^ Interesting and
attractive for those who love to hear an old man's stories of
a past age. 1859 Sat. Rev. 23 July 103 It tells it in a style
almost as attractive as a novel. 1878 OUIDA Friendship I.

85
' Do you think her attractive ?' No, not at all.'

B. sb.

fl. Mcd. A 'drawing' medicament. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Serpents 619 The safest way . . to cure the

poyson, is by attractives. 1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Physic 288
Set Cupping glasses to it; also other Attractives. 1786
[see A aj.

f2. That which draws like a magnet. AlspyS^.
1581 R. NORMAN (title) The new Attractive, containing a

short Discourse of the Magnet or Loadstone, now first found
out. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World\\. (1736* 267 The impiety
of men is the forcible attractive of God's vengeance, a 1652



ATTRACTIVELY.
J. SMITH Sel. Disc.

yii. 359 That powerful attractive which
by a strong and divine sympathy draws down the virtue of
heaven into the souls of men.

t 3. A thing or circumstance which attracts at-

tention, or interest, or draws people to see it
;
an

'attraction.' Obs.

1598 H. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. in. iii. 34 And, then,
the dressing Is a most maine attractive ! 1765 DODDRIUGK
in Mem. viiu 4.

.

1823) 221 God has removed so powerful an
attractive from earth.

t 4. A quality that attracts morally or through
pleasurable emotions

; esp. an attractive personal
quality. Obs. (A very favourite word in the I ;th
and i8th centuries; now replaced by ATTRACTION.)
1635 NAUNTON f'ragm. Kef. in Harl. Misc. (1793) 187 He

had very fine attractives, as being a good piece of a scholar.

1706 COLLIER Refl. Ridic. 194 The Women that are caught

by
these Attractives, must be very silly. 171* STF.ELE Sped.

No. 302 P4 The attractives of her Beauty, a 1805 BEI>IX>MK
Disc, in Spurgeon Treat. Dav. Ps. Ixiii. 8 The powerful at-

tractives of divine grace.

Attractively, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY2.] In an

attractive manner, in a manner that attracts, or
draws

; by way of or with attraction.

1604 DBAYTON Moyses 1578, 'Ord. MS.' L.) And their glad
ears attractively retain With what at Sinai Abraham's God
had told. 1648 Rous Balm ofLove 3 Attractively amiable.
1871 SIR J. HERSCHEL Fain. Led. Sc. 286 A medium attrac-
tively, and not repulsively elastic. 1878 ROFKE HanJhk.
Shaks, Mtts. 18 The song was most attractively given.
Attractiveness, [f. as prec. + -NEW.] At-

tractive quality ; aptness to draw to itself.

1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6136 The .. body will emulate
Amber in brightness and the attractiveness of straw. 1684 in
Birch Hist. KoyalSaf. IV. 268 Observing the attractiveness
of hot iron, a 1716 SOUTH Scrm. VII. xiv. 293 iT. ) The same
attractiveness in riches, the same relish in sovereignty. 1869
SEKLEV Led. % Ess. vii. 190 The liveliness and attractiveness
which interest boys.

Attractor (atrarktai). Also 7-8 -er. [Xoun
of agent (on Latin analogies), f. ATTRACT.]
1. That which attracts or draws to itself.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 81 Amber draweth them
not . . they cannot rise unto the Attractor. 1713 DKRHAM
rhys.-Tkcol. 32 note, Which attraction, .of the lesser Bodies
to that greater and most prevalent Attracter the Earth, is

called their Gravity. 1859 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. V. xli. 65
The seven hills were themselves great attractors of rain.

2. One who draws by sympathy or moral force.

i64iSntCTYHHvusAraw.ffiim6.J!e>tt. 116531 90 The chiefe
attractor of the rebellious party. 1654 WHH LOCK Mtinn.
f-"g- 343 iT.) True attracters of love.

t Attra'Ctory, a. Afed. Obs. >-arc-\ [ad. L.

attractorins, f. attract- : see ATTRACT v. and -ORY.]
Acting as an attractor (of humours, etc.).
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit, vi. 159 In this [fever] espe.

daily Hippocrates propounded his attractory Broths.

Attrahent (artrahent), a. and sb. [ad. L. at-

trahent-em, pr. pple. of attrahire to draw to : see
ATTRACT v.} A. adj. That attracts, drawing, at-

tracting. B. s/>. (sc. agent.)
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ff Min. 518 The humours, which

easily follow the attra..ent medicament. 1665 GLANVILL
Seeps. Sci. xv. 127 The motion of steel to its attrahent. 1786
CHAMBERS Cycl. iReesI s.v., Attrahents are the same with
what we otherwise call drawers, ripeners, maturantia, etc.

tAttra'p, v.'i Obs. [a. F. attrafc-r, OF.
atraper, f. a to, at + trappe TRAP.] To catch in,
or as in, a trap ; to entrap.
1524 State Pit. Hen. 8, VI. 258 To practise and attrapp

Mons. de Bourbon. 1588 A. KING Canisius' Catech. 36 He
. . hes strowed all our wayes with girnes, to attrape our
saules. 1681 DINELEV Tour in lrt-1. in Trims. Kilkenny
Archxal. Sac Ser. it. II. 24, I have seen his hunts men
halter, at-trap, and put ropes upon ye heads of good bucks.

tAttra'p, f. 2 Obs. Chiefly in pa. pple. at-

trapped, attrapt. [f. A- pref. 1 1 + TRAP v.]
Furnished with trappings. (Said of a horse.)
1580 BARET Alii. A 704 Attrapped royally, Instrattts orna-

tu regie. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. iv. 39 And all his steed
With oaken leaves attrapt. 1600 HOLLAND Lily 858 (R.t
Shall your horse bee attrapped and barbed more richly?
1693 ROBERTSON P/iraseol. Gen. 1 78 Attrap, Phaleris ornare.

t Attray, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [a. F. attrai-re,

attray-ant :-L. attrahSre to ATTRACT. Cf. betray]
To attract, draw away.
.'579 BAKER Guydan's Quest. Cyrurg. 40 The third inten-
tion wherefore bleeding is made, is for to attray.

1

Attray aiit, a. Obs. rare- 1
. In 5 atr-.

[a. F. attrayant, OF. atrayant, pr. pple. of a(f)-
traire to attract.] Attracting.

475 CAXTON Jason 61 The graciouse atrayans regardes
that she gaf afte times unto the preu Jason.

t Attrecta'tion. Obs. Also 7 attract-. (At-
traction in Cockeram.) [ad. L. attrectation-em,
n. of action f. attrectd-re to touch, handle, f. at- =
ad- to + tractare to handle.] Touching, handling,
feeling with the hands.

16x5 CROOKE Body of Man 237 What through the afflu-

ence ofhumours, what through attrectation. 16*3 COCKERAM,
Attraction, a handling, or feeling. 1663 Flagellant or O.
Cromwell 1672) 176 Which like. . the apples of Sodom, van-
ished and erished in the Attrectation.

Attri-buate, pa. pple. Obs.
[f.

F. attribue:
see -ATE 2

.] By-form of ATTRIBUTE///, a.

iJ4i R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Cyrurg., Their mater is

altrlbuate to them at the very Ijegynnynge ofthyr creacyon.

556

t Attri'bue, v. Obs. [a. F. attribue-r ^th c.

in Littre), ad. L. attribute.'] To ATTRIBUTE.
1481 CAXTON Tulle ofOld Age, Hit must be attribued and

remitted unto the Greekyssh bokes and langage. 1483
Gold. Leg. 87/4 To attrybue it to the mercy of God. 1489

Faytes of A . i. vi. 14 To the seygnourye of a [=one]
Cyte he attrybued and gate so many olher.

Attributable (atri-bitftab'l), a.
[f. ATTRI-

BUTE v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being attributed or

ascribed, esp. as owing to, produced by.
1665 GLANVILL Seeps. Sci. xii. 65 Not strictly attributable

to any thing without us. 1678 EVELYN Sih>a ied. 3) Pref.,
Experiments justly Attributable to several Members of the

Royal Society. 1843 MILL Logic m. xvii. 4 How much
is attributable to that cause.

t Attrrbutary, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [On form-

analogy of tributary.'] To be attributed.

1650 CHARLETOS Paradoxes 58 As if the whole energy of
the act were soly attributary to himself.

t A'ttribute, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. attribiit-us,

pa. pple. of attribute, f. at-, ad- to + tribucre to

assign, bestow, grant, yield, deliver. After the
formation of the verb to attribute, the regular
attributed gradually took its place as pa. pple.,
and attribute not being needed as an adj. became
obs. Cf. -ATE 2

.] Attributed; assigned, given.
1398 TREVLSA Barth. De ?*. A', i. '1495' 5 Power is appro-

pryd to the fader . to the sone wysdome is attrybute : and
to the holy ghost is attrybute grace. 1539 TONSTALL Serin.
Palme Sand, 1 1823)51 All these honorable names be at tribute

by theym vnto hym. 1599 THYSNK Animad-v. 48 Heccate,
which name is attribute to Diana.

Attribute (ae-tribiwt), sb. [prob., in the main,
a subst. use of ATTRIBUTE///, a., though the L.
attributum (neuter sb. from the pa. y\>\e.altribrttus ',

common in theological language, or its F. adapta-
tion attribut (i4.th c. in Littre), may well have
been the prototype.]
1. A quality or character ascribed to any person

or thing, one which is in common estimation or

usage assigned to him
; hence, sometimes, an epi-

thet or appellation in which the quality is ascribed.
n 1400 Cot/. Myst. 193 To the Sone connynge doth longe

expres, Therwith the Serpent dyd Adam asay . . Thus the
secunde person attrybute Was only towchyd by temptacion.
1589 PUTTEXHAM Eng. Poesie (Arb. 1 44 The vene Etimologic
of the name [God], .declaring plainely the nature of theattri-

bute, which is all one as if we sa.yd.good. 1596 SHAKS. Merch.
V. iv. i. 195 Mercy is aboue this sceptred sway. .It is an attri-

bute to God himselfe. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. 3/2 The
attribute ofWise . .was conferr'd upon the rest in respect of
their moral Rules and Practice. 1846 WKIUHT Ess. Mid.
Ages II. xiii. 88 It is surprising how soon historical per-
sonages become invested with romantic attributes.

f 2. Distinguished quality or character ; honour,
credit, reputation ascribed. 'Cf. the parallel use of

quality, rank, position, etc. in 'a person oiquality?
i.e.

l

quality worth naming.') Obs.
1602 SHAKS. //aw. i. iv. 22 It takes From our achievements

. 'The pith and marrow of our attribute. 1606 Tr. $ Cr.
u. iii. 125 Much attribute he hath, and much the reason,
Why we ascribe it to him. ^ 1690 TEMPLE Heroic Vtrt.
Wks. 1731 I. 194 C'jesar . . possessed very eminently all the

Qualities, .that enter into the composition of an Heroe, but
failed of the Attribute or Honour.
3. A material object recognized as appropriate

to, and thus symbolic of, any office or actor
; spec.

in Painting, Sculpture : A conventional symbol
added, as an accessory, to denote the character or
show the identity of the personage represented.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. iv. i. 191 His Scepter shewes the

force of temporall power, The attribute to awe and Maiestie.

1705 ADDISON Italy Rome, The sculptor, to distinguish him,
gave him what the medallists call his proper attributes, a
spear and a shield. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Attributes,
The Club is an attribute of Hercules. 1814 WORDSW. Ex<. urs.
v. 492 A crown, an attribute of sovereign power. 1880
WALDSTBIN Pythag. Rhcgion 19 A . . remnant of marble,
which shows that he also held a long attribute in his left

hand. 1883 Q. VICTORIA More Leaves 6 A small room full

of his rifles and other implements and attributes of sport.
4. A quality or character considered to belong

to or be inherent in a person or thing ;
a charac-

teristic quality.
1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. viii. (1870^ I. 151 Attri-

bute \$ a word properly convertible with quality, for every
quality is an attribute and every attribute is a quality; but
in our language, custom has introduced a certain distinction
in their^application. Attribute is considered as a word of
loftier signification, and is, therefore, conventionally limited
to qualities of a higher application. Thus, for example, it

would be felt as indecorous to speak of the qualities of God,
and as ridiculous to talk of the attributes of matter.
(This distinction is hardly borne out by historical usage.

Originally,
' the attributes of God 'was preferred probably

because men assumed no knowledge of the actual gualitics
of the Deity, but only of those more or less fitly 'attributed'

him; i.e. 'attributes' in sense i. But the exalted sense 2

may have associated itself with the expression in the minds
of many who used it. J. A. H. M.)
[Cf. 1400 and 1596 in sense i.] 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's

Mor. 26 All other fabulous fictions and attributes given unto
them [the Gods] . . have been devised only to give content-
ment to the readers. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \. vi. i The
attributes and acts of God, as far as they are revealed to
man. 1692 BENTi.EY.50y/* Lect.\\. 208 Neither Matter, nor
Motion as its Attribute and Property, can have existed from
all Eternity. 1713 \)v.KM\wPhys.-Theol. 72 Demonstrations
of the Being and Attributes of God. 1825 M- CULLOCH
Pol. Econ. i. a An attribute or quality of those articles only

ATTRIBUTE.
which it requires some portion of voluntary human labour
to produce. 1860 PUSEY Min. Profit. 208 Truth, wisdom,
power, justice, holiness and other attributes . . have in God
their real being; in creatures a shadow of being only. 1868
FREEMAN Norm. Ctiq. (1876) II. ix. 359 Endowed with all
the highest attributes of the statesman.
b. rarely applied to : A bodily quality.
1820 SCOTT Monast. xxiv, Beauty was an attribute of the

family. 1862 TROLLOPK Orley /'. xix. 130, I will begin with
her exterior attributes.

C. in Logic, That which may be predicated of

any thing ;
a quality, mode of existence, affection

;

strictly an essential and permanent quality.
1785 REIU Int. Powers 440 Every attribute is what the

ancients called an universal. 1843 MILL Logic i. ii. 4
Whiteness, again, is the name of a quality or attribute of
those things. 1870 BOWKN Logic i. 8 The Concept is the
Intuition stripped of its contingent or unessential attributes
or marks.

5. Gram. Sometimes used for : A word denoting
an attribute

;
an attributive word ; a prtdicable.

esp. in Sentence -Analysis:^ Attributive adjunct,
?. c. an adjective, or a word, phrase, or clause, per-

forming the function of an adjective,
i 1808 MJDDLETON Grk. Article (1855) 5^ By Attributes

Mr. Harris means Adjectives, Verbs, and Participles. 1867
MORELL Eug. Gram. <ed. 31 53 The attribute to the noun,

]

i. t
1

. the adjective or whatever takes the place of the adjec-
tive. 18737. CURTIS Analysis 5 The subject may be enlarged
by an attribute.

Attribute (atri-biwt), v.
[f. the prec. ppl. adj.,

I

which continued for some time to act as the pa.

pple. of this, alongside of attributed. The poets
down to Drvden and Scott show the pronunciation
attribute or attribute, as in the ppl. adj. and sb.]

I. As an external act.

1. To assign, bestow, give, concede, yield to any
one, as his right (property, title, authority, worship,
honour), arch, or Obs.

1523 I.D. BERNERS Froiss. I. 375 These two townes were
attributed to Flaunders by reason of gage. 1537 HEN. VIII

i in Strype Craxnter (1694) App. 49 Whether tins word Sacra-
ment be, and ought to be, attribute to the Seven only? 1565
T. RANDOLPH in EllisOr/f. Lett.i. 184 II. 201 All honor that

maye be attributed unto anye man by a wyf. 1620 MELTON

I

Astrolog. 62 Idolatry is a Diuine Worship, attribulied to
Idols. 1771 Jnniiis Lett. xlix. 255 The power of depriving

|

the subject of his birthright [was] attributed to. .the legisla-
ture.

b. To give or ascribe in assertion (praiseor honour).
1563 SHUTE Arc/tit. F ij b, To whom \ndoubiedly, the

S
raise and commendation is chiefly to be attrybuted. 1605
ACON Adi<. Learn. \\. xxii. 15 What celsitude of honour

Plinius Secundus attributeth to Trajan in his funeral oration.

2. To add to the representation of a personage,
the conventional symbolic

*
attribute.* tare.

1756 J. WARTOS Ess. Pope (1782) I. ii. 25 The trite and ob-
vious insignia of a river God are attributed.

II. As a mental act.

3. To ascribe to as belonging or proper; to con-
sider or view as belonging or appropriate to.

1538 STARKEY England 45 In the felycyte of man you put
: dyverse degres, to some attrybutyng more, and to some les.

I 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 836 God attributes to place No
: sanctity, ifnone be thither brought By men. i678CuD\yoRTH
I Intell. Syst. i. iv. xxiv. 409 They .. attribute the Highest

place to that which is divine. 1832 LKWIS Use $ Ab. Pol.
Terms Introd. 6 A sense is attributed to them which was
never intended.

t4. "Jo attribute (much}, etc.: to ascribe great

importance to, to hold in high estimation. Obs.

1586 Let. to Earlc Leycester 32, I attribute not so much
to mine owne Judgement. 1611 BIBLE Pref. 4 Epiphanius
. .doeth attribute so much vnto it [the LXX], thatheholdeth
the Authours thereof . . for Prophets. 1667 MILTON P. L.
viii. 565 Attributing overmuch to things Less excellent.

/bid. ix. 320 Eve, who thought Less attributed to her Faith
sincere.

6. To ascribe as a quality or 'attribute' belong-

ing, proper, or inherent. (To attribute wisdom to

one = to hold that he is wise.)

1534 MORE Attsw. Pois. Bk. Wks. 1121/1 To attribute to

hys manhed y
l

property which onely is appropried to his

godhed, is to confounde bothe y* natures in Christ. 1611
BIHI.E job \. 22 In all this lob sinned not, nor charged God
foolishly [warg. attributed folly to God]. 1638 WILKINS
jAVru World \. (1684) 172 Such a strange Efficacy in the

Bread of the Eucharist, as their Miraculous Relations do
Attribute to it. 1862 MILL Utilit. 42 The sort of mystical
character which . . is apt to be attributed to the idea of moral

obligation.

6. To ascribe, impute, or refer, as an effect to

the cause
;
to reckon as a consequence of.

1530 PAI.SGR. 440/1, I attrybute, I ascrybe the cause of a
mater to one cause or other, fattrilnte. 1626 DK. Bt'CKHM.
in Ellis Orig. Lett. \. 329 III. 234, I cannot attribute this

honour to any desert in me. 1794 SULLIVAN yitiv Nat. I.

39 To the deluge he attributed the changes of the earth.

1876 GHHV.H Short Hist. vi. i <i882)263*The shrivelled arm
of Richard the Third was attributed to witchcraft.

7. To ascribe to an author as his work.

1599 THYNNE Animadi'. 15 [They] whiche attribute that

choyse of armes to Chaucer. 1628 PKYNNE Cens. Cozens 29
Others attribute the inuention of them to St. Hierome. 1728
NEWTON Chronol. Afttended\. 86 The people of the Island

Corcyra attributed the invention of the Sphere to Nausicaa.
1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 157 To Gutenberg . .we are in-

clined to attribute that which is said to be in the characters

afterwards used by Albert Pfister at Bamterg. 1854 (title)

Kdward III : a Play attributed to Shakespeare.



ATTRIBUTED. 557 A-TUMBLE.

8. To assign in one's opinion to its proper time

or place.
1567 Triail Treas. (1850) 27 To the ende he semeth to

attribute that thing When men be asociate with treasures

celestial!. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 75 They attribute the

birth of the Muses in the wood Helicon. 1875 SCRIVKNEK
Lcct. Grte. Test. 12 Several copies which may fairly be at-

tributed to the fourth century.

f 9. With complement : To allow any one the '

at-

tribute' of; to hold him to be.

1649 G. DANIKL Trinarch. Hrn. /F, 192 When a Natural!

Motley makes a Hood Vnto a Man, wee attribute him wise.

Attributed, /// a.
[f. prec. + -KI>. (Scott

accented a'ttributed.}~\ Given as an attribute or

appropriate possession ; ascribed as proper to.

1808 SI:OTT Marm. iv. Introd., If mortal charity dare claim

The Almighty's attributed name. 1854 [see ATTKIHUTK i>. 7].

Attri'buter. rare. [f.
as prec. + -KB1

.]
One

who attributes ; an imputer.
1611 COTCR-, Impttteur. .a putter of things vpon, an at-

tributer of things vnto others.

Attributing, vM. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING 1
.]

The action of ascribing as aji attribute
;
attribution.

a 1631 DONNE Select. 118401 36 We banish . .all attributing
of any power, to any faculty of our own.

Attribution (aetribiw'Jbn). [a. F. attribution^

1 4th c. ad. L,. attribution-eui, n. of action f. attri-

bttere to ATTRIBUTE.] The action of attributing ;

the result in which this action is embodied.

I. The ^external) action of bestowing.
1. The action of bestowing or assigning (in fact) ;

bestowal, arch, or Obs.

1467 J. TIPTOFT, EARL. WORC. in JAS". Hurl. 69 No. 17 Re-

serving always to the Queenes Highnes and the I,adyes
there present, the Attribution and (Jifte of the Prize. 1650
T.GOODWIN H'ks. (1862) IV. 446 The communication and
attribution of the same rights, privileges, attributes. 1829
LANDOR Imag. Conr. (18461 I. 249 Although the Graces in

none of their attributions are benignant to him.

2. Ascription in word or statement.

1649 ROBERTS Claris Bibl. 39 Hy a gratefull Attribution,
or Ascribing such names and titles unto God. 1667 Decay
Ckr. Piety v. 18. 233 We . . never suspect these glorious
attributions may be no more than complement or flattery.

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. V. v. 389 The biographer's at-

tribution of special merit to Colonel Reed.

II. The (internal) action of ascribing or im-

puting.
3. The assigning or ascribing of a character or

quality as belonging or proper to any thing.

1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose's Pop. Err, iv. 246 Attribution of

this power and dominion to them. 1774 T. WARTON Eng.
Poetry ^840) I. Diss. i. 14 The attribution of prophetical

language to birds. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. xvn. iv.

2 The attribution of sexes to plants. 1838 SIR W. HAMIL-
TON Logic v. (1866) I. 77 As these qualities or modes are only
identified with the thing by a mental attribution, they are

called attributes.

b. Self-attribution-, ascription of honour or credit

to oneself.

1649 ROBERTS Claris Bibl. 184 Not to give themselves to

sensual pleasures, Luxury, Vain-glory, Self-attributions.

4. The ascribing of an effect to a cause, of a

work to its author, date, place, or of date and

place to a work. esp. in Art-criticism : The as-

cription of a work of art to its supposed author.

a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled iv. the Spirit 1 1867) 335 Though
the same attribution, .be made unto God . . wherein the ac-

tion is ascribed unto God. 1805 ELLIS E. E. Mctr. Rom.
(ed. Bohn) 75 note, Few mistakes are more usual than the

attribution of early pieces to the copyists. 1864 Reader

27 Feb. 261/2 That any one has been yet tempted to follow

his attributions. 1881 SAINTSBURY Dryden i. 19 The blunder-

ing attribution of Dryden and his rivals to Corneille and
Racine. 1882 J. EVANS in Nature XXV. 549 OfJohn Hyr-
canus . . there are numerous copper coins of undoubted at-

tribution.

f5. Rhet. The qualifying of words by attributive

adjuncts ; giving of epithets. Obs.

1589 PUTTKXHAM Eng. Poesie in. xvii. (Arb.) 193 Epithc-
ton or the Quallifier, otherwise the figure of Attribution.

6. Logic. Predication of an attribute.

1860 ABP. THOMSON Eaivs of Th, 60 To say that man is

mortal is an act of Attribution. 1870 BOWEN Logic v. 128 In

each of the other forms the attribution is conditional.

III. A thing attributed.

7. Anything ascribed in one's opinion or esti-

mation, e.g. ascribed name, appellation, credit,

character, property, quality, meaning, or sense of

a word. Also in early use ~ ATTRIBUTE 2. ? Obs.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /l
r
t iv. i. 3 Such attribution should

the Uowglas haue, As not a Souldiour of this seasons

stampe, Should go so generall currant through the world.

1615 T. ADAMS 7'wo Sonnes 68 Many and excellent are the

attributions wch the Scripture giveth us as Friends, Chil-

dren, Heirs, &c. 1738 WARBURTOM Div. Legat. II. 237 To, .

which Species of Gods it was an honorary Attribution.

f8. An attributive word or adjunct, an 'attri-

bute.' (So in L.) Obs.

1589 PUTTKNHAM Eng. Poesie in. xvii. (Arb.1 193 Some-
times wordes suffered to go single, do giue greater sence
and grace than words quallified by attributions do.

9. Authority or function granted (to a ruler,

minister, delegate, court). (From mod. French.)
1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 376 The legislative body

shall determine the number and attributions (or functions)
of the ministers. 1849 GROTE Gretce ii. xlvi. V. 482 Trials

for homicide were only a small part of its attributions. 1865

MILL Rej>r. Covt. 125/2 Within the limits of its attributions,

it makes laws which are obeyed by every citizen.

Attributive ^ctrrburtiv), a. and sb. [a. F.

attributif, -ive (Cotgr.>, f. \\attribut- (see AT-
TRIBUTE <z.) + -IVE, as if ad. L. *attributivus,"\

A., adj.

t 1. Characterized by attributing. Obs.
1606 SHAKS. Tr.

fy
Cr. n. li. 58 >fjo. \ The will dotes that is

attributive [/-'olio, inclineable] To what infectiously it selfe

affects, Without some image of th' affected merit.

2. Logic. That assigns an attribute to a subject.

1849 ABP. THOMSON Laws of Th. (1860) 77. 134 Attribu-

tive [judgment] where an indefinite i i e. undistributed i

predicate is assigned to the subject. 1870 ROWKN Logic v.

no In Attributive Judgments the Predicate is actually

thought only connotatively, as a Mark or attribute of the

Subject, and not denotatively, as the name of a class of things.

3. Gram. That expresses an attribute.

^1840 DOUGLAS Eng. Gram. (1876) 16 Attributive adjec-
tives are those which express the quality of an object, as,

a kind friend. 1875 WHITNEY Life JLang: x. 207 Nearly
all attributive words were inflected. 1881 MASON Eng.
Gratti. 145 When to a noun or pronoun we attach an adjec-

tive, o: what is equivalent to an adjective, .this adjective or

its equivalent stands in \\\^.Atlribntii'e Relation to the noun
or pronoun, and is said to be an Attributive Adjunct to it.

4. So-assigned, so-ascribed (by those who essay
to assign the authorship of a painting or work of

art). Cf. inscriptivet putative, and ATTRIBUTION 4.
i866HowKi.LS I'ctu't. Lifexiv.so6 An attributive Veronese.

B. sb. An attributive word, one that denotes an

attribute. Applied by Harris and others to ad-

jectives, verbs, and adverbs
; by most modern gram-

marians only to adjectives and their equivalents.
1750 HAKHIS//<VW i.vi. 117861 87 Attributives are all those

principal Words, that denote Attributes, considered as At-
tributes. f/'ftf. 94 All Attributives are either Verbs, Partici-

ples, or Adjectives. 1858 MARSH Etig. Lang. \x. 193 A
radical, which in its simplest form and use, serves only as

an attributive, in other words as an adjective, may be made
to denote the quality which it ascribes, or an act by which
that quality is manifested or imparted, and thus become
a noun or a verb. 1881 MASON Etig, Gram. 18 Both Verbs
and Adjectives express notions of the actions and attri-

butes of things. Verbs assert the connection of the thing
and its action or attribute; Adjectives assume this con-

nection. To borrow a word from Mechanics, the Verb \* a

Dynamic A ttrihiitiin 1

^
the Adjective is a Static Attributive.

Attributively, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]
In an

attributive way; as an attribute.

1853 J. W. {\\v>\y~tPhilol.Stud
l

. xi, Any substantive may have
a word or phrase joined to it attributively. Mod. In hous?

dog, and OK. hus-curl, the simple substantive 'house' is

used attributively^ instead of an adjective or genitive case.

Attri'butiveness. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being attributive.

1861 L. ALEXANDER tr. Dorner's Pcrs. Christ i. I. 24 A
position fluctuating between self-sustenance and attributive-

ness [(ier. Selbststdndigkeit und Eigenschaftlichkeit\.

Attrimentous, obs. form of ATKAMENTOUS.
Attrist (atrrst\ v. ? Obs. [a. F. attristt-r, f. d

to -t- tristc '. L. tristis sad.] To make sad, sadden.
1680 SIR W. WALLER Div. Medit. 118391 103 Some aires

and tunes, .sensibly attrist, others comfort. 1791 H. WAI--
POLE in Miss Berry's yrnl. ff Corr. I. 307 Your tender na-

ture is not made for such spectacles ;
and why attrist it

without doing any service.

Attrite (atrart, ppl.a. [ad. L. atfriftts, pa.

pple. of atterere, f. at- = ad- to, at + tercre to rub.]
1. Worn or ground down by friction. ? Obs.

1654 J KR - TAYLOR Real f'rcs. 40 A thing may be. .chewed

though it be not attrite or broken. 1667 MILTON /'. L. x 1073
Or by collision of two bodies, grinde The Air attrite to Fire.

2. T/icol. Having attrition : see ATTRITION 4.

1625 USSHKR Ansif. Jesuit 91 A man in confession, of at-

trite is made contrite by vertue of the keyes. 1817 Tracts

for Day \. 10 The Ephesian converts again, moved by fear

and therefore attrite, came and confessed.

Attrited (atrarted), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -EIJ.]

Worn down by continued friction. AIso_/y,
r
.

1760 STKHNE Tr. Shandy (1770) III. 50 So glazed, so con-

trited and attrited was it with fingers and with thumbs in

all its parts. 1866 J. ROSE Ovias Met. 47 The stream . .

Rolling and bubbling through attrited Tnd. 1872 M. COL-
LINS Pr. Clarice I. xiv. 206 The traveller . . gets his indi-

viduality toned down, gets a softened and attrited character.

Attri'teness. ? Obs. [f. ATTRITE a. + -NESS.]
' The being much worn.' Bailey 1731.
Attrition (atri-Jan). Also 4-6 -icioun, -ycyon,

etc. [ad. L. attrition-em, n. of action f. attrlt- :

see ATTRITE and -ION. The theological sense 4 was
earliest in Eng.]
1. The action or process of rubbing one thing

against another; mutual friction.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 490 They make shift for to rub and

grate one wood against another, and by this attrition there

fly out sparkes. 1776 PRIESTLE^ in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 230
Some, .think that neat is produced in the lungs by the at-

trition of the blood in passing through them. 1822 IMISON
Sc. ff Art I. 70 When the mill is too slowly fed. .the stones,

by their attrition, are apt to strike fire.

fit? '656 Ilr. HALL Occas. Medit. (1851'* 34 The dangerous
attritions of stubborn and wrangling spirits. 178* V. KNOX
Ess. (1819^ II. Ixviu. 55 Nor have yet become callous by at-

trition with the world.

2. The action or process of rubbing away, wear-

ing or grinding down, by friction.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 466 Polished by that rubbing and
attrition which it meets withall, in the course and stream of

the water. 1718 J. CHAMBEHLAYNI-: Retig. PhiIDS. I. iv. 6
The Attrition or IJreaking of the Food. 1850 LYELL Princ.
Gcot. I. 250 Pebbles and sand, .decrease in size by attrition.

Jig. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Ckr. Morais(,\-j^^> The compage
of all physical truths is not. .always so closely maintained,
M not tosufferattrition, 1858 MAX MCLUE* C&jfftr {1880' II.

xxvii, 354 Contact with English society exercises a constant
attrition on the system of castes.

3. Surg. a. Rubbing away of the skin or tissue
;

excoriation, abrasion, fo. Comminuted fracture.

(With quot. 1585 cf. OF. attricc hsemorrhoid.)
1543 TKAHERON l-'igos Chirurg. vi. 184 A greate medicine

in ail wrestyngs and attritions of lacertes. 1585 Lt.ovn
Trcas. Health Si ij,Hemorroydesandattrycionsin the funda-
ment. 1634 T. JOHNSON tr. Party s Chirurg. xv. i. (1678' 327

They call it Attrition, when the bone is broken into many
small fragments. 1853 M.YYNE Exp. Lex., Attrition. .iSitrg-.i

violent crushing of a part. 1875 H. WOOD Theraf. (1879*

582 Whenever surfaces become sore by attrition, or chafe.

4. Thcol. An imperfect sorrow for sin, as if a

bruising which does not amount to utter crushing

(contrition] ;

' horror of sin through fear of punish-

ment, without any loving sense, or taste of God's

mercy' (Hooker), while contrition has its motive

in the love of Clod. (A sense invented by scho-

lastic theologians in I2th c. ;
the earliest in Eng.

'' *374 CHAUCER Troylus i. 557 Thou . . wailist for tbi synnc
and thyn offence, And hast for ferde caught attrition. 1506
Ord. Crysti-n Men iv. iii. 171 Attrycyon . . is a maner of

contrycyon unparfyte. 1765 TLCKKK Lt. Xat. II. 65 Three

stages in the pas^a^e from vice to virtue : attrition, con-

trition, and repentance. The first is a sorrow for the mis-

chiefs men have brought upon their own heads by their ill

doings, 1875 H. K. MANNING Mission I! . Ghost i. 16 Sacra-
mental grace to raise our sorrow from attrition to contrition.

Attritive ^atnu'-tiv}, a. rare.
[f.

L. attrif-

(see ATTKITK^ as if ad. L. ^attritions,] Charac-

terized by attrition, wearing away.
c 1850 H. MILI.KR Kawfrles Gcol. ii. 1858' y^6 Subjected to

some further attritive process.

Attrltor .atrnrt.ri). rare. [f. as prec. + -K.]
He who or that which rubs away or wears down.
1818 Art Prcst-t-c'. Fci-t 49 Another with his eradicator, a

third with his attritor, all radical cures for corns.

AttritllS iatrort/>s). fare.
[f.

as prec. after

detritus] Matter produced by rubbing away or

wearing down.

i837C"ARl.Yl.E J''r. Kev. HI. iv. (1871' I. 71 When. .the World
is all decayed down into due attntus of this sort.

Attrokien : see ATKOKK v.

Attl'OOpment ^atr/rpmcnU. rare. [a. F. al-

troupemcnt) f. attrouper to assemble lumultuously,
f. a to + troupe troop, crowd.] A disorderly or

tumultuous troop or crowd.

1795 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rc7-. XVIII. 540 In a nation

truly free there are not attroopments of houseless Lazaroni,
as at Naples. 1822 in Month. Mag. 1, 1 1 1. 103 Nominated
by attroopments of people.

Attry, variant of ARTRY and of ATTEKV a. Ol>s.

Attune (ati/7-n\ v. [f. Ar-^r^ + TuNE z.
;

probably suggested by ATONE.]
1. To bring into musical accord. Const, to.

1596 STENSKR /'. Q. ii. xii. 76 Clan all the quire of birdcs

Their diverse notes t'attune unto his l.iy. 1725 POTE Odyss.
xvn. 312 For Phemius to the lyre attuned the strain. 1814
WORDSw. ll'h. Doc i. 2-7 Fancies wild : To which with nu
reluctant strings Thou bast attuned thy murmurings. 1867
MACHARKEN Harmony iv. (18761 144 Were all the notes per-

fectly attuned to the true natural scale.

b.yfj". To bring into harmony or accord.

1727 THOMSON Summer 1365 Social friends Attun'd to

happy union of soul. 1849 FREEMAN Archil. 90 The mind
attuned to grace and harmony.
2. To bring (a musical instrument) to the right

pitch ;
to tune. Alsoy?^.

1728 THOMSON Spring \\\b Harmony itself Attuning all

their passions into love. 1866 ARGYLL Reign Law v. 276
The physical causes which have 'attuned' a material organ
so as to catch certain ethereal pulsations in the external

world. 1875 B. TAYLOR Faust I. xxi. 186, I hear the noise

of instruments attuning.
3. To make tuneful or melodious.

1667 MILTON /'. /,. iv. 265 Aires, vernal aires. .attune Tin;

trembling leaves, c 1750 SHENSTONK Ritind Abbey 14 Hirds

. .Attune from native boughs their various lay. 1796 Cou.-
RIDGE Dejection, Joy lift her spirit, joy attune her voice.

Attune (,ati/?n\ sb. rare. [f. prec. vb. ; cf. ac-

cord, to accord] Tuneful accord, harmony.
1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 290 The new generation-,

that cry In attune to our voice. .

'

God,'
*

Liberty,' 'Truth.'

Attu'ned,///- a.
[f.

ATTUNE v. + -ED.] Brought
into harmony, or to right musical pitch, harmo-

nious, accordant.

1596 SPENSER /''. Q. i. xn. v, [They sung] In well attuned
notes a joyous lay. 1796-7 COLERIDGE Autumn. Even., No
more your sky-larks melting from the sight Shall thrill the

attuned heart-string with delight. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat,
x. 501 The chords of a nicely attuned heart.

AttuneHient (ati/?nment). [f.
as prec. +

-MENT.] An attuning or bringing into harmony.
1866 ALGER Solit. Nat. $ Man iv. 148 The healthy attune-

ment of the discordant faculties and forces of the soul.

Atturn, atturney, obs. ff. ATTORN, -EY.

Attyn, Obs.
'
that not/ L. quin : see AT conj.

A-tumble (atirmb'l), advb.phr. [AyVv/U-f
TUMBLE v.] In tumbling condition, tossing.
1881 W. C. RUSSELL Sailor's Siveeth. II. i. 75 The sea was

all a-lumble with the breeze.



ATURN.
t Atu'rn, v. Obi. [In sense i, a. OF. aturne-r,
artier, -ourner, f. a to + turner : L. torndre to
round off, f. tornus, Gr. ropi/os lathe ; cf. ATOUR sb.

and ATTORN.]
1. trans. To attire, array, dress, prepare fitly.
c 1220 Sawles Warde in Co//. Mv. 257 Ich iseo a sonde

cumen. .leofliche aturnet.

2. To turn, (a- is perh. fory- =# : see \particle.)
city Aacr. K. 284 [Er] ure Louerd . . buruh his grace,

habbe hire swuch aturned and imaked. c 1330 Poem temp.
Edw. 11

, H, Thus is the ordre of kni3t Aturned up & down.
Aturn, early f. ATOUR sb. Obs. dress, attire.

A-twain (atw,?i-n', advb. phr. arch. Forms :

4 a-twayn, 4-5 a-twene, atweyn(e, 7 atwaine,
6- atwain. [f. A/?v/.l + TWAIN. Cf. A-TWO.]
1. In or into two parts ; in two.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vii. 116 And pieres for pure tene

pulled it atweyne. c 1485 Digby Myst. 118821 I. 540 A
sharpe Sward of Sorowe shall cleve hir hert atweyn. 1634
A. HUISH, Now earth's black mantle's cut atwaine. 1870
MORRIS Earthly far. II. m. 344 Upon a stone the ring
smote, and atwain It broke.

2. Away from each other, asunder. Cf. ATWIN.
1870 MOKRIS Earthly Par. II. m. 74 This bitter morn

That joy and me atwain hath torn,

t Atwa'pe, atwappe, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

AT-

pref:- + wapp-en, of unknown meaning.] inlr,

To escape (with dative = from".
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1205 Er )>ay at-wappene mo;t be

wach. <ri34o Gam. f, Gr. Knt. 1167 What wylde so at-

waped wy}es bat schotten, Watz al to-raced & rent.

Atwee'l, flt>'. Si. ? Contracted from wot u'eel

-'wot well ; sometimes aphetized to 'tweel.

1768 Ross Hflenore 21 JAM.I Atweel I danc'd wi' you on
your birth day. 1794 BURNS U'ks. IV, 'Tweel thouknow'st
na' every pang Wad wring my bosom. 1816 SCOTT Antiq.
\xxix, Atweel I wad fain tell him.

Atween (atwrm, prep, and aih: arth. and
dial. Forms : 5 atwen^e, -eene, ; (> attwen(e, 7-
atween; aphetic 'TWEEN, [f. A prep.1 + -twciif,

-tween, stem of BE-TWEES, on analogy of afore lie-

fore, among bimong, and other twin forms already
in OE. Atween is the usual form in north, dial., but
only a poetic archaism in the literary language.]
A. prep. Between.

c 1400 Pol. Rel. ff L. J'oems < 18661 27 A-twene theis tweyri
a gret comparison. 1485 Digby .Myst. 118821 i. 442 Atw'en
myn armys now shall I the embrace. 1579 J. STUBBES Gaping
Criilf C \, Assured peace attwefle them. 1748 THOMSON
Cast. Iniiol. i. ii, A season atween June and May. 1842 TK.S-
NVSON Oriana, Thou comest atween me and the skie--.

f B. adv. In between, between whiles. Obs.

'595 SPENSER Col. Clout 83 A bonie swaine, That Cuddy
hight, him thus atweene bespake. 1596 f. Q. IV. vii. 35
From her faire eyes wiping the deawy wet . . and kissing
them atweene.

Atwe'nd, v. Oh.
[f.

^.i- pref.- + OE. went/an
to go ; cf. OK. cAwendati] intr. To go away,
escape (with dative = hom':..

'looo Czdmun's Gen. 403 iGr.) Uton obwendan hit nu
nionna bearnum ! 1205 LAV. 19564 Feole ber atwenden tou-
ward ban noroenden. a 1250 Owl y \igkt. 1425 Heo mai
hire guld atwende.

t Atwi ii, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [f. A pref. i + ME.

twinnen to divide, separate.] To separate, part.
ta 1400 MS. Lund No. 486 i Halliw. i The grete drede that

the saule ys inne, Whan the bodye and yt schal atwynne.
t A-twi'n, advb. phrl Obs. Forms : 4 o
twynne, o tuyn, o tuynne, a twyne, a twyny,
atwinn(e, 4-5 atwynne, atwin, 4-6 atwyn.
[f. A prep.

1 + TWIN, a. ON", tvinn ' two and two,
in pairs, two different things' ; also fviniii (indecl.)
two. ''. Or from TWIN v. to separate : cf. ATWIN

z>.j

1. Away from each other, asunder, apart.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 9177 pe same oure atwynne

be wonede. 1330 Chron. 101 Ncuer bei were o twynne,
vntille ded ^am slouh. 1383 WvcLiF.-li/j xv. 39 Forsoth
dissencioun is maad, so that thei departiden a twyny [v. r.

a twynne. 1388 a twynny. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. vii. 32
Grammer and dyuynyte ben ij. facultees atwin and asundir
departid. c 1500 King fg Barker 127 in Hazl. E. I'. P.dVst,)
10 Owr kyng and the barker partyd feyr a twyn.
2. Ill two, in twain.

1460 Lybeaus Disc. 1962 And karf. .hys hedde atwynne.
A-twin (atwi-n), advb. plir.l rare- 1

,

[f.
TWIN i

after AKIN.] In the relation of twin with.

1879 M. CONWAV DemoHol. I. in. xi. 418 The monster sent

byone..isethicallyatwin with the snake created by theother. I

t Atwi'nd, v. Obs. 1-3. Pa. t. atwand, at-
j

wond. Pa. pple. atwunden, atwonde. [OE. yt-
\

windan, f. AT- pref.
2 + windan to WIND.] intr.

\

To escape (with dative from) ; to depart, cease.
<: 1000 ALFRIC Job i. 16 (Bosw.) Ic ana jetwand. < 1200

ORMIN 8003 Jlatt Crist ne shollde mujhenn himm [Herod]
Onn ane wise attwindenn. t 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3058 Moyses
. . helde up is hond, And al Sis vnweder 5or atwond.

A-twist (atwi-st), advb. phr. [A prepl +
TWIST.] On the twist, twisted, askew.

1754 SMEATON in Phil. Trans. XI.VIII. 534 This plate
being set a little atwi.st. 1835 BECKFORD Kecott. 171 His
limbs all atwist, and his mouth all awry.

t Atwi'te, Z".
1 Obs. Forms : Inf. i aefrwitan,

3 etwite, 3-6 atwite, 4 atwyste, 4-6 attwyte.
Pa. t. 1-3 sstwat, -witen, 3 etwat, 4 atwot.

[f.
AT- pref.

1 + OE. -wltan to blame, reproach ; cf.
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OE. oiwltan. The modern TWIT, formerly twite,
is an aphetized form of this word.]
1. To cast an imputation upon, reproach, up-

braid, blame, taunt, twit; a. with double object
(ace. and dative) : To reproach a thing to a person.
<iiooo Bemuulf 2304 Sibdan [him]. .GuSlaf and Oslaf . .

aetwiton weana dafel. 1105 LAV. 19594 Sexisce men.. mine
unhzle me atwiten. c 1320 Seuyn Safes < W. ) 1 876 And hire
misdedes hire atwot. c 1430 LVDC. Bochas iv. xiv. (1554)
113 a, Thyng most slaundrous theyr nobles tatwite.

D. a person of a. thing, or that, etc.

885 K. .ALFRED Boeth. Metr. xxvii. 5 Hw>' oSwite ge
wyrde eowre, baet hio Jeweald nafa3! ^1130 Ancr. R. 70
Ne ne etwite3 him of his undeau. c 1330 I-'lorice. a, Bt. 485
Thilke dai schal neuer be That men schal at wile me That
1 schal ben of loue untrewe. -1514 in Hazl. E. P. P. III.

25 Of gredynes lest men the wolde attwite. 1530 Calhto fr

Meiit.m Hazl. Dodsl. 1. 85, I marvel greatly thou dost me
so atwite Of the doubt, that thou hast of my secretness.
c. with simple personal obj.
ciooo Ags.Ps. Ixxiii. 17 Fynd ztwita8 faecne Prihtne. 1205

LAV. 26584 Ofte heo heom atwiten. ^1315 SHOREHAM 106
So may God answerye the Wanne thou hym atwyst. 1:1430
LVDG. Bochas vn. iv. 1.1554) 167 b, Who is defouled, none
other should atwite.

" A weak pa. t. atuytede occurs, and an anoma-
lous pa. t. and pple. atwist after wit to know.
1297 R. GLOUC. 33 pis word . . atwytede hym & ys stat . .

He yt vnderstod, j?at ys child at wiste ys pouerte. c 1314
Guy Warw. 251 And thou in thine halle me sle, For
traisoun it worth atwist the.

t Atwi'te, r. a Obs. rare-'1

,
[f.

AT- pref:- v
OE. wilan to go, proceed.] To depart, go away.

i 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 1649 And god at-wot in-to hise Ii3t.

t Atwi'ting, -M. si'. Ods.
[f. ATWITE zO +

-ING-.] Reproaching; reproach, taunt.

1340 Ayenb, 194 Hi ham . . ziggeb zuo vele atuytinges.
f 1460 RUSSELL lit. .\nrture 273 in Babees Bk. 139 To alle
be lordes haue ye a sight for groggynge & atwytynge.
A-twitter (atwi-tail, advb.phr.

AUCTABY.
Aubaine, a right of French Kings, which existed from the
beginning of the monarchy, whereby they claimed the
property of every stranger who died in their country, with-
out having been naturalised, was abolished by the national
assembly in 1790; re-established by Napoleon; and finally
annulled July 14, 1819.

Aube, obs. form of ALB.
II Auberge (obe-r.z,). Also 7 alberge. [Fr. :-

albergc, earlier lulberge, nth c. herberge, a. MHG.
herberge, OHG. heri-berga, lit.

'

army -shelter,'

camp, tent, inn : cf. G. herberge, and HAKBOUH.]
An inn, a place of accommodation for travellers.

TWITTKH.] In a twitter, twittering.
1833 filack-.i'. Mag. 848 Eaves all a-twiner with swallows.

Atwlxt ^atwi-kst),//-^. arch or dial. Forms:
45 atwyxen, -ixen, -ix(e, 5 -yxyn, -exyn, a-

thwyx, 4- atwixt ; aphetic 'TWIXT.
[f. A-/A/ 2

+ -tii.'ixj, stem of betwixt; cf. atween. For the

variations, see BETWIXT.] Between.
i' 1374 CHAUCER Troylits v. 472 Atwixt noone and prime.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 17 A-twyxyn, atwexyn, atwyxt, Inter.

1464 EDW. IV in Pas/on Lett. 493 II. 166 Maters, -in debate
athwyx the seid John Paston and William Yelverton. 1475
Bk. XobU-sse 25 Trewes . . atwixen Charles the vij"

1
. . and

your prcdecessour Harry the sext. 1566 GASCOICNE Jocasta
115871 104 Then I atwixt them both wil throw my selfe. 1870
MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 383 The yellow sand They
kissed atwixt the sea and land.

A-twO ^t~), advb. phr. arek and dial. Forms :

i on tii, on twa, 3-4 atuo, 4-5 atwoo, 4-6 a to,

ato, 5 o-tw~o, 6 atoo, 3- atwo, a-two. [OE. on

til, on twa, in two ; see A prep.'
1 and Two. While

a-twain is only a literary archaism, a-two is also in

modern dialects ; the regularprose form is in two]
1. In or into two parts ; a-twain. arch.
i 885 K. /EI.FRED Oros. I. x. 3 Hie heora here on tu [r. ;-.

on twa] todildon. 1297 R. GI.OUC. 375 Rychard. .brec ber

hys necke atuo. c 1420 Citron. I'ilvd. 862 Aile be gables of
the shippe bey broston a to. 1605 CAMDEN Kent. 116371 291
A mouse in time may bite atwo a cable. 1876 MORRIS
Sigurd i. 49 Sawed Sigmund . . till the stone was cleft atwo.

t 2. Away from each other, apart, asunder. Obs.

6-1270 Assumption 263Sithen we ben parted atwo. < 1425
Se7'i-n Sag"t'S iPj 3053 Thay token leve and wente o-two.
c 1450 LONELICH Grail xv. 604 Kysseth me er that we now
departen atwo.

Atwond, Atwot, pa. t. of ATWIND, ATWITE v.

tAtwre'nch., v. Obs. Also 3 et-. [f. AT-

pref:- + 'i'rf/ifait to deceive by artifice, f. wrfiie

trick.] intr. To escape by wile (with dative = from\
< 1200 -SV. .tfarhar. 15 Jef ha bus..bauie8 ant bolieS ant

weneS bah to etwrenchen. (-1250 Owl If Xig/tt. 812 The
fox. .wenth eche hunde at-wrenche.

Atjrpic >ati-f(ik), a. [f. h.- pref. 14 + Tvwc.]
Xot typical, not conformable to the ordinary type.
Atyse, var. ATTICE v. Obs. to instigate, entice.

An-, in ME. was commonly written for Av-, and
sometimes for Aw-, which see for words and forms
not entered under At"-.

All, obs. form of OWE v.

Aualk, Aualle : see AWAKE, AFALI.E.

il Aubade ^ba-d). [Fr., ad. Sp. albada, f. alba
dawn : see -ADE.] A musical announcement of

dawn, a sunrise song or open-air concert.

1678 PHILLIPS, Aubadcs (FrenclO, Songs, or Instrumentall
music, sung, or playd under any ones Chamber window in

the morning. 1867 Standard 3 Jan. 5/7 The annual aubade,
or salute of drums, took place on Monday afternoon. 1873
I.ONGF. Emma ff Eginh. in Till the crowing cock .. Sang
his aubade with lusty voice and clear.

II Aubain (oben\ [Fr. ; med.L. Albanus; ety-
mol. unknown : see Littre'.] A non-naturalized

foreigner subject to the right of aubaine.
1882 BRACE Gcsta Christi 194 The aubains. .of the Middle

Ages seem to have been in almost the same position with serfs.

II Aubaine (obrn}. [Fr. : see prec.] (See quot.)
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., An emhassador. .is not sub-

ject lu the right of aubaiui:. 1866 HAYDN Dut. Dates,

1871 TYNDAI.L l-'ragm. Sc. II. L 2 At an auberge near the
foot of the Rhone glacier.

Hence
|| Aubergi'Ste, keeper of an auberge.

f" AubeTgical a. ^nonce-wd ).

1775 H. WALPOLE Lett. Ctfss Ossory I 178 Some tender
swam had written, .his fair one's name in this usual aubergi-
cal exclamation. 1766 SMOLLETT Trav. 25 The aubergistes
impose upon us shamefully.

II Aubergine ober^'nV [Fr., dim. of auberge,
variant of alberge 'a kind of peach' (Littre). ad.

Sp. albertliigo, alverchiga, 'an apricocke' (Min-
sheu 162.0.] The fruit ol the Egg-plant, Solatium

eseulentitm, resembling a goose's egg in size and

shape, and usually of purple colour
; also called

Brinjal.
1794 STEDMAN Surinam (18131 ' *" 3=o The aubergines

are a species of fruit which grows in the shape of a cucum-
ber. i8n Monthly Mag. XXXII. 258 The tomato, the

aubergine, and several other culinary plants. 1883 St.

James's Gaz. 20 Dec. 5/2, I wonder also that the aubergine
' did not remind him of another kitchen fruit

t Aubifane. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. F. aubifoin 'the

|

weed Blew-bottle, Blew-blaw, Corne-flower, Hurt-
sickle' (Cotgr. 1611), of unkn. origin.] The Corn
Ulue-bottle (Centaurea Cyanus').
1622 PLACHAM Compl. Gent. 116341 Xv, The 5th colour i>

Sable, or Black, and signifieth, in Flowers, the Aubifane.

II Aubin (aben). [Fr.,
= OK. hobin (applied also

to the horse itself), according to Diez f. Eng.
HIIBBV.] 'A kind of broken gait, or pace, be-

tween an amble and a gallop ; reputed a defect in

|

a horse.' Chambers Cycl. Supp. \ 753.
Auburn (pbuin;, a. Forms: 5-7 aborne,

|

-ourue, 6 alborne, auberne, aberne, 6 7 au-

born(e, abourn, aburn(e, 9 auburne, 8- au-
burn

;
also 6 abron, abrun(e, 7 abroun, abrown.

[a. OF. alborne, auborne : L. alburnus (
= subal-

bus, Du Cange) nearly white, whitish. In 16-
1 7th c. written abron, aln une, abroun (cf. APBON,
aperne}, which prob. originated, or at least en-

couraged, the idea that auburn was a kind of
brnvn i,an etymology actually adopted by Richard-

son), and so helped to modify the signification of
the word.]
orig. Of a yellowish- or brownish-white colour ;

now, of a golden-brown or ruddy-brown colour.

1430 I.VDG. Chron. Troy II. xv, Aborne heyr crispyng for

thicknesse. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. xvii. 103 The rayes of
the sonne make the heer of a man abourne or blounde. 1533
ELVOT Cast. Helth (15411 2 Heare blacke or darke aburne.

1547 BOORDE Brev. }lealth Ivi. 25 Alborne heare and yelowe
heare commethe of a gentyl nature. 1576 T. N[EWTON]
Lemnies Touchst. Complex. 1 16331 58 Faire aburne or ches-
ten colour. 1580 BARET Air. A 715 Light auborne, sub.

flaiuis, subrutilits. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Rojo, abrun
headed, Sitbrufus. 1599 HALL Sat. m. v. 8 Whose curled
head With abron locks was fairely furnished, a 1649 DRUMM.
OF HAWTH. Jas. I Wks. 1711, 16 His hair was abourn, a
colour between white and red. a 1697 in Masson Milttm

(i8_59)
I. 275 'He had light brown hair,' continues Aubrey, putting
the word 'abrown' (' auburn 'i in the margin by way of

synonym for
'

light brown.' 1808 SCOTT Martn. v. ix, And
auburn of the darkest dye, His short curled beard and hair.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bade 61 The rays, .lit up her pale red
hair to auburn.

b. atsol. quasi-/^.
1852 I). MOIR Christm. Musings v.Wks. II. 254 Thy tresses

in the breeze Floating their auburn.

Auch, variant of Ac conj. Obs. but.

Au.ch.let. Sc. '/ Obs. [f. audit, EIGHT + -LET

dim., or LOT, a part (Jamieson).] A measure, the

eighth part of a boll : cf.Jirlot, the fourth part.

1796 AL\-. in Scott Old Mart. Introd. (1862* 8 To Four
Auchlet of Ait meal 31. 41?. 1819 Caled. Mercury i Nov.
(jAM.i The auchlet .. usually contained two pounds more
than the present stone does.

Aucht, Sc. form of AUGHT and EIUHT.

t Auct, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. audits, pa.

pple. of augere to increase.] Increased, enlarged.
1652 GAULE Magastrom. 86 Of stars auc't and diminute.

t Au'Ctary. Obs. Also 7 auctuarie. [ad. L.

aiietarium, f. auct- : see prec. and -ABIUM.] An
addition or augmentation ; something superadded.
1580-1646 in T. Craufurd Unii: Edin. 137 (JAM.) An large

auctary to the library'. '621 MOLLE Camcrar. Liv. Lib.

Pref., In this Volume comprehended, with a large Auctuarie.

1653 BAXTER Saint's K. i. vi. (1662) 63 God gives us out-

ward things, as auctaries, as overplus, or above measure.

Auctentyke, obs. form of AUTHENTIC.

Aucthor, -itie, -ize, obs. f. AUTIIOK, -ITT, etc.



AUCTIFICAL.

+ Aucti-fical, a. 06s.-<>
[f. L. auctific-us ({.

auct-ui increase + -ficus making! + -AL 1
.] 'That

makes an increase or augmentation.' Blount 1656.
Auction (g'kfan), sb. [ad. L. auction-cm '

in-

crease,' n. of action f. augere to increase, already
in L. use for 'a sale by increase of bids.' (Not in

FT}]
t 1. The action of increasing ; increase, growth.
1691 RAY Disc. n.

iy. 11732) 124 The Actions of Nutrition,
Auction and Generation. 1696 PHILLIPS, .4 cr/Vw, in Physic,
Nourishment whereby more is restor'd than was lost.

2. A public sale in which each bidder offers an
increase upon the .price offered by the preceding,
the article put up being sold to the highest bidder.
Called in Scotl. and north of Engl. a roup.
_

(' To sell or put up at auction
'

is a common const, in U. S. ;

in England goods are '

sold (^auction/ 'put up to auction.')

1595 WARNER Plantus' Menxcli. \. vii.(R.) The auction of
Mena:chmus . . when will be sold Slaves, household goods,
etc. 1678 PHILLIPS lApp.), Auction, a making a publick
Sale, and selling of Goods by an Outcry. 1692 SIR C.
I.YTTELTON in Hat/ail Corr. 1 18781 II. 169 Many auctions. .

of y best collections [of pictures]. 1738 JOHNSON Idler
No. 5 F 6 Ladies, who must run to sales and auctions with-
out an attendant. 1860 MOTLEY Kttherl. I. i. 14 His carpets
. . were disposed of at auction. 1876 ROGERS Pal. ECOII. xiii.

21 These, .were put up from time to time to auction.
fig. 1849 MACALT.AY Hist. Kng. II. 216 Then followed
an auction . .On one side the king, on the other the Church,
began to bid eagerly against each other.

3. A public sale of somewhat similar character.
(It has been the custom in some places to set up an inch

of lighted candle, the last bidder before the wick falls be-

coming purchaser of the property. In a Dutch auction,
property is offered at a price beyond its value, the price be-
ing gradually lowered till some one accepts it as purchaser. )

1673 MAR\ ELL Rch. Transp. n. 234 As in an Auction, to
be sold by Inch of Candle. 1728 YOUNG Love ofFame iv.

' I757 I "5 The writing tribe, who shameless auctions hold
Of praise, by inch of candle to be sold. 1881 Daily Kruis
29 Dec. 6/4 The captain sells the fish by auction, putting
the highest price on the basketful to be sold, and gradually
lowering it till some one closes with his offer.

t 4. The property put up to auction. Obs.

1731 POPE Mar. Ess. lii. no Ask you why Phryne the
whole auction buys? Phryne foresees a general excise.

5. attrib., as in auction-house, -mart, -pulpit.
1681 Land. Gaz. No. 1716/4 There is daily attendance

given at the Auction-house. 18x0 BENTHAM racking u82r)
121 The magnificent edifice, now erecting, .under the name
of the Auction Mart.

Auction, ,), v. [f. prec. sb. Cf. L. auc-
tion-Sri in same sense.] To sell by auction. Hence
Auctioned///, a.

1807 CRAUBE Par. Reg. n. 349 An auctioned bed, with
curtains neat and new. 1884 J. STEPHENS in Contemf. Rev.
May 689 And auctioned off their consciences to the Minis-
terial bidder.

Auctionary (J-kfsnlri), a. ? Ots. [ad. L. auc-
tionarius: see AUCTION and -ABY.] Of or per-
taining to an auction.

1693 DRYDEN JiKmats Sat. vii. (R.) With auctionary
hammer in thy hand . . and knocking thrice.

Auctioneer (gkjania-j), sb.
[f. AUCTION +

-EER. (Cf. med.L. auctionarius, auctiondtor, one
who increases the price, a regrater.)] One who
conducts sales by auction.

1708 in KERSEY. 1762 Land. Mag. XXXI. 296 An Auc-
tioneer and a Fishmonger. 1841 BORROW Zincali I. iv. u.

auctioneer minuteness.

Auctionee r, v.
. [f. prec. sb.] To sell by

auction. Hence Auctioneering vbl. sb.

111733 NoBT" Lives (1826) III. 200 Mills, with his auc-
tioneering, atlasses and projects, failed. 1785 COWFF.R Task
ill. 756 Lstates are landscapes, gazed upon awhile, Then
advertised, and auctioneer'd away. 1880 MUIRHEAD Cains
456 Argntmruu . . combined auctioneering with banking.

Airctive, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. L. auct- (see
AUCT) + -IVE, as if ad. L. *auctivus.] Character-
ized by increase or growth.
1634 T. JOHNSON Farcy's Chirnrg. i. i. 11678) 52 The

Natural [faculty) is parted into the "nutritive, auctive, and
generative. 1678 PHILLIPS (App.) Auctive, apt to grow or
increase.

II Auctor i-ktpi). Rom. Law. [a. L. auctor :

see AUTHOR.] The person who warrants the right
of possession ; hence, a seller, vendor.
1875 POSTE Gains MI. 401 His auctor, or the person from

whom he deduced his title.

Auctor, -ice, -yte, obs. ff. AUTHOR, -ESS, -ITT.

t Auctora'tion. Obs.~ [ad. late L. auctora-
tnm-em, n. of action f. anctordre, -art, to hire one-
self out.] 'A binding one's self an apprentice or
servant.' Bailey 1731.
t Aucto-rizate, autor-, ///. a. [ad. med.L.

aiictornat-us authorized
; cf. f.antoris,'; in l6thc.

anctorise. See -ATE!.] 1. /a. ///<-. Authorized.
2. adj. Of established authority, accredited.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. John xix. 10 To punishe

transgressours of the lawe am I auctorisate. 1558 KEN-
NED); Compeiid. Tract, in Misc. Wodr. Sac. (18441 >9 The
maist ancient and autortzate authoris.

Aucuba (g'kiriba). Bot. [Japanese name.] A
well-known hardy evergreen dioecious shrub (Ait-
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cuba Japonica, N.O. Cornacex), with laurel-like

leaves usually blotched with pale yellow, grown
for ornamental purposes.
1819 REES Cycl. Ill, Ancnba, a large Japanese tree, .in-

troduced by Mr. John Gruefer in 1783. 1862 S. PARTRIDGE
Eng. Months 10 The aucuba shows in the shrubbery his

broadening leaf Spotted with gold.
I Aucupable," Obs.-" [ad. late L. aticn-

pabilis, f. auciipari : see next and -RLE.]
' Fit

for birding and fowling.' Bailey 1731.

Aucupate ip'kirfpcit), z'. (Obs. [t.'L.aucupdt-
ppl. stem of auciipari, -arc, f. aucup-ein (nom.
ouceps ^

aviceps} bird-catcher, f. avi-s bird + caffre
to take.] ///. To go a bird-catching ; fig. (as in

L.) to lie in wait for, hunt after, gain by craft.

1630 R. H. in J. Taylor's (Water P.I Wks. Avb/i To
aucupate great fauours from Apollo. 1834 Gentl. Mag. CIV.
I. 66 To aucupate benefices, by cajoling the Patrons.

Aucupa'tion. ? 06s.- [ad. L. aucupatidn-cm,
n. of action f. aiifiipd-ri : see prec.] 'Hunting
after a thing.' BuLLOKAR 1616. '

Birding or fowl-

ing ; also gain, advantage.' Blount Gl. 1656.
Audacious (,gd,

T
>-f3s), a.

[f. I,. audtjc(i-, nom.
audax, bold, daring, f. auderc to dare : see
-ACIOUS. Cf. F. audacieux, Cotgr. 1611.]
1. Daring, bold, confident, intrepid.
1550 NICOI.LS 'Hincydides n. cvi. 67 More bolde and auda-

cious in this thing, wherein we have much experyence.
1698 DRYDEN O-.Ws Iphis (T.) Big was her voice, audacious
was her tone : The maid becomes a youth. 1712 STEKLE
Spcct. No. 436 p 9 Miller had an audacious Look, that took
the Eye. 1826 SCOTT U'oodst. (1832) 178 All eyes turned to
the audacious speaker.
b. transferred to things.
1609 B. JONSON Sit. Wom. n. v, My Wife must be ac-

complished with courtly and audacious Ornaments. 1855
MOTLEY Dutch Rep. \. i. (1866) 51 The audacious and ex-

quisitely embroidered tower of the townhouse.
2. Unrestrained by, or setting at defiance, the

principles of decorum and morality ; presumptu-
ously wicked, impudent, shameless.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, in. i. 14 Such is thy audacious
wickednesse. 1612 WAKNER Alb. Eng. i. i. 2 As he and his
audacious crew, the Tower of Babel reare. 1649 MILTON
Ohserr. Art. Peace Wks. 1738 I. 357 But we are told, We
embrace Paganism and Judaism in the arms of Toleration.
A most audacious calumny! 1722 DE FOK Moll Ft. (1840)
286, I grew more hardened and audacious than ever. 1825
Bro. Jonathan II. 259 Like an audacious profligate, as he was.

f3. Inspiring boldness. Obs. rare.

<il625 FLETCHER H'oin. Prize II. v. (T.) They have got me-
theglin, and audacious ale, And talk like tyrants!

Auda'ciously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.]
1. Fearlessly, boldly ; with confidence and courage.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. /,. v. ii. 104 Yet feare not thou. but

speake audaciously. 1855 MOTLEY r>i<lch Rep. vm. (1858)47
The honor of having battled audaciously. . in behalfof human
rights.

2. Presumptuously, impudently, shamelessly.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. fSrit. vn. iv. (1632) 205 [He] committed

more audaciously those vices. 1850 MERIVALE Rout. Enip.
xxviii. III. 287 He audaciously transmitted a mandate to
Rome, requiring that these titles should be acknowledged.
Auda-ciousness. [f.

as prec. + -NK.SS.]
1. Boldness, confidence, daring.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 494 The audaciousnesse of the

artificer, who ventured to make so huge and monstrous
works. 1825 T. JEFFERSON Antobiog. Wks, 1859 I. 75 As
much a man as either of her colleagues, in audaciousness,
in enterprise, and in the thirst of domination.
2. Reckless daring ;

= AUDACITY 2.

.

J599 Mirr. Policie 25 Fortitude, .reduceth feare and auda-
ciousnesse to mediocritie. 1742 MIDDLETON Cicero (ed. 3) II.
vi. 17 In an act so mad. .his audaciousness could not get the
better of his fears.

3. Presumptuousness, effrontery, impudence, shame-
lessness ;

- AUDACITY 3.

1599 Warn, f'aire II 'am. n. 1493 He should with such
audaciousness presume To baffle Justice, a 1639 WHATELEY
Prototypes l. iv. (1640) 42 A grievous audaciousnesse . . that
hee would leape over the poles as it were which God had
fixed. 1838 9 Hood's Own, Jnbb Lett. 53 As Mr. Davis had
the audaciousness to own to.

Audacity (gdarsiti). Forms : 5 audaeite,
5-6 -yte, 6-7 -itie, 7 -itye, 6- audacity, [f. L.
auddc-em AUDACIOUS + -ITY

; see -ACITY : cf. It.

audacita (Florio 1611).]
1. Boldness, daring, intrepidity ; confidence.
1432-50 tr. lligden (18651 L 61 Euery thynge is of more

ammosite and audaeite in his universalle then his parte
parcialle. 1538 COVERDALE N. T. Dec!., It doth, .encourage
me now likewyse to use the same audacity toward your
grace. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 454 Such is the audacitie
of man, that hee hath learned to counterfeit Nature. 1714
STEELE Lover (1723) 30 Some .. have relapsed from the
Audacity they had arrived at, into their first Bashfulness.
1839-42 ALISON Hist. Europe Ivii. 9 Under the eye of the
Emperor, .nothing was impracticable to their audacity.
b. Bold departure from the conventional form

;

daring originality.
1859 JEPHSON Brittanytm. 104 The beauty ofits [a tower's]

details and the audacity of its construction. 1878 TAIT &
STEWART Unseen L'na: Introd. 21 In strength and happy
audacity of language.
2. Boldness combined with disregard of conse-

quences ; venturesomeness, rashness, recklessness.
1531 ELYOT Cm'. 11580) 163 Audacitie. .is an excessiue and

inordinate trust, to escape all daungers. 1660 STANLEY Hist,

AUDIENCE.
Philos. 11701) 622/1 Fortitude is different from Audacity,
Ferocity, inconderate Temerity. 1840 MACAULAY Clive 9
Neither climate nor poverty . . could tame the desperate
audacity of his spirit.

3. Open disregard of the restraints of decorum or

morality ; effrontery, impudence, shamelessness.
"545 JOYE Exp. Daniel \\\. iR.i With the most arrogant

audaeite thei dare alter . . and expowne Gods la\ves and
gospell at their plesures. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi \\. 140
His Excellency was shocked at her audacity, and repri-
manded her.

4. Boldness in the concrete, a bold creature.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. 39 Those audacities; that
durst be nothing, and return into their Chaos again.
t Anda'CUlous, a. Obs. \t.~L.aintafiitt<s, dim.

of atidax bold + -uus.] A little bold or daring.
1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jnd. Astrol. xxi. 429 The ignorance

hereof hath caried him too farre in this audaculous dispute.

Audibility irjdlbi-lftil.
[f.

next : see -BILITY.]
The quality of being audible, capability of being

in respect to its Audibility; but much more mellow. 1856
KMEKSON Eng. Traits 75 No man can claim to usurp more

i than a few cubic feet of the audibilities of a public room.

Audible .g'dib'l), a. and sb. [ad. med.L. aui/J-

bilis, f. audire to hear : see -HLK.]
A. adj.

1. Able to be heard, perceptible to the ear.

1529 MORE Com/, agst. Trie. in. Wks. 1259/1 The ioyes of
heauen are. .to mans eares not audible. 1667 MILTON P. L.
XL 266 Eve. .with audible lament Discover'd soon the place
of her retire. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 229, I had
rather have their silent Prayers, than their audible ones.

1858 O.W. HOLMES Ant. Break/. T. xi. no, I tried to speak
twice without making myself distinctly audible.

1 2. Able to hear. Obs . rare,

1603 H. CROSSE l-'crtues Cotnm-v. (18781 120 The minde
is nothing so tentible at a good instruction, nor the eare so

audible, as at a vaine and sportiue foolerie.

B. sb. [the adj. used absol] A thing capable
of being heard.
1626 BACON Sylra 269 The species of audibles seem to be

carried more manifestly through the air than the species of
visibles. 1794 TAYLOR Plotinns .xxix, The auditory sense
knows audibles.

Au'dibleness. [f. prec. + -NKSS.] The qua-
lity of being audible

; audibility.
1612-15 lip. HALL Contempt. -V. T. iv. iii. 1833 188 Zac-

cheus stood : and what if the desire of more audibleness
raised him to his feet? 1881 (,'h. Hells 29 Jan. 143,'^ [In
reading there should be] i. Correctness. 2. Audibleness.

Audibly (c/dibli\ a,h:
[f.

as prec. + -I.Y -.]
In audible manner, so as to be heard, aloud.
1635 JACKSON Creed vm. xxix. 338 All the rest, .had been

visibly and audibly fulfilled. 1805 SOUTHEY Madfc in Azt.
Xlll. Wks. V. 287 Which made her heart with terror and
delight Throb audibly. 1860 TYNDALL67<ir. i. n. 80 Audibly
muttering his doubts as to our ability to reach the top.

Audience (,2'diens). Forms: 4-6 audiens, 5

audenes, -yence, awdiens, -yens, -yence, 5-6
audyens, 4- audience, [a. F. audience (i.lth c.),

refash. form after L. of OF. oiancc:\J.audientia,
n. of quality f. audicnt-em, pr. pple. of audire to
hear : see -ENCK.]

I. Audience (abstractly}. No plural.
1. The action of hearing ; attention to what is

spoken. To give audience : to give ear, listen.
( 1374 CHAUCER Troylns v. 235 Now I am gon, whom yevt-

ye audiens? c 1485 Digly M'yst. (18821 11. 156 We beseche
yow of audyens. 1549 Coiiipt. Scot. xvi. 138, I refuse to

gyf^eyris or audiens to thy accusations. 1607 SHAKS. Cor.
in. iii. 40 List to your Tribunes. Audience: Peace I say.
1657 REEVE Goifs Plea Ep. Ded. 14 To put audience into
his ears, compassion into his

eyes. 1849 MACAULAV Hist.

Eng. I. 406 These teachers easily found attentive audience.

2. The stnte or condition of hearing, or of being
able to hear ; hearing. In (open, general} audience

(obs.): so that all may hear, publicly.
r 1386 CHAUCER Melib. P83 Many folk, .conseilled him the

contrary in general audience. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
(1816) I. 86 He said, in open audience : 'This is your place.'

1640 Abel Redir., Mnsculns ( 1867 > I. 300 And uttereth these
words in the audience of the congregation. 1814 CARY
Dante 290 Thou in his audience shouldst thereof discourse.

fb. with objective genitive. Obs. rare.
1626 AILESBURY Passion-Serin, i Saint Paul . . gained the

audience of unspeakable mysteries.
3. Judicial hearing. Court of Audience or Au-

dience Court : an ecclesiastical court, at first held

by the archbishop, afteiwards by learned men,
called Auditors, on his behalf. The Audience
Court of Canterbury is now merged in the Court
of Arches, arch, or Obs.

(-1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vm. x. 28 He cald til be audiens Of
Edward, c 1500 Lancelot 1649 That thi puple have awdiens
With thar complantis. 1541 Act 33 Hen. /'///, xxxi, Con-
strained for appeles to resort to the audience of Canturbury.
1726 AYLIFFE Parerg. 192 The Court of Audience held in

Pauls Church in London. 1809 TOMLINS Laiu Diet, s.v., The
archbishop ofYork hath, in like manner, his court ofaudience.

4. Formal hearing, reception at a formal inter-

view : see 6.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 434 Shulde none harlote haue
audience in halle ne in chambres. 1590 SHAKS. Hen. l

r
, i.

i. 91 The French F.mbassador vpon that instant Crau'd



AUDIENCER.
nuJience. 1743 TINDAL Kapin's Hist. xvii. II. 140 Being
admitted to audience. Mod. The ambassador had audience
of her majesty.

attributively.

1753 HANWAV TVvKM^fol I. vn. xc. 412 The throne in the
audience-chamber is of velvet. 1878 H. STANLEY Dark
Cont. I. xv. 398 The court before the audience-hall.

II. An audience. With plural.

"\5.gen. An occasion of hearing. Obs.

1426 Paston Lett. 7 I. 26 In any sermon or other audience,
in your cherche or elles where.

6. A formal interview granted by a superior to

an inferior (especially by a sovereign or chief

governor) for conference or the transaction of

business. Const, of, with.

Audience of leave ; interview for the purpose of

taking leave, farewell interview.

1514 EARL WORC. in Ellis Qrig. Lett. n. 69 I. 233 The
king, .gave me a good and longe audiens. a 1674 CLAREN-
DON Hist, ftcfa, III. xii. 253 The embassadours declined any
formal audiences. 1711 STF.ELE Sped. No. 298 f 5, 1 dropped
him a Curtsy, and gave him to understand that this was his

Audience of Leave. 1770 Jnniits Lett. xli. 216 He had a

right to demand an audience of his sovereign. 1844 ^* IS -

RAELI Coningsby iv. xv, 184, I had an audience . . with the

Spanish Minister.

7. The persons within hearing ;
an assembly of

listeners, an auditor}'.
1407 W. THORPE Examin. (R. T. S.'t 51 There was no

audience of secular men by. 1519 Four El?m. in Hazl.
Dodsl. I. 46 Such company. .Will please well this audience.

1667 MILTON/*, L. vn. 31 Fit audience find, though few. 1714
IlvROM Spect. No. 597 fg The rest of the Audience were en-

joying, .an excellent Discourse. 1817 MOORE Lalla R. 1.1824)
118 He here looked round, and discovered that most of his

audience were asleep. Mod. He lectured to large audiences
in New York.

b. transf. The readers of a book.
1855 H. REED Lect. Eng. Lit. vii. (18781 225 'Pilgrim's

Progress
'

. . has gained an audience as large as Christendom.
1883 G. HAMILTON in Mrs. Rollins New Eng. Bygones Pref.

i This book is published with no thought of an audience.

f8. A place of hearing, an audience-chamber. Obs.

1596 DANKTT Commines Hist. Fr. 11614* 344 He had built a

publike audience, where himsetfe heard the sutes of all men.
9. A court, either of government or justice, in

Spanish America
; also, the territory administered

by it. (Sp. audiencia^)
|i6zz R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea 11847) *58 It hath his

governour, and audiencia, with two bishoppes.] 1727-51
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., New Spain comprehends three audi-

ences, those of Gaudalajara, Mexico, and Guatimala. 1777
ROBERTSON Amur. II. 393 Supreme direction of civil affairs

was placed in a board, called The Audience of New Spain.

t Arrdiencer, -ie'r. Obs. [a. F. audiencier,
ad. nied.L. audientiarius, f. audientia : see prec.]
'An Officer in the Chancerie, that examines, or

heares read, all letters patents, etc., before they

passe the scale . , receives the fees of the scale/ etc.

i^Cotgr. 1611.)
1611 COTGR. s. v. Droicf, Due vnto th' audienders of

Chanceries. ! CAKTE Hist. Eng. III. 681 The president
Richardot, and the audiencer Verreicken [were commis-
sioners] for the archduke Albert.

Au'diency. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. audientia\

see prec ] Right to be heard.
1626 BP. ANDREWES Sernt. 118561 I. 106 Moses and Elias

were there in the mount, and resigned up both their several
audiencies. [Cf. 'This is my beloved Son; hear him.']

Audient ($ diem), a. and sb. [ad. L. audien-

tern: see AUD.ENCE.]
A. adj. Listening, giving heed to sounds.

1839 Blackw. Mag. XLV. in, I trembled .. At critic

grinders, and the audient yawn. 1856 MRS. BROWNING
Artr. Leigh vn. 849 Music, verse, For thrilling audient souls.

B. sb. A hearer or listener ; spec, a hearer of the

gospel, not yet a member of the church.
161* HLVWOOD Apol. Actors i. 22 Nor did the audients

hold themselves disgraced Of turfe and heathy sods to make
their seates. 1647 Power ofKeys v. 126 Three yeares shal

they continue among the Audients. 1819 REES Encycl. Ill,

AudientS) or Auditors, in Ecclesiastical History, an order
of cataechumens . . not yet admitted to baptism.

t Audie ntiary. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. med.L.

audientiarius : see AUDIENCER.] = AUDIENCEH.
16*8 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. iv. (1688) 586 Lodowick Ver-

rekeim, Audientiary and principal Secretary.

t Au diently, adv. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. AUDIENT
+ -LY^.] So as to be heard, audibly, aloud.

1575 MS. Eccl. Proc. Durk. t IHe] did hear the said Jenet
say audiently.

Audiometer (^di^-m/tei). [f. L. audi-re to

hear + Or. perpov measure: see -(O)METKR.] An
application of the telephone for measuring minute
differences in hearing.
1879 Daily News 31 Dec. 5/4 This sonometer has been

used by Dr. Richardson to measure minute differences in

hearing under the name of the Audiometer. 1884 Health
Exhib. Catal. 145/2 Audiometer for testing the amount of

hearing possessed by the deaf.

Audiphone ^-difoun). [f. L. attdl-re to hear

+ Gr. </wf^ sound. (Improperly formed after

telephone, 'that which sounds afar,' from Or. -tposvo?

sounding, that sounds
; whereas audiphone seems

intended to mean ' that which hears sound.')] An
instrument which, pressed against the upper teeth,
enables the deaf to hear more distinctly.

560

i88o Scribtier's Mag. Feb. 637 The audiphone will prove
to be of great value to deaf mutes, as it enables them to
hear their own voices. 1882 AGNES CRANE in Leisure H.
July 412 The audiphone, a fan-like instrument which mate-
rially alleviates certain phases of deafness.

Audit ',9'dit), sb. Forms: 5-6 awdite, 5-7
audite, 6 -yte, 7 -itt, 6- audit, [ad. L. auditits
a hearing, n, of action f. audire to hear.]
1. gen. A hearing, an audience ; esp. a judicial

hearing of complaints, a judicial examination, arch.

1598 FLORID, Vdita, the sence of hearing. Also an audite.

1649 MILTON Eilton. v. 49 With his orisons I meddle not,
for hee appeals to a high audit. 1683 CAVE Jicclcsiastici

90 The death of Arsenius . . was not defendable at a fair

Audit. 1784 COWPER Task \\. 610 Whoso seeks an audit
here Propitious, pays his tribute . and his errand speeds.
1880 RUSKIN in igt/i Cent. Nov. 758 Whose last words . .

gave to Scott's heart the vision and the audit of the death

|

of Elspeth of the Craigburn-foot.
2. Official examination of accounts with verifica-

tion by reference to witnesses and vouchers. (Ac-
counts were originally oral: cf. Matt. xxv. 19-30 ;

Luke xvi. 2-7.)
1433 in Heath Grocers' Conip. (1869) 417 A dyner maud to

the newe maistres and the C'ompanye atle audite. 1589
Pasquifs Ret. I) iij, I meane to be Clarke of their Audit.
16*2 MARKHAH Decades li'ar v. vi. 2 Many Subtreastirers
. .skilfull in Audit and matter of account. 1704 J BLAIR in

Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. I. 98 The Gov. & Council
in a solemn audit examined & past the accounts of the
revenue. 1860 KKOI/UK Hist. Eng. xxix. V. 474 An annual
audit of the books of all collectors.

3. Jig. A searching examination or solemn render-

ing of accounts ; esp. the Day of Judgement.
1548 UUALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Pref. 14 The generall dale

of accoumpte and audite to bee made at the throne of God.
1606 DEKKEK Set 1

. Sins i.iArb.) 15 Those heapes of SUuer. .

will be a passing bell . . calling thee to a fearefull Audit.

1747 HtRvtv Medit, II. 9 One who walks on the Borders
of Eternity, and is hasting continually to his final Audit.

1839 DE QUINCKY Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 179 The aw-
ful temper of the times . . had summoned to an audit, even
the gay.
4. A periodical settlement of accounts between

landlord and tenants
;

a yearly, half-yearly, or

quarterly rent-paying; hence, receipts, revenue (obs~\.

1489 Plitmpton Corr. 87 He will have a generall awdite,
where ye, & all other, shall have your lesses out. 1513
FITZHKRB. Snrv. 8 To make a true accompt therof at the
lordes audyte. 1616 Pasquil fy Kath, \. 62 When the Lord
my Fathers Audit comes, wee'l repay you again e. 1625
BACON Riches, Ess. iArb. ) 235 A Nobleman .. that had the

greatest Audits, of any Man in my Time. 1880 Daily
AVrttt 13 Dec. 6/5 The audits on his Irish estates had just
been held.

5. A statement ofaccount ; a balance-sheet as pre-

pared for the auditor ; ///. and _/?-. arch, or Ohs.
c 1550 Lusty Juv. in Hazl. Dodsl. II. 100 Your own secret

conscience shall then give an audit. 1613 SHAKS, Hen. /"///,
in. ii. 141 You haue scarse time To steale from Spiritual!
ley-sure a briefe span To keepe your earthly Audit. 1619
Lu. DONCASTER Let. in Eng. <y Germ. 11865 J 74 You may
give his Majesty an auditt of the time I have spent.
1654 FL-LLBB Two Sertn. 6 When he casteth up his Audit,
he shall finde himselfe a great loser.

6. aitrib.f as in audit-book, -day, -office ; audit ale,

ellipt. audit, ale of special quality brewed (at cer-

tain Colleges in the English Universities), origin-

ally for use on the day of audit ; audit-house,
-room, a building or room appendant to a cathe-

dral, used for the transaction of business.

1823 HYROX Age of Bronze xiv, But where is now the

goodly audit ale? 1871 OUIDA Gen. Matchmaking 34 Are
you going to smoke and drink audit on that sofa all day?
a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks. (1863) VI. 487 Their own audit-

book, in which losses and gains are written. 1553 T. WIL-
SON Rhet. 15 b, Behynde hand with their reckenynges at
the audite day. 1689 WHELER Ch. Print. Chr. x. 115 Ser-
mon at Ten in the Audit-house. 1884 Gavt. Offices, Ex-
chequer and Audit Department, Somerset House. 17*6
FIDDLS Wolsey 94 The Chapter-house . . is commonly used
as the Audit Room of the Canons.

Audit (9'dit), V.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To make an official systematic examina-
tion of (accounts), so as to ascertain their accuracy.

J557 Ord. Hospitalls Bivb, Auditors generall. .to Audite
. . thaccompts of all other officers. 1736 AYI.IFFE Parerg.
283 Bishops Ordinaries . , auditing all Accounts . . take
twelve Pence and no more. 1856 KROUDE Hist. Eng. 1. 153
With subscribed funds, regularly audited.

2. To examine, 'hear' (a pupil), rare.

1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 511 He audited cate-
chumens.

f3. gen. To calculate, reckon. Obs.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. x. 40 I. 353 All things being
audited proportionally. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety ix. 19. 306
And audit what real

profit accrues to them from the ex-

pence of so many precious, hours.

j"
4. intr. To draw up or render an account. Obs.

1640 RP. HALL Chr. Metier./* It will be
wofully

audited
for. 171* ARBUTHNOT John Bull 117271 89 Let Hocus au-
dit ; he knows how the money was disbursed.

Audit, obsolete form of ADIT.

Audited (g-dited), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

Of accounts: Submitted to official examination.

1819 J. GHEIG Rep. Affairs Edin. 30 The Audited Ac-
counts of the City's Revenue.

Auditing ( ditirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING1
]

Official examination of accounts
; reckoning up.

1659 Genii. Call. (1696) 2 To his own account and joy in

the auditing of the harvest, as also to the glory of God.

AUDITORSHIP.

Audition (gdi-Jan). [?a. K audition* I4th c.

audition, ad. L. audition-em, f. audire to hear.]
1. The action of hearing or listening.
1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 257/1 The act of the

Object, and the act of Sense itself, as Sonation and Audi-
tion . . differ only intentionally. 1881 FITCH Lect. Teaching
viii. 252 What may be called audition the listening to
French sentences and rapidly interpreting them.
2. The power or faculty of hearing.
1599 A.M. Gabelhoner's Bk. Physic 63/1 It draweth all out

whicn is in the Eares, and administreth good auditione.

1867 TVNDALL Sound ii. 74 The insect-music lying quite
beyond his limit of audition.

3. An object ofhearing, somethingheard ;
ct.vision.

1762 H. WALPOLE Corr. 11837) ^- r33> I went to hear it

for it is not an apparition but an audition.

Auditive lyditiv), a. [a. F. auditif, -we,
f. L. audit- ppl. stem of audire to hear: see-lVE.j
Of or pertaining to the sense of hearing; auditory.
1611 COTGR., Auditif, auditiue, of a hearing propertie or

facultie. 1634 T. JOHNSON tr. Parey's Chirurg. i. x. (1678)
15 That [spirit] which is conveyed to the Auditory passage,
is called the Auditive or Hearing. 1880 LE CONTK Monoc.
Vision 10 The 8th pair auditive nerve is specially organ-
ized to respond to sound-vibrations.

Auditor (9 ditaa). Forms : 4-6 audytour(e,
4-7 -itour, 5 -ytor, awdyter, 5- auditor, [a.
AF. auditO2tt' = . auditeur (substituted for OF.
0eor), ad. L. auditor, f. audire to hear : see -OR.]
1. A hearer, listener ; one of an audience.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sontpn. T. 229 Workers of Goddes word,

not auditours. 1590 SHAKS. Mids.N. in. L 81 What, a Play
toward? He be an auditor. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.
Democr. 58 No parish to contain above a thousand audi-
tors. 1752 JOHNSON Rambl. 195 p i He that long delays a

story, and suffers his auditor to torment himself with ex-

pectation. 1867 MARY HOWITT tr. /'. Brewer's Greece I.

viii. 264 The galleries were . . rilled with auditors.

2. One who learns by oral instruction ; an attend-

ant on lectures, a disciple ; in Eccl. Hist, a cate-

chumen
;

cf. AUDIENT sb.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. 1/326 Bodley . . was an auditor of
Chevalerius in Hebrew. 1851 TORREV Neander'sCh.Hist.
I. 502 The great mass, consisting of the exoterics, were to
constitute the Auditors.

3. (From the fact that accounts were formerly
vouched for orally) An official whose duty it is to

receive and examine accounts of money in the hands
of others, who verifies them by reference to vouchers,
and has power to disallow improper charges.
1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. xix. 458 Of my reue to take Al J>at

myne auditour, or elles my stuwarde Conseilleth me by her
acounte. 1469 J. PASTON in Lett. 631 II. 388 Send downe. .

to some awdyter, to take acomptys of Dawbneys byllys.

1557 Ord. Hospitalls B iv b, There shall also be chosen
Auditors generall of the Accompts. 1607 SHAKS. Tinton \\.

ii. 165 Call me before th' exactest Auditors, And set me on
the

proofe. 1832 BABBAGE Econ, Mannf. xxxi. 313 The
public ought to have auditors on their part, and the ac-

counts should be annually published.
fig. 1393 GOWER Con/. II. ipi Upon thilke endeof our ac-

compte, Which Crist him self is auditour. 1533 MORE Apol.
i. Wks. 845/2 No such man wil ouer me be so sore an audi-

tour, .as to charge me with any great losse.

4. One who listens in a judicial capacity and
tries cases brought before him for hearing ; spec.

the official presiding in the archbishop's Audience
Court ^see AUDIENCE 3).

1640 BP. REYNOLDS Passions vi. 42 In matter of Action,
and of ludicature, Affection in some sort is an auditor or

Judge. 1706 Lend. Gaz. No. 4230/1 Signior Caprara, one
of the Auditors de Rota. 1726 AYLIFFE Parerg. 192 The
Auditor, or Official of Causes and Matters in the Court of

Audience of Canterbury.

Auditorial ^5dito-rial), a. [f.
L. auditori-us

AUDITORY + -AL i.j

1. = AUDITORY a.

1859 in WORCESTER. [Cf. next word.]

2. Of or pertaining to auditors of accounts ;

connected with an audit.

1883 Manch.Gitard. 12 Oct. 4/6 The auditorial investiga-
tion at the River Plate Bank.

Audito rially, adv. [f prec. + -I.Y 2
.] In audi-

torial manner, by means of hearing or listening.
a 1881 ROLLESTON Mem. (18841 9 10 Obtaining orally, or

rather auditorially, what it would have cost him more time

to obtain . . by reading.

Auditorium (^ditoo-riym). [a. L. auditorium

lecture-room, audience, neut of adj. aitdttoritts used

subst. : see AUDITORY and -ORIUM.]
1. The part of a public building occupied by the

audience ; in ancient churches, the 'nave.'

1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Auditory, A uditorium . . was
that part of the church where the audieittes stood to hear,

and be instructed. 1881 Daily AVms 12 Sept. 2/3 Every
part of the auditorium, the boxes, upper circle, and gallery.

||
2. The reception-room of a monastery. (Med.L.)

1863 J. MORISON St. Bernard \\. ii. 196 In the 'auditorium,'

or talking-room of the monastery.

Auditorship (9 ditajJVpX [see -SHIP.] The
office or position of auditor.

1779 JOHNSON L. P., Halifax F 10 With a grant to his

nephew of the reversion of the auditorship of the
^Ex-

chequer. 1875 WINGATE in N. Amer. Kev. CXX. 145 The
duties of the auditorship are comjMiratively unimportant.



AUDITORY.

Auditory (g-ditari), a. [ad. L. aiidJtorius

pertaining to hearing or hearers, f. auditor : see

AUDITOR and -ORY.]
1. Pertaining to the sense or organs of hearing;

received by the ear.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man I. 10 That part of the temple
bones, where the auditorie hole is sited. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Kp. 253 Three smalt bones in the Auditory Organ . .

Incus, Malleus, and Stapes. 1724 SWIFT To Delany Wks.
I 755 Iv"- L 46 From each ear, as He observes, There creep
two auditory nerves. 1813 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag.
XXXV. 139 A habit of attending to auditory ideas.

2. belonging to the auditorium of a theatre, etc

1740 CIBBKR Apol. (1756) I. 231 If the auditory part were a
little more reduced to the model of that in Drury Lane.

Au'ditory, sb. [ad. L. auditorium (see above).
Sense i, the earliest in Eng., was the latest in L.]
1. An assembly of hearers, an audience.

,1380 WYCLIF Sel. IVks. (1871) III. 426 Nouber wolde I

grauntehit. .byforeauditoriebat I trowed schulde be harmed
perby. i48 LATIMER Serin. Plough i. 68 Here is a learned

auditory : yet for them that be unlearned I will expound it.

1715 BURNKT Own Time (17661 I. 188 He chose to preach to
small auditories. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 525 Aloud
moan of sorrow rose from the whole auditory.
2. A place for hearing ; the part of a building

occupied by the audience
;
an auditorium.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Malt. xiii. 2 (R.) The sande
of the bancke and the bryncke of the bancke, made as

though it were a rounde auditory. 1730 A. GORDON MaffeCs
Ainphit. 22 That Pla.ce we call Auditory, from our hearing
therein. 1884 Pall.MallG. 19 Jan. 4/2 The stage is divided
from the auditory by a solid brick wall.

1 3. A lecture-room
; a philosophical school. Obs.

1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Justine Ggvb, His felow-
scholers. .taxed him, in the auditory, for not observing his

word. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. i. 36 Another
scruple . . much disputed in the Germane auditories. 1774 T.
WARTON Eng. Poetry 1 1. 130 |T. ) A provision, that he should
. . not suffer Ovid's Art of Love . . to be studied in his

auditory.

t 4. The office of an auditor of accounts. Obs.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. VI. xlvi. 160 The Count also of

priuate reuenewes had his Rationall or Auditory of priuate
State in Britain : to say nothing . . of other officers of in-
feriour degrees.

Auditress (g'ditres). [f. AUDITOR : see -ESS.]A female hearer or auditor.

1667 MILTON P. L. viii. 51 Adam relating, she sole audi-
tress. 1767 FORDYCE Serin. \ 'ng. Wom. I. i. 34 You, my
honoured auditress. 1874 PAYN Best Ilusb. I. viii. 144 Skill
in getting his somewhat cooked accounts passed by an
auditress in the High Court of Love.

Audi'tual, a.
[f. L. auditu-s sense of hearing

+ -AL 1
; cf. L. vfsua!isVinu.\L, f. visus.] Of or

belonging to the sense of hearing ; auditory.
1653 BROMF. City Wit i.i, I disclaime my hearing. I defie

my audituall part. 1666 G. ALSOP Afa.iyuuut(l%6$ 37 Must
now . . whisper softly in the auditual parts of Mary-Land.
t An -

ditnr(e. Obs. [a. F. auditoire, ad. L.

auditorium] Scotch form of AUDITORY.
1549 Coinpl. Scot. iv. 29 The vniuersal auditur of oure

realme. 1566 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 137 He passyd
to the pulpett, but the auditure was small.

Aue-board : see AWE sb?

Auen, obs. fonn of OWN, EVEN.
Auer, Auete, obs. ff. OVER, EFT.

II An fait (" fe-), advb. phi: [Fr. ; au at the, to

the, fait fact, point, question, under discussion.]
In phr. 70 be aufait in or at : to be well instructed
or '

up to the mark' in, thoroughly conversant with,

expert or skilful in. To pit a person aufait of
(
= F. meltre aufait tie) : to instnict thoroughly in.

1748 H. WAI.POLE Lett.H. Mann II. 255 Being ait faithe went up to him at Ranelagh and apostrophized him.
1828 A. GRANVILLE Autobiog. II. 286, I . . will put you an
fait of all the circumstances of the case. 1859 DE QLMNCEY
Incognito Wks. XI. 11 The gallant troops were not quite
aufait in the art of loading. 1881 Daily Xews 7 Mar. 2/3
\Boat-race\ Not quite so aufait at the work as Mr. West.

t Anf(e. Obs. ; also 7 aulfe, auph, 8 dial, awf
[a. ON. Alfr (co-n. w. OE. telf) elf, fairy ; but ap-
parentlynot applied in Eng. to the elves themselves.]
An elf's child, a goblin child, a changeling left by
the fairies

; hence, a misbegotten, deformed, or idiot

child, a half-wit, simpleton. The earlier and more
etymological form of OAF.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. iv. i. (1651) 519 A very

monster, an aufe imperfect. 1627 DRAYTON Aginconrt, etc

up Say that the Fayrie left this Aulfe, And tooke away the
other. 1659 BROME Eng. Moor in. ii. 43 The Arsivarsiest
Aufe that ever crept into the world. 1678 DRYDEN Kind
J\pr. i. i. 1 1 You Auph you, do you not perceive? c 1750 TIM
BOBBIN Eaivthtr$ Bu/t, What an awf wur 1 1' pretend rime
weh yo !

tAnfeT, v. Obs. [ad. L. aufcr-re, f. an- =
aft- from +/errc to bear.] To take away, with-
draw, remove.

1587 M. GROVE Pelops f, Hipp. (1878) 16 We thee auferre
such bhsse. 1631 Cf/cstina vi. 74 That is not auferred
which is but deferred.

Aufyn, var. ALFIN, Obs., bishop in chess.

t Angfe, v. Olis. rare- 1
. [ad. L. auge-re to

increase.] trans. To increase.

1542 BOORDE Dyetary xii. 266 It doth auge and augment
the heate of the lyuer.
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t Auge, sb. Astr. Obs. [a. OF. auge (also in

It. and Sp.), a. Arab. _.l awj, 'height, top, sum-

mit, higher apsis of sun or planet.']
1. The highest point of the apparent course of

the snn, moon, or a planet ',f(g. culmination, climax ;

= APOGKK 2, 3.

1617 COLLINS Def. lip. Ely n. ix. 405 They were in the

Auge, or in the Zenith, in their first loue. a 1679 T. GOOD-
WIN H'ki. 11864) VIII. 445 The promises., in the Old Testa-
ment . . were in their prime, in their auge.
2. The '

high apsis
'

in the orbit of the moon or

any planet ; i. e. the point at which it is at its

greatest distance from the earth ;
= APOOEK i.

1594 BI.UNDKVIL Exerc. in. I. viii. 287 Auges . . be certaine

imagined points in the heaven, notifying the furthest dis-

tance of any Orbe or Spheare from the Center of the world.
Ibid. vil. xliv. 730 His [the moon's] slow motion is when he
is in the point called Auge or Apogeon.
3. Extended to both apsides.
1681 WHARTON Mid. Empires Wks. (1683) 131 When the

Auges, tor Absidesi of the Planets are changed from one
Sign to another. 1751 CHAMHKKS Or/., Auges, two points
in a planet's orbit, otherwise called apsides. One of the auges
is particularly denominated the apogee, the other perigee.

4. The orbit of a planet ;
= APSIS I.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 10 Those eccentrique circles or

Epicycles in the stars, which the Greeks call Alisides . .

Now euery one of the planets haue particular Auges or
circles aforesaid by themselues.

Augean (gd^ranl, a.
[f. L. Augcas, Or. Avyeias:

see -AN.] Abominably filthy ;
i.e. resembling the

stable of Augeas, a fabulous king of Elis, which
contained 3,000 oxen, and had been uncleansed for

30 years, when Hercules, by turning the river Al-

pheus through it, purified it in a single day.
1599 MARSTON Sco. I'illniiie m. Proem 210 To purge this

Augean oxstall from foule sinne. 1775 P. SCHUYLKH in

Sparks Corr. Ainer. Rev. (18531 I- 4> I shall have an Au-
gean stable to clean there. 1866 ALGER Solit. Nat. ff Mint
iv. 389 To cleanse the augean bosom of the world by turning
through it a river of pure enthusiasm.

Augelite (.J'dz/bit). Min.
[f. Gr. avy/i lustre

+ \l0os stone : see -LITE.] A hydrous phosphate
of alumina of pale red colour and" pearly lustre.

1868 DANA Min. 580.

Anger (9'gsj). Forms : a. i rmbfogar, nabo-
gar, -gaar, -ger, nafogar, nafegar, 2-3nauegar,
navegar, -gor, 3-6 nauger, 4-5 nagere, 6 na-

gare, nauguayre. . 5- 8 augur, 6 awgure, -ar, 7

augar, -oer, -ure, -or, awgor, oagar, -er, 7-9 augre,
6- auger. [OE. nafu-gar, f. nafu

' nave
'

(of a

wheel) + gar piercer, borer, spear ; lit.
'

nave-borer,'
a compound found also in other Teutonic idioms

;

cf. OHG. nabuglr, nabigfr, nagiber, MHO. nabe-

ger, -neg(f)ber, mod.G. niiber, ncbcr, LG. navigcr,
navigcr, Du. avegaar (cvcger, t'gger), ON. nafarr.
The original -af- passed through -av- to -aw-, -an-,
as in OE. hafoc, now hawk, and the initial - has
been lost, as in adder, through confusion of an

nauger, a nangcr, an auger. The latter change
has taken place also in Dutch, and one analogous
to the former in German.]
1. A carpenter's tool for boring holes in wood,

etc., having a long pointed shank with a cutting

edge and a screw point, and a handle fixed at right

angles to the top of the shank, by means of which
the tool is worked round with both hands.
c 700 Epinal Gloss. 1010 Terebellns, nabfogar ; Erfurt Gl.

naboger ; Corpus Gl. 2002 nabogaar. a 1000 in Wright / 'oc.

(W.) 744 RotruiH, mibogar. /io6 Terebruni, nafegar. 7241
7-^r/or/w,nafogar. a iioo/bid. 7333 Nauegar. aiztxilbul.

/550 Navegar. a 1300 W. DE BIBLESW. in Wright Voc. 170
Par terere [glossed] wymble inauger). a 1400 Chester PI.
I. 107 With this axe that 1 beare This perscer and this na-
gere. a 1500 in Wright I'oc. (W.) /6i6 Terebniin, an augur
or a persour. 1513 Kn ZHERB. Hnsli. 3. 12 An augurs bore.

i5*S Sun', xxv. 115391 48 To boore an hole with an
nauger. 1556 Inn. in French SAafo. Geneal. (1869! 472 One
axe, a bill, iiij nagares. 1572 ln->. in Midi. C. Hist. Coll.
II. 363 Item three naugers. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 490
To bore a hole into them with an augoer. 1607 SHAKS. Cor.
!%. vi. 87 Your Franchises . . confin'd Into an Augors boare.
1611 COTCR., Villctte, a little Turrell, or Coopers oagar.
1677 MOXON Mec/t. Exerc. (1703)94 The Augre hath a handle
and bit. Its office is to make great round holes. 1746
Brit. Mag. 12 Something like an Augur or Cheese-borer.
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 235 The Auger is the
largest of all tools which are used for boring wood. 1848DE QUINCEY It'ks. IX. 282 To bore with an augre in a ship's
bottom. 1881 Mechanic 265 The auger . . is a gimlet on
a large scale.

2. An instrument for boring in the soil or strata,

of the earth, having a stem which may be length-
ened as the perforation extends.

1594 PLAT Dii<. Sorts Soyle 29 A piercing Augur to search
into the bowels of the earth. 1643 WOOD in Prynne &
Walk. Fitntuft 7>-. 11644) App. Below that a firine strong
Rocke, and that he had searched purposely with an Awgor
1784 E. DARWIN in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 2 Till some sand
was brought by the auger. 1879 WRIGHTSON in Cassell's
Techn.Etlnc. I. 175 The auger or boring apparatus, .looked
upon . . as saving excavation.

3. Comb, auger-hole, the hole drilled by an

auger ; auger-shell, the shell of the molluscous
genus Tercbra. Also auger-bit, -stem, etc.

AUGHT.
1601 DKNT Patliw. Heaven (1831) 305 To creep into an

auger-hole to hide their heads. 1677 MOXON Mech. Ejerc.
(1703) 154 Should the augure-hole be too wide, the Shank
would be loose in it. 1813 MAR. EDCKWOKIH Patron-
age (1833) I. ii. 37, I could have squeezed myself into an
Auger-hole once, when you blundered. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Glass., Auger-stem, the bar to which a drilling-bit
is attached. 1883 Century Mug. July 329/2 The 'augur
stem,' an iron bar perhaps ei^ht feet long screwed into the
bit. 1615 CKOOKI: Body of Man 762 The first paire are
called Styloglossi or the Auger-tongue Muscles. 1757 BoR-
LASE in 1'hil. Trans. L. 52 Pierced with the teredo, or augur-
worm.

II Auget, -ette (oy, gd.^e-t). [Fr., dim. of

auge trough:!,, a/vcus basin.] a. A wooden

pipe containing the powder used in exploding a

mine. James Alii. Die/. 1816. b. 'The priming
tube used in blasting.' Raymond Mining Gl. 1881.

Augh.! tgx >
"'' >'>'' An exclamation of dis-

gust ;

= faugh !

1853 READE Chr. Johtutone 31 'Augh !' cried she, 'just
a' sugar an saut butter thegither.'

t Aught, >/>.
' Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I aeht,

//. eehta, 2-3 prop. pi. sehte, ehte, eahte, echte,
3 eijte, aihte, ahte, ajte, 4 eyghte, eighte,
ehte, aghte, ajt, auht e, auchte, aujt e, aughte,
haul, ahut, 5 aght, aught, 6-

(.S'c.) auoht.

[Common Teutonic : OE. seht is cogn. with OHG.
////, Goth, aiht-s

;
f. ilgan to own, possess, pa. t.

nhic. The ME. form with final -e is perhaps the
OE. plural Khta '

possessions, property,' used col-

lectively, and at length as a sing. In Scotch aiicht

(auxt) is still a living word.]
1. Possession

;
that which one possesses as his

own
; property.

c 1000 Ags, Gvsp. Mark x. 22 He ha;fde mycele a-hta.
< 1160 llatton G. ibid., He hjefde mycele ehte. t 1175
Cott. lloni. 233 Hit is muche suune if mon echte luuien.

izos I.AY. 1311 Muchel ahte heo h;efden biwunnen. (- 1230
Aiur. A'. 214 Korolich eihte, nis buten eoroe

i^
asken. '1300

Cursor M. 3395 liitwene his childre he delt his au;t. c 1300
A", ,-i/is. 6884 He highth hem aughtte and gret nobley*.
c 1320 St'iiyn Sag. i W. i 1101 He went horn with that eighte.
(1460 Toii>neley Myst. ii To gif away my warldes aghl.
1313 DOUGLAS /Kneis in. ii. 140 Assynging ilk ane jjropir
houss and audit. 1609 SKENE Kef. Maj. Table 81 The best

aucht, sould be given to the maister. 1823 Sc<n r Quentin
D. I. vii. 126 The surest gear in their aught. 1862 in HisK,p
/Voz'. .SVf/. 36 Better saucht wi' little aucht than care wi'

mony cows.

f 2. esf. Live stock, cattle. Obs.
c izoo St. Marltarete 2 Ant wiste . . othe felt hire footer

motheres ahte. 1297 K. Gi.ofc. 537 Sir Jon GiflTard nom to
him is quic ei3te ech on. a 1300 Cursor J/. 6765 Ox or ass,
or cou or scepe, Hors or ani ober aght [r.r. a5t, auht, au^t].

( 3. Comb., as aught-greedy (in 2 eiht-graJi*,

aughtlcss (in 2 ai/iteles). Obs.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 29 To be eiht-gradi men be deuel

rUQea on his herte and bus queo. }ef bu best aihteles pu
best unwur5 and lo&.

Alight (t), sb.- (fron.), adv., adj. Forms : a.

i awiht, awuht, awyht, awht, auht, aht, 1-3
awiht, awht, aht, 3 seht, 3-5 auht, 4 a;t, aght,
aujht, aut, vahut), 4- aught. II. i owiht, 6wuht,
3 oht, 3-5 ojt, ooht, ouht, out, 3-6 oght, 4
oust, (ohut, hout), 4-5 oucht, owcht, (9 dial.

owt), 4- ought. 7. 2-3 eawiht, 3 eawicht, eawet,
eawt, ewt.

[f.
OE. d, <>,

ever + wiht creature, being,

wight, whit, thing; lit. 'e'er a whit,' 'anything
whatever'; cogn. with OFris. Awet, Act, OS. fowiht,
OHG. eirwi/it, itm-iht, iawiht, iewi/it, MHG. ielit,

Hit, iewet, i-i'ct, iet, jut, Du. jet in jets. Already
in OE. the lull d-iviht was phonetically contracted

through several stages to aht, whence regularly
ME. oht, oght, mod. ought, the usual form in Eng.
writers from 1300 to 1550. But there must also

have been a form awht, aht, with the orig.. long a
shortened before the two consonants, whence regu-

larly (as in (aught, taught, etc.) ME. aht, aght,
mod. aught, the spelling now preferred as distin-

guishing thisword from ought vb. InShaks., Milton,

Pope, ought and aught occur indiscriminately. The
EE. eawiht, c'vt seem to point to an OE. Awiht
with umlaut.]
A. sb. (pron.} Anything whatever ; anything.

In interrogative, negative, and conditional sen-

tences.

a. Forms dwiht, aught.
a looo Ags. Ps. Iviii. 8 Nafast bu for awiht ealle be'oda.

cxiii. 14 Ne magon hi awyht gehf'ran. cxliii. 4 pact bu him
aht wio sefre haefdest. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 103 5if he awiht
delan wule. c 1230 Amr. A'. 194 Er ban hi ham .131 yeue.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4836 If we may find here aught to sell.

1388 WYCLIF Prov. x. 4 To gete aujt [v.r. ony thing] bi

leesyngis. 1574 tr. Marlorats Apocalips 1 14 Those . . can-
not bereeue them of aught that is theirs. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. II, II. iii. 73 Before I make reply to aught you say.
1702 POPE Jan. <5- May 790 Excuse me, dear, if aught amiss
was said. 1773 GOI.DSM. Stoops to Cong. m. i. (1854) 60 For
aught I know to the contrary. 1859 TENNYSON I'ii'ien 239
Unfaith in aught is want of faith in all.

3. Form ought, arch.
f 1175 Lamb. Hoin. 65 ?if eni mon mis-deS us oht. 1*1300

Cursor M. 4144 Quar-for suld we of oght be ferd? 1375
BAnnoi'R Bruce i. 251 Gyff man bad his thryll owt'ht do.
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AUGHTLY.
1381 WVCLIF Gal. \\. 3 If ony man gessith him silf for to
be oujt. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) 111. 39 5if out
schulde be wibdrawe of bis law or put out more berto. 1413
LVDC. Pylgr. l. ii. 3 Yf thou canst ought alledgen. 1583
STUBBES Anat. Abut, ll. 83 Whether he be ought or naught.
1601 SHAKS. All's Wcll\. iii. 281 It might be yours or hers
for ought I know. 1718 POPE Dune. I. 24 Grieve not, my
Swift, at ought our realm acquires. 1845 6 TRENCH Huh.
Lect. i. i. 9 Who that knows ought of what is going forward.

f 7. Forms eawi/it, caivet, cawt, ewt. 0/>s.
c 1175 Land'. Horn. 3 }if eni man seid ^awiht to eou. c ixao

Leg. St. Kath. 1193 For to drehen eawt. Ibid. 997 liutin
ewt to leosen.

( B. adj. (Attributive use of prec. Cf. naught
= worthless, found much earlier.) Anything worth,

something worth
; worth)-, estimable, valiant,

doughty. Olis.

1 1086 O. E. Citron. 222 An man be hym sylf aht wa;re.]
1205 LAV. 8141 Ahte cniht wes Auelin. ///</. 4348 pu ea:r
muchele ahtere. /Hit. 18426 And aiueraelc ocht (1250 oht|
men t slerkliche heom legge on. a 1=50 (':<</.

(- -V/V//A 1477
}ef he is wurthful and aht man. 1*97 R. GLOUC. 183 Al pe
bachelerye, pat a^t was in be loud. Ibid. 459 As godemen
& a}te. /Old. 569 Au^te men inowe. 1340 Ale.*. <y Dind.
936 Whan he is eldure of age 'bat anht is his strenke. ( 1340
Can: ty C,r. Knt. 2215 If any wy3e Ojtwyl wynne hiderfast.

C. atlv. [The accusative of the sb. used adverb-

ially, as in '
sonidi'/iat fresh,' etc.] To any extent,

in any degree, in any respect, 'anything,' at all.

,1205 LAY. 7027 ,if heo wes awiht hende. i 1300 Keket
109

'
If he me wolde spousi 031.' < 1340 Cursor M. .Gntt.)

3828 'Knau je am,' he said, Maban?' < 1386 Cim-CKK Can.
I em. 1'rol. 44 Can he ought idle a mery tale or tweye.
II 1460 To-Mtilty Myst. 62 Or thay flytt oght far us fro. 1577
HARRISON England \. n. xxiii. 353 When rain doth ought
annoie them. 1659 FIELDER in llurton Diary(\&&> IV. 129
It is against the order of your house to interpose aught.
1790 COWI-ER Odyss. n. 373 Neither wise Are they, nor just,
nor aught suspect the doom. 1870 MOKKIS Earthly J'ur.
I. i. 47 l!ut none the glittering evil valued aught.
D. Comb. Aught-ways adv., any way, in any wise.
1878 J. THOMSON 1'lenip. Key 26 Let none be aughtways

backward . . To echo fervently this hymn of mine.

Aught, pa. t. of agan : see Own, OUGHT.
Aught(e, obs. and dial, form of EIGHT.
t Atl-ghtly, adv. and a. Obs. Forms : 2 aht-

lioe, 3 aht-, ohtliche, 4 autly. [f.AroHTa.-t-LY.]
A. aJv. Estimably, worthily, nobly.

a nai O. E. C/iron. (Laud MS.lan. 1071 And he hi ahtlice
Tit 1,-edde. 1205 LAY. 1591 He wende on}ean sone & he
ohtliche feaht. Ibid. 31142 He wes ahtliche under-uon.

B. adj. Worthy, estimable.
c 1325 /'.. E.Allit. Poems li. 795 Watz non autly in ouber,

for aungels hit wern.

Airglltship. Olis. rare-'. In 3 ohtacipe.
[f.

AUCHT a. + -.SHIP.] Valour, worth.
1205 LAY.

^
24671 Kute he icostned weoren i brie inne

compe
' & his oht-scipen [1250 manede] icudde.

Augite (ji-dssit). Min. [ad. L. augites (Pliny\
a. Or. 01171x175, ]>rob. an inferior variety of turquoise,
f. airy?) lustre : see -ITE.] One of the aluminous
varieties of the mineral I'YHOXKNE, consisting chiefly
of silica, magnesia, iron, and lime

; it has a greenish,
brownish, or pure black colour, and occurs mostly
in volcanic rocks.

(Formerly taken in a wider sense as synonymous with
pyroxene; while 'the A iigite of Werner included only the
black mineral of igneous rocks the volcanic sclwrl of
earlier authors.' Dana.)
[1786 CHAMBERS Cycl. iReesX Aufltes . . a kind of gem, of

a pale green colour.) 1804 Phil. Trims. XCI V. 302 I n many
of the ancient lavas of Somma, large augites are imljedded.
1807 J. MfKRAY Clicin. III. 574 Augite has also consider-
able resemblance to the olivin. 1854 F. BAKEWELL Geol. 86
The solid volcanic rock lava, if it contain a large proportion
of augite, becomes dark-coloured.

Angitic (Jd.^i-tik), a. Jfiii.
[f. prec. + -1C.] Of,

pertaining to, or characterized by, augite.
1843 HUMBLE Diet. Geol., Augitic Porphyry . . containing

crystals of augite and Labrador felspar. 1862 DANA Han.
(teat. 86 Igneous rocks the feldspathic . .and the augitic.

Auglet, ? obsolete variant of AGLET.
1594 NASHF. Un/ort. Trav. 16 A blacke budge edging of

a beard on the vpper lip, and the like sable auglet of ex-
crements in the nsmg of the anckle of my chinne.

Augment (g-gment), sl>. Also 6 agment. [a.
F. augment (i-jth c.), ad. L. aiigmcntiim increase,
f. augcre to increase : see -MENT.]
1 1. Increase, extension, augmentation. Obs.
1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy I. v, In augment of thy wo. 1501

DOUGLAS 1'al. Hon. Prol. i. x, In the is rute and agment of
curage. 1599 THVNNK Auiunuhi.ji To seeke the augmente
and corrections of Chawccrs Woorkes. 1677 PL T Oxfontsh.
132 That though indeed there be an augment in some petri-
lications, yet that it is not so in all. 1696 PHILLIPS, Aug-
ment . . an encreasing.
2. Gram. The prefixed vowel (in Sanskrit a, in
Greek f) which characterizes the past tenses of the
verb in the older Aryan languages. (Sometimes
applied to any prefix supposed to be of analogous
use, e.g. the ge- of past participles in German.)
(In Greek, when the i remains separate, it is called

the syllabic augment ; when it forms, with a follow-

ing vowel, a long vowel or diphthong, the temporal
augment.) Hence Augmentless a., wanting the
verbal augment.
11771 GRAY in Corr.d^f 226 The y which we often see

prefixed to participles passive, j/clcped, .j-hewe, etc.. . is the
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old Anglo-Saxon augment. 1861 JELF Grk. Gram. I. 5 171The augment is employed in the indicative mood only of all
the historic tenses. 1879 Win INKY Skr. Gram. 585 The
augment is a short it, prefixed to a tense stem . . The aug-
ment is a sign of past time. IHd. % 587 The accentuation
of the augmentless forms.

Augment (ggme-nt), v. Forms : 4 aument,
f) agg-, auge-, 5- augment. [a. F. atigmuite-r
( I4th c.), eaxliexattmenter, cogn.with It.anutcntare,
Sp. aunientnr : L. augmcnta-re to increase, f. aug-
ment-am : see prec.]
1. trans. To make greater in size, number, amount,

degree, etc.; to increase, enlarge, extend.
(1460 FOKTESCUK Al>s. <y Lim. Alon. 11714* 116 Hou our
Navye may be mayntenyd, and augmentyd. 1561 T.
N(ORTON] Cah'ili's lust. iv. xiv. (1634! 634 marg.. The power
which Sacraments have in augmenting Faith. 1601 HOL-
LAND 1'liny I. 58 [The Tiber) is augmented with two and
forty riuers. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry ff Mas. % 5. 66 The
Chords of the Lyre were augmented gradually from four to

forty. 1816 SCOTT Olil. Mart. 217 The insurgents were in-
tent upon augmenting and strengthening their forces.

2. ii:li-. To become greater in size, amount, de-

gree, intensity, etc.
;
to increase, grow, swell.

< 1400 RC/H. Kose 5600 For to encrese, and not to lesse.
For to aument and multiplie. 1475 CAXTON Jasau 51 The
bruit of preu Jason augmentid and encresid from day to
day. 1589 GREENE Meinifh. lArb.i 39 The grasse hath his

increase, yet never anie sees it augment. 1697 DRYUEN
l'~irg. (,'cerf. I. 466 The Winds redouble, and the Rains aug-
ment. 1869 TVNDAI.I. Light % 436 The polarizing angle
augments with the refractive index of the medium.

t 3. trans. To increase or add to the resources
of ; to enhance in circumstances. Obs.
c 1460 FOKTIISCUE Al'S. f, l.im. Man. (1714! 93 To augment

his Realme in Rycesse, Welth, and Prosperyte. 1529 Woi.-
SEY in FourC. Kng. Lett, n Aggmentyng my lyvyng, and
appoyntyng such thyngs as shuld be convenient for my
furniture. 1601 CORNW.M.I.YES Kssayrs II. xxxvi. 11631) 117
Thou augmentest their state purchasing a blessing upon
their house and life.

) 4. trans, and
rcjl. To raise (a person) in esti-

mation or dignity ; to exalt. Obs.

1567 Trial Treas. in Hazl. Dodsl. III. 273 Labour your-
self to advance and augment. 1655 FULLER Ch. i/ist. m. ii.

S 43 II. 84 Theobald ..was augmented with the title of
Legatns natits.

fb. intr. To rise in estimation or dignity. Obs.
1534 Ln. BKRNKRS Gold. Hit. M. A nrel. I Y b, With a littell

fauour >e wyll exalt, augement, and grow into gret prid.
5. Her. (trans.'} To nfcke an honourable addition

to fa coat of arms).
1655 FULLER C/i. Hist. \\. II. 357 The Armes of London

were augmented with the addition of a Dagger. 1864
BOUTF.LI. Heraldry Hist, f, I'of. xiii. 95 The Scottish lia-
ronets . . were authorized to augment their own arms.
1 6. To multiply (mathematically). Obs.
1571 DIRGES I'antom. m. iii. Q ij, The Solide content of a

Cylinder is gotten by augmenting the base in his altitude.

'593 FAI.E Dialling 31 Augment the Sine of the Comple-
ment repeated, by the Sine of the doubtful! Arke : an the
product arising thereof, .shall be the distance, etc.

Augmentable (gmc-ntab'l', a. [f. prec. -f

-ABLE.] fa. Capable of increasing. Obs. b.

Capable of being increased.

1471 Rii'i.KYOwH/. Aleh. XL iii.lAshm. 1652! 182 Rycheys
he whych any pane hath in store Of our Elixers whych be
augmentable infynytly. 1775 HARRIS riiilos. Arrangem.
Wks. 1841. 306 Every multitude is infinitely augmentable.

Augmentation (jgmentJ'-Jsn). Also
.5
av-

mentacion, 5-6 augmentacyon, -cion. etc. fa.
OF. aument-, augmentation (mod. -tiott), ad. late
L. augmentation-cm, n. of action f. augmentare :

see AUGMENT v. and -ATIOX.]
1. The action or process of augmenting, making

greater, or adding to ; extension, enlargement.
1463 Btiry Wills (18501 29 To haue the seyd iii s. iiij^. to

the avmentacion of his lifloode. 1586 THYNNK in Aniiiiaili'.
Introd. 73 Both the historic of England & Scotland were half
printed before I set pen to paper to enter into the augmenta-
tion, .of them. 1656 tr. H,Mcs Klein, t'hilos. (1839! 165 The
composition therefore of proportions is not in this case the
augmentation of them. 1853 KANE Grintiell E-rft. xxxv.
118561 313 Refraction, with its preternatural augmentation
of the visual hemisphere, revisited us.

f 2. The action or process of raising in estimation
or dignity ; exaltation, honouring. Obs.
'494 FABYAN v. cxxiii. 100 And to the augmentacion of

theyse word is [he] shortly after restored to hym all such cyties.
1558111 Strype^l>;. Ref. I. App. iv. 5 Every augmentation. .

of such men in authority, .is an encouragement of those of
their sect. 1611 HIIII.K 2 Macc.v. 16 Dedicated by other kings,
to the augmentation and glory and honour of the place.
3. The process of becoming greater ; growth,

increase.

1fup6 Bk. St. A loans, Her. in Dallaway Sc. Her. App.
1 10 The first son . . is in hoope of augmentacion and en-

cressyng of his patrimony. 1656 RIDGLEY J'ract. Physic
10 Old men are lesse nourished ; also generation and aug-
mentation ceaseth. 1825 M' CULLOCH I'ol. Kcon. in. 7. 334
The. .excessive augmentation of their numbers.
4. Augmented state or condition

; increased size,

amount, degree, etc. : increase.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Helth 115411 46 Therof commeth aug-
mentation of heat. 1630 NAUNTON Fragnt. Reg. (Arb.) 49
Some general! Learning, which by diligence he enforced to
a great augmentation. 1794 GODWIN Cut. Williams 50 The
vices of Mr Tyrrel in their present state of augmentation.
1815 T.JtmmmlAntaUag. Wks. 1859 ' 7 1 The ' es"lt was
an augmentation of the revenue.

AUGMENTED.
6. That by which anything is augmented ; an

addition, increase.

i576if//A-i Ane Compendious liuik of godlie Psalmes and
spiritual! Sangis . . with augmentation of sindrie gude and
godlie Hallatis, not comenit in the first editioun. 1601
SIIAKS. Tnvt.K. ill. ii. 85 More lynes then is in the new
Mappe, with the augmentation ofthe Indies. 1872 F. DUN-
CAN Roy. Rcgt. Artill. xxix. 381 Augmentations to the
Regiment in the form of other battalions.

6. Her. An honourable addition to a coat of

arms, either quartered with the family arms, or
borne upon an escutcheon or canton.
1662 FULLER Worthies 118401 I. 275 Authorized . . to bear

three Turks' heads, as an augmentation to his arms. 1864
BOUTELL Heraldry Hist, f, /'<>/. xiii. 93 Complicated Aug.
mentations .. were granted by Henry VIII to his sue-
cessive Consorts.

7. Meil. ' The period between the commencement
and height of a fever.' Mayne Exp. Lex. 1853.
8. .Mus. The repetition of a subject (csf. in fugues

x
,

in notes double or quadruple those of the original.
1597 MOKI.KY Introd. Mus. 24 Augmentation proceedcth

of setting the signe ofthe more prolation in one part ofthe
songe onely, and not in others. 1674 PI.AYI ORU Ski/I Mus.
l.vii. 24 A Large, Long, Breve, Semibreve . .are Notes ofAug-
mentation. 1869 OUSKI.I.V Counter/:, xv. 104 Imitation by
augmentation is often introduced into fugues.
9. Si. Lav. Increase of stipend obtained by a

Scottish parish minister by an action (Process ofA.}
in the Court of Teinds, against the titular or bene-

ficiary, and heritore.

1653 MILTON Hirelings Wks. (1851! 370 As Glebes and
Augmentations are now bestow'd. 1816 SCOTT Antii/. 118791
Il.xxxi. 139 A dreadful proser, particularly on the subject
of augmentations, localities, tiends. 1868 CHAMBERS Kneyel.
\. 548 lly 48 Geo. III. c. 138, it is enacted that no Aug-
mentation shall be granted . . till the expiration of 20 years
from any Augmentation subsequent to the act.

10. Augmentation Court, Court ofAugment-
alion(s, or ellipt. The Augmentation : a court
established by 27 Hen. VIII, for determining suits

and controversies in respect of monasteries and

abbey-lands ;
so called because, by the suppression

of monasteries, it largely augmented the revenues
ofthe Crown. Dissolved by i Mary, sess. 2, cap. 10, -

and its records kept in the Augmentation Office.

Aug-mentationer, an officer of this court.

1542 BKINKLOW Camflaynt x. (1874! 24 Saue me from the
court of the Augmentacyon! 1550 LATIMER Serin, bef.
Kdw. VI, I. 244, I speak to you, my masters, minters, aug-
mentationers. 1587 FLEMING Cimtn. Holinshed 111.977/1
Kdward North knight, chancellor of the augmentation.
1884 ./ tltenienni 4 Oct. 423 The zeal that he showed in saving
the records ofthe Augmentation Office [in 1834].
11. (Army}. Promotion by augmentation (sc. of

the number of officers; : promotion by the issue of
an additional commission, instead of by purchase
of one previously existing. (Obsolete in use since
the abolition of purchase.)

Augmentative ^gme-ntativ), a. and sb. [a.
F. augmcntatif, -ive (I4th c.), f. L. atigmentat-
ppl. stem of augmentare to AUGMENT : see -IVE.]
A. adj.

1. Having the property of augmenting, increasing,
or adding to ; in Metaph. AMPLIATIVE.
1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 15061 I. vii. 78 Aug-

mentatyf of grace and of benedyccyon. 1677 GALE Crt. Gen-
tiles II. iv. 266 God . . cannot fa! under any mutation . . aug-
mentative or diminutive. 1857 T. WKBH Intell. Locke vi.

113 Augmentative Judgments .. add to our conception of
the subject a predicate which is not contained in it. 1858
MARSH Eng. Lung. v. 106 Words inflected in the weak or

augmentative manner.
2. Gram. ;t. Of a formative suffix or prefix : Aug-

menting or increasing in force the idea conveyed by
a word. b. Of a word : Augmenting the proper-
ties of the term whence it is derived, or generally
expressing augmentation of an idea. (.Augmenta-
tive words are generally formed by the addition of

augmentative affixes.}
1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Episc. I. v. 19 The preposition In . .

in other compounds (as ineipere. injlaimnnre) . . they call

augmentative. 1711 J. GREENWOOD Eng. Gram. 173 Aug-
mentative Words, or such as encrease the Signification.

1848 LA'I HAM Eng. LIIH$. IV. ii. 211 For the word wizard,
from witch, see the Section on Augmentative forms.

B. sb. An augmentative formative or word.
1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. II. 63-? Some nations have

used the word bull as an augmentative. 1848 LATHAM Enff.
Lang. IV. xv. 287 Compared with capeth

' a hat,' the Ital-

ian word cnpellone -
' a great hat

'

is an Augmentative.

Augme'iitatively, adv.
[f. prec. + -LV^.]

By way of augmentation or addition.

1726 AYLIFFE Parerg. 339 Not.. by way of Limitation,
but Augmentatively and by way of Accessory.

Augmented, ///. a.
[f. AUGMKNT v. + -EI

>.]

1. Made greater, increased, intensified.

1605 THYNNE in Aniniad-v. Introd. 112 Your augmented
Kingdomes. 1667 MILTON P. L. \ i. 280 Or some more sud-
den vengeance . . Precipitate thee with augmented paine.
1859 MILL Liberty 180 The augmented price.

2. spec. a. Her. Of coats of arms : Having an
additional charge granted as an honourable (Ks-

tinction. b. A/us. Of tonic intervals: Increased
from normal dimensions by a semitone. c. Bot.

Increased by the addition of other parts.



AUGMENTEDLY.
1776 f. LEE fntrod. Bot. led. 3) 404 Auctus calyx, aug-

mented, having a Series of distinct Leaves, shorter than its

own, that surround its Base. 1864 BOUT KM. Heraldry I ii^t.

* Pop. xxviii. 434 Kxamples of augmented shields. 1869
OL'SEI.KY ( 'oanterpoint 9 The augmented fourth or tritone

is an interval peculiarly abhorrent to -strict Counterpoint.

Augme'iitedly, adv.
[f. prec. + -i.Y-.] In

increased measure, in a greater degree.
1805 E. H. SKYMOI.R in Halliw. Shaks. V. 440 Tiviee-

t'iessed.. [means] blessed augmentedly, blessed supremely,
or in a great degree.

Augmenter (ggme'ntai). Also 6 -tour, 6 7

-tor. [orig. a. F. augineiiteur, f. augmenter vb. ;

in later use f. AUGMENT 7.-. + -KR 1
.]

He who or

that which augments, makes greater, or adds to
;

spec, a magnifying glass.

1534 I,D. HKKNKKSC,W</. Bk. M. ,-l>v/.ii546tGgviijb, Aug-
mentours of the common welth. 1603 KNOLLKS Hist. Turks

11638! 180 Amurath. .the great avgmen tor of their kingdome.
1702 Phil. Trans, XXIII. 1359 The bristles .. were when
viewed with a large Augmenter all spicatcd. 1839 J. ROGERS

Antipopopr. Introd. P 16 His wife is .. the lessener of his

pain, and the augmenter of his pleasure.

Augmenting, vhl. sb.
[f.

AUGMENT v. +
-ING 1

.]. Augmentation, increase. (Now gerund ial )

1537 ?TINDAI.E E.vp. St. John 78 They beleue it an aug-

mentynge of synne. 1702 Loud. Gaz. No. 3812/3 As to the

augmenting of the Army. 1830 LYKI.I, Print,. Geol. (1875)

1. 1. xii. 245 I ts effect in somewhat augmenting the quantity
of antarctic ice.

Augmenting, ///. a. [f.
as prec. -H -ING 2,]

Making greater, magnifying; increasing.

1658 SIH T. HKOWSK Gard. Cyrus iii. 144 He that would

exactly discern the shop [
= shape j of a Bees mouth, need

observing eyes, and good augmenting glasses. 1812 (.'KAIUU,

Tales xvi. Wks. 1834 V. 156 Then came augmenting woes.

t Augme'ntion. Obs. [f.
AUGMENT on mis-

taken analogy; cf. invent-ionA =AUGMENTATION 2.

1634 STK T. OBRBERT TraT. 187 In augmention of fashion

they very orderly cut and pinke their skin.

Augnientive (gme"ntiv), a. and sb. rare.

[f.
AUGMENT v. + -IVE : cf. arrestive

t etc.]
= AUG-

MEXTATIVE (which shows the more usual type).

1413 Lvix;. Pylgr. Smvle iv. xxvii. 72 The sowle hath also

power nutritif and augment if. 1602 W.WATSON Deeaevrd.

305 For the most advancement of our nobles, and augmen-
live florish of the whole common wealth. 1816 J. GltCHRIST
Philos. Etym. 115 The augmentives are ard, est, er

t some,

oits, etc.

Augoer, augre, augur ,e, obs. ff. AUGER.

Augrim e, -isme, -ym(e, obs. ff. ALGORISM.

Augur (y*S3J)- s^- A]$o 6-7 augure [a. I,.

augur, earlier auger ; perh. f. av-is bird + -gar, con-

nected with garrire to talk, garrtthts talkative, and

Skr. gar to shout, call, show, make known
;
but

Kick would derive it from aitgcre to increase, pro-

mote, etc. ; cf. auctor AUTHOR.]
1. A religious official among the Romans, whose

duty it was to predict future events and advise upon
the course of public business, in accordance with

omens derived from the flight, singing, and feeding
of birds, the appearance of the entrails of sacrificial

victims, celestial phenomena, and other portents.

1549 HOOPER Conunandnt, vi. Wks. 11852* 327 There were

some called augures, that by observation of the birds of the

air., made men believe they knew things to come. 1719

D'\JvantYPiU*(lfy) III. 78 Having like an Augur watched,
Which way he took his flight. 1879 KROUUE Czsar iii. 21

The College of Augurs could declare the auspices unfavour-

able, and so close all public business.

2. Hence extended to: A soothsayer, diviner, or

prophet, generally ;
one that foretells the future.

1593 DKAYTON Eclogues i. 7 Philomel, the augure of the

Spring. 1647 R. STAPVLTON ?ttfWM/ii3 The Phrygians,
Cilicians, and Arabians were very skilfull augurs, or di-

viners by the flight of birds. 1718 POPK Iliad i. 131 Augur
accursed ! denouncing mischief still, Prophet of plagues, for

ever boding ill !

Augur (9'gai\ v. [f. prec. sb. ;
or a. F. augurc-r

(i4th c.), ad. L. auguniri, f. augur ;
see prec.]

1. trans. To prognosticate from signs or omens ;

to divine, forbode, anticipate.
1601 15. JONSON Poetaster i. i, I did augur all this to him

beforehand. 1775 BUHKK Sp. Cone. Amer. Wks, III. 56

They augur inisgovernment at a distance and snuff the ap-

proach of tyranny. 18*7 SCOTT Snrg. D. \. 25 The Docter. .

hastened down stairs, auguring some new occasion for his

services. i8$z T). MITCHELL Rat, Summer jo Who augured
from the very fact, a state of quietude.

b. Of things: Tobetoken,portend,give promise of.

1826 SCOTT Mai. Malagr. i. 54 It seems to augur genius.

1843 I.VTTON Last Bar. \. i. 32 Whose open, handsome, hardy
face augured a frank and fearless nature.

2. intr. (or with subord. r/.) To take auguries;

to conjecture from signs or omens ; to have fore-

knowledge or foreboding.
1808 SCOTT Mann. in. xv, Not that he augur'd of the

doom. Which on the living closed the tomb. 1840 GEN. P.

THOMPSON Exerc. n842lV. 1 19 What have the cock-sparrows
to do with it ; do we augur from them, as the Romans did

from chickens 'i 1877 SPARROW Serin, xxiii. 308 He may
augur the gust is coming, but cannot prevent it.

3. es/>. (with well or /"//) a. Of persons: To have

good or bad anticipations or expectations oj,for.

1803 WKLMNGTON in Gurw. Disp. II. 275, I augur well

from this circumstance. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Rug. I. 541

Fletcher, from the beginning, had augured ill of the enter-
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prise. 1859 JI;I-HSON Brittany vi. 69 As I looked at his

good-natured face I augured well for my reception.

b. Of things : To give good or bad promise.

[I'erh. /// was orig. a sb. evil.]

1788 T. JKIFKKSON Writ. (1859) II. 506 One vote, which

augurs ill to the rights of the people. 1810 SCOTT Lady of
L. in. vii, All augured ill for Alpine's line. 1855 PHKSIDTT

Philip 11 (18571 68 A reverential deference, which augured
well for the success of his mission.

4. trans, (also with in] To induct into office or

usher in with auguries ; to inaugurate.
1549 L.viiMiiR Semi, bef. Ediv. I'I (Arb.t 46 Numa Pom-

pilus, who was augured and created king [of] the Romaynes
next after Romulus. 1865 Reader 11 Feb. 157 Profuse

promises have augured in its birth.

Augur, variant of AUGURE, Obs. t augury.

Augural ip'giiiral), a. [ad. L. attgitrali$t f.

augur : see AUGUR sb. and -AL 1
.]

1. Of or pertaining to augurs or augury.
1513 DOUGLAS sKneis ix. i. 51 Wyth wordis augurall ..

Onto the flude anone furth hteppi* he. 1598 Gft&ENWKY
Tacitus Ann. n. iii, Going out the Augurall gate. 1683
CAVE Eeclesiastiei 193 The augural Portent of the flight of

Birds. 1770 I.ANGHORNK Plntareh 11879' ' J &7/'2 They di*

covered .. the augural staff of Romulus. 1850 I,KITH Mai-
ler's Anc. Art 169 The consecrated enclosure for the ob-

servation of auspices, the augural templum.
2. Significant of the future

; betokening either

good or ill ; lucky or ominous.
1600 HOLLAND Li-,'y \\\. x.xvi. 266 The God .. that sent unto

him from above that augurall foule | /;vr/W<y//]. i677(l.\i.i.

Crt. Gentiles 1 1. in. 65 Aristotle saith that sternutation wa^
an augural signe. 1863 HROWNIN-; Sordello \. \\'ks. III.

408 .Moody music augural of wot- .

Augurate ^-giur^U, sb. [ad. 'L.anguratus, f.

augural- ppl. stein of augurari to predict from

omens, f. augur \ see prec. and -ATI-;'.] The office

of augur ;
the augurship.

1741 Minm.KTos Cicero I. v. (1742) 331 Tell me .. since

Nepos is leaving Rome, who is to haue his brother's Augu-
rate. 1859 MKHIVALI-: Rom. Enip. (.18651 VI. xlix. 108 'The

formal dignity of the Augurate.

t Au'gurate, r. Obs. [f.
L. augitraf-: see

prec. and -ATE :I

.]
Hence Augurating

1

,
</>/. sb.

1. /;///-. To perform the duties of augur ;
to take

the auguries, observe and predict from omens.

1678 Ci'owoRTH Intell. Syst. 713 Navius having performed
his Augurating Ceremonies, replied, that the thing miulil

be done.

2. trans, (and with sukord. c/.) To infer or con-

jecture from omens, to divine.

[1623 COCKKKAM Eng. Diet, u, Bewitch . . Augurate.] 1652
KARL MONM. Warrs I* land, (1654! 167 Should not we, then

. .augurate good success to our undertakings? 1759 FRANK-
LIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 507 They should augurate, from the

excellence of his character, that his administration would
be excellent. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Xat. I. 10 Whence he may
augurate that I have a larger scheme in reserve.

3. trans. To inaugurate; cf. AnUJH z r

. 4.

1623 (Feb.) HARGRAVK Serin. 11624) 3 That .Memorable

Redemption of mankind., he himselfe augurated by the

solenine Sacrament of his last Supper.

t Augura'tion. Obs. [ad. I+augurati<fn-cm t

n. of action f. angiinlf- : see prec. and -ATION,]
The practice of prognosticating the future by ob-

serving the flight of birds and other phenomena ;

augury ; gen. omen, prognostic, token.

1569 J. SANTORD Agripfa's I'atr. Artcs 50 Emonge those

gaineful Artes of Diuination, be reckened . . Augurations.

1614 RALEIGH /list. World i. 11736) 93 Parnassus, the In-

ventor of Auguration. ^1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. III.

x.g Transported with this happy auguration, he left Jersy.

t Au'gure 1
. Obs. Also 7 augur, [a. F. au-

gure (i 2th c.), ad. L. auguriutn (substituted for

the popular OK. aiir, cilr= mod. hcur in bon/icur,

vial/icur}.] By-form of AUGURY.
1475 Bk. Noblesse 59 To lerne and know by augures, and

divinacions of briddis. 1603 FLOKIO Montaigne i. xxi.

(1632)47 Asagood Augur or foreboding of a martiall minde.

1666 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 178 With which happy augure
permit me . . to subscribe myself, etc.

tAu'gure^. Obs. [for anger phonetic var.

ALGERK ; cf. Du. aalgeer, elgcr."] Eel-spear.
1616 SI:KI L. & MAHKH. Conntr. /-'arm 508 The augure . . a

sharpe instrument of yron made thinne with many sharpe

teeth, and so striken into holes or muddie banks, where
they will many times catch a great aboundance of Kelts.

Augured (,9'gwd), ///. a. ff.
AUGUR v. + -ED.]

Predicted, foretold, anticipated, foreseen.

i8z3BYKON/.s/ff<A. vii, Others scoff'd his augur'd miseries.

tAu'gpirer. Obs. Also 7 agurer. [a. OF.

aitgitrcre, -eoiir : L. augurdfor, -atorein, n. of agent
f. augunit- : see AUGURATE and -OK.] AUGUR sb. i .

c 1400 A fail. Loll. 95 Augureris we calle )>oo Jat tentun

to IK; garring fliyng of briddus. 1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. n. ii.

17 What say the Augurers? 1607 Cor. n. i. i The Agurer
telsme, wee shall haue Newes tonight. 1624 (it;K in Somer^'
Traits (1810) III. 78 The ceremonies of augurers.

Augurial (pgiu^rial), a. [ad. L. aitgurialis

(synonym of augunlli^, f. auguriutn AUGURY.]
Pertaining to augury, augural.
1513 Dot uLAS sEneis vn. iv. 85 Cled in rial rob auguriall.

1646 SIR T. BKOWNK Pseud. Ep. i. iv. 16 Auguriall and Tri-

pudiary divination*. 1855 RULEY Mystic 119 Augurial rites

Of volant fowl.

t Augu/rian, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.

(see prec.) + -AN.] prec.

AUGUST.

1513 Doi GI.AS .-Kneis xn. v. 59 From the hevin..Anc

takyn hes scho schawin auguriane.

Auguring (y g^rirj), ///. a. [f.
AUGUR v. +

-)N<;-.J Divining, presaging, prophetic.
1606 SHAKS. Ant.#f Cf. n. i. 10 My powers a Cressent, and

my Auguring hope Saves, it will come to' th' full.

tAu'guidsm. Obs. [f.
AUGUR + -ISM.] Augurv.

1590 I,.HK;K Enplincs Cold. Leg. in Halliw. S/tn&s. VI. 41

If augurisme be autheuticall . . it cannot bee but such a

shadow portends the issue of a substance. 1607 Tni'SKLi.

Foitr-f. Beasts 11658) 68 Then did the Priest divide the in-

trails, that so he might make his augurism. 1658 \l'wt.

Xeverl'c.vcd \\\. i. in Haxl. Dtnisi. XII. 143 There shall no

augurism fright my plain dealing.
'

Au'gurist. Obs.
[f.

as prec. + -1ST.] An augur.
1623 in COLKKKAM Diet. n. 1630 J. TAVI.OK iWnter P.'

l-'carf. Summer Wks. L 6o/,? I'ropheticke Augurist>.

tAu'gurize, v. Obs.
[f,

as prec. +-IZE.] To

augur, predict from omens. Hence: Au'gurizer,
an augnr. Au'gfurizingf, vl>l. sb. and///, a.

1596 VII-C-CKFFRKY AVr/''. Drake (1881 1 106, I auguri/e this

shall be done ere long. 1603 J. SAViLK&i/Kf. A'- Jamesm Arb.

Earner V. 635 When one . . Could augurise aright, foresee,

foresay. i6saGAULEJ/agj/nw.i78Tne Romanaugurizers,
the French druids. Ibid. 305 Tush ! quoth Hercules : the

l>est auguri/ing is to fight valiantly for our countrey. Ihid.

319 Auguri/ing and aruspicall diviners.

AugUrOUS (</giui"3s\ a. rare. [f. AUGUR +

-ous.] Presaging, foreboding, full of forebodings.
1600 OiAi'MAN Iliads xvi M. 191 Presaging in their augUFOUS

hearts the labours that they mourn'd A little after.
_
1848

CONINGTON ^Kschylns Agniiiciii. 109 Wherefore is this con-

stant fear . . Still before my augurou> bosom Hitting ?

Augurship (rg-'Hf'r [*'
AUGUR j. + -SHIP.]

The office, or term of office, of an augur.
1618 IJoLToN I1

'

loriis i. v. 14 Hence the Augurship became
sacred among the Roman*. 1862 M KRIVAI.K Kont. l-'.ntf-.

11865) VII. l\'i. 8^ Priesthoods and augurships were bestowed

on veteran dignitaries.

Augury y'giuri). [a. OF. attgurie, ad. L. ait-

gurium : cf. AUGURE.]
1. The art of the AUGUR : the practice of divining
from the flight of birds, etc. ;

divination.

L 1374 CHAUCER TroyIns iv. 88, I have eke foundyn by
astronomy*;, Uy sort, and by augury eke truly . . That f*;rr

and tlauin on al the toun shal spivdu. 1602 SHAKS. Hani. \ .

ii. 230 Not a whit, we defie Augury . . If it be now. 'tis not

to come : if it bee not to come, it will bee now, 1718 I'ori

Iliad \\u, 259 Knnomus,in augury renown'd. 1846 AKNOLI>

Hist. ]\<nnc I. i. 6 KiKjuired of the gods by augury.

b. Skill in divining from omens; prophetic skill.

1591 SHAKS. Twa Gent. iv. iv. 73 Thy face, and thy be-

hauiour,Which df my Augury decc-iue me not \\ itnesse good
bringing vp. 1611 RKAUM. & Fi,. rhilastcr \. i, If be givt.

not back bis crown again, upon the report of an elder-gun,
I have no augury.
2. An augural observation, ceremony, or rite.

1742 MinnMLTON Cicero II. vi. 85 The onely one of the

College, who maintained the truth of their augurk"-, and
the reality of divination. 1861 HOOK Lives . M/s. I. v. 221
To put down pagan observances, auguries, phylacteries,
and incantations. 1875 Si runs Const. Hist. I. a. jn The

priests . . took the auguries and gave the .signal for OHM:!.

3. An omen drawn by augury; a prognostic,

portent, significant token of any kind.

1612 DKAVION Folyolh. xii. 206 From their flight strange

auguries shee drew. 1656 COWI.KY Acme $ Sept. iii, The
God of J.ove . . Snee/d aloud, and all around The littlt:

Loves . . Bow'd, and bless'd the Augury. 1718 Pori: //tad

xxiv. 388 Jove .. from the throne on high Dispatch'd his

bird, celestial augury! 1876 GEO. KuorZ^rtw. Der. \\. xi. 87
The appropriateness of the event seemed an augury.^
4. /?i,

r
. Foreboding from tokens, presentiment,

anticipation.
1783 T. BLAND in Sparks Corr. A wet: Rw. (1853) 1^.25,

I am led to form the most pleasing augury ofour future great-

ness. 1871 BROWNING fiatatttt. 2500 lie not extravagant in

grief, no less ! Hear it, by augury of better things !

&. fig* Indication or signification of the future

afforded by any thing ; presage, promise.

1797 GODWIN Enquirer \. xvi. 156 Tameness is the charac-

teristic of most fatal augury. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico n. i.

(1864)68 He resigned himself., with a docility that gave
little augury of his future greatness.

+ Au'guryne. Obs. rare~ l
. [formed on L. or

OF. augur by mistaken analogy.] An augur.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. xv. 167, I have seen of Paynemes and

Sara/Jnes, that men clepen Augurynes, that .. wolde tellc

us the prenosticaciouns of thinges that felle aftre.

August (yg*>'st\ a. [ad. L. augustits conse-

crated, venerable, prob. i.aitgu)'^ as if 'consecrated

by augury, auspicious* ; pern, influenc^jj in use by
association with augc-rc to increase, magnify. Cf.

mod.F. ciugustc (not in Cotgrave).]
1. Inspiring mingled reverence and admiration

;

impressing the emotions or imagination as magni-
ficent ; majestic, stately, sublime, solemnly grand ;

venerable, revered.

1664 H. MOKIC Apol. 486 The ancient Philosophers look'd

upon this tjniverse as one August Temple of God. 1712
ADDISON Spect. No. 414 F4 There is generally in Nature

something more Grand and August, than what we meet with

in the Curiosities of Art. 1795 HURKE Let. Wks. 1842 II.

244 Never was so beautiful and so august a .spectacle pre-

sented to the moral eye. 1855 MACALLAY Hist. Eg. IV'.

534 The funeral was long rememljered as the saddest and

most august that Westminster had ever seen. 1869 J. MAK-
TINEAU Ess. II. 149 [It] renews its ancient glance with an

auguster beauty.

2. Venerable from birth or position; of stately
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dignity ; digmtied, worshipful, eminent, majestic.

(Sometimes complimentary or perfunctory.)
1673 DRYDEN Jfarr. a la Mode v. i, Since he is a King . .

He looks so grand and so august, a 1720 J. SHEFFIELD <Dk.
Buckhm.) ll'ks, 11753) H- M 1 And made obeisance to that

august Assembly. 1821 BYRON Two f"osc. iv. i, To mingle
with a body so august. 1860 TRENCH Serin. IVcstm. xiv.

152 We have a human sufferer in Him the augustest in-

deed that ever shared our flesh and blood. 1864 H. AINS-

WORTH Tower 231 Your august father was a prince of high
and noble qualities.

August (9'g^st), sb. Forms : 4 augoste,

augst, 5 aust, 4- august. [In form aust a. OF.
aoiist (mod. aoiif} : L. augusttis (see prec.) ;

in

current form, from the L.; in form augst partially

latinized.] The eighth month of the year, so named
after Augustus C^sar, the first Roman emperor.
1097 O. E. Chron, (Laud MS.) Fram midde sumeran for

neah o3 August, c 1325 E. E. Allit, P. A. 39 In augoste in

a hy} seysoun. 1303 GOWER Conf. III. 370 Till augst be

passed and septembre. f 1450 Merlin i.x. 132 It was feire

wedir . . as stille as abouie aust. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI', i.

i. no The tenth of August last. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par.
I. ii. 551 And August came the fainting year to mend With
fruit and grain.

August (9'g&>t\ v. [f. prec. sb. after F. aofiter^

To ripen, bring to fruition.

1693 (see ACGUSTED]. 1855 BAILEY Mystic 55 He for.,

dear nations toiled, And augu.sted man's heavenly hopes.

fAugU'Stal, a- Obs. [ad. L. Augustalis, f.

Augustus: see -AiJ.] Of or pertaining to the

emperor Augustus, or to his worship ; imperial.
1658 USSHER Ann. 809 The Augustal Principality,

that is

of governing after his own will . . he [Tiberius] obtained
afterwards. 1730 A. GORDON Maffcts Amphith. 346 The
Augustal Priests.

Augustan (pgfstan, 9-,
-

,
a. (and sb.} [ad.

L. Au^nstdnus, f. Augustus; see -AN.]
A. adj.

1. Connected with the reign of Augustus Caesar,

the palmy period of Latin literature.

1704 ROWE Ulysses Ded., Favour and Protection which it

[Poetry] found in the famous Augu*tan Age. 1859 MERIVAI.I:

Rom. Enip. \ 1871 1 V. xt. 52 In the Augustan period this outer

area was only partially occupied
2. Hence applied to the period of highest purity

and refinement of any national literature ; and

gen. Of the correct standard in taste, classical.

1819 PtiHtofog. s.v., The reign ofqueen Anne is often called

the Augustan age of England. 1849 RASKIN -^'- Lamps
vii. 7. 190 We must first determine what buildings are to be

considered Augustan in their authority.

3. Of the town of Augusta Vindelicorum or Augs-

burg, where in 1530 Luther and Melanchthon drew

up their confession of Protestant principles.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. 11650*23 Som embracing . . the Augus-

tane, and soni the Helvetian confession. 1796 MORSE Anicr.

Gcog. I. 281 They adhere to the Augustan Confession.

B. sb. A writer of the Augustan age (of any
literature).
1882 . \tftcmeum 25 Nov. 692/3 A picture of the later An-

gustans [i. e. writers of the reign of Queen Anne].

tAugUSte'an, a. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f.
L. August-

us Of Augustus + -AN.]
= AUCUSTAX.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 368 Manilius, who lived in

the same Augustean age.

A'UgUSted, ///. ft.
[f.

AUC.UST v.
;

cf. F. aonfc.']

1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Coutpl. Card., A itgiistai, is a

Term used to signitie any thing that is Sun burnt . . and is

turned ripe and yellow like Corn in August . . An Augusted
Branch is a Branch of a Summers growth, that is just

hard'ned, and has done growing.

t AugUSte'ity Obs. rare. [f.
L. augustt'-us

(taken a.s = ait'i(sfus) + -ITV.] Augustness.
1633 T. ADAMS Comm. 2 /V/. i. n He exalteth himself

alwvc all that is called God . . above all augusteity. a 1639
S. WARD Serftt.< 186215 'D.) Advanced above all Augusteity.

AugUStin(e (,2g'Stin, p'g^stin), sb. (and a.}

[a. Y.Augustin, or ad. L. AitgustTnus, name of the

great Latin father. See also AUSTIN.] A member
of the monastic order named after St. Augustine.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 7463 Frere prechours ben good men alle

. . So been Augustins. 1631 WEEVER Am: l-'un. Man. 314
The Abbey of the Friers Augustines, 1708 /,/W. Gaz. No.

4427/13 The Church of the barefooted Augustins.

Augustinian (gsti'nian), a. (and sb} [f.
L.

Augusttn-us (see prec.) + -IAN.]
1. Of or pertaining to St. Augustine or his doc-

trines, the prominent tenets of which were imme-
diate efficacy of grace and absolute predestination.
sb. An adherent of these doctrines.

1674 HICKMAN Hist. Qitinqiiart, 36 But what wa^ . . be-

come of the Augustinian spirit ? 1851 J. TOHKEY Neandt-rs
Cft, Hist. (Bonn) IV. 379 The Augustinian doctrine of elec-

tion. 1860 J. GARDNER Faiths of World 263 This notion

of human freedom was denied by the Augustinians.
2. Belonging to V/>.oneof)theorderofAugustines.
1602 W.WATSON Decacord. 75 Dominicans, Augustinians,

and other poore religious Friers. 1875!'. I.iNusAYin Suntf.

Mag. June 589 The Augustinian monks in Brussels. 1882

Atncitxum 3 June 692/3 A house of Augustinian canons.

3. Adhering to (sb. an adherent of) Augustine
the Bohemian.
1645 P\c,m Hercsiogr.( 1647^ 30 Augustmians . . affirme the

entrance intoParadice to have been shut up untill Augustine
the Bohemian opened it for . . those that were of his sect.

Angrusti-nianes, a female disciple of St. An-

564

gustine. Aujfusti'iiianism, Augu stimsm, the

doctrines held by him and his followers.

1853 FABER Altfor Jesus 140 Veronica the Augustinianesx
i83oM.\cKlNTOSH Eth. 1'hilas. 11867* 35^ The Calvinism, or

rather Augustinianism, of Aquinas. 1883 At/ten,rnin 3 Feb.

148/3 [In] the eighteenth epistle . . Augustinism is directly

opposed.

t Augu'stious, a. Olis. rare. [f. L. august-its

AUGUST, on mistaken analogy: cf. illustrious.]

Grand, magnificent, AUGUST.
a 1670 HACKET ist Serin. Incarn. t The most Augustious

Temple in the world. A bp. Williams 169 'J'hese augustious
preparations would be ridiculously disappointed.

Augustly (9g'tli), adv. [f. AUUUST a. + -LY-.]
In a manner calculated to inspire reverential awe
or wonder

; grandly, majestically.

1667
G. C. in //. ^fare's Div. Dial. Pref. (1713! 9 That

which makes Des Cartes his Philosophy look so augustly
on't. 1743 YOUNG Nt. Th. u. 688 Undarken'd by despair,
Philander, thus, augustly rears his head. 1861 Sat. A'ft'.

6 Apr. 340/1
What are the pediments of the Parthenon . . be-

side this augustly simple image?

Augu-stness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] August

quality ; supreme majesty, grandeur, or stateliness.

1758 H.WALPOLE A', fy XobleAitthors\-i&o6-\V. 52 Daunted
at the augustness of such an assembly. 1871 BROWNING f'r.

Hoheitstiel 1903 Truth, Right, And other such augustnesses.

Anil (oh), int. expressing disgust.
1732 FIELDING Miser m. v, Auh ! what an animal !

Auh, variant of Ac conj. Obs. but.

Auht^e, obs. form of Aur.HT, EIGHT
; pa. t. of

agan : see OUGHT.

Auhtend, obs. form of EIGHTH.

Auk tk). Also 8 alk, 8 9 awk. [cogn. with

Sw. alka, Da. alke : ON. dt&a.'] A northern sea-

bird, with short wings used only as paddles: ap-

plied scientifically to three species, the Great Auk
(A/fa impcnnis), Little Auk {Mergulus inclanolcu-

cus or alii1

), Razor-bill (Alcatonla); but dialectally
also to the guillemots, which with the puffins are

included in the Alcidse.

[1580 TUSSER llnsl\ (1878' 140 111 husbandry drowseth At
fortune so auke : Good husbandry rowseth himselfe as a

hauke.] 1678 RAV II 'illiightys Ornith. 323 The Bird called

the Razor-bill in the West of England, the Auk in the

North, the Murre in Cornwal. 1796 MORSK Ainer. Geag.
II. 17 The alks build upon rocks. 1856 KANE Arctic Exp.
I. xxiv. 320 Wounded awks. 1865 GOSSE Land ff Sea (1874*

44 That rarest of British birds, the great auk. 1866 KD-
MONDSTON Orkney Gloss. 4 Auk, the common guillemot.

Aulne, -ly, -ness, -ward, obs. ff. AWK, etc.

Aularian (9"leTian), a. and sli.
[f. late L.

auldri-ns belonging to the aula, Gr. av\r), hall +

-AX.] A. atij. Of or belonging to a hall. B. sb.

At English universities : The member of a hall (as

distinguished from the member of a college).
a 1695 WOOD Life 118481 302 Afterwards Dr. Adams [Prin-

cipal of Magdalen Hall] entertained the vice-chancellor and
Atilarians with a glass of wine. 1871 Daily .Vrri-s 13 Jan.,
The 'inmates,' or'aularians,' had prevailed at the University.

Atl'lary ,g'lari),<z. rare. [ad. late L. aula ritis:

see prec. and -AKV 1
.] Of or relating to the halls

in a university.
1845 LD. CAMPBKLL Chancellors (1857) I. xxiv. 351 Aulary

Statutes for the government of the University.

Aulbe, obs. form of ALB.

Anld Ip'd, -SV". ald\ a. dial. ;
also aud. [mod.

Sc. and north Eng. descendant of OE. aid, which

became in midl. dial, in ijth c. OLD.] - OLD
;
as

in auld laag-syne, 'old long- since,' old long-ago
I (used subst.) ; AnlJ Reekie,

' Old Smoky,' a sobri-

1

quet of Edinburgh ; auldfarrand,
'

favouring,' i.e.

resembling the old or adult, having the manners or

sagacity of age ; auld-warld, old-world.

[950- see ALD. ] 1375 BARBOUK Bruce I. 17 Aulde storys
that men redys. 1702 THORESBV Diary I. 352 Saw. . a child

of three years old fill its pipe of tobacco, and smoke it as

audfarandly as a man of three score ! 1818 SCOTT ffrt.

Midi, xl, My best service to all my friends at and about
Auld Reekie ! 1848 KlNGSLEY.-Jfl. Lxtf(iWn I. 91 Foolish

auld-warld notions about keeping days holy.

Aule, obs. form of AWL.
Aulete vg'l't)- [ad. Gr. aii\r]TTis, f. av*.i-fiv to

play the flute, f. au\dj flute.] A flute-player.
1850 LEITCH Mutter's Anc. Art 131 Ismenias the aulete.

Auletic (glc'tik), a. rare. [ad. Gr. auAr/Tims,
f. oiiAijTTjs : see prec. and -ic.] Of or pertaining
to a flute-player or flute. 1731 in BAILEY.

Aulfxe, variant of AUFK, obs. form of OAF.

Aulgorism(e, obs. form of AI.GHIUSM.

Aulic (g'lik), a. and sb. [ad. . antique, or L.

auliciis, a. Gr. auA.ios, f. atiAjj court : see -1C.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to a court ; courtly.
'\\& A ttlic Council, in the old German Empire, was the

personal council of the Emperorr forming one of the two

supreme courts of the Empire; it heard appeals from the

courts of Germanic states, and was dissolved, with the Em-
pire, in 1806. The name is now given to acouncil at Vienna,

managing the war-department of the Austrian Empire.

1701 Lend. Gaz. No. 3719/3 Baron Seylern . . has notified

to the Imperial Diet the Decreesof the Aulick Council. 1853
DE QUINCEV IMs. XIV. ii. 17 Investing the . . homeliness of

/Esop with aulic graces and satiric brilliancy.

B. sb. The ccremonv observed in the Sorbonne

AUNCEL.

in granting the degree of doctor of divinity, when,
after a harangue from the chancellor, the new doctor

received his cap and presided at a disputation.

tAtrlical, a. Ol>s. [f.asprec.: see -ICAL.]
=

prec.
1602 W. WATSON lldacord. 233 Some to be aulicall, others

martiall, others rurall. 1651 Relitf. Wotton.\i Maners. .with-

out which no man shall be eminent in the aulicall function.

fAtrlicism. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. AULIC a. + -ISM.]

A courtly phrase or turn of expression.
1633'!'. ADAMS Comiii.zPeteri. 15 God affects notaulicisms

and courtly terms.

Aulmoniere: see AUMONIERE.

Auln-, ault- (in various words) : see AL-.

tAnltel, au-ltelle. Obs. Also 6 aitel.

[either a. OF. aitel (now aittel), or a diminutive

form after L. sbs. in -ellum.] An altar
;
a small

or inferior altar.

'555 [see ALTEL]. 1556 Citron. Grey friars 1 1852) 59 They
shulde have . . no communyone at no aultelle in the church
but at the hye awlter.

Aum (gm). A modern English variant form of

aam \ see AAM for etymology and earlier quots.
1502 ARNOLD Citron, [see quot. 1717 under AAM.] 1852
M cCt'Ll.ocH Diet. Coiitin. 35 [In Amsterdam] the aam liquid
measure = 4 ankers= 4i English wine gallons. Ibid. 649 [In

|__ __ T^_Z;I:..L : :_1 II .

Hamburg] i aum = 4 ankers = 32 English imperial gallons.

1865 W. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting 369 He h

to lighten our half-aum of Pontac.
1865 W. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting 369 He helped considerably
'o lighten our half-aum of Pontac.

Aumail (gm^i'l). rare. fArchaistic refashion-

ing of AMEL sb., after Spenser s pa. pple. aumayld :

see AMELED.] Enamel.
[1596 SPENSER F. Q. n. iii. 27 In gilden buskins . . entayld

\Vith curious antickes, and full fayre aumayld.] 1824 WIFFEN
Tasso xx. xlii, Smote him where with gold and rich aumaile

[It. sinaltf] Gay on the helm flamed his barbaric crown.

Aumble, -ynge, etc., obs. forms of AMBLE, etc.

AumbryCe, -bery, -bray, -brey, -brie,
archaic spellings of AMBRY.

Aumener(e, -monere, aumner, obs. forms

of ALMONER.
Aument, -acion, obs. ff. AUGMENT, -ATION.

i Au'mere. Obs. rare 1
. [Cf. the forms almar,

-cr, .(rwr, under ALMONER! j.]
= ALMOXEH.

?< 1400 in Dow. Arch. III. 133 The aumere a rod schall

haue in honde, As offyce of almes y understonde.

Aumery, -rie, -ry, obs. or dial. ff. AMBRY.

Aumes-, aums-ace, obs. forms of AMBS-ACE.

Auniil ',2'mil, a'miP. [Urdu (prop. Arab.)

c-dmil, operator, agent, spec, 'revenue-col-

lector,' agent-noun f. Arab, c-amala to act, perform
an office.] A native collector of revenue in India

;

also called amalJar, AMILDAR.
1800 WELLINGTON in H'cllesley Disp. 200 He had repeatedly

applied . . for the necessary purwannahs to your several

aumils. 1808 CMett's Weekly Pol. Reg. XIII. 1006 They
soon find themselves beset with new aumils and peculators.

Hence (by confusion of aumil and amalJar) :

Aumildar with same sense).

1778 ORME Brit. Mil. Trans. (1803) 111.496 Frauds in the

management of the aumildar or renter. 1799 WELLINGTON
in U 'cllcsley Djsp. 772 To sell the office of aumildar.

Aumoniere. Also aulm-. [Fr. ;
= ALMONER-,

q.v.] A purse formerly carried at the girdle.

1834 [see ALMONER-.] 1874 AINSWORTH Merry Ettg. I. !.

ii. 22 She was likewise provided with an aulmoniere, or

silken purse. 1883 D. GOODALE in Harper's Mag. July

241/1 rhe little plush aumoniere.

Aumulet, obs. f. OMELET; cf. Tf.aiimcletc, ifith c.

Ii Aumusse. Obs. rare.
1

. [Kr. aumusse, ait-

iinice : see AMICE-.] The grey fur amice.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. I, It is the Likeness of a Pope
. . I know it by the Triple-Crown, his Kurr'd Aumusse, etc.

t Au'ncel- Obs. Forms : 4-5 aunser(e, aun-

cere, aunselle, 5-7 aunoel(le, 6-7 anoel, 7

awnsel. [a. AF. aunselle, auiice/le, apparently for

lainnelle (I- having been mistaken for the article),

ad. It. lance/la a little balance, dim. of lance

balance : L. faux, lament, a plate, a scale of a

balance. So called probably in contrast to the
' Balancia doinini regis,' or GreatBeam of the king.
This important suggestion is due to Mr. G. R. Kingdon,

late Master of the Grocers' Company, which company, ori-

ginally called l\-pperers, were charged with the custody of

the King's Beam. In their records Al^MMKyraad Attnsell

appear as surnames in 13-14111 c. ; Ballance Is also a surname. 1

A kind of balance and weight formerly used in

England.
i See the accounts of I7th c. writers below : that of Cowell,

being given as hearsay, and connected with an absurd

derivation from hand-sale, must be accepted with caution.

Later explanations simply follow Coweli.t

1314 .IfS. Letter-bk. in Riley Mem. Land. I
ntrod_.

22 Thomas
the aunseremaker. I3$i-a A ct 25 Edit'. 7//,v. 9 Une pois qest

appelle Aunselle. [transl. 1618 Pulton Statutes 155 Whereas

great damage and deceit is done to the people . . by a weight
which is called Aunccl : it is accorded and established that

this weight called auncell . . shalbe wholly put out.] 1356 in

Riley Mem. Land. 283 One balance called an auncerc . . 2

ba'ances called aitnceres. 1363 LANGL. /'. PI. A. v. 1 32 t>e

pound bat heo peysedc I by]
'

peisede a quartrun more pen

myn Auncel dude whon I weyede treube [?'. r. AnnxL B.

auncere, aunser, C. aunce!]. 1429 Aur. CHILHELKV in Wil-

kins' Concilia 1 1 1. 516 Constitutio . . pro abolitione ponderis

vocati/c^iCi'///(-V/f/;/..Przcipuedictopondere/f.(<-c
sfhrft seu pounder . . doloso quodam statera; genere. 1429

Act 8 Hen. VI, v. i Le pois appelez Auncell. 1502 ARNOLD



AtTNE. 565 AUREOLA.
Chron. \ iSni 191 Ther beth iij. nianer weyghtis, that is to

wete, troy weyght, auncell weyghlis, and lyggynge weyght
. . Another Weyght Ys called auncels shafte.and this weyght
is forboden hy statute of parlement, and also hooly chirche
hath cursed alle thoo that beyen or sellen by that auncel

weyght. 1607 Cow ELL Into-pr., Aivncell weight, as I have
been Informed, is a kinde of weight with scoles hanging or
hooks fastened at each end of a staffe, which a man Hfteth

up upon his forefinger or hand and so discerneth the equalitie
or difference betweene the weight and the thing weied . . It

may probably be thought to be called ais'itsell weight iquasi
kand sale weight) because it was and is performed by the

hand, as the other is by the beame. Ami if I should draw it

from the (ireeke, ayxtav i. cnbitus^ the part of the arnie
from the elbowe to the fingers ends, I might chalenge a

good warrand. a 1640 JACKSON Creed xi. xxvi. Wks. 1844
X. 502 The ancel weight or balance (which most of you
have seen) wherein one pound weight put upon the one
end of the balance will counterpoise a stone weight put
upon the other end. 1641 Tcrmes tic Id Ley 34 Auncell

weight. 1656 Du OARD Gate Lat, Unl. $ 534. 1678 Pmi.i.ii's,

Awnsel weight. 1691 BLOUNT Law Diet., Aitncci Weight
(quasi Hand sale weight, or from Ansa, /. The handle of the
Hallance).

Aunc-, aund- (\n various words) : see AN"-.

II Anne (^n). [Kr. ; for etymol. see ALXAGK.]
An ell ; an obsolete French cloth measure, which
varied in length in different localities.

1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4218/3 Five Aims of Shalloon. 1812

J. SMYTH Pract. Customs in To measure . . Linen, in order
to check the quantity of Aunes or Klls marked thereon.

Aune, -ing, obs. forms of AWN, -ING.

Aungel(e, -yke, obs. forms of ANGEL, etc.

Aunsetter, -estre, obs. forms of ANCESTOR.

Aunsion, obs. form of ANCIENT.
1447-8 SHU.UNGFORD Lett. 101 Hit was aunsion demene.

Aunt (ant). Forms: 3-6 aunte, 5 awnt, 5-
aunt ; 3-7 (mi, thi) naunt(e, 9 dial, noant.

[a. OF, aunte, ante, cogn. with Pr. anida, Lom-
bard, antida : L. amita. In Eng. a mistaken di-

vision of mine aunt, as my nannt, occurs in lite-

rature from 1 3th to i;th c., and still dialectally ;

cf. nuncle for uncle, and anger, apron, etc. (Some
mod.F. dialects have also nantc \ma nantc- inon.

ante]\ the modern ff.tantc, found already in i^the.,

perhaps originated, in the language of the nursery,
from OF. fante '

thy aunt.".]
1. The sister of one's father or mother. Also, an

uncle's wife, more strictly called an aunt-in-hw.
1297. R. GLOUC. 571 Sir Gui de Muuntfort, that was .. is

aunte sone. a 1300 Cursor M. 24675 His moder was pi
naunt. < 1460 TmvHtley Myst, 82 Elezabethe, myn awnt
dere. 1473 MARC. PASTON in Lett, 716 III. 78 Recomaunde
me to . . my naunte. a 1556 CRANMKR ll'ks. II. 329 Aunt and
aunt-in-law, niece and niece-in-law. 1598 SHAKS. Merry U ',

iv. ii. 76 My Maids Aunt the fat woman of Brainford. 1711
ADIJISON Sfleet. No. 7 F 4 A Maiden Aunt . . who is one of
these antiquated Sybils. 1834 GUN. P. THOMPSON* E.rerc,

118421 III. 45 note. What might have happened afterwards,
is only known to those who can tell what would have come
to pass if your aunt had been your uncle.

b. (in U.S.) Used endearingly of: Any benevo-
lent practical woman who exercises these qualities
to the benefit of her circle of acquaintance; cf. Sp.
fia, and see AUNTHOUD.
1861 MRS. Srowt; Pearl of Orrs 1st. 21 These universally

useful persons receive among us the title of ' aunt
'

by a sort
of general consent . . They are nobody's aunts in particular,
but aunts to human nature generally.

f C. Formerly used by alumni ofOxford and Cam-
bridge as a title for the '

sister university.'
1655 FULLER C/i. Hist. n. I. 308 The Sons of our Aunt are

loth to consent, that one who was taught in Cambridge,
should teach in Oxford. 1701 PEPYS Corr. 403 An humble
present of mine, though a Cambridge man, to my dear Aunt,
the University of Oxford.

f 2. An old woman
;
a gossip. Obs.

1590 SIIAKS. Mids. N. n. i. 51 The wisest Aunt telling the
saddest tale.

1 3. A bawd or procuress ; a prostitute. Obs.

1607 MIUDI.ETON Afickadw. Term. in. 1, Wks. X. 470 She
demanded of me whether I was your worships aunt or no.

Out, out, out ! 1663 /'arson's Wcdd. in. i, in Hazl. Dotisl.
XIV, 448 Yes, and follow her, like one of my aunts of the
suburbs. 1678 DRYOKN Kind Kpr. \. i, The easiest Fool I

ever knew, next my Naunt of Fairies in the Alchymist.
4. Aunt Sally : a game much in vogue at fairs

and races, in which the figure of a woman's head
with a pipe in its mouth is set up, and the player,

throwing sticks from a certain distance, aims at

breaking the pipe.
1861 Times (Derby Day}, .Aunt Sally . . this fashionable and

athletic sport .. is rather overdone than otherwise. 1884
rallMallG. 15 Aug. 4/1 Aunt Sallies and skittles for those
who prefer such attractions.

Aunter, -tre, -trous, etc., obs. if. aventure,
ADVEXTUKK, etc.

1 Au liters, adv. Obs. or dint, AUo 4auntre,
5 aventurs, awnturs, 9 anters. [f. aunter, aven-

fure, ADVENTURE: the -s (orig. wanting' seems to

be genitival, and the word parallel to the con-

temporary of aventtire ; cf. alsoyVr adventure ^in

ME. parauntcr} and the later per-hap-s^\
J" a. At a venture, at all risks, in any case, at all

events. Obs. b. Peradventure, perhaps.
< 1325 Cicur de L. 3878 Auntre, they swore hyiu lioul uth

To be hys men. a 1450 Syr E^lamorc 1211 The chylde . .

Was aventurs in the felde. Ibid. 1:13 For oon the beste

knyghtes art thou, That in thys londe ys levyd now, Awnturs
\Othcr MSS. owtherj ferre or nere. 1691 RAY N. Counfr.
Ifiis. 4 A Hitters, Peradventure, or, in case, if it chance.

1807 J. Si AGO roeins 54 Or anters in yon mouldering heap,
Some luivelier female form I weep.
Aunthood a-nthud .

[f. AUNT + -HOOD.] The
relationship of aunt.
1862 Miss Mu.ocH/Aw. Stories $72 This sort of universal

aunthood to the whole neighbourhood was by no means dis-

agreeable to Miss Milly.

Auntie, aunty frnti - [see -IE, -Y*.] A
familiar, endearing form of aunt.

1792 BURNS )'t)nnff Lassie, My attld Auntie Katie upon me
taks pity. 1850 MRS. Si OWL; L'tnU Tom's C. xxvi, Ask Aunty
to come and cut it for me. 1863 Little People iMo/luy iv.

37 A little voice called after her,
' Auntie ! you *ve not given

me a real good, kiss !'

b. In U. 8. : -A familiar term, often used in accost-

ing an elderly woman.' Bartlett Diet. Aincr. i S6o.

1883 Harper s Mag. Oct. 728/2 The negro no longer submits
with grace to be called

'

uncle' and ' auntie' as of yore.

Auntly a-ntli
, a. [cf. motherly : see -M I.]

1844 I.AIA S. I.YITKI.TON Lett. 1 18731 337 My best regards
and Auntly blessing to my nephew. 1846 SARA COI.KKIIK;K
Mem. fy Lett. II. 68 This is a very motherly and auntly
tale.

Atintship a-nt,Jip'. [see -SHIP.] -AuNTHonii,
1870 LI/HBUCK in Illustr. Lond. Xcivs i Oct., On the Sand-

wich Islands uncleship, auntship, cousinship were ignored.

II Aura y'ra . [L., a. dr. avpa breath, bree/,e.]
1. A gentle breeze, a zephyr.
1398 TRKVISA Harth. DC /'. R. xi. xv. '1495' 400 Aura i>

lyghte wynde meuyd. 1635 SWAN .S/r. . J/. v. 21 1643' 88
Such a gale as is commonly called Aura. 1731 in BAIU-.Y.

2. A subtle emanation or exhalation from any
substance, e.g. the aroma of blood, the odour oi

flowers, etc.

1732 UEHKKI.KY AUiphr. II. 35 After which \i.c. the flying
off of the volatile salt or spirit) the Oil remains dry and in-

sipid, but without any sensible diminution of its weight, by
the loss of that volatile essence of the soul, that Eethereal
aura. 1836 Tunn Cycl. . \nat. 11.4662 Fecundation is attri-

butable to the agency of an aura from . . the seminal fluid.

*> fig-

'859 J. Hoi. i.ASH (,old l-'oil no Wrapped in the aura of his

ineffable love. 1876 KMKRSON Ess, Ser. n. i. 28 The condition
of true naming, on the poet's part, i.s Ins resigning himself
to the divine aura which breathes through forms.

3. Elcctr. f a. = Electrical atmosphere: see AT-
MIISPHKHE sh. 3 ohs.}. b. The current of air

caused by the discharge of electricity from a sharp
point, e.g. from those of the electrical whirl.

1737 FKANKI.IN Lett. Wks. 1840 VI. 2 Divers species of

earthquakes, according to the different position, quantity,
etc., of this imprisoned aura. 1810 COI.KKIIXJE Friend \ i.

vii. 1 18671 3'7 -^ fourth composes the electrical aura ofoxygen,
hydrogen, and caloric. 1863 ATKINSON' Ganofs Physics 742
On approaching the hand to the whirl while in motion, a

slight draught is felt, due to the movement of the electrified

air . . This draught or wind is known as the electrical aura.

4. l^ath. A sensation, as of a current of cold air

rising from some part of the body to the head,
which occurs as a premonitory symptom in epilepsy
and hysterics.
1776-83 Cru.i-N I'irst Li>u-ir' 18271 H- 4 2 4 Aura KpMeptica.

1875 H. WOOD Thcrap. (18791 353 'Pie patient should . . in-

hale it at once whenever the aura is felt.

Aural g'riil ,
a\ [f. prec. + -AL-.] Of or per-

taining to the aura.

1869 Rug, Mali. 5 Nov. 191/2 Magnetic power depends . .

upon the aural condition of the atmosphere.
Aural y'ral , a.'1 [f. h. aur-is ear + -AL 1

.

(L. would ])rob. have been aitnlis.
,]
= AruiCL'h.ui.

1, Of or pertaining to the organ of hearing.
1847 I.FAVKS Hist. Philos. ^18531 251 Acting on the aural

nerve. 1878 A. HAMILTON AVrr'. Dis, 124 Deafness is . . the

result of the destructive aural disease.

2. Received or perceived by the ear.

1860 Sat. A*(T'. No. 252. 247/2 Continental cities, where he
had seen and suffered from ocular, aural, or nasal nuisances.

1863 (iico. KI.IOT Romola III. xvii. 175 Aural acquaintance
with Latin phrases.

Aurally <\ft\\adv. [f. AURAL .- + -I.Y-.]

Auricularly, by the ear.

1883 R. SIOKRS Anit-r. Ann. Dcn/ff D. July 143 To con-
fer speech upon those who have never in any measure caught
its clue aural 1\'.

Aurantiaceous
(grae-nti^i-JW*,

a. Rot.
[f.

mod.L. aurantiticex, {.auranthtni, latinized adap-
tation of OUANGK: see -ACEOUR.] Of or belonging
to the X.O. Atirantiacete, which includes the trees

that bear oranges, lemons, and similar fruits.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 214/1 Citru>, a genus of aurantia-
ceous plants. 1873 WAITS Firwnes* Ckcni. 778 The coniferous
and aurantiaceous orders.

II Aurata '

yr^i'taX [a. L. atmita, pa. pple. fern,

^used subst.) of aitrare to gild, f. aitnini gold.]
A gold-coloured fish ; prob.the Gilthead or Golden
Maid {Crenilabrtts tinca^\ a variety of Wrasse.
c 1520 AxuRtWE AW>& Lyfti in Rat>cc$ Kk. 230 A Aurata is

a fysshe in the see that hathe a hede shinynge lyke golde.
1854 UADHAM Halicnt. 42 Open sea fish . . such as e.g. auratas.

Aurate xyTf't . Chcm. [f.
L. aur-um^ -ATE-*.]

A compound of auric oxide with a base.

1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 292/1 Auric acid .. combines with

potash, soda, and barytes, to form . . aurates. i86a PEIM-KR

riay~bkt Metals 207 Aurate ofammonia, or fulminating gold.

Aurated yTfited , ///. tf.l [f.
L. aur<it>us

gilded (^see AURATA) + -ED.] Resembling or con-

taining gold ; gold-coloured, gilded. In Chew.
Combined with auric acid (obs.).

1864 in WKBSI I-:K.

Aurated, ///. <?.- [A bad form of AtKiTKD.]
I

'In Conchology, having ears as in the pecten or

scallop shell.' Craig 1847. 1843111 HUMBLK /);</. (>,</.

t Au'real, a. Obs. [a. OF, unreal, f. I.. HUM-
MS golden, gilded : see -AL.] Golden, gilded ; yield-

ing gold, auriferous.

1587 M. (iROVK Poi-rns (1878 86 The tree with aureal fruit.

( 1600 \<muKN .S"/tv. Brit,, L'ortnc. \ 1728) 18 The aureall

brookes of Scotlancle.

Aureate y'r/V-t ,
a. ; also 4-7 aureat, 6 au-

reait. [ad. 1.. aureatus decorated with gold, f.

auretis : see prcc. and -ATE-.]
1. Golden, gold-coloured.
(1450 (."r/. Lwc 817 With aureat scint alwut her sidt-^

cler.e. 1599 A. M. Gabclhoncrs Rk. Pltysh 378/2 Thi,

prarcious aureate or goulden water. 1845 D. Mom in

Blackn', Mng, I.VIII, 410 The aureate furze .. lent u-,

peculiar perfume.

f2.y/^
r
. Urilliant or splendid as gold, cs/

1

. in lite-

rary or rhetorical skill. Obs.

1430 E.vix;. Chron. 7>vyProl., And of mypenne the trai.c^

to correcte Whiche barrayne is of aureat lycoure. ( 1505
DISBAR Gold. J 'crge viii, Zour [Humer and Cicero's] aureat

lungs had baith bene all to lyte, For to compyle that para-

dyce compleit. 1625 PUKCHAS /'//<,*>'/"'>" " '847 If ' errc, 1

will Ijeg indulgence of the Pope's aureat magnificence.

Aureity niv'-iti .

[f.
L. au/v-m golden + ITY.]

The peculiar properties of gold ; goldenness,
1824 CoLHRiPGK Aids R<~J1. App. C. 11858' I. 379 The pro-

perties peculiar to gold were . . generalized in the lerm

Aureity. 1847 LKWKS fiist. Phi'fos. \ 1867. II. 219 Having
no more objective existence than the lapidity of stone, the

aureity of gold.

Aurelia yr/'-Jia. y-, y- . [a. It. aurclia 'the

j^silk] worm when shutup in his pod
1

Karctti ; frc>m

fern, of aitrt'lio 'shining like gold, yellow, golden ;

also the little wings of butterflies
1

Florio i^S ;

f. L aitrtun gold ;
thus synonymous with t"/irysalist

( )r. ^pt/^aAATy, f. xpvvos gold.]
1. Ent. The chrysalis or pupa of an insect, <./.

of a butterfly. Now scarcely in use, chrysalis

being the ordinary term.

1607 Torshu. Serpents 669 All C'aterpil!er> are not .:on-

verted into Aureliaes. 1667 HOVI.K i^rig. l-ornics f\- Cjnnl.,
Then Aurelia's (or hulked Maggots 1

,
and then Butterflies.

1713 DKKFIAM P/iys. Thcol. \ in. v. 40.) They retire to Plac<->

of Safety . . and put on their Aurelia or Chrysalis Slate.

1854 H. MII.U.K l-'ootpr. Cn-<it. \'iii. <iS74 152 An inter-

mediate period of apparent death as an inert aurelia.

f2. The Gold-flower HelioehrysitmStcechai . Ob*.

1598 Ki.nmo \Anri-lia t
the herb called Molhweede, or

golden Floweramour, or golden Stoechados or Cudweeds],
Elitvriss, the gold flower or herbe Aurelia.

3. '/.ool. A genus of phosphorescent marine ani-

mals of the class Acalephw.
1876 BENEDKN Anint, Parasites^ Alex.Agassixonce found

a Hyperma on the disc of an Aurelia.

Aurelian, a. and sb.
[f. prec. +-AN.]

A. ai/j. Of or pertaining to an aurelia
; gen.

gold-coloured, golden.
1791 K. DAHUIN Hot. Gtird. i. 134 (ilad Zejihyr . . pairing

flings Soft showers of ro^e^ from Aurelian [V butterfly] wing>.

1883 C. HOI.HKH in Harper's Mtig. Jan. 181/2 The . . dy*-

niorphosa . . illumines it with a light of deep aurelian hue.

B. sb. A collector and breeder of insects, espe-

cially of butterflies and motl.s; a lepidopterist.
1778 .M. HARRIS (////f), Aurelian; ur. Natural Histor>' of

Kngl^h In.sects, namely, Moths ami l'utterflie> . . and their

standard names, as given and established by the Society of

Aurelian?.. 1816 KIKBY&SI'. Eniomol. 11843* II. 244 A but-

terfly called by Aurelians the large Skipper.

II Aureola (r/~-Jla). t
1 "' fem -

(sc - corona') of

adj. auredlus golden, proj). 'somewhat golden,'
dim. of aurcu$i f. auntin gold. In sense i taken

as equivalent to corotni/a
'

little crown,' as to which
see quot. 1626.]
1. Medieval and A\ C. Ch. The celestial crown
won by a martyr, virgin, or doctor, as victor over

the world, the flesh, or the devil ; the special

degree of glory which distinguishes these.

(According to Josephus Angles in Pu Cange, the aureola
or coronttla of virgins is white, that of martyrs red, that of

doctors green. I

1483 CANTON Gold. Leg. 348/1 The vyrgyns shall haue the

crowne that is callyd Aureola. i6a6 OONXK Scrtii. (16401

741 Because in their Translation, in the Yulgat Kdition
of the Roman Church, they find in Kxodus xxv. 25 that

word Aiircolam. Kacies Coronani attreolamt Thou shall

make a lesser Crowne of gold ; out of this diminutive,
and mistaken word, they have established a Doctrine, that

besides those Coroiue aurae. Those Crowns of gold, which
are communicated to all the Saints from the Crown of

Christ, some Saints have made to themselves, and pro-
duced out of their owne extraordinary merits, certaine

Aureolas, certaine lesser Crowne.s of their own . . And these

Attreoltics they ascribe onely to three sorts of persons, to

Virgins, to Martyrs, to Doctors. 1640 Cantcrbitr. Self*

Convict. Poster. 21 That, .the keeping of the three Monastick
vowes doth deserve an augmentation, as ye call it, an Aurr-
ola abcjve common happinesse. ijo DOIJWKI.L in S. Parker's

Tnlly dc /''in. H ij b, The Schoolmen themselves allow such

pubhck Endeavours a Title to an Aureola of a Doctor.



AUREOLE.

2.- AUREOLE 2, 3.

1717 51 CIIAMUKKS Oc./., Attrwla, the crown of glory,
given by painters and statuaries, to saints, martyrs, and
confessors. 1877 KARRAR Thy \ 'oath iv. 40 Though no visible

aureola gleam as yet around their brows.

3. = AUREOLE 4, 5.

1871 tr. Schelleits Spectr, Anal. 51. 227 The magnificent
corona or aureola burst into view . . round the black edge of
the moon. 1884 WOOLSON in Harpers Mag. Jan. 190/2 She
floated into the . . breakfast-room in an aureola of white
lace.

Aureole ^T/Vml). [ad. L. aureola ;
see prec.

Cf. OF. aureole adj. 'golden,' mod. F. aureole sb.]
1. = AUREOLA i.

< 1220 Hali Mcid. 23 f>e meidenes habbe.ii upo bat [/.*. the

champion's crown] a gerlauncleischei schinende schenre ben
be sunne, Auricle ihaten o latines ledene. 1413 Lvix;. Pylgr.
Smvlc v. iii. 1 14831 93 Seynt Powle claymed by the deth that

he sufTred the Aureole of martirs ; by gods word that he

preched and taught besily he must . . were also the aureole
uf prechours. .1440 HYI.TON Scala. Perf. iW. de W. 1494)

Ixi, Thyse thre werke- . . shull haue specyall mede whyche
they callen aureole. 1502 Ord. Crystal Mem W. de W. 1506'
v. vii. 422 Glorye accedentall excellent and synguler, the
\vhiche glorye is named and called aureole, the whiche is as
moche to say as a lytell crowne. 1884 ADDIS & AKSOI.U
Cnt/i. /7/t7., Aureole . . is defined as a certain accidental
reward added to the essential bliss of heaven, because of
the excellent victory which the person who receives it has
attained during his warfare upon earth.

2. .-/;V. Properly : The gold disc surrounding
the head (or ? the whole figure) in early pictures,
and denoting the glory of the personage repre-
sented ; /u'nce

t applied by some to a. The radiant

circle of light depicted around the head
; by others

to b. The oblong glory, or rcsica, with which
divine figures are surrounded.
Didron \IionograpliieChrctiennc p. 109 'by a strange blun-

der lakes anreola for a diminutive of aura '

emanation, ex-

halation,' and defines it as a mantle uf light emanating from
and enveloping the body, as distinct from the nimbus, which
he confines to the head. This definition, which reverses the

historical use both-of anrei la and nimbus, is not accepted
in France <see Littre' 1

,
but has been copied by Fairholt, and

various Knglish Dictionaries.
a. 1848 MRS. JAMKSOS Sacr. \ Leg. Art 11850^ 12 The

glory round the head is properly the nimbus or aureole.
1860 O. MKKKDI in Lucile \\.\\. 2 In the light of the aureole
over her head. 1871 ROSSI.TTI Jenny 230 The gilded aureole
In winch our highest painters place Some living woman's
simple face.

b. 1851 Didron s Chr. U<mog. i transl. by K. J. Millington^
i. 107 The aureole surrounds the entire body. 1880 K.
VI-.XABLKS ill Smith's Diet. Chr. Antiq. s.v. .\Yw, The
aureole \aureola, the golden reward of special holinessunay
be defined as the nimb of the body, as the ordinary nimbus
is that of the head.

3._/?^
r
. A glorifying halo.

1852 J. H. X T:\VM AN (.'air. fcditc. 363 In his beaming coun-
tenance Philip had recogni/cd the aureol of a saint. 1861
1 t. \\ . HOLMKS Elsie I '. 344 The aureole of young woman-
hood had not yet begun to fade from around her. 1869
I,iXKY.A'/my*. Mor. II. iv. 281 The aureole which the genius
of Theotloric cast around his throne. 1871 R. H. Hrvi'oN
hss. \. 326 Shrinking infirmity and self-contempt, hidden in

a sort of aureole of revelations abundant beyond measure
that was St. Paul.

4. transf. An actual halo of radiating light ; csp.
in Astr. that seen in eclipses.
1857 H. TAVJ.MK A'. Tra-.', xxv. 256 All faces . . tinged by

the same wonderful aureole, shone as if transfigured. 1861
1,vi ION Str. Story II. 383 There, on the threshold, gather-
ing round her bright locks the aureole of the glorious sun,
stood Amy. 1871 PKOCTOK Light Se,. 105 The glorious aureole
of light seen around the sun during total eclipses.

5. transj. orji^f. in wider sense.

1842 MKS. BROWNING GVXr. Chr. Poets 11863' Sy An insepar-
able aureole of sweet sound. 1867 Miss ]IKAI>DOX Anr.
Floyd iv. 34 Kulstrode'^ ideal woman . . crowned with an
aureole of pale auburn hair.

Aureoled ,'n>uld), ///. a. [f. i>rec. + -ED- :

cf. F. aurSol,'.] Kncircled with an aureole.
1860 Miss MII.OCH in Macni. Mag. 1 1. 40 This, this is Tlwn.
No idle painter's dream Of aureoled, imaginary, Christ.

1878 II. TAYLOR ficnkalUm \\. iv. 76 Aureoled faces.

Aureolin ^'r/Vlin, ^r/'^lin). [f. L. aitreol-ns

(see above) + -IN.] A transparent yellow pigment.
1879 ROOD Chromatks 57 Pigments which approximate to

pure yellow in hue, such as gamboge and aureolin. 1882
Sci. Gossip i Mar. 49.

Aureoline {y'ri if \9\\\\ a. rare. [f. as prec. +

-INK.] Gold-coloured, golden-hued.
1881 Daily AV7<v 14 Apr. 5 2 More or less aureoHne pre-

parations filled the windows of the barbers' shops.

Aurequere, var. of OOEWHEBB aiiv. anywhere.
+ Au'reU8. Ofo. (See (juot.)
1658 ROWLAND MiwffcCs Theat. Ins. 1055 Take llirthwort

round and long, each one aureus. 1881 Syd. SM. Lex.,
A^nrcim, a weight of a drachm and a half.

Auric y rik), a. [f.
L. aur-ttm gold + -ic.] Of

or pertaining to gold. Applied in Chein. to com-

pounds in which gold combines as a triad, e.g.
Auric Iodide An L, Auric oxide (

xor </</), Au L. ()-.

1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 292/1 Teroxidc of Gold . . has lx:en
< railed auric acid. 1876 BAKTMOLOW Mat. Mcd. (1879) 209
These auric preparations promote the appetite.

Aurichalcite ^rikse-lsoit). Min. [f. (by

liottger 1839 aurichahunt
t

erroneous spelling

(.after aurut/i gold of I-. oricJialcuin 'yellow Copper
ore, or the brass made of it/ a. Gr. optix^-^ov
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'

mountain-copper.
1 So called, because, when re-

duced, it yields brass,
' a gold-coloured alloy of

copper and zinc,' whence Sage in 1 791 had suggested
its ]K)Ssible identity with the * aurichalcuni of the

ancients
1

Dana.) Some authors write orichal-

fifc, but as the false etymology influenced the

choice of the name, Dana retains auri-.']
A cuprous hydrozincite, of pale green, verdigris,

or sky-blue colour. 1844-68 DANA Min. 712.

Auricle (y'"k'l). [ad. L. attriaila external ear,

ear-lap, dim. of aim's ear: cf. K. auricitlc.]
1. The external ear of animals. Formerly some-

times restricted to the lower lobe or '

lap
'

of the

human ear.

1653 BULWER Anthropoinct. viii. 144 A certaine Nation,
whose Auricles are so great, that they hang down to their
shoulders . . \Vhere men had not onely hanging Kare>, but
broad and large Auricles. 1748 HAKII.KV Ol'scr~t'. Man i.

il. 5 P&4 'J'he Auricle and Meat its Anditorius are cartila-

.uinuus. 1874 ROOSA Dis. Ear 53 The auricle . . has as its

functions the reception, reflection, and condensation of the
waves of sound.

b. transf. An '

ear' or ear-bole.

1859 HAUIHORNI: l-'r. \ It. Jruls. 1 1. 300 The penitent ..

poured his sins through a perforated auricle into this unseen

receptacle.
2. A process shaped liked the lower lobe or

'

lap' of the human ear
;
a lobe

; csp. in Bot. and
Conch, (Cf. AURICULATK.)
1665 Phil. Trans. I. 87 A stone . . having three Auricles or

crisped Anglos. 1851 RICHARDSON (/Vo/. viii. 242 The auricles
are the processes on each side of the umbones. 1861 MKS.
LANKESTER //'//</ /-/. 74 The upper leaves . . embracing the
stem by pointed auricles.

3. Name ot the two upper cavities of the heart,

which, in mammals, birds, and reptiles, receive

blood from the veins and lungs respectively. (Fishes
have only one auricle.'

1664 POWKR E.\p. P/iil,'s. i. 40 In this Cartilaginous Peri-

cardium [of the Lamprey] . . is likewise the Auricle co-in-

cluded. 1748 H.\i;i I.I-.Y Ofat'K'. Man i. ii, 7 ^74 The con-
traction of the Auricle of the Heart. 1847 YouATT J/orst'

xi. 239 Called auricles, from their supposed resemblance to
the ear of a dog.
4. A kind of ear-trumpet for the deaf.

1864 \\ i-.jiSTKK cile> M \NSI ILI.I).

Au'ricled, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED-.] Furnished

with an auricle or auricles, auriculate.
1821 S. GKAY Brit. Plants 1 1.

- Leaflets sub-auricled at the
base. 1872 ( )i.i\ I.K Klon. />'cf. it. 212 A straggling deciduous
shrub, with . . auricled leaves.

Auricomous V 2ri-k<*m3s), a.
[f.

L. auriioni-its

f. aitri-
}
comb, form of auruin gold + r0///a hair)

+ -"rs.J Of or pertaining to golden hair.

1864 in .V. <V(\ ,Ser. m. VI. 282 The Auricomous Fluid of
another professor. 1882 .Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal II. ix.

182 The auricomous tangles .. or the flaxen fringe.

'i Auricula (grvki/Ha). [L. : see AURICLE.]
1. = AURICLE i.

1691 RAYOmi/tiVj n.f 1701,1 271 The outward ear or Auricula.

2. (See quot.)
1877 HUXLKY Anat. Inv. An. ix. 574 In the Echinoida,

ambulacral plates of the oral margin of ihe corona are pro-
duced into five perpendicular perforated processes, which
arch over the ambulacra and are called the auricula:.

3. Bot. (Formerly also ai/rit'ii/ns.} A species of

Primula, also called Bear's-ear, named from the

shape of its leaves
; formerly a great favourite

with flower-fanciers, producing under cultivation

trusses of many blooms, the corollas often pow-
dered with white or grey.
1655 Anthcfllogia 4 Marigolds, Wall-flowers, Auriciilusses.

1713 J''lying-P0st 20 Oct., The finest Collection of Aunckel-
ouses that are in England. 1728 THOMSON Spring 533
Auriculas, enrich'd With Alining meal o'er all their velvet
leaves. 1807 CKABHK Par, Reg. i. 151 Tulips tall-stemmed
and patlDCed auriculas rise.

4. A genus of pulmoniferous molluscs, found

chiefly in brackish swamps in the tropics.
1843 in HIM m, K nict.Gwt. 1856 WOODWAKU /'<*//.V//f//f

ii The auriculas live on the sea-shore, or in salt marshes.

Auricular yrrkirflai', a. and sb.
;

also 6 au-

rycular e. [ad. med.I,. auricularis^ f. auricula :

see prec. and -Alt 1
. Cf. F. auriiii/uirt', i6th c.]

1. Of or ]>ertaining to the ear.

1649 BULWBR Patketujfot, 11. ii. 108 Having the auricular

muscles bigger than ordinary. 1850 Sin W. JARDINK ///////

ining ttirds I. 48 Forming auricular tufts of the same colour.

2. Perceived by the ear
;
audible.

I579 ( '- HAH\KY Letter- Bk.- \ 884 i6i<Juippinge notorious or

auricular iybinge on every hande. 1605 SHAKS. J.car I. 11.

90 You shall . . by an Auricular assurance haue your satisfac-

tion. 1654 I.I.SIKAM.K C/ias. 7(16551 92 So .suddain adeath
afforded him not the respiration of auricular contrition.

tb. Hearsay, oral, traditional. Ofo.

1605 BACON* . Iffo. Learn. \. iv. $ 1 1. 1626 - Syfc'a 3^6
The Alchemists call in . . auricular tradition?., feigned testi-

monies of ancient authors and the like.

c.
t's/>. ,in auricular confession ,

: Addressed to

the ear; told privately in the ear.

1542 ItKiXKLow Ccmplaynt xi.\. 11874) 46 That auryculare
confessyon, which is the preuy chamber of treason. 1651
C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Rclig. \. 164 The Popish confession is

auricular (as it is called i, secret, in the eareofa Priest. 1839
HALLAM Hist. Lit, 11847' '! - 2 7 ne Pra^l ice of auricular

confession brought with it an entire science of casuistry.

AURIFORM.

f3. Addressing, affecting, or employing the ear

only ,to the exclusion of mental apprehension
1

.

1589 Pi ITKNHAM l-',n$. /Vt'-s/ftArb.) 172 Reaching no higher
then th'eare and forcing the mynde little or nothing . . is the
office of the auricular figures. 1638 MEDIC Rcv.God's House
54 (T.) Uy hearing is meant in this place not auricular hear-

ing but practical. i74oCiBKKR Afol. 11756,1 I. 74 Not mere
auricular imitators of one another.

4. Auricular witness : one who relates what he
has heard. (li.ocit/ar

t
and Y.-tiwoin auriculaire.}

1642 HOWKI.I, l-'or, Trar. (Arb.' 1 3 One eye-witness is of
mo e validity than ten auricular. 1878 Daily f\~fu>s 9 Jan.
6/1 Alluded to as an auricular witness by the Estajettc.
5. Pertaining to the auricle of the heart.

1870 RoLLBSTON A Hint. Life 101 This '

pericardial
'

or
*auricular' membrane. 1872 HfXLtY Phys. ii. 42 The
moment the auricular systole is over.

6. Shaped liked an auricle.

1857 HILLOCK Oi-tviwa-V Midu'if. 21 A semilunar articular
surface, .calledtheauricularfacet. 1872 NICHOLSON Pulxvnt.
2\\ \ ubular spines . . abundant upon the auricular expansion.
B. sb. An auricular organ or part. spec. a. A

tuft of feathers covering the orifice of a bird's ear.

b. The little ringer, as the one most easily inserted

in the ear : cf. Fr. doigt auricnlaire.

1797 ULWICK Brit. Kirds \ 18471 I- I2 '1'he plumage . . plain
on the auriculars. a 1845 HOOD Tale Trumpet iii, For each
auricular Was deaf as a post. 1874 COVES Birds -V.-/f. 126
A po^-ocular stripe just over the auriculars.

Auri'CUlarly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] In au-

ricular manner: a. In one's ear, in a whisper ^SLC
AURICULAR <z. 2} ; fb. So as to affect the ear only
see AURICULAR a. 3) ;

c. By means of auricles.

1589 PUITKNHAM Kng. Pocsie lArb.l 182 ^'our figures that
worke auricularly by exchange. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety vii.

I

4. 260 These will soon confess, and that not auricularly,
I

but in a loud and audible voice. 1847 CKAIG, Auriatlarly
stem-clasping, having auricles at the base clasping the stem ;

applied to leaves.

Auriculate ori-ki/7U
v
t\ ///. a.

[f.
L. auricula

I

AURICLE + -ATE 2
.] Furnished with auricles or ear-

like appendages.
1. Hot. Of leaves : Having at the base a pair of

small, blunt projections, shaped like the lower

lobe of the human ear.

1713 PEIIVKR in /'////. Trans. XXVIII. 54 With auriculate
Leaves. 1857 HKMHEY Elcm.ot. 88 If a sessile leafhas
a cordate base, it becomes auriculate or e:ed.
2. Conch. Having an ear-shaped projection or

process on one or both sides of the umbones or

bosses, as in certain bivalves.

1854 WOODWARD Man. Alollnsca n. 233 Proditcta .- shell

free, auriculate. 1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 211 The shell is

auriculate, or furnished with ear-like expansions.

Auriculated ;-^tt-d), ///. a.
[f. prec.+-Ei>.]

^prec. Auriculated (or Sociable} Vulture: a spe-
cies of vulture which has a fleshy crest extending
from each ear along the side of the neck.

1711 PKTIVKR in Phil. Trans. XXVI I. 385 Having auricu-
lated .. Kadish-Hke Leaves. 18090. SHAW Zool. vii. 24 The
auriculated Vulture or Oricou.

Auriculately ,
atfo.

[f.
as prec. + -LY-.] In

auriculate manner.

1858 DKI. KV Useful PL India 470 Auriculately sagittate,
eared at the base, so as to give the leaf the appearance of
the head of an arrow.

Auriculo- (ri-kirfl0), comb. f. ofAURICLE [f.
L.

auricula'], as in auricula-temporal, -vcntricular,t\.c.

1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. ty Phys. 1. 330/2 The auriculo-ven-
tricular orifice is an oblique slit. 1881 MIVART Cat 273 The
auriculo-temporal nerve.

Auri'CUloid, a. [t.'L.awicitl-a + -oil).] Shaped
like an auricula or auricle: cf. AURICULA 4.

1856 WOODWARD Man. Mollitsca in. 397 The most remark-
able land-shells . . are the great auriculoid Bulimi.

Aurielet, obs. form of OKEILLET.

Aurient, obs. fonn of ORIENT.

AuriferOUS (gri-feres), a. [f.
L. aurifcr ,f.

aiiri- comb.f.aurum gold + -fg~ producing)
+ -ous.]

Containing or yielding gold ;
///. and _/?. Hence

Auriferously adv.

i77TnoMsox .Stun1110-64% Whence many a bursting stream
auriferous plays. 1849 MuKCUtVOM St'tttriei i. 11867) 18 Those

slaty rocks which l>ear the chief auriferous quartz-veins.

1855 HICKKNS Dorrit n. xvi. 390 Only one thing sat other-

wise than auriferously . . on Mr. Dorrit's mind.

Aurifex vy' ri^^s )- [^- ////- gold f -/i-.t

maker, worker.] A worker in gold ; a goldsmith.
1862 . \thcnifitin jo Aug. 276 The tutelary aurifex to whom

has been attributed the chair of King Dagobert himself.

Anrific ^ri-fik), a. [f. L. auri- gold + -fic-us

making : cf. mocl.K. aurifiquc^\ Producing gold.
1667 BOYLE Orig. Formes ff Qual., An Aurifick Powder.

1671 J. WKBSTKK Mctallogr. xxix. 365 Seed of an aurifick

or argent ifick nature. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Aurificatioii [^rifik^*JB). [n. of action f.

AUHIFY : see -ATIOX. Also in mod.K.] Working
in gold ; spec, the stopping of a tooth with gold.
1881 Times 2 Feb. 12/1 Technically described as dental

autoprothesis with aurification.

Auriflamb^e, obs. form of ORIFLAMME.
Auriform ,rif^jin, a.

[f.
L. auri-s ear +

-FOKM.] Shaped like an usually the human) ear.

1816 KlKBY & SP. Entoniol. 11843) II. 239 Two auriform

respiratory organs. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. 1.691/2
T\\o auriform appendages.



AURIFY.

Aurify (g'rifoi" , r.
[f.

L. auri- comb. f. aurum
gold+-FY, L. -fifarc to make. Cf. F. auri/itr.'] \

trans, ami inlr. To turn into gold.
1653 Ashmole's Th?<tt. ( "/:</. 369 Made full pure And auri-

|

lied. 1687 I'nrkishSpylv. xx. 354 Mercury. . aunties the very '

seed of ( >uld. 1800 I.A.MH in /.?//( 1837) vi. 54 Guineas that
now lie ripening and aurifying in. .some undiscovered Fotosi.

II Auriga l,rorgaV [L.] A charioteer. ta._/?y.

Leader (o/is.). b. Astr. One of the northern con-

stellations, the Waggoner, f c. Phys. The fourth

lobe of the liver {obs.). fd. Med. A bandage for

the sides \obs.~).

c 1430 I.YDG. Min. rofins ' 18441 T 39 '^ yl blissed Austyn, by
goostly elloquence Was trewe Auriga of foure gospelleeris.
1868 AIKY

l'oj>.
Aslroti. i. 7 The bright star Capella . . in

the c<|*Mellation Auriga.

Aurrgal, a. ran-*, [ad. L. atirigllis : see

prec. amT-AL'.] Of or pertaining to a charioteer.

1864 iii WKHSTKK.

Anrigatiou (yrigr'-Jan). [ad. L. aurigntion-
citi, n. of action f. aitn^arc to drive a chariot.]
The action or art of driving a chariot or coach.

1623 in COCKKKAM. 1849 l)i: QL'INCI-:Y Mail L'i><ii/t \\"ks.

IV. 3j2 All the skill in aurigation of Apollo himself.

II Auri'gO. Ot>s. [L., var. of annlgo.] Jaundice.
1398 THKVISA fiarth. /? /'. A', vin. Hii. 11495' 266 The

yelowe jawndcs is callyd Aurigo. 1731 in HAII.I.V. 1795
I'ATK tr. Cmlry's riants 36 For if with gold alone the soul's

inflam'd, It has th' aurigo from the metal nam'd.

Aurigraphy (jri-grafi . [ad. med.L. auri-

i;rafhia, f. L. auri- gold + Gr. -ypayia writing.]
'A writfng or graving in gold.' Blounl (!/. !(>;(>.

Aurilave y'ril,
T
iv). [f. L. auri-s ear 4 lav-

stem of laviire to wash.] An instrument for cltans-

ing the external ear and auditor}
7 mcatus.

1874 ROOSA Dis. Knr 122 A very small sponge attached to

an appropriate handle, called an aurilave.

Aurin \<f\\\ ). Chem.
[f.

L. aur-iim gold + -IX.]

A red colouring matter produced by Kolbe and

Schmidt in i86T. by heating phenol v.'ith oxalic
}

acid and strong sulphuric acid.

1869 I'.iig. Mccli. 19 Mar. 586/3 Rosolic acid, or aurine . .

from co.dtar. 1883 Athttutum 10 Mar. 316 2 Aurin.

Auriphrygiate ,rifri-d.^in-t , ///. a. [ad.
mcd. L.. auriphrygiatus, i.auriplirygiiun gold fringe
or embroidery: cf. &.L*pkrygio an embroiderer
in gold.] Embroidered or fringed with gold.
1814 SOUTHKV Roderick xvm. Wks. IX. 164 Nor wore he

m. ire here, Precious or auriphrygiate. 1815 Lift'ff Corr.
1 1850; IV. 107 'V\\e an rip/i rygiatf is the only piece of pedantry
that I acknowledge . . and I was tempted to it by thegrandi-

|

luquence of the word.

t Auripi-gment. Obs. [ad. L. aurifigitient-
11m 'also in tnjj. use ;,

= auri of gold +pigttuntimi
colouring matter. \ow replaced by the form Ou-
PIMKXT through Fr.] A bright yellow mineral,

,

the trisulphide of arsenic (AsjS,\ used by painters
under the name of King's Yellow. Cf. ARSKXIC i a.

1398 TKKVISA jlurlti. J)c 1\ R. xvi. vi. (14951 555 Vf auri-

pigment Ije layed to Krasse it maketh the brasse whyte. 1596
W. P. />'. n/Xt-it-fts 9 Take Auripigmentum and red lead.

1607 !'orsi.i-i. / i'nr-f. Beasts 399 MuK-wort . . with auripig-

ment, killeth \volfs and mice. 1741 Ctimpl. l-'iuit.-l'ii'Ct' n. i.

521 Strew upon it . . Powder of Auripigmentum.
\ Auri-poteilt, a. O/>s. rare.

[f.
L. auri- gold

+ potcnt-cni powerful; cf. armtpofent.] Having
gold at command

; rich in gold.
it 1560 f. Rou.AN'n Crt. 1'ennsii. i3oThairriche array,

and
tbair habillement . . So Irene, so big, and so Auripotent . . it was.

t Au'riscalp. Obs. [ad. L. aiiriscalpintn, f.

auri-s ear + scalpfre to scratch.] An ear-pick ;
a

surgical probe for the ear.

|i74z HAILKV, Aurisailpimn.} 1819 in Pantologia.

Auriscope (g'riskoup). Med. [f.
L. auri-s ear

+ Gr. -axorrus observing, observer.] An instru-

ment for examining the condition of the Eustachiau

passage of the ear. i In Mayne Exp. Lex. 1853.)

A-.iriscopy (gri'skApi), the use of the auriscope.
Aurist (g'rist). [f.

L. aur-is ear -I- -1ST.] A
specialist in regard to diseases of the ear.

1678 in PHILI.II-S tApp.l 1787 KOKDYCK in Phil. Trans.
I.XXVIII. 32 The Egyptians . . had . . oculists, aurists, etc.

lung before the Trojan war. 121845 Hoon J'tifa 'j'ntinpi't

.\\v, The Aurist only took a mug, And pour'd in his ear
some acoustical drug.

Aurite (g'rait), ///. <z. l.Olis. rare', [ad. L.

aiiritns eared, f. auris ear.] Long-eared.
1654 (JAYTON Fust. Notes i. v. 17 This beast (though by

nature Auritel was never so prick-ear'd as now.

Aurited (jrai-tt-d, g'rited), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-Kl).] Furnished with ears or auricles ;
auriculate.

1748 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anint. 122 (JoD.) The thin aurited

nautilus.

Aurivorons (yri-voras), a. [(.L,.anri-, comb,
form of aurum gold + -vorus devouring.] Gold-

devouring, feeding on gold.
1783 H. WALPOLE Lett. Ctess Ossory 1.151 Man is an auri-

vorous animal. 1845 FORD Handbk. Sfttin vi. 465 The most
aurivorous . . population of the peninsula.

Auro- (9'w), comb, form of L. aurum gold,
used chiefly in Chem. and Min., as in auro-oe -

phalous a., having a gold-coloured head
;
auro-

chlo'ride,. a compound of auric chloride with a

. .
t

. .

MILTON* L 1

Allegro 19 Zephyr with Aurora playing, As h
met her once a-maying. 1718 POPE Iliad vm. i Auror

now, fair daughter of the dawn.

567

base, a chloro-aurate ; auro-plumbrferous a.,

containing lead mixed with gold ; auro-telhrrite,
an ore of tellurium containing gold and silver,

SYLVAKTTB.
1816 CI.L-:A\ I:I.AMI> Miti. 566 Auro-plumbiferous native tel-

lurium. '875 HI.OXAM CAeu/. 403 Aurochloride of sodium
forms reddish yellow prismatic crystals.

II Auroch.3 ^uirryks, Tf>ks). [a. Ger. aurochs,
obs. form of aiteroclise-. MUG. Ar-ochsc, OIIG.

itr-ohso, f. ;//' OK. //V,OX. itrr, OTen t. *///*/, the

Urns, + (i. of/is, M IIG. oc/ise, OHG. ohso, ox. The
L. unts and Gr. oSpos were adopted from the OTeut.

word, of which the derivation is uncertain.]

Historically and properly, the name of an extinct i

species of \Vild < >x \Bos Urus Owen, B.primigenhts
Boj.) f described by Ca?sar as Unts, which formerly j

inhabited Europe, including the .British Isles, and
survived until comparatively recent times in Prussia,

Poland, and Lithuania. Since this became extinct,

the name has often been erroneously applied to

another species, the Kuropcan Uison {Bos Bison

Gesn., B. bonasus Linn.
,
still extant in the forests

of .Lithuania, in which sense it is used by some

English naturalists.

In early mod. (>. aitro.v, aurochs, was still applied to

tht: L'rns, and only since its disappearance .in i7th c.' has

been popularly misapplied to the liison, in which sense it

was unfortunately adopted by some naturalists, before the

facts were known. More recent authors have sought to

remedy the mistake by introducing the form Ov'.r iMHG.
lir-t'c/ixt" for the Urus, while retaining Aurochs for the Kisun ;

but as L 'rn.i' and Aurochs are only the earlier and later form
of the same name, this is historically indefensible, and the I

only accurate nomenclature is to distinguish the two animals

as L'nis or i'ro\-\, and ftiSMI 'improperly called Aurochs'.

See SenAUK A Hdcittsch, 117'. s.v. ll'isinit \ Bovn DAWKINS,
'

Fossil Krit. Oxen, in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XXII. i. 393.

1766 I'KXXANT lirit. Z<w/. (17761 I. i. i.n. ii. 19 The i'nts of

the Hercynian forest described by Ca^ar .. called by the

modern Germans, Aurochs, i.e. Bos syk'csiris. 1797 HARK

liitjfon's Sat. Hilt. VIII. 23 1'he urus, or aurochs. 1835

Penny Cycl. IV. 463.2 The aurochs of the present day is

nothing more than the liison or P.onasus of the antient^.

1869 J. (IKAV Unide ttrit. Mns. 3 The Lithuanian Bison or

Aurochs . . is now nearly extinct. 1882 C. ELTUX Orig.fcng.
Hist. 59 A confused account of two distinct animals, the

Aurochs or Xnbr of Lithuania, and the extinct Urus which
[

Charlemagne is said to have hunted. [Pol. /v= bison. J

Aurora ,or(Vra, -, -'). [L. ;
= dawn, goddess

of the dawn, orient. Rarely in Fr. form aitrorc.]

1. The rising light of the morning ;
the dawn.

1483 C-YXTON (.r'oli/. Leg. 430/4 On the thyrd nyght after,

nygh the rysyng ofaurora. 1638W ILK INS _\V?(<M'orld 1. 116841

57, 1 may call it Lumen crfpHsculininii, the Aurora of the

moon. i6$z URUUHART Jfow/Wks. 11834) 235 Theantarctick

oriency of a western aurore.

2. personified, The
(
Roman' 1

, goddess of the dawn,

represented as rising with rosy fingers from the

saffron-coloured bed of Tithonus.

1587 Myrr. for Ma?.. Induct, i. 6 Sweete Aurora. 1645
w

*
. , i ,,r . rr i ..'.!_ t _ A.I

,
.

3. fig. The beginning, the early period ; poet, for

'rise/ 'dawn,' 'morn,' in same fig. sense.

1844 \xwzMt\-) Anglo-Sax. Ch. 118581 II. xii. 197 The virtues ;

which had so brilliantly illuminated the aurora of their church,
j

1858 HAWTHORXK Fr.^It. Jrnls. II. 222 An aurora of mirth, ;

which probably will not be very exuberant in its noon-tide. !

^..poet. The East, the Orient, rare.

^11649 DKL'MM. OK HAUIII. \\'ks. 37/1 They make the

Scythian them adore, The (iaditan, and souldier of Aurore.

5. A luminous atmospheric phenomenon, now
considered to be of electrical character, occurring in

the vicinity of, or radiating from, the earth's north-

ern or southern magnetic pole, and visible from

time to time by night over more or less of the

adjoining hemisphere, or even of the earth's sur-

face generally ; popularly called the Northern ,or

Southern) Lights, merry-dancers, streamers, etc.

The northerji lights, being alone conspicuous in Europe,
had from the earliest periods various popular names in the

northern languages ; they began to attract scientific atten-

tion early in the i/th c. ,
and were described by Gassendi in

1621 under the descriptive appellation of aurora borealis or
1 northern dawn,' their simplest form suggesting the appear-
ance ofdawn or approaching sunrise on the northern horizon ;

this appellation (occasionally varied as anrora sej>ientrio-
nalis\ passed into general scientific use. On the recognition
of similar phenomena in the antarctic regions, these were
called anrora aitstralis or ' southern lights

'

; whence anrora
is now used generically as the proper term for the phenome-
non, without any thought of 'dawn,' and with English plural
auroras \ and this has become the ordinary prose meaning
of aurora^ the preceding senses being only poetical.
1621 [1822 Kt-KRowKS Cyd. s.v., On Sept. and, 1621, the

same phenomenon was seen all over France ; and it was

particularly described by Gassendus in his Physics, who
gave it the name of aurora borealis.\ 1717 Phil. Trans.
XXX. 584 On February the sth, 1716-7, at Eight at Night,
M\ Anrora liorealis appeared. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.,
Aurora ftorealis or Aurora Septentrionalis, the northern

dawn, or light ; is an extraordinary meteor, or luminous ap-

pearence, shewing it self in the night-time, in the northern

part of the heavens. 1741 Phil. Trans. XLI. 744 (titles, An
account of theAurora Aitstralis observed at Rome, January
27, 1740. 1788 BURNS Wks. II. 183 Last, she sublimes th

1

Aurora of the poles, The flashing elements of female souls.

1823 MOORE Fables t Holy Alliance \. 12, A dome of frost-

AURUM.
work . . Which shone by moonlight a-; the tnle Is Like an
aurora borealis. 1835 Si it j. Koss A'.- It '. J'tisn. x!v,2i6 There
was an aurora at ni^lit. 1852 W. (IROVK Coxfrif*. Sc. 559
In air rarefied by the air-pump an aurora or discharge of ti\e

or six inches long could be obtained. 1855 Scoi i KKN Pract.
Meteorol. 98 After 1790 auroras became (infrequent, but since

1825 they have been on the increase. 1868 LOCKYKR Heavens
2ir hit up by aurora and lung lingering twilights. 1870
R. FERGUSON Klcctr. -yj The apj earance of auroras is in-

variably accompanied by magnetic irregularities.

tJ. The colour ol the sky at the point of sun-rise
;

a rich orange hue.

1791 HAMII.IOX l>crthollcfs Dyeing 1 1. 11. 4. iv. 273 For
silks to be dyed of an aurora or orange colour. 1822 IMISDN
Sc. <y Art II. 189 If an orange, or an aurora be required.
1862 R. KYI i I:HSUN AJJ. Hist. <y Art j_j Orange-reds, such
as scarlet, nacarat, and aurora.

7. Used as the popular or trivial name of various

species of animals, as of a monkey (Chrysothrix
si'ittrca^, a sea-anemone, ai.tl as the fancy name of

varieties of various flowers, e.if. of a ranunculus.

1774 OOI.DSM. AW/. Hist. 1 1 86-21 1. vn. i. 508 The Saniari, or

Aurora; which is the smallest, and most beautiful of all

monkeys that hold by the tail. 1858 ( '. H. Li-.\\ i-:s .SV</ Xtt/,-

Stiitt. Index.

8. Comh. Aurora australis, borealis, septen-
trionalis : see sense 5. Aurora-like a., like the

dawn, like the auroia borealis
;
aurora parrot,

the species I'sif/ai'ii.f Aurora ; aurora-pole, one
of the two points on the surface of the eartli which
lurm the centres of the luminous circles of the

aurora borealis and australis; aurora-snake.
1877 M KS. H. Ki\'<; /Vir//., L '&> tfrtsst n. 65 I-'ilmy aurora-

flowers Opened and died in the hour 1580 SIDM-.V Arcati.
116221 ijg Aurora-like new out of bed. 1879 KINGSION
Austral. A(-r. iii. 24 Kays of light xcoined, aurora-like, to
sln_Mji out ffitjn itx crown. 1881 tr. KQrtti'Ustfi&ltt'i l\>y.
I i-tfti II. \i. 40 A luminous c]i.\\n .. u!,u>e centre, 'the

aurora-pole.' he* soiueuhal UIH|LT the earth's surface, a little

nui'th of the magnetic-pole.
Auroral oro-Tul

|,
a. [f. prec. 4 -AL

'.]

1. Of or pertaining to the dawn, eastern
; //.,'.

of

or pertaining to the rise or tir.it period of anything.
1552 LYNIH.SAY .Monarche Prol. 148 (.hihuse donke impur-

purit vtstiment norturnall . . He [I'hchus] lefte in tyll his

regioun auroral!. 1854 H.UHIAM Halieiit. 529 To ha\L- begun
the day with a . . crust . . like the French auroral

*
biscuit

de Rheinis.' 1878 1'. HAVNI-; ritrit. I\c->. ix. 361 Auroral

splendours of promi-^t.- . . u hirh accompany all revolutions in

their earlier .stages. 1879 J. ToimrN'i I:K Alceittis 61 To paint
the auroral mysteries of the dawn.
2. Like the dawn in colour, brightness, freshness,

soft beauty, etc.; dawning, roseate, rosy.
1827 C'AKi.Yi.t: J//iv. I. 41 The auroral light ofTusso. 1863

hoNCF. J'\i/c. ]-\'t1crigo 151 Her cheeks suffused with an
auroral blush. 1883 K. NOEL in Academy No. 577. 365/3 A
radiance in auroral spirits now.
3. Of or pertaining to the aurora (borealis).
1828 in Wi.iis'i I-:K. 1851-9 SIK J. HI-.RSCIIKI. in Athn. Aliin.

Sc. }'.>!(]. 161, Note 'also the meteors .. within the auroral

region. 1856 KAXI: At\t. /:.t/>. I. xxxi. 421 A true and un-
broken auroral arch. 1872 I'KUC'IOK /\sx. .Istron. xiii. 179
The extreme lieight of the auroral light.

4. Resembling the aurora in its coruscations.

1871 I'.U.<;KA\I-; Lyr. J'th-nis 1^6 Auroral flashings of wit.

1882 MVLKS J\ t'uw. } 'with 223 Hast thuu . . Marked in her

eyes those gleams auroral play?

Auro'rally, aJv. [f. prec.
-*

-i.v-.]

1. After the manner of the dawn ; roseately.
1873 DKOWNINI, A'(V/. t'(>//. ,\/V///-t . 117 How heaven's own

pure may seem To blush aurorally.
2. After the manner of an aurora (borealis).
1882 PIAZZI SMYTH in Xtititre No. 682. 83 A space, emi-

nently and distinctly aurorally dark, was formed near the
middle of the north-east arc itself.

Auroreaii ^(>r<Vr/'an\ a.
[f.

AnioitA + -EAX.

Latin might have had aiirore-its (roseus).] Be-

longing to dawn, or resembling it in brilliant hue.

1819 KEATS Odt' to Psyche^ At tender eyedav\ n ofaurorean
love. 1860 O. MI-:KI-:I>IIH I.ndle u. v. 16. u Auroreaii

clouds. 1880 SWISHUKNI-: Birthday Oifc 340 Ringed with
aurorean aureole of the sun.

Auro'i'ic, [f.Ai'BuH-A+-iC: not well formed.]
= AURORAL 3.
1881 KINAHAN in Nature XXIII. 350 Auroric lights have

been faint and scarce of late.

t AurO'SC, Obs." [ad.L. aitrosus, f. aunwt ;

see -OSE.] Full of gold, golden. 1731 in HAILEY.

Aurous (9'ros), a.
[f.

L. aur-ion gold + -ous.]
Of or containing gold. A])pHed in Chem. to com-

pounds in which gold combines as a monad, e.g.
Aiiroits iodide Au I, Aurous o.\idc

t
AuaO.

1862 PKITKK Play-l>k. Metals 201 Purple of Cassins, termed

by Gmelin stannate of aurous oxide. 1876 HARI.F.Y Mat.
Med. 307 Aurous iodide is a greenish-yellow powder.

Aurthwart,-wert, obs. forms of OVEKTH WART.
Aurulent i'ri/?lent), a. [ad. L. aitntlentits,

f. aur-um gold : see -ULENT.] Gold-coloured.

1731 in HAII.EY. 1811 G. SHAW Zool. VIII. 306 Aurulent

humming-bird.

IIAurum (-nVO. [L.] Gold. Usedinthenames of

several preparations containing or resembling gold,
as aurum fulminans (

= FULMINATE of gold), an

explosive precipitate obtained by adding ammonia
to a solution of auric chloride ; aurum mosaicum
or musivum, bisulphide of tin, known also as

broif.c pffivilfr,
used by statuaries, house- painters,
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and paper-stainers ; f aurum potabile, 'drinkable

gold,' gl(l heM m a state of minute subdivision in

some volatile oil, formerly in repute as a cordial.
<i 1500 R. /:. Misc. (18551 4 l

j
ynaculs alle of auruin, Clene

gold alle and summe. 1681 tr. ll'ittjs' Keni. Mcd. It'A-s.,

Atiriiin fitlminans, or thundering gold. 1794 J. HLIIOS
Pkilos. Light, etc. 213 Aurum fulminans may be heated to

a certain degree without exploding. 1652 ASHMOLK Theat.

C/it'iH. 208 Hice, Vermillion, Aurum Musicum. iSaj IMISON
Sc. $ Art II. 325 Aurum Miisivum is used by Japanners.
1644 Qi'ARi.ES Judgm. <y Mercy 86 Poverty . . is a sickness

very catching . . The best cordial is aurum potabile. 1678
PHILLIPS, Aurntn potabile^ a Medicine made of the txxiy of

Hold it self, totally reduced, without Corrosive, into a blood-

red, gummie or Hony-like substance.

Auscult ipskwlt), z'. [ad. L. auscultiire to

hear with attention, listen to. (Am- = aitr- in auris

ear; the rest is doubtful.) Cf. F. ausculte)\~\ =next.
< 1840 E. RIGBV in Tiveedie's Libr. bled. VI. 55 The sound

of each heart should be ausculted at the same moment.
1881 Miss BHAIJUON Asph. xxiii. 254 He ausculted me care-

fully, found me sound in wind and limb.

Auscultate (

-

sklt^t;, z'. [f. aiisrultat- ppl.
stem of aiucultare : see prec. and -ATK :

*.]
trans.

To listen to ; spec, in Afed. to examine by auscul-

tation. 1881 in Syd. Sec. Lex. [The only form.]

Auscultation ^sk^ltJi-Jan). [ad. L. auscul-

tation-em, f. amcitltat~\ see prec. and -ATIOX.]
1. The action of listening or hearkening.

1654 HicKES/,r/V7 iT.) You shall hear what deserves at-

tentive auscultation. 1836 H.'i'.\\\.oRSittf<'Sftt<i>t xxxi. 239 He
who can listen with real attention to every thing that is said

to him, hasagreat gift of auscultation. 1842 MRS. BROWNING
(irk. Clir, Poets 1 1863' 64 The suggestive name ofacroascs

auscultations, things intended to be heard.

2. Mcd. The action of listening, with ear or stetho-

scope, to the sound of the movement of heart, lungs,
or other organs, in order to judge their condition

of health or disease.

1833 J. FORBKS Cycl. Pract. Hied. I. 234 The whole doctrine
of auscultation as a means of diagnosis. 1872 THOMAS Dis.

Wont. 767 Auscultation reveals a loud basic systolic cardiac
murmur.

AuSCUltative ^skyltativ), a. Mcd [f.
L.

ausntltat" (see AUMCULT) + -IVE.] Of the nature

of, or pertaining to, auscultation.

1834 RAMADCE Consnmp. Curable 95 By auscultative ex-

amination. Ibid. 1 1861 1 47 He displayed, unequivocally, all

its auscultative signs.

Auscultator (S'sludtfitai). [a. "L.auscultator,

n. of agent f. attscitltare : see prec. and OK.]
1. Mcd. One who practises auscultation.

1833 J. FORBES Cycl. Pract, Med. I. 225 In the hands of

an expert auscnltator. 1872 THOMAS Dis. ll'iun. 77 The
auscultator . . bringing to his aid the double stethoscope.

II
2. Title formerly given in Germany to a young

lawyer who has passed his first public examination,
and is thereupon employed by Government, but

without salary and with no fixed appointment.
(Now called referenda*-^ Hence Auscultatorship.
1831 CAKLVLE Sart. Res. uSsS'iv. 75 His first Law-Examin-

ation he has come-through triumphantly . . he is hereby
'an Auscultator of respectability.' Ibid. 76 His progress
from the passive Auscultatorship, towards any active Asses-

sorship. 1884 Sat. A'tt'. 2 Feb. 146.

Auscultatory ^Jskarltatari), a.
[f.

\*.auscul-

tat .^sL-e AUSCULT) 4- -OBT.] Of or pertaining to

listening, or to the medical practice of auscultation.

1651 Bices AVrc Disp. P240 Engage nature in her passive
auscult&tory faculties. 1833 J- FOKBICS Cycl. Pract. tiled. I.

235 The auscultatory diagnostics of cardiac diseases.

Ausmoner,tro.nsp.offlw(?jv/tv-, obs. f. ALMONER.
II Auspexi9'speks). Rom.Antiq. PI. auspices.

[L., contr. for avisf*ex, f. avi-s bird + -spex an ob-

server, f. spectre to behold, observe.] One who
observed the flight of birds, to take omens thence
lor the guidance of affairs ; hence, a director, pro-
tector ;

a:id esp. the person who superintended
marriage ceremonies.

1598 ( iRKENWF.v Tacitus' A tin. 11604) 151 Shee should heare
the words of the Auspices or hand-fas tors. 164? R. STAI*VL-

TON Juvenal 206 An auspex to divine by the flying of the
birds the future felicity of her marriage.

t Au'spical, a. Obs.-* [ad. L. auspicalis, f.

auspie-cnii AUSPEX : see -AL 1
.]
= ACSPICIAL.

1656 in BLOUST Glossogr.

t Au'spicate, a. Obs. [ad. L. ampicatns, pa.

pple. of aitspictirCi -an to take omens at the begin-

ning of any business, to start prosperously, to begin,
enter upon, f. auspie-em, AUSPEX.] Started with

good auspices ; well-omened ; fortunate.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Alor. 670 It is not an auspicate
beginning of a feast . . to snatch or furch from one another.

1657 HOWKLL Londinop. 6 Among the most auspicious names
. . [is] none more auspicate or glorious than Augusta.

Auspicate (g'spikcU), v. [f. prec., or on ana-

logy ofvbs. so formed.]

fl. trans. To give omen of, betoken, prognosti-
cate. Obs.

1603 B. JONSOX A'ifig's Entert. Wks. (1838) 535/1 As omin-
ous a comet . . as that did auspicate So lasting glory to

Augustus' state.

2. intr. To augur, prognosticate, predict.
1848 H. ROGERS Ess. 118601 III. 357 It were mockery to

auspicate favorably so long as they continue.

3. trans. To initiate (a business, undertaking, etc.)

with a ceremony calculated to ensure prosperity or

good luck to it
; to give a fortunate start to.

1611 SPKED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (16321 553 To auspicate
bis Temporall affaires with Spiritualldeuotiuns. 1640 BROMK
Antipodes i. vi. 255 First, Sir, a health to auspicate our

travajles,
And wee'll away. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. 11. vi. 1 18651

269 To auspicate . . the filial concern, and set it agoing with
a lustre. 1865 D. NASH in J/cr//iE. E. T. Sj Pref. 6 Auspi-
cating the foundations of cities . . by human sacrifice.

4. To enter upon in a way which may be attended
with good or bad consequences ; to handsel, sig-
nalize tone's entrance upon).
1611 Si'KKD Hist. Cf. Brit. ix. vil. 6 Which Act was acci-

dent ly hanseld, and auspicated with thebloud ofmany Jewts.
1796 BI-RKK Regie. Peace Wks. IX. 81 The very first acts, by
which [this new Government] auspicated its entrance into

function. 1834 SIR H. TAYLQftArteve&tt i. ii.v, Can the son
better auspicate his arms Than b)" the slaying of who slew
the father?

5. To begin, commence, start; to inaugurate.
1652 SPARKK Prim. Devot. t 1663 1 97 Whence all the rest

j

auspicate their Gospel. 1831 Crayonsfr. Commons 4,1 Long ;

ere the purse and mace Were auspicated to proclaim the state ,

Which fortune will'd on Henry Brougham should wait. 1876
BANCROFT Hist, i '. S. I. iv. 125 The London company merits
the praise of having auspicated liberty in America.

f0. intr. To make a start or commencement. Obs.
<z 1670 HACKET Cent. Serm, 11675' 582 Let me auspicate

from the Text and Authority of Holy Scripture.

t AtTSpicately, adv. Obs. rare- 1

, [f.
Aus-

PICATK a. + -LY-.] In accordance with omens.
1609 HOLLAND Amin. Jfarifll. xxn. viii. 197 Great cities. .

founded auspicately by the direction of bird flight.

Au spicating", vbl. ,/>. [f.prcc. + -ING*.]
= next.

1652 (i.U'LK Magastrom. 189 Whether auguri/ing, auspi-
cating, and aruspicinating . . were not founded upon magick.

Auspica'tioil. Obs. rare. [n. of action f.

L. atispicat-: see AUSPICATE a. and -ATIOX.] The

taking of auspices, getting of favourable omens.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 4 Their sacrificing to the starres,

in an auspication of the years fertility. Ibid. 296 He took

auspication from a bird that sate befoie them.

t Au'spicator. Obs. rare- 1

, [n. of agent ^on
L. analogies) f. L. attspicat-i see prec. and -OH.]
One who takes auspices, an augur.
1652 GAULE Magastrmtt, 330 The pullarian auspicator,

would needs be presaging clean contrary to his tokens.

t An'Spica'tory, a. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. prec.:

see -uKY.J Of or pertaining to auspication.
1734 SAM-; Koran Prel. Disc. iv. 118501 42 This auspicatory

form . . [is] believed to be of divine original.

Auspice ip'spis), now usually in pi. auspices

^9'spist-z). [a. F. auspice (i4th c.), ad. L. auspi-
iiinn the action or function of the AUSPEX.]
1. An observation of birds for the purpose of ob-

taining omens
;
a sign or token given by birds.

1533 BKLLFSDESE Livy iv. 118221 310 Na plebeane micht
have auspicis, that is to say, thay micht nocht divine. 1652
GACLE Magastrom. 307 Taking an auspice .. it was told

him, &c. 1770 LANGHORSE Plutarch (18791 ' 1 72/2 The
auspices which were taken when he was appointed. 1868

MILMAN St. Paul's ii. 20 All sortileges, auspices, divinations,
and other works of the devil were forbidden.

2. gen. Any divine or prophetic token ; prognos-
tic, premonition; esp. indication of a happy future.

1660 R. COKE Power $ -Wy. 186 The glorious Cesar

>Ienry whom God may make to command with happy
auspices. 1796 BCRKE Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 327 This

auspice [the publication ofa pamphlet] was instantly followed

by a speech from the throne, in the very spirit . . of that

pamphlet. 1848 R. HAMILTON Sabbath ii. 50 What was the

auspice and relief which words like these brought to his

soul ! 1855 MACAL-I.AY Hist. Etig. III. 20 A life which had

opened under the fairest auspices.

3. Prosperous leatl ; propitious influence exerted

on behalf of any undertaking ; patronage, favour-

ing direction ; esp. in phr. Under the auspices of.

n 1637 H. JOSSON (J.) Great father Mars . . By whose high
auspice Rome hath stood So long. 1667 DRYDEN Ann.
Mirab. 1150 That Town .. Which by his Auspice they will

nobler make. 1790 BURKE h'r. R&>. 135 The whole has
been done under the auspices . . of religion and piety. 1844
LINGARD'Anglo-Sax. Ch. 11858) II. xi. 168 Published under
the auspices of the Royal Society of Literature. 1865 LIVING-
STONE Zambesi xvi. 337 An experiment begun under his en-

lightened auspices.

f4. A lucky or well-omened introduction. Obs.
1688 DRYDKN Brit. Rcdiv. 50 That James this running

century may view, And give his son an auspice to the new.

Auspicial \sprjal), a. [f.
L. attspici-mn AUS-

PICE + -AL1
.]

1. Of or pertaining to auspices or augury.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. v. 193 That Auspiciall

principle . . that the left hand is ominous. i8a8 CHATFIELD
Tent. Antiq. Pref. 10 A fondness for auspicial rites.

2. Well-omened, fortunate, auspicious.
1614 I>ec.)sSVry<wrr.?'AV.f. lArb.'III. ss^Theauspiciall

government of Frederick the Prince Palatine. 1853 S, >>.'.

Kev. I. 84 Attaching undue importance to the auspicial
favour of aristocratic names.

t Auspi'Ciate, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f.

as prec. +

-ATE 3.] Variant of AUSPICATE v. (sense 4^.

1640 YORKE Union Hon. 15 an. 1296 There to auspiciate his

entrance to a conquest of Scotland.

t Auspi'cinator. Obs. rare 1
, [f.

L. anspici-
ttfH

;
cf. L. haruspicium t hantspicina, and Eng.

vatichtator.']
= ArsPiCATOR, AUSPEX.

165* GAI-LE Magastrom. 190 Augurs and auspicinators.

Auspicious (spi-Jas), a.
[f.

as prec. + -ous.]
1. Ominous, esf. of good omen, betokening suc-

cess, giving promise of a favourable issue.

1614 SKLDEN Titles Hon. 155 An auspicious flight of an

Eagle towards him. 1742 YofNc _\Y. '/'//. viii. 202 Beneath

auspicious planets born. 1823 J.THACHER Mil. Jrnl. Amcr.
J\tT'. 155 The splendid achievement of General Gates is

auspicious to his preferment.
b. Of persons: Predicting or prognosticating good.
1702 Rows Ambit. Step-Moth. 11. ii. 662 Auspicious Sage,

I trust thee with my Fortune. 1879 CHR. ROSSUTTI Seek ij-

!"hut 239 The aspect of jubilant auspicious angels.

2. Favourable, favouring, conducive to success.

1610 SMAKS. Temp, v. i. 314 Tie . . promise you calme Seas,

auspicious gales. 1858 SEARS Athan. \\. xii. 248 The results

. . have a direct and auspicious bearing on the great subject.

b. Of persons : Showing favour, propitious, kind.
1601 SnA.KS.Aifs H 'ell in. iii. 8 And fortune play vpon thy

prosperous helme As thy auspicious mjstris. 1756 C. I.UCAS

liss. Waters I. Ded., Auspicious Heaven saw our distresses

and dangers. 1871 ROSSKTTI /%*// 10 Fair with honorable

eyes. Lamps of an auspicious soul.

3. Favoured by fortune, prosperous, fortunate.

1616 HULLOKAR, Auspicious, lucky, fortunate. 1664 H.
MOKE Myst. Iniq. 241 But Hari'est sometimes has a more

auspicious sense. 1804 in Gurwood Disp. III. 419 We . . have

reposed for five auspicious years under the shadow of your
protection.

Ausprciously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]
In an

auspicious manner ;
with favourable omen, pro-

spect, or result ; fortunately, happily.
1596 DRAYTON Legends i. 421 Whom then I did auspi-

ciously perswade, Once more with Warre to fright the Eng-
lish Fields. 17x9 YOUNG Revenge in. i, Thus far it works

auspiciously. 1855 MACAU LAY Hist, Eng. III. 586 Schom-

berg had opened the campaign auspiciously.

Auspi'ciousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being auspicious ; favourable prospect
for the future, promise of success.

1649 JKK. TAYLOK Gt. Exeinp. ii. Add. xi. 24 Having thus

commenced with the ausjjjciousnesse of religion, they had
"

belter hopes their just affaires would succeed. iX&^Matich.
Exam. 8 Nov. 5/1 The auspiciousness of this beginning was
more than confirmed.

t Airspicy . Obs. [ad. L. auspicium AUSPICE.]
The drawing of omens from birds.

1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jnd. Astrol. xvii. 356 Auspicie was
rather an inuention of pollicie. 1628 Pfftuerf. J-avorite 120

He consulted with his Auspicy to know what it presaged.

1687 SnAOwtLL Juvenal's Sat. x.note,\Vho interpret dextrn

pcdt' 'with most prosperous Auspicies.*

Aust, obs. form of AUGUST.

Austen, variant of AUSTIN, Augustinian.
1 Auster ip staa). Also 6 austure. [L. ;

cf.

L. were, ustnnii to burn, Gr. avtv to dry, kindle.]
The south wind

; hence, the south.

(1374 CHAI-CKR Boeth. it. iii. 3gVif J>e cloudy wynde auster

blowe felliche. 1535 STEWART Crort. Scot. I. 354 Throw
couetyce culd neuir jit be content Of all the Austure and
the Orient, c 1630 DRVMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. 117111

38/1 To dry the weeping Auster's tears. 17162-9 FALCONER

Ship*:i.',-. ii. 243 Auster' s resistless force all air invades.

Auster, variant of ASTBE, hearth, home.

Austere (gstt^u), a. Forms : 4 auster, 7-eer, 4
-

austere ;
also 4 austerene, awsterne ^hausterne),

4-6 aust?rne, 6 austrun, astern, [a. OY. austere

(i4th c. in Littre), ad. V..anstents t a. Gr. avtmjpus

making the tongue dry and rough, hence, harsh,

severe, f. avtiv to dry. The adscititious -n, common
in I4~i6th c., is perhaps due to contact of form

and sense with stem adj. ; cf. quot, 1388 in sense 3.

The appearance of the senses in Eng. does not

correspond to the logical development in Gr.]
1. Uniting astringency with sourness or bitterness ;

harsh in flavour, rough to the taste.

1541 R. COPLAND Galyens Terap. 2 H j b, I cal austere . .

a lytell adstryngent. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny Wo?*., A nsten;
harsh or hard, as in fruits vnripe, and hard wines of hedge
grapes. 1664 EVKLYN/V/(W** Advt. 11729)78 Austere Fruit . .

no better than a sort of full succulent Crabs. 1784 COWPI.K
Task i. 122 The bramble, black as jet, or sloes austere.

1854 HOOKKR//V//W. Jrnls. I. vi. 143 lioth ripen austere and
small fruits.

f2. Of colour: Dingy, sombre. (So in L.) Obs.

1680 H. MORI-: Apocal.Apoc. 227 A Chrysoprasus : aGemm
of an austere colour.

3. Harsh to the feelings generally ; stern in man-
ner or appearance ; rigorous, judicially severe.

1330 R. HHUNNK Citron. 54 Dei dred pe kyng folle sore, for

he was fulle austere. 1382 \V\(.:UF Luke xix. 21, 1 dredde

thee, for thou art an austerne (1388 a stern] man .. I am
an hausterne [1388 a stern] man. ('1425 WVXTOVN Crw.
\. ix. 664 Persecutiowne, Dat wes austere and fellowne. 1513
DOUGLAS /Kttets x. xii. 59 Wyth astern fyry ene. 1535
STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 371 With drawin swordis and with

austrun face. 1656 BP. HALL Breath. Di"i'ontSoul(\^\\

192 O thou, who justly holdest thyself wronged with the

style of an austere Master. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott.

Night-C. 248 They would be gentle, not austere.

b. Stem in warfare, grim.
1330 R. BKUNKE CJitvn. 28 Werred on Athelstan with oste

fulle austere. Ibid. 263 Jte folk . . wer first auster and smerte.

1852 Miss VONGE Cameos 11877) ' xxx - 25 Simon, Count de

Montfort, an austere warrior.

t C. transf. Rugged, forbidding. Obs.

1686 COTTON Montaigne (1877) I. 75 Difficulties .. render

it austere and inaccessible.

4. Severe in self-discipline or self-restraint, strin-

gently moral, strict, abstinent.



AUSTERELY.
c 1375 WYCLIF Serin, i. Sel. Wks. 1869 I. i An ypocrite

t:it shcwide him to the world bu^e austerne and clene. 1601

SHAKS. Alls Well iv. iii. 59 Which holy vndertaking with
most austere sanctimonie, she accomplish!. 1772 PKIKSTLEY
Nat.

<$
Rev. Relig. 11782) I. 319 John . . led a remarkably

austere life. 1855 MACAU LAY Hist. Rug. xiii. i II. 249 To these

austere fanatics a holiday was an object of positive disgust.

5. Grave, sober, serious.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 272 Eve. .With sweet austeer com-

posure thus reply 'd. 1858 LONGF. M. Stnntiish 31 Men in

the middle of life, austere and grave in deportment.
6. Severely simple in style, unadorned ;

without

any luxury.
1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. (1632) 390 This austere repast

they took in the Euening. 1795 MASON ('/;. Alus. \. 47, I

demand no austere solemnity of strain ; but I would reject
all levity of air. i8$a CUNYHKARE & H. St. />

rt/(i862) I.

ix. 280 The austere comfort of an English jail.

B. as sb. An austere substance.

1760 RUTTY Phil, Trans. 1,1. 471 Galls and other austeres.

Anste'rely, adv. [f. prec. + -I.Y^.] In an

austere manner ; with harshness ; sternly, strictly,

severely; grimly; rigorously, abstinently.
ciyjs WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. 1869 I. 256 God shal seie,

austernli; Of J>i moub Y juge ^ee. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis
xii. vi. 121 Rycht austernly has he thrawin the brand. 1610

SHAKS. Temp. \\. i. i If I haue too austerely punish'd you.

i79gS.TL'KNb<:K..-/^/<>-.5rt-r. (1828)1.391 Alfred at first received

them austerely. His manner was afterwards softened. 1858
Di-: QUINCKY Antobiog.Sk. Wks, I. 134 My mother . . recoiled

austerely from all direct communication with her servants.

1865 Daily Tel. 28 Dec. 5/4 The back lanes of Genoa are

full uf austerely-gorgeous palaces.

Auste'reness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] Austerity.
1. Harshness or astringent sourness to the taste.

1676 URAL in Phil. Trans. XI. 585 An austerenes that

must be allay'd . . with a little Sugar. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v. Austerity, Austereness of taste.

2. Harshness, sternness, severity ;
severe self-

discipline, moral strictness.

1579 TOMSON Cah'ins Scri. Tim. 392-2 S. Paul con-

demned them that through austernesse of life . . serued

God. 16^6 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 372 If an indifferent

and unridiculous object could draw his habit uall austerenesse

unto a smile. 1829 J. H. NKWMAN in Spurgeon Trcas. Dav.
Ps. cxix. 75, I saw thy face In kind austereness clad.

Austerity (gste'riti). Forms : 4 austerit6,

austernete, 7 austeritie, 7- austerity, [a. OF.
attsteritJ (i4th c. in Littre), ad. late L. austeritaton

(cf. Or. avvTrjpijTijs}, f. austerus AUSTEUE : see -ITY
.]

1. Harshness to the taste, astringent sourness.

1634 T. JOHNSON tr. Party's Chirnrg. xxvr. vii. (1678) 632

Acerbity and austerity. 1676 BEAL in Phil. Trans. XI. 585
A wild black Plum . . of no harsh or unpleasant austerity.

1718 QUINCJV Compl. Disp. 80 Sage . . has an Austerity upon
the Palate.

2. Harshness to the feelings ; stern, rigorous,
or severe treatment or demeanour; judicial severity.

1340 HAMPOLE Pf. Consc. 5376 pe gret austerite, pat Crist

sal shew jat day. c 1380 WYCUK De Pupa Wks. (1880) 471
Seculer pnnsis shulden teche to drede god by austernete

and worldly drede. 1579 E. K. in Spenser sSht-ph. Cat. Feb.

Gloss,
, Dismayed at the grimnes and austeritie of his counten-

aunce. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World u. (1736) 532 He gave
presence . . with such austeritie, that no man durst presume
to spit or cough in his sight. 1775 BURKE Sp. Cone. Amer.
Wks. 1842 I. 181 Notwithstanding the austerity of the Chair.

b. transf. Rigour ; rugged sternness, arch.

1713 I,and, <y Count. Brewer \\. (1743) 149 Before the Aus-

terity of the Winter renders such a damp watery Place too

chilly. 1817 HYHOM Manfred\\\. iv. 33 Which softcn'd down
the hoar austerity Of rugged desolation.

3. Severe self-discipline or self-restraint; moral

strictness, rigorous abstinence, asceticism.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. \. i. 90 Or on Dianaes Altar to pro-
test For aie, austerity, and single life. 1655 FULLER C/i.

Hist. u. iii. I. 271 The Monks .. whose primitive over-

Austerity in Abstinence was turned now into Self-sufficiency.

1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 141 f6 To dissipate the gloom of

collegiate austerity. 1856 MRS. STOWE Dred. xxvii. II. 274
The rigid austerity of his life.

b. esp. in//. Severely abstinent or ascetic practices.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. xviii. 69 Several other Anti-

chrjstian
Austerities. 1759 WESLEY \Vks.

(1872) I. 178 By
holiness meaning, not fasting or bodily austerities. 1851 SIR

J. STEPHEN Hist. France xvii. II. 174 The cell and the

austerities of an anchorite.

4. Severe simplicity; lack of luxury or adornment.

1875 MRS. CHARLES in Snnd. Mag. June 586 The very
bareness and austerity . . was to the Gothic soldiers a proof
of hidden treasure. 1885 COAN in Harper's Mag. June
125/2, I should restrict this austerity to the dyspeptics.

Auste'rulous, ft- Obs~v
[f.L,.aitsterit/-tts:

see -ULOUS.] 'Somewhat harsh.' Bailey 1731.

Austin (9'stin), a. and sb. Also 4-6 Austyn(e,

fi-7-en, 7 -ine. [Syncopated, f.A trgitsfin, Au'gsfin.

(No Aoitstin cited in OF.)]
1. = AUGUSTINIAN.
c 1384 WYCLIF De Eccl. Sel. Wks. 1871 III. 353 Austyns

seien pat Jjei weren many hundrid wynter bifore opere
freris. 1861 A. B. HOPE Eng. Cathedr. \ytk C. 232 The church

of the Austin Friars.

f2. '

Doing Austins' : see quot. Obs.

c 1812 Oxoniana I. 5 Some traces of this practice [efis^ufu-

ttones in Augiistinensibus] still remain in the University

exercises, and the common phrase of scholars
'

doing
Austins

'

has a direct allusion to it.

t Au'Stilier. Obs. Variant of prec.
1466 Paston Lett. 549 II. 270 Given to the Austeners at

the chapter at Yarmouth.

Austral ('stral), a.
;
also 6 aws-, australl.
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[ad. L. australis, f. Aus/cr south wind : see -AL'.]

Belonging to the south, southern
; also, influenced

by the south wind, warm and moist. Austral signs :

the six signs of the zodiac from Libra to Pisces,

1398 THEVISA Rartli. De P. K. xiu. xxvi. (1495^459 Fysshe
of that kynde that hyghte Austral aryse whan the sterres

that hyght Pliacles begynne to go doune. 1541 R. COPLAND
Cjiiydon'sQuest. Cyrnrg., An australl day, that is to say hote

and moyste. 1635 Hi.vwoon llicrtmh. in. 185 If the Aus-
trall home be any thing erected, it signified! a South windc.
1881 MAXWELL Ktectr. % Magn. II. 19 Austral magnetism
is the imaginary magnetic matter which prevails in the

southern regions of the earth.

Australasian (gstral.'i-Jiaii),
a. and st>. ff.

Australasia, ad. F. Austra/asie (f. J.. australis

southern -t- Asia) + -AN' ; given originally, by 1 )e

Brasses, to one of his 3 divisions of the alleged Terra
Australis: now used to include Australia and its nil-

joining islands.] A. adj. Of or belonging to Austra-

lasia. B. sb. A native or colonist of Australasia.

[1756 DE KKOSSKS Hist. Navig. anx Terres Anstrulcs
Prcf. 2 La division de la terre australe y etoit faite, relativc-

ment a ces trois mers, en Magellanique, Polyne'sie,
et Aus-

tralasie. 1766 CAI.I.ANDIIR Terra A iistralis 1. 49 (transl. He
Brosses) '1'he first [division] in the Indian Ocean south of

Asia, which for this reason we shall call Australasia. ]
1802

G. SII.AW Zool. III. 506! )ther Australasian Snakes. 1819 Svn.

SMITH ll'ks. (18671 ' 2^8 The Australasians grow corn.

Australene ('stral7h). Chan. [i.\,.anstrn/-is
AUSTRAL -f -KNE.] The chief constituent oi Kuglish

turpentine-oils, prepared from the turpentine' of

J'inus australis, which turns the plane of polariza-
tion to the right ; also called australercbenthcnc.

1863 in WATTS Did. Chein. V. 921.

Australian (Jstr^'lian), sli. and a. [ad. 1'".

australien, f. L. australis, in 'J'crra Australia

'southern land,' the title given, from iCth c., to the

supposed continent and islands lying in the Great

Southern Ocean, for which Australia was at length
substituted (see Flinders, 1814, Voyage to 'J'crra

Australis, I. Introd. p. iii, foot-note.') With the

gradual restriction of Terra Australis and ' Aus-

tralia' to New Holland (see rainy Cycl. 1835 s.v.
1

),

Australian has been similarly restricted.]

A. sb. \\. A native of the Terra Australis, in-

cluding Australasia, Polynesia, and '

Magellanica,'
Obs. 2. An aboriginal native of. later, also, a

colonist or resident in, the island-continent of Aus-

tralia.

1693 AV<y Discor. Terra Incogtt. Austral. 163 It is casie

to judge of the incomparability of the Australians with the

people of Europe. 1766 C'ALI.ANDKK Terra Australis (He
Brasses' II. 280 One of the Australians, or natives of the

Southern World, whom Gonneville had brought into Frame.

i8i5--J. Reg. 546 Like most Australians their legs did n-t

bear the European proportion to the si/e of their heails and
bodies. 1880 Daily AVrt'.f 25 Nov. 5/2 Herbert it seems is

an Australian, or at least has been living in Australia.

B. adj. Of or belonging to Australia.

1814 R. BROWN in Flinders \-'oy. Terr. Austr. II. 535 The
collection of Australian plants. 1839 /\-nny Cvt I. X I V. ;;6 i

The Alfourou and Australian races. Mail. Proposed con-

federation of tile Australian colonies.

Hence, Australioid (strfi'li|Oid), a., also Aus-

traloid (g'straloid), of the ethnological type of the

aborigines of Australia.

it^Jteader No. 103.771/1 Australioid rather than Austra-

lian. 1869 LnmocK Pre/i. Tinit's xii. 378 The Australoid

type contains all the inhabitants of Australia, and the native

races of the Deccan. 1884 fint. K,i'. 26 July n3 Proving
the existence of Australioid blood in our veins.

t Au'stralize, v. Whs. ran- 1
, [f.

AUSTRAL a.

+ IZE.] To point southward.

1646 SIR T. BKOWNB Pse/ui. Ep. n. ii. (i686> 44 Steel and

Iron conveniently placed do Septentrionate at one extream

and Australixe at another. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

t Au'Strian, a. Ol>s. rare-1
, [f. L. Austr-

(Auster) south + -IAN. (To be distinguished from

Austrian, of Atistria^Ger. Oesterreich Eastern

kingdom.)] Southern, austral.

1638 QUARI.ES Elcg. Laiiy Luckyn xiv, The Queen of light,

Rob'd with full Glorie in her Austrian skies.

Austrich, -idge, obs. forms of OSTRICH.

t Airstrme, a. Obs. [a. F. austrin (Cotgr^,
ad. L. austrtnus, f. AUSTER.] Southern, austral.

1635 HF.vwooD///VranV:. iii. 169 Under the feet of Aquar-
ius, lieth the Great Austrine {printcd Austriue] Fish.

Austringer (g-strind.^aj). Falconry. Also

astr-, ostr-. [Also spelt ostringer, a corruption of

earlier ostregier, ostreger, a. OF. ostruchicr, austni-

chier (autrucicr, autoursier) : late L. *atistur-

carius, f. austurcus, also aiistorius, ostori-us, in OF.

hosttir, ostour, now autour, the goshawk. For cor-

ruption of ostreger to ostringer, austringer, cf.

messenger, passenger, porringer, etc.] A keeper of

goshawks. See also OSTRINGEB.

1486 Bk. St. Albans bvb, They be calde Ostregeris that

kepe Goshawkys, or Tercellis. 1575 G. TURBERVII.LK Fal-

conrie 63 Falconers and Ostregers. 1601 SHAKS. A IPs Well
v. i. (Stage direction} Enter a gentle astringer. 1670-1717
BLOUNT Law Diet. s.v. A nsfurctts, We usually call a Fttitl-

koner who keeps that kind of Hawks, an Ostrhiger. 1695
KENNETT Par. A ntiq. ix. 1 17 Sent beyond sea with the Kings
Austringers and Falconers.

Austromancy (,9'str<7ma.-nsi). [f. L. Austef

AUTHENTIC.

south wind + Gr. fiavrda divination : see -MANCY.]
Divination from observation of the winds.

1656 in BLOL'NT Ghssegr.

Austrun, obs. form of AUSTERE.

Austuce, variant of ASTUCE, Obs., astuteness.

Austure, obs. form of AUSTER.

Austyn, Aut, obs. ff. AI:STIN, AUGHT.

Autte'Sthesy. Obs.
[f.

Gr. aur(o- self+afff-

Oijffis perception, sensation.] Self-consciousness.

1642 H. WlQnzSongofSoltll. n. xxv, Auteesthesy's divided

into tway. it 1632 J. SMI i n .SV/. Disc. viii. 387 To preserve an
unhallowed aut;tsthesy and feeling sense of themselves.

t Auta'ngelist. Ol>s.~" [f. Gr. aindyyik-os,
{. avr(o- self + ayyehus messenger.]

' One who is his

own Messenger.' Bailey I74 2 -

Antantitypy (t;lnti-tipi). [f. Gr. air o- self

+ ANTITYPV.J
' The positive notion of an insuper-

able power in body of resisting compression ;
ulti-

mate or absolute incompressibility.' Sir \V. Hamil-
ton Dissert, in Reid's Wks. S^y.

Autarch (y'taik). [ad. Gr. avrapxos, f. avr(n-

self, by oneself, independently + dpx^ s ruler.] An
absolute ruler

;
= AUTOCRAT.

1865 Daily Tel. 28 Feb. 4/4 The great autarchs ufhistory.

Autarchy ly'tiiki!. [ad. Gr. avTapxia, f. avrup-

X<>$ : see juxc. and -Y.]

1. Absolute sovereignty, despotism.
1692 WASHIM.'ION tr. J//7/<wV /></." I'vp. Wks. 1738 L 467
A certain Government, which he calls an Autarchy, of which
he makes t lud the only Judg. //'/</. 4^8 That absolute and

imaginary Right of Sovereignty, that Autarchy.
2. Self-government.
1691 ('. i!. <////(" Autarchy or the Art of Self-Government.

Autarchy'-' (g'tajki). Jn 7 -<vrchie. (Better

-arky, or -arcie.) [ad. Gr. ctvTapKfia, f. ai/TupKiis

self-sufficient, t. aur(o- sell + dpK-fii> to suffice.]

Self-sufficiency.
< 1643 .I/,/. !/",< i L 'iifohh'd 4 Autarchic or selfe sutTn icii.

>-.

1863 I). SIMON DarnersPers. C/iristu. III.66Tothe Kantian

/>rnctii (//autarchy, the dogma ofthe ( iodman is unne. es^ar\ .

Autenkid, ///. a. Obs. [Corrupt f. autentik, nr

nii/t'ii/iftit.'] Authenticated.

(1400 Apol. Loll. 15 Materis to be . . confermid, canoni/id,
autenkid.

Autentik, -ycal, etc., obs. ff. AUTHENTIC, etc.

Auter e, -ir, -re, obs. forms of ALTAR.

Autergy, variant of AUITUCY.

t AutexOU'sioUS, a. Obs. rare-'. [f. Gr.

aurtfoiKTi-of (see next) f -ors.] Exercising free-will.

1678 C'rnwoinn hitcll. Syst. 220 As autexpusious or free-

willed, they should have a power of determining themselves.

t AutexOUSy. Obs. rare^ 1
. [ad. Gr. avrcf-

ovaia independent power, f. our o- (see AUTH-' +

fovaia power, authority.] Free will.

1678 Ci i.woKiii Intt-ll. Syst. 55 Asserting the TO *'<' i])t\\-,

Autexousie, tir Liberty from Necessity.

I Authe'nt. Mit$. Obs. In 6 autenta. [ad.

med.L. aid ICcnt-a, ad. Gr. au9fVT-i;s: see AUTHEN-

TIC.] AtTHK.NTIC 1)5.

1597 ^IOHI.KY Introd. Mus. Annot., To the autentas they
give more liberty of ascending then to the Plag:L . . euery
autenta may go a whole eight aboue the linall key. 1609
Dot'LAND t )>-n if /!<>/-.

Mil rot. 1 3 An Antiphone is newly found,
which . . hath not the rising of an Authent in the middle.

Authentic (yl'e'ntik), a. (and sb). Forms: 4-5
auetentyke, 4-7 autentik(e, 5 -yk, 5-6 -icke,

-yke, 6 attentik, awtentyke, 6 7 aut-, authen-

ticiue, -ike, -icke, 6-8 -ick, 6- authentic, [a.

OF. autentiqite (ijth c.\ ad. L.aitthcntic-us, a. Gr.

avOfVTiKus ' of first-hand authority, original,' f. au-

dfvria
'

original authority,' and avSivr^
' one who

does a thing himself, a principal, a master, an

autocrat,' f. auT\ o- self +-ivrr]S (cf. avvivjrfi = avi'fp-

yot fellow-workerX Inijthc. mis-spelt after!..

auctor; in ifith assimilated to the orig. Greek.

The development of meaning is involved, and in-

fluenced by med.L. and Fr.
;
senses 3 and 4 seem to

combine the ideas of 'authoritative' and 'original.']

A. adj.

tl. Of authority, authoritative (properly as

possessing original or inherent authority, but also

as duly authorized) ; entitled to obedience or re-

spect. Obs.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. COHSC. 7116 Saint Austyn .. Whase
wordes er auetentyke. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. Prol., No goostli

vndurstondyng is autentik, no but it be groundid in the text

opynli. (11420 OCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 125 The bible,

Whiche is a booke autentyke and credible. 1595 CHAPMAN

Bang. Sence (1639) 31 Let autentique Reason be our guide.

1630 NAUNTON Frafm. Rcf. lArb.) 62 We have an authen-

tique Rule to decide the doubt. 1682 NORRIS Hicrorlcs 20

To esteem their Sentences as authentick as Laws. 1724

SWIFT Drafifr's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n. 105 Some short plain

authentick tract might be published for the information

both of petty and grand-juries. 1849 FITZGERALD tr. H7,it-

aker's Disfiil. 332 That is called authentic, which is sufficient

to itself, which commends, sustains, proves itself, and hath

credit and authority from itself. ,

fb. of persons. Obs.

1533 LD. BRRNERS fri'iss. I.ccccxxvii. 749 One of the moost

autentyke men of the court of parlyment. 1710 PRIDEAUX

Orig. Tithes\i\. 160 Doth not appear in any Authentic writer.
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AUTHENTIC.

f 2. Legally valid, having legal force. Obs.
1401 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 80 Of her lettris and of her

sele, if autentike thei weren. 1466 Paston Lett. 554 II.

284 Divers old deeds, some without date, insealed under
autenticke scales. 1671 FLAVKL Fount. Life vi. 15 What is

done by Commission is Authentick. 1723 SHEFFIKLD tDk.
liuckhm.) /Pj. 11753) I. 130 Under the broad authentic seal
of heav'n.

fb. Of persons: Legally or duly qualified, author-

ized, licensed. Obs.
c 1450 HKNRYSON Mor. Fab. 35 Hee Is Autentike and a man

of age, And hes great practicke of the Chancellarie. 1540
Act ^2 Hen. V'III

t xxv, With the approbations and testi-

monies of fowre sundrie notaries autentique thervnto sub-
scribed. 1601 SHAKS. All's If W/n. iii. 14 Of all the learned
and authenticke fellowes. 1610 H. JOXSON Alch. n. iii, Why,
h'is the most autentique dealer I'these commodities !

3. Kntitled to acceptance or belief, as being in

accordance with fact, or as stating fact
; reliable,

trustworthy, of established credit. (The prevailing
sense

;
often used in contradistinction to genuine,

esp. by writers on Christian Evidences, while others

identify 'authentic* and 'genuine.' See sense 6.)

1369 CHAUCER l>k. Duchess? 1086 Though her stories be
autentike. 1485 CAXTON Trerisn's Higden iv. xxvii. (15271
174 This is founded in nocronycle that isauctentyke. 1532 3
Act -2^ Hen. \ 7//, .\ii, liy diners sondrie olde autentike his-

tories, and cronicles it is manlfestlie declared and expressed.
1735 SOMKRVII.LK Chase n. 125 If some stanch Hound,
with his authentick Voice Avow the recent Trail. 1739
CHESTER?, Lett. 35 I. 117 Authentic means true; some-
thing that may be depended upon, as coining from good
authority. 1796 Mi-. WATSON Apal. Hible ii. 183 A genuine
book is that which was written by the person whose name
it l>ears as the author of it. An authentic book is that which
relates matters of fact as they really happened. 1858 HAW-
THORNK Fr.tf It. Jrnls. II. 178 Some portrait .. reckoned
authentic, which the early painters followed.

b. of persons (or agents').
1561 T. NORTON tr. Cah'in's Inst, in. 327 To discredit so

many authenlike witnesses. 1638 SrcKj.ixo Aglanra Kpil.
(16461 59 When an authentique watch is shewn, Kach man
windes up and rectilies his own. '1645 HOUI.I.I, Lett.

(1650) I. 375 Some of the authentick<--st annalists. 1797
HOLCROFI tr. Stolberg's Trav. IV. xci. ted. 2) 5 He i-, :ui

authentic writer.

t4. Original, first-hand, prototypical ;
as opposed

to copied. Obs.

1581 I.AMBAKUK Eiren. in. iv. (15881 370 According to the

Originall and Autentique KecuriK 1610 lie. CARI.I: n>x
yitristj. 72 They would ^end for the autentike copies of the
Nicen Councell. 1667 Mn/ios P. L. iv. 719 On him who
had siule Ju\'es authentic lire. 1728 Xi.\\ lox C/inwe>t.
Amended vi. 369 The l>ook .. was originally copied fnmi
Authentic writings. 1822 S. RO(;I-.KS Italy, Florence \<> To
.steal a spark from their authentic lire.

5. Real, actual, 'genuine.' ^Opposed to imagi-
nary, pretended.} arch.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos vii. 32 To be closed and enuyronned
wyth wallis autentyke. 1664 Powi R F-\p. Philos. in. iH3
An Authentick discouragement to the promotion of the Arts
and Sciences. 171704 T. HHOWS l-'.pi^r. Wks. 1730 I. 128
Well might the sage philosophers of old Their justling
atoms for authentic hold. 1845 CARLYU-: Cromwell (\fy\\
I. 66 A faint, authentic twilight.
6. Really proceeding from its reputed source or

author; of undisputed origin, genuine. (Opposed
to counterfeitt forced, apocryphal. Cf. note, sense 3.)

1790 f
JAi.KV 11or. Paul. i. i, I believe the letters authentic,

and the narration in the main to be true. 1824 MP.I .i\ Libr.

Comp. 27 Kvery authentic piece from the pens of Tyndal and
Coverdale. 1880 Daily A'-7fi 16 Dec. 5/3 Authentic docu-
ments artfully falsified.

f 7. Belonging to himself, own, proper. Obs,

1596 CHAPMAN Iliad vni. 74 Then Nestor cut the gears
With his new-drawn authentic sword. 1649 MILTON F.ihon.
xxviii. [For justice] to put her own authentic sword into the
hands of an unjust and wicked man.

f 8. Acting of itself, self-originated, automatic.

1765 TUCKER Lt.Nat. \. 545 The spontaneous or authentic
motions of clock-work.

9. Mils. Of ecclesiastical modes : Having their

sounds comprised within an octave from the final

(For this application, see Grove Diet. Mns. 1. 105.)
1730 PKPUSCH Harmony x. So One of the Parts is in the

Authentick, and the Other in the Plagal Mode of the Key
we compose in. a 1789 BURNEV Hist. Mus. II. ii. 81 (Juido
uses the terms authentic and plagal for the modes. 1873
BANISTER Music 128 The Perfect (formerly termed Authen-
tic) Cadence, or Full Close, consists of the Major Triad on
the Dominant, followed by the Triad on the Tonic.

B. s&.

f 1. An authoritative book or document. Obs.

1599 THYNNE Animadt: 42 The proper signyficatione of
* autenticke' is, 'a thinge of auctorytye or credit allowed by
menne of auctorytye, or the originall or fyrste archetypunt
of any thinge.' 1601 FULBECKK Pandects 25 Scripture, the
authentike of Religion.

t 2. An original (document). Obs.

1599 [See in sense i]. 1608 ^nd Pt. Def. Reas. Refus
Snbscr. 86 Which is to confounde the measure and the
mesured . . the authentick, and some copie or notes taken
out of it. 1655 FULLER CA. Hist. i. 42 Principal! and In-

terest, Authenticks and Transcripts, are all imbezzelled.

3. The Authentic* \ title given to a collection of

the New Constitutions of Justinian.
1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 21 lustinians Nouells (which they

call authentiquest, 1715 tr. Dnpin's Eccl. Hist, i-jth c. I. n.

ii. 25 Frederick II. in the year 1220, made an Authentick
which is inserted in the Justinian Code. 1744 Notes to Peere
Williams' Rep. (1826) 52 They are called Novels, because

they are new laws ; and Authenticks, because they are trans-

lated authentically from the Greek tongue.
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f4. One whose opinion is entitled to acceptance ;

an authority. Obs. rare.

1713 Annisox<7rtr<//V? No. 115 Nocritick has ever . . been
looked upon as an authentick, who did not shew by his

practice that he was a master of the theory.

t 5. Mus. -Authentic mode ; see A 9. Obs.

1609 DOULAND Omithop. Microl. 13 Whilest they discend
from a Fift to the finall Note, they are Authentickes.

t Authe'ntic, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. Y.authcn-

tique-r : see AUTHENTICATE.] By-form of AUTHEN-
TICATE (in passage cited, in sense 3 b).
c 1595 DAXIEL Sonnets 52 But I must sing of thee, and

those fair eyes Authentic shall my verse in time to come.

Authe'iitical, a. arch. Forms : 6 autentycal,
6-; -ical, -icall, authenticall, 6- authentical.

[f. AUTHENTIC a. + -AL 1
.]

L -AUTHENTIC a.\.

1562 BULLEYN Sorencs 31 a, By the rules, and autenticall

counsaill, of learned Phisicions. 1608 -2nd Pt. Def. RMS.
Refits. Snbscr. 83 No scripture is Canonical but that which
is Authentical, and carrieth credit in it self and of it self,
without dependance of any other writinge 1651 HOBBKS
Leviath. \\. xxvi. 143 The Authenticall Interpretation of Law
is not that of writers. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes v. 258
Published, and commanded to be observed as Authentical.
b- 1537 Inst. Chr. Man H iij b, In the writmges of any

autenticall doctour or auctour ofthe church. 1599 B. Joxsox
Kv. Man out ofHum. iv. iii, By the Judgment of the most
authentical Physicians.
2. AUTHENTIC a. 2.

c 1531 Pol. Rel. -y /,. Poems (1866) 34 By the autorite of my
lords of louden vnder his Autentycal scale. 1615 T. ADAMS
Lycanthr. 29 Having first martyr'd them, then held disputa-
tion whether the act was authenticall. a 1679 T. tiooowiN
H'ks. 11801 1 I. 315 A formal, sure, legal, authentical interest.

3. = AUTHENTIC a. 3.

1541 BARNES W-'jfo. (1573) 328/1 Authenticall hystories doth
make mention, that, etc. 1677 HAI.K Print. Or/g. Man. n.

vii. 181 A vigorous and authentical Tradition. 1716 T. WAHIJ
1-tig, Ref, 247 Rome this Version does allow For most Authen-
tical and True. 1861 \V. MILL . \pplk. Panth. Princ. led. 2)

175 In the most authentical copies now extant.

b. 1553 87 FOXK A. <j- M. III. 381 The testimony of any
authentical Writer. 171619 FOTHI-.KHY Atheoni. i. iv. i,

More authenticall witnesses. 1666 KL I.I.KR Hist. Camb.\ 1840)
1 17 What authentical authors had attested the king's wurd>.

4. = AUTHKNTIC II. 4.
1586 FKHXK Blaz. Gcntrie 136 The worde Marque, in that

an lent icall tongue signified the Vttermost partes. 1594
HOOKKR Keel. Pol. i. 116171 9 That Law . . is as it were an
authenticall, or an originall draught. 1638 SASUMKSON 21
Serin. Ad. Aul. vni. 11674' 121 The original record only is

authentical and not the transcript. 1814 GARY Dante's
P.irtid. xxxiii. 51 Into the ray authentical Of sovran light.

5.- AUTHKNTH' a, 5.

1609 11. JON-SON .V/7. \l\nn. in. ii, Shee is the oncly authen-
ticall courtier, that is not naturally bred one, in the citie.

6. AUTHENTIC a. 6.

1624 GAIAKKR Transact. 43 He citeth these confessed
cnunterfeits as autlienlicall Authors. 1845 SHAW On Con/.
i'uith i. 11848! 20 The Scriptures . . have come down to us

uncorrupted, and are, therefore, authentical.

7. Mt/s. AITHKNTIC a. 9.

*597 MOUU-.Y Introd. Mns. Annot., Kuery song which
about the beginning riseth a fift aboue the finall key, is of
an autenticall tune. 1609 DOULAND Ornithop. Microl. 13
All the odde tones are Authentically all the cuen Pl.i^all.

Authentically, adv.
[f. prec. + -I.Y-.]

f 1. With authority, authoritatively; with legal

validity, in proper legal form. Obs.

1577 (J. HARVKY Letter-bk. ^884! 56 A former Composition
solemely and autentically agreid uppon. a 1652 J. SMITH
Scl. Disc. \ 1. viii. 11821* 262 To-tleclare his mind authen-

tically to them, and dictate what his truth was. 1757
BCRKK Abridgin. Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 286 Now for the
first time authentically known by the name of England.
1798 W. TAVLOK in Month. Rev. XXVII. 501 Its promises
are more authentically proclaimed.
2. With evidence of truth or certainty, so as to be

accepted or relied upon ; credibly.
1590 C. S. Right Relig. 26 How can they proue those

counsels to be auientically true? 1681 in Somers' Tracts 1 1.

125 When our < Grievances shall be authentically proved.
1767 BARRIXGTON in Phil. Trans. LVI1. 212, I was most

authentically informed . . that several of them were caught.
1883 FROUDK in Contetnp. Rev. XI, IV. i A few pages will

contain all that can be authentically learnt of. . Shakspeare.
3. Actually, genuinely, really.
1658 SIR T. UROWNE Card. Cyrus Wks. II. 524 Authen-

tically differenced. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes 11858) 252 All old

Poems, Homer's and the rest, are authentically Songs. 1858
Fredk. Gt. I. n, i. 49 An authentically noble human figure.

a 1850 KOSSETTI Dante fy Circ. I. 247 The possibility . . of
these sonnets being authentically by Dante and Forese.

t Authe'nticalness. Ofa. [f. as prec. +

-NE.SS,] Authentical quality ; authenticity.
1. Authoritativeness, original authority.
a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. vi. xiii. (1821) 295 They might

seem to weaken the authenticalness of the divine oracles.

1655 FCI.LKR Hist. Camb. 25 Although some copies and

transcripts
of them were reserved; yet .. such carried not

authenticalness with them.

2. - AUTHENTICITY 2.

1637 WISSTANI.EY Eng. Poets 147 These additions . . obtain
not equal authenticalness with what was set forth by Mr.
Cambden himself. 1725 Brice's Week. Jrnl. 6 Aug. 4 The
Two following Stories . . For the Authenticalness of either I

cannot answer.

3. -AUTHENTICITY 3.

1667 Treaty in Magens Insurances (1755} II. 523 Counter-

signs . . whereby their Authenticalness may the better ap-

pear, and that they may not in any wise be falsified. 1702

AUTHENTICITY.
ADDISOX Dial. Medals 11751) 8 Descanting upon the rarity
and authenticalness of the several pieces that lie before
them, a 1859 '-" HUNT in Atlwwenm ^ July 11883) 18 Mrs.
lago asked me the other day about its authenticalness.

Authenticate (JJwutik^t), v. [f. med.L.

authentiia-re, attthenticat-, to make authentic, f.

authentic-US \ also in \\..autenticare, ty.autenticar,
Fr. authentiqutr^\ To make or prove authentic.

1. trans, and rejt. To invest (a thing) with autho-

rity ; to render authoritative.

.

a J733 NomstZAw II. 339 They want antiquity to authen-
ticate their ceremonies. 1768 BI.ACKSTOSE Cotnm. I. 32 The

j

Clementine constitutions . . were . . authenticated in 1317 by
'

. . John XXI I. 1829 I. TAYLOR Knthns. iv. (1867) 80 Chris-

tianity authenticates the voice of conscience.

2. To give legal validity to
;

to render valid,
establish the validity of.

J653 -\7s4vwrt64 An Order from his Majesty, authenticated
and sealed by his Kingly Seal. 1768 BLACKSTONH Connn.
I. 323 A tax . . of service to the public in general, by authen-
ticating instruments. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India i.ii.i 18401
I. 63 They recommended, as the best mode of authenticating
the privilege, that it should be incorporated in a fresh renewal
of their charter.

3. To establish the title to credibility and accept-
ance : a. of a statement, or b. of a reputed fact.

a. 1654 COKAYNE Dianca \. 15 Oleandro replied, he..
could authenticate his Maximes by examples. 1664 POWKK
l-l.vp. Philos. ii. 135 To authenticate and make good his

Hypothesis. 1856 l>o\ i-: Logic Chr. Faith i. i. 2. 63 If the
conclusion . . is not authenticated by the real occurrence.
b. i66z H. STI-BBE Ind. Nectar ii. 13 Those ways, which

are authenticated by Physicians, 1778 ROBERTSON Jiist.

Amer. II, v. 60 Were not all the circumstances of this

extraordinary transaction authenticated by the most un-

questionable evidence. 1823 LAMB Elia (1860! 298 A room,
which tradition authenticated to have been the same.

4. To establish the claims of (anything) to a par-
ticular character or authorship ;

to establish the

! genuineness of; to certify the authorship of.

1852 Li>. COCKBURN Jeffrey I. 285 We went through the
whole work, authenticating all his papers. 1865 GKOTE
Plato I. iv. 155 Aristophanes authenticates . . not merely the

Leges, but also the Epinomis, and the Eplstolae.

b. with sitbord. il.

1860 PUSEY J//. Profoh. 535 The usual formula .. with
which the prophets authenticated, that they spake not of

themselves, but by the Spirit of God.

t Authenticate, ppl.a. Obs. rarc~ l

. [ad.
L. authtnticat-us \ see prec.]

= AUTHENTICATED.
1572 Scholc House If 'om. 862 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 138 The

trueth is knowen, as in this case, By holy writ autenticate.

Authenticated, ///. a. [f.
AUTHENTICATE v.

+ -KU.] Invested with authority, validity, correct-

ness, truth, genuineness ;
certified.

1862 DANA .!/,(. </'<<?/. 605 Authenticated instances of this

are wanting. 1874 BouTEU.Arms $ Arm. u. 10 Unfounded
conjectures in place of authenticated facts.

Authenticating,///, a.
[f.

as prec. 4 -ING -.]

That authenticates.

1787 ELPHINSTOX Propriety, The alluring and authentic-

ating picture drawn by the hand ov Truith. 1817 KKNTHAM
Ch. 1'. ng. (18181 Introd. 2i8Without any authenticating date.

Authentication (ybe:ntikt
7
i'Jon). [n. of action

f. AUTHENTICATE : see -ATION.]
1. The action or process of authenticating.
1788 T. JKFFERSOS Writ. (1859) II. 543 So numerous are

the writings . . that their authentication . . would occupy the

greater part of his time. 1847 C. ADUISON Contracts i. i.

1 118831 19 The use of seals for the authentication of con-
trautsand writings. 1868 M. PATTISON Acadetn. Org. 5. 308
The interpretation and authentication of ancient documents.

2. The condition of being authenticated.
1860 DICKKSS Unctonni. Tray, xv, Politeness .. forbade

my doubting them [ghost stories], and they acquired an air

of authentication.

Authenticator (^be-ntik^tar). [n. of agent
f. AUTHENTICATE, on L. analogy.] He who au-

thenticates, who guarantees a thing as valid, true,

or reliable.

1863 J. MI'RPHY Connn. Gen. ii. 8-14 That Moses was not

merely the authenticator, but the composer of this . . docu-
ment of Genesis.

Authenticity (henti-siti). Also 7 authen-

tity. [f.
AUTHENTIC a. + -ITY. Cf. mod.F. authen-

ticity^ The quality of being authentic, or entitled

to acceptance,
1. as being authoritative or duly authorized.

1657'rsAi'i' Connn. Job\. i Sufficiently asserting the authen-

tity and authority of this Book. 1858 HAWTHOKNI-: Fr. $
It. Jrnls. II. 254 He proved the authenticity of his mission.

2. as being in accordance with fact, as being true

in substance.

1762 H. WALPOLE I'ertne's Anecd. Paint. (1786* I. 53 The
portrait . . was rather a work of command and imagination
than of authenticity. 1790 BOSWELL Johnson V. ix. 295
What I have preserved . . has the value of the most perfect

authenticity. 1830 J. POYNDF.R in Academy 21 Oct. (1876)

410/1 The value of the evidence must, of course, depend en-

tirely on its authenticity. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cony,

(1876.) II. App. 663 The fact at once stamps its authenticity.

3. as being what it professes in origin or author-

ship, as being genuine ; genuineness.
1760 HUME in Four C. Eng. Lett. 243 With regard to the

authenticity ofthese fragments ofour Highland poetry. 1790
PALEV Ifor. Paul. i. 3 As to the authenticity of the epistles,

this argument . . is nearly conclusive. 1855 MILMAN Lat.
Chr. (1864) II. iv. i. \"]$M0tt) Though not free from interpo-
lation yet there seems no reason to doubt its authenticity,



AUTHENTICLY.

4. as being *eal, actual ; reality.

1851 MARIOTTI Italy in 1848, 116 A voucher for the au-

thenticity of deeds of wanton cruelty.

II IJy some writers, especially on the Christian

evidences, authenticity has been confined to sense 2,

and genuineness used in sense 3.

t Autlie'nticly, adv. Obs. For forms see

AUTHENTIC a.
[f.

AUTHENTIC a. + -L?*.]
= AU-

THENTICALLY.

1483 CAXTON (Tfj/y. Leg. 261/1 Saynt Austyn sheweth au-

tentyckly in a Sermon. 1542 HEN. VIII Dcclnr, Scots 198

Regesters and recordes iudicially and autentiquely made.

1583 FOLDING Calvin on Dent. Pref. Ep. i As their writings
do aulentikely, fully, and sufficiently, witne.^e. 1648 FAIR-

FAX, etc. Rcmonstr. 32 Publikely and authuntickly avowed.

1737 WHISTON Joscpkns' Antiq. Dissert, i, He could learn

no way so authentic!)" as from this testimony.

I Authe'nticiiess. Obs.
[f.

AUTHENTIC a. +

-NESS.] Authentic cmality ; authenticity.
1. Authoritativeness, authority:

= AUTHENTICITY i.

1629 DONNE Serin, xxiv. 238 Another manner of credit and
authentumenesse then that which the Canonists speak of.

1655 (Jt'RNAM, Chr. in Ann. iii. 11669* 286/2 Who will say
that the Proclamation of a Prince hath its authentickness
from the I'iller it hangs on in the Market Cross ?

2. AUTHENTICITY 2, 3.

1634- 46 Row Hist. Kirk 1 1842^ 479 Sundrie old papers . .

that did verie much prove to the authenticknes of the old

registers of the Kirk. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. EnHh in.

ii. (1723) iSoThe Authuiliekness of the Mosaick Writings.

1709 \V. SMITH in Thf>rcst>ys Corr. II. 171 Who vouch for

the credit and authcnticncss of that which is usually called

Chapernay's Charter. 1743 M. TOMUNSON Prorcsf. Kirthr.
18 A diligent Search Into the Authentickness, Veracity, and
Sense of the sacred Writings.

Auther, -ir, obs. forms of EITHKH.

Authology, obs. form of AUTOLOGY.
Author (9']3J)- Forms : 4-6 autour, 4-7

autor, 5 awtor, autere, 5-6 auctoure, -tore,

actour, -tor, 5-7 auctour, -tor. 6aucthour, 6-7
aucthor. 6-8 authour, 6- author, [a. AF. au-

/<;/ = OF. autor, later auteur, ad. L. aitctor ^ agent-
noun f. augcre to make to grow, originate, promote,
increase. Already in ) 4th c. F., occasionally
written auct- after L., which became the ordinary

spelling in Eng. in !5-i6th c., and was further

corrupted to act-, from med.L. confusion of aitctor

and actor. The spelling aitth- seems to have been
at first a scribal variant of aut- (cf. rhetor,

rethoitr} in 15-1 6th c. F., and appeared in Eng.
c 1550, being at first applied to the form auctour so

as to make aucthour. It is impossible to say to

what extent these factitious spellings affected the

spoken word, or when the modern pronunciation
was established.]
1. gen. The person who originates or gives exist-

ence to anything: a. An/inventor, constructor,

or founder. Now obs. of things material ; exc. as

in b.

(1384 WYCLIF DC Ecd. ix, Sel. Wks. 1871 III. 359 P^
|lawe] mut passe alle oj?ir sij> |>e auctor is ^e beste. t 1386
CHAUCEK Parson's Talc 808 The auctour [r. r. auctor, ac-

tour, autere] of matrimonye, that is Crist. 1447 HOKEMIAM
Scyntys Introd. i The efficyent cause is the auctour Wych
. . doth hys labour To acomplyse the begunne matere. 1576
LAMRARDK Perainb. AVff/(xoa) 297 One Robert Creuequer,
the authour of the Castle. E6ft}CrBRBlBxC0KMf?/Ciiu a, The
Author of the Piazza. 1699 Lond. Gaz. No. 3532/4 (Advt.)
The Author of the Rich Cordial called Nectar and Ambrosia,
is Removed to Mr. Hugh Newmans. 1766 (IOLDSM. Vic. II'.

xxix. ^1857) zii The Authour of our religion. 1865 MILL
Liberty ii. 18/1 The authors and abettors of the rule.

b. (of all, of nature , of the universe, etc.) The
Creator.
f 1374 CHAUCER TroyIus in. 1016 But o bou loue, o autour

of nature ! c 1400 APol. Loll. 44 Crist, autor of al bing.

1508 FISHER Wks. \. iy8 Auctour and maker of all thynges.

1714 ADDISON Spect. No. 571 F 7 The great Author of Na-
ture. 1853 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. in. iv. 11872) 55 The Father
the Author of our being . . He is the Author of all life.

C. He who gives rise to or causes an action,

event, circumstance, state, or condition of things.
1413 LYDC. Pylgr. SfftL'fo i. xvii. 14 An open Iyer and autour

of al falshede. c 1440 Ccsta Rotn. \\. v. (1838) 287 Auctore of

pride is the fende ; auctor of concupiscence of eyene is the

worlde. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. n. vi. 138 The immediate
Author of their variance. 1609 SKEXK Reg. Maj. 6 Ane
lover, and ane auctor of peace. 1653 HOLCROKT Procopins
I. 15 Authour of the mischiefs. 1865 MILL Liberty ii. 16/1
The authors of such splendid benefits. 1884 Chr. World
5 June 417/1 The author of the Zulu war.

f d. He who authorizes or instigates ;
the prompt-

er or mover. Obs.

1570 ASCHAM Scholcm. iArb.6g Som . . in Courte were au-

thors that honest Citizens . . shoulde watche at euerie gate.

i578TiMMEGi/r/ an Gen. 159 Neither will I be the author
to give liberty. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. \. i. 435 The Gods ..

f"i-fcud, I should be Authour to dishonour you ! 1656
HOBBES Liberty^etc. (1841) 314 Author, b he which owneth
an action, or giveth a warrant to do it.

2. spec. fa. One who begets; a father, an an-

cestor. Obs. (exc. in Author of his being: cf. i c.)

1300 K. Alls. 4519 My riches, and my tressours, And
alle "hath do myn autors. 1660 BLOOME Archit. A b, Tus-

tanus, who is reported to be the generall Author of the

Germans. 1718 POPE Iliad\\. 254 The honour'd author of

my birth and name. 1823 LAMH Elia, Ser. i. i. (1865) 9 Old
Walter Plumer (his reputed authorj. 1850 THACKERAY /V-

571

t/L'/ttn's xxvii. (1865) 227 The author of lier being, her perse-
cuted . . murdered father.

3. esp. and ahsol. One who sets forth written

statements ; the composer or writer of a treatise

or hook. (Now often used to include authoress?)
< 1380 WYCI.IF IVks. (iSSo) 267 }if lioly writt be fals, certis

Rod autor ber-of is fals. c 1385 CHAUXIFK /-. </. II'. 88 Of
inanye a geste As autourys seyn. 1432 50 ir. Higdcti i 1865)
I. 7 A tretys, e.vcerpte of diverse laborer of auctores. 1509
BARCLAY ShyP of l'olys\ 18741 II. 26 The noble actor pliniiis.

1578 I.VTK DodoettS 499 Whcrof l)oth Turner and this

Aucthor do write. 1678 R. LESTRANGE Seneca's Mt\ To
Reader, My Choice of the Authour, and of the Subject.

1726 GAY Fables \. x, No author ever spar'il a brother ; Wits
are game-cocks to one another. 1771 BURKE Cewv. 118441 I.

275, I am not the author of Juinus, and . . I know not the

author of that paper. 1818 BYRON AV//(> Ixxii, ( )ne hates an
author that is all author, fellow.-. In foolscap uniforms tnrrit/d

up with ink, .So very anxious, clever, fine, and jealous. 1880

X<tt. Rev* 20 Nov. 65^ What si/e will the authorV uritiiiLj.i

attain when she t;cis buyond her studies?

b. elliptically put for : An author's writings.
1601 SHAKS. Tivcl. N, n. v. 175, I will ruade politicise An-

thours. 1727 SWIFT To Earl (Lvf. Wks. 1755 III. n. .\-

Chcap'ning old authors on a stall. 1759 ROBERTSON II ist.

Siotl. I. n. 141 Acquainted with the (Iruck and Roman
authors. 1865 -S'<i/. A\v. 5 Aug. 168/1 The names of authors
whom they never read.

4, The person on whose authority a statement

is made
;
an authority, an informant. (Usually

with /0JJ. pron. 'my, his author.') arch, or Obs.

(-1384 CMATCKR //. l-'anic 314 Non other auttour \'.\ r.

auctour, authour] a-legge I. c 144 r^rtouopc 392 Thai

ys french wliich ys myn auctoure. 1529 MOKK Dyniogc
88b, I wold se a better author therof than such an here-

ty<jue as I,utlier. 1697 DAMIMKK l''oy. 117291 I. 350 Islands

that abound with Gold and Cloves, If I may credit my Author
Prince Jeoly, who was born on one of them. 1784 Ruin Let.

in M'ks. I. 63/2, 1 suspected that the gentleman who was my
author had given some colouring to this story.

f5. One who has authority over others
;

a di-

rector, ruler, commander. Obs.

1382 WYCI.IF (t/i/. iv. -2 He is under tntours and actouris

[~'.r. autours ; 1388 tutoris; Vulg. aitctorihts*]

6. attrih. ami in Comb. See also AITHOR-CKAKT.

1711 SHAFTESB. Chnrac. 11737' ! 21 4 '' recommend this au-

thor-charactor to our future princes. Ibid. 226 Wherever llie

author-practice and liberty of the pen has . . prevail'd* 1830
LAMB Corr. cxtii. 317 How comfortable to author-rid'folks.

1860 DICKKXS Lett. 118811 III. 105 All through my-nutbor
life. 1865 Min in. Mm;. Dec. 156 Author-created vtMants.

t Author, z-. 0/>s. [f. prec. sb.]

1. To be the author of an action ; to originate,

cause, occasion.

1506 CHAPMAN Jliad \. 231 The last foul thing Thou ever

author'dst. 1602 WARNER Alb, Eng. xin. Ixxviii. 11612)322
A good God may not aucthor noyMome things. 1632 SIR J.

EI.IOT in l-'onr C. Eng. Lett. 65 The divine blessing . . which
authors all the happiness we receive.

2. To be the author of a statement
;

to state,

declare, say.
1602 WAKXKK Alb. Eng. Epit. (16121 352 Brute is authored

to haue arriued in this Hand . . in the year of the worlds age
2855. 1632 MASS. & FIELD Fatal Dowry iv. ii, More of him
I dare not author.

t Aii'tliorage. Obs. rare.
[f.

AUTHOR
;

cf.

brokerage* etc.]
= AUTHORSHIP.

1652 /'. Crei'illcs Life ofSidney \)z&.) Not pretending to

the Authorage.
i Autho rameiit. Obs. mrc~ l

. [ad. L. anc-

toranient-uM, in med.L. antoranicntitm, f. auctor-
arc to bind, oblige, f. aitctor in sense of * vendor.

1

]

An obligation, binding provision, stipulation.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antiehr. \. Contents 2, It sinneth

against a maine authorament of the 2, command.

t Au'thorative, a- Obs, rart~\
[f. med.L.

atitordrc, anctorare, to be author, authorize: see

-ATIVE.] Of the nature of authority, authoritative.

1645 Mod. Ans7f. Prytine's Reply 46 For any authorative

power of jurisdiction that Synods . . have.

Author-craft (9']>ai|kraft). Skill as an author,
or its exercise.

1816 SCOTT Antiq. xiv, The mysteries of author-craft. 1824
Wcstm. Rt-c'. Jan. 223 High examples .. of this species of

authorcraft. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes ii. (18581 234 All art and
authorcraft are of small amount to that. 1851 DIXON //'".

7V vii. (1872)60 An attempt in author-craft which brought
him into conflict with men.

tAtrthorer. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. AUTHOBV.+

-ER 1
.] Originator, instigator.

n 1556 CRANMI.R U'fcs. II. 190 The authorers and procurers
of these seditions.

Authoress (')>6res). Forms : 5 aucteuresse,

6-7 auctr-, authresse, S authouress, 7- au-

thoress. Also 5 auctorice, 6auctrice. [f.AUTHOR
(in its successive forms) -r -ESS. Not in Fr. The 1 5-
1 6th c. aiictoritc, auctrice, ad. L. aitctrix

t -triceni^ is

strictly a distinct formation: sec -TRICE.] A female

author : a. an originator, causer ;
b. a leader

;

c. a mother, creatress ; d. esp. a female literary

composer. (Now used only when sex is purposely

emphasized ; otherwise, in all the senses, and espe-

cially the last, author is now used of both sexes.)
a. 1494 FABVAN v. cxxvi. 107 Brunechield, that had been

auctorice of so manyfold mischefes. \$z\State Papers Hot.
l
r
//f, IV. 87 The oonly auctrice of ferme peax bitwene

bothe realmes. 1612 WARNER Alb. Eng. VH. xxxvi. 176

Only thou art Auctresse of such ill. 1632 J. HAYWARD
Eromena 32 She was the authresse of all the mibchicfe.

AUTHORITATIVELY.
1645 J. Gfoomvix] Innoi. $ I'rutk Trl. 63 If all the errors

. . should be charged upon the way of Presbyterie, as the
Authoresse and Foundresse of them. 1718 Port; Jliad x.\iv.

970 Others cursed the authoress of their woe.
b. 1583 STANYHURST Aeneis i. lArb.i 29 Of this valiant

attempt a woomman is authresse. 1654 KAKL ORRKKY Par-
then. (16761 532 The Authoress of shedding so rr.uch Blood.
C. < 1603 CHAPMAN Iliad vi. 277 The great helm-mover

thus received the auth're:>.s of his kind :
' My royal mother.'

n 1779 COOK /
'<>_}'. 11790' IV. 1491 Who, they :>ay, is a female,

and the Mipreme authoress of nature.

d. 1478 CAN ION 1'nut. Crist, dc I'isan Coloph., Of these

sayynges Cri>tj'ne was aucleures?,e. 1724 Swin (.\n-inini

Wks. i755"Ill. n. 154 At twelve a wit and a coquette . .

Turns auth'ress, and is Curll's for life. 1825 SOUTMKY in

CJ. Rev. XXXI. ^84 Upon this, the authoress has been mis-

informed. 1865 Reader 4 Mar. 254 The authoress ha.i read
a deal and tra\ulled a deal.

Authorial (^rvrial), a.\ also autorial. [f.

ArTHnR
; after words from L. -orius : see -HHIAI,.

Autorial is a futile variation
;

I., analogies would

give aiti/arial."] Pertaining to an author (of hooks).

1796 K ii.SON in h'onrC. /'-'f^'. f.i'tt. 346 A mass of error

both typographical and authorial. 1816 SCOT r And';', xiv,

I am a total stranger to authorial vanity. ^1847 I'oi-; /-'.A.

Lewis Wks. 1864 III. 248 The auturial merits of Mrs.
Lewis. 1882 Athcn.ettm i Apr. 405/2 There i.-, a good deal

to be said, aflt:r all, for tliu authorial ' u v.'

AutllO'rially, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] After

the manner of an author (of 1 looks').

1844 Tri'i-t K Twins x.xiii. 170, 1 was, authorially speaking,
behind the donr.

t Autho'rical, a. Ol>s.
[f. AUTHOR, after om-

toricaly etc. ; not on J,. analogies.] Of or pcitain-

ing to an author, or to fine who is an authority.
1564 lUui.iiwiN Mor. J'hihs. iPalfr.t v. 4 Which they

understand not, without sunie authoricall direction. 1837
Athotxnin No. 503. 437 Mere authorical backsliding-.

t Autho'ridate, v. Obs. rare 1
, \\lu\aittho-

ritatc (cf. incd.J^. aitctoritare) ;
or f. L. aare, datum,

to give.] To attribute to an author, to father on.

1652 I'nnrUAKT 7>;fV/ Wks. 1834. 198 Authoridatin.L; tlii,

[proverb] on Paul, the tirst on Solomon, etc.

Au'thoring, ii>l. sb.
[f. AUTHOR tr. + -iK&t.]

Book-writing,
1742 KiKi.niNt; J. Andrews n. i.Wks. 1784 V. 105 Initiated

into the science of authoring.

Airthorislx, a. rare '.
[f.

ALTTHOH s/>. + -ISH
;

cf. amateurish^ Somewhat author-like.

1825 LAMB in Fiuetl ATcjii. \'iii. 2^7 \ uthath it an authori.-h

twang about it.

AuthorisiU (Q'boriz'm). [f. as prec. + -ISM.]

The position or character of a writer of hooks.

1761 H. WAI.I'OLIC Corr. (1837' If. 90 He [Burke] is a sen-

sible man, but has not worn off his authorism JL-I. 1805
Miss SKVVAKD in Polwhele Trad. $ Rccfllt. uSafn II. 569
His restless spirit and thirst of authorisin. r 1824 Miss
FiiHRitiR Let. in Daily New& 29 Dec. tiSSij z/j, I could nut

bear the fuss of authorism !

Authoritarian (ol^rilcVrianX, a. and sb. [f.

AUTHORITY + -AHIAN
;

cf. Trinitarian^
A. adj. Favourable to the principle of authority

ag opposed to that of individual freedom.

1879 Daily AVrt-jr 28 June 2/6 Men who are authori-

tarian by nature, and cannot imagine that a country should
be orderly save under a military despotism. 1882 Contcmp.
Re-,: Sept. 459 Communists of the

'

Authoritarian
'

type.

B. so. One who supports the principle of au-

thority.
1883 Times 2 Jan. 3/1 [Gambetta] was accused of being an

authoritarian. 1884 Siiiii.i.Y in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 226/1
A lover of liberty, not an authoritarian.

Authoritative (y)yrit<ri:tiv), a. ; also 7 au-

tor- [f.
AUTHORITY : see -ATIVE.]

1. Of authority, of the nature of authority, exer-

cising or assuming power ; imperative, dictatorial,

commanding.
1605 Ansiv. Siif-p. Disc. Rom. Doc. 38 What authoritative

Sermons to the Religious . . they vsed. 1659 Pi-:ARSON
Creed 1 1741* 44 God's authoritative or potestativc power,
a J 733 NORTH Lives III. 132 He was diligent and in acting
authoritative. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones 11775) III. 160
The first time Thwaclcum ever wrote in this authoritative

stile. ^1850 ROSSETTI Dante ff Circ. u. 118741264 Its au-

thoritative minuteness in matters which ladies now-a-days
would probably consider their own undisputed region.

2. Possessing due or acknowledged authority ;

entitled to obedience or acceptance.
1653 GAUUKN Hierasp. To Reader 40 An authoritative

ministry. 1664 H. MORK ^\fyst. Ini//. 449 A number .suffi-

cient to constitute an Authoritative Church. 1833 I. TAYLOR
l-'anat. viii. 301 A written and authoritative canon of faith.

1871 MAKKHV Elcm. Law (542 nnte, Opinions which are not

in a forensic sense authoritative. 1880 MLIRHEAD (.tains

Introd. 22 The authoritative edition is that of Mommsen.
3. Proceeding from a competent authority.
1809 COBRKTT State Trials 1.323 To all which both ofu*do

give our authoritative decree and sanction. 1812 J. HKNRV
Camp. agst. Quebec 54 No firing without authoritative per-
mission. 1853 MAKSDEN Early Pitrit. 265 An authorita-

tive declaration of pardon.

AuthO'rita^tively, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY*.]

In an authoritative way or manner, with authority
exercised or possessed ;

on due or good authority.
162 1 BP.MOUNTAGU Diatribie 1 19 They have bad [to do with

tithes] ..but not either primarily or authoritatively. 1647
Poivcr of Keys ii. 6 Authoritatively he gave him the keyes.
1808 KENTIIAM Sc. Rt'f. 7 An authoritatively reported ex-

ample. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. (18641 V. ix. viii. 452 note,

The Council of Lateran . . first authoritatively proclaimed
72 -2



ATTTHOBITATIVENESS.

transub.stantiation. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Eng. V. xxiv. 36
.Entitled to speak authoritatively.

Authoritatiyeness (^bp-rit^^ivnes). [f.
as

prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being authoritative.

1659 CRADOCK Knotvl. ^- Pract. n. v. (1673* 39 The Majesty
of the Style, the Authoritativeness, and Godlike manner of

speaking. 1861 GKO. EuoT^V/aj M. 58 That self-possession
and autnoritativeness of voice and carriage which belonged
to a man who thought of superiors as remote existences.

Authority (9^-riti, 9-, -). Forms: 3-5 auto-

rtte, 4-6 autoryte, 5-6 auctorite, -itee, 5 awto-

ryte, 5-6 auctoryte, 5-7 autoritie, auctoritie,

-ity, u' auctorytye, -ety, awtoritee, aucthoritie,

-ytye, -ity, authorite, 6-7 authoritie, 6-8 au-

tority, 7 aucthorytie, 5- authority, [a. F. ait-

toritt, early ad. L. aucton'tas, -tatem, f. auctor :

see ATTHOR and -ITY. The Fr. was also spelt

auctorite from I2th to i6th c., and authorite in

1 6th, whence the successive Kng. forms.]
I. J'ower to enforce obedience.

1. Power or right to enforce obedience ;
moral

or legal supremacy ; the right to command, or

give an ultimate decision.

1393 (iowtR Conf. I. 257 The pope . . Of his papal I aucto-

rite Hath made and yove the decre. 1480 CAXTON Chron.

Eng. in. (1520) 20/1 They chose another man the whiche
sholde have more auctoryte . . and theycalled hym dictator.

1590 /far!. Misc. iMalh.i II. 176 He hath aucthoritie over

all kinoes and princes. 1598 I'AKKKT Thcor. U'arrt-s iv. iv.

ii i Their Colours . . represent the authoritie Royall. 1603
SHAKS. Mcas.for M. n. ii. 118 Proud man, Drest in a little

briefe authoritie, .. Plaits such phaiitastique tricks befure

high heauen, As makes the Angels wccpe. 1665 BOYLK
Occas. Refl. iv. xi. (1675) 233, I allow lawful Authority a

furisdiction over my Actions, that I deny it over my
Opinions. 1680 Rnu.n Rent. 11759* \ 2 5 r Authority is a

Disease and Cure, Which Men can neither want, nor well

endure. 1872 RUSKIN Eagle s Nest 94 If ever you find

yourselves set in positions of authority.

b. /// authority : in a position of power ;
in pos-

session of power over others.

c 1460 FoRTKsct'E Afis. <5-
Lint. Mon. (1714") 108 Men that

were in prete Auctorite. 1551 6 ROBINSON tr. Mores I'top.

15 Nowe placed in aucthorytye and called to honoure. 1611

PiiBLK Prow. xxix. 2 When the righteous are in authoritie,

the people rejoyce. 1722 SKWKI. tr. Hist. Quakers (17951 '

Pref. 12 Speaking to persons in authority. 1878 HOIM-S

JCSHS x. 36 '1'he people in authority, .would try to stop him.

2. Derived or delegated power; conferred right

or title ;
authorization.

The relation to sense i is seen in
'

by the ('king's* autho-

rity, by authority of the King.')
c 1375 WVCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. 1869 I. 56 Reprovede him

sharpli bi autorite of (loci, c 1400 Abol. Loll. 8 If he pro-
nounce wibout autorite . . a^ennis be lordis willc. 1483
RICH. Ill in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 49 I. 153 Upon auctorite

or commission yeven unto him. 1535 COVKKDALK Mark xi.

28 Hy what auctorite dost thou these things, and who gaue
the this auctorite. 1790 UUHKK l-'r. AYr-. 6 To open a formal

public correspondence . . without the express authority of

the government under which I live. 1831 CARLYLE Sart.

Res. in. vii, He carries in him an authority from God.

b. with inf. Conferred right to do something.
1535 COVERDALE Ezra vii. 24 Ye shall haue no auctorite to

requyre taxinge & custome. 1559 BP. SCOT in Strype Ann.

Kef. I. App. vii. 13 I.y commission from lu'm, prestes hathe

aucthorytie to forgyve sin. 1719 YOUNG AYrr;/^t' iv. i. Am
I not your wife? Have I not just authority to know That
heart ? 1855 PRESCOTT Philip II Pref. 8, I also obtained the

authority of Prince Metternich to inspect the Archives of

the Empire. 1858 I,i>, ST. LEONARDS Hamly-bk. Prop. Law
iv. 20 The authority to sell does not include a power to re-

ceive the purchase-money.
3. Those in authority ;

the body or persons ex-

ercising power or command. (Formerly in sing.
= Government ;

now usually abstract in sing. t con-

crete in//. ; a Local Sanitary Authority or similar

body is also spoken of as 'the authority.')
1611 BIBLE i Pet. iii. 22 Angels, and authorities, and powers

being made subiect vnto him. 1652 NKKDHAM tr. Seldeu's

Mare Cl. Ep. Ded. i The Supreme Autoritie of the Na-

tion, the Parlament of the Common-wealth of England.
1682 LUTTRF.LL Brief Rel. I. 233 Authority has thought
fitt . . to prosecute the offenders for the same. 1760 T.

HUTCHINSON Hist. Coll. Mass. Bay iii. (1765) 395 The au-

thority treated him kindly, and sent him home. 1833 I.

TAYLOR Fanat. x. 456 The conduct of the authorities. 1859
MILL Liberty 172 It is a proper office of public authority

to guard against accidents. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xx.

403 The Mozambique authorities. 1880 Sat. Rev. 25 Dec.

809 The actual authorities of the Post Office.

II. Power to influence action, opinion, belief.

4. Power to influence the conduct and actions of

others ; personal or practical influence.

c 1387 CHAUCER Mother ofGod 92 Syn thou art of swich

auctontee Lady pitious. ci449 PKCOCK Repr. v. ix. 531

Hi^e in wisdom and in auctorite and in fame. 1542 BRINK-

LOW Complaynt i. 118741 7 Them which beare any auctoryte
. . in the cowncel or Parlament. 1673 Lady's Cull. i. i. 20

Such an autority there is in vertue, that where 'tis eminent,
'tis apt to controle all loose desires. 1705 ADDISON Italy

Ded., With your Lordship's Interest and Authority in Eng-
land. 1792 Anted. II'. Pitt III. xliv. 202 It is your duty,

my Lords, as the grand hereditary council of the nation . .

to feel your own weight and authority. 1818 60 WHATKLY
Commonpl. Bk. (1864) 125 The person, body, or book, in

favour of whose decisions there is a certain presumption, is

t>aid to have, so far, authority.

5. Power over, or title to influence, the opinions
of others; authoritative opinion ; weight of judge-
ment or opinion, intellectual influence.
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< 1386 CHAUCER Syrs. T. 474 Prened . . As wel by werk as by
Auctoritee. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. m. xii. 160 Good clerkes . .

of grete auctoryte. 171677 HARROW Serin. (16831 II. viii.

119 The auctority of the ancients doth more prevail with
me. 1714 A. COLLINS Cr, Chr. Relig. Pref. 18 Is there

anything that .. stifles the light of truth, but autority?

1794 SULLIVAN \~icw Nat. II. 231 The proper way of reason-

ing from authority, that what seems true to some wise men,
may upon that account be esteemed somewhat probable.

1865 MILL Liberty ii. 21/2 He is either led by authority, or

adopts . . the side to which he feels most inclination.

6. Power to inspire belief, title to be believed ;

authoritative statement
; weight of testimony.

Sometimes weakened to : Authorship, testimony.
1303 R. PiRi'NNE Ifandl. Synne 12^9 Seynt Poule pat sagh

Godays pryvyte, He suyb yn hys autoryte A feyre wnrd vs

for to save. 1494 FABVAN i. i. 8 Therof is founde lyull auc-

toryte. 1586 THYNNF. in Animadv. Introd. 73 Untill I may
see good authoritie to disproove it. 1710 PKIDKMX ( >>/<.'.

Tithes v. 253, I deny not Ingulph's autority to be good, but
for his Copy there is his autority only. 1875 SCRIVENER
Lcct. Grk. J'c-st. 12, I have been recently informed on excel-

lent authority. JjW. Do nut accept news on the authority
of the evening papers.
7. The quotation or book acknowledged, or al-

leged, to seUle a question of opinion or give con-

clusive testimony.
c 1230 Atur. J\. 78 Den ilke autorite, J>et . . schal beon vre

strencSe. . a^ein bes deofles turnes. ; 1386 CHACCFR Frercs
Prol. 12 Lete auotorites, in Goddes name, To preching
and to scoles of clergie. a 1535 MORK Confnt. Barnes VIM.

Wks. 77/2 Hys fyrst authorite be these words of saynte

Austyne in hys fyftieth sermon. 1608 SHAKS. Per. in. Si. 33

I-iy turning o'er authorities. 1706 Poi'E Lett. Wks. 1736 V.

55 To corroborate these observations by some great autho-

rities . . in Tully and Quimilian. 1876 GREEN Short Ilitt.

Pref. 6 Giving in detail the authorities for every statement.

8. a. The person whose opinion or testimony
is accepted; the author of an accepted statement.

b. One whose opinion on or itpon a subject is en-

titled to be accepted ; an expert in any question.
1665 (ii.ANvn.L SLI'/^S. Sci. 77 To confront such celebrated

Authorities. 1855 PRKSCOTT Philip II. I. IL vi. 210 Histo-

rians in a season of faction are not the best authorities. 1860

R. WILLIAMS Ess. <V AY?'. 59 Egyptian authorities continue

the reign of Menephthah later. 1867 A.
J.

KLI.IS /-.. E.

Prtmnnc. I. iii. 65 Wallis is the great authority for the fully

developed pronunciation of the XVlIth century. 1871
BI.ACKIE Four Phases i. i A great utilitarian authority.
Mod. Who, may I ask, is your authority for the statement?

A. B. He is no authority !

9. Comb., as authority-maker.
1678 CVmvoRTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 895 These justice-makers

and authority-makers pretend to derive their factitious jus-
tice from Pacts and Covenants.

Autliorizable (g'Jj&rai'zab'l),
a. Forms : 6

autorysabyl, auctorizable. [In sense I, a. OK.

au(c}t0risa6/e, or med.L. ai(ctdn-.abilis, f. anctorl-

sare\ in sense 2, f. AUTHORIZE+ -ABLE.]

fl. actively. Having the faculty of authorizing.

1530 Dcclar. in Strype Reel. Mem. I. xvii. 131 From no

power or consent autorysabyl of any secular prince. 1590
SWINBCRN Testaments 48 The propertie of auctoritie, or

auctorizable consent, is to concurre with the acte.

2. passively. Capable of being authorized,

1877 M. ARNOLD Last Ess. C/i. 207 Authorisable forms of

burial service.

Authorization (o^oraiz^'Jan). [f.
AUTHOR-

I/K: see -ATION. (Also in mod.F.)] The con-

ferment of legality ;
formal warrant, or sanction.

1610 HMAI.KY.V/. Aug. City ofGod &$ Ordained by .. the

authorization of the Chiefs Priest, 1827 BENTHAM Ration.

Evid. Wks. 1843 VII, 484 Authorization does away the

fraud : what is authorized is legalized. 1835 J. HAHRIS Gt.

Tt-acher (1837) 133 A mere adoption and authorization of

pre-existing opinions. 1859 MKRIVAI.E Rom. Einf. xlviii.

V. 435 Without a special authorization from the chief.

Authorize ('f6iPU\ v. Forms: 4 autorize,

-yse, 4 } -ise, 4-6 auctorize, -yse, -ise, 6 auc-

torish(e, -else, authoriss, -ish, aucthorishe, 7

-ize, -ise, 6- authorise, -ize. [a. F. autorise-r, in

I4~i6th c. commonly aiictoriscr, also in I5~l6th c.

atttlioriser, %.&. med.L. auctorizaret f. auctor author :

see -I/E. The phonetic history follows that of

AUTHOR, auctorize being the usual form down to

1575. In i6th c. accented aucto'rise^ which led

to the form aucto'rish after nourish, perish : see

-ISH-.]
I. To authorize a thing.

fl. To set up as authoritative; to acknowledge
as possessing final decisiveness. Obs.

1401 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 80 Thou autorisest ^our pride

a^enes his holi werkes. 1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tun.

509/2 To the end the word of God may be authorized, and
men know that we must be heard. 1620 SHELTON Qni.v.

I II. xvii. 1 1 6 Let the Courtier . . authorize his Prince's Court

with Liveries.

f2. To give legal force to ;
to make legally valid.

1464 Emv. IV in Paston Lett. 493 II. 165 Inacted and
; utjtorised in the parlement next holden. '5^7 I*RANI

Horace Epist. n. i. <lj, Tables .. Deuysed and auctorished

by well knowne Romanes ten. 1644 Vind. Treat, Mon-

archy iv. 27 Being authoritative, they authorize the In-

strument, and give him an unresistance. 1692 DRYDLN St.

Enrcmont"s Ess. 87 New Title* to Authorize a new Power.

3. To give formal approval to
;
to sanction, ap-

prove, countenance.

(-1383 WYCI.IF Scl. IVks. (18711 III. 326 Crist and alle his

seynlis , . autoriseden it. De Led. viii. ibid. 357 Whanne

AUTHORIZEB.
be pope auan*i}> a shrewe, he autorisi^ his shrewidne>sc.

1567 DRANT Horaces Arte Poet. Aiij, Who hath to iudge,
antorish, reule, All maner speache at will, c 1600 SHAKS.
.S'flww. xxxv, Authorising thy trespas with compare. 1749
CHKSTERF. Lett. 211 II. 305 The Season in which Custom
seems . . to authorise civil and harmless Lies under the name
of compliments. 1865 MILL Liberty 15 The gentlest and
most amiable of philosophers. . authorised the persecution
of Christianity.
b. Of things: To afford just ground for, justify.

1603 FI.ORIO Mfintaigne 11634* 525 The issue doth often

aiu thorize a simple conduct. 1656 COWLHV Davidcis iv.

Wks. 1710 II. 460 If Human Strength might authorize a
Boast. 1660 DKYOKN Astraea Red. 178 Till some safe crisis

authorise their skill. 1748 ANSON I'fly. Introd., These rea-

sons alone would authorize the insertion of those papers.

1831 SCOTT Cast. Dang, i, More . . than the coldness of the

weather seemed to authorise.

1 4. To vouch for the truth or reality of
;

to

confirm by one's authority. Obs.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 167 This I finde eke of recorde,
Which the cronique hath authorized. 1489 CAXTON I-'aytes

of A. in. i. 169 The more that a werke is wytnessed . . the

more it is auctorysed and more auctentyke. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. in. iv. 66 A womans story. at a Winters fire, Author-
iz'd by her Grandam. 1646 SIR T. HROWSK Pseud. Ep. 75

Multiplying obscurities in nature, and authorising hidden

qualities that are false.

II. To authorize a person.
5. To endow with authority, place in authority ;

to commission.

1494 FABYAN v. xcvii. 71 After that he of this Realme was

auctorysyd for kynge. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par.
Matt. iii. 17 Did manyfestly auctor>-se his sonne. 1676
BULLOKAR, Authorize, to put in authority, or give power
unto. 1770 JIMI'MS Lett. xli. 216 Will you . . tell the world

by what law . . you were authori?ed? [See AUTHORIZED.]

f b. To hold as an authority. Obs. rare.

1535 SIKWART Cnm. Scot. II. 141 He had sic credens of

the king, And wes with him auctoreist than so hie.

f c. To accredit. Obs. rare.

1579 FULKE Cnnftit. Sanders 536 Neither is the credite of

such late writers sufficient to authorise them for such.

fd. To patronize, countenance. Obs. rare.

1713 Guardian No. 10 F 3 For this reason I shall authorise

and support the gentleman.

f6. rejl.
a. To claim authority for oneself; to

plume oneself, b. To found one's authority upon.
1581 SIUSKY Def. Pocsit- lArb.) 31 The Historian . . loden

with olde Mouse-eaten Records, authorising himselfe (for

the most part) vpon other histories, a 1586 (J.i Making
herself an impudent suitor, authorizing herself very much,
with making us see, that all favour and power depended
upon her.

V. To give legal or formal warrant to (a person) to

do something ; to empower, permit authoritatively.

1571 Wills $ Invent. A". C. 11835* 353, I appoint and auc-

thorishe hym to call for and receyue . . all suche debts. 1571
LD. BUKLKK;H in Kills Orig. Lett. i. 200 II. 261 We will, &
by warrant herof authoriss you to precede. 1660 R. COKE
Ptnver <y Snbj. 249 To authorize any forreigne Prince to in-

vade or annoy him or hisCountries. 1796 MORSE ^w<rr. Geog.
I. 148 His Majesty may authori/e the governor to fix the

time and place. 1855 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. IV. 551 A
royal message authorising the Commons to elect another

Speaker.
b. Of things : To give satisfactory ground to.

1794 Si'i.LivAN I'iciv A'at. I, Nothing which can authorise

us to suppose it formed in the sea. 1843 MILL Log^tc
HI. xxi.

3 Past experience of mortality authorizes us to infer both.

Authorized (g'bor^izd),///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

1. Possessed of authority, acknowledged as autho-

ritative ; thoroughly established; highly esteemed.

c 1399 Pol. Poems (18591 H- '3 Cassodre, whos writinge is

auctonzed, Seith. c 1534 Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (1846) 27

Pomponius La=tus . . the moste authorised of late writers.

1784 J. BARRY Led. Art vi. (18481 209 The most authorised

and >urest observations which have fallen in my way. 1810

COLSUOGB Friend (1865) 30 Received and authorized

opinions.
2. Placed in (ot>$.} or endowed with authority.

1483 CAXTON G.tic la 7<wrKvj, Knyghtes auctorysed and

renommed. 1613 WITHKHS Abus. Stript i. vi, More vile In

men authoriz'd, than in those that be Borne to a lower for-

tune or degree. 1648 MILTON Tenure Kings 235 The dragon

gave to the beast his . . authority ; which beast so authorized

most expound to be the tyrannical powers and kingdoms of

the earth. Mod. The arrangement was made by your own
authorized agent.
3. Legally or duly sanctioned or appointed. Au-

thorized Version of the Bible: a popular appel-

lation of the version of 1611. (The Great Bible

1540, and Bishops' Bible (after 1572), actually bore

on their titles
' authorized and appointed/ but that

of 1611 has never claimed to be 'authorized.')

1480 CAXTON Qvis Met. xv. iv, A cyte rych and aucto-

rysed in thy lynage. 1538 STARKKY Eng. 181 That by no

prerogatyfe he usurpe upon the pepul any authorysyd ty-

ranny. 1794 PALKY Evid. n. ii. 11817^ 24 Authorized assu-

rances of the reality of a future existence. 1844 DIBHIN

Libr. Comp.yz What is called our authorized version. 1879

RUSKIN Lett. Clergy 39 This piece of authorized mockery.

tAtrthorizement. Obs. [f. AUTHOKJZE; cf.

med. L. am'tdnzarncntum.~\ Authorization.

1594 I. KINC; On Jtinah 11864145 Without authorisement

and confirmation from them.

Authorizer ^-Joraizw}. [f.
as prec +-EU'.]

One who authorizes (.in various senses).

1607 T. SPARKE Persutts. Unity 63 The meaning either of

the book or of the authorises therof. a 1619 DOSSK Ki.itlian.

(1644) 2^7 A strong Authorizer, if nut an Authour. 1681 H-

MOKE /,>/. Daniel ii. 51 The Instigator or Authorizer of
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the War. 1861 AfJicii.t'uui 29 June 861 They seem to have
acted as agents . , and reported back to their authorizers.

Au'thorizing, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -1x0'.]
The giving of authority ; sanctioning.
1523-4 Act 14-15 Hen. VI II. v, For the further authorising

of the same Letters Patents. 1697 ^ f
'f - 1/*

1

""''- Part. cone.

Convoc. 41 The authorizing of the Books ofCommon Prayer.

Au'thprizing, ///.
That authorizes.

a. [f. as prcc.

1881 Echo 28 June 1/3 A copy of the authorising Acts may
be inspected at the office.

Authorless (9'b9iles),rt. [f.
AUTHOR + -LESS.]

1. Without admitted author ; anonymous.
1713 Guardian No. 133 The false aspersions some author-

less tongues have laid upon me. 1869 Spectator 3 July 797
After ^715 his works were apparently authorless, or issued
under fictitious and assumed names.

2. Without originator ; uncreated.
1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 64 The Sankhyas -.

would have it [the Veda] to be authorless.

3. Void of authors or writers.

1879 B. WHKATLKY Catal. Med. Chirnrg. Soc. Libr. Pref.

13 A long interval of authorless years.

Authorliiig (y-^lirj). [f. AUTHOR sb. i- -LING.]
A petty author; an insignificant writer.

1771 SMOLI.KTT Humph. Cl. 836 A parcel of authorlings.

iMQ.Rev. XXXVII. 418 The surviving Grub-street au-
thor! ing. 1850 Wmi'i'Li. Ess. <y Rev. (ed. 3* II. 89 Weak
manikins and dapper authorlmgs who mistake indigestion
for inspiration.

Authorly (p-bsjli), a.
[f, AUTHOR j. + -LY ]

;

\ mfatherly.\ rreper to authors, authorial.

1784 COWPER Let. Umvin \ Nov. |R. ) He keeps his own
author ly secrets. 1834 (lies. P. THOMPSON Kxcrc. (1842) III.

90 The amhorly rule . . appears to be to insert the possible
maximum of stops.

Authorship ['lijip). [f. AUTHOR sb. + -SHIP.]
1. Occupation or career as a writer of books.

1710 SHAFTKSB. Ckarac. (1870! I. 347 Patentees, with a
sole commission of Authorship. 1771 SMOLLKTT Hnmplt.
CV. 11815) 148, I saw none of the outward signs of author-

ship. 1817 (Joi.KKiDCE Biflff. Lit. 113 The profession of
literature, or, to speak more plainly, the trade of authorship.
1857 II. RKED Led. Brit. Poets v. i6j The term of his

authorship belongs . . to the time of Queen Elizabeth.

2. The dignity or personality of an author
;

cf.

lordship.
1782 GnvncR Lett. 2 j Nov., My authorship Is undoubtedly

pleased when I hear that they are approved. 1853 TUIM-I-K

Heart xvi. 155 Such . . was not my authorship's intention.

3. Literary origin or origination (of a
writing).

18*5 Li>. CocKBL'KN ^Icm. 318 To deny his authorship of
them. 1831 BREWS TICK Xeit'ton \ 1855' II. xv. 75 A question
. . respecting the authorship of the review. 1834 H. X.
COLKKIDGI-: Grk. Poets 284 To doubt the individual author-

ship of the Iliad. 1870 Echo n .Nov., To hunt for a correct
solution of the authorship of Junius.
4. gen. Origination or instigation of an action,

state of affairs, etc. Cf. AUTHOH i.

1884 Leeds Merc. 24 Oct. 4/4 He did not. .expressly charge
[him] . . with the authorship of the riots at Aston Park.

t Au'thrix. [Cf. L. auctrix^ ^ AUTHORESS.
1650 CHAKI.ETON Paradoxes 74 A certame Naturall sensa-

tion, the immediate Authrix of all sympathy.
Autly, variant of AUCHTLY a. Qbs. worthy.
II Auto (airto). [Sp. and Pg. : L. actu-s act.]
1. A play. Cf. ACT sb. 7.

1779 H. SWINBURNE Trar. Spain iii. 9 Auto-; and mysterios
are prohibited on the theatres of Madrid. 1848 MRS. JAMK-
SON Sncr. $ Leg. Art 118501 339 Calderon founded on it one
of his finest autos, the '

Magico Prodigioso."
2. for AUTO-DA-FE. Cf. ACT sb. 9.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Act, They usually contrive

the Auto to fall on some great festival. 1823 BYRON Age
Bronze vii, The faith's red '

auto,' fed with human fuel.

Auto- \y't0), repr. Gr. avro- 'self, one's own,

by oneself, independent-ly,' combining form of
avros self. Exceedingly common in Gr.

;
in L.

only in a few words adopted from Gr. without

analysis, as autochthones, autograph us, automat its
;

more common in med.L. ; and largely used in

the mod. lungs. In Kng., to a certain extent,
a living element, prefixable to scientific terms

denoting action or operation, whence occasionally
to othen?, in combinations that are more or less

nonce-words.
Such are : auto-catalepsy, catalepsy self-pro-

duced
; auto-coprophagous a., eating its own

dung ; auto-criticism, criticism of oneself or one's

own works
; auto-infection, self-infection ; auto-

infra-glottic a., of what is below one's own glot-
tis ; auto inoculation, self-inoculation, whence
auto-inoculable a.

; auto-laryngo scopy, ex-

amination of one's own larynx, whence auto-

laryngosco'pic a., auto-laryngo scopist ; auto-

portrait, a portrait drawn by any one of himself;

auto-portraiture, portraiture of oneself ;
auto-

prothesis, self-produced or spontaneous prothe-
sis ; auto - psychology, psychological study of

oneself. So auto-burglar, etc.

1851 KiNGfci.i-.Y Yeast Kpil., Unattrlbutable even to auto-

catalepsy. 1880 Swisui'RSE in f-'ortn. Rev. 719 Obscurity
. . proper to such auioeoprophagous animals. 1884 Pali
.Ifall G. 20 June n/i Another literary curiosity is an auto-

criticism of 'Christie Johnstone
'

Iby Chas. Reade]. 1878
T. BRYANT Pnut. Surf. I. 135 Auto-infection . . is not seen

equally in all the sorts of infectious tumours. 1872 COHF.N
Dis. Throat 45 A series of auto-infra-glotlic examinations.

1874 VAN BUREN* Dis. Urin. Org. 19 Auto-inoculation is

the proper test. Ibid. Auto-inoculable. 1870 A. DURHAM
in Syst. Siirg. IV. 527 By Auto-laryngoscopy, or by the ex-

amination of the Larynx of some living subject. 1872
COHKN Dis. Throat 35 The practice of the auto-laryngo-
scopist. 1828 Edin. Kcr. XLVIII. 468 The auto-portrait
they present. 1881 Times -z Feb. 12/1 Dental autoprothesis
with aurification. a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante fy i. ire. \. \ 18741 1

The Vita, \H0i-a (the Autobiography or Autopsycholosy
of Dante's youth). 1884 RICA UK Singlefteart v. 105 No
drunkard and auto-burglar to drain the wife's purse.

Autolno'graphal, a. rare. [See AUTO-.]
= AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL.
1845 I,u. (..'vMi'iiKi.L Chancellors (1857! IV. xci. 246 The fol-

lowing autobiographal account of these occurrences.

Autobio'grapher. [See AUTV-.] One who
writes the story ot his own life.

1829 C. MATHKWS Man. \\ . ii. 23 Mr. Rattle, Auto-

biographer in Embryo. 1878 SF.ICLKY Stein III. 476 The
praise of an autobiographer is to reveal what it is the virtue

of a man to keep secret.

Autobiographic vS^ibaiiffgrse-filc), a. [sec

Auto-.]
1. Of the nature of autobiography.
1850 CARLYLI: in Athen;pitin 18 June (18811815/3 An excel-

lent good book, by far the best of the autobiographic kind
I remember. 1870 I.OWKLL Among my liks. Ser. n. (1873)
26 The writings of I htnte . . arc- all . . autobiographic.
2. Of the character of an autobiographer.
1864 Reader 28 Apr. 512/1 Was he never. . autobiographic?

Did he never make entries in . . a sort of diary 'i

Aivtpbiogra'phical, a. [Sec Arm-.]
1. Belonging to, connected with, autobiography.
1831 CAKLYLK Sart, AY.v. n. ii. These Autobiographical

times of ours. 1878 SKKLKY Stein III. 499 For its autobio-

graphical value, I translate the substance of this Memoir.
2. AUTOBIOGRAPHIC i, 2.

1829 Gcntl. 3fag, XCV'II. 11. 526 An auto-biographical
sketch of the life of a poet. 1880 I,. Sn I-IIKX /V/V \iii. 186

Pope takes advantage of the suggestions in Horace to be

thoroughly autobiographical.

Au toblOgra'phically, ad-,',
[f. prec. + -LY-.]

In the way or manner of autobiography.
1864 in \Vi I-ISTKR. 1883 Sat. AYr r

. 29 Dec. 8^,9 Writing in

the present tense and autobiographically.

Autobiography (g't^bai^-grafi, -bi,fg-\ [f.

AUTO- + BIOGRAPHY. Neither this nor any of its-

derivatives are in Todd iSiS; only Autobiography
in Craig t^^7-] The writing of one's own history ;

the story of one's life written by himself.

1809 SOUTHKY in Q, AYi'. I. 283 This very amusing and
unique specimen of autobiography. 1828 CAKLYLK M i&i .

(18571 I- '54 What would we give for such an Autobiography
of Snakspeare. 1859 II. Po\\ I:I.L Ord. Xat, 252 Gt-ology 'as

Sir C. I, yell has so happily expressed iti is 'the autobio-

graphy of the earth.'

AutocarpOUS(t<7kaupas),rt. Hot.
[f.

Gr.auTo-
self + tcapirus fruit + -<>i's.]

' 'A fruit) Consisting
of pericarp alone having no adnate parts.' Gray.
AutocaTpian a. prec. 1847 " ;1 CKAIC.

AutocephalouS i.0t0se'fates\ a.
[f.

Gr. auro-

tc4<pa\-os (f. auro- independent + /f/>a/\r) head N +

-ors.] lit. Having a head or chief of its own.
Of bishops and churches : Independent of archi-

cpiscopal or patriarchal jurisdiction.

1863 NKALK Liturgwl. 289 Georgia had its own auto-

cephalous metropolitan. 1881 (I. SI.MCOX mA<.adciny 2 Apr.
237 Autoceplialous churches like that of Cyprus.

Autochthon totfkbon, -Jn\ PI. autoch-

thons, or in L. form autochthones (gt^'kJwShfz).

[a. Gr. avroxOwv sprung from that land itself, f.

avro (see AUTO-) -f \0wi', \6ovfat earth, soil.]

1. lit. A human being sprung from the soil he

inhabits ; a 'son of the soil.'

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 274 There was therefore

never any Autochthon, or man arising from the earth but
Adam. 1660 ISGKLO Bentn*. and Ur, it. 116821 83 [Theyl
suppose men to be Autochthones, Intelligent Miishromes.

1879 JiiFFKRiES \Vild Life in S. (". 147 He loves the earth
on which he walks like a true autochthon.

2. Hence \\\pl. The earliest known dwellers in

any country; original inhabitants, aborigines.
1741 WAKHLKTOV Dii>. Legat. TI. 28 They thought them-

selves Autochthones. 1851 I '. WILSON /Vr//. . Inn. 118631 I.

ix. 279 But for the evidence of history, the Nor^e population
of the Orkneys would appear to be autochthones. 1858
GLADSTONE Homer I. 205 (Ireek tradition . . placed the Pe-

lasgians first in the Peloponnesus as autochthons.

3. transf. andy^
j

: Original inhabitants or products.
1837 CAMPBELL To Sp. Patriots ii, Ye Arc worse than

common fiends from Heaven that fell, The baser, ranker

sprung. Autochthones of Hell ! 1879 I.K CONTK Eicin.
Gcol. 553 The Pliocene Autochthones were destroyed.
Autochthonal ltfrk)-Aial\ a.

[f. prcc. +
-At. 1

.] Autochthonic, autochthonous.
1829 T. PKACOCK Misfort. Elphin 93 The autochthonal

justice of our agrestic kakistocracy. 1869 KAHKAK I-'am.

Sptch iv. '187^1 117 These autochthonal peoples.

Autochthonic (Vkhf7nik), a.
[f.

as j)rcc. +

-ic.J Native to the soil, aboriginal, indigenous.
1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 52 The old autochthonic

Iberians. 1860 AHP. THOMSON Ontl. Laws Th. 285 To con-
sider both Greek and Indian philosophy as autochthonic.

Autochthonism iotyrkj*faizm). [f.
as prec.

f-isM.] Birth from the soil of a country, or

aboriginal occupation of it.

1857 GLADSTONE O.rf. Ess. 43 Argolis and Arcadia . . dis-

puting with Athens the palm of autochthoni>m.

Auto'chthonist. rare. [i.
as pree. + -IST.]

One who believes in the existence of autochthons.

1879 De Qitatrcfagcs Hunt. Spec. 185 No other ]>art of
the globe seems to justify, to such an extent, the opinions of
autochthonists.

Autochthonous tgfyrkf'iJhas), a.
[f. as prec.

4- -Ot'S.] AlTOC'HTHUNIC'.
1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann, Rev. III. 309 If the English have

this great predilection for autochthonous bread and butter.

1860 Sfif. Kev. X. 149/1 Most of them [the Red Indians)
believe themselves to be autochthonous. 1879 C. TAVI.OI;

Germ. Lit. 13 A native autochthonous German literature.

b. transf, in /Vz///.
; (see (jiiot.)

1876 tr. W'agners Gen. Pathol. 189 An autochthonous ur

primitive thrombus is one which remain-, confined in the

part in which it first arose, especially in the heart.

Autochthony (yV-k)xmi). [f.
a* prcc. + -v.]

Autochthonous condition
; aboriginal occupation.

1846 GROTK Greece T. vi. I. 146 The fancy of one or a few

great families branching out widely . . wa- more popular . .

than that of a distinct autochthuuy in each of ilie .separate
districts. 1879 De Quatre/nges' Hum. Spec. 179 The par-
tisans of the autochthony of nations.
* crron. for AutOttony 'suicide.'

1652 I'Hi.ifHAKi Jt-.i'fl Wks. (1834*243 I!y taking away the

sword, hindred the desperate project of that autochthony.

t Au'tOCide. O/>s. rarc~ '. [irreg. f. AUTU- +
I,, -fiita sla\er.] A self-destroyer, a suicide.

1635 PIKSON I 'a n't:tics in. 155 Such autocides and selfe

murtnerers.

Autoclave (O'tAkl^'v). [a. F. autoclave, f. (Ir.

avro- ;

v
see ATTO-) self + ],. davits nail (or) c/dvis

key ;
hence **

' a self-fastening apparatus,
1

] A kind

of Krench stew-pan with a steam-tight lid.

1880 FKISXM.I. in .SV>< . Artsjrnl. 444 Strong cast-iron ves-

sels, enamelled inside, and known as *

autoclave*.'

Autocracy (.ytfkrasi;. [ad.Gr^avTOKpareia, n.

of state f. avTOKparr)? : see AUTOCBAT. Cf. mod.
K. (infoi-ratfc.]

j"
1. Self-sustained or independent power. Obs.

1655 Li-.si RAN<,K C/tas. I \-2\ The king of Swedt n . . had

prospered to an autocracy, a self-subsistence, and so needed
no participants .. in the ha/ard. a 1716 Si >r i H Scrni.

VII I. 285 .T.) [The I)i\ine \Vill| moves not by the external

impulse .. of objects, but determines itself by an absolute

autocracy. 1755 JOHNSON, Ant<*crasy, independent power.

t b. Of states: Possession of the right of sell-

^ov(jmnit.'nt, political independence ;
AUTONOMY.

1864 Wi-.ns'i u; cites I!.\KLO\V.

2. Absolute government.
1855 Mi uu .M.I, Rom. I-'.nip, .\lviii. \". 418 Cain-- . . had in-

lu-rited his autocracy. 1855 MM.MAN Lat. ( hr. 18641 ^"- 1X -

viii 376 Unrepining subjection under the religious autocraty
of the Pope.
b. transf. Controlling authority or influence.

1855 H - Si-KNCKR Psychol. (18721 1 1."MI. ii.3i4 The estab-

lishment of this autocracy amonji the faculties. 1860 P'AKK \K

(';-/;,'. Lang. ii. 36 The autocracy of philosophic b-'die>.

3. Med. The controlling influence excited \>\

nature or the- vital jirinciplc on disease.

1864 YVi I;SU-;R cites DeNGi.isoN.

Autocrat (</t<
r
knet). [a. F. autoo-ate, ad. (ir.

avToKparrjf ruling by oneself, absolute, i.duro-
v
stc

AUTO-) + itpdTos, Kparf- might, power, authority ;

cf.Kparvs strong, cogn. w.Goth. /lartfits^ng./iariit.]
A monarch of uncontrolled authority ; an absolute,

irresponsible governor ;
one who rules with undis-

puted sway. '(Autocrat of all tJic Ritssias, a title

of the Cxar.)

1803 Sot'iHi'.v in Ann. A'cr 1
. I. 89 An embassy sent by the

Directory, or the Corsican autocrat. 1851 H. Sn .v \ K

S(><.~, Staf. %'. i; 6 'I'he Russian noble is alike a serf to his

autocrat, and an autocrat to his serf. 1853 I.YMH -SV//-

Iniprcrv. vi. 149 The will is no autocrat to have his bidding
done at once. 1858 (). \V. HOLMES (titles The Autocrat of

the I'.reakfa.st Table.

Autocratic tyt<;kru:'tik\ a. [ad. F. aittocra-

tisjite, f. aittocrate'. sec prec. and -ic.] (3f the

nature of, or pertaining to, an autocrat
;
absolute

in authority, despotic.
1823 DYKON Jrt x. .\Ii.v, The fair Czarina's autocratic

crest. 1867 PI.ARSON Hint. En*. \. 49 The tax on salt . .

was farmed out to almost autocratic contractors. 1878
IIDSW. SMII n Carthage 177 Hamilcar recei\'ed the command
with autocratic powers.

Autocratical, a.
[f.

as prec. + -AL I
.]
=

prec.
1801 I,n. Coi < ni-:si I.K Diary $ Corr. I. 390 The haughti-

ness of the Autocratical Kinpire. 1828 I,.\XDOR Imag- Cortr 1

.

< 18461 I. 185 A sage, too autocratical to be taught anything
by sages of another class.

Autocratically, a th\
[f. prec.

-t-

-i.v-.] in

autocratic manner, absolutely, despotically.
1860 (iossi: Rom. \at. Hist. 2 Regions where he reigns

autocratically. 1875 MAIXH Hist. htst. ill. 86 Whether popu-

larly or autocratically governed.

Autocrator vytfkratfj). Wt>s. [a. (ir. avm-

Kparojp one's own master, an absolute ruler.]
- AUTOCRAT (and in earlier use).

1789 96 MORSK Auto: Geog. II. 88 The emperor, or auto-

crator ">f Russia. 1832 AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) I. vi. 213
That our own king was monarch and autocrator in Hanover.

t Autocrato ric, a- Obs. [ad.Gr. nLTo/fparo-

piKrt; see prec. and -ic.]
= AUTOCRATIC. fAuto-

crato-rical a. prec.
1678 /list. Intlulff. in(.;. HickesA>i>. l\>pcry (1680) 74 The



ATTTOCRATRESS.
Aulocratorick . . Power of making Laws. 1659 PEARSON
Creed 11741) 297 The Father, Son, and Holy Uhost
have the same autocratorical power. 1769 W. JACKSON in
Month. Act'. XI, II. 171 Their . . autocratorical automatons
author.

t Auto'cratress. O/>s. >-a/-e~'. [fem. of
AOTOCKATOB : see -ESS.] A female autocrat.
1762 .-litii. A?f. 227/2 We Catharine II.. autocratress of

all the Russias.

t AutO'Cratrice. Ol>s. rare. [a. F. autocra-
tnce, ad. autocratrix : see next.]

=
prec.

1767 CIIKSTKRF. Lett. 410 IV. 251, I do not think that the
Autocratnce of all the Kussias will be trifled with.

Autocratrix (tf kratriks
; . [Latinized femi-

nine of AUTOCRATOK, assumed as a title by Catha-
rine II of Russia.] A female autocrat

;
the title of

the empresses of Russia ruling in their own right.
1763 Gentl. Mag. 382 Autocratrix of all the Kussias. 1844

JEFFREY Contrib. Edin. Rev. I. 375 The celebrated Auto-
cratrix, Catherine II.

Au'tocratshi:p. [See -SHIP.] Position as an
autocrat

; autocracy. 1864 in WEBSTER.

II Auto-da-fe, -de-fe ^u-t^daj,---, dof,---).
Mural autos-da-f6

; improperly auto-da-fes. [The
former, Pg. (also used in Kr.; ;' the latter, Sp. (I'g.
i/a of the, Sp. tie of) = judicial sentence or act of

vthe) faith. Cf. ACT sb. 9 (The Portuguese form
was first known in England.)]
1. A judicial

'

act
'

or sentence of the Inquisition.
1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6207/1 There will be an Auto da Fc'

in the Church of the Monastery of St. Dominick [in Lisbon].
1817 BYRON Juan \. xxxii. note Wk.s. 11846) 594/2 Little less
than an auto-da-fe was anticipated.
2. The execution of a sentence of the Inquisition;

of. the public burning of a heretic.

1727 41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Act of Faith, Auto da fc .. a
.solemn day held by the inquisition, for the punishment of
heretics, and the absolution of the innocent accused. 1771
FLETCHER Checks Wks. 1795 II. 278 Papists call their

burning of those whom they call heretics an auto de fe.
1839 KEIGHTI.EY Hist. Eng. I. 333 The Inquisition, with its
horrible autos-da-fe'. 1876 BANCROET Hist. U. S. II. xliii.

575 Busy in_ celebrating auto-da-fus and burning heretics.

Autodidact (g'todidas'kt. [ad.Gr.qvro8<ia*r<
self-taught.] One who is self-taught.
(1534 Mom. On. Passion Wks. 1388 I Saynte Hierome

|

tearmeththeym Autodidactons . . ofthemselues learned.] 1748
I:itrof>. Mag. V. 270 This gentleman . . is supposed to be an
autodidact. 1883 Black-a: Mag. Mar. 393 As a painter,
Kossetti was essentially an autodidact.

Autodynamic ,y t<?|dina;-mik), a. Physics.
[mod. f. Gr. avro-Siiva^-os powerful in itself -I- -1C

;

cf. F.
autodynamiqiii.'] Operating by its own

]>ower; esf. in Autodynamic elevator: a machine
|

for raising weights, worked by a falling column
of water.

Autofacture. [See AUTO-.] Self-making.
1868 Dully Tel. 29 May, A self-made man so far as hu-

manity is capable of autofacture.

Autogamy (ot(
< garni), fiat.

[f.
Gr. avro- self

-t---ya/'a marriage; cf. Gr. auro-va/ws willingly
married.] Self-fertilization. Autogamic '

cjto-

garmik) a., characterized by, or lit for, autogamy.
1880 (IKAY not. Tc.vf.l'k. vi. 4. 216 Autogamy, the ap-

plication and action of a flower's, pollen upon its own pistil.
1881 MOORE in Jnil. Hat. X. 85 Small open [flowers] with
a modification of the stigmas rendering them autogamic.

Autogeneal gtoid.vn/al), a. ; erron. -ial. [f.

Gr. avro-ffi'Tis, -h self-produced (see -(JEN 1
.

1 *-

-AI.'.] a. Self-begotten, self-produced, b. Pro-
duced by oneself.

1656 BI.OL-NT Gtassagr., A iitageacal, self-begotten. 1864
W. HARDY ll'aitrin'sChroii. I. 63 Our author has not here
constructed, .an autogenial version of the Brut d'Engleterre.

Autogenic (gtydje'nik), a.
[f.

as prec. + -ic.]
AUTOGENOUS c.

1875 URF. Diet. Arts I. 274 In Devonport dockyard, the

autogenic process has been largely used.

Autogenous (gbrdjenag), a.
[f. Gr. avruytv-

j?s (see prec.) + -ous.] Self-produced, independent.
Applied spec. a. in Phys. to parts of the skeleton

developed from independent centres of ossification ;

b. in Path, to the essential elements of morbid
tissues ; c. to a process of soldering in which the
ends of metal are themselves melted, and so joined.
Hence Autogenously adv.

1846 OWEN in Brit. Assoc. Kef., Those parts, .usually de-
veloped from distinct and independent centres, I have termed
'autogenous.' 1860 F. CIALTON I'ac. Tour 426 Let us hope
that a united Italy may develop .. an autogenous form of
social life. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surf. I. 102 Capable of
secreting their own contents . . autogenous cysts, as Sir J.
Paget calls them. 1879 SPON Workshop Rcc., Autogenous
Soldering, or burning together. 1883 J II-'. Queen's Klectr.
Catal. 16 A case of insulite, having a lid of the same mate-
rial autogenously soldered in.

Autogeny, Autogony (ftfdjeni, -fg&ii).
[f.

Gr. avro-jiv-ffi, -ywos, self-produced : see prec.]
A mode of spontaneous generation ; (see quot.).
1875 SCHMIDT Desc. ff Danv. 320 Haeckel's hypothesis of

Autogony. 1876 tr. Haeckets Hist. Creat. I. 339 In spon-
taneous generation . . we must first distinguish two essen-

tially different kinds, viz. autflgeny and plasmogeny. By
autpgeny we understand the origin of a most simple organic
individual in an inorganic formative fluid.

Au-togram. [Cf. telegram : after the intro-
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duction of this there was a rage for saying aiitt-

ram, faragram, etc.]
- AUTOGRAPH.

1881 C. LOWE Kaoksellcr's Catal. No. 60. 3 An Autogratn
of the Ayrshire Poet.

Autograph tg-tfgruf), sb. (and a. ). [ad. L
autograf/iiini, Gr. avroypatpoi', neut. (,used subst.)
of adj. aiiToypatpos written with one's own hand, f.

avro- by oneself + -ypafos writing, written. In

!7-i8th c. often in L. or Gr. form. Cf. F. auto-

graphe adj. in Cotgr.]
1. That which is written in a person's own hand-

writing ; the author's own manuscript.
1640 4 SIR S. D'KwKs in Kuhw. Hist. Coll. MI. .1692' I

311 Particulars, .drawn out of the Autographs themselves.
1659 Kr. WALTON Consid. Considered (,i The autographa of
the sacred Penmen. ,; I733 NORTH Exam. Pref. 14 Memoirs
. .of which he hath the Autographed. 1794 Sfl.l.n AN / '-.,.

-\at. II. 238 The Autograph, or original manuscript of the
law 1839 HAM.AM His.'. Lit. in. iii. 27 The letter is im-
perfect, some sheets of the autograph having been lost.

D. abstr. A person's own handwriting.
1858 HAWIIIOKXI-- />-. ff It. 7,,,/j. I. IJQ Poen,., of Tasso

in his own autograph. 1868 Digby's I'ty. Meilit Pref 17
Entirely in the autograph of Sir Kenelm.
2. A person's own signature. Hence attrih.
1791 1817 DTsRAi.u Cur. Lit. .Rtlg.i 439 The Frencli

editor., has given the autograph of her name. 1838 DICKENS
Lett. 1 18801 I. 13 Left our autographs and read those of other
people. 1861 SAI.\ T-.v. round Clock 1 1 7 The register be-
comus an autograph-book of. . illustrious signatures.
3. A copy produced by autography.
1868 I'cofilc's Mag. Jan. 62 {title] Vegetable Autographs.
B. adj. Written in the author's own hand-

writing.
1832 COLERIDGE Table T. 164 Autograph copies of some

of the apostles' writings. 1878 HEEI.EY Stein III. 50;, I

must at least greet you with an autograph letter.

Au-fcograph, v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. a. To write with one's own hand. b. To copy
or reproduce by autography. Hence Au'to-
graphed///. a.

1818 C,entl. .]/,,'. I. XXXVIII.,. !6o/2 The sixth pl.tte is
written music, or, as the Lithographers denote it auto-
graphed musk. 1882 At/u-iia-iim 18 -Mar. 341 2 Moth Ibooks]

"o
rC

;",
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.
1
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,

(1 intended for practical purposes only.
2. To write one's autograph on or in ; to sign.
1837 /.Ync-X-r. Mag. XI.I. 281 Don Carlos might long ere

now have autographed his decrees, Vo el Key, from . the
Escurial. 1883 Graf/tic 3 Nov. 452 He autographs the
Admiral's book.

t Auto-graphal, a. ui>s.
[f. as prec. + -AL'.]

--= AUTOGRAPH ,i. Auto^raplial namc =
signature.

1715 HKXXET JQ Art. 177 The autographal names of
eleven bishops. 1716 M. DAVIES Ath. Krit. II. 376 Memo-
rials Autographal . . of the Stage- Poet, Christopher Marlow.

Autographic (gtugrarfilo, a.
[f. ACTOGKAPH;

cf. Gr. 7/>n</>i/fos pertaining to writing.] Of or

pertaining to autography ; of the nature of an auto-

graph; written in the author's own handwriting.
i868SmJ. HERSC IIEI. in J'cnflrs Mag. Ian. 62 Autographic

representations of fungi on glass. ,875 UK,: Diet. Arts
II. i ;; Autographic ink .. must be fatter and softer than

that applied directly to the stone. 1879 FAKRAR St. I'aul
II. on I he Kpisilc to the Galatians [was] also autographic.

Autogra'phical, a. arch.
[f. as prec. + -ICAL.]

-prec. also used for ACTOBIOGBAPHICAL. O/is.}.
1656111 Hi.HI-XT G/ossogr. i67jHicKEK]xuiu. torf. J-'ailier

t,re)'l\ 286 The autographical Copy, .laid up in that famous
Library. 1825 Gentl. Mag. XCV. I. 349 The Autographical
Journal of Christopher Columbus. 1837 WHEWEI.I. Hist.
Induct. Sc. I. 370 A kind of autographical account of the
way in which the author was led to his views.

Autogra'phically, a,h\
[f. prec. +

-i.y2.]
In autograph, by means of autography.
1673 HICKEKIN<;II.I. Greg, l-'ather Grey/: 292 In what Lan-

guage was the N'ew Testament first indited? In Greek,
all of them Autographically. 1841 DICKENS Lett. 118801 I.

42, I am glad to shake you by the hand again autograph!-
cally. 1880 Times 5 Oct. 6/6 Making the colours of nature
print . .autographically upon the plate.

A.U'tograph.i:ze, v.
collo,]. [Cf. botanize, etc.]

To collect autographs. An tographi zer, a col-
lector of autographs.
1824 DIBDIN I.itr. Couif. 108 More than one hungry auto-

graphiser of my acquaintance.

Autography (gtcgrafi .
[f. AUTOGRAPH ; cf.

Gr. -yp<nf,ia writing.]
1. The action of writing with one's own hand

;

the author's own handwriting.
1644 HI-EWER Cliirol. 82 By the old autography of the

Hand. 1723 S. MATHER I'ind. RMe, The date of the auto-
graphy. 1870 SroiOEOD Trcas. Dai'. Ps. xlvii, Every expertWOHM here detect the autography of the Son of Jesse.
2. Reproduction of the form or outline of any-

thing, by an impression from the thing itself; 'na-
ture printing"; csp. a process in lithography by
which a writing or drawing is transferred from
paper to stone. 1864 in WEBSTER.

+ 3. = AUTOHInGKAPHY. Ohs.
1661 OLAXVIU. I'an Ditgni. Ayiij b, Nor doth the last Scene

yield us any more satisfaction in our autography, for we are
as ignorant how the Soul leaves the light, as how it first

came into it.

4. Autographs collectively.
1788 THANE (title* British Autography, a Collection of Kac-

Similes of the Handwritings of. . Illustrious Persons.

t Autoki'nesy. O6s. Also autooh-. [ad. Gr.

AUTOMATIC.

avTOKtvTjota, n. of quality f. auTo/ciYr/ros : see next.]
Self-movement, spontaneous motion.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iii. 33. 159 A simple in-

ternal energy or vital autokinesie, which is without. .Con-
sense and Consciousness. Ibid. \, 668 Self-activity or auto-
chinesie was in order of nature before th local motion of
body which i* heterochine-ae.
T Autokiue-tical, a. Obs.

[f. Gr. avro-

KTVJJT-O? self-moved (f. avro-Kivf-fiv to have the
. power of motion in oneself) + ICAL.] Self-moving,
possessed of spontaneous activity.
1642 H. MORE Poems (1647) 87 But that each soul's, Auto-

kineticall Is easily shown.

Autolatry (gt^-latri). In 7 as L. autolatria.

[1. Gr. avro- self + \arpda worship.] Self-worship.
a 1625 BOYS Wks. (1630) 4,3 That insolent cariage of such

spirits.. is rather autolatria, worshipping ihemselves. 1866
LD.STRANGKORD.SVCC/. (1869; II. 300 His sty of epicurean
autolatry. 1871 FAKRAR ll'itn. Hist. i. 22 note, The auto-
latry of .Max burner, with its motto, Quisyuc *m Dens.

Autology (t(?'I6d,3i). [f. AUTO- -t- -LOGY.] Self-

knowledge, scientific study of oneself.

1633 FEM-LY in P. Fletcher Purple hi. To Readers, He
that would learn Theologie must fir--t studie autologie. The
way to G-xi is by our selves, t 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650)
III. 16 Well vers'd in Autoloy, in that lesson Nosce Tn/>.
sum. 1873 D. HAMILTON (////*) Autology: an inductive

system of mental science. Ibid. 3 This system.. is called

Autology because it is man's own knowing of himself.

t Au toma. Obs. Erroneous singular ot auto-
mata i^cf. stoma, stomata, etc.) for AUTOMATON

;
cf.

AUTOMATE, AUT IME.

1625 II. JONSON Staple of News in. ii, It is an Automa,
runnes vnder water. 1669 FLAMSTKED in KigdudCVrr.it/.

j

Men II. 82 That the time be measured with exact and recti-

|

fieil Automas.

Automacy (ytp-masi). [f. AUTOMATIC, prob.
i after mod. F. automatic : see -ACY. Gr. has avro-

juar/a accidentally, chance.] The condition or
state of being an automaton

;
automatic quality.

1882 WIGAN in Proctor Nat. Stnd. 131 Human minds.,
performing by a sort of automacy all the ordinary functions.

t AutO'matal, a. Obs. rare-1
. = AUTOMATIC.

1682 H. MORE Annot. GlaurilCs Lu.r O. 129 The whole
Universe is.. the Automata! Harp of that, .(rue Apollo.
t Auto mataTiaii, a. Obs.* [f. L. automa-

tari-us (f. automat-on : see -ARY) + -AN.] = next.

1656 ULOUNT Chss^gr.^ Autoniatarian, of or belonging to
the art of making Clocks, or such tilings as seem to move
of themselves.

tAuto matary, a, Obs. [see prec.] AUTOMATIC.
1651 UKQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 266, 1 can no beltrr

compare him then to an automatary engine. 1653 Rabe^
lais i. xxiv, Automatarie Engines, .moving of tbemselves.

t Au tomate, sb. and a. Obs. [a. F. automate

(Cotgr.), ad. L. automaton^ -jiw.]
A. sb. = AUTOMATON1

.

a 1649 DHUMM. OF HAWTH. James ///Wks. 61 Taken with
admiration of watches, clocks, dials, automates, a. 1751
B ILIXGBKOKE Hum. Knowl. i. (R.j We pronounce our fellow
animaU to be automates, or we allow them instinct.

B. aJj. [Cf. F. automate, adj.]
= AUTOMATIC.

1818 Sot'THEY in Q. Rev. XIX. 18 His scheme of a Royal
Garden comprehended . .artificial echos, automate and hy-
draulic music.

AutOlllttll (
p

t0maej>). rare. [ad. Gr. avro-

paOrjs, f. auro- self + -/IO^TJJ learned, f. pavQ-av-ttv,

paO- to learn.] A self-taught person, an autodidnct.
: 759 VOUSG Conject. Orig. Comp. 292 Those Automat hs,

those self tau^iit Philosophers.

Automatic (t^0uetik), a.
[f.

Gr. avrouar-o,

(see AUTOMATON) + -ic.] Of the nature of, or per-

taining to, an automaton.
1. ///. Self-acting, having the power of motion or

action within itself,

1811 SIR H. DAVY Client. Philos. 180 In the universe, no-

thing can be said to be automatic. 1876 FOSTER I'/iys.

(i8?g) Introd. 2 We may therefore speak of the amccba as

being irritable and automatic. (Note. Automatic.. has te-

cently acquired a meaning almost exactly opposite to that
which it originally bore, and an automatic action is now by
many understood to mean nothing more than an action pro-
duced by some machinery or other. In this woik 1 use it

in the older sense, as denoting an action of a body, the
causes of which appear to lie in the body itself.)

2. Self-acting under conditions fixed for it, going
of itself. Applied esp. to machinery and its move-

ments, which produce results otherwise done by
hand, or which simulate human or animal action, as

an * automatic mouse/
i8oz PALEY Nat. Thcol. iii, The difference between an

animal and an automatic statue. 1842 W. GROVE Corr.

Phys. Forces 57 Automatic or self-registration of periodical
phenomena. 187* YEATS Ttchn. Hht. t'otnm. 370 Auto-
matic machinery [for].. the drilling and boring of metal.

RIod. A Sewing Machine with automatic tension.

3. Of animal actions : Like those of mechanical

automatons; not accompanied by volition or con-

sciousness,
* mechanical.

'

1748 HAHTLEY Obsem. Man i. Introd., The Motions are

called automatic from their Resemblance to the Motions of

Automata, or Machines, who>e Principle of Motion is within

themselves. 1855 BAIN Senses $ Int. i. ii. 18 The winking
of the eyes i essentially automatic. 1871 tr. Poitchet's

Universe 106 The automatic nature of insects hasonly been
maintained by those who have never observed them.

4. Not characterized by active intelligence; merely
mechanical.



AUTOMATICAL.
1843 J. MARTINKAU Chr. Life (1876) 60 To rest m mere

automatic regularities. 1855 MILMAN I*nt. CJir. II, in. vi,

y5 Mechanical and automatic acts of devotion.

5. Relating to automatons ; AUTOMATICAL.
c 1860 WRAXALI. tr. R, Hoiuiiu v. 50 He Rave me the auto-

maton I was to repair. . I began my first automatic labours.

Automatical, a.
[f. as prec. +-ICAL.]

1. prof. Having reference to or connected with

things automatic.

1665 Sum. Aff. Netherl. 178 Ships that (according to the
Automatical proposal) could manage themselves.

2. = AUTOMATIC.
1586 BRIGHT Mrtancfi. xiii. 66 Automaticnil instruments.

1768 PASQUIN C/tilth: TAesfu(ifoa) 159 Automatical, heavy,
dull, sombrous, half crazy. 1830 Edin, Kmycl. II. 66/2
Automatical rope-dancers or furn biers.

Automatically, adv. [f. prec. + -r.T 2
.]

1. In automatic manner ; like an automaton ; by
spontaneous, or apparently spontaneous, action.

1858 GLADSTONE Homer II. 276 Which [three-legged
stands] he is carefully fitting with wheels, in order that they
may automatically take their places. 187* tr. LonuucCs
Light 10 Apparatuses have been invented which automati-

cally approximate the points . . as they are burnt away.
2. Without active thought or volition ;

uncon-

sciously, involuntarily, mechanically.
1853 Scot. RtT. I. 123 Actions., at first voluntary may

come by habit to be automatically performed. 1859 GF.O,

KI.IOT A. Bede 104 Lisbeth automatically obeying her old

habits, began to put away the breakfast things.

Automaticity igt^mati'sTtiX [f. AUTOMATIC
+ -ITT.] Automatic condition or nature.

187. D. PERKIER fr'nnct. Brain 213 Man . . in whom voli-

tion is predominant and autpmaticity plays only a sub.

ordinate part in the motor activities.

Automatism $t^matiz*m). [f.
AUTOMAT-OX +

-ISM
; cf. Gr. avTOf^aTiff^os that which happens of

itself, and F. aitfomafisme^
1. The quality of being automatic, or of acting

mechanically only ; involuntary action. Hence, the

doctrine attributing this quality to animals.

1838 Blacfctv. jl/f. XI, III. 605 The Cartesian doctrine of
the automatism of the whole animal kingdom. 1857 T.
WEBB Intel!. Locke vjii. 154 Whatever is done from blind

Impulse is Automatism rather than Action. 1879 MAU.OCK
I.ift"ivorth Living 171 The unity or dualism of existence,
the independence or automatism of the life and will of man.
2. Mechanical, unthinking routine.
1881 in Med. Temp. Jriil. No. 52. 154 Nowhere, perhaps,

is medical automatism seen . . more commonly than in our
Lunatic Asylums.
3. The faculty of independently originating action

or motion. (From the original sense of automaton.}
1876 FOSTER l'/iys. i. 111.118791 in Automatism, i.e. the

power of initiating disturbances or vital impulses, inde-

pendent of any immediate disturbing event or stimulus from
without, is one of the fundamental properties of protoplasm.
1882 ROMANES in Nature XXV". 335 The hypothesis of con-
scious automatism is nothing more than an emphatic re-

statement of the truth, that the relation between body and
mind is a relation which has so far proved inconceivable.

Automatist (tfmfitist). [f. prec.: see -1ST.]
One who holds the doctrine of automatism (i\
1882 GOLDW. SMITH m Pop. Sci. Monthly XX. 768 Though

not a declared automatist, Mr. Spencer is a necessarian.

Automatize ^tfrnataizX v. rare. [a. F. aitto-

niatisc-r, {.automate AUTOMATON: see -IZK. Cf.

Gr. avTo^ariffiv to act of itself.] To reduce to an
automaton. Hence Automatized///, a.

1837 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) IV. 2 Man; forced to exist,

automatised, mummy-wise.

Automaton (yt^mat^n). Also 7-8 automa-
turn. PI. automata, -atons. [a. Gr. avru^.arov,

neut. of adj. aurd/taToy acting of itself, also adopted
in L. as automaton, -atum. See also AUTOMA,
AUTOMATE, AUTOME.]
1. ///. Something which has the power of spon-

taneous motion or self-movement.
a 1625 BEAUM. & FL. Bloody Bro. iv. i, [It] doth move

alone, A true automaton, a 1797 BURKK Kss. Drama \Vks. X.
153 The perfect Drama, an automaton supported and moved
without any foreign help, was formed late and gradually.
Thus applied also to :

2. A living being viewed materially.
1645 DIGBY Nat. Rotties xxiii. (1658) 259 Because thhse

parts [the mover and the moved] are parts of one whole ;

we call the intire thing automatum, or se movens, or a liv-

ing creature. 1686 BOYLE Notion Nat. 305 These living Auto-
mata, Human bodies. 1713 Guardian (1756) II. 1 86 To be
considered as Automata, made up of bones and muscles,
nerves, arteries and animal spirits. 1880 Hi XLKV Cray-
Fish iii. 127 And such a self-adjusting machine, containing
the immediate conditions of its actions within itself, is

. what is properly understood by an Automaton.
3. A piece of mechanism having its motive power

so concealed that it appears to move spontaneously;
' a machine that has within itself the power of

motion under conditions fixed for it, but not by it'

(W.B. Carpenter). In I7~i8thc applied to clocks,

watches, etc., and transf. to the Universe and
World ; now usually to figures which simulate the

action of living beings, as clock-work mice, images
which strike the hours on a clock, etc.

1611 CORYAT Crudities, The picture of a Gentlewoman
whose eies were contrived . . that they moved up and down
of themselves . . done by a vice which the Grecians call

aurora-roc, 1645 KvKLYN Mem. (1857) I. 205 Another auto-
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maton strikes the quarters. 1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. n.

iii. 37 God will not let the great Automaton of the Universe
be so imperfect. ^1790 IMISON .SV/;. Art L 284 Those auto-
mata . . do by little interstices, or strokes, measure out long
portions of time. 1832 BABBAGK Econ. Ulannf. v. -38 Auto-
matons and mechanical toys moved by springs.
4. A living being whose actions are purely in-

voluntary or mechanical.

1678 CuinvoRTH Ititcll. Syst. I. i. 41. 50 Consequently that
themselves were but machines and automata. 1691 RAY
Creation 1.117771 165 Nor can it well consist with his veracity
to have stocked the earth with divers sets of automata. 1777
PRIESTLKY Afatf. fy Spir. (1782) I. 22. 283 Descartes, .made
the souls of brutes to be mere automata.

5. A human being acting mechanically or without
active intelligence in a monotonous routine.

1796 STKM.MAN Surinam I. ix. 200 The whole party [of

slaves] was a set of scarcely animated automatons. 1844
DISRAELI Coningsly iv. xi. 167

' Do you think so?' said the
Princess . .

' Have these automata, indeed, souls 'i

'

1873
SYMONDS Grk. 1'octs \. 140 How could a Spartan, that auto-
maton of the state . . excel in any line art?

6. Comb, wdiAttrib.,, as in automatonfiguret h'f'f,

etc.; automaton-like a. and tnfa>. resembling or

like an automaton.

1770'!'. JKFI-KHSON- Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 194 Your periagua
. . will meet us, automaton-like, of its own accord. 1801
STKUTT Sports fy J'uxt. in. ii. 149 Automaton figures made
of wood. 1866 (1. M.\CI>ON A LI > A >!>/.(>. Nt'ig/i'>.y.\\-\. 451 Her
lips, with automaton-like movement, uttered the words.

Automatons (ptyrmatas), a.
[f.

Gr. avru^ar-
os (see prec.) + -ors.]
1. Acting spontaneously ; having power of self-

motion.

1769 W. JACKSON in Month, Ret: XLII. 171 Their great,

ineftable, autocratorical, automatons author. 1808 K.NOX &
JEBB Corr. I. 427, I long to be set at work, but I am not
automatons : I need to be wound up. 1871 FAKKAK I fit ft. .

Ilist. i. 36 He may accept the nebular hypothesis, but. .must
he not admit that the fluid haze was not automatons?
2. Of the nature of an automaton : a.

*
self-

acting' mechanical!}'; b. acting involuntarily with-

out conscious determination.

1646 Sin T. I!KO\\M: Pseitd. /.'/. v. \viii. (1686* 212 Clocks
or Automatons organs. 1682 Cltr. Mor. (1756; 34 They
who are merely carried on by the wheel of such inclinations

are but the automatons part of mankind. 1867 W. SMITH
Lat.-Kng. Diet., Antoinatarins . . of or pertaining to an
automaton, automatons.

t Au'tOBie. Ol>s.~*. Variant, perh. Fr., of erro-

neous form AuTOMA=AUTOMATON.
1656-81 in lii.oi NT Glossogr.

Autometry [gtyrmetri). [f Arxo- + Gr. -pcrpia

measurement.] a. Self-measurement, self-estima-

tion, b. Measurement of the parts of a figure in

terms of its entire height. Autometric^tome'trik),
a. [see -ic], of or pertaining to autometry.
1829 SoriHKY Sir T. More 118311 II. 278 You judge of

others by yourselves, and therefore measure them by an er-

roneous standard whenever your autometry is false. 1874
Edin. Rev. No. 285. 191 Autometric division or delineation
of figures in terms of their entire height.

Automolite (gt^m^lsit). Min.
[f.

Or. avru-

uo\os going by oneself, subst.
' a deserter

'

(f. avro-
'

by oneself+ uu\ctv to come, go) + -ITE
;
so named '

by Ekeberg (1806) in allusion to the unexpected

appearance of zinc in connexion with spinel.] A
variety of zinc-spinel or GAHXITE.
1843 Hi'MHu: nict. C.eol., Antouialite. 1868 DANA Afi'n.

149 Automolite is found at Fahlun, in talcose schist.

AutoiUOrphic (U>m/>'ifik), a.
[f.

(Jr. avro-

fiopQ-fa self-formed, f. avro- self + /io/w/*?; form.
|

(After anthropomorphic^ Characterized by auto-

morphism. Automo'rphically adv., in auto-

morphic manner. Automo'rphism, the ascription
of one's own characteristics to another.

1873 H. SPENCKR Shtd. Social, vi. 1 14 The conception which

anyone frames of another's mind, is inevitably more or less
j

after the pat tern of his own mind isautomorphic. Ibid. 115 ,

He interpreted them automorphically. Ibid. 117 Ourinter-

pretations must be automorphic ; and yet automorphism
perpetually misleads us.

Autonoetic (9
: t0|n0e'tik), a.

[f.
Gr. avro- self

j

+ voTjriKos perceptive ; cf.Gr. avrovoiyros self-under-
'

stood.] Self-perceiving.
1883 ('. Wvi.u (title) Clairvoyance; or, the Auto-noetic

Action on the Mind.

Autono-masy. Derived in mod. Diets, from !

Gr. auros self + uvopaaia naming, and explained as

the use of a common name in a connexion in which
it acquires an accepted specific sense ; e.g.

' town
'

for * London,
1

'river' for 'Thames,' in 'lie is in

town, and has gone across the river (to LambethV;
it being held that 'town)* 'river* here virtually

j

name themselves (

London,'
* Thames.' But as this

|

is a strained etymology, and the word exactly cor-

responds in meaning to ANTONOMASIA, it seems
more reasonable to suppose that it is a mere mis-

take due to a turned n (
=

) in printing.

Autono'mian, a. ? O&r [f.AUTONOMY + -AN.]
next. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Autonomic (gfcm^-mik), a. [f.
AUTONOMY :

see -ic.] Of, pertaining to, or possessing, auto-

nomy ; self-governing, independent.
1831 AUSTIN Jnrispr. I. v. 185 Laws autonomic or auto-

AUTOPATHIC.
nomical are laws made by subjects as private persons in pur-
suance of legal rights. 1854 l!i< KUK A< /. Mind -2^ Rea---_n

is thus ever autonomic ; carrying its own law within itself.

Autono'inical, </.
[f.

as prec. + -ICAL.]
=

prec.
1659 HAXTKK KeyforCath. 11. iii. 402 Them that would . .

make the Church to be autommiicall . . or chief ( iovernour
of it self. 1865 MAFFKI ttrigund Life I. 313 Taking auay
froin tlie Neapolitans their autonomical government.

AutoiiO'iuically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY^ ] In

autonomic manner
; by right of self-government.

1832 \\ SUN Jurispr. (1879) II. .vxviii. 541 Laws made au-

tonomically or by private authority. 1863 I). SIMON Por-
ncr's Pers. Christ n. III. 314 So far as it [i.e. the sensuous

principle! works autonomically.

Autonomist (pt/nifimisO. [f. AUTONOMY : see

-IST.] An advocate of autonomy. Also attrih.

1865 /W/ Mall G. 25 Nov. 4 The priests and so-called

autonomists and Liberal Conservatives [sat) on the right |in

the Croatian Diet]. 1871 Dnily Xt*~,vs 5 Jan., Provincial

Landtags are the centre of autonomist resistance,

Autoiioillize ^t/nifmini/), v.
[f.

as prec.: ste

IXK.] To make autonomous
;

to confer the light
of self-government upon.
1878 lenity Xt'it'S 29 Jan. 2/4 If Bulgaria were to lie auto-

nomised.

Autonomous (gt^-nSmas), a.
[f.

Cr. avrovop.^^

making or having one's own laws, independent f.

avro- self, own + vupos law) + -ous.]
1. Of or pertaining to an autonomy.
1800 W. TAVI.OR in Month. Mag. VIII. 600 With an auto-

cratic, not an autonomous, constitution, 1861 ( '. KIM;
An tit/ nc (,'tws 1 1 366) 237 The autonomous coins of SyharU.
2. Possessed of autonomy, self-governing, inde-

pendent. In Mctaph. : see Arn>N<>MY i c.

1804 \V. TAVI.OR in Ann. Ki-'-. II. 244 If the [Irish] nation
was to become autonomous. 1851 I ). WILSON /'>;/!. Aim.
(1863) I. n. i. v ^ The autonomous Greek cities in Asia Minur.
1868 MAIN Mcnt. ,y Mor. .SV. 736 The absolutely K ""<| Will
must be autonomous i.e., without any kind of motive or

interest.

3. ttioL a. Conforming to its own laws only, and
not subject to higher ones. b. Independent, /. c.

not a mere form or state of some other organUm.
1861 II. MACMII.LAN Foot ft. J'ti^c .\iit. 158 Some of th^sc

productions may not be autonomous, some may seem to pa-s
into each other by intermediate forms. 1881 .Sy<t. .S'cr. /,<'.r.

s. v. Autonomy, Anatomy and jihysiology are autonomous,
since the phenomena presented by animals and plants are
not at present referable to chemical, physical, or ulher laws.

1882 T. ]>VKU in Xatrtn- 23 I-'eb. 391 The view that they
[lichens] are autonomous organisms.

Autonomy 'Otfiioini). [ad. Gr. avrovo/iia the

having or making of one's own laws, independence,
noun of quality f. avruvopos : see prec.]
1. Of a state, institution, etc. : The right of self-

government, of making its own laws and adminis-

tering ils own affairs.

(Sometimes limited by the adjs. local, adtinnistratn-e,
when the self-government is only partial ; thus Ki^llsh
boroughs have a local autonomy, the British colonies an
administrative autonomy; 'political autonomy' is national

independence.)
1623 COCKKKAM, Autonomy, liberty to Hue after ones ownc

law. [1681 H. MORE E.vp, Daniel vi. 237 His suo;essour

granted an AuTOi/ofua to the Jews, vi/. liberty of living ac-

cording to their own laws.) 1793 W. TAVI.OR in Month.
Rt~<". XL -536 A protest in behalf of the Right of Autonomy
in the name of all the independent states of Europe. 1846
GROJEGreece i.xiv. I^jThe inhabitants of Sigeium o.uKl
not peaceably acquiesce in this loss of their autonomy.
1880 M'CAKTHY Oivn Times \\ . 482 It LHulgaria| was to

have, as to its interior condition, a sort of 'administrative

autonomy,' as the favourite diplomatic phrase then was.

b. Liberty to follow one's will, personal freedom.

1803 W. TAVLOR in Ami. RK: \. 384 The customers of a
banke id

autonomy of conduct.

c. Metaph. Freedom (of the will) ;
the Kantian

doctrine of the Will giving itself its own law, apart
from any object willed ; opposed to heUronomy.
1817 COI.KRIUGK Biog. Lit. 70 Kant . .was permitted to as-

sume a higher ground ithe autonomy of the will) as a postu-
late cleducible from the unconditional Command . . of the
conscience, a 1871 GKOIK Eth. I-ragni. ii 11876145 Kant
. . means by Autonomy, that there are in this case no con-
siderations of pleasure or pain influencing the will.

2. Biol. Autonomous condition : a. The condi-

tion of being controlled only by its own laws, and
not subject to any higher one. b. Organic inde-

pendence.
1871 H. MATMJI.LAN True I'tnc 79 Each branch is a little

plant in itelf. .having its own autonomy, feeding, growing,
and propagating as an individual. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v.,

The several tissues of the body, as the muscles and nerves,
have some properties which they possess in common with
all the other tissues, and others which are peculiar to them-
selves, governed by special laws, and not subject to the
laws affecting the rest of the system. In this respect they
have an autonomy of their own.
3. A self-governing community (cf. a monarchy

1

).

1840 tr. Rankes Popes (1849) ! 1 1 All those autonomies
wherewith the world was tilled . . one after another, stoop
and disappear.

Antonym (o'tJhim). [f.
Or. avro- self + oW/m

= ovofia name.J
' A book published under the

author's real name.' O.Hamst Mart. Bibliogr. 1 867.

Autopathic (gtopae^ik), a.
[f. Gr. avro- self

+ iraOiKus pertaining to suffering.] Of or pertaining
to disease inherent in a living being itself.



AUTOPATHY.
1881 J. SIMON in Nature No. 616. 373 Causes of death . .

autopathic and exopathic. On the one hand, there is the
original and inherited condition under which to every man
horn there is normally assigned eventual old age and death.

t AutO'Jpathy. Ot>s. rare. [ad. Gr. avTu-naOtia,
n. of state i. avToira0T)$ self-fueling or experiencing,
f. avro- se\(+-naOr)$ feeling.] i^See quot.)
1647 H. MORI: StWff of Soul \. in. Ixvi, Base fear proceeds

from weak Autopathy. Ibid, note iD.i, Auiopathy denotates
the being self-strucken ; to be sensible of what' harms us,
rather than what is absolutely evill.

Autophag'OUS (ot^fagos). Mai. [f.
Gr. avro-

<f>dy-os (i\ avTo- self -t- tj>ay-<iv to eat) + -ors.] .Self-

devouring. Autophagy ^ty-fad^i) [cf. F. auto-

phagie\, the feeding upon oneself, sustenance of life

during the process of starvation by absorption of
the tissues of the body. 1881 in Syti. Sec. Lex.

Autophoby (pt^-f^bi). rare.
[f.

AUTO- self +
Gr. -tyotfia fear.] Fear of referring to oneself.

1827 HARK (.T/wssfs 102 This shrinking from the use of the

personal pronoun, this autophoby, as it may be called.

Autophony 'ytff^ni). Mat. [ad. Gr. avro-

ifxavia, n. of quality f. auro^cwo? self-sounding, f.

avro- self, one's own + t^owy voice.] Observation

by a practitioner of the peculiarities of resonance
of his own voice, when he places his head close- to

the chest of a patient, and speaks loudly. Auto-
phonic (gtpijrnik), a., pertaining to autophony.
1862 H. FLI.I.KR Dis. Lungs 124 Autophony, either directly

or through the intervention of a stethoscope . . in aid of the

diagnosis of thoracic disease. //>/</,, The inference that au-

tophonic resonance would vary with the density of the con-
tents of the thoracic cavity.

Aivtophtha'lmoscope. [f.
Or. avro- self+

o</>#aA^us eye + fficovos observer.]
= AUTOSCOPE.

1875 WALTON Dis. Eye 281 Such is the principle of the

autophthalmoscope of Coceius,,

Autopisty O'tflpisti). rarc~'\ [f.
Gr. avro-

TTtar-os credible in iUelf \J. avro- self -f marus trust-

worthy, credible) + -Y.] Credibility on internal
evidence.

Autoplasty 't<?plcesti). S;;^. [f.
Gr. avru-

w\a(?r-o$ self-formed + -v. Cf. F. aittoplastic]

Repair of wounds or diseased parts by means of
tissue taken from other parts of the same body.
Autoplastic ot^phu-stik), a., of or pertaining to

autoplasty. 1853 in MAYNF E.\p. Le.v.

Autopsical, obs. variant of AUTOPTICAL.

Autopsorin (ot^ps6->Tin). Mai. [f. Gr. avro-

S'rlf, owii + ^wpd cutaneous disease + -IN.] Some
of a patient's own virus administered homoeopathic-
ally by way of remedial treatment in cases of itch,

smallpox, cancer, etc. 1853 in MAYNK E.\-p. Le.i:

Autopsy ''Vpsi, -frpsi). [ad. mod.L. autopsia
i also used in Fng.), a. Gr. avroif-ia, n. of quality f.

avTOTTT-os seeing (or seen) for oneself
x
see AUTO-,

( )r"TK') ;
cf. F. (I IItOpX It'.'}

1. Seeing with one's own eyes, eye-witnessing ;

personal observation or inspection.
1651 Win IF, tr. /'rinirose's /'<>/. Err. i. xiv. 53 Or by au-

topsie, when by our observation, wee get a certaine know-
ledge .f things. 1858 Dr. Qri NCI-.V Miracks Wks. VIII. 237
The defect of autopsy may be compensated by sufficient

lotimuny of a multitude.

2. Dissection of a dead body, so as to ascertain

by actual inspection its internal structure, and
cs/>.

to find out the cause or seat of disease; post-
mortem examination.

1678 CrmvoRTH Intell. Syst. i. iii. 161 The Cartesian at-

tempts to solve the motion of the heart mechanically seem
. .confuted by autopsy and experiment. 1859 MAHONV Mod.
Lat. Poets ii. 548 Had an autopsia taken place after his

death. 1881 Times 22 .Sept. 4/1 The physicians' autopsy [of
President Garfield] shows the bullet to be nowhere near
where it was supposed to be.

b- fig> Critical dissection.

1835 Hist. Eng. in Lardner's Cab. Cycl. IV. viii. 375 He
LJaines I.] is, moreover, one of the least inviting subjects of
moral autopsia. 1879 Miss BKADDON f*/,irw III. 143 This

autopsy of a fine lady's poem.

Autoptic (t^'ptik), a. [ad. Gr. avToirrutus, f.

avToirros : see prec. and -ic.] Of, or of the nature

of, an eye-witness ; based on personal observation.

1849 Ai.i'OKi) Grlf. Test. \. 48 Undoubted marks of autoptic
testimony. 1861 Jrnl, Sacr. Lit. XIV. 196 Canon Stanley,
who in this oase is an autoptic witness.

Auto'ptical, a. [f. as prec. + -AiA] = prec.
1651 UIGOS New Disfi, p 38 The autoptjcall unsuccesse-

fulnesse of their own practice. 1675 KVELYN Terra iijzg) 26

My autoptical observations of the several earths. 1861

Jrnl. Sacr. Lit. XIV. 168 The style changes from the

autoptical to the purely historical.

AutO'ptically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] In an

autoptic manner ; by actual inspection.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Kp. 342 It would autoptically

silence that dispute out of which side Eve was framed. 1661
GLANVILL I

7an. Dogm. 174 That the galaxy is a meteor . . the

telescope hath autoptically confuted.

Autopticity (gt^ptrsiti). [f. AUTOPTIC + -ITY ;

cf. authenticity^ Autoptic quality or nature.
1861 Jrnl. Sacr. Lit. XIV. 169 If we attend to his style, it

will be observed that its autopticity coincides with the use
of the first person plural.

Autor, -ial, -ity, etc., obs. ff. AUTHOR, etc.
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Autorizate, variant of AUCTORIZATE.

Autoschecliasm (t0|Ske-di,z'm). [ad. Gr.

avroffxfoiaff^a, f. avToaxeota^av to act, speak, etc.

off-hand, f. avroaxtoios personally near, hand to

hand, off-hand.] Something done off-hand, extem-

porized, or hastily improvised. Autoschediastic
[:t0|ftkedi lK'8tik)j a. [Gr. aLTo<7xS(a<Tri#os], done
on the spur of the moment, hasty, extemporary.
An toschedia-stical, a. prec. Autoschediaze

(gt0|ske'di|f'z), v. to extemporize, improvise.
1842 KINGSLKY Lett. (1878) I. 62 Pardon Auto-schediasms

of paper and obscurity of style. 1823 PARR Wks. (1828) VII.
159 Remember, the verses are merely autoschediastic. 1662
K. MARI IN Lett. 21 iT. ) My autoschediastical and indigested
censure of St. Peter's primacy. <i 1859 DK (Jrixctcv in Page
Life II. 174 To autoschediaze or improvise is sometimes in
effect to be forced into a consciousness of creative energies.

Autoscope ^'ttfskfl'ip). [f. Gr. avro- self+
OKOTTOS observer.] 'An instrument invented by
Coccius for the self-examination of the eye.' Syd.
Soc. Lex. iSSl. Autoscopy ^ytfskjpi) [Gr. -atcoiria

observation], the use of this instrument.

AutostyllC ^ti?sti-lik), a. Phys. [f. Gr. avro-
one's own + <rrGA-os pillar + -ic.] Applied to skulls

in which the mandibular arch is suspended by its

own proper pier, the quadrate.
1880 (IrxTiiiik Fishes 71 An autostylic skull.

Antotheisiii ^tofriz'm). [mod. f. Gr. UVTO-
Bfus very God (f. CIUTO- self + 0t6s God) + -TSM.]
1. The doctrine of God's self-subsistence, spec.
The ascription of this attribute to the Second
Person of the Trinity, as being 'God of himself/
and not merely 'God of God.'

1582 X. T. iRhem.' John x. 29 note, Caluins Autotheisme,
holding that Christ took his person of the Father, but not
his >ubstance. 1656 Huii'XT (r/i)ssf>ffr. t

^.\. Calvin's auto-
theism signifies that point of Doctrine which Calvin held,
which is, That (lod the Son is not Dens tie Deo, God from
Clod. 1742 in KAII.KY.

2. Self-deification.
n i6ig FOTHKKHY .'UHcotn. \. viii. 3 He fell into Auto-

theiMiie : professing himselfe a Clod. 1874 tr. / 'an Oostcrzcc s

C/ir. Dogm, 248 Pantheism becomes auto-theism, and leads
to self-adoration.

Autotheist (t0b/-ist). [f. as prec. : see -IST.]
a. ' One who believes God's self-subsistence.' Bailey
1731. b. One who makes himself his own god;
a deifier of himself.

1855 KINGSI.KY in Alt. Locke 118811 Pref. Mem. 62 To mis-
take more and more the voice of that very flesh ofhis. .for the
Voice of God, and to become without knowing it an an tot heist.

1866 I.D. STKANGFOUD Select. 1:869) H- 299 * ne Eastern and
the Western autothei^t alike give full play to their fancy.

Autotomic toty-niik), a.
[f. Gr. avro- self +

-To^-.^i cutting + -1C.] Self-intersecting.
1879 THOMSON 8; TAIT Xtif. Phil. I. i. 137 The trace on

the tangent plane, however complicated!}' autotomic it may
lie, is a finite closed curve or polygon.

Autotype (y'tftaip). [f.
Gr. avro- (see AUTO-)

self+TUTros type, impress, print, f. TUJT- to strike,
after prototype, etc.]
1. A 'type' of the thing itself, a tnie impress of

the original ; a reproduction in facsimile.

1853 K.i\t;sLi.Y Misc. I. 299 The utterance must be . . the
outward and visible autotype, of the spirit which animates
it. 1880 SWINBURNE StnJ. Shaks. iii. 202 The type of Angelo
. . an autotype of the huge national vice of England.
2. A process of permanent photographic printing,
which reproduces photographs or works of art in

monochrome
;
a facsimile produced by this process.

Also attrib. or as adj.
1869 Pall MallG. Supp. 20 Dec. i It is illustrated with

autotype and other photographs after engravings. 1878
Prospectus of the

'

Antotyj>e Company^ The public need no

longer be content with fading photographs; ask for * Auto-

types' or 'Chromotypes.' 1881 Athenxttm 16 Apr. 521/2
These days of autotype and heliogravure.

Atrtotype, v. [f. prec. sb.] To reproduce by
autotype process.
1883 Philadelphia Even. Tel. No. 1306To autotype certain

manuscripts and documents. 1884 AtfatunttM 4 Oct. 434/1
j

A portrait of Jane Austen . . autotyped for this work.

Autotypography (g^tipp-grafi). [f. AI-TO
self + TYPOGRAPHY.] A process by which drawings
made on gelatine are transferred to soft metallic

plates, which can be afterwards used for printing.

Autptypy .ytp-tipi, y-totaipi". [f.
AUTOTYPE +

-Y.] The process of reproducing in autotype.
Autre, obs. form of ALTAR.
t Atrtume, ^. Obs. rare-1

, [ad. L. cuttuma-

rc to say aye, affirm.] To affirm, assert.

1661 HICKKRINGH.I, TV/wrt/Vrt 69 Above what the most favour-

ing presage can expect or autume.

Autumn (
lg*tm). Forms: 4-6 autumpne, 6

authum, 6-7 autumne, 7 autome, 7- autumn,
[a. OF. antompne (mod. automne\ ad. 'L.autumnus

(also written aitctumnus), of doubtful etymology.
See Lewis and Short.]
1. The third season of the year, or that between
summer and winter, reckoned astronomically from
the descending equinox to the winter solstice ; i.e.

in the northern hemisphere, from September 21 to

AUTTTNITE.

December 21. Popularly, it comprises, in Great
Britain, August, September, and October (J.) ; in

North America, September, October, and Novem-
ber (Webster) ;

in France ( from the end of August
to the first fortnight of November '

(Littre) ;
in the

southern hemisphere it corresponds in time to the
northern spring.
The astronomic reckoning retains the Roman computation ;

the antiquity of the popular English usage is seen in the
name Midsummer Day, given to thejtnf day of the Astro-
nomical Summer, and in the OE. mufatmom4rnt6 'June,'
inidivinter '

winter-solstice, Christmas.'
*' '374 CHAUCER Boeth. \\. vii. 144 Autumpne comeb ajjeyne

heuy of apples. 1526 TINDALK Jnde 8 Trees rotten in au-
thum. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shrew i. ii. $6 Though she chide
as loud As thunder, when the clouds in Autumne cracke.

1653 WALTON Angler 204 In Autome, when the weeds
begin to . . rot. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan oj Arc i. 292 When the
leave* Fell in the autumn. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmer's F. 610
Autumn's mock sunshine of the faded woods.
b. poet. The fruits of autumn ;

'
harvest.'

1667 M N.TON P. L. v. 394 Rais'd of grassie terf Thir Table
was . . And on her ample square, from side to side, All Au-
tumn pil'd. n 1749 PHii.irs ( J. i The starving brood, Void of
sufficient sustenance, will yield A slender autumn.
2. fig. A season of maturity, or of incipient decay.
i6z4 iJoNNi: Serin, ii. 11640) 13 In heaven it is always

Autumn ; his mercies are ever in their maturity. 1770
LANCHORNE Plutarch (1879) I. 219/2 The very autumn of a
form once fine Retains its beauties.

3. Comlt. a. attrib., as autumn fruitt leaf, tide ;

b. instrumental, as autumn-tinted ; c. locative (of
time), as autumn-sown. Autumn-bells, English
name of Gcntiana Pncutnonanthe ; autumn-fly
(seecjuot." ;

autumn-spring, a spring in autumn.
1597 GERARD Herball n. ciii. 355 Calathian Violet . .is called

. .in English "Autumne bell flowers. 1861 HTLMK Moquin-
Tandon n. iv. i. 234 The 'Autumn Fly (Conors Calcitrant,
Linn.' . . bites the legs, especially on the approach of rain.
1620 VKNNKR I'm Recta vii. 116 Lesse hurtfull then other
Autumne fruites. 1713 C'TESS. WINCH ELSEA Misc.Potws

4 'Autumn-Leaves, which every Wind can chace. '1883
Daily .Vfzi'jr 25 June 5/8 The 'autumn-sown wheat needed
rain. 1639 FULLER Holy War in. xi. 118401 133 This short

prosperity, like an autumn-spring, came too late, .to bring
any fruit to maturity. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. n. 485
The changing year came round to "autumn-tide. 1884 J.
HATTON in Harper's Mag. Feb. 346/1 "Autumn -tinted
branches. 1795 SOITHF.V Joan of Arc in. 380 Wither'd
leaves which 'autumn winds Had drifted in.

Autumn ( tm), z>. [ad. L. autumn-are to

bring on autumn, (in late L.) to ripen; cf. AUGUST
2*.]

a. trans. To bring to maturity, b. intr. To come
to maturity, ripen.
1771 Muse in Miniature 31 That life's fair spring may

autumn into age.

Autumnal (gtirmn&l), r. [ad. L. antumndlis,
f. autnmnus AUTUMN : cf. K. automnal, i6th c.]

1. Of, belonging or peculiar to, autumn.
Autumnal equinox: the time when the sun crosses the

equator as it proceeds southward. Autumnal point : the

point at which the celestial equator is intersected by the

ecliptic as the sun proceeds southward ; the first point
in Libra. Autumnal signs: the signs Libra, Scorpio, and
Sagittarius. A utumnal star (Gr. aorijp onuptcoO : Sirius.

1636 HEALEY Theophrast. To Reader, Posidion was the
last Autumnall Moneth in the Attick yeere. 1678 HOBUES
Nat. Phil. Wks. 1845 VII. 101 From the autumnal equinox
to the vernal, there be one hundred and seventy-eight days.
1667 MILTON P. L. i. 302 Thick as Autumnal Leaves that
strew the Krooks In Vallombrosa. 1791 COWPEH Iliad \. 7

Uright and steady as the star Autumnal. 1855 MACAI-LAY
J/ist. /'-fig. III. 427 The autumnal rains of Ireland are usu-

ally heavy.
2. Maturing or blooming in autumn.
1574'!'. NEWTON Health Mag. 52 Quinces among Autumnal

fruictes are reckened . . bindinge. 1727 BRADLEY Faw. Diet.
s.v. Flower, Let him also plant .. autumnal Crocus and
Colchicums. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PL V. 273 Autumnal
Squill . . is a somewhat rare plant. .

3. Jig. Past the prime (of life).

1656 Artif. Beauty 59 When her own [haire], now more
withered and autumnal), seemed less becoming her. 1728
YOUNG Ltn<f Fame v. 11757* 137 Autumnal Lyce carries in

her face Memento inert. 1838 DICKENS Old C. Shop 38 Miss
Melissa might have seen five and thirty summers or there-

abouts, and verged on the autumnal.

Autu'iunally, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] In an

autumnal manner, with autumnal hues.

1872 M. COLLINS Pr. Clar. II. 130 Trees, .autumnally tinted.

t AutU'muian, a. Obs. [f. L. autumn-us
AUTUMN + -IAN.] AUTUMNAL.
1606 DKKKER Sev. Sins i. (Arb.) n And like Autumnian

leaues dropt to the ground. 1610 Hist-riom, i. 270 Reach
me the bowle with rich Autumnian Juice.

Autumnity (9tt-mniti). lObs. [ad.'L.autum-
nitatem the season or produce of autumn : see

-TTY.] Autumn quality or conditions.

1599 ^ p - HALL Sat. m. L 60 Thy furnace reeks Hot steams
of wine

;
and can aloof descrie The drunken draughts of

sweet autumnitie.

Autumnize (v'tpmnaiz),^. rare. [{.AOTDlUfl.
-f -i/K.] To make autumnal (in appearance).
1829 JESSE Jrnl. Natur. 109 When first the maple begins

to autumnize the grove.

Antnnite (9'twiait). Min. [named (in 1852)
from Autun, in France + -ITE.] A hydrous phos-

phate of lime and uranium, of citron- or sulphur-

yellow colour
;
also called lime-uranite..

1868 DANA Min. 586.
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Auturgy $'taiu*i;. Also 7 autergy. [ad. Gr.

avTovpyia, n. of qualit) LaLrovpy^s working oneself,

f. avro- see ACTO-) self+pyov work.] Self-action,

independent activity.

1651 BIGGS -Vcri' Disf. Pref. 10 Nature's Autergie, not a
whit belowe her self. 1656 BLOL-ST Glossogr., AHtnrgis,
working with his own hand.

II Auxesis oksrsis). Rhet. [L., a. Gr. avfoais

increase, amplification, f. av(-av-ttv to increase.]

Amplification : f a. A gradual increase in intensity
of meaning. Obs. b. Hyperbole.
1577 H. PEACHAM Card. Eloq. N. iiij iT. * By this figure,

auxesLs the orator doth make a low dwarf a tall fellow . .

of pebble stones, pearls; and of thistles, mighty oaks. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Pofsie i Arb. t 226 Auxesis, or the Auancer
. . as . . He lost besides his children and his wife. His

realme, ronuvvne, lie^e, libertie and life. 1657 J. SMITH

Myst. Rhi-t. 55 Auxesis, when we increase or advance the

signification of a speech. 1751 CHAMBERS Cyd., Atueesist ik

figure whereby any thing U magnified too much.

Auxetic ,kse'tik\ a. Rhet. [ad. L. auxeticus,

Gr. avrjTiicus, f. avfaros, vbl. adj. of ai-di'-ftv to

increase.] Of, pertaining to, or characterized by
auxesis ; amplifying. f Auxe'tical <;.,

=
prec.

Auxe tically adv., by auxesis or amplification.
1740 T. HCTCHIXSON Cerent, La-v 8 naff, Superadded

rpo<Tf7fQr) this auxetic power is also observable in the

epistle to Philemon ?'. 19. 1723 S. MATHER I'ind. Bible 375
Thence it appears what an auxetical hyperbole VOSMUS
used. 1653 URQVHART jfetvtl Wks. 11834' 292 Speeche- ex-

tending a matter beyond what it is, auxetically, digressivcly.

t Auxi'liant, a Obs. [ad L. auxiliantem,

pr. pple. of auxiliari to help, assist, f. auxili-iim

help.] Affording help or assistance, auxiliary-.

111631 DOXNE &&. (1840) in Therefore we call them
auxiliant graces, helping graces. 1677 GALE Cri. Gentiles

II. iv. 92 The auxiliant or assistant Power.

Auxiliar (,9gziiiai", a. and sb. arch. [ad. L.

auxiliar~is t
f. auxili-um help: see -AR*.]

A. adj. AUXILIARY, helpful, assistant \to}.

1583 Exfc. Treason 116751 38 The same Forces with other

auxiliar Companies . . landed. 1659 Instruct. Oratory 30
The Auxiliar verbs. 1718 POPE Iliad n. 0,87 Th' auxiliar

troops and Trojan hosts appear. 1814 \\ORDSW. Excitrs.

iv. 1242 Subservient still to moral purposes, Auxiliar to

divine.

B. sb. An AUXILIARY, helper, assistant
;
some-

thing which helps towards a purpose.
1670 MILTON Hist. Brit. Wks. 1738 II. 23 Two Cohorts

more of Auxiliars . . they quite intercepted. 1750 HARRIS
Hermes \. UL 11786' 25 Auxiliars, as when for Brutit or

Bruto, we say, ofBrutus, to Brutus. 18590 MEREDITH K.
Feverel Il.xiii. 274 They could not have contracted alliance

with an auxiliar more invaluable.

Auxiliary ^gzHiari , a. and sb. [ad. L. att.\i~

liarius, i.auxili-itm help: see -ABY 1
.]

A. adj. Const, to.

1. Helpful, assistant, affording aid, rendering as-

sistance, giving support or succour.

1605 BACOS Adi>. Learn, n. viii. 2 Mixed [mathematics]
hath for subject some . . parts of natural philosophy, and
considereth quantity determined, as it is auxiliary and inci-

dent unto them. 1686 PLOT Siaffordsk. n Calling upon
the auxiliary name of Je=us to help her well Home. 1857
BUCKLE Civilis. u. 108 In a well-balanced mind, the ima-

gination and the understanding . . are auxiliary to each
other.

esp, b. in warfare. See B. 2.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 404 To send unto him
auxiliarie souldiers, 1862 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (18651 VII.
Ivi. 109 Two auxiliary cohorts were cut to pieces.

C. in Grammar: see B. 3. Formerly applied
to any formative or subordinate elements of lan-

guage, e.g. prefixes, prepositions ; cf. AUXILIAR sb.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 282 Expressing the auxiliary Particles

of the English language, by distinct points and places about
the radical or integral words. 1750 HARRIS Hernies (18411

178. 176* STERNE Tr. Shandy \ . xliii. 146 The verbs aux-

iliary . .are, am, was, ha~'C had, d#. did, make, etc 1834
SOUTHEY Doctor i Our auxiliary verbs give us a power which
the ancients, with all their varieties of mood, and inflections

of tense, never could attain.

2. Subsidiary to the ordinary, additional.

a 1687 PETTV Pol. Arith. U. 11691' 49 Auxiliary Seamen,
are such as have another Trade besides, wherewith to main-
tain themselves, when they are not employed at Sea. 1869
SIR E. REED Ship-build, ii. 43 To employ side-keek, which
are . . known as

'

drift -keels,'
*

auxiliary keels'
*

bilge-keels.'

1877 \V. THOMSON i'oy. Challenger \\. L 14 There is an auxi-

liary eye on each of the maxilla:.

b. Music. (See quot.)
1864 WEBSTER, Auxiliary scaUs, the six keys or scales,

consisting of any key major, with its relative minor, and the
relative keys of each. 1873 BANISTER H/MSIC 225-6 Auxi-

liary notes are notes one degree above or below essential

or unessential notes, preceding such notes, either with or
before the accompanying harmony . . The Affoggiatura,
Acciaccatttra, etc., are examples of such notes.

B.J*
1. One who renders help or rives assistance ; a

helper, assistant, confederate, ally ; also, that which

gives help, a source or means of assistance.

1656 COWLEY Davideis iv. Wks. 1710 II. 439 He Rains
and Winds for Auxiliaries brought. 1660 JER. TAYLOR
Duct. Dubit. L ii. Wks. IX. 79 Suspected to take in auxi-
liaries from the spirits of darkness. 1769 ROBERTSON
Chas. I', V. ii- 250 The appearance of such a vigorous auxi-

liary . . was at first matter of great joy to Luther. 1862
MARSH F.ng. Lang. iv. 67 A knowledge of certain other

languages is a highly useful auxiliary in the study of our own.

VOL. I.

2. Mil. [usually in //.) Foreign or allied troops
in the service of a nation at war.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. t? Ccnim-f. 193 They maintain*.-

three sorts of soldiers . . the third are Auxiliaries, which
seme for pay. 1692 DRYDKN St. Enrt'tnont's Ess. 23 \\ hen

Xamippus, a Lacedaemonian, arrived with a Body of Auxi-
liaries. 1862 MKRIVALE Hist. Rom. Etnf>. 11865' VII. Ivi.

109 A Gaul and a Roman happened to challenge one another
to wrestle; the legionary fell, the auxiliary mocked him,

3. Gram. A verb used to form the tenses, moods,
voices, etc. of other verbs.

They include auxiliaries of periphrasis, which a^sis.t in ex-

prevMii^ the interrogative, negative, and emphatic forms of

speech, viz. da (.did ; auxiliaries oftense, /Mrv, /V, sltaU, ?r///;

of mood, may, should, in tcntld\ of voice, hc\ of predication
u e. vbs. of incomplete predication which require a verbal

complement 1

, can, must, ought, need, also shall, re///, may,
when not auxiliaries of tense or mood.
1762 STERNE Tr. Shatuiy V. xlii. 145 The use of the Auxi-

liaries. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 160/1 After the verb to t,-,

the next in importance among the auxiliaries is the verb
to ha--?. 1878 MORRIS & BOWEN Eng. Gram. E.\?r:. Prim.
70 In deciding whether a verb is an auxiliary or not, it is

necessary to decide whether it mark>the time or the ~.:-.:-.r.-,r

of action of another verb, or whether it makes the subject,
or thing spoken of, the doer or sufferer of the action. If it

does none of these things, then it is no auxiliary.
4. Math. A quantity introduced for the purpose

of simplifying or facilitating some operation, as in

equations or trigonometrical formula?.

t Auxi'liate, v. Obs. [f. L. attxiliat- ppl.
stem oi auxiliari '. see above.] To help, assist.

1656 in BLOI NT 67. v,-- >-. 1657 TOMLI\>OX Ren-.-^'s Disf.
150 \\"ho^e tenuity that we may auxiliate. 1667 WATKK-
HOI'SE fire Lond. 34 A ju>t and severe judgement . . auxi-
liated and perfected by concurrence of circumstances.
* Atuci'liatioil. Obs. rare~\ [ad. L. ati.filia-

tidn-cm, n. of action f. auxiliari: see ATXILIANT
and -ATI'*-.] Assistance, help.
1657 TOMLINSON Ration's /);>/. 472, I have in three books,

by Godsauxiliation, briefly. . composed all medicinal matter.

t Auxi'liatory, <i. and sb. Obs. [f.
L. ( ?,Y.r;".Y-

ator, n. of agent f. auxiliari^\
= AUXILIARY.

1599 SAXDYS ".vrc/.y Jj'/tv. 1:32 ncj The purchasing of
Masses both auxiliatorie and expiatone. 1657 '1 MLINS N"

Renovs Disp, 409 It is a special auxiliatory in . . inflamma-
tions. 1678 Ci'DWOKTH Inifll. Syst. i. iv. j 32. 5.1 Gc-d . .

hath about himself Innumerable Auxiliatory Powers.

Auxunge, obs. form of AXUNGE.
Av-. From the Norman Conquest rarely before

to r 1625,
" was treated merely as an initial shaft

of the letter n t which had the phonetic value of

both u and v, e.g. -cnto unto, vi/c vile, oner over.

Jull full, lone love. Hence, during this period,
Ait- was commonly written for Av-. All such
words are here entered under Av-.

Ava, 3.va* 'ava'
N

, phr. St. [worn-down form
^i of all: see A a</ :

.* a:.d OF ] Of all: at all.

1768 Ross Hclenere 145 JAM. She neither kent spinning
nor carding, Nor brewing nor baking ava'. a 1796 }V. ?.N

.-ins^t'. Poet. Epis:, xii, This pleased them warst ava.

II Ava ,'a'va ,
sb. Native name in the Sandwich

Islands of a species of Cordyline yielding an in-

toxicating liquor ;
also applied to the liquor itself,

and?/7. to any intoxicant spirit.

1831 TVERMAN & BEXN. I'cy. II. xxix. 43 Drinking ava,
a rank inebriating spirit. 1845 DAR\VIX I'cy. A"./', xviii. 41^
The dark-green knotted stem of the Ava, so famous in for-

mer days for its powerful intoxicating effects. IbiJ. 412
All the ava >as the natives call all ardent spirits- was poured
on the ground.
Avadavat. Corruption ofAMADAVAT, q.v. [The

latter is itself a corruption of Ahmadabdd, name
of a town in Goojerat. Col. Yule.]
(1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy P. 116 In Amidavad small

Birds, who.. Fifty in a cage, make an admirable Chorus.]
1735 ALBIN \at. Hist. Birds Supp. 72 Amaduvad. 1878
BKSAXT& RICE Cflias Art, I. iii. 34 Awadavau, Japanese
sparrows, lovebirds.

tA-vage, A-visage. Obs. [Cf. F. az-agc
* droit que les exe'cuteurs de la haute justice levaient

en argent ou en nature en quelques lieux, et cer-

tains jours de rnarche"
v
Littre

].
A payment made

bv tenants of the manor of Writtel. Essex, for the

mvilege of feeding pigs in the

1670 in BLOL-ST Laiv Ditt.

manor woods.

Avail ,a\v'-r, v. Forms: 4-7 au- avail e, au-

avayle, 4-5 au-availl e, aveile, f-6au- avaylle,

avayl, aduayle, 4- avail. North. 4-5 ava^e,
awaill, awailje, awayle, 5-6 awale : see Av-.

[Not in Fr. ; apparently formed on the simple
VAIL v. (ad. F. vailItr i.valoir to be worth : L, va-

lcrt\ as if this were an aphetic form ; cf. gree, agree,
mount, amount, etc. Both vb. and sb. were occas.

spelt advayle in 15-1 6th c. on assumed L. analo-

gies: see AD- prcf. 2. In senses 1-3 chiefly in

negative or interrogative sentences,]
I. Regular senses.

1. ititr. To have force or efficacy for the accom-

plishment of a purpose ;
to be effectual, serviceable,

or of use ; to afford help.
<i 1300 Cursor .!/. 90 Quat bote is to sette traueil On thyng

t^at may not auail. 1494 FABVAN vn. 357 But all aduayled
H'ght nought. 1567 MAPLET Gr. h'crest 23 Zellicum . .

availeth against venome. 1583 STASYHURST Acncis u.

Arb. < 68 This labor . . too no great purpose auayleth. 1667
MILTON P. L. xi. 312 But prayer against hi.-, absolute l>o.rec

No more aval les than breath against the winde. 1718 Pot-i

Iliad vi i. 176 Nor aught the warrior's thundering ma^c
avail'd. 1818 SCOTT ,/c^ Roy\, *\Vord> avail ver>- little with

me, young man,' said my father. 1836 J. GILBERT Ckr.
Atonctn. iii. 69 No ingenuity can avail to confound them.

\ b. of persons. Obs.

1450 LONM.ICH Grail yji. 204 Thanne of his knyhtes he
axede coun^lle, $if to that roche they cowden owght
availle. 1544 UDAI.L Emsm, Af><->f>hih. 4, I auaiie muche
more, saicth he, in that I teach all thother l'hi>ician>,

C. Avaljc one valje ^mod.F. vaillc
</itc

vaillf}:

let it avail what it may, come what may.
1375 I-! ARBOUR Bntce l\". 147 Thai wuld defend, avalje que

val3e. [1552 LVNDKSAV Pajyngo 161, I wyll, said scho,
ascend, vail^e quod vail;e.]

2. /;//;-. To be of value, profit, or advantage.
1375 \\.\i-. !-.'>; ~R firuii- 1. 3-^6 For k:iawl?.ge ^n inony >tati^

May quhileawailje full monygatis. 1538 STARKEV England
37 What avayhth hyt to have ryche.-, . . to hym wych can
nut by wysdome Use them. 1583 STAXYHVRST A enfis \\.

Arb. ''

46 Whilst counsel auaylcd, 1 hen we were of recknine.

1844 PisKAiLi C -. ... _.
vn. \iL 275 What avail his golden

: .. l.is high blood - - if they help not now':

3. trans, the obj. was at first tfatirc.) To be of

use or advantage to; to benefit profit: to help.
assist : a. a per- n.

<: 1300 Cursor Jf. j '.

-

:>:.:!.. bv ^;.l i; a- wail.

. 1384 C;; v c F K //. /,,

hir not a >tre. 1465 J',ists;i !,<::. 4;.- II. i~ ;
1

not [be] so avaylled a-^ they weene. 1611 BIBI

v. 13 All this auaileth r - I;-g :-.v I >-.e McTCe'.ai
the It-A- >:;:::. j at the 1 gs gate. 1742 RICHARD* s

intlfi \\ . . , \\"r...: av; ils it : ppose tl ..' 1816 J.

WILSON '. . Right pioiia word,- '. but :: ey
will not avail thee.

t b. a thing e.g. a cau,-e. i':i>ea>c .

.1374 CH U'C: ~. -. 1: this :...-'.

To any l.-utr, ay.c his cause aueile. 1576
Je'^t'tt y/ (M. '.'"; 89 b, I ).> a!-

any passion of the ! . .

t 4. rcfl. To benefit :.r r. "vantage oneself.

1787 (_'-. WHITE Sell '-*: "'- :- :- -
-; avai -

-c",vc< -rrv:;:">- by spinning wool.

5. esp. Toai.:. .

' '
in Shaksp., elliptically,

To arai.' .7" : a. t^ ber.ct:: oneself or profit by;
to take a .var.ta^;^ - :. t;;n: to account. \\ith in-

Jirctt fassirt. esp. in U. S.

1603 > ^x^. Meets, ft -."-'.:::-: 245 Bv.:
"

w f this

. . ; lei 1667 M:: : N /'. L. xn. 5:5 1 he:: -r..... :. ey
seek to avail themselvc- f names, Places, and titles. 1860

.

"

. i. i. x, I . .ai..... -
'. ::.y--- :

'

.

-

'.

jnint North W ; .;^-. 1861 I .-:- 1
-

Lifo 24 P.wcr. .r/iu-: l*e availed of, ur.>_ :..:
'

y ai

let off and wa-ted.

b. to make use of. use, employ.
1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. :-;: I. u^ \.:. K!e-r a :-.

:

.\t :.

,:t -. f frto dirTerer;: :<='--.- of exclamation ::: this

encounter. 1838 1 >:-.Kt NS L-.::. :;:: i. -. 1 have availed

myself of the very Jir>t opportunity of wrl: _

6- To avail upon ia person) : to take advantage
of, impo-e upon. ?j>?.

1866 CAP.LYLE /. cr;::i:. iEi II. 115 \"cn~ independent
where mere rank etc. attempted to avail up
7. causal. To give (a pcr-on the benefit or ad-

vantage of; hence cllipt. to give him the a <.:vantage
of knowing, to inform, a?>;.:e of. Only in L . S
1785 T. JEFFERSON Corr. Wk. iS = o I. 418 It will re-:.

therefore, with you, to avail Mr. Barclay of that fund.

1789 H'rrf. 11850 III. 22, 1 shall avail government of the

useful information I have received frcir: y.u. ,i 1794 \VnnF. R-

SPOOS li'ks. IV. 2j6 'Bj-rtlc:: . I'l.e members of a popular
government should be contirv... -"the . condition
of every part. 1843 MRS. I'K..;LL-;L ^\i>->:,i:\; s in Anu'r.
xviii. ii j

* We should have got no invites, you may be
availed of that, I expect.'

II. Isolated senses after L. T'j.Wv.

t 8. intr. To do well, prosper, profit. Obs.

1523 Ln. HKRSKKS Froiss. I. \iii. 6 "S'our besyne^se shall

auayle m >che the better. 1560 WHITLHORXE Arte U'arrt

(1573* 98 b, To take the coinmoditie from the enemie, that

he availe not by the things of thy country. 1563 HYM.
Artf Gar.!,i;. i ;-

-, 4^ Al such panes which may be holpen
by cooling, may with the iuice of it . . annotated on those

places, greatly auaiie.

t 9. trans. To t>e M'onh or equivalent to. Obs.

1582 8 Hist. Jas. /YnSo4 25 A ressonabilt pecuniall
<owme, availling a thowsand punds money of Scotland.

1598 BARRET Tktw. li'ttrres in. ii. 70 One shot well be-

stowed, auayleth many vnadimedly spent.

Avail v^v^-b, sb. Forms: 5-8 au- availe,

5-7 au- avayle, 5 au- availle, au- avayll e,

5-6 advail le, advayle, 5- avail. Xtrth. 5

awayle, awaylle. aweyle, 6 availl, avale. Sec

Av-. [f. prec. vb.; or perhaps on YAII.J^., which

seems, however, to be later, and may itself be an

aphetic form of this.]

f 1. Beneficial effect ; advantage, benefit, profit.

arch, or Obs. exc. as in 4.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. i. 850 For anntes eke an oules herte

availe is To putte upon her bedde. Ibid. in. 497 Croppe and
tail To save . . is thyne advail. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA.
i. xxiv. 76 Thus they may lette more than doo eny auayll.
1600 TOL-RNEUR Trans'f. Metam. Ixiii, Both usde their

blades unto so good availe. 1694 Land. Gas. 2959 3 Which
Horses . . are to be rouped . . to the best avaiL 1871 Daily
Xnvs 24 July, Taking avail of the cover.

fb. To have at avail', i. e. at an advantage Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur i. xxiii, Hym thought no worship
to haue a knyght at suche auaille, he to be on hor^bak and
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he on foot, risoo in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 107 So shalt

thou nott skape . . I have thee nowe at avayle.

t 2. Assistance, help, aid. Ohs. exc. as in 4.
* 1450 LONEUCH Grail xiii. 475 And ?it kepte Tholome to

his availles, In his refrescheng, twey batailles. 1556 AHP.
PAKKKR Ps. ix. 10 For their aduayle thou wilt not fayle,
AH them that thee do seeke. 1640 SAMDBB8QM 91 Serin. Ad.
Aul. xii. (16731 I^9 Furtherance or avail towards the attain-

ing of that end.

f 3. Value, estimation. Ohs. as an/i.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis ix. Prol. 50 The cur, or mastis, he
haldis at small avail!. 1631 J. TAYI.OR (Water P.) Fort.
II '/it-ele (18481 13 They hold your blessinge in no more avayle,
Then is the Happing of a fox his taile ! 1846 SiR\V. HAMIL-
TON Logic 1 18661 II. App. 252 It is only as indefinite that

particular, it is only as definite that individual ami general,
quantities have any iand the same) logical avail.

4. Of in>ail i of advantage or assistance in ac-

complishing a purpose, effective, effectual. Of no

avail, without avail': ineffectual. 7'o little avail'.

with little effect, ineffectually, to little purpose.
(1450 Crt. of Lai'e 116 Cloth of gold , . And other silk of

easier availe. a 1704 LOCKK >

J.) Truth, light upon this way,
is of no more avail to us than errour. 1810 SOUTHEY AV-
hatna xi. n The impervious mail, The shield and helmet of
avail, 1814 CHALMERS K~'id. Chr. i\ c~'i'l, i. 12 The highest
sagacity is of no avail, when trier.- is an insufficiency of
data. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. v. 177 He found
all he could urge without avail. 1862 GRUTE Greece xl. III.

434 Bows and arrows were of little avail. 1881 BUCHANAN
God fy Man I. 281 This he did, but to little avail.

f D.concr. (chiefly//.) Profits or proceeds of busi-

ness transactions
; remuneration or perquisites of

employment. Cf. VAILS. ;Still common in U.S.'
f 1449 PKCOCK Rt-pr. 392 A ri^t forto . . haue certeyn fruytis

or sum othir avail. 1483 CAXTON (/. dela Tonr^\. vlij, [He]
promysed hym . . grete auaylles and proufFytees. 1568 T.
noviELLAro, Aiitie\ify<)) 83 The Marchant . . Doth ioy for

g.'iine of his auailes. 1601 HOLLAND riiny II. 476 This

[Minium] setleth down to the bottom of the water . . and the

painters take it for their auailes. '11733 NORTH Rxmn. 11.

iv. p 59. 260 Which . . is no small Availes of a Discoverer
that has the

selling
the Copies. 1860 HAWTHOKXK Marble

Faun 11879) '! xviii. i So The avails are devoted to some be-
neficent . . purpose.

Availt e, avayle, var. AVALE v. Ohs. to go down.

Availability ,a\yi-labi-liti). [f. next : see

-BILITY.]
1. The quality of being available; capability of

being employed or made use of.

1803 \V. TAYLOR in Ann, Rw. I. 439 It is not in celebrity
. . but in availability that he places importance. 1862 R.
PATTERSON Ess. Hist. $ Art 224 The distance and difficulty
of access to the minerals are formidable impediments to their

availability.

b. spec, in U.S. 'That qualification in a candidate
which implies or supposes a strong probability of

his success, apart from substantial merit, a pro-

bability resulting from mere personal or accidental

popularity." J. Inman mT$&TtlettJ9wt.Amer.
1848 A*. I*'. Iftmld May .in Bartlett Diet. Anttr.\ Avail-

ability, not merit or qualifications, is the only requisite to

secure a nomination. 1870 LOWELL Study H'ind. 158 He
was .. nominated for his availability, that is, because he
had no history.

2. concr. That which is available.

1867 O. W. HOLMES Guard. Angel I. iv. 64 His list of

possible availabilities in the matrimonial line. 1876 BLACK-
MORE Cripps III. x. 170 Against the gate-post she settled
her most substantial availability, and exerted it.

Available ^avvi-lab'l), a. Also 5-6 advayl-,
au- avayl, 6-7 auail-, au- avayle-, au- availe-
able.

[f.
AVAIL v. + -ABLE.]

I. That may avail, arch.

1. Capable of producing a desired result ; of avail,

effectual, efficacious, arch, or Obs. exc. as in b.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men i W. de W. 15061 in. iii. 162 Y* wyll
make his prayers avaylable. 1585 ABP. SANDYS .SY/vw. (1841)

67 That the mass is a sacrifice available for quick and dead.

1605 TIMMK Qnersit. i. Hi. 63 That oyle . - being as auailable

against the falling sicknesse as vitriol, a 1609 LADY HAL-
KKTT Autobiog. 32 Nothing I could do could be available.

b. in Law. Valid.

1451 Scotch Hom. in Rymer's Foedera (17101X1. 291 Most
advaylable in the Law. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures io6a,
A release is not avaylable to the tenant . . but where a privi-

tye is betwene him, and him yl releaseth. 1622 MALYNLS
Anc. Law-Merck. 453 After which the bill is held as con-
fessed and au(a)ileable. 1768 HLACKSTOSF. Canna. II. 275
And all charges by him lawfully made . . shall be good and
available in law. 1876 DIGBY Real Prop. v. i. 207 Lease-
hold interests became rights of property (or rights available
not only against the lessor, but also against all the world).

2. Of advantage; serviceable, beneficial, profit-
able (to, unto}, arch. (The last quotation passes
into 3.)

1474 CAXTON Ckesse 11. v. D iv, To be pietous in herte . . is

avaylable to alle thyng. 1598 BARRET Theor. IVarres i. ii. 13
It shall be wonderfull auaileable for him to reade Histories.

1614 KAI.EIGH Hist. World II. iv. vii. i. 248 His Mother
Veturia, and Volumnia his Wife .. were more auaileable

to Rome, than was any force of Armes. 1836 Recoil. Ho.
Lords xvi. 389 Where fair argument is available to his side

of the question . . he does not have recourse to sophistry.

II. That may be ' availed of.'

3. Capable of being employed with advantage or

turned to account ;
hence

t capable of being made
use of, at one's disposal, within one's reach.

1827 FARADAY Exp. Res. xli. 12. 226 This quantity is . .

wholly available in the liquid when used as a bleaching

agent. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. x. 476 The epistle to the
Romans . . is available as proof. 1860 TYNOALL Glac. \. g 12.

86 We spent every available hour upon the ice. 1868 ROCKKS
Pol. Rcon. xv. 213 Lenders . . wish . . to have their assets a-,

available as they can. 1868 FKI-.KMAN Xonn. Cftte/. II. 386
There was no available candidate of the old princely line.

Aval lableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.]

f 1. Capability of producing a desired result
;

efficacy. Obs.

1677 HALF. Prim. Orig. Man. 225 The efficacy, or avail-

ableness, or accommodation, or suitableness of these Reduc-
tives to the end proposed.
2. AVAILABILITY I, I b.

1837 J. H. NKW.MAN Proph. Off. Ch. 41 The accuracy and
avariableness of their existing Tradition. 1841 KMERSON
Causer? 1

. 118751 II. 274 It goes for availableness in its can-
didate and not for worth.

Availably, adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY-.]

1 1. Effectively, serviceably, advantageously. Obs.

'530-1 Act 22 lien. /"///, xv, His said free pardon, .shall

be. . taken . .most beneficially and auailablyetoall. .hissayed
subiectes. 1655 (iorGK (.'oinni. Hcb. xiii. i How to do any
thing acceptably to God, or availably to his own salvation.

2. So as to be capable of being employed.
1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. x. 197 Such means as lie most

availably at hand. 1879 (J. MACDGXALD /'. Fabcr II. vii. 114
The moment his property was his availably.

Avai'lant, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

AVAIL v. 4- -ANT
after ppl. adjs. from Fr.]

= AVAILING.
( 1420 Pallaa. on ffusb. xn. 126 A serpent skynne doonon

this tree men lete Avaylant be to save it in greet hete.

Availer i,d\v'-b_i). [f.
as prec. + "KB1.] One

who avails, is serviceable or helpful.
1598 FLOKIO, Ciionatorc, an auayler, a helper, a succorer.

t Avai'lfnl, a. Obs.
[f.

AVAIL J. + -FUL.] Of
much avail, of advantage ; serviceable, profitable.

(A good word, taking up the earlier sense of

AVAILABLE.)
1598 FLOHIO, Gioueuole, helpefull, auailefull, profitable.

1603 Montaigne 116^41 463 Beau tie is the tme availefull

advantage of wimicn. 1650 H, BROOK K Conserv. Health 169
Riding \^ avail ful for the stomach.

t Availfully, adv. Ohs.
[f. prec. +-I.Y-'.]

With good effect, with advantage, profitably.
1603 FI.OKIO Montaigne in. vi. ('1632 '505 The Hungarians

did very availefully bring them [war-chariotsj into fashion.

Ibid. 524 Availefully to employ the same.

Availing, vbl. sb.
[f.

AVAIL z>. + -IXG*.] The
action of the vb. AVAIL

; benefiting, profiting.
1562 J. HKY\VOOI> Proz 1

. fy Epigr. 11867) 1 ^ Great losse,
small auaylyng.

Availing,///, a- [f. as prec. +-ING 2
.]

Ad-

vantageous, profitable ;
of beneficial efficiency.

c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. i. 562 To faat hem is avaylinu and

ploauntt:. 1850 MKS. BROWNING Substitution Poems I. 327
Speak Thou, availing Christ ! 1862 RUSKIN Unto this Last
118 A truly valuable or availing thing is that which leads

to life with its whole strength.

Availment ^avvHmentV [f. AVAIL v. + -MENT.]
The fact of being beneficially effective.

1699 BOVKR Fr. Diet. (1759' s. v., It is of little availment
with me, Ccla ne me sert presijit? a rien. 1865 Bi-. FORBES
ffffurishtrt, Soulvvi, 76 Prayer .gives to us great availment
with God.

t Avai*lsome, a. Obs. [f. AVAIL sb. + -SOME
;

cf. troublesome^ Of avail, serviceable, effectual.

1619 SCLATER Kxp. TJu'ss. 116271 II. Kp. Ded., [If in]

furtherance of Faith. . this poore paines maybe auaile-some.

Ii Aval. [K., f. phr. a val at the bottom : L. ad
vallem : see AvALB v.] An endorsement (///. a

writing 'at the bottom') on a commercial docu-

ment, guaranteeing payment of it.

1880 LD. BLACKBURN in Laiv AV/., Appeal^. 772 An In-

dorsement, .by what was called an aval, .either on the bill

itself or a separate paper.

Avalanche (se'valonf, ccvala-nj). [a. F. ava-

lanche, dial, form of avalance *

descent,' f. avaler;

see AVALE. L'avalanche also appears dialectally
as la vatanchc, It. valanca, valanga ; also fa-

vanchc, lavange, either a purely phonetic trans-

position, or due to association with It. lava tor-

rent, gully, f. lavarc to wash,]
1. A large mass of snow, mixed with earth and

ice, loosened from a mountain side, and descending
swiftly into the valley below.

.[1765 Nat.JIist. in Ann. Reg. 86/1 The Clergyman, .per-

cieving a noise towards the top of the mountains, looked up,
and descried two valancas driving headlong towards the

village. 1766 SMOLLKTT Trw. xxxviii. 337 Scarce a year
passes in which some mules and their drivers do not perish
by the valanches.] 1789 COXK Trm 1

. .SW/3. xxxviii. II. 3
We crossed some snow, the remains of a last winter's Ava-
lanche. 1817 BYRON Manfr. \. ii. 75 Ye avalanches, whom a
breath draws down. 1870 H. A^ACMII.LAN Bible Teach, ii. 31
The muffled roar of a distant avalanche.

2. transf. andyi^.
1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxxviii. 334 Overwhelmed

by the avalanche ofcruelty and wrong which had fallen upon
her. 1850 CARLYLE Latter'd. Pantphl. v. (1872) 153 Unable
longer to endure such an avalanche of forgeries, c 1854
STANLEY Sinai $ Pal. (1858) Introd. 41 This mass of ruins

. .rolled down in avalanches of stones.

3. Comb, and attrib. t as avalanche-like; -theory.
1877 ROSESTHAL Muscles % Nerves 122 Pfluger spoke cf

it as an avalanche-like increase in the excitement within the
nerves. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex.* He explains this by the ava-
lanche theory, according to which nervous influence gathers
force as it descends.

Avalaucllilie (ixvaUrnJin), a. rare, [f. prec.
+ -INK.] Of the nature off or like, an avalanche.
i 1860 W. GASPEY Doom Crt-af., Crushed are the seats of

early state
' \eath Ruin's avalanchine weight.

t Avale, v. Obs. Forms : 4-8 au- avale, 4-6
auaile, 5-6 au- avayle, 6 advale, auayl, aueyle,

7 avail. North. 4-5 awale, 6 awail. See also

aphet. VALE v. [a. OF. avaler* f. phr. ft va/:~L.
ad vallem to the valley ;

= Pr. avatar, It. aval-

lare ; cf. AMOUNT v., F. amontcr, f. a mont, L. ad
montcm. For the spelling advalc, see AI>/>?Y/." 2.]
1. /////-. Of persons : To descend ; to come, go, or

get down
; to dismount, alight. (Often with re-

dundant doiwi ; cf. ascend up.}
11400 MAUNDEV. xxvi. 266 Summe ofthe Jeweshan. .avaled
down to the Valeyes. < 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. ix. vui. 140
Owre a bra down awaland. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 160/3
A corde by which he aualed doun and was saued. 1509
HAVVES Past. Pleas. 6 When Phebus in the west Gan to

avayle. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. n. ix. 10 They . . from their

sweaty coursers did avale. Ibid. iv. iii. 46 Out of her coch
she gan availe.

2. trans. To descend, come down (a hill, etc.).

1494 KABYAS vii. 489 The sayd hoost of Flemynges aualyd
y 1 mount in a secret wyse.
3. intr. Of things : To sink, flow, or drop down.
r 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. vi. 143 pe heuy er^>es aualen by

her weygtes. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 144/2 The precious
blood aualed by the shafte of the spere upon hys hondes.

1509 H AWKS Past. Picas. 92 The droppes . . Whiche from her
even began to advale. 1596 SPENSER F.Q. \. i. 21 But when
his later spring gins to avale, Huge heapes of mudd he

[Nilus] leaves.

b. To sail down stream, or away on an ebb tide.

a 1547 EARL SURREY JEneid iv. 387 To flight Was armde
the fleet all redy to avale. 1551 BODESHAM I'oy. Scio in

Arb. Garner I. 33, I vailed down that night ten miles, to
take the tide in the morning.
4. transf. andyf^. To lower oneself, submit, yield.
1484 CAXTON Chynalryj'Z, Auaryce. .maketh noble courage

tu descende and auale. 1525 LD. BERXF.RS Froiss. II. xxix.

84 Whiche castell after aueyled to me.

5. trans. To cause to descend, fall, or sink ; to

let down, lower
;
to send or direct downwards.

c 1314 Guy ll'tini-. 80 His hauberk was al to tore And his

nasel avaled bifore. (-1400 ROJU. Rose 1803 The thridde
arowe .. Into myn herte he dide avale. a 1450 Knt. d?
la Tour 11868) 113 [Rahab] aualed hem by a corde from
. .the tonne walles. 1523 LD. HERNERS Froiss. I. ccclxxiv. 619
Drawe vp your ankers and aueyle your sayles. 1579 SPENSER
Shcph. Cal. Jan. 73, Phicbus gan auaile His weary waine.

1770 LANHHORNE Plutarch (18791 I- "8/2 He ordered that

the rods should be avaled in respect to the citizens.

6. To lower (the visor of a helmet), to uncover
;

hence, to take off, doff (hat, cap, etc.).
' 1330 R. BRUNSE Chron. 97 Ilk auailed hishelme, & to con-

seiledrowe. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's Prol. 14 He wold avale
nowther hood ne hat. ^1420 Antnrs of Arth. xxxii, He
auaylet vppe his viserne. 1544 BALE Sir J. Oldcastell in

Hari. Misc. (Malh.t I. 272 All the clergye. .avayling their

bonnet tes. 1557 K.Arthur (Copland) v. xii, Ve kyng aualed
his vyser with a ineke and noble countenance.

7
'

.Jig. To degrade, abase, humble
;
to lower.

c 1430 LVDG. Bochas n. i. '1554! 41 a, Fortune .. Auailed

hym from his royall see. 1551-6 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop.
146 One that hath aualed the heighe nature of hys soule to

the vielues of brute beastes bodies, a 1639 WOTTON in Reliq.
11651) It pleased him to.. avale his goodness, even to the

giving of his friend secret directions.

Ava'le, sb. Obs. rare 1
. In 6 auail. [f.

prec.] a. Abasement, humiliation, b. ? Descent,
disembarkation.

('1505 DuNBAK, The lang availl on humil wyse. "1547
EARL SURREY in Tot t ell's J/wr. (Arb.i 16 Furdering his hope,
that is his sail Toward me, the swete port of his auail.

Avale, obs. form of AVAIL.

t Availing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. prec. v. + -ING 1
.]

I )escending, descent ; declivity.
< 1380 Sir FcTitnib. 984 At aualyng of an hulle *

J>e frensche

han"pey of-take. ^1430 LYDO. Bochas \. i. (1544! i b. Rivers
. .In their upspringing and avayling down. 1533 Lu. BERNERS
Froiss. I. xviii. 23 They . . ordeyned iii. great battelles, in

the auaylynge of the hyll.

Avance, -se, obs. forms of ADVANCE, AYENS.

Avancers : see AVANTKBS.

AvangCe, pa. t. of AFONG v. Obs. to receive.

I! Avania (avan/"'a). Also 8 avarria, avaria.

[In common use in the Levant, but of uncertain

language and origin ; in It. and Pg. avani'a, F.

avatrie, mod.Gr. afiavta, Arab, and Turk, want,
also found as awarl (Devic), and in Bocthor

c.aii.'iln, and s-awania. See below. Also in 1 7th c.

anglicised as AVENY, q.v.]
An imposition by the (Turkish) government, a

compulsory tax, government exaction,
'

aid/
* bene-

volence' (Marsh) ; spec, (as applied by Christians^

an extortionate exaction or tax levied by the Turks.

Hence Avanious a., extortionate.

1687 RYCAL-T Hist. Turks II. 251 The trading Christian

enjoyed the privilege of their Capitulations with, .less fre-

quent Avanias. Ibid. II. 62 Their extravagant Exactions,
and Avanious Practices. 1703 MAUNDRELL Jmtrn. Jemts,

(1721)93 Their perpetual extortion and Avarria's. a 1733
NORTH Lives II. 420 False and extortious demands which

they call Avanias. Ibid. III. i title. The avamous demand
of the Tunis Basha. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl^ Avaria.

[The etymology of avania has been variously sought in

Arabic, Persian, Turkish : see Devic, in Littre's Sufpt^ and



AVANT-. 579 AVAUNT.
G. P. Marsh, .\~&fcs ami Additions to Wedgwood. The
variant Arabic form <i:-*'tiri iwhence Kng. ai'aria, avarria,
abovei as well as original correspondence of meaning. > : ;-

gests a connexion with It. ai'aria see AVERAGED. -
: in fact

Mr. Marsh proposed the derivation of the latter from this

word. But on the other hand, the various and uncertain

forms, of the word in Arabic may be merely adaptations of
Fr. az'itrtt,' or It. a~'an',i, assimilated to native words or
roots -e.g. (trmroppression, injustice, haivan contempt, etc. i

* The plur. aaranift is now in popular use in Syria, to ex-

press government exactions, the singular signifying aid,

kelp, just as henfrolenfe in Europe sometimes meant a com-
pulsory tax' (Marsh'. The word has been adopted in It.

and Pg. in the transferred sense : It. aranfa 'an undeserved

wrong, a secret grudge, an insulting injury* iFloriot; Pg.
tiraiiia 'wrong, injifry

'

tVieyrai.J

Avant, obs. form of AVAUNT.
il Avant- (avcrnt, avah). [F. arant before, cogii.

with I'r. avantt It. avanti'. L,. abantc, f. ab from
+ anff before. See AVAUNT. The /, which was

pronounced in OF., was retained much longer in

English. In words in early use ava(it}nt was worn
down to vant-, van-, and sometimes to vau 1

-,

f.]
In a few combinations, partly French, partly

hybrid; as favantalour [AKr.], one who goes
before ; f avant-darter, transl. L. antffilanus ;

avant-fosse [Fr.], the ditch on the outer side of

a counterscarp, dug at the foot of the glacis ;

avant-peach [F. avant-peche], an early variety of

peach. See also AVAXT-BRACE, -COURIER, etc.

1601 TATE Housclt, Ord. Ed. II, go Their shalbe a fore-

goer [F. arantalour] in the kinges hou>hold . . No man
shalbe avant alour who hath forjured the Court. 1600 HUL-
LASD Livy vin. viii. 286 This battaillon. .they called Ante-

pUani <avant-darterst. 1611 COTGR., Arant -pcsc/ie, th'

Auant-peach or hastie peach. 1719 LOUDOS it Wise Cotnpl.
Card. 283 The Avant Peaches, or Forward Peaches.

Avantage, obs. form of ADVANTAGE.
t Ava'iit-, avawmbrace. Obs. [a. OF.

avant-bras, f. avant before + bras arm. Normal Iv

avau'nt, whence avatfti-, avau'ni; avau rm-brace,
Much more usual in the aphetic forms VAMBHACK,
VAXTBRACE.] Armour for the front of the arm.

i 1440 Morte Arth. 2568 f>e avawmbrace vrayllede with
silver.

Avant-COurier ^avcrnt-, avze*n-, crvan-, a'van-

ku^rij^, si'. Forms: 7 avauntcourrier, avant-

currier, -curror, coureur, y avant courier.

[Fr. avant-toureur, with the latter word modified
as in COURIER. Aphetized in i6th c. as vaunt-,

vant-cttrrer\ from 17th c., VAX-COUKIER, q. v.

xThe two first-given pronunciations are historical

in Eng. ;
but many have affected to treat the word

both in spelling and pronunciation as modern
French, whence the avant-ionrcnr of 1670, and
the mongrel third pronunciation now prevalent.",]
One who runs or rides before ;

a herald
; csp. (in.

1 7th c.) in//, the scouts, skirmishers, or advance-

guard of an army.
1603 KSOLLES Hist. Turks' 1621 i 217 Having suffered 2000

of the enemies horse ithe avaunt-courriers, of the Turk-*

armiet to passe by him. 1658 CLEVKLAND K.'tstic Ramp.
Wks. 11687' 494 Ten I^ances of the Avant Currors rout them.

1670 Con ON E&pcrnon \. in. no The Avant Coureurs of the
Uuke of Mayenne's Army. 1810 COLEKII>GK Friend i. v.

1,1867) '8 The avant-courier rode at full speed into the court.

b. transf. or_/^
r
.

1611 FLORIO, Etcsij, windes blowing very stiffly, .called of
mariners the Auant curriers. 1649 BRAMHALL Fair lVarti~

ing vi. Wks. III. 262 These are prognostics of ensuing
>lorm*, the avant-couriers ofseditious tumults. 1860 FROUOK
Hist. h.n. V. xxv. 97 A set of noisy declaimers, avant
couriers, as they called them>elves, of the crown.

Avant-COTTrier, v,
[f. prec. sb.] To herald.

1870 KmvKLL Among my Hks. Ser. i. (18731 ^7 1 a trl ~

umphal car, avant-couriered by a band of music.

t Ava'nters, avancers, si>. pi. Obs. [? f. F.

avant before.] Part of the numbles of a deer.
t i34/of/"-?u'. -V Cr. K'it. 1342 Eft at begargulumbigynez on

benne, Ryue/ hit vp radly ry^t to be bi;!, Voydez out be
a-vanters. 1486 Bk. St.Albitiis E vij b, (Jon croke of the
Nomblis lyth euermoore Under the throotebolleof the beest
be foorc That called is auancers.

t Ava'nt-gua:rd, Ofa., and

Avant-garde t a- vah-ga-rd). Forms: 5 au-,

avauul-, aduantgard^e, avant gaird. 7 au-,

avant-, avaunt-, avan-guard, -gard, 8-9 avant-
garde, [a. F. avant-sard t f. avant before +garde
GUARD. Formerly anglicized, avaunt-, and 'guard \

now archaic or obs., being replaced by the aphetic
VANGUARD; cf. (ar^rear-guarj.] The foremost

part of an army ; the vanguard or van.

1470 85 MAI.ORV Arthur i. xv, Lyoiises and Pharyaunce
had the aduant garde. 1582-8 Hist. Jus. I'f 11804' 4 1 he

gentillinen ofthe surname of Hamiltoun were on theQueene-,
avantgaird. 1630 HARVARD A". Edit: I 7, 18 Next followed
the avaunlguard. 1664 S. CLARKE Tamerlane 8 Odmar led

the avanguard. 1796 Campaigns 1793-4 I. i. ii. 12 (it-n.

Stengel . . commanded the avant garde of Valence's army.
1800 COLK RIDGE IVallenstein m. vii, Mid full glasses Will
we expect the Swedish Avantgarde.

t Ava'Ht-lay:. Hunting. Obs. Also 5 avaunt-

elay, 7 advaunl-reley. [f. F. avanl before, in front

-*- OF. atais, t's/ais, and relais : see ALLAY j^.-,

RELAY.] The laying on of fresh hounds to inter-
,

cept a deer already chased by others.

1486 /Jk. .SY. AlbttHs E viij b, Even at hiscomyng yf thew
lett thy howndys goo While the oder that be behynde fer

am hym froo That is a vauntelay. 1606 Pet.Jr. Parn,i*s.

n. v. in Hazl. DodsL IX. 149 There other huntsmen met him
with an ad[v]auntreley. n 1630 J. TAVLOR iWater P.* U'ks.

i. 93/1 Auaunt-laye, Allaye, Kelaye [see ABATURE].

Ava'nt-mu re. Obs. e\c. Hist. Also 6-7
avaunt-. [a. F. avant-mnr fore-wall. Commonly
aphetized in 16-1 ^th c. to vanmttrc, \ AMUKK, q. v.]
The outer wall of a fortress, or in circumvallation. I

Hence Avaunt-mure v. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 440/2, I avauntmure, I make a wall by fore i

the walles of a towne, Jc auant mure. This towne is

strangelyavauntmured. 1611 CoTUK.,.-Jrvi/-/r, an auant-
mure ; fore-wall, out-wall, or outward -wall. 1693 W. ROB I.HI -

SON PkraseoL Gen. 179 An Avaunt-mure, or a Fortro- e-

fore a wall, Antcniurate.

Avanturine, variant of AVEXTUKIN(K.
t Ava'lltward. Obs. AUo avaunt -, avawm-,
awaward. [a. ONF. avantt^irde, central F.

avant -gitarde, now avant -garde : cf. A H hi: A R- i

WAHD. Aphetized in I3tli c. as vanntu'arde (12971, :

vaumivarde ,i.>3o', vanii'arde (1401 ,
VAWAKD

(1435-162;;. common in Shaks.), VANWARD.] =
AVANT-GABDE, YAN-IU'AI i>.

1375 I>.\KBui'K J>'~:i.c xin. 169 Thar awaward ruschit \v;i-,

(1440 Mortc Arf/i. 324, I salle have the avanttwarde wyt-
terly my selvene. Ibid. 3169 The avawmwarde voydez
theire horsez. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng.ccxliv. 298 That he
wuld graunte hym that day theauauntward in his bataylle.

Avaria: see AVANIA, AVERAGE st>.~

Avarice .waris). Forms: 3-4 auaris, -ise,

4-5 averyce, -ys, 4-6 -ice, avaryce, 4- avarice.

.SV. 5 awarys, awerys, 6 auereis. [a. OF. aran',1,
ad. L. avaritia t f. ai\lnts greedy: see -ICK.] In-

ordinate desire of acquiring and hoarding wealth
;

greediness of gain, cupidity.
<i 1300 Cursor J/. icii2 pe world has tuynne to hi> a-' y-o,

f>at es auaris, and couaytise. t" 1386 CMAH ~t .K Pc>-s. T. ~*
671

Coveitise is for to coveit swiche thinges as thou ha>l not ;

and avarice is to wilholde and kepe ?-uiche thinge? a> thou

ha^t, without rightful nede. t~ 1425 WVNTOL'X (. >^n. \i. \v.

28 Pryd, Fal>hud, and Covatys He held at wndyr, and

Award's. >549 Compl. Scot I. <i3~2) 64 Quhou Vyng midas

gat tua asse luggis on his hede, be cause of his auerei>.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE AV/4\ Med. n. 13 To me avarice ^L^T!^

not so much a vice, as a deplorable piece of madnesse. 1766
GOLDSM. I'ic. It'. 1 1076 ' 159 Avarice was his prevailing pa>-ion.
i8ia COMBE Dr. Syntax' Pictitr. x. 36 Pale av'rice may hi>

heart po>sess, The bane of human happiness.

b. fig. Eager desire to get or keep for oneself.

(-1386 CH.UXKR Pers. T. f 670 Avarice ne stont not oonly
in lond ne in catel, but som tyme in science and in glorie.

1709 POPE ss. Crit. 579 Be niggards of advice, on no pre-
tense ; For the worst avarice is that of s*en>e. 1764 GOLDSM.
Trar. 264 And all are taught an avarice of praise. 1775
BURKK Sjt>. CMC. Awer. \\'ks. 1842 I. iSg This avarice of de-

solation, this hoarding of a royal wilderness.

Avaricious ^rcvarrjas), a. ; also 6 -ycyouse,
6-S -itious. [a. F. avan'cicn.v, -case, f. avarice,
as if ad. L. *avaritiosns^\ Immoderately desirous

of accumulating wealth
; greedy of gain, grasping;

fig. eager to possess or accumulate.

1474 CAXTON Chcsse in. iv. G j, The auaricious wolf. 1531
KLYOT Gw. 11834' 210 His cruel and avaricious appetite.
1660 R. COKE P<nvcr $ SubJ, 72 Nor will avaritious rich

men fail to pretend poverty. 1762 H. WAU-OLE I'crtitcs

A'lt'cd. Paint. 11786' II. 71 Queen Klizabethwas a\ari> i"U-.

with pomp ; James I. lavish with meanness. 1809 W. IH\ TNG

Knickerh. iv. vii. 11849* -3 ^"e are naturally .. avaricious

after imasinary causes of lamentation.

Avarrciously, adv.
[f. prec.-* -LY-,] In an

avaricious manner.
1611 COT OR., A^'an-incnf, avariciously. 1682 NORKIS

Hio'oclcs Pref. 19 Neither spends his Goods prodigally.,
nor yet keeps them avariciously. 1767 REID Let. in // 'ks.

I. 49/2 Avariciously amassing knowledge, a 1859 E*E Qi IN-

CEY Ceylon \Vks. XII. 36 Avariciously to anchor our hopes
on a pearl fishery.

Ayarrcicmsness. [f-
as prec. + ->-ESS.] The

quality of being avaricious ; greediness of wealth.

1560 in Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Sid. in. 11677^ 168 A\a-
riciousnebs and solicitude of mony is no less to be damned.

t Avarrtion. Obs. rare~ l
. [irreg. f. avari-

tious = AVARICIOUS; cf. ambition, -ions.']
= prec.

1622 PEACHAM Conipi. C7tf/.d66i,) 157 Gold Colour signi-
fieth Avarition.

t A'varOUS, a. Oh. or dial. Forms : 4-5 au-

averous(e, 6 avarus, 4 -7 avarous. [a. OF.
arcros, -us, f. avcir, avoir, possession: see AVER sb.

Subsequently confused with F. avarc, and so spelt.]
Avaricious.

1303 R. BKI. NNK Hnndl. Synuc 5578 Swybe coveyt.xis Aid
a nyjjur and auarous. < 1386 CHM-CKR Fcrs. T. P673 The
avarous man hath more hope in his catel than in J IK-MI

Cri>t. 1388 WYCLIF i Cor. vi. 10 Nether theues, nether
auerouse men. c 1430 Merlin vi. u 6 He ;af to hem that vi re

aueruu^e, golde and silucr. 1513 OOI/GLAS sKitcis in. i. 8^,

Flee from this auarus kingis co^-t. 1658 LKNNAKD tr. C/t<ir.

rou's M'isd. i. xxxix. 6 (16701 132 So avarous is he of misery.
t A'varously, adv. Obs. [i. prec. + -LY-.J

Avariciously, greedily.
1382 WYCLIF Job xxvii. 8 If autrously he tnke. 1432-50

tr. Hidden \\. xxviii. 118791 VII. 219 Men eityngeavarou-ely.
1580 BARtir All'. A 713 Auarou>ly or couetou^y, Ana re.

Avast (ava'st), phr. Natit. [prob. a worn-down

form of Du. hottvast, hottd vast, hold fast : cf.

Du. hott stop ! stay ! and hottvast cramp-iron.]
Hold ! stop ! stay ! cease \

1681 OIWAY Soldiers Fort. iv. i, Hoa up, hoa up; so,

avast there, Sir. 17*7 51 CHAMBLKS Cyt. /., At-ast, a term

frequently used on board a ship, signifying to stop, hold, or

stay. 1748 SMOI.LKTT Rod. Rund. xli, 'Avast there friend,

none of your tricks upon travellers.' 1836 MAKKYAT Midsh.

Easy xix. 70
' Ava>t heaving,' said Gascoigne.

Avatar uvata-j, a.-vataa . [ad. Skr. avatara

descent, f. ava down + /Y-, tar~, to pass over.]
1. Hindoo Myth. The descent of a deity to the

earth in an incarnate form.

1784 SIR W. JONES in Asint. Kcs. I. 234 The ten Avatar-
or descents of the deity, in his capacity of Preserver 1858
BEVERIDGK Hist. India II. iv. ii. 28 The fifth avatar, called

Varuna, because in it Vi.shnu assumed the form of a dwarf.

2. Manifestation in human form ; incarnation.

1815 Scmr I'tinTs Lett. 11839* 325 -^ tn i rd avatar of thi>

singular emanation of the Evil Principle [Bonaparte]. 1878
R. SAYLER in X. Amer. Rc-,\ CXXVI. 94 M'Clellun was. .

the very god of war, in his late>t avatar.

3. Manifestation or presentation to the world as

a
ruling power or object of worship.
1859 M VSSON Milton I. 226 The avatar of Mathematics

had not be^un. Ibid. 447 Glad that the avatar of Donne, as

an intermediate power between Spenser and Milton, was so
brief and partial. 1883 }larders Mag. Mar. 541 i The
Bairemh fotivaK. .the completest and most characteristic

avatars of art our centur>" can .sliew.

4. loosely, Manifestation
; display ; pha-e.

1850 L. HUNT Autobiog. ii. 11860' 36 She ended with en-

joying, and even abetting, this new avatar of the Church
militant. 1880 L. STKI'HKX /V/t

-

ii. 29 \Vit and sense are
but different avatars of the >ame spirit.

Avaunce, oh.-., inrm of AVENS.

Avaunce, -se, etc., obs. forms of ADVANCE, etc.

tAvatmt)-^-1 O/'s. Forms: 4-^1 au- avant,

4-7 au- avaunt ^e, s, awaunte, 6 advaunt(e, (St.
awant\

[f.
AVAUNT :.']

1. A hoast, vaunt; boa>ting, vain-glory.
r 1380 S:r : rumb. ;_

r
5 ^ f pou Jjyn auaunt perforny my,t.

(-1380 WvLi.ii-- Tnrcc /'>-,:<.'. ^5 Thei telleil V> .uret-t avaunt,
that thei ben charior.s to the puple. ("1430 !.:' .^', A', /.*':..--

riHt* 5^ Not in auant of pryde, bot in mekenefse. '553
BKKNDK <?. Cut-tins in. 25 These wordes he >pake with

greater avaxint then trueth,

2. c$p. iiLjihr. To make avaunt : to boa>t, de-

clare contiffently or arrogantly ;
= AVATNT r.

c 1340 . lY.'.r. * f\''.:f. 57;.
( tf more make^e avaunt. .^an ;e

mow for^Hrn. 1465 fasten Lett. 512 II. 206 They make ther

awaunte were that I maybe goten I schul ii\'i.'. 1553-87
FOXK A.

*,-
M. 'isa*' 342 '2 The saide Bi>hop dooth make

his auaunt, that he hail full power to create and depose
kinoes, n 1600 I\irl. Xyrdes 228 in Ha?]. /-". J\ /'. III. 179
For the Crowe spaki! ^he L'ormoraunt, And of his rule made
great avaunt.

3. Promise.
i 1325 }-. K. A Hit. P. B. 064, 1 a-vow verayly be avaunt bat

I made, I schal. .sende to Sare a >oun & an hayre.

tAvatl'nt, si*.- .Obs. [A substantive use of

AVAUNT adv. or /;;/. taken as a name for itself
;

cf. alarm, assemhle sb.] The order to be off.

1596 Hi'. BARLOW Three Scrm. iii. 132 The diuell tempted
him. but he gaue him the auaunt, with the sworde of the

spirit. 1613 SHAKS. Hot. I'll!, 11. iii, To give her the
avaunt ! 1711 SHAFT FSB. Charac. '1737* I. 252 The defiance

or avant [10 Satan] shou'd run much after this manner.

tAvatrnt, z.'.
1 Obs. Forms: ^-6 au- avaunt ^e,

4-7 avant. 6 advant. -uant. -vaunte, (Sc. a-

want\ [a. OF. nvantc-r, avaitntt-r, f. ( ) to, here

intensive + vantcr\ late L. vanitarc to*boast (Au-

giistincl, freq. of *vanai-c to lie (in Pr. and It.
N

,
f.

vanits vain, empty, for the form arrant see AD-

pt'cf. 2. In OF. as in Eng. mostly refl., s'ai'ariter.']

1. trans. To speak boastfully or proudly of:

a. To glory in, boast of ;an action) ; b. To speak

proudly of, praise, commend ^a person).
1303 R. IKrsxK Handl. Synnc 8309 And J>at ys nat \K

s>-nne le.vte, Avaunte Jy synne to hym bat bou sest. ( 1440
Bone Flor. 299 \Vyth mekyll worschyp they hym avaunt.
c 1380 Sir Fcritmh. 42 pat ny^t wa> Charl[es proude] . . ^:

auaunted his knt3tes olde. i5sS J. HHVWOOD Sf>idcr ,5-
/'/.

Ixxvi. 10 When he at end ito them! had it a vaunted.

C. with conipL To boast, declare confidently (to be .

4:1374 CHAUCER Bocth. \. i. 5 Whereto auaunted e 1

;e me
to be weleful. 1513 BRAI>SHAW St. l\'crinrgc\ 18481 212 That
I may the auaunt A gentill Werburge.
2. reft. To boast, brag, glory, vaunt oneself.

Const^/jyi?/-.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4298 His disciples .. Sal bam

avant, and ^am self hald Better of lif. t 1386 CHAIXI- H

Mclib. P 585 Prudence had herd hire housbond avaunte him
of his riche^se. 1547 Homilies I. in. ii. 28 When a man
avaunteth not himself for his own righteousness. 1580 BAKI i

Ah'. A7i4Toauaunthimselfeprowdely,C?/(Tr/(ir//wi<'/t-/(-r.
b. with suborJ. cl. or inf. phr.
c 1315 SIIOREHAM 118 To segge that Ich hyt makycan..

Dar ich me nau^t avanty. (1386 CHAIXU* ll'i/c's T. 15?,

I dar me wel avaunte, Thy lif is sauf. 1483 CAXTON Cold.

Leg. 28/2 Kvyl peple auaunte them to haue don myntdes.
1553-87 FOXK A. <y M. 11684' I'- 95 Heso availted himself,
that he had ilain a Lutheran Priest.

3. intr. in sense of 2.

1471 RiPLEvOww/V. Alck. v.<A^m. 16521 154 As they make
boste of and avaunte. 1569 I. SANFORD Agri/fas I'an.

Artcs 182 b, In this serpente fette him then auaunte, that

glorieth in knowledge. 1573 COOPER Thcsaur.^ Clorior. .to

auaunt or boast, to thende to haue praise.

73-3



AVAUNT. 580 AVENGE.
b. with subord. cl. or inf. phr.
1473 SIR J.PASTON in Lett. 722 III. 85 He shall notavaunt

that evyr he spake with hyin. 1553 BRENDE Q. Curtins
MIL 5 Advauntyng the notable victorye at Cheronese to be
his dede. 1576 GASCOIGNK Philontene lArb.) 89, I might ad-
uant Of al his speech to knowe the plaine entent.

t Avau'iit, v2 Obs. \ also 6 advant.
[f.

A-
VAUNT adv., but also influenced probably by A-
VAUNTV. 1 i and ADVANCE v. In sense 3, apparently
from the interjectional sense away I be off!]
1. intr. To go or come forward, advance.
c \tfaa Reryn 1972 Somtyme thowe wolt auaunte, & som

tyme wolt arere. 1596 SPENSER f. Q. ir. iii. 6 To whom
avauntmg in great bravery.
2. trans. To raise, ADVANCE.
1393 GOWER Conf. I. 246 To knighthode more and more

Prowessa avaunteth his corage. t.-1400 Melayne 1575 The
kynge callede sir lyonelle, And a-vauntede hym full heghe.
1605 [see ADVANT v?\
3. To be off, go away, depart.
1549 COVERDALE Erasm. Par. Juiie 21 That they should

not avaunt. .into the dongeon of eternal damnacion. 1601

CHESTKK Love's Mart, xii 11878)83 It causeth them from
thence for to aununt.

Avaunt (a\ynt, ava-nt), adv.* int., etc. Forms :

4 j'auaunt, 5 <Sau- avant, (5 a-waut\ 4
- avauut.

[a. F. avant to the front, forward, before : L. ah

ante 'from before,' used in late L. for the simple
ante

;
cf. arrear.]

t A. adv. Forward, to the front. Qbs.
c 1400 Rom, Rose 3958 With that word came Drede avaunt.

Ibiff. 4793 Never the more avaunt, Ri_;ht nought am I

thurgh youre doctrine. 1415 Pol. J 'veins* 1859) II. 125 Lete

every man preve hym silfe a good man this day, and avant
baneres. c 1440 Arthur 444 Than seyd Arthour,

' Auaunt
Baner, & be Goo.'

B. interjectionally. orig. and lit.: Onward ! move
on! goon! Hence, Hegone ! be off ! away!
(-1485 Digby Myst. (1882' in. 925 A-wantt, a-want be, on-

worthy wrecchesse ! ^1525 SKKLTOS Agst. Garnesclie 112

Avaunt, Avaunt, thou sloggysh. 1607 CMAI-MAN Hussy
D'Amb. Plays 1873 II. 55 Auant about thy charge. 1687
CONGRKVE OldBachelor \\\. vi, No ! No ! Avaunt ! I'll not
be slabbered and kissed now. ^1725 POIM-: Odyss. MX. 80

Avaunt, she cried, offensive to my sight ! 1849 C. BKUN i ii
[

Shirley II. ii. 43 Accosted me as Satan, bid me avaunt.

C. prefix. Forward, fore-. See later spelling

AVAXT-, also the aphetic forms VAXT-, VAN-.

Avauntage, obs. form of ADVANTAGE.
: Avail'iltaiice. Obs. rare. [a. OF. avant-

ance, n. of action f. avanter : see AVAU.VT v,\ and

-AXCE.] Boasting, self-glorification.
1393 GO\VKH Conf. I. 123 The vice cleped Avauntance.

Ibid. 131 In armes lith none avuuntance.

t Avairnter. Obs. Forms : 5 avauntour, 6

-ure, advaunler. [a. OF. avantenr, -our, n. of

agent f. avanter : see AVAI'XT 7'.'] A boaster.

c 1374 CHAUCER TroyIKS 111. 260 Avauntour and a Her, all

is one. 1496 Dives $ Panp. i\V. de YV.) vni. v. 327 The
auaunter of hymselfe is worse than the lacker ofhymselfe,
t 1530 I,i>. I'KKNERS Artk. Lyt. Bryt. 11014) 44 I' or ' ncuer
saw so good a knight and so lytel auaunture. 1553 UKKNIIK

Q. Curtins vm. 5 Being over great an advaunter of hymselfe.

t Avairnting, vbl. sb.
[f.

AVAUNT z/.i + -ING*.]

Roasting, self-glorification, vaunting.
c 1380 .V/V Ferumb. 352 J?at auantyngge bat }?ou hast mad.

1528 MORE Hercsycs iv, Wks. 256/1 In the vaine auaunting
of hys own false boast and prayse.

t AvaU'ntillff, ///- a. Obs. [f.
as prec. +

-ING-.] Boastful, vain-glorious.
1494 KABV^N vn. 280 In y moste auauntynge nianer.

t Avail*ntmelit. Qbs. rare~ l
. [a. QY.*avante-

ment, n. of action f. avanter : see,AVAUNT v. 1 and

-MKXT.] Boasting, self-glorification.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 4579 Fyrst ys pryde, as

bou wel wost, Auauntement, bobaunce, and bust.

tAvau'ntry. Obs. Also 4 -arie, 5 -erye.

[a. OF. *avanterit, n. of quality f. avanteur : see

AVAUXTEII and -v.] Boastfulness, boasting.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 194 Rebuke him for bat ilk of bat

auauntrie. 1393 GOWER Conf. I. 124 That I may never

Of love make avauntarie. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. i. i.

4 a/2 Lete us flee vayne glory, pryde. and auaunterye.

Avawmbrace, Avawmwarde : see AVANT-.

Avawnetage, obs. form of ADVANTAGE.

t Avay, avey, v. Obs. Also 4 (north.} a-

waye. [a. OF. avie-r, pres. sing, avcie, to put one

on his way, start, guide, direct, instruct, cogn.
with Pr. and Sp. aviar, It. awiare : Romanic *ad-

viare, f. ad to, viam way : cf. F. envoyer, OF. en-

vier, enveier : L. *inviare. Cf. AVYE,]
trans. To instruct, inform, teach. (Frequent in

Shoreham ; erron. printed by Wright aneye, anaye.'<
<: 1315 SHORF.HAM 19 Ther he set atte soupere, And .. Of

bothe he ham aueyde. Ibid. 158 For swythe wel he [the

devil] was auayd Of manner stad. c 1325 E. E. Allit. P.

A. 709 Quo con rede, He loke on bok Si be awayed.

"t Avayment. Obs. In 3 aueyment, 4 Sf.

awayment. [a. OF. aveiemtnt (later Parisian

avoiement}, f. aveier: see AVAY and -MEXT.] In-

struction, information ;
also (legal) declaration.

[The later sense is common with OF. avote-, aveiement :

Godefroy suggests confusion with a-uoement AVOWMEST.]
1315 SHORTHAM 77 Of spou[se]hoth thys aueyment Louk-

eth ^ou for hordome. ^1425 WVSTOUN Crmi. vm. v, 113 Bis

dwnf, and J>e awaymentis Consawyd full in }>are intentis.

Ave (*i'v*\ int. and sb. Forms: 3-7 aue, 7

auee, 5- ave. [a. L. ave, 2nd sing. imp. of avere

to be or fare well, used as an expression of welcome
,

or farewell. (In earliest usc = Ave A/aria.)]
A.//;/. Hail! welcome! Farewell! adieu!

1377 JjANGL. /'. PL R xvi. 151 Aue raby, quo"d bat ribaude
. . And kiste hym. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Ivii, And

'

Ave,
Ave, Ave,' said,

'

Adieu, adieu' for evermore.

B. sb.

1. a. A shout of welcome, b. A farewell.

1603 SHAKS. Aleas. for J/. i. i. 71 Their Io\vd applause,
and Aues vehement. 1611 HKYWOOH Gold. Age \. i. Wks.
1874 III. 8 The people .. Have shrild their Auees high.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trait. 191 And for her Ave her sacri-

fice is bettered with . . Jewels her kindred throw upon her.

2. Short for AVE MAHY, q.v.
< 1230 Alter. A\ 18 WendeS ou to vre Leafdi onlicnesse,
& cneoleS mid fif aue/. ^1330 Kyngo/Tars 1116 Ur ladi

with an ave he grette. < 1430 freemasonry 622 Say thy
pater noster and thyn ave. 1596 SPENSER F. Q, i. iii. 13
Every day. .thrise nine hundred Aves, she was wont to say.
1808 SCOTT Mann. i. xxvi, He sleeps before his beads Have
marked ten aves.

b. Ave-bell : that rung at the hours when Aves
are to be said.

1635 PAGITT Christianogr. in. (1636) 88 Dayly after three

toulings of the Ave Hell. 1849 ROCK Ch. ofFathers III.

ix. 336 The Ave bell, morning and evening, was instituted

by Constitutions of 1347.
3. a. The time of ringing the Ave-bell. b. The

beads on a rosary corresponding to the number of

Aves repeated.
1463 Bury ll'ills (1850) 29 The seid chymes to goo also at

the avees. Ibid. 42 A peyre bedy.s of sylvir w< x. aveesand
ij. patern[oste]ris of sylvir and gilt.

t A've, v. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f. prec. ; cf. to salvo.']

To greet with shouts of Ave ; to hail, acclaim.
1611 HKVUIHHJ C.old. Age in. i. Wks. 1874 III. 47 Wher's

thatdodhead With which the people Auee'd thee toheauen?

Aveer, variant of AVEU sb. Obs. property.
Aveile, obs. form of AVAIL.

t A'velinges, adv. Obs. rare^ 1
. [?f. AVE-

LONGE, with termination assimilated to advs. in

-LINGS.] In an oblong or oval shape.
1577 Durham ll'ills (1860* 14 Eache to have half a yarde

of lyninge clothe cut avelinges, in the stede of huddes.

t Ave'M, v. Obs. [ad. L. avcll-cre, f. ii- = ab-

away, ofl +vcl!e>'c to pull away, tear off.]
To pull

or tear away, pull up.
1530 State Papers Hen. /'///, I. 357 [Itl hath takyn suche

rotys, that the same can inever) be auellyd. 1651 liu;<;s

.AVrt' Disp. F 232 Avelling the . . membrane lining the chest.

Avellail (ave'lan, arvelan), a. and sb.
;

also I

avell-, avelane. [ad. L. Aveltanus of Avella or

Abella, a town in Campania famous for its fruit-

trees and nuts. Cf. Sp., It. avcllana sb., OF,
avelin adj., avclainc sb., mod.F. aveline sb.]
A. adj. Of Avella

; filbert-, hazel-
;

cf. L. Avcl-

lana nnx.

1398 TKKVISA Karth. De P. R. xvi. viii, Adamas . . passeb
nciier be quantite of a note avelane [1535 walnut]. 1875
IJLACKMOKK A. Lorraine III. xxvii. 340 From the sixe of an
ave!!an-nut to that of a small castane.

B. sb. A filbert- or hazel-nut. (See also quot. 1610.)

1398 TKKVISA Barth. De P. R. vn. Ixvii. (1495) 285 Crete
nottes Sc Auellanes. 1610 MARKHAM Mastcrp. \\. clxxiii.

484 Auellane, which we call the ashes of nut-shells burnt.

b. attrib. in Her., as applied to a kind of cross.

1611 GWILLIM Heraldrie in. i. 190 A Crosse Auellane.

1737 BKAULEY Fain. Diet., Avelane . . the Form of a Cross,
which resembles four Filberts in their Hu.sk;> or Cases, joined

together at the great End.

tA'velonge, awe-, awey-, a. Obs. [?a.
I eel. a/langr i^cf. Da. ajlang, Sw. ajlang}, itself a

late adaptation of L. oblongus OBLON<;.] Oblong
or oval ; drawn out of the square.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 17 Auelonge (y.r. awelonge, 1499
aweylongei, oblongus. Ibid. 517 Warpyn, or wex wronge
or avelonge, as vehselle, ohlotigo. lai$oo Ilarl. MS. No.

1002, 119 Oblongo, to make auelonge. 1828 CAKK Craven
Dial. I. 14 Avelang) elliptical, oval.

Ave Maria ^see below). [L. and It.], and

Aye Mary U'-v/jmeVri). [See AVE.] The
Hail Mary ! the angelic salutation to the Virgin
(Luke 'i. 28), combined with that of Elizabeth

(v. 42), used as a devotional recitation, with the

addition ,in more recent times) of a prayer to

the Virgin, as Mother of God ;
so named from its

first two words.
The words are : 'Ave [Maria] gratia plena, Dominus tecum ;

benedicta tu in mulieribus; et benedictus fructus ventris tui

[Jesus; Amen]. Sancta Maria, Mater Dei, ora pro nobis i

peccatoribus nunc et in hora mortis nostrae.' (The words

Jesus, Amen, were added by PopeUrban IV, 1261-66. They
are now omitted, since the addition of the prayer first

sanctioned by Pius V, 1568.)

1:1230 Ancr. I\. 46 |?ritti Pater nostres, & aue Maria efter

euerich Paternoster, c 1365 CHAUCER A A'CN., An Avemary
or twey. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catechism (1284)273 The

]

Salutatioun of the Angel Gabriel, callit the Ave Maria:
' Hail Marie ful of grace, our lord is with the, blissit art !

180/1 To say so many paternosters, avemarias, creeds. 1765
TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 414 Mumbling over Paternosters and
Ave Mary's. 1876 S. CURTIS in N.Amer. Rw. CXXIII. 52

Death gives him time only to recite an Avemaria and a
Paternoster.

b. - AVE sb. 2 a, 3 a.

1599 SANDYS Europse Spec. (1632^ 6 The devotion advised
is the Ave Marie, and the Bell which rings to it hath also
that name. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 166/1 Ave Maria is in

Italy, .about half an hour after sunset. .In many churches
. .the bells are also rung at the first dawn of day, and this

is called in Italy the morning Ave Maria.

(Of the Latin the usual Eng. pronunciation is e-"vi
t

*

marai'a, but fi'vr.marra after Italian, or 'restored Latin,'
is common ; some poets have nuVri.a after L. precedents.

Aveiiaceous (ajvAi^jas), a,
[f. L. avenace-us,

f. avena oats : see -ACEOUS.] Of the nature of, or

belonging to, oats
;
in Bot. belonging to the Avenx

or Oat-grasses, including the cultivated oats.

1775 ASH, Alienations. 1847 in CRAIG.

t A veilage. Obs. [a. F. a^nagCj f. aveitie,

avoine : L. aveiia oats ; cf. med.L. avi-nagiuw.]
A payment in oats made to a landlord or feudal

superior.
1594 XoRDKN.9/cf.r;V. Essex (1840 9 Barstable. .yeeldeth

greate store ofottes.. whence her Ma" 1 hath greate store

of prouision of alienage. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol.
Gen. 182 Avenage, or an homage ofoats, Avettariitm tribit-

turn. 1742 BAILEY, Aveaage, Oats paid to a Landlord in-

stead of other Duties.

t A'venant, a. and sb. Obs. Forms : 4-5 au-

avenant, -aunt(e, 4 auinant. North. 4-5 aven-

and, -aund, -ond^e, awenand, (auonand). [a.

OF. avenant, pr. pple. of avenir to arrive, happen,
succeed, to suit, betit, become : L. advemre* f. ad-

to + venire to come.]
A. adj.

1. Convenient, suitable, agreeable.
( 1300 A". Alls. 6333 They no haveth camayle, noolifaunt,
No kow, no hors avenaunt. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce in. 41
1'harfor me thynk maist awenand To withdraw ws. ('1440
Morte Art^.2627 Aketouns avenaunt for Arthur hym selfene.

b. with inf. Fit, able to. Cf. OF. avenant a.

c 1400 Octouian 923 No dosyper nas so avenaunt To stonde

hys strok.

2. Handsome, comely, graceful; pleasant.
1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 5020 pair bodys sal be semely

..\\'ith avenand lymes. 111440 Sir Degrev. 1309
'

Syre
duke avenaunt 1 pray the hold couvenaunt.' 1481 CAXTON
Myrr. \. xlv. 45 A lytil man is ofte wel made a,nd auenaunt.

B. sb. That which suits one
; convenience, pur-

pose. At or to one's avenant : at one's conve-

nience or pleasure, as suits one.
c 1400 1 'n'ainefy Gait>. 3174 He said, That war noght mine

avenant. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 370 One the morow sire De-

grevvant Dyght him at is avennaunt.

t A'venantly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. adj. + -LY 2
.]

Suitably, agreeably, pleasantly.
L 1350 M'itl. Palcrnc 3784 Armed at alle points and ave-

nantli horsed. Ibid. 4884 Alphouns. .auenauntli him grette.

t Ave'nary, -ery. Obs. [a. AF. avencrie,
= OF. avenicre : L. *avcnariat f. avenarins : see

next.] The office of the avener.
1601 TAIK Honsch. Ord. Ediv. //, 56 And receve livery

of hay, oates, and littere from the office of the avenery.

1627 R. PKRROT Jacobs Voive 48 Payable unto his Avenary.
1631 PO\VI-:LL Tom All Trades 168 The Masterof the Horse

preferrsto the Avenanarie [sic] and other Clarkeships offices.

Avence, obs. form of AVENS.

t Ave'iier. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 5 auey-

ner, 5-8 avener, 7 avenor, -our, -ar, (9 aveynor).

[a. OF. cwenicr, avener, oat-merchant : L. adj.

avenarius pertaining to oats.] A chief officer of

the stable, who had charge of the provender for

the horses.

[iz8z Petit, in Tower Loud., Sive Accipitrariorum, sjve
falconariorum, sive Avenariorum.] n 1400 in Wright Voc.

176 Abatis^ avener. c 1460 Bk. Cnrtasye in Baoees Bk.

(1868)305 pe Aueyner schalle prdeyn prouande . . For bo

lordys horsis. 1576 E.rp. in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. II. 51

The Avener, equiries and all others of the stable. 1671 F.

PHIUPPS Reg. Access. 223 The Equtrrie.s and Avenors. 1727
/fist. Reg., Chron. Diary 26 Appointed Avener and Clerk

Martial to the King. 1861 Eng. Home 80 He gave to the

aveynor the coarse lentil bread baked for that purpose.

Aveng, pa. t. of AFONG v. Obs. to take.

Avenge (ave'ndg), v. Forms: 4-6 auenge,

(4 awenge), 5 avenie (-jf), 5-6 aduenge, 5-

avenge. [a. OF. avengier (3rd s. pr. avenge\ f. a

to + vengier : L. vMicdrt to claim as one's own,

avenge : see VINDICATE. The pref. a- was often

in the i5-i6th c. expanded to ad-
y after assumed

Latin analogies ; cf. advertise, advance, flufcfftwwr]

1. To take vengeance, inflict retributive punish-

ment, exact satisfaction, or retaliate, on behalf of

(an injured person, violated right, etc.) ;
to vim.i-

cate. Const, on, upon, of (arch.), against iarch.

or obs.), (over obs.) the offender ; qf, against the

offence (arch.\ a. trans.

1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xx. 382 Now kynde me auenge.
c 1450 Merlin x. 155 He wolde his felowe a-venge yef he in

eny \vyse cowde. 1526 TINDALE Luke xviii. 3 Avenge [Wv-
CLIP, venge] me of myne adversary. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI,
i. iv. 94 Remember to auenge me on the French. 1655

MILTON Sottn. xviii, Avenge, O Lord, thy slaughtered saints.

1799 SHERIDAN Pizarro it. iv, Go, and avenge your fallen

brethren. 1866 NEALE Seq. % Hymns 74 Thou shalt avenge

Thy right.

b. refl. (on one's own behalf.)



AVENGE.
1 1380 Sir- Ferttmb. 1039 Auenge J>e her-of eft -one. 1481

CAXTOX Myrr. m. xiii. 162 Thus auenged he hj-m on her.

1587 GOLDINC De Morna.y xvi. 259 Brute Beasts . . they ad-

uenge themselues. 1861 HOOK Lives Abps. I. vii. 377 Edwy
had the power to avenge himself upon Dunstan.
**- x^37 DISRAEU I'enftiA i. ix, He. .avenged himself at

these moments for his habitual silence before third person^.

G. passively. (Chiefly with reflexive sense.)
c 1375 WVCLIF A rtfecrist 126 Crist was suffryng & for^aue,
& )>ei wolen be awengid. c 1440 Syr drxgktcr 448 On the

he will avenied be, 1483 CUCTOS Gold. Leg. 418/2, I shal

be aduengyd agenst the, 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxix. 84
\Vhen w-ilt thou be auenged of my aduersaries? 1667 MIL-
TON P. L. ix. 143 Hee to be aveng'd . . Determin'd to ad-

vance into our room A Creature form'd of Earth.

d. t'nfr. (refl. pron. omitted", To take vengeance.
1535 CO>-ERD.U^ Isa. i. 23, I must ease me of myne ene-

mies, and a venge [1611 auenge me] vpon them. 1611 BIBLE
Lev. xix. 18 Thou shalt not auenge [CO\-ERDALE, thyself],
nor beare any grudge against the children of thy people,

2. trans. To take vengeance, inflict retributive

punishment, or retaliate on account of, or to exact

satisfaction for (a wrong or injury, or the feelings
of resentment caused by iO. Const, as in I.

1377 LASCL. P. PI. B. XVIIL 101 For be J;is derkenesse ydo
his deth worth avenged. 1483 CAXTOX G. de la Tour H vij,

For to auenge his grete yre. 1541 BARNES H'ks. (15731289 i

The which God shall aduenge full straitly ouer you. 1611

BIBLE Hosea L 4, I will auenge the blood of lezreel vpon
the house of lehu. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rrt\ 112 To avenge
even a look that threatened her with insult, 1860 MASSEY
Hist. Eng. III. xxix. 267 Private grudges were avenged.

t 3. To take vengeance upon. Obs.

1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 206 Thy mercy in blessing and

forgiuing thy people, and thy judgment in avenging thine

enemies. 1666 [see AVEXCIXG rfrL s&.}
*" Neither in earlier, nor even in modern, usage

is the restriction of avenge and its derivatives to

the idea of just retribution, as distinguished from

the malicious retaliation of revenget absolutely ob-

served, although it largely prevails,

Ave'nge, sb. arch.
[f. prec. vb.] Execution of

vengeance; retributive punishment, retaliation

(either upon an offender, or on account ofa wrong*.
1568 Q. ELIZ. in H. Campbell Lore-kit. Mary Q. Scots

1824' App. 12 Fearing his avenge when he shall come to

age. 12x603 T - CARTWHIGHT Confut.Rhfnt. .V. T. <i6i8<668

"That for Gods glory in the avenge of Idolatry, .there should
be no rain for a time. 1880 Lit. ll'orld 31 Dec. 453/1 A
Spanish avenge for the death of Mary Queen of Scots.

Avengeance ^ave'nd^ens). ? Obs. [f. as prec.
after vengeance^ Avenging ; vengeance.
1535 COVERDALE Isa. Ixi. i The daye of y* avengeaunce of

cure God. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cydtr n. 11726149 This neglected,
fear Signal Avengeance.
Avenged ave'nd.^d, -.5ed

N

,///. a. [f.
AYEMJE z>.

+ -ED.] (One" on whose behalf vengeance is taken.

1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 7 Bring the avenged's son

anear.

Avengeful (ave-nd.^ful), a.
[f.

AVEXGE sb. +

-FUL.] Full of vengeance, vengeance-taking.
1591 SPENSER Tears of Jfttses 8 loues auengefull wrath.

1649 tr- -Alcoran 73 God will be avenged on him, he is om-

nipotent, and avengfull. 1763 CHURCHILL Duellist I. 95

Fearing his avengeful rod. 1841 D'ISRAELI Amen. Lit.

\. 19 His avengeful queen cast the mother . . into the river.

Avengement ^ave'nd^ment'. Also 5-7 au-,

6 adv-. [a. OF. avengenient, f. avengier: see

AVEXGE r. and -MENT.] Infliction of retributive

punishment, exaction of satisfaction, vengeance.
14^4 FABVAK cl. 'R- 1 In auengement of his sayd lordes

deth. 1535 Goodly Primer (1848) 64 Drawn to . . avenge-
ment, wrath, or such other vices. 1670 MILTON Hist.

iv. (ifsx) 167 Thir full avengement upon Ecfrid. 1795 T.

TAYLOR Afttleiusi -1823*21.2 He . . enjoyed the most grateful

avengement of corrupted nuptials. x8a6 E. IRVING Babylon
II. 310 The Lord, in all his avengements, hath.. an eye
to . . the reformation of the wicked.

Avenger Jave-ndjM). [f. AVEXGE &. + -ER 1
.]

1. He who avenges (the injured or the injury).

1535 COVERDALE Isa. xlL 14 The holyone of Israel thine

avenger [WYCLIF, ajeen bier*]. Josh. xx. 5 Yf the

auenger of bloude [WYCLIF, blood wreker, venger] folowe

vpon him. 1741 MIDDLETOS Cicero (1742) III. xi. 265 The
avenger of so many treasons. 1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. 130
Time, the avenger, unto thee I lift My hands and eyes.

i8r6GREES Skort Hist. i. i (1882,1 2 Every freeman was his

own avenger.

t2. He who takes vengeance on, or punishes

(the offender). Cf. AVENGE v. 3. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Ps. viit. 3 That thou desirie the enemy and

avengere [1382 venierej. a 1625 BOYS Wks. 11630* 878 And
they be called Auengers in that they persecute the friends

of God. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 241 Ere this he had return'd,

with fury driv'n By his Avenger.

Avengeress (ave-nd3eres). [f- prec.+-ES^.]
A female avenger.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. in. viii. 20 That cruell queene aven-

geres^e. 1855 SINGLETON I'irgil II. 123 The guilty doth th'

avengeress. .Tisiphone, Torment in mocker^-.

Avenging ,' ave'ndjirj), vbl. sb. [f. AVENGE e'.]

The action "of the vb. AVENGE; avengement.
1541 ELYOT Image Gcrt. 166 The auenge>-ng of his dis-

pleasure. 1666 BP. NORWICH Serni. 7 Nov. 27 Even in the

avenging ofconquer'd Enemies Moderation is advantagious.

1883 Atktwum i Dec. 700': The stor>' of a %-illain, of his

victims, and of their avenging.

Ave'nging,///- ^- [f-
as prec. +-IXG-.] That

avenge? or has as its attribute to avenge.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. vii. 47 The bitter dint of his aueng-

581

ing blade. 1*67 MILTOX P. L. Ml. 184 Whose just avenging
ire Had driven out th

1

ungodly from his sight. 1781 GIBBON
Dfci 4- F. II. 119 An avenging Deity. 1836 HOE. SMITH
Tat Tntmp. 118761 183 Wielding the avenging thunder.

Ave'ngfingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] In an

avenging manner, with vengeance, vengefully.
1814 GALT Kothflan III. vi. vii. 71 The same day thai

he so avengingly visited Sir Amias. 1843 Blaclm: Mag.
LIII. 305 Avengingly out from the cloud Come the levin,

the bolt, and the ball 1

Aveniform ,av/-niffum\ a. [f.
L. az'ena oats

+ -FOBM.] Having the form or appearance of oats,

oat-like. 1881 in Syd. Soc. La.
Avenin (avfnin\ [f. as prec. + -is.] The ni-

trogenous principle of the oat.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chfm. I. 476 Avenin . . [is] probably
identical with legumin.

tAveTlom, v. Obs. \p.Of.aoaiimt-r=atoeni-
mer: see \-pref. IO, and cf. AXYEXOM.] To poison.
c 1314 Guy H'ar-^'. 98 His annes alle a-venimed beth.

Avenor, corrupt form of AYEXER.
Avenous 'avrnss), a.

[f. \-fref. 14 + L. ivH-a

vein + -<:ii's. Az'fnious (Mayne Exp. Lex. 1853)
is a bad form.] \Vithout veins, veinless.

1881 in Syd. Sec. Lc.r.

Avens ^'venz). Her!'. Forms : 3-; avence, ;

avance, avans. 6 avaunce, 6-7 auens. 6- avens.

[a. OF. azenec ;
in med.L. az'eiu'ia, -aneia, -an/ia ;

origin unknown.] 1'opular name of two species
of the genus Gcum (X.O. Rosacex^, the \Yood
Avens or Herb Bennet G. urbanitm . formerly

j

used medicinally and to give a clove-like flavour to

ale, and Water Avens G. riz'ale
;

also applied to

the subalpine Mountain Avens Dryas oetopelala .

c 1250 in Wright I'oc. iW. *

,'555 Arentia. avence. harefot.

.1420 Liber Cocorjtm 1862 42 Rede nettel crop and avans
also, a 1500 Rfl. Ant. I. 53 Tak avaunce, matfelon, yarow.
1578 LVTE Dodotns 133 The leaues of Sanamunda, Auen>.
or Herbe Bennet, are rough. 1616 SURFLET Cciuitr. f-it'-";

182 Costmarie and Auens . . haue the taste of Pepper and
Cloues. 1858 KIXGSLEV Misc. I. 176 The avens fairest and
most modest of all the water-side nymphs, .with a soft blush

upon her tawny cheek. 1863 BARING-GOULD Icclaitd JQO 1 he

pale mountain avens with its sunnv heart.

+ Ave'nt, z-. Obs. [a. AF. tn-cntf -r

renter, mod.F.rz'enffr}: Romanic*f.i7VH/<j.Y, f. L.

ex out -r Z'iiilns wind.]
1. trans. To air, to refresh with cool nir, iv*.

by opening the front of the helmet so as to admit
it ; henee. to open x

the helmet for this purpose.
1375 BARBOUR Brute vi. 305 That of his basnet than had

tane To awent hym [r. r. tak the air] for he wes hate.

c 1400 Destr. Troy xv. 7000 He voidet his viser, auentid

hym seluyn- c 1440 cric Fler. 1941 As he schulde hys
helme avente, A quarell smote hym. r 1450 Merlin \x. 335
Thei were well refreshed and a-vented.

2. refl. and intr. To come out or escape into the

open air ; Jig. to escape from confinement. Hence
i Aventing z-bl. sb.

i 1375 WVCLIF Scnu. iSel. Wks. 1869 I. 219 Whanne \K\
I ben aventid . . Goddis lawe lymyteb how bes wA-ndis shulen

I passe awei. -1380 De Psfudo-Frcrcs Wks. iiSSo> 319
I It were good to many men bat ben closid in bise ordris J>at

bei disporteden hem in be world . for siche auentyng many
times fordoib enuye, ire & lust.

Aventail, -ayle se venfl'. Forms: 4-9
aventail^e. -ayle. 4-: aventaille. -ale, avan-

taille, adventayle. fa. AF. *anntail=QY. es-

ventail air-hole, f. esventer see prec.^: the Lat.

type is *exz'eiitaeulum (cf. propiignaculuni . For
the form in adv-, see An- pref. 2.]

The movable front or mouthpiece of a helmet,
which may be raised to admit fresh air.

t 1340 Grtit'. ff Gr. fCftt. 608 Wyth a ly^tli %Tysoun ouer
be auentayle. c 1374 CHAUCER Troyhu v. 1558 As he drough
a kynge by th' avantaille. aiyaaiOctoHuw 1153 Hys ad-

ventayle he gan unlace. 1460 Lybcaits Disc. 1618 Pysane,
aventayle, and gorgere. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. n. iii,

And lifted his barred aventayle. 1842 Blaclr.i: Mag. LII.

171 With pierced aventails for the eyes and mouth.

Aventine (arventain). [ad. L. Az'cntinus ^sc,

moiis one of the seven hills of Rome.] Jig. A
secure position, a '

strong tower.' (Obs.)

1x625 BEACM. & FL. an Webster' Into the castle's tower,

The only Aventine that now is left him. 1626 MASSISGKR
J\cm. Actor i. i, I expect No favour from him. My strong
Aventine is That great Domitian.

f Ave'ntre, '' Obs. [Of doubtful formation

and meaning. ,7116 form suggests F. a to + ventre

belly.] ^Seequot.)
1557 A". A rthur iCoplandt \\. xviii, He dressed his shelde,

and they auentred their speres. 1596 SPENSER /". Q. in. i.

28 Her mortal speare She mightily aventred towards one.

And downe him smot. Ibid- iv. vi. u And eft aventring
his steele-headed launce Against her rode.

t Aveirtore. Obs. [a. OF. az'cnture (see AD-
VENTCRE sb\ used spec, in Eng. law-books of death

by accident pure and simple, as distinguished from

mtsaz'tnturt, in which some amount of negligence
is implied.] (See quot.)
[1292 BRITTON i. viti.] 1672 MANLEY Interpr., A-.-ctttnrc

. .is a Mischance, causing the death of a Man. without

Felony ; as when he is suddenly d_rowned or burnt, falling
into the Water or Fire. 1809 ISo in TO.MLINS La-.v Diet.}

Aventure, obs. form of ADTESTLRE sb. and v.

AVER-

Aventurine, -in ave*ntiurin . Also avant-.

[a. F. at'fff^urifz^, ad. It. awenturiiw, f. att'cntura

chance ; so called from its accidental discover}-.]

1. A brownish-coloured glass interspersed with

small gold-coloured spangles, manufactured first

at Murano, near Venice. Also called Artificial

aventurint, Ai'tnturine glass. Gold flux.
1811 PixKEKTox/'f/rrt/. II. 461 With an "effect resembling

aventurine, 1883 W. WILLIAMS in Gftitl. ^fag. July 94
Aventurir.e. .is a kind of glass of a pale brownish colour,
brown pink I should call it. Bedded and suspended in this

are innumerable brilliant gold-like spangles.

2. transf. A variety of quartz, spangled with

yellow scales of mica, resembling the preceding in

appearance.
1858 TfcXSAXT CaiaL Brit. FCS.S. 77 Earthy Minerals

Rock Crystal, Amethyst, Cairngorm. Avanturine. 1861

C. KING Ant. Gents .iS66 63 The true Aventurine, or

Goldie-stone. .takes a high p:.^h. 1863 WATTS Did. Chew.
I. 476 Avenlurin or Avanturin.

3. The colour or appearance of aventurine.

1791 HAMILTON Berttwllcfs Dyeing 1 1. n. in. %ii, The wax
h coloured . . for aventurine or gold-colour with orpiment.

4. attrib. Aventurine glass see I ; aventurine

glaze, a glaze for porcelain \\hich produces a

similar gold-spangled brown colour ;
aventurine

felspar or sunstone. a mixture of oligocla-e and

orthoclase spangled with yellowish or reddish

crystals ; aventurine quartz (see 2\
1875 URE Diet. Aris I. 277 Aventurine glass owe- it-

golden iridescence to a cr>*stalline separation of metallic

copper from the mass coloured brown by the peroxide of

iron. 1816 C LEAVELAXD.V/tt. 261 Aver.!-:-:'~e Feldspar, .con-

tains little spangles or points, which reject a brilliant light.

Avenue pe*v/hi , sb. Also ~ advenue. ave-

new^e. avennue. [a. F. avenue sb. from fern. pa.

pple. of az'cnir : L. adi'enire. f. ad to -r i
:en:re to

come (after which spelt avenue by some in 16

i;th c, . Occas., in iSth c.. accented cn'mut.]
f 1, The action of coming to ; approach. Obs.

1639 SALT-MARSH Pract. Pc-lific 23 The fir-t heate you rai-c

by your avenues and addresses will coole.

2. ~{n. A way of access or approach ; a pa*sage
or path of entrance or exit. (Formerly a regular
mili tan.' term.) Now chiefly fig.

1600 H'.-LL-i.Ni- Lh'y xxxv. J. 517 Herr.ieuni. where i> the

advenue [trait-situs] out of B-itotia into the Hand of Eubcea.

,11672 Wcvi> Life :!ii :f Co!. Le-^e . . with the reert

guarded the towne and avenews. 1678 Bv^Lts Htu1. in, i.

1500 With holy water, like a sluice To overflow all avenues.

1800 STUART in It 'tlksUy Disp. .1877 577 It becomes in-

cumbent on us to watch . . ihi- avenue to India.. .

.~V. 1603 HOLLAND Pltitartk 160. I have prevented thee

o Fortune I have stopped up all thy avenewe>. 1655 1--

STRANGE Chas. /, 8 To whom we dare not think the ad-

venue's of eternal blessednesse precluded. <.-x74aC.WEs.LtY
in Southey H VjV<^* ' 1846 I. xiii. $-orii>ff, Guard each avenue
to thy flutt'ring heart, And act the sister'^ and the Chris-

tian's part. 1876 GREEN Shcrt Hist. ix. 9. 607 To Scot-

land the Union opened up new avenues of wealth.

3. The chief approach to a country-house, usually
bordered by trees

;
hence, any broad roadway bor-

dered or marked by trees or other objects at regular
intervals. Sometimes used of the trees alone, with

tacit disregard of the road they overshadow.
'The current literal sense, app. introduced by Evelyn. 1

1654 EVELYN Diary 25 Aug., The avenue was vngraceful.

1664 Syh-a AdvL,. That this may yet be no prejudice to

the meaner capacities let them read for a'-enuf. the princi-

pal walk to the front of the house, or seat. 1669 WORLIDGE
Syst. Aerie. ii68i' 321 .-Jrmwci.Ways or Passages, or Row>
or Walks of Tree^. 1707 FARQL HAR Btaux' Strat, iv. i,

Drawn bv the Appearance of your handsome House . . and

walking up the Avenue. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede in
Arthur Donnithorne passed under an avenue cf limes and
beeches. 1862 STANLEY Jen*. Ch. 1877' I. iv. 74 Tneavenue
of sphinxes leading to the huge gateway.
4. A fine wide street Used csp. in I". S.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. ff It. Jrnls. II. 209 They hardly
look like streets at all, but. nevertheless have names printed
on the corners, just as if they were stately avenues. -I/ft/.

Northumberland Avenue leading to the Thames Embank-
ment.

5. The ambulacrum or double row of pores for

the protrusion of the tube-feet in sea-urchins.

1841 E. FoRBts Brit. Starfish 152 There are five pair:- of

avenues : they run from mouth to anus. 1870 RoLLtsiox
Anim. Life 141 Along the medial line of each radial avenue.

A'venue, v. [f. prec. sb.] To make into an

avenue ; to form avenues in ; to line.

1865 CoruJi. J/fif. Aug. 224 The too-fragrant exotic> which
avenue its lengths,

t A*veny. Ofa. Anglicized form of AVAXIA ;

cf. F. avanU.
1676 TLONGE Diary i_>5 ifi Afrayd least an aveny (fine

should have been layd on them. "1682 WHELER Journ.
Greece iv. 298 One runs the risque of having the Barque
burned, and an Aveny set upon you besides. i68 LUTTHF.LI.

Brief Rcl. (1857' I. 177 The Turks .. lay greater avenies

\printfd avenue's] on that trade than ever.

Aver (tfi'vai\ sb. Obs. exc, dial. Forms: a. 4
aueyr. auere. haver, 4-5 auer. 5 aveer, hawere.
FL 5 auers. averys. . 5 auoyre, havoire, auoir,

hauoyr, havyoure, havnr. 5-6 hauour, hauoir.

6 hauor, avyoure. In sense 3 in Sc. 6 avir, 6-

aver. 8- aiver. [a. OK. aveir, aver, mod.F. avoir
,

possession, property, stuff,
'

stock/ cattle, domestic



AVER.

animals, beasts of burden; lit.
'

having,* subst. use
of aveir, avoir : L. habcre to have. So It. avere
'

substance, goods, stocke, chattle
*

(Florio) ; Sp.
averts, /taveres, pi.,

'

goods, wealth, substance
*

;

whence med.L. aver, avere, averhtm, averum,
f sub-

stance, goods/ and avera, averia, pi. (in Anglo-
Lat.),' beasts, cattle,* sing. averutn,-iutn, sometimes
averia, 'beast,* averiits, affrits, offer, 'beast of

burden, draught-horse.* Eng. had only the Norman
form aveyr, aver, bef. 1400 ;

the i5th c. introduced
avoir from literary French, from Caxton onward

havoir, havor, HAVOUK (q.v.) in sense i. The
earlier aver was retained in north, dial, only in a

special sense (3).]

1. &,. coll. sing. Possession, property, estate, wealth ;

money.
" 1330 R. HRIVXI: Chron. 124 In suilk felon ie gadred

grete auere, t 1340 HAMI'OI.K Prose Tr. 24 Muchelle haver
of worldely goodis. 1393 LAXGI,. /'. PI. C. vn. 32 J>at men
wende ich were, as in aueyr, riche. t 1450 Merlin xi. 167
Thei boughten londes and rentes . . with the auer that was
departed. 1496 Dives <y Paup. (W. de W.I vn. iv. 279/2
Unryghtfull occupyenge of ony . . auer in this worlde, is

called theeft. ?i5$8 Sir Lamha-i'cll 150 in Furniv. Percy
Folio I. 149, I am a knight without hawere.

/5. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4723 Havoire withuiite possessioun.
(1410 LOVE Ronavent. Mirr. xxiv. (Gibbs ,M S. ) 53 All

worldly ryches as in Aver [1530 IV.de /^WwV f hanoyr|. (1450
Merlin xx. 357 All the grete auoir that thei luiddt con-

quered. 1483 Act i Rich. ///, "iv. i Persones of noo sub-
staunce ne havur. 1529 MURK Comf.agst. Trib, in. Wk-;.

1221/1 A manne of some hauor and substaunce. 1600 H<>L-
LASD Lhy xxxv. xxii. 900 Of any havoir, worth and worship.
b. plural. Possessions, goods, riches.

11440 Partonope 775 Gold and ryche a\erys. 1450
Merlin vi. 106 As sone as he hadde the grete auers.

2. //. Farm-stock, cattle, domestic animals of any
kind, beasts.

Common in Anglo-French and Anglo-Latin; though no
\crnacular instances have been found, the next sense mu>t
have arisen out of it.

[1292 UKITTON n. xxiii. $ 6 Cum il tleit aver pasture a toles
maneres des avers, et ne ly soit mie suffer! for qe a une
manere de avers, (i.e. When he ought to have pasturage
for all kinds of avers (beasts), and he is allowed to ha\e it

only for one manner of averse ?*ri3oo Rc%, Majest. \\.

x.vvii, Averia, id est, animalia muta itransl., Avers, that i>,

dumb-animals). <. 1481 Lirn.Krox Tenures 71 Si come
jeo bayle a vn home mes hrebits a compcster sa terre, ou mes
lucfs a arer la terre, et il occist mes auer-. (r 1574 trans).,
If I lend to one my Shecpe to lathe his Land, or my Oxen
to plow the Land, and he killelh my Cattell.'l

3. .*'/// ;
r
. A beast of burden, a draught ox or

horse ; hence, spec, a horse used for heavy work, a
cart-horse

;
and in later usage, in north, dial., an

old or worthless horse.

[1285 Stat. ll'esttit. 2 c. iS Vicecomes liberal ei omnia
catalla debitoris, exceptis bobus et affris caruc;r. 11618
PULTON transl., All the CattelU of the debtor, sailing onely
his Oxen and beasts of his Plough.) ?.. / 'itr Al'hat. S.
AlbanL 76 (Du C.t Centum e<juos, quorum alii erunt manni,
alii \'ero runcini, alii summarii, alii veredarii, alii vero
averii. (transl., A hundred horses, of which some shall be
cob.-, . . some avers, i] c 1505 I H;NBAR l-'lytlm; 229 And eager
aviris castis bayth coilli^ and creili-. 1536 HEU.KSDKNK
Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 269, I sail gar him draw like ane avir
in ane cart. 1509 JAMES I Basil. Doron (1603162 A kimlely
auer will never become a good horse. 1674 RAY A. Conntr.
Wds., Average . .deduced from the old word .-/TW[Averium]
signifying a labouring bca^t. 1691 Hi.oi'M Law /'/< .'. s.v.

AJfri itransl. Spelman), In Northumberland, to thi*. day,
they call a dull or slow Horse, a False aver, or . \fer, 1820
SCOTT Monast. 11867) 521/1 An auld jaded aver tu ride

upon.
Aver (/iv.v.0, v. Pples. averred, averring.
Forms: 4 -7 auer, 6-7 au averre, 7-8 averr, 6-
aver. [a. F. avercr, cogn. with 1'r. averar, It.

avverare : late L. *adverare to make true, %-erify,

prove to be true, f. ad to (factitive) + vJnts true.

Sense 2 was the earlier in Fr.]

fl. trans. To declare true, assert the truth of

(a statement". Obs.
c 1380 WVCI.IF U'ks. (1880) 306 We auer J>U wliat iude seij>

of apostatao. 1602 WARNJ.R All'. Eng. .xt. Ixv. 11612' 280
Loue 1> a lurdly Fea>.t, he writL-s, and I the same aucrre.

1634 46 Row tti&t, Kirk (18421 106 That youths doe not
maintaine fals opinion^, howbeit averred by Aristotle or
other profane authors.

t 2. To prove true, confirm, verify. Obs.

1548 iAmO ABBOT in Strype /-'a/. Mem. II. i. xv. 122 This

lying Jesuit can shew no letter . . to aver thiv his calumnia-
tion. <t 1593 H. SMITH tt'ks. (1867) II. 60 That answer ..

seemeth to aver the truth of that which I say. 1603 Kxoi us
Hist. Turks 132 Onely so farre as shall be . . by the autho-

rity of good Histories to be auerred. 1678 Trans. Crt. Spain
52 If the Crime be averred, the Criminal will be so too.

3. Law. To prove or justify a plea ; to offer to

justify an exception pleaded ; to make an aver-

ment. Const, as in 4.

1490 Act 4 //c;/. F//, xx, The pleyntif . . may averre that

the said recovers . . was had by covyne. 1586 J. HOOKER
Crirahi.Irel, \\\Holinsh. 1 1. 180/2 The appellant wa>demanded
whether he would auerre his demand or not ; who when he
had affirmed that he would, the partie defendant . . did an-
swer as did the other, that he would auerre it by the swoord.

1676-7 MARVELL Corr. 286 Wks. 1875 II. 520 He cannot
averre against the Record of his conviction. 1847 C. AD-
PISON Contracts i. i. i (1883) i^ No one can be permitted
. .to aver or to prove anything in contradiction to what he
hab solemnly and d<jlilx:rately avowed by deed.

582

4. To assert as a fact ; to state positively, affirm.

a. trans, with simple obj.

1583 STANVHURST Acneis in. lArb.j 84 What sooth thec

virgin auerreth, Shee frams in Poetry. 1691 RAY Creation
1. 11704) 159, I shall only averr what myself have sometimes
observed. 1839 JAMES Louis XIV, IV. 46 What one author
avers upon the subject, another denies.

b. with complement or inf. phr.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, v. xi, The Latyn worde why.:he

that is referred Unto a thynge whych is substancyall, For
a nowne substantyve is wel averred. 1581 SIDNEY Def.
/*<v>(Arb. ' 52 How often doe the Phisitians lye, when they
auer things good for sicknesses. 1699 BKNTLKY Phal. 384
Which being . . within the reach of my own Knowledge, I do
averr to be a Calumny. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. iv. (1867)
100 Is a mystic prediction averred to be unfulfilled?

C. with subord. cL Cf. quot. 1490 in 3.

1624 GATAKER Transnbst. 80 Both averre that the Ele-
ments in the Eucharist after consecration retaine. .the same
nature and substance. 1798 CohKRii;i; Anc. Mar. n. iv,

They all averr'd I had killed the Bird That brought the fog
and mist. 1838 DICKENS Xiclt. A"/V. xxx, The shopman
averring that it was a most uncommon fit.

d. absol. quasW;//r.
1599 GREKM-: George a Gr. (i86i>264 But, gentle King, for

so you would aver, And Edwards betters, I salute you both.

1852 Miss YONGE Cameos II. xiii. 145 On good authority as
he avers.

5. To assert the existence or occurrence of. arch.
1611 SMAKS. Cyinb. \. v. 203 Auerring notes Of Chamber-

hanging, Pictures. 1641 MILTON Ch. Discip. Wks. 1738 I.

15 ,/Esop's Chronicles auer many stranger Accidents. 1673
CAVE Print. Chr. i. ix. 278 Augustine both avers the custom
and gives the reason. 1845 R. HAMILTON Pop. Kduc. ix. 214
Hobbes . . strongly avers this prerogative of the Ruler.

Aver, obs. form of A-FIKE and EVER.

Aver-, in some compound terms pertaining to

feudal usage, appears to be connected with AVEK-
A<;E j/\l Of these terms, we have only the ex-

planations (usually inferences from the assumed

derivation) offered by legal editors of i6th and I ;th

centuries, which are of very doubtful value :

f 1. Aver-corn. '.' Corn paid as a feudal due
or in lieu of service.

[1263 CAafferin Thorn Citron. 1912/2 Quoddam servitium
annuum quod avercoru vocatur, sub menstira minus certa.]

1670 BI.OLNI Laii.< Diet., Aver-corn, is such Corn, as by
Custom is brought by the Tenants Carts or Carriages to

the Lords Granary or I Jam. ? 1695 K.KNNKTT Gloss., Aver-
corn a reserved rent in corn paid to religious houses by
their tenants or fanners.

t 2. Averland. ? hand subject to '

average.'
1670 13 LOU XT Law Diet., Averland, Item Cellarius libere

soleoat capere omnia stenjuilinia ad suum opus in omni
vico, nisi ante ostia eorum qui haljebant Averland. Mon.
Angl. i. par. fol. 302. a. It seems to have been such Land
;is the Tenants did plow and manure, cum averiis suis, for

the proper Use of a Monastery or Lord of the Soil : [Chron.
y, de Hrakelonda 75) Quod autem nunc vocatur Averland,
fuit terra rusticorum, which was subject to Averages, or the
Lord's Carriages.

f3. Averpenny. ? Money paid in lieu of 'aver-

age.* (Cf. AvKKAGE 1
quot. 1206.)

1253 I 378 st- M- Mag**- Coll. MS. in *,ih Rep. R. Com.
/fist. MSS. (1874) 4_5Q

i [Richard ii. 1378, 12 May. Con-
firmation to the Knights Hospitallers of charters granted to

the Templars by Henry iii in 1224, and 1253; of which
charters the latter . . exempts them from all taxes and tolls,

including] wardepeny et averpeny et hundredepeny et bor-

ghelpeny et thethingepeny. 1579 RASTELL Expos. Term.
26 Averpeny, that is to bee quite of diuers summes ofmoney
for the kinges auerages. 1691 Y>LQ\."X~\' Law Diet,, Averpeny
(quasi average-pen^ is Money contributed towards the

Kings Averages, or Money given to be freed thereof.

f4. Aver-silver. ? = Aver-penny. (Halliwell

suggests:
' A custom or rent so called, originating

from the cattle, or avers of the tenants of the soil.')

A'verage, sh^- Old Law. Forms : 5- average ;

Sc. 6 avarage, arage, arrage, aryage, 6-9 arri-

age. fin OF. ave&ge i^Godef.) andmed. (Anglo-
1

:

L. averagiitiii, apparently the same as avera in

Domesday Book, explained by Spelman as ' one

day's work which the king's tenants gave to the

sheriff.' In the vernacular form, only in Scotch,

where also phonetically worn down to arage (cf.

laverok, lark, favorand,farrand\ and spelt arriage
in association with carriage. Origin uncertain.

Early explanation:) evidently treated avera as latini/eil

form of OF. wre, in-re work. Sir J. Skene referred It to

aver * beast of burden,' and so explained the meaning; but
his proposed explanation (since repeated in the Law Diets.)
is hardly supported by the early use of averaglimt and
OF. average. Danish mtvtrt

*

average, soccage-uuty,' sug-
gested by Wedgwood, is (with its Romance suffix) a more
recent word than averagiinn, and not possibly its source.

Mr. C. I. Klton, from the actual use of avera, is disposed to

revert to the idea of referring it to O F. ovre, tfZ're, its form

being pel haps affected by the use of avcre, aver, for pro-

perty and cattle. He compares avcragimn with F. ouvragc,
and med.L. operaginw.]
Some kind of service due by tenants to the feudal

superior. Explained in the Law Dictionaries,
since Sir J. Skene, as '

service done by the tenant

with his beasts of burden* (see above). Known
chiefly in the phrase

*

arriage and carriage,' retained

in Scotcli leases till 20 Geo. II, but having in later

times no definitely ascertained meaning.
[1085 Domesday Bk. I 9 b (Kent* In Berhani hundredo . .

de auera, id est servitium, LX solidi. I 132 b (Her-

AVERAGE.
fordsh.) In seniitio regis imienit unam aueram et inwardui
sed iniuste et per vim. 1206 Fine Rolls of% John (V^
Tenures ofKent 366} Ita ut xenia et auerag^a et alia ope
qua fiebant de terris iisdem conuertentur in redditum d
nariorum segros alentem. Rental ofRoyal Manorof If

(Spelman 2941 Quod unumquodque Averagium aestivale fit

debet inter Hokeday et gulam August!, et per diem sa
bati. Monast, Angl. I. 302 1,1655) Solebant etiani homin

viljje
ire apud Langmhet, et reportare Averagium de a

guillis de Southraye. 1371 Ituientitre hetw. Earl Alcntei.

$ C'tess. Fife (JAM. i Cum auaragiis et caragiis.] 1489 ,-!t

Jas. IV(-$ Feb.) vii, All landes, rentes, custumez, burro
malez, fermes, martes, mutoun, poultre, average, cariag
and vtheres dewiteis. 1534 MS. in Regr. Off. (JAM.) That I

should pay a rent of 2o/. usual mony of the realm ; 4 dozi

poultrie, with all aryage and carriage, and do service u
and wont. 1549 Coinpl. Scot. xv. 125, I am maid ane slai

of my body to ryn and rashe in arrage and carraige. 151
SKKNE De Verb. Sign. <JAM.!, Arage. .vtherwaies Arerag
signifies service quhilk the tennent aucht to his master, 1

horse, or carriage of horse. 1641 Termes de la Ley 33
1754 KKSKINE Princ. Sc. Law (iSog) 191 Clauses were fo

merly thrown into most tacks, obliging tenants to servio

indefinitely, under the name of arriage and carriage, i

services use and wont. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, viii, Regul,
payment of mail-duties, kain, arriage, carriage, etc. 18;
Toinhns' Laiu Diet. , A rriage and carriage, indefini

services prohibited by 20 Geo. II. c. 50 21, 22.

Average (arraedg), sb? Forms : (5 auerayj
7 auei1- avaridge,-7 averige, 8 avirage, 5- ave:

age. [Appears first ^1500: the corresponds
tenn in F. is avarie, Cotgr. 1611 avaris (V plural
Catalan averia

t Sp. averia (also found as haberia

Pj;. and It. avaria
; also in Du. avarij, haven

(jer. hafarei, havarie, Da. havari, all from tl

Romance langs. The earliest instances occur i

connexion with the maritime trade of the Meclite

ranenn
; but the derivation is uncertain (see below

The Eng. aiterays (plural) in Arnold's Chron. (

not a misprint) was probably meant for the ]

word ; the form average (also in Arnold's Chron
is confined to English, and evidently formed c

the model of lodemanage (pilotage), primage, etc

see -ACE.]
I. Maritime use.

1 1. orig. A duty, tax, or impost charged upc

goods ; a customs-duty, or the like. Obs.
i The original use of avaria, averia, avarie in the inai

time codes, ordinances, and records of the Mediterranean,

[dizoo Assises f>f Jerusalem xlii (Pardessus I. 277', J

-.achies que selui [aver] qui est gete ne doit estre con
fors tan t com il cousta o toutes ses avaries (transl. ) Know th,

that property which is thrown overboard shall be reckon*

only at what it cost with all its charges : in Venetian vc

sion da^ii c spesc, i.e. duties and expenses), c 1*50 (V>

snladodelMar lix.i 1791) Lo nnlit e les avaries (i.e. the freigl

and charges'. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1783) III. 4:

The Averia, or tax paid on account of convoys to guard tl

ships sailing to and from America.] 1502 ARNOLD Chro.
180 Andouer that allemanerofgrauntis. .of yourecustum-
or subsidyes or auerage . . be voyd and in none efTecte. i6<

E. CHAMBKRI.AYNE St. Gt. Brit. \. in. i. (1743) 146 The goo<

ofClerg>
rmen are discharged .. from Tolls and Customs

Average, Pontage, Murage, Pavage. 1760 BURN Eccl. La
11797) III. 204 Ecclesiastical persons ought to be quit ar

discharged of tolls, customs, avirage, pontage, paviage, ar

the like.

2. Any charge or expense over and above th

freight incurred in the shipment of goods, an

payable by their owner. :

v
ln this sense it sti

occurs in petty average, and the now inoperath

phrase, average accustomed in Bills of Lading : se

quotations 1540 and |S6.)
1491 in Arnold Chron. 112 And ouer that to pai or doo p.i

all maner auerays as wel for Hurdeux as for Thamys. i

Act 32 Hen. I'll I, xiv, Kraight in any shipp .. for etiei

tonne hoinewardes xiiji. \\\yd., and for primage and lod

manage of euery tonne \\d. Stirling, with all auerage^ a
:u- turned after thold use and custume of English Shippt
1670 HI.OUNT Law Dit't. t Az'cragL', is also a little Dut;
which those Merchants, who send Goods in another Mai

Ship, do pay to the Master of it, for his care over an

above the Freight ; for in Bills of Lading it is expressed

Paying so much Freight for the said Goods, with Primaj;
and Average accustomed. 1682 SCARLETT Exchanges -2\

Then he . . may receive the goods, paying the Shippi
his Freight and Avaridge ; but if there be extraordinai

Avarldge, or if the goods be damaged, then the sum
the damage, and of the extraordinary Avaridge, must I

deducted from the sums that I), E and G are to receivi

they being as Uodomerers or Assurers. 1865 J. TEKS Lav
Brit. Skip. ted. 9) 203 The term 'average' [in bills i

l.ulin^] applies to certain small charges, called Petty or a
citstomcd average*., of which, generally, one-third falls 1

the ship, and two-thirds to the cargo. Both these indefini!

terms . . are often adjusted at a precise sum for the voyagi

3. spec. The expense or loss to owners, arisin

from damage at sea to the ship or cargo.
[1556 84 See Guidon de la Mer, PardesMis V. 387. 161

COIUK., Avaris, decay of wares, or merchandise; lecka^

of wines ; :iUo, the charges of the cariage, or measurjr
thereof.] i6ia MABBK Alenians Guzman D'Alf. n. i27'l

defray the charges of averige ; for it will not be alwaii

faire weather. [MM4 SlBUIAH, Av'eraginw . .k Gall, avar
..est clctrimentum, quod vehendis mercibus accidit ; i

fluxio vini, fruinenti corruptio, mercium in tempestatibi

ejectio. Quibus addunt vecturae sumptus, et nece?,!.ari

alia; iiupensec.] 1755 M.AGLNS luster. I. 347 Suppose that

this Silver, during the Voyage \ had been aiminibhed

that is an Average or Loss, whatever it is called, of 25 p
Cent. Ibid. II. 74 An Action for the Damage or Decay
any Ships or Goods, that are insured, generally call*

Average, must be brought within a Year and a half
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furthest, if such Average happened within the limits of

Knrope or Harbary. 1848 AKXOI:U> Mar. /nsrtt; (1866) I. i.

v. 234 The word '

Average,' as employed in this clause,

means 'partial loss by sea damage.'
4. The incidence of any such charge, expense, or

loss ; csp. the equitable distribution of expense or

loss, when of general incidence, among all the

parties interested, in proportion to their several

interests.

Particular Average is the incidence of the partial loss

or damage of ship, cargo, or freight, through unavoidable

accident, upon the individual owners (or insurers) of these

respective interests.

GeneralAverage is apportionment of loss caused \>y inttw*

tional damage toship (e.g. cutting away of masts or boats',

or sacrifice of cargo and consequent loss of freight, or of

expense incurred by putting into a port in distress, by ac-

ceptance of towage or other services, to secure the general

safety of ship and cargo; in which case contribution is made

by the owners (or insurers) of ship, cargo, and freight in pro-

portion to the value of their respective interests.

(In connexion with Maritime Law and Marine Insurance

this has come to be the prevailing sense of the word. Its first

known occurrence is in the i4th c. Civil Statute of Cataro

(Pardessus V. 971, where it is enacted that anything given
as a present or 'Christmas-box' (pro strcna\, or paid in

tribute (Pedocia\ with the consent of the majority, for the

good of the vessel, shall be shared by way of average (illud

dividaturper avariami. Cf. quot. 1603, 1727.!

1598 W. PHILLIP Linschotens Trav. in Arb. Garner III.

413 In their ships there is no Average. For when there hap-

peneth any loss, or that any goods are thrown overboard,
he standeth to the loss that oweth the goods without any
more accounts, etc. 1603 Act i Jas. /, xxxii, The Master,
Owner, and Shipper, payinge the same frate for repair of

Dover Harbour], shall have allowance of the Marchants, ac-

cording to the rate of the Goodsin the same Shippe, Vessel!,

or Grayer, by way ofAverage. 1607 CO\VELL Int. , A verage
..is also used for a certaine contribution that merchants
and others doe every man proportipnably

make toward their

losses, who have their goods cast into the sea for the safe-

gard of the shippe, or of the goods and lives of them in the

shippe in time of a tempest. 1622 MAI.VNI:S Anc. Law-
Merch. 136 In such a case, when goods by stormes are cast

ouer-boord, it shal not be made good by contribution or

aueridge, but by the Masters owne purse : For if hee over-

burthen the Ship above the true marke of lading, hee is to

pay a fine. 1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3339/4 All Persons the

Freighters of the Ship call'd the St. Jago Briganteen . .

which was cast away . . upon the Coast of Portugal, are de-

sired to go to the Jamaica Coffee-House . . to sign an Instru-

ment of a general Average, in order to receive their Divi-

dend of the Goods saved. 1713 Ibid. No. 4872/3 The whole
must come into a general Average, that every one concerned
in the Loss may receive a due Proportion of what is saved.

1727 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Average or Avfruffff.
Such sum

shall be divided among the several claimers by way of

average, in proportion to their respective interests and de-

mands. 1881 Shipping Gaz. 29 Mar. 7/1 Defendants said

that as by what had happened they had lost their freight,

they were entitled to claim a contribution, by way of

General Average, on account of the loss of freight.

b. Attrib. and Comb., as average -adjuster,

-stater, one whose profession it is to adjust the

claims and liabilities of all parties concerned in a

case of General Average, and to make up an

average-statement showing the same.

Average bond, a guarantee given to the master

of the ship by the consignees of a cargo liable

to General Average, by which they undertake that i

if he delivers the cargo, they will pay the general

average contribution as soon as its amount 'is au-

thoritatively determined.

1865 J. LEKS Laws Brit. Ship. led. 91 354 Or the docu-

ments and vouchers are placed in the hands of a professional

average-adjuster to prepare an average statement. Ibid.

347 A general average loss is that which has been sustained

by some part of the ship or cargo for the safety and pre-
servation of the whole. 1883 Standard 19 May 2/8 Mr.

. . who was described as an '

average adjuster.'

II. Transferred use.

5. transf. The distribution of the aggregate in-

equalities (in quantity, quality, intensity, etc.) of a

series of things among all the members of the

series, so as to equal i/e them, and ascertain their

common or mean quantity, etc., when so treated ;

the determination or statement of an arithmetical

mean ;
a medial estimate. Now only in phrases

at an average, on an average.
1735 lii-;KKKLEv(?cr/./(IO Whether . . Birmingham alone

doth not upon an average circulate every week . . the value

mon price. 1787 G. WHITE Sethorite i. 3 Our wells, at an

average, run to about sixty-three feet. 1843 CARLYI.K Past

.y Pr. (18581 121 Under such conditions and averages as it

can. 1878 \\vv.\x,\ Physiogr. 188 Earthquake-shocks occur,
on an average, about three times a week.

6. The arithmetical mean so obtained ; the me-

dium amount, the generally prevailing, or ruling,

quantity, rate, or degree ; the ' common run.*

[Not in CHAMBERS Snpp. 1753. 1755 JOHNSON, Average, 4.

A medium, a mean proportion. (No quot.)] i8oa PALKV
Nat. T/tcoL xxvi. (R.) Looking to the average of sensations

. . the preponderancy is in favour of happiness. 1860 MAURY
Phys. Geog. Sea iii. 185 The month's average of wrecks

has been as high as three a day. 1860 ABP. THOMSON Laws
Th. 125 Where a mean is taken, without any need for ar-

ranging the several observations according to their approach
to it, it has been called an average. 1867 LADY HERBERT
Cradle L. iii. 92 The hotel itself is . . verv much above the
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average. 1874 RF.YNOLDS John Baft. \. 2. 15 To predict
the future, not only in its averages or in the law of its

evolution, but in its detail.

Hence Averaga*rian (nofue-wd^\,
1864 L'ornh. Mag. Aug. 819 The averagarians usually give

the statistics of murders, suicides, and marriages, as proof
of the periodic uniformity of events.

[Few words have received more etymological investigation :

see Diez, Dozy, Littru, Wedgwood, E. Miiller, Skeat, etc.,
and especially the fruitful researches of the late G. P. Marsh
in the American edition of Wedgwood (New York 18611.

The latter has conclusively shown that, as a maritime term,
avaria, averia, was first used in the Mediterranean, and
that its original meaning was ditty charged upon goods.
In connexion with this cf. also quotations from Muratori
Chron. Panncnse tin Du Cange s.v. Averia}, e.g. Cmisctn-
dcrint lenibmn Atierix ad cxcipiendos pr&dictos galcones,
'

they went on board the revenue cutter to intercept the
aforesaid galleons.' These results quite dispose of the two
derivations suggested in Diez from tier, hafou haven, and
Arab, zawar loss, damage, the latter being merely a mod.
Arabic translation and adaptation of the western term in its

latest sense. Mr. Marsh's connexion of the word with the

Arabic or Turkish avatiia, avaria, is of great weight ; but

as said under AVANIA, that word is more probably adopted
from the Franks. May not avcria lie a derivative of It.

fi7'cre, OF. avcir, property, goods (see AVER sf>.\, in sen^e of
*

charge on property or goods'? Compare such terms as ton-

nagt\p0}indagc,pol[agt>\z\\wga.v\-\polls\ The chiefdifficulty
lies in the early It. form avaria, not aver/a, and F. avnric :

the Catalan has however been avcria since i3th c. : see

Marsh on Sp. and Catalan use of the word, and Averia,
Avaria in Du Cange. It is to be noted that OF. avariewas
sed of other than maritime dues or charges ; in a document

average in Godefroy.]
t Average, sb."> Obs. or dial. Forms : 6 aver-

aige, averish, 7-8 average. [Ktymol. uncertain :

see quot. 1674. No such sense of med.L. avcra-

gium or OF. average. Cf. AKHISH.] (See quot.)

1537 Re%. Leases Dean <y Chaft. York I. 74 The averaige
of the said cloiscs. .'1613 -1/-V. Crt. 7M-. Recall Yorksh^
No goodes or cattel! to depasture in the towne feildes in

averish tynie. 1669 Wimi.nxiK Sy&t. Agrii. 11681) 321

Average, the feeding or Pasturage for Cattle especially the

Edish or Roughin-s. 1674 R.\v -V. Conntr. JJ't/s. 3 Aver-

age, the breaking of corn fields; Eddish, Roughings . . It

may possibly come from Haver signifying Oate> ; or from

Averia, beasts, being as much as feeding for cattal, pa^ur-

age. 1788 \V. MAKSHAI.L Yorkshire 117961 II. 151 Average,
a provincial term for the eatage of arable land, after harvest.

Average (re'veivdg), a. [attrib. use of AVKR-
AOE sb t in sense 5.]

1. Estimated by average ;
/. c. by equally dis-

tributing the aggregate inequalities of a series

among all the individuals of which the series is

composed,
1770 Month. Rev. 235 The average price of corn. 1776

ADAM SMITH //*. A'. I. i, v. 37 note, The average rent of the

best arable land. 1797 HOLCKOFT tr. Stolbcrg's Trav. IV.

xcv. led. 2) 327 The average summer heat of these countries.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1. 309 The average income of a

temporal peer was estimated .. at about three thousand a

year. 1851 Coal-trade Terms Northmbld. y Diirh. 4 Aver-

age Weight. - The mean weight of a tub of coals at a col-

liery for any fortnight, upon which the hewers' and putters'

wages are calculated . . usually obtained by weighing two

tubs in each score.

2. Equal to what would be the result of taking
an average ; medium, ordinary ;

of the usual or

prevalent standard.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 423 The manufacturer

has to deal with the average poor, with the spendthrift and

the sparethrift. 1812 Examiner 5 Oct. 629/2 Of corn, .there

is not an average crop. 1858 GLADSTONE fJotnerlll. 16

These districts by no means represent the average character

of Greece. 1859 MILL Liberty 119 The honour and glory of

the average man is, that he is capable of following that ini-

tiative. 1868 RUSK IN Pol. Econ. Art ii. 89 A modern draw-

ing of average merit.

Average ivven-d^, v. [f.
AVERAGE sb~ in

sense 5 ;

= ' calculate or estimate by average
'

; cf.

to proportion, square, cube, double, etc.]

1. trans. To estimate, by dividing the aggregate
of a series by the number of its units, (at so much) ;

to take the average of; to form an opinion as to

the prevailing standard of.

1831 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XLIV. 382 His Sunday congre-

gation was averaged at about six hundred persons. 1851

H. SPENCER Soc. Stat. xxxii. 6 liy averaging the characters

of those whom he personally knows, he can form a tolerably

correct opinion of those whom he does not know. 1852 SIR

\V. HAMILTON Disc. 444 Averaging the Battel dues paid by
each at thirty shillings, there results, etc. 1881 M. TWAIN
Pr. .y Panp. xxii. 257 The blacksmith averaged the stalwart

soldier with a glance, then went muttering away.
2. cllipt. for: To average itself at, or be averaged

at ; to amount to, or be, on an average.
1821 BYRON yuan in. xv, They all had cuffs and collars

And averaged each from ten to a hundred dollars. 1822 \V.

SPENCF, Pol. Econ. Pref. 33 Fixing the annual sum to be paid

by each parish at what it has averaged for the past five or

ten years. 1832 HT. MARTINKAU Ella of Gar. \. 2 These
visits averaged about one in the life-time of each laird. 1856
FROUDE Hist. Eng. (18581 1. 1. 21 Wheat . . averaged in the

middle of the fourteenth century tenpence the bushel. 1859
MASSON Milton I. 452 The sale of the book . . averaged a

thousand copies a year.

3. cllipt. for : To do, gain, take (or almost any
verb of which the meaning may be inferred from

AVERNAL.

the context) on an average ;
to accomplish (in any

kind of action) an average amount of ^so much).
1822 UK QI:INCF.Y Conf. 11862) 200 So much this surgeon

averaged upon each day for al>out twenty yi-ars. 1881

Daily .\'<ii-s 10 Dec. 3/1 The hard-worked officers .. have
been averaging eighteen hours' work per diem.

A'veragely, a<fo-
[f-

AVFKACK a. + -LY 2
.]

According to the average; ordinarily; iu accord-

ance with the usual or prevalent standard.

1832 CHAI.MKRS Pol. Econ. iv. 112 The price, averagely
speaking, is in the inverse proportion to the quantity. 1844
U. CHAMHKKS I'cst. Great. (1845) 344 No averagely con-

stituted human being would. 1875 L'ornh. Mag. Dec. (x)\

Avcraguly young and agreeable.

Averager (arveivdsaiX [f.
AVKRAOK sb +

-KR 1
.] An average adjuster.

1884 Manch. E.i-ant. 22 Mar. 4/6 An action brought by the

executors . . of an averager.

Avercalye, var. CAPERCALYK, \Vood Grouse.

Aver-corn : see AVEH-.

Averel, -il, -ylle, early forms of APRIL.

t A'verene. Obs. Sc. Some kind of custom.

C'f. AVKRACK sb.

1625 49 Acts L'has. 1 11814! V. 627 ijAM.i \Vith powar to

\ptak the tollis, customeis, pryngilt, averene, eiUrt:i->il\ t-i .

gadgeing silver.

Averice, -yce, obs. forms of AVAUH-K .

t Ave'rify,
"

p

. Oh. rare- 1

, [f. A-//V/* u +

VKRIFY.] '1 o prove true, verify.

1502 ARNOLD Chron. 11811) 132 Your said suppllAUIIt. . \ul

duo it good and be then redy to auerify it.

Averin (/
'

' varen ") . Sc. Also averan, -en
,

aiverin, avern. [Etymol. unknown.] The cloud-

berry or knoutberry {Rithits chaMKniorus),
1768 Ross Ilclcnore 26 ijA.M.) She. .spies a spot of averens

ere lang. '179$ Pert/is. Statist. An. ix. 257 ijAM.) Pick-

jug up here and there a plant of the minis chamaemorua (the

averan or Highland oidh'rac*. 1881 JHtufav. Mag. July
i of) Does the reader know the cranberry and the avern V

Averisli s/>. : see AVERAGE s/>.-'>

A'verish, v. Obs. or dial.
[f. pree.] To con-

sume the eddish, arrish, or average.
Mnt. dial, t>/ ttnr,-'rdt Hull, He is going to buy >ome of

our ]>i^s to averish lor haverish) the corn.

Averland : see AVER-.

Averment (avoument). Also 5-7 averre-

ment. [a. F. avere-, averrcincnt, f. avcrer : see

AVKR r. and -MKNT.]
1. The action of proving; establishment as true

or genuine, by argument or evidence.

1429 HKN.VI in Rymer Fa-dera 117101 X-4ii Not bound

not able .. to reply to. (21626 I'ACDN (J. o avo te
oath, for averment of the continuance of some estate, winch
is eigne, the party will sue a pardon.
2. Law. Formal offer to prove or justify a plea ;

the proof or justification offered, verification.

1514 5--/(7 6 Hat. !'///, iv, All outlawries had contrary to

this Acte be advoydt-d by averrement. 1613 SIR H. FINCH
Lait> <i636 3:59 Kntrie plea . . must be offered to be proued
true, liy saying in the plea, Et hocpair natns est verificarc.
which we call an auerment. 1765 TI-CKKR Lt. Nat. II. 151

If he happens to demur by averment, when he should ha\ -.-

concluded to the contrary, judgment .shall go against him.

1809 TOMLINS Law Diet., Averment is either general or

particular; general, which concludes" every plea, etc. con-

taining matter affirmative, and ought to be with these words,
and this he is ready to verify. Particular averment is when
the life of the tenant for life, or oftenant in tail, etc. is averred.

3. The action of positively declaring as true
;

assertion, affirmation.

1633 PRYSSE Ilistriom.tfg (R.) Playes are the nourishes

of delight : by the express averment of Mr. (ieorge Whet-
ston. 1694 ?SHKRLOCK Provid. God $3 The Faith of the Na-
tion being engaged for the Truth of it, by the Envoys Aver-
ment thereof. 1817 SCOTT Rob AV_j- 28 After an effort or Uvo
to support their consequence by noise and bold averment.

4. A positive statement, assertion, or declaration.

(-1629 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. 11659^ I. 592 Which averment
of Sir John Elliots was attested by Sir Thomas Wentworth.

1794 PALKV Evid. i. viii. 11817) ] 55 Two out of the four

Gospels contain averments . . which . . fix the time and situa-

tion of the authors. 1834 CKN. P. THOMPSON Extrc.M\. 105
The old averments, that the landlords will be ruined,

Avern (avauiO. poet. [a. F. Avcrne ' the pit of

hell' (Cotgr. 1611), ad. L. Avcrnus (sc. lacits^,

--Gr. dopvos (\ifivr)} the birdless (lake), f. a priv.

+ Rpvis bird.] orig. A lake in Campania, the

poisonous effluvium from which was said to kill

birds flying over it. transf. The infernal regions.

1599 CjW.VMV. Alphon. (1861*227 Pluto, king of dark Avern.

Avernal (ava*inal\ a. (and $b.} [a. F. Averna!
* hellish' (Cotgr.), ad. L. Avernalis, f. Avcrmts :

see prec. and -AL 1
.]

A. adj. Of the nature of
(
or

belonging to, Avenius ;
infernal. B. sb. An inhabit-

ant of Avernus, a devil. Ave-rnian a. prec. adj.

^1578 GASCOIGNE DevylFs Will* The Courte Auernatl.

Ihid., Pamachios. .doth cause all his Auernals, forked tipe-

and annotated Gentlemen to come to the readynge of the

Deuylls Testament and last Wyll. 1660 STANLEY Hist.

Philos. (1701) 603/1 Avernal places, so termed, for that they

are pernicious to Birds. 1853 F. NEWMAN Odes cfHorace

57 Through all the house Avernal waters sprinkling. 1864

WEBSTER, Avernian.

Averous, variant of AVAROUS a. Obs.



AVEBOYNE.

t Averoyne. Herb. Obs. rare-1
, [a. AF. 1

avcroine^&t. (i-ith c.) avroigne, Picard avrogne,
'

mod.F. aurone\ L. abrotounm, a. Or.

Southernwood {Artemisia abrotomtm^,
c 1350 M?tt. MS. in Art'Jnrot. XXX. 350 Aueroyne he take
w l owte leitynge, Qweche i.s callyti sopernwoode also.

Averpenny ; see AVKH-.

Averrable ^av3-rab*l\ a. [f. AVER v. + -ABLE.]
a. Capable of being verified or proved true (obs.'}. >

b. Capable of being averred, asserted, or declared.

1562-3 Act 5 KHz, vi, Fees to the clere yerely value of"
three thowsandepowndesaverrable. .by Bookes ofSubsidies. I

1588 J. HARVEY Prohl. Proph, 125 In case we would enter- i

taine .. the Glosse .. as averrable. 1846 SI-KNCE Eg it it.
\

Jnrisd. 1.497 Express trustswere. . capable ofbeing declared ,

simply by word, or in legal language were averrable.

t Ave'rral. Obs. [f.
AVEKZ*. + AL2.] Averment. '

1611 COTGR., Confirmation . . an auouching or auerrall of
a thing for truth.

Averred (avaud), ///. a. [f. AVER v. + -ED.]
a. Verified (obs.}. b. Asserted, maintained.

1641 I'hid. Stnectymn, 13. 161 The averred Episcopacy
of Timothy and Titus. 1818 COLEBROOKE Import Col. Corn
93 Well averred facts.

Averring
1

iav3Tirj\ vbl. sb. Averment.
1528 PERKINS Profit. Hk. ii. 147 To take advantage of

,

this deed by averring of the deliverie of the same.

Averroist (zeverJu'ist). Also 8-9 Averrh-.

[f.
Averroes or Averrhoes ;sce below) + -1ST.] One

of a sect of peripatetic philosophers who appeared
in Italy some time before the restoration of learning,
and adopted the leading tenets of Ibn Roshd or

Averrhoes, an Arabian philosopher born at Cor-

dova, viz. that the soul is mortal, or ^as others

stated it, that the only immortal soul is a universal

one, from which particular souls arise, and into

which they return at death. Hence Averro'ism,
Averroi'stic a.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.^ A verrhotsts . . yet protested
to submit to the Christian theology .. But the corpuscular
philosophy now introduced Into Italy, seems almost to have

extinguished Averrhoism. 1837 HALLAM Hist. /,/'/. (1847*
II. 6 The Averroistic notion of an universal human in-

telligence. 1877 K. THOMAS Lange's Materialism I. 179
Averroisin prepared the way for the new Materialism.

t Averrtrncal, a. Obs. rare. [f. Averntnc-ns
an averter (of evil), name of deity (cf. next) +-AL.] ,

Averting evil.

1705 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2107 Averruncal, Prophylactic ;

and Polycharactaristick Statues.

Averruncate ^venrnki-it), v. ''.Obs. [f. L.
'

dverntncat- ppl. stem of averntncare to ward off,

avert, remove (evils, ill-luck, etc.), f. a, ab off 4-

verruncare to turn. Erroneouslyexplained in 1 7th c.
\

from ab ofT-t- crnncare to weed out, whence sense 2. '

This mistake began in mod. L. or Fr. : Cotgrave(i6n> has
'

averronquer^ to purge, or weed; to turne, put, or take

away eiull ; to divert mischiefes; also to appease'; where '

the perverted sense is put first. Bailey 11731) essayed to I

accommodate the spelling to the new sense, by entering the
fictitious variant aberuncate, adopted from him by Johnson,
and later dictionaries. No such compound as ab-e-rnncare
is warranted by Latin analogies.]

1. prop. To avert, ward off.

1663 BUTLER Hnd. i. i. 758 Sure some Mischief will come
of it, Unless by Providential Wit, Or Force, we aver-
runcate it. [ed, 1694 has the erroneous Annotation : *A7>er-

rnncate . .though it appear ever so Learned, .means nothing i

else but the Weeding of Corn.' (Cf. 1693, sense 2.)]

2. improperly. (See quotations.)
1623 COCKKRAM, Aueruncate, to take away that which I

hurts, to weed. 1693 W. ROBEHTSON Phraseol. Gen. 183
|

Averruncate i to weed .. to cut or take away that which
hurteth ; to weed ground, to prune or dress vines, etc.

Hence to avert or take away ; to appease or attone. 1731 |

BAILEY, Abcruncatedt pulled up by the roots, weeded. 1755
JOHNSON, Averruncate, to root up; to tear up by the roots.

'

Aberttncate [averunco Lat.], to pull up by the roots; to

extirpate utterly. [Subseq. Diets, have A bernncate (or

Aberntncate\ and Averruncate^

Averruncation (Deverwjk^jan). [a. Fr. aver-

roncation vCotgr. l6il)t {.L..&verruttcdre: seeprec.]
1. prop. The warding off or averting (of evils .

1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 401/2 From these are
sent to men, dreams and presages of sickness, and of health
..to these pertain expiations and averruncations, and all

Divinations. 1658 J. ROBINSON Endoxa x. 52 Averruncation
of Epidemical Diseases, by Telesmes,

2. improperly. (See quotations.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Averritncatiott, a scraping or

j

cutting off, as men do vines. 1731 BAILEY, Averruncation ^

a scraping, cutting off, a lopping off the superfluous branches :

of trees. 1755 JOHNSON, Averruncation^ the act of rooting
up any thing. 1821 DE QUINCEY Conf. (1862) 21 His decree
of utter averruncation to the simple decoration overhead.

Averruncator (sevenjrjk^i-taj). [n. of agent
f. AVERRUNCATE in the improper sense 2.] An in-

strument for cutting off the branches of trees at a

height above the head, consisting of a pair of

pruning shears, or a knife-blade working within a

hook, mounted on a pole and worked by a string
or wire.

1842 n BRANDE. 1864 in WEBSTER (Averruncator, and
Abtritncator). 1878 R. THOMPSON Gardenfr's Assist. 71
By means of an averruncator branches more than an inch in
diameter and at the height of 12 or 15 feet from the ground
may be cut off without using a ladder or steps.
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t Ave'rsable, a. Obs. rarc~l
. [ad. L. aver-

sabilis before which one is obliged to turn away, f.

avcrsari: see AVERSATE and -BLE.] Abominable.
1663 SIR G. MACKENZIE Relig. Stoic xiii. 116851 "7 The

most aversable ill in nature.
1 Ave'rsant, a. Obs. rare* 1

, [ad. L. aver-

sanfcm, pr. pple. of aversari.] Disinclined, averse.

1657 TOMLISSON Retnw's Disf. 262 With such . . humidity |

that it makes the ventricle aversant to it.

t A'versate, z-'. Obs. rare 1
, [f. L. aversat-

ppl. stern of aversari to turn oneself from, turn

away, reject, freq. (deponent) of avertere to AVERT.]
To turn away from, regard with aversion, reject.

1725 BAH.F.V Erasm. Collog. 371 Aversating their Meat-

offerings, abhorring their Fasts.

Aversation (aevan^-Jan). arch. [ad. L. aver-

sation-em, n. of action f. aversat- : see -ATIOX.]

T" 1. The action of turning away ;
the turning of

one's back in flight. Obs.
1600 CHAPMAN Iliad xxn. 213 Thrice have I compassed

This great town . . with aversation That out of fate put off

my steps. 1673 Regul. Pract. Physick 27 Allowed Fees he

may freely take, and that not with aversation or blushing.

T 2. A moral turning away, estrangement. Obs.

1651 JEK. TAYLOR Course Serin, i. ii. 25 An habituall aver-

sation from Clod. 1659 PEARSON Creed (1839' 460 Our
natural corruption consisting in an aversation of our wills.

3. = AVERSION 4. (With same const.) arch.

1613 CHAPMAN /tussy lyAmb. Plays 1873 II. 142, I had an
auersation to this voyage. 1625 BACON Friendship, Essays
tArb.) 163 Secret Hatred, and Auersation towards Society.

1630 NATNTON Fragm. Regalia <Arb.l 18 Her aversation
to grant Tirone the least drop of her mercy. 1648 Eikon
Has. (1824) 278 To entertain aversation or dislike of Parlia-

ments. 1649 MILTON Eikon. ix. Wks. 11851' 402 No great
aversation from shedding blood. 1672 5 COMBER Conip.

Temple 1 17021 373 An aversation for that which he saith is

evil. 1737 WHISTOH Josephns' M'ars n. xix. J? 6 The aversa-

tion God had to the city. 1863 EMERSON in Thoreau /Lrtv/ri-.

13 His aversation from English and European manners.

4. = AVERSION 6.

1730 BKVERIOGE Priv. T/i. i. in As the Promises of God
are to be the Object of my Hope, so are His Threatenings
to be my Fear and Aversation.

Averse 'av5*is), a. and sb. Also 7 avers, [ad.
L. aversus, pa. pple. of avertere to AVERT. Cf.

OF. avers, in which L. dversus and advertus seem
to have combined.] A. adj.

f 1. Turned away, averted ; turned in the back-

ward or reverse direction. Obs.
1682 SIR T. BROWSE Chr. Mor. 90 Two faces averse, and

conjoined Janus-like. 1697 DKYUEN* I'irgil 118061 III. 274
The tracks averse a lying notice gave. 1703 ROWK Pair
PtHt't. i. i. 109 With looks averse and Eyes that froze me.

fb. quasiWz;. = AVERSELY i. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 440 The hair [of the Oryx]
groweth averse . . forward toward his head. 1610 GWILLIM

Heraldry in. xiit. Ii66ol 161 If the Horse be not mounted,
he fights averse. 1814 GARY 7?<7/^iChandosi 238 That star,
which views Now obvious, and now averse, the sun.

t 2. Lying on the opposite side. Obs.

1667 MII.TON /'. /,, ix, 67 On the Coast averse From entrance
or cherubic watch . . Found unsuspected way.

t 3. In the rear, behind. (So in L.) Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. i. 107 The situation of
the genitalls is averse.

4. Turned away in mind or feeling ; actuated by
repugnance ; habitually opposed, disinclined.

X597 DANIEL Cif. Wares \. xxvi, And of a spirit averse, and
overthwart. 1671 MILTON Samson 1461 Some much averse

I found and wondrous harsh. 1744 HARRIS Three Treat.
in. n. (1765' 233 That Law .. which leads the Willing, and

compels the Averse,

b. Const, from, to.

The use of the prep, to, rather than from, after averse and
its derivatives, although condemned by Johnson as etymo-
logically improper, is justified by the consideration that

these words express a mental relation analogous to that

indicated by hostile, contrary, repugnant, hostility, oppo-
sition, dislike, and naturally take the same construction.

Aversion in the sense of an action, which would properly be
followed \>yfrom, is now obsolete. Examination of many
instances shows that/>ww has been used by Donne, Speed,
R. Burton, Milton, Bp. Mountagu, SirT. Browne, Evelyn,
Hale, Dryden, Pope, Johnson, Sou they, Motley, Lowell,
and

j.
R. Green ; to by Heylin, Walton, Boyle, Locke,

South, Addison, Steele, De Foe, D. North, Richardson,
H.Walpole, Gibbon, Burke, Buckle, Mill; whilst Sir K.

Sandys, Jer. Taylor, Barrow, Clarendon, Swift, Hume,
Macaulay have used both. Shakspere does not use the word.
1611 BIBLE Micah ii. 8 As men auerse from warre. 1639

ROUSE Heav. Univ. viii. 11702) 105 Make ihee averse to
God's teaching. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. II. xxiii. 75 Licen-
tious tyrants . . equally averse from peace and from freedom.
a 1771 GRAY PoemsCLfj^ 7 What Cat's averse to fish? 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 32 He had beet^averse to extreme
courses. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. iv. 3 (1882' 175 His im-

pulses were generous, trustful, averse from cruelty.
c. with inf. Disinclined, unwilling,

reluctant.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. viii. ip8
We are not

averse to acknowledge, that some may distill . . into the

winde-pipe. 1777 WATSON Philip II (\^y II. xn. 83 Averse
at this time to declare herself openly. 1864 R. BURTON Da-
home 8 Even the grass is, from idless, averse to wave.

f 5. Of things: Of opposed nature, adverse. Obs.

1623 MASSINGER Dk. Milan n. i, Tell me rather That the
earth moves ; the sun and stars stand still ; Or anything
that is averse to nature. 1651 HQBBES Levt'af/t. n. xviii. 91
What Opinions and Doctrines are averse, and what con-

ducing to Peace. 1657-83 EVELYN Hist.Relig. (1850) I. 217
Whatever prejudices ill education . . or other averse acci-

dents may nave produced.

AVERSIVE.

T B. sb. The back, the hinder part (so L. aver-

jw); the reverse of a coin. Obs.

1654 LESTRANGE C/tas. /, 122 Before fortune had ever for-

saken him, or shewed him her averse. 1658 W. BURTON ///;/.

Anton. 58 A Coyn . . in the averse of which we read, etc.

t A*V6*rse, ?'. Obs.
[f. prec.] To turn away.

1652 GAL'LK Magastrom. 137 Man's liberty, or freewill,
either to prosecute or averse.

t AvCTSed, ///. a. Obs.
[f. prec. -r -ED.]

Turned away, averted
; opposed, hostile.

1609 B. JONSON Jfasifttt's(i()g2) 351 My Faceavers'd. 1644
DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxx. (16581325 Shadow . . must of neces-

sity He aversed from the illuminant. 1686 GOAD Celest. Boti.

n.vii. 250 Obliging aversed Parties to a Truce.

Aversely (ava-jsli) , adv. [f.
AVERSE a. + -LY -.]

1. In the reverse or opposite direction.

1651 DAVENANT Gondib. n. iv. Jxii, Hubert his arm west-
ward aversely stretched. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. i. xii. (1865)
ioo My face turned to the window aversely from the bed.

b. Backwardly.
1646 SIR T. BROWNK Pseud. Ep. 137 It is emitted aversly

or backward. Ibid.zbi Clnnatim, or aversly. 1658 - Hy*
driot. 34 They kindled the pyre aversly, or turning theirface
from it.

2. With aversion or dislike ; repugnantly.
1643 MILTON Diyorce\\\. Wks. (1851126 All the faculties.,

appeare to be so ill and so aversly met. 1691 BAXTER Nat.
Churches x. 41 Aversly suspicious of National Churches.

Ave'rseness. Also 7 aversnes(s, averse-
nesse.

[f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The quality or state

of being averse
;
a mental attitude of opposition,

disfavour, dislike, or repugnance ;
= AVERSION 4.

1623 T. SCOT Highiu. God $ King 1 1 With most . . obstinate
auersenesse. 1654 COKAYNE Dianea iv. 316 His complaints
against the aversenesses of heaven. 1689 LOCKE Toleration
i. Wks. 1751 II. 250 Unreasonable averseness of mind.

b. Const, as in AVERSION 4h, c.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xlii. 11632) 146 His auersnes
from so dangerous an ambition. 1622 in Rushw. Hist. Coll.

116591 ! 7 1 Considering all the aversness unto it of the
Infanta. 1666 PKI-YS Diary 14 Dec., The House . . showing
all manner of averseness to give the king money. 1683
LORRAIN Mitre?s Rites Fun. 152 Such an horror and averse-
ness for the corruption of the Dead. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero

(1742) II. viii. 362 Caesar's averseness to restore him. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa u8n' I. xx. 145, I am sorry* for your
averseness to this match. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 381 An
invincible averseness against all supernatural interposition.

1863 Cox Itist. Eng. Govt. n. iii. 327 It is not from any
averseness to them [special verdicts] in juries.

Aversion (avaujan). Also 7 avertion. [(?a.
F. aversion, i6th c. in Littre ad. L. aversion-em

t

n. of action f. avers- : see AVERSE and -ION.]

f 1. The action of turning away oneself, one's

eyes, etc. ; spec, in Rhet. <,as in L.) = APOSTROPHE! i.

1611 SHKED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. (1632^ 691 Which auer-
sion or defection [of the Scots] was augmented vpon private
quarrels. 1656 I)u CARD Gate Lat. bnl. 687 An Aversion
or Apostrophe, wherein the speech is turned from the hearers
to somthing els. 1668 HO\VK Bless. Righteous 11825) 167
Nor permits the aversion of the beholder's eye.

*t*
2. The action of averting, warding off, or

getting rid of. Obs.

1664 EVELYN Silva (1776* 417 Whatever is Exitial to Men
is so to trees ; for the Avertion of which they had, of old,
recourse to the Robigalia. 1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Comfit.
xiv. 504 The Humours . . are to be purged in the beginning,
at which time aversion is the most desired.

f 3. A moral turning of oneself away, estrange-
ment (from'}. Obs.

1596 liELL Sitw. Popery in. v. 281 Which is an auersion
from God of infinite maiestie. 1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc. 307
Sin . . is an Aversion from God.

4. An averted state of mind or feelings ; a mental

attitude of opposition or repugnance ;
a fixed,

habitual dislike
;
an antipathy.

1651 HOBUES Gov. ff Soc. iii. 31. 55 Good and Kv'dl are

names given to things to signefie the inclination, or aversion

of them by whom they were given. *7*3 Si KKLK Englis/vn.
No. 52. 332 There are among Brute Creatures many natural
Aversions and Antipathies. 1855 PRKSCOTT Philip //, I. n.

vi. 204 Coldness and silence intimated too plainly the aver-

sion of the inhabitants.

b. Const, (towards^ agains^ obs.), fi om, to(for^ t

infin. See AVERSE 3 b.

a 1626 BACON (J.) His aversion towards the house of

York. 1690 LOCKE Hunt. Und. i. iii. 11695) 16 Nature, .has

put into Man a desire of Happiness, and an aversion to

Misery. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 538.^3 An unconquerable
aversion which some stomachs have against a joint of meat.

J759 DILWORTH Pope 85 Having no aversion to go by dif-

ferent names, she was called Sapho. 1771 Junius Lett. xlii.

224 The king of France's present aversion from war. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 34 One for whom William felt an
intense personal aversion. 1878 SIMPSON Sch. Shaks. \. 96
Philip's aversion to pirates.

5. transf. of things.
?c 1800 tr. Fonrcroy (Webster) Magnesia, notwithstanding

this aversion to solution, ionns a kind of paste with water.

6. An object of dislike or repugnance.
1678 WVCHERLEY PL-Dealer n. i. 15 For, if anything be a

Womans Aversion, 'tis Plain-dealing from another Woman.
1732 FIELDING Miser \. i. Wks. 1784 II. 385 Mrs. Susan
Crossstitch, whom you know to be my utter aversion. 1821

BYRON Juan in. xciv, A drowsy frowsy poem call'd 'The
Excursion,' Writ in a manner which is my aversion.

t Ave'rsive, a,. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f.
L. avers-us

AVERSE 4- -IVE, as if ad. L. *iivershm$] Charac-

terized by aversion ; of opposed tendency.
1597 DANIEL Civ. Warej vn, Uxviii, They could not fashion

otherwise Those strong-bent humors, which aversive grew.



AVERSIVELY. 585 AVILE.

t Ave'rsively,>adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. +

LY^.] With aversion ; in a backward direction.

1624 CHAPMAN Hymn to Iferities 398 The tracks of oxen. .

aversively Converted towards the Pierian hills.

Avert (ava'Jt), v.
\

also 6 advert, [a. OF.
avert-ir : late L. dvertere, for cl. L. avertere to

turn away or aside, f. a- = ab- from + verfere to

turn. OF. avertir represented both L. overture

and advcrtHrc, whence avert in ME. also = ADVERT,
which see for the eventual differentiation of the

forms and senses.]
1. trans. To turn away : -j- a. a thing. Obs.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. 88 Mayde most mercyfulle . . A verte

of[f] the anguysche that Adam began.
b. a person from a place, thing, or course of

action ; to draw away, withdraw, arch.
c 1555 HARPSFIBI.D Divorce Hen, VIII (1878) 66 To averte

and deflect him from this enterprise. 1674 tr. Scheffcr's

Lapland xxvi. 122 The Priests avert them from so doing.

1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. n. 239 Mighty Caesar, whose vie-

torious Arms . . Avert unwarlike Indians from his Rome.
1862 TROLLOPE Orlcy F. xv, How fatal it might be to

avert her father from the cause while the trial was still

pending.
t c. JSg. To turn away in mind or inclination

;
to

alienate, estrange. Obs. or arch,

1532 MORE Canfut. Tindale Wks. 607/2 Saynte Peter was
once from God auerted, and sinnefully turned away. 1594
HOOKKK Reel, Pol, iv. xii. 6 For fear of averting them from
the Christian faith. 1633 Primer Virg. Mary 258 Pilate

. . said to them, you haue presented vnto me this man, as

auerting the people. 1877 [see AVERTED).
t 2. refl. To turn oneself away. Obs.

1541 BARNES Wks. (1573) 360/1 Hee tbat doth beleeue, and
auerte hym selfe from hys sinnes.

3. intr, (by omission of refl. pron.) To turn away.
arch, or Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 73/1 Yf ye auert and tome fro me.

1607 TOPSELL Serpents 754 To hate and avert from that
which is evill. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in Azt. xii, And from
that hideous man Averting, to Ocellopan he turn'd.

4. trans. To turn away ;the face, eyes, thoughts'.
1578 /'jr. U. inSc. Poems ibthc. II. 115 Fra mysinnes advert

thy face. 1605 SHAKS. Lean, i, 214 Therefore beseech you
T 1

auert your liking a more worthier way. 1667 MILTON /'.

L. xn. 108 Till God at last . . withdraw His presence . . and
avert His

holy Eyes. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sci.

(1857) I* *95 1 "e thoughts were thus intentionally averted
from those ideas.

5. To turn away anything about to befall, esp.

things threatened or feared
;
to prevent the inci-

dence or occurrence of; to ward off.

1612 WARNER Alb. Eng. i.v. 17 And so auert our ire. 1686
DKYUEN Hind, fy P. in. 872 Avert it Heaven ! nor let that

plague be sent. 1791 COWPER Iliad vi. 20 None interposed
To avert his woeful doom. 1849 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. I.

201 Any expedient which might avert the danger.

t 6. To oppose ; to view with aversion. Obs.

1635 PERSON Varieties n. iv. 62 Our moderne astronomers,
averting this Aristotelian opinion, have found, etc. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. iii. 8 Averting the errors of
Reason. 1667 Decay C/ir. Piety \\. o. 251 The nature
of mankind doth certainly avert both killing and being
kill'd.

*i catachr. for EVERT and REVERT.
1533 BELLENDENE Lii>y (1822) 334 His hous and blggingis

. . suld be avertit and cassin doun to the ground. 1540 Act
32 Hen. VII11 xxix, Landes . . shall . . be descendable, re-

maine, auert, come, and be inheritable.

Avertebrated ^ava-jt/bwited
1

), a. rare- 1
, [f.

A- prff. 14 + VERTKBKATED.] Invertebrate.
1860 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 974/2 Very few avertebrated ani-

mals are vermiparous.

Averted (av5Mted), ///. a. [f. AVERT v. -t- -ED.]
1. Turned away, turned aside.

1704 SWIFT Batt. Bks. (1711) 263 The Belt of the averted
Antient. 1807 CRABBE Village i. 289 Impatience mark'd in

his averted eyes.

2. Turned away in mind
; unfavourable, un-

propitious. arch.
1618 BOI.TON Florus (1636) 99 The gods of Carthage now

averted, carried him a diverse way. 1877 L. MORRIS Epic
Hades i. 16 Appease Zeus and the averted Gods.

Ave*rtedly, adv.
[f. prec. + -L\ 2

.]
In an

averted manner or position ; unfavourably.
1867 W. SMITH Lat. Diet., Aversim. .avertedly, sideways.

1873 MRS. WHITNEY Hitherto xxv\\\. 312 Richard was silent;
not avertedly; he was simply not outwardly responsive.

Averter (avautail. [f. AVERT v. + -ER 1

.]
He

who or that which averts, or turns aside.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \\. v. i. iv, Averters and purgers
. .to divert this rebellious humour and turn it another way.
1875 FARRAR Seekers \\. v. 248 The averters of evil.

Avertible (avsutib'l), a. Also -able.
[f.

as

prec. + -IBLE.] That may be averted ; preventable.
1658 OSBORN Jas. 7(1673) 502 No ways avertible but by

his Death. 1874 GREG Rocks Ahead Pref. 26 However
avertable, they will not be averted. 1880 KINGLAKE Crimea.
VI.viiL 171 The evils thus superadded may in one sense be
called 'avertible.'

Avertimeut, obs. form of ADVERTISEMENT.

Avertiii (averteiV, jje'vaitin). [Fr. (i^th c.

avertin, auvcrtin, i6th c. adverting, f. avcrtir to

turn away, AVERT.] a. A vertiginous disease in

sheep more usually called tournis. b. Mental
disease which renders the patient obstinate and
furious ; crazy sullenness. 1864 in WEBSTER.

VOL. I.

Averting (avautin), vbl. sb. [f. AVERT v. +

-INI.] The action of turning away.
1628 lip. DAVENANT Serin. V^'estm. 5 Apr. 12 The remoouall

of such heauie iudgements . . and the auerting of more
heauie. 1812 Examiner 12 Oct. 652/2 A kind of averting
of the eye.

Ave'rting, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -IXG 2
.]

That
turns away ; causing aversion, repellent.

< 1811 FL'SKLI Lcct,Art\\'. (18481444 A figure as mannered
In form and attitude as averting by stern severity.

Avertion, obs. form of AVERSION.

Avertress (avautres). [f.
AVERTER + -ESS.]

A female who averts.

1838 Blatkw. Mag. XLIII. 259 'Twas thine in youth to
seek the tomb, Avertress of thy husband's doom !

t Averty, a. Obs. [a. OF. avcrti prudent, pa.

pple. of avcrtir : L. advertere to turn attention

to, ADVERT.] Well-advised, prudent, cautious.

1330 K. liRUNNfcC/mw. 260 A knyght fulle auerty gaf bam
l?is ansuere. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce vm. 162 The kyng . .

That wes ay wiss and a-verty.

t A'very, -ey. Obs. A corruption of AVENERV.
c 1480 Liber Niger Ediu. IV In Honseh. Ord. (1790) 69

Other provender in theaverey. 1667 E. CHAMBERLAYNE St.

(rt. Brit. i. ii. xii. (17431 100 The accompts of the . . avener,
being chief clerk of the avery. 1783 AlNSWORTH Lat.
Diet. (Morell 1

,
The king's Avery.

t AvetrO'l. Obs. [Formation obscure : cf OF.
awotron ' enfant adultcrin

'

(Godefroy), and
avoltre'.\;. adulter-tun (see ADULTER).] A bastard.
r 1300 A". Alis. 2693 Whar artow, horesone ! whar?. .Thou

avetrol, thou foule wreche. (-'1320 St'ityn Sag. (W.) 1107
What than was he [the child] an auetrol?

f Aveu'gle, v. Obs. [a. F. aveugle-r, f. avenglc
: pop. L. abocithts eyeless, blind, f. ab away, want-

ing + onthts eye (like a-mens mindless).] To blind,

hoodwink ; (cf. inveigle).

1543 in Calend. St. Papers IX. 287 Whom they aveugled
so with fayre words and sayings. 1547 SIR W. SHAKINGTON
in Froude Hist. Fug. V. x.\v. 132 So seduced and aveugled
by the lord admiral.

t Ave*X, v. Obs. [f.
VEX v. The nature of the

a- prefix is uncertain.] To annoy, distress, VEX.
(11400 Cov. Jl/J's/. 375 My dowtefull beleve ryght Sore me

avexit. 1482 Alonk of Kvcshatu (Arb. i 95 So a vexid ther

of that he was madde and owte of hys mynde.

Avey, -ment (aney in Shoreham) : see AVAY.
t Aveyn. Obs. [a. F. aveine (mod. avoine):

L. avcna.] Oats.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 69 Aveyn for hors-mete.

Aveyner, -or, variants of AVENER, Obs.

Avian (<
7i< vian), a.

[f.
L. avi-s bird + -AX

; cf.

apian.] Of or pertaining to birds.

1870 ROLLKSTON Anim. Life Introd. 49 Peculiarities which

distinguish the Avian from the Reptilian organism, 1879
Cornh. Afag. June 722 The avian system of architecture.

Aviarist (^-viarist). [f. next: see -IST.] The

keeper of an aviary.

1885 W. GRKENE Parrots in Captii'. Introd. 9 Where the
avianst lives in the country.

Aviary (<
7i
'viari). [ad. L. aviarhtm, f. avi-s

bird : see -ARIUM.] A large cage, house, or in-

closure, in which birds are kept.

1577 HARRISON England in. ii. 17 Our costlie and curious
aviaries. 1662 FL*LLKR Worthies 11840) II. 263 Lincolnshire

may be termed the aviary of England, for the wild fowl

therein. 1713 Guardian No. 49(17561 I. 215, I look on the

beaus and ladies as so many paraquets in an aviary. 1849
MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. I. 310 The more than Italian luxury
of Ham, with its busts, fountains, and aviaries.

b'-/^ '647 WAKD Sitttp. Cob/erg What pity it is, that

that Country . . should now become the Aviary of Errors to

the whole world. 1810 COLKKIDGE Friend (18651 46 The
statute of libel is a vast aviary, which encages the awakening
cock . . no less than the babbling magpie and ominous
screech-owl.

Avicide (wvisaid). nonce-wd. [f. L. avi-s bird

+ -CIDE.] The slaughter of birds, bird-shooting.
1834 L. HUNT in I.ond. *)rnl. No. 22 A stout fellow, in a

jacket and gaiters and the rest of the costume of avicide.

Avicular (,avi'ki//laj), a. rare.
[f.

L. avicnla,
dim. of avis + -AR.] Of or pertaining to small birds.

1857 Frascr's Afag. LVI. 631 The avicular millennium in

the paradise of Walton Hill.

II Avicularium(avi;kile^ri^m). Zool. PI. -a.

[mod.L., f. avicula : see prec. and -ARIUM.] Name
given to small prehensile processes shaped like

birds' heads with a movable mandible, which snap
incessantly, found on the cells of many Polyzoa.
Avi^cula'rian a., of or pertaining to avicularia.

1856 GOSSE Marine Zool. II. 4 They have been commonly
called

' Bird's-head processes,' avicnlaria. 1873 DARWIN
Orig. Spec. vii. ied. 5) 194 The presence of the upper or fixed
beak alone serves to determine its avicularian nature.

Aviculture (JHfltoliittlX [f.
L. avi-s bird +

citltitra tending.] Rearing of birds ; bird-fancying.
1880 Daily Tel. 14 Oct. 5 The object of the display [a

bird-show] was to encourage aviculture. 1883 in Loud.
Soc. July.

Avid (arvid), a. [a. F. avidc, ad. L. avidtts, f.

avfre to long for, crave.] Ardently desirous, ex-

tremely eager, greedy. Const, of, for, rarely inf.
1769 FR. BROOKE Em. Montague (1784) IV. ccvi. 118 The

human heart is . . avid of pleasure and of gain. 1835 LYTTON
Rienzi\\. iii, The most avid desire of personal power. 1866

J. ROSE Ovid's Met. 183 Or dragon avid for his prey.

AvidiouS (avrdias\ a. rare.
[f.

L. avid-its or

F, avide. As in some other obsolete words in

-idiom e.g. splendidiom, the -ions is due to imita-

tion of words in which it is etymological : see

-IOL'8.] prec.
1534 Wnn TIN-TON Tullycs Offyces \. (1540^ 12 The auydiou*

desyres of honour. 1550 BALK Sel. IVk*. 118491 4 X ^ With all

avidious greediness. 1863 Athenaeum No. 1959. 658/3 A
sharp, avidious, cunning-looking man.

Avi'diously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.]

= AVIDLY.
1546 LKLANU Atw )'. Gift K iij b (T.) Avydyously we

drynke the wynes of other landes. 1550 BALE Jiiiage Kotk
Ck. (Jviij b, Nothing is more avydyouslye to be desyred.

Avidity (avi-diti). Also 5 avidite. [a. F.

aviditc (
i Oth c. in hittre), ad. L. aviditatemt n. of

quality f. avidtts AVID: see -ITY.]

1. Ardent desire, extreme eagerness, greediness.
fi449 PKCOCK Ki-pr. \\. xvii. 251 Peuocioun and avidite

whiche men .. hadden into goostli techingis. 1667 Phil.

Trans. II. 491 The dog . . fell a gnawing of them with a

strange avidity. 1785 RKIO Int. Pinwrs \\. iv, Philoso-

phers have an avidity to know how we perceive objects.

1833 * TAYLOR Fan at. vi. 175 The mere avidity of gold.

1871 TYMDALL Fragm. .SV. II. ii. ii Magazines, which I used
to read with avidity when a boy.
b. transf. of things.
1646 SIR T, BROWN !: Pseud. P.p. in. xvii. 149 The avidity

of that part dilateth it selfe, and receiveth a second burden.

1854 Scoi i KUN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 340 The avidity
for oxygen manifested by sulphurous acid.

2. eilipt. Greediness of gain, graspingness, avarice.
1662 J. BARGRAVE Pope Alex. y/I (1867)44 He shewed no

small rapacity or (to give it a milder term) avidity. 1796
MORSE Atncr. Geog, 1.737 Nature never offered to theavidity
of mankind . .such rich mines as those of Potosi. 1884 I 'nitcd

Prcsh. Afag. Mar. 99 Raised at the same time the rents and
the avidity of the landlords.

Avidly (a."vidli), adv. [f. AVIH + -Lv2.] Greed-

ily, with intense eagerness.
1856 T. TROLLOPE C/r/A. Cai/i. dc Medici ji The talk going

on around her, whicli Catherine's sharp and active intellect

was then avidly hci/ing. 1860 -S"^/, J\t"'. No. 255. 326/2 Pre-

monitory symptoms of dissolution are avidly discounted by
post-obit dealers.

1 Avidous (a
i-

vidas\ a. Ol>s. [f.
L. avid-its f

-ocs. Cf. AVIDKIUS.] = AVID.
1542 BOOKDK Dyctary ix. 252 Mannes mynde is so anydous

althoughe he haue eate ynoughe. 1607 TOPSELL Serpents
795 Your avidoiK and covetous inindes.

t Avi'dulous, a. Obs [f.
L. avidul-Hs>

dimin.] 'Somewhat greedy.' Bailey 1731.

1" A-vie*, advh, p/ir. Ofa. Forms: 6 auy, avy,

7 a-vy, 6-7 auie, avie, a vie. [f.
A yVv/.l +

VIK
j/>.] In rivalry or emulation.

1509 HARCLAY Ship ofFwlcs 11570' 32 There as beastes to

striue and drinke any. 1598 GKKI-.NWKY Tacitus' Ann. in.

iii, The accusers and witnesses had spoken a vie against her.

1644 Hri.WKR Chiron. 10 That most eminent Oratour would
often contend and strive avie with Roscius.

fAview, v. Ol>s. Forms : 5-6 avew(e, 6

aviewi^e, aweue, 6 advewe, -view. [Cf. F.

avcucr, avncr, to follow with the eye (a term of

the chase
1

), f. a to + vuc view, sight, and see

VIEW sb. and v. For the spelling adv., see Ai>-

prcf. J.] To view or inspect officially; to survey,
reconnoitre ;

in Spenser simply to view.

1494 FAHYAX vii. 505 The scssynge whiche they had auewyd
and sessed for y 1' xxx M. men. 1523 !-'>. BERSEBS Froiss.

I. xl. 55 They rode to avieu-e ye
enylyssh hoost. 1530

PALSGR. 441/1 Who shal avcwe [Quianisera a\ the partycion
of these landes V 1596 SI-KNSKR /". >. v. iii. 20 All wnich
when Artegall . . well advewed . . He could no longer heart.

Avifauna (t
Tl'vi|f:na\ sb. [f.

L. avi-s bird +

FAUNA.] Collective term for the various kinds of

birds found in any district or country; the 'Fauna'
so far as concerns birds.

1874 Coi'ES Birds N.-ll
r
. Introd. joThe Avi-fauna proper

f the region is

8 Sept. 164/1 The
Avifauna are stri

Avigato, variant of AVOCADO.

Avignon Berry (avrm/7n). [So called from

Avignon in France.] The fruit of the Rhamnits

infcctorius, and kindred species, used for dyeing

yellow, and for making the pigment sapgreen.
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cyct., Avigtiou- Berryt called also

French Berry, .is somewhat less than a pea ; its colour is

green approaching towards yellow.

tAvi'le,?'. Obs.\ also^avyle. fa. OF. avilc-r

(
= mod. avilir}, cogn. with Pr.f Sp. avi/ar, It.

awi/ire, -arc : Romanic *advilar, f. L. ad to +
vilis cheap, worthless, base.]
1. trans. To make vile, defile, dishonour, debase.

1297 R. GLOUC. 495 The bissopes . . amansede all the, That
avilede holi chirche. 1 1325 E. E. Allit.P. B. 1151 He f>e

vessel les avyled tat vayled in )?e temple, a 1670 HACKET
Abp. H'miiuns, Pinch it into an epitome, you mangle the

meaning and avile the eloquence.

2. To humble, degrade, abase.
a 1617 HIKRON Wks. 11634' II. 65 Dauid was exceedingly

auiled and cast downe in himselte. 1632 SANDERSON Semi. I.

304 To exalt the papacy . . and to avile the secular powers.

3. To hold cheap or in small esteem, to depreciate.
1610 B. JONSON Masques (1692) 356 Want makes us know

the price of what we avile. 1656 TRAPP Comm. Acts xxv.

19 These cocks .. know not the price of that pearl, and do
therefore avile It.

4. To speak contemptuously of; to vilify.

74

of the region is not rich. 1883 M. WATKINS; in Academy
Sept. 164/1 The claims of all pretenders to join the British

Avifauna are strictly examined.



AVILEMETfT. 586 AVOID.

1615 T. ADAMS Lycanthr. 13 So ea>y is it to avile and re-

vile, so hard to convince, a 1617 HIEBON ll'ks. 1634 II, 435
To curse him, that is, either to reuile Mm or to auile him.

t Avilement. Obs. rare-1
, [f. prec. + -MENT ;

cf. OF. avilcmenf, mod. avilissement] A render-

ing, or treating as, vile.

a 1617 HIERON ll'k$. 16 34 1 1. 300 Thoughts . . such as tend
to the auilement and abasement of our selues.

Avine (^'vain;, a. [f. L. az'-i's bird + -INK
;

cf.

wine*'}
= AVIAN.

i88t G. STABLES in Roys Own P. 458 Avine architecture.

Avintaine : read a YINTAINE, a score.

Avirage, obs, form of AVEKAGE.
t Avi're, ?'. Ol>s. rare 1

, [a. OF. avirt-rt f. ^

to + z>irer to turn, to VEER.] To turn.

,1440 Morte Arth. 3164 Towarde Viterbe this valyant
avires the reynes.

t AviroU'n, adv. Obs. [prob. a. AF. *aviroun,
variant of OF. wviwn around : see ENVIRON,
and A- prcf. 10.] Round about.

^1300 K. Alis. 2672 Quykliche toTebie toun : They wenten
and segedyn aviroun. c 1320 Syr Reves 2533 In this contre
aviroun A mette with a vile dragoun.
Avisage : see AVAGE.

Avis(e, etc., ob>. form of ADVICE, ADVISE, etc.

t Avi'sion. Obs. Forms : 3-4 auisiun, a-

wision, a visyon, 3-5 auysyon, -ion, 4-5 avi-

sion, 4-6 au- avisioun, 5 avysioun, auicion,

-yon, nduision, -uysion, 6 -uysyon. [a. OF.

avision, -inn, app. f. <? to + vision, -inn, by form-

association with aviscr, arisetnent, etc. As in the

other words of the cz'/'-iv-AuvisE group, the pref.
a- was often written ad- in J=,th c.]

1. A vision, dream.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4516 Pharaon . . commanded be-for him

bring L'lerc and knithe, erle and baron To sceu til his

a-uisiun. (71386 CHATCF.R Xotine Pr. T. 294 A litil or he w:is

morlred . . His mordre in his avy>ioun he say. a 1450 fCtit.

de Li Tour 48 She awoke of her traunce and auicion. 1513
J )OL-GI.AS xEW/j in. i. 69 Heseiking this auisioun worth happy.
2. Warning or monition (given in a dream).
1297 R. GLOUC. 255 pe kyng J>ys auyson, J>at be angel hym

seyde, pe ober tolde priuelyche. 1525 Lix BF.RSERS /JV/M.
II. cciv. [c-:.] 627 Preace thou forthe and shewe them thine

adu/syon, f >r thou shalte be herde.

Aviso (avai-ztf). PI. -os (i;th c. -o's). See

also ADVISO. [a. Sp. aviso advice, intelligence,
also an advice-boat : late L. adv7sum : see AD-

VICE, which is the Eng. cognate. In i6th c. re-

fashioned as ADVISO, which is now obs.]
1 1. Intelligence, information

;
a notification,

uispatch, or formal advice. Obs. ;
= ADVICE 8.

1634 HABIXGTOX Castara (Arb.1 102 This vault shall fur-

nish thee With more aviso's, then thy costly spyes. 1654
LESTKANGE Chas. /, 6 His first act .. was to dispatch Auto's
of his Father's decease to forein Princes.

2. An ADVICE-BOAT.
1714 Let. in C King Brit. Merck. (17211 III. 225 An Aviso

or Facquet-Boat. 1870 J)aiiy Xrivs 16 Sept., The light
frigates and a few avisos and gunboats.

Avisy, variant of ADVIHY.

t Avi'taile. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

F. avitaillcr, f.

ri to + z'//a///<: VICTUAL.] Provisions, victuals.

1592 WYRLKY A rmorie 125 No avitaile had they for to dine.

Avital ^avai-tal, arvital), a. lObs. [f.
L. avJt-ns

of or pertaining to the ants, grandfather + -Ai. 1
.

More analogically formed than the two following
words ; cf. marital, fraternal^ Ancestral, an-

cient, of long standing.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit, ix, vi. (1632) 509 To maintainc

those AuitallCustomes to the vttermost. 1641 PswnfR Attttf,
22 The said Lawes and Avitall customes.

Avitic (avi'tik), a. [f. as prec. + -ic.] prec.
1865 Fall Mall G. 3 July i/i The old or '

avitic
'

Con>ti-

tution.

i Avi'tous, a. Obs.~ [f. as prec. + -ous.]
= prec. 1731 in UAILEY.

Avives (avarvz), sb. pi. '(Obs. [a. F. avivcs

(also vires}, a. Sp. avivas, adivas, ad. Arab. *^j jjl

ait-itibah, with same meaning, lit. /-, the, ftibah

she-wolf.] A swelling of the parotid glands in

horses; the strangles ; called also- VIVES.
i6i6SuRFt,.& MARKH. Coitntr. P'artn 139 The horse hauing

drunke much, or watered verie quickly after his heat . .'doth

beget the Auiues. 1639 T. DE GREY Compi. Horseman 40

Auyues [printed Auynes). 1725 BRAUI.KY J-'am.Dict., I 'r'r-i-s,

Avives, or Fives, all one Disease in a Horse, being certain

flat Kernels, much like unto Hunches of Grapes growi'ig in

a Cluster. .They center from the Kars and creep down wards.

|| Avizandum, avis-(KvizsriuliMi). Sf. Law.

[gerund of med.L. avizdre, avisare, to consider,

ADVISE.] Consideration. To take a case into or

to avizandum, is for a judge to take it for private
consideration outside the court.

1861 TRAYNER I.at. Phr. in Sc. Laiv 33 A process is said

to be at avizandum when the Judge after debate is con-

sidering it with a view to decision 1884 Laiv Kcp., Appeal
IX. 307 After argument .. his Lordship made avizandum
with the cause.

Avize, -ful, -ment, obs. forms of ADVISE, etc.

IE Avocado (av(?ka
-

d<?). Also 7 avogato, 8

avocato, 9 avigato. [Sp. avocado advocate, sub-

stituted by 'popular etymology* for the Aztec

ahnacatl (Tylor), of which a nearer form in Sp. is

agitaeate ; F. aguacat and avocat, in Eng. also

a^ >

igato and, corruptly, alligator (pear).] The fruit

of a West Indian tree (Perseagratissirna} ;
a large

pear-shaped fruit, called also ALLIGATOR PEAR.
1697 DAMPIER Voy. (17291 1. 203 The Avogato Pear-tree is

as Dig as most Pear-trees . . the Fruit as big as a large
Lemon. 1763 GRAINGER Sugar-cane I. 422 And thou green
avocato, charm of sense, Thy ripened marrow liberally be-

stow'st. (Note. The avocato, avocado, avigato t or as the

English corruptly call it, Alligator-pear.} 1830 LINDLEY
Xnt. Syst. Bot. 30 Much esteemed in the West Indies under
the name of the Avocado Pear. z86i [see ALLIGATOR 3].

1864 WEBSTKR, Avigato. 1829 MARRYAT /". Mildmay xviii.

iRtlg.) 174 Abbogada pears ^better known by the name of
subaltern's butter).

t AvO'Canient. Obs. [ad. L. avocament-umt

f. avocdre : see AVOCATE.] A calling off, a dis-

traction ;
= AVOCATION" in proper sense.

1673 O. WALKER Editc. (16771 2J 6 Those states seem . .

best which have the fewest avocaments from Religion.

Avocat^e, obs. form of ADVOCATE.
t Advocate, v- Obs, [f. L. avocdt- ppl. stem of

avocarc to call off or away, f. a, ab, Q&+v0tdre to

call. In sense 2 f. F. avoqtter, later advoqner, ad.

I,. advocare\ see ADVOKE, ADVOCATE v\\
1. To call away, withdraw, distract, divert (frvm\
1543 BKCOS David's Harp Wks. (18431 266 Whereby they

might be avocated and called away from sin. 1641 PRYNNE
Antip. Ep. 14 Temporall meanes, 8; honour .. avocate and
hinder them from preaching. 1752 SHENSTONE ll'ks.tf Lett.
1 1 1. 192, I have avocaied my thoughts, and fixed them for a
while upon common amusements.

2. To call to a higher tribunal; = ADVOCATE f. 1 2.

1649 LD. HERBERT Hen. I'll/, 259 (T.) Seeingnow all pro-

ceeding in England inhibited, the cause avocated to Rome,
Gampegius recalled. 1679 BURNET Hist. Ref. 120 Must
avocate the business to be heard in the court of Rome.

t A'VOCating, ///. a. [f. prec. -f- -JXG*.] Call-

ing away, distracting.
1643 PRYNNF, Fixver Parl. \. Pref. fed. 2) Aij, So farre forth,

as . . avocating Imployments would permit. 1660 BOYLE

Seraph. Love iv. (1700)27 Laborious and avocating Duties.

Avocation (sewk^ijan). [ad. L. avocafion-em,
n of action f. avocare ; see AVOCATE and -ATION.

In sense 5 f. AVOCATE r
j

. 2, and = OF. avocation,
ad. L. advocation cm : see AuVOCATION*.]

I. (
= L. dzwttfjo.}

1. The calling away or withdrawal (of a person)
from an employment ;

diversion of the thoughts.
arc/i. or Obs.
a 1617 HIERON li'A-s. 1634 II. 271 The many allocations

and withdrawmeirts from good which they are sure to meet
with. 1642 JKR. TAYLOR Kfiisc. 1 16471 3^3 Which could by no
meanes make recompense for the least avocation of them
from their Church imployment. ("1645 HOWKLL Lett. vi. n,
I could be larger, but for a sudden auocation to business.

1758 GRAY in Poems (1775' 270 Try, by every method of

avocation and amusement, whether you cannot . . get the

letter of that dejection.

2. The condition of being called away, or having
one's attention diverted ; distraction.

a 1646 TWISSE in Medes Wks. iv. Ixx. 846 The care

whereof is apt to cause avocation and disturbance in that

Unum necessariitiH. 1768 BLACKSTONE Connn. L 26 Too
long an avocation from their private concerns and amuse-
ments. 1844 S. MAITLAND Dark Ages 327 He devoted him-

self, with less avocation, to prayer.

3. That which has the effect of calling away
or withdrawing one from an occupation. Hence,
A minor or less important occupation, a by-work
(irapcpyoy).
1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. iv. ix. 281 Heaven is his

vocation, and therefore he counts earthly employments avo-

cations. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 194 F n He . . appears
to hear me, but is soon rescued from the lecture by more

pleasing avocations. 1794 GODWIN Cut. Williams 203 Upon
some avocation, however, a noise I believe in the passage,
the turnkey went. 1879 FI/RNIVALL Rep. AVw Shaks. Sot:

9 If its editor's new vocation (school-mastering! had left him
time for the avocation of finishing his task for us.

4. But as, in many cases, the business \\hich

called away was one of equal or greater import-
ance (see quot. in a., where avocation is rightly

used), the new meaning was improperly foisted

upon the word : Ordinary employment, usual oc-

cupation, vocation, calling.
a, 1660 BOYLE AVw K.\p. Phys.-Mech. Proem 19 The

onely [experiments] wherewith my Avocations will allow me
to entertain your Lordship in this Letter. 1794 SULLIVAN
I'tfw AW. II, In the hurry of avocations for the necessities

of life, little was the time he could apply to abstract specu-
lations. 1804 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. III. 557 Pre-

vented by other avocations of extensive national importance,
from a residence in Mysore. 1840 MACAULAV Ranket

Ess.

(1854) II. 552^2 Found, even in the midst of his most pressing

avocations, time for private prayer.
b. 1761 New Comp. Fest. ty Fasts xxxvi. 2. 353 When a

universal weakness and decay enfeebles us from even the

common avocations of life. 1815 MOORE Lalla R. (1824) 337

Poetry was by no means his proper avocation. 1865 DICKENS
Mitt. Fr. ii. 280 My avocation is in London city. 1858
BUCKLE Civiliz. (1873) II. viii. 498 War and religion were the

only two avocations worthy of being followed.

IT. (
= L. advocatio.}

5. The calling of a cause or action before itself

by a superior court ;
= ADVOCATION 2.

1529 DR. UENNET To Wolsty in Bnrnet Hist. Ref. (i6?g^

FKOUDE Hist. Eng. II. ix. 312 His unjust avocation of the

cause to Rome.

Avocative (.av^-kativ), a. and sb. [f L. avo-

care : see AVOCATE and -ATIVE.]
A. adj. Calling off or away.

1835 in KNOWLES.
B.J*. Anything which calls away.
u 1677 BARROW h.xj>. Creed iL.) All other incentives to

virtue and avocatives from vice.

Avocatory iav^-katari), a. and sb. [ad. med.
L. avocatoriiis, f. c.vocare: see AVCCATK and -OKY.

Also in F. (lettre) avocatoire.]
A. aiij. Recalling, that recalls. Letters avoca-

tory : letters by which a sovereign recalls his sub-

jects from a foreign state with which he is at war,
or bids them desist from illegal proceedings.
1666 Loud. Gaz. No. 99 i His Imperial Majesty hath sent

out his Avocatory Mandates to the States of the Empire.
1758 11'is/. Europe in Ann. Reg. 50/1 Letters avocatory were
issued notifying . . that if they did not . . disperse their

armies . . they were put under the ban of the Empire.
B. sb. vin L. form) Avocatory letter or mandate.

1689 LI'TTRELL Brief Kel. I. 498 The imperial avocatoria

was published . . requireing all the subjects of the empire
engaged in the service of France forthwith to quitt the same.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Ai'ocatoria, a mandate ofthe emperor
of Germany, directed to some prince or subject of the em-

pire, to stop his unlawful proceedings in any cause brought
by way of appeal before him.

Avocet, -set (aj-vose^t). Also 7-8 avosetta,

9 avocetta [a. F. avocette, ad. It. avosctta.] One
of the Wading birds (Gratia/ores'], allied to the

Snipes and Stilts, specially distinguished by its

flexible upturned beak.

(1674 RAY Water Fowl 94 Avosetta Italorum : Recurvi-

rostra.] 1766 PENNANT Brit. /-col. 11812' II. 143 An Avoset

that we shot weighed thirteen ounces. 1771 Tour. Scotl.

(1700) 13 Numbers of Avosettas, called there yelpers from

their cry. 1863 Sat. Ret'. 284 Drainage has banished the

avoset . . and the godwit from our eastern marshes. 1881

M. WATKINS in Academy 27 Aug. 163/2, 1840 was the last

year in which the avocet is known to have bred in England.

Avoid lavoi'd), i'. Forms : 4-7 au- avoide,

-oyde, 5 awoyde, 5-6 aduoyde, -voyde, 6 ad-

void, awode, 6 7auoyd, auoid, 6- avoid, [a AF.
avoide-r = OF. csvuidier, h'tiider (see A-fref.tft,
to empty out, clear out, quit, get quit of, banish, f.

cs out + vuitticr, (. zitit, -riticie, empty : see VOID T.

and a. Cf. the sense development of EVACUATE v.

For the spelling ativ- see An- fref. 2.] In several

senses formerly occasionally strengthened by out,

au>ay ; cf. to clear out, aivay.
I. To empty a thing (of what is in it) ;

to make,

become, or be empty.
f 1. trans. To make (a vessel, place, person) void

or empty ; to empty, clear, free, rid (of). Obs.

138* WYCUF Ecchis. xiii. 6 He shal lyue with thee, and
auoide thee out [Yulg. c^'ddtabit te '. 1611 make thee bare).

{ 1430 LYDG. Min. l\>ems 16 Hertis avoydyng of alle ther

hevyness. c 1500 1 'tiff. Cliildr. Bk. in Babees Rk. 23 Sone

A-voyd J>ou thi trenchere. 1531 ELYOT Gov. n. vii.
t_i557>

105 Commanded the chambre to be avoided. 1601 TATI-:

Honsth. Ord. Ed. II, $94 (1876) 56 To avoid the court of al

manner of such people.

2. To make void or of no effect ; to refute, dis-

prove. In/.aio.todefeatvapleading); to invalidate,

'quash' (a sentence, agreement, document, etc.)

f 1375 WVCI.IF Serm. Sel. Wks. 1871 1 1. 167 How wickide

men sclaundridenlCrist] and he avoydidebcr blame. 1514 5

Aft 6 Hen. I'll!, iv, All outlawries had contrary to this

Acte" be advoyded. 1581 FLLKE in Confer, n. (15841 I iij b,

Thfs answere is a senseles cauil, which is easily auoyded.
1638 COKE On Lilt. 43 a, The Statute intended not to auoid

the feoffment. 1768 HLACKSTOKE Cmum. II. 308 Howadeed
may be avoided, or rendered of no effect. 1858 LD. ST.

LEONARDS !laiidy-tk. Prop. Law vin. 59 If the advowson is

purchased with a corrupt view, that may avoid the purchase.

(3. intr. (for re/I.) Of benefices : To become void,

to fall vacant. 0/>s., but cf. AVOIDANCE.

I5JI Mem. Ripon (1882) I. 183 To have their turne when
it fortun to advoide agayn. 17*6 AYLIEFE Parerg. 112 If

a Person takes a Bishoprick, it does not avoid by Force of

that Law of Pluralities, but by the antient Common Law.

II. To empty things out of a place, etc., to

remove, to quit.

f 4. To empty out, clear out, put away, remove

(the contents of anything). Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. Del'. R. Ml. xliv. (1495! 257 Thema-
tere shall be auoyded and pourgyd wyth couenable medicyne.

1563 HYLL Arte Garden. (1593) 136 Little furrowes .. to

auoyd the moisture and raine, 1641 PRYNNE A ntip. i. i. 28

His Images and Pictures . . should be pluckt down and

avoided out of all Churches.

f b. To eject by excretion ; to void. (Said

loosely also of snakes sloughing their skin.) Obs.

156* COOPER Ansm. ]'rk<. Masse (1850) 208 The sanctified

bread . . passeth into the belly, and is avoided out of the

body. 1598 HAKLUYT I'oy. I. 97 It causeth vrine to be

avoided in great measure. 1604^ JAMES I Counterbl. (Arb.)

to. To get rid of, clear away, do away with, put
an end to (^things immaterial). Obs.



AVOID.

1382 WVCLIF 2 Cor. iii. 7 The whiche glorie is auoydid
[Vulg. cvae iiatnr\. c 1485 Digl'y Myst. (1882) I. 90 Ffor to

a-voide a-wey all interrupcion. 1561 HOLLYBUSH Hoin. .

Apoth. i4a,Thesamedothavoyde horsenesse. 1685 BAXTER

Paraphr. N. T. Acts xv. 17 There was then no Judge of
such controversies . . to avoid and end them.

1 5. To get rid of, expel, banish, dismiss, send

or drive away (a personfrom, out of'a place).
Obs.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 178 That this Petir [Gaveston]
shuld be a voyded. 1494 FABYAN vn. ccxxxviii. 276 He
auoyded y* munkys out of the house of Aumbrisbury. 1529
RASTELL Chron. (1811) 106 He myght not clerely avoyed
them the lande. 1540 HYRDE five? Instr. Chr. Worn. US92I
B iij a, Avoide all mankinds away from her. 1*43 PRVNNE
Power Part. 11. 19 They would avoyd all aliens and strangers
out of it [the City).

b. rcfl. in sense of next. arch, or Obi.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 3622 Avoyde scho hir, and vmbethoght.
a 1400 Col'. Myst. 131 Avoyd ;ow hens out of this place.
1808 SCOTT Mtirm. vi. xxxii, Avoid thee. Fiend !

f 6. intr. To move or go away, withdraw, depart,

fjuit ;
to give place, retire, retreat. Obs.

a 1400 Co-.: Myst. 131 Avoyd, seres, and lete my lorde the

buschop come, a 1529 SKELTON I'ox Pop. vii. 45 Or els,

for non payeing the rent, Avoyde at our Ladye daye in Lent.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 1. 35 Thinking to auoid by the swift-

nes of his horse. 1615 G. SANDYS Tra:\ 72 The Musicians

spent so much time in vnseasonable tuning, that he com-
manded them to auoid. 1763 PRIOR A Ima in. 253 And both

as they provisions want, Chicane, avoid, retire, and faint.

fb. Const, from, out of, fortli of. To avoid

(from a horse) : to dismount. Obs.

1485 CAXTON Paris fy V. 26 Eche body avoyded oute of

the chambre. 1535 COVERUALE Matt. xvi. 23 Auoyde fro

me, Sathan. 1570 87 HOLINSHED Scot. Citron. 11806) I. 351

Quicklie avoiding from his horse. 1611 BIBLE i Sam. xviii.

ii Dauid auoidea out of his presence.

t c. transf. of water, wind, etc. To escape, run

out or away. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 305/3 The see Ocean . . auoydeth
twyes and gyueth way to the peple. 1523 FITZHERB. Sttrv.

xxxv. (1539) 53 Make a great dyche . . that the water may
auoyde. 1610 MARKHAM Mastt-rp. n.cxxi. 424 If you put a

hollow quill therein . . the winde will auoyd the better.

1 7. trans. To depart from, leave, quit (a place) ;

to dismount from (a horse). Obs.

1447-8 SHILLINGFORD Lett. (i87i~> 91 They wolle avoyde
theire dwellyng places. 1481 CAXTON Rtytutrd(&t$ 105 Ye
commaunded tnem to auoyde your Court. 1557 K. Arthur
(Copland) vii. xxxiv, The Kynge anoyded his hors. 1660

Trial Keg. 160 Desired that strangers might avoid the

room.

III. To keep away from, keep from, keep off.

8. (the usual current sense a natural extension

of 7) : To leave alone, keep clear of or away from,

shun
;

to have nothing to do with, refrain from :

a. a person or
place.

(The first quotation may belong to 5, hardly to 4.)

c 1384 \VYCLIE De Eccl. Sel. Wks. 187 1 U 1 . 353 Men shulden

avoide |>is frere. 1530 PALSGR. 441/1 Never have to do with

hym, if thou mayst avoyde hym. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg.
iv. 570 And Sheep, in Shades, avoid the parching Plain.

1722 DE FOF. Plague 131 Avoiding the tow-ns, they left . .

Newington on the right hand. 1857 Bonn's Handbk. Pror.

323 Avoid a slanderer as you would a scorpion. Mod.

Avoiding Scylla, he fell into Charybdis.
b. a thing, course of action, etc.

c 1450 Pol. Rel. ti L. Poems (1866) 28 Mowth and tongge

avoydyng alle outrage. 1681 DRYDEN Aos. fy Achit. n. 483
Still thou mayst live, avoiding pen and ink. 1722 DE FOE
Moll. Ft. (1840) 148, I ventured to avoid signing a contract.

1767 FORDYCE Serin. Yng. Worn. I. i. 36 Take care to avoid

every appearance of partiality.

9. To escape, evade (things coming towards one) ;

to keep out of the way of.

1530 PALSGR. 441/1 That was wel avoyded, celit cstoyt bieu

cschappe. 1541 BARNES H 'ks. t R ) Can you deuise for to

auoyde hys vengeaunce? 1594 SHAKS. Kic'i. Iff, ill. v. 68

T'auoid the Censures of the carping World. 1661 LOVELL
Hist. Anitn. <y Min. 92 Wormes creep out of the earth to

avoide them [moles]. 1714 Spect. No. 578 ? 1 1 The King had

perished . . had he not avoided his Pursuers. 1808 SCOTT
Mann. v. xviii, They deemed it hopeless to avoid The con-

voy of their dangerous guide.

1 10. To prevent, to obviate, to keep off. Obs.

1608 PLAT Card. Eden (1653! 54 Northerly windes may be

avoyded by some defence. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. II. 129
Which will avoid . . multiplicity of terms for the future. 1831
CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. v, That the Body . . be decently in-

terred, to avoid putrescence.

fll. Obs. or arch, const, of senses S-io: with

subord. cl. To avoid that
;
with inf. To avoid to do.

1570-87 HOLINSHED Scot. Chron. (1806) II. 124 To avoid

that none . . that had offended the laws, should be received

into anie of their dominions. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. I. 23
Because he by that meanes would auoid to marry with Alice.

1600 HOLLAND Livy x. xv. 361 Heavoided App. Claudius to

be his companion in government. 1853 F.NEWMAN Odes

of Horace 185 Horace ..in praising the emperor and con-

gratulating Marcellus, avoids to make either seem his main

subject.

t Avoi'd, a. Obs. [f. prec. vb. ; on apparent

analogy of tw'i/vb. and adj. or ? contr. of avoided ;

cf. devoid.] Empty, void; free or lid (of). Obs.

1488 Plmnfltm Corr. 66 The clarkship therof standeth

avoyd. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. 4- Uplotuiyshin. 3 The ploweman
resteth avoyde of all busynesse.

t Avoi'd, sb. Obs. [f.
AVOID K.]

1. The withdrawal of dishes (after meals).

1494 Or,/. K. Honseh. 113 All that is dispended for . . the

greete avoides at feestes. 1577 HARRISON England \. 11. v

124 They do not their mantels from them untill supper be

ended, and the avoid doone.
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2. Excretion, evacuation.

1502 ARNOLD Chron. (iSnt 150 Nott to etc nor dryncke out

of noo vessel but in the same that he made hys avoid in.

Avoidable (avoi-dab'l), a. [f.
AVOID v. +

-ABLE.]
1. Liable to be made void or become invalid ;

voidable. 10bs.
a 1677 HAM: (J.) The charters were not avoidable for the

king's nonage. 1818 COLEBROOKE Obligations i. 228 The acts

of a madman, lunatic, or idiot . . are void or avoidable.

1 2. To be avoided or shunned. Obs.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. City o/God 752 If those evills make

it avoydable, what is become of the blisse? 1744 HARRIS
Three Treat. (1841^ 57 Another division of things external ;

that is, pursuable, avoidable, and indifferent.

3. Capable of being avoided or escaped.
1638 CHILLISGW. Relig, Ftvt. I. iii. 52 If the cause of it

be some voluntary and avoidable fault, the Errour is it selfe

sinfull. 1859 MILL Liberty 176 1'Vom idleness or from any
other avoidable cause.

Avoidably (avordabli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY -.]

In an avoidable manner.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU briery Crk. Summ. 155 An expendi-
ture which avoidably exceeds the revenue is a social crime.

tAvoi'dal. Obs. rare. [i.
Av.'iD v. + -AlA]

An avoiding.
1695 Drf. I'll/,/. Dcpr. Bfs. 28 He should have made the

avoidal of the feared evils certain.

Avoidance (.avordans). Forms: 4-6 au- avoy-

daunce, 5 avoydans, 6 advoidanee, 6-8 au-

avoydance, auoidanoe, 6- avoidance, [f.
AVOID

v. + -AXCE
; prob. (from the date) in AFr.J

1 1. The action of emptying a vessel, etc., or of

emptying away its contents ; hence, a clearing

away, removal ; ejection, excretion. Obs.

1398 TKKVISA Barth. De P. R. vn. Ixix. 11495' 290 I.eest

there be togreteauoydaunce. ciqyiFreemasonryjiz From

spyttynge and snyftynge kepe the aUo, By privy avoydans
let hyt go. 1548 GKSTE Pr. Masse 85 For . . advoidanee of

I

ymage worshyp. 1577 /tst. 12 j'atrinrc/is 108 [God] hath
|

assigned . . the belly to the avoidance of the stomach. 1627
SPEED F.ng. Abridged x. 3 \YoIues, for whose auoydance
Edgar the peaceable did impose a yearely Tribute. 1661

MORGAN Sph. Gentry iv. iii. 36 Until . . Supper and Avoyd-
ance be done and accomplished.

t b. A means of emptying ;
an outlet. Obs.

1602 CARKW Cornwall 122 a, A great standing water . fed

by no perceyved spring, neither having any avoydance. 1625
BACON Build., Ess. (Arb.) 553 Fountaines, Running . . frum

the Wall, with some fine Auoidancc*.

2. The action of making void or of no effect ;

voidance, invalidation, annulment. (Esp. in /.<;K'.)

1628 COKE On Litt. 261 b, Ifa man in auoydance of a fine

. . alleage that hee was out of this Realme in Spaine, at the

time of leuying of the fine, a 1832 MACKINTOSH Hist. A' IT'.

Wks. 1846 II. 119
Some members were threatened with the

avoidance of their elections. 1855 MILMAN Lut. Ckr. (1864'

V. ix. iv. 246 The obsequious clergy . . pronounced at once

the avoidance of the marriage.

t 3. The action of vacating an office or benefice.

1642 SIR E. DERINC Sp. mi Relig. 90 After the death, or

other avoidance of a Bishop.

4. The becoming void or vacant, vacancy (of an

office or benefice) ;
also ellipt. the right to fill up

the vacancy.
1462 Paston Lett. 440 II. 90 That I may have the presen-

tacion of the next avoydaunce for a newew of myn. 1594
PLAT Jm'cU-ho. ill. 64 A learned Vintner and worthie to

haue the next auoydance of Bacchus his chaire. 1660 R.

COKE Power PfSid'j. 268 That Patron whoshould simonically

E
remote any Clerk should not only forfeit that avoidance,

ut the advowson. 1838 BEVERIDGE Hist. India II. v. iv.

347 The avoidance of the office of said governor-general by
death. 1879 MACI.EAR Celts xi. 170 On each avoidance of

the abbacy, to fill up the situation from founder's kin.

t 5. The action of dismissing a person or bid-

ding him quit ; dismissal, removal. Obs.

a 1631 DONNE Arisifas 11633) IIT Tne King having made

avoydance of those hee esteemed not necessary-. 1650
FULLER Pisfiih n. xi. 232 By the avoidance of this servant

divine providence made a way for Elisha.

1 6. The action of quitting ; withdrawal, de-

parture, exit. Obs.
a 1555 LATIMKR Serin, fy Kent. (1845' 293 The bishop . .

AVOKEMENT.
out of drowned fens. 16x7 Lisandcr <j Cat. l. 9 She pre-
vented him . . with such premeditated avoidings, that he

judged she had knowledge of his designe. a 1716 BLACKALL
W'ks. (1723) I. 71 He will not rigorously insist on his Bargain
but will . . consent to the avoiding it.

Avoi'dleSS, a. poet. [f. AVOID v. (or si.) +

-LESS.] That cannot be avoided or escaped, inevit-

able; that cannot be made void, indefeasible.

a 1668 DAVKNANT Philos. Disg. (16731 334 Avoidless ills we

commanded avoidance. 1613 HAYWARD \orin. Kings 86

By voluntary avoidance out of the Realme. 1635 Sv/AvSjeC.
jl/. (1670) 418 They make present avoidance from their holes.

7. The action of avoiding or shunning anything

unwelcome, or of holding aloof from a person.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-mart. 343 For avoydance of scandall is

Divine law. 1615 Br. HALL Contempt. \ix. v.(i796i II. 261

Some thinys may be yeelded for the . . avoidance of others

misconstruction. 1684 BAXTER Cath. Coininnn. 30 Must we
let Men Excommunicate one another, and call all to mutual

avoidance? 1876 GREEN Short Hist. iii. 8 2 1 1882' 120 There
was no public avoidance of the excommunicated King.

Avoiuer (.avoi-dai). [f.
AVOID v. + -EH 1

.]

1 1.
' The person that carries any thing away.

The vessel in which things are carried away.' J.

06s. Cf. VOIDER.
2. One who avoids or shuns.

1613 FLETCHER Hon. Mail's fort. iv. i. (T.I Good sir . . you
were wont to be a curious avoider of woman's company.

Avoiding (avoi-dirj), vbl.
f
sl>. [f. as prec. +

-ING 1.] The action of emptying or getting rid of

(ads.), of making void or invalid, of shunning or

keeping aloof from
;
avoidance.

1494 FABVAN v. Ixxxiv.
6_2

In aduoydyng ofgretter daunger.

1586 nOBBTjMMHfc xiii. 67 For avoiding ofrivers of water

upon thy head the stony curse Shall bring avoidles;

Avoidnien't (avoi'dmSnt). [f. AVOIIJ v. +

-MENT.] The action of avoiding ;
avoidance.

1882 St. fames' C,a~. 14 Apr. 7 In the International Han-

dicap . . the notice of avoidmenl has been overlooked.

Avoir, obs. variant of AVKK sb.

Avoirdupois ^vaidspoiv). Forms: 4 auoir-

depeise, auer de pels, 4-7 avoir de pois, 5

haberdepase, 6 auerdepaise, auer de poiz, ha-

berdepoys, -poise, 6-7 hauer de pois, haber-

de-pois, 7 averdepois, aver-, haberdupois'e,

haverdupois(e, S hauer-du-pois, ;- avoirdu-

pois. [A recent corrupt spelling of avoir-Je-pois,

in early OF. and AF. nvcir tie pcis 'goods of

weight,' f. OF. avoir, aveir, property, goods, AVER,
tie of, pois, pels (

= 1'r. pes, pens, It. peso) : L.

*pcsnm, pension, weight. The first word had the

variant forms of the simple AVKK, and the pro-
nunciation remains rrzv/- ; the Norman ftis was
from 1300 varied with, and ^1500 superseded by,

the Parisian pois. The best modern spelling is the

i;thc. averdepois; in any case de ought to be

restored for du, introduced by some ignorant
' im-

prover' (.'1640-1650.]

f 1. Merchandise sold by weight. Obs. (c\doo.,
c 1300 E. /-.'. Poems (18621 154 }nr gret packes of draperie,

auoir-depeise, and jur wol sackes. 1388 \VvcLiF Ezck. xxvii.

16 Thei settiden forth in thi marcat gemme, and purpur . .

and cochod, ether auer dc pels [1382 chodchod, that is.

precious marchaundise]. (1392 Act 16 Rich. //, i. i 2 Tout/

niarchants . . qe achater ou vendre voillont bled?, vinz, avoir

de pois, char, pesson, & toutz autres vivres & vitails.] 1502

transl. in Arnold C/irwi. (1811)34 Cornes.wynes.auerdepaise,

fleah, fishe, or odur vitayles. 1598 HAKLUYT I'ay. I. 137 To
exercise other marchandises, as of Hauer de pois, and other

fine wares, as sarcenets, lawnes, cindalles, and .-.ilke. 1618

PL-LTON tr. Act 27 Eihv. Ill, Staple x. That Wools, and all

manner auoir de pois, be weighed by the ballance. 1691

BLOL-NT I.a-.u Diet., Avoir du Pois . . signifies Mich Merchan-

dises as are weighed by this weight, and not by Troy-weight.

2. (More fully avoirdupois wight) The standard

system of weights used, in Great Britain, for all

goods except the precious metals, precious stones,

and medicines.
The A. pound contains 7000 grains. The A. weight of the

United States agrees with that of Great Britain in the

pound, ounce, and dram ; but the hundredweight contains

in U. S. 100, in G. B. 112 Ibs., and the ton of 20 cwt. differs

accordingly.

1485 Inr. in Ripon Ck. Acts 367, J par balance cum poll-

deribusde haberdepase. 1532-3 .-)<-/ 24 //d-. I'll!, iii, Law.
full weyght, called haberdepois. 1543 RECORDS Gr. Aries

(1575)202 An otherwaight called Haberdepoise, in whiche 16

ounces make a pounde. 1594 PLAT Jewell.ho. in. 7 Vveightes
that may agree with the auer de poiz. 1619 DALTON Lonntr.

Just. Ixv. (16301 143 In this Averdepois weight . . 112 pounds
make a hundred weight. 1631 BRAIHWAIT Whlmiut 16 A
trite discourse of weights and measures : most ponderously

dividing them into troy and averdepois. 1647 WAKU Stinp.

('# 1 18431 39 Weigh Rules by Troyweight, and not by the

old Haber-du-pois. 1650 B. Discollim. 16 Weighed . . at

the . publick beam ..not at . . every Shop-keeper's Ai'fr.

dtt-pois. 1656 Du GARD Gate Lai. Unl. 536 Avoir-du-

pois, wherewith wares are bought and sold. 1667 E. KING

in Phil. Tram. II. 450, 49 ounces 'Haver de pois weightiof

blood. 1669 BOYLE Cant. Xew Kxp. i. xxxiii. (1682' 112

Haberdupoise weight. 1701 J. JONES in A. I. Ellis E. h.

Prim. i. iii. 220, // maybe sounded in halleluiah, habiliment,

hauer-du-pois, etc. 1755 Phil. Trans. XLIX. 184 So great

a weight as twenty-six pounds avoirdupoize. 1806 > INCI.

Hydrost.\\. 21 A cubic foot of rain water weighs icooounces

avoirdupoise. 1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. \\. viii, The weakest

can stand under thirty stone avoirdupois.

3. Weight; degree of heaviness. ;CommonmL.S.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II', n. iv. 276 The weight of an hayre

will turne the Scales betweene their Haber-de-pois. 1680

Him. Cavalier 26 To make it more than Aver-dti-pois. 1883
A tl. Monthly May i I'~ootball\ Avoirdupois and strength are

at a premium for rushing, blocking, and tackling.

Avoirdupois (as prec.), v. rare~ l
. [f.

the

sb.] To have the avoirdupois weight of, to weigh.

1854 BAUHAM Haliciit. 231 A huge African fish . . has been

known to avoirdupoise one hundred and forty pounds.

t AvO'fee, v. Obs. [In sense i, ad. L. avocilre,

after revoke, etc. In sense 2, a. MF. avoquer
-
advoqitcr, ad. L. advocarc : see ADVOKE.]

1. To call away. rare.

l623CoCKERAM, Aiiokf, to call [ printed(M] from, orbacke

againe. 1639 R. BAII.LIE Lett. .17751 I. 183 Absence . . not

much remarked . . if their negligence or ado s or misconduct

did avoke them.

2. = ADVOKE, ADVOCATE z>.' 2.

15*9 DR. BENNET To ll'olscy in Burnet Hist. ReJ. (1679) I.

Rec. 80 Dangers to follow, both to himself and to the See

Apostolick, if his Holiness . . should avoke the cause.

t AvO'kement. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. AVOKE +

-MENT : cf. AVOCAJIENT.J A calling off or away.
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AVOLATE.

1637 RASTWICK Litany \\\. 19 Declining all avokemer.ts and
hinoerances from this holy imployment.

Avoket, -ette, obs. forms of ADVOCATE sb.

t A'VOlate, v- Obs,
[f.

L. avolat- ppl. stem of

avoldre to fly off or away, f. a, ab oft + volare to fly.]

To fly off, escape, exhale, evaporate.
1673 Phil. Tratts. VIII. 6024 Yet must not all the spirits

avolate. 1709 BLAIR ibid. XXVII. 73 Wherever these Par-
ticles avolate freely.

1 Avola'tion. tObs. [n. of action f. prec.: see

-ATION.] The action of flying away; escape, ex-

halation, evaporation.
1650 SIR T. BROWNE /VW. Ep. v. xxiii. (1686) 224 The avo-

lation of the light and favillous particles. 1684 BOYLE
Porousn. Anim. Bod. \\. 6 There being a great waste . . by
the avolation of invisible steam. 1757 WALKER in PktL
Trans. I,. 129 This cremor . . bearing a considerable heat

without avolation. 1824 GALT Rothdan I. L iv. 30 He was
. . but for a certain avolation of the eye, when looked steadily
in the face, of a goodly aspect.

Avolitional (a-voli j^nal), a. [f. A- pref. 14.]

Not volitional, independent of volition.

1855 J. R. REYNOLDS Diagn. Dis. Brain ix, Simply an ex-

aggeration of avolitional motilily.

Avong e, var. AFONG v. Obs. to seize, receive.

Avoset, variant of AVOCET.

Avou, obs. form of Avow.
Avouch (avuirtf\ v. Forms : 4-6 au- av-

ouche, 5-7 auouch, -owch, 6 7 advouch, 7

auoch, 5- avouch, [a. OF. avochiert ad. L. ctd-

vocare. In living use advocare, by regular pho-
netic change, became in OF. avocr, ai>ouer\ but as

Latin continued in legal use, and the technical terms

became to some extent popularized, advocdrc, in

its technical senses of 'call upon as defender,

guarantor,' etc., was subsequently made French,
as avochicr, avocicr, avoker, which thffs became
to a certain extent* a more technical synonym of

avoer\ so in Eng. with avouch, avow. Cf. VOUCH.]
I. To appeal or refer for confirmation to some

warrant or authority.

fl. trans. To avouch a thing upon one: to call

or cite him as warrant or authority for it ; to prove,
declare, or state it on his authority. Obs.

1393 GOWKR Con/, I. 295 And that I durst right wel avouche

Upon her selfe, as for witnesse. 1494 FABYAN v. civ. 79, I am
in dought because of the sayinge of Ranulphe, Monke of

Che^tre, whiche auowchyth it vpon Wyllyam, wryter of

Historyes of Kyn.^es.

f2. To certify (an account) by reference to, and

comparison with, vouchers. Obs.

1540 /fnnst'h. Ord. Hen, I'll! in Thyntte's Atiimcutv. In-

trod. 35 The Clerkes-Comptrollers to goe with him to take

the said Remaines to be advouched with him, what the ex-

pence shall rise to. Item .. the Hooke of Comptrollment
. . shall be put yearly into the Exchequer, to be advoucht to

the Cofferers account.

t3. To appeal to, cite, or allege, as warrant,

authority, or testimony. Obs,

1573 G. HARVEY Letter-hk. 11884) 26 Reasuns he usid none

against me, but only avouchid and maintainid M. Osburns.

1579 FULKE Hfskins's Part. 220 In none of them can I reade
that whiche he aduoucheth out of him. a 1619 FOTHERBY
Atheom. \. vi. 2 Making God himselfe a Iyer : as auouch-

ing of him, as a witnesse vnto their lye. 1628 COKF, On Litt,

216 b, For proofe of their opinion they auouch many succes-

sions of authorities. (71718 PENS Life Wks. 1726 1.42,
I shall avouch the Authorities.

f4. To establish upon testimony, to prove. Obs.

1588 THYNXE in Animadv. Introd. 92 Whiche I will suffi-

ciently advouche, yf Instances be called for at my handes.

1596 SPENSER State Ire I. 490 The certainty of things in times

so far from all knowledge, cannot be justly avouched. 1664
POWER Exp. Fliilos. \. 56 Every hair of our head is as a little

juill or horn, hollow and transparent. Which seems to be

"urther avouched also by the burning of hair. 1678 R. BAR-

CLAY Apol. Quakers n. 10. 43 It is by this Spirit, that they
avouch themselves to have been converted to God.

II. To give one's own warrant or assurance ;

to guarantee, confirm.

5. intr. To give assurance, guarantee, vouch.

1532 HKN. VIII in Burnet Hist. Ref. II. 169 Subscribed

with your Holiness's hand, which avouched to confirm the

sentence, and not to revoke the commission. 1705 DE FOE
Mrs. Fc/Wks. 1840 V. 341, 1 can avouch for her reputation.

6. trans. To vouch to the certainty of, vouch for,

guarantee.
1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Pref. 5 Voices avouched to haue

come from heauen. a 1626 BACON Max. <y Uses Com.
Law (1635) 63 The seller must bring one to avouch his

sale. 1649 MILTON Eikon. xxviii. 520 Ambrose avouch'd it

for the Law of God. 1754 MACKENZIE in Phil. Trans.

XLVIII. 820 There are bad accounts from Nicomedia, but

none well avouched. 1868 MILMAN St. Pants viii. 179 The

authority of Erasmusavouches the accomplished scholarship
ofPace. 1876 E. MEI.LOR/V/M. iv. 175 A miracle avouched

by the testimony of those who drank the wine.

III. To declare as a thing for which one can

bring vouchers.

7. To declare as a thing one can prove, or upon
which one offers his own express testimony as a

personal witness ; to affirm, assert. Now strictly

of matters of fact upon which one can give first-

hand evidence, formerly also of matters of infer-

ence or opinion, on which one might speak with
'

authority.'

I
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1494 FABYAN vn. ccxxiii. 249 More ouer he avouched, that

yp see of Lyncoln belonged to the seeofVorke. 1562 GRINDAL
Let. Wks. 1843, 253, I pray you let me understand, whether
it may be certainly avouched that the king of Navarre ..

is killed. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinskcdlll, 383/1 De-
clared vnto him, that there was a gentleman of qualitie . .

that would auouch it to his face. 1604!'. WRIGHT C//;r/.
J Vary 16, I , . haue knowne a man, almost with halfe his

lungs rotten with a consumption, and yet boldelie auowch
that he was strong. 1624 BEDELL Lett. vii. in Loe how
plainly Saint Augustine auoucheth Purgatorie. 1691 WOOD
Ath. Oxon. 11/62, I constantly avouch that what I have
writ is the truth. 1821 BYRON Juan in. xxxviii, He did

not know (alas ! how men will lie !i That a report . . Avouch'd
his death. i84oTHACKERAY/

>
rtr/.s.S'. Bk. '1872 196 Millions

again were ready to avouch the exact contrary. 1845 R.

HAMILTON Pop. EJuc. vi. isgThe true principle is avouched.

1852 Miss YONCE Cameos I. xl. 342 His own deposition, as

three Cardinals avouched that he had made it before them.

b. intr. To state, declare, assert.

1577 VAUTROULLIER Luther s Ep. Gal. 288 SoPaule seemeth
to auouch in this place. 1681 J. COLLINS Glanmlts Saddu-
cism. Pref., As I have heard him earnestly avouch.

IV. To declare to be one's own, to acknow-

ledge, Avow.
8. trans. To acknowledge (or claim) solemnly

as one's own : a. a person, arch.

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 320/2 God auoucheth vs

and taketh x-s for his children. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy. 11810)

III. 300 Not being our subjects, nor by vs any way to be

avouched, maintained, or defended. 1611 BIBLE Dent. xxvi.

17-18 Thou hast auouched the Lord this day to be thy God
. . And the Lord haih auouched thee this day to be his

peculiar people. 1861 TRENCH Sev. C/t. Asia 183 He wasone
of God's hidden ones, but now he is openly avouched.

fb. a thing. Obs.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mas. Ded., So wil I not auouch for

mine that which by your censure shal be condemned. 1606

BP. CARLETON Titties v. 26 a, Tithes are euer holy to God
.. both dedicated to him by man, and aduouched by
himselfe.

9. To acknowledge or take the responsibility of

an action : a. To acknowledge, sanction, confirm

the act of a subordinate agent, arch.

(11553 UDALL Royster D. in. ii, Adde what so ever thou

canst . . And I will avouche it what so ever it bee. 1577
HOLINSHED Chron. III. 005/2 He .. might speake things
that his maister would not auouch. 1597 DANIEL Civ. Wares
HI. Ixxlx.He forwhom thou dost thisvillanie. .will not avouch

thy fact 1647 SPRIGG Ang. Retiiv. Apol. (1854* 5 That they
should . . own and avouch them as having been done in their

name and by their authority. 1834 SIR H. TAYLOK^4ntaw&
ii. v. ii. (1849) 254 Dukes and regal potentates, whose power
May currently avouch her doubtful deeds.

b. To acknowledge (any act) as one's own ;
to

admit, confess, own to. arch.

1606 BRYSKETT Civ. Life 76 The offences done to men may
be auouched before Princes and magistrates in Judgement,
as no wrongs, but lawfull acts. 1655 FULLER C/t. Hist. ix.

vi. V. 77 Suppose a poor Lay Catholick . . to purchase one
of these Rhemish Testaments, he durst not avouch the read-

ing thereof. 1862 TRENCH Eng. Past <y Pr. iii. led. 91 119
Milton in his prose works frequently avouches the peculiar
affection to the Italian literature and language which he bore.

10. To acknowledge (a charge), confess, avow.

1649 MILTON Eikon. Wks. 1738 I. 391 Under that excuse

avouches himselfopenly the general Patron of most notorious

Delinquents. 18*5 SCOTT Betrothed iii, The first time that

I have Heard one with a beard on his lip avouch himself

a coward. 1883 A. FORBES in iqtk Cent. Oct. 721 Men ..

who avouch that they are . . plotting for the disruption of

the Union.

V. Combining IV with II.

11. To acknowledge and support or justify ; to

make good, establish, prove (ivitli\.

1599 MARLOWE Ediv. //, v. iv. 2371 And will avouch his

saying with the sword. 1700 in Coll. Rcc. Penn. \. 604 All

which several charges hee is readie to avouch and prove.

1852 Miss YONGE Cameos II. xiii. 146 Richard . . offered to

avouch his innocence with his sword.

tAvOU'ch,^- arch. [f. prec. vb.] Guarantee,

assurance.
1602 SHAKS. Hani, i, I. 57, 1 might not this beleeue,Without

the sensible and true auouch Of mine owne eyes. 1860

J.
KENNEDY Rob ofBowl x\\\. 139 What he recounts .. you

have his own avouch for.

Avoucliable (avau-tfab'l), a. [f.
AVOUCH v.

+ -ABLE.] Able to be avouched.

1594 CAREW /fnartt's Exam. Wits (16161 96 It is a matter

not auouchable. 1651 FULLER Life H. Smith in Smith's

Wks. 1866 I. 9 Incapable by weakness or any avouchable

impediment. 1655 Ch. Hist. i. iii. Wks. I. 67 The most

avouchable Evidence of Christianity flourishing in this

Island in this Age. {In mod. Diets.]

Avouched (avavrtjt), ///. a. [f. AVOUCH v. +

-ED.] Vouched for; acknowledged, avowed.

1637 GILLESPIE Eng.-Pop. Cerem. Ep. Aiv, Professed Pa-

pists and avouched Atheists. 1846 GROTE Greece \. xiii.

1 1862) I. 207 Matter of fact generally unquestionable, though
little avouched as to details,

AvotLCher (avairtpu). Also 6 advoucher.

[f.
as prec. + -ERi.] One who avouches.

1570 DKE Matk. Pref. i Plato .. the constant auoucher,
and pithy perswador of Vcrnm, Bonum, and Ens. 1583
FULKE Defence xix. 544 The most impudent advoucher . .

that ever became a writer. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \\. 133

This opinion hath many eminent Advocates and Avouchers.

1678 Trans. Crt. Spain 08 The Secretary . . may likewise be

an avoucher of the truth of what I say. [In mod. Diets.)

Avoii'chiug. vhL sb. = next.

1580 HOLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tffttjf., Approbation, approu-

ing or auouchmg.
Avouchment (avairtjment). [f. as prec. +

AVOW.

-MKNT.] The action of avouching ; assurance,

guarantee ; positive declaration, asscriion.

1574 tr. Marhrat's Apocalips 16 The auouchment of the

truth. 1649 MILTON Eikon. i. Wks. (1851 > 340 The avouch-
merit of that which is so manifestly untrue. 1677 GILPIN
Dsmotiol. 11867* '3 1 The positiveness of avouchments . .

in such cases, where we want sufficient reason to support
what we affirm. 1715 M. DAVIES Icon Libel. I. 124 Not-

withstanding his avouchments to the contrary, a 1884 YV.

WARD in Spectator No. 2911, 487/2 In innumerable past
instances the avouchments of memory have been true.

tAvOTTchy. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. AVOUCH; cf.

ivarranfy, etc.] Avouching, avouchment.

1631 }. BUPGES Ansiv. Rcjoinfit^^. Ded. 3 By avouchie of
this Branch of truth against the opinions of some.

II Avoue (avtt|ir). [F. : L. advocatus ; Eng.
AvmvE, ADVOWEE.] A patron.
1851 SIR F. PALGHAVE Sonn. fy Eng. I. 561 He was also

Avoue of Centulla.

f AvotTr(e, & Obs. rare, [erroneously for

avourie, AVOWBY ; if not for OF. avocor, avoeiir,

avimcur, of which the proper Eng. form is avower,
while the OF. in the first quotation would be

avoeresse.~]
= AVOWBY 2.

f 1400 Sffwdone Bab. 2390 God and seynte Mary myn
avoure ! 1868 STANLEY Westm. Ab. i;8 Round his [Henry
Vll's] tomb stand his nine accustomed Avows or guardian
saints, to whom he calls and cries. [HENRY VII ; histr.for
Tomb in Bell's Handbk. Westm. Ab. 33 The same to be
filled with ymages, specially of our said avouries.]

t Avoure, sb:1- Obs. rare- 1
, [for AVOWEB.]

vLegal) Avowal, answer for.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. yi.
iii. 48 To make avoure Of his lewd

words and deedes which he had done.

Avourie, -y, obs. form of AVOWEY.

Avouter(e, etc., obs. form of ADULTER, etc.

Avow (avoir), f.l Forms: 2 auouh(en, 3

awou, 37 au- avowe, 5 awowe, 5-7 aduow(e,
6- avow. [a. OF. avouc-r, avocr : L. advoca-re

to call to, call upon ; csp. to call in as a de-

fender or patron (cf. ADVOCATE) : hence, in feudal

times, to call upon or own as defender, patron,

client, or person in some way related, to acknow-

ledge as ours in some relation ; afterwards ex-

tended to things. Often semi-latinized to atfvow

in 15 i6th c., a corruption which has become per-

manent in the derivative ADVOWSON. Cf. AVOUCH.]
1. trans. To own or acknowledge (a person) as

one's own.
i In the first example it may mean literally

'
call to thyself.')

c 1220 Urcisnn in Colt. Horn. 197 Auouh mine soule hwon
ich of bisse Hue uare. 1467 Bury Wills > 1850) 50, I will . .

that myn executors avowe hym in his suet. 1580 NORTH
Plutarch (1676) 2 His Father knew him, and avowed him for

his Son. 1600 HAKHIYT Voy. 118101 III. 176 Not our subiects,

nor by vs any way to be advowed. 1619 LD. DONCASTER in

f'-fig.
A Germ. (Camd. 1865* 147 Giving me commission to say

what I would . . wherein he promised to avow me.

f2. refl. To avow (oneself) on or upon: to put
ontself under the protection or patronage of, to

claim the authoi ity of, to affiliate oneself upon. Obs.

'577 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 900/2 Certeine aduowing
themselues on you, haue assailed and taken by force the

citie of Rome. 1601 CAREW Cornwall 135 b, Our Foy Gal-

lants . . auowing themselves vpon the Earle of Warwicke.

1 3. trans. To own (the deeds of an agent) ;
to

sanction, approve. Obs.

1530 PALSGR., 418/1, I advowe or make good, Jaduoue ..

What so euer he promyse in my name I wyll advowe it. l68
T. SPENCER Lfgick 3 We have the frequent vse of learned

men to avow it. 1651 HOBBES Lrviath. n. xviii. 90 Be con-

tented to avow all the actions he shall do.

4. trans. To declare (as a thing one can vouch

for) ; to affirm, maintain (a thing which others

might deny). Const, simple obj., subord. cl., absol.

Obs. or arch., but surviving in some uses of Vow.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7307 For-soth i sai, and sal a-wou, Ful

sare yee sal repent yow. 1393 GOWER Conf. 1 1 1. 191 Tullius

his tale avoweth And saith. 1476 SIR JOHN PASTON in Let/.

778 III 164 [They] offryd to afferme and advowe my tytell

for goode i$33 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 992/1 Ryghte

worshipful folk, that before me aduowed it in hys face. 1596

DANETT Commines' Hist. Fr. (16141 339 De Cleneux . . ad-

uowed his report to be true for them both. 1611 BIBLE

Pref. 8 Wee affirme and auow that the very meanest trans-

lation of the Bible in English, .containeth the word of God.

1759 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 272 Avowingpropnetary
and deputy-government reasons for such his refusal. 1805

SCOTT Last Minstr. I. xi, As bards avow.

f b. To vouch for, guarantee. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 441/2, I avowe, I warrant or make good, or

upholde as in marchaundyse or such lyke. .Take this clothe

of my worde, I avowe it for good.

5. trans. To own, acknowledge, admit, or con-

fess (facts, statements, or opinions, that one might
himself conceal or deny). Const, as in 4.

1330 R. BRLNNE Chron. 320 If he wille avowe alle his

wikked sawe. (-1386 CHAUCER Chan. Vein. frol. r T. 89,

I wol nought avowe what I say, And therfor kep it secrc! I

yow pray, c 1440 t'rmnp. Pan: 19 A-vowyn, or stonde by
the forsayde worde or dede, AJvoco. 1460 CAPGKAVE Chron.

182 Sche accused a certeyn knyte, whech cam to the Kvng
and avowid every word. 1659 Centl. Call. ix. 3 This little

tract . must avow to come upon that uncivil yet friendly

errand. 1667 DRVDEN Aim. Mirab. 545 As when fiends did

miracles avow, He stands confess'd e'en by the boastful

Dutch. 1778 JOHNSON in AVOTf//(i8i6) III. 294 Many a

man thinks, what he is ashamed to avow. 1855 PRESCOT i



AVOW.
Philip //, I. n. viii. 235 The boldness with which he avowed
his opinions.

6. reft, and pass. To confess one's identity, de-

clare oneself.

1465 Paston Lett. 533 II. 249 William Nawton is here
with me, but he dare not ben avowyd. 1621 MOLLE
Ciimcrar. Liv. Libr. \. vi. 16, I affirme and auow myselfe,
that I am Liege-man . .of Ferdinand. 1769 SIK W. DRAPER
in Jitnius Lett. xxiv. 114 Avow yourself, and prove the

charge. 1837 S. MAITLAND 12 Lett. (1841) 81 The gentlemen
who have avowed themselves as the instigators of the
new edition.

7. Law. To justify or maintain (an act done,

spec, a distress, for rent taken in one's own right).
1528 PERKINS Profit. Bk. ii. 122 If in a Replevin the de-

fendant avow for a Rent charg in another place. 1540 Act
32 Hen. VIII, ii. 9 The next heire. .shall haue. .liberty. .

to sue demaunde, aduowe, declare, or make, the sayd titles,

claymes, prescriptions. 1617 MINSHEU s.v. Avowrie, He
that took the Distresse, justifying or maintaining the act, is

said to auow, and that is called his Auowrie. 1809 TOM-
LINS Law Diet. s.v. Avowry^ Where tenant in tail aliens in

fee, the donor may avow upon him.

tAvow (avuir), f. a Obs. Forms : 4-7 avow(e,
? also 6 aduowe. [a. ? OF. avoue-r, avoer (Palsgr.

aduouer}, f. a to + vouer: late Lat. votdre (cf. Pr.

vodar, and cl . L. dc-vot-are}, freq. of vove-re, vdt-wn,
to vow. Already in OF. the two vbs. avouer were
confounded ; Littre has only that from advocare^\
1. trans. To put (one) to a vow or oath, to bind

with a vow (to some act, to do something).
1303 R. BRUNNE IfandL Synnc 7647 pese lordynges, ]?at

avowe here men to do swych bynges. 1382 WVCLIF Acts
xxiii. 14 With deuocioun we han avowid vs to no thing
tastinge, til we slen Foul. [Vulg. dcvotione dmovimns nos
nihit gustaturos.]
2. To devote, consecrate, dedicate by a vow (a

person or thing to God, or to some solemn purpose).
1382 WVCLIF Lev. xxvii. 16 If the feelde . . he auowe

[Vulg. vwcrit] & halowe to the Lord, a 1450 Knt. de la

7"fl?-(i868> 107 To avowe her children vnto God and holy
chirche. 1533 BELLENDEHE Livy i. 49 Tullus . . avowit xu
prei-stis . . to be perpetualy dedicate to Mars. 1583 A. COSIIAM
in BahingtoiCs Coinniandni. To Reader ***&, Hee . . as it

were aduowed himselfe a man to the Lord, to serve in his

Tabernacle.

3. intr. (from re_ft.}
To bind oneself by a vow,

to take a vow (to an act or to do something).
^'1325 E. E. Allit. P. C. 333, I dewoutly awowe |>at veray

betz halden Soberly to do Jje sacrafyse. 1483 CAXTON G. de
la Tour C. iij b, She . . repentyd her and auowed to many
pylgremages. 1531 Dial. Laws Eng. n. liv. (1638) 164 If a
man avow never to eat white meat. 1603 H. CROSSE Verities
Comntw.

11878) 13 The three Romans .. who for the safe-

guard of their Countrey auowed to dye.
b. absoL or with subord. cl. To make a vow.
c 1400 Hlnlayne 733, I a-vowe to mylde marie . . I sail

noghte leve the soo. -1440 Pronip. Pan'. 19 Auowyn, or
to make auowe, Voveo. 1493 J''cstyvall (W. de W. 1515) 93
He that hath avowed or ioyned in penaunce must fast the
even. 1594 R. PARSONS Confer. Success, i. v. 109, I do
promisse and auow to euery one of you. .that I wil kepe, etc.

4. trans, a. with cogn. obj. To vow.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. viii, 13 Ich haue a-vowed vowes

fourty
' and for-?ut hem a morwe. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.

285/3 Auowe ye vowes and yelde them to god.
b. with ordinary obj. : To vow to give, keep,

observe, do
;
to promise or undertake with a vow.

(.1374 CHAUCER Anel. # Arc. 355 And unto Mars avoyth
sacrifice, a 1450 Knt. da la 7Vwr{i868)n Than she avowed
chastite. 1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, vi, Suche as haue auowed
religion. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Commw. 218 Auowing
continual war against the Abessine Christians.

AvOW (avau*), -f^. 1 arch. Forms : 4-5 avou,
avowe, 5auough, 6advow, 7 avow.

[f. Avowv.2,
on analogy of Vow v. and sb,

^
(In OF. the two verbs avouer seem to have been quite

identified icf. aloiier ALLOW). The sb. aveu, whose form is

best explained by comparing it with ?<en t vtcn: L. vdtnm^
seems to belong in sense to avouer: advocarc\ whereas
the Eng. sb. avow was in early times used only in sense of
Avow !/. 2 \

i:

advotare. The connexion of the Eng. with
the Fr. sb. is thus rendered doubtful.)]

1. A vow, a solemn promise made to a deity, etc.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10203 For-bi to godd a-vou bai gaf. 1330

R. BHUNNK C/*r#. 112 He brak his avowe, bat he to God
had suorn. c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 19 A-vowe, votnni. c 1465
C/iezy Chase i The perse owt off northombarlonde an avowe
to god mayd he. 1493 Pctronylla {Pynson) 24 In hir auough
made unto chastyte. 1493 Festyimll (W. de W. 1515) 79
Four cursyd knyghtes . . made theyr avowe togider to sle

Thomas. 1531 Dial. Laws Eng. n. xxii. (1638) 103 There is

a promise that is called an Advow. 1655 JENNINGS Elise 74,
I could not address my avows to a more accomplished sub-

ject. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth III. 45 I make mine avow,
by the Red Rover's soul ! that he shall eat his writ

1 2. A thing vowed ; a votive offering. Obs.
1388 WYCLIF Acts xxiv. 17 To do alines dedis to my folc,

and offryngis, and auowis. c 1400 MAUNDEV. ix. 105 Ther
thei golden up here avowes.

t AVOW, sb Obs. rare 1
. [subst. use of

Avow z/.i] Avowal, sanction.

1697 DRYDEN I'irgil 11806) IV. 234 What, without thy
knowledge and avow, Nay more, thy dictate, durst Ju-
turna do ?

Avowable (avairab'l), a.
[f. Avow vl -r -ABLE.

Cf. mod.F. avottaMe.] Capable of being avowed :

*t" a. To be sanctioned, or approved of (ofa.}. b.

To be acknowledged, confessed, or declared.
i6oa SEGAR Honor Mil. fy Civ. i. xxix. 38 No souldier de-

parting from his Ensigne without leaue can be excused, nor

589

his absence allowable. 1634 DOSNK Devotions 209
' R.) The

proceedings may be apert, and . . avowable. 1825 BtNTHAM
Ration. KL-W. 119 This is not an avowable reason.

Avowableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being avowable.
a 1631 DONNE Serin. Iv. 11640) 549 To enquire into the na-

ture and avowablenesse and exemplarinesse of this.

Avowal (avairal). [f. Av->w z/. 1 + -AL-.] An
act of avowing ; acknowledgement, declaration ;

unconstrained admission or confession.

[1727-31 BAILEY, Avowsal.] 1732 BARCLAY, Avowal. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela I. 136 O frightful ! . . here's an Avowal
of the matter at once. 1845 R. HAMILTON Pop. Educ. viii.

199 The Dissenters . . have fallen behind their avowals.

1855 PHESCOTT Philip II, I. ii. ix. 252 A plain avowal of his
sentiments.

Avowance (avairans). ? Obs. [a. OK. avoit-

ance, f. avouer : see Avow v.i and -AXCE.]
1. The action of the avowant ; the maintaining or

making good of a claim or statement.

1642 SIR E. DERING Sp. on Relig. 19 If now you want any
of them here, to make avowance of their Petition. 1662
FULLER Worthies i. 142 In avowance of the latter it sheweth
more Burrow-towns then any Shire .. in Mercia.

2. The action of acknowledging; public acknow-

ledgement or confession.
a 1603 T. CARTWKIGHT Confut. Rhew. N. T. 134 An open

avowance and profession of the doctrine of Antichrist.

Avowant (avatrant). [a. F. avouant, pr. pple.

(used subst.) of avouer \ see Avow z>.l] In Law,
A challenger ;

a person making cognizance, or

admitting that he distrained goods belonging to

another, but maintaining his right to do so.

1529 Act 21 Hen. VIII, ,\ix. 2 Every avowaiint and every
other person . , that make any such avowrie, 1598 KITCHIN
Courts Lcet, etc. (1675) 214 Then the Avowant shall recover

damages. 1768 BLACKSTONE Contni. III. 147 Which bond
shall be assigned to the avowant or person making cogni-
zance. 1816 Taunton Law Rep. VI. 526 An avowant in re-

plevin for rent was obliged to shew a title in fee.

t Avowe. Obs. Also 3 avow. [a. OF. avoue,
avoc (1 2th c.)> avoet (nth c.) : L. advocat-us : see

ADVOCATE sb. As in assign and other words, the

final -e became mute in ME,, leaving avow. In

1 5th c. Kr. it was occas. spelt by the clerks advene,
whence the later Eng. ADVOWEE. (See An-/;r/". 2.)]

An advocate, patron, or protector; esp. a patron saint.

1297 R. Gi-ouc. 475 God and Seinte Marie, and Sein Denis
al so, and alle the avowes [printed abowes] of this churche,
in w[h]as ore ich am ido. ^1300 Beket 2129 Alle the avows
of the churche. ^1300 A~. A Us. 3160 Hendely they by-
sechith the That thou beo heore avowe. (.'1490 Lyt. Geste
iv. in Ritson Rob. Hood I. 42

' Where is your abbay, when
ye are at home, And who is your avowe?'

Avowed ;avcurd), ppl. a.^
[f.

Avow^.l + -ED.]
1. Acknowledged, owned, plainly declared.

1340 [see AVOWRY 4]. 1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider -y /. lii.

35 Arms . . In harolds books a vowde. 1659 Gent I, Call.

11696) 41 A man of such an avowed brutality. 1793 T. JEF-
FERSON M'rit. (18591 IV. I2 For tne avowed purpose of com-

mitting hostilities on us. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. xvi.

362 The avowed leaders were . . the bishops.
2. Self-acknowledged, declared by himself.

1651 HoBiiKS Leviath. in. xxxvi. 231 He is a Prophet
avowed. 1792 Aimed* II7. Pitt III. xliv. 197 An avowed
enemy to American independency. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Coinp.

224 Lord Somers was the avowed Editor.

t Avowed, ///. a?- Obs. f f. Avow z>.2 + ED.]
Vowed.
1720 WE LTON Sitff. Sou of God I. x. 279 The Avowed

Poverty of St. Francis . . The Spiritual Repasts of this

Sacred Vow.

Avowedly (avairedir, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.]

In an avowed manner ; with open declaration or

acknowledgement ; confessedly, openly.
1656 COWLEY Davideis in. (1669) 108 note, That he should

gj
. . avowedly to Achis Court so soon after the defeat of

oliah. 1791 MACKINTOSH Vind. Gall. Wks. 1846 III. 88

An avowedly hostile tribunal. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer III.

18 The avowedly mythical . . character of the delineation.

Avoweclness (avatrednes). ? Obs. [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being avowed, openness.
1673 Lady's Call. \. i. 19 The frequency and avowedness

of a fashion. 1695 Prot. Relig. Motive Rev. 13 To assert

their Religion with the more Courage and Avowedness.

Avower 1
(avau-ai). [f. Avow v.1 + -KR 1

.] One
who avows.

1623 !>[. HALL Serai. Chapell Earle Exceter (1627! 526
Set out by the stile of the Promiser and Avower. 1668
DRYDEN Ess. Dram. Poetry in Arb. Garner III. 520 A bold
avower of his own virtues. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat, Diet.

iMorelh, An avower, Qui al'iquid affirmat.

t Avower 2
. Obs. [a. F. ffwwc/- (see Avow z/.

1
),

inf. used subst.] Avowing, avowal.
[Cited as yet only in form AVOURK and ADVOWF.R, q.v.]

Avowing, vbl j<M [f. Avow vl + -ING 1.] Ac-

knowledgement, avowal.

1687 M. CLIFFORD Notes Drydens Poems ii. 6, I might
have spared . . you your avowing, a 1718 PKNN Life Wks.
1726 I. 137 An open avowing . . of these Things.

t Avowing, vbl. sb2 [f. Avow z/.2.] Vowing.
6- 1420 (title) The Avowynge of King Arther, etc. ix,

I a-vow, sayd Kaye, to ride bis forest or day. Ixvi. Of
bi thryd a-vowyng telle me quych is hit ?

t Avow'meiit. Obs. [a. OF. avoe-, avoucment,
f. avouer : see Avow v.1 and -MEXT.] Acknow-
ledgement, avowal. (Cf. also AVOWRY 6.)

AVULSION.

1581 T.AMBARDE Eircn. ii. v. 1588)183 Whether any persons
doe take others to their Auowmeut and protection. 1685
Lond. Gaz. No. 2017/3 * make the Avowments of our Faith
and of our Allegiance unto your most Sacred Majesty.

I AvOWre, v. Obs. [Only in loc. cit., where
it seems to be a mistaken use of the Fr. infinitive

avotter, or extension of the synonymy of avow and
avower sb. to the vb.] To vow, devote.

<i 1560 PHAiiHr.";/f/^MIL (1573 1 Xiv.O Juno mo.st ofpowre!
Kuen all to thee he kild. and on thine altars did auowre.

Avowry (avcurri). Forms : 4 avoerie, 4-7
auowrie, avowrie, 5-6 -rye, 5-7 auowry, ad-

vowry, 6 advoury, -uowry e, 6-7 avourie, -ry,

.;- avowry. Aphct. 4-5 vory. [a. OF. avocrie,

avoucrie, avourie, avon'c, AF. avowct'ic, f.avottcur,

OF. avocor, n. of agent f. avouer
;.
see Avow v^

and -RY) ;
the office of the avoncnr^ avoite, or pa-

tron. In 15-161(1 c. F. frequently spelt by clerks

advouerie (see Cotgrave), whence in i6th c. Eng.
commonly advowry , esp. when = advowson ;

but in

the senses retained in iS-iyth c., the influence of
Avow v. has made avowry the current form.]
f 1. The function of an avoid, ADVOWEE, advo-

cate, or patron ; patronage, protection. Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 260 Saue condite vs gyue, porgh
}>i lond to go in bin auowrie.

2. Advocacy, protection or authority personified :

a protector, a patron ; esp. a patron saint, chosen
for one's advocacy in heaven. [Rarely attrib.}
1387 TKL\ ISA Higden Rolls Ser. IV. 215 Julius Cesar bat

was his [Catiline's] patroun and his vorie, and pleded for

hym. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 328 4 Thankynge to al-

myghty god and to Saynt Johan his avowry. 1528 ROY
Satire 118451 ^- Frances their advowry. 1549 LATI.MKK

7 Serin. Kdw. i-'l lArb.) 193 Awaye with these auowryes.
Let god alone be oure auowry. 1611 SI'KED Hist. Gt. Brit.
vu. ii. (1632) 198 These Germanes that worshipped Hertlium
the Mother-earth for their Auowrie Goddesse. 1849 ROCK
C/i. of Fathers II. vii. 489 Close to the corpse were carried
the four banners of the dead person's 'avowrie.s.'

1 3. Patronage or right of presentation to a bene-

fice ; advowson. Obs.
1660 R. COKK Power

<$ Subj. 204 Benefices . . which were
of the advowry of people of the holy Church. Ibid. 205
The Archbishopricks and other dignities elective . . of his

avowry.

*f*
4:. Avowal or acknowledgement as one's own.

1340 Aycnb. 101 His zone be adopcioun, bet is be avoerie,
xuo bet he ssel bi yhealde vor his /one avoud.

5. '

v
From Eng. vb. Avow*, in its legal sense^ :

The answering for or avowal of an act done ; esp.
the plea whereby one who distrains for rent avows
the act and justifies it.

1531 Act 21 Hen. 1'IIL, xix, Alleaging in the said auowrie
..the same manors, lands and tenement^. 1662 SIR A.
MKRVYN Sp. Irish Aff. 37 The Law will allow an Avo\i ry
without Atturnment, where he hath no means to compel the
Test to atturn. 1768 BLACKSTONK Comnt. III. 234. 1876
DIGBY Real Prop. vii. i. 316 note, He is said to make
avowry if he justifies in his own right . . and to make cog-
nisance if he justifies in the right of another.

f 6. (Due to the confusion between the two verbs

Avow) : A vowing, swearing, solemn declaration,
or oath. Obs.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd III. 1020/1 All which
their promises and auowries they performed. 1593 BILSON
Gcn>t. Christ's Ch. 204, I convent your owns consciences,
which of our auowries standeth on the surest ground.

Avowter(e, -trie, -tresse, etc., obs. forms of

ADULTER, etc.

t Avoy", int. Obs. Also 4 avoi, auoy. [a. OF.*
avoi, *avoy ! of uncertain origin.] Exclamation of

surprise, fear, remonstrance.
[(1193 BENEDICT. PETRIB. in Mater. Hist. Becket Rolk Ser-

II. 5 'Auoy !' inquit, 'quid est quod dicis?'] c 1300 Beket
2066 ' Avoi ! Sire preost !

'

he seide. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P.
B. 863 Avoy ! hit is your vylaynye. ei 1330 Flor'tcety Bl. 480
Auoy! [printed by D. LaingrtwMjdameisele.quabBlaunche-
flour. c 1386 CHAUCEH Noting Pr. T. 88 Avoy quod she, fy
on yow hertelees. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 332 Avoy my
lorde, I am a inaide.

Avoyd(e, obs. form of AVOID.

II Avoyer (avwai}v, avorai). Also 6 8 advoyer.
[Fr. : perh. connected with avouc ; but the form
has not been explained.] The French title of

the first magistrate of some of the Swiss Can-
tons, dating from the time when their chief towns
were free imperial cities. Used in Berne till 1794.
Avoyership, the position or office of an avoyer.
1586 T. B. La Priinaiid. Er. A cad. (1589) 588 In some

places they have Advoyers, or Bourg-maisters, as in the
Cantons of Switzerlande, and in the free Townes of Ger-

manic, which acknowledge an Kmperor. 1689 BL KXKT Tracts
1.25 In a competition for the Advoyer-ship. i7o4AoDisoN
Italy (1733) 278 Avoyer, or Doge of the Commonwealth.
1707 Lond. GHZ. No. 4350/3 The Advoyer . . of the Town of
Berne. 1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 304 Berne . . a schultheiss or

avoyer was the chief magistrate.

Avulse (avzrls), v. [f. avnls- ppl. stem of

avellcre, f. a, ab from + v2llere to pull, pluck.] To
pull or pluck off, tear away.
a 1765 SHENSTONE Odes 258 As though . . ev'ry bough Like

that the Trojan gather'd once, avuls'd, Were by a splendid
successor supply'd.

Avulsion (avzrlJanX [ad. L. avulsion-em, n.

of action f. avitls-: see prec. and -ION.]



AVUNCULAR. 590 AWAKE.
1. The action of pulling off, plucking out, or

t, arinjr away ; forcible separation.
i6aa PEACHAM

Cornel. Gentl.
yiii. 69 By avulsion or divi-

sion of the Sea . . Sicily was divided and severed from Italy,

Cyprus from Syria. 1708 J. PHILIPS CuforL*4 The throng-
ing Clusters thin By kind Avulsion. 1775 T. JEFFERSON Corr.
Wks. 1850 I. 201 On condition of everlasting avulsion from
Great Britain. 1822 LAMB Lett. n. (18411 22 Did the Eyes
come away kindly with no (Kdipean avulsion.

2. A part torn off, a detached portion.
1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. \. iv. 25. 420 Certain parts of

God, or decerptions and avulsions from Him. 1809 J. BAR-
LOW Columb. vin. 280 Crash your curst continent, and whirl

on high The vast avulsion vaulting thro' the sky.

3. Law, The sudden removal of land, by change
in a river's course or by the action of flood, to an-

other person's estate ;
in which case, contrary to

the rule respecting alluvion or gradual accretion of

soil, it remains the property of the original owner.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1880 MITIKHEAD Gains 456 Alluvion . .

distinguished from avulsion.

Avuncular (avtrgki/JfUu), a. [f.
L. avttncul-us

maternal uncle, dim. of avtis grandfather + -AK.]

Of, belonging to, or resembling, an uncle.

1831 LAS DOR Rupert Wks. 1846 II. 571 Love . . Paternal
or avuncular. 1854 THACKERAY Newcontct I. v. 50 Clive in

the avuncular gig is driven over the downs.

b. (humorously} Of a pawnbroker : see UNCLE.
1859 SAI.A Gaslight fy D. iii. 37 If you enter one of the*e

pawnshops . . you will observe these peculiarities in the in-

ternal economy of the avuncular life.

Avunculize (avyrjki//biz
1

,
z/. rare, [f. asprec.

+ -IZE, cf. patronize] To act like an uncle.
1662 KULI.KR H\yrt/ties n. 14 Seeing he was sisters son to

blaukmouth'd Sanders, it is much that he doth not more
Avunculize in his bitterness against Protestants.

tAvye*, i'. Obs.\ also 5 awye. [a. OF. avic-r

: Rom. *adviare\ see AVAY.] To send away,
dismiss ; rcjl. To take one's way.
(1440 Mortc Arth. 3717 Sir Arthure and Gawayne avyede

theme bothene. c 1485 Digby Myst. 118821 m. 500, I wol

a-wye sovereyns; and soiettes I dys-deyne.

t Avynsi'me. Obs. In 5 auyzeme, auyn-
sime
1480 CAXTON Chron.Eng. vii. (15201 121 h/2 The auyzeme

of Paske kynge Ldwarde . . made Edwarde his fyrst sone

prynce of Wales. -1500 Partotay 1981 Within thys Auyn-
sime be ye retornyng.

Avyowre, obs. variant of AVEK s/>.

Avyryle, early form of APRIL.

Avys e, -ness, etc., obs. ff. of ADVICE, -ISE, etc.

Avysioun, variant of AVISION, Obs.

Aw- was frequently written in MK. for Au-, e. g.

awght, aivditoric ; and in Scotch for Av-, as in

await, awoid. For such forms see Au-, Av-.

Aw, obs. form of AWK, OWE, OUGHT.

Awa, Sc. form of AWAY.
Await ^aw^t ,

v. Forms : 3 awaitie, 3-6
awate, 3-7 awaite, 4 aweyte, 4-5 aweite, 3-6
awayte, 6 awayt, awaight. adwate, 6- await,

[a. ONF. awaitie-r VOF. agttaitier], to lie in wait

for, watch, observe, f. a to + w&itier (OF. gttaitier,

mo&.guetter; to watch, ad. OHO. wahtcn, mod.G.
wachten : see WAIT v. With the development of

meanings, cf. ATTEND vJ]

fl. To keep watch, watch for; esp. to watch

stealthily with hostile purpose; to lie in wait for,

waylay. a. trans. Obs.

^ 1230 Ancr. R. 174 Me awaited ou. .as me deft beoue> bet

beoft ibroken to chlrche. i 1320 Cast. Loiii- 767 Vrc/o pat
vs awayte)? day and niht. 1382 Wvctir A'.r. xxi. 13 Who
forsothe is not aweytid [insidiatus\ 1475 CAXTON yasnn
133 How Jason .. was awayted in a wood and assaylied.

1530 PAI.SGR. 441/2, I awayte, I lye in wayte of a person to

marke what he dothe or sayeth, Je agnayte. 1634 Malory's
Arthur (18161 II. 413 Sir Agravaine. .awaited queen Guen-
ever and sir Launcelot, for to put them to a rebuke and
shame. 1671 MILTON .SViwiw* 1197 Your ill-meaning politi-
cian lords . . Appointed to await me thirty spies.

fb. refl. Obs.

1*97 K. ^'t.oi'C. 49 J>e kynges brober and be Erl of Kent
al so. .Awatede him to bilke o>t, bat be Kmperour innewas.

f C. intr. usually with inf. Obs.
i 1230 Ancr. R. 174 Le.ste he . . awaitie uorte worpen upon

ou his crokes. a 1300 Cursor M. 809 Wommon to stynge
awayte bou shal. 1:1386 CHALCKK Sonipn. T. 344 Ther is

ful many an eyghe and many an eere Awaytand on a lord,

and he not where, c 1440 Gesta Rom. 224 He awaytid and
caste him, in alle that euere he myght, for the dethe of his

fadir. 1530 PAI.SGR. 441/2 Let him awayte hardely, for. .

he may happe to be taken sleper. 1506 DRAYTON Legends
ii. 141 Thou seest who doth awaite, T intrap thy Beautie.

-j*
2. trans. To watch for a chance of doing, con-

trive, plan, plot (harm ofsome sort 1

to a person. Obs.
C 1400 Rom. Ruse 7525 He awaited nothing, But to deceive

Faire-Weicoming, c 1430 Syr Getter. 2560 To awaite him
shame. ^1450 LONELICH Grail\\'\. 330 Forto don jow swich

dishonowr, Owther }ow velonye to awayten.

T" 3. To watch, look at, observe, notice, a. trans.

11350 Will. Paleme 1711 Sche a-wayted wel J>e white
here skinnes. c 1400 Aj>ol. Loll. 92 >e schal not a wat
dremis. Ibid. 93 A waytib not beis Egipcian daies. c 1449
PtcocK Repr. n. xiii. 226 It is diligentli to be awaitid
whether the feend entermetith him.

T"b. intr. or with subord. cl. To look, take note. Obs.

c 1300 Beket 85 Out he $eode forte awaite what that wonder
were, i" 1350 Will. Palernc 2415 Eche wigh wol aweite

after be white beres. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvui. 62 Awaite
hoo ha^ moost neede.

f4. To watch over, look after, attend to. a. trans.
c 1340 Cursor M. (Trin.) 5416 jHis coude loseph . . Awayte

his lord be kyngus prow. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vii. 279
Vf ich sente ouer see my seruaunt . . my profit to a-waite.

f" b. intr. with on, inj. phr.> or subord. cl. To
keep watch, give heed, take care, endeavour. Obs.
?< 1430 ? LYDG. in Rel. Ant. I. 158 Well a-waytyng to ful-

fyll anoon What thi soverain cohimandith the to done. 1484
CAXTOX Cnrial i Thou awaytest frely on thyn owne pryuat
thynges. 1489 CAXTON Ftiytes ofA. \\. xxxix. 163 Ought al-

ways to awayte of all theirepowere todryue and sette theire

enemyes a grounde. 1531 ELVOT Gjr.( 1580*1 80 Accompteth
hym a beast . . and awaighteth diligently to trust him with

nothing. 1603 H. CROSSI-: VertnesCotnmiv.\\ty%\ 15 Await-

ing that voluptuousnesse haue no preheminence in the soule.

1 5. To wait upon, as a servant or attendant, to

attend, a. trans. Obs.

1393 GOWKK Conf. III. 22 His cokes ben for him affahed,
So that his body is awaited, That him shall lacke no de-

lite. ^1547 KARL SCRREY Aencid\\. 174 Then issued she,

awayted with great train. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang.
Temfer\\\. 175 His Baptismal! Laver [was] awaited by a
Dove. [Cf. 1671 in i.]

t b. intr. with on, upon ; or absol. Obs.

1393 COWER Conf. 111. 70 Where as this guiler faste by
Upon this god shall prively Awaite. 1:1400 Epiph. iTurnb.

1843' 12 5 To se on the non other a watyng But beestes.

c 1500 To serve n Lord\\\ Babces Bk. 118681 368 The servi-

tours to be redy to awayte. 1523 LD. DACRE in St. Papers
118361 IV. 65 Horsemen, to adwate upon hym. 1600 TOVK-
xia'R Trans/. Met. Hi, Awaited on by Truth, his Page, full

kind. 1742 POPK Dune. iv. 117 On whom three hundred

gold-capt youths await.

t 6. intr. To wait upon to transact business. Obs.

1448 SHII.LINGKOKO Lett. 118711 62 V wold awayte upon
hym there as sone as he hadde dyned, 1489 Piunipton Corr.

8^ To a^signe a place, wher . . I might awayte upon you.
7. To wait for (a coining event or person), a.

trans. (This and 8a are the only current senses.
1

)

1393 GOVVKR Conf. III. 258 The tigre his time awaiteth In

hope for to cacche his pray. 1542-3 Act 34 <y 35 Hen. I III,
ix. i Awaiting, .the commingof the said great botes. 1667
MILTON /'. L. iv. 550 Betwixt these rockie Pillars (labriel

sat . . awaiting night. 1876 GRKEN Short Hist. iv. $ 3 (18821

179 King Bruidi awaited them at the head of the Picts.

1878 SKKLKY Stein III. 464, I shall await your answer with
the greatest eagerness.

tb. intr. with on, for \ or absol.: To WAIT. Obs.,

(-1386 CHUXER Frankl. T. 571 Aurelius . . Awaiteth nyght
and day on this myracle. 1393 GOWKR Conf. III. 319 Every
man with great desire Awaiteth upon his coming. 153
PALSGR. 441/2, I have awayted here for you this houre.

1677 R. GARY Chronol. \. i. i, xii. 45 They awaited until 29
I )ays were accomplished. 172$ POPE Odyss. vt. 169 In

dubious thought the King awaits. 1821 SCOTT Ketrihv. vii,

The acclamations . . of the commons who awaited without.

fc. with for
* look out' for, expect. Obs.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. /7, i. i. 48 Posteritie, await for wretched

yeeres. 1608 HIEKON \\'ks. (1624) I. 689 Both to trust vnto
and awaite for thy saluation.

8. To be in store for, be reserved for. a. trans.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I'/. I. iv. 35 What fates await the Duke
of Suflfblke? 1727 DE FOE Apparitions iv. 34 What may
await us behind the dark curtain of futurity. 1849 MACAU-
i. .\v Hist. Eng. I. 632 Honors and rewards which he little

deserved awaited him.

t b. intr, (with for or inf.] arch.

1633 Hi*. HAI.I. Hard Texts 382 That glory which awaits
fur thee. 1861 PYCROU Agony I'oint xxvi, 11862* 247 The
duties that awaited to try his powers.

f Awai't, sb. Obs. Forms : 4-6 awayte,
aweyte, 4-7 awaite, awayt, 5 avayte, 7 (awate),

4-8 await, [a. ONF. await^ awcit, (OF. aguait,
mod. aguet$\ f. await-, agitaiticr ; see prec,]
1. A lying in wait or waylaying with hostile

intent ; ambush, ambuscade ;
a snare, plot.

1387 TREVISA Higdcn Rolls Sen IV. 165 Delyvered out of

be awaytes \ab itundiis\ of his owne moder. 1460 CAIGKAVE
Chron. 317 Where was leyd gret avayte on the Kyng to his

tlestruccion. 1491 CAXTON How to Die 12 The temptacyons
of the deuyll and his ryghte subtyl awaytes and fallaces.

1526 TISIJALE Acts ix. 24 There awayte [\VYCLIF, the aspics
of hem] wer knowen of Saul. 1611 ibid,. Their laying
awaite [1881 Rd>ised

t
their plot] was knowen of Saul. 1677

HOIIBKS Dial. Coin. Laws 184 The killing by awayt, or of
malice prepensed. 1691 BLOUNT Lain Diet., Await seems
to signify what we now call waylaying^ or lying in wait, to

execute some mischief. 1867 in SMYTH Sailor's Word-bit.

b. In await : in ambush
;
with be, sit, stand, lay,

lie. So upon await.
t 1386 CHATCKR Xonnc /V. T. 405 Homicides . . That in

awayte lyn to morther men. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 311
For hate is ever upon await. < 1440 Gesta Rom. 8 Deth . .

stondith euermore redy in awaite, for to shete his dart.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadi'a\id'2y\ 185 There in await had he laid

these murtherers. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso
y.

xviii. 78 The
hidden deuill, that lies in close awate To win the fort of vn-

beleeuing man. 1610 HOLLAND Canufen's Brit. i. 400 Many
frames wherin shooters . . and slingers were set in await.

2. Watching, watch, watchfulness; heed, caution.

To have or take good await : to take good heed.

To set good await : to watch carefully,

^1374 CHAUCER Troylns in. 408 In aweyte alwey, and in

fere. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. viii, They sette good
awayte On euery syde leste there were deceyte. 1461
t yaston Lett, 399 II. 22 Take good awayte to your person.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xliv. 60 The fronters towarde
Fraunce were euer In good awayt. 1531 ELVOT GOT. (15801

97 They should haue good awayt that they spake not in

such familiar facton . . as . .before.

b. To have or keep (a person) in await, to make

or lay await on : to keep a look-out upon, to

watch suspiciously.
(1386 CHAUCER Monkes T. 735 No man trust upon hir

favour longe. But have hir in awayt for evermo. Mauncip.
T. 45 A good wyf . . Schuld not be kept in noon awayt. 1469
PmntH Lett. 609 II. 351 He myght not speeke with you,
ther was made so gret awayte upon hym and upon you
boothe. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccvi. 459 His men
hadde him m suspect, and layed great awayt on him.

3. Waiting, expectation, rare.

i$57 Primer^ Dirige Ps. xxix, With long awaite I loked
after our I^rde : and he intended unto me.

Awaited (aw^-ted), ///. a. [f. AWAIT v. +
-ED.] Waited or looked for, expected.
1670 MILTON Hist. F.ng. \. Wks. (1851)9 The awaited re-

venge of those whose friends they had slain. 1814 SOUTHKY
Roderick xvui. Wks. IX. 169 He gave the awaited signal.

Awai'ter. \0bs. Also 4 awaitour, 4-6
awayter. [a. AF. *awaitoitr (

= OK. aguaiteor,

agucttcitr"}, f. aiuaitiet". see AWAIT v. and -ER!.]
1 1. One who lies in wait. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. iii. 121 Yifhebe a preue awaitour.

1548 I'DALI, etc. Erasni. Par. Lnke xx. 20 The subtile
awaiters to haue taken him in a trippe.

+ 2. An attendant. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxxx. '1495* 721 A
vynyerde is lefte in wynter wythout keper or awayter. 1543
(JRAFTON Contn. Harding 595 The kynges awayters were
in coates of whyte and grene.
3. One who awaits or waits for.

Awai ting, vl>l. sb. [f. AWAIT v. +-ING 1
.]

1 1. Lying in wait ; ambush, plot. Obs.

(1380 Prymer 101 in Maskell Man. Kit. II, Delyuer us
Fro the aweitingis of the fend. 155* Godly Prayers in

Liturg. Q.Eliz. 249 The deceitful awaiting of the most
subtle serpent.

f 2. Attendance, attention. Obs.

(1374 CHAUCER And. <y Arc. 250 Youre awaytinges . .

Uppon me bat yecallid your mastresse. (1400 Epiph. (Turnb.

1843) 101 With a waytyng and wonder besy cure.

3. Waiting, expectation, arch.

1607 HIKKON ll'ks. I. 220 An intentiue awaiting for the

Consolation of Israel. 1868 LONGE. Dante's Parad. xxiu.

17 Brief the space . . From my awaiting.

Awakable Ca\\v -kab'r, a.
[f.

next+ -ABLE.]
Liable to be awakened or aroused.

1844 Blacfau. Altig. LV. 631 The tiger . . lies sleeping, but

always awakable, in every man's heart.

Awake \awt
7
i*k), v. Pa. t. awoke (awJu-k",

formerly also awaked. Pa. pple. awoke and

awaked. Forms: a. (i aweecn-an, see below and

cf. AWAKEN . Pa. t. 1-3 awoc, 3-4 awok, 4 a-

wook, (6 Sc. awoik), 3- awoke. Pa. pple. i

awacen, 3 awake, 7 awaken, (poet.} awoken,
8 awoke. . i awaci-an, 3 awaki-en, awakie,

4 awaki, -ye, 4- awake, (5 Sc. awalk . Pa. t.

i awacode, 3-9 awaked. Pa. pple. i awacod,

4- awaked. [In this, as in the simple WAKE, q.v.,

two early verbs are mixed up ; the form-history

being complicated with that of AWAKEN, as the

sense-history is with that of AWKCCHK. i. For the

intransitive vb., OE. has auwttatt, aw6t, awacen,

compound of uwcnan, iv6c, wattii, the present stem

having a formative -n-
t
wak-n-. (Cf. Goth./hzzV/-

n-afi, frah, fraihans .) This present began already
in OE. to be treated as a weak vb., with pa. t.

awscnede ;
whence mod.E. awaken, awakened. As

the earliest texts have onuwcnan, the a- in later

OE. was probably =on-, not A- prcf. i. 2. Late

OE. had also a weak vb. awacian, aivacode, in form

a compound of waeiati, ivacode, to watch, keep
awake, but in sense identical with awsecnan, and

perhaps originating in a confusion of the two.

This gave M. andmodJLaKwEv, awaked. 3. After

the weak awakened came into common use, as pa.
t. of AWAKEN, the original relation of awoke and

its pa. pple. to that vb. became obscured ; and

later instinct, in accordance with the general ana-

logies of the language, has referred them to AWAKE,

treating them as strong equivalents of awaked.

They are so included here. 4. Of all these forms

the sense was in OE. only intrans. 'to arise or come
out of sleep,' the transitive ^causal) sense of * rouse

from sleep
*

being expressed by the derivative aw$c-

e(e}an, ME. AWECCHE, Goth, uswakjan, mod.G.

crwecken ; but soon after noo awake began to be

used in this sense also, and at length superseded

awecche, which is not found after 1300. There

has been some tendency, especially in later times,

to restrict the strong pa. t. and pa. pple. to the

orig. intrans. sense, and the weak inflexion to the

trans, sense, but this has never been fully carried

out. j. The str. pa. pple. awaken was already in

1 3th c. reduced to awake, and at length became

merely an adjective (mostly predicative), afterwhich

a new form from the pa. tense, awoken t later awoke

was substituted ; but the weak awaked is also in

common use. (Shakspere used only the weak in-

flexions.)] I. intr.

1. To come out of the slate of sleep ; to cease



AWAKE.
to sleep. (\Vith pa. pple. belonging to the active

voice, cf. cairn, gout, risen.'} Cf. AWAKEN i.

a. strong 'pa. t. and pa. pple.).
c looo .^LFRIC Gen. ix. 24 He awde of bam slipe. 1105

LAY. 1254 pie awoc Brutus, a 1300 Judas in ReL Ant. \.

144 Sone so Judas of slepe was awake. a\yx>Oxf.St3ulent
61 in E. E. P. n8O2> 42 J>e clerkes awoke anon. 1513
DOCCLAS sEnets xin. ProL 154 And I for feir awoik. 1611

BIBLE J*dg. x\-i. 20 Hee awoke out of his slecpe. 1639 [see
AWAKE a. i\. 1866 G. MACOONM.D Ann. Q. S'fighb. xxix,
I awoke to less trouble than that of my dreams.

. weak (including the now ambiguous presentV
nooo /ELFRIC G?n. xlv. 26 Oi hefegum slacpe awacode.

1105 LAY. 17915 Late he gon awakien [1250 gan a-wakie}.

ays St. KfHflm in E.E.P. 1862' 56 Hi of Gloucestre
schire : bigonne to awaki. f 1385 CHAUCER L. G. H'. 2183

Ryght in the dawj-nj-ng awakvth she. 1393 LASGL. P. PI.

C.xix. 180 Ner frentik ich awakede. c 1450 LOSELJCH Grail
xlv. 364 J*e goodman ful awaked was. r 1500 Laneflot 1047
Awalk ! It is no tyme to slep. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xxviii. 16

And Jacob awaked out of his sleepe. 1711 ADDISOS Sptct
No. 3 P 9. I was so transported with joy that I awaked.

1714 POPE Rape Lock L 16 And sleepless lovers, just at

twelve, awake. 18*7 JEFFREY Let. 97 in Ld. Cockburn L(/i;
I shall come back to you like one of the sleepers awaked.

2._/f^. To rise from a state resembling sleep, such

as death, indifference, inaction : to become active

or vigilant ; to bestir oneself. ^Used also of things

personified.)
^1450 LOSELICH Grail xxiii. 179 Anon as he owt of his

thowht awook. a 1541 WYATT To my Lute i My Lute
awake. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. J7, i. i. 78 Awake, awake,
English Nobilitie! Let not slouth dimme your Honors.

1678 Crt. Spain 17 They who were most concerned, awaked
not. 1751 JOHNSON RambL No, 185 F 14 Whenever he
awakes to seriousness and reflection. 1842 H. E. MANNING
Str/ft. 11848 I. 295 We feel as if we had awoke up to know
that we had learned nothing really until now. 1867 FREE-
MAN Xortn. Cong. I. v. 346 The national spirit again awoke.

3. To awaki to (something
1

: to become fully

conscious of, to become 'alive' to.

ICf. 1751 in sense 3.] 1872 YEATS Grp-i-th Connti. 233 Eng-
land and France at length awoke to the value of their

fisheries. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 358 When they awoke
to their danger.
4. To be or keep awake

;
to be vigilant, to

watch, rare. (Cf. WAKE.)
1602 FULBECKE zrtfi Pt. Parall. 26 The Graecians did manie

times sleep, when the Romanes did awake.

II. trans, ^taking place of earlier AWECCHE.)
5. trans. To arouse (any one) from sleep.
a. weak (and ambiguous presentX
c 1130 Ancr. R. ?-$ Ich wolde awakien be. c 11500. Kent.

Serin, in O. E. Misc. 32 Hise deciples . . a-wakede hine.

1340 Aycnb. 128 J>e angle bet awakede zaynte Petren. 1393
L \NGL. P.-Pl. C. i. 213 And Je, route of ratons ' of rest men
a-wake. 1553-87 FOXE A.ffM. 11596) 1761/2 Shogged her

dame, and with much adoe awaked her. 1697 DRYDEN

I'irp. Gforg. in. 792 No dreadful Dreams awak'd him with

affright. 1775 SHERIDAN Dafntui i. i. If you awaked her.

1850 TENNYSON Elaine 6 Where morning's earliest ray Might
strike it, and awake her with the gleam.

0. strong, rare.

1435 Torr. Portugal 146 Hys homys blast awoke hyme
nowght. 15x6 TINDALE Matt. viii. 25 His disciples came vn
to him, and awoke hym sayinge: master save vs. [So i6n.J
1879 TENNYSON Lovtr's T. 62 Owl-whoop and dorhawk-
whirr Awoke me not.

6. Jig. To rouse from a state resembling sleep ;

to stir up, excite, make active. Cf. AWAKEN.
\ypAycnb. 128 f>e holy gost awakeb bane zene5ere. 1563

Homilies n. xi. Ahnsdecds L 11859' 382 God's people should
awake their sleepy minds. 1595 SHAKS, John iv. i. 26 He
will awake my mercie. 1766 GOLDSM. I'ic. //". xix, I was
soon awaked from this disagreeable reverie, 1793 SOUTHEY
Tri. Worn. 383 Such strains awake the soul to loftiest

thoughts. 1813 Scorr Rokffy n. xvii. But morning beam,
and wild bird's call, Awaked not Mortham's silent hall.

3. a 1400 St. AUxius \ Laud 622' 57 A man of grete

pouste, J>at mychel mirbe a wook. 1633 P. FLETCHER Elisa
ii. xlv, Down dead she fell; and once again awoken. Fell

once again. 1871 BLACK Ady. Phaeton xxxi, In a fashion

which awoke the ire of the Lieutenant.

t 7. reft. To rouse oneself from sleep or inac-

tion. Obs.

1205 LAY. 25556 pa be King him awoc swiSe, he wes id-

r-ccched. 1488 CAXTOS Chast. Goddes Chyld. 33 A slowe

wyll is towched w>th a stroke of our lorde to awake him.

Awake (awv'-k), pred. a. [Short for awaken,

original pa. pple. of AWAKE v.
\
the full form oc-

curs sporadically in 1 7th c.]

1. Roused from sleep, not asleep. Wide aivake :

thoroughly roused from sleep.
a 1300 [see AWAKE r-. i a.] 1581 MARBECK Bk. ofXotes 770
Men scarcely know, whether they be a wake or a sleepe.
1611 BIBLE Luke ix. 32 When they were awake [not in earlier

versions, nor elsewhere in 1611], they saw his glory. 1639
SLINGSBY Diary (1836) 41 As she lay awaken in the night.
iSao KEATS Sf. Agnes xxxiv, She still beheld Now wide

awake, the vision of her sleep,

2. fig. In activity ; vigilant, watchful, on the

alert.

1618 BoLTON Florus (1636) 9 That . . the Same preserved
there alive, might ever keepe awake for safegard of the

State. 1681 DRYDEN APS. $ Achit. ii. 682 Grudge his own
rest, and keep the world awake. 1714 ADDISON Sped. No.

580 ft) Such a Consideration shoula be kept awake in us at

all times. 1800 Let. in Trevelyan Life Macaulay \. \. 43
We want to have all our faculties awake.

b. To be aii'akc to .anything) : to be fully con-

scious of it, to appreciate it fully. Cf. alive.

1813 Miss AUSTEN Pride$ Prej. iL <t As much awake to
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the novelty of attention in that quarter as Elizabeth herself.

1879 FROI-DE Crsarx. 109 He was awake to the dangers.
Awaked ^aw^-kt\ ///. a. arM. = AWAKENED.
1617 HIEROS Wkt, (1634! 294 An awaked conscience.

Awaken awyi -

k'n\ v. Forms : i aweecn-an,
2-5 awakn-en, 3-5 awaken-e

vn, 4- awaken.
[OE a-t<-ar-<7, earlier on-tva-en-an, i.K-prcf.i +
tvsecnan, to WAKEN. For the form-history, and
its complication with that of AWAKE, see the latter.

In OE. awxcnan was a str. YD. with pa. t. and pple.
a-ufa, awaken. But sometimes the present stem

.being irregular) was mistaken for a weak verb,
whence already in pth c. the pa. awxetude, mod.
awotk&udt which is now treated as the proper pa t.,

while awoke and its accompanying pa. pple. are

referred to the originally weak aii<akc. Like awaki,
this was also at first strictly intrans. ; the transi-

tive use is of comparatively recent appearance, but

now (in sense 5 the most frequent.]
In early use, rarely in the literal sense of awake

;

commonly transf. or fig. See senses 2, 3, ~. \Ve
still prefer awaJtsn to aitwke in sense 5. See al<o

the derivatives below, in which the transferred

sense is the usual one in modern use.)
I. intransitive.

1. ///. AWAKE r. i.

(-885 K. .-HLFRED Past. 459 Ehet we onwsecnen of >l.tpe.

1377 LANGL, P. PL B. xix. 47?, I awakned bere-with &
wrote as me mette 1653 Xissena 29 He awakened, and
found himselfe void of the hopes of asking. 1818 Scorr
Hrt. Midi. 267 When the captive awakened, the sun was
high in heaven. 1819 R. CHAPMAN Jtis. /", 129 When the

king awakened he was in a great rage.

f2. transf. To arise or spring into existence, ori-

ginate. The usual sense in OE." Obs.
i 885 K. /ELFRED Oros. in. xi. 5 Eall heora gewinn awasc-

nedon aerest fram Alexandras epistole. a 1000 Crist iGreirv

67 Nil is ba:t beam cumen, awsecned. c 1230 Ancr. K. 422
Of idelnesse awakened muchel fiesshes fondunge.
3. transf. and_/f^.

= AWAKE r. 2, 3.

1768 WESLEY JrnL 23 Apr. 11827' LII. 3S Just awakening,
and darkly feeling after God. 1827 CARLYLE Mis;. I. 24
The genius of the country has awakened. 1881 Ncncortf,
15 Sept. 867/1 A mind that has once awakened to this great
and most distressing fact.

II. transitive,

4. //'/. To rouse from sleep.
1513 DorcLA-s .-Etu'is vm. viii. 7 The blysfull lycht . . A-

walkynnit king Euander. 1596 SHVKS. Tarn. Sk>\ v. \\. 42
Hath that awakened you? 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 672 Satan
.. his next subordinate Awak'ning. 1840 DICKENS Barn.
Rudgt xvii, Even this failed to awaken the sleeper.
5. transf. anii_/f>. To rouse into activity; to stir

up, excite; kindle (desire, anxiety, interest, atten-

tion, etc.) ; in ThcoL to arouse to a sense of sin.

1603 SHAKS. Mt~as./orM.i\. ii. 1:9 I,ord Angela . . thinking
me remisse . . awakens mee. 1651 HOBBES Lcriath. iv. xlv.

355 To awaken . .their Piety and Industry. 1767 FoRDVct;
Si-rm. Yng. H'om. I. i. n, I would . . awaken your ambition.

1850 M cCosH DK: Gwt. iv. ii. (1874' 409 The cry ofdistress
. . awakens compassion.

Awa-kenable, a.
[f. prec. + -ABLE.] Capable

of being awakened.
1840 CARLYLE Chartism iv. 20 Deep-hidden, but awaken-

able.

Awakened i.awvi-k'ndl, ///. a. [f.
as prec. +

-ED.] Aroused from sleep, sloth, or inaction.
After. A". 58 Vondunge . . burn bine dede . . awak-
1658 J. ROBINSON tttft>.*ti n. 121 The awakenedI ened.

needle . . leapeth towards its allicient. 1746 HERVEY Medit.

'J753' L 74 Awakened, trembling Sinners. 1795 SOUTH EY
Joan ofArc v. 222 Awaken'd memory. 1820 KEATS Ode
to Psyche 6 Winged Psyche with awaken'd eyes.

Awakener awv--k'n3j\ [f. AWAKKH + -KB*.]
He who or that which awakens.

1598 FLORIO, Risuegiiatore^ an awakener, a larum in a
clocke. 1797 GODWIN Enquirer \. vii. 58 Society is the true

awakener of man. 1858 STANLEY A mold I. vi. 246 Merely
as awakeners and reminders to myself. 1860 S. WILBER-
FORCE Addr. Cand. Ordin. 112 An awakener of dull . . con-
science.

Awa'kening, vbl. sb.
ff.

as prec. + -INC;
i.]

1. A rising from sleep, or ^in modern use, more

commonly) from sloth, inaction, or indifference.

1592 SHAKS, Rom. $ Jttl. iQo. 2! v. iii. 258 Ere the time Of
her awakening. 1646 Bttry Wills (1850* 187 To continue
vntill the generall awakeninge day. 1873 SYMONDS Grk.
Poets vii. 186 The awakening of the whole English nation

to activity. 1878 Masque ofPoets 17 Dreams divine end in

awakenings dull. ri88a SARAH STOCK Lift A bund. 8 The
spring, Nature's great awakening.
2. An arousing from sleep or its semblance.

1684 R. ALLEYNE \titfa A Rebuke to Backsliders .. pub-
lished for the Awakening of a Sleepy Age, 187* M. TWAIN
Innoc. Abr. 2015 These violent awakenings must have been

annoying to Oliver.

Awa-kening, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ixc 2
.]

1. Rising as iffrom sleep.
17x6 THOMSON if 'inter -104-$ Awakening nature hears, .and

starts to life, 1884 Harper's Mag. Sept. 626, i Awakening
buds and blossoms.

2. Fitted to arouse ; rousing.
1694 KETTLEWELL Comf. Penitent 44 Thy awakening

Providences. 1736 WESLEY M'ks. 11872) I. 42 The most

awakening writer . . of all the ancients. z8zo COLERIDGE
Friend (1865' 46 The awakening lock.

Awaken.ment x
aw^i-k nnicnt). [f. AWAKEN +

AWARD.
-MEXT

; the Romance sumx teing here used with a

Teutonic verb.] An awakening,
1842 GRESLEY For. Ardtn 9 The general awakenment of

learning and civilisation. 1862 D. SIMON Dvrners Pers.
Christ IL I. 276 The awaJvcnment of a lively feeling of ned.
1871 FARRAR \\~itn. Hist. i. 7 A happy awakenment to life

and energy.

Awa'ker. [f.
AWAKE z . + -ER.]

= AWAKENER.
1611 COTGR., Susciffur, a raiser, awaker, stirrer %p. 1685

LADY R. RUSSELL Lett. 22 I.
58 Never any poor creature

. . has had more awakers to quicken and revive the anguish
of its soul than I.

Awaking '

vaw^-kin\ i'bl. sb. [f. as prec +

-ixcl.] The rising, or arou*-ing. from sleep (or its

semblance).
i97 R. GLOL-C 557 Of softe awakunge hii toke lute gome.

1611 SHAKS. It 'int. T. 11. iii. 36 TTie cause of his awaking.
1620 Vj NNER I'iii Recta 11650 304 Untimely awaking^ do
ensue. 1870 Daily Xeivs iS Aug. 2 What an awaking !

t Awa'ld, -old, -eald, r.str. Oh. [f. A-//Y/".
+ OE. ivcaldan, waldan see WALD :.) ; prob. a

later parallel formation to the oW anii\(\:. '.:". tv;-

Ti
1

,** 'aid sb. 'power, dominion': or for OK. gc-
a tolda*i. Cf. the weak AWELD. some of the forms
of which in EE. are scarcely distinguishable from
those of this verb.] To have control of

;
to wield.

(Orig. governing genitive.
izos LAY. 25754 Ure drihten be alle domes await [1150

weldebj. CWioLeg. St. Kath. 6-2 Aweald burh bi wisdom
hare worldliche wit. < 1305 S:. Kdm. 335 in E. h.P. So As
stif as enie bord hire honden blcome . . heo ne mijte hem
awoldc r. ::.

Awale, obs Sc. form of AVAIL and AVALE.
t Awalk, f. Obs. rare~ l

.

[f.
A- fnf. ii -

WALK z ] To walk.

1536 HELLENDEXE Crcn. Sect. iS^i I. Proem B Quhilk in

the floure of youth. . Awalkis heir amang the flouris soft.

+ A-wa'llop, adrf> //;/-. Obs. rare- . [A //v/.
1

+ 7i'I
:.'.>/, early form of GALLOP.] At a gallop.

c'l^So '-".-.V. /\:.V->.i 1770 f>c white berev . went a-wai a

wallop as bei wod semed.

Await :Vv,3',: . <: (/r'. Sc. : also awald. awelled,
awart <awkward\ [Etymol. uncertain. Cf. OE.
;.';*.".'j;; to roll. pa. t. in LindUt". Matt, \xvii. 60

a~i'se!tc, in Rushw. <7tt7f/i\:V ; but the place ol the

stress makes the relationship doubtful.] ^See quot/
1799 1863 .">-.:>;.;. /;";>'":/. .Vv. 1 1 1. 447 JAM. Sheep are

most apt to die awald, when it grows warm after a i-hower.

1854 A". <v Q. Ser. i. IX. 2co i \Vhen fat sheep roll over on
their backs and cannot get up of themselves they art.- said :

be lying aiffci'.ird, in some places a-iuif, and in other~
a-vart. 1863 MORTON C.v/. Agric. II. 720 Awelled vDum-
friessh. 1

, a sheep . . lying helplessly on its back.

Awame, obs. form of AAM, AUM.
Awance, -se, obs. Sc. form of ADVANCE.

A-wane aw T
-n' advb. fhr. [A/r^-/.

1 + WANE.]
f 1. In want, wanting. O.'V.

1 1175 Lamb. Hem. 21 Tomar5an hit him is awane,

2. On the wane, waning.
1876 I>OWDEN/\V///J 25 Xo wanderer morning-moon awane.

Awant, obs. Sc. form of AVAUNT.

Awanting .awp ntin\ ///. a. [The phrase a

wanting ^see A/re^.
1

12, \ $) erroneously taken as

a single word, as if from a vb. to aivant. Chiefly
in Scotch writers

;
cf. amissing] Wanting.

1661 BVRSEY Ke>. Aw^oi 105 To acquaint me with what

passes, or is awandng in the Nations. 1747 T. STORY Jrnl.

Li/c 78 Mutual Love and Esteem was not a-wanting. 1857
H. MILLER Ttst. Rocks ii. 04 The upper side of the skull is

often awanting. 1877 H. PAGE /V Quintey II. xvi. 24 A
Greek quotation with an accent misplaced or awanting.

Awaped, var. AWHAPED///. a. Obs. bewildered.

Award ^aw^ud^ r. 1

[a. AF. awardc-r, ONF.
cx'tirtkr. tsicanfa; central f.esguardcr, to obsen'e,

look at, consider, examine, decide, ordain, fix =

OSp. fsgitardart
It. sgitardarc: Romanic *e.nt.>ard-

are. -gitardare, f. ex out, thoroughly + ti.>arJartt

guardarf, ad OLG. *U'ard-n (OS. ivardbn, OE.

tiwrdian, cogn. w. OHG. ?varten t mod.G. u*arteri}

to watch. Cf. WARD, GUARD.]
I. To award a thing.

fl. To examine ti matter and adjudicate upon its

merits ; to decide, determine, after consideration

or deliberation. Obs. a. trans.

1393 GowEROw/ III. 354 So as my court it hath awarded,
Thou shalt be duely rewarded. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng.
cx.xvii. 106, I wylle that ye award and doc O"g^L I547 J-

HEYWOOD H'it$ Folly Introd. 0846130, I judge and awarde
Both these pleasuresofyours as one in regarde. 1686 DRYDES
HlndtfP. 11.381 Shall then the Testament award the right?

17*5 POPE Odyss. vm. 222 Ev'n he who sightless wants his

visual ray, May by his touch alone award the day.

|-b. with inf. phr. or subord. cl.

1-1386 CHAUCER Doctors T. 202 This clerk schal ha\-e his

thnU; thus I awarde. 1480 CAXTOS Ckron. Eng. cxx\-il 106,

I award . . that hymself and his sone wend byfore the kyng.

17*5 POPE Odyss. MIL 557 The unwise award to lodge it in

the towers.

2. To determine upon and appoint by judicial

sentence.

1533 MORE Dtbfll. Salem Wks, 983/2 The Judges a warde
write to enquire of what fame and behauiour the man is.

1704 Lond. Gaz. Xo. 4040 '4 A Commission of Bankrupt
being awarded against William Mackdugale. a 1709 SIR R.

ATKVNS ParLft Pol. Tracts (.17^93 An Officer .. executing
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AWARD.
Process which is erroneously awarded. 1876 GREEN Short
Hist, viii. 5 (1882) 502 Fines of four and five thousand
pounds were awarded for brawls. 1884 Law Times Rep.
12 Apr. 207/1 An umpire . . awarded that the local board
should pay . . zoo/.

3. To grant or assign (to a person) by judicial or

deliberate decision
;
to adjudge.

1523 Act 14 <$ 15 Hen, VIII, H, To award to the party
complainant such amendes. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. l>'. iv. i.

x> A pound of that same marchants flesh is thine, The
ourt awards it, and the law doth give it. 1722 DK FOE

^loll Fl. (18401 269 It was not in his power to award me any
reparation. 1851 HI'SSKY Papal Pmver ii. 66 He awarded
to the Bishop of Yienne . . four neighbouring cities. 1877
MRS.OUPHANT Mak. Flor. iii. 65 It was his . . to award ever-

lasting praise to his friends.

fb. loosely. To furnish, give. Obs. rare.

1583 STANVHURST Acneis i. (Arb. 1 22 Furye weapon award -

eth {furor arma ministrat}. /bid. vm. 11836) 142 Theyre
labor hot they folow; toe the flame fits gyreful awarding.

f
1 II. To award a person. 0/>s.

t 4. To sentence, appoint (to do something). Ohs.

1538 STARKF.V England 190 The party condemnyd . . schold
ever be awardyd to pay costys. 1650 FULLER Pisgak 384
A tierce of Levitts were awarded to waite.

j" 5. To sentence, consign to custody, etc.).

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Hcb. vi. y\R.) That last

judgment, which shall awarde some to eternall felicitie, and
other some to euerlastyng paynes. 1602 FULBECKK \st Pt.
Panill. 83 Vet euerie of them shall be awarded to prison.
1648 PRVNN-E Plea for Lords 56 The . . Lords . . awarded
him to the custody of the Marshall.

t Award, r.~ Ol>s. [f. h-pref. n +WARD z-.]

1. trans. To guard.
CI534/V. ferg. Eng. /fist. (18461 268 The passages weare

straghtlie awarded bie there enemies.

2. To ward off (blows, etc.).

'.579
Poore Knights Palace G iij, Then Clodius, to award

this blow, and to drive back this dome, etc. 1670 EVELYN
Mem. (18571 HI- 22 2 Dexterously, yet candidly, to award
some unlucky points that are not seldom made at us. 1744
MITCHELL in Phil. Trans. XLI1I. 108 To award off this
Violence of the Sun's Beams. 1783 AIXSWORTH Lat. Diet.
red. Morel! 1

, To award, or ward off, ablow, Ictum avertere.

Award (.awgud), sb. Forms: 3 ougard, aw-
garde, 5-7 awarde, 5-6 adward, 4- award,

[a. AF. award, -air/, agani=QY. wart, eswart,

esguart,
'

look, aspect, attention, consideration,

judicial decision, arbitrament/ n. of action f. cs-

warder, esguarder : see AWARD r/.l The F.K.

forms ougardt awgarde, confuse the two F. forms in

g and w
; for t!ie spelling adv- see An- pref. 2.]

1. A decision after examination, a judicial sen-

tence, esp. that of an arbitrator or umpire ;
the

document embodying it.

a 1300 Cursor /)/. 7318 J>ai seke barn-self o a gret ougard
\Fitirf. a foule awgarde], J>ai ask now ober king ban me.

(1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. p 409 To stonde gladly to the
award of hise souereynes. i 1425 WYNTOUN c'rtw. VIIL iv.

152 To gyve A-ward For ane of ba twa ban askand De suc-

cessyown of Scotland. 1473 SIR ). PAsroxin Lett. 732 IIJ.
102 Sette attone by the adward oft" the Kyng. 1577 Ho-
LINSHKD Chron. I. 3/1 To interdict so manie . . as disobeied
theiraward. 1665 GrLANViLL Seeps. Sci. x. 52 The condemn-
ing award of that unintelligent Tribunal. 1878 JiivoNS/V/w.
Pol. Econ. 78 The workmen have in several instances, re-

fused to abide by the award of the umpire.
2. That which is awarded or assigned, as pay-

ment, penalty, etc., by the terms of the judge's
sentence or arbitrator's decision.

1596 Si'KSSER F. Q, iv. x. 17 Faint-heart-fooles, whom
shewof perill hard Could terrific from fortunes faire adward.

1697 ** p' PATRICK Connn. Ex. xiv. 17 The Annoyances on
their Bodies by Frogs, and Lice . . were the just awards . .

of God'* punitive Justice. 1863 KLMBI.K Resid. Georgia 134
The fatal infliction of the usual award of stripes. 1882
PallMall G. 13 May 7/2 The balance of the Geneva Award.
t3. Keeping, care, custody, wardship. (Cf.
AWARD v.- and \VAKD st>.} Obs.
c 1450 LONELICH Grail xix. 202 Nasciens in presown kepten

thei there That him and his londis bothe, they hadde In h'ere

award. Ibid, xxiii. 150 Loke thow . . Of these ^iftes that
|

thou take good award. 1570 Marr. IVtt <y Sc. i. in Ha?!.
Dodsl. II. 326 To whose award all creatures are assigned.

Awardable (,awudab'lV a. [f. AWARD z/.i +
-ABLE.] Rightly or lawfully to be awarded.
1622 CALLIS Stat, Stivers (1647) 1691 No Processe is there

awardable against the party.

Awardar (iwjudai), [f. AWARD Z-. + -ERI; cf.

OF. awardeiir, eswardenr^\ One who awards.
1561 JR. HtT.vooo Seneca's Here. Fur. (1581) 20 b, O thou

awarder of mens gyltes. 1735 THOMSON Liberty \\. 369 The
high awarders of immortal fame. 1824 LANDOR Imag. Com 1

.

I. 141 The jury iti this case is never the awarder of damages.

Awarding, ///. a. [f. AWARD z.i + -ING 2.]

Giving judicial sentence, deciding.
1620 ROWLANDS Nt. Karen 20 Each of an honest friend did

make his choyse, And bound themselues to their awarding
voyce.

t Awa'rdment. [f.
as prec. + -MEXT

; cf. OF.

agtiardementj]
= AWARD sb.

1561 T. N[ORTON] Calvin's Inst. \. vii. (1634) 21 To hang
the credit that we have to the Scriptures upon the will and
awardment of the Church. 1679 \V. PENN Addr. Prot. 153
Content with the awardment of such loss or gain as they
the Arbitrators think equal. 1693 \V. ROBERTSON Phraseol.
Gen. 1167 They both stood to his awardment.

tAwa'rdship. Obs. [f. as prec. + -SHIP.] The
action of an awarder, arbitration.

(-1547 LATIMER Scri. $ Kern. (1845) 422 Promising that. .
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he would stand to your awardship, and now doth deny it.

ifiSS in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. .\.\i.\. 227 He would not
that his awardship should take place.

Aware (awe>j}, pred. a. Forms: i ^ewser,
3 iwar, iware, iwarre, a ware, 4 y-wer, y war, 6

awarre, 5- aware. [OE.^twrr (cogn. with OHG.
gawar, giwar, MHG.^nnzr, mod.G.gewa/ir}, f.ge
(see A- pref. 6) + iwer wary, cautious : see \\"ARK.]
fl. Watchful, vigilant, cautious, on one's guard.
To be aware of: to be on one's guard against. Obs.

1095 O. E. Chron., pa be innan bam niwan castele

Weeron, his gewaer wurdon. c 1200 Moral Ode 334 Rule we
wuroen us iwar, bis wereld us wile drenchen. 1250 LAY.
5520 Beyne wer iwar [1205 war re] of ban swikedome. 1340
Ayenb. 100 J>et bou by wys and y-wer. 1542 UDALL Erasm.
Apophth. 337 b, To bee well aware, lest thei should, .areise
battaill. 1636 E. DACRES tr. Machiarel II. 423 They were
alwayes aware of taking of townes by long sieges. 1770
WESLEY Wks, (18721 XIII. 19 Are you all aware of . . tale-

bearing and evil-speaking? 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot.
iv. 164 We must be especially aware of those fallacies.

2. Informed, cognizant, conscious, sensible. To
be aware (of, that} : to have cognizance, to know.
1205 LAV. 18422 JEr heo wuroen iware. we scullen heom

amarre. -1230 Ancr. A'. 104 per of beoo iwar .. bet oSer
hwile be ueond, etc. c 1280 Commandut. in E. E. P. (1862.1
16 He a ware whose euer wol . . bat for man-is sin it is.

1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. n. iii. 94 Whan the dwellers
there were aware of hit. 1535 COVKKDALE i Chron. xxii. 21
Arnan loked, and was aware of Dauid. 1667 MILTOX /'. /.
iv. 1 19 \\'hereofhee soon aware, Each perturbation smooth'd
with outward calme. 1790 COWI-ER Odyss. xix. 117 Thou
wast well aware., that I design'd To ask. 1848 W. BARTLKTT
Egypt to Pal. xv. (18791 3'7 ^ ne only Europeans who had
preceded us. .so far as I am aware, were Straus, .and Bonar.
Mod. Are you aware that your friends are here?

f3. clliptically with be omitted, and simulating
a verb in the imperative. (So taken by Johnson.)
(Be' on your guard, (be'ware. (Cf. Soft! Quick!')
c 1530 Hickscorner in Ha/l. Dodsl. I. 154 Aware, fellows,

and stand a-room. 1575 LANKHAM Let. (1871)28 Aware,
keep bak, make room noow. 1:1590 MARLOWE Faust, vii.

81 Well there's the second time. Aware the third.

Awaredom (aweaud^m). rare-',
[f.
AWARE a.

+ -DoM.j The state of being on one's guard.
1752 II. WALI-OLK Lett. If. Mann 251 III. 60, I am glad

you are aware of Miss Pitt ; pray continue your awaredom.

Awareness (awc->-Jnrs). [f.
as prec. + -NE.ss.]

The quality or stale of being aware ; consciousness.
1880 CVI-LFS Hnui. Exf>. ii. 24 No lapse of the egoistic

awareness. 1880 Miss HEVISGTON in Mind No. 17. 43 The
higher the organisation the keener is the awareness.

t Awa'rie, v- Obs. Forms : i awerji-an,
awiersi-an, awyrje-an, 2 awirij-en, awerie-n,
2-3 aweres-en, 2 4 awarie-n, 3 awarye-n. 4
awarje, awyrie. [OE. aw$>-gian, ai^i^rgian,

aiuyr^can, f. A- pref. I -f uygian, ii>i$rgian, ivyr-

gian, to curse : see WAR IE.] To curse, damn.
F^/./*^, v. 9 Awersed. 1:885 K.ALFRED Poj/1

. 249 Awierted,
c 1000 ALKKIC Gen. viii. 21 Nelle ic awir^ean ba eorban
heononforb. c 1175 I'ott. Ifont. 223 Se eor&e his awiri^d on
bine weorcum. c 1250 Meid. Maregr. xix, Denne spec Oli-
hrius awarie him sonne ant mone ! c 1394 /*. PI. Crede
662 pei wolden awyrien bat wijt for his well dedes.

\ See also AWOKKY.
t Awa -

ried(e, ///. a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED.]
Accursed.
,1000 Ags, G. Matt, xxv. 41 GewitaS awyrgyde fram me

[Kjts/nv. awairjede]. c 1160 Hatton G. t GewiteS awere;ede.
i 1220 Leg. Kath. 142 Toward teawariede maumetes temple.
c 1314 (.rity II 'ami. 166 Awarid worth ye ichon. 1340 Ayenb.
27 Awarjede glednesse.

t Awa'ring, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. AWARE a. or v.

+ -ING 1
.] Perception, sensation.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Sefo. 50 The soul is too high
bred to give us any rational accounts of the awarings of

sense, as heat, cold, wetness.

Awarke, obs. form of A-WORK.
t Awa'rn, v. Obs. rare. [f. A- pref. 1 1 (or 6) +
WARN

z'.J
To warn.

1596 SPKNSER /'. Q. in. x. 46 That every bird and l>east

awarned made To shrowd themselves.

fAwa'rp, *'. Ohs. Forms: Inf. i awoorp-,
awurp-, awyrp-an, 2 awerp-, 2-3 aworp-en,
3-4 awarp-e(n. Pa. t. i awearp, 1-2 awarp, 3
aweorp. Pa. pple. \ -3 aworpen, 3 awarpen.
[f.

A- pref. i away + weorpan to throw (see WARP);
cogn. with OS. aiverpan t

Cioth. unvair/>an^\
1. To throw or cast away ; to throw or cast

down.
- 1000 Ags. G. Matt, xxvii. 5 And he awearp Jw. scyllingas

inon ba;t tempel. , 1160 Hatton C., Awarp. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 25 And awerpe5 hine in to helle pine. c 1225
St. Marher. $ Ha walden .. awarpen me. c 1230 Ancr.
R. 122 pet a windes puf . . mei auellen & aworpen into sunne.

2. To warp or twist out of shape.
c 1300 Old Age in E. E. P. < 1862) 149 Eld me awarpeb bat

mi schuldern scharpib.

t Awa'rrant, v. Obs.
[f.

A- pref. 1 1 + WAR-
RANT

z>.] To vouch for, warrant, guarantee.
a \^OQ Chester PL 3 Some writers awarrante your matter,

theirfore be boulde. 1598 GREENE Jos. 7/-'u86i) 188 And
awarrant his preferment to a prince's sen-ice. 1608 ARM IN

Nest Ninn. (1842) 26 If life were awarranted fooles.

Awarys, obs. Sc. form of AVARICE,
A-wash (Vaw9'j'), advb.phr. (pred. a.}
+ WASH.]

AWAY.
1. On a level or flush with the surface of the water,

so that it just washes over.

1833 Penny Cycl. \. 507/1 An anchor is . .'a-wash,
1

when
the stock is hove up tp the surface of the water. 1868 W.
COLLINS Moonst. i. xix. 11876) 144 The South spit was just
awash with the flowing tide.

2. Washing about, at the mercy of the waves.
1870 READE Put Yourself III. 274 The rising water set

everything awash. 1876 MOKRIS Sigurd iv. 351 Their un-
manned oars awash In the sandy waves of the shallows.

A-waste (aw^-st), advb. phr. [A prep.\ +
WASTE.] Wasting, to waste.
1850 MRS. BROWNING Prmneth. End. Poems I. 146 Thy

body appears Hung awaste on the rocks.

Awatch a watch : cf. next and AWAIT sb.

1519 HORMAN Vnfe. 255 Whan sowdiers be . . scatred about
diners besynessis : than lyghtly they be leyde awatche for.

A-watcli i,awotj"), advb. phr. [A prcpl -t-

WATCH.] On the watch, watching.
1856 MRS. BROWNING Anr. Leigh vn. As a dog a-watch

for his master's foot.

Awate, obs. form of AWAIT.

fA-Water, in or on the water: see A prep.^
A-wave ( a\w-\},advb.phr. [\prepl + WAVE.]
On the wave, moving in waves

; waving.
1850 MRS. BROWNING An Island Poems II. 183 The place

is all awave with trees. 1855 BROWNING Sanl in Men
<$

U r
ow. II. 131 The river's awave With smooth paper-reeds.

Awaward, obs. Sc. form of AVANT-GUARD.
Awawna, obs. form of ADVANCE.

Away (awvi
1

, adv. fTirms : i onwes, 1-2

awes, 2 aweis, 2-5 awei, awey, awai, (3 awsei,
Orm. awe33\ 4 owai (ewai), o wey, on-wai,
on way, (a-vey, avay), aweie, aweye. 4-5 oway,
4-6 awaye, 6 awaie, 4- away. Sc. 8-9 awa.
[In its origin a phrase, Ox prep., and weg, WAY,
i.e. on (his, one's) way, 'on' (as in 'move on'),
and thus 'from this (or that) place.

1

Already in

OE. reduced to a-wcgi cf. A/AV/.I: the I4th and
1 5th c. forms in o-, on-, were northern

;
in ME.

and mod. dialtcts reduced to *way .York Plays, do

way = put away, Sc. c<?wayt c*way = come away^,
also in certain combinations, as way-going. So
MHG. cnwcc (for in wec\ mod.HG. dial, twe'ck,

mod.G. weg. In earlier Eng. used as a separable
verbal prefix, standing before the vb., esp. in sub-

ordinate sentences, and compound tenses (as in G.),

e.g. Sone se ich hit awei warp, soon as I threw it

away : he wcs awsfi iflo)en, he had flown away ;

still placed emphatically before the subject as

'away he went,'
*

away went hat and wig.']
I. Of motion in place, removal.

1. On (his or one's) way ; onward, on, along.
Hence used also with come, as still in north. Eng.
and Sc., where

' Come away' =
* come along, come

on,' without reference to place left.

Beowulf 534 Mr he on weg hwurfe. 921 O. E. Chron.
(Earle 1061 j?a forleton hie \>a. burg and foron awes. ( 1250
Gen.

<"(
jr. 810 Abram . . ferde a-wei to mambre dale, a 1300

Cursor Jtf. 8067 Wit ^e king he ferd on-waL c 1500 Kel.
Ant. I. 45 The plowman cryed, Sirs, come awaye. 1601
SHAKS. Tiuel. A", u. iv. 55 Come away, come away death,
And in sad cypresse let me be laide.

2. From this or that) place, to a distance.

Beowulf^4199 He onweg losade. 918 O. E. Chrwi., Hira
feawa on weg comon. c xooo Ags. Gosfi. Matt. xix. 22 |>a
code he aweg unrot [Rnskiu. awx^, Hatton aweig]. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 21 Bute he hine driue a-wei. 01300 Cursor
M. 11262 pir angels wited bam ewal. c 1384 CHAUCER H.
Fame 169 And bare hym on his bakke a way [<'. r. awey].
1436 Pol. Poems (1859 II. 156 The duk fled oway. x$a6
TINDALE John xvi. 7 That I goo a waye. 1590 SHAKS.
Com. Err. i. ii. 16 oet thee

away. 1699 DRYDEN Char.
Gd. Parson 74 And hungry sent the wily fox away. 171 1

STEELE Spect. No. 136 F2 My Imagination runs away with
me. 1854 THACKKRAY Ntnvcomes xxiv. I. 224 They sail

away each on his course. 1884 Pall Mall G. 9 Aug. 9/1 The
bride's going-away dress.

b. emphatically.
1583 BAISINGTON Comtnandm. (1590) 177 Making them ride

and run, post and away. 178* COWPER Gilpin xxv, Away
went Gilpin, neck or nought ; Away went hat and wig.
1821 KEATS Isabel Ix, Away they went.

3. From actual adherence, contact, or inclusion
;

off, aside ; fig. as in to fall away, to desert.

cn6o Hatton Gosp. Matt, xviii. 8 Awurp hine aweig fram

J>e. (1220 Vreisnn in Cott. Horn. 189 Waschen a-wai alle

folkes ful^e. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IK 393 He with his tayl
awey the flye smyteth. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arbj 41
Scrape and dygge a way a lytyl the mosse. 1577 St. Aug.
Mannell 18 To lay away the burden of fleshly desires.
a 1711 KEN Poet. Wks. I. 361 His mournful Tears he clear'd

away, 1873 I-ONGF. Eliz. 29 in Afterniath 51 She folded
her work, and laid it away.
4. From or out of one's personal possession, with

sense of parting with, deprivation, loss
; e.g. with

put* give, take, thrtnv, etc.

c 1400 Apol. Loll, no pel tak a vey all bingis fro alle men.
1611 BIBLE Gen. xxvii. 36 Hee looke away my birthright.

1653 WALTON A?igler 56 It shall be given away to some
poor body. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 549 p 3 Life . . is

thrown away when it is not some way useful to others.

1833 HT. MAKTINEAU Loom <y Lugg. i. vi. 93 This is not an
air to take away one's appetite. 1873 LONCF. Emma $
Eginh. 179 This passing traveller, who hath stolen away
The brightest jewel of my crown to-day. Mod. Who gave
the bride away If



AWAY. 593 AWE.

5. From the actual state or condition ;
from

existence ;
into extinction or termination (in most

cases gradual) ; to death, to an end, to nothing.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3769 Parchaunce \>ai er ille with-

in, And passes away in dedely syn. < 1384 CHAUCER //.

Fame 1149 They were molte awey with hete. 1536 TINDALE
Luke ix. 12 The daye beganne to weare awaye. 1611 BIBLE

Job xiv. 10 Man dieth, and wasteth away. xxxiii. 21

His flesh is consumed away. 1641 FRENCH Distill, ii. (1651!
60 Let that . . be vapoured away to the thicknesse of honey.

1714 ADDISON Sfiect. No. 565 F i They faded away. 1816

SCOTT Old Mort. xxxvii, Their zeal . . died gradually away.
1864 LONGF. Falc. Federigo 114 The petted boy grew ill,

and day by day Pined with mysterious malady away.

6. From its natural use with certain verbs in the

preceding senses, away is extended to other tran-

sitive verbs, to express a specific application of the

action to a. removal, parting with (cf. blow away,
kiss away, boon away), b. doing away with, elimi-

nation (cf. boil away, refine away, analyse away,

explain away) ;
and finally also with similar force

to c. intransitive verbs, which are thereby rendered

transitive, as ' to sigh away one's life,' 'to idle

away one's time,'
'

to sleep the day away.
1 There

are verbs which are scarcely or not at all used

without it, as 'to while the time away,' 'tofoo/
one's money awav' (to part with it like a fool

1

;.

a. <:i66i Argyle's Last Will in Harl, Misc. (1746) VIII.

27/1 What was got by Oppression, will be booned away by
the King's Liberality. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 138 r 3
Which can play away its Words. 1881 BLACKMORE Chris-
towell xxxviii. He . . kissed away the tears.

b- 1738 JOHNSON London 53 Explain their country's dear-

bought rights away. 174* RICHARDSON Pamela. III. 75 To
split hairs and to distinguish away the Christian Duties.

1?5I JORTIN Sertn. (1771.1 VI. vil. 140 To purify their reli-

gion, till they refined it away. 1812 L. HUNT in Examiner
14 Dec. 785 2 To explain away some of the passages. 1865
MILL Utilit. 46 This . . might be analysed away.
C. 1689 SHERLOCK Death m. 7 (1731) 210 These Men

have loitered away the Day. 1712 Sped, No. 527 ? 2 We
had whiled away three hours after this manner. 1767 WKS-
LEY Jrttl. 27 July 11827! III. 284 Having a severe cold, I

was in hopes of riding it away. Ibid. 31 Oct. 14/3 They
had falsely sworn away the lives of their fellows. i8u
BYRON Ch, Har. u. 1, Let . . the loitering pilgrim . . gaze . .

the morn. .away. 1864 LONGF. Falc. Federigo 90 The lovely

lady whiled the hours away.

^1 Being used with verbs generally, like the L.

prefix al>-, Gr. euro-, G. weg- t ab-. kin-, F. en- (cf.

anfiigt-re to flee away, anoriBtvai to put away,

wegnchfnen, abnchmcn, to take away, s'en alter to

go away, enlever to take away), away enters into

many idiomatic phrases, e.g. to do away (with\
make away, give away (now give way}, fall away,
etc., which will be found under the verbs in question.

II. Of action. [Immediately from sense i.]

7. Onward in time, on, continuously, constantly;
with idea of continuance of action and progress ;

e.g. to work away = io go on working.
1562 J. HEVWOOD Prov.

<$- Epigr. < 1867) 90, I with ale. and
ale with me wag away. 1570 ASCHAM Scholem. I. (Arb.) 29
As you perceiue your scholer to goe better and better on
awaie. 1737 M. GREEN Spleen^ While Pan melodious pipes

Mod. Pytha%. (18381 II. 101 'Brush away, my old boy
nothing like it.' 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Brooke f. ix. 112 The
young folks trippedit away on the grass. 1855 THACKERAY
Rose fy Ring v. u866i 23 She capered away on her one shoe.

Ibid. xiv. 89 He sat down and worked away, very, very hard.

1875 HELPS Anita. <$ Mast. v. 132 And kept
'

pegging away,'
to use a presidential expression, with all my might.

8. Straightway, forthwith, directly, without hesi-

tation or delay ; chiefly colloquial in imperative
sentences, as Fire away ! proceed at once to fire,

begin immediately, Say away = say on, and U. S.

and Eng. dial. Right away = straightway, directly.

1535 COVERDALE John xvi. i2, I Haue yet moch to saye
vnto you, but ye can not beare it awaye. 1676 SHADWELL
Virtuoso u. Wks. 1720 I. 332 Come .. pull away. 1842
DICKENS Anter. Notes ii. 14 'Dinner, if you please,' said I

to the waiter . .

'

Right away ?' said the waiter . . I saw now
that '

Right away' and '

Directly' were one and the same

thing. 1883 Pall Mall G. 27 Sept. 10 She told him '

to re-

port away.' that she was not afraid.

III. Of position. [From senses 2-5.]
9. Of direction : (Turned) from this (or that)

direction ;
in the other direction.

c\vj$Lanib. Horn. 53 Hi beoS iturnid away from heom.

(-1383 WYCLIF Wks. (188018 f>at turnef? a weyhiseris. < 1440

ApoL Loll. 68 Turnip away }our facis fro al sour folthis.

1712 STEELE Spect. No. 514 F 3, I turned away from this

despicable troop with disdain. 1879 LOCKYER Elem. A strati.

iii. xii. 72 The axis of rotation is inclined away from the
Sun.

10. Appended to where, there, here, with sense

of: In the direction of, about; e.g. there away
-- in that quarter, there about. (Now only dial.}

1564 BriefExam. iijb.The Gentiles there away had their

.. common bankettes. 1641 HINDE J. Bruen xlvii. 152 The
Witch will not looke one in the face, but shee will looke

here a way and there a way. 1755 Gnthrie's Trial 210

(JAM.) Confirming the same by many mighty works in

scripture lending there away. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. i, The
three miles . . extended themselves into

' four miles or there

awa.' Mod* Sc. Where away did you lose it ? He lives here-

away.
VOL. I.

cren, an wue no e ,

awaye. 1787 BURNS // "X.-.*. 1 1 1. 1 19 Your

wa', Tarn Samson's dead ! 1818 Edin.

11. Of the position attained by removal in place :

In another place ;
at a distance ;

at (a stated) dis-

tance, off.

1712 Spect. No. 502 F 5, I shall not be able to stay away.
c 1835 C. H. BATKMAN Hymn, Theft: is a happy land Fur,
far away ! 1850 SEARS A than. vL 53 They can see the city

away through the hot and stifling air. 1866 G. MACDONALD
Ann. Q. Neighb. \. 1.18781 14 Away in the distance .. glit-

tered a weathercock. 1881 BLACKMOKE Christowell xxxix,
His home was some miles away.
12. Of the state or condition resulting from re-

moval : Gone (from a place) ;
absent

; wanting.
^1300 Cursor M, 9702 What is wisdome be pees awayo ?

ci35o Will. Palerne 2095 And turned agein . . and told he
was a-weie. c 1386 CHAUCKK l-'rankl. T. 336 The Rokkes
been aweye. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Froi>. <y Epigr. (1867) 53
Three male kepe counsayle, if two be away. 1647 COWLEY
Mistr.) Spriitg'\\, How could it be so fair and you away?
1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxvii, He was like a man awa frae him-
sell. Mod. I called at his office, but found him away.

13. Of the condition resulting from deprivation,

loss, or extinction : Gone (from existence) ;
van-

ished, destroyed, consumed
;
dead ; fainted. '

v
\o\v

chiefly dial.}
f- 1380 AW Ferumb, 2504 Our bred, our wyn ys al away.

( 1430 LYDG. Jinc/ias iv. ii. 11554' 1O2 A blase of lire, now
bright, and now away. i535Co\KRDALK Jer. .\.\xi. 15 Rachel

mournynge for hir children, and wulde not be comforted,
because they were a
mortal Fae is now aw
Mag. Dec. 503 (JAM.) My dochter was Jang awa [-
swoonj, but whan she cam again, she tauld us, etc. Mod,
Here's a health to them that's awa'.

IV. Elliptical uses, with a verb suppressed:

simulating an imperative or ^rarely) infinitive.

14. = Go away.
c 1250 Meid. Margr. xxxvi, Awei ye euele consilers. 1375

EARBOUR Bruce xvrn. 367 Otherwayis mycht thai nocht

avay. 1393 GOWKR Conf., Away the tyranny ! 1562 HEY-
WOOD Prcrv. ff Epigr. 11867* 9 1 Whither awaie with my
hens, foxe? 1594 -2nd Pt. Contention (1843 177, I "ill a-

waie to Barnet presently. 1611 BIBLE Ex. xix. 24 Away,
get thee downe. 1623 HINC.HAM Xoiophon 28 We must
. . away euery man to his lodging. 1762-9 FALCONER Shipwr.
ii. 907 Away there ! lower the mizen-yard on deck. 1872
W. BUTLER (//. Lone Land iii, 25 Meantime we must away.

15. = Go or get away witht take away.
1526 TINDALE Matt. xix. 15 Awaye with him, awaye with

him, crucify him. [WYCLIF, Take awey, take awey.] 1549
LATIMER Strw. bef. Edit>. VL vii. (Arb.) 193 Awaye with

these auowryes. 1577 Test, ofXI1 Pair. 122 My children,

away with hatred out of your hearts. 1583 BABINGTON Com-
niandnt. (1590' 81 Yea, wee would . . bid away with it, and
not abide the sight of it. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. IQI In
his honest indignation he would reply, 'Away with it r

16. = Get on or along with, put up with ; tole-

rate, endure, bear.

1477 SIR J. PASTON In Lett. 802 II. 109 My charges be

gretter than I maye a weye with. 1526 TINDALE J\fatt. xix.

ii All men can not awaye with that saynge. 1530 PALSGR.

419/1, I agre with meate or drinke. I can away with it.

1577 HOLINSHED Citron. II. 45 He . . could well awaie with
bodilie labour. 1606 G. W[OOUCOCKE] Hist. Justine 85 b,

They might enure themselues . . to away with hardnesse
and sparing. 1621 SANDERSON Serm. Ad. Cl. 11,11674) 24
He being the Father of lyes . . cannot away with the Truth.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Rclig. Med. 98 Some . . can with greater

patience away with death. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa

(i8n) IV. 183 That saucy fleer I cannot away with. 1840
CARLVLE Heroes (1858; 275 Idolatry . . is a thing they cannot

away-with. 1869 M. ARNOLD Cult. $ An. (1882 142 Jacobinism
. . cannot away with the inexhaustible indulgence proper to

culture, the consideration of circumstances, etc.

fb. with infinitive. Obs.

1580 NORTH Plutarch^ 1676 183 Not withstanding the People
. . could well away to live like Subjects. 1598 R. BERNARD
Terence Andr. \. ii, Men that be in loue, can ill away to

haue wiues appointed them by others,

17. And away (
= and going away again), de-

noting discontinuance, in once and away (now,
once in a way) = once, but not continuously.
1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. \. 3 Not .. for once and

away, but wee haue our eares beaten with it euery day. Il<id.

xvi. 96 It is not for a pang and away. 1655 GURNALL Clir.

in Arm. (1669)125/1 Short hints and away, may please a
Scholar.

V. Comb. Formerly in many separable com-

pound verbs, as away-bear, away-draw, away-go,

away-put, away-take, away~warp. Of these the

ppl. adjs. and vbl. substantives were retained long-
est, and some, as away-going, are still in use.

(.950 Lindisf. Go$p. John iv. 50 Gelefde 3e monn, & aue-

jeade. 1*97 R. GLOUC. 398 J>ys Cristynmen . . gred preye
Awey bere. a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxxviii. 14 Whar-to,
Laverd, awai-puttes pou bede mine? 1588 A. KING Cani-
sius' Catech. Ij, Pairtly be ye away taking of thre dayes
in 400 3eres. 1865 Macm. Mag. July 275 Away-stretching
leagues of brick and mortar. Mod. The away-going crop.

Ii Formerly sometimes used in error for WAY.
1600 HAKLUYT Voyages (1810) III. 481 'We set sayle, but

made but little away all the day.' 1755 SMOLLETT Don
Quixote (1803) II. 193 On these considerations Sancho arose,
and went aside a good away to another tree.

Away\e, -ment, north, var. of AVAY, -MENT.

Awayle, awayte, obs. forms of AVAIL, AWAIT.

tAway"8, adv. Obs. [f. prec. with adverbial

genitive -J.]
= Away.

1556 Chrou. Grey Friars (1852) 33 He brake aways from
them and went beyend see. 1591 SPENSER I'irg. Gnat 430
And from her farreawayes Arulesse rout . . lie Wallowed in

their blood. 1652 CULPEPPKR Eng. Physic ( \ 809) 129 The de-

coction . . and the herb, .do take them aways. [IIerean.>ayst

thereaivays, are common in Suffolk. F. Hall.]

t Awayward, adv. Obs. For forms see A-
WAY. [f.

AWAY + -WARD.] Cf. the aphetic WAY-
WARD.
1. Turned away, or in the other direction.

1205 LAV. 8878 A-weiward he haldu [1250 his heued heold]
nolde hit ihcren. 1375 BAR HOUR Bruce xvi. 584 The Erll

with the schirrcfF met he Awayward with thar gret men^e.
c 1386 CHAUCKR Ahiunc. T. 158 This Phebus gan away-ward
for to wryen. c 1407 H'. Thorpe's Exam, in Arb. Garner
VI. 109 The Archbishop .. turned him away-ward, hither

and thither. 1577 DhH Relat. Spir. \. (.16591 418 Holding
his face away-ward.
b. quasi-<7</y. Turned away, averted ; wayward.
^1315 SHORKHAM 2 We l>eth al awey-ward, That scholde

her by-leve. ("1350 U'ill. Pdlerne 3985 It is a botless bale

. . to willne after a wif bat is a waywarde euere. 1387 TRK-
VISA Higden II. 25 >if be face is a weyward from be water.

2. Of motion : Away.
1205 LAV. 23169 Far Jre awttiward [1150 aweiward]. cisSo

Sir Ferumb. 959 Faste a-wayward gunne bay flcn. c 1530
MORE De gnat. Nouiss. Wks. 78/1 Our life \valketh awni

ward, while uiir death draweth toward.

t Awaywards, adv. Obs. [f. prec., with ad-

verbial genitive -/.]
---

prec.
1205 LAV. 22351 (lilluinar .. llah, & awacwardes teh.

,1350 //'///. Palernc 2188 To winne Item alle a-weiwardts
fru ^e white byres.

tAwbe. Obs. ran. Perhaps- Al.P 2, bullfinch.

1576 GASCOIGNK Philomene <Arb. > 88 The tailing Awbe
doth please some fancie wel, And some like best, the byrde
as Black as cole.

t Aw'ber. Obs. rare 1
, [a. F. anhour labur-

num.] The laburnum tree (jCytisus Laburnum^.
1684 I. MATMKR Remark. Prffi'Ui. 232 Three tall oaks, a

very tall awber, etc.

Awblaster, Awburne, Awbyrchowne,
obs. forms of ARBALESTER, AUBURN, HABERGEON.

Awe vyS sb. Forms; a. 1-2 e^e.eeje, 2 ajeie,

jeie, (heie), 2-3 seie, 2-4 eie, 3 ei;e, eje, 6336,

seise, (eaye, heye, heiBe\ 3-4 eye,4 eighe.eyghe,

ayghe, ay, aye. &. 3 aje, ajhe, 3-4 au, auu, 4

auje, awge, agh. awee. (hage, owe), 5 aghe, 4-8
aw, 4- awe. [The actual awe, in i;(

th c. aje, was
a. OX. agit

ace. aga (Da. ave\ representing an

OTeut. *agon- wk. masc. (of which the OE. repr.

would have been aga) ;
but this was preceded in

EE. by native forms descending from OE. ggc,

str. masc., : OTeut. *agiz str. neut., Goth, agis fear,

taken as if it were a str. masc. agi-z. i^Hoth f.

ag-an to fear.) The ME. eye, (aye,) and awe, were

thus in origin and derivation distinct though cog-
nate words, but were practically treated as dia-

lectal variants of the same word, of which ayf
was still used in s. w. ri4co, while awe was in the

n. e. ci2o. The sense-development is common
to both. They are therefore here taken together ;

the examples being separated into groups a (from
OE. %e) and j8. (from ON. ag?).]

I. As a subjective emotion.

fl. Immediate and active fear; terror, dread. Obs.
a. c 855 O. E. C/iron. an. 457 pa Brettas . . mid micle eje

flujon. 1006 Ibid, i Laud MS.* pa wearft hit swa mycel a-'je

fram bam here. 1205 LAY. 18924 Mid itieA'nimete [1250 Mid

heye onimete]. 1297 R. GLOUC. 507 More nor eye than vor
loue. 1330 R. BRL'NNK Chron, 220 Of non J>e had ay. c 1330
Art/i. $ Merl. 465 Gret ayghe and dout. Ibid. 6429 for
sorwe and drede and eighe, Thai flowen euerich his weighe.
&. a 1300 Cursor M. 8793

' Durst we for auu, Vr thoeht

gladli we wald be scan.' c 1340 HAMPOI.E Pr. L'onsc. 1870 Ne
for luf ne awe er nane sparde. 1375 RARBOUR Bruce xi. 555
Cum on, forouten dreid or aw. 1589-1657 [see 4 b]. 1784
COWPER Task \\. 722 His voice Shook the delinquent with
such tits of awe.

2. From its use in reference to the Divine Being
this passes gradually into: Dread mingled \\ith

veneration, reverential or respectful fear
;
the atti-

tude of a mind subdued to profound reverence in

the presence of supreme authotity, moral greatness
or sublimity, or mysterious sacredness.

a. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xxviii. 8 MiS ege fie mi5
micle glaidnise. 1:1175 Lamb, ffom. 75 Habhen heie of him
ouer alle bing. 1297 R. GLOUC. 469 The child lovede him . .

Ne he nadde of no man : more love ne eye.
. a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxxix. 30 If sonesof him for-lete

mi lagh, And in mi domes noghte haves gane with agh.

IjBoWYCUpZViWtfy.S'zVw Sel. Wks. 1871 III. 167 \ViJ> aw^e
J>enke, mon, hou J>ou hafs of God bothe powere and appetit.

1413-1535 [see 4 a]. 1671 MILTON P. R. i. 22 To his great

Baptism Hocked With aw the Regions round. 1742 COLLINS

Epist. 7 With conscious awe she hears the critick's fame.

1827 KM, 11 Chr. IVrtrMatrim., There is an awe in mortals'

joy, A deep mysterious fear.

3. The feeling of solemn and reverential wonder,

tinged with latent fear, inspired by what is terribly

sublime and majestic in nature, e.g. thunder, a

storm at sea.

0. 1756 BURKE WS. $B. iv. 7 (1808 '266 Astonishment,
the subordinate degrees . . are awe, reverence, and respect.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Cinnam. <$ Pearls iii. 43 She pointed
with awe to a mighty object. 1851 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.

II. in. i. xiv. 26 It is possible to conceive of terribleness,

without being in a position obnoxious to the danger of it,

and so without./i'rtr; and the feeling arising from this coiw

temptation ofdreadfulness, ourselves being in safety, as of a

stormy sea from the shore, is properly called awe.

7.
r



AWE,
r. a. To stand in awe of: to be greatly

afraid of, to dread
; later, to entertain a profound

reverence for.

(This phrase has a remarkable grammatical development ;

Us original type was ' Awe stood to men '

(;. e. there was
fear on men's part

1

, or, with the object of fear expressed,
' Awe of me stood to men,' and

* Awe of (rarely to, with) me
stood men (dat.)'

', this,
* men '

being erron. taken as a nom.

case, was inverted into
' Men stood awe of me,' and finally,

to restore the logical sense destroyed by this misconception,
'in* was inserted, giving

* Men stood in awe of me.')

a. c looo Ags. Ps. Ixxvi. 12 Eorft-cynincjum se e^e
stande3. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 161 Mare eie stondeS men of

monne banne horn do of criste. 1205 LAY. 11654 Him ne
stod xie to nabing [1250 him ne stod eye of no bing]. 1330
R. BRUNNK Chron. 8 He stode of him non eye. c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 408 Of Qharlis] bat ys ;our Emperert of whame
men stondeS aye . . be sobe bou me saye.
0. ri25p Gen. fy Ex. 432 Caym . . wur5 ut-la^e, wi5 dead

him stood hinke and a^e.
a 1300 Cursor M. 482 Fra ful hei

he fell fullaw pat of his lauerd wald stand nan aw. c 1320

SenynSag. (W.) Therof ne stod him non owe. 1413 LYUG.

Pylgr. SffVflg v. xiv. 81 Of theyre lord and god to stande in

awen. (1460 Ttnvneley Myst. 305, I stand great aghe to

loke on that Justyce. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxix. 161 My
herte stondeth in awe of thy wordes. a 1600 Scot. Poems
i6tk C. 118011 II. 170 Wee stand aw Of Gods hie magnificence.

1653 HOLCROKT Frocopius, The King . . stands in aw of a
Generall directing him. 1784129 Feb.* COWPEK Lett. Wks.

1876, 161 We stand in awe of we know not what.

"b. To hold or keep in awe (of} : to restrain or

control by fear (of).
a. It looo Ags. Ps. xciv. 10 Se be eje healdeb eallum

beodum.]
ft. a 1300 Cursor M. 5518 Halds bam for-bi in au [v. r.

agh,awee, awe]. 1589 R. HARVEY/*/. Perc. (1860) 14 Yt were

good to keepe such a Cur in awe. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. i.

238 Oh, that that earth, which kept the world in awe,
Should patch a Wall. 1657 J. SMITH A/ys. Rhet. 144 Nations

kept in aw of his name.

II. As an objective fact.

5. Power to inspire fear or reverence ; overawing
influence, arch.

(Arising from the originally objective genitive, 'his awe*
( awe of himi, taken as possessive.!
a. r 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. ix. 2 Beo eower e?;e .. ofer ealle

nitenu. 1205 LAV. 17965 J?u scalt habben bis lond, & bin

seie beon muchel & strong.

ft. c 1400 1 'wainc fy Gain. 2411, 1 sal deliver hir of his aw.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. \\. i. 52 Shall Rome stand vnder one
mans awe? 1679 DRYDEN Trail, ff Cr. Ep. Ded., You see,

my Lord, what an Awe you have upon me. 1815 SCOTT
Ld. of Isles n. xxv, Yet nought relax'd his brow of awe.

f6. Behaviour that inspires fear; anger, fierce-

ness, rage. Obs.

a. 1205 LAY. 1897 Al was heoragristbatinge, al swa wilde

bares e^e. Ibid. 9702 Hehten heom mucle ei3e ut of his

ah seone. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 37 Wrothfulle wordes

of eye.

f 7. Something which inspires fear ; a cause of

dread ; a restraint. Obs. [ON. agi has also sense

of 'constraint.']
a. rSzg Vesp. Ps. xci. 5 Ne ondredes 3u 3e from e?;e

nxhtlicum. 1205 LAY. 2087 For swulchen eije gode heo

hefden muchele drede.

/3. a 1300 Cursor M. 1773 pat sorwe to se was greet awe.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. sssjhesu borgh his myght, blissed

mot he be, Reised him vp nght, & passed bat hage. 1657
in Burton Diary 11828) II. 56 The Parliament may remove
such persons. This will be an awe over them.

III. Comb. a. objective with pr. pple., as awe-

awakening, -inspiring', b. instrumental with pa.

pple., as awe-filled, AWE-BOUND, -STRUCK.

'757 GRAY Bard 117 Her awe-commanding face. 1819
SHELLEY Cenci \. \\. 84 Her awe-inspiring gaze. 1849 ROCK
Ch. of Fathers I. ii. 90 The awe-awakening sound of some

early Father's voice. 1860 PUSEV Mitt. Proph. 397 Rever-

ential, awe-filled faith.

Awe, sb.- Forms : 6 alve, 7 aue, 9 ave, 6-

awe, aw. [Etym. and original form unknown :

ave C^'v) and aw, awe (g). now used in Sc., point
to an earlier (av). The F. aubc is said by Littre

to mean ' white wood/ from the material of which

the attbes are made.] One of the float-boards of

an undershot water-wheel, on which the water acts.

1503 MS. Reg. Test. Ebor. VI. 83 I^z cogges, spyndyll,
awes [of Butterwich Mill]. 153* MS. Reg. Leases Dean
<y Ch. York I. 53 Cogges, spendeles, and alves [of Otley

Mill]. 1611 COTGR., Anbes, the short boordes which are

set into th' outside of a water-mills wheele ; we call them

ladles, or aue-boords. ^1795 Unst in Shetland Statist.

Ace. V. 191 1 JAM.) The water falls upon the awes, or feathers

of the tifl, at an inclination of between 40 and 45 degrees.

1884 REV. W. GREGOR (in letter^ Start-and-ave wheel,
that is a wheel on the boards or aves of which the water

struck, in opposition to 'bucket-wheel.' J. MELKOSE (in

letter}^ The start is the piece of timber morticed into the

rings, to which the awe is fastened.

Awe (\ V' ; also 4 agh. [f. prec. sb. ; OE. had

tgan (= Goth. *6gjari] in comp. onc$an\ and

mod.Icel. has aga to 'chastise' : cf. AWE j<M 7.]

1. To inspire with dread, strike fear into, terrify,

daunt ;
to control, constrain, or restrain, by the

influence of fear. (At first impersonal.}
1303 BRUNNE Handl. Synne 10283 Lytyl of Goddes veni-

aunce hym aweth. c 1340 Cursor M. (Fairf.) 12096 5e loue

na landis lagh quen 3e 3our childe wille nojt agh. 1577 tr.

Bullinker's Decades 11592} 142 They . . awe their seruants to

worke. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado n. hi. 250 Shall quips, and
sentences .. awe a man from the careere of his humour.

1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4372/1 Two English Men of War . .

who may., awe the Privateers uf Harbary. 1876 GIU.KN

594

Short Hist. viii. 10 11882) 586 The gloomy silence of their

ranks awed even the careless King with a sense of danger.

fb. said of a strategical position (cf. overawe}.
1670 COTTON Espcrnotti, m. 128 This Town . . absolutely

commands the River of Dordongne, as it also at least awes
that of Garonne. 1809 J. BARLOW Cvlumb. vn. 570 Two
British forts the growing siege outflank, Rake its wide i

works and awe the tide-beat bank.

2. To influence, control, or restrain, by profound
'

respect or reverential fear.

1611 BIBLE Prm>. xvii. 10 marg., A reproofe aweth ..a
wise man. 1640 BP. REYNOLDS Passions xxix. 302 Their

presence aweth us from Liberty of Sinning. 1781 GIBBON
Decl. fy F. II. xiv. 711 He was not awed by the sanctity of
the place. 1835 MACRKADY Remin. I. 464 Milton elevates,

thrills, awes, and delights me.

3. To inspire with reverential wonder combined
with an element of latent fear.

J753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty vi. 29 The wide ocean awes
us with its vast contents. 1872 JENKINSON Eng. Lakes

205 The traveller is awed by the frowning mass ofGreat End.

(
4. To reverence. Obs. rare.

163* BP. M. SMYTH Serm. 166 So they deserue to be vsed
that . . will not reuerence and awe the King.

Awe, obs. adaptation of F. aottt AUGUST.
1580 TUSSER Husb, (1878) 124 In June and in Awe swinge

brakes ifor a lawe'.

Awe, obs. form of OWE and OUGHT.

Awearied (awio-rid), />//. a. [f. A- pref. u +
WEARIED ; cf. next.] Wearied, weary.
1604 T. WRIGHT Passions Mind i. vi. 24 The woolfe ..

awearied with fighting . . runneth away. 1848 MILLER First

Iinfr. xiii. (1857) 211 Listening, somewhat awearied, to

scientific music.

Aweary (awle-ri), pred. a. [f. A- pref. 11 +
\\"EARY ; cf. ahungry, also such pairs as live,

alive.
~\ Tired, weary. Const, of.

1552 LATIMER Semi. Lord's Prayer 118441 3^2 Such as be

aweary of this world. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. v. 49, I ginne
to be a-weary of the Sun. 1653 BAXTER Saints' R. \\. 11662)

181 Pref., When we have disputed and contended ourselves

aweary. 1830 TENNYSON Mariana^ I am aweary, aweary,
I would that I were dead.

A-weather (uwe*5aj), adv. and prep. Naut.

[f. A prep?- + WEATHER.]
A. adv. Towards the weather or windward

side, in the direction from which the wind blows ;

esp. in helm a-weather (see quot. 1867) ; opposed
to a lee. B. prep., short for a-weather of.

igogHAKLUYT Voy. II.n. 47 And kepe a weather our places
of tramque. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. in. 38/2

Hauing muchadoe to get out aweathtrof him. 1666 Lond.
Gaz. No. 31/4 The Conquerors., helmed a weather, and
stood for the Southward Cape. 17629 FALCONER Shipwr.
II. 171 Bear up the helm a-weather ! Rodmond cries : Swift

at the word the helm a-weather flies. 1867 SMYTH Saifors

Word-bk., A-iveat/icr, the position of the helm when its

tiller is moved to the windward side of the ship.

f Awe-band- &bs. Alsoawband.
[f.
AwEJ^J

(in sense of Norse agi 'discipline, constraint') +

BAND.] A curb, check, restraint
;

' a band for

tying black cattle to the stake . . used to keep in

order the more unruly animals' (Jamieson).
1536 BELLKNDKNE Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 293 The said castel

suld be ane awband aganis thame. c 1565 R. LINDSAY Chron.
Scot. (1728) 182 To keep him still as an awe-band above the

Governor's head. 1653 BAXTER Pca<.e Consc. 159 Fears of

the wrath of God . . are . . the awe-band of your soul.

f Awe-bound,///, a. Obs. or dial. [f.
AWE sb.\

+ BOUND ; cf. prcc. sb.] Bound by awe or re-

straint of authority ; submissive, obedient.

1631 MS. Eccl. Proc. Durh.j He was awebound to his

wife. 1864 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss, s. v., They were awe-
bun nowther wi' God nor man.

tAwe'CChe, v. Obs. Forms: 1-3 aweccan,
3-4 awecche. Pa. t. 1-3 awehte, aweahte,
awahte, 3 aweihte, aweightte. Pa. pple. 1-3
aweht. [OE. aw$cc(e}ant cogn. with OS. aw$kk-

jan, OHG. arwechhan, -wekkan, irwefchen, -weken t

MHG. erwecken, Goth. usivakjan\ f. A.- pref i

up + w$cc(e}ant Goth, wakjan, causal deriv. of

ivakan to wake: see WECCHE. The modern spelling
would have been awetfh.'}
1. trans. To arouse out of sleep (or swoon).
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark iv. 38 He waes . . siapende, & hi

awehton hine. c 1160 Uatton G. t Awehten. 1205 LAY. 812

Heo heom aweihten ^1300 K. Alls. 5858 The Kyng..
hastilichhymst-lf aweightte. r 1300 l-'ox ty li ~a//~i66 in Rel.

Ant. II. 277 O frere . . of here slep hem shulde awecche.

2. transf. andyfif. To awaken into life or activity,
(looo Ags. Gosp. Luke uL 8 He mar^ of Jysum stanum

abrahames beam aweccan. [So Hatton G.\ 1205 LAY.

29285 pe wind com . . and bat fur awehte. nzzo Saivlcs

U'arde in Cott. Hont. 267 pvb> ah mon . . wiSbulliche ^ohtes
awecchen his heorte. c 1220 Leg. St. Kath. 1042 He. . wiS
his word awahte be Hflese liches to lif.

Awed (d), ///. a. [f. AWE -v. + -ED.]
1. Influenced by dread or reverence ; awe-struck.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 40 They feele an awed and feare-

full heart. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. 80 Who,
after a moment's awed pause, had resumed thtir gambols.

f 2. Dreaded, reverenced ; cf. AWE v. 4. Obs.

1652 BP. HALL Itwis. World in. 3 Samson . . that awed

champion.

tAwe'de, v. Obs. Forms: 1-4 awede, (5

awyede). Pa. t. .1-4 awedde. Pa. pple. 1-4

awed, (5 aweyde). [OE. aivt{tfan
t

f. k-pref. i +

AWEM.
wedan (see WEDE), f. wod mad.] ;;///-. To be-

come mad, furious, or frantic ;
to lose one's senses.

c 88$ K. JELrno Oros. v. x. 2 Aweddon ba nietenu and
\>a. hundas. 1250 LAY. 4438 Of witte hii weren awed [z'. r.

amadde]. 1297 R. GLOUC. 162 He was so sori and so wrob,
J>at he neyawedde. c 1350 Will, Pali-rite 1750 Wept as sche
wold awede. 1460 Lybeans Disc. 395 As men that wold

awyede They made greet deray.

Awedness ^'dnes). lObs. rare.
[f.

AWED
+ -NESS.] The state of being awed ; dread, awe.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <y Comtnw. 153 To. .induce sub-

missiue awednes, they hold hard hands ouer the cominaltie.

A-week (aw/"-k) ; advb. phr. [A prep?- 8 b +
WEEK

; cf. a-day.] In every week ; weekly.
1547 BOORDE Brer. Health 133 Ones a weke anoynt the

face. 1704 GIBBER Careless Hush, \\. j, I us'd to dine there

once a-week. 1841 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842} VI.

163 The poor, the men of nine shillings a-week or less.

Aweel i^a \v /"*!), conj. adv. Sc. [weakened f. ah
well! cf. F. eh bim] Well then ;

well I

c 1800 J. BROWN in Ramsay Remin. (ed. 18) 18 Aweel, I

have fund yea bed. 1822 SCOTT Nigel \\i. 11878) 58
'

Aweel,
aweel, Laurie,' said I,

'

it may be as you say.'

Aweful, obs. form of AWFUL.

Awe;, awei(e, awei;, obs. forms of AWAY.
t Awei'gh., v. sir. Obs. For forms see WEIGH v.

[OK. aivegan, f. A- pref i+wegati to WEIGH.
Cf. OHG. arivegan, MHG. envegcn^\
1. To lift up, support ; to bear, bear away.
a looo Cydnton's Ji.r. (Grein) 21 Sibbe . . 5a aer wonsablje

awegen habbaj?. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 181 0e fet up
awei}e5 [^e wombe].
2. To weigh, weigh out.

f looo ^ELFRIC Gen. xxiii. 16 Abraham J>a aweah feower
hund scillinga seolfres. cii75 Cott. Horn. 233 {>e dunan bu
awidhst . . mid bina hand.

A-weigh. (awf'i-), advb. phr. Naut. [\prepl
+ WEIGH.] Of an anchor : Just raised perpen-

dicularly from the ground \
= a-pcak, a-trip. (Said

loosely also of the vessel or its crew.)

1627 [see AWAY 2]. 1670 DRYDF.N Tempest i. i, Trine. Is

the Anchor a Peek ? Steph. Is a weigh ! is a weigh. 1751
'

the skipper.

Aweing, awely : see AWING, AWLY.

t Awe'ld, awild, v. weak. Obs. [f.
A- pref. i

+ OE. ivejdan, weak deriv. of wcahlan (see A-
WALD z/.) ;

or for OE. geivtfdan, cogn. with MHG.
gewalten, ge.'u.'aldcn.']

1. trans. To rule with power, control, subdue ;

to wield, manage.
[t 885 K. /ELFRED Gregory's Past. xvii. 118 He hit 8onne

ne marge to his willan xeweldan (Hatt. gewealdan). c 1000

^LI-RIC Gen. i. 28 GefilUS |aeoroan& gewildaft hij.J c 1173
Lamb. Horn. 81 He ne mei his flesc awelden. 1205 LAV.

4083 J>a he mihte beren wepnen, & his hors wel awilden [ 1250

mune}!]. Ibid. 12084 A ' weoren ba wimmen awald [1250 a-

wild] to |?an deSe. 1387 TREVISA Higden ^1865) I. 253 jif

wordes failleb, ^iftes scnal hym awelde.

2. intr. with inf. To have power, be able.

1387 TREVISA Higdeii Rolls Ser. V. 259 {>ey l>at were lefte

on lyue my^te unnebe awelde [z>i.r sitj/uerent] forto burj-e
hem bat were dede.

Aweless, awleSS (9'les),
a. Forms: a. I

esel^as, 3 ejjelses, eeielese. &. 4 ajlez, 6 aweles,

6-7 awlesse, awelesse, 7-9 awless, aweless.

[f.
AWE sb.l + -LESS, continuing the sense of OE.

fgelcas: see AWE sb.\~\

1. Without dread; fearless, undaunted, unappalled.
o. f 885 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past, xxxvi. 246 Esel^as-

licor \adr.'\ 1205 LAV. 19410 Bruttes.. weoren aeielese.

ft. c 1340 Gow. *r C,r. h'tit. 2334 How bat do?ty dredles . .

stondes Armed ful a;lez. 1595 SHAKS. John 1. 1. 266 Against
whose fury . . The awlesse Lion could not wage the fight.

1853 D. Mom Cast. Time v. Wks. II. 392 While the keen

knife the aweless Patriarch keeps Unsheathed. 1880 SWIN-

BURNE Stud. Song 38 The awless lord of kings.

2. Without awe
; irreverent, presumptuous, rude.

a. c 1200 OBMIN 6190 jiff batt ?ho iss gaetelses & e3|eles.
ft. 1571 NORTON & S\CK\:G0r00a

rucv. 1.11847) 153 Careles

of countrey, and aweles of God. 1656 TRAPP Coinm. Matt.

xi. 29 Christians must not be yokeless, aweless, masterless.

a 1700 DRYDEN (J.) With awless insolence, a 1849 MANGAN
Poems 11859) 45 Where lawless force is awless master.

f 3. That inspires no awe. Obs.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. III. 11. iv. 52 Insulting Tiranny be-

finnes
to lutt Vpon the innocent and awelesse Throne. 1614

'. ADAMS Pract. Wks. (1861) I. 231 It is a lawless school

where there is an awless monitor.

Awelessness (g'lesnes). [f. prec.+-NESd.]
The quality of being aweless ; irreverence.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. li, Despised his goodnesse,

yea . . turned it into an occasion of greater awelesnesse.

1881 SUMW Aspects Poetry \i\\. 234 A profane audacity, an

utter awelessness.

t Awe"l3ien, v. Obs. rare.
[f. A-fref. I + OE.

wclgian, weli^ian to enrich, f. wetig rich ;
or for

OE. gewelgian^ To enrich.

[CIOOO^LFRIC Gen. xiv. 23 Ic ^ewelesode Abram.] 1205

LAY. 22718 Nan swa wrxcche Brut baet he nes awaked.

t A"we*iu, v- Obs. [f.
A- pref. i + OE. wynntan

to corrupt, spoil (see WKM); orforOE.^Wf/;/waw.]
To corrupt, defile; to disgrace, dishonour; to

impair, injure, spoil.
[fiooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xii. 33 Ne moS3e ne gftWUBO.



AWETTD.

c life Lamb, /font. 83 ^ef ho awemmed were of hire meiden*
had. 1205 LAV. 21290 Heo Jwhten . . weorien heom mid

wepnen, & Arftur aw;emmen. 1250 Ibid. 20165 pe wilde

crane . . wane his fliht his a-wemmid.
Awen, obs. form of OWN.
Awenand, Sc. variant of AVENANT.

i- Awe 'lid, v. Obs. [OK. awpidan (=OHG.
irwendan, Ger. erwenden, Goth, uswandjan}, f. A-

pref. i + iv$ndan to turn : see WEND. Also for

OE. onwyidan: see K- pref. 2.]

1. trans. To turn, turn away.
Beowulf 384 Ne mihte snotor haileS wean onwendan.
iooo Ags. Ps. Ixxiv. n For hwan awendest Jm wuldres

ansyne? c75 Lamb. Horn. 109 pe aide mon nule his mod
to gode awendan.

b. fig. '\ o change. Also refl.
CIOOO/ELFRIC Gen. xix. 26 Lothes wif. .wearS sona awende

to anum sealtstane. ciiy$Lamb. Horn. 219 Hi alle wur3on
awende of pan fe'^re hiwe. 229 He awende water to uine.

81 pe king of heuene . . auenede him in to his iscefte.

2. intr. To turn or go away, to depart.
cxooo Ags. Ps. Ixxviii. 57 Hi awendan awe^. '"1175 Cott.

Hoin. 225 Were swithe manege on yfele awende. ^1305 St.

Kcnelm in E. E. P. (1862) 56 Vyf myle wei hi were awend.

b. fig. To turn or change to.

fii7S Cott. How. 223 pu eart of eor3e ^enume.and Jni

awenst to eorSe . pu sart dust and pu awenst to duste.

t Awe'ne, v. Obs. rate- -'. [f.
A- pref. \ +

OE. wcnan to WEEN
;

or for OE. gewenan to

think.] To think; to suppose, deem.

[ciooo.-igs.Ps. Ixiii. 6Ic. .ona;r-mer5en on 5e eac gewene.]
a 1300 Judas in AW. Ant. I. 144 The Jewes . . awenden he
were wode.

Awene : see A prep\ and WENK sb.

Awer, variant of OWHEKK adv. Obs. everywhere.

Aweri3e, awerie, var. AWAUIEV. Obs. to curse.

Awermod, var. OVERMOD, Obs., haughtiness.

Awerte, -ty, Sc. var. AVERTY a. Obs. prudent.

Awesome, awsome (9's#m), a. [f. AWE sb.

+ -SOME. ^Chiefly Scotch.)]
1. Full of awe, profoundly reverential.

1598 R. BERNARH Terence Adclplii v. iii, Wise and wittie,
in due place awsome, louing one the other. 1815 SCOTT

Guy J/. xi,
' He did gie an awesome glance up at the auld

castle.' 1880 Daily Tel. 2 Dec., That ' Berserker rage
'

. .

of which the Scandinavian chroniclers tell us in terms of

awesome admiration.

2. Inspiring awe ; appalling, dreadful, weird.

1671 RUTHERFORD Lett. \. cciii. (JAM.) A sight of his cross

is more awsome than the weight of it. 1816 SCOTT Antiq.
xxvi,' It 's awsome to hear your gudemither break out in that

gait.' 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. T. 256 Together did the

awesome sisters cry.

Awesomely, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] In an

awesome manner, with awe or profound reverence.

1884 BROWNING in S/taks. Shw-Bk. r We voice the other

name [Shakspere's] Awesomely, lovingly.

Awesomeness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being awesome ; weirdness.

1874 Temple Bar XL1. 237 The corpse with nothing of
the awesomeness of death about it. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY
Sights <V Ins. II. xxxii. 609 It was so dark . . We just sat

there and felt each other's thoughts in the awesomeness.

t Awe'St, z'. Obs. Pa. t. and pple. awest(e.

[OE. awestan, f. A- pref. \ + ivestan to WASTE
;

cf. OS. awostian, OHG. anvitostan, MHG. erwii-

esten^\ trans. To lay waste, to devastate.

(.885 K. ALFRED Oros. i. x. i Hi .. ealle Egypta aweston.

rii7S Lamb. Horn. 13 Lond heo eon awesteo. 1205 LAY.

2149 He hefde moni loud a-west.

A-west (awe-st), advb. phr. [A prep^ + WEST
;

cf. a-saut/i."] In the west
;
westward.

1809 J. BAKLOW Cotumb. i. 670 The tired sun scarce finds

their bounds awest. a 1849 MANGAS Spectre Car. Poems
(1859* 266 The moon is waning far a-west.

Awe-stricken ^stri'k'n), ///. a. -= AWE-
STRUCK. (Cf. panic-stricken, terror-stricken, etc.)

1853 GROTE Greece \\. Ixxxv. XI. 210 Approaching him
with awe-stricken reverence. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Di'r.

I. 363 Mab looked rather awe-stricken, as if this . . were

something preternatural.

Awe-strike (^'istrahk), v. [f. next by analysis.]

To strike with awe. Hence Awe-striking///, a.

1832 Athenaeum No. 253. 568 An image such as he might
well have awe-struck an idolatrous crowd. 1845 KINGLAKE
Eotlten, xxix. 418 Preparations .. fey giving us an awe-

s-triking reception. 1850 DE QUINCEY in Page Life 11877!
II. xvii. 71 To shock, to startle and awe-strike. 1861

THACKERAY Lovel iv, With that air she had often awe-
stricken good, simple Mr. Bonnington.

Awe-struck (^strz^k), ///. a.
[f.
AWE sb. +

struck, pa. pple. of STRIKE v.} Struck with, or

overwhelmed by, awe, terror, reverential fear, or

profound admiration tinged with latent fear.

1634 MILTON Comus 301, I was awe-struck, And as I past, I

worshipped. 1791 COWPER Iliad i. 417 In presence of the

royal Chief awe-struck. 1846 TRENCH Huts. Led. Ser. 11.

iii. 180 That exclamation of the awe-struck heathen cen-

turion. 1870 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach. \\. 28 Its majesty
increasing as I gazed, until at last it . . completely absorbed
each awestruck sense.

Aweue, variant of AVIEW v. Obs.

Awey(e, Aweyte, obs. ff. AWAY, AWAIT.
Awful (9'ful), a. Forms: a. i esefull, 3 eiful(l,

eifful. 3. ahefull, 4 aghful(l, 6 aufull, 7 awe-

full, 7-8 awfull, 7-9 aweful, 5- awful, [f.
AWE

$bl + -FUL, continuing the sense of OE. $&efidl : see

595

AWE j.i Occas. compared aivfuller, -est. With
sense 4, cf. the sense-history of Gr. fcti'of awful.]

I. objectively : Awe-inspiring.
1. Causing dread

; terrible, dreadful, appalling.
a. cSSg K. /KLKRED Boeth. xviii. 2 Romane nama . . WEES

.. manegum folce swipe eyeful!, cizzo Leg, St. Kath. 39
purh fearlac of ciful preates.
0. c 1230 Wohunge in Cott. Horn, 27 1 To fihte a^aines alle

pe aliefulle deuiles. 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. viii. xxix. 90
And swore mcny ane awful athe. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng.
Epit. (1612) 360 They reared thence vnto the Saxons such
awefull armies. 1722 UK FOE Plague 64 The other scene
was awful and full of terror. 1858 HAWTHORNE /'>. fy It.

Jrnis. I. 85 Too evidently looking his awfullest. 1876
CrREBN Short Hist. viii. 9 A series of awful massacres.

2. Worthy of, or commanding, profound respect
or reverential fear.

a. ,1000 /ELFRIC Dent. x. 17 God . . mihti^ & egefull.

/3. ^1300 Cursor M. 7869 Dauid he was an aghful man,
Ful rightwisli he regnd pan. ^1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vi.

xviii. 50 He wes in justice night lauchful And til hys legis
all awful. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /'/, v. i. 98 An awefull

Princely Scepter, a 1656 HP. HAIJ. Rent. Wks. (1660) ii

Preaching . . in the most awful Auditory of the University.

1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 169 ^9 Cato's character . . is rather

awful than amiable. 1871 MutCDUFP Mew. Pattnos xix. 264
His truth, His awful holiness.

3. Solemnly impressive ; sublimely majestic.
1660 STANLEY Ifist.Philos. 11701) 179/1 Dwell awful Silence

on the shady Hills. 1706 AUDISON Rosamond \\\. i, Domes
in awful pomp arising. 1853 MAURICE Proph. ty Kings iii.

39 How awful to feel himself there . . an atom amidst the

infinity of nature !

4. slang. Frightful, very ugly, monstrous
;
and

hence as a mere intensive deriving its sense from

the context -
Exceedingly bad. great, long, etc.

a 1834 LAMU Gent. Giantess Misc. Wks. (187 1) 363 She is

indeed, as the Americans would express it, something
awful. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 28 To what an awful

extent the Spanish peasant . . will consume garlic. 1870
Miss BRinr.MAN R. Lvunc II. x. 212 He writes an awful

scrawl. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy I. 26 What an awful

duffer I am \ Mod. Wh.it an awful time you've been !

II. subjectively : Filled with awe.

+ 5. Terror-stricken : timid, timorous, afraid. Obs.

<ri590 MARLOWE Eanst. ix. 37 Monarch of hell under whose
black survey Great potentates do kneel with awful fear.

1681 MANTON Sertn.l's. xix. 74 Wks. 1872 VII. 280 Careful

to please (lod, and awe-ful to offend him. a 1748 W.u \^

(J. A weak and awful reverence for antiquity.

6. Profoundly respectful or reverential.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, in. iii. 76 How dare thy ioynts forget

To pay their awfull dutie to our presence? 1607 TOPSKI.I.

Serpents 641 The whole swarm and company is kept in

awful order. 1641 STOCK On Malactii .1865' 56 An awful

child will hardly be drawn . . to do aught that his father

hath, .forbidden him. 1781 GIBBON Duel, ty /. III. 1. 129 At

an awful distance they cast away their garments. 1846
KEBI.E Lyra Innoc. 11873) 2 Towards the East our awful

greetings Are wafted. 1879 G. MACDONALD Sir Gibbie xii.

74 Gibbie sat calm, awe-fill . . while the storm roared.

III. Comb. ; adverbially, as in awful-gleaming,

-looking, or in parasynthetic deriv., as awful-eyed.
1647 H. MORE Song Soul Notes 147/2 Manly, and awfull-

eyed Fortitude. 1870 UHYANT /foincr I. i. 12 The awful-

gleaming eye.

Awfully ly'fuli), adv. [f. prec. + -i,v -
;

cf. OE.

$tsfullic?\ In an awful manner.

I. objectively. With communication of awe.

1. So as to cause terror ; terribly, dreadfully.

1375 BAKBOUR Bruce iv. 321 Than lukit he awfully thame
to. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 51 Richart . . aufullie

syne enterit in the toun, With greit distructloun baith in

fyre and blude. 1687 DKYDKN Hind ty P. i. 304 The I.yon

awfully
forbids the prey. ((1839 PRAED Red Fisherm.^

Awfully were his features wrought By some dark dream.

2. So as to command reverence, or impress the

imagination ; sublimely, majestically.
(i 1300 /.. K.Psaltercxxxix. 14 Mikled ertou aghfulli. 1727

THOMSON Summer 187 Who, Light himself!, .dwells awfully
retired From mortal eye. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. ty It. Jrnis.
I. 198 However awfully holy the subject.

3. slang, as simple intensive : Very, exceedingly,

extremely. [Cf. Gr. octvws awfully, exceedingly.]

[1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON Excrc. 11842) I. 238 He will ha\e

made an awfully bad choice if he comes to be sentenced to

be hanged. 1 1859 LANG Wand. India 154 In the way of

money-making . . he is awfully clever. 1878 BLACK Green
Past. ii. 15 You'll be awfully glad to get rid of me. Mod. It

was awfully jolly !

II. subjectively.
With a feeling of awe; with

fear, timidly ;
with reverential fear, reverently, arch.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. viii. 43 To walke so much
the more awefully when God hath shewed himselfe so

bountiful. i66sDRYL)EN ToDuchess ofYork 18 The waves in

. . .

with an idea that they act in trust. [1820 KEATS Isabel vi,

His heart beat awfully against his side.]

Aw'folness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

1. The quality of inspiring with awe ; terrible-

ness, dread fulness ; impressive solemnity.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxlv. 6 Might of bine aghfulnesses sal

bai sai. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt, 131 Where will be the

solemn engagement and awfulness of Baptism? 1758 S.

HAYWARD Serin, xvi. 479 The awfulness of falling into the

hands of an angry God. 1870 HAWTHORNE Eng.Note-Bks.
(1879) I. 104 The cold awfulness of an American judge.

2. The state of being full of awe
; profound reve-

rence, awe. arth. or Obs.

AWIN.

^1617 HIERON Wks. 1634 II. 436 An outward submissive,
nesse without an inward awfulnesse were but hypocrisie.

1703 MAL-NORF.!.!. fount. Jerus. (1721) 30 Tender'd to all

the Guests .. with the greatest care, and awfulness imagin-
able. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 415 r6 Every thing that is

Majestick imprints an Awfulness and Reverence on the Mind.

Awfyn, obs. var, ALFIX, bishop in chess.

Awgor, -ure, obs. forms of AUGER.

t Awlia'pe, v. Obs. 3 6 ; exc. in Spenser only
in pa. pple. awaped, awapped, awhaped.
[Etymol. uncertain

; nothing similar recorded in

OE.
;

but cf. Goth, af-hwapjan to choke, which
would be in OE. *ofhw$pf>an. See WHAP.] To
amaze, stupefy with fear, confound utterly.

(,'1300 A". Alts. 899 Alisaundre was sore awaped, That he
was so ascaped. -1385 CHAL'ciiR L. G. W, 814 Hire wympil
let sche falle And tok non hed, so sore sche was a-wapid
[v. r. a-whaped, aquaped], 1430 LYUG. Chron. Troy \. i,

Alone, awhaped, and a mate. 1591 SPENSER M. Hubbcrd
72 Deeply doo your sad words my wits awhape.

tA-whee*ls, advb. phr. Obs. [A prep.^ +

WHKEHS.] On wheels.

1617 RJoxsoNA^wcs, Vis. /?*//* Wks. (1838) 605 And
will they not cry then, the world runs awheels?

t Awhe'ne, v. Obs. [OE. ahw&nan ; cf. OIIG.
I kwenjattj hivcnncn, to shake.] To vex, trouble.

(iooo Sax. Lecchd. I. 116 Gyf hwylc cyld ahwa:ned sy.
1

'!i25o(?7c/<Y Xight.\^fa Tlielavedies. , wei soremeahweneth.

Awhei\e, north. f.OwHKBKtzi/z'.O/v. everywhere.

tAwhe'rf, f. Obs. Pa. t. i ahwearf, //.

I

-urfon, 3 awharf. [OE. akwwfan, f. A- pref. \

\
+ htveorfan to turn; see WHAHF. In OE. also

trans.] To turn away, turn round.
a iooo C;rdmon's Gen. iGrein) 25 Hie of sib-lufan Godes

i ahwurfon. c 1340 GVr7t (
. Gr.Knt, 2220 He rusched on [>at rurde

1

rapely a bro\\ e, and \vyth quettyng awharf er he wolde ly^t.

A-whe*t, advb. phr. \fCprep
* + WUKT.

v
Un im-

! perfect analogy.)] In act of whetting.
1866 CONINGTON sEnt'id\m. 283 Snakes, with fangs a-whet.

Awhether, aqueper, weakened lorm of

; THI ii'GH-wnETHER, nevertheless.

Awhile (ahwsi-1 ,
advb. phr. ;

also 5 awhyle, 6

a-wyle. [Strictly two words, (^..dnehwile tfor)

a while, a space of time ; usually written in comb.
since i;,th c.] (For^ a short time, (for

1

) a little.

a iooo Bcownlfypb NYi is |?mes in^'-iic.i blid ane hwile.

a 1250 (.??<'/ 'V Xight. 199 pe ule one hwile hi bipohtc. a 1300
Cursor JA 10135 I-eue ,oure wantounship awhile. 153^
STARKLY England w. iii. 203 Aftur they haue byn brought up
in lernyng A-wyle. 1725 DE Kot: I'oy. round Ii "arid 11840!

104 Sailing awhile to the Southward. 1810 SCOTT Lady oj

,

/,. i. xx, Awhile >he paused, no answer came.
*

Improperly written together, when there is no

unification of sense, and while is purely a sb.

1489 CAM ux J-'nytes of A. I. xxiii. 7^ It was doon but
' awhyle agoon. 1872 VKATS Growth Counn, 102 Fur awhile
; the facilitie* . . enabled the Venetians, etc. 1882 OUIOA

j

Bi)iit>i 44 After awhile they seemed to pacify each other.

t A-whiles, a wiles, advb. phr. Obs. [f.
A-

! pref. 1 1 ^or A/n./. 1
) + WHILES.] At times.

1546 Snppt'u. Poor Commons 68 A wiles ; we think they
haue red the story of a certen man.

A-whir (iihwou), advb, phr. \Kprep^ 4- WHIH.]
In a whir, whirring.
1865 HOLLAND Plain T. v. 183 All the spindles awhirr,

A-whirl ;ahw5ul), advb. phr. [A //r/.
1 +

WHIRL.] In a whirl, whirling.
1883 Black-iv. Mag. Aug. 233 With his wits awhirl.

Awhit, written together for a whit in 16-1 7th c.

1642 ROGKKS Xaaman 871 It never troubles you awhit '.

t Awi'de, adv. Obs. [f. WIDE, on assumed

analogy to afar, ahigh, etc.] Wide, widely.
1609 BIBLE (Douay) /*J. xxxiv, 21 They opened their mouth

awide upon me. 1642 H. MOKE Song of Soul n. ii. i. xiv,

She from her own self awide is led.

Awiht, OK. and EE. form of AUGHT sb.-

Awild, variant of AWELD v. Obs. to control.

t Awi'ld-eH| v. Obs. rare. [OK. awi/tfian, f.

A- pref. i + ^wtldian, f. wilde WILD a.] intr. To
become wild or unruly.
f 1230 Anc.r. R. 176 Heo wolde elles awilden \_i-.r. awilegen]

o3er leten to wei of hire siiluen.

t Awi'leg-en, -ig-en, v. Obs. [Perh. for an

OE. *awildcian t through *awil(d)gian (Sievers) ;

|

cf. the OX. verbs in -ka (Vigf. p. xxiv. ist conj.'

Thus prec.] a. intr. To become wild or unruly.

b. trans. To make wild, dazzle (the eyes).
( izyy Alter. K. 136 |>et fleschs pet awiligeS [r. r. wildes] so

sone hit euer uettert. Ibid.-zfa Hwit awHegeQ J>e eien.

t Awill, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. \~pref. i (or 6)

+ WILL z'.]
To will.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Kedeless 111. 210 J>at had awilled his wyll
as wisdom him taughte.

t A-will. advb. phr. Obs. [A prep.]
+ WILL st>.]

At one's will, to one's pleasure or satisfaction.

a 1250 Owlff N. 1720 pe wrenne . . fale manne song awille.

f Awi'n, v . Ol's. For forms see WIN v . [OE.
a-ainnan, {. \-prcf. I + winnan to \VlN ;

cf. OHG.
irwiiinan, MHG. enuinntn.']
1. intr. To labour. (Only in OE.)
1-950 I.iiuiisf. Cusp. John iv. 38 OSero awunnon [Ags. G.

swuucon].
2. To overcome, conquer ;

to win, gain, obtain,

r-iooo Cxdmon's Dan, (Grein) 654 Susl WEES awunnen.
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AWING.

1250 LAY. 7209 [>e bridden deal he awan of bisse worl[d]e

riche. a 1300 Floriz f, Bl. 205 f>ilke maide to awinne. 1340

Ayenli. 85 pis Ihordssip he . . najt ayen ne mijte awynne.

b. with subord. fl. and absol.

1x50 LAY. 10876 Mid fihte he hadde awonne bat he was

kingoflonde. 111300 A". Horn 1071 Ne rai3te he awynne

pat he come perinne. c 1310 Sir Tristr. n. Ixxxvi, Ay when

thai might awirme, Ther playd Ysoude and he.

Awing, aweing (g-iy\ vbl. sb. [f.
AWE v. +

;

-INU 1
.]

The action of inspiring with awe.

1656 J. CHALONER Isle ofMan in D: King / 'ale Royall iv.

32 He might have had in his eye the awing of the Natives. ,

1877 MORRIS Sigurd n. 11880) 151 The Helm of Aweing,

that the Fear of earth-folk bore.
^

Awing, aweing, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING-.]

Causing dread, reverential fear, or solemnity.

1632 J. HAYWAKD Eromena 188 This queene bare in her

countenance . . an awing majestic. 1799 S. TURNER Anglo-
Sax 118281 I. i. 24 The awing head of Memnon. 1881 M.

LEWIS Tmo Pretty G. I. 187 There is something awing in

looking down upon the great city.

A-wing (awi-r,), advb. phr. [A/rc/.l + \\ IXG.]

On the wing ; fluttering.

1823 J. WILSON A'oct. A mhr. I. 293 Swallows coming awing
frae God knows where. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems 1 1. 186

The island's edges are a-wing With trees that over-branch

The sea with song-birds.

A-wink (.awi-rjk), advb. phr. \_hprepl + \\ INK.]

Winking.
1883 E. ARNOLD /</. Idylls 59 By their side . . his feet upon

the earth, And eyes awink, stood Nala.

Awiri5e, var. AWAKIK T. Obs. to curse.

Awise, obi. Sc. f. AHVIPE, ADVISE, ADVI.SY.

f Awi't. v- Obs. Fa. t. awiste. [f.
A- pref. I

+ OE. witan to perceive, know, 'wit.'] ti-ans.

a. To perceive, know. b. To watch over, com-

mand (a troop).
c 1200 Moral Ode 15 in Lamh. Horn. 288 Elde me is bl-sto-

len on xr ic hit a-wuste [rimes with myste ;
other MSS.

wiste, iwiste], 1250 LAY. 27264 Kai awiste one (fetdc).

t Awk igk ,a. (adv., sb.} Obs.; also 5-7 awke,

6-7 auk.e, 7 awck. [prob. a. ON. a/tig, i>fug, ofig

(Sw. a/vii,' turned the wrong way, back foremost,

cogn. with OHG. apuh, apah, MHG. ebuh, ebich,

mod.G. dial, abich, OS. abich, atoh ;
a cieriv. of af

away, identified by Kick with OSkr. apak. apdnch
' turned away.' Old Northumbrian has *//( in

afuJiMic 'perverse,' in Prol. to Lindisf. Gospels;

but the later use of the word was probably from

ON. The phonetic change of afug to awk, is the

same as in hafoc, ha-^'k.'] A. adj.

1. Directed the other way or in the wrong direc-

tion, back-handed, from the left hand.

< 1440 Promp. Par-.: 18 Awke or wronge, sinister. 1530

PMS<;R. 196 Auke stroke, rencrs. 1557 K- Ariknr(CacM
v. x. With an awke stroke gaue hym a grete wounde. 1634

Malory's Arthur I. xcvii. 173.

2. Untoward, froward, perverse, in nature or dis-

position.
L- 1440 Promt. Pam. 1 8 Awke or angry, contrariiis, oilfsiis,

/vnvrsus. 1567 MAPLET Gr, Forest 25 A preposterous

maner in judging, and an awke wit. 1587 GOLDING DC

Mornay xix. (16171 331 The awk opinions of the btoicks.

1642 ROGERS .\aaman 836 Our natures more crooked, in-

constant, awk, and perverse. 1655 GLRNALL Chr. in Arm.
n. 533 The soul, awke and listlesse enough to_any duty.

3. Out-of-the-way, odd, strange, rare.

e 1440 MorteA rth. 13 Off elders of aide tyme and of theire

awke dedys.
4. Untoward to deal with, awkward to use, clumsy.

1593 G. HARVEY .\~C-M Lett., The roughest and awkest

things are not so cumbersome. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk ff

Sc/-!'. 152 Birds . . build nests with such an auk tool, their

beak.

B. adv. in phrases :

1. To ring awk : the wrong way, backward.

1636 S. W.yiD Serin. (1862) 91 When the bells ring awke,

every man brings his bucket to the quenching of this fire

1647 WARD^/W/A Cabler-fi The bells in all the steeples will

ring awke. 1694 R. LESTRANGE Fables ccci, Ringing as

Awk as the Bells, to give notice of the Conflagration.

2. To sing awk : in sinister or ill-omened wise.

1600 HOLLAND Lay vi. xli. 247 What if a bird sing auke

or crowe crosse and contrarie \_occinnerit}1

C. sb. (so the neuter of the adj. in OHG ) Back-

handedness, untowardness, awkwardness.

1644 BULWEK Chiron. 128 To fling words at his Auditors

out of the Auke of utterance. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk tf Seh:

108 What we have hitherto spoken, will seem to have less of

""tAw'kly, a. Obs. [f. AWK a. + -LY1: identical

with the OE. avu\Ji\lic ,see AWK), but apparently

formed afresh in i6th c.] Untoward, perverse.

[1-950 Lindisf. Gosf. Matt. Prol. 2 Fervcrsn contentio

(glossed! wiSirword vel flitta iifl afvlic jeflit.] 1556 Aor.

PARKER Ps. xxxvi. 2 So wilfull he goes in hys awkly deuyse.

t Awkly, adv. Obs. [f.
AWK a. + -LY-.]

1. In the wrong direction, in backhanded or left-

handed wise ; hence, sinisterly, unluckily.

c-1440 I'romp. Part: 18 Awkly or wrongly, sinistrf. 1564

GOLDING Trogns Pomp. 18 They [the Egyptians] write their

letters awkelie [/. e. from right to left]. 1565 Ovid's Met.

v (1593) 109 Beguild as then by birds that aukly flew. 1603

HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 148 Ignorant and untaught

persons many times when fortune presenteth herselfe unto

them on the right hand, receive her awkly, turning to the

left side. 1639 J. CLARKF. Paramtiol. 7 To doe any thin?

unluckily, awkley.
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2. Perversely, nntowardly.
11440 I'romp.' Parv, 18 Awkely, or wrawely, perverse,

contrarie. 1612 T. TAYLOR Cumin. Titus ii. 9 Many seruants

cast off all care of pleasing, aukly attempt and performe
their businesse as at a wrong end, or with a left hand.

3. In ungainly fashion, clumsily, awkwardly.
1603 SIK C. HEVDON Jitd. Astrol. iiL 120 His Phrase

sowndesawklyin mine eares. i66a FULLER Worthies I. 150

For one that undertaketh a thing awkely or ungeenly,

Catnelus saltat.

tAw kness. 0/>s. [( AWK a. + -NESS.] \\ rong-

ness, irrationality, perversity, uutowardness, awk-

wardness, ineptitude.
1587 GOLDING De .Mornay xxxii. (1617) 558 The skilfull

[man] can . . by his cunning ouercome the awknesse of his

stuffe. 1615 HIERON IMs. I. 602 A reprobate awknes to all

good. 1655 GL-RNALL Chr. in Arm. xv. I (16691 W So

much awknesse and unwillingnesse to come to God s foot.

1668 SPURSTON Spir. Chymist Pref. 5 Awkness to this bene-

ficial employment. 1674 N. FAIRFAX ButtQSttv. 171 By
shewing the aukness or great absurdity on the other side.

Awkward i

x 'kwajd), adv. and a. Forms : 4

awkeward, 4-5 aykeward, owkeward^-'i awk-

warde, 6 awkwar, aekward, acquart, auker-

ward, 6-7 aukeward (e, 7 auker'd, awkerd, 7-8

awkard, 8 aukard, 6-9 aukward, 6- awkward ;

9 dial, awkwart, ackart, etc. [f.
AWK a. + -WARD,

i.e. 'in an awk direction'; cf. forward, backward.

Like other adverbs in -7<'W,'at length also used

adjectively, cf. to go forward, aforward motion, a

forward youth.']

i A. adv. In the wrong direction, in the wrong

way. a. Upside down; hindside foremost, b. In

a backward direction, with a back stroke. C.

Asquint, d. In some modern dialects = AWALT,

q. v. Obs. or dial.

1340 HAMPOI.E Fr. Cause. 1541 }>e
world bai all awkeward

sett, f 1440 .1forte A rth. 2247 The emperour tliane egerly

at Artlmre he strykez, Awkwarde on pe unibrere. c 1470

HENRY Wallace I. 407 With the swerd awkwart he him gawe

Wndyr the hat. 1530 PALSCR. 691/2, I feare me some house

beafyre .. for they rynge aukewarde. 1589 V\SHV. Almond

for I'. 143, Eternitie, that knew how aukward he shoulde

looke to all honesty, consulted . . to make him squint-eied.

B. adj.

fl. Turned the wrong way, averted, back-h.inded;

not straightforward, oblique. Obs.

1513 DOL-GLAS sEncis iv. vii. 2 Dido agreuit ay. .With ac-

quart luik gan towart him behald. 153" Dice Play 22 %\ ho

so hath not some aukerward way to help himself, but foloweth

his nose . . always straight forward. 1866 CiunbrU. Border

Bal. 468 Till Graeme gae Bewick an ackward stroke.

1 2. Froward, untoward, perverse, in conduct.

(Passing into 'cross-grained, cantankerous, dis-

agreeable in behaviour,' and so into 7 b.) Obs.

1530 P \LSGR. 305/2 Awkwarde, frowarde, fenters. 1548

UDAI.L, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt, xxiii. 24 Blynde guydes
. . of an awkwarde religion doe streignc out a gnatte, and

swalowe ofa camell. 1634 PRESTOS A"ra> Covt. 310 The heart

. . is awkward and froward and contentious. 1678 BUTLER

Hint ill iii 619 But was implacable and auker'd l'o all that

Interlop'd and Hawker'd. 1743 FIELDING J. n'ildi. v.(i 762)

-.44 I haue an aukward pride in my nature. 1755 B. MARTIN

Mag. Arts f; Sc. 6t They had such aukward Notions of

Things. ,

t3". Untoward, unfavourable, adverse to ones

course, lit. zxAfig. Obs.

1587 FLEMING Contn.HolinshcdlU. 1555/1The ackward and

frowning hap ofsundrie woorthie gentlemen. 1590 MARLOWE
Ed-.v. II, IV. vi, With awkward winds and with sore tempests

driven. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I'l, in. ii. 83 Twice by auk-

ward winde from Englands banke Droue backe agame.

1663 I'lagelliim or O. Cromwell 116721 21 Which aukward

beginning . . sorted with a very sorry Issue.
)

4. Of things : Untoward or unfavourable for one s

purpose ; ill-adapted for use ; clumsy in operation.

1695 WOODWARD \at. Hist. Earth 1. 1 1723' 60 The Methods

they used of Agriculture . . were so aukward and tedious.

1743 tr. Heister's Snrg. 452 Perform good Cures, though in

an aukward manner. 1783 POTTS Ckirurg. II. 7 A multi-

tude of awkward unmanageable instruments. 1837 RUSKIN

Pol. Keon.Art 19 Awkward and unfortunate efforts . . at the

development of a social system.

b. Of persons : Lacking dexterity or skill in per-

forming their part ; clumsy in action, bungling.

1530 PALSGR. 305/2 Awkwar leftehanded, gauche. 1672

MARVELL Reh. Tramp. \. 270 They were as uncxpert as

their Souldiers aukward. 1717 SWIFT Gulliver m. ii. 189, I

have not seen a more clumsy, aukward, and unhandy people.

1816 J. GILCHRIST Philos. Etym. 204 They consider him as

belonging to the awkward squad. IG. MACDONALD^.
Q. JVeifhf. xii. (1878) 241 What a blundering awkward fellow

I was to startle you as I did.

6. Ungraceful, ungainly in action or form ;
un-

couth : a. of things, action, speech, etc.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. 4- Cr. i. iii. 149 With ridiculous and auk-

ward action . . He Pageants vs. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No.

299 F2 That they may not leam any of my aukward Tricks.

1718 POPE Iliad I. 770 Vulcan with aukward grace his office

plies. 1865 DICKENS Mat. Fr. vii. 314 A variety ofawkward

gambols.
b. of persons.
1665 PEPVS Diary 15 July, The most awkerd man I ever

met with in my life. 1678 T. RYMER in Shatt. C. Praise

366 Awkward and unsightly, as the monster in the Tempest.

1773 GOI.DSM. Stoops to Cong. I. i, The son an aukward

booby. 1840 CAKLYI.E Heroes i. (1858) 199 Large awkward

gianthood.
6. Of things: Embarrassing, inconvenient.

1709 SWIFT Adz: Relif. Wks. 1755 II. i. 108 If an awk-

AWL.
ward shame . . have not a greater share in this mistaken

conduct. 1779 J. MOORE View Soc. Fr. II. 182 Both seem

rather in an aukward situation. 1876 FREEMAN Xomt. Cong.
I \'. xvii. 58 The two Minsters of Winchester Old and New
stood in awkward neighbourhood to each other.

b. Of persons : Not at one's ease ; embarrassed.

1713 STEELE Englishm. No. 44. 288, I am very aukward
in the Endeavour. 1834 L. HUNT Town iii. d8.|8> 146 He
was . . beginning to feel awkward with his Whig friends.

1845 DISRAELI Sybil ^-Ady '38 I' ' s civilization that makes

us awkward ; for it gives us an uncertain position.

7. Of things : Not easy to deal with
; requiring

cautious action; euphemisticfor 'rather dangerous.'
1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. 16. 118 We let ourselves down an

awkward face of rock. 1871 J KNKINSON Guide Eng Lakes

(18791 "95 The ridge is rather awkward-looking. 1881

BLACKMORE Christowell xi,
' Be careful, if you please, there

is an awkward step here.'

b. Of persons : Dangerous to meddle with.

1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Cnar.yi. 144 He is an 'awk-

ward customer
' when his confidence is betrayed.

Awkwardish, ;
also 7 ocwardish. [f.

prec. + -ISH.] Rather awkward. (Colloquial^

1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. Ivi. ( 16321 185 He was so changed
from himselfe, and become so ocwardish. 1860 Punch 14

July, We may be awkwardish at first.

Awkwardly, adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY *.] In

an awkward manner.

f 1. Wrongly, perversely. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy x. 4379 At attens all folke aykewardly

worshippid Minerva, a maument. Ibid. MX. 8139 Sum fend

. .pat onsward the owkewardly.
2. Without dexterity in action ;

with ill adapta-

tion to a purpose ;
in a bungling or clumsy way ;

without ease of manner, inelegantly, ungracefully.

1663 COWLEY Verses f; Ess. 11669! 85 Who stands not auk-

wardly in his own light. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. Pref.,

And handle their Sheep-Hook as awkardly, as they do their

Oaten-Reed. 1704 Loud. Gaz. No. 4064/6 Envy and Malice

. . awkerdly acknowledge what they cannot deny. 1816 in

Macready's Retain. I. 129 The plainest and most awkwardly,

made man. 1867 FREEMAN .\orrn. Coitq. 11876' I. App. 780

The mention of Godwin* comes in very awkwardly.

3. Embarrassingly, inconveniently ; dangerously.

!674 MARVELL Reli. Tramp, n. 359 Twould go very hard

and aukwardly with you. 1812 L. HUNT in Examiner 28

Sept. 610/1, I am aukwardly situated.

Awkwardness, [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

1 1. Untowardness, perversity. Obs.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk 4- Seh: 189 And to pitch upon two

or more best times, for a thing to begin in, is to pitch upon
one of the worser kinds of awkwardness.

2. Lack of skill or dexterity ; clumsiness.

a 1770 Miss TALBOT Lett. etc. 118081 21 With all my awk-

wardness of making speeches. 1848 LY i TON Harold iv. iv,

Tostig laughed scornfully at Harold's awkwardness.

3. Awkward manner or appearance ;
lack of ease

and grace ; inelegance.
1704 ADDISON Italy 11733' 37 A kind of aukwardness in the

Italians. 1767 FORDYCE Serm. Yng. Worn. I. iii. 8q The

aukwardness that is apt to adhere to younj; persons who are

confined at home. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. iii, A voice whose

harshness corresponded with the awkwardness of his figure.

4. Awkward circumstance or feeling ;
inconveni-

ence, embarrassment, unpleasantness.
1788 PITT in G. Rose DifrittdKa) I. 85 The awkward-

ness of having Sir Joseph Yorke the companion of his

honours. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serin. I. xiu 155 They
feel the painfulness of rebuking another, and . . the awkward-

ness of it. 1883 BLACK Shandon B. xxvii, [Her] pleasant

humour . . dispersed these awkwardnesses.

t Awky, a. Obs. [f.
AWK (perh. in its subst.

use) + -v.] Untoward, difficult, awkward.

,655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. v.^ i (1669132/1 It is so awky
a business . . to recover the activity of grace once lost.

Awl (!) Forms : I eel, eal, awul, awel, 1-4

al, 2 owul, 3 eawl, eaule, owel, ouel, el, 3-5

oule, alle, 3-7 aule, 4 ele, 6 awle, 6-7 all, 8 aul,

8- awl ;
also 5 nal, 6 nalle, 6-7 nail, 7 naul,

nawl(e. [OE. /, cognate with OHO. a/a, MHO.
alt, mod.G. ahle, ON. air (cf. Skr. drd). The

length of the vowel in the old Germanic languages

is uncertain ;
and there is some doubt as to its

being originally a Teutonic word. The OE. vari-

ants awul, awel, etc. have not been accounted for.

In is-i7thc. a mistaken division of an awl as

a nawl gave the form with initial .]

1. A small tool, having a slender, cylindrical, ta-

pering, sharp-pointed blade, with which holes may
be pierced ;

a piercer, pricker, bodkin.

,885 Laws of.-El/red u (Bosw.) purhbyrlrje
his edre mid

tale 1 1000 ALFRIC Lev. xxv. 10 pirlrje his eare mid ale.

Gloss. 316 Fascintila, awul. i-ino Leg- St. Katlt. 2206

Tuhen hire titles up of hire breoste . . wiS eawles of irne.

a 1250 Owlff Xifht. 80 Thi bile is. .scharp and hoked, Ri}t

so an owel that is cioked. 1381 WYCLIF Ex. xxi. 6 He shal

thril his eer with an alle [1388 a nal, an al ; COVERDALE,

botkin; Genev. awle; 1611 aule]. ^1386 CHAUCER ^ompn.
T 22 With fleischhok or oules To ben yclawed. 1483

CAXTON Gold. Leg. 127/2 It is harde to the to slryue ayenst

the alle or prycke. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 144 1 he

worm . . must be pulled out by some naul or needle. 1717

SWIFT Cullirer n. vi. 145 To bore little holes with a fine

awl. 1865 lanoatfrA Times xv. 118691 537 Awls anil

sinews would in our hands be but poor substitutes for

needles and thread.

2. esp. The tool of this description used by shoe-

makers for piercing holes in leather. Cf. also

BRADAWL (used by carpenters).



AWLATED.
c ieoo Collto], Monast. 30 rBosw.) Hwanon sced-wyrhtan

;elS (.'1230 Ancr. K. 324 A sutarc [bet haueS forloren] his

el. 1340 Ayenb, 66 More boryinde banne zouteres eles.

1564 BECOI; Early Wks. Gen. Pref. 1,1843) 5 The shoemaker

[giveth over] his nalle and thread. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I.

331 Their horns be Hke a shoemakers Nail blade. 1601

SHAKS. Jul, C. i. i. 25 Truly sir, all that I Hue by, is with
the Aule. 1853 Arab. AVs. iRtldg.)639 Seated on his stool,
with his awl in his hand, ready to begin work.

b. jig. and proverb, applied to the occupation of

a shoemaker. Cf. last.

163* B. JOSSON in Brontes North. Lasse Introd. 9 The
Cobler kept him to his nail. i8a6 SCOTT Woodst. viii. 205
Doubt not that thou shalt be set beyond thine awl.

c. To pack up ones awls-, cf. ALL B i b. (It is

possible that the phrase originated with this word,
or in a pun on all and '/.)

1674 COTTON V'oy. Irel. in. 10, 1 then call to pay, And pack-
ing my nawls, whipt to horse, and away.
8. transf. A sharp spine, or boring organ.
1340 Ayenb, 66 pe bornhog bet ys al ywryje myd prikyinde

eles. xSox PALEY Nat. Tlteol. xix. 2 The awl or borer,
fixed at the tails of various species of flies.

t 4. ? A dagger. Obs.

i97 R. GLOUI:. 48 por} out y mengd with swerdes and with

mace, Myd axe and mid aules. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls

IV. 209 I-slawe with alles [ca^ulis] of comune . . brawlers.

6. Comb, awl-bird, provincial name of the Green

Woodpecker (Picrts riridis} ; awl-shaped a., sub-

ulate ; awl-wort, a plant (Subnlaria aquatica,
so named from its leaves.

i8oa G. MONTAGU Oruit/i. Diet. 118331 385 Awl Bird. 176*
ELLIS in Phil. Trans. LI I. 664 The female has a remark-
able .. awl shaped papilla. 1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bk. 398
Aivl-skaped, narrow, terete or tomewhat so, and attenuate
from a broader base to a slender or rigid point. 1797 MILLER
Gard. Diet. s.v. Subularia, Awl-wort.

t Awla-ted, pa.pple. Obs. rare~ l
.

J7. \-pref.
i

(or6'j + OE. wlKtian, impers. me ivlsetaft 'it dis-

gusts me' : see WLATE.] Disgusted.
i97 R. GLOIX. 485 The king was somdel awlated .. That

fram so vnclenc thinges eni mete him com.

Awlbe, Awle, obs. forms of ALB, HALL.

t Awle-nch, v. 06s. [f.
A- pref. j + OE.

wfyncan (see WLENCH) ; or for OK. tewlpicanj
OLG. 7'//>&/rt#.] To make splendid, adorn.

[Viooo in Thorpe Charters 129 (Bosw.HIewlenced mid sum
daele Mercna rices.] r 1100 Trin. Coll. Horn, 163 He awlencS
his daie mid clones more ban him seluen.

Awless, variant of AWELESS.

f Awly, ft. Obs. Only in the early forms :

3 eilich, 4 aghlich, [f. AWE j.l; see -LYl; the

earlier eilich : OE. *ggf//V, cogn. w. OHG. egilih t

MHG. egettch. Cf. OE. %esltct EE. eislic/i.} Aw-
ful, dreadful, terrible.

i i zoo Trin. Coll. Hotn. 5 |>at
o5er tocume of ure louerd . .

*) domes dai . is swiSe eilicne. 1340 Gaiu. fyGr. Knt. 136
An aghlich mayster.

fAwly, adv. Obs. Only in the early forms;

3 ajeliche, 4 ajly. [f. prec. : see -LT-.] Awfully,

terribly, dreadfully.
-1230 Ancr. R. 56 Nu cumeS for8^t feble mon and halt

him bauh heiliche [v.r. ajelichcj. <:*&$ E. E. A Hit. P. B.

937 Pe aungele/ . . a}ly hem bratten. Ibid, 874.

Awrn^e, obs. form of AAM, AUM, AIM.

Awmblare, awmiler, obs. forms of AMBLER.
Awmbrie, -y, awmery, obs. forms of AMBRY.

Awmener(e, -merer, awmer, awmnere,
obs. forms of ALMONER.

f- Awmere. Obs. [contr. of awmenere: see

ALMONER^; orf. aumes ALMS + -ER!.] Alms-purse.
41400 Rom. Rose 2270 Streit gloves, with awmere Of silk.

Awmous, Sc. form of ALMOUS,

Awmyr {Promp. Parv.\ var. AMBER sb2

Awn (n), sb. Forms : 3 agune, 4-7 awne, 5

awene, (avene, nawn), 6 aane, ane, aune, 7

hawne, 8 ang, 7- awn. [apparently a. OX. Hgn, pi.

agnar str. f. (Sw. agn, Da. avn(e) ; cf. OHG. agana,
MHG. agent, agne, ane, mod.G. fihnc, Goth, ahana.

The OE. form does not occur.] The delicate

spinous process, or 'beard,' that terminates the

grain-sheath of barley, oats, and other grasses ;

extended in Bot. to any similar bristly growth.
71300 W. DK BIBLESW. in Wright V'oc. 155 Des are$tes> fro

agunes. fi*7S ? BARBOUR Sf. Blasiits 345 Quha-sa-euire in

bare throt Seknes has, awne ore mot Ore ony-kine perplexite.
r 1440 Promp. Patv. 18 Avene of corn (v.r. awene, awne 1

,

arista, c 1450 in Wright I'oc. 233/2 Hec arista, a nawn.

15*3 FITZHERB. Hitsb. 34 Polerde wheate hath noo anis.

1561 TURNER Herbal 11. 17 a, Yc
barley eare . . hath longe

aunes. 1662 FULLER Worthies n. 189 Not that the Hawnes
thereof are Spears to fright the Mildew from it, but advan-

tageous Gutters to slide it away the sooner. 1737 BRACKEN
Farriery (1756) I. xi. 103 A Brush made of a few Rye or

Barley-angs. 1805 LUCCOCK Nat. Wool 37 The singular
hooked awn, or spinous termination of the scales of the

receptacle [of the teazle). 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora, 230
Anthers with dorsal awns, Whortleberry, Bilberry.

b. Comb, awn-like a., resembling an awn.

1879 JEFFERIKS Wild Life in S. C. 227 The awn-like seeds

of other [grasses].

Awn (9n), v.l [f. prec. sb.] To get rid of the

awns. Cf. to shell (peas). Hence Awning vbl. sb.

1807 VANCOUVER Agric. DevomiBi^) 172 The awning iron

is . . used, previous to the last winnowing of the barley.

tAwn(e f
v? Obs. [Found in Ormin only.

597

Uf obscure formation ; related to Goth, augjan,
OHG. augan> ougan, MHG. ougen, OS. dgian,

OFris. auwa, OE. tfawati (cf. ATEW). Matzner says

that MHG. had also a form ougenen as a variant

of ougen.] traris. To put before a person's eyes ;
to

show, manifest, rcfi. TO manifest oneself, appear.
(1200 ORMIN 7649 J>urrh whamm shall mani; daerne Jxjhht

Beon oppnedd all K awwnedd. Ibid. 9607 Nu sket shall

Godess Sune Crist Himm awwnenn her onn eorbe.

Awn^e, obs. form of OWN.
Awnderne, -dyryn, -dyrn, obs. ff. ANDIRON.

Awned ^nd), ppLa.\ [f. AWN ^. + -EU 2
.]

Furnished with an awn ; bearded.
1801 WITHERING Bot. Arrangent. III. 595 Its . . awned

calyx distinguishes it. 1835 LINDLEY Introd, Bot. (1848) II.

356 Aiunea t terminated in a hard, straight, subulate point.

Awned, ppl.a [badly f. AWN-IM; + -]>-.]
Furnished or covered with an awning ; awninged.
1881 MRS. HUNT Childr. Jerns. 45 The chief lady. . was

packed into the awned tray between the mules. 1884 J. Auv
in Knowledge 30 May 387 The awned out-of-door spaces.

Awning (,'nin). Also (7 yawning), 8 aim-

ing. [A word of obscure origin, apparently at

first only in nautical use. Probably to be referred

(as by Wedgwood) to Fr. auvent ' a penthouse of

cloth, etc. before a shop window, etc.' Cotgr., early

plurals in Littre aitvetis, auvans, med.L. attvanna,

auvanntts, whence *anvatt t *atnc>ft, awn ;
the ter-

mination is of course Eng. -ING. E. M tiller refers

it to Low German haventtng t
f. haven harbour, in

sense of ' a shelter from wind and weather
'

; Skcat

compares 'Pers. tiicati, divang, anything suspended,

awangan hanging, awnang a clothes-line
'

;
but

neither of these is applied in its own language to

an awning ; in particular an oriental origin seems

incompatible with the hjstory. F. auvent is itself

of doubtful etymol. See Die/, Littre, DuCange.]
1. A roof-like covering of canvas or similar ma-

terial, used as a shelter from sun, rain, etc. ; esp.

above the deck of a vessel.

16*4 CAPT. SMITH Virginia in Harpers Mag. Apr. 11884}

712/1 Wee did hang an awning (which is an old saile* to . .

trees to shadow us from the Sunne. 1626 Accid. Yng.
Seamen 30 A trar-pawling or yawning. 1627 Seaman's
Gram. \\. 27 An Awning . . is but the bots saile . . brought
ouer the yard and stay, and boumed out with the boat

hooke. 17*5 KKAPLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Orange tree, An
Awning of Bass-Mats ..will .. keep the Sun and Winds
from the Orange-Trees. 1877 A. B. KDWARUS Up Nile vi.

135 Too hot on deck without the awning.

2. transf. a. Nant. That part of the poop-deck
which is continued forward beyond the bulk-head

of the cabin ; hence awning-deck(cd. b. gen. A
shelter.

1764 VEITCH in Phil. Trans. 1,1V. 292 The aiming, which
is a projection of the deck of the cabin to .shelter from tlie

sun or rain. 1826 H. N. COLERIDGE West Indies 206 An
alley of the graceful bamboo .. which might serve for a

temporary awning. 1869 SIR E. RKEU Ship Build, xv. 294
These ships . . have a complete spur deck . . and an awning-
deck above this. 1879 H. CRAUGS in Daily Ke-ws 3/3 All

ocean steamers should be . . awning-decked fore and aft.

Hence Awninged (g-niqd), ///. a. [see -ED-'], fur-

nished with an awning ; (with awninged off cf.

railed off.} Awningless a., without awning.
1881 E. COXON Basil PI. I. 78 Before the awninged door.

1881 NICHOLSON Sword to Share xxiv. 174 A small portion
over the propeller is awninged off. 1865 Miss BKAUDON

Only a Clod xxx'ni. 267 In an awningless boat under a

broiling sun.

Awnless (-nles\ a. Without awns.
1801 WITHERING Bot. A rrangem. III. 595 Its awnless calyx

distinguishes it. 1854 HOOKER Ifimal. Jmls. II. xxix. 307
Black awnless unirrieated rice.

Awnter, obs. form of ADVENTURE.

Awny (*ni), a. rare.
[f.

AWN sb. +-Y!.]
Bearded, bristly.

1786 BURNS Scotch Drink iii, Aits set up their awnie horn.

1788 PICKKN Poems 144 (JAM.) The awny grain.

A-WObble (aw^b'l), advb.phr. [

WOBBLE.] Wobbling.
1881 W. RUSSELL Ocean Free-Lance I. iii. 44 It breezed

up . . and the water was all awobble with it.

Awode, obs. Sc. form of AVOID.

Awold, variant ofAwALDV. Obs. SeealsoWoLD.

f AwO'nder, v- Obs. Forms: 1-2 ofwundri-

an, 3 awundre, 4 6 awonder. [prob. a \vom-

f. OF- pref. + ivundrian to WONDER ; cf. athirsf.']

1. impers. It astonishes, amazes (one).
^1250 O. Kent. Sernt. in O. E. Misc. 32 Al-se ]fo men J>et

weren in }K> ssipe hedde i-seghe )>o miracle so awondrede
hem michel. -1300 A". Alts. 1408 That he so trust and
undurstode, More a-wondrith al my blod !

2. intr. To be astonished or amazed. (Often
with dative refl. pron.)
c 1230 Ancr. R. 218 Heo awundreS hire swuSe, & is of

dred. c 1300 A'. Alts. 551 3
Ich me awonder . . Hou he dar.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis i. viii. 34 He and his fallow awonderis
this seand.

3. pa. pple. Amazed, astonished, astounded.

1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS,) an. 1135 Wurmen men suiSe

of uundred. c 1210 ffali Meid. 39 Of hwas whte beo<5 awun-
dret )?e aunnc and te nione. 1:1350 Will. Palerne 310 He

AWREAK.
was wigtliche a-wondered & gan to wepe sore. -143 Syr
Geitcr. 4852 Therof the Soudon was al a-wondred. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis in. v. 30 Heirof awondrit . . on I stalk.

A-work (aws'ik), advb.phr.\ also 4-5 a~werke.

[A/rc/.l + WORK.] At work, in activity; esp. in

phr. to set a-ivork.

6-1375 WYCUF Serm. Sel. Wks. 1871 II. 16 Monkis and
freris assenten to werris wibouten cause and bringen ^es
lordis awerke, to make hem enemyes. 1483 CAXTON Gold.

Leg. 54/4 Provostes and maystres . . to sette them awerke.

1523 Ln. BEKNERS Froiss. \. ciii. 124 They helde the Eng-
lysshe archers well aworke all the day. 1600 ROWLANDS Let.

Humours Bl. i. 47 Setting his mynt aworke to coyne false

tales. 1855 BROWNING Saul in JMen ff Worn. \\. 121 The
throe That a-work in the rock, helps its labour.

f AwO'rry, v. Obs. In % awurie, VV) awarie.

[OE. awyr^a/t, f. \-pref. I +wyr%an to strangle

(see WORKY i'.} ; cf. OHG. arwurgjan, mod.G.

crwurgen?\ To strangle ;
to worry.

<'88s K. /ELFKED Oros. vi. xxxvi. 2 He hine sylfne UN-

witende fia;fde awir^ed. (.-1230 Ancr. R. 324 f>e hund bet

. . awurieS eihte me beateft him anonriht. c 1*75 Pains of
Hell in O. E. Misc. 149 Heo hire awarie}? al aj?rep, Al so

wulucs do'5 be seep.

t Awo'rth, v. Obs. In 3 awur. [OE. a-

ivtorpan, awurpan, f. \-pref. I away + U'corpan>

wurjpant
to become ; perh. (in sense i) for OE. gc-

ivcorpan^ -u>n)'J>an.~\

1. intr. To become, turn to.

[triooo /Kr.FRic Gen, xxi. 18 He ^ewyrS ^Jt micelre maCRte.]

1x05 LAY. ^5580 Bludeliche qua6 be king : to blisse hit awur&e.

2. intr. To vanish, perish ;
to escape notice.

(iooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. 13 Gyf bfct s;i;lt awyrS. -1230

Ancr.JK,3Ot>\JOT^er ich feftri on, awurdedteneooertweolue.

t Awo-rthf
adv. Ol>s. [f. A/;r/.i + WORTH

;

in worth . in same sense,.] In phr. To takt

aworth : to take (a thing} in esteem or honour, or

at its worth
;
hence a. to bear patiently, b. to look

upon with indifference, disregard*
1387 TRLVISA Higden Rolls Ser. VI. 303 pis word was hevy

to ^c kyug but 511 he took it awurb. ("1449 PKCOCK A*t-/r.

in. xvi. 382 Take he it au-orth in pacience as a thing irre-

mediable bi man. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. H. ix. 88 Somnie sayc
that they [mermaydens] be ffysshis And other saye that they
be fowles . . But take it aworth. i535CovKKDAi.i-; //</. x. 34
Ye . . toke a worth y spoylinge of you re goodes. 1537
?TINDALE E.i-p. John 23 All our . . motions unto synne are

pardoned and taken awurthe.

1 AwO'rthy, ' Obs. In 3 awurlSieu. [OK.

&wyrpiant -corfiian, f. A.- pref. I + wyrptan, ivcorp-

ian, to honour, glorify ;
or for OE. gewyrptan,

-nrpian, -cot-plan,] trans. To give honour or

dignity to
;
to dignify, adorn.

[<; iooo Ags. Ps. cv. 6 He Abrahames cynn . . geweorSude.]
noj LAY. 9529 And he mid \vur8-scipe

has cmhtes awurSede.

24432 per weorcil herber3e hschhche awur&e[de].

tAwOUS f
fl. Obs. ran~ l

.
[f.
AWE sb. + -OUS.]

Awe-inspiring.
< 1675 R. GAKHLII -Vt'rw. Adultery 101 A powerful and

awous man.

Awow
v e, A^voyde, obs. Sc. ff. Avow, AVOID.

A-wrack ,arx'k ,
advh. phr. [A prtp.\ +

WRACK.] In a state of wreck or ruin.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grain, ix. 41 If she ^plit or

sinke, she is awracke. ^1845 Hooi> Irish Sclim. xx, Like

tears dried up with rugged huckaback, That sets the mourn-
ful visage all awrack. [The sense here is. doubtful.]

t Awra-, v. Obs. rare- 1

. [f. A- prtf. \ 1 +

WiiAP v.] To wrap.
1609 HKV\VOOD Brit. Trey v. l.xxix, And her young infant

that was bare and thin Awraps in his Capootch.

t Awra-th, awroth, v. Obs. [f. A- //</ i

+ WKATH .; or for OK. gen'radian.] trans, (and

rfji.) To make angry, enrage
1

.

[1070 O. E. L'hron., pa gewraSede hine . . I-andfranc.]

rtiijo Owl tf Night. 1276 Nis..no5t so glad that hit nc

a-wrotheth. 1350 LAY. 24834 per wes Ardures bird hehlichc

awradded.

Awre, awro (,?\ axvrro-where, variants ot

OWHEBE adv. Obs. anywhere.
t Awrea'k, v. Obs. For forms see WREAK v.

[OE. awrccan, f. \-pref. I +wrefan to \VBEAK.]
1. trans. To punish or take vengeance upon (an

offence, misdeed).
1048 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) S 3 Hu hi mihton )>ics

cynges bismer awrecan. c 1*30 A ncr K. 334 Gif \>u. .holdest

God to nesche uorto awreken sunne. 1340 Ayenb. 83 Errour

in batayle..is anon awreke. 1481 CAXTON Reytwrd (1844'

75, I shal awreke. .this trespace.

2. trans, a. To sentence to punishment, condemn

(a person
1

), b. To condemn, blame, find fault with.

laos LAY. 25194 Pat ilke [rat Howel hafleSj ispeken, ne sal

hit na man awreken, ah we hit scullen ilaesten. a 1300
Floris ff Bl. 661 Are hi beo to dibe awreke.

3. To avenge or revenge : a. refl. oneself ;
b.

trans, one's aggrieved feelings (of).

C93O LfiU'S a/ Atliclstan I. 20 (Bpsw.^ Gif hine hw;i awre-

can wille. c iajo A tier. K. 334 Bihold hu he awrec him of

his hcih engel. 1575 Gammer Gurton iv. ii, And jware .

he would awreake ms sorrowe.

c. trans. To avenge another person, d. pass. To
be avenged or revenged (of).
a 1300 Flans f, Bl. 658 A-wrekeb me wib Jugement. 1377

LANGL. /'. I'l. B. vi. 204 For I am wel awroke now of

wastoures boru bi myjte. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 566

Me were lever than alle this toun. .Of this di-,pit awroken

for to be. c 1430 Syr Gencr, 1272 Glad woman shal I neuer



AWBEAKING.
be Til ye graunt to a-wreke me. 1586 J. HOOKER Girald.
Irel. in Holinsh. II. 31/1 And she to be awreaked, did. .find

the means to find out this Rosamund.

t Awrea'king. vbl. sb, Obs, Revenge.
1340 Aycnb. 8 Non ne ssel slase o)>ren uor a wreking.

A-wreck (are-k), advb. phr. [A prep} +

WRECK.] In a wrecked condition.

1878 J. MILLER Songs ofIt, 122 An ark, Sea-blown and
a-wreck.

t Awrei'gllt,/^.///t'. Obs. Forms: 3 awreeht,

awrept, 4 awreijt. [According to form th is

ought to be = OE. awrejit, pa. pple. of awrqctan to

arouse, stir up ; but the sense connects it with

*awrench, of which the pa. pple. would be OE.
awrenet

t ME. awreint. There has been a confu-

sion of forms.] Wrenched away.
1205 LAY. 15437 ^a habbeS al mi kine-lond awrzht f5o

a-wrebt] ut of mire bond. 1387 TKEVISA Higden Rolls Ser.

II. 181 Whan be lymes bee> awrei?t out of her owne places
[L. dislocantitr\.

t Awri'te, v. Obs. For forms see WRITE v.

[OE. awritan, f. A.- pref. i +writan^\ To write.

c88$ K. ALFRED Gregorys Past. Introd. 5 ForSaem oe

hie nabron on hiora a^en ^eSiode awritene. c life Lamb.
Horn. 87 [Moses] awrat ba aide e bi godes wissunge.

A\vroke, -en, pa. pple. of AWRE.VK v. Obs.

Awrong (ar9'n\. adv. [f. A/n/. 1 + WRONG,
cf. aright.\ Wrongly, wrong, in a wrong way.
1430 LVDG. Chron. Troy II. x, Me to reduce whan I went

\wrong. 1862 T. TROLLOPE Marietta. I. xvi. 2Q5 Her pra\'er
had been heard awrong ! 1878 BAEING-GoULD ofvst. Suffer,
ii. ^5 If the power of choosing awrong were not his.

Awrthwart, obs. form of OVERTHWAKT.

Awry (arai'X adv. and a. Forms : 4 on wry,

5 on wrye, 5-6 a wrye, a^Tye, 5-7 a wry, 6 a

wrie, awri, 67 awrie, 5- awry. [f. A/^/^H-
WHY

; cf. aright, awrong^\ A. adv.

1. Away from the straight (position or direction
1

) ;

to one side, obliquely ; unevenly, crookedly, askew.
c '375 BARBOL-R Bruce iv. 705 As thair bemys strekit air

Owthir all evin, or on wry. 1490 CAXTON Encydos xiv. 50
The stones of the walles appyeren alle awry sette. 1590

PasqniCs Af>ol. \. D b, The case standing as it dooth I can-

not but draw my mouth awrte. 1607 DKKKKR H'estw. Hoe
Wks. 1873 II. 294 They say Charing-crosse is falne downe

. . but mats no such wonder, twas old, and stood awry.
1650 Bi'i.u'ER A)itkr0pojnet,y\. 115 Lest, .some crum fas we
use to say) should go awry. 1714 POPE Rape Lock iv. 8 Not

Cynthia when her manteau's pinned awry, E'er felt such

rage. 1838 MARRYAT Jac. Fait/if, ii. 9, I held my spoon
awry, and soiled my clothes.

b. To look awry : to look ASKANCE or ASQUINT.

(Cf. the senses under these words.)
c 1400 Rom. Rose 291 Envy, .ne looked but awrie. 1573

G. HARVEY Letter-bk. 11884^ 5, I passing bi him . . he hath

lookd awri an other wai. 1609 ROWLANDS Creiv ofGossips
6 When he speakes .. I'll hold my peace, and i frown ing)

looke awry. 1709 CHANDLER Effort agst. Bigotry 28 When
a Church-man therefore shall in scornful Pride look awry
upon.. a Dissenter. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. x. (18521 206

Some of our party began to squint and look awry.

%'fig' Out of the right course or place; in a

wrong manner ; improperly, erroneously, amiss.

1494 FABYAN 2 To me it semyth so ferre sette a wrye In

tyme of yeres. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 313 Much of the

Soul they talk, but all awrie. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Aur.

Leig^h in, 543 Those who think Awry, will scarce act

straight! y.

b. esp. in phr. To got run, step, (read, walk awry :

(ofpersons) to fall into error, do wrong ; (of things)
to turn out badly or untowardly,

'

go wrong.*
1524 State Papers Hen. VI'1'/, I, 152 To wryng and wreste

the maters in to bettre trayne, if they walke a wrye. 157
B. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. iv. (1880) 56 b, The very Spouse and
Church of Christ, that cannot runne awry, a 1625 BOYS in

Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xv. 2 Aristides was so just . . that

he would not tread awry. 1745 DE FOE Eng. Tradcsm. I.

ix. 65 If a tradesman but once ventures to step awry. 1858
CARLYLE Frcdk. Gf. '1865)!. n. xi. 116 Far worse, the mar-

riage itself went awry.

C. To tread the shoe awry: to fall from virtue,

break the law of chastity. Cf. Y. faux pas.
1520-41 WVATT Poet. Wks, (1861) g6 Farewell all my wel-

fare ! My shoe is trod awry. 1600 HEYWOOD ind fcdw. /ff

Wks. 1874 I. 143 King Edward's children not legitimate . .

Their mother hapt to tread the shoe awry. 1662 FULLER
Worthies 11840' III. 130 He would not stick to tell where
he trod his holy sandals awry.

B. adj. (usually pred. % rarely attrib. Cf. WRY.")

1. Out of the right course or position ; displaced,

disordered, disarranged ; crooked, distorted.

1658 W. BURTON Itin. Anton, 178 The journey will prove
enormiously awry. 1728 YOUNG Love Fame vi. (1757) 149
What pity 'tis her shoulder is awry ! 1847 BARHAM Ingal.
Leg, (1877) 172 His features and phiz awry Show'd so much
misery. 1883 Daily News 9 Nov. 2/1 Blinds, .very different

from the awry, dingy, imitation Venetians of his neighbour.

2. fig. Turned from the right course, wide of the

mark, perverted, wrong. Awryfrom : opposed to.

1581 SIDNEY Astr. fy Stella xxvii, With dearth of words, or

answers quite awrie. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. \. Wks. (1851)

23 Nothing more awry from the Law of God . . then that a

Woman should give Laws to Men. 1872 BROWNING Fijinc
I, If so succeed hand-practice on awry Preposterous art-

mistake.

C. ellipt. quasi -z;. To turn awry or aside.

1613 R. C. Table Alph,^ S-warue, awry, erre. 1653 BROMI;
Mad Couple in. i, High heeld shooes, that will awry some-
times with any Women.
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Awsk, obs. form of ASK si. a newt.

Awsterne, obs. form of AUSTKKE.

Awtare, -eer, -ier(e, obs. forms of ALTAB.

Awtayne, var. HAUTAIN a. Obs. haughty.
Awteal, obs. variant of ATTEAL.

Awyne, obs. form of OWN a.

Awyri5e, -rie, var. of AWARIE v. Obs. to curse.

Ax, axe (reks), sb\ Forms : I acas, ax, eax,
2 aex, 3 eax, (echze), 5 ex(e, (6 Sc. aix), 2- ax,

5- axe
;
PI. axes. [Common Teutonic : OE.

xx (acs}, str. fem. for earlier *accs, *acus, Northumb.

acas, cogn. with OS. akus (MDu. akes, Du. aaks),

OHG. acchus (MHO. aches, mod.G. ax, axt), ON.
ox (gen. axar\ Goth, aqhi; akin to Gr. aivrj, and

prob. to L. asfia. The spelling ax is better on every

ground, of etymology, phonology, and analogy, than

axe, which has of late become prevalent.]
1. A tool or instrument for hewing, cleaving, or

chopping, trees, wood, ice, etc. ; consisting of a

squarish head, now usually of iron with a steel

edge or blade, fixed by means of a socket upon a

handle or helve of wood, so as to be wielded with

force in striking. Also called, especially when of

smaller or lighter make, a hatchet.

In ancient times ajrcs were also made of bronze or stone

(see 41, and might have the head and handle in one piece,

as coal-axes and other special forms still have.

c 1000 Ag-s. Gosp. Matt. iii. 10 Eallunga ys seo aex to pasra
treowa wurtrumum asett. [Lindisf. Acas, Rush/at, axe],

fiifo I/atttm G. ibid., Syo a=x. ci*y> A tier. K. 128 Ajein

]K cul of her eax. IHd. 98 iC.i \Vudemonnes echze. a 1150
Owl ff Kifkt. 658 Hong up thin ax. 1197 R. GLOUC. 490
A kene ax him sulf he huld. 1382 WYCMF Jsa. x. 15 Whether
shal glorien the ax a}en hym that hewith with it. 1398
TREVISA Rarth. De P. R. xvu. clxii. 114951 709 Cloue with

an axe other wyth a sawe. a 1550 Christis Kirk Gr. xxiii,

Dik with ane aix Cam furth'to fell a fuddir. 1611 BIBLE

Jitdg. ix. 48 Abimelech tooke an axe . . and cut downe a

bough. 1799 J. KOHKRTSON Afric. Perth. 239 The bark was
never allowed to be taken off below the ax, or the place
where the tree was cut. 1860 TYNDALI. Glac. I. _n. 79

Driving the iron claws of our boots into the scars [in the

ice] made by the axe. 1877 BRYANT Song of Smuer iv,

Whose sounding axes gleam Beside the lonely forest-stream.

1884 Scotsman 4 July s/i The silver axe . . recently presented
to Mr. Gladstone by 'a few admiring friends.'

b. BRICK-AX, HAMMEH-AX, PICK-AX, q. v.

2. In olden warfare : A battle-ax.

izoj LAY. 2263 He laedde on his exle ane muchele wi-eax.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xn. 20 [Bruce] raid . . with ane ax in

hande. <i 1400 Cm>. Myst. 11841) 270 With exys, gleyvis,and

swerdys bryth. r 1400 Destr. Troy\. 1588 Armurers and

arowsmythes with axes of werre. 1725 Poi'E Oityss. in. 561
The ax was held by warlike Thrasymed. 1774 JOHNSON
H'est. hi. Wks. X. 457 The Lochaber ax is only a slight

alteration of the old English bill. 1869 FREEMAN \orut.

Cany. 11874' HI- *v- 463 The iron mace of the Bastard, the

one weapon fit to meet, .with the two-handed axe of Harold.

1874 BOLTELI. Arms if- Ann. vi. 91.

3. The headsman's ax used to decapitate con-

demned traitors. Hence fig. execution.

1450 W. SOMNLR in Four C. En*. Lett. 4 Ther was an

exe, and a stoke, and oon of the lewdeste of the shippe
badde him ley down his hedde. 1551 EDW. VI. Lit. Rciti.

118581 II. 374 And so departed without the ax of the Toure.

1603 SHAKS. Metis,for M. iv. ii. 56 You sirrah, prouide your
blocke and your Axe. 1719 YOUNG Revenge iv. i, A third

. .Gave to the cruel ax a darling son. 1752 HUME I-'ss. <v

Treat. (17771 II. 96 From the operation of the ax or wheel.

4. In Archeology (see quot.).
1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) I. vi. 192 The name of

axe is applied to the double-edged stone implements, and
to those of a wedge shape, which have the aperture for in-

serting the handle near the broad end. 1877 GREENWELL
Brit. Barrcnvs 136 A small polished green-stone axe.

5. phrases, a. To put the ax in the helve : to

solve a doubt, to find out a puzzle. To send the ax

after the helve ( the belter To send the helve after
the hatchet). To have axes to grind (U.S. poli-

tics) : to have private ends to serve. [In reference

to a story told by Franklin.]
c 1450 LONELICH Grail xxviii. 410 }it cowde he not putten

the ex in be helve. 154? ] HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (1867!
80 Here I sende thaxe after the helue awaie. 1815 C".

MINER WhfU turn Grindstones ? When I see a merchant

over-polite to his customers, .thinks I, that man has an axe
to grind. 1865 HOLLAND Plain T. v. 188 Little cliques and
cabals composed of men who have axes to grind. 1881

Daily Tel. 8 June 6/2 The hands.. that 'grind the axe,'
and that 'pull the strings.'

6. Comb. a. attrib., as ax-edge, -handle, -head,

-shaft ; AX-MAN, AX-STONE, AX-FITCH, -SEED,

-WORT, q.v. b. Also ax-form, -like, -shaped, etc.

1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times 132 In some places these horn
axe-handles are numerous. 1611 BIBLE 2 Kings vi. 5 The
axe head [CovERD. the yron] fell into the water. 1851 I).

WILSON Prch. Ann. (18631 ! v '- J ^4 Stone celts and axe
heads made of hard greenstone. 1815 SCOTT Ld. Isles VI.

xv, The axe-shaft, with its brazen clasp. 1847 TENNYSON
Princ. II. 186 An iron will, An axe-like edge unturnable.

tAx, axe,-^.
2 Obs. or dial. Forms: 1-2 eax,

aex, ex ; also (under AX-TREE) 3-7 ax, 4 exe,

4-6 ex, 5-7 axe. [Common Teutonic: OE. sex e,

eax-e, fem., is cogn. with MDu. and MLG. asse,

from "a/ise, Du. as, OHG. altsa, MHG. ahse, mod.
G. achse, OTeut. ahsd-, fem., related to Skr. aksha,

masc., Gr. d[av, L.a.r, I.ith. aszis, with same sense.]

AXIFOKM.

The AXLE of a wheel
;
the Axis of revolution.

Not found after the OE. period exe. in compounds,
as ax-nail, the nail or pin by which the axle-tree

is fixed to a cart, and AX-TKEE, q.v.

a-joo Efinal Class. i/D 10 Axis, aex. r88j K. ALFRED
Boeth. xxxix. 7 On wasnes eaxe hwearfaj> fja hwem, and
sid eax stent stille. r 1000 J?LLFRIC Man. Astron. (Wr.t 16

Axis bat is ex. 1583 tt'iils q Inv. K. C. Ii86o> 112, j long

wayne without wheels, ij yron ax-nailes. .and two ax-trees.

Ax, axe (reks), v. 1
[f. Ax rf. 1

] To shape or

trim with an ax.

1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (1703^246 To Ax the Brick off,

with an Ax that is exactly streight on the edge. 1823 P.

NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 389 The . . stretchers in returns,

which are not axed, are dressed upon the rubbing-stone.

t Ax, axe, v:- Obs. In 5 ex.
[f.
Ax s6.-] To

furnish with an axle.

1481-90 Itcr,vard Honseh. Bks. 191 For boxyng a peyre
wheles, and a fely uppon a nodyr, and for exyng of a carte.

Ax, obs. or dial, form of ASK v.

Axal (arksal), a.
[f.

AX-IS + -AL*; cf. L. tri-

nalis, dotdlis.] AXIAL (which is the usual form).

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 130 The axal section.

1830 Edin. Encycl. V. 520 At right angles to an axal plane.

1872 NICHOLSON Palzont. 161 Axal furrows.

Axan, -in, obs. or dial. pi. of ASH sb?

Axces, -s, -Be, obs. ff. ACCESS, fit, fever, ague.

t Axe, sl>. Obs. [a. F. axe, ad. L. axis.] By-
form of Axis.

1551 [see AX-TREE 3]. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclidn. def. 15.

317 A sphere . . may haue infinite diameters, but it can haue
but onely one axe. 1752 BEVIS in Phil. Trans. XLVIII.
388 The inclination of the earth's axe. 1796 HvTTOHjfaM.
Diet. I. 178 The chief properties of the Axe-in-pcritrochio.

Axe, obs. or dial, form of ASK. See also Ax.

Axed (fekst), ffle. and a. [f.
Ax v. or s//. 1 + -ED.]

1. ///. a. Shaped or dressed with an ax.

1830 Kdin. Kncycl. VI. 627 The stones are either ham-

mered, dressed, or axed.

2. Furnished with an ax or axes.

1879 KARRAR St. Paul II. 551 The axed fasces of the lictors.

Axel, obs. form of AXLE.

t Axes, axesse, axez, axis, axys, obs. forms

of ACCESS, in special sense of ' Attack ;
fit

; ague.'
In this sense the word early acquired the Eng.
accent access, and, its identity with access being

forgotten, it was long treated as distinct.

1398 [See ACCESS 10]. 1423 JAMES I KingisQ. Ixvii, Bot
tho began myn axis and turment To sene hir part, and
folowe I na myght. 1330 PALSGR. 450/1 This axes hath

made hym so weake. 1700 WALLACE A cc. Orkney 66 (JAM. i

An aguish distemper, which they call the Axes.

Axetre(e, variant of AXTREE.

t A'x-fitch, Herb. Obs. Also 7 ax-vitch.

[f.
Ax j<M -I- FITCH.] A leguminous plant (Securi-

gera Coronilld], a native of Southern Europe.
1562 TURNER Herbal n. 132 a, I call it Axsede or Axwurt

(or Axfich) because . . the sede . . is lyke vnto a two edged
axe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 274 Axvitch. 1611 COTGR.,

Sccuridaque, the pulse Axseed, Axwort, Axfitch, Hatchet-
fitch. 1727 BRADLEV /";. Diet., Horse-shoe, .a rare plant
which has Leaves like the small Axfitch.

Axial (arksial), a. [f.
L. axi-s + -AL!.]

1. Forming an axis ; of the nature of an axis.

1849 MURCHISON Siluria v. loo The elevation of the axial

line being less. 1837 HENFREY Bot. 35 A true or axial

root. 1872 MIVART Anat. 25 The skeleton of the head and

trunk, which is called the Axial skeleton. 1879 S. HICHLEY
in Casselfs Teclm.Educ. IV. 313/1 The axial ray. 1879 CAR-
PENTER Mint. Phys. i. i. 23 The Cerebrum and the Axial

Cord on which it is super-imposed. 1880 DARWIN Mavcnt.
PI. 223 Flower-stems . . being axial in their nature.

2. Of, or belonging to, an axis.

1859 M- POWELL Order Nat. \. 2. 45 Imagined three dis-

tinct motions, .orbital, rotatory, axial. 1868 LOCKYER Elem.
Astron. 237 With its axial direction at right angles to the

direction of the slit. 1870 PROCTOR Other Worlds iii. 61

Axial inclination [of the planets].

3. Round, or about, an axis.

1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. 11. xxii. 170 The axial ve-

locity. 1871 TYNDALL Fragtn. Sc. II. xi. 239 The earth's

axial rotation.

Axia'lity. [f. prec. + -ITY.] The quality of

being axial ;
axial character or state.

1884 Times 20 Nov. 4/5 It [the Cupola] should . . empha-
size the four axes of the cross . . there was in that great
cathedral [St. Peter's] nothing to mark the axiality.

Axially (arksiali), adv. [f. prec. + -LY ^.J In

the direction of the axis, from pole to pole.

1842 W. GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces (ed. 6) 129 Taking a

position axially, or in the line from pole to pole of the

magnet. 1859 E:iin. Re-.'. CIX. 530 The screw is pierced

axially. 1860 MAURY Phys. Ceog. Sea vii. 345 If a bar of

iron be suspended between the poles of a magnet, it will

arrange itself axially, and point towards them.

fA'xicle. Obs. [ad. L. axiculus, dim. of

Axis; cf. ashlar.] 'A little shingle or board.'

Blount Glossogr. 1656.

Axier, ?error for Axis, or for ax-tre, AXLE-TREK.

1594 GREENE Look. Glass (1861; 136 Thy hands the axicr

to maintain my world.

Axiferous (seksi-feras), a. Bot. [f. L. axi-s

Axis + -fer bearing + -ous ; cf. F. axifere] Con-

sisting of an axis only, without leaves or other

appendages. 1842 in BRANDE.

Axiforni (oe-ksifjum), a. f
f. as prec. + -FORM.]

In the shape of an axis. 1847 in CKAIG.



AXIPUGAL.

Axifugal (iksi-fiKgal), a. [f. as prec. + L.fug-
fre to fly-t-'AL

1
.]
= CENTRIFUGAL

; in axifugal
force : tendency to fly from the axis of rotation.

1740 STACK in Phil. Traits. XLl. 422 Suppose that God
forms a Vortex cylindrical and fluid . . its Points will have
but an axifugal Force. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
A-g-il (je'ksil). Bot. [ad. L. axilla : see below ;

of. mod.K. axille.'] The upper angle between a

leaf or petiole and the stem from which it springs ;

also that between a branch and the trunk.

1794 MARTVN Rousseau's Bot. v. 50 Branches which grow
from their ala: or axils. 1872 H. MACMILI.AN Trite I'inc v.

210 The buds of plants almost always grow in the axil.

Axili^e, -tre, obs. forms of AXI.B, -TREE.

Axile (arksail), a.
[f.

as if ad. L. *axil-is, f.

axis
;

cf. L. civilis, hoslflis.] Belonging to the

axis : a. Bot. Applied to an embryo having the

same direction as the axis of the seed, or a pla-
centa in the axis of the ovary.
1845 LIXDLEY -SVA. Bat. "(18581 16 If it [the placenta] grows

from a centre which is connected with the sidesof the ovary
by dissepiments . . it is axil?. 1870 BKNTLEY Bot. 342 The
embryo is said to be axile, or axial when it has the same di-

rection as the axis of the seed. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora
314 Oxyria. .embryo axile.

b. in Phys. Axile bodies : the touch corpuscles at

the termination of the sensory nerves.

1859 TODU Cycl. Anal. $ Phys. V. 503/2 Kolliker. .prefers
to call these bodies, axile corpuscles. 1881 MIVART Cat 22.

II Axilla (a-ksi-la). PI. -as. [L.,
= armpit; dim.

of *axula, whence a/a : cf. AXLE 1. Common in

late L. in form ascella.~]

1. An armpit.
1616 A. READ Body of Man 152 The backe part of the

shoulder top, called axilla. 1877 ROBERTS Hatuibk. M?d. I.

113 The eruption appears on the . . borders of the axillae.

2. = AXIL.
1830 I.INDLEV Syst. Hot. 247 Leaf-buds .. in every axilla.

Axillar (arksilai'), a.
;
also 6 assellere. [a. F.

axillaire of the axilla (see -AK), formerly aissel-

lierc, -aire (Cotgr.), ad. L. *axillaris, f. axilla,
F. aisscllc : see prec.]
1. = AXILLARY i.

1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. 295 The cephalick
hath its beginning, .in men alwayes from the axillar veine.

1772 KORSTER Hudson's Bay Rirds in Phil. Trans. I.XII.

303 Shining black axillar feathers, or shoulder-knot.

2. = AXILLARY 2.

1831 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Richards Bot. 185 Flowers are . .

axillar, when they spring from the axilla.

B. as sb. (cf. K. aisselliere] An axillary vein.

I541 K- COPLAND Gitydon's Quest. Cyritrg., Veynes ..

two asselleres, two cubytalles, and two seynalles. 1720
HALE in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 9 Which Duct is., inserted

by four Branches into each Axillar.

Axillary (ne-ksilari), a.
[f.

as prec. ;
see -ARY -.]

1. Pertaining or adjacent to the armpit orshoulder.
1615 CROOKE Body of Man 977 The second [tacke of the

backe] is called, .the Axillary spondell. 1791 W. VAUGHAN
Princ. Anat. I. 381 The Axillary artery. 1841 E. WILSON
Anat. Vatic M. 345 The axillary vein is formed by the
union of the ven;e comitis of the brachial artery with the
basilic vein. 1871 DARWIN Desc. It/an II. xv. 179 The white
striae and spots on the axillary feathers.

2. Bot. Situated in, or growing from, the axil.

1786 REES Kncycl., Axillary leaves .. grow out of the

angles formed by the branches of the stem. 1830 LINDLEY
Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. 23 All Labiata; have axillary cymes.
Axin (se'ksin). Chcm. An oleaginous and waxy

product, yielded by the large Mexican cochineal

(Cofcus axinus\ and used as a soothing ointment.
Axi-nic a., of axin, as in the fatty Axinic acid.

1873 WATTS Fmvnes' Cheat, 698.

Axine (re-ksain), a. and sb. Zool. [f. Axi-s 2 +

-INK.] A.
atlj. Of or pertaining to the group

of stags of which the Spotted Axis is the type.
B. sb. A member of this group.
1826 GRIFFITH Cnvier's Anim. K. IV. 116 The Axine

Group. Ibid. The true Axines have horns of a similar form
with the Rusas.

Axiniform (&ksrmfonn), a. [f. Gr. dfn/-^ ax

-r-(rroKM.] Shaped like an ax-head.
1852 DANA Crust, n. 769 A broad axiniform process.

Axinite (arksinoit). Min.
[f. Gr. aftv-j] ax +

-ITE.] A mineral belonging to Dana's epidote
group of unisilicates, consisting chiefly of silica,

alumina, lime, and iron, with broad acute-edged
crystals somewhat resembling an ax-head.
1802 BOURNON in Phil. Trans. XCII. 293 note, Axinite,

the thumerstein of Werner. 1868 DANA Min. 298 Axinite
admits of a high polish, but is deficient in delicacy of color.

Axinouiancy (a'ksi'n^imsensi). [ad. L. axJno-

wantia, a. (Jr. dfTvonavrda, f. ah>Tj ax + pavreia
divination.] Divination by means of an ax-head.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny Gloss., A*iru>mantic, a kind of

magicke diuination by an ax head red hot. 1693 UROUHART
Rabelais in. xxv, To have the truth, .disclosed, .by axino-
mancy : we want only a hatchet and a jet-stone to be laid to-

gether upon a fire of hot embers. iSjoArckcoI. XLIII. 517.

Axiolite (x-ksi^bitl. Min. [f. L. ajr/-j- + Gr.
Ai'flos stone : see -LITE.] (See quot.) Axiolitic

(oe.ksi|0|li-tik), a., of or pertaining to axiolites.

1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks xi. 184 Termed axiolites by
Zirkel. .elongated lenticular and curved zones of brownish
glass forming the envelope of a smaller corresponding mass
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of paler vitreous matter, in which incipient crystallisation or
fibrous structure treVids at right angles to the inner surfaces
of the envelope towards a longitudinal median line. Ibid.
The axiolitic structure visible: in a rhyolite.

Axiom (se-ksiam). Forms : 6-7 axioma, axi-

ome, 5- axiom, [a. F. axiome, ad. L. axioma, a.

Gr. a^ioj^a that which is thought worthy or fit,

that which commends itself as self-evident, f. dtu-
(iv to hold worthy, f. o(os worthy.]
1. A proposition that commends itself to general

acceptance; a well-established or universally-con-
ceded principle ;

a maxim, rule, law.
1485 CAXTON Paris $ I'. Prol., An axiom which in Latin

expressed, hoc crctte quod tibi vcrum esse videtitr. 1579
LYLY Euphues (Arh.) 100 The Axiomaes of Aristotle. 1604
DKKKEK Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 11.63 That's an Axioms, a
Principle. 1651 HOBBES Govt. $ Soc. i. 2. 3 Which Axiom,
though received by most, is yet certainly false. 1757 JOHN-
SON RtiinM. No. 175 ? i The axioms of wisdom which re-
commend the ancient sages to veneration. 1837 J. HARRIS
Gt- Teacher 389 The axiom known by the name of the
golden rule. 1875 H. K. MANNING Mission //. Ghost ii. 33
It is an axiom of the human reason that God is everywhere.
f b. Specially restricted by liacon to : An em-

pirical law, a generalization from experience. Obs.
1626 BACON Sylva 2 Led hy great Judgement, and some

good Light ofAxioms. 1627 RAWLEY in Bacon's F.ss. lArb.)
Introd. 26 True Axiomes must be drawne from plaine Ex-
perience, and not from doubtful. 1838 SIR YV. HAMILTON
Logic xxvi. II. 47 Empirical rules Jlacon would call them
axioms. \

f2. Logic. A proposition (whether true or false).

1588 FRAUNCE Laiviers Log. ir. i. 86 b, An axiom or proposi-
tion . . hath two partes, the bande, and the partes bound.
1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. vm. Zcno xx. 43 Universally
negative axioms are those, which consist of an universal!

negative particle, and a Categorem ; as. no man inalke'h.

1664 H. MORE Jfyst. hiiq. Apol. 533 Otherwise no man
might dispute or pronounce a false Axiome. 1742 in HAII.KV.

3. Logic and Math. 'A self-evident proposition,
requiring no formal demonstration to prove its

truth, but received and assented to as soon as

mentioned' (Ilutton).
a 1600 HoOKBR (J.) Axioms, or principles more general,

are such as this, that the greater good is to be chosen before
the lesser. 1660 R. COKF, Justice I'ind. 16. 1785 REID
Int. Powers i. a. Nor are they necessary truths, as mathe-
matical axioms arc. 1807 BYRON Hours Idlen.

% College
Exam.) Happy the youth in Euclid's axioms tried. 1851
H. SPENCER OAT. Stat. \\. ix. 6 The axiom that the whole
is greater than its part.

Axiomatic (ae'ksiJmfie'tik), a . [ad. Gr. diw-

futTiKus, f. di'o;^a : see prec. and -ATIO.]
1. Of the nature of an axiom or admitted first

principle; self-evident; indisputably true.

1797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rn>. XXII. 556 The axio-
matic pillars of a new code of the law of nations. 1855 H.
SPENCER Fsychol. 11872' II. vi.viii. 95 These axiomatic truths
are truths recognized by the simplest order of reasoning.
2. Characterized by axioms or admitted first

principles ; axiomatical.
1812 SIR H. I)AVV Chem.Philos. 32 He gave an axiomatic

form to the Science.

3. Full of maxims or pithy sentences, aphoristic.
1834 SOUTHEY Doctor 11862) 381 The most axiomatic of

English Poets. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. ])tspot. iii. 96 A people
. .rich in axiomatic good sense.

A:xioma*tical, a.
[f. as prec. + -AiA]

fl. Logic. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a

simple statement or proposition : cf. AXIOM 2. Obs.

1588 FRAUNCE Learners Log. i. ii. 7 This is the first part of

judgement in axioms, called axiomaticall, determining only
truth and falsenes in propositions or axioms, a 1679 ^
GOODWIN Wks. (1864) VIII. 403 An application axiomatical,
that he is mine.

2. Of or relating to axioms, maxims, or admitted
first principles.
^1676 WHITI.OCK Mann. Eng. 109 (T.) To front his axio-

matical experiments [the book of Aphorisms] with the grand
miscarriages in the practice of most able physicians. 11751
BOLINGBROKE Hum. Kxou'l. \. < R. i Materials ofaxiomatical,
scientific, and, in a word, of absolute real knowledge.
3. AXIOMATIC I.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 731 Axiomatical Truths.

1765 JOHNSON Pref.Shaks. Wks. 1816 II. 167 In his art there
is no . . axiomatical truth that regulates subordinate positions.
1869 Eng. Mech. 9 Apr. 62/1 Proving . . that ' two and two
make four,' or propositions equally as axiomatical.

4. = AXIOMATIC 3.

1738 OLDYS Raleigh (R.) That solid axiomatical vein,
which is observable in other productions of Ralegh's muse.

Axioma'tically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY^.] In
axiomatic manner: fa. {.Logic} in the form of a

simple proposition (olrs.) ; b. as an axiom, as an
admitted principle or self-evident truth.

1588 FRAUNCE Laiviers Log. \. ii. 9 Placing them axioma-
tically, syllogistically, or methodically, we argue some other
thing either by explication or confirmation, c 1643 Maximcs

Axioprstical, a. ? Obs.
[f.

Gr.

trustworthy (f. agios worthy + inaTvs to be trusted)
+ -ICAL.] Trustworthy.
1611 R. BADI.KY Panegyr. V. in Coryafs Crudities, His

most Axiopisticall Hodcepory.

Axiopisty vse'ksi|0|pi:sti). [ad. Gr. dio*i<rrla,
f. dioir7Tos : see prec.] Trustworthiness. (In
mod. Diets.)

AXIS.

Axis 1
(K'ksis). PI. axes (rc-ks/z). [a. L. axis

axle, axle-tree, pivot, axis of the earth, heavens, etc.,

cogn. with OE. eax\ see Ax s&.- Used for various

figurative and transferred senses of AXLE.]
I. Axis of rotation or revolution.

1. The axle of a wheel. ? Ofa.
Wheeleaidaxist axis inferttrochio'. the Wheel-and-Axle,

one of the mechanical powers.
i6i9 FOTHICHBY Athcom. n. xi. i The weightinesof the

wheele doth settle it vpon his Axis. 1725 BRADLEY Ftittt.

Diet. s.v. Windmill, Like unto the Axis of a Cutlers Grind-
Stone. 1796 HTTTON Math. Diet. I. 178 To construct an
axis in peritrochio. x&alMisos -SV. 4- Art I. 37 The wheel
and axis may be considered as a kind of perpetual lever.

b.yfy. The '

pivot' on which any matter turns.
1860 MOTLEY Xetherl. (1868) I. v. 169 The axis of the re-

volt was the religious question.
2. Phys. a. A tooth or process on the second

cervical
^vertebra, upon which the head is turned.

b. The vertebra which has the process.
1694 SALMON tr. Diemerbroeck's Anat. iv. xii. (1714) 249

Axis . . is a name which rather befits the former vertebra,
whose tooth resembles an Axle. 1701 TAUVHY Anat. \\.

xvi. 268 This second Vertebra has an Apophysis call'd the
Tooth . . The Head and the first vertebra . . are qualified to
turn upon that Axis. 1815 EncycL Brit. III. 289 Axis
the second vertebra of the neck ; it hath a tooth which goe-,
into the first vertebra and this tooth Is by some called the
axis. 1836 Atlu-nxutn No. 450. 419 The Atlas and Axis of
the Ichthyosaurus are united.

3. The imaginary straight line about which a

body (e.g. the earth or other planet; rotates
; the

prolongation of that of the earth on which the
heavens appear to revolve.
(The ends of the axis are fries ', thence the use of axis as

a line from pole to pole, or from end to end : see 1 1 1. 1

1549 ( 'omf-l. Scot. vi. 48 }e sal ymagyn ane lyne that passis
throucht the spere lyik til aue extree of ane cart, callit axi-;-

spere. 1635 N. CARPENTER Gcogr. Del. \. iii. 67 The motion of
an iron-wire or needle, .vpon his owne Axis. ?< 1660 HOKUES
Physics iv. xxvi. J) 6. I.

4^28
The earth is so carried uU,ut

the sun, as that its axis is thereby always kept parallel to

itself. 1849 MRS. SOMKHVILLIC Conner. Phys. .SV., There are
at least three axes at right angles to each other round any
one of which . . the solid . . will continue to revolve for ever.

t4._/?jf. A central prop, which sustains any sys-
tem (as Atlas was feigned to sustain the revolving
heavens). Obs.
a 1616 BEAL.M. FL. I'aientht. v. v, I have found out

axis
; You know he bears the empire. 1646 SLR T. BROW NIC

Pseud. Ep. 94 The Atlas or maine axis, which supported thi-^

opinion, was daily experience.
5. The geometrical line, by the revolution of a

superficies about which, solids with circular sec-

tion, as a globe, cylinder, cone, etc. are conceived
to be generated.
(This is the axis of revolution ;

it coincides necessarily
with the axis of symmetry ; thehce branch II.i

1571 DIUCKS Pantom. \\\. iii. Q ij b, The Axis or Altitude
of the Cone. 1796 HITTON Math. Diet. I. 177 If a semi-
circle be moved round its diameter at rest, it will generate
a sphere, whose axis is that diameter.

II. Axis of symmetrical arrangement. (Cf. 5.)

6. The straight line about which the parts ot

a body or system are symmetrically arranged.
Axis ofa balance : the line upon which it turns. Axis of

oscillation <of a pendulum, etc.) : a horizontal line passing
through the centre of the oscillation, and perpendicular to
its plane iHutton 1796). Axis ofpolarisation : the central
line round which the prismatic rings or curves are arranged.
Neutral axis 'of a girder) : the line where there is neither

compression nor tension iBrewster'.

7. Geom. Any line in a regular figure which
divides it into two symmetrical parts, e. g., which

joins opposite angles or the centres of opposite
sides ;

in a conic section, the line from the principal
vertex or vertices, perpendicular to the tangent at

that point ;
in a curve, a straight line which bisects

a system of parallel chords (called principal axis

when it cuts them at right angles).
Transverse a.\'is\\\\ the ellipse and hyperbola) : that which

!>asses
through the two foci ; conjugate axis, that which

nsects the transverse one at right angles. The axes of an
ellipse are also called major and minor.

1734 Builders Diet., Axis of a Conic Section, is a qui-
escent Right Line passing through the Middle of the

Figure, and cutting all the Ordinates at Right Angles.
1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. L 177 Axis .. more generally
. . a right line conceived to be drawn from the vertex of a

figure to the middle of the base. Ibid, The ellipse and hy-
perbola have each two axes ; but the parabola has only one,
and that infinite in length. Ibid. In curves of the second
order, that diameter whose parallel prdinates are at right

angles to it, when possible, is an Axis. 1849 MRS. SOMER-
VILLE Connex. Phys. Sc. xxi. 201 Cut longitudinally, that

is, parallel to the axis of the prism. 1853 SIR J. HERSCHEI.

Pop. Lect. Sc. iii. 5 13 (1873) 106 The longer axes or longest
dimensions of their orbits. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat.
Phil. I. i. 120.

8. Crystallog. An imaginary line drawn between
the centres of opposite faces or edges, or the apices
of opposite angles. (See quot.)
1817 R.JAMESON Charac. Min. 244 Three of the cleavages

are equiangular and oblique-angular, in a common axis.

1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chew. 192 In order to classify, .crystals,
the existence of certain lines within the crystal called axes
is supposed, round which the form can be symmetrically
built up. 1878 GURNEY Crystallog. 30 The straight lines or
directions in the crystal which are common to two or more
symmctral planes are called axes of symmetry.



AXIS.

G. Op/ics. a. A ray passing through the centre
of the eye or of a lense, or falling perpendicularly
on it ; the line which passes through the centres of
the lenses in a telescope ; the straight line from
the eye to the object of sight.

1701 TAUVRY Anat. jr. vii. 205 To direct the two Optick
axis's, in looking upon the same object, c 1790 IMISON Sck.
Art I. 196 If the axis of both eyes are not directed to the
object, _that object will appear double. 1831 BREWSTF.R
Optics iv. 28 In alt these lenses a line . . passing through
the centres of their curved surfaces, and perpendicular to
their plane surfaces, is called the axis, 1855 H. SPENCER
Psychol.(i%j2> I. in. x. 380 Due convergence of the visual axes.

1871 J. DICKSEE Perspective 27 The axis of vision or line of
direction is an imaginary line proceeding from the spectator
to the perspective centre.

b. Axis of incidence : the line passing through
the point of incidence perpendicularly to the re-

fracting surface. Axis of refraction : the con-
tinuation of the same line through the refracting
medium. Axis of double refraction : the line or

direction on both sides of which double refraction

takes place, but along which it does not exist.

1734 Builder's Diet., Axisvt Incidence, Refraction. 1796
HUTTON Maik. Diet. I. 178. 1831 BREWSTER Optics xvii.

147 An axis of double refraction . . is not like the axis of
the earth, a fixed line within the rhomb or crystal. It is

only a fixed direction. 1836 Athenxunt No. 448. 381 Like
calcareous spar it has one axis of double refraction.

<I In the three following the sense tends to pass
into axis of growth or direction as in branch III.

10. Phys. and Zool. The central core of an organ
or organism ;

the central skeleton or nervous cord ;

the central stem or core round which polypes
grow ; the central column of a whorled shell.

1741 MONRO Anat. Bones 54 The Powers that draw it

towards the Axis of the Bone. 1830 Edin. Encycl. XIV.
599 In other species, the organs, which are not in pairs, are

arranged round a central axis. 1866 R. TATE Brit. Mollitsks
iii. 44 The axis of the shell around which the whorls are
coiled. 1873 A. FLINT Nerv. Syst. ix. 257 The nervous
matter contained in the cavity . . is known as the cerebro-

spinal axis.

11. Bot. a. The central column of the inflorescence

or other whorl of growth, b. The main stem
and root.

1786 RKES Encycl., Axis . . a taper column placed in the
centre of some flowers, or katkins, about which the other

parts are disposed. 1835 J. COMSIOCK Yng. Botanist 239
Axis, centre of vegetation, as the pith of vascular plants.

1835 Penny Cycl. III. 184 Each cluster of leaves is a small

branch without perceptible axis. 1857 HENFREV Bot. 42
The stem is the ascending portion of the axis. 1870 HOOKER
-^trtd. Fl. 232 Erica . . Seeds attached to a central axis.

12. Physiogr. and Geol. A central ridge ; the

central line of a valley.
Anticlinal axis '. the line along which two opposite planes

of stratification meet in a ridge. Synclinal axis : the line

along which they meet in a depression.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 135 A line of volcanos . . parallel
to tne axis of the older ridge. 1849 MURCHISON Siluria ii.

(1867) 25 These round-backed hills .. rise boldly from be-

neath the surrounding Silurian deposits, of which they form
the axis. 1854 F. BAKEWELL Geol. 4 The technical name
given to such a centre of elevation is the 'anticlinal axis.'

III. A straight line from pole to pole (cf. 3),

or from end to end, of any body.
13. gen. "e.g. Axis of the equator: the polar

diameter of the earth, which is also the axis of

rotation ; see 3. Axis ofthe ecliptic, ofthe horizon \

a diameter of the sphere passing through these

circles at right angles to their planes.
1706 HUTTON Math. Diet.

14. spec. An imaginary' line uniting the two poles
of a magnet.
1664 POWER Exp. Philos. lit. 158 If you divide the Mag-

net through a meridian, or Saw of a Segment, parallel to

the Axis. 1831 U. K. S. Nat. Philos. \\.Magnetism i. 6

The straight line joining the two poles of a magnet is called

its axis.

15. A main line of motion, growth, extension,

direction.
1818 W. LAWRENCE Nat. Hist. Man i. ii. (1848)09 Its axis

[of the femur] coincides with the centre of gravity of the

body- '*53 KANE Grinnell Exp. x. (1856) 75 The axis of

Baffin's Bay . . is from the north by east. Ioid.j6 The ice,

after changing its original axis of drift. 1855 OWEN Skel.

4- Teeth 6 In the direction of the bone's axis. 1867 A. BARRY
Sir C. Barry vii. 240 The principal axis of the building.

IV. Axis of reference.

16. Analyt. Geom. Each of the two intersecting

straight lines, by reference to which the position
of a certain point, the locus, is determined.
(Transf. from the geometrical treatment of conic sections.)

i8 TODHUNTER Plane. Co-ord. Geoin.

V. Comb. Axis-cylinder (or axis-band), see

quot. ; a/trie., as axis-ligament.
1839 TODD Cycl. Anat. >t Phys. III. 592/1 A central sub-

stance of nervous matter . . the axis-cylinder of Rosenthal.

1855 H. SPENCER Psycho!. (1872) 1. 1. ii. 27 The central fibre,

or axis-cylinder of a nerve tube. 1877 ROSENTHAL Muscles

$ N. 104 The axis-band, or axis-cylinder. 1877 BURNETT
Ear 72 In all its motion as a lever the hammer swings about

this axis-ligament as a fixed point.

AxisMae-ksis
1

!. Zool. [L., an Indian quadruped
mentioned by Pliny.] Name given by Buffon to

an Indian deer ( Cervus axis) known by sportsmen
as the Hog-deer.
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1601 HOLLAND Pliny vin. xxi. I. 206 A wild beast named
Axis, with a skin like a fawn. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. II.

72 The horns of the axis are round, like those of the stag.

1859 TENNENT Ceylon I. II. i. 157 The spotted axis troops in
herds as numerous as the fallow deer in England.

Axised (arksist), a. Possessing an axis.

1865 RUSKIN in Art-Jrnl. No. 41. 129/2 A little spinning,
askew-axised thing we call a planet.

i Axle 1
. 06s. Forms: 1-2 eaxl, exel, 1-3

exl, 38exl. [Common Teut. : OE. eaxl, fern., ON.
f>lr/(pl. axlir), OHG. ahsala, MHO. ahscl, mod.G.
achsel, OTeut. *ahsh'i, from same root as *ahsa:
seeAxji.- Cogn.w. l^axu/a, a/a.'] The shoulder.

1000 Sax. Letchd. II. 104 Weorp ofer eaxle, obbe be-
tweoh beoh. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Luke xv. 5 He hitt set on
his exla [Hatton eaxle] geblissiende. c 1175 Cott. Horn.

245 He hit berS an his eaxlun. 1*05 LAY. 18032 Hengen
an heore a:\le mucle wi-asxe.

Axle 2
(arks'l). Forms : 5-6 axil, 5-8 axel.

6-7 axell, 7 axile, 7- axle. For earlier forms in

comb., see AXLE-TKEE. [Not in OE. ; found in

i ,^th c. in the compd. axle-tree, ON. oxul-tre

'synonymous with the native AX-TREE), f. ON.
b'xull masc. = Goth. *alisuls, OTeut. *ahstilo-z,

deriv. of a/is-a ; thence the simple axle has been
since taken, and used in place of OE. <r.v, cax :

see Ax rf.-]

1. The centre-pin or spindle upon which a wheel

revolves, or which revolves along with it.

a. In carriages, properly, the rounded and more
slender ends of the axle-tree, or the pegs fastened

into the ends of the axle-tree, on which the wheel

actually revolves ;
but used to include the axle-

tree or axle-bar, especially when this is of one

piece with the axles proper, or when it revolves

with the wheels.

1634 MILTON Contns 96 The gilded car of day His glowing
axle doth allay In the steep Atlantic stream. 1703 MAUN-
DREI.L Jottrtt. Jems. (1721) 77 It turn'd upon two hinges in

the nature of Axels. 1799 TURNER Anglo-Sax. (1828) I. v.

70 Chariots with scythes at the Axles. 1831 J. HOLLAND
Alaniif. Metals I. 157 Iron axles are becoming almost as

common as once they were rare. 1870 BRYANT Homer II.

XVI. 132 Full many a chief Fell under his own axle from the

car. 1873 Daily AVictf 12 Sept. 43 The axle of a truck in

a coal train broke.

b. A central spindle of a wheel which revolves

along with it, as in the mechanical power called

whccl-and-axle, and its applications.
1730 DESAGULIERS Axis in Peritrochio in Phil. Trans.

XXXVI. 226 When we pull the Rope PA, we make the

Axel . . to wind itself up upon the Rope HD. 1829 U. K. S.

Nat. Philos. I. Mechanics n. vi. g 50 A modification of the

lever, called the axle in the wheel.

O.fig. (Cf. 'pivot.')
1635 AUSTIN Medit. 194 Since he . . makes that the Axell

for all his Commendations to Moove on. 1641 MILTON Ch.

Gcfi't. i. Wks. 1851, 98 All the moments . . of humane occa-

sions are mov'd to and fro as upon the axle of discipline.

f 2. The BEAM of a loom, on which the warp or

woven fabric is wound. Obs.

1635 AUSTIN Medit. 281 The wrought part [of a web] is

fastned to, and wrapt up about the Axell.

f 3. The imaginary line about which a planet, or

other body (or, in old cosmography, the heaven\
revolves. Also, poet., the pole, the sky or heaven

(cf. AXLE-TREE 4 b). Obs. exc. poet. (Replaced by
Axis.)
1596 FITZ-GEFFREY Sir F. Drake (1881! 20 None but old

Atlas . . Should under-prop the Axel of the west. 1635 N.
CARPENTER Geogr. Del. i. iii. 67 Themagneticall wier . . will

. . make a circumuolution about his owne Axell. a 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Wks. (17111 29/1 Heaven's axile seems
to bend. 1667 MILTON P. L. vin. 165 The earth . . With
inoffensive pace that spinning sleeps On her soft Axle. 1713
YOUNG Last Day I. 116 The blissful earth, who late At
leisure on her axle roll'd in state. 1850 MRS. BROWNING
Poet's I'oui i. xviii, Since earth on axle ran !

4. Comb, and Attrib. Axle-bar, an iron bar

serving the purpose of an axletree ; axle-bearing

(see quot.) ; axle-box, in a locomotive engine or

railway carriage, the box, usually of cast iron,

within which the ends of the axles revolve ; axle-

guards, the part of the frame in which the axle-

box slides up and down as acted on by the springs ;

axle-journal, axle-neck, the polished end of the

axle which revolves under the bearing in the axle-

box
; axle-nail, axle-pin, one of the two nails or

pins used to fasten a cart to the axle-tree ;
axle-

shaft, a driving shaft forming an extension of the

axle ofa wheel ; t axle-wood, wood for axle-trees.

See also AXLE-TREE.
1850 WEALE Diet. Terms, Axle bearing in locomotive en-

gines, the gun-metal, or other metal bearing, under which
the axle journal revolves [in the axle-box]. 1828 SIR H.

STEUART Planter's Guide 258 Three stages strongly bolted

to the crossbar, or axle-bed (as our workmen term it'. 1871

Daily News 23 Feb. , The wheels . . sunk up to the axle-boxes.

1876 Proc. Inst. Civ. Eng. XLVI. 92 Ordinary grease axle-

boxes weigh less than 3 cwt. the set. 1881 Casselts Techn.

Editc. No. 21. 174/1 The distance of the hind axle-flaps from

collars will be regulated by the width of the body across.

1485 1m. in Kifon Ch. Acts (1882) 373 Axilnayles, yl.

S3P PALSCR. 196/1 Axilnayle, chenille daixerl. 1513 FlTZ-

HERB. Hust>. 5 I.yn-pinnes of yren in the axiltre-endes .

AXOID.
ii . axil-pynnes of yren, or els of tough harde \votkle, 1837
Athenxum No. 510. ^65 Enabling the upright axle-shaft to
turn the millstone without additional gear. 1870 ALFORD
in Life (1873) 443, I am again down on the axle-springs
and must be braced up. 1562 Wills ff Inv. N. C. (1860)
208 Axlewayne nales. 1405 Fabric RolU York (1858) 34MM. ascelwod empto vis. 6V. i$6a MS. Ace. Bk. Vicars
Choral, York

t
Pro ii thousandes & di. axellwodde.

Axled (ot-ks'ld), a. [f. AXLE sb* + -ED 2.]
Furnished with an axle. (Chiefly in comb.)
1657 FORD Sun's Darling v. i. <i8n) 387 The waggoner

might thaw His chariot, axled with Kiphaean snow. 1791
HUDDESFORD Sail/tag, ii. 32 Her coral-axled car. 1869 Echo
3 Dec., The crank -axled machine.

1 A'xless, < Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
Ax s/>3 + -LESS.]

Without an axle or axles.

1598 SYLVESTER Da Hartas i i6o8> 770 To see that mighty
mound Hingeless and axless turn so swiftly round.

t A'xle-toO:th.. Obs. or dial. Forms : 5 axyl-
tothe, 7 axill-, axel-

; mod. dial, asil-, assal-,
assle-tooth. [a. Da. axel (

= ON. jaxl) molar

tooth, grinder + TOOTH : cf. Da. axel-tand axle-

tooth.] A molar tooth, a grinder.
1483 Cat/i. Angl. 16 Axyltothe, ittolaris,inaxillaris. 1607

WALKINGTON Opt. Glasse Humors 76 Teloose an axill tooth,
or an eye. 1657 TOMLINSON Renoits Disp. 211 His axle
teeth and also his gums fell out. 1691 RAY N. Coitntr.
n'ds. Pref, Axeltooth, dens molaris. 1808 JAMIESON Diet.,
Asil, Asil.tooth, the name given to the grinders, or dcntes

nwlares, those at the extremity of the jaw. 1875 Lane.
Gloss. (E. D. S.) Some co'n em wang an others assal.teeth.

Axle-tree (re-ks'l|tr/~X Forms: 3-4 axeltre,

4-6 axil-, axyl-, ;; axille-, exil-, exul-, exyl-, 6

assyl-tre, exeltree, 6-7 axell-, 7 axol-, axil-,
6-8 axel-, 6- axle-tree. [ME. axel-tre, a. ON.
oxul-tre, f. b'xull AXLE + tre TREE, synonymous
with the native AX-TREE. See AxLE 2

.]

(Axle-tree, being in earlier use than the simple axle, for-

merly included the sense of that word, and of axis. It is

now restricted to sense i, but axle is not kept quite distinct

from it in use : see that word.*

1. The fixed bar or beam of wood, etc., on the

rounded ends of which the opposite wheels of a

carriage revolve. The original and only surviving
sense. Axle-tree arms : the ends of the axle-tree

which project beyond the wheels.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21268 Quat quele mai be . . and quat

axeltre [?'. r. axil tre, axiltree], 1481-90 Hcr,vard Houseli.
Bits. 211 Ij. hopis to the exiltre. 1513 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 5

Lyn pinnes of yren in the axiltre endes. 1535 COVERDALK
i Kings vii. 30 Foure brasen wheles with brasen axeltrees.

1649 HI.ITH Eng. lmproi<. Intpr. (1653) ^7 The Beech . . is

very good Timber for . . the Husbandman, for Axol-trees.

1755 MRS. DELANY Diary III. 349 No harm but to the axle-

tree of theircoach. which broke. 1794 W. FELTON Carriages
(1801 ' I. 84 The arms of the axletree, which are made round,
but rather of a conical form. 1855 MACAULAY Frcdk. Gt.

47 [They] drove shabby old carriages till the axle-trees gave
way. x86a GRIFFITHS Artill. Man. 112 Axle-tree arm.

1 2. The spindle or AXLE of any wheel
;

the

'axle' in the Wheel-and-axle. Obs.

.1400 MAUNDEV. xvii. 181 A wheel, that turneth be his

Axille Tree. 1530 PALSGR. 196/1 Axiltre, aixsevl. 1659
LEAK Water-inks. 19 It ihall make the Wheel F to turn

half a turn by the Cord which is fastned to the Axletree of

the said Wheel. 1*64 EVELYN Syh>a n. vi. (1776) 370 For
the cogs of mills, posts to be set in moist ground, and Ever-

lasting Axle-trees.

tb./i'. (Cf. pivot, axis.)
c 1600 Revel. Golias, Their chaunginge mynde on tickell

axeltree, Is rold and tost about. 1646 Unkaffy Game
Scotch ff Eng. 9 You make his will the very Axeltree upon
which your argument turnes. 1674MARVELL Reh. Transf.
II. 171 A necessity . . which drove the great Iron nail

thorough the Axle-tree of Nature.

f3. A revolving or driving shaft. Obs.

1659 LEAK Water--.vks. 18 A straight Axeltree of wood, a

foot square, and 6o-foot high.

f4. = Axis: a. The imaginary or geometrical
line which forms the axis of revolution of any

body, e.g. the earth, a planet, the heavens. Obs.

1400 Epiph. (Turnb. 1843* 113 The axyltre betwene the

polys tweyne. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. m. i. ii. 280 A right

imaginative line, called of the Astronomers the Axletree of

the world, about the which the world continually turneth

like a Cart-wheele. io6SHAKS. Tr. q Cr. I. iii. 65 Strong as

the Axletree In which the Heauens ride. 1633 P. FLETCHER

Purp. 1st. IV. viii, Most like the poles in heavens Axletrees.

f b. poetically (transl. L. axis) : The pole of the

heaven ; the heaven, the sky. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis VI. ix. 3 Hir rosy
chariot the fresche

Aurora Amydwart of the heuynis assiltre Begouth for till

wproll. 1616 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. I. 7 And burne heauens

Ajceltree.

t C. The central line, e.g. the axis of vision.

16x4 WOTTON Archil. (16721 52 The Parts farthest from the

Axel-tree, or middle Beam of the Eye.

Hence A-xletreed a., furnished with an axle-tree.

1580 TUSSER Hush. (1878) 36 Strong exeltred cart.

Ax-man, axe- (*-ksm*n). [f.
Ax rf.i + -MAN.]

1. One who uses an ax in his work ; a woodman.

1809 J. BARLOW Columt. vi. 371 Scalpers, and ax-men

rush from Erie's shore. 1878 J. BL'LLER N. Zealand I. ii.

28 They worked as axe-men, sawyers, etc.

2. A warrior armed with a battle-ax.

1818 TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 218 Every axe-man who
had neither spear nor bow.

Axode, early pa. t. of ASK.

Axoid (ae-ksoid). [f. Ax-is + -OID.] A curve



AXOLOTL.

generated by the revolution of a point round an

advancing axis, e.g. the cycloid.

1876 Catal. Sci. App. S. Kens. No. 553 Conic axoids,

with corresponding spheric roulettes and profiles.

Axoide-an, a. [f. Axis, on imperfect analogy.]
= AXIAL.
1840 G. EI.LIS Anat. 276 The occipito-axoidean ligament.

Axolotl (arks<*l(7t'l). '/.ool. [the Aztec name.] A
batrachian reptile (Siredon pisciformc, family Pro-

teidin) found in Mexican lakes, resembling the sala-

mander in appearance, but, like all the Proteidx, re-

taining throughout life the gills of its young state.

1786 RUES Eneycl., Axolotl . . a singular fish found in the

lake of Mexico. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 187/1 Cuvier . . was

disposed to consider the axolotl as the tadpole of some of the

larger species of American salamanders. 1855 OWEN Skel.

ff Teeth 28 The axolotl has 4 fingers and 5 toes.

Axonometry (oeks<5hfrmetri'i. [f. Gr. ofoi/-

(afaiv) axis + perpia measurement : see -(O)METHY.]

Measurement of axes.

1865 Athenxnm No. 1960.688/2 Fundamental proposition

of axonometry.

Axonophyte (iks^-nJfsit). Bot. [f.
as prec.

+ Gr.
cf>
VTVV plant.]

' An amentaceous plant, the

flowers of which surround a common axis.' Syd.
Sol. Lex. 1881.

Axophyte (fe-ks^fsit). Bot. [f.
Gr. a(oi-v axis

+ tyvriiv plant.] A plant that has an axis or stem.

1857 HENFREY Bat. 15 Higher plants exhibiting the co-

existence of stem and leaf . . are called Axophyta.

AxotoniOUS (EekS(7't6mas), a. Min. [f.
as prec.

+ Gr. -rofi- cutting, stem of ri^vitv to cut + -ous.]

Having a cleavage perpendicular to the axis.

1834 ALLAN Mia. 145 Axotomous Augite Spar. 1850
ANSTED Jiltm. Geol. 204 Arsenical Pyrites . . An axotomous

variety.

Axse, obs. form of ASK.

t Ax-seed. Herb. Obs. [f. Ax sbl + SEED.]
= AX-FITCH.
1562 [See AX-FITCH]. 1597 GERARD Herbal n. (1633)

1236 a, In English Ax seed, Ax woort, Ax-fitch, and Hatchet

Fitch. 1611 COTGR., Le Ferde cheval, a kind of Axseed, or

small Pulse, called Horse-shooe.

Axses, -sen, obs. pi. forms of ASH sb.-

A'x-stone (te-ks|Sti7n). [f.
Ax sbl + STONE.]

A greenish variety of jade or nephrite, used, on

account of its toughness, by some of the natives

of South America, Polynesia, and other parts, for

making their stone hatchets.

iSilPlNKERTON/Vra/. 1.348. i8i6CLEAVELAND Min. 273.

Axt, obs. or dial. pa. t. of ASK.

) A'x-tree. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 3 ax-

treo, 4 exetree, 4-6 extre, 4-7 axtre, 5 axetre,

6-7 axtree, axe-tree, 6- (Sr.) extree, aixtree.

[f. Ax sb?- + TREE, in its sense of beam ; repr. an

OE. *eax-tre<nu. Cf. AXLE-TKEE from ON.]
1. The AXLE-TREE of a wheel. (Still dial.)

a 1230 Juliana 56 pat axtreo stod istraht . . in te twa sta-

nene postles. 1388 WYCLIF Ecclns. xxxiii. 5 An extre able

to turne aboute [1611 a rolling axeltree]. 1440 Promp.
Pam. 145 Exultre, or ex tre. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.

399/2 The one v/hele . . fyl of fro the axtre. 1566 in Invent.

11815! i66(jAM.)Twa gross culverinis. . mountit upoun their

stokis, quheillis, and aixtreis. 1573 COOPER Thesaur., Axis,
an extree. 1617 Janna Ling. 813 The axe tree . . broken in

the cart rut. 1675 HOBBES Odyss. 80 They mount into the

chariot . . The axtree groaned under them. Mod. Sc. The
wheels cam on" the aixtree.

f 2.= AXLE. Obs.

1659 LEAK Water-iuks. 10 If two Wheels are equal . . and
there be unequal Weights fastened to their Ax-trees.

f 3. = AXIS. Obs.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy I. iii, The sterres . . Whiche the

axtree rounde aboute gone. 1551 RECORDS Path. Knmvl.
i. Def., A right line drawen crosse these figures . . called an

axe lyne, or axtre. 1603 DRAYTON Bar. Warns vi. v, Two
stedfast Poles, Twixt which this All doth on the Axtree

move. 1657 WRIGHT in Phil. Trans. LIII. 76 Two equal

equidistant circles that have one common axtree.

Axunge (3e'ks:nd.z,). Also 6-8 auxunge, 7-8

(L.1 axungia. [a. F. axunge (mod. axonge), ad.

L. axungia, f. axis axle + ung-lre to grease.] The
rich internal fat of the kidneys, etc., especially that

of geese and pigs ; goose-grease, lard
;

also gen.

fat, grease, f Axungi'ety = prec. Axu-ngricras a.,

lard-like, greasy. Anrngionsness - AXUNGE.

1541 R. COPLAND Gttydon's Quest. Cyrnrg., The one

[maner of greas] is withoutforth nere to the skynne, and
that proprely is called adeps or fatnes. And y* other is in-

warde and nyghe to the bely, and proprely is called auxunge
or fat grease. 1611 Paneffyr. V. in Coryat's Crudities,

Where S. Nicolas knights [i. e. men who have been hanged]
not long before Had dropt their fat axungia to the lee. 1661

LOVELL Hist. Anitn.tr Min. 271 The axunge of cart whecles.

1754 SMELLIE Mid-Mif. I. Introd. 36 Lubricated with oil or

auxunge. I87SURE Diet. ArtszjS Axunge.hog's lard. 1399
A. M. Galielhoiier's Bk. Physic 40/2 Take the Axungietye of

a Goose. Ibid. 45/r Take the axungiousncs of a little boare-

pigge. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Pseitd. P.p. m. xxvi. (1686) 139

An axungious and thicker part subsiding.

tA'XWOrt. Herb. Obs. = AX-SEED.

1562 TURNER [see AX-FITCH). 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet.,

Encorvada, Axwurt, Secitridaca.

Axyl, -tre, obs. forms of AXLE, -TREE.

Ay- was formerly used indifferently with ai- in

many words : e. g. ay>i(e, ayel(e, ayle, ayme, ayne,
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ayr, ayre, ayte, ayiher, ayvcr. For such, see Ai-,

It also interchanged frequently with El-, EY- ; and

sometimes with A-, EA-, E-.

Ay, aye (?). "Jv. Forms : 3 a??, 3-4 ai, 5 ei,

aey, 6 ale, 4- aye, 3- ay. [Early ME. ajj, ai,

ei : a. ON. ei, ey, cogn. with OE. a (:*'/), ME.
a, oo, OS. co, OHG. co, io, MHG. ie, mod.G./<-,
Goth, a/if/, ace. of aiws '

age, eternity
'

: OTeut.

*aiwo-z, cogn. w. L. ivvu-m. Cf. Gr. de/, alfti
'

ever,' and alfwv-
'

age.' Preceded in Eng. by the

native a, 6, which also continued for several cen-

turies as the southern form : the two were combined
in the phrase

' for ay and oo.' Except in poetry, ay
is still northern. The spelling fluctuates between

ay and aye : the former is preferable on grounds of

etymology, phonology, and analogy. The word

rimes, in the literary speech, and in all the dialects,

with the group bay, day, gay, hay, may, way. On
the other hand, aye

'

yes
'

does not rime with these,

and should not be written ay. See AYE.]
1. a. Ever, always, continually; b. at all times, on

all occasions. (Now only in Sc. and north, dial.)
r 1200 OKMIN 3212 Hiss drinnch wass waterr a}} occ 333.

(izzo Hali ]\Ieid. 21 Ah schulen weimeres lead ai mare in

helle. c 1230 Gen. ff Ex. 5 Luuen god and seruen him ay.

c 1386 CHAUCER Monkes T. 197 An ydolaster was he ay. c 1400

Apol. Loll. 27 He do> ai bo Hingis )>at plesun God. a 1440 Sir

Degrev. 40 He bare the pryes aey. c 1440 Sir Gmvt/ierdZSy
260 Hyt hong ei be his syde. 1450 M YRC 452 The ioye bat laste|,

ay. 1509 BARCLAY Ship of l-'oolcs 115701 210 Flatterers ay

speake fayrest when they lye. 1561 LEIGH /IrwiorKPrel., But

from the light aie shrowds her selfc aside. 1605 SHAKS. Macb.
iv. i. 134 Let this pernitious houre Stand aye accursed in the

Kalender! 1724 A. RAMSAY Tea-'/'. Misc. (17331 I- 3 Its

sweets I'll ay remember. 1790 BURNS Tain O'Shanter, And
ay the ale was growing better. 1826 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr.
Wks. 1855 I. 252 They aye behaved generously to me.

f 2. with comparative degree. (Still in Sf)
a 1325 Mctr. Horn. 73 Ay the halyar that a man es, The

mar lufes he meknes. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. 136 And ay
be lenger ich lete be go be lasse treuthe ys with be. (-1400

Apol. Loll. 26 Ay be moo lusts bat J>ei haue here, ay be more
schal ben her peyn. Mod. Sc. Things grew ay the langer,

the waur [i.e. ever the longer, the worse].

3. Phrases : a. For ay : for ever, to all eternity.

Also amplified, for ever and ay; in ME. for ay
and o. (Only poet, in Eng. ;

in prose use in Sc.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 6218 pat suld vs serue for euer and ai.

.

6 His trauels do deserue our prayse for ay. 1706 DE FOE

Jure Div. Pref. 36 There let it ly for ever and for ay. 1838
MRS. BROWNING Rom. Ganges xvi, The love will last for aye.

f b. In aye : for ever. Obs.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixii. 9 God oure helper in ai es he.

4. As adj. Eternal. rare~ l

.

1839 BAILEY Festus xxv. (1848! 313 Whose flowings forth

are aye and infinite.

5. In comb. = Ever : a. with pples., as ay-dunn,
-living,-remaining, -ritnning,-vancd, AY-LASTING ;

b. with adverbs, as ay.forth. : ever onward. Also

AY-GREEN.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Eternel, euerlasting,

ayduring. 1589 Tri. Love fy Fortune m. in Hazl. Dodsl.

running by. 1649 DRUMMOND It-'A-s. (1711* 30/2 Ay-varied
bliss. I375 Joseph Arim. 126 pat he nas god ay forb.

J37S BARHOUR Bruce i. 14 That it lest ay furth in memory.I37S B

Ay (t
7i

), int. Forms: 3-5 ey, 5 ei, 7 eigh, 7-9
aye> 6- ay. [In the later ay me ! adopted from, or

influenced by, F. alii, a:, It. ahi ; cf. OF. aymi! It.

ahime ! Sp. ay de mi! The ME. ey, ei was prob-

ably a natural ejaculation ; nothing similar is found

in OE. : the MHG. and mod.G. ey! is probably of

independent development ; and though there is

greater possibility of its being an adoption of OF.

ai, this would almost certainly have given ay, ai,

which are not found even as variants in ME. The
modern northern dial, ay! eh! or eigh! (e) is prob-

ably the ME. ey!, but may be merely the earlier a.',

as OE. vid is now wae (
= vte) in the north.]

1. =Ah ! O ! (Now the common northern excla-

mation of surprise, invocation, earnestness.)

1340 Ayenb. 105 Ey god, huo bet coube wel al bane zang,
hou he ssolde vinde uayre notes, c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. T.

453 Ey C-oddis precious dignite ! 1693 W. ROBERTSON
Phraseol. Gen. 890 Eigh you mock me. 1863 MRS. TOOGOOD
Yorksh. Dial., Ay my word ! I am glad to see you.

_

2. Ay w<r.' = Alas! Ah me! an ejaculation of

regret, sorrow, pity.

1591 SPENSER Virg. Gnat 353 Ay me, that thankes so much
should faile of meed. 1671 MILTON Samson 331 Ay me, an-

other inward grief awak't. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II.

29 Ay me ! how dread can look the Dead. 1860 TENNYSON

Tithonus, Ay me ! ay me ! the woods decay and fall.

b. substantively . The ejaculation as an expression
of sorrow, etc.

1607 BEAUMONT Worn. Hatcrin. i, Draw Sonnets from the

melting lovers brain ; Ayme's, and Elegies. 16331'. ADAMS
Cotmtt. 2 Pet. \. 6 Aches and aye-mes are incident to in-

temperate houses.

AYE-AYE.

Ay, variant of AYE, yes; obs. f. ANY.

Ay(e, obs. form of EGG, and AWE.

11 Ayah. (ara\ Also in 8 eyah. [a. aya, aya

.(in various Indian vernaculars), a. Pg. aia (
= Sp.

aya, It. a/a) nurse, children's governess, fern, of

aio (Sp. ayo, It. ajo) a tutor. Introduced by the

Portuguese into India, where adopted in Anglo-
Indian from the vernaculars.] A native Hindoo
nurse or lady's maid.

1782 India Guz. 12 Oct., Eyah . . 5 Rupees a month. 1810

T. WILLIAMSON E. Ind. I'ade M. I. 337 The female who
attends a lady while she is dressing, etc. is called an Ayah.

1813 MRS. SHERWOOD Ayak fy Lady \. 7 This Lady paid her

Ayah seven rupees per month. 1848 CHAMBERS At/red in

Ind. 18 Ayahs, or ladies'-maids, who take care of very

young children. 1852 Land. Jrnl. g Oct. 66 Ellen's ayah
or native nurse who had accompanied her to England.

Ayal, variant of AIEL, Ola,, grandfather.

Ayder, -ur, obs. forms of EITHER.

Aye, ay (ai, 3\)* intcrj. (adv.\sb. Forms : 6-8

I, 7 ai, 7-9 ey, 7- aye, ay. [Appears suddenly
about 1575, and is exceedingly common about

1600
; origin unknown. The suggestion that it is

the same as AY adv. 'ever, always,' seems- set

aside by the fact that it was at first always written

/, a spelling never found with AY. But it may
have been a dialect foim of that word, from some
dialect in which it had passed through ihe senses

of always, in all cases, to by all means, certainly,

yes (cf. aye hut, in sense 2 b
;

and the history
of Ai.(iATE), and so have been taken in literary

English for a different word. It is less easy to

see in it a phonetic variant or dialect form of

ya
'

yea, yes.' Spelt both aye and ay : the former

is in accordance with parliamentary usage, and

better on every ground. Aye and eye (which

many identify in pronunciation, and which differ

at most only in the 'broader' or more back sound

of aye, are analogous diphthongal words usefully

distinguished by their final e from the regular pro-
nunciation of -ay, -ey, in bay, day, gay, hay, etc.,

and bey, dey, grey, they, convey, etc. : see AY.]
A. int. (adv. '<)

1. As an affirmative response to

a question : Yes ;
even so. Common dialectally,

and in nautical language ;
the formal word used in

voting 'yes' in the House of Commons; but not

used for '

yes
'

in modern educated speech or

writing, except as an archaism.

1576 Tyde Taryetk no Man in Collier's E. E. Pop. Lit. 12

If you say I, syr, we will not say no. 1594 DRAYTON Idea

57 Nothing but No and I, and 1 and No. 1637 HEYWOOU
Royall King n. iv, Me my Lord ? King. Ey you my Lord.

1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. 11. 124 Ai, ai, so I mean. 1711 J. GREEN-
WOOD Eng. Gram. 1 59, / for J 'es, is used in a hasty or merry

Way, as / Sir, I Sir. 1743 Land,
f,- Country Brt-.c. iv. 284

Hye, says the Victualler,
I believe I shall never stand it.

1823 BYRON Island M. xxi,
'

Ey, ey !' quoth lien,
' not new,

but news enow.' 1858 LONGF. M. Standisfi iv. 33 The shouts

of the mate, and the sailors' 'Ay, ay.
Sir!' 1878 Miufxe

ofPoets 53 The mate sprang forward and cried
'

Aye, Aye !

'

1882 Daily Nfivs 22 Feb. 2/3 The Speaker \ must put the

question to the House, as it stands, and the House must say
'

Aye
'

or ' No.'

2. a. Indicating assent to a previous statement,

and preliminary to a further or more forcible one.

1598 B. JONSON Ev, Man in Hum. \. \, I, so I do. 1670
R. COKE Disc. Trade 46, I, and the Law . . Bars us of any
future supply. 1714 ADDISON Sped. No. 568 F i Ay, Answer
that if you can, Sir. 1821 KEATS Isabel xxiv, To-day we

and broadest meaning.
b. Aye, hit . . . Indicating provisional assent to

a statement for the sake of rebutting it.

1589 NASHE Almond'far Parr 43, I, I, my maisters, you

may mocke . . but I warrant you, etc. 1640 J. DYKE Worthy
Connmm. 122, I ; but you doe us wrong. 1662 DRYDEN Wild
Gallant Wks. 1725 I. 94 He shall set thee forth I warrant

thee. Burr. I, but where's the Money for this? 1875 H.

E. MANNING Mission II. Ghost x. 282 Ay, but it was not

only men who have so endured. We have known young
girls . . rise up with the courage of confessors.

B. as sb. An affirmative answer or vote
;

in //.

(elliptically) those who so vote.

1589 Marprel. Epit. B iij, Here then is the puritans I . .

and M. doctors no. 1669 MARVELL Corr. 127 Wks. 1875 II.

289 The ayes proved 138 and the noes 129. 1771 Jmiivi
Lett. xliv. 238 A simple ay or no. 1851 HT. MARTINEAU Hist.

Peace ^877) III. iv. x. 69 The ayes were loud and multitu-

dinous. 1857 TOULM. SMITH Parish 62 The whole number

present . . must range themselves, aye and no, on the two oppo-
site sides of the room. x88a Daily AVrcs 30 Mar. 4/7 If the

Ayes have it, Mr. Marriott's hostile resolution will be rejected.

Aye, variant spelling of AY adv. ever.

A-year, phrase = in the year, per annum : see

A /re/.
1 and YEAR.

Aye-aye (ai-aiO. Zoo!, [a. F. aye-aye, a. Mala-

gasy ai'ay' (also dialectally ahay, haihay)
'

sup-

posed to receive its name from its peculiar cry,'

Richardson Malagasy Diet.] A quadrumanous
animal (Cheiromys Madagascariensis), nocturnal,

squirrel-like, of the size of a cat, found only in

Madagascar, where it was first noticed by Sonnerat,

7b'



A-YELP.
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** *s classed with the Lemurs, but in many

points approaches the Kodentia.
1781 PENNANT Quadrupeds (1792) II. 138 Aye-Aye S[quir-

rel], with broad ears. .Inhabits Madagascar, .takes itsnamt
from its cry. 1817 GRIFFITH Cuvier's Anim. A". III. 86 Hut
one species of the Aye-Aye is known. 186* Lond. A'tT.

30 Aug. 198 The most interesting of recent acquisitions of
the Zoological Society, is the Aye-Aye of Madagascar.

A-yelp (a,ye-lp), advb. phr. [A prep* + YELP.]
On the yelp, yelping,
1855 BROWNING Men % Worn. I. i y8 The Kennel's a-yelp.

Ayen(e, ayenst, etc., obs. ff. AGAIN, -ST.

t Aye'nbite. Obs. [f. ayen t AGAIN + BITE
;

ME. translation of L. rcmorsiis^ Remorse.
1340 Ayenb. i pis hoc is dan Michelis of Northgate . . J?et

hatte Ayenbyte of inwyt. 1878 M. COLLINS Village Com. II.

ii. 17 That remorse, that ayenbite ito use good English), can

only be felt by the spirit which has kinship to the Divinity.

Ayer^e, variant of AVKE v. Obs. to travel, march.

Ayer;e, ayerie, obs. ff. Am, HEIR, AEKIE.

Ayghe, variant of aye, AWE sb. 1

Ay-green (^'"grrn). Herb. [
= Evergreen :

see AY adv. 5.] The house-leek.

1562 TURNER Herbal \\. 1331, In English Housleke, and
of sopie Singren, but it ought better to be called Aygrene.
1693 W. ROBERTSON Phraieol. Gen. 192 An Herb always
green, called Ay-green, or Sea-green, Everlasting, House-
leek. 1721 BAILKY, Aigreen. 1863 R. PRIOR Plant-it.^ Aye-
green . . from its conspicuous tufts of evergreen leaves.

t AygUOUS, a- Obs. rare~ l

. [a. O K. aiguatx
: L. aqttos-nm watery, f. aqua water.] Watery.
1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Cyrnrg., The bladder

. . is a receyuer of ayguous superfluytees of the kydnees.

Ayhefn, a;e, ohs. forms of AGAIN.

t Ayie'ld, v. Obs, Forms : i asieldan, a^yldan,
4 ayild, a-,eld, 5 ayelde. [OE. a^icldan, f. A-

prtf. i up +/<.'/</# to YIELD, give.] To yield up.
a 1000 SottfsComplaynt 91 pa.-t Jm ne scyle. .riht a^ieldan.

1:1325 Rembrttn 475 IHaitiw.) Ayild the to this knight.
(.- 1380 Sir Fcrnnib. 2444

'

pef,' saide he.-'a^eld be, bov
schalt dye.' c 1450 Paper Roll m yd Rep, R. Comm. Hist.
jl/.S\V. 280/1 To ayelde up . . the seid towne of Anyoies.
t Ay-lasting, a. Obs. Forms : 4 ay-, ai-

lastand^e, ai-, ay lasting, 7 aye-lasting. [See
A\ ai/v. =.] Everlasting. Hence Aylastingly adv.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prosn Tr, 118661 1 Ay-lastande saluacyone

es hopede. 1*1340 Alex. <y Dind. 70 Ailastinge lif. 'c 1400
Afol. Loll. 55 Ay lasting deb. 1603 FLOKIO Montaigne in.

vi. 11632) 506 Aye-lasting and commendable memory, c 1400
Apol. Loll. 7 Ordeyning aylastingly be contrary.

Ayl(e, obs. f. AIL, AISLE,

Aylyng, obs. f. AILING (here = injuring, damage).
c 1400 Destr. Troy v. 1577 The strete by the sydes . . Was

archet full Abilly for [
= against] aylyng of shoures.

Ayme, obs. form of AIM.

Ayme, obs. way of writing AY ME ! see AY int.

Aymer, obs. form of EMBER.

t Ayiuoiit. Obs. rare. [a. OF. ai'mant
t

in

Palsgr. aymanf, cogn. with Pr. ayman, aziman,
adiman : pop.L. *aaimant-ffft, for L. adamant-cm]
= ADAMANT.
1340 Ayenb. 187 Hy byeb harde as an aymont.
Aynd, -ing, -less, Sc. forms of ANDK, etc.

t Ayne, a- Obs. but see EIGNE. [a. OF. aint,
earlier aisn'\ ainsnc, f. ains before + ne born. As
in some other words (e.g. assign sb.-), the final e

became mute in Eng.] First-bom, eldest, EIGNE.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 164/4 He that entred fyrst is

called ayne and grete and he that cometh after shalbe
called lasse. c igoo Partenay 1695 Ayne and eldeste.

t AyneSS. Obs. Mctaph. [f.
AY adv. + -NKSS.]

Kverlastingness ; applied as a special term to the

'second degree of eternity' possessed by angels
and spirits.

1587 (TOLDING De Mornay ix. (1617! 141 The measure of
such things as haue a fixed and stable being, and yet haue
also a certaine succession m their operations, of which sort

are the vnderstanding Spirits or Angels; and this is pro-
perly called Aynesse.

Ayo'nd, ayo'nt, prep., dial.
[f.

A- pref. 2

+ YOND ;
cf. beyond, and the double forms afore,

before, etc. (Ayont is the mod. .Scotch and north.

Eng. dial, form.)] Beyond, on the other side of.

1734 A. RAMSAY Tea- T. Misc. (i733> I. 84 Down ayont the

ingle he sat. 1803-49 MANGAN Poems (1859) 375 Ayond the

gloom of thy sunken cell. 1826 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks.
1855 I. 145 The flock are ayont the knowes. 1837 MARRVAT
Dog Fiend mx.! I went out to the Nab buoy, and a mile

ayond it. 1855 m W'hitby Glossary.

Ayi\e, obs. form of AIR, EYRE, HEIR.

t Ayre, ayere, f -
l Obs. [a. OF. erre-r, 3 sing.

pres. eifft earlier cdrar (in St. Leger) : L. iterare

to journey, proceed, march, f. iter journey. Cf.

FAKE, ERRANT.] To march, proceed, make one's

way ; to move about (as opposed to remain still).

c 1400 Destr. Troy xvii. 7502 J>en Achilles cherfull, it his

choise cosyn . . Ayren vnto Ector angardly sore ! c 1440
Morte Arth. 455 There awes none alyenes to ayere appone
nyghttys.

f Ayre, v2 Obs. [variant of EAR.] To plough.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 175 Ayre vp the erthe on ardagh wise.

Ayre, obs. bad form of YABE a. ready.
?r 1475 Sqr. loioe Degre 501 Anone the squyer made him

ayre, And by hym selfe forth can he fare.

Ayre, -ie, -y, obs. forms of HEIR, AERIE.
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Ayrer, variant of EVRER.

Ayrshire (ea-jjaa), a. and sb. A breed of
horned cattle named from the shire or county of

Ayr in Scotland, and esteemed for dairy farming.
1856 Fanner's Mag. Nov. 412 Cattle, half-bred Shorthorns

and Ayrshire*.

Aysel, -ylle, early var. EISELL, Obs., vinegar.
Ayth, obs. Sc. form of OATH.

Ayther, obs. form of EITHER.

t Ay-when, adv. Oks. rare.
[f. AY + WHEN ;

cf. next.] At every time, always.
^1485 Dighy Myst. (1882) Mor. Wisd. 345 And ther-in I

temple hym ay whan.

t Aywhere, adv. Obs. Forms : I jeshwser,
eshuaer, -hwer, eghwar, 3 aihware, aiware,
eihwer, 4 ayquar^e, aywhare, 5 aywhore, 4-5
aywhere. [OE. ifg/isvser, for KgefatHcr, cogn. with
OHG. eogihwar, f. d ever + gehwjer everj'where,

'ubique.' See YWHERE. Thus really the 'equiva-
lent of ever-ywhere, but in ME. phonetically re-

duced so as to look like a compound of AY 'ever'

and WHERE
;
hence ay--v!ien.'\ Everywhere.

c 1000 Ags. Gvsp. Mark xvi. 20 Hi Sa farende ar^hwar
bodedon [Linitisf. eghuair; Riisfai: e?;hwer]. nzoo '1'rin.

Call. Horn. 222 He be godes wille do3 aihware. rizzo
Hali Meid. 39 Te weane eihwer passeS be winne. a 1250
Owl q Night. 216 Ho had i-lorned wel aiware. ^1300 A'.

A Us. 6754 Kghwar by my weyes. c 1315 E. E. A Hit. /'. B.
228 On vch syde of be worlde aywhere ilyche. c 1460
Tmt'tu-ley Myst. 115 To slepe aywhore. 1470 HARUING
Chron. xcv, As myster was ay where.

Azalea t.az^-1/a). Bot. PI. -as. [a. mod.L.
azalea ;Linn.l, a. Gr. dfoAta, fem. of dfaXf'os dry;
so named either from the dry soil in which it

flourishes, or from its dry brittle wood.] A genus
of shrubby plants (N.O. Eritacea), natives of the

northern hemisphere, growing in sandy soil, and

blooming profusely, with showy and mostly fragrant
flowers, pure white or yellow, or streaked and
stained with crimson. The one British species

(A. procumbent], found in the Scotch Highlands,
is by some made a distinct genus, Loiseleuria.

1753 in CHAMBERS OK/. Snf>j>. 1803 J. AuERCROMBiEGVirrf.
Calend. 605 Hardy kinds of flowering shrubs and trees . .

Such as roses . . dog-woods, azaleas. 1881 ELACK.MORE
Christa-vcll i, The white chalice of azalea.

Azarole (arzariwl). Bot. Forms : 7 azeroll,
8 azerole, 7-9 azarole. [a. F. azerole (written

by Tournefort azarole], cogn. with Sp. acerolo, aza-

rolla, Pg. azerola, It. azzeruola, ad. Arab. . .cjl

az-zuc.nlr, applied to the same fruit.] The fruit

of the Neapolitan Medlar, a species of hawthorn

{Crata-giis azarolus) ;
also applied to the tree

itself, sometimes called, after Fr., Azerolier.
1658 KVELYN I''r. Gard. 11675) 268 Cormes, services, aze-

rolls, and the like. 1693 De la Quint. Cotnpl. Gard. 67
Quinces bear almost in the same manner with Rasberries,
Azeroliers, and Pomegranates. ibid. (Diet.) Azeroll-

Trees, ar Garden-Haw-Trees, which are usually planted
against Walls. 1725 HKAULEY Fam. Diet, s.v., The Azerole
is indeed a kind of Mtdlar. 1864 MRS. WOOD Trev. Hold
II. i. i Leaping a dwarf hedge of azaroles.

Azedarac xaze-danek). Bot. Also 8-9 -ach.

[a. F. azeJarac, Sp. acedaraque, a. Pers. vuJ.,j
iljl

azad dirakht '
free (or noble) tree.' The tree and

name were probably introduced into Spain and

Sicily by the Arabs.]
1. A lofty tree (Melia Azedaradi), with bipinnate

leaves and large bunches of fragrant lilac-coloured

flowers, a native of the East Indies, but now com-
mon in Spain, Southern France, and South America.
Also known as Bead-tree, Pride of India, False

Sycamore, and Holy-tree.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. , Azedarach . . the Bead-tree.

1852 i'n. Ross lliiinbt>ldt's Trav. 1 1. xvi. 3 Paths bordered
with azedaracs. 1878 Masque ofPoets 30 Where clear-green

chrysoberyl glows Beside azedarac in rows.

2. Pharm. The bark of the root of this tree used
in medicine. 1853 in MAYNE,

Azitne, variant of AZYME.
t A'zimeiie, a. Astral. Obs. (See quot.)
1647 LIU.Y Clir. Astrol. xix. 1 18 Degrees lame and deficient

Vtotc, called by some Azimene degrees). 1678 PHILLIPS,
Azettien. 1819 J. WILSON Diet. Astrol., Aziiitcne or Weak
and Lame Degrees . . when they ascend at a birth, render
the native lame, blind, etc.

Azimuth (:e-zim<''J>). Forms: 4-5 azimut,
azymut, 4-7 azymuth, 6 azumuth, (7 azimynth,
-moth), 6- azimuth. [a. F. azimut, cogn. with

It. azzimutto, Pg. azimuth, ad. Arab. iij__~JI

as-sumut, i.e.as = al the + sumut, pi of saint way,
direction, a direction or point of the compass or

horizon, and the arc extending from it to the

zenith. Cf. ^Ul i"- samt-al-ra's the direction

or point over head, whence the term ZENITH. With
the form azimynth cf. It. aziminthi (Florio).]
1. An arc of the heavens extending from the

zenith to the horizon which it cuts at right angles ;

the quadrant of a great circle of the sphere passing

AZO3STIC.

through the zenith and nadir, called an azimuth-
circle.

ciyyt CHAUCER Astral, i. g 19 From this senyth . . ther
come a maner krokede strikes like to the clawes of a coppe
. . kervyng ouerthwart the almikanteras. And thise same
strikes or diuisiouns ben cleped azymuthz. Thise Azimutz
seruen to knowe the costes of the firmament. 1594 J. DAVIS
Seamatis Seer, n.fifoyj 8 Circles of Azumuths, or verticall

circles, are quarters of great circles, concurring together in
the Zenith. 1598 SYLVESTER Da Bartas 11608) 299 The
"aimyeantharats, With th'a2imynths. 1651 BIGGS Nnv Disp.
f 157 Several! azimuths meeting in the Zenith. 1796 HUTTON
Math, Diet. I. 178/2 These azimuths are represented .. on
the globe by the quadrant of altitude. 1874 MOSELEY
Astron. ix. 45 If a great circle . . be imagined to be drawn
from the zenith . . to the horizon, through any star . . it is

called the azimuth circle of that star.

2. The angular distance of any such circle from
a given limit, e.g. a meridian. Hence, the true
azimuth of a heavenly body is, the arc of the
horizon intercepted between the north (or, in the
Southern hemisphere, south} point of the horizon
and the point where the great circle passing through
the observed heavenly body cuts the horizon. Its

magnetic azimuth is the arc intercepted between
the magnetic meridian and this great circle.

Azimuth compass : a minutely divided mariner's compass,
fitted with vertical sights, used for taking the magnetic
azimuth of a heavenly body. Azimuth dial: one whose
gnomon is perpendicular to the .plane of the horizon. Azi-
titut/t mirror: an instrument placed on the glass cover of
a mariner's compass and used for taking azimuths.
i6a6 CAPT. SMITH Acciti. Yng. Seamen 36 Learne to ob-

serue . . the Sunnes Azimuth and Almicanter. 1697 DAM-
PIER Voy. (1729) I. 531 The Azimuth Compass, an Instru-
ment more peculiar to the Seamen of our Nation. 1762-9
FALCONER Shipwr. \. 740 The pilots now their azimuth
attend. 1834 U. K. S. Nat. Philos. III. Astrvn. xiii. 255/1
The true azimuth, compared with the magnetic azimuth,
will give the deviation of the compass.
b. In azimuth : in a horizontal circular direction.

1831 BKEWSTER Oftics xiv. 123 If we turn the steel plate
round in azimuth. 1879 G. PRESCOTT .^. Telephone 269 The
mirror is so mounted as to swing in azimuth.

3. transf. andy%-. Horizontal angle, or direction ;

point of the compass.
1667 SIR R. MORAY in rhil.Trans. 11.477 Note also, at what

Azimuth the Mark stands from the Gun. 1831 BREWSTER
Optics xix. 167 Reflected from the second plate, at the azi-

muths 90"' and 270. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea iv. 245
Wind gauges .. to show the inclination, as well as the
Azimuth of the wind. 1867 CARLYLE Remin. II. 52 How he
found his way thither I know not (perhaps in a cab, if quite
lost in his azimuth).

Azinnitlial (se'zimi^al), a. [f. prec. + AL*.]
1. Of or pertaining to the azimuth

;
used in taking

azimuths.

1654 S. FOSTER (titled Elliptical, or Azimuthal Horolo-

giography. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 435 The Suns Azimuthal
Distance from the Meridian. 170* WALLIS ibid, XX 1 11.

1 1 10 The Azimuthal Points of the Horizon. 1841 BREWSTER
Mart. Sc. m. iv. 1.18561 216 A brass azimuthal quadrant.
2. In azimuth, in a horizontal circle. Azimuthal

error (of a transit instrument) : its deviation in

azimuth from the plane of the meridian.

1863 Conih. Mag. VII. 385 For azimuthal error, that is for

the amount that the transit deviates from the north and
south line. 1876 CHAMBERS Astron. 668 By means of a
screw a small azimuthal motion may be imparted. 1880
Nature XXI. 211 The azimuthal rotation of the clouds.

Azimu tlially (cf. prec.), adv. [f. prec. + -LY'^.]

In azimuth, in a horizontal circle.

1867 DKNISON Astron. without Math. 313 Herschel's great

telescope was set in a frame which also turned azimuthally.

Azo- (x'zo-}. Chem. Short combining form of

AZOTE, nitrogen. Used to form the names of:

1. gen. Compounds containing nitrogen, as Azo-

liirniic, nitrogenized humic ^acid) ; Azoli'tmin,
the principal colouring matter of litmus ; Azole-ic,
an acid formed by treating oleic with nitric acid.

2. spec. Substitution compounds in which nitrogen
takes the place of another element, as in the Azo-

pa-raffins, formed from the paraffins by substitu-

tion of I atom of nitrogen for 3 of hydrogen :

e.g. azo~tnethane hydrogen cyanide, azo-ethane =

methyl cyanide, azo-propane
= &hy\ cyanide, etc.

3. more partictilarly. Compounds derived from

the aromatic hydrocarbons, which contain nitro-

gen combined in a peculiar way, constituting the

azo- and diazo- compounds, or azo- derivatives, e. g.

azobenzcnc, azotoluene ; diazo-amidobenzene, diazo-

bromide
;
whence adjectives as azohenzo'ic, etc.

1881 DARWIN Veg. Mould v. 242 Some of the acids, which
were called long ago azohumic, are enabled to dissolve col-

loid silica in proportion to the nitrogen which they contain.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 731 Azolitmin is a red-brown

amorphous powder. 1880 CLKMENSHAW Wnrtz Atom. The.

219 Those very remarkable organic combinations known as

azo- and diazo-compounds. 1880 FRISWELL in Soc. A rts Jrni.

445 Known as the azo-yellows, oranges, and scarlets.

Azoic (azJtt'ik), a. [f. Gr. af<u-os (f. a priv. +

anj life) -f -ic ; cf. F. azootique!\ Having no trace

of life ; in Geol., Containing no organic remains.

1854 PAGE Text-bk. GeoL 39 Azoic Period. 1873 W. THOM-
SON Depths ofSea iv, 192 The bottom of the Mediterranean
at depths beyond a few hundred fathoms is nearly azoic.

Azonic (azfrnik), a. [a. Gr. Af*wf (better
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a 0/1/0?), f. d priv. + fontf belt, zone, region : see

-ic.] Not confined to a zone or region, not local.

1795 T. TAYLOR Apitleius (1822* 325 This order is called,

by the Chaldaean theologists, azonic. 1870 EMERSON Sec.

<y Stfhf. vlii. 163 The 'azonic' and the 'aquatic Gods.'

Azoology (arz^'lodiji). [f. Gr. dfaos lifeless

+ -\oyia: ^ec -LOGY.] The scientific study of in-

animate nature.

1817 Month, Mag. XLIII. 10 With Perception he con-

joined Zoology ; with Retention, Azoology.

Azorite (wzorait). J//.
\f. Azores, the islands

where found + -ITE.] A white mineral crystallizing
in minute octahedrons, occurring in albitic rock ;

according to Hayes, a columbate of lime.

1868 DANA Min. 761.

Azote (EtzJu't). Chem. Also 8-9 azot. [a. F.

azote, f. Gr. d priv. + ty-tw a-civ to live, ^OJT; life.

Littre points out that this word (like oxygen} is

not etymologically formed, since Gr. a^otros means

'ungirt.'] The name given by Lavoisier, from its

inability to support life, to the gas now known as

nitrogen.
1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. i. 73 note* Azote . . combined

with Calorique or heat, forms azotic gas . . and composes
two thirds of the atmosphere. 1791 HAMILTON Bertholtet's

Dyeing I. i. n, j, Azot in its elastic form constitutes . .

phlogisticated gas. 1848 CAKI-ENTKR Anint. P/iys. 25 Most
plants require the element -nitrogen or azote as one of the

materials of their growth.
b. Jig, 1850 M'CosH Div. Gcn't. 11. ii. (1874) 209 Unlike

that air, all azote,
lof which the Atheist breathes. 1865 \V.

PALCRAVE Arabia I. 149 The noxious Wannabee atmo-

sphere, the purest azote of Mahometanism.
Hence : tA'zotaue [see -ANE 2 a], Davy's name

for Chloride of Nitrogen. Azotine (cvz<Vtoin\ a

residuum of melted wool, rich in nitrogen, resulting
from the action of superheated steam on mixed
cotton and woollen rags, f A'zotite, a salt of

azotous acid, a nitrite. \ Azotous (azJu'tas), a.,

nitrous. f Azoturet (azJu'tiiiret), a nitride.

Azotoiueter (sez0tfmftai), an apparatus for

measuring the amount of nitrogen present.
1827 FARADAY Cheat. Manip. xix. 501 Tube syringes . . for

the removal of azotane. 1884 Munch. K.vain. 20 Oct. j/i
The residue, which has received the name of azotine . . is

valuable on account of its nitrogen. i854ScoKFEKN in Orr's
Circ. Sc. Chem. 326 Hyponitrous acid, termed by Graham . .

azotous, or nitrous acid. 1819 CHILDREN Chem. A mil. no
Azoturet of potassium or sodium, .the compound formed by
heating potassium or sodium in dry ammoniacal gas. 1876
Catal. Sci. App. S. Kens. No. 2564 Improved Azotometer.

A'zoth. Alch. Forms: 5 azot, 7 azoch, 7-9
azoth. [Corruption (ultimately) of Arab. (JU-M

az-zdilq : see ASSOGUE. Cf. F. azoth, Sp. azogtte.~]

a. The alchemists' name for mercury, as the es-

sential first principle of all metals, b. The uni-

versal remedy of Paracelsus. Alsoy^r
.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch, v. in Ashm. > 16521 77 With Water
of Azot to make lac virginis. 1610 B. JOXSON Alch. n. iil,

Your lato, azoch, zernich. 1655 '!' VAt'tiHAN Euphrates
105 That glassie Azoth of Lullie. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.,

Paracelsus's azoth. .is pretended to have been a preparation
of gold, silver, and mercury. 1835 BROWNING Paracets, v.

Wks. 1883 I. 183 Last, my good sword ; ah, trusty Azoth,
leapest Beneath thy master's grasp for the last time?

Azotic (a/ftik), a. Chcni. [f.
AZOTE + -ic

;
cf.

F. azotiqne^\ Of, pertaining to, or chemically

compounded with, azote. ^Azotic air or gas:
nitrogen. -\Azotic acid', nitric acid. Also Jig*

deadening, dulling.
1791 HAMILTON BerthnUefs Dyeing 1. 1. 1. iii. 55 No change

of colour takes place in azotic gas. 1806 W. TAYLOR in

Ann. Rei>, IV. 720 We steep their youth in ceaseless azotic

confinement. 1830 LINDLF.Y Nat. Syst. Bnt, 168 The presence
of azotic products in the vegetable kingdom. 1868 DUNCAN
Insect IV. Introd. 12 A strong pungent odour analogous to

that of azotic or nitric acid.

Azotize (cxrzJtaiz), v. f f. AZOTE + -IZE.] To

nitrogenize ; hence, to deprive of oxygen, leaving

nitrogen only. A'zotized ppl. a,, nitrogenous,

containing nitrogen.
1804 Edin. Rev. III. 421 What was formerly called.,

deoxygenating the system these writers term azotising.

1819 BRANDK Cnt-ttt., Belonging to the class of azotized

basic bodies . . [are] tea and coffee. 1859 CARPENTER Anim.

Phys. vii, The Kidneys . . throw off the azotized compounds
which result from the decomposition of the tissues.

II Azulejo (abUT-h<7). [Sp., f. azitl blue, AZURE.]
A kind of Dutch glazed tile painted in colours.

1854 SCOFFERS in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 430 The azulejos or

coloured tiles, found in the Alhambra. 1874 O'SHAUGHNESSY
Mits. <y Moonlight 36 The quaint rich azulejos, with their

own Melodious manner of bright metaphor.

AzTiline ^arzi//bin\ [? f. Sp. azul blue + -INE ;

cf. azttrine.'] A particular shade of blue.

1864 (1. GLADSTONE in Reader 8 Oct. 450/3 Solutions of
chromium salts . . litmus, azuline. 1883 M. HAWF.IS in Con-

temp. A"ft 1
. 423 Shades of colour known by such names as . .

Magenta, Alexandra blue, azuline.

Azure (K'gaj, t^'CuX sb. and a. Forms : 4
azer, 4-5 asur(e, 5 -aser^e, aserre, 6 asour,

aisur, 7 azur, 5- azure. [a. OF. azur, asur

(nthc.), cogn. with Pr., OSp. aznr
t Pg., Sp. aziil,

It. azzurro, azzuolo^ med.L. azura, azzurntn, azo-

/;//, adaptations of Arabic (al-}lazwardt
a. Pers.

JJ3;^ hijiiwdi lazhivard, lapis lazuli, blue

colour. The initial / is absent in the Romance

langs., apparently having been dropped along with
Arabic article a/-, or as if it were the article /'. It

remains in med.Gr. X.a(ovptov, and med.L. lazurius,

/azur, laznlus, lapis lazuli, literary forms taken

directly from oriental authors or sources.]
1. The precious stone lapis lazuli.

(-1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1411 Al in asure & ynde enau-

mayld. Ibid. 1457 Bassynes ful bry^t of brende golde clere,

Enaumaylde with azer. c 1374 CHAUCKK Troylus ill. 1321
A broche of golde and asure. c'1435 Torr, Portugal 351
Ther gold and sylvyr wase spred, And asur that wase blewe.

1509 BARCLAY Ship of Fooles (1570) 169 This tombe was . .

set with precious stone, Alayde with asour. 1615 ( i.

SANDYS Trav. 65 Richly gilded, and adorned with Azure,
and Mosaicke workmanship. 1783 W. F. MAKTYN Geog.
3Iag. I. i ji About Taurih, the mineral azure is also found.

2. A bright blue pigment or dye ; cllipt. a fabric

dyed of this colour. A. ofAlniayne'. ? Prussian blue.
i Ultramarine is made from powdered lapis lazuli.)

f 1374 CHAUCKR Anel. fy Arc. 330 Youre figure Before me
stante Cloothed in Asure. 1430 I,YDG. Chron. Troy i. ii,

And gan forthwith with golde and asure paint. 1502 A i;-

NOLD Chron. 169 Make an hole in a tree . . doo in y* hole

good asure of almayne . . and the frute shalbe blew colour.

1552 Act 5-6 l-'.dw. l~I, \\. n All broad IMunkels, Azures,
l^lewes and other coloured Cloth. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
II. 484 Cfieruleuni or A/ur, is a certaine sandy grit or ponder.
1875 VKI-; Diet. Arts I. 874 The darkest-coloured smalts,
known as King's-blue or azure.

3. Her. The blue colour in coats of arms, repre-
sented in engraving by horizontal lines.

a 1330 Sire Degnrre^^, With the scheld of asur, And thre

bor hciiedes ther in. 1429 /W. Poems 1 18591 ^- 142 Thrc
flour-de-lys of gold, The tickle of asure. 1610 Ciwii.i.iM

Heraldry i. iii. <i66o> 19 lllew . . in Blazon is termed Azure.

1751 CHAMBERS Cyc/.,Asitre . . signifies the blue colour in the
coats of arms of all pcrsoTis under the degree of a baron.

1838 l\'nny Cycl. XII. 143/2.

4. The clear blue colour of the unclouded sky,
or of the sea reflecting it. (Originally, the deep
intense blue of more southern latitudes.)

1481 CAXTON Myrr. \\.
yiii.

Si The colour of Asure lyke
unto the heuen whan it is pure and clere. 1656 COWLKY
Duridcis n. Wks. I. 354 He cuts out a Silk Mantle fn.m tin;

Skies, Where the most sprightly Azure pleas'd the Eyes.
1725 Poric Odyss, i. 408 Celestial azure brightning in her

eyes. 1823 BYKON Jsland\\\. iii, The va.st and sullen swell

Of ocean's alpine azure.

5. The unclouded vault of heaven.

1667 MILTON /'. L. i. 297 Not like those steps On Heavens
Azure. 1738 GI.OVKR Levnidas in. 14 Minglinj; its majestic
front With heav'ns bright azure. 1871 PALCRAVE I,yr.
Poems io Above, the crystal azure, perfect, pale.

b- fig- 1831 CARLYLK Sart. Res. \\. ix, Borne aloft into

the azure of Eternity. 1873 TVNI>ALI. Addr. Ilrit. Assoc.,
When you and I, like streaks of morning cloud, shall have
melted into the infinite azure of the past.

B. adj. \: Her. Blue.

n 1450 Syr Eghunore 1030 He bare, Aserre, a grype of

golde. ?i6go Don Bcltianis 16 A Knight cloathcd in an
azure armour. 1859 TI-IXNYSON Klainc 181 Sir Lancelot's

azure lions, crowned with gold.

2. Coloured like the unclouded sky ; orig. of a

deep intense blue, now usually of a soft clear bright

blue, as is the sky of our more northern laiitudcs
;

sky-coloured, cerulean.

^1505 DUNBAR Two. Lu-.'es xi, Thehevinly aisur sky is licht,

'S93 SHAKS. I,ncr. 419 Her azure veins, her alabaster skin.

n 1626 BACON Syh<n $ 5 No Beast hath any fine Azure, or

Carnation, or Green Haire. a 1763 SHKNSTONK Odes (1765)

i io The little halcyon's azure plume Was never half so blue.

1813 SCOTT Triermain \\. xxvii, Slow the dark-fring'd eye-
lids fall, Curtaining the azure ball. 1819 SHELLKY Ros* $
Helen 957 It was the azure time of June.
b. (Used, like L. wnileits, as an epithet of sea-

and river-deities and things belonging to them.)

1697 DRYDEN Virg.Georg, iv. 560 High o'er the Main in

waPry Pomp he rides His azure Carr. 1725 Porn Odyss. v.

426 An azure sister of the main.

3. &,fig. Like the unclouded sky; clear, cloudless.

1827 CARLYLE Aftsc. I. 36 Is not Klopstock, with., his

azure purity . . a man of taste? 1841 BKHWSTER Mart. Sc,

n. Iv. { 18561 146 Those azure moments when the clouds broke
from his mind.

b. transf. in Jewellery (see quot.)
1865 H. EMMANUEL Diatn, fy Prec, Stones, Sometimes . .

stones which are set open, or, to use the technical term,
'

azur/ have the interior of the setting enamelled or painted,
to throw a tint of colour into the gem.

C. Comb., as azure-bice (
= bice"), -bhiet 'Circled;

aztire-colotiredj -eyed, -veined', azure-spar, lazulite,

azure-stone, the lapis lazuli, or la/ulite.

ii 1500 E. E. Misc. (18551 78 Iff thou wylt preve asure bice,

if hit be good or badde. 1859 W. COLKMAN }ycodlii}ids

(1862* 113 The pretty Azure-blue butterfly (.Polymnuiatiis

Argiolns\ 1879 TENNYSON Lover's T. 29 High over all the

azure-circled earth. 1617 Wardens' Ace. in Heath Grocers'

Contp. (1869* 426Azure coulouredcloathes for the poore men's

gownes. 1791 COWPER Iliad it. 539 Minerva azure-eyed
advanced. 1657 TOMLINSON Kcnoits Di$p. 417 The Azure-
stone is most commonly in the gold mynes.

A'zure, v. [f. prec. ; cf. F. azurcr (Cotgr.).]
To paint, dye, or colour azure or bright blue.

Hence Azuring vbl. sb.

1490-1587 [see AzL'REp]. 1656 W, MONTAGUE ActompL
U'ont. 118 We azure wainscots, paint images, guild swords.

1791 HAMILTON Rerttoilets Dyeing 1. 1. n. i, The silks are

..azuredwith river-water. 1833 fflgdktff. Mag, XXXIV.
540 She saffrons the hills, and azures the mountains. 1869

Eng. ^Feeft. 2 July 340/2 Aniline colours have been employed
. . for the azuring of the surface of the paper.

Azurean (ami^r/an), a. rare,
[f.

AZUUK<Z. +
-KAN ^after cent/eati').']

= AZURE, AZUREOUH.
1882 Garden 18 Mar. 188/3

'

1>ne deeP a/urean blue Scill.i.

A'Zlired, ///. a- arch, or Obs. [f. AZURE +

-ED
;

cf. F. azitrj (i6th c.).] Coloured azure
;

= AZURE a. (in various senses) : a. pplc.
1490 CAXTON Emiydos xv. 57 The blewe cote of the heuens

azured. 1587 Fi.EMiNt; Contn, Holinsked III. 1335/2 Two
banners of silke azured with the arnies of Aniou.

b. adj.

1563 I.HIGH .Innorie (1507} 128 In the shield, the azured
field Is resembled tothenugntie lone, c x59<>MAKL<m i: J-'nnxt.

xiii. IOQ In wanton Arethusas azur'd arms, 1604 E. (i.

D'Aeostas Hist. Indies v. xx. 384 Vpon the middest of the

beard hee had a peece - . of an azured stone. 1658 LI-.NNARU

Charrons tt'isd, \. xl. 4 (1670! 146 The azured heaven , .

counterpointed with stars. 1833 I. TAYLUK l-'unat. vii. ^42
The deep azured night.

Azureous ^aziu-'T/as), a. rare. [f.
AZURE +

-Ecus,] Of a clear blue colour
;
a /.lire.

Azurlne ^rc'/iuroin, -in
,
a. and sb. [a. F. a'^nrin

(Cotgr.
1

,; cf. It. a-.urrino (Klorio 1598;., med.L.
azunnus: see -INK 1

.]

A. adj. Blue, azure; according to Littre, pale
blue, inclining to grey.
1600 HAKH.-YT I'oy. III. 37 iR.> They lay a color [on their

wrists] which continueth dark a/urine.

B. sb.
/
I'he Jjhie Roach (Leticiscus avruleus ,

distinguished by the slate-blue colour of its back.

1832 VAKKKM, in Trnns. Linn. .Vc< . XVII. i. 8 From tin;

prevailing blue colour of this fish I have been induced to

call it the Azurine. 1875
' STONKIIKNCK

'

Hrit. Spot-is \. v. i

306 The Azurine is another fish only found in Lancashire.

Azurite (rc-xiuroir. Min.
[f.

AZURE + -ITE.]

1. lilue carbonate of cupper, a valuable ore,

closely allied to malachite.
1868 DANA Min. 715. 1873 WATTS J-'mvucs* Chem, 398

Azurite occurs In large transparent crystals of the mu'-t in-

tense blue.

f 2. Obsolete name of LAZULITE.
1816 R. JAMKSOS Min. \. 341.

t A'zurn, a, Obs. rare*-1. [apj. f. A/rut sb.

+ -N as in leathern, silvern
;
but cf. V.a^itrin, It.

aznrrhw.~\ AXUKK.
1634 MILTON Comns 893 Thick set with agate, and the

azurn sheen Of tnrkis blue, and emerald green.

Azury ^a."^3ri, ("i-^'iiri),
a. [f.

AZURE + -Y 1
;
cf.

1'". azti/v.] Ill lie, bluish, tinted with soft clear blue.

1600 TOURNKL'K Transf. Met. vii, The ^kie, whose hue was
a/uric, 1611 CAVILLIM Heraldry \\\. vii. n6 The columbine
is pleasing to the eie. .in regard oftheAzurie colour thereof.

1849 C. BRONTE Shirley xii. 171 Fleeces of white cloud fine

as azury snow.

t A'ZUry, sb. Obs. In 6 asure, 7 asurie.

[? subst. use of prec. ; perh. influenced by collectives

in -KV, as embroidery^ Axure hue or colour.

1503 HAWKS E.veunp. I'irtne xiv. 286 Whan we were in

the ayre of asure There dyd vs mete tlie noble lerarchy.
1600 TOUKSKUR Trunsf. Met. x\i, Encircled them with faire

imbroderie Of sacred lights in ayre-cleare a/urie.

AzygOS, azygOUS (a.-zigas), a. and sb.} Phys.

[^a. or) f. Gr. afvyos unyoked, not a pair, f. d priv.

-t- vyov yoke : see -ous. Cf. mod.F. ftzy^os.'] A.

adj. Fellowless, unpaired : a technical epithet of

organic parts not existing in pairs. B. sb. An

organic part of this description.
1646 SIR T. UKOWNK Pseud. Ep. 183 The Azygos, or vena

sine pari. 1681 tr. H'illis' l\em. Med. tt'ks., Azygos vein,

is a branch of the upper tnink of the vena cava, arising on

the right side. 1859 TOUD CycLAtiat,&Pky$.\.fa/i The
pancreas is an azygous. .organ. 1870 KOLLESTON Anim.

Life Introd. 38 An azygos orifice in the abdominal walls.

A'zygously, adv. [f. prec. +-LY 2,] In azy-

gous manner ;
not in pairs, singly.

1854 Orr's Circ. Sc. Org. Nat. I. 73 The three . . arteries

. .come off azygously that is . . not in pairs, but singly.

Azyiue (a."zim, -aim*). Also 7 azime. [ad. L.

azvMHS adj., azyma sb. pi.,
a. Gr. avpo?, -/*a, f. a

priv. 4- (VHTJ leaven. Cf. F. azyme adj., azymcs sb.]

The Jewish passover cake of unleavened bread ;

also in//, the feast of unleavened bread.

[1398 TRICVISA Knrth. de P. R. xvn. Ixviii. 644 Paast mndc

onely of mele and of water hyghte Azima.] 1582 N. T.

(Rhem.) i CVr. v. 7 Purge the old leaven, that you may be

a new paste, as ye are axymes IWvcLir, therf; TINDAI.I ,

Genev. swete breed ;
1611 unleauened]. Mark xiv. i The

Pasche was and the Axymes after two daies. 1651 Raw-
high's Apparition 206 Peculiar ceremonies, to wit. .the use

of their Azimes and the obligation of their first born.

Azymite ^se'zimait). [ad. L. azymita, ad. Gr.

a(vfj.iT7}$, f. afD/ioy: see prec. and -ITE. In F. azy-

mitc.] One who administers the Eucharist with

unleavened bread
;

a name given by the Greek

Church to members of the Roman Church, and to

Armenians and Maronites.

1727-51 in CHAMBERS Cycl. 1850 TORREY Meander's Ch.

Hist. VI. 418 The two parties called each other by the

heretical names, Azymites and Prozymites.

Azymous (ce-zimss), a. [f.
L. azyw-us, a. Gr.

a^D^os + -ous.] Unleavened.

1727 CHAMBERS Cycl., Azymus. 1763 Diet. Arts ff Sc. I.

238/2 The Latin Church . . maintain, that the bread in the

mass ought to be aiiymous.
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B.

.

B(b/).
The second letter of the Roman alpha-

bet, ancient and modern, corresponding, in

position and power, to the Greek Beta, and Phoe-
nician and Hebrew Beth, whence also its form is

derived
; representing the sonant labial mute, or

lip-voice stop consonant. The plural has been
written Bees, B's, Bs.
c IOOO.^LKRIC Gram. in. (Zup. 6^ pa tfSre nijon consonantes

synd ^ecwedene MVTAE, J>et synd dittnbe, hi ne synd na mid
ealle dumbe, ac hi habba5 lytle clypunge . . Jas ongynnaS
of him sylfum and ^eendjaS on J?am clypjendlicum stafum.

b-, ft d, g, A t ^eendjaS on e. c 1375 WYCUK Serin. Sel. Wks.
1871 II. 239 J>is

eire lernede first his a, bi, ce. 1388 SHAKS.
L. L. L. v. ii. 42 Beauteous as Incke . . Faire as a text K. in

a Coppie booke. 1610 Chester's Tri, (1844) Addr. 23 The
chiefest part of this people-pleasing spectacle, consisted in

three Bees, viz. Boyes, Beasts, and Bels, 1682 BUNVAN
Holy War Advt., Witness my name, if Anagram'd to thee,
The letters make, Nu hony in a B. 1878 Daily News 8

July 5/2 He pronounces his P's like B's.

2. Phrases relating to the letter. Not to know a

B from a bitlfs foot. Not to know a B from a
battle-dore : to be entirely illiterate.

1401 Pol. Poems II. 57. I know not an A from the wynd-
mylne, ne a B from a bole foot. 1609 DEKKER Cuts Home-
Bk. 3 You shall not neede to buy bookes, no, scorne to dis-

tinguish a B from a battle dore. 1660 HOWELI. Eng,Proi\
16 He knoweth not a B, from a battle-door, 1846 BRACKEN*
FIPGE Mod. Chivalry 43 There were members who scarcely
knew B from a bulls-foot.

II. Used, like the other letters of the alphabet
(see A, the letter}, to indicate serial order, with the

value of second, as quire B, the second 'quire' or

sheet of a book,
' Horse Artillery, B Brigade, IJ

and C Batteries, Woolwich
;

*

(b., 6.} the left-hand

page or verso of a leaf, the second column of a

page. The following uses are more special :

1. In Music : In England the 7th note of the scale

of C major, which is called H in Germany, where
B means the English B flat. B was the first note

modified by a semitone in the musical scale, whence
the signs b, originally a b with round bottom ( B b,

Fr. B rand}, and 5, originally a b with square
bottom (

=B fl,
Fr. B carrc) t which since 11620

have been applied as indicating
'

flat
1 and 'natural

'

to all notes of the scale. A piece of music *
in B '

has as its main scale that beginning with B.

\c 1450 }>jtrlesqnc in A* el. Ant. I. 83 Every clarke. .scythe
that a-re gothe before be-my.] 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mits. 3

Kvery keye hath but one cleife except b fa, b mi. 1731
SWIFT Apollo Wks. 1755 IV. i. 161 For he could reach to B
in alt. 1873 A. COLERIDGE Moschelcs I. 271 Mendelssohn. .

played his charming Capriccio in B minor. 1879 O'RWKN
Mas, Theory 73 The fourth [note] in the key of F is II flat.

2. In abstract reasoning, hypothetical argumenta-
tion, law, etc., B is put for a second or another

person or thing. (Cf. A II. 4.)

1797 TOMLISS Laiv Diet. s.v. Agreement, If a bond or

note be given by A., the more effectually to enable B. to

bring about a match, etc. 1870 BOWES Logic 207 The two

categorical formulas A is B, or A is not />. 1879 BROWNING
Dram. Lyrics Wks. III. 92 A.'s book shall prop you up,
B.'s shall cover you.
3. In Algebra-, b. (see A II. 5.)

III. Abbreviations.

1. B. (Musics Bass, Basso. B. (Chcm.) Boron, b., A, born.

B. (in Academical degrees* Bachelor, or its Latin equivalent
Iwcalaitreits, as B.A. (or A.B.) Bachelor of Arts

; B.C.L.
Bachelor of Civil Law; B.D. Bachelor of Divinity ;

B. L.

Bachelor of Law, also (Fr.) Ktic/telicr-es-lctircs; \\. S.

Bachelor of Surgery; B.Sc. Bachelor of Science: LL.B.

(Lcgttm Baccalanretts\ Bachelor of Laws
;
M. B. Bachelor

of Medicine. B. (b.) in Cricket 'Byes,' b. bowled by. In
other combination^ as B.C. Before Christ. B.C. Bad char-

acter; a mark formerly set on a soldier on his expulsion
from his regiment for gross misconduct ; B. and S. Brandy-
and-soda; B.V. (Bt-ata Virgo] The Blessed Virgin.

2. B. or B.flat, a humorous euphemism for bug
(Cinicx Icctularius}.

1853 DICKENS Househ. Words XX. 326 A stout negro of
the flat back tribe known among comic writers as B flats.

1867 Cornk. Mag, Apr. 450 That little busy B. which in-

variably improves the darkness at the expense of every
offering traveller. 1881 T. HUGHKS Rugby Tenn. 58 An in-

sect suspiciously like a British B. flat.

t Ba, v. Obs. rare. [Prob. a nursery or jocular

word, imitating the action of the lips in an infant's

kiss
;
but cf. OF. bae-r

t bec-r, to open the mouth,

gape.] To kiss, as a child. In the second quot.
it seems to be used substantively for the action of

kissing. (Cf. OF. baee, opening of the mouth.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Wyfs Frol. 433 How mekly lokith Wilkyn

our scheep ! Com ner, my spouse, let me ba thy cheke.

H i$9 SK ELTON My darlingdereQ With ba, ba, ba, and bas,

has, bas, She cheryshcd hym both cheke and chyn.

Ba, early form of Bo a. Obs, both.

Baa (ba), v.\ also 7-9 ba(e. [Formed in imita-

tion of a sheep's or lamb's bleat ; cf. Norm.F. bai,

Cat. be, sheep.] To bleat.

a 1586 SIDNKY (J.) Like a lamb, whose dam away is set,

He treble baas for help. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. a. i. 12 He's a

Lnmbe indeed, that baes like a Beare. 1765 C. SMART
Ptisedrus (Bohm in. xiv. 506 You little fool, why, how you
baa ! This goat is not your own mamma, 1877 A. B. ED-
WARDS Up Nile vi. 138 Our sacrificial sheep . . comes baa-

in the rear.

(ba), sb. Forms : 6-7 bea, ba, (7 Sc. bae),

7- baa, 9 (reduplicated} ba-ba. [f. prec. vb.] The

cry of a sheep or lamb
;
a bleat.

1589 Pappe w. Hatchet (1844) 37 They haue no propertie
of sheepe but bea. -1600 Ever-Green (1761) II. 58 With
mony a Bae and Bleu. 1870 Daily News n Oct., We civic

sheep have set up so loud a ba-ba that we have terrified the
wolves. 1877 BLACKIE Wise Men 264 The snow-white
lamb, .fills the solitude with tremulous baa.

b. Comb., as bea-waymenting, -wailing ; baa(h-
ling, a little lamb

; baa-lamb, nursery equivalent
of ' lamb.*

1580 Sir>EY^nv7rf/rt( 1622') Ixix. 77 Still for thy Dam with

bea-waymentingcrie. a I^^DKUMM.OF HAWTH. /WwsWks.
(17111 4/2 There bea-wailing strays A harmless lamb. 1854
THACKKRAY Nwcomcs 2 Silly little knock-kneed baah-ling.

Baad, obs. f. bade, pa. t. of BID.

Baaing (ba-iq), vbl. sb.
[f.

BAA v. + -iNG 1
.]

The crying or bleating of a sheep.
1832 MARBYAT -V. Forstcr xxxi, The ba-aing and bleating.

1862 MAX MULLKR in Macin, Mag. Nov. 57 Can we admit
. . that those who imitate the baaing of the sheep name the
animal?

Baaing, ///. a, [f. as prec. + ING 2
.] Crying

baa like a sheep ; Jig. noisily silly.
1818 KEATS Endynt. in. 3 There are . . who unpen Their

baaing vanities to browse away The comfortable green and
juicy hay From human pastures.

Baake, obs. form of BAKE v. .

\\ Baal (bt
T
'-al). PL Baalim. [Heb. t>p bdal

lord.] The chief male deity of the Phoenician and
Canaanitish nations ; hence, transf. false god.
1382 WYCUK Jndg. ii. 13 The sones of Yrael . . serueden

to Ilaalym and Astaroth. 1535 COVKRUAI.K ibid., Serued
Baal and Astaroth. 1629 MILTON Ode NatIT. xxii, Peor
and Baalim Forsake their temples dim. 1835 J. ANDERSON
Disc. Elijah App. 352 The title of Baal or Lord thus be-

stowed upon the objects of idolatry.

b. attrib. as in Kaal-priest, -worship.
1831 CARLVLK Snrt. Res. ii. ix, There are True Priests, as

well as Baal-Priests. 1863 ,Y. A;- Q. 26 Sept. 251 Baal-worship
prevailed in the pre-Christian era.

Baal, obs. form of BAIL v.

Baal-fire: see BALK-FIRE.

Baalish. (Iv'-aliji, a.
[f. prec. + -ISH.] Of or

belonging to Baal ; idolatrous. (In I7th c. applied

opprobriously to the Roman Catholic worship ;
so

with the three following.)
1690 L'zziah fy Jotham 16 Mistaken zeal . . Made unfore-

seeing Levites, Baalish Tools.

Baalism (b^-aliz'm). [f. BAAL + -ISM.] The

worship of Baal ; idolatry.
n 1625 E. CHALOSKR Six Serm. (1629) 38 Hath not super-

stition and Baalisme infected .. our land? 1650 FULLER

Pisgah iv. vii. 130 In the interim betwixt the Judges, Baal-

isme was first brought into Israel. 1862 MAS&ON in Macm,
Ma%. Aug. 325 Baits to idolatry and Baalism.

Baalist (Iv'-alist). [f. BAAL + -IST.] A wor-

shipper of Baal ; transf. a worshipper of false gods
or idols, an idolater. (Opprobriously,

= Romanist.)
a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confnt. Rhem. N. T. U6i8t 134

Baalists .. calling for fire to bee sent, a 1618 SYLVESTER
Tobacco Batt. 190 il).) Tobacco's smoakie-mists . . from the

Iberian Baalists. 1642 N. WARTON vciArch&ot. XXXV. 332

(D.) Our soildiers could not forbeare dauncing in the holie

quire, whereat the Baalists were sore displeased.

Baalite (bt^'abit). [f. BAALH--ITE.] =
prec.

Baalitical (b^ali'tikal) a., of Baal or Baalites.

1630 SANDERSON Serin. II. 134 Elijah once said to the

Baalites, etc. i8ai KEATS Isabel Ivii, Those Baalites of

pelf, Her brethren. 1659 W, BROUGH Sacr. Princ. 558 No
Argument this to fall to . . Baalitical Worship.

Baard, ' a sort of sea vessel or transport ship.'

(Old Records?) Bailey 1721.

Baas, Baate, obs. forms of BASE, BATE.

t Bab. Obs. A former nursery word for dad or

papa. [Cf. BABA
;
also It. babbo papa, dad.]

1598 KLORIO, /'// . . the first word children vse, as with
vs dad or daddie or bab.

Bab, earlier, and now dial, form of BABE.

Bab, dial, form of Bon, a bait for eels.

Baba 1

(Ixrba), an infantile variant of pcrpa,

papa. Cf. BAB.

1863 K.INGSLKY Water-Bab. 48 Sitting down and crying for

his baba (though he never had any baba lo cry for).

II Ba'ba -. [Fr.] A kind of light plum-cake.
c 1864 FRANCATELLI Cook's Guide 298 Particular care should

be taken in baking the baba to prevent its acquiring a deep
colour. 1868 GOUFFE Cookery Bk. (1869) 533 Butter a baba-

mould, 6 inches in diameter.

Ba'bacoote. [acl. Malagasy ba'bako'lo^\ The

largest species of lemur (Lichanoftts brevicaitdatiis^

found in Madagascar.
1880 J. SIBREE Cf. African Isl. xiv. 270 The . . Babacoote

is believed by the Betanimcna tribe to be an embodiment of

the spirits of their ancestors.

BABBLE.

t Ba'ban, ba'bbon. Obs. [Origin uncertain ;

apparently from infantile utterance. (The similar

Celtic words are all late
;
some of them prob.

from English. )]
= BABE, BABY, i, 2.

r 1x30 After. K. 234 Weope efter him, ase de5 Jet lutel

baban [?>.r. barn] efter his moder. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
7163 Babbon, //j.
t Ba'bbart. Obs. [Origin unknown : cf. BOB?;.,

dialectally bab
; the termination is prob. -ARD.] An

old appellation for the hare.
c 1300 Nantes ofHare in Rcl. Ant. I. 133 The stele-awai,

the momelart, The evele i-met, the babbart.

Babbelyinge, obs. form of BABBLING.

t Ba'bber-lipped, a. Obs. \
also 4 baber-

lipped, 5 babyrlyppyd. [Origin of babber un-

known
; cf. prec., also F. babine lip of a horse,

bear, etc., and see blabber-lipped (1485), blobber-

lipped.] Having thick projecting lips.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. v. 190 He was bitelbrowed ' and
baberlipped also, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 20 Babbyrlyppyd,
lahrosus. 1607 Lingua in. vi. in Hazl. Dodsl, IX. 404 An
old . . babber-lipped . . slave that, looking himself by chance
in a glass, died for pure hate.

Babbie, baboy, Sc. and north dial. f. BABY.

t Ba'bbin- Obs. [varia^mBAVix.] Afaggo*
or bundle of brushwood.
1711 E. WARD (?/>. 1.412 Sancho found another Cabbin,

And for his Pillow took a Babbin. 1732 Disc. Potatoe 33 If

broom can be had, babbins or faggots of that will do.

Ba'bbiting. [f. prec. + -ING 1
.]

A ntting of

Babbit-metal.
1880 Libr. Univ. Knmvl. II. 79 The journals being so

made that the babbitting may be readily renewed.

Babbit-metal. \_&\*v Babbit"s metal \
f. name

of the inventor.] A soft alloy of tin, antimony,
and copper, used in journal-bearings, etc., to di-

minish friction.

1875 URE Diet. Arts, Babbit's Metal . . composed of 25

parts of tin, 2 parts of antimony, and J a part of copper.

Babblative (bse-blativ). [f. BABBLE v. +
-ATIVE. Cf. talkative.'] Given to babbling; prat-

tling, prating, loquacious.
1583 P/iilotiMits (Halliw.) He was .. neither to bablative

withe llattery, nor to whust with morositie. a 1624 BP. M.
SMYTH Serm. (1632) 265 Sad with the graue, babblatiue with

praters, 1819 SOUTHEY Sir T. More ( 1831) I. 350 Professors

of the arts babblative and scribblative. 1838 CARLYLE in

Froude Life in Loud. v. I. 139 Sterling particularly argu-
mentative, babblative, and . . unpleasant.

Babble (barb'lj,tJ. Forms: 3-4 babel, 4-8 -le, 6

-yl, -U, 6- babble. [Cf. Du. and LG. babbelcn,

Ger. pappelen (bafpeUn}, Da. liable, Icel. babbla

^notknowninOE.,UN.,OHG); V.babill-er, ijthc.
in Littre : cf. also It. babbolare to play the baby.
In some of these languages probably adopted from

others
;
in none can its history be carried far back ;

as yet it is known in English as early as anywhere
else. Probably formed (with frequentative suffix

-le ;
cf. prattle] on the repeated syllabic ba

t ba,

one of the earliest articulate sounds made by in-

fants, fitly used to express childish prattle. No di-

rect connexion with Babel can be traced ; though
association with that may have affected the

senses.]
I. intransitive.

1. To make imperfect attempts at speech, like a

child ; to utter inarticulate or indistinct sounds.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 8 And so I babelide [v.r. bablide,

blabcrde, blaberid] on my Beodes. 1534 MORK Com/, aest.

Trib. n. Wks. 1187/2 They heard her tonge bable in lier

head . . after that the head was fro the bodye. 1560 Disob.

Child in Hazl. Dodsl. II. 295 When the child waxeth some-
what old, For meat and drink he begins to babble. 1607
HIERON Wks. 1. 149 Nurses doc halfe chew the meate to the

little ones, and doe babble with them in their owne stammer-

ing and vnperfite language. 1842 TENNYSON Dora 132 And
babbled for the golden seal, that hung From Allan's watch.

2. To talk childishly, to prattle ; to talk inco-

herently or foolishly ; to utter meaningless words.

1230 [see BABBLING ppl.a. a], 1503 HAWKS Exainp. Virt.

vii. 102 For ye without wytte sholde alway bable. 1599
SHAKS. Hen. Vt n. iii. 17 (Theobald*, And 'a babied ofgreene
fields. 16x0 HP. CARLETON yttrisd. 248 As they bable in their

decretals. 1799 SHERIDAN Pizarro i. i, They only babble who

practise not reflection. 1838 DICKKNS A'lcM. An:*, i. 4 His

reason went astray . . for he babbled, for a long time, about

the generosity and goodness of his brother.

3. To talk excessively or inopportunely ;
to

chatter, prate.
c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Good Mann. (1570) Aj, Olde men

which haue vsed in time passed to bable In barbarike lan-

guage. 15*6 TINDALE Matt. vi. 7 When ye praye, bable not

moche, as the gentyls do. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in. iii.

36 For the Watch to babble and talke . . is not to be indured.

1663 Br. PATRICK Parab. Pilgr; 227 Ever chattering and

iKiblingas if they had obtained a patent for prating. 1847
TKNNYSON Princ. in. 237 And let me tell you, girl, Howe'ei

you babble, great deeds cannot die.

4. transf. of streams, brooks, etc.
;
also of young



BABBLE.

birds, and spec, of hounds that give tongue too

loudly or without reason.

1399 Pol. Potms (1859) I. 395 The nedy nestlingis . . bablid

with her billis. 1611 MARKHAM Conntr. Content^,
u. iii. 22

If any young Hound will . . run babling away without the

scent. 1777 SIR W. JONES Pal. 1'ort. 27 Echo babling by
the mountain's side. 1812 COMBE (Dr. Syntax) Pictitr. xxi.

(D.) And when they babble in their din, I am a special

whipper-in. 1860 TENNYSON Brook, I bubble into eddying

bays, I babble on the pebbles.

f 5. ?To waver, oscillate, quiver. Obs. [Perhaps
a distinct word.]
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 20/1 Bablyn, or waveryn, Librillo.

II. transitive.

6. To repeat or utter with meaningless iteration ;

to speak foolishly or incoherently ;
to prate.

Ci4i8 Pol. Poems (18591 !' 244 To bab'6 the K ' l)le dav
and ni^t. 1548 COVERDALE Erasm. Par. Rom. Prol.,

Though he babil neuer so many thinges of fayth and good
workes. 1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose's^ Pop. Err. iv. xlviu.

405 That which he babbles concerning the spirit of the

World. 1847 BAKHAM Ingol. Leg. (1877) 232 Mere unmean-

ing
talk her parch'd lips babbled now.

7. To reveal by talking or chattering. Cf. blab.

1562 J. HEYWOOB Prov. ff Epigr. (1867) 96 Who heareth

all, And all bableth. 1791-1824 DISRAELI Cur. Lit. (1859!

II. 338 The queen . . impatiently babbled the plot. 1852
D. MITCHELL Dream Life 15 Griefs too sacred to be babbled

to the world.

Babble (barb'l), sb. Forms: 5-6 bable, 6-

babble. See BIBBLE-BABBLE. [f.
the vb. Cf. F.

babil, i jth c. in Littre.]
1. Inarticulate or imperfect speech, such as that

of infants
; prattle.

1668 R. LESTRANGE I 'is. Quev.(ijo8)$ The Conjurer granted
request, and the Spirit went on with his Babble. 1864
NYSON En. Ard. 607 The babes, their babble. 1871
WIN Desc. Man ii. 55 Man has an instinctive tendency

to speak, as we see in the babble of our young children.

2. Idle, foolish, or unseasonable talk
; prating.

c 1460 Play Sacr. 648 Avoyde fealows, I loue not your
bable. 1513 MORE Ric/i. ///Wks. 57/1 Neither mute nor

ful of bable. 1658 BRAMHAI.I. Consecr. Dps. vi. 138 He had

greater matters to trouble his head withall, then Mr. Holy-
woods babies. 1865 CARI.YLE Fredk. Gt. X. xxi. ix. 182 A
great deal of unwise babble on this subject.

3. Confused murmur, as of a stream.
1616 BEAUM. & FL. Wit without M. v. 164 This Sack has

fill'd my head so full of babies, I am almost mad. 1870
MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in. 13 Nought he seemed to hear

Save the brook's babble.

Babblement (bce-b'lment). [f.
BABBLE v. +

-MENT. Cf. mod.F. babillemcnt (not in Cotgr.).]
1. Incoherent, imperfect, or idle talk ; thought-

less or unseasonable chatter, babble.

1644 MILTON Eiinc. Wks. 1738 1. 136 Deluded all this while

with ragged Notions and Babblements. 1834 CARLVLE Fr.

Rev. II. in. vii. 174 A spoken Word meaning a Thing, and
not a Babblement meaning No-thing. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.

i. 23. 167 The babblement of streams.

2. Open-mouthed communication of news, se-

crets, etc.

1850 BLACKIE /Escliyhis I. 124 Lest some one hear, and,
with swift babblement, Inform their ears who rule.

Babbler (brc-blai). Also 6-8 babler. [f.

BABBLE v. -t- -Bill. Cf. babclard.]
1. A foolish or idle talker, chatterer, prater.

1530 PALSGR. 196/1 Babler, babillart. 1535 COVERDALR
Eccles. x. ii A babler of his tonge. 1693 EVELYN De la

Quint. Compl. Gard. I. 13, I do not like a great Babler, who
talks of nothing but his Skill. 1781 COWPER Expost. 502
Babbler of ancient fables. 1860 KINGSLEY Misc. II. 162

Englishmen are no babblers ; they are a dumb, dogged
people.
2. One who tells too freely what he knows ;

a

prating gossip, a teller of secrets.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treos. Fr. Tmig, Babillard, a babler

..a tittle tattle. 1625 BACON Ess. (18741 19 For who
will open himselfe to a Blab or a Babler! 1781 COWPER

Friendship xvii, Aspersion is the babbler's trade, To listen

is to lend him aid. 1822 BYRON Werner v. i, We must have

no third babblers thrust between us.

3. A hound that gives tongue too freely.

1732 BERKELEY Akiphr. Wks. 1732 I. 169 You shall often

see among the Dogs a loud Babler, with a bad Nose, lead

the unskilful. 1735 SOMERVILLE Cliase iv. 66 The vain Babbler

shun, Ever loquacious, ever in the wrong.
"4. Name given, on account of their harsh chat-

tering note, to the Long-legged Thrushes.

1839 Penny Cycl. s.v. Merulidz, Subfamily Crateropodinx,
Babblers. Legs remarkably long and strong, with the claws

but slightly curved. 1873 TRISTRAM Moab xiii. 250 The
bulbul, the bush babbler, the Moabite sparrow.

t Ba'bblery. Obs. In 6 babelary, bablarie,

-erie. [f. BABBLE v. -I- -RY
;

cf. F. babilterie in

Cotgr.] Idle chatter, babble, prating.

1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 494/1 A longe babelary,

parte to no purpose and pane plaine heresie. '5^7 DRANT
Hnrace Epist. 11. ii. H iv, He kills me with his bablarie.

1593 STUHBES Motive Gd. Wks. 115 Deceyve the world no

longer with your bableries for filthy lucre sake.

I' Confused with BAKERY or BAUBLERY.
1583 STUBBES Anat. Abns. M ij b, Wherin is painted some

babblerie or other of imagery woork. Ibid. 222 Toyes, fan-

tasies, and bableries.

Babbling (barblirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

BABBLE v.]

1. Incoherent talk, idle chatter, babblement.

(1380 WYCLIF Wks. (i88o> 190 Preiere of holy lif . . not of

babelynge of lippis. 1533 COVERDALE Prm>. x. 19 Where
moch bablinge is, there must nedes be offence. 1611 BIBLE

605

Pr(n>. xxiii. 29 Who hath contentions? who hath babbling?

1869 FREEMAN Norm. Coxy. (1876) III. xi. it All this pro-

phetic talk was but the babbling of an old man.

2. transf. Cf. BABBLE v. 4.
1686 Gentl. Recr. i. 15 Babbling . . is when the hounds are

too busy after they have found a good scent. 1736 SWIFT
Wks. 11841) II. 131 The little church bells shall cease their

babblings. 1837 HAWTHORNE Anier. Note-Bks. (1871)!. 59
No noise . . but the babbling of the stream.

f3. ? Wavering, oscillation. Cf. BABBLE v, 5.
( 1440 Promp. Pan'. 20/1 Babelynge or wauerynge, Vacil-

lacio, librillacio.

4. attrib., as in babbling-plate, -school, etc.

1650 SHERWOOD, A Babbling place (where gossips meet*,

caquetoire. 1653 MILTON Hirelings Wks. 1 1851) 387 Bred up
for Divines in babling Schools.

Ba'bbling, /// a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING
'-'.]

1. Making imperfect efforts at speech.
J579 TO.MSON Cali'ins Sertit. Titn. 187/1 The Papists will

pray in a mumbling and babling sort. 1828 SCUTT /'. M.
Perth III. 85 The babbling cry of childhood.

2. Chattering, prating, foolishly talkative.

(.-1230
A tier. R. ioo To babelinde, and to spekefule ancren.

I588SHAKS. Tit. A. iv.ii.isoA long tongu'd babling Gossip.

*735 POPE Prol. Sat. 304 Such' babbling blockheads. 1855
Mil.MAN Lat. C/ir. 118641 II. in. v. 71 His degradation was
concealed from a babbling and censorious world.

3. transf. Cf. BABBLE v. 4.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A, \\. iii. 17 The babling Eccho mock's

the Hounds. rti6io FI.ETCHFR l-'aitlif. Sheplt. in. i, Here
never durst the babling Cuckow spit. 1735 SOMERVII.I.E

Chase i. 281 A lagging Line Of babling Curs. 1814 WORUSW.
Wh. Doe in. 257 The scorn Of babbling winds.

Ba'bblingly, aJv. [f. prec. + -LY -.] in a

babbling manner, with babblement, chatteringly.

i6e>3'l'. CARTWHIGHT Canfut. Rlicm. -V. '/'. 11618 '562 Irk-

somely and bablingly repeated. 1862 C. S. QALVERLEY]
Verses <r Transl. 157 Thou shall be a royal fountain. . From

yon cavernous mountain Thou breakest babblingly.

t Ba'bblisli, a. Otis. [f.
BABBLE sb. + -ISH

'.]

Full of idle talk. Ba'bblislily adv., babblingly.

*574 WHITGIFT Defence 262 (R.* Is this the reuerence due

to the scriptures, thus bablishly to abuse them?

Babbly (kirbli), a.
[f.

as prec. + -vl.] Full

of babble, chattering, prating, garrulous.

1865 CARLYI.E Fredk. Gt. I V. xn. vii. 177
' For the times are

babbly [Ger. guscliimtzig},' says Goethe, 'And then again
the times are dumb.' 1868 in Froude's Life (1882) 1.317
In his babbly 'way.

Babbon, variant of BABAN, Obs., baby.

Babe (b6
T
>b). Also 5-7 bab. [Prob. a contrac-

tion of BABAN ; cf. Tom, Will, Gib, Hugh, and similar

pet-names. Now superseded in ordinary use by
its own diminutive BABY !,cf. Tommy, Willie, etc.),

and retained chiefly as a literary and poetic word.

Babe, and not baby, is used in trie Bible.]

1. An infant, a young child.

*393 OOWER Co'if. I. 290 How this babe all bloody cried.

c 1460 Tmvnley Myst. 149 Alas, my bab, myn innocent. 1540
HVRUE I 'it't-s' Instr. Clir. Worn. 1 15921 Y v, Blessed of God
from his babes age. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) i John ii. i My
babes, these thinges write I vnto you, that ye synne not.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. i. 30 Finger of Birth-strangled Babe

[rimes, drab, slab). 1770 GOLDS.M. Des. Vill. 381 And kiss'd

her thoughtless babes with many a tear. 1807 CRAISBE/'<W.

Reg. I. 1 18101 70 Recorded next a Babe of love I trace !

f 2. A doll, puppet ;
= BABY sb. 2. Obs.

1530 PAI.SGR. 196/1 Babe that children play with, povppce.
J579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. May 240 Bearing a truss of trifles

. . As bells, and babes, and glasses in hys packe. 1595
SHAKS. John m. iv. 58, I should forget my sonne Or madly
thinke a babe of clowts were he.

3._fig. A childish person ;
= BABY sb. 5. flalvs in

Christ : newly-made converts to Christianity.

1526 TINDALE i Cor. iii. i As vnto carnall, even as it were

vnto babes in Christ. 1588 A. KING Canisius' Catech. 53

Wavering babs caried about with everie wind ofdoctrin. 1611

BIBLE Transl. Pref. i Hee was no babe, but a great clearke.

1771 WESI.EV Wks. (18721 VI. 6 Even babes in Christ are in

such a sense perfect.

4. Comb, and Attrib. ;
cf. BABY A B.

1647 H. MORE SmfofS<mtltt,App. Ixxxvi, Ayoungbabe-
1

soul from thence to ga'in. i8z6 SCOTT Woodst. xx, We, the

babe-eaters, had too many acquaintances at Brentford. 1855
TENNYSON Afattd n. i. 13 He came with the babe-faced lord.

1868 People's Mag. i Apr. 213 (title ofverses) Babe-wisdom.

Babee, obs. form of BABY.

Ba'behood. arch. [f.
BABE + -HOOD.] Infancy.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Pref. 2 His minoritie of

tendre babehood. Ibid. Luke ii. (R.) The strengthlesse
babehoode of the body. .

Babel (b,~i-bel). [a. Heb. 733 babel, Babylon ;

associated in Genesis with the idea of '

confusion,'

bnt not referable to any known Semitic root
; ac-

cording to Prof. Sayce, for Assyrian bab-ilu gate of

God, or bab-ili gate of the gods, the Assyrian

]

rendering of the Accadian Ca-dimira (see Trans.

Soc. Bibl. Archeology I. 298, 309).]
1. The city and tower, of which the attempted

construction is described in Genesis ix, where the

confusion of languages is said to have taken place ;

hence a. a lofty structure ; b. a visionary scheme.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xi. 9 Therfor was callid the name of it

Baoel, for there was confoundid the lippe of all the erthe.

1667 MILTON P. L. in. 468 And still with vain designe New
Babels, had they wherewithal!, would build. 1703 MAVN-
DRELL Jottm. Jerits. (1721) 16 What remains of this mighty
Babel .. is no more than twenty Foot high. 1711 STEELL

BABION.

Sfect. No. 167 F 3 The fond Builder of Babels. 1847 TEN.
NVSON Princ. iv. 59 Let be Their cancell'd Babels.

2. A scene of confusion ;
a confused assemblage.

1625 FLETCHER Nt. Walker (T.) All the chambers Are a
mere babel, or another bedlam. 1703 MAUNDREU. Jonrn.
ferns. (1721) 48 A mere Babel of broken Walls. 1731 SWIFT

Repeal Test Aet (T.) The whole babel of sectaries joined

against the church. 1860 G. MORRIS Poems 173 We are only

two, dear brother, in this babel wide !

3. A confused turbulent medley of sounds.
a 1529 SKKLTON El. Rnininym; 387 A clatterynge and a

babell Of folys fylly. 1863 KINGSI.EY Water Bub. i. 32 Such
a noise, row, hubbub, babel, shindy, hullabaloo. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 16 Sept. q/j This confused and confusing babel of . .

idle objurgations.

4. Comb., mostly attrib., in which babel ap-

proaches the character of an adj. (
'

confused,

turbulent,' or 'lofty, huge'), as in babel-confusion,

-sea, -sound, -tower; also babel-builder; babel-

scheme, a visionary project.

1746 HF.RVEY Mcdit. (18181 39 God from on high laughs
at the 'Babel-builder. 1653 BAXTER CHr. Concord 101 Sion

is not built by the* Babel-confusions. 1729 SAVAGE ll'anitcrcr

II. v. (D.) The traitors rear their babel-schemes. 1853
KlNGSLEY llypatia v. ^879) 67 The

v
Babel sea which wel-

tered up and down every street. 1816 SOUTHEY Poet's Pilgr.
i. Wks. X. 20 All disregardant of the Babel sound. 1848
DICKENS Doniaey (1870) I. vi. 99

'

Babel towers of chimneys.

Babel, obs. form of BAUBLE and BABBLE.

I Ba'belard. Ol>s. [f.
BABBLES. + -AHD

; prob.
after F. babillanl.] A babbler, chatterer.

1678 MRS. BEHN Sir P. Fancy I. i. 237 They [men] are the

greatest Babelards in Nature.

Babelary, -ery : see BABKLEHY, BAUBLERY.

tBabelavante. Obs. [? connected with OF.
babcler to make sorry jests, or with BAUBLE, q.v.]
a 1400 Chester Plays n. 34 Sir Cayphas, harcken nowe to

me, This babclavante o[u]r Kinge woulde be.

Babeldom (.bJi-b'kbm). [f. prec. + -DO.M.] A
state of things like that at Babel; noisy confusion.

1882 Contcnip. Rev. Nov. 681 Reverence has few dedicated

Temples in the Babeldom of nineteenth century England.

Babelet (hv<-blet1. A tiny babe.

1867 J. MACGRFGOR /\W; Key on Haltie 277 One of these

babes carried in her arms a ttill smaller babelet.

Babelind, obs. form/of BAUBLING.

fBa'belish, a. "Obs. [f.
HABKL + -ISH.] Of

the nature of -a babel, noisily confused.

1605 Camdm's Rent. 11636) 40 Brings the same to a Babel-

lish confusion. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v. Babel, Hence
'tis we use babelish for confused.

Babelism (Lv<-beliz'mX [f.
BABEL + -ISM.]

Noisy confusion of speech ; strange utterance.

1834* Notices of Lonth 269 Hungry critics . . with their

usual acrimony and Babelism. 1$fy$AthenxHm 15 July,

They forthwith read what is presented to them, reproducing
to a nicety . . all the queer Babelisms.

Babelize lb,
T|
'beloiz), -'.

[f.
BABEL + -IZE.] To

make a babel of, bring to confusion.

1600 TOURNEUK Transf. Met. xi, Her high esteeme is of

high heav'n despis'd ;
O see ere long her Babel Babelliz'd.

1880 I>. SOLYMOS Exp. Sontian, To putrefy the language into

several thieves' lingoes, to babelize literally.

t Ba'bery. Obs. Also 4 babeuwry, -eurie,

f> baberie. [perhaps orig. a spoken or written

corruption of babivynric, BABOONERY
;
in later use

f. BABE, BABY sb. 4.] Grotesque ornamentation in

architecture and books ; grotesque absurdity.
c 1384 CHAI-CER //. fame 1 189 iCaxton) Many subtyl com-

passynges, As babeuwryes \_r.r. babeuries, rabewyures, ra-

bewynnes] and pynnacles, Ymageryes and tabernacles, c 1400
Dcstr. 7'rayv. 1563 Ymagryouer all . . Ofbestesandbabery.

1580 SIDNEY Arcail. Verses x. 181 Trim bookes in velvet

dight With golden leaves and painted baberie. 1613 SIK E.

HOBY CouHter-saarle 13 Thus might I stuffe much paper,
with many like vnsauoury Baberies. 1678 PHILLIPS App.,
Babenries (old words antick shapes, ridiculous forms of

things. 1775 ASH, Babery, the finery with which children are

delighted, fiat'wries, odd kind of antic works, silly things.

t Ba'beship. Obs. [f.
BABE + -SHIP.] Infancy.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apopli. 172 From his tendre babe-

ship . . nousleed in the preceptes of philosophic, a 1679 T.

GOODWIN Wks. (1863! v"- 477 t)ut of their babeship.

Babewen, -ewyn(e, obs. forms of BAFOON.

II Babiana (bocbi|(
T;
-na, -a-na). Hot. [mod.L.,

f. Du. Babianer, given to the plants because their

subterranean stems are eaten by baboons.] A
South African genus of bulbo-ttiberous friilacae,

with handsome yellow, purple, or scarlet flowers.

1833 Penny Cycl. III. 226/1. 1882 Garden 27 May 358/3

Those strange Babianas which one so seldom sees in their

beauty in our English gardens.

Babie, Babil, obs. forms of BABY, BABBLE.

I' Babillard (babiUa-r, barbilajd). [F., f. ba-

billcr to chatter: see -ARD. Cf. BABELAHD, and

BABBLER 4.] The CHATTERER, a small bird.

1802 in G. MONTAGU Ornith. Did. (1833) 15- 1851 Gar-

diners' Chron. 581 The Babillard, a little bird of passage.

Babiilgtonite (bai-birjl^nait). Min. [named
after Dr. Babington, physician and mineralogist :

see -ITE.] A bisilicate of iron and lime, with

manganese and magnesia, found in greenish-black

crystals at Arendafin Norway, and elsewhere.

1837-68 DANA Min. 227.

t Ba'bion. Obs. Also 6-7 -oun, 7 -an. [a. F.

babion 'a babion or baboone' in Cotgr., 'a kind of



BABIROUSSA. 606 BABY.

small monkey' in Littrc, who takes it as distinct

from babouin UABOON, and formed on ' a radical

MI found in baliiole' : cf. BAUBLE. It was ap-

parently identified in Eng. with baboon, and seems
also to be the immediate source of LG. banian,
Du. baviacm, G. favion, baboon.] A baboon ;

an

ape ; applied in contempt to persons.
1599 K JONSON Cyntltiiis A'<-7'. I. l, Neither your . . satyr,

nor your nya;na, nor yourbabion. 1610 Alcli. v. i. 14 For

Habiouns, or Puppets. 1605 DRAYTON Man in Mootm 341
The nimble Babion. 1637 HfoffHCalf in AgMCtwrt, etc.

173 Of all the rest that most resembled man, Was an o'r-worne
ill-fauoured Eabian. 1624 MASSINGER Fari. Love IV. v, Fare-

well, babions.

Babiroussa, -russa ;babir/7'sa). Zoology.
Forms: f barbirousa, 8-9 babyroussa, -rouessa,

babiroussa, 9 babirusa, -russa. [f. Malay bAbi

hog + riisa deer ;
also in Fr. and mod.L.] A spe-

cies of wild hog {Babirussa alfitrus) found in the

islands of Eastern Asia, the upper canine teeth of

which, in the male, pierce the lip and grow up-
wards and backwards like horns

;
also called Hog-

deer, Indian hog, Horned hog.
1696 W. Mui NTAGUK Delights Holland 85 Barbirousa is

half Hart, half Hog. 1774 GOLDSM. A'at. Hist. II. 112 The
babyrouessa is still more remote from the hog kind than the

capibara. 1883 Atftetugiim i Dec. 706/3 A male and two
female babirussas . . from Celel>es. 1883 lllnst. LontL -\V:. .<

8 Sept. 243/2 We present a few sketches of the Babiroussa
. . recently presented to the Society.

tBa-bish, v. Obs. Also 5-5 babysh(e. ['f.

OF. banbiss- lengthened stem of banbir to mock,
ridicule ; cf. babttsc, balnnse, mockery. Perhaps
influenced in use by babish adj.] To scoff at, scorn ;

to treat with contempt as mere children.
c 1460 Twfti'-y Mysf. 78 Josephe. Thay excusyd hir thus

sothly . . And babyshed me that was old. 1548 UDAI.L, etc.

Erasnt. Par. John vii, The Phariseis had babi:>hed the

simple people with famed and colde religion. 1549 OLDE
Erasui. Par. i Tim. ii. 15 We do not thus babyshe woman-
kynde, as thought we woulde exclude them from . . salua-
tion. [Cf. Sc.

'

Babbis, To scoff, to gibe ; to browbeat.' Jam.J

Babish. (b<
T

'-bij), a. arch. [f.
BABE + -I8H.]

1. Of or befitting a babe ; infantile, baby-like.
1532 MOKE Confnt. Tindale Wks. 593/2 Their deedes ..

verye babishe and veniall. c 1670 BUNYAN Cnnf. Faith. Wks.
72 The actors herein have been counted babish Christians.

1855 SINGLETON Virgil 11.459 Her babish darts From tender
hand she flung.

2. contemptuously, Babyish, childish, silly.

1553-87 FoxE^-1. * J/. 1173/1 You babishe infantes and
noddies. 1653 $. FISNMK Baby Rapt. To Rdr. 2 Empty An-
swers, absolute Absurdities, Babish Battings. 1775 ASH,
Babish, childish, trifling.

t Ba-bished, a. Ol>s. ran-- 1
. [Cf. BABISH i'.]

Made babyish or childishly silly.

'535-75 AHP. PARKER Corr. 199 What with my . . overmuch
shamefastness, I am so babished in myself, that I cannot
rai.se up my heart . . to utter in talk, etc.

t Ba-bishly, adv. [f. BABISH a. + -LY-.] In

the manner of a babe or infant.
a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Con/nt. Rhem. .V. T. ( i6r8t 147 Child-

ishly and babishly deluded. 1625 USSHKR Ans~v. Jesuit 493
Our Challenger . . will hardly find one Father . . that ever

spake so babishly herein.

t Ba'bishness. Obs. Babyishness.
1557 RKCOHDE ll'/ietst. Y iij b, So were it plaine babishe-

nesse, to couet euery morsell. a 1603"!'. CAKTWRIGHT Confut,
Rhem. X. T. (i6i8> Pref. 15 This babishnesse of translation.

t Ba'bisni. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. BABE + -ISM.]

A childish practice.
1653 S. FISHER \title\ Baby-Baptism meer Babism.

t Ba-blatrice, nonce-wd. ? Female babbler.

1595 Locrine-zb (Halliw.)O you cockatrices and bablatrices
That in the woods dwell.

Babie, obs. spelling of BABBLE, found also in

all its derivatives : cf. prec. and next. Also obs.

form of BAUBLE.

Bablia'miny. noncc-wd. A babbler.
1608 M 1 1 HH.KTON Trick to Catch iv. v, Wks. 1 1. 84 Out, you

babliaminy, you unfeathered, creimtoned quean.

II Baboo (ba'bw). [Hindi babfi] orig. A
Hindoo title of respect, answering to our Mr. or

Esquire ; hence, A native Hindoo gentleman ;

also (in Anglo-Indian usel, a native clerk orofhcial

who writes English ; sometimes applied disparag-

ingly to a Hindoo or, more particularly, a Bengali,
with a superficial English education. Hence Ba-
boodom, -ism.

i78z India Gaz. 12 Oct. (Subscription-list^, Cantoo Baboo
.. 200 Sicca Rupees, 1823 HEHEK Indian Jrni. n Oct.,
Some of the more wealthy baboos (the name of the native
Hindoo gentleman answering to our esquire). 1854 STOC-

O.UELEK Brit. India 120 The sircar, baboo, purvoe, or what-
ever he may be called, is the chancellor of the exchequer,
and it is not unseldom . . that his master is his debtor.
( 1866 A. LVALL Old Pindaree I'd sooner be robbed by a
tall man . . Than be fleeced by a sneaking Baboo. 18. . fall
Mall Gaz. 1 8 July n Baboo<lom is making ready for its great

protest against education or any other cess, c 1879 AUERIGH-
MACKAY 21 Days in India 49 However much we may desire

to diffuse Babooism over the Kmpire.
Baboon (bab/7'n). Forms: 4 baboyne, ba-

bewyne, 5 babewyn, -ewiii, -ewen, -wyn, -wen,
baubyn, 6 babound, baboyn, babwyne, 6- 7

baboune, baboone, 6- baboon, [a. F. babnin

(i.^th c.), mod. babouin, or ad. med.L.

Iused in England 1295, see Du Cange), found also

in the forms babouimts, haboymis, babuynus (some,
if not all, of which are merely latinized from F. or

Eng.) ;

= It. babbttinOi Sp. habitino. French has also

babion, treated by Littre as a distinct word, but in

Eng. identified with baboon, and the source of LG.
bai'ian, Du. baviafm, IIG. paviati, baboon. The
earlier history of the word is unknown.
Diez suggests connexion with F. bahinc the thick lip of a

cow, dog, monkey, compared with dial. Ger. bappc muzzle.

Scheler, from its application also to children, refers it to

same root as babe or It. babbolo, etc. ; others compare med. L.

papio (see PAPIOUSI, a kind of wild dog mentioned by Jac.
de Vitriaco, and Maundevjle. Finally we may compareOF.
babaii, babou, babone, babouye, baboy, a grimace, a

'

mouth,'
faire la babone a, to make mouths at. According to Daunon
i///sr. Lit. xvi. 39*, in I3th c., med.L. babninare meant
j to paint marginal figures in MSS.,'and F. babouin was
equivalent to lionmncio\ in the earliest known F. quotation
in Le Dit dcs xxni inanii'res de vilains U3th c.>, li rilains,

babuins is a simpleton or ninny, who gapes at the statues in

front of Notre Dame while his purse is cut from behind.
The original meaning, and the order of the senses, thus
remain quite uncertain.]

fl. A grotesque figure (perhaps of a baboon in

sense 2) used in architecture or decorative work.

[Cf. 1405 Test. Ebor. I. 317 Ciphus deauratus, coopertus. .

de aquilis, leonibus, coronis, et aliis babonibus.]
( 1325 A. K. Allit. /'. B. 1409 Lyfte logges J>er-ouer & on

lofte coruen, Pared out of paper & poynted of golde, Brobe

baboynes abof, besttes an vnder. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy
n. xi, The corue knottes by craft of masonry, The freshe en*

bowing w* verges ryght as lynes, And the housyng ful of
babewmes {printed backewines]. c 1440 fromp. 1'tirr. 20/1

Babewyn, or b;ibcwt:n 11499 babwyn, or babwen*, dctippns,

ipos, jtgnientum. chimera. 1592 OREKNE L'pst. Courtier

11871) 38 Like a half fare baubyn in brass. 1861 Our Eng.
Home 72 Among the jewels of Kdward 1 1 was a spice-plate
'enamelled with baboons.'

2. A member of one of the great divisions of the

Simiadiv or Monkeys, distinguished by a long dog-
like snout, large canine teeth or tusks, capacious
cheek-pouches, and naked callosities on the but-

tocks ; they are inhabitants of Africa, Southern

Asia, and the adjacent islands.

c 1400 MAUXDKV. xxii. 238 Babewynes, Apes, Marmesettus,
and othere dyver>e be->tes. 1481 CANTON ffyytiard (Pab.)

98, I wende hit had be a mermuyse, a baubyi:, or a mercatte.

1530 PAI.SGR. 196/1 Baljwyne beest, baboyn. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. i\'. i. 37 Coole it with a Baboones blood. 1774 GOLDSM.
A'rt/. Hist. II. 354 The baboon .. is from three to four feet

high. 1834 fSee APE 2.] 1849 MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng. iv. I.

480 His forehead low as that of a baboon.

3.yfc. as a term of abuse ; cf. ape.
< 1500 AW>/ //(WlRitson* xi. 238 He then began tostorm,

Cries Fool, fanatick, baboon ! 1592 NASHK /'. fcnilcssr E j b,

I> it anie discredit for me, thou great babound . . to be cen-

sured by thee? 1628 WITHER Brit. Rcmemb. i. 977 Such
Apes, and such Baboones, As Parasites, and impudent Buf-

foones. 1678 WYCHERLKY I*I,-Dealer \\. \. 25 No chattering,
Baboons, instantly be gone.
4. Comb, baboon-bird ; (see qnot.)
1883 I. THURS India tis ofGuiana 1 16 The bird (Thrcnccdus,

Milltaris\ called in the colony baboon-bird from the resem-
blance of its deep note to the '

baboon.'

Baboonery (babw'neri). Also 4 babwynrie.

[Cf. F.&7&wm<?rw*apishnesse, fopperie, foolerie'

(Cotgr.\ f. babouin : see prec. and -KKY.]

f-1. Grotesque ornamentation : cf. BAHERY. Obs.

1383 WYCLIF ll'ks. \. (18801 8 ^if ^>ei drawen J>e peple . . by
coryouste of gaye wyndownes . . peyntyngis and babwynrie.
2. A collection or colony of baboons

;
cf. rookery.

1613 CHAPMAN Masque Mid. Temp. iD. A vast, wither'd

and hollow tree, the bare receptacle of the Baboonerie.

3. Babdonish condition, conduct, or behaviour.

a 1848 MARRYAT A'. Reefer ,\i\-, The improvement . . that

baboonery had made toward manhood. 1857 \at. Mag.\\.
168 ( Jranges which he demolished in a style of the most perfect

baboonery.

Baboonish. (bibwuif
1

), a. [f.
BABOON -* -isn 1

.]

Resembling a baboon ; baboon-like.

1824 < JAI.T Rothctan III. 277 The baboonish-looking visage
of the Italian. 1824 Miss FKRRIKR Inheritance I. ii. (D.)
A long, wrinkled, smirking, baboon ish physiognomy.

Baboonize, Qfo.~ [t BABOON + -izi.]
1611 CoTr.K. BabomiiHcr, to baboonize it; to play the

monkey', to use apish or foolish tricks, or knauish prank t:s.

Babouche ;bab/7-J). Also 7 baboushe. 9
baboosh. [a. F. bab^uche (cf. Sp. babucha^^ a.

Arab. ijijjU babush, ad. Pers. |4oL> ptiposh a

slipper, f. pa foot +posh covering, poshl-deii to

cover. The change from / to b is seen also in

pasha, bashaw."] A Turkish or oriental slipper.

1695 MOTTKUX St. Olon's Morocco 90 They have Shooes,
or rather Slippers, without Heel's, call'd Baboushes. 1863

\Daily Paper \, Boots of red leather . . encased in babouches
of black leather.

Baboun^e, -ound, -oyn.e, obs. ff. BABOOK.

Babtym, obs. form of BAPTISM.

II Babui'na. [fern, of mod.L. babuinus BABOON,
= F. babouine^\ A female baboon.
1882 /W- Sd*Monthly XX. 398 An old babuina.

t Ba'burd, Obs. Sc. Also 6 bawburd. [a. F.

babord, adopted from Teutonic ; cf. OE. b&c-boni,

Ger. hakbord) Du. bakboord.~\
= LAHBOARD.

1^-885 K. ALFRED Oros. i. i. 20 Bur^enda land WEES us on

ba:c-bord.} 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis v. iv. 20 Betwixt the rolk

and Gyas schip On bawburd fast the innar way he leit .slip.

c 1570 K. SEMI-ILL Fleming B-erge, With steirburd, liaburd,
luf and lie. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE/WM/J (1821) 238 On baburd

syde, the whirling of the sand.

Babwen, -yn, -ynrie, obs. ff. BABOON, etc.

Baby (bri-bi), sb. Forms : 4-6 babi, 5 babee,
6babye, 6-7 babie, 4- baby ; 6-9 dial, babby.
[A pet-form of BABE (see -Y*), which passed into

familiar use, while babe remained as the dignified
word (e.g. in Scripture) and is now chiefly poetic.]
1. An infant, a young child of either sex. (For-

merly synonymous with child
; now usually re-

stricted to an infant 'in arms.')

1377 LANGU /'. PI. B. xvn. 94 With penaunce and passioun
of pat babi. 1393 GOWER L'ottf. I. 265 The yonge babies

crieden alle. c 1475 Babees Book 45 Yee Babees in housholde
that done duelle. 1533 BELLENDENE Li~>y v. 118221 438 We
bere na armoure aganis babby is. 1611 SHAKS. ll'iftf. T. 11.

i. 6 You'le kisse me hard, and speake to me, as if I were a

Baby still. 1771 FF.NNING Eng, Diet., Baby, a. young child,

distinguished from
'

babe,' because that is applied to children

who can both walk and speak, but this to those who can do
neither. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 194 Lightly rocking

baby's cradle, 1865 DICKENS Mnt. Fr. 3 'The fire that

warmed you when you were a babby.'

f 2. A doll, puppet. Obs.

1552 Hui-OET, Baby or puppet for chyldren, Pupa. 1563
Homilies^ Idolatry \\\. 11844) 238 Puppets and babies for

old fools in dotage. 1651 LILLY Chas. 1 117741 21 9 Whose
father sold babies and such pedlary ware in Cheapside. 1712
STEEI.K Spcct. No. 500 F 3 Little girls tutoring their Babies.

1721 POPE Let. Blonnt 3 Oct., Sober over her Sampler, or

gay over a jointed Baby.

f3. The small image of oneself reflected in the

pupil of another's eye ; hence to look babies. Obs.

1593 Tell-trothes N. Y. Gift 39 That babie which lodges
in womens eies. 1621 BCRTUN Anat. Mel. in. ii. vi. v. 1 1'!3*

576 They may kiss and coll, lye and look babies in one
anothers eyes. 1672 MARVEI.L Rch. Transp. \. 66 Only to

speculate his own Baby in their eyes. 1682 MKS. BEHN City
Heiress in. i, Sigh'd, and lookt Babies in his gloating

Eyes.

t 4. //. Pictures in books ; perh. orig. the orna-

mental tail-pieces and borders with cupids and

grotesque figures intenvorked (cf. BABERY). Still

in north dial.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bar/as (1621^ 5 We gaze but on the

babies and the cover, The gaudy flowers and edges painted
over. 1618 HALES Gold. Ron. 116731 H - 8 Provided that, in

the Tables and Maps, there were no pictures and babies.

1655 FULLER Hist. Camb. (1840)39 More pleased with babies

in books than children are.

5. fig. (contemptuously) A foolish or childish

fellow. To smell of the baby \ to be childish.

1603 Patient Grissil 17 My brisk spangled baby will come
into a stationer's shop. 1618 BRETON Court, fy Countrytn.

19 i D.I So long in their home booke that, doe what they can,

they will smell of the Baby till they can not see to read.

1660 MILTON Free Connnoniv. Wks. (1851' 430 If we were

aught els but Sluggards or Babies.

6. transf. The young of an animal ; cf. B. i a.

1883 G. ALLEN in Knmvledge 18 Aug. 97/2 While he [the

young hare] is still a baby.

7. fig. A (comparatively) tiny thing ; cf. B. i a.

1859 JEPHSON Brittany vii. 88 Turrets beside which the

leaning tower of Pisa is a baby.

B. Comb, (in which baby approaches in use to

an adj.)

1. General relations : a. appositive {hence- 'little,

tiny'), as baby-boy, -figure (1606), -germ, -girl,

-stream, (and of animals) baby-bird^ -elephant,

-snake
\
b. objective gen. w ith verbal sb. or pple.,

as baby-eater^ -seller (1634), -worship, -farming \

c. similative, as baby-blind (1627), -mild ;
d. at-

trib. (of or befitting a baby), hence = '

infantine,

innocent,' 'little, tiny,' 'babyish, silly,' as baby

age, brow (ifo-0, dance, face, hand, mind, sole,

falk ; e. attrib. (for a baby's use), as baby-flasket^

-clothes, -clouts, -linen, -things (1783); f. para-

ynthetic deriv., as baby-faced, -featured (1780).

1634 BAYNE On Coloss. 357 The *baby age of the Church.

1884 (J. VICTORIA More Leaves 168 The v
baby-basket sent

her . . when King James I. was born. 1864 KINGSLEV U'ater
Bab. 279 An old song . . learnt when she was a little *baby-
bird. 1627 H. BURTON Baiting Popes Bull 6 Filiall, or

rather *baby-blind obedience. 1605 SHAKS. Mttcb. iv. i. 88

Weares vpon his
*
Baby-brow, the round And top of Souer-

aignty. 1850 MRS. BROWNING J yocnts II. 174 Baby-browed
And speechless Being. 1770 J. LOVE Cricket 7 Leave the

dissolving Song, the *baby Dance. 1848 KINGSLEY iSW/V
Trag. i. i. 40 Worshippers of black cats, *baby-eaters, and
such like. 1864 Reader 14 May 626 The mind of a 'baby

elephant. 1713 SWIFT Catkuns q I'. Wks. 1755 III. 11. 16

A *baby face, no life, no airs. 1883 A. DOBSON in Eng.
llhtst. Mag. Nov. 79/2 That *baby-faced beauty. 1780
COWI-ER Progr. Error 201 *Baby-featured,and of infant size.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. i. iii. 345 The *baby figure of the

Gyant-masse Of things to come at large. 1842 TENNYSON

HOOD Lycus Poems (1858'^ 307 The leopard was..*baby-
mild in its feature. 1784 COWPER Task v. ioo Infirm and

*baby minds. 1634 J. HORNE Janna Ling. 123 "Baby-sellers

\nngh'endi\ boast and speak proudly. 1864 TENNYSON

Ayhner's F. 186 Tender pink five-beaded *baby-soles. 1864
Realm 15 June 5 Ravines from which Jumna, Indus, and

Ganges, yet *baby streams, gush. 1850 MARC. FULLER Wont,

in \<)th C. (1862)311 To talk 'baby-talk and give shallow
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accounts ofdeep things. 1783 AIN-SWORTII/.*?/. Diet., "Baby
things, linainentd ad infantes rccens natos involvenditiH,

2. Special combinations : baby - farmer, one
who takes in infants to nurse for payment, whence

baby-farming, etc. ; baby-house, a doll's house, a/so,

a toy-house barometer or hygrometer from which
little dolls issue to indicate changes of weather;

baby-jumper, a hoop or frame suspended by an

elastic attachment, so that a young child secured

in it may exercise its limbs ; baby-like a., babyish,

infantile, adv. as a baby does.

1884 Chr. H'orld 10 July 513/3 *Baby-farming was vigor-

ously denounced. 1750 H. WALPOLK Lett.H. A/OMff3l8 II.

359 The Prince is building
*
baby-houses at Kew. 1779

MACKENZIE m Mirror No.2i Fa The little Dutch barometers,
known by the name of *Babyhouses. 1801 MAR. EDGL-:-

WORTH GoodFr. Gm>, (1831) 107, 1 see neither . . dressed dolls,

nor "baby-houses. 1803 Kdin. Rev. II. 141 *Baby-like
caprice. 1858 (ItN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. xxx. 116 If

a man sees his child gored to death . . does he say *baby-like,
'
C) naughty oxen !'

Baby t,bt
7
''bi), v. [f. prec.] To treat as a baby.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 521 It babies us with endless

toys. 1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gayit'orthys I. 240, I should like

to be made much of, and tended yes, babied,

Ba'bydom. rare. [See -DOM.]
= next.

1864 Daily Tel. 14 Sept., The young foal or filly must be
raced in its babydom.

Babyhood (Ivi-bihud). [f.
BABY sb. + -HOOD

;

cf. senses of manhood^\ a. The period or condi-

tion of infancy, b. Babies collectively, c. Baby-
ishness, childish folly.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV. 208 Had she not been
known to be a female, they would not from babyhood have
dressed her as such. 1860 Miss YONCE Stokesley Seer. \\\.

(1880)262 An affront toall babyhood. 1860 GEN. P.THOMPSON
Audi Alt. III. cxiv. 45 All the malevolence and babyhood of
the country rush to display themselves.

Babyish. (bt7i-bi|ij), a. [f.
BABY J& + -ISH.]

Childish, simple, silly.

1753 RICHARDSON Grandison (1820) I. xv. 96 To me she has
a babyish look, especially when she smiles. 1868 G. DUFK
Pol, Sffrr. (1868) 159 Too babyish to deserve even the sem-
blance of consideration.

',
adv. [f. prec, -h-LY 2

.]
In a baby-Ba-byishly, adv.

\

ish manner
; childishly

1860 Rutledge 29, I felt rather babyishly about it. 1884
J. GOLDSMITH HimselfAgain in. 29 He felt, almost baby-
ishly, that she might take him and make him what she
wished him to be.

Ba'byishness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being babyish ; childish silliness.

Babyism (b3-bi|iz'm). [f. BABY sb. + -ISM.]
1. Babyish condition, babyhood.
1836 J. DOWSES Ml. Decant. II. 232 Alas for the babyism

of man, this thing of yesterday.
2. Babyishness ; babyish phrase or action.

1837 Blackiv. Mag. XLI. 280 The solemn littlenesses of
Lord John Russell and the babyisms of Lord Morpeth. 1864
TKNNYSON./O'/WW'.S/''!. 539 Babyisms and dear diminutives.

Babyl, obs. form of BAUBLE.

Babylon (barbilan), sb. [a. L. Babylon, Gr.

Ba^uAwc, Heb. ?33 Babel.'} A magnificent city,

once the capital of the Chaldee Empire ; also, the

mystical Babylon of the Apocalypse ; whence, in

modern times, applied polemically to Rome or the

papal power, and rhetorically to any great and
luxurious city.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vi. 8 Bethleem and Babiloyne, I haue
l>en in bobe. 1634 RAINBOW Labour (1635) 41 Thy great
Babilons which thou hast built. 1823 BYRON Juan xi.

xxiii, The approach . . to mighty Babylon [ London].

t Ba'bylon, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. prec. sb.] To

place or establish in a magnificent abode.

1633 F. GRF.VILLE Cxlica vi. xxxviii, In mortall seat of
Caihca's faire heart, To babylon my selfe there, did intend,

Babylonian (b?ebil<'U'nian), a. and sb.
[f.

L.

Babyloni-us, Gr. 'Ba&v\wvi-os + -AN.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to Babylon ; hence Jiff.

a. huge, gigantic ; fb. popish (obs.} ;
c. (cf. Rev.

xvii. 4) scarlet.

1637 Giu.F.sriE Rng,-Pof>. Cerent, n, vii. 28 The Babylonian
baggage of Antichristian Ceremonies. 1790 BUKKI-: Fr. Re*>.

41 The confused jargon of their Babylonian pulpits. 1821

DR QUINCEY Confess. Wks. I. 131 No huge Babylonian
centres ofcommerce towered Into the clouds. 1848 DICKKNS

Dombey (1870) I. v. 89 A cocked hat and a Babylonian collar.

B. sb. An inhabitant of Babylon ; hence fig.

f a. papist (obs.}, b. astrologer.
1564 Brief E.vain.

x * *
iij, We dwell not among the Babi-

lonians and Chaldies. 1677 GILPIN Dsemonol. (1867) 192 For
from good bishops . . they are become incurable Babylon ians.

'795 SOUTHEY Lett.fr. Spain '1799^ 76 Here the Babylonian
[
= Romish Church] walks the street in full dress scarlet.

BabyloniC (bsebil^rnik), a. [ad. L, Babyloni-

rus.] ^=prec. adj.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 154 After the Babylonique cap-
tiuitie. 1853 KANI-: Grinnell Exp. xlix. (1856) 467 The ter-

races of a Babylonia tower.

t Babylo'nical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AiA]
Of or belonging to Babylon ; hence fig. a. Romish,

popish, b. Babel-like, disorderly, tumultuous.

1535 COVERDALE Bible Ded., Much bound . . to your grace
fordelivering us out of our old Babylonical captivity. 1547
Homilies \. x. i. (18591 105 There raigneth all . . Babylonicall
confusion. 1597 J. PAYNE RoyalExch. 38 The Babylonicall
extermination by Cyrus,

607

t Babylo'nically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In

a Babylonish manner
; sumptuously, luxuriously.

1599 NASHF. Lent. Stiiffe in Harl. Misc. VI. 162 He is

attended upon most Babilonically.

Babylonish i,baebilJu-niJ), a. [see -i-SH 1
.]

1. Of, belonging to, or made at Babylon.
i$3S COVKRDAI.K Josh. vii. 21 A costly Babilonish[WvcLiF,

reed] garment. 1738 \\'I-:SI,I;Y Psalms cxxxvli, Fast by the

Babylonish Tide . . We dropt our weary Limbs. 1861 Sat.
Rev. 21 Dec. 645 Babylonish bricks and Assyrian bulls.

2 fig. fa. Romish, popish \pbs.} ;
b. Babel-like,

confused in language.
1590 HARROW mConfer. i. loThe Antichristian yokeofthels

Babilonish Bishopps. 1654 G,u;i; (tittc\ A clear Vindication
of the . .Parochial Ministers of England, from the . . injurious
nickname of Babylonish. 1663 BUTI.KR Hud, i. i. 93 A Baby-
lonish Dialect, Which learned Pedants much affect. 1816

GILCHRIST Pkilos. Etym. 128 This is the kind of Babylonish
lexicography of Johnson's Dictionary, which gives twenty-
four meanings^ or shadows of meaning, to the word_/?ww.

Ba'bylonism. [f.
as prec. + -ISM.]

fl. fig. Popery. Obs.
1610 BP. HALL Apol. Brownists 129 They baptize the seed

of them who are no members of any visible church. Mere

Babylonisme. 1645 [so in PAGITT Hcrcsiogr. (1661,) 73.]

2. A Babylonian word or phrase.
1883 DKI.ITZSCH mAtkenafum 25 Aug. 239/2 A good many

such '

Babylonisms'. .are now to be discovered in Aramaic.

Ba'byloiiize, v. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -IZE.] To
make Babylonian. Hence Babylonized//?. a.

1607 DKKKKR It7i. Babylon Wks. 1873 II. 229 Fugitiues
WhiKy heartesare Babylonized. 1701 V>K\\L9.\.i.\ Apoc. Quest.
24 The Babyloniz'd manners of the Jews of Old.

Babyo'latry. nonce-wd.
[f.

BABY sb.
;

cf.

inariolatry : see -LATUY.]
1846 C/itiwl>. yrnl. Feb. 129 Child-worship, or babyolatry.

Babyrouessa, -roussa, ohs. ff. BABIRGUSSA.

Babysh(e, obs. form of BABISH.

Babysliip (b^'bijip). [f.
BABY sb. + -SHIP.]

a. = BABYHOOD, b. The personality of a baby.
1617 in MINSIII:U. 1648 HL:RKICK Hesper. 118441 H- 48 Is

it a trespass, if we three Should wend along his babyship to

sue? 1693 W. ROUERTSON Phraseol. Gen. 193 Babyship or

Infancy.

fBac 1
. Obs. rarc~ l

. [App. a corrupt form.

Cf. OK. bcag (ME. be), bcigh . and ON. baitgr, ring,

armilla, etc.] A chaplet.
c 1300 in Wright Lyric P. xxv. 70 That thou me havest ben

so fre, Thy bac of thornes, thy nayles thre.

II Bac 2 Uxek). [Fr. ;
see also BACK sb.-.]

1. A flat-bottomed French ferry-boat ; a ferry.

1672 COLKS, Bac t a ferry. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.Supp., Bact

in Navigation, is used for a praam, or ferry-boat. 1867 in

SMYTH Sailors \Vord-hk. [Cf. 'St. Augustine's Back' at

Bristol.]

2. In Brewing &w\ Distilling: see BACK sb.-

Bac-, obs. form of BACK-, BAK-.
' Bacalao (brekala-^). Also6-;bacalow, Sbac-

calio, -alao, 9 bacallao. [a. Sp. bacallao cod-fish,

according to early navigators the native name in

Newfoundland or the adjacent mainland.] Cod-fish.

1555 R. EnKN-AVw ll'orldem. vi. 11885) 161 Cabot him selfe

named those landes Baccallaos, bycause that in the seas ther

about he found so great multitudes of certeyne bigge fysshes
. .which thinhabitantes caule Baccallaos. 1598 STO\\S?tr?:

iStrype 1754) II. v. xvii. 362/2 Merchants trading in Spain
and Portugal [export] . . Pilchards, Salmon, Poor Jack or

Bacalow. 1762 Gcntl. Alag. 121 Fishing upon the banks of

Newfoundland for baccalao. 1765 Loud. Chron. 14 Feb. 160

Large Baccalio and fine old Ling.

b. Bacalao-bird :

1865 ClossE Land fy Sea 44 Guillemots' eggs, in Newfound-
land well known by the name of Baccalao-birds' eggs.

Bacare, haccare, variants of BACK ARE.

t Ba'CCateur, -or. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.

baccalanreits, corrupt form of baccalarhts (see

BACHELOR), with some imaginary reference to bacca

lauri, the laurel berry.]
= BACHELOR (Academic).

1661 RAY Three Itin, II. 159 Students . . of the third [year]

they call baccalors [at Glasgow], 1695 K.ENNETT Par. A ntiq.
ix. 619 John Barber, Baccalaur of both Laws.

Baccalaurean (baekilg-rtSn), a.
[f. med.L.

baccalaitrc-us + -AN.] Of or befitting a bachelor.

1845 Rachel. Albany (18541 30 Precision and taste rigidly
baccalaurean. 1849 J. BROWN Horx Subs. Ser. i. 18 That
quiet comfortable baccalaurian habitation.

Baccalaureate (brekal<rr/vt). [ad. med.L.

baccalaurciittts, f. baccalaurcns : see prec. and -ATE.]
1. The University degree of bachelor.

1625 49 Sc. Acts Chas. 7(1814* V- 73 'JAM.) Degries of bac-

calawfeatt, licentiat, and doctoral. 1702 C. MATHF.R Magn.
Chr. iv. Introd.(i852)25The degrees of a baccalaureate and
a doctorate in divinity.

2. = BACHELOR. (By Longfellow used ntetrigratia,

perh. with reference to laureate?)

1696 in PHILLIPS. 1868 LONGF. Dante*s Par. xxiv, 46 [He]
as baccalaureate arms himself.

3. attrib. quasi-a^'. in Baccalaureate-sermon ; a

farewell discourse delivered to a graduating class

in some American colleges.
1864 O. W. HOI.MKS Soundingsfr.Atl. 72 A baccalaureate

sermon of President Hopkins. 1884 Nonconf. 10 July 667/1
Baccalaureate sermons are now being preached by the most
eminent clergymen.

Baccalio, obs. form of BACALAO.

II Baccara, -at (bakara). [a. F. baccara] A

BACCHANALIAN.

game at cards played for money between a banker
and several punters.
1866 Daily 'lei. 13 Jan. 5/2 Baccarat, bad luck, and bank-

ruptcy. 1883 Ou i DA Wanda 1. 190 You must not steal : you
may beggar your friend at baccara. 1884 Law Times Rep.
30 Aug. 808/2 Baccarat, being a game of cards other than a
game of mere skill, was an ' unlawful game.'

Baccate (bark-fit;, a. Bot. [ad. L. baccdtus ]

1. Bearing berries
; baceifcrous, berried.

1836 in LOUDON iLHL'ycl, Plants Gloss.

2. Of the nature of a berry, berry-like.
1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. 31 The fruit of all

Grossulacea; is baccate.

Ba'CCated, ///. a. [f. L. baccattts, bacatits, set

with pearls, f. bacca berry, pearl: see -ATE 3.]

*f* 1. Set with pearls. Obs. 1731 in BAILEY.

2. Berried, berry-bearing. 1731 in BAILEY.

Baccato- (ba-kv'-to', comb, form of BACCATE,
as in baccato-tuberculoust with berry-like tubercles.

i8gz DANA Crust, i. 203 Carapax .. baccato-luberculous.

Bacchanal (barkanal), a. and sb. Forms : 6

bacchinall, 7 bachinal, bachanal.e, -nel, back-

enal, 6 - bacchanal, [ad. L. bacchandlis, also/wm/-,
baca- t f. Bacchus^ Or. Bci/r^o? god of wine.]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to Bacchus or his worship.
1550 Xicou.s Thniyd. 5ol,R.)Unto whom was yearely cele-

brated the feast bacchanal, a 1789 P.UKNKY Hist. Mus, I. 61

Styles of Melop<L-ia; (i the Dithyrambic or Bacchanal.

2. Indulging in drunken revelry ; riotously

drunken, roystering.
1711 SHAI-'I i;sn. C/iarac. ^1737'!! I. 364 A bacchinal nymph.

1762 FALCDNI-.K To />/.-. York 144 Kxulting with bacchanal

rage. 1818 BYKUN ('//. Har. iv. Dcd., The bacchanal roar

of the songs of exultation.

B. sb.

1. A priest or priestess, votary, or devotee of

Bacchus
;
a Bacchant or Bacchante.

1590 SHAKS. Mitis, A", v. i. 48 The riut of the tipsie Bacha-
nals. 1594 NASHE L'n/ort. Tra-.<. 85 Like a franticke Bac-

chinall, she stampt. 1853 RUUKKTSON Scrm. Ser. in. ix. 113
To them the bacchanal appeared a being half inspired.

2. A drunken reveller.

1812 BYKON Ch. Har, \. vi, And now Childe Harold . . from
his fellow bacchanals would Ik-e. 1841 H. SMITH Moneyed
Man II. ix. 311, I detest myself, degraded bacchanal as I am.

3. (Usually//.) A festival in honour of Bacchus.

[L. Bacchanalia]
1616 in BULLOKAR. 1636 HEALEY Thcophrast. To Rdr.,

'1'hese were preparatives to those more solemne Bacchanals
or Corrivals [?_/orConvivals]. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. III.

^44 Intemperance and Kxcess in tlie Heathen Bacchanals
was esteemed an Act of religious Joy.
4. An occasion of drunken revelry ;

an orgy.
1536 I .ATI MICK -znd Sewn. bcf. t'onvoc. I. 52 The solemn and

nocturnal bacchanals. 1673 Lady's Call. n. i. 23 That a

marriage-day is but a kind of bacchanal, a more licens'd

avow'd revel. 1795 BUKKI-; Regie. Peace IX. 118 At their

debauches and bacchanals.

fig. 1860 SIR T. MARTIN Horace no Where mists and
snows .. Hold reckless bacchanal.

5. A dance or song in honour of Bacchus.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. fyCl. ir. vii. no Shall we daunce now the

Kyyptian Backenals f 1697 DRYOI.N I'irg. Georg. n. 693
Where Bacchanals are sun^ liy Spartan Maids. 1780 CowpEK
Table T. 602 Genius danced a bacchanal.

6. A scene of revelry painted or sculptured.
1753 CMAMBKKS Cycl. Supp., Jtaie/ianalia, Bacchanals, pic-

tures or basso relievos, whereon the feast is represented, con-

sisting chiefly of dancings, nudities, and the like. 1762 H.
WALI-OLE I'ertites Anecd. raint.(i-j%(>i III. 32 A Bacchanal
of. . naked boys, sitting on a tub, the wine running out.

|i Bacchanalia ,kvkaiv'-lia), sb.pl. [L., neut.

pi. of Iwcchanalis : see prec. Formerly occas.

treated in Kng. as sing., with pi. -as.]

1. The festival held in honour of Bacchus.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Tacitus gives an elegant de-

scription of the Bacchanalia. 1863 HAYDN Diet. Dates s.\.,

In Rome the Bacchanalia were suppressed, 1 86 B.C.

2. Drunken revelry; a tippling- bout, an orgy.
1633 MARMYON Fine Coinp. n. iv, Drinks sack, and keeps

his Bacchanalias. 1684 EVKI.YN Mem.
(1857^

II. 210 The
squibs and bacchanalia of the Lord Mayor's Show. 1880 I,.

WALLACE Ken-Hur 283 The morning after the bacchanalia.

f3. A drinking-song : cf. BACCHANAL sb. 5. Obs.

1651 EVKI.YN Char. hug. Wks. (18051 158 In taverns, chant-

ing their dithrambicks and bestial bacchanalian

f 4. = BACCHANAL 6. Obs.

1662 J. BARCRAVK rope Alex. 1-77(1867) "7 A bachanalia

piece, dugg out of the temple of Bacchus.

Bacchanalian (bsekSntfHiln), a, and sb.
;

also 7 bachan-, 8 bacchin-. [f.
L. bacchanali-s^

BACCHANAL + -AN.] A. adj.

1. Of, connected with, or relating to Bacchanals.

i6zz Paradox in Hart. Misc. I. 267 Scarce sufficient to

make a Bacchanalian sacrifice. 1623 COCKKKAM, Bacchana-

leein /nmvs, Women-Bacchus-Priests. 1816 C,entl. Mag.
LXXXVI. 4 An antique vase, with Bacchanalian masks.

2. Characterized by, connected with, or given to

drunken revelry; riotously drunken, roystering.

1565 STOW-Citron. (R.I Shamelesse drunken bacchanalian

women. 1609 DKKKKR Gufs H&rncbk. (1812! 21 Or else,

haunting taverns, desires to take the bacchanalian degree.

1750 JOHNSON RamM. No. 71 p6 We are importuned by the

bacchanalian writers to lay hold on the present hour. 1878
H. STANLEY Dark Cotit. I. viii. 172 Began to chant in baccha-

nalian tones, a song that was tipslly discordant.
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B. jA A bacchanal, a drunken reveller, a tippler.
1617 ASSHETON Jrnl. 118481 50 All this morning we plaid

the bacchanalians. 1x704 T. BROWN To Yng. Lady Wks.
1730 I. 66 Let Bacchanalians . . Hunt out champagne. 1870
ANDEKSON Missions Amer. Bd. II. iv. 28 In all the disorder
of a troop of bacchanalians.

Bacchana'lianism, Ba cchanalism, bacchana-
lian practices, drunken revelry. Bacchana liaiily

adv. t with drunken revelry (in Webster 1864).
1855 Scot. Rev. 267 To lend the power of his genius to

bacchanalianism. 1858 LADY WALLACK Fredk. Gf. 11.214
Four years of bacchanalism . . which the Count had passed.

Bacclianalizatiou (bic'kanselaizJi'Jan). [f.

next : see -ATION.] A turning into drunken revel.

1798 W.TAYLOR in.1/iwM. Rev. XXVII. 572 A bacchanal-

ization of the eucharist.

Bacchanalize (barkanalaiz), v. [a. F. bae-

chanaliser (Cotgr.) : see BACCHANAL and -IZE.]

1. intr. To act as a bacchanal, indulge in revelry.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Bacchanalize^ to rage, play mad

pranks, fare like mad men. 1851 S. JI'DD Margaret \\. ii.

(1871) 196 Saints bacchanalizing.

2. trans. To turn into drunken revelry; cf. prec.

Bacchant (bae-kant), $h. (and aO [ad. L. Bac-
chant-em

,
sb. (in L. fem. only : see next; f. pr. pple.

of bacchari, ad. Or. fiaaxa-ftv to celebrate with
frenzied gestures the festival of Bacchus.]
A. sl>. A priest, priestess, or inspired votary of

Bacchus ; hence, a drunken reveller, roysterer.
2699 BOVKR Fr. Diet, (1759*, Bacchante^ a Bacchant, a

Priestess of Bacchus, 1774 Westm. Mag. II. 428 Bacchants

reeling to the tipsy song. 1853 TRENCH Proverbs 134 The
thyrsus-bearers are many, but the bacchants few.

B. as adj. Bacchus-worshipping, wine-loving.
1800 MOORE Anacrcon iv. 15 Many a rose-lipped bacchant

maid Is culling clusters in their shade. 1821 BVRON yuan
in. xliii, Over his shoulder, with a Bacchant air, Presented
the o'erflowing cup.

Bacchante (bakcrnt, barkant, bakae-ntz"), sb.

(and a.} [a. F. bacchante, ad. L. Bacchdntem \ see

prec. The first pronunciation is after the Fr. ;

the third after It. (etc.) baccante* favoured perhaps

by the fact that the plural (of both genders) is

often Bacchantes (-arnt/z) after L.]
A. sb. A priestess or female votary of Bacchus.

1797 HoLCRQfTtr. Stafford's 7Vrt7'.III.lxxvii.<ed, 21170 She

capered with the intoxication ofa Bacchante. 1811 L. HAW-
|

KISS C'tcss fy Gertr. I. 313 Whether male or female, a bac-

chante, or a Silenus. 1847 LONGF. /;r. n. 2 To follow or

guide the revel of frenzied Bacchantes.

B. attnb. as adj. : cf. BACCHANT.
1821 BYRON yuan iv. xcii. A Bacchante blooming visage.

1868 H. LEE B. Godfrey 1. 283 Emmot laughed with her bac-

chante air.

Bacchantic (baka"ntik), a,
[f. BACCHANT\E +

-K'.] Of or pertaining to the devotees of Bacchus.

1845 HIRST Poems 97 With Bacchantic figures glowing.
1878 A*. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 53 Bacchantic dances.

Bacchar, baccar (ba-kaj). Bot. [a. L. bac-

c(h}ar, bacc(Ji}aris (also used in Eng.), a. Gr.

pdnftapis, a*xaP(y a Lydian word'), a plant
with an aromatic root yielding oil.] A plant

variously identified by botanists. (Baccharis is

now applied to an American genus of Cotnpositx?)
1551 TURNER Herbal ( 1 568 1 57 a. Baccharis . . in englishe

sage of hierusalem. x6oz HOLLAND Pliny\\. 85 Bacchar is

named by some Rustick-Nard. 1616 SL-RFL. & MARKH.
Countr. Farm 144 Against the colicke : take Asarum
bacchar. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Baccharis, Bacchar
. . commonly called plowman's spikenard. 1855 SINGLETON

Virgil \. 27 Her gadding ivies everywhere with baccaris,

Shall earth unbosom. Ibid, 47 With baccar binding brow.

rBaccha'tion. Obs. [ad. L. bacchatidn-cm t

n. of action f. bacchdri \ see BACCHANT and -TIUN.]

*Kiot, drunkenness.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.
< Bacclie'an, a. Obs.- [f.

L. Bacche-nst
a.

Or. Bdtfx*"^ + -AX.] 'Belonging to Bacchus,

drunken, sottish.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.

Bacchian (bae-kian), a.
[f. L, Bacchi-us, a.

Gr. Ba*x** + -AN.] Having the attributes of

Bacchus.

1850 LEITCH Mfiller s Anc. Art 203 note, Antinous . . is

sometimes also represented as Bacchian, sitting on a panther.

Bacchic (b?e-kik), a. [ad. L. Bacchicus, a. Gr.

BaKx<tfo? of Bacchus. Cf. F. Bacchiquc]
1. Of or pertaining to Bacchus or his worship.
1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. n. iii. 30 The Bacchic Music was

famous throughout Asia. 1736 STUKELEV Palxogr. Sacra

39 tT.) The bacchick orgia were celebrated on the tops of

hills. 1843 MRS. H. GRAY Sepnl. Etniria iv. 189 Gracefully
twined with branches of bacchic ivy.

2. Inspired with the frenzy of a votary of Bacchus,

frenzied ; riotously drunken, roystering, jovial.

1699 KURNET 39 Art. xxiii. (1700! 255 Women Priests ..

filled with a Bacchick Fury. 1865 Miss MULOCH Chr.

Mistake 17 He . . then broke intoa broad, genial laugh, quite
Bacchic. 1874 MAHAFFV Soc. Life Greece xi. 330 note, Like

Bacchic maidens who draw milk and honey from the rivers.

f B. (absoL as) sb. A drinking-song. Obs.

1676 ETHF.RF.DGE Man ofMode iv. i. (1684* 57 Let us have
the new Bachique. O. Bell, That's a hard word ! What does

it mean, Sir? Med. A Catch, or drinking Song.

t Ba'cchical, a. 0^. = prec.

1663 J. Si-tNCER Prophecies (.\&b$) 78 They raised up a kind

of Bacchical Enthusiasm.

|[ Bacchins (bakai-fe). [L., a. Gr. Ba#x">* (sc-

inn's).] A metrical foot of three syllables, one
short and two long.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. /*<>*>( Arb.) 1 34 For your foote bac-

chius of a short and two long ye haue . . renouncing^ r-
penta ncet enuring. 1870 JKBB Sophocles' Electro, (ed. 2)49/2
A bacchius 10* dft4<) replacing the molossus,

H Bacchus (bse-k/is). [L., a. Gr.Ba*x*-] The

god of wine
; hence, wine, intoxicating liquor.

Son of Bacchus: a tippler.
< 1496 DL-NUAR Gold. Terge 124 Bacus, the gladder of the

table, i 1640 WALLER Batt. Summer Isi. 17 The sweet

pal mettoes a new Bacchus yield. 1747 Scheme Equip. Men
ofH'ar 36 The more corpulent Sons of Bacchus .. might
have Easy-Chairs. 1813 BYRON Island n. xi, The palm . .

Within whose bosom infant Bacchus broods.

b. Comb. Bacchus-bole ; Bacchus-like.

17x5 BRADLEY Fatn. Diet., Bacchus-Bole, a Flower that is

not tall, but a very full, large, broad-leav'd Flower, being of
a sad light Purple. 1600 H'itt's Kecr. in Southey's Comnwn~
pi. Bk. Ser. u. 314 They mean, then, Bacchus-like to feed.

Bacciferous (bseksrferas), a.
[f.

L. bacdfer
(f. bacca berry + -fcr bearing) -t- -ous : cf. F. bac-

fif2re.] Berry-bearing, producing berries.

1656 in BLOUNT Glnssogr. 1668 WILKISS Real Char. 96
Herbs . . Bacciferous ; whose seeds are included in a juicy
pulpe. i86a J. WILSON Farming 48 The potato . . is a bac-

ciferous herb.

Bacciforni ^barksifpim), a. [ad. mod.L. hacci-

formis, f. bacca berry : see -FORM. Cf. F. bacci-

forme.'] Berry-shaped. 1839 in HOOPER Med. Diet.

Baccivorous (bftksi*v5rai\ a.
[f. L. bacca

berry + -vorus devouring : cf. F. baccivore.] Berry-

eating, living chiefly on berries.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim, <y J/V. Introd., Birds which are

. . baccivorous, as the Thrush. [In BAILEY, and mod. Diets.]

Bacco, baccy, vulgar abbreviations of TOBACCO.
1833 MARRYAT P. Simple (18631 9 'You must larn to chaw

baccy.' 1860 All Y. Round No. 57. 161 His wife has found
his 'bacco-box.

t Bace- Obs. [Cf. Sw. has beating, flogging,
basa to beat, flog, also Da. bask stripe, blow, baske

to beat, strike, and mod. Sc. baiss to beat, drub.

(Jam.)] A blow; a drubbing.
it 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus iv. 678 Swyith pak . . or 3our

bak beir a bace.

Bace, Bacen, obs. forms of BASE, BAKEN.

Bacha, earlier form of basha t BASHAW.
Bachanal, etc., obs. forms, of BACCHANAL, etc.

Bacharach. (ba'xarax, bwkanck'. Also 7

Back-rac(k, -rag, Baccharach, Bachrag, -rach.

A town on the Rhine giving its name to a wine

formerly much esteemed.
ci6>o r LETCH & MASS. Begg, Bush v. ii, My fire-works

and flap-dragons and good back-rack. 1656 BLOUNT C/fWgy.
s.v., Wines which are made there, and therefore called Bach-

rag or Bacharach ; vulgarly, Rhenish wines. 1678 BUTLKR
Hud. in. iii. 300 Stoutly overcome With Bachrach. 18x0

SCOTT Abbot xv, Bacharac, o/the first vintage. 1851 LONGF.
Gold, /,(". 171 A draught from the noble Bacharach cask.

Bachare, obs. form of BAKER.

t Baclie. Obs. Also 3 beech, b8ecch(e, 9 -bach,
-batch. [Origin doubtful. Possibly a dialect

form of *bccch, hctch t answering to an OE. *b$cct

ON. bekkr, Eng. BECK : OTeut. *bakjo-zt cog-
nate with OE bfce: OTeut. *baki-z t brook, rivu-

let, stream. The transference of meaning from

stream to stream-valley would be parallel to the

north Eng. and Lowland Sc. use of -burn, -water,

in proper names, for the whole river-vale or dale.]

The_yale of a stream or rivulet.

a 1000 in Kemble CfnT. 7TA*""TH. 380 Of SAm ascere in

caersa baec (printed bait], of oam bzce in pipan. la 1200

Notes to LAYAMON III. 447 At Clent in Cu-bache [Lat.

interp. In Clent, in Convalle Bwina\. 1205 LAY. 757

(He] ferde a:fter ane bache . . wes be wei holh & long;
[1*50] pe cleues weren stronge. Ibid. 2596 He bicom in a

he bale funde. Ibid. 21776 Of dalen & of dunen,
& of ba;cehen deopen. riws St. Kenclm 244 in E. E. P.

(1862) 54 Coubache me clipeae J>is valeye iv. }ut me doj also :

In Coubache pis holi bodi lay wel menie a ?er. Ibid. 289
Vnder \fc porn of Coubage. 1393 LANGLAND /'. PI. C. vui.

159 Bote blostered forth as bestes, ouer baches and hulles.

1494 FABYAN vi. clviii. 147 At Clent in Cowbacch . . whiche
is to meane in Englysshe nowe vsyd, at Clent in Cow vale.

1884 J. AMPHLETT (in letter} The deep vale in which St.

Kenelm's chapel is situated, is now called Clatterbach

(-batch). In two other stream-vales, east of it, are fields

called \Vithty Batch, and Mare Batch.

Bachelor (bsrt/flaa). Forms : 3-6 bacheler,

3-7 -iler, 4-5 -ilere, -iller, -illier, bachler(e,

-elere, 5
- -ylere, baculere, 5 -6 bachelar, 6

batchellour, -elar, bacchelaure, 6-7 batcheler,

-ellor, -eller, batchler, 7 bachelaur, -elour, 7-8

batchelour, 8 bachellour, 5- bachelor, [a. OF,
bacheler

p =Pr. bacalar. It. bacealare : L. type *bac-

calaris, of doubtful origin. The later F. bache-

Her is corrupted in the termination, as is the i6th c.

Eng. bachelour^ bachelor : cf. ANCESTOR, and see

-OR. The original meaning being uncertain, the

sense-development is also doubtful.

Of med.L. baccaldris only a few late instances occur (in

sense 1
1,
which might be from the mod. langs. (see Du Cange,

Bacularis\ 1 1 was, however, prob. connected with baccalaria^
a division of land, of which the size and nature varied at

different times, and with the adjectives baccalarhts, -aria,

applied m 8th c. to rustic* male and female who worked for

the colonus or tenant ofa ntansus. (See Deloche, Cartulaire
de Beaulieu Introd. e"clairc. xxii.) But the precise relation

of *baccaldris to these words, and its subsequent history
are still uncertain. Still more doubtful is its derivation :

baccalaria is with some probability referred to bacca, late

L. and Romanic for vacca cow, through *6accdfis(cf. avilis

from ffi'is sheep\ in which case it might be 'grazing farm,'
and baccalariits one employed on it, the assistant ofa colonus
who had not a mansus of his own; Littre' (without account-

ing for the sense) suggests Celtic bacha.il stick (a. L, bacn-
lns\ \ the Welsh bach '

little
'

must be definitely discarded, its

old Celtic form being bice- or becc-, Irish becc. (Thurneysen. >)

1. A young knight, not old enough, or having
too few vassals, to display his own banner, and
who therefore followed the banner of another ;

a

novice in arms. [On this sense was founded the

conjectural etymology of Bos chevalier^
1197 R. GLOUC, 453 Syre ?ong bacheler . . bow art strong

& corageus, 11300 Cursor M. 8541 He was a borli bache-

lere, In al ^>at werld had he na pere. c 1386 CHAUCER Sqrs.
T. 16 Yong, fressh, strong, and in Armes desirous, As any
Bacheler \v. r. bachiler(e, -elere, -illierj of al his hous. 1415
Pol. Poems 11859) II- I2 5 Passe we all now in fere, duke,
erle, and bachelere. c 1500 Partenay 1925 This knight is A
worthi baculere. 1513 LD. BERNFRS Froiss. \. cclxiv. 300
Let sir Johan Chandos do his by himselfe, sythe he is but a
bacheler. i8z8 HALLAM Mid. Ages (18721 1. 195 Vavassors
who obtained knighthood were commonly styled bachelors.

b. Hence, Knight Bachelor, a knight of the lowest

but most ancient order ; the full title of a gentle-
man who has been knighted (without belonging to

any one of the specially named 'orders').

1609 tr. Sir T. Smith's Commit*. Eng. 25 He [a banneret]

being before a batcheler knight, is now ofa higher degree.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 336 These Knights . . were an-

ciently call'd Baccalaurei, or Bachelors. 1809 TOMLINS
Laiv Diet. , Knight-bachelor a simple knight, and not

knight-banneret, or knight of the bath.
188^ Whitaker'^

Aim. 108 Knights Bachelors: a list of those Gentlemen [in

number 278] who have received the honour of knighthood.

f2. A junior or inferior member, or 'yeoman,
1

of a trade-guild, or City Company. Obs.

(In London, their position and functions seem to have
varied at different times, and in different Companies ; in

later times Bachelors were appointed only for ceremonial

occasions, chiefly when one of the Company was chosen

Lord Mayor, their duty being
'
to serve in foynes and

budge' on Ix>rd Mayor's Day. So in Bye Laws of

Grocers' Company of 1711.)

[1390 Archives o/ Grocers' Comp. 76 Eslieuxz Mesteresdez
Grocers Roberd Peper et Herri Hatton Bacheleres]. 14*7
in Heath Grocers' Comp. 118691 5 Diuerse persones ikallyd
Bacheleris. 1533 WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (1875) L 18 A barge
also of Batchlers of the Majors crafte. 1691 BLOUNT Law
Diet, s.v., Every Company of the Twelve, consists of a Master,
two Wardens, the Livery, (which are Assistants m Matters of

Council, oral the least, such as the Assistants are chosen out of)

and the Bachelors, who are yet but in expectance of Dignity

among them, an"d have their Function only in attendance

upon the Master and Wardens. 1809 TOMLISS Law Diet.

s.v., The bachelors, in other companies called the yeomanry.
3. One who has taken the first or lowest degree

at a university, who is not yet a master of the

Arts. (In this use, a woman may now be Bachelor

of Arts, etc.)

[In this sense, latinized as baccalarhts, subsequently al-

tered by a pun or word-play to baccalaureus as if connected

with bacca lauri laurel berry, which has sometimes been

gravely given as the '

etymology.']

i36a LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 90, I sauh fcwr Bisschops
BoTde and Bachilers of diuyn. c 1386 CHAUCER Fnmkl. T.

398 His felawe . . was that tyme a Bacheler of lawe. 1577
HAKKISON England i. n. iii. 79 They ascend higher unto the

estate of batchelers of art after foure yeares. 1614 SELDEN
Titles Hon. 55 Dpminns is now familiar for Sir to euery
Batcheler of Art in the Schools. 1673 RAY Journ. Low C.

18 Every Batchelor is called Doctissimus. 1843 SIR J.

COLERIDGE in Arnolifs Life fy Corr. I. L 9 Of the scholars

several were bachelors.

fb. transf. An inexperienced person, a novice. Obs.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions Mind iv. i. 114 Some men will

dispute . . about matters exceeding their capacitie . . I haue

heard these batchellors hold talke .

.^wilfully
and obstinatly

in matters of Philosophic and Diuinitie.

4. An unmarried man (of marriageable age).

.1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 34 Bacheleris [T. r. bachilers,

-elerys, -elers, -ilHers] haue often peyne and wo. e 1450

Stnigs <y Carols (1847) 35 If thou be a bachelar, And bryng-
est horn a wyfe. 154? J- HARRISON Exhort. Scottes 223 She

was to olde a mayde for so yonge a bachelar. 1553 '!'

j

WILSON Rhet. 24 The syngle lyfe of Bacchelaures. 1607

DLKKKH Northiv. Hoe\\. Wks. 1873 III. 53 His wife!..!

haue heard him sweare he was a bachiler. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambl. No. 18 p 5 The unsettled, thoughtless condition of

a batchelor. 1856 F. PAGET Owlet Oivlst. 151 A series of

bachelor-incumbents. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. ix. 156

Nursery . . dialect, offensive to the ears of old bachelors.

b. Bachelors wife: the ideal wife of which a

bachelor theorizes or dreams.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Prm: 4- Epigr. (1867) 61 Bachelers

wiues, and maides children be well tought. 1726 VANBRUGH
Prm 1

. Husb. i. i, Ay ! ay ! . . Bachelors' wives, indeed, are

finely governed. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. *e Schm. (.18581 53
The 'bachelor's wife', .occupies a large place in our litera-

ture, as the mistress of all the poets who ever wrote on love

without actually experiencing it.

f 5. A maid, a single woman. Obs. rare.

1631 B. JONSON Magnet. Lady u. i, He wuuld keep you
A batchelor still . . And keep you not alone without a hus-

band, But in a sickness.

6. Comb. Bachelor-like a., like, or of the nature

of, a bachelor ; bachelor-room, a room occupied

by a single man. (Also atfrib. in i a and 4 above.)
1611 COTGR., Bachclier^ Bachelerly, bacheler-like. 18x4



BACHELOBDOM. 609 BACK.
W. IRVING Bractb. Hall II. 80 To talk in a very bachelor-
like strain about the sex. 1862 W. STEWART Footsteps
Beh. Him II. 46 Never had his bachelor-room looked so

bare and cheerless.

Bachelor's or Bachelors' Buttons (Herb.} : a

name given to various flowers of round or button-

like form ; chiefly to certain cultivated double
varieties of wild flowers. Orig. and commonly,
the double variety of a common yellow butter-

cup, Ranunculus acris
;

also the Tansy. White
Bachelor s Buttons', orig. a double-flowered white

Ranunculus {R. aconitifolius} ;
also Double White

Campion (Lychnis vcspcrtind], Double Sneeze-

wort (Achill&a Pfarmica}, Double Feverfew (Pyre-
thrum Partheniutri}. Red Bachelor's Buttons'.

Double Red Campion (Lychnis diurna}, some

species of Scabious and of Centaureat the Ragged
Robin (Lychnis Flos~cuculi} t etc. See Britten and
Holland Plant Names (1878).
1578 LYTE Dodoens 422 The double Goldcuppes are . .

called .. Bachelers Buttons. 1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier

(1871) 7 The bachelors buttons whose virtue is to make
wanton maids weep. 1597 GERARD //rr<W(i633) 472 The
similitude these flowres have to the jagged cloath buttons

anciently worne . . gave occasion . . to call then; Hachelours
Buttons. 1629 PARKINSON Parodist \. n Batchelours' but-

tons, both white and red, are kindes of wilde Campions of
a very double forme. 187* OLIVER Elcm. Bot. \. vii. 86 If

you compare a Bachelor's Button with a wild Buttercup.

Ba'chelorciom. [f. prec. + -DOM.] The estate

or body of bachelors collectively.
1881 Echo 3 Dec. 2/4 This stronghold of bachelordom,

Ba'clielorliood. [f. as prec. t- -HOOD.] The
state or quality of a bachelor ; unmarried state.

1833 LAMB Elia (1860) 425 The disengaged state of bache-
lorhood. 1855 THACKERAY Newcomes x\. (D.) A long easy
life of bachelorhood.

Bachelorism (bse-tfeloirz'm). [f.
as prec. +

-ISM.] A habit or peculiarity of a bachelor.
1808 W. IRVING Salmag. viii. (1860} 166 His character

fertile in . . bachelorisms. 1860 J. KENNEDY Swallow B. 14
Chiding me roundly for certain waxing bachelorisms.

Ba'chelorize, V. rare. [f. as prec. + -IZE.]
To take the degree of bachelor (of Arts, etc.).

Hence Ba'chelorizing vhl. sb.

1743 JARVIS Quix. n. i. vii. (D.), I am a Salamanca bache-
lor of arts, and there is no bachelorizing beyond that.

Bachelorly (bse-tfelaili), a. [f. as prec. + -tv.i]

Of, or of the nature of, a bachelor, bachelor-like.

1580 SIDNEY Arcad. m. 237 His brother., protesting his

bachelry [1598 bachelerly] intention. 1611 COTGR., Bache-
liert bachelerly. 1823 C. WESTMACOTT Points of Misery 71
A set of stout bachelorly personages.

Bachelorship. [See -SHIP.]
1. The state of being a bachelor, i.e. unmarried.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, \. iv. 13 She was the first fruite of

my Bach'ler-ship. 1833 LAMB Elia (1860) 365, I lay down
for a brief while my solitary bachelorship.

f 2. The state or position of a knight bachelor.
1611 COTGR., Bachelerie^ a Bachelorship: the degree, es-

tate, condition o/an Esquire or Bacheler.

3. The standing of a Bachelor of Arts, etc.

a 1656 BP. HALL Rent. Wks. (1660) 8 The third year ofmy
Bachelarship. 1859 MASSON Milton I. 116 Bachelorship
terminating with the attainment of the M.A. degree.

f4. Apprenticeship (see BACHELOR $b). Obs.
1611 COTGR., Bachelariet bachelership, prentishood.

t Ba'chelry, sb. Obs. Forms : 3 bachelrye,

3-4 bachelerie, 4 -ilerie, 4~5-elrie, 5 bachelary,
-ellerye, -yllerie, -ye, 5-7 -elery, 7 batchelary,
-ellrie. [a. OF. bachelerie (still in Cotgr.), f.

bacheler BACHELOR : see -RY.]
1. The quality of a young knight ; prowess.
1297 R. GLOUC. 192 pe knygtes atyled hem aboute in eche

syde, In feldes and in medys to preue her bachelerye. c 1386
CHAUCER Maunc. T. 21 This Phebus, that was flour of
bach ilerie.

2. Bachelors collectively : a. Young knights as

a class or body. (Cf. chivalry.}
U97 R. GLOUC. 76 A fayr ost of bys bachelerie. c 1330

Artk. ff Merl. 4099 Her schal com a bachelrie Of the to

haue cheualrie. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Ene. clxxx. 160 Kyng
edward sent after al the bachyllerye of englond [ed. 1520
(f. 121 b) bachelarie]. 1656 FINETT For. Atnbass. 10 The
Prince Palatine, attended by the Batchellrieof the Nobilitie.

b. A body of unmarried men.
?a 1500 Turnam. Tottenh. xxv. in Percy's Reliq.> Whych

of all thys bachelery Were best worthye To wed hur. 1615
A. NICCHOLES Marriage (1620) B, To the Youth and Batche-

lary of England, hole bloods at high Reuels,

Bachelry a.: see BACHELORLY.

Bachinal, obs. form of BACCHANAL.

Bachle, earlier variant of Sc. BAUCHLE v.

Bachshish, variant of BAKSHEESH.
t Ba'cil. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. L. bacillum or ba-

cillus a small stick ; see below.] A little stick.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 714 Made into Rolls and
Bacils of a fingers length.

Bacillary ( bse-silari), a. [ad. mod.L. bacilla-

rius, f. L. bacillus little rod. Cf. F.
bacillaire.']

Of, pertaining to, or consisting of little rods.

1865 Reader No. 139. 242/3 The bacillary layer. 1874 M.
COOKE Fungi 170 Numerous bacillary spermatozoids. 1875
H.WALTON Dis. Eye Introd. 37 External layer. Rods and
cones. This is termed bacillary layer, or membrane Jacobi.

VOL. I.

Bacilliforni (basHif^im), a. [ad. mod.L. ha-

cilliformis, f. bacillus : see -FORM.] Rod-shaped.
1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. IV. 4/1 Dividing . . into

a bacilliform or fusiform polypary.

II Bacillus (basi-Ufc). Nat. Hist. PI. bacilli,

[late L. (in Isidore),
'
little rod/ dim. of baculus

t

variant of baculuni rod, stick.] A genus of

Schizomycetse, microscopic vegetable organisms of
the lowest grade among what were once called

Infusoria. Separated from Bacterium, with which
it agrees in its rod-like form, and characterized by
its larger size and mode of reproduction. First

described by Miiller ante 1850; recently brought
into note by the discovery of some of the species
in the diseased tissues in Anthrax, and in Phthisis
and other tubercular diseases.

1883 H. J. SLACK in Knowledge i June 322/1 Dr. B. Yeo
estimates these bacilli as from a quarter to half a blood

corpuscle in length. 1884 LANKESTKR in Pall Mall C.
6 Oct. 2/2 The bacillus found in the lungs and expectora-
tions of phthisical patients.

Bacin, bacinet, obs. ff. BASIN, BASINET.

Back (beck), sb.
1 Forms: 1-3 bsec, 3-5 bac,

4-6 bak, bakke, (4-5 bake, 6 balked, 5-7 backe,
4- back. [Common Teut. : OE. bsec (neuter) is

cogn. with OS. bak, OFris. bck, MDu. bak, LG. bak
t

ON. &*. OTeut. *-bako-(}tr\\ not found in Gothic
or OHG., and now lost in Du. exc. in derivatives,
as achterbaks, bakboord. Cf. RIDGE.]

I. Original sense.

1. properly. The convex surface of the body of

man and vertebrated animals which is adjacent to

the spinal axis, and opposite to the belly and most
of the special organs. It extends from the neck I

and shoulders to the extremity of the backbone.
|

f Back and side : all over, completely (obs.}.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. cxxix. 3 Ofer minum bzece bitere ongunnon

jba firenfullan facen timbrian. c 1200 OKMIN 4776 Lende
j

& lesske & shulldre & bac. -1340 Gtiw. fy Gr. Knt. 143 Of
|

bak & of brest al were his both sturne. * 1400 Rom. Rose
\

7318 Til he be slayne, back ^i side, f 1440 Promp. Parr. \

21/1 Bakke, Dorsnni. c 1440 Gencrydcs 2155 Ther bakkes '

and ther belly were soo large, c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882* i.
|

340, I shuld bete you bak and side. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. :

Gcorg, in. 650 A Snake. . His Belly spotted, burnisht is his
j

Hack. 1711 BUDGEI.L Spect. No. 161 ^7 A Country Fellow
i

that throws his Rival upon his Back. 1741 MoNKO^/m/.
!

Bones 187 The .. Vertebra; of the Back. 1783 94 BLAKE I

Song Innoc., CAimttey-Stu. 6 Curled like a lamb's back.
1860 DICKKSS Uncomm. Trav. xi. 11866^ 72/1 He lies on the
broad of his back, with his face turned up to the sky.

2. Viewed in reference to its position or functions, i

as : a. in man, the hinder surface of the body, that
'

which is opposite to the front or face, and which
is turned upon those who are left behind. ^Hence
many phrases : see VI.

1

)

c88$ K. ALFRED Boeth. ii, Da wendon hi me heora bsec.

1382 WYCLIF Jer. xviii. 17 Bac and not face Y shal shewe
]

to them, cisoo Robin Hood (Ritson* xv. 121 And there i

they turnd them back to back. A 1552 LF.LAND in Keightley
Hist. Kng. I. 429 Her faire yelow haire hung down pleyne I

byhynd her bak. 1597 DANIEL Civ. Wares n. x, Richard
;

who lookt Fortune in the backe. 1607 SHAKS. Timon iv.
]

id. 397 Thy backe I prythee. 1611 Cynib, v. iii. 6 The
Army broken, And but the backes of Britaines seen. 1873
TRISTRAM Moab ii. 19 At length we. .turn our backs on the
outskirts of civilization.

b. that part of the body which is the special

recipient of clothing (as the belly is of food) ;
often

put for the whole body in this capacity.
Orig. because simple articles of clothing cover the back

completely, but are either open, or merely fastened in front.

a 1300 Cursor A!. 5130 Clathing bath for bac and bedd.

1:1375 WYCLJF Sertn. Set. Wks. 1869 I. 298 Globing boj> for

her bedde and bak. 1549 LATIMER Serm. bef. Ediv. VI
(Arb.) 51 Borrow of thy two next neighbours, that is to say,
of thy backe and thi belly. 1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch. 14
Suche . . as come to decaye . . by the pryde of there backs.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. m. ii. 23 What 'tis to cram a maw,
or cloath a backe. 1840 R. DANA Bcf. the Mast xix. 53
Without clothing to his back or shoes to his feet. 1862
TROLLOPE Orlcy F. I. 83 iHoppet It is from the backs and
bellies of other people that savings are made with the

greatest constancy.
c. the part of the body which bears burdens.

^950 Lindisf. G. Matt, xxiii. 4 Hia gebindas . . byrSenna
henga. .in scyldrum zv/baeccum monna. a 1300 Cursor M.
3048 Hir sun a-pon hir bak sco bar. c 1384 CHAUCER //.

Fame 169 And tooke his fader Anchises And bare hym on
hys bakke avay. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. iii. 48 Wrung with
wrongs more then our backe can beare. 1613 ffeti.

VIII, i. ii. 50 The Backe is Sacrifice to th' load. Mod. The
back is fitted for the burden.

d. in animals, the upper surface opposite to that

on which they walk, crawl, or rest : extended
from vertebrates to other walking or creeping
animals.

1383 Sir Fernmb. 794 Tak my gode stede . . Set me be-for
be on is bak.v c 1500 Sir Lancelott 39 in Furniv. Percy
Folio I. 86 They horsses bakes brake vnder them. 1647
WARD Simp. Cooler 36 They might have kept his back . .

had they not put him beyond his pace. 1735 SOMEKVILLE
Chase i. 376 High on their bent Backs erect Their pointed
Bristles stare. 1847 CARPENTER ZooL 574 The lower side

(of Flat-fish) is generally white, whilst the upper is brown;
and the former is commonly ibut erroneously) regarded as
the belly of the fish, and the latter as its back. Ibid. 723
The insects of this family swim on their backs.

II. transf. The surface of things analogous in

position to the (human) back
;
the hinder side.

3. gen. That side or surface of any part of the

body or of any object, which answers in position
to the back ; that opposite to the face or front, or

side approached, contemplated, or exposed to view ;

e.g. the back of the head, of the leg ;
the back of

a house, door, picture, bill, tablet, etc.

1626 BACON Sylya (].} Trees set upon the backs of chim-
nies do ripen fruit sooner. 1777 SHERIDAN Sck. Scandal ir.

ii, He put his name at the back of a bill. 1850 LYTTON My
Novel m. xiii. 138 At the back of the cottage .. there are
some fields, c 1850 Rudim. Nav. (Weale) 94 Rack of the

post,
the after-face of the stern-post. 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope

iv. 92 A great part of the Iliad [Pope's] is written upon the
backs of letters. 1883 Pall Mall G. 12 Dec. 2, IT,coo

'

back-
to-back 'houses in the older parts. Mod. Severely hurt about
the back of the head.

4. spec. a. The convex or outer side of the hand,

opposite to the palm. b. The under side of a

leaf, which forms the outside before it unfolds.

C. The convex part of a book, opposite to the

opening of the leaves, d. The thick edge of a

knife or other cutting instrument, opposite to the

face, or cutting edge. Hence back andedge : every-

thing, through everything, through thick and thin.

tt 1300 W. me BIBLESW. in Wright I'oc. 147 The bac of the

hand, la claye dehoris. c 1440 Promp. Part'. 21/2 Bakke of

egge toole, E&iculutn* i$23 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 136 A
graffynge knyfe an inche brode with a thycke backe. 1601
SHAKS. Jul, C. i. ii. 221 Being offer'd him, he put it by with
the backe of his hand, thus. 1641 J. HOTHAM lin Long
Park.) in Southey Commonpl. Bk. Ser. n. 11849* 147 'Mr-,
Speaker; fall back, fall edge. I will go down and perform
your commands.' 1716 MRS. BLIIN Dutch LoT.>er \\, iii, I'll

have no more to do with you back nor edge. 1789 LIGHT-
FOOT Fl. Scot. II. 671 Fructifications in two rows upon the
back of the pinnules. 1844 DICKKNS Mar. Chnz. xii. i,C. D.)

137 As he drew the back of his hand across his
lips. 1863

Bookseller s Catal.
t
Fine copy, calf extra, full gilt backs,

marbled edges. Mod. The back of the leaf is lighter in colour.

5. The side of any object away from the spectator,
or spectators generally, the other or farther side.

At the back of: behind, on the farther side of; cf. 23.
c 1645 H0WELL Lett. 11650* II. 19 Turning by the back of

Afric to the Cape of Mozambric. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No.

3242/3 Yesterday appeared on the back of these Sands a
Fleet. 1704 Ibid. No. 4060/5 Passing by the back of the

Goodwin Sand. 1865 TYNDAI.I. J-'ragm. Sc. viii. 4. 181 A
plate of copper against the back of which a steady sheet of
flame is permitted to play.

t 6. Of time : The other side of, the time after.

Obs. or dial.

1673 FLAMSTEED in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men II. 162, 1 must
be . . your debtor till the back of Whitsuntide.

III. Parts of things having relation, or analo-

gous in position, to the human back
;
the hinder

part, rear, following.

f 7. //. Clothes. Obs.

1341 Mem. Ripon 118821 I. 224 Unum indumentum quod
dicitur I'ak. c 1350 H'ill. Palt-rtte 2096 Alle his bakkes rente.

1377 LASGL. /'. PI. B. x. 362 Owre bakkes [gloss panni] bat

muth-eten be. c 1586 CHAUCER Chan. Yem.Prol.fy T. 328
A bak to walken in by day light. 1393 LANCU P. PI. C.

Xiv. 72 Fynde beggars bred, backes for [?e colde.

\ 8. Armour protecting the back ;
a back-plate.

1648 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. iv. II. 1411 He saw the King
..in Naseby field having Back and Breast on. 1651 CROM-
WELL Lett, i Carl.') 26 July, It is desired we may have a thou-

sand backs-and-breasts, and fifteen-hundred pots. 1695
BI.ACKMOKE Pr. Arth. vn. 137 Some o'er brazen Backs, and

Breastplates sweat.

b. fig. A defence, protection.
"1686 W. DE BRITAINE Hum. Prud. vi. 29 Your own Inno-

cency will be a Back of Steel unto you.

9. The hind part of a coat or other garment.
Mod, What is the material of the back of the vest?

10. The upright hind part of a chair, that sup-

ports the back of the sitter ;
and gen. the hinder

portion of any structure.

1530 PALSGR. 196/1 Backe of achymney^^i/rccwtT-r de la

chymince. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. in. 78 To sit down
..upon a chair without a back. 1716-8 LADY MONTAGUS
Lett. L x. 34 The archduchesses sat on chairs with backs

without arms. 1855 MACAUI.AY Hist. F.ng. IV. 520 The
back of the chimney did not seem to be firmly fixed.

11. The rear of an armed force, arch.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /K, i. iii. 79 He leaues his backe vn-

arm'd. 1737 WHISTON Josephus* Antiq. xn. viii. 3 And
fell upon the backs of their enemies.

1 12. A following ;
a body of followers or sup-

porters ; support, backing. Obs.

1566 KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 89 Without knowledge
of any back or battell to follow. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.

ix. xvi. 11632* 861 Scotland, .was a special backe and second

to King Henry. 1649 ^p' CUTHRY Mem. (17021 24 Those
that were otherwise minded, would have stay'd with a thin

Back, a i66a BAILLIE Lett. (1775) I. 217 (jAM.l So Mr. Pym
and his back were removed.

IV. Surfaces or parts of things analogous to

the back of animals.

13. fig. The surface of a river, the waves, etc.,

which bears floating burdens. (Cf. bosom. ^

1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 115, I saw him beate the surges

vnder him, And ride vpon their backes. 1697 DRYDEN

Virg.Georg. in. 555 Swift Rivers are with sudden Ice con-

strain'd; And studded Wheels are on its Back sustain'd.

1850 CLOUGH Dipsychus \. v. 107 We'll take the crested bil-

lows by their backs And shake them.
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BACK.

14. The ridge of a hill, of the nose (0&s.}.

i6i5CnooKE Body ofMan 613 The vpper part of the Nose
called Dorsum or the backe . . the spine or ridge of the
Nose. 1863 HAWTHORNE Old Home 11879) l(>9 ^'e now
rambled about on the broad back of the hill.

15. The convex surface of any thing bent.
c 1850 Rudim. Nav. iWeale> 96 Compass or curved timber,

the outside of which is called the Back.
16. Arch. The upper surface or edge of any

horizontal or oblique beam.
1677 MOXON Meek. Exeri-.d-joy 156 Back or Hip-molding.

The backward Hips or Valley- Rafters in the way of an
Angle. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sfipp. s.v., Back of a hip,

among builders, denotes the two planes on the outside of
the hip, lying parallel with the adjoining side and end of
the roof.

17. The keel and kelson of a ship.
[1541 R. COPLAND Gnydotis Quest. Cynirg., The backe is

lyke y-' kele of a shyp.) 1692 Loud. Gaz. No. 2779/3 A
French Ship of 70 Guns . . has broke her back. 1883 Con-

temp. Rev. Aug. 229 A stranded ship with her back broken.

V. Technical uses. (transf. t fig., and elliptical.}

18. Leather-trade, The thickest and best-tanned

hides.

1535 Act 27 Hen. VIIF> xiv. 5 Any lether called backes
or sole lether. 1776 Excise-hk. in Dorset County Chron.
2 June 1 1881 1 Kinds of hides : Sheep and lamb, butts and
backs, calves and kipps. 1859 WORCESTER cites CRABB.

19. Mining. (See quot.)
1807 HEADRICK Arran 45 Similar cracks are formed in

stratified sandstone, called by the workmen, slips, cutters
or backs. 1851 Coal-trade Terms Northumb. & Durham 4
Back. A diagonal parting in coal; a description of hitch,
where the strata are not dislocated. 1875 URE Diet. Arts
\. 280 Back in mining, that side of an inclined mineral lode
which is nearest the surface of the ground. The back of a
level is the ground between it and the level above.

20. Jewellery. (Sec quot.)
1870 C. HIBBS in CasselCs Ttchti. Educ. IV. 349/2

* Back'
which in Jewellers' parlance means either the top or bottom
side of the locket.

21. Football, One of the players stationed behind
the '

forwards,' e.g.
'

half-back,'
'

three-quarter
back

'

; the duty of the simple
( back

'

is to defend
the goal.
1880 Daily Tel. 20 Dec., One ofthe Northern three-quarter

backs sustained an injury to his leg. 1884 Punch 8 March
113/1 To go into this fine manly game [of football] padded
. . is enough to rouse the ire of any old ' back

'

alive.

22. Sporting, The action of '

backing
'

: see

BACK v. 9.
1859

' STONEHF.NGE
'

Brit. Sports 35 While his [the dog\l
'

point
' was perfection in beauty and rigidity, the 'back*

was totally the reverse.

VI. Phrases. (Chiefly from 2 a., also 2 c.)

23. \i\h prepositions :

a. At the back of: behind, close behind
;
with the

pregnant senses of supporting, following, pursuing,

chasing; cf. 5. b. Behind the back of : {emphatic
for} behind

;
in the absence of, out of the sight,

hearing, or knowledge of
;
behind backs, clandes-

tinely. C. fc> ^rarely of\ upon back ^obs.) : aback,
back, backward, d. On, upon the back of : weigh-
ing upon as a burden or incubus ; falling upon as

an assailant, e. On, upon the back (of] : '^position)

behind, in the rear (obs.} : (motion) close behind.
f. To the back : to the back -bone, all through.
a. ci4oo Destr. Troy v. 1902 Hade bir at his bake, and

|>e bankes leuyt. u- LYDG. Bochas \. \. (1544) 2 b, At
their backe, folowed indigence. 1523 LD. BF.RNERS Froiss.
I. ccxxxiii. 324 To thentent that they might haue wynter
at their backes, 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. l^/t n. v. 133 Edward
and Richard, like a brace of Grey-hounds . . Are at our
backes. 1597 2 Hen. IV, n. iv. 334 You knew I was at

your back, and spoke it on purpose. 1818 BYRON Juan i.

cxxxvii, Here's my master With more than haif the city at
his back. 1879 FHOUDE C<esar\\\. 166 Caesar had the people
at his back.
b. 1*1380 WYCLIF Wks. i'i88ot 281 pou puttest }>i self bi-

hinde bi bake. 1593 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. iv. i. 28 It will be
of more price, Being spoke behind your backe, then to your
face. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 12 f-2 The Mistress, .scolds
at the Servants as heartily before my Face as behind my
Back. 1874 MAHAFFY Sec. Life Greece iii. 50 They will cen-
sure her behind backs. 1883 Statist 21 July, While they
were maturing their scheme, the Government went behind
their backs and concluded an agreement.
C. c looo Ags. Gasp. Matt. iv. 10 Gang \>u on baec ! c 1400

Destr. Troy xiv. 5957 The batell on backe was borne to ^e
se. Ibid. xv. 6520 And frusshet here fos fer vppo backe.

1447 BOKENHAM Sfyntys 59 She nevr of bak turnyde hyr
vysayge.
d. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv. 42, I haue yeares on my backe

forty eight. 1677 9 ILP1N Daenwnol.( 1867*45 No sooner ob-
tains he a commission against a child of God, but presently
he is upon his back. 1776 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life <V

Writ. 11832) I. 100 We shall have all the powers of Europe
on our backs. 183* HT. MARTINEAU Ireltutd\\\. 118 Rather
too much to have another [priest], .on their backs.
6. 1605 in Camden's Rhn. (1637) 195 On the backe, they

make men seeme women. 1658 USSHER Ann. vi. 437 Upon
the back of these came a thousand. 1663 BP. PATRICK
Farab. Pilgr. , As soon as they had the house on their backs
and were come into the open air. 1734 Col. Records Penn.
III. 564 Several of the Inhabitants on the back of our
Mountains. 1783 BURKE Sf>. E. India Bill Wks. 1842 I.

293 Another reform has since come upon the back of the first.

Mod. The child took the measles, and then on the back of
that came scarlatina.

f. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. iii. 47 Mettall Marcus, steele to
the very backe. 1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-Cr. \\. vi. 57
Like little Laud, Mettle to the Back.
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24. With verbs :

a. To break the back of: (Jig.} to overburden,
crush; to finish the hardest part of (a task), b.
To get the back of: to get behind, take in the rear.

fc. To give back (obs.) : to retreat, turn tail, run

away. d. To give one the back : to turn away
from, disregard him. e. To give or make a back

(at leap-frog, etc.) : to bend the body so as to

present a surface which may be jumped over. f. To

put or set up the back : to arch it as angry cats

do
;

to put oneself or another into anger ; to

arouse, g. To turn the back : to turn away from

facing, go away, flee ;
to turn the back upon : to

turn definitely from, abandon, forsake.
a. 1613 SHAKS. Hen, F///, i. \. 84 Many Haue broke their

backes with laying Manners on 'em For this great lourney.
b. 1653 HOLCROFT Procoflius, John, .compassed the Tra-

chea, so that he got the Backes of the Enemy.
C. a 1300 Cursor M. 2499 t?e fme gaue bak to wine a-way.

Ibid. 4390 He drou, sco held, be tassel brak, f>e mantel left,

he gafe ^e bak. (-1400 Destr. Troy xxm. 9474 pai were
boun to gyffe bake, & the bent leue. 1533 BELLENDKNE
Livy i. 118221 50 Dredand . . to be inclusit on every side ..

thay gaif bakkis. 1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gent. v. iv. 126 Thurio
jriue backe, or else embrace thy death. 1661 R. DAVKNPORT
City Xt.-Cap v. in Dodsl. \ 1780) XI. 358 Catch'd at thy word,
thou giv'st back. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (,Morell> s.v.

Back, To give back, Pedem referre.
d. f* 1624 HP. M. SMYTH Serin. (1632) 24 They gaue him

the back, and became apostates. 1682 BI-XYAN Holy War
236 Emmanuel, their Prince, has given them the back.
e. 1836 DICKENS Pickiv, vii. 57 Stooping . . as if he were

'making a back' for some beginner at leap-frog. 1848
THACKERAY Van. Fair III. i3<Hoppe,i The Major was giv-

ing a back to Georgy.
f. 1728 VASBR. & GIBBER Pro;: Hus{>. v. iii. 112 O Lud !

how her back will be up then, when she meets me. 1845
DISRAELI Sybil (18631 M '*ut lne other great whig families
. . set up their backs against this claim of the Egremonts.
1864 Sunday Mug, I. 79 He goes his own way . . if you put
his back up. c 1870 H. SPOFFORD Pilot's IV. in Casquet Lit.

11877? IV. 9/1 The. .cat used to put up her back at the three.

g. i 1400 Destr. Troy iv. 1348 The Troiens . . turnyt be
bake, ffleddon in fere. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I l

r
t \. \. 130 The

shame Of those that turn'd their backes. 1605 Lear \. i.

178 To turne thy hated backe Vpon our kingdome. 1611
IJIBLE i Sum. x. 9 When he had turned his backe to go from
Samuel, c 1680 BKVI-;HIDGE Senn. (1729' I. 99 If you turn

your backs and refuse to . . hearken. 1711 ADDISOS Spect.
No. 108 f 4 Sir Roger's Back was no sooner turned but
honest Will began. 1866 G. MACDOXALD Ann. Q. Neighb,
xxx. '18781 522, I never turned my back on my leader yet.

25. complex, a. To be or lie on one's back : to be

laid up, to lie afflicted ; to lay any one on his backt

to prostrate, floor, lay low. f b. To have by the

back : to lay hold of, seize, f c. To take the back

upon oneself: to flee. d. With or having one's

back at or to the wall: hard-pressed, struggling

against odds.
a. 1655 GUKNALL C/m in Ann, v. (1669 343/1 They never

look up to Heaven, till God lays them on their back. 1841
CATLIN N. Anter. Ind. (18441 II.xlv.8o Sick and very feeble,

having been for several weeks upon my back.
b. a 1555 RIDLEY Wks. 67 Else thou must be had by the

back. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 146 Then brother I haue

you by the backe.

C. c 1500 L anceloi 1488 It huith gart o thousand tak At

onys apone them-self the bak.

a. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 73 That we may haif

thair bakis at the wall, Without defend that ar oure com-
moun fa. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. fy Sckm. 536, I ill liked to

see him with his back to the wall.

Back (bxk), sb.- [prob. immediately a. Du. bak

trough, tub, a. F. bac '

ferry boat, punt
'

(see BAG),
also 'trough, basin, mash-tub/ in med.L. bacus^

baccus, ferry boat (i ithc. in Du Cange); cf. also late

L. bacca ' vas aquarium,' Isidore ; remoter origin

uncertain.] A large shallow vessel (chiefly for

liquids) ;
a tub, trough, vat, cistern ; csp. applied

to those used by brewers, dyers, and picklers.
1682 Land. Gaz. No. 1684/4 To be Sold, six Backs, several

Stills and Worms. 1737 MILLER Curd. Diet. s.v. Am'/,
Backs or Vats of Stone-work, well cemented. 1791 HAMIL-
TON Bertholh't's Dyeing I, i.n. ii. 159 Long copper or wooden
vessels, called troughs or backs. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. fy

E.vp. Phil. I. xi. 483 The gaseous atmosphere of a back of
beer in fermentation. 1811 .Ih'in. A*. Cecil Introd. 8 His
father had in this ground several large backs of water. 1818
SCOTT Rob Roy (18181 III. 13 (JAM.) Narrowly escaping
breaking my shins over a turf back and a salting tub.

Back (boek), a. [partly attributive use of BACK
sb\ as in back wall wall at the back ; partly

elliptical use of BACK adv., as in back rent (cf. 'to

be back with his rent '), back years (cf.
' for years

back ') ; by no means distinctly separated from BACK-
in comb. ; cf. senses i and 2, with BACK-, 4, 5.]

I. From the sb.

1. Situated behind or in the rear, or away from
the front. Hence, a. sometimes with the inferred

sense of *
distant, outlying, remote/ as in back

settlement, country ; b. often with that of *

inferior,

mean, obscure,' as in back slum.
c 1490 Adam Bel 121 in Ritson's AHC. P. 7'. 10 William

opened hys backe wyndow That was in hys chambre on

hye. 1535 COVERDALE Ex. xxxiii. 23 Thou shalt se my
back partes, but my face shal not be sene. 1583 GOLDING
Calvin on Dent. 58 When there is still some backe nooke be-

hinde. 1683 RAY Corr. (1848) 134 A small flat back claw,
or toe. 1703 Lond. Gas. No. 3885/4 Lu-u . . out of a back

BACK-.

i Shead, 4 peices of Crape. 1806 W. TAYLOR Ann. J?ev. IV.
886 The Ohio should . . have been made the back line of

boundary. 1850 THACKERAY Pendennis vii. (1884) 65 A
little morocco box, which .. contained the Major's back
teeth. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 3 A stilted plover with
no back toe. Mod. The occupants of the back seats.

a. 1681 PENN Ace. Pennsylv. Wks. 1782 IV. 301 The
back-lands being . . richer, than those that lie by navigable
rivers. 17^9 FRANKLIN Kss. Wks. 1840 III. 420 To fall on
the back settlements of Pennsylvania. 1783 Gouv. MORRIS

jn Sparks Life $ Writ, (1832) I. 248 The oack lands are as

Important in the eyes of some, as the fisheries. 1798 MAL-
THUS Popul. 11817) I. 7 In the back settlements, where the
sole employment is agriculture. i88z Macw. Mag. XLVI.

j

70/2 Driven . . into the backest of the back country.
b- 1860 DICKENS Uncomm. Trav. x. (18661 67/2 A back

i street in the neighbourhood of Waiworth. 1865 Athenaeum
28 Jan. 124/1 Imprisoned in the back slums of Westminster.

H In this sense formerly compared BACKER,
, BACKERMOST, BACKMOST. Only the last is now in

ordinary use.

2. Used to distinguish that one of two things (or
sets of things) which lies behind the main or front

one, and is more or less subsidiary to it. In this

case it is more usual to use the hyphen: see BACK- 5.

1535 COVERDALE i Kings vii. 8 Ye back courte made be-
twene y house and the porche. 1592 GREENE Conny-catch.
(i88ij 59 The gentlewoman .. brought him into a backe
roome. 1713 Guardian No. 85 The young poets are in the
back room. 1768 STERNE Sent. Jonrn. iRtldg.^ig Coming
unexpectedly from a back parlour into the shop. 1812 T.
HALL in Examiner 31 Aug. 551/2 Which he traced to the
back kitchen. 1863 KINGSLEY Water Bab. i. 21 The back
staircase from the Taj-mahal at Agra.

II. From the adv.

3. In arrear, overdue
; behindhand.

1525 LD. BHRNERS Froiss. II. ccvii. [cciii.] 639 To fynde
syluer to mayntayne it withall, he founde out subtelly a
backe tayle. 1841 S. WARRKN Ten Thoiis, a Year II. v.

iHoppe) Whether you have come to any arrangement with

your late opponent concerning the back-rents.

j*
4. That holds one back. Obs. rare.

1627 FELTHAM Resolves (1647) 66 Take away from him
those backfeares, that would speak him still to be fragile man.

f 5. Turning or looking backward. Obs. rare.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. in Farr's S. P. 197 The
false Dack Tartars, .in flying ranks, Oft backward turn.

6. Coming back, returning.
1868 B. LOSSING The Hudson 145 They generally descend

the river at the close of May, when they are called Back Shad.

7. Turned back, reversed, as in back current,
back smoke

; spelt backward, as in back slang.
1857 J. WILSON C/tr. North I. 137 That mysterious and

j

infernal sort, called back-smoke.

Back (brck), v. [f.
BACK sb?\

I. To line the back of, make a back to.

1 1. To cover the back, clothe. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PL A. xi. 185 To breke beggeris bred &
bakken hem [v.r. bak hym, bachem] with clobis.

2. To put a back to, to line the back, or form
the back part of.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L, 220 The ashler walls were
backed, .with rubble stone, or with bricks. 1884 Laiu Times

Rep. LI. 230/2 That A. B. do back and cope a hundred rods
of their wall. Alod. This book requires to be backed.

3. To form the rear of, lie at the back of.

1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey iv. vi. 162 Its ruined castle back-

ing the city. 1853 KANE Grinnell E*p. xxxi. 118561 270
This beach is backed by rolling dunelike hills. 1878 HUX-
LEY Phy&iogr. 167 The chalk cliffs which back the beach.

II. To support at the back. (Cf. BACK sb. 12.)

4. To support or help mechanically, materially,
a. of persons : orig. with physical force, hence with

authority, money ; to uphold, aid, second.

1548 W. PATTEN Exp. Scot/. Arb. Garner III. 98 A troup
of Demi-lances to back them. 1594 GREENE Orl. Fur.

(15991 3 **e backt the Prince of Cuba for my foe. 1-1605
? ROWLEY Birth. Merl. iv. ii. 340 The Saxons which thou

brought'st To back thy usurpations. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr.
n. 70 One, that . . had taken upon him to back the Lions.

1868 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. 11876) II. x. 503 Demands which
had been backed by an armed force. 1880 JEFFERIKS Hodge
$ M. T. 79 The old uncle who had ' backed him at the bank.

b. of things. Ako_/f-.
1598 BARRKT Theor. Warres v. i. 122 They [kingdoms] are

strong by nature, when . . backed with lakes, mountaines, etc.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine 1 1789) s.v., To Back an anchor,
to carry out a small anchor, .ahead of the large one. .in order
to support it, and prevent it from loosening. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor s Word-bk. 65 To back a rope or chain ; to put on
a preventer, when it is thought likely to break from age or

extra strain. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. ii. 6 (1882) 91 The
moral revolution . . was backed by a religious revival.

5. To support morally (by arguments, etc.).
1612 T. TAYLOR Contm. Titus \. 9 (i6io> 205 Which Godly

course Augustine backeth. 1722 DE FOE Moll. El. (1840)

313 He backed his discourses with proper quotations of

scripture. 1853 H. ROGERS Eel. Eaith 76 Authoritative

teaching, .backed by the performance of miracles?

\ 6. refi. To support or stay oneself. Obs.

1643 ROGERS Naaman 189 Others, .backe themselves with

this, That your best Preachers are no better then they
should be.

7. To support one's opinions, judgements, etc.,

as to an undecided issue, by a wager or bet. To
back a horse: to bet or stake money upon his

winning a race ;
to back the field: to bet upon the

aggregate of the horses in a race, against one in

particular.
1697 DRYDEN Virg. Eel. 111.44 Now back your Singing with

an equal Stake. 1699 LUTTRELL Brief R el. IV. 505 The
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lord Wharton's horse Carelesse has beaten another backt I

by the duke of Devon, etc. for ,1900. 1817 BYRON Bcppo I

xxvii, Most men (till by losing render'd sager) Will back
(

their own opinions with a wager. 1835 MARRYAT Joe.
\

Faithf. xxiii. 80 Someone backed me against another man
in the ring for fifty pound a side.

8. To back up : to stand behind with intent to i

support or second, to uphold or support materially

or morally ; esp. in Cricket (of a fielder) : To mn
behind another fielder in readiness to stop the ball >

if he should fail to do it ; (of the batsman at the

bowler's end) : To start in readiness for a run
;
and

j

similarly in other games.
1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. i. 1 1875)32 Let us all stick to each

other and back each other up. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar xxi.

359 He prolonged Caesar's command, and backed him up in

everything. 1883 ABP. BENSON in Standard 28 June 2/3

Varied appeals to strengthen and
' back up

'

their own long-

continued efforts.

9. Sporting, of dogs : To follow the lead of a

dog that
'

points,' by falling into the same perfectly

stiff or semi-cataleptic state.

1860 Encycl. Brit. XX. 220/1 A dog which backs another

k is not aware of the proximity of game at the time otherwise

than by inference. 1875
' STONEHENGE

'

Brit. Sports 1. 1. iii.

6. 69 Some very high-couraged dogs are very difficult to

make 'back'; I have known many highly-bred ones in

which the cataleptic condition was never fully developed.

III. To mount on the back of.

10. To mount, ride on (a horse) ; also, to break

him in to the saddle. Also,y7f. of the billows, etc.

' Cf. To breast the waves.)
1592 SHAKS. I'en. ff Ad. Ixx, The colt that's backed and

burthened being young. 1596 i Hen. //-', n. iii. 74 That

Roane shall be my Throne. Well, I will backe him straight.

ci620 FLETCHER & MASS. Trag. Barnavclt v. iii, Back the

raging waves to bring you proffit. 1623 COCKEKAM Diet.

in. s.v. Bucephalus, He would suffer none to backe him, but

his Master. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. I. i. i. (1862' 250 The
French horses . . must not be backed till they are eight

years old. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. iMorelh, To back,

or break a horse, Equum domare. 1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba

iv. xxx, Could they have back'd the Dromedary then.

til. To cover (used of animals in copulation).

1658 ROWLAND Mouffet's Tlteat. Ins. 927 When as the

female or she Asse would be backt.

IV. To write or print at the back of.

12. a. To countersign a warrant, b. To endorse

a bill, or cheque, c. To print on the back (as

well as the front).

1768 BLACKSTONE Connn. IV. 238 The warrant of a justice

of the peace in one county . . must be backed, that is, signed

by a justice of the peace in another . . before it can be exe-

cuted there.

V. trans. To cause to move back, put back,

f 13. To draw back, withdraw. 06s.

1578 TIMME Calvin on Gen. 52 If he do but a little backe

his hande, all things shall by and by perish, etc.

14. To set, lay, or incline back.

1846 ELLIS ElginMarb. I. 27 Was scooped in, and backed

against the rock.

b. To back a sail, a yard : to lay it aback ;

'
to

brace the yard so that the wind may blow directly

on the front of the sail, and thus retard the ship's

course.' Also absolutely.

1707 London Gaz. No. 4380/3 The Firebrand . . immedi-

ately backing her Foresail, drove ofr". 1812 CAPT. GARDEN
in Examiner 4 Jan. (1813) 6/1 The enemy backed and came

to the wind. 1828 MOORE Meet, ofShips iii, Then sails are

backed, we nearer come. 1847 SIR J. Ross Voy. S. Pole 1 1.

168 By backing and filling the sails we endeavoured to avoid

collision with the larger masses [of ice].

15. To push back, cause to move back or in the

opposite direction.

1812 Examiner 24 Aug. 533/1 One . . seized the horse by
the nose, backed him. 1814 SOUTHLY Roderick xxv, And with

sidelong step Backing Orelio, drew him to the ground. 1848

DICKENS Damtey viii, Backing his chair a litlle.

b. esp. To propel in the opposite direction, by

reversing the action ; as, to back a locomotive

engine, a boat ; also, to back the oars, and, in

same sense, to back water.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) s.v., To back astern. .

is to manage the oars in a direction contrary to Ihe usual

melhod, so as lhat the boat .. shall retreal. 1823 F. COOPER
Pioneer xxvii,

' Back water,' cried Natty, as the canoe

glided over the place. 1830 MARRYAT King's Own xlvi,

Before the boats could be backed astern. 1837 Dog-
Fiend xv, The smugglers backed waler lo slop Iheir way.

1867 SMYTH Sailors H'd.M. 65 A sailing vessel is backed

by means of the sails, a steamer by reversing the paddles
or screw-propeller. Back herl The order directing Ihe

engineer to reverse the movement of the cranks, and urge
Ihe vessel aslern. 1884 Manch. Exam. 18 Sepl. 5/2 Then
the train was backed.

VI. intr. (for re/I.) To move, go, come back.

16. To move back, recede, retreat backward.

1486 Bk. St. A loans, Hawking B vj, The teretlys serue lo

kepe hir from wyndyng whan she backes. 1853 KANE Grin,

ncll Exf. xvi. (1856) 123 Backing inlo wider quarters. 1860

DICKENS Uneomm. Trav. v. (1866) 33/2 Backing into the

fireplace. 1873 G. DAVIES Mount, and Mere xiv. 109 The

big fish slowly backed out of sight,

17. To move in the reverse direction. Said of

the wind when it changes in a direction opposite
to the course of the sun. Opposed to veer.

1860 ADM. FiTZ-Rov in Merc. Mar. Mag. VII. 40 The
wind appeared lo

'

back,' or '

relrograde.' 1870 LOWELL

Study Wind. 5 Did Ihe wind back round or go about with

Ihe sun ?
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18. To back out: to move backward out of a

place without turning ;fig. to draw back cautiously

or tacitly from an arrangement or situation, to re-

treat out of a difficulty.
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy viii, Determined that Morris should

not back out of the scrape so easily. 1830 MAKRYAT King's
Own xxi, 'Sure your honour's in luck', .replied Barney,

grinning, and backing out ofthe room. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE
Shaks. Char. ix. 226 Octavius backs out ; his caution and
reserve come to his rescue.

19. To back down : to descend as one does a

ladder ;
to recede downward from a position taken

up. Also _/ff.

1880 St. James's Gaz. n Oct., Unless the Government
back down from their preparations at this point. 1884

Harper's Mag. June 66/2 Be firm, don't back down.

Back (bsek), adv. [Aphctic for ABACK, OE. on

bsec = into or in the rear. Not found bef. 1 4th c. ;
for-

merly with comparative backer, occas. backermore]
I. In a direction to the rear.

1. lit. In the direction of one's back, or the back

of any object in question ;
toward the rear ; away

from a forward position. Often with the vb. (go,

'.ome, etc.) omitted, esp. in the imperative. Back

with : move back with, take or draw back.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7525 Ga, Neyder forth ne }eit on back.

1460 Pol. Rcl. ff L. Poems' 1866) 55 With that a-noon I went
me bakkermore. 1549 LATIMER Ploughc-rs 17 No man y L'

loketh bakke. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Print, fg Efigr. 11867" 158

The bore shall backe first. 1550 R. HARVEY PL Pen. g

Backe with that leg, I'erceuall. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L.

n. xxxiv, Back, beardless boy! Back, minion! 1851 H.

STEPHENS Bk. of Farm 691 Language to horses . . To step

backward Back is the only word I can remember to have

heard for this motion. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea viii. 378
This current which baffled and beat back this fleet.

2. Away from what is treated as the front
;
from

the actual or ordinary position.

11500 Blmubol's Test, iii Halliw. Nng. P. 12 To draw the

,jake fer out of their sight. 1611 BIBLE Matt, xxviii. 2 The

angel of the Lord rolled back the stone. 1792 Mauthausen's
7'rtit 1

. xiv. 4 The crowds who were about me retreated back.

1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague I. ii. 132 A blast . . Drives me
back from the grave. Mod. Try to force this bolt back.

3. Away from an engagement, promise, or under-

taking
1

.

1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell) s.v. Back, To go
back from his word, Fiiinti violare. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. IV. 701 Harley and Foley. . promised, with an air of

confidence . . but soon went back from their word. Mod.
I accepted his offer at once, lest he should draw back.

4. Into time past, backward in time.

1711 STEELE Spect. No. 153 ? 2 Able to look back on Youth
with Satisfaction. 1712 ibid. No. 484 f 2 If we go back

to the days of Solomon. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811)

VI. 95, I might have gone further back than that fatal

seventh. 1854 MRS. JAMESON Bk. of Th. (1877) 123 In

memory I can go back to a very early age.

II. In the reverse direction.

5. ///. In the opposite direction in space, so as

to return to the place originally left. Often with

vb. (go, etc.) omitted : cf. i .

rtX535 MORE Wks. 6 iR.) To pull him back into the volup-
tuous brode way. 1559 Myrr. Mag., Jack Cade x. 6 Re-

moued our campe, and backe to Senocke went. 1:1590

MARLOWE Faust, v. 37 If thou deny it I will back to hell.

1596 SHAKS. Merek. V. n. vii. 14, I will suruay the inscrip-

tions backe againe. 1624 T. TAVI.OR Two Serin. \. 21 Backe

they will to Egypt in all haste. 1783 BURKE Affairs Ind.

Wks. XI. 54 Send it back to Bengal for the purchase of

Indian merchandise. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos I. 216 Back
came John in rage and fury.

6. In reversal of progress, so as to return to a

former condition.

1535 COVERDALE Jer. xliv. 2 They wente backe to do sacri-

fice and worshipe vnto straunge goddes. 1752 JOHNSON
Rambl. No. 204 p 6 And then fa'll back to the common state

of man. 1817 BYRON Manfred II. ii. 78, 1 felt myself de-

graded back to them, And was all clay again. 1867 FREEMAN
Norm. Com/. (1876) I. App. 749 The whole country fell back

into heathenism.

7. In reversal of action or change of any kind, so

as to restore former circumstances or relations ;

formerly expressed by AGAIN, which is still some-

times used, and often added.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. \. i. 145 All From me do backe re-

ceiue the Flowre of all. 1692 E. WALKER F.pictetus' Mor.

(1737) xv, How is that lost that is but given back? 1752

JOHNSON Rambl. No. 193 Pn Three times I sent it to the

printer, and three times I fetched it back. 1865 BAKING-

GOULD Werewolves^. 55 And transformed himselfback again
into his human shape. 1883 GILMOUR Mongols xvii. 203
Has any one among us died . . and come back to life*

b. cllipt. (
= come, received, put, etc. back.) To

be back = F. tti& de retain;

1879 W. WARD Philos. Theism (18841 I- 386 My desire

to be back comfortably in the warm house. Mod. How long
have you been back ? 1 must have them back some day.

8. In return, requital, repayment, retaliation.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado iv. i. 29 What haue I to giue you
back? 1601 Twelfth A", iv. iii. 18 Take, and giue backe

affayres, and their dispatch. 1831 CARI.YLE Sart. Res. n.

i, With heavy penalty will it one day be required back.

1863 KINGSLEY Water Bat. viii. 326 She knew they would

pay her back. Mod. Strongly tempted to answer back.

III. Of position.
9. In a position to the rear, or away from the

front ; at a point or distance behind.

1-1300 in O- E. Misc. 228 He bal him slonde bac. 1473

BACK.

WARKW. Citron, 22 And aftyre . . it aroose norlh-est, and so

bakkere and bakkere. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, l. ii. 38 My
I ,ord, stand backe, and let the Coffin passe. 1850 THACKERAY
Pendennis xvi. 118841 M3 Mrs. Pendennis's visit., which

we have recorded many pages back. Mod. The field lies

back from the road. I left him back at the second milestone.

10. In a state of check to forward motion in

space, to progress in condition, to production, ex-

hibition, or declaration.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings iv. 24 Dryue forth, and keep me
not bak. 1575-6 THYNNE in Animadv. Introd. 56 There is

a huge stoone tyed at my foote, whiche keepeth me backe.

1611 BIBLE Num. xxiv. ii The Lord hath kept thee back

from honour. 1855 MACAUI.AY Hist. Kng. III. 255 A nation

. . long kept back by a sterile soil and a severe climate.

Mod. To keep back dispatches, main facts, essential par-

ticulars. To shade fruit trees, so as to keep the fruit back.

11. In time past; ago. Usually following a

measure of time.

1796 SOL-THEY Lett. Spain 117991 139 Dug up, a few years

back, at Buenos Ayres. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marble Faun

1879' ' v'''- 86 For months back. 1869 FREEMAN Norm.

Com/. 1 1876) 1 1 1. xi. 58 A house which, two generations back,

had been ignoble. Mod. Far back in the Middle Ages.

12. Behind in condition, behind-hand, in arrear.

1875 Chamb. Jrnt. No. 133. 66 A dinnerless Sunday and a

week back in their rent.

IV. Phrases.

13. \Back and fore (arch, or dial.\ back and

forth, back andforward; backwards and forwards,

to and fro.

1653 VRQUHART Rabelais I. xxiii, He would go back and

fore along the foresaid rope. 1678 R. LESTRANGE Seneca's

Mor. (1685) 4 All Material Benefits are tossed back and for-

ward, and change their Master. 1839 A need. <?
Trad.

iCamd. ' Young girls, -dance over the candle back and forth.

1847 LE FANU T. O '

Briett 199 Barristers . . flitted back and

forward through the passages. 1884 ROE in Harper's Mug.
Sept. 540/2, I will go back and forth every day.

14. Rack of: back from, behind. (In U. S.)

1857 TOMES Amer. in Japan iii. 83 The country which

stretches back of Shanghai. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. viii.

143 Another earlier designation of a more or less kindred

conception lay back of it. 1875 SEARS Serin, f; Songs 287
The home lies back of the Sunday School.

Back- in comb, is used in many relations, sub-

stantive, adjective, and adverbial (rarely verbal),

often difficult to separate, and in various senses.

In some of these the combination is very loose, the

use of the hyphen being almost optional.
This is especially the case, when back is capable of

being viewed as an adj., in which aspect the hyphen would

not be used, e. g. back-yard or back yard, back-stroke or

back stroke. As a rule, the use of the hyphen implies that

the combination tin the case in point) has not the general
and purely descriptive value of the two words, but is in

some respect specialized or appropriated as a specific name.

A. General senses in combination.

I. from BACK sb.

1. objective, a. with pr. pple., forming adjectives,

as back-slapping, -wounding. b. with vbl. sb.,

forming substantives, as back-breaking, -scratching.

C. with agent-noun, as back-scraper, -scratcher.

1603 SHAKS. Mcas. for M. in. ii. 197 Back-wounding
calumnie. 1777 TWINING in Country Clergym. i&tfi C.d882i

50 A brisk, noisy, back-slapping new man. 1787 BENTHAM
Wks. X. 168 Back-breaking which is the death of so many
vessels. 1794 J. WOLCO i nP. Pindar) Rtm>l.forOlh<er Wks.

II. 1 35 Chopsticks and backscrapers. 1834 SOUIHEY Doctor

iv. (D.) A back-scratcher, ofwhich the hand was ivory. 1884

C-ood H'ds. June 400, 2 Having borne himself so lubberly over

his 'back-scratching.'

2. instrumental and locative, with pples. and

adjs., forming adjs., as back-broken, back-aching.

1603 J. DAVIES Microcosm. (18761 16 (D.I An empires
lode (Which weaknesse oft back-broken vndergoes). 1837

Athemtuia No. 827. 874 The back -broken traveller ..

stretches from his camel. 1883 SWINBURNE Casquettes xvi,

The strengths reluctant of waves back-bowed.

3. altrib. Of or pertaining to the back, used for

or carried on the back, e. g. back-ache, -cloth, -clout,

-fin ; back-basket, -burden, -dunt, -load.

t-1230 Aucr. K. 290 Gif him strange bac duntes. 1377

LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 362 Oure bakclo))is [v. r. bakkes] bat

moth-eten be. 1530 PALSGR. 196/1 Backeburden, portce,

charge. 1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven 79 Tooth-ache, head-

ache, backe-ache, bone-ache. 1706 PHILLIPS, Bray, Back-

clouts for young children. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World

ir84ol 158 She came .. with a great back-burden of roots.

1725 BAILEY Erasm. Colloq. (1877! 182 (D.) Return home

with a backload of sanctimony. 1775 ADAIR A mcr. Ind. 90

Large portable back-baskets. 1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bail.

iv. 144 With their back-fins out of the water.

II. from BACK a.

4. gen. Lying at the back, in the rear, or behind ;

hinder ;
= BACK a. I, and more commonly written

as two words.

1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 86 Thou shall see my Backe-

partes, but my face shal not be scene. 1650 T. GOODWIN

ins 11862) IV. 267 The back-parts of God, which we call

his attributes. 1752 tr. Gersaints Rembrandt s Etch. 29

The Back-view is the inner part of the lemple. 1753

HANWAY Trav. (17621 I. in. xxxvii. 167 The back-part of

this tent. 1771 MASKELYNE in Phil. Trans. LXII. ,06 In

the back-observation . . the real upper-hmb will appear the

lowest. 1774 WH.TE ibid. LXV. 273 Ihe back-wall of

William of Wickham's stables.

5. esp. Applied to a part of a house or building

which lies behind, and is usually subsidiary to the

front or main part bearing the name, as baek-

77-J
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building, a building behind forming an appendage
to a main building, back-chamber, -court, -drawing-
room, -garden, -house, -kitchen, -parlour, -yard, etc.

1535 COVERDALE Ezck. xliL i The chambre that stode ouer

agaynst the backbuyldinge. a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Con-

fut. Rkem, N. T, (.1618) 724 The intercession by Angels
lyeth (as they say) in the backhouse ditch. 1633 FORD
Lore's Sacr. i. ii. '1839) 77 I'll meet thee .. in thy lady's

back-lobby. 1653 URIJUHART Rabelaisi. Iv, In every back-
chamber or with -drawing room. 1679 BEDLOE Popish
Plot Ep. a, Creeping into back-yards, and firing stacks of

Bavins. 1709 STEELE Tatter No. 45 r i, I was let in at the

Back-gate of a lovely House. 1710 Loud. Gaz. No. 4637/4
A well built Brick House, with a Back-house and other

Buildings behind. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy (1^02) I. 78 To
drink a bottle of wine with my father . . in the back-parlour.

1784 WESLEY Wks. (1872) XIII. 503 She heard a knocking
at the back -kitchen door. 1854 MRS. GASKELL North % S.

i, Curled up on the sofa in the back-drawing-room. 1866 R.

BALLANTYSE/,//t'0fZ/5 Mr.Crumpssat in a small back-office.

1878 BLACK Green Past. iii. 20 The back-parlour of a Bal-

Hnascroon public-house. 1882 PI-BODY Eng. Journalism
xxiii. 186 The crowing of a cock in the back-yard of a
suburban villa.

III. from BACK adv.

6. With vbs., forming compound verbs, as back'

try, to try back or over again, rare.

1640-1 Kirkcudbr. \Var-Conim. Min. Bk. (1855) 83 The
way . . shall be tryed and baktryed.

7. With/rc-r.///*
1

., forming adjs., as back-blowing,

-coming, -driving, -glancing, -going, -looking,

lying.
1562 TURNER Herbal n. 97 b, A repercussiue or back-

dryuyng medicine. 1615 W. HULL Mirr. Maj, 48 The soule

is encombred with foure back -pulling retentives. 1817
MAR. EDCEWORTH Harrington vi. Wks. IX. 45 With back-

stepping curtsy. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 347 Back-

looking Memory. 1863 H. KINGSLEY A. Elliot I. x. no A
long, low, back-lying house.

8. \Vith pa. pplcs., forming adjs. (chiefly poetic),
as back-drawn, -Jlung, -thrown, -turned, etc.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia 11622) 92 With shafts shot out from
their back-turned bow. 1652 URVCHART y/Wks. 11834)
226 Tossed to and again, retorted, backreverted. 1850 MRS.
BROWNING Poems 11-74 Back-thrown on the slippery coping-
stone. 1863 BARNES Rhymes Dorset Dial. II. 28 A-lookin

up with back-flung head.

9. \Vith agent-nouns, forming sbs., as BACK-
SLIDER ; back-sitter, one who sits back.

1883 in PAXTON Hoon Scot. Char. ii. 33 But a bauchle . .

in this world, and a hacksitter in the neist.

10. With vbl. sbs. forming sbs., as BACK-SLIDING,

back-coming, -drawing, -going, -looking, -slipping,

-starting, -surging, -turning, etc.

1535 COVERDALE Jer. iii. 22 So shal I he.ile youre bac-

turnynges. 1540 Frnitf. Less. iii. Wks. 1844 I. 366 Such
curious backlooking doth the Lord rebuke. 1590 SWIXBURM
Testaments 197 Ofapostasie . . that is to say, of back-starting
from the Christian faith. 1600 AHP. ABBOT Exp. Jonah 523
That sigh which breatheth out sorrow, by a backe-breathing

bringeth in joy. 111605 SIR J. MF.LVIL Mem. 116831 79 In

her back-coming .. the Karl of Bothwell rencountered her.

1663 BLAIR Autobiog, vi. '1848' 86 Approving my jealousy,
but reproving mybackdrawing. 1818 SCOTT ftotfiffyxxxiv,
A., hostage for my safe backcoming. 1858 R. CHAMBERS
Dom. Ann. Scotl. I. 4 In all her back-surgings upon the

ground she lost,

11. With nouns of action, forming sbs., as back~

caper, -come, -flow, -look, -march, -return, -step,

-stretch, -sweep, -throw.

*577 tr - Bulli^gt^S Decades (1592' 314 At his back-returne
into his country. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, v. Cho. 41 Till

Harryes backe returne againe to France. 1606 Ret. fr.
Parnass, \\. vi, The dog, seeing him practise his . . back-

caper. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal <$
Tri. Faith (1845) 122

When the conscience hath gotten a back-throw with the

hand of the Almighty. (11718 PENS ll'ks. {1726) I. 454 We
wish it be not the Beginning of a Back-march. l85aGltOTB
Greece it. Ixxv. IX. 479 The back-march of Agesilaus. 1869

Eng. Meek. 31 Dec. 382/2 The weight is by the back-throw
from C to A restrained from lowering itself. 1884 Health
Exhib. Catal. 72/2 For the prevention of any back-flow of

water or sewage.
12. With other sbs. a. expressing backward

direction, as back-bias, back-draught : see B.

(11617 BAYNE On Eph. (16581 130 Youthful lusts., like a

back-bias, did draw after themselves the understanding.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 550 He doth but put a back-bias

upon thee ; that he might weigh thy motion to himselfe.

b. expressing
' in the contrary direction,' return-,

as back-cargo, cargo brought on the return voyage,

back-carriage, -current, -fare, -freight, -tonnage.

1657 COLVIL Whigs Supplic, (1751' 30 He treads the back-

scent, brings a glove. 1721 C. KING Brit. Merck. I. 361

Sending any empty Ships . . for the sake of Back-carriage.

Corn has been often carry'd . . for nothing, in consideration

of Back-Tunnage, 1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 320
Our ships incur a loss of back-freight. i833TENNYSON Poems

36 The fish that everywhere In the backcurrent glanced and

played. 1860 in Merc. Mar. Mag. VII. 57 It is not difficult

to procure back cargo.

c. expressing reciprocation or reply, as back-

answert -echo, back-word.
1626 BACON Syh'a 247 You have many Back-Eccho's to

the Place where you stand. 1884 Hull <V E. C. Herald
28 Feb. 6/6 The boy was a civil boy, and never gave a back
answer.

d. expressing
' turned or performed backwards,

as back-pater-noster, BACK-SLANG.
IV. Parasynthetic derivatives, as back-geared,

having back gear ; BACK-HANDED.
1881 Mechanic 596 Lathe with back-geared head.
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B. Special combinations (with quotations in

alphabetical order) :

Buck-bar, a bar in the chimney to hang a vessel

on (Ash) ; back-box, in Printing, a box on top of

the upper case, usually appropriated to small

capitals (Craig) ; back-breaker, the leader of a

gang of farm-labourers ; f back-carry sb. = BACK-

BEAR; back-casing, in Mining, a temporary shaft-

lining of bricks, in front of which the permanent
lining is built

;
back-cauter (see quot.) ;

back-

chain, a chain that passes over a cart-saddle to

support the shafts of a cart ; f back-chair, a chair

with a back
; back-clamp v. in Wrestling (see

quot.) ; back-click, a trick in wrestling ;
back-

draught, a draught of air backward, a hood for

producing this in a fire
; back-filling, the filling i

in again of earth which has been removed, the earth

so filled in ; back-flap, -fold
(
-- back-shutter; ;

back-front, the ground in an etching or engraving;
back-harrow ^see HARKUW) ; back-heart, the

dorsal heart or large blood-vessel of insects and
other arthropoda ; back-heel sl>., a trick in wrest-

ling ; back-heel v., to throw by a back-heel ;

[ back-hood, hiding behind cover ; back-jamb,
a wing of a house projecting behind ; back-light,
a light coming from behind or falling upon the

hinder part (Worcester 1859) ; back-lining, in

Arch., the piece of a sash-frame parallel to the

pulley piece and next to the jamb on either side

;Gwilt i!>4^) ; back-links, the links in a parallel
motion which connect the air-pump rod to the

beam (\Veale Diet. Terms 1849) ; back-lock, a
trick in wrestling ; back-nails,

' nails made with

flat shanks, so as to hold fast, and not to open the

grain of the wood' (James Mil. Diet. 1816);
back-overman, in Coat Mining, an overman who
has the immediate inspection of the workings and
workmen during the back-shift ; back-painting

(see quot.); back-pater-noster, the Lord's prayer

repeated backward as a charm, yfy. a muttered

curse or imprecation back-pressure, in the steam-

engine, the resistance of the atmosphere or waste

steam to the piston ; ( back-reckoning, a reckon-

ing for past transactions or misdeeds ; back-rest,
a guide attached to the slide-rest of a turning-

lathe, and placed in contact with the work to

steady it; back-rope (of a horse) = BACK-BAND ;

Naut., a rope leading inboard from the martingale;
see also quot. 1860; back-scene, the background
of a stage scene

; back-shaft, part of a cotton-

spinning machine
; back-shift, in Coal Mining,

the second shift or set of hewers for the day; back-

shutter, the part of a shutter which folds up be-

hind ; back-skin, in Mining, a leather covering
worn by miners in wet workings; back-spang (&.),

a trick or legal quirk, by which one takes advan-

tage of another, after a bargain has been adjusted

(Jam.) ; back-speed, in AJec/i., the second speed-

gear of a lathe
; f back-stand, backing, support ;

back-step, a step back ;
the retrograde movement

without changing front (James Mil. Diet. 1816) ;

back-stop, in Cricket = LONG-STOP ;
back-

striking, in Agriculture, a mode of ploughing in

which the eartli once turned is simply thrown back

again ; back-string, a string at the back, e.g. at

the back of a child's pinafore ; back-sweep (see

quot.) ; back-swimmer, one that swims on his

back
;

the hemipterous insect Notonecta which

swims on the surface of pools ;
back-tack (Sc.

Law), a kind of deed by which the mortgagee of

land gives a lease of it to the mortgagor on condi-

tion of payment of rent till redeemed (Buchanan) ;

f back-timber (humorously for) clothing; fback-
trade, backward course ; f back-trick, ? a caper
backwards in dancing ; back-winter, a return of

winter after its regular time ; back-worm, a dis-

ease incident to hawks
;
back-word (in Lane.),

withdrawal from a promise or from an accepted

invitation, also dial, a contradiction, rude answer ;

back-wort (fieri/.), old name for the Comfrey

(Syrnphytiim officinale).

1867 People's Mag. May 314/2 He selects one of his gang
as "back-breaker. 1611 COTGK., Cautere dorsal, the *back

cauter : or, that kinde of knife-like cauter, which cuts but

on th' one side. 1649 Bury Wills (1850) 221 Vnto my
daughter Martha two wrought "backchaires. 1713 PARKVNS

7-/V<yu727f43 When you r Adversary
*
Back-clamps you,

which iswhen he claps his Heel in your Ham. 1867 Standard

Apr., Graham threw his antagonist first by a "back click.'

1809 Eng. MfC/i. 24 Dec. 344/1 A hood or "'back draught
is applied over the fire. 1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. i.

158 The windows . . finished with bound shutters and *back-

fcilds. 1751 tr. Gcrsaint's Rembrandt's Etch. 59 The
Back-front or Ground is generally foul. 1883 Longm. Mag.
May 49 A jointed animal . . with a *back-he:irt, a nervous

system below, and a digestive tube. 1881 Sportsman's Year
Bk. 314 Cowan scored with a very neat *back heel. 1883

BACKBITE.
Standard 14 Mar. 3/7 J. Hodgson "back-heeled J.Wilson.
^1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fab, 34 Hee played *back-hood be-

hind from beast to beast. 1851 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xviii.

(1859) 506 A very handsome dining room situated in what I

believe is called a *back-jamb, a sort of outrigger to the

house. 1713 PARKYNS Inn-Play '1727* 53 Stand with that

Toe out and Leg bent, over which he intends to take the

Buttock, or * Back-lock. 1876 Daily A'ews 28 Sept. 4/4 The
death of a *back overman, two miners, and a driver. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.,

*
Back-painting, the art of pasting

of prints and other designs on glass. ifa$Encycl.Brit. III.

309 *Back-painting, the method of painting mezzotinto

prints, pasted on glass, with oil colours, a 1575 ABP.
PARKER Corr. 158 Prayers, for the Queen's Majesty's pros-

perity and continuance ; where others say their *back pater-
nosters for her in corners. 1465 Paston Lett. 522 II. 224
Thou comyst in with many *bak rekenyngges. 1633 BP.

HALL Hard Texts 142 Thou callest me to a *backe-reckon-

ing for the very sins of my youth. 1711 in Land, Gaz. No.
4868/4 A white Spot on the middle of his Back made by the

chafing of a *back Rope. 1840 R. DANA Be/. Mast. xxxv.

92
Tackle [was] got upon the martingale

v
backpope. c 1860

. STUART Seaman's Cateck. 57 The cat is hooked, by means
of the *back-rope, to the ring of the anchor. 1817 BYRON
Beppo xli, Much like the *back scene of a play. 1879 J.

ROBERTSON in CasselCs Techn. Educ. IV. 396/1 Between the

roller-beam and the creels the *back-shaft extends to each
end of the mule. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build, 218
*Back-shutters or *Back-flaps, Additional breadths hinged
to the front shutters. 1548 HALL Chron. 11809* 42 5 Lytle

avayleth outward Warre, except there be a stedfast *Back-
stande at home. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (.1867)

203 If one *backstep be as much as foresteps three. 1844
BAKKR in Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. V. i. 32 The land., is

ploughed as the work proceeds by what is termed *back-

strikmg. 1785 COWPER Task iv. 227 Misses, at whose age
their mothers wore The *backstring, and the bib. c 1850
Riidim. .\'ttv. (Weale) 120 The top-timber siveep, or *back

sivcep, is that which forms the hollow of the top-timber.
1862 Athcn&iim No. 1830- 660 The *backswimmer . . has . .

the faculty of entangling air in the hairs of its body, a 1656
BP- HALL Kent. Wks. (i66o\ 159 Excesseindiet and clothes,

in belly-cheer, and *back-timber. 1640 Lawe/nlncsse Ex$.
into Eng, 4 He hath followed the *back trade of our defec-

tion . . The Lord therefore is still on the *back trade. 1601

SHAKS. Tivel. N, i- Hi- 131, I haue the *backe-tricke, simply
as strong as any man in Illyria. 1599 NASHE Lent. Stnjfe

13 This and euery towne hath his *backewinfers or frostes

that nippe it in the blade. 1649 SELDKX L<rivs0/ng. 11. xl.

(1739) 174 Yet like a dead Calm in a hot Spring, treasured

up m store sad distempers against a *back-Winter. a 1681

SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 115 That obstinate disease of the

Filander or *Back-worm. 1508 FLORIO, Consolida mag-
giorc, the herbe Comfrie, Knit-backe or *backwoort.

t Backare, "baccara, z^>;/- /'*>. Obs. [Origin
doubtful : perhaps for back there! or back-cr

(
= farther back) ;

Nares says the allusion is to an

ignorant man who affected to speak Latin, in

accordance with which Webster makes the word

trisyllabic.] Back \ stand back \ give place \

a 1553 UDALL Roister D. (Arb.) 16 Ah sir, Backare quod
Mortimer to his sowe. 1592 LYLY Mydas \. ii. 10 The mas-

culine gender is more worthy than the feminine, therefore

Licio -backare. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. \\. \. 72 Let vs that

are poore petitioners speake too. Bacare, you are mer-

uaylous forward. 1660 in HOWELL Eng. Prov. (as in 1553*-

Backhand ^barkbaend). [f.
BACK sb. i + BAND.]

A broad leather strap, or iron chain, passing over

the cart-saddle or pad on the back of a horse, and

serving to keep up the shafts of a vehicle.

1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 5 A cart sadel, bakbandes, and

belybandes. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Cart, The
Thill hooks and back-band which hold the sides of the Cart

up to the horse. 1848 THOMPSON in Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX.

n. 403 The shafts should be fixed at such a height by means
of the back-band, that, etc.

t Ba'ckbear, sb. Obs. [f.
BACK sb. 2 c +

BKAR v.} In Forest Laws : The act of carrying

on the back venison killed illegally. (Cf. next.)

1598 MANWOOD Laives Forest xviii. 9 (1615) 134/1 Backe

beare is, where any man hath slaine a wild beast . . and is

found carrying away of the same. 1667 E. CHAMBERLAYNE
SI. Gt. Brit. i. in. vi. 11743) 186 Taken either at dog-draw
. . back-bear, or bloodyhand. 1866 Chamb. Jrnl. 261.

t Ba-ck-berend, adj. (pr.pple.} Obs. In 3

-inde, 6-9 -and, 7 -end, 8 -ind. [OE. bxc-berende,

f. bxe back + berende, pr. pple. of beran to BEAR :

see prec.] Bearing on the back : an OE. com-

bination, long retained as a law-term to describe

a thief caught in the act of thus carrying off stolen

property. Sometimes modernized as back-bearing.

1292 BHITTON i. xxx. 6 Acun laroun ou robbeour seisi de

soen larcyn handhabbynde et bacberinde. c 1550 SIR J-

BALFOUR Practices (1754) 37 Theives tane and apprehendit
in manifest thift, sic as hand-havand and back-beirand.

1641 Termes de la Ley 36 b, Backberind theefe. 1822 Edin.

Rev. XXXVI. 295 If the offender could be taken back-bear-

ing. 1818 SCOTT F. M. Perth iv, Our hand-habend, our

back-berand, and our blood-suits.

Backbite (barkbait), v. Forms: 2-5 bac-,

bakbite, 4-6 bakbyte, 5-6 bag-, bakke-, bac-

byte, backbyte, 6-7 backebite, 4- backbite.

Pa. t. 4 bac-, bakbate ; 4 bacbitide, bakbited,

5 bacbyted. Pa.pple. 5-6 bakbyttyn, -byten, 7-

backbitten ; 4-6 bacbyted, 6 bak-, backe-, 6-7
backbited. [f. BACK adv. + BITE v. t i.e. to bite

one on, or behind, his back.]
To detract from the character of, to slander,

traduce, speak ill of: a. a person absent.

f 1175 [see BACKBITING vbl. sb.\ a. 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxviii.

20 pat yhcldes ivels for godes bac-bate [Vulg. dctrahebant}



BACKBITE. 613 BACKFALL.
me. 1393 GOWER Con/. I. 411 Is none so good, that
he ne passeth Betwene his teeth and is backbited. 1496
Dives ff Paiip. (\V. de W.) vn. ii. 278/2 Mary the syster of
Moses backbyted her brother, a 1520 Alyrr. Our Ladye
Introd. 47 Why hast thou bakbyten my handemayde ad-

jugynge hir to be prowde? 1609 HOLLAND Atnnt. Marcell.
xvn. ix. 91 With contumelious tearmes traduced and back-
bitten, a 1791 WESLEY Husb. <$ IVivcs Hi. 7 Wks. 1811 IX.

67 To backbite an enemy is sin
;
how much more to back-

bite one's own yoke-fellow. 1851 HKI.PS Cotnp. Soiit. iii.

(1874) 31 People will backbite one another to any extent

rather than not be amused.

t b. an institution, action, character, etc. Obs,

138* WYCLIF James \v. n He that bakbitith his brother
bakbitith the lawe. 1596 SPENSKR /''. Q. i. iv. 32 The verse

of famous poets witt He does backebite. 1602 DEKKKK
Satirom. Wks. 1873 I. 209 Doe not back-bite her beauties.

c. absolutely or intr.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. n. 80 To hakbite and to bqsten and
bere fals witnesse. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, \. i. 36 Vse
his men well Dauy, for they are arrant knaues, and will

backe-bite. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. III. 613 IJackbite not,
lest thou be backbitten.

t Backbite, sb. Obs. [f. prec.] Backbiting.
1598 STOW Survey ^Strype 1754^ I. in, vi. 593/2 A stay to

weake, a staff to poor, Without Backbite or pride.

Backbiter (bc'kteittaki). Forms : see the vb.

[f. BACKBITE Z/. + -ER!.] One who backbites; a

slanderer or secret calumniator.

c\*y*Ancr. R. 86 Bacbitares be bite5 o5re men bihinden.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. f 422 The bacbiter wol torne al

thilke goodnes up-so-doun. 1440 Protnfi. Pan'. 21/2 Bakke-

bytere, Detractor. 1509 BARCLAY Ship of Foolcs (1570)
P r iv, Backbiters which good liuers diffame. 1627 S/>.

without Doors in Rushw. Hist. Coll. 1 16591 ! 49? Diogenes
being asked what beast bit sorest, answered, Of wilde beasts,
the Back-biter

;
of tame, the Flatterer. 1859 TENNYSON

Vivien 673 Face-flatterers and backbiters are the same.

b. {word-play*} : A biter, or striker, on the back.
1608 TOURNKUR Rev. Trag. n. ii. 58 Sword thou wast

neuer a back-biter yet.

Backbiting (barkbsi'tin), vbl. sb. Forms :

2-3 -bitunge, 4 -bytyng, -bityng, -byting, 5 -by-

tynge, -bitynge, -bitinge, -byting, 5- -biting.

[f. as prec. + -ING 1
.]

The action of detracting,

slandering, or speaking ill of one behind his back.
c 1175 Cott. fionr. 205 Cursunge, bacbitunge and fike-

lunge. 1303 R. BRUSNE Handl. Synnt 3544 No custum-
mable bakbytyng God forseue^. 1550 Ai-yse thce Welle
in Babees Bk, (1868) 357 Be ware of bagbytynge, y the rede.

1683 Graeians Courtier s Oracle 45 There is great differ-

ence betwixt censure and backbiting. For the one is

grounded upon indifference, and the other upon malice.

1862 TROLLOJ-E Orley F. Iviii. 420 Not given to backbiting.

Ba*ckbi:ting, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING ^.]

That slanders or speaks ill of the absent.

1382 WYCLIF Ps. c. 5 The bacbitende priueli to his ne^he-
bore. 1580 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 190 Backbiting talk that

flattering blabs know wily how to blenge. '873 Miss
BROOGHTON Nancy II. 280 Am I to have a backbiting wife?

t Ba'ckbitingly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY-.]
In a backbiting manner ; slanderously.
1580 BARET Atu. B 22 Backbitingly, or slaunderously.

t Backblow (bsc-kbl^). Obs. [f. BACK sb. and
adv. + BLOW sb.]

1. A blow struck at the back or from behind.

1641 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. n. xix.tb* 127 A premeditated
back-blow in cold bloud is base. 1857 Househ. Words 12

Sept. 245 Outwitted him at his own game of backblows.

2. fig. i^Cf. AFTKR-ULAP.)
1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Jas. III. Wks. 55 So many back-

blows of fortune. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. II. 456 That
Reflexion fell upon his Mind with this terrible back-blow.

Back-board (barkb6id). [f. BACK sbl\

\ 1. = LARBOARD. Only in OE. : see BABORD.
2. A board placed at, or forming, the back of

anything, e.g. of a picture, a cart, a boat.

1761 Brit. Mag. II. 613 Artfully concealed behind the

back-board of Perrott's picture. 1769 FALCONER Mar. Diet.,

Back-Board, a piece of board of a semicircular figure,

placed transversly in the after-part of a boat, and serving
the passengers to recline against. 1877 Tinsleys Mag. Aug.
220 Wife and family in the ramshackle tax-cart, the Uttle

ones '

creening
'

over the back-board.

3. A board attached to the rim of a water-wheel

to prevent the water from running off the floats

into the interior of the wheel.

1864 WEBSTER cites NICHOLSON.
4. A board held or strapped across the back to

straighten the figure.
1794-1801 E. DARWIN Zoon. III. 143 Methods of confining

or directing the growth of young people . . such as back-
boards. 1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Fr. Governess (1831) 176
Her person had undergone all the tortures of back-boards,
collars, stocks, dumb-bells. 1880 J. SOUTH Honseh. Sure.
(ed. 4) 332 Another abominable contrivance called a back-
board . . by which the girl's arms were trussed behind her,
in much the same way as the wings of a roast fowl.

5. 'That part of the lathe which is sustained by
the four legs, and which sustains the pillars that

support the puppet-bar.' \Veale Diet. Terms 1849.
Ba ckboa rd, v. [f. prec.] To subject to the

use of a backboard.

1855 THACKERAY Ne-wfantes II. 146 If they have been lec-

tured, and learning, and back-boarded, and practising. 1881

Miss BRADDON Asph. I. 144 Governessed, and preached-at,
and back-boarded.

Back-bond (bse-kty-nd). Sc. Law. [f.
BACK

adv. + BOND.] A document by which a party re-

ceiving or holding a title, ex facie absolute, ac-

knowledges that he really holds in trust for a

specified purpose, and binds himself to convey or

account to the true owner after that purpose is

served. The true owner is usually the granter of

the absolute deed, hence the term baek-bon<\ is

applied to the explanatory document executed by
the grantee.
a 1645 Acts Cfitis. I (1814! V. 283 (JAM.) The dispositioune

. . was cancellate : and the provest producit the bakbaml,
q
lk was also cancelled. 1645 RUTHKRKORD Tryalfy Tri.

Faith (1845) 246 He who is ransomed by Christ . . is under
a back-bond, or a re-obligation of love, service, and obe-
dience. 1867 A. M. BiiLL Coit'-cyam. 1079 A heritable se-

curity . . may also be constituted in the form of an absolute

disposition qualified by a backbond.

Backbone \. ba"kb<7-n). Forms : 3 bacbon. 4
bakbon, bakebon, 5 bakbone, 4-7 backebone,
6- backbone. (In 5-7 often two words

;
still

sometimes hyphened.) [f.
BACK sb. i + B >NK.]

1. The vertebral column, the spine. To the back-

bone : thoroughly, completely.
a 1300 W. nt; BIKLESW. in Wright Voc. 146 liacbon,

Fctchinc. a 1400 Leg. Rood 190 J>e cros behind his bakbon
pat he boluti deth uppon. 15*3 FITZHKRB. liusb. (1534)
F ivb, He wyll eate soo moche, that his sydes wyll stande
as hygh as his backe bone. 1647 J. HALL Poems 89 How
many back-bones nourish! have Crawling Serpents in the

grave? 1849 W. IRVING Crayon Misc. 165 It struck a buf-

falo .. broke its back-bone. 1864 DK. MANCH. Crf. Soc.

Eli-. to Anne II. 107 Harry was English to the backbone.

2. transf. A mnin support or axis, or chief sub-

stantial part; e.g. the backbone of a bicycle; the

chief mountain-range or water-shed of a country.
1684 T. BUHNKT The. Earth I. 142 The Appennincs strike

through Italy . . the back-bone of that country. 1865 TVI.OR

Early Hist. Man. vii. 162 The Cordilleras, or backbone of
America. 1879 A. GALLETLY in CasselFs Techn. Ednc. IV.

390/2 The
' back -bone' of the chenille . . is composed uf .seve-

ral strong cotton threads.

Q.fig. The main or important element
; mainstay.

1849 COBDKN Speeches 64, I speak to the clothiers . , the
backbone and mu.scle of the clothing district of England.
1871 EARI.K Phitol. Ett. Tong. 313 We are now come to

the backbone of our subject. 1884 J. BKNT in Alaetn. Mag,
Oct. 429/2 A secret society which was the backbone of
Panhellenism.

4. Strength of character, stability of purpose,
resoluteness, sturdiness, firmness.

1865 Sat. AY?'. 18 Feb. 195 A great man he . . could never
have been . . for his character was destitute of backbone.

1884 Pali Mall G. 23 Feb. 5 (This] has completely taken
the backbone out of the discount market.

Ba'ckbo'ned, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED : cf. L.

vertcbra-tus.] Having a backbone; vertebrate.
1860 LKWKS in Corn A. Mag. I. 291 They are all backboned ;

they have all an internal skeleton. 1881 MIVART Cat 451
The Cat then is one of the group of backboned animals.

Backbo'neless, a. [f. as prec. + -LESS.] De-
stitute of backbone or strength of character. Hence
Backbo'nelessness.
i88a Standard 3 Mar. 3/6 Backbonelessness and apathy.

Backcast (bark,kast). north dial. [f. BACK
adv. + CAST sb!\ A throw back ; a reverse.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. !i, She got a sair back-cast wi'

the slaughter o' her husband. 1864 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss.

s. v., A ' backkest
'

in an illness ; a relapse.

Ba'ck-cast (bse-k 1 kast), ///. a. [f. BACK adv.
+ CAST ///.] Cast or thrown backwards.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 272 With many a backe-cast
looke. 1647 H. MOHE Song ofSoul n. App. Ixxxviii, Hack-
cast tayls [of comets] turn'd to our Evening-eye. 1821

JOANNA BAILLIE Met. Leg.) Lady G. H. Ii. 3 Which to her
k-cast thoughts could bring The scenes of other days.

Back-door (bac'kidd^u). [f.
BACK a. + DOOR.]

1. A door at the back of a building or enclosure,
as opposed to the front-door ;

a secondary or

private entrance.

1530 PALSGR. 196^1 Backe dore, httys de derriere. 1535
COVERDALE Jueig. iii. 23 Ehud gat him out at the backe
dore. 1712 ARHUTHNOT John />//( 1727^ 58 He would stand
at the door . . to keep off the duns, till John got out at the
back-door. 1857 HEAVYSEGK Saul (1869) 106 They shall

sneak in at Gibeah's back-door.

^fiS- 1 a lso attrib. = Unworthily secret, clan-

destine.

i6xx SHAKS. Cymb. v. iii. 45 Hauing found the backe doore

open Of the vnguarded hearts. 1700 J.
LAW Counc. Trade

(1751) 276 Their back-door to let in mischief. 1805 T. JEF-
FERSON Writ, 11830) IV, 46 Our back-door counsellors.

Backe, earlier f. BAT i^the winged mammal).
Backed (bcekt). Forms : 5 backyd, 6 backt

(Sc: bakkit), 6- backed, [f. BACK sb. and v. + -ED.]
1. adj. Provided with a back, having a back,

background, or backing; used particularly in com-

position, e.g. broad-backed^ f>ig-backed> hog-backed.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xn. xiii. dags') 422 Scabbyd

horses and sore backyd. 1530 PALSGH. 442/2 This sworde is

well backed. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 397 It is back'd
like a Weazell. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. iii. 78 Upon
a back'd chair. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5395 4 One gray
Nagg . . somewhat Pigg-backed. 1863 KISGSLEY Water
Bab. ii. 48 Whitebeam with its great silver-backed leaves.

2. pplc. and a. Supported at the back, seconded,
abetted ; betted on

; mounted, broken in to the

saddle
; endorsed, printed on the back ;

moved or

laid back. (See the verb.)
1589 Pappciv. Hatchet (1844) 15 Art thou so backt that

none dare blade it with thee ? c 1590 BURELL Queen's
Kntry^ Far better bakkit nor ane laird. 1611 SHAKS. Cywb.
v. i. 427 Great lupiter, upon his Eagle back'd. 1691 RAY Dis-
sol. World Pref. (17321 12 Well back'd by Divine Authority.
1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Rnt, Take the Horse, if he
be about four Years old and back'd. 1846 Print. Af>par,
for Amateurs 42 When the paper is backed or has two im-

pressions.

Backen (ba.-k'n), v. [f. BACK + -EN 2
; cf. lessen^

1. trans. To put, keep, or throw back
;
to throw

behind, retard (in progress). Rare in mod. lit.

1649 BLITH Kng. Improv. Impr. (16531 1 ^o Yet will it so
batken them that thou mayst lose a full half years growth
in them. 1750 A. HILL Wks. (1753) IV. 361 His breast
will be inflated, and majestically backen'd. 1853 FABER
Ailfor yesits 55 A false doctrine . . backeijs devotion. 1871
NAPHEYS Prw. <y (,'ure Dis. in. Sv. 720 Very hot vinegar ap-
plied . . to a boil . . will sometimes ' backen' it.

f 2. intr. To move or draw back. Obs.

1748 (See HACKKNING vbl. sb.}

Back-end (bx'k,e-ndX [f.
BACK a. + END, in

the sense of either extremity. Cf. FORE-END.]
1. Of things with two ends; The hinder or rear end.

01617 HIKRON H'ks. II. 114 To put their sinnes into the
backe end of the Wallet. 1675 WYLHF.KLKY PL Dealer it. i.

1 1735' 37 At the Back-end of a Lord's coach.

2. The later part or Matter end' of a season ;

(absolutely) ofthe year: The late autumn, the 'fall.'

1820 /V/tt^-7c. A faff. Oct. 3 (JAM.) When you did us the
honour to stop a day or two last back-end. 1860 W. WHITE
Wrckin 43 In his opinion the

'

backend' was the best fish-

ing season.

Backening (b?c-k'niij\ vbl. sb. [f. BACKEN +
-ING 1

.] The action of moving or drawing back.

1748 THOMPSON Casf. Indol. 11. xiii, With back'ning shunn'd
his touch, for well he knew its power.

Ba'ckening, ///. a. [f- as prec. + -i>-' (' 2
-]

Keeping back, retarding (vegetables, crops, etc.).

1781 RARKKK in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 353 The first three
weeks of April were cold, backening, and often frosty. 1794
LXXX1V. 175 A very backening season.

Backer (ba-koj), sb.\
[f.

BACK v. + -EiU.] He
who or that which backs.

1. A supporter ; csp. one who bets on a horse or

event
;
one who supports by money or credit.

1583 BAUINGTON Commandm. 380 A backer to beare out

my foule oppressions. 1838 DICKENS AYc//. AVVX*. i. i When
fortune is low and backers scarce. 1850 I.YTTON My Xwel
ix. ix. 86 ' Take any odds against him that his backers

may give,' said L' Estrange.
2. Arch. ' A narrow slate put on the back of a

broad square-headed slate when the slates begin
to get narrow.' P. Nicholson Fract. Builder 1823.

f3. Arith. The rule of three reversed. Cf. AD-
VANCER 3. Obs. But perhaps backer is here the

adj., q.v.
1543 RKCOKHF, etc. Gr. Arts (16^ 180 That the greater

the third sumnie is above the first, the lesser the fourth
summe is beneath the second : and this rule therefore you
may call the Backer or Reverse Rule.

Ba'cker, sb.~ [f. BACK sb. + ER!.] A porter,

carrier, or unloader.
' In common use in the docks.' J. M. (Jowper.

Backer, obs. form of BAKEK.

Backer, backey, vulgar contr. of TOBACCO.
1863 H. KINGSI.EV A. Elliot xxi, Bits of backer pipe.

t Ba'cker, a. conifar. Obs.
[f.

BACK a.] Far-

ther back, hinder, posterior.
1564 Three i^th C. Chron. (1880) 130 Backer parts.

1575 TURHKRVILK Falconric 310 Deplume hir head behinde
in the backer part. 1607 TOPSXLL 1-our-f, Beasts 492 A hole

bored in the backer part of his crooked horn. 1621 QI/AKI.KS

Argalus <$
P. (16781 87 Her dishevell'd hair .. Hung loosly

down, and vail'd the backer part.

t Ba'ckermore, adv. Obs. In 5 bakker-
more. [See BACK adv. i.] Farther back

;
more

to the rear.

t Ba'CkermOSt, a. super!, Obs. or dial.
[f.

BACK a. ; late formation on type of hindennost,
innermost : see -MOST.] By-form of BACKMOST.
1669 Chnrchu: Ace. in Archx'ol. XXXV. 449 <D.' In the

gallery at Hampton in the backermo>t seat. 1699 in Phil.

Trans. XXI. 287 Some of the backermost part of which

[house] is an ancient Romarrtmilding.

Backet (barken. Sc. [a. Y.baqutt, dim. vtbac,
BACK sb.'t] A shallow wooden trough used for

carrying ashes, coals, mortar, salt, etc.

1789 BURNS dipt. Grose vi, Parritch-pats, and auld saut-

backets. 1823 TKNNANT Cdt. Beaton 154 Seeking backets

and mason's auld duds.

Backfall vba.-kf4). [f. BACK adv. and sb.]

Hence Ba'ckfalled ///. a.

f 1. A '

grace' in old English music
;
see quot.

1676 MACE Mtisicks MM. I. xiv. 90 To make a Back-fall

Rignt, you are always to strike the Precedent Letter . . in-

stead of that Letter, which is to be Rick-fall'd with your
Right Hand. 1878 GKOVK Did. J\fns. I. 43 The smooth

graces . . include the Plain-beat or Rise, the Backfall, the

Double Backfall.

2. A fall or throw on the back in wrestling.

Oftenyfsr-
1838-9 ftMtFt Own 3 No wrestler . . ever received half

so many back-falls as I. 1851 DICKENS Bleak He. x.\v, He
will throw him an argumentative back-fall presently.

3. A lever in the coupler of an organ.
1880 E. HOPKINS in Grove Diet. Mas. II. 606/2 This

coupler is always worked by a pedal, on pressing which the



BACKFALLEK.
backfalls descend into pOM'tion. 1881 C. EDWARDS Organs
71 Backfalls are usually made of mahogany.
t Ba-ckfaller . Obs.

[f.
BACK adv. + FALL v. +

-KB'.] One who falls back (fig.), a renegade.
*545 JOVE Ex/>. Dan. xi. (R. ) Onias with many lyke back-

fallers from God fled into Egypte.

Backfriend (barkfre-nd). [f.
BACK sb. or adv.

1'crh. orig. a friend who 'kept back,' and did not
come forward to assist, and so was no real friend.]

1 1. A pretended or false friend ;
an enemy who

pretends friendship ; a secret or una\ owed enemv.
Obs.

1472 SIR!. PASTON'in Lett. 692 III. 40, I harde soimvhat by
hym off a bakke ffrende off yowr. 1574 T. N EWTON Health
Mag. 75 Corrupte and unpure Ayre is unto all age a greate
backefriende and enemie. 1611 SPEED H ist. Gt. Brit. ix. xv.

772 Westmorland thought it safest to checke the Scot> as
the neerer and continuall backefriends. 1684 T. BUKNET
Th. Ear/ft 1 1. 180 As S. Jerome was an open enemy to this

doctrine, so Eusebius was a back friend to it. 1725 WOIJKOW
Corr. 11843' HI- 108 My back friend, Mr. Bruce, has now
another and heavier author to deal with than I, Bishop
Burnet. 1827 SOUTH EV Life <y Corr. 118501 V. 321 But I

have had backfriends . . as well as enemies.

2. A friend who stands at one's back, a backer.

1599 NASHK Lent Stiijfe 118711 77 Faithful confederates
and back-friends. 1823 SCOTT Qitentin D, vi, I had in case
of the worst a stout back-friend in this uncle of mine.

3. (<///. ^ A hangnail.
1864 -V.

15- Q. Ser. in. V. 25/1 The troublesome splinters of
skin which are often formed near the root> of the nails are
called stepmother's blessings . . back-friends.

Backgame .bse-kgji-m). [f. BACK adv]
1. BACKGAMMON'

;
a 'game' at backgammon.

1718 CIBHER Son-juror i, A Coquett's Play with a serious
|

Lover, is like a Back-game at Tables, all open at first. 1753 |

in Mrs. Barhauld Richardson 11804! III. 68, I must now as

they say at Tables, endeavour to play a good back game.
2. Chess.
1800 Hoyles Games 132 As his king may retire to his i

bishop's Mjuare, the second Back-game will show how to pro-
'

ceed in this case.

3. A return -game.

Backgammon (bsekgarmsnV Also in 7 bag-

gammon. [Apparently =
back-game, hack-play

(ME. gamcn game, play, still in ifUh c.\ 'be-

cause the pieces are jn certain circumstances)
taken up and obliged to go back, that is re-enter

at the table.' Always called TABLES till the 1 7th c.

Compare the prec. word ; also the following early
mention of tables along with dice, as a kueadegemcn
(Kentish lot gamen\, a wicked gamen or game:
1340 Aycnl: 45 Kueade gemenes, ase bye)? J?e gemenes of

des, and of tables.

'The unsatisfactory point is the want of i6th c. quotations
for ganien, which may however have survived di.ilectally.

Cf. also the analogous after-game in 'after-game at Irish,'

a game of similar nature. For other suggestions as to

derivation, see Wedgwood, and Skeat. 1

]

1. A game played on a board consisting of two
tables (usually united by a hinge), with draught-
men whose moves are determined by throws of

the dice.

(1645 HOWEI.L Lett. (16501 II. 105 Though you have
learnt to play at Baggammon, you must not forget Irish,

which is a more serious and solid game. 1676 D'UKFEY
Mad. Fickle i. i, I won 300 guineys of him t'other night at

Back-gammon. 1678 BUTI.ER Hud. in. n. 1062 The Hang-
man, Was like to lurch you at Back-Gammon. 1771 SMOLLETT

Hntnph. Cl. 118151 14 2 And play at billiards, cards, or back-

gammon. 1814 SCOTT in Lockhart Life 11839) ^-355 ^ n *he

evening Backgammon and cards are in great request.

2. spec. (See quot.)
1883 Boys' Own fib. 620 There are three kinds of victory

one the winning the Ait, the second the winning the gam-
mon, and the third winning a bttckgamtnon . . If the winner
has borne all his men off before the loser has carried all his

men to his own table, it is a backgammon ^a\\& held equal
to three hits or games.
3. attrib., as in backgammon board, table.

1789 MRS. Piozzi Journ. France II. 371 A backgammon
table preserved behind the high altar. x8ao BYRON Juan
v. x, Like a backgammon board the place was dotted With
whites and blacks.

Backga*mmon, 7-. [f.
the sb. ; cf. quot. 1678

in I.] To defeat at backgammon, or by winning
a backgammon.
1793 Ann. Reg. 246 At length he by death is back gam-

moned.

Background (barkgraundX [f.
BACK a."]

1. The ground or surface lying at the back of or

behind the chief objects of contemplation, which

occupy the foreground. (Formerly, the part of

the stage in a theatre remote from the audience.)

1672 WYCHERLEV Love in Wood \\\. \\, Ranger retires to

the background. 1799 SHERIDAN Pizarro i. i. (1883* 182

Elvira walks about pensively in the background, 1824
Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863^ 109 The low cottage in

the back-ground.
b. csp. as represented in any of the Arts of Design.
1752 tr. Gersaint's Etch. Rembrandt 94 The Back-ground

is always faint, the Aqua-fortis having failed. 1847 Lu.

LINDSAY Chr. Art 1. 114 The backgrounds are either archi-

tectural in the Byzantine style, or mountainous.

C. fig.
1854 STANLEY Sinai ,y Pal. Introd. 28

Egypt
.. is the

background of the whole history of the Israelites. 1858
HAWTHOKNE Fr. <$ //. Jrnls. I. 160 A statelier dome . . shin-

ing on the background of the night of Time.

614

2. A less prominent position, \vhere an object is

not readily noticed ; retirement, obscurity.
1779 SHERIDAN Critic m. i. 11883: *77 Keep your madness

in the background. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 253 Po-
litical friends thought it best . . that he should remain in the

background. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. iv. 2 11882) 174 This
. . may have helped to throw into the background its [Par-
liament's] character as a supreme Court of appeal.

Background, z*. To form a background to.

1843 MRS. BROWNING Lett. R. Horne I. 70 Where there is

no reserve of character to background it [shyness].

t Ba'ck-guard. Obs. [Cf. BACK - WAKD.]
Rear-guard.

< 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 745 To follow thaim a bakgard
for to be.

Back-hair (bark|heu). \l. BACK*?.] The

long hair at the back of a woman's head.

1836 Athemeiim No. 447. 358 Their back hair underneath
coiribed upwards. 1837 DICKKNS Pickw. xxii, Busily engaged
in brushing what ladies call their 'back-hair.'

t Ba'ck-half. Obs. Forms: 5 bac-, bak-, 5-6
backe-, 6 backhalfi^e. [f.

BACK a. + HALF.] Back
side, back part, rear.

1408 WYCLIF Gen. xix. 6 tMS. Fairfax 2) Loth ^ede out to

hem on the bachalf. a 1450 Knt, de la 7*Hr(i868) 59 The
theef that comithe in atte the dore on the backe half. 1575
LANEHAM Lett. 52 Too Athlants Joined togeather abackhaff!

b. adverbially. Backward.
1470 HARDING Chron. Pref. 6 Thus sette he me all bak-

haJfe on the tayle.

Back-hand (bce-kihaMicr. sit.
[f.

BACK aih.]
1. The hand turned backwards in making a

stroke, as (at Tennis'} in taking balls at the left

hand, by stretching the right across the body,
hence the left-hand 'play' or 'court

1

in the game.
.

1657 DISBROWE in Burton Diary \\%?$,\ II. 48 It reflects

upon the Long Parliament by the back-hand . . So I desire

the preamble may be laid aside, c 1706 VANBSLVJH Mistake
v. i, I desire the honour to keep your back hand myself.

Lopez i servant to Don /,. > Tis very kind indeed. Pray,
sir, have you ne'er a servant with you could huld a racket

for me too? a 1757 CIBBEK Careless Hush, iv. i D. i That's
odds at tennis, my lord . . I'll endeavour to keep your back-
hand a little. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronans xix, As if I had

picked you out of the whole of St. James's coffee-house to

hold my back-hand.

2. Handwriting with the letters sloped backwards.
Mod. newspaper. Other letters produced were written by

Street in his back-hand.

B. attrib. as adj. BACK-HANDKD.
1695 BI.ACKMORE Pi'. Art/i. x. 781 With a back hand Blow.

Ba ck-lia nd, v. To take a BACKHANDEU 3.

1857 G. LAWRENCE Guy Livingstone viii. 72 Livingstone, if

you begin back -handing already, you will never be able to

hold that great raking chestnut.

Back-handed (bse
p

khae:nded), a.
[f. prcc. sl>J\

1. With the back of the hand.

1813 L. HUNT in Examiner 15 Mar. 162/1 A back-handed

pat on the cheek. 1836 MACREADY Remin. II. 23 A back-

handed slap across the face.

2. Directed backwards, or with the hnnd or arm

crossing the body (i.e. for a right-handed man
from left to right), as a sword-cut ; sloping back-

wards, as handwriting.
3. fig. f a. Keeping back one's hand, backward,

remiss; b. Indirect, like a back-handed sword-cut.

1817 GODWIN Mand^'ille II. 180 tU.t Modesty .. is often

the most beggarly and back-handed friend that merit can

have. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxvi, Rob might get a back-

handed lick at him. 1865 DICKKNS Mitt. />. xii, Having
given her this back-handed reminder.

Hence Backha ndedness. 1859 in WORCESTER.

Back-hander. [f. as prec. + -EU ]
.]

1. A blow with the back of the hand.

1836 MARKYAT Midak. &?( 18641 u 'Go away Sarah,'

said Johnny with a backhander. 1881 E. J. WORBOISE
Sissie xxii, A heavy backhander by way of punishment.

\>.fig.

i86z WHVTI->MI-;LVILLE Inside Bar*, (ed. 121 363 This was

obviously a back-hander at James. 1880 World 21 Aug.
7 The Lieutenant-General got a prompt backhander when
he a>ked for a return of the contributions.

2. An extra glass of wine out of turn, the bottle

being passed back.

1854 THACKERAY Xcwconus II. 48, I will,, take a back-

hander, as Clive don't seem to drink.

Back-head (ba-khedi. [f.
BACK a. + HBAD.]

a. False hair worn at the back of the head ; chignon.
b. Back part of the head.

1731 Gentl. Afag. I. 531 Dresses youthfully, wears back-

heads. 1754 RICHARDSON Gratutison vii. 223 (D. i Her pale

pink lustring and back-head. 1836 A. WALKER Beauty tt'oiti.

38 1 Ifthe forehead be not large in proportion to the backhead.

Backhouse, obs. f.BAKKHousK: see also BACK-S.

Backing (bee-kin), vbl. sb. [f. BACKS;. + -ING!.]

I. The action of the vb. BACK in various senses.

1. The action of supporting at the back.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 165 Call you that back-

ing of your friends? a plague vpon such backing ! 1633
AMES Agst. Cerent, n. 281 For the backinge of the former

consequence, this reason was added. 1875 HELPS Anitn. $

Mast. v. 133 My ready backing of my friend.

2. The mounting of a horse; the breaking in of

a colt to the saddle.

1607 Topsiaf. Fonr-f. Beasts 240 It is good to use your
horse to backing both sadled and bare. 1783 AINSUORTH
Lat. Diet. (Morel! ',

The backing of ahorse, eyni domitnra.

BACK-PIECE.

3. The action of putting or moving back ; a

throwing back in progress; retardation.

1649 BLITH Eng. Improv. ImJ>r.\\. 11653 10 A great part of

that land lyeth as it were drowned . . it overcomes not that

backing many times till near Midsummer.
4. Motion in a backward direction, csp. of the

wind in a direction opposed to the sun's.

1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 25 Who foretold them by the Wir.ds

backing to the Sun, i. e. opposing its course. 1875 BEDFORD
.Sailor's Pocket Bk. iv. 91 From West to South-West, South,
and South-East, the change is called backing. 1884 INGER-
SOI.L in Harper's Mag. 876/2 Rivers would be able to dispose
of their water in the full season without its backing up.
5. tcchn. a. Printing, 'Perfecting' a sheet already

printed on one side, by printing it on the other, b.

Bookbinding, Preparing the back of a book with

glue, etc. before putting on the cover

1846 i 'rinting Appar, Amateurs 42 When a second im-

pression was added at the back, which is called backing, or

working the reiteration.

6. a. Backing-down : withdrawal, shirking, b.

Backing-off: unwinding silk or cotton. C. Back-

ing-zip in Cricket, etc. : see BACK v. 8.

1851 L. GORDON Art Jrnl. Illust. Catal. vi.
* b This

operation of undoing the coil is called the backing-off. 1883
Harper $ Mag. Aug. 465/1 There's to be no backing down.

II. Collective appellation of that which backs,
or forms a back, rear, or hinder part.
7. Support, succour; a body of supporters.
1818 Scoir Rob Roy viii, A quarter whence assuredly he

expected no backing. 1880 Times n Dec. 9 It is promoted
by what appears to be a solid backing of landowners.

8. Anything used to form a back, or line the back.

1793 SMEATON Ldystone L. 221 Not only flat backing,
but Purbeck ashler in rough courses, from those quarries.

1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-Bk., Backing, the timber behind
the armour-plates of a ship. 1884 K. CRAWFORD Rom. .SYwgv;-
I. 219 A great pier-glass was cracked .. and the metallic

backing seemed to be scaling off.

9. -BACK sit. 1 6.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 225 The Backing of a

Hip is the angle made on its upper edge to range with the

two sides or planes of the roof between which it is placed.
10. (dial.] Bank, embankment.
1863 Lancashire Fcnts 3 A pretty weaver la.ss . . seated

herself on the 'backing.' 1865 B. BRIERLEV Irkdale I. 136
A younger person stands upon the garden

*

backing.'
11. Backings : refuse of wool or flax, or what is

left after dressing it ; in the manufacture of flax,

properly, the tow that is thrown off by the second

hackling. (Jamieson.)
c 1795 Abcrd. Statist. Ace. XIX. 207 i Janu The waft was

I spun by old women, and that only from backings or nails.

Backing (baring), ///. a.
[f.

BACK v. + -ING -.]

That backs, or moves backward.
1862 THORNBURY TVrwi-r I. 268 In the foreground Turner

has put a backing waggon with kicking horses.

Back-lash. (bs?kl8ej). Mech. The jarring re-

action or striking back of a wheel or set of con-

nected wheels in a piece of mechanism, when the

motion is not uniform or when sudden pressure is

applied. Ba'ck-lasMng
1

(in same sense).

1863 A". Brit. Rev. May 257 Throughout the machine, in

such a case, there is too much back-lash. 1883 Fisheries

fc.vhib, Catal. 33 Steering Gear . . whereby the steersman

is relieved from the danger of back-lash on the wheel. 1883

Century 3fag, 381 To prevent the reel from back-lashing.

Backless (bse'klts), a. [f.
BACK sb. + -LESS.]

\Yithout a back, having no back.

1827 Sot.'TiiEY Lett. 11856' IV. 79 A car (which must not

have been backless). 1882 Harper's Mag. LXIV. 786 Nar-
row backless benches.

Ba cklet. dial. [f.
BACK sb. + -LET, dim. suffix.]

A back yard. (Chiefly in s. w.)
1724 Lond. Gaz. 6253/3 A Dwelling-House, with a Backlet

and Garden thereto belonging. 1884 West. Morn. A'nvs 28

June 4/7 The backlet. .was. .under the power of the flames.

Ba'cklingS, -ins, adv. north, dial. [f. OK.

bxcling :f. bsec
t
BACK + -UNO) with adverbial geni-

tive -J.] Back, backwards.

U"975 Rnshiv. Gosp. John vi. 66 Monije Segnas his from

foerdun on baecling.] 1785 BURNS \\'ks. III. 254 Backlins

cumin . . She grew mair bright.

Back-log (barking), [f.
BACK a.] A large

log placed at the back of the fire. (Chiefly in U.S.)
1684 I. MATHER Illnstr. Prot'id. v. 115 The spit . . came

down with the point foremost, and stuck in the back-log.
1882 HOWKLI.S in Longm. Mag. I. 49 A back-log big enough
to smoulder .. for days. 1883 MKS. ROLLINS \evt Eng.
Bygones 63 Brightened by a roaring backlog.

Ba-ckman. Obs. rare. [f.
BACK sb. 12.] A

follower, retainer, attendant.

( 1560 Sit tiff again Ladyes in Ma itland Poems, The lairds

and ladyes ryde of the toun For feir of hungerie bakmen.

Backmost (ba? km^st), a., superI.
[f.

BACK a.;

a late formation after the type of foremost, hind-

most : see -MOST. Cf. BACKERMOST.] Most to the

back, hindmost ; the opposite viforemost.

1782 A. MONRO Cotupar. Anat. 98 The four backmost

teeth. 1874 FAKRAR Christ II. xlii. 95 Though now the

axe was uplifted, nay, though it was at its backmost poise.

Back-piece (.barkpfs). [f. BACK sb. or iz.]

1. A piece of armour protecting the back. Alsoy^.
1586 LITTON Thous. Notable Th. 116751 289 If you match

the lady to Scotland, you are sure to have a stout Back-

piece. 1607 DEKKER Wk. Kahylon Wks. 1873 II. 274 The
hollow backe-peece of a rustic Armour. 1865 PARKMAN



BACK-PLATE.

Huguenots ix. ^875) isoGourgues took the lead, in breast-

plate and back-piece.
2. The piece which forms the back of anything.
1838 Workwoman's Guide vi. 173 Making a slipper by

merely sewing on a front to a sole, and leaving it without

any back-piece. 1851 Art Jrnl. Catal. Gt. Ejchib. 16/3 In
the centre of the back-piece [of a side-board] is a medallion.

Back-plate i,barkpU-tt). [f.
BACK sb. 01

1. A plate of armour for the back.

1656 TRAIT Exp. Eph. vi. 14 No mention of a back-plate
because the Christian soldier should never fly. 1820 SCOTT
Monast. xxxv, Armed with cuirass and back-plate. 1859
TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. V. 170/1 The Mud Tortoise ..

has a sacrum . . soldered . . to the back-plate.
2. A plate placed at or forming the back.

177* WOLLASTON in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 78 The cock is

fastened to the back-plate of the clock itself.

Backrac(k, -rag, obs. forms of BACHARACH.

t Ba ck-ra cket . Obs.
[f.

BACK adv.] The
return of a ball in tennis

; y?y. a counter-charge,
'
tu quoque.'
1608 MIDDLETON Trick to Catch iv. i, He plays at back-

racket with me. 1638 FEATLY Transubst. 3 Bandie the
tearmes of Schismatike and Heritike. .the Sorbonists to the

Jesultes, and the Jesuites by back-racket to the Sorbonists.

Backs (of leather) : see BACK sb. 18.

Back-set (bse-kset), sb.
[f.

BACK adv.]
1. A setting back ; a reverse, check, relapse. (Of

Sc. origin.)

17*1 WODROW ffist.ll. 555 (JAM.) The people of God have
got many backsets one after another. 1816 CALHOUN U'ks.
II. 170 It would give a back set, and might .. endanger
their ultimate success. 1883 American V. 373 A backset
which some good judges pronounced fatal.

2. An eddy or counter-current.
1882 Harper's Mag. LXV. 612 The backset caused by the

overflow. 1883 Fortn. AVr. July 119 The back-set of some
deeper-flowing stream.

Ba ckse't, v. [f. as prec. + SET v]
1 1. To set upon in the rear. Obs.

'573 ANDERSON Exp. Benedictns 71 b (T.) The Israelites . .

[were] backset with Pharaoh's whole power.

2. (in U.S.) To re-plough in the autumn prairie-
land ploughed for the first time in the spring.
1883 Lisbon (Dakota) Star Sept., Contracts for large or

small areas of backsetting or stubble plowing. 1884 Ibid.
10 Oct., Farmers are engaged in plowing and backsetting.

Ba'ck-se ttler. \i.backsettlc-ment\ see BACK a.

1 b.] One who lives in the back settlements of a

colony or new country ; a settler in the back-woods.
1809 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. II. 322 Individual wickedness on

the part of the traders and back-settlers. 1829 Sir T.
More (1831) II. 190 What to the American back-settler seems
the perfection of wild independence.

Backsheesh, variant of BAKSHEESH.

Back-shop (barkjirp). [f.
BACK a. and sb]

A small and usually private shop behind the main
one ; a secret place of business.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. cxxn. 751 "When we keepe
such Backeshops, it is a token that our heart is not rid quite
and cleane. 1682 N. O- Boileaiis Littrin in. 47 Here a
Bookseller in his back-shop slept.

Backside. Forms : 5-6 bak-, backesyde, 6

bak-, 7 backeside, 6- backside.
[f. BACK a.

Now pronounced as two words, exc. in sense 3 (and
2 dialectally).]
1. The hinder or back part ;

the back, the rear.

i48o.CAXTON FaytesofA. i. xxiii. 72 That on the baksyde
of the bataylle they

be not enuahysshed. 1571 DIGCES
Pantom. i. xxviii, The backeside of your instrument. 1641
HINUE y. Brnen xlvi. 147 Came out at the backside of
his leg. 1728 NEWTON Chronol. Amended 10 Scythians
from the backside of the Euxine Sea. 1858 HAWTHORXK
Fr. $ It. Jrnls. 11872)!. 36 The worst back-side lanes.

t 2. The back premises, back yard, out-buildings,
attached to a dwelling ; also, the privy. Now dial.

1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, xxxvi. Houses, with the curtilage
backeside and gardeine adjoining. 1630 LORD Banians fy

Persees 79 Adnunistring food to a young Kid in his Fathers
backeside. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub Wks. 1768 I. 150 An au-
thentic phrase for demanding the way to the back-side.

1804 R. ANDERSON Cutnberld. Ball. 79 The witch weyfe
begg'd in our backseyde.

3. (bse'ksaid) The posteriors or rump.
1:1500 Robin //tftfrfiRitson) 11. iv. 236 With an arrowe so

broad, He shott him into the backe-syde. 1651 H. MORE
Sec. Lash Alaz. To Rdr., As if his senses lay all in his

backside, and had left his brains destitute. 1713 ADDISON
Gttardian No. 156(1756' H. 288 A poor ant. .with her head
downwards, and her backside upwards. 18*7 GentI. Mag.
XCVII. n. 522 He shall fall on his back-side.

t 4. The under surface of a leaf
; the reverse

side or 'back' of a document, page, book, etc.;
cf. BACK sb. 3, 4. Obs.

1547 Act i Ed'w. VI,v. 5 Indorsed and written on the
Back-side of the said Licence. 156* TURNER Herbal \\. 86 b,

Upon the bak syde they [Hartstongue leaves] haue as it

wer smal wormes hangyng on. 1709 STRVPE Ann. Ref. I.

viii. 116 On the backside of this paper are writ these words.

1720 Land. Gaz. No. 5910/5 Lost, .a Pocket-Book. .writ on
the backside John Bennett.

J"
5. Jig. The reverse or wrong side

;
the opposite.

1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851) 377 To endorse him on
the back-side of posterity, not a golden, but a brazen Asse.

1695 CONGREVE Lm-e/orL. \\. xix, Just the very backside
of Truth.

Backsight (bsrk,s3rt\ [f. BACK adv.]
a. In Surveying^ a 'sight* or reading taken

615

backwards, or towards the point of starting, b.
The sight of a rifle nearer the stock.
1860 Alt V. RoHttcf^Q. 71. 501 The back or elevating sight.

1867 MARSM in A'. }'. Nation 9 May 373 A backsight is a
sight or reading taken backwards; that is, in a direction
opposite to that in which the levelling party is proceeding.
1880 7 nncs 18 OcL 4/3 In using the ride a native raiely
avails himself. . of the backsight.

Back-slangf (bee-k,slK-n). [f.
BACK adv.] A

kind of slang in which every word is pronounced
backwards; zsynnep for penny.
1860 in Modern Slang 256. i86z WIIEATLEV Anagrams

141 Back Slang .. is formed by the costermongers upon
anagrammatical principles; thus look is coot.

Backslidden (beekslid*n\ ///. a.
[f. pa. pple.

of next.] That has relapsed (into sin).
1871 TVERMAN ll'esleylll. 410 Three weeks after he IWes-

ley] was at backslidden Stroud.

Backslide (ba?ksbid), v.
[f. BACK adv.+

SLIDE v. (In this and its derivatives, the stress

varies between and :

)] To slide back, in a

figurative sense
;

to fall away from attained ex-

cellence, esp. of religious faith and practice ;
to

relapse.
1581 J. BKLL I/addon's Ansic. Osortus 503 The onely

righteousnesse of Fayth, from whence they were back-

slyden. 1641 MII.TOX Ck. Discip. \. Wks. 11851* -2 To back-
slide, .into the Jewish beggery of old ca.->t rudiments. 1835
MARRYAT Joe. l-'aithf, xxi, Did not I., backslide into in-

temperance and folly?

t Ba'Ckslide, sb.
[f. prcc. vb.] Backsliding,

apostatizing, falling away.
1586 WAHNKH Alb. Eng. in.'xix. (1597' 88 The back-.slide

of our helplesse friends, the down-fall of our state.

Backslider. [f.
as prec. + -KK 1

.] One who
backslides or falls away from an adopted course.

esp. of religious faith or practice; an apostate, K-IIC-

gade.
1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Hist. i. (R.) A traitor and backslider

to him. 1772 PKIKSTLEV Inst. Relig. (17821 II. 306 A back-
slider . . is worse than one who had never known the right
way. 1873 HOLLAND A. Bonnie, viii. 141 The backsliders
are returning to thtir first love.

Backsliding, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. -f -IXQ!.]
The action of a backslider, falling away, apostasy.
1552 Ksox Faithf. Admon. 76 (R.) Neither yet doubting,

nor backsliding, can utterly destroy and quench the faith of
God's elect. 1659 MILTON Ritpt. Commit. Wks. (18511 401
To confess in public their backsliding from the good Old
Cause. 1865 TROLLOPE Belton Est. ii. 22 Clerical admoni-
tions for Sunday backsliding*.

Backsliding, ppl.a. [f.
as prec. + -INU-.]

Falling away from the faith, relapsing into sin,

apostate ;
also lit. sliding or slipping back.

1611 BIBLE Hosea iv. 16 Israel slideth backe, as a back-

sliding heifer. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. viii, A backsliding
pastor, that has . . forsaken the strict path. 1869 PHILLIPS
Vesm 1

. iv. 131 Wading up the loose and backsliding slope
Hence Backslidingness. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Ba-ck-sperr, -spear, v. Sc.
[f.

HACK adv.

+ SPEIK, to question.] To re-examine, cross-

examine. Back-speirer, cross-examiner.
a 1689 CLELAND Poems 11697) I01 <JAM -> Several times af-

fronted By slie back-spearers, and accounted An empty
rogue. 1796 J. RAMSEY in Lockhart Scott 11839' * 34^ It

is however easier to backspeir you. 1860 RAMSAY Kcmin.
i. in '

I winna be back-spiered noo, Polly Fullarton.'

t Ba'ck-Sta:fF. Obs.
[f.

BACK sb] A peculiar
kind of quadrant formerly used in taking altitudes

at sea, so called because the observer turned his

back to the sun.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. xv. 73 A Crosse staffe,

aBackestaffe, an Astrolobe. 1696 inPmLLii's: in mod. Diets.

Backstairs (bce-kste >us). [f.
BACK a ]

1. Stairs at the back of a house ; a secondary
staircase.

1654 KARL OKRKRY Parthen. (16761 547 To lead him down
a back-stairs. 1655 MRQ. WORC. Cent. ini'. xlviii, With
Back-stairs . . convenient to Servants to pass up and down.

1863 H. KISGSLEY A. Elliot I. x. 114 'So I hits myself
down the back-stairs with a tray-full of glasses.'

2. esp. The private stairs in a palace, used for

other than state visitors.

1627 Ord. R. Honseh. (1790) 343 All access must bee ..

neither by back stayres or private doores. 1682 Loud.
Gaz. No. 1764/4 Whoever brings him to her Royal High-
nesses Back-stairs, shall have a Guinea Reward. 1884 jyt/i
Cent. Jan. 29 A page of the back stairs of the royal palace.

b. jig. A secret disingenuous method of approach.
1641 SIR E. DKRING Sp. on Relig. xi. 40, I hope we are not

going up the back-stairs to Sociniani&me.

c. esp. attrib. Of, pertaining to, or employing
underhand intrigue at court. tOccas. backsfair.}

1697 VANBRUGH Relapse n, A backstair minister. 1770
BURKE Pres. Discont. Wks. 1842 I. 131 A backstairs influ-

ence and clandestine government. 1882 L. STEPHEN Swift
no The back-stairs plots by which the administration of his

friends was hampered.

Ba(c)kstale (Promp. Parv. 21/2)
= BACKWARD.

Backstay (bce-kst^). [f.
BACK a. or sb.]

1. Nant. (often//.) Long ropes, slanting a little

abaft, extending from the upper mast-heads to both
sides or to the ' channels' of the ship, where they
are fastened to backstay-plates ; they serve to

second the shrouds in supporting the masts under
a press of sail. Backstay-stools-, small * channels'

BACKWARD.
fixed abaft the principal ones for receiving the

backstays. Cf. ABACKHTAYS, ASTAYS.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen, 29 The ships at

stayes, at backe-stayes. 1627 Seaman's Gram. ix. 42
He will lay her by the lee, the stales, or backestaies, that
is, when all the sailes . . are not kept full . . they fall upon
the masts and shrowds, so that the ship goes a drift upon
her broad side. 1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4521 '2 Our Shrouds
and Back-stays cut to pieces. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple
(18631 JI 5 The captain of the maintop reports the breast

backstay much chafed.

2. gen. A stay or support at the back
; e.g. in

Printing, a leather strap used to check the carriage
of a printing-press.
1864 STEPHENS in A". $ Q. V. 313 England's shield, ally,

and backstay Is the Scandia whence she issued. 1879 Car-
riage Build, in CasselFs Techn. Ednc. I V. 175/2 The wheel-
iron, bed-clip, and back-stay being in one.

Backster ibce-kstaj). A flat piece of wood or

cork, strapped on the feet for walking over loose

beach.

1867 in SMYTH Sailors Word-Ik. 1884 H. HEWLETT in

igt/e Century Aug. 329 Along the coast of Pevensey Kay
one may meet peasants with flat pieces of wood called
1

backsters,' fastened to the soles of their boots.

Backster, obs. form of BAXTKH, baker.

Back-Stitch (bcc-kslrtj). [f.
BACK adv] A

method of sewing in which, for every new stitch,

the needle enters behind, and comes out in front of,

the end of the previous one. Hence Backstitch.;:'.,
to sew in this way.
1611 COTGK., Arriere-poinct, a backe-stitch. Arriere-

poiiiL-tc, backe-stttched. 1640 J. TAYLOR (Water P. ) Praise
,Vtv<//(', Whip-stitch, Hack-stitch, and the Cross-stitch. 1720
Land. Gaz. No. 5868/0, A piece of Holland Back-stitched
with a Huart. 1841 THACKERAY Comic Talcs II. 152 The
younger ones learned the principles of back-stitch, cross-

stitch, bob-stitch.

Backstone : see BAKESTONK.
t Ba'ckstress. Obs. [A double feminine form;

f. backster (
= BAXTER) + -ESS : cf sempstress, song-

stress.'] A female baker, a woman who bakes bread.

1519 HORMAS r4'- J 53 A baker or backstres muste be
well ware : that a . . pyle of wodde be nat nere the fyre.

Back-stroke (,ba-k|StrJ^k). [f. BACK adv.]
a. A blow or stroke in return, a recoil

;
b. a back-

handed stroke.

1674 FAIRFAX Bulk <y Sclv. 96 The backstroke will be sure
to give him a knocker. 1753 Miss COLLIER Art Torment.
167 Then may you lie snug, and . . play her a most noble
backstroke. 1876 EMKKSON Ess. Ser. I. iii. 90 This back-

siivke, this kick of the gun.

Back-SWOrd vba-"k|s6ud). arch.
[f. BACK^.]

1. A sword with only one cutting edge.
1611 COTGK., Badelairc^ a short and broad back sword.

1645 Sacr. Decretal 24 St. Paul's Back-sword at his side.

c 1750 EOLINGBHOKE J'ol. Tracts 214 The backsword of Jus-
tice which cuts only on one side.

2. A stick with a basket-hilt used instead of a

sword in fencing, a single-stick ;
hence b. fencing

exercise with it.

1699 FARQUHAH Len>e fy Bottle n. 11728' 30 I'm much in

love with fencing, but, I think, backsword is the best play.

1747 J. GODFREY Sc. Defence Pref., I have purchased my
knowledge in the Back-Sword with many a broken head.

3. A fencer with back-sword or single-stick.

1672 DAVESANT Siege Rhodes \\fyy 5 To the Back-swords
of London. 1779 SHERIDAN St. Patrick's Day \. ii. 295 A
sturdy fellow, .and the best back-sword m the country.

Back-swo-rding- = BACK-SWORD 2 b. Back-
sWOTdman - BACK-SWORD 3.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. Il'\ in. ii. 70, I knew him a good Back-
Sword-man. 1857 HUGHKS Tout Brown ii, The great times
for back-swording came round once a-year. Ibid. A famous
back-sword man.

t Ba'ck-wa'rd, sb. Obs. Rear-guard, rear-ward.

1205 LAY. 21814 pat wes ^a bac-warde [1250 bac-ward]
1580 HOLLVHAND Treas. Fr. Tong., Donner sur la. quei!

tfvne arwee, to fall vpon the backe ward of an armie.

Backward Cbce'kw9jd\tz</z'.,rt.,j^. Forms: 4-6
bak-, bac-, backward;e, =, bakeword, 6 bace-

warde, (Sc. bakwart), 6-7 backeward, 6- back-
ward, [orig. aphetic form of ABACK-WAKD ; but

subseq. referred directly to BACK : see -WARD.

Primarily abackward differed from aback, in ex-

pressing direction rather than completed motion
;

and this still to some extent distinguishes backward
from back.] A adv.

I. Towards one's back, or the back of anything.
1. Of motion : In the direction of one's back or of

that to which one's back is turned, as to lean, bend,

fall, push, be pushed backward.

1330 R. BHUNNE Chron. 190 He smote him in the helm,
bakwarde he bare his stroupe. 1308 TREVISA Barth. De
P. R. xui. xxvi. (1495) 456 By vyofente puttynge of ayre
bakward the body of the byrde meuyth forwarde. < 1400
Destr. Troy xv. 6636 Bold men bakward borne of hor
horses. 1535 COVERDALE i Sam. iv. 18 He fell downe bac-

warde from the scale . . and brake his neck. 1697 DRYDEN
I irg., Georg. in. 174 Clouds of Sand arise, Spurn a, and cast

backward on the Follower's Eyes. 1797 HOLCROFT Stol-

bergs Trav. II. Ix. 362 Short horns bent backward. 1813
Examiner 29 Mar. 207/1 The bending of the back bone,
backward and forward. 1833 Regni. Instr. Cavalry i. 22

Bending backward or forward is not to be permitted.

b. \\ith verbs of continuous motion, as go, walk,

ride, this passes from simple direction, into a



BACKWARD.

description of the constant position of the body in

relation to the varying direction of motion
;
= With

the back foremost, with the face to the rear.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2042 A mantil on his nee he tok & bak-

ward }od, als sais Je bok. 1388 WYCLIF Gen. ix. 23 Sem and
Jafeth . . $eden bacward. 1561 Calvin's 4 Godlye Scrtn. iv,

Like kicking and
resty horses, more ready to go backwarde

than forward. 1602 SHAKS. Hani. n. ii. 206 If like a Crab
you could go backward. 1726 VANBR. & CIBHER Prov.
Hush. i. i. (1735) 30 Doll puked a little with riding back-
ward. 1842 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Scrm. V. viii. 124 We
walk to heaven backward. 1850 LYTTON My Novel \\, xii,

He turned sharply round . . and, with his arm still folded on
his breast, he walked backward, as if not to lose the view.

C. To go backward : to retire for a necessary pur-

pose (hence said of the action). Obs.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. (1804) I. xi. 59 My companion's
bowels being disordered he got up in order to go backward.

1771 J. S. Le Drans Obs. Surg, 185 The Patient ., went
backward immediately. Ibid. 210 No Discharge backward.

-f-2. Of position: With the back towards the front,

the company, centre of attention, etc. Obs.
c 1460 Bk. Curtasye in Hahees Bk. (1868) 302 Ne bacwarde

sittande gyf no3t by cupe.

f 3. Of position : Toward the back or rear of a

place; away from the front, arch, or Obs
;
com-

monly back, to the back, at the back.

(1460 Towneley My&t. 204 Whi stand ye so bakward?
1673 WYCHERLEY Gentl. Dane. M. \. i. (1735) 12 You know
my Chamber is backward, and has a door into the Gallery.
1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5328/4 A small Scar lying backward
under one of his Jaws, 1716-8 LADY MONTAGUE Lett. 36
I. 137 The women's apartments are always built backward,
removed from sight. 1729 DESAGULIKRS in Phil. Trans.
XXXVI. 202 If the Pulley be set backwarder still. 1812
Examiner 19 Oct. 672/2 Some injury is also done backward.

II. Towards what is behind in position or course.

4. In the direction which, so far as concerns
one's general or ordinary position, is behind one,
or from which one is moving, e. g. to look, turn
the head backward, arch.

; commonly back, behind.

(This connects the present section with I.I

^1386 CHAUCER Man of L. T. 764 Sche loketh bakward
to the lond. 1388 WYCLIF John xx. 14 Sche turnede bac-

ward, and sai Jhesu stnntlinge. a 1575 PH.KIN<;TON F..*p.
Nehemiah iv. Wks. (1842' 406 Let us . . not look backward
but go on forth- 1611 BIBLE Gen. ix. 23 Shem and laphet . .

went backward [
= i b] . . and their faces were backward. 1695

LD. PRESTON Boeth. \\\. 157 That he his Eyes shan't back-
ward cast. 1728 YOUNG Lme Fame i, (1757! 84 Men should

press forward in fame's glorious cliace; Nobles look back-

ward, and so lose the race. 1855 BROWNING in Sat. Rev.
No. 4. 69 Whom else could I dare look backward for?

5. In the direction from which one has come,
towards the place of starting, in the opposite
direction from that in which one has advanced.
Not properly used of persons, animals, etc., where it would

be ambiguous ; e. g. a tall may roll backward, a stream
flow backward, but a man after proceeding so far will begin
to walk back or in the opposite direction, not backward, un-
less in sense i b. But see b-
c 1374 CHAUCER TroyIns iv. 1525 And thou Simois . . Re-

turne backwarde to thy well. 1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr.
'1884' 57 We. .sumtyme seal yd bakward, sumtyme forward.
Ibid. 63 We made Sayle bakward j C myle. 1535 Covi.i;-

DALE 2 Esdras xvi, 16 Like as an arowe . . returneth not
bacwarde. 1589 A. MUNDAY in Arb. Eng. Garner 11877) I-

206 Straightway suspected the matter : and returned back-
ward. 1673 DRYDEN Assignat. v. iv. Wks. 1883 IV. 464 Like
some impetuous flood, which mastered once, With double
force bends backward. \3ozChron. Seal. Poetry iv. Introd.

37 The hope, .of the Angli began to melt and flow backward.

1827 KEBLE Chr. Year, \st Snnd. Christmas iii, Backward
force the waves of Time.

b. Backward andfonuard : to and fro; also _/?".

of vacillation, uncertain speech, etc.

1581 FULKE in Confer, in. (1584* Yiij b, Euen nowe, you
denied, .and now you graunt it: you go backward and fore-

ward. 1680 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) I. 57 Goeing back-

ward and forward in his accusation, a 171 1 KEN Hyntnotheo
Poet.Wks. 1721 III. 274 The Serpent wav'd his Carcase. .

Backward and forward. 1715 BURNET Own 7'iwe(i^66) II.

234 The boy went backward and forward in his story. 1793
SMEATON Edystone L. 237 Carried backward and forward
in the yawls every tide. 1833 MACAULAY Mahon's War
Success., Ess. (1848) II. 93 Imputations . . utterly unfounded
.. were hurled backward and forward by the political dis-

putants. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 2 This regular backward-
and-forward movement of the great mass of water.

6. In the direction of retreat. (Commonly back.}

t To go backward: to recede, retreat ; to relapse,

backslide (obs.).

1382 WVCLIF Psa. xl. 14 Be thei turned al bacward. c 1400
ROM. Rose 5024 The joy that is eterne, Fro which go bak-

ward Youthe her made. 1535 COVKRDALE fsa. \. 4 They
haue prouoked the holy one of Israel vnto anger, and are

gone bacward. 1611 ibid. Let them be driuen backward,
and put to shame. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 223 The flames

Drivn backward slope their pointing spires. 1821 BYRON
Sardan. m. i. 324 They are beaten backward from the palace.

7. fig. Towards a worse state, implying retro-

gression, check, etc. (More commonly back.}

1583 STANYHURST Aeneis n. lArb.) 55 Al things goa back-

ward. 1601 SHAKS. AlCsWelli. i. 233 The fated skye ..

doth backward pull Our slow designes. a ITOO DRYDEN (J.)

The work went backward, and the more he strove T'ad-

vance the suit, the further from her love. 1776 ADAM SMITH
Wealth Nat. 1. 1. ix. 95 It is a common . .opinion that France

is going backward.

8. Of time: a. Towards the past; b. In the

past. (arch. ; commonly back.}

iS6jPiLKiNGTON//<7f?jii. Wks. (1842) 176 He bids them
look backward . . whofe forty years. 1605 BACON Adv.

616

Learn, i. v. i By a computation backward from ourselves.

1625 BURGES Pers. Tithes 55 This Statute extendeth to 40
yeares backe-ward. 1691'!'. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent. 31
For any number of years backward. 1871 SMILES Character
xi. (1876) 305 It glorifies the present by the light it casts
backward.

III. In the reverse direction or order. [Arising
out of 5.]

9. In a direction opposite to the normal one, the

reverse way ;
from end to beginning.

a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 295 Ena turned bacwarde spell-

ythaite. 1588 SHAKS. L.L.L.\.\. soWhatis Abspeldback-
ward with the horn on his head? 1674 PLAYFORD Skill
Mus. \\. 104 The first Note must be plaid with the bow
drawn backward. 1839 BAILEY Festns 118481 195 Rites for-

bid and backward-jabbered prayers. 1851 MAYHEW Lond.
Labour I. 23 The root of the costermonger tongue . . Is to

give the words spelt backward.
b. fig. The wrong way, perversely.
1552 LYNDESAY Papyngo 706 Deuotely saye . . The auld

Placebo bakwart. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in. i. 61, I neuer

yet
saw man. .how rarely featur'd, But she would spell him

backward.
10. Phrase: To ring bells backward: to ring

them beginning with the bass bell, in order to

give alarm of fire or invasion, or express dismay.
c 1500 Adam Bel 346 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 153 There was

many an oute home in Carlyll blowen, And the belles bace-

waroe did they rynge. 1590 R. HARVEY Plain Perc. 2, I

heart: the bels ring backward, and the fire runne forward.

1651 CLEVELAND Rebel Scot 5 Ring the Bells backward; I

am all on fire. 1672 WILD Letter ii [They] talk'd of Bells
and Bonfires ; but none . . durst begin, for fear they should
..when the Parliament meet, be forced to ring the Bells
backward, a 1832 SCOTT Bonnie Dundee, The bells are

rung backward, the drums they are beat.

fll. Contrariwise, e converse, vice versa. Obs.

1607 BP. ANDKEWES .SYrw. IV. 10 All that
'

rise against,"
are 'enemies,' but not backward. For enemies may be such
as stiind on even ground.

B. adj. [attrib. ;often elliptical) use of the adv.\
but analogous to adjs. in -WARD of OE. origin.]
1. Directed to the back or rear.

1552 HULOET, Backwarde, recnrtius . . retrorsus. 1697
DKYDEN Virg. Georg. m. 48 With backward Bows the Par-
thians shall be there. 1882 Proper Pride ii. 145 Many
regretful backward glances. 1883 LOOMIS Treat. Astron.
18 The forward motion of a boat .. gives to the banks an

appearance of backward motion.

fig. 1860 J. YOUNG Prm>. Reason 45 The last, dim . . point
in the backward stretch of the reason.

2. Directed in the opposite way ;
of or pertaining

to return.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. \. iii. 38 Their backward course. 1820
KFATS Hyperion i. 154 With backward footing; through the

shade. 1870 BRYANT Homer \. m. 81 And takes the back-
ward way with trembling limbs. 1884 (//. If. Ry. Time
Tables July 87 Available for Two Calendar Months for com-

pletion of the forward and backward journeys.

3. Done in the reverse way or order ; reversed.

1725 PoftoOtfyss- n. 124 The backward labours of her faith-

less hand. 1726 GAY Fables \. xxiii. 17 She mumbles forth

her backward prayers. 1878 TAIT STEWART Unseen Univ.
vii. 230 When the backward process has reached this germ.

f 4. Perverse, unfavourable. Obs.

1583 STANYHURST// tv/c/.r i. (Arb.) 18 Stil crostwith destenye
backward, a 1605 SiRj. MELVIL Afern. (1683' 5 Who was so

glad as he, to return with this backward answer?

f 5. Placed towards or at the back or rear. Obs.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. \\- ii. 95 His forward voyce now is to

speake well of his friend; his backward voice, is to vtter

foule speeches. 1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 117031 156 The
backward Hips . . in the way of an Ancle for the back part
of a Building. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 171 pg A lodging
in the backward garret of a mean house. 1819 CKABBE
T. ofHall\\\. 572

' He . . lodges here he has the backward
rooms.

'

6. Turning or hanging back from action ; dis-

inclined to advance or make advances ; reluctant,

averse, unwilling, loath, chary ; shy, bashful.

>S99 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. iii. 72 Perish the man, whose mind
is backward now. 1673 CRADOCK Knmvl. fy Pract. \. ii. g 2

Prone to evil, and backward to good. ci68o BEVKRIDGE
Serm. (1729* II. 510 Take pains with your backward hearts

to bring them to it. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub xi. Wks. 1760 I.

123 The females were nothing backwarder in beholding.

1762 H. WALPOLE Virtue's Anecd. Paint. (17861 II. 77 The
. . nobility were not backward with presents of the same
nature. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. 1. 1. 13 The apostles
were never backward to combat other Jewish prejudices.
1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey^ \. \. 2 Percy Metcalfe . . was quite
as backward as Vivian ; indeed, backwarder.

7. Behindhand in respect of time or progress, late.

1693 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) III. 15 Which will occa-

sion the French to be 6 weeks backwarder in their prepara-
tions. 1777 HUME Ess, $ Treat. II. 43 A very backward
scholar. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 21 The inns of Spain
are in that backward state in which those of Sicily are.

1871 MARKBY Klein. Laiv 530 The law is here certainly
in a backward condition. 1883 tr. Kenan's Recoil. Youth

24 If a child was backward in learning to walk.

b. esp. of the season or crops.
1616 SURI-'L. & MARKH. Count r. Farm 28 The yeare will

proue backward. 1780 MRS. PIOZZI Journ. France I. 8

Harvest, .is extremely backward this year. 1812 Kxaniincr

5 Oct. 629/2 Turnips, a fair crop, although backward. 1836
Athengum No. 440. 241 The season though somewhat back-

ward promises an abundant harvest.

8. Reaching into the past.

(1650 Select. Harl. Misc. (1793! 401 A tax backward, to be

paid over again. 1725 POPE Odyss. m. 122 Far as thy mind
thro' backward time can see. 1812 BYKON Ch. Har. n. xxiv.

Each backward year.

BACKWARDS.
C. sb. [The adj. or adv. used absolutely.]
f 1. lit. The hinder part of the body. Obs.

1627 MASSINGER Gt. Dk. Flor. n. i, I should Have kissed
her backward.
2. poet. The past portion (of time).
1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 50 What see'st thou else In the

dark backward and abisme of Time? 1870 LOWELL Study
Wind. 91 One volume ofcontemporary memoirs, .will throw
more light into the dark backward of time than, etc.

+ Ba'ckward, v. Obs. [f. BACKWARD a. Cf.
to forward] To put or keep back, delay, retard.

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. m. 3 Whereby he did greatly back-
ward the tree in his bearing, 1642 Declar. Lords $ Cotnm.
16 Nov. 4 To hinder or backward the said former under-
takings, a 1660 HAMMOND Serrn. xv. iR.I One that doth so

clog and trash, so disadvantage and backward us.

Backwardation (brekwaid^-Jan). [f. prec.
vb. + -ATION (after sbs. from vbs. of Latin origin
as retard-ation}.~\ Stock Exchange term for a

Eercentnge
paid by a seller of stock for the privi-

;ge of keeping back or delaying its delivery till

the following account or to any other future day
agreed upon.
1850 K.LIYSER Law Stock Exch., The term Backwardation

is employed when stock is more in demand than money,
and a premium is given to obtain the loan of stock against
its value in money, a 1860 C. KENN h'ng, fy For. Funds
(1883) 127 Backwardation is paid by the speculator for the

fall, or the Bear, in order to postpone delivery until the

following account. 1880 Society 3 Sept. 16 The Bear a good
contango loves, The Bull a backwardation. 1883 Pall Mall
G. ii Sept. 9/2 At the opening i backwardation to i con-

tango was charged.

t Backwardiza'tion. Obs. =
prec.

1865 in Public Opin. 18 Nov. 541/2
' Backward ization

'

ex-

presses . . the sum which a seller pays for not being obliged
to deliver the shares at the time before agreed upon, but

carry them over to the following account.

Ba'ckwardly ,
adv. [f.

BACKWARD a. + -LY2
.]

1. In a backward direction.

1552 HULOET, Bowed backwardlye, recnntuf.

t 2. Again, over again. Obs.

1552 HULOET, Backwardlye . . ntrsum. 1557 N, T. (Genev.J
Gal. iv. 9 Whervnto . . ye wtt be in bondage backwardly.

t-3. Perversely. Obs.
a 1586 Anr:v. Cartwright 35 How backewardely doeth he

deale in this matter? 1607 SHAKS. Tinton in. iii. 18 Does
he thinke so backwardly of me now.

4. Reluctantly, unwillingly, sluggishly.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia \. (J.) Though they do fly, yet back-

wardly do go with proud aspect. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet.
i Morell >, Backwardly, Otiose, negligenter, remisse. 1860
RAWLINSON tr. Herodotus vin. Ixxxv. IV. 330 A few only
followed the advice of Themistocles, to fight backwardly.

Backwardness, [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

1. The state of being behindhand in progress or

preparation.
a 1588 Aim SANDYS Serin, (1841* 424 Where there is back-

wardness in knowledge. 1628 EAKLE Microcosm., Raiv
Preacher 3 His backwardness in the University. 1683 SIR
W. TEMPLE Mem, 1672-9 Wks. 1731 I. 417 By their For-

wardness, and the great Backwardness ofsome of the Allies.

1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. xiv. 254 The backwardness
of the English in engineering skill. 1876 FAWCETT Pol.

Econ. i. v. 63 The poverty and backwardness of India.

b. The backward state of the season, or crops.
1684 Land. Gaz. No. 1928/1 Put off, by reason of the back-

wardness of the season. 1719 LOUIJON & WISE Comfl. Card.

164 Causes of the Forwardness or Backwardness of Maturity
in all manner of Fruits. 1828 STEUART Planter's Guide 323
In regard to Backwardness in Trees.

2 Reluctance, disinclination; slowness of concep-
tion or action, sluggishness ; bashfulness.

1597 T. PAYMIJftwa/AA&i. 14 Cowldnes and backwardnes
in religion. 16x4 A. WOTTON Runnefr. Rome 5 To beare

with my slownes and backwardnes. a 1665 J. GOODWIN
Filled iv. the Spirit (1867) 62 Backwardness or indisposition
unto the things exhorted. 1669 PEPYS Diary 3 Jan., I, out

of my natural backwardness, did hang off, which vexed her

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xxxix. 11804} 254 Which opera-
tion I having performed with some backwardness, she put
it on. 1787 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (18591 II. 149 The back-

wardness of the States to bring money into the public

treasury. 1872 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. IV. xviii. 141 With-
out any suspicion of backwardness or disloyalty.

Backwards (barkwwdz), adv. (and a.}. Also

6 bacwardes, Sc. bacwartis. [f.
BACKWARD with

advb. genitive -s\ cf.QlL. hdmweardts*. see -WARDS.]
A. = BACKWARD adv. in its various senses.

1513 DOUGLAS stiir?s vin. ii. 46 The streme bacwartis vp,
flawis soft and styll. 1535 COVERDALE John xviii. 6 They
wente bacwardes and fell to the grounde. 1606 Sir G,

Goosecappe \. iv. in Old PI. ^1884) III. 25, I will preferre thee

backwards fas many friends do) and leave their friends woorse

then they found them. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \, 2 The

joynts of his hinder legs . . bend backwards. 1704 STEELE

Lying Loi>er iv. (1747) 60 She lies backwards, and you can't

so much as see her Chamber Window. 1708 Land. Gaz. No.

4432/6 [They] went into the same Coach, the Bride sitting

backwards. 1715 Ibid. No. 5323/1 To ply forwards and back-

wards . . on the Coasts of Calabria. 1716 Ibid. No. 5446/9 A
house, .with the Gardens . . and four small Tenements back-

wards. 1771 J. S. Le Dran's Obs. Surg. (ed. 4) 164 The
Patient being pressed to go backwards, went behind his

Tent. 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry i. 24 At the words On
the Right, bacfavards Wheel, the man on the right of the

rank faces to his left. 1858 W. IRVING Washington V. 68

He walked me backwards and forwards . . for half an hour.

1872 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. IV. xx.
4^56

Brihtric having
been translated backwards to the less important Abbey of

Burton.



BACKWASH.

f B. = BACKWARD a. Obs. rare.

1627 BP. COSIN Corr. (1869) I. 119 Slack or backwards in

doing his . . dutie. 1683 CAVE Ecclesiastic! 481 Nor were,

. . his Party backwards to blow up the Coals.

Backwash, (torkwgf), it. [f.
BACK adv] The

motion of a receding wave
;
a backward current.

1876 Miss BRADDON J. Haggard's D. I. 23 Or else the

backwash would draw him into its vortex. 1884 Chr. World

9 Oct. 757/1 The tremendous backwash ofpopularenthusiasm.

Ba'ckwash, v. [cf. prec. sb.]

1. To affect with backwash (a boat e.g., with that

from the oars of a boat in front).
1882 Standard 16 Sept. 3/6 Backwashing both bow and

stroke side of the Thames boat.

2. To clean the oil from wool after combing.
Hence Backwasher, Back-washing vbl. sb.

'775 AsH . Backwas>ied, Cleaned from the oil after comb-

ing. 1882 Standard 29 Dec. 2/2 A backwasher of Van
mohair . . The back-washing machine at which the back-

washer mentioned above had worked.

Backwater (bsrkwg-tai). [f. BACK a. or adv.]

1 1. Water flowing in from behind. Obs.

eb for}> be see Euxinum alway in oon cours. 1577
)escr. Brit, xii, Sundrie small creekes void of backwater.

2. Water dammed back in the channel ofa swollen

or obstructed river (or mill-race), or that has over-

flowed into shallow lagoons near it.

1629 H. BURTON Babel no Bethel Ep. Ded., A continual!

current, that so merrily driues the Popish mills about, and
sets ours in a back water or float. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric.
Perth 366 To free their land from the back-water, when

I.och-Lubnaig is overcharged in the rainy season.

3. An artificial accumulation of water dammed
back for any purpose.
1792 A. YOUNG Trim. France 77 An artificial back-water,

capable . . of sweeping out the harbour's month clean from

all obstructions. 1861 SMILES Engineers II. 68 By means
of sluices, supplied by an artificial backwater.

4. A piece of water without current, lying more

or less parallel to a river, and fed from it at the

lower end by a back-flow.

1863 KINGSLEY Water Bab. iii. 107 The great withy pollard
which hangs over the backwater. 1872 TAUNT Map Thames

21/2 In some of the backwaters are fine Pike. Mod. The
back-waters of the Amazon are of enormous extent.

fie. 1879 FARKAR St. Paul II. 20 Paul found there on his

arrival a strange backwater of religious opinion.

5. A creek or arm of the sea, parallel to the

coast, separated by a narrow strip of land from

the open sea, with which it communicates by
barred outlets.

1867 in SMYTH Sailors Word-bk.

6. A backward current of water.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 271 The current . . is a back-

water, wherein the tide .. runs nine hours towards the north,

and only three towards the south. 1840 CARLYI.E Heroes i.

1 1858) 198 A kind of backwater, or eddying swirl.

7. The swell of the sea thrown back from contact

with a solid body, esf. from the paddles of steam-

boats ; hence, the loss of power occasioned by it

in steamboats. Also attrib.

1838 POE A. G. Pym Wks. 1864 IV. 83 Those which came
from the larboard, being what are called back-water seas,

c 1865 J. WYI.DE in Circ. Sc. I. 370/2 The back-water cast

from the paddles or screw.

Back-way (barkw^i-). [f.
BACK a.] A way at

the back, or leading to the back, of any place ;

hence, an indirect, roundabout way, a by-path.
1577 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 38/2 The entries, the backwaies,

and the whole situation thereof. 1660 BOND Sent. Reg. 10

Death . . still will have, A thousand backwayes to the grave.

1709 J. STEVENS Qnevedo's Corn. Wks. 74 He should come in

the back-way . . and open the Garden Door. 1866 G. MAC-
DONAI.IJ Ann. Q. Neighb. ii. (1878) 21, I would not creep out

the back way.
Backwoods (bns-kwu-dzX [f. BACK a.] Wild,

uncleared forest-land ; e. g. that of North America.

1834 Chambers' jfrnl. III. 40 Your widely-circulated Jour-
nal having even reached these backwoods. 1859 MEHIVALE
Rom. Etnp. (1865) IV. xxxix. 389 The latest conquests of

Rome annexed the backwoods of Gaul.

b. attrib. Also backivood.

1822 J. FLINT Lett. A iner. 207 His live-stock soon becomes
much more numerous than that of his back-wood prede-
cessor. 1863 Pilgr. truer Prairies II. 107 Enjoying our-

selves in the approved backwoods fashion.

BackwoO'dsnian. [f. prec. + -MAN.] A settler

in the backwoods ; so tackivoodswoman.
1816 in PICKERING Vocab. U. S. 1818 COHBETT Resid. U. S.

1822) 305 The habitual disregard of comfort of an American
back-woodsman. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. viii. 208 An
American Backwoodsman, who had to fell unpenetrated
forests. 1884 HIGGINSON in Harper's Mag. July 281/1 A
plain backwoodswoman . . smoking her corn-cob pipe.

Backwoodsy, a. nonce-ivd. [f.
as prec. + -fi.]

Of the nature of the backwoods.
1862 B. TAYLOR Home $ Abr. II. 72 Wild and backwoodsy

as the place appeared.

Bacon (bi
T
'-kan). Forms : 4 baooun, 4-5 ba-

koun, 5 baoun, 5-6 bakon, 6 baken, 5- bacon,

[a. OF. bacon, -un ( Pr. bacon, med.L. bacon-em},
a. OHG. bahho, bacho, MHO. baclie, backe, buttock,

ham, side of bacon : OTeut. *bakon-. cogn. w.

*bako-z, BACK sl>,
1

; cf. ODu. bakeii bacon.]
1. The back and sides of the pig,

' cured
'

by
VOL. I.

617

salting, drying, etc. Formerly also the fresh flesh

now called fork.
c 1330 Poem temp. Eihu. II, 388 in Pol. Songs 341 For beof

ne for bakoun . . Unnethe wolde eny do a char.
137^7

LANGI.. /'. PI. B. v. 194 As a bondman of his bacoun his

berde was bidraueled. e 1386 CHAUCKR lVyfs Prol. 217
The bacoun was nought fet for hem . .That som men fecche

in Essex at Donmowe. 6-1460 EORTESCUI-: Al'S. <y J.nn.

Mo)t. U7 r 4) 73 In Kraunce, the People saltcn but litill

meate, except their Bacon. 1523 FITZHILKB, Hush. 121 Her
fa sow's] body . . wyil be as good baken as a hogge. 1620

VENNER I'ia Recta iii. 53 Bacon is not good for them that

haue weake stomacks. 1781 GIBBON Dect. fy F. II. xxxi. 181

A regular allowance of bacon was distributed to the poorer
citizens.

t 2. The carcase of a pig ; rarefy alive pig. Obs.

c 1380 Sir Fernmb. 2696 Wyb grys, & gees, & capouns . .

Wijj motoun, & hef& bakouns. 1549-52 in Strype Cranmer
App. xlix. 137 Ye are like for to be taken, And quartered
like a baken. 1603 KYII Span. Trag. (T. ) A young bacon,
Or a fine little smooth horse-colt. 1768 PENNANT Zool. I.

17 The carcases of . . 80 beeves, 600 bacons, and 600 muttons.

3. trans/. The blubber of a whale. ? Obs.

\TLZPhil. Trans. XXVII. 446 The Fat of a Whale, which
we call Bacon, and out of which we boil the Train-Oyl.

f 4. A rustic, a clown, a 'chaw-bacon.' Obs. (Re-

ferring, like many of the compounds, to the fact

of swine's flesh being the meat chiefly consumed

by the rural population of England.)
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /(", u. ii. 93 On Bacons, on, what ye

knaues? Yong men must line.

5. Phrases : a. To save one's bacon : to escape

injury to one's body, to keep oneself from harm.

b. To sell one's bacon, i. e. one's flesh or body.
1691 li'eesils i. 5 No, they'l conclude I do't to save my

Bacon. 1693 in Catal. (fictitious* Bks. in }larl. Misc. (1745)

V. 269/2 In dubiis tutior pars : Or, the broad Way to save a

Man's Bacon, and damn his Soul. 1812 COMBE (Dr. Syntax)
Pictnr. vl. 22 But as he ran to save his bacon, By hat and

wig he was forsaken. 1825 CARLYLE Schiller in. (18451 '63
To the Kaiser, therefore, I sold my bacon, And by him good
charge of the whole is taken.

6. Comb, and Attrib., as bacon-curer, -factor,

-merchant, bacon-flitch, -ham, -pot, -rack, -rind.

Bacon-brains, a clownish blockhead ;
bacon-

face(d, having a fat sleek face ; bacon-farced a.,

stuffed with bacon ; bacon-fed a., fed on bacon,

rustic, clownish ; bacon-hog, -pig, one specially

fattened for making bacon ; t bacon-man, a curer

of, or dealer in, bacon ; f bacon-picker, oppro-
brious name for a glutton : fbacon-slicer, artistic.

a 1634 RANDOLPH Ansiv. H. Jonson Poems 11668! 56 Their

^bacon-brains have such a tast, As more delights in mast.

1684 OTWAY Atheist i A broad shining, pufft, *Bacon-face,
like a Cherubim. 1731 Pol. Ballads 11860) II. 223 He
opulent grew, As *bacon-face Jew. c 1600 DAY Bcgg. Bed.

nell Gr. (18811 37 I'de hang this 'Bacon-fac'd slave ore-

thwart his shanks. 1646 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. 1878 I. 45 A
Pheasant, "bacon-farc'd. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /(', n. ii. 89
'Bacon-fed Knaues . . downe with them. 1462 Test. Ebor.

(18551!!. 261 Bakon-fliks, beffe-flicks. 1796 STKDMAS B-
naia II. xviii. 57 Provided with a "bacon ham, hung-beef,

fowls, etc. 1709 KENNETT Erasin. MorixEnc,lj(D.')Aslu$ty
as so many *bacon-hogs or sucking calves. 1707 Land. Gaz.

No. 4349/4 Whitfeild Miller, late of Oxford, Bacon-man.

1653 u RQUHART Rabelais I. Prol. ,
A certaine gulligut Fryer

and true *bacon-picker. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple (1863)

195 His "bacon pigs, his porkers, his breeding sows. 1789
G. WHITE Selborne (1851) 209 She saves the scummings of

her *bacon-pot [to make rush-lights]. 1826 Miss MITFORD

Village II. (1863) 446 The fully stored ^bacon-rack. 1606

WilyBeguileduitlzA. Dodsl. IX. 244 Whose eyes do shine,

Like *bacon-rine. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong. ,

Coennc de lard, a *Bacon skin. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais i.

xv, Account me a very clounch, and *bacon-slicer of Brene.

Bacon v. (Cath. Angl.), ?for baton, BATTEN.

Baconer (b?'-ksn3j). [f. prec. + -ER .] A pig
fit for being made into bacon.

1884 Australasian 8 Nov. 880/2 Baconers and porkers.

Baconian (bA<wnian), a. and sb. [f.
Lord

Bacon, philosopher of the I yth c. + -IAN.] A. adj.

Of or pertaining to Lord Bacon, or to the experi-

mental and inductive system of natural philosophy

taught by him. B. sb. An adherent of that

system. Baco'nianism, the Baconian philosophy.
Baco-nic a., Ba-cordst = BACONIAN a. and sb.

1812 SIR H. DAVY C/iem. Philos. 32 In the spirit of the

Baconian School, multiplying instances and cautiously

making inductions. 1869 Daily AVW.S 26 Jan., The scho-

lastics and not the Baconians of their science, a 1866 J.

GROTE Exam. Util. Philos. xvii. 11870! 264 The distinction

between intuitiveness and inductiveness, pre-Baconianism,
and Baconianism. 1834 Edin. Rev. LIX. 32 A sort of

Baconic nomenclature. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. II. xxi.

7 The party of Baconists had obtained great influence.

Baconize (b^-ksnaiz), v. [f.
BACON + -IZE.]

To make into bacon ; to smoke, lit. andyff.
01843 SOUTHEY Nondescripts iv. Wks. III. 65 Pigs were

made for man . . born to be brawn'd And baconized. 1864
BUHRITT Walk 309 Magnipotent chimneys . . puff their black

breathings into the . . sky above, baconising its countenance.

Bacony (b^-kani), a. [f. BACON + -YV] Bacon-

like, fatty ; spec, in a state of fatty degeneration.
1878 KINGZETT Anim. Chem. 107 Diseases of the liver, the

best known being so called degeneration, or bacony liver.

Bacstare, obs. form of BAXTER, female baker.

Bacterial (boekti-'rial), a. Biol. [f.
BACTEBI-

DM + -AlA] Of or pertaining to bacteria.

1871 TVNDAI.L FragiH. Sc. II. xiii. 327 Innocent ofbacteria!

BAD.

life. 1879 M. CONWAV Detnanol. II. IV. xix. 211 The bacterial

demon of modern science.

Bacte'rian, a. Riot, [f.
as prec. + -AN.]

=
prec.

1876 tr. Wagner's Cm. Pathol. 342 Bacterian formation.

BacteriC (ba-kte-nk). a. Biol. [f.
as prec. +

-ic.]
=

prec.

1873 KISTKK in Nature 10 July 212/1 Contact of a moist

surface is sure to lead to Bacteric development.

Bactericidal (bsektl'Tigsiidal), a. Biol. [f.

BACTKKI-UM + L. -ciila slayer + -AL '.] Destructive

to bacteria.

1878 TYNHAI.L in i^tk Cent. Mar. 506 The bactericidal

effects which his theory ascribes to pressure. 1881 Float.

M. Air 48 All bactericidal media are therefore anti-Septic.

II Bacteridium (boekt&rdii&m.). [mod. I.., f.

BACTERIUM + Ur. -i&iov dim. ending ; cf. anthen-

ilium.'] Davaine's name for a genus of minute

organisms allied to the bacilli and bacteria.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 104 Davaine found bac-

teridia also in two examples of malignant pustule in men.

Bacteriology ibseto:ri,<i-16dgi). [f.
as prec. :

see -LOGY.] The scientific study of bacteria. Bac-

te:ricrloglst, a student of bacteriology. Bacte^ri-

o-scopy, microscopic investigation of bacteria.

1884 A thenxnm 30 Aug. 281/2 In Germany it has become

a separate study under the name of bacteriology-

BacteritlC (ba-kteitlik), a. filed, [f. next;

see -ITIS, -me.] Characterized by the (morbid)

presence of bacteria.
1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. 86 Bacteritic endocarditis.

J! Bacterium (bskti-'-ri/im). PI. -a
; rarely

anglicized as bactery. [mod.L., ad. Or. (SaKTr)/Hov,

dim. of PaKTpov stick, staff.] A genus of Schizo-

mycetx, microscopic unicellular rod-shaped vege-
table organisms, various species of which are found

in all decomposing animal and vegetable liquids.

1847-9 Tonn C>c/. Anat. ff Pliys. IV. 6/1 In Bacterium, the

contraction is weaker. 1854 J. HOGG Microsc. n. i. (1867 1 295

What part do the fungi, or bacteria, play in the produc-
tion of., cancer? 1884 Health Kxkib. Catal. 155/1 Im-

perishable Yeast . . and Models of Yeast and Bacteries.

Bacteroid (bne-kteroid), a. [f. prec. : see -oil)
;

baclcrioid would be a better form.] Of the nature

of, or allied to, the bacteria.

1855 ( ;ARROD Mat. Med. 143 A decided antiseptic, arresting

the development of bacteroid organisms.

t Ba'Cul. Ol>s. [ad. L. &<-/.] Staff, crosier.

1-1449 PKCOCK Reft: in. xvi. 386 Chalice, mytir, bacul.

Bacule, variant of BASCULE.

Baculere, obs. form of BACHELOR.

Baculine (barkirflain", a. [f.
L. bacitluui, -us

rod, stick + -INK.] Of or pertaining to the rod, or

to punishment by caning or flogging.
I7io HUME Sacr. Success. I 1716' 227 This bacnline objection

being fairly encounter'd. 1858 THACKERAY I'irginians I. v.

38 The baculine method was a common mode of argument.

Baculite (barkirflait). Palmont. [f.
as prec. +

-ITE.] A genus of fossil cephalopods, with cham-

bered cylindrical shells.

1822 PARKINSON Fossil Org. Kern. 166 Baculites, A multi-

locular straight, or slightly bent, cylindrical, or slightly

conical shell. 1841 H. MIU.F.K O. K. Satuht. viii. 171 The

belemnites, haculites, turrilites, of the Cretaceous group.

Baculometry (brckiV-metri). [f. as prec. +

Gr. -LKTfia: see -METBY.]
' The Art of measuring

accessible or inaccessible Distances, or Lines, by
the help of one or more Staves.' Phillips 1 706.

Baoun, Bacynet.obs. ff. BACON, -KEN, BASINET.

Bad (bred), a. (and s/>.) Also 4-6 badd(e.

[ME. badde appears in end of 13* c., rare till

end of 1 4th: see below. Regularly compared
baddcr, baddcst, from I4th to iSth c. (in De Foe

1721), though Shakspere has only the modern

substitutes worse, worst, taken over from evil, ill,

after bad came to be = evil.

Prof. Zupiua, with great probability, sees in bad-de (2 sylU

plied contemptuously ; assuming a later adjectival use, as

in yrming, turecca, and loss of final / as in mycel, mvchf,

fytel, lytc, vicncel, wcnch-e. This perfectly suits the MK.
form and sense, and accounts satisfactorily for the want of

early written examples. And it is free from the many his-

torical and phonetic difficulties of the derivation proposed

by $yccvM\\\(.Engl.Stndien VI. 91, VI II. 66), who, comparing
the etymology of madde, mad, earlier amad'de: OK.

ffmzded (see AMAD), would refer badde to OE. ffbaeded,

7,ebxdd, 'forced, oppressed,' with a sense-development

parallel to that of L. capttvus,
' taken by force, enslaved,

captive,' It. catth'o, F. ihttif,
'

miserable, wretched, des-

picable, worthless.' No other suggestion yet offered is of

any importance ; the Celtic words sometimes compared are

out of the question.]

I. In a privative sense : Not good.
1. Of defective quality or worth,

' of no good
'

;

telowpar, poor, worthless, 'wretched,"miserable
1

;

that one does not think much (or anything) of.

1297 R. GI.OUC. 108 Wat is vs to lete (>is badde kyng Go
bus o Hue as a schade, bat nys wor)> noting? 1-1350 /*"///.

Pa/erne 5024 Of here atir for to telle to badde is my witte.

1-1386 CHAUCER Monk's 'J'. 430 (In prison] Mete and

drynke he hadde . . it was ful poure and badde. 1393 GoWBK
Conf. II. 47 Her sadel eke was wonder badde. 1-1440

Promp. Purr. 20/2 Hadde, or nowght worthe, invatidus.
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BAD.

**S53 UDALitJteistfr D. v. ii, Better a bad scuse then none.

1732 POPE Horace Sat. u. ii. 63 Nor stops, for one bad cork,
his butler's pay. 1873 BLACK /'r. Thnle xxiv. 413 Sometimes
they sent him a letter ; but he was a bad correspondent.
b. Bad air : corrupt, vitiated air, which cannot

sustain healthy respiration. Bad coin : debased,
false coin. Bad debts: debts that cannot be real-

ized. Badfood: food deficient in nourishment. To

go bad: to decay. With bad grace : unwillingly.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvm. 73 Men may lykne letterid

men. .to a badde peny. 1622 MALTHBS Anc. Law Merck.
124 Ifany bad debts should be made thereby. 1798 MALTHUS
Popnl. 11878* 68 Children perished, .from bad nourishment.

1832 LANDER Exf>. Niger \\\. xvii. 44 Our people set about

loading the canoe.. but with bad grace. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. IV. xxi, The misery caused in a single year by
bad crowns and bad shillings. i86tf CRUMP Banking xi. 244
As the price of the article increases, so do the bad debts
increase. 1884 St. Jama's Gaz. 17 Oct. 3/2 The suffering
that comes from bad food, bad air, bad clothing. 1884 Daily
News 25 Dec. 3/4 It 'goes bad' more readily than . . cooked
butcher's meat.

2. Incorrect, faulty. Bad shot : a wrong giiess.
1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2309/4 He speaks but bad English.

1767 FORDYCK Serm. Yng. H'otn. I. i. 25 They learn . . to

speak bad French. 1845 KFNGLAKE Eothe-n viii, 137, I

secretly smiled at this last prophecy as a ' bad shot.' 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. no Some bad translations of
Bossuet's works. Mod, slang, Oh ! that's very bad form !

3. Law. Not valid.

1883 SIR W. BRETT Law Rep. XI. Queen's B. 561 The
claim is bad. 1884 Law Times Rep, 12 Apr. 194/1 Such a
defence was bad. .and could not be sustained.

4. Lacking good or favourable qualities ; unfor-

tunate, unfavourable ; that one does not like.

1393 GOWKR Conf. I. 88 They despise The good fortune
as the badde. "1425 in E. E.P. (1862) 139 My chawnce ys
bad, I trow that fortune be my fo. 1602 WARNER Alb.

Eng. xii. Ixxii. 298 He shall participate my best, that must
my badder plight. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inig. 540 It will

bring in a Principle of badder consequence. 1671 MILTON
P. R. iv. i Perplexed and troubled at his bad success. 1751
JORTIM Serm. 117711 IV. i, 23 This is humility, but it is so

only in a bad sense. 1883 Manch. Exam. 20 Nov. 5/5 A
bad pre-eminence as the hotbeds of pulmonary diseases.

II. In a positive sense : Evil, ill, noxious.
5. Morally depraved ; immoral, wicked, vicious.
(The first quot. may have sense i :

' wretched caitiffs.')

a 1300 Cursor M. 1801 f>ai greued ban baa caitiues badd.

1393 GOVVER Conf. I. 196 One Thelous. . whiche al was bad ;

A fa!s knight. ,1440 Prontp. Parv. 20/2 Bad, or wykyde,
Mains. 1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 125 The baddest
man among the Cardinally is chosen to be Pope. 1609 BELL
Theoph. ff Remig. 2 Badder life and wickeder dealing was
neuer more frequent. 1767 FORDYCK Serin. Yng. If 'on. II.

viii. 13 Young people . . are often corrupted by bad books.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 50 Discreet counsellors im-

plored the royal brothers not to countenance this bad man.

6. Causing inconvenience, displeasure, or pain ;

unpleasant, offensive, disagreeable ; troublesome,

painful. Bad blood-, harsh, angry feeling.
15 I 5 BARCLAY Eclogues, Bad is the colour, the savor badder

is. 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea 54 The . . bad entreatie
which the negros gave them. 1794 NKLSON in Nicolas Disp.
I. 412 Had not the weather been so bad. 1825 Bro, Jona-
than I. 74 If there be any bad blood in a fellow, he will show
it. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 38 The old soldiers of

James were generally in a very bad temper. 1869 Hazlitt's

hug. Pro~j,, Bad words make a woman worse. 1873 SKKAT
in Piers PL (C. Pref. 32, It is too bad to suppose that, etc.

7. Causing injury to health ; injurious, hurtful,

noxious, dangerous, pernicious. Const, for,
1653 A. WILSON Jtis. I. Pref. 4 To remove the accrescion

of bad Humours, a 1719 AUDISON (J.t Reading was bad for
his eyes. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 723 He had ju.st
had a bad fall in hunting. 1861 FLOR. NIGHTINGALE Nurs*
ing 56 The old four-post bed with curtains is bad, whether
for sick or well.

8. In ill health, suffering from disease or injury,
in pain.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV. 259 Still very bad

with my Gout. 1763 MRS. HARHIS in Priv. Lett, ist l.d.

Malmcsbury I, GO She was so bad yesterday that she could
not open her mouth. 1840 R. DANA Bef. the Mast -\\.\ii.

122 One of our watch was laid up. .by a bad hand.

B. quasi-jA
1. absoL That which is bad

;
bad condition, qua-

lity, etc.

1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gent. \\, vi. 13 T'exchange the bad for

better. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals \\. in. 182 A capacity
of penetrating into the good and bad of an affair. 1816
WORDSw. Stmn. Liberty ii. xlvi, So bad proceeded propa-
gating worse.

b. To the bad: a. to a bad condition, to ruin;
b. to the wrong side of the account, in deficit.

1816 '

Quiz
' Grand Master viii. 25 I've really to the bad

Some thousand of rupees to add. 1864 T. TROLLOPE Lindisf.
Chase I. 46 [He] went, as the common saying expressively
phrases it

- to the bad. 1884 Pall Mall G. 6 Feb. 4 He was
between ,70 and 80 to the bad.

2. sb. (with //.) A bad thing, quality, etc. ;

rarely, a bad person. (Not in ordinary speech.)
1592 I.YLV Mydas v. ii. 57 An inventorie of all Motto's

moveable baddes and goods. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng.\\\.
xiv. 65 That of two bads, for betters choyse he backe againe
did goe. 1602 Ibid. x. Ivii. (16121 252 For Popes be impu-
dent, and bads their blessings neuer mis. 1869 RI TSKIN Q. of
Air 5 125 But, as there is this true relation between money
and '

goods,' or good things, so there Is a false relation be-
tween money and '

bads,' or bad things.

f C. quasi-oftr. ;
= BADLY. Obs.

1611 BKOUGHTUN Require Agreon. 78 Our minde holdeth

1594
boding

618

all badder then we can speake. 1681 GLANVILL Sadducismus
\\. Pref., Haunted almost as bad as Mr. Mompesson's house,
D. Comb,9 as bad-boding, -hearted, -looking.

GREENE Fr. Bacon (1861) 171 Fond Ate, doomerof bad-
g fates. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 122 Bett'ring

thy losse, makes the bad causer worse. 1827 Scorr in Lock-
hart Life (18391 IX. 128 He was generous and far from bad-
hearted. 1863 Miss WHATELV Ragged Life vii. 55 They
were not a bad-looking circle.

t Bad, badde, sb. Obs. rare. ? A cat.
c 1350 A lexander led. Stevenson) 1763 As ratons or ru}e

myse in a rowme chambre, About in beddis or in bernys,
bare baddis \v. r. baddezj ere nane. {Cf. Halliwell,

'

BAD,A rural game played with a bad-stick. . . It probably re-

sembled the game of cat.' Cf. also Sc. badrans, BAUDRONS.]
Bad, badd, obs. forms of BADE, BODE.
Badder, obs. comparative of BAD.
Badderlocks. Sc. [perh. for Balderhcks, f.

BALDEK (M. J. Berkeley in Treas. Bot:j]. A sea-

weed (Alaria esculenta\ 'the best of all the escu-

lent Algre when eaten raw.'

1789 LIGHTFOOT Fl. Scot. 938 Eatable Fucus : Badderlocks.

1830 Edin. Encycl. III. 442 The great tangle .. and the

badderlocks, or hen ware.

Baddish. (b.x/'din, a. [f. BAD a. -T-ISH.] Rather

bad, indifferent, inferior, poor.
1755 E. MOORE World No. 154 To see the Country-wife,

a baddish sort of a play 1767 Fox in Mem. <$ C-orr. I. 44,
I can get two actors for him, one goodish and one baddish.

1865 CARLVLE Fredk. 6V. VI. xvi. vi. IQO A gadding, .female,
with whom poor Uncle had a baddish life.

Ba'ddishness. [f. prec. +-XESS.] Baddish

quality or condition
; indifference, inferiority.

1824 W. IRVING T. Trav, II. 144 The baddishness of the

crops.

Bade, pa. t. of BID v. ;
obs. f. BODE sb. and T.

t BadeC'n, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. F. badin, -inc,

derivative of Pr. bad-ar : late L. badare to gape.
Badin was in earlier usage 'silly,' as if 'gaping.'
Cf. BADINAGE ] Frivolous, jesting.
1685 F. SpENCKMedtci 453 A dialogue compleatly boufon,

waggish, and badeen, between the head and the cap.

t Badelar. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. F. hadclaire] A

short broad sword curved like a scimitar.

1693 URQI'HART Rabelais in. Prol., Cutlasses, Badelars.

t Ba delyng. Obs. \\impaddling: see quot.

1603.] An early term for 'a brood
'

of ducks.

1486 Rk. St. Albans F vj a, A badelyng of Dokis. [1603
HOLLAND Plutarclts Mor. 344 Dolphins, .strive to be dous-

sing, badling, and diving together with them.]

Badge (bards), sb. Forms : 4-7 bage, 5-7
bagge, 7 badg, 5- badge. [First in ME. : also in

1 5th c. Anglo-Lat. bagia, bagea, from the vernacular

word. Also OF. bage : a single instance in Gode-

froy, of date 1465. Of unknown origin. See con-

jectures in Mat/ner, Wedgwood, Miiller, Skeat.]
1. A distinctive device, emblem, or mark, used

originally to identify a knight or distinguish his

followers (
= cognizance in Her.}, and now worn as

a sign of office or licensed employment, as a token
of membership in some society, etc., etc.

-1350 Alexander (St.) 4180 [The fire] tinds on tend lowe

trappour of stede . . Bages and baners it blemyschid. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 20/2 Bage, or bagge of arrays, Banidiuin.
tt 1450 JAS

1

. Lincoln All? If. 141 (Halh'w.i He beris of

golde a semely sighte, His bagges are sabylle ylkane.
1485 CAXTON Paris <y V. 1.1868.1 8 Came to the lystes with
their badges and tokens. 1530 PALSGR., Badge of a gentyl-
man la dt-uise dung seignevr. 1513-75 Diurn. Occurr.

(1833! 158 My lord regent is armes and bage. 1618 Row-
LANDS Sacr. Mem. 50 The Crosse, which Christians for their

badge do weare. 1678 Trans. Crt. Spain 131 To wear a

badg that they may beg alms. 1800 COLQUHOUN Comnt.
Thames xi. 328 They have their names and numbers on a
metal Badge. 1879 DIXON Windsor II. xv. 161 She tore
the Lancastrian badges from her clothes.

2. gen. A distinguishing
'

sign,
1

emblem, token, or

symbol of any kind : a. transf. of things material.

1526 TINUALE Acts xxviii. ii Whose badge was Castor
and Pollux. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iii. 113 The Liuer

white, and pale ; which is the Badge of Pusillanimitie, and
Cowardize. 1705 Loud. Gaz, No. 4140/4 The Badges or
Marks put on Houses Insured by the Friendly Society.
1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. I. 62 A brazier of live coals carried
before him as a badge of his office. 1872 FKKKMAN Nortn.

Cony. IV. xviii. 104 The fortresses, the special badges of

foreign rule.

b. fig, of things immaterial.

15*9 MORE Supplic. Soules Wks. 314/1 The deuils badge. .

V L
'

badge we meane of malice & of a very deadli deuilish
hate. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. I', i. i. in For suffrance is the

badge of all our Tribe. 1719 W. WOOD Surv. Trade 295
Monopolies, the Badges of a slavish People. 1868 M.
PATTISON Acadcm. Org. 6. 237 The degrees have become
social badges. 1875 STL* BBS Const. Hist. I. vii. 167 The
possession of land has become the badge of freedom.

3. Naval Arch. (See quot.)
1769 in FALCONER Diet. Marine- < 1850 Rudim. Nov.

(Wealet 94 Badge, a sort of ornament fixed on the quarters
of small vessels near the stern, containing either a sash for

the convenience of the cabin, or the representation of it.

1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk. s.v., Quarter badges, false

quarter-galleries in imitation of frigate-built ships.

4. Comb., as badge-ticket ; badge-man, one who
wears a badge, a licensed beggar or almsman.
1790 BURKK Fr. Kci'. Wks. V. 352 No man ever .. will

lory in belonging to the Chequer No. 71, or to any other

adge-ticket. 1809 CRABBF Tales 16 With thickset coat of

Badge-man's blue,

glor
bad

BADGER.

Badge (baed.^),
e/.l [f. prec. sb.] trans. To

mark with, or distinguish by, a badge.
1380 WYCLIF.SW. Wks. (187!) III. 60 pus bei ben baggid

wipsignesofipocrysie. 1599 [see BADGED]. 1737 SWIFT Wks.
(1761) III. 336 Badging the original poor of every parish,
who begged in the streets. 1880 Daily Tel. 28 Oct., A
hyama . . numbered and badgcd by the Local Board of
Works.

t Badge, &.2 Obs. Also in 6 bagge. [Origin
unknown

; app. the source of badger sb.l (though
it may have been a back-formation from that
word taken as an agent-noun). Fuller derived it

from L. bajitlare to carry (as if a cant contraction

baj., cf. the modern zoo., cab., etc.), but evidence is

required before this can be admitted for the 1 5th c.]
To deal as a badger ; to hawk for sale ; to buy
up (provisions) for the purpose of selling again
elsewhere ; hence, to regrate.
155* BI-. HOOPER in Strype's CranmerApp. 1 35 The Statute

of Regrators is so usid, that in many quarters of these

paries it wil do little good : and in some parts, where as
licence by the Justices wil not be grauntyd, the people are
mouche offendtd, that they shuld not, as wel as other, bagge
as they were wount to do. [Cf. BADGER i, quot. 1552.] 1605
J. DAVIES Humour's Heav. on . (1876.1 37 Some others fol-

lowed her (i.e. Fortune] by badging land. 1611 in North
Riding Rec. 11884) ! 240 Marm. Foxton of Brompton [pre-
sented] for badging of butter. 1700 K. GOUCH Hist. Myddle
115 His imployment was buying corne in one market t towne
and selling it in another, which is called badgeing. 1729-71
JACOB Laiv Diet. , Kidder . . one that badges, or carries corn,
dead victual, or other merchandize up and down to sell.

Badge v2, variant of BAG v.^

Badgad (beedgd), ///. a.
[f.

BADGE vl + -ED.]

Distinguished or marked by a badge.
1599 MARSTON.5V0. Villanie n. vii. 207 A cart? a tumbrell?

no a badged coach. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. n. iii. 107 Their
Hands and Faces were all badg'd with blood. 186* SALA
7'7c. round Clock 95 Maledicted by the badged Jehus.

Badgeless (bse-d^lt-sV a. [f. BADGE sb. + -LESS.]
Without badge or cognizance.
1599 HP. HALL Sat. iv. v. 38 To get some badge-less blew

upon his backe. 1855 SINGLETON I'irgit II. 466 Afoot with
naked falchion, and unawed With badgeless buckler.

Badger tba-d^i), j^.l Forms : 5 bager, 7

(?) bodger, budger, 5- badger. [See BADGE v2t

and note below.]
One who buys corn and other commodities and

carries them elsewhere to sell ;
an itinerant dealer

who acts as a middleman between producer (far-

mer, fisherman, etc.) and consumer ; a cadger,
hawker, or huckster. Still common in the dialects.

By Act 5 and 6 Edw. VI. c. 14 7 Badgers were required
to be licensed by the Justices I the origin of the hawker's
licence). Among the commodities in which they are said
to have dealt are named corn tespecially), fish, butter, and
cheese. They were obnoxious to the charge of regrating,
and hence the word is in some i7th c. vocabularies, e.g.
Robertson's Phraseol. Gen. (1961, explained as 'an ingrosser,
a forebuyer, or forestaller of the market, One that buyeth
corn and other provisions beforehand.'
a 1500 Office of Mayor of Bristol in E. E. Gilds 424 The

bagers, such as bryngeth whete to towne, as wele in trowys,
as otherwyse, by lande and by watir. 155* Act 5-6 Edw. VI,
xiv. 7 The Buying of any Corn, Fish, Butter, or Cheese,
by any such Badger, Lader, Kidder or Carrier, as shall bee

assigned and allowed to that office or doing by three Jus-
tices of peace. 1562 Act 5 Eliz. xii, Badgers of Corn, and
Drovers of Cattle, to be licensed. 1587 FLEMING Contn.
Holinshed III. 588/2 No badger, baker, brewer, or purueior,
to buie graine, vntill an houre after the full market begin.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 555 All the inhabitants be
as it were a kind of hucksters, or badgers. 1641 BEST
Farm. Bks. (18561 101 The badgers come farre, many of
them ; whearefore theire desire is to buy soone, that they
may be goinge betimes, for feare of beinge nighted. 1674
RAY N. Countr. Wds. % Badgtrt

such as buy Corn, or other
Commodities in one place, and carry them to another. 1695
KENXETT/VM-. Antiq. Gloss. s.v. Cart-body, Badger^ Budger,
or Bodgert i.e. a carrier or retailer of Bodges or bags of
corn. 1788 W. MARSHALL E. Yorkshire^ Badger, a huckster.

i8as BKITTON Beauties ofWiltsh. t Badger, a corn-dealer.

1858 Ladies Bever Hollow II. iv. 68 ' Our Butter fetches a

penny a pound more than other people's from the badger.'

1863 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss., Badger, a huckster; a man
who goes about the country with ass and panniers, to buy
up butter, eggs, and fruit, which he will sell at a near
market-town ; and before shops were common in every vil-

lage, he dealt in needles, thread, trimmings, and the like,
for which he was open to exchange. [Also in the following
Glossaries of E.D.S. : Swaledale (Meal-seller), Huddersf^,
Mid Yorksh., Cumbrld. ( Flour or corn-dealer ; also pedlar,
huckster), Worcester, N. Lattcash, (Travelling huckster or

dealer, cadger), Lancask. (Keeper ofsmall provision shop).]

[ffote. Conjectures as to the derivation, and possible con-
nexion with next word, depend greatly upon the original

meaning. On the assumption that this was '

corn-merchant,'

bager, badger, has been identified with obs. F. Madier, 'a
Marchant or I ngrosser of come,' Cotgr. (properly Provencal
= OF. blaier, blayer^ but this is phonetically inadmissible.

If, however, we assume bager to represent a ME. *blager,
with / unaccountably lost, this might represent an OF.
*hlaagier, f. blaage \bleage, bladage) harvest, corn-supply,
feudal due paid in corn, f. ble, bled in med. L. bladum
corn, wheat. (See H. $i \co\Proc. Philol. Soc. 19 Dec. 1879.1
But no such links between F. blaage and Eng. bager are

found either in F. or Kng. ; so that there is positively no
evidence connecting badger with any deriv. of F. bit. And
indeed a consideration of the whole (46) quotations which
we have for the word leads to the conviction that the

bager, badger, had no essential connexion with corn, any
more than the lader, kidder, or carrier, named along with

him in the statutes, proclamations and law-books. At



BADGER.

present it is most in accordance with the facts to take

badger as the agent-noun from BALKJK r f
.

].

Badger (brc-d^ai), sb$ Also 6 bageard, 6-7
badgerd. [Only mod. Eng. : of doubtfnl origin.
Prob. (as E. MuTler suggests) from BADGE sl>. +
-ABD, in reference to the white mark borne like

a badge on its forehead : cf. for the sense BAUSON
and BALI, sb.'*, for the formation BALI.AHD.
Most etymologists have assumed the identity of this with

the prec. word, citing the presumed analogy of the mod.F.
name of the quadruped, blairean

t
in isthc. blert-an, taken

as a dim. of blaier^ meaning
'
little corn-merchant or corn-

hoarder/an appellation arising put of popular notions of the

habits of the animal,
*

which, it is said, makes away with
much buck-wheat' iLittre). But this derivation seems to

be erroneous. No OF. *blacrel> representing a L, *bladd~
rc/lns t from bladarius^ is found. And it seems certain that

OF. blariau (i2-i3th c.i ( later blcrcaa, blairean, in Flan-

ders Hainan, blarian, in Normandy blierel^ blcrel, com-

pared with OF. blarit't blaire
'

the bald-coot,' mod.F. dial.

(Flanders, Picardyi blarie, blairie, (Normandy i blcrie^

must be referred to MDu. and Flem. blaer 'bald,' MDu.
blart\ Flem. blatrc, Du. blaar ' a white spot on the fore-

head of an animal.' Blaireau thus corresponds exactly to

bauson, and its analogy strongly favours the derivation of

badgc-ard from badge.\
1. A plantigrade quadruped (Melts PK&W^JJ),inter-

mediate between the weasels and the bears, found

in Europe and Middle Asia
;

it is a nocturnal, hy-

bernating animal, feeding on small mammals, game,
eggs, fruit, and roots, and digging for itself a

burrow, which it defends fiercely against attack,

biting and maiming dogs with its powerful jaws.
Earlier names were brock, and bauson

;
also gray.

The Indian and North American species differ but

slightly from the European.
15*3 FITZHERB. Hush. 71 A bauson or a badger. 1534

MORK Com/, ngst. Trib. n. Wks. 11832 Ua^eard. 1598
SYLVESTER Du Bartas (1608) 514 As the selfe-swelling

Badgerd .. First at the entry of his barrow fights. 1720
SWIFT Apollo to Dean Wks. 1755 IV. i. 20 Grey as a badger.
1741 Compl. Fant.-Piece n. i. 298 A Badger is known by
several Names, as a Gray, a Brock, a Boreson or Bauson ;

the young ones are called Pigs ;
the Male is called the

Boar, and the Female the Sow. 1877 COUES fur A HIM. \.

2. The cruel sport which Badgers have afforded from time
immemorial. [See also 5.]

fig. 164* FCLLKR Holy <y Prof. St. it. viii. 80 Erasmus was
a badger in his jeeres, where he did bite be would make his

teeth meet.

b. erron. applied to the beaver and otter.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Bivaro^ a badger or brocke,
Fiber, castor. 1601 CHKSTKR Loves Mart, cxvii, The watrie

Badger.
C. Cape- or Rock badger : the daman (Jfyrax

Caf>en$is}. Honey-badger : the ratel {Ratellus mcl-

livortts). Badger 'in Australia! : the wombat.
1824 GRIFFITH Citvier III. 429 Dutch Colonists, .call the

Cape Hyrax, Klip daasie, or the Rock Badger. 1861 HLLMK
Moquin-Tandon n. in. ii. 122 The Daman of the Cape ..

commonly called Badger of the Rocks. 1870 NICHOLSON
Zool. (1880) 661 The Wombat, often called by the colonists

the
'

badger.'

2. (in f/.S.} Nickname of natives or inhabitants

of Wisconsin.

1856 EMERSON Kng. Traits iv.5^ Our' Hoosiers,*
'

Suckers,'
and '

Badgers,' of the American woods.

3. a. An artificial fly (for angling) ;
b. a brush

(for painting or shaving
1

* made of badgers' hair.

1787 BEST Angling 107 The late Badger . . Dubbed with
the fur off a black badger's skin.

4. Slang phr. 7b overdraw ones badger (in hu-
morous reference to badger-drawing ; sees): to

overdraw one's banking account.
a 1845 HOOD f\ilmanstffg tD.) His checks no longer drew

the cash, Because . . He had overdrawn his badger.

5. Comb. Badger-baiting, -drawing, the cruel

sport of setting dogs to draw out a badger from its

(artificial"! hole, e.g. a barrel; hence badger-baiter\

badger-dog (
= Ger. dachshund}, a long-bodied

short-legged dog used in drawing a badger from its

earth; badger-fly ( BADCKK 3 a" ; badger-leg-
ged a., having legs of unequal length, as the badger
was vulgarly supposed to have

; badger-like a.

and adv., like or in the manner of a badger.
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xiii, Go and see what is become of

the "badger-baiters. 1801 STRUTT Sports ff Past. m. vii.

19 ^Badger-baiting. In order to give the better effect to
this diversion, a hole is dug in the ground for the retreat of
the animal ; and the dogs run at him singly in succession.

1864 Reader No. 85. 200/1 The pug, the oulldog, and the
v
badger-dog. 1838 DICKKNS ('. Twist 11850) 155/2 Young

lords went to see cockfighting and ^badger-drawing. 1787
BEST Angling 105 The 'Badger Fly. .is an excellent killer.

ai7p4 R. LKSTHANGEII.I His body crooked all over, big-
bellied, ^badger-legged. 1656 Arttf. Handsont. 60 Poor
Vulcanists, who ballance the inequality of their heels, or

*badger leggs, by the. .help of the shoemaker. 1651 CLEVE-
LAND Poems 34 Come keen lambicks, with your Badgers
feet, And *Badger-like, bite till your teeth do meet.

Badger f

,b?e'd,53j), v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. To make a badger of, bait like a badger ;

hence, to subject (one who cannot escape from it)

to persistent worry or persecution ; to pester, tease.

1794 O'KEEFE Wild Oats i. i, At home, abroad . .you will

still badger me! 1855 WOOD Anecd. Anim. Life 238, A
* brock '. .led such a persecuted life, that to

'

badjjer*
a man

came to be the strongest possible term for irritating, perse-

619

cuting, and injuring him in every way. i86a Sat. Rn:
\

8 Feb. 154 The coarse expedients by which the Old Bailey
advocate badgers and confuses a nervous witness.

2. dial. [f. BADGER sbS\ 'To barter; to banter

over a bargain ; to beat down in price.*
1875 in Whitby Gloss. \ also in Gloss. ofManlcy ff Corring-

ham (Lincolnsh.)

Badgered (bre'd^a-id), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -KI>.]

Persistently worried, persecuted, or pestered.
J794 J- WOLCOTT iP. Pindari R&wl. for <;//>/ Wks. IT.

163 Therefore I tremble for his badger'd bacon. 1850
THACKFRAY Pendcnnis Wks. 1869 IV. 59 I'm so pressed and
badgered, I don't know where to tur,n.

Badgerer ibwdajarar. [f.
as prec. + -EK'.]

1. A dog used for badger-baiting ; a badger-dog.
1876 BI.ACKMOKE Cripp$ III. xvii. 288 The loss of her finest

badgerer.
2. dial. 'A cheapener.' [See BAIX;KK v. 2.]

1875 in ll'hitby Gloss.

Ba'dgering, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -INC V]
1. Persistent worrying, persecution.
1796 BI-RKE Let. to Lawrence 16 Dec., He would rather

be defeated on the Rhine or Po than suffer a badgering
every day in the House of Commons. 1840 DICKKNS Burn.
R itdge 118661 I. xni. 59 The constant badgering and worry-
ing of his venerable parent.

2. Acting as 'badger'; still dial, beating down
the cost.

1844 Act 7 f( 8 \'ic. xxiv. Preamb., Statutes . . prohibiting
.. badgering, forestalling, etc. 1875 in U'hitby Gloss.

Badgerly (bard^di,, a.
[f.

BADCKK sb. + -Lv 1
.]

Badger-like; hence, greyish-haired, elderly.

1753 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781 1 V. xliii. 273 When I see

those badgerly virgins fond of a parrot, a squirrel, a monkey.

tBa'dgie, bagy, bawgy. Obs. [See BADGE
sb., and cf. Anglo-Lat. bagia.] ^B.\D<;E. (Chiefly
ScotcrO
1486 }ik. St. Albans Heraldry B ij a, Theys bastardis shall

adde more bagy to his armys or take a way a bagy of armys.
1513 DOUGLAS sKncis n. viii. ivii.i 55 His ichynyng scheild,
with his bawgy tuik he. 1566 in Q. Mary's Bedroom ^ Kdinb.

Cast/s, underArms ofjas. l-'I, Lord Jesu Chryst. . Preserve
the Birth quhais Badgie heir is borne. 1586 FERNE Blaz.
Gcntric 205 Of fesse Bagie, fesse Target and fesse Sentally.

Badging (bard^n), vbl sb. [f.
BADGE v.\ +

-ING 1
.]

The action of marking with a badge.
1764 BURN Poor Laws 119 Badging of the poor, we see,

is much more ancient.

Ba'dging, ///. a. That gives a badge or token.
ci6oo Timon \. iv, I come to thee a badging mesinger :

Our Lord (Jelasimus from the Goulden Hill Sends thce a

cloake, a signe of his good will.

j; Badiaga (badyirga, ba?di|a-ga\ [Russ. bady-

a'ga
'

river-S]-,onge.'] A species of alga, the

powder of which is used to take away the livid

marks of bruises.

1753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. 1853 in MAYNE I'.xp. Lc.i\

i, Badiail v ba*dian). [a. F. badiane, a. Pers. and

Urdu [jLjL> badyan fennel, anise.] The Chinese

or Star Anise : see ANISE 3.

1847 CRAIG Badiane. 1864 WEBSTER, Badian.

Badigeon fbadrdgan). [a. F. badigeon t of un-

known etymol.] a. A mixture of plaster and free-

stone ground together, used by sculptors for repair-

ing defects in their stone, and by builders for giving
j

common plaster the appearance of stone, b. A
j

mixture of sawdust and glue used by joiners for

filling up holes in woodwork.
1753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.

II Badinage ;badina'3, bet1 dined3\ [a.F.&ft//M-

age, f. badiner ^see below; and -AGE.] I-ight

trifling raillery or humorous banter.

1658 in PHILLIPS. 1740 GIBBER Apol. 11756) II. 74 The
frivolous charms or playful badinage of a king's mistress.

1880 DISRAELI Rndym. xxxvii, Men destined to the highest
places should beware of badinage.

Badinage, v.
[f. prec. sb.] To banter play-

fully. To badinage away : to get rid of by badinage.
1861 All 1' Round 13 July 383 To scoff away attacks, to

badinage away reforms. 1878 BLACK Green Past. iv. 34 She
has badinaged him into the peerage.

t Badiner, v. Obs. [a. F. badiner, f. badin-

silly, frivolous, jesting : see BADEEX. Irreg.

adopted in inf. form.] To talk jestingly and fri-

volously, to banter.

1697 VANBRUGH Relapse iv. ii, I don't know how . . to pass
my time ; would Loveless were here to badiner a little.

!' Badinerie t,badrn^r/0- [Fr., f. badiner \ see

prec,] Badinage, raillery, banter.

1712 SHENSTONE Wks. fy Lett. II. 240 The fund of sensible

discourse is limited; that of jest and badinerie is infinite.

t Badineur (bad/no-r}. Obs. [Fr. (not in Littre
1

}

n. of agent f. badiner
; see above.] One who

indulges in badinage or raillery.

1734 POPK Let. Swift 19 Dec., Rebuke him for it .. as a
badmeur, if you think that more effectual.

tBadling. Obs. [OE. b&dling, f. bxddel a
womanish fellow (see BAD) +-ING^.] An effeminate

or womanish man.
a 1000 in Wiilcker I

7
ocab. 391 Ejffeminati^ tnolles, bjedlingas.

a 1600 Pinkerton 6". /'. (,1792! III. 125 (JAM. t A wregh to were
a nobill scarlet goune, A badlyng, furryng parfillit wele
with sable.

Badly bardli
, adv.\ in 3-4 baddeliche. [f.

BAP rz. + -LT-.1

BAFF.

1. In a manner below the proper standard ; poorly,

insufficiently, defectively.
1377 I.ANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 498 Yuel y-clothed . . Badly y-

bedded. 1393 Ibid. C. v. 55 He is bold to borwe ' and badde-
lich he payeb. 1838 DICKKNS O. Twist (1850) 199/1 A mean
and badly-furnished apartment. 1856 KANE Arct. Exp. II.

iv. 50 We are so badly off for strong arms.

2. Unfortunately, unluckily, unsuccessfully.
1297 R. (JLOI'C, 566 So longe horn spedde baddeliche. 159$

SHAKS. John v. iii. 2 How goes the day with vs? Hub.
Badly, I feare. 1883 Laiv Times 20 Oct. 407 2 A great im-

provement upon the former rules . . which worked badly.
3. Incorrectly, faultily.

1836 9 Tonn Cycl. Anat. II. 783,2 Badly-formed bones.

1849 RfSKIN Ser. Lamps '\\. 14 So great a painter . .would
never paint badly enough to deceive. 3!od. He speaks
Knglish very badly.
4. Immorally, wickedly, viciously, improperly.
( 1440 Promp, Parr. 20/2 Badly or wykkydly, Male, iniqitc.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia 11622) ^76 Badly-diligent ministers,
who often cloyed our eares with her prayses. i6oz WAKNKR
Alb, Eng. ix, xlvi. 218 Labouring their Mtschiefes farre

and neere, Whilst Eccho and Narcissus are more badly
busie heere. 1879 K. DAVIDSON in CasselFs Techn. I'.dnc.

\. 202/2 Indolent, irregular, and badly-conducted pupils.

5. So as to cause pain, danger, disgrace, or harm
of any kind

; cruelly, unkindly, dangerously, nox-

iously, disagreeably, etc.

1799 K. STANLEY in Duncan Xetson \ 18061 112 The French
behaved very badly to them. 1828 SOTTHKY in Q . I\C7 i

.

XXXVI 1 1. 207 One of the Indian chiefs was badly wounded.

1884 Maxell. Exam. 21 May 4/7 The Lancashire County
Eleven were badly beaten.

6. colloq. with 'need, want
'

Much, greatly.
Mod. I wanted to see you very badly.
7. dial. quasi-rt<{7. Unwell, indisposed, in ill health.

i783AiNswoKTH/-rt^. 7V<7.iMorell',.Badly, Malese/tabctts.
i8zi MRS. Wi!f.Ki.i--.R U'cstmrld, Dial, 45, 1 wur tenable
feard a meaakin mesel badly agayn.

I! Baclmasli, budmash ;bodma-J\ [I'crs.

and Urdu, f. Pers. bad evil -f Arab, mttash means
of livelihood.] One following evil courses

;
a ' bad

character,
1

rascal.

1843 in SKIPWITH Maqistr. Guide iCa!cutt;u 17. 1866 SIR

T. SKATON Cadet to Col. II. 66 Only the
* Badmashcs' are

flogged. 1870 KAYK ///.v/. Sepoy ll'ar II. v. 294 A rising
of the

' BudmashtV of the city.

Badminton ' ba."dmintan\ [Named from the

Duke of Beaufort's country seat.]

1. A cooling summer drink ; see cjuot.

1853 WnvTE-Mia.vii.i.ii Digfry Gr. ix,
'

Badminton,' that

grateful compound of mingled claret, sugar, and soda-
water. 1870 DISRAELI Lothair xxx. T).' Soothed or stimu-

lated by fragrant cheroots or beakers of Badminton.

2. A game resembling lawn-tennis, played with

shuttle-cocks instead of balls.

1874 Daily A', ws 25 Mar. 5 Played a game at Badminton
with two ladies.

Badness J>ce'dnes\ [f. BAD a. + -NESS.]
1. Inferior or deficient quality; poor condition ;

incorrectness faultiness
; invalidity.

1539 Honsch. (h'd. in Thynne A niniadt 1

. Introd. 34 To
make relation thereof at the Greencloth of the badnesse of

the stuff. 1611 BIHLE Gen, xli. 19 Kine . . leane fle^icdj such
as I neuer saw in all the land of Egypt for badnesse. 1757
BURKE Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 506 The clergy also

took advantage of the badness of his title. 1825 COBBET'I
Rur. Rides 8 Nothing can more strongly prove the badnes.-

of the times. 1884 Ln. BLACKBURN in Law Rep. IX. Appeal
620 The supposed badness of the plea.

2. Evil quality or condition ; wickedness, depra-

vity ; dangerousness, noxiousness, adverseness.

1377 I.ASUU P. PI. B. xn. 49 pe bewte of hir body in bad-

nesse [r. >'. baddenesse] she dispended. 1605 SHAKS. Lear
in. v. 9 A reprouable badnesse in hinr-elfe. 1748 RICHARD-
SON Clarissa CiSii' I. xxvii. 189 Vilely suspicious . . from the

badness of his own heart. Mod. Forced to retreat by the

badness of the weather.

tBadO't, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. F. badaud gaping

fool, idler, f. Pr. badar to gape.] Silly.

1653 UK>UHART Rabelais i. xvii, So sottish, so badot.

Badrans, var. BACDKOKS, Sc. name for cat.

Bae, Sc. form of BAA.
Bee- in OK. and KE. words ; see BA-.

Bsetyl (b/'til\ rare. [ad. L. bn'tu/us, a. Gr.

ItarruAo?.] A sacred meteoric stone.

BafF, sb. Sc. [Possibly a. OF. baffc a blow with

the back of the hand ;
but perh. simply imitative

of the sound.] A blow with anything flat or soft,

e.g. the palm of the hand, a soft ball, etc.

<zi8oo in R. Jamieson's Pop. Ballads II. 382 tjAM.t Hi*

back they loundert . . baff for bafT. 1814 SCOTT Wax: Ixxi,

For fear some dare-the-de'il should tak a baff at them. 1854
H. MILI.KR Sch. <5- Schm. (1858.) n A cannon-ball would but

play baff on you.

t Baff, v. Obs. [Possibly from EG. and Du.

baffcn with same meaning ;
but probably directly

imitative: cf. yaff, and dialectal oough^ buff]
To bark or yelp as a dog ; also transf. of persons.
c 1440 Promp. Pan: 20 Baffyn a,s howndys, />/<% I'tiffo*

latro. 1570 Li;vms Manip. /o To baffe, as a dog, lalrare.

1599 NASHE/,f/. Stujffe 37 Therewith outstept the stallfed

foreman . . and baft in his face. Biefe, Biefe, Biefe.

7o say neither buff nor baff: see BUKF.

i54 \5r>M.ErasmApopk. u [Who] beeyng of him bidden

good spede, saied to hym again neither buff ne baff. 1549 LA-

TIMER Serm. btf. Edu>, VI. 196 \Vhen he should have com-

forted Christ he was aslepe, not once buflfe nor baflfe to him.

78-2
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Baff-end. (See quot.)
1851 Coai-tr. Terms Northumbld. & Durh., naff-end. A

piece of wood, 15 or 18 inches long, 5 or 6 inches broad, and
from i to 2 inches thick, used for driving behind cribs or
tubbing, to bring them to their proper position in a pit.

t Ba-ffing, vbl. sb. Obs.
[f.

BAFF v. + -IKG'.]
Harking ; alsoyfy.
1401 Pol. Pntms (1859! II. 53 Bot wel I wot thi baffyns . .

may not menuse this seint. c 1440 Pro/up. Purr. 20 Baf-

fynge or bawlynge of howndys. liaulatits^ baffatus.

Baffle (bae-fl), t: Forms : 6 baffull, 7 baffol,

-oul, -ul, -il(l, -el, fi-y baffle. [Ktymology, and
even immediate source, uncertain. Quoted in 1:548
as Scotch, and in 1570 used by a Scotchman.

Hence, naturally to be compared with Sc. batuhle,
found in senses 1-3, from a century earlier, but
itself of uncertain derivation. On the other hand
we have F. bcffler (Cotgr.)

' to deceive, mocke, or

gull with faire words,' etc. (cf. sense 4), and ba-

foner,
in Cotgr. baffoiicr,

'

to hoodwinke ; to de-
ceive

; to besmeare ; also to baffle, abuse, reuile,

disgrace, handle basely in tearmes, give reproach-
full words of or vnto.' Of these, beffler in Rabelais
1 533-53 easily referred to OF. befe, bt/c mockery,
beffer to mock, bcferie (juibbling, deceit, = It. be/a,
Sp. bffa, OSp. and Pr. bafa, mockery, banter,' It.

bcffcii-c, Sp. befar, Pr. bafar, to mock, deride (which
M. I'aul Meyer would derive from Pr. baf. inter-

jection expressing disdain), with which words also

.though less securely) Die/, and others connect

bafouer. cited first from Montaigne, 1588-92. It is

possible that two or even three distinct words are
confused under

baffle.']

I. To disgrace. [Cf. Sc. BAUCHLE, F. frafoiift-.']

1 1. To subject to public disgrace or infamy ; spec.
to disgrace a perjured knight with infamy.' Obs.
1548 H.M.I. Chnm. <i8oqi 559 He was content that the

Scottes shoukle Baffull hym, which is a great reproache
among the Scottes, and is used when a man is openly per-
jured, and then they make of him an Image paynted re-
verted with hys heles upwarde, with hys name wonderynge
'-ryenge and blowing out of hym with homes. 1570 in

Churchyard Cliippfs 118171 127, I will baffull your good
name, sounde with the trumpet your dishonour, and paint
your pictor with the heeles vpwara, and beate it in ile^pi.yht
of yourselfe. 1596 SKMXSER /'. ('. vi. vii. 27 He by tht heels
him hung upon a tree And bafful'd so, that all which passed
by The picture of his punishment might see. [See also v.

iil. 37.] 1613 BEAI M. Fi.. Hon. Man's 1-ort. m. i, Have
his disgrace talk for Tobacco shops, His picture bafful'd.
1660 Gctttl. Call, v. 71 A Maxime among the Swordmen,
That he that has once been baffled, is ever after an incom-
petent Challenger.

1 2. gen. To disgrace, treat with contumely. Obs.
I59> NASHE /'. /V/7t'i.v^ i7b, Should we., borrow all out

of others . . our names should be baffuld on euerie IJooke-
sellers stall. 1609 Kp. HAU. J)issitas. Popery 116271 642
A religion that baffoules all temporall priuces, making them
stand bare-foot at their great bishops gate. 1693 SHAOWLLL
I'olHHtccrs iv. i, This confounded beau . . will tell all the
town what men he bafles.

1 3. To speak to or of in terms of contempt ;
to

vilify,
' run down.' Obs.

1674 MARVELL A\-k. Transp. n. 291 You run down and
Baffle that serious business of Regeneration.

II. To cheat, juggle, bewilder, confound, foil.

[Cf. F. beffler and bafouer]
f 4. To hoodwink, gull, cheat. Obs.
i 1590 GKKKXE I'r. llacon v. 83 But friends are men, and

love can baffle lords. 1609 AKMIN Ital. T,iyl,v 118801 178
Such deedes must haue a reach of wit To barfill such as he.

1649 MILTON Eikon. 163 The Scots would not be baflVd
with the pretence of a Coronation Oath. 1653 Hirtlitigs
Wks. '1851) 360 They cry out Sacrilege, that Men will not
be gull'd and baffl'd . . by giving credit to frivolous Pre-
tences of divine Right. 1726 Du FOE ffi'st. Devil n. viii.

(1840* 292 He had not a mind to cheat or baffle the poor
mall.

t5. intr. To juggle, shuffle, quibble. Obs.

1656 TKAI-P lixp. Matt. xxv. n Trifling and baffling with
Christ, a 1677 BARROW m-s III. i8oiT.) To what purpose
can it be to juggle and baffle for a time? a

17^33 NORTH
Life Guilfordd&oEt II. 78 iD.) The vexatious side baffled
before the master, as long as he could, upon trifles.

t b. To baffle out or au<ay ; trans.\ Obs.

1643 MILTON Divorce Introd. Wks. 118511 12 To have
eluded and baffl'd out all Faith and chastity from the mar-
riagebed. 1653 W. MKWK in Hartlib Kef. Comnni'. />'<

47 Helicks of his goodness, whereof we have baffled away
the better part.

1 6. trans. To bewilder, confuse, confound. Obi.
16490;. DANIEL Triitarcn., Hen. V. 364 Let the rude Noyse

of Bells enchant Dull Ears, And Bon-lires baffle Eyes. 1691
R. I.ESTRANCE Josfp/ius' H 'ars i. xx. ( 17331 605 And does not
despair of baffling the Truth with a Trick. <i 17041'. DROWN
O.v/. Sclwlars Wks. 1730 I. 12 Their understandings have
been so baffled with phrases and distinctions.

t 7. To confound, bring to confusion, bring to

nought. Obs.

1649 MILTON fcikon, xxvii. 511 Whose sole word and will
shall baffle . . what all the wisdom of a Parlament hath bin
deliberately framing. 1709 STKELE it ADD. Tatltr No. 160
F 15 To baffle Reproach with Silence. 1812 CRABBE Parting
Hoitr 224 A wish so strong, it baffled his repose.
8. To defeat anyone in his efforts

;
to frustrate

or confound his plans, to foil: a. a person.
1675 TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics xxi. 338 He is baffled from

the acquisition of the most great and beautiful things. 1711
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WOLLASTON Relig. Xat. v. 81 Both the beginnings and the
ends of things . . all conspire to baffle us. 1753 HOGARTH
Anal. Beauty v. 24 An old cunning one has baffled, and
out-run the dogs. 1883 KROUDE Short Stud. IV. i. x. m
Baffled by a problem which he has done his best to solve.

b. actions, faculties, efforts, plans.
1692 HENTLEY Boyle Lect. 15 Whose Stolidity can baffle all

Arguments. 1751 JOHNSON KaniU. No. 177 p 8 How fatally
human sagacity was sometimes baffled. 1781 }. MOORK
View Soc. It. I. i. 4 A rapidity which baffles all description.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 164 To baffle curiosity by
dry and guarded answers. 1868 FREKMAN Xornt. Conij.
118761 II. vii. 107 The murderer baffled pursuit.
c. Often said of the wind and weather defeating

the efforts of a ship to advance.
1748 ANSON I'ry. n. ix. 224 We were baffled for near a

month . . with tempestuous weather. 1833 MARRYAT /'.

Simfk (18631 102 If the wind does not baffle us, we shall
weather. 1860 MAURV Phys. Gcog. Sea viii. 378 This cur-
rent which baffled and beat back this fleet.

t 9. To baffle out of: to do out of by baffling (in
various senses) ; to cheat, juggle, shuffle, confuse,

cajole, manoeuvre (one) out of anything. Obs.
1653 XEKDIIAM tr. SeUrn's Mare Cl. 467 So bold as to

. . endeavour to baffle him out of his Rights. 1673 Laity's
Call. i. v. 20. 38 He . . whom the fear of suffering can
baffle out of anything he thinks just and honest. 1695 furl.
dissolved by Deatk P'ccss Orangf t 54 They were baffled
and bantered out of their Design. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa
(iSiti II. xxxv. 258 Parents will not be baffled out of their
children by impudent gentlemen.

III. 10. intr. To struggle ineffectually ;
to

move, act, or exert oneself in a futile manner. (In
north, dial. MAHHLE.'
1860 Times 27 Feb., The ill-fated ship was seen baffling

with a gale from the N. W. 1865 CARLYLE FmU: (,'/. IV.
103 Let the Pandours baffle about.

Baffle (ba-f'l), rf.l
[f. prec. vb.]

1 1. Disgrace, affront. Obs.

1-1645 HOWELL Lett. (17261 n. xiv, You will be free from
all baffles and affronts. 1692 Br. ELY Ansit'. 'J'niu'fistone
A iij, It sculkt and durst not show its head, till they imagined
that Baffle was forgot.

f2. A shuffle; quibbling, trifling. Obs.

1783 AINSWORTH Lai. Diet. i.Morelll, A baffle, ffiigx. It is

all a baffle, J/ovr nng& sitnt.

f3. Confusion, discomfiture, check. Obs.
1628 K AKI.K Micrtwsni. Ixiv. 138 Other men's modesty . .

rescues him many times from a baffle. 1670 COTTON l-'.spcr.
ii">[ n. vni. 373 After this baffle her Army had receiv'd.

.11745 Swni ~H7.:s. 11841111. 72 That slight baffle it received
at us first appearance in public.
4. The state of one who is baffled or bewildered.
1843 FOSIKR in f.i/O; Carr. 1184611!. 458, I remained in

a kind of baffle between that perfectly preserved image, and
his actual appearance.
5. = liAKKLKIi. Also attrib.
1881 Kcho 12 Dec. 6/1 There is a fire-brick 'baffle' above,

on which the hot air is discharged. 1882 Xatitre XXV.
220 A kind of baffle plate hung at the back of the grate.

t Ba-ffle, .'/>.- Obs. pfor Sc, BAUCHLK.] ?A
worn-out horse.

1639 T. ni. <iRi:v Contpl. Horsein. 4 lades and baffles, un.
useful] and unprofitable.

Baffled (ixv-fld), ///. a.
[f. KAFFLK v. + -ED.]

fl. Disgraced, dishonoured. Obs.

1671 MIUON Samson 1237 Go, baffled coward. 1828 SCOTT
/'. M. Perth III. 202 Kvcry worthy knight would hold you
a baffled, forsworn caitiff.

2. Confounded, discomfited, checked or foiled.

a 1659 CLEVELAND Gen.Pottm$\\>T]i 14 Till baffled I'oetry
hangs down the head. 1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. 14 This baffled
and hypocritical Sham. 1732 LEDIAKIJ Sct/ws II. x. 440 To
baffled reason lovedisdains to yield. 1860 KLLicoTT/.^/iro///'
/,,">v/iii. 114 The baffled Tempter departs,

Bafflement (bnrflment). [f. BAFFLE v. +
-MENT.] The action of baffling or fact of being
baffled

; frustration, defeat in aim or endeavour.
1841 Blackiv. Mag. XLIX, 462 The constant bafflement

all their attempts meet with. 1874 BI.ACKIK Self-Cult. 77
Associated in his mind with bafflement and defeat.

Baffler (b^-flai). [f. as prcc. +-EiU.] He who
or that which baffles.

f 1. A juggler, trickster ; a trifler, Obs.
1606 HOLLAND Sneton. 72 Fortune tellers, iuglers, and

Baflors. ^1677 BARROW Serin. (1687) I. xiv. 108 To deal seri-

ously, were to yield too much respect to such a baffler.

2. He who or that which bewilders, confounds,
defeats effort, or foils purposes.
1677 PLOT O-vfordsh. 42 Kxperience, that great baffler of

speculation. 170* BAYNARD Cold Baths ti. 11709) 367 That
Baffler of our Profession, the (lout. 1877 M. ARNOLD Etnped.
on Etna i. n, Bafflers of our own prayers.
3. A contrivance used in stoves and furnaces, for

interrupting the natural course of the heated air,

and causing it to pass in another direction.
1861 RANKINE Steam Eng. 261 Large boiler flues are some-

times provided with bafflers; that is, projecting partitions
which compel the hot gases to take a circuitous course.

Ba filing, vbl. sh. [f. BAFFLK v. -*- -ING '.]

\ 1. Treatment with insult or contumely. Obs.
1602 WARNER A Ih. Eng. xin. Ixxvii. 116121 320 The baffling

of those Gods themselues, in those ribaldious plaies. 1620
DEKKKR Dreame 11860) 14 That face .. put vp spellings,
baffulings, buffetings.

f 2. Quibbling ; trifling. Obs.

1653 S. FISHER Baby Bapt. To Kdr. 2 Absolute Absurdi-
ties, Babish Battings.

3. Discomfiture of endeavour, aim, purpose, etc.

1689 Ath-anf. Pres, Settlement 13 The absolute baffling of

BAG.
that Dispensing Power. 1860 Ptsty Mia. Praph. 48g A
like baffling of hope.
Ba filing, ///. a.

[f. as prec. + -INu-.]
1. Bewildering ; that defeats skill or endeavour.

and baffling.

2. Naut. Of winds : That blow about and make
straight sailing impracticable ; shifting, variable.
1771-84 COOK Voy. (i7oo>V. 1860 We had baffling light

air.s, but the wind soon settled at S. 1813 BYRON Island n.
xxi, I saw her in the doldrums

; (or the wind Was light and
baffling. 18540. RICHARDSON Univ. Code\, 798= Havcyou
had baffling winds?

Ba-fflingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LT *.] In a baf-

fling manner
; confusingly.

1879 R - STEVENSON Trim. Ceveimes 190 Objects . . grew
indistinct and melted bafflingly into each other.

Ba fflingness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] Baffling
quality. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Baft. Also 6 boffeta, 6-8 bafta, 9 baftah

[Prob. a. Pers. i^.. > baft, wrought, woven.] A
kind of coarse and cheap (generally cotton) fabric,

originally of oriental manufacture, but now made
in Great Britain for export, especially to Africa.

1598 W. PHILLIPS Linschoten's Trar. hid. 18 Cotton Lin-
nen of various sorts . . Hoffetas. 1611 PURCHAS I'ilgr. 1. 347
Baftas or white Callicos. 17*2 I.oml. (iaz. No. 6079/7 A
Parcel of. .Pelongs, Cuttanees, chequer'd Bafts, Nillaes, etc.

1779 FORREST 1^'oy. .V. Guinea 106 They purchase blue and
red baftaes from the Chinese. 1845 STOC^UEI.ER llandbk.
Krit. India 118541 *95 Some silk manufactories here [Bhau-
gulpore] . . produce a coarse stuff, called baftah. 1876 R.
BL-KTON Gorilla L. I. 155 Blue baft from which the stiffening
has been washed out.

Baft ^baft), aih'. and prep. Forms : I beseftan,
beeftan, -on, -en, 1-3 bsefte, 2 bieften, befte,

3 biseften, biaften, (bafftenn), baften, beefte,

bafte, 4 bafft, ; be-aft, 3-4, 7-9 baft. [OE. bexftan,
{. be by, at + aj'tan

= Goth, a/tana behind. Cf. AFT.]
A. adv.

1. Of place : Behind, in the rear ; in later usage
only nautical: Astern, aft, abaft, arch.

.885 K. vEl.FRED Orm. i. x. 3 Mice! Sies heres 3e mid
hiere bea:ftan w;es. 1205 LAY. 26927 pa weoren hep biuoren,
and P.ruttes biaften. a 1300 E. E. I'salter Ixxviii. 66 He
Mnate his faas in baft. 1:1315 E. E. A Hit. /'. C. 148 pe bur
ber to hit baft bat braste alle her gere. 1687 Ltmti. Ca^. No.
2272 '4 Ixjng Hatches from Fore and baft. l-j^gLfliiti.Mag.
XXVII I. 32 The powder room, .was be-aft. 1837 MARRYAT
ppg.l-Und xiii,

' Are they all forward ?
'

. .
' Yes . . not one

soul baft.'

1 2. Of time : After. Obs. rare.

iw>5 LAV. 31946 Hit ilomp inne frimdae^en, feor her biaeften.

f B. prep. [orig. only the adv. with dative of

reference.] Behind, to the rear of. Obs.
aSoo (>. E. Citron, an. 755 paes cyninges Jesnas |* him l>e

jcftan w;erun [/,,/, breftonj . . pa men ^e he be jeftan him
laefde xr [Laud, be aefton]. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xvi. 23
Gang baiftan me, Satanas ! c 1160 Hatton G. ibid., Gange
befte me. c 1200 (_>KMIN 14688 Tacc J>ser an shep baffteim

J>in bacc. 1205 LAV. 26957 Richer and Beduer wenden heom
bafte. r 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1333 Uiaften bak he sa3 a s[clep.
( 1400 Bcryn 1576 Kuery man . . tofore the Shipp & bafft.

t Bafts, adv. Obs. In 5 baftys. [f. BAFTfl//^.,

with adverbial genitive -s, -cs.] Behind.
c 1400 Cw. Myst. 180 I,etc no barne beleve on bete baftys.

Bag (.bseg), sb. Forms : 3-7 bagge. 6-7 bagg,

4- bag. [Karly ME. fagge : cf. ON. baggi 'bag,

pack, bundle' vnot elsewhere in Teutonic); also

OK. bague, Pr. bagtta baggage, med.L baga chest,

sack. The Eng. was jx>ssibly from the ON.
;
but

the source of this, as well as of the Romanic words,
is unknown

;
the Celtic derivation suggested by

Diez is not tenable : Gaelic bag is from English.
Of connexion with Teutonic *bafgi-z, Goth, batgs,
OK. b^lg, favlz, <W/*, whence BELLY, BELLOWS, and
the cogn. Celtic /'f/f, balg, there is no evidence.]

I. General sense.

1. A receptacle made of some flexible material

closed in on all sides except at the top (where also

it generally can be closed") ;
a pouch, a small sack.

c 1230 Ancr. R. 168 Hit is beggares rihte uorte beren bagge
on bac ; & burgeises for to beren purses. Ibid., Trusseaus,
& purses, baggen, & packes. 1362 I,A NCI.. /'. PL A. Prol.

41 Tit heor Bagges and heore Balies weren [bratful] I-crom-
met. (1440 Protnp. Parv. 21 Bagge, or poke: Sticcnltts.

1513 Bk. Kcruyngc in Babves Bk. 267 Haue fyue or syxe
bagge.s for your ypocras to renne in, it . . basyns to stande
vnder your bagges. 1535 COVERDALE i Sam. xvii. 40 And

Bit
them in the shepardes bagge which he had. 1622 K.

AU KISS Voy. S. Sea (1847) 80 Any man that putteth himself
into the enemies port, had need of Argus eyes, and the wind
in a bagge. 1626 BACON Sylva 6 Passing it through a
wooien bagg. 1653 WALTON Angler 138 He would usually
take three or four worms out of his bag. 1662 FULLER
Worthies <i8n)II. 579 (D.) Our English by-word to express
such betwixt whom there is apparent odds of strength,

* He
is able to put him up in a Bagge.' i864Tt:NNVsoN En, Ard,

63 The younger people, .with bag and basket, .went nutting.

b. Green bag> blue bag : a barrister's brief-bag.
1712 ARBL'THSOT John Bull( 1755* 29 You will carry a green

bag yourself, rather than we shall make an end of our law-

suit. 1788 in G. Rose Diaries (1860) I. 96 Mr. Pitt had re-

solved . .

'

to take his blue bag, and return to the bar.'

2. With various substantives defining its purpose,



BAG.

the two words being hyphened, as air-, breaii-,

cloak-, game-, mail-, money-, fast-, soot-, travel-

ling-. See also CARPET-BAG, NOSE-BAG, WIND-BAG.
1711 ADDISON Sptct. No. 3*8 The Hill of Many Bags,

and the Heaps of Mony. 1711 STEELE ibid. No. 132 P i

His Cloke-bag was fixed in the Seat of the Coach. 1716 in

/.and. Gaz. No. 5411/4 Pistol- Bags of grey Cloth. 1782 A.
MONRO Compar. Anat. 60 The construction and dilatation
of the air-bag. 1814 MOORK fast Bag 284 The honour and
delight of first ransacking the Post Bag. 1836 MARRYAT
Midsh. Easy xii, There's nothing about bread bags in the
articles of war, sir. 1837 CARI.YLE Fr. Rev. III. iv. v. 234
Our '

redoubts of cotton-bags
'

are taken. 1862 GRIFFITHS
Artill. Man. 220 Three feeds in the corn-bag. 1863 KINGS-
LKY Water-Bab. \. 18 Not if it's in the bottom of the soot-

bag. 1883 Fisheries E.rtiit>. Catal. 217 Travelling-bags . .

steamer
_
bags, tourists' bags, railroad bags, pic-nic bags,

ilress-suit bags, hand bags, shopping bags, brief bags.
II. Specific uses.

3. = Money-bag, purse.
i393Gowi:R Con/. II. 284 Be so the bagge and he [the

avarous] accorden, Him reccheth nought what men re-
corden Of him. 1530 PALSGR. 196/2 Bagge, a purse. 157*
Lament, Laity Scot, in Scat. Poems i6tA C. (iSoil II. 249
fiif sum sect knaw that they haue geir or baggs. 1596 Hi-.

BARLOW Three Serin. \. 120 Laying the payment . . vpon
their parentes bagges. 1611 BIBLE John xii. 6 Because he
was a thief, and had the bag. 1633 Br. HALL Hani Texts
230 A wealthy foole doth in vain hope by all his bagges to

purchase wisedome. 1765 TUCKER /,/. ,\a.t. II. 519 The
covetous man likes to count over his bags.
1 4. poet, in //. Bagpipes. 06s. Cf. pipes.
c 1175 MAPES Body <$ Soul 50 This pipers that this bagges

blewen. 1790 Scots Son^s 1 1. 36 Then to his bags he Hew
wi' speed, About the drone he twisted.

5. A small silken pouch to contain the back-hair
of a wig ; cf. BAG-WIG.
1701 Land. Gaz. No. 3864/4 A short man . . wears a Peruke

tyd up in a Bag. 1793 T. JF.FFERSON H'rii. (1830) IV. 487
It was understood . . tnat gentlemen should be dressed in

bags. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nfkons Fun. 13 Two attendants
. . in full mourning dress, with black gowns, swords, and
bags. 1865 CARLVLE Frcdk. Gt. II. vi. vii. 213 He cannot . .

change the graceful French bag into the strict Prussian
queue in a moment.
6. A measure of quantity for produce, van-ing

according to the nature of the commodity.
1679 KEULOE Popish I'lot 15 Removing some Baggs of

Hopps. 1731 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., A bag of almonds . . is

about 3 hundred weight. 1845 Morn. Cnran. 22 Nov. 5/2
Potatoes . . There are three bushels to the bag.
7. = Mail-bag, post-bag; mail.
1702 Land. Gaz. No. 3814/4 Write byOnnskirk Bag. 1781

COVVTF.K Lett. 23 May, The boy has lost the bag in which
your letter must have been. 1814 MOORE Post Bag 283
The Bag from which the following Letters are selected.

t 8. Med. A kind of poultice. Obs.

'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Bag . , a kind of fomentation
. . of proper ingredients, inclosed in a bag.
9. Sporting. = Game-bag ; hence, the contents of

a game-bag, the quantity of fish or game however
large (embracing e.g. elephants and buffaloes)
killed at one time

; the produce of a hunting, fish-

ing, or shooting expedition.
1486 fife. St. A Mans B

iij ,
Ye most take a partrich in yowre

bagge. 1530 PALSGR. 196/2 A fauconner's bagge, gitissitn.
1863 SJ-EKE Discov. Nile 36 'The bags' we made counted
two brindled gnu, four water-boc, one pallah-boc, and one
pig. 1865 RUSKIN Sesame i. 84 The chance of a brace or
two of game less in your own bag in a day's shooting. 1867
F. FRANCIS Angling \. u88ol 29 The artist in roach-fishing
alone will make a fair bag on an indifferent day.
fif. 1881 SIR W. HAKCOI-RT Sp. Glasfoiv 26 Oct., Lord
Salisbury and Sir S. Northcote .. had a rattling day at New.
castle and Beverley but I ask myself what is their bag >

III. Transferred senses ; bag-like objects.
10. An udder, a dug.
1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. Feb. 81 Thy Ewes, that wont to

haue blowen bags. 164: H. MOKE Pre-exist. Soul xlvii. (D.)
Those wicked Hags . . whose writhled bags Foul fiends
oft suck. 1697 L)Rvr>EN Virg. Eclog. ix. 4I So may thyCows their burden'd Bags distend. 1784 TWAMLEY Dairy.
'"g9^ Cows with good bags. 1856 KMF.RSON Eng. Trails
v. 99 The cow is sacrificed to her bag, the ox to his surloin.

11. A sac (in the body of animal) containing
honey, poison, etc. (Chiefly^.)
1529 LATIMER Semi. (1844! 20 Yet there may remain a bag

of rusty malice, 2j years old, in thy neighbour's bosom. 1590
SHAKS. Mid. .V. in. i. 171 The honie-bags steale from the
humble Bees, a 1700 DRVDEN (}.) The swelling poison of the
several sects Shall burst its bag. 1818 BYRON Juan i. ccxiv,Hived in our bosoms like the bag o' the bee. 1837 CARI.YLE
Fr. Rev. II. i. iv. 33 While sting and poison-bag were left.

12. A baggy place, a fold.

IS7> M ASCAL G<rvt. Cattle ( 1627) ifc Bagge, is in the weckes
of the horse mouth.
13. //. The stomach, entrails. (North dial,
and Sf.)
14. Coal-Min. A cavity filled with gas or water.
a 1733 NORTH Life Guilford (1808) I. 286 (D.) An account

of a bag of water, which was broke in his greatest colliery.
1851 Coal-tr. Terms Northnmbld. >, Dnrh., Rag of lias,
a cavity found occasionally in fiery seams of coal, containing
highly condensed gas.

15. Naut. 'Bag of the Head-rails, the lowest part
. . or that part which forms the sweep of the rail.'

Smyth Sailor s Word-bit. 1867.
16. fig- Clothes that hang loosely about the

wearer ; (vulgarly) trousers.
1860 SMILV.S Self-Helf,

;

vii. 180 He .. only appears stout
because he puts himself into those bag* 'trousers'.
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IV. Phrases.

17. Bag of bones : an emaciated living being.
The whole bag of tricks : every expedient, every-
thing (in allusion to the fable of ' the Fox and the
Cat ). / the bottom of the bag: remaining as a
last resource or expedient.
1659 REYNOLDS in Burton Diary 118281 IV. 447 If this be

done, which is in the bottom of the bag, and must be done,
we shall . . be able to buoy upour reputation. 1838 DICKENS
O. Tmist iv. 64 There, get down stairs, little bag o' bones.
1848 KINGS LEY Saint's Trag. iv. iii. 204, 1 am almost ashamed
to punish A bag of skin and bones.

18. f To turn to bag and wallet : to become a

beggar. To give (one) the bag to hold: to engage-
any one while taking the opportunity to slip away,
to leave in the lurch. To give the bag to : to leave
without warning (obs.) ; also in mod. dial., to dis-

miss (a servant, etc.) [Cf. To give the SACK.]
To let the cat out of the bag: to disclose the secret.
To empty the bag ;Fr. vii/cr lesac) : to tell the whole
story, finish the discussion.

159* GREENE Upst. Courtier in ffarl. Misc. iMalh.l II.

I fear our oares haue giuen us the bag. 1647 Speedy flnl-

ff Cne i He being sometime an Apprentice on London
bridge . . gave his Master the bag. 1760 Loiui. Mag,XXIX. 224 We could have wished that the author . . had
not let the cat out of the bag. 1793 T. JEFFERSON ll'rit.

11859) IV. 7 She will leave Spain the bag to hold. 1823
Scon- Peverilvu, She gave me the bag to hold, and was
smuggling in a corner with a rich old Puritan.

19. Bag and baggage : orig. a military phrase
denoting all the property of an army collectively,
and of the soldiers individually; hence the phrase,
originally said to the credit of an army or general,
to inarch out (with) bag and baggage (

= Fr. vie ft

bagties sauves], i. e. with all belongings saved,
without surrender of anything; to make an honour-
able retreat. Xow used depreciatively to express
the absolute character of any one's departure : to
clear out completely, 'and a good riddance too!'
77/61

bag and baggage policy : see last two quots.
[1422 RVMER Faxiera X. 206/2 iDe salvo conductul Cum

armaturis . . bonis . . bogeis, baggagiis.] 1525 Lu. BURNERS
I'nnss. II. xxiii. 59 We haue with vs all our bagges and bag-
gages . . that we haue wonne . . by armes. Ibid. I. cccxx.
497 So all the men of warre within departed with bag and
baggage. 1544 C/iron. Grey friars { 1852) 47 The kynge gavethem alle there lyffes and pardynd them to goo with bagge
and bagges. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (16761 922 To go safely
with bag and baggage, never to return. 1600 SHAKS. A. }'.

L. in. ii. 170 Let vs make an honorable retreit, though not
with bagge and baggage, yet with scrip and scrippage. i 1620
MIDDLE-TOM Witch 11778) 35 To kick this fellow . . And send
him downe stayres with his bag and baggage. 1667 Loin/.
,01. No. 163/2 Upon honorable conditions, marching off

115 The king sent them packing bag and baggage. 1876
GLADSTONE Bulgarian Horrors 61 The Turks . . iheir Zap-
tiehs and their Mudirs. . their Kaimakams and their Pashas,
one and all, bag and baggage, shall, I hope, clear out fn

authority.

V. Comb, and Attrib.

1. General relations : a. attrib., as bag-fox ; b.

objective, as bag-bcarei;-bearing, -maker, -making;
c. similative and parasynthetic, as bag- bedded,
-cheeked, -like, -shaped.
1598 ROWLANDS Betray. Christ 24 Apostle once, increas-

ing Christ's eleuen, Bagbearer, to the charge of purse as-

sign'd. 1853 KANE Grinnell Ej:p. xxix. 11856) 254 A night
upon the ice, tented and bag-bedded. 1839 CARLYLE Cliart-

II

a- - .. ......... bagmaking
becomes sheer business, and you have a tame monotony of
sport. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat.

<$ Phys. II. 969/1 A dilated
bag-shaped crop.

2. Special combinations : Bag-fox, a fox brought
alive in a bag to be turned out before the hounds ;

t bag-granado, a grenade enclosed in a bag ;

bag-muff, a muff containing a pouch which serves
as a bag ; bag-net, a bag-shaped net for catching
fish, insects, etc. ; bag-rod, a fishing-rod which
can be taken to pieces and carried in a case ; bag-
sleeve, a sleeve tight at the wrist and baggy above;
bag-wolf (cf. bag-fox).
1741 Cotnpl. Fam.-riece 11. i. 296 Sometimes he is reserved

alive, and hunted another Day, which is called a*Bag-Fox.
1814 C. MATKEWS Mem. II. 319 They turned out a "bag-
fox and we had a good run of three miles. 1638-48 (1
DANIEL Eclog. v. 238 These *Bag-Granadoes Hie Still to

BAGATELLE.
"bag-sleeve, tight at the wrist. 1862 M. NAPIER Life Lif.
Dundee II. 151 No more 'bag-wolves to afford such sport.

Bag ;baeg), v.i
[f. the sb.j

1. intr. To swell out as a bag, to bulge ; Naut.
to drop away from the direct course, to sag.

bag-net fixed to an iron hoop. 1848 HARDY in Proc. Bct-m.
Nat. CM II. vi. 321 A *bag-net, which . .secured the beetles.
1787 BEST Angling ,i These *bag-rods .. go up in a small
compass. 1844 R. HART Aiitif. Norfolk xxii. 69 A sort of

142 Sometimes one side of the ear is good corn, and the other
bags .. and .. will be smutty. 1676 R. WISEMAN (J.) The
skin . . bagged, and had a porringer full of matter in it.

a 1848 MARRYAT A'. Reefer xxxvi, He was bagging to lee-

ward, like a. .barge laden with a hftvy-stack.
b. To hang loosely like clothes that are too big.
1824 W. IRVING T. Trot'. 1.265 Coat, which bagged loosely

about him. 1859 I. TAYLOR Logic in Theol. 205 Dingy em-
broidered trappings, .seen bagging upon the wooden effigies.

1 2. intr. To be pregnant. (Also to be bagged.)
a 1400 [see BAGGED]. 1530 PALSGR. 442/2, I bagge, as a doe

dothe that is with faune . . Se howe yonder doe is bagged.
1589 WARNER AH'. Eng. vi. xxx. 11597' 148 Wei, Venn;,
shortly bagged, and ere long was Cupid bread. 1603 HOL-
LAND Mutant's Mar. 597 iR.) The females, or does . . will
conceive and be bagged. 1616 [see BAGGED].
3. trans. To cause to swell or bulge ; to cram full.

1583 STASYHUKST Aeneis n. (Arb.) 51 Thee mischeuus en-

gyn, Ful bagd with weapons. 1620 Eccl. Proc. Ditrh.,
M*zvcaste-0tt-'f,, The chest., was bagd up with monyc.
a 1656 HP. HALL Fall of Pride Wks. II. 408 (T.I How doth
an unwelcome dropsie bagge up the eyes. 1757 SMI AION in

/'/;//. Trans. L. 204 Almost all the lights [windows] in the
church, tho' not broke were bagged outward.
4. trans. To put into a bag or bags. To bag up :

to put up in a bag ; to shut or store up generally.
'573;

TUSSER lltisl'. 118781139 Good husbandrie baggethvp
gold in his chest. 1577 HOI.IN.SIIED England in. viii. 54
They [saffron chives] are dried and pressed into cakes, and
then bagged up. 1711 Act in Land. Gaz. No. 4874/1 The
precise Day. .on which, .they shall Bag. .their Hops. 1798
W. HvrroxAlttobiog. 12, I undressed, bagged upmy things
in decent order, and prepared for rest. 1870 LUWELL Study
li'iud. i Stopping . . to bag a specimen.
5. To put game killed into a bag ; also, to kill

game (without reference to the bag).
1814 Maiitli. .Mag. XXXVII. 238 To allow the royal

sportsman to bag more birds than himself. 1844 HAWKLK
Instr. Vng. Sportsmen 148 To bag a dozen head of game
without missing. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany ix. 150 My friend
thus bagged two wolves.

6. collet;. To seize, catch, take possession of, steal.
1818 MOORE Fudge Fam. Paris vi, Who can help to bag

a few, When Sidmouth wants a death or two. 1824 BYKON
Juan XVI. Ixii, The constable . . Had bngg'd this poacher
upon Nature's manor. 1857 HVGHKS Tom Bnr.i'ti n. iii.

268 The idea of being led up to the Doctor . . for bagging
fowls. 1861 MAX MVLI.KR Chipsut&o* II. .vxiv. 243 Astray
story may thus be bagged in the West-end of London.

Bag, v.-
; also 7 bagge, y badge. [Origin not

ascertained: cf. HATCH.] To cut corn, pease, or beans,
with a bagging or badging hook : see quot. 1865.

1697 AUBREY H'ilts, .MS. R. Sac. 123 i Halliw. I They can-
not mowe it with a scythe, but they cutt it with such a
hooke as they doe bagge pease with. 1830 Edin. Emyil.
XIV. 234 They [beans] are bagged like wheat. \96^Gart f.

<V Farmer's Vade M. n. 123 The corn is either mown, or
reaped, or bagged. In '

bagging,' as it is called, a heavy
hook is used : a wisp of straw is cut first and doubled up. or
a stick is used instead, held in the left hand, and with the

right the heavy hook is driven against the corn close to
the ground, and so, by successive strokes, the corn is cut,
perhaps a foot deep, up against the standing crop ; the wisp
or stick in the left hand serving to guide it to a standing
place. 1877 K. WARBLRTON Poems 23 Sweet to see corn-
fields badged, and wheatsheaf bound.

II Bagasse (bagars). [a. F. bagasse, ad. Sp.
bagaio, husks of olives, grapes, etc., after pressing ;

perh. a variant oibagage 'lumber, trash' (Minsheu),
with augmentative suffix -azo : cf. BAGGAGE 4.]
The refuse products in sugar-making, whether from
the cane or from beet.

1854 in URE Diet. Arts. 1881 HEDGES Sng. Canes 23 On
the opposite side of the mill is another apron, for conveying
the Bagasse. 1882 Coiitemf. Kn>. Sept. 360.

Baga-sse-buTuer, a furnace for consuming
bagasse.
1883 Century Mag. Jan. 391 The huge, square, red brick

bagasse-burner, into which the residuum of crushed sugar-
cane passes.

Bagatelle (bc^gate-l). Forms; 7 bagatell,
baggatelle, bagatello, 7-8 bagatel, 8- bagatelle,
[a. F. bagatelle, ad. It. bagatella, a dim. form
which Diez attaches to Parmesan bagata a little

property, prob. from baga : see BAAGE. With
bagatello, cf. -ADO

stiff. 2. Formerly quite natural-
ized in sense I, now scarcely so; sense 2 is purely
Eng. in origin and use.]
1. A trifle, a thing of no value or importance.
ciS4S HOWELL Lett. II. xxi, Your trifles and bagatels

are ill bestowed upon me. 1658 J. ROBINSON Eudoxa i. 4
Every particular thing, .even unto the smallest bagatelle's.
1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. 102 (D.) To please themselves with
toyes and bagatelloes. 1679 MRS. BEHN Feigned Court.
M. i, Ah Baggatelles, Seignior, Baggatelles. (11733 NORTH
Exam. n. v. F 100 He makes a ineer Bagatel of it. 1786 T.
JEFFERSON ll'rit. 1859 I. 566 As to the satisfaction for slaves
carried off, it is a bagatelle. 1872 BAKER Nile Trio. iv. 53The bona fide tax is a bagatelle to the amounts squeezed
from him by the . . soldiery.

b. A piece of verse or music in a light style.
1827 Gent. Mac. XCVII. 11. 618 The best amatory anil

pastoral bagatelles in our language. 1880 r,Rovi: />/cA



BAGFUL.

.1/s., Bagatelle, n short piece of pianoforte music in a li^hl

style.

j-C. attrib. or as adj. Trifling, trumpery. Obs.

1637 HASTWICK Litany i. 17 All which they haue . . ouer-

throwne with their baggatelle invention.

2. A game played on a table having a semi-

circular end at which are nine holes. The balls used

are struck from the opposite end of the board with

a cue. The name is sometimes applied to a modi-

fied form of billiards known also as semi-billiards.

1819 /'. O. Lend. Direct. 343 Thurston, John .. Milliard

Table and Bagatelle Manufacturer. 1854 MAYHKW Lontt.

Laiwtr\\\. 298 They have cards and bagatelle to keep them.

b. attrib. as bagatelle-ball, -board, -room.

1837 DICKENS Pick-iv. xiv, A bagatelle-board on the first

floor. 1854 MAYHKW Land, Labour II. 19 The numbered
sockets in a bagatelle-board. 1863 H. KINGSI.KY.-J. Elliot II.

xvii. 235 Austin went on knocking the bagatelle-balls about.

Bage, bager, obs. forms of BADGE, BADGES.

Bagful (bce-gful). [f. BAG J/;. + -FUL.] As
much as a bag will contain.

c 1305 St. Sivitkin 57 in E. K. P. (18621 45 Mid a baggeful
ofeiren : a womman ^ercoin. 1581 J. BKU, Haddon's Ansiv.

Osor. 7 Love us with a bagge full of love. 1856 K.ANK Arct.

IL.rp. II. vii. 84 Six half-bushel bagfuls of frozen water.

Baggage ,b3G-ged^). Forms : 5-6 bagage, 6

bagguage, baggadge, ;badgage .bagige, 5- bag-

gage, [a. OF. bagage (ifith c. in Littre) 'property

packed up for carriage' (
- Pr. bagatge, Sp. bagage ,

i. bagiter 'to tie up, hind, truss up,' or f. the cogn.

nb.bagueS) i.e. 'bundles, packs' (used, much earlier,

in the same sense as the collective bagage)) pi. of

hague = Pr. bagua, It. and late L. baga ; cf. BAG.

Sense 4, not in Fr., is found in Sp. faagaife ; 6

and 7 have been referred by various etymologists
to F. bagasse (

= r.baguassat Sp. bagasa, It. baga-

scia\ with which they coincide in sense
;
but no

formal connexion has been traced ; they also arise

naturally enough out of those that precede, and
seem really to be senses of this word, at most
influenced in use by the F. bagasse. The latter is

itself of uncertain origin. See Littre.]

Commonly collective in senses i -4 (formerly occas.

with/"/.) ;
in senses 5-7 an ordinary sb. with//.

1. The collection of property in packages that

one takes along with him on a journey ; portable

property ; luggage. (Now rarely used in Great

Britain for ordinary
'

luggage* carried in the hand
or taken with one by public conveyance ;

but the

regular term in U. S.)
c 1430 rot, Rcl, i^ L. Poems (18661 18 To gete hem Bagage,

put hem sylfTe in prees. c i45Q'C"^rtwcrV/V<v/,
-c\Vks. (Kell)

101 Was left not one, Horse, male, trusse, ne baggage. 1530
PALSGH. 196/2 Haggage, baguaige. 1578 T. N, tr. Cong. II'.

India 23 Indians., to serve and to cary baggage. 1703
MAVXDREM, Journ. Jems, (1732) n Arrived with all our

Baggage on the other side of the River. 1766 GOI.HSM. I'ic.

W. xx, Mrs. Arnold politely offered to send . . for my son's

baggage. 1883 P. PKMMK.R in Harpers Mag. Dec. no/i
Keep a sharp look out on your baggage.

2. spec. The portable equipment of an army ;

L. impedimenta.
1489 CAX TON Faytes ofA. \. xiit. 34 Baggage and fanlel-

lages mu>t be taken. 1523 Lu. HKRXER'S J''rt>iss, I. xviii. 26

They of Heynaulte [sent back] their harneys and baggages
by water. 1591 GARKARD..-!^ ll'arrc 13 Borne of the Boyes
amongest other liaggage. 1650 FUI.I.KR Pisgn/t \\. xi. 232
Two hundred .. foot being faint stayed with the baggage.
1701 Loud. Gaz. No. 3711/1 Their Artillery and heavy Bag-
gage have passed likewise. 1810 \VKLLINGTON in Gurw.

Disp. V. 515 The baggage of the British army is always an
embarrassment.

b. The baggage-train of an army, and the men

guarding it.

1603 KNOLI.ES Hht. Turkes, Turning the bead of their

baggages toward the fort. 1611 BIBLE j/ift&MviL zTwelue
thousand horsemen, beside the baggage, and other men that

were afoot.

C. Bag and baggage \ see BAG 19.

f3. fig. Encumbrances, burdensome matters. Obs.

1607 BACON Riches, Ess. (Arb.t 230, I cannot call Riches

better, then the Baggage of Vertue. 1757 SMOLLETT Re-

prisal i. viii. (1777) 160, I . . never burden my brain with un-

necessary baggage.
f4. Rubbish, refuse, dirt. Obs.
XS49 CHALONER Erastn, Moriw l-'.nc. Aiv, Nettles, Thistles

.. or suche lyke baggage grow. 1576 GASCOIGNE Stcele

(7/a.r (Arb. t 79 When brewers put no bagage in their beere.

1587 GOLDQM De Mornay xviii. (1617) 318 Dust, Coales,
Ashes and such other baggage. 1645 WAKD Semi. bcf. Ho.
Commons 31 It runs out in weeds and baggage. 1661

HicKKRiNGiu, Jamaica 88 A mere (ilut, Like loathed Bag-
gage to the nauseous Gut.

f* b. Purulent or corrupt matter, pus. Obs.

1576 NEWTON Lemnics Complex. 118 iD.i Naughty bag-
gage and hurtfull phlegme. 1610 HAKROUGH Phystck v. vi.

(1639) 278 The abscession being already come to suppura-
tion . . if the matter or any other baggage therein contained,
be not discussed, etc.

t C. A trifle, a trashy article. Obs.

'579 TOMSON Calvin's Sewn. Tint. 205/2 May decke her
selfe simply . . neither haue these little trifling bagages.

t d. fig. vSpoken or written trash, rubbish, 'rot.*

1538 BALE Thre Lawts 1716 And shall thys baggage put
by the word of God? 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 83 A
Boke . . wherin he . . settes oute much rifraffe, pelfery,

trumpery, baggage, and beggerie ware. 1579 FULKE //<>-

fcins's Parl. 240 To read such beastly baggage.

-\ e. fig. Dregs, offseouring, riff-raff. Obs.

1603 H. CROSSK VertnesComww. 11878.) 117 The very scum,
rascallitie, and baggage of the people.

t f- Contemptuously applied after the Reforma-
tion to the rites and accessories of Roman Catholic

worship. Obs.

1549 OI.DE Erasm. Par. Eph. Prol. Ciiij, This Popyshe
baggage of dumme ceremonies. 1566 KNOX Hist. Ref.
Wks. 1846, I. 191 Pilgremage, pardonis, and otheris sic

baggage. 1566 Lincolnsh. Ch. Furn. 88 Vestments, Copes,
albes, Tunacles and all other such baggages were defaced.

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serttt. Tim. 85/1 They come with

their deuotions, as to heare a masse, to do their bagage.

1587 FI.KMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1368/1 With their hal-

lowed baggages from Rome to poison the senses.

t 5. A worthless or vile fellow. Obs.

1594 CAREW Hnarte's E.ram. Wits (1616) 209 They might
soundly sleepe on his eyes, although by nature he were a

baggage. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. in Catamites and shame-
full Daggages that king Alexander the Great left there.

6. A worthless good-for-nothing woman ;
a wo-

man of disreputable or immoral life, a strumpet.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr, Induct, i. 3 Y'are a baggage, the

Slies are no Rogues. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Commiv. !

81 Every common soldior carrying with him his she-baggage. ,

1611 COTGR., Bagasse, a Baggage, O_ueane. 1693 W. ROBERT-
SOX /V/rrt.rftf/. Gen. 197 A baggage, orSouldier'sPunk,^Vcr-

'

turn Casircnse. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 450, P 5 That Wife

dying, I took another, but both proved to be idle Baggages.
1850 MRS. STOWE L 'ncle Tom's C. xii, He only swore the gal ;

was a baggage, and that he was devilish unlucky. 1851
THACKERAY Kng. Hum. ii. (1858) 68 She was a disreputable,
daring, laughing, painted French baggage, that Comic Muse.

7. Used familiarly or playfully of any young
woman, especially in conjunction with artful,

cunning, sty, pert, saucy, silly, etc. (Cf. wench,

minx, hussy, gipsy, rogue, etc.)

1672 DAVEXANT Wits (16731 '^2 The Baggages About you
are able to earn their own living. 1687 CONGREVE Old
Hatch, i. iil, I l>elieve the Baggage loves me. i7igADDisoN
Drummer n. i, Here comes Abigal. I must teaze the bag-

gage. 1766 GOLDSM. I'ic. If. xxviii, Tell them they are two
arrant little baggages. 1822 W. IRVING Bruct-b. Hull iii. 24
She has an orphan niece, a pretty, soft-hearted baggage.

f B. adj. (from attrib. use of the sb. in sense 4 ;

cf. trumpery.} Obs.

fl. Rubbishy, refuse. Obs.

1548 UnAi.i. Erasm. Par. JV. T. Pref. 10 The trashe and bag-

guage stuf .. this man hath sifted out. 1640 J. DYKK
Worthy Coinmun. 203 Thistles, nettles, and such like bag-
gage trash.

t 2. Trashy, worthless, beggarly, trumpery, de-

spicable ;
cf. A 4. Obs.

1553 BKKNDE Q. Curtins B b vj, In respect wherof the

spoiles of the Percians were but vile, and bagage. 1580
NORTH Plutarch 11676) 458 Hyccara, a baggage Village of

the barbarous People. 1586 J. HUOKKR Girald. Irel. in

Holinsh. II. 157/1 So addicted to poperie and that baggage
religion. 1605 A. WoTTqp Ansiu. Pop. Articles 121 God . .

iscrusht vp togeather into the compasse [of] a baggage wafer
cake. (-11625 BOYS Wks, (16301 183 We niay not .. breake
God's net, because there are some baggage nsh.

t 3. Of persons: Morally worthless, good-for-

nothing, vile,
'

scurvy.' Obs.

1580 NORTH Plutarch (16761 1003 This baggage fellow

Burrus. 1592 WYRLEY Armorif 147 His badgage mind to

craft was whole disposd. 1626 SHIRI.KY Maid's l\n>. iv. ii,

That baggage Ambitious girl, Berinthia. 1668 Roi.i.t

Abridgm, 56 Si home dit \\. . un Town-Clark. .Thou art a. .

bribing Knave, a baggage Knave, a dissembling Knave..
Action gist. (11670 HACKET^/V*. Williams \\. i23i,D.)lHe]
had nothing to do with that baggage woman.

t 4. Purulent, nasty, corrupt. Obs.

1576 NEWTON I.fmnics Complex. (1633) 177 Affected with
this baggage phlegme and distilling humour. 1597 GERARD
7/fr/'<7/(i633i665 [It] draweth forthe much baggage flegme.

C. Comb, and Attrib.

1. Obvious combinations, chiefly attrib., from the

sb. in senses i and 2, as baggage-animal, -cart,

-elephant, -horse, -man, -necessaries, -train, -wagon.
Also baggage-bound adj.

1852 GROTE Greece n. Ixix. IX. 44 Many baggage-animals
perished of hunger. 1749 FIKI.IJING Torn yones\n. xi. (1840)

95 The portmanteau . . being put up into the baggage-cart.
1824 Eat*, Ret: XLI. 35, I amused myself with looting at

a baggage-elephant. 1640-1 Kirkcndor. War-Comm. Min.
/>' 11855) 143 The Committie ordaines that Roger Oliver,

baggage man of Ironegray, be answerable for the baggage
horss thairof. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xxxv, The pedlar was . .

accommodated with the use of a baggage horse. 1791
BOSWELL Johnson (1831) III. 13 Intrusted to a fellow to be

delivered to our baggage-man. 1863 KINGLAKF. Crimea II.

245 The baggage-train accompanying our forces. 1689 Loud.
Gas. No. 2423/4 A Train of Artillery and a good number of

Baggage-Wagons. 1867 AVW7/Supp.-7 Aug., The saddled

donkeys, camels baggage-bound.
2. Special comb. : Baggage-check, a ticket for

luggage on American railways ; baggage-man or

-master, one who has charge of the baggage of an

army, or of the luggage on American railways ;

baggage - room, a luggage-office ; baggage -

smasher, American nickname for a railway-porter.
18 . . Smith Sup. Court Rep. I. 522 A passenger having

lost her baggage check. 1815 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp.
X. 349 An assistant Baggage Master to each division.

1883 AGNES CRANE in Let's. Ho. 282/1 The baggage-masters

leapt from their wide doors. 1883 Longman's Mag. July
285 The wretched little booking-office, and the baggage-
room. 1880 AVw Virginians 1. 37 Called

'

baggage-smashers.'

BAGGING.

1883 PillI Mall C,, 14 June, The Saratoga trunks are hurled

recklessly by the 'baggage-smashers' on to the deck.

Baggaged (bse'gedgd), ///. a. nonce-wd. [f.

as though from a vb. to baggage^\ Packed up.
1831 I'VRON in Moore Life (i866> 528 They were all sealed

and baggaged so as to have made it a month's work to get
at them again.

t Ba'ggagelv, a. Obs. [f. BAGGAGK + -LY 1
.]

Rubbishy, worthless.

1573 TUSSER Hush. (1878) 35 No storing of pasture with

baggedglie tit. 1583 GOI.DING Calvin on Dent. xcix. 613
The thinges . . are baggagely trifles.

Baggager (bse-gt'dsai). [f.
BAGGAGE + -KB \]

One who carries or has charge of baggage.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \\\. (1736) 93 The Victuallers and

haggagers [of the Army], 1859 W. GREGORY Kgyptfy Tunis
II. 214 Leaving the tents and baggagers to follow.

t Ba-ggagery. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f.

BAUUAGE (cf.

the sb. <

v
sense 4) and the adj.) + -BY : cf. savagery]

Worthless rabble
;
the offscourings of society.

1589 NASHK Mart. Months Mhtdc 26 Men of the best

sorte tan vnfit match for these of the basest baggagerie*.

Baggammon, obs. form of BACKGAMMON.

Baggard, obs. form of BOGGART.

t Bagge, v. Oh. rare. [Origin not ascertained :

cf. BAGGINGLY. From the ambiguous value of

ME. ggt we do not know whether to pronounce
badge or Azy.] To look askew, or obliquely ;

to

leer, ogle, or glance aside ; cf. ASQUINT 2 c.

1369 CHAUCER /'. Dnchesse 623 The trayteresse false and
ful of gyle . . That baggeth foule and loketh fayre. c 1380
WVCI.IF Scrtn. Sel. Wks. 1869, I. 191 Men bat . , reulen hem
bi be firste reule, bat bei baggen not berfro.

Bagge, obs. form of B.u; and BADGE.

Bagged (bcegd), ///. a. [f. BAG v. + -ED.]
1 1. Big with young ; pregnant. Obs.
a 1400 Sir J>fre. 717 The mere was bagged with fole. 1520

WHITTINTON Vulg. 11527) 6 b, An hare bagged \grai'ida\

maye not awaye. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Conntr. Farm 697
The female being bagd.
2. Enclosed in, or as in, a bag ; encysted.
J57* J- JONES Bathes Bitckstone 153, Matter, cluddered,

lamped or bagged, in any principal! member. 1655 GTR-
NALL CJtr. in Arm. iv. \! 2 11669) 4 25/1 The venom that is

bagg'd in his heart. 1854 MRS. GASKHLL North <V S. xv,

Right under the bagged-up chandelier.Kight under tl

3. Hangining in bags, hanging slack so as to drop
in a curve.
1618 HOI.YDAY "Juvenal 11673) 188 Hagg'd cheeks, with

wrinkles deep and wide. 1858 CAKI.YLI-; Fredk. Gt. I. in.

v. 171 Cheeks somewhat bagged and wrinkly. 1867 K.

FBANCIS Angling\\. (1880) 69 Without leaving any bagged
or slack line.

4. Provided with bags.
1861 SAI.A 7 ri'. round Clock 182 Here they come, bagged

and bundled, and gesticulating and jabbering.
5. Having bags or udders.

1884 Kcndtil Merc. 26 Sept. 4/7 Their once famous . . and

well-bagged cows.

Ba'gger. [f.
BAG v. + -KR!.] One who encloses

in hags ; spec, a miser (o/ts.}.

1740 Collect. Sir T. Scot 32 in Peck Cromwell, He spent,
and lookt for no reward, He cold not play the bagger.

t Baggie (bre-gi). .SV.
[f. BAG sb. + -ie Y4.]

A Scotch diminutive of BAG ; the stomach.

1787 BURNS To Aiiltt Marc Maggie, A guid New-year I

wish thee Maggie ! Hae, there's a ripp to thy auld baggie.

t Bci'ggier. Obs. Sc. [a. F. bagnicr, i. bague

ring.] A jewel-case.
1578 Inventories 265 (JAM.1 A baggier contening xiii ringis.

Baggily (boe-gilil, adv. [f.
BAGGY a. + -LY^.]

In a loose or baggy way.
1862 GRONOW Remin. I. 113 Black coats . . baggily made.

Bagginess (bargines). [f.
as prec. -t- -NESS.]

The state of being baggy, loose, or inflated.

1860 MASSON in Alaci/i. Aia$. May 3 What bagginess of

phraseology round what slender shanks of meaning. 1881

>\'iif. Baptist XVIII. 6 A bagginess about the trousers.

Bagging bargirj), vbl. sbl [f.
BAG t'.l + -ING'.]

The action of the verb bag in different senses.

\ a. Becoming pregnant. Obs. i6n in COTGR.

b. Bulging ; hanging in slack folds.

1698 TYSON in Phil. Trans. XX. 130 The pouching or

bagging out at lx>th Kxtreams. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks

iii. 13 Partial flexure or bagging down of strata.

c. Packing in bags or sacks.

1711 Act<)Annem Lonci. (taz.No. 4874/2 Notice as to such

Hops .. twenty four Hours before every Days bagging of

the same. 1737 MIU.KR Card. Diet. s. v. Lupultts, The
common Method of Bagging [ Hops] is as follows.

Ba'gging, vbl. sb:- Also badging. [f.
BAG v.-

j, -ING".] A particular mode of reaping pease,

beans, and sometimes wheat : see the quotations.

1677 PLOT Oxftvdsh. 256 The Work-man taking a hook in

each hand, cuts them with that in his right hand, and rolls

them up . . with that in his left, which they call bagging of

Peas. 1830 Edin. Kncycl.~X.IV. 234 Reaped . .with a large

toothless hook, in the manner called bagging. 1842 BRANDK
Diet. Art^ff Sc. t Bagging, reaping corn or pulse with a hook
. .separating the straw or haulm from the root by chopping
instead ofby a drawing cut. 1831 H. STEPHKNS lit. ofh'arm

4494 Reaping with the sickle is executed in England in a

manner technically named bagging.
Comb, bagging-hook, badging-hook : the broad

hook or sickle thus used
;
also called bagging-bill.

Ba'gging, sb.\ dial. [? orig. a vbl. sb. ex-

pressing the act of carrying food in a bag, or transf.
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from a horse's feed carried in a bag.] Used in the

northern counties of England for food eaten between

regular meals; now, esp. in Lancashire, an after-

noon meal, 'afternoon tea
'

in a substantial form.

1750 J.
COLLIER in Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S., Hoo'll naw cum

agen till baggin' time. 1850 HAMFORD//W., In the afternoon,
oatcake and cheese or butler, or oatcake and buttermilk,
sufficed for bagging, 1851 in Cumbcrld. Gloss. 1863 K.

WAUGH Lane. Songs 29 Th' baggin' were ready, an' o'

lookin' sweet. 1879 in 1 'ample-Bar Afag. Jan. 4 'Baggin'
is not only lunch, but any accidental meal coming between
two regular ones.

b. Comb., as bagging-time.
1835 UKE Pkilos. Manuf. 387 Thirst must be quenched

with tea at bagging-time. 1884 Pall Mall G. n Sept. 4/2.

Bagging (ba"girj), sb*
[f.

BAG sl>. 1 + -ING!
;

cf. sacking, towelling, wrappering^\ Coarse woven
fabric out of which bags are made.
\-jytAcc. Workhouses 124 The spinning and weaving of

hop bagging, 1834 Hr. MARTINKAU DttHfrwwLf$ Making
the bagging and packages for our coffee at home. 1873
Echo 19 May 4/3 Paper made from old jute bagging.
\). attrib. or

at/j. ;
and in comb., as bagging-factory.

1732 Ace. Workhouses 165 The wool is sorted two ways,
viz. into fine and baggin. 1850 MRS. STOWK Uncle Tom'sC.
11. 10 Hired out by his master to work in a bagging-factory.

Ba'gging,_///. a. [f. BAG v^ + -IN<J*.] Bulg-
ing out, hanging in loose bag-like folds.

1598 FLORIO, Siicchi\ ^ kind of socke . . or bagging shooe
vsed in old time. 1697 DRYDKN I'irg. Kclog. ii. 53 They
drein two bagging Udders every day. 1878 Bosw. SMITH
Carthage 434 jews with their bagging pantaloons.

t Ba'ggingly, adv. Obs. [f. baling, pr. pple.
of BAGGE v. : the original Fr. so rendered in the

quot. is en lorgnoyant 'leering, ogling, with a side

glanc-
1

*

: whence the explanation here given of

this word and the vb.] With a side glance, with
a leer or ogle.
c 1400 Row. Rose 292 Envie . . Hadde a wondirful lokyng ;

For she ne lokide but awrie, Or overthart, alle baggyngly.

Baggit (ba."git). \}i.baggit,$c. form ofBAGGED
(sense i): cf. Holland Pliny (1634) I. 303, of

conies.] A salmon that has just spawned.
1848 W. & R. CHAMBERS Information. I. 687 Adult fish

having spawned .. are then termed kelts; the male fish is

sometimes also called a kipper, and the female a shedder or

baggit. 1863 H. C. PENNELL Angler-nut. 267 Kippers, and
. . Baggits

- names by which they are frequently mentioned
in Acts of Parliament. 1875 'STONEHENCE' Brit. Sports \. v.

iv. 9 Baggits generally descend the stream, .when hooked.

Baggonet, obs. or vulgar form of BAYONET.

Baggy (bargi), a. [f. BAG sb. + -Y.]
1. Puffed or bulging out, hanging in loose folds.

1831 CARLYLE Life II. ix. 219 With wrinkly, even baggy,
face. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It, Jmls, (1872) I. 22 Red,
baggy trousers. iXKA Lessons Mid. Age 123 A baggy cotton
umbrella.

2. jig. Of language: Inflated, verbose.
1866 Pali Mall G. 15 Dec., The Professor's diction was

verbose, and if we may use a homely figure baggy.
3. Baggy-minnow^ or simply baggie (in South of

Scotland) : the minnow.
1808 JAMIESON, Baggie, sometimes bag~mennon. 1837 J.

WILSON Noct. Amhr. Wks. 1855 II. 388 Some had a' the

appearance o
1

bein' baggy menons.

Baghoua, obs. form of BAKEHOUSE.

Bagige-kite, obs. form of BAGGAGE-KITE.

Baglap ; see BALLUP.

t Ba'gle. Obs. Forms : 4 bagelle, baghel, 6

bagle. [a. ON. bagall, ad. L. bacttlum, -us, staff,

rod.] The staff or crosier of a bishop.
1330 R. BKI/NMF: Chron. 282 A hard wele telle.bat bagelle
& belle be filchid & fled, [in Pol. Songs (1839) 307 The
baghel and the belle.] 1543 RKCORDE Gr. Artes (1575) 314
Crooking in the little fynger, like the head of a bishops
bagle. 1557 PHAER JEtu-id. vn. T j, And held in hand his

bagle rod (Note A bagle staf whom prelats that time did
use .

Bagman (bse'gma'n). Also bagsmau. [f.

BAG .?/>. + MAN,]
1. One who carries a bag.
1531 Bursars Kk. Dark. (1844* 98 Willelmus Potter, bag-

man la waged officer of the convent], per annum xiu.

2. spec. A commercial traveller, whose business

it is to show samples and solicit orders on behalf of

manufacturers, etc. (Somewhat depreciatory.}
1765 GOI.DSM. Ess. i, The bag-man .. was telling a better

story. 1808 J. WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Peep R. Acad. Wks.
1812 V. 360 The Hag-men as they travel by. 1815 T.
PEACOCK fleadl. Hall 2 In later days when commercial
bagsmen began to scour the country. 1865 Daily Tel. 13
Dec. 5/4 A traveller I mean a bagman, not a tourist

arriving with his samples at a provincial town,

3. In sporting slang: A bag-fox.
1875 'STONRHKSGK' Brit. Sports \. 11. iv. 5 If. .wild cubs

cannot be found, a bagman or two must be obtained.

Bagnard, obs. corrupt form of BAGNIO.

II Bagne (.ban*
1

). [mod.F. adaptation of It.

bagno or Sp. bafto in this special sense, in which
F. bain is not used.]

= BAGNIO 2.

1863 KINGLAKE Crimea I. xiv. 314 They may be in the . .

bagnes of Rochefort. 1866 Stamford Merc. 24 Aug., The
Kmperor . . granted free pardons . . to . . prisoners . . in the

bagnes, houses of correction, or penal establishments.

Bagnio (barny*^. Forms : 6 banio, 7 bagno,
bagneo, bannia, -ier, -iard, bagnard, 7-9 bagnio.
[a. It. bagtioi L. balneum bath. Cf. BALNKO.]

f 1. A bath, a bathing-house ; esp. one with hot

baths, vapour-baths, and appliances for sweating,

cupping, and other operations. (No longer applied
to any such place in Britain, the nearest approach
to which is the modern Turkish Bath ; but applied
as an alien word to the baths of Italian or Turkish

cities.)

1615 G. SANDYS Travels 12 Upon the Castle Hill there
is a Bannia . . containing seueral roomes one hoter than
another. 1624 MASSINGEK Renegado \. ii, At the public
bagnios or the mosques. 1653 GREAVICS Seraglio-] Dining
rooms, Bagno's [marginal note. Bathes or hot-houses ; it

must be pronounced Banios\. i68z Land, Gaz. No. 1686/4
The Royal Bagnio is now in very good Order. 1683
TRVON H'ay to Health 324 Their Chambers are in the
next degree to Bagneo's or Hot-Houses. 1695 CONGHEVK
Love for Love \. xiv, I have a Beau in a Bagnio, Cupping
for a Complexion, and Sweating for a Shape. 1719 DI-; FOE
CVttfiW(i858) 601 Just as they heat the bagnios in England.
1774 GOI.DSM. Xat. Hist. 11862; I. vi. v. 480 The beavers
make two apertures . . one is a passage to their bagnio. i8ao
MAIK Tyro's Diet. 376 Sudatorium^ n bagnio or hot house,
to sweat in.

2. An oriental prison, a place of detention for

slaves, a penal establishment.
iSo in It. and Sp., and F, bagne. The origin of this use

of the word is doubtful : see conjectures in Chambers Cycl,
1751 and Littre.)

i$5>9 HAKLUYT I'oy. II. i. 186 The king sent .. to the
Baiito : (this Banio is the prison wheras all the captiues lay
at night'. ('1645 HO\VEU, Lett. (1650) I. 42 A slave in the
bannier at Algier. 1660 i PI-.I-YS Diary 8 Feb., Stories of

Algiers and the . . slaves there . . How they are all, at night,
called into their master's Bagnard. 1687 RVCAUT Hist. Turks
II. App. 5 A prison and Banniard of Slaves. 1728 MORGAN
Algiers II. iv. 268 He sent him to his Bagnio, among the
rest of his Slaves. 1847 DISRAELI Tancred \\. v, To be sent
to the bagnio or the galleys.

3. A brothel, a house of prostitution. (Cf. similar

application of STEW.)
1624 MASSINGKR Par I. Lave n. ii, To be sold to a brothel Or

|

a common bagnio. 1747 HOADLKY Snsp, Husb. n. iv. ' 1756)
27 Carry her to a Bagnio, and there you may lodge with her.

1851 THACKERAY Kng. Hum. \. (1858) 243 How the prodigal
drinks and sports at the bagnio. i86a WRIGHT Dom. Mann.
491 They were soon used to such an extent for illicit in-

trigues, that the name of a hothouse or bagnio became
equivalent to that of a brothel.

t 4. = BATH in Chemistry. Also attrib.

1696 E. SMITH in Phil. Trans. XIX. 229 Two hundred
Drams Calcined at a Bagnio Fire.

Bagno'lians, sb. pi. Ecd. Ifist. Also in ],.

form
|| Bagnolenses. [f. Bagnoles in Languedoc,

where they originated.] A sect of heretics in the
8th century, who rejected the Old and part of the
Xew Testament, and held generally the doctrines
of the Manicheans.
1727-51 in CHAMBERS CycL i847inCKAiG; and mod. Diets.

Bagonet, obs. or vulgar form of BAYONET.

Bagpipe CfcwgpMpi sb. Forms : 4-7 bagge-
pipe, 5-6 -pype, bagpype, 7 bagg-pipe, 6-

bag-pipe, bagpipe, [f. BAG sb^ + PIPE.]
1. A musical instrument of great antiquity and

wide diffusion, consisting of an air-tight wind-bag
and one or more reed-pipes into which the air is

pressed by the performer.
Formerly a favourite rural English musical instrument ;

now chiefly used in the Scottish Highlands and in Ireland.
The modern Highland bagpipe consists of a greased leathern

bag, covered with flannel, inflated by blowing into a valved
mouth-tube, and having three drones or bass pipes, and a
chanter for the tenor or treble.

1/1386 CHAUCER /Vo/. 565 A baggepipe wel coude he blowe
and soune. 1483 Cath. Angl. 17 Bagpype, pandnca. 1530
PALSGR. 196/2 Bagge pype, corncmuse. 1557 Tottell's
Misc. tArb.t 197 And bagpipe, solace of the rurall bride.

1579 Si'tNSKR Sheph. Cat. Apr. 3 Or is thy Bagpype broke,
that soundes so sweete? 1506 SHAKS. i Hen. //", i. ii. 86 As
Melancholly as . .a Louers Lute .. or the Drone of a Lin-
colnshire Bagpipe, i 1625 MS. Bodl. No. 30. 16 b, If they
htare the baggepipe then the beares are coming. 1638
HEYWOOD Witches Lane. MI. i. Wks. 1874 IV. 217 No Witch-
craft can take hold of a Lancashire Bag-pipe. 1678 OTWAY
Friendship in F. 30 A Scotch Song ! I hate it worse then a
Scotch Bagpipe. 1864 ENGEL Mns. Anc. Nat. 78 The bag-
pipe is also very universal throughout Asia.

b. Now often used in plural, esp. in Scotland.
a 1613 OVERBURY A Wife (16381 175 Don Quixotes Water-

mills are still Scotch Bagpipes to him. 1683 TRYON Way to
Health 654 Bag-Pipes are under the dominion of Venus &
Mars.. This sort of Musick is sometimes used in Wars.
1763-5 CHURCHILL Proph. Famine Poems I. no With
mikle art, could on the bag pipes play. 1876 GRANT Burgh
Sch. Scot. n. 380 Discoursing laments upon the Bagpipes.

t 2. A retort shaped like a bagpipe. Obs.

1558 WARDK Alexis Seer. 115681 14 b, Put it into a croke
necked viole of glasse which distillars call a Bagpipe.
3. Applied to the organ of sound of an insect.

1813 BRFWSTER .Vat. Magic ix. 233 The Cicadae or locusts
in North America appear . . to be furnished with a bagpipe
on which they play a variety of notes.

4. jig. a. An inflated and senseless talker, a wind-

bag, b. A long-winded monotonous speaker.
1603 H. CKOSSE Vertues Connntv. (18781 103 The Seruing-

man, the Image of sloath, the bagge-pipe of vanitie, like a
windie Instrument, soundeth nothing but prophanenesse.
1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. 1'atuph. v. (1872) 169 Such parlia-
mentary bagpipes 1 myself have heard play tunes. 1884
Chr. World 19 June 463/4 Two fresh sermons a week . . from
the one poor droning theological bagpipe.

5. Comb., as bagpipeless, without bagpipes;
bagpipe-like, like a bagpipe.
1618 D. BBLCHIEB Hans Beere-pot K iv, Or Bagge-pype-

like, not speake before thou art full. 1812 W. TKNSANT
Anster Fair iv. Ixvi, The poor pipers bagpipeless they saw.

Ba'gpipe, v. Naut.
[f.

the sb., in reference to

the shape assumed by the sail.] (See quot.)
1769 FALCONER Dtct.Marinc( 1789)5, v.,To bagpipe the nuzen

is to lay it aback, by bringing the sheet to the mizen-shrouds.

Bagpiper (bcfgp.>i^poj). [f. prec. + -EK 1
.]

One
who plays on a bagpipe ; commonly called a piper.
c 1440 Prow/*. I'ti?~i>. -2 1 Baggepypere, Panducarins. c 1570

THYNNE Pride fy Lffivl. 1.1841' 53 Where nought else but a

bagge piper is to see. 1596 SHAKS. Mt'tr/i. I', i. i. 53 Laugh
like Parrats at a bag-piper. 1800 WOKHSW. J///<'/ 52 Like
the noise Of bagpipers on distant Highland hills.

Ba'gpi pillg, vb!. sb. [as from a vb. to bag-

pipe + -ING
'.]

The action of playing on a bagpipe.
1594 MORLEY Mtidrigalts i. K iij b, Who comes heere

'

with bagpiping and drumming. 1882 MASSON in MHCM.
J/rtjf. XLV. 238 That fortnight of fea^tings, processioning*,

huzzaings, and bagpipings,
I Ba'gpu ddmg. Obs.

[f.
BAG .//. i + PL-DOING.]

1. A pudding boiled in a bag.
1598 in KLOKKJ. 1600 HKYWOOD i F.dn: /I', Wks. 1874 I

47 Thou shalt be welcome to beef and bacon, and perhaps
a hag-pudding. 1641 W.CAKI \\ RIGHT Ordinary n. i, A solemn
son ofBagpuddingand Pottage. 1817 Scon Rob Roy vi, To
make room for the beef and the bagpuddings.
t 2. fig. ? Clown. Obs. ($. jackpudding?)
1608 DAY I! HI)!, out of Br. \\. i. 11881 ' 25 Farewell, sweet

heart. God a mercy, bagpudding.

Bag-reef (bnrgirrf ). Naut. (See quot.)
1867 SMYTH Sailor s li'ord-f'k., Bag-reef^ a fourth or lower

reef of fore-and-aft sails, often u^td in the royal navy. Bag-
reefof topsails, first reef of five in American navy; a short

reef, usually taken in to prevent a large sail from bagging
when on a wind.

t Hague. Obs. [a. F. bugue, in med.L. baga, of

uncertain origin.] A ring, a brooch,

1475 CAXTON Jason 106 Medea toke alle the most richest

Jewels and bagues portntif.

Baguette (bage't . [a. F. baguette (a small
rod or wand ; in Arch, (as in Kng.) ad. It. bacchetta

little rod, dim. of bacchio : L. baculum staff.]

A small moulding of semicircular section, of the

astragal species.
1727 51 CHAMBERS Cyc/,, Baguette^ in architecture, a little

round moulding less than an astragal . . According to M. le

C'lerc, when the baguette is enriched with ornaments, it

changes its name, and is called chaplet. 1842 GWILT Kncyci.
Archit. in. i. 684 The astragal is also known by the names
of bead and baguette.

Bag-Wig U.w'gi'ttTg)- (Also a.s two words.) A
wig fashionable in the i8th century, the back-hair

of which was enclosed in an ornamental bag.
1717 MRS. CENTLIVRB Bold Stroke in. i, Now must Rag

Wig and Business come in Play; A Thirty-Thousand-Pound
Girl leads the Way. 1766 ANSTKY Bath Guide x. 60 Bag-
wig, and lac'd Ruffles, and black Solitaire. 1850 W. IRVING
Gcldsnt. xxv. 252 Walking the Strand in grand array with

bag-wig and sword.

Hence Bag-wigged, a., wearing a bag-wig.
1773 SHERIDAN St. Fatr. Day n. iv. 11883! 236 Pig-tailed

lawyers and bag-wigged attorneys.

t Bag-wood. Obs. [Apparently f. BAG ^.^ +
WooD.T Small branches of trees, twigs, etc. such

as could be lopped off with a bagging hook or

bill, used for fuel.

1525 in Bodtnin Registers (1827-38^ 103 To have their

burden wood to bear and carry away upon their backs, of

lot, crop, hook, and bag wood. [See.Y. fyQ. Ser. i, II. 204.]

Ball (ba), ////. [Prob. after mod.F. bah ! in same

sense.] An exclamation expressive of contempt.
(1600 DFKKEK Gentle Craft Wks. I. 40 Away she Hung. .

nor said bih nor bah.] 1817 BYRON Beppo xxxii, Dreading
the deep damnation of his 'bah!' 1848 KINGSI.KY Saint's

Trag. in. iii, Hah ! priest ! What can this Marpurg-madness
do for me?
2. Used as a vb. [Cf. to pooh-pooh, etc.]

1838 DICKKNS OldC. Shop (C. D. ed.J 33 Mr. Richard . . is

Kah I'd for his pains.

i Bahar, barr(e (bahau). [Arab.^L^j bahar]

A measure of weight used in parts of India and

China, varying in value in different places from 223
to 625 Ibs. 1753 in CHAMBERS CycL Siipp.

i
Bahtrt. Obs. [a. F. bahutte] A dress for

masquerading, a domino.

1784 Miss BKRRY Jrnl. $ Corr. I. 76 Put on our bahuts
and went . . to . . the Florentine Theatre.

t Baiardour. Obs. [AF. = OF. bai'ardeur, a

mason's labourer, who helps to carry the bai'ard,

mod.F. bayart, baiart, or large hand-barrow with

six handles on which building stones are carried.

Krroneously connected in the Dictionaries with L.

bajidator, and explained from Phillips (1706) on-

ward, as * a carrier or bearer of any weight or

burden.' Perhaps never used in Eng. : cf. BATABD2.]
P. BLESENSIS Contin. Hist. Croyland 120 Duos incisores

. . et duos bajardours servituros ad cariagium petrae.

Baid, north, f. BODE sb. ; pa. t. of BIDK v.

Bale, Bales, obs. ff. BAY sb. and a.t BAIZE.

Baight, baign(e, obs. forms of BAIT, BAIN.

II Baignoire (be-nwar^ -w<u). [F. ; lit.
* n

vessel for bathing in,* f. baigner to bathe; also as
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in Kng.] A box at the theatre on the same level as

the stalls.

1873 BROWNING ftedCott. Night-C. 984 Should one display
One's robe a trifle o'er the baignoire-edge. 1883 Harper's
Mag, Nov. 884/1 The twelve baignoirs . . are left at the dis-

posal of the manager.

Baik, obs. f. BAKK
; var. KECK v. Obs.

Baikalite (b^-kabiU. Min. [I.Baikal, lake

in Siberia + -ITE.] A dark dingy green variety of

SAHLITE. (Dana.)
1794 KIRWAN Mitt. I. 509. 1843 HUMBLP. Diet. Geol.

Bai'kerinite. Min. A viscid substance with

balsamic odour and taste like that of wood-tar.

(Dana.)
Bai'kerite. Afin. A wax-like mixture found

near Lake Baikal consisting chiefly of ozocerite

and baikerinite. (Dana.)
Bai'kie. St\ A piece of curved wood used in

fastening cows to the stake
;
in some places (ac-

cording to Jamieson} the stake itself.

1598 D. FERCU-SON Sc. Prov. (1785} 8 (JAM.) Better hand

loose, nor bound to an ill bakie. 1851 H. STEPHENS Bk. of
Farm 1131 Cows are bound to a stake in the stall . . One
method of binding is with the baikie . . fiat to the neck of
the cow.

Bail (b^l), st>. 1 Also 5 bayll, baill, 5-7 bayle,
6 7 bayl, bale, baile. [In senses I and 2, a. OK
/W/'power, custody, jurisdiction/ and '

delivery,' n.

of action f. baillier, in its senses of * take charge of,

guard, control,' and ' hand over, deliver
'

(see
HAIL z.i). The remaining senses are peculiarly

English, and their development not quite certain.

But from the Latin phrase tradere in ballium aliciii,

found 12,^9, and the AF. lesser en bail (1331), ^
seems that bail was originally related to sense i,

and meant the 'custody or charge' (i.e. of the

surety) ;
cf. also the equivalent mainprise^ manu-

captio. But it must soon have been associated in

meaning with sense 2, and the AF. bailler to

deliver (chattels', since already in i6thc.it was

explained as ' the delivery or handing over of the

accused to his surety/ whence transferred to the

security in consideration of which he was so de-

livered, and finally to the surety himself who be-

came or gave security for his reappearance in court

when called for judgment. There is nothing ap-

proaching these senses in Fr., while, on the other

hand, the Fr. sense 'lease
1

is not in English.
Fr. bail, the n. of action, must be carefully distinguished

from bail
'

governor, ruler, tutor, guardian' (
= Pr. baile, Sp.

bayle , Pg. bailio, \ t. bailo, balio '. L. bdjitIns}, never adopted
in English Chough sometimes erroneously stated to be the

direct source of sense 6>. BtulMJitlus was the primary
word; thence \te.\\*>baitUrbajiildre\ thence again the

n. of action /W/ formed in French, and adopted in English.
(The word is discussed by CORK *,th lust, 178..)]

f 1. Charge, custody, jurisdiction, power. Obs.
,; 1400 Cor, Myst. (1841)2^2 His body is undyr your bayle.

1470 HARDING Chron, xxviii, In battaill greate hir tooke and

putte in baill. 1480 CAXTON Faytcs ofA. I. xv. 39 So grete
a thyng as is the bayll and charge of the noblesse. 1596
SricssKK f-'.Q. vu. vi. 49 Faunus, now within their baile.

f2. A handing over, delivery, giving. Obs. [perh.
not in Eng. ; but cf. 4.]

[1292 Run ION n. ix, 3 Cum acun bail de seysine deit estre

fet. (.When any livery of seisin is to be made.})

t 3. The charge or friendly custody of a person
who otherwise might be kept in prison, upon
security given that he shall be forthcoming at a

time and place assigned. Obs. (But the phrase
admitted to bail, formerly let to bail, originated in

this sense, though subsequently otherwise analysed.)
[i*59 Provisions of Barons (Stubbs Sel. Chart. 396) Quod

hii quibus traditur in ballium eum habeant coram justitiis.

1331 Act 5 Kdiv, III) via, Kt out este par les ditz Mare-
scaux lessezen bail, (transl. Pulton : And by the Marshalles
of the Kings Bench have been let to bailed] 1581 LAMBARUK
Kiren, in. ii. (1602) 333 That no lustice, nor Justices of peace,
should let to bayle any person contrary to the said statute.

1649 SEI.DEN Laws ofEng. \. xxxvi. (1739) 53 Admitted to

Hail if the offences were bailable. 1809 TOMLINS Law Diet.

s.y.,
To admit any to bail who ought not by law to be ad-

mitted is punishable by fine.

f4. Temporary delivery or release from imprison-

ment, on finding sureties or security to appear for

trial
; a/so, release, in a more general sense. Obs.

1466 Mann, fy Househ. E.vp. 169 Robard Henengham be-

cam sewerte to my mastyr for the bayle of on Willyam
Valenden of Manytre that was in the castell of Colchestre.

1509 HAKCI.AY Ship of Fooles (1570) 4 There shall be no

bayle nor treating of mainprise. 154* Act 34 $ 35 Hen.

VIII, xxvii. 50 The Prenotarie to haue . . for the bayle of

euery person of felony, tweluepens. 1598 ROWLANDS Betray.
Christ 16 More dead then Lazarus in his stincking graue,
When he deaths vaut till lift daies baile indured. 1642
Declar. Lords fy Comin. 22 Dec. 6 To some common Goale,
there to remaine without Bayle or Mainprize. 1768 BLACK*
STONE Comm. IV. 294 The nature of bail is . . a delivery, or

bailment, of a person to his sureties, upon their giving (to-

gether with himself) sufficient security for his appearance.

5. Security given for the release of a prisoner
from imprisonment, pending his trial.

[1331 Act 5 Edw. Ill* viii, Et ne les soeffrent nulle part
aler walkerants ne par bail ne sant/ bail.] 1495 Act 1 1 IIfit.

VII, vii, They [shall] . . be put to sufficient baill. 1580

STOW Ckron. Hen. VIII an. 1540 \R.J Giuing liberty to

.. his prisoners to go under baill. 1605 VKKSTECAS Dec.
Inttll. x. (1628) 328 Putting in bayl to be freed or protected
for the time from prison. 1607 HEYWOOC It'oin. Kilde Wks.
1874 II. 130, I am not free, I go but under baile. 1671 F.

PHILIPPS Reg- Necess. 288 They ought not to be released
until they .. give Bay! to appear, and answer the action.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 146 He had his liberty upon
bayle of 4oooo/. 1713 SWIFT Cadenustf l

r
. Wks. 1755 III.

ii. jo That both parties Shou'd . . appear, and save their bail.

1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. in. 193 A miserable, needy crew,
who had .. forfeited their bails. 1862 TROLLOPK Orlcy F.
xiii. 98 His client, .was prepared with bail to any amount.
"b. fig. Security, surety, guarantee.
a 1593 H. SMITH Serin. 11637) 35 Death would take no baile,

we are all tenants at will and we must leave . . at a day's, at

an houres warning. i6a6 BKKNARU Isle ofMan (1627) 81
None being sufficient to lay in bayle to answer God for the
sin. 1645 MILTON Tetrack. Wks. 1738 I. 251 Doubtless this

man hath bail enough to be no Adulterer.

Q. To give leg bail (jocular): to be beholden to

one's own legs for escape, to run away.
1775 ADAIR Amer. Ind. 277, I had concluded to use no

chivalry, but give them leg-bail instead of it, by . . making
for a deep swamp. 1841 luARfiYAT/'azaferxxii, Given them
leg bail, I'll swear.

6. The person or persons who procure the release

of a prisoner from the custody of the officer arrest-

ing him, or from prison, by becoming surety for

his appearance in court for trial.

The bail now becomes answerable with his money, but

formerly he might have to give his own person as security,
whence the phrase to be or become bail, i. e. security, as

opposed to give or put in bail of .sense 5.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, v. i. in Sirrah, call in my sonne
to be my bale. 120 The sonnes of Vorke shall be their

Fathers baile. 1644 MILTON Arcop. (Arb.) 56 His bayl and

surety. 1649 SKI.DEN Laws ofEng. \. xxxvi. 117 39) 53
If the

party bailed made default .. his Bail suffered as Principal.

1676 D'URFKV Mad. Ficklc\. iii. {1677* 65 Well, leave 'em
with me, I'll be Bail for their appearance to morrow. 1869
J. MAKTINKAU Ess. II. 112 [HeJ must stand bail for himself in

the court of truth.

fig. i8ao BYRON Juan v. xcix, I won't be bail for any-
thing beyond. 1850 THACKERAY fendennis xxx. 11884,1 292

Ye'll spend it like a man of spirit I'll go bail for that.

P In consequence of the transition of meaning in senses

3-6, many phrases are current which are not easily analysed.
'To say that the magistrate bails the prisoner isee BAIL 7'.

1

2) is now somewhat old-fashioned. Generally, the magistrate
accepts bail, admits to bail, allows bail, or (occasionally)
holds to bail, or takes bail. I have also seen grants bail.

The regular phrase ofthe Statute-book is, I think,
' ' the magis-

trate may admit him to bail." In 45 Geo. Ill, c. 92, the

magistrate also takes bail, the prisoner gives bail. Bail is

also offered by the prisoner, and may be refused by the

magistrate; on the day appointed his bail surrender, render,

bring in, m produce him in court, or the accused surrenders
to his bail. In the latter phrase, there is a notion of his de-

livering himself up in discharge of the recognizances into

which he himself, as well us his sureties, has entered, for his

appearance. This idea also colour* the later use of hold to

bail, admit to bail' (F. W. Maitland.)

7. Comb. Bail-bond, the bond or security entered

into by a bail ; bail-piece : (see quot.V
1709 Act 7 Anne in Loud. Gaz. No. 4538/1 All Bail Bonds

given by the said Ambassador, .are utterly Null and Void.

1815 SCOTT Guy M. Iii, Where shall we tind one to draw the

bail-bond? 1768 BLACKS i ONE Comm. III. 291 Which recog-
nizance is transmitted to the court in a slip of parchment
intitled a bail piece.

Bail, sb;~ Forms : 5 beyl, bayl, 5-7 bayle, 7

baile, 7- bail, (8 9 erron. bale). [ME. beyl, prob.
a. ON. beygla, Da. boile, Sw. bogel, bygel, bending,

ring, hoop, guard of a sword-handle, etc. ; cf. also

ON. beyla hump, swelling (Vigf.) ;
all from ON.

beygya*=QQ. began, bygan, to bend, bow. There

may even have been an OE. */vg*V, by^el\ cf. LG.

bogel in same sense.]
1. A hoop or ring ;

a half-hoop for supporting the

cover of a wagon or cradle, the tilt of a boat, etc.

1447 BOKKNHAM Scyntys 120 My right hand arayid
. .Wyth

a precyous beyl of gold hath he. 1494 Ord. R. Hoitseh. 127
Twoe cradlebands of crimsonne velvett and a bayle . . for

the same. 1529 Privy Purse Exp. Hen. '///( 1827) u To
the same watermen for fowre bayles for the saied barge.
1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 216 Two small round

Hoops or Arches . . like unto the two end-Hoops or Bails of
a CarriersWaggon, or a Tilt-boat. 1748 fed. 4) DE FOE, etc.

Tour Gt. Brit. 1. 143(0.) An act of Parliament passed in

1736-7 . . prohibits close Decks and Balls nailed down in the
Wherries. 1884 IV. Sussex Gaz. 25 Sept., A capital large
rick cloth, with bail.

2. The hoop-handle of a kettle or similar vessel.

1463 Bury Wills 11850) 23 A litell chafour with a beyl and
a lyd. 1607 ToreKLL Serpents 767 About the same vessel

[caldron or kettle] . . binde this . . to the handle or bayl
thereof. 1741 PAYNE Phil. Trans. XLI. 823 A Handle or
Bale .. by which it may be hung or held up. 1865 E.
BURRITT Walk 460 The old-fashioned bails of our brass-

kettles. 1866 HOWF.LLS Venet. Life 36 A small pot of

glazed earthenware having an earthen bale.

Bail, bayle (tvU), sb$ Forms: 3-6 baile, 4
bailie, 4-6 bail, bayle, 6 bayl, bayll, 9 bayle
(sense 2), bail, bale (sense 4). [ME., a. OF. bail

and baile, bailie in same sense, of doubtful origin ;

perh. verbal sbs. f. baillier to enclose, shut (1321
in Godef.), unless indeed they are the source of that

word : see BAIL v? Cf. also next, and BAILEY.
It is phonetically possible that bail, bailie, represent L.

baculttin, \>\.bacula, sticks, in the sense of 'stakes, palisade,'
but historical evidence of such a development of sense is

wanting.]

1. //. Outer line of fortification, formed of stakes ;

palisades, barriers.

1513 I.D. BKRNKKS Froiss. I. xxxviii. 52 The heynows con-

quered by force the baylles. Ibid, xlvii. 66 A lytell skir-

myssh before the bayles. Ibid. 67 They rode in good order,
and came to the bay Is. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc vui. 156
O'er the bayle, The bayle now levell'd by victorious France,
The assailants pass'd.

2. The wall of the outer court of a feudal castle;

extended to each of the successive walls which

separate the courts. Hence, sometimes used for

the courts themselves. See BAILEY.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10023 pe baile midelmast o thre, Bitakens

wel hir chastite . . Nam o bail it hat for-Jn For it hir heild

als in baili. ^1320 Cast. Lone 687 Sebpe beob |>re Bayles
wij>-alle So feir i-diht w l

strong walle. L 1450 Merlin vii.

113 That thei wolde ley siege environ the baile. 1570 87
HOLINSHED Scot, Chron, (1806) II. 368 The lord Fleming . .

fled out by the postern gate, at the neither baile. 1813 HOGG
Queen's Wake 253 Both bayle and keep rang with the din.

f 3. //. The bulwarks of a boat. Obs.

1577 HOI.INSHED Chron. III. 921/2 His barge .. with

yeomen standing vpon the bails. 1558-1603 NICHOLS Progr,
Cj. Eliz. II. 285 One of the watermen, .being the second man
next unto the bales of the said barge.
4. A bar or pole to separate horses standing in

an open stable
;
a swinging bail is hung at one end

from the manger, and at the other from the ceiling.
1844 Regitl. fy Ord. Army 351 When the horse is deposited

in the hold . . it is the duty of the ship's carpenter to fix the

bails which are to secure him. 1851 Ord. <$ Regul. R.

Knginftrs -x\x.. 96 Battery Stables . . 70 Bail Stalls . . 9 ft.

by sift. 1859 'STONKHENGE' Rural Shorts 583 With bales

horses can be stowed much more thickly than with travises.

1877 Horse xiii. 205 A Gangway-Bail is . . a strong piece
of oak which is dropped into a mortice in the stall-post at

one end, and Into another made in the wall opposite.

5. (In Australia} : A framework for securing the

head of a cow while she is milked.

1885 K. A. PETHFRICK in letter: The cows are taken to the

bails, which may be in the open air, in a shed, or in stalls a-.

in a stable.

Bail, .f/'.
4

[Godefroy says
' In the arrondisse-

ment of Vervains and of Avesnes, bail is the name
of a horizontal piece of wood fixed upon two
stakes.

1 This is exactly the cricket bail of the last

century : the origin of the Fr. is uncertain ; perh.
identical with the preceding word

; scarcely an in-

dependent repr. of L. bacnli<m^\

f 1. A cross bar. Obs.

1575 TLRBERVILH Booke ofFalconrte 358 Set them uppon
some pearche or bayle of wood that they maye by that

meanes the better keepe their feathers unbroken, and eschue
the dragging of their traines upon the ground.
2. In Cricket, name of each of the two pieces of

wood laid across the tops of the three stumps
which form the wicket.
(The bails are at present made 4 inches long, turned and

shaped on the lathe ; but originally the wicket consisted of

a single bail, two feet long, laid across two stumps.
1770 J. LOVK Cricket 19 The Bail, and mangled Stuwfa

bestrew the Field. 1799 in Hoyle's Games (1803) 301 The
striker is out if the bail is bowled off. -Ai^S o/Child-
hood Cricket 22 The Wicket consists of two pieces of wood
fixed upright, and kept together by another piece, which is

laid across the top and is called a Bail. 1833 STRTTT Sports
iff
Past, i Hone) 106 Of late years the wicket consists of three

stumps and two bails. 1861 WHYTE-MELVILLE Tilb. Nogo
167 My bails fly upwards; and. .1 am disagreeably conscious

of being
' bowled out.'

t Ball, $bf> Naut. Obs. Forms : 5 beyle, 7

baile, S bail. [In earlier form baile, a. F. bailie

(in nautical language) a bucket, a pail, prob. :

late L. bacula, dim. of baca, bacca, BACK j/>.-] A
bucket or shallow tub used on board ship, esp. for

emptying out water ; any small vessel used to bail

the water out of a boat.

1466 Mann, fy Househ. >/. 211 My master paid to Perse
berebrewer for vj beyles for the spynas \\yd. 1772 84 COOK
Voy. (1790) I. 157 The gentlemen likewise saw tlie bail of a
canoe, .made of a human skull. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-
bk., Bayle, an old term for bucket,

Bail (b<
T!

l), z'.
1 Forms : 5-7 bayl(e, 6 bale.

baal, 6-7 baile, 6- bail. [a. OF. baillier, bailiet\

battler (
= Pr. bailor) : L. bfijitlcire

( to bear a bur-

den, to carry,
1

afterwards * to carry on, manage,
rule,' and

* to be guardian or tutor,' whence baillier

ranged in OF. from *bear, carry, handle, treat,

manage, conduct, govern, control, rule, take charge
of, guard,' to 'take hold of, receive, take, take

away/ and ' hand over, deliver, give.* From the

last of these arose the Anglo-French legal sense of
'
deliver,' narrowed down in use to ' deliver on trust

on certain conditions.* Sense 2 is probably imme-

diately from BAIL sbl 3, 4, as if short for
'

let to

bail, admit to bail,' but clearly influenced by AF.
bailler in sense i, so as to make 'deliver

1

or 'libe-

rate' at length the leading idea. Hence extended

from the act of the magistrate to that of the surely,

and used in various transferred senses.]
I. Immediately from F. baillier.

\.
' To deliver (goods) in trust, upon a contract

expressed or implied that the trust shall be faith-

fully executed on the part of the bailee.' Hlackstone.

[See BAILMKNT, BAILOR, BAILEE.]



BAIL. 625 BAILIERY.

[c 1320 Year-bk, Edw. //, 270 A tort luy deticnt viij escritz,

les queux il luy bail la a rebailler a sa volounte.] 1768
BLACKSTONK Comnt. II. 452 If cloth be delivered, or tin our

legal dialect! bailed, to a taylor to make a suit of cloaths.

II. Immediately from HAIL sb.^

2. To admit to hail, to liberate on bail ; to re-

lease (a person) from immediate arrest or impiison-
ment, on security being given by one or more sureties

that the person so released shall be duly presented
for trial. Said of the magistrate, arch.

1548 HALL Chron. Hen. VIII an. 14 (R.) Al the other, if

they would be bayled, to fynde sureties for their tnieth and

allegeaunce. 1555 Act 2-3 Mary \. 1 116321, Such Justices
. . as haue authority to baile any prisoner brought before
them. 1641 Termesdc id Ley 35 b, Upon the Bonds of these
Sureties .. he is bailed, that is to .say, set at liberty, until)

the day appointed for his appearance. 1715 BUHNKT Own
Time m (R.) JetTries was bolder, so he bailed him. 1771
Jnniits Lett. Ixv. 328 You have bailed a man . . whom the
lord mayor of London had refused to bail. 1827 HALLAM
Const, Hist, (1876) II. viii. 3 Charles . . told them he was
content the prisoners should be bailed.

fb. fg. and?;i. To liberate from imprisonment.
1581 STUDLEY Seneca's Here. G'.t&us 216 b, Hath hell no

power to hold thy sprite . . Or else hath Pinto baalde thee
out? 1593 GREENE Cottny Catch. \\. 31 Sirra see if your pick-
locks will serue the turne to bale you hence, 1600 S.

NICHOLSON Acolastns (1876) 27 It's hard to bayle imprisoned
thoughts againe.
3. To procure the liberation of (any one) from

prison or arrest, by becoming bail or security for

him. (To bail out implies that he is already in

prison.) Also Jig,
1587 FLEMING Contn, Holinshed III. 353/1 A woman ..

whome the same Bruistar had bailed out of Bridewell.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. \\. iii. 299 Thou shall not baile them,
see thou follow me. 1641 FI.-LLKR Holyff Prof. St. \. iv. n
The dearest Husband cannot bail his wife when death awaits
her. 1791 BOSWKLL Johnson (18311 I. 233, I shall have my
old friend to bail out ofthe round-house, a 1832 MACKIXTOSH
Revol. of 1688 Wks. 1846 II. 281 Twenty-eight peers were
prepared to bail them, if bail should be required. 1859
MRS. &*&Wf.\.\* Roundthe Sofa.^ I offer to bail the fellow out,
and to be responsible for his appearance at the sessions.

^- fiS- T be security or pledge for; to secure,

guarantee, protect.
1587 Myrr. Mag., Madan xii. 4 Grace and prudence bayles

our careful! bandea. 1620 SANDERSON Scrm. I. 166 This
stranger, this Lot . . hath bayled you hitherto, and given
you protection. <i 1659 OSUORN Q. KHz. 11673) 464 Lc* the
Proverb As sure as Check bayl me from the least suspicion
of hyperboly,

Bail, v* Wts.
[f.

BAIL
j/>.2] To hoop, gird.

I548 [see BAILED///, a. }. 1594 NASHE Un/ort. Trav. 59
Close soldered, and bailde about with yron.

Bail, V.-'* Also 6 bale. [App. ad. OF. baillier
to enclose, shut, of doubtful source : immediately
related to bail, bailie, BAIL

sl>.'-'>, though it is not

yet certain which is derived from the other
;

if the
vb. be the source, it may be perh. only another
sense of baillier, to have charge of, control, guard,
etc. : see BAIL v^\
1. To confine, rare.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonnets No. 133 Prison my heart in thy steele

bosomes warde, But then my friends heart let my poore
heart bale, Who ere keeper me, let my heart be his garde.
1852 SIR W. HAMILTON Disc. 303 The infinite spirit does
not bail itself under proportion and number.
2. 7b bail up ^in Australia

1

): a. To secure the
head of a cow in a '

bail
'

while she is milked
;

b. (said of bushrangers) To 'stick up' and disarm
travellers in order to rob them without resistance;
also, tuff. To surrender without resistance, disarm
oneself by throwing up the arms. [The identity
of this with a. is disputed.]
1880 Melbourne Argus 22 July 1/7 We were bailed up by

an armed man on horseback. in Leisure Ho. (1885) 197
'Bail up! Throw up your arms, I'm Ned Kelly !' .-TW.ifrom
K. A. Petherick) 'Have you bailed up the cows?' 'Yes,
they're bailed up.'

Bail, v.* Also 5-7 baile, bayle, (7-9 bale),
[f.

BAIL sb$\ Now often less correctly BALE, q.v.
To lade or throw water out of a boat, etc., with
buckets (formerly called bails), pails, basins, or
other vessels, a. To bail the water (out).
1613 PUHCHAS Pilgr. ix. xiv. 911 They bailed and pumped

two thousand tuns and yet were ten foot deepe. 1622 K.
x

HAWKINS V'oy. S. Sea 226 In clearing and bayling the water.
1624 CAPT. SMITH I'irghna v. 174 Buckets, .to baile out the
water. 1829 MAHRVAT /'*. Miidmay xi, One [man] to bail
the water out.

b. To bail the boat (out).
1840 R. DANA Be/. Mast xviii. 50 By the help of a small

bucket and our hats we bailed her out. 1841 CATLIN A".

, Anier./nd.(i%4$}\\.x\\\\\, m Ladles to bail them out.
C. absol.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia y. 174 Bailing and pumping
three daies and three nights without intermission. 1682 SIR
I. BKRRY in Loud. Gaz. No. 1720/7 Still working with the
Pumps and Bailing, but to no purpose.
t Bailable, al Obs. In 5-6 baleable. [a.
OF. baillahU f. baillcr in sense of '

deliver.'] Cap-
able of being delivered, deliverable.

1502 ARNOLD Chron. (i8n> 121 If thes oure presentis lettres

patentis . . be not baleable.

Bailable (b^-lab'l), a?\ also 6-7 baileable,
bayl(e-. [f. BAIL v and sbl + -ABLE.]
1. Of persons : Entitled to be released on bail.

VOL. I.

1554 Act 1-2 Mary xiii. 3 Any person or persons . . being
bayleable by the law. 1626 BKRNARP Isle ofMan 116271 7^
To send him to Gaole, if lie lie not baileabk-. 1796 MOKSK
Atner. Geog. I. 561 All persons shall be bailable, unless for

capital offences.

2. Of an offence or process : Admitting of bail.

1649 SELDEM Laivs ofKng. \. xxxvi. (1739' 53 He was . .

admitted to Bail if the offences were bailable. 1817 JAS.
MILL ttrit. India II. v. vi. 572 A capias was granted, with a
bailable clause. 1859 Lu. J. CAMI-HMLL in Kills Law Rep.
II. 114 Directed only against bailable process.

Bailage (.b^'li-dg). Also 9 balliage, bailiage.

[f. BAIL z 1
.
1

,
or AF. baillier to deliver : perh. there

was an AF. *bailliagc or med.L. *balliagium in

this sense.] A duty upon delivery of goods.
1753 CH.\MBERsCytV. Suj>p. s.v., Water Bailiage or Railage^

is an antient duty received by the city of London, for all

goods and merchandises brought into or carried out of the

port. 1800 COLQUHOUSCW. Thames xi. 332 Of Balliage,
or Delivery of Goods. 1809 R. LANGFORD hitrod. Trade

iay Kailage, duty paid on goods to the City of London.

^! See also BAILUAGE.

t Bail-dock, bale-dock. Obs. [?f.BAiL^;i
barrier: see DUCK.] At the Old Bailey, London,

(formerly)
( a small room taken from one of the

corners of the court, and left open at the top ;
in

which, during the trials, are put some of the male-

factors.' Scots Mag, 1753 XV. 42/1.
1624 HKYWOOD Gnniik. in. 159 The sessions is dissolved,

the bench and bale-docke cleered. 1662 E,LVffOf>J>Arfto6iof.

(1767*148 Away I was taken and thrust into the Hail-dock

to my other Friends who had been called before me. 1670
PKNN Truth Rescued 8, I was commanded to the Bale-

Dock for Turbulency and Impertlnency. 1716 Lond. Gaz.

No. 5399/3 James Goodman, .made Ins Escape, .by leaping
over the Spikes ofthe Bail-Dock and the Rails at the Sessions-

House in the Old-Baily. 1823 LAMB Ella 11860) 72, I re-

member Penn before his accusers, and Fox in the bail-dock.

t Baile, bayle, int. Obs, [Perh. imperative
of Fr. baillcr in sense * Deliver ^ blows) !' But cf.

baillcr safoi, in Littre'.] A call to combatants to

engage.
a 1529 SKKI.TON Agst. Garneschc 31 Baile, baile at you

botlie, frantike folys ! f 1530 LD. BUHNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt.

364 Than harodes began tu crye : knightus, do your best !

go to^yder, bayle ! bayle ! Than began the tournay.

Bailed (b^Id), ppl. a
[f.

BAIL z^.i + -KD.] Re-

leased on bail.

1552 HULOET, Bayled, or lette to bayle, Vadhnonio ob-

strictus. 1664 BUTI.KR Hitd. \\. m. 73 Like a Kail'd and

Main-pri/M Lover, Although at large I am bound over.

Bailed ;brUd), ///. a? [f.
BAIL v.- + -KR]

Hooped (and covered) as a wagon.
1548 HALL Chron. (18091 ^OI Then came the Queue in a

litter of white clothe of golde not covered nor Bayled. 1598
STOW Survey xli. (1603^ 456 A close cart, bayled oner,

Bailee (bc
T
>:Lv). Law. Also 6 baily, 7 baylee.

[f.
BAIL s'.1 + -EE.] One to whom goods are com-

mitted in trust for a specific purpose.
1528 PEKKINS Pi'of. Bk. ii. 140 11642* 62 If. .afterwards

the Baily deliver the Obligation to whom it was made. 1613
SIR H. FINCH Laiv 11656 180 The baylement of goods to

imploy, is, when the Bailee hath the things themselues to

vse to anothers profit. 1875 POSTK Gains in. 423 These con-

tracts, .all imply a delivery from the bailor to the bailee and
a redelivery from the bailee to the bailor.

Bai'ler '

[f. BAIL v.* + -KK
'.]

He who or that

which bails water out
;

a man employed to bail

out a ship ;
a utensil used for this purpose, a

machine constructed to lift and throw out water

from a pit, etc.

1883 KINGSTON Paddy Finn xv. 190 There was no bailer
;

but I had seized my hat. 1883 Century Mag. July 330/1 The
'

sand-pump' and 'bailer,
1

employed to take up and hoist

out the pulverized rock and water. 1883 DailyA
Tew$ 15 Sept.

2/7 {Shipping^ [Ship] Hardwick, .half full of water. . Bailers

have been employed.
Bailer - Cricket, [f.

BAIL sb + -Kit*.] A
ball so bowled as to hit the bails.

1881 Daily News 29 June 2/6 tCV/Viv/), A fine bailer from
Studd beat Peake when 246 had been made. 1882 Daily
Tel. 27 May, A bailer from Jones just managed to destroy
his chance.

Bailey (b^-li). Forms: 3 baili, 4 bayly,
-lie, -lye, bailye, bailly, baly, 4-5 baillie, 4-6
baily, bailie, 9 bailey, [a ME. variant of bayle,
BAIL st>.'-'- : possibly from the med.L. form balium,
ballium ;

cf. Vetits Ballinm = Old Bailey, Du Cange.
Not in Fr. It coincides in its spellings with BAILLIE,
with which it was probably confused.]
1. The external wall enclosing the outer court,
and forming the first line of defence, of a feudal
castle ; and, in a wider sense, any of the circuits

of walls or defences which surrounded the keep.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10023 PC midmast bailly of ^e bre Bitok-

eneb wel hir chastite . . Name of baily hit hab for-bi For hit

[hir] helde euer in baily [r'.r. bailey, bayly]. Ibid. 10034
f>ere stonden ^>re bailyes wi|x>ute pat wel kepen Jat castel
From arwe shet & quarel, c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 1082 As
quen I blusched vpon Jat baly, So ferly ^er-of wat/ ]te falure.

1851 TURNER Doin. Arc/lit. I. i. 16 The more recent habita-
tion reared within its enclosures or baileys.
2. In later writers : The outer court or base court

of a feudal castle
; also, either of the two (or three

courts) formed by the spaces between the circuits of
walls or defences. Hence outer bailey ^

inner bailey.
1845 Gloss. Goth. Archit. I. 37 Bailey was a name given to

the courts of a castle formed by the spaces between the cir-

cuits of walls or defences which surrounded the keep. 1851
TURNER Dom. Archit. I. i. 17 The royal apartments were
not in the keep, but in the court-yard, or bailey. 1862 Lnck
oj f.adysnifdc I. 93 The entrance-gate . . led into a narrow
outer bailey.

3. (Retained in proper names : e. g. the Old Bailey
in London, the seat of the Central Criminal Court,
so called from the ancient bailey or ballium of the

city wall between Lud Gate and New Gate, within

which it was situated.)
1570/VMMy Note to Papists (Collier) 15 The Draile, wheron

he lay fast bound in midst olde baily street. 1587 FLEMING
Contn. Holinshed III. 357/1 At a sessions holden in the

justice hall in the old bailie of London. 1865 Alorn. Star

5 July, The phrase,
' Old Kailey style,' is an ordinaryfafon

de parler, and is well understood to mean, .a certain license

of vituperation which has been supposed, rightly or wrongly,
to characterise its proceedings.

Bailey, obs. variant of BAILIE.

Bailiage, -iary, variants of BAILAGE, -IKRY.

Bailie (.b^-li). Forms : 3 bailli, -ie, 3-4
baili, 3-7 bayly, 4 bayli, bayely, 4-5 baylle, 4-6
bayle, bailye, 4-8 bailly, 5 bailshey, 5 6 baly,

5-7 bayley, 6 baylay, bail;ie, 7 baylie, 7-8

baillie, bailey, 4-9 baily, 6- bailie. [ML. bailli,

a. OF. bailli (i3th c.), later form of haillis, baillif,

BAILIFF, q.v.] Another form of the word BAILIFF,
with which it was formerly interchangeable ;

now
obsolete in Kngland, but retained in a special sense

in Scotland.

1 1. = BAILIFF i. Obs.

1297 R. Gi.ouc. 12') To l?e baylys of be toun hastiliche heo
wende, ^1300 Cnrstir M. 5008 j?ar vs tok J>e hci baili [r

r.r.

bailly, bayli, baily]. Ibid, 9558 He ne had neuer sa gret

envie, Als f>is man for to be baillie \_v.r, bayly]. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 306/1 Mayres, Shereues, baylles, and
suclie other lasse ofTyce<. 1494 1- ABVAN Hen. Ill, an. 1266

iR.) \' bayMy of the castell of YVynde^ore. 1501 Plitmpton
Ci->; 159 The baylay of Byngham \ apentake, i$z7 OAHD-
INLK in Pocock /I

1

.'!'. Kef. 1. 75 lleitig advised by the baly
of Dover so to do. 1530 Proper Dyalogc 11863! 39 Euery
secular lordc . . is Cuds bayly. 1598 HAKLLVT I'oy. 1. 129
Sent to the Sherlfe uf Sudsex, to the Maiorand Cominunaltie
of the Citie of Winchester, to the Baily of Southampton, the

liaily of Lenne, the IJaily of Kent. 1662 KI-I.LI:K Worthies

it. 129 At Ashby De La Zouch. .where his Father under the

Earl of Huntington, was Governour or Baly of the Town.

humorously. 1652 I!ROMK ")'m>. Cre-w \. 364 Then up rise

Randal, Bayley of the Beg^ai^.
2. In SeotlanJ. f &,. formerlyt

The chief magis-
trate of a barony or part of a county, having
functions equivalent to those of a sheriff. Obs.

1375 IlARnouii />>/.'(<- 1. 190 Schyrreffys and baij^heys maid
he then. 1425 Act* Jas. 1 ; 1597.1 g 63 The Kingis Baillie, or

a Depute of the towne. 1634-46 Ruw Hist, Kirk 11842) 87
for other civill and criminal! jurisdictions, the heretable

baillies might supplie that part. 1754 KKSKINK J'ritic. Sc.

Law 1181^91 38 Where lands, not erected into a regality, fell

into the King's hands, he appointed a bailie over them, w hose-

jurisdiction was equal to that of a sheriff.

b. noii'. A municipal magistrate corresponding
to the English alderman.

1484 CAXTON' Chyual^y 23 Kynges and prynces which make

prouostes and baillyes of other persones than of knyjtes.

1558 ]nstr. ofSusine in AnnalsoJ Hawich 331 In the hands
of Adam Cessfurde, ane of ye bailies of" Hawick. 1609
SKICNE Reg. Mag, 128 At the first head Court after Michael-

mes, the BailHes sould be chosen. 1796 MOKSK ^J//v. Geog.
1 1. 162 Edinburgh is governed by a lord provost, four bailUes.

1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxix, I am a free burgess and a magis-
trate o' Glasgow; Nicol Jarvie is my name, I am a bailie,

be praised for the honour.

f- 3. = BAILIFF 2. Obs. (or dial.}
c 1340 Cursor M. iTrin.) 12914 As baily \Cott, bedel] goj>

bifore lustise. .1386 CHAUCER l''rercs T. 92
* Artow than a

bayely?' 'Ye,' quod he. c 1460 Tty^mlcyMyst. 17 A mekillc

myschaunce And the bayles us take. 1542 BHINKLOW Cont-

playnt vii. (1874' 21 Euery man is a bayly to attache a felon.

< 1600 NoRDKN^tv, Brit. Cornw. 117281 73 A libertye when
tlie Sh ; rifes Baylye can not areste. 1668 SIUDWKLL Sullen
Lor. in. Wks. 1720 I. 63 Worse than a Bayley, that arrests

in the Inns of Court. [In Scotland, constables specially em-

ploycd in carrying out the Tweed Fisheries' Acts are called

Water-bailies.]

fig. 1621 QUARLKS Argalns fy /'. (1678) 120 Natures pale-
fac'd Bailey now distrains His blood.

f4. = BAILIFF 3. Obs.
c 1375 WYCLIF Scrm. Sel. Wks. 1869 I. 24 pis bailly \Lukt

xvi. i] was worldly wyse. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 41/3 That
Eleazar the sone of my baily be myn heyr. 1523 FUZHERH.
H'

nsb. 134 If thou hane any wode to sell. . cause thy bayly
.. to do it for the. 1602 FULBKCKE znd 1't. i'arall. 45 A
bailie is he to whom a speciall charge of procuring a mans
profite, and the valuable increase of his wealth is committed.
1661 PEPYS Diary 19 July, Agreeing with Hauker to have a
care of my business in my absence, .to be our bayly. 1688
SHADWELL Syr. Alsatia \\. i. 43 A very pretty fellow for a

gentleman's bailey. 1730 SwiFT/'wwwr, Dean Misc. (1735)
V, 137 You merit new Employments daily ; Our Thatcher,
Ditcher, Gard'ner, liaily.

5. Bailie-errant = bailiff-errant: see BAILIFF 4.

1528 TIN-DALE Obed. Chr. Man Wks. I. 204 The sheriffs,

bally-errants, constables, and such like officers.

Bailie, variant of BAILLIE, Obs. t jurisdiction,
and of BAILEY, court-wall of a castle.

Bailiery, -ary (ivHieri, b^-li|ri). Obs. exc.

Hist. Forms : 7-9 baillerie, -ery, baylerie, bay-
liary, 7-8 bailiary, S bailliary, -ery, 8-9 bail,

iery. [In i ;th c. bail/erie, a. F. *baillerie office of
the bailli or BAII.IE.] The jurisdiction of a bailie;
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BAILIESHIP.

tsf>,,
in Scotland, before the abolition of hereditary

jurisdictions, a district administered by a bailie

instead of by a sheriff.

1425 Acts Jus. / (1597) 67 That ilke Schireffe giue open
bidding to the people of his Bailliarie. 1609 SKKSE Keg.
Maj. 161 Within their houses, lands, bounds, or Bailleries.

1639 SPOTTISVVOOD Hist. Ch, Scot. vi. (1677) 286 Proclamations
sent to the SheriffdomsofEdinburgh, Hadington, Linlithgow
. . and to the Bailiaries of Kyle and Cunningham, a 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Jas. //, Wks. (1711) 24 The baylerie of

Aberbrothock. 1679 Proclam. Edinb. 4 May, Bayliffs of Re-

galities and Baylianes. 1708 Proclam. 1 1 July in Lond. Gaz.
No. 4456/1 We Require . . Baillies of Baillianes. 1754 ^R-
SKINK Princ. Sc. Law (1809138 By the late jurisdiction act,

20 Geo. II. c. 43, all heritable regalities and bailieries, and
all such heritable sheriff-ships and stewartries, as were only
parts of a shire, are dissolved.

Bailieship (bfHiJip). Forms : 4- bailly-,

baili-, bayely-, baili-, bealie-, bayly-, bailie-,

-ship, -shyppe. [f.
BAILIE + -SHIP: see also

BAILIFFSHIP.]
f 1. Stewardship. ///. and_/5&

r
. Obs.

< "375 WYCLIF Sertu. Sel. Wks. 1869 I. 22 A reckenynge
of bi baillyship. 1532 HKRVKT Xt-noplton's Hoiiseh. 11768*

58 What profyte shulde we haue by his bayelyshyppe ?

1582 N. T. tRhem.i Luke xvi. 2 Render account of thy baili-

ship : for now thou canst no more be baiiife.

2. The office of a bailie or (o/>s.) a bailiff.

r 1472 Plitmpton Corr. 27 The office of the bailiship of

Sesey. 1589 li'iHsty /'. A". C. (1860) 166 With all my ryght
ofthebealieshipofCarhani. 1601 FI-LBKCKE -2nd 1't. Parall,

45 More agreable to our lawe especially in this matter of

bailieship.

3. The district under a bailie or bailiff.

1502 ARNOLD Chron (i8n'2i2 Them which out ofhisbay-
lyship comen as marchauntis. 1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1598 '-z

The Baylyship of Drenthe, which is a part of the Province
of Clroningen.

Bailiff (tvi-lif). Forms: 3-5 baillif, 3-7

bailif, 4 balyf, 5 baillyve, 6 bailliff, bailiffe,

baliffe, balyfe, -yve, -ive, baylyff, bailiefe, 6-7
baylife, bayliffe, 7 baliffe, bailive, bayllive,

7-8 bayliff, 6- bailirT. [ME. bai/lif, a. OF. bail/if,

obj. case of baillis (12th c.' : late L. bajulivus,

prop, an adj. f. bajnlus, originally 'carrier,' after-

wards ' carrier on, manager, administrator.' (See
KAIL .f/'.

1 and cf. bajnlare under BAIL v. 1 Baju~
llvits thus meant '

^one) having the nature or char-

acter of a bajulus? In med.L. ballh'iis, baillivns,

baliviis, from the F. and Kng. words.)]
1. One charged with public administrative autho-

rity in a certain district, a. In Englandt formerly

applied to the king's officers generally, including

sheriffs, mayors, etc. nominated by him, but espe-

cially to the chief officer of a hundred
;

still the

title of the chief magistrate of various towns, as

the High-bailiff of Westminster, and of the keeper
of some of the royal castles, as the Bailiff of
Dover Castle.

1297 R. GI.OUC. 473 That pie solde be ibrojt Eiuore the

king and is bailifs. a 1300 Cursor M. 6445 letro him gaf
counsaile vnder baillifes [v.r. baillis, bayles, bailies] ham to

sette. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxi. 213 The quene sent

in hast to the Baillifs of wynchestre. 1691 WOOD Ath.
Oxon. II./2QO His father., was then Bailive of Hem-
lingford hundred. 1757 BURKE Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks.
X. 343 The bailiffs of hundreds, and tithings, and boroughs,
with their people. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 200/1 The sheriff

is called the King's bailiff, and his county is his bailiwick.

1873 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. v. 102 The gercfa, who becomes
after the Conquest the bailiff of the hundred. Ibid. III. xxl.

561 In those towns in which there was no mayor, the presi-

dency of the local courts remained with the bailiffs.

fig' '655 FULLER Hist. Camb. 11840) 105 Down comes the
bailiff of Bedford (so the country-people commonly call the

overflowing of the river Ouse), attended . . with many ser-

vants . . and breaks down all their paper-banks.

b. Used as the English form of the title of

various foreign magistrates ; e. g. the French

baillij and German Landvogt ;
also of the bailly or

first civil officer in the Channel Islands, and for-

merly also of the Sc. BAILIE.
1681 ^/(ScotU, Lond. Gaz. No. 1649/2 Sheriffs, Stewards,

Bailiffs of Royalty and Regality, 1693 Apol. Clergy Scot.

23 One of the Magistrates of Glasgow . . made a Bailiff by
the Archbishop. 1694 FALLE Jersey \. 129 Bailiffand Jurats
of the said Isle for the time being. 1753 HANWAY Trav.

(1762) II. i. iv. 22 The great bailiff of the district, of which
there are . . about twenty five in the hanoverian dominions.

1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. (18641 V. ix. vii. 366 Henry while

yet Bailiff of the Empire, during the captivity of Baldwin.
1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I. iii. 77 De Griyse formerly
bailiff of Bruges. 1862 ANSTED Channel Isl. iv. xxiii. 524
The BailiffGt Judge, is the first civil officer in each island.

1864 KIRK Chas. Bold I. n. ii. 492 A royal envoy, the bailiff

of Lyons.
2. An officer of justice under a sheriff, who exe-

cutes writs and processes, distrains, and arrests; a
warrant officer, pursuivant, or catchpoll.
'377 I^ANGL. /*. PI. B. n. 59 Shireues and here clerkes,

Bedelles and BailHues. 1538 BALE Thre Laiues 1613 Ther
someners and ther scribes . . With balyues and catchpolles.

1588 FRAUNCE Laiviers Log. \. xix. 67 Returned by the

Shiriffe and warned by his bayliffe. 1611 SHAKS. ll'int. T.

iv. iii. 102 He hath bene since an Ape-bearer, then a Pro-
cesse-seruer (a Bayliffei. 1712 STEELE Sfect.

No. 330 F 3,

I was arrested and conveyed . . to a BayhfTs house. 1863
BURTON Afr. Hunter -326 A bailiff making an inventory of

goods on which he has taken execution.

626

Jig. a 1656 BP. HALL Rent. IVks. (1660) 22 The conscience
is but God's Bay lift

3. The agent of the lord of a manor, who col-

lects his rents, etc.
;
the steward of a landholder,

who manages his estate ; one who superintends
the husbandry of a farm for its owner or tenant.

1531 ELYOT G(n>. in. xx. 1574 tr. Littletons Tenures 173,
Which they shall delyver unto the stewarde or bay life. 1617
Jatnta Ling. 526 The baliffe gathereth-in harvest into the
barne. 1678 R. LESTHANGE Seneca's Mor. (1702) 420 My
Bayliff told me 'twas none of his Fault. 1848 KISGSLEY
Saint's Trag. in. ii. 156 Here's Father January taken a
lease of March month, and put in Jack Frost for bailiff.

1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt ^1868) 36 I'm going over one of the
farms . . with the bailiff.

4. Comb., as bailiff-haunted ; f bailiff- errant

(see quot.) ; bailiff-peers, assessors of the bailiff

of a town. See also Bi M-BAILIFF.
1612 DAVIES Why Ireland, etc. (1787) 201 The under-

sherifTs and bayliffs errant are better guides and spies. 1641
Termcs tie la Ley 35 Baylifes Errant are those that the
Sherife maketh and appointeth to go about the County to

execute Writs, to summon the county, Sessions, assises and
such like. 1707 Lond.Gaz. No. 4338/1 The humble Address
of the Bailiff, Recorder .. Bailiff-Peers, Town Clerk, and
Burgesses of Wenlock. 1812 J. & H. SMITH Rej. Addr. t

CHI l>ono ix,The bail iff-haunted throng.

Bai'liffry. rare. Also 7 bailivery. [f. prec.
+ -RY. Cf. BAILIEKY.] The office or jurisdiction
of a bailiff, or bailie

;
a BAILIKKY.

1598 STOW Sur^\ iStrype 1754) II. v xxvii. 474/1 The
Sheriffs Aldermen and Serjeants by authority of their Bail-

ivery. 1708 CHAHBERLAYKB St. Gt. Brit. n. i. ii. (1743*

306 Hereditary bailiffs of the king's Bailiffry [anglicized for

bullies and oailiery],

Bailiffship (b^'lifjip). [f.
as prec. + -SHIP.]

The office of bailiff.

1651 W. CARTWKIGHT Ordinary in Dodsl. O. P. X. 258 Let
me now begin My bailiff-ship, 1863 CHEVRON in A'', fy Q.
Ser. in. III. 185 The bailiff-ship or ministration of justice.

t Barliffwick. Obs. [f. as prec. + -WICK.]
1. The district under the jurisdiction of a bailiff.

1709 STKYPE Ann. Rcf. I. xxvi. 312 In case the sheriff.,

return, that the party . . could not be found within his bailiff-

wick. 1766 in Entick London IV. 319 Proclaimed . . through-
out the whole bailiffwick.

2. The office of a bailiff
;
= BAILIFFSHIP.

1509 Act i Hen. I'/IL xix. 6 Haillifwikes or Bailly-

shyps of the Maners of Multon and Skirkebekys. 1570
Act 13 Eliz, iv, 13 His . . office of Sheriffwicke, Escheator-

ship or Bayliffewike.
3. Stewardship.
i(n$An$iv. Sitpp. Disc. Rout. Doctr. 25 Popes and Princes

must render account of their Bailifewicke.

Bailing, vbl. sl>. [f.
BAIL &.I + -INGI.] A

releasing on bail.

1542-3 A ct 34 <$ 35 Hen. F/77, xxvii. 50 For the apparaunce
and baylynge of common maynprise, two pens. 1628 in

Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 529 Bayling is a grace or favor

of a Court of Justice.

Bad-ling, vbl. s&* [f. BAIL ^.4 + .ING i.] The

lading or scooping of water out of a boat.
1682 SIR J. BERRY in Lond. Gaz, No. 1720/7 All our Pumps

and Materials for bailing. 1748 ANSON Voy. \. iii. 24 With
four pumps and bailing he could not free her.

t Bailiric. Obs. [f. BAILIE + -RIC, OE. ric

rule, dominion.]
- BAILIWICK.

1570 LKVINS Manip. 121 There be dytiers other that ende
in ricke or ivicke, signifying offices which have their latine

in atiis, or in ifra \ as . . A Baylyrick villicatits, a Bayly-
wick t'illicatitra.

t Bai'livate. Obs. [ad.med.L. baillivafats, bal-

livatus, f. ballivust f. F. bailtif\ see -ATE!.] The
office of a bailiff, bailiffship.

1721 STKYPK Eccl. Mem, III. in. 30 With the ballivate of
the town of Eltham.

Bailive, -ry, obs. forms of BAILIFF, -RY.

Bailiwick (tv'-liiwik). Forms : 5-9 bayly-,

bally-, bayli-, baili-, ball-, baily-, bayl-, baylie-,

baly-, bailly-, bailli-, -weke, -wyke, -wick(e,

-wik(e (more than 20 forms), [f. BAILIE + -WICK:
see also BAILIFFWICK.]
1. A district or place under the jurisdiction of a

bailie or bailiff. Used in Eng. Hist, as a general
term including shcriffdom ; and applied to foreign
towns or districts under a vogt or bailli.

(1460 FORTESCUE Abs. fy Lim. Mon. (17141 123 A mean
Bayliff may do more in his Bayly-Weke. 1574 tr. Littleton's
Tenures 51 a, By the othe of xii true men of hys bayliwike.
1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (1862) 553/2 The sheriffe of
the shire, whose peculiar office it is to walke up and downe
his bayli-wicke. 1678 T. JONES Heart

<$ Right Sw. 88 Our
British Isles,which never were within the diocess or bayliwick
of Rome. 1759 B. MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eng. II. 355 A fair

Bailiwick and Town corporate. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II.

305 Berne. This Canton contains 72 bailiwicks. 1862 ANSTKD
Channel Isi. \\. xxiii. 519 Guernsey, Alderney, and Sark, to-

gether with Herm . . composing the Bailiwick of Guernsey.
1884 Law Rep. Chanc. Div. XXV. 341 The sheriff . . made
a return . . that Mr. S. had no lay fee within his bailiwick.

2. The office or jurisdiction of a bailie or a

bailiff. (Now only Hist?)
1494 FABYAN vii. 528 The offyce of ballywyke. a 1649

DRLMM. OF HAWTH. Jas. V. Wks. (1711) 88 A suit . . about
the ballywick of Jedburgh-forrest, 1687 N.JOHNSTONA ssnr.

Abbey Lands 60 Other Ecclesiastical Benefices, Provost-

ships, Baly-wicJcs, Commendams, Canon-ships, etc. 1875
STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xvii. 557 No gift of land, franchise

. . or bailiwick should be made.

BAILMENT.

t 3. Stewardship. (Cf. BAILIESHIP.) Obs.

1550 CROWLEY Epigr. 1257 Christe shall saie at the laste

daye, Geve accounts of your baliwickcs. 1601 DENT /*<!//*?('.

Heaven 1 16031 171 To give an account of our bailywicke.
4. Comb, bailiwick-town, a town under the

jurisdiction of a bailiff; the chief town of a hundred.

1673 PCILBV Brit. 172 Hexham . . is at present a well-built

Bailiwick Town. 1724 DK FOE, etc. Tour Gt. Brit. (1769)
III. 241 The Bailiwick-town of Hexham.

Bailie, obs. form of BAIL in various senses.

Baillery, obs. form of CAILIKRY.

Bailliage (b^-lu-ds). Forms : 6 bayly-, 6-7
bali-, 7 balli-, bayli-, baily-, 8- baill-, bail-,

bailliage. [a. F. bailliage (= Pr. bailiatge, Sp.

bailiagc], f, bailli'. see BAILIFF and -AGE. Made
in med.L. baill\i]agium ) baliaficum, but answering
to a L. type ^bajnllvaticitm]
1. The jurisdiction or district of a bailiff; for-

merly sometimes applied to an English bailiwick,
but now only to that of a French or Swiss bailli,

or other foreign prefecture.
1513 EARL WORC. in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. i. 5 This town . .

and all the bayliage should have no resort . . but to the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury. 1525 Li>. BERNERS Froiss. II. cci.

[cxcvii.] 615 The hole duchy ofAcquytayne . . baylyages, syg-
nories, and wasselages. 1599 HAKLUYT I'oy. 1 1. 80 The first

baliage or priorie that should be vacant. 1680 AW/f. Dutch
iv. 38 Divonne, in the Balliage ofGex. 1777 HoWAXD/V&m
Eng. (1780) 81 The other prison for the bailliage, contains
nineteen chambers. 1791 BURKE App. Whigs Wks. VI. 231
The several orders, in their several baillages . . were the

'people' of France. 1882 AtJkttuntm 30 Dec. 896/2 The
twelve peers of the castle had . . appeal in some cases from
the sovereign bailliage.

See also BAILI AC.E.

+ Baillie, bailly. Ofis. Forms: 3-4 baillie,

bailye, balye, 4 baili, -y, balie, bayly(e, beylie,

4~n baly, baillye, 5 bailly, bayllye, 4-8 bailie.

[ME, baillie, a. QY. baillie (
= Pr. failia, It. balia^

: late L. bajntta, f. bajnlus officer, bailiff (It.

bailo, balio, Pr. baile, OF. bail}, with Romanic -i'a

of office. In med.L. ballia, balia, baylia, bayllia,
from the modern langs. In Eng. the old spellings
are mixed up confusedly with those of BAILIK

(F. bailli) and BAILEY (F. faille).]

1. The jurisdiction, authority, charge, or office

of a BAILIE or BAILIFF, in the original sense ; juris-

diction or charge committed to an officer, dele-

gated authority ; stewardship.
c 1305 Fall <$ Passion 22 in E. E. P. (1862) 13 God ^af him

a gret maistre .. of paradis al be balye. 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. 280 J?ise tuo had baly of ^is londes tueye. 1388
WYCLIF Luke xvi. 2 5^jde reckynyng of thi baili, for thou

mijte not now be baili. c 1400 Gamelyn 709 Now is thy
brother scherreue, and hath the baillye. 1553-87 FOXK

the ordinary Jurisdiction which from the Bailees in Nor-

mandy was here delivered over to the Sheriffin every County
which thence was called his Bailywick.

2. gen. Jurisdiction, authority, control, charge.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 9551 pis ilk king . . A seruand had in his

baili [r.r. bayly, baily]. c i$8oSirFerum6. 4335 He haue^'
on ys baylye x. bousant knyjtes . . To don al at ys wille.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 4302 Whanne Jelousie Hadde Bealacoil in

his baillie. c 1450 Merlin vii. 1 1 1 His seal, whiche that Vlfin

hath yet in his kepynge in his bailly. c 1460 Totvnfley Myst.
207 Thou art here in our baly wlthoutten any grace of skap.

'475 CAXTON Jason 60 b, Whan the quene Ysiphile sawe
that she had Jason in her bayllye.

3. The district under the jurisdiction of a BAILIFF

or BAILIE
;
a bailiwick.

[1293 BRITTON i. ii. -9 Aylours qe en sa baillie (Elsewhere
than in his bailiwick).] c ly^Guy H'arw. 249 Wold God . .

That he were here in mi beylie. ^1335 E. E. A Hit. P. A.

315 pou schal won in |>is bayly. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 61

PC duke Siward had taken in his balie Machog.
Bailliwage, obs. form of BAILLIAGE.

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 1996/3 Certain Bailliwages belonging
to them that border upon the French Territories.

Bailment (tvHment). [a. OF. baillcmcnf, i.

bailler to bail, give, deliver.]

1. Delivery, handing over, or giving for a specific

purpose; according to Blackstone, delivery in trust,

upon a contract expressed or implied, that the

trust shall be faithfully executed on the part of

the bailee.

i6oa FULBECKE ist Pt. Parall. Introd. viij,To treat of bor-

rowing and lending, and of the bailement or dcliuery of

goods and chattels. 16x4 Termes de la Ley 39 Bailement is

a diliuerie of things . . to another, sometimes to be deliuered

backe to the bailor . . sometimes to the vse of the Bailee. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comnt. II. 452. 1809 R. LANGFOKD Introd.

Trade 129 Bailment, goods delivered in trust for the fulfil-

ment of an agreement. 1875 POSTE Gains in. 423 Deposit,
loan for use, pawn or pledge, letting and hiring, and man-

date, are grouped together in English law under the head
of Bailments.

2. The action of bailing a prisoner or person ac-

cused. Also the record of the same.

1554 Act i # 2 Mary^ xiii. 3 (An Act touching Bailment
of Persons) . . At the Time of the said Bailment or Mainprise.

1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. in. ii. (1588) 338 The booke of the

Norman Cnstomes calleth Bailcwent a live prison. 1619
DALTON Cmtntr. Just, cxiv, Bailment . . is the saving or

delivery of a man out of prison, before that he hath satisfied

the law. 1628 King's Letter m Rushw. (.1659) I. 560 Our
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Judges shall proceed to the Deliverance or Bailment of the

Prisoner. 1771 Junius Lett, l.xviii, 340 The business touch-

ing bailment of prisoners. 1826 Act Geo. /K, Ixiv. 3 [The

magistrate is to] subscribe all examinations, informations,

bailments, and recognizances. 1876 Fox BoDUK^ACifir 1. 1.5.

h Bailo (bai'10). Rarely baile. [It. bailo ;also

balio - Pg. hailio, Sp. haylc, baile, Pr., F. baile, OF.

Az//): L. bajulitS) orig. 'carrier, bearer of burdens/

subseq.
'

tutor, governor, administrator, magis-
trate, bailiff'

;
in med.L. also baihts, balius. See

BAIL sbl and B.VILIFF.] The title of the Venetian
' Resident

'

at the Ottoman Porte.

1682 WHELER Jonrn. Greece I. i A Bailo, or Ambassador
from the State of Venice, was to part for Constantinople.

1705 LotuL Gaz. No. 4139/4 Their Kailo or Resident at the

Ottoman Porte. 1832 tr. Sisnwmiis Ital. Rep. xi. 254 A
baile, who was to be . . its ambassador there, and the judge
of all the Venetian subjects in the Levant.

Bailor (l*
7
M^M). Law. [f.

BAIL v.\ + -OR; cf.

/w*'/*.vj One who delivers goods, etc. to another

for a specific purpose.
i6oa FCLRECKE ind Ft. Parall. 31 The bailor shall not .inie

way be charged byvertue of this bond. 1624 [see BAILMENT],
1830 I-'.din. Kncycl. III. 207 In bailment there is a special

((iialified property transferred from the bailor to the bailee,

together with the possession. 1845 LainKi-p., Com. Bench
I. 672 (fnarff.) A bailee of goods for hire, by selling them,
determines the bailment, and the bailor may maintain trover

against the purchaser.

Bailsman (b/^lzmsen). [f. baifs, gen. of

BAIL j/>.
1 + MAN.] One who gives bail for an-

other; a bail.

i86a TROI.LOPE Orlcy F. xni. 97 To act as one of the bails-

men for his mother's appearance at the trial. 1875 STUBBS
Const. Hist. III. xx. 425 For each of them manucaptors or
bailsmen were provided.

Baily, obs. form of BAILIE, BAILEY, BAILLIE.

t Bain (,b

~
In\ a. (stt.) and adv. Obs. exc. dial.

Forms : 4-5 bayn, 5 beyn, 5-6 bayne, 6-9 bane,

6-7 bain. [a. ON. bcinn straight, direct ; also,

ready to serve, hospitable.]
A. adj. 1. Ready, willing, inclined.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. C. 136 So bayn wer fciy bope two,
his bone for to wyrk. 1:1440 Morte A rf/i. (Roxb.) 104 To
batayle be ye bayne. 1513 DOUGLAS .Ends in. ii. 58 To
seik }our aid modir mak ^ou bane, c 1550 Titrke fy Gtwin
109 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 94, I will be att thy bidding
baine. 1674 RAY N.Ccitntr. \Vds. 4 Bain, Willing, Forward.

2. Supple, lithe, limber.
c 1440 Prontp. Pan>. 29 Beyn or plyaunte, Flc.vihilis. 1565

GOLDING Ovid's Met. in. (1593) 77 And wantonly they writli

. . among the waves their bodies baine and lyth. 1674 KAY
S. # E. Counir. \Vds. 59 Bain, Lithe, limber-joynted.
3. Direct; near, short, north, dial. [Cf. ON.

'^/j/rTtfrgtraightest, shortest way.' Vigfusson.]
1864 ATKINSON ll'/titby Gloss., Banest, nearest, 'That way

l

s the banest.' 1864 T. CLARKE in Kemial Merc. 30 Jan.
I Westnt. <///t/.\ A swind mi ways t' banest geeat ower t' fell.

B. quasi-.r. A ready or willing one.
( 1460 Tmvncley Myst. 82 He has bene sene agane, The

buxumnes of his bane \rcspcxit humilitatan ancillis sn;e],

C. as adv. 1. Readily, willingly.
c 1325 I-'. E. Allit. P. B. 1511 Ful bayn birlen bise ober.

c 1450 Gaii<. # Gologras i. vi, The berne besely and bane
blenkit hym about. 1513 DOUGLAS sKnci$\. Prol. 58 Byand
byssely, and bane [<'.r. baynej, buge, beuir, is: bice.

2. Conveniently near, 'handy.' north, dial.

? a 1700 Anc. Poems, Ball., etc. (1846' 215 Bane ta Claapan
town-gate lived an oud Yorkshire tike. 1824 Craven Dial.
i. ii We're vara bane tot' beck.

'Bain, sb. Obs. Forms: 5-6 baygne, 57
bayne, baine, 6-7 bane, bain. [a. K. bain (

= Pr.

banh
j
It. bagno, Sp. bafio] : L. balneum bath.]

1. A quantity of water or other liquid placed in

a suitable receptacle, in which one may bathe.

1475 CAXTON Jason 105 b, His lady . .^.d made redy a

right fayr baygne. 1594 CAREW Unartcs Exam. Wits xv.

(i 596) 284 The baigne must consist of water fresh and warme.

1614 CHAPMAN Odyss. x. 567 My men, In Circes house, wore

all, in several bain, Studiously sweeten'd. a 1641 BP. MOUN-
TAGU Acts ff Mon. 306 [They] had caused a bane of warmed
oyle to be provided for him.

fig- '563 Myrr.for Mag. Induct. Ixvii, And bathed him
in the bayne Of his sonnes blud before the altarc slayne.

b. The vessel in which this water is held.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. t\V. de W.) 11. 273 a/i He axed of

hym yf he had ony bayne wherin he myghte wasshe hym.
1523 I,n. BKHNERS Froiss. I. cccciv. 702 The cradell wherein
the erle was kept . . and a fayre bayne wherein he was wont
to be bayned. 1543 RECORDE Gr. Arts( 1640 '400 He chanced
to enter into a Baine full of water to wash him.

c. abstractly, An act of bathing, a bath.

1483 CANTON B&ge 2 b, Chargyng hym to kepe them tyl
he . . retourned fro hi^ bayne. 1563 B. GOOGE -/<7fs(Arb.)
1 16 Pryncely Nymphes accompanyed Diana in her Baynes.

2. A room or building fitted up for bathing,

having hot baths, etc. ; a public bath
;
= BAGNIO i.

1494 FABYAN v. cxxv. 106 Whan he came out of his stewe
or bayne. 1530 PALSGR. 182 l

r
ites cstwucs, a hole house or

a bayne. 1540 HYRUE Frevf' Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592! U iij,

That rude and nncomly manner . . that men and their wives
shal wash both together in one bane. 1606 HOLLAND
Sucton. 216 He passed through a crosse lane to the Baines
for to bath. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Fhraseol. Gen. 197 Bain
or Bath, Balneum.

3. A spring of hot or medicinal water.

1538 LKLANU Itin. 1 1. 66 The Colour of the Water of the

Paynes is as it were a depe Blew Se Water. 1610 HOLLAND
Canutes Brit. i. 557 Huxton, that of great name shalt be

for hole and holsome baine. 1655 DiCOBB Compl. Antbass.

136 Gone to Arragon, to certain Baynes there, for her health.

4. in//. Stews ;
= HAGXIO sb. 3.

1541 ELYOT Image Gm>. (154916 In common baines and
bordell houses. 1599 BP. HALL Saf. vi. i. 27 As pure as olde
Labulla from the baynes.
5. Chetn. An apparatus for heating through the

medium of water, sand, etc., more gradually than

by direct exposure to fire. Cf. BATH.

1477 NORTON Ord.Alch. v. in Ashm. 116521 62 Baines male

helpe and cause also destruction. 1657 W- COLKS Adam in

F.iien xxx vi, It has been bathed well in the bain or stove.

6. Comb., as bain-keeper.
1569 J. SANKOKD Agrippa's I'an. Aries 107 b, Likewise

Barbars, Bainekepers, and Shepherdes. 1603 HOLLAND Plu-
tarch's Mor. 174 (R.) Taking no pleasure nor delight in the

world . . no more than the bain-keeper's poor asse.

t Bain, v. Obs. Forms : 5 baygne, 5 -6

bayn(e, 7 baigne, 6-7 bain(e. [a. F. baigne-r

(
= Pr. banhar, Sp. bailar, It. bagnare) : L. balnea-

re, f. balneum bath.]
1. trans, and rcjl. To bathe or wash

;
to drench.

1398 TKEVISA Karth. DC P. R. \\. x. ("1495) 195 The myd-
wyfe . . baynyth hym with sake and hony to comforte hi?,

lymmes. 1474 CAXTON Chcsse ii. iv. 32 Whan the knyhtes
ben maad they ben bayned or bathed. 1577 HANMKK Anc.
Eccl. Hist. (16191 5 John the Apostle . . to baine himself,

en t red into a bath. 1602 CAREW Cornwall 108 b, To baigne
them . . with a worse perfume.

"b.Jfg. or rhetorically.
1491 CAXTON I'itas Pair. iW. de W.) I. Ixvl. 115 a/2 His

body wasalle bayned and bydewed in tercs and water. 1557
EARL SURREY in Tottell's Misc. lArb.' 5 Salt teares doe

bayne my brest. a 1652 J. VICARS in Karr's .V. /'. 11848' 124

Haile-stones he rained, And with fejrcc flames of fire them
bained.

2. intr. (for rcjl.} To bathe oneself, lit. andy?;;-.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 164/4 Ne neuer rasour touched Ins

heed ne he neuer baygned. < 1500 I.tX'e Song in Halliw.

Nitgx P. 68 In gladnesse I swym and baine. 1573 T\VYNK

sKwif/. XI. K k j b, The launce . . in virgins blood doth bayne.

Bain, obs. form of BANE ; north, dial. f. B"\E.

t Bained, baynyd, a. Obs. [a. OF. baien,

bayen, bain, bayn ;
altered to the form of an ling,

pa. pple.] Of peas and beans : Burst, split.
< 1440 Promp. Pa>~: 21/1 Baynyd, as bcnys or pesyn.yrc.w/.v.

t Bailli'lla. Obs. rare* 1
. [Early form of \.\-

KILLA ; cf. rg. hainilha.']

1691 WoRUDCE Treat. Cider 178 Some compound with it

. . Orejuela, Bainilla, Sapoyall, Orangc-flower-water.

tEarning, vbl.sb.
[f.

BAINZ;. + -ING 1
.] Bathing.

1528 PAYNKLL Satcrnc Rcgim. Y ij b, Eschewe . . laborious

baynynge.
-I- Bai'iily, adv. Obs. [f.

BAIN a. + -LY^.] Read-

ily, willingly; at once,
ri4oo l\'str. Troy xix. 8082 Then Breisald, the bright,

bainly onswart. ( 1460 Towncky Myst. 164 And to thare

bydyng bayn I y bow.

li Bain-marie (benimar/"). [K. ;
ad L. bal-

neum Marin 1

('4th c.), lit. 'the bath of Mary,'
so called, Littrc thinks, from the gentleness of this

method of heating.] (See quot.)
1822 KITCHENER Cwk's Oracle 398

' Bain-Marie
'

is a flat

vessel containing boiling water; you put all your stcwpan^
into the water, and keep that water always very hot, but it

must not boil. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 280 Bain-marie, a

vessel of water in which saucepans, etc. are placed to warm
food, or to prepare it and some pharmaceutical preparations.

Bair, obs. form of BARK, BOAR. BORE.

II Bairani (bairii'm, barram). Forms: 6beyram,

7 bairan, S bajram, bayram, 6- bairam. [Turk.

bdiram
t bciram* Pers. ,U*J bairam^\ The name

oftwo Mohammedan festivals the Lesser Bairani,

lasting three days, which follows the fast of Ra-

madan, and the' Greater Bairam, seventy days
later, lasting four days.
1599 HAKLL-YT l-'oy. II. i. 196 The Turkus Beyram . . one of

their chiefest fcastes. 1687 Loud. Gaz. No. 2291/2 Their
Lesser liairam . . falls out about the middle of October.

1813 BYRON Giaour viii, To-night the Bairam feast's begun.

Bairn (be-un, in Sc. b(-rn \ Forms : a. 1-3

beam, 2-3bern, bsern, (4byern,) 7berne, beam.
3. 1-9 barn (3 barrn, barin. 4 baron), 4-7 barne.

7. 5-9 bairn. [Common Teutonic : OE. beam -

OFris. bent, OS., OHG., MUG., Goth., ON., Da.,

Sw. barn, (MDu. bareti] : OTcut. *bamo-(m) t
f. bcr-

an to bear. Lost in G. and Du. ; also in southern

Eng., where the modern repr. of OE. beam would

have been bcrn \cf.fcrti} or bam (cf. arm, warn}.
In fact, berne survived in the south to 1300, barn

still survives in northern English, and was used

by Shakspere ; bairn is the Scotch form (ci.faim,
airm, wairn\ occasionally used in literary Eng-
lish since 1700. It is doubtful whether the bernet

beam of some I "th c. Eng. writers was a survival

of the early southern form, or a variant spelling
of bairn. The pi. bxm in Ormin is the ON. born,

hence it is probable that the northern singular
barn is as much of ON. as of OE. origin.]
A child; a son or daughter. (Expressing rela-

tionship, rather than age.)
a. Beowulf 106^ Beowulf mabelode, beam Ecg^'owes.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. 35 >a;t ge sin eowres Feeder beam.

c 1160 Hatton G. ibid., Eowres Fader ba;rn. a 1200 Trin.
Coll. Horn. 131 Alle f>e bernes . be ben boren of wifes boseni.

c 1230 Ancr. R. 272 Recabes sunen . . helle bearnes. c 1300
Wright Lyric P. xviii. 58 Huete Ihesu, berne best. 1621

B. JONSON Gipsies Mctam., Have care of your beams. i6ai

BURTON Anat. Mi-L nr. ii. v. v, Many fair lovely bernes to

you betide, a 1688 DK. BCCKHM. Pump Part, Wks. 1705
II. 99 Our Beams and Wives.

. 830 in Thorpe Diploin. 465 His barna sue huelc sue
lifes sie. ^1200 ORMIN 8039 Herode kinj; let slxn )ja little

barrness. Ibid. 6808 patt watrenn NoJ>essbrinneba;rn. 11275
Proi>. Alfred 589 in O. E. Misc. 135 pu ard mi barin dere.

1330 R. BRUNNB Chron. 310 To se lur and hir barn, c 1340
Cursor M. 904 iFairf.t In sorow J?ou sal bi barnys here \i\r.

berns, childer, children]. 1/1400 Coi 1
. Myst. (1841^ 182 Alas,

ywhy was my baron born, c 1420 Antiirs ofArth. xviii. 6

That blisfulle barne in Bedelem was born. 1577 HAKKISOM
England ii. v. 108 To this daie, even the common ^ort doo
call their male children faintes here in England, especiallie
in the north countrie. 1611 SHAKS. \Vint. T. in. ii. 70 Mercy
oil's, a Barne? A very pretty barne ; A boy, or a Childe I

wonder? 1687 Dt: I.A PRYME Diary 11869' IJ T̂O one scarce

believes that she [the queen] is re.ily with barn. 1711 J.

GREENWOOD fcng. Gram. 276 Beam, Barn, a Son, or Off-

spring (a Word common with the Scotch, and our North-

Countreymeni. 1864 TENNYSON North. Farincr 6 Bessy
M arris's barne ! tha knaws she laiiid it to meii.

y. 1513-75 Dinrti. Ocatrr. 11833) 67 Efter them wes am:
cart with ccrtane bairnes. 1549 Compl. Scot. xv. 123 It U
furs to me & vyf and bayrns to drynk vattir. a 1605 MoNT-
coMiiRiii Poems (18211 18 Burnt bairn with fyre the danger
dreidis. a 1626 BKAUM. & FL. Love's Cure in. i, Has he not

well provided for the bairn ? 1703 PENN in Pa. Hist. Mew.
IX. 241, I wish . . I had it for one of my poor bairns. 1714
SWIFT Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 527, I wish I could return your
compliments as to my wife and bairn*. 1857 H. REED Lect.

tit-it. Poets x. II. 25 That deep dark-eyed Scottish bairn was
Robert Burns. 1867 FKELMAN Xonit. Cony. 11876,1 I. vi. 483
Harthacnut tuo . . was at least a kingly bairn.

Comb, (all north, dial.] Bairn-dole, child's
j
or-

tion ;
bairn-like a., child-like, adv. in child-like

manner; t bairn-part, child's portion ;
bairn sj-

bed, womb
; t barn-site, anxiety about children

;

bairnVplay, child's play; bairnVmaid, -woman,
nurse-maid, nurse.

iSsSTui.NXH }'arables xxiv. '1877^ 393 The portion of goods
that falk-th to me; his

'

"bairndole,' as they would call it in

Yorkshire. (1425 WYNTOUN Cron. ix. xx. in That suld

noucht hail been done 'Mjarnelike. 1533 li'il/sff Inv. A". (\

Ii86oi 112 That my sonne and .. my dowghter have their
* barne partes ofmy goodes. 1549 ( V>/;///. ,Vt t'/. 67 Ane voman>

*bayrnis bed \printcd hed|. 1863 Ptwinc. Danby s.v., She\

got a s^'elling on the 'bairn hcd. a 1300 Cursor M. \\^-.'.^

Ne haf yee for me na barn-site. 1863 Reader 8 Apr. 386
Who was 'bairn's-maid to a daughter of the great philo-

sopher. 1637 RL- iHi-iKi-ORD Lett. 881186^1 I. 226 I'o make it

a matter of "bairn's play. 1823 GAL.T Kntail I. i. 2 Who, in

her youth, was
'

bairnswoman to his son.

Hence jwrth. dial."} Bai'rnie, little child
;

Barrnish a., childish ;
BaiTnisliuess.

1 Bai'rnlieid. Obs. or north, dial. [f.
BAIK.V +

HEAD, -H(H>.]
1. Childhood, infancy.
a 1300 Cursor M. 166 Mani ;t dcde bat iesu did in his

bamhede. 1393 LANCL. /'. /'/. C. xtx. 1 36 Bold in hus barn-

hede. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. v. i. 1 19 Hys Barnehede Was
passyd, and enteryde in Maphede. 1588 A. KING Cani^ina'

Catech. 38 Kuer from my bairnhcid.

f2. Childishness. Obs.

,- 1505 DL'NUAK Tu Kin% x, Sic barneheid biddis my brydill

renye.

Bai'rnless, a. Sc. and north, dial. Childless.
<i 1300 Cursor M. 7086 Barnles was his moder lang.

Bai rilliiiess. St. and north, dial. [f. next +

-NESS.] Childishness.

1838 Blackii'. Mag. XLIII. 270 Driven to the bairnline>x

of supping ]K
i:is with a spoon. 1863,

(JROSART Small Sins
Pref. 9 Laborious ingenuity or childishness \notc, perhaps
our vernacular

'

bairnliness
'

better expresses the thing'.

Bai'mly, a. S.&,north f dial. [f.
BAIHN + -LY

'.]

1. Childish.

1533 BMU.KNOKM. Livy i. (1822) 100 Thalr insolent and
barnelie contencioun. 1663 BLAIR Autobiog. \. i, I used my
bairnly endeavoui-. 1837 R. NICOLL /W/;w (18431 80, I hae
left them now for ever, But, to greet would bairnly be.

2. Child-like, in childhood.

1603 Phiiotus xc. The las bot bairnlie is and 50111132;. //'/</.,

A bairniilit lasse lyke me, Mair melt his oy nor wyfe to be.

tBai-rnly, adv. Obs. ff. as prec. + -i-Y-.]

1483 Cttt/i. An%t. 22/2 Barnely, iti/antuose, pncrilitc r.

Bai'rn-teaiH. north, dial. Forms : i bearn-

3 bern-, barn-team, -tern, beren-tera, 4 barn-,

barne-teem, 4-5 barn(e-tem(e, 4-6 -tyrae, 5

-teame, 7 bairn-teme, 8 -time, 9 -teem; see

also BARM-TEAM, [f. BAI UN +TKAM.] Brood of

children, offspring, family ; posterity.
L 885 K. XlfKEDOras. i. xiv. i Fultumleasea-t hiorabearn-

teamum. <'X2io Halt Meid. 31 In breades wone brede ti

barnteam. c 1250 Gen. % E.v. 3747 Chore was i> bernteam.

t 1300 Cursor M. 4828 We ar all a man barnteme \FuirJ.
MS. an monnes barneteme]. a 1400 Rulig. Piecesfr. Thornt.

MS- 57 Pe firste of V^ fou 'e barnetyme. c 1460 Towncley
Myst. 212 Wepe nothyng for me Bot for joure selfand ?oure
barneteme. 1513 DOUGLAS .-Ends XII. xiii. 134 Bair at a

birth . . that barntyme miserabill. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett.

105 (1862* I. 266 The fair flock and blessed bairn-teme of

the first-born. 1786 BURNS A Dream ix, Thae 1 onnie

bairntime, Heav'n has lent. 1855 Whitby Gloss., Bairn-

tcemSi troops of children.

Baiseinaiii- Obs. [Fr., i.baisc-r to kiss +
main hand.] A kiss of the hands : in//, compli-
ments, respects.
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BAISEMENT. 628 BAITING.

[1596 SPENSER F. Q. m. i. 56 Every Knight . . Can choose
his dame with basciomani gay.] 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.
1707 FARQUHAR Beaux' Strut. \\\. ii. 25 Do my Baisemams
to the gentleman, and tell him I will ..wait on him im-

mediately. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. xlvi. (1804) 318 Do
the doctor's baise- mains to the lady, and squire her hither.

t Bai'sement. Obs. rare~ l
. [corrupt f. prec. ;

but cf. F. baisement (Cotgr.), f. /r.]*prec.
c 1654 FLECKNOE Trav. 18 My most humble Baisements,

1 beseech you, to the Lady Marquesse.

t Bai'sier. Obs. [a. OF. baisier (mod. baiser}
to kiss, inf. used subst.] A kiss, a kissing.
c 1450 Merlin xx. 323 Hit is the baisyers, yef to the lady

it plese. 1475 CAXTON Jason 99 b, And their began there
amorouse baisiers or kyssinges.

Baisk, variant of BASK a. Obs. bitter.

Baisse, variant of BASE v. and BASH v.

Bait (,b<^-t), v. 1 Forms: 3 bej5t-en, beyte-n,

4-6 bayt, bait9, 4-7 bayte, 5-6 beyt, 6 baight,

6-7 bate, 4- bait. [ME. beaten, bcyten, a. ON.
beita to cause to bite (

= OE. baetan, OHG., MHG.
beli^en, Goth. *haitjan\ causal of bita to BITK

;

but in branch III prob. directly from BAIT sb.^ :

cf. OE. bdtian, f. bat bait. With branch I cf. OF.
beter, also from OX.]

I. To cause to bite other creatures.

\ 1. trans. To set on (a dog) to bite or worry.
(Cf. the similar construction in BATE Z'.'t

1 1350 //"///. ralcnu- 11 \>e herd had wib him an hound . .

For to bayte on his bestes wanne bai to brode went.

ft>. fig. To set on, incite, exasperate. Cf. ABAIT.
ci378WvcLiF DC Off. Past, Wks. (1880) 437 Prelatis . .

baytib_ a pari3shen a}enus be persoun.
2. To set on dogs to bite and worry (an animal,

such as the bear, boar, bull, badger, etc., usually
chained or confined for this purpose^, to attack
with dogs for sport ; formerly, also, to hunt or

chase with dogs.
171300 Harclok 1840 And shoten on him, so don on bere

Dogges . . Thanne men doth the bere beyte. c 1325 E.
E. Allit. P. B. 55 My boles & my borez arn bayted &
slayne. c 1440 Promp. Paw. 29 Beyton wyth howndys,
berys, bolys, or other lyke, canibus a^itarc. .1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. J-Y, v. i. 148 Are these thy Beares? Wee'l bate thy
Bears to death. 1606 HOLLAND Sttetii. 120 There was a
wild bore put fourth into the open shew-place for to be
baited. 1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past. in. vi. 217 The cruel
diversion of baiting a horse with dogs.

b. Jig> To cause (a person) to be molested,
harassed, or persecuted (with'}.

1642 FULLER Holy <y Prof, St. i. iii. 9 Such husbands as
bait the mistris with her maids. 1655 Trial Col. Pcnrnd-
dock in Howell .SV. Trials (i8i6> V. 775 Sir, you have put
me in a bear's skin, and now you will bait me with a witness.

C. (in sense of 4, but retaining some idea of in-

termediate agency, as in prec.)
'555 Fardie Facions n. xi. 250 Thei reuile him, and balte

him with shames and reproche. 1659 GODFREY in Burton's

/Vary 11828) IV. 347 It was a breach of privilege to bait you
with those interrelations. 1778 JOHNSON in lios^vell 1.1831)
IV. 124, I will not bt bailed with what and why.
3. To attack with endeavour to bite and tear, as

dogs attack a chained or confined animal (cf. 2 .

*553 87 FOXE -'/. <V M. (1596' 43/2 Attalus . . was baited of
the beasts. 1596 SPENSER /". Q. \, xii. 35 As chained beare
whom cruell dogs doe bait. Mod, They set on several dogs
to bait the badger.
b. absoL
c 1430 Hymns to Virg. (1867) 77 Helle houndis berken and

baite. 1547 BOORDE Introd. KnowL 187 Kur dogges, For
men shyns they wyl ly in wayte ; It is a good sport to se
them so to bayte. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase iv. 332 Raving
he foams, and howls, and barks, and bates,

4. fig. To persecute or harass with persistent
attacks ^a person more or less unable to escape) ;

to worry or torment in an exasperating manner, esp.
from a wanton or malicious desire to inflict pain.
c 1200 ORMIN 10171 pise Puplicaness . . durrsten bev^tenn

menn Forr icbelike gillte. c 1400 Rom. Rose 1612 Folk of

grettist wit Ben soone caught heere & awayted ; Withouten
respite ben they baited. 1635 R. BOLTON Cottif. AJft, Consc.

173 God must let loose his Lawe, Sinne, Conscience, and
Satan to bate us. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 176 r 4 The
diversion of baiting an author has the sanction of all ages.

1834 MACAUE.AY Pitt, Ess. (1854* I. 301 The new Secretary
of State had been so unmercifully baited by the Paymaster
of the Forces.

t b. intr. with at (in same senseX Obs.

1579 TOMSON Calvin s Serm. Tint.
956^2 Why are they so

alwayes bayting at me? 1607 DKKKKR A tit's. Conjitr. (1842)

38 Bayted at by whole kennels of yelping watermen. 1679
Hist. yetzery The Fathers all this while were baiting at him.

II. To cause a creature to bite for its own re-

freshment ;
to feed.

5. trans. To give food and drink to (a horse or

other beast), esp. when upon a journey ;
to feed.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xm. 589 Than lichtit thai . . Till bayt
thar horss. c 1400 MAUNDEV. xxii. 243 While that [he] re^te

him, And bayte his Dromedarie or his hors. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. i. L 32 The sunne . . At night doth baite his steedes
the ocean waves emong. 1697 C'tfss D'A unoys Trav. f 17061

1858 THACKERAY Virginians x. 79 Whilst their horses were
baited, they entered the public room.

6. (reft, and) intr. Said of horss or other beasts :

To take food, to feed, esp. at a stage of a journey.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sir TJwpas 202 By him baytith his destrer
Of herbes fyne and goode. 1394 /'. PI. Crcde 375 J>ey ben
digne as dich water

b_at dogges in bayteb. c 1435 Torr. Par.

tngal 1566 Unbrydelid his stede And let hym bayte hym on
the ground. 1523 FITZHERB. Hash. 22 In lodynge of hey
or corne, the cattel is alwaye eatynge or beytynge. 1832
B'NESS BuNSENin HareZ{/t-I.ix.384Anosteria .. at which
our horses were to bait.

7. intr. Of travellers: To stop at an inn, orig. to

feed the horses, but later also to rest and refresh

themselves
; hence, to make a brief stay or sojourn.

1375 BAKBOUR Bruce xm. 599 A litill quhile thai baitit

thar. 1475 CAXTON Jason 37 b, They cam for to bayte in

the logging wher her frende Jason had logged. 1577 HOLIN-
SHED Ckron. II. j6/2 The caue or den wherein saint Paule is

said to haue baited orsojorned. 1659 -6oPEPYsZ?/Viry24Feb.,
At Puckeridge we baited, where we had a loin of mutton
fried. 1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scarb. i. ii, To bait here a few
days longer, to recover the fatigue of his journey. 1874
MOTLEY Barnci'dd I. iv. 179 They set forth on their journey
stopping in the middle of the day to bait.

b- Jtf.
1639 FULLER Holy U7ar\\\. x.xix. (1840) 170 A prince . . only

baiteth at learning, and maketh not his profession to lodge
in. 1671 MILTON Samson 1538 For evil news rides po*t,
while good news baits. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. i. xxi. (1865!

165 Trace it [the sentiment] baiting at this town, stopping to
refresh at t'other village.

t 8. intr. (and refl.*) To feed, take nourishment.
(1386 CiiAt'CKR Man ofUs T. 368 On many a sory nicel

now may she bayte. a 1400 Sir Pcrc. 187 A tryppe of gayte
[
- goals],With mylke of thame for to bayte To mr lyves fode.

1633 P. FLEICHKK Purple Isl. vnr. xlv, So fisher waits To
bait himself with fish, his hook And fish with baits.

t b.y?;
r
. of the eyes : To feast.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus \. 193 If knyght or squyer . . lete
his eyen bayte On eny woman. 1632 G. FLETCHER Ckrists
I 'ict. n. v, If he stood still, their eyes upon him baited.

III. To provide with a bait, offer a bait to.

[Prob. a later independent formation on the sb.]
9. trans. To furnish (a hook, trap) with a bait.

a 1300 Cursor Al. 13285 Quiles bai bair lines war baitand.

1398 TRKVISA Barth. DC /'. R. xvm. cxv. (14951 856 Fysshe
hokys ben bayted wyth suche wormes in stede of bayte. 1556
J. HEVWOOD Spider *y /". l\ix. 43 This trap . . for spiders is

baighted. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. i. 384 Cheese or Bacon . .

To bait a Mouse-trap. 1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 499 My absent
mates . . Bait the barb'd steel.

fig. 1548 UDALL, etc, Erasm. Par. Matt. iv. 8 (R.> His
hooke bayted with y* enticement of vayne glory. 1726 I.)K

FOE Hist. Dti-il\\. vi. 11840) 251 He baited his hook with
the city of Milan. 1820 SCOTT Monust. xxii, Baited thy
tongue with falsehood.

b. absoL (lit. andy^.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.Supp. s.v., For cod they bait with

herring. 1863 MRS. CLARKE &hak$. Char. ix. 218 She there-
fore baited fur, and caught her prey.

10. To lay (a place) with bait, so as to attract

the prey.
1623 Althorp J/.V. in Smipkinson Washingtons Introd. 44

The ratcatcher for a coter's wages for bating the house. 1665
BOYLE Occas. Reft. iv. xiv, He had liberally Baited the place
over-night with Corn, as well as Worms. 1867 F. FRANCIS

Angling i. (18801 33 When once the place has been baited.

11. To offer bait to ;
to allure, entice, tempt.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. n. i. 94 Doe their gay vestments his
affections baite ? 1596 Merch. l

r
. in. i. 55 His flesh, what's

that good for? Shy. To baite fish withall. 1865 DIXON Holy
Land I. 173 Just as the harvests of Kent and Mercia used
to bait the Saxon vikings.

Bait, V.* Falconry. See better spelling, BATE v. 1

Bait ,bt7i t), .r/>.l Forms : 4-6 bayte, 5 beyt, 5-6
bayt, 6 beyte, 6-7 baight, 6-S baite, 5- bait.

[Partly a. ON. belt ,neut.) pasture, beita (fern.) food,

esp. as used to entice a prey, cogn. w. OE. bat

f. food, MHG. bciz n., beize f. hunting; in part
directly f. BAIT 2/. 1]

I. Food used to entice a prey.
1. An attractive morsel of food placed on a hook

or in a trap, in order to allure fish or other animals
to seize it and be thereby captured.

rt 1300 Cursor M, 16931 pe bait apon be hok. a 1325 Metr.
Hoin. 12 Als fisce es tan wit bait and hoc. 1444 Pol. Poems
(1859) II. 219 Bosard with botirflyes makith beytis for a
crane, a

1635)
^KETON 'n Farr's S. P. (18451 I* *&2 Wherein

as hook within the Baight .. Some hidden poyson lurking
lyes. 1653 WA LTON Angfrr 53 Let your bait fall gently upon
the water. 1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trump. 11876) 49 Bait
one animal impaled upon a hook, in order to torture a second
for the amusement of a third.

b. Worms, fish, etc., to be used for this purpose.
1496 Kk. St. Albans Fishing 7 How ye shall make your

baytes brede where ye shall fynde them : and how ye shall

kepe theym. 1653 WALTON Angler To Kdr. 7 With advise
how to make the Fly, and keep the live baits. 1799 G. SMH ii

Laboratory 1 1. 267 Some trouble . . to keep the tail alive.

2._/&
r
. An enticement, allurement, temptation.

< 1400 MS. Cantab. FT. n. 38. [46/2] 54/2 Thys worlde ys but
the fendys beyte. 1460 Pol. Rel. <y L. Poems (18661 155 My
body I made hyr hertys baite. 1573 TLSSER Hn&b. (1878)

179 A doore without locke, is a baite for a knaue. 1745
DE FOE Eng. Tradcsin. I. vi, 36 The profits of trade are
baits to the avaricious .shopkeeper. 1849 MACAULAY /fist.

Eng. I. 246 He considered titles and great office^ as baits

which could allure none but fools.

3. Comb, and attrib., as bait-can, -gatherer, -kettle.

1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 267 By frequently dipping
your bait-kettle in the water. 1842 JOHNSTON in Proc. Bcrw.
Nat. Club II. x. 36 The bait-gatherer, for picking them
from the rocks . . has 8</. per day.

II. Food generally.

1 4. Food, refreshment ; espt a feed for horses, or

slight repast for travellers, upon a journey. Still

dial, light refreshment taken between meals.

1570 LEVINS Afanip. /2Q-$'Qa.y\. t refrigt;riii)n t refectio, 1573
TUSSER Hnsb. (1878) 203 O thou fit bait for wormes ! 1661
LOVELL Hist. Anim. Mitt. Introd., When they [serpents]
devoune any great baite, they contract themselves. 1706 E.
WARD Hud. Rcdiv. \. xn. 24 Could (if she 'ad had her Will)
have eat The Saddle Stuffing for a Bait. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela (1824) I. xxxii. 56 Stopping for a little bait to the
horses. 1851 Coal-tr. Terms Northttmbld. <$ Durht> Bait,

provision taken by a pitman to his work. 1883 Harper s

Mag, Apr. 655/1 Afternoon *

bait,' or lunch [in Sussex].
5. A halt for refreshment in the course of a

journey ; a stoppage for rest. Welsh or Scotch

bait : allowing a horse to stand still a few minutes
at the top of a hill (see Fuller Worthies jv. 7).

1579 LYLY Euphucs (Arb.) 250 This merry winde will im-

mediately bring vs to an easie bayte. 1594 NASHE Unfort.
Trav. 12 To haue gone to heauen without a bait. 1633 P.
FLETCHER Elisa \. xli, Heav'nly fires .. Whose motion is

their bait, whose rest is restlesse giring. 1809 PIXKNEY Trav.
France 80 They make a stage of thirty miles without a bait.

1 6. _/". a. Refreshment; a lawyer's 'refresher.'

b. A hasty meal like a traveller's, a snack. Obs.
a. 1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb,) 198 A pleasaunt companion

is a bait in a journy. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xii. (1632)

319 Have you paid him [the Lawyer] well, have you given
him a good baite or fee ?

b. 1662 FULLER Worthies (1840) II. 507 He rather took a
bait than made a meal at the inns of court, whilst he studied
the laws therein. 1666 EVELYN Diary (1827) IV. 175, I now
and then get a baite at philosophy.
7. Comb, and attrib., as bait-land (see quot.) ;

bait-poke, a bag for holding a miner's '
bait.'

1725 DE FOE I'oy. round World (1840} 122 A bait-land, or

port of refreshment. 1863 Robson's BardsofTyne 2?iAnd
queer things behint them like pitmen's bait pokes.

III. The act of setting dogs to worry other

animals ; baiting ; also (pbs.} chasing with dogs.
[^1340 Gaiv, <V Gr. Knt. 1461 pen, brayn-wod for bate, on

burnez he [the boar] rasez.] c 1450 HENRYSON Afor. f-'at>. 67
At the next bayte in faith yee shall bee slaine. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 7203 Bayt of a beare, nrsi prelium. Bayt of a bul,
tauri vcnatio.

Bait, variant of BATE, BEAT
; obs. form of BOAT.

Baited (b^-ted), ///. a.
[f.

BAIT zf.l + -ED.]
1. Worried by do^'s ; Jig. harassed, tormented.

1720 SWIFT Run on Bank. Wks. 1755 IV. i. 24 A baited
banker thus desponds. Mod. Furious as a baited bull.

2. Furnished with a bait ; Jig. rendered alluring
or enticing, attractive.

( 1600 Rob. Hood (Ritson) xvi. 44 Others cast in their bated
hooks, a 1650 CRASMAW Delights Muses (1858) 122 With
baited smiles if he display His fawning cheeks. 1762-9 FAL-
CONER Ship^vr. n. 72 The crew .. spread the baited snare.

1840 R. DANA Bef, Mast v. 12 We caught one or two with
a baited hook.

Baiter (b^tai). [f. BAIT Z/.I + -ER!.] One
who baits or worries

; Jig. a tormenter, a '
tease.'

1611 COTGR., Vanncur . . also a chider, schooler, bayter.
a 1845 HOOD Storm at Hastings xxv. Jagged billows rearing
up. . Like ragged roaring bears against the baiter.

Baith, northern form of BOTH.
: B aithe, -v. Obs. rare. [Cf. ON. befta to ask,

beg.] To grant ;
to agree, consent.

c 1300 in Wright Lyric P. 27 pat bayeb me mi bone, t 1340
Gaiv. fy Gr. Knt. 327, I schal baiben py bone bat bou boden
habbes. Ibid, 1404 pay bayben in be morn To fyllefe same
forwardez bat bay byfore maden. Ibid. 1840 Lettez be your
bi^inesse, for I baybe hit yow neuer to graunte.

Baiting (bJi-tiij), vbl. sb/[i. BAIT 0.l+-urol.]
1. The action of setting on dogs to worry a

chained or confined animal; formerly, also, the

hunting or chasing of wild animals with dog-;. Often

in comb. : see BADGER, BEAR, BULL.
c 1300 A". A Us. 199 OfHouns chase, of beorebaityng. 1*1440

Promp. Parv, 2qiJeytynge of bestys wyth howndys, Kxa-
gitacio. 1589 I-WTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. xvii, In those great

Amphitheaters, were exhibited . . their baitings of wild beasts.

1768 BOSWELL Corsica (ed. 2) 318, I have seen a Corsican in

the very heat of a baiting . . drive off the dogs. _

b. Jig. The action of worrying and harassing;

persistent annoyance, i;ersecution, torment.

1303 R. BHUNNI: Handl. Synnc 10895 He shal hem chastyse

wyp smert speche, Wyb small baytinges ande nat wyb
wreche. a 1643 H. BURTON \.titlc) The Baiting of the Pope's
Bvll. a 1859 AIACAULAY Hist. Eng. V. 243 Mortified and in-

timidated by the baiting of the la^t session.

c. attrib., as in baiting-hoit$et -ftate, -stake.

*593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /*/,v. i. 150Wee '1 bate thy Bears to death
. . If thou dar'st bring them to the bayting place. 1689 / W.
fitiilads 11860) II. 3 (//*/(), Rome in an Uproar; or, the

Pope's Bulls brought to the baiting-stake.

2. The action of giving food to horses, or of

taking wayside refreshment, upon a journey.
.1440 /Vow/. Pai~>. 29 Beytynge of hor>e, Pabulacio.

1513 MORE R ich. /// (1641) 355 Never resting nor themselves

refreshing, e.vcept the bayting of their hoCMfc 1655 W.
MKWK in Haitlib A*t'J.Comnnv.Bccs 47 Travellers, that have

benighted themselves by their frolick baitings. 1884 Har-
fars Mag. Oct. 728/2 Hay . . for the baiting of the horses,

b. The place at which, or occasion when, a halt

is made for refreshment on a journey.
1475 CAXTON Jason 37 b, Quene Myrro . . taried than not

longe at that bayting. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison 11781)

I

I. iv. 14 Mr. Fenwick attended u^ to our first baiting.

C. attrib., as in baiting-place, -season, -town.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. 4- Uplondyshm. Introd. (1847) 15 The
Court U the bayting place of hell. 1610 HOLLAND Cutnden's

Brit, I. 509 The next stations and baiting townes. a 1639



BAITING. 629 BAKER.
WHATKI.EV Prototypes \. iv. (1640^ 47 This [world! is a bait-

ing-place and not a place of habitation. 1872 JKNKINSON
Guide Eng. Lakes (.18791 55 '1 he Wool-Pack Inn, a snug little

baiting-place.

3. The action of furnishing (a hook, trap, etc.)

or of strewing a fishing-ground, with bait.

1653 WALTON Angler 153 This direction for the baiting
your ledger hook. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling ii. (1880) 71 To
repeat the baitings . . two or three times.

b. attrib., as in baiting-needle > -place.

1708 Proclam, in Loud, Gaz. No. 4452/2 So as to Annoy
the Haling of Sayns in the usual Baiting Places. 1875
' STONKHENGE '

Brit. Sports i. v. iii. 10 The gimp is passed
under a good broad strip of skin with the baiting-needle.

t Barting, ///. a. Obs. rare. [f. BAIT v. +

ING-.] That baits : worrying; enticing, attractive.

1585 Q. ELIZ. in Four C, Eng. Lett. 29 Some ennemis . .

shal loose muche travel, with making frustrat thar baiting
stratagems. 1663 SiRG. MACKENZIE AW/?. Stoic, xv. 116581

137 Far more baiting, seeing it appeared with all the charms.

BaitlesS'Jvi'tles), a. rare.
[f.BAITj. + -LESS.]

Without food, without refreshment.
1600 ROWLANDS Let. Humours Blood i. 47 To trauaile so

long baltlesse, sure 'tis much.

Baize (bt^z), sb. Forms : 6-8 bayes, 7 bales,
bease, bayz(e, 7-9 bays, 7- baize, [a. K. bates

(1570 in Godefroy,
'
les baies et sarges '), pi. fein.

used subst. of adj. bai;\J.badius chestnut-coloured,
BAY

; so named probably from its original colour.

The same material is called in It. bajetta (Florio

1598), Sp. bayeta, Du. baai^ Da. bai, Sw. boi. The
plural form of the adopted word was soon mis-

understood, and treated as a collective sing, (occas.
with pi. bayscs\ whence the spelling bayze, baize,
rare bef. 1800, but now quite established; the

etymological sing. BAY is, however, also found.]
1. A coarse woollen stuff, having a long nap, now

used chiefly for linings, coverings, curtains, etc.,

in warmer countries for articles of clothing, e. g.

shirts, petticoats, ponchos ;
it was formerly, when

made of finer and lighter texture, used as a clothing
material in Britain also.

1578 iin BECK Drapers' Diet. 17) Blewe and blacke bayse.
1586 HARRISON England r. n. v. 132 The wares they carrie
out of the realme are. .bales, bustian, mockadoes, etc. 1635
N. R. Cmndcn's Hist. Kliz. i. 101 Those light stufTes which
they call Bayes and Sayes. 1667 PEPYS Diary (18791 IV.

250 A cloak of Colchester bayze. 1712 AKUUTHNOT John
A'//(i755ip

The price of broad cloath, wool and bayses.
1732 Ace. Workhouses 51, 70 yards of red bays . . for under
petticoats. 1801 FELTON Carriages I. 220 The Well of a
Carriage is lined with linen or baize. 1882 BKCK Drapers
Diet. 14 Bays, bay^e, baize . . was first introduced here in

1561.

b. attrib.

_ 1634 HRERETON Trav. (18441 5= He sat up in bed, and was
in a thin bease waistcoat. 1837 HAWTHORNE Twice-told T.

(1851) II. vi. 90 Fishermen, in red baize shirts.

2. A curtain, table-cover, etc. of baize.
1862 Loud. RtT. 30 Aug. 193 The great bai/e will soon fall

down. 1880 BROWSING Drain. Idylls, Clivc 103 Cocky fan-
cied that a clerk must feel Quite sufficient honor in bending
over one green bai/e.

3. attrib., as in baize-fator.
1766 Ann. Keg. 53/2 A baize factor has presented the

Mayor of Colchester .. a rich gold chain. 1852 DICKENS
I)leak Ho. xxvi. g i Gentlemen of the green baize road, who
could discourse from personal experience of foreign galleys
and home treadmills.

Baize, v.
[f. prec. sb.] To cover or line with

baize. Hence Baized///. a., Baiziug vbl. sb.

1830 Miss MITFOKD Village Ser. iv.(i86j) 250 Baizing the
door of the library ; and new painting the hall. 1882 J.
BAKER Hist. Scarboro* 160 Pews . . being baized or cushioned.

Bajan-, -on, variants of BEJAN.
Bajardour: see BAIABDOUR.

BajOCCO (baiyfklw). PI. bajocchi (-frkk/).
In 6 englished as byok, baiock. [It., f. bajo
brown.] A small Italian copper coin (now obso-

lete) worth about a halfpenny.
1547 BOORDE Introd. Know?. 179 In bras they haue ka-

teryns and byokes, and denares. 1590 MUNDAY Eng. ROM.
Life in flarl. Misc. (1809) II. 202 Supping so well as I

coulde with, .one quatrine bestowed in ricoct . .a baiock in
bread. 1860 A U Y. Round No. 70. 475 Vellum-bound books,
at five baiocchi twopence halfpenny. 1864. Leeds Merc.
ii Mar., And left the priest without a single bajocco.

II Ba-jri (b.rd^n). Also bajree, -eree, -uree,
-ury, -ra. The name in Indian vernaculars of
various kinds of grain (e. g. Penicittaria spicata,
Panicum vulgare) extensively grown in India.

bajra and jowar, the chief grain foods.

t Ba'jnlate, v. Obs. rare.
[f. bajtdat- ppl.

stem of bajttlare to carry, f. bajulus porter.] To
carry (a heavy burden);' to carry as a BADGER sb.\

1613 R. C. Table Alph., Kainlatc fprinted bainbate},
beare, or cary like a porter. 1662 FULLER Worthies in. 97
Which [roads], if mended, Higglers would mount, as baju-
lating them [i.e. provisions] to London.

Bak-, obs. sp. of BAG-, BACK-, q.v.
Bak, earlier form of BAT sb. winged mammal.
Bak(e, obs. form of BACK.

tBakbred(e, north, dial. Also 5 bacbrede,

7 bagbread. [f. BAKE v. + BRED, flat board.] A
board on which bread is made, a paste-board ;

=
BAKEBOARD.
1483 Cath. Aug. 17 Bacbrede, i'hi bakebrede. Bakbrede :

rotabnlttm et cetera ; vbi a muldyngborde. 1625 6 Inv. R.
Hay in Keg. Dean % Ch. Yrk., One kneidinge kitt, a bag-
bread, and a spittle. [1875 Lane. Gloss. Bak-brede. In
South of Scotl. ha brede

i baivbred, baivbrct : see Jamieson. ]

Bake (bt
7i
k), v. Forms: i bacan, 3-5 bake(n,

5 -yn, 6 baake, 7 baque, 4- bake. /te. t. i -4 boc,
4 booc, book, bakide, 5 boke, (6 .V< . bulk, beuk,)
5- baked. Pa.pple. \ bacen, 2 -7 baken, 4 baake,
4-5 bacun, ybake, ibake, 4-6 bake, 5 bakun,
(6 Sc. backin, baikin, baykin, ybaik), 6 bakt,
6- baked. [Common Teutonic: OE. bac-an =
OHO. bach-an, pach-an, MUG. bac/icn, ON., Sw.
bakat Da. bage\ also, OHG bacchan, MUG. and
G. backen, MDu. bat-ken, Du. bakken, OS. bak-

ken. OTeut. i.*bak-an (perh., as Paul thinks, in

present stem bakka-, by assimilation of a suffix,

? from bak-nd}, cogn. w. Gr. <f>wy-tiv to roast,

parch, toast, pointing to an Aryan bhog-. Origin-

ally a strong vb. ; the str. pa. t. survived to c 1400,
and is still used dialectally ;

the str. pa. pplc. baken
occurs five times in the Bible of 1611 as against
two examples of baked, and is still in reg. use in

the north. The weak pa. t. baked appeared before

1400; the weak pa. pple, in i6th c., and is alone
found in Shakspere.]
1. trans. To cook by dry heat acting by conduc-

tion, and not by radiation, hence either in a closed

place (oven, ashes, etc.), or on a heated surface

(bakestone, griddle, live coals); primarily used of

preparing bread, then of potatoes, apples, the flesh

of animals. (Thus, in the primary sense, distin-

guished from roast : but in transferred uses they are

not sharply separated.) Often absolutely.
c 1000 /Eu-Ric A'.r. xii. 39 Hi Imam |>;et nielu. Lev.

xxvi. 26 Fif bacab on anitm ofene. < izoo OHMIN 992 liiill-

tedd bned t>att bake mi wass in ofne, 1382 WYCI.II-- i Sain.
xxviii. 24 She. .boke [booc, boc] therf looves 1388 Is<i.

xliv. 15 He brente and bakide looue.s. 1393 (IOWKR Ow/l
II. 208 A capon in that one was bake. 1398 TKKVISA Barth.
DC P. R. xvn. Ixvii. 11495* 643 Some brede is bake vmlei
asshen. 1513 DOUGI.AS sKneis t. iv. 40 The comes . . Thai
grand, and syne buik at the tire. 1530 I*ALSGR. 442/1, I

baake a batche of breed in an oven . . Have you baken your
breed yet. 1598 SHAKS. Merry II'. i. iv. 101, I wash, rini;,

brew, bake, scowre . . make the beds, and doc all my selfi.-.

1611 HIBI.E /,<?' \\. 17 It shall not be baken with Icauen.
Isft. xliv. 19, I haue baked bread vpon the coalus. 1768

SMOIXETT ffitinf>h. (.'I. Let. 8 June, My bread is. .baked in

my own oven. 1836 DICKENS Pickw. xlv, We have half a

leg of mutton, baked, at a quarter before three. 1855 ELI/A
ACTON Mod. Cookery ii. 55 To bakefish, a gentle oven may
be used.

b. fi<f. To ripen with heat.

1697 DRYBEN rirg'., Gcorg. \\. 754 The Vine her liquid
Harvest yields, Hak'd in the Sun-shine.

t c - fig- T prepare, make ready. Obs.

1460 in /W. K. fy /.. Peenis 11866) 194 Whan bou doest

thus, there bale bou bakeste.

2. trans. To harden by heat : a. in a (brick) kiln.

1388 WYCLIK Gen. xi. 3 Make we tiel stonys, and bake we
tho with fier. 1868 J. MARKVAT Pottery (iloss. s. v. A'/Tw,
The furnaces employed to fire or bake pottery.
b. as the sun hardens the ground.
1697 DKVDKN Virg., Georg. iv. 618 The Sun . . bak'd the

Mud. i8zi HVRON fIcn-: V Earth iii. 189 When the hot
.sun hath baked the reeking soil Into a world.

3. To harden as frost does.

1572 Ii. (;<XK;K Hcrcsbach's Hitsb. (15861 52 b, The cold of
the Winter doth bake and season the ground. 1610 SHAKS.
Temp. i. ii. 256 Th

1

earth When it is bak'd with frost.

f-4. To form into a cake or mass
;
to cake. Obs.

c 1460 />'. Cttrtasye in Babccs Jik. f 1868) 303 An apys mow
men sayne he makes, pat brede and flesshe in hy.s cheke
bakes. 1592 SHAKS. A' oni. fy Jut. i. iv. 89 That very Mab
that . . bakes the Elk-locks in foule sluttish haires. a 1631
DONNE Sernt, xii. 117 The old dirt is .still baked on my
hands. 1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Conipit. \. 8 If the root
of the Tongue and the Windpipe, have any glutinous stuff
baked to them.

5. intr. i,for refi. To undergo the process of

baking; to become firm or hard with heat.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. i. 13 Fillet of a Fenny Snake, In
the Cauldron boyle and bake. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1876
GREEN Short Hist. i. 5 The cakes which were baking on
the hearth. Mod. These apples do not bake well. How
the London Clay bakes in the sun !

6. Phrases and proverbs : To bake ones bread: to
* do for

'

one. As they bt-e?v, so let them bake : as

they begin, so let them proceed. Only half-baked:
(colloij.} deficient in sense; half-witted.
f 1380 ViV Fcrtfinf'. 577 For euere my bred had 1>e bake t

niyn lyf dawes had l>e tynt. 1599 POHTI-.K Angry Wont.
AbingJ. 11841) 82 Euen as they brew, so let them bake.

1675 COTTON Scqff, Sc<ift 150, I should do very imprudently
. . Either to meddle or to make : Hut as they brew, so let

'urn bake. 1864 tf.%Q. Ser. in. VI. 494/2 He is only half-

baked, put in with the bread and taken out with the cakes.

7. Comb.,\n which bake, in sense of vbl. sb. baking,
is used attrib., as bake-kettle> -oven, -pan, -shop.
Also BAKE-BOARD, -HOUSE, -STONE, BAK-BUEI>, q.v.
(-1000 /ELI-RIC Gloss. (Zup.1 316 Fi$trinum

t bjccern. 1579
LANGHAM Card. Ilwitli (1633) 529 Bake them vnder a

bake-pan of earth. 1840 R. DANA Kef. Mast xxxv. 133
Tin bake-pans and other notions. 1880 N. UISHOP J>V/<vi>t-

Bo.t 317, I . . built a (ire in my bake-kettle. 1883 Harper's
Aleig. Mar. 504/2 A few old men trudge about their bake-
ovens. 1872 MARK TWAIN Innoc. Abr. xx>-i. 240 There are
the bake-shops.

Bake, sb. Ff. the vb.] 1. in Se. A biscuit.

1787 BURNS Holy I-'air xviii, Here's crying out for bakt'M

and gills. 1823 GALT Entail xciii, We can divide the bakes.

2. 'The act, process, or result, of baking/
(Webster.)
Bake, earlier form of BAKEN///. a.

Ba'keboard. Also 6 backbord, -boarde, y
-buird r

v
all in north, dial., to which the word is

confined.) [f. BAKK v. + BOARD.] A board on
which dough is kneaded and rolled out in making
bread

;
a paste-board.

1562 Richmond, /r/7/s (1853^ 156 Item iij chayres, stolle-s
and cardstocks, iij

1
. . backbord^, xij

rl
. 1563 wills <y lni>.

N. (". (1835* 169 A kneadmge bassyn, a knoppe, a gielfatte,
a backbpurde. 1808 Cumbrian Bail. liv. 122 As Hat as a
back-buird. 1878 in HAI.LIWLLI..

Baked (b (
7i
kt), ///. a. [pa. pple. of BAKE : sec

-ED
;
for earlier forms see BAKEN.]

1. Cooked by dry heat.
1611 BIBLE i Chron. xxiii. 29 That whicli is baked in ih^

panne. 1620 VKNSKR I'ia Recta vii. in leaked Peare> ;ir?

much wholesomer then raw. 1875 Chamb. Jrnl. No. 133.
66 The baked-potato men are doing a good trade.

2. Dried or fired in a (brick) kiln.

1545 Jove K.vp. Dnnicl\\. 31 Clolde, syluer, latine, yernv
and bakt potte erth. 1609 BIBLE iDouay) /A?, xvi. 7 Wallu^
of bnijued bricke. 1858 BIRCH Atic, Pottery Intrnd. 5 Re-
mains of baked earthuiuvare. 1869 RAWI.INSON h'ii'e Men.
I. v, The sun-dried bricks have even more variety of si/c

than the baked ones.

3. Hardened or caked by heat (or othenvi.-e .

1615 LATHAM Falconry (1633* ^4 Their Crease . . will !!

baked blew to their sides. 1856 W. Kr.us i'/'s. Madagascar
viii. 206 The soil . . is hard-baked reddish earth.

t4. Baked meat, pastry: see BAKE-MEAT. Ob<

Bakehouse [b^l'kjhatis). Forms : i ? beechus,

4-6 bakhows e, 5 bakkehouse, 5-6 bachous,
6 backhous e. backehou-so, (.SV. baghous), 4
bakehouse. [OIO. /vv-j from bacan to UAKK + ////.>

HOUSE.] A building or apartment in which bread
is made, having an oven for baking it. Also, one
in which loaf-sugar is made.
a 1400 GloxA. in Wright's I'oc. 178 Bakehouse, pistrinitw.

(1420 rallad. o>i Husb. \. 1144 'I'hi bak house tliL-rwith all

thou maist avance. ii.i- 1 Promp. Pan*. 21 '2 liakbow-e,
or bakynge howse. 1502 ARNOLD C/(/w/. 93 \"e shal kcpc
noo bachous. 1524 WRIOTHKSI i-,v Chwn, 11875) I. 14 One
Pickerings, sometyme of the Kings bakcliowsu. 1606 Hor.-
I.ANN Sited'"/. 141 The uery jades which serued mils and
backe-houses. 1624 MASSINCKH Purl. /,UTV iv. v, Live to be
the talk Of the conduit and the bakehouse. 1697 Loud.
Gaz. No. 3313/4 To be Lett, either for a Hre\v-house . . or
for a Sugar Hake House. 1862 Land. Rci\ 16 Aug. 14"
The temperature of a bakehouse ranges from about 75 tu

upwards of So degrees.

tBa'ke-meat. Obs. [f,&f& BAKEN/<*.//&.;
also l*aken meat, baktd meat.'] Pastry, a pie.
(1386 CHAUCMK Prol. 343 Withoute bake mett: was never

his hous. (-1420 Liber Cocoruin (1862) 55 Bakyn mete..
And most daynte', come byhynde. (-1460 J. RTSSELL />'/.

Xurturc in llabees Bk. 118681 146 Almanere bakeniete> bat

byn good ami hoot, Open hem aboue be brym of be coffyn
cote. 1530 PALSGK.

1^6/2 Kake meate, uiande en paste.
1602 SMAKS. Ham. \. ii. 180 The Kunerall IJakt-meats Did
coldly furnish forth the Marriage Tables. 1611 I'IHLK G,-n.

xl. 17 All manner of bakemetes for I'haraoh. 1624 M A--

siNcii-.R Rettegeufo v. v, To carry This hake-meat to Vitelli.

rt 1700 White Dmil in Dodsl. (>. P. VI. 312 (N.) As if a man
Should know what fowl is coffin'd in a bak'd meat Afore it

is cut up.

Baken (bJ'-k'n), ///. a. arch. Earlier forms,

bake, ybake, etc. : see under BAKK v. [strong

pa. pple. of BAKE v. : see -EX. Now superseded
by BAKED in literary Kn^., but still in north, dial.]
1. Baked, as bread or meat.
c 1325 Ca'ur dc L, 3613 Ne eete ofFflesch, baken ne brede.

1340 Aycnb. 112 Bread tuies ybake huermide he astore^ his

ssip. 1382 WYCLII-- Lev. \\. 4 He shal ofTre baake sacrifice.

t 1420 Ltbcr L'ocoriiiii 118621 54 Bakun turbut and sawnmn
ibake. 1563 J. HEYWOOD Prtn: fy Epigr. (18671 37 Boylde
beefe and bake mutton. 1611 UIHLE i Kings xix. 6 A cake
baken on the coales. Jfod. Sc. New-baken bread.

2. Baked in a kiln
; hardened, dried.

t 1385 CHAI-CER /,. (r. If. 709 Wallis . . of harde tills wel I-

bake. 1513 DOUGLA^ sEncis xi. xi. 47 The schaft was ^ad
and sound and weill ybaik. X544 PHAI;K Regiin, (1560)
I iij b, Uaken or dryed as clay is in the fourneis. 1549
Ccmpl. Scot. vi. 46 Ane of the tabilis vas of baikyn stane,
and the tothir . . of onbaykyn stane.

1 3. Baken meat, pastry : see BARE-MEAT. Obs.

Baken, obs. form of BACON.

Baker (bJi-kai). Forms : i beecere, 3-5 ba-

kere, 4 bachare, 5-7 backer, 4- baker. [OK.
bxcere, f. bacan to bake + -Eii'; cogn. with ON.
bakari, Sw. bagarc, 'D&.bagcre, OHG. backer

\ OS.

bakkcri, ~&\\.bakker, G. backer: OTcut. *bak-\k}ar~

j-z]
1. One who bakes

; spec, one whose business it is

to make bread.
a 1000 >EM--RIC Collfrjuy Q. 5, Sume cypmtnn, slime scc-

wyrhtan, sealteras, bxceras. Q. 54, Hwjct se^st bu, bxc^re ?

c 1300 Sum Li/i6 in E. E. P. (180.:) 155 Hail be )e bakers
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wib iur louis smale. c 1300 Rclig. Songs vii. 35 Alle theos
false chepmen, the feond heom wule habbe, Uachares and
brueres. 1466 Mann, fy Honsek. KJC/>. 211 To. .the backers

wyffe, for v. inclines borde. c 1500 AKSOLU Citron. (181 1) 9
That backers or myllars stelying paste or mele be drawen
vpon an hyrdel. 1598 STOW Survey (16331 208 A Pillorie,
for the punishment of Bakers, offending in the assise of
bread. 1602 SHAKS. Haw. iv. v. 42 They say the Owlc was
a Bakers daughter. 1604 DI-:KKER Honest ll'h. Wks, 1873
II. 122 Are not Bakers armes the skales of Justice? yet is

not their bread light? 1768 SMOLLETT Ifitwph. Cl. Let.

8 June, The miller or the baker is obliged to poison them
and their families, in order to live by his profession. 1847
KINGLAKE Eothen xvii, The very first baker of bread that

ever lived must have done his work exactly as the Arab
does at this day.
2. 'A small portable tin oven in which baking

is performed.' In U.S. (Webster. \

3. An artificial salmon tly in angling.
1867 F. FRANCIS Angling x, 11880} 345 The Baker is an-

other good general fly.

4. Proverbs. (As to the 1'illory see J-^S in i.'i

i$6z J. HEYWOOD Pror. $ Epigr. 118671 47- I feare we
parte not yeet, Quoth the baker to the pylorie. 1660
HOWKI.L fcng, Pnn 1

. n He take no leave of you, quoth the

Baker to the Pillory. 1857 A'. % Q. 21 Mar., Pull Devil,
Pull Baker, in England's the cry.

5. Comb., as baker-feet, -legs, -knees, baker's

knee, names of deformities of the lower extremities

incident to bakers
; baker-legged, -kneed, a.,

having these deformities
;
baker's itch, a species

of tetter or psoriasis to which the hands of bakers

and cooks are liable ; baker's salt, an appellation
of commercial carbonate of ammonia, used instead

of yeast in pastry and bread.
1611 CoTfjR., larretier .. Baker-legd, that goes in at the

knees. 1652 GAII.I: Magastrom, 186 Baker-kneed signifies
effeminate. 1656 Pi: GAKO Gate L<it. l'nl. 292 Hee that
is baker-legged, rub's his knees against one another. 1656
. / rtif. Haua&om. 1 1662 ' 79 The unhandsome warpings of bow
Leggs and baker Feet. 1659 Lady Alimony v. v. in Ha/1.
Dodsl. XIV. 361 His puny baker-legs. 1784 J. BAKKY Lect,
Art ii. 118481 94 Knocked or baker knees. 1871 Figure
Training 39 Baker's knee, as it is railed, or an inclining
inwards of the right knee-joint until it closely resembles the

right side of a letter K, is the almost certain penally uf

habitually bearing any burden of bulk in the right hand.

6. Baker's do~cn : thirteen. (See last quot.)
1599 f. COOKK TH QHtxjHfin Dodsl. O. /'. f 17801 VM. 49

Mine's a baker's dozen: Master Bubble, tell your numey.
1611 in FI.OKIO. 1733 FIELDING Qiti.v. in. \i, I dare swear
there were a good round baker's dozen at-lea^t. 1859 KII.I.Y

Liber Albns Pref. 68 These dealers .. [Hucksters] on pur-
chaMng their bread from the bakers, were privileged by
law to receive thirteen batches for twelve, and this would
seem to have been the extent of their profits. Hence the

expression, still in use,
' A baker's do/en.

1

Ba'kerdom, condition of a baker. Ba'ker-
ship, skill as a baker.

A&lPall MallC,. 28 Apr. 3/1 The first baker . .was about to

produce a card to prove his bakerdom and respectability.

Bakeress (UTi -k:mVi. rare. [f. BAKKK + -KS.S;

cf. baxter and backslress.] A female baker.

1837 CARI.YI.K />. A'rr'. I. vn. xi. 352 The liaker. the

Bukere^s, and Baker's Boy. 1872 l'a^it/>. Jack i. in Cast/net
Lit., I have a perfect re-collection of the pretty bakeress.

Ba'kerly, a. and adv.
[f.

BAKEII + -LY-.]
Baker-like

;
after the manner of a baker.

1593 Pass. Morrice 82 Spindle shankte, or bakerly kneed.

Bakery O'^'ksri). [f BAKKK + -Y: see -KKY.]
1. Bakers work; the craft or business of the baker.

1545 JOY I-: E-t-p. Dan. xii. <R.) Daniel saw his feet to be
made and bakt but of britel bakkery. 1765 SMOLLKTT Tra~'.

186 The butchery and the bakery which they farm at so
much a year.
2. A place for making bread

;
the whole establish-

ment of a baker.

1857 Ki.tzA ACTON Eng. Bread-Bk. 40 Converting ihe small

bakeries, conducted on the old system, into mechanical
bakeries. 1872 Yt:,us Tuhn. Hist. Comm. 116 Public
bakeries were established in 1276.

Ba'kestoiie. Commonly in dialect form 6-

bak-, backstone.
[f.

UAKK v + STONE.] A flat

stone or slate on which cakes are baked in the

oven ;
a plate of iron used for the same purpose.

1531 Lane. Wills ^18571 I. 113 One backstoone and one

spetil. 1575 Richmond. Wills 11853* 2 55> i backstone, iij'
1

.

j. yron speite . . j litle broils yroti. 181*8 in /:". Kurt's Lt'tt.

N. Scot 1. I. 246 Poured out upon the bake-stone like a pan-
cake. 1865 MRS. STRKTTOS Queen of C. 150 A backstone
cake out of the oven. 1869 BLACKMORK Lorna D. xxix. (D.)
Here's to the oats with the backstone on the board !

Bakestre, obs. form of BAXTER, female baker.

Bakey, bakie ;lv''ki, barki). Sf. Also bai-

kie. [Vdim. of BACK j^.-; or ad. F. baqnct : cf.

BACKET.] A square wooden vessel for carrying ^

coals, etc. Hence Bakieful.
i8z6 J. WILSON .Vnt. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 174 The bakiefu's

o' ashes. 1837 Blackiv. Mug. XI, I. 414 The chamber-maid. .

swept them all away in her bakey.

Baking (b^Hdn), vbl. sb.
[f. BAKE v. + -ING '.]

1. The action of the verb BAKK; the process of

preparing bread; the hardening or -'firing* of

earthenware.

1398 TKI.VISA Bnrtlt. De /'. A', xvn, Ixvii. (1495) 643 Hrede
is made of mele by medlynge of water and bakyng of fyre.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch.v. (Ashm. 1652155 I" Bakinge, and
Bn,winge, and other Crafts all. 1622 HKYI.IN C 'oatitogr, in

Sir T. Blount Nat ////. '1693* 138 The Buyling and Baking

of Sugar. 1847 KINGLAKK Eothen \vii, Principles of bread-

baking .. sanctioned by the experience of ages. 1868 J.

MAHRVAT Pottery Gloss, s.v. Kiln, The only colours, .which
will endure the extreme heat of the first baking.
2. The product of this action

;
the bread baked

at a time, a batch.
<- 1440 Promf, Paw. 21/2 Kakynge for bahche\ pistitra.

1598 KLORIO, Eornata^ an oucn full, or a batche of bread, a

baking. 1860 Miss VONGK Stokcsley Seer. xiii. (.1880; 306
Susan with . .her plate of bakings.
3. Comb, and Attrib., as baking craft, hours \

bakhig-dish, -house, -iron t -oven, -plate ; Baking-
powder, a powder used in baking as a substitute

for yeast, through the effervescence of which car

bonic acid is diffused through the dough.
1398 TKEVISA Harth. De P. K. xvn. Ixvii. (14951 643 By

bakynge crafte brede is made. {.'1440 Protnp. Paw. 21/2

Kakynge howse, fanijicinm. 1563 Thersites in Old Plays
11848)41 The backster of Balockburye with her baking pele.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 567 Plautus . . maketh mention of. .

a baking pan. i%6'$Scotstiian 16 Mar., To enter bakehouses

during baking hours. 1884 Health Exhib. Catnl. 120/2
Patent Hot-Air Continuous Baking Oven, with Travelling

Baking Plate.

Ba'king, ///. a.
[f.

as prec.-f -JNG
2
.]

That

bakes; hot enough to bake. Hence Bakingly adv.

1865 F. PAHKMAN Chmnplahi ix. ( i875' 302 The tierce sun
fell on the bald, baking rock. 1882 KTSSELL in Macm.
Mag. XLVI, 331/1 Tuder the 'baking sun.' 1867 Miss
BROUGHTON Xot Wisely I. 18 Too bakingly hot for a long
walk. 1880 Miss Format;!!.!, Wclljicids i. iii, The sun
shone bakingly upon the round stones.

Bakken, bakker, -more: see BACK-.

Bakoun, obs. form of BACON.

j Baksheesh, bakhshish (bakJ/'J). Forms:
~

bacshee.se, S buxie. backsishe, bacshish, 9

bach-, backshish. ba(c)ksheesh, buiokshish,

-sheesh, buxees, bakhshish. [1'ers. ^X.^^Li-'.
kikhshish present, f. hakhslri-dan to give; now
used in Arabic, Turkish, and Urdu.] Oriental

term for: A gratuity, present of money,
*

tip.'

[1625 PLRUIAS Pil^fhnes n. 1340 Who ..would prostitute
her selfe to any man Hacshecse <as they say in the Arabicke

tongue i that is gratU freely.] 1755 60 Ivi-:s 51 (Col. Yule)

Buxie money. 1775 R. CHASDI.KR Trnv. Asia Min. viii.

1825 A demand of bac-shish, a reward or present; which

term, from its frejuent u^e, was already become very fami-

liar to us. 1781 i',i-tttl. Ntig. 113 The Backsishe, or money
to drink. 1814 MRS. Sni:u\\oon Henry ty Bearer 29 And
gave Boosy . . four rupees, bin kslii^h. 1854 W. ARNOI.U

Onkjield\. 239 The relieved bearers, .most unceremoniously
demanded bu.xees. 1863 Miss \Vn.u KI.Y Riiggeii Life l-'gypt

x. 84 Asking loudly for l:u kxlit-i-^b. 1876 Tiw<'.\ -2^ Apr.,
Fresh baksheesh to the unworthy minions of the harem.

Ba'ksheesh, v.
ff. prec.] To give a present of

money to; to bribe, Mi]).' Also absol. quasi-////?*.
iSSz'.l/^;;/. JAr-. XI,VI. 167 The higher grades .. u-erc

reM.Tved for those \\ ho backsheeshed the highest. 1884
GI:N. (JORDON in Pall Mall G. 6 May 12/1 You would . .

make terms with Mahdi by making me backsheesh Mahdi.

Bakster, obs. f. RVXTKR, female baker.

Bakstone, obs. and dial. f. BAKESTONE.

Bakt, obs. f. B\KKI>.

Bal. [a. Cornish bal 'collection of mines.'] Also

6 ~ ball. A mine. Attrib. t as in bal-girl, -work.
c 1600 NORTH-: N Spec, ttrit, Cornw. (1728) 45 Godolphyn

ball. 1678 Phil. Trans. XII. 951 Godolphin Ball is the

most famous of all the Balls or Mines in Cornwall. 1812

Ann. Keg. 52/1 Bal girls, as the girls are called who work
about the mines. 1851 KiNGSLEY )'cast xiii. 252 He could
not stand the bal work.

Bal, obs. f. BALL and BALE sb. fire.

Balaam tb^-lam).
1. Name of the prophet whose history is narrated

in Numbers xxii-xxiv, used connotatively. Hence:
Balaam v., to make a Balaam of. Balaamite,
one who follow s religion for the sake of gain ;

whence Balaamitical a.

1648 MH.TON Olwrz: Art. Peace Wks. (1851! 571 God . .

hath so dispos'd the mouth of these Balaams, that comming
to Curse, they have stumbled into a kind of Blessing. 1598
T. BASTARD Chrcstoleros (18801 87 Bala-ming his patron
which did him this wrong, Am not I thine asse which haue
seru'd thee thus long. i$$9 Hist. fast. Siff. in W'odr. S<K.

Misc. 73 The Bishopp of St. Andrewes, with his Balamites,
came to St. Giles Kirk. 1561 I).\fs tr. Jin/linger on Apoc.
"573 1 S^ b, Maintayning the Nicolaitan or Balaamiticall
doctrine.

2. (In journalistic slangl Tnimpery paragraphs
reserved to fill up the columns of a newspaper or

magazine. Balaam-box for -basket), a receptacle
for such matter; in U. S. printing-offices, a place
in which stereotype paragraphs are kept for simi-

lar use.

1826 Scon Mnl. Malagr. iii. 3 How much Balaam (speak-

ing technically I have edged out of your valuable paper.
1839 LOCKHART Scott Ixx. (18421622 Balaam is the cant
name for asinine paragraphs about monstrous productions
of nature and the like, kept standing in type to Ire used
whenever the real news of the day leave an awkward space
that must be filled up somehow. 1861 A. K. H. B. Kccr.

Country P. Ser. n. 50 Rubbishing articles which are at

present consigned to tne Balaam-box. 1873 K. HALL Mod.
Eng. 17 Consigned, by the editor, to his balaam-basket.

Balace, obs. form of HALAS (ruby).

II Balachong bce'UUfan). Also 7 balachaun,

9 balichung. [a. Malay balachdn^\ A condiment

for rice, much used in China, consisting of putrid

shrimps or small fishes pounded up with salt and

spices, and then dried.

1697 DAMPIKR in Southey Comw.-pl. Bk. Ser. II. '1849* 602
Balachaun is a composition of a strong savour, yet a very
delightsome dish to theTonquinese. 1854 SrocyCKLKR Brit.
India 279 Rice . . is rendered savoury by the addition of

salt, ngapee, or balachoung. 1864 in WKBSTEK.

Balade, -adde, obs. ff. BALLAD, BALLADE.

Baladine (barlad/~n). Also 6-7 balladin(e, 7

baladyne. [a. F. {>ala<tin t -ine, i. bailable dancing-

song : see BALLAD.]
f I. A theatrical dancer ;

a mountebank, buffoon.

1599 Basilikon Dormi 11603! 127 Delight not to keepe. .in

your company, comedians or bafladines. 1605 BACON Adv.
Learn. \\. xv. i Trickes of Tumblers Kunambuloes, Bala-

dynes. 1676 ETHEREDGE Man ofMode \\. i. 19 11684) Their
l>est Balladins, who are Now practising a famous Ballat.

2. A female public dancer, rare.

1863 BUOWNING In Balcony n, The first breathing woman's
cheek, First dancer's, gipsy's, or street baladine's.

t 3. A ballad-maker or -singer. Cf. BALLADIKR.
1604 H IK RON \yk$. I. 551 Dddiij, Meeting with our com-

mon aduersary. .in the fashion of a Rimer or Balladine.

t Ba'laii. Obs. [? a. OK. balin, ballin : see

Godef.] A strong stuff made of tow.

1340 Alexander iStev.t 4851 In bole and in balan buskes
henis fotez. \\J. fecit sibi snbtalares lineos.]

Balance (bcc'lans), sb. Forms : 4-5 balaunce,
5 belans, belauns, -nee, 5-6 ballaunce, 6 bal-

lanis, -ea, 6-8 ballance, 7 bilanz, 3- balance,

fa. Fr. balance (= Sp. balanza, Pr. balansa, It.

oilancid] : late L. *bilancia a pair of scales, f. cl.

L. bilanx, bilanc-cm, adj. (in libra bilanx}
' two-

scaled,' f. bi- twice + lanx flat plate, scale.]
I. Literal senses.

1. An apparatus for weighing, consisting of a

beam poised so as to move freely on a central pivot,
with a scale pan at each end.

[t 1275 in Liber All-its I. 226 Deit estre peise par balaunce
le Roy. 1*97 /.//. L'nstmn. 107 i Probatio Trona;. \ Silvester
de Farnham custos balancia: Domini Regis,]

(1350 li'ill. Palerne 947 Wei y tinderstande whider be
balaunce bowes. (1386 CHAUCKR Monkes T. 508 And in a
balaunce weyen eche mountains, i 1450 in Wright's I'tu.

227 BilanX) l>elans. 1494 Act n Hen. I'll, iv, In every
City, .should be a common Balance, with common Weights.
1573 UiiiLK (Bishops') Proi'. xvi. ii A true weight and bal-

launce are the Lordes judgement. 1635 N. CARPEHTBR
<n'f\?. /'</. i. ii. ^i The Bilanx or Ballance. 1771 Junins
Lett. Iii 266 We incline the balance . . by lessening the

weight in one scale. 1881 N. T. i Revised) Rev. vi. 5 He
had a balance in his hand (1611 a pair of balances].

f 2. sing. One scale of a balance
; //.

'

scales.*

a. with pi. balances. Obs. or dial.

1388 WVCLIF Ps. Ixii. 9 The sones of men ben Hers in

bakiuncis. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (i868> 65 Alle her good
dedes in the same balaunce. .andalle her evellededes in that

other balaunce. 1596 SI-LNSKR /'. Q, v. ii. 35 Weighed out
in ballaunces. 1611 BiHLt Rev. vt. 5 A paire of balances in

his hand. 1645 DIGBY Nat. Bodies 111.11658' 19 Take a pinte
of air; and weigh it against a pinte of water, and you will

see the ballance of the last go down a main.

-f b. The plural was sometimes balance. (Partly
due to final -j, -ft', partly to confusion of sense.) Obs.

(1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 141 Weyed in ballaunce. 1596
StiAKS. Mere/i. l^. iv. i. 255 Are there ballance heere to weigh
the flesh? 1655 FYu.ER t'h.t/ist.M.'i. 61. 138 In one Hand
. . a Red Rose, in the other a pair of Ballance.

f 3. A flat dish resembling a scale ; L. lanx. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis xii. iv. 142 Syne furth of platis or

ballancis beliue, Wyth pasit flesch plenist the altaris.

4. a. One of the zodiacal constellations (more

commonly called Libra}, b. The seventh sign of

the Zodiac >, into which the sun enters at the

autumnal equinox.
In the time of Hipparchus, D.C. 130, the sign corresponded

with the constellation, whence the name ;
but owing to the

precession of the equinoxes, its first point is now far in the

west of the constellation I'irgt).

1488 CAXION C/iasi, Goddes Chyld. 19 A planete that men
call libra that is as moche to say as a balaunce. c is
Alnianak \for 1386) 2 Saturn es exalted in ]K 20 gre of Je
Balaunce. 1697 DRYDKN /

r

irg. Ceorg. \. 46 And seated near

the Ballance, poise the Days. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Jtes. n.

i, Tlie celestial Balance.

5. By recent extension : Any apparatus used in

weighing, whether acting by leverage, or by the

resistance of a spring.
i89 U. K. S. Nat. Philos. \. Mech. \\. v. 45 The Danish

balance is a steel-yard. 183* II. F.lectr. iv. 74 The most

perfect electrometer for measuring very small quantities of

electricity, is., the torsion balance.

6. n r

at(hittaking, A mechanical contrivance which

regulates the speed of a clock or watch.
1660 BOYLE New Exf. Phys.-Mech. xxvii. 206 The noise

made by the ballance. 1727 Poi'K Bathos 114 In dock-

making one artist makes the balance, another the spring.

1884 K. BKITTKN \Vatch $ Clockm. 15 Gold balances are

preferable to steel.

t b. A pendulum. Obs. rare.

1647 H. Mont Song ofSoul Notes 152/2 Tlie nearer you
place the lead to the centre, the swifter the balance moves.

7. Naut. The operation or result of reefing with

a li.VLANCK-KEEF : see 22.

1762-9 FALCONER Shifnvr. \\. 387 The head, with doubling
canvas fenced around, In balance near the lofty peak they
bound. 1769 Diet. Marine (1789) s.v., The balance of

the tnizcn is thus performed.



BALANCE.

II Confused with BAI.LAHT. i^Cf. also BALLACE.)
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasin. Par. Joint 5 No otherwyse than

the balans dothe staye the shippes in tyme of tempest.
1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr., Balasse, ballast, or ballance.

II. Figurative senses.

8. The metaphorical balance of justice, reason,

opinion, by which actions and principles are

weighed or estimated.
i 1384 CHAUCER Mather ofGod 20 The fende..wil pink at

the balance To wey vs doun. 1573 ^ ctlf- Poems i6t/i C.
1801) II. 297 Beir equal ballanis baith to riche and puir.
1590 SHAKS. Mills. .V. v. 324 A Moth wil turne the ballance,
which Piramus which Thisby is the better. 1732 POPE Ess.
Man I. 121 Snatch from his hands the balance and the rod,
Rejudge his justice, lie the God of God ! 1852 TUPPEK
Proverb. P/tilos. 288 Who . . poised in the balances of order
the power to attract and to repel?

t b. One scale of the balance. Obs.

1593 SIIAKS. Rich. It, ill. iv. 87 But in the Ballance of great
Bullingbrooke, Besides himselfe, are all the English Peeres.

1635 yi'AHi.KS Embl. i. iv. 117181 17 Put in the triple crown
Thy balance will not draw : thy balance will not down.
9. The wavering balance of Fortune or chance,

in which issues hang in suspense.
<" J3*> Syr Bcvis 1559 Almest is lif was in balaunse. a 1420

OCCLEVK He Reg. Prim. 60 Best is I strive nat Agcyn the

peys of fortunes balaunce. 1577 HOLINSIIED Chron. 1. 34/2
The victorie depended long in douhtfull balance. 1612
WOODAI.L Surg. Mate Wks. 11653) 24 Mens lives hang in
the ballance. 1718 POPE fliail xxn. 271 Jove lifts the
golden balances, that show The fates of mortal men.

flO. Hence: a. Subjective uncertainty ; hesita-

tion, wavering, doubt. Oh.
1297 R. GLOUC. 200 Hii were syker al, wyboute balance.

'34 Ayenb. 30 Hy byeth ine greate balance of hyre helke
of zaule. 1483 CA.XTON G. de la Tour G viij b, As they were
in suche balaunces theyr child deyde. 1683 TEMPLE Mem.
Wks. 1731 I. 439 Our Counsels at Court were so in ballance,
between the Desires of living at least fair with France, and
the Fears of too much displeasing the Parliaments.

tb. Objective uncertainty orsuspense ; risk.hazard.
1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. 156 Ten botisand mark & mo, bat

now er in balance. 1386 CHAUCER Chan. J 'cm. Prol.
,5- T. 58,

I dar lay in balaunce Al that I have in my possession!].
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (18681 56 A woman puttithe her
worshipe in balance to ansuere and speke to moche. 1523
I.i). BERNERS Frctiss. I. cccxiii. 478 For the tone of me ye
haue put in balance your landes. 1685 BURXET tr. Mare's
I 'top. j 29 On whom . . they cast the chief Balance of the War.
11. Power to decide or determine

; authoritative
control.

1393 GOWER Can/. III. 381 There is a state .. Above all
other on erthe here, Which hath the londe in his balaunce.
1579 FENTOS Giiicciard. (15991 Ep. Ded., God hath .. put
into your hands the ballance of power. 1760 ROBERTSON
Hist. Scot. i. (1831) 75 Henry viii. of Fngland held the
balance with less delicacy, but with a stronger hand.

III. That which balances, or produces equili-
brium.

12. A weight put into one scale to equal the

preponderating weight in the other, and produce
equilibrium; a counterpoise. Hence fig. a thing
of equal influence, importance, or value ; a counter-

consideration, set-off, match.
1601 SHAKS. All's Wellu. iii. 183 To whom I promise A

counterpoize : If not to thy estate, A ballance more repleat.
1659 NEVILLE in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 25 You give
them salaries to be your balance. 1723 WODROW Cmr.
(1843) 111.75 A sweet balance, yea, an overbalance, in sweet
communion with God. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. vii. 6
U882I 404 If France . . had ceased to be a balance to Spain,
she found a new balance in Flanders.

IV. A balanced condition.

13. A condition in which two (or more) opposing
forces balance each other

; equilibrium : a. of

things ponderable.
1713 DEHHAM Phys.-Theol. 14 note. Such Alterations in

the aiquipoise or ballance of the Atmosphere. 1878 GEO.
ELIOT Coll. Break/. P. 283 The balance of the planets and
the sun.

b. of things imponderable.
1*42 SIR T. BROWNE Kelig. Med. n. i. 136 Where I find

their actions in ballance with my Country-men's, I honour
. . them, a 1718 PENN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 693 Two Degrees
of Cold, to two of Heat, make a Poyze in Elements, and a
Ballance in Nature. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. no The
perfect balance of the two elements of consciousness.
C. Balance of power (in Europe) : such an

adjustment of power among sovereign states that
no single state is in a position to interfere with the

independence of the rest
; international equilibrium.

lishingajust Ballance of Power in Europe. 1761 CHURCHILL
Night Poems I. 88 Europe's balance hangs upon his tongue
1862 STANLEY Jem. Ch. (1877) I. xi. 204 The battle of Lutzen
which determined the balance of power between Roman
Catholicism and Protestantism in Germany.
14. General harmony between the parts of any-

thing, springing from the observance of just pro-
portion and relation ; esp. in the Arts of Design.
1732 POPE Ess. Man n. 120 These mix'd with art . . Make

and maintain the balance of the mind. 1856 RI'SKIN Moil.
Paint, in. i. viii, In all perfectly beautiful objects, there is

found the opposition of one part to another, and a recip-
rocal balance. 1883 A rto/England\.ii Absolutely faithful
balances of colour and shade. 1884 Sat. Rev. 14 June 778 i

She has in no way attempted to alter the balance of the
characters [in a play].
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15. Stability or steadiness due to the equilibrium
prevailing between all the forces of any system.
a. Physical equipoise, perfectly balanced action.

1667 MILTON /'. L. i. 349 In even ballance down they light.
1840 UlCKKNS Old C. Shop xxiii, Swayed himself to and fro
to preserve his balance. 1859 HKI.PS Fritmh in C. Ser. n.
II. viii. 167 lint lost his own balance and fell out of the boat.
b. Equipoise of mind, character, or feelings ;

equanimity, mental composure, sanity.
1856 KANE Ant. E.vf. I. xvi. 198 If my mind had retained

its balance. 1876 MOZI.KY Unit'. Serin, xvi. 266 A strong
moral character . .keeps its balance, and is not carried away
by the love of human praise.

V. The turn of the balance.

16. The preponderating weight ;
the net result of

estimating conflicting principles, forces, etc.

1747 CHKSTKKE. Lett. 121 I. 327 This pleasure will increase
so that the balance will be greatly to your advantage. 1844
LD. BROUGHAM lirit. Const, xv. 118621 219 The balance of
evidence appears in favour of the due execution. 1856
FROUDE Hist. Kng. 1 1858) 1. 111.267 In Germany. . the balance
of unjust interference lay on the imperial side.

VI. The adjustment of accounts.

17. The process of finding the difference, if any,
between the J)r. and Cr. sides of an account, or

set of accounts
;
the exhibition of this process in a

tabular form
;
the result so ascertained or exhibited.

1588 MEI.LIS ttriefe Instr. Fviijb, The ballance of your
booke is to be vnderstoode, a leafe of paper disposed and
made in length and crossed in the middes, etc. .. Vf the
summes of money, of Debitor and Creditor bee like, than is

your ballance well. 1662 PEPYS Diary 30 Sept., I have
also made up . . my monthly ballance and find that . . I am
worth ^680. 1727 ARUUTHNOT John Bnltyj John, .brought
in Frog debtor to him upon the balance, .3382 i2.v. 1882
Daily Tel. 4 -May, 160,000 has been taken out on balance
for export.
b. esp. To strike a balance : to determine the

exact difference, if any, between the two sides of
an account or set of accounts. //.'. Mv\fg.
1638 WII.KINS AVrc // 'arid i, Those rewards and punish-

ments by which, -the balance of good and evil in this life is

to be struck. 1874 BI.ACKIE Seff-Citlt. 87 Not to run long
accounts, but to strike clear balances at certain set seasons.

C. gen. A comparative reckoning, rare.

1719 W. Woou Snt~'. Trade 67 This Nation gained upon
a Balance of the Ships taken from us, and the Captures we
made of the Enemy. 1861 PYCKOI T Agtniy 1\ xliii. 364 The
blessings of the Langley Cottage, whether greater or less

upon the balance, were of a kind not known at Langley Hall.

d. Balance of trade : the estimation of the
difference of value between the commercial exports
and imports of a country ; the difference itself, as
it is in favour of, or against, the country.
1668 CHILD Disc. Trade (16941 164 The Ballance of

Trade . . is to be taken by a strict scrutiny of what propor-
tion the value of the Commodities exported out of this

Kingdom bear, to those imported. 1721 C. KING Brit.
Mereh. II. 12 Portugal pays us a Million every Year upon
the Ballance of Trade. 1830 Kiliut. Encycl. IV. 370 The
exploded doctrine of a balance of trade. 1879 FAWCKTT
Free Trade % Prot. 18 Granting" bounties on exports, .with
a view of creating a favourable balance of trade.

18. An equality between the total of the two
sides of an account, when added up, after making
all entries on both sides. Cf. 13.
165. PEPVS Diary (18791 'v - '39, I do bring my accounts

to a very near balance. 1881 GLADSTONE in Times 8 Oct.
6/4 While we exported ^8,860,000, we imported ,8, 509,000.
That is very nearly a balance.

19. The difference between the Dr. and Cr. sides
of an account, or set of accounts.
1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Mereh. 370 Take all the re-

mainders of the Accounts by Debitor and Creditor, which is

the ballance of the Booke. 1819 J. GREIG Rep. Ace. Edin.

7 The balance shews the increase of the City's debts. 1866
CRUMP Bankingui. 76 Such arrangements may continue for

years without the balance ever being a credit-balance.

b. Balance (of indebtedness) : the difference be-
tween the total amounts which two persons, so-

cieties, or nations mutually owe each other.
1786 BURKE Art. agst. ffastings xv. ij i The enormous

balances and remissions on that settlement arose from a
general collusion between the farmers and collectors. 1818
BYRON Juan i. clxvii, We . . draw the accompts of evil, And
find a deuced balance with the devil. 1866 CRUMP Banking
vii. 157 The fundamental principle, upon which the price of
bills rests in the ' balance of indebtedness.'

20. a. Balance (in hand) : the sum of money
remaining over after realizing all assets and dis-

charging all liabilities, b. Balance (flue) : the
sum still outstanding on an account.

1720 Land. Gaz. No. 5842/4 A Bill for the Ballance of

TYTLER Hist. Scat. (1864) I. 221 The large balance of the
ransom which still remained unpaid. 1876 HAMERTON Intel!.

Life 11. i. 44 A delightful balance at his bankers.

21. Comm. slang: The remainder, the rest.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1875 Blackm. Mag. Apr. 443 Balance,
long familiar to American ears, is becoming so to ours. In
an account of a ship on fire we read ' Those saved remained
the balance of the night watching the burning wreck.' 1883
P. FITZGERALD Recr. Lit. Man 170 Every one is away
shooting or riding ; a balance of the ladies is left.

22. Comb, balance-beam, the beam of a balance,
also the beam keeping a drawbridge balanced aloft;

BALANCE.
balance-bob (see quot.) ; balanee-fish, the ham-
mer-headed shark (Syita/tis zygmia) balance-
frame (see quot.) ; balance-knife, a table-knife
of which the handle is made sufficiently heavy to

keep the blade from touching the cloth ; balance-
man, one who acts as an equipoise and preserves
the balance; balance -master, -mistress, a pos-
ture-maker, tumbler,

'

equilibrist
'

; balance -

reef, the closest reef of a lower fore-and-aft sail,

making it nearly triangular, used to steady the ship
in stormy weather, whence balance reefc,/; balance
seat, a mode of riding in which the body is balanced
in the saddle without support from the stirrups ;

balance-sheet, a tabular statement of assets and
liabilities, showing the character and amount of the

balance; balance-step (
= GoosK-.sTKr); balance-

wise mi;'., in the manner of a balance
;
balance-

yard, the beam of a balance. Also balancc-hoUlcr,
-maker, etc., and many attrib. combinations in

Watchmaking (see 4", as balance-arc, -cod;, -spring,

-staff, -wheel
(nlso^.).

1813 Scon Trierniaiit I. xv. The 'balance-beams obey'd
the blast, And down the trembling drawbridge cast, i 1865
J. \Vvi.ui in (.'ire. .SV. I. 404/1 Kxcess of weight . . may . .

damage the 'balance-beam, 1881 RAYMOND Mining (,7,'j-i.,
'

lialance-l'ob, a heavy lever ballasted at one end, ami at-
tached at the other to the pump-rod, the weight of which it

thus helps to carry. 1683 4 ROIHNSON in /'////. Tntns.
XXIX. 479 The /yg;ciia or

'

Ballance Fish, as large as the
Saw Fish. 1815 l-.myct. lirit. XI. 107 Hammer-headed
shark, or "balance-fish. ( 1850 A' ntfuii. A'ar'. 9 'Balanre
frames, those frames, or bends of timber, of the same capa-
city or area, which are equally di.stant from the centre of

gravity. 1880 MUHHLAD (,'ains n. g 107 What has been
said about witnesses applies equally to the balance-holder
I833 J- HOLLAND Mann/. Metal II. 14 The fabrication
of what are called 'balance knives. 1611 CO'IGR., Balan-
cier, a ballance-maker. 1828 S'IKTART Planter's C. 251
Sending up a couple of

'

Balancemen to the top; who.,
serve as movable makeweights. 1753 HOGARTH Anal.
Beauty xv. 210 The 'balance-master's attention to a single
point, in order to preserve his balance. 1801 SiKm .S/. ,y

Past. ill. v. 11845' -'ji Tymbcsteres, or "balance-mistresses.

1840 R. DANA Be/. Mast v. 10 Under close-reefed topsails,
'

"balance-reefed trysail. 1873 Daily *\~e;t's 21 May 5/6 That
patent hernia-producing institution, the 'balance-seat. 1849
CouDhN .S/V.v/Vi- 4 The 'balance-sheets of our merchants
and manufacturers have been equally adverse. 1853 <i;
Oct.l BRIGHT Peace, Sp. (18761 462 If a 'balance-sheet could
be shown of what Algeria has cost France. 1833 Ri-e.ul.
Instr. Ca-.'alry i. 16 The 'balance step in double time. 1884
F. Bun i EX It'atili ff Clockni. 246 The "balance spring has
then to be unpinned every time the "balance staff is re-

moved. 1690 J.oud. Gaz. No. 2550/4 A Silver Ballance-
Watch. 1653 MKO. WORC. Cent. lnv. xx, How to bring up
water 'Balance-wise. 1669 t'liil. Trans. IV. 937 Watches,
which instead of a Ballance-wheele are regulated by a
Pendulum. 1863 MRS. C. CLAHKK S/ia/is. Char. viii. 212
rabian..is the balance-wheel between the other two, to

keep them in check. 1810 COLERIDGK />/ W(i865' 35 The
other scale . . seemed full up to the very

'

balance-yard.
Balance (barlaus), v. [a. F. balancer, f. bal-

ance sb. (Like the six, in certain senses confused
with ballast. ]

I. To place or weigh in the scales. Chiefly fig.
1. trans. To weigh (a matter) ; to estimate the

two aspects or sides of anything ; to ponder.
1694 R. LESTRANGE Fables ccccv. 436 We Weigh and Bal-

lance things before we pronounce them to be either Good
or Evil. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals in. i, Weighing and balanc-

ing what you were pleased to mention. 1847 TENNYSON
Princ. in. 149 She balanced this a little, And told me she
would answer us to-day.
2. To weigh two things, considerations, etc., against

each other, so as to ascertain which preponderates.
1596 SPENSER /'. Q. v. ii. ii Then would he ballaunce

heaven and hell together. 1629 R. HILL Patlnv. Piety II.

137 Christ., is balanced with Barabbas, and thought lighter
than a murderer. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. iii. 47 To weigh
and balance Pleasures and Uneasinesses. 1875 GRINDON
Life i. i Truth . . is determined by balancing probabilities.
1883 GILMOUR Mangels xviii. 216 His good and bad actions
are balanced against each other,

3. To counterbalance or counterpoise one thing
by, with, or against another.

1624 LD. KENSINGTON in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 301 III. 173
That the honor of the Prince . . might be deerer to her then
to be balanced with that which, etc. 1625 BACON Ess. (1862!

154 Another meanes to curbe them, is to Ballance them by
others, as Proud as they. 1850 RUSKIN Moil. Paint, in. i.

viii, A mass of subdued colour may be balanced by a point
of a powerful one. 1860 PUSEY Mill. Proph. 47 The self-

same wisdom wnich balanced Egypt against Assyria. 1884
American VII. 345 To balance asymmetrically-placed en-
trance-doors with lobsided windows.
4. To bring to or keep in equilibrium.
1634 HABINGTON Castara 47 That Kings, to ballance tnie

content, shall say : Would they were great as we, we blest
as they. 1738 POPE Epil. Sat. I. 6p Did not the sneer of
more impartial men At sense and virtue balance all again.
1810 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 81 On which it may fix its

attention, and thus balance its own energies. 1853 BRIMLKY
Ess. 282 [The painter] may fail to balance his masses.

5. To steady (a body under the influence of op-
posing forces) ; to poise, keep steady or erect.

1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xiii, Strong men . . balancing
chests of drawers, .upon their heads. 1875 BUCKLAND Log-
Bk. 54 Sculptors are sometimes obliged to use a species of
tail in balancing their statues.

b.
re/I,

and intr. To keep oneself in equilibrium.



BALANCEABLE. 632 BALATTSTY.

1833 Refitl. Instr. Cavalry i. 15 The Instructor will..

make the recruit balance upon the left foot. 1866 HOWF.LLS
\
r
enet. Life iv. 58 Balanced herself half over the balcony-

rail.

6. To steady, give (mental' balance or ballast to.

1685 BAXTKR Paraphr. X. T, i Tim. iii. 6 Young, raw
Christians .. have had less time to learn the great things
which should ballance them. [See HALASCKD///. a. 3 ]

II. To act as things in the opposite scales of a

balance; ///. andy%-.
7. trans. To equal in weight, counterpoise, neu-

tralize the weight of. Also absol. to balance ^each

other).
a 1727 NKWTON < J.I The attraction of the glass is balanced

..by the contrary attraction of the liquor. 1878 Hrxi.i.v

Physiogr. 91 The column of water . . balances the atmo-

spheric pressure. Mod. Do these scales balance?

8. Hence : To compensate, neutralize the effect

of, make up for.

rti593 MAKLOWK Dido in. iv, I saw no King like thee,

Whose golden crown might balance my content. 1655
Fi'i.LKK ('//. J/ist. vi. ii. 57 111. 292 Wherefore, lo ballanee

the Protestants, the Jesuits were set on foot. 1726 BUTLER
Serin. AW/.v (. 'hap. v. 90 So many things. . ballance the Sor-

row of it. 1837 J. H. NKWMAN rar, .Serin. I. xxiv. 358 Our
duties balance each other. 1870 MOKKIS Earthly Par. I. i.

384 And weariness was balanced with delight.

9. intr. To act as a counterpoise, be equal O'/M' .

1579 IJh.\KL> Tht>at. Cods Jmlgm. 11612,1 539 Could ^m.h

a punishment ballance with his so .. great offences?

III. To oscillate like the beam of a balance.

10. intr. To waver, deliberate, hesitate. Cf. i.

1655 KAKL ORKICKY Parthen. (1676) 628 Her great danger
..invited my assi>tance, which, without balancing, I ran

to pay her. 1753 RICHARDSON' Grandison 117811 II. xxvi.

246 He had . . no very strong aspirations after matrimony,
and had balanced about it a good while. 1825 R. WAKD
Trt-nuiine I. v. 37 Mrs. Belson balanced some time upon
this, as any good mother would. 1850 MKHIYALK Row.
F.mp. 118651 I. ix. 373 The same disposition to balance and

ieinpuri/e . . wrecked his fortunes as a statesman.

11. Of partners in dancing : To move to and fro

in converse directions like the arms of a balance,

to set to a partner.
1775 SHKKIDAX Rivals in. iv. (18831 113, 1 must rub up my

balancing, and chasing, and boring. 1859 in WOKC.I:SI I.K.

12. trans. To sway backwards and forwards.

1728 Foi'i-; Dune, in. 200 Tuning his voice and balancing
lu\ hands.

IV. Of an account. lit. and_/^g".

13. trans. To add up the debit and credit sides of

an account or set of accounts, and ascertain the dif-

ference, if any, between their respective amounts.

1588 MiLI. is Hriffft' Instr. E vij, At your viages returne. .

ballance vp the bookes. 17*4 SWIM Drapier's Lett. Wks.

1755 V. n. 130 To compute and balance my gain and my
lo^x 1796 BI;RKK Corr. 118441 IV. 383 Thus we balance the

account; defeat and dishonour abroad; oppression at

home, n 1842 TKNNVSON AndIcy Crf. 43
' Oh ! who would

ca.st and balance at a desk ?'

14. To make such entries in an account or set of

accounts as make the two sides equal ;
to produce

an equality in the total amounts of the debit and

credit entries of a set of accounts.

b. In this sense, also, accounts are said (intr.)

to balance v i.e. themselves); or an entry is said to

balance the account, or balance an opposite entry.
1622 MALYNKS Anc. Law-Merck. 371 And if he bad betnc

a loser by the Account of profit and losse, then must he

make hi* Capitall Debtor, and the said Account Creditor,

to ballance the matter. 1675 GKKGOKY in Rigaud Corr.

Si i. Men II. 276, I cannot perceive how the balance ba-

lanceth the book. 1748 ANSON l'oy.\\\. viii. 373 The happy
crisis which was to ballance the account of all their past
calamities. 1878 JKVONS /'riu. Pol. Kcon. 52 To make the

profits of the successful business balance the losses of the

unfortunate ones.

15. Hence : To settle (an account) by paying an

amount due, to clear off a liability.

i74oCii)KK Apol. '17561 1. 142 The end of the season, when
dues to ballance came too thick upon 'em. 1877 H. PA<;K

l\- Qnincey II. xvi. 20 A cheque for ^30, to balance his

account.

V. 16. Naut. To reef with a balance-ieef, so as

to steady the ship in bad weather: see HAL-

ANCK sb. 22. Perhaps originally ballast.

[Cf. 1697 DAMPIER I'oy. (17291 I. 414 We furl'd our Main-

sail, and ballasted our Mizen.] 1762-9 FALCONER S/tifwr.
ii. 460 The balanced mizen, rending to the head. 1769
-- Diet. Marine (1789), s.v., A boom main-sail is balanced,
after all its reefs are taken in, by rolling up . . the aftmost

lower corner.

Ii 17. To ballast. Obs. rare. Cf. BALANCE sb. 7 T.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. 11836' 202 There is no ship so

balanced with massie matter as their heades are fraught
with all kinde of baudie songes. [Cf. 1769 FALCONER Diet.

Marine (1789* Upper-ivork . . that part of a ship which

is above the surface of the water when she is properly
balanced for a sea-voyage.]

Balanceable (barlansabV., a.
[f. prec. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being balanced.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Loud. 3 Great successes . . which

they judge no otherwise ballanceable than by this spoil.

Balanced (barlanst), ///. . [f. as prec. -t- -ED.]

1. lit. Poised
;
so arranged, placed, or adjusted

with a counterpoise, as to remain in equilibrium.
1611 COTGR., Balance^ Ballanced, weighed, peised. 1667

MILTON P. L. iv. 1000 The pendulous round Earth with

ballanc't Aire In counterpoise. 1814 S^OTT Ld. of Isles in.

xv, IJoose crags . . chance-poised and balanced, lay. 1869
Daily News 12 June, The Cerberus has a balanced rudder.

2. Having the opposed parts or tendencies so

adjusted as to produce equilibrium or equality.
1592 DANIEL Compl. Rosam. (1717) 47 Thus stood I bal-

lanc'd equally precise, Till my frail Flesh did weigh me
down to Sin. 1727 Swirr Balance Ritr. Wks. 1755 III. n.
128 Now Europe's balanc'd, neither side prevails. 1870
IEBB Sophocles F.lcctra Introd. 10 Contending and almost
balanced claims. 1877 HKSKIN Laws Fesole i. ii, Every
system is imperfect which pays more than a balanced and
etiiiitable attention to any one of the three skills.

0. \Vell arranged or disposed ; stable in character

by due proportion of parts.
1624 Qt'AKLKS Siofi's Sonti. (17171 349 The ruby portals of

thy ballanc'd words Send forth a welcome relish. 1836 J.
GILBERT Chr. Atoneni. iii. 11852 '60 Neither can it . . operate
with any weight upon a justly balanced mind. 1878
T. SINCLAIR Mount 83 The birth of a balanced artist.

4. Logic. (See quoO
1849 ABI-. THOMSON Laws Th. 71 The middle [term] is said

to be balanced when it is distributed in both premisses
alike. The extremes of the conclusion are balanced when
both alike are distributed. 1870 UUWEN Logic viii. 258
Moods . . balanced as respects both Terms and Propositions.

Balanceiueiit (bae'lansrnSnt). rare. [f. as

prec + -MENT.] The action of balancing; a ba-

lanced condition ; equilibrium, equipoise.
1862 R. PA n KKSON Kss. I/ist.tf A. 332 Sacrificing a com-

plete balancement of parts for the sake of obtaining variety.

Balancer UHanssA
[f.

as prec. + -KU 1
;

cf.

AK. balancer
,
OF. balancier^

f 1. One who weighs with a balance. Obs. rare.

[1309 Hustings Rolls Lond. No. 38. 102 Ralph le Ba-

lancer, Peppcrer. 1320 Ihid. No. 49. i Le Kalauncer.]

1413 I.vrxj. Pyl^r. .S>7r/(' i. \\xiv. 118591 37 Neyeng toward

tl\e balaunce . . she sayd to the bnlauncer ; How is it in oure

partye ? 1611 COKJH., Balanccnr, a ballancer ; a weigher
of things in a ballance.

2. One who balances himself in difficult positions;
a tumbler, acrobat.
c 1510 Cocke LorelL'S B. 10 Balancers, tynne casters, and

skryutMiers. 1785 RKID Int. Pv.vcrs i\ . iv, The feats of
balancers and rope dancers. 1841 UK QMNCEY Rhct. 11860)

3^5 Posture-maker or balancer.

3. One who keeps things in equilibrium, or main-
tains the balance of power.
1731 A. HILL Ad-.-. Poets .\.\.\i, Ballancers of State. 1795

Scots Mag. LVII. 884/2 A republican balancer of Europe,
which the new republic would be.

4. Something which helps to preserve the balance;

spec, the knobbed filaments (Jialtcres or poiscrs),
which in two-winged Hies replace the posterior

win^s, a name given (in F.) by Reaumur from

their resemblance to the balancicr used in coining.
1753 CIIAMHKRS Cycl. .Snpp., J>al/a>tit-rs . . under the wings

of the two-winged flies. 1854 OWES in Ct'rc. Sc. ( )rg. Nat.
II. 56/1 In the long-bodied . . abdominal fishes, the \entrafs

. . subserve the office of accessory balancers. 1863 WOOD
Illnstr. Nat. Hist. III. 554 The . . halteres or balancers . .

are the only vestiges of the hinder pair of wings.

Balancing
1

Uvlansin), zvV. j/>.
[f. BALANCED.

+ -i\<;
i.] The action of the vb. BALANCE.

1. ///. Weighing, poising ; acrobatic posturing.
1599 SANUVS Enrop;t Spec. 116321 162 The Arts of Alchymy

and Ballancing. 1674 N. FAIKFAX Bulk fy Si-fa. 76 The
wheels and springs or ballancings of Nature. 1801 STKCIT

SporlsfyJ'ast. in. v, 190 Tumbling, and balancing, .exhibited

by the gleemen. 1883 PAYN Thicker than H'. I. 181 Be-

ginning to lose confidence in his balancing pole upon this

very high rope.

2. Jig. 1'ondering, consideration, critical com-

parison.
1666 TILI.OTSON Rule Faith n. iii. 10 Exact balancing of

every particular word. 1739 Hr.MK Hum. Nat. n. ii. 11874! I.

330 Objections and replies, and ballanciug of arguments.
3. Hesitation between opposing considerations ;

uncertainty.
1598 BACON Faction, Ess. (Arb.t 80 When Matters haue

stucke long in ballancing. 1817 FOSTER Lifeff Corr. (18461
I. cv. 465, I am in a great state of doubt and balancing.

1884 Harper's Mag. Jan. 189/1 Balancings between Torquay
and Madeira.

4. The placing of one thing over against another

as in a balance, compensation ;
reduction to equi-

librium, proportionate adjustment.
i6ia TRAVERS Supplic. in Hooker Keel. Pol. II. 656 So

unequal a balancing of faults and punishments. 1647 W.
BKOWNE Poln.v, P iiij a, Knowing not how to reward an
action that was beyond all ballancing. 1860 MILL AY/>-.
Gmt. (1865) 87/2 This balancing of evil by evil. 1884 Pall
MallG. 23 Feb. 4/1 There was [no] finer balancing of mental
and moral gifts than in Mr. Cobden.

5. Comparison, or equalization, of the credit and
debit totals of an account.
1668 WILKINS RtalChar. 11. i. 5. 41 Ballancing, Evening

of Accounts. 1721 C. KING Brit. Merch. II. 10 By such
a llallancing of Accounts. 1803 Kdin. Rev. II. 16 The
balancing system.
6. Oscillation about a position of equilibrium.
1868 LOCKVKR Heavens 457 A top .. undergoes also a

balancing of its axis of figure or rotation, analogous to the

oscillations of the Earth.

Balancing, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. -f -ING 2
.]

1. Weighing, pondering ; hesitating.
1850 MAI-RICE Alor. ty Met. Phil. vii. 5. 228 Cicero . . had

a singularly equitable, balancing, compromising nature.

2. Producing equilibrium, compensating..
1645 W. GOODF. Publ. Spir. A ij b, That Ballancing pro-

vidence of our most wise God. 1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps

iv. 26 Buildings are generally bad which have large ba-

lancing features at the extremities. 1854 H. MILLER Sen.

<$ Sclnn. iii. (1857* 42 Though there were . . no trees, there
were some balancing advantages.
3. Acrobatic.
1801 STKUTT Sports <$ Past. in. v. 190 Tumbling and

balancing women.

It Balandra ^balce-mlra). [Sp. ;
cf. BILANDER.]

A small coasting vessel.

1845 DAKWIN I'oy. Nat. vii. (1873^ 134 A balandra, or one-
masted vessel of about a hundred tons' burden.

Balauid (twrlftnid). 7,ool.
[f.

BALAN-US + -ID.]
A member of the Balanidiv or Acorn-shells.

1836 Toun Cycl. Anat. % Phys. I. 685/1 The shells of the
Balanids present several striking peculiarities of structure.

Balaiiiferous (,brclanrft?ras\ a.
[f.

L. balan-

;/.f acorn + -(r PEUoL'H
;

cf. F. balanifere] Acorn-

iK-aring. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Balanite (biedanait). [ad. L. bafanifcs, a. Gr.

pa\av'tTT]s acorn-fthapedj f. ^dXavcs acorn.]

1 1. A kind of precious stone. Obs.

1598 SVI.VKSTER DH Rartas (1608)462 Beset with Bal'nites,

rubies, chrysolite-;. [1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxvn. x. 11.625
As for the stone Balanites, there be two kinds . . of a greenish
colour, and resembling Corinth brasse. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Snpp. t Some think the balanitcs to nave been the

lapis judatCKS. ]

2. A fossil balanid.

1833 KIRBV Hab. fy hist. Anini. xiii, The second Order of

Cirnpedes consists of the Balanites or Acorn-barnacles.

Balauoid (ba-lanoid), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.

#aAaco*to7}s, f. ^aXavos acom : see -OlD.] A. adj.

Acorn-shaped. B. sb. An acorn-shell or balanid.

1869 NICHOLSON Zool. d88o xxxi. 291 The Balanoids are

shallow-water forms. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Ba'lant, a. Obs. [ad. L. bdldntem, pr. pple.
of biiliirc to bleat.] Bleating, baaing.
1702 C. MATHKK Magn. Christi vn. App. 11852) 620 The

balant and latrant noises of that sort of people.

BalanilS (ba."lan^s). [L., a.Gr. ^dAavoy acorn.]
= At'OKN-SHELL.

1727-41 in CHAMBKRS Cycl. 1839 RIDDF.LL in Proc. Beriv.

Nat. Club I. vii. 197 May and June . . when the young
Balani are most numerous.

Balas (txvlasV Forms: 5- balas ; also 5 bal-

ace, -ase, -ess, -is, -eys, 6 bales, -ays, ballass,

-ais, 6-S balasse, 6-9 balass, ballas, 7 -ase, -eys,

balais, vballest). [a. OF. balais, balai, cogn. with

Pr. balays, balach, It. balascio, Sp. balax, med.L.

balascus (Marco Polo), balasciits, -asiits, ad. Arab.

ijiir*. balakhsh, f. Pers. .\_,*.y^y.> Badakhshan,

the district near Sarmacand where they are found.]
A delicate rose-red variety of the spinel ruby.
14x4 Test. Ebor. \ 18361 1. 363 Unum annulum de auro, cum

uno balase. 1423 JAS. I. King's Q. \\. xxvii, Oete balas

lemyng as the fyre. 1439 A. F.. M'ills 11882) 118 My Noych
with my Baleys. 1494 FABYAN vn. 540 Dyamantys, rubyes
and balessys. 1577 HOI.INSHKD Chron. III. 801/1 A great
bauderike about his necke of great b 'asses. 1877 W. JONKS
Finger-ring L. 247 Sapphires, balasses, diamonds.

b. Now usually balas-niby.

1596 DASF.TT Confines Hist. Fr. (1614) 279 Fowerteene
Rubies ballais, 1611 COTGR., Ballay, a baileys Kubie.

1623 JAS. I. in Four C. Eng. Lett. 46 The collar of great
ballest rubies. 1822 SCOTT Nigel v, A carcanet of large

balas rubies. 1874 WKSTROPP Prec. Stones 18 The balas

ruby is of a delicate rose-pink colour, showing a blue tint

when looked through.

Balase, -ass, sb. and v., intermediate forms due

to confusion of BAI.A.XCK and BALLAST.

1609 BIBLK i Douay )/."::<. xlv. n According to the measure
of a core shal be the equal balassing of them. 1656 HLOI-NI

Ginssogr., JiaJasst', ballast or ballance. .any thing of weight
laid in the bottom of Ships to make them go upright.

Balastre, balastriar : see BALIST-.

t Ba'latron, -OOn. Obs. rare. [ad. L. bala-

Iron-em (
~ blateroncm \ babbler, prater, buffoon.]

A buffoon, a contemptible fellow.

1623 COCKERAM, Ballatrott) a rascally base knaue. 1678
MKS. BIIHN Sir P. Fancy v. i. 303 The affront this Bala-

troon has offer'd me.

Balatronic (bttlatip-nik), a. [f.
L. balatron-

cm see j)rec.) + -1C.] Of or pertaining to buffoons.

1883 SALA IHast. Lond. Nervs 10 Nov. 451 Students of the

Balatronic dialect who . . keep . . an interleaved copy of the

Slang Dictionary.

Balausta (bal'Sta). Bot. [mod.L. (Linn.);

cf. next.] The fruit of the pomegranate.
1842 in BKANDK Diet. Art % Sc. 1870 BENTLFY Bot. 315

The Balausta is an inferior, many-celled, many-seeded,
indehiscent fruit, with a tough pericarp.

Balaustine (baly-stin). Also 7 balaustin, 8

-ian. [ad. Gr. &a\avariov (in same sense), or

subst. use of an adj. formed from it.] The red

rose-like flower of the wild pomegranate, which,

when dried, is used in medicine as an astringent.

ibid. 1..12I Atinctureofbalaustine-rtowers. 1839111 HOOPKK
Med. Diet.

-\ Balau'Sty. Obs. Also 6 balastye. [ad. L.

balan$tiitm t
a. Gr. /3aXat!<moi'.]

=
prec.

1541 R. COPLAND Gitydon's Quest. Cyrnrg.^ A playster of

Bolarmynyke, galles, balastye, and other that slaunchc



BALBUTIATE.
Mode. 1611 WOODAU. Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) lgl Kalaus-

ties, which are flowers of Pomegranats.

Balayne.Balays, obs.ff.B.vLEEN, BALAS (ruby).

Balbtltiate(l.>a'lbi-jV't),t/. ;
also (badly) bal-

buoinate. [f. L. balbilti-re to stammer + -AT 3
;

cf. K. ba/bittier.'] To stammer or stutter.

1731 in BAILEY ; and in mod. Diets.

Balbutient (bftlbifi'Ji&it), a. [ad. I,. balbr<-

ticnt-em : see prec.] Stammering, stuttering.

1642 H. MORE Song ojfSaul in. in. xxiv, I have with tongue
balbutient Prattled to th' weaker ear. 1678 CoDWOETB
Intcll. Syst. i. iv. 18. 316 Speech . . that is but imperfect,
balbutient and inarticulate.

II Balbuties (bselbi
-

Ji|7z). Med. [mod.L., f.

lialbfitire.] Stammering, stuttering ; lisping.

1655 CuLi'iU'FKR Rh'erins v. iv. 127 Balbuties, a kind of

Stammering, which keepeth men from pronouncing of the

Letter R. 1859 WORCESTER, Rnlbiiiics, stammering ;
vicious

pronunciation, in which l> and / are substituted for other

consonants.

tBalcon. Obs, rare- 1
, [f. F.

r Sp., or Tr.

bakon = It. balcone : see BALCONY.] = BALCONY.

1635 J. HAYU-ARD Banish*d Virg. 142 Lights in all their

balcons. 1665 PKTYS Diary, i June, We. .stood in thebalcon.

Balconette(b^lkune't). [f.BALCON-Y + -KTTK.]
A miniature balcony.
1876 T. HARDY Hand Ethtlb. II. xlviii. 273 A timber-

built cottage, having ornamental barge-boards, balconettes,
and porch.

Balconied (bnrlkonid), ///. a.
[f. next + -ED 2

.]

Furnished with a balcony or balconies.

(71733 NORTH Exam, in. vii, 86 The House was double
balconied in Front. 1869 MRS.WHITNEY /ft'M*r>xliv, That
pleasant, high, balconied room.

Balcony (barlkoni). Forms : 7 balcone, -ona,

onia, -onie, -onee, belcony, -ey, bellcony, -ey,

7- balcony, [a. It. balcone (= F., Pr., Sp.&afcott,

Pg. balcao], formed with augmentative suffix -one

from It. balco, palco, scaffold, a. OHG. balcho,

fakho (
= mod.G balkcn, Eng. balk} a beam. Till

("1825 the pronunc. was regularly batikJu'ni ; but

bce'lkoni (once in Swift),
'

which,' said Samuel

Rogers, 'makes me sick,' is now established.]
1. A kind of platform projecting from the wall of

a house or room, supported by pillars, brackets, or

consoles, and enclosed by a balustrade.
1618 HOLYDAY 'Juvenal 223 It was properly a balcone, and

so the building it self did jetty cut. 16330. HERBBBT World
ii. in Tentple 76 Then Pleasure came, who liking not the

fashion, Began to make Balcones, Terraces. 1640 BROME
Sfiaragus Card, in, iv. 159 Squinting up at Windowes and
Belconies. 1727 SWIFT Tom Clinch Misc. (i735>V. 145 The
Maids to the Doors and the Balconies ran, And said, lack-

a-day ! he's a proper young Man. 1783 Cow PER Gilpin 142
At Edmouton his loving wife From the balcony spied Her
tender husband. 1817 BYRON Bef>po xi, And like so many
Venuses of Titian's They look when leaning over the bal-

cony, Or stepp'd from out a picture by Giorgione. 1832
TENNYSON Mariana v-,S. viii, Backward the lattice-blind

she flung, ind lean'd Uj*on the balcony. 1845 BROWNING Fl.

Duchess^' 5. 505 To breathe the fresh air from the Balcony.
fig. 1650 B. Discollim. 2 First to the Title . . Next to the

Belcony or Preamble.

2. The similar structure at the stern of large ships.
1666 PEPYS Diary (1879* IV. 143 A very good ship, but

with galleries quite round the sterne like a balcone. 1 1850
Rudim. Nav. (.Weale) 94 Balcony, the gallery in the stern

of large ships.

3. In theatres : f a. formerly, A stage-box, b.

now, (generally) The open part above the dress

circle, between that and the 'gallery.' In Music
Halls and other public buildings, variously ap-

plied, according to structure.

1718 Ron, Rochester 106 Fairly in public he plays out his

Game, Betimes bespeaks Balconies. 1883 Harper's blag.
Nov. 882/2 The three tiers of boxes and the balcony ofwhich
the auditorium consists.

4. attrib., as in balcony-chamber, -door, -window.
1635 Althorp MS, in Simpkinson \Vashingtons Introd. 70

Tymber for the balconia doores. 1636 LAUD in $th Rep.
Com. Hist, HISS. (1874) 153/2 A balconee window and a stair-

case. 1800 COLERIDGE /VWi?/H/M.vi
(Why was the balcony-

chamber countermanded ?

Bald (bld), a. Forms: 3-5 ballede, 4-5
balled, -yd, -id, -it, 5 belde, bellyde, 5-7 balde,
6 baulde, 7 bal'd, ball'd, 8-9 Sc. beld, 6- bald.

[ME. balled, of uncertain origin; in sense i, ap-

parently a ppl. form from BALL v. or sb., with

the sense of '

protuberant or rounded like a ball,'

whence possibly 'smooth/ and, as applied to the

head, 'hairless.' But the analogy of many words
for

' bald' in various langs , in which the sense

arises out of that of 'shining, white,' or esp. that

of *

having a white patch on the forehead,' as

in 'bald-faced stag,' 'bald-coot,' with the actual

appearance of this sense in BALL sb2, strongly
favours the idea that ME. ball-ed was a deriva-

tive of the latter (cf. also BALLARD\ which is with

evident propriety referred to Welsh bal, as ex-

plained under sense 5. The chief difficulty is the

rarity of the simple ball, and lack of early in-

stances to prove its Eng. use before the appear-
ance of ball-ed. For the termination, Sievers com-

pares OE. -cde (OS. -odi) used esp. of bodily
VOL. I.

defects, as in heal-ede ruptured, hofcr-ede hunch-

backed, etc.

Cf. the analogy of MDu. blaer 'bald' and blare, Du.
blaar ' white patch on the forehead

'

of a horse, etc. ; also

of MHG. bias 'bald,' earlier 'shining,' and blasse 'white

patch on the forehead
'

; also of Du. blcs
' bald

'

and blesse
',

and see u in Grimm
J

also Wedgwood and Skeat. Cf. also

Gr. </<iAa*:p6s 'bald,' lit. 'white- or shin ing-pat ed.' There
seems little ground for the suggestion of Kluge that balled

represents a lost Q]L.*bsellod~*bxrlod, Goth. *bazlo\>s, from
OTeut. baz-oz BARK.]

I. Literal senses.

1 1. ? Rotund, of full habit, corpulent. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 377 Suybe J>ycke
man he was. .Gret womede

& ballede. Ibid. 429 Ballede he was, & bycke of breste, of

body vat also. [Cf. also BOLLED.]
2. Having no hair on some part of the head

where it would naturally grow ; hairless.

(1386 CHAUCER Prol. 198 His heed was ball id, and schon
as eny glas. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. III. 285 A
balled fortop \recalvafr<mte\. \-yfr-Barth. DeP.R.\.
iv. (14951 IQ8 The formeste partye of the heede wex> th soone
balde. 1474 CAXTOX Chess? 55 Julius Cesar was bal lyd
wherof he had displaisir. 1483 Cath. Angl. 27 To make
belde (v.r, bellyde), decalncre. 1590 SHAKS. Com. l-'.rr. n.

ii. 70 The plaine bald pate of Father time himselfe. 1691
Lond.Gaz. No. 2724/4 Wears his own Hair but ball'd on the
fore part of his Head. 1794 BURNS J. Anderson, But now
your brow is beld, John. 1870 GKO. ELIOT Mtddlem. i. v,

Dreadful to see the skin of his bald head moving about.

b Jiff. esp. in reference to the necessity of '

seizing
time by tlieforelock?
f 1500 MARLOWE *JcwofM.\, ii, Begin betimes; Occasion's

bald behind
; Slip not thine opportunity. 1606 DEKKKH SIT.

Sifis vi. (Arb.) 40 Thy Inhabitants Shane their Consciences
so close, that in the ende they growe balde, and bring fourth
no goodnesse. 1663 BP. PATRICK Parab. Pilgr. 259 They
let those opportunities grow old . . and suffer them to be bald
before they mind to apprehend them.

3. Without hair (feathers, etc.) on other parts of

the body than the head.

6*1340 Cursor Af. < Fairf.) 3490 pe first was borne [Esau]
was rughe of hare pe tober childe was ballede \Cott. smeth,
Gott. sleyht, Trin. slei^te] and bare. 1607 Torsi-iLL Fonr-f.
Beasts 407 Beavers . . have been found bald on the back.

1640 W. HODGSON Dif. Cosmogr. 97 Eagles moult off their

feathers, and so become bald. 1771 HARRINGTON in Phil.
Trans. I,XII. 6, I . . do not find that their [Rabbits'] ears

are balder than those of a Hare.

4. traiisf. Without the usual or natural covering
(in various senses) : a. Of trees, mountains, etc. :

Leafless, treeless, barren, bare. b. ( )f cloth : Nap-
less. C. Of wheat, grain, etc. : Awnless, beardless.

t d. Of persons : Bare-headed, e. Of eyes: Lid-

less, staring.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y.L. iv, iii. 106 An old Oake, whose bows

were moss'd with age, And high top bald with drie antiqultie.

1607 Cor. iv. v. 206 The Senators, .stand bald before him.
! 1610 Temp. iv. 238 Now lerkin you are like to lose your
i haire, & proue a bald lerkin. 1642 FUI.LI-:H Holy $ Prof. St*

i
in. vii. 166 Wherea place is bald of wood. riSoo COLERIDGE
Chamoitni, 1'hy bald, awful head, O sovran Blanc! 1809
J. BARLOW Colnsnb. in. 414 The bald eyes [of a dead tiger]

glare, the paws depend below. 1878 TKNNYSOM Q. Alary
I. i. 7 Fray'd i' the knees, and out at elbow, and bald o'

the back.

5. Streaked or marked with white. [Cf. Welsh

ccffyl bal a horse with a white streak or mark on

|

the face (F. chcval belle-face}, where bal may be

j

an adj., or a sb. construed as a genitive.]
[1594 BARNFIRI.D Aff. Sheph. \. xxviii, I haue a pie-bald

i Curre to hunt the Hare.) 1690 Lonti. Gaz. No. 2575/4 A
black Mare with 3 white Feet, and a bald Face. 1711 Ibid.

No. 4848/4 Strayed . . a black bald Gelding.
II. Figurative. (Cf. SLIG'HT a. and G. blasz.}

6. Bare or destitute of meaning or force ; lacking
in pregnant import or vividness of description ;

meagre, trivial, paltry.
1362 LANGI,. /'. PI. A. xi. 41 And Bringe^ for^ Ballede

]

Resouns. 1581 J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 428 b, What
a bald devise is this of the man? 1593 NASHE Christ's T.

I

63 b, Had rather heare a iarring black-sant, then one of

theyr balde sermons. 1791 BOSWKLL Johnson 8 Apr. 1775,

j

Tom Davies repeated, in a very bald manner, the story of
I Dr. Johnson's first repartee to me. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog.
! Lit. 224 The meaning dwindles into some bald truism.

7. Bare or destitute of ornament and grace ;
un-

adorned, meagrely simple : a. of literary style.

1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. 22 Bald affected eloquence.
1693 W. RoERTSON/Vi?vrjtW.GV;/, 1365 Translated word for

'

word . . into bald Latine. 1851 BRINH.EY Ess. 123 To trans-

: late into bald prose those high-coloured and nobly musical
! passages of the Prelude.

b. of works of art, buildings, etc.

1825 LD. COCKBL-RN Mem. 286 In towns the great modern
object has . . been . . to reduce everthing to the dullest and
baldest uniformity. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem, vii, Thro' the

drizzling rain On the bald street breaks the blank day.
8. Undisguised, palpable, evident.

1854 G. ABBOTT Napoleon II. xviii. 343 Admitted, in all its

bald baseness. 1870 LOWELL Among Bks. Ser. n. (1873) 314

J

A bald egotism which is quite above and beyond selfishness.

III. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic deriv., as bald-

i crowned (sense 2), bald-faced, -nosed (sense 5). See
also BALD-COOT, -HEAD, -PATE, -RIB, and bald BUZ-

ZARD, EAGLE, KITE, LOCUST, etc.

1677 Lond, Gaz. No. 1237/4 A. sorrel Mare . . bald-faced,
and but one eye. 1689 Ibid, 2503/4 A brown Gelding, .bald
Nosed. 1716 Ibid. 5494/4 A . . well-set Man, bald-crowned.

t Bald i,b9ld). v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] To make
bald, deprive of hair. ///.

BALDERDASH.
1602 FULBECKF Pandects 78 In Germany they vse to cut

off the heare of an adultresse . . I haue scene some of them
balded here in Englande. 1628 FKI.THAM Resolves I. iv.

116471 9 While Winter bald's the shag-hair'd wood.

Bald, early and north, form of BOLD,

Baldachin, -quin (barldakin) Forms: 6-8

baldakin(e, 7 balduquino, 7-9 baldacchino,
8 9 baldachin, 9 chine, -chino, baldaquin : see

also BAUUKKIN. [a. F., Sp baldaquin, It. bahiac-

chino, in med.L. baldakinus, -ckinits, landaqninus,
-ekinus, f. Baldacco, It. form of Bagdad, the city in

Asia where the material was made. Cf. the earlier

BAUDEKIN, through OF. baudekin, -qttin, usual in

sense i. The It. form baldacchino is also used.]
1. A rich embroidered stuff, originally woven with

woof of silk and warp of gold thread
;
rich brocade.

1598 HAKLUVT Voy. 1. 54 Theyweare Jackets, .ofbuckeram,
skarlet, or B.ildakines. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl, Sn/>p., />W-

dttchin, or Baldakin, or Baldekin, popularly Baudtkin . . a

rich kind of cloth. 1880 YULE in Birdwood Ind. Arts 11.71
Rich silk and gold brocades were called Baldachini, or in

Knglish, Baudekins.

2. A structure in the form of a canopy, either

supported on columns, suspended from the roof, or

projecting from the wall, placed above an altar,

throne, or door-way ;
so called as having been

originally of the material de-cribed in prec. sense.

1645 KVKLYX JAw. (1857' ! no The room. . having astati:

or balduquino of crimson velvet. Ibid. 145 An debited

throne, and a baldacchino, or canopy of state . . over it.

1848 THACKI:I;AY I'an. 1-air .xlviii, The baldaquin of St.

Peter's. 1850 BROWNING Christm. Ere, Heave loftier yet
the baldachin. 1878 LADY HKKHI-IHT tr. Huincrs Trai', \.

xii. 182 Heavy clouds shroud the tups of the mountains as

with a baldachino.

tBa'ldare. Obs. rtJre~\ [Cf. dial, balder vb.

'to use coarse language* Halliw., and \)^.baliUr-cn

j

to roar, thunder: sec also BALDERDASH.] Din,

uproarious noise.

1583 STANYHI'HST /Ends iv. 108 Theire brayns vnquleted
with this baldare be bu/ing [ca cnra qitietos $ollicitut\.

Bald-COOt. Also (metri grafid baldicoot.

Popular name for the Coot (Fitlica atra], from its

pure white wide frontal plate, destitute of feathers.

Used fig. and contemptuously as = BALD-HKAD.
^11300 W. UK HIKLKSVV. in Wright's Voc. 165 Unc blaryc

( glossed > a balled cote. 1616 BKAUM. & Ki.. Knt. Malta \. i,

Unfledge them of their . . perriwigs. And they appear like

bald-cootes, in the nest. 1802 in G. MONTAC;L- Onntli. Diet.

1823 BYRON Juan xiv. l.vxxiii, The bald-coot bully, Alex-

ander. 1848 Kist;si.EY Saint's Tm^. in. iv. 176 Your prin-

cesses, that . . demean themselves to hob and nob with these

black baldicoots [i.e. monks with shaven crowns] !

Balden (b^-Id'n), v. [f.
BALD a. + -EN.] a.

trans. To make bald. b. intr. To become bald.

Hence Baldening ///. a.

1883 Miss BKoronTox Belinda II. in. iii. 7 Old, sparse,
colourless hair, thriftily drawn across the baldening crown.

Balder, -Ur. [OX. Baldr, cogn. w. OK. baldor,

bealdor hero, prince, f. bald\ see BOLD.] Name of

a Scandinavian deity, occurring in certain plant-
names : Balder-herb (AmarantJms hypochondri-

at'tts) ;
Balder Brae, Balder's Brae, Baldeye-

brow [OX. Jlahh-s-hni} {Anthemis Cotnhi_. See

also BALDMONEY and BADDKKI.OCKS.

1552 HULOICT, Jialdar herbe. 1770 Bi>. PKRCY Mallet's N.

Antiq. tBohn)4i7 Thou niay'st have some idea of the beauty
of his hair when I lell thee that the whitest of all plants is

called Baldur's brow.

Balderdash (bj-ldajdojf}, sb. [Etymology
unknown: see below.]

f 1. ? Froth or frothy liquid. Obs.

1596 NASHE Saffron \\~alden To Rdr. 1 1 Two blunderkins,

hamng their braines stuft with nought but balder-dash.

1599 Lent. Stuffc 8 They would no mure .. have il.cir

heads washed with his bubbly spume or barbers balderdash.

f2. A jumbled mixture of liquors, e.g. of milk and

beer, beer and wine, brandy and mineral waters. Obs.

1611 CHAPMAN May-day in. Dram. Wks. 1873 II. 374
S'fut winesucker, what have you fild vs heere? baldre-

dash ? 1629 B. JONSON New / i. ii, Beer or butter-milk,

mingled together .. It is against my free-hold .. To drink

such balder-dash. 1637 J. TAYLOR iWater P.I Drink $ H'rlc.

t.Worc.1, Beer, by a mixture of wine hath lost both name and

nature, and is called balderdash. 1693 W. ROHKRTSON
Phrascol, Gen. 198 Balderdash; of drink ; Mi.vta Potio.

b. attrib. 1641 HEYWOOD Reader, hereyon 'II, etc. 6 Where

sope hath fayl'd without, Balderdash wines within will worke
no doubt. 1680 Rwengr v. 68 Ballderdash Wine.

3. transf. A senseless jumble of words ; nonsense,

trash, spoken or written.

1674 MAHVEI.L Reh. Transp. \\. 243 Did ever Divine rattle

out such prophane Balderdash! 1721 AMHERST Terras Fil.

257 Trap's second-brew'd balderdash runs thus : Pyrrhus
tells you, etc. 1812 Edin. Rw. XX. 419 The balderdash

which men must talk at popular meetings. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. I. 351, I am almost ashamed to quote such

j

nauseous balderdash. 1854 THACKERAY Newcomes I. 10 To
defile the ears of young boys with this wicked balderdash.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Ct. II. vii. v. 287 No end of florid in-

flated tautologic ornamental balderdash.

4. dial. Filthy, obscene language or writing.

[Cf. 1849 and 1854 in 3.]

[From the evidence at present, the inference is that the

current sense was transferred from i or 2, either with the no-

tion of 'frothy talk/ or of 'a senseless farrago' or 'jumble
of words.' Most etymologists have however assumed 3 to

be the original sense, and sought its explanation in the
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BALDERDASH.
obvious similarity of balder to dial, balder 'to use coarse

language,' Du. (>alderen 'to roar, thunder/ Norwegian
hnldrii) I eel. baldrast t baUrast

'

to make a clatter,' and of
dash to the vb. dash in various senses. The Welsh baldor-
ddus adj., f. baldordd 'idle noisy talk, chatter/ has also
been adduced. Malone conjectured a reference to

' the froth
and foam made by barbers in dashing their bails backward
and foru-ard in hot water.' Other conjectures may be found
in Wedgwood, Skeat, and E. M uller. Cf. also BALDUCTUM.]

Balderdash, v. [f. prec. sb.] To make a

jumbled mixture of (liquors) ; to mix with infe-

rior ingredients, to adulterate.

1674 in D'URFEY Pills (1872) III. 304 When Thames was
balderdashed with Tweed. 1730 MANDKVILLI; Hypochond,
Dis. 279 iL.) Wine or brandy . . balderdashed with two or
three sorts of simple waters. 1771 SMOLLKTT Humph, 67.

(1815! 143 Wine . . a vile, unpalatable, and pernicious sophis-
tication, balderdashed with cider, corn-spirit, and the juice
of sloes.

fig. 1714 MILBOURNE Traitor's Rew. Pref., Was ever
God's word so balderdash'd ? 1821 W. IRVING in Warner
/-//(i882> 136 A fostered growth of poetry and romance,
and balderdashed with false sentiment.

Bald-head. [f-
B.vu>

.] One who has a

bald head ; also attrih.
; transf. a kind of pigeon.

iS35 COVERDALE 2 Kings ii. 23 Come vp here thou balde
heade [Wvci,iF. ballardj. 1820 KEATS Lamia, n. 245 The
bald-head philosopher. 1821 UVKOX Poscnri \\\. i. 244 Held
in the bondage often bald-heads. 1867 Ti-:r;icTMi;ii-:R Pigeons
xi. 123 A pair of common Tumblers . . such as bald-heads.

Bald-headed a. = BALD a.

1580 HOI.LVHAND Trens. Fr. Tong^ Chauvc par devant,
baldheaded. 1632 MASSINGER City Mad, iv. ii, Thy proper
and bald-headed coachman. 1863 KEMBI.E Resid. Georgia
68 A magnificent bald-headed eagle.

BalcUsh (bg'ldif), fl. [f. BALD a. + -ISH.] Some-
what or a little bald.

1833 in tiyrons Wks. (1846- 742/1 The Emperor Alexander
was baldisb. 1878 H. JAM us Europeans I. iii. o-i He has a
baldish head.

Baldly b-ldli). adv. [f. BALD a. + -LY^.] In
a bald manner ; meagrely ; nakedly.
1603 Hoi. T.AND Plutarch's .War. 1057 iR. ) They do allegorize

but very baldly. 1863 KINGI.AKE Crimea 118771 II. xiv. 236
They did not state baldly what they had ascertained.

Baldmoney {,t></ldmzmi). Ho-b. Forms: 4
baldemoin, 5 -moyu, 6 baldmoyne, 7 baldi-

monie, -eraouy, baudmoney, S baldmonie, 6-
baldmoney. [Etymol, unknown ; the early forms

point to a Fr. *haudemoin'.e
; with the termination

cf. agrimony, Y.aigremohte\ but this hardly answers
to L. valdc bona, a plant mentioned in the Great
Herbal : see Prior Names of Plants. The modern
explanation Baldens money is a baseless conjecture.]

"t*
1. Gentian, of various species. Obs.

1393 GOWER COH/^I. 99 Loke, how a seke man for his hele
Taketh baldemoin with canele. <.- 1440 /'romp. Par? 1

. -2-2/1

Ualdcmoyn w.r. baldmony, baldemonye', Genciana. 1597
GKKAKD Herbal \\. c. 4 (1633) 352 Gentian is named in

Knglish Kelwuort Gentian; IJitterwoort
; Baldmoyne, and

Baldmoney. 1863 Miss VONGH Chr. Names II. ii. 209.

2. An umbelliferous plant (J/ett/ti athamanticunf ,

with yellowish flowers, the root of which is eaten
in the Scottish Highlands as a carminative.
1598 FI.ORIO, Meo . . the herbe spignell, mew, beare-woort

or baldmoney. 1690 RAY Synop. Stir/>. t Spinel or Mew.
In Westmorland . . it is known to all the Country People by
the name of Bald-Money, or (as they pronounce it' Haivd-
Money. %86i Miss Vw\* Mower. M. III. 49 Mew or Bald-
money, .is pleasantly and powerfully aromatic.

Baldness, [f. HALD a + -XEHH.]
1. Absence or loss of hair, esp. from the head.
1382 WVCI.IK Dent. xiv. i }e shulen not kut, ne make

ballidnes [1388 ballidnesse, 1535 COVISRD. baldnesse.] 1398
TRKVISA Bartli, De J'. R. vi. ,\xi, ^if mete is to skarse, it . .

brede^ ffallynge of heer and ballidnesse. a 1448 note to R.
Gi.ouc. 482 The harme of ballednesse. 1608 TOI-SELL Ser.

pents 674 The thinnesse, smoothnesse, and baldnesse, of the
ski:i [of Chameleons], 1705 SWIKT Salatnand., And there

corrupting to a wound, Spreads leprosy and baldness round.
1830 THACKERAY Pcndennis xiv. (,1884* 443 Baldness is busy
with his crown.

fig. 1382 WVCLIF Jer. xlvii. 5 Ther cam ballidnesse vp on
Gasam. 1788 BL-RKK.S>. W. Hastings Whs. XIII. 221 Con-
quest may cover its baldness with its own laurels.

2. transf. Lack of natural covering; e.g. the
bareness of an unwooded country.
1863 BARiXG-Gon.n Iceland 103 The baldness of the land

. . made it impossible to get under cover.

3. fig. Meagre simplicity or poverty of style ;

lack of ornament
; bareness, nakedness.

1774 WARTON Eng. Poetry (1840) III. xli. 5 Horde has all

the baldness of allusion and barbarity of versification be-

longing to Skelton. 1844 STANLKY Arnold I. iv. iB6 From
the baldness of his earlier works to the vigorous English of
his mature age. 1878 P. BAYNK/Vr/V. Rev. iii. 87 The harsh-
ness and baldness of Puritan worship.

Bald-pate, [f.
BALD a.] One who has a bald

head ; transf. a kind of duck, and pigeon.
1601 DKNT Patkiu. Heaven 131 Mocked Klisha . . calling

him bald-head, bald-pate. 1865 E. NOKL Richter's Flower
Pieces (1871) I. v. 141 But had solicited the bald-pates in
vain. 1883 Century Mag, XXVI. 925 Mallard, baldpate,
and wood-duck.
b. attrib. quasi-<z<jr.

= BALD a. (in various senses').

1578 LVTE Dodoens 405 Osmunde baldepate or Pylde
Osmunde. c 1590 MARLOWE Fanst. vii. 48 A troop of Bald-
pate friars. 1683 SOAMK & DRVDKN Art ofPoetry (T.) Nor
perriwig with snow the baldpate woods. 1827 MONTC;OMKRY
Pelican Isi. n. 344 Swarms . . Cover'd the bald-pate reef.
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Bald-pated, a. ^prec. ; whence Bald-pated-
ness.

1603 SHAKS. Meets.for J/. v. i. 357 You bald-pated lying
rascall. 1606 DAY Isle of Gulls iv. v, This same baldpated
oak. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxxi, A forked, uncased, bald-

pated, beggarly-looking scare-crow. 161 1 COTGR., Chaitvcte,
Bauldnesse, bauld-patednesse.

Bald-rib (bg-ldrib). [f. BALD a.} A joint of

pork cut from nearer the rump than the spare-rib,
so called

'

because the bones thereof are made bald
and bare of flesh' (Minsheu). Humorously used
of : A lean bony person.
1398 KLORIO, Pancetla . . a bald-rib of porke. i6zi MIDDLE-

TON MayorofQ. in. iii, Thou art such a spiny baldrib. 1674
in D'URFEY/V/& (18721 III. 320 His trenchant Blade., ran
thro' the monster's Bald-rib. 1828 SOUTHEY To A. Cunning-ham Wks. III. 3I 6 Baldrib, griskin, chine, or chop.
Baldric (by-ldrik). Forms : 3 baudry, 4

bauderyk, bawdrik, 5 bawderyke, 5-6 -de-

rick(e, -dryk,e, 5 -7 baudrik(e, 5-9 bawdriok,
6 baudericke, -ike, bawdrikke, bauldrick(e,
baldrioke, (baldrege

1

), 6-7 baudricke, bawd-
rike, 7 bautricke, balderiohe, balledricke, 7-9
baldriok, 9 baudriok, 8- baldric. [Identical in

sense with old MHG. balderich, palderich ,Schade) ;

also with OF. baldrei, baudrei ;in later F. band-

roy , and with med.L. baldringus. The origin and

history of the word are alike obscure : the first part
is usually referred to L. balteus or its Teutonic

adaptations ,OHG. bah, Eng. belt] ;
but none of

these satisfactorily account for bald-. The mutual
relations of the forms in the different langs. are also
uncertain : the early Eng. baudry was evidently from
OF.

;
for the relation in which bauderyk, baiadrik,

stands to the MHG. forms, evidence is wanting.]
1. A belt or girdle, usually of leather and richly

ornamented, worn pendent from one shoulder across
the breast and under the opposite arm, and used to

support the wearer's sword, bugle, etc.
t 1300 A". A Us. 46^8 Y wolde . . settc heom on hyghehors.
And yiuen stele and baudry, As men don the kynges amy.
^1340 Gii;t<. fy Gr. Knt. 2486 As a bauderyk, bounden bi his

syde. 6-1386 CHAUCEK/VV 116 An horn he bar, the bawdrik
was of grene. ^1440 Promf. Parv. 27 bawderyke, Stra-

phins. 1534 MOKK On tlic Passion Wks. 1272/2 A beare-
ward with his syluer buttened bawdrike. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. I. vii. 29 Athwart his brest a bauklrick brave he ware.
1718 POPE Iliad in. 415 A radiant baldric, o'er his shoulder
ty'd, Sustained the sword. 1832 TENNYSON L. Shalott in.

ii, And from his blazon'd baldric slung A mighty silver bugle
hung. 1843 I.YTTON Last Bar. n. i, Buckle my baldrick.

fig. 1879 FARRAR St. Pmilll. 508 Let spiritual truth be
their baldric or binding girdle i///. vi. 141.

b. The strap of a shield, by which it was hung
round the neck.
c 1340 G,iw. 8, Gr. Knt. 621 He braydez hit [be schelde] by-

be bauderyk, aboute be hals kestes.

2. Jig. The zodiac, viewed as a gem-studded belt.

1596 SPENSER /'. ('. v. i. ii Those twelve signes which
nightly we do see The heavens bright-shining baudricke to
enchace. 1621 QUAKLKS Esther (ijij) 128 Astrea . . in the

shining Baudrike takes her Seat.

t 3. A chain for the neck, necklace. Obs.

1530 PAI.SGR. 196/2 Baldrike for a ladyes necke, Carcan.
1577 HOLINSHED Chron. 1 1 1. 801/1 A great bauderike about
his necke, of balasses. 1834 I'LANCHK Brit. Costume 154 A
baldrick of gold about his neck, trailing down behind him.

f 4. The leather-gear with its appurtenances, by
which the clapperofa church bellwassuspended. Obs.

1428 Eng. Ch. 1'iirnititrt" (18661 180 Pro j baudryk, vj</.

1520 in Nichols L'hnrch-v. A cc. (1797) 309 A Baldrege to the
second bele. 1618 in N. q-Q. i. (1851) HI. 435/1 For mendine
of ye balderiche for yL' foore bell, \\t{. 1693 W. ROBERTSON
1'hrastol. Gc'fr. 216 A Bawdricke of a Bell-clapper. 1742 in

BAII.KV. [NotinJ.J
5. Comb, baldric-wise adv.

1590 PKKI.K Pofyttymn. (18291 II. 202 Rich bandalier, That
bauldrick-wise he ware. 1622 F. MAKKHAM />'. Il^nr I. ix.

34 About his body, Bautricke-wise, from the left shoulder
and vnder the right arme.

t Baldtrctnm, -ta. Obs. Also 6 balducktum,
-ducketome. [med.L. balducta '

pressed milk,'
curd. .Said in Du Cange to be '

quasi valde ducta
'

;

which looks like
'

popular etymology.']
1. A posset, hot milk curdled with ale or wine.
CI4SO in Wright Voc. (W.) /s67 Balducta, a crudde, a

poshet. /789 Ladatnm, baldiictitm, a poset. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 288/1 A posset, baldncta.
2. fig. A farrago of words ; trash, balderdash.
I593 HARVEY Pierce's Super. 139 The stalest dudgen

orabsurdest balductum that they or their mates can invent.

1617 COLLINS De/. Bp. Ely n.viii. 295 Will this balductum
neuer be left?

3. attrib. quasi-fli/y. Trashy, rubbishy.
1577 HOLINSHED Chron. 1 1. 29/2 The I rish doubtlesse repose

a great affiance in this balducktum dreame. 1583 STANY-
HURST sEtteis Ded. (Arb.l 10 Their rude rythming and
balducketome ballads. 1596 HARINGTON Ulysses upon Ajax,
Besides, what balductum play is not full of them?
t Bale, a. Obs. Forms : I balu, bealu, def.

balewe. bealwe, 2-3 bali, 3 balu, beali, beel, 3-5
bale. [Common Teut.

;
= Goth. balu's (in compds.,

as bahva-wcsei wickedness, bahujan to plague, tor-

ment, bahueins torment) : OTeut. *ba/-oz.'\
1. Actively evil, deadly, dire, pernicious, de-

structive, fatal, cruel, tormenting.

BALE.

Bemuulf 1958 Nearwe befongen balwon bendum. a 1000
Cmdmeltl Satan (Gr.) 484 Swa inc se balewa het. 1175
Cott. Horn. 281 |>a buffetes and ta bali duntes bat tu
boledest. 1205 LAY. 5943 To-brokene mid beon balu fehte.
c 1220 St. Marker. 13 Tu . . me wi5 bale bondes bitterliche
bindest. ^1325 K.K.AlIit.P. B. 1243 So biten with be bale

hunger, c 1400 Otstr. Troy iv. 1388 Bannet worthe the bale
tyme bat ho borne was.

2. subjectively, Sorrowing, mournful, woful.
<rii20 Leg. St. Katli. 2367 Nalde }e nawt bringe me for5

toward blisse wiS se bale here, c 1400 Destr. Troy vi. 2681
Ho brast out with a birre from hir bale hert.

b. Evil-speaking, abuse.
i' 1220 Leg. St. Katli. 551 Ha tef

to bismere.

Bale (bfU), rf.i Forms : i balu, bealu, bealo,
gm. beal(o)wes, //. beal(e)wu, 3 balu, baelu,
balw, ballu, baluw, balluw, baleu, balwe, 3-
bale, (4 bal, baal, 5 bael, bayle, 5-6 Sc. baill,

bayle, 7 baile). [Common Teut. : OE. balu,
bealu (gen. beahu-es = OS. and OFris. balu, OHG.
bah, ON. bill :-OTeut. *balw-o{m], the neuter of
the prec. adjective ; cf. evil, ill, good, as sbs. Al-
most confined to poetry from OE. downwards

; in

ME. it seems to have derived fresh vitality from
the ON. til (pronounced b/il), whence also its

alliterative use with bote 'remedy, relief,' and bete
' to relieve.' More of English origin, perhaps, is

its alliterative opposition to bliss. Marked obso-
lete in dictionaries soon after ifioo, and rare thence
to the present century, when its undefined vague
sense of evil has made it a favourite word with the

poets.]
I. Senses.

1. Evil, especially considered in its active opera-
tion, as destroying, blasting, injuring, hurting,

paining, tormenting ; fatal, dire, or malign, quality
or influence ; woe, mischief, harm, injury ;

in earlier

use often = death, infliction of death.
a looo C.rthiiotis Satan iGr.) 682 Bealowes gast [

= the

devil], a 1000 Ags. Ps. lix. 2 Me wiS blodhrcowes weres
bealuwe Reliable. 1076 O. E. Cfiroti., pzer wa.-s bset bryd
ealo, batt wa:s manegra manna bealo. 1205 LAV. 1455 Balu
com on ueste. Ibid. 5016 Whet wult bu balwe menge?
1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. 74 pe Komyn had his bale, his lif

was lightly sold. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Ctmsc. 6103 That day
[of doom], pe day of bale and of bitternes. f 1340 Alc.\'. iy

Dind. 163 pi bestus of bale '

bat bi be water ferde. 4:1440
Gesta Rom. (1879' 188, I am worthi al this bale, for I tolde
to the woman al my counseill. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Col.
Nov. 84 The flouret . . buryed long in Winters bale. 1647
CLEVELAND Stiit'ctyrnn., Caligula, whose pride was Man*
kinds llaile. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. i. i, Withouten
that would come an heavyer bale. 1870 BRYANT Homer
I. n. 75 Tidings of bale she brought.

uke5 ure godes to balewe &

2. Evil in its passive aspect ; physical suffering,

torment, pain, woe.
c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 68 Deuel dwale, Dat made ilc sor5e, and

euerilc bale, a 1300 Cursor J/. 19379 Pat neuer for na bale
ne buud. c 1325 E. E. A flit. P. A. 477 & lyued in penance
. . With bodyly bale hym blysse to byye. 1303 LANGL. P. PL
C. XXL 34 And bringe adoun ' bate and de}> for euere. c 1460
Frere fy Boy in Ritson Anc. P. P. 35 God that, .dranke both

eysell and gall, Brynge vs out of bale. 1575 CHURCHYARD
Cltippes 11817) 211 Borne vnto bale, and subiect to debate.

,1824 CAMPUELL Fragin. Oratorio 37 The bitterness of my
bale. 1834 SOUTIIEY Doctor (1862' 35 Death . . calls up a soul
from bale, to give an account of his own sufferings.

3. Mental suffering ; misery, sorrow, grief.

(1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 1 8 My breste in bale bot bolne &
bele. c 1400 Melayne 576 For bale hym thoght he brynt.
c 1425 .SVT'. Sages i P.) 258 He that tolde hire that tale,

Broght him in mykil bael. 1596 SPENSER /". Q. I. ix. 29 Our
feeble harts Kmbostwith bale, and bitter bytiuggriefe. 1616

DULLOKAHi Bale iNow out of vse 1

, Sorrow, great miserie.

1847 DISRAELI Tancred 11. i. (1871! 55 Relieve my spirit from
the bale that bows it down.

II. Phrases and locutions :

4. To work, bake, brew bale : to make mischief,

prepare woe or misery.
i 1 200 Trin. Coll. Mom. 257 Bale to brebwe, 1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. 55 How falsnes brewes bale with him, and
many mo. c 1400 yW/r/ww (18221 ii Your baill now brewys.
c 1460 in Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems 11866) 144 Whan bou doest

thus, there bale boil bakeste. Ibid, ico Y am worsse than
wode Myn owne bale for to brewe. 1594 NASHE Unfort.
TraT. 37 To work hir bale.

5. Opposed alliteratively to bliss, blithe.

.1325 E. E.Allit.P. A. 373 My blysse, my bale ;e ban ben
bobe. ^1400 St. Alexius iTrin.) 140 Hire blesse turnde to

Bale. .1450 HENRVsoN^/^r. Famtt 19 Be blith in baill, for

that is best remead. i 1470 HENKY Wallace iv. 337 Now
lycht, nowsadd, now blissful, now in baill. 1576 GASCOICNE

Princely Pleas. (1821) 33 And turn your present bliss to after

bales. 1598 YONC Diana. 440 That still deducts my life in

blisselesse bale. 1797 COLERIDGE Christabel i, Her face

resigned to bliss or bale. 1876 LOWELL Poet Wks. (1879)

468/2 Was it a comet or star ; Omen of blessing or bale ?

6. Opposed to boot (ME. bote) 'relief, remedy,"
and bete vb '

to relieve, mend.' So in Icel., bb'l og
bot 'bale and boot,' bolva bsetr 'boots of bales.'

^1275 Litue Ron 125 in O. E. Misc. 97 par-inne is vich

balewes bdte. -f 1300 Cursor M. 44 Quedur bai be worthi

or bale or bote. Ibid. 105 All vr balis for to bete. 1393
LANGL. P. PI. C. XXI. 208 Hit is a botles bale, c 1420 Sir
A madace iv, That my3te not bete my bale ! c 1460 J. RUSSELL
Bit. Nurture in Babees Bk. (1863) 183 Than brynge hym to

his bed, his bales there to bete, c 1460 TffivneUy Myst. 28

Thank we that fre, Beytter of baylle. 1488 Chevy C/tase in

Maidmenuyc<tf. Bal. 1.1861) I. 80 Ihesue Crist our ballys bete



BALE.

And to the blys us brynge. 1496 Dives f, Panf. IW. de W.)
n. xix. 157/2 The holy ghoost . . is bote of euery bale. 1562

J. HEYWOOD Prim. <? Epigr. (1867) 52 This rather bryngeth
bale then boote. 1565 J. HALL Hist. Expost. 34 Oure boote

mixed wyth bale. 1867 G. MACDONALU Poems 144 Where
he had found Boot for every bale

7. Proverbs. Cf. Icel. pcgar biil er h&st er hot

nsist
' when bale is highest boot is Highest,' etc.

1/1250 Owl <y Night. 687 Hwon be bale is alre hecst
|>onne

is be bote alre necst. a 1300 Cursor 31. 4775 Quen be bal ys

alder hext ben sum time ys bote next, c 1330 Fiance ; lit.

858 After bale hem com bote. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. v. 88

Betere ys bat bote
- bale a-doun brynge, Than bale be ybete

and bote neuere be betere. c 1400 Test. Lot's n. (1560 288 b/l

When bale is greatest then is bote a nie bore, c 1430 Syr
Cener. 3328 Aftre bale euer Cometh bote. 1562 J. H EYWOOU

Prov. f; Epigr. 11867) 38 Comforte your selfe with this old

text, .when bale ishekst, boote is next, a 1600 Sir Aldingar

117 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 171 When Bale is att hycst,

boote is att next. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in. 524

Bettered is bale by bale that follows it, The saw saith.

8. Comb, f Bale-sithe [OE. bealu-siS, f. siS

expedition, adventure, fortune, lot], death, de-

struction
; evil-doing, mischief ;

evil fortune,

calamity. t Bale-stour [stour tumult, battle],

fatal struggle, death-throe. The OE. poetical

compounds were very numerous, e. g. bcalu-cr<Kft

magic art, bealu-dsej sin, bealu-nip deadly rope,

bealtt-spell fatal news, bealn-panc malicious thought.
a 1000 Cxdmon's Ex. (Gr.t 5 iKfter bealusiSe. c 1175 Lamb

Horn. 185 Al imengd wi|> balewsio and wi|> bitternesse. c 1200

Salotnan fy Sat. (1848) 236 pat he ne solde be npbreidin of

bine balesibes. 1205 LAY. 567 Iwenden toward Brutun to his

bale-si3e. Ibid. 651 & abat his bale-siSes. e 1220 St. Marker.

23 Lif bat a lesteo buten balesiS. ^1325 E. E. Allit. P. C.

426 Bed me bilyue my bale stour, & bryng me on ende.

Bale (b^'l), sbt Forms : I bffil, 4- bale
; {Sc.

4 baile, 5 belle, 6 baill, bele, 8 beal, 5- bail).

[Comm. Teat. , though known only in OE. ball and

ON. bal great fire, blazing pile, funeral pyre :

OTeut. bal-o(in), cogn. with Skr. bhalas lustre, Gr.

<pa\6s shining, bright. In ME. and mod.E. almost

exclusively northern, and app. from ON. bal rather

than OE. Ini'l, which would have given mod. beal,

bed. By later writers much mixed up with the pre-

ceding word : see 3. Cf. also BALE-FIRE.]

fl. gen. A great consuming fire, a conflagration ;

a blazing pile, a bonfire. Obs.

a. 1000 Beowulf 4633 Befangen bscle and bronde. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce xvn. 619 Thai flaggatis byrnand in a baill.

^1420 Anttirs of Arth. xv, I brenne as a belle. 1557 in

Tottell's Misc. (Arb.) 266 Such heat . -As Priamus towne felt

not more flame, when did the bale begin, a 1600 Christis

Kirk Gr. xxiii, And brane-wode brynt in bailis. [An immense
bonfire of faggots and boughs, formerly (until c 1840) kindled

annually in November on the village green of Denholm in

Roxburghshire, was called the Bale or Bmva.-bale.\

2. spec. a. A funeral pile or pyre. (Long obs.,

but used by W. Morris.)
rtiooo Beowulf 2-223 Betst beado-rinca wass on ba?l jearu.

1304 /'. PI. Crede 667 To brenne the body In a bale of fiir.

1876 MORRIS Sigurdu\. 305 Far out in the people's meadows

they raise a bale on high, .and thereon shall the mighty lie.

b. A signal- or beacon-fire. (Scotch.} arch.

1455 Act. 12 Jos. II (1597) 48 The quhilkis . . sal make
taikenings be bailes burning & fire. Ane Baile, is warning
of their cumminge . . twa bailes togidder at anis, they are

cumming in deed. 1513 DOUGLAS ALneis n. vi. (v.) 13 The

taknyng or the bail [v. r. bele] of fire. 1533 STEWART Cron.

Scot. II. 151 Richt inony fyre and balis gart burne brycht;
And mony blast gart blaw of bnglis home. 1805 SCOTT Last
Alinstr. in. xxvii, On Penchryst glows a bale of fire, And
three are kindling on Priesthaughswire.

3. Jig. Sometimes confused with BALE sf>. 1

1568 LAUDER Lament. 81 My breist in baill it dois combure.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. ix. 16 He strove to cloak his inward

bale And hide the smoke that did his fire display.

Bale (b?l), sb.'l Forms: 4- bale (6 balle,

fi-8 ball), 7 bayl, 7-8 bail. [ME. bale, perh. a.

OF. bale, balle,
= Pr. and Sp. bala, It. balla, palla,

med.L. bala, balla,
' ball

'

and ' rounded package,'

generally taken to be an adoption of OHG. balla,

palla, ball (BALL sb\) ; though some refer it to Gr.

TraAAa ball. But the Eng. may be immediately
from Flemish bale (mod.Du. baal")

'

bale,' itself

adopted from F. or other Romanic lang. Bale and

ball have from the first been distinct in Eng.,

though ball vfor F. balle) is occasional in this sense

in 17-iSthc.]
1. A large bundle or package of merchandise,

originally of more or less rounded shape ; now,

spec, a package closely pressed, done up in canvas

or other wrapping, and tightly corded or hooped
with copper or iron, for transportation.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. C. 57 Busy ouer-borde bale to kest.

L 1380 Sir Feruinb. 4201 pay fulde sakkes, & trossede males,
To Charyotes bay drowen be grete bales, a 1400 Cm: Myst.
2 10 Of spicery ther growyth many an C. balys. 1540 Act 32
lien. VIII, xiiii, A bale of saies of vi. fote high. 1695 W.
LOWNDES A tnenditt. Sifc 1

. Coins 6 The Merchants . . concealed

the Parcels in Bails of Cloth. 1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake II.

iii. 59 Putting the Bails on board. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. 1 1.

416 Known to put false marks upon their bales. 1850
TENNYSON In Mem. xiii, As tho' they brought but mer-

chants' bales.

2. (Used with more or less precision as a measure

of quantity.)

635

1502 ARNOLDS CAroH. (1811)206 A ba
1

:.^ bokrom conteyneth
lx. pecis..a balle fustian conteyneth xlv. half peces. 1740
Mem. Turkey in Hanway Tra-v. (17621 I. \. viii. 40 A reduc-

tion of their Custom . . to thirty dollars the bale of twenty

pieces- 1753 CHAMBERS Cyct. Supp. s.v., A bale or ballon of

crown paper . . consists of 14 reams. 1863 1 30 June) BRIGHT

After., Sp. (1876) 138 To grow one thousand bales of cotton

a year. 1880 W. WH1TBLEY Diary $ A Int. 82 Bale of coffee

(Mocha) ~ 2 to 2.| cwt.

3. Comb., as bale-goods, merchandise in bales :

as opposed to case-goods.
1694 Land. Gaz. No. 3032/3 Bound with Glass and Bale

Goods . . for Bonrctcanx. 1790 BEATSON Nav. fy Mil. Mcrn.

I. 217 Her cargo consisted of cordage and bale goods.

t 4. The set of dice for any special game, form

erly usually three. Obs.

1481-90 Howard Ilousch. Bks. 327 Paid to Jeffery for a

bale of dysse iiiij*/. 1577 HOI.INSHED Citron. III. 848^
Diuerse bales of dice, and . . certeine paires of cards. 1578
Richmond. Wills (18531 2 77> I'J lja^ f dyce, ixd. 1614

J.CooKF. TuQnoquc'm Dodsl. VII. soiN.i A pox upon these

dice ! give's a fresh bale. 1632 ROWLEY H'onian never-vexed
n. i. in Hazl. Dodsl. XXI. 121 Give's a bale of dice ! [They
play at

'

Passage
'

and throw] Two treys and an ace, Two
quatres and a trey. 1680 COTTON Coinpl. Canu-ster in Singer

Play. Cards 336 They [loaded dice] are sold in many places
about the town ; price current . . eight shillings, whereas an

ordinary bale is sold for sixpence. 1822 SCOTT A igel xxiii,

The Captain, taking a bale of dice from the sleeve of his coat.

t5. ? A bolus, a pill -B.u.L sbl n. Obs.

1576 BAKER Gesncr's Jeivell Health 183!), I gave . . to a

melancholy person . . five graynes . . in a bale or dose.

tBale, i'- 1 Obs. rare.- 1

, [a. OF. baler (since

ifithc. bailer) to dance (
= Pr. balar, It. ballare,

Sp., Pg. bailor) : late L. (Isidore
1

) ballare to dance.

Some think the L. formed from Or. fiaXki^nv to

dance, some f. balla BALL sbl, on the alleged

ground that, in the Middle Ages, tennis was ac-

companied with dancing and song.] To dance.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13138 His broper doghter . . Com bairn

be-for al for to bale, Baled wel and tnmbel wit-al.

Bale (bi
7|

l), v~ [f.
BALE sb:'] To make up

into a bale or bales.

1760 GOLDSM. Cit. 11'. v, These goods are baled up and con-

signed to afactor abroad. 1879 T. ESCOTT Eiiglandl. 224 The
cotton itself has been, .baled, and sent down to the seaport.

Bale (b<T'l), v.S [Erroneous spelling of BAIL^.*,

q.v.] To lade or throw water out of a boat or

ship with buckets (formerly called bails) or other

vessels. Const, to bale the water out, bale the boat

(out). To bale up: to scoop up. See BAIL v,*

[1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grain, vi. 27 To baile or cast

out the water.] 1692 Ibut. I. xvi. 75 To Kale, to lade Water
out of the Ships Hold with Buckets, or the like. 1748 ANSON

F<y. III. v. 342 In baling out the water. 1833 MARRYAT/Vrc.
Kccne xvi, Let's bale the boat out first. 1884 Graphic 23

Aug. 190/2 Herrings . . in such surprising quantities that

they can be baled up with a basket.

Bale, obs. spelling of BAIL sb. and v . ; improperly
for BAIL sb.- handle ; and obs. f. BELLY.

t Baleare, a. Obs. [f. L. Balcaris.]
- BALE-

ARIC. Hence Balea'rian a. and sb., and Balearic

(brelf'|CTik), a. [L. Balearic-US'}, of or pertaining

to, sb. a native of, the islands Majorca, Minorca,

Ivi9a, etc. (called by the Romans Baleares insulx ,

in the Mediterranean Sea. Balearic Crane : the

Crowned Crane.

1576 LAMBARDE Peranib. Kent 11862) 290 The lies named
Baleares. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 60 I'he two Baleare

Islands. 1618 BOLTON Ffarus in. vi. (16361 191 The Tuscan
Sea .. [and] the Balearian. 1661 LOVKLL Hist. A niin. fy Min.

Introd., The Crane, balearick or japonian. 1807 ROBINSON
Arehxol. Grxca iv. iv. 348 The Achaians . . are thought by
some to have excelled the Balearians.

Baled (b^ild), ppl. a. [f. BALE v? + -ED.]

Packed or made into bales.

1865 Morning Star 24 Apr., The baled cotton.

Baleen (bairn). Forms ; 4-6 baleyne, 4-5

balayn(e, 4-6 balene, 5 -ien, 6 ballane, ballen,

1 balsene, 8- baleen. [ME. baleyne, -aync, a. OF.

baleine, -aine whale, whalebone : L. bala'na whale.]

fl. A whale. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higdcn (Rolls Ser.) I. xli, Baleynes, grete
fisches as hit were of whales kynde. c 1450 in Wright's Voc.

(W.) /704 Bctlena, a balene. ^1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xn.

xv, Balaynes or whales, dolphins, mermaydes . . and alle

other fyshes. 1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie II. 65 Balene is a

fishe greate and huge. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 238 From
the forehead, in the Batanes.

2. ? The fish called Sea-bream :

'

perhaps from

its supposed habit, mentioned by Pliny, of accom-

panying the balsfiia or whale
'

(Riley Gloss, to Lib.

Castum. 785/1).
(-1185 NKCKAM in Wright's I'oc. 97 Muscitlus, baleyne.

1494 FABYAN vll. 586 For the firste course. Brawne and
mustarde. Dedellys in burneux. Frument with balien. Pyke
in erbage. 1598 STOW Survey iStrype 1754) II. v. xxvi.

464/2 An hundred better Balenes of the same year salted for

i6j., that is 2d. per pound.
3. \Vhalebone. Also attrib. or as adj.
(The meaning is uncertain in some early quotations.)
c 1325 Cocur de L. 2982 Off balayn, both scheeld & targe.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis\\\. xiii. 68 A ballen [?'. r. balen] pavis
coueris thair left sydis. 1523 LD. BEKNERS Froiss. I. ccccxix.

734 Gantlettes of steele and baleyne. 1535 STEWART Cron.

Scot. III. 453 Cors-bowis of ballane that war gude. 1708 J.

CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. n. i. iii. (1743) 331 Great whales
of the Baleen, or whale bone kind. 1824 MEYRICK A tic.

Armour Gloss. 1836 TODU CycL Anat. q Pliys. 573/2 At

BALEFULNESS.
each side of their [i. e. whales'] palate grow, transversely,

horny plates, named baleen. Ibid. The base of each baleen-

plate. 1874 WOOD Nat. Hist. 142When first born, the young
whale is without the baleen.

Bale-fire (b^'-lfaioj). Forms: i bsel-fyr, 5-
bale- ; also Sc. 5 bayle-, 6 baill

, bald-, 6-9 bail-,

8 beal
, y bele-. beal-, bael-, baal-fire. [Found in

OE. poetry: then not till the I4th c. ;
and till

lately confined to Scotch. Not in Johnson, nor in

Todd 1818. Compd. of BALE rf.- + FiRE; the

former part was apparently at times confused with

BALE sb.l : cf. balowc-Jire
' fatal or evil fire' already

in ijth c., and the use oiba/e-Jire by various modern

writers as if =' lurid, ghastly fire.' Antiquaries,

with theories of Celtic or Canaanitish idolatry,

have written beal-, Baal-fire : cf. UKI.TAXE.]
1. A great fire in the open air, a blazing pile or

heap kindled to consume anything. In OE. spec.

the fire of a funeral pile.
a 1000 />V<>7('?///~6278 Ongunnon pa on beor^e bxl-fyra ma;st

..weccan. < 1400 Mclaync 488 Thay tuke b 1
'

grtte lorde

with Ire, And brynte bam in bat bale fire, c 1470 HENI;V

Wallace iv. 718 Bot thou tell in bayle fire sail thou de. 1535
STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 355 In ane baill fyre thai brint it all

in as. 1549 Coinpl. Scot. vi. 42 As plutois paleis hed beep
birnand in ane bald fyir. 1812 BYRON Ch. liar. \. xxxviii,

The fires of death, The bale-fires flash on high. 1813 HOGG
Queen's H'ake 83 They set ane bele-fire him about, And they
burnit him skin and bone. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. II. 190
The horrible illumination flung by the bale-fires of martyr-
dom upon the palace and gardens of the Beast.

2. A great lire kindled as a signal ; a beacon-lire.

(Only lythc.: apparently first used by Sir \V. Scott.

The contemporary name was simply bale.<

1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. iv. i, Sweet Teviot ! on thy silver

tide The glaring bale-fires blaze no more. 1852 Miss VONGE
Cameos II. xx. 220 The bail fire announced the appearance
of the enemy. 1861 Black's Guide Sussex 536 Crowborough
was one of the beacon stations .. where the bale-fire was

lighted.

3. Any great fire, a bonfire, feu de joie.

1800-24 CAMPBEII. O'Connor's t'/M/vii, Beal. fires for your

jubilee Upon a thousand mountains glow'd. 1850 MERIVALE
KOHI. Emp. (18651111. xxiii. 62 He caused the city

^to
be

illuminated with torches and balefires. 1852 U. MOIR Burns
Fest. Wks. II. 7 Stir the beal-fire, wave the banner, Bid the

thundering cannon sound.

4. ? Associated with BALK sbl

1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. vl- i. d866> 774 The focus of

discord . . from whence radiated . .the bale-fires of murderous
licence and savage anarchy. 1872 STURGEON Trcns. Dar.
Ps. Ixxvii. 17 Witii blue bale-fires revealing the innermost

caverns of the hungry sea.

Baleful (bt
T
''lful), a. Forms: i bealu-, bealo-

full, 23 balufull, ^ baluhful, 3-5 balful(l, 4

ballefuil, 3- baleful'(l. [OE. bealu-full, f. bcalu

BALE sb.l + FULL. Until recent times almost ex-

clusively poetic ;
still chiefly literary.]

1. Full of malign, deadly, or noxious influence ;

pernicious, destructive, noxious, injurious, mis-

chievous, malignant : a. physically or generally.
a 1000 Crist (Grein) 259 Se bealofulla [

= the devil] hynejj
heardlice. e 1220 St. i\farher. 10 To beoren me into his

balefule hole. 1230 Ancr. K. 114 So baluhful & so bitter!

f 1400 Destr. Troy I. 167 These balfnll bestes were .. (Tull

flaumond of fyre. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. ff Jul. n. iii. 8 Balufull

weedes, and precious luiced flow-ers. 1676 Black Prince

in Hart. Misc. (17931 51 Great flocks of ravens, and other

baleful birds of prey. 1712 SWIFT U'ond. Proph. Wks
1755 III. i. 173 This baleful dog-star. 1800-24 CAMPBELL
To Sir F. Burdctt v, His hate is baleful, but his love is

worse. 1862 RAWLINSON Ane. Hon. I. i. 32 The baleful

simoon sweeps across the entire tract.

b. morally.
CH75 Lamb. Hoin. 215 Tend mine heorte and uorbern al

bat is baluful ber inne. e 1300 Lay-l-'olks Mass-Bk. B. 404

pat may lese alle baleful bandes. 1589 GREENE Meiiaph.
(Arb.) 22 The balefull laborinth of despaire. 1597 LOK in

Farr's S.P. (1845) I. 138 Through baleful lust of gold. 1751

SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) III. Ixxxi. 109 O baleful Envy!
thou self-tormenting fiend. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches xvi.

362 The potent and baleful prejudice of color.

2. subjectively : a. Full of pain or suffering,

painful. Obs.
(-1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 181 On bisse Hue we be5 on balfulle

swinche for adames gulte. 1579 SI'ENSER Sheph. Cal. Jan.,

Such stormie stoures do breede my balefull smart.

b. Unhappy, wretched, miserable ; distressed,

sorrowful, mournful, arch.

ciy^E.E.Allit.P. C. 979 pe balleful burde [Lot's wife],

bat neuer bode keped. c 1420 Antiirs of Artk. xlii, The
balefulle birde blenked on his blode. 153$ STEW ART Crmt.

Scot. I. 124 The 5outting, fouling, and the bailfull beir Tha
maid. 1596 DRAYTON Legends iii. 14 That Balefull sounds

immovably do'st breathe. 1812 J. WILSON Isle ofPalms I.

533 Baleful spirits barr'd from realms of bliss.

Balefully (b^-lfuli), adv. [f. prec. -t--i.v2.]

In a baleful manner : a. Injuriously, hurtfully ;

b. Miseiably, painfully, sadly.
c 1350 Will. Pali-rue 3959 I balfulli here-bi-fore was brout

al bi^nepe. Ibid. 84 Sb balfully he grinne|>. 0.400 Dcstr.

Troy xxix. 11983 The burgh .. baillfully distroyet. 1838

CARLYLE Misc. (18571 IV. 173 And hurry him balefully into

Night ! 1842 WHITTOCK Coinpl. Bit. Trades 438 Which laws

. . operated balefully upon the superiority of the articles.

Balefulness. [f- prec. + -NESS.] Baleful

quality or condition : a. Hurtfulness ;
b. Distress,

sadness.

ISQ2 WYRLEY^r/w/t' 145 Contenting ioychangd into bale-

bO - 2



BALELESS.
fulnes. 1596 SPKNSFR F. Q. \\. xii. 83 Their blisse be turn'd
to balefulnesse. 1866 Lond. Rei>, 10 Mar. 276/1 Forms of
balefulness which defy the most ingenious apologist of

physical science.

Ba leless, a. arch. [OE. beahtleas, f. beahi
BALE .f/'.

1 + -LKSS.] Harmless, innocent.
n 1000 Gnom. I ', Ex. (Gr. \ 39 Bealole'as heorte. 1065 O. K.

Chron., Elegy Edii: Con/. (MS. C.i, Wa:s a bli3e-mod bealu-
leas kyng [D. bealeleas]. -1325 E. E. Allit. P. C. 227 pay
in balelez blod ber blenden her handez. 1869 FREEMAN
\orin. Conq. \ 1876) III. 30 Looked back to the happy days
of the baleless king.

Baler. He who or that which bales
;
a scoop

for baling out water. See BAILEH.

1875 BEDFORD Sailor s Pocket Bk. vi. 236 Any boat using
propelling power, such as oars, balers . . to be disqualified.

Balery, obs. form of BAILIKHY.

Bales, -ess, obs. ff. B.VLAS (ruby) and BELLOWS.

Balesse, -est, obs. ff. BALLAST.

Balester, variant of BALISTER.

t Bale't(te. Obs. [a. OF. balete, ballctc, -ette,

dim. of bale, balle : see -ETTE.] A small bale.

1453 in Heath Grocers' Comp, 1 1869) 421 Greynes, i balet, y*
C xiy/. . . Woode, y-' balett \]d. 1540 .-hi 32 //*.'. I

7
///, xiv,

Accompting .viii. whole bales.or . xvi. demi balettes for a tunne.

Baleu, erroneous form of BALAS (ruby).
1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. viii, A perfect baleu [ed. 1737

(Ozell> baleau] rubie. Ibid. \. Ivi, Carbuncles, rubies, baleus.

t Baleys, $b. Obs. Korms: 3-5 baleis, 4-5
baleys. :; ballys, baleese, 6 balys. [a. OF. batch,
nom. sing. (,or ace. pi.) of bald ^mod. balai) besom,
broom. As early OF. had sing. nom. balds, while
later OF. had sing, bald, pi. balds, it is difficult

to say from which of these the final -s in Eng. was
derived. The quasi-collective sense of * birch'

points to the pi.] A rod
; also a bundle of twigs

used in flogging, a 'birch,' a scourge.
/r 1259 M A IT, I'AKIS Chron. (18801 V. 324 Kerens in manu

virgain quam vulgariter baleis appellamus. ^1315 SHORKHAM
47 Ine the temple, sweete Ihesus .. makede a baleys, And
bet out . . Tho that bouste and sealde. 1377 LANGL. /'. /V.
B. xii. 12 With J>ise bitter baleyses God beteth his dere
childeren. c 1440 Proiup. Pan<. 537 ^erde, baleys, firga.
1475 Bk. Xnhlcssc < 1860 54 To be betyn nakid withe baleese
and sharpe roddis. < 1485 Digby Myst. (18821 in. 735 Thys
liard balys on bi bottokkys xall byte ! 1517 TORKIXUTON
rilgr, ( 1884) 3 He had a lialys in hys bond.

Baleys, v. Obs. exc. dial.
[f.

the sb ] To
birch, to flog.

1377 L.\\';r.. r. Pi. B. v. 175 Laicised on be bar ers
' and no

breche biiwene. 1879 Shropsh. Glots., Baldsc, to beat, to

flop, to whip ; also />W//jt*.

Baleys, obs. form of I'ALAS (ruby).
t Bal^il, a. Obs. Forms : 4 balje, balowe,

balhsu, balwe. [Cf. OE. b$t* bag, belly.]
1. Round, rounded

;
? swelling.

^1340 Alexander iStev.l 4923 lialgh brade in be brcst . &
on the bely sklendlre. c 1340 Cam. *,-

Cr. Knt. 2172 A bal^e
ber^ bi a bonke. Ibid. 2032 Vpon his bal^e haunchez. c 1430
t'//t7'. Assign? 316 Balowe tymbre & bygge.
2. .Smooth.

(-1440 Pnimp. Pan\ 22 Balhew, or pleyn [1499 balwe or

playni:], rinnns.

Baliage, Balie, obs. ff. BAILLIAGE, BAILLIE.

|: Ba'lin. Obs. [irregular a. L. balin, in Pliny,
ace. of balis, a. Gr. 0riAAt?.] An unknown plant,

supposed to have wonderful medicinal virtues.

1546 LASGI.KY Pol. I'erg. De Invent, i. xvii. 303, Slain

by the virtue of an herbe called Balin. 1609 HIIYWOOD
Hryt. Troy iv. xi, Hauing th' herbe Balin in his wounds
infusd, Restores his life.

Ba'ling (b^-lin\ vbl. j^.i
[f.

BALE v + -ING!.]
The process nf packing in bales.

1761 GOI.DSM. Cit. IV. cviii, The methods ofbaling them up.
1879'!'. ESCOTT Engl. 1. 147 The baling and casing of goods.

Baling", vbl. sb2 Also (properly) 6-8 bailing.
The emptying of water from a boat or other vessel.

1856 KANE Arct. Exp. II. xxix. 286 So unseaworthy as to

require constant baling.

tBalingerOxt'lind^aj). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms:

4-6 balynger, -ingar, 5 -gere, balangar, -yngar.

-engere, ballenger. -unger, balyner, 5-6 bal-

lynger, 5-8 balenger, 6 balengar, -anger, bal-

lyngare, -iugere, -ingar, 7 -anger, -inger, 6-9
?nger, 5

- balinger. [a. AF. bakngicr (Frois-

sart), ballcnjer (in Du Ganged, = OF. baldnicr, a

whale-ship, f. baldnc whale
;
afterwards employed

generically : so It. balcnicra 'kind of light pinnace.']
A small and light sea-going vessel, apparently a

kind of sloop, much used in the I5th and i6th

centuries
; according to Adm. Smyth, without

forecastle. Its nature was already forgotten in

1670, when Blount could only infer the meaning
of the word from old statutes

;
but the term is

commonly used by modern historians in referring
to the naval affairs of those times.

1391 in MS. Reg. Test. Ebor. I. 67 [Rob. de Rillington of
Scarbro' leaves to Wm. Percy] dimidietatem nostri balingar.
[1400 HKNKY IV. AV/V/in Rymer/av/t VIII. 147 Ali-

quant Navem, Bargeam, sive Balingeram, de Guerra Ar-

matam.] ,1400 Petit, in Part. 2 Hen. IV. xxii, Pur faire

certeines Barges & Balyngers. a 1422 HEN. V. in Ellis

(.^rig. Lett. in. 31 I. 72 Our grete shippes, carrakes, barges
and balyngers. 1475 CAXTON Jason 108 Foure htilt

shippes
at facon of balingers. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. xlvi.

636

158 They knewe by theyr balengers that the armye of Eng-
lande was comynge. 1531-* Act 23 Hen. I

7/II, v. 2 The
common passages of shyppes balengers and botes. 1598
STOW Survey (Strype 17541 1. I. xiii. 57/1 !!y means whereof
Boats and Ballangers were hindered in their passages.
1622 CALLIS Slat. Sewers (1647) 34 A Port is a harbor and
safe arrival for ships, boats, and ballengers of burthen. 1670
BLOUNT Lain Diet., tialatgcr, Seems to have been a kind
of Barge or Waters essel, by the Statute 28 H. 6, cap. 5.

1865 W. MILLER Jott.Kent^ In the year 1401 .. the barges
with eighty, and the balingers with forty men.

fig. c 1502 Joseph Ariiti. tPynson>425 Hayle! myghty
balynger, charged with plenty !

b. Comb, balinger-rnaster (cf. ship-master}.
1463 Mann. <y //. Ejip. 194 John More my balynger master.

Balisse, -ist, obs. forms of BALLAST.
t Bali'ster ]

, -ester. 06s. [a. OF. balestier:-
L. ballislariiis, late I,, balestariiis arbalester ; cf.

HAI.LISTIEU.] An arbalester, 'a crossbow-man.
1489 CAXTON Faytes o_fA . i. xxiii. 71 Gonners, balesters,

and archers. 1613 T. GODWIN Rom.Antiq. (1658) 263 Near
unto which standeth the cunning balister.

tBali-ster-. Obs. rare-', [a. OF. balcstrc:-
L. ballistra (late L. balestra arbalest}, variant of

B.ILLISTA.] An arbalest, a crossbow.

1697 BLOUNT Anc. Tenures 92 |T.) Thread, to make a
false string for the king's balister or crossbow.

liBalistraria ikvlistrtVria). Arch. [med.L.,

properly fern, of adj. ballistrarius
; see next.]

a. A cruciform aperture in the walls of a for-

tress, through which arbalesters discharged their

weapons, b. A room in which arbalests were kept.
1845 in C/ass. Gothic Arc/lit. I. 38.

t Bali'Strier. Obs. rare. In 6 balastriar.

[a. OF. bales/Her : L. ballistrarius
\

cf. med.L.

balcstrariits^\ An arbalestrier, a crossbow-man.
1440 SHIRLEY Di-tlie K. James (1818) 23 Ane heghe yn-

strument of tymbire, upon which balastriars and bowyers
usyn to hong thare . . bowes.

"; See also BALLIST- for modern derivatives from L.

Balival (barlival), a.
[f. med.L. baliv-its, ball-,

bail!-, f. F. baillif:\a.te L. baju/Tvus .see BAILIFF
+ -AL. Of or pertaining to a '

bailiff' or his office.

1854 LONGSTAFFE Hist. Darlington n. i. 93 Dickon-kists . .

constituted an estate of the balival family of Barnes.

Baliwicl^e, obs. form of BAILIWICK.

Balize (bal/"z). [F. 6a/ise = Sp. valha
; of un-

certain origin.] A kind of beacon erected at sea,

consisting of a pole surmounted by some object,
such as a small barrel. 1847 in CKAIC.

Balk, baulk (byk), sl>. Forms : i balca, bale,

3-7 balke, 5-7 baulke, 6 balcke, 7-9 baulk
(north, dial, bauk, bawk), 3- balk. [Common
Teutonic, presenting several variant stems, with

partial differentiation of sense : OE balca ridge,
bank = OFris. balca, OS. balco, MDu. balke, bah,
Du. balk, OHG. balclio, balco, MHO. balke, G.

balkcn, 'beam, traits' also OE. bolca 'gangway
of a ship,' and ON. bjalki (Sw. bim-lkc, bielkc, Da.

bjclkf)
'

beam,' corresponding respectively to an
OTeut. ablaut-series *ba/kon-, *bolkon-, *bclkon-

;

also ON. balkr, by/kr, 'beam, bar, partition, divi-

sion, OSw. balkcr, bolkcr, Sw. balk 'beam, balk,

partition, section of a law
'

: OTeut. *balkti-z.

OE. bale '

foria
'

(see 3\ is either an error for balca,

or = ON. balkr. The relation of OE. basic 'cover-

ing (? flooring)' is doubtful. The original sense

was perh.
' bar'

;
cf. L. sitf-fla(s;~)tiicn, from Aryan

*blialg-, bhlag-. The OE.' balca (bale) and ON.
li.ilkr appear to be combined in the ME.

;
whether

the latter distinguished balke a.nAba/k, the evidence

does not show. Balk is the analogous spelling :

cf. stalk, talk, walk, etc. ; but baulk is frequent,
and in Billiards (sense 9) the prevailing spelling.]

I. A ridge generally, a dividing ridge ;
a bar.

1 1. A ridge, heap, or mound upon the ground ;

e.g. a grave-mound. Obs.
c 885 K. /Ki.i KEU />'//(. xvi. 2 pa het he hi bindan, and

on balcan le^an. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. Poems A. 62 My body
on balke ber bod in sweuen.

t 2. A dividing ridge (of land) ;
an isthmus ; a

bar of sand, etc. Obs.

ISJ8 LKLAND Itin. V. 16 A litle Balk of Sand cast up, the
wicn at low waters prohibilih the Se to cum about. 1565
GOLDING Ovid's Mel. vi. (1593) 140 The narrow balke at which
two seas do meete at hand, loiii. VH. 164 The balcke that
makes the strait divorce Between the seas Ionian and
Aegean. 1633 P. FLETCHER P-irfle 1st. iv. xi, A border-

city these two coasts removing ; Which, like a balk . . Dis-

parts the terms of anger and of loving.
II. A ridge left in ploughing ;

a miss, slip.
3. A ridge between two furrows (L. forfa\ or a

strip of ground left unploughed as a boundary line

between two ploughed portions.
,1000 sEtfric Gloss, in Wright Voc. (W.) 147 Porca, bale.

a 1300 W. HE BIBLESW. in Wright I 'oc. 159 Vert choral,
a grene balke. 1393 I.ANGL. P. PI. C. ix. 114 Dykcrs
and deluers diggeden vp be balkes. 1483 Catlt. Atigl. 119/1
Balke betwyx twa furris ; creb\r'o, ftorea. 1562 Bui I.EVN
Bk. Simples 16 b, Euery mere and balke is full of it [Scabios]
in June. 1563 Homilies n. Regal. Week ^'.(1859)498 How
covetous men nowe a dayes plow vp so nigh the common
balkes and walkes. 1576 GASCOIGSE Steele Glas (Arb.) 78

BALK.

Earing vp the balks that part their bounds. 1604 BRETON
Pass. Shcpk. 13 The merne countrie lad, Who upon a faire

greene balk May at pleasure sit and walke. 17*5 A. RAM-
SAY Gent. Sheph. \. iii, Last night I met him on a bawk,
Whare yellow corn was growing. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric.
Perth. 196 These earthern boundaries (baulks) are wearing
fast out. 1821 CLARE /'/'//. Mins.tr, II. 104 He takes his

rambles . . Down narrow balks that intersect the fields.

4. A ridge or piece left unploughed by accident

or carelessness ; a piece missed in ploughing.
(Often in phrase to make a balk or balks.}
1:1420 Pallad. on Hitsb. it. 15 The balke, that thai calle,

unered lande And overheled, beholde that there be noon.
c 1430 LYDG. Bochas. vn. viiib 11554' 172 Making no balkes,
y plough was truely hold. 1523 KITZHERB. Hnsb. 7 If he
goo to the ploughe, and loke backwarde, he seeth not,
whether the plough . . make a balke. 1647 FCU.ER Good
Th. in Worse T. Observ. xvi, The husbandman may dart
forth an ejaculation, and not make a balk the more, a 1703
BURKITT On N. T. Luke ix. 62 He that ploughs must keep
on, and make no balks. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 277/2 The
leaving of balks is a great fault, and is owing to .. the

ploughman not holding his plough upright.
b Hence fig., esp. in To make a balk of good

ground', to waste or throw away a good chance.

i6o$CAMDEN Kent. (1637)302 Make hay while sunne shines.

Make not a balke of good ground. 1640 FULLER Joseph's
Coat (1867) 35 The rich Corinthians, in not inviting the poor,
made balks of good ground, a 1652 BROME New Acad. in.

i, Your plow makes vile baulkes of my money. 1857 Bohn's
Handbk. Prw. 69 Make not balks of good ground.

t5._/ff. A slip, mistake, a blunder. 7o make a
balk : to blunder, go wrong. Obs.

c 1430 Hymns to Virg. (18671 92 pou3 a ^ong man make a

balke, ^it take to bi mynde reuertere. 1661 ANSASD Pattern

Qnotid. 18 They . . make such bawlks in their prayer. 1717
TunwAY in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 435 IV. 311 Bentley's baulks
and blunders about the king's reception.

"\ft.ftg. An omission, an exception. Obs. or dial.

1596 Si-KssKR /'". Q. vi. xi. 16 They fall to strokes . . Not
sparing wight, ne leaving any balke. 1666 BTNYAN Grace
Ab. F 315 But then I have asked why they made baulks?

why they did salute the most handsome and let the ill

favoured go? 1775 J. COLLIER Tim Bobbin 60 I'r so keen
bitt'n I made no bawks at o hay seed.

III. A ridge in one's path ;
A stumbling-block,

check
;
a term in billiards.

t 7. A ridge in the way, over which one may
stumble

;
a stumbling-block, obstacle. Obs.

1549 LATINEB Semi. bcf. J'ldui. yi 11869) 3^ ^ e wold not
walke in by-walkes, where are many balkes. 1562 STERN-
HOLD & H. Ps. xviii. 35 So that my feete shall neuer

slip,
Nor stumble at a balke. 1747 HOOSON Miner s Diet. N j,

How many Baulks and Obstructions . . happen by the way.

&-fig> a. A hindrance, check, or defeat.
1660 T. M. Hist. Indep. iv. 78 As a balk to which the

Committee of safety declared . . that they had transmitted a

great part of a form of government, etc. 1(1716 SOUTH
Serin. VI. 311 (T. ) There cannot be a greater balk to the

tempter. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round'U'or-Id'(1840) 341 This was
a balk to them and put a damp to their new projects. 1823
LAMB Elia Ser. i. xxi. (18651 162 It would be some balk to the

spirit of conversation if you knew.

b. A disappointment.
1733 SWIFT lVks. 11745) VIII. 122 Poor Tom has got a

plaguy baulk. 1741 RICHARDSON Pameladfa^ I. viii. 244,
It was a great baulk to her, that you did not comply with my
request.

9. transf. The part of a billiard table behind a

transverse line (the 'baulk-line') near one end,
within the D 01 half-circle of which a player whose
ball is in hand must place it to make his stroke.

(As, in billiards, such player must play out from baurtc, and
ran strike only indirectly at a ball lying with in it, the original
sense of the term was perhaps that of 'check.')

1800 Uoyle's Games 250 When the striker's and the red
ball are within the baulk, he is not obliged to pass the ball.

1839 E. KEWVIE.L.D ZliMiarfts 3 At the lower end of the table

.. is a line technically termed fhe Baulk Line. i874\VHYTK-
MEI.VILLE Uncle John ix, She strung to begin won and
put her ball in balk.

b. To make a baulk : to bring one's own and the

red ball within the baulk, when the opponent's ball

is in hand.

1839 E. KENTFIELD Billiards 24 Directions for making
what are termed baulks.

IV. A beam of wood.
10. A roughly squared beam of timber; some-

times used technically to designate Baltic timber,
which is roughly dressed before shipment.
c 1300 Cursor M. 8783 pe balk bat mast }>e werk suld bind

J>ai soght, and nober-quar cuth find, c 1786 CHAUCER Keeves
Prol. 66 He can wel in myn eye see a stalke, But in his owne
he can nought seen a balke. 1483 Cath. Angi. 19/1 Balke
of a howse, trabs. i66a PKPVS Diary 23 June, Dt-ales,

spars, and bulks. 1666 Lond. Gaz. No. 35 /4 Laden with
Oaken and Firr Balks. 1677 MOXON Meek. Exerc. (1703) 157
Bauk, a piece of Fir unslit, from four to ten inches square.

1734 Builder s Diet., Balks . . so some call great pieces of

1 imber coming from beyond Seas by Floats. 1793 SMEATON
Edysione L. 38 A course of squared oak balks. 1881

Mechanic 136 The strongest timber obtainable .. Is that

which is sawn out of baulks. 1884 Timber Tr. Jrnl. 14

June 417/3 Danzig fir balks.

11. A tie-beam of a house, stretching from wall

to wall. In old one-storey houses these were often

exposed and used for hanging or placing articles

on, or laid with boards so as to form a loft, called

'the balks.
1 Now chiefly north.

1/1300 W. DE BIBLESW. in Wright Voc. 170 Les trayes

(gloss balkes*. ("1386 CHAUCKR ^filler's T. 440 Laddres
thre I'o dymben by the ronges . . Unto the tubbes hangyng



BALK. 637 BALL.
in the bailees. 1535 COVERDALE Zeph. ii. 14 Foules shal

synj;e in the wyndowes and rauens .shal syt vpon the
balckes. 1565 GOI.DING Ovid's Met. vm. (1593) 202 A flitch

of restie bacon from the balke made blacke with smoke.

1641 BEST Farm, Bks.(\%*$) 53 When wee have brought up
the farre roomestead as high as the balke. 1691 KAY N,
Cottntr. lV<i$. 5 The Balk or Bawk, the Hummer-beam or
Dorman. "1760 ?MICKLE Nae Luck about the Hoosc,
There's twa fat hens upon the bauk. 1837 CAHLYLE Fr.
Rev. ii. i. xii. (D.) The stiffest balk bends more or less;
all joists creak.

12. A cross-beam or bar in a chimney or kiln.

1433 Test. Ehor. (1855) II. 23 Unum instrumentum fer-

reum in camino aula:,vocatum balk, 'la 1600 Felon Sow of
Rokeby, The sew was in the kiln hole down As they were on
the balke aboon.

13. The beam of a balance. Qbs. exc. dial.

1399 Fabric Rolls Yk. Minstr. in Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.),

I balke ferri cum les scales et ponderibus. 1571 Wills <y

In?>. N. C. (1855) II. 364 Payre of great skales w' 1 '

y*-' balk.

1671 FLAVEL Fount. Life iv. 10 The Balk of a Balance, to

weigh Christ's excellency. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. ty Sckin.
xxiii. (1858) 509 To give . . his customers ' the cast of the
baulk.' Sc. Proverb^ The young lamb comes as often to
the bauk as the auld ewe.

14. Comb, f balk-line, ?a line hanging from the

cross-beams ; f balk-staff, a quarter-staff ;
balk-

yard, a timber-yard.
c 1,400 Beryn 153 He berith a Bal[k]stafT quod the toon, and

els a rakisende. 1506 in Blomefield NorfolkV. 1670 A new
balk-line to the star, and rysing star, viij'

1
. 1664 COTTON

^cart-on, i. (1715* 10 Balk-Staves and Cudgels, Pikes and
Truncheons. 1674 RAY N. Conntr. Wds, 4 Balk-staff, a

Quarter-staff, a great Staff like a Pole or Beam. 1823 Let.
in Polwhele Trad, fy Recoil. (18261 II. 770 Straying into a

balk-yard fell over a beam of timber.

V. In fishing. [The connexion of 16 with the
other senses is doubtful.]
15. dial. A set of stout stakes surrounded by net-

ting or wicker work for catching fish.

1836 SIR G. HEAD Home Tour 430, I observed some fish
' balks' on the sands. .The fish are taken on tl

the balk at low water.
the sand within

16. The slout rope at the top of fishing nets by
which they are fastened one to another in a 'fleet.'

(In Cornw. balch.}
1847 H. MILLER First. />/r. i. 3 Away from wave-top to

wave-top, like the cork baulk of a fisherman's net afloat on
the swell. 1880 E. Corniv. Gloss. (E. D. S.', Balch, a stout
cord used for the head-line of a fishing net.

Balk (b^k), vl Forms : 6 balck, 6-7 balke,
7 baulke, bawk, 8 bauk, 6-9 b*ulk, 4- balk.

[f. prec. sb.]
I. fl. tram, (and absol.} To make balks in

ploughing; to plough up in ridges. Obs.

1393 GOWKR Con/. III. 296 But so well halt no man the

plough, That he ne balketh other while, c 1420 Pallad. on
Hush. i. 184 To tille a felde man must have diligence, And
balk it not. 1583 STANYHURH sEneis 1. 1 Arb.) 22 With forck

King Neptun is ayding. He balcks thee quicksands, and
fluds dooth mollefye. 161 1 COTGR.

,
A ssilloner, to baulke, or

plowupinbaulkes. I-/ 1640 JACKSON Creed xi. cxxxix. Wks.
XI. 203 Whilst we labour to plough up your hearts . . we
must not balk that saying of St. John.]

II. 2. trans. To miss or omit intentionally,
t a. lit. To pass by (a place), to avoid in passing ;

to shun.

1484 Paston Lett. 859 III. 279 Mastyer Baley . . woold not
have balkyd this pore loggeyng to Norwyche wardes.

1612-5 HP- HALL Contempt. N. T. iv. iii. 173 Jericho was
in his way from Galilee to Jerusalem : he baulks it not,
though it were outwardly cursed. 1684 LADY R. RUSSELL
Lett. I. xv. 43, I hope you will not balk Totteridge, if I

am here, a 1733 NORTH Exam. 11. iv. p 94 Going to Lord
Clarendon . . baulking the Secretary. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat.
Diet. (Morell) s.v. Balk, I will not balk your house.

b.yff. To pass over, overlook, refrain from noticing
(what comes in one's way) ;

to shirk, ignore.
c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 22 Balkyn, or ouerskyppyn, omit to.

1582 FLEET-WOOD in Ellis Ong. Lett. \\. 216 III. 90 As for

my Lo. Maior . . I am dryven every daie to bawk hym and
his doynges. 1640 Br. HALL Episc, \. n. 39, I may not
baulke two pregnant testimonies of the Fathers. 1656
SANDERSON Serin. II. 160 The spying of motes in our
brother's eye, and baulking of beams in our own. 1684
Cont. FoxJs A. % M. III. 900 The Bayliff would fain have
baulked him, As if he had not seen him. 1742 RICHARDSON
Pamela III. 42 Let me tell you, (nor will I balk it) my
Brother .. will want one Apology for his Conduct. 1848
L. HUNT Jar of Honey Pref. 4 No topic is baulked if it

come uppermost.
c. To refuse (anything offered or that comes in

course, e.g. food or drink).

1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (1837) 230 And balke your bed for
shame. 1619 FLETCHER M. Thomas i. i. 386 A bait you can-
not balk Sir. 1649 BLITH Eng. fmprm. Impr. (1653) *%3
If the stalk grow big, cattell will balk it. a 1784 JOHNSON
in Boswell (1831) I. 236, I never . . balked an invitation out
to dinner. 1810 CHABBE Borough xvi, He took them all

and never balk'd his glass.
d. To avoid (a duty or responsibility).
1631 PRESTON Effect. Faith. 146 Thou must not balke the

way of Religion, because of the troubles thou mcetest.

(71707 BKVERIDGE Priv. Th. \\. 103 Not that we should run
ourselves into danger, but that we should baulk no Duty to
avoid it. 1785 COWI-KR Tirocin. 257 Such an age as ours
baulks no expence.
e. To let slip, fail to use, seize, keep, reach, etc.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. in. ii. 26 This was look't for at your

hand, and this was baulkt. 1697 DRYDKN Virg. Georg. Ded.
If I balk'd this opportunity. 1724 A. RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc.

(*733) I- 2 This point of a' his wishes He wadna with set

speeches bauk. 1826 HOR. SMITH Gat. % Grav. in Casquet

of Lit. I. 326/2 My adviser insisted upon my not baulking
my luck.

3. intr. To stop short as at an obstacle, to pull

up, swerve. Esp. of a horse : To jib, refuse to go
on, or to leap, to shy ;

also of the rider, and of any
one on foot, refusing a leap.
1481 CAXTON Reynard \Pi.t\>.\ 32 Isegrym balked and saydu,

ye make moche a doo, sirTybert. 1596 SPENSER F, Q. iv.

x, 25 Ne ever ought but of their true loves talkt, Ne ever
for rebuke or blame of any balkt. 1722 I)E FOE Moll. Fl.

(1840) 78 If he balked, I knew I was undone. 1756 C.
LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 340 No man, that drinks water,
baulks at a pint . . in the day. 1843 LEVKR J. Hinton xxv,
Burke . . suddenly swerved his horse round, and affecting to

baulk, cantered back. 1862 Melbourne Leaticr 5 July, His
horse balked at a leap, and threw him.

t b. To lie out of the way. Obs.

1591 SPENSER M. Hnbbcrd 268 Labour that did from his

liking balke.

t 4. trans. To miss by error or inadvertence. Obs.

1579 Si-EXSKK Sheph. Cal. Sept. 93 They . . balk the right
way, and strayen abroad. 1659 FKI.THAM /,<?wtV;//r, (16771
46 You cannot baulk your Road without the hazard of

drowning. 1710 PALMER Proverbs 6 Young dogs, .balk the
true game to ply every scent.

III. 5. trans. To place a balk in the way of. a.

To check, hinder, thwart (a person or his action).
1589 WARNER Alb. F.ng. vi. xxxi. (1612) 153, I sometimes

proffered kindnesse . . but . . was balked with a blush. 1635
SWAN Spec. M. v. 2 (1643' 105 The King., must not be
baulked in his late proceedings. 1726 DK FOE Hist. Devil \.

xi. 11840) 155 An enemy who is baulked and defeated, but not
overcome. 1821 BYRON TIVO Fosc. \. i, They shall not balk

my entrance. 1855 PKKSCOTT Philip II, I. n. xiii. 292 'I lie

sturdy cavalier was not to be balked in his purpose.
b. To check (feelings, or a person in his feelings).
1682 DRYDKN Rel. Laid 212 Nor doth it balk my charity

to find The Kgyptian Bishop ofanother mind. 1746 I.n. MAL-
MESBURY Lett. I. 37 Lord Talbot was not much baulked with
this rebuke. 1855 HT. MARTINEAU Antobiog. I. 92 My
home affections . . all the stronger for having been repressed
and baulked.

c. To disappoint (expectations, or any one i;i

his expectations).
1590 MARLOWE Edit.'. //, n. v, We . . must not come so near

to balk their lips. 1652 BROME Jin'. Crew 11.389 May your
Store Never decay, nor baulk the Poor. 1725 Porn Odyss.
x. 135 lialk'd of his prey, the yelling monster Hies. 1854
THACKERAY Newcoutcs I. 286 Balk yourself of the pleasure
of bullying. 1873 SPENSER Stud. Social. vn. 161 Time after

time our hopes are balked.

d. To frustrate, foil, render unsuccessful.

itfuQlMRLES Emblems in. xiv. (1718) 182 To baulk those
ills which present joys bewray. 1727 SWIFT Censure Misc.
< T 735)V. 104 The most effectual \Vaytobaulk Their Malice,
is to let them talk, 1848 KINGSLEY Saint's Trag. n. v,

90 With which we try to balk the curse of Eve.

\ 6. trans, and absol. To meet arguments with

objections ;
to quibble, chop logic, bandy words.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. in. ii. 12 Her list in stryfull termes
with him to balke. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shrew \. i. 34 Balke

Lodgicke with acquaintance that you haue. 1653 MANTON
E.\p. James iii. 2 Wks. IV. 227 They do not divide and
baulk with God.

Balk, ?'.- ? Obs. [prob. a. Du. balk-en to bray,

bawl, shout, cogn. with OE. fan-lean to shout, voci-

ferate (which would itself have given ba!i/i}.~\ To
signify to fishing-boats the direction taken by the

shoals of herrings or pilchards, as seen from heights

overlooking the sea
;
done at first by bawling or

shouting, subsequently by signals. See BALKEH-.
1603 Act i Jos. /, xxiii, To wache for the saide Fishe,

and to balke, hue, condc, direct, and guide the Fishermen
which shall be vpon the saide Sea and Sea Coasts for the

takinge of the saide Fishe.

Balked (,bkt), ///. a. [f. BALK B.1+-ED.]
1 1. Ridged, ribbed. Obs.

i597 GERAKDE Herbal n. cxc.i 1633)607 Streaked or balked
as it were with sundry stiffe streakes or ribbes running along
every leafe.

t 2. ? Heaped up ; piled in a heap. Obs,

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV. \. i. 69 Two and twenty Knights
Balk'd in their owne blood did Sir Walter see.

3. Checked, foiled
; disappointed.

1704 STEELE Tend. Hmb. \. v, I came up to be married,
I don't care to go down and look baulk'd. 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair xxxv. (1866) 294 Pang of balked affection.

t Ba'lkening, ///. a. Obs. [as if pr. pple.
of a verb balkcn.\ Rising in a ridge.
1538 LELAND Itin. IV

7
. 126 A Towne .. standing some-

what clyminge on the side of a small balkening Ground.

Balker 1
. [f.

BALK Z/.I + -EB.I.] One who
balks ;

one who makes balks, or frequents them.

1549 LATIMER Serin, bef. Ediv. VI. (Arb.) 30 They walke
not directly and plalncly, but delight in balkes, and stubble

way. Let vs no more desyre to be baukers [printed bankers J.

1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell), Balker, imporeator.

Ba'lker 2
. [f.

BALK Z/.Z + .ER!.] A man sta-

tioned on an eminence by the shore to signal to

fishing-boats the direction taken by the shoals of

herring or pilchards ;
a huer, hooer, or conder.

1602 CAKEW Cornwall 32 b, Directed in theire worke by a
Balker, or Huer who standeth on the Cliffe side, and from
thence, best discerneth the quantitie and course4>f the I'il-

cherd. 1603 Act i Jas. /, xxiii, Diuers persons .. called

Balcors, Huors, Condors, Directors or Guidors . . have vsed
to watch and attend vpon the high Hilles and Grounds neere

adioyning to the Sea Coasts for the giving Notice to the
Fishermen. 1754 T. GARDNER Hist. Dnnwieh. 163 A Con-
der . . whereon the Balkers stood to notify, by Signals of

Boughs. . the Direction of the Herring Sholes. 1841 Blackw,

Mag. L. 152 Let them, be our quarry men, our falcons . .

our balkers,
'

herrings ahead, ho !'

Ba-lking, vbl. shl
[f. BALK v.i + -ING i.] The

action of BALK v^ in various senses.

1549 LATIMER Serni. bef. Edw. VL (Arb.) 36 Amongest
many balkinges, is much stumbling. 1649 BLITH Eng.
haprov. Impr. (1653) 182 It is my constant cry to my own
Husbandmen to take heed of Ploough-balking and Harrow
balking, but now I say in a more especial manner, take
heed of Seed-balking. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell 1

,

Balking, iinporcatio, [also] omissio, pr&terntissio. 1875 B.
TAYLOR Fanst I. iv. 71 Fall to and show no timid balking.

t Balking, vM. s&* ?CVv. [f.
BALK v * +

-ING!.] The guiding of fishing-boats by shouting
or signalling from a height.
1603 Act i yiis. I, xxiii, For watching of the saide Fishe,

or for balkinge, huinge, condinge, directinge or guidinge
of the s;iitle Fishermen in their Boates.

Balking, ///. a. [f.
BALK z'.l + -KNf;2.] That

balks; checking; shying.
Mod. Balking circumstances ; a balking horse.

Balkingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] In such

a manner as to balk. 1864 in WEBSTER.

rBalkish, a. Obs.
[f.

BALK sb. + -isiH.]
Characterized by balks or ridges ; uneven, rough.
1577 STANYIIURST in sEncis (Arb.i Introd. 12 That my

penne shoulde walke. .in that cra^gie and balki>he way,

Balky >/ki), a. [f. BALK j#. + -Y V| Given
to balking (as a horse).
1856 OI.MSTED Stave States 197 Advice how to cure a balky

horse :

' Sell him, my lord.' 1873 W. MAYO AV?v>- Again
xxiii. 2<)t Making a balky CVesus ,-,tep up to his collar.

Balky, obs. form of BULKY.
Ball (,bl), j/M Forms: 3-7 bal, 4-6 balle,

6 baule, bawlc, f-ball. [MK. bal (inflected ball e^

-t\f)a. OX. ft>Vfr*(pron, bollr
;

cf. OSw. <W/tv-, Sw.
ball} : OTcut. '

hallu-z, (whence probably MHG.
bal, ball-cs, MDu. bah. Cogn. with OHG. ballo,

fallo, MHG. <W/t-:-OTeut. * ballon (wk. masc.),
and OHG. balla, pal/<i, MUG. ballc :-OTeut.
*ballon (wk. fern.). No OE. representative of any
of these is known. (The answering forms in OE.
would have been */vrt//, -a, -c : cf. bcalluc, BAL-

I.OCK.) If ball- was native in Teutonic, it may
have been cognate with L. foil-is in sense of a

'thing blown up or inflated.' In the later ME.

spelling ballc, the word coincided graphically
with F. ballc 'ball' and 'bale,' which has hence
been erroneously assumed to be its source. Cf.

BALE
j//.:i]

I. A globe or globular body.
1. generally.
a 1300 Fragin. 89 in Wright Pof>. Sc. 134 As me mai bi a

candle i-seo, that is bisidesa balldThatievethlijt on hirehal-

vendel, c 1340 Cursor M. iFairf.) 521 His heued ys rouned
as a balle. 1340 Aycnr. 179 pe byef . . brau^ bane little bal

in-to be hondes ^rote bet he ne ssel na3t berke. c 1386
CHAUCER Knts. T. 1756 He rolleth vnder foot as dooth a
bal. 1398 TKEVISA Barth. dc P. R. xvi, Ixxx. (1495! 579
Wyth balles of leed men assaye depnesse. 1578 I..YTE

Dfldwis 167 Turned into a round heauie baule. 1626 BACON
Syhui 696 The Wormes with many feet which round them-
selves into Balls. 1716 8 LADY MONTAGUE Lett. 38 I. 150
The . . tents . . are adorned on the top with guilded balls.

1824 CANDOR Iwag. Con"', xvii. Wks. 1846 I. 107 A bal! must
strike the earth before it can rebound. 1831 HLAKEV Free
Will 151 To attend to them all at one time as jugglers do
with their balls. 1878 MRS. H. WOOD Pontcroy Ab. 242 A
short, stout ball of a woman.
2. spec. Any planetary or celestial body, csp. the

earth, 'the globe.' Now always with qualifica-

tion,
'

terrestrial/
*

earthly,' etc.

a 1300 Fragm. 255 in Wright Pop. Sc. 137 Urthe is amidde
the see a lute bal and round. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasiti.

Par. Acts xvii. 24 (R.) The heauenly balles and circles aboue.

iS93 SHAKS. Ricfi. II, ill. ii. 41 From vnder this Terrestrial

ISall. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Ectog. vi, 52 This goodly Ball.

1712 AUDISON Spcct. No. 465 What, though in solemn silence

all Move round the dark terrestrial ball. ^717 Poi'E Elegy
Unfort. Lady 35 If eternal Just ice rules the ball. 1834 TEN-
NYSON Tivo Voices 35 No compound of this earthly ball.

f 3. The golden
' orb

'

borne together with the

sceptre as the emblem of sovereignty. Obs.
c 1485 Dtgby Myst. (1882) (Mor. Wisd.t i. Argt., In his left

hand a ball of gold with a crosse Jjer-vpon. 1599 SHAKS. Hen.
I

', iv. i. 277 The Scepter, and the Hall, the Sword, the Mase,
the Crowne Imperiall. 1622 BACON Hen. VII. 149 A young
Man, that . . ought to hold in his hand the Ball of a King-
dome. 1715 POPE Ep. Afiss Bloitnt, Thus vanish sceptres,

coronets, and balls.

4. A globular body to play with, which is thrown,

kicked, knocked, or batted about, in various games,
as hand-ball, foot-ball, tennis, golf, cricket, cro-

quet, billiards, etc. It varies greatly in size and
material according to the game.
(.This was perhaps the earliest sense in English.)

1205 LAY. 24703 Summe heo driuen balles wide jeond |?a

feldes. c 1320 Scnyn Sag. (W.) 2004 With that bal togider
they plaid. ^1340 Cursor Af. (Fairf.) 13139 His brober

doghter . . come playand hir wib a balle. 1483 CatA. Angl.
19/1 Balle, piia. 1530 PALSGR. 196/2 Ball to play at tennes

with estwf. 1562 J. HlYWOOB/YVCT. fy F.pigr. (1867) 35
Thou hast striken the ball, vnder the lyne. 1599 SHAKS.
ffen. V, i. ii. 261 When we haue matcht our Rackets to these

Balles. 1611 BIBLE Isa. xxii. 18 He will surely . . tosse thee

like a ball. 1721 BAII.EY, Cricket, a sort of Play with Bats
and a Ball. 1807 CRABBE Village \. Wks. 1823 I. 16 The
flying ball, The bat, the wicket, were his labours all. 1857



BALL.
HUGHES Tom ftrmvn u. 58/2 The ball flies off his bat to all

parts of the field.

See also B.LLIARD-, CKICKET-, FO<-T-BALL, etc.

b. A game played with a ball ; also an annual
contest at hand-ball, played on a holiday in most
of the towns and villages on the Scottish Border.

('1350 Life qfCuthbert in Strutt Spprtsfy Past. n. iii, He
pleyde atte balle with the Children that his fellowes were.

1598 STOW Survey 68 After dinner all the youthes goe into

the fieldes to play at the ball. 1675 COTTON Scoffer Scoft
50 To play at Cat, at Trap, or Ball. 1831 Proc. Bcrw. Nat.
Clnb I. 45 (Article The game of Ball as played in Dunse on
Pastern's Kve. 1847 TENNYSON Princess in. 199 Quoit,
tennis, ball no games?
C. A throw, toss, or 'delivery

1

of the ball in

certain games, esp. in Cricket, the particulars of

its course and effect being included in the notion.

No ball in Cricket, one unfairly bowled ; wide ball,

one not properly within the batsman's reach.

1483 Cat/i. Angl, 19 Balle alipatus quiiaculatnrpilam.
1773 Gent I. M~aff. Nov. 568 The modern way Of blocking
every ball at play. 1819 Miss MITFOKD Village (1848.* I.

177 That brilliant hitter . . gained eight from two successive

balls. 1837 DICKENS Piclnv. vii, He blocked the doubtful

balls, missed the bad ones, took the good ones. 1850
Cricket Manual^ The names of the bowlers who bowl
* wide baits

'

or ' no balls
'

. . to be placed on the score.

5. A missile (originally always spherical, now also

conical or cylindrical with convex top) projected
from an engine of war, in early times from cata-

pults and crossbows, and now from cannons,

muskets, pistols, and other fire-arms. In artillery,
a solid as distinguished from a hollow projectile ;

these are of iron, but formerly were often of stone ;

the balls fired from small-arms are also called

bullets, and are made of lead.

1387 THKVISA flinden Rolls Scr. I. 297 fe men of bat lond
. ,vse> balles and alblastres. 1588 Ord. Kings Fleet in

Harl. Misc. (1810) I. 118 The artillery . . being all charged
with their balls. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I ', v. ii. 17 The fatall

Balls of murthering Basiliskes. a 1631 DONNE Epi%r. 116^21
100 Threatening balls in showres of murther fly. 1667
MILTON /'. L, \\. 518 Mineral and Stone . . to found their

Engins and their Balls Of missive ruin. i6gz Diary Siege
Lymerick 28 March out with their Arms, Baggage, Drums
beating, Ball in Mouth .. Colours flying. 1718 LADY MON-
TAGU Lett. 49 II. 58 Tombs of fine marble .. daily les-

sened by the prodigious balls that the Turks make from
them for their cannon. 1812 Examiner 19 Oct. 659/1
More than 600,000 balls and shells. 1858 \V. ELLIS I Vs. Ma-
dagascar xii. 330 A round stone, like a large cannon-ball.

b. collectively.

1584 SANDKRS in Arb. Garner II. 16 The King had dis-

charged three shots without ball. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No.
4702/2 The Powder, small Ball, and small Arms remaining
in the Garrisons, 1849 MACAULAY H1st, Eng, I. 479 A body
of iruops . . was ordered to load with ball.

6. Pyrotcchny and Mil. A globular case or

shell Idled with combustibles, intended to set

buildings on fire, or to give light, smoke, etc.
;

e. g.

fire-balls, smoke-balls, stink-balls.

1753 CHAMBEKS Cycl. Sitpp. s. v., Smoak, or dark Balls . .

fill the air with smoak, and . . prevent discoveries. Sky
Balls . . bursting like rockets, afford a spectacle of decoration.

7. A globular body of wood, ivory, or other

substance, used in voting by BALLOT ^q. v.), each
voter being provided with one black and one
white. Hence to black-ball, q.v.
1580 NORTH Plutarch (1656) 927 The Judges .. would

never take their bals to ballot against him. 1620 AY///.
Wotton. 11672) 309 In the first Ballotation . . the Balls were

equal, a 1700 DKYDEN tj.) For ev'ry number'd captive put
a ball Into an urn : three only black be there. The rest, all

white, are safe. 1709 Lond, Gnz, No. 4545/1 They took a

Boy to draw the Balls. 1884 C. DICKKNS Diet. Lond. 25/1
One black ball in three excludes.

"f 8. In the phrase ball in /he hood, applied in grim
humour to the head ( partly Jig. from 4). Obs.
c 1300 A". Alis. 6481 Mony of his knyghtis gode Loren

theo balles in heore hode. c 1325 Caeur tic L. 4523 Men of
armes the swerdes outbreyde ; Balles out of hoodes, soone

they pleyde t 1460 Tmvneley Myst. 17, I shrew thi balle

under thi hode. c 1500 AW>. //fV</{Ritson)i. 1454 He ne shall

lese his hede, That is the best ball in his hode.

9. Ball of the eye : a. orig. the '

apple' or pupil ;

b. now. the eye itself within the lids and socket.
c 1440 Promp. Parv.vt Balle of [>e ye, Papilla. iS3oPALSGR.

796/2 Ball, oftheeye, Laprnnellcdeloyl. 1577 tr. BvUtMfffr*t
Decades (15921 157 The balles of his eyes shall see nought but
darknesse. 1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. l^, in. ii. 117. 1671 MILTON
Samson 94 Such a tender ball as the eye. 1709 STEELF.
Taller No. 145 ? 2 The Balls of Sight are so form'd, that

one Man's Eyes are Spectacles to another to read his Heart
with. 1808 SCOTT HIarm. n. xxii, Raising his sightless
balls to heaven. 1870 BRYANT Homer xiv, II. 71 Him Pe-
neleus smote . . In the eye's socket, forcing out the ball.

II. A globular or rounded mass of material.

10. A globular or rounded mass of any substance,

a. gen. (cf. SNOWBALL).
1205 I.AV. 17443 Nu }e ma^en heom habben swulche ve-

fcrene balles. c 1385 CHAUCKR L. G. IV. 2003 Ballis . . Of
wex and tow. 1588 SMAKS. /,. /,. /,. in. i. 199 With two

pitch bals stucke in her face for eyes. 1648 H KRRICK Hcsper.
Wks. 1869 II. 328 Balls of cowslips, daisie rin.^s. 1783
AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., A musk hall, or sweet ball, PastHlus.

1875 BUCKLAND Log-Bk, 204 A living ball of Crabs.

D. spec. A spherical piece of soap. (Not now
used specifically).

1593 NASHE Christ's T. fi6i3) 25 As a Barber wasteth his

Ball in the water. 1611 BIBLI-: Susanna i. 17 Then she said

638

to her maids, bring me oil &. washinge balls. 1624 FLETCHER
Rule a It-'i/i in. i. 286 Balls, .to wash out your stains. 1783
AiNswoKTii Lat. Diet. (Morel! , Mattiaae pilx.. soap-balls,
washing-bal Is.

c. A globular mass formed by winding thread,
a clew or clue. L. glonnis.

J572 J- JONES Bathe Rttck&tone 12 b, The wind baule, or

yarne ball. 1841 MARRYAT Poacher xv, You had a ball of
twine. 1884 BLACK in Harper's Mag. May 951/1 She got
her knitting-needles and a ball of wool.

11. Aled. A bolus
; medicine in the form of a

ball or large pill. Now only in Veterinary Medi-
cine.

1576 EARL. OXFORD Lm>e Quest, in Fuller Worthies iv.

(1872158 His bitter ball is sugred blisse. 1720 Lond. Gaz.
No. 5831/4 The Cordial Horse- Balls, at 4-s. per Pound.
X753 CHAMBERS Cyct. Supp. t s. v., We meet with balls for the
tooth-ach. 1877 STONEHENGE Horse xxxii. 581 Medicine may
be given to the horse . . in the solid form as a ball.

12. (from F. bailed A rounded package, a BALE.
1583^. NEWBERY in Arb. Garner III. 172 Hath sent you

in the'Kmanuel a ball of Nutmegs. 1653 URU.CHART Rabe-
lais L xxxvii, Seven balls of bullets [sept balles tie bonllcts}
at a dozen the ball. tj&MQtaKAHitr.Gtaf. 11.389 Fifteen
balls of rosemary, thte ball weighing 750 pounds.

III. Objects or parts with rounded outline.

13. A kind of small cushion, leather-covered or

formed of composition, used by printers for inking
the type. Now superseded by the roller.

1611 COTGK., Pompettc tfimprfmenr, a Printers Pumpet-
hall . . wherewith hee bcates, or layes Inke on, the Formes.
1753 CHAMUERS Cycl. Snpp., Ball among Printers a kind
of wooden tunnel stufTed with wool, contained in a cover of

sheep's skin . . with which the ink is applied. 1824 J. JOHN-
SUM Typogr. II. 531 About the year 1815, composition balls
were introduced at Weybridge. 1830 Edin. Encycl. XIII.
46 When the printing balls are applied, the ink is received

by the oiled parts of the stone.

14. A spherical or rounded part of various ma-
chines; e.g. the ball of a harrow

; of a cart-wheel

(the nave or hub) ; ofa pendulum (the bob).
1641 BEST Farm. Bks, 118561 107 These rammers are made

of old everinges, harrowe balls, or such like thinges as have
holes. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Phrascot. Gen. 199 The ball of
a C.irt-wheel

;
arlntscula.

15. Any rounded protuberant part of the body ;

now chiefly applied to those at the base of the

thumb and great toe
; formerly, also a callosity on

the hand or foot.

1483 (.'<!/. Angl. iy/i A Balle of b" hand or of fote, callus.

1530 PALSGK. 196/2 Ball of the cheke, ponnneav tie la Jove.
1547 Act. i EfL / "/, iii, 2 Such Slauo, or loiterer to bee
marked on the . . ball of the cheeke with an hot iron. 1586
WARNER A lit. Eng. iv. xx. 97 Beating Balles, her vained
breasts. 1752 CARTE Hist. Eng. III. 542 The women painted
about the eyus and the Balls of the cheeks with an azure
colour. 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry i. 14 The recruit brings
the ball of the right foot to the left heel. 1875 BUCKLAND
Log-Bk. 22 Large muscle which forms the ball of the thumb.

16. The central hollow of the palm of the hand
or sole of the foot (pits.} ;

the central part of an
animal's foot.

1601 DENT Path-iv. ffeavcn 242 Some men . . will easilie

fvele the lightest feather . . laide vpon the ball of their
hands. 1615 LATHAM falconry 11633' *33 The pinne grow-
eth in the bales of the feet of vnquiet Hawkes. itinMoxON
Mi'c/i. Excrc. (1703) 120 They . . hold one end of it down
with the Ball of the Foot. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s. v.,

Ball of the foot of a dog is the prominent part of the middle
of the foot. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morel!), Ball of
the hand, Palina. Ball of the foot, Planta pedts.

17. Ball ofa pillar in Arch. : the scotia, a hollow

moulding between the fillets in the base of a pillar
or column.

1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., Ball of a pillar, scvtia.

IV. 1'hrases and phraseological combinations.
18. fig. from games, football, tennis, etc. :

- To
catch or take the ball before the bound: to an-

ticipate nn opportunity. To have the ball at otters

foot or before one : to have a thing in one's power.
71? keep the ball up or rolling: to keep the con-
versation or an undertaking from flagging. To
take up the ball: to take one's turn in conversation,
etc. The ball is with you : it is your turn.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsic in. xix, We do preuent them
. .and do catch the ball fas they are wont to say! before it

come to the ground. ('1645 nOWSLL Lett. iv. ix, It con-
cerns you not to be over-hasty herein, not to take the Ball be-
fore the Bound. < 1661 Papers on Alterat. Prayer-bk. 24
You have the ball before you, and have the wind and sun,
and the power of contending without control!. 1781 BEN-
THAM To G. Wilson Wks. 1843 X. 104, I put a word in now
and then to keep the ball up. < 1800 La AUCKLAND Corr.
(1862) III. 416 We have the ball at our feet, and if the Go-
vernment will allow us . . the rebellion will be crushed.

1809 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Z?is/*. V, 365 If the Spaniards had
not lost two armies lately, we should keep up the ball for

another year. 1878 GEO. ELIOT Coll. Break/. P. 345 Louder
Rosencranz Took up the hall.

19. Ball and Socket (joint) : a joint formed of
a ball or rounded extremity partly enclosed in

a cup or socket, which thus has great freedom of

play combined with strength.
1669 BOYLE Cont. Ni~iv Expcr. \. xxii. 74 This travailing

Baroscope being furnished at its upper end with a very
good Ball and Socket. 1741 MONRO Anat. 42 Enarthrosis,
or the Ball and Socket .. when a large Head is received
into a deep Cavity. 1809 HOME \\\Phil. Trans.XClX. 182

There is a regular ball and socket joint between every two
vertebra;. 1863 MKS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char. 159 By . . im-

BALL.

penetrable assurance, and a ball-and-socket morality. 1870
ROLLESTON Anim. Life 33 Ball and socket articulation.

20. Three (g&latn) balls : the sign of a pawn-
broker; supposed by some to be derived from the

ensign of the wealthy Medici family.
a 1845 Hoou Pawning Watch Lv, I've gone to a dance for

my supper; And now I must go to Three Balls ! 1861 SALA
Tw. round Clock 1 80 The brethren of the three golden balls.

V. Comb. 21. General combinations, mostly
attrib. (in various senses), as ball-alley, -court,

-firing, -green, -ground, -play, -player, -practice ;

also the adjs. ball-proof, -piled, -shaped.
1865 Englishm. Mag, Oct. 313 Ball-alleys and racquet-

courts were the exception. 1677 PLOT Qxfordsh. 17 The
hall-Court at Corpus Christi Coll. 1721 AM H ERST Terry
Fil. 179 The old ball-court, where I have had many a game
at fives. 1833 Regtil. Instr. Cavalry \. 31 Ball Firing , . at
a target. 1657 COLVIL Whigs Supplic. 11751) 19 Making a

ball-green on his chin ;
As trees do sometime in a wood.

1884 Harper's Mag. Jan. 297/2 Sites for ball-grounds and
race-tracks. cixyzAncr, R. 218 I&e uorme 3eres nis hit

bute bal-pleouwe. 1855 LONGF. Uiaw. xi. 62 Skilled . . in

the play of quoits and
ball-play. 1619 SANDERSON Serm. I.

7 As ball-players with the ball. When the ball is once up,
they labour to keep it up. 1818 SCOTT Rob. Roy xxxi, A
regimental target set up for ball practice. 1854 OWEN in

Ctrc. Sc. II. 45/2 The ball-proof character of the skin. 1812
BYKON Ch. Har. \. Ii, The ball-piled pyramid. 1884 J. COL-
UOMNC With Hicks Pasha 241 Round ball-shaped boxes.

22. Special combinations : ball-bear'ing(s, a me-
chanical contrivance for lessening friction by means
uf small loose metal balls, used for the bearings of
axles

; f ball-bellows, a hollow metal ball formerly
used for producing a steam blast ; ball-cartridge,
a gun-, or pistol-cartridge containing a bullet ;

ball-clay, very adhesive clay, as that brought up
in lumps sticking to a chip's anchor

; ball-cock,
a self-regulating cistern-tap turned off and on by
the rising or falling of a hollow ball floating on
the surface of the liquid; ball-drawer, an instru-

ment for extracting balls from fire-arms ;
ball-

flower (Arch,}, an ornament like a ball enclosed
within three or four petals of a flower, often in-

serted in a hollow moulding ; ball-mine, a kind
of iron-ore found in rounded lumps or nodules

;

ball-stamp, an American ore-crushing machine ;

ball-stock, the stock or handle of a printer's
ball

; ball-stone, a rounded lump of ironstone or

limestone
; ball-tap (

=
ball-cock] ; ball-thistle,

the Globe Thistle, also a species of Kchinops ;

ball-valve, a valve opened or closed by the rising
or falling of a ball which exactly fits a cup-shaped
opening in the seat ; t ball-vein, a kind of iron ore

in nodules formerly worked in Sussex
j
ball-weed,

knapweed (Ctntaurta. nigra},
1883 Knowledge 3 Aug. 76/1 Three machines . .with *ball-

bearings. 1634 T. JOHNSON tr. Parey's Chirnrg. XL (1678)

276 *Ball-bellows . . made t-f Brass in form of a Pear, with
a very small hole in their lesser ends. 1803 LD. COLCHESTER
Diary $ L'orr. I. 451 A quantity of pikes, of *

ball-cartridges
and of combustibles. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple (1863) 399
The captain . . ordered the marines to load with *ball -car-

tridge. x8ix Agric. Sitrz>. Ayrsh. 4 (JAM.) If steril and ad-

hesive, it is sometimes termed strong as *
ball-clay, c 1850

Knight's Pract. Diet. Mcch. I. 558 A house-service pipe
provided with a *'ball-cock, etc. 1844 Regul. fy Qrd. Army
96 One *

Ball-drawer to each Rifle. 1845 -drc/uwt. Jml. I.

ico The Chapel in Marten's tower with its *ball-flower

moulding. 1862 A rchxol. XXXIX. 182 The *ball-flower

pattern . . carries down the building so late as 1340, 170*
in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1072 A sort of Iron Stone, akin to

that which they
call in Staffordshire Ballmine. 1881 RAY-

MOND Mining Gloss.,*Ball-Stamp, a stampforcrushingrock,
operated directly by steam power. 1849 Mfiu HisoN.SY/r/a
vi. 116 The *ballstunes . . being more crystalline than the

nodules. 1597 GERARD Herbal n. cccclxxviii. (1633) 1152
Cardmis crioceplialns . . is called in English, Globe Thistle,
and "Ball-Thistle. iB&ToDD CjctAmok fy Phys.lU. 631/2
A mechanical office somewhat on the principle of the *ball-

valve. 1753 CHAMBEKS Cycl, Sitpp. ,

*Ball-vein . . a name given
by the miners in Sussex to a sort cf iron ore.

Ball (bl), ^.2 [a. F. bal (
= Pr. //, It. ballo

dancing), f. bal-er, ball-er to dance : see BALE v ]
.

(In Chapman and Shirley's Ball (see sense 2) there

was some punning reference to a golden ball worn

by the presiding lady : see GirTord's note.)]

f 1. A dance or dancing. Obs.

1633 H. COGAN Pinto s Voy. Ixxix. 321 All of them together
. . danced a Ball to the tune of two Harps and a Viol.

2. A social assembly for the purpose of danc-

ing ; phrases, To give a ball, go to a ball ; also, to

open the ball, (Jig-} to commence
oj^erations.

1631-9 CHAPMAN S: SHIRLEY Kail iv. iii, L. Some malice

has corrupted your opinion of what we call the Ball. W.
Your dancing business? 1649 JKR. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. n.

Add. xii. 93 Avoid carnivals and balls .. the perdition of

precious houres. 1679 Pi-:ss Addr. Prot. 19 They had got
a Calf of Gold, and were Dancing about it. Hut it was a
Dismal Ball, and they paid dear for their Junket. 1711
STKKM-; Spect. No. 406 P 3 On Thursday next. I make a
Ball for my Daughter. 1779 J. MOORE I'irw Sot: Fr. 175
Count Finkenstein gave a >;Feat dinner and ball. 1812 BY PON
Waltz xiii. note. Waltz and the battle of Austerlitz are . .

said to have opened the ball together. 1841 ORDERSON
Crcol. vi. 63 Miss Fail-field . - was the first lady handed out

to 'open the ball.' 1863 MARY HOWITT F. ffrenter's Greece

I. v. 146, I was very willing to see a royal ball at Athens.

3. With limiting attribute, a. descriptive, as



BALL.

^ball-mask ( F. bat-masqtt'-'}, ball-royal, calico-,

dignity-, fancy-, masking-ball\ b. indicating the

object or occasion, as archery-, charity-, race-ball.

1672 DKYDKN Marr. a la Mode Prol., A masking ball, to

recommend our play. 1770 WILKKS Corr. (18051 IV. 36 You
did not mention particularly about the ball mask. 1833
MARRYAT P. Simple 11863) 228 A dignity ball is a ball given
by the most consequential of their coloured people, a 1847
MRS. SHE-:K\voon Lady ofManor V. xxix. 70 It was the first

dress-ball I had attended. 1849 SOUTHKY Conntion-pl, Bk,
Ser. n. 327 As great a performer in a ball-royal as himself.

1876 GKO. ELIOT Dan. Der. \\. xi, The archery ball .. was
not an escapement for youthful high spirits.

4 attrib., as ball-dancing, -day, -dress, -room.

1712 STKKLK Sped. No. 431 p 3, I then nibbled all the red
Wax of our last Ball-Tickets. 1728 J. Esstx \titlc) Dan-
cing-Master .. the manner of performing all steps in Ball

Dancing. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779* III. Ixxvi. 26
The careful matron .. on the ball-day feigned herself ex-

tremely ill. 1752 JOHNSON Ramhl. 201 ? 8 The play-house, the

ball-room, or the card-table. 1873 HKM-;N MATHERS Comin'
thro' Rye n. vii, How many yards of stuff an orthodox ampin
ball dress requires. 1875 Ibid. n. ix. Ball-room conversation
is never expected to be very wise, is it?

t Ball, sb? Obs. fprob. f. Celtic : cf. Welsh
bal sb. or ?adj., in fcffyl Ml ' a horse having a white
streak on the forehead,' B-eton bal 'a. white mark
on an animal's face,' Ir. and Gael, bal spot, mark.]
1. A white streak or spot ;

? a bald place.
1523 FITZHERB. Hush. 73 The.ii . propertyes of a bauson

[/.(. badger). The fyrste is, to haue a whyte rase or a ball
in the foreheed

;
the seconde, to haue a whyte fote.

2. ? A white-faced horse ; hence, a horse's name.
1573 TUSSI-:R Httsl>. 185 lie wise who first doth teach thy

childe that Art, Least homelie breaker mar fine ambling ball.

Ball (bgl), z/.l [f. BALL jA.l]
1. trans. To round or swell out (the checks, etc.).

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613* 41 The mayden-Moone ..

shall haue her crimson cheeks (as they wold burst) round
balled out with blood.

2. To make (snow, etc.) into a ball
;

to wind

(thread) into a ball.

1658 A. Kox tr. Witrtz' Sarg. n. xxv: 157 Ball the bones

together with your hands, as a snow-ball is made. 1856
KANL: Arct. Ex. II. ix. 95 Hrooks balls off twine.

3. intr. To gather (itself) into a ball.

1713 Loud.
<$ Country BrtWh I. 11742) 26 Stirring it [malt]

all the while .. that it may not ball. 1814 SOLTHHY Lett.

11856' II. 342 In clogs. .snow balls under the wooden sole.

1880 UI.ACK.MORK M. Ancrlcy xl. The snow would., ball

wherever any softness was.

4. a. trans. To clog, b. intr. to become clogged,
with balls (of snow, etc.).
1828 WKIISTER s. v., We say, the horse balls. 1863 J. BROWN

Horx Subs. 74 The pony stumbled through the . . snow . .

getting its feet balled.

Ball, v.- 10/is. ran- 1

, [f.
BALL sb.1, sense 4.]

To play at ball.

1681 Trial S. Colledge 37 When 1 came, he was balling.

fBall, v.'' Obs. [?f. BALLJ*.] intr. 2 To strike,

thump, shower blows.
t- 1400 l>ery)i 1026 And stert up in a wood rage, and ballid

on his croun.

Ball (bjjl), v.*
[f. BALL si:*; cf. BALE z.lj

intr. To take part in a ball.

1855 Harper's Mag. April 821/1 It is the temperature that
sets people dancing and balling.

Ballace, obs. form of BALLAST.

Ballad (borlad). Forms : 4-6 balade, 5 ba-

laade, -adde, 6 balat(,e, -ette, ballat, -att, -ed,

-ete, -ette, -ytte, 6-7 ballet, ballade, 7- (Sc.)

ballant, 6- ballad. [ME. balcule, a. OF. balade

(mod. ballade) dancing-song, ad. Pr. batada dance,

dancing-song, f. balar : late L. ballare to dance :

cf. BALE z/.l In i6th and 17th c. the termination
-ad was commonly changed into the more familiar

al(e, -et (cf. salad, sa/lct\ and this in Sc. further

corrupted to -ant. Cf. BALLET, the adoption of
which has probably tended to restore the spelling
ballad. The primitive meaning of dance was in I'r.

and It., but the word was adopted in Fr. and Eng.
only in transferred senses. See also BALLADE.]
fl. A song intended as the accompaniment to

a dance ; the tune to which the song is sung. Obs.
c 1500 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 129 And sang ballettis with

michty notis clere : Ladyes to dance full sobirly assayit.
I54S ASCHAM i'oxoph. (Arb.) 30 These balades and roundes,
these galiardes, pauanes and daunces. 1549 OLDE Erasm.
Par. Kph.v. igThatcanstirre vs, not to wanton dauncynges
or folyshe baUettes. 1597 MORLKY Introd. Mits. 180 An
other kind . . of Ballets, commonlie calledfa las . . deuised
to be daunced to voices, a 1616 B. JONSON Lovt! Rest. 12
Unlesse we should come in like a Morrice-dance, and whistle
our ballat our selves. .

2. A light, simple song of any kind
; now spec.

a sentimental or romantic composition of two or
more verses, each of which is sung to the same

melody, the musical accompaniment being strictly
subordinate to the air.

1492 in Michelet Scot. Lang. 218 For the singyn of a ballat
to the King, ciqoafrlayd Emlytt in Fact. Tracts (1842 16 We
do nought togyder, But prycked balades synge. 1521 State
Papersllen. Pill, I. joMr. Almoner, in hyssermone.broght
in the balates off

' Passe tyme with goodde cumpanye,' and
'

I love unlovydde.' 1568 BIBLE (BishopsViV/f, The Ballet of
Ballets of Solomon. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie \. xx, Bal-
lades of praise called Encomia. 1664 5 PEPYS Diary 2 Jan.,

639

1 occasioned much mirth by a ballet I brought with me,
made from the seamen at sea to their ladies in town [?". ?.

Ld. Dorset's ' To all you Ladies']. 1770 (Joi.nsM, Jh's. VU,
244 No more the woodman's ballad shall prevail. 1855
TKNNYSON Maud. \. v. i, She is singing an air that is known
to me, A passionate ballad gallant and gay.

1 3. A popular song ; often spec, one celebrating
or scurrilously attacking persons or institutions.

(The 'ballad' in this and prec. sense was often

printed as a broadsheet.) Ofc.

1556 C/tnm. Grey Friars 11852157 Many ballyttes made of

dyvers partys agayne the blyssyd sacrament. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. IV

t
iv. iii. 52, I will haue it in a particular Ballad,

with my pwne Picture on the top of it. i6oz Ret.fr. Par-
nass. i. ii. lArb.) 10 Who makes a ballet fur an ale-house
doore. 1704 A. Fu-iTcniiR (of Saltoun) Acct. Conversation 9
Tempted to all manner of Lewdness by infamous Ballads

sung in every corner of the Streets . . I know a very wise
man that believed that if a man were permitted to make all

the Ballads, he need not care who should make the Laws of
a Nation. 1727 SWIM- Fnrttt. Acct. CurMVfks. 1755 III.
r. 160 Resolved, That a ballad be made against Mr. Pope.
1782 Hi'RNKY Hist. Mas. 1 1. iv. 343 note, The English liallad
has long been .. confined to a low species of Song. 1825
J. WILSON Noct. /fnWks. I. 2 A beuk of old ballants as

yellow as the cowslips.

f 4. A proverbial saying, usually in form of a

couplet ; a posy. (Cf. L. cantilena.} Obs.

1528 MORE Hcresycs \. Wks. 177/1 Than haue we well
walked after the balade : The further I goo the more be-

hynde. 1562 J. HEYWOOD J'rw. <y Kpigr. 11867) 54 Spend,
and god shall send . . saith tholde ballet. 1601 SHAKS. All's
// V//i. iii. 63 For I the liallad will repeate, which men full

true shall finde, your marriage comes by destinie, your
Cuckow sings by kinde.

5. A simple spirited poem in short stanzas, ori-

ginally a (
ballad' in sense 3, in which some popu-

lar story is graphically narrated. (This sense is

essentially modern : with Milton, Addison, and
even Johnson, the idea of song was present.)
[1670 MILTON Hist. ting. v. Wks. (1851) 226 The song ..

(for., he refus'd not the autority of Bnllats for want of
better*. 1712 ADDISON Spcct. No. 70 ? 3 The old Song of

of the coChevy-Chase is the favourite Ballad ommon People
of England.] 1751 JOHNSON Rnmhl. No. 177 ?g Camilenus
turned all his thoughts upon old ballads . . He offered to
shew me a copy of the Children in the Wood. 1783 COWPKK
Lett. 3 Aug., The ballad is a species of poetry, I believe,

peculiar to this country . . simplicity and ease are its proper
characteristics. 1817 COLERIDGE Sify/. Leaves, The Bard
. . who made The grand old ballad of Sir Patrick Spence.
1858 LONGF. Children, Ye are better than all the ballads
That ever were sung or said ; For ye are our living poems,
And all the rest are dead. 1870 SWINBURNE Ess. fy Stud.
<i%75> 85 The highest form of ballad requires from a poet at
once narrative power, lyrical, and dramatic. 1872 BUCKLE
Misc. tt'ks. I. 161 All history is at first poetry, i. e. ballads.

|

6. Comb. a. attrib., as ballad-form, -measure* \

-poetry, -rime(\^-i}, -stuff, -tune
\
b. objective gen. j

with vbl. or agent-noun, as ballad-making (1505), j

-singing, ballad-maker ( 1 586% -reciter, -singer,
!

-writert BALLAD-MONGER. Also ballad -farce, !

-opera, a play into which popular songs are intro-

duced ; ballad-wise adv., in the manner of a

ballad, in song.
1787 SIR J. HAWKINS Johnson 198 (JoD.t An impatience

for pantomimes and *ballad-farces. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess.
Crit. (1875) 210 A "ballad-form which has more rapidity and
grace. 1586 WEBBE Eng.Poetrie tArb.36 The vncount-
able rabble of ryming

*
Ballet-makers. 1815 SCOTT Guy

M. xli, The devil take all ballads, and *ballad-makers,
and ballad-singers! ^1505 DUNUAR Lamentfor Makaris
60 Fra *balat making et trigide. 1775 Ann. Reg. 40/2 He
wrote it in

*
ballad measure. '779 JOHNSON L. P. Wks.

1816 X. 218 We owe to (Jay the *Ballad-()pera. 1863 BUR-
TON Bk. Hunter 300 That delightful department of litera-

ture, our *ballad poetry. 1447 BOKBMHAM Seyntys 60, What
best plesyth me I have as I can dtclaryd in latyn In 'balaade

rytne. 1707
Loiui. Gaz. No. 4370/4 Israel Sewell .. a pro-

fessyd *Ballad-singer. 1831 CARLYI.I-: Sart. Res. n. ii,
> Ballad-

singers brayed, Auctioneers grew hoarse. 1599 MARSTON
Sea. yillanic 194 Then hence base * ballad stuffe. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eitg. /WwViArb.)65 This was done in "ballade
wise .. and was song very sweetely. 1846 WRIGHT Ess.
Alid.Ai>es II. xvii. 200 The *ballnd-writers of after-times.

Ballad, v- 10bs. Forms: 6-7 ballat, 7

balett, 8 ballet, 7- ballad, [f. prec. sb.
;

cf. OF.

1. intr. To write or compose ballads.

1592 G. HARVKY Four Lett. 5 But who . . like Elderton for

ballat ing, (Ireene for pamrletting? c 1600 DONNE Juvenilia
i. (1633' B, Knuious Libellers ballad against them [women].
2. trans. To make (a person) the subject of bal-

lads, or popular songs, especially scurrilous ones.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. % Cl. \: ii. 216 And scald Rimers [will]

Ballad vs out a Tune. 1636 HKYVVOOD Challenge \\. i. Wks.
1874 V. 23, I shall be Ballated, Sung up and downe by min-
strills. 1721 SoVTftUMDist&joirttm, in. i. 107 Stag'dto the
crowd . . Nay, balleted about the streets in rhime.

Ballade (bakrdi. Also 4-6 balade. [An
earlier (also mod.F.) spelling and pronunciation
of BALLAD, now used as a technical term. (In
i4-i5thc. bala-de\ in l6th also ballade* but then

pronounced ba'llatt) ;
see above.]

1. a. strictly, A poem consisting of one or more
terns, or triplets of seven- or (afterwards) eight-
lined stanzas each ending with the same line as re-

frain, and (usually) an envoy ; e.g. Chaucer's COM-
pleynt of Venus, To his Purse, etc. b. A poem
divided into stanzas of equal length, usually of

BALLADRY.
seven or eight lines. fc. oecas. One of these
stanzas (obs.}.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 270 This balade (of 3 seven-lined

stanzas] may ful wel y-sungen be . . by my lady free, c 1430
LYDG. Chicttev. fy Bye, in Dod*!, XII. 333 An ymage in

poete wise seyeng these iii balades [7. lined stanzas]. 1-1430
SHIRLMY In Chatter's Min. P. 412 A balade \Couipleynt of
Venn$\ translated out of frenshe in to englishe by Chancier
Geffrey. 1509 KAKCLAY Ship of l-'oolcs (18711 II. 2 My
balade bare of frute and eloquence, 1882 (."/;. Q. Rev. 374
Where Mr. Swinburne chooses to bind himself by the strict

laws of. . the ballade.

2. abstr. or collect. Poetry of this form.
c 1385 CHAUCKR L. G. //-'. 539 That ilke tynie thou made

' hid Absolon thy tresses
'

in balade. 1470 HAimist; Citron.
Proem iv, Into balade I wyll it nowe lran-.late. 1555 l-'ardlc

J'\tcions n. xi. 248 The victories of their forefathers and
eldres, thei put into Balade. 1587 GASCOIGNE Instr. making
I 'crse 14 A man may write Ballade in a staffe of five lines

every line contayning eight or six sillables.

3. Ballade royal: stanzas ofseven or (afterwards)

eight lines of ten syllables ; called also rime or

rhythm royal.
The name originated in the fact that King James I of

Scotland composed the King's Qnnir 1423, in 7-line stanzas
of structure a i> a It /> c c. The Jiallat Royal of James I

of England had an additional b line between the two in r.

1483 CAXTON L'ato 2 Ful craft ly hath niado it in balade ryal.

1494 KAHYAN vn. 406, I haue therfore set them out in baladde

royall. 1585 JAMKS I. Kss. Pocsie (.Arb.j C; This kynde of
verse following, callit IJallat Royal.

Ballader U^'l^do-i). Also 6 balletter, 7

-ater, -adder,
[f.

BALLAD v. or sb. + -Kit 1
.]

A
writer of ballads or (o/>s.} of scurrilous verses.

1589 NASHE Almond for P. Ded. 3 A man cannot haue
a bout with a Balletter . . but hee shall be in daunger of a
further displeasure, 1637 Hi-.vwoon Plcns. Dial. 283 A base
and infamous lialladder, who disperst a scandalous riming
Libell. 1878 SIMI-SON .SV//. Slinks. \. 134 As balladers and
dramatists agree in representing his case.

Balladic vbahvdik\ a.
[f.

HAU.AJ> sl>. + -ic.]
Of the nature of, or pertaining to, ballads,

f iialla clical a. Obs. = pac.
1615 A. STAFFORD IIcar. Dogge To Rdr. 18 To read Hal-

lads, and books Balladicall. 1865 Art/. A'cr 1
. 19 Aug. 245 i

Spirit-stirring verse, lyric or balkuli*'. 1881 Blackw. Mug.
Mar., The Spenserian blank vei^e and balladic aspirants.

1 Balladie r. Obs.
[f.

\\\\,\.\\)sb. + -IKK. A pp.
not in Fr.] A street ballad-singer.
1637 I }<''<' V. in Randolph's Poems 11875) 504 They had

tried the balladier's or fiddler's trade-. 1651 !!K;GS Ncia
Di&p. 256 Loose stage-player, Balladier, or blind harper.

Balladin^e, variant of BALADIXE.

Ealladiiig"
'

v bcc*ladiij), vbl. sb.
[f.

BALLAD v. +
-ING 1

.] The writing or composition of ballads.
1600 ROWLANDS Let. I!itinonrs lilted xv. 21 Amorous

Austin spendes much Ualleting, In nnieing Letters. 1670
F. Uusnnv Mnrcclia Prol. A

iij b, With liallading I think
she mad is grown.

E a Hading, ///. a.
[f. as prec- -f -ING-.] That

writes or composes ballads.

1599 NASHI-; Saffron ll'atttcn 99 Deloney, the balletting
Silke-weaver. a 1637 B. JONSON Alastjws (T.) A whining,
ballading lover.

Eallaclisiu (bse-ladiz'm). [f.
BAM.AD sb. +

-ISM.] The characteristic quality of ballads.

1866 PAI.GHAVIC in Fortn. Rw. 15 June 301 The more com-
plete balladism, if I may use the word, of Lady A. Lindsay's
' Auld Robin Gray.'

Balladist (bse-ladist). [f. as i>rec. + -iT.] A
maker of ballads

;
a ballader.

1858 I!AILLY Age 193 Whereon for rollicking balladist
to declaim. 1883 St. James's Gaz. Q Feb. 6 Such are the

epithets which the ballaclists love to neap upon him.

Balladize (barlachizX v.
[f.

as prec. + -IXK.]
a. intr. To make ballads, b. trans. To make
into a ballad, turn into ballad loim. Hence
Balladized, Balladizing ///. a.

1598 MUNDAV & CHETTLE Karl Huntingdon in Hazl.
Dodsl. ^1874! VIII. 258 Muddy slaves, whose balladising
rhymes With words unpolish'd show their brutish thoughts.
1834 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 384 If I can succeed in bal-

ladising this exploit, you shall have the song. 1879 J. P.

COLLIER Hht. Dram. Poetry I. 107 note, A balladised Esk-
dale tradition.

Ba'lladling. nonce-wd. A little ballad.

1798 SOUTHEY in Kobberds' Mem. II7. Taylor I. 240 Some
tolerable balladlings, and some tolerable stories.

Ballad-monger Cbcrl&dm^jggai). [See -MON-

GER.] One who deals in ballads : a. used con-

temptuously by Shakspere, and by others in imit-

ation, for : Ballad-maker.

1596 SHAKS. i HcnIVt
in. i. 130, 1 had rather be a Kitten,

and cry mew, Then one of these same Meeter Ballad-mon-

gers. 1756 J. WARTON Ess. Pope (1782) I. vii. 356 Villon
was merely a pert and insipid ballad monger. 1809 BYKON
Bards Rev. xii, liehold the ballad-monger Southey rise !

b. A seller of ballads.

1653 UKO.UHART Rabelais i. ix, An old paultry book . . sold

by the hawking Pedlars and lialladmongers. 1874 MOTLEY
Barnereld II. xviii. 252 All the ballad-mongers and broad-
sheet vendors of the town.

Hence Ballad-mongeriug vbl. sb.

1809 BYRON Bards fy Re!'. Argt. (MS.), The poet .. revileth

Walter Scott for . . ballad-mongering.

Balladry (bse-ladrh. Also 6 balletry, -adrie,

7 -atry. [f.
BALLAD sl>. + -RY.] Ballad poetry ;

composition in the ballad style. (Formerly often

deprecative ; cf. BALLAD sb. 3.)



BALLAN.
1598 E. GILPIN Skiafaityl) 6 Such massacre's made of thy

balladry. 1631 BRATHWAIT Whimsies 138 An obscene veine
of ballatry which makes the wenches of the greene laugh.
ti 1695 PURCELL Anthems Pref. (T.t The levity and balladry
of our neighbours. 1849 Bltukiv. Mag. LXV. 455 Tortur-

ing himself to unite old balladry with modern sentiment.

Ballan (barlan). Zoof. A fish : a variety of
Wrasse (Labrits maculatus}.
1769 PENNANT Brit. Zool. III. 343 Ballan . . is a kind of

Wrasse, sent from Scarborough. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII.
261/1 The Ballan Wrasse . . is about eighteen inches long,
of a red colour above, pale orange beneath.

Ballarag, obs. form of BULLYKAG.

t Ba'llard 1
. Obs. [app. f. BALL $b$ + -ARD.

Cf. BALD.] A bald-headed person.
1382 WYCLIF 2 Kings ii. 23 And scorneden to hym seying,

Stye up, ballard ! 1485 CAXTON Trcvis<is Higden \. xxv.

25 One sayde to Julius . . Salne calnc, that is hayll balard.

t Ballard-. Obs. A kind of musical instrument.

1625 PUKCHAS Pilgrims ii. 1573 Their ballards are a foot
aboue ground, hollow vnder, with some seventeen Keyes on
the top, on which the Player strikes . . with two strikes a foot

long, with balls fastned on the end.

t Ba'llart. rare- 1

. Obs. appellation of the
hare

; of unknown meaning and origin.
c 1300 Xames ofHan in Rel. Ant. I. 133 The wei-betere,

the ballart The go-bi-dish, the soiMart.

Ballast (bee-last), sb. Forms: 6-8 balast,

6-7 ballace, 6 ballass, -esse, balest, -1st, 7

balasse, -ase, ballasse, -ais, 7 ballast. [Now
found in most of the European langs. ; Sw. Da.,
Kris., Du., LG. (whence Ger., Russ., Fr.) ballast.

Origin doubtful: the oldest form is possibly OSw.
and ODa. barlast (before 1400, and regularly
in i5th c.), f. bar bare + A?jV load, with the sense
of 'bare, naked, or mere load or weight,

1

i.e. lading
which is mere load, lading for the sake of weight
merely.' Thence ballast, with // for rl by assimila-

tion, already in I5th c. Sw. and Da., whence in

Eng. soon after 1500. The later Da. bag-last

'back-load/ Du. (i;th c.) balg-last 'belly-load,'
were corrupted by

*

popular etymology.' The final

t was loat in Flera. ballets, and the i6-i7th c. Eng.
ballace, -as (first in the vb , where ballast was plaus-
ibly analysed as ballass-cd.\ Contact of sense

further often confused ballace and BALLAXCE.
(The form ballast also occurs before 1400 in LG., and is

taken as the original by Schiller and Liibben, who explain
it from but bad i HALE a. ) && bad lading

' schlechte SchiftV
fracht, die man nur ladet um dem Schiffe den niithigen
Tiefgang zu geben.' If this is well founded, barlast would
rank with bag*> balg-last >

as a popular perversion. ']

1. Gravel, sand, stones, iron, lead, or nny heavy
material, placed in the hold of a ship, in order to

sink her to such a depth as to prevent her from

capsizing when under sail or in motion.

1530 PAI.SGR. 196/2 lialast of a shyppe, Icstage. 1536 Act
27 lien. / '///, xviii, Halest for shippes. 1568 C. WATSON
Polyb. 49 b, And cast their ballesse over borde. 1610 HOL-
LAND Camdcns Brit, i, 712 Coblestones for ballals. 1697
DKVDKN I'irg. Georg. \\. 285 With sandy Ballast Sailors
trim the Iloat. 1718 STKKLK Fish-pool 180 Balast must be
used to sink her down to the center of motion. 1855 MACAI;-
LAY Hist. Eng. III. 727 The gravel which was the ballast of
their smack.

2 In ballast : a. (also on the ballast} in the hold.
b. Of ships: Laden with ballast only. c. Of ma-
terials : In the capacity of ballast.

1592 XASHE /'. /Vw'A'^vfed. 21 9 Hee will to the sea . . and
.. lyes in brine in Balist, and is lamentable sicke. < 1630
KISDON Sttrv. Deron 272 Ninety were sick on the ballast.

1691 Loud. Gaz. No. 2637/3 Merchant-men bound in Bal-
last from Havre de Grace. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. v, Smuggler,
when his guns are in ballast .. pirate, when he gets them
mounted. 1866 ROGERS Agric. fy Prices I. xviii. 423 Sea-
coal was taken in ballast. 1878 in Daily Arws 26 Sept. 2.3
When in ballast the Bywell Castle draws 12 feet aft.

3._/?y. That which tends to give stability in morals
or politics, to steady the mind or feelings, etc.
1612 BACON I'ain-gfory, Ess. (Arb. I 464 Solid and sober

natures, have more of the ballast, then of the saile. 1670
WALTON Lives n. 100 Having to his great Wit added the
ballast of Learning. 1720 SWIFT Fates Clcrgym. Wks. 1755
II. n. 25 It wants the ballast of those, whom the world calls
moderate men. 1852 Ln, COCKULTRN Jeffrey I. 342 Delay is

often the ballast of sound legislation.

f4. transf. Load, burden, freight. Obs.

i6zoQuARLt:s Jonah Poems 11717) 54 Go to Niniveh . . be-
hold the Ballace And burthen of her bulk, is nought but sin.

1631 MASSINGER Heleeve as iv. iii, What woulde you have,
sir? tier. My ballace [i.e. some food] about me; I shall
nere sayle well els. 1646 J. HALL Poems i. 15 Shall not I

congeal to see Doris the Ballast of thine arms?
5. Gravel, broken stone, slag, or other material,

similar to that employed as ballast in ships, used
to form the bed of a railroad, in which the sleepers
are fixed. Also recently applied to burnt clay
used for the same purpose, or as a substratum for

new roads, etc.

1837 [see BALLASTING i>bl. s/>.] 1847 in CRAIG. 1860 En-
gineer 30 Mar. 207/2 A joint sleeper . . laid in the ballast
beneath the rail joints. 1876 ROL-TLKUGE Discw. 63 The
permanent way is formed first of ballast. 1881 Mechanic
1098 When the soil is clayey it may be converted into bal-

ast .. a usefull material for making roads. Mod. A path
made with '

burnt ballast.'

6. Comb. a. objective with vbl. sb. or agent-

640

noun, as ballast-getter, -lieavsr
; b. attrib., as bal-

last-bag, -boat, -engine, -lighter, -train, -wagon.
Also ballast-man, one employed in supplying
ballast to ships; ballast-office, one controlling
the supply of ballast to ships; ballast -ports,
square holes cut in the sides of merchantmen for

taking in ballast
; ballast -shovel,

' a round-
mouthed shovel

1

(Raymond Mining Gloss. 1881).
1755 Gentl. Stag. XXV. 445 *Ballast-boats and lighters.

1865 Tunes 13 Jan., A load was attached to the 'ballast-

engine. 1839 DICKENS O. Tmilt (l&y/) 267/1 Labourers of
the lowest class, 'ballast-heavers, coal-whippers. 1803 Ann.
Kef. 399/1 A 'ballast-lighter, .struck the side of the ship.
1715 Land. Gaz. No. 5347/3 Abuses committed by the *Bal-
lastmen upon the . . Thames. 1598 STOW Survey (1754) II.

v. xviii. 389/2 Deptford strand . . where their *Ballast office
is also kept. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 330/2 "Ballast-office

Corporation, Dublin, or, more correctly, the Corporation
for Preserving and Improving the Port of Dublin. 1864
Times n Dec., He was in the hinder portion of the 'ballast
train. 1848 Atiieaxum 5 Aug. 773 A train of huge iron
shovels or 'ballast-waggons, as they are called.

Ballast (hoc-last), v. Forms : 6 balase, -esse,
-isse, 6-7 balasse, ballasse, -aee, -ase, 7 balast,
ballise, -ize, -aise, 7- ballast, [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To furnish (a ship) with ballast ; to

render (her; steady under sail by a sufficient weight
in the hold.

1538 LKI.AND /tin. I. 52 The Shipes were balissed with
great coble stone. 1604 DKAVTON Owlf 78 To ballast Ships
for steddinesse in winde. 1655 TL-CKNEY Good Day Imfr.
34 So much burden would serve to ballast the ship, more
would sink it. 1866 KINGSLKY Hem*.', v. 114 They ballasted
their ship with pebbles.
2. transf. To steady (generally).
1596 Fn-2-GKKrnKY.SYr/'. Drake (iSSil 54 Constant sta-

bilitie ballassed her [;'. e. Fortune's] feete. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny x. xxiii, Cranes . . ballaise themselves with stones in
their feet, that thty (lie more steadie.

3. fig. To steady mentally or morally.
<;
1600 1'harisaisme ty Clir. 35 Ballace your wavering hearts

with the sound truth of godlinesse. 1655 GURNALL Chr. in
Arm. xi. i. (1669! 113 If he be not well ballast with hu-
mility, a little gust . . will topic him into this sin. 1792 A.
VOL NG Tray. France 547 Mature deliberation is wanted to
ballast the impetuosity of the people.
1 4. To freight, load (with cargo). Obs.
1590 SHAKS. t out. Krr. in. ii. 140 Who sent whole Arma-

does of Carrects to be ballast at her nose. 1622 CALLIS
Stut. Stivers i, I lanched forth my Ship . . furnish'd and
ballist with Merchandize. i66 Loud. Gaz. No. 93/1 Four
ships well laden and ballasted with Goods.
5. transf. antly?^. To load, burden, weight, weigh
down, arc/i.

1566 DKAXT Wail. "Jet-em. Kvj, He ballasde me with
baleful! bittemes. 1592 XASHK /'. Pcnilcsse 14 A wolfe
being about to deuoure a horse doth balist his belly with
earth, that he may hang the heauier vpon him. 1630 BRATH-
WAIT Eng. Gentl. 11641)299 Their conceits are ever ballased
with harshnesse. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, ix. These yellow
rascal* mu^ serve to ballast my purse a little longer.
6. To fill in or form with ballast (the bed of a

railroad, etc.) ; cf. BALLAST sb. 5.

1864 in WEIISTKR. 1881 CVm<v<> Times 4 June, Laying
down steel rails and liberally ballasting the whole line.T

.
Confused with BALANCE!'. See BALANCE sb. 7.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.\\. iv. 55 The cause for Tribute
was ballized betwixt them. 1697 DAMPIICR l''oy. (1729) 1. 414We furl'd our Main-sail, and ballasted our Mizen.

Ballastage (Ixe-lasU'-d;;'). [f. BALLAST rf. +
-Ai ;

F..] Toll paid for the privilege of taking ballast.

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. -Yi-vc Invent. 95 The Right of the

Ballastage . . belongs to the Admiral. 1759 Ann. Reg. 97/2
Better regulation of lastage and Ballastage in the Thames.
Ballasted (barlasted), ///. a. [f. BALLAST v.

+ -ED.] Furnished with ballast ; rendered steady
or stable.

1552 HULOET, Balessed, sahnrratns. 1586 BRIGHT Mt-
lanch. xxxv. 195 They be well ballaced with knowledge
of the Scriptures, e 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 32 Those
that have their heads lightly ballasted, a 1797 H. WALPOLE
.Vein. Geo. Ill 11845! I. xxi. 305 The poor young man's
head . . was by no means ballasted by a good heart.

Ba'llaster. [f. as prec. + -EH 1.] One who
supplies ships with ballast

1659 Commons Jrnls. VII. 740 (D.j The office of ballaster,
and of Lading . . and Ballasting of ships and vessels.

Ballasting (bre-lastin\ vbl. sb.
[f.

BALLAST v.

+ -ING!.] Tne action or process of supplying
wilh ballast ; concr.

yn&fig.
= BAT LAST sb.

1536 Act xjf/m. VIII, xviii, The office and ordering of
and forbalasting for shippes. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
(1789), Lestage, the ballasting of a ship, or furnishing her
with ballast.

1837 Athenyum 21 Jan. 52/1 Fir planks.,
bedded on ballasting, which is loose gravel. 1882 Daiiy
Tel. 8 Apr., If he have the smallest possible ballasting of
common sense.

Ballat, -ry, obs. forms or BALLAD. -KY.

Ballatoon (baelat/J-n). A heavy luggage-boat
used on Russian rivers for the transport of timber.
1828 in WEBSTER.

1 Balle, sb. Obs. [pern. f. the L. bal-are to

bleat ; cf. BAA. But cf. also BALL
sb.'-'-]

A name
formerly applied to a sheep.

( 1440 Promt*. Pari'. 22/1 Halle, schepys name, ballator.

Balled (hld),///.a. [f. BALL .i and sl>.l + -KD.]
a. Formed into a ball, f b. Cleared of balls or

lumps; cf. shelledfcas.

BALLISTA.

159' PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Dtsterrmarla tierra, clods of
earth broken, balled ground, or rolled ground. 1759
MARTIN Nat. Hist. II. 112 When ball'd it is laid on
Hurdles to dry. 1851 L. GORDON in Art jfrnl. lllnst. Cat.
vii

*
*/i After the yarn had been made into a balled warp.

1873 BROWNING Aristofh. Afol. 103 The balled fist broke
brow like thunderbolt.

Balled, obs. form of BALD.
Ballenger, -inger, variants of BALINGEB.
Bailer (bg-Ui). [f.

BALL z>.l and sb* -t- -ER!.]
i. One who forms anything into balls.

1865 ELIZA MiiTEVARD Wedgwood I. 232 The weighing of
clay at the bailer's scales.

1 2. One who takes part in a ball for dancing.
1668 PEPVS Diary 30 May, Here I first understood . . the

meaning of the Company that lately were called
'

Bailers,'

II Ballerina (ballerrna). PI. ballerine (as

It.); also -inas. [It., fem. of ballerina^ A fe-

male dancer, a ballet-girl.
1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 216 The ballarini, or female

dancers, have the same fury of motion. 1815 BYRON in Moore
Life 289 A row among our ballerinas. 1878 in Grove Diet,
.Music I. 131 The first professional ballerina of note .. was
Mile. Lafontaine. Ibid. 132 These eminent ballerine.

Ii Ballet (ba-k, rarely bae'let). Forms : ba-

lette, -et, -at, 7-9 ballette, 8- ballet, [a. F. ballet,

dim. of bal dance: see BALL sb? In I7th c. the
forms were confused with those of BALLAD.]
1. A theatrical representation, consisting of

dancing and pantomime, originally employed to

illustrate dramatically the costumes and manners
of other nations, but now for the most part re-

garded as an artistic exhibition of skill in dancing.
1667 DRVDKN Ess. Dram. Poesie Wks. 1725 I. 54 Not a

Balette or Masque, but a play. 1676 ETHERIDGE Man of
Mode IL i. 11684) 19 [The Russian] Balladins. .are Now prac-

>pera at Palermo, is a repn
hall Gardens, a 1845 HOOD V'aii^hall vii, Time's ripe for
the Ballet, Like bees they all rally. 1865 Law Times Rep.
371 A ballet of action has a plot, a ballet of divertissement
has none.

t 2. gen. A dance. Obs.

1782 S. ROGERS Ital. Song 14 The ballet danced in twi-

light glade. 1829 SCOTT Demonol. i. 20 The daily persecu-
tion of this domestic ballet.

3. attrib., as ballet-dancer, -girl, -mttsif
;
ballet-

master, -mistress, one who arranges and directs

the dancing of the ballet.

1836 Q. Rev. No. in. 87 Daughter of a worn-out ballet-

dancer. 1848 THACKKKAV / 'an. Fair liii. 118531 443 Your
mother, the ballet girl. 1835 PennyCycl. III. 331/2 Acorn-
poser of good ballet-music is carefully attentive to locality
and to nationality. 1823 BYROX Jitan xiv. xxxviii, Danced
. . Not like a ballet-master in the van Of his drill'd nymphs.
1871 Echo 4 Nov., Ballet-mistress at the Grand Opera.
Ballet (bar let), sb.i

[f.
BALL sb. 1 +-ET, dim.

suffix
; cf. OF. balette.] A little ball, esp. in Her.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Balls or Ballets . . make a fre-

quent bearing in coats of arms . . [they are called] pomeis
when vert, pellets or agresses when sable, orenges when
tanne.

Ballet, v. [f. BALLET sb.i] To express by
ballet-action or pantomime.
1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour III. 155 (Hoppe) Old man

picks up Simpkin, and ballets to him that he's very
sorry. . He ballets to her :

'

Will you come down here and
dance ?

'

Ballet, -ette, obs. forms of BALLAD.

Balling (bg-lirj), vbl. sb\
[f. BALL z/.l + -INQ!.]

1. Formation into a ball or balls ; occas. attrib.,
as in balling-machine ( for winding twine), -furnace.
1713 Lon't. A> Country Bre-t v. u. (1743) 135 This Mixing of

the Malt, .will prevent its Balling, or Gathering together in

Heaps. tffaEng. Meek. 31 Dec. 387/2 Engravings of a A Ib.

and i Ib. balling machine. 1881 RAYMOXD Mining Gwss.
,

Balling, the aggregation of iron in the puddling . . process
into balls or loups.

2. The throwing of (snow-^ balls.

1865 G. MACDONALD A. Forbes xvi. 64 The balling ceased,
that Annie, .might pass in safety.

t Balling, vbl. sb2
[f.

BALL w.2 + -INGI.]

Frequenting of balls, dancing.
1634-46 Row Hist. Kirk. (18421 172 She . . is to be ad-

monished for night-waking, balling, etc. 1676 W. Row
Sitp/>l. Blair's Antobiog. x. (1848.) 226 There was balling and
dancing till near day.

t Ba'llised, ///. a. [? fa paWsed (cf. palysyd,
1 5th c.,

= palisadoed}) ad. F. palissc surrounded
with pales.] Enclosed with a wiling or balustrade.

1624 WOTTON Archil. (1672) 46 Palladio . . leaveth this

Tarrace uncovered in the middle, and ballised about. in

Reliq* Wetton. (1651) 245 Certain hallised out-standings to
satisfie curiosity of sight.

Ballist (rxe-list). rare. Also 4-7 balist. [ad.
L. ballista : see next.]

= next.

1382 WVCLIF i Mace. vi. 20 Thei maden baKstis, an in-
strument for to cast shaftis and stoonys [1388 arblastis ;

1609 Dottay^ baltsts]. 1600 HOLLAND Liiy xxiv. xl. 537
Catapults and Balists. .provided for the assault of the cittie.

1861 LKWIN Jcrus. 87 On the side of Judas were mines and
ballists and desperate sallies.

I! Ballista (balrsta). Also 6-9 balista. PI.

ballistse, occas. ballistas. [L., f. (ultimately) Gr.

&d\\(tv to throw. The spelling with //is etymo-
logically preferable.] An ancient military engine,

resembling a bow stretched with cords and thongs,



BALLISTIC. 641 BALLOT.

used to hurl stones and other missiles
;
in med.L.

also loosely for : Arbalest.

1598 GRKNEWEV Tact fits Ann. xv. ii. 224 Beating off the

Barbarians with stones and speares out of Balistas and
other engines. 1765 TUCKER Lt, Nat. II. 673 Who batters

not with the bahstae and catapulta:. i8a8 LANDOR Jtimg.
Ctwv. (1846) 460 The sublimity which he attains who is

hurled into the air from a ballista. 185* Miss YONCE
Cameos xxiv. 185 Often himself aiming a balista at the walls.

Ballistic (.balrslik), a. [f. prec. + -ic.] Of or

pertaining to the throwing of missiles; projectile.

1775 in ASH. 1854 Klacku'. Mag. LXXV. 530 The term. .

ni,ingoneI was generally applicable to balistic engines. 1879
CnsselFs Techn. Educ. I. 194 Increasing the ballistic power
of our weapons.
b. Ballistic pendulum : an instrument for deter-

mining the relative velocity of projectiles.

1778 BUTTON in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 54 This large bal-

listic pendulum, after being struck by the ball. 1879 THOM-
SON & TAIT Nat. Phil, \. \. 298 Robins' Ballistic Pendulum,
a massive cylindrical block of wood cased in a cylindrical
sheath of iron closed at one end and moveable about a
horizontal axis.

Balli'SticS, sb. //. [f. prec. ;
cf. athletics,

acoustics, etc., and ]'". baiistique^\ 'The art of

throwing heavy bodies
'

(Chambers Cycl. Sttpp.

1753) ;
the science of projectiles.

t Ballistier. Obs. rare. In 7 balistier. [ad. L.

ballistiiriits, f. BALLISTA.] A soldier who worked
or discharged a ballista.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcel, xvi. ii. 53 Men of armcs and
balistiers [Ba/ltsta^iis^ unmeet souldiers to protect . . their

ruler. Ibid. 221 The balistier himselfe.

H See also BALISTEK, etc.

I. Balliuui (bse'li|#m). [med.L., app. f. F. bail^\
HAIL^. : *

2, and BAILEY.

1798 N. DRAKE Lit. ffoitrs(i%2o) III. lix. 323 And where
the l>allium rear'd its strength, And wliere its turrets rose.

1810 Miss PORTER Scot. Chiefs 121 Just as the whole of
Wallace's men had leaped the wall, the inner ballium gate
burst open. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. in. ix, A banner'd Castle,

keep and tower . . And barbican and ballium vast.

Ba'llock, Obs. in polite use. Forms : i beal-

luc, 4 ballok, 4-5 ballokke, -oke, 5 balluk, -uc,

balok, -ock, 6 ballocke, 6- ballock. [Prob. a

deriv. of Teut. ball- (see BALL sb^\, of which the

(>E. repr. would be *bcall-n, -a, or
c.']

A testicle.

c 1000 Gloss, in Wright Voc, (W.) 7265 Testicttli
t
beallucas.

1388 WVCLIF Lev. xxii. 24 Al beeste that . . kitt and taken

awey the ballokes is. 1486 />'. St.Albuns, J/aivkingC\\\y,
(leue hir the ballockye [1496 balockes] of a Buc. 1579
BAKKR Guydon's Quest. Cyrurg. 33. 1721-1800 in BAILEY.
Not in J.

f b. Comb, (all obs.) : ballock-cod, the scrotum ;

ballock^'s)-grass (also hare's and sweet ballocks\

popular name of several species of orchis, from
the shape of the tubers ; ballock-hafted a., with

a ball(ock)-shaped handle; ballock-knife, ?one
worn at the girdle (cf. L. clftnacnlum, f. clnnis} ;

ballock-stone = BALLOCK ; ballock-wort, orchis.

-1450 in Wright Voc. (W. 1/599 Onte>nbrana> balluc cod.

7677 Piga, balloke code. 1562 TURNKR Herbal n. 128 b,

Whyt satyrion . . or in other more vnmanerly speche, hares
ballockes. 1578 LVTE Dodocns 222 Some cal it also Orchis
. . Ballock grasse . . and Bastard Satyrion. 1597 GERARD
Herbal i. cii. 4. 169 Orchis spiralis . .some call them Sweet
Hal locks. 1655 MOUFF. & BKNN. Health's Impr. (1746) 313
Ballock's-grass, or Satyrium. 1438 Test. Ebor. 11855; 63
Unum dagar ballokhefted. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 121

A ballok-knyf With botones ouergylte. c 1460 Ttnvneley
Myst. 236, 1 have brysten both my balok stones, So fast

hyed I hedyr. (1450 in Wright 1/oc. (W.) /6og SaHtria^
ballokwort.

Balloen, ballong, var. of BALLOON sb^.

t Ballon. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. F. balon ' a little

ball or packe
*

(Cotgr.), f. bale, ballc, BALE j//J.]

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Si<pp. s.v. Bale, A bale or ballon of

paper . . consists of 14 reams.

Balloon (balw'ii), sb.^ Forms : 6 ballone,

balonne, 6-7 baloun(e, 7 balone, -oone, bal-

loone, 8-9 ballon, 8- balloon. [ad. It. ballone

'great ball, footeball
'

(Florio 1598), augmenta-
tive of balla BALL sb^ Cf. Y.ba/lon (i6th c.), which
balloon subse^. followed in its senses.]

j* 1. A large inflated ball of strong double leather,

struck to and fro by the arm defended by a bracer

of wood. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Ballone, a great ball, a ballone to play at
with braces, a footeball. 1626 T. H. Caitssin's Holy Crt. 234
Windblowne lialones. . tossed this way and that way, some-

tymewith the foote, sometyme with the hand. 1801 STRUTT
Sports <y Past. \\, \\\. 88 The balloon or wind-ball resembled
the follis of the Romans.

t 2. The game played with this ball. Obs.

1580 NORTH Plutarch 11656) 960 He would play at Tennis,
and at the Ballone. 1636 RANDOLPH in Ann. Dnbrensia
(1877) 19 Foote-ball with vs, may be with them Baloone.
1662 FULLER Worthies n. 137 Being challenged by an Italian

Gentleman to play at Baloun. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xxl,
The winning party at that wondrous match at ballon.

t 3. Pyrotechny.
' A ball of pasteboard, stuffed

with combustible matter, which, when fired [from
a mortar], mounts to a considerable height in the

air, and then bursts into bright sparks of fire re-

sembling stars.' J. Also attrib. in balloon-wheel.

Obs. (Now called shell or bomb.}
1634 J. B[ATE] Myst. Nat. $ Art \\. 83 How to make

VOL. I.

Balloones, also the Morter Peece to discharge them . . Into
this Balloone you may put Rockets, Serpents, Starres,

Fiends, Petards. 1688 in Kllis Orig. Lett. \\. 344 IV. 112

Several thousands of Baloons that are to be shot into the
a ' r - '753 Pitbl. Advertiser 24 Sept. 3/2 Order of Firing . .

(2) Sky-rockets. .(4) Two Air- Balloons. .(13) Two Balloons. .

(19) A large Balloon Wheel which throws out of eight
Boxes, Stars and Serpents.
4. Arch. A round ball or globe placed on the top

of a pillar, pier, etc., to crown it.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp.
s.v., A balloon is to be proportioned to the magnitude, and
altitude of the body. 1875 GWILT Archil., Balloon . . the
same name is given to the balls on the top of cathedrals, as
at.. St. Paul's in London.
5. Chem. A large globose glass vessel, with one

or more short necks, used to receive the products
of distillation, etc.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Balloon or Ballon, 1783 PRIKST-
I.KV in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 417 Interposing a large glass
balloon between the retort and the recipient for the air.

1854 Scoi-i-'KRN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 160 Let it pass
through a glass balloon.

6. An air-tight envelope of paper, silk, or similar

material, usually globose or pear-shaped, which,
when inflated with light gas, rises in the air, and
will carry with it a considerable weight ; to large
balloons a car strong enough to carry human be-

ings can be attached, and hence they are used for

observing atmospheric phenomena, for military

reconnoitring, and, though with little success at

present, as a means of travelling through the air.

1783 Enrop, Mag. IV. 272 Monsieur de Montgolfkrs Air
Balloon. 1783 Cowi'KR Lett. 29 Sept., What is your opinion
of these air balloons? I am quite charmed with the dis-

covery. 1785 PRIESTLEY in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 297 Filling
balloons with the lightest inflammable air. 1803 WoRDSW.
Blind ffighl. Boy xxxiv, The bravest traveller in balloon

Mounting as ifto reach the Moon. 1831 LARDNER /*?/<(/.
vii. 339 The step from fire balloons to balloons filled with

gas. .was now easy and obvious.

7. Jig. Anything inflated, empty, and hollow.
1812 BYRON Parenthct. Address^ Borne in the vast bal-

loon of Busby's song. 1829 CARLYLE Misc. 1 1857} I. 272 The
hollow balloon of popular applause.

8. Horticulture : a. A method of training fruit-

trees in which the branches are curved from a

height of six or seven feet down to the ground,

forming the shape of a balloon. b. A balloon-

shaped trellis for training plants upon.
1834 Penny Cycl. II. 191/1 A mode of managing apple-

trees called Balloon training. 1881 Gard. Chron. XVI. -$36

Plants that have been trained on balloons twenty years ago,
are treated in the same way still.

9. The balloon-shaped outline containing words

represented in comic engravings as issuing from the

mouth of a person.
10. Comb. a. objective with vbl. sb. or agent-noun,

as balloon-driver
) ~ftyinS '>

t>- similative, as balloon-

cap, -foresail, -sleeve. Also balloon-brasser (cf.

F. brassart ' the woodden cuffe or bracer worne by
Ualloone-players,' Cotgr. 1611); balloon-fish

,
see

quot.) ; balloonful, as much as a balloon will

hold ; balloon-like a., like a balloon, immoder-

ately swollen or puffed up.
1650 WELDON Crt. A". James (18171 47 Lifting up his hand

over his head with a * Ballon brasser. 1780-6 J. WOLCOTT
(P. Pindar) Odes R. Acad. Wks. 1794 I. 116 A *balloon

cap, a shawl, a muff. 1838 Let. in H. Turner Astra Castra

403 That . . safest
* balloon-driver in the world. .Mr. Green.

1834 GRIFFITH Carter's Anim. K. X. 579 From the faculty

they [the Diodontes] possess of distending their bodies with

air, these fishes have received the vulgar name of. . 'balloon-

fish. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's H'd.-l>k.
t Balloon-fish^ a plecto-

gnathous fish, covered with spines. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev.
I. in. viii. 130 A Golden or Paper Age of Hope ; with its

horse-racings, 'balloon flyings, etc. 1883 Tunes 27 Aug. 8/2
With *balloon foresails and flying jibs. 1883 St. James's
Gaz. 5 May, A "balloonful of lofty aims, .and soaring ideas.

1861 A. WYNTER Soc. Bees 120 The dominant *balloon-Iike

tumour. 1879 GFO. ELIOT Thco. Such 96 His addled ori-

ginalities .. and *balloon-like conclusions. 1860 All Y.

Round 477 By the help of 'balloon sleeves and peg-tops.

Hence Balloona'tion, ballooning, Balloo'nism,
Balloonoma'iiia (all used by Horace \Valpole).
Also the nonce-words : Balloo'nacy (with word-

play on lunacy), mania for ballooning. Bal-
loo'natic a, and sb. (cf. Iunafic\ (one who is)

balloon-mad. Balloo'nical a., connected with

balloons, aeronautical. Balloo'nicism, a technical

phrase in ballooning.
1864 Daily Tel. 19 Feb., We live in an age of balloonacy.

1882 West. Daily Press 27 Mar. 3/1 A sharp epidemic of

balloonacy. 1865 Daily/ Tel. 22 Nov. 5/3 That Nadar, the

balloonatic, has sold his balloon. 1882 Moonshine V. 163
Another balloonatic attempt to cross the Channel. 1784
\nAthenaenm (1865! No. 1968. 78/3

'

Balloonation,' as it was
called. 1851 Ilouseh. Wds. 25 Oct. 103 The four hundred
and eighty-ninth year of his balloonical age; having made
that number of asc*its. 1838 Let. in H. Turner AstraC.
399 How could I have avoided the perpetration of a few
balloonicisms ?

II Balloo'n, balloen, sb? Also 7 balon, 8

ballong, baloen. A Siamese state-barge, upwards
of a hundred feet long, and richly decorated.

1633 H. COGAN Pinto s Voy. xi. (1663) 35 With a Galley,
five Foists, two Catures, 20 Batons and 300 men. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. *$"//., Balloon %

or Baloen . . The balloons

are a kind of brigantine, managed with oars. 1755 CAI-T.

R. JACKSON in Dalrymple Orient. Rejwrt. \. 195 The Bur-
mas has now Eighty Ballongs, none of which Lh]as great
Guns. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's tt'ord-bk., Balloon.

Balloon (bal/rn). [f. BALLOON j/;. 1

]

1. trans. To carry up in, or as in, a balloon.

1792 T. TWINING in Country Clergym. \%tk C. (1882) 163
I . . never yet seemed so ballooned and above the globe as
in ascending this great hill. 1802 G. COLMAN Br. Grtns t

Reckoning ivith Time vi, Thy pinions next Ballooned me
from the schools to town.

2. /////-. To ascend in a balloon, (trans. ; cf. race.}
i8zi

[
see BALLOONING vbl. sb. ]. 1881 Echo 3/4 An American

balloonist has offered to 'balloon' anybody in the United
States. 1882 Standard 2 Feb. 5/7 Whose wife was after-

wards killed whilst Ballooning.
3. intr. To swell or puff out like a balloon.

1841 ORDERSON Crcol. ix. 99 En bon point that . . ballooned
to dimensions which . . filled her arm chair. 1872 Cornh.
iMn^. June 708 His red gown ballooning behind him.

Ballooner (bal/7-noj). [f.
BALLOON + -EK 1

.]

1. ( )ne who makes balloon ascents ; an aeronaut.

1864 Athentewtn No. 1933. 631/3 The Godards, practised
ballouners. 1882 MATT. WILLIAMS Sc, in Short Chap. xxvi.

219 Not a mere sensational ballooner.

2. Naut. A balloon-like sail.

1883 Times 27 Aug. 8/2 The Marjorie [had] her ballooner
aloft. 1884 Field 24 May 722 Tara put up her ballooner.

Balloo'nery, -nry. [f.
as prec. + -BY.] The

management of balloons; aeronautics.

1859 WORCESTER cites Q. A'c? 1
.

1 Balloonie'r. Obs. rare 1

, [ad. It. ballonicre,]
A maker of balloons (i. e. those used for arm-play).
1598 KLORIO, GonfiatoiOj a squirt of brassc that Balloniers

vse to blowe their ballones full of winde.

Ballooning (bal/?nirj), vhl. sb. [f. BALLOON v.

+ -IN&1.] The science and practice of ascending
in and making use of balloons

;
aeronautics.

1821 C. MATHKWS Mem. III. viii. 178 A very learned dis-

sertation on ballooning'. 1870 Pall Mall G. 7 Sept. 4

Military ballooning. 1877 ULACKIE Wise Men 343 Helmless

balloomngs in the pathless air.

Balloo'ning, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING-.]

Soaring, swelling, or puffed out, like a balloon.

1875 EMERSON Lett, fy Soc. Anns i. 16 A grand pair of bal-

looning wings. 1878 T. SINCLAIR Mount 33 Gas-brained,
ballooning, wandering men.

Balloo'nist. [f.
as prec. + -TST.] An aeronaut.

1828 [see AIR-BALLOONIST]. 1870 Standard 7 Dec., The
balloonists had a narrow escape of being carried out into the

Atlantic.

Ballot (barlat), st>.
1

[ad. It. ballotta 'a rounde
bullet .. a voice or lot* (Florio 1598), dim. of

balla BALL j/;i. : see -OT. Cf. K. ballotte, i6th c.

(now arch.'}. The early instances refer to Venice.]
1. A small ball used for secret voting ; hence, by

extension, a ticket, paper, etc. so used.

1549 THOMAS Hist. Italic (1561) 79 Boxes, into whiche, if

he wyll, he may let fall his ballot, that no man can perceiue
hym. 1660 MILTON Free Connnw, Wks. (1851) 438 To con-

vey each Man his bean or ballot into the Box. 1710 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4646/1 Elected by a great Majority of the Ballots.

1864 Even. Standard 2 Nov., The voting was not very
general, only 25,000 ballots being polled altogether.

2. The method or system of secret voting, origin-

ally by means of small balls placed in an urn or

box; an application of this mode of voting; also

the whole number of votes thus recorded.

1549 THOMAS Hist. Italie-j-j A triall of tlieyr sentences by
Ballot. 1681 NEVILE Plato Rediv. 78 The Doctrine of the
Ballot which is our [the Venetians'] chief excellency. 1742
MlDDLKTOM Cicero I. 11. 153 Not by an open vote, but by a
kind of ballot, or little tickets of wood distributed to the
Citizens. 1781 GIBBON Dec/, -y /'. III. Ixx. 793 The sense of
the majority was decided by a secret ballot. 1840 MACAI.'LAV

C/ive, Ess, (18541 II- 529 Sultvan wished to try the result of
a ballot. 1880 M' CARTHY Oivn Times IV. lix. 309 No reform
had seemed more unlikely than the adoption of the ballot.

3. A method of drawing lots by taking out small

balls, etc., from a box; hence gen. lot-drawing.
a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) I. 81 To put it to the Chance,

and try, I' th' Ballot of a Box and Dye, Whether his Money
be his own. 1757 LIND Lett. Navy ii. 98 Where there are
more officers qualified to sit at a court martial, that they
may be chose by ballot. 1786 Act 26 Geo. Ill, cvii. 24
The N umber ofMen . . to be chosen by Ballot out of the List

returned. 1815 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. XII. 430 Diffi-

culties, .in consequence of the ballot for the militia.

4. Comb, ballot-box, a box in which voting
ballots are deposited, or from which, in drawing
lots, small balls are taken out ; alsoy^. the ballot,

secret voting ; ballot-man, an advocate of secret

voting ; ballot-paper, the voting-paper used in

secret voting.
a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759^ I. 23 Some held no Way so

orthodox To try it, as the Ballot-Box. 1851 DIXON W. Penn
xvii. (1872) 146 Representatives were to be elected . . by the

ballot-box. 1859 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. II. c.gi To
hunt a Chartist or a Ballot-man. 1865 Cornh. Maf.Xl.
115 The ballot-papers of the electors were collected in a

bucket.

Ballot, sb? [a. F. ballot, dim. of balk BALE sb?

Cf. KALET.] A small bale, of 70 to 120 Ibs.

1865 Times 13 Feb., The bulk of the .. bales and ballots

brought forward had to be withdrawn. Mod. Alpaca and
Peruvian wools come in ballots.

Ballot (.bre-laO, z'. 1 Also 7 ballat, -et, balet,

7-8 balot : see BALLOTING vl>l. sb. Pples. ballot-

ed, -ing. [a. It. ballott-are
* to choose, to cast or

81



BALLOT. 642 BALM.
draw lots with bullets' (Klorio 1598), i. ballot!a \

see BALLOT sbl Cf. F. ballotter y i6th c.]

f 1. trans. To vote, for approval, selection or

rejection, upon (a proposed resolution, candidate,

etc.), by depositing small balls in an urn or box, or

by some other secret method. Obs.

1549 THOMAS Hist. Italie (1561) 77 This priuilege, to hatie

his onely oppinion ballotted, no man hath but he [the Doge].
1618 WorroN in Reliq. (1685) 262 None of the Competitors
arriving to a sufficient number of Balls, they fell to ballote

some others. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. 1 1. 7439 This Clang
had a Balloting-box and balloted how things should be
carried.

2. intr. To give a secret vote {for, agaitisf).
1580 NORTH Plutarch 116561 927 The Judges, .would never

take their bals to ballot against him. a 1797 lirnKK S/>.

Short. Parl. Wks. X. 89 The Electors shall ballot ; the
Members of Parliament also shall decide by ballot, < 1810
ROSK in Byron's IVks. (,18461 230/2 balloting now for merit,
now for hunger.
b. 71? ballotfor : to select (a body of officials, etc.),

elect or reject (an individual candidate), by secret

voting. Often with indirect passive ; cf. 4.

1695 LuTTRELL Brief. Rcl. III. 464 The two houses bal-

lotted for a committee .. to take Sir Thomas Cooks exam-
ination. 1773 JOHNSON in Bos-.vell 30 Apr., I was this even-

ing to be ballotled for as candidate for admission into that

society. 1869 Daily AVici 17 Dec., Twelve candidates for

the fellowship were proposed and ordered to be balloted for.

3. trans. To select by the drawing of lots (e.g.

conscripts for military service).

1785 Coui-KR Tusk iv. 623 The clown .. Is balloted, and
trembles at the news. 1837 CARI.YLK Fr. Ri~i'. III. i. i. 15
Peasants . . who will not be balloted for Soldiers.

4. 'J'o ballotfor : to select by lot, draw lots for.

1786 Act 26 (it'tJ, III, cvii. 24 marg. t
To appoint what

Number of Men shall serve . . who are to be ballotted for.

1884 Munch, hl.vam. 21 Mar. 5 4 Mr. Slagg intends to ballot

for another day for his resolution.

t BallO't, f .- Obs. rare. In ; balot. [a. F.

ballotte r, f. ballotte small ball.] To toss about
like a ball, drive hither and thither.

1680 Xafwn's hit. Pretensions Dk. York 4 That we be
nut again lialotled into a Field of Blood.

Ballotade UvUt^-d, -u-d). [a. F. ballottade,
f. ballotter : see prec. and -ADK.] A kind of leap
in which a managed horse bends his four legs
without jerking out the hind ones.

1727 51 in CHAHBERSi 1815 Encytl. Brit. III. 355.

Ballotage. [a. F. ballottage, f. ballotter : see

-A<;E.] In France, the second ballot, to decide

between the two candidates who have come nearest

to obtaining the legal majority.
1869 A?;7y Xws 9 Dec., M. Glais-Rizoin at the ballotage

of yesterday was elected. 1883 Leeds Merc. 26 Sept. 2 He
was absolutely nowhere on the ballota^e.

t Ballotailt. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. F. ballottant,

pr. pple. QiballotUr^\ A voter by ballot.

1656 J. HARRINGTON Oceana (1700,1 93 The number of the
liallotants at either Urn.

t Ballota'tioii. Obs.
[f.

BALLOT v. v
or its F.

or It. equivalent +-ATION'.] Voting by ballot.
i6zo Rt'litj. Wotton. (1672) 309 In the first Ballotation, the

Balls were equal. 1677 Goi>t. Venice 39 Every man speaks
pro or con as he thinks fit ; and afterwards they proceed to
Balotation.

t BallO'te. Herb. Obs. [a. F. ballote or It.

ballotte, ad. L. Itallote, a. Gr. /SaAAo;^.] The
Black Stinking Horehound ^Ballota nigrd}.
1551 TCKN'ER Herbal Fjb, Ballote hath foursquare stalkes.

1700 PMTIVER in Phil. Trans. XXII. 607 The leaves of this

plant . . resemble our Ballote or stinking Horehound.

Balloted, ///. a. [BALLOT v. * -ED.] Selected

by ballot or lot.

1843 CAKLVLE Past $ Pr, 298 Plainly a ballotted soldier.

Balloteer (ba.-latl-j\ [f.
BALLOT sb. {

+-KEK.]
An advocate of the ballot.

1867 Examiner 19 Jan. 36 We are balloteers, but we can-

not countenance a charge so unjust.

Balloter kebtaj). [f. BALLOT v.i + -ER!.]
A voter by ballot.

1757 FOKSTKR in Phil. Trans. L. 460 The number of bal-

lotters. 1758 BKAKENRIIX;K ibid. 471 The electors or bal-

loters are the fencible men.

Ballo'tically, adv. nonce~iud. In reference to

the ballot.

.-1842 SVD. SMITH Ballot Wks. 1859 II. 316/1 How has

any father, ballotically speaking, a right to control the votes
of his family?

f Ba-llotin. Obs. noncc-wd. [f. BALLOT.] An
officer in charge of a ballot-box.

1656 J. HARRINGTON Oceana (1700! 116 Wherupon eight
Ballotins or Pages . . take eight of the Boxes, Ibid. The
Ballotins having thus gather'd the Suffrages.

Balloting ;bartotirj^ vbl. sb. [f. BALLOT 7/.1]

1. Voting by ballot or by some secret method.
1549 THOMAS Hist. Italic (15611 77 Many have reported,

that the Duke in ballottyng should haue two voices. 1704
ADDISOM Italy (1733) 87 They decide all by Baloting. 1870
Daily AVwj 23 Nov., In 182 electoral colleges a second

balloting will be necessary.
2. Selection by lot, drawing of lots.

a 1618 RALEIGH Remains \ 16441 5^ 1' elect Magistrates. .

by Lot or Ballating. 1699 Def. Vind. Chas. /, 25 We must
go to balleting for the Controversie. and take the Papers
as they arise. 1773 Gtntl. Mag. XLI 1 1. 51 That npconstable
..should have any authority in balloting of soldiers. 1873
Daily Neil's 25 Aug., At the close of balloting for places.

3. attrib. i as in balloting-book, -box^ -glass.
1622 in Heath Grocers' L'omp. (1869) 100 To trie the sayde

]

election by the ballotynge box. 1677 YAKRANTON Eng.
Imr r. 34 Each Freeholder drops into the Baletting Box one
Bowie ..And for chusing of Parliamentmen and all pub-
lick Votes in Corporations, it were happy it were so. 1700
LUTTRELL Brief Rel. IV. 628 Each member put into the

ballotting glasse [a] list of 13 commissioners. '797 Ann.
Keg.-zl\ The balloting books, .they carried away in triumph.

Ballotist ^barbtisO. [f.
BAU.OT j/'.i +-IST.]

A professed advocate of the ballot.

1837 Svn. SMITH 1 1 'As. 771 Votes, sheltered (as the ballotists

suppose) from intimidation.

!!BaUottement bailment). Mai. [Fr, f.
;

ballotter : see BALLOT v.-] A mode of diagnosing
!

pregnancy, in which, upon a sudden push with the

linger on the front of the uterus, the fu'tus is felt
j

to move away and return again.
1839 Hooi'hK Mef. Diet. 242. 1861 TANSKR Pregn. ii. 43. I

t Bailow, sfii [Only in the Shaksp. Folio of

1623, and subseq. editions, in loc. cit., where the

Quartos have battero, and bat (

vstick, rough walking-
stick) ; besides which, batton, battotin,

*

stick,

cudgel
'

obs. f. BATON (q.v.) is a probable emenda-
tion. Bailey(1742) has *.&z//0tc', a pole, a long stick,

([uarler-slaff, etc. Shakesp? (quoted by Ilalliwell as
*

Northern*) : but no such word seems to exist, or

to have any etymological justification.]
1605 SHAKS. Lear iv, vi. 247 Ice try whither your Costard,

or my Bailow be the harder. [Cf. 1675 COTTON Scoffer Si;>ft

44 With my Battoon Tie bang his sconce.]

Ballow bivb'i' ,sb.- 'Deep water inside a shoal
or bar.' Smyth Saitohs \\'ord-bk. 1867.
t Ba'llow, ft. Obs. rare 1

. Ktymol. and mean-

ing uncertain. A marginal note to Drayton says
'Gaunt.* But cf. BAUJH a.

1612 DKAYTON Poly-olb. Son'; iii. 40 The ballow Nag out-

strips the winds in chase.

t Ba'llup. Obs. exc. dial. [prob. the same as

bag lap , in Coinpl. Scot!, vi. 66.] 'The front or

Map of the small-clothes.' Ilalliwell. Common in

north, dial.''

c 1600 Rob, //<7('</(Ritson^ xxiii. 58 Then he put on the old
man:, Greeks, Was patch'd from ballup to side.

Balluster, obs. form of BALUSTER.

Ballytte, obs. form of BALLAD.
Balm ,bam\ sb. Forms : 3 basme, 3-5 bame,
4 balsme , 4-7 bawm e, 4-8 baume, 4-9 bauin,

5 bavme, 5-6 bawlme, 5-7 baulme, balme, 7

baulm, 6- balm. [MK. basme, bame, a. OF. basme,
later bame (

= Pr. basme, It. balsanto] : L. balsa-

mum: see BALSAM, -UM. Also, MK. baume, bawme,
a. OF. (i^th c.) baitsmc, baunic, literary or semi-

literary refashionings of basme, bame, influenced by
\*.bal- ; whence also come the Eng. spellings balsnie,

banlmjj>aivlmet through which the MK. bai(w,e,

baw?n(e, has been gradually altered to baling
I. The aromatic resinous product.

1. An aromatic substance, consisting of resin

mixed with volatile oils, exuding naturally from
various trees of the genus Balsamodendron, and
much prized for its fragrance and medicinal pro-

perties. (Cf. BALSAM i bO
c i22Q I/ali M<-iit. 13 Swote smirles. .bat is icleopet basme.

1340 HAMPOI.E 7V. Cottsc. 652 Of heroes and tres, springes
baum ful gude. c 1400 MAUNDEV. v. 52 Fyn Bawme is more

hevy twyes, than is the Bawme that is sophisticate. Ibid.

xxvii. 276 IJrennethe a vesselle . . fulle of Bawme, for to

^even gode smelle. 1494 F \HVANVI. clvi. 145 He sent to

hym also tentls of ryche sylke &. baulme natural!. 1563 T.
GALE Aiitidot. u. 35 This oile hath al the vertues of true

Balme. 1697 DRVI>EN Virg. Georg. n. 165 Balm slowly
trickles through the bleeding Veins Of happy Shrubs, in

Iduma;an Plains. (11842 TENNYSON St. S. Stylites 208

Spikenard, and balm, and frankincense.

t 2. An aromatic preparation for embalming the

dead. Obs.

i-i34oC//?-^r.l/.iLaud MS-1 11503 Abawme ofwonder byt-
ternesThat dedmen with anoynted is. 1480 CAXTON Chron.

/'ftg. ccxliii. 284 Kyng Henry, .closed it [the body of King
Richard] in a fayre cheste with dyuerse speceryes and
baumes. 1618 [See BALMF.R 1

.]

3. Fragrant oil or ointment used for anointing.
1447 HOKKNHAM Seyntys 138 Wyth swete bawm she anoyn-

tyd had be. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, in. ii. 55 Not all the

water in the rougn rude Sea Can wash the Balme from an

anoynted King. 1623 FAVINE Theat, Hon. n, xiii. 254 The
holy Viole or Bottell, full of Baulme.

4. fig. Aromatic fragrance, agreeable perfume.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 220/3 She had sothly the bame of

good odour, .in conuersacion. 1570 HoLiNSHED.SVc/1

. C/tron.

T. 26 The proverbe . . that the sow recks not of balme. 1728
THOMSON Spring 733 When nought but balm is breathing
thro' the woods. 1866 B. TAYLOR Poems of Orient 158, I

love the palm, With his leaves of beauty, his fruit of balm.

5. Aromatic ointment used for soothing pain or

healing wounds ;
= BALSAM sb. 2." arch.

1393 COWER Ctmf. III. 315 This maister hath her every
joints With . . balsme anointe. 1486 Bk. Sf. All<ans

>
}Ia iwk-

ing Aiiij, Anoynt the soore wjth bawme. 1563 T. GAI.K
Antidot. n. 34 The Baulme wherewyth greene and freshe

woundes are spedilye cured. 1671 MILTON Samson 186 As
Balm to fester'd wounds.

6. transf. or fig. A healing, soothing, or softly

restorative, agency or influence.

i$49 Bk. Com. Prayer Ps. cxli. 5 Let not their precious
balms break my head. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. ii. 13 Loe,
in these wmdowes . . I powre the helplesse Balme of my
poore eyes, 1643 N. LOCKYF.R (title) Baulme for Bleeding
Kngland and Ireland. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 402 The soft

delicious Air. .Shall breath her balme. 1755 YOUNG CV;/teKr
iv. Wks. 1757 IV. 208 There is a sovereign balm in prayer.
1807 CKAIIBK Library 57 See here the bulms that passion's
wounds assuage. 1870 BRYAN r Homer vil. I. 235 'I hey laid
them down to rest, And so received the balm of sleep.

7. Comb, and Attrib. , as balm-breathing, -dew,

-liquor, -shrub, -tree, -word \ also balm-like adj.;

balm-shed, the season when balm is distilled.
J59S LODGE }-'ig for Alomits v, To guide the Sages of

*balme-breathing Kast. 1830 TKNNYSON Talking Oak 268
i '..i I in -dews to bathe thy feet. 1569 SPENSER Sonn. ix. With
'lialmlike odor did perfume the aire. ('1570 San. Poems
\()tkC. (1801) II. 304 In rottin bosses no "balme liquor lyes.

1840 BROWNING Sordello vi. 445 Why grudge your having
gained. .The brakes at 'balm-shed. 1840 CARLYLF. Heroes
ii. 74 Odoriferous 'balm-shrubs. 1601 HOLLANH Pliny xvi.

xxxii, The 'balm tree can abide no other place but lury.

1871 MACDUI-F Mem. Patmos vi. 75 What 'balm-words for
the martyred disciples.

II. 8. A tree yielding balm
;
these trees belong

to the genus Balsamodendron, N.O. AmyridaetK,
and are found in Asia and northern Africa.

1387 TKI;\ ISA HigJen Rolls St:r. I. 107 ludea is riche . . of
baume (L. balsamis\ of olyues, of pomgarnet. .1440
Promp. Par-.'. 27/1 Bawme, tre, balsam us. 11x520 Alyrr.
Ottr Latiye 285 Bawlme ys a tree and all that ys therein ys
vertuous. 1626 BACON Netv Atl. (1658; 25 The Crosier of

Balm-wood, the Pastoral Staff of Cellar. 1835 Penny Cycl.
III. 345/1 The bark of the above-mentioned species of balm.

III. 9. Name of some fragrant gaiden herbs

i.N.O. Lahiatx); the chief are Balm Gentle or

Balm-mint (Melissa officinalis" and Bastard Balm
(A/t'littis melissophylhtni}. Also Field Balm \Cala-
mintha Nepeta}.
(1440 Promp. Pan', 27 Bawme, herbe . . mclissa, 1551

TURNER Herbal D iiij, The comon baume .. is but a bas-
tard kyncle, and the true bawme .. may be called in Eng-
lish, bawme gentle. 1600 CHATMAN Odyss, v. 97 With sweet

balm-gentle, and blue violets hid. 1713 PETIVER in Phil.
Trans. XXVIII. 195 Our common Garden Baulm. 1813
C. MARSHALL Garden, xvi. t,ed. 5) 263 Balm is either plain or

variegated.
b. attrib. in domestic or medicinal preparations,

vs balm-tea, -water, -wine; and parasynthttic deriv,
as balm-leaved. Balm-mint = BALSAM-MINT.
1752 MRS. DEI.ANV Aittobiog. (.1861) III. 131 Whey at 7

this morning and baume tea at 10. 1861 DELAMER Kitch.
Card. 122 Balm-tea is a sudorific and febrifuge in high re-

pute amongst village doctresses. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist.

Drugs I. 73 Distill'd from White-Wine, Rose or Balm-
Water. 1816 SCOTT An tig. vi, 'Would you take ony thing ?

a glass of balm wine ?' 1861 Miss PRATT Flower* PL IV.
118 Balm-leaved Figwort. 1562 TURNER Herbal \\. 141:1, A
kinde of mint that is called in English baum mynte.
IV. Balm of Gilead : see also BALSAM.

10. ;Also Balm of Mecca.] A gold-coloured oleo-

resin exuded from the tree Balsamodendron Gilead-

ense t
or perhaps B. Opobalsainum, formerly much

esteemed as an antiseptic and vulnerary, b. A
factitious or 'quack' imitation of this. c. Ameri-
can B. of G. : a resin obtained from the Idea
carana.
(Balsamodendron probably yields the jSaAo-aM-or, balsa-

mum, of the ancients. The term ' balm ofGilead' is modern,
and like the botanical specific name GiUadense, originated
in the assumption that this is the substance mentioned in

the Bible as found in Gilead, and called in the English
translation 'balm.' But the Heb. word ns tsori rendered
'balm' was not identified with (3dAtra/ior. balsamttm by the

LXX or Vulgate, which render it pijiuij, resiua, resin.
* Balm '

began with Coverdale.)

1535 COVKRUALE Gen. xxxvii. 25 Ismaelites comyng from
Gilead with, .spyces, balme [WvcL. swete gumme, PURVEY

rosyn], and myrre. 1560 BIBLE (Geneva) Jer. viii. 22 Is

there no balme IWvcLii--, gumme, resyn ; COVERDALE, triacle]

at Gilead? is there no Physition there? 1703 MAUNDREI.L

Jonrn. Jems. 11721) 86 This Oyl they take inwardly.,
preferring it before Balm of Gilead. 1717 LADY MONTAGUE
Lett. 42 II. 9 As to the balm of Mecca, I will certainly send

SDU
some. 1812 Examiner 30 Nov. 765/1 The sale of the

aim of Gilead has not been quite so extensive.

11. The evergreen shrub DracocepJialtun canan-

ense {Treat. Bot.}\ in quot. perhaps common Balm.

1767 WATSON in Phil. Trans. LVII.443, I saw even the

plant, usually called Balm of Gilead . , flourishing without

shelter [in or near London].

12. attrib. in Balm of Gilead shrub. Balm of

Gilead fir: the N. American species yielding
Canada Balsam.

1769 SIR J. HILL Fata. Herbal, Balm ofGilead Shrnb. .

grows to five or six feet high. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 30/1 The
Balm of Gilead Fir . . found . . in the coldest parts of North
America.

Balm (bam), v. arch. Forms : 4-5 bame, 4-6
bawme, (5 bourn), 5-6 balme, (.balmbe), 6

baum, 7- balm, [app. f. BALM sb.
;
but cf. OK.

enbasmer (i2th c.), also balsamer to embalm,
bansmer ?to breathe perfume.]
1. trans. To embalm, arch.

c 1300 A'. A /is. 4671 Theo body was bawmed, and leyd in

a scnryne. ciqx>Antnrs Artk. xiv, Quyl the body be

boumet and bro5te on a here. 1611 5PEBD Hist. Gt. Brit,

ix. xxiv. (1632) 1161 Shee balming it [the head], sent it to

her Holy Father. 1845 KINCI.AKE Eothen vi. 95 May have

been a live king just after the Flood, but has since lain

balmcd in spice.



BALM.

f 2. To anoint with fragrant, soothing, or cleans-

ing oil or other liquid. Obs.

1398 TKKVISA Karth. DC /'. A', vn. xxi. (1495)238 The sore

place shall be bamyd wyth oylle of roses. 1486 Bk. St.

Albans, Hawking, A vj, [The hawk] fetchith moysture Jyk

oyle at her tayle, and bamyth her fete. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn.

S/tr. Induct. 48 Balme his foule head in warme distilled

waters, 1600 CHAPMAN Odyss. iv. 60 Where handmaids . .

Bath'd, balm'd them.

fb. To mix or impregnate with balm. Ofo.

1530 PALSGR. 444/2 When a medicyn is bawmed it hath a

stronge savour.

t c. To smear with something resinous or sticky;

also rarely, to smear on (the sticky material). Obs.

or dial.

1381 WYCLIF John ix. 6 He . . leyde, or bawmede, the cley
on his y$en. 1388 Ex. ii. 3 Sche bawmede [1383 glewide]
it with tar and pitch. 1398 TKKVISA Rarth. De P. R. xn.

iv. Some [bees] bryngeb. .Binges J?at ben sumdel gleymy and

glewy, and bawmej? ^erwith ^ehyue. 1857 WRIGHT Previnc.
Diet., He bawmed and slawmed it all over mortar and wash.

3. To soothe, alleviate (pain, sorrow, etc. ). arch.

a tquttClicstcr PI. 165 Myrre . . is beste to balmbe his
thop.

1605 SHAKS. Lear \\i.\\. 105 This rest might yet have balm'd

thy broken senses. 1877 M. ARNOLD Poems I. 203 Only
death can balm thy woe.

Balm-apple: see Balsam-apple in BALSAM sb. 10.

Ba'lm-cri-cket. [earlier baum-crickct, app.
a mistranslation of G. bauni-grillc^

l
tree-ci icket,'

by confusion with ME. baitin BALM. (Taken by

Tennyson, he tells us, from Dalzel.)] The cicada.

1783 BAILKY, Cicada^ the Baum-cricket, a genus of four-

winged insects. 1783 AlNSWORTH Lat. Diet, n, Cicada, a

sauterelle, or, according to others, a balm-cricket. 1797
DAI.ZEL Analcc. Maj, II. 187 mote on Theocr. Idyll\, 148)

Terrif, Cicatia veterum. .Cicada orni Linn., Angl. the Balm
Cricket. 1833 TENNYSON Dirgv vii, The balm-cricket carols

clear In the green that folds thy grave.

fBa'lmer 1

. Obs. rare~^.
[f. BALM-f-EK 1

.]

(He who or) that which embalms.
a 1618 RAJ.KIGII Rein. ( 1644) 256 Bloud must be my Bodies

only lialmer. .No other Balm will there be given.

BaTmer . Obs. rare~~^. 'Apparently some
kind of coloured cloth.' Halliwell.

tzi+OQ Cluster Plays 172 Princes, prelates of price Bar-
rones in balmer and byse.

Balniify (ba'inifoi), v. [f. BALMY a. + -FY L.

-ficare to make.] To render balmy.
1733 CHKYSK Kug. Malady 306 (L.) The fluids have been

entirely sweetened and balmified.

Balmily ^ba'mili), adv. [f.
BALMY a. + -LY-.]

In a balmy manner.

1847 in CRAIG. 1861 Temple Bar II, 476 The wind, .was

breathing balmily.

BaTminess. [f.
as prec. +-NESH.] The state

or quality of being balmy.
1733 CHEYNK I'~.ng. Malady i. ii. 2 The Blood declines

from its due Fluidity and Balmyness [cf. BALSAM 4], 1862

GOULBURN Pcrs.Rclig. m. (1873) 199 A delicious balmincss
In the air.

Balmiiig (ba-mirj), vbl. sb. [f.
BALM v. + -ING '.]

The action a. of embalming, b. of anointing with

balm, c. of soothing.
1582 N. T. (Rhem.) John. xii. itiarg., The deuout offices

of balming and anointing the dead bodies. 1600 CHAPMAN
Otiyss. xviu. iR.) Forbeare to speake Of baths, or balmings.
1844 DICKKNS Mar. Chitz. (C. O. ed. ) 202 Hearts want bind-

ing and spirits want balming when people die.

Balmoral (blmp-ral). [name of Queen Vic-

toria's residence in Scotland.] Used as a specific
name of: a. A variety of Scotch cap. b. A kind

of figured woollen petticoat, c. A kind of boot

lacing in front.

1864 LOCKI-;R Land. Lyrics (1876) 43, I know that when
they walk in grass, she wears Balmorals. 1867 K. LUDLOW
Brace of Roys 263 A skirt of garnet silk looped up over a

pretty Balmoral. 1867 Summer L. Coldthiuaites Life 77
Rosetted slippers instead of heavy Balmoral Boots.

Balmy i

v
ba -

mi\ a. [f. BALM sb. + -Y 1
.]

1. Yielding or producing balm.

1667 MILTON P. L. v. 24 What drops the Myrrhe, and what
the balmie Reed. 1742 COLLINS Eclog. i. 49 The balmy
shrub for you shall love our shore.

t 2. Of the consistency of balm
; resinous. Obs.

1782 MONKO Auat. 14 The marrow is . . oily and balmy in

middle age.
3. Delicately and deliciously fragrant.
c 1500 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 97 Ewiry blome . . Opnyt &

spred thair balmy leves. 1604 SHAKS. Ot/i. v. ii. 16 He smell
thee on the Tree. Oh Balmy breath. 1794 BURNS Ws. IV.

313 Like a baumy kiss. 1824 Miss MITFORD I'tUnge Ser. i.

(18631 85 Under the shade of those balmy firs.

4. Jig. Deliciously soft and soothing.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. it. ii. 259 To haue their Balmy slumbers

wak'd with strife. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. i. i Tir'd Nature's
sweet restorer, balmy Sleep! 1857 HEAVYSEGE Saul (18691
161 The balmy sense of fault forgiven.
5. Of wind, air, weather, etc. (combining senses

3 and 4) : Deliciously mild, fragrant, and soothing.
1704 Port: Winter fo The balmy zephyrs. 1850 TENNYSON

lit Mem. xvii, And balmy drops . . Slide from the bosom of
the stars. 1867 Miss BRADDOX R. Godwin II. v. 73 When
the August weather was brightest and balmiest.

6. Of healing virtue, medicinally soothing.
1746 COLLINS Ode to Pity i, With balmy hands his wounds

to bind.
^1796 BUHKI; Regie. Peace Wks. 1842 II. 318 To

assuage his bruised dignity with half a yard square of balmy
diplomatick diachylon. 1826 E. IRVING Babylon II. 391
The cure for a disease, is to send . . balmy medicines.

643

t Balne. Obs. 5-7 ; also 6 bawne. [ad. L.

balneum bath.] A twarml bath: see BALNKUM.
1471 RIPLEY Comp, Alch.'m Ashin. (i6s2lv. 149 Wyth hete

of Balne, or ells of our Dounghyll. 1570 I.HVJNS Manif.
/44 Bawne, bath. 1605 TIMMK Qitcrsit. in. 168 Conuenient
dige.itions in the he.ite of balne Mary.
Balneal (bnrln/al), a. [f.

L. &J//W-WW + -AL 1
.]

Of or pertaining to a warm bath, or to bathing.
1-1645 HOWF.LL Lett. (1650) I. 292 Others attribute this

balneal heat unto the sun. 1883 Atlienzeum 22 Sept, 363/1
The balnea! usages of the local Romans.

Balneary (b^ln/ari). [ad. \j.balnearhun, in

cl. L. only in pi. ba/nearia, from adj. balncarius

belonging to the balneum bath.] A bath or

bathing-place; a medicinal spring.
1646 SIR T. BROWXK Pseud. Ej>. vi. vii. 309 The Balnearies

or bathing places. 1864 R. BURTON Dakome II. 298 A
raised earth rim for a balneary.

Balneatioii (babu'i^'Jan). ?0/>s. [n. of action

f. med.L. balneare to bathe : see -ATIOX.] Bathing.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, /-,'/. u. vi. 101 Balneations,

washings, and fomentations. 1656 in Blount Glossvgr. ;

and in mod. Diets.

t Ba'lneatory, a, Obs.~ a
[ad. L. balneatdrius,

f. bahicator bath-keeper : see -ORY.]
' Of or per-

taining to a bath* Bailey 1/31.

tBa'lneo. Obs. Latini/ed spelling of BAGNIO

i, 2. See also BALNEUM.
1659 CIAUDKN Tears Ch, 351 The Balneos and Theatres

of free Cities, ijoz \V. J. /-irnyn's Voy. Levant x. 36 The
Balneo of the Slaves belonging to the Grand Signior.

Balneography Jxvln/^'-grali). [f.
L. balneum

bath + Gr. -ypa<i>ia writing] A description of, or

treatise upon, baths. Baliieo'logy [see -I.OUY],

scientific medical study of bathing and medicinal

springs. Balneological (bc&lnwlp'djikfil), a. of

or pertaining to balneology. Balneotlierapy

;-]>e'rapi} [Gr. fftpavtia medical treatment], treat-

ment of disease by baths or medicinal springs.
1879 Nature 9 Oct. 551/2 Balneological works, treating of

the Kuropeaii mineral springs. 1883 Harpers Mag' J llllt:

122/1 The physician who lias . . experience in balneology.

il Balneum (bse-Im#rn). [L. ;_bath.]
1. A bath or bathing.
1652 FRENCH I'or/csh. AyVz iv. 45 Water is used , . first by

way of Balneum, or bathing the whole body. Ibid. 49 A
cold I>alncitm.

2. Alch., Chan,, and Cookery (short for the fuller

Balneum Marhv, erron, Man's} :
^- BAIN MARIE.

/The I-., ablative balneo, occurring after
'

in/ was
occas. taken as the name of the vessel.)

1471 Rii'i.FY Con/p. Alch. in Ashm. (1652' F,p. 116 Then in

Balneo of Mary togeather let them be cirrulat. 1594 PI.AI

ywi'll- //c. n. 23 You must have a large Balneo, wherein

you may place sixe or eight glasse bodies at once. 1641
FRENCH Distill, i. (1651) 14 A IJatneuni as hot as ashes.

Ibid. iv. 96 Digest them in a temperate Halnco. 1796 MRS.
GLASSE Cookery xxv. 378 Distil them in a glass still, kalncitm
Marix. 1811 HUOPKK Alcd. Diet., Balneum Marine, Bal-

neinn Afart'St a warm water bath.

Balon(e, -oone, -oune, obs. ff. BALLOOX.
Balotted: see BALLOT z/-.

t Balow 1

, Ixiloo', interj. and sb. Obs. [Ap-
parently a nursery utterance, and probably without

derivation : it varied with bctlililow, and baw III la

law. According to Jamieson
'

supposed to be part
of an old Fr. lullaby, fias k loup !, or fas, la le

loup!'
1

{down! there the wolf}, but this is a mere

conjecture without any known historical basis.]

A. interj. An utterance used in lulling to sleep.
a 1724 Lady A. BothivelVsfaanient in Tca-t. Misc. (1733)

II. 130 Balow my boy, ly still and sleep. It grieves me sore

to hear thee weep.
B. sl>. a. A lullaby, b. A song and tune con-

taining this word.
1611 BKAUM* & FL. Knt. of Burning Pestle \\. (Boucher)

You musicians play Baloo. 1619 Z. Bovn /,. Kattell 308
(JAM.) Lulled with Sathan's 'balowes.' 1794 RITSON Scot.

Songs )
Ess. 109 (J.\M.) The editor . . pretends that . . there

are two *

balowes,' as they are stiled, the first.
' The balow

Allan/ the second 'Palmer's Balow'. . commonly called

Lady Bothwell's Lament.

t Balowe-fire. Obs. In form = ' Fatal or

destroying fire/ f. BALE a. or BALE sb^\ but used
in the sense of BALE-FIRE i, q.v.

1430 Cfiev, Assign*: 233 pe ^ondere is my qwene' betrice

she hette, In }>e |jondere balowe fyre
'

is buskedde to brenne.
Ibid. 344 Brente here in J?e balowe fyeralle to browne askes.

[cf. i8s5'^'^C/tfM.,Aj//^-WwtBalow.blaze],abonfire.]

Balrag, obs. form of BULLYRAG.

II Balsa (barlsa;. Also 8 balza. [Sp. 'a boat,
1

Minsheu 1623.] A raft, or fishing-float, used

chiefly on the Pacific coasts of South America.
1778 ROBKRTSON Hist. A tiier. II. vn. 320 Where the rivers

became deep . . they are passed in Balzas, or floats. 1850
PRESCOTT Pent 1 1. 3 To transport the commander's baggage
and the military stores on some of the Indian balsas.

Balsam .bg-lsam), sb. Forms : i balsam,
balzam, balzama

; 6-7 balsome, 7 -um, -ame,
7-8 -om, 7- balsam, [ad. L. balsain-uin : see

below. Found already in OE. as balsam, bahani

(neut.\ and balzama^ -, wk. ?m. or f. ; then not
till c 1600, the general popular sense having been

meanwhile supplied by basni t baumt from F, (see

BALSAM.

BALM), and the more specific sense, from the Re-

nascence, by the L. oalsamum unchanged, and

occasionally by It. balsamo : see these words.]
I. The aromatic resinous product.

1. An aromatic vegetable juice ;
= BALM sb. I.

c 1000 Sa.v. Lcechd. \\. Ixiv, pis is bal/aman smyring wij>
eallum untrumnessum. Ibid. Cruc on (?am heafde . . sceal

on balzame beon. 1624 CAIT. SMITH Virginia u. 26 A very
cleare and odoriferous Gumme.. which some called Balsom.
ft 1711 KICN niandina Wks. 1721 IV. 526 The Trees . . In

od'rous Balsam bleed away. 1872 YKATS Growth Comm.
1 6 Gems, spices, and balsams brought from India and
Arabia.

b. specifically: Tnte Balsam, or Balsam ofMecca,
the earliest known sort, is BALM OF GILEAD, q.v.

The discovery of America brought knowledge of

many other natural balsams or oleo-resins, e.g.

Balsam of Acouchi, of Copaiba, of Peru, of Tolu-,

nil used medicinally, and Canada Balsam, from

the Balm of Gilead Fir, used also in mounting
objects for the microscope.
1671 SALMON Syn. Mcd. in. xxiii. 444 Balsanuim verum, the

true Balsam . . is the chief of the Oyls and Balsams in the

world. Ibid. Balsam of Tolu . . hath the same virtue with

the former. 1721 Land. Gaz. No. 5939/2 Six Pots of Balaam
of Mecca. 1771 J. S. Le Dran's Qbseru. Surg. 43 Slips nf

. . Linen, moistened with Balsam of Peru. 1830 LINDI.I v

Xat.Syst. Hot. 127 P.alsam of Acouchi is produced by Icifa

aciichina. 1831 HKI-.\\STER Optics xxi. 191 Cementing upon
il a plate of glass with Canada balsam.

2. An aromatic oily or resinous medicinal prepa-

ration, usually for external application, for healing
wounds or soothing pain.
1579 T,.\Nc;iiAM Gard. Health (1633) 582 A balsam, take

oile oliue one pint, S. lolni* wort, Betony, Centory, K:

Selfeheale, ana one handful!. 1612 WOODALI, Sitrg. Mate
Wks. (165^) 34 This unguent is a sure Balsame for wounds
of any sort. 1671 SALMON Syn. Mcd. lit. xxix. 490 Balsams. .

are made of Oyl, llvitter, Fat, Suet, Gums, Rosins, and other

things which will mix or melt. 1720 GAY Points (17451 '

120 His pills, his bal>ams and bis Ague-spells. 1864 SKKAI
L 'h land's Poems 236 Ah ! no balsam e'er shall heal him.

b. specifically, of various substances dissolved in

oil or turpentine, as Balsam of Aniseed, of Saturn
sec (juot. , of Steel, of Sulphur.
1694 /'////. Trans. XV I'll. 1:00 Balsam of Sulphur . . made

with Oyl of Turpentine and Brimstone. 1727 51 CIIAMKKKS

Cycl., Balsam nfSaturn is a salt, or sugar of lead, dissolved

in oil or spirit of turpentine. 1822 IMISON Sc. -V Art. II.

i^'B Fixed oils dissolve sulphur and then form Balsams.

B.Jig, A healing, soothing agent or agency.
1607 SHAKS. 'i'tmon ill. v. 10 1^ tliis the Balsome, that the

vsuring Serial Povvres into Captaines wounds? 1621 Bum UN
Anat. iMcl, m. iv. n.iii. (1651) 698 No salvation, no balsome
for their diseased souls, a 1764 LLOYD To C, L'ohnan Poet.

\Vks. 1774 I. 109 From friendship's source the balsam flows.

1884 TI-.NNYSON Heckct 24 Was not the people's blessing ..

a balsam to thy blood ?

f 4. transf. in Alch. A healthful preservative

essence, of oily and softly penetrative nature, con-

ceived by Paracelsus to exist in all organic bodies.

Cf. BALSAMUM 3. Obs.

1643 ^ 1K 'I

'

IK(W NI~ Rclig. Mcd. i. 43 Radical 1 balsome,
or vitall sulphur of the parts. 1658 A. Fox Wnrtz Sttr^.
i, vi. 25 The humidity of the naturall balsum, which alwayes
like a chrystal lyetb on the wound. 1733 CIIKYNK A'c-
Malady 11. iii. i. 137 The Blood i^ return'd to its due De-

gree of Thinness, Fluidity, and Balsam. 1753 CHAMUKKS
Cycl.Supp. s.v., Internal balsam, .called also^-/w/c nature.

t 5. BALM sb. 2
; fig. a preservative. Obs.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. iv. (1736) 43 Noble Act>

which are the Balsom of our Memories. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Snpp. s.v., Dead Balsam . . of myrrh and aloes . . for

drying and absorbing the humours of dead bodies.

6. Chent. Compounds, insoluble in water, con-

sisting of resins mixed with volatile oils. Formerly

only those oleo-resinous compounds which con-

tained benzoic acid were called balsams ; the Fr.

baume has this limited meaning.
1673 GRKW A aat. Roots iii. 21 A curious Balsame of a

Citrine Colour.. I call it a Balsame; because it will not

dissolve inVater. 1819 CHILDREN Chcm. Anal. 296 Resinous

matters which afford benzoic acid when heated, .one of the

chief characteristics by which balsams are distinguished
from resins.

7. attrib., as in balsam-fir, -oil, -poplar, -tree.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxm. iv, The Balsame oile, called

Balm, is of all others most pretious. 1695 BI.ACKMORK /V.

Arth. ii. 147 The fragrant Balsom-Tree distills around Her

healing Riches. 1865 PARKMAN Champlain xii. (1875) 342
The spruce, hemlock, balsam-fir, or pine. 1882 Garden.

14 Jan. 15/2 The Balsam Poplar and the Lombardy grow
rapidly near water.

II. 8. A tree yielding balsam : see BALM sb. S.

c 1000 >ELFRIC Gloss, in Wright I'oc. (W.) 7139 Carpo bat*

samiy balsames bla;d. Opobalsamntn, baliames tear. 1651

JKR. TAYLOR Course Serm. i. i. 7 Falling like the tears of

the balsam of ludea. 1876 HARLEV Mat. Mcd. 629 Balsam

of Tolu, a lofty evergreen tree.

III. 9. A flowering plant, of the genus fm-

paticns. distinguished by its hooded and spurred

coloured sepals, and thick succulent stem. Usually

applied to finpatiens Bahamina, an ornamental

garden flower producing under culture variegated

double blossoms ;
sometimes also to the yellow-

flowered /. Noli-tangcre. found wild in Britain.

1741 Cowpl. Fatn.'Piecc n. iii. 379 Female Balsams, Lark-

spurs, Convolvulus. 1794 MARIYN Rffvsseatt* Bot. xxvi.

407 A wild spegita called Yellow Balsam and also by the
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BALSAM.
familiar names of Quick-in-hand and Touch-me-not. 1884
U. P. Mag. Apr. 149 The stand of balsams in the windows.
10. Balsam Apple (or Balm Apple} : a. pro-

perly, name of species of Momordica (J/. Balsa-

mina^ J/. Charantia], gourd-like plants with

highly coloured fruits or '

apples/ also called Apple
ofJerusalem, and 'Male

'

Balsam Apple; b. ab-

surdly, given also to the common garden Balsam

('Female' Balsam Apple
1

) because both were called

by early herbalists Balsamina : see BALSAMINE.

Balsam-mint, Balsamint (or Balsam-tansy} :

ALECOST or Costmary (7'anace/um Balsamita}.
1578 LYTE Dodocns 441 The one is called the Male Balsem,

or Bajme apple. The other is called the female Balsem
apple. 1597 GERAKDE Herbal n.lxx. 11633' 3^2 Balme apple
or apple of H Jerusalem grows but in hot countries. 1598
KLORIO, Cfiranza, the herb called the Balsam apple. 1611

COTCR., Balsamint', the balsam apple (whose oyle doth
close up wounds like Balmej. 1725 BKADLKY J-'aiti. Diet.

s.v., Balm, or Balsam-Apple (Female), a. IMant . . a Foot
and a half high, of a reddish Colour at the Bottom, etc.

riooo J&i.vmc Gloss, in Wright F^c.iW,1/136 Sisimbrium,
balsminte. 1578 LVTE Dodoens 250 Balsamynte iloureth in

July and August. 1607 Toi'SKU. l'our-f. Beasts 419 The
hero called Baltsamint or Costmary. 1865 Intell. Obscrv.
No. 36. 466 Balsam-tansy acted still more powerfully.

t B. as adj. Balmy, deliriously fragrant.
1621 BURTON A>iaf. ,1/r/. ni. ii. iv. i. 530 She will adventure

all her estate . . for a Nectarean, a balsome kiss alone.

Balsam (balsam , v.
[f.

BALSAM st.]
1. To anoint or impregnate with balsam

;
to per-

fume ; to heal, salve.
a 1666 WMAKTON // 'As. (1683'' 398 Tranquillity succeeds our

Brutish Wars, Balsams our Wounds, a 1670 HACKKT Al</>.
Williams i. '1693) 57 The Gifts of our young . . Age are very
sweet, when they are Balsam'd with Discretion. 1800 MOOKE
Anacr^on Ivi. 18 To balsam every mortal woe !

2. intr. (for rejl.} To anoint oneself with balsam,
1846 Sisuiondis I, it. Kit rope II. xxxviii. 520 To bathe and

balsam in the streams of joy.
3. trans. To embalm, rare.

1855 MOTI.KY Dutch AVy*.ii86i>I. 222rHe]felldowndcad
. .Wu have had him balsamed ami sent home.
I Balsamate, a. Obs. rare~ l

. [ad. med.L.
balsamalus, pa. pplc of balsamdre

;
cf. late OF.

balsams.] Embalmed.
1470 HARDING C/mw. xcv. xvii, He made his ymage of laton
In whiche h<j [ml his body balsomate.

Balsamaticm (blsam^-Jan, !.'!-. [n. of ac-
tion f. med.I.. balsamare \ sec* prce.] The process
of embalming or preserving from putrefaction.
1681 Phil. Collect. XII. 104 An Universal Balsamation, or

Conservation of all things Animal, or Vegetable. 1753
CHAMBERS CycL Sttpp. t Balsainntion. .the act or art of em-
balming dead bodies.

Balsamed (b-lsamd\///. a. [f. BALSAM 4-

-KD.] Covered with balsam.
*854 J. I IOG<; Microsc. \. iii. ( 1867) 212 The specimen being

placed on the balsamed surface.

Balsamic (b^lsormik, ba-1-;, a. and sit. [f. Or.

fia\(Tafj.'f)v BALSAM + -ic.] A. adj.
1. Of the nature of, or yielding, balsam.
1676 GKKW Anat. I'~l<nvers \\. ii. 10 A Gummy or l!al-

samick Juyce. a 1711 KKN Ilymnotheo Wks. 171:1 HI. uz8
Gilead, on whose od'rous Top, Balsamick Gums, like liquid
Amber, drop. 1805 Edin. RW. VI. 411 Some balsamic pine.
2. Having the delicate aromatic fragrance of

balsam; deliriously fragrant, bahnv.
1714 STEKLE Solomons Stwg, Breathes thro' the Air a soft

Balsamic Scent. 1873 LONGF. Monk. Casal. Mag- AMM,
'1 he sweet Balsamic exhalations of the pine.
3. Having the healing properties of balsam ;

soothing, restorative, health-giving.
1605 TIMME Qncrsit. !. xi. 48 The uniuersall baUamick

medicine. 1717 LADY MONTAGU Lett. 47 II. 39 Very bal-
samic for disordered heads. 1793 T. Bhimoi.s Let. Darwin
72 The supposition that the sweet breath of the cow is heal-

ing and balsamic. 1855 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. III. 479 The
balsamic virtues of the royal hand.

4. Of, pertaining to, or lull of, the subtle health-

ful influence or * radical balsam' conceived of by
alchemists

; cf. BALSAM sb. 4.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxiii. 8. 212 With three sortes of
riuers or brookes, to runne through him . the one of a gentle
balsamike oyle. 1686 GOAD Celcst. Bod. \\. ix. ^84 The
proper Preservative, some would call it the Balsamick Spirit,
of the Fruit is dislodged by the Cold. 1733 CIIKYNI. Eng.
Malady it. i. 2. 113 To make the luices [of the Body] soft,

.sweet, and balsamick.

5. /%>. Soothing, healing, gently restorative, balmy.
1667 Decay Chr. Piety xvii, 15. 357 Nor are those wounds

ever like to close, till our zeal grow more balsamiLk. 1752
JOHNSON Rambl. No. 202 r 3 Sleep that sheds his balsannck

anodynes only on the cottage. 1870 DELUZSCH in Spurgeon
Treas. Dav. Ps. c. 3 Balsamic consolation.

6. Intended to hold balsam.
1818 J. HOBHOL-SE Hist. Illnsir. 557 The little balsamic

vase called
'

Lecythus,' an unknown utensil of clay.
B. b. A soothing or healing medicine or appli-

cation. Cf BALM sb. 5, BALSAM sb. 2.

1713 Lond. -V Country Brew. \. (1742) 68 Harvest-Men..
stand most in Need of the greatest Balsamics. 1756 NUGI.NT
Or. Tour II. 423 This herb is reckoned such a sovereign
balsamic, as to cure wounds almost with a touch. 1881

Philadelphia Record No. 3443. 3 This balsamic had been
brought before the Therapeutical Society.

t Balsa-mica!, a. Obs. [f. prec. -t -AL.] = prec.
1605 TIMME Qni-r$it. n. vi. 129 His balsamkal vertue, or

radical balsam. 1677 HAM-; Prim. Orig. Man. \. i. 30 The
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Balsamical humour of my Blood. 1695 WKSTMACOTT Script.
Herb. 147 The Tops and Twigs of these resinous Plants . .

emit Balsamical Effluviums.

Balsa-iuically, a,/v. [f. prec. + -LY-.] After
the manner of a balsam.

t Balsa'juiciiess. Obs. rare. [f. BALSAMIC +
-NESS.] The quality of being balsamic

; (Vagrancy.
1737 MILLER Gani. Diet. s.v. Vitis, This Wine has a

1'ody, a Tartness, a Readiness, a Balsamickness or Perfume.

BalsamiferOUS (.bglsami-feres, ba-1-), a.
[f.

L. balsam-wn BALSAM + -(I)PEKOUS.] Yielding or

producing balsam.

1683-4 ROBINSON in nil. Trans. XXIX. 475 Balsami-
ferous, Gummiferous,and Saccharine Plants. 1864 WEBSTER,
Bakaiiiadfiidran, a genus of balsamiferous plants.

t Ba'lsamine. Bot. Obs. [a F. balsaminc,
ad. Gr. f>a.\aa.ftivri balsam-plant, f. fia\aap.ov : see

BALSAM sb. and -INK.] Book name for : a. BALSAM
APPLE; b. the plant Balsam ^Intpaticiis Balsamina}.
Fuchsiushad distinguished these as Balsaininemas,
and li.fcmina.
[1542 FLUIISIUS Hist. Stirpiitin, Duo Balsamincs genera

damus. Primam, quam nos ccrtioris discriminis gratia mat-cm
fecimus. . Alteram, quam femiiiam ncminauimus.] 1578 1^ 1 1:

Diicfoc/ts 441 Uy the name of Jialsamine, you must now
understand two sorts of apples. .The one is called the Male
Balsem, or lialme apple. 1794 MAKTYN Rousseau's Bot.
xxvi. 407 True Halsam, or more properly lialsamine.

Balsamint, -mynt : see BALSAM sb. Jo.

t Balsami'tic, a. Obs. rare. In 7 balsamit-
tique. [ad. med.L. balsamitic-us, f. balsa/moil :

see -inc.] BALSAMIC. Hence Balsamiticness.
1667 \\'AII:R![OU(B 1'irc Lund. 39 Corrosion coining into

the room of Balsamittiqueness.

Balsamize, (Obs. \aA.me&.'L.6alsamiia-re,
{. balsamum : see -I/.E.] To render balsamic.

1748 Lend. !\1<ig. ^6-j To balsamike the blood.

t Ba'lsamo. Ol>s. [a. It. balsamo :-L. balsa-

Hin/ii.]
- B.M.SAM, BALSAMUM.

1594 GKI-:K.\'I'. Look. Gtasse (1861) 1^4 Fetch balsamo, the
V.'UH\ preserve of life.

BalsaillOUS, a. 'I Obs. [f. L. balsam-urn +

-OL'S.] BALSAMIC.
1684 tr. lionet's .lA-n. Comfit, m. 76 A Cephalick bal-

samous liniment. 1762 Si KKNK Tr. Shandy\. xxxvi. 125
The radical moisture is . . an oily and balsamous substance.

II Ba'lsaimim. Obs. [a. L. hilsamum, a. Gr.

0a\ffafMOV the balsam-tree, anil its resin (prob. f.

Semitic: cf. Ileb. Cdbcsem,bdsam, 'spice'; though
the LXX never render this word by fiaXaapov,
nor the Vulg. by balsamum, words which do not
occur in these versions. Occas. used in OE.
in the general sense of BALM, and in regular use
from ^-1400 to i;thc., in the specific senses, in

which BALSAM is now substituted.]
1. An aromatic resinous vegetable juice ;

=
BALM sb. \, BALSAM sb. i.

( 883 K- -Ki-i KiiD H;nda in. viii. <Hosw.\ Heddern 5a bal-
samum on \\;erc. 1590 M.\KI.O\VK 2tiit rt. Tamburl. iv. ii, An
ointmeTit . . distilled from the purest balsamum. 1636 FEATI.V
C/tii'is Myst. viii. mo'io discerne a sented poyson from lial-

sainum.

2. = BALM sb. 2-5.
t 1400 Dcstr. Troy xxi. 8776 A prise oyntment of bavme

and of balsamum. 1590 SIIAKS. Coin, l-.rr. iv. i. 89, I haue
boii.^li! The Oyle, tile nalsamum, and Aqua-vlt;i:. ((1653
G. I^ANIEL Idyll iii. 113 To plaister o're These Vlcers witha
Kalsauinm. jig. i(5oi CiiKS'rLK. LovSs Mart. Ixxxviii,

Heart-curing llalsamum. a. 1631 DONNE Serin, xli. 410 The
llalsaimim of this kisse.

3. A /<//. = BALSAM sb. 4.
ii 1631 DONNE Serin, xxxii. 313 Kverything hath in it ..

a natural! Balsamum ; which if any wound or hurt which
that Creature hath received be kept clean from Kxtrinsique
putrefaction, will heal of itself. 1650 FKI-:NCH Cliyin. Diet,,
I'lilsniiittiii is a substance of bodies preserving things from
putrefaction.

4. A tree yielding balm or balsam ;
= BALSAM sb.f>.

1398 Tui'.visA Btirth, DC P. R. xvii. xviii. 11495)614 The
bowes of Halsamum ben softly kytte wyth a knyfe of boon.

5. attrib., as in balsatnuin-lrce ( prce.).
1603 .Sin C. H KYDON Jini. Astral, xxii. 485 The Viper de-

li.i;Iiteth in the shadow of the Balsamum tree.

Balsamy (by-lsami), a.
[f. BALSAM sb. + -Y'.]

Balsam-like in aromatic fragrance, balmy.
1687 KI.OVKK Tonch-st. Med. I 267 The Herb smells Hal-

samy. 1880 Miss BIRD Jafmi I. 357 The trees Hung their

balsamy aromatic scent . . upon the air.

Balsome, -urn, obs. forms of BALSAM.

Balstone, corrupt form of BAUSON.

Baiter, v . Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 baulter,
S-y dial, hauler, [prob. from ON

;
cf. Da. haltre,

bollrc to wallow, welter, tumble. See also BOULTEU.
The connexion between senses i and 2 and the
others is not clear, but it may be either through
the notion of tumbling (the hair), or of weltering^
f 1. intr. To tumble about, to dance clumsily.
c 1325 K. E. A/lit. P. B. 103 pay ben hobe blynde& baltcr-

ande cruppelez. Ibid. C. 459 l'>lyt>e of his wodbynde he
balteres per vnde[rj. c 1440 Mortc A rth. i Roxb. ) 66 He [the
bear] baltyrde, he bleryde, He braundyschte thereafter.

a \yxtColkelbic Smu\. 302 (jAM.)Sumtrottit . . Sum balterit.

2. trans. (See quot. ) dial.

1873 ll'ttitl'y Gloss. (E. D. S.), Banter, to tread in u clown-
ish manner, as an ox does the grass.

BALUSTRADE.
3. trans. To tangle, 'mat

1

(the hair).
1693 W. ROBERTSON Phrased. Gen. 216 To baulter one's

hair, complicare critics. 1879 Shropsh. Gloss. (E. D. S.
>,

Bantered^ tangled, unkempt; said of hair.

4. trans. To clot or clog with anything sticky.
1601 HOLLAND/V/W^XXIX. ii, Filthy excrcment* hanging to

shueps tailes . . haltered together into round pils or bals.

[Sec UALTER sb.\

5. intr. (for/vy?.) To form tangled knots or clots,
to stick together by coagulation.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xii. xvii, It [a goat's beard] baltereth

and cluttereth into knots and balls.

Baiter, sb. dial. \i. prec. vb.] A clot, a

coagulated lump.
Mod. Northampton dial. Batter is said to be baltered

when the flour is not all mixed, but hangs together in small
dry lumps which are called baiters.

Baltimore (bg-ltimo-u). Also Baltimore-
bird, -oriole. [See quot. ; Lord Baltimore was

formerly proprietor of Maryland.] A bird {Icterus

Baltimorii} of the Starling family, found through-
out North America.

1730 MOK TIMER in Phil. Trans. XXVI. 432 The Baltimore
Bird hath its Name from being of the same Colour with
Lord Baltimore's Coat of Arms. 1813 A. WILSON Jititfiniore
Bird Wks. 279 The orange, black-capped Baltimore is seen.
1868 WOOD llonit's without //. xiii.^gThe Baltimore Oriole
. . coloured with orange and black in bold contrast.

Baluster ^ba-l^stsi). Forms: 7- baluster;
also 7 ballester, 7 -tj balluster, -aster, -ister,

balister. See also BANISTER, [a. F. trafas(rftt\&$C.
'

baluster,' i6lh c. ad. It. bahmstro in same sense ;

so named from It. balausta, balaustra (F. balaustc,
ballistic fern., in Cotgrave 1611), in Florio bal-

austo 'the blossom ol the \\ild pomegranate* (L.

balaustiuni) a. Gr. (3a\avaTtov in same sense), on
account of the resemblance of a baluster to the

double -curving calyx-tube of this flower. In

English, corrupted already in I7th c. to barrester>

-ister, bannister, BANISTKI;, which last is now, in

sense 3, the prevailing form.]
1. A short pillar or column, of circular section,

and curving outline (properly, double -curved),
slender above and swelling below into an elliptical
or pear-shaped bulge ; usually applied in a series

called a balustrade.
1602 CAKKW Cornwall 107 a, Planched oner and rayled

about with ballisters. 1611 COTGR., Baluslres, Ballibters;

little, round, and short pillars, ranked on the outside of

Cloisters, Terraces, Galleries, etc. 1697 C'tcss D'Aiinoy's
'^ra^'. Squirt 117061 125 Her Bed-Head was adorned with
four Rows of little Ojpper Ballisters. 1716 8 LADY MON-
TAGUE Lett. 37 I. 153 Marble galleries .. with marble ba-

lusters. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT Lcct. Arc/tit. II. 37 What are
called baluster columns, or short pillars, turned in a lathe, not
unlike Elizabethan balusters, bulging in the middle.

b. A similar pillar used in a window.
1844 F. PA LEY Ch. Restorers 5 Belfry windows, each oftwo

lights, separated by a baluster hhaft. 1861 PARKER Goth.
Archil. (1874) 319 Baluster^ in windows, a small pillar swell-

ing in the middle.

2. A slender upright post or pillar of any shape
supporting a rail ; in//, a railing or balustrade.

1663 I-'lagt'llitm or O. (.routineII 1 16721 189 Knvironed with
Rails and Ballasters four square covered with Velvet. 1682
WHKLI-:R Jonrn. Greece \\. 204 An Area . with Balusters or

Rails about it. 1725 tr. Dnpins Keel. Hist, ijtk c. I. v. 101

The Sanctuary was a Place in the Choir . . separated by
Balusters. 1787 BECKFORD Italy 1,1834) 1 1* 326 Enriched with
balusters of rich bronze.

3. (.Usually in //.) The upright posts or rails

which support the handrail, and guard the side,

of a staircase ;
often applied to the whole struc-

ture of uprights and handrail. Now more usually

HANISTKU^H, q.v.
1753 World 22 Nov., The Bedlamites leap'd over the Ba-

Hsters of the Staircase. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build.
200 Balusters are vertical pieces fixed on the steps for sup-

porting the hand rail. 1853 Ch. Anche$ter\. 42 A staircase

. . of a rich brown colour . . so also were the balusters.

4. collect, sing. A balustrade, or protective railing.

arch. '

1644 KVKI.VN .J/tv. (1857) I. 67 A border offreestone . . with
a rad and baluster of pure white marble. 1670 LASSELS Voy.

Italy II. ay A continual baluster, or row of rayles. a 1720
SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.t IVks. d753> II. 221 These stairs

. . are so very easy, there is no need of leaning on the iron

balluster. 1756 NUGKNI Gr. Tour I. 116 The choir is sepa-
rated from the body of the church by a ballister.

5. Class. Arch. * The lateral part of the volute

of an Ionic capital.' Gwilt.

Ba'lustered,///.^.; also 7 ballis-,balustred.

[1. prec. f -KD^.] Furnished with, or enclosed by,
balusters.

1644 K\ i I.YN Mem. (18191 * 45 The upper terrace . . with
ouble declivities, arched and balustcr'd. 1655 K. G.

ender? s Artamencs VIM. n. 106 We passed through a long
scent rayled and ballistred. 1691 Woou^M. O.von. I.^59

d
Se
ascent rayled and ballistred. 1691 Woou^M. O.von. I

A black Marble ballastred.

Balustrade (bie&ftrtii"d). [a. K. balustrade^

f. balustrc BALUSTKH, after It. balaustrata, Sp. ba-

laustrada^\ A row of balusters, surmounted by
a rail or coping, forming an ornamental parapet
or barrier along the edge of a terrace, balcony, etc.

1644 KVKLYN Mem. (1857) I.Q6A terrace at each side having
rustic uncut balustrades. 1749 LADY MONTAGUE Lett. 48 III.



BALUSTRADED. 645 BAN.

82 The magnificent bath . . circled by a marble balustrade.
1820 KEATS St. Agnes xxii, Her faltering hand upon the

balustrade, Old Angela was feeling for the stair. 1870 F.

WILSON Ch. Limits/. 102 The altar rail is a turned balustrade.

fig. 1820 SCOTT Anne ofG. ii,

' My arm,' she said,
'
is but

a slight balustrade.

Balustraded (bse'Uto^-dfid), ///. a.
\
also 8

-ated.
[f. prt'c. + -ED-.] Furnished with a balustrade.

1774 PENNANT Tour Scot, i Galleries .. open and balus-

trated in front. 1876 BuCKMOKS Cripps II. viii. 130 The
balustraded gallery

Ba lustra'ding-. [f. as prec. + -ING!; of.

railing \ JJalustrade-work.
1880 L. WALLACE Ben-hnr iv. v, The lines of division were

guarded by low balustrading, broken by massive pedestals.

Baly\e, Balyf(e, -yve, obs. forms of BAILEY,
BAILIE, BAILIFF.

Balyngar, obs. form of BALIKUEU.

Balza, variant of BAL.SA.

II Balzan. Obs. [Fr. ;
cf. BAUSON.] (Scequot.)

1660 HOWELI. Diet., Balxati, or a horse that hath four white
feet, [It.] ctwtilto katzano, [Fr.] c/tcval fafaui.

Balzarine (beizirf:n). A light dress-fabric of

mixed cotton and wool.
1864 WEBSTER cites SIMMONDS.

Bam (kern), v. slang. Also 8 bamb. [Of the

same age as BAMBOOZLE, of which it appears to

be either an abbreviation (cf. the Taller No. 230 on

phizz., hipps., mobb., pozz., rep., 'and many more'
Refinements of Twenty Years past'), or else the

source of its first syllable.]
trans. To hoax, practise on the credulity of,

deceive, impose upon, cozen.

1738 SWIFT Polite Com', i. Wks. (1755* XT. 214 Her lady-
ship was plagnily bamb'd. 1747 GARRICK Miss in Teens n.

i, I'll break a lamp, bully a constable, bam a justice, or bilk
a box-keeper, with any man. a 1777 FOOTE (in Webster*,
Sotne conspiracy . . to bam, to chouse me out of my money.
1830 MARKYAT King's Own xlix, Now you're bamming me

don't attempt to put such stories off on your old granny.
b. absol. or intr. To hoax, impose upon the

credulous.

1707 CIBBKR Double Gallant i. ii. (1736) 19
'

Pray, Sir, what
is't you do understand?' Sound. *

liite, 11am, and the best
of the Lay, old Hoy.' 1825 R. WARD Treiname III. xxi.

379, I should say Rector was bamming. 1859 G. MANSEY in

Self. Rev. 5 Mar'., Our greatest of men is Harlequin Pam,
'The Times' says so, and 'the Times' cannot bam !

Bam, sb. slang, [f. prec. vb.] A story in-

tended to impose upon the credulous
;
a hoax or

imposition.
1762 FOOTE Orators I. i, He is all upon his fun ; he lecture !

why, 'tis all but a bam. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. iii, Humble
t-
(Torts at jocularity chiefly confined to what were then called

bites and bams, since denominated hoaxes and quizzes.

II Bambino (bamb7'n<?). [It., dim. of bambo

silly ; the same root is found in I- bamhalio dolt,

blockhead, Gr. ftafifialvttVi /3a///3aA.iew to stam-

mer.] A child, a baby ; spec, an image of the
infant Jesus in swaddling-clothes, exhibited at

Christmas in churches in Italy.
1761 STERNE Tr, Shandy 11802) III. xiv. 302 When a state-

orator has . . bid his bambino in his mantle so cunningly.
1863 (EO. ELIOT Romola, xxxiii, I'll bring you some break-

fast, and show you the bambino. 1866 How ELLS I'enet. Life
xvii. 258 A hideous Bambino, and a Madonna in crinoline.

Bambocciade. [ad. F. bambochade, It.bamboc-

ciata, f. bamboccio child, simpleton, puppet (f.

bambo, see prec.), given as nickname to the painter
Peter de Laer.] A painting of rustic and grotesque
scenes, especially from low life.

1868 in CHAMBERS Encycl,

Bamboo (ba-mb/7') Forms: 6 bambus, 6-7
bambo (V-os), 7 pambou, bambou, bambouse,
bambow, 7-8 bamboe, 7-9 bambu, 8- bamboo.
[Original source doubtful : now in Malay (Central
Sumatra), Sundanese, and Javanese (\V. and Cen-
tral Java) bambu ; but some consider it an intro-

duced word there, and take the original to be
Canarese banbit or banwu. The native word in

the Concan, in i6th c., was represented by the

Portuguese as matnbu, still found after 1600. Cf.

Du. bawbees (
- -s), G. bambus, Fr. bambou, It.,

Sp. and Pg. bambu, mod.L. bawbusa ; the forms

bambus, -botts, -bouse, come through Du., which
seems to have been the Kuropean lang. in which
the word first appeared with initial b

;
the final s

in Du., etc. is not explained.]
1. A genus of giant grasses (genus Bambutd),
numerous species of which are common through-
out the tropics. Also the stem of any of these

used as a stick, or as material.

[1563 GARCIA UE ORTA Simples c Drogues 194 Aquellas
canas daquella arvore chamam os Indios, onde nasce, manil^it.

i'1'he canes of that tree the Indians where it grows call

niamibii.^ 1508 W. PHILLIES Linschotens Trav. /nd. (1864)

174 A thicke Reed, as big as a mans leg^e, which is called
fiambns. 1599 HAKLUVT Voy. II. i. 258 The houses are
made of Canes which they call Bambos. 1662 GLKBIER
Princ. 3 Hambouses, as they call the Poles to which they
t ye a Woollen Hammac to lye in. 1671 FhiL Trtins.Vl.yno
Very artificial boats . . made of large Canes, called Hambu.
1681 K. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 37 The ends of the Hambou ..

are largely tipped with silver. 1687 A. LOVELL T/icvcitot's

Trav. in. i. xxxi. 54 The pambous that serve for palanquins.
1697 I)AM PIER / 'oy. (17291 III. i. 324 Bamboes grow here but
too plentifully. 1748 ANSON Fty. in. v. 341 Mast, yard, boom
and outriggers, are all made of bamboo. (11826 HMBKR
Even. Walk Bengal, Beneath the bamboo's arched bough.
1871 OLIVER" Klein. Bot. ii. 281 The light, hollow, jointed
stems of the Bamboo. [1884 Athcngeitm 26 Apr. 539/1 The
palms and bambusas of a sub-tropical garden.]
2. attrib., as bamboo cane, reed \ esp. when used

as a material, as bamboo-basket, -book, -cane ;
also

parasynthetic deriv., as bamboo-coloured^ -walled.

Bamboo-coolie, one that carries loads suspended
on bamboos.
1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2099/4 A small Ilambow Cane, with

a black Head. 1737 G. SMITH Cur. Rclat. I. i. 66 Twisted
together with Uambo's Reeds. Ibid. iii. 390 A Bamboe Cane,
which was about 18 or 20 Foot long. 1796 Si IIDMAX Surinam,
I. ix. Another followed behind with a bamboo-rattan. 1800
WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. I. 79 Carriage for the tents [will

not be required] excepting a few bamboo coolies. 1858
W. ELLIS Vis. Madagascar iv. 108 Low cane or bamboo-
walled cottages. 1862 MAYHKW Crini. Prisons 62 The
player on the bamboo-flute. 1877 TIKLK Hist. Relig. 36
The Bamboo-books supply many details about him.

Bamboo*, v. [f. prec. sb.] To beat or 'cane*

with a bamboo. Hence Bamboo'ing vbl. sb.

1816 '

Quiz,' Grand Master \m. 213 Or else they wou'd
Get most confoundedly bamboo'd. 1818 J. M'LEOD \

r
oy. Al-

ct'stc ii. (18201 42 One [Chinese] pickpocket . . received a

very severe bambooing. a 1845 Svn. SMITH quoted in .V<w-

con/. V. 266 Wellington bamboos his followers, and Peel
bamboozles them.

Bamboozle (bsemb/Z'z'l), v.
;

also S bam-
bouzle. [Appears about 1700; mentionejl in the

T'atler No. 230 (on 'the continual Corruption of

our English Tongue') among other slang terms

{banter, put, kidney, shant, mob, bubble, bully, etc.)

recently invented or brought into vogue. 1'rob.

therefore of cant origin ;
the statement that it is

a Gipsy word \vants proof. Cf. the similar bom-,
bumhaze

)
in Sc. writers since 17.15, and BAM.]

1. trans. To deceive by trickery, hoax, cozen,

impose upon.
1703 CIEIJKR She ivoud, etc. it. i. 11736) 34 Sham Proofs,

that they propon'd to bambou/le rue with. 1710 SWIFT Tatlcr
No. 230 P 7 Certain Words invented by some pretty Fellows,
Mich as Banter, Bamboozle, Country Put . . some of which
are now struggling for the vogue. 1847 UAKHAM St. C;>t/tl>.

in Ittgol. LI'S. 11877) 2I 7 It's supposed by this trick he bam-
boo/led Old' Nick.

b. absol. or /////-. To practise trickery.
1703 CIBHKR .S"//(.

p

-waitd^ etc. iv, i, The old Rogue . . knows
how to Bamboo/le. 1866 (1. MACDONAI.D Ann. Q. Ncighb,
ix. 143 You wouldn't even bamboozle a little at a bazaar.

2. To mystify, perplex, confound.

1712 AKBVIHNOT John Hull (1755) 89 After Nic. had bain-

bouzled John a while about the 18,000 and the 28,000. 1854
MRS. GASKELL Nort/tffS. xl, He fairly bamboozles me. He
is two chap.s.

3. 7"o bamboozle away : to get rid of by bam-

boo/ling. To bamboozle into : to perMiade to a

belief or course of action by bamboozling. To
bamboozle out of\ to take away (something' trickily
from (a person). Cf. Aitr.UE v. 8, 9.

1716 ROWK />//<;' i. i. 19 You intend to bambou/le me out of
a Beef Stake. 1728 KAKHKKY tr. Burnd's St. Dead I. 89
The Gnosticks bambouzled away all the Corporeal resurrec-

tion. 1878 PILACK Green Past, x It. 326 Who has bamboo/ led

himself into the erroneous belief that, etc.

Bamboo'zle, sb.
ff. prec.] Bamboozling.

1703 CIHBHR Site ivoiitl, etc. iv. i. (1736153 I'll have a touch
of the Uamboo/le with him. 1861 Sat. Rw. 16 Feb. 6/2 Go-
vernment by bamboozle always presents considerable advan-
tages at fir.it sight.

Bamboo zletl, ///. a.
[f. prec. vb. + -KI>.]

Deceived or mystified by trickery, hoaxed, cozened.
1866 Sixpenny Mag. Jan. 372/2 His daughter . . fled back

to her bamboo/led parent.

Bamboozlement (bmb/7-z'lment). [f. as

prec. + -MENT.l The action or process of bam-

boo/ling; tricky deception or mystification.
1855 Scot. AYr'. 188 Washington Irving . . exercises . . his

rare powers of bamboozlement and laughter-stirring. 1865
Morn. Star 19 June, Attempting our bamboozlement when
the facts are patent to everybody.
Bamboozler (bsfembS-zlw). [f. as prec. + -ERI.]
One who hoaxes or mystifies by trickery.
1712 ARBUTIIKOT John Bull (1755! 58 Fellows, they call

banterers and bamboozlers, that play such tricks.

Bamboo'zling, vbl. j^. >= BAMBOOZLEMENT.
1709 STKKLK TntlcrNQ. 31 p 7 Sir.J perceive this is to

you all bamboozling . . All this good language was lost

upon him. 1812 J. & H. SMITH K eject. Addr. v. 11873'
35 The dramatic bamboozling they have hitherto laboured
under.

Bambosh. slang. [App. f. BAM -i- BUSH.] De-

ceptive humbug.
1865 nay ofRgst Oct. 585 I was deaf to all that bambosh.
Bambusa: see B.umoo.
Bame, obs. form of BALM.

B&IL (been), f. Forms: i banna-n, bonna-n,
3 banni-en, bonni-en. banni, 3-5 banne-n, -yn,

3-7 banne, 4-5 bann, (6 bawn\ 4- ban. In-

flexions : see below. [OK. bannan, pa. t. bconn,

pa. pple. bannen, to summon (also abannun and

gcbannan to proclaim, summon) OFris. bantia,
bonna (pa. t. bt'n, bante) to proclaim, command,

O11G. bannan, MHG. and MDu. bannen, ON.
banna (pa. t. bannaSd] to prohibit, interdict, curse,

Sw. banna to reprove, chide, bannas to curse, Da.
bande to curse, execrate: OTeut. *bannan 'to

proclaim under penalty, or with a threat/ peihaps
orig. merely

' to proclaim, publicly announce ', f,

root ba~ t cogn. \v. Gr. </>a-, \*. Ja- t sj)eak. In OK.

(as in OHG., OS., and MUG.) a strong verb
;
but

with weak pa. t. and pple. banned, already in

Layamon. Sense i is from OE. ; the other sen.-cs,

first in north, dial., are probably from ON. Cf.

BAN sb., which may also have re-acted on the vcib.J

I, To summon, [from OE].
fl. trans. To summon by proclamation. (Chiefly,

in early use, to arms.) Obs.
,i 1000 CYNKWL 1.1 Kiddles ii. in Sweet AVrtt/tv 180 Hwiliim

ic to liilde hleuSre bonne wilgehl^San. 1048 O. I-'-. Chtvs:.,
Hct sc cyning bannan lit liere. 1205 LAY. 8054 |?e king Ictte

blawen ft bonnien 1 1250 banni] his ferden. > 1250 Gen. $ A.v.

3213 1'haraon banncde vt his here, c 1380 Sir J-'cntinl: 5424
A}en ys brober wendc he faste . . Wib obrc bat he gun
"ban i ic.

fb. To call forth, call for ^things'. Obs.

1205 LAV. 22288 Heo niokeden burnen, bonneden helmcs.
Ibid. 27132 Summu bonneden \vepnen. < 1325 i-.. /-,. Atilt.l 1

.

\">. 6-^ij, I shall . . brynge a morsel of bred to banne your
herte.

II. To cur.-e, anathematize, interdict, [from
ON., ?and mcd.I .. bannuni^
2. To curse, imprecate damnation upon. ////.

a 1275 r>-o~: Alfred ,\i in (.). /'.. Misc. iry He ^al banne

jiat ui^t |-at him fir>t ta^tc. 1375 BAHUOLK />>-ncc \v. 5 /.

(Juhrn wifhs vald tluir childir ban, Thai wald . . UeldJie
tliame to the blak dow^las^. 1460 /W. A'c/. -S- L. roetns
180 And some men ban the, is; some men blesse. a 1555
LAIIMKR Scnti. $ I\ein. (18451 302 They will curse and l>an

. . even into the deep pit of hell, all that Railway their

appetite. 1607 MM uoon }-\tyr<: Mayde^W\i&. II. 72 IJannc-

my starrer. 1621 (,H ARLKS Div. f\icnts t Esther xvii, An-
other bannes the night his sonneswere borne. 1718 Moi I i-.i x

Qnix,( 1733' I. 165 Sane ho . . bann'd lu^. Master to the bottom-
less Pit, 1827 lioou flero $ L. xx\, And bans his laljour

like .1 hopelc^ ^-lave. 1868 MOKEJIS Jason it. no Ever >lie

blessed tlie old aiul banned tlie new.

fb. \\ith snbont. </. Obs.
' 1350 ll'ill. I'tilerne 1644, I may banne bat I was burn.

1393 (iowKk Conf. II. 96, I curse and banne That ever slepe
\va^ made for eye. 1557 Tottell's Misc. u\rb.,t 191 And now
they banne that they were borne.

3. intr. To curse, utter curses, arch.
<i 1300 Cursor M. 12050 To ttclic him . . not to bann. 1583

SiciiiiKS Anat. .-l/'/is. 72 Then fell she to sweare , , and
banne. 1609 J)A\ if-s in Farr's^V. /'. ' 1848) 183 Like a fiend,
lie banned with his breath. 1673 SHADWI-.LI, l-'.psom //V/A
n. \\'ks. 1720 II. 221 Ay, now you ban and curse, you wreb h.

1762 CHI-KCEIILL Ghost ii. Poein> I. 209 Then >hall He 1-an

at Heaven's decree:-. 1820 I'YKON Morgt ^lag. .\.\.\v, \"et

har.sh and haughty, as he lay he bann'd.

4. trans, and absol. To chide, address with angry
and maledictory language, dial.

1340 HAMTOLK /V. (.'om,c. 3485 When JTOU bannes any man,
In wham bou fyndes na gilt to ban. 1 1400 Dcstr. Troy xit.

49J5 Neuer buerne will vs blame, ne ban for our dede. 1577
tr. Bntiinger's Decades 115921 r 52 Bitter speeches, wherewith
we vse to curse and ban our neighbors. 1794 in IHirns It Vi'.v.

IV. 176 Even though she bans and scaulds a wee. 1816

Svoii Anti'j. -\.\\i, And scauld and ban wi' ilka wife that

will scauld and ban wi' her.

5. To pronounce an ecclesiastical curse upon,
to anathematize, arch.

1303 R. liia'NNK llandl. Synnegi-jb {>e prest hem bannede.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 26 pei . . bannun him, or puttun him out of

comyn, or haklun him cursid. 1470 HARDING Ckron. l\xx\ ii,

The Church al>o may banne full sore tho^e >triues. 1483
Cnth. Attgl. 20 Hanne, annathetnaiizare, 1814 Scoi i Ld.
Isles n. xxviii, Hans all who aid thee in the strife. 1874
HOLLAND Mistr. Manse ix. 155 As rose the priest \Vith power
to bless and right to ban.

6. To interdict, proscribe, prohibit : a. a thing.
1816 KYRON / V/y. Chil/on i, To wliom the goodly earth and

air Are bann'd and barr'd. 1832 LvrioN hug. Aram v. vii,

The sublime and shaded mysteries that are banned mortal-

ity. 1865 LbXKY Ration. 118781 II. 41 The religion of the

immense majority . . was banned and proscribed.

b. a person.
1848 KINGSLLY Saint's Trag. in. ii. 185 No foe Can ban

us from that rest. 1863 W. STORY Raba di Roma xv. 320
He banned them from the city. 1874 ISl.ACKlt: Self-Cult. 86
You may . . ban yourself from voluntarily inarching into it.

Ban (ba?n\ sb. Forms: 3- ban
; 3-7 banne,

4-6 bane, 9 bann. [Partly a. OF. ban, with in-

fluence of mcd.L. banntun ; partly from K.\x v.

Ultimately all these go back to the same source;
Y.ban 'proclamation, publication, summons, pro-

scription, outlawry, banishment, assemblage of

military vassals' was : late L. bantutin, ad. Tent.

t^OHG., MHG., OS., OFris., MDu.) bann, ban, sb.
'

proclamation commanding or forbidding under

threat or penalty,' f. bann-an to BAN. The simple
sb. bann does not appear in OE., which had however

gcbantt t rare ME. IBAN '

proclamation, edict, f. the

deriv. gebannan. The ON. bann 'excommunica-

tion, interdict, prohibition, curse/ seems too late

to have been the source of the Kng. But, as OE.
had the vb. bannan, ban from OF. easily assumed
the position of its vbl. sb., and the two words, with

the med.L. bannttm, -us, in its various legal and



BAN.

ecclesiastical uses, subseq. re-acted upon each other,
so that the development of sense is complicated.]

I. Authoritative proclamation, and attached

senses, from Fr.

1. A public proclamation or edict ; a summons
by public proclamation. Chiefly, in early use, a

summons to arms.

1297 R. GLOUC. 188 per come to ^ys rounde table, as he
5ende ys ban, Aunsel kyng of Scotlond, and al so Vryan.
r 1325 /:. E. Atlit. P. B. 1361 Baltazar btlr3 Babiloyn his

banne gart crye. -1350 ll'ill. Palerne 2252 pe bane is so

naked, tr 14.00 in Eiig. (.rilds. 359 To w^hjeche *elynge lat

crye be ban [jorghe J>e town, c 1450 LoMELICH Grail\\\. 761
That 56 a bane dyde crye thorwh-owt }oure lond . . Atte the

brigge to iusten with a knyht. [1641 Termes tic In Ley 37 b,
Hans is common and ordinary amongst the Feudists, and
signifies a proclamation, or any publike notice.]

||
2. a. In feudal usage : The gathering of the

^French) king's vassals for war
;

the whole body
of vassals so assembled, or liable to be summoned

;

originally, the same as arriere-ban : in the 1 6th c..

French usage created a distinction between ban
and arriere-ban, for which see the latter word.

b. In actual use : In the French military system,
the ban is the younger and more effective part of

the population liable to serve in the militia or

national guard, the arriere-ban the reserve, con-

sisting of the older citizens ; in the Prussian sys-

tem, the first and second bans are the two divisions

of the Landwehr.
a. a 1250 O:ul \ Xight. 390 Ich foly than a^te manne, An

flo bi ni^t In here banne. 1591 UNION Corr. {1847} 54 He
hath xcntc abroad to a^emble hi^ van and arriere van. 1671
CKOWNE Juliana \, 8 The Han and the Arrierban are met
arm'd in the field to choose a king. 1683 TKMFLI. M,-/n.

Wks. 1731 I. 392 France was at such a Pinch .. that they
call'd their Han and Arricre Ban, the assembling whereof
had been long di-uis'd, and in a manner antiquated. 1818
HALLAM .Mid. Ages n. ii, The ban was sometimes convoked,
that is, the possessors of the fiefs were called upon for

military services. 1874 HOUTELI. Anns <y A nn, vii. 98 The
act of calling together the vassals in armed array, was en-
titled

'

i 'invoking the ban.'

b. 1813 !: t-(iniim'r 18 Jan. 38/1 The 100 cohorts of the
first Han of the National Guards. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Nov.
555 The term of service (.in Prussian Army! was fixed at

twenty years, three of which were to be paud in the ranks
of the regular army, two in the reserve, eight in the Land-
wehr of the first ban, and seven in that of the second ban.

||
3. Sentence of banishment

;
whence 'to keep/

or 'break his ban.' (A Gallicism.)
1873 BI/RTON Hist. Scot. V. Iviii. 2 56 Arran, hearing alarm-

ing rumours, broke his ban at Kinniel and hurried to Court.

II. 1 'reclamation of marriage : in this sense

always in//., now spelt BANNS, q.v.

III. Anathematization, curse.

4. A formal ecclesiastical denunciation
;

ana-

thema, interdict, excommunication.
1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.> 4 ;,

I stonde a curbed and am
in the popes banne. 1638 fen it. Con/, vii. 116571 115 The
third Ban is upon those that affirm the Confession of all sins

. . to be impossible. 1814 SCOTT Lff. Is It's n. xxiv, A wretch,
beneath the ban Of Pope and Church. 1860 K. VAUGHAN
Mystics 1. 164 Strasburg, and all the states which adhere to

Louis, are placed under the barm.

b. fig. or transf.
1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 45 All of whom this arch-

pontiff of the '

rights of men '

puts into the sweeping clause
of ban and anathema.

5. gen. A curse, having, or supposed to have,

supernatural sanction, and baleful influence.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 269 With Hecats Ban, thrice

blasted, thrice infected. 1822 BVKON Werner \\. i. 84 A pro-
digal son, beneath his father's ban. 1829 SCOTT Deinonol.
i. 41 The negro pines to death who is laid under the ban of
an Obi woman. 1874 H. REYNOLDS John Ra.pt. iij. 4. 221
The land might be smitten by the ban which once fell upon
the Canaanites.

6. An imprecation of a curse, an execration or

malediction expressing anger.
1596 SPENSER /'. Q. in. vii. 39 With bla.sphemous bannes.

1605 SHAKS. Lear \\. iii. 19 Sometimes with Luriaticke bans,
sometime with Praiers. 1783 94 W. BLAKI-; Songs ofExf. t

London 7 In every ban, The mind-forged manacles I hear.

1879 LOWELL Poet, ll'ks. 381/2 With many a ban the fisher-

man Had stumbled o'er and spurned it.

IV. Denunciation, prohibition.
7. A formal and authoritative prohibition ;

a

prohibitory command or edict, an interdict.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 925 To taste it under banne to touch.

1845 K. HAMILTON Pop. Rditc. vi. 126 Bring back the age
when Revelation was proscribed. Once more set the ban
upon it. 1872 FREKMAN Xortn. Cong. 11876) IV. xviii. 291
The teaching which put a ban on the flesh of the horse as
the food of Christian men. Ibid. V. xxiv. 489 The ban against
the tournament was fruitless.

8. A proclamation issued against anyone by the

civil power ; sentence of outlawry ; esp.
' Ban of

the (Holy Roman) Empire.'
a 1674 CLARKNDON Hist. Reb. I. r. (1702^ 14 The Prince

Klectour . . had . . incurred the Ban of the Empire in an
Imperial Dyet. 1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4451/1 To Day the
Puke of Mantua was put to the Ban of the Empire. 1810
L'oLERiiXiE Fnt*d1y.W& 82 Charles V had pronounced the
ban upon him [Luther] and limited his safe convoy to one
and twenty days. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876' III.

xviii. 403 The Presbyterians . . were under the ban of the
law. i8u HT. MARTINEAU Ireland v. 80 Under ban for

turning his late dwelling.
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9. Jig. Practical denunciation, prohibition, or

outlawry, not formally pronounced, as that of

society or public opinion.
1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. IV. iv. ii. 21 Still under the ban

of an orthodox clergy. 1859 MILL Liberty ii. 58 Opinions
which are under the ban of society. 1863 K.EMBLE Resid.
Georgia 1 1 Free from the chain . . of slavery ; but they are
not the less under a ban. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 77
What are the objects upon which . . the ban of morality is set ?

II Ban (bzen), sb:- [Pers. ^b ban lord, master,

keeper ; brought into Europe by the Avars who
ruled in Slavonic countries subject to Hungary.]
The name given to the governor or viceroy of cer-

tain military districts in Hungary, Slavonia, and
Croatia, who takes the command in time of war.

Hence : Banate, Bannat, the district under the

jurisdiction of a ban, as the Hungarian Banate,
the Banate of Croatia

;
Banal a., of or pertaining

to a ban
;

sh. a Banate.
1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 381 The Hungarian Bans . . are

Presidents or Gouernors of some Kingdomes belonging to
that Kingdom, as Dalmatia, Croatia, Slauom'a, Seruia and
others. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2224/3 The Ban of Croatia had
..drawn together the Imperial Troops .. to oppose their

design. 1804 CAMPBELL Turk. Lady, On Transylvania's
Bannat When the Crescent .shone afar. 1832 tr. Sisw0ndis
Hal. AY////', xi. 255 The kingdom of Bosnia, and the bannat
ofSclavonia. 1835/VK>r/. 1 1 1. 359/2The Banal Frontier
was formed in the course of the year 1696. 1860 R. D. in
I'ac. Tour 107 Numerous dukes, princes, and bans . . exer-
cised sway in the country now called Servia.

Banal ^bJ^nal, bcrna!"), a. ; also 8 -9 bannal.

fa. F. bana^ in Cotgr. bannal, f. ban : med.L.
hannum : see BAN j/>.l, and -AL 1

.]

1. Of or belonging to compulsory feudal service.

1753 CiiAMBi'.Ks CycL .Y//. ( Kaunal-Mill, akind of feudal
service, whereby the tenant of a certain di>trict are obliged
to carry their corn to be ground at a certain mill, and to be
baked at a certain oven for the benefit of the lord. 1864
Sn; F. I'Ai.fiRAvi-; Xt'rin. fy faig- IV. 281 A bannal-oven of
which the lord enjoyed the monopoly.
2. (From the intermediate sense of, Open to the

use of all the community): Commonplace, common,
trite ; trivial, petty.
(1837 Athcnjzum No. 504. 453 These bamialcs personages

are 'much of a muchness.') 1864 N. <y Q. Sen in. VI. 480
Facetious fools . . set up the banal laugh. 1868 BROWNING
Ring < F>k. x. 820 You must show the warrant, jn^t The banal
M.T.-tp, clerk's ^cribble. 1883 R. BURTON is; CAM. Gold Coast
\. \'\. 54 Prizes were batial as medals after a modern war.

Banality (Lun ^"liti). [ad. F. banaliti; f. banal'.

see piec. and -ALITY.]
1. Anything trite or trivial ; a commonplace.
1861 SALA Tiv. round Clock 244 That he is getting old, or

that he looks remarkably young, or some equally relevant
banalities. 1871 BROWNING Kalanst. 1514 The decent praise,
the due regret, And each banality prescribed of old.

2. Commonplace character, triteness, triviality.

1878 Do\\ DEN Stud. Lit. 394 The banality of these poetic
sorrows and aspirations. 1881 bAlNTSBURY inAcademy 5 Feb.

92/$ Bewitched by the absence of banality in his work.

Banana i^bana na . Also 7 bonaua, bonano.

[a. Pg. or Sp. banana (the fruit), banano (the tree),

given by De Orta (1563' and Pigafetta, as the

native name in Guinea (Congo).]
1. A tree (Jl/usa sapicntnm} cultivated largely

in tropical and subtropical climates, especially in

the islands of the Atlantic and Pacific
;

it grows
to a height of 20 feet, and has its stem marked
with purple spots and streaks.

1697 DAM PIER Fey. (1729) I. 316 The Bonano Tree is exactly
like the Plantain. 1810 SoUTHEV Kchama xvi. v, That, like

the broad banana growing, Raised their long wrinkled leaves
of purple hue. 1830 I.INULKY Xat. Syst, Hot. 270 The young
shoots of the Banana are eaten as a delicate vegetable.
2. The fruit of this tree, growing in clusters of

angular, finger-like berries, containing within their

rind a luscious and highly nutritious pulp.
[1563 GARCIA DE OKTA Simples e Drogues 93 b, Tambem

ha estes figos em Guine', chamam Ihe bananas.] 1597 HART-
WELL Pigafetta s Congo in Coll. Trav. (1745) II. 553 Other
fruits there are, termed Banana, which we verily think to be
the Muses of Egypt and Soria. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgr. I. v.

xvi. 452 Amboyna bringeth forth . . Coquos, Bonana's . . and
other fruits. 1796 SII-.DMAN Surinam I. ix. 205 Refreshed
with . . plaintains, bananas, oranges. 1823 BYRON Island
iv. viii, The ripe banana from the mellow hill.

3. attrib.i as in banana-leaf^ -tree (see sense l) ;

banana-bird, a gregarious \Vest Indian bird (Xan-
thornns icterus], belonging to the Starling family.
1845 DARWIN I'oy. Nat. xviii, It rained very heavily, but

the good thatch of banana-leaves kept us dry.

Banar, obsolete form of BANNER.

Banausic (bangsik), a. rare. [ad. Gr. a-

vavaittus of or for mechanics, f. ^rirawros working
by fire, mechanical, f, ftavvos furnace, forge.]

Merely mechanical, proper to a mechanic.

1876 GROTE Etli. Fragin. vi. 227 Alleged that the teaching
music as a manual art was banausic and degrading.

Banbury. A town in Oxfordshire, England,
formerly noted for the number and zeal of its

Puritan inhabitants, still for its cakes.

Ai535L\TiMER Serni.ff Rent. 11845) H- 299 (D.) Their laws,
customs, ceremonies, and Banbury glosses. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry IV. i. i. 130 Bar. {to Slender} You Banbery Cheese.
1601 Ptisquilfy Kat/t. in. 178 Put off your clothes, and you

BAND.
are like a Banbery cheese, Nothing but paring. 1614 B
JOXSON Bartk. /''air i, The reverend elder, you told me of,

your Banbury man. 1615 MAKKHAM En?, llcitsnv. n. ii.

(1668) 100 To make Banbury Cakes, a 1848 MARKYAT A*.

Reefer xiii, Had they not trustingly eschewed banbury-
cakes. 1863 SALA Capt. Dang. I. j. 15, I did ever hate your
sanctimonious Banbury-man.

II Bane (ba'ijk). Law. [AF. bane, 'bench': see

BANK
j/'.] Bench; in phrase in bane in BANCO.

1727 51 CHAMBERS i'ycl. s.v., King's Bane, or Bench. 1863
Cox Ittst. Kng. Goi't. ll. ix. 526 Disposed of in each court
when sitting in bane (in banco) that is, by several of the

justices sitting together.

Banche, 'to snatch' (Levins Afanip./'22).
Banck, -ier, obs. forms of BANK, BANKER.
Bancket, -cquet, obs. forms of BANQUET.
II Banco (ba-rjko), a. [It. ;= bank.] 'A term

used to indicate the bank money of account in

certain places, as distinguished from the current

money or turrcncy, when the latter had been de-

preciated from the earlier value retained by bankers
in calculating exchanges with foreign countries.

Thus at Hamburg, while the current mark was
worth is. i T\;rf., the mark banto was valued at

Is. 5Ji/. sterling.
1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. vn. Ixxxviii. 407 Exchange

. . 290 grosch per pound flemish banco. 1759 CHESTER!--.
Lett. 350 IV. 158 The Specie, Banco, Usances, Agio. 1809
R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 28 Three Thousand Banco
Marks [at Hamburgh].

i. Banco (Jc'rjko), sb. Law. [L., abl. of bancus
bench : see BANK sl>.-, and cf. BANC.] In L. phr.
in banco = on the bench : applied to sittings of a

Superior Court of Common Law as a full court,
as distinguished from the sittings of the judges at

Nisi Prius, or on circuit.

1768 [see BANK sA*2]. 1863 [see BANC].

Bancour, baneqwer, variants of BANKER!.

Band (bsend), rf.l Also 4-5 bande. [ME. banil,

bond, a. ON. band netit. (Da. baand, Sw. band)
-OS., OFris. band, OHG. bant, /<wi/:-OTeut.
*ba>ii/o-(vi), {. band- stem of bind-on to BIND.
Not in Gothic, nor in OE., which had only the

cogn. byid fem. : OTeut. *bandja- : see BEND
s/i. 1 which survived in ME. alongside of band,
bond. Band and bond were at first merely phonetic
variants (cf. land, lond, stand, stand, man, mon,
etc.), but are now largely differentiated in use, bond

being usual in branch II, in which band is archaic

or obsolete. Cf. BAND-, which in mod. use is

treated as identical with this.]

I. literally, That with or by which a person or

thing is bound.

1. Anything with which one's body or limbs
are bound, in restraint of personal liberty ;

a

shackle, chain, fetter, manacle, arch.
i 1200 OKMIN 19821 Herode . . band himm wijjb irrene band.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7170 Sampson . . gaf a braide . . |>at alle

be bandis of him brast. c 1460 Tffii'nctcy Alyst. 217 A bande
. . to bynde his hande. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. 121
These sortes of bondemen they kepe . . in bandes. 1590
MAHI.OWK fcdiv. II, m. i, Must I fall, and die in bands?
1611 BIBLE Aits xvi. 26 The doores were opened, and euery
ones bands were loosed. 1833 TENNYSON Poems 5 To chain
with chains, and bind with bands That island queen.

t b. abstr. Confinement, imprisonment, custody.
tt 1300 Cursor M. 4437 pat ojrer in prisun war or band.

//'/(/. 5802, 1 wil bairn bring vte of his band, c 1430 Hymns
Virg. (1867) 52 pat sa'iede my sone fro bittir bande !

fc. Our Lady's bands ; 'confinement
'

at child-

birth, accouchement. Obs. (Cf. BEND.)
1495 FcstiraliH Strype Eccl. Aletn. I. n. App. xxxvii. 99.

Pray . . for al women which be in our Ladyes bandes.

2. A string with which any loose thing is bound,

a. The tie of straw with which sheaves are bound,
a rope of hay used by the hay-binder, and gen.
a rope or string of straw, rushes, or similar

material.
c 1325 Metr. Honi. 146 Gaderes the darnel first in bande

1523 FITZHERB. Hitsb. 28 And with his rake and his syckle,
taketh vp the barley or otcs, and layth them vppon the

bande. 1592 SHAKS. I'en. <y Ad. xxxviii, Her arms infold

him like a band. 1832 HT. MAHTINEAU Life in Wilds iii.

38 She tied the twigs . . with bands of rushes. 1864 ATKIN-
SON \Vliitby Glass. , Band, a rope or string.

'
1 1 is not worth

a band's end.'

b. Book-binding. Name of the cords or straps

crossing the back of a book, by attachment to

which the quires or sheets are 'bound together.
1759 BOYER Fr. Diet., A band (for a Book), nerfficelle

coiisitc ait das d'nn Livre. 1879 Cassell's Tt-c/itt. Edttc. IV.

40 The bands are pieces of strongish string or cord, which
are fastened perpendicularly at fixed distances on a frame

rising at the edge of a board, on which the sheets of paper
are placed one by one.

3. The hinges of a door or gate ; esp. long strips

of iron extending across the surface by which it is

hung on the crooks.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19306 pe prisun dors [he] left ala he fand,

Noiper he brak ne barr ne band. 1483 Cnih. Angl. 19 Bande
of a dure, vertebra. 1565 Richmond. Wills 11853) 178, lii.j

iron bandes for a doore. 1571 in Man. Rift. (1882) I. 309
Lockes, keyes, and bandes of yron. 1864 ATKINSON Wkitby
Gloss., Bands,

' a pair o' bands,' a couple of hinges.
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4. A connecting piece, by which the parts of a

complex thing are held firmly together.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1671 First binde wele wij> balk and

bandes. 1483 Cat/i. AtigL 19 Bande of a howse ; lacunar
. . kramentnm. 1523 FIT/MKKU. tlnsb. 3 The shartbeame,
the which is the keye and the chiefe bande of all the plough.

1593 SHAKS. Rick. II. u. ii. 71 Who gently would dissolue

the bands of life. 1611 BIBLE Col. xi. 19 All the body by ioynts
and bands .. knit together. 1627 GAIT. SMITH Seaman's
C,nim. ii. 14 Clamps, middle bands and sleepers, .for binding
within. 1881 C. COWARDS Organs 41 The use of this band
is for the insertion of the wind trunk or trunks.

5. A string, strap, or chain, by which a child or

animal is held in hand, led, or tied up. ///. andy?^.
a 1300 Cursor .If. 14969 A moder ass yee sal (>ar find, And

yee hir sal vn-do vte of hir band. 1413 Lvnc. Pylgr. .S>W<'

v. ix. 1 14831 100 As an hound that tyed is with a band. 1690
W. WALKKR Idiom. Anglo-Lat. 519 He hath the world in a

band. 1738 C. WKSLKY Hymn,
l When to the 7V*/*/tf*Hi f

And lead with Bands of Love.

f6. Logic. The copula. Obs. rare.

1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers Log. \\. \. 86b, An axiome [i.e. pro-

position] hath two paries, the bande, and the partes bound.
1628 T. SPKNCKR Logick 160 A siinple Axiome is that, the

band whereof is a Verbe.

II. figuratively, A moral, spiritual, or legal
bond of restraint or union : a BOND.
7. fig. (from i) : The ' shackles

'

of sin or vice,

the 'chains* of sleep, the '

letters' of formula, elc.

c 1200 ORMIN 14778 He wollde lesenn hemin ut offbcwwdo-
mess bandess. a 1300 K. l-l. Pstt/terlvii, 3 He sent fra heven,
lesed me of hand. 1340 H AMI-OLE Pr. Consc. 3207 Bunden
faste With bandes of syn. 1549 A'X*. Coin. Prayer, 24 Sund.

TrJn., Delyuered from tbe bandes of all those shines which

by our frayltie we haue committed. 1725 I'OI-E Odyss. xx. 68
The downy bands of sleep. 1881 l^aily Xeivs 21 Jan. 5/1

Loosening himself from the bands of formula.

8. An obligation by which action is checked or

restrained, or persons reciprocally bound to each

other ; a tie, restraint, bond.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13710 pis womman J>e band [?'. r. bond]

has broken of hir sposail. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce 1.267 Wed-
ding is the hardest band That ony man may tak on hand.

1591 SPENSKR Ruins of Time Ded., With howe straight
bandes of duetie I was tied to him. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y.L.
v. iv. 136 To ioyne in Hymens bands. 1725 POPE Odyss. ix.

563 Thy harb'rous breach of hospitable bands. 1762 HI:MK
Hist. Eng. (18061 IV. Ixv. 774 Few. .were attached . .by any
other band than that of inclination. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. u.

xlx. (1865) 369 Having worn the nuptial bands. .longer than
her friend. 1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith v. i. 2. 293 The
immortal bands of obligation to himself.

9. A uniting or cementing force or influence

by which a union of any kind is maintained
;

a

pledge. arch.\ now BUND.
1483 Catk.AngL 19 Bande of \\&<t,fedus, pignus. 1569,!.

ROGERS GL Godly Love 186 Children is the very sure band
of love. 1625 BACON Unity in Relig., Ess. (Arb.i 423 Religion
being the chiefe Band of humane Society. 1796 MORSE
Amer. Gfflg. I. 318 Fear . . continued to operate as a band
of political union.

10. An agreement, or promise, binding on him
who makes it. arch. ; now BOND.
a 1440 Sir Degrw. 957 He hath gyf us by band An c

pownd worth of land. 1470 HARDING Chron. cxx. i, False
. . of his band Whiche to the kynge he made. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. 11.253 How Arthure his auh and band had
brokin. c 1603 G. WII.KINS Mis. En/. Marriage v. in Dodsl.

(1780) V. 106 From this your oath and band . . you have run.

1752 CARTE Hist. Eng. III. 436 He signed a Band, that . . he
would bear all concerned in it harmless. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of
Isles iv. xiv, To fulfil our father's band, I protTer'd all I could.

11. Security given ; a deed legally executed,

binding on him who delivers it. arch. ; now BOND.
1521 State Papers Hen. /"///, I. 27 The provision and

bande to be made for your indempnitie. 1580 LYI.Y Kitfhues
(Arb. ' 229 Enter not into bands, no not for thy best friends.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /V, in. ii. 157 The end of Life cancells

all Bands. 1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. v. xiii. 409 This

property of an honest man, that his word is as good as his

band. 1724 A. RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 122 There's
meikle good love in bands and bags. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, xxvi, Deil a wadset, heritable band, or burden.

f b. Security, pledge. Obs.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. i. 31 He sent to her his basenet as a
faithfull band.

t!2. A covenant, a league. St. Obs.

1452 EARL DOUGLAS in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 387
That I shall make na band na ligg in tyine coming. 1513-75
Ditirn, Occnrr. (1833' 273 To mak ane band and confider-

atioun with the Quene of Ingland. 1649 Hi-. GUTIIRY Mem.
11702! 76 A Hand found to be amongst a Number of Noble-

men, wherein they had combin'd to oppose, etc. 1873 BUR-
TON Hist. Scot. V. Ivii. 178 The

' band' for the murder pro-
duced by Balfour in a green box.

III. abstractly, Binding quality, or bound state,

f 13. Binding quality or power. Obs.

1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Connfr. Farm 576 The meale hath
not so good a band, neither yet Is it altogether so clammie.
,i 1619 DONNK Biathan. (1644) 143 This obligation ..is of

stronger hold, and of straighter band.

f 14. A state of union or connexion. Obs.

1631 Ri'THKRi-'ORD Lett. 18(1862*!. 77 Give them grace ..

to take band with the fair chiefCornerstone. Ibid. 131 Keep
band with the cornerstone.

IV. 15. Comb. Band-stone, a stone that passes

through a wall from side to side, and thus binds

the structure together, used especially in dry-stone
walls in the north.

Band (bsend) sb.z In 4-7 bande [Late ME.
bande

t
a. F, bande '

flat strip or strap, fascia, edge,
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side* ; in OF. also bende - Pr. and It. benda, Lomb.

binda, a. OIIG. binda : OTeut. *bindon, from bind-

on to bind: thus ultimately cognate with BAM).^.',
with which, since the loss of final -c, it has been

formally identical in English. The variant BEND,
from the earlier OF. faride, is retained in Heraldry,
(Although OF. bende would of itself give a later bandt\

the F. and It. forms suggest that both banda and benda.

may have existed from the first in Romanic : see next word.)]

I. Of sJiapc andfunction,
1. A strip of any material flat anil thin, used to

bind together, clasp, or gird.
a. A hoop or fillet for putting round anything.
1483 Cath. Angl. 19 Bande of a carte, irnsfa, fru$t,l<i.

1753 OIAMHI-.KS (>./. Sitpp.i Band, in matters of artillery. .

a hoop of iron used about the carriage i>f a gun.
\s.Bamls ofa saddle: two pieces of iron nailed

upon the bows to hold them in their proper platv.
1753 CIIAMHKKS Cycl. S>t/>/>. s.v., Besides the two i;n nt

bands, the fore-bow has a small one, called the wither-band,

2. e$p. A Hat strip of a flexible substance U'-.V'-

any fabric, leather, india-rubber, paper), used to

bind round an object.
1611 COTGR., fi,tndc> a band : properly a long and narrow

pecre of any slulle. ( 1800 MRS. HI'NTKH in 1001 Gems of
Sfi

mf 11883) ^7 ^'y mother bids me bind my hair With bands
of rosy hue. Mt>d. A roll of paper secured by an elastic band.

3. A flat strip or strap of the above description,

forming part of, or used lo confine, a dress at the

waist, neck, wrists, etc,, or to encircle and confine

a cap, hat, or other article of apparel.
1552 H(/LOI:T, Bande or la< e of a cappe or hatte, s/>.~>~a,

1562 J. H KYWOOD /V(T'. ff Kpigr. 11067) 207 Headband.
smockbande. 1599 THYNNK Aniiat/7'.(tB6^) 21 A bande
about c on re cappes, sette with golde Buttons. 1611 llnu-K

j\cclns. vi. 30 Her bands are purple lace. 1841 CATI.IN A".

Aincr. Ind. II. Iv. 198 His hat-band of silver lace. 1843
HOOD Shirt iii, Seam and gusset, and band, Band, and

gusset, and seam. 1882 Mag. Art V. 339 Full bodices with
bands high up round the waists.

4. spec. a. The neck-band or collar of a shirt,

orig. used to make it fit closely round the neck,
afterwards expanded ornamentally. Hence, in i6th

and 17th century, a collar or ruff worn round the

neck by man or woman.
1568 liiBi.i-: (Bishops') A'.r. xxxix. 23 With a band round

about the coller that it should not rent. 1591 FLOKIO Sec,

Frnitcs 5 With what band will you have it '{ With a falling
band. i6zo H. FITZGKFFERY Notes fr. Klackfryers> Hee
is of England by his yellow Band, c 1625 Points mi Costume
(18491 II2 With laces long and broad, As now are women's
bands, 1632 Sm:i;\vooi) l'*ng, 1' r. Diet,, Band tfor tbe

necke', Collt-t. A falling band, ^?#&r/. A ruffe band, l:rai,c.

1635 BRKRKTON Trai 1
. (1844) 103 Young maids . . some with

broad thin shag ruffs, .others with half bands. 1712 Si i .KM;

Spcct. No. 264 Pz A Taylor's Widow, who washes and can
clear-starch his Bands. 1755 SMOU.KTT Qni.v. n. n. i, His
band was collegian, neither starched nor laced.

b. The development of a falling collar into a

pair of strips (now called bands} hanging down
in front, as part of a conventional dress, clerical,

legal, or academical.
a 1700 SKDI.KV Sunn, Wks. 1722 I. 12 That fix Salvation to

Short Band and Hair. (-1760 GRAY Candidate, Divinity
heard .. She stroked up her belly, and stroked down her
band. 1779 JOHNSON /'*'A', /.. /' 1 1787) IV. 60 In a clergy-
man's gown, but with a lawyer's band, 1807 CRAHHE J'tir.

AY^. in. 867 Careless was he of surplice, hood, and band.
1822 NARKS s.v., What was within these forty years called

a bund at the Universities, is now called a pair of bands.
1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neigfib. viii. (1878} 131 With
my surplice and bands.

5. A strip of linen, or the like, to swathe the

body or any part of it ; a bandage.
1568 BIBLK (Bishops') yob xxxviii. 9, I made darknesse as

his swadlyng band. 1582 N.T. (Rhem.) John xi. 44 Dead,
bound feete and handeswith winding bandes. 1599 SHAKS.
Hen. {', v. ii. Cho., Henry the Sixt, in Infant Bands. 1703
TATE Parafihr. Luke H, All meanly wrapt in swathing
bands And in a manger laid. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., A
band, or roller, when applied, becomes a bandage.
6. Naitt. 'A slip of canvas stitched across a

sail to strengthen the parts most liable to pressure.'
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (17891, Reef-band, a piece of

canvas, sewed across the sail, to strengthen it in the place
where the eylet -holes of the reefs are formed. 1860 Aft' re.

Mar. Mag. VII. 114 Whip up the sail to the reef band.

7. Mcch. A flat strap, belt, or other connexion,

passing round two wheels or shafts, by which mo-
tion is communicated from the one to the other.

1705 HAUKSBFCE in Phil. Trans. XXV. 2166 The small
Wheel which the Band surrounds from the great one. 1801
BLOOMFIELD Rural T. (18021 3 She straight slipp'd off the

Wall, and Band. 1860 Ally. RwxdHo. 57. 162 The Hying
bands, the rattle of two hundred looms.

II. Of shape only, without any bindingfunction.
f 8. A side or flitch (of bacon). [The earliest

use in Eng.. f. OF. bande side.]
c 1394 /'. PI, Crede 763 And wij> be bandes [v. r. randes] of

bakun his baly for to fillen. [1611 COTGR., Bande de larde,
a flitch or side of bacon.]
9. Anything having the shape or appearance of a

band in sense i
; esp. a flat surface with parallel

sides, and of more or less breadth, running across
or around an object.
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 581 Bande or Band ; a

narrow flat surface, having its face in a vertical plane.

BAND.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ f'/iys. II. 621/1 The bands spring
from . . the apicial part of the left ventricle. 1861 PARKER
1ntrod. Ciotli. A rchit. (1874)319 Band, a ring round a shaft,
as if to bind it to the larger pillar. 1879 H. PHILLIES Add.
A\'/fs ( 'ohis 3 Upon a band in centre extending from side to

side of the medal is the sign Aquarius^ 1881 Syd. Soc. Le.v.,
]>iind

t ji
'

attuned, the cylinder-axis of white uerve fibre.

10. A more or less broad stripe, distinguished

by colour or aspect from the surface which it

crosses
; hence, a particular portion, space, or

region of a certain breadth crossing a surface.

1470 85 MALORY Arthur \. xiv, With bandys of grene, and

theiupon gold. 1494 FABYAN vn- 425 lakettys or cotys of

demy partye of yolowe and grene, \\itli a bande of whyte
caste onerthwaru-. 1831 HKIUSII.K Optics x. s6 Halfway
between A and II is a group of seven or eight (lines], furmini;

together a dark band. 1833 LYI-.I .1. 1 'ri>u: </<<>/. 1 II. 21-8 The
arenaceous strata do not form one continuous band around
the margin of the basin. 1857 ' .IVINGSTONK Tra-;-. xxiv. 472
We rame upon another broad band of the same flower.

1865 Gi-.iKtic .V.iw. ,y (,\'i>l. Si of. xi. 297 Successive bumK of

dark rock and grassy slope. 1876 (iio. KLIUT /.>./. !><>. II.

xxiii. 89 The . . sunshine . . came . . through the windows in

slanting bands of brightness.

b. Hands : a fault in flannel and serge cloth,

when, from the uneven shrinking of defective weft,

tight inelastic stripes occur here and there across

the piece.
11. a. Rnt. A transverse stripe of any colour,

also called _/rtjr/rt ;
b. Bot. A space between any

two elevated lines or ribs on the fruit of um-
belliferous plants ; also called -villa.

1841 K. NI-.WMAN {fist. Hril. Ins. in. ii. 175 A fillet K a

longitudinal stripe, and a band or fascia is a tran>ver-e mn-.

12. Gcol. A stratum \\iih a band-like Action.

1837 Penny (V.7. VII. -'S^/-' Layers of what the miner-; rail

band . . very thin beds of day-slau-. 1839 MI-K.JIISON Sihtr.

Xyst. i. xxxv. 47- A band of iron ore. 1858 (,'IIIIKII-. ///.v/.

}>o'>tidcr x. 198 A mass of hard yellow calcareous shale,
known to the workmen as '

bands.'

III. Cotfil>., as band-waker^ -reel, -wimble ; also

band-like, -shaped adj. Band-case - UAMJ-HI'\ ;

band-collar (^cf. 4 abo\e't ; band-fish, a tish of

tht; genus Cupola, belonging to the ribbon-shaped

family of the order Acanthoptcri ; band pulley,
a flat-faced wheel, fixed on a shall and driven by a

band
; band-saw, an endless saw, consisting of a

steel belt with a serrated edge running with great

speed over wheels
; band-string, a siring for fasten-

ing bands i see above, 4\ in the i ;th c. ornamented
with tassels, etc (see Fairholt Costume 4.23) ; band-

wheel, a wheel to which motion is communicated

by a band running over it. Also BANDBOX, q,y.
1635 T. C'KANI.I v Amanda xliii, Within a

"

1'and-ca^e lies

thy KutTe. 1820 SCOTT Abbot iv, A speck of sooi upon !ii-,

'band-cullar. 1836 YARKECI.I. Brit. J-'is/u'S I. 224 Red "

iJ.md

fish, Snakefish, Ribandlish- Ccfola ritbcswis. 1839 TOI>D

C'yil. Aunt. <v P/tys, III. 769/2 A 'band-like commissure.
XS99 '* JONSON Cynthia's AY?', v. iv, This is called tin-

solemn *

band-string. 1689 SKI.DKN Table T. 85 If a man . .

twirls bis
'

llandst rings. 1691 \Voon At It. O.von. II. 556 He
[wore] snakebone 'bandstrings tor bantl.strings with very
large tasselsi. 1816 SCOTT Arttiq. ix, Wi' mony a button
and a 'bandstring about it. 1407 Test, l-.bor (1836) I, 347,

j. mortas-wymbyll, j. band-wyrnbyll, j. hoke, ii. planes,

Band (bsend), st*y>\ also 5-6 bande. [Late
1 5th c. bande, a. F. bande =**., Sp., \\.banda

t app.

adopted from Teutonic (cf. OHG. bant, OS., ON.
band: see BAND j//.i

;
also Goth, bandi: see BKND

sl>y}. The word received in Romanic a new develop-
ment of sense, not found in Teutonic, with \\ hic.li it

has since been taken back, not only into Eng., but

also into Ger, (bande} and Du. {bende, formerly
bande} ; the adoption being facilitated byits obvious

connexion with the native words. In Kng., where the

pre-existing BAND j^.i, was synonymous with bend.

the present word was, b}- confusion with these, also

often written bend. So also in mod.Du. bende for

bande, by assoc. with a native bende : see BKND^.'
The actual history of banda in this sense, and its relation

to the Teutonic forms, are not without uncertainty, owing
to our ignorance at present of its age, and to the fact that

It., Sp., Pg. banda, F. bande, are found also as synonyms
of benda ^ bende 'fascia' (which, except in It., they have
now indeed superseded', while conversely Littrc's earliest

example of bande 'troop' is spelt bende, thus showing at

least form-association between the two words. And some
actually identify them : Du Gauge says that the company
of .soldiers formed by Alfonso of Castille was called a banda,
from the red banda or ribbon worn by them as a sash ; and
the new ed. of the Vocab. dclla Crnsca explains banda as
'

Company of soldiers, because originally distinguished by
a. banda or band of cloth of a certain colour.' But Littrc

refers banda, bande 'troop' to late L. bandinn BANNKK ;

and Du Cange shows med. L. bandits in sense both of
'

fascia,' and of '

company of men collected under a certain

leader or banner,* thus associating all three notions. What-
ever the original source, it is evident that the popular feel-

ing associated benda, banda, 'fascia, stripe, sash, scarf,

ribbon,' banda, 'company, troop,' and bandnni 'banner.']

1. An organized company ;
a troop. Said of

armed men, also of robbers, assassins, etc.

1490 CAXTON Rneydos Iv. 1 52 Mesapus wylh a goode bande
of folke. 1568 BIBLK (.Bishops'.) 2 Kings xxiv. 2 Bandes of
the Chaldees, and bandes of the Syrians. 1598 BARRKT
Theor. IVarres \. \. 5 Trayned companies, and selected

bandes. 1667
MILTON P. L. u. 097 Her victorious Bands.

1822 BYRON Werner iv, i. 301 The 'black bands' who still



BAND.

Ravage the frontier. i8z6 SOUTHEV Lett. C. Untler 499
A whole band of robbers were converted. i86oPusi:Y./)//;/.

/'ro^/i. 330 Small b.inds, unable to resist in the open field.

b. Trained w train-band*, see TKAIN-BAND.
2. A confederation of persons having a common

purpose.
I S57 N. T. (Genev.) Ep. *iii, The traitorous bande. 1738

\V'i:si,KY Wks. (1872! I. 92 That the persons so meeting be
divided into several bands, or little companies. 1879
FURNIVALL in NcwShaks. Soc. Rep. 1 1 The band of English
men and women whose bond of oneness is

'
to do honour to

Shakspere.'
3. A company of persons or animals in movement.
1601 SHAKS. Alfs Well\\. i. 16 He must thinke vs some

hand of strangers. 1611 BIBLK Gen. xxxii. 7 Hee diuided
the .. camels into two bands. 1725 POPE Otfyss. XXH. 521
The matron-train with all the virgin-band. 1770 C-OLRSM.
Des, Vill. 401 Downward they move, a melancholy band.

1876 GRKKN Short Hist. iv. 6 The little band of fugitives.

4. A company of musicians
;

the company of

musicians attached to a regiment of the Army.
1660 3 H'arrant />. iv. 316 George Hudson and Davies

Mell to give orders for the band of Music"". Ibid. 384 His
Mal Band of Violins. 1766 KNTICK London IV. 446 The
entertainment consists of a fine band of music. 1812 j.

WILSON Islt i

ofPalms iv. 442 The music bands both near

and far Are playing. 1832 KegnL Instr, Cavalry in. 58 The
Hand . . plays whilst the Regiment is passing. 1845 K.

HOI.MKS Mozart 6 Pieces which it seems were daily per-
formed . . by a band on the fortifications.

f 5. fig. A group of things Obs.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. in. iii, Those Things we . . have
ranked into Hands, under distinct Names or Knsigns.
6. Baud of Hope, a name given < first about

18471 to associations of young people who pledge
themselves to total abstinence from the use of in-

toxicating liquors.
1847 f. TUNNICLIFF Temperance song;

'

Come, all dear
children^ The Hand of Hope ?hall be our name, the Tem-
perance star our guide. 1878 Temp. Record 17 Jan. 33/2
Thus we find, in every rity, town, and hamlet, Hands of

Hope, and Senior Hands of Hope.
7. Conib, t

as band-brother, -roll, -society. Band-
master, the leader of a band of musicians, whence

band-mastered///, a. ; band-stand, a platform
or other structure for the use of a band of musicians.

1742 Obs<->-i>. Methodist 20 (live my dear J.ove to my dear
j

'Hand Brethren. 1858 W. Ki.us I'is. Madagascar xiii.

369 The 'bandmaster of one of the Knglish regiments.

1865 Ki'SKiN .Sesame 1 10 A large species of marsh mosquito
..melodious, 'band-mastered, trumpeting in the summer
air. 1693 W. ROIIKKTSOX Phrase^/. Gen. 200 A yband roll or

Muster-roll. 1742 Obscrv. Methodists 20 Forming them
into "Hand Societies. 1859 J. LAW; IVand. India 256011
the parade ground and at the 'band stand. 1879 Spectator

7 June 719 Co-operating in labour, which the late Prof.

i.'lifford used to speak of. . as 'band-work.

Band >,ba'nd), ///.-I [Of uncertain origin: it may
be conjecturally connected either with BAND sb.'-,

or with BANDE = bound, bourne, as separating two

valleys or gills ;
the Welsh bant '

height' has also

been compared.]
A ridge of a hill

; commonly applied in the Kng-
lish Lake district to a long ridge-like hill of minor

height, or to a long narrow sloping oftshoot from a

higher hill or mountain.

1513 Don, i.AS .-Kneis xi. x. 63 Him self ascend is the hie

band of the hyll. 1869 PEACOCK Gloss. Lonsdale Dial.,

Hand, the summit of a minor hill, as ' Swirl band,' Tilber-

thwaite fell. 1872 JKNKINSOX Eng. Lakes (18791 23 The vale

head of Langdale is divided by the Hand into the Mickleden
and Oxendale glens.

Band (bcend), v^ [a K. bande-r, f. bande BAND
sb^ and -, the senses of which run together in the

verb. Perh. partly derived from the Eng. sbs ]

1. trans. To bind or fasten with a band or bands.

1488-1852 [see HANDKD i.]

fr
2. a. To furnish with a band, to bind (a gar-

ment
1

), b. To cover with a band or bandage. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 443/1, I bande a garment or a inaser, or any
suche lyke . . Bande your jacket, it shall be strongar. a 1700
IJKYOKN (J.I His eyes were banded over. 1855 Bookseller

5 Mar. (Ath-t.) Prospectuses folded, banded, and stamped
for Post.

3. To mark with bands or stripes.

1853 KANT. Grinnell Exp. xxviii. (18561 230 An opalescent

purple, that banded the entire horizon. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. xix, 328 Each of these halves is banded round by
a number of circles.

4. To join or form into a band or company ;
to

unite, confederate, league : a. trans, and refl.

1530 PAI.SGR. 443 'i He bandcth hymselfe with your cne-

myes. 1581 J. BELL /faddon's Ans^v. Osor. A ij, Handyng. .

all his knowledge and skill agaynst the professed doctrine of

our Religion, a 1593 H. SMITH Wks. '1867) II. 184 The rulers

band themselves against him. 1667 MILTON /'. L. v. 714
What multitudes Were banded to oppose his high Decree.

1876 GRKKN Short Hist. ii. 6. 91 Everywhere, .men banded
themselves together for prayer.

b. intr.

1530 PALSCR. 443/1 He bandeth with them that wyll for-

sake hym, whan he hath most nede. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. \. iv.

36 Hugerontsof people did about them band. 1611 BIBLE
Acts xxiii. 12 Certaine of the lewes banded together. 1845
R. HAMILTON Pup. Ednc. vi. 118 The enemies of Sabbath
school Instruction are too scattered to band, too imbecile to

argue.

t Band, ^.2 Obs. [either a. F. bander^ or

shortened form of HANDY v. ; cf. the pa. pples.

648

banded, bandied, of similar sound.] = BANDY v. in

various senses.

1580 Hou.YliAND Treas. Fr. Tong., Pretenderen i'n fr/fiot t

to band in the tennice. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. in. ii, 41 Swete
love such lewdnes bands from his faire companee. 1613
W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. iv, He . . Had heapes of fire-brands
banded at his face. 1616 HKAUM. & FL. Cnst. Countr. vi,

Adverse fortune Handing us from one ha/ard to another.

1641 SHIRLEY Cardinal v. iii, Thus banded out o' the world

by a woman's plot ! 1672 DRYDEN Cony. Granada i. i. {1725)
36 Though they band and jar.

t Band(e. Obs. [var. of bondc, a ME. form of
BOUND

si).]
= BOUND, limit.

c 1420 AV&W. Artli. iii, None so hardi Durste bide in his

bandus. 1470 HARDING Chron. x. vii, To let hym passe and
ride Frely, where so they would withouten bande. 1470 85
MALORY Arthur \\. xvii, Thow passyst thy bandes to come
this waye. 1533 LD. BKKNKRS Froiss. I. ccxxxii. 321 They
hauc . . done many an yuell dede in the bandes of Tholous.

Bandage (baeild6dg)tj. [a. F. bandage, f. bande
BAND sb.- : see -AGE. Orig. a term of surgery.]
1. Surg. A strip or band of woven material used

to bind up a wound, sore, or fractured limb.

1599 A. M. Galielhoiter's Bk. Physic 185 2 On the syde of
the Rupture, ther must be sowede a little bandage. 1725
Vdvv.Odyss. xix. 535 With bandage firm Ulysses' knee they
bound. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xxviii, We reduced the

fracture, dressed the wound, applied the eighteen-tailed
bandage. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xvli, There,
there- let me fix this bandage.
b. abst. BANDAGING vbl. sl>. i.

1720 Loud, Gaz. No. 5901/3 Lectures in Osteology, Band-

age, etc.

2. A strip of any flexible material used for bind-

ing or covering up, e$p. for blindfolding the eyes.
1715 GARTH Clarcmont iR.) Justice [shall] need no bandage

for her eyes. 1799 G. SMITH Laborat. I. 15 Glue them to-

gether with a bandage of paper. 18x3 SHELLEY 0. Mob. 190
Like bandages of straw Beneath a wakened giant's strength.

Jig 1750 SHENSTONE Ode Indoi. 12 Ah ! gentle Sloth ! in-

dulgent spread The same soft bandage o'er my mind. 1862
MAURICE Mor. $ Met. Phi!. IV. v. 66 Tie the controversy
with bandages of argument.
3. A band or strip of material used to bind to-

gether and strengthen any structure, arch.

1766 KNTICK London IV. 205 A channel cut into the band-

age nf Portland-stone. 1842 GWILT E.ncycl. Archil. Gloss.,

Bandages, the rings or chains of iron inserted in the corners
of a stonewall, .which act as a tie on the walls to keep them
together.

Bandage (borndt-d^X v. [f. prec. sb.] To tie

or bind up with a bandage, lit. undjig.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. II. xi. (Joo.i Their artificial de-

formities of . . bandaging the feet. 1831 CARLYI.K Sart. Res.
HI. i. So bandaged, and hampered, and hemmed in . . with
thousand requisitions. 1873 /E. MTNRO Nursing iv. 159 To
bandage a part well.

Ba'ndaged, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.] Bound
or tied up with a bandage.
1855 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. III. 636 Managing the bridle

with a bandaged arm. 1879 BARING-GOULD Germ. I. 391 The
bandaged boy in blind-man's-buff.

Bandage? (borndt'dyo-i). [f. as prec. + -Ku 1
.]

One who bandages (wounds).
1851 H. C. ROBINSON Diary\\. 295 His skill as a bandager.

Ba'iidaging, vM. sb. [f.
as prec. + -ING 1.]

1. The action or art of applying bandages.
1835 Penny Cycl. III. 365/1 Courses of lectures on bandag-

ing. 1838 HT. MARTINKAU West. Trav. I, 206 Whether the

bandaging of his ancle gave him pain.

2. concr. Material for bandages.
1819 Pantolog. s.v. Surgery, Adhesive plaster with proper

bandaging is to be used.

Bandagist (bx-ndt-d.yist). [f. BANDAGE sb. +
-1ST

; ef. F. bandagiste^\ A maker of bandages.
1859 WOKCI--STKK cites DUNCLISON. 1871 T. SMITH in Syst.

Sitrg. V. 506 The instrument-maker or bandagist,

1 Baildalore, A toy containing a coiled spring,
which caused it, when thrown down, to rise again to

the hand, by the winding up of the string by which
it was held.

1824 Miss MITI-ORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 198 A gone-by
toy, called a bandalore. t9fyAtforuntm 10 Sept. 330/2 Our
Iron Duke . . in Dublin playing with a Bandalore, now an
obsolete toy.

Bandanna, -ana (Ixiendarna). Also 8 ban-
danno. [cf. Hindustani bundhnu * a mode of

dyeing in which the cloth is tied in different places,
to prevent the parts from receiving the dye' (Shak-

spear/)/cA); prob. adopted first in Pg.] A richly
coloured silk handkerchief, with spots left white

or yellow by the process described above. The
name is now applied to cotton handkerchiefs also,

and the pattern is produced by chemical agency.
1752 in J. Long Bengal (&]& 31 Plain taffaties, ordinary

bandannoes, and chappas. 1854 THACKERAY Newcomes I.

39 Waving his yellow bandanna. 1875 Miss BIRD Hawaii
134 Many had tied bandanas in a graceful knot over the left

shoulder.
attrib. i&z$Ann. Reg. 140/2 Bandana handkerchiefs. 1843
CARLYLE Past $ Pr. (1858)285 Beautiful bandana webs.

Bandbox (bse-ndb^ks). Also 78 ban-box,

[f. BAND sb.- + Box.] A slight box of card-board

or very thin chip covered with paper, for collars,

caps, hats, and millinery ; originally made for the

'bands
'

or ruffs of the i/th c.

1631 T. POWELL Tom All Trades 173 Carrying the Rand-

BANDEROLE.
box under their apron. 1633 ROWLEY Match at Midn. iv.

in DodsL (1780) VII. 413 Knter Maid with a band-box.
Constable. How, now ! where ha' you been ? . . Maid. For
my mistress's ruff, at her sempstress'. 1712 ADDISON Spect.
No. 31 1 p i, I . . do not suffer a Ban-box to be carried into
her Room before it has been searched. 1720 GAV Poems
(1745) I. 189 With empty ban-box she delights to range. 1758
J. S. Le Drafts Obscrv. Surg-. 11771) 340 Such Wood as they
make Handboxes . . with. 1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. n.

1 1. viii. 148 A thing . . to be chiefly kept in a bandbox.
b. attrib. Bandbox thing: (cf. prec. quot.)
1774 Westm. Mag. II. 454 The good man .. turned the

eye of contempt upon the Band-box Thing, and . . said,
'

I

believe 'tis a Doll.' a 1852 MOOKE Country Dance $ Quad.
xiii. 51 A band-box thing, all art and lace, Down from her

nose-tip to her shoe-tie.

Baildboxical (bixndb^ksikal), a. colloq. [f.

prec., afterwords from Gr., $& paradoxical^ Hav-

ing the appearance or size of a bandbox.
1787 BECKFORD Italy ('1834* II. 175 Cooped up in a close,

bandboxica! apartment. 1873^! iss BRADDON Sir. <$ Pilgr.
in. i. 240 Square bandboxical rooms.

i

1 Bandeau (bnd<r). PI. -eaux. [Fr. : OF.
bandel, dim. form from bande BAND sb\ cf. BAN-

DORK-.] a. A narrow band or fillet worn by
women to bind the hair, or as part of a head-dress.

b. A bandage for the eyes.
r 1790 Miss BURNEY Diary (1842) I. 98 (D.) That bandeau

. .was worn by every woman at court, a 1847 MRS. SHERWOOD
Lady ofManor III. xxi. 277 Just make up this bandeau for

my hair. .'1858 C. MATHKWS Antobiog. (1879) I, In a laced

night-cap with sky-blue bandeau. 1861 GFN. P. THOMPSON
Audi Alt. III. clxi. 175 The Chancellor of the Exchequer,
as Paul Louis said of fortune, sees under his bandeau.

Banded (barndt>d), ///. a.
[f.

BAND v. + -ED.]
1. Bound or fastened with, or as if with, a band.

1488 Invent, in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 391 A bandit
ki>t like a gardeviant. 1813 SCOTT Rckeby in. xxiv, These
iron-banded chests to gain. 1852 TUITER Prov. Philos. 4<.g
One fortuitous grain might dislocate the banded universe.

2. Furnished with a band >;or bands) ;
in Her.

with a band differing in colour from the garb.
1787 PORNY Heraldry 151 Three Blackamoors' Heads in

Profile .. banded Argent and Gules. 1823 P. NICHOLSON
Pract. Build. 581 Banded column, a column encircled with

Bands, or annular rustics. 1837 MAKRYAT Dog-Fiend vii,

A . . gold-banded cocked hat. 1855 TENNYSON Maud \. viii,

The snowy-banded . . Delicate-handed priest.

3. Marked with bands or stripes.
a 1842 TKNNYSON Eleanore^ The yellow-banded bees. 1876

PAGE Advd. Te.vt-bk. Geol. xvii. 310 This banded appear-
ance of a lias cliflf.

4. Confederated, leagued, allied.

1601 BP. BARLOW Sena. Panics Crosse 61 This conspiracie
thus banded. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 85 The banded Powers
of Satan. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 274 The poet
addressed himself to the banded enemies of France.

tBa-ndel, bandle. Obs. [a OF. bandele,

die, dim. of bande BAND sb.*] A swaddling-band.
1598 FI.ORIO, I'*asciola, a little bandle, a little swadling

clout. 1603 Montaigne u. xii. (16321 253 The bandies and
swathes about our children. Ibid. 299 Foure [gods] to a

childe, as protectors of his bandels, of his drinke, etc.

Bandelet bandelet). Also 7bandelette. [a.

F. bandelcttc, dim. of OF. bandele little band. Cf.

BANDLKT.] A small band, streak, or fillet; 'mArch.

a small ilat moulding, encompassing a column.

1647 W. BROWNE Polex. 99 The fairest Princesse that hath
ever worne the sacred Bandelette of the Incas. 1696 in

PHILLIPS. 1751 KARL ORKERY On Swift 89 (T.) The longer
he wore the diadem, the bandelet still became more tight
and irksome. 1863 K. HILL Jamaica Seas. Notes 194 The
fish . . is roseate in colour, varied with bandelets.

Bander (ba-ndai). arch. [f.
BAND v. +-EK 1

.]

One who bands or leagues ; a confederate.

i*fr\RIyrr, Mag,, Somerset xxiv, Theyr banders to elect.

1591 PKKCIVALL Span. Diet., yandolero, a bander, he that

followeth a faction. 1649 BP. GUTHRY Mem. (1702) 77 So

many of the Banders as happen'd to be at home . . were cited

to appear. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xx, The lords who have be-

come banders in the west.

Ii Bauderilla vbanderrl y
a). [Sp., dim. of

bandera BANNER.] A little dart, ornamented with

a banderole, which dexterous bull-fighters stick

into the neck and shoulders of the bull ; ^\%ofig.

||
Bauderillero (ba:nder/l>'eT0) [with agential

suffix -cro], the bull-fighter who uses banderillas.

1864 DK. MANCH. Crt. $ Soc. Eliz. to Anne I. 24 The ladies

danced with picadors and banderilleros. 1865 PallMallG.

23 Nov. 3 He will begin to see the barb of the banderilla

under its paper disguise.

Banderol(e, bandrol, bannerol (boen-

derol, -<7"1, bce'iierol). Forms: 6banerol,banaroll,

bannerall, 7 bandroul(e, -role, -roll, banrol,

bannerolle, 7-9 banneroll, 8 banner roll, 6-

banderol, bannerol, 9 bannerole, banderole,

(bandarole\ bandrol. [a. F. banderole (i tsth c.

banerolle, i6th c. banderotle}, dim. of bandore,

banniere, BANNER, probably after It. banderttolat

dim. of bandiera BANNER.]
1. A long narrow flag, with cleft end, flying from

the mast-heads of ships, carried in battle, etc.

1562 LEIGH Armory \^ Any Banner, Standard, Banaroll.

1612 DRAVTON Poly-alb, xxii. 1 17481 342 Let them in the field

be by their band rouls known. 1681 nisc. 7V*i'n6GayIand
. . sent his Treasurer with a White Bandrol, offering terms

of Peace. 1808 SCOTT Mann. iv. xxxviii, Scroll, pennon,

pensil, bandrol, there O'er the pavilions flew. 1870 Standard



BANDICOOT.

5 Dec., Disarmed a colour Serjeant, .and seized on the ban-
nerol he carried.

2. A small ornamental streamer, e. g. that at-

tached to the lance of*a knight; in Her. one

hanging down from the crook of a crosier, and

folding over the staff.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. \\. vii. 26 To despoyle of knightly
bannerall. 1615(1. SANDYS Trav. 124 Thousands of Pilgrims
. . entry one with his haurol in his hand. 1829 W. IKYING
Granada (1850) 21 The . . lances bore gay bandaroles. 1848
LYTTON Harold\\\. 212 The lance with its pointed banderol.

1851 S. JUDO Margaret xvii. (1871) 149 Her hair streamed
bandrols in the wind.

b. * The little fringed silk flag that hangs on a

trumpet
'

J.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed\\\. 490/1 Trumpeters . .

sounding their trumpets most roiallie, their bannerols dis-

pUued.
3. A ribbon-like scroll bearing a device or in-

scription .

1629 F. MARKHAM Bk. Warre \\. ix. 74 His Colors . . are
euermore contained in the Hand-role vpon which his Crest
standeth. 1875 FORTNUM Maiolka\\\. 30 Portraits of ladies
with a ribbon or banderole on which the name is inscribed.

4. Arch. A flat band with an inscription, used in

decorating buildings of the Renascence period.
5. A banner about a yard square, borne at the

funerals of great men, and placed over the tomb.

[See BANNEROL.]
Bandicoot (barndikwt). Also 9 -icoote, -ycoot.

[corruption of Tclugu pandi-kokku^ lit.
*

pig-rat
'

(Col. Yule).]
1. A large Indian rat (Afus malabaricits or gigan-

tens}) as big as a cat, and very destructive.

(^ Wrongly used in quot. 1789 for the Musk-rat.)
1789 MUNRO Narrat. 32 The Bandicoot, or musk rat, is

another troublesome animal, .from its offensive smell. 1813
J. FORBES Orient. Mem. III. 41 Handicoote -at[s] fre-

quently undermine ware houses and destroy every kind of

merchandise. 1860 TENNENT CVy^"* I- 150 Another favourite
article of food with the coolies is the pig-rat or Bandicoot.

2. A genus of insectivorous Australian marsupials
(Parametes), somewhat resembling the above.

1831 TVERMAN & BENN. Voy. <$ Trav. II. xxxvi. 149 The
dogs also worried a bandy-coot . . an animal, .with a head
and tail resembling those of a rat, and a pouch under the

belly for the reception of its young. 1839 TODD CJY-/. Anat.
ty Phys. III. 260/2 Marsupials commonly known in Australia

by the name of Bandicoots.

Bandied (bse-ndid), ///. a.
[f.

BANDY v. + -ED.]
Tossed to and fro. lit. andy^*.
1663 BUTLER Hud. \. \\. 55 Whipp'd Tops and bandy'd

Balls, The learned hold are Animals. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE
Norm. <y Eng. I. 202 How cruel then, such bandied terms
as

' base servility.'

Bandiness (barndinesX [f. BANDY a. + -NESS.]
The quality of being bandy-legged or crooked.

1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xxxvi, If . . any moral twist or
bandiness could be found, Miss Sally Brass's nurse was
alone to blame.

Banding (bce-ndin), vbl. sb^
[f.

BAND v.i]
1. Combining, joining in parties or factions

;

leaguing, confederation.

1575 CHURCHYARD Chippes (1817^ 190 Great banding then,

began in Borough towne. (1645 HOWELL /.*/. (1650) I. 316
There being divers bandings, and factions at court. 1793
BURKE Let. Langrishe\

li\&,. VI. 358 As little do I relish any
bandings or associations for procuring it. 1860 GEN. P.
THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cvii. 20 The banding of man with
man keeps down felonious action.

2. Formation of, or marking with, bands or stripes.

Banding - plane : a plane used for cutting out

grooves and inlaying strings and bands in straight
and circular work.

1850 in WORCESTER. i86a DANA Man. Geol. 651 Its band-

ing the stream with colder and warmer waters.

t Ba'nding, vbl. sbt Obs. [f. BAND z/,2 +
JNG 1

.]^ BANDYING.
1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 45 There was a banding of

such lookes. 16x1 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. xxiv. 138
Fortune . . made him a Ball for her banding. (1645 HOWEI.L
Lett. (1650) I. 327 The . . bandings of opinions we had lately
at Gresham college.

Ba'nding, ///. a. [f.
BAND v.^ + -ING 2

.] Con-

federate, leaguing.
1602 W. WATSON Decacord. 62 This banding impudencie

of the Jesuits.

Bandit (barndit). PI. bandi-tti, ba-ndits.

Forms: 6-7 bandetto, 7 bandite, -ditto, -dyto,

-diti, 7-8 -ditty, -dito, 7- bandit. PI. a. 6 -deti,

7 -ditie, 7-8 -diti, -ditty, -dity, 7- ditti ; , 6-7
dettos, 7 -ditos, -ditoes, -detties, -dities, 7-8
-ditties, 7- dits. [a. It. bandito '

proclaimed,

proscribed/ in pi. banditi sb.
'

outlaws/ pa. pple.
of bandire med.L. bannire to proclaim, proscribe:
see BAN sb. and v. t and cf. BANISH. Early spellings, |

as well as the current pi. banditti, were apparently i

corrupted by form-assoc. with DITTO, It. detto, pi.

detti. The It. sing, bandito is not now used in

Kng. : bandit is also mod.F. But the pi. banditti

(for It. banditi} is more used than bandits, esp. in

reference to an organized band of robbers ; in

which sense it has also been used as a collective

sing.; in I7th c. this was taken as an individual

sing., with pi. -is, -us.]
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lit. One who is proscribed or outlawed ; hence, a

lawless desperate marauder, a brigand : usually
applied to members of the organized gangs which
infest the mountainous districts of Italy, Sicily,

Spain, Greece, and Turkey.
(.Bandetto in first quot. may he attrib. sb. or ppl. adj.)

'593 SIIAKS- 2 Hen. I
7
/, iv. I. 135 A Humane Sworder. and

Bandetto slaue. 1594 NASHE Unfurl. Trav. 57 The Ban-
dettos . . are certayne outlawes that lie betwixt Rome and
Naples. 1602 Life T. Crwwellu. \. 95 The banditti do you
call them?. . I am sure we call them plain thieves in England.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 117 The Bandits . . are the murder-
ing robbers upon the Alpes. 1688 Land. GHZ. No. 2310/3 He
had lived as a Banditi in Anatolia. 1713 STEELE ^/fepwsAwt.
No. 13. 84 The Examiner is no more a Tory, .than a Bandito
is a Soldier. 1719 D'UHFEY Pills (18721 II. 292 Each con-

quering great Commander, And mighty Alexander, Were
Banditries too. 1800 COLQUHOUN Comm. Thames \\. 240 A
set of lawless Banditti infested the River. 1840 HOOD Up
Rhine 191 Why, every Baron in the land was a bandit.

1876 GKEEN Short Hist. v. i. 224 The routed soldiery
turned into free companies of bandits.

b. collective sing. A company of bandits.

1706 E)K FOK Jure Div. n. 15 He form'd the First Banditty
of the Age. 1799 WELLINGTON in Owen Disp. 146 In which
province an adventurer had assembled a banditti. 1826
SCOTT Woodst. v. 195 Deer-stealers . . are ever a desperate
banditti.

C. attrib.
;
and in comb., as bandit-haunted.

[Cf. 1593 in i.] 18547. ABBOTT Napoleon I. xii. 208 Fierce
banditti bands. 1855 MlLMAN Lat. Chr. (1864) V. ix. ii. 229
Wild Bohemians and bandit soldiers. 1859 TENNYSON Enid
879 Bandit-haunted holds.

t Ba'ndit, v . Obs.
[f.

It. bandito proscribed :

see prec.] To proscribe, banish, outlaw.
x6n CORYAT Crudities 287 All light gold is bandited, that

is, banished out of the Citie [Venice]. 1652 S. S. Secretaries
Stud. 264 A Noble man . . long since Bandited by the State,
for murthering a Gentleman.

Baildle (bK-nd'O. [ad. Irish bannlamh cubit,
f. bann measure -f lamh hand, arm.] An Irish

measure of two feet in length.
1623 in COCKERAM. 1672 Punv Pol. Anat. (1691*98 Seven-

teen Handles make a Man's Suit, and twelve make a Cloak.

[Still in 1865 used in Bandon, co. Cork.]

Bandle, var BANPEI., Obs., ewaddling-band.
Bandies s (barndK's), a.

[f.
BAND sl>. + -LESS.]

Without a band (in various senses) ;
whence Band-

lessly adv., Bandlessness.
1660 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Bondfloos, Bandlesse Or Un-

bound. 1862 Times, Epsom Downs, .bandless, niggerless.

Bandlet (brv-ndK-t\ [f.
BAND -T/J.- + -LET ; or

syncopated from BAN" ELET.] A small band, fillet,

or streak ; in Arch. = BANDELET.
1727-51 in CHAMBERS Cycl. 1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg.

Monast. Ord. 11863) ir Two bars or bandlets gules. 1883
PIAZZI SMYTH in Observat. No. 83. 81 The bandlets of lines

in this mysterious n band. 1883 Hn:n Assyr, Antiq. 50 His
hair is covered with a broad bandlet.

II Ba*ndo. Obs. [a. It. (and Sp.
1

) bando = med.L.
bannnni BAN.] A public proclamation.
1598 BARRET Theor. IVarres iv. i. 118 The Commaunds,

lawes, and bandos of the high General). 1642 SHIRI.KV
Sisters v. ii, The last bando' He that can bring Frapolo,
the chief bandit . . Shall have free pardon.'

Bandog (bwnd^g). Forms : 5-7 band-dogge,
5 bande doge, bon-, bonde dogge, 6 band-dogg,
6-7 band-dog, bandogge, 7 ban-dogg. 6 ban-

dog, bandog, [f. BAND sbl 6 -
fastening + Don ]

orig. A dog tied or chained up, either to guard a

house, or on account of its ferocity ; hence gen. a

mastiff, bloodhound.
1425 in Wright's Voc. 187 Molosus, band-dogge, 1-1440

Protnp. Parv, 43 Bondogge 1x499 bonde dogge), Molosns.

ci5<x> Thersites in Hazl. Dodst, I. 399 The bandog Cerberus
from hell he bare away. 1577 HARRISON England in. vii. 44
The mastiffe, tie dog, or banddog, so called bicause manic of
them are tied up in chaines . . fordooing hurt abroad. 1669
ETHEREDGE Lo~se in Tub iv. iii, As fierce as a Ban-dog that

has newly broke his chain. 1813 SCOTT Rokebyv. xxxvi, As
the bull, at bay, Tosses the ban-dogs from his way.
b. jig. ; also in phr. To speak bandog and Bedlam :

i. e. furiously and madly
1600 DEKKER Gentle Craft Wks. 1873 I. 19 O master, is it

you that speak bandog and Bedlam this morning? 1610
Chester's TrL, Envie 12 Thou envious Bandogge, speakeand
doe thy worst. 1645 \3wtX9.BodyofDi7'. 11647)376 Letting
loose Satan, his band-dog, to. .molest the godly. 1839 SCOTT
Anne ofG. (1833) I. 133 He was usually spoken of as the

bandog of Burgundy, or the Alsatian mastiff. <m
C. attributive or appositive.
1616 BEAUM.& FL. Wit without M. v. i, Bitten with bandog,

fleas. 1629 H. BURTON Babel no Beth. Ep. Ded. 9 All the

band-dog heresies of hell were let loose.

Bandoleer, -ier (beend<?li<>u). Forms : 6

bandollier, -dileare, 6-7 bande-, 7 bandileer(e,
-leir, -lier, bandlier, bandooleer(e, -leir, -Her, S

bandaleer, 6-9 bandalier, 7-9 bandolier, 7-
bandoleer, -ier. Also, 7 bandileero. -iliero,
-aliero. [a. F. bandomllere (Cotgr. 1611), mod.
bandonltire ; from It. bandoliera, or Sp. bandolera,
f. bandola, dim. of banda BAND. With the forms
in -era, cf. -Al>o 2

.]

fl. A broad belt, worn over the shoulder and
across the breast, by which a wallet might be sus-

pended at the side. Obs.
a 1577 GASCOIGNE Fl0iucrs t fferbst etc. ^15871 186 As Ban-

BANDONLY.
dolliers for who in mountains dwelles. ^1626 MIDDLETON
Black Bk. Wks. V. 517, I threw mine arms, like a scarf or

bandileer, cross the lieutenants melancholy bosom. 1634
HEYWOOD IV/tcAes of Lane. n. Wks. 1874 IV - 2C)I

. I have . .

this my bandileer of bottles, to fill to night. 1767 DUCAREL
Angle-Norm. Antiq. 47 Their surplices covered with Uanda-
leer's of flowers.

trans/. or_/ig: 1598 SVI.VKSTER DH Bartas(\tx&\ 37oThree
thousand times the sun Hath gallopt round Heaven's golden
bandeleer.

2. esp. A belt of this kind worn by soldiers ; orig.
it helped to support the musket, and had also

attached twelve little cases, each containing a

charge for the musket
;
later

t
a shoulder-belt fitted

with little loops, in which cartridges are suspended.
1596 Union Invent. 3 Six mu^ketts with bandileares. 1622

F. MARKHAM Bk. Warrc\. ix. 3 To this Bandiliere shall bee
fastened by long double strings, that they may with more
ease be brought to the mouth of the musquet, one large
priming charge . . and at least twelve other charges. 1672
CHAS. II. Warrant 2 Apr., One matchlocke nmsqutt, with
a collar of bandaliero. 1768 STERNE Sent. Joitrn. 11774) I-

321 A rusty old sword, and a bandoleer. 1818 SCOTT Leg.
MoiitroseHi A bandolier containing his charges ofammuni-
tion, 1885 Daily Newsm Feb. 5/6 Mounted infantry. . in . .

Khaki helmets, puggarees, bandoliers.

3. By transference : in sing. One of the cases or

boxes containing a charge for the musket
;
hence

used in//, as =
prec.

1611 COTGR., Bandovillercs^ a musketiers bandooleers ; or

charges like little boxes, hanging at a belt about his necke.

1624 C.U'T. SMITH I'irgmia iv. 160 Master Argent had put
his I'andileir of powder in his hat. a 1659 CLEVELAND Wks.
30 Like Cartrages, or Linnen Bandileers Exhausted of their

Sulphurous Con tents. 1728 FiKLniNr./,()rv/ Mnsqut>$\j\is.
1775 I. 76 (let down my broad-sword and bandaliers. 1818
ScoT'i Hrt. Midi, xii,

' He was in his bandaliers to hae
joined the ungracious Highlanders in 1715.'

Bandoline i,bornd<?lin). [?f. band or bandeau.']
A ^ummy prej)aration for fixing the hair.

1861 I )J-:LAMHR Kitch.Gnnt, 162 The boiled pij>s [of Quince]
make the glutinous preparation called bandoline. 1876
HAKLEY Mut, Med. 361 Used for jellies and soups . . and as
bandoline for keeping the hair in form.

Hence Ba ndolined ///. a.

1856 Scot. AY"'. IV. 119 A moustache turning up at the
ends in two points well bandolined together.

t Ba'ndon, -OUn, sb. Obs. Forms : 3 bandun,
baundune, 3-5 bandom, 3-7 bandon, 4 baun-
doun. 4-5 batindon, 4-6 bandoun(e, 5 banduzn.

5-6 bandone. [a. OF. bandon, bandun 'public

proclamation, ban, jurisdiction, authority, disposal,

discretion, license
'

-- Pr. bandon, f. (through a deriv.

form *bando -oncni} late L. band-ittn=-bann-iiin

'public proclamation, edict, interdict,' ad. Tent.
bann : see BAX .f/'.

1 There was a confusion in

Romanic between bamntm and banditm : Du Cange
shows bannum for banduM, BANNEH, as well as

bandwn fa bannum 'edict'
;

cf. BANISH, BANDIT,

BANNER, BANDKUOLK. (There is no etymological
connexion in Teutonic between bann, bann-an

}
and

bandwa token, bandivjan to signify.)]

Jurisdiction, authority, dominion, control ; power
of disposal, full discretion, or authority to deal

with. To be in or at any ones bandon : to be
under his control, at his disposal, will, or pleasure.
To have a thing in one s bandon : at one's full or

free disposal.
(-1230 A tier. A*. 338 J>e terme is ine Godes honden : and

nout i J>ine baundune [earlier 3IS. bandun]. mytoLitrsor
^7.9013 pe man sco has in hir bandom. ('1300 A". A Us. 3180
The emperour, and his barouns, Yeildith heom to thy
baundouns. ^1470 HKNRY Wallace XL 1376, I thocht haifF

maid Ingland at nis bandoun. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour
E vii, The kyng . . gafe hym baundon ouer all the goodes.
1535 STKWART Cron. Scff. III. 181 Wnder his bandoun think
I neuir to be. 1611 COTGR., Abandon, bandon . . full libertie

for others to use a thing.

Hence the F. and ME. phr. a bando(u}n, in con-

trol, at one's disposal ; also, at one's own free will,

freely, unrestrainedly ;
whence the vb. abandonn-cr

= mettrc a bandon : see ABANDON.

t Ba'ndon, v. * Obs. [aphetic f. ABANDON z/.]

1. To have under control, subdue ;
= ABANDON v. \.

(1450 HENEYSOK Mor. Fah. 80 For all the beastes before
that bandoned beene Will shute vpon my lieastes with yre.

2. refl. To give oneself up ; ABANDON v. 4.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14906 He wil him bafldun [z/. r. baun-

doun] nu J>ar-till [to death] Ful freli wit his aun wil.

3. To forsake ;
= ABANDON v. 8.

1587 TURBERV. Trng. T. (1837) 53 Forgo thy solenne

walks, bandon Classic wood.

4. To banish
;

ABANDON v. n.
1392 WYRLEY Armoric 108 Thoughts, griefes, sad cares,

are bandonfed] then away.
t Ba'iidou, Obs. rare~ }

. [? for banden\
cf. BAND $b? lob, BANDY a. i.] Of cloth: To
shrink unevenly, so that tight inelastic

; bands
'

occur here and there across the piece.
1552 Act 5^-6 Ediv. VI, 6 i (Ruffheadt When the

clothes so made, be put in the water to try them, they rise out
. . in some place narrower than some, beside such cockeling,

baadoning, and divers . . notable Faults.

t Ba'ndonly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
. [aphetic f.

ABANDONLY.] Recklessly, daringly.
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BANDORE
(-1470 HENRY Wallace v. 886 How that so bandounly,

Wallace abaid ner hand thar chewalry.

Bandore 1
(ba-ndo-'-j, bse-ndo-u). Also 6 ban-

durion, 6-7 -dora. [ad. Sp. or Pg. ; the Romanic
forms show much phonetic perversion : Sp. ban-

dirrria, bando'la, Pg. bandurra, Fr. mandort, for-

merly mandole, It. mando'la
t pando'ra, pandit*ra ;

all repr. L. pandura, pandnriitm^ a. Gr. nat'SoOpa, I

iravfivpls, a musical instrument. Hence also, by j

further corruption, BANJO.] A musical instrument

resembling a guitar or lute, with three, four, or

six wire strings, used as a bass to the cittern.

1566GASCOIGNH Jocasta 11848) 133 A dolefull and straunge

noyse of violles, Cythren, Bandurion. 1591 PKRCIVALL Sfian.

Diet.) Vihuela, a bandore. i6a6 BACON Sylva 146 A Ban-

dora, Orpharion, or Cittern, which have likewise Wire-

strings. 1689 SHADWELL Bury-Fair \\\. Wks. 1720 IV. 161

The best musiek in England . . shawm and bandore. 1883

J. HAWTHORNE in Harper's Mag. Nov. 933/2, 1 would lightly
touch the strings of my bandore.
attrib. 1607 HKYWOOD Fayre I\!ayde Exch. Wks. 1874 II.

20 What's her haire? faith two Bandora wjars.

t Bando're -. Obs. [corruption of F. bandeau
'

anciennement, coiffure des veuves
'

(Littre).] A
widow's head-dress.

<ifji2 W. KING Ovids Ars Am. 142 Our grandmothers,
they tell us, wore Their fardingaleand their Bandore. 1719
D'URFEY Pills 11872) II. ii The buxom Widow, with Ban-
dore and Peak.

Bandrol(e, -roll, var. BANDEROLE.

Bandsman (bx"ndzma'n). a. A member of a

band or company ; esp. of a band of musicians.

b. (see quot.'j

171842 CUNNINGHAM My Native Vale vi, I ..joy'd to see

the bandsmen smile. 1864 Even. Standard 29 Oct., The
colours having to be given into the custody of the bandsmen
alone. 1884 Weekly Times 5 Sept. 3/3 Along with them a
bandsman from the steamer.

b- 1852 TOMLINSON Encycl. I. 392/2 The next class of
miners . . are the . bandsmen or bondsmen, from the cir-

cumstance of their working in connexion with the bund or
flat rope by which the coal, etc. is hoisted.

Bandster (bx-ndstaj). [f.BAND sbl + -STER; cf.

maltster.'} One who binds sheaves after reapers.
a 1794 in Ritson Scat. Songs II- 3 (JAM.) The bansters are

rankled, lyart, and grey. 1863 TOM TAYLOR Pict. in Wds.
ix, Onward press the shearers, The bandsters come behind.

I! Bandtrrria. [Sp.]
= BANDORE i.

1842 LONGK. Sp. Stud. i. ii, We play the bandurria.

Bandy (hce'ndi), v. Also 6-7 bandie. [The
origin of this and of BANDY j&l is very obscure.

Cf. F. bander 'to bandie at Tennis' Cotgr.; per-

haps f. bande side. With Branch II. cf. F. bander,
in se bander contre, 'to bandy or oppose himself

against, with his whole power; or tojoyne in league
with others against

'

(Cotgr.;, also Sp. bandear '

to

bandy, to follow a faction, to help a side, to be-

come factious' (Minsheu\ It. bandare * to side or

bandy' tFlorio). Cf. also BAND z/.
1

: but while these

answer in sense, no satisfactory explanation of the

terminal -ie
t -y presents itself]

I.

1. trans. To throw or strike (a ball) to and fro,

as in the games of tennis and bandy. (Mostly with

figurative reference.)

'577 HOLINSHKD Chron. III. 1077/2 Kingdoms ..be no
balles for me to bandie. 159* NASHE P. Penilesse 15 b,

They may make Ruffians hall of Hell : and there bandy
balles of Brimstone at one anothers head. 1678 CUDWOKTH
Jntell. Syst. 845 Had we no Mastery at all over our

Thoughts, but they were all like Tennis Balls, Bandied,
and Struck upon us, as it were by Rackets from without,

1842 W. GROVE Corr. P-tys. Forces 20 A ball of caoutchouc,
bandied about. 1860 TENNYSON Vis. Sin iv, xi, To be the

ball of Time, Bandied by the hands of fools.

b. absol.

1612 WEBSTER Vittoria Cor. (N.) While he had been

bandying at tennis He might have . . struck His soul into

the hazard. 1699 COLES Eng. Lat. Diet., To bandy at

Tennis, reticulo pellere.

C. intr. To bound like a ball struck or driven.

1658 R. WHITE tr. Dighys Pcnvd. Symp. (1660) 20 Untill

she bandies ..upon another solid body, and so she con-

tinueth to make new bounding;; here and there.

f 2. To toss, drive, or throw aside or away. Obs.

1591 Troitb. Raigne K. John (1611) 69 If Arthurs death
be dismal 1 to be heard, Bandie the newes for rumors of un-

truth : He lines my Lord, a 1593 MARLOWE Lust's Dotn.
i. iv, The Cardinal, would bandy me away from Spain.

1667 H. MOKE Div. Dial. i. 8 (1713) 17 If the Earth had
been bandied out of one Vortex into another.

3. To toss from side to side, like a tennis-ball.

1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (1862) 531/2 And from one
hand to another doe bandie the service like a tennis-ball.

1650 FULLER Pisgah n. ix . 100 Those Lepers . . bandied be-

twixt two deaths of the famine and the sword. 171*
BLACKMORE Creation \\. (1736) 47 What vig'rous arm..
Bandies the mighty globe still to and fro? 1864 GILBERT &
CHURCHILL Dolom. Mts.

t
The path, .was bandied from side

to side on rough bridges.

4. To toss or pass from one to another, in a

circle or group ; to toss about.
1600 DEKKKR Fortun. Wks. I. 143 Now he's bandyed by

the seas in scorne, From wave to wave. 1675 CROWNK
Calisto \. \. 8 Hark, how they bandy praise and flattery
round ! 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxx, The stones they
invent . .and bandy from mouth to mouth !

b. (Often emphasized by about.}
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1597 DRAYTOX Mortimer. 17 But fortune, .straight begins
to bandy him about. 1748 ANSON I 'oy. \\. ii. 130 Thus was
this unhappy vessel bandied about within a few leagues of
her intended harbour. 1847 BARHAM Ingot. Lug. '1877) 234
Bandied about thus from pillar to post. 1872 BLACK Adi'.
Phaeton xxxi. 416 Sharp words were being bandied about.

1885 SIR J. PEARSON Law Times Rep. LI I. iN. S.) 183/1
Suitors being bandied about from one court to another.

5. To discuss from mouth to mouth. Cf. 4 b.

1642 I'ietv of Print. Book int. Obscrv. 40 To debate and

bandy the principles of Government. 1692 WAGSTAFFE
I'ind. Carol, i. 18 A Bill was preferr'd .. touching Mono-
polies, and was strongly bandied on both sides. 1768 H.
WALPOLB Hist. Doubts 40 His own legitimacy, which was
too much connected with that of his brothers to be tossed

and bandied about before the multitude. 1850 W. IKVING

Goldsm. xxix. 289 Your name is. . frequently bandied at table

among us.

b. absol. or intr.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne ("16341 T9 : Lucretius, may Philo-

sophic and bandie at his pleasure.

6. To give and take (blows, words, reproaches,

compliments, etc.) ; to exchange. To bandy words

;=to argue pertinaciously, wrangle.
1589 GREENE Menaph. iArb.>45 It little fits in this com-

panie to bandie taunts of love. 1598 GREENWEY Tacitus'

Ann. vi. viii. 134 Rushing in couragiously to bandy stroakes.

1677 Gori. Venice 27 1 When they had bandied Arguments at

home, they went to fight their Enemies abroad. 1828 SCOTT
/'. M. Perth iv. Bandy not words, but begone. 1855 MOT-
LEY Dutch Rep. I. 27 Bandying blows in the thickest of the

fight.

b. with (and recently against} a person.
*S93 NASHE Christ's T. (1613* 79 His Backe bandieth

colours with the Sunne. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv.p2 Do you
bandy lookes with me, you Rascall? 1767 JOHNSON in

Ros-well (i%-$t) II. 36 It was not for me to bandy civilities

with my sovereign. 1847 L. HUNT Men, Wont. $ Bks. II.

xi. 280 The leaders . . bandied against one another the foulest

charges. 1880 DIXON Windsor III. vii. 69 She could not

bandy words with insolent pages.

C. one thing/i?/- another.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, \. iv. 49, I will not handle with thee

word for word, But buckler with thee blowes. 1603 I>KAY-

TON Heroic. Ep. xiv. 45 To bandy Woe for Woe and Teare
for Teare.

II.

f 7. To band together, league, confederate : a.

trans, and refl. (cf. F. se bander?)
1597 Prayers in Litnrg. Q. Eliz. (1847) 676 Our enemies

..conspire and bandy themselves against us. 1632 C.

HUGHF.S Saints Losse 38 All the kings of the earth bandy
themselves to fight with him. 1656 TRAPP Exp. Rev. ix. 5
Antichrist and his actuaries bandy and bend all their forces

to destroy souls. 1659 J. HARRINGTON Laivgiving (1700)

397 Korah, Dathan, and Abiram . . bandy'd themselves

against Moses. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, iii, Here is his son

already bandying and making a faction.

b. intr.

1633 G. HERBERT Humil. iv. in Temple 62 Joyntly bandy-
ing, They drive them soon away. 1673 Lady's Call. \\, ill

; 18 The servants . . bandy into leagues and parties. 1755
CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 116 If he bandied to remove nis

ather's servants. 1758 JORTIN Erasm. I. 1^2 Giddy and ig-

norant young men . . had bandied together in a body, calling
themselves Trojans.

8. intr. To contend, strive, fight. (Cf. Cotgr.
' Se bander centre, to bandie, or oppose himselfe

against.')
1588 SHAKS. Tit.A.i. i. 313 A Valliant sonne in-law. .One,

fit to bandy with thy lawlesse Sonnes. 1643 MILTON
Divorce n. xxi. Wks. (1851) 122 That Law may bandy with

nature, and traverse her sage motions, was an error. 1660

Free Commiv. Wks. 1738 I. 594 Neither did the People
of Rome bandy with their Senate while any of the Tarquins
liv'd. 170*, HiCKKRiNCiiLL Priest-cr. i. (1721) 55 Let them

bandy against one another till I part them.

Bandy (bae'ndi\ sb. [App. f. the vb.; but the

origin of sense 5, and the order of the senses are

quite uncertain.]
I. \\. A particular way of playing at tennis, the

nature of which is not now known. It does not

appear from the quotations whether bandy was the

same as check, i.e. the modern 'cramped game*
of 'touch no walls.* Obs.

1578 T. N. tr. Cong. IV. India 179 They play not at chases,
but at bandie or at Check, that is, if the ball touch the wall,
it looseth. 1607 Lingua n. v. in Hazl. Dodsl. IX. 381 The
shooting stars. .Are nothing but the balls they lose at bandy.

f 2. A stroke with a racket, a ball so struck ; a
'return' at tennis. Obs.

1598 MARSTON yiftr/. Pigmal. Im.'i. 141 Straight with loud

mouth (a bandy Sir) he cries. 1617 DRAYTON Agincourt
(1748) 4 They such racket shall in Paris see When over line

such bandies I shall drive, As that, before the set be fully

done, France may perhaps into the hazard run. 1655 J.

COTGRAVE Wit's Interfir. 7 A bandie ho ! the people crie,

And so the ball takes flight.

t 3. fig. Obs.
i6oa DEKKER Satirom. Wks. I. 243 Take this bandy with

the racket of patience. 1604 EDMONDS Observ. C&sars
Comm. 21 Their factions . . caused one partie to bring in

Ariouistus .. and the other partie, the Romaines to make
good their bandy. 1638 FORD Fancies v. iii. tiSii) 210 Not

wronged me? . . this is the bandy of a patience Beyond all

sufferance.

II. 4. A game, also called bandy-ball, in which
a small ball is driven to and fro over the ground,
with bent club sticks, by two sides of players; the

same as HOCKEY.
1693 D'UKFEY Yorksh. Heiress, The prettiest fellow At

BANE.

bandy once and cricket. 1796 SOUTHEY Lett. Spain (1799)

133 A royal recreation similar to what boys call Handy in

England. 1822 W. IRVING Braccb. Hall\\. 64 Bandy-ball,
trapball, wrestling, leaping. 1860 GEO. ELIOT Mill on J-'loss

1-77 She's only a girl she can't play at bandy.
0. A club bent or curved at its lower end, used

for striking the ball in this game.
1629 T. ADAMS Mcdit. Creed Wks. 1861 III. 122 The

mathematician [will not] lend his engines for wasters and
bandies. 1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 50 All which . . carry
staves in their hands like to Handyes, the crooked end upper-
most. 1850 Cricketer's Man. 24 Sending it with blows of
their bandies, whizzing through the air.

Bandy (bjrndi), sb? [a. Telugu bandi, Tamil

vaniti.] A carriage, bullock-carriage, buggy, or

cart, used in India.

1761 Madras Courier 29 Sept,
To be sold, an elegant new

and fashionable Bandy, witn copper pannels, lined with
Morocco leather. 1800 SIR T. MUNRO Life I. 243 No wheel

carriages . . not even a buffalo-bandy. 1854 STOCQUELER
Handbk. Brit. India 105 A buggy being a one-horse vehicle

. . fat Madras they call it a bandy).

Bandy (boj'ndi), a. [see the senses.]
1. Of legs : Curved laterally with the concavity

inward, [perh. attrib. use of BANDY jjM 'hockey-

stick.'] Also used briefly for bandy-legged.
1687 SHADWELL Juvenal x. 441 No Noble Youth with

Bandy-leggs. 1727 SWIFT li'om. Mind Wks. 1755 IV. i. 85
Nor makes a scruple to expose Your bandy leg, or crooked
nose. 1783-94 BLAKE Songs Innoc.. Little i'agab. 12 Dame
Lurch . . Would not have bandy children. 1815 SCOTT Guy
M. xxix, A little mongrel cur, with bandy legs.

Hence Bandy-legged, a.

1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2392/4 A bandy-leged splafooted

elderly Man. 1849 W. IRVING Crayon Misc. 233 Short and

bandy-legged . . his little legs curving like a pair of paren-
theses below his kilt.

2. Marked with bands ;
cf. BAND sb.- lob. [f.

BAND st>2 + -Y l.]

1552 Act 5-6 Ed. VI, vi. 27 Cloth . . either pursie, bandie,

squally by warpe or woufe. 1601 Act 43 Eliz. x. i Clothes
. . squally, cockling, bandy, light and notably faulty.

3. Full of bands, [f. BAND sb? 4 + -Y l.]

1852 DICKENS Lett. I. 279 Not quite a place to my taste,

being too bandy <I mean musical, no reference to its legs).

Bandying (ba-ndi,irj), vbl. sb. [f. BANDY v. +

-iNi-,1.] The action of the vb. BANDY : a. Tossing
to and fro, exchange (of blows, words, etc.). b.

Contentious argument, disputation. C. Contention,
strife, td. Confederation, league.
1591 SHAKS. Rom. f, Jul. in. i. 92 The prince expresly

hath Forbidden bandying_ in Verona streetes. 1662 STIL-

LINGFLEET Orig. Safr. in. iv. 15 iL.) The bandyings of this

controversie. 1689 HICKEKINGILL Modest huj. ii. ij What
Combination? What Bandying against it? 1719 SWIFT 'Jo

Yng. Clergym. Wks. 1755 II. II. 19 The perpetual bandying
of factions among us. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xi, Where there is

such bandying of private feuds and public factions.

Ba'ndying, ///. a. [f. asprec. + -ING2.] That

bandies, tosses to and fro, disputes, etc. : see the vb.

1665 GLASVILL Sct-ps. Set. i. 14 All the bandying attempts
of resolution. 1677 MARVELL Growth Popery 6 The crew
of bandying Cardinals.

Bane (b,?in), sbl Forms: l bana, bona, 2-4
bone, (4 ban, bon, 5 boyn, 6 baene), 3- bane

;

5-6 bayn(e, 6-7 bain ve. [Common Teut.:

OE. bana, bona OFris. bona, OS., OHO. bano,

MHG. bane, ban, ON. bani, Sw.,Da. bane, 'death,
murder ': *OTeut. banon- wk. masc. Cogn. w.

Goth, banja, ON., OE. hpt :-OTeut. *banj&- (str.

fern.) wound ;
also with Gr. ipwos, <jiofri, murder,

slaughter, Qovevs killer, murderer.]

1 1. A slayer or murderer ; one who causes the

death or destruction of another. Obs.

Beowulf'3491 Bona swifte neah - . fyrenum sceoteS. rtSoo

O. E. Chron. an. 755 Hie n.xfre his banan folgian noldon.

1205 LAV. 5806 ?e beo5 ure bernenne bone, a 1300 Cursor
M. 7634 Philistiens sal be his ban. c 1385 CHAUCER /,. C. W.
2147 He overcom this beste & was his ban. a 1400 Sir Perc.

1338 Who that may his bon be, Salle hafe this kyngdome and
me. 1:1460 Ttminelcy Myst. 17 Caym, I sloghe my brother

. . I pray the . . To ryn away with the bayn. 1513 MORE
Rich. III. Wks. 51/2 The brother hath bene the brothers

bane. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. iii. 73 Let Rome herselfe be

bane vnto herselfe. 1682 Yorksh. Diaries (Surtees) II. 303
The Jury found the horse the bane. 1691 BLOUNT Ltnu
Diet. s.v., I will be the Bane of him, is a common saying.

(1861 H. RILEY tr. Liber Alb. 86 The horse aforesaid,

which had been the bane of the said boy.]

f 2. That which causes death, or destroys life.

</iooo Beowulf 4413 Hilde mecas . . to bonan wurdon.

1230 Ancr. K. 222 One binge bet . . is bauh soule bone,
wei to deadlich sunne. 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 239, I was
hurt right now thurgh myn yhe Into myn herte, that wol

my bane be. 1400 Yviaiiie % Gam. 1854 The water sone

had bene my bane. 1647 H. MORE Song o/_
Soul II. App.

xcvii, Brimstone thick and clouds of fiery bain.

b. esp. Poison. Now onlyyff., and referred to 4.

Also in comb., in names of poisonous plants or sub-

stances, as DOGBANE, HENBANE, LEOPARD'S BANE,
RAT'S BANE, WOLF'S BANE, etc., q.v.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. K. v. XX. (14951 208 Henbane
is mannis bane. <-i44O Promp. Pant. 22 Bane, or poyson.

1573 TUSSER Huso. (1878) 172 Bane for the rats. 1586
WARNER Alt. Eng. n. viii. 33 Tc the baene therein He
mixed somewhat of his bloud. 1614 CHAPMAN Odyss. i. 404
Bane to poison his sharp arrows heads. 1684 tr. Boned
Merc. Compit. in. in Medicines .. taken inwardly against
Danes and Poisons. 1713 AODISON Cato v. i, My bane and
antidote are both before me. 1735 SOMERVILLE C/iast iv.



BANE.

331 The Dog whose fatal Bite convey'd th' infectious Pane.
i86z MAURICE Jfar. $ Met. Phil. IV. vii. 87 In which

Spinoza offers at once the bane and the antidote.

t 3. Murder, death, destruction: in later usage

chiefly in phrases, catch, fetch, get, receive^ take

one's bane = i catch one's death/ in which it passes
into 2. (See esp. quot. 1655). Obs.

1:1175 Cott. Horn. 243 Ne cepeo hi of hus gold ne selfer

but ure bane. ("1374 CHAUCER Troylns v. 602 For which
f he folk of Thebes caught hire bane, c 1400 J *iuaine <$

Gnu>.

816 Thai ne myght wreke thair lord bane. 1594 GREKNE
Look. Glasse (1861.1 131 'Twere best you did, for fear you
catch your bane. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. iii. 60 I will not be

affraid of Death and Bane, Till Birname Forrest come to

Dunsinane. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. IV. 402 The two

ludges . . getting their banes there, died few dayes after.

4. That which causes ruin, or is pernicious to

well-being ;
the agent or instrument of ruin or woe,

the 'curse.' (Now the ordinary sense.)

1577 HARRISON England \\. xxi. 333 Inconstancie . . a_bane
unto all natures. 1596 BP. BARLOW Three Scrtn. \. 117
Gardes and Dice, the verie baine of any familie. 1655
FULLER Ck. Hist. \\. iii. 37 I. 275 Bold Beggars are the

Bane of the best Bounty. 1674 MARVELL Rch. Transfi.
H. 135 The great bane and scandal of the Church. 1709
STEELE Tatlcr No. 9^2 Those Rogues, the Bane to all

excellent Performances, the Imitators. 1791 P>UKKE Corr.

(18441 HI- T 86 Theoretic plans of constitution have been the

bane of France. 1853 C. BRONTE Gillette xxxiv. 11876) 378
She who had been the bane of his life. 1858 HOLLAND
Titcomb's Lett. vii. 132 Selfishness is the bane of all life.

5. Ruin, fatal mischief; woful or hapless fate;

harm, woe. Chiefly poetical.
("1400 Judtcium (1822! 2 For deds that I haue done . . I

must abide my boyn. 1594 GREKNE Look. Glasse (1861) 117
That sweet boy that wrought bright Venus bane. 1633 O.

HERBERT Forerunners iv. in Temple 171 Hath some fond

lover tic'd thee to
thy

bane? 1866 KINGSLKY Herew. Prel.

3 He finds out . . for his weal and his bane that, etc.

6. A disease in sheep, the '
rot.'

1859 in WORCESTER.
7. Comb., as banc-tottch.

1649 SKLDEN Laws of Eng. \. xxxvii. (1739) 56 Men being
weary of such bane-touches, the Clergy that cried it up,
their successors cried it down.

t Bane, sb* Obs. [See BAN, BANNS.] A pro-
clamation of a marriage ; a prelude of a play. In

the latter sense more freq. in pi. banes, now BANNS.
ci44O Promp. Parr. 22 Bane of a pley (1499 or mariage>,

Banna, coragium (1499 prelitdium). 1483 Caih. Angl. ao
Bane (.v. r. Bayne) of a play ; preludiiun,prolndinm.

Bane, v. arch. Also 7 bain, (baen). [f.
BANE sh$\

f 1. trans. To kill : said esp. of poison. Obs.

1578 LYTE Dodoens 426 Aconit that baneth, or killeth

Panthers. 1589 WARNER.'-! #. En. v. xxv. (1612)119 Poysned
by a Monke, that baend himsejfe, that lohn might dye. 1596
SHAKS. Merck. V. iv. i. 46 If my house be troubled with a

Rat, And I . . giue ten thousand Ducates To haue it bain'd?

2. To harm, hurt, injure, poison : a. physically.
1587 TURBERV. Dis/irayse Worn. (R.) Hidden hookes . . To

bane thee when thou bite. 1615 LATHAM Falconry [1633*
102 Surfeited in their bodies, and also baned in their liuers.

171632 G. HERBERT Country Parson v. |T.) If a shepherd
knew not which grass will bane, or which not. 1667 Phil.

Trans. II. 526 The Smoak . . will bane them. 1827 KEBLI;
Chr. Year sth Sund. Easter, For what shall heal, when
holy water banes?

b. morally or socially.
1601 DENT Pathiv. Heaven 71 Couetousnesse. .baneth our

Gentlemen. 1643 BURROUGHES Exp. Hosca iv. (1652) 61 To
be poison to them to have baned their soules.

Bane, obs. form of BAIN adv. readily, and BOXE.

Baiieberry (b^'nberi). [f. BANK, poison +

BKRUY.] The fruit of a plant Actxa spicata (N.O.
Ranunculacca?} ;

also the plant itself, otherwise

called Herb Christopher.
1755 Gcntl. Mng: XXV. 492 Bane-berries, are poisonous

in a very high degree. 1853 LINDLEY
Ifeg.

K. 427 The
black berries of the Bane-Berry . . are poisonous.

t Baned, ///. a. Obs.
[f.

BAKEV. + -ED.]

Ruined, destroyed ; injured, hurt.

1568 T. HOWKLL Arb.
Amitie(\%"j^\ 67 To bruse my baned

bones. 1578 T. PROCTER Gorg. Gallery I. 4 My Baned
limmes. 1639 FULLER Holy War in. xii, The voyage of
these two kings, .baned with mutual discord and emulation.

Baneful (bt^'nful), a. [f. BANE st>. l + -FUL.]
1. Life-destroying; poisonous.
a 1593 H. SMITH JFX-s.(i867) II. 475 The old serpent's bane-

ful breath. 1598 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas I. iii. (1641) 27
The banefull Aconite. 1697 DRYDKN I'irg. Eclog. iii. 124
The Nightly Wolf is baneful to the Fold. 1791 COWTKR
Iliad xxn.

10^ Herbs Of baneful juice. .1854 STANLEY
Sinai $ Pal. vii. (1858)200 No living creature could survive
the baneful atmosphere which hung upon its waters.

2. Destructive to well-being, pernicious, injurious.
1579 SPENSER Shcph. Cal. Aug. 173 Helpe me ye banefull

byrds. 1586 MARLOWE \st Pt. Tantbiirl. v. ii, A sight.,
baneful to their souls. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. Vill. 311 To see

ten thousand baneful arts combined. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU
Ireland i. 4 Very baneful superstition. 1868 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. (1876) II. x. 503 Whose results . .would prove most
baneful, if not ruinous, to the country.

Ba'nefully, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a

hurtful or pernicious manner.
1865 Reader 2 Sept. 253/2 Which . . influenced banefully . .

the fortunes of Prince Charlie.

Ba;nefulness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being baneful
; hurtfulness.

Baner. fare 1
,

[f.
BANEZ/. + -KR'.] He who

or that which kills, poisons, destroys, or ruins.
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1598 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas i. vi. 259 Dying himself, kils

with his bane his Baner.

Banewort [b^Twcait), [f. BANE poison -t-

WORT, OE. wyrt, plant, herb.] a. gen. Any poison-
ous plant (dial.}, b. spec. The Lesser Speanvort
(Ranunculus Flammula\ reputed to poison sheep.
C. The Deadly Nightshade.
a. 1864 Whiiby Gloss, s.v

,
It's some mak o' banewort.

b- 1578 LYTE Dodoens 425 Called in some places of Eng-
lande Spcrworte, it may be also called Banewort. 1597
GERARDE//-r<Wn. ccclxx.

1. 1633) 962 Speare, Crowfoot, and
Bane woort because it is dangerous and deadly for sheep.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. (1670) 219 Spear-wort, or Bane-wort, is

an herb which if it be taken inwardly is deadly.
C. [HALLIWKLL cites SKINNER.! 1861 Miss PRATT Flower,

PI. IV. 72 Dwale, or Deadly Nightshade . . Early English
botanists called it Bane-wort.

Bang (bsnj\ v. Also 6 bangue. [First in

i6th c. ; pcrh. previously in north, dial, from Scand.

Cf. ON. banga, OSw. banga, to hammer ;
also I.G.

bangcn, bangeln to strike, beat, Gcr. bcngcl cudgel]
I. 1. trans. To strike violently with a resound-

ing blow
;
to thump, thrash.

It 1550 Rob. Hood (Ritsont ix. 95 Either yield to me the

daic, Or I will bang thy back and sides. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. /2j To bangue, fustigan', 1593 NASHK 4 Lett.

Confjit. 37 A bigge fat lusty wench it is, and hath an arme
like an Amazon, and will bang the abbominationly if eucr

she catch thee. 1675 COTTON Scojfer Scoft 44 With my
Battoon I'le bang his sconce. 1794 BURNS ll'ks. 133 Oh aye
my wife she dang me, And aft my wife did bang me. 1847
TENNYSON Princ. v. 494 Like an iron-clanging anvil bang'd
With hammers.

2. Hence, in various const., expressing: a. violent

action producing loud noise, as To bang off (a gun,
music on a piano, etc.), and esp. 71? bang i,a door;
= to shut it violently, to slam

;
or b. to drive or

knock with violence.

a. 1787 BECKFORD Italy II. 136 A most complicated son-

ata, banged off on the chimes. 1814 SCOTT Wav. III. 238
Twa unlucky red-coats., banged off a gun at him. 1816

Miss AUSTEN Kmnta I. i. 5 She always turns the lock of

the door the right way and never bangs it. 1878 BLACK
Green fiasf. xxxiv. 277 The door was banged to.

b. 1877 Daily News i Nov. 6/1 This is now being banged
into the heads that have planned . . this campaign.
3. intr. To strike violently or noisily ;

to bump
or thump. Of a door ; To close with a loud report,

to slam.

1713 Guardian No. 143 (1756) II. 234 It banged against
his calf and jarred upon his right heel. 1860 W. COLLINS
Worn. White I. vii. 31 Taking great pains not to let the

doors bang. 1883 V. STUAKT Egypt 302 Our boats were

banging against the sides ofthe Era, making sleep impossible.

4. Hence : To make a violent noise, e.g. by the

discharge of fire-arms.

1840 R. DANA Bef, A^fast xxxvi. 136 The watch on deck
were banging away at the guns every few minutes.

II. 5. trans. To beat violently, knock about
;

to thrash or drub, defeat, worst, lit. andy^.
1604 SHAKS. Ot/t. n. i. 21 The desperate Tempest hath so

bang'd the Turkes, That their designement halts. 1651
LILLY Chas. 1 (1774^ 246 He was presently after well banged
by Essex. 1784 CO\VI JKR IVks. 118761 183 You are a clergy-

j

man, and I have banged your order. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. *

80 It's not easy to bang the soldier with his bandoleers.

fb. To bang it out or about: to come to blows,

fight it out. Obs.
ci6oo Rob. Hood (RitsorO xvii. 85 With a but of sack we

will bang it about, To see who wins the day. i6zz HEVLIN
Cosnwgr, i. (16821 282 If any two were displeased, they ex-

pected no law, but bang'd it out bravely.

C. Comm. To beat down, overwhelm.

1884 .^fartcti fy Christoph. Monthly Circ. 31 Mar., Specu-
lators for the fall are as usual taking the opportunity to

bang the market by heavy sales.

6. colloq. To 'beat/ surpass,, excel, outdo.
1808 Cumbrian Ball. iv. 13 Cocker Wully lap bawk-heet

..But Tamer in her stockin feet, She bang'd him out and
out. 1837 DICKENS in Life H. i. 34 The next Pickwick will

bang all the others. JWod. Sc. That bangs a' I e'er met wi'.

Irish Provb. This bangs Bannagher.
III. 7. intr. (dial^\ To throw oneself or spring

with a sudden impetuous movement, to dash, to

bounce.

1795 H. MACNEILI, IVill $ Jean, Up he bang'd ; and, sair

afflicted, Sad and silent took the road. 1813 Examiner
18 Jan. 43/1 The mob . . called out,

'

Bang up lads, in with

you.' 1813 MAR. EDGEWORTH Patron. II. xxx. 257 English
Clay left his D. T. O. . . and banged down to Clay-hall.

b. trans. To throw with sudden violence.

1768 Ross Helenore 143 (JAM.) Then I'll bang out my
beggar dish.

IV. 8. The verb stem is used adverbially with

other verbs, esp. come, go, in the senses of: a. with
a violent blow or shock

;
b. with a sudden and

violent clap or explosive noise ; C. all of a
sudden (tout d^un coup'}, suddenly and abruptly,
all at once, as in

' to cut a thing bang off.'

a. 1841 MARRYAT Poacher x.\\m, We came bang against
one another. 1842 SIR T. MARTIN in Eraser's Mag. Dec.,
Bang went my haunch against an. .angle of my bed.
b. 1855 O. W. HOLMES Poems 139 Bang went the maga-

zine ! 1855 BROWNING Up in Vina. Wks. 1863 I. 53 Bang,
whang, whang goes the drum. i88a O'DoNOVAN Merv\.
311 Bang, came another blank shot.

C. 1795 H. MACNEILL Will $ Jean r, Bang ! cam in Mat
Smith and's brither. Mod. (Scotchman loquitur)

' Ye canna
be in London an hour, when bang goes saxpence !'

BANGLING.
9. Comb, with sb. as obj., bang-beggar, a strong

staff (-SV.), a constable or beadle (dial.} ; t bang-
pitcher, a drunkard; bang-straw (V/<z/.),athresher.

1865 E. WAUGH Parrel Org. 29 Owd Pudge, th' bang-
beggar, coomrunnin' into th'pew. 1639 J CLARKE Par&miol.
102 A notable bang-pitcher, Si/etitts alter.

Bang", v.%
[f.

BANG j.-] To cut (the front

hair) square across, so that it ends abruptly.
i88z Century Mag, XXV. 192 He was bareheaded, his

hair hanged even with his eyebrows in front. 1883 Harper's
Mag. Mar. 492/2 They wear their, .hair

*

banged
'

low over

their foreheads.

Bang (bcerj\ sb\
[f.

BAXG z/.
1

; cf. ON. bang,
OSw. bang a hammering, Da. bank a beating.]
1. A heavy resounding blow, a thump.
? 1550 Rob. Hood\ Ritsonl vi. 79 Alt the wood rang at every

bang. [1570 LEVINS Manip. 723 Bangue, fust is}. 1598

FLORIO, Sergozzone^ a bang or rap giuen upon the necke.

1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. in. iii. 20 You'l beare me a bang for

that I feare. 1663 BUTI.KR Hud. i. ii. 831 With many a stiff

thwack, many a bang, Hard Crab-tree and old Iron rang.
a, 1845 HOOD Lay Real Life vii, Many a bitter bang I bore.

t b. A drubbing, defeat. Obs. rare.

1644 SIR G. KADCLIFFE in Carte's Collect. (1735) 329 After

a shrewd bang Prince Rupert is recruiting gallantly.

2. A sudden, violent or explosive noise ; e.g. the

report of fire-arms.

1855 THACKERAY Neivcomes II. 58 (L.) The steps of a fine

belozcnged carriage were let down with a bang. 1884 J.

COLBOKNE Hicks Pasha 160 The sharp bang of a section of

howitzers.

3. A sudden impetuous movement; impetus, go.
ci774 C. KEITH Farmer's Ha\ As he was working lang

and strang, And fallowin wi' pith and bang. 1870 J. KAYE
Sepoy li'ar II. vi. iv. 554 An unwonted amount of confi-

dence and bang.

Sang
1

(bturj), sl>~ [
= hair cut

'

bang
'

off
;

cf.

BANC-TAIL.] The front hair cut square across the

forehead. (Orig. in U.S.) Hence Banged///, a.

1880 HOWELLS Undisc. Country viii. 113 His hair cut in

front like a young lady's bang. 1880 Even. Stand. 3 Apr.

4/4 The present style of banged girl.

Bang sb^, obs. form of BHANG, Indian hemp.

Banger (bic-rpj). [f. BAXG Z/.1 + -KK 1

.]
He

who or that which bangs ; slang, an astounding
lie, a '

thumper.'
1814 (i. HANGER Sporting (on fly-leaf >,

A Sportsman entire

-- who says nay, tells a banger.

Banging (bse-gin)^/. sb.
[f.

BANG vl + -ixc 1
.]

The action of striking violently and noisily.

1647 WHARTON Ire/. War Wks. (1683) 256 There shall be

much banging and slashing amongst Men. 1709 STEKLE
Tatlcr No. 70 F 4 So neither is banging a Cushion Oratory.

1853 KANE Grinnell E.\-p. xliii. (18561 402 We have been

nearly three hours subjected to this banging.

Ba'nging, ///. a. [f. BANG vl + -IXG -.] Deal-

ing violent blows, striking violently and noisily ;

Jig. (colloq^} overwhelming, 'thumping.'
1560 Disob. Child in Hazl. Dodsl. II. 282 What banging,

what cursing, Long-tongue, is with thee. 1596 NASHE
Saffron WaTden X ij b, The bangingest things, .which 1 can

picke out. .are these. 1616 HOLYDAY Juvenal 185 Then th'

axe their chariot-wheels with banging stroak Splits out.

1864 ARCIID. DENLSON in Daily Tel. 31 Aug., They could

win it with a great hanging majority.

Bangla, obs. form of BUNGALOW.
i Ba'llgle,

"' Obs. or dial. [Etymol. unknown.]
1. Orig. of hawks: To beat about, flutter aim-

lessly, in the air, instead of making direct for the

quarry. See BANGLING///. a.

2. To bangle (away} : to fritter away, squander.
i6zi BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. in. x. (1651) 107 We bangle

away our best days, befool out our times. 1636 W. SAMI-SON

l
f'o?v Breaker (N.j Thy titles are so bangld with thy debts.

1658 Whole Duty Man xvi. 18 11684) 134 If we wilfully

bangle away this so preciousa Legacy. [In /,#<:. iHalHwell).]

3 intr. To flap, hang loosely.
1622 T. STOUGHTON Chr. Sacr. x\i. 166 Hats . . broad

brimmed . . bangling about the eares of men, and hiding
their faces. 1878 HALLIWELL s.v., A bangled hat means one
bent down or slouched.

4. dial. To beat down (e.g. corn by wind or rain).

5. Bangle(d) ear, one hanging loosely or flap-

ping, like a spaniel's ;
hence Bangle-cared ppl. adj.

1567 DRANT Horace Epist. I. xviii. Fiiij, A sight of bangle
eared houndes. 1647 WARD Sitttp. Cabler 11843) 90, I hold

him prudent that in these fastidious times will helpe . .

bangled ears, with pretty qmcke pluckes. 1725 BRADLEY
Fain. Dict. t Bangle-Ears, an Imperfection in a Horse. [In
mod. Dicts.l

Bangle (brerjg'l). [a. Hind, bangri, bangn t

orig. a coloured glass ring worn on the wrist by

women.] A ring-bracelet or anklet.

1787 Archacol. VIII. 256 (D.) The ankles and wrists orna-

mented with large rings or bangles. 1798 GREVILLK in Phil.

Trans. LXXXVII 1. 405 The venders of glass bangles. 1830
MARRYAT King's Oittt x Iii, The women . .wear, .gold bangles
upon their arms and legs.

Bangled (b^-rjg'Un, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -Eo2.]

Wearing or adorned with bangles.
1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 10 June, Clad in Tyrian purple,

bangledand braided. 1884 Harper's Mag. Sept. 530/2 Gold-

bangled sleeve.

fBa'ngling, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. BANGLE v.+

-ING!.] Petty, frivolous contention; squabbling.
1612 T. JAMF.S Jesuits D<nuncf. 68 What banglings had

he with Creswell. 1621 MOLLE Camerar. Liv. Ltbr. ni.xi.

186 Hauing liued In marriage without, .bangling and strife.
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BANGLING.

t Ba ngling, ///. a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -1NG2.]
That bangles : see BANGLE v., and prec. word.
1615 Citrry-c.forCoxe-c. i. 46 My Master, .hath met with

a bangling Sophister. 1633 T. NASH Quaternio 19 One good
hawke [is to be preferred) before ten bangling buzzards.
a 1639 S. WARD Serm. 83 iD.) No bangling nawk, but with
a high flier will mend her pitch.

t Ba'ngster. Obs. or dial. Also 6 bangister,

-eister, 7 -ester, [f. BANG v. + -STER : cf. banger,]
1. A burly violent fellow ; a bully, a braggart.
c 1570 Leg. Bp. St. Andrews in Scot. Poems i6M C". (1801)

11.326 Proude ambitious bangster>. 1651 CALDERWOOU///^.
Kirk 11843) JI- S 1^ My lord, mak us quite of thir Matchia-
velian and bangester lords. 1766 Ross Helenore 89 (JAM.)
That yet have bangsters on their boddom set.

2. One who beats his opponents ; a victor, winner.
1820 SCOTT Abbot xix, If the Pope's champions are to be

bangsters in our very changehouses. 1824 St. Ronan s

I. 183 (D.) You are so certain of being the bangster, so very
certain I mean of sweeping stakes.

tBa'ngstry. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. prec. + -Y.]

The action of a bangster ; masterful violence.

1594 Acts James VI (1597* 217 Persones wrangouslte in-

trusing themsdues in the rowmes and possessione.s of vthens
be bangstrie and force.

Ba'ng-tai'l. [cf. BANG v. 8 c.] A '.horse's)

tail, of which the hair is allowed to grow to a

considerable length and then cut horizontally across

so as to form a flat even tassel-like end ; hence

Bang-tailed///, a.

1870 Daily Xcit-'s 19 July 6 A pood mare with a bang tail.

1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Qx_f, vi. (D.I 'These bang-
tailed little sinners any good?' said Drysdale, throwing
some cock-a-bondies across the table.

Bangue, variant of BHANG; obs. f. BANG.

Ba'ng-up, adj. phr. slang \ also banged-up.
[?as \ibang or close up to a line. Cf. slap-itp.~\

Quite up to the mark, stylish, in the pink of

fashion.

1812 H. & J. SMITH ReJ. Ad<tr. (1833"* 163 Dance a bang-
up theatrical cotillion. 1821 COMRK >Dr. Syntax' If'i/i' \\

ii).i Thus banged-up, sweeten'd, and clean shav'd. 1843
LLVER jf. Hinton vit. 43 His spotted neckcloth knotted in

bang-up mode.

Banian (barman). Forms : 6 baniane, 7

bannyan, 7-8 barmian, S 9 banyan, 7- banian.

[a. Pg. banian, prob. a. Arab, banyan (i6th c.\
ad. Gujaratl vaniyo man of the trading caste, f.

Skr. vanij merchant.
' The terminal nasal may be

taken from the plural form vaniyan* i^Col. Yule).]
1. A Hindoo trader, especially one from the

province of Guzerat ('many of which have for

ages been settled in Arabian ports, and known by
this name' Col. Yule); sometimes applied by
early writers to all Hindoos in Western India.

1599 HAKI.I VT l
f
oy. II. i. 310 A Haniane . . one of the

Indians inhabiting the countrey of Cambaia. 1634 SIR T.

HERBERT Trav, 37 The Bannyansart- tawny in complexion,
are craftie, faire spoken, exquisite Merchants and super-
stitious. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 752 The religion of the
Banians not permitting them to eat anything that hath had
life. 1845 STOCQUELKB Hundbk, Brit. Ind. (1854123 Hhyses,
or Banians, are the trading class.

2. In Bengal applied to : A native broker at-

tached to a house of business, or a person similarly

employed by a private gentleman ;
now usually

called sircar.

1687 A. LOVKLL Thcveiwt's Tra?. m.i. xxxii. 55 Every one
hath his banian in the Indies. 1783 BURKE Sp. E. ln<i, BUI
Wks. 1842 I. 293 Mr. Hastings'* bannian was, after this

auction, found possessed of territories, etc. 1845 STOCQUELER
Handbk, Brit. Ifid. (1854* 40 Banians or dubashes la species
of broker to the Kuropean houses'.

3. A loose gown, jacket, or shirt of flannel, worn
in India. (Originally attrib. fr.un sense i.)

1725 in /far/, misc. VIII. 297 iD. i I have lost nothing by
it but a banyan shirt, a corner of my quilt, and my bible

singed. 1772 GRAVES Spir. Quix. XL iv. (D.J His banyan
with silver clasp wrapt round His shrinking paunch. 1845
STOCQUI-;I,EK Handbk. Brit. Iitd. (18541 3 J 5 Even in the low

country a light flannel banian (jacket or shirO is of service.

4. attrib, (in reference to the Banians' abstinence

from flesh and sacred estimation of animal life) :

Banian-day (Naut.}, one on which no meat is

served out ; Banian-hospital, one for animals.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. xxv. (D.) On Mondays, Wed-
nesdays, and Fridays the ship's company had no allowance

of meat, and .. these meagre days were called banyan
clays. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. i. iii. (18651 19 We had three

banyan to four meat days in the week. 1813 J. FOKBKS
Orient. Mem. Ill, 129 A banian-hospital., where he saw a
number of sick oxIJh, camels, and horses.

5. Banian- or Banyan-tree, now often simply
Banyan : the Indian Fig Tree (Ficus religiosa
or indica} a remarkable East Indian tree, the

branches of which drop shoots to the ground,
that take root and support their parent branches ;

extending in this way, one tree will often cover a

large expanse of ground. [Baniin Tree, Ban-
ians'

1

Tree, Tree of the Banians, was originally a

local appellation given by Kuropeans to an indi-

vidual tree of this species growing near Gombroon
on the Persian Gulf, under "which the Banians, or

Hindu traders settled in that port, had built a little

pagoda ;
thence it was extended to others, and

n. L 197, I banish her my Bed. 1732 POPE ftlor. Kss, in.

330 Banish'd the doctor, and expell'd the friend. i8a6

DISRAELI I'iv. Grey vn. ix. 438 Who had they dared to

652

finally taken as the English name of the species.
It is not so called in any Indian language.]
1634 SIR T, HERBERT Trav. n. (1638) 122 A Tree (or rather

twenty Trees, the boughs rooting and springing up a whole
aker together) . . named by us the Bannyan Tree, from their

adorning and adoring it with ribbons and streamers of

varicoloured Taffata. ^1650 tr. Tavernier I. 255 Near to

the city of Ormus was a Bannians tree. [1687 A. LOVEI.L
Thcvenot's Trail. HI. I. xiv. 25 The war-tree . . called the

tree of banians.] 1791 NEWTE Tonr Eng. fy Scot. 416 The
Banian tree of India, the most stupendous effort of vegetable
nature. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trai>. xii. 212 Most . . send down
roots from their branches like the banian. 1860 GOSSE Rom.
Nat. Hist. 133 The banyan, or sacd fig of India.

Bailing
1

(b^-niij), vbl. sb. [f. BANE v. + -ISG*.]

Poisoning.
1530 TIXDAI.K Exod. Pro!., Then God sendeth his curses

j

among them, as hunger, dearth, murrain, bailing, pestilence. I

Banio, obs. form of BAGNIO.

Banish (barnij), V. Forms: 4banyse, -isshe, :

4-6 -ysshe, 5 bannysshe, 6 -ysche, -ish, ba-

nysh(e, -yen, 4- banish, [a. OF. haniss- length-
ened stem of banir imod. bannir} : late L. ban-

nire, f. bannum proclamation : see BAN.]
fl. orig. To put to the ban, 'proclaim' as an

outlaw, to outlaw. Obs. [See BANISHED.]

2. To condemn (a person) by public edict or

sentence to leave the country; to exile, expatriate :

a. with from, out of.

1375 B.\RBOI:R Bruce iv. 522 We are out of our cuntre

Banyst. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 13 Whom., her uncle

b&nnysshed fro hys con trey. 1530 PALSGR. 443/2 The kyng
hath banysshed hym out of his realme. 1610 SHAKS. Temp.
i. ii. 266 Sycorax . .from Argier Thou know'st was bamsh'd.

1848 tr. Gieselcrs Ch. Hist. II. Ji. 109 They had been ban-
ished from Rome.
b. with double ohj. (of person and place).
1494 FABYAX i. ii. 9 He was bany>:-hed the Countre. 1674

HICKMAN Hist. Qiiinqntirt. 36 Godescalk was banished Ger-

many, 1796 MORSE Atncr. Gcog. II. 295 He that shall be
convicted there of is to be banished the kingdom.
C. simply.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1863 That Tarquyny shulde

ybanysshed be there-fere. 1651 HOBBES .evtafn. u. xxi.

no Banished an Aristides, for his reputation of Justice.

1879 FROUDE Csesar xv. 227 Clodius had banished Cicero.

3. gen. To send or drive away, expel, dismiss

imperatively (a person). Const, as in prcc.
c 1450 Compl. Lovcres Lyfc xlvi, Though I be banysshed

out of her syght. 1548 UHAI-L, etc. Erasni. Par. Matt, xii.

43 iR.) Beyng banyshed from his olde hospitall, he walketh
in dry and haren places. 1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gent. in. i. 171
To die, is to be banisht from my selfe. '593 2 Hot.

imitate him. .would have been banished society.

4. To drive away, expel, dismiss (a thing).
1460 Pol. Rel. cf- L. Poems (18661 78 Sithe al manere of

lustice and pyte is banshid out of a ladies entente. 1596
SHAKS. Tatn. Shr. Induct, ii. 34 Banish hence these abiect

lowlie dreames. 1637 MII.TOS Counts 413 And gladly banish

squint suspicion. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 263 In-

dustry would have been bamsh'd the Earth. 1871 MAKKBY
Elon. Lain 202 Try to recall an absent thought or to

banish a present one.

t 5. To clear out, empty. Cf. AVOID v. Ohs.

1494 FABYAN vi. clxvii. 133 [They] banysshed that cytie
as they had doon the other. 1573 TUSSER Hush. (18781 17
To banish house ofbla.--phemie, least crosses crosse vnluckelie.

Banished (bse'nijt), ///. a. Also 4 (5V.) ban-

yst, 6 -eist. [f. prec. -t- -ED.]

1 1. Outlawed, put to the ban. Banished man :

an outlaw, a bandit. Obs.

If 1320 Sir Benes 4129 This forbannuste man Is come the
land agan.1 1398 TRKVISA Barth. De P. R. xiv. Ii. (14951 A
tleserte is the lodges of banyssht men and of theues. 1591
SHAKS. Ttvo Gent. v. iv. 152 These banish'd men, that I haue

kept withall. 1617 MOKYSON /tin. i. u. ii. 104 These banished
men lurking upon the confines of the Popes state.. make
excursions, .to doe robberies.

2. Exiled, expatriated ; driven away, dismissed.

1578 (_ hr. Prayers in Prii<. Prayers 11851 ) 514 Whensoever
this banished and wayfaring soul of mine shall depart hence.

1582 8 Hist. Jas. VI (1804) 274 The uthcrtwAcheefe baneist
lords. 1611 BIBLE -2 Sam. xiv. 13 The King doeth not fetch

home againe his banished. 1717 Port Eloisa 52 Some
banish'd lover, or some captive maid. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. IV. 421 Who had heroically laid down his life

for the banished King.

Banisher (bre-niJaiV [f. as prec. + EnJ.] He
who or that which banishes or drives away.
c 1450 HKNRVSON Test. Crcs. iR.t Faire Phebus .banisher

of night. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. v. 89 To be full quit of those

my Banishers. 1729 M. BROWNE Piscat. Eclog. Ded. 11773)
10 Solitude, soft Banisher of care. 1834 CARLVLE Fr. Rev.
\. i. I. 6 Maupeon, the banisher of ParTemenls.

Ba'nishing, vbl. sb.
[f.

as
prec.]

= next.

1533 I,D. BERNKKS Froiss. I. viii. 7 The kynge. .defended

euery parsonc, on payne of banysshyng. .that none shulde

..go. 1641 PRYNNE Prelates Tyrrany 177 The banishing
and exiling of Freemen out of their native country.

Banishment (barnijrnent). [f.asprec.+-MENT.]
1. The action of authoritatively expelling from

the country ;
a state of exile ; expatriation.

1507 Bk.Gd.Mann.W.teW.} B iij, For he. .hadde kepte

hym from, banysshement. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. Hi. 22 The
Nobles receyue so to heart, the Banishment of that worthy
Coriolanus. 1776 GIBBON Decl. <$ F. I. xvi. 402 A sentence
of banishment was pronounced. 1855 MEKIVALE Rom.

BANK.

(1875) IV. xxxviii, 333 Some exiles contrived to avoid going
to their places of banishment.

2. gen. The action of peremptorily sending away;
a state of enforced absence ; dismissal.

1535 CoVERbALF. Ps. cxx. 5 Wo is me y l my banishment
endureth so lunge, n 1744 POPE in Lady Mentagite's Lett.

23 I. 70, 1 wish, .you m,ight pass to your banishment by the

most pleasant way. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Ella ofGar. ii.

23 Their banishment was a sign that dinner was ready.

Banister (barnistai). Also bannister, [cor-

ruption of BALUSTEU, q.v. ; though condemned by
Nicholson as '

improper,' by Stuart (Diet. Archil.

1830) and Gwilt as 'vulgar,' the term had already
taken literary rank, and has now acquired general

acceptance.] Usually in//. : Slender upright posts
or rails, tsp. those guarding the side of a staircase,

and supporting the handrail
;
often applied to the

whole structure of uprights and handrail.

1667 PKIMATT City ft C. Build. 66 Posts, Rails, Bannisters.

1677 MOXON Meek. Exerc. (1703) 165 A pair of Stairs, .with

Walls and Railes and Bannisters. 1765 H.WALPOI.E Otranto
v. 11708) 81 The uppermost bannister of the great stairs.

1766 ENTICK London IV. 63 A neat altar-piece, inclosed with
rails and banisters. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals n. i, He comes
down stairs . . thumping the banisters all the way. 1860

W. COLLINS Worn. White 490 He held fast by the banisters,
as he descended the stairs.

b. collect. sing.
= Banisters

;
cf. BALUSTER 4.

1851 MAYHEW Loud. Labour 344 Going down your stair-

case, I should be all right so long as I touched the bannister.

Banjo (bse'iid,5o). Also (earlier) banjore,

banjer. [A corruption of BANDORE, through

Negro slave pronunciation, banjo're, banjo'] A
stringed musical instrument, played with the fingers,

having a head and neck like a guitar, and a body
like a tambourine ; a modification of the bandore.

[1764 GRAINIER Sugar-Cane iv, To the wild banshaw's

melancholy sound.) c 1790 DIBDIN Sea-songs (titlei, The
Negro and his Banjer. 1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Belinda II.

xviii. 7 'What is this, mamma? It is not a guitar, is it?'
'

No, my dear, it is called a banjore ; it is an African instru-

ment, of which the negroes are particularly fond.' a 1845

Negro Melodies tin Bartlett 1

, Dey dance all night to de ole

banjo, Wid a cornstalk riddle, and a shoe-string bow. 1846
Punch 26 Sept. 126 The music-master of the regiment has

been sent with a cornet-a-piston and a banjo to play to

Queen Pomare. 1847 Ibid. 27 Feb. 94 The present is the age
of bones and banjos.

b. at/rib., as in banjo-player, -playing.
1847 J'nnch 27 Feb. 94 Bone and banjo minstrels. 1865 Saf.

fie-i'. 4 Feb. 134/1 A converted banjo-player. Ibid., Banjo-

playing being a negro form of fetish-worship,

Banjoist (barndjouist). [f. prec. + -1ST.] One
who plays a banjo.
1880 Daily Tel. 23 Dec., Songs sentimental and comic. .

arranged by Ballantine ibanjoist). 1884 Sat. Rev. 7 June
740/2 The place of the stately Interlocutor . . was filled by
the banjoist.

Bank (bsrjk), j/M Forms: (iJbanoa), 3-7
banke, (3 Orm. bannke), 4 bone, bonkk(e, 4-5
bonke, (5 bunk(e,) 4-6 bonk, 6 bane, banck(e,

3- bank. [ME. banke, prob. a. Old Norse *banke,
*banki = Olcelandic bakki ridge, eminence, bank of

clouds, of a river, chasm, etc. (whence Da. bakkc,

Sw. backe, hillock, hill, rising ground, ascent, ac-

clivity) : OTeut. *bankon- ; cogn. with OTeut.

*banki-z, see BANK^ and BENCH ; the primary sense

cf bank- being probably shelf,' natural or arti-

ficial, of eaith, rock, sand, or wood. The OK. repr.

of banki, bakki, would be *banca, *bc/nca : a com-

pound h6(h )tanca in sense of '

heel-bench, couch
'

actually occurs once in a vocabulary, but this may
be, as the sense suggests, one of the class of weak

compounds from strong sbs. (cf. diulaga from dirg) ;

in any case the senses of ME. bankc, as well as

its first appearance in the northern dialect, point
to its Scandinavian source.]

I. A raised shelf or ridge of ground, etc.

1. A portion of the surface of the ground raised

or thrown up into a ridge or shelf; a lengthened
mound with steeply sloping sides. Hence, One
side or slope of such a ridge or mound. Now
chiefly in hedge-bank.
.1200 ORMIN 9210 Whajrse iss all unnsmejre get purrh

bannkess & jmrrh gra;fess. 1377 I.ANGL. P. J'l. B. v. 521

But flustreden forth as bestes ouer bankes and hilles.

a 1400 Cov. Myst. 170 Downe I ley me upone this banke.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. i. 249, I know a banke where
the wilde time blowes. Ibid. n. ii. 40 Finde you out a bed,

For I vpon this banke will rest my head. 1596 SPENSER
/'. Q. u. iii. 6 Sitting ydle on a sunny banck. 1807 CRAUUE
Par. Reg. u. 170 Toyed by each bank and trifled at each

stile. 1861 BARNES Rhymes Dorset Dial. I. 22 Vollow

cowslip-banks.

t 2. A high ground, height, hill, fell. Obs. exc.

in north, dial.

ei3H E. E. Allil. P. A. 906 Bydez here by )>ys blysful

bone. ^1340 Gain, fy Gr. Knt. 14 On mony bonkkes ful

brode Bretayn he settez. c 1410 Antitrs Artfi. iv, To beker

at the barrens, in bonkes so bare.

b. Hence : The slope or acclivity of a hill, a

hillside, a brae
;
a '

hanger.' Still common in the

north ; cf. tip-bank
=

up-hill.

136* LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 8 To resteVnder a brod banke bi

a bourne syde. a. 1400 Death fy Life (Warton) x, And as she



BANK.
came by the bankes, the boughes .. lowted to that ladye,
and layd forth their branches. 1549 Cotnpl. Scot. vi. 37
There vas ane grene bane ful of raminel grene treis. 1570
LEVINS Manip. /24 Banke ofan \\\\\, procliuitas. 1631 STOW
Chran. 1088 Two hills their euen Bankes doe somewhat
seeme to stretch. 1808 ANDERSON Borrowdale Johnnie, It

tuik me nine days and six hours comin up-bank. 1816 Miss
AUSTEN Emma \\\. vi. 309 A bank of considerable abruptness

t 3. An artificial earthwork, an embankment, esp.

for military use. Obs.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam. xx. 15 Beseged him . . and made
a banke aboute the cite. 1552 HULOET, Banckes de-

fensyue againste subundation called Seabanckes or Sea-

dickes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 11634) I. 59 Fenced on the

East-side with the bank or rampier of Tarquiriius. 1611

BIBLE 2 Sam. xx. 15 They cast vp a banke against the city.

t 4. An ant-hill. Obs.

1667 E. KING in Phil. Trans. II. 425 If either of the other

two sorts be put into the black Ants Bank. 1747 GOULD
Eng. Ants 76 We suppose a Bank of Hill Ants to amount
. .to six Thousand.

5. A shelving elevation in the sea or the bed of

a river, rising to or near the surface, composed of

sand, mud, gravel, etc. Also a bed of oysters,

mussels, or the like.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. \. vii. 7 But here, vpon this Banke and
Schoole of time, Wee'ld iumpe the life to come. 1696 Lond.
Gaz. No. 3221/4 Near the Banks of Dunkirk. 1702 Ibid. No.

3842/4 Fish from the Bank of Newfoundland. 1719 OK FOE
Crusoe 11858.' 437 The Banks iso they call the place where

they catch the fish>. 1851 LONCF. Cold. Leg. v. ad fin., No
danger of bank or breaker. 1861 HULMK tr. Moquin-Tandon
II. in. il. 86 Oysters . . in vast numbers, forming what are
termed Oyster banks.

6. A long flat-topped mass: e.g. of cloud or

mist stretching above the horizon, of piled-up ice

or snow, etc.

? 1626 BACON Charge 4 (T.) A bank of clouds in the north
or west. 1840 R. DANA Bef. Mast xxxi. 113 On the star-

board bow was a bank of mist. 1848 KINGSLEY Saint's

Trag. IV. 201 A long dim formless fog-bank creeping low.

1860 Firz-Rov in Merc. Mar. Mag. VII. 342 The first In-

dications of daylight are seen above a bank of clouds.

7. Mining, a.
( The face of the coal at which

miners arc working.' b. 'An ore-deposit or coal-

bed worked by surface excavations or drifts above
water-level.' Raymond Alining Gloss. 1881.
1862 Chamb. JrnL Apr. 216 The work is continued in one

set until the bank is pierced through, and the next strait

set is reached.

II. A bordering slope.
8. The shelving or sloping margin of a river or

stream ;
the ground bordering upon a river.

c 1300 K, Alts. 3495 That he no sank, Til he com to the
water bank. 1330 R. BRUNNK Citron. 241 Ouer be water. .

fro bank to bank. ,1440 Promp. Parv. 23 Banke of watyr,
Ripa. 1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. i. i. 50 Tyber trembled vnder-
neath her bankes. 1635 N. CARPENTEK Geog. Del. n. ix. 160

Some riuers ouerflow their bankes at some certaine times,

1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jems, 117321 82 This second bank
[of the Jordan] is beset with Bushes and Trees. 1860 TYN-
DAI.L Glac. i. 17. 120 The left bank of the glacier. 1878
HUXLEY Pfiysiogr. 5 Geographers have agreed to call that

bank which lies upon your right side as you go down to-

wards the sea the right bank.

b.fis.
1576 FLEMING tr. Caius' Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 257

Within the banks of his remembrance. 1642 FULLER Holy
<y Prof. St. i. xi. 33 Liberality should as well have banks
as a stream. 1665 GLANVILL Seeps. Set. Addr. 13 Like a

mighty deluge . . beat down all the Banks of Laws, Vertue,
and Sobriety.

t 9. The sea-coast or shore. Obs.
t 1350 Will. Palcrnez-ji-j t?e riche cite, .vpon J?esce bonke.

1387 TREVISA Iligden Rolls Ser. VII. 135 He setle ones
. . his chaier in be banke of be see. c 1400 Destr. Troy vu.

2807 Brode sailes vp braid ; bonkis ^ai leuyt. a 1470 TIP-

TOFT Caesar \\\. (1530)4 The open playne banke of Brytayne.
1533 STEWART Cron. Scot. \ I. 437 Fra the West se bank. 1592
SHAKS. 2 Hen. K/, in. ii. 83 And twice by aukward winde
from Englands banke Droue backe againe.
1O. A raised or rising edge or margin of a pond,

lake, pit, road, railway cutting, or other hollow

place ;
in Mining, the surface of the ground at the

pit-mouth, or top of the shaft.

1330 R. BKUNXE Chron. 182 The dikes were fulle wide
with bankis hie without, r 1400 Destr. Troy xxxii. 12664
When l?e prinse was past to be pit bothum, f>e buernes on
be bonk bet hym with stonys. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 262
The fringed Bank [of a lake]. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat.
ix. 206 Daisies on the banks of the road. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Gloss., Bank, the ground at the top of a shaft.

Ores are brought
'
to bank,' i.e.

'
to grass.'

f 11. spec, (from 8) The south side of the Thames,

opposite London [also called Bankside\, and the

brothel-quarter located there (suppressed in 1546).
1336 Rented. Sedition 21 As moche shame foran honest man

to come out of a tauerne . . as it is here to come from the

banke. 1548 CROWLEY in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. I. xvii. 142
Sisters of the Bank, the stumbling-blocks of all frail youth.,
1598 STOW Survey 11633! 448 On this Banke was sometime*'
the Bordello or Stewes.

III. Comb., chiefly aitrib.) as Bank cress

(Iferb.}, the Hedge-mustard (Sisymhrmmojfficinalc)\
bank-engine, the engine at a pit's mouth

;
bank-

fence, one consisting of a bank of earth ;
bank-

fish, cod from Newfoundland-bank, whence bank-

fishing, -fishery \ bank-harbour, one protected
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by banks of mud, sand, etc. ;
bank-head, a pit's

mouth (see 10) ; bank-high a., swollen up to the

banks ; bank-hook, a large fishing-hook, baited,

and attached by a line to the bank of a stream ;

bank -jug, the Willow \Yarbler, or \Yillow Wren ;

bank - manager, the superintendent at a pit's

mouth
; bank-martin, -swallow, the Sand-martin ;

bank-smack, a Newfoundland fishing smack.

1863 PRIOR Plant-n. 14
* Bank cress, from its growth in

hedge banks. 1666 Lond. Gaz. N o. 79/1 Three prizes, one with
*Bankfish. 1705 Ibid. No. 4103/4 Newfoundland *Bank-
Fish. .equal to the North-Sea Cod. 1882 Standard 5 Sept.

4/6 The accumulations on the "bank head' are lower than
is usual, and all the collieries are full of orders. 1882 Daily
Tel. 28 Oct. 2/4 Streams everywhere are ""bank high, and
flooded. 1884 J 'orksh. Post o Jan., A bank manager in Lon-
don or Liverpool was a very different personage from a 'bank

manager in Staffordshire or the mining regions generally,
where he has to superintend the operations at the pit's mouth.

1774 G. WHITK Selborue lix, The ^bank-martin terebrates a
round and regular hole in the sand or earth. 1655 MOUFFET
& BKNN. Healtfts Impr. (17461 188 Be they either House-

Swallows, or * Bank-Swallows. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal.

355 The fishery is carried on . .in larger vessels, called
* bank-

smack-;.

Bank (Iwegk), sb:- Forms : (r banca), 3

bonck, baunk, 5-6 banckie, 6-7 banke, 6-
bank. [MK. baunk, banck, apparently a. OF. bane
' bench' ( Pr. bane. It., Sp., Pg. banco\ : late L.

bancus bench,
'

scamnum,' ad. Tent, bank, bane

(OS., MHO., MDu. bane, OHG. banch, G., I)u.

bank} : OTeut. *banki-z BEXCH ; cognate with

BANK sb. *
: OTeut. *bankon-. If however OK.

ho()i\bama 'heel-bench, couch, sofa,' was really a

compound of an OE. *banca (see prec.t, the ME.
word might be the lineal descendant of that, sub-

sequently identified with the Fr. bane. The true

native equivalent is BKNCH : OE. />gr.]

t 1. A long scat for several to sit on, a bench, or

form
;
a platform or stage to speak from. Obs.

(Cf. mountebank.}
Oioso in Wright l

r
oc. (W.I /28o Spenda > hobanca.] 1203

LAY. 25185 pa sp;ec Angel be king . . And stod uppen ane
boncke [1250 vp on benche]. 1527 in Pocock J\cc. Kef. I.

xxvi. 54 Where was prepared a bancke with quyssons and

carpets. 1605 B. JONSON /-"<>//. n. ii. 116161 467 Fellowes, to

mount a banke ! Did your instructor . . neuer discourse to

you Of the Italian mountebankes? 1661 HEYLIS Hist. Kef.
II. iii. 69 Twelve Levites standing on the bank or stage.
rti68o BUTLER Kem. U759) II. 59 A State -Quack, that

mounts his Bank in some obscure Nook, and vapours what
Cures he could do on the Body politic.

2. A seat of justice; BENCH. Bank Royal'.

King's Bench. Common Bank : Common Pleas.

(Cf. also BANCO sl>.} arch, or Obs.

1275 Act 3 Ethv, I, xlvi, Les Justices al Baunk le Roi &
Justices de Baunk a Westni. 6-1450 Pol. Poems (1859) II.

228 Fewe can ascape hit of the banck rialle. 1649 SKI.DKN
Laws of Eng. i. Ixvii. (1739* J^3 Tryals in the common
Bank, or other Courts at Westminster. 1657 HDWELL

Londinop. 368 The Courts and Benches, or Banks of Jus-
tices. 1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II. nog General days in

Bank in real Actions. 1768 BLACKSTONE Conint. III. 277
Days in bank, dies in banco, days of appearance in the

court of common pleas.

3. The bench occupied by the rowers of each oar

in a galley. (So in Fr., It., Ger.)
1599 HAKLUYT I'oy. II. i. 169 The gaily had .. at euery

banke or oare seuen men to rowe. 1687 B. RANDOLPH
Archipd, 54 Every time that they tugg the oar they rise

with their bodys, and fall back on the banks. 1728 MORGAN
Algiers II. ii. 224 Their Galeot iwhich had but eighteen
Banks on a side'. 1855 SINGLETON I'irgil I. 384 Awake,
My men, and take your seats upon the banks.

4. catachr. A rank or tier of oars
;
used chiefly

in reference to the ancient galleys, which had
several tiers one above another.

x6i4KALKiGH Hist. World II. v. i. 6. 296 One of the Cartha-

ginian GalHes, of fiue bankes. 1622 HEYLIN Cosmogr. iv.

(1682) 86 Gallies, with two banks of Oars upon a side. 1797
HOLCROFT Stolfargs Trav. IV. xci. 67 Dionysius supplied
his gallies with five banks of rowers. 1807 ROBINSON
A rchxol. Grxca iv. xiii. 387 Several orders or banks of oars,
which . . being fixed at the back of each other, ascended

gradually in the manner of stairs. 1866 KINGSLEY Herew.
v. 114 Each ship had double banks for twelve oars a side.

5. A row of keys on an organ.
1884 Harper s Mag. July 272/1 What an organist would

call a ' bank' of ivory keys.

t 6. A shelf. (Cf. G. biicherbank, etc.). Obs. rare.

1577 HELLOWES Gueunra's Ep. 125 A banke of olde bookes.

7. A bench or table used in;various trades ; esp.

in Printing, the table on which the sheets are laid

before or after printing. (Cf. It. banco.}
1565 Act 8 Eliz. xi. 4 The same Cap [shall] be first well

scoured and closed, upon the Bank. 1867 A', fy Q. 30 Nov.

432 When a man is about to work a block of stone, he

places it upon a stool or stout table, .termed a '

bank.'

8. a. The floor of a glass-melting furnace, b. A
pottery.
1880 CH. MASON Forty Shires 156 Each manufactory [of

pottery] is called a ' bank.'

9. A creel for holding rows of bobbins of cotton.

Bank (bxrjk), sb Forms : 5-7 banke, 6

bancke, 7 banque, banck, 7- bank. [Early mod.
E. banke, a. F. banque, ad. It. banca fern., used

side by side, and in same sense, with banco masc. ;

BANK.

ad. Teut. bank, bane, bench: see prcc. word. The
double form and gender in Romanic, cf. It., Sp., Pg.
banco, banca, Pr. bane, banca, F. bane, banchc, are

apparently original (see mcd.L. banctts, banca, in

Du Cange), and due to the double gender of the

German: OHG. der, tfiu hanch, MHG. dcr, die

bane, early mod. and dial. G. der, die bank. The

original meaning 'shelf, bench' (see BANK 1 and ~,

and BENCH) was extended in It. to that of 'trades-

man's stall, counter, money-changer's table, mcnsa

argcntaria, Tpd-rrffa,' whence 'money-shop, bank,'
a use of the word which passed, with the trade of

banking, from Italy into other countries. In this

sense, It. uses both banco and banca, Sp. and Pg.
the masc. banco ;

but in F. the It. fern, banca was

adapted as banqitc, whence Kng. banke, bank. The
word is thus ultimately identical with BKNCH and

BANK-, and cognate with BANK!.
(Although, in It., tnonte 'mount, heap, amount, stock,'

was used in some of the senses of 'bank,' the notion that

the name l>anco
t banca, originated in a German rendering

of monte is erroneous : (. bank had no such sense as
1

mount, heap,' only that of '

bench, shelf.' Rather is it the

fact, that in the development of banking, the hanio of the

money-changer, and the tnnttc or 'joint-stock capital' were
at length combined, and bank- applied in Eng. to both.']

I. A money-dealer's table, counter, or shop.

1 1. The table or counter of a money-changer or

dealer in money. Obs. exc. Hist.
SS&7 JKWKL D<-f, Apol. (1611) 462 Christ overthrew the

Exchangers bankes, meaning thereby, that there may be

no coine in the Church, but unly Spiritual!. 1584 TENNER
Dff. Ministers (15871 98 Christ ouerthrew the exchaungers
banckes. 1598 FLORIO, Bnnco, a befich, amarchants banke,
or counting house, a counter. 1611 COT<,R., J>anqttc t

a

banke, where money is let out to use : or lent, or returned

by exchange : aNo, the table whereon such money is told.

1846 ARNOLD Hist. Rome II. xxvii. 72 These established

their banks or tables in the forum, like ordinary bankers.

f2. The shop, office, or place of business of a

money-dealer. (Cf. BANKER 2 i a, b.^ Now merged
in 7 a.

1474 CAXTON C/tcsse in. iv, There was a . . chaungeour. .A
man cam to hym and sayd and afFerniyd that htj had de-

lyueryd in to his banke v hondred floryns of gold to kepe.

1536 TINDAIJ-; Luke xix. 23 Wherfore then gavest not thou

my money into the banke [Gr. rpan-*^ ; WYCLIK, borde ;

COVERDALE, exchaunge Banke]? 1552 HULOET, Bancke of

exchaunge, Argentaria. 1649 JEH. TAYLOR Gt. E.tentp.
n. xi. 21 Exchangers of Money made the temple to be the

market and the banke.

II. An amount or stock of money.
t3. A sum of money, an amount (It. montc] ;

a 'pile.' (Cf. 'mounts of coin
'

in last quot.) Obs.

1515 BARCLAY Eglogs i. 11570' A v/3 Where shall I..some
little banke procure, That from the bagge and stafie mine

age may be ^ure. 1652 HROMK JOT.', t'rnc i. Wks. 358 Cash ;

which added Unto your former Banck, makes up in all

Twelve thousand and odd pounds. 1715 BL-RNET Oivn Time
(17661 II. 146 He had got a great bank of money to be pre-

pared. 1758 J. BLAKE Mar. Syst. 68 The . . payments will

constitute a bank, or nest egg. [Cf. r 1645 HOWKI.I. Lett.

(17531 128 And bring in Mounts of Coin His Mints to feed,
And Banquers (tralics chief suporters) breed.]

fb. esp. A sum to draw upon. Obs.

1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. in. xxiv. 225 S. Paul finds

a constant bank for Ministers Maintenance lockt up in a
Ceremoniall Law. 1665 S. HING in Ellis Orig. Lett. u. 310
IV. 24 To extend your charity to the outrunning the bank

you honoured me with.

f C. A batch of paper-money. Obs. (exc. Hist.}

1878 F.WALKER Money xv. 319 In 1738 a Bank of 100,000
was issued with new provisions for securing the interest of
the mortgages.
4. In games of hazard, the amount or pile of

money which the player who plays against all the

others, e.g. the proprietor of the gaming-table, has

before him.
c 1720 Poi'E Basset-T. 78 When Kings, Queens, Knaves,

are set in decent rank : Expos'd in glorious heapS. the

tempting Bank, c 1750 H. WALPOLK in Harper's Mag. July
(1884)258/1 He saw neither the bank nor his own cards.

1850 THACKERAY Pendtrtnis Ivi. 11884* 54.8
He had seen his

friend, .lose eighteen thousand at a sitting, and break the

bank three nights running at Paris. 1865 TYI.OR Early
Hist. Man. vii. 175 It is certainly playing against the bank.

f 5. An amount made up by the contributions of

many ;
a joint stock or capital. Obs.

1625 BACON Usury, Ess. (Arb.) 545 Let It be no Banke or

Common Stocke, but euery Man be Master of his owne
Money. ^1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650' II. n They advance
trade whersoever they com ;

with the banks of mony. 1790
BURKE /'V. AVf. 129 The stock in each man is small, and. .

individuals would do better to avail themselves of the general
bank and capital of nations and of ages.

f6. An amount so contributed for lending to the

poor ;
a loan-bank; whence the modern pawn-

broker's establishment ^Fr. mont de
fietc}.

Obs.

i6za MALYNES Anc. Law Merck. \\. xiii. 335 In Italic

there are Monies pietatis, that Is to say, Mounts or Bankes
of Charitie, places where great su mines of money are by
legacies given for reliefe of the poore, to borrow vpon
pawnes. 1646 BENBKIGCE I'sura Acann. 3 For their [the

poor's] rescue m&y\&c.o\\ec\.z&.lionspictalis,sri'cckaritatis,
a Banke of piety or charity, .a certaine sumrae of money,
or things, .which is laid up for the reliefe of the poore,
either by one rich man, or by many. 1659 TORRIANO/}/V/.,
Montc Hipifta, a publick stock or bank maintained for the

relief of the poor, where pawns may be taken. 1663 GER-



BANK.
BIER Counsel's,} a, A Bank of Loane in that part of the
Suburbs of this great City.

fig. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exentp. \\. ix. no The talent
which God hath intrusted to us in the banks of nature
and grace. 1704 E. ARWAKER Emboss. Heav. ix, Is not
thy Bank of Blessings yet dismay'd, To Lend, where so

unthankfully Repaid 't

III. (Ordinary modern sense.)
7. An establishment for the custody of money

received from, or on behalf of, its customers.
Its essential duty is the payment of the orders

given on it by the customers; its profits arise

mainly from the investment of ihe money left un-
used by them.
a. Banks (in England) may be divided into
a. Private Banks, carried on by one or more (in Great

Britain not exceeding ten) persons in partnership. Cf.
sense 2 above.
b. Joint-Stock Banks, of which the capital is subscribed

by a large number of shareholders. iCf. sense 5 above: Of
these the greatest Is. .

c. The Bank ofEngland, shortly 'The Bank,
1

a corpora-
tion of subscribers and contributors to a capital sum of

1,200,000, to whom a charter was granted in 1694 (by the
name or style of '

the Governor and Company of the B. of

E.'}, on condition of their lending that sum to the Govern-
ment, with certain privileges now no longer existing, or
maintained only for the benefit of the State. Its duties are
to manage the service of the public debt, to receive and ac-
count for the revenue when collected, and to provide and
attend to the automatically regulated issue of legal tender
notes. Its banking business is of the same nature as that
of the other joint-stock or private banks, its chief customer
being the Government.
[Cf. 1526 in 2. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par, Luke xix.

23 Haue deliuered foorth my money to the kepers of the
banke. c 1590 MARLOWE Jew of M. iv. i, In Florence,
Venice, Antwerp. .Have I debts owing; and. .Great sums
of money lying in the banco.] 16" MALYNES Anc. Law
Mereh. i. xx. 131 A Banke is properly a collection of all the
readie money of some Kingdome, into the hands of some
persons licensed thereunto by publicke authoritie. 1734
tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (18271 HI. vn. ro. 344 The bank of
all Greece which he had sent for from Delos. 1849 SAXE
Poems, Times 373 Always abundance of gold in the Banks.
1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp.(i%6$\ III. xxx. 397 The temples
of the ancient world were the banks in which private pos-
sessors deposited their most precious effects. 1876 B. PKICE
Currency <y B. 102, I defined a bank to be an institution
for the transfer of debts.

Money Syst.^Eng. 138 The Bank of England had parted
with six or eight millions of gold at the current mint price.

1834 GILBART Hist. Bank. 95 The number of private country
banks, and branches of private banks, in England and Wales
is 638. 1881 H. H. GIBBS Double Standard fy The result
would really be .. that the Bank would always hold both
Silver and Gold bullion.

b. Bank of deposit, a bank that receives lodge-
ments of money. Bank of issue or circulation,
a bank which issues its own notes or promises to

pay ;
in Great Britain a bank to which the right

of issue was continued by the Acts of 1844-45.
Branch bank, a branch-office of a bank, estab-

lished to give banking facilities to a locality at

a distance from the head-office. Savings-bank,
a bank of which the express object is to take

charge of the savings of the poorer classes, or of
small sums of money.
1834 GII.FJART Hist. Bank. 109 The establishment ofbranch

banks may be considered as the effect of the formation of
joint-stock banks. Ibid. 133 Similar accusations may be as

justly advanced against banks of deposit as against banks
of circulation. 1863 HAYDN Diet. Dates 67 The branch
banks of the Bank of England in the chief towns of the

kingdom, .have all been formed since 1828.

*-fig-
1642 ROGERS Naatnau 543 As affliction is a furnace, so is

It a banque : Job had twice as much after he had lost all as
before, a 1716 LOUTH <J.) Pardons and indulgences, -out of
the common bank and treasury of the church.

j

4 d. In bank : in a bank or the bank, at one's

bankers'. Also
_/?-. : in store. Obs.

1563 Homilies n. xi. .(1850) 387 He which sheweth mercy
to the poore doth lay his money in hankc to the Lord. 1622
MALVNKS Anc. Laiv Merck. \\. xi. 335 The paiments by
Assignement in Banke without handling of moneys. 1646
EVANCE Noble Order 13 The benefits, .in hand, besides the

blessings that are in banck. 1753 WHITEHELD in Scots Mag.
May 214/1 The young man has the balance in bank.

8. Comb. : a. attrib. or obj. genitive, as hank-

accountant, -bliHding, -charter, -clerk^ -coffer,

-counter, -director, -manager^ -master (obs.V
c 1618 FLETCHER Pilgr. i. 51 Rogues and Beggars have

fot
the trick now to become Banckmasters. 1803 Edin. Rev.

I. 103 The bank-coffers are drained of gold. 1828 TAYLOR
Money Syst. Eng. 193 That the bank directors be required
to pay their notes on demand in gold at the market price.
1834 GILBART Hist. Bank. 30 In 1708 the Bank charter was
extended or renewed until the expiration of twelve months.
1854 H. MILLER Sc/t. <y Schnt. (18581 526 Behind the bank-
counter. 1860 TROLLOPE Framley P. xlii. 151 The bank
manager from Barchester.

b. Special combinations :

Bank annuities, a technical term for certain

British government funds
; usually, the Consoli-

dated 3 per cent. Annuities, or '

consols'
;
bank-

cheque, a cheque or order to pay issued upon
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a bank; bank-circulation, a name applied to

receipts given by the Bank of England to con-
tributors to the loan made to the Government in

1751, which circulated as paper currency; bank-
court, the weekly meeting of the Governor and
Directors of the Bank of England, or other joint-
stock bank; also, the general court of proprietors;
bank-credit, a credit opened for any person by a

correspondent of a bank, to enable the former to

draw for the amount ; bank-money (cf. BANCO a.} ;

also, money in the bank ; bank-paper, bank-notes
in circulation ; bills of exchange accepted by a
banker; bank-parlour, the court-room of the
Bank of England ; the room in which a banker
or bank-manager does business with borrowers

;

bank-post, a kind of writing-paper used for

foreign correspondence ; bank-rate, the rate per
cent, per annum fixed from time to time by the

Bank of England, at which the company is pre-

pared to discount bills of exchange having not

more than 95 days to run
; bank-receipt,formerly,

a receipt given by the Bank of England on its for-

mation, for money deposited to be drawn against ;

now, an acknowledgement given by a banker for

money deposited on a current account
;
bank-

stock, the capital stock of the Bank of England,
being the aggregate of the shares therein owned
by the various proprietors ; its original amount
was 1,200,000; it is now 14,553,000; bank-
token, a token issued by a bank to serve for pay-
ments, on its responsibility, during a scarcity of

silver coin
;
bankward a. and Oilv., towards the

bank. See also BANK-BILL, -BOOK, -HOLIDAY, -NOTE.

1803 JEFFERSON in Harper s Mag. Mar. (1885) 541/2, 1 en-
close you a *bank-check for twenty-two and a half dollars.

1753 Scots Mag. May 262/1 *Bank-circulation 2/. 155. prem.
1834 GILBART Hist. Bunk. 38 In 1751, in order to raise the
sum promised to be lent to the Government, the bank
established what was called

* *Bank Circulation.' 1752
HUME Balance of Trade, Ess. (1817) I. 318 An invention
of this kind, which was fallen upon some years ago by the
banks of Edinburgh, .called a *Bank-Credit. 1636 HICALKY
Thfophrast. 79 He, that boastes upon the Exchange, that
he hath store of *banke mony. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762)
II. i. Hi. 17 A ducat which passes for seven marks current,
is worth but six 'bank money. Ibid, vii. 35 He sells his

*bank-money for current money. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev.
\Vks. V.

4^11 They imagine that our flourishing state in

England is owing to that *bank-paper, and not the "bank-

paper to the flourishing condition of our commerce. 1884
Lisbon (Dakota) Clipper 30 Oct. /3 The caution which has

prevailed . . in *bank parlors is not at all relaxed. 1879
CassL-irs Techn. Ednc. III. 397 The ordinary Saxe paper
will answer very well, as will also. .

*
Bank-post. 1876 FAW-

CETT Pol. Econ. in. vi. 361 The *Bank-rate of discount, is

the measure, at any particular time, of the value of money.
1703 Ltmd. Guz. No. 3902/4 A *Bank Receipt . . promising
to be accountable to John Radhams for 4 Notes for so/,
each. 1705 HICKERINCILL Priest-cr. i. (1721) 9 The Market
Price varies as does the *Bank Stock. 1710 ADDISON TatIfr
No. 243 F 6 How went *Bank-Stock to Day at 'Change?
x8u Examiner 21 Sept. 607/2 Convicted of uttering 3$.

*Bank-tokens, knowing them to be false. 1865 Pall Mall
G. 13 Nov. 3 In the full tide of one's *bank-ward voyage.
Bank (b^rjk), v [f. BANK sb?\
I. 1. trans. To form a bank to ; to border, edge,

hem in as a bank.

1590 GREENE Nener too Late (1600) 23 A silent streame. .

Banckt about with choyce of flowers. 1727 THOMSON
Summer 660 Burning sands, that bank the shrubby vales.
1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba v. xxii, A ridge of rocks that bank'd
its side.

f2. intr. To border upon. Obs.

1598 STOW Snrv. vii. (1603) 68 The next Tower or Castle,
banckiting [sic] also on the riuer of Thames. Ibid, xxxvni.

(1603) 336 This Castle banketh on the River Thames.
3. trans. To confine within a bank. Also_/r^.
1622 CALUS Stat. Sewers (1647) 70 Kept and preserved by

banking and new fencing in. 1662 FULLER Worthies (1840)
III, 388 The prince and people . . Both being bank'd in their

respective station. 1883 Eng, Illust. Mag. Nov. 75/1 The
river is banked high on either side.

4. Watchmaking: a. trans. To confine the move-
ments of the escapement, which is the function of
the two banking-pins in a watch, b. intr. To
impinge against the banking-pins ; said of the es-

capement (or of the watchV
1765 LUDLAM in Phil. Trans. LV. 207 The brass pin . . is

for the other arm of the beam to bank against. 1884 F.
BRITTEN Watch fyClockm. 20 The escapement may be banked
through the spring. Ibid. 74 If the watch persistently
banks, it is an indication that the balance is too light.

II. f 5. To coast, to skirt. Obs.
JS9S SHAKS. John v. ii. 104, I haue bank'd their Townes?
6. To bring ashore, to land.

1873 G. DAVIES Mvunt. fy Mere ii. 11 Scarcely giving a

flap of the tail till they were banked.
7. To shelter under a bank.
1865 W. WHITE E. Eng. I. no As decoy men say, they

are then comfortably banked.

III. 8. trans. To heap or pile ;//.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU CharmedSca iv. 59 They had banked
up the snow. 187* BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxiii. 317 The
clouds had got banked up in great billows of vapour.
9. intr. (for re/?.) To rise up into banks.
1870 Daily News 28 Dec., The smoke, .was still banking

BANKER.
up in large clouds. 1883 BLACK in Harper's Mag. Dec. 69/3
Clouds begin to bank up.
10. To make up a fire, by covering it with a heap

of fuel so pressed down that it will remain a long
time burning slowly.
1860 Men. Mar. Mag.Vll. 330 The fires had been banked.

1865 DICKENS Atiti. Fr. ii. 277 Fire carefully banked up
with damp cinders.

11. To bank out : to empty out (coal as drawn
from the pit) into a heap.
1851 in Coal-tr. Terms KorthxmtU. $ Durh. 6.

Bank, z<. 2
[f.

BANK st.'J]

1. intr. To keep a bank, act as a banker.

(Chiefly in ppl. adj. and vbl. sb., as in banking-
house, etc.)

*7*J~S* CHAMBERS Cycl., Banker, a person who banks,
that is, negotiates and trafficks in money.
2. intr. To deposit money or keep an account

with a banker.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley i. i. 4 A man who brings a
splendid capital, and will, no doubt, bank with us at D .

1880 HOWELLS Undisc. Country vi. 103 You'll have to bank
with rne to the extent of tickets home.
3. trans. To deposit in a bank. Also, to con-

vert into current money, 'realize.'

1864 SALA in Daily Tel. ii Oct., Those who have, .banked
their greenbacks. 1868 Daily News z Sept., If parliament
were to bank this whole estate.

4. intr. To form a ' bank '

at a gaming-table ;
to

play against all comers.
1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey v. xiii. 239 The plan will be for

two to bank against the table.

Ba-nkable, a.
[f.

BANK sb3 or .2] Re-
ceivable at a bank, as in

' bankable securities.'

t Ba'nkage. Obs. [?
f. BANK j.i + -AGE.] ? A

landing duty.
1577 HARRISON England n. v. 113 His Praedia . . were

tributes, tolles, portage, bankage, stackage. .and such like.

Bank-bill. [-See BA^K sb.'-> and BILL.] a.

Formerly, and still sometimes in the provinces,
and in U. S., synonymous with BANK-NOTE, b.

A bill drawn by one bank upon another, payable
at a future date, or on demand

; synonymous with
bankers draft. f<3. (Sealed) Bank Bill', a form
of bill or note, bearing interest, issued by the Bank
of England at its foundation, but long since dis-

continued, d. Bank Post Bill : a bill, usually at

seven days' sight, issued by the Bank of England
for convenience of transmission through the post.
1696 Land. Gaz. No. 3166/4 A Bank Bill for zoo/, with

Interest at 2ff. a day. Ibid. No. 3234/4 Bank Seal Bills,

payable with Interest at the Rate of 6 per Cent, per Annum.
1709 STEELE Tatlcr No. 26 F 9 If I have not left . . Bank
Bills for 2oo/. 1711 Loud. Gaz. No. 4875/4 Lost, .a Sealed
Bank Bill of ioo/. at 6 per Cent,

ijrija
HUME Ess. fy Treat.

(1777) I. 336 To stuff the nation with this fine commodity
of bank-bills and chequer-notes. 1809 R. LANGI-ORD Introd.
Trade ijo Bank bill, a note on the bank, which being ac-

cepted by a cashier, will be paid when due. 1812 Examiner
28 Dec. 820/2 The amount of Bank of England Notes and
Bank Post Bills now in cisculation. 1863 HAYDN Diet.
Dates 67 Bank bills were paid in silver, 1745. The first bank
post-bills were issued 1754. 1878 SYMONDS ShelUy 85 The
. .story of his having once constructed a boat out of a bank-

post bill.

Bank-book. [See BANK sb$\ a. One of the

books in which the transactions of a bank are

entered. b. A book furnished by a banker to

each customer, containing a transcript of his ac-

count in the Bank Ledger, also called Pass-book.

(In both senses Bankers Book is also used.)
1714 in Land. Gaz. No. 5266/10 Lost . . Mr. Salamon of

Moses Pereira's Bank Book. 1753 HANWAY Trai>. (17621 II.

i. vii. 35 To see that his accounts agree with those of the

bank books. 1884 Harper's Mag. June 28/2 I've left you
my bank-book.

Banked (ba?rjkt\ ///. a.
[f.

BANK sb.l or z/.
1
]

1. Having a bank or banks.

1623 BINGHAM Xcnophon 108 A hollow-bank'd brooke. 1649
BI.ITH Eng, Improi'. Impr. (1652) n One acre plain or

bancked. 1881 EDITH COXON Basil Plant II. 24 The
banked hedge skirting the field.

2. Heaped, piled up ; esp. in Banked up, said

also of a fire when covered up with fresh fuel so

as to burn away but slowly.
1567 DMHT/ifonMf' Epist. R vj, Ritche in banqued golde.

1868 H. LEE B. Godfrey Ivii. 327 Banked-up. .clouds.

t Ba'nker 1
. Obs. 47; also 3 bancour. ban-

quer(e, bankewere, bankqwer, banwher, 6

banckwarre, bankard, bynker. [a. AF. *ban-

qitcr,
*banker = ONF. bankier, banquier, baticquier,

f. bane bench.] A covering, generally of tapestry,
for a bench or chair.

1311 Chart. Fine/tall 11837) App. 4, liij banker. 1395 E.
E. \Vills( 1882) 5 An Halle, with docere, costers and bankers.

c 1410 LOVE Bonaiient. Mirr. xv. (Gibbs M S.) 38 On )>e bare

grounde, ffor J>are hadde he neyther banker ne cuschyne.
c 1420 Anturs Arth, xxxv. 2 With beddus brauderit o brode,
and bankers y-dyjte. < 1450 HOLLAND Hanlat xix. q Braid
burdis and benkis, ourbeld vith bancouris of gold. 1483
Cat/i. Angl. 20 Bankqwer, Bankewere, bancariunt^ dor-

sorittm. c 1485 E. E. Misc. (1855) 4 The dosers alle of

cainaca, The bankers alle of taffeta. 1502 ARNOLD Chron.

(1811) 244 The hangyng bankers and cussyons in my halle.

1534 Lincolnsh. Ch. Firm. 186 A olde bankard made of an
otde carpet t. 1541 Lane. /(*//& 08571 1. r 6, Ij fformes with

ij bankers. 1574 Richmond. Wills 1.1853} 248 A hawlinge, a



BANKER.

bynker ofwannes, and ij fox skynnes. 1660 Act 12 Ckas.II,
iv. Sched., Bankers of Verdure, the dozen pieces, iv/.

Banker-' (bre-nkai). Also 6 banker, 7 banc-

ker, banquer, 7-8 banquier. [f. BANK s&.$ +

-ER, after F. banquiert freq. used in Eng. in 1 7th c.]

1. The keeper or manager of a BANK sb$

j*a. orig. A money-changer ; then, one who dealt

in bills of exchange, giving drafts and making
remittances. Obs.

1534 MORE On the Passion Wks. 1385/2 In the temple, he
had ouerthrowen the bankers tables. 1591 PEKCIVALL Span.
l)!Ct. t Banquero, a bankor, an exchanger of money, Ar-

gentarins. 1624 HEYWOOD Gnnaik. vi. 271 One Philippus,
a bancker, or one that dealt in the exchange of money.
^1654 FLECKNOE Trai'. 103 in Southey Comm.-pl. Bk. Ser;

ii. (1849) 328 Our English money, current with much adoe
in neighbouring countries . . but farther off you must go to

Banquiers of your own nation, or none will take it of your
hands. 1683 PETTUS Fleta Min. \\. 91 Monyers .. lately
called Bankers.

j* b. subseq. One who also received money in de-

posit, and lent it upon interest, acting as an inter-

mediary between borrowers and lenders. Obs,

1553 UDALL Roister D. \. i. lArb.) n Truely of all men he
is my chiefe banker, Both for meate and money. r6n
COTGR., A rgcntier . . a Banker, one that lendeth, or ex-

changeth, money for gaine. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.

xii. 64 To embogge himselfe in the Bankers and Usurers
Bookes. 1660 STANLEY Hist, Philos. (1701) 291/1 He de-

posited some Money in the hands of a Banquier. 1670
MARVELL Corr. 166 (18751 ^. 356 Voted that . . all money in

the hand of banquiers shall pay 15^. per ioo/. 1757 BURKE
Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 232 The provinces [of Rome]
were overrun by publicans. . confiscators, usurers, bankers.

Hence (in its beginnings not separable from the

prec ) : C. mod. The proprietor or one of the pro-

prietors of a private bank ; the manager or one of

the managing body of a joint-stock bank; in//, a

joint stock banking company.
Banker^ Books, Books of Account, etc., extracts from

which are admissible as evidence in a British Court of Law
.
under *The Bankers' Books Evidence Act, 1876.' Bankers
Book also Bank Passbook.

1670-1 Act 22 Cfuis. If. in Blount Law Diet, s.v., Whereas
several persons, Goldsmiths and others, by taking or borrow-

ing great sums of mony, and lending out the same again, for

extraordinary hire and profit, have gained and acquired to

themselves the reputation and name of Bankers. 1671
DKYDEN Even. Love Epil., And Banquier-like, each day
Accept new Bills, and he must break, or pay. 1727 SWIFT
State Irel. Wks. 1761 III. 174 The daily increase of bankers,
who may be a necessary evil in a trading country, but so
ruinous in ours. 1761 Gentl. Mag. XXXI. 601 Imposed on
a young man, a banker's-clerk. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace
\. Wks. VIII. 153 There were not. .twelv*e bankers shops at

that time out of London. 1843 DICKENS Chr, Carol 18

Scrooge took his melancholy dinner . . and beguiled the
rest of the evening with his banker's-book. 1858 LD. ST.
LEONARDS Handy-bk. Prop. Law vii. 42 You. .deposit your
money at a private banker's, or in the Bank of England.
1866 CRUMP Banking ity As money rises in value, the balances
In the hands of bankers decrease.

2. Applied to a contributor to a Mons Pietatis :

see BANK sl>^ 6.

1646 BENBRIGGE Usnra Accom. n Neither Banke nor
Bankers (as I may call the Contributors) can conceive they
suffer any losse by . . lending to the poor freely : because
what they even give . . is lent in Usury to the Lord.

3. One who keeps the ' bank
'

in a gambling
house ; the dealer, in some games of chance.
1826 HOR. SMITH Gat, <y Grav. in Casqnet Lit. 1877 I.

325/1 Each banker was provided with a ratean, or rake.

1850 BOHN Handbk. Games 328 Commerce .. After deter-

mining the deal, the dealer, styled also the banker, shuffles

the pack. Ibid. 342 Rouge et noir . . To form the game, it

is necessary that there should be a banker, or taillenr

(Dealer), who represents him, and players, the number of
whom is unlimited. 1884 Law Times Rep. 30 Aug. 809/2
Each banker pays i percent, and the punters 5$. each.

Banker 3
(barnksi). [f.

BANK sbl + -Eli 1

.]

1. [Cf. F. banqiiier in same sense.] A ship em-

ployed in cod-fishingon the Bank of Newfoundland.
1666 Land. Gaz. No. 107/1 Who in Crusing, lighted upon

a French Banker which he took. 1710 Ibid. No. 4712/3 A
French Banker of fourteen Guns, laden with Fish, arrived
therefrom Newfoundland. 1769 in FALCONER Diet. Marine.
2. A labourer who makes banks of earth, ditches,

etc. (Chiefly used in theeastern counties ofEngland.)
1795 Gentl. Mag. 632 In the fen countries the labourers

are denominated bankers, a i8zi in Times 25 Aug. (1870)

4/6 A poor man, a witness in court, said in answer to the
same question [What he was?]

' a banker.' The Judge, .re-

marked, 'We cannot have any absurdity.' 1873 PEACOCK
in N. fy Q. Ser. iv. XII. 274 Some 'bankers' who were en-

gaged in widening a drain.

3. Hunting. A horse which can jump on and off

field banks too large to be cleared. (Cf. fencer.)
Generally with qualification, as ' In following the hounds

in Devonshire, you must ride a good banker.'

4. (in Australia}. A river full to the brim.

Ba'nker 4
. [f. BANK sb2 bench ;

in senses a
?
b.

perh. a perversion of It. banco a (statuary's) bench.]
a. A wooden bench used in bricklaying for

dressing bricks, b. A stone bench used by masons
for hewing on. c. A local name for a pile of

Purbeck stone from the quarry.
1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (1703) 246 A Banker, to cut the

Bricks upon, which is a piece of Timber about six foot long
. .fixt. .about three foot high from the Floor. 1793 SMEATON
Edystone L. 167 note, A Banker in a mason's yard is a
square stone of a suitable size, made use of as a work bench.

655

183* CARLVLE Remin. (1881) I. 46 The Master-builder ..

once laid a shilling on his
'

banker.' 1881 Daily News 5 Sept.

6/3 The immense masses of stone called 'bankers' that line

Swanage shore. i$&$ Harper s Mag. Jan. 244/1 The stone
. . has to be removed from the ' bankers

'

in carts.

Bankerdoin (bse-nkaidsm). [see -DOM.] The
class or body of bankers

;
the banking interest.

1863 DICEY Federal St. I, 170 The Herald, supported by
the bankerdom of the North.

Baiikeress (barrjkares). nonce-ivd. [see -ESS.]
A female banker

;
a banker's wife.

1854 THACKEUAY Newcffmes i. xxiv. 229, I dined there a

couple of months ago, and the bankeress said something
about you. 1883 American V. 200 The late Countess of

Jersey was only received on sufferance in some houses in

Vienna, because she was a bankeress.

t Ba'nkering, M. sl>. Obs. [f. BANKER 2
; cf.

carpentering.] Occupation as a banker, banking.
1668 CHILD Disc. Trade (.1694) 51 Before this way of

private hankering came up.

Banket, -etter, etc. : see BANQUET.

Ba'nk-fu'll, a. Full to the bank or brink.

-1581 J. FALKNER in Eng. Aleck, 4 Feb. (1870) 500/2 The
same water in the morning before was bankefull. 1637
RUTHERFORD Lett. 169 1,18621 I. 397 A little of God would
make my soul bankfull. 1865 MILTON & CHEADLE N-W.
Passage 275 This river was. .bank full with glacier water.

Bank holiday. [See BANK sb$ and HOLI-

DAY.] A day on which banks are legally closed,

so as to afford a holiday to those employed in

them. (Bills payable on these days are paid on
the following day.)
Certain Saints' days and anniversaries, to the number in all

of about 33 days per annum, were kept as Holidays at the

Bank of England. In 1834 these holidays were reduced to

Good Friday, the ist of May, ist of November, and Christ-

mas Day. By Sir John Lubbock's Act, passed in 1871, the

following bank-holidays were constituted in Great Britain :

In England and Ireland, Easter Monday, Whit Monday,
the first Monday in August, the 26th of December i Boxing
Day); in Scotland, New Year's Day, the first Monday in

May, the first Monday in August, Christmas Day. When
any of these days falls on Sunday, the Monday following is

the bank-holiday.
1871 Act 34 Viet. xvii. (title} An Act to make provision

for Bank Holidays. 1879 TEFFERIES Wild Life in S. C. 103
j

These two main fairs are the Bank Holidays of rural life.

Banking (bavrjkirj), vbL sb. [Several distinct

formations, from BANK in various senses.]

1. The business of a banker; the keeping or

management of a bank.

1735 BERKELEY Querist (L.1 Banking brings no treasure

into the kingdom. 1834 GILBART Hist. Bunking 9 So early
as the year 1349 . . banking was carried on by the drapers of
Barcelona. 1883 H. MACLKOD Banking vi. 3 The very
essence of '

Banking' is to receive money as a Mutuum.
b. attrib.

1779 ARNOT Hist. Edin. iv. iv. (1816) 411 Those abuses
which had crept into the banking business. 1809 R. LANG-
FORD Introd. Trade 20 Without regard to banking hours.

1861 GosCHEN For. Exch. ^3 The primary cause which
makes England the great banking centre of the world. 1881

Builder % Oct. (Advt.\ Solid Mahogany Banking Counter.

2. The construction of banks or embankments.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s^., With respect to the water

which is to be kept out, this is called banking. 1818 COB-
BETT Resid. U. S. (1822) 181 Banking, hedging, they know
nothing about. They have no idea of the use of a bill-hook.

3. Embankment.
1853 KANE Grinnell E.\-p. xxxv. (1856) 321, I observed one

spot where the banking remained.

4. Fishing on the Newfoundland (or other) Bank.

1842 SIR J. PARK Mar. Insur. I. ii. 100 2 Upon their ar-

rival, ships are. .employed in banking. 1848 ARNOULD Mar.
Insur. (1866^ I. i. v. 273 After their arrival at Newfoundland,
engaged for some time in fishing (called banking^.

5. In Watchmaking : Limitation of the motion
of the balance, by the banking-pins or -screw.

1870 En. Mech. 7 Jan. 403/1 It consists in placing the

banking pins at the tail of the lever. 1879 Casscll's Tcchn.
Educ. IV. 386/2 In this escapement it is necessary to limit

the motion of the balance to one half turn, measured from
its repose, which is technically called

'

banking.' 1884 F.

BRITTEN Watch and Clockm. 29 [The] Banking Screw [is]

. . an adjustable screw in the chronometer escapement.
6. Banking-ground (in U. S. lumber-trade} : a

place where logs are brought to a river bank.
1880 Lumberman's Gaz. 28 Jan., The banking ground is

about 125 feet above the bed of the river.

Ba'nMng, ///. a. [f. BANK v. + -ING-.] That

keeps a banlc or follows the profession of a banker.

1641 MILTON Ch. Discip. n. Wits. (18511 65 That banking
den of theeves. 1677 YAHRAXTON Eng. Impr. 18 Any of the

banking Goldsmiths or Merchants.

Ba'iikiiig-house. A house in which banking
operations are carried on ; a mercantile firm en-

gaged in banking or some branch of it.

1809 R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 129, Banking-house^ a re-

ceptacle for people's money for commercial purposes. 1816
Gentl. Mag. LXXXVI. i. 97 Became a partner in the bank-

ing-house of Down, Thornton, and Free. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. IV. 490 The days when there was not a single
banking house in the city of London. 1879 ESCOTT England
I. 233 The difference existing between the two classes of
business a banking house and a bank.

Baiikless (barnkK's), a.
[f. BANK sb\ + -LESS.]

Having no banks or borders.
i6iz J. DAVIES Muse's Sacr. 15 (D.) For thou of beauty

art the banckless Sea. 1869 RCSKIN Q. ofAir 143 Lost . .

amidst bankless, boundless marsh.

Bankman, obs. form of BANKSMAN.

BANKRUPT.

Bank-note. [See BANK sb:-'>,
and NOTE.] A

promissory note given by a banker : formerly, one

payable at a fixed date and to a specified person ;

now, one payable to bearer on demand, and intended

to circulate as money.
(Their issue is now regulated by Act 7 & 8 Viet. cap. 32.)

1695 Land. Gaz. No. 3046/4 A Bank Note for
i^/.

25. 4,d.

payable to Philip Wheake. 1714 Ibid. No. 5239/3 Lost ..

10 Bank Circulation Notes . . none of them payable for

several Months. Ibid. No. 5271/4 Four Circular Bank
Notes for ioo/. each, all payable to Mr. Pope . . or Bearer,
with Interest. 1789 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) ll'ks. (18121 II.

116 So prudent, numbers each bank-note and jewel. 1812

Examiner 28 Sept. 622/2 What is a bank note but a promise
to pay the bearer a certain quantity of gold? 1870 BOWEN

Logic ix. 274 Money may mean either specie, or bank-notes,
or currency consisting of a mixture of these two.

fig- 1850 CARLYLEZa/Jter-rf. Painph. v. 9 If speech is the

banknote for an inward capital of culture.

Bankrupt ^barrjkrupt), sb. P'orms : 6 banke

rota, banckroupt^e, banckerout, banque-
rowpte,banqwerooute,6-7banckrout,banque-,
banqrout(e, banke-, bankrout(e, bankerupt,
7 banker-out, banck-, banquerupt, (bankrup,
banker-up), 6- bankrupt. [In i6th c. banke

rota, banqiterontc, a. It. banca rotta (Florio),

and its F. adaptation banqiicronlc (in Cotgi.

banquerontte], with the second part subsequently as-

similated to the equivalent L. niptus, as in abrupt,
etc. The It. banca rotta is literally

' bank broken,'

or ' bench broken.' The transference of sense from

the fact to the agent (in sense 2) is peculiar to

Eng.: cf. BANKRUPT a. and med.L. ruptns.
According to Johnson 'it is said' that when an Italian

money-changer became insolvent, 'his bench was broke.'

But rotto
y rotta is also 'wrecked' msed of a ship); and

fig. 'discomfited, defeated, interrupted, stopped.' Cf. the

familiar use of break- become insolvent, broken insolvent;
also med.L. ritptnra failure, raptus broken man, bankrupt,
'creditorum fraudator, aut decoctor, qui dissolvit argen-
tariam et foro cedit

'

in Du Cange, who has an example
dated 1334.]

1 1 The wreck or break-up of a trader's business

in consequence of his failure to pay his creditors ;

or (in early use) his shutting up or desertion of his

place of business without payment of his liabilities.

Chiefly in the phrase
( to make bankeroute

'

or

'bankrupt' (Yr.faire Iwnqiterottte, 1536). After-

wards called bankrupting, bankruptism, bankrupt-

lire, bankntptshipt and now BANKRUPTCY, q. v. Obs.

1539 State Papers lien. /'///, I. 609 With danger to make
banke rota. 1543 Act 34 Hen, /'"///, iv. (///AM An Act

against suche parsons as do make bankrupt. 1562 BULLKYN
Bk. Si)nphs in Babces Bk. 11868) 241 Vtterly vndone, and
cast either into miserable pouertie, prisonment, bankeroute,
&c. 1663 GEKBIKR Counsel Ejb, Trade strengthned, en-

creased, and many Bankrouts prevented. 1684 Loud. Gaz.

No. 1980/4 Empowered by the Commissioners of Bankrupt.

1712 ARBUTHNOT John Btt11(^7S$ 35 A statute of bankrupt.

2. A merchant, trader, or other person, whose

property and effects, on his becoming insolvent, are

administered and distributed for the benefit of all

his creditors, under that system of statutory regula-
tions called the Bankrupt or Bankruptcy Laws.

As these laws (which began in England with Acts

34 and 35 Henry VIII, c. 4) were originally directed

against fraudulent traders, who absconded with the

property of their creditors, or eluded the attempts
of creditors to get at them, the earlier senses were :

t a. in Law. ' A trader who secretes himself, or

does certain other acts tending to defraud his

creditors.' Blackstone.

fb. popularly. One who has brought himself into

debt by reckless expenditure or riotous living ; a

fugitive from his creditors, a broken man in sanc-

tuary or outlawry. (In these senses the bankrupt
was a criminal?)
1533 MOKE Apol. xxi. Wks. 881/2 Suche bancke rouptes . .

which whan they haue wasted and missespent their own,
woulde than be very faine . . robbe spiritual! and temporall
to, 1548 HALL Chron. Hen. I'll an. ir. 37 Some Banque-
routes, some false Englyshe sanctuary men, some Theues.

1580 BARET Ah'. B 140 One that hath riotously wasted his

substance, a banqueroute, Decoctor. 1593 R. HARVEY
Philad. t By gathering more bankrupts & ruffians to his

side. 1613 R. C. Table Alph., Bankernpt, bankrout,
waster. 1^14 RALEIGH Hist. World iv. vii. i. 533 Upon
instigation of some desperate bankrouts . . they made an

uproar. 1678 MARVELL Corr. 358 Wks. II. 628 A Generall

Bill.. to find a more effectuall way for discovering of the

Estates of Bankroutes. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 44 F 6 He
can no more live here than if he were a downright Bankrupt.

By gradual extension of sense, and modifications

of the statutes of bankruptcy :

f c. in Law. Also, a trader, who did certain acts

which had the effect of defeating his creditors of

their property, without reference to any intention

on his part.
d. in Mod. Law. Any trader or other person in-

solvent, who, on the petition of a creditor or

creditors, or on his own petition, to the Bankruptcy
Court, is declared or adjudged bankrupt, and his

estates administered as stated above.

Formerly only a trader could be made a bankrupt ; other
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persons became insolvent', in U.S. the

legal distinction

between the two was abolished in 1841, and in England in

1 86,) ; it had long before disappeared in popular use.

1707 Land. Gas. No. 4335/4 A Commission of Bankrupt
being awarded against John Oliver, .and he being declared
a Bankrupt. 1718 h'ree-thinker No. 86. 215 A Friend of
mine .. had lately the Misfortune to become a Bankrupt.
1869 Act 32-3 Victoria Ixxi. 76 A single creditor . . of not
less than fifty pounds, may present a petition to the Court,
praying that the debtor be adjudged a bankrupt.
e. popularly. An insolvent debtor

;
one who is

unable to meet his liabilities, whether he is in the

bankruptcy Court or not.

1580 SIDNKY Arcadia vr. 503 Shall my meanes help to

make up a bankrout in his estate, 1596 SHAKS. Merck, /'.

iv. i. 122 To cut the forfeiture from that bankrout there.

f f. To play the bankrupt : to become insolvent,

to fail to pay one's debts
; often, to play false with

the money of others, and Jig. to prove false to a

trust of any kind. Obs.

1577 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 812/2 Jerome Bonuise, which
had plaied bankerupt, and was conueied out of the realme
for debt. 1580 Ord. Prayer in Liturg. Sen'. Q. Eliz. \ 1847*

573 Till he have gotten great sums of money in his hand,
that he may play the Bankeroute, to the undoing of such as

trust him. 1614 SYLVESTER Bethulia \\\. 70 And with th'

Almighty playing banque-rout, With greater Rage his law

they persecute. 1623 BACON Wks. (1834) XII. 448 These
modern languages will, at one time or other, play the bank-

rupts with books. 1643 HOKN & ROB. Gate Lang. Unl.

865 Hee is constrained to breake iplay the bankrout), and
to borrow of one and pay another. c 1660 J. HARINGTON
Epigr. in Singer Playing Cards 254 The last game now in

use is Hankcroitt) Which will be plaid at still, I stand in

doubt. Until Lavolta turn the wheel of time.

3. transf. One hopelessly in debt
;
one who has

lost all his means, and is without resources.

1586 T. B. La Printaud. Fr, Acad. (1594! 206 Perceiving
themselves to be brought to the estate of bankrupts, as we
commonly saie. 1594 DKAYTON Idea 41 All is Thine which
hath been due to Me, And I a Bankrupt, quite undone by
Thee. 1600 CTESS. ESSEX in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 237 III.

57 To recken my self a bankcrput till I have yeelded you
some demonstrative testinionie. c 1620 Z. )>ovi> Ziim's
1'lmvers 11855' 49 He who in sloath doth like a Dor-Mouse
sleepe, Shall at the last sure prove a Banker-up.
b. fig. (Cf. BANKRUPT a. 2.)

1579 LYLY tt&utf (Aib.) 141 Not onely unthrifts of their

money but banckerouts of good manners.

4. atfrib., as in bankrupt laws, system ;
also

hankruptiike adj.
1668 KULI.K Abridgem. I. 47 Thou art a bankruptlike

knave. 1809 R. LANGFOKD Introd. Trade 116 The bank-

rupt laws in England do not extend to Scotland.

Ba'nkrupt, v. Forms : 6 banckerowt-en,
6-7 banke-, baukrout

v e, banquerout, 7 banck-

route, bankerupt, -rurnpt. [App. f. the sb. iin

sense i) ; orig. short for
' to make bankrupt

1

: the

trans, sense is later, and perh. favoured by the ana-

logy of disrupt, etc. Not in It. or Fr.]

fl. To become bankrupt, to fail, to '

break'; = the

early phrase
' to make bankrupt.' (Often in the

sense of fraudulent failure : see BANKRUPT sb. i.)

1552 HULOET, Banckerowten, or make banckerowte, or

banckrupte. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 7229 To bankerout, fidem
falicre. 1608 CHAPMAN tiyron's Cons/fir, Plays 1873 II. 234
He that winnes Empire with the losse of faith, Out-buies
it : and will banck-ruute. 1689 [see BANKRUITING vol. sb.\

2. trans. To make or render (,any one) bankrupt ;

to make insolvent.

1616 BLAL-.M. & Fu Laws Candy in. i, He . . will be bank-

rupted so much the sooner. 1650 WKLDON Crt, iff
Char.

J<ts. /, 58 I f they had already impoverished the Kingdome ;

by the union, they would bankerupt it. 1865 Times 31 July,
There is some fear of bankrupting the Treasury. 1881 Daily
News 17 Sept. 20/7 A bad season or two inevitably bank-

rupts the tenant.

f 3. To reduce to beggary, beggar, exhaust the

resources of. lit. andy%-. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \. i. 27 Make rich the ribs, but
bankerout the wits. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 64, I

should bankroute them all in description. 1650 FULLER

Pisgah ii. ix. 44 Seven hundred Queens , . were able to

bankrupt the Land of Ophir. a 1659 CLEVELAND On a

Fly 16 In this single Death of thee Th' hast bankrupt all

Antiquity, t 1700 Gentl. Instruct. (17321 480 He is bank-

rupted of Patience, Money and Grace. 1748 RICHARDSON

C7arissa(i&n)Vll. 258 Art thou sure that the making good
of such a vow will not totally bankrupt thee?

Ba'nkrupt, a. Forms : 6-7 bankerupt,
bancke-, banquerout(e, banke-, bankrout, 7

banckrowt, -rout, -rupt, banquerupt, 6- bank-

rupt. [Connected in origin with the sb. in sense 2,

and, like that, peculiar to Eng. It may be the

short pa. pple. of the vb. to BANKRUPT, influenced

also by L. rupt-us broken.]
1. Under legal process because of insolvency;

unable to pay debts ; insolvent. For the historical

development of the senses, see BANKRUPT sb. 2.

1570 LEVINS Manip. /228 Bankerout, y2V///Vrtg-$, sereatteno

oppressus. 1580 BARET Alv. B 139 He is banqueroute, //

fst faict banqueroupte. 1592 No-body $ Some-b. (1878)

283 To make that Nobody bankrout, make him flie His

Country, and be never heard of more. 1631 R. KNEVET
Rhodon ty /. ii. iii, A bankrupt Tenant. -That flyes by night
from an unprofitable Farme. 1710 Pol. Ballads (1860) 73
The bankrupt nation to restore, And pay the millions lent.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xviii, Breaking the heart of
that ruined bankrupt man.
2. fig, (various aspects of the bankrupt.)

fa. Discredited, having forfeited all credit. Ohs.

1566 T. STAPLE-TON Ret. Untr. Jnvel, For farder Credit off

your Worde, you will stande (I fearejfor banckeroute*. 1601

CORNWALLYES Ess. n. xHii. (1631) 2o8 To be out of fashion,
is to bee banquerupt. 1612 W. PARKES Cnrtaine-Dr. 1,1876)

3 Vertue is bankerout, dares not shew his face.

b. At the end of one's resources, exhausted.

1369 NASHK Almondfor P. 90, Your banquerout inuen-

tion, cleane out at the elbowes. 1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gent.
11. iv, 42, I shall make your wit bankrupt, 1623 L. DYGES in

Shaks. C. Praise, Until! our bankrout Stage be sped. 1749
SMOLLETT Regicide n. v. (17771 35 What recompence ithus

bankrupt as I am !) Shall speak my grateful soul ! 1775
SHEKIDAN Rivals v. i. 147, I am bankrupt in gratitude !

C. Stript bare, bereft, destitute of, or now wanting
in (a property or quality formerly present, or that

ought to be present).
1589 NASHE in Greene Menaph. (Arb.) 17 Those idiots . .

that have made Art bankerout of her ornaments. 1651 Reliq.
Wotton. 474 Vet am I not so bank-rupt of intelligence, but
that I have heard of those rural passages. 1681 DRYDF.N
Abs. fy Achit. i. 168 Bankrupt of life, yet prodigal of ease.

1848 H. ROGERS Ess. I. vi. 318 A man intellectually poverty-
stricken, bank-rupt in all science and argument.

Bankruptcy (boe'nkri'psi). Also 8 -sie. [f.

BANKRUPT + -CY, prob.on the analogy of insolvency,
but with -/ erroneously retained in spelling, instead

of being merged in the suffix -ey
= -tie, -tia. The

sense was orig. expressed by the simple bankrupt
(F. la banqueroute} : on the application of this to

the person involved (F. le banqucroutier}, the fact

was successively termed bankrupting, bankntptism,

bankrupturC) bankruptshipt and finally, c 1 700,

bankruptcy^
1. The state of being bankrupt ;

the fact of be-

coming bankrupt.
1700 J. LAW Counc. Trade 11751) Introd. 14 By wilful

fraud or bankruptsie of councellors of trade. 1712 STKKLE
Sptct. No. 428 f 2 That most dreadful of all human Con-
ditions, the Case of Bankruptcy. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762)
II. i. viii. 39 The state might thus be reduced to bankruptcy.
1776 ADAM SMITH II'. N. 1. 1. 1. x. 116 Bankruptcies are most

frequent in the most hazardous trades. 1848 THACKERAY
Van, Fair xviii, His bills were protested : his act of bank-

ruptcy formal. 1875 POSTE Gains in. 342 Roman law never
established any distinction between traders and non-traders,
in other words, between bankruptcy and insolvency.
b. attrib., as Bankruptcy Court, laws, etc.

1864 Derby Merc. 7 Dec., The Bankruptcy Court officials.

1883 Law Tiwes 20 Oct. 408/1 The object of a bankruptcy
law. .should be the economical and honest distribution of a

bankrupt's estate.

2. fig. Utter wreck, ruin, or loss of (any good
quality).
1761 Brit. Mag. II. 441 They dread a

bankruptcy
of head

and sense. 1797 BURKE Corr. IV. 433 A general bankruptcy
of reputation in both parties. 1853 A. MOKRIS Business \.

104 The greatest bankruptcy is not of fortune but of faith.

Bankrupted, ///. a.
[f.

BANKRUPT v. + -ED.]
Rendered bankrupt, reduced to bankruptcy.
1668 Land. Gaz. No. 273/2 The Sieur Tillicr. .being lately

bankrupted, and fled. 1882 Century Mag. 379/1 Property
. . bought of a bankrupted owner.

t Bankrupting, vbl. sb. [f. BANKRUPT v. +
-ING 1

.] The becoming or being bankrupt; an

earlier term for BANKRUPTCY.
1577 NOKTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) IT 9 It 's a doore and

windowe into poucrtie, bankrupting. 1689 Dcf. Liberty

Jt.
Tyrants 144 Can the bankrumpting of one of the

ligees quit the rest of their ingagementV
t Ba'ukruptisni. Obs, [see -ISM.] An earlier

term for BANKRUPTCY.
1606 DEKKER.SVZ/. Sifts i, (Arb.) 18 How deadly, .an enemy

to the State this Politick Bankruptisme hath bin. 1630
J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. \\\. 66/1 He is in danger of

breaking or bankruptisme.

t Ba'nkruptly, a. Obs. [f.
BANKRUPT sb. + ,

-LY 1.] Like or befitting a bankrupt.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgr, I. iv. vii. 330 Bankruptly shifts, be-

seeming only the Merchants of Babylon. 1668 ROLLE

Abridgem. I. 47 Thou art a bankruptly Knave.

t Ba'nkruptship. Obs. rare~ l
. [see -SHIP.]

An earlier term for BANKRUPTCY.
1656 EARL MONH. Advt. Parnass. 359 The most import-

ant Bankruptship . . that ever hapned in the memory of man.

t Ba'iikrupture. Obs. rare. [f. BANKRUPT v.

+ -URE.] An earlitr term for BANKRUPTCY.
1617 COLLINS Def. tip. Ely n. ix. 367 Bankruptures of re-

ligion. i6za MABBE Aleman's Guzman D'Alf. \. 7 In what

Consistory . . hath Bankrupture beene . . condemned for a
Sinne?

il Ba'nkshall. Forms: 7 bancksall, 7-8 bank-

sall, 7 9 banksoll, 8 bancahall, 8- banksaul, 7-
bankshall. [A word now common from India to

China : in Malay bdngsal shed, storehouse, porch,
but prob. orig. Bengali l>a

t
kaafa 'hall of trade,*

or perh. Skr. bhanda&ala storehouse or magazine.

(Col. Yule.)] a. A warehouse, b. The office

of a Harbour Master or other port authority.
1673 FRYER E. Ind. <ty Persia 27 (Y.) Their Bank Soils, or

Custom House Keys, where they land. 1688 Camd. Soc.

Misc. (1881) 38 Who was come down to the bancksall, or

point of sand goeing into the river [Hooghly]. 1717 A.

HAMILTON Ace. E. Indies II. 6 fY.) Above it is the Dutch
Bankshall, a Place where their ships ride. 1813 J. FORBES
Orient. Mem. IV. 109 (Y.) A large banksaul or warehouse
at Mirzapore for the reception of pepper and sandalwood.

1850 Jrnl. Ind. Archipelago IV. 182 Bankshall, the name

afti

Obi

given by Europeans to the office of the Master Attendant,
or Intendant of a Port. It is most probably taken from
the Malay word Batigsal, a shed, an outhouse.

Banksia v ba.- ijksia). [Named after Sir Joseph
Banks.] A genus of Australian shrubs, with um-
bellate flowers, cultivated as ornamental shrubs in

Europe.
1803 MALTHUS /V/W. i. iii. (18061 I. 34 The flowers of the

different banksias. 1873 DAWSON Earth <y Man viii. 200
Trees now confined to Australia .. as \hc banksias. 1881

BLACKMORK Christmvett v, Bars of sunshine chequered by
some Hanksian sprays.

Ba-nk-si de. [f.
BANK sbl]

1. The sloping side of a bank.

1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. 1805 VIII. 367 They can

prettily shroud themselves under a bush or bankside. 1834
Infant Hynmings 20 They are nestling together . . In the

hedge-row, the bank-side, or under the eaves.

2. The margin of sea (obs.\ lake, or river.

a 1618 RALEIGH Lett, in Rein. (1661* 238 When he came to

the bank-side to Land. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's Argenis
iv. xx. 313 Being landed at the bank-side of the Lake.

1669 WORLIDCE Sysf. Aerie. (i68n 254 This Net is either

thrown off from the Bank-side, or from a Boat. 1867 Times

7 Oct., Puts his hand into the water by the bankside.

f b. Name of the side of the Thames at South-
wark opposite to London. (Cf. BANK sb.^ ii.) Obs.

'599 H- JONSON Ei>. Man out ofHum. v. v, Some cunning
woman here o' the Banke-side. 1633 MASSINGER J\Vw Way
iv. ii, You lodged upon the Bankside. 1721 STRYPE Eccl.

Mem. II. i. xvii. 142 The Bank-side where the Stews were.

Banksman (barnksma-n). Also 6-7 bank-
man,

[f.
BANK j^. 1 + MAN.] An over-looker

above ground at a coal-mine, a 'bank-manager.*
1598 Wills $ Inv. N. C. n. (1860) 335 Who haith served

me as a banckman, at those pittes. 1604 MS. Eccl. Proc.

Durh., James Carre, then bankeman of the said cole pittes.

1851 Coal-tr. Terms Northumhld. $ Durh. 6 The banks-
man's wages are about 4^. per day. i86a Chamb. Jrnl. 215

Repulsed by the banksman of the nearest pit,

Bankvar, obs. form of BANKKB 1
.

1498 Ace. in C. Innes Scot. Mid. Ages viii. (1860) 244 A
bankvar cost i8</. the ell, 16 ells long.

Ba'nky, a. Obs. or dial. [f. BANK j&l+ .yl*]
Full of banks, ridgy ;

of or pertaining to a bank
;

inclined like a bank or hill side ; hilly.
1610 MARKHAM Master^, n. liii. 304 Vpon a hard and stony

ground, and after vpon a bancky ground. 1649 BLITH Eng.
Improv. Impr. (1653* Ded., Old mossy, rushy, bankie pas-
ture Lands. 1710 PHILIPS Pastorals vi. 5 And here below,
the Banky Shore along, Your Heifers graze. 1729 M. BROWNE
Piscat. EClog. ix. '1773' 134 The banky shelter. [1863 AT-
KINSON Provine. Danby^ There's a vast o' banky land iv

it. T' rooad to Whitby's sair an' banky.]

Bannat(e : see BAN sb*

Banne, obs. form of BAWN.
Banned (bcend), ///. a. [f. BAN v. + -ED.]

a. Cursed, b. Prohibited, forbidden.

1340 Alex, % Dind. 808 To bale were je . . bore for ban-
nede werkus. 1592 CHETTLE Kind-Harts Dr. (1841) 46
You fare as the fox, the more band the better hap. 1596
SPENSER Hymne Heav. Love 184 Free that was thrall, and
blessed that was band. 1860 All Y. Round No. 68. 421 The
banned languages waxed stronger.

t Banneour. Obs. Forms : a. 3 baneur, 4

baneour(e, baniour, 5 banneoure, 4-5 bany-
our(e, banyer(e; ^. 5-6baner(e, 5 baneer. [(a.)

ME. baneur, -four, a. AF. baneour - OF. baneor:

late L. *banna(or-em ;
also (&.) ME. banere, a. OF.

bantre, nom. case of the same word : late L. *ban-

ndtor ;
f. bannum, bandum standard: see BANNER.]

A banner-bearer, a standard-bearer.

a. 1297 R. GLOUC. 361 And slou anon a Englvsse man,
pat a baner bere, And efsone ano|?er baneur, & pe brydde
almest al so. a 1300 Cursor M. 12723 Sant iohn com als

baneur [r.r. baniour, banerere]. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv.

428 Go blfore As a good baneoure. c iwoPromp.Parv. 23

Banyowre or bannerberere, Vexillarius.

/3. 1403 in Eulogium Hist. 118631 III. 397 Precede, sig-

nifer; quod est dictu : 'anauant baner.' (1440 Geuerydes
2055 His sonne ser A bell he was baneer. Ibid. 2128 Of his

batell he made hym Banere. 1513 DOUGLAS sEttets (1710)
iv. Prol. 180 Ware na baneris for to perys mo.

t In OF. or AF. sometimes used in sense of ban-

neret, with fem. baneresse banneret's wife
;
so in

Anglo-Lat. banerus
;
whence later writers occa-

sionally put banneret for baneour : see BANNEHET 3.

baneresses, dames, et damoiselles. 1485 Instntm. conv.

Ord. Brit, in Du Caiige s.v. Banneretns, Comites, Barones,

Banerii, Baccalam.

Banner (b^-nai), sbl Forms : 3-5 baner(e,

5-6 banor, Gbannar, 4- banner, [a. OF. banerc,

banicre (
= Pr. banieira, bandieira, Sp. bandera,

Pg. bandeira, It. bandiera\ on L. type *bandaria,

i. late L. bandum, bannum standard,
' vexillum

quod bandnm appellant' (Paul. Diac. c 775) f-

Goth, bamhva, bandivo 'signum,' sign, token, ptrh.
from same root as band and bind. In Romanic

confused with bannum BAN.]
1. prop. A piece of stout taffeta, or other cloth, at-

tached by one side to the upper part of a long pole
or staff, and used as the standard of an emperor,

king, lord, or knight, under (or after) which he and

his men marched to war, and which served as their
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rallying-point ia battle ; hence, that of a country,

nation, army, or company. Phrases : To join the

banner of, follow the banner of. In the literal

sense, now chiefly historical
;
in poetry and elevated

prose, applied to the standard otjlag of a country ;

common in figurative expressions.
Heraldically, a banner means a square or quadrangular

flag, displaying the arms of the person in whose honour it

is borne, and varying in size from that of an emperor, .six

feet square, to that of a knight banneret, three feet square.
In this sense we still commonly speak of the banners of the

Knights of the Garter, in St. George's Chapel, Windsor.
c 1230 Ancr. R. 300 Schrift . . is gunfaneur, & bereS her J;e

banere biuoren alle Godes ferde. 1297 R. Gr.ouc. 541 The
burgeis . . arerde tueie baners, & wende horn vorth iarmed.

< 1340 Cursor J1/. (Fairf.) 12913 As baner borne be-for be

king. 1386 CHAUCKR fCnts. T. 1552 In thy temple I wol my
baner honge. 1574 tr. Littletons Tenures 33 b, To beare

the kynges bannar. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. v. i Hang out

our Banners on the outward walls, The Cry is still, they
come. 1611 BIBLK Sol. Song vi. 4 Terrible as an armie with
banners. 1769 Juntas Lett. xxxv. 163 To fight under the

banners of their enemies. 1809 J. BAKLOW Columb. i. 2, i

sing the Mariner who tirst unfurl'd An eastern banner o'er

the western world, a 1842 MACAULAY^rmWorQurglorioUS
semper eadew, the banner of our pride ! The freshening
breeze of eve unfurled that banner's massy fold. 18 . .

KEY, 'Tis the star-spangled banner ! Oh long may it wave
O'er the land of the free, and the home of the brave ! 1864
CURTIS Sc/t. Hist. Eng. 121 A number joined the banner of

a Scotch knight named Wallace. 1864 BOUTKI.I- Heraldry
Hist. i$- Pop, xviii. 288 Banners were in use in the middle

ages at sea, as well as on land.

b. in fig. expressions referring to moral struggles.
(-1380 WYCLIF.SY/. Whs, 1871 III. 308 pe baner of Crist on

be croos. 1552 Bapt. Infants in Bk. Coin. Prayer^ Man-
fully to fight vnder his banner agaynste sinne, the world,
and the deuil. 1847 YEOWKLI../IW. Brit. C/t. ii. 12 Planted
the banner of the cross upon the ruins of heathenism.

C. in fig. reference to the protection symbolized
by a national flag floating over a place.
c 1400 MAUNDKV. xxv. 26 The Banere of Jesu Christ is alle

weyes displayed . . to the help of his trewe lovynge ser-

vauntes. 1564 HAWARD Eittrop. To Rdr.
,
The boldlyer,

under the banner of hys protectyon. 1722 SEWEL Hist.

Quakers (1795) I. iv. 272 Thy . . banner was over my head.

d. (Attributed/> to things.)
n 1822 B. CORNWALL Sicil. Story t Autumn iv, Already

have the elements unfurled Their banners, a 1859 J. PER-
CIVAL Eagle, Where wide the storms their banners fling.

2. An ensign or flag bearing some device, borne

in a procession, religious, civic, or political, for

purposes of symbolism or display. ^Sometimes
specifically restricted to an ensign other than an

ordinary flag, e.g. one extended in a frame, one

attached by its upper edge or supported by two

staves, so as to remain open.)
Of these the earliest were the religious banners, usually

those of patron saints, which were often carried to battle,

and there served as banners in sense i. The banners of

guilds and city companies, also partook of both characters.

c 1305 St. Edmund 351 in E. E. P. (1862) 80 pis holi man
also Prechede a dai at Oxenford . . In alle halewe church

3erd : in be norb side Mid be baners at vnderne. 1552-66
[see BANNER-CLOTH below in 6]. 1726 TINDAI, Rapin's Engl.
(1757) II. 207 A mast, on the top of which they placed a
silver pix with a consecrated host, and the banners of St.

Peter and St. John of Beverly, to serve as an ensign. [1751
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The French retain the denomination

banner, in speaking of ecclesiastical processions J
where the

people, having each a cross on, inarch under a banner, re-

presenting the church militant.] c 1850 LONGF. Excelsior,
A banner with the strange device, Excelsior. 1856 KANE
Arct. Expl. I. xvi. 191 A little Masonic banner hanging
from a tent-pole. 1878 C. DICKENS Diet. Lend. 154/1 [Lord
Mayor's Show] The streaming flags and banners give un-
wonted Hfe and colour to the dingy scene.

b. fig. Anything displayed as a profession of

principles.
1581 HANMERirV//i*)The Jcsuites Banner, Displaying their

original and successe. 1611 BIBLE Ps. lx. 4 Thou hast giuen
a banner to them that feare thee; that it may bee dis-

played. 1884 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 325 Dynamite has be-

come . . the banner of the extreme revolutionary party.

t 3. transf. The company or ' side
'

ranged under

a particular banner. Obs. exc. Hist.

1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. 242 He went to play a wile with
fo of his banere. Ibid. 306 f>ei were euer in wehere . .

Whilk was best banere, with J?at side forto hold. 1818 J.
HOHHOUSE Hist. Illustr. ted. 21 543 The Count of Cam-
pania .. has contrived that three banners of horse should
leave his party by stealth.

t 4. = BANDEROLE 2 b. Obs. rare.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. ii. 60, I will the Banner from a

Trumpet take, And vse it for my haste.

5. Bot. The vcxillum of a papilionaceous flower.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. iii, 35 A large petal, cover-

ing the others and occupying the upper part of the corolla

. . the standard or banner. 1880 GRAY Bot. Ttxt-bk. 398.

6. Coffib. y as banner-cloth, -pole, -rag, -staff \
also

banner-like, -shaped, -fashioned, adjs. Banner-
bearer, standard-bearer, ensign ; banner-cry, a

cry summoning men to join a banner, a slogan ;

banner-screen, a fire-screen hung by its upper
edge (cf. 2) ; bannerlesa a., without a banner

;

bannerwise adv., after the manner of a banner.
c 1440 Prontp. Part 1

, 23 Banyowre, or *bannerberere,
I'exillarius. 1603-5 SIR J. MELVIL Mem. 11735) 31 Eleven
* Banner-bearers went up to the Breach. 1847 Nation. Cj-c/.

II. 819 Distinguished persons were . . attended by a banner-
bearer. 1552 Invent. Ch. Goods in Nor/. Arch&ol. (18651
VII. 52 Item twoo lenten *Banner clothes valued at viiij

1
.
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1566 Ettg. Ch. Furniture (1866) 33 Item jij banner clothes

sold to Gilbert Grene one of the churchwardens . . who de-

facid theim. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 407 The "banner-cloth

[of St. Cuthbert, at Durham] was a yard broad and five

quarters deep . . of red velvet, on both sides most sumptu-
ously embroidered and wrought with flowers of green silk

and gold. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. vi. xvii, The *banner-

cry of hell. 1631 WKI-:VER Anc. l-'int. Mon. 847 The
*
Banner-

fashioned Shield, c 1850 J. JESSE Last ofRoses III. 5 (L.)

Your heir Rides forth alone, and 'bannerless. ;566 Eng.
Ch. Furniture 1 1866) no Item, a crose, a stafe, and ij *ban-

ner pooles. .defaced by the . . churchwardens. 1880 BROWS-
ING Dram. Idyls, Clive 58 Sockets made for "banner-poles.

1875 B. TAYLOR l''aust iv. ii. II. 249 The "banner-rags of
standards flutter. 1566 Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 65 Item,

banners, ^banner staves, and crosse staves. 1815 WOHUSW.
W'h. Doe vi, The ^banner-staff was in his hand. 1864 A'c< .

.SV. Rev. 84 Able to execute a 'banner screen with any lady
in the land. 1884 O'DONOVAN Alerv xx. 221 A piece of

tattered linen, floating bannerwise at its extremity.

Banner .barnaj), sit.- [f.
BAN v. + -KK '.] One

who bans or curses.

r 1440 Promp. Part'. 22 Bannare or cursere, Imprccator
1483 Cath. Angl. 20 Banner, dcuotator. 1548 CRANMKR
Catech, 23 Deuylish swerers, banners and cursers. 1627
Guide Agst. Witches n. ii. 95 Bitter banners and cursers.

Banner, [f.
BANNER j.i]

1. To furnish with a banner, decorate with banners.

1809 J. BARLOW Columb. v. 269 High bannering bright the

air. 1870 Daily Neivs 10 Oct., The city . . is thickly ban-

nered. 1874 HOLLAND Mistr. Man$e\\. 119 Who with silken

parasol. Bannered the army that she led.

f 2. intr. To raise a banner or standard (againsf^.
1588 J. HARVEY Discours. Probl. 46 That the Turk should

adventure, or dare to banner, against them who, etc.

Bannered ;boe-n9.id\ /// a- [f- BANNER s//.
1

or v. + -ED,]
1. Furnished with a banner or banners.

1667 MILTON- /'. L. a. 885 A Ban nerd Host, Under spread

Ensigns marching. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. n. viii, Both-
well's bannered hall,

2. Borne or blazoned on a banner.
1810 SCOTT Lady of L. n. xvi, Sir Roderick's bannered

pine. 1816 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XLI. 526 Three
lions passant banner'd they expand.

t Ba'nnerer. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 4-6 ban-

erer^e, 5-6 banarer, 5 banerrere. [a. AF.
bamrcr =OF. bancricr, i. banttre BANNER.]
1. One who carries a banner, a standard-bearer.

1340 Cursor M. (Trin.) 12723 Ion as banerere of honour
Coom bo blfore oure saueour. a 1400 Octouian 1604 Yonge
Octouian . . Was banerrere of that batayle. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 300/2 One of the Banerers . . tooke the Banere
and stode amonge them. 1598 STOW .$^>T'. vii. (1603*63 His
heires . . are chiefe Banerers of London. 1881 A. MACGEOKGE

Flags 34 The bearer of a banner, or bannerer as he was called.

fig. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. VII. 93 He bat was
i-made cheef banerer of bis doynge deied in be myddes of

be drynkynge.
2. = BANNERET. (Cf. BANNEOUR 2, BANNEKET .;.)

1484 CAXTON Chynalry 69 A knijt banerere whiche has
under hym many knyghtes.

Banneret (bae'ncret). Forms: 3-6 baneret,

5-6 banret, 4-6 (St:} banrent, (7 bannerent,
bannarite), 4- banneret

; pi. 4-6 -ettis, -ettes.

[ME. banerett a. OF. baneret, f. baniere, with early

ending of pa. pple. : L. -it/its
;

///.
'

bannered.']
1. a. Originally, a knight able and entitled to bring

a company of vassals into the field under his own
banner, and who ranked next to a baron and above

other knights: in this sense commonly used sub-

stantively, as a title of rank or dignity, and
contrasted with knight, though sometimes with
bachelor, b. Subsequently, the title and rank were
conferred for valiant deeds done in the king's

presence on the held of battle (perhaps, also, on
other occasions or for other grounds), and, with the

decay of the feudal system, came to constitute

merely a rank or order of knighthood : in this use

occur both banneret and knight-bannerett the latter

opposed to knight-bachelor. On the institution of

the order of baronets in 1611, precedence was

given to these over all bannerets 'except such as

were made in the field, under the banner, the king

being present,' and after this the order of knights-
bannerets was allowed to die out.

Notf. The original sense was mainly French; 'in Eng-
land there were few tenants bringing any considerable
number ot men who were not of the rank of the barons

'

\Penny Cycl.} ; the first recorded instance of use b. is in the

i5th year of Edward III, when John de Copeland was made
a banneret for his capture of King David Bruce at Neville's

Cross. In the claim of Baronets to precedency (in 1612' it

is said 'there are not Bannerets now in being and perad-
venture never shall be'; and although the title has been
claimed for certain persons knighted since that day, heraldic

authorities do not admit the validity of the claim. See the

matter discussed in Nicolas'///^. Knigktkood^^i,^ I. pp.
xxxii-xliii. In later times an explanation of the name was
sought either In its being conferred on the field

' under the

banner,' or in the alleged fact that at its bestowal the knight's

pennon was symbolically cut square to banner shape.
a. 1297 R. GLOUC. 551 Seue baners also, that a}e Sir

Simond were . . & be ober banerets, & knijtes mani ober. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce xi 520 Thre banrent is of full mekill mycht
War capitanys of all that rout. [1382 Act 5 Rich. //, ii. 4
Berthelet) Duke, erle, baron, baneret, knyght of the shyrt.]
c 1440 Morte Artft. 1424 The banerettes bolde, and bachel-
leres noble. 1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng. cxcvii. 176 Many

BANNOCK.
other barons and banrettes. c 1538 LYSDKSAV Justing
Watson $ /'. 7 Monie ane knicht, barren n and barireut.

1611 GWILLIM Heraldry vi. vi. 270 Nobles .. of which
rancke a Banneret or (as some call them) a Baronet is the

lowest. 1641 Terint'S tie In L>y 37 Bannerets were anciently
c;il!ed by Summons to the Court of Parliament.
b. 1548 W. PATTEN Exp. Scot 1. in Arb. Garner III. 147

Sir Ralph Sadler, Sir Francis Byran, Sir Ralph Vane . .

These Knights were made Hannerets. 1602 SEGAR Hon.
Alii, fy Civ. n. x. 3, I suppose the Scots dot: call a Knight
of this creation a Bannerent, for having his Banner rent.

1605 CAMDICN Rent, (1637) 271 Sir Richard Croftes, who was
made Banneret at the battell of Stoke. 1611 COTGH. s.v.

,
A

Banneret or Knight banneret, .a title '.the priuHedge whereof
was to haue a banner of his own for his people to march and
serue under) giuen by the Kings of France to such as had
ten vassals, and means to maintains a troupe of horse ; or

vnto any gentleman that had valiantly carryed himselfe in

two royall battels. 1655 GURXAI.J. (.'In: in Ann. \, 5 For
which he came out of the Field God's Bannarite, 1863
HAYDN Diet. Dates 60 A Banneret, a dignity .. disused
from the reign of Charles I., but revived by George III. in

the person of Sir William Erskine in 1764.

c. Knight Banneret.
1475 Bk. Noblesse 14 And many other knightis and gen-

tiles, .of whiche were taken and sleine .Hj. knightis baner-

ettis, 1523 Lu. BKKNKKS Froiss. I. xx, 29 A knyght baneret,
and vii. other knyghtis, of the realme of Scotland. 1577
HARRISON England n. v. 127 An order of knights called

knights Bannerets, who are made in the field with the:

ceremonie of cutting awaie the point of his penatit of armes,
and making it as it were a banner. 1635 tr. Cawdens
Hist. Eliz. in. 11688) 401 Sir Ralph Sadleir. -the last Knyht
Banneret of England. 1768 BLACKSTONE Gvw;. 1.404 Next
follows a knight banneret ; who indeed by statutes 5 Ric. 1 1.

st. 2. c. 4 . . is ranked next after barons. 1834 Penny Cycl.
III. 409 The dignity conferred on Captain, now Sir Henry
Trollupe, was understood to be that of a knight banneret.

2. A title borne by certain officers in some of the

Swiss cantons and Italian republics.
1689 BVRNET Tracts 1689' I. 14 The Chief Magistrates

are two Advoyers . . After them, there are the four Ban-

nerets, who answer to the Tribunes of the People in Rome.
1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4428/14 Banneret Willading is chosen

Avoyer. 1832 Sismoiidfs Ital. Rep.\\\\. 176 The .senators and
bannerets of Rome.
3. Confused with BANNERKR. (See BANNKOUIO
1494 FA BYAN vi. ccxvii. 236 A baner, or baneret, called

Thilfer, a Norman. 1829 HEATH Grocers Comp. 11869 3

The Lord Fitzwalter hereditary chastellain banneret or

standard-bearer of London,

Ba'lineret, z 1

. rare~~^. [f.
the sb.] traus. To

create a banneret.
1662 FULLKR Worthies I. 464 iD.i Amongst the thirteen

then banneretted in the King's Army.
Bannerette (,bcr?:nerei;. Also 3 bancrett, 4-

banneret. [a. OF. banerete, banerctte, dim. of

banicre BANNKR : see -ETTE.] A small banner.
c 1300 K.Alis. 5236 Many banere and 1 anerett Was on

pauyloun y-sett. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well n. iii. 213 The
scarffes, and the bannerets, about thee. 1865 Morn. Star
24 Feb., Over the pulpit was suspended a banneret with the

arms of the Cardinal. 1884 Daily Neivs 13 Oct. 2/2 A ban-

nerette having on one side a portrait of the Prime Minister.

Ba'nnerman. St\ arch. [f.
BANKER sb^ +

MAN.] A standard bearer, an ensign.
?a 1500 Bati, Harlaiv xxvii, The kingis cheif bannerman

was he. 1536 BELLENDENEOtfH.^Vtf/. 11821) II. 283 He espy it

his banerman. .trimbland. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxx, The
renowned Daniel Cameron, our last blessed bannerman.

Bannerol (b;e-nerJl, -61
s

). A variant form of

BANDEROLE ^].v.), found in all senses, and regularly
used in that of: A banner about a yard square,
borne at the funerals ot great men, and placed over

the tomb.

1548 HAT. i, Chron. Hen. K an. 10, CCC persons holdyng
long torches, and lordes bearyng baners, baneruls and

penons. 1605 CAMDEN Rcm. 1,1637) 2 6 King Oswald had
a banneroll of gold and purple . . set over his tombe. 1670
F. SANDFORD Funeral Dk. Albetnarle 11722) 28 The ten

Bannerols were offered by Pairs. 1721 Land. Gaz. No. 5930/2
Six Banner-Rolls being carried on the Sides of the Herse

by six Gentlemen. 1852 Gent 1. Mag. CXXII. 11. 592 Ban-
nerols are banners of increased width, so made in order to

display.. the most distinguished alliances from which the

deceased was descended.

II Bannrmus. Obs. [L. ;
= *\Ve banish': 1st

pers. pi. pres. ind. of bannlre
;

ef. mittimus.] =
BANNITION.
1654 GAYTON Fest. Nates u. vi. 61 The Neglect, the Go-by,

the Bannimus from the Table. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.,

BannimitS) the form of expulsion of any member from the

university of Oxford by affixing the sentence up in some
public place, as a denunciation or promulgation of it.

Banning (barnirj), vbl. sb. [f. BAN v. + -ING 1
.]

a. Cursing, b. Prohibition.

171300 Cursor M. 11954 Yur sun ..Wit his banning has
slan vr child. 1566 STUDLEY Seneca's Medea, Trag. (1581'
120 That my bitter bannings may with mischiefe most
abounde. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxxix, Ower bad for bless-

ing, and ower gude for banning.

Ba'uilillg, ///. a. That bans, cursing.
1586 WARNHK Alb. Eng. in. xviii. (1597) 82 Whome the

Priests the Druides inuade With banning words. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. VI

^
v. iii. 42 Fell banning Hagge !

t Bannition (bani'Jan). Obs. [ad. med.L, ban-

mtidnem, n. of action f. bannire to BAN, BANISH.]
Banishment, expulsion, esp. from a university.

^1644 LAUD Rent. II. 191 (.T-) To send him out of the

university too by bannition. 1758 Vinerian Staf. in Black-

stone Conitn. I. 29 Such misbehaviour as sha'l amount to

bannition by the university statutes.

Bannock (bce'nsk). Forms : i bannuc, 5
3



BANNS. 658 BANSHEE.

-ok, 7 -ack, 6- -ock, (9 Sr. banno', banna. dim.

bannockie). [a. Gael. bannach, ? ad. L. pani-
cntm f. panis bread.]
1. The name, in Scotland and north of England,

of a form in which home-made bread is made ;

usually unleavened, of large size, round or oval

form, and flattish, without being as thin as ' scon
*

or oat-cake. In Scotland, bannocks are usually of

barley- or pease-meal, but may be of whcaten flour
;

in some parts a large fruit cake or bun of the same

shape is called a currant-bannock. In north of

England the name is sometimes given to oat- or

haver-bread, when made thicker and softer than an

oat-cake
;
but local usage varies. (Cf. the dialect

glossaries\
a 1000 Gloss in Haupt Zeitsch. IX. 463 Bitcellam semi-

plenai t
healfne hannuc. 1483 Cath. Angl. 20 Bannok,

_/bcaCtM*f panis siibcin&riciits. 1562 TURNER Herbal li.

33 a, Somthyng rysyng in bignes toward the middes, as a
title cake or bannock .. which is hastely baked upon y*
harth. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Jl-'A-s. i. 78/2 Or Oaten
cakes or Hannacks, as in North Britnine. 1663 in Spalding
Tronb.jLhas. 711829) JI 4 Baked good bannocks at the fire.

1674 RAY .Y. Countr. \Vds. 5 Tharcakes, the same with

Bannocks, viz. Cakes made of Oat-meal . . without Yeast or
Leaven. 17*4 A. RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. 117331 U- x^7 ^h6

gi'es us white bannocks. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, viii, To
procure butler-milk and pease-bannocks, 1860 All Y.
Round No. 45. 440 Barley bannocks and oat cake long
remained the Stan of life in villages in Scotland. [1870 R.
CHAMBERS Pop, Rhymes Scotl. 86 ' Welcome, welcome, wee
bannockie !' 87 And that wa.s the end o' the banna.]

f 2. ' A small quantity of meal [sufficient to make
a bannock] due to the servants of a mill by those

grinding their corns or thirled thereto, ordinarily
termed in charters of mills the sequels.* Spottis-
woode's MS. Law Diet, in Jamicson. Obs.

1773 KRSKINE hist. Sc. Law n. ix. 19 iJAM. ) The sequels
. .pass by the name of knaveship . . bannock, and lock.

3. Comb, i^all .5V.), as bannock-fed, -shaped \ ban-
nock-fluke (also bannet-^, the turbot ; bannock-
stick, a wooden roller for rolling out bannocks

;

bannock-stone = BAKESTONE.
1844 in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. xii. 102 The folk are

bannock-fed. 1816 SCOTT Anliq. xi, Caller haddocks and
whitings a bannock-fluke and a cock-paddle. 1724 A.
RAMSAY Tca-t.Misc. 11733* U. ^i Bakbread and a bannock-
stane. a 1800 HOGG Jacobite Relics (.18191 ' 1X ^ AM -' A
bassie and a bannock-stick.

Banns ba-nz\ sb. //. Forms: 5 bane (sing.\

5-7 banes, 6 baynes, 6-7 bAines\ 6 bannes,
6- bans, banns. [The same word as BAN s/>. 1

'

proclamation,' in a specific use, in which it was
from some cause regularly pronounced with long
a from i5th to i7th c. The Prayer-book of 1549
has exceptionally bannes, that of 1552 banncs and

banes, all edd. from 1559 to 1661 banes, from 1662

onward banns, after med.L. bannum, used, as well

as F. ban, in same sense. The singular occurs in

1 5th c.; the plural only is found after.]
1, Proclamation or public notice given in church

of an intended marriage, in order that those who
know of any impediment thereto may have oppor-
tunity of lodging objections. Phrases: to />/f/(obs.),

ask, publish, put up the banns.

[1198-1216 Dccrct. Gregorii iv. xviii, vi, Quando banna
secundum consuetudinem in ecclesiis edebantur. a 1328
Condi. Provinc. Cantuar. (Wilkinst II. 554 Contractibus
matrimonialibus absque bannorum editione prehabita initis. ]

i 1440 Promp. Ptir^ 1

. 22 Bane of a plcy 11499 or mariagei,

BemnOiprcludiitm, ^1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Hryt,
(1814) 402 The byshop . . there dydde axe the banes betwene
them. 1549 Bk, Com. Prayer Matrim., The bannes must
be asked three seueral Soondaies. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr.
n i. 181 He craue the day When I shall aske the banes, and
when be married. 1599 Br. HALL Sat. iv. i. 124 Go bid the
baine.s and point the bridall day. 1643 FULLER Holy fy Prof.
St. \. ix. 24 Seeing that heaven did ask the banes, why
should earth forbid them? 1662 Bk. Com. /VapvrMatrim.,
The Banns of

ajl
that are to be married together must be

published. [So in 1885.] 1694 FALLE Jersey v. 142 The Banes
shall l)e asked three Sundays successively. 1720 GAY / 'oems

(17451 I- 252 Our bans thrice bid ! 1863 HAYDN Diet. Dates
69 The present custom of asking banns .. introduced into

the Galilean church about A. D. 1210,

b. Toforbid the banns : to make a formal objec-
tion to the intended marriage. Also

_/?<,*.

1579 LYI.Y ^?///K(MiArbJ5i Had not Euphues. .forbidden

the bunes of Matrimony. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. \. xii. 36 The
late forbidden bains, ft 1617 HIERON Wks. II. 472 If any
man can forbid this Banes. *79 STEELE Tatler No. 105
f 4 The Parents of his Mistress forbad the Banes, a 1778
PITT (on coalition ofFox and North"1

)
I know of a just and

lawful impediment; and in the name of the public weal, I

forbid the banns. 1829 SOUTH EY O. Newman ii. Wks. X.
286 Should loyalty Forbid the banns.

j- 2. Proclamation or prologue of a play.
1440 [see i]. 1483 Catk. Angl. 20 Bane iBayn) of a play,

prcludinin, Proludinm. 1600 Chester Plays, The Banes
which are reade beefore the beginninge of the playes. c 1609
D. ROGERS in Digby Myst. Introd. 11882) ig A man .. pub-
lished the tyme and the matter of y* playes in breife, which
was called

'

y* readinge of the banes.' 1884 SnfOUBV&tafcl.
Predeccss. in. 105 The Banes, or proclamation which intro-

duced them to the public.

Ba'nnut. dial. Forms : 5 banuenote, 6

banocke, 9 bannet, 7- bannut. [f. ban, banne,

of unknown meaning + /.] A walnut; but in

an early vocabulary applied to the filbert.

11450 in Wiilcker I'oc. 7629 Auelana, bannenote-tre.

154* BOORDE ZtyttaryxxL 283 The walnut and the banocke
l>e of one operacyon. 1821 SOUTHEY I^ife fy Corr. (1849) I.

54 The boys were employed also to squail at the bannets,
that is, to throw at his walnuts. 1879 in Shropsh. Gloss.

(E. D. S-), Bannut.

Banquet (barnkwet), sbl> Forms : 5 bonkat,
5-6 -ett^e, 6 bancket, -ette, -it, bancquet, -ett,

6-7 banket, 6- banquet, [a. F. banquet (i5th c.

in Littre), dim. of bane bench, corresponding to

It. banchcttot dim. of banco l

table'; cf. table,

board, in sense of 'meals.' The development of

sense in It. has yet to be investigated : possibly
sense 2, or 3, will prove to have preceded i.]
1. A feast, a sumptuous entertainment of food and

drink
;
now usually a ceremonial or state feast, I

followed by speeches.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 246/2 He there bayned and made

bankettis in etyng and drynkyng. 1502 ARNOLD Chron.
\

<i8ni Introd. 41 There the Kinge helde ryal iustis, turnais,
|

and bankettis. 1555 Fardle Facionsi. iv. 48 In bancquettes
[

of honour .. they serue in rawe flesh very finely minced, i

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 2. 163 Depriue great bankets !

of musicke, and the feast is not intire. 1711 POPE Temp. !

Fame 382 Ours is the place at banquets, balls and plays,
j

1849 MACAUI.AY Hist. Kng. iii, The halls of the great com-

panies were enlivened by many sumptuous banquets, 1885
Daily News 4 June 6/8 Last evening the Lord Mayor ..

gave a banquet to her Majesty's Judges.
b. transf. and _/?'. ;

sometimes ironical.
c 1495 DUNBAR Tiva Mariit Worn. 43oTofurnyse a bancat

[i'.r. bankat] In Venus chalmer. 1542 ELYOT (/iY/r)The
Bankette of Sapience. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. 280 Had
trayned out the Princesses to their banket of miserie. 1613
R. C. Table Alph. t Pittance^ short banquet. 1791-1824
D'ISRAELI Cur. Lit. (1866) 16 Thus a single point, by the
hand of a skilful artist, may become a varied banquet.
c. Applied to the Eucharist or Lord's Supper.
1563 Homilie* u.Sacraw. 11.1 18591 449O heavenly banquet,

then so used. 1597 HOOKER Keel. Pot. v. Ixvii. n Christ

assisting this heavenly banquet with his personal presence.

t 2. A slight repast between meals. Sometimes
called running banquet. (Often transf. and ftg. t

as in prec. sense.) Obs.

1509 FISHER Wks. i. 294 Eschewynge bankettes, rere-

soupers, joncryes betwyxe meles, 1552 HTLOKT, Banquet
before supper, Antcccrniuni. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, in.

iv. 69 Besides the running Banquet of two Beadles [i.e. a

whipping] that is to come. 1620 VENSER I'ia Recta v. 91
At banquets betweene meales, when the stomache is empty.
1657 JORDAN Walks Isling, Prol., A Play of Walks, or you
may please to rank it, With that which Ladies love, A run-

ning Banquet.
3. A course of sweetmeats, fruit, and wine, served

either as a separate entertainment, or as a con-

tinuation of the principal meal, but in the latter

case usually in a different room ; a dessert. Obs. in

gen. use; but cf. 'cake and wine banquet
1
in Scot-

land, 'fruit banquet' in northern counties.

1523 LD. BERSEKS Froiss. I. cccciii, He gaue dyners, sup-

pers, and banketes to ladyes and damosels. 1588 COGAM
ilarcn Health ccxii. (16121 191 Yea, and after supper for

feare lest they bee not full gorged, to haue a delicate banquet,
with abundance of wine. 1610 BARROUGH Physick in. xxx.

(16391151 Let his banket be Almonds. \-io$Land.G<iz. No.

3943/4 A Hall, which . . ended in a very handsome Banquet
of Sweetmeats.

fb. A sweetmeat, a dainty dish
;

collect, sweet-

meats, dessert.

1534 LD. BKRNKRS Gold. Bk. M. Aitrel ci^fr D iiij, To in-

uent newemanerof meatesand bankettes. 1681 Land. Gaz.
No. 1623/4 Four Tables, covered with high Piramids of all

sorts of Banquet. 1/1700 SEDLEY Poems Wks. 1722 I. 36
Some with full Cups, with Banquets some attend.

T 4. A wine-drinking carousal. Obs.

1535 COVERDALE i Mace. xvi. 15 Where he made them a
b.'incket [Clr. TTOTOI-]. 1552 HULOET, Banquet called a rere

banquet or drynkynge, rffffttttrrt, 1603 HomWD/Virf<wieA*<
Mor. 612 A banket, where they shall be put to quafTe and
carrouse in their turne. 1719 YOUNG Jitisiris \. i. 11757^19
The drunken banquet.
5. atfrib., as \i\banqnet-bea^le^-chambert -ha/lt etc.

1535 COVERDALE Eccles. vii. 2 It is better to go into a house
of mournynge, then into a bancket house. 1599 B. JONSON
Ev. Man out ofHum. Dram. Pers., A good feast-hound, or

banquet-beagle, that will scent you out a supper some three

miles off. 1837 LYTTON E. AIalira~>. v. viii, The lamps are

dead in the banquet-room of yesterday. 1852 TLPPEK Prtn.'.

Pkilos. 385 The grave, that dismal banquet-hall.
See also BANQUETTE.

Banquet, sb Horsemanship, [a. F. banquet
in same sense : see Littre.] See quot.
1753 CHAMBERS CycL Snpp. s.v., Banquet in the manege,

denotes that small part of the branch ofa bridle under the eye.
Ibid. Rangnet-line t an imaginary line drawn by the bit-

makers along the banquet, m forging a bit.

Banquet (bornkwet), v.
;

also 6-7 banket.

Ppies. banqueted, -ing. [a. F. banquete-r^ f.

banquet ;
see prec.]

1. trans. To entertain at a banquet or banquets ;

to provide a banquet for, to feast, regale.
c 1538 LYNDESAY Syr. Meldrnm 854 They banketted him

fra hand to hand. '594 NASHE Utifort. Trai*. 32 Not a

dogge . . but shall bee banketted with Rhenish wine and

sturgion. a 1707 H. WALI-OLE Mem. Geo. //, I. 370 Being
banqueted much on the road, c 1840 LYTTON Devfreitx vi.

ii, As an oak banqueteth the destroying worm.

fig. 1676 D'UBFEY^/W. Fickle v. i. (1677^ 52 Happy the
Man that takes delight In Banquetting the Sences.

2. intr. To take part in a banquet or banquets ;

to regale oneself
;
to fea^t, carouse. Const, on.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. fy L'plondyshm. 30 To Baccus they
banket. X573TUSSER //w^.(i878l6S AtChristmaswe banket,
the rich with the poore. 1725 POPE Odyss, x. 662 A vulgar
soul Bom but to banquet, and to drain the bowl. 1855
SINGLETON Virgil I. 144 Ere that banquetted a godless
race On butchered steers.

fig. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. i. asTheminde shall banquet,
though the body pine. 1751 JOHNSON Ramhl. No. 162 F n
Thrasybulus had banqueted on flattery. 1857 HEAVYSEGE
Saul (^18691 172 To banquet on the sounds.

f 3. To take a BANQUET (in senses 2 and 3). Obs.

1564 P. MOORE Hope Health \\. ii. 22 Let them eschue . .

drinking or banquetting betwene meales, c 1800 GIFFORD in

Southey Comtn,-pl, Bk. Ser. n. (18491 323 The common place
of banqueting, or of eating the dessert.

' Ba'nquetant. Obs. rare 1
, [a. F. banquet-

ant, pr. pple. of banqueter^\ BANQUETER r.

1615 CHAI-MAN Odyss. xx. 280 Are there not beside Other
great banquetants?

Banqueteer (b3erjkweti>'M).
= BANQUETER 2.

1821 Blackiv. Mag. IX. 322 Then canst thou image forth

each banqueteer. 1824 BYKON Juan xvi. viii, The ban-

queteers had dropp'd off one by one.

Banqueter (bargkwetai). [f. BANQUET v. +
-ER l

; cf. F. banquetcur]
tl. The giver of a banquet ;

a host, entertainer.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 189 a, The feaster or banquet-
te r plaied. .the niggarde. 1637 GII.LKSPIE Eng.-Pop. Cerent.
in. v. 86 He is our loving and kinde Banqueter.
2. A guest at a banquet, a feaster; a reveller.

1549 LATIMKR Sertn. bef. Edw. VI, ii. tArb.) 62 Blessed is

the Lande where . . Kynges be no banketers. 1617 Jattua
Ling. 506 Inordinate banquetters cram themselves in cellars.

1624 HSYWOOD Gnnaik, \\. 65 All such banquetters be either

miiMcall or learned. 1801 SOUTH tv Thalaha vi. xxvii, With
earnest eyes the banqueters Fed on the sight impure.

^ Used for: Broker, trafficker, BANKER^.
1534 WHITTIXTON Tnllyfs Ojfyces \. 18, I aske no golde

.. por g>'ue me no banketters in warre, but men of armes.

1552 HfLOET, Banqueter, or he that kepetha banckof mony.

Ba'iiqueting
1

,
vbl. sb. [f.

as prec. + -IN u 1
.]

1. Giving of banquets (o&s.) ; indulgence in luxu-

rious entertainment, feasting, carousal.

1535 COVER DALE "Job i. 5 When they had passed ouer the

tyme of their banckettinge rounde aboute. 1582 N.T. t Rhem.)
i Pet. iv. 3 Exccsse of wine, banketings, potations. 1611
ibid. y Excesse of wine, reuellings, banquettings [(Jr. irorotsj.

1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba ix. xxxi, I have seen theGouls Fight
for the dainty at their banqueting.
2. attnb. a. in geneial sense.

1563 Homilies \\. viii.
ii.(i85pl 350 This feast is now pre-

pared in God's banqueting-house, the church. 1570-87
HoLlNSHED Scot. Chron. \. 365 Such banketting cheare as
was used amongst his people. 1656 Cow LEY David?is in.

116691 112 Citron . . was most used for banquetting Beds and
Tables. 1814 SCOTT H'<tr. xx, Ere Waverley entered the

banqueting hall. 1852 GROTE Greece \\. Ixxvii. X. 117

Phyllidas now conducted the pretended women into the ban-

queting*room.

fb. in reference to BANQUET v. 3, sb. 2, 3. Obs.

1586 COGAN Hai'fn Health cxv. {1636* 116 To preserve Ber-
berries whole, for a banquetting dish. l6lO BARROUGH/V/y-S/fi
111. vii. 11639) I09 Let their banketting meetes be Pistacium,
Almonds, i 1645 HoWELL Lett. i. v. ix, Philosophy should
be your substantial food, Poetry your banqueting-stuff.
a 1699 LADY HALKETT Antobwg. 118751 12, I must come out

by the lianketting howse in the garden.

Ii Banquette (banke't). [Fr., ad. It. banchetta,

dim. of banca l

bench, shelf.' Formerly anglicized
as banket, -quet.J
1. A raised way running along the inside of a

rampart or parapet, or bottom of a trench, on

which soldiers stand to fire at the enemy.
1629$hfrtogenbosh 19 We began to make . . Trenches with

double bankets or feet benches. 1782 P. BRUCE Mem. I. 28

Six officers . . sitting in a row on the banquet, had their legs
all shot off. 1877 K.IXGLAKE Crimea IV. xiii. 311 Korniloflf

mounted the banquette at the projecting angle of the bastion.

2. The footway of a bridge, or other thorough-
fare, when raised above the carriage-way.
1842 in GWM.T. 1848 BARTLF.TT Diet. Aier. t Banqucttt,

the name for a side-walk in some of our Southern cities.

3. The long low bench behind the driver in a

trench 'diligence' or omnibus.

1859 All }'. Koitnd No. 33. 151 A peasant in blue blouse,
who was in the banquette with me.

f Ba'nrent. Obs. Scotch form of BANNERET.

Bansel, dial, variant of BENSEL.

Banshee (ba-np"). Forms : 8 benshi, -shea,

9 -shie, banshie, -shee. [A phonetic spelling of

Ir. bean sidhe : Olr. ben side *

female, or woman,
of the fairies or elves.'] A supernatural being sup-

posed by the peasantry of Ireland and the Scottish

Highlands to wail under the windows of a house

where one of the inmates is about to die. Certain

families of rank were reputed to have a special

'family spirit' of this kind.

1771 PENNANT Tour Scot. 24 Aug. (1769^, The cries and
shrieks of Benshi, or the Fairies wife. 1810 SCOTT Lady of
/,. in. vii, The fatal Ben-shie's boading scream. 1829 De~
monol. x. 348 The distinction of a banshie is only allowed to

families of the pure Milesian stock. 1876 Miss BRADDOS
y. Haggard's D. 1 1. 67 As if she had heard the family ban-

shee shrieking at her.

Banskin (
^ barm-skin} ; see BAHM sb^ 3.



BANSTICKLE.

Banstickle (bcc-nstik'l). 5- ;
also 5 baynsti-

kille, (bafynstylkylleXbeynstekle, banstykyll,

6-8 bansticle. [prob. rcpr. an OE. *bdnsticcls, (.

ban bone + sticch prick, sting ; cf. G. stachelfisch]

Name of the Three-spined .Stickleback.

1:1450 HENRYSON Mar. Fab. 65, I can neither fish 'with

huke nor net, To take ane banstickle. 1483 Cat/t. Angl. 17

Bafynstylkylle (r. r. Baynstikille) ; gamerta, asparagus.

1552 HULOET, Bansticle, Irachida. 161 1 COTGE. , KsftnOCOf,
banstickle, or stickleback. 1787 BEST A nglini; 61 The com-

mon Prickleback, Sharpling or Banstickle. 1857 WEIGHT
Provinc. Diet., Banstickle, the Stickleback . . In Wiltshire

it is called a biiiiticln.

Bant v. : see BANTING.

Bantam (bse'ntam). [Supposed to be named
from Bantam in the north-west of Java, whence

perhaps the fowls were imported to Europe, though,

according to Crawford, originally from Japan.]
1. A small variety of the domestic fowl, most

breeds ol which have feathered legs : the cocks are

spirited fighters.

1749 MRS. DKI.ANV Anlofriog. (1861* II. 518 We fed all

the bantams, guinea-fowl, pheasants. i86z BARNKS Rhymes
Dorset Dial. I. 184 Knock'd the bantam cock right down.

b. fig. in reference to small size or 'cockiness.'

1782 WOI.COTT (P. Pindar) Ode R. Acaa. Wks. 1812 I. 21

And struts the veriest Bantam-cock of paint. 1837 DICKENS

Pickw. 469
' Do you always smoke arter you goes to bed,

old cock?' . .' Yes, I does, young bantam.' 1863 BURTON Bk.

Hunter 5; Those pretty little pets, the Elzevir classics, a

sort of literary bantams.

2. Bantam-work :

' a kind of Indian painting,

and carving on wood, resembling Japan -work,

only more gay.' Chambers Cyd. Supp. 1753.

t Bant el, -ele, -elle. Obs. ?
' A post, pillar.'

r 1325 I-'.. E. Altit. P. A. 991 With bantelez twelue on

basyng boun. Ibid. 1016 J>e
wal abof be bantels bent. Ibid.

B. 1459 Enbaned vnder batelment with bantelles quoynt.

Banter ^oc-ntsi), sb. [Of unknown etymology :

it is doubtful whether the vb. or sb. was the ear-

lier ; existing evidence is in favour of the vb. The
sb. was treated as slang in 1688: Swift, in the

Apology to his Tale of a Tub (1710), says that it

'was first borrowed from the bullies in White Friars,

then fell among Ihe footmen, and at last retired to

the pedants' ;
in Taller No.

2^0,
he classes it with

bamboozle, country put, and kidney, as a word '
in-

vented by some pretty Fellows ' and ' now strug-

gling for the Vogue.' But the vb. was then nearly

40 years old.]

1690 I.OCKE Hum. Und. ill. ix. 7 He that first brought
the word . . Banter in use, put together as he thought fit,

those Ideas he made it stand for. 1710 SWIFT Tatter No.
23 ^ 7, I have done my utmost for some years past to

stop the Progress of Mabb and Banter. 1722 WODROW
Cflrr. 118431 II- 59 Such plain raillery, that unless I should

learn banter and Billingsgate, which I still thought below a

historian, there is no answering it.

1. Wanton nonsense talked in ridicule of a sub-

ject or person ; hence, humorous ridicule generally ;

now usually, good-humoured raillery, pleasantry.

1702 Eng. 'rlieofhrast.'iy: The ordinary reasons ofWar and

Peace, are very little better than Banter and Paradox. 1705
S. WHATKI.V in Perry Hist. Coll. Aincr. Col. Ch. I. 172, I

know no better way of answering bombast, than by banter.

1710 SWIFT /'. Tub (1760* Apol. n Peter's Banter (as he

calls it in his Alsatia phrase > upon transubstantiation. 1844
DICKKNS Mar. Chnz. (C. D. ed.) 249 She took it for banter,

and giggled excessively. 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope v. 113 Gay
. . had an illimitable flow of good-tempered banter.

2. An instance of such ridicule, a merry jest. arch.

1700 Ch. ting. Loyalty in Somers Tracts II. 562 Tis such

a Jest, such a Banter, to say, we did take up Arms, but we
did not kill him : Bless us, kill our King, we wou'd not have

hurt a Hair of his Head ! I7S9 DH.WORTH Pope 80 Satires on

the nobility of both sexes, banters upon good authors. 1822

W. IRVING Braceb. Hall-ni\\. 147 The general had received

all her approaches with a banter.

1 3. A matter of ridicule or jest. Obs.

1719 D'URFEY Pills (1872) I. 167 Your zeal's a Banter to

all men of Sense.

4. (in U. S.) A challenge to a race, shooting-

match, etc. 1848 in BARTLKTT Diet. Amcr.

Banter (barntai), v. [See prec.]

i. trans. To make fun of va person) ;
to hold up

to ridicule, 'roast' ;
to jest at, rally,

'

chaff.' Now
usually of good-humoured raillery.

1676 D'URFEY Mad. Fickle v. 1.11677) 5" Banter him, banter

him, Toby. 'Tis a conceited old Scarab, and will yield us

excellent sport. 1741 RICHARDSON PamcladSzv 1. 112 You

delight to banter your poor servant, said 1. 1824 W. iRvmr.

T. Trail. I. 91 Hag-ridden by my own fancy all night, and
then bantered on my haggard looks the next day. 1865

CARLYLE Frcdk. Gt. IX. xx. vi. 116 Poor Quintus was ban-

tered about it, all his life after, by this merciless King.

f2. To ridicule, make a jest of (a thing). Obs.

1704 W. PERRY Hist. Coll. Atner. Col.Ch. I. 180 Turns his

Pulpit to a Stage, And banters reformation. 1754 CHATHAM
Lett. Nephe-iv iv. 24 If they banter your regularity, order,

and love of study, banter in return their neglect of them.

3. To impose upon (a personl, originally in jest ;

to delude, cheat, trick, bamboozle, arch.

a 1688 VII.LIF.RS iDk. Buckhm.) Confer. (1775) 174 'Tis im-

possible, that all my senses should be banter'd and cheated.

1710 Select. Harl. Misc. 1 1793) 561 There was no bantering
the commissioners named in the bill, because they knew
them to be men of sense, honour, and courage. 1722 I)E

FOE Moll. Ft. 11840) 60 We diverted ourselves with banter-

659

ing several poor scholars, with hopes of being at least bis

lordship's chaplain. 1815 SCOTT Gny AT. li, Somebody had

been bantering him with an imposition.

4. To banter out of: to do out of by banter.

1687 T. BROWN Saints in Upr. Wks. 1730 I. 74 To banter

folks out of their senses. 1721 AMHKRST Tcrrx Fil. xxxvii.

195 We will not be banter'd out of it by false parallels.

5. ahsol. or intr. (in prec. senses.)
1688 SHAOWELL Syr, Alsatia i. i. 15 He shall cut a sham,

or banter with the best wit or poet of em all, 1707 FARQUHAR
Beaux Strat. v. iii. 63 He fights, loves, and banters, all

in a Breath. 1865 GROTE Plato I. vii. 291 His . . homely
vein of illustration seemed to favour the supposition that he

was bantering.

6. (in U. S.} To challenge, defy, to a race

match, etc. 1848 in BART LETT Diet. Amer.

Banteree (ba^ntarr). [f. prec. + -EE.] One
who is bantered.

1823 Rlackiv. Mag. XIII. 269 Fixing the attention of the

banteree . . and amusing the company with his perplexity.

Banterer (barntarai). [f.
as prec. +-ER 1

.]

1. One who turns things into ridicule
; later, one

who indulges in good-humonred jest or raillery.

1678 WOOD Life 6 Sept. (DJ The banterers of Oxford ia set

of scholars so called, some M.A.\ who make it their em-

ployment to talk at a venture, lye and prate what nonsense

they please ; if they see a man talk seriously, they talk

floridly nonsense, and care not what he says. 1691 At/t.

Oxon. I./834 He being a reputed Banterer, I could never

believe him. 1692 E.WALKER /^/V/t'/w."?' .-I/it"-. Ixvii, Amongst
rude Ignorants .. To talk of Precepts, Maxims,and of Rules,
Is to be laugh'd at, thought a Banterer. 1706 COLLIER -fftj/?.

Ridic. 130 Profess'd Banterers chuse rather to disoblige
their best Friends, than to lose the opportunity of speaking
their Jest. 1847 H. GREVILLE Leavesfr. Diary 205 Amus-

ing, but too much of a banterer to please me.

2. One who imposes on, or bamboozles, arch.

1709 STEELE Tatter No. 12 ? i Gamesters, banterers, biters

. . are, in their several species, the modern men of wit. 1712
ARBUTHNOT John Bull (17271 58 A sort of fellows, they call

banterers and bamboozlers, that play such tricks. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. iii. 369 An excellent subject for the

operations of swindlers and banterers.

Bantering (banit3rin\ vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. 4-

-ING 1
.] Raillery, jesting, banter, 'chaff.'

1710 SWIFT T. Tub Apol. (R.t, If this bantering, as they
call it, be so despicable. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. ix. 183
The audience acquiesce in this bantering and enforce silence.

Bartering, ///. a. [f.
as prec. -t- -INQ2.J

Jesting, chaffing; bamboozling (arch.'}.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. 1.7893 He .. delighted to please
himself in a juvenile and bantring way. 1709 BERKELEY
The. Vision 135 A question downright bantering and un-

intelligible. 1879 FARRAR.SY./'rt -7/703 His bantering answer
to St. Paul's appeal.

Ba-nteringly, adv.
[f. prec. + -i,Y'A] In a

bantering, jesting manner.

1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char. x. 258 Lavatch banter-

ingly replies to his lady. 1883 Harper s Mag. Oct. 702/1
'

Perhaps you intend to embark for Australia?' she added,

banteringly.

Bantery ijxe'ntsri). a. [f.
BANTER si). + -vi.]

Full of banter or '

chaff.'

1865 CARLYLE l-'rcdk.Gi. IV. n.iii. 54 Its wit is very copious,
but slashy, banlery. 1867 Reniin. II. 51 Cooing, bantery,

lovingly quizzical,

Banting ^barnthp. Name of a London cabinet-

maker, whose method of reducing corpulence by

avoiding fat, starch, and sugar in food, was pub-
lished and much discussed in the year 1864. Hence

Bantingism, Bantingize v., and, Banting being

humorously treated as a vbl. sb., the vb. to Bant.

1864 Reader No. 91. 392/1 A few observations on Banting-
ism. 1864 Times 12 Aug. 4 The Classics seemed to have

undergone a successful course of Banting. 1865 PallMail
G. 12 June 9 If he is . . gouty, obese, and nervous, we strongly
recommend him to 'bant.' 1881 Echo 24 June, There are

fewer persons
'

Bantingised
'

in America than in England.
1883 Knowledge 27 July 49/2 Bantingism excludes beer,

butter, and sugar.

Bantling ^borntlirj). [possibly f. BAXD
:
swathe

+ -UNG ;
but considered by Mahn, with greater

probability, a corruption of Ger. bdnkling bastard

f. bank bench, i.e. 'a child begotten on a bench,

and not in the marriage-bed' ;
cf. BASTARD.] A

young or small child, a brat. (Often used depre-

ciatively, and formerly as a synon}in of bastard^
T593 DRAYTON Eclog. vii. 102 Lovely Venus .. Smiling to

see her wanton Bantlings game. 1635 QUARLES Emblems
u. viii. < 1718) 93 See how the dancing bells turn round . . To
please my bantling ! 1756 Connoisseur No. 123 11774) IV.

142 Their base-born bantlings. 1791 WOLCOTT iP. Pindar)

Rights /Ci-s Wks. 1812 II. 389 We whip a bantling when
it kicks and cries. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. 11861' 48 A
tender virgin, accidentally and unaccountably enriched with

a bantling. 1831 COLERIDGE Table T. 24 July, Some real

new-born bantling.

Jig. 1679 R. W. O. Cromwelts Ghost i Vices like these,

you know were heretofore The only grateful Bantlings. 1808

BYRON Let. Bechcr Wks. (1846) 402/1 The interest you have
taken in me and my poetical bantlings. 1864 TENNYSON
Boadicea, Lo their precious Roman bantling, lo the colony
Camulodune.

Banwurt, -wyrt, obs. ff. Bone-wort.

Banxring (barrjksrirj). [a. Javanese bangs-

ring (Horsfield), native name of the species.] A
genus of small insectivorous animals (Tupaia} ap-

proaching the squirrel in appearance and arboreal

habits, found in Java, Sumatra, and adjoining

BAPTISM.

islands ; properly the name belongs only to the

Javanese species ( T. Javamca) discovered by
Horsrield about 1806, the Sumatran species being
called iupai.
1824 HOKSFIEI.D^W/. Res. Java s. v. Tnpaia, The Baiv^s-

ring fell under my observation during an early period of my
researches in Java. 1847 CARI*KNTKR Zool. 179 The banx-

ring, a remarkable animal of which only three species are

known. 1869 NICHOLSON Zool. 11880) 770
*

Banxrings' or

'squirrel-shrews' of., the Malay Archipelago.

Banyan (barman). A variant of BANIAN
;

now the prevailing spelling used for the Iranian

or Banyan Tree. See BANIAN ;.

Baobab (ba'f7|ba'b). Also 7 bahobab, boabab.
First mentioned by Prosper Alpinus Hist. Nat.

jfcgypti (Venice 1 592; ,
ch. xvii

,
De Bahobab,

who speaks of the use of its fruit 'in Ethi-

opia' : apparently, therefore, the name belongs to

some central African lang.] A tree (AJausonia

digitata}, also called 'Monkey-bread,
1

and Ethio-

pian Sour Gourd, with a stem of enormous thick-

ness, found from Scnegambia and Abyssinia to Lake

Ngami, and long naturalized in Ceylon and some

parts of India; considered by Ilumboldt to be
' the oldest organic monument of our planet,'

The fibres of (he bark are used for ropes and cloth.

1640 PARKINSON Thcat. Bot. 1632 This [Ethiopian Sowre

Gourd] is very like to be . . the IJahobab of Alpinus.
1681 R. KNOX Ceylon in Arb. Garner I. 441 There was also

a baobab tree growing just by the fort. 1797 HOLCKOKT

Stolbcrg's Trav. IV.xciv. 310 The African tree called Barbab

[sic], described .. by Adanson. 1857 I^VIN<;STONK 1'ra'.'.

xxviii. 573 We spent a night at a baobab, which was hollow

and would hold twenty men inside. 1866 A. BROWN in

Trcas. Bot. 18 The fibre [of the bark] is so strong as to give
rise to a common saying in Bengal : 'As secure as an ele-

phant bound with a baobab rope,'

Baon, obs. form of BA\V\.

Bap (ba-p). Sc. [Ktvmol. unknown.] A small

loaf or 'roll' of bakers
1

bread, made of various

six.es and shapes in different parts of Scotland.

1513-75 Diurn. Occurr. ( 1833* 3O1 Happis of nyne for y\'yi.

1724 A. RAMSAY Tca-t. Misc. 1. 91 Sowensand farle>and Baps.
-1800 MRS. LYON in Ramsay Remin. (1870.1 Introd. 13 Are

ye for your burial baps round or square '{

Baphomet (bre-fomet'i. [a. F. Baphomet ;
cf.

Pr. Bafomct, OSp. Mafomat] a. A form of the

name Mahomet used by mediaeval writers, b. Al-

leged name of the idol which the Templars were

accused of worshipping. '^According to 1'Abbe

Constant, quoted by Littre, this word was caba-

listically formed by writing backward tcm. o. h .p.

ab., abbreviation of templi omnium hominum

pads abbas, 'abbot' or 'father of the temple of

peace of all men.') Hence Baphome'tic a.

1818 HAI.LAM Mid. Ages (18721 I. 140 Haphomet Is a secret

word ascribed to the -Templars. 1855 MII.MAN Lat. Chr.

VII. xn. ii. 278 The great stress . . in the condemnation of

the templars is laid on the worship of Baphomet. The
talismans, bowls, symbols, are even called Baphometic. 1831
CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. vii, My Spiritual New-birth, or Ba-

phometic Fire-baptism.

Baptism (bae'ptiz'm). Forms : a. 3-5 bap-

teme, 3-6 baptem, -im, 3-7 -ime, 46 baptym 1

e,

{/) babtym) ;
. 4-7 baptisme, (5 baptesme,

batesme), 6-7 baptysme, 7- baptism. [ME.
baptemc, a. OF. baptesme, bapteme ;also batesme,

batcme\ semi-popular adaptations of L. baptismns^
a. Gr. a7m<7/ios, n. of action f. 0curri<ii' to BAP-

TIZE. In 1 6th c. assimilated to the L. and Gr.]
1. The action or ceremony of baptizing ;

immer-

sion of a person in water, or application of water

by pouring or sprinkling, as a religious rite, sym-
bolical of moral or spiritual purification or re-

generation, and, as a Christian ordinance, betoken-

ing initiation into the Church. Name of baptism :

see BAPTISMAL name.
(With possessive and objective genitive ; e.g.

'

John's bap-

tism,' that administered by John,
'

the jailer's baptism,' that

received by the jailer. >

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 12726 In bis hall Ion time Was lagh

bigun neu of baptim. c 132$ E. E. A Hit. F. A. 626 Injpe
water of baptem pay dyssente. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. iii. 7

Seeynge many of Pharisees . . commynge to his bapteme.

1494 FAUYAN vi. civ. 143 After he had clothyd them with the

mantell of baptym. 1521 FISMKR ll'ks. i. 334 The sacra-

mente of baptyme. 1589 Marprcl. Epit. (1843)28 For bap-
tim doth not contain the perfection of religion.

0. 1377 LANGL. /'. /V. B. xvin. 375 Bretheren in blode &
in baptesme. 1489 CAXTON FaytesofA. in. xxi. 219 A madde
man .wfiiay not receyue batesme. 1528 MORK Heresycs i.

Wks. 167/1 Ipsnm antiite saide the father at the tyme of his

baptisme. 1628 COKE On Lift. 3 a, The purchaser be named

by the name of baptism and his surname. 1651 HOBBKS
Le-i'iath. (1839) 499 Baptism is the sacrament of allegiance
of them that are to be received into the kingdom of God.

1831 ROBFRTSON Serin. Ser. iv. 11863) I. 25 Christian Baptism
. . on God's part is an authoritative revelation of his Pater-

nity ; on man's part it is an acceptance of God's covenant.

2. fig> (in various senses ;
cf. BAPTIZE v. 2.) Also

applied to the death by violence, or '

baptism of

blood,' of unbaptized martyrs, and to the ceremony
of blessing and naming church bells and ships. (Cf.

Du Cange Campanas Baptizari.}
1382 WYCLIF Lnkc xii. 50 Sothli I haue to be baptisid with

83- 2



BAPTISMAL.

baptym 1585 ABP. SANDYS Serm. 1,1841) 19 They upon their

foundation have builded the baptism of bells and ships. 1648
HERRICK Hesper. 11869' I0 'A hose maiden showers Which
by the peepe of day do strew A baptime o'er the flowers.

1860 EDKRSHEIM Kurtz Ch. Hist. 1. 54 The baptism of

blood in martyrdom. %Iod. A severe baptism of suffering.

Baptismal (.baeptrzmab, a. [ad. med.L. bap-
tismal-is : see BAPTISM and -AL 1

.] Of, pertaining

to, or connected with baptism. Also ellipt.
= Bap-

tismal name, the personal or 'Christian* name

given at baptism.
1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. iii. 175 His Baptismall

Laver
[ was] awaited by a Dove. 1651 BAXTER Inft. Bapt. 293

This Doctrine of Baptismal Regeneration. 111711 KEN
Hymnotlieo Wks. 1721 III. 106 Thy Mercy I invoke, For my
Baptismal Vow so often broke. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.

11876' III. xii. 138 Geoffrey also changed his baptismal name.

1872 DE MORGAN Budg.Parad. 120 Mr. Andrew Theophilus
Smith, or some such unlikely pair of baptismals.

Bapti'Siually, (idv.
[f. prec. + -LY^.] In a

baptismal manner, by baptism.
1850 MRS. BROWNING Pet Name Poems II. 384 Names ac-

quired baptismal!}*. 1861 R. MONTGOMERY Gleams OH Font

30 Vital . . is the germ Baptismally by grace implanted there.

Baptist (bae-ptist). [a. OF. baptistc, ad. L.

baptista, ad. Gr. /Janrior^s, n of agent f. 0<nrrffcir

to BAPTIZE.]
1. One who baptizes ; esp. as applied to John,

the forerunner of Jesus Christ. Baptist"s day : the

24th of June.
< 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 131 Seint iohan baptiste was bi-

haueded. ('1230 A tier. f!. 160 Sein Johan . . was Codes
baptiste. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7000 Gret wodes everichon, I

lete hem to the Baptist Johan. 1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v.

xxiv. 115971121 At Haptis-day with Ale and cakes bout bon-
fires neighbors stood. 1815 SCOTT Ld. lslcs\\. iv, Ere John
the Baptist's eve. 1871 [see UAI-TIZEE]. 1879 FARRAR St.

/'rt/403 Disciples of the Baptist.

2. Onewho immerses himself, or is immersed, rare.

1775 AD.AIR Amcr. Ind. 296 The Baptist, or dipped person,
came out . . good-humoured after his purification, c 1811

FUSKI.I Lect. Art iv. (1848* 457 Varied groups of baptists,

immersing themselves.

3. A member of that Protestant religious body
which holds that baptism ought to be adminis-

tered only to believers, and by immersion
;
at first

and till present century, called, by opponents ANA-
HAFTisTS. [Perhaps this use originated in the early

names, Baptized Believers, Churches, etc. Cl'.

baptist(e early pa. pple. of BAPTIZE.]
[1654 (title} The Humble . . Vindication . .[of] several! of

the Baptized Churches in this Nation. 1 1654 W. BRITTEN

(title* The Moderate Baptist. 1674 J. MEAD \title\ A brief

account of passages between Quakers and Baptists. 1852
Mount Cherries^ Methodists, of birds the aptt^t . . And that

water-fowl the Baptist. 1860 KAUIE Eccl. Cycl. s.v., Aeon-

spiracy . . in 1661 . . brought forth from the Baptists another

disavowal of Anabaptist principles. L^e ANABAPTIST 3.]

b. attrib. qunsi-a<//.

1717 (title} Rules of the Particular Baptist Fund. 1766
KNTICK London IV. 309 At the Boar's-head . . is a Baptist

meeting. 1847 ^'tttion. Cycl. II. 827 Persons who do not

embrace the Baptist tenet.

Baptisti.e, earlier form of BATISTE.

t Bapti'Ste. Obs. rare~ l

. Baptism.
1460 Lybcaus Disc. 212 Thorgh helpe of Cryst, That In the

flome tok baptyste.

Baptistery, baptistry (bwptistari, barp-
tistri^. Also 5 bapetystore, baptyzatorye, 7

baptistery, [a. OF. baptisteric, mod. buptistcre, ad.

L. baptisterinm, a. Gr. @a.TTTiffTT]pioi> bathing-place,

baptistery, f. (3avri(tiv to BAPTIZE. Baptizatoryc

represented a med. L. modification, baptizatorium^
1. That part of a church (or, in early times, a

separate building contiguous to the church), in

which the rite of baptism is administered.

1460 in Pol. Kt't. fy /-. Poems (18661 138 The bapetystore
there he fonnde. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 19 He dyd do . .

compose baptyzatoryes & frentes convenably. 1579 FLLKE

Confitt. Sanders 675 The image, .painted in the Baptistery.

1636 PRVSSE Unbisli. Tim. fy Tit. (1661) 54 To enter into the

Baptistory. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. 308 They've searched

the aisles and Baptistry. 1849 FRKEMAN Arc/tit. 161 The
round sepulchral chapel and the polygonal baptistery.

2. In modern Baptist places of worship, a recep-
tacle containing water for the baptismal rite.

1835 Penny Cycl. III. 416/1. 1853 WAVLAND Mon. *)iuhon
II. v. 187 Leading into the Maulmain baptistery the pious

captain of the Ramsay.
3. = BAPTISM. (So OF. baptisterie t

and med.L.1

1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Guidiig Having tried the tank

Of the church-waters used for baptistry.

BaptistlC (breptrstik), a. [ad. Gr. HmrrTiff-

TIKOS, f. QaiiTifciv to BAPTIZE.] = BAPTIST 3 b.

1884 Ch. Times 413/1 The Baptistic craze of immersionism.
Ibid. The Baptistic organs.

t Bapti'stical, a. Obs. rare. [f.
as prec. +

-AL 1

]. Of or belonging to baptism.
1658 BRAMHALL Schism Guarded'205, Abrenuncio, Crcdo

t

this baptisticall profession, which he ignorantly laugheth at.

Baptizable (bjfeptai-zab'l), a. [f.
BAPTIZE v.

+ -ABLE.] Capable of, or fit for, baptism.
1659 GAUDEN Tears ofCh. 284(0.' The condition limiting

persons baptizable, which is actual believing. 1685 BAXTER

Paraphr. N. T. Matt, xxviii, Meerjy to consent to learn of

Christ, makes one a baptizable disciple.

660

"t Baptiza'tioil. Obs. [ad. L. baptizdtion-em,
n. of action f. baptlzare to BAPTIZE] = BAPTISM.

1470 HARDING Chron. Ii. vii, By his baptizacion Whiche
loseph gaue vnto Aruigarus. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Clcrus
Dom. 23 Their baptizations were null. 1704 HEARNE Duct.
Hist. I. 229 A Baptization or Washing away of all Pollution.

Baptizatory : see BAPTISTERY.

Baptize (bseptsrz), v. Forms ; 3-4 baptis,

4 -iz, 4-5 baptyse, 6 baptyze, 3-9 baptise, 3
-

baptize. Obs. pa.pple. 3-6 baptist(e, 4 -este.

[a. F. baptise-r, -izer (nth c.\ ad. L. bafttza-re,
ad. Gr. fiairrifaiv

'
to immerse, bathe, wash, drench/

in Christian use appropriated to the religious rite,

f. fidirrtiv to dip, plunge, bathe.]
1. trans. To immerse in water, or pour or sprinkle

water upon, as a means of ceremonial purification,
or in token of initiation into a religious society,

especially into the Christian Church
;
to christen.

1297 R. GLOUC. 86 He was ybaptized ^>ere. a 1300 Cursor
7I/. 12654 Pe time bat he on cristen lai suld baptist be. Ibid.

12897 Selcut was to thine . . pe cletc to baptis pe prist. 1480
CAXTON Chron. Eng. iv. (15201 28/2 Oure lorde Jnesu cryst
at 30 yere of age was baptysed. 1561 T. NORTON "Calvin's

Jnst. iv. 105 The very worde of Baptizing signifieth to dippe.

1667 MILTON P. L, xii. 442 Them who shall beleeve, Baptiz-

ing in the profluent streame. 1833 CRUSE Eusebius\\. xliii.

266 Baptised by aspersion.

b. absol. To administer the rite of baptism.
1 1325 K. E. Aliit. P. A. Si/JJeras baptysed begoudesaynt

Ion. 1670 G. H. /fist. Cardinals I. in. 68 The Bishop Or-

dains, the Priest Bapti/es.

2. _/%-. (in various shades of meaning, in reference

to initiation, spiritual agency, etc.) Cf. BAPTISM 2.

1382 \\'\cLi Acfs i. 5 ^e schulen be baptysid in the Houly
Gost. 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Rrlig. u. 62 Is not God
able to baptize Infants with his Spirit? 1655 BAXTER

QHaters' Catech. 23 You would have us baptize our Dels to

make them spiritual!. 1858 O. W. HOI.MKS Ant. Breakf.
T. xi, Sorrow had baptised her. 1861 EMMA TOKK Innoc.

Day in Hymns A. $ J/. No. 54, Baptized in their own
blood. 1865 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 451 A view which every day
baptizes into fresh beauty.

3. \Vith allusion to an important part of the

ceremony of baptizing or christening infants or

heathens : To give a name to, name, denominate.

[t* 1450 Merlin v. 91 Antor made the childe to be baptised,
and cleped hym Arthur.] 1540 C\nnpl. Scot. 4 Historia-

i \ i . >r . i____ . _r iu_ : : t *

baptize with the Name of Simplicitie. 1838 J. GRANT Sk.

in Lond. fi86o'3o6 Chalk-and-water, which, for the purpose
of sale, was baptised milk.

t Bapti'ze, -ise, -is, $b. Obs. ran. [f. prec.

vb.] Baptism.
a 1300 Cursor .If. 12754 In water baptised he al baa (?at

com til him baptis [v.r. baptise) to ta. 1460 Lybeaus Disc.

1360 I schall for thys baptyse Ryght well quyte thy servyse.

Bapti'zed, ppL a.
[f.

as prec. + -ED.] Sub-

jected to the rite of baptism ; f vulgarly> watered,

diluted (obs.}.

1636 HKALEY Theopkrast, 46 He wil give his best friends

his "baptised wine. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2252/4 The Con-

gregations of Baptized Believers. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Kes.

ll. viii, The fire-baptised soul.

Baptizee (bzeptMxr). rarc - [* as Prec - + ~EE
-1

A recipient of baptism, a baptized person.

1871 E. NOEL tr. Richters Flower Pieces II. 68 For the

baptist to touch the head of the baptisee with the water.

Baptizement (bxptorzm&it.) rare. [f.
as

prec. + -MENT; cf. OK. baptisement] The action

of baptizing ; baptism.
1818 J. HOBHOUSE Hist. Ilhistr. oo The fountain spring-

i ing up for the baptizement of his jailer.

Baptizer (bseptai-zai). [f.
as prec. + -ER 1

.]

One who baptizes ;
occas. used of John the Baptist.

1483 Cath. Angl. 20/1 A baptizer, baptista. 1548 UUALL,
etc. Erasin. far. Matt. iii. 14 Did refuse the office of a

baptiser. 1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (1661) 40 The Baptizer and

the party baptized go both into the Rivers. 1865 Gcntl.

Mag. CCXVIII. 84 The Baptizer signified that he was not

worthy to have been even the forerunner of the Saviour.

Bapti'zing, vb/. sb. [f.
as prec. + -INU 1

.]
The

action or ceremony ol baptism.
1297 R. GLOUC. 86 He bi com in hys baptizing hoi of ys

wo. 1300 Cursor M. 171 pere .shul 3e here.. Siben of

Jones baptizyng. 1653 MILTON Hirelings Wks. (1851* 362
How ill had it becom'd John the Baptist to demand Fees for

his baptizing. 1880 JVVw Virginians II. 234 The nigger

baptising*
have been always held at such distances.

Bapti'zing, /// a. That baptizes.
1671 MILTON /'. R. i. 328 Our new baptizing Prophet. 1675

BAXTER Cath. Theol. \\. xi. 249 Every Baptising Minister

prerequireth the profession of it.

Baque, obsolete form of BAKE.

]] Baquet (balu-). [Fr., dim. of bac BACK sb.- ;

cf. BACKET.] A small tub or trough.
1786 Lounger No. 99. 417 From the baquet rUe those en-

chanted rods by which the magnetic virtue . . is transmitted.

[ Mesmer employed a baquet filled with water in his magnetic

experiments.]
Bar (baj), sb^ Forms: 2-7 barre, 3-7 ban*,

5- bar. [ME. barre, a. OK. barre (
= Pr., It., Sp.,

Pg. barra): late L. barra of unknown origin. The
Celtic derivation accepted by Diez is now dis-

credited : Olr. barr '

bushy top/ and its cognates,

BAR.

in no way suit the sense
;
\Velsh bar ' bar' is from

Kng., and Breton barren 'bar' from Fr. ^The de-
1

velopment of sense had to a great extent taken

place before the word was adopted in English.)]

I. A piece of any material long in proportion
to its thickness or width.
* Of shape only.

\.gen. A straight piece of wood, metal, or other

rigid material, long in proportion to its thickness.

1388 WYCLU Num. iv. 10 Thei schulen putte in barris

[1382 beryng staues]. 1690 W. WALKER Idiom. Anglo-Lat.
38 To beat down the statute [? statue] with bars. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl.Supp., Bar, among printers, denotes a piece
of iron .. whereby the screw of the press is turned in print-

ing. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. Ivii, A pallet-bed was placed close

to the bar of iron. 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. n On
the barrel [of a rifle] is the . . sliding bar. 1881 C. EDWARDS
Organs 50 The sound-bars are glued in place. 1881 RAY-
MOND Mining Gloss., Bar, a drilling or tamping-rod.
fig. X388WYCLIF Isa. xxvii. i The Lord schal visite in his

hard swerd . . on leuyathan, serpent, a barre [1382 a leuour.]

1684 CHARNOCK Attrib. God II. 6 Leviathan is here called

a bar-serpent . . as mighty men are called bars in Scripture.

2 spec, a. A thick rod of iron or wood used in

a trial of strength, the players contending which
of them could throw or pitch it farthest

; the dis-

tance thrown was measured in lengths of the bar.

Hence in obs. fig. phrases.
1531 KI.YOT Gcv. i. xvi, Throwyng the heuy stone or barre

playing at tenyse. 1600 ROWLANDS Let. Humours Blood\v.

64 To pitch the barre, or to shoote off a gunne. 1715 PRIOR

Almai.^ii While John for ninepins does declare, And Roger
loves to pitch the bar. 1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past. Introd. 13
To amuse himself in archery, casting of the bar, wrestling.

fig. 1647CLEVELAND CAott I.ond.-Diitnt. 5 First, Stamford
slew him : then Waller outkilled that halfe a liarre. 1712
ADDISON Spcct. No. 538 F 5, 1 did not disbelieve . . but yet 1

thought some in the company had been endeavouring who
should pitch the bar farthest, a 1733 NORTH Lives II. 37
The objectors . . outdo, many bars, all that themselves found
fault with. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 324 Here's a mere

Baby . . outdoes 'em by a Bar's Length.

f-b. An iron bar used in breaking criminals on

the wheel. Obs.

1577 HARRISON England \\. xi. 223 We have use neither of

the whecle nor of the barre.

3. A narrow four-sided block of metal or material

as manufactured, e.g. of iron or soap ;
an ingot of

precious metal. Cf. bar-iron in IV.

1595 T. MAYSARDE Drakes Voy. 11849) J 8 We got here

twenty barres of silver. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supj>. t Bars
of Iron are made of the metal of the sows and pigs, as they
come from the furnaces. 1755 JOHNSON, Bar, in African

traffick, is used for a denomination of price ; payment being

formerly made to the Negroes almost wholly in iron bars.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple iv, Four cakes of Windsor, and
two bars of yellow for washing. 1876 HUMPHREY Coin Col,

Ifct. Man. ii. 9 Bars form a sort of transition stage between
the weighed money and true coins.

t 4. An ornamental transverse band on a girdle,

saddle, etc, ; subset/, an ornamental boss of any

shape. Also, a girdle or band. Obs.

("1340 Gaiv.fyGr. Knt. 162 Bobe be barres of his belt &
ober blybe stones, c 1385 CHAUCKR L. G. W. 1200 With sadyll
rede enbrowderyd with delyte, Ofgold the barres vpp enbosid

high. 11400 Rom. Rose 1103 The barres were of gold ful

f~fyne, Upon a tyssu of satyne. r 1400 Destr. Troy xxxin.

i 13019 Orestes . . comaundet, Bare to the barre bryng him his

moder. 1433 Test. Ebor.(\%$y II. 48 Unam zonam ornatam
cum octo barres. (1440 Promp. Parr. 24 Barre of a gyr-

dylle, or ober barneys, stipa. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prm>. ff

Kpigr. (1867) 179 The barres of mens breeches haue such

strong stitching.

b. A small slip of silver fixed transversely below

the clasp of a medal, as an additional mark of dis-

tinction.

1864 Hot'TKLL Heraldry Hist. $ Pop. xx. 353 A Bar is at-

tached to the ribbon for every act of such gallantry as would
have won the Cross. 1885 Standard 2 Mar. 3..S.He

affixed

the medals and bars to the breasts of the . . recipients.

5. A straight strip or stripe, narrow in proportion
to its length, a broad line ; e.g. of colour.

t 1440 in Housch. Ord. (1790) 460 Lay orethwart him [a

roast pig] one barre of silver foile, and another of golde. 1609
C. BUTLKR Fftn. Mon. i. 11623) Biij, In each jpynt a golden
Barre in stead of those three whitish rings which other Bees

haue. 1806 WORDSW. Sonn. Liberty, Ode 28 A blue bar of

solid cloud Across the setting sun. iSySGuRNKv Crystallog.
10 The bar or line drawn over the 2 denotes, etc.

fig. xttsCARLYi.K Fredk. Gt.Vll. xvm. ii. 122 The bright- .

est triumph has a bar of black in it.

6. Her. An honourable ordinary, formed ;like

I the fess) by two parallel lines drawn horizontally
! across the shield, and including not more than its

fifth part. Bar sinister-, in popular, but erroneous

phrase, the heraldic sign of illegitimacy; see

BATON, HKNU, (sinister}. Bar-gemel: a double

bar, or small bars placed in couplets.
1592 WYRI.KV Arinoru' 97 Sir Lewis Harcourt came, Two

golden bars that bare in field ofguls. 1610 GWILLIM Heraldry
n. vi. 11660; 70 A Barre is . . drawne overthwart the Esco-

cheon . . it containeth the fifth part of the Field. Ibid. 91

Termed in Blazon Barres Gemelles of the Latine word

Gemellusi which signifieth a Tu-in. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.

s.v., The bar may be placed in any part of the field. 1823

SCOTT Qitctttin D. II. xviii. 358 My bar sinister may never

be surmounted by the coronet of Croye.

7. Farriery, a. (usually //.) The transverse

ridged divisions of a horse's palate: below those



BAB.

which lie between the molar and canine teeth the

bar of the bit is inserted, b. The recurved ends
of the wall or crust of a horse's hoof, meeting at

an acute angle in the centre of the sole.

1617 MAKKMAM Caval. 11.52 It giueth libertie to the tongue,
ofTendeth not the barres, and keepeth the mouth in tender-
nesse. 1725 BRADLKY Fam. Viet. s.v. Yelfavs, After they
have blooded the Horse . . in the third Bar, on the pallate of
the Mouth. 1831 VOUATT Horse xviii. 11872) 398 Smiths . .

too often habitually pursue . . the injurious practice of re-

moving the bars [of the hoof]. 1884 K. ANDKRSON Horst'-

mans/lip i. v. 17 The curb bit should . . take a bearing upon
the bare bars of the mouth.
* *

Of shape and confiningpurpose.
8. csp. A stake or rod of iron or wood used to

fasten a gate, door, hatch, etc.

1175 Lamb. Ham. 131 He . . tobrec ba Irene barren of
helle. cijxs E. E. Atlit. I'. ]i. 884 Steken be gates ston-
harde wyth stalworth harrez. 1388 WVCLIF F.jc. xxvi. 26

Fyve barris of trees . . to holde togidere the tablis. a 1420
OCCLEVK De Reg. Priiic. 1104 And up is broke lok. haspe,
barre, and pynne. 1535 COVKRDAI.I-: Judg. xvi. 3 Toke holde
on both y syde portes of ye

gate . . and lifte them out with
the barres. 1667 MILTON /'. L. n. 877 And every Holt and
Bar . . with ease Unfast'ns. 1867 SMYTH Sailors W'ttrd-bk.,
11dick-bars, flat iron bars to lock over the hatches.

9. A straight, strong rod of iron or wood fixed

across any way of ingress or egress, or forming
part of a fence, gate, grating, or the like.

< 1386 CHAUCKR Knts. T. 219 Thurgh a wyndow thikke of

many a barre Of Iren. c 1440 1'nunfi. Par-.'. 24 Barre abowte
a graue or awter. a 1658 LOVELACE To Altlica, Stone walls
do not a prison make, Nor iron bars a cage. 1711 ADIMSON
Sf>ect. No. 57 F 3 She . . makes nothing of leaping over a six-
bar gate. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxii, Like a fine horse brought
up to the leaping-bar. 1883 Harper's Mag. Sept. 491/1 The
cows lowing at the pasture bars.

10. One of the series of iron rods fixed in the
front of a grate or bottom of a boiler furnace to

prevent the fuel from falling out.

1677 MOXON Mcc/i. K.vcrc. (1703) 13 A course sort of Iron
.. fit for Fire-bars. 1866 G. MACDONAI.U Ann. Q. Nt'irhb.
xxxi. 118781541 Thrust it between the bars, pushing it in

fiercely with the poker.
11. A transverse piece of wood making fast the

head of a wine-cask. (If a cask is lying horizontal,
*vine is drawn from ' below the bar,' when it is

more than half empty.)
1510 WHITTIXTOS Vulf. 13 b, This' wyne drynketh lowe or

under the barre, Hoc Tinttm kutgttescit, 1576 LAMBARIJK
rerantb. Kent 11826' 385 All the emptie hogsheads . . and
<for sixe tunne of winei so many as should be drunke under
the barre. 1611 COT<;R., F.mpeigner U bout d'l'ne derive, to

pin the barre of a peece of caske.

II. That which confines, encloses, limits, or

obstructs, with no special reference to shape.
* A material barrier.

12. gen. A material structure, forming a secure

enclosure, or obstructing entry or egress ;
a barrier.

c 1315 E- K. A Hit. P. B. 963 pe grete barrez of be abyme
he barst vp. IjWWrcUF Jonah ii. 7 The barris of erthe
closiden me togidere. 1667 MII.TON /'. L. x. 417 With re-

|

bounding surge the barrs assaild. 1700 Dm'n^^W. ff Arc.
1024 In equal fight From out the bars to forcVft opposite.

'

1867 SMYTH Sailor's H'a.-ok, Bar, a boom formed of huge I

trees or spars lashed together, moored transversely across a
port. 1872 BROWSINC; 1'ifine cxxii, That caverned passage 1

. . a grim Bar-sinister, soon blocks abrupt your path.
13. spec. A barrier closing the entrance into a

city, formed originally of 'posts, rails, and a chain.'

.Afterwards applied to the gate by which these were
replaced, as in Temple-bar, and the Bars or gates
of York, etc.

c 1220 Leg. Si. Katli. 2348 Bihefden hire utewid be barren
of |>e burhe. 1410 K. E. Wills 118821 i6The (Jherch ofseynt
dementis wythowtyn Templebarr. 1490 CAXTON Eneyiios
I vi. 153 Slawghter made bothe of men and of horses by fore
the barres of the towne. 1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (16471 35A house without the Barres at Algate. 1691 RAY N. Count r.

Wcfs. 6 Barr, a Gate of a City, as Bootham Bar, Monkbar
. . in the City of York. 1843 Penny Cycl. s.v. York, There
are four principal gates, or bars, as they are usually called.

b. A toll-house gate or barrier
; cf. TOLL-BAR.

1540 Act 32 Hen. ('///, xvii. i The said lane called Graies
Inne Lane, from Holborne bars northward. 1813 Examiner
19 Apr. 243/1. The only light . . was that shed by the toll-bar
lamp, and . . the bar is at a distance of about 1 50 yards.

t c. A hurdle. Oi>s.

1641 H. BKST Farm. Bks. (1856) 15 The seconde thinge be-
longinge to a barre is spelles . . the third thinge belonginge
to a barre is a dagger.

f!4. A defensive barrier, a bulwark. 06s.
1603 FLORID Montaigne i. xlvii. (1632' 154 Having so many

Cities, Townes, Holds, Castles, and Barres for his securitie.
1618 BOI.TON Floras iv. ii. (1636) 284 Utica . . the other maine
fort or barre of Africa.

15. A bank of sand, silt, etc., across the mouth
of a river or harbour, which obstructs navigation.
1586 J. HOOKER C.iraU. Irel. in Holinsh. II. 16/2 The port

or hauen of Dublin is a barred hauen, and great ships . . doo
lie in a ccrteine rode without the barre. 1621 QUARLES
Arealus t, P. (1678) 8t Our Pinnace is past o'er The Bar,
and rides before the Maiden-tower. 1720 I.ond. Gaz. No.
5821/1 Three Ships were lost upon the Bar. 1868 G. IX'Fi
Pol. Surv. 100 Rivers which are, as usual in Japan, obstructed
by a dangerous bar.

b. See bar-diggings in 30.
1861 R. MAYNK ftrit. Columbia 65 Bars . . all those places

where gold is found and worked, on a river's bank, are called

by that name.
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16. Mus. 'A vertical line drawn across the stave
to divide a musical composition into portions of

equal duration, and to indicate the periodical re-

currence of the accent' (K. Taylor in Grove Diet.

Mns.) ; also, the portion contained between two
such lines, technically called the ' measure.' Double
bar: two parallel vertical lines, marking the close
of a strain or section.

1665 C. SIMPSON Princ. Mns. 25 Distinguished by Strokes

Measure of the Seniibreve. The double Bars are set to
divide the several Strains or Stanzaes of the Songs and
Lessons. 1779 SniiHinAN Critic n. i, Will you play a few
bars? 1795 MASON Ch. Music i. 13 One note in every bar
should be accented. 1881 MACKARHEN Conntcrp. 19 Tocon-
tinue a note for two bars or more is not melody.
17. in pi. Bars : the game of '

prisoner's base' or

'chevy.' The players, after choosing sides, occupy
two camps or enclosures, and any player leaving
his enclosure is chased by one of the opposite side,

and, if caught, made a prisoner Still in north, dial.
c 1400 MS. Colt. Cleop. I), ix. 156 b, J>e children ournen at

|>e bars. 1450 MYKC 336 I!al and bares and suche play Out
of chyrchejorde put away. 1611 COTCK., f}<irres, the play
at Bace or Prison Bars, a 1795 AIKIX Evenings tit H . xvii.

276 At cricket, taw, and prison-bars, He bore away the
bell. 1801 STRL'TT Sports $ Past. n. ii. 71 A rustic game
called base or bars, and in some places prisoners' bars.
* * An immaterial barrier.

18. Law. A plea or objection of force sufficient

to arrest entirely an action or claim at law.

1495 Act -2 Ifen. I'll, xxiv. i A sufficient barre of the
seid atteynte. 1528 PKKKINS Prof. A'/-, v. 410 Such assign-
ment shall not be a barre in a '

Scire Facias.' 1599 SI;AKS.
Hen. I', 1. ii. 42 Pharamond, The founder of this Law and
Female Barre. 1641 '1'crmes tie la Ley 37 b, Barre is when
the defendant in any action pleadeth a plea which is a suffi-

cient answer, and that destroyeth the action of the phumile
for ever. 1879 Cassell's Teclin. Editc. IV. 91/1 It is no bar
to the validity of a patent.

19. Jig. An obstruction, obstacle
;
a barrier.

1531 Dial. Laws Eng. n. xlix. (1638) 153 This warranty is

no barre in conscience, though it be a barre in the law. 1649
Bp. RKYNOI.DS Serin. Hosea iii. 40 The special barre and
obstacle that keeps men from Christ. 1713 AMIMSON Catc i.

ii, His baffled arms, and ruined cause, Are bars to my am-
bition. 1782 BCHKK I'ennlLaws Wks. VI. 272 Therebyfix-
ing a permanent bar against any relief. 1877 L. MORKIS
E/yic of Haiies n. 92 Nature . . has set this bar Betwixt suc-
cess and failure.

20. Phrases: \To make bar of: to stop short at.

t-flj' the bar : by means of the very obstacle inter-

posed. Inbar{of,TXK\yto): as a sufficient reason
or plea (against), to prevent.
CIS90 MARLOWE Jew ofM . \. ii, In extremity We ought

to make bar of no policy. 1609 Hoi.i.\\n Atiini. Marcel.
xxv. ix. 279 By the barre, as one would say, whereof they
continued . . without taking any harme. 1715 BI-RNET Own
7Vwii766 II. 92 Their protestation was only in barr to the
Lords doing anything besides the trial. 1827 HALI.AM Const.
Hist. 118761 II. xii. 414 Danby . . pleaded a pardon secretly
obtained from the King, in bar of the prosecution. 1842
H. E. MANNING Strut. 1 18481 1. .xiv. 205 These are the habits
of life which are pleaded in bar of the daily worship of God.
1 21. A kind of false die, on which certain numbers

are prevented from turning up. See BARRED (i/ifc).

'545 ASCHAM
yVuvyt/i. (Arb.) 55 Certayne termes . . appro-

priate to theyr playing ; wherby they wyl drawe a marines
money, but paye none, whiche they cal barres. 1592 .V<).

bodyff Some-6. 15 17 Those Demi-bars . . Those bar Si/eaces.
"753 CHAMIIERS Cycl. Stiff., Barr Dice, a species of false

dice, so formed that they will not easily lie on certain sides.

III. A rail or barrier acquiring from its use

special technical significance; the space it encloses.
* In a court ofjustice.
22. The barrier or wooden rail marking off the

immediate precinct of the judge's seat, at which
prisoners are stationed for arraignment, trial, or
sentence.
a 1400 Cm'. Myst. 414 Brynge forthe to the barre that arn

to be dempt. 1480 CAXION Chron. Eng vn. (15201 102/2 He
was ledde to barre before the kinges juslyces. 1613 SHAKS.
Hen. VIII, n. i. 12 The great Duke Came to the Bar ; where,
to his accusations He pleaded still not guilty. 1845 DISRAELJ
Sybil ?66 Hurried like a criminal to the bar ofa police-office.
To. Jig. A tribunal, e.g. that of reason, public

opinion, conscience.

H375 WVCLIF Striu. Sel. Wks. 1871 II. 186 Ech man mote
nedis stonde at be barre bifore Crist. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill,
v. iii. 199 All seuerall shines, all vs'd in each degree, Throng
all to' th' Barre, crying all, Guilty, Guilty. 1665 GLANVILL
Seeps. Sci. xiv. 88 When self is at the bar, the sentence is not
like to be impartial. 1724 WATTS Logic M. iii. 411822)236
Calling all the principles of our younger years to the bar of
maturer reason. 1837 CAKI.VI.E f'r. Kn: I. i. iv. 24 The
Judgment-bar of the Most High God.
23. This barrier, as the place at which all the

business of the court was transacted, soon became
synonymous with: Court; esp. in phr. At (the)
bar : in court, in open court. Trial at bar : a
trial before the full court in which the action or
indictment is brought ; in England, the Queen's
Bench Division.
c 1330 in Pol. Songs 339 Countpurs in beliche that stondeth

at the barre, Theih wolen bigile the. 1393 I,AMJL. /'. PL
C. I. 160 Seriauntes hii semede bat seruen atte barre. 1460
CAPGRAVE Chrtu. 222 This 3ere [1362) was ordeyned that

BAB.

alle plees at the barre schuld be in Englisch tun^c. 1550
CROWLEY Last Trump, 911 Thou wilt stand at a harre bal-

lyng. 1656 COWLMY Find* Odes Wks. I. 228 Thou neither

great . . at th' Exchange shalt be, nor at the wrangling Bar.

1689 Tryal Bp$. t
We are very desirous it should be tryed at

IJar. 1803 J. MARSHALL Const. Ofin. 11839)2 These prin-
ciples have been very ably argued at the bar. 1866 A". fy(J.
Ser. in. IX. 449/2 The first instance of a tri?l at bar has just
occurred at Melbourne.

b. A .particular) court of law, esp. in the phr.
To practise at (sttc/i a} bar. [Compare 25-26.]
'559 t see 25]. 1583 STUBBKS Anat. Abus. n. 16 Notwith-

standing that they [lawiersj can be present but at one barre
at once, yet will they take diuers fees of sundry clients to

speake for them at three or foure places in one day. 1723
J^ond. Gaz. No. 6211/2 They went to the Exchequer Bar.
1841 ORUHRSON Crcol. xiv. 152 Who was . . expected out to

practise at the Barbados bar. 1844 I.n. BROUGHAM Brit.
Const, xix. 6 (18621 360, I have practised at the bar of the
House of Lords.
* * /;/ the Inns of Court.

t 24. A barrier or paitition separating the seats

of the benchers or renders from the rest of the hall,

to which students, after they had attained a certain

standing, were 'called' from the body of the hall,

for the purpose of taking a principal part in the

moo tings or exercises ot the house. Obs. See
BARRISTER. Hence the phrases: To he called to

the bar; to be admitted a barrister, f To <~ast oz-cr

the bar : to deprive of the status of a barrister, to

disbar
;

<;/. to reject.

After ]6oo, when utter-barristers, as well as

sergeants and apprentices-at-law were allowed to

I'kad in the law-courts, />arin these phrases seems
to have been popularly assumed to mean the bar
in a court of justice, outside of which ordinary
barristers appear to plead, while King's Counsel
and Ser^cantb-at-Law have places within it. Hence
the mod. phrase To be called within the bar: to be

appointed King's (or Queen's) Counsel.
< 1545 [See BAKRIJ-IKR!. 1574 N". BACON Order of Council

(regulating proc. of Inns of Court] in Penny Cycl. III. 504
That none be called to the utter bar but by the ordinary
council of the House . . in term time. 1608 znd Pt. Def.
Rcas. Rcfus. Subset: 160 His note that Zanchy maketh no
doubt .. maie be caste over the barre. 1625 K. LONG tr.

Barclay's Argents in. xxii. 221 If any Clyent bribeth . . the
Lawier that receiveth, shall be cast over the Barre. 1650
B. Discolliai. 48, I was call'd to the Barre six yeares agoe.
1701 LUITKKI.L Brief Rcl. 11857' V. 69 A Yorkshire attorney
. . had his gown pulled off, and he thrown over the bar,
for disobeying the rules of that court. 1768 BI.ACKSIONK
Comm. in. xxviii, These [barristers having patents of pre-
cedence] . . rank promiscuously with the king's counsel, and
together with them sit within the bar of the respective
courts. 1864 TKNXVSON Aylmers F. 59 A year or two before
Call'd to the bar. 1885 La-.<> Jrnl. 13 June 364/1 That his

Royal Highness Prince Albert Victor of Wales be called to
the degree of the Utter Har.

25. The whole body of barristers, or spec, the
barristers practising in a particular court, circuit,
or country. (Cf. 23 b).

i$SgO>-</. Jungi's in Dugdale Orig. Jurid. (1671 1 310 That
an exhortation should be given to the inter Barr that none
should come to any Barr at Westminster . . under ten years
continuance. 1695 Pol. Ballads 11860 II. 50 The Bar, the

Pulpit and the Press Nefariously combine. 1864 Tinier

4 Nov., The dinner to be given by the English Bar to
M. Berryer.
26. abstractly (combining 23 and 24} : Occupa-

tion as counsel in a court ol justice ; the profession
of a bat rister.

1632 MASS. SL^iKwl-ata! Dt>u>ry \. ii.Yourfees are bound-
less at the bar. 1709 STEKI.K & ADD. Tatler No. 101 F i A
Lawyer, who leaves the Bar for Chamber-Practice. 1770
LANGHORNL: Plutarch 11879 1 1. 586/2 He cultivated oratory,
most particularly that of the bar. 1879 KROLDF. Cxsar viii,

84 He chose the bar for his profession.
* * * In legislative assemblies.

27. The rail or barrier dividing from the body
of the house a space near the door, to which noii-

members may be admitted for business purposes.
a 1577 SiR T. S-Mfi \\Coinnnv.Eng.\\.\\, They [the Common^]

coming all with him [the Speaker] to a bar which is at the
nether end of the tipper house. 1790 BURKE />. KCV. 349
Giving an account of his government at the bar of the same
assembly. 1849 MACAI LAY Hist. Eng. I. 520 The people of
Bristol . . sent up a deputation which was heard at the bar
of the Commons.
****/ an inn, or other plaec of refreshment.
28. A barrier or counter, over which drink '^or

food
s

is served out to customers, in an inn, hotel,
or tavern, and hence, in a coffee house, at a railway-
station, etc.

; alsoj the space behind this barrier,
and sometimes the whole apartment containing it.

1592 (HiKKNE Art Conny Catch, ill. 20 He was acquainted
with one of the seruants . . of whom he could haue two pen-
nyworth of Rose-water for a peny . . wherefore he would step
to the barre vnto him. 1601 SHAKS. TivcL A", i. iii. 74 Bring
your hand to'th Buttry barre, and let it drinke. 1712 An-
DISON Spect. No. 403 p 9, [I] laid down my Penny at the
Barr . . and made the best of my way to Cheapside. 1835
MARRYAT Jac. Faith, xii, He sees the girl in the bar. 1837
HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-bks. '1871,1 I. 42 A bottle of cham-
pagne was quaffed at the bar.

IV. Comb, and Attrib.

29. General relations, chiefly attrib. ; (a.) in

sense i. as bar-lock, -magnet ; (b.
N
in senses 23-26,



BAR.

as liar-anecdote, -oratory ;
and esp. (c.) in sense 28,

as bar-board, -boy, -tender, -window; bar-room,

-parlour, BARMAID, -MAN.

a. 1831 J. HOLLAND Mann/. Metal I. 118 The new bar-

suspension-bridge. 1860 TVNDALI. Glac. i. 40. 141 1 he exact

polar arrangement of an ordinary bar-magnet. 1875
' STONE.

HENCE'/,';-//. Sports i. I. xi. i The back-actioned lock does

not speak so well as the old bar-lock.

b 1755 CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 330 The habitual chicanes of

bar-oratory. 1820 (title) Cut and Come again, or Humorous

liar Anecdotes.
C 1631 HEYWOOD Maid of West Wks. 1874 II. 276 T he

next Vintage I hope to be Barre-boy. 1723 M RS -

J;ENT-
I IVRE Gotham Elect, i. 158 Zome that like your Port Wines

still but very few . . as my Bar-board can witness. 1857

HUGHES Tom firmun \. iv, The red curtains of the bar-

window. 1884 Fortn. Re-: Mar. 389 A bar-tender in . . this

low groggery.
3O. Special combinations: Bar-boat, one marking

the position of a bar (sense 15) ; bar-boy, a boy

employed to fix and clean the fire-bars of a loco-

motive engine ; bar-button, one in the shape of a

bar ;
bar-cutter, a shearing machine for cutting

metallic bars into lengths; bar-diggings (ste

quot.) ;
bar-fee (see quot.) ; t bar-gate, a barrier-

gate ; alsoyff. (cf.
sense 14); bar-frame, the frame

which supports the metallic bars of a furnace;

bar-gemel (see 6) ; bar-gown, a lawyer's gown,

fig. a lawyer ; bar-iron, iron wrought into malle-

able bars; bar-keeper, one who keeps or manages

a bar for refreshments, who keeps a toll-bar, or

keeps guard at a barrier; bar-parlour, a small

room adjoining the bar of a public-house ;
bar-

pin (see sense n) ; bar-post, the post which re-

ceives the ends of movable bars used instead of a

gate ; bar-room, the public room containing the

bar in a tavern or hotel, a tap-room ;
bar-share

plough, one with a bar extending backward from

the point of the share ;
bar-shear (

= bar-euttsr ;

bar-shoe, a horse-shoe with a bar across the

hinder part to protect the tender frog of the heel ;

bar-shot, a double shot consisting of two half

cannon-balls joined by an iron bar, used in sea-

warfare to injure masts and rigging; bar-silver,

silver in bars (cf. 3) ;
so bar-tin ;

bar-tracery

(see quot.) ; bar-way, a passage into a field, closed

by movable horizontal bars fitted i to vertical posts ;

bar-ways, -wise adv., in the manner of a bar.

!857 C. GKIBHLE in Merc. Mar. Mag. (1858) V. 4 The "Bar-

boat on he .;.W. Bar. 1881 M. REYNOLDS Kugine Drrv.j
A *bar-boy. . has to creep through the fire-hole door of the

engine . . to arrange the fire-bars, etc. i68S /,rf.^.
No.

2072/4 And 'bar Buttons on the Coat sleeves. 1881 RAY-
2072/4 n ar uttons on .

MOND Mining Glass.,
'

'liar-digging!, gold-washing claims

located on the bars (shallows) of a stream. 1641 Ttrma lie

la Ley 38 'Barrefee is a fee of twenty pence, which every

prisoner acquitted of Felony payes to the Gaoler. 1600

Hoi i \ND Livy vi. ix. 222 Those two townes stood even

against Hetruria, as it were the very keies and bar-gates

[c'iaustra] from thence. 1631 WEF.VER Anc.Fm. Mm._S74

Valiantly defending .. the 'Barre-yates and entrance into

the Towne. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. in. 16 Others believe no

Voice f an Organ ;
So sweet as Lawyer s in his 'Bar-gown.

1682 N. O. Boileans I.utrin I. 4 Troops of "Barr-gowns

rang'd under her Banner. 1677 YARRASTON Lng. lmprm>.

57 Infinite quantities of Raw Iron., with 'Bar Iron and

Wire 1860 H. I,K\X\ Seaman'sCatech. 59 I he best bar-

iron is obtained from Sweden. 17" STEELE Sfect No. 534

F 5 I am . . 'bar-keeper of a coffee-house. 1748 SMOLI.KTT

Rod. Rand. xxiv. (1804) 160 She . . was hired in the quality

of *bar-keeper. 1818 SCOTT Urt. Midi, xxi Securing,

through his interest with the 'bar-keepers and. macers, a

seat for Deans. 1883 Harpers Mag 820/2 I he firm of

*barkeepers. 1876 E. JENKINS QuecnsH. 4 lo hold meet-

ings in the "bar-parlour and the coffee-room 1611 CO1
G_R.,

Emfeiene, the 'barre-pinnes of a peece of caskc. 1809

KENDALL Trav. III. Ixxx. 231 The 'bar-room of a public-

house is what in England is called a tap-room 1844

DICKKNS Mar. Cltnz. xvi, Major Pawkms proposed an ad-

journment to a neighbouring 'bar-room 1832 Miss MITFORD

Villain Ser. v. 1 1863) 343 Colman thinks it s only a prick . .

and advises one of his 'bar shoes. 1831 YOUATT Horse xx .

(,872. 437 A 'bar-shoe is the common shoe with the heels car-

ried round to meet each other, thus forming a bar. 1756

Genii. Mag. XXVI. 506 The great quantity of 'bar-shot . .

which the French fired in upon us, tore our sails 1746

HAHWAY Trav. (1762) I. v. Ixxm. 336 A quantity of bar tm.

dfo PARKER Goth. A rchit. (,874! 3,9'AW-/:v,w,ndow.
tracery which distinguishes Gothic work, resembling more a

bar of iron twisted into various forms than stone. 1572

SSSEWELL Armorie . .30 A Bores head .betwent.two

dartes 'barwaies. 1864 BOUTELL HeraMry Hist, f, Pof. vn.

33 A Riband crossing the shield 'bar-wise.

tBar **.- Obs. rare. [a. Or. bar, her (also

bars bcrs-\ :-late L. baro (also bams}, from the

ace. of which, baroncm, came OF. baron B.vKON.J

By-form of BABON.

,297 R. GLOUC. 544 Ech bar him . out of toune drou
_

Bar sb? [a. F. bar 'the fish called- a Base

(Cotor )] A large acanthopterygious European

fish (Scivna aquila\ also known as the mature.

I724 Dr. FOE, etc. TourGt. Brit. 1.769) I".- 34- H" J"sey

is found] the iiar.an exquisite Fish sometimes two feetMn

length 1863 Life in Norm. I. 166, I sold them all, except

""Bar^r^GX'): see BARMASTP.B, BARMOTK.

Bar (bai), v. Forms : 4-7 bare, barre. 7 barr

4- bar. Pa t. and pple. barred (baid), 5-6
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bard. [ME. barre-n, a. OF. barrc-r (i2th c. in

Littre), f. barre BAR s/i.1]

1. To mnke fast, fasten in, or out, with bars.

1. trans. To make fast (a door, elc.) by 'a bar

or bars fixed across it ;
to fasten up or close (a

place) with bars.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2788 Paste be dores gon he bare, c 1400

Dcstr. Troy x.v. 6ot8 The Troiens . . tyrnyt the ?ates, barret

horn bigly with barres of yrne. 1530 PALSGR. 444/1 He h:

barred his wyndowes with yron in stede of lattesses. 1593

SHAKS. Rich. II, l. i. 180 A lewell in a ten times barr d vp

Chest. 1611 BIBLE Nek. vii. 3 Shut the doores and barre

them. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (ijfy Itacler les farts

. . to bar-in the gun-ports of a ship. 1876 GRANT Burgh Set.

n v 187 The scholars., barred the School against the master.

fif. 1633 P. FLETCHER Pnrfle Isl. I. xvii, Their hearts

with lead with steel their sense is barr'd. 1:1750 SHENSTOSE

Kuin',1 At. i6g Heard . . Heavn's decree With unremitting

vengeance bar the skies. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby n. xi, Hearts

. .as marble hard, 'Gainst faith, and love, and pity barred.

+ b To surround with a barrier or fence. Obs.

c 1430 Syr Tryam. 1188 To the felde they farde, The place

was barryd and dyght.

2. To fasten in, shut up, or confine securely (a

person or thing) by means of bars. Also trans/.

and fit;.

c 1460 Tmmeley Myst. 28, I was never bard ere . . In sich

an oostre as this. 1586 WARNER Alt. Eng. iv. xxn. (1597)

100 And bar him vp in walles. 166! R. DAVENPORT L ity

Nt.-Cap n. in Dodsl. O. /'. (1780) XI. 297, I lock d him Into

my heart, and double-barr'd him there With reason and

opinion. 1851 HT. MAKTINEAU Hist. Peace (.1877) III. iv.

xii 100 Some peasants barred themselves into the yard of a

cottage. 1875 B. TAYLOR /.(/... in. H. 127 Efficient bolts

they are ; The greatest wealth they safely bar !

b To bar out : to shut out with a bar or bars.

c 1620 Z. BOYD Zion's FlmMrs (1855* 32 Yee grace barre

out, and vanitie bolt in. 1680 ALLEN Peace * U mty 73 Sins

. for which the Scripture doth expresly bar Men out of the

Kingdom of Heaven. !878 G. MACUONALD Phantasies m.

17 The :

r crowded stems barred the sunlight out. ISee BAR-

RING -M. si,.}

3. To close or obstruct (a way of approach) by

some barrier ;
to block up, make impassable.

1506 SPESSER F. Q. i. viii 13 With his bodie bard the way

atwixt them twaine. 1673 TEMPLE KB. Irel. Wks. 1731 I.

120 The Haven of Dublin is barr'd to that degree, as very

much to obstruct the Trade of the City. 1855 KINGSLEY

Heroes n. 213 Sciron . . had barred the path with stones

1876 GREEN Slwrt Hist. i. 8 6 11882) 49 I he two forts with

which the king barred (he river.

fie 1751 JOHNSON Kamtl. No. 165 F2 The passes of the

intellect are barred against her by prejudice and passion.

4. To obstruct, stop, or prevent (a person s pro-

cress, or a person in his progress).

IS78THYNNE Let. in Animadi: Introd. 59 Since I ame .

barred bodely to approche your presence. 1588 SHAKS. 1 it.

A l i. 291 What villaine Koy, bar'st me my way in Rome (

1617 Hen. I'llI, in. ii. 17 If you cannot Barre his accesse

to fh' king 1634 PRESTON New Ccn't. 25 Moses . . [was]

lar ed from comftg into the land of Canaan .81. BYRON

Ch Har ... Ixix, Combined marauders half-way barred

*fe;ress. 1878 B. TAYLOR Deukalion n. iv. 82 Bar with fire

and steel her entrance.mO Steel nel clllmin..-.

5. Law. a. To arrest or stop
' a person) by ground

of leual objection from enforcing some claim.

MlDiai Laws ling. ... xlix. (1638) 153 Such a warranty

shall barre the heire. 1677 YARRANTON_hng. '<>;'$
Shall be a good Title to the Party Registring .. and shall

Barre all persons whatsoever. 1726 AYUFFE Parerf. ,58

Such Excommunication . . shall not disable or bar his Ad-

versary from his action. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS HamlyJ'k

Prop. Lam xxin. 182 For 20 years possession by a third

person will bar both you and them.

b. To stay or arrest (an action) ;
to exclude or

prevent the advancement of (a plea, claim, right.)

1552 HULOET, Barre an accion, eximcrf actummt. 1595

SIHKS lotm n i. 192 A Will, that barres the title of thy

sonne
'

1628 COKE On Litt. 372 b, If Tenant m taile . . bee

auainted of high treason, the estate taile ,s barred, and the

Land is forfeited to the King. 1854 LADY LYTTON<Mi.

Scenes II. n. S 12.222 Settling a nominal n '"
,

r '

bar dower. 1884 Laia Kef. Chanc. Div.XXVII. 530'1 he

Plaintiff's rightVo set [the deed] aside is barred by laches.

6 To hinder, exclude, keep back, prevent, pro-

hibit (a person) from ;
to deprive or debar of.

155, WILSON Logikc Ep. A ij b, From the which they have
j

beene heretofore barred by tongues unacquainted. 1579 A.

MONDAY] in Arb. Garner I. 207 Not to be barred of his

enterprise. 1668 CHILD Disc. Trade 1,694) 8, I know not
I

why any should be barred from trading to those places.
(

rf78 R. LFSTRANC-.E Seneca's Mor. (.702! 275 A Disease

bam us of some Pleasures, but procures
us others. 1864

j

TENNYSON Aylmers /'. 505 Last from her own home-circle

of the poor They barr'd her. 1870 BRYANT Homer xvi. II.

120 Lest the enemy seize our ships, and we Be barred of our

return.

b. with double object,
arch.

,577 HANMER Auc. Eccl. Hist. 11619! 174 He goeth about to

barre us our liberty of meeting. 1597 SHAM, a//"'- /' .
"

iv no I will barre no honest man my house. 1092 K.

I ESTRANGE Josefhiis Aiw. Aploii II. <i733> 6 7 ." If
had, they would never have barr'd themselves the Comfort.
had they wou never ave arr .

1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 3*3 For Fates Bar Helenus the

knowledge of the rest.

+ c. with inf. phrase. Otis.

t I55S HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 224 Is there

anytWng here that barreth those that be
;

under.the
^patriarch

of Alexandria, .to appeal to the see apostolic? 1622 DCXKER

VirgMart.il. \. Wks. 1873 IV. 25 She will not bar yeomen

sprats to have their swinge.

d. absolutely

BARA-PICKLET.

1583 STANYHURST Aencis i. (Arb.) 34 For to shakhands

freendly fear bars. 16*4 BEDELL Lett. iv. 73 Errours . .

deadly, and such as barre from saluation.

7. To stop, hinder, prevent, prohibit (an action

or event).
ISSO Myrr. Mag., Dk. Clarence Ivi. 7 Yll dedes our

destinies may barre. 1595 SPENSER Sonn. xliv, Orpheus

with his harp theyr strife did bar. 1697 DRYDEN Vtrg.

Georf i. 600 Ridgy Roofs . . can scarce avail To barr the

Ruin of the rattling Hail. 1822 T. TAYLOF 4p,deins Gold.

Ass vl 132 Having barred the barking of the dog by . . the

remaining sop. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. xin. 363

They bar marriage in the female line.

8. To exclude from consideration, set aside.

1481 90 [see BARRING //.] 1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. V. H. 11.

208 Nay but I barre to night, you shall not gage me Hy
what we doe to night. 1648 HERRICK Hcsper. I. 225 W hen

next thou do'st invite, barre state, And give me meate 1718

Free-thinker No. 95. 287, I once more bar all Widowers.

1809 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) I. 176/1 We bar, m this dis-

cussion, any objection which proceeds, etc.

9. To take exception to. object to.

1611 Bh AUM & FL. Philaster n. 25 Good Prince, be not

bawdy, nor do not brag ; these two I bar. 1808 WOLCOTT

(P. Pindar) One more Peef Wks. 1812 V. 355 They call thee

a fine China jar : But this I humbly beg to bar.

f b. To bar the dice : to declare the throw void.

Cf. F. barrer ' annoncer, quand les des sortent clu

cornet, qu'on annule le coup' (,Liltre). Obs. See

also BAKRED (dice).

1673 DRYDEX Amboyna H. i, He would have whipd it up,

as his own Fees . . but that his Lord bar'd the Dice, and

reckon'd it to him for a part of his Board Wages.

II. To mark with or make into bars.

10. To mark with a bar or bars, e.g. with stripes

of colour, the 'bar' in music, etc. Cf. BARRED.

c 1140 [see BARKED], c 1430 Syr Gener. 5636 His shelde was

. Barred of asure and of sable, c 1440 I'romp. Pan. 24

Barren harnes, stipo. 1789 BURNEY Hist. Mns.\. i. 7 Some

of the letters were also barred . . in order to change their

symbolical import. 1821 KEATS Lamia 50 Eyed like a pea-

cock, and all crimson barr'd. 1878 GURNEY Crystailog. 12

When either k or / is barred.

11. To make into bars.

1712 Act 10 Ame in Ixmd. Gas. No. 5022/2 All gilt and

silver Wire, and Bars . . and all . . Utensils for barring or

drawing such Wire.

J2. To bar a vein in Farriery : to disengage the

vein of a horse, and tie it above and below a por-

tion which is to be'operated upon.

,753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. App. s.v., When horses have got

traverse mules, or kibed heels, .it is common to barr a vein.

Bar (baj), prep. [f.
BAR v., either in impera-

tive, or simple stem ; prob. after except, save : cf.

BARKING, excepting, saving] Excluding from

consideration, excepting, except, save, but for.

[Cf. 1648 in BAR v. 8.) 1714 MANDEMLLE Fat. Bees (1725)

I 306 Charity-boys . . that swear and curse . . and, bar the

cloaths,are as much blackguard as ever Tower-hill . . pro-

duc'd. 1727 SWIFT To Sheridan Wks. IMSVIII. 348, I
.in-

tended to be with you at Michaelmas, bar impossibilities.

1870 Standard 14 Dec., This sortie, Bar miracles, has de-

cided the fate of Paris.

Bar, ^^abbreviation of BARONET ;
now Bart.

1720 iJUKaz. No. 5506/8 Sir Joseph Hodges, Bar.

Bar, obs. or dial. f. BEAR barley, and of BOAR.

Bar, obs. pa. t. of BEAR v. and BORE v.

Baracan, -couta, var. BAHRACAN, -CODA.

II Earagouin (baiagwe-ft, -gwin). Also 7-9

barr- [a. F. baragouin, f. Breton bara bread +

DK>f wine (Littre), or gwetm white, in reference

'to the astonishment of Breton soldiers at the sight

of white bread (Roulin in Littre Supp.); used by

the French of any outlandish language or unintel-

ligible speech.] Language so altered in sound or

sense as to become generally unintelligible ; jargon,
' double-Dutch.' Hence Baragoui nish a.

a i6i3 OvEKBfRY Charac. LanyerWg. (18561 84 He thinks

no language worth knowing but his Barragoum. 1801 W.

TAV , OR in Month. Mag. XI. 646 The barragoum of a pro-

fessional lawyer.
- ibid. XII. 99 The parliamentary use

of the word {committee) is anomalous; it there means the

collective body of persons . .and, in that b?ragouimsh
:nse

'.

is accented on the .second syllable 1860 All J . Rouiut

No 46. 461 Some horrible patois and baragouin of his own.

Baraigne, -ane, Barail, obs. ff. BARREN, -EL.

Baralipton (ba-rali-pt^n). Logic. [A mnemonic

vocable invented by the Scholastic philosophers,

and used first in med.L.] A term constructed to

represent by its first three vowels, etc. the first

direct mood of the first figure of syllogisms,
in

which the two premisses are universal affirma-

tive*, and the conclusion a particular affirmative.

,653 URQUHART KuMais i. xvii, After they had well

areued nro and con, they concluded in Baralipton, that

thfy should send the oldest. 1660 EARL ROSCOM. Poems

36 Apolo starts . . At the rude rumbling Barabpton makes

tBarane. 06s. [f.BAJMBH+-AHaaJ Davys

proposed systematic name for chloride of barium.

\8,2 SIR H. DAVY .

/y,,fe.
34*. _, , ,1811 SIR H. DAVY em. os. 342. .

t Bara-picklet. Obs. In 7 barrapyclid. [ad.

Welsh bara pyglyd
'

pitchy bread,' perh. in refer-

ence to its colour.] (See quot.)
,Ar rrrri-R Potelins, soft cakes made of hne Mower,

kneaded wh'miiife, etc. .. like our Welsh Barrapychds

1087 HOLME Armorie in. Ui. 86 Barra Pickled, a light

Bread made in round Cakes. 1704 Diet. R,t. et Urt.,



BARARAG.

Bara-picklet, is Bread made of fine Flower, and knead up
with Barm. [So 1852 in BRANDE.]

Baraque, obs. form of BARRACK.

t Ba'rara'g. Obs. A vocable invented to re-

present the sound of a trumpet ;
cf. tantara.

1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel, Eolus, your trumpet . . That

bararag bloweth in every martial war. Ibid. To blow bara-

rag till beth his eyen stare. .

Barat, -er, etc., obs. ff. BARIIAT, -ER, etc.

ii
Barathrum (barra|jri>m). [L., a. Gr. @apa-

epovJ] A pit, gulf. Hence: a. A deep pit at

Athens, into which criminals condemned to death

were thrown, b. (earlier in Eng.) The abyss, hell.

c. An insatiable extortioner or glutton (so in It.).

a. 1849 GROTK Greece n. xxxix. V.
6_9

Aristeides himself

is reported to have said,
' If the Athenians were wise, they

would cast both of us into the barathrum.' 1874 MAHAFFY
Soc. Life Greece viii. 251 Had the body been . . cast into the

barathrum.
b. 1520 Treat. Galaiint in Furniv. Ballads I. 449 Trysed

to baratrum, tossed in fere. 1607 DEKKEB Kills. Conjur.

19 He flung away in a furie, and leapt into Barathrum.

C. 1609 Man-in Mamie ( 1 849) 27 A bottomlesse Barathrum,
a mercilesse mony-monger. 1633 MASSINGER New Way\\\.

ii, You barathrum of the shambles !

II Bara'to. 01>s. [Sp., adj.
'

cheap
'

;
sb. as m

Eng.] A portion of a gamester's winnings given
' for luck

'

to the by-standers.
1622 MABBE Aletnan's Guzman D'Alf. i. 147 And, though

I were no Gamester, yet I might receiue Barato as a slander

by. Ibid. n. 175, I get the money, but gaue it almost all

away in barato to the slanders by.

Barb (baib), .v/'.
1 Also 4-7 barbe. [a. F.

barbe : L. barba heard. Sense 8 is not cited in Fr.
;

cf. however OF. ' seetes barbces' in Godef., and

mod.F. barbillon. The appearance of the senses in

Eng. did not correspond with their original de-

velopment in Fr.]
I. A beard, or analogous appendage.
1 1|

1. The beard of a man. Obs. ran.

-1450 Merlin vii. 117 A gode knyght and yonge, of prime
barbe. 1688 HOLME Armorie n. xvii. 392 The Barbe, or

Beard, is all the hair of the higher and lower lips, with

Cheeks and Chin.

2. A similar appendage in various animals ; e.g.

feathers under the beak of a hawk {obs.}, the wattles

of a cock (o/is.), a slender fleshy appendage hang-

ing from the corners of the mouth of some fishes,

such as the barbel and fishing-frog.

1486 Bk. St. A Itans B j a, The federis vnder the beke be

calde the barbe federis. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 389 The

nailes, and clawes of cocks . . their barbs & spurs. 1688

HOLME Armorie n. xiv. 384 The Barb, Lobb, or Beard, is

any long skinny substance that proceeds from the Fish

Snout or Nose. 1863 H. PENNEI.L Angler-nat. 119 The
barbs or beards . . are given to the fish to assist it in feeling

its way in deep, and . . dark walers.

3. Part of a woman's head-dress, still sometimes

worn by nuns, consisting of a piece of white plaited

linen, passed over or under the chin, and reaching

midway to the waist. ^L
CI374 CHAUCF.R Troylnsu.fn Do wey your barfl^^id shew

your face bare, c 1450 E. E. Poems u862) 147 Yowre barbe,

your wymppylle and your vayle. 1509-47 in Planche Brit.

Costui/te(iS32) 232 These eslales are to wear the barbe under

their throats. 1752 BALLARD Mem. Learned Ladies 16

Wearing of barbes at funerals over the chin and under the

same. 1851 AGN. STRICKLAND QiieensScot. II. 10 Wearing
white weeds and barbe.

4. Veter. Sttrg. in pi. Folds of the mucous mem-
brane under the tongue of horses and cattle, pro

tecting the orifices of the ducts of the submaxillary

glands ; the disease caused by their inflammation.

1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. \ 82 The barbes be lyttell pappes in

a horse mouth, and lette hym to byte. 1572 MASCALL Gcn't.

Cattle (1627) 73. 1610 MAKKIIAM Masterp, n. xxxi. 265. 1721

BAILEY, Barbes, a Disease in black Cattle and Horses, known

by two Paps under their Tongue. 1831 VOUATT Horse x.

(1872) 233 The farriers call these swellings barbs or/^/j-; and

as soon as they discover them, mistaking the effect ofdisease

for the cause of it, they set to work to cut them close off.

: proper c .

6. One of the lateral filaments or processes from

the shaft of a feather, which bear the barbules.

1836 Toon Cycl. A nat. % Pkys. I. 350 The vane [of the

feather] consists of barbs and barbules. 1870 ROLI.ESTON

Anim. Life Introd. 55 The Ratitie have the barbs of their

feathers disconnected.

7. Little roughnesses or ridges produced in the

course of metal-working, e.g. by coiners and en-

gravers ;
bur.

1842 WHITTOCK Bk. Trades 214 The scraper . . for rubbing
off the burr or ' barb

'

raised by the graver on the copper plate.

II. A recurved process. (.The earliest sense in

Eng.)
8. A sharp process curving back from the point

of a piercing weapon {e.g. an arrow or spear, which

have two, a fish-hook, which has one), rendering

its extraction from a wound, etc. more difficult.

1:1340 Gam. q Gr. Knt. 1457 Haled to hym of her arewez,

hitten hym oft ; Bot . . fc>e barbez of his brpwe
bite non

wolde. 1544 ASCIIAM Tojcopli. (Arb.) 135 Two maner of

arrowe heades . . The one . . hauyng two poyntes or barbes

lookyng backewarde. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789)

Gj b, A rag-bolt is retained in it's situation by . . barbs.

663

I79 COWPER Iliad xi. 624 Skill'd in medicine, and to free

The inherent barb. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling iv. (1880) II2

Give it a pull so as to embed the barb.

i' T-171 SHERIDAN Sc/t. Scandal I. i. 238 The malice of a

od thing is the barb that makes it stick. 1875 K. TAYLOR
Faust i. i. II. 3 Remove the burning barbs of his remorses.

9. Bot. A hooked hair.

1864 in WKBSTER. 1880 GRAY Bat. Ttxt-tk. 398 Barb, a

bristle or stout hair, which is hooked or double-hooked, or

retrorsely appendaged at the tip.

III. [Cf.OF. ban/c ax, Ger. barte ax, ON./wSa.]
f 1O. The edge of an ax. Obs. rare.

-1340 Ga. <r Gr. A'nt. 2310 He lyftes lystly his lome, &
let hit doun fayre, With be barbe of be bitte bi be bare nek.

tBarb, sb.- Obs. [Corrupted from BAHD-;

perhaps confused with prec.] A covering for tlie

breast and flanks of a war-horse, originally pro-

tective, but sometimes merely ornamental.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 50 Had furnished the horses

of the chariot with brasen barbes. 1596 STENSER /'. Q. II. ii.

ii His loftie steed with golden sell And goodly gorgeous
barbes. 1611 SI'EED Hist. C,t. Hrit. IX. vii. 64 Great horse,

whereof seauen-score had barbes, and caparisons armed
with yron. 1630 HAYWARD Edm. J-7, 32 Their horses were

naked without any barbs.

Barb (biib', sltf [a. F. baric, f. Barbaric.

(Also called a BABBAEY.)] Occas. attrib.

\. A horse of the breed imported from Barbary
and Morocco, noted for great speed and endurance.

1636 HEALEY Thcophrast. xxiii. 82 Barbes, Jennets, and

other horses of price. 1735 SOMER\ ILLE Chase in. 387 He
reins his docile liarb with manly ('.race. 1796 SCOTT Will.

<y Helen xxxii, Upon my black barb steed. 1823 I.OCKHAKT

Sp. Bull., Calaynos xxi, Loudly . . his mailed barb did neigh.

2. A fancy variety of pigeon, of black or dun

colour, originally introduced from Barbary.

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Pigeon, Many sorts of

pigeons, such as .. nuns, tumblers, Barbs. 1859 DARWIN

Orig. Spec. i. 16 The barb . . instead of a long beak, has a

very short and broad one. Ibid. 19 Mongrel barb-faiuails.

Barb (baibl, v. [a. F. barbc-r (Cotgr.) ;
cf. OF.

barbier
;

f. barbe beard.]
1. To shave or trim the beard of (a person).

Obs. in general use.

IS87TURBERV. Trag. T. (1837! 53 Doe barbe that boysterous
beard. 1615 A. STAFFORD Heav. Dagge 64, I will stare my
headsman in the face with as much confidence as if he came
to barbe mee. 1663 COWLEY Cutter Coleman St.ii. v. II.

824 Neat Gentlemen . . tho' never wash'd nor barb'd. 1693
W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. 206 To Barb . Tanderc.

1864 Daily Tel. 15 Feb., Where you can be shaved, or
'

barbed,' as the locution is, shampooed, tittivated, curled.

b. absol. or intr. (for rcfl.~)

1583 STUBBES A fiat. Alms, n. 50 Their noble science of

barbing. 1663 PEPYS Diary 27 Nov., Sat talking, and I

barbing against to-morrow.

2. transf. in various senses : a. To clip (wool,

cloth, coin. etc.). b. To mow (grass, etc.). e.

To file off the bur or_ rough edges of metal-work.

fd. The specific term for carving a lobster.

1483 .-let i K ich.lll, viii. Pream., Great quantitieof Wolls

. . which ben . . barbed and clakked. 1508 !!k. Ker-jing in

Bat-ces /'*. (1868) 265 Barbe that lopster. 1535 Aft 27 Hen.

VIII. xiii. i They [cloths! must be newly dressed, barbed,

shornc. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvn. xxiii, The small sprigs

must eftsoons be barbed (as it were) and shaven clean ofl.

1610 B. JONSON Alch. i. i. 11616' 608 I'll bring . thy necke

Within a nooze, for laundering gold, and barbing it. 1652

BENLOWES Tlieoph. xn. ii. 236 The Mower, who. . Wieldeth

the crooked Sythe . . To barb the flowrie Tresses of the

verdant plains. 1863 SAI.A i'apt Dang. II. vii. 226 Gambling
bullies . . throwing their Highmen, or barbing gold._

t 3. Jig. a. To give a trimming or dressing to.

b. To clip, cut back. Obs.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. M'cirld v. vi. 2 Justine having re-

covered forces lighted on Tiberius and barbed him after the

same fashion. 1657 TRAPP Comm. Esther ii. i Vices may be

barbed or benumbed, not mastered.

4. To furnish (an arrow, hook, etc.) with barbs.

1611 [see BARBED 4!. 1667 MILTON /'. /,. vi. 546 Ratling
storm of Arrows barbd with fire. 1759 MASON Caractacut

(R.) Haste, Evelina, barb my knotty spear. 1832 Hi.

MAKTINEAU Life in Wilds v. 68, I will shew you how the

natives barb them [arrows].

Jig, 1777 SHERIDAN Sell. Scandal Portr. 232 She barbs

with wit those darts too keen before. 1810 SOUTHEY Keliama
x. xx, Flowers. .With their petals barb'd the dart.

5. To pierce with, or as with, a barb. rare.

1803 Miss PORTER Thaddens ix, It is your wretchedness

that barbs me to the heart.

t Ba'rbable, a. Obs.- [f.
BARB sb 2 + -ABLE.]

1611 COTGR., Bctrdable, barbable ; fit, or able to beare a

barbed furniture, or armor.

Barbacan, variant of BARBICAN.

Barbacue, obs. form of BAKBECOE.

Barbadoes (ba.ibi'd<?z). Name of a British

island in the West Indies, believed to be derived

from Pg. las barbadas '

bearded," epithet applied

by the Portuguese to the Indian fig-trees growing
there ;

whence formerly
' the Barbadoes.' Hence :

Barbadoes-clierry, the tart fruit, resembling a

cherry, of the Malpighia areas. Barbadoes leg,

a form of elephantiasis incident to hot climates.

Barbadoes nnts, the seeds or fruit, used as a pur-

gative, ol \hejatrofha Cu/ras, or Cureas purgans,
growing in S. America. Barbadoes pride, a

beautiful plant (Poinciana pulchcrrinta) used for

fences in tropical lands. Barbadoes tar, a kind

BARBARIAN.

of greenish petroleum. Barbadoes-water, a

cordial flavoured with orange- and lemon-peel.
Also f Barbadoes v., to transport (convicts) to

Barbadoes (obs.).

1858 W. ELLIS Vis. Madagascar'. 95 The greatest rarity

to me was a fruit called Barbadoes cherry. 1849 TOUD Cycl.

Anat. tfPltys. IV. 1097/1 The enlargement ofthe extremities

commonly known by the name of Barbadoes leg. 1885 LADY
BRASSEY In Trades 323 Among the Mowers may be men-
tioned . . acacias, Barbadoes pride. 1698 CONGKKVK Way of

WyrA/w.v, I banish .. all aniseed, cinnamon, citron and

Barbadoes-waters. 1655 W. GOUGE in Thurloe .State Papers
(1742) 111. 495 The prisoners of the Tower shall, 'tis sayd, be

Barbadozz'd. 1845 CAKLYLE Cromwell 11871) IV. 115 Be

barbadoesed or worse.

Barbal (ba-jbal), a. [f.
L. baib-a beard + -At1

.]

Of or belonging to the beard.

1650 BUI.WER Antliropomet. Pref., "fis the neatner lip's

especial grace To fall down to the lowest barbal place. 1828

LSlack'.c'.lMag. XXIV. 615 Hoarifying my barbal extremity.

t Ba'rbar, a. and sb. Obs. Forms : 4-8 bar-

bar, 6 -our, -ir, 8 -are. [a. F. barbarc (I4th C.

in Littre"), ad. I., baibarus BARBAROUS. In iGth c.

occasionally in L. form
;
now superseded by bar-

barian and bat liaroiis."]

A. sb .=- BARBARIAN. (In later use Scotch.)

1382 WycijF i Cor. xiv. ii, I serial be to him, to whom I

schal speke, a barbar. c 1590 A. HI-MK Epist. G. Mmcrief,
The Barbar rude of Thrace or Tartarie. ,11639 SH.TTIS-

WOOD Hist. Ch. Scat. i. (1677) 5 Goths, Vandals, t ranks, and
other Barbars. 1723 M'W.ARD Contend. Faith 349 ijAM.)
Biood shed by these barbars and burners.

/3. in Latin form barbarns.

1530 Comptnd. tilde Treat. 11863 52 Barbaras is he that

vnderstondyth not y he readeth in his mother
toilge.^ 1549

COVKKDAI.E F.rasm. Par. Col. iii. ii Neither Gentile nor

Jewe . . Barbarus or Sithian, bonde or free.

B. aiij. BARBAROUS.
1535 H-IHWART Crau. Scot. II. 10 To execute sic barbour

lawes agane. '1549 L'ompl. Scot. 1'rol. 16 Til excuse my
barbir agrest tennis. 1584 HUDSON Judith ii. 11613) 354 1 1'- 1

The barbare yock of Moab. 111726 VAXBRU;H False Fr.

in. 1.117301 125 Barbare Jacinta cast your eyes On your

poor Lopez e'er be dies.

Barbara (baMbara). Logic. [A Latin word

(
= barbarous things), taken as a mnemonic term,

for its three rt's : 'A' ii.(Heating a universal af-

firmative proposition.] A term designating the

first mood of the first figure of sUlogisms. A
syllogism in Barbara is one of which both the

major and minor pic-misses, and the conclusion, are

universal affirmatives : thus, all animals are mortal
;

all men are animals ; .'. all men are mortal.

1589 Marprel. F.pit. F. iiij b, The moode answereth unto

Celarent, elder daughter to Barbara. 1837-8 SIR W.
HAMILTON Logic xxii. 118661 I. 444 The unsatisfactory re-

duction by the logicians of Bocardo to Barbara by an apa-

gogical exposition. 1880 VKRN. LEK Stud. \Wi. C. Italy

vi. 247 Attempts to turn him into an . . ordinary youth by
means of teachers, colleges, logical barbaras and baraliptons.

Barbaresque lbaabaix-sk),a. and sb. [modem
a. F. barbarcsquc (

= It barbarcsco) belonging to

Barbary ; cf. also Pg. barbarisco barbarous. See

BARBAR and -ESQUE, and cf. BAHBAKY.]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to Barbary in Africa.

1824 GAI.T Rathelan III. 158 A red Barbaresque night-

cap. 1881 Times 18 Apr. 4/1 That France should not be

permitted to increase her Barbaresque possessions.

2. Barbarous in style, esp. in reference to art.

[Cf. picturesque]
1823 DE QLISCKY Language 18601 124 Barbarism . gene-

rates its own barbaresque standards of taste. 1857
Sketches Wks. VI. 159 Architecture . . barbaresque rich in

decoration, at times colossal in proportions, but unsym-
metrical. 1859 MASSON Brit. Novelists iv. 220 The . . out-

standing barbaresque and primitive in English society.

B. sl>. A native of Barbary.
1804 T. JEFFERSON ll-'rit. 11830' IV. 21 Our interests against

the Barbaresques. 1862 LUDLOW Hist. U. S. 74 Any [peace]

concluded . . by a Christian power with the Barbaresques.

Barbarian .bajbe>rian), sb. and a. Also 6

-ien. [a. F. barbarim (i6th c.), f. F. barbaric

or L. barbaria see BARBAKY), on L. type *bar-

bariamis
;

cf. OF. chrestien : L christianus. See

-AN, -IAN. For sense-development see BARBAROUS.]
A. st.

1. etymological!)', A foreigner, one whose language
and customs differ from the speaker's.

1549 Contpl. Scot. xiii. 106 Euere nation reputis vthers

nations to be barbariens, quhen there tua natours and com-

plexions ar contrar til vtheris [i. e. each other). 1611 BIBLE

i Cor. xiv. ii, I shall be vino him that speaketh, a Bar-
!

barian, and he that speaketh shal be a Barbarian vnto me.
'

1827 HARE Guesses 118591 3 2 5 A barbarian is a person who
'

does not talk as we talk, or dress as we dress, or eat as we
i eat ;

in short, who is so audacious as not to follow our prac-
I tice in all the trivialities of manners. 1862 Maem. Mag.

Nov. 58 Ovid . . laments that in his exile at Tomi he, the

polished citizen, is a barbarian to all his neighbours.

2. Hist. a. One not a Greek, b. One living

outside the pale of the Roman empire and its civili-

zation, applied especially to the northern nations

that overthrew them. c. One outside the pale of

Christian civilization, d. With the Italians of the

Renascence : One of a nation outside of Italy.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. I. iii. 363 A fraile vow, betwixt an erring

Barbarian [cf. sense 5] and a super-subtle Venetian. 1607
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Cor.\\\.\. 238, I would they were Barbarians, .not Romans.
1628 HOBBES Tkncyd. 9 The Athenians .. expecting the

coming of the Barbarian, 1660 STANLKY Hist. Philos. (.1701)

307/2 Of Men some are Grecians, some Barbarians. 1846
ARNOLD Hist. Rome II. xi. 364 The inhabitants of the left or

eastern bank of the Rhone were, .no longer to be considered

barbarians, but were become Romans both in their customs
and in their language. 1863 MAYOR in Aschanis SchoUm,

242 Christoph. Longueil of Malines, the one ' barbarian
'

to

whom the Italians allowed the title of
' Ciceronian.'

3. A rude, wild, uncivilized person.
1613 R. C. Table Alph. t Barbarian, a rude person. 1697

DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 588 Skins of Beasts, the rude Bar-

barians wear. 1730 THOMSON Autumn 57 The sad bar-

barian, roving, mixed With beasts of prey. 1861 5TAHLBV
East. Ch. xii. (1869) 381 The strange barbarian [Peter the

Great] sought to evade the eagerness of our national

curiosity. 1876 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk.\. \. i. 12 Nature

herself fights, and conquers for the barbarian.

b. Sometimes distinguished from savage (pern.

with a glance at 2).

1835 ARNOLD Life $ Corr. 118441 \-
vii. 4081 I believe with

you that savages could never civilize themselves, but bar-

barians I think might. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. II. in.

viii. 487 Still a barbarian, but had ceased to be a savage.

c. Applied by the Chinese contemptuously to

foreigners.
1858 in Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 302 The character

'

I
'

(' bar-

barian ') not to be applied to the British Government, or to

British subjects, in any Chinese official document.

4. An uncultured person, or one who has no

sympathy with literary culture.

1762 Ht'ME///W. (1806) IV, IxiL 664 Cromwell, though
himself a barbarian, was not insensible to literary merit.

1863 tr. Let. Erasmus in Ascham's Scholetn. 245 At Ox-
ford, .when a young scholar. . lectured in Greek with much
success, a barbarian began in an address to the people to

rave against Greek learning. 1873
M. ARNOLD Lit. <( Dogma

i, I have myself called our aristocratic class Barbarians

which is the contrary of Hellenes . . because . . fur reading
and thinking they have in general no great turn.

f 5. A native of Barbary. [See HARHARY.] Obs.

1578 MASCALL Plant, A- Graff. Ep., The Greeks for Greeke,

the Barbarians for Barbaric, the Italian for Italic. 1583
PI.AT AVw Exptr. (1594! 22 The Barbarians doe make a

bright and orient crimosin colour therewith uppon leather.

1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4571/2 The Governor of Otranto

marched .. against the Barbarians.

tb. A Barbary horse. Obs.

1580 BLLNDKVII.LK Horsemanship i. 116091 4 Those horses

which we commonly call Barbarians, do come out of the

king of Tunis land.

B. adj.

1. Applied by nations, generally depreciatively,
to foreigners ; thus at various times and with

various speakers or writers : non-Hellenic, non-

Roman {most usual}, non-Christian.

1549 Compl. Scot. n8oi) 259 Mair lyik til barbarien pepil,

nor. .to crUtyn pepil. 1606 SHAKS. 7V. # Cr. n. i. 51 Bought
and solde . . like a Barbarian slaue. 1715 POPE Mor. Ess.

v. 13 Barbarian blindness, Christian zeal conspire. i8i7CoLE-
BROOKE Algebra In trod. 82 Several other terms of the art. .

are not Sanscrit, but, apparently, barbarian. 1847 HAI.I.AM

Hist. Lit. I. i. i. 2 Establishment of the barbarian nations

on the ruins of the Roman empire. 1862 Macm. Mag. Nov.

58 The announcement to one of the comedies of Plautus

taken from the Greek, that
' Piiilemo wrote what Plautus

has adapted to the barbarian tongue' i. e. Latin.

2. Uncivilized, rude, savage, barbarous.

1591 SPENSER Ruins Rome 416 Till that Barbarian hands
it quite did spill. 1700 DRYDEN Cymon fy Iph. 125 His
broad barbarian sound. 1782 PAINE Let. Abbe Raynel

(1791) 45 This was not the condition of the barbarian world.

Then the wants of men were few. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec.

i. (1873) 13 Geologists believe that barbarian man exi.sted

at an enormously remote period.

\ 3. Of or belonging to Barbary. Obs.

1577 HARRISON England \\. vii. (1877') 168 The Morisco

gowns, the Barbarian sieves. 1605 Play Stucley in Sch.

Shaks. (1878* 254 We mount her back . . As we do use to

serve Barbarian horse. 1699 in Misc. Cur. 1,17081 III. 381
The Mauritanian or Barbarian Moor.

Barba'rianism. [f. prec. + -ISM.] The state

. or condition of a barbarian (in various senses).

1855 MII.MAN Lat. Chr. (18641 1 1. iv. i. 169 Adapted to

the youthful barbarianism of the state of society, and to the

Oriental character. 1864 ^Reader No. 87. 255/1 A very

paragon of prosy barbarianism.

Barba riaiiize, ' [f-as prec.-r-izE.] To make

barbarian, barbari/e. Hence Barbarian!zed///, a.

1856 OI.MSTED Slave States 523 South Carolina must,,

either be democratized or barbarianized. 1885 Pall Mall G.

ii Apr. 5/1 Fanciful chronicle of a barbarianized England.

Barbaric ;baabarrik\ a. and sb. Forms: 4
barbarik, 5 -yke, 6 -ike. [a. OF. barbarique

(I5th c.) of barbarous kind, in \Yyclif perh. direct

a.&.'L.. barbaric-us, a..Gr.&ap&aptK<^s like a foreigner,

f. pdpftapos foreign, rude. See BARBAROUS and -ic.]

A. adj.
1. = BARBAROUS 3, BARBARIAN a. 2.

1490 CAXTON Encydos viii. 36 The peple barbaryke m
whom they were subcombed. c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd.

Mann. (1570) F iij, A barbarike vilayne to play the oratour.

1513 St. Werburge (1848.) 198 Barbarike nacions full of

crudelite. a 1837 COLEBROOKE Relig. % Philos. Hindus (1858 1

201 Correct language and barbaric dialects. 1855 PRESCOTT

Philip II (1857) I. i. i. 2 The barbaric empires of Mexico
and Peru.

2. Pertaining or proper to barbarians or their

art ; in the characteristic style of barbarians, as

opposed to that of civilized countries or ages.

664-

1667 MILTON /'. L. 11. i Barbaric Pearl and Gold. 1711
POPE Temp. Fame 94 With diamond flaming, and Barbaric

gold. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. in. xx, Each maiden's short bar-

baric vest. 1857 S. OSBORN Quedah. xvi. 212 Heavy guns,
mounted on very- barbaric carriages. 1873 BLACK Pr. Tkule
xviii. 284 Barbaric splendour of decoration.

3. = BARBAROUS i, 2
;
BARBARIAN a. i.

1849 GROTF. Greece u. xlxviii. VI. 167 Sending envoys to

the Persian King and not to other barbaric powers. 1855
MILMAN Lat. Chr. 11864) H. m. vii. 154 An inestimable

present to a patrician, or an ex-consul, or a barbaric king.

t B. sb. A barbarian. Obs. rare.

1388 WVCLIF i Cor. xiv. n Y schal be to hym, to whom Y
schal speke, a barbarik

;
and he. . to me, schal be a barbarik.

C. Comb., as barbaric-speaking.
1849 GROTE Greece n. ii. II. 354 Those many barbaric-

speaking nations whom Herodotus believed to have changed
their language and passed into Hellens,

t Barba'rical, a. Obs. [f.
L. barbarif-us (see

prec.
1

) + -AL 1
.] prec. in sense 2.

I553 ' WATSON in Crowley Sophistr. U'afson i. (1569* 179
This barbaricall violence.

Barba rically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.] In

barbaric fashion or style ;
after the fashion of the

uncivilized, illiterate, or unpolished.
1832 Tour Germ. Prince II. iii. 36 Nothing can be. .more

barbarically elegant than these grotesque . . ornaments.

1862 THOKNBURY Turner I. 29 Barbarically ignorant of any
art but that of portraiture. 1878 P. BAYNF, Purit. Rt-v. v.

183 Barbarically unclean in their persons.

Barbarie, obs. form of BARBARY.

t Barba'rious, a. Obs. [f. BARBARY, F. bar-

baric, or L. barbar, -ia, -n's + -ous.]= BARBAROUS.

1570 HouNSHED.Sr<tf.CAnw(.I.25 Barbarious and miserable

creatures. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pat. Hib.
xyii.

(1821) 663 The
barbarious tyranny hee excreted upon his owne Countrie-

men. 1762 GOLUSM. Cit. H\ xi, Barbarious nations.

tBarba-riousness. Obs. [f. prec. + -NESS.] j

= BAKRAROUSNK-K.
1570 ASCIIAM SckokiH. i. t'Arb.) 28 In the best Scholes of

England barbariousnesse is bred up so in yong wittes. Ibid.
\

149 To rayle vpon poore England, objecting both extreme I

bcggerie and mere barbariousnes unto it. 1599 SANDYS
|

Enropx Spec. (1637) 243 Who striveth by all means to plant
j

barbariousnesse among them [the Muscovites].

Barbarism (baubariz'm). [a. F. barbarisms

1 3th c., ad. L. barbarismus, a. Gr. j9ap^api<r^os
'

foreign mode of speech/ f. &ap@apl(-(tv to (behave

or) speak like a foreigner. The extension from

language to social condition (
= F. barbaric, L.

barbaria
}
-ics} is exclusively English.]

1. The use of words or expressions not in accord-

ance with the classical standard of a language,

especially such as are of foreign origin ; orig. the

mixing of foreign words or phrases in Latin or

Greek ; hence, rudeness or unpolished condition of

language.
1579 LYLY Euphnes <Arb.) 131 "Affected with their bar-

barisme. 1613 R. C. Table Alph.> fiarbarisme, rudenesse,
a corrupt forme of writing or speaking. 1660 STANLEY Hist.

Philos. 11701! 307 'i Amongst the faults of Speech is Bar-

barism. 1670 COTTON Esjvrnon \. i. 16 The French Tongue,
which then first began to purge it self from the Barbarism
of past Ages.
b. A foreign or non-classical word or idiom.

1589 Marprel Epit. G j b, I would not haue you claime

all the skill, in Barbarismes and Solecismes vnto your self.

1638 BAKER Balzac's Lett. (1654! III. 135 He smells a Bar-

barisme, or an incongruity seven miles off. 175* JOHNSON
Rambl. No. 194 f 7 Every fashionable barbarism of the

present winter. i8ot W. TAYLOR in Month, Mug. XII. 223
A barbarism, then, is a fault of style originating in rude-

ness and ignorance ; but a solecism is a fault of style ori-

ginating in affectation and over-refinement.

2. Barbarous social or intellectual condition ;

absence of culture ;
uncivilized ignorance and rude-

ness. (The proper opposite of civilization.')

1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 388 Withdraw any people
from ciuility to Barbarisme. 1612 DAVIES Why Ireland, etc.

11787) 2 Have risen from barbarism to civility. 1665 GLAN-
VILL Seeps. Sci. 79 After Barbarism had overrun Rome and
Athens, c 1854 STANLEY Sinai <V Pal. iii. 118581 161 The im-

perceptible boundary between civilisation and barbarism.

b. A trait or characteristic of such a condition.

4:1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650' II. 52 Plundering and other

barbarismes that reign now abroad. 1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON
Audi Alt. III. cxiv. 45 All obsolete barbarisms are coming
back upon us. 1871 Daily News 1 5 Dec., The open gas flames

. .are as much a barbarism in the view of sanitary science.

f 3. Barbarous cruelty ;
BARBARITY. Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 393 Some spice of that bar-

barisme [death by torture]. i6iz SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.

xiv. 11632) 767 So exquisite a barbarisme, as Richards en-

famishment. 1665 MANLEY Grotins Lmv-C. IVarrs 715

Ignominously tormented and murthered, which in the

Salvages, was but ignorance ; but in the Spaniards, perfect
Barbarisme.

Barbarity (baabre-riti). In 6 -itie. [f. L.

barbar-us BARBAROUS + -ITY : not in L. or F.]

f 1. = BARBARISM 2. Obs. or arch. (The earliest

sense, taking place of the earlier barbaric, and now
in its turn superseded by barbarism.}
1570 LKVINS Manip. /log Barbarite, barbaries. 1604 JAS. I.

Connterbl. (ArbJ 99 From base corruption and barbarity.

1698 SIDNEY On Gmit. iii. 13 (1704) 279 That wretched

Barbarity in which the Romans found our Ancestors. 1773

JOHNSON Lett. 81 1. 161 A nation just rising from barbarity.

1819 R. CHAPMAN yat. V. 89 At this time . . barbarity and

ignorance had not overspread Scotland.

BARBAROUS.

2. Barbarous or savage cruelty, such as is alien

to civilization ; inhumanity. (The usual sense.)

1685 Graciatt's Courtier s Oracle 197 The barbarity whereof
will be more supportable than the fierce and haughty
humour of these men. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World
1 18401 183 With breach of faith, with cruelty and barbarity.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 95 When defenceless women . .

and even babes, are made the victims of their shocking

barbarity. 1884 Pall Mall C. 16 Aug. 2/1, I have seen some
cases of horrible barbarity.

b. with //. An act of barbarous cruelty.

1718 POPE Iliad xxiv. 263 Oh ! might 1.. these barbarities

repay! a 1731 ATIERBURY Serni. Martyrd. Chas. /. (R.)

He had borne lesser barbarities 1876 J. H. NEWMAN Hist.

A"-t. I. i. i. 3 These two extraordinary men rivalled or ex-

ceeded Attila in their wholesale barbarities.

3. Oflanguage :
= BAKBARISM I, and I b.

1706 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist, ibtk C. II. v. 39 He always
uses Latine Terms and avoids Barbarity. 1727 SWIFT Kng.
Tongue Wks. 1755 II. i. 129 To quit their simplicity of style

for affected refinements . . which ended by degrees in many
barbarities. 1796 PEGGE Anonym. (1809) 471 We have our

invnstrtws, prodigious, vast, shocking, devilish, at every
turn : are we not driving towards Barbarity?

4. Barbarism of style in art. b. with //. An in-

stance of want of artistic culture.

1644 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. I07 When architecture was but

newly recovered from the Gothic barbarity. 1860 TYNDALU
Glttc. I. 27. 215 To shame by the beauty of her structures the

comparative barbarities of Art. 1879 Miss EEADDON Vixen
I. i. 21 The oak panelling was painted white, a barbarity
on the part of. . the West End decorators.

Barbarization (baubaraiz^'Jan). [f.
next +

-ATION : cf. civilization] a. The action of making
barbarous, b. Barbarized state.

1822 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. LIII. 103 The misery . .

and barbarization of the boorish classes. 1854 Blacfeu'.

Ma%. LXXVI. 143 The . . barbarisation of the academic

Latin. 1866 HOWELLS I'enet. Life (1883) II. xvi. 36 The
biirbarisation of the Italian continent by . . civil wars.

Barbarize (ba-jbaraizi, v.
;

also -ise. [In

Milton's use (sense i), ad. Gr. &apfiap't(-fiv to (be-

have or) speak like a barbarian, but in the other

senses, the suffix has its modem transitive force as

in civil-i-e, as if f. L. barbar-ns + -IZE.]

1. intr. To speak or write like a barbarian ;
to

violate the laws of Latin or Greek grammar.
1644 MILTON Educ. (18831 5 The '" habit .. of wretched

barbarizing against the Latin and Greek idiom. 1651 BARKS-

DALE Nymplia Lib. 118161 2 If she barbarise, like boys at

school. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XII. 223 To bar-

barize in language.
2. trans. To render barbarous.

1648 Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche xv. xlix. (T. i Barbarized by
a mutual war. 1796 BURKE Let. Noble Lord \Vks. VIII. 18

The hideous changes which have since barbarized France.

1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. n. vi. 307 To distract, and
barbarize the Irish. 1868 BUSHNELL Serin, living Snbj. 33
If we choose to let our hearts be barbarized.

b. To corrupt or alter (.language) from any classi-

cal standard^ type (or what is so considered).

1728 MORGAN Algiers I. iv. 144 Darje was no other than

Gregorio, tho' somewhat Barbarized. 1791-1824 D'ISRAELI

Cur. Lit.liBtf ' 1 1 1. 30 The French revolutionists . . almost

barbari^^ie pure French of the Augustan age of their

literaturt^iS?! FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. I. vi. 130 The
names of the most famous European cities are mutilated or

barbarized.

3. intr. To grow barbarous, fall into barbarism.

1824 lllackiu. Mag. XV. 594 The Irish character, .appears
to be rapidly barbarizing. 1871 LOWELL Study Wind, in

Casfiief Lit. I. 394/1, I felt myself sensibly barbarizing.

Ba'rbarized, ///. a. [f prec. + -KD.] Made
barbarous ;

reduced to barbarism.
1602 CAMPION A rt Eng. Poesie in Asrham'i ScJtolem.lM$\

261 In those lack-learning times, and in barbarized Italy,

began that vulgar and easie kind of Poesie . . which we

abusively call Rime and Meeter. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece

VI. xlix. 169 A barbarised colony of Cumae

Ba'rbarizing, vbl. si>. [f.
as prec. + -ING 1.] The

action or process of making barbarous.

1861 MAX MOl.l.ER Lect. Sc. Lang. Ser. I. v. (1864! 202

The same barbarising has affected all other Koman dialects.

Ba-rbarizing, ///.
a. [f.

as prec. + -ING 2.]

a. Acting or speaking as barbarians. b. Reduc-

ing to barbarism. C. Becoming barbarous.

1662 FULLER Worthies 11840) I. 203 These barbarizing

English were .. endeared to the interest of Ireland. 1809~ ~ -
Barbarous and barbarizing war.

The
II.

194 A stationary, if not a barbarizing system of society. 1874

MAHAFFY Sac. Life Greece i. 5 Disintegrating and bar-

barising forces.
,

Barbaro'cracy. [f- Gr. SapBapos + -xparia :

see -CHACY.] Government or rule by barbarians,

as that of Italy by the German emperors.
1866 FELTON Anc. Moii. Greece II. xi. 486 Better fitted

to live under a constitution than under a barbarocracy.

Barbarous (ba-ibarss), a. [f.
L. barbar-us,

a. Gr. Pdpflapos + -ous : preceded in use by the

simple BAHBAR(E, without suffix. The Gr. word

had probably a primary reference to speech, and is

compared with L. balbus stammering. The sense-

development in ancient times was (with the Greeks')

foreign, non-Hellenic,' later 'outlandish, rude,

brutal
'

; (with the Romans)
' not Latin nor Greek,'

then '

pertaining to those outside the Roman em-

pire'; hence 'uncivilized, uncultured,' and later
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'non-Christian,' whence 'Saracen, heathen'; and

generally 'savage, rude, savagely cruel, inhuman.'

The later uses occur first in Eng., the L. and Or.

senses appearing only in translators or historians.]

1. Of language : a. otfg. Not Greek ; subseq. not

( ireek nor Latin ; hence, not classical or pure (Latin

or Greek), abounding in 'barbarisms.' Hence,

b. Unpolished, without literary culture
; pertain-

ing to an illiterate people.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 2 My wytte is grosse . .

and my tonge very barbarouse. 1538 STARKEY England
193 To see al our law . . wryten in thys barbarouse langage

[i.e. old French], 1547 BOORDK Introd. Knowl. 221 Bar-

barouse Latin doth alter from trew Latins. 1570 ASCHAM
Scholem. (1863) 71 Avoidyng barbarous ryming. 1600 DYM-

j

MOK Treat. Irel. (1843) 47 Barbarous for the Latyn but

cyuill for the sence. 1611 COTCR., Narqmis, the
pibbridge,

I

or barbarous language used among them [Gipsies]. 1612
|

HKINSLEY Litd. Lit. x. (1627) 147 Will still write false Latine,

barbarous phrase. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 169 P6 From
which [Latin] . . the present European tongues are nothing :

more than barbarous degenerations, 1788 REID Aristot.
\

Log. iv. ii-74 The mystery contained in the vowels of those

barbarous words [Ilarbara, Celarent^ etc.], 1791 COWPKR
Iliad n. 1063 The Carians, people of a barbarous speech.

1857 K.USKIN Pol. Econ. Art 9 A wholly barbarous use of

the word, barbarous in a double sense, for it is not English,
and it is bad Greek.

2. Of people: Speaking a foreign language, foreign,

outlandish ; orig. non-Hellenic ; then, not Roman,

living outside the Roman Empire; sometimes, not

Christian, heathen. (Often with a glance at sense 3.)

1542 UDAI.I. Apoph. 285 a, Bearyng rewle emong the Bar-

barous, that is to weete, the Portugalles. 1543 TRAHKRON

Vigo's Wks. Gloss., The barbarous auctours vse alcohol

..for moost fyne poudre. 1611 BIBLE Trans I. Pref.$ The
j

Scythian counted the Athenian, whom he did not vnderstand,
j

barbarous. Acts xxviu. 2 I'he barbarous people shewed
vs no little kindnesse. 1713 POPE Windsor For. 365 Let

barb'rous Gauges arm a servile train.

3. Uncultured, uncivilized, unpolished ; rude,

rough, wild, savage. (,Said of men, their manners,

customs, products.) The usual opposite of civilized,

1538 STARKEY England 117 A gret rudenes and a bar-

barouse custume usyd wyth us. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay
viii. 96 Let vs come to Lawes, for euen the barbarousest

people had of them. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. iv. i. 52 Bar-

barous Caues, Where manners nere were preach'd. 1635
N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. n, xiii. 214 A barbarous and vn-

ciuil place. 1658 FLICCKNOE Epigr. 67 Would tame fierce

Hons, and civilize barbarousest savages. 1780 HARRIS Philol.

Enq. (1841) 514 Italy at the beginning of her history was
barbarous. 1840 CAKLYLE Heroes ii. 105 An uncultured

semi-barbarous son of Nature.

4. Savage in infliction of cruelty, cruelly harsh.

[1538 STARKEY England iv. 107 Tyrannys and Barbarus

pryncys.] 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.\.\. 378 Thou art a Romaine,
be not barbarous. .1620 Z. BOYD /.ions Flowers (1%$$ *54
This barbarous villaine did no mercy show. i66u Bk.

Com. Prayer K. Chas. Mart., A constant meek suffering of

all barbarous indignities. 1749 FIF.I.DING Tom Jones xvni.

xii, It would be barbarous to part Tom and the girl. 1876
MOZLKY Univ. Serin, v. in The barbarous aspect of war.

5. Like the speech of barbarians
; harsh-sounding,

rudely or coarsely noisy.
1645 MILTON Sonn. xii, A barbarous noise environs me Of

owls and cuckoos, asses, apes, and dogs. 1667 P. L. VH.

32 The barbarous dissonance Of Bacchus and his Revellers.

1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1^3,0} -2^ Innumerable rills

. . making a barbarous and unpleasant sound. 1856 OLMSTED
Slave States 24 The music was wild and barbarous.

f 6. -- BARBARIC 2. Obs,

iTooDRYDEN/W. SfArc. in. 65 The trappings of his horse

emboss'd with barbarous gold.

Barbarously (baubarasli), adv. [f. prec. +

-LY2.] In a barbarous manner : a. as to speech.
1531 EI.YOT GOT. I. xiii, Whiche. .speake the most barber-

ously that they can imagine. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poeste

(Arb.) 257 The foulest vice in language is to speake bar-

barously. 1667 DRYDEN Ess. Dram. Poesy in Arb. Garner
III. 563 New languages., barbarously mingled with the

Latin. 1855 LIDDELL & SCOTT Gr. Lex., Bap/3apo(uce'u,
to speak Greek barbarously.

b. as to social or intellectual condition, culture,

or art.

155* HULOET, Barbarouslye or rudelye. 1657 DAVENANT
Rutland Ho. (16731 348 Loving so barbarously the uncleanly
ease of his own life, a 1761 MRS. DKI.ANY Life $ Corr.

(1861) III. 28 In the afternoon, went to hear 'Samson'
murdered most barbarously.
c. as to cruelty.
1611 BIBLE: 2 Mace. xv. 2 O destroy not so cruelly and

barbarously. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 483 F 2 Her mother
used one of her nieces very barbarously. 1800 COLERIPGE
To Wedge-wood Jan., It is most barbarously cold.

Barbarousness (ba-jbarasnes). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being barbarous; the de-

gree of barbarism or barbarity : a. in language.
1548 COVERDAI.E Erasm. Par. 2 Cor. xi. 6 He confesseth

his rudenes and barbarousnes in language. 1564 H AWARD
Eutrop. To Rdr., The barbarousnesse . . of thys our Eng-
lyshe tounge. 1861 WRIGHT Ess. Archaeol. II. xxiii. 257
The barbarousness of monkish Latin.

b. in behaviour, condition, culture, or art.

1549 LATIMER Serm. bef. Rdw. 1 7, v. (Arb.) 140 That wyl
brynge the Realme into a verye barbarousnes and vtter decaye
of learnynge. 1761 HUME Hint. Eng. I. vi. 147 From the

barbarousness of the country. 1866 Saf. Rev. 3 Mar. 256/1
A substantial resemblance . . between the barbarousness of
different periods.

p. in cruelty
;

= BARBARITY 2,

1548 UDALL, etc., Erasm. Par. Mark v. 4 Cruel! barbar-

ousnesse of certain nations. 1680 MORDEN Gwg. Rect. 460
Its Piracies . . and its Barbarousness to its captives.

Barbary (baubari). Forms : 4 barberie, 5

barbre, barbarie, -ye, 6 barbery, 5- b&rbary.

[I. a. OF. barbaric, ad. L. barbaria, barbarfas, 'land

of barbarians, barbarism/ f. barbar-us BARBAROUS.

In II. ult f. Arab, j j Barbart Berber, applied

by the Aral) geographers from ancient times

to the natives of N. Africa, west and south of

Kgypt. According to some native lexicogra-

phers, of native origin, f. Arab, barbara 'to talk

noisily and confusedly' (which is not derived from

Gr. 0d/>0o/H>?); according to others, a foreign

word, African, Kgyptian, orperh. from Greek. The
actual relations (if any) of the Arabic and (Jr.

words cannot be settled
;
but in European langs.

Barbaria, Barbaric, Barbary, have from the first

been treated as identical with 'L.barbaria, Byzantine
Gr. pappapia land of barbarians : see sense i.]

I. Barbarous nationality, state, or speech.

fl. Foreign nationality; esp. non-Christian, i.e.

Saracen or pagan nationality ;
heathenism, concr.

Non-Christian lands. Also aitrib. - Paynim. Obs.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxiv. i In oute-gate of Iraele,Oute of

Egipt . . Of the folke of barberie. f 1386 CHAI-CEK Man of
L. T. 183 Alias, vnto the Barbre nacion I moste goon.

1432-50 tr. /Ijgdt'n (18651 L 323 Wytlandia is . . inhabite

with peple of barbre \vorschippenge ydoles. 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. ccxxxviii, 263 His fame.. come in to hethnes

and barbarye. 1513 DOUGLAS /Ends xi. xv. 23 Hys hosing
schane of wark of Barbary. 1629 CAULK Pract. The. 39 Not
in the Barbary ondy of a barbarous World, but in the Greece
also of a gracious Church.

f 2. Barbarity, barbarism, barbarousness. Obs.

1564 Bt:coN Fitrwer Godly Pr. (1844) 42 Nothing but cruel

barbary and lion-like fierceness, a 1571 JKWF.LL Semi, bef.

Queen (1583^, Come to such ignorance and barbarie. 1635
SKIDMOKK in F. Lee Valid. Anglic. On/. 11869) 84 Through
tyrannical subjection and mere barbary of their inhabitants.

f3. Uncultivated speech, as opposed to a classical

language or classic diction. Also attrib. Oh.
1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas. 38 The langage rude . . The

barbary tongue. Ibid. 48 Tolde wyth tongue of barbary,
In rude maner. 1608 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. \\. \\. 107 Their
common talke is nothing but Barbery Latin.

II. as proper name.
4. The Saracen countries along the north coast

of Africa. (The only surviving sense.)

1596 SHAKS. Merch, I', in. ii. 272 From Lisbon, Barbary,
and India. 1781 GIBBON Decl. <y E. li, Has justly settled as

a local denomination (Barbary} along the northern coast of

Africa. 1843 MACAU LAV Addison, Ess. (1874) 701 The Polity
and Religion of Barbary.
b. attrib., esp. Barbary ape, gum, hen, horse.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 7F, n. iv. 108 Hee will not swagger
with a Barbaric Henne. 1607 TOI-SELL Foitr-f. Beasts 227
Which the common people call Barbary Horses. 1611

MARKHAM Countr. Content I. v, The Barbary Faulcon, the

Merlin and the Hobby. i774GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) II.

in. vi. 75 They [the Guinea-hen] are by some called the

Barbary-hen. 1849 BROWSING SolH.Sp. Cloister Poems II.

269 As 'twere a Barbary Corsair's. 1875 URE Diet. Arts\.

289 Barbary Gum, sometimes called Morocco gum ^
the pro-

duct of the Acacia giiftiniifera, imported from Tripoli, etc.

Mod. The only quadrumanous animal found in Europe is the

Barbary Ape, ofwhich a colony exists on the rock of Gibraltar.

C. ellipt. f A Barbary horse, a barb. Obs. Also,

A kind of fancy pigeon. Cf. BAKU sb2

1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn. iv. i, Be seen o' your Barbary
often, 1653 J. HAI.L Paradoxes 145 That could outrun a

Hart or a Barbary. 1834 R. MUDIE Feath. Tribes Brit. I. 74.

t Barbaryn 1
. [a- OF. barbarin, -ine, ad. late

L. *barbann-u$t f. barbar-us (taken substantively).

Displaced in Eng. by barbarian^ BARBARIAN.

1382 WYCLIF Row. i. 14 To Grekis and barbaryns, or

hethene men .. I am dettour. 1483 Leg. Rood (1871) 155

Constantyn came wyth a grete multytude of barbaryns.

tBa/rbeiryil(e
2
. Obs. rare. [f. med.L.^ar^ar-/j

BARBERRY + -INK.]
= BARBERRY.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. ii. 14 Oure Lord [was], .crouned eft with
a whyte Thorn, that men clepeth Barbarynes [Fr. berberis\.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 2 1 Barbaryn frute, Barbeum. Barbaryn
tre, Barbaris.

Barbastel(le (biUbSste*!, baubastel). [a. F.

barbastelle, It. barbastrello (Florio 1611).] A bat

of a dark brown colour (Plecotus barbastcllus],

found in France and Germany.
1791 SMELLIEZ^W'A* Nat. Hist. IV. 323 The sixth species

I call Barbastelle, from the Italian word barbastello, which
also signifies a bat. 1813 BINGLEY Anim. Biog. I. no The
Barbastelle Bat is somewhat larger than the two first species.

1847 CRAIG, Barbastel Bat.

Barbate (baub^t^, a. [ad. L. barbatus bearded,
f. barba beard.] Bearded

;
in Bot* and ZooI. fur-

nished with a small hairy tuft or tufts.

1853 E. HAMILTON Flora Homa-op. 217 Common Mullein
..The filaments .. barbate. 1856-8 W. CLARK Van der
Hoeveris Zool. I, 318 Scatophaga Head barbate beneath.

1" Ba'rbated, a.. Obs, rare. [f.
as prec. + -ED.]

a. Barbed, as an arrow, b. Bearded, barbate.

1782 T. WARTON Hist. Kiddington 63 (T.), A dart uncom-

monly barbated. 1802 REES Cycl.^ Barbated Leaf, is a leaf

terminated by a bunch of strong hairs.

t Barba'tulous, a. Obs.
[f.

L. barbatul-its
t

dim. of barbatits^ Having but a small beard.

BAKBECUTE.
c 1600 Timon i. ii. (1842) 9 Old men wil be ashamed to be

uercome in counsayle . . by one that is barbatulous.

II Barbe. [Fr-, ad. It. and Rumanseh has ba (
-

med.L. barba, also barbas, barbanus} uncle, lit.

'the bearded.'] Respectful title given by the Yau-

dois to their teachers.

1710 in Ditpins AV< /. Hist. \6tJi C. I. in. 367 I'he Barbes

..have not the courage to own their Doctrine avowedly.

1838 (i. FABKR Inquiry 5^0 The Barbs who visited them
"rom Apulia. Ibid. 338 Barbes.

Barbecue vba-jb/"ki/7), sb. Forms : 7 bar-

becu, 7- 8 borbecu, 8 barbicue, 7 9 barbacue,
8- barbecue, (<> babracot). [ad. Sp. barbacoa,

a. Haitian barbacoa (K. B. Tylor)
' a framework of

slicks set upon posts' ; evidently the same as the

babracot (V a French spelling) of the Indians of

Guiana, mentioned by Im Thurn. (The alleged
Fr. barbc a queue 'beard to tail,' is an absurd con-

jecture suggested merely by the sound of the word.)]
1. A rude wooden framework, used in America

for sleeping on, and for supporting above a lire

meat that is to be smoked or dried.

i697l>AMi>iKK / 'oy. (1699) I. 20 And lay there all night, upon
our Borbecu's, or frames of Sticks, raised about 3 foot from

the Ground. Ibid I. 86 His Couch or Barbecu of Sticks.

1879 BoDDAM-WHETHAM Roraima xiv. 155 For preservation,
a barbecue is erected, and the fish are smoked over a tire.

1883 I M TitUKN Indians ofGniana ii. 47 Fires, above which
were babracots loaded with beef. xi. 248 A babracot is ;i

tage of green sticks built over a fire on which the meat is

laid.

2. An iron frame for broiling very large joints,

1736 BAILKY Honseh. Diet. 347 When the belly side is

. . steady upon the gridiron or barbecue, pour into the belly
of the hog, etc.

3. A hog, ox, or other animal broiled or roasted

whole; see also quot. 1861, and BARBECUE v. 2.

1764 FOOTF, Patron \. i. (1774! 6, I am invited to dinner on

a barbicu. 1825 Schnylkill Fishing Co. in Bibliographer
Dec. (1881) 25/1 A fine barbacue with spiced sauce. 1861

TYLOR Anahiiac iv. 95 A kid that had been cooked in a

hole in the ground, with embers upon it. . . This is called a
* barbacoa '--- a barbecue.

4. (in U. S.) A large social entertainment, usu-

ally in the open air, at which animals are roasted

whole, and other provisions liberally supplied.
1809 W. IRVING Knickcrb. iv. Sx. 11849) 2 4 Engaged in a

great
'

barbecue,' a kind of festivity or carouse much prac-
tised in Merryland. 1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrni. 27 Oct. 2/3

At the Brooklyn barbecue, which Governor Cleveland re-

cently attended, 5000 kegs of beer were dispensed.

5. An open floor on which coffee-beans, etc. may
be spread out to dry.

1855 KINGSI.KV Wtstiv. Ho I xix. t'D.t, The barbecu or

terrace of white plaster, which ran all round the front. 1883
Cassell's Mag. Aug. 528/1 'I'he [cofiee-jbeans . . are carried

to the 'barbacue,' an open space paved with cement or as-

phalte, where they are spread on matting . . to dry. 1885
LADY BSASSEY In Trades 235 A barbecue is the name given,

in Jamaica, to the house which contains the threshing-floor
and apparatus for drying the coffee.

Barbecue (baMbflu), v. Forms : 7-9 bar-

bacue, -icu e, 8- ikew, 8- barbecue,
[f. prec. sb.]

1. To dry or cure (flesh, etc.) by exposure upon
a barbecue

;
see the sb. (senses i and 5).

1661 HICKEKINGILL "Jamaica 76 Some are slain, And their

flesh forthwith Barbacu'd and eat. 1775 ADAIR Amur. Ind.

408 They cut them [pompions] into . . slices, which they
barbacue, or dry with a slow heat. 1794 STEDMAN Surinam
(1813) I. xv. 406 They use little or no salt, but barbacue

their game and fish in the smoke. 1839 [see BARBECUED i],

2. To broil or roast (an animal) whole
; e.g. to

split a hog to the backbone, fill the belly with

wine and stuffing, and cook it on a huge gridiron,

basting with wine. Sometimes, to cook (a joint)

with the same accessories. See also BARBECUE sb. 3.

1690 MRS. BEHN Widow R. \\. iv. 356 Let's barbicu this

fat rogue. 1702 C. MATHKR Magn. C/iristi vn. vi. (1852)

556 When they came to see the bodies of so many of their

countrymen terribly barbikew'd. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng.
Honsekpr. (1778) m To barbecue a Leg of Pork. 1823
LAMB Roast Pig, ^.7^(1867) 163 Barbecue your whole hogs
to your palate.

Barbecued (baub/ki/M),///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

1. Dried or cured by exposure on a barbecue.

1737 WESI.KY Wks. (1872) I. 44 A little barbecued bear's

flesh, (that is, dried in the sum. 1839 W. IRVING Wolfert's
R. (1855^ 221 Loaded with barbacued meat.

2. Broiled or roasted whole.

1732 POPE Horace' Sat. ii. ii. 26 Send me, Gods ! a whole

Hog barbecu'd ! 1807 MRS. DORSET Peacock at H., A bar-

becued mouse was prepared for the owl. 1847 BARHAM
Ingol. Leg. (1877) 209 The barbecu'd sucking-pig 's crisp'd

to a turn.

Ba'rbecuing, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. f -ING*.]
The action or process of the vb. BARBECUE.

1716 IVodrow Corr. (1843} II. 150 When these diabolical

operations were gone through, they finished all by barbikew-

ing of the gentleman ! 1794 STEDMAN Surinam (1813) I.

261 The barbacuing consists in laying the fish upon twigs
of wood above the fire, where, by the smoke, they dry.

Harbecute, v. and ///. a.
;

also 9 babracot,

-ed.] Variants of BARBACUE, -D.

1687 CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XLI. 160 A Piece of Veni-

son barbecuted, that is, wrapped up in leaves, and roasted in

the Embers. 1743 DK. RICHMOND ibid. XLII. 511 He then

laid it quite open like . . a Barbacute Pig to be broiled.

1883 IM THURN Indians ofGniana xi. 248 The meat and most

of the fish is smoked or babracoted.
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BARBED.

Barbed (baibd),///. a.1 [f.
BARB v., rf.1 + -ED.]

f 1. Bearded. Obs. rare.

'693.
W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. 206 Barbed (i. e. 5ar-

bamhabens*, BarbatMS.

\ 2. Wearing a BARB (sense 3). O&r.

1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 1000 Barbyd lyke a nonne. 1601

W. PARRY Sherley's Trav. (1863) 16 Their women are.,

very faire, barbed every where.

3. Her. Having a calyx
' coloured proper.

1611 GWH.LIM Heraldry in. ix. no A rose gules Barbed

and Seeded. 1864 BOUTELL Heraldry Hist, tj- Pop. xl. 70

The term barbed denoles the small green leaves, the points

of which appear about an heraldic rose.

4. Furnished with a barb or barbs.

1611 BIBLE Job xii. 7 Canst thou fill his skinne with barbed

yrons? 1718 POPE Odyss. iv. 499 Bail the barb'd steel. 1870

BRYANT Homer I. Mil. 251 Eighl barbed shafts I sent.

Barbed (bxibd, ba-ibed), ///. a* [f.
BARB sb.'-

+ -ED.] Of a horse : Armed or caparisoned with

a barb or bard ; properly BARDKU.
ieoo HAWF.S Past. Pleas, xxvn. Ivii, My fayre barbed

sted7 a 1618 RALKIGH Prerog. Parl. (1628)27 Many Earles

could bring inlo Ihe field a ihousand Barbed horses, a 1711

KEN EamitaJVfks. 1721 II. 84 As a barb'd Sleed in Fight,

who nolhing fears. 1814 SCOTT La. Isles vi. xxm, Or what

may iheir short swords avail, 'Gainst barbed horse and si

"t Barbed-cat. Obs. A military engine ; see

quot.
1489 C\XTON Faytcs of A. II. xxix. I vj b, For to make a

werrely holde that men calle a barbed catte, and a bewfray

that shal have ix. fadome of lengthe and two of brede, and

ihe said calte six fadome of lengthe and two of brede.

Barbel (ba-jbcl). Forms: 4-5 barbell(e, 5-6

-byHl, 6-7 -bii;i, 6-8 -ble, 7 -bell, 6- barbel,

[a. OF. barbel (1 3th c. in Littre), mod. barbeau

'

barbel,' and '
little beard

'

:-late L. barbellus, dim.

of bar/'tis barbel (the fish), f. barba beard. Cf. It.

barbolo the fish.]

1. A large European fresh-water fish (Barous

vulgaris) of the Carp tribe, deriving its name from

the fleshy filaments which hang from its mouth.

c 1380 CHAUCER Baladc Add. MS. 16156 B. M., pat Barbell

had swolowed bope hooke and lace. 1496 Kk. SI. A leans,

Fysshyngc ^1810) 26 The barbyll is a swete fysshe, but It is

a greasy meele and a peryllous for mannys body. 1538

Act i Eli:, xvii. i No person . . shall lake . . any Barbel

nol being in Lenglh Iwelve Inches. 1570 LEVINS Manip.

/2o A barbie, fish, barba, -onis. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 477

Greal abundance of good fishes . . especially ihe delicate

barbils. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling i. (1880) 50 The barbel,

so named from ihe barbs or wallles lhal depend from ihe

side of the mouth.

2. A fleshy filament hanging from the corners of

the mouth of some fishes, e.g. of the barbel.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 261 Her little homes or BarUls

which she [the sea- Frog] hath bearing forth vnder her eies.

1698 'nil. Trans. XX. 91 Those Barbies which, .the Conger
is never without. 1880 GCNTHER Fishes 37 Barbels .. if

developed and movable, are sensitive organs of touch.

3. A variety of house-pigeon. ? Obs. rare.

1741 Compl. Fam. Piece in. 512 The Barbel has a red Eye,
a short Tail, and a Bill like a Bulfinch.

t4. Part of a helmet protecting the chin (
= OF.

barbier, -iere.)
c 1314 Guy Wanv. (18401 160 His barbel first adoun he

delh, Withoulen colour his neb he selh.

tBa-rbeled, -bled,///, a. Obs. [f.
OF. bar-

bett barbed + -ED.] Barbed, having recurved points.

'375 BARBOL-R Bruce vni. 57 Vilh arrowes barblyt braid.

c 1480 CAXTON O-.'icTs Met. xn. xii, He smote hym tleyoge

with an arowe barbeled.

Barbellate ibaubelc't), a. [f.
mod.L. barbell-a,

dim. oibarbula little beard + -ATE^.] Furnished

with barbellx or short stiff hairs : specific epithet

of the pappus in some Composite plants.

Barbelied, -eled (baubeld), ///. a. [f.
BAR-

BEL + -ED-.] Furnished with barbels.

1883 Hnrpet's Mag. Dec. 106/2 The tall and barbeled

dorsal fins were out of water.

Barbelling, -elillg (baubelirj), vbl. sb. [f. as

prec. + -ING 1
;

cf. shrimping^ Fishing for barbel.

1867 F. FRANCIS Angling m. 76 As sel forth in barbelling.

Barbellulate (bube-lUffct), a. [f.
mod.L.

barbelltila, dim. of barbella : see BAHBELLATE.]
Furnished with barbellulx or minute conical spines ;

specific epithet of the pappus in some Composite

plants. 1847 in CRAIG.

Barber (baubaj), sb. Forms : 4-7 barbour,

-or, 5 -ore, -ur, 6 -oure, 6-7 -ar, 4- barber.

[ME.'barbour, a. AF. barbour, OF. bar/wr :L.

type barbdtor-em. Barber, rare bef. 1 500, is partly

due to substitution of -er for earlier -our, partly

to F. barbier (= It. barbiere) :L. type
tbarbd-

rius ;
both f. barba beard.]

1. A man, or more rarely a woman, whose business

it is to shave or trim the beards, and cut and dress

the hair, of customers. l^Now largely replaced by
hairdresser.)
Formerly the barber was also a regular practitioner in sur-

gery and dentistry. The Company of Barber-surgeons was

incorporated by Edward IV. in 1461 ; under Henry VIII.

the tille was allered lo
' Company of Barbers and Surgeons,'

and barbers were reslricled to the practice of denlislry ; in

1745 they were divided inlo two distinct corporations.

DOO

c 13*0 Sir Tristr. i. Ixiii, A barbour was redi thare. c 1370
Robt. Sicily 54 They broght a barber hym beforne. 1381

9 She clepide the barbour, and he

f hym. n4S in Wright Vac. (W.)
WYCLIF J*dg. xvi.

shoofe seven heeris of hyi --.

7692 Hec totistrix, a harbor. 1474 CAXTON Chesse 74 ror

fere and double of the harbours he made his doughters to

leme shaue. 1594 PLAT Jewcll-ho. in. 74 If your teelh be

verie scalie, let som expert Barber first take off the scales.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia n. 30 For Barbers they vse

their women, n 1625 BOYS Wks. (1629) 59 Like Barbars,

who cut all other except themselves. 1722 DE FOE Mem.
Cavalier (1840) 14 No surgeon to be had but a sorry country
barber. 1837 THIRLWALL Greece IV. xxvii. i He took his

seal in a barber's shop. 1841 DICKENS Humph. Clock 295,

I would suggest that barbers is not exactly the kind of lan-

guage which is agreeable and soothing lo our feelings . . I

believe Ihere it such a word in the dictionary as hair-

dressers.

^o.fig. One who clips or cuts short ;
a curtailer.

1609 B. JONSON Sil. Wont. in. ii. Wks. (1616) 554 An ex-

cellent barber of prayers.

2. attrib., as in barberfee, -shop, -surgeon (see

prec.), -surgery; t barber-monger, a constant

frequenter of the barber's shop, a fop.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. (1871) 111.282 Money for barbour

fees. 1579 FULKE Heskins' Parl. 30 Alehouses and Barbar-

shops. 1605 SHAKS. Lear H. ii. 36 You whoreson Cullyenly

Barber-monger, draw. 1627 CAI>T. SMITH Seaman's Gram.
viii. 34 A certificate from Barber Chirurgions Hall of his

sufficiency. 1645 MILTON Calast. Wks. (1851) 358 And like

an able lexl man slils il into fowr, thai hee may Ihe heller

come al il wilh his Barbar Surgery'. 1684 Ir. Banfft Merc.

L'ompit. in. 62 Eased by Ihis common Barber-Surgeon's re-

medy. 1872 MARK TWAIN Innoc. Abr. xii. 82 We hunled

for a barber-shop.

3. Special combinations and locutions : Barber s

basin, a round metal dish with a broad edge having
a semicircular opening for the neck, so as to allow

the chin to reach into the bowl (still sometimes

used as a barber's sign). Barber's block, a rounded

block on which wigs are made and displayed.

Barber's chair, the chair common to all his cus-

tomers, fig. a drab, strumpet (obs.}. Barbers

knife, a razor (obs.). barber's music, harsh, dis-

cordant music, like that formerly produced by
customers waiting their turn in a barber's shop,

where a musical instrument was provided for their

amusement. Barber's pole, a pole painted spirally

with red and white stripes, used as a barber's sign.

1755 SMOLLETT Quix. I. 191 Thai helmet . . which looks

for all the world like a barber's basin. 1836 HOR. SMITH

Tin Trump. (1876)192 A barber's block for supporting wigs.

1601 SHAKS. AlCs Well \\. ii. 16 Like a Barbers chaire that

fits all butlockes. 1621 BURTON Anal. Mel. in. iv. i. iii.

(1651)665 A nolorious strumpet as common as a barbars

chair. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais' Pantagr. Prognost. v,

Bonarobaes, Barbers chairs, Hedge-whores. 1660 PEPYS

Diary 5 June My Lord called for ihe lieutenant's citlern,

and with two candlesticks, with money in ihem, for symbols,
we made barber's music. 1849 LD. BRAYBROOKE Pepys V.

22 1 Decker also menlions a
' barber's ciltern' for every serving-

man to play upon. 1684 Land. Gas. No. 1977/4 To be sold

in York Building . . over against ihe Barbers Pole.

Barber (baubsi), v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To dress the beurd and hair of, to trim, \\sofig.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. 4- Cl. n. ii. 229 Our Courteous Anthony

. . Being barber'd ten times o're goes to Ihe Feast. 1816 J.

GILCHRIST Philos. Etym. 145 Great grammarians . . capable
of mending our standard composilions, and of barbering
them into ihe fashion.

BarbereSS (ba-ibares). ? Obs. rare. [f.
BAR-

BKR sb. + -ESS.] A female barber.

1611 COTGR., Harbicre, a barbaresse ; a woman, or she

Barber. 1660 HE.XHAM Dutch Diet.
, Barbierstcr, a Woman

barber, or a Barberesse. [In mod. Dicls.)

Ba'rbering, vbl. sb. [f.
BARBER v. + -ING 1

.]

The art or work of a barber ; shaving, hairdressing.

1660 in Select. Harl. Misc. I 1793) 380 The King was pleased

to take notice of Richard's good barbering. 1860 SMILES

Self-Hclp ii. 29 Wigs were worn . . an important part of ihe

barbering business.

Barberish. (ba-aborij), a.
;

in 5 barborysh.

[f.
BAKIIKK + -ISH.] Of or belonging to a barber.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 24/1 Barborysh hous, barbitondium.

t Ba'rberly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

BARBER sb.

+ -I.Y-.] With a barber's methods, by shaving.

'573 TI-SSER Hnsb. (1878) in That barberlie handled.,

thou hast finish! Ihy cure.

Barberry, berberry (bauberi, bS-jbfti).

Forms : 5 barbere, 6-7 barbery, -berie, -berrie,

6-8 berbery, 6-9 barbary, 9 berberry, 8- bar-

berry, [ad. med.L. barbaris (in Promp. Parv.),

berberis, F. berberis, i6th c. berbere, Sp. berberis,

It. berberi, of unknown origin and history. (An
Arabic barbdrTs, sometimes cited, is a transcrip-

tion of the Latin employed by Arabian botanists ;

there is no such word in native dictionaries, Arabic

or Persian. Cf. the earlier BARBARYNE.]
1. A shrub (Berberis vulgaris) found native in

Europe and N. America, with spiny shoots, and

pendulous racemes of small yellow flowers, suc-

ceeded by oblong, red, sharply acid berries ; the

bark yields a bright yellow dye. Also the genus

Berberis, of which several American species are

cultivated as ornamental shrubs in Europe.
<- 1420 Anturs Arth. vi, Vndur a lefe sale Of box and of

barbere. 1578 LYTE Dodoins 684 The leaues and fruite of

BARBICAN.

Barberies are of complexion colde. 1725 BRADLEY Fam.

Diet., Kerbery, or Barberry-Bush. 1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst.

Hot. 31 The spines of the common Berberry are a curious

state of leaf, in which the parenchyma is displaced, and the

ribs have become indurated. 1872 OLIVER Elein. Bot. n. 131

In most of the species of Barberry the terminal leaflet only

is developed.
2. The berry of this tree.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Hclth (1541) 58 Digestyves of Choler :

Endyve, Lettyse . . Berberyes. \fn*,Althorp MS. in Simp-
kinson Washingtons Introd. 62 Lumpe sugar for conserve of

barbaries. 1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery v. 79 Garnish with

barberries and lemon. 1864 H. AINSWORTH Tmver Land. 85

A piquant sauce of oiled butter and barberries.

3. attrib., as in barberry-bush, -tree, etc.

1578 LYTE Doiioens 684 With the greene leaues of the Bar-

berie bush they make sawce to eate with meates. 1814 SIR

H. DAVY Agric. Chem. 266 The popular notion amongst
farmers, that a barberry tree in the neighbourhood of a field

of wheat often produces the mildew. 1830 STONEHOUSE
Axholme 353 An old barbary tree. 1855 LONGF. Hiam
Introd. 103 The tangled barberry-bushes hang their tufts of

crimson berries.

Ba'rberrying, vbl. sb. Gathering barberries.

1859 TmiRtAU Lftt. (18651 l82
.

I am off a-barberrying.

Barbery (baubari). Also 5 (barborery), 6

barbary. [a. F. barberie (ijth c. in Godefroy),

f. barbier barber.]

f 1. A barber's shop. Obs.

[c 1440 Promp. Par-.'. 24/1 Barborery, or barbours hous.]

2. The barber's art or craft ; shaving.

1540 Act 32 Hen. I'llI, xlii. i Offences . . against the

good order of barbary or surgery. 1697 View Penal Laws
28 Neither shall any Chirurgeon there use Barbery or

Shaving. 1867 Pall Mall G. 21 Feb. 4 Tonsor . . was a

master in barbery.

tBarbet 1
. Obs. [a. F. barbette, Of.barbete,

dim. of barbt beard.]
1. A small beard or (?) barbel, rare.

1606 HOLLAND Sneton. i\t,marg., Being skaly and having

a couple of barbels.

2. = BARB sb. 1
3.

1-1320 Pol. Songs. 154 The bout and the barbel wyth
frountel shule fe3e.

Barbet- (baubet). [a. F. barbel, prob. OF.

barbel ppl. adj.
= barbie '

bearded.']

1. A little dog with long curly hair, a poodle.

1780 COXF. A'HSS. Disc. 236 Hounds, grey-hounds, barbels.

1787 BKCKFORD Italy (18341 II. 297 Fleeces .. as silky as

Ihe hair of a barbel. 1801 HEL. WILLIAMS Sk. Fr. Rep. II.

xxxvi, Amidsl ihose piles of corpses, .was a lillle barbel-dog.

t 2. A name given by Reaumur and others to a

worm covered with tufts of white filaments, which

feeds on aphides. Obs.

1753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp.

3. A family of birds, found in warm countries,

distinguished by a short conical bill, with tufts of

bristles at its base. (In F.. barbu.)

1824 BURCHELL Trot: I. 318 Liltle noisy barbel, which the

Hotlenlols call Haul A'a//.7- iwood culler). 1880 WALLACE
Isl. Life ii. 27 Barbels are gaily-coloured fruit-ealing birds.

Ii Barbette (baabe-t), sb. [Fr., dim. of barbe

beard : see -ETTE.] A platform or mound of earth

within a fortification, on which guns are raised so

that they can be fired over the parapet. Guns en

barbette, barbette gtin or battery : those so mounted

as to fire over the parapet ; similarly in ironclad

ships (see quot. 1876). Hence attrib., as in bar-

bette-cruiser, -turret.

1772 SIMES Mil. Gi<fc,When ihe parapet of a work isonly

of such a height thai ihe guns may fire over it without being

obliged to make embrasures, it is said the guns fire en

Barbet. 1822 BYRON Juan MI. xii, Two batlenes . . Case-

maled one, and t'other 'a barbette.' 1872 C. KING Sierra

A'er. vii. 151 A huge slab poinled out like a barbette gun.

1876 Daily .Vrtvs 5 May 6/1 A 'barbetle' ballery . . is a

baltery ofguns exposed on the upper deck, but enclosed in

a fixed lurrel, which only partially . . protects the guns and

Ihe gunners. 1884 Pall Mall G. 2 Dec. 2/2 A twin-screw

barbette cruiser.

t Barbette, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [a.O.barbete-r,

-etter (= mod.F. barboter). Cf. It. barbottare to

stammer, mumble, balboltcvole stammering, L. bctl-

bt'ttire to stammer.] To make inarticulate sounds,

to mutter.
c 1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xiv. iii, Whan they wene to

speke they barbetle w l gronyng voys.

Barbican (ba-abikin). Forms : 3- barbican ;

3 barbycon, berbikan, 4 -can, barbygan, 4-6

barbar khdnah is a possible Pers. combination,

meaning house on the wall,' but examples of its

actual use are wanting. Devic suggests Arab.

barbakh canal or channel through which water

flows, whence the sense 'loop-hole' might come.

Littre gives as one sense in F.,
' ouverture longtie

et <5troite pour 1'ecoulement des eaux,' but sense i

seems to be the earliest in OF. also. Col. Yule

suggests Arab.-Pers. bdb-khdnah
'

gate-house,' the

regular name in the east for a towered gateway ;

but it is not easy to derive from this the Romanic

forms in bar-.}



BARBICAN.

1. An outer fortification or defence to a city or

castle, esp. a double tower erected over a gate or

bridge ;
often made strong and lofty, and serving

as a watch-tower.
a 1300 W. DE BIBLESW. in Wright Voc. 130 Barbycons,

anti-innralia. a 1300 Cursor M. 10033 pe berbikans [7'. r.

barbycans, -icans] seuen bat es a-bute, pat standes thre

bailies wit-vte . . er \K seuen virtus, e 1320 Cast. Lone 697
Seue berbicans ber \xa\> i-wrouht . . And euerichon ha|> }at

and tour. 1494 FABYAN vn. 363 The Erie . . made bulwerkes

and barbycanys atwene the Toure and the cytie. 1596

SPKNSKR /''. Q. n. ix. 25 Within the barbican a porter sate.

1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hit. ii. (18211 520 The Barbican

whereof being a stone wall of sixteene foot in height. 1821

SCOTT Kenilw. xxv, The usual entrance . . over which he

had erected a gate-house, or barbican.

fig. 1828 SCOTT /'. M. Perth iv, Uawn seemed to abstain

longer than usual from occupying her eastern barbican.

b. Retained as name of a street in London.

1632 MASSINGKR City Mad. n. i, A Barbican broker will

furnish me with outside. 1636 BLOUNT Glossogr.s. v., Hence
Barlnf.au by Red-cross-street in London.

1 2. A temporary wooden tower or bulwark.

1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. n. xiv. 118 Barhaka'nes of

tymhre shal be made fast to the batelmentes. Ibid, xxxviii.

161 In the grettest vesselles of werre men make towris and
barbacanes

1 3. A loophole in the wall of a castle or city,

through which missiles might be discharged. Obs.

1600 HOLLAND Livy xxiv. xxxiv. 532 He caused certainc

barbacanes or loopeholes, almost a cubit deep . . to be

pierced through the wals.

Ba rbicanage. [ad. med.L. barbicanagium,
f. prec. : see -At; K.] Tribute paid for the construc-

tion and maintenance of barbicans.

[Monast. Angl. I. 976 Dekaagiao, muragio, paagio, Barbi-

canagio.] 1691 BLOUNT Law Diet., Barbkanagc, Money
given to the maintenance of a Barbican, or Watch-Tower.
Carta 17 Kd. 3. 1749 Hist. Windsor 120 Free from pay-
ment of Toll . . Paviage Barbicanage.

Barbicel (.baubisel). [ad. It. and mod.L. bar-

bicella, dim. of barba beard ;
cf. L. pedicellus PEDI-

CEL, dim. of pediculus, f. fcs foot.] One of the

minute hooked filaments which serve to interlock

the barbules of a bird's feathers.

1869 GILLMORE Reft. f Birds Introd. r86 The barbules

themselves frequently throw out filaments, .called barbicels.

i874CouKS Birds .V. Ii'. 270 The fine barbules and barbicels.

BarbigeroUS (bajbi-d^eras), a. [f.
L. barbigcr

J. barba beard + -gcr bearing) + -OUS.J Bearded.

1731 in BAILKV. 1881 Syd. Xoc. Lex., Bartigerous . . ap-

plied to petals that are hairy all over.

Barbing ;baubirj 1, -M. s^}^
[f.

BARB v. + -ING
"

.]

1 1. Shaving, liaiidressing ; clipping. Obs.

1485 Act. i Hen. I 'II, x. 7 The Wolle shuld be as it was
shorne . . withoute any sortyng, barbyng or clakkyng. 1581
SAVILK Tacitns Hist. (1591) 215 SurTred his yellow haire to

growe long without barbing. 1650 BULWEI: Antliropoinct.
ii. 49 The Abantes . . were the first that used this kind of

barbing. 1727-51 CHAMBERS CycL, Barbing is sometimes
used in antlent statutes for sheering.
attrib. 1639 DKNTON in Verncy Papers (1853) 236 Until]

you send me a pairc of barbinge sissers.

2. Furnishing with barbs.

Ba'rbing,
'

vbl. sb.~ [f. BARB j^ + iNG 1
.]-

BARDING.
1799 SCOTT Slifpli. T. in l.ock/iart (1839) II. 35 In every

stall . . Stood a steed in barbing bright.

Ba'rbing, ///. a. [f.
BARB v. + -ING -.] a.

Shaving ; stripping bare. b. F\irnishing with barbs.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. m. 28 As barbing Au-
tumne robs the trees of leaues.

Barbirousa, obsolete form of BABIROUSSA.

t Ba'rbit. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. barbilos, Gr.

flapQiTos lyre.] BARBITON. (In quot. at/rib.)

1624 HKVWOOD i'lUnaik. 389 No Barbit number suits this

tragicke season.

I Ba'rbitist. Obs. Also 7 barbatist. [ad. I..

barbilista, ad. Gr. /3arj/3m<jTr)s, f. f!dp[SiTOS : see

-1ST.] A player on the barbiton.

1656 BLOUNT 'Gtfisscgr., Barbitist, a Lutinist. 1693 W.
ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. 207 A Barbatist or player on the

Lute.

II Barbitou, -OS (baubit^n, -(). [L. barbiien,

-os, a. Gr. fMp/3iToc, -os.] A many-stringed musical

instrument
;
a kind of lyre or lute.

1545 ASCHAM Toxopli. (Arb.) 39 All mancr of pypes, bar

bitons, sambukes . . be condemned of Aristotle. 1753 CHAM-
BERS Cyel. Snpp. s. v., The barbilos is said to have differed

from the lyre and cithara. 1842 LYTTON Zanani I. i, IIi>

barbiton, as the learned Mersennus tells us to call all the

varieties of the great viol family.

Barbie (ba-ab'l). Also 5 barbul, -ulle. [ad.

It. barbola :-L. barbula, dim. of barba. beard.]
-

BAKB si>.
1

4.
. 1440 rroinp. Pan'. 24/1 Barbulle, sekenes of the mowthc.

^ 1595 MONTGOMKRIE in Watson's Coll. HI. 13 (Jam,) The

Botch, and the Barbies. 1607 TOFSELI. Four-f. Beasts 283
The Barbies or paps underneath the tongue. 1753 CHAMBER

Cyel. Supp., Barbies in the manege, knots of superfluou
flesh growing in the channels of a horse's mouth.

Barbie, obsolete form of BARBEL.

BarbleSS (baubles), a. Unbarbed.
1881 Daily Nnvs 9 Feb. 5/2 Varieties of fish hooks . . the

flint and barbless bone articles of Esquimaux.

Barborery, -orysh : see BARBEHY, BAHBERISH.

t Barbo'SC, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [? f. L. barba :

see -USE.] ? Bearded.

667

1716 M. DAVIES Ath. Brit. in. 7 More like Verbose and
Barbose or Morose Catechists . . than well educated

Scholars.

tBa'rbot. Obs. rare-*, [a. OF. barbate, -ante,

-oustc (= It. balbotta, barbotta, mecl.L. barbota},

considered by Jal a contraction of barca-botta,

barque-botte, barrel-boat, from its appearance ;
Du

Cange compares med.L. barlnita a kind of helmet.]
A small vessel or sloop, having its deck protected

by an arched covering of leather.

1579 FKNTON Gnicciard. ix. (15991 397 With the losse of

wo fustes, two barbots, and . . fourtie smaller vessels.

Barbotine ^baub^tin". [a. V.liarbotine, f. bar-

botcr to work noisily with the bill in water or mud

(as a duck, etc.).] A thin creamy mixture of

kaolin clay used to ornament pottery.
1865 ELIZA METF.YARD Wedgwood II. 122 The edging and

letters in relief . . being formed in yellow barbotine or slip.

1883 Standard 15 May 1/2 (Advt.) Lessons daily in Paint-

ing on glass, china, and barbotine.

Barbott (cf. F. barbotte], variant of BUUBOT.

Barbre, obsolete form of BARHAKY.

II Barbnla (baubi/?la\ [L., dim. barba beard.]

1. A small beard ;
see quot. ? Obs.

1688 HOLMF. Armory n. xvii. 392 The Barlmla or pn.k-a-

divant, or the little tuft of hair just under the middle of

the lower Lip.

2. ' The inner row of fringes or teeth in the peri-

stome of such mosses as Tortula? 'J'rcas. Hot. 1 866.

Barbule (baubi;7l). [a.A.\-,.barbula; see prec.]

!.= BARBEL 2. (So in med.L.)
1848 S. MAUNDER Treat. Art/. Hist. Gloss., Barbulcs, fila-

mentous appendages . . attached to the mouths of certain

fishes. 1872 BAKER Nile Tribtit. ix. 146 This fish has four

long barbules in the upper jaw.
2. One of the series of pointed, and sometimes

serrated or hooked, processes, fringing the barbs ol

a feather, and filling up the space between them.

1835 TODD Cyel. Anat. ff I'liys. I. 35i>/2 'I he barbules are

given off from either side of the barbs. 1869 ( III.LMOKK AY//.
|

.y Birds Introd. 185 These smaller ftlanicnls are the barbules, i

by means of which the barbs are retained in position.

3. Bot. = BAKBULA :. 1881 in .Syd. Sac. Lc.r.

Barbu lye, ^. *>< arch. In 6 barboullo,

barbuljie. [a. F. barbouillc-r ( Sp. barbitllar,

It. barbugliare) to besmear, speak confusedly ;
see

Littre and Schcler.] To confuse, muddle, disorder.

(-1573 MoNroiMKKlK CAfny ft Sin,', Kvcrythin.n appcilt

twae To my barl>ulyeit brain. 1588 A. K[N<; Canisins'

Catecli. 113 Gif yu sacrament of order he ouerthrauin y'

ccclcsiastic.il! offices wald be barboulled and confused.

Barbu'iye, sf>. Si', arch. [f. prec. vb.] Con-

fusion, perplexity, quandary.
1820 HOGG Winter T. II. 41 iJ.\M.>, I stude swutheryng

what it avysit me neistc to doo in thilke barbnlye.

II Barca (ba-rka). [It. ;
see BARK sbf\ A boat,

skiff, barge.
1866 HOWELLS I'cnet. Life iv. 54 Drift along in the scarcely

moving barcas. 1883 F. PEARD Contradictions I. 29 A
barca with serenaders was slowly approaching.

II Barca-longa. Obs. Also 7 barqua-, 7-8

barco-longo. [1'g. or OSp. ;
lit. 'long barge.']

'A large Spanish fishing-boat, navigated with lug-

sails, and having two or three masts . . common in

the Mediterranean.' Falconer Diet. Marine i;Sij.

1681 Loud. l',az. 1608/1 With a Sloop and a liarqua-I.onga.

1691 Hid. No. 2708/1 The French., have only one Marco

Longo. .left. 1762 MORE in /'////. Trans. LII. 451 The self-

same barcalonga, or xebeck. 1790 BKATSON Nav. <y Mil.

Mem. I. 335 Sent Captain Veale in a barcolongo, attended

by two feluccas, to attempt to destroy them.

Barcarole, -olle (ba-ikawl). [In sense i

ad. It. barcaruolo boatman ;
in sense 2 a. F. />ai -

carollc, It. barcariiohi, boatman's song; f. BARCA.]

||
1. An Italian boatman.

[1611 Panegyr. V. in Coryat's Crudities, The Barcaruolo

appetite His Gondola directed light Unto a female Klfc. 1

1854 BADHAM Halicnt. 200 We. . ordered our barcaroles to

pull for the tonnaro.

2. A song sung by Venetian barcaruoli as they i

row their gondolas ;
a song or piece of music com-

posed in imitation or reminiscence of such songs.

1779 in WARING Diet. Mns. 1819 MOORE relief, .-\ir\\,

When maidens sing sweet barcarolles. 1850 MRS. BROWNING
Work f; Cent. Poems I. 336 The woman singcth . . A
pleasant chant, ballad or barcarolle. 1866 Cornli. Mag.
Nov. 564 With a song full of dole, A forlorn barcarole, As

my gondola glides.

Bareary, another form of BAHKAKY.

tBarcelo'lia. Obs. [Name of a town in Spain,
with manufacture of silk.] A handkerchief or

neckerchief of soft twilled silk.

1795 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Dinali Wks. 1812 IV. 187 Now
on this handkerchief, so starch and white, Was pinn'd a

Barcelona, black and tight, c 1816 MRS. SHERWOOD Stories

Clt. Catecli. xiv. 117 She pulled out a Barcelona handker-

chief. 1833 Tlte Amulet 224 \\fcth. .a silk Barcelona round
his neck, like any gentleman.

II Barcmie [It., augmentative of BAKCA.]
A vessel used for freight in the Mediterranean.

(Webster has an anglicized form barcon.)

1847 CRAIG, Bttrcotie.

Bard (baad), sb. 1 5- ; also 6-7 (Sc.) baird, 6

barth, 6-7 bardh. [a. Gael, and Ir. <Vm/:-OCelt.

*bardo-s poet-singer, minstrel (whence Gr. liapSos,

BARD.

L. bardus, as alien words,
' bardus Gallicc cantor

appellatur, qui virorum fortitim laudes canit,'

Festus). In Kng. originally only an alien word
from the mod. Celtic vernnculars, i e. in Scotland

bard, baird from Gaelic, in Kngland barth, bardh

from Welsh bardd, and bard from Irish, employed
as in contemporary Celtic usage ;

first naturalized

in Scotland, and then by no means appreciative in

its use (see sense 2) ; afterwards, under the influ-

ence of the 0apoos, bardus of the classical writers,

adopted in Kng. literature as a historical and

poetic term.]
1. An ancient Celtic order of minstrel -poets,
whose primary function appears to have been to

compose and sing (usually to the harp) verses cele-

brating the achievements of chiefs and warriors,

and who committed to verse historical and tradi-

tional facts, religious precepts, laws, genealogies,
etc. Still the word for

'

poet
'

in modern Celtic

languages ;
and in Welsh spec. A poet or versifier

who has been recognized at the Eisteddfod.

(1450 HOLLAND lloitlalc, Sa come the Ruke with a rerd,

and a rane roch, A bard out of I Hand, with Banachadee '.

1538 I. !.[.AND /tin. V. 15 Peraventure Lleuys Mor>;rinne the

Barth was deceivid in this. 1584 POWKL Lloyd's Cambria
1 5 This word Bnnili signified such as had knowledge uf things
to come. 1594 Sn AKS. Rich. Ill, iv. ii. 109 A bard of Ireland

told me once, I should not live long after I saw Richmond.

1596 SPENSER St. Iri-l. (J.I, There is amongst the Irish a

kind of people called bards, which are to them instead of

pucts : whose profession is to set forth the praises or dis-

praises of men in their poems or rhime. 1610 HOLLAND C am-
dens Brit. I. 421 The funerall song or Dump of a most
ancient British Bard. [AV/V, Poet ]. 1615 / 'at. Wchhin. 1 16631

Aivb, Call witli your silver tones, that reverend Bardh.

1627 MAY LitcaH I. iR.l You bards securely sung your ele-

gyes {/ndistis cai-ntiiia Kariii\. 1780 1U KKL ,V/. J-'.fon.

AV/ Wks. III. 261 The invasion of King Kdward and the

in;i-^;tcre of the liards. 1879 MACLMAR Celts ii. 18 The
Druidic order included .. the Bards or

' Glee-men.
1

2. In early Lowland Scotch used for : A strolling

musician or minstrel into which the Celtic bard

hail degenerated, and against whom many laws

were enacted): in i6th c. a term of contempt, but

idealized by Scott by association with 4.

1449 Act. 6 Tff-v. // < 1507) 2-j (lif there be onie that makis
them fuilisand are bairdes, or vlhers sic like rinnares about.

1457 ///(/. So Sornares, bairde>, maister-fuU beimer.-, nr

fc-ii^iel fuilcs. Vi/isoo Kcnn.-llis Stctt. in Sir J. Balfour\

rnietieks 6So All \agabunclis, fulls, bardis, scudlaris, and
siclike idill pfpill, sal! be brint on the cheek. <- 1505 DfNiiAR

1-lyting 49 Irsche brybour baird, wyle beggar with thy
brattis ! 1609 SKKNK Rcj. Mug. 13S Feinzied fooles, bairdes,

rynners about . . after sundrie punishments, may be hanged.

1805 Scoir Last Minstr. Introd., The last of all the bard,

was he Who sung of Border chivalry.

y. Applied to the early versifying minstrels or

poets of other nations, before the use of writing, as

the Old English /<Wa, Scandinavian staid, etc.

1623 COCKI-.RAM, Barries, ancient Poets. 1763 J. BROWN
/VvVri/ -V Mils. iv. .\i After a certain Period of Civilization,

the complex Character of Legislator and Bard would sepa-

rate. 1775 T. WAKp'N /-. HI;. Pih'try I. Diss. i. 34 Various

Islandic odes. . which were sung by the Scandinavian b.-mK

1855 MILMAN Lnt. Chr. II. iv. iv. 283 A Teutonic literature

has begun ;
the t lerman bards have become Christian poets.

4. poet. A lyric or epic poet, a 'singer'; a poet

generally. [Chiefly after l.ucan ; quot. 1627 in i
.]

[1606 SM\KS. Ant. \ CV. m. ii. i^> Hoo, Hearts, Tongues,
Figure, Scribes, Bards, Poets, cannot Tbinke speake, cast

write sing, number: hoo, His lone to Anthony.) 1667 MIL-

TON P. L. vn. 34 That wild rout that tore the Thracian

bard In Rhodope. 1704 Pori: Messiah 37 The Saviour

comes, by ancient hard, foretold. 1769 (JARH1CK Stf'ig Wks.

1785 II. 427 For the bard of all bards was a Warwick-
shire Bard. 1809 P>VRON (////.-I English Bards and Scotch

Reviewers. 1834 CUNNINGHAM Burns 11850) 154/2 The
character of the Ayrshire bard. 1881 (title\ The Bard

of Avon Birthday Text-book compiled from -Shakespeare's

Plays and Poems.

5. Comb., as bard-craft, bard-like.

1763 J. BROWN Poetry fy Mas. i.x. 168 The first great Bard-

like Character we meet with lin China] is Confucius. 1808

SCOTT Mann. Introd. 213 The keener rush of blood That
throbs through bard in bard-like mood. 1820 T. MITCHELL

Aristrfk. I. 205 Ye verse-smiths and bard-mechanicians.

1840 BROWNING Sordello n, 312 Forswearing bard-craft.

Bard, s/>.' Olrs. exc. Hist. Also 5-6 barde.

[a. F. barde horse armour, also
' a long saddle for

an ass or mule of canvas' (Cotgr.) ; cf. It. barda

horse-armour, also pack-saddle, and F. bardelle

pack-saddle. These, and the existence of a dial.

F'. aubarde, seem to identify the word with Sp.

and 1'g. albarda, pack-saddle, referred by Devic

to Arab. i_co _JI al-bardazah, i.e. al the + bar-

daiah '
stuffed pack - saddle for ass or mule

'

(Bocthor),
'

covering placed over the back of a

beast to alleviate the pressure of a pack-saddle
'

(Freytag). Whether the Fr. sense
' defensive ar-

mour for a horse' arose out of this is doubtful.

Diez has compared ON. bard the beak of a ship,

bardi a beaked ship, a '

ram,' also (poet.) a shield.

Also erroneously called BARB, q.v.j

1. (Usually //.) A protective covering for the

breast and Hanks of a war-horse, made of metal
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BARD.

plates, or of leather set with metal spikes or bosses,
but sometimes (e.g. in tournaments) merely orna-

mental, and made of velvet or other rich stuff.

1480 CAXTON* Chron. Enp. \\\. 1 15201 82/2 Stedes . . trapped
with yron bardes. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 803/1 [The]
bards of their horsses white veluet. 1611 GWILLIM Heraldry
iv. xv. 232 The Shafron, the Cranet, and the Hard. 1727 51
CHAMBERS Cycl, s. v., The barde is an armour of iron or

leather, wherewith the neck, breast, and shoulders of the
horse are covered. 1830 JAMES Darnley xix, We shall find

bards, if we want them.
2. //. Armour composed of metal plates, formerly

worn by men-at-arms.
1551 KmvARD VI. Lit. Ran. (1858) II. 375 Men of armes

.. some with sieves and hauf cotes, some with bards and
staves. 1570 HOLJSSHED Scot. Chron. II. 129 A gentleman
trimlie trapped with bards of steele. 1603 FLORIO Mon~
taigne n. ix. (1632) 225 A compleat French man at armes,
with all his bards.

3. Comb, bard-wise adv., as if with bards.

1577 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 801/2 The kings spare horsse

trapped bard wise, with harnesse brodred with bullion gold.
*. By confusion (or misprint) for BAKU sb.\ 4.

1653 C'onsid. Dissoh'. Crt. Chancery 24 To cure the Mal-
lendcr, Farses, Trunchions, Bards., in a horse.

Bard (baid\ sb"> [a. F. banfc, in same sense,
transferred from the armour bardc ; see prec.]
A thin slice of bacon used to cover a fowl, etc.

1725 BRADLEY Earn. Diet. s. v. \?ats Tongue, Bards or
thin Slices of Bacon.. Having covered the Tongues with
other Beef-Stakes and Bacon Bards. 1736 BAILEY Honsch.
Diet., Bards, broad slices of Bacon, with which pullets, ca-

pons etc. . . are sometimes covered before they are roasted.

Bard < hoidi, v\
\ also 6 baird, bayrd. [a. F.

bardc-r ',15th c.), f. bardc BAUD sb.- and ;1

.]

1. To arm or caparison (a horse or man with
bards. (Chiefly in pa. pplc.; cf. HAIHIKD.)

<i 1521 Ilelyas in Thorns E. /'.. I'r. Rom. 11858' III. 83 A
ood and mighty courser well barded and trapped. 1629
HoLi.ANn \cnoj>h. Cyrof>. 11631'! 71 To unloose the horses. .

to bridle them. .aUo to bard them. 1803 SCOTT Last. Minstr.
i. xxix, Scarce half the charger's neck was seen ; For he was
barded from counter to tail. 1845 Ii/(n X.TC. Mag. LVIII.
775 '

'

Mt gallant bay charger barded with sti-el.

2. To cover (a fowl, etc.) with slices of bacon.
1665 MOITIKT DEKN. Health's Im/>r. < 1746- 117 Whether

roast Meat be best. . larded, barded, scorch'd or basted.

1884 PII 11. LIS BROWNE in Girl's Own /'.June 4^1/2 Cooks who
art: afraid l lard the breasts of game or poultry frequently
content themselves with barding the same.

t Bard, v.- Obs. [app. due to confusion of
BAKB v. and BKAKD.] To clip ;- BAKU v. 2.

1641 Tenties de la Ley 6i'To bard or beard wooll, is to
cut the head and neck from the other part of the Fleece.

1693 W. ROBERTSON Phrascol. Gen. 207 To Uard, or beard
wool, extremitatCS wllcrum tondere.

t Bard, ///. c. Obs. [short for BATHDKI
; peril,

influenced by BAKHKU.] B.VKDKD i, 2, BAKHKD-.
1581 SIY\VARD Martial /)tsfi/>. n. 127 The armed men, as

well bard as light. 1609 HOLLAND Ainnt. Marcel xvi. x. 6}
On bard horses \catapnracti ctjnites\. . harnessed all over
with good corselets, and bard about [ftMcti] with guards (jf

steele. 1627 DRAYTON Agiticonrt (1631" n Kicli Sadies for
'

the Light-horse and the Hard.

t Ba rclan(e. Obs. rare. [a. F. bardauc ' the !

Clote, burre-docke, or great btirre ; tlic noisome,
and stinking vcrmine, called, a Punic' ^Cotgr.).]
1. The burdock.
< 1250 in Wright Vcc. (W.) 7557 LaJ>fa t bardane, t-lole.

2. A bug.
1372 BOSSKU ELL Annorie n. 52 All his body is rouglie and

sh.irpe, as the bodie of a Bardan.
i Barcla'sh. Obs. Also 6 bardass 6-7 bar-

dasso. 7 -assa, -achio. [a. Y. bardachc, cogn.
with It. bardafda, Sp. bantajo, -axo ; ])erh. ad.

Arab. ^^J bardaj slave.] A catamite, 'cinicdus.'

1548 THOMAS ItaL Diet., 7.anzeri, bardasscs. 1600 ( ). V,.

Ri-pl. Libel \. ii. 43 Pubtikely maintaining bardassats and
concubines. 1653 UROUHART Rabelais in. .\xv, BardaJiio
that thou art ! 1721 MRS. CENTLIVKE Plat. Lady Epil. ioc
With your false Calves, Bardasb, and Kav'rites.

Hence Bar-dashing, vbl. sb. Obs.

1678 BUTLER /fud. in. i. 278 Raptures of Platonick Lashing,
'

And chast Contemplative Bardashing.

Barded (bauded), ///. a.
ff.

BAUD v. + -EL>.] |

Armed, caparisoned, or covered with bards.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. \. xlvii, A bardit curser stout and I

bald. ingCovSRDALH Joel ii. 4 They are to loke vpon like
j

bayrded horses. 1596 DAM;! i Cotninc* Hist. I'r. (16141298 i

Two thousand men of armes barded. 1795 SOUTH KY Joan
ofArc vi. 300 A man-at-arms upon a barded steed. 1880
DISRAELI Endym. lix. 267 'J'he bells of a barded mule an-

;

nounced the Jester.
"

By confusion or misprint for BAKBED.
1598 SVLVKSTFK Du Bartas i. v. 41/3 If the Scolopendra

j

have suckt-in Tlie sowr-iweet morsell with the barded Pin.

tBardel(le. Obs. rare. [a. F. bardcllc (-
It. bardella) : see BARD sb.-] A pack-saddle.
1603 FLORIO .l/<r"//rt/X''//<M. xlviii. (16321158 There is nothing

accounted more base . . than to use saddles or bardels. 1753
CHAMBERS Cyct. -i'-v//., Hardellc .. denotes a saddle made
in form of a great saddle, but

only
of cloth stuffed with

straw, and tied tight down with packthread, without either

leather, wood or iron.

Bardesanist (txude-sanist). fad. med.L. Bar-

tiesanista.] A member of the heretical sect founded
in the 2nd century by Bardesanes, of Kdessa in

Mesopotamia, who, in addition to Manicluuan
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views of good and evil, held that primeval man
had an ethereal body, which was through sin en-

closed in a gross carnal one, and that redemption
consists in being divested of the latter and restored
to the former. Hence Barde-sanism.
1674 HICKMAN Hist. Qninqnart. i& This matter of Mani-

cheism and Bardesanism. 1751 in CHAMBERS Cycl.

Bardess (baMdt-s). rare.
[f.

BARD j<U + -ESS.]
A female bard, a poetess.
1822 filackw. Mag. XII. 657 'The Living Bardesses of

Britain.' 1879 /'<" Her. 22 Nov. 55/1 Her daughter was
a '

Bardess.'

Bardian (baudian), a. ff. BARD j4.l + -iAN.]
Of or belonging to bards.

1652 GMJL&Magaattrot. 338 Their bardian odes.

Bardic (baudik;, a. [f. as prec. -f -ic.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the character of, bards.

1775 T. WARTON Eng. Poetry I. Diss. i. 51 note, An argu-
ment of the bardic institution being fetched from the east.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 261 The druidic or bardic
order among the Cimbri. 1876 GRKEN Short Hist. iv. i

160 The court of Llewelyn was crowded with bardic singers.

Barding (baudirj), vbl. sb.
[f.
BAUD v. 1 or sb.- +

-INI;!.] Warlike or ornamental covering of a horse.

1536 BELLENDENE Crow. Scot. 25 (JAM.) BelHs that hang
on thair bardyngis. 1834 PLANCHE Brit. Costume 144 The
bardings of his horse . . are similarly blazoned.

Bardisli (ba'jdif), a. [f. BARD sbl + -ISH.]
1. Of or belonging to bards. {Rather deprecia-

tory.}
1612 SELDEN in Drayton Poly-alb. A ij, Incredible reports,

and Bardish impostures, a 1790 T. WARTON Poems 78
(JoD.1 One of the bardish traditions aljout Stonehenge.
f 2. .Sr. Rude, insolent

; cf. BARDY. Obs.
ii 1662 R. BAILLIK Lett, ('1775* I. 31 1 (jAM.t The rest of that

day [Vas] . . mi-.j,t;nt with the altercation of that bardish
man Mr. I >. Dogleish.

Bardisni ba-jdiz'm). [f. -as prec. + -ISM.] The
system, doctrine, or principles of bards.

1716 M. DAVITS Ath. Brit. n. 191 Welsh poetick Bardi>m
is best cultivated in the lonicks of ^^erionethshire. 1863
Ki-at/.-r No. -;>. 75 That native Hardism which had been
part and parcel of the aboriginal Druidism.

i Bardist. Obs. rare.- 1

ff.
as prec. + -1ST.] An

adherent or follower of the banls.

1588 J. HAK\KV Discmtrs. Probl. 84 Neither Persian
Magician . . nor French Druyde or Bardist.

Bardlet iba-jdhH). [See -LET.] -next.
1867 Athensenm No. 2062. 587/2 'I'he gossamer conceits of

our bardlet. 1883 K. NOEL in Contentf. RCL>. Nov. 716
That the Universe is . .

' a suck and a bell
'

. . is . . the en-

couraging strain of our latest bardlets.

Bardling bfiudliij). [f.
as jirec. (--LING.] A

young or inexperienced poet ;
a jioctaster.

1813 G. COI.MAN Br. Grins, I 'agarics l''ind.\{\, The bard-

liii.^ who in afternoon.-. Warbles bis published lays to melting
times. 1858 MAILEY Age 64 So woe to you young bard lings
scant of brains.

I! Bardocucullus. Obs. [L.] A Gallic

peasant's woollen cloak, with a hood or cowl, worn
also by monks. Hence Bardocucullated (= F.

bardoiOiiillt'}) wearing a cowled cloak.
1611 COKYAT Crudities 225 A Bardocullus, that is, a Shep-

ht-ard's ragged and weather-beaten cloake. 1708 MOITEUX
Rabelais v. in. These monkhawks whom you see bardocu-
mllatud with a Hag.

Ba'rdship. [f.
BAUD sb. } + -SHIP.] The office,

dignity, or personality of a bard ; cf. lordship.
1787 Hi KXS Jiordcr

7'c//riGlol)e)56p
The Captain .. showed

a particular respect to my hardship. 1811 UVKON Hints
front Ilor. 478 Boys shall hunt your bardship up and down.

Bardy (bft'idi), rt. St. [Origin uncertain : pcrh.
f. BAUD j-/'.

1 sense 2.] Hold-faced, defiant; auda-

cious, pert. Hence Ba'rdily (u/z>., Ba'rdiness.
1788 K. GAI.I.OWAV Poems 202 MAM.) Shun the pert and

bardy dame, Wlioe words run swiftly void of sense. Ibid. 64
They, hardily, and hardily, Kac'd home or foreign foe.

1826 j. WM.SON Xoct. Amir. Wits. 1855 I. 118 Haudin up
the . . chin o' him in a niaist bardy and impertinent manner.

Bare ,bc-u\ ., adv., sb. Forms : i beer, 3 bar,

4 5 baar
( ts-S .SV. bair), i- bare. fCommon

Tent: OE. far OCXS., OHO., UllG.tar, MDu.
baert G. and Du. baar, ON. berr, Da., Sw. bar}:
OTeut. ^baz-oz, cogn. w. Lith. basas, OSlav. bosA
barefoot ; Aryan *bhos-6s. The original short

vowel is lengthened in mod.Eng., Du., and Ger.]
A. adj. I. \Vithout covering.

1. Of the bodyor its parts: Unclothed, naked, nude.
1000 Caedmon's Gen. (Grein) 783 Hare hie ^es;Vwon heora

lichoman. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. 514 Manie in hor bare fleas horn
late croici vaste. < 1386 CHAUCKR Knts. T. 900 On hir bare
knees adoun they falle. 11400 Dcstr. Troy xxx. 12269
Found en bare in his bed. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. iv. i. 252
Lay bare your bosome. 16x1 BIBLE Isa. xlvii. 2 Make bare
the legge, vncouer the thigh. 1713 STEELK Engluhm. No.
1.2 He filled my Hat. .and then put it upon my bare Head.
1853 Arab. Xts. iRtldg.) 229 Robbers, who stripped him as
bare as my hand. p
b. Stripped to the shirt or other tinder-garment ;

cf. naked, Gr. yvpvus.
1330 R. BRUNNK Chron. 161 Bare in serke and breke Isaac

oway fled. 1866 KINUSLEY Hcrew. xiv. 181 You bid him go
and fight in hii bare shirt.

T c. Bare eye : cf.
* naked eye/ Obs.

1664 POWER Ex/>, Philos. \. 18 Whose whole bulk to the
bare eye is quite indi>ccrnable. 1790 IMISON .SV//. Art. I.

z6j Holds his finger . . between his bare eye and an object.

BARE.

2. With the head uncovered, arch. = BARE-
HEADED.

i 13,86 CHAIXER Prol. 685 Dischevele, sauf his cappe, he
rood al bare. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. I'. \\. ix. 44 How many
then should couer that stand bare? 1633 G. HERBERT Ch.
Porch. Ixviii, When once thy foot enters the church, be bare.

<ii<$74Ci,ARKNi>oN///.s^..AV& 1 1 1. xvi. 594 They all stood bare,
whilst the Heraulds proclaim'd the King.
3. fig. Unconcealed, undisguised, open to view.
1 950 Lindtsf. Gosp. Matt. v. 46 Ah ne & ba;r-suinni?;o Sis

doas? 1526 TINDALE Ileb. iv. 13 All thynges are naked and
bare unto the eyes off hym. 1671 MILTON Samson 902
Bare in thy guilt how foul must thou appear ! 1781 COWPER
Charity 494 He hides behind a magisterial air His own
offences, and strips others bare. 1827 KEBLE Chr. Y. 4 S.

Lent xii, Bare to the rude world's withering view.

4. Of natural objects, as earth, heavens, trees :

Without such covering as they have at other times,

e.g. without vegetation, clouds, bark, foliage, etc.

c 885 K. ALFRED Roeth. xxxiv. 10 Sumna on clu5um,
sumne on barum sondum. t"H75 Lamb. I/oni. 181 Durh
ane godliese wude in-to ane bare felde. a 1300 Cursor
M. 1321 Braunches .. o bark al bare. 1523 FITZHERB.
Stirv. xxxv. (1539) 54 They wylle eate the grounde moste
barest. 1611 BIBLE Joel i. 7 He hath .. barked my figge
tree ; he hath made it cleane bare. 1720 I.ond. Gaz. No.
5827/1 The Country between the two Armies being eaten
bare. 1806 WOKDSW. Ode Itmnort. 13 The Moon doth with

delight Look round her when the heavens are bare. i86a
STANLEY Jew. Ch. 11877* * " 22 Hills which are now bare
were then covered with forest.

5. Of persons and animals : Stripped of a natural

covering ; deprived of hair, wool, flesh, etc.; bald.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5165 His heued it was all bar for eild.

1387 TRKVISA Ittgdcn I. 115 Golgotha i,s to menynge a baar
scone. '1450 HENRYSON Talc of Dog 112 The Scheip ..

Nakit and bair, syne to the feild couth pas. 1591 SHAKS.
Tivo Gent. iv. i. 36 The bare scalpe of Robin Hoods fat

Fryer. 1783-94 BF.AKE Chimncy-riv. ^ When your head's

bare, You know that the soot cannot spoil your white
hair.

6. Wanting appropriate covering, equipment, or

array ; unfurnished, uncovered.
(izoo Trin. Colt. Horn. 139 Bare eor5 lo bedde, and hard

ston to bolatre. -1420 Sir A madace xiv, For his mete he
wold not spare, Burdes in the hallewere neuyr bare. .1600
AW'. Hood iRitson' xvi. 44 When others cast in their bated

hooks, The bare lines into the sea cast he. 1607 TOPSELL

Fonr-f. Beasts 240 It is good to use your horse to backing
both saddled and bare. 1722 SKWEL Hist. Quakers (17951
I. !v. 254 Fain to lie upon the bare boards. 1810 SCOTT
Lady of L. \. xi, Nor were these earth-born Castles bare,
Nor lacked they many a banner fair.

b. Without armour or weapons, unarmed. ? Obs.

1205 LAV. 17346 pa Irisce weoren bare, c \ypGaw. $ Gr.
Knt. 277 If |iou crane batayl bare. Here fayle/ bou not to

fy^t. 1549 CHEKE Hurt. Scdit. (1641 1 25 Yee . . hewed him
hare, whom yee could not hurt armed. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. i.

iii. 175 Men do their broken Weapons rather vse, Then their

bare hands.

c. Of cloth: Napless, threadbare. Of weapons:
Unsheathed. Bare poles in Naut. : masts with no
sails set.

fc 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 260 With thredbare cope, as is a

poure scolere.l 1483 Act i Rich. Ill-, viit. Pream., Course
Clothes . . bare of Threde. 1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gent. n. iv. 45
Their bare Liueries. 1604 Oth. v. i. 3 Weare thy good
Rapier bare. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v. , A cloth is

said to be bare or naked, when the nap is too short. 1780
COXE Rttss. Disc. 130 Drove 24 hours under bare poles.

1855 TENNYSON Lt. Brigade, Flash'd all their sabres bare.

II. Stripped of surroundings, contents, property.
f 7. Defenceless, unprotected, deserted. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 388 pe wule hii were in Normandye &
Engelond so bare, c 1400 Destr. Troy iv. 1320 So bare

leuyt, Vmfoldyng witli his fos bat he ne fle might. 155*
Emv. VI. Lit. Rein. (1858) II. 353 If he found a bare

company . . to set upon them.

T 8. Laid waste, desolate. Obs.
St. Edm. Knig 20 in E. E. P. 11862) 87 Robbede al

74 CHAUCER And.
are. 1593 SHAKS.

Lncr. 1741 Like a late-sack 'd island . . Bare and unpeopled.
1642 MILTON Sonn. viii, To save the Athenian walls from
ruin bare.

9. Without possessions, destitute, indigenljnecdy;

scantily furnished. Const, of, rarely in : see b.

1205 LAY. 3420 pat ich bare sitte, wunnen biraeued. cizSo
.StirniKn 44 in E. E. P. ( 1862! 5 He nel no}t leue his eir al

bare, c 1480 Childe Rristtnve 554 in Hazl. E. P. P. \ 1864) 131
First was riche and sitthen bare. 1538 BALE Thre Lawes
1084 As bare as Job. 1755 SMOLLETT Qui.r. (18031 ' 233
Bare I was born, and bare I remain. 1827 KEBLI; Chr. Y.

Sexages, ix, Yet mercy hath not left us bare.

b- f 1220 Bestiary 144 in O. E. Misc. 5 Danne fle neddre
is .. bare of his brest alter. -1380 Sir Fcrnnib. 1641 Of
blisse yam al bare. 1658 SIR T. BROWN E//^rV/</. \.(\ 736* 16

We are bare in Historical Particulars. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk.
Gt. III. ix. vii. 127 Old Father Margraf . . does. always keep
us frightfully bare in money. 1883 Ch. Times 9 Nov. 813/2
Lutheranism is more bare of the attribute of sajntHness than

any other creed held by a large body of Christians.

10. Destitute or defective in various other re-

spects : a. Without contents, empty.
1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeless iv. 21 No Jing y-lafte but the

bare baggis. ^1700 DKYMKN (J.> A bare treasury. Nursery
Riu\ Mother Hubbcrd, When she got there the cupboard
was bare.

f b. Poor in quality, paltry, worthless. Obs.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeless iv. 70 So blynde and so ballid

and bare was f?e reson. 1:1400 Destr. Troy \\. 2502 Soche

bargens are bytter, J?at hafe a bare end. 1592 SHAKS. I'en.

$Ad. 188 What bare excuses makest thou to be gone. 1596
i Hen. iyt in. it. 13 Such poore, such bare . . attempts.

< 1305 St. Edm. A ing 20 m E. E. P. 1 1862) 87 Robbede al

bat ne fond & makede J>ane toun bar. c 1374 CHAUCER Anel.

ff Arc. 62 So desolate stotle Thebes and so bare. 1593 SHAKS.



BABE.

c. Without literary or artistic effect; bald, meagre,
unadorned.

1:1400 Dcstr. Troyfto\. 74 Cornelius translated it . .but

he brought it so hreff, and so bare leuyt, bat no lede might
have likyng to loke berappon. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus.

84 In long resting the harmonic seemeth bare. 1798 FFRRIAR

Enf. tlistor. in Illustr. Sterne 248 The bare line of general
narration is so happily ornamented.

f d. Simple, without luxury ; unpolished, rude.

1583 STUBBKS Anal. Alms. n. 72 Better it is to haue bare

feeding than none at all. 1-159* SPENSER ij.) Yet was their

manners then but bare and plain. 1603 KNOULES Hist.

Turks \ifa\) 76 This bare Northren people [the Tartars].

f e. Bare wind in Naut. : one too much ahead to

fill the sails well ; scant. Obs.

1682 Land. Gaz. No. 1744/4 This morning sailed the whole

Fleet . . with a bare Wind at N.W. and by N. 1691 Ibid.

No. 2671/4 Having but a bare Wind, and little of it. 1694

LUTTKELI. Brief Rcl. III. 320 The whole fleet was out of

sight, with a bare wind at North.

III. Without anything of the nature of addition.

11. Without addition, mere, simple ;
and no-

thing else, only. Bare contract in Law : an un-

conditional promise or surrender.

1:1200 Moral Ode 137 in Lamb. Horn. 167 Hefde he bon

her enne del oSer twa bare tide. 1-1313 SHOREHAM 35 Man
mo}e isaued be Thon bare repentannce. 1393 GOWEK Conf.
II. 286, I set it at no more accompt, Than wolde a bare

straw amount. 1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. 11619) 104

They taught Christ to be . . but a bare Man. 1633 G.

HERBERT Love Unkn. 40 in Temple 122 Many drunk bare

wine. 1641 Tc-rmes de la Ley 211 Bare contract, or naked

promise, is where a man bargaineth or selleth his lands, or

goods . . and there is no recornpence appointed to him for the

doing thereof. . This is a naked contract, and voyd in Law.

1697 C'tess D'Annoy s Tret-'. (1706) 109 Who can do you
hurt by bare looking on yon. 1711 ADDISON .Spect. No. 69.

5 Nature indeed furnishes us with the bare Necessaries of

Life. 1769 Jnnius Lett. xiii. 56 A bare contradiction will

have no weight. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xix. 6

(1862) 373 A bare majority of seven to five.

1 12. From the idea of completeness in itself ;

Sheer, absolute, very, actual. Otis.

1205 LAY. 20876 Ich habbe hine idriuen 1 to ban baredasfie.

,( 1330 Sire Degarre 561 Thei he be the bare qued, He schal

a-doune. c 1400 Destr. Troy xxiv. 9682 With strong batcll

6 brem till the bare night. Ibid. 10805 Born to be burghe
in the bare tyme, Honerable Ector in armes to helpe.

IV. Comb. a. specially bare-arse, dial, name
of the Little Grebe ; to go on bare-board, to play
without a stake on the gaming-table ; bare-bone,
a lean, skinny person ; bare-man, obs. term in Sc.

Law for a bankrupt or ' broken
'

man.

b. adjs. formed by bare qualifying a sb., as bare-

breech, -leg, -limb, bare-weight (also adv. : see 1 1 ),

BARE-FOOT, -HEAD, equivalent in sense to c. para-

synthetic adjs. formed on prec. + -En, as bare-armed,

(having the arms bare), bare-breedicd, -chested,

legged, -throated, -walled, d. ppl. adjs. in which

bare acts as a verbal complement, as bare-bitten,

-eaten, -gnawn, -worn.
a. 1655 FULLER Cli. Hist. vi. vii. 3 III. 493 To vye ready

silver with ihe King of Spaine, when he . . was fain to go on

bare-hoard. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 358 Heere comes
leane Jacke, heere conies bare-bone. 1581 Acts Jas. VI

(1597) 110 To hound out hair-men and vagabounds, to the

attempting of sik foull . . enormities. 1609 SKKNE Reg. Maj,
Table 66 Bairman . . is he quha makes cession of his gudes
and geir to his creditours. a 1763 SHENSTONE Ess. Wks.

d765'i72A Miser, ifhonest, can be only honest bare-weight.
1801 HAN. MORE Wks. VIII. 248 Such bare-weight protest-

ants prudently condition for retaining the Popish doctrine

of indulgences.
b. 1205 (see BAREFOOT]. 1483 Cath. Angl. 21/1 Barlege,

incaligatus. 1377 STANVHURST Descr. Irel. in Holinsh. VI.

51 Such barebreech brats as swarme in the English pale.

1583 .-Eneiti 137 Baerlym swartye Pyracmon. 1587
Cats, f.oyall Subj. (Collier) 25 Bareleg and barefoot they
wandred.
C. (-1350 Will. Palcrne 2767 A barlegged bold boie. 1562

I. HEVWOOD Prov. ft Kf'gr. (1867) 16 To beg a breeche of a

bare arst man. 1580 NORTH Pltttarcft (1676) 2.89 He would

go out bare-necked to the waste. 1595 SHAKS. John v. ii,

177 In his fore-head sits A bare-rib'd death. 1647 R.

STAVVLTON Juvenal 209 Then must bare-finger'd [ ringless]

Pollio beg or fast. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xv, Four bare-legged

dairy-maids. 1828 F. M. Perth vi, These bare-breeched

Dunniewassals. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets xii. 403 Stately
maidens and bare-chested youths.
d. 1577 tr. Bitllinger's Decades Pref.

,
Ministers .. bare

bitten of their Patrons. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne I. xxvii.

(1632) 96 A subject, common, bare-worne, and wyer-drawne.
1605 SHAKS. Lmrv. iii. 122 By Treasons tooth barc-gnawne.

1627 MAY Lucan ix. 7 On their bare-eaten ground. 1770
GOLDSM. DCS. I 'ill. 308 Ev'n the bareworn common is denied.

B. adv. [cf.
Sw. bara only, Ger. baar]

fl. Thoroughly, completely. (Cf. A 1 2.1 Obs. rare.

c 1340 Gau'. $ Gr. Knt. 465 5et breued watz hit ful bare, A
ineruayl among bo menne.

2. With numeral adjs. : No more than, at most ;

scarcely, BAKELV. arch, or Obs.

1:1325 "K. K- Allit. P. B. 1573 Out-taken bare two & benne

be pe brydde. 1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch. 46 Errors.,

of bare 80 yeres continuans. 1678 OTWAY Friendsh. in F.

24 As hot-headed with my bare two Bottles, as a drunken

Prentice. 1716 Lond. Gaz. 5410/4 Weighs bare ten Grains.

fC. sl>. [the adj. used atsol.] Obs.

1 1. A naked part of the body ;
the bare skin.

t 1300 St. Brandan 612 And helede al aboute his bodi, nas

ther no bar on him bileved. < 1400 Destr. Troy xiv. 5821
Hit shot brough..be shire made, to be bare of be body.

1526 TINDALE Mark xiv. 51 Cloothed in linnen apoll the

669

bare. 1611 BEAUM & FL. King $ -Va A"- 45 If ever '

touch'd any bare of her.

fig. <r6oo MARSTON i.in Webster), You have touched the

very bare of truth.

t 2. A bare space or place. Oh.
1683-4 ('t- Frost (1844) Introd. 19 Her [Thames'] watry

green [shou'd] be turn'd into a bare. 1706 Pmi.Lirs, Bare,
a Place without Grass, made smooth to Bowl in.

Bare ibe-vi), v. [OE. *bariait (in abariaif),

f. bxr BARE a.; cf. also byian, ON. bera, OHG.
baron,']
1. trans. To make or lay bare, uncover, open to

view ; to unsheathe (a weapon).
a 1000 Bcmuul/nSi Bcnc-belu beredon. a 1300 Cursor M.

1878 porow a fowel .. may we knaw if be er(j barid be.

-1420 Pallad. on Hush. iv. 14 The pith to bare is not thaire

kynde. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. i. iii. 49 And thus vnbraced . .

Haue bar'd my Bosome to the Thunder-stone. (11725 Port;

Odyss. xix. 526 His tusks .. the sinewy fibres tore, And
bared the bone. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. iv. 5 (18821 197

Earl Warrenne bared a rusty sword. 1884 TENNYSON Bucket

133 He bows, he bares his head.

2. fig. To disclose, reveal, make manifest,

[c-iooo /EI.FRIC Joshua ii. 20 Gif dri abarast ure sprice.]

1 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1912 His fader he it gan vn-hillen S:baren.

(-1325 A". 1''.. A Hit. /'. B. 1149 pat watz bared in Babyloyn.
a 1652 BROME City Wit \\. ii, To fall out and bare one

anothers secrets. 1764 Gol.ns.M. Trav. 390 Tear off reserve,

and bare my swelling heart. 1822 B. CORNWALL Julian
Apost., They did bare the secrets of the grave.

3. To strip, divest. Const, of, from.
(-1440 HYLTON Scula Perf. iW. de \V. 14941 n. xx, Vntyll a

soufe can. .haren [bareyn 1533] hym from all the gooddedcs
that he dooth. 1443 HEN. VI in Ellis Orig. Lett. in. 34 I. 80

Werres . . haue bared vs gretely of tresore. 1563 SACKVII.LK

Jfyrr. Mag. Induct. 2 With blustring blastes had al ybared
the treen. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. xix. 367 He quite bared

his garden in feeding us. 1858 J. MAHTINEAU Stud. Chr. 42

Stripped of every disguise, and bared of all that is con-

ventional.

Bare, obs. form of BOAR, BEAR.

Barebacklbe-'-jba'k),^.,^^.
= BARE-BACKED 2.

to. As adj. with noun of action.

1562 J. HEVWOOD Prcni. >r F.pigr. (1867) 24 Where saddles

lacke Better ride on a pad, than on the horse bare backe.

Mod. The renowned bareback rider.

Bare-backed (.beViboekt), a. [see BARE a. 6.]

1. With the back bare.

1831 CAKLVLE Sart. Res. in. vii, Some barefooted, some
almost bare-backed.

2. esf. Of a horse : Without saddle, unsaddled ;

also with ride as adv.

1628 LE GRYS tr. Barclay's Argents. 123 A Horse .. not

bare-backt . . but with those trappings which the kings there

did vse. 1854 J. STEPHENS Centr. Amer. 277 Mounted on a

bare-backed horse.

II Bareca, -ka (barJ-ka). [a. Sp. bareca, bay-

rica; cf. BAKUICO.] A small cask or keg, a BUEAKKU.

1773 in Hawkesworth I'oy. X. 439 Barecas, or small casks

which are filled at the head. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's ll'ora-

bk., Barcka. 1875 BEDFORD Sailors Pocket-bk. v. 155 A
Bareca for Beacon should be fitted as a buoy.

Bared (be-ud). ///. a. [f.
BARE v. + -ED.]

1. Made bare, exposed to view, naked, nude.

^1300 [see BARE v. i.] 1552 HUI.OET, Bared, nudatus.

1583 BABINGTON Coinmandm. 115901 432 As good Sem and

Japheth did to their bared father. 1842 TKNNYSON CEnone

137 Her clear and bared limbs.

2. Stripped, denuded, cleared of covering.

1382 WYCLIE Num. xx. 19 Bi the beryd weye [Vnlg. via.

trita\ we shulen goon. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Feb. 112

His bared boughes were beaten with stormes. 1825 WATEK-
TON Wander, l . i. 88 A rood or two of bared ground.

Barefaced (.be^uG'st), a. ,\\\ use sometimes

approaching an adv. ;
cf. BAREFOOT, -ED).

1. With the face uncovered : hence a. with no

hair on the face, beardless, whiskerless, also fig. ;

b. without mask or vizard.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. l. ii. loo Some of your French

Crownes haue no haire at all, and then you will play bare-

fac'd. 1602 Ham. IV. v. 164 They bore him bare fac'd on

the Beer. ^1762 LADY MONTAGUE Lett. xcii. 151 The.,

ball, to which he has invited a few bare-faced, and the whole

town en masque. 1869 BI.ACKMOKE Lorna n. vii. 37 Under
the foot of a barefaced bill. 1883 Harper's Mag. Feb. 485/2

Though others be by whiskers graced, A lawyer can't be too

barefaced [cf. 3 a].

2. Unconcealed, undisguised, avowed, open. arch.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. III. i. 119 Though I could With bare-

fac'd power sweepe him from my sight. 1687 R. L.ESTRAMGE

Ansiv. Diss. i, I have liv'd Open and Barefac'd . . I wit! not

Dye in a Disguise. 1766 tr. Beceariats Ess. Crimes xx.

U793^ 77 The assaults of barefaced and open tyranny.

3. Hence by gradual pejoration : Audacious, im-

pudent, shameless : a. of persons, b. of actions, etc

a. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Kelt. (1704) III. xin. 365 They
barefaced own'd all that the Commissioners had propounded.

1720 OZELL I'ertot's Ram. Rep. II. xnl. 260 That Caesar

was invading the Public Liberty, barefac'd. 1838 DICKENS
O. Twist iii,

' Of all the artful and designing orphans . . you
are one of the most bare-facedest.'

b. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No 458 f 7 Hypocrisy is not so

pernicious as bare-faced Irreligion. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle

Tom's C. xx. 207 Indignant at the barefaced lie.

Ba'refacedly, adv. [t prec. + -LYB.] In a

barefaced manner
; openly, shamelessly.

1684 BURNET tr. Mores Utop. 56 In Courts . . a man must

bare-facedly approve of the worst Councils. 1865 CARLYLE
Frcdk. Gt. IV. xn. xi. 244 Barefacedly unjust.

Barefacedness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] Open-

ness, effrontery, shamelessness.

,11674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. I. n. 117 They resorted . . to

Mass . . with the same Barefacedness. 1823 COBBETT Rnr.
Rides 427 The barefacedness of the lie.

Barefoot (be>j.fut), a. and adv. Rarely 5-6
barefeet (//.). [OE. byrfot, early ME.

barfot ;

cf. ON. berfattr adj., LG. barfot, G. barfusz.

See BARE a. IV.] With the feet bare or naked,

without shoes or stockings on : a. as adj., passing

(with verbs of motion) into b. adv.

a. ciooo Peccat. Mcd. (Bosw.) Bzrfdt, nudipes. 1205

LAV. 8843 Sone he dude hine bar-fot (1250 bareuotj. a 1300

Cursor M. 6072 Lok bat bai be scod ilkan . . and barfote

nan. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. f, Jul. v. ii. 5 Going to find a bare-

foote Brother out. 1679 Hist. Jetzer 38 The Covent of the

Bare-foot Friers. 1818 J. HOBHOUSE
Ifist.

Illustr. 253 'I he

Emperor . . undertook a barefoot pilgrimage to Mount Gar-

ganus. 1870 LOWELL Study H-'ittci. 43 Burns, whose bare-

foot Muse got the color in her cheeks by vigorous exercise

in all weathers.

b. ^1230 After. R. 420 Ine sumer . . to gon and sitlen

baruot. 61386 CHAUCER I-'rankl. 'I'. 349 Thy Temple in

Delphoswol I barefoot seke. 1483 CAXTON Co/</. Leg. 249/2

Blessid chyldren . . haue gone upon the coles brennyng bar-

feet. 1562 J. Hf.YKOOvProv.fj Epigr. 1 1867' 37 Who waitth

for dead men shoen, shall go long barefoole. 1692 Soviin

12 Scrm.(i6ttf)l. 40 He that thinks to expiate a sin by going

barefoot, does the Penance of a Goose. 1856 FROUDE Hist.

En*. I. 81 Henry walked barefoot through the streets.

Ba're-foO:ted, a.
[f. prec. + -KI>.]

= prec ,
and

more frequently used by recent writers.

a. ci53ol.i>. BERNAs Arth.Lyt.Bryt. (18141 268 Clianon-,

preestes, and clarkes . . all barefoted. 1598 HAKI.UYT I'oy.

I. 109 Wee stoode . . bare-footed and bare-headed. 1670

G. II. Hist. Cardinals I. II. 46 The Preacher was a bare-

footed Franciscan. 1884 Q. VICTORIA More Leaves 12;

Picturesque barefooted lasses.

b. 1780 COXE RHSS. Disc. 104 The greatest part go bare-

footed. 1847 LONC.I'-. F.i'. H. i, Thus did that poor soul wander

. . Bleeding, barefooted over the shards and thorns.

II Barege (bare'g). [Fr. ;
from Bareges or liar-

i-cge, a village in trie Ilautes Pyrenees, France.]

1. A light, silky dress-fabric, resembling gauze,

originally made at Bareges.
1851 Times 4 Apr. 11/2 Barege shawls and silks. 1864

Linnet's Trial I. m. iv. 258 MissCarrwore a slate-coloured

barege.

2. A mineral water obtained at Bareges. Hence

Baregin e, a glairy organic substance found in

many mineral waters after exposure to the air.

i8ii Hooi'ER Mcd. Diet., Barege waters are remarkable

for a very smooth soapy feel. 1863 WATTS Diet. C/tem . I. sou

Baregin is in the moist state a transparent, gelatinous, nearly

colourle-s substance . . When dried, it furms a horny mass.

Barehead (.bc^uhed). a. and adv. arch. -- next.

e 1320 Hong Mere! 75 in /.'. /:. /'. 1 18621 izo Barehed and

barefot gan I go. f 1485 Digly Myst. 11882' in. 147 Stond

bare bed, ye beggars ! 1622 ROWLANDS Good Ncv'rs

Barehead curtesie doth entertaine My worship with \\hat

lacke you. 1854 Black-.u. Mag. LX X VI. 424 He was obliged,

barehead, to seek pardon from the injured party.

Bare-headed (.beXthe : dc-d), a. and adv. [f.

prec.: see BARE a. IV; cf. barefoot (ed.~] With the

head uncovered, esp. as a token of respect. Hence

Bare-headedness.
6-1530 LD. BERNKKS Arth. Lyt. llryt. (1814! 288 He was

fayre & gracyous, and he was bare heded. 1601 WEEVER
Mirr. Mart., Sir J. Oldcastle Ded., I was cpnlented

he

should stand bare-headed to these churlish times. 1709

STEELE Taller No. 39 F i You shall see an Earl walk bare-

headed to the Son of the meanest Artificer. 1822 Scon

Nigel iii, I w-as a bare-headed girl at the time, a 1656

Bp. HAUL Rein. 237 I.L.) Bareheadedness was in Corinth . .

a token of honour.

I
Bareliicle. Obs. Also j-fibarhide, ybeare-

hide. ? A hide with the hair removed, or one un-

dressed.
e 1450 in Wiilcker Voc. ^67 Barusia, harhyde. /575 Co-

risterium, barhyde. 1552 'Act 5^6 Ed;v. VI, xv. 2 Leather

Pols, Tankards, Barhides, or any other Wares of Leather.

1611 FLORIO, Spazzacouerta, a great hide to couer cartes, in

Court we call them beare-hides. 1687 Ord. R. Houscli. 394 For

trunks, chests, hampers, barehides . . and also for little carts.

Bareish, variant spelling of BAHISH a.

Barel, obs. form of BARREL.

Barely (be-uli), adv. [f.
BARE a. + -LY a

.]

1. Nakedly, without covering, nudely.

1483 Cath. Angl. 21/1 Barely, fWnakydly. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. /ioi Barely, nude. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well iv. ii.

18 You barely leaue our thornes to pricke our seines.

2. Openly, without disguise or concealment,

clearly, plainly.
-950 Liiidisf. Gosp. John xvi. 29 Nu . . bierlice Su spreces.

1352 MINOT Poems iii. (1795* 38 Thaire leders may thai

barely ban. a 1670 HACKET Cent. Serin. (16751 549 Here is

the Resurrection of our Saviour barely and positively af-

firmed. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xvii. 604 When the

question is put barely before them they avoid committing
themselves.

. .

t3. Without qualification or reserve, uncondition-

ally ; wholly.completely; absolutely, positively. Obs.

c 1340 Gan'. 4- Gr. Knt. 548, I am boun to be bur barely to

morne, To seche be gome of be grene. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy
xxix. 12090 He besit hym barly be burde forto seche. Ibid.

xxv. 10132 A space for his spilt men spedely to graue, And

bryng horn to berynes, barly no more, c 1415 WYNTOUN
Crvn. vn. v. 125 Bot [- unless] barly hat be Patrowne Suld

gyve . hys Presentatyowne.
4. Merely, simply, only. arch.

1ST; HANMEK Anc. F.ccl. ffU.(l6ig) 526 Not barely in

word, but truly in deed. l68z NORRIS Hicroelcs 89 Good-
ness of action does not consist barely in not sinning. 1712



BARENESS.
HUGHES Spcct. No. 467 p 8 Instructive, as well as barely
agreeable. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India. II. v. ix. 717 The
only objection . . might have been easily removed, by barely
prescribing what sort of evidence they ought to receive.

5. Only just ; hence, not quite, hardly, scarcely,
with difficulty.

1494 FABYAN Edw. /, an. 1298 iR.t Barely xxviii. persons.

1562 J. HEYWOOU Prov.ff /,/*/>-. 11867) 1JI Thou fleest that
vice not meanly nor barely, But mainely. 1697 DRYDKS
Virg. Eclog. iii. 157 Their Bones are barely cover'd with
their Skin. 1768 ELLIS in Phil. Trans. LVIII. 77 Some
wax that was barely fluid. 1805 T. JEFFERSON Writ. 1 1830)
I V. 42 The Speakers . . had barely time to get out of his way.
1855 BAIN Senses $ Int. in. ii. 9 Sounds . . so faint as to be

barely recognizable.
6. Scantily, poorly ; baldly.
"'535 MORE Wks. 255 (R.) Rehersing the tother syde

nakedly and barely . . to make it seerre the more slender.

< 1620 Z. BOYI> Zion's Flowers (18551 99 I-et him . .be barely
fed, With . . barly-bread. 1807 CHABBE Far. Reg. in. 848
Thy coat is thin ; why, man, thou'rt barely drest.

Bareness (be>jiu's). [f.
BARE a. + -NESS.]

1. Nakedness, lack of covering.
1552 HULOET, Barenes, nuditas. .1600 SHAKS. Sonn. v,

Beauty ore-snow'd and barenes euery where. 1810 COLE-
RIDGE FrierxK 1865)26 A clothing even of withered leaves is

better than bareness.

2. Destitution, scantiness ; baldness. ///. and_/?^
r
.

1580 HOLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong., Pouvretc. -barenesse,
want. 1590 PasquiCs Af>ol. i. Biiijb, Compare the ex-

position .. with the barenesse of reading. 1666 SOUTH i'j

Serin. 1 16971 I. 229 Stript of . . its Privileges, and made like

the primitive Church for its Bareness. 1870 EMERSON Soc.

<V Solit. i. 14 A man must be clothed with society, or we
shall feel a certain bareness or poverty.
t b. Leanness. Obs,

1552 HUI.OET, Barenes or leannes of the bod ye, inacics.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II', iv. ii. 77 For their barenesse . . they
ncucr learn'd that of me.

f 3. Merc or simple quality ; mereness. Obs.

1607 DKKKER Northiv. Hoc n. Wks. III. 25 My father could
take vp, vpon the barenesse of his word fine hundred pound.

Baresark (bG-'-Jsaik), sb. and adv. [lit.
= ' bare

shirt/ in reference to a current etymology of BEK-

HEKKEit, q.v.] A. sb. (also altrib.} A BKRKERKKK,
or wild Xorsc warrior

;
sometimes explained as a

warrior fighting in his 'bare shirt.' B. adv. In a

shirt only, without armour.

1840 CARLYI.K Heroes vi, The great savage Bare.-ark. 1857
I^MI.KSON Poems 187 Thy sires . . Failed to beijueath . . The
Baresark marrow to thy bones. 1866 KIN'I.SI.KY Herein.
xii. 169, I will i;u baresark to-morrow to the war.

Barct, obs. f. UAKKKT, a kind of cap.
Barct, -ette, -ettor, obs. ff. BARKAT, etc.

t Ba'revis, a. O/'s. rare- 1

,
[f.

HAKE a. IV. +

MK. vis- OK. vis face : L. visus sight, eyes.]
IJAKEFAC'KD I.

1330 R. BKI'NNK Citron. 122 Scho ^ede out in hir smuk. .

Withouten kirtelle or kemse, saue kouerchef alle barevis.

Barf, Barfan, dial. ff. Ixutun, BAHGHAM.

Barfray ; see BKKFKAV.

t Ba'rful, a. [f.
BAK sb.' -f -FUL.] Full of bars

or hindrances.
1601 SHAKS. Tivcl. A", i. iv. 41 Yet a barrefull strife, Who-

ere I woe, my selfe would be his wife.

Bargain (baugen), J^.I Forms: 4 bargayn,
-geyne, 4-6 -gan(e, -gayn(e, 4-7 gaine, 5 ber-

gayne, bargen, -gcyn, 6 bergan, bargyn, -gin,
6- bargain. [a. OF. bargainet

also bargaigtic,

-gagne, -caigne Pr., Pg. barganha (cf. Pr. barganh,
It. bargagno}, pointing to a late L. form *barcane-

itm
t
-a : see HAUGAIX v. The etymology being ob-

scure, the development ofmeaning is also doubtful.]

f 1. Discussion between two parties of the terms

on which one is to give or do something to or for

the other
; chaffering ; bargaining. Obs.

1330 R. I'.iu NNI: Chron. 270 (>e cardinals .. Oft for \>v pc.-,

with Philip mad bergayn. 1362 I,.\NGI,. P. PL A. v. 189

Bargeyns [C. bargeynes] and beucrages bi-gonne to aryse.
< 1440 Pronip. Pan'. 24 Bargayne, licitacio, stipnlacio.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II
',
in. i. 139 In the way of Bargaine -

lie cauill on the ninth part of a hayre.

t b To beat a (the] bargain : to bargain, haggle.
1664 KII.I.K;R(-:\V /'arson's H'ed. in. v, To beat a bargain

for a score of sheep. 1667 PKTYS Diary 14 Aug., With a
little beating the bargain, we come to a perfect agreement.
2. An agreement between two parties settling
how much each gives and takes, or what each

performs and receives, in a transaction between
them

;
a compact.

c 1340 Cursor M. (Trin.) 16490 Al for nou^t
. . be bargan

made hit is. c 1386 CHAUCKR fr'rankl. T. 502 This bargaine is

ftil-drive. . Ye shul be paied trewely. 1464 Mann. .V HouscJi.

Exj>. 261 In party of payment off theyr bargeyn . . v. marc.
\\d. 1553 I'. WILSON Rhet. 19 A bargain is a bargain, and
must stand without all e.xcepcion. 1597 BACON Good fy E~>il

( 1 862^ 266 The second blow makes the fray, The second word
makes the bargaine. 1599 SH\KS, Hen. K, v. ii. 134, I lone

you .. so clap hands, and a bargaine. 1674 OWEN Holy
Spirit (1693) 93 An Earnest is the Confirmation of a Bar-

gain and Contract made. 1833 HT. MARTINHAU Cinnamon
<V /'. v. 92 The colony will not long fulfil its part in this

unequal bargain.
b. Sometimes applied to what one of the parties

has contracted or stipulated to do or receive ; or

to the aspect of the compact towards one of the

parties, e.g. a ' bad bargain.'
1501 Ord. Cryaic't Men ^W. de W. 1506' iv. xxi. 224 The

670

seller putteth in his bargayne that he may bye again his

herytage. 1593 Tell-trothe's A'. J '. Gift 33 Whosoever . . is

bound to a bad bargain. 1603 KNOLLKS Hist, Turkcs \,i63&\
221 The best bargaine they could make therein. 1607 Tor-
SELL Fonr-f, Beasts 473 The buyer may condemn the seller

if the cattel be not so good as his bargain. 1769 Jitnins
Lett, v. 28 This is the losing bargain.

3. That which is acquired by bargaining ;
a pur-

chase regarded in the light of its proving advan-

tageous or the reverse
;
without qualification, an

advantageous purchase.
1352 [sec 7.] 1516 Churchw. Ace. St. Marg. (Nichollsl 8

Given to the broker that did help us to the bargain of the

barneston, ^d. ^16x9 FLETCHER IVit ivitlwut M. v. 163
Before I buy a bargain of such Runts, I'le buy a Colledge
for Bears. 111656 HP. HALL Rein. Wks. (16601 144 How
may I get a good bargain? T766GoLDSM. l^'ic. It-', xii, I had
them a dead bargain, or I should not have bought them.
1812 Examiner 14 Sept. 591/2 They should not trust . . to

buying bargains, as they will often meet, .with . .blind ones.
1882 PKBOUY Kng. Journalism xv. no A couple of books
. . which he had picked up as a bargain.

4. transf. A transaction that entails consequences,

especially unpleasant ones; a (bad or unfortunate)
*
business.' arch, or Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4932 Youthe gynneth ofte siche bar-

geyne, That may not eende withouten peyne. 1413 LYDC;.

Pylgr. S0wle\\. xv. (1483! 63 One of vs thre must abye this

bargeyn. * 1460 Ttnvnclcy Myst. 22 That bargan may they
ban, That ille has done. 1690 LOCKE Hnm. L'nd. \. iii. 1 1695)
20 God . . would certainly make it a very ill Bargain to the

Transgressor.

f* 5. Contention or contest for the mastery ;

struggle, combat, fight, battle, north. Obs.

1375 BAKBOUR Rrnce \\\. 221 He helpit hym swa in that

hargane, That thai thre tratouris he hasslane. 1:1400 Dcstr.

Troy \\. 2502 Soche bargens are bytter, Jmt hafe a bare
ende. 1513 DOUGLAS sEticis iv. Prol. 69 The meik hartis in

belling . . Mak fers bargane. 1556 LAUUER Tractate 458
Thay Mild be fre. . Frome toul^e, bergane, and debait. 1606
WARNKR A Ik. Kig. xiv. xc. 11612)365 On Brudus side the
belter of that bloudie bargaine went.

tb. flg. Bout, struggle, stour. Obs.

1615 CROOKI; Body ofMan 225 As in hard bargaines of
trauell it often hapneth . . to Women.
6. Law. Bargain and sale. (See quots.)
1602 I'Yi.BKCKK \st. Ft. Farall. 13 When an imperfect bar-

gaine and sale is to bee perfited, the bargainee dooth not
take the profiles. 1641 Tcrmcs de la Ley 37 By such a

bargaine and sale, lands may passe without livery of seisin,

jf
the bargaine and sale bee by deed indented, sealed, and

inrolled. 1876 DIGBY Real Prop. vi. 293 A bargain and sale

\v,is where the legal owner entered into an agreement with
a purchaser for the sale to him of his interest, and the pur-
chaser paid, or promised to pay, the money fur the land.

7. Phrases. Dutch or wet bargain : one concluded

by the parties drinking together. Into (to obs.) the

bargain : over and above what is stipulated or ex-

l>ected ; moreover, besides, f To buy the bargain
dear, (ellipt.) to buy the bargain: to pay dearly for

a thing, f To sell any one a bargain : to make a

fool of him, to 'sell' him. 70 strike (up obs.) a

bargain : to come to terms over a purchase. To be

off one's bargain : to be released from an engage-
ment. To make the best of a bad bargain : to make
the best of adverse circumstances.

1352 MINOT Fo'.'ws vi. 117951 28 Fro thai met with Inglis-

ni'?n, All thairc bargan dere thai boght. 1530 PAI.SGR. 455/1,
I bye the bargayne, or I fcle the hurte. .Le tnanhe tncciiit.

1588 SIIAKS. /,. /.. /,. in. i. 102 The Boy halh sold him a

bargaine. 1607 TOPSKM. I'our-f, tieasts 473 If these things
be true, then I will strike up the bargain. 1636 Ariana
55 An excellent meanes to revenge him on . . Palamcde,
and to have Ariana to the bargaine. 1640 BRATHWAIT
I>f>ulstcr Led. 81 You may suspect inee that I relate these

purposely to sell you a Bargaine. 1650 Br. \iM.i.CascsConsc.

21 Before the bargaine be stricken, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist.

Kt'b. I. i. 45 He paid much too dear for his Wife's Fortune, by
taking her Person into the bargain. 1678 On WAY Friendship
in /'. 16, I hate a Dutch Bargain that's made in heat of Wine.

1727 PorK Bathos 1 1 1 The principal branch of the alatnodc\~,

the Prurient. . It consists, .of. . selling of bargains, and double
entendre. 1729 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 184011.31 What baser

wretch first corrupted him, and then bought the bargain.

1753 Scots Mag. July 359/1 The bargain is to be struck at

700,000 florins. 1767 GRAY in Corr. Xitholls (1843' 68, I

should have been glad to hear your uncles were off their

bargain. 1790 BOSWHLL "Johnson 11811) II. 341 Mrs. Thrale
was all for . . according to the vulgar phrase,

'

making the

best of a bad bargain.' 1805 WINDHAM Speeches 11812) II.

271 The recruit took the condition of a soldier, with a guinea
to make it a wet bargain. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. IV.

xvii. 7 Men had made up their minds to submit to what they
could not help, and to make the best of a bad bargain. 1885

J.WRAY in Chr. Herald 22 Apr. 224/2 To give her view of

things with her usual perspicacity, and with a striking

emphasis into the bargain.

8. Comb., as bargain-hunting \
also f bargain -

penny, money paid
' on account/ by way of ratifi-

cation of a bargain; f bargain-Saturday, a hiring-

day for servants; bargain-wise adv., in the manner
of a bargain ; bargain-work (dial.}, see quot.
1792 MARY WOI.I.STONKCR. Rights Worn, iv. 166 Those Eng-

glish women whose time is spent in . . shopping, bargain-

hunting. 1884 C. DICKENS Diet. Loud. 82/1 People bar-

gain-hunting in this market. 1490 Churchit'. Ace. St.

Dunstans Canterl>. t Payde . . a bargayn peny for the whyte
lymyng of owr Churche. 1796 PFG(;E Anonym. (1809* 266

Earnest money, earnest penny, or bargain penny. 1860 K.

VENABLES Isle of Wight 61 Three '

Bargain Saturdays'
were held at Michaelmas for hiring servants, a 1679 T.

GOODWIN Wks. (,1863) V. 28 We find this very covenant

BARGAINER.
bargain-wise. 1851 Coal-tr. Terms Norihumbld. fy Durh.
8 Bargain-work, work . . let by proposal, amongst the work-
men at a colliery, to the lowest offer.

t Ba'rgain, sb$ Obs. exc. dial. [? same woid
as prcc.] A small farm-holding.
i6oa CAREW Cornwall 37 a, A farnie, or las wee call it) a

bargaine can no sooner fall in hand, then the Survey Court
shall be waited on. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i.

(1863) 81 What used to be called in this part of the country
'a little bargain': thirty or forty acres, perhaps, of arable

land, which the owner and his sons cultivated themselves.
1881 /. Wight Gloss. Rargitn . . a farm of small holding.

Bargain (ba'jgtn), v. Forms : 4 bargeyne,
4-5 -gaiie, 4- 6 -gayne, 5 -gan, -geyn, 7 -gaine,
6- bargain, [a. OF. bargaignc-r = Pr. barganhar,
It. bargagnare : late L. *barcancare

t
barcaniarc

(in Capit. Charles the Bald), which Diez proposes
to refer (through *barcane-us : see BARGAIN st>. 1

) to

barca 'a bark or barge, which,' according to the

definition of Isidore,
'

carries goods to and fro'
;

thence might arise the sense either of 'go back-

wards and forwards, come and go as to a matter,
be off and on

*

(cf. mod.F. barguigner to hesitate,

have difficulty in making up one's mind), or of
'

trade, traffic, deal.' But difficulties attend both

form- and sense- development ;
and the order of

senses here followed is purely empirical.]
1. intr. To treat with any one as to the terms

which one party is to give, and the other to accept,
in a transaction between them

;
to try to secure the

best possible terms ; to haggle over terms.
' I375 WYCI.IF Serin. Sel. Wks. 1871 II. 213 It is an open

foly to bargayne wij> preestis for siche preier. ("1380
ll'ks. (1880) 472 Cardenals ben brou^t yn bi antichrist to

bargeyne bi symonye. 1525 LD. BEKXFKS Froiss. II. cxviii.

[c.xiv.J 339 We cannot both bargayne and bye all in one

daye. 1611 COTCR., Bargnigner, to chaffer; to bargaine;
or (more properly) to wrangle, dodge, haggle . . in the mak-

ing of a bargaine. 1634 PRESTON Xew Covt. 89 They will

bargaine with the Lord, he will give thee this particular,
thou shall have this. 1701 PENN in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem,
IX. 56 No man living can defend us or bargain for us belter

than myself. 1859 J^rnsoN Brittany ix. 136 Judas bar-

gaining with the priests.

2. To agree to terms asked and offered ;
to ar-

range terms, come to terms ; to stipulate ;
to make

or strike a bargain, with a person, for a thing.

1483 Cath. Angl. 21/1 To bargan, pacisci. 1536 MS. in

Thynne Animadt: Introd. 28 John Wylkynson . . hath con-
venanted and bargayned with Edmunde Pekham. 1578
T. N. tr. Conq. W. India 20 He . . bargained with one Fer-

nando Alfonso, for certaine Hogges. 1593 SHAKS 2 Hen. 17,
1.1.231 While his owne Lands are bargain'd for, and sold.

1712 Aimisox Spcct. No. 511 P 3 A merchant . . bargained
for it, and carried it off. 1751 LADY MONTAGUE Lett.*f>\\\.
101 The marble was bespoke and the sculptor [was] bar-

gained with. 1876 J. H. NKWMAN Hist. Sk. 1. 1. ii. 100 The
Bishop . . acted for the Christians, and bargained for nothing
more than their lives.

b. with inf. or snbord, cl.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Skr. \\. \. 307 'Tis bargain'd . . That she

shall still be curst in company. 1787 P. JONKS in Sparks
Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) IV. 192, I . . have bargained to be

landed in France. 1878 SIMPSON School Shaks. I. 46 -Bag -

nail . . bargained to sell his cstales.

3. fig. To bargain for\ to arrange for beforehand,
to include in one's reckoning, arrangements, ex-

pectations, or forecast
;
to count on, expect.

1840 MARRYAT Olla 7Wr. (Rildg.i 330 More wind than we
bargained for. 1856 LI-.VFR Martins Cra" AI. 277, I never

bargained to dispute againsl such odds as this. 1883 FROUDK
Snort Sfud. IV. i. vii. 79 In accepting Henry's money they
had noi bargained for exposure.

f4. trans. To agree to buy or sell ; to contract

for. Obs. exc. in legal phr. To bargain and sell.

1488 9 Act 4 Hen, K//t xl, No . . person . . [shall] bye or

bargeyn. .any wolle/ then nnshorne. 111716 SOUTH in Spur-
geon Trcas. Dai'. Ps. ix. 16 The wages that sin bargains
with the sinner are life, pleasure, and profit. 1768 (see 13AK-

CAINOR]. 1876 [see BARGAINEE).
b. 7o bargain away : to part with, or lose, as the

result of a bargain.
1868 (Jro. KI.IOT /'. Holt 7 The heir . . had somehow bar-

gained away the estate.

t 5. (AV.) To contend, strive, struggle, fight. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 224 To bargane with his Enymys*.
i 1470 MKNRY W'allficc x. 516 We sail bargane be nyne
houris to morn. 1513 DOUGLAS sKneis m. iv. 52 Tak thair

wapnis, a/id bargane every man Agane thai cruell peple.

t Bargained, ///. a. Obs. [f.
BARGAIN v. +

-ED.] Agreed to, stipulated ; engaged.
1552 HULOET, Bargayned, contractns^ sponsiis. Bargayned

or promised lo be perfourmed, sti/ilatns. c 1661 Argvlc's
Last Will in Harl. Misc. (1746) VIII. 26/1 My prefixed

bargained Term of Years is even expired.

Bargainee (baigenr). [f.
as prec. + -EE.] The

party with whom an agreement of bargain and sale

is made ; the purchaser.
1598 KITCHIN Courts I,ect (16751 203 The Bargainee shall

make Oath in Court. 1691 BI.OUNT Law. Diet. s.v. Bar-

gain t Transferring the property thereof from the Bargainor
to the Bargainee. 1876 I)IGBY Kt-al Prop. vii. 2. 323 A
man bargained and sold in fee part of his estate and cove-

nanled to give the bargainee the offer of the residue.

Bargainer (baugenai). [f. BARGAIN v. + -KR 1
.]

1. One who is treating as to sale or purchase, a

dealer, a trafficker
;
a chafferer, a haggler.

i 1460 Tixviulcy Myst. 313 Of thise kyrkchaterars here ar



y
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BARGAINING.
a nienee, Of barganars and okerars and lufars of symonee.
1551 HULOET, Bargayner, or bargayne maker. 1632 Sinik-

WOOD, A bargainer, barguignard. 1658 in Burton Diary
(1828) III. 221 It would come better from another House,
than from us, that are bargainers for the people. 1848
THACKERAY / 'an. Fair xvii, The sight of the comfortable
old house, .ransacked by brokers and bargainers. 1857 Miss
WINKWORTII Taulcr's Life 123 Knowing how full the world
is of such bargainers with (lod, among monks and nuns.

t 2. - BARGAINOK. Obs.
16*8 COKK On Lift. ai8a, The state is not reucsted in the

Bargainer before a re-entry.

\ o. (-SV.) A quarreller, wrangler, bully. Obs.

(-1500 DUNHAR Dane,' 34 Bostaris, braggaris, and bar-

ganeris. .All bod in in feirof weir.

Bargaining, vbl. sb.
[f.

BAHRAIN v. -t- -INI.]
1. Trafficking, trading, buying and selling.
1401 Pol. Pot'ms( 185^1 11-77 3e built your house with bug-

gery, bargenyng and robberye. 1526 TINDAI.K i Thcss. iii. 6
And defraude his brother in bargaynynge. 1727 W. MAI HI-;K

Yng. Man's Cotnp, 396 By Bartering, is meant Goods fur

(ioods. By Bargaining, is understood Money for Goods.

1788 BURNS Lett. 26 May, Extremely fortunate in all my
buyings and bargainings.
2. Discussion of the terms of a purchase or con-

tract ; chaffering, haggling ; negotiation.
1669 MARVELL To Mayor of Hull Wks. I. 122 A Bill . .

against . . barganing for elections to Parliament. 1787 T.

JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 154, I do not understand bar-

gaining, nor possess the dexterity requisite for the purpose.
1876 FAWCKTT Pol. Econ. it. ix. 249 The word bargaining
implies an antagonism of interest.

j- 3. (6V.) Wrangling, contest, struggle, fighting!

1375 HARBOUR Bruce \. 306 Hard trawalys, and bargan-

:ngis.
1513 DOUGLAS Atticis i. v. 61 Eneas with hitlous

arganyng, In Itale thrawart peple sail doun thryng.

Bargainer (ba'igen^u). Law.
[f.

as prec. +

-OK.] The person making an agreement of bargain
and sale of real property ;

the seller.

1602 FUI.BECKE i$t Pt. Parall. 13 The bargainer should
teuie a fine to the bargainee. 1768 BLACKSTONH Connn, II.

338 A real contract, whereby the bargainer for some pecu-
niary consideration bargains and sells, that is, contracts to

convey, the land to the bargainee. 1876 DIGBY Real. Prop.
vi. 294 The bargainer was in the view of the Chancellor the
bare legal owner.

Bargander, obs. form of BEKGANDER.
Bargaret, variant of BAKUEUET.

Barge (biud;5\ sb. Forms: 4- barge, 4-7 berge,

(7 barg). [a. OK. barge (= Pr. barga, riiSo,
med.L. barga}, of which the L. type might be
either barga or *barica. Diez favours the latter,

taking it as a possible derivative of L. ban's, Gr.

ap(y, a kind of boat used on the Nile, an Egyp-
tian word (Coptic ban' a little pleasure-boat^ ;

but there is no evidence that this word was ever

used in the West. As to barga see BARK sb.-

If barge was, as seems certain, the same as barca,
HARK sb.'*

t
it was originally a ship's boat, used as a lighter,

etc.; in OF., i3th c., we still find Ma barge de la nef'

(Littre) ; cf. senses 2-4. But, as with barca, the name was
extended to a boat or small ship with sails ; and this was
the first use in English : see sense i. After the introduc-
tion (by Caxton) of barque, barke from isth c. Fr., that word
took the place of barge^ which, after 1600, is found in the
sense of '

ship
'

only in translators or historians. The modern
senses revert more nearly to that of the original barca.]

7" 1. A small sea-going vessel with sails : used

specifically for one next in size above the BALINGEK,
and generally as = Ship, vessel (in which use it is

now superseded by BARK.) Obs. (except when his-

torians reproduce it in the specific sense.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 24840 pat ilke waw til oblr it weft, And

bremli to Ja bargis beft. ^1300 K. Alts. 852 Mid heore

atire, schipes and barge They gan mony for to charge, c 1386
CHAUCER Prol. 410 His barge ycleped was the Maude-
layne. c 1400 Destr. Troy xxx. 12406 Relikes of troy, |>at
he [Antenor] broght in his barge to the bare yle. a 1422
HKN. V in Ellis Orig. Lett. in. 31 I. 72 Owr grete shippes,
carrakes, barges, and

balyngers. -1440 LONELICH Grail
xxxv, 112 Alle the sees . . that schepis or barges inne mown
go. 1368 LD. SEMPLK Fleming Bark, I have a little Flem-
ing Berge. 1652 NKKDHAM tr. Sclderis Mare Cl. 301 Two
Ships, two Barges and two Ballingers armed and fitted for

war. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. 128 (transl. Rot. far/.
an. 14421 Kach ship attended by a barge of eighty men, and
a balynger of forty; also four 'spynes' of twenty-five men.

t b. fig. (cf. bark, ship.} Obs.

1526 SKKLTON Magnyf. 38 Rut yf reason be regent and
ruler of your barge, c 1550 AVw Notbroitne Mayd 166 in

llazl. E. P. P. III. 8 In Sathans barge, Emparynge his

good name, a 1577 GASCOIGNE IVk$. (1587) 181, 1 seemed to
swim in goodlucks barge. 1663 SIK G. MACKENZIE Kcliff.

Stoic xx. (1685) 160 To stay still in the barge of the Church.
2. A flat-bottomed freight-boat, chiefly for canal-

and river-navigation, either with or without sails :

in the latter case also called a lighter ; in the

former, as in the Thames barges, generally dandy-
rigged, having one important mast.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. vii. (1520) 91 b/i Bargees and

boles and great plankes. 1494 FAHYAN vii. 388 A brydge
made of bargis [and] plankys to haue passed a water. 1570
LEVINS Manip. /3i Barge, cimba, retnnlcns. 1617 CAI*T.
SMITH Seaman's Gram. A ij, The Barge by graue Amoeles
was compos'd. I7>5 UE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 324
Floats, like flat - bottomed barges. 1769 FALCONER Diet.
Marine (1789', Barge, is also the name of a flat-bottomed
vessel of burthen, fur lading and discharging ships. 1842
TENNYSON Lady ofShalott iii, By the margin, willow-veil tl,

Slide the heavy barges trail'd. 1846 GROTEtrfw* (1862) II.

xx. 504 The merchandise was put into barges.

671

t 3. vaguely, A rowing boat ; esp. a ferry-boat.

(Used to render L. lintcr.} Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Art/in?- 1, xxv, (.Jo ye into yonder barge,
and row your self unto the swerd. 1567 DHANT Horace'
Epist, \. xv-

iii. Fv, The Oste deuydes their bargies \_lint rt's\,

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 74 Vpon the riuer Alpheus, there is

passage by water in barges.
4. spec. The second boat of a man of war

;
a long

narrow boat, generally with not less than ten oars,
for the use of the chief officers.

1530 PALSGR. 460/1, I dare borde hym with my rowe barge.
111618 RAI.KIGH Apol. 5, I had taken my Barge and gone a
shoare. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Afartne (ij8g) Fiv, A barge
properly never rows less than ten [oars]. 1773 BROWNRIGG
in /'////. Trans. LXIV. 457 We went from the Centaur with
the long*boat and barge. 1860 H. Si vwf Seaman'sCatech. 9
Barges are . . kept in order to carry distinguished persons
when embarking or disembarking. 1863 Cornh. Mag. Feb.,
One of the larger boats, i.e. launch, barge, or pinnace.
5. A large vessel propelled by oars (or towed),

generally much ornamented, and used on state

occasions; an ornamental house-boat.
(The College 'Barges' at Oxford are ornamental huu^e-

boats, now permanently moored, and used as dressing- and
sitting-rooms for university men on the river.)

1586 Ox;AN Ha">t'n Health i. 116121 3 Sitting in a boate or

barge which is rowed, 1606 SHAKS. Ant. <y Cl. II. H. 196 The
Barge she sat in, like a burnisht Throne, Burnt on the
water. 1682 Lotni. Gaz. No. 1724/4 His Majesty passed by
here in his barge. 1722 Lotitt, Gaz. No. 6107/3 The . . Lord

Mayor, .proceeded in the City Barge. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. I, 303 Who knew no more of winds and waves than
could be learned in a gilded barge between Whitehall Stairs
and Hampton Court. 1882 MURRAY Berks etc. 196 The
walk by the Isis is bordered by the College barges.

6. (in U.S.} 'A double-decked passenger and

freight vessel, without sails or power, and towed

by a steamboat.' Webster.

7. Comb., chiefly attrib., as barge-buildert cushion,

-house, -walk, -woman ;
and the adjs. barge-like,

-laden. See also BAR<;P:MAX, -MASTKH.

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2023/4 They lie now in a Barge-
House .. at Lambeth. 1773 Gent/. Mag. XI, III. 144 Who
loll'd on barge-cushions at ease. 1850 M Kim AI.I: AW/. Entp.
(:865> III. xxviii. 322 His bargelike vessels thronged . . the
mouth of the inlet. 1880 BLACKMOKL: M. Ancrlcy II. vii. 121

A jetty, a quay, and a barge-walk. 1864 Daily Tel. 6 Aug.,
A barge woman . . seized the prisoner by the collar.

Barge, v.
[f. prec. sb.]

(
1. phr. To barge it : to journey by barge. Obs.

1599 NASHE Lent. Stuffc in Harl. Misc. VI. 151 ID.)

Whole tribes of males and females trotted, bargd it thither.

2. trans. To carry by barge.
1649 Bum Eng. Iinprtn 1

. Impr. (1653) 88 Were there a
River to Barge it [soil] up and down. 1885 Harper's Mag.
May 873/2 Of coals. . 750,000 tons are. .annually, .barged.

Barge-board ;baud^,bu->ad). [See next.] A
board, often ornamental, running along the edge
of the gable of a house, to conceal the barge-

couples, and prevent rain from driving in under

the projecting barge-course.
1833 I AH;DON Cottage An'hit. 212 The roof, .having barge

boards against the west gable. Ibid. 422 Pierced openings
in the verge board. 1845 Gloss. Gothic Archit, I. 42 Barge-
board, Berge-board, Verge-board, or Parge- board. 1876
T. HARDY HandEthcW. Il.xlviii. 273 A timber-built cottage,

having ornamental barge-boards, balconettes, and porch.

Ba'rge-COU pie. [With barge- in this, the

prec., and next, cf. med.L. bargits, a kind of gallows
= cl. L. fnrca : Du Cange. The modern conjec-
ture that it is a corruption of verge seems to be

without any historical ground.] (Sec quotations.)
1562 LICIGH Armory 115 A Cheuron is made of Carpenters

and is the highest part of y
L' house. .Carpenters call it at

this day, the barge couples. 1611 GWILLIM Heraldry n.

vi. 11660) 68 A paire of Barge couples or Rafters, such as

Carpenters doe set on the highest part of the house, for

bearing of the roof there of. 1842 GWILT Archit., Karge
couples, two beams mortised and tenoned together for the

purpose of increasing the strength of a building.

Barge-course (baud^iko-us). [See prec.] A
portion of the roof of a house carried slightly

beyond the wall at the gable-end, and made up
underneath with mortar, to keep out rain, etc.

1668 LEYBOURN Platf. Purch. 109 The Barge Courses . .

must be struck with Lime and hair Mortar. 1727 BRADLEY
Ftim, Diet., Barge-Course. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 450/1

Barge-boards . . are often attached to the gables of old

English houses, fixed near the extremity of the barge-course.

(TheBargee (baadsr). [f. BARGE sfi. + -EE.

suffix is used irregularly.)] A bargeman.
1666 PF.PYS Diary (18791 VI. 89 Spent the evening on the

water, making sport with the Westerne bargees. 1831
HONE Year Bk. 672 A great sum is gained by the '

bargees
'

(bargemen, Eton phraseology). 1861 HUGHKB T. Braum
Oxf. xxxiii, A man who sets up for a country gentleman
with the tongue of a Thames bargee. 1873 G. DAVIES
Mount, if-

Merc xviii. 155 The bargees, who navigate barges
laden with fragant hay or corn up the stream.

Bargeman (baud^maen). [f. BABQB + MAN.]
A man who has charge of a barge ;

one of the

crew or rowers of a barge.
1465 Mann. <y Househ. Ejcp, 297 Gaff to the Kenges barge-

man, xx (/. cijio Cocke LorelUs B. n Bargemen, whery
rowers, and dysers. 1596 SPENSKK /'. Q. vn. vii. 35 And
backward yode as bargemen wont to fare. 1681 K. LE-
STRANGE (title) Dialogue between Sam the Ferriman of
Dachet ; Will, \^aterman of London, and Tom, a Barge-
man of Oxford. 1797 NELSON in Duncan Life (1806) 43

BARIC.

William Fearney, one of my bargemen. 1810 SCOTT Laify
of L. in. xii, So rapidly the bargemen row.

Bargemaster (ha'-id^ma'Stai). The master
or owner of a barge.
1648 Clarendon St. Papers II. App. 47 The bargemaster

looking down into the barge. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4742/4
William Burley, of Oxford, Bargemaster. 1768 BLACKSTONF
Connn. III. 164 There is also in law an implied contract
with . .a common carrier or bargemaster, to be answerable
for the goods he carries.

t Ba'rgenet(te. Also 6 bargynet, -inet.

[?erron. form.]
-= HAKUKKET.

1531 KI.YOT Gtn 1
. i. x.\. (1883) I. 230 We haue nowe base

daunses bargenettes. 1572 GASCOKJM-; 100 Flowes '15761

223 Mistresse, and I (because I haue scene the French
maner of dauncing) will eftsones entreat you to daunce :i

Bargynet. 1600 England's Helicon (title] The Barglnet of

Antimachus.

t Ba'rger. Ol>$. rare- 1

,
[f.

HAKGK sl>. -( -Ki; 1
.]

A barge-man or bargemaster.
1602 C'AUI-AV Cornwall 108 b, Who. .(like the Campi.-llian-,

in the North, and the London Hargers) forslow not to

baigne thi.-m .. with a worse perfume then Jugurth found
fault with in tin- dungeon.

tBa'rgeret. Obs. Also 5-7 bargaret. [a. F.

ha-^crcltc, f. bcrgcr shepherd.] A pastoral or

rustic song and dance.
( 1400 Eloiert'ty Leafc 348 Sing right womanly A bargaret

in praising the daisie. 1566 PAINTKK Pal. Picas. 15.1!), 1

will maki- ye dauiue -uiteh a bloiidy bargcret. 1616 HUL-

I-OKAH, Hargan-tt a kind of dance.

Ba'rge-stone. [see BARGE-COUPLE.] In

plural: Stones forming the sloping or stepped
line of a gable.
1833 I.uiDON Cottage Archit. 101 Stones placed on a wall

. . as an abutment of the barge stones.

t Barget. Obs. rare. [a. OK. bargettt* dim. of

barge: sec KAHCK and -ET.] A small barge.
1470 85 MALOKY Arthur xvm. xix, Let me be putte within

a barget . .and that my barge t be coiierd with blak samyte.
1486 V)'/.-. St. A Ibans, Her. A ij, lafeth made first llarget
and ther in he made a balle. [1867 in SMYTH Sailors

t Bargh bfuf \ dial. Also barf, baurgh,
barugh. [mod. northern form of BARBQW, MK.
bcrgh) UK. frcorh, bcorg-, mount, hill; perh. in-

fluenced by UN. bjarg rock-face, precipice
1

. In

sense 3 app. influenced by Ger. berg- mining-.]
1. A detached low ridge or hill.

1823 W. BUCKLAND Reliq. Dilitv. soy Similar ridges, known
locally [In Yorkshire] by the name of barfs. 1855 \\'hitby
Gloss, s.v., Langljarugh in Cleveland.

2. The steep lace of a hill ; a road up it.

1674 UAV A". Count r. ll'ds., ftarg/i, a Horseway up a

^eep liill. Yorkshire.

t 3. A mine. Obs. Cf. BARMASTKK, HARMOTE.
1693 W. ROBERTSON Phrascol. Crcn. 207 A Bargh, i.e. a

mine, whereout of metalls are digged.

t Ba'rgliaill. Obs. cxc. dial. Forms : 5 barg-
ham, barwani, berhom

;
also in mod. dial

,

barfname (Ditrh.:, bar-fan {Yorksh.}, bariham,
barkham \IJanc^ t baurghwan \nortJi, Grose^,
brauchin (Cumberld^ brecham Scotch

, bar-

kum {Craven}. [?f. UE. bcorg-an to protect +

HAME, fj.v.]
The collar of a working horse.

(1475 in Wiilcker J'ct./Sn Epicia^ berhom. 1483 Cath.

Angl., Bargham, Ijarwam, cpiphinm. 1824 Craven Dial.
i. 6 They welted cart ower. .an brack th' barkum.

Bargliest bauge^st). Also barghaist, -guest,

-ghost, -gest, -gaist. [pern. ad. Ger. berg gtist

mountain-demon, gnome ;
but by Scott referred

to Ger. bah re bier, hearse, and by others to Ger.

biir bear, with reference to its alleged form.]
A goblin, fabled to appear in the form of a large

dog* with various horrible characteristics, and to

portend imminent death or misfortune.

1732 Ccntl. Mag. Oct. ,
The dannon of Tidworth, the black

dog of Winchester, and the bar-guest of York. 1818 SCOTT
Rob Roy I. 223 (I).) He . . needed not to care '

for ghaUt or

barghaist, devil ordobbie.' 1849 W. IRVING Bractb. Hall
359 The village had its barguest, or bar-ghost. 1871 K.
PEACOCK RalJ Skirlaitgh II. in Tales about bargests.

t Ba'r-gOOSC. Obs. [App. a contraction of bar-

nacle-goose.] The barnacle-goose : see BARNACLE 2.

1598 SYLVESTEK Du ttartas \\. iv. r. (1633) 201/2 The
(Trees-brood) liar-geese, mid th' Hebridian wave. . their far-

flown wings do wave. 2647 N.WARD Simp. Cobler 25 Such
garbed, as. .transclout them into gant bar-geese, ill-shapen
shotten shell-fish, Egyptian Hieroglyphicks.
Bari- (bco'ri), comb, form of BARIUM

;
= Hay-

ing barium in chemical composition.
1880 Athenxmn 13 Nov. 645/2 The Bari-Sulphates of Iron,

t Ba*ria. Chem. Obs. Also barya. [f.
BA-

RIUM
; cf. strontia, f. strontium.] =- BARYTA.

1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 340 The only well known
combination of barium, with oxygene, is baryta or baria.

1819 CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 443 One atom of baryum + one
atom of oxygen, forms one atom of barya.

Baric (be*-rik), a. 1 Chem.
[f.

HAR-IUM + -1C.]

Of barium
; containing barium in composition.

1869 Eng, Mt'ih. 12 Nov. 213/3 Preparing baric cyanide.

Baric (ba."rik), a.- [f.
Gr. fidp ot weight + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to weight, esp. that of the air as

indicated by the barometer ; barometric.
1881 Times n Mar., A continuation of the baric rise in

most parts of our islands.



BARILLA. 072 BARK.

Baricado, Barico
;
see HARB-.

Barilla (bari-ld, barrl^a). Forms : 7 bariglia,

barrila, 8 berilla, barillia, barrilla, -ilha,, 8-

barilla. [a. Sp. barrillal\
1. A maritime plant (Salsofa Soda} \\hich grows

extensively in Spain, Sicily, and the Canary Islands.

|Cf. 1748 in 2]. 1764 HHHKKDKN in /'////. Trans. LV. 58
'1'he fossil alkali . . which is procured from the Spanish
barilla. 1884 l\ill Malt G. 10 ( )ct. 1 1 '2 Precipitous sides

. .clothed with barilla and scattered pines,

2. a. An impure alkali produced by burning the

dried plants of' the preceding and allied species;

formerly imported in large quantities, and used in

the manufacture of soda, soap, and glass, b. Also

applied to impure alkali made from kelp.
1622 MALVNKS Am: Law-Merch. 8r The Commodities of

Spainc and Portugall,are. . Anchoues, Bay-berries, Bariglia.

1705 Lond. Cmi. No. 4096/2 Laden with Wine, Malaga-

Soap, and Berilla. 1742 /'////. Tram. XLII. 71 The Salt

of Glass-wort (called in England Barilliai. 1748 Ibid. XLV,
561 This kind of Pol ash is commonly called Barrilha, from
an Herb of the same Name in Spain that produces it. 1863
WATTS />/</. Chan. I. 500 Kelp, a still more impure alkali

. .is sometimes called British barilla.

Barillet (Uvrik-t). [a. K. barillct, dim. of

baril UAKKEL : see -KT.] A liltle barrel or cask;

'the barrel of a watch
; the funnel of a sucking-

pump' Crabb in Worcester).

Barin, obs. form of BAIRN.

Baring (bcVrinl, vhl.sk. [f.
BARE v. + -ING 1.]

1. The action of laying bare or uncovering ; the

removal of something so as to leave a bare place.
1601 SHAKS. .-I/A ll'eti \\. \. 53 Or the baring of my beard.

1753 I'nAMiiKiis Cycl. Xitpp,, Muring of trees . . the taking

away some of the earth over the roots. 1847 Jtci ria:v in

Ld. C'n-kburn Life II. Let. 187 These barings of the heart

should not be shown except to one's other self.

2. concr. That which is removed in this process ;

the superficial covering, the top soil.

1871 S. SHARP in Archaeol. XLII1. 120 |D.) The baring,
as it is called by the quarrymcn, consists not only of the

natural surface soil, but also of the upper soft bed of

ferruginous rock. 1873 Art ~h&ol, XLV. 466 Bodies, .buried

. .in pits sunk in the baring.

Bar-iron: see BAH $b\ 30.

Barisli (bt^'rif). a. ; also 7-9 bareish.
[f.

HAKK a. + -IHH
'.] Somewhat bare; thinly covered.

1661 LOVKLL /fist. Anim. fy Min. Introd., The taile is.,

bareish in those that are rough. 1865 CAHLYLK I''redk. Gt.

vm. iii, River Kibe sweeping through it, banks barish.

Barita, earlier form of HAKVTA.

Barite (be^rsit). Min.
[f.

BAR-IUM + -ITE.]

Dana's systematic name for the mineral BARYTKS.

Bariter, obs. form of B.VKKATEH, -OH.

Baritone, variant of BAKYTONE.

Barium (bc'rim). Chem. Rarely (and obs.)

baryum. [f. BAR-YTA, -YTES + -IUM ; cf. soda,

sodium . Davy purposely discarded the second

syllable of baryta, as in his jwoposed alumium
from alumina, and magniutn from magnesia,^ A
white metallic element, not found native, but as

the basis of the alkaline earth baryta. First sepa-
rated by Sir H. Davy in iSoS.

1808 SIR H. DAW in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 346, I shall

venture to denominate the metals from the alkaline earths,

barium, strontium, calcium, and magnium. 1819 [See BARIA].

1873 WAI is F0ivnfs' Chan. 357 Barium occurs as sulphate
and carbonate, forming the veinstone in many lead mines.

at trib. 1869 ROSUOK Chan 221 Barium compounds occur
somewhat more widely dispersed than those of strontium.

Bark (b^k), s/>.* Forms: 4- bark; also 4
bare. 4-7 barke, 6 barcke, 7 barque, [a. Scaml.

/^r/--(()N./w-/v-I Sw.,Da./'rtr/' 1 :-()Teut.*/w;-/'-c.]
1. The rind or outer sheath of the trunk and

branches of trees, formed of tissue parallel with

the wood. See quot. 1 866.

121300 Cursor M. 1321 Braunches. .o bark al bare, c 1400
MAUNDEV. xvii. 189 Men hewen the Trees .. tille that the

liark be parted. 1535 COVERDALE Jocl'\. 7 They shal pyll
of tlie barckes of my fygetrees. 1642 KULLKR Holy <V Prof.
St. iv. xiii. 304 He is no friend to the tree, that strips it of
the hark. 1675 GRKW Aunt. Trunks i. ii. i The Trunk. .

hath Three general Parts . . the Barque, the Wood, and the

Pith. 1866 Treas. Hot. 123 The only true bark is that of

Kxogens. In Endogens, False liark, also called Cortical

Integument, stands in place of bark.

b. That used as a material in dyeing, tanning,

etc., or its bruised residue, 'spent bark,' 'tan.'

1565 Act 8 F.liz. xi. 3 No Person, .shall dye. .black, any
Cap, with Bark or Swarf. 1594 PI.AT "Jewcll-ho. i. 12 Men
which tan the hides of beasts , . take y barkes of Oake. 1716
Land Gaz. No. 5393/4 Bark is worth 2s. a Cart-Load. Mod.
The street opposite the sick man's house was laid with bark.

C. A sort or piece of bark.

1647 W. BKOWNK Polex. 11. 116 Two great chaines of rootes

and black barks he had about his neck.

f2. The rind, husk, or shell of fruit and grains.

1377 LANGL. /'. /'/. B. xi. 251 On a walnot with-oute is a
bitter barke. c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ivi. 419 The ape wi! gladly
cte the kyrnelle of the note . . but when he sauours the soure

barke, etc. 1586 COGAN Haven Health (1636) 34 A good
handfull of Oaten barke. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. <$ Min.
22 Wine in which the barks of a sweet pomegranat are.

f3. gen. An outer covering or husk ; esp. a super-
ficial crust or incrustation. Ohs. exc. dial.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 45 In the lake Velinus . . if wood

be thrown in, it is couered ouer with a stony barke. 1725
POPE Odyss. x in. 457 O'er thy smooth skin a bark of wrinkles

spread. 1878 HAI.UWKLL Diet.) Hark, the tartar deposited

by bottled wine or other liquor encrusting the bottle.

4. dial, and slang. The (human) skin.

a 1758 A. RAMSAV Poems (1844) 88 And dang the bark
AfTs shin. 1876 /-'aw. Herald -2 Dec. 80/1 With the 'bark'
all off his shins from a blow with a hockey stick.

5. Jig. Envelopment ;
outer covering ; outside,

external part. arch.
c 1374 CHAI'CEK TroyIns iv. 201 Yboundyn in the blakke

barke of care, c 1400 Rom. Rose 7173 The bark and rynde,
That makith the entenciouns blynde. 1587 (IOLDING l)e

Mornay xxv. 379 Such a Lawgiuer, as not onelyhad power
ouer the barke of man. 1641 j. JACKSON True Ei-ang, T. i.

68 The Jews . . stick in the barke, and expound the text to

be fulfilled to the very letter of it.

6. phr. 'J'o go (etc.) between the lark and the tree.

1562 J. HKYWOOD Prm>. $ fcpigr. (1867) 47 It were a foly
for nice, To put my hande betweene the barke and the tree

..Iletweene you. 1600 HOLLAND Liiy xxxvi. v. 921 To
deale roundly and simply with no side, but to go between
the bark and the tree. 1642 ROGKRS Naaman 303 So auda-
cious as to go betweene barke and tree, breeding su&pitions
..betweene man and wife. 1804 MAR. EpCEWORTH Mod.
Griselda Wks. 1832 V. 299 An instigator of quarrels between
man and wife, or, according to the plebeian but expressive

apophthegm, one who would come between the bark and
the tree. [Cf, HALLIWEI.L Diet,

s.y.,

' Between the bark
and the wood,' a well-adjusted bargain, where neither party
has the advantage.]
7. specifically in Afaf. (iaAa/QJesuitJ or Peruvian

Bark}: The bark ofvarious species of the Cinchona

tree, from which quinine is procured, formerly

ground into powder and taken as a febrifuge.
1704 WATTS Life ofSouls, When bark and steel play well

their game To save our sinking breath. 1719 D'URFEY
Pills 11872) II. 344 Your Jesuits' liark had proved a golden
Bough. 1790 Cook's I'oy. VI. 2241 That excellent medicine,
Peruvian hark. 1852 THACKKRAY Esmond in, viii. 11876)

393, I have known a woman preach Jesuit's bark.

//f*. 1790 BOSWKLL Johnson 11811) I. 195 In no writings
whatever can be found more bark and steel for the mind.

8. north, dial. A candle-box. (See quot.)
1878 HAI.I.IWKLL Diet., Hark, a cylindrical receptacle for

candles ; a candle-box. North. At first it was only a piece
of bark nailed up against the wall.

9- Comb. General relations : a. attrib, or objec-

tive, as in bark cloth, -dust, -mill, -puller, -string,

-vat) -water, -ivose. b. instrumental or limitative,
as in bark-bared, -feeder, -formed, -tanned, -tanning.
a. ctqepPromp. Parv. 24 Barkarys barkewatyr, naucca

1483 Cath. Aiigl. 22/1 Barke duste or wose, fritninm,
ptipsana, 1569 // 'ills <y Inf. A*. C. ',18351 37- XI barke fatts

xiij/. vji. \'\\}d. 1773 I!AHNAIU> in Phil. Trans. LXIII.aiS
The bark-pullers .. were. . alarmed by the shaking. 1854
J. STEPHENS Centr. Atncr. 13 Tied together with bark-

strings. 1880 Miss HIKD Japan II. 82 A skin or bark-cloth

vest. 1885 Harpers Mag. Jan. 276/1 Most tanners, .grind
it in a bark-mill.

b. '! 1712 J. MORTIMER (J.) Excorticated and bark-bared
trees. 1818 Art /Vv.svvT'. I-'cet 112 The ancient system of
bark tanning. 1858 W. ELLIS Vis. Madagascar \\. 25 These
bark-formed boards were laid side by side. 1859 DAHWIN
Orig. Spec. iv. (1878166 We see leaf-eating insects green,
and bark-feeders mottled grey. 1883 rait Mall C,. 5 July
5/2 Bark-tunned goods.
10. Special combinations : bark-bed, a hot-bed

made of spent bark from a tannery ;
bark-bound

a., hindered in growth by excessive tightness of

the bark
; f bark-cobill Ger. X-w/W), a bark-vat

;

bark-galling (see cjuol.) ; bark-heat, that of a

bark-bed
;
bark - house, one in which bark is

stored, a tan-house
; bark-louse, a kind of aphis

infesting the trunks of trees
; bark-pit, a pit tilled

with bark and water in which hides are steeped in

tanning; bark-stove, a glazed structure placed
over a bark-bed

; bark-tree, English name of the

Cinchonas; bark-worm ( bark-louse).
1732 Mn.i.Kk Card. Kal. (17751 7 The Coffee-trees . . are

placed in the
'

bark-bed. 1615 W. LAWSON Orch. fy Card.
in. xiii. 1 16681 42

'

Hark -bound, a disease in trees. 1673 ( JKKW
Aunt. Rwts ii. 2 Therefore are the Roots of many Herbs,
>

Ilarque-bound >
as well as the Trunks of Trees. < 1550 SIR

J. BAI.FOUK Practicks 588 The sype of thair "bark cobill.

1742 HAII.KY, 'Bark-galling is when trees are Called by
being bound to stakes. 1781 Cow PER To Mrs. Hill jg Feb.,
1 shall.. keep them [seeds),. in a ^bark heat. 1483 Cat/i,

Angl. 22/1
>
Iiarkhowse, frunitwiuw. 1541 Lane. It ills'-

I. 81 In y
c "barkhouse fyve dikar. .tanned. 1732 MII.I.KK

(lard, Kal. (1775' 159 Exotic plants . . especially those in the
'bark-stove. 1783 DAVIDSON in /'/til. Trans. LXXIV. 455
(article]

* Bark-Tree. 1852 TH. Ross Hnniboldfs Trav, I.

ii. 59 note, The orange 'bark-tree (Cinchona lancifolia} ..

the red *bark-tree (C. oMongifolia\ 1655 MOUFF. & BENN.
Health's Inipr. (17461 188 Titmice feed, .upon Caterpillars,
1 Bark-Worms and Flies. 1787 BKST Angling 19 *Bark-
worm or Ashgrub, found under the bark of an oak, ash, or
beech.

Bark, barque (baik), $l>2 Forms : 5-7
barke, 5- barque, 6- bark. [a. F. barque, i $th c.

ad. Pr., Sp., or It. barca\\*. barca (in Paulinus

Nolanus c 400). Not in OFr., where the word used

was barge.
Barge and bark are probaUy "identical in origin, and

possibly from Celtic ; Thurneysen shows that Olr. bare (a

fem. <7-stem) may, if native, represent an original *barga,
with dialectal by-form ''barca, which would satisfactorily
account at once for OF. barge, and the common Romanic
barca. Diez takes barca as an early syncopated variant
of the conjectural *biirtca, mentioned under BARGE, but as

barca occursc 400 and *l>arica not at all, this is improbable.

As to the original meaning, Isidore, c 640, says
* Barca est,

quae cuncta navis cpmmercia ad litus portal. Hanc navU
in pelago propter nimias undas suo suscipit gremio.' So
Florio (1598) explains It. barca as 'a barke, boate, wherrie,
or lighter'; ed. 1611 has 'any kinde of Barke, Barge, or

Boate'; Minsheu (1623) explains Sp. barca as 'a great
boat, a barke, a skifife, a hoarse boat'; and Cotgr. ti6ui
has Fr. ban/ue

' a barque, little ship, great boat.' Cf. BARUK
sl>. 2-4. The barca was thus apparently, originally, a large

ship's boat, used as a lighter ; on the Mediterranean, the name
continued to be applied to an open boat, even while extended
to a small vessel with sails

;
the latter was the sense with

which the word was taken from French into English, and
which it still retains both in general and specific use ; but
in the end of i6th c. ,

the more primitive sense of 'large

rowing boat, barge,' was rcintroduced from the languages
of the Mediterranean.]
1. A small shij) ;

in earlier times, a general term
for all sailing vessels of small size, e.p. fishing-

smacks, xebecs, pinnaces ;
in modern use, applied

poetically or rhetorically to any sailing vessel, 'our

gallant bark'j^lUKGE I.

1475 CAXTON Jason 104 Some sayd that lason was rentred
in to the barque. 1494 FA BYAN vn. ccxliv. 286 Flemynges :

the whiche shyppyd them in smalle caruyles and barkys.
1552 Hi'LOET, Barke or little shyppe, Ufminis. 1585 Act 27
ttliz. ii. 9 Every Owner and Master of any Ship, Bark or

Boat. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. /". tr. vi. 15 The skarfed barke

puts from her natiue bay. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclays
Argenis n. x. 93 A Pirate's liark, well trimmed and rigged
against stormes. 1667 MILTON P.L. n. 288 Whose Bark. .

( )r Pinnace, anchors in a craggy Bay. a 1687 PKTTY Pol.

Arith. iiu (1691) 59 Seamen . . do sometimes Sail in small

Barks, sometimes in midling Ships, and sometimes in great
Vessels of Defence. 1718 POPE J/iattt. 182 We launch a bark
to plough the watery plains. 1769 FALCONER J)ict. Marine
(17891, Bark, a general name given to small ships. 1851
DIXON //'*. Penn xvii. (18721 1/,2 Who had crossed the Atlantic

in their barks.

b. fig. (Cf. ship, vessel.}

1605 BACON Ad-!'. Learn, n. 70 Many other barques of

knowledge haue beene cast away, c 1800 K. WHITE Lett.

1 1837) 323 The poor bark of mortality. 1821 SnKLtXY Atffttafs

Iv, My spirit's bark is driven, Far from the shore.

2. A rowing boat
; formerly a large flat boat, a

barge; now only poetically and vaguely; cf. sense I.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres v. iv. 136 One cart to cary a

bridge bark [i.e. for constructing a bridge]. 1611 COTGR.,
Baryne. a barke, little ship, great boat. 1715 Land. Gaz.
No. 5384/7 A Distribution was made among the Fleet of

the Barks for landing the Infantry and the Shallops for

towing those Barks. 1756 C. LUCAS fcss. Waters II. 63
1 .et h ini not send us to sea . . in an open barque, and without
a pilot. 1790 Cowr-KR Iliad \. 174 A bark with lusty rowers
well supplied. 1813 SCOTT Rokcby n. xxxi, The .. swain

May lightly row his bark to shore.

3. spec. A sailing vessel of particular rig ;
in

i 7th c. sometimes applied to the barca-longa of

the Mediterranean ;
now to a three-masted vessel

with fore- and main-masts square-rigged, and mizen-

mast ' fore-and-aft
1

rigged : till recent times a

comparatively small vessel
;
now there are many of

3,coo to 5,000 tons, nearly all the larger steamers

being barks. (In this sense frequently spelt barque

by way of distinction.)
1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1. 190 The Cyrenians made fregates ;

the Phoenicians the bark, the Rhodians the Pinace and

Brigantine. 1628 HOUUES Thncyd. (1822! 23 You had want
of long barks against the ./Egineta:. 1687 Loud. Gaz. No.

2228/1 Four Gallies, 4 Galiots, 2 Barques, and some other

Vessels are fitting here. Ibid. No. 2248/1 The Bark that

attends these Gallies is laden with Ammunition . . and has

likewise on board 30 Soldiers. 1722 Ibid. No. 6006/1 A
French Snow or Bark . . The said Snow had two Masts,
and is of the Burthen of 50 or 60 Tons. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine 11789), Bark . . is peculiarly appropriated by
seamen to those which carry three masts without a mi/en

top-sail. //vV/., Pinasse, a square-sterned vessel, called in

Kngland a bark. 1771 Phil. Trans. LXI. 422 On board

the Rndeewonr Bark, in a Voyage round the World. 1840
MARRYAT Olla Poiir. (Rtldg.l 331 It was not the brig, but a

bark. 1856 KANE A ret. E.vp. II. xxix. 292 A steamer and
a barque passed up.

4. COM/>., as fbark-man, a bargeman, a lighter-

man
; bark-rigged a., rigged like a barque.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 227 When they are laden, the

Barke-Men thrust the boate with her lading into the

streame. 1858 Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 243 The Ava was ..

barque- rigged.

Bark (baik), sb? [f HARK z/.i]

1. The sharp explosive cry uttered by dogs ;
the

similar sound made by other animals, e.g. foxes

and squirrels.
1561 J. HEYH-OOD Prw. ft Kpigr. (1867) 56 At euery dogs

barke, seeme not to awake. 1796 SOUTHKY (hras. Picft's

vii. Wks. II. 231 From many a day-dream has thy short

quick bark Kecall'd my wandering soul. 1875 WHITNEY

Life Lang. i. 3 The dog's bark and howl signify, .very dif-

ferent things.

2. transf. mfig. ; e.g. the sound of cannon-firing ;

colfaq. a cough.
1871 Kilio 9 Jan. 5/1 The deep hark of our monster war-

dogs. Moii. What a desperate bark you have ! Try some

jujubes.
b. contrasted with bite, esp. in phr. His bark is

worse than his bite : his angry words, threats, etc.

are worse than the actual performance.
1663 l.aiidfrd. Papers 11884! I. 131 It . . is intended that

that letter shall be a great bark if not a byt. 1842 Du
QUINCEY Cicero Wks. VI. 184 The bark of electioneering

mobs is worse than their bite.

Bark (biik), f. 1 Forms : I beorc-an, 3



BABK.

en, borke-n, berke-n, 3-5 berke, 4 (?breke),

5-7 barke, 6 beroke, 5- bark. 1'a. t. i ?bearc,

//.burcon,4-5burke,borke; berkyd, 5-barked.
Fa.fpie. I boreen, 5- barked. [OE beorcan, str.

vb., repr. an earlier berc-an, *berk-an
; cogn. w.

OE. borcian ' to bark,' and ON. berkja, weak vb.
' to bark, to bluster.' Believed by some to be, in its

origin, a variant of BKKAK, OE. brccan: OTeut.

*brck-an
;
but if so, the differentiation must have

taken place in prehistoric times. Cf. relation of

L. fragor crackling noise, clamour, with frag-,

frang-ere to break.]
1. intr. To utter a sharp explosive cry. (Orig.

of dogs, hence of other animals, and spec, of foxes at

rutting-time.) Const, at (on, upon, against, obs.).

c88s K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xv. 89 Dumbe hundas
ne magon beorcan. triooo ^ELFRic Gram. xxii. (Zup.) 129
Hund byrcb. 1205 LAY. 21340 Beorke'5 [1250 borkeb] his

hundes. c 1330 k'ytig of Tars 398 Ther stod hir bifore An
hundred hotmdes blake, And borken on hire lasse and more.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 47 He koured lowe, to bi-hold . . whi
his hound berkyd. c 1420 C/iron. Vilod. 222 pe whelpus .

Burke fast at be kyng. 1596 SPENSER Astrophel ^^1- 76

Wolues do howle and barke. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. I. ii. 383

Harke, harke, bowgh wawgh : the watch-Dogges barke.

i6n GWILUM Heraldry in. xiv. (1660) 166 You shall say a

Fox Barketh. 1709 STEEI.E Tatter No. ris ?9 All the little

Dogs in the Street . . barked at him. 1877 BRYANT Among
Trees 76 And the brisk squirrel . . barks with childish glee.

2. fig. To speak or cry out in a tone or temper
that suggests the bark of a dog. To bark against

(or at) the moon : to clamour or agitate to no

effect. To bark up the -wrong tree (in U. S.) : to

make a mistake in one's object of pursuit or the

means taken to attain it.

4:1230 Ancr. R. 122 Gif bu berkest a^ein bu ert hundes
kunnes. 1387 TREVTSA Higdcn (Rolls Ser.) VII. 443 pey
. . dorste nou3t berke \v. r. breke] for drede of oon man.

1549 Compl. Scot. xvi. 139 Je cry & berkis ilk ane contrar

vthirs. a 1555 LATIMER Strut, <y Rent. (1845) 320 It is the

scripture and not the translation, that ye bark against. 1655
HEYWOOD Fort, by Land \. i. Wks. 1874 VI. 370 He hath

such honourable friends to guard him, We should in that

but bark against the moon. 1763 CHURCHILL Apol. Poems
I. 68 Though Mimics bark, and Envy split her cheek. 1855
HALIBURTON Hum. Nat. 124 in Bartlett Diet. A mer., Ifyou
think to run a rig on me, you have made a mistake in the

child, and barked up the wrong tree.

3. mod. colloq. To cough.
t4. trans. To bark at. Obs. rare.

ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 170 Gyf hwa bas wyrte mid him
hafao

7

. .ne mKj he fram hundum beon borcen.

f5. trans, or with subord. d. (also bark out,

forth) : To utter or give forth with a bark ;
to

break out with, burst forth with. Obs.

c 1440 Morte Arth. 1351 He berkes myche boste. 1553 87
FOXE A. ff M. 403 The abominable heresie . . which impu-

dently barketh that the ministers of the holy altars may and

ought to use wives lawfully. 1586 T. B. La Prtmaua. Fr.

Acad. (1594) 212 New imaginations and conceits .. which

they continually barke foorth. 1591 SPENSER I'irg. Gnat 346

Cerberus, whose many mouthes doo bay And barke out

flames. 1644 SIR E. DERING Prof. Sacr. C iij, Others bark

the Counter-tenour.

Bark (baik), 0.2
[f.

BARK sbl ; cf. Sw. barka,

Da. berke, to tan.]

1. intr. (with over) To form a bark.

c 1340 Cursor M. (Fairf.) 11824 And wi}> skratting he toke

be skurf, hg barked ouer as a turfe.

2. trans. To treat with bark, steep in an infusion

of bark ; to tan.

1430 [See BARKED 2]. 1:1440 Promp. Pan'. 25 Barkyn
lethyr,/ro/0, tanno. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. F//,xix. Pream.,
Whedder the ledder be sufficiantly tanned and barked.

1565 H'Uls ff f'"'- N. C. (1835) 244 One hyde y' he had to

barke for me. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 152 1'hey buy leather

& barks it. 1865 Kentledge s Mag. Boys Nov. 687 A cellar

. . used for the purpose of barking the nets of the fishermen.

3. To strip off the bark from (a tree) ;
to cut off

a complete circle of bark from it, so as to kill it.

1545 Act 37 Hen. VIII, vi. 4 If any Person, .unlawfully
bark any Apple-trees. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 541 If trees

be barked round about, they will die. 1796 C. MARSHALL
Garden. (1813) 429 Mice, .are apt to bark and to kill young
trees. 1877 BROWNING La Saisiaz 373 Barked the bole,

and broke the bough.
\). fig.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. in. i. 72 Would barke your
honor from that trunke you beare, And leaue you naked.

c. transf. To scrape or nib off the skin (esp.

from the shins and joints) ; to graze, abrade.

1850 B. TAYLOR Kldorailo xvii. (1862) 171 Barking my hand
on the rough bark of a branchless pine. 1880 BESANT &
RICE Seamy Side xxvii. 227 He had barked his elbows,
broken his shins.

4. To enclose with or as with bark ; to encrust.

1633 T. ADAMS Kxp. 2 Pet. ii. 19 (18651 544/2 Those an-

chorites that have barked up themselves in hollow trees.

1814 GARY Dante 90 From head to foot A tetter bark'd them
round. 1840 DE QUINCEY Style Wks. XI. 177 Some scaly

leprosy . . barking and hide-binding . . the elastic flesh.

5. To bark (a squirrel, etc.) : see quot.
[1828 AUDUBON Ornithol. I. 294 A common way of killing

squirrels is. .to strike with the ball the bark of the tree im-

mediately beneath the squirrel ;
the concussion produced by

which kills the animal instantly without mutilating it.]

1865 SALA in Daily Tel. 29 May, Fellows that with their

heavy barrels and small-bores can ' bark a squirrel.'

t Bark, z>. :! Obs. rare. [f.
BARK sl>.-

; cf. OF.
VOL. I.

673

barquer to convey in a barge or bark.]
To em-

bark.

1592 WYRLEY Armorie 36 Which valiant Earle Plan-

tagenet namde At Hampton barkt, at Burdeux doth
rive.

t Ba'rkary. Obs. Also baroary. [ad. med.L.

barcariutn, bercarium, bcrquarinni (Spdman),
bercaria, berquaria (Du Cange), for berbicaria

sheepfold, f. berbica sheep = cl. L. bcrbcx, vervex

wether
;
hence cogn. with F. bcrgcrie."] A '

sheep-

cote,' a 'sheep-fold' (Spelman). (By some erron.

referred to BARK si.1 , and said to be 'a tan-house.')

1594 CROMPTON Jurisd. 192 Houses or barcaryes. 1598
MANWOOD Laiues Forest 2 (16151 75 Within the Regard
of any Forest, no man may build any houses or barkaries.

1607 COWELL Interpr., Barkarie is a heath house. 2. Some
call it a Tanne-house." 1641 Termes de la Ley (1708) 74

Barcary signifies a farm-house as it seems.

Barked (baikt), ///. a. [f.
BARK z;.2 or sb\\

1. Covered with, or having, a bark ; encrusted.

ci$o$ DUNBAR Flyting 202 Ane caprowsy barkit all with

sweit. 1552 HULOET, Barked or rynded, corticatns. 1568
T. HOWEI.L A rb. A mitie (1879) 32 Flinted stones and barked

tree. 1868 GKO. ELIOT F. Holt 8 The thick-barked stems.

j-2. Tanned. 06s.
c 1430 LYUG. Min. Poems 53 As barkid ledir his face is

shynyng. 1569 Wills fy Inv. N. C. (1835) 308 For a barked

hide ijs. vj</. V a 1800 in Aytoun Ballads Scot. \ 1858) II. 376
Auld she is. .And tough like barked leather.

3. Stripped of its bark
; trans/, having the skin

grazed or scraped off.

1611 COTGR-, Petard, around, and pilled, or barked sticke.

1854 Gard. Chron. 660 Leaving barked trees standing. 1884

Harper's Mat;. Jan. 305/2 A ' barked' shin.

Barken (ba-jk'n\ v. Sc. [f.
BAKK s!>. 1 + -EN2.]

1. trans. To dry up (any sticky daubing) into a

hardened crust or bark
;
to cover or stiffen by this

process.
1513 1827 [see BARKENED]. 1852 Blackw. Mag. LXXI.

731) Even at breakfast your trout are spoiled. They are

barkened with oatmeal. 1861 RKADE Cloister fy H. xxiv.

(D.) A shrewd frost that barkened the blood on my wounds.

2. intr. To dry and become a hardened crust.

1826 Jllaclnu. Mag. XIX. 400 He will barken into be-

dimmed and shrivelled scaliness. 1829 SCOTT Guy M. xxiii,

Let the blood barken upon the cut that saves plaster.

Ba-rkened, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

1. Dried into a hardened incrustation, encrusted

with a sticky daubing which has dried on.

1513 DOUGLAS ^Sna's n. vi. (v) 41 Witht barknit bluide,

and puldir. 1827 WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 305

I.yin a' barkened wi' blood in his coffin.

2. Tanned. Cf. BARKED 2.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, v, EfHe used to help me to tumble

the bundles o' barkened leather up and down.

Barkentine, variant of BARQUENTINE.

Barker (bauksj), sb. 1 Also 4 berkere, 5 -ar.

[f.
BARK Z/.IH -ER!.]

1. One who or that which barks
;
a dog.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. x. 260 Thyne berkeres ben al blynde.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 32 Berkar, as a dogge, latrator. 1855

SINGLETON Virgil\\. 276 Monster gods of every creed,

Barker Anubis, too, 'gainst Neptune . . ranged.

2. fig. A noisy assailant ; also, an auction-room

or shop tout.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 273/4 Whiche sometyme had ben

a barker, bytter and blynde, ayenst the lettres. 1581 J. BELL
Haddon's Answ, Osor. 81 b, Neither Jerome Osorius nor

any other braulyng barker can . . molest him. 1617 COLLINS

Dcf. Bp. Ely Ep. Ded. 8 The aduersaries and barkers

against Soueraignty. 1822 HAZLITT Men fy Mann. Ser. II.

xi. (1869) 232 As shopmen and barkers tease you to buy
goods. 1862 HELPS Orgaiiiz. Daily Life 123 A review

which I delight in . . because it always barks on the other

side to the great barker.

3. The Spotted Redshank (Totanus fiiscus).
1802 G. MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. 21 [In Leicestershire.]

4. slang. A pistol ;
occas. a cannon.

1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxxiii, They are never without barkers

and slashers. 1842 F. COOPER Jack o' Lant. I. 151 Four

more carronades, with two barkers for'ard.

Barker (ba-ikaj), s6.2 Forms: 5 barkere,

barkar, bercar, 5- barker, [f.
BARK .

a + -ER!.]

1 1. A tanner. Obs.

1402 Test. fon (1836) 1.289 Lego uxori Ricardi Skyrtyn-

bek, barkar, j. togam. 1470 King If Barker 127 in Rit-

son's Ane. P. P. 65 Ther owr kyng and the barker partyd

feyr a twyn. 1479 Pastoti Lett. 839 III. 253 An endenture

of the bercars. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, xix, That no Tan-

ner nor Barker put no maner of hyde nor Lether to sale.

1609 SKENE Keg. Maj. 131 Of Barkers within Bvrgh.

2. One who strips off bark from trees.

1611 COTGR., Escorcenr, a barker of trees. 1829 E. JESSE

Jrnl. Natnr. 56 Our barkers go on rapidly with their work.
'

transf. 1643 MILTON Colas/. Wks. (1847) 230/1 Infested

. . with bawling whippets and shin barkers.

Barker's mill. [Named from the inventor

Dr. Barker, about the end of the 1 7th cent.] A me-

chanical contrivance for producing rotary motion,

consisting of a hollow vertical revolving axis with

two (or more) horizontal arms fitted into its lower

end ; water, admitted at the top of the central

tube, fills that and the arms, and by its discharge

through lateral apertures near the ends of the

latter causes the whole machine to revolve in the

direction opposite to that of the discharge, the

moving power being the excess of hydrostatic

BARLEY.

pressure on the sides of the aims opposite to the

openings, aided by centrifugal force.

Barkey (ba-jki). [f.
BARK JW + -EY =

-Y*.]

colloq. A little bark.

1847 BARHAM Ingot. Leg. (1877 87
'

Hookers,' barkeys and

craft. 1867 in SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.

Barking (baukirj), vil. s/>. 1 [f.
BARK v.l

~\

1. The utterance of a dog's sharp explosive cry.

c 1300 A". Alis. 4966 From the brest to the grounde Men
hy ben, abouen houndes. Berkyng of houndes hy habbe.

1684 BURNET tr. Mores Vtop. 122 What pleasure .. in

hearing the barking and howling of Dogs? 1795 SOUTHEY
Occas. Pieces \\\. Wks. 11.222 His barkings loud and quick.

b. transf. Harsh coughing.
1813 Kxaminer i Feb. 75/1 The play vent on, amidst

croaking, squeaking, barking.

2. fig. Angry or assailing outcry.

1549 'OLDE Erasm. Par. 1st Tim. iv. ii Feare not any
mens barkinges. 1857 RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art 35 To launch

out into sudden barking at the first faults you see.

Backing, vbl. sl>* [f.
BAKK p.^-h-iNS 1

.]

1. Steeping in an infusion of bark ; tanning.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 25 Barkynge of lethyr, frunicio.

1865 Intcll. Otscrv. No. 38. 107 [The] Barking the nets of

the fishermen.

2. The action of stripping off bark from trees ;

the cutting away of a ring of bark, so as to kill

the tree, otherwise called ring-barking. Barking-
irons : tools used for this purpose.
1545 Aft 37 Hen. VIII, vi. i Barking of Apple-trees.

1773 BARNARD in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 218 Directing the

falling and barking of a large quantity of timber. 1878 P.

BAYNE Purit. Rev. iii. 71 In order to blight and kill a whole

forest . . it is not necessary to fell every tree, but only . . to

perform the operation of barking. 1884 -( iistralasiati 8 Nov.

875/1 In ring-barking a belt of bark about a foot in width

is taken off the tree.

Backing, ///. a. 1 [f.
BAKK .l + -I.\G-.]

1. Uttering barks
;

'

giving tongue,' yelping.

1552 HULOET s.v. Addition, A barking dogge. 1842 TEN-
NYSON Day Dream 136 Barking dogs and crowing cocks.

2. transf. Uttering harsh, rough, or angry sounds,

like a dog's barking ; harsh-sounding.
1589 PUTTENHAM Enff. Pocsic 11869) 258 The rude and

barking language of the Aflricans. c 1800 KIRKE WHITE

Christm.-Day^b He had words To soothe the barking waves.

b. Barking-bird, the Pteroptoclius Tamil, of

Chiloe, so named from its voice
; barking-iron

(slang'), a pistol.

1845 DARWIN J 'oy. Nat. xiii. (1873! 288 An allied species

is called by the natives
'

Guidguid,' and by the English the

barking-bird. 1847 LE FAXU T. O'Brien 63 Put up your

barking-iron, and no more noise.

Q.fig. Raising clamorous outcry, noisily aggressive.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie n. vii. 205, I stop thy currish

barking chops. 1641 MILTON Ch. Discip. n. Wks. 118511 40

His barking curses, and Excommunications. 1843 FORD

Handbk. Spain i. 21 Bread and salt can appease the way-
farer's barking stomach.

Ba'rking, ///. .- [f.
BAKK ^.- + -1x02.] That

' barks' ; following the trade of a tanner.

<-i6oo Rot. Hood (Ritson: xxxv. 39 Barking tanner's sons.

Ba'rkingly, adv. [f.
BARKING ///. o.i + -LY ^.]

In a barking manner.
1606 SYLVESTER Imposture 248 From the Pulpit barkingly

he rings Bold blasphemies against the King of Kings. 1624

HFYWOOD Giinaik. 361 A woman barkingly clamorous.

Barkless (baukles), a. [f.
BAKK si.l + -LESS.]

Devoid or stripped of bark.

1604 DRAYTON iVoses (R.} The trees all barkless nakedly
are left. 1817 BYRON Manfred \. ii. 67 Blasted pines, .bark-

less, branchless.

Barkum, dial, form of BAKGHAM, horse-collar.

Barky ^ba-aki), a. [f.
BAKK jtf.l + -Y!.]

1. Covered with bark.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N.iv. i. 48 The female luy so F.nrings

the barky fingers of the Klme. 1636 Di' GARD Gate Lat.

Uiil. 83 A stringgie root, a barkie stock. 1870 BRYANT

Homer.W. xvi. 153 Woods of beech and ash and barky cornel.

fit;. 1604 BRETON Pass. Sheph. (18761 6 Trees their barky
silence breake, Cracke yet though they can not speake.

2. Of the nature of bark.

1833 BROWNING Faroe, iv. 141 The barky scurf of leprosy.

Barlady : see BYRLADY : By our Lady !

tBarla-ftrmble. Sc. Obs. Also-fummii. [cf.

BARLEY interj.phr. ;
the second element is doubt-

ful.] A call for a truce by one who has fallen in

wrestling or play ; improperly for : Fall, tumble.

a 1550 Cliristis Kirk Gr. xvi, Quhile he cryed barlafummil,

I am slane. 1657 COLVIL Whigs Supplic. 11751) no When
coach-men drinks and horses stumble, It's hard to miss a

barla-fumble.

Barley (ba-jli). Forms : 1-2 bserlic, 3 barlic,

barrli;, 4barlykke, barlich(e, barli, 4-8 barly,

5 berley, berlik, 6~7barlie, -lye, 8 Sc. barlic (k,

4- barley. [OE. barlic, of doubtful composition :

bur- seems to point to OTeut. *baroz-, *bariz-,

barley,' the latter of which gave OE. bere (see

BEAR sb?) with g as proper umlaut of a ;
the suffix

is evidently -lie (see -LY'), as if bxrlic meant at

first, not hordeiim, but honlcaceus.

BxrUc first appears attrib. or as adj. in the name Bxrltce-

croft cf also BARLEY-CORN. The notion that He is the

word MKT'leek,' as in OE-.fiWAx:, ME. garleck,garltke,
now garlic, is phonetically out of the question. In bxr-,

can the vowel x (for earlier a\ instead of f, be due to

early syncopation, txrr-:tarr-,tan:-, from baroz-, bariz-t



BARLEY. 674 BARM.
Cf. ON. harr, North Fris. bar, far. (But ON. barlak, in
an Orcadian document, is prob. adopted from OE.) The
Rnshiti. Gloss, has also bxrcjldr for bgrejltir, and late

charters b&rttin for b^rchin.}
966 Cod. Dipl. VI. 79 Baerlice croft. ciiopORMiM 15511
He fedde (if busennde menn Wibb fife *barrli3 lafess. (Cf.
oiher attrib. instances under B.)

1. A hardy awned cereal (genus Hordeitm\ cul-

tivated in all parts of the world ; used partly as

food, and largely (in Britain and the United States,

mainly) in the preparation of malt liquors and

spirits, a. The plant.
1303 R. BHUNXI-: HandI. Synne 10111 Whete corne wyl

nat prykke, As otes dowun, or barlykke. 1382 WYCI.IF
Ex, ix. 31 The flax thanne and barlich [1388 barli] was
hurt. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. A*, xvn. cxv, Bobe barley
and here is calde Ordeum. 1483 Caih. Angl. 22 Barly,
ordeiim. 1523 FITZHKRB. flusb. 28 Barley and otes be
moste commonly mowen. 1610 SIIAKS. Temp, iv. i. 61 Thy
rich Leas Of Wheate, Rye, Barley. 1795 Scots Mag. LVII.
544/1 The barleys are universally a great crop. 1872 OLIVER
Elcm. Bot, n. 279 Barley is considered to have been the first

Cereal brought under cultivation.

b. The grain. French, Pearl, Pot barley ;
see quot.

1124 O. I'.. Chron., Man saelde. . ba^t batrlic |?a=:t is bre sed

la:pas to six scillingas. c 1220 Bestiary 291 in O. E. Misc.
10 De mire sune& 3e barlic. 5anne 36 fint te wete. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 133, 1 bouhte hire Barly [r

(
. r. barliche] ;

heo breuh hit to sulle. c 1440 Partonopc 3760 Brede made
of berley or ellis of ote. 1523 FITZHEKB. Ihtsb. 13 That is

the worste barley, and foure London bushels are suffycient
for an acre. 1769 SIR J. HII.I. Fam. Herb. 1 1789) 72 French
barley is skinned, and has the ends ground off; the pearl
barley is reduced by a longer grinding to a little round
white lump. 1857 EUZA ACTON Eng. Bread-life. 73 Pot

barley is barley of which the outer husk has been removed
by mill-stones

;
it is used for making broth.

2. transf.
1884 F. BRITTI:N Watch $ Clockm. 29 Barleys, .[are] the

little projections formed bythe operation of engine-turning.

B. Comb, and Attrib, (In 14-1710 c. commonly
barli-, barly-.}
1. General relations : a. objective with vbl. or

agent-noun, as barley-buyer, -sower, -sowing ; b.
instrumental with passive pple., as barley -fed

(1851); c. simple attrib. as, ^ of the plant) barley-

crop, -earth, -eddish, -ground (1523^, 'field, -har-

vest, -rick, -seed; (of the grain) barley-bran, -chaff,

-ftottr, -groats, -mea/ (1388) ;
d. attrib. of mate-

rial (made of or with), as barley-bread, -bun,

-cake, -crust, -gruel, -loaf (i 200), -pudding, -scon.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. n. 80 *Barley-branne the Ilanders
doe vse In stead of salt. ^1320 Senyn Sag. 1573 *Barli-

bred he et for gode. 1840 CARLVLE Heroes ii. in His
[.Mahomet's] .. common diet was *barley-bread and water.

1552 Hui-OET,
*
Barley bunne gentleman .. suche ryche

niggardes as lyue wyth barley breade, or otherwise hardlye.
1393 GOWER Con/. III. 216 Me thought I sigh a *barly-
cuke. 1846 GROTE Greece n, i. II, 297 His diet of sweet

chestnuts, *barley-cakes and pork. 1865 Derby Merc. 25
Jan., The straw of a *

barley crop. 1669 WORLIDGE
Syst. Agric. (1681)247 Places for this sport, especially on
the Miarley-edishes. 1851 KINGSLEY Yeast xi. 202 Your
""barley-fed hares. 1863 Miss WHATELY Ragged Life Egypt
xix. 187 ^Barley-fields irrigated by a sacchia. 1620 VKSNKR
Via Recta i. 18 If . .

*
Barley flower and Kie flower . . be

added. 1523 FITZHERB. Hitsb. 10 Thou shalt sowe..thy
beanes vpon the *barley grounde. 1769 Mus. RAFFALO
Eng. Housekfr. ("17781 315 To make *Uarley Gruel. 1611
BIBLE Ruth i. 22 The beginning of *barley haruest. *535
COVERDAI.E Jiidg. vii. 13 A baken *barlye lofe came rollinge
downe. 1488 Act, Andit. 147 (JAM.) Fifty quarters of 'berlik-

malt. 1620 VENNER Via, Recta ii. 39 Beere. .made of *
Barly

malt alone. 1382 WYCI.IF Xttm. \. 15 A mesure .. of
*
barli

meele. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. n. 4 Their bread was made
of *

barley meale and goates milke. 1820 SCOTT Monast, \\\\,

The *
barley-scones, which . . were so good.

2. .Special combinations : Barley-bigg, bigg or

bear, a coarse variety of barley; barley-bird, name

given locally to various birds appearing about the

time of barley-sowing, as the wryneck, siskin, green-
finch, and sometimes the nightingale ; barley-bree,

-broth, strong ale; barley-candy (= barley-

sugar) ; barley-cracker, a machine or appliance
for cracking barley; fbarley-cream (= barley-

milk) ; f barley-hat (cf. BARLEY-CAP, -HOOD) ;

barley-hummeller, a machine for separating bar-

ley from the awns ; f barley-island, an ale-house;

fbarly-lepe, a leap or basket for holding barley;

\ barley-man, one who received an allowance in

barley, hordearius
; f barley-milk, a decoction

or gruel of barley or barley-meal ; barley-mood
BARLEY-HOOD ; barley-mow, a stack of barley;

fbarley-sele (obs. or dial.}, the season for sowing
barley ; t barley -sick a., intoxicated ; barley-

straw, (fig.} a trifle ; barley-sugar, a confection,

usually in twisted sticks, made from sugar, for-

merly by boiling in a decoction of barley ; barley-

wine, a Greek wine or beer prepared from barley.

Also BARLEY-CAP, -CORN, -HOOD, -WATER, q.v.

1552 HULOET, *Barley bygge. Vide beerecorne. 1625
MAKKHAM f'ttrew. Husb. 135 *Barley-big, or beare Barley.

1768 PENNANT Zool. II. 310 In Sussex it [the Siskin] is

called the *barly-bird. 1863 Yng. England Aug. 127 In

the Isle ofWight the bird commonly called the *barley-bird
is the wryneck. 1786 BURNS Scotch Drink xiii, How easy
can the *barley-bree Cement the quarrel ! 1593 Bacchus
Bountu in llarl. Misc. (1809) II. 273 The 'barley-broath

aboue all other, did beare away the bell, and . . neither grape
nor berry might be compared to the maiestie of the mault.

1884 BLACK Jnd. Shales, xxxi, A cupful of ""barley-broth
will do thee no harm. 1883 Harper's 3Iag., Jan. 277/1
*
Barley-candy statuettes. 1813 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon

131 The motion is communicated by a belt to the barley-
cracker. 1694 WESTMACOTT Script. Herb, 17 Ptisan was a
meat of the Antients which we now call

fc

Barly-Cream.
(1500 tilcnvbols Test, in Hazl. E. /'. /'. I. 105 They that
be manly in dronkenesse for to fyte, Whan one therhede is

sett a *barly-hate. 1851 Honseh. \i''ds. III. 358 The chaff-

cutter, the barley-hummeller, 171640 DAY l\'regr. Schol.

11881) 72 Goeing to take in fresh water at the
*
Barlie Hand.

< 1440 Promp. ran'. 25 *Barly lepe, to kepe yn corne,
cnutera. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 561 Sword-fencers, who

. . Cremor Ptisana:. 1790 MORRISON Poems 151 .

Hame the husband comes just roaVin* fu' ; Nor can she

please him in his ^barlic mood, c 1732 GAY tj.t Whenever
by yon

*
barley mow I pass, c 1440 Promp. Paw. 25 *Barly-

sele, tetnpus ordeacium. 0.1721 PRIOR Turtle fy Sp. <R.)
She. .could plead the law, And quarrel for a *barley-straw.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 303 'Barley-straw melts into
a glass of a topaz yellow colour. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist.

Drugs I. 55 *Barley-Sugar is made either of white Sugar
or brown. 1883 Knowledge 6 July 3/2

'*
Barley-sugar '..

was prepared by boiling down ordinary sugar in a decoc-
tion of pearl barley. 1852 GROTE Greece n. Ixx. IX. 144 A
sort of 'barley-wine or beer in tubs, with the grains of

barley on the surface.

Ba'rley, intcrj. Sc. and north, dial, [perh. a

corruption of F. parlez, Eng. parley^\ Parley,
truce, quarter; *a term used in the games of chil-

dren, when a truce is demanded' (Jamicson).
1814 SCOTT Wav, xlli, A proper lad o' his quarters, that

will not cry barley in a brulzie.

Barley-break bauli|br^k). Forms: 6barle-

breyke, barla-breik, 7 barly-breake, -brake,
barley-, barlibreake, 7-8 barlibreak, barley-
brake, -break, 9 Sc. barley-brack. [Of uncer-

tain etymology ;
the first part has been explained

from the prec. word, also from the grain barley,
because played in a corn-field, or in a stack-yard

(Jam.) ;
the second from break as explained below.]

An old country game, varying in different parts,
but somewhat resembling Prisoner's Bars, origin-

ally played by six persons (three of each sex) in

couples ; one couple, being left in a middle den
termed '

hell,
1

had to catch the others, who were
allowed to separate or ' break

'

when hard pressed,
and thus to change partners, but had when caught
to take their turn as catchers. (See poetical de-

scription by Sidney in Arcadia i. Lamorfs songt

and Suckling in Poems (1646) 24.) In Scotland,

according to Jamieson, one person had to catch

the rest of the company, each of these as taken

assisting their captor.
1557 MACHYM Diary (18481 132 Master parsun .. entryd

into helle, and ther ded at the barle breyke with alle the

wyflfe of the sam parryche. a 1581 A. SCOTT On May, Sum
rynnis at barla breikis lyk rammis. 1608 ARMIN NestNinn.

11842) 56 Like a girle at barley brake, leauing the last

couple in hell, away she gads, and neuer lookes behinde
her. 1794 SOUTHKY frfit Tyler i. Wks. II, 24 Since we were

boys together And play'd at barley-brake. 1837 NICOLL
Poems (18431 81 At barley-bracks, we laughin' cnascd ilk

kinuner we could see.

t Ba*rley-ca:p. Obs. [f. BARLKY, as source of

malt liquor; cf. BARLEY-HOOD.] In phr. To have
on or wear a barley-cap : to be tipsy ;

hence barley-

cap tippler.
1598 K. GILIMN Skial. (1878) 67 Some weeuil, maul t-worm e,

barly-cap. 1611 COTGK., J''ortieu. .pot-shotten, whose fud-

Hng or barley Cap is on. 1679 O. HKYWOOD in Yorksh.
Diaries iSurt.) II. 262 He never wore a cap, unlesse it was
a barley-cap.

Barley-corn (bauli,kp:jn). [See CORN.]
1. = HAKLEY ^the plant or grain).
1382 WYCLIF 2 Sam. xiv. 30 The feelde of loab bislde my

feelde hauynge barli corn [1388 ripe barli]. ('1440 Promp.
Ptirv. 25/1 Barly corne, ordann. 1836 TIHKI.WALL Greece
II. xiv. 196 The juice of the vine or the barleycorn.

b. Personified as John Barleycorn : esp. as the

grain from which malt liquor is made.
c i6zc \title) in Pepysian Library, A pleasant new ballad

, . of the bloody murther of Sir John Barleycorn. *7--

John liarlt-ycm-n in Percy's Kclit/jies, John Barleycorn has

got a beard Like any other man. 1786 BURNS Scotch
Drink Hi, John Barleycorn, Thou king o' grain.

2. A grain of barley.
1588 GREENK Pcrinttdes 15 Preferre not a Barly-corne

before a precious lewell. i6w WOOTMLL Snrg. A/a^Wks.
(1653)25 A full barley corne will well serve, or a good'
wheat corne. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. I. (1863)83
A bantam-cock . . turning so scornfully from the barley-
corns which Annie is flinging towards him.

3. The length of a grain of barley taken as a

measure, of an inch
; formerly also -J of an inch.

1607 RECORDE Gr. A rts 326 It is ordained that 3 Barly
Cornes dry and round, shall make vp the measure of an
inch. 16x1 COTCK., Grain .. a Barlie-corne, or the fourth

part of an ynch. 1688 HOLME Armory in. iii. 136 Barly
Corn, is the length of 4 Poppy seeds, and 3 Corns make an
Inch, 1729 SHKLVOCKE Artillery \. 76 The Barley-corn (the

fourth part of an Inch) is subdivided into 5 Poppy Seeds.

1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy I. 21 If father., move his head
one barley-corn, we are all dead men.

4. Building.
' A little cavity between the mould-

ings of joiners' work . . made with a kind of plane
of the same name.' Chambers Cycl. Supp. 1753.

Ba'rley-hooxl. [f. BARLEY (used for 'malt

liquor') + -HOOD, sufnx of condition; perh. with
some reference to hood 'covering for the head

1

: cf.

barley-hat in BAULKY B 2.] A fit of drunkenness,
or of ill humour or temper, brought on by drinking.
a 1529 SKEI.TON El. Riimmyug 372 And as she was drynk-

ynge, She fyll in a wynkynge Wyth a bar lyhood. 1725
A. RAMSAY Gent. Shcph. \. ii, In his barlickhoods, ne'er
stick To lend his loving wife a loundering lick. 1805 A.
SCOTT Poems 51 (JAM.) Whan e'er they lake their barley-
hoods, And heat of fancy fires their bludes.

Ba*rley -wa:ter. [f. BAHLKV.] A drink,
made by the decoction of pearl barley, used as a
demulcent, t Strong barley-water : ale.

c 1320 St-uyti Sag-. 1574 Barli-water, that was .i-sode. 1580
HOLLVBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Orgemonde, Barlye water,
Tysante. 1625 HART Aiiat. (Jr. i. v. 46 The women . . are
not so busie-.with the strong barley water as our British
women. 1684 OTWAY Atheist Pro!., And Barley-water
Whey-fac'd Beau's write Satyrs. 1875 H. WOOD Therap.
(1879*581 Barley-water is used as a nutritious, demulcent
drink in fevers.

t Barling (ba'jlirj). Obs. [a. Sw. &/>// pole,
f. biira to bear.] A pole.
1611 Rates T. (JAM.) Barlings, or fire-poles the hundreth

x.\/. 1731 DE FOE, etc. Tour Gt, Brit. (1769) I. 64 Fir-

Timber, Oaken Planks, Baulks, Barlings, Spars, Oars.

t Barm, sbl Obs. exc. in comb. Forms: 1-2

bearm, 3 bserm, berm, 4-5 barme, i- barm.

[Common Tent. ; with OE. barm (\VSax. bearm}
cf. OS., OFris., OHG., Sw., Da. barm, ON. barmr,
Goth. oarms:OTeut. *barmo-z, f, ber-an to bear.

The early southern ME. berm represented the Saxon
bearm

;
barm was the Anglian form.]

1. A bosom, a lap.
-950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke vi. 38 Hia sella5 on barm iuer.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. ibid., Hij sylla8 on eowcrne bearm. < 1160
Hatton Gosp. John i. 18 On hys fader bearme. 1105 LAY.

30261 He nom his lauerdes hefd. .in his beerm he hit laeide.

c 1230 Ancr, R. 212 pe slowe Ii5 and slepeS i5e deofles

berme, ase his deore deorling. a 1325 Lay le Frcine 201
Sche yaf it souke opon hir barm. .1410 LOVE Bonavent.
Mirr. vi. iGibbs MS.) Swetly klyppynge and kyssynge
leyde hym in hier barme [1510 iPynson) barme ; 1530 vW.
de W. i lappe.] c 1460 Toumeley Myst. 59 Hald thy hand
soyn in thy barme, And as a lepre it shal be lyke. 1513
DOUGLAS ALtteis xii. Pro!. 76 Zephyrus comfortabill in-

spiratioun For till ressaue law in hyr barm adoun.

2. Edge, brim, 'breast,' 'brow.' rare. (So in ON.)
1340 Alexander (Stev.) 4811 pan come bai blesnand till

a barme* of a brent lawe.

3. Comb, barm-cloth, fbarm-hatre (obs.), an

apron ; barm-fel, barm-skin (dial.), a leather

apron. Cf. BARVJCL.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gloss, in Wright Voc. (W.) 7127 Mappula,

bearmclaS. c 1300 Men Ltfxv. in E. E. P. (1862) 155 Fair
beb 5ur barmhatres. c 1350 Sat. Blacksmiths in AW. Ant.
I. 240 Of a bole hyde ben here barmfellys. c 1386 CHAUCER
Alilleres T. 50 A barm-cloth eek as whit as morne myIk.

11440 Promp. Parv. 25/1 Barnyskyn (1499 barme skyn),
melotes. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 16 An Elephantes
eares that hanges on his shoulders like a countrie huswiues
banskin [sic]. 1775 J. COLLIER Tim Bobbin 20 Hal .. had
his knockus lapt in his Barm-skin. 1857 WRIGHT Proi'inc.

Diet. S.V., Her smock's as dirty and greasy as a barmskin.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. iii. 80 His mother o'er her
barm-cloth wide Gazed forward.

Barm (bairn), sb* Forms : I beorma, 3
beorme, berrme, 4-5 berm^e, 5-7 barme, (7

birme), 7- barm. [OE. beorma; prob. common
Teut. (:*bermon-}, though early cognates are

wanting ; cf. Da. biirme, Sw. barma, Fris. berme,

barm, LG. borme, barme, barm, mod.G. biirme.']

1. The froth that forms on the top of fermenting
malt liquors, which is used to leaven bread, and to

cause fermentation in other liquors ; yeast, leaven.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 33 Heofena rice is elic beor
man. naoo OHMIN 996 Braxl All beorrf wibbutenn berrme.
c 1386 CHAUCEK Chan. Vein. Prol. $ T. 260 Alum, glas,

berme, wort. < 1420 Liber Cocorum 39 With egges and
floure in batere bou make, Put berme J>er to. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny II. 145 The froth or barme . . [has] a property to keepe
the skin faire and cleare in womens faces. 1688 in Phil.

Trans. XVIII. 130 His Brains worked like Birme in an Ale-

Fat. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xi, The sea was working like barm.

b. transf. Qifig. Ferment, fermenting agent.
^1580 MONTGOMEKIE To R. Hudson, This barme and

blaidry buists up all my bees. 1666 G. HARVEY Morb. Angl.
iv. 48, I assert the gall to be the barm or ferment of the

venal blood. i8z8 LANDOR Imag. Com'. (1846) II. 174
Milton's dough . . is never the lighter for the barm he

kneads up with it.

f2. The froth or 'head
'

of beer when poured out.

c 1*7$ Sertttun in O. E. Misc. 188 Lo^e heo holdet bore

falun,
mid berme [v. r, beorme] heo DSM fulk-b. ,1440

'romp. Pan>. 32 Berme of ale or other lyke, spuma. 1483
Cath. Angl. 22/1 Barme, spuma.
3. attrib., as in barm-froth, barm-fy.
1606 Wily Beguiled Prol. in Hazl. Dodsl. IX. 223 That

barm-froth poet. 1676 COTTON Angler \\. 335 Another Dun
called the Barm-fly from its yeasty colour.

Barm, v. Obs. or arch. [f. prec. sb.]

1. To mix with yeast ;
to leaven, ferment.

[t-97S Kitshiv. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 33 Obbart gebeormad wa;s

all.] 1615 CKOOKE Body ofMan 245 U he seed it selfe . . is

so houen and banned as it were with spirits. 1616 SURKL.



BARMAID.
Si MARKH. Conntr. Farm 589 Your best ale must be barmed
as soone as it is coold.

2. To rise in froth or fermentation.

c 1440 Fromp. Parv. 32/2 Bermyn, or spurgyn as ale,

spnmo. 1822 Provost ii. 16 It set men's minds a barming
and working.
Barmaid (ba-jmt

T
kl). [f.

BAB sl>\ 28.] A
female who sells food and drink at the bar of a

tavern or hotel. Hence Barmaidenly a. ( nonce-wd.*}

1771 GOLDSM. Stoops to Conq. Epil., Th' unblushing Bar-

maid at a country inn. 1837 DICKENS Pichuj. (1847) 9/2 The
bar-maid had positively refused to draw him any more

liquor. 1881 Daily News 8 June 5 Bar-maidenly in their

conception of polished badinage.

Barman, (ba-jma-n). [f. BAR rf.1]

1 1. A pleader at the bar ;
a barrister. Obs.

1657 REEVE Coifs Plea. 8 Oh rare Pleader ! there is not

such a Barre-man to be found.

2. One who prepares bars, e.g. of metal for the

manufacture of wire.

I7I4M,\NDEVILLF. Fao.Bccs(T.yi3 I. 249 The silver-spinner,

the flatter, the wire-drawer, the bar-man, and the refiner.

3. A man who serves at the bar of a public-house,
etc. Cf. BAR s61 28.

1837 DUNCUMB Brit. Emigrant's Adv. 76 He instantly
called for the bar-man and taxed him with the imposition.

1865 E. CLAYTON Cruel Fort. II. 165 Two barmaids com-

menced a most vigorous flirtation with the young bar-

man.

Barmaster (ba-ima^tai). Also 7 barge-, 7-8

bergh-, 8 bargh-. [Formerly barghmaster, ad.

Ger. bcrgmcistcr, f. berg- mining.] A local judge

amongst miners : see quot.
1662 FULLER Worthies I. 229 The Barge-Master keeps his

two great Courts twice a year in Barge-Moot Hal! . . to

decide Controversies, and punish offences betwixt Miners.

1721 BAILKY, Burgh-master, the Surveyor of a Mine. 1747
HOOSON Miner s Diet. s.v. Bill, By the Assistance of the

Barmaster. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 202 Bar-master, in

Derbyshire, the authority to whom all disputes in lead-

mining are referred. He has charge of the standard 'dish'

or measure used in measuring the ore.

Barnibrack (baumbrjek). Anglo-Irish, [cor-

ruption of Jr. bairigen breac speckled cake (Wh.
Stokes).] A currant-bun.

1878 Miss YONGE Yng. Stepmother yi A. great barmbrack
from Biddy. 1882 FLORA SHAW Cast. Ulairify The number
of buns and barm-bracks bad to be calculated.

Barmecidal(bajm/S3i'dal), a. [f.
next-f-Ai. 1

.]

Like the Barmecide's feast; imaginarily satisfying

or sumptuous ; unreal, illusory.
a 1845 HOOD Turtles xiv, Having thro' one delighted sense,

at least, Enjoy'd a sort of Barmecidal feast. 1845 MOZLEV
Blanco White, Ess. (1878) II. 115 To reason simply on the

superficies is a Barmecida! proceeding.

Barmecide (bS-anfeaid). Patronymic of a

family of princes ruling at Bagdad just before

Haroun-al-Raschid, concerning one of whom the

story is told in the Arabian Nights, that he put a

succession of empty dishes before a beggar, pre-

tending that they contained a sumptuous repast
a fiction which the beggar humorously accepted.

Hence, one who offers imaginary food or illusory

benefits. Often attrib.

1713 Guardian No. 162 The Barmecide was sitting at his

table that seemed ready covered for an entertainment. 1842
DICKENS Amer. Notes 11850) 81/1 It is a Barmecide Feast

;

a pleasant field for the imagination to rove in. _i8$4
THACKERAY Newcomes II. 103 My dear Barmecide friend.

1863 Reader II. 506 Sharing the boundless hospitality of

a Barmecide.

Barming (baumirj). Sc. rare. [? f. BARM v]
The formation of barm on a fermenting liquor;

fig. the accruing of interest upon money.
1823 GALT Entail I. xx. 169 Father . . ordained me to hae

a hundred a year out o' the barming o' his lying money.
Bai'iukiii (ba'jmkin). north, arch. Forms:

4 barmeken, (5 barnekynch),6 barmekyn, -kin,

barnekine, 5- barmkin. [Perh. f. Teut. barm

(ON. barmr brim, border, edge, wing of castle; cf.

BERM). The second syllable may be the dim. suffix

-KI.V, though the meaning hardly suits. Possibly a

corruption of, or confused with, BARBICAN.]
The battlement of the outer fortification of a

castle ;
the outer fortification, or barbican

;
a turret

or watch tower on the outer wall.
' 1340 A lexandcr (Stev.) 1301 Balaan in be barmeken ' sa

bitterly fi^tis. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 375 At the barnekynch
he abad, And lordelych doune lyght. c 1470 HENRY Wallace
vi 1 1. 1067 Fehew him self. . Throuch all the fyr can on the

barmkyn lycht. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xn. x. 64 Thame
quhilkis on the barmkin heid remanis. 1577 HOLINSHKD
Ckron. III. 874/2 Ouerthrew eighteene towers of stone, with

all their barnekines. rtiSn J. LEYDEN./,*/. Soitlisv, And be
call'd on a page, who was witty and sage, To go to the

barmkin hitih.

Barmote (ba'jm<M). Also f barge-, 7-8
bargh-, 8 barmoot, 7-8 berghmote. [Earlier

barghntote, i. Ger. berg- mining + MOTE, assembly
court ; cf. barmastei-."\ A local court amongst
miners : see quot.
1653 M \NLOVE Lead Mines 14 Sute for oar must be in

Barghmoot Court. 1732 DE FOE, &c. ToiirCt. Brit. (1769!
III. 78 The Barmoot Court, kept at Wirksworth, to judge
Controversies among the Miners, and adjust subterranean

Quarrels and Disputes. 1747 HOOSON ^liner's Diet. s.v.

Bill, The meanest Labourer may recover his due Wages at

675

the Barmote-court. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gfoss., Bar-
mote tDerb.', a mining court.

tBarm-team. Obs. Also berem-tem, barme-
teme. A corruption of BAIKN-TEAM, (Perh. due

to confusion with BAUM sb.\ bosom, lap.)
c 1250 Gen, < E-v. 3903 Al Sat berem-tem. c 1313 SHOREHAM

58 He hedde y-brout forthe his bearm-team Wythoute senne
i-smaked. ^1430 Chm. Assignev. 103 And hadde moche
rewthe That swyche a barmeteme as y

1 shulde so betyde.
c 1440 Bone Flat: 10 Antenowre was of that barme-teme.

Barmy (ba-imi), a.
[f.

BARM sb2 + Y
'.]

1. Of, full of, or covered with barm ; frothing.

1535 LYNUESAY Sat. Three Estates, Gud barmie aill. 1601

E. JONSON Poetast. v. iii, That puft-up lump of barmy froth.

^1817 HOGG Tales II. 256 Like barmy beer in corked bottles.

2. Jig. Full of ferment, excitedly active, flighty.
1602 Rct.fr. Parnass. i. ii. fArb.) 9 Such barmy heads wil

alwaies be working, a 1605 MoNTGOMERIE Poems 1,1821) 49

Hope puts that hast into 3our heid, (Jiihilk boyl's sour

barmy brain. 1785 BURNS Wks. III. 85 Just now I've taen

the fit o' rhyme, My barmie noddle's working prime.

3. Comb, barmy-brained a., flighty ; barmy-
froth, {Jig.) a flighty, empty-headed fellow.

1599 MAKSTON Stv. ViUanie 166 Each odde puisne of the

Lawyers lime, Each barmy-froth, that last day did beginne
To read his little. 1824 SCOTT Sf. Konan's xxxii, Cork-
headed barmy-brained gowks !

Barn ^bain), sb. Forms : i bere-ern (bseren ,

12 berern, 1-4 bcren, 1-6 bern, 3 berrn, 4-6
borne, (5 beern, beyrne, baerne), 5-7 barne,

j

7- barn. [OE. b^rc-crn lit. 'barley-place,
1

f. h$re \

barley + &rn, cm, place, closet, store-room ;
reduced

|

already in OE. to berern, byen, b^ni, whence ME.
bern, mod. banil\
1. A covered building for the storage of grain ;

and, in wider usage, of hay, straw, flax, and other i

produce of the earth.

950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xii. 24 Da.'m ne is hordern ne
ier-ern. cy]$Rnslnu. G. ibid., Bere-ern. c 1000 Ags.G. ibid., '

NabbaS his heddern ne bern. cizoo ORMIN 10486 Sam-
menn alle \>c clene corn & don itt inn hiss berrne. c 1220 J>cs~ <

tiary 263 O. E. Misc. 9 Ne bit ^e ( she,i nowt de barlic beren
;

abuten. ^1386 CHAUCER Wyfs T, 15 Thropes and berne^,

shepnes and dayeries. 1475 in Wright Voc. 274 Onion,
beyrne. 1489 CAXTOM Faytes of A. 11. xxiv. 138 A grete
baerne within the said forest. 1523 FITZHERB. Hush. 26

j

[Rye] mowen . .taketh more rowme in the barne than shorne
J

corne dothe. 1551 ROBINSON tr. ^lore's Utop. 160 Corne or
(

graine . . in the rich men's bernes. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i.

in Barnes, and Garners, neuer empty. 1697 DRYDEN Virg,

Georg. i. 74 And bursts the crowded Barns, with more than

prornis'd Gains. 1820 WORDSW. Sonn. Duddon xiii, One
small hamlet . . Clustering with bam and byre, and spouting
mill. 1872 JiiNKiNsoN Eng. Lakes 24 The [GrasmereJ island

has a clump of firs and a grey barn upon it.

fig- ^1520 Alyrr. Our Ladye 211 Aungels myghte gather
them in to euerlastynge barnes.

b. Applied to : A barn-like building for worship.
(11721 PRIOR To F. Shepherd^ So at pure barn of Loud

Non-con, Where with my grannam I have gone.

2. Comb, and Attrib.t as barn barley, -builder.,

form, -loft, -sweepings \
also barn-burner, nick-

name of the radical section of the Democratic

party in U. S.
; barn-cellar, a room under a barn,

generally used as a cow-house
; barn-floor, the

floor of a barn, hence what is there stored
;
barn-

ful, as much as a barn will contain ; barn-gallon,
a measure containing two imperial gallons, used in

the milk-trade ; barn-like a., like, or like that of,

a barn ; barn(s)man, a labourer in a barn, a

thresher
; barn-owl, a British bird of prey (Stn'jc

flammed}, also called White, Church, and Screech

Owl; barn -shovel, one used for corn; barn-

stormer, applied depreciatively to a strolling

player ;
whence barn-storming ;

barn - swallow,
the common house-swallow ; barnward adv., to-

wards the barn ; barn-yard, the enclosure round
a barn, a farm-yard.
1880 Ji:i-TiRiES Gt. Estate 152 *Barn barley .. i. e. that

which had been stored in a barn. ,> 1610 BABINGTOM l^'ks.

(1622) 218 That rich ^Barne-builder in the Gospell. #1848
N. y. Tribune in Bartlett Diet. Amer. 23 This school of

Democrats was termed 'Barnburners, in allusion to the

story of an old Dutchman, who relieved himself of rats by

burning down his barns which they infested, just like

exterminating all banks and corporations, to root out the

abuses connected therewith. 1842 T. PARKER in Weiss Life
XfCorr. I. 184 A bull. . tied up in the corner of the *barn-

cellar. 1611 BIBLE 2 Kings\\. 27 Whence shall I helpethee?
out of the ^barne floore? 1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab, vij.

272 Her decks were swept as clean as a *barn floor. 1847
YEOWELL Anc. Brit. Ch. xii.

12^ Very old Welsh Churches
are of the *barn form, a 1619 f OTHERBY Atheom, n. viii. 4
Not by the bushell . . but by the whole *

Barnefull. 1662
GKRBIER Princ. (1665) 36 Those "Barn-like Roofs of many
Noble Persons Palaces. 1835 BECKFORD Recoil. 174 The
*barn-like saloon on their ground-iloor. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.
Rev. III. iv. v. 235 In cellars,

*
barn-lofts, in caves. ciSoo

A. CAKLYUE Autobio%, (1860.1 25, I took him for a grieve or
* barnman, 1861 SMILES Engineers II. 112 A sufficient

number of *barnsmen for thrashing straw. 1674 RAY Eng.
Birds 83 The common * Barn-owl or White Owl, Alnco
minor. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xvii. (1852) 378 The short-

eared and white *barn-o\vls of Europe. 1446 Wills $
Inti. N. C. I. (.18351 95 Whetridell . . hopper, *barnshoile.

1884 Pall Mall G. 6 June 5/1 If this be *barn -storm ing,
Betterton and Garrick were *barn-stormers. 1851 D. WILSON
Prek. Ann. Scot. (1863! I. 416 Less skill than . . the common
* barn-swallow displays in the construction of its nest. 1840
CARLYLE Heroes ii. 96 Chaff, chopped, straw,

*
barn-sweep-

BARNACLE.

ings. 1884 ROK in Harper's Mag. July 247/2 The horses
1

heads were turned "barnward. 1513-75 Diurn. Occurr.

(1833) 49 Thay brunt tua *barny-yairdis in Nether Keith.

1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. vii. 49 A *
barn-yard be-

longing to a large farming establishment.

t Barn, v. Obs.
[f.

the sb.] To house or store

in a barn
;
to garner. Often Jig.

J593 -SHAKS. Lucr. cxxtii, And useless barns the harvest

of his wits. 1647 FULLER Good Tk. in Worse T. (1841.1 no
Whose censures often barn up the chaff, and burn up the

grain. 1702 C. MATHER Magu. Chr. III. in. (1852) 559 To
plant and dress, and barn and beat their corn.

Barn(e, obsolete form of BAIRN.

Barnabite (baunabait), [f. Barnab-as name
of the apostle : see -im] A member of the reli-

gious order 'thus called from the church of St.

Barnabas at Milan' (Chambers Cycl. 1751).

1706 Dnpins Eccl. Hist. i6t/i CM I . iv. xi. 450 The Founders
of the Order of Uarnabites .. were instructed by a Famous
Preacher, one Serasino, who advised them to read St. Paul

constantly, from whence they were called Clerks ofSt. Paul.

Barnaby (baunabi). [a. P". Barnabc, ad. L.

Barnabas.'] By-form of the name Barnabas
;

whence Barnaby-day, Barnaby bright, or long
Barnaby, St. Barnabas' Day, the nth of June, in

Old Style reckoned the '

longest day
'

; Barnaby-
thistle, the Centaurca solstitialis, so named from

its (lowering about the iith of June.
Z595 Si'KNSKK Epitluil, 266 This duy the Minne i.^ in bis

chiefest hight, With P.arnaby the bright. 1645 (-. D.ANIKI.

Poems Wks. 1878 11.49 This ^hort December day, It would

spin out, to make my Readers say, Long Barnabie was
never halfe so gay. 1650 FCLLKR risgah n. xii. 255 Staying
the Sun in Gibeon . .This was the Barnaby day of the whole
world. 1670 EACIIARO Cont. Clergy y< Barnaby-bright would
be much too short for him to tell you all that he could say.

1805 Scovr Last Mhistr. iv. iv, It was but last St. Uarna-

bright '1'hey sieged him a whole summer night. 1598 FLOKIO,

Calcatrippa, Star-thistle, or Saint Barnabaes thistle.

Barnacle (baMnak'l), sb.\ Forms: a. 2 ber-

nac, 5 bernak;e, bernag. 0. 4 6 bernacle, 5

barnakylle, -alle, byrnacle, ;6 barneckle, bur-

nacle), 7-8 barnicle, 9 bernicle, 4- barnacle.

[ME. beniak, 3..O\?.bcrnac ' camus
'

;
of which

bernacle seems to be a dim. form : cf. OF. bernicles

in Joinville c 1275, in sense of the instrument of

torture (sense 2) as used by the Saracens, for which
Marsh has suggested an oriental origin, comparing
J'ers. baran-dan to compress, squeeze, baranjak
kar-dan to inflict torture. But, so far as evidence

goes, i was the earliest sense, and of western origin.
The sense of '

spectacles
'

seems to arise naturally

enough from the others, but has been treated by
some as distinct, and referred to OF. bcricle (since

\^\\\ ^.beside} 'eye glass,' originally 'beryl': late L.

*bcriatlns, dim. of berillus, beryllus : it is not easy
to trace any phonetic connexion between this and

barnacles, even though the mod. F. dialect of Berry
has berniqitcs 'spectacles.']
1. A kind of powerful bit or twitch for the mouth

of horse or ass, used to restrain a restive animal ;

later, spec, an instrument consisting of two branches

joined by a hinge, placed on the nose of a horse, if

he has to be coerced into quietness when being
shoed or surgically operated upon.
a. (V izoo NKCKAM DC Utensilibus in Wright Voc. 100

Camum (bernac-i vel capistrum (chcvcstrc] sponte pretereo.]

.1440 Promp. Paw. 33 Bernak for horse [1499 bernakill],
chanins. 1468 Medulla Grant, in Cath. Angl. 22 C/ttunns,
a bernag for a hors. <i 1500 in Wiilcker Voc. 7572 Chatnus^ a
bernake.

. 1382 WYCLIF Prov. xxvi. 3 A scourge to an hors, and a

bernacle to an asse. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. I. 353

peydryuebhirhprswibachambre5erde[r';>^i/frt;(rrrt^(7J
in be ouer ende in stede of barnacles. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 22/1

Barnakylle, Byrnacle, Barnakalle, camus. 1562 LiLiGHAr-
moric 1,1597) 104 Barnacle . . is the chiefest instrument that

the smith hath, to make the vntamed horsse gentile. 1607
TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts 251 Barnacles ..put upon the

Horses nose, to restrain his tenacious fury from biting, and

kicking. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. \, \. 11862) I. 2457/0/6'
The horse . . being caught by the nose in barnacles. 1831
YouATT//cr^ xxii. (1872) 457 Th,e barnacles are the handles

of the pincers placed over and enclosing the muzzle.

2. An instrument of torture applied in a similar

way. Also Jig,
[1382 WYCLIK 2 Kings xix. 28, I schal putten a cercle in

thyn noos thrillis and a bernacle [COVERDALE, brydle bitt;

1611 bridle] in thi lippis.] 1625 tr. Gonsalvio's Sp. Inquis.

145 Clapped a Barnacle vpon his tongue, which remained
there vntill the fire had consumed it. 1679 Hist. Jetzcr

Pref., Magistrates may flatter themselves, that with the

Barnacles of a strict and well-worded Oath they can hold a

Jesuites Nose to the Grind-stone. 1870 EDGAR Runnymede
IOQ To save my body from the bernicles.

3. coLloq. in //.
= SPECTACLES. [Probably from

their bestriding and pinching the nose.]

1571 Damon <y P. in Hazl. Dodsl. IV. 81 These spectacles

put on. Grim, They be gay barnacles, yet I see never the

better. 1593 MUNDAY Dcf. Contraries 39 Eye glasses,

otherwise called Bernacles. 1693 MOTTEUX Rabelais v.

xxvil, They had barnicles on the handle^ of their faces, or

spectacles at most, 1823 SCOTT Fe'-crtl viii, No woman
above sixteen ever did white-seam without barnacles.

Barnacle (baunak'l), st>.2 Forms : a. 3 ber-

'nekke, 4-5 bernake, 5 bernak, -ack, (? bar-

nagge). 0. 5 bernakill, barnakylle, 5- ber-
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nacle, 6- barnacle, (7 barnicle, 9 bernicle).

[ME. bernckke, bernake, identical with OF. her-

naque, med.L. bernaca, berneka. (Other F. forms

bernachC) barnache \ Pg. bernaca, -acha, -ic/ia, Sp.
bernache

;
med.L. also barnaces, berncsta, barncta,

perhaps bad spellings). With the y3. forms cf. med.

or mod.L. bernicla^ -eccla, -acula, and mod.F. ber-

nicle, barnacle. Ulterior history unknown.
The earliest attainable forms (omitting barbates in Albertus

Magnus and barliates in Vincentius Bellovacensis, which
seem too far offi are the Kng. bernekke, Anglo- Lat. bernaca
(Giraldus Cambr. c 1175', barneta, Ibarneca (.Gervase of Til-

bury c 121 1>, berneka (Vincent. Bellovac. 1200-12501. If Eng-
lish, this could only be bare-neck or bear-neck, of which the

application is not evident. The history of this word is in-

volved in an extraordinary growth of popular mythology,
traced back as far as the nth or 1 2th c. by Prof. Max Miiller,

Lect. Sc. Lang. (ed. 7) 1 1. 583-604. It is there suggested that

bernacula might be a variant of *

pernacnla, a possible dim. of

Perna 'a kind of shell-fish,' afterwards confused with *berni-

cula, a supposed aphetic form o^hiberniciila, which might
be applied to the barnacle-goose from its being found in

Htbernia. Others seek the source of the primitive bernaca
in Celtic, comparing Gaelic /'/i/VwcrtcA, Welsh hrcnig, limpets.
But as all the evidence shows that the name was originally

applied to the bird which had the marvellous origin, not to

the shell which, according to some, produced it, conjectures

assuming the contrary seem to be beside the mark. The
form bernaclc, it will be seen, is not found before i5thc.,
and bernacula, seems to he only its modern Lat. adaptation.
If med.L. bernccla, bernicla, are earlier, they are suspici-

ou-ly like erroneous forms of berne<. 'ha, benticha. No con-

nexion with BARNACLE sb. ' can be traced : bernac was inasc.,

bernagne, -ache feni., In Fr. ]

1. A species of wild goose (Anas lettcopsis} nearly
allied to the Brent Goose, found in the arctic seas

(>vhere alone it breeds), and visiting the BritUh

coasts in winter.
This bird, of which the breeding-place was long unknown,

was formerly believed to be produced out of the fruit of

a tree growing by the sea-shore, or itself to grow upon the

tree attached by its bill iwhence also called Tree Goose), or

to be produced out of a shell which grew upon this true,

or was engendered as a kind of ' mushroom '

or spume from
the corruption or rotting of timber in the water.

a. a 1227 NECKAM in Promp, Parr. 32 De ave que vulgo
dicitur bernekke. 1387 TREVI^A Higden Rolls Ser. I. 335
pere bee^ bernakes foules liche to wylde gees; kynde
Drynge^hemfor^wonderliche out of trees. 1:1400 MAUNM.V.
xxvi. 264 Of the Bernakes . . In oure Contree weren Trees
that beren a Fruyt, that becomen Briddes fleeynge. r 1440
[see j8].

. c 1440 Prmnp. Par-.', 32 Barnakylle byrde [T: r. bernack,
bernakj, barnactts^ barnita, barniti'S. l4&oCAXTON Trevistis

Descr. Brit, 48 Ther ben bernacles, fowles lyke to wylde
ghees, whiche growen wonderly vpon trees. Ibid. ii5^--> 2 -2

Men of relygyon eet barnacles upon fastynge dayes bycause
they ben not engendred with Ik-sshe. 1598 SYLVHSTKR Dn
Bartas \, vi. (1641) 50/2 So rotten planks of broken ships do

change To Barnacles . . 'Twas first a green tree, then a
broken hull, Lately a Mushroom, now a flying Gull. i599
HAKU YT l-'fy. II. i. 63 There stand certaine trees vpon the

shore of the Irish sea, bearing fruit like unto a gourd, which
. .doe fall into the water, and become birds called Bernacles.

1653 WALTON Anglcri^ The Barnacles and young Goslings
bred by the Sun's heat and the rotten planks of an old Ship,
and hatched of trees. 1674 RAY Water f'\nulg~, The Bernacle,
Bcrnicla. 1678 SIR R. MURRAY in /'////. Trans. XII. 926
Multitudes of little Shells; having within them little Birds

perfectly sliap'd, supposed to he Barnacles. 1694 FAI.I.I.

Jersey ii. 74 Bernacles . . are only seen about the Sea, and
in very cold Weather. 1774 GOLDSM. Xat. Hist. III. 279
The Barnacle not .. bred from a shell sticking to ships'
bottoms. 1863 Spring in Lapland 362 The brent goose and
the bernicle . . breed cither in Spitsbergen or Kast Finland.

1870 Pall Mall G. 12 Oct. 12 The barnacle is supposed by
simple people to be developed out of the fishy parasite of

the same name.

b. In this sense now often Bernacle Goose, to

distinguish it from sense 2.

1768 PENNANT Zool. (1812) II. 237 The Bernacle Goose.

1848 C. JOHNS Week at Lizard 333 Bernicle Goose. 1882

Proc. Benu. Nat. Club IX. 552 Bernacle Geese have been

very abundant.

2. Knglish name of the pedunculate genus of

Cirripedes, which attach themselves to objects

floating in the water, especially to the bottoms of

ships, by a long fleshy foot-stalk. Sometimes used

to include sessile Cirripedes : see ACORX-SHKLL.

(This was the '
shell-fish 'out of which the Barnacle Goose

was supposed to be produced, the long feathery cirri pro-
truded from the valves suggesting the notion of plumage.
Giraldus Cambrensis had himself seen more than a thousand
of them '

conchylibus testis inclusa:,' hanging from one piece
of timber on the shoreV

111581 CAMPION Hist. Irel.m. 11633)10 Barnacles, thousands
at once, are noted along the shoares to hang by the beakes
about the edges of putrified timber .. which in processe

taking lively heate of the Sunne, become water-foules. 1598
FLORIO, Anitra. .the birde that hreedes of a barnikle hang-
ing vpon old ships. 1673 RAY Jonrn. Low C. 290 These
Tortoises . . had two great bunches of those they call Ber-

nacle-shells sticking . . to his back. 1678 BUTLER Htsd. in.

ii. 655 As barnacles turn Soland geese In th' islands of the

Orcades. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine 11789* Cravan, a

barnacle, a small shell-fish . . which fastens to a ship's bottom
in a long voyage. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. xiv. (1873) 389
Cuvier did not perceive that a barnacle was a crustacean.

3. fig. A companion or follower that sticks close,

and will not be dismissed
;
a constant attendant.

1607 DHKKKR North. Hoe in. Wks. 1873 III. 39 He
cashiere all my yong barmcles. 1868 Miss BWUKNM Trail

Serp. i. i. 7 Slopper found him a species of barnacle rather

difficult to shake off.

ft). Perhaps in this sense used as the cant term

for a decoy swindler ; see quots., and cf. BAHNARD.
1591 GREENE Disc. Cozenage (1859) 23 Thus doth the Verser

and the Setter feign a kind friendship to the Cony . . As
thus they sit tipling, corns the Barnackle and thrusts open
the doore . . steps backe again : and very mannerly saith

I cry you mercy Gentlemen, I thoght a frend of mine had
bin heere. [See the whole passage.] 1608 DEKKER/W>rt
Lond. Wks. 1885 III. 131 He that .. before counterfeited
the dronken Bernard is now sober and called the Barnacle.

f4. One who speaks through his nose. Obs. rare.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Gango, a barnacle, one that

speaketh through the nose, Cheitolopex. \Chenalopex in

Pliny, a species of goose. ]

Ba'rnacle, v. 1 [f.
BARNACLE sb.i] trans. To

apply a barnacle to ^a horse).
1861 S. }\2vr> Margaret \\. viii. (1871)281 They banged him

and barnacled him . . and the more they did, the more he
wouldn't stir.

Ba'rnacle (baunak'l), v.2 [f.
BARNACLE sb?\

trans. To affix with persistent attachment.

1863 W. STORY Roba di R. II. 34 This uncouth structure

. . is barnacled upon the ruins of the once splendid portico.

1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gayworthys xxiv. 236 He barnacled
himself to Gershom, now, and shipped with him always.

Barnacled (baunak'ld}, ///. a. a. Covered
with barnacles, b. colloq. Wearing spectacles.
1691 T. H[AI.K] Ace. AVw Invent. 80 Cleaned with..

Scrapers, if barnicled. 1878 R. STKVENSON Inland I'oy. 6

A gleam of spectacles. For though handsome lads, they
were all (in the Scotch phrase) barnacled. 1884 Btackw.

Mag. Oct. 523 My barnacled barque Drags . . heavily on.

t Ba'rnage. Obs. [f. barn y
variant of BAIRN +

-A<;K.] Childhood, infancy.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 517 Ay hat/ ben & wyl be }et fro

her barnage. c 1375 HARBOUR Troy-bk. 11. 2405 Norysede
hime ine his barnage. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis v. Prol. 25

Quha lauchis nocht . . in his barnage.

Barnage, obs. f. BARONAGE.

t Ba'rnard. Obs. Also 7 bernard. [app. a

variant of BERNKH, one who waited with a relay of

hounds to intercept a hunted animal.] The member
of a gang of swindlers who acts as a decoy ; a

lurking scoundrel, a sharper. Cf. BARNACLE sb* 3 b.

1532 Dice Play ( 1850)37 Another oily theft . . isthebarnards

law: which, to be exactly practised asketh four persons at

least, each of them to play a long several part by himself.

is6z BUI.LEVN in Babees Bk. (1868) 242 With a Barnards

blowe, lurkyng in some lane, wodde, or hill top. 1591
GRMKSE Disc. Cozenage '1859' 8 Foure persons were re-

quired., the Taker up, the Verser, the Barnard, and the

Rutler. Ibid. Wks. 1885 X. 10 Comes in the^
Barnard

stumbling into your companie, like some aged Farmer of

the Countrey . . and is so carelesse of his money, that out he

throweth some fortie Angels on the boords end. 1608

DEKKKR Belnian Lon<1. Wks. 1885 III. 126 The Bernard.,

counterfets many parts in one, and is now a drunken man,
anon in another humour . . onely to blind the Cozen . . the

more easily to beguile him. (See the whole of the interest-

ing descriptions in these works.]

Barn-door, [f-
BARN

.<-/>.]
The large door of

a barn. (Applied humorously to a target too large
to be easily missed, and, in Cricket, to a player
that blocks every ball.)

i547 J- HKVWOOD Four P's in Dodsl. O. I\ (1780^ I. 87

Bendynge his browes as brode as barne-durres. 1632 MII.TON

L'Allegro 51 While the cock .. to the stack or the barn-

door, Stoutly struts his dames before. 1679
' TOM TICKI.K-

j

FOOT' Trials of Wakeman 9 My Old Master Clodpate
I would have been hanged before he would have missed such

a Barn-dore. 1847 LOXGF. /iV. i. ii. 50 Heavily closed, with

a jarring sound, the valves of the barn-doors.

attrih. Reared at the barn-door.

1-1685 in Dk. Rmkluns. Wks. 1705 II. 48 She .. slew a

Barn-door Fowl with her own Hands. 1783 WOLCOIT (P.

Pindar i Ode to R. Acad. \. Wks. I. 50 Plump as barn-door

chicken. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xlv, Our barn-door chuckles.

tBarne* St> Obs. [a. OF. bame* (earlier banics,

barnct} : late L. baronatns, f. baron-em : see BARON
and -ATE.] Assembly or body of barons, baronage.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce n. 50 The king . . with his barne, Sat

in till his parleament. c 1375 St. Baptista 499 Scho gert

J>e kinge Assemble hale his barne, pat landis held of hyme.

i Barne. Obs. A kind of fish.

1602 CAREW Cornwall 3o-a, Of round fish there are Brit,

Barne, &c. Ibid. 34 b, For bait they use Barne, Pilcherd,
and Lunges.

Barne, obs. f. BAIKN, BARN, BURN.

Barnekin, -kynch : see BARMKIN.

Ba'rney. slang and techn. a. Humbug, cheat-

ing, b. A prize-fight. C. Mining (see quot.).

1865 B. BRIKRLKY Irkdale II. 19, I won thee i
1

fair powell
one toss an

1

no barney. i88z RAYMOND Mining Gloss.*

Barney^ a small car attached to a rope and used to push
cars up a slope or inclined plane. 1882 ETCH. Nrtvs 2 SepL
1/6 Blackguardly barneys called Boxing Competitions.

Barnliardtite (baunhajtait). Min. [named
from Earnhardt's Land, N. Carolina, where found:

see -ITE.] A sulphide of iron and copper, of

bronze-yellow colour with grayish-black streak.

1837-68 DANA Min. 67.

Barnhede, -less, obs. ff. BMKNHOOD, -LESS.

Barnisch, -ish, -ysh, obs. ff. BI;RNISH.

BarnlesS (bfi'-mK-s
1

), a. Void of barns.

1883 American VI. 317 The barnless plains of Montana.

Barnnecks: see BKVKRNKX.

Bariiumize (baunamaiz), v. [i.Jiarnum, name
of a pushing American show-proprietor + -IZK.]

To exhibit with a lavish display of puffing adver-

tisements. Barnumism, exaggerated advertising
or display, boastful *

tall talk.

1851 W. B. HODGSON In Life vi. (1883) 87 Barnumised and

puffed as Napoleon has been, he is not popular. 1852
Blacfav.AIag. LXXII. 307 Barnumizingthe prodigy through
Europe. 1862 Daily Tel. 20 Oct., It is Barnumism that

prompts clergymen to tell their flocks that they must fight
the Confederates till Hel! freezes, and then fight them on
the ice.

Barogram (be-r<%r?em). [f. next, after tele-

gram] The record traced by a barograph.
1884 Leeds Merc. 24 Mar. 8/5 The barograms obtained

from some sixteen observatories.

Barograph, (bce'r^graf). [f. Gr. 0apo-s weight
+ -ypa.(pos -writing, -writer ; cf. telegraph] A
barometer constructed on the aneroid principle,

actuating mechanism which records automatically
the variations in

atmospheric pressure.
1863 Reader 9 Sept. 291/3 The self-recording barograph

continues in operation. 1884 Weekly Scotsman 9 Feu. 4/1
A barometric chart secured by means of the barograph.

Baroko, -OCO (bar<7'k0). Logic. A mnemonic

word, representing by its vowels the fourth mood
of the second figure of syllogisms, in which the

premisses are a universal affirmative and particular

negative, and the conclusion a particular negative.
1581 FULOT; in Confer. ni.(is34>Pijb, It is neither in mode

nor figure. Fit Ike. It is in Baroco. 1838 SIR W. HAMILTON
Logic xxii. I. 443 Bocardo, which . . with Baroco . . was the

opprobrium of the scholastic system of reduction. 1870
BO\VKN Logic -204 Baroko and Bokardo have been stumbling-
blocks to the logicians.

t Ba'rolite. [f. Gr. a/>o-? weight + Ai'0os stone :

see -LITK.] Obs. synonym of WlTHJGBlTX.

1794 KIRWAN Min, 1. 134 Barolite, or aerated Barytes.

Barc-lOgy vbar^rlod^i). [f.
Gr. &apo-s weight +

-\nyia discourse.] The scientific study of weight.
1859 in WORCESTER. 1863 MILL Comte 39 Physics, .divided

by M . Comte into five departments : Barology, or the science

of weights; Thermology, etc.

Baroniacrometer (bseT^ima'krtrm/tai). [f.

Gr.&apo-s weight + paKpo-s length-}- {.tirpov measure.]
An instrument for ascertaining the weight and

length of new-born infants. 1847 in CRAIG.

Barometer (bar^m/tai). Also 7 barrim-.

[f. Gr. &apo-s weight + nirpov measure.]
An instrument for determining the weight or

pressure of the atmosphere, and hence for judging
of probable changes in the weather, ascertaining
the height of an ascent, etc.

(The common barometer is a straight glass tube, 34 inches

long and closed at the top, filled with mercury, and inverted

in an open cup of the same liquid. The siphon barometer
is a curved tube, with the mercury in the shorter limb

exposed to the air ; it is adapted as the -wheel barometer
found in ordinary weather-glasses by putting on the mercury
in the shorter limb a float with a cord attached, which passes
over a pulley, and as the float rises or falls, moves the indi-

cating hand. For very exuct readings a lofty tube filled

with glycerine is sometimes used. See also ANEROID.)

1665 6 Phil. Trans. \. 153 A Barometer or Baroscope first

made publick by that Noble Searcher of Nature, Mr. Boyle.

1672 PETTY /W. Anat. (1691^ 48 Changes in the Air . . known

by the Instrument call'd the Barrimeter. 1713 MRS. CENT-
LIVRE GamesUr \. i, Your fob, like a Barometer, shews the

temper of your heart, as that does the weather. 1813 SIR

R. WILSON Diary II. 278 The Lutzen impression has made
the bone of my left leg quite a barometer. [See ANEROID.]

fig- X75a HWMB Pol. Disc. iv. 73 Interest is the true

barometer of the State. 1827 HARK Guesses Ser. 1.11873) 154

Languages are the barometers of national thought and

character. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAN R. Lynne I. xi. 173 The
barometer of Mr. Selwyn's temper stood at stormy.

b. Barometer-gauge : an appliance resembling a

barometer, attached to the receiver of an air-pump
to indicate the rarity of the air within.

1783 CAVALLO in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 449 A long baro-

meter-gage was adapted to the pump by means of a bent

brass tube.

Barometric (bflHWne*trik
N
, a. [f. prec. + -ic

;

cf. Gr. /wrpiKos of measuring.] Of the nature of,

pertaining to, or indicated by a barometer.

1802 KKES Cycl. s.v. Barometer^ The difference of the

barometric heights. iSay FARADAY Chem. Manip. xv. 378

The mean height or barometric pressure. 1831 LARDNKR
Pncmiiat. iv. 253 The column of mercury sustained in the

barometric tube. 1854 SCOFKERN in Orrs Circ. Sc. Chetn.

313 The barometric weather-glass is supplied with a dial

index. 1884 F. BRITTEN Watch % Clocktn. 29 Barometric

Error . . the alteration in the timekeeping of a clock due to

changes In the density of the atmosphere.

Barome'trical, a.
[f.

as prec. + -ICAL.]
=

prec.

1665-6 BOYLE in /'A/7. Trans. 1. 181 Barometrical Observa-

tions (as for brevities sake I use to call thenU 1713 DKRHAM

Phys. Theol. 17 iwie t Barometrical and Thermometrical In-

struments. 1751 JOHNSON RamM. No. 117 r 9 A complete
treatise of barometrical pneumatology. 187^ HARTWIG

Aerial W. \. 5 The range of barometrical variations.

Barome-trically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY *.] By
meant* of a barometric observation.

'777 SHUCKBURCJH in Phil. Trans. LXVII. 554 This gives

for the height barometrically, 2748-9 ft. 1817 Edin. Rci:

XXVIII. 180 Heights barometrically ascertained.

Baroiiietrograph. (ba
j

T0|me*tr<5gruf). [f.
Gr.

0apo-s weight + pirpv-v measure + -7pa</>os -writing,

-writer.]
- BAROCKAPH. 1847 in CRAIG.

Barometrography (-mnr^grafi). [f.
as prec.



BABOMETBY.
-v Gr. -ypatyia description.] The department of

science which treats of the barometer.

Baronxetry (barjrmttri). [f.
BAROMETER ; cf.

Gr. -fttrpia measurement.] The art or science of

barometric observation.

1713 SWIFT Eleg. Partridge Wks. 1755 III. u. 81 A scrap
of parchment hung by geometry {A great refinement in

barometry) Can, like the stars, foretel the weather. 1884
GURNEY & MYERS in igt/i Cent. 85 Further light on . . the

path and barometry of the psychical storms,

Baroiuetz (barnftnets). [App. an erroneous

adaptation of Russ.&zrrt//^.f (dimin. offarari ram')

applied to species of Club-moss, LycopodiumA A
spurious natural-history specimen, consisting of the

creeping root-stock and frond-stalks of a woolly
fern (Cibotiwn baromctz) turned upside down

;
for-

merly represented as a creature half-animal and

half-plant, and called the Scythian Lamb talready
referred to by Maundevile, ch. xxvi. p. 264^.

1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Gard, i. 279 Waves, gentle Barometz,

thy golden hair. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 485/2.

Baron (brc'ron). Forms: 2-4 barun, 4 barune,
baroune, 4-6 baroun, -own, 5baroone, barrown,
6 barroun, barne, 7 barron, 3 -baron. [EarlyME.
barun, -oun, a. OK. barun, -on, ace. of her (

= Pr.

bar, ace. baron, bar6, Sp. varon, Pg. varao, It.

baronc}\ late L. baro, -oncm, of which the ordinary
sense was 'man' (interchanging in Salic Law with

homo], esp. in relation to some one else, as when
we say

' the king's man,' passing on one side into
'

servant, vassal,' on another into 'man as opposed
to slave, freeman,' also as opposed to wife 'husband,'

as opposed to female 'male.' Isidore explains

JMerccnarii, as 'qui serviunt accepta mercede,iidem
et baroncs Graeco nomine, quod sint fortes in labo-

rious,' (connecting it with tfapvs] ; Cornutus (on
Persius Sat. v.) explains baroncs (to which he at-

tributes a Gaulish origin) as 'servos militum, qui

utique stultissimi sunt, servos videlicet stultorum.'

This seems to point to the cl. L. bare, -oncm

'simpleton, blockhead, dunce' ;
but there is nothing

else to show whether this is the same word as haro
* man.' The laws of the Alemanns have in the

same sense bants : if this were the original form,

baro would be an augmentative.
The ulterior origin is unknown. It has been conjecturally

referred to a Celtic *bar ' hero* (which seems a figmenti;
OHG. bero \ OTeut. *beron- 'bearer, carrier'; a hypo-
thetical Tent. *bar~, with same sense ; OE. beorn,

'

warrior,

brave, hero'; and Teut. barti 'bairn, child '; of which some
are purely hypothetical, and others fail to explain the form

or sense, or both.]

1. Hist. Originally, one who held, by military or

other honourable service, from the king or other

superior ;
afterwards restricted to the former or

king's barons, and at length mostly applied to the

greater of these (,the Great Barons} who personally
attended the Great Council, or, from the time of

Henry III, were summoned by writ to Parliament
;

hence, a lord of Parliament, a noble, a peer.
Historically, all who held directly from the king were

barons by tenure, such of these as were summoned to Parlia-

ment were barons by lurit,

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 177 J>e wra55e of kinges. and of
barones bringen on be folkes heorte grete stonnes. 1205
LAY. 5319 /Elcches bariines sune. ^1175 in O.K. Misc. 92

Seynt Thomas wes biscop and barunes him quolde. 1297
R.GLOUC. 511 The barons sende to the king Philip of France,
That he horn sende socour. 1300 Cursor M. 13028
lohn .. come right to herods hame Bifor his barounes
euerilkane. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vii. 123 Thus beggers
and barouns at debat aren ofte. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt.

144 The Admyral is wyth hys pryncypal barons at sou per.

1577 HARRISON England n. v. (1877) 107 The baron is

such a free lord as hath a lordship or baronie, whereof he
beareth his name. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, iv. lit. 66 The
Lords and Barons of the Realme. 1603 DRAYTON (titled The
Barrons War. 1614 SELDKN Titles Hon. 274 Which makes
me think that, before Henry III,, as well Barons of Earls
as the King's Barons came to Parliament. 1641 MILTON
Ch. Govt. Wks. (18511 131 Cling fast to your Pontificall Sees
. -quit yourselves like Barons. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. \.

i. xii. 310 A baron's is the most general and universal title

of nobility. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. x. 259
[Bishops] though churchmen . . actually were barons. 1799
J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth. 40 A proprietor holding im-

mediately of the crown, and having his lands either erected

or confirmed by the king into a free barony . . is the only
person, in strict law, denominated a baron. 1835 Penny
Cycl. III. 487/1 Lesser Barons, or Barons of the Barons.
Ibid. 489/2 Burford in Shropshire is also called a barony,
and its former lords . . were called, in instruments of author-

ity, barons of Burford, but had never summons to parliament
nor privileges of peerage. 1863 Cox Inst. Eng. Govt. i. vii.

65 The council of the king was a council of barons. 1876
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. V. xxiv. 412 The Barons ofEngland,
a name made dear to us by the great struggle of the thir-

teenth century.
2. A specific order or rank, being the lowest

grade of nobility.
From the earliest period we find baron distinguished from

earl, as the designation of an nntitlcd military tenant ; the

name may be considered to have itself become a title, as

distinct from a description of feudal relationship or of parlia-

mentary privilege, with the creation of barons by patent,
which began in the reign of Richard II.

677

a ITOO Trin. Coll. Horn. 35 Ne to kinge . ne to eorle . ne to

barun. 1280 Signs bef. fiidgtn.
in E. E. P. 1 1862) 10 BoJ>e

knijt and barun . erl . and king. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xni.

165 Neyther emperour ne emperesse, erl, kynge, ne baroun.

1 1500 Lancelot 1684 Thi dukis, erlis, and thi gret baronis,
Thi pur knychtis, and thi bachleris. a 1674 CLARKNUON
Hist, Reb. I. i. 10 In a short time . .he was made a Baron.

1690 TEMPLE Heroic Virt. Wks. 1731 I, 218 By Barons are

now meant in England, such as are created by Patent, and

thereby called to the House of Lords. 1790 BURKR /'V. R<T-
Wks. V. 44 A sermon from . . a noble earl, or baron bold.

1884 Land. Gaz. 4 Nov., The Queen has been pleased to

direct letters patent to be passed under the Great Seal,

granting the dignity of a Baron of the United Kingdom and
Ireland unto the undermentioned persons.

f3. Anciently applied to the freemen of London,

York, and some other places, who were homagers
of the king, bound to suit and service ; applied till

the iSth c. to the freemen of the Cinque Ports, who
had the feudal service of bearing the canopy over

the head of the sovereign on the day of coronation ;

and, till the Reform Bill of 1832, to the burgesses
returned by these ports to Parliament. Obs.

[1(1259 MATT. PARIS (in Spelman) Londoniensea quos . .

Barones consuevimus appellare.] 1598 HAKLUYT Voy, I. 17
Writs . . directed . . to the Bailifes of Hastings, Hitht:, Rum-
ney, Douer, and Sandwich, commanding tliL-m, that they
should cause twentie and foure of their Barons (for so their

Burgesses, or townesmen, and the citizens of London like-

wise, were wont to be termed' to appeare. 1613 SHAKS.
Hen. VIII, iv. i. 48 They that beare The Cloath of Honour
ouer her, are foure Barons Of the Cinque-Ports. 1641 Hurl.
Jllisc. (Malh.) V. 49 They choose the knights and citi/ens,

and burgesses, or barons, for so the citizens were anciently
called; and the cinque-ports retain that name to this day.

i7oz Land. Gaz, No. 3804/1 Then the Queen ..under a

Canopy born by twelve Barons of the Cinque-Ports. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s.v., Barons of the cinque ports, are

members of the house of commons elected by the five ports,

two for each port. 1861 Times 29 Aug.,
' Baron

'

in London
and in the Cinque Ports was but another name for

' freeman.'

4. Title of the judges of the Court of Exchequer
(the president being the Chief Baron}. (As to

origin of this, see quot. 1751.)
[i\y>Pipc AW/ 3 1 Hen. f, Barones Scaccarn.] 1377 LASCL.

/". PI, B. in. 319 Al shal be but one Courte, and one baroun be

Justice. 1502 ARNOLD Cknni.^i The Tresourer and Barnes
and other Ministers of the cheker. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars

(1852) 71 Theys ware the commyshoners, the lorde chelTe

barne, doctor Olyver, isic. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Barons
of the exchequer . are called Barons, because Barons of the

realm were used to be employed in that office. 1827
HALLAM Const. Hist, (1876) II. xi. 360 The barons of the

exchequer . . were to issue process. 1884 OliverandBoyd
J

$

Almanac 541 IRELAND .. Her Majesty's Court of Appeal,
the Lord Chancellor, the Lord Chief Justice., the Lord
Chief Baron of the Exchequer.
5. Law and Her. (conjoined \\\th feme, fernwe} :

Husband.
[1292 BKITTON n. iii. 6 Ne femmes espouses >auntz lour

barouns.] 1594 PARSONS Confer, Success, n. iv. 92 If a baron
match with a femme that is an inheretrix. 1611 Gwn.UM
Heraldry v. l. 254 The bearing of the Armes of the Femme
by the Baron after issue receiued by her. 1678 Lond. Gaz.

No. 1332/4 Baron and Feme in the first six coats quartered.

1845 STEPHKN Laws ofEn. II. 238 Husband and wife, or,

as most of our elder law books call them, baron and feme.

1862 BARTON Bk. Hunter \\. 132 Baron and feme we call

husband and wife, and coverture we term marriage.

6. As a foreign title (giving no rank or privi-

leges in Britain).
e.e. Baron Rothschild, Baron de Worms.

||
7. In foreign use applied in respect or honour

to any man, also to Christ and the saints.

a 1300 Cursor M. 16876 loseph, f>at god barune. 1534
LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrcl. (15461 C v, Comode Cal-

cedonien, an auncient baron whiche expounded to hym
Homer. 1867 LONGF. Dante s Parad, xxv, 17 Look, look !

behold the Baron [St. James of Compostella], for whom below
Galicia is frequented.

8. Baron of Beef [of unknown origin; possibly a

distinct word] : a joint consisting of two sirloins

left uncut at the backbone.

1755 in JOHNSON (quoted from some earlier Diet.), Baron

of Beef is when the two sirloins are not cut asunder, but

joined together by the end of the backbone. 1822 KITCHINEK
Cook's Ortic. Introd., The Baron of Beefwas another favorite

and substantial support of Old English Hospitality. (71859
L. HUNT Rob. Hood iv. xvi, A bishop was a baron of beef

With cut and come again. 1864 Times 24 Dec., On Thurs-

day the Royal 'baron of beef was roasted, under the superin-
tendence of Mr. Godfrey, the Queen's cook.

9. Comb, baron bailie (Sf.\ a bailie or magis-
trate appointed by the lord-superior in a burgh of

barony. Hence baron-bailie-court, baron-court,
the court of justice held by a baron in his barony.

(See also COURT-BARON.")

1753 Steivnrt's TVvYi/App. 145, 1 intend . . to hold a Baron-
balie-court on the estate of Ardshiel. 1813 N. CARLISLE

Topogr. Diet. .Scot.ll, The Baron-Baillie Court of Macleod,
the Chief, is the only Court of Justice in the Parish. 1818

SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxvii, There was a Baron Court to be
held at Loanhead that day, and . . he was acquainted with
the baron-bailie.

Baron, ob<. form of BARN, BAIRN.

t Baronady. Obs.
[f.

BARON : the origin of

the suffix does not appear.]
1. The dignity or rank of baron.

1586 FKRNE Blaz, Gcntrie Kp. Ded., Some that were
honored with the dignity of Baronady.
2. The body of barons collectively.
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd III. 1365/1 How stoutlie

BARONET.
the kings & the baronadie of England . . haue so repelled the

popes vsurpations.

Baronage (barr6ned;$). Forms : 3-6 barnage,

4 barunage, barunnage, 6 barnag, barronage,
4- baronage. [ME. barnage, a. OF. barnage,

bernag;\*. type *bar5ndticum, f. baron-em, but

actually latinized in Middle Ages barnaghtni, baron-

agium, whence baronage ai.d mod.F. baronnage.}
1. The body of barons collectively ;

the great
vassals of the Crown ;

the nobles, lords, peerage.
a 1300 }'~loriz fy Bl. 639 After his barnage he haf? isend.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4649 Al bat barunage, less and mare.

Ibid. 8016 Bath to be and to bi barnage. 1:1400 Rom. Rose

5815 The baronage to councel went. 1:14x0 Chron. I
7Hod.

269 With all hurre faderes nolle barnage. 1535 STKWART
Cron. Scot. II. 86 All oure barnage into bandone brocht.

1589 WARNER Alb, l-'.ng. v. xxv. 11597} 123 Ciuill warres

betwixt the King and Barronage. 1649 SKLDKN Laws of

Eng. i. Iviii. (17391 >9 lne Judges in tins Court were the

Baronage of England. 1738 Hist. Crt. Excheq. \. 5 The
greatest Part of the Baronage was summoned to Parliament.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 317 That authority which
had belonged to the baronage of England ever since the

foundation of the monarchy. 1876 GKEKN Short Hist. ii.

4 (18821 71 The most turbulent baronage in Christendom.

b. fig. applied to : The angels.
1340 Aycnb. 58 lieuore god and al be baronage of heuene.

C. cllipt. A list of the barons; a book containing
such a list with historical and other particulars; a
'

Peerage.*
t 2. The domain of a baron

;
a barony. Obs.

1475 Bk. Noblesse \ 1860) 55 The governaunce of. .a roiaume,

dukedom, erledom, barnage, or seignourie. 1480 CAXTON
Chron, En&. cii. 84 The saxons heldcn the Count ees,

baronages, lorcUhippes . . in maner as the britons byfore
tynie had compaced hem.

3. The dignity or rank of a baron.

1614 SKI.DEN Titles Hon. 116141 290 All Dignities aboue
Baron is included in the Baronage. 1642 W. BIRD Mag.
Hon. 94 The dignity of Baronage unto them descended by
women.

1 4. The relation of a baron to his lord superior ;

homage. Obs.

1671 F. PHILIPPS Reg. Xccess. 436 By the Bond of hi:-,

homage or Baronage to do all things as his Baron . . to be
his Liege-man, and more extraordinary Subject.

f 5. (sec quot.) Obs.

1678 PHILLIPS, Baronage, a Tax, or Subsidy of Aid, to be

levied for the King out the Precincts of Baronies.

Bareness ^bcc'ronos). Forms : 5 barnesse,

baronys, -es, -esse, barormesse, 6- baroness.

[a. OF. barnesse, -onncssc, in med.L. baronissa : see

BARON and -ESS.] a. The wife of a baron, b. A
lady holding a baronial title

'

in her own right.'
c 1420 Chron. I'ilod. 116 Bothe erlys and barnesse and

ladyes clere. c 1420 in Wright / 'oc. 194/2 Baronissa, baronys.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour I v b, The example of a baron -

nesse or wyf of a baron. 1529 Act 21 Hen. VIII, xiii.

28 Any Duchess, Marquess, Countess, Viscountess, or

Baroness. 1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 3059/1 Assistants of the

Chief Mourner were two Dutchesses, twelve Countesses,
and four Baronesses. 1822 BYRON' ll'erncr\\', i. 65 He is to

espouse the gentle Baroness. 1884 Harper's Mag. July
260/2 A baroness in her own right.

Baronet (baronet), sb. Forms : 4 baronete,

5-6 -ette, 6 barronett, 5- baronet, [dim. of

BARON : see -ET.]

1 1. orig. A word meaning young, little, or lesser

baron, found as a title from the i.jth c. According
to Spenser {State of Ireland originally applied to

gentlemen, not barons by tenure, summoned to the

House of Lords by Edward III ; perhaps to the

heirs of barons summoned by writ in their fathers'

life-time. Applied in Ireland to the holder of a

small barony. Often used as synonymous with

BANNERET. Obs.
a 1400 Chester PL 172 All that heare be sette, Barrones,

burges and baronete. c 1460 Launjal 56 No nother man
was yn halle ysette, But he wer prelat, other baronette.

C 1475 in Wright I'oc. 262 Bartmculus, baronet. *5^3 I-"-

BEKNEKS J-'r>n'ss. I. liii. 75 He departed fro Gaunt with vii.

erles of his contrey, viii. prelates, xxviii. baronettes [F.

vingt'huit bannerets}, \\. C. knyghtes. 1596 STICNSER State

Ircl. (J.I The which barrons, they say, were not afterwards

lordes but only barronetts, as sundrye of them doe yet

retayne the name. 1617 MORYSON /tin. in. m. iii. 157

Thomastowne, and the ancient City Rheban, now a poorc

Village with a Castle, yet of old giuing the title of Baronet.

1662 FULLER Worthies i. in Ancient Baronets . . promiscu-

ously blended with Bannerets, (Sir Ralph Fane in a Patent

passed unto him, is expressly term'd a Baronet*.

2. n<nv, A titled order, the lowest that is heredi-

tary, ranking next below a baron, having pre-

cedence of all orders of knighthood, except that

of the Garter. A baronet is a commoner, the

principle of the order being 'to give rank, pre-

cedence, and title without privilege.'
They consist of Baronets of England mow of Great

Britain^ instituted in 1611, to raise money for the settle-

ment of Ulster by the fees paid for the dignity ; Baronets of
Scotland (or of A'ava Scotia) instituted 1625 for the en-

couragement of the planting and settling of Nova Scotia ;

Baronets ofIreland instituted 1619. Of the two latter there

have been no new creations since 1707 and 1801 respectively.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 355 Baronet became a new
erected distinct Title vnder our present Soueraigne. 1702

J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. 67. Brit. i. in. ^.(1743) 169 The next

degree to Barons, are Baronets, which is the lowest degree
of Honour that is Hereditary. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.,



BARONET.
Both a baronet and his eldest son, being of full ape, may
claim knighthood. 1783 BURKE fi'at.Arcats ZWttWks. IV.
195 The prosecutor of the worthy baronet. 1826 DISRAELI
I'ir. Grey !:. xii. 58 Baronets with blood older than the
creation. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Ear. xix. (L.) A decided
majority of . . rustic baronets and squires.
3. Baronet's hand : the 'bloody hand,' or hand

gules in a field argent (the arms of Ulster), granted
by James I to English baronets to be borne on a
canton or in an escutcheon on their shield, in allu-

sion to the purpose for which the order was insti-

tuted.

1710 Land. Gaz. No. 4654/3 Two Salts, Ermine and
Baronets Hand, i Saucepan.
Baronet (barronet), v. Pa. t. and pple. -eted.

[f. prec. sb. j cf. to knight] trans. To raise to the
rank of baronet. (Mostly in passive.)
11733 NORTH Exam. in. vii. f 73 He had deserved to

have been Baronetted. 1819 SOUTHKV Lett. 11856) III. 116,
I have long expected that Scott would be baronetted. 1872
M. COLLINS Two Plunges III. viii. 210 The unfortunate
gentlemen whom I notice as being knighted or baroneted.

Baronetage (bse'rtineteds). [f. BARONET sb. +
-AGE : cf. baronage]
1. The rank of baronet.

1760 T. HUTCHIKSON Hist. Col. Mass. i. (1765* 128 He
obtained also a grant of a baronetlage of Nova-Scotia.

\9fABlaclav.Mag. III. 711 Baronetages have been con-
ferred on them.

2. The order of baronets, the body of baronets

collectively.
1876 l-.clw 6 Dec. 1/6 This family is of great antiquity, and

in point of precedence the second in the baronetage. i88z
Standard 30 Dec. 2/4 In the Baronetage the following
deaths have taken place.
b. A list of the order of baronets

;
a book giving

such a list with historical and other particulars.
1720 A COLLINS (titlc-p.\ The Baronettage of England,

being an Historical and Genealogical Account of Baronets.
11815 Miss AUSTEN Persian. .18331 I- i- 2'5 Sir Walter
Elliot . . for his own amusement, never took up any book
but the Baronetage. (Titles ofAnnuals} llurke's Peerage
and Baronetage; Debrett's Baronetage with Knightage.

Baronetcy ;bre-ronetsi). [f. as prec. + -CY.]
A baronet's position or rank

;
a baronet's patent.

1812 Exainiticr 23 Nov. 745/1 The advancement of the

Proprietor . . to a Baronetcy. 1845 DISRAKLI .yj'^Vti86v 87
A baronetcy has become the distinction of the middle class. .

some of our tradesmen ; brewers, or people of that class.

1879 BURKF, Peerage and Bar. Pref. Note, The false as-

sumption of baronetcies still continues.

Baroneted (.barrone'ted), ///. a. Raised to

the rank of baronet.

1873 Kclta 14 Oct. 4 '3 The baroneted chief magistrate.

Barouetess (barrunete's). rare. [f. as prec- +

-ES".] The wife of a baronet.

1652 P.ROMK Dainoisellc I. ii, My Daughter here, that was,
But now a Barronetesse in Reversion. 1878 F. WILLIAMS
Midi. Rail. 453

P

J 'he ghost ofone Lady Bolles, a
'

baronetess,'
the only one ever made. [A sense due only to popular error.]

Ba-roiiethoocl. [f. as prec. + -HOOD.] The
degree or rank of baronet ; baronetcy.
1869 Pall Mall. G. 18 Dec. 2 What is necessary to become

a knight . . How may a baronethood be achieved?

Barqne'tical, a.
[f.

as prec. + -IOAL.] Of or

pertaining to baronets.

1863 BUKKK Viciss. l-'am. in. 5 The old Baronetical family
of Piers. 1883 Illitsl. Lend. Xcws, A scion ofthe baronetical

family of Mostyn of Falacre.

Baroiietship (bre-roni-tifip ,.- BARONETCY.
1661 MORGAN S/H. Gentry iv. ii. 37 John Newton . . on

whom the Baronetship is entailed.

Baronial (bar<?u- nial), a. [f. BARONY + -AI.I.]
Of or pertaining to a baron or the barons

; befit-

ting the rank of a baron.

1767 Ln. LVTTELTON Hist. Hen. II. Introd. iT.) The
policy to which he subjected other baronial possessions.
1837 HOWITT Rur. Life I. iii. 11862' 20 Some splendid
baronial Castle, as Warwick, Alnwick, or Raby. 1863 Cox
lust. Eng. Govt. i. vii. 63 The bishops of the new sees . .

never had any estate by baronial tenure.

Ba-roiiism. rare. [f. BABOX sb. + -ISM.] The
baronial system, feudalism.

1884 Harper s Mag. Aug. 422/2 The spirit of Norman
baronism . . and the spirit of Anglo-Saxon freedom.

BaTOnist. rare, [see -1ST
; cf. royalist] An

adherent of the Barons' party.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit., A faithlesse Baronist.

Ba'rouize, v. rare, [see -IZK.] trans. To
make or create (any one) a baron.
1611 BARREY Ram Alley in. in Dodsley O. P. V. 469 Didst

thou not swear thou shouldst be baroniz'd? [cf. 439, I stand
in hope To be created baron.]

Baronnette (bcerone-t). [mod.F., dim. of
baronne baroness.] A little baroness, a baron's

daughter; sometimes used for the wife of a baronet.
1861 TROLLOPE ^arc/tester T. 290 A leash of baronets with

their baronnettes.

Baronry (bse-ranri). ? Obs. Forms : 5 bar-

mine, 6 -onrie, barronry, 5- baronry. [f.

BARON + -KY
; cf. late OF. baronneric, in same

senses.]
1. The domain of a baron

;
a barony.

c 1449 PECOCK Kcpr. in. xviii. 400 Lordschipis of barunries.

1483 Cath. Angl. 22/1 Baronry (?'. r. Barony \,l'tironia. ?IS3O
Dyal. betiu. Gent, fy Hush. 136^.1 Many noble baronries &
rldomes, With esquyres landes & knightes fees. 1607

678

HIERON Wks, 1. 102 When a great man carries the name of
his baronry. 1736 J. M'URE Hist. Glasgow (1830) 182
Minister of the baronry church of Glasgow.
2. The rank or dignity of baron.
? a 1600 Earles Chester 43 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 274

Robert fitz Norman . . in whose heyrefs] that Barronry suc-
cession had 226 yeeres. 1648 PRYNNE Flea for Lords C,
By vertue of their Peerage, Baronries, and Offices.

3. The body of barons
; the barons collectively.

1653 A. WILSON Jas.f, 187 Gentlemen, who had procured
those Titles, to perch above the English Baronry.

Ba'ronship. [see -SHIP.] The office or posi-
tion of a baron

; e.g. of Baron of the Exchequer.
1874 Daily .\VHJ 17 Feb. 3/6 The Chief Baronship of the

Court of Exchequer.

Barony (bse-roni). Forms: 3-7 baronie, 4
barnye, 4-5 baronye, 5- barony, [a. OF. baronie
: late L. *baroma : see BARON and -Y. Cf. BAKNI-:.]
1. The domain of a baron : a. strictly.
1297 R. GLOL'C. 479 He $ef him & is eirs the noble baronie.

1340 Ayenb. 38 J>et . . nimef> be cites, be casteles, be londes,
be baronyes. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\%\>\ II. 413 King
Arthur gave unto every each of them a barony of lands.

1614 SKLDBN Titles Hon. 274 Lands and Manners., of
sufficient reuenue and quaUtie to make what was accounted
a Baronie, which was xiii. Knights Fees, and a Third part.

1649 MILTON Eikou. iv. Wks. 11851-364 The People, that
drove the Bishopsout of their Baronies. 1860 FORSTER Grand
Rcmonstr. 29 A baron claimed his barony not as a lord . .

but as a proprietor. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. V. xxiv. 417
To say that the Bishops sit in Parliament simply because

they hold baronies runs counter to all the facts of our history.
b. In Ireland: A division of a county; see qnot.
1596 SPI:NSER State Irel. (T.) That in every county or

barony they should keep another able schoolmaster. 1607
DAVIKS ii/ Let. Earl Salisb. 117871 229 The county of
Monaghan was divided into five baronies. 1672 PKTTV Pol.
Anat. 11691) 326 In Ireland ..an head constable for each
barony or hundred, being 252. 1752 CARTE Hist. Eng, III.

577 Baronies, into which the Irish counties are divided as
the English are into hundreds. 1873 Gen. Rep, Census Eng.
IV. 181 The Baronies appear to have been formed succes-

sively on the submission of the Irish chiefs .. the territory
of each constituting a barony.
G. In Scotland : A large freehold estate or manor,

even though the proprietor is a simple commoner.
1843 Oliver ff Boyd's Almanac 473 Incorporated Trades of

the Barony of Calton [Edinburgh]. 1854 H. MILLER Sch.

fy Sc/ifft. v. 97 The proprietor of the Barony, who lived at
a distance, and had no dwelling upon the land. Mod. The
best farm in the whole barony.

f2. The body of barons collectively, the baron-

age. Obs. (Cf. BARXK.)
1297 R. GLOUC. 535 The Erl of Gloucetre Richard deide

tho, Tho was the baronie wel in the more wo. ctyx Beket
1 105 The King and al his Baronie : and his Bischops echon.
c 1450 Merlin vi. 106 Alie the baronye come to the mynster.
1596 DRAYTOX Leg. iii. 445 The bold Barony.
3. The rank or dignity of baron

;
the office of

Baron of the Exchequer; baronship.
1788 H. WAU-OLE Reinin. vii. 52 A barony, a red riband,

and a good place for her brother. 1868 Daily Xe^i's 6 July,
The lowest order in the English peerage a barony. 1885
L,aiv Times 14 Mar. 347 '2 The abolition of the Chief Jus-
ticeship of the Common Pleas, and the Chief Barony.
4. The tenure by which a baron held of his

superior; military or other 'honourable' tenure.

1863 Cox Inst, Eng. Gwt. i. vii. 63 William the Conqueror
changed the spiritual tenure of frankalmoign or free alms.,
into the feudal tenure by barony.

Baroque bar^i-k), a.audj/'. [a.F.&w^wadj,,
ad. Pg. uarroco, Sp. harrucco, rough or imperfect

pearl ;
of uncertain origin.

In earlier Sp. , Minsheu 1623 has *

berntca, berruga a wart
'

(evidently I,, wrrjica ', also
' bemieco a hillocke, a wart/

*berrocdl a place full of hillocks'; mod. Pg, has besides
bnrroco

'

rough or Scotch pearl,' barroca ' a gutter made by
a water-flood' Vieyra, 'uneven stony ground' (.Diezi, which

native etymologists refer to Arab. L?H wv?y, pi. tfbnrqah
'hard earth mixed with stones, pebbly place' (Freytagl.
Diez has also suggested confusion of the ending with roca

t

rr>t\-a rock : the forms in ot ue, cannot come directly from
L. verruca. Littre's suggestion that the word is identical
with the logical term baroko seems to rest on no historical
evidence ; yet form-association with that may have influenced
the later F.ng. and Fr. use.]

A. adj. Irregularly shaped ; whimsical, gro-
tesque, odd. ('Originally a jeweller's term, soon
much extended in sense.' Brachet.)
1851 SIR F. PAI.GRAVE Nonn. fy F.ng. I. Introd. 44 Which

rendered every name and thing connected with the mediaeval

periods baroque or absurd. 1867 HOWELLS Ital. Jourti. 77
The building . . coldly classic or frantically baroque. 1882
A. B. HOPE Rrandrcths I. i. 3 Studded with baroque pearls.

B. sb. Grotesque or whimsical ornamentation.
1879 BARING-GOULD Germany II. 358 French baroque was

too much under Palladian influence to be other than formal.

Baroscope (bre-n&koup). [f, Gr. 0a/)o-s weight
+ -(T*oiros -ooserving, -observer.]
+ 1. An instrument for indicating variations in the

density of the atmosphere ;
a kind of barometer.

OThe Statical Baroscope or Barometer of Boyle consisted
of a large glass bubble exactly balanced by a small brass

weight ; increased density of the atmosphere giving greater
support to the bubble, but not sensibly affecting the brass

weight, the rise or fall of the former corresponded to that of
the mercury in a barometer.)

1665 Phil. Trans. I. 31
A Baroscope, or an Instrument to

shew all the Minute Variations in the Pressure ofthe Air. 1675
Phil. Trans. X. 490 That useful instrument the Baroscope,
telling the changes of the weather beforehand. 1751 CHAM-

BARRAGE.
BERS Cycl. s-v. Barometer, The baroscope . . in strictness,
being a machine that barely shews an alteration in the weight
of the atmosphere . . To measure how much that difference
is . . is the business of the barometer.
2. An instrument designed, when placed under

the air-pump, to show that bodies in air lose as
much weight as that of the air they displace.
1881 in SyJ. Sac. Lex.

Baroscopic ^ba-wskf pik), a. [f. prec. + -ic.]

Pertaining to or indicated by the baroscope.
Barosco pical a. = prec.
1665-6 J'hil. Trans. 1. 182 That some Inquisitive men would

make Baroscopical Observations. 1847 in CRAIG.

t Ea rose'leiiite. Min. Obs.
[f. BAB-YTKS +

SELENITE; see quot.j Native sulphate of barium
;

now called BAUITE or BABYTES.
1766 Phil. Trans. LXXVI. 130 The solution of acetous

baro-selinite (that is, ponderous earth dissolved in distilled

vinegar). 1811 PINKEETON Fetrai.Il. 138 Mr. Kirwan calls
this kind of barytes, baroseletiite \ because it resembles
selenite, or gypsum crystallised in plates.

Barouche (bar??/), [ad. dial. Ger. banttsche

(also birutsche}, ad. Sp. barrocho or It. baroccio,

properly biroccio 'chariot,' orig. 'two- wheeled
car,' f. L. birotus 'two-wheeled,' perhaps assimi-
lated in its ending to carroccio 'chariot' (Diez).
'1 he Eng. barouclie assumes, in spelling and pro-
nunciation, a French form, but no such word exists

in F. (exc. as taken from Eng.)]
A four-wheeled carriage with a half-head behind
which can be raised or let down at pleasure, having
a seat in front for the driver, and seats inside for

two couples to sit facing each other.

[1805 Mus. R. TRENCH AV/. 118621 172, 1 saw a birutsche to-

day, which the baroness has bought for 150 louis. It . -has no
resemblance to an English carriage.] 1813 Examiner 29
Mar. 198/2 Escorted to our Exchange in a barouche and
six. 1815 Miss AUSTEN Emma (1870) II. xiv. 233 Their
barouche-landau . . holds four perfectly. 1854 THACKERAY
Newcoma I. 62 Great dowager barouches roll along em-
blazoned with coronets.

Baroachet (bse'raji). [f. prec. + -ET
; as if of

French origin.] A kind of light barouche.
1859 in WORCESTER.

[Barowe, triturare . Levins Manip. (i57o)/l8i.J
Bar-post : see BAR sb.\ 30.

Barque (baik). Variant of BAKK sb.-

Barquentine, bark- (baukentfn). Also 7
-enteen, 9 -antine. ff. BARK sb.- on the analogy
of BRIGAXTJNE

;
or perh. an assimilated form of

Sp. bergantine 'small ship, brigandine' (Minsheu).]A small bark ; spec, in mod. use : A vessel some-
what similar to a bark, having the fore mast

square-rigged, and the main- and mizen-masts fore-

and-aft-rigged.
1693 Col. RK. Paw. I. 379 Having Sallied from Barbadoes

in the barkenteen Ann. 1807 SMYTH Sailors ll'ti.-ltk., Bar-
*ktintine or Barquantinc, a name applied on the great lakes
of North America to a vessel, etc. 1881 Lttds Merc. 5 Feb.
2/6 Landed . . from the barquentine Girl of Devon.

t Barr, v. Obs. [variant of BABY v. (
= F. bar-

rier, L. barrii-e")^ intr. To utter the peculiar
cry of an elephant. Hence BARRING vbl. sb.

i653Un(jUHAKT Rabelais Ml. xiii. (1737) II. 303 The bawling
of mastiffs . . barring of elephants. Ibid, note, An elephant,
which out of reverence for the pope his master would barr
and bend the knee.

Barr, obs. form of BAR.
Barrable (ba-rab'l), a. [f. BAR v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being barred or legally stayed.
1788 J. POWELL Dti'imtihDll. 576 The legacies . . being

barrable by a recovery. 1875 POSTE Gains in. 406 An action

might be brought, but was ban-able by an exception plead-
ing the senatusconsult.

Barracado, obs. form of BARRICADO.
t Ba'rracan. Obs. (exc. as alien.) Also 9

baracan. [a. F. barracan, baragant (Cotgr.), mod.
bouracan (

= Pr. barracan, It. baracane, Sp. bar-

ragan, Pg. barregand), a. Arab.
lj[f'->

barrakan,

or burrnkan (Dozy), camlet, a cloak of camlet,

f. Pers. (J"^ barak 'a blanket or garment of

camel's hair.']
A fabric : orig. coarse camlet

;
still in -Spain

' a

sort of water-proof cloth of coarse wool or goat's
hair,' also ' the name of a coarse black woollen gar-
ment still used in Morocco

'

(Marsh). Vaguely em-

ployed by European writers (see Du Cange barra-

fanus) : in some passages taken as 'a fine cloth

of silk or other delicate material.' See also BAR-
BAGAN.
1638 Lane. U'ills III. 206 My petticoate of barracan. 1821

PVHON yitiin in. Ixx, The striped white gauze baracan that

bound her.

t Barrace (bavrasV Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 4-6
barres, -as, ? -ais, -eys, (6 barrowis), 5-9 bar-

race, [a. OF. barras, f. barre bar.]
1. A barrier or outwork in front of a fortress.

c 1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 96 Ysche thai wald And bargane
at the barras [2'. r. barrais] hald. 1380 Sir Feruiitb. 4679

panne come J>e Sarzinz out And defendede be barres al about.



BARRACK. 679 BARRATOUS.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 830 Oflfhewyn temyr in haist he

gert thaim tak . . and a stark barres mak. 1483 Cath. Angl,
23 A Barras, tintetntirale. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxxv. 124
Rounde aboute this place he dyd make dlches and barreys
for to defende himselfe.

2. The bar of a tribunal
; BAR sb^ 22. rare.

1499 Plnmpton Corr, 142 This day was new barresses made
in Westmynster hall, and thether was brought Therlu of

Warwek, and arrened.

3. A hindrance, obstmction, delay, rare.

1480 CAXTON Ofiffs Met. xin. iv, But I, whyche wel knowe
this barras and whilis, toke w( me armes for squyres.
4. The enclosure within which knightly en-

counters took place ; the lists.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xii. xiv. 10 Bot we debait suld this

barres wythin, With wapynnis kene. 1536 BstLKNDEHB
Cron.Scot. (1821) II. 261 Quhen thir thevis war enterit in

barras, quhare thay suld have fouchtin. 1562 A. SCOTT Ntnu
Y. Gift toQnencJN'i'Ch. scheild and speirTo fecht in barrowis.
1808 JAMIESON s.v., We still speak of 'a cock in a barrace,'
in allusion to a cock-pit. i8z8 SCOTT F. M. Perth xiii, Will

justify this cartel in knightly weapons within the barrace.

5. Hence (perh. confused with BA.HUAT) : Hos-

tility, contention, strife.

(1470 HENRY Wallace n. 238 Me think we suld in harrat

\v.r. barrace] mak thaim bow. 1603 Philotus cxliii, Is this
ane plesant godlie lyfe, To be in barrace, sturt and stryfe.

Barrack (barrak), sb. Forms : 7-8 barraque,
7 barack, 8^ barrack, [a. F. baraque, ad. It.

baracca or Sp. barraca 'a souldier's tent, or a

booth, or such like thing made of the sayle of a

shippe, or such like stuffe' (Minsheu 1617). Of
uncertain origin : Diez thinks from barra bar,

comparing, for the form, tmb-acca from trab-s beam.
Others have tried to find an Arabic or Celtic

source. Marsh has shown that the word occurs

early in Sp. and Catalan.]
[1249 Ord. in Privilegia Valcntix in Marsh Wedgwood

s.v., Concedimus vobis . . habentibus barraquas sive patua
aut loca determinata ad edificandum, etc, (11276 Conq.
Valencia ibid., Barraques de tapits e vanoues. 1611 Ksco-
LANO Hist. Valencia fai Barracas y chocas de Pescadores.]
1. A temporary hut or cabin ; e.'g. for the use of

soldiers during a siege, etc. Still in north, dial.

1686 Lend. Gaz. No. 2107/2 The Houses ruined . . are not

yet rebuilt, so that greatest part of the Garison is still lodged
in Barraques. 1706 PHILLIPS, Barrack or Barraqne, a Hut
like a little Cottage for Soldiers to lodge in a Camp, when
they have no tents. 1729 SWIFT Grand Quest. Wks. 1755
IV. 1. 103 To dispose of it to the best bidder, For a barrack or
malt-house. 1781 GIBBON Decl. fy F. III. Ivi. 367 He lodged
in a miserable hut or barrack. 1854 H. lAll&K&Sck,$Sckm.
(1858) 192

These barracks or bothies are almost always of the
most miserable description.
b. 'A straw -thatched roof supported by four

posts, capable of being raised or lowered at plea-
sure, under which hay is kept.

1

Bartlett Diet.

Amer. 1848.
2. A set of buildings erected or used as a place

of lodgement or residence for troops.
a. usually in//, (collective), sometimes improperly

treated as a sing.
1697 Loud. Gaz. No. 3314/3 An Estimate of the Charge of

Building a Cittadel at Limericke ; and of Baracks to be
made for the Soldiers. 1760 WESLEY in JmL 21 Julyii827)
III. 1 1, 1 preached near the barracks. 1879 JF.NKINSON Guide
/. Wight 43 Barracks were also erected, and the place was
considered of military importance. tSfy Harper's Mag. Nov.
813/1 The college building had been seized for a barracks.

b. sometimes in sing.
*6&Par. Reg. Drypool, Hull, 21 Dec., [Baptism of] Jane,

Daughter of Hugh Scot, Gentleman, Officer in the Barwick.
1699 Ibid. 2 Nov., Officer at the Berwick. 1774 T. WARTON
Hist. Kng. Poetry Ixii. (1840) III. 404 He . . lived to see his

cathedral converted into a barrack. 1843 DISRAELI Sybil
(1853) 2 7 His own idea of a profession being limited to a
barrack in a London park.
C. transf. 1883 EARL CAIRNS in Chr. Commtv. 834/3 The

children were not massed together in great barracks, but
were broken up into small detachments.

3. attrib., as in barrack-life, -room, -yard; bar-

rack-master, an officer who superintends soldiers'

barracks
; whence barrack-master-generalt an ap-

pointment abolished in 1806.
ti 1745 SWIFT Lett. (R.) An Irishman, who pretended to be

barrack-master-general of Ireland. 1844 ReguL fy Ord.
Army 233 Barrack-Masters being expressly enjoined .. to
confine the issues of Bedding, furniture,Utensils, and Stores
to such only as, etc. Ibid. 236 The Officer of the Day is to
visit the Barrack-Rooms to see that they are properly
cleaned. 1854 H. MILLER Sc/t. fy Schm. (1858) 186 Some-
what dismayed by this specimen of barrack-life. 1863 KING-
LAKE Crimea II. 436 Here on the bloody slope of Alma no
less than in the barrack-yard at home.

Barrack (,barrak), v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To provide barracks for
;

to locate in

barracks.

1701 LUTTRELL Brief Rcl. V. 101 Prince Eugene has de-
manded . . 30,000 planks for barracking his troops. 1872
Echo i Oct. 4 When men are not barracked, when military
service implies . . nothing but home defence.

2. intr. To lodge in barracks.

1834 H. MILLER Scenes 4- Leg. xxxii. 11857' 47 A small re-

cruiting parly barracked in one of the neighbouring lanes.

Barraclade (txc-rakl/Jid). [f. Du. baar-e bare,

napless + kleed cloth.]
' A home-made woollen

blanket without nap.' Bartlett Diet. Atncr. 1848.
Barracoon (ba?rak??n). [a. Sp. barracon (?),

augmentative f. barraca : see BARRACK sb. and

-OON.] A rough barrack, set of sheds, or enclosure,
in which negro-slaves (originally), convicts, etc.,

are temporarily detained. Alsoy?^.
1851 T. PARKER Wks. VII. 290 The chain . . visible on the

necks of the judges as they entered the Bastile of Boston
the Barracoon of Boston ! 1861 Dit Chaillit's Eqnat. Afr.
xi. 141, I made a visit to the barracoons, or slave-pens. 1862
MEKIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) VII I. l.xviii. 358 The empire
became no more than an ergastulum or barracoon on a vast
scale.

Barracuda, -coota, -couta (bcerak/7-da,

-/7'ta). Also 7 -coutha, S bara-. [? Sp.] A large
and voracious fish (Sphyrsena barracuda} of the

Perch family, from six to ten feet in length, found
in the seas of the West Indies.

1678 PHILLII-S, Barracoutha. 1734 MORTIMER in Phil.
Trans. XXXVIII. 315 The Barracuda. The Flesh of this

Fish is very unwholsome. 1772 COOK Voy. (1790) I. 155
Breams, barracootas, gurnard. 1830 MARRYAT Kings Own
xiii, With the., rapidity of a barracouta. 1885 I.AIJV

BRASSEV In Trades 331 The Barracuda is . . sometimes . .

good to eat and of excellent flavour, and at others malig-
nantly poisonous.

!! Barrad (barrad). [a. Tr. baircud, bain-cad,
ad. F. barrcttc : see BAKHET.] (See quot.)
1834 PLANCH K Brit. Costume 371 The barrad, or Irish

conical cap. 1862 BROWNE Campion Alice 19 With the tall

barrad or conical cap upon their heads.

Ba'rrag'an, -on. [a. Sp. barragan \ see BAR-

RACAN, of which this is a modern revival, in the

Spanish form, for trade purposes.] (See quots.)
1787 G. WHITE Selborne v. 14 Barragons, a genteel corded

stuff, much in vogue at that time for summer wear. 1840

L'poolJrnt.4Ju\y 1/2 A great Stock of Fustians, in Beaver-
teens, Moleskins, Barragans.

Barrage .birrtjd^). [a. F. barrage, f. barre
BAR sb.^ : see -AGE.] The action of barring; the

formation of an artificial bar in a river or water-

course, to increase the depth of water
; the arti-

ficial bar thus formed, esp. those in the Nile.

1859 W. GREGORY Kgypt in 1855-6 I. 64 Useless barrages
that obstruct, and do not benefit. 1865 Daily Tel. 8 Dec.

5/1 The execution of the barrage of the Nile. 1868 j. MAC-
GREGOR Voy. Alone 88 The vast locks, barrages, quays.

Barragouin: see BAUAGOUIN.

,
Barranca (barse-nka). [Sp., used in L

T

. S.]
A deep ravine with precipitous sides.

1848 in BARTLETT Diet. Amcr. 1830 PRFSCOTT Mexico I.

399 Over a deep barranca, or ravine, they crossed.

Barrand, -ant, obs. forms of BARKEN.
Barrandite (bie'randnit). J//. [Named (in

1867) after Barrande, a Bohemian geologist: see

-1TE.] A phosphate of alumina and iron occurring
in spheroidal concretions at Cerhovic in Bohemia.
1868 DANA Min. 574.

t Ba rras ^ Obs. 'A coarse linen fabric

originally imported from Holland.' Drapers' Diet.

1640 Charter Land, in Beck Drafters' Diet. 13 Dutch
Barras. 1714 Lond.Gaz. No. 5240/3 Buckrams, Barras and
Silesia Neckcloths.

II Barras- (bara*, bre-ras\ [Fr., f. barrc BAR
$b^

t
from its appearance on the tree.] The resin

which exudes from wounds made in the bark of

fir-trees. 1847 in CRAIG.

Barras, obs. form of BARRACE.

t Ba'rrat. Obs. Forms : 3-5 baret, 4 -ete,

4-5 -ette, -ett, -at, 5 -ate, -eyt, barret, -ette,

5-6 barrat. [a. OF. barat (nom. baras) masc.

(
= It. baratto, OSp. barato, Pr. barat}, also OF.

baratc fern. ( OSp., Cat., Pr. baratd] 'deceit, fraud,

confusion, trouble, embarrassment.
1 Of doubtful

origin: the -final -at of OF., and It. -alto, indi-

cate an original a in position, as -att-, -apt- (Godef.
has a I4th c. spelling barapf). The original sense

in Romanic seems to have been *

traffic, commerce,
dealing' (P. Meyer). Diez, Scheler, and E. Miiller

favour a possible derivation from Or. irpdrTftv
' to

practise, do business, deal,' as to which see their

works. Chevallet and Stokes compare Olr. mrath,
later broth t OBreton brat, later braii, Welsh brad
'

betrayal, treachery,' as the possible source of

the Fr. and thence of the other Romanic forms.

Sense 3 cannot be separated from ON. bardtta

'fight, contest, strife, (in deriv.) trouble,' which

appears to have concurrently or independently
influenced the Eng. word.]
1. Deception, fraud, fraudulent dealing.
[izgz BRITTOS iv. iii. 3 Par extorsioun . . par barat et par

contek.] 1340 Ayenb. 39 Barat, ualshedes and alle gyles.
c 1400 MAUNDKV. xxvii. 272 Thei sette not be no Barettes . .

barate, of deception.
2. Trouble, distress, sorrow, grief, pain.
c\i.y>Ancr. R. 414

'

Marthe, Marthe,' cwerS he, *Jm ert

ine muchele baret.' ^1325 Metr. Horn. 124 Baret sal he
thol and wa. c 1400 Epiph. tTurnb. 1843^ 1727 Then saw he

hym in gret bareyt And in a fyr to the navylle y-seytt. 1552
LvNDESAY.>/Y7tf 851 Quho sail beir of our barrat the blame?
3. Contention, strife, quarrel, fighting.
c 1300 Beket 703 The King him makede wroth ynou^ : that

so ofte in baret was. 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. 99 Whan |?is

barette was ent. -1340 Gaw. fy Gr. A'tit. 21 Bolde bredden
Jser-inne, baret

|>at
lofden. 1496 Dives fy Paup. (W. de W.)

ix. xiv. 366 Whiche in fyght & barett lese thcyr eyen, theyr
feet, theyr hondes.

t Ba'rrat, v. Obs, rarc~ l
. [?f. BARKAT.T. (in

sen-e 3), or perh. f. BAKKAT<>R; but cf. OF. ba-

ratcr, OSp., Pg., Cat., Pr. baratar, It. barattare

to exchange, to cheat, deceive (after sense I of the

jA).] To quarrel, strive, brawl. Hence Bar-
rating vbl. sh.

1600 POKY J.ro . \frica in. 134 To st-e how they will barret
and scould one at another. 1635 F. WHITE Scdibath Ep.
Ded.7 Senators, .with their barking, barratung, and libelling,
haue brought, .their venerable calling into much contempt.

Ba'rrateen, -ine. 10bs. Also bara-. Some
kind of woven fabric.

1689 Land. Gaz. No. 2438/4 A New black Barratme Man-
tua and Petticoat. 1745 Loud. Mag. 403 Baratees \_sic\ t and
other Francfort Commodities. 1761 Brit. Mug. II. 117 Thick
barateen curtains were close drawn round the bed.

Barrator, -er (boe-ratai). Forms: 5-6 ba-
ratour, 5-8 barretor, 5 baratoure, -atowre,

-atur, -itur, -Her, barratoure, 6 baratter, -ater,

-ator, -ettour, -etour, barratur, 6-7 barretour,
6-8 -eter, 7-8 -etter, 7-9 -ettor, 6- barrator,
-er. [a. AF. *baratoit>- = OF. baratcor, -ecitr

(
= It. barattatorc, Pr. baratador*} fraudulent dealer,

cheat, trickster, f. barat : see BARKAT v. Notwith-

standing the derivation of the form from OK.,
the sense of 'fighter, quarreller* (see BARRAT sit. 3)
is much more prominent in this word; the most usual

sense, III, intimately blends the two ideas.]
I. [from AF, baratour^\ One who deals fraud-

ulently in his business or office.

1. A person who buys or sells ecclesiastical pre-

ferment, a simoniac or simonist (pbs.\ ;
one who

buys or sells offices of state.

1427 Acts Jus. I (Scot.) 106 (1597.1 'I"ne K'in.? furbiddis,
that unie of his lieges send onie "expenses till ony barratour,
that is now out-with the Realrne. 1867 LOSGF. Dante s InJ.
xxi. 41 notC) A Barrator, in Dante's use of the word, is . .

one who sells justice, office, or employment. Benvenuto
says . . Bontura was an arch-barrator.

2. A judge who takes bribes.

1864 \VKUSTKK cites BURKII.L. 1867 [see prec.] 1884 J.
SIBUALD Dante's Inf. xxii. 52 note, The barrators took toll

of the administration of justice.

3. A ship's master who commits BARRATRY (3).

1847 in CRAIC;.

II. [from BAKRAT st>. 3, OX. baratta^
f4. One who fights ; esp. a hired bully. Obs.
a 1400 Sir J 'ere. 263 Kay the bolde baratour. 1460 CAH-

GR.\\'ic Chron, 264 The Kyng . . sent into Chestirscnire for

baretores . . that thei schuld com a-nd have (he kepying of
his body. 1577 HOI.INSHKD Chron. II. 538 Such barretors
as used to take manic to beat any man, and againe would
not sticke to take monie of him whom they had so beaten,
to beat him that first hired them to bent the other. 1583
STANVHURST sEneis i. (Arb.) 33 Hee sees with bare tours

Troy \vals inuironed.

f 5. A quarrelsome person ; one given to brawl-

ing and riot
;
a rowdy. Obs.

c 1440 Proinp. Pai~<. 23 Baratowre. jta^VJdjr, rixosns^ jnr-
gostts. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour xxxvii. 53 Theues, usureres,

bariters, ouerthwarteres. 1502 ARNOLD Chron. go V'f ther
be ony comon rj~ator, barratur, or ony comon nyght walker

wythout light. 1662 FULLER Worthies n. 199 Wild Bar-
retters who delight in brawls and blows. 1714 SCROGGS
Coitrts-leet 9 All common Barretors, Scolds, and other
Breakers of the Peace.

fig. (of winds'. 1583 STANVHURST sKneis i. tArb.j 22 Dare
ye loa, curst baretours . . Too raise such raks iaks on seas?

III. (Combining II. and I.)

6. Law and gen. One who vcxatiously raises,

or incites to. litigation ;
a mover or maintainer of

law-suits
; one who from maliciousness, or for the

sake of gain, raises discord between neighbours.
The action of a barrator consists, says Coke (On Lift. 368)

'
1 1 ) in disturbance of the Peace ; 12} in taking or keeping of

possessions of Lands in controversie, not only by force, but
also by subtiltie and a deceit, and most commonly in sup-
pression of truth and right; 131 by false inuentions, and
sowing of calumniations, rumors, and reports, etc.'

c 1430 LVDG, Bec/ias i. xii. (15541 26 a, Simples which that
cannot vary May neuer accord with a baratour. (-1440
Pronip. Parv. 115 Debate maker, or baratour, inccntor.

1591 LAMBARDE Arch. (1635) 188 No Sheriffe or Steward
..shall suffer any Barettor, or maintainer of Quarrels, in

their Countrie Courts, or other Courts. 1642 KUI.LKR Holy
<5- Prof. St. li. xiii. 183 A Barreter is a horseleach that onely
sucks the corrupted bloud of the law. He trades onely in

tricks and quirks. 1770 LANGHORNK Plutarch (1879) II, 800/1
Those public barreters, who . . make it their business to form

impeachments. 2809 TOMLINS La-w Diet. s.v., A common
solicitor, who solicits suits, is a common barretor. 1855
MACAULAY Frcdk. Gt. 80The true wisdom ofthe great powers
was to attack, not each other, but this common barrator.

f 7. transf. of things. Obs.

1624 BP. MOUNTAGU Gagg 146
' Mine ' and ' thine* are the

common barretters of the world. 1691 TRYON Wisdom's
Diet. 89 Intemperance .. is the Common Barreter that dis-

quiets private Families.

Barratorslii:p. [see -SHIP.]
-BABBATKY,

1884 J. SIBBALD Dante s Inf. xxii. 52 As servant next to

Thiebault, righteous King I set myself to ply barratorship.

t Ba-rratous. a. Obs. In 5 baraytous,
-atous, 6 -atows. [a. OF. barateus, i. barat', see

BARRAT sb. and -ous.] Contentious, quarrelsome.



BABRATBESS.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy u. xv, To his seniantes ful in-

pacient, And baraytous where that so euer he went, 1496
Dives $ PaHp. iW. de W.) n. xiii. 123 Vf the lorde be fell

cruell and baratous. 1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel fy-$ Pre-
servative. . Ageynst allbaratows bruisiours, 1592 G. HARVEY
Pierces Super. 97 The world is too-full of litigious, and
barratous pemies.

t Ba'rratress. Obs. rare. 1 In 6 bara-.

[a. OF. baratensse, fern, of baratctnr, BAKRATOK :

see -ESS.] A female fighter, amazon, virago.
1583 STAXYHITRST .-Ends i. (Alb.) 34 A baratresse, daring

with men, thogh a mayd, to be buckling.

t Ba'rratring, ///. a. Obs. rare 1

[cf. BAU-

R.ATK-Y, and AVREAT
v.*\ Practising barratry.

1716 M. DAviKSsJ/A. Brit. (1716* OvV. Hist. 18 Such as are

but liarretring and Champctring Sollicitors in Learning.

Barratrous (bae-ratrss), a.
[f.

BARRATR-Y +

-ous.] In Marine Law : Of the nature of barratry,
fraudulent. Ba'rratrously adv., by barratry.

1842 SiRj. PARK Syst. Mar. Insnr. I. v. 189 Where a ship
and cargo was barratrously taken out of her course . . by the

barratrous act ofthe crew. 1848 ARNOULD Mar. Insnr. u866j
II. in. ii. 713 No act can be barratrous to which the owners
have . . been consenting parties. 1883 Law Rep. Appeal
VIII. 394 A barratrously caused seizure.

Barratry (bae'ratri). Forms : 5-7 barratrie,

7 baratrie, 7-8 barretry, 8 baratry, 6- barratry.

[a. OK. baraterie, barterie (
= Pr. baratarid], f.

barat\ see BARRAT and -ERY, -RY.]
1. The purchase or sale of ecclesiastical prefer-

ment, or of offices of state.

1437 Acts Jas. I (Scot.) 106 (1597) That na Clerkes . .

passe out of the Realme, bot gif he . . mak faith . . that he do
no barratrie. 1567 Acts Jas. l/l'('1597} 2 That nane of our
said Soveraines subjects . . desire title or richt of the said

Bishop of Rome .. to ony thing within this Realme, vnder
the paines of Barratrie. a 1639 Si'on ISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scot.

v. 16771 27 Against whom the sentence of Barratry had
been pronounced. 1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. 1, 11721* 63

Twenty four Articles to prove Barretry . . against me. 1867
LONGK. Dante's Inf. xxn. 52, I set me to practise bar-

ratry.

2. (Sc. Law.} The acceptance of bribes by a judge.
1773 ERSKINE Inst. Laws Scot. (1838) 1091 Corruption of

Judges, Crisnen repetnndantm t Baratry, Theftbote.

3. Marine Law. Fraud, or gross and criminal

negligence, on the part of the master or mariners

of a ship, to the prejudice of the owners, and
without their consent

; e.g. dishonestly sinking,

deserting, or running away with the ship, or em-

bezzling the cargo.
(The risk of barratry is usually excluded in bills of lading

from the liabilities of the shipowner to the shipper or con-

signee of goods, and is undertaken by underwriters in policies
of marine insurance.)
1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck. 155 Barratrie of the

Master and Mariners can hardly be auoided, but by aproui-
dent care to know them. 1755 MAGESS Insurances I. 75 The
Insurers were obliged to answer for the Barretry of the

Master. 1865 J. LEES Laws Brit. Ship, led.g' 140 Barratry
. .includes whatever is a cheat, or fraud, or fraudulent act

of the captain or crew to the injury of the owner.

4. The offence of habitually exciting quarrels, or

moving or maintaining law-suits ; vexatious per-
sistence in, or incitement to, litigation.
1645 Ord. Lords <y Com. Sacram. 6 Legally attainted of

Barretry. a 1670 RACKET Abp. Williams \\. (16931 171 In-

hibiting the Corinthians very sharply for their .. common
Barretry, in going to Law one with another. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Comm. IV. 133 Common barretry is the offence of

frequently exciting and stirring up suits and quarrels be-

tween his majesty's subjects. 1835 Fenny Cycl. III. 495/2
A single act cannot amount to barratry.

Barre, obsolete form of BAR.

Barred (biud), ///. a.
\

also 5 barrid, 6-7
bard(e. [f.

BAR v. and sb. 1 + -ED.]

I. 1. Secured, enclosed, or shut with bars.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. i. 180 A ten times barr'd vp chest.

1611 BIBLE Song. Sol. iv. 12 A garden inclosed \inarg. barred]
is my sister. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xix, The close-barred portal.
1862 THOKNBURY Turner II. 228 Turner was notoriously a

barred-up man, a man who would come to the threshold of
his mind . . but would by no means open the door.

II. Having, or furnished with, a bar or bars.

2. generally.
a 1571 JEWEL Serm. bef. Queen (1583) The ^Egyptians had

mighty chariots, straked and barred with yron. 1712 STEELE

Sped. No. 474 P 2 Five-barred gates. 1835 SCOTT Talism.

i, His barred helmet of steel.

3. Ornamented with bars (see BAR sb^ 4) ;

striped, streaked.
c 1340 Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 159 Silk hordes, barred ful ryche.

c 1386 CHAUCER Miller T. 49 A seint she wered barred all

of silk. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. VI. 297 Clerks
dede awey barred gurdelles. 1459 Test. Ebor. (18551 II. 235
Meam . . Cristenynge-gyrdill barred throgh-oute. 1552 Eng.
Ch. Furniture (1866) 221 One of black velvet and an other

of barde silke. 1572 BOSSEWELL Annorie \\. 31 b, Armes
may in diuerse wise be Barred, and the firste maner is playne
and streyghte. 1797 BEWICK Birds I. 9 The feathers on the

thighs are . . pure white ; those of the tail are barred.

4. Of harbours: Obstructed by a BAR sb. 1
15.

1552 T. liARNABEin Ellis Orig.Lett. \\. II. 198 In all France
be barde havens. 1647 FULLER Gd. Th. in Worse T. (1841)

132 Barred havens, choked up with the envious sands. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. I.

427^
Its decline is attributed to a

barred harbour and shoal rivers. 1858 Merc. Mar. Mag. V.

48 The river forms a barred harbour.

1 5. Barred dice (zi. BAK J//.
1 21): seequot. Obs.

153* Dice Play (1850) 24 Lo, here . . a well-favoured die,

680

that seemeth good and square, yet is the forehead longer
on the cater i tray than any other way . . Such be also

called bard cater tres, because, commonly, the longer end
will, of his own sway, draw downwards, and turn up to the

eye sice, sinke, deuis or ace. 1604 DEKKER Honest Wh. Wks.
1873 II. 145 She sufFrcd your tongue, like a bard Cater tra,
to runne all this while.

6. Mus. Marked off by bars : see BAK sb\ 16.

1883 SIR H. OAKEI.KY Bible Psalter Pref. 6 To hesitate
, . just before the barred or strict time commences.
H For BARD ///. a. = BARDED.
i6iz DRAYTON Polyolb. xii. 206 Armed cap-a-pie upon their

barred horse.

Barrel (barrel), sb. Forms: 4 barayl, 4-5
barele, 4-6 -ell(e, 4-7 -el, 5 barylle, 5-6 bar-

relle, 6 beryll, 6-7 barrell, 7
- barrel, [a. F.

baril
( 1 2th c. in Littre:=Pr., Pg., Sp. barril, It.

barile, med.L. barile, barillus, baurilis (Qth c.) ;

cf. also barfale 'a cask, a measure of liquids' Du i

Cange : of unknown origin ; Diez thinks possibly a

deriv. of barra, BAR sl>.^ The Celtic words (Welsh
baril, Gael, baraill, Ir. bain'lc, Manx barrel} some-
times cited as the source, are all from English.]

I. A cask.

1. A cylindrical wooden vessel, generally bulging
in the middle and of greater length than breadth,

formed of curved staves bound together by hoops,
and having flat ends or heads

; a cask.
c 1305 JuJas 23 in K, E. P. (1862^ 107 He se^e a barayl

. . per inne hi dude bis lij>er child : and amidde J>e see hit

caste. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 60 Two barylles . . ful of
bawme. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen, VI, v. iv. 57 Place barrelles
of pitch vpon the fatall stake. 1604 T. WKKJHT Passions \.

226 Diogenes . . satte in his philosophical barrell. 1724
SWIFT Draper's Lett. Wks. 1841 II. 2 This Wood . . sends
over a great many barrels of those halfpence to Cork. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 401 A barrel of Colchester

oysters, his favourite dainties.

b. With various substantives defining its specific

use, as beer-) brandy-tjire- t herring-, sugar-, tar-,

thunder-, treacle-barrel.

*753 CHAMBERS Cycl, .$>///., Fire Barrels are casks of
divers capacities, filled with bombs, grenades, etc. . . These
are sometimes also called thundering barrels. 1815 SCOTT
Guy M. xlviii, If they burn the Custom-house., we'll lunt

like a tar-barrel a' thegither. 1818 Rob Roy xxvii, He
wadna, fora' the herring-barrels in Glasgow. i837CAKLYLE
Fr. A'it'. i. ii. I. 9 Their pasteboard coulisses, thunder-

barrels, their kettles, riddles. Ibid. in. i. III. 146 Groceries

enough : sugar-barrels rolled forth into the street. 1841
MARRYAT Poacher x.viii, The beer barrel being empty.
2. Used as a measure of capacity both for liquids
and dry goods, varying with the commodity.
1379 AfS. Records Grocers' Comp. 28 a, Reseyns corences

i barell. 1382 WYCLIK Luke xvi. 6 An hundrid barelis of

oyle. 1502 ARNOLD Chron. fi8nl 246 The barell of soep,
xxx galones. The barell of aell, xxxii galones. The barell of

beer, xxxvi galones. 1672 PETTY Pol. Anat. (1691) 21 Corn
was then at 505. per Barrel. 1712 Act 10 Anne in Land.
Gaz. No. 5012/1 A Barrel of Soap is to contain 256 pound.
1749 REYNAHDSON in Phil. Trans. XLVI. 57, 36 Gallons
. . were to be reckoned as a Barrel of Beer, and 32 such
Gallons a Barrel of Ale. 1862 F. GRIFFITHS Artill. Man. 92
Whole Barrels [of gunpowder] contain 100 Ib.

3. By metonymy : The contents of a barrel ; in-

toxicating liquor. Cf. 'the bottle.*

c 1300 A". A Us. 28 For they no haveth no joye . . Bote in

the gutte, and the barell. 1798 W. HUTTON Fam. Hutton
104 When in liquor he was good-natured. His children knew
his weak side, and omitted to ask a favour till the barrel

worked.

b. (in U. S. political slang} : Money for use in a

political campaign, esp. for corrupt purposes.
1884 Boston \Mass.) Herald 18 Sept., There is a plenty of

evidence that the head of Mr. Lodge's barrel has already
been knocked in. 1884 Savannah News Aug., It would be
much better for General Butler if he would turn one of his

barrels over to the Democratic campaign committee.

f4. abst. Brand, quality, sort. See HEKUING.
1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 165 b, Twoo feloes beeyng

lyke flagicious, and neither barell better hearyng, accused
either other. 1579 GossoN^SV/*. Abuse 32 Therefore of both
barrelles, I judge Cookes and Painters the better hearing.
1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. 245 (D.i There meanest comrades,
which are of the same bran and barrell with themselves.

1789 H. WALPOLE Corr. (1820) IV. 490 (D.) A committee of
those Amazons stopped the Duke of Orleans, who, to use
their style, I believe is not a barrel the better herring.

II. Things cjlindrical or shaped like a barrel.

5. A revolving cylinder or drum, round which
a chain or rope is wound, in various machines and

appliances; e.g. that of a capstan, jack, wheel,
windlass. Hence b. the cylindrical box, contain-

ing the main-spring of a watch, round which the

chain is wound
; c. the revolving cylinder of a

musical box, barrel-organ, etc., in which are fixed

the pins that strike the keys.
ciyxtCocke Lorelles B. 12 Somepuldeat the beryll . . Some

howysed the mayne sayle. 1611 COTGH., The barrell of a
windlesse, Moulinet. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.Sitpp. t Barrel
of a jack is the cylindrical part whereon the line is wound.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Aferm (1780)1 Drosse .. the tiller-rope
. . wound about the barrel of a ship's wheel, c 1850 Rudim.
Nav. tWealet 94 Barrel, the main piece of a capstan or

steering-wheel.
b- 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.^ Barrel of a clock is a

cylindrical part, about which the string is wound. 1884
F. BRITTEN Watch,

fy
Cfocknt. 31 [A] Barrel hook . . [is] a pin

in the barrel to which the mainspring is attached ;
Barrel

Hollow . . [is] the sink cut in the top plate of a watch to give

BARBEL.
freedom to the barrel ; Barrel Cover . . [is] a lid that snaps
into a rebate in the barrel.

C. 1659 LEAK iyater-wks. 32 Make the Musical Barrel to
turn . . and the Pins that are put upon the said Barrel, shall

touch the keys. 1876 EMERSON Ess. Ser. n. ii. 98 The re-

Vulving barrel of the music-box.

6. A (usually hollow) cylinder forming part of
various objects; esp. b. one forming the trunk or

body, e.g. of a pump, engine- boiler, bell, feather.

1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet., Curry-Comb . . consists of these

Parts, r. The Barrel or Back of the Comb. 1874 BOUTELL
Arms <y Arm. ix. 173 The barrel \fusec) t

which is the hilt

itself, adapted to be grasped by the hand. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Gloss.

t Barrel, a piece of small pipe inserted in the
end of a cartridge to carry the squib to the powder.
b- 1659 LEAK Water-ivks. 17 If the Water be not high

enough between the top of the Barrel and the Bucket. 1836
TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. I. 350/1 All feathers are composed
of a quill or barrel. 1872 ELLACOMBE Bells ofCh. \. 4 The
various parts of a bell may be described as the body or

barrel, etc. 1882 Law Rep. Appeal IX. 429 The trunk or
barrel of the tree. 1884 Let's. Ho. Sept. 533/4 Three lengths
of cylinder, firmly riveted together, form what is called the
barrel of the boiler [of a locomotive engine].

7. The metal tube of a gun, through which the

bullet or shot is discharged. Hence in single-

barrel, double-barrel, etc., of the whole weapon.
a 1648 DIGBY (J.) Take the barrel of a long gun perfectly

bored. 1705 Land. Gaz. No. 4140/3 We also took 10 Pieces

of Cannon, 8 whereof were treble Barrels. 1858 W. ELLIS
I'is. Madagascar iv. 96 The long tin barrel of a painted gun.
8. The belly and loins of a horse, ox, etc.

1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3948/4 A dun Gelding . . with a round
Barrel. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 151 Lofty is his neck,
And elegant his head, his barrel short. 1880 BRET HARTE
"Jeff. Briggs ii, His legs clasping the barrel of his horse.

9. Phys. The cavity of the ear situated within

the membrane of the tympanum.
1706 in PHILLIPS.

10. Comb. a. objective, as barrel-forger, -wafer ;

b. attrib. (simply), as barrel-barricade, -board,

-form, -frame j -head; ( packed in barrels), as

barrel-butter
, -Jigs, -soap ;

c. similative, as barrel-

belly, -churn, -shaped. See also 5 c.

1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. v. v. I. 225 Cram the earth in

*barrel-barricades. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. Pref.,

The ydell and *bairell bealies of monkes. 1565 Act 8 Eliz,

ix. 2 Coopers might have bought a Thousand of
*
Barrel-

boards for twelve Shillings. 1620 V'ENNER Via Recta
vii. 116 Dry or *barrell Figs. 1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5873/4
WiIliamThomas,lateofWhite-Chappel,*Barrel Forger. 1874
PARKER///. Goth. Archit. i.iii. SoTheearliest NormanVaujts
are . . of the *barrel form. 1856 KANE Arct. Exp. I. xxix.

386 A magnificent hut of *
barrel-frames. 1883 Glasg. Weekly

Her. i Sept. 4/2 Herring fishery . . finds profitable labour
for. .*barrelmakers. 1869 NICHOLSON Zool. (1880) xxiv. 241
A free-swimming,**barrel-shaped ciliated body. ijioLond.
Gaz. No. 4674/7 English *Barrel Soap for 48$. a Barrel.

11. Special combinations : barrel - amalgama-
tion (see quot.) ; barrel-bellied, -stomached a.,

having a well-rounded belly ; barrel-bird, dial,

name of the Long-tailed Tit ; barrel-bulk, a

measure used in estimating capacity (e.g. of a
vessel for freight) equal to five cubic feet ; barrel-

campaign (in (/. S.), a political contest in which

bribery is lavishly employed ; barrel-drain, a

cylindrical brick drain
; barrel-fever, disease pro-

duced by immoderate drinking ; bairelful, as

much as a barrel will hold ; barrel-head, (either)

flat end of a barrel
;
barrel-like a., resembling a

barrel ; barrel-pen, one with a split cylindrical

shank, which can be fitted on a wooden holder ;

barrel-sewer (cf. barrel-drain} ; barrel-vault,
one with a simple semi -cylindrical roof, whence
barrel-vaidted \

barrel-work (see quot.) See also

BARREL-ORGAN.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Barrel-amalgamation, the

amalgamation of silver ores by revolution in wooden barrels

with quicksilver, etc. 1697 DRVDEN Virg, Georg. in. 126

The Colt, that for a Stallion is design'd . . Sharp-headed,
*
Barrel-be lly'd. 1856 J. GRANT Bl. Dragoon \\\

t
His*barrel-

bellied charger. 1865 Cornh. Mag. July 36 The rustic ..

call[s] the long-tailed tit . . the *'
barrel-bird,' from its mak-

ing a long moss and lichen-woven nest. 1884 Boston (Mass.)

Jrnl. i Nov. i We are accustomed to
*'

barrel' campaigns
here. Nobody supposes this district to be Democratic, but
the Democrats depend upon carrying it with money. 1833
P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. Price-bk. 117 The contents of

gun-*barrel drains. 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 301 Thus
saistow, *olde barel ful of lies. 1436 Pot. P0eis\i8s9)Il. 169
To drinke a *barelle fulle Of gode berkyne. 1865 Rtldg's.

Mag. Boys Nov. 680 Another "barrel-full of air is removed.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes \\. 352 Who cannot do without stand-

throughout the . . building. 1851 TURNER Doni. Archit. J.

vi. 214 The passage .. is *barrel vaulted. 1881 RAYMOND
Alining Gloss., Barrel-work (Lake Sup.*, native copper oc-

curring in pieces of a size to be sorted out by hand in suffi-

cient purity for smelting without mechanical concentration.

Barrel (barrel), v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To put, pack, store up, or stow away,
in a barrel or barrels.

1466 Mann, fy f/ouseh. Exp. 210 My mastyr sent to the

kervelle iij. oxsenbarellede. ^"55 MORE /V (?/. Noniss.

74/1 Iseland loueth no butter till it bee long barrelled. 1624
DONNE Devotions 43 (T.) That perverse man, that barrelled

himself in a tub. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789)

Caqneitrst sailors appointed to cure and barrel the herring.



BARRELET.

1865 CARI.YI.I": I'r.-dk. Gt. III. VIM. v. 34 Show him huw . .

the beer [is] drawn oil, barrelled.

b. often emphasized with up. Cf. next.
1631 SPEED Prosp. World 30 Much provision .. barrelled

vp for longer keeping. 1796 MKS. GLASSE Cookery .\.\ii.

347 Barrel it up, with two or three spoonfuls of good yeast.
5i. gen. To store up.
1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet B ij, If Martin haue not barrelde

vp all rakehell words. 1649 MH.TON Eikon. xvi. Wks. (1851)
456 All benefit and use of Scripture, as to public prayer,
should be deny'd us, except what wasbarreld up in a Common-
praier Book. 1746 HERVEY Mcdit. 1 18181 101 The tendrils
of the cucumber . . barrel up for his use, the most cooling
juices of the soil.

3. To barrel off: to transfer into barrels.

1756 J. LLOYD in W. Thompson R. N. Adi-oc, (1757' 50
These . . Grotts were barrell'd off.

tBa'rrelet. Obs. Also 7 barellet.
[f.

BAHHEL
sb. + -ET: cf. BARILLET.] A little barrel or cask.
1611 COTGR., Hambonr^ a kind of barrelet or firkin. 1699

EVELYN Acetaria 117291 176 Range them in the Jarr or
Barellet with Herbs and Spice.

t Ba:rrel-fe*rrer, -ar, -or. Obs.
[f. BAKHKL

-f QY.ferriere a long-necked bottle or jar carried

on journeys.] A vessel (either cask, jar, or leather

bottle) in which water or wine was carried on
horseback on a journey or military expedition.
1375 HARBOUR Rruce xv. 39 The I'arell-ferraris [v.r. feris,

ferrars] that war thar Cumrayd thame fast that rydand war.
c 1425 WYNTOUN L'ron. viu. xxxviii. 53 Ane [hors] a payr of
Coil Crelis bare . . De to^ir Barrell ferraris twa, Full of

wattyr. c 1440 Morte Art/t. 2715 Barelle Ferrers they bro-
chede and broghte theme the wyne. 1480 CAXTON Citron.

Eng. ccv. 186 They lete fylle v. barcl ferrors [ed. 1520 barelles

ferrours] with siluer.

Barrelled, -eled (boe-reld), ///. a. [f. BAL-
REL + -KD.J
1. Packed or stored in barrels

;
stowed away or

enclosed in a barrel.

1494. -let ii Hen. I'll, xxiii, No Merchant .. should sell

. . any barrelled Fish, except, etc. 1563 U'iHsfy Inr. \. C.

(18351210, Item, xxvii stone ofbarreled butter. 1603 iMviiis
Microcosm. (18751 83 The barrell'd Cynick hee. 1727 Su n i

Modest /V<7/.Wks. 1755 II. n. 66 Our exportation of barreled
beef. 1842 GWILT Arc/lit. 2259 Barrelled bolts are those
in which the whole length of the bolt is enclosed in a con-
tinued cylindrical barrel.

j*- 1S99 MARSTONJ<cw,P7/^f i, iv. 188 Retaylmg others
wit long barrelled, To glib some great mans euros.

2. Shaped like a barrel.

1853 KANE Grinncll Exp. xlv. (1856) 414 A great barreled
arch went back into a cavern.

3. Having a barrel or barrels ; chiefly in comb.,
as round-, long-, single-, double-barrelled. (.'f.

HARKKL sb. 8, 9.

1704 Loud. Gtiz. No. 3984/4 A dark Mouse colour'd Mare,
round Barrell'd. 1711 Ibid. No. 4888/4 Large limb'd, but
small barrell'd. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxx, The . . long-bar-
relled guns of several mountaineers. 1883 ROE in Harper's
Mag. Dec. 45/2 A double-barrelled .shot-gun.

Barrelling, -eling (barrliij\ vbl. sb.
[f.

BARREL v, + -ING*.] The action or process of

packing or storing in barrels.

1570 Act 13 Eliz. xi. 3 Uprightness and Truth in the

Barrelling of such Fish. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v.,

Barrelling of herring imports tne cutting off their heads.

Barrel-organ (oserglipugfin). [f. BAKUEL sb.

6 c.] A musical instrument of the organ type, the

keys of which are mechanically acted on by a re-

volving barrel or cylinder studded with metal pins.

(Occas. attrib.} Barrel-organist, one who plays
such an instrument.

1772 A. WALKER Specification of Patent No. 1020 The
Celestina . . is also made to be played by a pricked barrel,
as the hand or barrel organ. 1796 Month. Rev. XX. 400 A
barrel-organ . . would do the business much more to his satis-

faction than the fingers of a man of genius. 1870 LOWKI.L
Among my Bits. n. (1873) 326 The barrel-organ style which
had been reigning. 1866 HoWBLLS / 'enet. Life\\. 28 Habit-

ually came a barrel-organist and ground before the barracks,

Barren (bse-ren), a. and sb. Forms : 3 barain,
-aigne, 4 barein, -en, 4-5 bareine, -eyn(e, 5
-ane, 4-6 ayn^e, barreyne, -ayne, (5 berhayn),
6 baraine, (barune, baryn}, barreine, -ayn,
(Sc. barrane, -and, -ant\ 6 7 barraine, (

barren. Compared barrener, -est. [a. OF. *ba-

rain, brahain, brchaing, in fern, baraine, baraigne,
barhaine, barahaine, braaignc, brahaigne, bre-

haigne, of 'Uncertain origin and original form : as-

suming this to be barain
t
Diez suggests derivation

from bar 'man, male' (L. type *bar-ancns} . as if
'

male-like, not producing offspring, sterile/ which
suits the sense well ; but there seems to be good
reason for taking brahain as the original type,
whence brehain. and barhatn

t barain ; the latter

was the Anglo-Norman form ^The Breton bre-

chagn is certainly from Fr. : Truirneysen.)]
A. adj. I. Literal senses. Oppos. \.o fir/He.

1. Of a woman: Bearing no children; without

issue, childless.

(1200 Tritt. Coll. Horn. 133 pe wimman was barrage f?bar-

raigne], swo bat heo ne mihte for unkinde hauen no t i.ild.

c 1230 Alter. R. 158 A! were he, buruh miracle, of barain
iboren. a 1300 Cursor J/. 16655 pe baraigne blisced sal man
call, c 1340 Ibid. iFairf.) 2600 Sare . . sayde til abrahain . .

I am baren [Cotton geld]. Ibid. (Trin.t 12257 t*e bareyn
[Cotton vnfmitand] shal hir fruyt fynde. 1483 CAXTON G.

VCL. I.

681

tie la Tour F. vij b, l-'enenna scorned . . Anna and call til htr

berhayn. 1536 KELLKNDKNK Cron. Scot. Pro!., The barrant
wyfe Appeiris yung. 1590 SHAKS. A/r't/s. N. i. i. 72 In shady
Cloister mew'd, To Hue a barren sister all your life. 1751
JORTJN Serin. (1771) I. ii. 22 His wife Sarah being barren.
2. Of animals : Not bearing, not pregnant at the

usual season.

ci34o Gau'.fyGr. Knt. 1320 To hunt.. at hyndez barayne.
(-1400 YwainetfGa-w. 2027 Sone he met a barayn da. 1653WALTON Angler 84 So there be some barren Trouts, that
are good in Winter. 1725 POI-K Otiyss. x. 622 A barren cow,
the stateliest of the isle. i88z Somerset Co. Gaz. 18 Mar.
(Advt,\ Cow and calf, barrentrs, barren heifers.

b. Of male animals : Sterile, castrated.

1617 MIN-SHF.U Ducttirty* A boare hogge made a barren
hogge . . a libd or gelded hogge, poreus castratus.
3. Of trees or plants: Without fruit or seed.

(Sometimes specifically, as in Barren Strawberry *

a strawberry-like plant bearing only a dry seed.)
c 1386 CHAUCKR Knts, T. 1119 Knotty knarry bareyn trees

olde. 1580 HOI.LYBAND Trias. Fr. Ton*, Awtitron, barren
oates. 1597 C-KKARD Ilerl>alc\\\u\ j. 397 llarren Welde
hath a thicke wuoddie roote. 1776 ADAM SMITH II', N. I. i.

xi. 256 Rise in the real price of barren timber, in consequence
of the improvement of land. 1861 M iss PKATT Mmwr. PI.
I. 9 Flowers .. which have stamens only, are said to be
barren. 1878 Ii. TAYLOR Dfnkalion i. ii. 23 The barren
bough hung apples to the sun.

4. Of land : Producing little or no vegetation ;

not fertile, sterile, unproductive, bare. So of

mines, etc.

1377 I.AXGL. /'. /'/. H. xvur. 106 Ne no lond tylye I!ut al

bareyne be. c 1420 r<illad. on Hush. i. 169 In barein c hmde
to selte or foster vyuus. 1513 DOUGLAS *-Eneis vn. I'ml.

.;
r

IJewtie wes lost, and barramt schew the landis. 1551 TUKNKH
Herbal (1568) K

ij a, (lotes bearde in barune places hath
but a short stalke. 1614 RAI.KIGH Hist, ll'ortti n. 349 Land
.. exceeding stony and barraine. 1776 ADAM SMITH //'". j\'.

I. i. xi. 249 The most fertile mine thru known may be more
barren than any that was wrought butore the discovery
of America. 1848 MILL 7W. Kcon. \\. ii.

jj 5 One of the
barrennest soils in the world.

5. Void of vital germs.
1871 TVNDAI.L Fmgin. .SV. II. xlii. 333 An infusion found

to be barren l^y six months' exposure to moluless air.

II. Figurative senses.

6. Bare of intellectual wealth, destitute of attrac-

tion or interest, poor, meagre, jejune, arid, dry.
1387 TRKVISA lligikn Rolls Ser. I. 1 1, I . . dradde, after so

noble spekers . . to putte forbmy bareyn speche. 1430 LYIK;.
Chron. Troy i. v, Thy wyt was to barrayne. 1549 OLUI-:

Krasm. Par. Kph. I'rol. K ij, The kynges majesties playne
Englyshc subiectes vnderstande none uther but theyr o\\'ne

natiue barayne tongut-. 1598 UAKKMT Thcor, \\~atrcs Pref.

5 Discourses . . not so barraine, but you may reape ^onie

good fruit from them. 1782 V. KNOX Ess. 11819) I. xlvii. 260
The barrenest periods of lui^Hsh literature. 1846 C-KOII:
Greet. e i. iv. (1862) I. 79 A list of barren names tills up the
interval.

7. Unproductive of results; fruitless, unprofitable.
1549 COVERDALE Ernsitt. Par. i Cor. xv. 10, I suffered not

hys grace in me to be either idle or baraine. 1665 I'OYI.K

Occas. Re_fl. (1675! Pref. 12 Who may chance to have either
Barrenner Fancy's, or more unpractis'd Pens, than even I had.
1681 URYDKN Abs. $ Ac/tit. 297 Barren Praise . . that Gaudy
Flow'r, Fair only to the sight. 1753 CHAMUKRS Cycl. S/tJ>/>.

s.v. ,
Barren money is used, in the civil law, for that which

is not put out to interest. 1779 J. MOORE fr'tew Soc. Fr.

(17891 I. viii. 55 They could shed a few barren tears at a

tragedy. 1877 MOZI.KY L'nh 1
. Scrm. i. 12 A barren and

unrepaid attachment, a wasted affection.

8. Of persons : Mentally unproductive ;
unre-

sponsive, dull, yielding no mental fruit.

1590 SIIAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 13 The .shallowest thick-skin
of that barren sort. 1602 - Ifanil. lit. ii. 46 Will themselues

laugh, to set on some quantitie of barren Spectators to laugh
too. 1779 JOHNSON /,. J'., Phillips Wks. II. 291 He was in

company silent and barren. 1866 CAKLYLK Rtniin. (1881) I.

324 The stupidest and barrenest of living mortals.

9. Const, in all prec. senses with of.

^1375 W'YCLIK Serin. Sel. Wks. 1869 II. 278 f>ou . . bat art

barayne of goostly children. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr, So-wle iv.

xx, Of ioye am I barayne. 1547 BOORDI-: Introd. Knmvl.
198 These countreys be baryn of wine and corne. 1633 \>v.

HALL Hard Texts 374 Have I been barren of my favours
to you? 1710 STEELE Tatlcr No. 196 p 5 Hearts barren of
Kindness. 1856 FHOUOE//W/. Eng. (18581 1. ii. 1 54 The league
with France . . had been barren of results.

III. Comb, in parasynthetic deriv., as barren-
brained

^ -spirited, -witted, -wombed\ and comple-
niental, as barren-beaten.

1597 DRAYTON Mortimer. 117 Renewe this wearie barren-
wombed earth. 1601 SHAKS. "Jul. C. iv. i. 36 A barren spirited
Fellow. 1798 SOUTHEY Lett. (18561!. 58 A barren-brained
blockhead. 1859 TKNNYSON Elaine 161 He left the barren-
beaten thoroughfare. 1870 EMERSON Soc. 3- Solit. \x. 187
What a barren-witted pate is mine !

B. s/>. [the adj. used absol.]
fl. ,A barren woman or animal. Obs.
[Cf. 1x30 and 1340 in A i.} c 1420 Aiiturs Arth. iv.Vndur

boes thay byde . . To beker at the barrens.

1 2. Specific term for a drove of mules. Obs.

1486 Bk. S/. A Wans F vj a, A Baren of Mulis.

3. A tract of barren land
; spec, applied in N.

America to : a. elevated plains on which grow small
trees and shrubs, but no timber, classed as oak-

barreus, pine-ban ens, etc., according to the trees

growing on them
; b. in Kentucky, to certain

really fertile tracts in the carboniferous limestone
formation

;
C. in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

(see quot. 1^79 .

BARRENWORT.
1784 T, JMITKRSON in Sparks Corr. Atucr. AY:'. '1853* IV.

i 6j A mountainous barren which can never be inhabited.
I 1850 LYELL ztui I'isit I'. S. II. 12, I had sometimes to put

up with rough quarters in the pine-barrens. 1859 KINGSLI.Y

Life II. ioo (D.) To have the sewage conveyed . . to fertilixe

the barrens of Surrey and 1'erkshire. 1877 J. ALLKNV! mcr.
Bison 460 The so-called Barrens of Kentucky, the southward
extension of the Wabash prairies. 1879 Ln. DUNRAVKM in

igtli Cent. July 54 A barren, .means in Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick an open marshy space in the forest, .sometimes
so soft as to be almost impassable, at other times composed
of good solid hard peat.

t Ba'rren, i'. Obs.
; also 6 barrain -ayn. [f.

prcc. adj.] To make barren, unfruitful, or sterile
;

to exhaust or impoverish (land); UAKKKM/K.
1581 A. ANDKKSON Serin, Panles Crosse 69 So to barren

the soyle rounde aboute them. '593 NASHK Christ's T.

116131 ] 6o Barrayning their wombea by drugges. 1649 IJn i n

fciig. linpro'.'. /////;-. ii. 1 1653' 13 And this I charge asagreat
prejudice, and may be as a barrenning the land. 1725 I!KAI>-

LKY l-'ain. Diet. s.v. Stock Gilly, They may be set again in

the same Karih, after . . mixing Sand therewith tu Uarreii it.

Barrener 'Jjiv-renaj). [f.
as prec. -f-KK.] A

cow not in calf for the year.
i88z fsee HAKKKX a. 2

|.

tBa'rrenhood. Obs. Forms: 4baroynheed,5
baraynhede. [f.

as jia-c. + -n<xn>.] HAKKKNXKSS.
-1380 Wvri.iK S,/. ///.-. (I87I.III. I? .My I,,-.!e . . WM

sory for my hareynlieed. 1496 Jhi't-s $ J\IK/>. iW. de W.i i.

xxv. 61 2 Wydowehede and baraynhede .shall cuine to the
botlie in one daye.

t Ba'rrenize, v. Obs. [f. as prec. + -I/K : of.

fertilize.'] To make barren or sk-rik-
;

iS.UiitKN T.

1649 IJl.rm l<>!^. hiipro;'. luipr. '165^ 1^7 Nut lu barren-
ni/e Land, luit to better or fatten it. 1725 IJn.uii.i v J-'nn>.

7'/<7., Sainjtnn . . does considerably meliorate and not bur-
renize the land on which it grows.

Barrenly tl'^-rC-nli'. adv.
[f,

a> prcc. + -I.Y-.]
In a banen manner; \\ithout offspring, produce,
or result

; meagrely, scantily.

^1552
HLIJ.I:T, Barren Iye, sU'riltter. 1562 J. Hi-YWOOD

l'n>~'. fy J'.pigr, 11867150 Though your pasture louke b:ir

reinly. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xi, Let those wlu>m nature hath
not made for >tore . . barrenly peri-h. 1625 Ussni-.u Ans-.<-.

Jesuit 472 \'et haue they oiiely barrenly adorned this teiu-

por.ill life. 1877 HJ.ACKIK //'/iv Men 36 Barrenly increase
Slere itch of knowledge.

Barrenness Jjaj-renim'-s). Forms: 4 bary-
nes, 4 -5 bareynes^se, -j -ines, -aynes.se, 6 ba-

reues, barraynesse, -ennis, -ennes, 7 -ennesse,

-eness, 7- barrenness. [I. as prec. + -NK.SS.]
1. Incapacity for child-bearing; sterility as regards

oRspring.
The opposite oifertility'.

1382 WV.JI.M- Isa. .\lvii. 9 Comen shal to'thee . . bareynes^
and Wldewehed. a 1400 Cm\ Myst. 75 My baryne-; he may
amend. 1526 Tisn,\Lii Kont. iv. 19 Nor yet considered he . .

the barenes of Sara. 1615 Hi-. II ALL Contempt. A*. 7'. i. i,

Among the Jewes, barrennesse was . . a reproach. 1856
FKOUDE ///*/. Eng. II. 141 1'rovidence had not pronounced
again.--! the marriage by a sentence of barrenness.

2. Unproductiveness or sterility of the earth ;

hence, dearth, scarcity, famine.

1388 \Vvci.iF Ceti. \.\vi. i Huni;ur roos on the lond aftir
thilke bareynesse. 1480 CAXTON L'hr<>n. /\ng. cc.xxxi. 247
For defaute of rayne ther was grete baiines of corn. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. in. ii. 123 Where Scotland '{ Dro. I found
it by the barrenness^, hard in the palme of the hand. 1611
Ilini.i-; Ps. cvii. 34 A fruit full land into bariennesse. 1866

J. MURPHY Ccnun. Ex. xvi. 4 The very barrenness ol tlie

wilderness gave way to the bountiful hand of the Lord.

3- Jig- Unproductiveness ; hence, jmviity of

supply, lack of fullness or copiousness, bareness,

scantiness, meagreness, poverty.
iS86TitYNNK mAniinaih'. In trod. 70 Carping at my barren-

nes in writing, because I omit manie things. (/ 1617 HII.KON
//"/jr. II. 337 Such a generall barrennesse in mcns hearts . .

that they know not what to say vpon such occasions, u 1797
H. WALI-OLE Man. Ceo. 7/118471 I- iv - 94 ^jreat hesitation
in his elocution, and abarrenness of expression. 1879 FKUL in:

C,TStir xvii. 286 The barrenness of practical results.

4. Lack of intellectual capacity; mental poverty,
slowness, dullness.

1552 HUI.OKT, Barrennes properlye of capacitie, segnities.

I599TI1YNN1-; Anhnniiv. 2 The barrenness ofmy feble skyll,

1750 JOHNSON Knml>i. No. 19 F 8 The barrenness of his
fellow students forced him .. into other company. 1837
WIIKWKI.L Hist. Induct. Sc. ^18571 I. 238 The prevalent
feebleness and barrenness of intellect.

5. 'Aridity, want of emotion or sensibility.' J.
a 1667 JKK. TAYLOR I J.) The greatest saints sometimes are

fervent and sometimes feel a barrenness of devotion.

t Ba'rrenty. Obs. 1114 5 bareynte. [a. OF.
barainete, i^also hrehennete, brehaignetc}, f. haraine:

see BARREN a. and -TV : cf. sovereignty,]
-
pree.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxvi. i Thilk bareynte that felle in the

daies of Abraham. 2 Kings ii. 21 There schal be no more
In hem deth ne bareynte. c 1440 Promf. Farv. 24 Bareynte,
stcrilitas.

Barreuwort ^brcTenwiul). Herb. [f.
BAIIKKX

a. + \VoRT.J English name of the genus Epi~
medium, esp. of Epiinedium alpinnni (N.O. her-

beridacen*}, a low plant, with creeping rhizomes
and long-stalked tri-ternate leaves.

1597 (JKRARD Herbal cxxiii. 389, I have thought good to
call it llarren woort in English . . bicause . . being drunke il

is an enimie to conception. 1769 SIR J. HILL Earn. Herbal
(17891 78 Barren-wort .. grows in woods, and has beautiful

purple and yellow flowers. 1882 Garden 22 Apr. 284/1
When well grown these Barrenworts are very fine plants.
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BAKRER.

Barrer 0>a'r^- [f-
BAR v. + -Kit 1

.] One who
bars.

1865 J. D. HARDY in Athenxnin No. 1981. 501/2 Sends
prompt word to the barrers-out.

Barrei\e, obs. form of BARRIER.

Barres,-ez, obs. ff. BARRACK
; obs pi. of BAR sbl

t Ba'rret '. Obs. rare~ l

[f. BAR sb.\ + -ET
;

cf. F. barrette] A little bar.

1577 HOLIXSHEU Ckron. III. 1256/2 The field of ten bar-
rets silver and azure.

Barret- ibceTtt}. Also 9 baret, barrette.

[a. F. barrette (=Pr. barreta, berreta, It. bcrrctta,

Sp. birretd} : see BIRETTA.] A little flat cap ; esp.
the BIRETTA, worn by Roman Catholic clerics.

1828 SCOTT /'. M. Perth ii, The steel caps, barrets, and
plumes, of squires, archers, and men-at-arms. 1845 K.

HOLMES Mozart 66 The Cardinal taking his baret from his

head. 1870 DISKAKLI Lothair \\\\. 32 Waving, as he spoke. .

his pink barrette. 1880 J. HAWTHOKNE E. Qncntiu I. 159
A kind of scarlet barret-cap surmounted the heavy black
coil of her hair.

Barret, var. BAKRAT, Obs., strife, distress.

Barricade ba-rik^'d). Also 8 barrocade.

[a. F. barricade, or assimilation of the earlier

BARRICADO to the F. form.]
1. An obstruction hastily erected across a path or

street to stop an enemy's advance ;
= BAKRICADO i.

1642 S. HAKCOUHT in Macut. Mag. X LV. 290 They had
case upp a travers or barricade. 1670 COTTON Es^enum i.

n. 72 All the world has heard of the Barricades of Paris.

1816 SCOTT Old Mort. 182 They .. forced the barricade, kill-

ing and wounding several of the defenders. 1850 TKNN'V-
sux Iii Man. cxxvii, Tho' thrice a^ain The red fool-fury of
the Seine Should pile her barricades with dead.

2. traus}. and fig. Any barrier blocking up or

obstructing passage.
11 1 73S DERHAM ij.i There must be such a barricade, as

would greatly annoy or absolutely stup the currents of the

atmo-phere. 1742 MlDDLETON Cr\~er<> I. MI. zoi He had
broken through that barricade of Nobility. 1853 KANK
drinnell E.\-p, xxxiii. 11856) 285 A uniform curve . .abutted
on each side by a barricade of rubbish.

3. Xant. = BARRICADO 4.

1769 F.\[.c<>\|.,n Diet. Marine s.v. Abaft, The barricade
stands abaft the main -mast. 1867 in SMYTH Sailor $ H 'o-d-l'k.

4. Comb., as barricade-work.

1867 Times 29 Aug., The hands that were so ready at

barricade-work have forgot their cunning.

Barrica de, v.
[f. prec., or a. F. barricade-r]

1. trans. To block (a passage) with a barricade.

1592 A f >-/'<></)' <y Some-b. 118781 3-28 Man the Court gates,
barricade al the streets. 1649 CKOMWKI.I. Lett. iCarl.t lx.\x,

Having burnt the gates, which our men barricaded up with
Atones. 1776 C. LI-IK in Sparks Corf. Auier, Re^<, I. 159
To barricade all the streets. 1875 KKYCK Holy Rom. F.nip.
xvi. 287 Frederick barricaded the bridge over the Tiber.

b. transf. and fig. To block, bar, obstruct, render

impassable.
a 1677 MAXTOS in Spitrgeon Trcas. Da' 1

. Ps. cxix. 77 The
way is barricaded and shut up by our sins. 1714 (i.\v

Triria in. 30 And the mixt hurry barricades the Street.

1718 f. CHAM BERLAVNE Relig. /''/it'los. I. xiii. 16 To stop
the Way .. and barricade it against Flies. 1883 FKOUDK
S/u>rt Stud. IV. n. iv. 2o3 The folios in the library bore
marks of having been used to barricade the windows.
2. To shut in or defend with or as with a barri-

cade. //'/. andy%>.
1657 DenincLt)nerg'& Barricade mee with these Bulwarkes

against myne enemyes. 1790 BKATSON Aar*. <y Mil. Mem,
I. 310 The revolters barricaded themselves in some streets.

1802 PAI.KY Xat. Theol. viii. 11819* 102 To barricade the

joint on both sides by a continuation of . . the bone over it.

1885 Standard n Apr. 4/8 The settlers are barricaded in

the railway station.

Barrica'ded, ppl.a. [f. prec. + -ED.] Ob-

structed, closed, or defended, by a barricade.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne 11634) 349 Haricaded and armed
bouses. 1701 Loud. Gaz, No. 3759/7 Our Men found the

Streets . . Barricaded.

Barrica'der. [f.
as prec. + -KH'.] One who

barricades.
1880 J . CoLQUHOUN Moor ff Loch I. 129 This was not diffi-

cult, as the barricaders in front would give me the signal.

Barrica'ding, vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. + -ixc 1
]

A blocking or defending with a barricade.

1697 (
"
tess D'Annoys Trai'. (1706) 125 She caused the

Key to be taken out of the Door, and that to be bolted.

I enquired the Reason of this Barricading. 1837 CAKI.YI.I:

Fr. A'lT-. vn. x. I. 341 Barricading serves not : fly fast.

Barrica'ding, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING-.]
That constructs barricades.

1880 CAKLVLE Latter-d. Pamph. Wks. VIII. 19, 1 will be-

come a nomadic Chactaw rather, a barricading Sansculotte.

Barricado (bcvrik,
7
'-d^\ sb. Forms: 6-7 bar-

racado, baricado.(7baracadowe, S barricades),
6- barricado. /'/. -oes, -os. [ad. F. barricade

or Sp. barricada (see -ADO), f. F. barriquc or Sp.
barrica a. cask, the first street barricades in Paris

being composed of casks filled with earth, paving
stones, etc. (Littre; cf. quots. 1590-98, 1602, 1743).
Now usually BARRICADE in ordinary prose.]

1. A hastily formed rampart of barrels, wagons,

timber, stones, household furniture, or any other

materials readily available, thrown up to obstruct

the advance of an enemy.
1590 Foxe's A. ff M. 116841 III. 934 Soon after the day of

the Harricadoes [la journee des barricades^ in Paris, 1588]

682

the Judges of Chastellat adjudged them to be hanged. 1598
FLORIO, Raricata, Barricada, a baricado or fortification
with barels, timber and earth. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. x.

Iviii. 257 Till the Barricades Feast, when Guize vn-vizard
was. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 160 He fortified him-
selfe, not with barres and barricadoes. 1627 SIR R. COTTON
in Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 467 To block them up by Land, and
. . to make a Barracado cross the Channel. 1670 COTTON

name was, that the streets were blocked with Barriijnes,
i.e. Hogsheads). 1854 J. STEPHENS Centr. Ainer. (1854 252A barricado constructed with trunks of trees.

2. transf. and fg. Any barrier or obstruction to

passage.
1611 SHAKS. ll'tnt. T. \. ii. 204 No Barricado for a Belly.

1656 HOBBES Liberty, etc. \ 1841 394 As if the needle . . were
free to point either towards the north or towards the south,
because there is not a barricado in its way to hinder it.

1693 LUTTRKI.I. Brief AY/. III. 156 Many were drowned in
the river, which proved a barricado to the French.

1 3. A natural frontier or boundary line, Obs.

1644 MILTON Jus Pop. 50 Few Nations have prospered
when their pride had transported them beyond their native
Barricade's.

4. Nant. ; see quots. Now usually BARRICADE.
1675 TEOHGE /Jzarp (1825! 52 Wee are fortifying our longe-

boate with baracadowes. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
11789', Barricadoe, a strong wooden rail, supported by..
stanchions, and extending, as a fence, across the foremost
part of the quarter-deck. 1804 NKI.SON in Nicolas Dis/>.
118461 VI. 282 If her barricado could be nearly all taken
away she would be much better for the service.

Barricado i b^-rik^-do , v. Forms : 7 bari-

cado, -acado, barricadoe. -ocado, 6- barricade,

[f. prec. sb.]
1. tram. To close or block (a passage) with 'or

as with^ a barricade. (Formerly often with up.}
i6n CORYAT Crudities 16 Another, .with, .cart and horse

barricadoed, and stopped the passage of the gate. (11649
UKL-.MM. OFHAWTH. 7/w.^-Wks. (171088 liarricado'd some
lanes with carts and other impediments. 1682 UCNYAN Holy
ll'ar 117 They shut up Ear-gate, they barricado'd it up.
I75S SMOLLETT Qtrix. IV. 134 Barricado the streets with
woolpacks ! 1796 MORSE Awer. Ceog. I. 139 Vast shoals of
ire which barricadoed that part of the coast.

2. To fortify or defend (a place) with or as with
barricades. Also fi,
1601 SHAKS. All's WeIII. \. 123 Man is enemie to virginitie,

how may we barracado it against him? 1678 TEONCK Diary
('18251 260 Wee. . baracado our quarter deck with an old cable,
to keepe off small shott. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy (1863*
221 The house was barricadoed as well as circumstances
would permit. 1857 l-'rascr's Mag. I.VI . 276 The birds had
not only barricadoed the nest, but the bush itself.

3. trans, and rcjl. To enclose (a person^ with a
barricade ; to shut up, bar in securely, lit. and/>
1598 K. (iii.i'ix Skial. 118781 36 Be Barricadode in the

peoples loue. 1633 T. STAI-FOHD /'ac. Hib. viii. 11821) 569
They barricadoed themselves with harrells of earth. 1652
L. S. People's Liberty xiii. 34 They are so baracadoed by
the Law of God against all opposition. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe
46, I barricado'd myself round with the chests. 1816 SCOTT
Old Mort. 11830-2' II. xxvi. 270 [They] barricadoed them-
selves in the centre of the city.

4. To shut up, debar, preclude^vw. ///. andy?^.
1611 STEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. 88 As if he meant to

barricado them from (lying. 1635 BKATHWAIT A read. Pr.
n. 58 Which barrocadoed mine eare from inclining to any
one^ opinion but mine owne.

Barricadoed, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED

]
Closed

or defended with a barricade, lit. and //;
r

.

1611 HI-.YWOOD Gold. Age \\. \. Wks. 1874 III. 24 The Iron
bar'd dores . . The Harricadoed gates. 1682 N. O. Bmleaus
Littrin iv. 166 Could never pierce their Barricado'd Ears.
a 1711 KEN Edinnnd Wks. 1721 II. 300 A Surcoat reaching
to his Knees he wore, With Scales of Steel all barricado'd
o're. 1809 W. IKYIXG Knickcrh. vii. xi. 11849) 839 They
found the castle strongly barricadoed.

Barrico (baii"'ktf). PI. -oes. [ad. Sp. barrica

cask, barrel, keg, ?f. barra bar; cf. BARECA.] A
keg, a small cask or barrel.

1607 Relat. Disc. River in Capt. Smith's Wks. Introd. 54
There issued out of the hart of the tree the quantity of two
barricoes of liquor. 1626 SMITH Acctd. Yng. Seamen 5 The
Cowper is . . to staue or repaire the buckets, Baricoes, Cans.

1840 M AKRYAT Poor Jack x, We had . .only a barrico of water*

Barrier vba,-fioj), sb. Forms : 4 barer, 4-5
barrere, 4-6 barrer, 5 barrcere, barryjer, 5-6
barryer, 6 baryer, -ier, -iar, 6- barrier. [ME.
barrcrc, a. AF. barrere, OF. barricre (

-
Pr., It.

barricra, Sp., mecl.L. barrcra] : late L. barraria,
f. barra BAR. Subsequently influenced by con-

tinental Fr. spelling.]
1. gen. A fence or material obstruction of any

kind erected or serving) to bar the advance of

persons or things, or to prevent access to a place.
a. orig. A palisade or stockade erected to bar

the way of an enemy, or defend a gate or passage ;

an external defence.

riys K. E. Allit.P. B. 1239 He brek \>e bareres as by-
lyue, & ^>e bur} after, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 4668 Enfachoim
ys to be jeate y-come . . And at be barers he hym sette.

c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. ix. vii. 70 At J>e Barreris he faucht
sa welle. f 1430 Lvno. Star. Thebes \\\. (R.) Barbicans and
bulwerkes . . Barreres, chaines, and ditches, c 1440 Promp,
Parv. 24 Barrere, or barreere \t>.r. barry^er), barraria, har-
ms. 1490 CAXTON Kneydos Iv. 152 Camilla and Mesapus
rode all armed .. vnto the barryers. 1523 LD. HKKXKRS
fr'roiss. I. xxxviii. 52 He cast hymselfe bytwene the barrers

BARRIER.
and the gate. 1721 Lend. Gaz. No. 5928/6 The outer Barrlei
of that Place.

fig. 1713 VOI-NG Last Day in. 124 Who burst the bar.
hers of my peaceful grave?
b. transf. A fortress or fortified town which com-
mands the entrance into a country ; a '

bulwark.'
1600 HOLLAND Liiy ix. xxxii. 337 b, Which cittie [Sutrium]

. . was >as a man would say
1 the \ erie Barriers [claiestra] of

all Hetruria. 1709 Icf. CJ. 1716 8 LADY MONTAGUE Lett.
"\. xxvii. 86 Belgrade was formerly the barrier of Hungary.
fc. A fortified frontier

;
a frontier generally ; spec.

a name formerly given to a district which com-
manded the frontier of the Netherlands. Obs.

1709 AnnisoN Tatler No. 20 F 10 The Dutch are to have for
their Barriers, Newport, Berg, St. Vinox . . Lille. i-ji-iLond.
Gaz. No. 5180/2 The Frontier-Places of the Dutch-Barrier.
1773 ADAIR Amer. Jnd. 463 Without allowing them any
militia, even on their barriers. -&y$Pen}iyCycl. III. 502 The
Treaty of the Barrier is an instance of a similar species of

political adjustment.
d. A fence, or railing, to prevent access to any

reserved place.
1570 B. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. iv. (1880) 51 b, With tapers all

the people come, and at the barriers stay, Where downe
upon their knees they fall, and night and day they pray.
Mod. Strong barriers were erected at each end of the street.

e. Applied to the career or starting-place in the
ancient race-course.
1600 HOLLAND Livy viii. xx. 295 The Barriers \farctres\

from whence the horses and their chariots are let forth. 1656
COWLEV Find. Odes Wks. 1710 I. 203 How swiftly [has he]
run, And born the Noble Prize away, Whilst other Youths
yet at the Barrier stay? 1880 LMWIS SHORT Lat. Dict.^
Career, .the barrier or starting-place in the race-course.

f. In continental towns : The gate at which cus-

tom duties are collected.

1825 T. JKFKEKSON Antobwg. I. 86 The oppressions of the
tithes . . the gabelles, the farms and the barriers. \a 1847
MRS. SHERWOOD Latiy vj'Manor I. iv. 96 Versailles is dis-
tant about ten miles from the barriere of Paris.]
attrib. 1804 Editi. Kev. IV. 47 The barrier duties.

g. Coal-mining,
l A breadth of coal left against

an adjoining royalty, for security against casualty
arising from water or foul air.'

1851 Coal-tr. Terms Nortkmnbld. fy Dnrh. 6 Barriers are
left of various thicknesses . . varying . . from 10 to 50 yards.

2. spec. in//. The palisades enclosing the ground
where a tournament, tilting, or other martial con-
test or exhibition was held

;
the lists. Also, a low

railing or fence running down the centre of the lists

on opposite sides of which, and in opposite direc-

tions the combatants rode, reaching their lances

across

1581 J. BKLL Hatidon's Ans-M. Osor. 79 To challenge me
unto the Barriers. Ibid, 82 One champion is taken from
the Barriers. 1817 SCOTT Ii'an/toe viii, At length the bar-

riers were opened, and five knights advanced slowly into

the area.

tb. Hence, the expression To fight at barriers,
and Barriers as the name of a martial exercise in

1 5th and i^th centuries. Obs. exc. Hist.

1494 FABYAN an. 1546 iRJ Chalengours . . at tilt, barriers
and lurney. 1532 Act 24 Hen. 111, xiii, lustes, tourneis,
barriers . . or other marcial feates. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on
Dent. xii. 67 Like the Game uf the Barriers wherein he that
winneth today looseth tomorrow. 1608 MIDDLETON Fam.
Lore in. vi. Wks. II. 159 To see my gallants play at bar-

riers with scourge-sticks. 1616 BUU.OKAR, Barriers, a war-
like exercise of men fighting together with short swords,
and within some appointed compasse. 16*5 FI.KTCHER Noble
GentI. n. i. 32 You shall not see a mask or Barriers Or tilt-

ing or a solemn christning. 1625 BACON Masques, Ess.
lArb.t 540 For lusts, and Tourneys, and Barriers; The
Glories of them, are chiefly in the chariots, wherein the

Challengers make their Entry. 1636 RANDOLPH in Ann.
Dnbrensia (1877) 19 What is the Barriers, but a Courtly way
Of our more doune-right sport, the Cudgell-play ? 1650 UP.

HALL Balm of Gilead 104 [He] puts him upon Tiltings, and
Barriers, and publique Duels. 1830 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Kng.
I. 445 He frequently fought at barriers.

Jig. 1622 WITHKR in Farr's .S". P. 11848)219 These long-

gowned warriers, Who play at Westminster, unarm'd, at

barriers, a 1680 BUTLER Kent. (1759' I. 220 As he, who
fought at Barriers with Salmasius Engag'd with nothing
but his Stile and Phrases.

3. Any natural obstacle which stops or obstructs

passage, defends from foes, prevents access, or pro-
duces separation ;

a separating boundary-line.
1703 MAL'NDRELL Jonni. Jems. U732> 32 In order to pass

this Barrier, we turned up on the left hand. "1744 Poi-K

(J.) An ocean flows, Around our realm, a barrier from the

iocs. 1747 in Col. Kec. Penn. V. 15^ The Colonies of New
Jersey and Pennsylvania will have but a very thin Barrier

between them. < 1854 STANLEY Sinai ty Pal. iii. (1858) 174
This plain was encompassed with a barrier of heights. 1855
PRE.SCOTT Philip 11, I. n. vi. 207 No mountain barrier lay
between France and Flanders.

4. Anything immaterial that stops advance hos-

tile or friendly, that defends from attack, prevents
intercourse or union, or keeps separate and apart.
1702 POI-E Thebais 20 Fix, O Muse ! the barrier of thy

song at CEdipus. 1715 BURSET Own Time an. 1685 (R.)

The tests stood as a barrier to defend us from popery. 1742
YOUNG Nt. T/t. in. 733 A good man, and an angel ! these

between How thin the barrier? 1776 GIBBON Decl. <V F. I.

60 Every barrier of the Roman constitution had been
levelled by the vast ambition of the dictator. 1797 GODWIN*

Enquirer \\. xii. 480 He . . erects a barrier between himself

and his reader. 1832 HT. MARTINKAU Ireland 128 The bar-

rier which they believed to separate the rich and the poor
in Ireland. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch. Rep. n. ii. (1866. 138 All



BARBIEB.

history shows how feeble are barriers of paper or lambskin
. .against the torrent of. .despotism. iSSsGiLMouR AFotiff^ls
xvii. 207 Kelt to be barriers to the acceptance of Christianity.
5. atfrib.

t
as in barrier feu. Comb., as barrier-

like, -net. Also barrier-act ^scc quot.) ; barrier-

gate, a heavy gate closing the opening through a

barrier
; barrier-pillar, barrier-reef (see quot.) ;

barrier treaty, a treaty fixing the frontier of a

country, esp. the 'Treaty of the Harriers' between

Germany, Great Britain, and Holland, signed at

Antwerp 15 November 171=.
1868 OiAMiiKKS /Cmycl. I. 712

'

'"Harrier Act. .an act of the
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, 8th January
1697, intended as a barrier against innovations, and a hind-
rance to hasty legislation. 1855 ,SIN<;LKTOX I'irgil I. 215
To cross the *

barrier fen. 1833 MARKYAT P. Simple (1863!

159 When we had crossed the moat, we found a *barrier-

gate locked. 1845 DARWIN I'oy. Nat. xx, There is a sim-

plicity in the *barrier-Iike beach. 1884 I). WATT in S.

Dawson Handbk. Canada 279 The :
'

barrier-nets and weirs
of pale-faces, 1881 RAYMOND Mining- Gloss.,

~
Barrier-

pillars, pillars of coal, larger than ordinary, left at inter-
vals to prevent too extensive crushing when the ground
comes to be robbed. 1805 FUNDHKS in /'////. Trans. XCVI.
252 Amongst the ^barrier reefs. 1853 * )l-; '-A BKCHE Geol. Ob-
serv. xi. 181 The Great Harrier Reef, extending off the cast
coast of Australia for about 1100 miles, with a mean breadth
of about 30 miles. 1877 GKKKN P/iys. Geol. iv. 3. 136 A
mighty wall of coral rock, separated from the land by a deep
and broad channel, and bounded on the seaward side by a
face almost vertical and of enormous height. Such a reef
is called a "Barrier reef. 1712 LUTTRKI.L Brief ReL VI. 719
The "barrier treaty made by the lord Townsend with the
states general. 1804 GKO. III. in G. Rose Diaries ( 18601 II.

177 He. .considered the
'

Harrier Treaty as. .a very effectual
one . . for preserving the balance of power in Europe.
Barrier (.hoc-rial\ v.

[f. prec. sb.] To close or

shut with a barrier. Commonly with off, in.

1776 C. LKK in Sparks Corr. Amer. J\e7-. (1853) I. 153, I

shall barrier the principal streets. 1869 Daily A 'c-ws 2 July,A space was barriered off by ropes. 1879 F. MALLFSON in

Lett. Clergy 51 The mountain tarn barriered in by its stu-

pendous crags.

Ba'rriered, ppj.a. [f. prec. + -E!>l.] Fur-
nished with or confined by a barrier or barriers.

1846 RI-SKIN Mod. Paint. I.'n. i. vii. 5. 76 A weak, rip-

pling, bound and Barriered water.

t Ba rriket. Obs. Also barriquet. [dim. f.

BAHRICO, or K. barrique cask. (The French would
be barriquttte.)] A small cask, a firkin.

x6n COTGR., Rarrot, a ferkin or barriket. Fillette^ a fir-

kin, barriquet, small wine vessell.

Barring (ha-rirj), -vbl. sb. [f. BAR T. + -TNGV]
The action of the vb. BAR: a. Fastening up, in,

or out, with a bar or bars. b. Exclusion, prohibi-
tion. C. Marking or ornamentation with bars.
r 1386 CHAUCKR Pers. T, f343 The cost of embrowdynge

the degise, endentynge, barrynge . . and semblable wast of
clooth. 1440 Prontp. ran'. 24 Barrynge of dorys, re-

fagiilacio. Barrynge of barneys, stipacio. ifr$Penit.Conf.
ui. 11657*32 The exclusion and barring of haynous offenders
from the assembly of Christians. 1874 CHAPPELL//^. WHS.
I. viii. 166 When bars were first introduced, they were mere

pleasures of time, therefore old barring is not to be followed

implicitly. 1875 POSTE Gains HI. 448 The barring of any
subsequent suit.

d. Barring-out \ a mode of schoolboy rebellion,
when they shut the schoolioom or house against
the master, and refuse to admit him until their

demands are conceded.

1728 SWIFT Jrnl. Mod. LatfyVtks. 1755 III. n. 194 Not
school-boys at a barring-out Rais'd ever such incessant
rout. 1847 TENNY8O8 Priuc. Concl. 66 Revolts, republics,
revolutions, most No graver than a s-choo!bo>V barring-out.
1876 GRANT Bitrgh. ScA. Scot. n. v. 188 Another barring-out
in the high School of Kdinburgh, ended more tragically.
e. attrib., as in Barring engine : small auxiliary

engine for starting large mill engines ; so called

from the employment of a crow-bar to move a fly-

wheel round for a portion of a revolution, and as-

sist in setting the engine going.
1885 Engineer 22 May New Patent Barring Engine.

Ba'rring, ///. a. [f.
as prec. -i- -m; -.] Fasten-

ing up, in, or out ; restraining, prohibitive.
1567 DRANT Horace Ars P. A. v, Vnbearded youth, at

last rid from the Tutors barring charge.

Barring 'Jxrrirj),/w/. [absolute use of pr.pple.
of BAR v. 8 : cf. similar use of saving, excepting \

also notwithstanding, pending, during] Exclud-

ing from consideration, leaving out of account,

omitting, excepting, except.
1481-00 /ftnuard Honseh. BM. 283, vj"

x
. yardes, barin one

j

pese, oflynnen cloth. 1656 H.MOKK,^ ;///> Atli. in. ix. (17 121

169 It is allow'd. .to a Christian, barring the wrong done to
;

Religion, to make use of the help and advice of the Devil.
[

1762 tr. DuhantcCs Hnsb. i. viii. 38 Barring it's being so
near the stable. 1793 Gou\ K. MORRIS in Sparks Life $
Writ. 118321 II. 281 That immense army (barring accidents'

,

will be completed. 1845 DE QUINCKY tWtr/Vi^tf Wks. XII. :

S6 Nobody else, barring the author, knew.

Barring, vbl. sb. Obs. cry of elephant : see BARR.
j

II Barringto'nia. Bot. [named after the lion.

I). Harrington.] A genus of flowering trees, found I

in parts of India, Australia, America, and Africa. !

1871 MATKKR Trajancure TOO The Barringtonia, uith its
|

pendulous racemes of lovely pink tassels.

Barrister (berratoi). Forms : 6-7 barester,
j

0-8 barrester, 7 barraster, 7 barrister.
[f.
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BAR sb. 1
(or F. barre or med.L. barrd] : the rest

of the word is obscure, being formerly written

-ester, -aster, but now -ister, perh. afUr wortls like

chorister, sophisfcrt but there is no trace of an earlier
*
farrist,\\ke chorist, sophist; Spelman cites jflth c.

L. barraster'nis (probably formed from the Eng.).]
A student of the law, who, having been called

to the bar, has the privilege of practising as advo-
cate in the superior courts of law. The formal title

is bamstcr-at-taiv
; the equivalent designation in

Scotland is advocate.
The name originated in the ancient internal arrangements

of the Inns of Court : see quot. 1545 infra, and BAK */'. 24.
But by 1600, it was currently associated with the bar of the
courts of justice, at which utter-barristers had before that
date secured the right to plead, formerly possessed only by
sergeants and apprentices-at-Iaw.
(-1545 T. I>I.NTON, N. BACON, and R. CAIJY, Return to

Hen. I'll!, of State of Inns ofCourt (in Waterhouse f<w-
mcnt. on Fertescue 1663, 544) The whole company and
fellowship of learners is divided-. . into three . . degrees :

. . Benchers^ or as they call them in some of the houses,
Readers, Utter-Barristers, and Inner- Barretters . .Utter-
Barresters are .such, that for their learning and continuance,
are called by the Readers to plead and argue in the said
house doubtful cases and questions . . and are called Utter-
Barresters for that they, when they argue the said Motes,
sit uttermost on the formes which are callej the Barr, and
this degree is the chiefest. .in the house, next the Bencher*.
All the residue of learners are called Inner-Barresters,
which are the youngest men. c; 1570 I*ride (y L&wt. (18411
70 'I herefore beseech I . . Barresters, or how so ye be termed,
To Judgen it afteryour wisdome, 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's
Afar. 167 Expert Advocates or Barristers . . to plead for us.
a 1613 ( )VKKHI:KY A li'i/c (1638 176 The velvet breeches he
was first made Barester in. 1616 BIT.I.OKAR, Barrestcr, he
thatisallowed to plead causes atthebarre. 1674 CLAKKXIJON
Jiist. AY/'. I. in. 158 William I'ryn, a Barre>ter of Lincoln's-
Inn. 1722 T. Woou Jnsf. Luws

J'-",t;. (1763)465 A Barrister
(heretofore called an Apprentice of the Lawi is a counsellor
learned in the Law .. admitted to plead without the Bar.

1725 Loud. Gnz. No. 6380/14 Joshua Ireland . . Barrister at
Law. 1768 BLACKSTONK Contin. III. 26 Of advocates, or

counsel, there are two species or degrees; barristers, ami
serjeants. 1836 HOK. SMITH Tin Trump. 11876152 All brief-

less barristers will please to consider themselves excepted.
b. Inner. Utter, J 'acation barrister (all obs.): see

quot. and cf. f 1545 above. Revising barrister', one

appointed to revise the lists of persons qualified
to vote for Members of Parliament.

<ziS47 in Du^dale Orig. Jurid. 116711 148 The Masters
commens are ferder divided into three Companies; that is

to say, no Utter- Barristers, Utter-Barristers, and Bencher-.

1584 // 'ills <y litr. X, C. 1 1860) 105 So longe as he remayncth
at th'insofcourte, vntyllhebeutter barester. 1607 l"o\u:i L

Interfir. s.v. I 'tter-ttarristers, A barrister newly called is to

attend the six next long Vacations the Exercise of the House
..and is therefore for those three years called a Vacation
Barrister. And they are called utter Barristers, /. Pleaders
without the liar to distinguish them from Benchers . . who
are sometimes admitted to plead within the Bar. 1835
Penny Cycl, III. 503 Students of the law under the degree
of utter barristers, took their places nearer to the centre of
the hall and farther from the bar, and from this manner of
distribution appear to have been called inner barristers.

Barrister, obs. f. BALUSTER, BANISTER.
1662 FUI.LKK M'orihies\\\. it A leaden Tarras, with Railes.

and Barristers. 1662 (IKKHM-K Friuc. (16651 T 5 'J' spare
charges of Rails, Ban-esters and Pedestals. 1663 Counsel

69 All Barristers at one penny an inch.

Barristerial [baeristle'ri&I), a.
[f. prec. after

ministerial^ Of or pertaining to a barrister.

1839 ]i/at:kiti. Afag. XI, VI. 32 The youthful aspirant for

barristerial honours. 1864 KINGSLCV ll'hat does ffewtttatl

inciiji f 41 Great literary, and even barristerial ability.

Ba'rristership. [f. BARRISTER + -SHIP.] The

position of a barrister.

1839 Btacku'.Mair. XLVI. 32 Barristers. . eat their tedious

way to a. .revising barristership. 1864 S/>eitntor 1421 Here
. . is a writer thrusting his bai ristership on our notice.

Barristra'tion. nonce-wti.
[f.

after minis-

tration, registration^ The action of a barrister.

1837 SYD. SMITH /,(/. Singleton Wks. 1859 II. 284/1 The
one thing wanting to sublunary happiness the great prin-
ciple of Commission, and six years' Barristration.

BarrOW (barw), sbl Forms: I biors, 1-3
beors, 1-2 beorh, 2 beoruh, 3 berks, borew,
4 berj, bergh, beru?, beruh, berw, (borw, bor:,

borgh, burgh), 6 barow, (7 barrough , 6- bar-
row. See also BARGH, BURBOW. [Com. Tent. :

OE. bcorg (:-/vr^ = OS., OHG. berg, MDu. berfh,

Ger., Du. berg, Goth. *bairgs : OTcut. *bergo-z,
all inasc. ; cf. ON. berg and bjarg (neut.) 'rock.'

Cogn. with OSlav. br?gii mountain, height, Olr.

/"/;'// mountain, Skr. b*rhant, Zend barczant high
: Aryan

;

bhcrgh height. In Kng. literature, the
word went out of use before 1400, but was pre-
served, in special senses, in the north, dial, bargh,

barj, and south-western barrow \
the latter has since

been taken back into archa-ological and general
use from the 'barrows' of Salisbury I'lain, etc.]

fl. A mountain, mount, hill, or hillock. ;Ap-
plied, as the date becomes later, to lower eminences.")

t 885 K. /ELFRKII Oras. i. i. 12 J>a beorjas J?e mon ha;t

Alpis. t-iooo Ags. iit'sf>. Luke iii. 5 sE\c jnunt and beorh
kyj* ttaySenxL ciiso in Wright I'oc. $> Hul net beoruh.

1205 LAY. 12311 Vnder ane berh^e. Ibid. 20854 Segges
vnder beorjen [1250 borewe] mid hornen, mid hnnden. 1340

BABBOW.
I
Caw. ff uV. Knt. 217- A bals her?, bi a bonke. 1393 LANGL.

j
/\ /'/. C. viii. 227 Thenne shall 1 ou blenche at a bergh \_v.r.

i berwe, borw, bor^, borgh], ber-no-fals-wytnesse, 1578 Lv IK
1 Dodwns 36 Sterrewurte groweth vpon small hillockes, bar-
i rowes, or knappes. 1662 FULLER Worthies i. 212 Planted
! on a little Barrough within Kandome-shot of the Knemy.

2. Still in local use : a. in the southwest, forming
part of the name of hills, as Cadon Barrow in

i Cornwall, Trentishoe Barrow in North Devon,

i

Bull Barrow in Dorset : b. in the north, usually
a long low hill, as Harrow near I >erwentwater,
\Yhitbarrow in North Lancashire : see BAKGH.
3. A mound of earth or stones erected in early

times over a grave ;
a grave-mound, a tumulus.

f 1000 /Ki.i-Ric Josh HO, vii. 26 iIJosu. i Worhton mid stanum
anne steapne beorh him ofer. ciooo Sti.v. Leechd, I. 11:4

Dens wyrt . . bi3 cenned abutan byrgenne, S: on beor^um.
1576 LAMHAHDK rcratnb, Kent (1826" 392 These hillock.-., in

the West Countrie (where is no small store of the like)

are called Barowes . . which signifieth Sepulchres. 1656 J.
CHALOSKR in 1J. King / 'ale Royull iv. 10 Those round Iiill>,

which in the Plains of Wiltshire are . . by the Inhabitant?.

termed Barrowes, like as in the Midland parts of Kngland
they call them Lowes, commonly and trulv held to be the

Sepulchres of the I):mes. 1772 PKNXAXT Toitn Scot .
< 17741

185 A plain, on which are five earthen tumuli, or barrows.

1836 TNIRLWAU. Greece II. \iv. 244 Another barrow was con-

secrated to the Plat.-tans and the slave>. 1851 I >. WII.SCN
J're/i. Ann. (18631 I. 65 Sir Richard Colt Hoare ..adopted
a subdivision, which embraces fourteen different kind.*, of

barrows, classified according to their >hape. 1860 TKNNY-
sox TitJtonns 71 (Irassy barrows of the happier dead. 1877
GKKKNWKU, & KOI.I.KSTON \title\ British Barrow*,; a record
of the examination of sepulchral mounds.
4. dial. A mound or heap.
1869 BLACKMORE I.orn<i I), iii. 18 John lay on the ground

by a barrow of heather. 1881 RAYMOND Mining (/Aw.,
J)ii>-n>-:v iCurnw. 1

,
a heap of little or rubl'i-h.

Harrow baj-rt"> ,
sb.- 0/>s. exc. dial. Korms :

i bears, bearh, bers, 3 baru. 4 bare^, 5 barowo,
6 barrowe, 6- barrow. [Common 'J'cut. : (.)IO.

bear^ ^'barg'j = Fris. btierg, M I Hi. bart/i. I )u. bar?,

OHG. barttg, barh, MHG. bare (barges), Ger.

bare /i
^ OX. /'('/-/: OTeut. *bargit--* or bargwo-: ;

not known beyoiul Teutonic]
1. A castrated hoar

;
a swine. Still dial.

a 1000 A'/,/,//,y .Creiii' -\li. 106 F;ettra bonne ama^led
swin, bear?; bellende on Ixic-wuda. ( 950 Lintt-tf, <.',os/>,

Matt. \*ii. 6 Ne sendas j;e mere-i^rotta iurre be tore bet 1

?;

[Kax/t-.i.: swiiuim]. n 1250 ( ':- /^- ^'.'g/it. 408 He wile of hoiv
wurchen bare} [r

p

. r. bareh]. 1297 R. Gi.m.r 207 [He] fiailde

an vatte baru ynonie. 1398 TRKVISA Bart//. De P. A'. x\ in.

Ixxxvii. 11495' 8'-;6 Amonge the lame swyne the inaU--. !;
call yd boores and ba rowes. 1577 B. GOOGI-, f/nsfi. <i^'-.6 i 22 i >.

Take .. of Barrowes grease very okle two poundes. 1725
BRADLEY l-~<uu. Dief. s.\

r

. Mtat^e, Anoint them with >tale

I!:irruws-Lard. 1741 Ciniipl. f-'a'n,-/>!,re in. 41,8 Betler l->

keep all Boars and So\\'s, and no Barruw-. 1864 L'AH-.HX

Devon Proriiic., Barrow, a castrated boar.

b. In later limes commonly barnr^'-ho^, -//;'.

1547 RKCOROI-: Jitdic. L'r. 61 b, Tame barrow-lm^s. 1599
A. M. tr. Gabelhouer s Bk. riiysu 252/1; Take the ^reace ot"

a little redde Barrowe Pigge. 1693 W. ROHICRTSON rhrnst <>L

Gen. 732 A barrow-hog, forcnscastratns. Mod. Kent. Din.'.,
I bought two open sows and one barrow pig. [In most of
the dialect glossaries.]

f 2. A badger. Ol>s. rare.
(': i^ispr. for bauson).

1552 HTI.OKT, Badger, barrow, brocke, or grayc bea>te.

3. Comb., barrow -
flick, the fatty membrane

covering the kidneys of a hog; barrow-guttliugs,
pig's chitterlings ;

intestines, bowels.

1575 TcKiiKKv. l-'nlconrie ^63 An unguent made of Barrowe
flicke. 1611 L. V,.\V.HY.\ Ram Alley \\. in I)od*l. O. /'.n;?,-.

1

\". 484 My barrow-guttlings grumble And would have fo< d.

1725 BRADLKY I-'ant, Dut, s.v. Mnngc^ Take a Pound uf

Barrow-flick.

Barrow (ba.'T0<i\ s/>;-"' Forms : 4 barewo, ;

barwe, baro'v;7
'. f-6 barowe, 6 barrowe, 5- bar-

row. [MIC. barcw points to an OK. ^btar'i'c.

banvet fje\&.*barwd~ or bai'ivon-, a derivative ot

bcr-an to BEAU : cf. the MHG. bere hand-barrow,
rade-ber\et

now in Thuringian dial, radc-bcrrc,
wheel-barrow (Lexer I. 127, II. 333

' Ccnmccto-

riuni, radeber': cf. quot. I4S^ in sense 2 below)
:-OTent. barja-. Cf. also QN.barar \A. :-OTcut.

*bara-\ and with lung vowel OE. Invr : \VGer.

*bara-., OTeut. */vr,K Jii;:K.]

1. A utensil for the carrying of a load by two or

more men
;
a stretcher, a bier ; .yVr. a flat rectan-

gular frame of transvcise bars, having shafts or
' trams

1

before and behind, by which it is carried
;

sometimes with four legs to raise it from the

ground. Now more usually called hand barrow
to distinguish it from the wheel-barrow : see next.

(-1300 ticket 890 Thej ich schuide beo thider ibore in

barewe other in here, c 1450 HFNKYSOS Mouse ty J''rcg,

For thou war better beir of stane the barrow. 1535 O>\ I:R-

DALE Aits v. 15 They brought out the sycke . . and layed
them vpon beddes and barowes. 1632 SMKKUIKH) s.v., A
hand barrow, cii'ierc . . a i<ras. A necke-barrow, ch'iere n
ct>l. 1669 WORLIDUI-; Syst. Agrie. (1681) 322 Barrow, is of
two sorts ; either a Hand-barrow, or a Wheel-barrow. 1837
CARLYLE l'"r. Rev. vn. v. 111.379 The wounded .. defile nt

handbarrows.

2. a. A modification of the preceding, having
one small wheel inserted between the front shafts,

so that it can be pushed by a single man, the body
86- ;



BARROW.
or frame being usually converted into a kind of

shallow open box
;
more fully called wheel-harrow.

b. Also, in London and its vicinity, a small two-

wheeled cart similarly pushed by the shafts, a hand-

cart, or '

costermonger s barrow.*
a 1420 OCCJ.KVE De Reg. Princ. 983 Lade a carte or fille a

barwe. 1436 Pol. Poems (18591 II. 169 Halfe here shipper
. . wyth barowes are laden, c 1440Promf. Pan 1

. 105 Crowde
wythe a barow, cincvedo. 1483 Cath. Atigl. 22 A Barrow,
ccnovectorinm. 1551 HUI.OKT, Bar/owe for to carye out

dunge or filthe, Ctfiionectorinm. 1768 (JoLDSM. Good Nat.
Man n. i. (1780' 42 He had scarce talents to be groom-
porter to an orange barrow. 18x6 SOUTHKY Poet's Pilgr.
i. 26 Carts, barrows, coaches, hurry from all sides. 1837
CARLVLK /V. Rev. I. xi. II. 70 Setting down his own barrow,
he snatches the Abbe's; trundles it fast, like an infected

thing. 1837 WHITTOCK Bk. Trades 11842) 17 He has to

wheel it [bread] in a barrow round to the customers.

b. The contents of a harrow, a barrowful.

1598 SHAKS. Merry H'. in. v. 4 To be carried in a Basket
like a barrow of butchers OfTall.

3. Salf-making. A conical basket into which the

wet salt is put to drain.

1686 PLOT SttiJfon/sA. 94 Which [the corned salt] they put
into wicker baskets they call Barrows, made in a Conical
form. a 1728 K.I.XNKTT MS. Lansd. 1033 iHalliw.i At
Nantwich and Droiuvich, the conical baskets wherein they
put the salt to . . drain . . are called barrows. A barrow con-
tained about six pecks.
4. Comb., as barrow-maker

; f barrow-bunter,
barrow-maii, -'woman, one employed in wheeling
a barrow; barrowful, the (juanlity that fills a

barrow ; barrow-tram, the shaft of a barrow
;

barrow-way Mining ,
see quot.

1771 SMOLLKTT Hmnfihr. Cl. 118151 M5. I saw a dirty
'barrow-bunter in the street, f 1485 Dighy Myst. (1882.) n.

97 A barowftill . . of horsdowng. 1881 Miss BRADDON
A$f>h. xxvii, To buy a x barnnvful of red and orange pots
and pans. 1468 Medulla Gram, in Cath. Angl. 22 I'ecti-

cttlarins, a r barwe-maker. ?c 1650 Ln. HI-.KKIKS in Calder-
wood Hist. Kirk 11843' H. 4 1 ? note, He scorned to be a

j

'barrowman. 1822 HOGG 3 Perils of Nan II. 326 Old I

masons are the best
"v
barrowmen. (21550 Christis Kirke i

166 Than followit feymen rycbt onaffeird, Bet on with
'barrow trainmis. 1657 COLVII. \\~higs Sn/>plie, 11751! 19 His
amis were stiff like 'barrow-trams. 1815 SCOTT Guy M^.

xlvi, Ye black
*
barrow-tram o the kirk. 1851 Coal-tr.

Terms Xorthitmbld. $ Dttrh. 7,

'

Karro-w-ivay t
the way

along which the barrow-men put the corves or tubs of coals
..laid \\ith tram-plates or bridge-rails. 6-1475 in Wright
I'oc. 2f">8 i^sraannia^ a

"
barowwoman. 1818 HAN. MORE

Hetty l>roivn, Tales (1830; 1 1. 289 A
"

barrow-woman . . is as
much her own mistress on Sundays as a duchess.

Barrow ^barr^O, j<M Also {north. dial.} bar-

rio, barry. [? connected with OE. beorgctH to

protect, cover.] (Also in comb., barrow-coat.) A
long sleeveless flannel garment for infants.

1878 HALI.IU I.LI., />rt'r/iV'rt/,a Child's coat; a word in use i

in the Northumbrian dialect. 1884 CassetI* s. Mae,. Apr.
303/1 ^Baby clothing). The barrow-coats are best made of
real Welsh flannel.

Barrow ,KT--< ';,
v.

[f.
BAKKOW j/v-] To

wheel or transport in a barrow
;

cf. to cart.

1674 K\v A Horn Work tt'lutby 139 When it is sufficiently
burned they barrow it into a pit. 1862 HOKKOW Wild Wales
III. 84 Harrowing stones on a Welsh road.

Ba'rrowist. Hist. One who followed, or held
the tenets of, Henry llarrowe, one of the founders of

Independencyor Congregational ism, executed along
with John Greenwood, in 1593, for nonconformity
to the Church of England. (Harrowe has been by
some identified with Martin Marprelctte^]
1589 Past/ifi/s AY/1

. 20 There neuer yet wanted . . Urowmst,
liarowist, Martinist, Anabaptist. 1645 PAGH i Jfcresiogr.
11661) 87 The second sort of separatists may be called ilar-

rowists.-who say that the Church of Knglantl is Sodom,
Babylon, and /K.gypt. 1884 d. HiNTiNGiox in Chicago Ad-
vance ii Dec., The Harrowist party in New England.

Barrulet (brc-mHt-t), Her. Also -ette. [dim.
of *lwrrule. assumed dim. of F. barre, or UAH j/'. 1

.]

The fourth part of a bar, the half of a closet.

1561 LEIGH Arutoriefy b, The field is sanguin, a liarrulet,
Or. 1766 I'fUiS-v Heraldry \i-]fy\ 74 The Closet which con-
tains the half of the Bar, and the Barrulet which is the half
of the Closet. 1883 HI/KM-: Peerage 1167 Or, two barrulets
a/, between three wolves' heads erased.

Ba'rrulety, a. Her.
[f. prec. + -Y.]

= BAR-
Kl.TY. [In mod. Diets.]

Barruly tbarri/nh, a. Her.
;
also 6 -ley, -lye,

(j-16e. [ad. AK./wr;-/t r, t.*barrulc\ seeliAltKULKT.J
(A field) Crossed by l>arrulets or small bars.

1562 LEIGH Arnmrie 11597)49 He beareth often barruley,
Argent and Azure. 1864 BOUTBU, Heraldry Hist, fy Pop.
xv. 188 The [laternal shield . . was simply barruly ithe bars I

sans (W/<Vfarg., and a/. Ibid. xv. 224 The points barrulcc I

argent and axnre.

Barry (IwVri), a. Her. [a. F. barn' barred, f.
j

barrer to 1 AH] (A field) Divided horizontally j

into a number of equal parts by bars of two colours
'

arranged alternately.
1486 Mt. St. Allnins, Her. D. vij, He berith barri of siluer

and sable. 1572 HOSSKW \.\.\. Annorie n. 31 b, The bla/on
. . how they dilTer from playne armes barrie. [See quota- '

tiuii for BKNDV.J 1864 !!<>< Tia.r. Heraldry Hist. <$ Pop. xv.
j

211 This shield of JJe Grey with the barry field.

Barry-be*ndy a., divided into both bars and

bends, with colours alternating. Barry-ne'buly
a., barry, but with the lines bounding the bars

j
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made wavy. Barry-pi'ly ., divided into a number
of equal 'piles' or wedge-shaped pieces, horizontally

arranged, and alternately coloured.
1611 (JwiLUM Heraldry v. iii. (1660) 369, iv. 371.

t Barse. Obs. exc. dial. [Common Teut: OE.
b;vrs, bears (ibars] = MDu. bars, Du. baars, MHG.
/wj,Ger. barsch) f. root *bar$~, bors-, whence OI1G.

burst, OE. byrst, Sc. birse 'bristle.'] Name of a

species of fish : the original form of the word sub-

sequently corrupted to BASE, and BASS(E ; still

retained in some dialects.
(iooo ^ELFRIC Gloss in Wi\lcker/i8o LnJ>tt$ t

net scardo,
baers. t 1050 Ags. I

7
oc. ibid. 7293 Lypus, baen>. 1753

CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Barse, in ichthyology, an English
name for the common pearch. 1860 H. RILEY Liber
Cvstutx, Gloss., Hardits

t
a perch, which in Cumberland

and Westmoreland is still known as barse.

Barselette, -slett, var. BEKCELET, Obs., hound.

Barst(e, obs. pa. t. of BURST v.

Barstness,dial.f. BURST(EN)NESS, Obs., rupture.

Bart., an abbreviation of the title BAHONET,
commonly written after the name of one who holds

that rank, to supplement the prefixed Sir, also given
to a Knight ; e.g. Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Bart.

1813 THOMPSON in Examiner 26 Apr. 270/2 When he saw
Bart, against a man's name, he thought it stood for

'

bartered.'

t Bartave'l. Obs. rarc~ l

. [a. F. bartavelh,
a name given, according to Lavallee, on account of
the bird's monotonous note, f. med.L. bartavella

for vertevella (cf. IV. bartaveo) windlass, f. vcrtcre

to turn.] The Red Partridge.
1773 HARRINGTON in Phil, Trans,, LXIII. 273 wtf/t*, P.uffon

contends that the 7repfii of Aristotle docs not mean the
common partridge, but the bartavel. (1819 in RKKS Cyc/.
s. v. Tetrati, The b.irtavelle of Buffon , . the Greek or great
red partridge of Willughby. ]

Bartelemy, a. F. Barthclemy BARTHOLOMEW.
Barter (bautai), v. [App. a derivative form-

ation from baral, BAKHAT v. ; cf. sense of F. baratcr
'
to cheat, cousen. . to trucke, scoursc, barter, ex-

change' (Cotgr.), in Godefroy = 'troquer, echanger'
under date 13/3. It. barattare 'to barter, truckr,

chop and change one thing for another
'

(Florio
1 59S),8p. baratar'tQ sell cheape, or deceive.' With
the final -KK, cf. baiter, falter, stutter; but an in-

termediate form * barat~cr connecting barat and
barter has not been found.]
1. trans. '1 o give (a commodity) in exchange for

something taken as of equivalent value; distin-

guished from purchase and sell, which imply that

money is given for the commodity. To barter away :

to dispose of by barter; cf. also 2. Const. fo>'

(wif/i obs.) a thing, with a person.
(1440 Protttp, Pan 1

, 25 Bartryn or changyn, or chafare
oone thynge for a othere, canttno. 1530 P.M.S(,R. 444;'! It is

a comen feate of marchauntes to barter \trocq uer\ ware for

ware. 1590 SHAKS. i Hen, I 7, i. iv. 31 But with a baser
man of Arms by farre, Once, in contempt, they would liaue

barter'd me. 1669 GAM-: Crt. Gentiles \..\. iv. 23 They, by
frequent Commerce . . barter and exchange commodities,
each with other, a 1704 LOCKE tj.'i He also bartered away
plums that would have rotted in a week, for nuts that woijld
last good . . a whole year. 1796 CoLEKIDGE^ffjw. Melanch.
Let. \Vks. I. 87 Barter for food the jewels of his crown.

1833 HT. MAIUINEAI: (Charmed Sea iv. 44 Those who have
little merchandise to barter away.
2. Jig. a. To exchange.
1602 WARNER Alb. fcttg. ix. xlix. (1612) 226 Such hearts to

barter blowes. 1664 H. MOKK Myst. Iniij. v. 12 They have
..bartered away one great evil for several others. 1848
KINGSLEY Saint's Trag. in. i. 18, I but barter Less grief for

greater.
b. To part with for a consideration, usually a

mercenary or unworthy one ; to bargain away.
1664 Decay Chr. Piety (J.) They will barter away their

time. 1764 GOI.DSM. Trtiv. 305 E'en liberty itself is barter'd
here. 1862 (18 Dec.) BRIGHT Atner., Sp. (1876) no Writers
of eminence and honour who will not barter human 'rights
for the patronage of the great. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches
iii. 49 The greatest hour of the age was bartered away.
3. intr. To trade by exchange of commodities.

1485 in Arnold Chrtm. (1811) 229 To selle, barter, and
occupye in our sayd land is and lordships. 1635 (JUARLES
Emblem* n. v. 11718* 83 With thy bastard bullion thou hast
barter'd for wares of price. 1865 lAVUKUnotntZamfosixut*
391 We did not see much evidence of a wish to barter.

Barter .ba-Jto-i), sb. [f. prec. vb.]
1. The act or practice of trafficking by exchange

of commodities ; truck.

1592 VU.ST Symbol. 11 j. 26 The putting of such thtnges
in fellowship or barter. 1677 YARRANTON Saf. Imprw, 186
In the way of barter, the Pin-Makers may'have .. Bacon
from Shrewsbury for Pins. 1796 BUKKE Regie. /VrttvWks.

^VIII. 334 Differences arising from the spirit of huckstering
and barter. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trim. xx. 407 Salt . . and
calico are the common medium of barter.

2. Jig. Exchange, interchange.
1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxxii, I will exchange no more cuffs

with thee, having been a loser by the barter. 1844 Ki\<;-
I.AKE Eothen ii. 118781 24 We made our sullen way through
the darkness with scarcely one barter of words.
3. Goods to be bartered or traded in by exchange.
1740 FKLTON (J.) Ladies that change plate for china : for

which the laudable traffick of old clothes is much the fairest
barter. 1800 STI'AKT in li'ellesley I) is/*. 577 Piece goods
and grain may be made barter for any quantity of coffee.

BARTIZAN.

4. Arith. The computation of the quantity or

value of one commodity, to be given for a known

quantity and value of another; the 'rule' or method
of computing this.

Barterer (bautarai). [f. as prec. + -ER.] One
who barters

;
a petty or mercenary trafficker.

1611 COTGR., Pernititatenr^ a barterer, exchanger. 1624
F. WHITK Repl. I-'isher 564 The onely or principal! Key-
bearer, and Barterer of this Treasurie. 1794 CoutUDGE
Relig. HfMtitlff vii, Soul -hardened barterers of human
blood. 1837 W. WARE Lett.fr. Palmyra xiii. (1860) 306 A
community of money-makers, hucksters, and barterers.

Ba*rtering, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ixoi.]

Trading or trafficking by exchange of commodities.
c 1440 Promp. Parr. 25 Bartrynge, or changynge of

chafyre, cambium. 1485 Act i Hen. I
7ll

t viii, The said

Sale or Batterings of them. 1674 Ch. <$ Crt. Rome 7 Shall
the bartering for Masses .. be laid aside? 1851 MAYHEW
Loud. Labour 324 The crockery-ware and glass-sellers, .are

peculiar from their principle of bartering.

t Ba'rtery. Obs. Also 6 bar-try, 7 bar-trie,

-terie. [f. J-SAKTEK + -Y. Cf. BARRATRY, and It.

baratteria '

bartring or chaffring one thing for

another' (Florio idn).]
1. Traffic by exchange, barter

;
=

prec.
1570 Act 13 Eliz. vii. i Using .. the Trade of Mer-

chandize by way of Bargaining, Exchange, Rechange,
Bartry. 1662 FULLER Worthies \\. 8 By the bartery or

change of Wares and Commodities.

2. Wares for barter or exchange.
"1638 MKIIE ll'ks. i. xi. 45 They permitted a Market of

Oxen and Sheep, Doves and other bartery.

Bartes, Sc. var. BKKTAHCE, -ACHE
;
cf. BARTIZAN.

t Earth. Obs. exc. dial. [Origin unknown.
Welsh barfIt 'floor' does not explain the sense.

\Yedg\vood suggests derivation from OK. beorgan
'

to protect, shelter,' but no instance is known of the

required OK. derivative *beorhp. See BERTH.] A
warm sheltered place for cattle and sheep.
1573 TUSSKH Hnsb. (1878' 73 Warme barth giue lams.

fbia. 62 In tempest ,. Warme barth, vnder hedge, is a
sucker to beast. 1674 RAY .S'. <$ E. Countr. Wds. 58 Barth,
a warm place or pasture for calves or lambs. [So 1727
BRADLEY Fain. Diet.}

Barthclomean (bar)>p:10mrin), a. [f. L.

Bartholomse.-ust Gr. Bap9oAo^ar-os + -AN.] Of or

pertaining to Bartholomew or Bartholomew's-day.
1645 HOWELL Dodonas Gr. 49 The Trinacrian Vespers,

and Bartholomean Massacre, were nothing to this.

Bartholomew (bailjp'Wmiw). Also 6 Bartel-

mewe, -tylmew, -tilmew, 7 -tholmew, -thlo-

mew
; and, after F. Barthchmy, 7- Bartlemy

(baut'lmi*, 7 Bartelemy, 8 Bartlemy. [partly
ad. L. Bartholomxus, Gr. BapOokopaios ; partly a.

F. Barthelemy]
a. Name of one of the twelve apostles, the festival

in whose honour is held on the 24th of August
{Bartholomew-day) -tide}. b. On this day, in

1572, took place the great massacre of the Protes-

tants in France. c. On the same day, in 1662,
the penalties of the English Act of Uniformity
(Bartholomew Act} came into force. d. At the

same time of year, a fair was held annually from

1133 to 1^5, at West Smitiifield (Bartholomew

Fair} ; whence the name was applied to articles

sold at it, e.g. Bartholomew-baby or -puppet (a

doll), -beeft -boar-pig, -ware ; see also quot. 1777.
a. 155^-3 JHI<. Ch. Goods Staffordsh, 61, ij challeses were

stolne owte of the churche abowt Bartelmewe tyde. c 1626
Dick ofDwon iv. i. /' Old PI. 11883) H. 59 What a buzzing
you make, as if you were a fly at llartholomew-tyde at a
JIutcher's stall. 1678 Trial Colfinan 80 Where was you
the last Bartholomew day? 1854 THACKERAY Afoncmwv I.

253 It being the Bartlemytide vacation.

b. 1b. 1646 BUCK Rich. Ill, 63 A glimpse like that Barthol-

mew in France . . All such slaughters from thence call'd

Bartelemies . . in a perpetuall Stigma of that Butchery.
0. 1711 B. SAOIKVEKKLL Sac/ier. agst. Sac/ni>. 15 Being

silenc'd by the Bartholomew-Act, he retir'd to Stalbridge.
d. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. //', n. iv. 250 Thou whorson little

tydie Jiartholmew Bore-pigge. 1614 B. JONSON Bartholo-
mew /''air i. vi. (N.) For the very calling it a Bartholomew

pig, and to eat it so, Is a spice of idolatry, c 1645 HOWELL
Lett, (1650) I. 2 Freighted with mere Bartholomew ware,
with trite and trivial phrases only. 1660 HKXHAM Dutch
Diet., Gcroockt v/fcsc/i, smoaked meate, or Bartholomew
beefe. 1668 R. LESTRANGE K/JF. QHCV. (17081 30 Rolling
their Eyes dike a Bartlemy-Puppet, without so much as

moving the Head*. 1670 BROOKS If/As. (1867* VI. 51 Men
.. were dressed up like fantastical antics, and women like

Bartholomew-babies. 1711 SHAKTKSB. C//arar.( 17371 I* 2^ A
choice droll or puppet-show at Bart'lemy-fair. 1777 HOWARD
Prisons Kng, (1780) 177 There are four floors [in the Fleet]
.. besides the cellar-floor, called Bartholomew-Fair.

Bartizan {ba-itizarnX [In no dictionary before

1800; not in Todd 181 8, nor Craig 1847. Appar-
ently first used by Sir Walter Scott, and due to a

misconception of a i/th c. illiterate Sc. spelling,

bcrtiscne, for hertisingt i.e. bretisiHgt BKATTJCING, f.

brctasce ^BBATTICE^ a. OF. hreteschc, 'battlemented

parapet, originally of wood and temporary.' Bar-
tizan is thus merely a spurious

' modern antique/
which had no existence in the times to which it is

attributed.]
A baltlementtd parapet at the lop of a castle or



BABTIZANED.

church; esp, an over-hanging haitlementcd turret

projecting from an angle at the top of a tower, ttc.

[ciyjs WYCLIK Sel. U'ks. (1869) I. 791 PC bluest part of his

tour ts briteysing of charite. 1483 Catk. Angl. 43/1 Rretas-

Vnge i propitgnttculitm, 1651 Rcc. Pittcnweeui in Statist.

Ace. IV. 376 (JAM.) That the morn afternoon the town's

colours be put upon the bertLsene of the steeple.] 1808

SCOTT Mann. vi. ii, Its varying circle did combine Kul-

wark, and bartisan, and line. 1814 IVav. xiii, A bartizan,
or projecting gallery, before the windows of her parlour.

1859 TURNER Dour. Archit, III. iv. 146 Small stone closets,

called Harttzans or machicoulis, are thrown out on corbels

immediately over the doorway.
aitrib. 1801 SCOTT Eve ofSt. Joint 127 He mounted the

narrow stair, To the bartizan seat. [See also the Introd.
\

Jig. iSaiJoANNA UAILLIE Met. Leg. Lady J, B. Concl. 15
Bartizan of braided locks.

Bartiza-iiecl, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -Ei>2.] Fur-

nished with a bartizan or bartizans.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxvi, A half-circular turret, battlc-

mented, or, to use the appropriate phrase, barti/an'd on the

top. 1834 H. MILLER Scent's fy Leg. \\. (.1857) 79 A small

court . . bartisaned and turreted.

Bartlemy: see BARTHOLOMEW.
i Ba'rtolist. Obs. [f. Bartolo, name of an emi-

nent Italian lawyer born 1313 + -1ST.] A student

of Bartolo ; one skilled in the law.
i6oz DANIEL Kp. Sir T. Egerton xiii, These great Italian

Bartolists Called in of purpose to explain the law.

Barton (bft'Jtan). Forms ; i bere-tun, 7 bar-

ten, berton, 7-9 dial, barken, 6- barton. [OK.
b^re-titn barley-enclosure, courtyard, farmstead,

etc., f. bye barley (see BEAU sb*} + tiin enclosure :

see TOWN. Cf. BARN, OE. berc-xrn]
T 1. A threshing-floor. Obs. ; only in OE.
^950 Lindisf. Go$p. Matt. iii. 12 Derh clasnsade bere-tun

[Vulg. areani] his.

2. A farm-yard. (The regular modern sense.)

1552 HULOET, IJarton or place enclosed where husbandry
is vsed, cokors. 1674 RAY S. <$ K. Countr. Wt/s. 58 A
Barken or (as they use it in Sussex! Barton : a yard of a
house, a backside. 1721 BAILEY, Barton . . a Backside,
Fold-yard or Out-house. 1816 SOUTITKY Poet's /'t'/^r. in. 41
Spacious bartons clean, well-wall'd around, Where all the
wealth of rural life was found.
attrib. 1787 WINTER Syst. Hush. 59 Stale urine and barton

draining,are greatly preferable to dung. i86zB.\UNES/v/y/<
T
.y

Dorset Dial. I. 79 Flop Down into barken pon'.

3. A demesne farm
;

the demesne lands of a

manor, not let out to tenants, but retained for

the lord's own use.

[Afonast. Angl, II. 887 iDu Cange\ Kt in Birtonia men
de Cadeham unuin locum ad construendam aliam grangiam.
1393 Rot. 17 Rich. II tSpelman*, Gulielmus le Scrope ..

habet Castrum, villam et bertonam de Marlebergh.] 1587
FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd III. 303/2 He also did .. pur-
chase the lordship and house of Clist Sachisfidd, and . . did

inlarge the Barton thereof, by gaining of Cornish wood.
i6oz CAHEW Cornwall 36 a, That part of the demaines,
which appertaineth to the Lord's dwelling house, they call

his Rarten* or Berton. 1724 Land. Caz. No. 6253/3 'l'ne
Barton of Tregarrick . . contains 80 Acres of . . good Land,
150 Acres of good Arable, etc. 1813 VANCOUVER Agric.
Devon 253 A fine grove of Scotch and silver fir on the
barton of Bridestow.
attrib. -1630 RISDON Snrv. Devon 91 The barton

tenants [cf. BARTOXKK]. 1708 Loud. Caz. No. 4412/3 The
Barton-House of Kentaberry.

f 4. An enclosure for poultry, a pen. Obs,

155* HULOET, Inclusnre called a barton to feade fowles in,
clwrs, 1756 NUGKNT Montesquieu s Spir. Laws 117581 II.

xxxi. xviii. 452 The eggs of the bartons of his demesnes.

1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. ^Morelh, A barton for poultry,
gallinaritan.

f5. Used to translate L. cavxdiuni \ The inner

court of a Roman house. Obs.

1519 HORMAN Vulg. 138 Moche of the showre felle into the
loner: but moche more into the barton [L. catted'tiun}.

Ba'rtoner. [f. prec. + -EU 1
.] i.See quot.)

1832 BOUCHKR s.v. Barton, The persons who took care of,
and managed such reserved lands were called bcrtonarii,
i.e. bartoners, or husbandmen.

Bartram, obs. form of BERTRAM, q.v.
II Bartsia <J>aMtsia). Bot. [named by Linna-us

after Bartsch of Konigsberg.] A genus of Scrophn-
lariacex. B. Odontites is a wayside weed in Britain,
with dull purple flowers and purplish stem.

'753 i'1 CHA.MKKKS Cycl. Stij>p, 1861 S. THOMSON M'ild
Flowers in. (ed. 4} 246 The dull-looking bartsia, with its ..

conspicuous bracteas. 1863 BAKING-GOULD Iceland 190
The rich purple flowers of Alpine bartsia.

Barune, Baruot, obs. ff. BARREN', BAREFOOT.

Barvel, -ell (bauvel). [? phonetic corruption
of barm-fell leather apron : see BAKM sbl 3.] A
kind of leather apron.
1878 HALUWKLL, Barrel, a short leathern apron worn by

washerwomen; a slabbering bib. Kent. 1883 Chamb. Jrnt.
271 The man . . dressed in a petticoat barvel is cutting away
the fish. 1883 Fisheries Exkih. Catat. 217 Petticoat BarvelL
Uarvell or Apron . . Common Barvell.

BarWOOd (bauwud). fprob. so named from its

being sent over in bars ; cf. hgivood^ A red wood
imported from the Gaboon and adjacent parts of

Africa, used chiefly for dyeing purposes, and also
for ramrods and violin bows. It is the produce of
the Baphita nitida.

1788 CLAKKSON Iinjwl. Slave 7V. 7 The first African
woods, that were known to be objects of commercial im-

portance, were Camwood and Ilunvood. 1861 Du Chailiifs

685

Eqtieit. AJr. x. 121 The bar-wood of commerce Is the heart
or main part of the trunk.

t Ba ry, v. Obs. rare~ l

. [a. OF. bari-er^ later

barrier : L. barrl-re, f. harms elephant ; cf. BARRZJ.]
intr. To utter the peculiar cry of an elephant.
1594 jnd R,-p. Fa/fstns in Thorns E. E. Pr. Rom. 18581 III.

399 His meekness turned into rage, and began to rise and

Dfljy,
and stamp.

Barya, var. BARIA, obs. name for BARYTA.

Barycentric (bEerise-ntrik),<7. [f. Gr. f3apv-s

heavy + tcwrp-ov centre + -ic.] Of or pertaining
to the centre of gravity.

Baryphony (bari-ftfm). Mat.
[f. Gr. &api>-$

heavy, deep + <f>ojvri voice.] Difficulty of speech.
t Ba'ryt. Chcm. Obs. [a. I

1

', baryte, ad. mod.L.

barytes \ see BARYTK.S.] = next.

1794 PKAKSON in Phil. Trans. I,XXXIV. 395 Nitrate and
muriate of baryt. 1809 ibid. XCIX. 327 Precipitation
willi muriate of baryt.

Baryta (bararta). Chan. Also obs.) barita.

[f. next : see quot. Cf. also BARIA.] The prot-
oxide of barium

;
an alkaline earth distinguished

by its great weight.
'1809 YOI-NC in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 151 Phosphate of

h;irita. Il'itf. 154 fyarytcs t
as a single (ircck word, means

Weight . . but as the name of a stone, accented on the second

syllable, it must be written tariffs; and the pure earth may
properly be called barita. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos.

^38 Witherite, or carbonate of baryta.
attrib. 1877 W. THOMSON I 'oy. Challenger I. i. 26 Baryta-

water of known strength.

Barytes J>ar;>H7z). Chan. [mod. f. Gr. fiapvs

heavy (in reference to its great weight), partly
assimilated to names of minerals in -ITKS, Gr. -ITTJS

(whence some early chemists preferred barites : see

prec.). Cf. mod.K. baryte, and trachyte^
f 1. = BARYTA. (Ocens. aitrib.'} Obs.

1791 HAMILTON Rerthollcfs Dyeing I. I. i. v. 86 Solutions
of lime . . [and] barytes, are not decomposed. 1802 Cni-.viiNix

in /'////. Trans. XCII. 341 No precipitate took place from
a mixture of barytes-water and strontia-water, 1854 K.
]>AI\KWI;LL Ceol, 32 A lining of sulphate of barytes.
2. Native sulphate of barium, heavy spar, BARITK.
1789 A. CRAWFORD in Mcd. Contm. II. 301 The medicinal

properties of the Muriated Barytes. i82z IMISON^C. <\ Art
II. 90 Barytes is used as a white paint, under the name of

fermanent
white. 1878 LAWRKNCK Cdtfas Rocks Class. 41

iarytes seldom occurs as an independent rock.

BarytlC '

v bari-tik), a. Chew.
[f. prec. 4- -ic.]

Of, pertaining to, or containing baryta or barium.

1789 A. CRAWFORD in Mcd. C^niin. II. 349 The purity of
the barytic salt. 1831 T. P. JONKS Confers. Chcnt. ,\vii. 176
Unrytic water...i solution of baryta in water, is kept as
a test by the chemUt.

Barytine, Barytite, synonyms of BAHITK.

Baryto- vbarsi-t^), comb, form of BARYTA, as in

Baryto-ca'lcite, a carbonate of barium and cal-

cium. Baryto-cele'stite, a sulphate of barium
and strontium. Both found as native minerals.

Barytone, -itone (,b^' rit 'T"n )> sb. and a.

Forms : 7 bariton, barritone, 9 baritone, bary-
ton, 8-9 barytone, [a. F. barytone, or It. bari-

tone, ad. Gr. fiapvrovos deep-sounding, f. @apv-s

heavy, deep + roVos pitch, TONE.]
A. si'.

1. The malevoice ofcompass intermediate between
tenor and bass, ranging from lower A in the bass

clef to lower F in the treble clef.

1609 Doyi.ASD Oniithflp.Microl. 84 Of the Baritone. The
Bassus . . is the lowest part of each Song. Or it is an Har-
mony to be sung with a deepe voyce, which is called Bari-
tonns. 1859 (fi-:o. ELIOT A. Bedc \ The strong barytone . .

which was heard above the sound of plane and hammer,
singing Awake, my soul.

fig. 1870 LowEi.r, Among jiiy Bks. n. 240 Harmonies.,
deep and eternal, like the undying barytone of the sea.

2. A singer possessing a barytone voice.
1821 BYRON Juan iv. Ixxxix, Our baritone . . A pretty lad,

but bursting with conceit. 1878 GROVE Diet. Music I. 127
Offered him an engagement as principal barytone.
3. A musical instrument of deep sound: 7 a. a

kind of bass viol now obsolete
;
b. see quot. i SSo.

1685 Loud. C-az. No. 2088/4 Some performance upon the
J^arritone. f 1790 HAYDS {title) Concertos for baryton with
accompaniment of two violins and bass. 1880 GROVE Diet.
J\ltts. J. 139 Baritone, the name usually applied to the
smaller bass saxhorn in Hb or C.

4. Grk. Gram. A barytone word : see B. 2.

B. adj.
1. Of the voice : Having a compass intermediate

between bass and tenor, b. Of music: Suited for

a barytone voice, c. Of a singer : Possessing a

barytone voice.

1729 SWIFT Corr. (1841! II. 628, I recommend one Mr.
Mason., a barytone voice, for the vacancy. 1861 Sat.
Jfcr. 16 Dec. 611 The present fashion of writing at the
extreme end of the baritone register. 1871 PALGRAVE Lyr.
Poems 50 And the deep rich oily Te Deuin By the barytone
canon sung.
2. Grk. Gram. Not having the acute accent on

the last syllable.
1828 WAI.KICK Diet. Introd. 65 The tendency to the bary-

tone pronunciation in the noun \.prof>hciy\ and the oxytone
in the verb \/>rop!icsy\ 1863 Kndim. Grk. Lang. Kdin.
Acad. 184 Words unaccented on the last syllable art; called

barytone. 1881 CHANDLER Grk. Accent. 905 When words

BASAN.
are combined in a sentence .. oxytone^ become barytone,
except before a colon, a full slop, etc.

t Bar*ytoni:ze, v. Obs. rare- 1

. [?f. prec. +
-IZE

;
but cf. Y. l

barilonncr to wag, or dangle, vp
anddowne' (Cotgr.).]
1633 URQI.'HART Rabelais i. vii, [Gargantua] would Idll

and rock, himself in the cradle., monocordising with his

Fingers and barytonising with his Tail.

Baryum, obs. form of BARIUM.
Bas, obs. form of BASK a.

Basal (b^-sal), a. (sl>.) [f.
BASK sb. + -AI,.]

1. Pertaining to, situated at, or forming the base.
In Bot. Situated at the base of the ovary. Basal

plane and cleavage in Crystallog. : one parallel to

the lateral or horizontal axis.

1828 KIKHY & Si>. Kntomol. III. xxxii. 330 The elytra
have a basal gibbosity. 1845 DAKWIN I'oy. Nut. xii. 118791
254 Geologising the basal parts of the Andes. 1870 HOOKER
Stud. Flora 314 Amaranthacea; . . ovules . . basal.

2. jig. Fundamental.
1865 KI'SMNKI.L ricur. Sacr. in. v. 11868) 330 A much

deeper and more nearly basal office. 1883 H. DUIMMOND
Nat. Law in -S//r. /*'. 378 Classification should ret on the
most l)a>al characteristics,

3. Comb.t %s> basal-nerved
%
'with nerves all spring-

ing from the base of the leaf.' Gray Bot. 'I\'.\t-bk.

B. as sb. A basal part ; spec, one of the basal

plates encircling the stem of the crinoids.

1877 HL-XLKY Anat. Int'. An. ix. 589 The basals coalescing
into the rosette are hidden by the first radials. 1881 Nature
4 Aug. 305 Those species of J'entacrinus in which the basals
form a complete ring.

Ba'Sally, adv.
[f. prec. + -i.v ^.] As a base or

basis, fundamentally.
1882 J. STIRLING Text~&k. Kant 208 The first rundttion,

that , . must . . basally underlie objects, .so far as form is

concerned . . in the mind.

Basalt ,bas</H, bre-solt). Min. [ad. L. basaltes,

(originally an African word, Pliny), long used in

Kng. unchanged.]
1. A kind of trap rock ;

a greenish- or brownish-
black rock, igneous in origin, of compact U-xttiic

and considerable hardness, composed of augile or

hornblende containing titaniferous magnetic iron

and crystals of feldspar (labradorite), often lying
in columnar strata, as at the Giant's Causeway
in Ireland, and JKingal's Cave in the Hebrides.

(Pliny's basaltes was probably a variety of Sye-
nite.)
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxvi. vii. ff n The .Egyptians also

found in /Kthyopia another kind of Marble which they call

Basaltes, resembling yronas well in colmir as hardnes. 1694
-MoLYNKL'x Giants Causeway in /'/;//. Trans. XVIII. 181
Our Irish IJasaltes is composed of Columns. 1789 M us.

Piozzi Jonrn. France II. 364 Its composition seemed black
basalt. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Client, iv. 195 liasalt or

whinstone. 1837 W. IRVINU Capt. lion >u-^ilie 11849) 3'7
Prismoids of basaltes, rising to the height of fifty or sixty
feet. 1845 DAKWIN I'oy. .\ttt. ix. 11852' 180 The Hasalt is

only Lava, which has flowed beneath the sea.

b. attrib. and in comb., as in basa/t rock, -huildin^.

1769 RASPK in P/iil. Trans. LXI. 580 Our basalt rocks
diner from those of the Giant's Causeway. 1873 TRISTRAM
Moah ix. 174 The basalt-building inhabitants.

2. A black porcelain invented by Wedgwood.
1832 G. PoRTi-nt Porcelain 17 Ilasaltes, or black ware.,

was a black porcelainous biscuit, having nearly the same,

properties as the natural stone.

Basaltic (basjHtik), a. [f. prec. + -ic.] Of,

consisting of, of the nature of, or resembling basalt.

1772 PKNXANT Tours Scot. 117741161 J!a*altic, a term I

Eruptions of basaltic lava.

Basaltiform (basj-ltif^im), a.
ff.

as prec. +

.(l)FOBM.] Having the form of basalt.

1791 BKDDOES in Phil. Trnns. LXXXI. 51 Uasaltiform
colonnades of granite. 1876 PACK Advd.^Ttxt'&k, Gcot.
xix. 377 The basaltiform structure of the carboniferous traps.

Basaltine (bas^-ltin), a. \0bs. [f. as prec. +
-INE.]

= BASALTIC.

1774 STRANGK in /'////. Trans. LXV. 14 The profusion of
basaltine phenomena in .. Auvergne. 1796 l\fe>RSK Amcr.
dcog, II. 12 Basaltine pillars are very common in Iceland.

t Basa'ltin(e. Min. Obs.
[f. as prec.] A

kind of basaltic hornblende, classed by Dana as

an aluminous variety of Pyroxene ;
a crystal of

this mineral.

1794 KH:\VAN Mitt. I. 219 Hasaltine. Basaltic Hornblende,
or Crystallized Hornhk-ntle, of Werntr. 1811 PINKKKTON
Petral. 1. 9 The trap of the Swedes, ith a fine grain, is here
called basaltin.

Basaltoid (bas9'Hoid), a.
[f. BASALT + -OID.]

= BASALTJTOEM. [in mod. Diets.]

Basail, bazan (bru-zan). Also 8 bazin. [a. F.

basane, vCotgr. bazaac, Palsgr. basannc), prob. ad.

Pr. *bazana, a. Sp. bai/ana (med.L. bci/anu}, ad.

Arab, ijliaj bitanah, lining, 'inside'; see also the

Kng. corruption BASIL sb2, BAZIL.] Sheep-skin
tanned in oak- or larch-bark ; distinguished from

roan, which is tanned in sumach.
1714 Ft: Ilk. ofRates 153 Cloth made of Hemp, Fustians,

or Bazins. 1851 TURNER DOIH. Anltit. II. iii. 126 The pre-
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pared sheepskin called bazan. 1863 HANSETT F>ibliof>cgia
led. 61 104 The cover is of black basin, the back full gilt.

Basanite (bwtfrait). Min. [ad. L. basamlcs

(lapis}, in Pliny, f. Gr. ftaaavos touchstone, test.]

A velvet-black siliceous variety of quartz, used on
account of its blackness and hardness for testing
the purity of precious metals, by means of the

mark left after rubbing the metal upon it.

[1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., B-.i&anitcs . . the touchstone
used for trying gold.J 1794 KIRWAN Min. I. 307 Basanite.

Lydian stone of Werner. Black Jasper of some. 1850
Miilicrs Anc. Art 403 Statue of the Nile, .ot basanite.

Basar, obs. form of BAZAAR.
Bas bleu (,ba,bl<)'). Qhs. [French rendering

of Kng. BLUE-STOCKING, q.v.] A *

blue-stocking,'
a literary lady.
1801 HAN. MORK Bas bleu Wks. I. 13 Or how Aspasia's

parties shone, The first Bas-hleii at Athens known. 1808

Miss Talbot's Lett. Introd. 15 The appellation which the

company that assembled at her [Mrs. Vesey's] house ac-

quired of the Bas bleu. 1821 BYRON Juan iv. c.xii. (MS.
reading, By measuring the intensity ofblue ;

I'll back a
a London has against Peru.

tBa'Scaud. Ohs. Used to english L. bascauda, in-

stead of adopting the doubtful translation BASKET.
1647 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal v$\ From British Picts the

barbarous bascaud came.

Bascaudal (btvsk^-dal), a.
[f.

L. hascauda,
taken as meaning BASKET + -AL!.] Of or per-

taining to a basket or basket-work.

1870 Archyol. XI, III. 367 iD.) In a cup .. deeper than

usual, the bascaudal character was confined to the upper part.

Baschar, -at, obs. forms of BASHAW, PASHA.

I)
Bas chevalier (baiJ>vnUv\ [F. bas low,

chevalier knight.]
' Low or Inferiour Knights, by

bare Tenure of a Military Fee, as distinguished
from Bannerets and Baronets.' Phillips 1706 ;

whence in mod. Diets.
i Founded on an erroneous derivation of BACHELOR.)

Bascinet, variant of BASINET.

t Ba'SCUence. Obs. The Basque language.
-1645 HOWKI.L Lrtt, v. 11650' 164, I have bin shewn for

Irish and Ba^cuence Imperfect rules couchd in an Acci-

dence. 1696 I'Hii.i.Ti's, /iascnence, the language of a Coun-
try of Spain called Biscay.

Bascu.lati.oii [bseskil^*Jan). Sm-g. [mod. f.

F. basculer to see-saw, f. bascule
;

see next and
-AT i ON.] A term applied to the movement by
which retroversion of the uterus is remedied.
1881 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Bascule J-wski//!). [a. F. bascule, formerly
bafitle a see-saw, f. battre to beat, bump, or has

low, down T fill the posteriors.] An apparatus act-

ing on the principle of the lever or pulley, whereby
one end is raised when the other is depressed ; csp.

in Bascule-bridge, a kind of drawbridge, balanced

by a counterpoise which rises or falls, usually into

a prepared pit, as the bridge is lowered or raised.

1678 Phil. Trans. XII. 1007 At the Kxtremity of this

Bascule is ty'd a Cord which passes through the Pully.

1883 Pall Mall G. it Sept. 11/2 A weighing machine on
the bascule principle. 1884 Daily AVay 29 Oct. 5/3 A '

bas-

cule' or lifting bridge .. would be more speedily opened
than a swing bridge . . Steamboats and small craft generally
would not require the opening of the bascule

Base (b<
T
''s), jtf.i Forms : 4 7 basse, 4-6

baas, 4 bas, bays, 7 bass, 4- base. [a. F. Iwse

(i2th c. in Littre) : L. bas-is, a. Gr. $a<ns a step-

ping, also that on which one steps or stands,

pedestal, base, f. &a- 'walk, go.' The MK. spellings

bas, baas, basse, indicate confusion with BASE a.,

which, in Fr., isdistinct inorigin and pronunciation.]
I. The lowest or supporting part.

*
generally*

1. The bottom of any object, when considered as

its support, or as that on which it stands or rests'.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. r. A. 999 lasper hy^t be fyrst gemme
pat I on be fyrst basse con wale. ('1391 CHATCKR Astrol.
ii. 41 b, |>e baas of be tour. Ibid. 43a, To knowe J?e

hey^te of Jrynges, }if bou mayst natcome to be bas of a byng.
< 1440 rrotnp. J'arv. 20 Bace, or fundament, basis. 1483
Cat/i.Augl. 23 Base ir r

. r. Bays ,
basis. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I',

HI. i. 13 As doth a galled Rocke O'erhang and iutty his

confounded Base. 1613 HKY\VOOI> Sifa. Age n. i. Wks.

1874 III. 120 Let all yon .starry structure from his basses
Shrmke to the earth. 1759 JOHNSON Rassclas xxx. 11787) 88
When they came to the great pyramid they were astonished
at the extent of the base. 1862 STANLEY J"<ii>. Ch. (18771 I.

ix. 182 From the Jabbok up to the base of Hermon. 1866

TATE Brit. Mollnsks iv. 149 At the bases of the trees.

2. fig. Fundamental principle, foundation, ground-
work.
c 1500 BfavboVs Test, in Halliw. Nngx P. 2 1'hisike . .

Whiche men callen lisas naturall. 1581 LAMIIARDK Hircn.
iv. v. (15881 505 Enditements . . be the ohiefe base and

groundworke whereupon the whole Triall is afterward to be

built. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ej>. I. x. (1686)28 Hereby
he undermineth the Base of Religion. 1738 WHSLKY Psalms
xxxvi, Nor Earth can shake, nor Helt remove The Base of

thine eternal Love. 1879 GREKN Read. Eng. Hist. xx. 100

Henry's charter .. was at once welcomed as a base for the

needed reforms.

fb. (Iround of action or attitude. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. v. i. 78 Anthonio [is] . . on base and

ground enough Orsino's encinie. a 1628 F. GKLVILLK in Karr's

S. P. (1845^ I. iT2 That man . . nothing yet done amisse And
so in him no base of this defection, Should fall from God.
* *

specifically and technically-
3. Arch. a. The part of a column, consisting of

the plinth and various mouldings, between the

bottom of the shaft and top of the pedtstal, or,

if there is no pedestal, between the shaft and the

pavement.
(1325 E. E. A/lit. P. B. 1278 J>e bases of be bryjt posies.

c 1400 Destr. Troy v. 1652 Pight into pilers prudly to shewe
The bases and bourdurs all of bright perle. 1563 SufTE
Arc/tit. C j 1), Vpon the which Base shalbe set Scapus, or
the body of the pillor. 1643 BUKKOUGHES EJC. Hosca
ii. (16521 174 God many times raises up golden pillars upon
leaden Bases. 1734 Builder's Diet. s. v., The Corinthian
Base has two Tores, two Scotia's, and two Astragals. 1866
FREEMAN Xorm. Cong. II. x. 514 Of Eadward's minster no-

thing is left save a few bases of pillars.

b. The plinth and mouldings which form the

slightly projecting part at the bottom of the wall
of a room. C. The lowest course of masonry in

a building.
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 165 Bases and Surbases

for Rooms.
4. A pedestal.
c 1440 BIBI.I: i Wyclifi Ex. xxxi. 9 tMS. It The greet . . la-

uatorie with his baas [1388 foundement]. 1463 Bury II 'ih's

(1850' 19 That the ymage of oure lady . . be set vp . . with
the baas redy therto. 1614 RALKKJH Hist, ll'orld n. 272
These shee mounted on two great Bases or Pedestals of the

same Metal). 1835 THIKLWALL Gre^e I. vii. 258 The ba^c
of his statue .. bore an inscription.

f5. A socket. Obs.
c 1325 [uf. 5]. 1380 Sir /-'crumb. 1329 J>e raftres . . And ^e

bases bat hem here. 1648 LlGHTFOOT Glean. Ex. 49 Kach
Pillar was fastned in a base of brasse.

6. In mechanical arts: a. in Printing, The bottom
or footing of letters, b. in Gunnery, The pro-
tuberant rear-portion of a cannon, between the

knob of the cascabel and the base-ring.
1676 MOXHN Print. Lett. 6 Capital I is all Stem, except

the Base and Topping. 1626 1862 [see 20].

7. Bot. and ZooI. That extremity of a part or

organ by which it is attached to the trunk
; e.g.

the part of a leaf adjoining the leaf-stalk, of a

pericarp adjoining the peduncle, of a thumb ad-

joining the hand.

1831 R. KNOX (.'('of/net's Anat. 435 Its base Is continuous
with the tentorium cerebelli. 1866 Trcus. Bat. 121 A five-

parted calyx . . with glands at its base.

8. Her. The lower part of a shield ; spec, the

width ofa ' bar' (or fifth part of the shield's height)

parted off from the bottom by a horizontal line.

1611 (".\vil.i.iM Heraldry in. vii. 105 He beareth Or, on a
Mount in Base a peare tree fructed. 1706 PMILLII-S, Base . .

in Heraldry, the lowest part of an escutcheon, consisting of
the Dexter, Middle, and Sinister Base-points.
9. Ccoin. That line or surface of a plane or solid

figure on which it stands, or is considered to stand,
Thus : of a triangle, any one side in respect of

the other two
;
of a cone or pyramid, the circle or

polygon remote from its apex ; of a cylinder or

prism, the lower of the two circles or equal poly-

gons which form its ends.

1570 Bn.LiN'isi.KV Euclid i. def. :g In comparison of any
two hides of a triangle, the third is called a base. 1571
DIGGKS Pantom. iv. def. 22 Any one of the Figures where-
with these solides be enuironed, is called the base of that

solide. 1660 BARROW Euclid i. v, The angles at the base of
an isosceles triangle are equal. 1817 R. JAMKSON Charac.
Min. 104 Terminal planes are the smallest planes that

bound the greatest extent. In the prism they form the

bases. 1831 BKKUSIKR Optics ii. 17 A cone of rays, whose
base is the circular mirror.

fb. Distinct base in Optics: focal distance. Obs.

1706 in PHILLIPS. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Or/., Distinct base . .

is that distance, from the pole of a convex glass, in which

objects, beheld through it, appear distinct, and well defined.

10. Fortification. The imaginary line which con-

nects the salient angle of two adjacent bastions.

1721 in BAILKV.

II. The main or most important element or in-

gredient, looked upon as its fundamental part.
11. generally.
1471 RIH.KY Comf>. Alch. in Ashm. (1652^ F,p. 112 Our

Ba>e principally, Wherof doth spring both Whyte and Rtd
naturally. 1696 PHILLIPS, Base . . the principal Ingredient
in a prescription. 1810 HKNRY Elem. Chew. 11826) I. 627
A strong presumption that alumina is a metallic oxide ; but
its base, aluminum, has not been yet obtained.

12. Dyeing. A substance used as a mordant, by
which colours are fixed in the material dyed.
1791 HAMILTON BcrtholleCs Dyeing II. it. ii. 121 Its

colouring particles are fixed by a base. 1875 URK Diet.

Arts II. 168 The fixation of iron o\ide and several other
bases depends on the same change within the pores or fibre.

13. Mod. Chan. The electropositive compound
body, whether metallic oxide (^sulphide, selenideX

hydrate, or alkaloid, which enters into combina-
tion with an acid to form a salt ;

the correlative

of ACID, including, but having wider meaning
than, ALKALI.
1810 HKNRY Klon.Chcin. 11826 II. 51 Arsemtes . . may

be formed by simply boiling the a^enlous acid with the re-

spective bases. 1855 BAIN Senses <y Int. \\. ii. i In salts

the taste is determined more by the base than by the acid.

1871 Roscoii Elcin. Chan. 427 Vcgcto*alkaloids . . a series

01 bodies containing carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitro-

gen, which act as bases, and are found in certain plants.

14. Gram. The form of a word to which suffixes

are attached
;
the theme.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. iv. 71 In the Scythian lan-

guages, it is the final vowel of the base which assimilates

that of the following suffixes. Ibid. x. 207 The derivative
theme or base.

III. That from whicli a commencement of action

or reckoning is made, regarded as a fundamental

starting-point.
15. a. The line or limit from which the start is

made in a race, or which serves as a goal for the

finish, b. The fixed line or 'goal' across which

players endeavour to strike the ball in such games
as hockey, c. The fixed points or stations round
which the striker at rounders or base-ball has to

mn, ai.d at any of which he is allowed to stay.

1695 BLACKMOEB Pr. Arth. ix. 358 While round the Base
the wanton Coursers play, Th' ambitious Riders in just
Scales they weigh. 1812 W. TKNNANT Anster J'\ in. Ivi,

His toils are o'er, and he has gained the base. 1875
' STONE-

HKNGE' Brit. Sports MI. i. iv. i If while running between
the bases he is hit by the ball, he is put out.

16. Mil. The line or place upon which the

general of an army relies as a stronghold and

magazine, and from which the operations of a

campaign are conducted. Also transf. to other

operations.
1860 GKN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxxii. 68 The

theory of the base, A leading point in it, being that you
must not pass a fortification, by reason of the effects its

garrison would have on you if you left it in your rear. 1863
KINGLAKE Crimea II. 193 The territory on which these re-

sources are spread is called the ' base of operations.
1

17. Sitrv. A line on the earth's surface or in space,
of which the exact length and position are accurately

determined, and which is used as a base (sense 9)
for trigonometrical observations and computations.
1834 MRS. SOMERVILI.E Connex. Phys. Sc. vi. 54 Measuring

500 feet of a base in Ireland. Ibid. 11849) Introd. 2 Use the

globe he inhabits as a base wherewith to measure the mag-
nitude and distance of the sun and planets.

18. Math. The number from which, as a definite

starting-point, a system of numeration or loga-
rithms proceeds.
1874 TOUHUNTER Trigon. x. 93 Suppose

*=
, then ,r is

called the logarithm of ;/ to the base a . . e. g. 3*= 8i ; thus 4
is the logarithm of 81 to the base 3. Alod. The base of our

system of numeration is 10.

IV. Comb, and Attrih.

19. General relations: a. appositive (= forming
a base), as fatse-c0lourt -line, -plate, -squadron, -unit

;

b. attrib. ( belonging to, or situated at, the base),
as base-course, -moulding (see 5 b), -shoot, -table.

a- 1832 Regul. Instr. Cavalry in. 46 The Base Squadron,
Troop, or Division, is the one upon which a Formation is

made. 1871 C. DAVIES Metr. Syst. 11. 41 That the metre is

too large for a base-unit. 1879 HAKI.AN Eyesight \. 61 Red,
yellow, and blue were formerly considered the base colors.

1879 CasselCs Tech. Ednc. IV. 243/1 At the back of the

base-plate is a small stud.

b- 1845 Class. Goth. Archil, I. 47 Base-moulding, Base-
table . . a projecting moulding or band of mouldings near

the bottom of a wall. 1879 SIR. G. SCOTT Led. Arc/lit. II.

82 The walls were further relieved by projecting base-

courses. 1882 Garden ii Mar. 169/1 When all the base

shoots are neatly tied down.

20. Special combinations ; base-burner, a fur-

nace or stove in which the fuel is supplied to

the fire automatically from a hopper as the lower

stratum is consumed ;
base-line (see quot. and

cf. 16, 17); also in Perspective, the common section

of a picture and the geometrical plane, and in

Gunnery, a line traced round a cannon at the rear

of the vent ; base-point, in Her., the middle point
of the base (see 8) ; base-ring, a moulding on

the breech of a cannon between the base and the

first reinforce ; ^ base-square (see quot.).

1785 KsytSitrwying in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 406 It was seen

that the computed
y base-line . . would fall . . little short of

the hypothenusal distance. 1830 E. CAMPBELL Diet. Mil.

St\, *Base-line, in Military Tactics, signifies the line on

which all Magazines and means of Supply of an Army are

established. 1605 CAMDKN Rent. (1637) 225 John of Clar-

ence bare . . a Floure-de-lis Or in 'Base-Point. i66 CAI-I.

SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 32 Her carnoo/e or x base rin^

at her britch. i86z F. GRIKFIIHS Artitl. Alan. 53 The

Length of a gun is ascertained by measuring it from the

rear of the *basering to the face of the muzzle. 1598 BARRKI

Theor. If-'arres iv. i. 95 The Base square, is the battell [i.e.

battalion] which containeth almost thrise, or 3 times more
in breadth then in depth.

Base (b(
7I
s), s/>.~ Also prisoner's base ;

in 5

bace, 6 baase. [either a specific use of UASE j<U

III., or a phonetic corruption of bars (cf. BABJ//.I,

and BASE sbJ*\ G
) ; if the latter is the real origin,

the former accounts equally well for the sense.]

A popular game among boys ;
it is played by two

sides, who occupy contiguous 'bases' or 'homes* ;

any player running out from his 'base' is chased

by one of the opposite side, and, if caught, made
a prisoner.

c 1440 Frflin/>. Pan). 20/2 Bace, pleye . . barri, harrornni,
danttir iiidi fucroritiii. 1558 I'IIALK &neid\. Oj, Thys
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kind of pastime fyrst, and custume boyes to learne at Baase,
Ascanius .. dyd bryng in pl;ice. 1611 SHAKS, Cynib. v. iii.

20 Lads more like to run The Country base, then to commit
such slaughter. 1653 GREAVKS Seraglio 80 The Jeeret [is]

a kind of running at base on horsback. 1880 Bofs Oivn
Bk. 27 Prisoners' Base is a capital game for cold weather.

t b. To hid base : to challenge to a chase in this

game ; gen. to challenge. Hence base-bidding adj.

1548 UDAI.L, etc. Krasm. Par. Luke iv. r iR.t The spiritc
of wickednesse .. biddeth bace, and begynneth firste with

hym, of whom he was to be subdued. 1592 SHAKS. I'en. <$

Ad. li, To bid the wind a base he now prepares. 1593
NASHE Chrisfs 7' (1613) 69 Sportiue Hase-bidding Rounde-

layes. 1641 MILTON Animad-'. Wks. 11850 202, I shall not

intend this hot season to bid you the base through the wide,
and dusty Champaine of the Councels.

tBase (b(
7
!s), sh?> Obs. cxc. Hist. Also 6-7

baise, 7 bass. [app. an ling, application of BASF,

shl 'bottom, lower part
1

to these articles of dress.]
I. sing.
1. ? The housing of a horse.

1548 HALL Chron. Hen. /'///, an. i (R.) The basses and
bardes of their horse were grene sattyn. Ibid. an. 2 iR.i

Their basses and trappers of clothe of gold, euery of them
his name embroudered on hys basse and trapper. '577
HOLINSHED Chron. III. 825/1 The king had a base and a

trapper of purple velvet. 1667 MILTON /'. /,. ix. 36 Capa-
risons and steeds; Bases and tinsel Trappings,
II. pi. bases (cf. skirts').

2. A plaited skirt, of cloth, velvet, or rich bro-

cade, appended to the doublet, and reaching from

the waist to the knee, common in the Tudor

period ; also an imitation of this in mailed armour.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia HI. 285 His bases which he ware so

long as they came almost to his ankle. 1596 SPKNSKR /''. Q.
v. v. 20 An apron white, Instead of curiets and bases fit for

fight. 1602 WARNER All?. Kng. xn. Ixix. 11612) 291 The
TaSshes, Cushies, and the (Iraues, Staffe, Pensell, liaises.

1639 J.
ASTON Her Boreale Add. MS. 15. M. 28566 f. 25 b,

A paire of bases of Plad and stockings of y
' same. 1821

SCOTT Kenihv. xxxix, His bases and the foot-cloth of his

hobbyhorse dropping water.

3. The skirt of a woman's outer petticoat or robe.

1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fnr. xxxn. xlvii. The collourof her
bases was almost Like to the falling whitish leaves, 1672
JORDAN Land. Tri. in Heath Grocers' Coinp. (1869* 496 A
short Petticoat or IJases of Silver, fringed with Gold. 1697
C"tess D'Annoys Trav. (1706' 125 She had Basses all of
Flowers of Point de Spain in Silk and Gold.

4. An apron.
c 1605 MARSTON (in Webster!, Bakers in their linen bases.

1663 BUTLER Hud. I, ii. 769 [The butcher] With gauntlet
blue and bases white.

i Base, sb.* A/us. Obs. Also 5 6 bace. The
regular form up to the present century of the word
now spelt BASS sb$

t q.v.
?rt 1450 .Songs % Carols 118471 67 Whan . . bulles of the see

syng a good bace. 1625 MILTON Ode .\'afiv. 130 The
base of Heaven's deep organ. 1728 POI-K Dune. n. 225
Whose hoarse heroic base Drowns the loud clarion of the

braying Ass. 1835 Penny Cycl. s. v. Base in ntttsic
%
This

word is frequently written bass, but the etymology, and
more especially the pronunciation, are decidedly in favour
of the orthography here adopted, which is sanctioned by
Dr. Johnson and other high authorities.

tBase, sb& Obs. exc. dial. Also 5-6 bace.

[phonetic corruption of OE. bn-rs, BARSE, now
BASS.] Earlier and dial, form of BASS sb.^, a fish.

c 1440 Promp. Pat-f. 20/2 Bace, fysche. c 1460 J. RUS-
SELL Bk. Nurture in Babecs Bk. 11878) 167 Carpe, base,

mylet, or trowt. 1513 Bk. Kerning ibid. 281 Base, molet,
roche, perche. 1611 COTGR., Bar, the fish called a Base.
1620 VKNNER Via Recta iv. 74 The Base is in goodnesse of

iuyce inferiour to the Mullet. 1724 DK FOE, etc. Tour Gt.

Brit, (1769) III. 341 One Draught of Base has equalled a
Cart-load. 1851 Cnmbld. Gloss., Base, a perch.

t Base, sb$ Obs. 6-7 ; also 6 bass. [app. a

corruption (cf. prec.> of F. baree, bcrche (both in

Cotgr., in same sense.] The smallest kind of

cannon used in i6-i7th centuries; see quot.
1544 in Lodge lllustr. Brit. ///>/. (1838' 1. 105 Bastard cul-

verins . . besides other small field pieces, falcons, and bases.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd\\\. 1021/1 Their ordinance,
namelie basses and slings. 1611 COTGR., Berclie, the peece
of ordnance called a Base. 1623 MINSHKU, Esmirel, a kind
of artillery, to the bignes of an harquebus de croc called a
base. 1692 in t'apt. Smith*s Seaman's Gram. it. vii. 96
Base . . Diameter of bore 1-25 in., weight 200 lb., weight of
shot o-slb.
atirih. 1599 HAKLUYT I 'fly. II. n. 20 We let fall our

grapnel almost a base shot off the shoare.

Base (b^s), a. Forms: 4-7 bass, 5 baas, (Sc.

baisse), lias, 5-7 basse, 6-7 bace, 5- base. [a.

F. /'as, fem. basse, cogn. with Pr. bas, It. basso:

late L. bassus, explained by Isidore, as '

thick, fat,'

by Papias as *

short, low'; found in cl. L. as a

family cognomen. For the remoter etymology
some suggest a Celtic source ; others, including

Diez, refer to Gr. ftaaacuv, compar. of fia&vs deep]
I. Literal senses.

1. Low absolutely ;
of small height, arch.

1393 GOWER Conf. I. 98 Her nase bass, her browes high.

1596 STENSKR f-'.Q. i. v. 31 An entraunce, darke and bace
..Descends to hell. 1605 SHAKS. Liter. 664 The cedar

stoops not to the base shrubs foot. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea
(1876* I. iii. 56 A crowd of monks with base foreheads.

b. In Bot. denoting lowly growth ; e.g. Base

Broom, Base Rocket.

1578 LYTE Dodofns 667 Of base Broome or Woodwaren . .

called in Latine, Genista hntnilis '. in Italian Cerretta '.

that is, lowe and base Broome. 1863 PRIOR Plant-n. 15

Base-rocket, from its rocket-like leaves, and lowly growth.
f 2. Low comparatively ;

below ils usual height.
1525 I,n. BKRXKRS Froiss. II. xcix. [xcv.] 291 Theyfounde

the ryuer in suche a poynt, that in xxx. yeres before it was
not so base. Ibid. cii. Ixcviii.J 297 In wynter .. the ryuers
are but base and lowe.

t3. Occupying a low position, low-lying; of

lower situation than neighbouring parts. Obs. Cf.

BASE-COUKT.
c 1440 Promp. Parr. 20 Bace chambyr, camera bassa,

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xxxvni. iii, Atofte the basse
toure foure ymages stode. 1561 HOLLYBUaH Hoin, Apoth.
33 b, When the basse or last gut issueth or is swollen. 1593
SHAKS. Richard //, n. iv. 20, I see thy Glory, like a shoot-

ing Starre, Fall to the base F.arth from the Firmament.
1644 Z. BOYD Zions l'~lcnvers 118551 App. 8/1 The base val-

leyes enjoy a calm in a gentle gale. 1851 TURNER Dom.
Archil. I. i. 6 To construct a base-chamber with a fireplace.

fb. csp. geographically or
topographically. Obs.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 45 He wanne . . base Normandie. 1578
LYTE Dodoens 5 Tlie base Almaignes do call it 'alsetie.'

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 210 Base Kgypt watered .. with
Nilus. a j.6z8 F. UKKVILLK Sidney 116521 226 They took
the base Towne . . even to the gates of the High Towne.

4. Of sounds: Low, not luud
; deep, BASS.

(1450 Merlin xxviii. 572 He seide in bas voice; I am
Monevall, c 1500 Partenay 945 Fill gret mynstracy ; Boihc
hye and bas instrumentes sondry. 1596 SI-KNSKR /'. Q. in.

ii. 50 Sad words with hollow voice and bace, Shee to the

virgin sayd. 1833 BRKVVSTI;K Xai. Magic ix. 230 His ears
were insensible to all sounds below F, marked by the base
cliff.

t5. Deep-coloured, dark. Also adverbially. Cbs.

1533 ICi.YOT Cast. Hclth (15411 87 Urine base redtle, lyke
to bole armenake. 1586 COI;AN j/aren Health i. (1636,18
That [urine] which is well coloretl not too high or base.

[1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. ii. 72 Is black su bas<j a hue?)
II. Figurative senses.

6. Low in the social scale, of lowly condition,

plebeian ; belonging to the ' lower orders.' arch.

1490 CAXTON Kneydos xi. 42 They whiche ben borne of
basse parentage, c 1500 Partcnay 523 If any yon demaunde,
hie other bas, Of yo-r said lord. 1534 MOKI: On the J'<ts-

siftt Wks. 1289/2 To the keeping of hym from synne . . a

more base estate was better. 1602 FULBECKE Pandectcn 47
Hailing singled the most noble, did kill the baser prisoners.
I74 1 3 WI:SLI:Y Jrnl. (1749) 42 Many of the baser people
would fain have interrupted.

f b. To bring base : to bring low. Ohs..

('1430 LYDC. Bochas v. xi. (1554' 130 b, The noblesse of
Grece was brought baas. ^1528 SKKLTON Image Hypocr.
in. 430 This were a hevy case To se you brought so base To
play without a place. 1550 Scot. Poems i6M C. (iSoi 1 II.

195 Quhen say weill at surnames sail be brought base, Do
weill sail triumph in euery place.

7. Illegitimate, bastard. ? Obs. exc in BASE-BOHX.
1570-87 HoL.lNSHED.SYtf/. Chron. Ii8o6> II. 430 His base

brother, Robert Maxwell. 1601 F. (.louwis lips. fcng. iSg
In his youth he was wantonly giuen, and gate a base

daughter. 1695 KENNETT Par. Antiy. ix. 124 Jeffery ihe

Kings base son. 1755 in ll'cshy's l^'ks. (1872) III. ^42
Their wretched Minister told them .. that 'John Wesley
was expelled the College for a base child.'

8. Low in natural rnnk, or in the scale of creation.

1534 MOKI: On the Passion Wks. 1324/1 A thing of more
base nature then was the thing that was wont to be sacri-

ficed to forerigure it. 1600 SHAKS. A. \'.L. 111. ii. 69 (Jiuet

is of a baser birth then Tarre, the verie vncleanly fiuxe of a

Cat. 1680 H. MOKK Apocal, Afioc. 127 The Wafer may
happen to be eaten by base Vermine, such as Rats. 1775
HARRIS Phtlos. Arrangem. (1841 '369 Providence has given
to every animal, however base . . a consciousness of this

want [of food). 1853 KINGSI.KY Hypatia iv. 43 She might
sacrifice the base body, and ennoble the soul by the self-

sacrifice.

9. Low in the moral scale; without dignity of

sentiment; reprehtnsibly cowardly or selfish, des-

picably mean; opposed to high-mitided \ a. of

persons.
T593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. l/~f, i. i. 178 Base, fearefull, and de-

spayring Henry. 1675 DRYDKN A urengz. i. i. 248 Ha^t thou
been never base ? Did Love ne'er bend Thy frailer Virtue,
to betray thy Friend V 1771 Juntas. Lett. xlix. 253, I. .call

you the meanest and basest fellow in the kingdom. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Kng. 1 1. 08 He offered Rochester a simple
choice, to pronounce the Bishop guilty, or to quit the Trea-

sury. Rochester was base enough to yield.

b. of actions, habits, thoughts, etc.

a 1535 MOKK // 'ks, 361 (R.) Such a base foule fleshly lining.

1583 STANYMURST sKncis i. (Arb. ) 24 On with a fresh cour-

radge, and bace thoghts fearful abandon. 1614 RALIIIGH
H1st. World v. vi. 6 1 1. 6^e A most base piece of flatterie.

1780 BURKE Let. T. Burgh Wks. IX. 250 A market-overt
for legalizing a base traffick of Votes and Pensions. 1852
MCULLOCH Taxation i. iv. 121 Their most upright deci-

sions may be . . ascribed to the basest motives.

10. Befitting an inferior person or thing; de-

graded or degrading, unworthy, menial.

1594 T, B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n, The guttes and
other paries of baser seruice. 1602 SHAKS, Ham. \. \, 223
To what base vses we may returne Horatio. 1603 KNOLLI-:S

Hist. Turks (1621) 106 Better fitted for merchandize and
other base occupations than for Chivalrie. 1685 BAXTKR
Paraphr. N. T. Luke xv. 15 Foolish sinners will submit to
the basest servitude, and be attendants of swine.

11. Law. Servile, as opposed to free. Base
tenure, estate, orfee: orig. tenure, not by

'
free

'

or military service, but by base service, such as a

'villain' owed to his lord
; later, since this was

tenure at the mere will of the lord, applied to

such tenure in fee simple as may determine on the

fulfilment of a contingent qualification or limita-

tion. So base-tenant. See also BASE-COL HT.

1523 FirzHERii. Snrv. 14 These maner of copye holders
haue an estate of enherytaunce, after the custome of the

maner, yet haue they no franke tenement . . and therfore

j

they be called tenantes of base tenure. 1607 COWICLL In-

tcrpr. s. v, ( Base tenants be they which do to their lords
villeinous service. 1741 T. ROBINSON Gavclkind v. 45 As
well to free Socage as base. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. II.

61 Base services . . as to plough the lord's land, to make his

hedges. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 589 Knglish liberty
would thenceforth be held by a base tenure. It would be,

not, as heretofore, an immemorial inheritance. 1876 DICKY
Real Prop. iv. 3. 189 An estate in fee which was thus liablt-

to be defeated was called in later times a base fee.

j*
12^ Of price : Low, cheap. Obs. rare.

1599 HAKI.UYT Voy. II. 164 As base prices as is possible.
I('id. 239 They. . sell them at most vile and base prices.

13. Of inferior quality ; mean, paltry, common,
poor, shabby.
1561 T. NORTON Cah'ins hist. 111.274 He may yet sustaine

his body with bacer foode. 1576 LAMBA RUE Peramb. Kent
118261 157 This old house . . may now seeme but a base Barn
in your eie. 1607 ROWLANDS Diog. Lanth. 5 Base is thy
at tyre, as thrid-bare in thy apparel as my Cowrie. 1785
Cowi'KR Task i. 50 The rest . .content With base materials,
sat on well-tann'd hides. 1849 RTSKIN Sev. Lamps vi. $ 18.

180 The cheapest and basest imitation which can escape
detection.

b. Of language : Not classical, debased.

1549 OLUK ILrasnt. Ptn: T/iess, Ded., A translaclon of
basse kinde of thenglishe phrase. 1591 SI'KNSKR M. Hitbberd

44 Base is the style, and matter ineane withall. a 1661

FULLER iin Webster', Bast- Latin. Mod. ' Of very base

Latinity.'

14. Of comparatively little value, worthless.

Base metals : those not classed as noble vtprecious,
1607 SHAKS. Timon\\\. iii. 6 They haue all bin touch'd, and

found Base-Mettle. 1613 SIR H. FINCH Law 11636' 23 A
ba>e Myne where there is Ore, shall be the Kings for the
worthiness^ of the Ore. 1684 {.'on temp. State Man i. i. 116991
1 33 All Temporal things are in themselves little and bass,

1702 AHDISON Dial. Medals iii. 145 Coins .. made of your
ba^er sorts of metal. 1881 RAYMOND M.ining Gloss.

, Base
metals. See Xol'le metals.

15. Alloyed with less valuable metal; debased,
counterfeit.
a 1528 SKKI.TON i-'o r Popnli VIM. vi. 9 The coyne yt is so

scante..But even as much to base. i6nCorck. s. v. Argent,
Silver .. twelue grains baser than Argent le Key. 1725
SWIFT Wood the /mum. Wks. 1755 IV. i. 66 They searcn'd
his pockets on the place, And found his copper all was base.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 215 Persons who refused
tlie base money were arrested.

16. Comb. a. adverbially with pa. pplc ,
as in

base-begged, -begot, -bred, BASK-UOUN ; also base-

like adj., seeming base. b. parasynthetic deriv.,

as base-hearted, -metiled, -spirited, -Bitted, BASK-

MLNDED; and deriv. from these, as batc-hcat tedly,

base-spiritedness.
a. 1579 SPKXSKR Sheph. Cal.'Yej Bk., If that any aske

thy name, Say, thou wert base-begot. 1600 Gtnt.'rie's

Ctfspir. in Harl. J//\i . '179^ IQO Recountred a base-like

fellow, vnknowne to him. 1609 DANIKL (.'/T-. ll'ar -1717)
II. 22 Prolongs this not long base-begg'd Breath. 1616

Pasqidl <y Kath. iv. i^o Whose verie eyes will blaze His
base-bred spirit.

b- i&47 LATIMF.R Semi, fy AV/#. (1845' 422 F.very silly

soul and base-witted man. (11683 OI.DHAM ll'ks. $ Jti'tn.

11685) 10 To rein, and curb base-mettled Hereiiuks. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa 118111 VII. Ixxxi. 338 His generous
confessions taken for a mark of base-spiritedness. 1843
CARLYLE l*ast fy Pr. 391 Thy stupidities and grovelling
baseheartedness.

B. quasi- ffdfo, ; cf.
'

high and low'
;
OF. en haul

cf en bas completely. See also A 6.

c 1500 Partcnay 927 Ther fair chapel . . Wei apparailled it

was, hie and bas.

C. absol. tjuasi-j*. Cf. BAST sb2

fl. Bastard. Obs.

1591 Tronb. Raigne K. John (1611)18 Base to a Kingaddes
title ofmore State,Than Knights begot ten, though legitimate.
1602 Parish Reg. Roxwcll, Esse.r 8 June, Agnes, the base

of Maudlin Wonner. 1624 Ibid. 18 July, Richardus, the

base of Dominici Godstret.

f2. Bastardy. Obs. (I error for bast.}
161 1 SPEED Hist. Gt. Ii. ix. xviii, Children . . begot in base.

t- Base, ^-^ Obs.\ also 4-5 besse, baisse,
baas, [partly aphetic f. ABASH v. ; partly a. F.

j

baisse-r ^
= Pr. baissar : late L. bassa-re, f. bassus :

see BASE a.}, whence the frequent i6th c. form

baisse^\

1. To lower ;
to bring, cast, or lay down.

c 137$ BARUOUR Bruce iv. 94 Sum best, sum woundyt, sum
als slayne. 1^80 NORTH Plutarch 1 1676 343 They could not

once base their Pikes, nor fight. 159* WYRLKV Armorie 50
Sir Eustace . . Did baisse his gleaue. 1600 HOLLAND Liiy
XLV. xix. 1213 To base at the feet of . . his conquerour, the

crowne . . which he came unjustly by.

2. To lower in rank, condition, or character
;
to

debase, humble, depose, degrade.
1538 POLE in Strype Etci, Mem. I. ii. Ixxxiii. 217 Long

continuance in other studies, that baseth the mind. 1559

Myrr. Mag., Warwick xii, That plaaste and baaste nis

soverayne so oft. 1626 BRKTON j-'antasticks^sj}^??, Love
. . weakneth strength, and baseth Honour.

3. To lessen in amount or value, depreciate ; to

debase (metals).
1581 W. STAFFORD Exam. Compl. ii. (1876) 49 By basing

the estimacion of wooll & felles. a 1626 BACON (J..) Metals,
which we cannot base.



BASE.

Base (b,-is), ?-.2 ..
in 6 bace. [f. BASE j//.l]

1. trans. To make, lay, or form a foundation for.

1587 ITyrr, Mag., Brennus x\, By bloudshcd they doe
founde, bace. builde, and prop their stale. 1809 J. BARLOW
Cohanm, iv. 514 Long toils . . Must base the fabric of so vast
a throne. 1878 G. MACDONAU>/7 off/utef vi. 94 Great roots
based the tree-columns.

2. To place on or upon a foundation or logical
basis ; to found, establish securely, secure. (So
mod.F. baser.)

1841 MVKKS Cath. Tk. iv. 12. 247 The foundations on
which any moral judgement . . can be based. 1868 ROGERS
Pol, Earn, iv 46 These [bank-]notes were based on gold.

1878 HUPPS 1** inc. Relig. iii. i; Upon this great truth of
His eternal goodness and mercy we base all our hopes.

tBase, v. :i Obs. rare. [f.
BASK sb\ intr.

To run at, or as at, prisoner's base.

1589 WARNKR Alt'. Eng. Prose Addit. ("1612! 341 With
Racing on foote and on horsbacke, a sport lately vsed of our

English youthes. 1614 CHAI-MAN Odyss.y.. 527 Vong heiffers

. . all so spritely given . . about Bace by the dams.

Base-ball i>-s,bl\ [f. BASE .^.1 15.] The
national field-game of the I'nitcd States, a more
elaborate variety of the English 'rounders,' played

by two sides of nine each
;

so called from the
' bases' or bounds (usually four in number) which
mark the circuit to be taken by each player of the

in-side after striking the ball. Also, the ball used

in the game.
..-1815 .Miss AfSTRM Nvrthang. Al>. i. 11848) 3 It was not

very wonderful that Catherine . . should prefer cricket, base
ball . . to books. 1870 EMJ:RSUX Sac. $ Soli/, x. ^.-9 Amiable

boys, who had never encountered any rougher pkiy than a
base-ball match. 1883 Harfici 's Mag. Dec. 106,2 An oval
ball . . a little larger than a base-ball.

Base-born (bt
T
i-s,b(un), a. [f. BASE a. 6, 7, 16.]

1. Of low or humble birth, plebeian.
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I'I, \\\ \\\\, 49 Better ten-thousand

base- borne Cades miscarry. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela
(18241 1. 1>5 That a gentleman of your rank in life should sloop
. . to the base-born Pamela. 1845 I)ISKAI-:I.I Sybils 186-^1 153
Very often the baseborn change their liveries for coronets.

2. fi. Of base origin or nature.

1591 SPENSER Tcnrcs Pluses ^92 Such high conceipt of
that cele^tiall fire, 'I'he base-borne brood of Blindnes cannot

gesse. 1852 Tui-i'EK /V<>:'. Phi/us. 179 A base-born mirth,
springing out of carelessness and folly

3. Illegitimate, born out of wedlock.
1645 FKATLY Dippers Dipt 51 iT. > Neither doth holy imply

no bastard ; for some holy men have been base-born. 1851
KINGSI.KY I't'osi \\. 203 Our daughters with base-born
babies Have wandered away in their shame.

B. quasi-j/A One of humble or illegitimate birth.

1605 /'arish Reg. Romford, Essex n Aug., George, the
base-borne of one of my Ladye Coke's servants. 1879 I-',.

ARNOLD Lt. Asia 195 Huts where the base-born dwelt.

Base-COUrt (b?i-s,ko-ut). Also 5-6 basse-

courte, 7-9 bass-ccmrt.
[f.

BASF, a. 3 + Conn'
;

in sense i directly from i^lhc. K. Imsse-coitrt ^OF.
bassc-cort^ -curt, mod.K. liassc-conr).]
1. The lower or outer court of a castle or man-

sion, occupied by the servants
; the court in the

rear of a farm-house, containing the out-buildings.
1491 CAXTOS four Sons iii. 118851 9^ Reynawde . . sawe

that the basse-cotirte of the castell brenned. 1575 CHURCH-
YARD Chippcs 118171 83 Thei laye under the rampire of the
base courte, and slue sondrie of nur soldiours. 1616 SUKI-I,,

iS; MARKH. Conntr. Farm 38 [The farmer's wife] is tyed to
matters within the House and base Court. 1759 I*. MAKII\
Nat. Hist. Eng. I. 212 Bass-Courts for Officer* and Ser-
vants. 1821 Scon Kcnihv. xxv, The large b.isc-court or

outer-yard of the noble Castle.

2. An inferior court of justice, one that is not
a court of record

; e.g. a court baron.

1542 3 Act. 3^-5 lien. {'///, xxvii. 82 The returne of a
write of false iudgement, out of a base court, before the

sayde Justices. 1757 BURKE-: Abridgnt. Eng. Hist. \Vk-..

X. 438 The original manner of granting feudal property,
and something like it is still practised in our base-courts.

t Basted, ///. a.\ Obs. Also 6 baissed. [f.

BASE 7f.l + -Hi). Cf. F. /wW.] Lowered.

ij9sWYRLEY./lrwrtf 103 With baissed launce the knights
approch amaine.

Based (b?st\///- a -
2

t
f- ]i -VSE s?'-

1 + ->-.]
Having or standing on a base, esp. in comb., as

broad-based
\ spec, in Crystoliog. (sec quot.)

1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 46 The strong bass'd promontorie
Haue I made shake. 1817 R. JAMKSON Charac. Mitt. 197
Based, when the piimitive form is either a double pyramid,
or a rhomboid, in which the summits are intercepted by
planes perpendicular to the axis, which take the place of
terminal planes. Based sulphur . . is a double four-sided

pyramid, truncated on the extremities.

t Based, ///. .
:I Obs. \ in 6 bassed. [f. BASE

J. :* + -EI>^.] Wearing or furnished with 'bases.'

1548 HALL Chnui. Hen. K//7, an. 6 (RJ The Duke of
Burbones bendewas apparelled and bassed in lawny veluet.

1577 HOLINSHKD Citron, III. 834/1 Bassed in tawnie velvet.

t Base-dance. Obs. [a. F. basse dance] A
term formerly applied to dances in slow time (e.g.
the minuet), which consist of gliding motions and

stately posing, the feet being but little raised from
the ground.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi. xlvi, Musyke . . Dyvers

base daunces moost swetely dyd playe. 1521 in Lanehanis
Let. (1871.1 Pref. 160 For to daunce ony bace daunce there
behouetn .iiii. paces .. syngle, double: repr^'se, ^: braule.

1549 Compl. Scot, vi. 66 Base dansis, pauans, gal^ardis.

688

Basedow's disease : see .

t Basel. Obs. The alleged name according to
Holiushed (and copyists down to the present day)
of certain pieces of money abrogated by Henry II.,
of which numismatists have no knowledge. (1'rob.
Holinslied's error far aseling, in sense of 'base

piece
'

: cf. silvcrlitig, etc.)

1577 HOI.INSHED Cliran. III. 67/1 The same yeare [1158]
also the King altered his coine, abrogating certeine peeces
called basels. \Marg. note in Roils ed. MATT. PARIS 1. 309
frum one MS. * Moneta tune reprobata />rt$f//-dicebatur.']
t Ba'Selard. Obs. Forms : 4-6 baselarde,

baslard^e, 5 basulard, 6 baslaerd bazelarde,
/ basiliard, 4-8 baselard. [a. AF. baselani(e
(Act 12 Richard II , OF. basaJart (mecl.L. bas-

silardiis) ; perh. from same source as OF. base-

laire, batttaire, badclaire, probably a derivative of
late L. badile, baiiillns a bill-hook (P. Meyer

1

)
;
the

z (s) for </ being of Proven9al origin. In baselard
the suffix is evidently -ADD augmentative.] A spe-
cies of dagger or hanger, usually worn at the girdle.
1377 I.ASCI.. /'. n. K. in. 303 Alle [.at bere[> baslarde,

brode swerde or launce. 1450 MYRC 48 Uaselard ny bawd-
ryke were thou non. 1460 CAPGRAVF. Chrtm. 125 Sodeynly
with a scharp basulard he smet the Kyng among the
boweles. cijoo in Kifcn C/i. Acti 303 Cum gladiis voca-
tis hyngers vel baselnrdys. 1598 STOW i'r7'. xxiv. 11603,
221 Drew his basiliard. 1601 in Soulhey's Ci>ii;ui.-pl. jlk.
Ser. II. (18491 338 Tuo baslatrd swords, the blades to be one
yard and half a quarter of length. 1788 .\\-.c I.omt. .lAr^-.

150 The Mayor, diattintr his baselard, grievously wounded
Wat [Tyler] in the neck.

Baseless (b^-sliV, a.
[f. BASK .r<M = -i.Kss.]

\\ ithout base or foundation, groundless.
1610 SHAKS. 7Vw/. iv. i. 151 'I'he baselesse fabrickeof this

vision. 1815 S.M THEY Kihierick xvn. 181 A baseless faith.

1876 Uui:i N Short Hist. v. 6 (1882.1 261 No claim could
have been more utterly baseless.

b. in reference to military tactics
;
cf. BASE sb.^ I'i.

1862 HKI.PS Organ!:. Daily I.iJ,- 79 Occasionally, baseless

operations have effected great results in war.

Baselessness, [f. prtc. + -NK.SS.] The qual-
ity of being baseless; groundlessness.
1850 WIIIPPI.F. Ess. $ Rev. L 315 To show the baselessness

of the objections to his writings. 1864 I'LM.Y Daniel 395
The baselessness of the imputation.

t Ba'Seling. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. lU.SErt. + -LIXI;
;

cf. liASKi,.] A bnse creature.
1618 llarne-.vlfs Apol. 1! iiij, They should bee ranked in

the number of double-harted baselines

Basella (base-la). [motl.L, ?clim. of L. basis

base.] A genus of climbing plants (N.O. C/ieno-

fodiafes), with smooth fleshy leaves, known as

the Malabar Nightshade.
1761 MILLER Card. Kal. (1775! 24 Plants in the Green-

House [in January] . . Karelia in fruit. 1830 LINDLEY Xat.
Syst. not. 167 Some of thi^e are i^ed as potherbs ; as

Basella, Spinage.

Basely (Ivi-sli), aJv. [f. BASE a. + -LY
-'.]

1 1. In a low position, low down. Obs.
f 1500 rartstiay 1216 Sativni; ]>at on ey had he more basly

Then bat other.

t 2. In a low tone, softly, quietly. Obs.

1561 J. HF.vwoon I'rm: $ Kplgr. 11867) 216 Talke thou
basely, talke thou boldely. 1577 DI.K Rclat. Spir. I. (i659>
365, 1 hear . . a whistling very basely.
3. In humble rank of life ; illegitimately. ? Obs.

1583 STANYHURST .-Ends n. (Arli.l 61 Baselye Neoptole-
mus was borne. 1631 Goi'GF. God's Arrws in. ii. 185 Com-
monly such as are basely borne . . are of ill disposition.
4. \Vith contemptible cowardice, treachery, cr

meanness ; dishonourably, disingenuously.
7 1 1550 Rol'in Hood (Ritsont i.v. 92 Beshrew thy heart,

said Little John, Thou basely dost begin. 1656 COWLKY
J)a7'itfcis n. Wks. 1710 I. 342 Some basely die, and some
more basely yield. 1871 YKATS Grtr.vth Comtn. 122 The

King
of Portugal basely betrayed Columbus.

t a.

1584
esteemd. 1620 VKSNER / 'iti Recta iii. 52 Them that desire

.

At small value or esteem, meanly; cheaply.
OWEL Lloyd's Cawl'rid 210 Spnnes were not bast-lie

'

.

to look big, and to Hue basely. 1651 \Vn rii-: tr. Primrose's
Pop. Krr. 1Y. 197 Those of Ualcns method . . they basely
account of, and contcinne.

Basement (bJ'-sment). Also 8 bassmerit.
[f.

BASE s/i.
1 or i>.

2 + -MEXT
;

cf. F. sontasstnicnl.']
1. The lowest or fundamental portion of a struc-

ture. flascmcnt- membrane : a fine transparent
layer lying between the epithelium and the fibro-

vascular layer of mucous membranes.
1793 SMI:.VION K,fystoue L. C'ont. 7 Establishing a solid

Basement of Wood. 1843 J. PORTLOCK Ccol. 97 The..
augitic rock which forms the basement of the promontory.
i&ln'VoymCycl.Anat.ffPliys. III. 751/1 The cell-germs
contained in this basement-membrane.
2. fig. Groundwork; allrib. = fundamental.
1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages n. i, That Great Charter, ihe

basement, at least, if not the foundation of our free constitu-
tion. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthns. iii. (18671 55 This belief con-
stitutes the basement-principle of all religion.
3. spec. The lowest storey (not a cellar) of a build-

ing, esp. when sunk below the general ground level.

1730 A. GORDON ftfajft-i's A iitphith. 389 There is a small
Basement . . under the lower Pilasters. 1823 SCOTT in I.ock-
Aorf (1839)VII. 204 The under or sunk story

- basement the
learned call it.

b. attrib. 1766 ENTICK Load. IV. 360 The bassment story
is very massy. 1865 DICKENS Milt. Fr. iv. 22 Down stairs
to a little basement front door

BASH.

4. The action of basing ;
the state of Ijeing based ;

cf. debasement.

1836 G. FABKR An Inquiry, etc. 579 Evinced by its actual
basement upon the unhallowed principle, that nations, as
such, ought, etc.

Ba'se-mrnded, a.
[f.

BASE a. 9, 16.] Hav-
ing a base mind

;
~ BASK a. 9. Hence Base-

mindedly = BASELY 4 ;
Bace - mindedness =

BASENESS 4.
1586 Q. ELIZ. in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 225 III. 23, I am not

so baceminded that feare of any livint;e . . prince shoulde
make me afrayde. 1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 62 Base-
minded Jewes. with acclamations, affirmed Herod Agrippa
..a Deitie. 1792 Citron, in Ann. R?g. 4/1 To deter ba>e-
minded persons from such shocking enormities,

b- 1599 SANDYS Enropi? Spec. \ 16321 160 A timorous base
mindednesse and abjectnesse. 1627 BP. HALL Heav. i<pon
};arth iv. 76 To whom repentance seemes base-mindednesse.

Basence, obs. form of BEZANT.
Baseness ,b

T i-snes\
[f. BASE a. + -NESS.]

1 1. Lowness or feebleness in sound
; deepness in

tone. Obs. ; cf. BASS.NESS.

1609 BIBLE iDouay) Ecclcs. x!i. 4 The baseness of the

grinders voice. 1626 BACON Syh-a 184 The Baseness or
Trebleness of Tones.

2. Low birth or rank, lowly or mean estate, low-

liness; a trait or characteristic of low rank (0&s.\
1552 Hi'LOKT, Basenes of bloude or ignobilitie. 1563

Homilies \\. XXL i. (1859) 554 As the Majesty of heavenly
things may by the basenesse of earthly things be shadowed
1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 34, I once did hold it . . A basenesse
to write faire. 1615 T. ADAMS Christ

1

s Star Wks. 1871 II.

7 Cod did ever so strangely qualify the baseness of Christ.

1850 TKXNYSON In Mcnt. Ix, He mixing with his proper
sphere, She finds the baseness of her lot.

*{
3. Illegitimacy of birth, bastardy. Obs.

1605 SHAKS. Lean. ii. 10 Why brand they vs With Base?
With basenes, Bastardie?

4. Moral turpitude, reprehensible cowardice or

selfishness, contemptible meanness
;
an act or trait

of this character.

1598 SHAKS. Merry H~. n. ii. 21 You stand vpon your honor
..thou vnconfinable baseness? 1639 FITLLKR Holy War
v. xv. (18401 269 Soldiers count it baseness to be thrifty of
their own healths. 1767 T//// Lett. iii. 18, I acquit him
of the baseness of selling Commissions. 1858 (JEN. P. THOMP-
SON Audi Alt. I. Ixxii. 240 Having no basenesses of his own
to prosecute, and therefore under no temptation to pander
to the basenesses of other people.

5. Inferior or debased quality.
1577 HARRISON England \\. vi. 11877) J 59 As she seeth cause

by the goodnesse or basenesse of the hops. 1581 W. STAFFORD
Exam. Compl. t. (18761 28 That basenesse of our English
Coyne. 11745 SWIFT ij.) We alledged .. the baseness of
his metal. 1851 RL'SKIN Stones I'ett. I. i. 4g The world is

so widely encumbered with forgeries and basenesses.

Basenet, -ette, variant of BASINET.

t Ba'Ser. Obs. Also 4 basare. [Etymol. un-

known.] An executioner.
c 1375 ? BARBOUR St. Cristofore 598 Syne to be basare sade

in hy : Stryk of myne hede, bruthyre dere. S/. Jacobus
239 Fra be baser sancte James gat A pot with vaitir.

t Ba'Sery. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f.
BASE a. + -RY.]

Base dealing, dishonourable practice.
1637 BRIAN IJisse-prop/t, \. (16791 2 They will hardly acknow-

ledge their errours, and relinquish this basery.

Baset, Basetry : see BASSADE.

t Bash., Z'.l Obs. Forms : 4baise-n, bayse-n,

4-6 basshe-n, 5 basche, baysche, 6 bashe, 67
bash. North. 4 baise, 6 base. [Aphetic form of

ABASH v.~\

1. trans. To destroy the confidence or self-pos-
session of; to daunt, dismay, discoml.t

;
to dis-

concert, put out of countenance, abash.

c-i375 iMS.< 14401 Morte Arth. 2857 Bees noghte baiste

of 5one boyes, ne of baire bryghte wedis ! c 1480 Kyng
ff Hermit 442 in Hazl. E. P. I'. 11864) 3 Thoff I be here in

pore clothing, I am no bayschyd for to bryng Gestys two
or thre. 1515 Scot. Field 170 in Chctham Misc. II, Because

they bashed them at Berwick, that boldeth them the more.

1594 CAKKW Tasso (18811104 He made Semblant, as nought
him could dismay or bash.

2. intr. a. To be daunted or dismayed ; to

quail, lose confidence; to be confounded.
r 1340 Caw. $ Cr. A"///. 376 He baldly hym bydez, he bayst

neuer J?e helder. 1382 WYCLIF Josh. ii. u Oure herte bas-

shede, ne spiryt bood in us. ^1450 LONKI.ICH Cratf xxx\ii,

244 ( Jrettere tempestes . . where otfen they baschedcn. 1580
NORTH Plutarch (1676! 38 Alcander . . strake out one of his

eyes . . Yet fur all this Lycurgus never bashed

b. To be put out of countenance ; to shrink back
for shame, to l>e ashamed or abashed. Const, inf., at.

ci*6o KL-SSELI. Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. )i868> 161 With
salt & wyne seme ye hym be same, boldly & not to basshe.

1554 PHII.POT Exam. $ Writ. (18421 303 Their corrupt fares

bash not to deny the eternal Son of God. 1589 GKH NT.

Tallies Lone Wks. 1882 VII. 115 Like Diana when shee

basht at Acteons presence. 1606 HOLLAND Snefon. 148 He
bashed not to kisse him even in the open Theater, 1610 -

Camden's Brit. 116^71 309 Bash not, but deigne (I pray) to

be ir.y Soveraigne Ladie deere.

Bash (ba'J), v.- [Chiefly northern ; perhaps
from Scand. ;

cf. Sw. basa to baste, whip, flog,

lash, Da. baske to beat, strike, cudgel. But pos-

sibly onomatopoetic, with the b of 7va/t bang, and

the icrmination of dash, gash, gnash, hash, /ash,

posh, smash, etc.]

1. To strike with a heavy blow that tends to



BASH.

beat or smash in the surface struck : a. trans. Also
To hash np (the edge or point of an instrument).
1790 A. WILSON Pack Wks. 26 Fir'd wi' indignance I

turn'd round, And basht wi' mony a fung The Pack, that

day. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (18631 2(*> The callant

has . . bashed my neb as saft as pap. 1882 fall Jfall G. 24

Apr. 2/2 A proposition to 'smash' or
' bash

'

in the tall hats
aforesaid.

b. refl. (of a hen beating her wings in the dust.)

1641 BUST Farm Bks. (1856) no The nenne . , will alsoe

bashe her in the dust, and so oftentimes crush them to death.

C. absol. or intr. (with at,}

1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle x\. 11850^ 255 The gun is loaded,
The negro continued to bash at it with all his might.
2. The verb-stem is used adverbially with other

verbs. Cf. BANG v.l 8.

1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xviii. (1859^ 511 A fine pre-
served Pine Apple flew bash on Isaac Shingle's sharp snout.

,
sb. Sc. [f. prec. vb.

; cf. Sw. has whip-

ping, beating, Da. bask stripe, blow.] A heavy
blow that beats or smashes in a surface.

1805 J. NICOL Poems I. 36 i JAM.) An' gae her a desperate
bash on The chafts. c 1817 HOGG Talcs I. 17 (JAM.) Then,
giving two or three bashes on th^face, he left me.

f Baslia'lic k. Obs, Also7-ique, Sbassalick.

[a. Turkish bashalik, pashalik jurisdiction of a

pasha : see next.] Earlier form of PASHALIK, the

district under the jurisdiction of a pasha.
i68a WHELER Joitrn. Greece nr. 238 It . . remaineth yet a

Bashalique, although of late governed by a Deputy. 1703
MAUNDRELL Journ. Jems. (17261 5 A Woody Mountainous
Country, which ends the Bashatick of Aleppo.

Bashaw (bafg')- Forms: 6 bassawe, -shawe,
-cha, (bassat, basso ), 6-7 bassi, 6-8 bassa,

basha, 7 bashawe, bassaw, -shaw, -char, bacha,

9 bashe, 7- bashaw, [a. Turkish basha, variant of

pasha, prob. f. bash head, the Old Turkish not dis-

tinguishing p and b (Prof. Rieu) : see PASHA. The
earliest English form came indirectly through
med.L. and It. bassa (later It. hascia} ; other spell-

ings represent i6-i7th c. F. bachat, mod.F. bacha,

1. The earlier form of the Turkish title PASHA.
1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trih. \\\. Wks. 1218/2 His Bas-

sawes . . surmount verye farre aboue any christen estate.

1548 HALL Chron. (1809' 771 The Turke loste foure score
looo men as one of his Bassates did afterwarde confesse.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <( 'Comnnv. 49 The Bassas . . as it

were Harpies, sucke the verye bloud of the people. 1602
WARNER Alb. Eng. x. Ivii. 252 His Bands of Janizaries ..

He out of these his Captaines, and his Bassies doth elect.

1678 BUTLER Hud. in. in. 306 Or else their Sultan-Populaces
Still strangle all their routed Bassa's. 1693 JAv//. Tcckely
iv. 15 He created Vizier Ismal Bacha. 1695 MOTTKUX St.

Oton's Morocco 31 A Captain, to whom they give the Title

of Baschar. 1743 FIELDING J. Wild in. vii. (1762) 322 Head-
dressed me with all the insolence of a basha to a Circassian

slave. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I. iii. 79, I will offer

service to one of the Turk's bashaws.

C. Bashaw of two or three tails : one of lower or

higher rank, as indicated by the number of horse-

tails borne on his standard.

1753 HANWAY Trav. 11762' II. xin. u. 295 He was appointed
basha of three tails. 1798 WOLCOTT iP. Pindar) Tales of
Hoy Wks. 1812 IV. 422 He would fly to Constantinople,
hang up a bashaw of three tails.

2. fig. A grandee ;
a haughty, imperious man.

1593 NASIIE Christ's T. (16131 85 The diuels chiefe Basso,
Ambition, a 1670 HACKF.T Abp. Williams I. 82 In every
society of men there will be some Bashawes, who presume
that there are many rules of law from which they should be

exempted. 1794 GODWIN CaL Williams 16 The young
men . . looked up to this insolent bashaw with timid respect,

1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem. liii. 11873) l &5 You've taken to

being a nob, buying land, being a country bashaw !

Bashawism. [see -ISM.] The imperiousness
or haughty tyranny of a bashaw.
1839 LADY LYTTON Cheveley II. v. 146 Exercising a truly

manly degree of embryo bashawtsm over his younger sister.

Bash.awsh.ip. [f.
as prec. + -SHIP.] a. The

jurisdiction or office of a bashaw, b. fig* Dignity
or demeanour of a bashaw.

1687 Lomf. Gaz. No. 2252/6 To be paid yearly during his

Bassawship. 1701 GREW Cosm. Sacra iv. vi. 15 l.L.) At this

day it [Egypt] is no better than a bashawship, under the
Grand Sigmor. 1882 H. MERIVALE Faneit of B. I. i.xiv.

237 Mr. Kairfield's angry airs of Bashawship.

T Bashed, ///. a. Obs.
[f.

BASH Z-.I + -ED.]

Abashed, disconcerted, dismayed.
c 1440 [see next]. 1553 BRF.NDE Q. Cnrtins 156 (R.1 Cebal-

linus with a bashed countenance . . reported all those thinges.
1594 CAREW Tasso 11881 > 94 Sometimes her basht eye seemes

by shame controkl.

t Ba-shedness- Obs. [f. prec. + -NESS.] A-
bnshment, bashfulness.
c 1440 Partonope 6000 What for shame and basshednes.

Bashful (bsrjful), a. [f. BASH Z/.I + -FI-L ; cf.

also ABASH sb,, though -fnl is occasionally added
to vbs., as in mournful, a$sistful^\

fl. Wanting in self-possession, daunted, dis-

mayed. Obs,

1552 HULOET. Bashfull or amased, attonitns. 121674 CLA-
RENDON Hist. Reb. II. vi. 15 Those Forces would. .by their

success give much courage to his bashful Army. 1709 STEELE
TVtf&rNo. 39 P

7 [Duelling was] as great an Impediment
to Advancement in the Service, as being bashful in Time of
Action.
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2. Of persons: Shrinking from publicity, shame-

faced, shy. Sometimes used in a good or neutral

sense =
Sensitively modest in demeanour; some-

times depreciatively
= Excessively self-conscious,

embarrassed and ill at ease in society,
'

sheepish.'
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. John xii. 12 (R. I These

folkebeyng very desirous to see Jesus. . yet they were bashe-
full. 1570 ASCHAM Scholem, (1863! 42 If a yong jentleman
. . be bashefull, and will soon blushe, they call him a babishe
and ill brought up thyng. 1634 CAI-T. SMITH I'irginia. i.

3 His wife and children . . were . . well fauored and very
bashful. 1764 GOI.DSM. Trav. 21 Or press the bashful

stranger to his food. 1781 COWI-ER Conwrs. 347, I pity
bashful men. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. u. xxiv, Like Summer
rose, The bashful maiden's cheek appeared.
3. Of things, actions, etc. : Characterizing or

characterized by extreme sensitiveness or modesty.
1595 SI-KNSER /FAy.iGrosarti IV. 122 His face with bash full

blood did flame. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. i. 81 Hence bashfull

cunning, And prompt me plaine and holy innocence, aiji*
KEN Hymnothco Wks. 1721 III. 313 Naked they walk'd,
but had no bashful sense. 1816 SOUTMEY Poet's Pilgr.
Proem 10 With impulse shy of bashful tenderness, Soliciting
again the wish'd caress.

t4. Exciting a feeling of shame. Obs.

*559 Jfirr. Mag. 59 (T.i A woman yet must blush when
bashful is the case, Though truth bid tell the story as it fell.

Ba'Shfillly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-'.]

fl. Without self-possession; with misgiving or

dismay. Obs.

1552 HULOET, Bashfullye or inamaet //<"/*. i67sHonBES
Odyssey 11677) 382 He went not to the battle bashfully.
2. In a shy or shamefaced manner ; cf. BASHFUL 2.

1552 HULOET, Bashfullye or wyth shamefastnes, putii-
bunde. 1651 DAVKNANT Gondib, \\. vi. i R.J Here the check'd
Sun Ins universal face Stops bashfully, and will no entrance
make. 1832 HT. MARTINKAU Ella of Gar. vi. 70 Angus
looked down as bashfully as if he had never seen the world.

Ba'shfulness. [f. as prec. + NESS.]
fl. Bashfillness of: a timid or reverential shrink-

ing back from (something). Obs.

1534 WHITTIHTON Tnllyes Offices i. ('15401 42 One parte of

honesty . . in the which is a basshfulnes of dishonesty. 1674
N. FAIRFAX Bulk St'fo. To Rdr., Led by such a clue of

understanding, and softened by such a bashfulness of know-
ledge, that we may be wise and awful both in one.

2. The quality of being BASHFUL (see sense 2).

1539 TAVERNER Erasm. Prot>. (1552) 26 Cast awaye bash-
fulness where nede constrayneth, 1590 SHAKS. Mitfs. N. in.

ii. 286 Haue you no modesty, no maiden shame, No touch
of bashfulnesse? 1603 J.\s. I. in Ellis Orig. Lett. j. 244
III. 80 Awaye with chyldishe bashefullnes. 1792 MARY
WOLLSTONECR. Rights ll'cim. vii. 275 Modesty is the grace-
ful calm virtue of maturity; bashfulness, the charm of
vivacious youth. 1814 SCOTT ll-'av. xlii, An air of bashful-

ness, which was in reality the effect of want of habitual in-

tercourse with the world.

II Bashi-bazouk (bse:fijbfiz-k). [mod. Turk.
;

lit.
' one whose head is turned.']

1. A mercenary soldier belonging to the skir-

mishing or irregular troops of the Turkish army;
notorious for their lawlessness, plundering, and

savage brutality. Hence Bashi - bazou'kery,
liashi-Bazouks collectively, their habits, etc.

1859 />AwXrrc, jlfaff. Mar. 302/1 The Bashi-Bazouks Ixjlted,

and dashing in amongst the Turkish regulars, put them to

the rout too. 1861 Miss BEAUFORT Egypt. Sefttl, II. xvii.

60 Bashi-Hazouk, the generic name given to any of the
Arabs of this country who attached themselves to the go-
vernment and fought for pay. 1884 Pall Rfall G, i Mar.

1/2 His government was a system of Bashi-Iiazoukery plus

slave-raiding . . The Bashi-Bazoukery from lirunei ceased to

trouble the tribes.

2. fig. An 'irregular,' a skirmisher.

1855 WVNTER Cnr. Civiliz. II. 404 The Kashi-Ba/ouks of

private establishments. 1861 SALA 7Vc. round Clock 33
Hard-working boys are these juvenile Bashi-Bazouks of the

newspaper trade.

t Ba'sliless, a. Obs. [f. BASH v.i + -LESS ; cf.

bashful.'] Unabashed, shameless, unblushing, bold.

1578 SIDNEY Latly ofMay Wks. (1674) 619 (D.I
' Com on,

master school -master, bee not so bashless.' 1597 BRETON
Abr. Amor. Devises 118791 4 (D.) Blush now, you bashles

dames, that vaunt of beautie rare.

I Ba'shnient. Obs. In 4 bays-. [Aphetic form
of ABASHMENT.] Confusion from surprise or sudden
check ; discomfiture, shame.

1-1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 174 Bot baysment gef myn hert
a brunt. 1519 HOKMAN Vnlg. 48 A mannis mynde is neuer
more vnstable than in soden chauncis, and soden bashement.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. 11637^ 86 Where to controll
lesse feare it was, lesse bashment to displease.

t Bash-rag. iOl>s. rare~ l

. ? Ragamuffin.
1:1600 I. DAVIKS E.vtasie 95 (D.I Wilt loose thy roiall sole

prerogatiue, To make vngrateful base Bash-rags to thriue !

tBasliron(e. Obs. * A kettle.' Halliwell.
1660 Act 12 Chas. //, iv. Sched., Batterie, Bashrons, or

Kettles, the hundred weight, ix/.

Bashyle : see BASYLE.
Basi- (b(

T
i'si\ combining form of BASK, BASTS,

forming the first element of many adjs. in Phys.,
in sense of 'pertaining to, situated at, or forming,
the base of

'

; e.g. basibranchial, -cranial, -facial,

-hyal, -occipital, -radial, -rostral, -sphenoid(al,
-temporal, -vertebral, pertaining to, situated at, or

forming, the base or posterior part of, the branchial

arch (in fishes), the skull, the face, the hyoid bone,
the occiput, the ray or radius, the beak, the

BASIFUGAL.

sphenoid bone, the temples, the vertebra?. These
are often used ellipt. ; e.g. the basihyal (bone).
1872 MIVART Anat. 477 The branchial arches are attached

to a . . series of pieces termed basi-branchials. 1866 HUXLEY
Prch. Kent. Caithn. 99 The basi-cranial line is from the an-
terior margin of the foramen magnum to the fronto-nasal
suture. 1863 Man's Place Nat. iii. 149 The basifacial
axis .. drawn through the axis of the face, between the
bones called ethmoid and vonier. 1849 -52 Tonn Cycl. Anat.
fyP/iys.lV. 1 145/2 The basi-hyal Is generally elongated pro-
portionately to the shape of the tongue. Ibid. 13-22/1 The
fissure that . . separates the basi-occipital bone from the ex-

occipitals. 1880 CARPKNTKR in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV. 208
The basiradial suture is an obtuse angle. 1837 MACGILLIVRAY
Hist. Brit. Birth III. 643 Its basirostral bristles. 1870
ROLLKSTON Anim. Life 17 The junction of the basisphenoid
to the basioccipital. Ibid. The basitemporals form a second
floor to the cranium. 1849 52 TODD Cycl. Anat.

<fy Phys.
IV. 1410/1 The basi-vertebral veins.

Basial (l^'-ziar, a. 1
[f.

L. bau-itm kiss + -AL 1
.]

Of or pertaining to kissing, oscillatory.
Mod. The l>asial salutation.

t Ba'sial, a.- Obs. [f. L. basi-s BASE H- -ALT.]
-BASAL.
1836 9 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. 1 1. 622/1 The basial part

of the heart. 1842 E. WILSON Anat. Vatic M. 489 The . .

Uasial band, passes directly backwards through the septum.
Basiate (>

T
'-zi,t'it), v. W/>s. [f.

L. basiat- ppl.
stem of basiare, f. basiuni kiss.] To kiss.

1623 In COCKERAH,

Basiation (i)t
Ti zi

i(

T
i'Jon\ [ad. L. bdsiation-cm,

f. basiarc ; see prec. and -ATIOX.] Kissing.
1879 O. MKRKDITH Egoist I. 85 Love that . . seems to the

scoffing world to go slinking into basiation's obscurity.

Basic (b (
7
:-sik), a. [f.

BASE sh\ -t- -ic.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or forming a base; funda-

mental, essential : spec, in Arch., and in Client,

1842 W. OROVK Corr. Phys. Forces 146 The amount of

heat produced is determined by the basic ingredient. 1849
KrsKiN Sri: Lamps v. 141 Its capital resting . . on its basic

plinth. 1869 ROSCOE Eltm. Chcm. 67 Basic oxides or bases
act upon acids to form salts. 1884 Harper s J/^i'. Apr.
770/2 This is Miss Hill's basic principle.

2. Having the base in excess, a. Chew. (A salt)

Having the amount of the base atomically greater
than that of the acid, or exceeding in proportion
that of the related neutral salt. b. *!//;/. (An
igneous rock) Having little silica in proportion to

the amount of lime, potash, magnesia, etc. present.
1854 SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 400 The class of

subsalts is now generally termed basic salts, because the
base predominates. 1876 tr. W'agncrs Gen. Pathol. 319
Neutral or basic phosphates of the alkalies. 1877 (itu:i-.s

Phys. C.eol. ii. 5. 47 The Poorly Silicated or Basic rocks.

C. Applied to an improved
' Btssemer' process of

steel-manufacture, in which phosphorus is elimi-

nated from the pig-iron by the use of non-silicious

materials (e.g. limestone, dolomite, magnesia, for

the lining of the converters, and for introduction

in the course of the
' blow '; hence also applied to

the steel thus produced, etc.

1880 ROBERTS Introd. Lt'ct. Metallurgy 20 The practical

application of basic linings in the Bessemer converter. 1883
Birmghtn, Weekly Post 18 Aug. 8/2 Basic steel and ingot
iron, made from phosphoric pig.

See also MONOBASIC, BIBASIC, TRIBASIC.

Basicerite ;b?'srsereit\ Anim. Phys. [f. Gr.

#d<Ti-$ base + Ktp-a? horn, antenna + -ITE.] The
second segment of the antenna of an Arthropod,
reckoning from the head.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. /;/?'. An. vi. 314 A basicente, to the

outer portion of which a flattened plate . . is articulated.

Basicity (b^srsiti). Chcm. [f.
BASIC a. + -ITY.]

The power of combining with bases possessed by
an acid, dependent on the number of atoms of

hydrogen replaceable by a metal which are con-

tained in it
;
thus nitric acid (1IXO.,) is monobasic,

phosphoric acid (H 3 PO,) is tribasic.

1849 L it-big$ Kopp's AV/. Progr, Chcm. 1. 469 The capacity
of saturation or the basicity B of a compound. 1883 Mrn*
Heroes ofSc. V. 23 Graham . . added to science the concep-
tion of acids of ditferent basicity.

Basidiospore (basi'di^ispo^i). Bot. [f. next

+ Si'OKE.j A spore borne at the extremity of a

basidium. Hence Basidkrsporous a.

1859 Toon Cycl, Anat. fy Phys. V. 232/1 The basidiospore
is distinguished from all the other acrogenous forms. Ibid.

224/2 Basidiosporous Fungi.
^~ '

i] Basidium (basi-diflm). [mod.L., f. Gr. gavts,

base + -t5(o^ dim. ending.] Xame given to the

cells of the fructification in some fungi, which form
the '

gills,
1 and bear the spores.

1858 CARPENTER V?g. Phys. 778 The spores are arranged
on this hymenium in clusters of four, each group being
attached to the points of a small body, rounded below, which
is called the basidium. i86z H. MACMIU.AN Footti. Page
l\'at. 214 Each of the gills . . is found to consist of a numbt r

of elongated cells called basidia.

Basifier (V'sifaiiai). [f.
BASIFY + -ER 1

.]

That which basifies. 1847 in CRAIG.

Basifixed (bt
7
''sinkst), a. Bot. [f.

L. basi-s

BASK + FIXED.] Attached by the base or lower end.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 85 Genista .. Anthers .. long
and basifixed.

Basifugal (b^si-fw/gal), a. Bot.
[f.

L. basi-s

87
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BASE .f^. 1 -f -fug-its fleeing + -AL*.] Tending away
'

from the base. Rasifugal growth : that which
^

begins at the apex (of a leaf, etc.), and proceeds
in a direction away from the base. Basi'fng'ally,

adv., in a bnsifugal manner.
1875 BENNETT & DYER Stubs' Bot. 138 Two extreme cases

may therefore be distinguished in leaves . . the predomin-
antly basifugal or apical, and the predominantly basal

growth. 1882 VINES Saclis Hot. 170 Lateral members usually
arise on their common axial structure in acropetal or basi-

fugal order. Ibid, 448 The leaves grow . . basifugally.

Basify (b^-sifai), v.
[f.

L. basi-s BASE j<M +

-FY.] 'To convert into a salifiable base.' Craig.

II Basigfynium (b^iidsji'niym). Bot. [mod.L., j

f. Gr. fiaat-s base + yvv-rj female +-IUM, repr. Gr.

dim. -loi'.] The pedicel or stalk bearing the ovary, I

1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bit. 398 Basigynhtm, synonym f>f

Carpophore or Thecaphore.

Basil 1
.bae'zil), Herb, Forms: 5 (basilicon\

basile, 6 basyle, yll, bazil, bassel, 6-7 basill,

6- basil. [a. OF. basile, ad. L. basilisca, f.

basiliscus BASILISK ; the Gr. name of the plant was ;

Pafftkucvv 'royal/ whence the botanical specific
j

name basiliciun, perhaps because the herb was used .

' in some royal unguent, bath, or medicine
'

(Prior).
In Lat. this seems to have been confused with

basiliscus, on the supposition that it was an

antidote to the basilisk's venom : in OF., basile,

basilicoq, basUiquc, and in mod.F., basilic are ap-

plied both to the serpent and the plant.]

1. Popular name of a genus (Ocymum, N.O.
Labiafu'} of aromatic, shrubby plants, with flowers

j

arranged in whorled racemes, widely dispersed in

tropical and sub- tropical countries. The best-
\

known species are the culinary herbs, Common or

Sweet Basil (0. basilicunt} and Bush or Lesser
Basil (0. mininimj, the leaves of which are used

for seasoning soups and made dishes.

\C\\ZQ Pallad. on Hitsb. n. 201 Basilicon, radish and rucul

stron^c.] 1481 CAXTON Tulle of Old Age, Viulcttys, rose-

marynes, majorons, gylofres, basiles. 1562 TUKNKK Herbal
ii. 66 a, Basil . . is good for the stryking of ase dragon. 1573
Tussi-.u J/nal: xlii. 118781 95 B.is>el, fine and busht, sowe in

May. 1586 CotiAN Haven Health xxxvi. ( 1612.) 50 A certaine i

Italian, by often smelling tottasill, had a Scorpion bred in

his brainc. 1627 H. BUKTOX Baiting Popes Bull Ep. Ded.
26 liasil 'the Kmbleme of the Throne established by mercy (

i

which being gently .stroked on the hand, yeelds a pleasant ;

smell, but crushed hard vpon it, vnsauory. 1725 BRADLEY ;

I1
'

am. Did. s.v. pallet, Basil imparts a grateful Flavour if not !

too strung. 1861 I JICLAMKK Kitck. Card, 122 Sweet basil . . is,

as its name imports, one of the royalties among sweet herbs.

2. Used as a book-name for other plants : e. g.
\Vild liasil {Calamintha Acinos, Lyte, C. Clino-

fodiuni, Benth.), Field or Cow Basil (Saponaria
I'accaria, Lyte) ;

also Basil-balm, -thyme \Cala-
mintha Acinos}.
1578 LYTE Dodoens 239 Wilde Basill hath square hearie

stenime-i, beset with small leaues, much lyke to the leaues
of Hushe Basill. Ibid. 241 Of Vaccaria, or Cow Basill. 1597
GKRARD Uerballu. ccxxiii. 675 The wilde Basil or Acynos.
1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot. 19 Basil-thyme . because the
smell thereof is so excellent, that it is fit for a king's hou^e.

tBa'sil 2
,

Obs. rare- 1

. In 6 bassil. [a. OF.
basile BASILISK : see prec.]
1. = BASILISK 3.

c 1565 K. LINDSAY Chron. Scot. (1728' 108 She bare many
cannons . . with three great bassils.

j-2. An 'iron
1

or fetter fastened round the ankle of

a prisoner. Obs. (Perhaps a distinct word.)
1592 GKEEXK Art Conny Catch. II. 31 Clap a strong paire

of bolts on his heeles, and a basill of 28. pound weight.
1755 Mem. Ca/>t. /'. Drake I. xiii. 106 One of my Irons
taken off .. only one of the Bassils, which did not weigh
above two Pounds out of thirty. 1865 SALA in N. $ Q. Ser.

in. VIII. 369/2 The iron ring or fetter which English con-
victs were wont to wear round one ankle was called a Basil.

Basil ;

, bazil (bce-zil). [App. an Eng. cor-

ruption of Fr. basane : see HASAN.] Sheepskin
tanned in bark

; distinguished from roan, which is

tanned in sumach. Often attrib.

1674
GUIDOTT Obseru. Bath, in f/arl. Misc. (Malh.) IV.

130 The water happened . . to fall upon a Hazil-skin I some-
times use. 1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3285/4 All Tanners, Bazil

Tanners, Curriers_. 1755 JOHNSON, Basil, the skin of a

sheep tanned. This is I believe more properly written basen.

1794. W. FELTON Carriages tiSoi) I. 215 An inferior leather
..called bazil leather .. tears almost like paper. 1854
MAYHEW Lond. Lalwar III. 419 iHoppe> Each sleeper has
for covering a large basil such as cobblers use for aprons.

Basil, sb.i and v. corrupt form of BEZEL.

Basilar .'ba-'-silii), a.
; also 6 basylare. [ad.

mod.L. basilaris, irreg. i. basis', see BASKJ^.I] Of,

pertaining to, or situated at the base, csp. at that

of the skull.

1541 R. COPLAND Gnydons Quest. Cyrurg., The .vij. bone
is the bone basylare . . that closeth and susteyneth all the

sayd bones ouer the rofe. 1782 A. Mo N HO .<-////. Bones iff

Nerves 77 Made concave for the reception . . of the basilar

artery. 1840 G. ELLIS Anat. 17 The basilar artery .. lies

on the basilar process of the occipital bone.

Basilary (bru-silari), a. [ad. Y.basilaire (i6thc.),
ad. mod.L. basilaris : see prec. and -AKY-.] =prec.
1800 CAKI.ISLE in /'////. Trans. XCI. 144 The basilary

king + -AN.] A Royalist.
(-1645 HOWELL Lett. iv. 11726) 23 (D.) If any intemperate

Basilean take exceptions thereat.

Basileio'latry. nonce-wd.
[f. Gr. ftaaiKeiQ-s

of the king + \arpfia worship.] King-worship.
1872 Sacristy II. 10 note, At Westminster the established

religion is Basileiolatry.

Basilic (basi'lik), a. Forms : 6 basylyc, 7-8
basilick(e, 8- basilic, [a. F. basilique (i6th c.),

ad. L. basilicus, a. Gr. y3afftAius royal, kingly, f.

/3a<nAeus king.]
1. Kingly, royal, sovereign. ? Obs. rare.

1728 EARHKKY tr. Kitrnct's St. Dead I. 13 In this world we
see nothing except God's basilick justice.

2. Phys. Specific epithet of the large vein of the

arm starting from the elbow and discharging into

the axillary vein. [So called from its supposed
great importance ; the right and left basilic veins

were formerly thought to be in direct communica-
tion with the liver and spleen respectively.]
1541 R. COPLAND Gnydon's Quest. Cyntrg., That party

that was deuyded vnder the arme pyttes that goeth in to
the inwarde party in descending appereth within the bought
of the elbowe, and is called Basylyc. ^1670 HACKET Ahp.
Williams i. (1692) 88 As if he had prick 'd the Court in the
Basilick or Liver-vein. 1849 52 TOIJH Cycl. Anat. fy i'/iys.
IV. 1407/1 The basilic vein, .ascends along the inner margin
of the biceps muscle.

Basilic (ba-sllik), sb. arch. [a. F. basilique,
ad. L. basilica.'}

1. = BASILICA i.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Basilic or Basilica. 1811 J.
MILNEK Eccl. Arc/tit. Eng. ii. 12 The emperors gave up
their palaces and courts of justice, called Uasilics, for the
service of religion.

2. = UASIUOA 2.

1703 Lond. i'.az. No. 3891/2 Considerable Damage to the

Basilick, or (Ireat Church of St. I'cter. 1753 CHAMBKRS
Cycl. Sitty.,

Basilics were also little chapels built by the
antit-nt Franks over the tombs of their great men. 1840
Ln. HOUGIITON in lUackw. Mag, XLVII. 29 Oil ! never in

high Roman basilic, Prime dome of art, or elder Lateran.

Basilica O^i'liku). PI. -as, rarely -ee. Also
6 (transliterated Greek) basilike, 8 basilika. [a.
L. basilica, Gr. &aai\iK7) (sc. otKta, aroa), fem. of

adjs. basilicits, fiaaiXiKus, royal, f. &aat\tvs king.]
1. Anc. Hist. Literally and originally, a royal

palace ; thence, a large oblong building or hall,

with double colonnades and a semicircular apse at

the end, used fur a court of justice and place of

public assembly.
1541 KI.VOT Image Gm>t. 11556) 66 A Basilikc, or place

where civile controversies were herde and judged. 1741
MIIJDLHTON Cicero I. vi. 468 A Basilica also or grand hall.

1852 COXYHKAKE & H. St. Paul 41862) II. xxvii. 500 The
basilicas were buildings of great size, so that a vast multi-

tude of spectators was always present at any trial which
excited public interest.

2. A building of the preceding type, used for

Christian worship. Originally, a hall of justice
handed over by Roman emperors and consecrated

for religious use ; thence applied to other early
churches built on the same plan, and improperly
to churches generally. In Rome applied spec, to the

seven principal churches founded by Constantine.

1563 Homilies \\. ii. in. 11859) 256 Called Basilicas, eyther
for that the Greeks used to call all great and goodly
places Basilicas, or for that the high and everlasting King
.. was served in them. 1725 tr. Diipin's Eccl. Hist. \-]tk
C. I. v. 99 There were some Churches, .which were not
dedicated to any Saint, but had only in general the Name
of a Ba>ilika. 1851 RUSKIN Stones I'cn. I. i. 27 An imit-

ation in wood of the Christian Roman churches or basilicas.

1852 Miss VONGK Cameos (1877) III. xxx. 305 Sending a

deputation to do penance at the seven basilica;. 1874
PARKER lllnst. Goth. Arc/tit, n. 276 The application of the
name of Basilica to the small burial- chapels in the Catacombs
is a mistake.

f 3. The basilic vein : see BASILIC a. 2. Obs.

1625 HART Anat. Ur. n. viii. 105 The basilica or liver

veine. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The basilica is one of the
veins used in bleeding in the arm.
4. (neut.pl )

= BASILICS, q.v.

Basilical 'basrlikal), a. 1
[f.

Gr. jSturiAtx-os +
-ATA]
1. Kingly, royal, regal.
1652 (jHgunART ^rtw/Wks. (1834)277 Basilical rule or any

other temporal soveraignty. 1885 r. KGRSLAKB Liberty
Hist. Research 5 Up wells this basilical word '

must,'

f 2. = BASILIC a. 2. Obs.

1649 HOWELL Lett. (1650) III. 40 Ho^ England will thrive
now that she is let bloud in the basilica!! veine. 1686 PLOT
Staffordsh. 290 Upon squeesing her Arm he forced thence
from about the Basilical vein . . a pins point.

Basi'lical, a*
[f. BASILICA + -AL!.]= next.

1613 T. GODWIN Rom. Antiy. (1658) 10 Many men . . were
wont to walk under those basilical buildings. z88x G. SCOTT
Ch. Arc/lit. Pref., The basilical church of Lyminge.
Basilican (basHikan), a. fad. mcd.L. basili-

can-tts, f. basilica : see prec. and -AN.] Of, per-

taining to, or resembling a basilica. Basi licanism,
adherence to the basilican type of church.

1797 HOLCROFT.$Y<?/<W
I
-'$ Trav. II. 1. 228 It is built in the

basilican manner. 7879 BARING-GOULD Germany IL 345

But the basilican churches were not always adaptations of
this sort. x86z A. B. HOPE Eng. Cathedr. iqth C. vi. 179
In very many Italian monastic churches . . basilicanism has
as it were been caricatured.

Basilicate (basHik/0, a.
[f.

BASILICA +
-ATE-.] Shaped like a basilica ; basilican.
1882 S. BUTLER Alps <$ Sanct. xxv. 357 A fine old basili-

cate Church.

t Basilicock. Obs. Forms : 4 baselycoc,
4~5 -cok, basilicok, -iskoc, 5 basylicock, -ycok,
6 basilicock. [a. OF. basilicoc, -ecoc (nom. sing.
and ace. pi. basilicas}, f. basilic'. L. basiliscus

BASILISK + -oc = It. -occo, usually augmentative)
sometimes diminutive. Here perhaps associated

with coq cock : cf. cockatrice.]
= BASILISK i.

1340 Ayenb. 28 panne is he [tbe envious] of J>e kende of

J>e uaselycoc, uor no grenhede ne may yleste beuore hym,
c 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. p 778 That sleeth right as the
Basilicok [v. r. Baselycok] sleeth folk by the venym of his

sighte. 1481 CAXTON Ulyrr. n. vi. 77 Basylicocks [have] . .

the heed lyke a cocke and body of a serpent. 1583 STUBBES
Anat. Abus. (1877) 109 Like a Cockatrise, or Basilicock,
which slay or kill men with the poison of their sighte.

II Basi'licpn, -um. [L. basilicum, Gr. paat-
\tKov (sc. <f>dpf*aKov drug, plaster), neut. of adj.
basilicus, &a<rt\iK6$, royal.] Name given to several

ointments supposed to possess
'

sovereign* virtues.

1541 R. COPLAND Gnydons Formttl. T j, The fourth fourme
is the great basilicon that is praysed ouer all, and is called
tetrafarmacum. 1659 CULI'EPPKK Pharm. Lond. 298 Basili-

con, the greater. Take of white Wax, Pine Rozin, Heifers

suet, etc. 1762 STERNE Tr. Shandy V. xxvii. 96 He had
stepped down for lint and basilicon. 1782 SCHOTTE in Phil.
Trans. I,XXI 11. 88 A pledget of basilicum was put over it.

' Sec also BASIL j^. 1

Basilics (basi-liks), sb. pi. [ad. L. basilica

(also used in Eng.), a. Gr. ficun\iKd, neut. pi. of

adj. /3uffiAi*os-.] A digest of the laws of Justinian
and other emperors, translated from Latin into

Greek by command of the emperors Basil and Leo,
and constituting the code of the Eastern empire.
[1652 NEEIJHAM Seltten's Mare Cl. 96 Which is manifest

enough, not onely in the Basilica . . but also by the Decrees
established by the Emperor Leo.] 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s. v., The basilics comprehend the institutes, digests, code
and novels, and some edicts of Justinian. 1771 RAPER in

Phil. Trans. LXI. 513 A scholiast on the Basihos tells us.

Basilidian (bccsili-cHan), a. and sb. [f. L.

Basilid-cs, Gr. BaffiA/S-i/y + -IAN.]
A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or derived from,

Basilides, an Alexandrian Gnostic of the 2nd cen-

tury. B One of his disciples or followers.

1586 T. ROGERS y)Art. (16071 1T 8 Some utterly cast off all

grace, virtue, and godliness, as did the Basilidians. 1860
T. BALFOIIR Typ. Charact. Nat. 120 The Basilideans be-

lieved that Simon the Cyrenian was crucified in the room
of Christ. 1877 V/. JONES Finger-ring L. 113 The Gnostic
or Basilidian gems, evidently used for magical purposes.

Basili'scan, a. rare. [f. L. basilisc-us BASI-
LISK + -AN.] Pertaining to a basilisk.

< 1600 Thnon iv. iii. (18421 65 With my basilican eies May
I kill all I see.

Basili'SCine, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -INE 1
.] prec.

1855 KINOSI.KV \\'estiv. 7/0(i86i) 79 Our fair Oriana, and
the slaughter which her basiliscine eyes have caused.

Basilisco : see next.

Basilisk ;ba'-zilisk, bit's-)- Forms : a. 4- basi-

lisk
; 5-7 basiliske, 6 (basseliskie), 6-7 basil-

isque, 7 -isck, basalisk, 8 basilisc. 0. (unchanged
L.) 4-7 basiliscus, 6 (basilicus). 7. (from Fr.)

5 basilique. basylyque, 6 -ike. S. (from Sp.)

7 basilisco, -sko. See also BASILICOCK. [ad. L.

basiliscus, a. Gr. QaaiXiaKos a kinglet, a kind of

serpent, the golden-crested wren, dim. of &aat\(vs

king : see -ISK. The Latin form was occas. used un-

changed from 1 4th to I7th c.
; Caxton, in I5th c.,

introduced forms after Fr. basilique, now basilic
\

and in 1710 c., basilisco, -sko, after Sp., occur.]
1. A fabulous reptile, also called a cockatrice,

alleged to be hatched by a serpent from a cock's

egg ; ancient authors stated that its hissing drove

away all other serpents, and that its breath, and
even its look, was fatal. [So called, says Pliny,
from a spot, resembling a crown, on its head ;

mediaeval authors furnished it with ' a certain

combe or coronet.']
p. a 1300 E. IZ. Psalter xci. 13 Oure aspide and basilisk

saltou ga. c 1400 MAUHDBV. xzvui 285 Thei slen him anon
with the beholdynge, as dothe the BasilUk. 1599 PORTKK

Angry Worn. Abingd, (1841* 121 O, that it were the basse-

liskies fell eye, To poyson thee ! 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. \.

ii. 389 Make me not sighted like the Basilisque. i&*flPhys,

Diet., Basilisk .. kills a man with its very sight (as some

say* but by its breath infallibly : it's about a foot long, with

a black and yellow skin, and fiery red eyes. 1711 POPE
Messiah 82 The smiling infant in his hand shall take The
crested basilisk and speckled snake. 1847 LD. LINDSAY Chr.

Art \. Introd. 147 The abbot . . cried,
'

Lord, either 1 must

die, or this basilisk !' And instantly the basilisk died.

(3. 1387 THEVISA Higden Rolls Ser. I. 159 Basiliscus is

kyng of serpentes )?at wij? smyl and si^t sleeb beestes. 1536
LATIMKR zndSerni. bef. Coni'oc. i. 45 To do hurt, more than

either aspis or basiliscus. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Isa. xxx. 6

The viper, and the flying basiliscus.

> 1491 CAXTON I'itas Pair. (W. de W.I u. 2i8a/2 He
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founde in his waye a grete serpente basylyque. 1530 PALSGR.

196/2 Basylike serpent, basilisque,
S. 1655 JF.NNINGS Klise 57 He loses his countenance at

the aspect of the Basilisco, whose sight kills him.

2. fig. Often attrib.

a. 1549 CHEKE Hnrt Scdit, 11641' 42 But what is a

loyterer? A sucker of Honie . . a Basiliske of the Common-
wealth. .71789 BURNEY Hist. Mus. I. viii. 123 Satire.,

becomes a basilisk in the hands of a man . . who employs
it to blast the reputation of another. 1831 CARLYLE Sart.

Res. n. vi, That Basilisk-glance of the barouche-and-four.

y. 1475 CAXTON Jason 45 Certes madame youre eyen
basiHque haue hurte me unto the deth.

3. transf. A large cannon, generally made of

brass, and throwing a shot of about 200 pounds
weight. (Other pieces of ordnance of the time

were named from venemous reptiles ; e.g. culverin,

serpentine^ slang, etc. Cf. Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 17.)
o. 1577 HARKISON England \\. xvi. 1,1877) 281 Basiliske

[weigheth] 9000 pounds, eight inches and tnree quarters
within the mouth. 1586 MARLOWE \st Ft. Tamburl. iv, i,

The basilisks, That, roaring, shake Damascus turrets down !

1613 PURCHAS Pilgr. I. v. vii. 408 Great Brazen Ordinance,
. . whereof foure Basiliskes were drawne (such was their

weight) by so many hundred yokes of Oxen. 1861 Miss
BEAUFORT Egypt. Sepul. II. xxiv. 328 Stone shot lying about,
some of the latter thrown by basilisks.

0. 1549 EDW. VI. Lit. Ron, (1858) 250 The pecis of new
conquest, and 2 bastlicus, 2 demy canons, etc.

8. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. xiv. 70 A Basilisco.

Height [bore] in Inches, 5. Weight in Pounds, 4000. Shot,

Pounds, isi. powder, Pounds, 10. 1644 in Rushw, Hist.

Coll. in. II. 701 The Rebels Train of Artillery .. amongst
which was the great Basilisco of Dover.

4. Zool. A small American lizard of the family

Igiianidx, having on the top of its head a hollow

crest which can be inflated at will.

1813 SHELLEY ?, Mab\\\\. 86 The green and golden basilisk.

1847 CARPENTER Zool. 495 The Mitred Basilisk is an in-

habitant of Guiana, Martinique, etc. . . It swims with great
address by means of the lateral motions of its finny tail.

f 5. Ornith. Obs. name of the Golden-crested

Wren or Kinglet {Regulus cristatus}. (So in Or.)
p. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Bttsiliscus,

*j- 6. Astr. Obs. name of the star Regulus, in Leo.

1551 RECOKDE Cast. Kiunvl. (1556) 266 The Basilyske or

Kyngely starre. 1727-51 in CHAMBERS Cycl.

7. Comb, basilisco-proof, a., proof against eyes,

even those of a basilisk ; unabashed, shameless.

1649 Lane. Tracts Civ. tt'ar 11844) 23^ Though your
brows be Basilisco-proof, yet you could be content I should

end this language.

Basili'skian, a. [f. prec. + -IAN.] Of or per-

taining to a basilisk
; basiliscan.

1828 J. WIL-JON in Bladho. Mag. XXIII. 783 That . . fas-

cinating and basiliskian glare of gorgeous and rhetorical

embellishment.

Basin (b6"'Vn), sb. Forms : 3 bascin, baciii,

4-5 bacine, bacyn(e, bassyn(e, -eyn, 4-6 basyn,

5 basson, bassyng, -ien, bacen, 6 bayseyn, bas-

sine, basing, baiseing, 6-7 basen, 8 bassin, 6-

bason, 5- basin. [ME. bacin, bascin, a. OF. bacin

(I2th c. in Littre), mod. bassin (
- Picard bachin,

Pr., Sp. bacin, It. bacino] : late L. bachinus, bac-

chmus\ in Greg, of Tours, 6th c., 'vulgo' bacchmon\

supposed by some to be for baccTnus, -itrn, and to

be a derivative of bacca
' vas aquarium

'

Isidore.

Thence also OHG. bccchin, mod.G. bcckcn, Du.

bekken. The med.L. had baatms, bassitnis from

the mod. langs. The ulterior source is unknown :

the Celtic bacc- 'hook, crook,' to which Diez and
others have referred it, has no derivative with any

approach to the sense of 'basin': see Thumeysen.]
I. A hollow circular vessel.

1. A circular vessel of greater width than depth,
with sloping or curving sides, used for holding
water and other liquids, especially for washing

purposes. Barber's basin\ see BARBER sb. 3.

c izzo St. Marker. 9 His twa ehnen .. brad as bascins.

c 1330 Florice <y Bl. 550 Water and cloth and bacyn For to

wasschen his hondes in. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy vn. 3169
Bassons of bright gold. 1486 Bk. St, Albans B v a, Put it

in a bassien of brasse. 1513-75 Diiirn, Occurr. (1833) 103
The basing and the lawar. 1596 SH^LKS. Tarn. Shrew n. i.

350 Basons and ewers, to laue her dainty hands. 1616 R. C.

Times' \\>
r
his. iv. 1613 Faire water in a basen. 1726 GAY

Fables i. xxi. 23 His pole with pewter basons hung. 1794
G. ADAMS Nat, <$ Exp, Philas. I. in. 70 A barometer . . im-

mersed in a bason of mercury. <: 1845 LANE Arab. Nts.

(Rtldg.) 290 The slave brought a basin and water; the

prince then washed himself.

b. The quantity held by a basin
;
a basinful.

1834 HT. M ARTINKAU Farrers vii. 127 [She] made a basin

of tea. Mod. A basin of soup on a cold day.

2. A similar circular dish for any purpose.
1525 I.n. BERNF.RS Froiss. II. cxvi. (R.) His bedde was

wont to be chafed with a bason of hole coles, a 1704 T.

BROWN Sat. Anticnts (1730! I. 14 Satura I..anx was properly
a bason filled with all sorts of fruit. 1777 j. RTCH AKIJSON

Dissert. East. Nations 26 Four large basons filled with

gold and silver. Bk. Com. Prayer Commun., Shall receive

the Alms for the Poor . . in a decent bason.

3. The scale-dish of a balance.

1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Soivle i. xvi. (1859* 18 Lete hym put it in

the ryjt bacyn of the balaunce. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.,

Basons of a Balance. 1833 J. HOLLAND Mannf. Metal II.

292 The boards or basins are suspended by means of hooks
to tbe ends of the beam.
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f 4. //. Hollow metal dishes clashed together to

produce sound ; ? cymbals. The beating of metal

basins was formerly part of the mocking^ accom-

paniment when infamous persons were condemned

to be publicly carted. Obs.

c 1302 Pol. Songs (1839* 189 The Flemmysche . . Agynneth
to clynken huere basyns of bras, c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. iv.

vi. 133 Forto rescowe be moone fin eclipses] bei betyn hire

basines wib bikke strokes. 1604 DKKKKK Honest M'h. Wks.

1873 II. 181 Why before her does the Bason ring? 1609 1!.

JONSON Sil. Worn. in. v. iN.) Let there be no bawd carted

that year, to employ a bason of his.

5. spec. a. A concave tool used by glass-grinders
in the manufacture of convex glasses.

1727 51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Various kinds of basons,

of copper, iron, etc. . . some deeper, others shallower, ac-

cording to the focus of the glasses that are to be ground.

f 6. The hollow part of a plate or dish. Obs.

1662 PI;PVS Diary 21 July, Silver dishes and plates . . in

the edges and basins of which was placed . . gold medals.

7. A helmet
;
a DASINKT. Obs.

c 1300 A". Alis. 2333 So he tok his basyn, That hit clevyd
into the chyn. ^1325 Coeurdi? L. 2557 Some he hytte on the

bacyn, That he cleffhym to the chyn,

f 8. Phys. a. The pelvis ;
b. A funnel-shaped

cavity situated between the anterior ventricles of

the brain. Obs.

1727 51 in CHAMBERS Cycl. 1760 BRADY in Phil. Trans.

LI. 660 A bone found in the pelvis or bason of a man. 1771

J. S. Le Dran's Obsew. Snrg. Diet. Cc b, The Pelvis, or

Bason of the Kidnies.

II. A hollow depression, natural or artificial.

9. A hollow receptacle, natural or artificial, con-

taining water.

1712 BLACKKORK (J.I And from its ample basin cast the

main. 1764 HARMER Observ. x. viii. 32? Their waters being

conveyed by acqueducts into two very large basons. 18 . .

WORDSW. Idle Shcph, Boys, And in a basin black and small

Receives a lofty waterfall. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L,

viii. 213 Inland basins of rain-water.

10. A dock constructed in a tidal river or har-

bour, in which by means of flood-gates the water is

kept at a constant level, used for ships discharging
or lading cargo, or when laid up.
1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4510/5 A great Fleet of Merchant

Ships .. have contracted with the Officers of his Majesty's
Customs to open their way into the great Basin of this City.

1815 WELLINGTON in Gurw. DisJ>. XII. 265 A wet dock or

basin of considerable size and depth may be considered

nessesary for the trade of Antwerp.

b. Part of a river or canal widened and furnished

with wharfs for the lading and unlading of barges.
1837 WHITTOCK Bk. Trades '1842! 203 Basins are formed

near towns to which the canal has a communication.

11. A land-locked harbour
;
a bay.

1725 POPE Odyss. vi. 315 The spacious basins arching rocks

enclose. 1781 GIBBON Dccl. fy F, II. xxxi. 191 The largest
vessels securely rode at anchor within three deep and

capacious basons. 1855 MACAULAY Hist, Eng. IV. 226 His

army . . was encamped round the basin of La Hogue. 1866

THOREAU Yankee in Can. ii. 20 The harbor of Quebec . . a

basin two miles across.

12. Phys. Geog. The tract of country drained by
a river and its tributaries, or which drains into a

particular lake or sea.

[1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 289 Modern French geo-

graphers . . have divided the kingdom into what they call

hassins . . into several great plains, through which flow the

principal rivers. ] 1830 LVELL Princ, Gcol. I. 434 The hydro-

graphical basin of the Thames. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geoff.

Sea v. 270 The basin of the Amazon is usually computed
at 1,512,000 square miles. Ibid, xii. 534 The basin of the

Dead Sea . . and the other inland basins of Asia.

13. gen. A circular or oval valley or hollow.
c 1854 STANLEY Sinai <$ Pal, v. 243 The traveller finds

himself in a wide basin, encircled by hills. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. 23. 166 The basin had been scooped by glaciers.

14. Gcol, A circumscribed formation in which

the strata dip inward from all sides to the centre ;

the stratified deposit, especially of coal, lying in

such a depression.
1821 Abridgem. R. Turner's Arts. <V Sc. 230 What is

called a coal-field, or district, or sometimes a coal-basin.

1850 LVELL Princ. Geol. Gloss. 776 Basin of Paris, Basin of

London. Deposits lying in a hollow or trough, formed of

older rocks. 1877 GREEN Phys. Gcol. ix. 3. 347 If the beds

dip everywhere towards a centre, they . . form a basin.

III. Comb. t chiefly attrib., as basin-pan, -sign,
-stand

;
also basin-like, -shaped, adj. ; basinful,

the content of a basin
; basin-wide a., as wide as

a basin (cf. saucer-eyed}.
1799 G. SMITH Laborat. I. 434 Take two *basonfuls of

river sand. 1836-9 Tonn Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. II. 134/2 A
horny *basin-like cavity. 1462 Test. Ebor. (1855! II. 261

Wirt-pannes, *basyn-pan, 1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys
V. 146/2 The pelvis offers a *basin-shaped structure. 1613
ROWLANDS Spy-Knanes B iij b, First to my Barber, at his

*Bason signe. 1842 T. MARTIN in Eraser's Mag. Dec.,

Ducking and diving into the *basin-stand. 1591 SPENSER
M. Huhbcrd 670 Then gan the Courtiers . . stare on him,
with big lookes *basen wide.

Bashied (b^'s'nd), ///. a.
;
also 8-9 basoned,

[f. prec. + -ED-.] Placed or contained in a basin.

1743 YOUNG A7. Th. ix. 918 Thy basined rivers, and im-

prisoned seas. 1809 J, BARLOW Colnmb. \. 651 Baspn'd high,
on earth's broad bosom gay, The bright Superior silvers

down the day.

Basinerved

BASIS.

BAHE j.l + NERVED ; cf. F. basincrve] Of leaves :

Having
1 the ribs all springing from the base.

1866 in Treat, Bot.

Basinet, basnet (bee'sinet, bse'snet). Obs. exc.

Hist. Korms : 3-9 basnet, 4-9 bacinet, base-

net, 9 basinet, bassinet, bascinet
;
also 4 basi-

nett, 4-6 basenett^e, 5 bacenett, basnite, -nette,

4-5 basynet, bacynet, -ette, 5-7 basseiiet. [a.

OF. bacinet, bassine, bassinet (= Sp. badnetc, It.

badnetto, med.L. basinctum, bacinetiim], dim. of

bacin BASIN ; see -KT.]
A small, light, steel headpiece, in shape some-

what globular, terminating in a point raised slightly

above the head, and closed in front with a ventail

or visor; when used in action without the ventail,

as was frequently the case in England, the great
'

helm/ resting on the shoulders, was worn over it.

(-1300 A'. Alis. 2234 Helm and basnet.. The scharpe
sweord carf bothe. ^1380 Sir Fcnnnb. 5577 J?orw helm, &
coyphe, & bacynet, be swerd go(? forb. 1391 Test. Ebor,

118361 I. 151 Unum melius bastnett cum ventayll. c 1440

MorieArth.<y& A bacenett burneschte of sylver. 1523 1 .n.

BERNEKS Froiss. I. Ix. 8t Such a struke . . that their base-

nettes were clouen. 1581 T. NEWTON Seneca's Thebais 51

On head thy Basnet tye. 1611 GWII.LIM Heraldry iv. xv,

234 Their bassenets or sculles. 1808 SCOTT Marm. vi. \.\i,

My basnet to a prentice cap, Lord Surrey's o'er the Till !

1843 LVTTON Last Bar. \. ix, Thou talkest of bassinets and
hauberks. 1856 K. VAUCHAS Mystics 11860* I. 154 $ir

Rudolf's new bascinet with the beaked ventaille. 1874
BOUTEI.L Anns $ Arm. viii. 127 The basinet was con-

sidered to be incomplete without . . a mail defence for the

neck and slioulders, called the caniaiL 1875 STUUBS Const.

Hist. II. xvii. 543 note, Aketons, hacinets, gauntlets.

fig. 1496 Dk'cs A- Panp. (W. de W. I viii. viii. 332 The amyt
betokeneth the basynet of helthe, that is hope of the lyfe

that is to come.

See also BASSINKT, BASSIXATE.

t Ba-sineted, ///. a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED-.]
Furnished with, or as if with, a basinet.

1596 FiTZ-GHiTKKv Sir /'. Drake fj88i' 24 Even as the

Larke . . Mounteth her basinetttd head on high.

t Ba'sing, sl>. Obs. rare~l
. [f.

BASE sb.i +

-ING.] Foundation, base.

c 1325 E. I-.. Allit. /'. A. <)QI Bantelez . . on basyng boun.

t Ba'Sing, vbl. sl~. Obs. [f.
BASK v^ + -INC. i.]

The action of BASE z>.l ; abasing, debasement.

1581 YV. SiAi-i-oHD Exam. Compl. ii. 11876' 55 The basing
or rather the corrupting of our coyne & treasure.

Basioph.th.almi.te (bri'sii^fyarlmait;. Anim.

Fhys. [i.
Or. fidat-s base + u<f>0a\fi~vs eye + -ITK.]

The lowest joint of the eye-stalk of Crustacea.

1877 Huxi.r;v^;/rt/. Ini*. An. vi. 315 The peduncles of the

eye . . are composed of . . a small proximal basiophthalmite,
and a larger terminal podophthalmite.

Basipetal (b^si'p/'tal), a. Bot. [f. I., basi-s

base + -pet-its seeking + -AiA]
'

Developing from

the apex towards the base.' Gray/>W. 7'ext-bk. 1880.

1882 VINES Sachs Bot 171 Lateral members . . arranged
in basipetal order.

Basipodite (b^si'p^dsit). Anim. Phys, [f.
Gr.

(3aat~$ base + 7ro5- (Trots) foot + -ITK.] The second

segment of the leg of an Arthropod.
1870 ROI.LESTON Anim, Life 94 The second joint is known

as the basipodite. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. vi. 309
The proximal one . . is the coxopodite, the next, smalt and

conical, is the basipodite.

Basis (tvi-sis). PI. bases, [a. L. basis, a. Gr.

fiaais : see BASE j^. 1
]

I. Literal senses. i^Xow rarely used : see BASE.)
1. gen. The bottom of anything, considered as the

part on which it rests or is supported ;
the founda-

tion, base, foot. arch.

1571 DIGGES Pantout. i. xxx. I iij, The distance of the

ship from the basis or foote of the cliffe. 1610 SHAKS. Tonp.
n. i. 120 Th'shore ; that ore his waue-worne basis bowed As

stooping to releeue him. 1656 H. MORK Antid. Ath, \. iv.

(1712) 143 The basis of the Cedar. 1718 POPE Iliad\\\. 545
Whose rage can make The solid e;irth's eternal basis

shake ! 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. iv. iv. III. 155 Triumphal
Arches : at the basis of the first of which, we descry, etc.

f 2. The base of a pillar ;
= BASE sbl- 5.

[i$3Z MORK Confut, Barnes yni.
Wks. 742/2 The grounde

or foote of the piller called in laten basis.\ 1677 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. \. ii. 64 His Feet, the Basis of the Pillar

of his Body, a 1719 ADDISON (J-) Observing an English in-

scription upon" the basis, we read it over several times.

f3. A pedestal. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. in. i. 115 Caesar .. That now on

Pompeyes liasis Iye[s] along, No worthier then the dust.

1686 AGLIONHV Paint. Illnstr. 367 The Basis likewise is a

Balusted of Granite-Stone.

4. Bot. and Zool. That part of an organ by which

it is attached to its support ;
= BASE st>. 1

7.
Now

only in specific use : see quots. 1870.
1615 CHOOKE Body ofMatt 467 A Pine-apple, broade and

round in the Basis. 1664 POWER Exp. P/iilos. i. 4 .The
obtuse Tip of this Capsula .. shoots itself into the basis of

the Liver. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v. Antiwlyza, The

upper lip [of the flower] . . near its basis has two short jaggs.

1870 NICHOLSON Zool. 11880)289 A shelly or membranous

plate closes the lower aperture of the [Acorn-] shell, and is

termed the 'basis.' 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life^ The
second joint is known as the 'basipodite,' or 'basis.'

t 5. A geometrical base :
= BASE sbl 9,

1571 DIGGES Pantom, \. vi. C iij b, That subtendente side,

or basis. 1661 BOVLH Examen (1682) 95 A Pyramide . .
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whose Basis is part of the surface of the Atmosphere. 1748
HARTLEY Obsew. Man i. iii. i p 80 The Angles at the Basis
of an Isosceles Triangle.

t 6. Each of the boards of a pair of bellows. Obs.

1669 BOYLE Cont. AVrc' E.rp. i. (1682) 129 Another pair of
Tite Bellows made with a very light Clack in the lower
Basis. Ibid, i. 109 The Orifice of the Vent in the Basis.

II. Transferred and figurative senses.

7. The main constituent, fundamental ingredient.
1601 HOLLAND /Y/'tty Gloss., Basis in a compound medicine

is that drug or simple which is predominant. 1665 Phil.

Trans. I. 117 Salt, the Basis of a!! Natural Productions.

1712 tr. Pomet's Hist, Drugs I. 179 Several People make it

the BaMs of the Liquorice juice. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. \.

iii. 225 Colouring-solutions should be always prepared with

glycerine . . as a basis,

8. That by or on which anything immaterial is

supported or sustained
;
a foundation, support

1605 SHAKS. Macl\ iv. iii. 32 Great Tyrrany, lay thou thy
basis sure. 1686 W. DE BuriAist: Hunt. Pntd. 126 The
love of the Subject is the most sure Basis of the Princes
Greatness. 1718 Free-thinker No. 75. 142 Integrity is the

Basis of all Human Prudence, 1860 TYSDALL Glac. n. $ 3.

241 This speculation . . rested upon a basis of conjecture.
9. That on which anything is reared, constructed,

or established, and by which its constitution or

operation is determined
; groundwork, footing :

a. a thing material.
1668 HALE Prcf, Rollers Ahridgm. 9 This Book will be

the Ba.iis of such a Common-place Book. 1808 MIDDLKTOS
Grk. Article (ed. 3' I. 485 The critical possessor of the basis
filled its margin with glosses and readings.
b. a thing immaterial

;
a principle, a fact.

1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. m. ii. 36 Build me thy fortunes

vpon the basis of valour. 1622 MALYNKS Anc. Law-Merck.
423 Where the Basis of Exchange . . is made vpon our
twentie shillings sterling. 1852 M^CULLOCH Taxation
it. vi. 254 Assessing licence duties on such inapplicable
bases. 1871 R. W. DALK Commandm. vi. 151 If .Moses had
to regulate our legislation in reference to railway accidents,
he would put it on altogether a new basis. 1876 GKI.KN
Short Hist. iv. 4 118821 190 Among the German races

society rested on the basis of the family.

C. a set of principles laid down or agreed upon
as the ground of negotiation, argument, or action.

1796 HUKKE Ri-ffic. Pffu-f NVks. VIII. 334 We had gained
a great point in getting this basis admitted . . a basis of
mutual compensation. 1855 17 June) BRIGHT Russia, ty.
(1876' 253 It is necessary therefore to have a baMs for our
discussion. 1880 M'CARTHY (>7<< Times III. xxxvi. 129 A
b;isi^ of legislation was at last agreed upon.
10. The tract of country irom, and in connexion

with, which military or other operations are con-
ducted

;
= BASE j/>.!'i6. lit. andy?^.

1833 H r. MAKTIXKAU Cinnamon fy J'. vii. 124 Colonies are
not advantageous to the mother-country as the basis of a

peculiartrade. 1865 M. ARNOLD Kss.Crit.\'\\. 219 fjoubm'-]
soul had, for its basis of operations, hardly any body at all.

1865 Times 2 Jan., To make Canada . . the baMS of opera-
tions against the Northern States.

III. attrib., as in basis-structure, -tissue,

1839-47 TODD CycL Anat. % P/tys. III. 727/1 The basis-

substance is . . destitute of fibres. Ibid. IV. 878/1 These
'dental tubuli

'

. . subdivide rapidly in the hard basis-tissue.

Basiscopic ,b^si|Sk^-pik\ a. Bot. [f. Gr.

$d<7i-? base + -fffcoir-os viewing + -1C.] Looking or
turned towards the base.
i88a VINICS Sac/is* Bot. 450 Each of these halves is divided

. . into an acroscopic and a basiscopic portion.

Basisolute ;Lvisrs01i/7/), a- Hot. [S.'L.basi-s
base -f saintus unbound, free.] Of leaves: Pro-

longed at the base below the point of origin.
1847 in CHAIG. 1866 Treas. Bot., Inisisolnte, a term ap-

plied to leaves which, like those of Scdnm and Echeveria,
are extended downwards below their true origin.

Bask (bask ,
v. ; also 4-6 baske. [app. for

earlier *bat/iask, a. OX. ba6ask
t
in later Icel. haftast

to bathe oneself, refl. of ba6a to bathe. (With loss

of th cl. or from other, sot? west, etc.')]

fl. intr. (also ;r/f., and with pa.pple.qaasi~/?*attj.)
To bathe, especially in warm water or liquid,
and so transf. to be suffused with, or swim in,

blood, etc. Obs.

1393 GoWES Conf. I. 290 The child lay bathend in her
blood . . And for the blooa was hote and warme He basketh
him about therinne. 1430 LYIX;. Chron. Troy v. xxxvii,

Seynge his brother baskynge in his bloud. '1525 SKELTON
Rcplyc. Wks. I. 209 Basked and baththed in their wylde
burblyng .. blode. 1530 PALSGK. 444/1, I baske, I bathe in

water or any lycour, jc baigne (Lydgate 1
.

2. trans. To expose to a flood of warmth, to

suffuse with genial warmth. f,Cf. to bathe in sun-

s/u'/tt'.} Chiefly rcjl. 1
=

3.
1600 SHAKS. A. V. L. 11. vii. 15 A foole, Who laid him

downe, and bask'd him in the Sun. 163* MILTON Allegro
no The lubbar fiend . . Basks at the fire his hairy strength.

1678 WYCHERLKY PL-Dealer i. i. 3 To go . . and bask himself
on the sunnyside of the Globe. 1691 RAY Creation i. (1704)

163 Other Birds bask themselves in the Dust. 1725 POPE
Oayss. iv. 542 The seer . . Basks on the breezy shore . . His

oozy limbs.

3. intr. To expose oneself to, or disport oneself

in, an ambient flood of genial warmth, as in the

sunshine, the rays of a fire
;
to lie enjoying the

heat which radiates upon one.

1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. m. 473 Where basking in the
Sun-shine they may lye. 1718 POPE Iliad in. 198 Antenor
. . I^ean'd on the walls, and bask'd before the sun. 1819 S.

KUC.LKS Hum, Life 15 Basking in the chimney's ample

blaze. 1841 BORROW Zincali I. iv. i. 76 The swarthy children
basked naked in the sun. *8yj G. I)AVIES Mount, fy Mere
xiv. ice? A large pike was basking over the weeds.

k- J*- of the 'sunshine' of love, favour, pros-

perity.
1647 COWLEY Mistr., Change \, Love in her Sunny eyes

does basking play. 1791 BURKE Let. Memh. Assembly Wks.
VI. 27 Basking in the sunshine of unmerited fortune. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (18761 I. v. 382 Traitors basking in

the royal smiles.

Bask ( bask), sb. rare.
[f. prec. vb.] A ' bath

'

or suffusion of genial warmth.
1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights $ Ins. II. xxxvi. 654 A perfect

bask of sunshine lying over it.

t Bask, a. Obs. or dial. Forms : 3 be33sc, 4-5
baisk(e, 4-6 bask. [a. OX. beisk bitter, acrid";
hence the etymological form is baisk.] Bitter,
acrid, ungrateful or irritating to the senses.
t-izoo ORMIN 6698 Itt iss full bitterr & full be^sc. ? 1300
MS. Cott. Faust. B. vi. f. 123 b, The froite . . is soure And
baiske and bittere of odoure. c 1380 WYci.iF.SV/. Jr'yfo. (18711
III. 42 Pride and covetise . . ben bask or bittir synnes.
n 1550 CLAPPERTON H'a Worth Maryage, Of boure-bourding
baith bask and bair. 1808 JAMIESON s.v.,

' A bask day,' a
day distinguished by drought with a withering wind {Dum-
friesshire^

t Baske, v. Obs. [A variant of HASH z/,2, a. Da.

baske^\ To strike with a bruising blow.
1642 ROGERS Naaman 369 Temptations, crosses, dis-

couragements, which many others are basked withal!. Ibiti.

443 Many things . . which buffet and baske it shrewdly.
Basker (bcrskauX One who basks.

1856 N. SENIOR Cowers. Egypt II. 130, I think that the
baskets have been about one-third.

Basket (bcrsket), sh. Forms : 3- basket
;

also

4-5 baskett
v e, 5 -att, -yt, 6 baszk.ett(e, bas-

quette, 7 basquet. [Origin not ascertained : not
in Teutonic or Romanic; found in Kng. since i^thc.
Basket has been conjecturally identified with L. bascanda,

used by Juvenal and Martial; by the latter (xiv. 99' given
as British,

' Barbara de pictis veni bascauda Britannis, Sed
me jam mavult dicere Roma suam.' But the senses anciently
assigned to bascauda of was/ting tub or tray

' vasa ubi
calices lavabantur, cacabus,' or brazen vessel

'

concha; asrea:,

genera vasorum '

Papias (see Du Cangel, do not favour this

identification. The word is unknown in Old Irish orWekh
\basgau>d is a figment invented to suggest bascaiuia.\3tf\<\
the mod. Celtic words, Welsh basged, Corn, basccd, Ir.

basceid, C.ael. bascaid, cannot phonetically be descended
from an original bascauda, but seem to be simply adopted
from Kng. iProf. Rhys'. At present, therefore, there is no
evidence to connect basket with bascauda, or to refer it

to a Celtic origin.]

1. A vessel of wickenvork, made of plaited osiers,

cane, rushes, bast, or other materials.
a 1300 \V. DK liiiii.Ksu. in Wright I've, 158 Uti corbel, a

lilel basket. ('1386 CHAICER 1'ard. /'rrt.iij, I wil do no
labour with myn hondes, Ne make basketis and lyve therby.
1398 TRHVISA Bart It. De I\ ^v. i.\. xvii. (1495)357 A gardyner
gaderynge grapes in a baskette. 1535 COVERDALK 2 K'iugs
\. 7 They . . slewe them .. and layedtheir heades in basz-
kettes. 1598 SMAKS. Merry H', in. iii. 137 I^>oke, heere is a
basket, .he may creepe in heere. 1656 COWLKY Davideis n.

11669)61 With
gilded basquets in their hands. 1725 POPE

Odyss. ix. 293 High in wicker-baskets heaped. 1863 STAN-
LEY Jcu'. C/t. \. 104 His mother placed him in a small boat
or basket of papyrus.
b. with sb. defining the purpose, as alms-basket,

bread-basket^ clothes-basket, eel-basket* work-basket.

1851 KINGSLKY yeast iii. 43 A high weir, with all its ap-
pendages of bucks and hatchways, and eel-baskets. 1863
Miss WHATELY Ragged Life Egypt vii. 50 A work-ba.^ket
was stocked. 1868 H. LKK R. Godfrey i. 2 Everywhere . .

hung .. clothes-baskets, work-baskets, toy-baskets, market-
baskets.

c. taken as the type of diily provisions ; also,
of alms, formerly in special reference to the alms-
basket on which poor prisoners in the public gaols
were mainly dependent for their sustenance; hence
7b go to the basket : i. e. to prison.
1535 COVKHOALK Dent, xxviii. 5 Blessed shal be thy basz-

kett, thy stoare. 1632 MASS. Si FIKLD Fatal Dowry v.

i, Pontalier [to Liladam, who is in custody for debt], do to
the basket, and repent. 1679 Trials of White, etc. 75 He
was in the Marshalsey, and lived a poor mean life, and all

the time fed upon the Basket. (-1700 Gentl. Instrnc. (1732)
6 iD.t God be praised! I am not brought to the basket
though I had rather live on charity than rapine. 1705
HICKERINCILL fricst-Cr. n. ii. 16 Living, as Prisoners in

Ludgate, of the Basket. 1866 NEALE Seq, <V Hymns 80

Helpless, hopeless, if Thou spare not, Of their basket and
their store.

d. phrases. To pin the basket: to conclude the
matter (obs.). To be left in the basket : to remain

unchosen, or to the last ^like the worst apples, etc.).
The pick of the basket : i. e. of the lot or number.
a 1659 OSBORM Observ. Turks Pref. (1673' 4 Steer contrary

to the current of Antiquity, imagined only by idle Dunces,
to have pinned the Basket, a 1704'!'. HROWN&*/. Fr. /Cirtj?
Wks. 17301.61 Thus far in jest ; but now to pin the basket,
May'st thou to England come. 1756 W. YOUNG Lat. Diet.
s. v. /V, To pin the basket . . conclndo, cottftcio^ finio. 1847
BARHAM Ingol, Leg., House-warm, (D.t And all other
suitors are 'left in the basket.' 1874 BclFs Life 26 Dec.,
The pick of the basket, a compact young greyhound.
2. The quantity which fills a basket, a basketful ;

used as a measure of uncertain amount.
1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet., Basket . . of Medlars, two

Bushels; A.ssa-foetida, 20 to 50 lib. Weight. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Kng. xvi, A basket of the first cherries . . was accepted
. . by the king. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling xiL (1880) 456, I

killed baskets of white trout.

8. A wickerwork protection for the hand on a

sword-stick, in the form of a small basket
; ellipt.

a basket-hilt sword or stick.

1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Cong. iv. Tony^ I'll fight you both,
one after the other with baskets. 1833 Rcgul. Instr.

Cavalry \. 171 This exercise should . . be tried with . . sticks
with baskets.

j- 4. A head-dress of wickerwork, or of basket

shape. Obs.

iSSS Fantle Faciotis \\. x. 219 Their marled Women weare
on their heades, fine wickre Basquettes of a foote and a
haulf long. 1606 Choice Chance^ etc. (1881.1 33 This youth
in a basket, with a face of Bras.se.

5. The overhanging back compartment on the
outside of a stage-coach, arch.

1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Cong. v. 1 1780) 249 It has shook me
worse than the basket of a stage-coach. 18*7 MACAULAY
Clergym. Trip Camb. in Misc. (1865) 374 There were parsons
in hood and in basket ; There were parsons below and
above. 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xi, Long stages, with a
basket to hold six behind.

6. Afil. A gabion.
I7S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siipp, s. v., At sieges, they make use

of a small basket filled with earth, and ranged on the top of
the parapet.
7. A part of the hinder leg of the bee, adapted to

carry pollen.
1861 HULME Moqnin-Tandon 11. in. 208 The

leg^ [of the

Bee] is dilated, and forms a triangular .cavity on its inner

surface, which is known as the '

basket.'

8. The vase of a Corinthian capital, with its

foliage, etc. Gwilt.
T 753 in CHAMBERS Cytl. Snpp.
9. A wickerwork or wire screen used in hat-

making.
B. Comb, and Attrib.

1. General relations : a. objective with vbl. or

agent-noun or pr. pple., as basket-bearcr, -bearing,

-carrier, -maker, -making, -seller ; b. attrib. of

material (
= formed as a basket, or of basket-work"),

as basket-balcony, -bonnet, -bojc, -carriage^ -grate,

-net, -trap, -ware \ C. attrib. of purpose (
= used

for baskets or basket -making), as basket-osier,

-twine ; d. attrib. of origin ;
= carried in a basket),

as basket-alms, -dole.

1660 KARL ROSCOM. Poems {1780"* 53 With *basket-a!ms
scarce kept alive. 1866 HOWKLLS I'cnet. Life xv. 223 The
hideou^ ^basket-balcony over the main door. 1530 PALSGR.

196/2 ^Basketbearer, hockqttefeur. 1831 CAHLYI.E Sart.
Res. n. i, The mysterious '"Basket-bearing stranger, 1824
Miss MITFOHD I'illage Ser. i. (1863^ 51 The pockets are
almost full, and so is the *ba.sket-bonnet. 1881 Miss VONGE
Lads <y Lasses of L. iii. 133 A porter . . with a large foreign
'basket-box on his shoulders. 1870 Miss BKIDGMAN A*.

Lyntic II. viii. 161 The little *basket carriage. 1849 GROTE
Greece n. xxx. VI, 150 One of the Kancphora; or 'basket-
carriers. 1618 HOLYDAY Jinn'nal 4 A *basket-doal at the

outmost door to wait. 1603 Patient Grissil 6 I'll hamper
somebody if I die because I am a 'basket-maker. 17*1
AMHEKST Terry Fil. x. 47 To teach the art and mystery
of ^basket-making. 1652 STERRY Eng. Dclii>. North. Presb.
12

* Basket-nets laid in those Wyers, to catch Lampries
< 1500 Cocke Lorelles B, 5 Jacke 'basket seler. 1866 LIVING-

STONE Jrnt. v. (1873) I. 123 Hunting with a dog and
basket-trap. 1833 TKNNVSON Poctns 82 Piles of flavorous

fruits, in *baskei-twine Of gold, up-heaped. 1858 W. ELLIS
/ Vi. Madagascar iii. 61

*
Basket-ware, cooper's work.

2. Special combinations : basket-beagle, a small

dog used to hunt a basket hare
; basket-boat, a

boat of basket-work ;
in India, a circular basket of

i o or 12 ft. diameter, covered with skins ; basket-

button, a metal button with a basket-pattern on

it, instead of crest or arms ; basket-clerk (see

quot.) ; basket-darning, darning in which the

threads cross each other above and below, like

simple wickerwork ; basket-fish, a star-fish of

the genus Astrophyton, with five rays divided into

a number of curled filaments ; basket-hare, one

turned out of a basket to be coursed i^cf. bag-fox ) ;

basket-justice (see quot.) ; basket-osier, the

Salix Forbyana ; basket-salt, that made from

salt-springs, of finer quality than ordinary salt, so

called from the vessels in which the brine is

evaporated ; basket-scrambler, one who scrambles

for the dole from a basket, i.e. who lives on charity;

basket-stick, a fencing-stick with a wickenvork

protection for the hand ; basket-stitch (cf. basket-

darning^ ; basket-stones, fossil fragments of the

stems of Crinoidca ; basket-woman, one who
carries goods for sale in a basket ; basket-work,
structure composed of interlaced osiers, twigs, etc,

or so carved as to resemble it.

1824 SCOTT St' Ktmnti's \. 19 (D. ) Grey-headed sportsmen,
who had sunk from fox-hounds to *basket-beagles and

coursing. 1801 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. I. 357 Com-
munication .. kept up by means of the common * Basket
boats. 1858 BEVKRIDCK Hist. India II. v. viii. 522 Crossing
in* basket-boats at Trichinopoly. lMDCKE.La>(l77l
173 In a blue coat and bright 'basket buttons. 1653 MIL-
TON Hirelings Wks, (1851) 376 The Clergy had thir Portions

given them in Baskets, and were thence call'd sf>ortnlarii,

"basket -clerks. 1884 Harper's Mag. Aug. 346/2 Ordinary
"basket darning. 1733 CHAMBERS CycLSupp.* Basket-fish
. . a name given by the English in North America to a very
remarkable fish, sometimes caught in the seas thereabout.

a 1698 HOWARD Committee iv. (L).) As if we had brought a
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*basket-harc to be set down and hunted. 1860 WYNTKR
Curios. Civitiz. 493 The * basket justices were so called

because they allowed themselves to be bought over by
presents of game. 1753 CHAMBKRSCJV/. Snf>f>. s.v,, ""Basket
salt .. is .. made from the water of our salt springs in

Cheshire. 1769 KLLIS in Phil, Trans. LIX. 148 Grams of
salt . . about the size of the finest

! basket salt. 1647 R.
STAPYLTON Juvenal 40 With fine young fencers, *basquet-
scramblers, thus It pleas'd vaine Otho to distinguish us.

1833 Regnl. Instr. Cavalry \. 66 The files being prepared
with masks and * basket-sticks. 1883 Daily News 12 July
3/5 Embroidered in raised gold, worked m v basket stitch on
white satin. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. ii. 24 Variously termed
.. cheesestones, "basketstones, caskstones. 1694 LUTTREI.L

Brief Rel. III. 403 Having gott armes, brought them the

day before by
*basket women. 1837 MARHYAT Dog-Fiend

ix, The *basket-women flitted about displaying their stores.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789', Dame-Jeanne^ a . . large
bottle . . covered with *basket-work. 1867 LADY HERBERT
Cradle L. iv. 123 Its venerable pillars and Beautiful 'basket-

work capitals.

Basket (txrskt'-t), v.
[f. prec. sb.

;
cf. to bagl\

1. To put into a basket ; also fig.

1583 STANYHURST sKneid i. (Arb.i 27 Mauncheta sum in

pantne doe basket. 1650 FUI.I.KK Pisgah \\\. vi. 370 Christ
commanded the fragments, .to be basketed up. 1785 Cow PER
Task ii. 667 Basket up the family of plagues. 1867 K.

FRANCIS Angling viii. 1,1880) 297 A grayling, .is scarcely so

easy to basket.

2. To hang up in a basket
;
also Jig.

1778 Kirns Biog. Brit. I. 240 notc> He . . would suffer

himself to be banged and basketted for refusing a chal-

lenge. 1822 T. MITCHKU, Aristoplt. II. 37, I see you're
basketed so high, That you look down upon the gods.

3. To throw into the waste-paper basket
;
also

Jig. to reject as unsuitable.

1867 Daily Tel. Mar., The meeting of Opposition mem-
bers had a good deal to do with its being

'

basketed.' 1883
PROCTOR In Knowledge 6 July 13/2 Your handwriting will

cause our .. sub-editor to 'basket' your communications
rather summarily.
Basketee-r. nonce-wd. A passenger in the basket

of a stage-coach.
1866 Cornh. Slag. XIII. 346 Seldom is there wanting a

sufficient quorum of grave
'

basketeers.'

Ba'sketful. [see -FUL.] As much as fills a
basket

; alsoy%
r

.

1574 R. SCOT Hop Card. 49 Laye downe Basket full by
Basketfull till the bedde be all couered. a 1656 lit-. HALL
in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xlvi. 8 Whole basket fills of
heads, .presented to Jehu. 1841 GEN. THOMPSON Exere.

(1842) VI. 34 We are to pay the expenses of a basketfull of

disgraceful wars.

Ba*sket-hi:lt. [f. BASKET sb. 3.] A hilt

provided with a defence for the swordsman's hand,

consisting of narrow plates of steel curved into the

shape of a basket.

1663 HUTLER Hitd. I. i. 353 With basket-hilt, that would
hold broth, And serve for fight and dinner both. 1708 \V.

KINC; Cookery (1807) 81 Their beef, they often in their

murrions stew'd, And in their basket-hilts their bev'rage
brew'd. i8o SCOTT Monast. xiv, My father's broad-sword
with its great rusty basket-hilt.

b. attrib. = next.

c 1550 Rob. //fW(Ritson) iii. 41 Then Robin got on his

basket-hilt sword. 1597 SHAKS. 2 lien. //', 11. iv. 141 You
Basket-hilt stale luggler, you ! 1711 STEELK Sped, No. 109
F 4 His Viol hangs by his Basket-hilt sword.

Ba'sket-hilted, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.-] Of

swords : Having a basket - hilt.

Wearing a basket-hilted sword.

Of persons ;

1600 ROWLANDS Let. Humours Blood v. 72 Basket hilled
Sword, a 1659 CLKVBLAND Count. Cow. Man (1677! 99 A
good Basket-hilted Yeoman. 1854 F. CATHERWOOD Trav.
Ccntr. Afiier. 100 Don Clementine, .swung a large basket-
hilted sword through a strap in the saddle.

Ba'sketing. [cf. matting.] Basket-work.
16*3 FAVINK T/teat. Hon. n. xiii. 223 This same Chariot

was couered with Basketting Wicker. 1830 GALT Lmorie
T. vin. iii. (18491 366 1'ne thickly interwoven basketing of
the arborous vaults above us.

Basketry (bcrsketri). [see -BY
; cf. pottery.]

Basket-work, basket-ware.
1851 Art Jrnl. Sept. 231 Matting and basketry in all their

branches. 1883 BURTON & CAMERON Gold Coast I. iv. 95
Basketry, and.. wicker chairs.

Basking (bu-skirj \ vbl. sbl
[f. BASK v.] The

action of exposing oneself to genial warmth. Also
attrih., as in hasking-holc.
1856 KAMI-: Aret. Exp. II. xiii. 134 Until the seals begin

to form their basking-holes.

tBa'sking-, vbl. sb~ Ohs.
[f. BASKET. + -ING!.]

Beating, flagellation ; alsoy?^.
1642 ROGERS Xaaman 137 Fuil of tedious accusations,

and baskings of herselfe.

Ba'skLng, ///. a.
[f. BASK v. + -ING -.]

1. That basks or suns himself.

174* YOUNG JVV. Th. in.
ip

Take Phncbus to yourselves,
ye basking bards ! 1870 MOHHIS Earthly Par. II. m. 303
The basking pike's abode.

2. Basking-shark : the largest species of shark

(Sclachus maximus}, called also Sim- fish and Sail-

fish, found in the Northern .Seas: see quot. 1802.
1769 PENNANT Zool. III. 78. 1802 BINGLEY Anim. Biog.

(18131 III. 97 The basking shark has derived its name from
its propensity to lie on the surface of the water, as if to
bask itself in the sun. 1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat. Hist. 149
The huge basking-shark of six-and-thirty feet.

t Ba-skle. Obs. [a. OF. Basclois l a name given
indifferently to all foreign peoples' (Roquefort)

= med.L. Basmli, Basculoncs, brigands or raiders

from Vasconia: see BASQUE.] A Basque.
1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. 242 Fote folk inouh of baskles 8:

Gascouns . . |?orghe mountayn & more be baskles }e[de].

Baslard(e, Basme, obs. ff. BASELARD, BALM.

Basnat, -et, -ette, -ite, variants of BASINET.

Bason, variant of BASIN.
Bason v

b(7'-s'n\.r/;. Hat-making. [Origin doubt-
ful

;
taken by some as a specific use of BASIN (of

which b-json was a common spelling), but evidence
of this is wanting.] A bench with a plate of iron or

stone flag fitted in it, and a little fire underneath,
on which (before the introduction of machinery) the
first part of the felting process was performed.
1727-5' CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The hatters have also basons

for the brims of hats, usually of lead, having an aperture in

the middle. 1837 WHITTOCK Bk. Trades (18421 294
' Bason-

ing
1

follows next in making the coarser kind of hat ; the
bason being a piece of cast-iron, or mixed metal, on which
the felt is drawn.

Ba'SOn, v.
[f. prec.] To harden the felt on the

bason in hat-making. Hence Basoned ///. .,

Basoning vbl. sb.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Hnt, The basoned hat being
first dipt in the kettle. 1837 [see prec.] 1875 URK Diet.
Arts II. 784 Till the hat is basoned or rendered tolerably
firm. 1885 (A hat-maker writes'

'

Basoning' is the first part
of the felting process for making hats from sheep's wool or
a mixture of sheep's wool and rabbit's fur.

Basque busk', sb. and a. [a. F. Jlasqite : late

L. Vasco an inhabitant of Vasconia, the country

upon the slopes of the western Pyrenees.]
A. sb. [Senses 3 and 4 may have some connexion

with Basque dress and habits, but may also be of

distinct origin.]
1. A native of Biscay ; name of the ancient race

inhabiting both slopes of the western Pyrenees, ad-

jacent to the Bay of Biscay, who speak a language
of non-Aryan origin.
1833 Penny Cycl. III. 543/1 In the middle ages the Basques

were notorious for their propensity to brigandage. 1878 .V.

Anier. A'tT'. CXXVI. 368 Representing the Basques as the

special descendants of the ancient Iberians.

2. The language of this race, of which there are

many distinct dialects and sub-dialects.
1860 All 1*. AV/WNo. 68. 420 The Basque and Hcarnnls

along the Western Pyrenees. 1878 A". Antcr, Rev. 368 He
studied the Basque in order to verify these conclusions.

f3. A dish of minced mutton, mixed with bread-

crumbs, eggs, anchovies, wine, lemon-peel, etc.,
and baked in the 'caul of a leg of veal.' Obs.

1769 MRS. RAFI-ALD Eng. Hoitsekpr. 11778' 107 A Basque
of Mutton.

4. The continuation, formerly of a doublet or

waistcoat, now only of a lady's bodice, slightly
below the waist, forming a kind of short skirt.

Sometimes used of the bodice thus extended.
f 1611 COTGR., Basque de pourfoint, the skirt of n doublet.]

1860 Rutledge 75 Putting my hands in the pockets of my
Basque. 1884 Harpers Mag. Oct. 788/1 A brown over-
skirt and basque of an obsolete cut. 1885 Globe 31 Jan. 7/4
The bodice, with basques cut open in front.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to the Basques.
1817 FHI-RK H'lustlecraft in Byron's U'ks. 11846) 1442

Many a lay Asturian, or Armoric, Irish, Basque. 1835
Penny Cycl. III. 543/2 The Basque nation is certainly the
first that settled in the Spanish peninsula.

Basqued baskt), ///. a.
[f. prec. sb. + -ED-.]

Furnished with a BASQUE (sense 4^.
1870 Daily News 20 Dec., His long basqued waistcoat.

1885 GM'c^i Jan. 7/4 With basqued bodice, an under basque
of velvet . .is fashionable.

Basquiue ;bcisk/-n). [a. F. basquine, Sp. bas-

quifia, f. basque \ see prec.] A rich outer petti-
coat worn by Basque and Spanish women.
1819 BYRON Juan n. cxx, While wave Around them..The

basqutna and the mantilla. 1873 MKS. WHITNKY Other
Girls xv. 149 In the street they contented themselves with
their plain basquines.

i Ba-sqnisli, a. and sb. Obs.
[f. BASQUE +

-I.SH!.] Basque (language^.
1612 SHEI.TOX Qui.r. i. i. 8\T.) He said in bad Spanish,

and worse Basquish, Get thee away, a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE
Tracts 136 (T.) Their words were Basquish or Cantabrian.

Bas-relief, Bass-relief i,ba:s,r/'l/~f, ba=-

r/lrf). Forms : 7-8 basse relieve, base relief,
bas-relieve, 8-9 bass-relief, bas-relief, [a. F.

bas-relief, ad. It. basso-rilicvo, low RELIEF. Cf.

BAHSO-UELIEVO.]
1. Low relief; sculpture or carved work in which

the figures project less than one half of their true

proportions from the surface on which they are
carved.

1696 I'lULui'S, Base Relief. . emboss'd work. 1706 Basso
Relievo, Bass or Low Relief, .when the work is low, flat, or
but a little raised. rti7ii KEN Ifymnotheo Wks. 1721 III.

192 Upon the Frontispiece .. In bas-relieve the Story was
impress'd, Of Lazarus and Dives. 1755 JOHNSON, Bass-
relief. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico iv. i. <i864> 205 Two statues
of that monarch, .cut in bas-relief in the porphyry.
attrib. 1884 Harper's Mag. Feb. 350/1 The lithic forms

must give place to a more bass-relief treatment.
2. concr. A sculpture or carving in low relief.

1667 OLDENBURG in Phil. Trans. II. 420 Excellent Pic-
tures and Basse Relieves. 176* H. WALPOLE Virtue's

Anccd. Paint. (17861 II. 58 The basrelief. .of James I. on
horseback. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. 4- //. Jrnls. I. 196 Bas-
reliefs the figures of which almost step and struggle out of
the marble.

Bass, basse (bus), sb.\ Forms : 5 bace, 6

bas, 6-7 base, 7-9 basse, 9 bass. [A phonetic

corruption of BAH.SE, OE. b&rs
}
another form of

which was BASE sb.~"]

'1. The Common Perch (fcrca JJui'iatilis], or

an allied freshwater species.
(See BARSK, BASK sl>.

r>

}. (1440 Pnunp, Parr. 20 Bace,
fysche. 1586 COOAN Haven Health (1636' 164 Roch, Loch,
Base, Smelt, are very wholesome fishes. 1801 GOUVH.
MORRIS in Sparks Life <V Writ. 118321 III. 140 Trout and
perch, called by the Dutch name of harsch^ or bass. 1866
Intell. Observ. No. 56. 101 Sticklebacks, perches, basses.

b. Black Bass : a. fish of the Perch family (Pcrca
hnro} found in Lake Huron.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 432/1 The Black Bass . . one of

best-flavoured fishes of that lake. 1881 Harper's Mag. Sept.
511 The much-prized black bass.

2. A voracious marine fish fjabrax lupus] of

the
'

Perch family, common in European seas
;

called also Sea-wolf and Sea-dace. Also an allied

species (Sea-bass) caught on the coasts of North
America.

1530 r*Ai.si;R. 196/1 Bace, fysshe, Hug l-ar. 1602 CARKW
Cornwall 106 b, Sucking Millet, swallowing Ba>se. 1611

Ctnr;K., Lid'in, a base, or sea wolfe. 1624 (."APT. SMITH
/ trginiti vi. 237 There hath beetle taken one thousand
Bases at a draught. 1769 I'KNNANT Zool. III. 213 The
basse is a strong, active, and voracious fish. 1852 KINGSIJ.Y
Andromeda 394 Chasing the bass and the mullet.

Bass (bus"i, sb.- Also 7 basse. [phonetic

corruption of BAST sb. }

~]

1. strictly. The inner bark of the lime or linden
;

sometimes applied loosely to any similar fibre,

i'.,?. split rushes or straw.

1691 WOKI.HH.K { idcr 54 Kit it aptly to the Stock, and
bind it on with. . Basse. 1769 KALCONKK Diet. Marine (\i^\
Bass., is a sort of long straw or rushes. 1825 R. WAKU
Treinaine I, x.xix. 231 A soft bit of wood, .bound with ba,i

to the stem.

b. attrib.
t
as in bass-mat.

1727 BRAIM.F.V Fain. Diet. s.v. Cabbage t Wrap. .Bass-mat,
etc. about the Routs. 1837 CARLYM-: Fr. Ker. III. vn. iii.

368 Straw rope shoes and cloaks of bass-mat.

2. The name j^iven elliptically lo various articles

made of this or similar material
; e.g. a mat, a

hassock, a flat plaited bnj; or flexible ba>ket.

1706 Pun. i. IPS, JStiss or Hassock, a kind of Cushion made
of Straw, such as are us'd to kneel upon in Churches. /iasse

t

a Collar for Cart-horses, made of Straw, Sedge, Rushes, etc.,

whence the Bass for kneeling in Churches. 1837 Howm
Kitr. Life vi. xiii. 118621 552 Carrying home a bass brimful
of vegetables. 1861 RAMSAY Konin. v. 118 You hear him
. .wipe his feet upon the bass.

3. J-iui/ttiHsr.
' A short trough for holding mortar,

when tiling the roof; it is hung to the lath.
1

Nicholson Practical Builder 1823.
t Bass, sb* Obs.

; also 5-6 basse, 6 bas.

[prob. f. BASS z/.l : cf. L. basiitw, Pr. bais, It.

baciO) Sp. bcsot kiss. The OK. equivalent *bais is

not found, and its Kng. repr. would be beacc (cf.

OF./a/j, Eng./twv). Cf. also Buss.] A kiss.

c 1450 Crt. Lm-e cxiv, If the basse ben full there is delight.
<? 1529 SKEI.TON My Darling dere g With ba, ba, ba, and
bas, bas, bas. She cheryshed hym both cheke and chyn.
1570 Play 1 1 'if q Sf. (18481 13 Nay, Syr, as for basses,
From hence none passes But as in gage Of mary-age.

BaSS .bas
1

,
sbA

[?
for l>as- or base-coal, as

in base coin.'] A miners' term for shale stained

dark by vegetable matter. Cf. BAT sb.- u.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. iji Bass or freestone above, and

Ironston, or earth, below. 1861 E. HULL Coal-fields Cf.
Brit. 54 Some of the shales are so highly carbonaceous a*
to be nearly black, and form impure coal called 'bass.'

Bass ^b^'s), a. and sb.~> Forms : 5-6 bas, 6 ^
bace, Sc. bays, 6-7 basse, 6-9 base, 7- bass.

[ME. bas, base (see BASE a.} in specific senses J

in Music
;
now spelt bass after It. basso

t
but still /

pronounced as base. -

vPope rimed base and ass.)]
A. adj.

f 1\ Low in sound, barely audible, soft. Obs.
c 1450 Merlin xxviii. 572 He seide in bas voice,

'

I am
Monewall.

1

1513 DQUGLAS sEtwis ix. vi. 28 With ane bays
voce thus Nisus spak agane.
2. Deep-sounding', low in the musical scale.
1S33 ELYOT Cast. Hclth (1541^ 51 Let him .. begyne to

synge lowder and lowder, but styl in a base voice. 1613
BP. HALL Serin, v. 66 The trumpets . . sounded basest and
dolefullest at the last. i66 BACON Syfoa 173 All base

notes, or very treble notes, give an asper sound. 1866 TVN-
DALL Glac. n. i. 226 Boys arc chosen . . to produce the
shrill notes

;
men are chosen to produce the bass notes.

3. [partly attrib. use of sb.] Of, pertaining to,

or suited to, the lowest part in harmonized musical

composition.
Bass voice : that ranging from Kb below the bass stave to

F above it. Bass clef: the F clef, now placed on the fourth
line from the bottom of the bass stave, formerly sometimes
on the third, and earlier on the fifth.

1552 HULOET, Base synger, succentor, 1597 MORLEY /-
trod. Mus. 86 Base descant is that kinds ofdescanting where
your sight of taking and vsing your cordes must be vnder
the plainsong. 1880 in GROVK Diet. Mus. I. 149/1 A bass
voice is too . . deficient in sweetness for single songs.
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b. Hence prefixed, sometimes with hyphen, to

names of musical instruments or their strings, to

indicate that they are of the lowest pitch.
1590 [see BASS-VIOL]. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //*, 11. iv. 6, I

haue sounded the verie base siring of humility. 1674 PI.AY-

FORD Skill MHS. II, 112 The Bass or fourth string is called

G sol re ut. 1856 tr. Berlioz' Instrument. 152 The sound
of the bass trombone is majestic. 1863 HAWTHORNK Old
H<nne I. 248 Rain-drops .. pattering on the bass-drum.
1880 in GROVE Diet. Mm. I. 150/2 The Bass-flute requires
a great deal of breath.

B. sh. [By some erroneously taken as derived

from BASE j/'.1 , foundation, with which it has

etymologically no connexion.]
1. The lowest part in harmonized musical com-

position ;
the deepest male voice, or lowest tones

of a musical instrument, which sing or sound this

part. Cf. A 3.
la 1450 Songs fy Carols tWright i 67 Whan . . bulles of the

see syng a good baue. 1535 STK\\ ART L'ron. Scot. I. 432

Mony trumpet into sindrie tune, Sum in bas and sum in

alt abone. 1597 MORLEY In trod. Mas. 3 The Basse or

lowest part. 165. PEI-YS Diary 118791 IV. 32 One of my
new tunes that I have got Dr. Chilile to set me a base to.

1674 Pi.AYFoRL) Skill MHS, \. xi. 49 The Bass for the Theorbo.

1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Mas. viii. 163 The Base usually

closing in the Fifth above the Key. 1849 MARKYAT Valerie

vi, The milkmaid's falsetto, and the dustman's bass.

TO. jig.
1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 405/2 Hys false trans-

lacion with their farther false constrticcion, they thou^hte
shoulde be the basse and the tenour, whereuppon they
woulde synge the trouble, with muche false descant. 1649
TEK. TAYLOR Gt. Exemf. nt. Add. xv. 103 The goodman
knew Christ's voice to be a low base of humility. 1870
M. CONWAY r.arthiv. nigr. \ i. 94 Above the bass of Com-
merce is the clear tenor of Fraternity.
2. One who sings the bass part.
1591 Si'EXSER Tears tffJfttscs 28 The . . streames . . were . .

taught to be.'ire A Bases part amongst their consorts. 1611

SHAKS. li'inf. T. iv. iii. 45 Song-men, .most of them Meanes
and Bases. 1880 in GROVE Diet, Mas. I. 148/2 The employ-
ment of basses and barytons in principal characters on the

operatic stage.

3. The bass string of a musical instrument.

1562 J. HEYWOOIJ /Vcr-. ry Epigr, 11867) 186 Which string
in all the harpe wouUUt thmi styll harpe on. Not the b;ise.

rf 1649 l~)ttl MM - 01 '" HAWTH. rocms \\'ks. 117111 5/2 Sound
hoarse, sad lute . . Sad treble weep; and you, dull basses,
show Your masters sorrow in a doleful strain, fi 1700 I )RY-

DKS (J.' At thy well-sharpen'd thumb . . The trebles squeak
for fear, the bases roar.

4. A BASS-VIOL.

1702 Loud, Gaz. No. 3819 ''3 For two Violins and a Bass.

1794 WOI.COTT i P. Pindar' Kind,for Oth'cr Wks. 1 1. 66 Wat-

kyn. .forbore his bass to sci/e.

5. Thorough-bass (cllipt. bass] : the bass part
written with figures beneath it which indicate

concisely but vaguely the kind of harmony to be

played with it. Hence fort/ier/y, An accompani-
ment for harpsichord or organ ; now, The theory
or science of harmony. See also I)DI:HLE-BASS.

1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. i. xi. 36 The Thorough-bass
of Songs or Ay res. 1685 KVELYN- Man. 118571 H- 223 She
had an excellent voice, to which she played a thorough-bass
on the harpsichord. 1706 in Lond. Gaz. No. 4249/3 With
a Thorough- Bass to each Song. 1868 OCSELEY Harmony
iii. 118751 29 Thorough-bass-figuring . . is a kind of musical
short -hand.

t Bass, v- 1 C$J.; also 5-6 bftsse. [cf. F. baisc-rt

baisicr (,nth c. in Littre) : L. basia-re to kiss;

cf. BASIATK.] trans, and absol. To kiss.

c 1500 1>k. Nayd ]'~.mlyn 26 One that yonge was, That
coude ofte her basse. 1530 Calisic -V McL in Ha/1. DodsL
I. 74 Thus they kiss and bass. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prcn'. <$

Kpigr. 11867) 57 He must nedes basse hir, 1570 in LEVINS.

BaSS, v noncc-ii'd.
;
in 7 base.

[f.
BASS sb.r

>\

To utter or proclaim with bass voice or sound.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. iii. <jg The Thunder (That deepe

and dreadful Organ-Pipe^, .did base my Trespasse.

Bass, obs. form of BASE sb., a., v.

Bassx, -awe, obs. forms of BASHAW.

t Ba'ssade- Obs. Also =, basset. Shortened

form of AMBASSADE. SoBa ssatour, ambassador;
Ba'setry, ambassadry.
c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 995 He sente oute his bassatcures.

1458 Paston Lett. 317 I. 428 Ye Iiass*t of Bur^oyne schal!

come to Galleys. 1462 Ibid. 452 II. 104 Ther came the

(%>uene of Skoots . . in base try to my seyd Lord of Werwek.
t 1532 LD. UERNERS Huon cxxvii. 466 A bysshop of Grece
who was come thether in bassade.

Bass-bar (b^i-sbaj). A/us.
[f.

BASS j.s] An
oblong piece of wood fixed lengthwise within the

belly of various musical instruments of the violin

type, to strengthen it against the pressure of the

left foot of the bridge.
1838 rcnny Mag. 30 June, The bar of harmony or bass-

bar, was placed under the middle of the instrument. 1848

J.
BISHOP tr. Otto's I 'iolhi iv. 30 The same difficulty in bring-

ing out the tone arises if the bass-bar is placed too far in-

wards, instead of being more under the foot of the bridge.

Basse, Bassel : see BASS j.', BASIL.

t Basselan. Obs. Some kind of fabric.

1453 in Heath Grocers' Comp. 11869) 422 Colon, Cyprus or

basselan.

Bassemain, obs, variant of BAISEMATX.

tBa'SSen, a. Obs. rare~ l
. In 6 bassyn.

[
? f. BASS j.2 + -KN 1

.]
Made of bass or bast.

1513 DOUGLAS s&nefs it. v. (Iv.
1

) 66 About the nek knyt
mony bassyn raip [L. stnppea, i'incula\.

Bassen'd, obs. form of BAUSONED.

Bassenet, -inet, variants of BASINET.

t Ba'sser. Obs.
[f.

BASS v.l + -ER 1
.]
A kisser.

1552 HULOET, Basser or kysser, hasiator.

Basset (.bee-set), sbl [a. F. basset
' a terrier,

or earthing beagle' (Cotgr.), orig. adj., dim. of :

bas-se low
;

see BASE a.] A short-legged dog ]

used in unearthing foxes and badgers.
1616 SuKKt.. & MARKH. Countr. Farm 700 Couple vp all

the old earth dogs, and after let loose the young ones, in-

couraging them to take the earth, and crying vnto them,

Creepe into them basset, creep into them. 1885 Daily News
2 May 3/5 Pictures of harriers and bassets.

Basset (barset), sb* Also 7-8 bassettfe

(base't). [(a. F. bassette}, ad. It. bassetta^ i. bassetto \

somewhat low, dim. of basso low; see BASE #.]
An obsolete game at cards, resembling Faro, first .

played at Venice. Hence basset-table.

1645 EVELYN Mem. (18571 ! 211 We went to the Chetto .

de San Felice, to see the noblemen . . at Basset, a game at
\

cards which is much used. 1705 VANBUKGH Confed. i. ii, Ad- i

vised her to set up a basset -table. 1716 Port Bassct-t, 85 ,

Poems 11785) 1 6 Look upon Bassette, you who reason boast
; i

And see if reason must not there be lost, a 1718 ROWE K.
'

Convert Prol. 8 Not to forget Your Piquet Parties, and your
\

dear Basset. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 347 Gamblers i

playing deep at basset.

Basset ,barset), sb.3 Gcol. fetymol. uncertain
;

? from F. basset 'a low stoole' (Cotgr.); see BAS-
SET sby\ The edge of a geological stratum show-

ing at the surface of the ground ;
an outcrop.

1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 131 To what points soever the rise :

and dip direct their course, the row, side basset or streek,

lyes quite contrary. 1830 Edin. Encycl. III. 396 The regu-
lar basset or outcrop of the Bedford limestone.
at t rib. 1791 K. DARWIN ECCH, I 'eg. n. notes^ A basset

coal-mine at Woolarton in Nottinghamshire. 1851 CLARKK
in Jrnl. K. Agric. Soc. XII. i. 264 The oolite range, .pre-

senting a lofty baset-edge to the west.

Basset (bse'set), v.^
[f.

BASSET s!>.-~\
In phrase

To basset away : to play away at basset.

c 1700 Gcntl. Instruc. (17321 492 i,D.; He had bassetted

away liis money and good humour.

Basset t,ba.--set), v* Gcol.
[f.

BASSET sl>.?>] ,

Of strata : To crop out at the surface.

1783 WKDGWOOIJ in Phil. Trans. LXXtll. 284, I collected

some of this earth, which bassetted out . . near Winster.
\

1843 J. PORTLOCK Gcol. 98 The strata of the chalk basset,

therefore, to the north.

Basset-horn (bEe'set^in). Mits. [transla-
tion of F. cor de bassettc, It. corno di bassetto

;
see

BA88ETTO.] A tenor clarinet, of somewhat greater

compass than Ihe ordinary clarinet.

1835 in fenny Cycl. 1880 in GROVE Diet. MHS. I. 151/1
Mendelssohn. . two concert-pieces for clarinet and bassethorn.

Bassetillg' (borsutin), vbl. sb. Geol. [f. BAB-
SET v.- + -IM;!.] The outcrop or cropping out of

strata at the surface of the ground.
1686 Pi.ni Stttjffordsh. 129 This basseting, and diplng of

coal, 1861 W. WALLACE Depos. Lead Ore, A steep escarp-
ment, .is formed by the basseting of the Scar Limestone.

i, Bassette (base-t). [Fr ,
ad. It. bassettd], and

Ii Bassetto (basse'tto), Mus. [It., dim. of basso \

see BASE a., BASH a] A small bass-viol.

1847 CRAIG, Bassette. 1864 WEBSTER, Bassetto.

Ba'ss-hom. Mus. [see BASS a. 3 b.] A
modification of the bassoon, much deeper in its

tones. 1859 WORCESTER cites BUCHANAN.

II BftSMA (bae'sia). Bot. [mod.L. ;
named after

Fernando Kassi, an Italian botanist of last cen-

tury.] A genus of tropical or subtropical trees

(N.O. Sapotaccx\ from the seeds of which a butter-

like oil is pressed. Hence Ba'ssic a.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chein. I. 519 Bassic Acid is identical

in composition and properties with stearic acid, c 1865
LKTHEBY in Circ. Sc. J. 95'! The solid fats obtained from
three species of Jiassia indigenous to India.

Bassil, obs. form of BASIL sb:2

Bassin, -on, -yn, obs. forms of BASIN.

Ba ssiiiat(e. St. Ol>s. [if. bassinet, BASINET,

helmet.] A kind offish ; ?a porpoise.
1536 BBLLKNDBN Cron. Scot. 118211 II. 179 Fische .. the

lane half of thame above the waiter, na thing different fra

the rigour of man : callit, by the pcpil, Bassinatis. Thir
fische hes blak skinnis hingand on lhair bodyis, with quhilk,
sum time, thay covir thair held. 1570 HOLINSHED Scot.
Citron. (1806) I. 272 Fishes, .called Bassinates.

Bassinet. Also 9 bassinett(e. [a. F. bas-

sinet, diminutive of bassin BASIN
;
see BASINET.]

1. (bsc'sinet.) Variant of BASINET.

f2. Iferb. Name given to species of Ranunculus
and Geranium, and to the Marsh Marigold. Obs.

1578 LVTE Dodoens 32 The Braue Bassinet, or Marshe
Marigolde. Ibid. 47 Bassinet Geranium or Crowfoote. 1629
PARKINSON Parad. 11656) 230 Some [Geraniums] are called

in many places of England Bassinets. 1727 BRADLEY Fain.
Diet. s.v. J>assinets t The yellow Bassinet grows usually
upon a small Stalk.

3. (ba_- sine't.) An oblong wickerwork basket,
with a hood over one end, used as a cradle for

babies. Alsot
a form of child's perambulator of

the same shape.
1854 THACKERAY Newcomes II. 122 The cradle or what I

believe is called the bassinet of Master Pendennis. 1862
Macin. 3Iag. July 258 A row of bassinetts. .indicated possi-
bilities of sleep, a 1878 P'CESS ALICE Mem. 85 Victoria

sleeps in Ihe bassinet, which is done up with chintz.

attrib, 1883 Daily News 18 Sept. 8/3 Very handsome
Bassinetie Perambulaior. .fitted with, .brass-jointed hood.

t Ba'ssiiig, vbl. sb. [f.
BASS vX\ Kissing.

1552 HULOET, Bassynge,^dJ/'a//c. 1562 J. HEYWOOD I'rov.

<5- A/^r.li867)65 Our lord blysme From oassyng ofbeastes.

Bassist (b^-sist). [See -IST.]
= BASS st> 2.

1870 WESSELY Germ. Die/., fiass-sariger, bassist. 1883 Pall
Mall G. 28 Nov. 4/1 One swears he is the prince of double-

bassists, the other that he can sing like Sims Reeves.

BassnCSS (b^'snes). [f.
BASS a. + -NESS.]

Bass quality or depth (of sounds).
1880 LANICR Set. Eng. I'crse \. 28 The pitch of sounds, i e.

their bassness or trebleness.

l! Basso O'^'sstf), a. and sb. Mus.' [It. : late L.

bassus '. see BASE a.]
= BASS a. 3, sbs* i, 2.

1817 BVKOS fieppo xxxii, Soprano, basso, even the contra-

alto, Wish'd him five fathom under the Rialto. 1883 ffar-

fcr's Mag. Mar. 554/1 The minor basso part, .was given to

Kindermann.

Hence, basso continue, thorough-bass (see BASS
sb$ 5) ; baaso-ripieno (cf. alto-npieno^, a bass

part used only occasionally in a grand chorus.

Bassock. App. by confusion for HASSOCK.
1706 PHILLIPS and 1708 KERSEY have 'Bass or Hassock'

[see BASS sb.'- 2], 1721 BAILEY brackets Bass and Hassock.

1736 BAILEY, and following edd., bracket Bass and Bassock.

Bassoon ibas/rn). Jl/s. [ad. F. basson, aug-
mentative f. bas, basse BASS sbS>

;
or perhaps bas

son deep sound (Littre).]
1. A wooden double-reed instrument, with a

compass of about three octaves, used as a bass to

the oboe, having a pipe eight feet in length, so

arranged in parts (whence the Italian n&mvfagotto}
that the whole instrument measures only four feet.

1727 51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., A good bassoon is said lobe
worth four or five hundred pisloles. 1778 JOHNSON in Bos-

tvell III. 39 In a different language it [poetry] may be the

same tune, but jl has not the same tone. Homer plays il

on a bassoon; Pope on a flagelet. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc.
Mar. \. viii, The wedding-guest here beat his breast, For
he heard the loud bassoon. 1855 O. W. HOLMES Poems

148 As if a broken fife should strive To drown a cracked

bassoon. 1880 in GROVE Diet. J\Ins. I. 152,1 Handel's scores

contain few bassoon parts.

2. a. An organ-stop of a quality of tone similar

to that of the bassoon, b. A series of reeds of

similar tone in a harmonium, etc.

Bassoonist (bas/7-nist). [f. prec. + -1ST.] A
performer on the bassoon.

1865 SJ'O/ir's Antobiog. I. 67, I received assistance from. .

the Bas.io[o]nist Barnbeck.

ii Ba-sso-relie'vo, rilie'vo. PI. -os. Also
S basse-, bas-relievo. [ad. Jt. basso-rilievo ;ba-ss<?

n'lyc'vtf) low relief.]
= BAS-RELIEF, q.v.

1676 K. VEKNON in rail. Trans. I. 578 About the Cornice
. . is a basso relievo of men on horseback. 1780 SIR J.

REYNOLDS Disc. x. 118421 179 A single group In basso-re-

lievo. Ibid. (1876) 17 In bas-relievos il is totally different.

1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg. A/emast. Ord. 11863' 282 The fine

series of basso-relievos on the walls of the chapel.

Bassorill (barsorin). [f.
Bassor-a gum + -IK.]

An inodorous, colourless, translucent substance,

found in Bassora and other gums, insoluble but

swelling to a gelatinous state in water.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 265 The nuiriiive subslance

called Salep . . consists almost entirely of a chemical principle
called Bassorin.

Bass-relief: variant spelling of BAS-KELIEF.

I, Ba'SSUS. Obs. [L. bassus low.]
= BASS sb.*>

1598 SYLVESTER Dtt Bartas 11608) 73 Lift me above Par-

nassus, With your loud Trebbles help my lowly bassus.

Bass-viol (bri-SjVDi-al). [see BASS a. 3 b and

VIOL.] A stringed instrument for playing the bass

part in concerted music ;
a violoncello.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. iii. 23 Went like a Base-Viole
in a case of leather. 1638 J. KIKKE Sw. Champions in. i,

The resined stick of a base viol. 1700 AUDISON Tatlcr No.

153 F 7 Your Bass-Viol, which grumbles in the Bottom of

the Consort. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown Ox/. II. ii. 29

Carrying a greal bass-viol bigger than himself.

Bass-WOOd (bcrsiwud). [f.
BASS sb + \Vuoi>.]

The American Lime or Linden ( Tilia americana] ;

the wood of this tree. Also attrib.

1824 W.IRVING Braceb. Hall 1 1. 271 A man is never a man
till he can . . sleep under a iree and live on bass-wood leaves

1855 I.ONGF. Hta-af. x. 153 Gave ihem drink in bowls ofbass-

wood.

Bast (bast), sb^ Also 6-7 baste. [Common
Teut. : OE. fast is cogn. with MUG., mod.G.,

MDu., Du. bast (inasc.), Goth. Hasttis not found,

also ON., Da., Sw. bast (neuter), all in same sense.

Ulterior deriv. unknown : not related to bind

(Klugel. See also the corrupted form BASS s6.2]

1. The inner bark of the lime or linden, which,

cut into strips and coarsely plaited, is sold as

'Russia matting' ;
also applied generally to flexible

fibrous barks, and other similar materials (.cf.

BASS sb.-), and in Physiological Botany to all

fibres of the same cellular structure.

rtSoo Corpus Gl. (Sweet O.E. T. ion, Tilio, baesi. [cxooo

/ELFBIC J*4g> xiii. 15 Hi's &a hine jebundon mid twam
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bjestenum rapum.) c 1400 Deslr. Troy XI. 4773 Till all was
bare as a bast,

lynge of wythy
hare as a bast. 15*3 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 136 Bastes or pyl-
lynge of wythy or elme. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 178 Ropes
of bast. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. 213 Baste or
the bark of twigs, spartiim. 1872 Q. Rev. CXXXII. 221

'I'hey make paper of the tine white bast or skin which lies

between the wood and the bark. 1881 BLACKMORE Chris,
tcrwell iii, With . . a trail of bast around her neck.

b. attrib., as in bast-cell, -fibre, -mat, -tree,

1425 in Wtilcker Voc. 7647, Tilia, baste-tre. 1577 HARRI-
SON Descr. firit. iii, They bind the planks togither verie
artificiallie with bast ropes. 1660 Act 12 Chas. II. iv. Sched.,
Bast or straw-hats knotted. 1837 CARLVLK />. Rev. (1872)
1 1 1. v. vi. 201 They skewer a bast mat round their shoulders.
1880 GKAV Bot. Text-bk. 398 Bast -cells, .give to the kinds
of inner bark that largely contain them their strength and
toughness.

2. A rope, mat, etc. made of bast
; cf. li.vss sb.~

?C145O jl/.T. Lincoln A i. 17 f. 127 (Halliw.) }e salle take a
stalworthe baste, And bynde my handes byhynd me faste.

t Bast, sb.- and a. Obs. Also 5 baste, baaste.

[a. OF. bast (mod. b&t=Vt. bast, med.L. bastuni)

pack-saddle (used as a bed by muleteers in the

inns), in phr.yKr (homme, etc.) tie bast, lit.
'

pack-
saddle child,' as opposed to a child of the marriage-
bed

; thus forming a tersely allusive epithet for

illegitimate offspring : cf. BASTARD, BANTLING.]
A. sli. Bastardy. (Inphr. : on, in, a, o, of bast.)

1297 R. GLOUC. 516 Gentil man was inou, thei he were a
bast ibore. c 1330 Artli. ff Merl. 7643 Bast Ywain he was
y-hote, For he was bigeten o bast. '1430 I,YOG. Kochas in.
xxvi. (1554) 97 b, Hys brethren in bast an hundred and fif-

tene. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 26 Baaste, not wedlocke, lias-

tardia. 1494 FABVAN vi. ccii. 212 Arnolde, Sone of bast of
Lothayr.

B. adj. [the sb. used attrib. : bast son = son of

bast.yf/r tie bast.] Bastard, illegitimate.
c 1330 [see prec.] 1387 TREVISA Higdcn Rolls Ser. VII.

27 pe erle his bast sone. 1494 FABVAN vn. ccxix. 240 Willyam
duke of Normandye . . bast sone of Robert. 1572 Schole-
Iwnse Worn. 324 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 117 The childc I

warrant shalbe bast.

I Bast, rf.3 Obs. Erroneous form of BASS sM,
a kind of fish [due to use of bass for lias! in other

words.]
1709 T. ROBINSON .V,;/. Hist. Wcstmld., The fish bred in

Bassenthwait water are basts. 1759 MS. at Urswick, Perch
or basts brought from Dalton Tarn.

Bast, obs. form of BOAST.

II Basta (bcrsta). int. Obs. [a. It. (also Sp.)
basta enough.] Enough ! no more ! no matter !

1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. i. i. 203 Basta, content thee : for
I haue it full. 1633 BROME Crt. Heggar iv. i, And for thy
meanes ibasta) let me alone. 1819 SCOTT Ivan/toe II. iii. 40
If he will not consent basta I can but go away home.

Bastailye, obs. form of BASTILLE.

Bastan(n)ado, obs. form of BASTINADO.
t Ba'stant, a. Obs. [a. F. bastant, It., Sp.

has/ante, pr. pple. of bastare to suffice
;
see prec.

and -ANT.] Sufficient, able, capable.
1637 MONRO Exped. v. i. 80 ijAM.) His Majestic . . not

being bastant to resist the enemy.retired. 1652 URQUHAKT
Jnwl Wks. (1834) 194 Each language borrows from an-
other. . nor is the perfectest . . without being beholden to an-
other, in all things enuncible, bastant to afford instruction.

Bastard (borstaid), sb. and a. Also 5-6 bas-

tarde, (7 baster'd). [a. OF. bastard, mod. b&tard

(
= Pr. bastard, It., Sp., Pg. bastardo) =fils de bast,

'

pack-saddle child,' f. bast (see BAST sb?) + the

pejorative suffix -AHD. Cf. BANTLING.]
A. sb.

1. One begotten and bom out of wedlock ;
an

illegitimate or natural child. m
By the civil and canon laws, a child born out of wedlock

is legitimated by the subsequent marriage of his parents ;

but by the law of England, retained in some of the United
States, a_

child to be legitimate must at least be born after
the marriage of the parents. Bastard civile or eldtr : the
bastard son of a man who afterwards marries the mother,
and has a legitimate son

; the latter is called in legal phrase
tnnlicr puisne or younger.
1297 R. GLOUC. 295 Of bulke blode Wyllam bastard com.

1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A. Mil. 76 Bringe)) forb Barnes bat Bas-
tardes beon holden. c 1450 Merlin vii. 112 The! wolde neuer
haue no bastarde to theire kynge. 1528 PERKINS Prof. />'.
i. 49 A bastard eigne who is mulier in the spiritual! law.
1601 SHMO.Afft Well ii. iii. loo Sure they are bastards
to the English, the French nere got em. 1662 FULLER
Worthies i. 322 He confuted their Etymology who deduced
Bastard from the Dutch words boes and art, that is an
abject Nature, and verifyed their deduction deriving it

from besteaerd, that is the best disposition. 1764 BURN Ji.st.
Peace s. v., The word bastard seemeth to have been brought
unto us by the Saxons

; and to be compounded of base,
vile or ignoble, and start, or steort signifying a rise or
original. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. Il.viii. 210 Spiritual
preferments, .for cadets or bastards of the royal house.
2. fig.

1583 FULKE Defence iv, He pronounceth the Epistle of
James, .to be a bastard. 1642 FULLER Holy A> Prof. St. in.
xxiii. 215 Fame being a bastard or filia popnli, 'tis very
hard to find her father. 1785 BURKE Xab. A rents Debts
Wks. IV. 319 Six great chopping bastards [Reports of Com-
mittee of Secrecy], each as lusty as an infant Hercules.

3. A mongrel, an animal of inferior breed. ? Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny \. icji The lesser sort of [elephants],

which they call Bastards. 1602 Ret.fr. Parnass. n. v. 30
Small Ladies puppies. Caches and Bastards.

t4. A sweet kind of Spanish wine, resembling

muscadel in flavour; sometimes applied to any
kind of sweetened wine. Obs. exc. Hist. (See B. 7.)

1399 [ROGERS Agric. ff Prices (1866) I. xxv. 619 The fel-

lows of Merton purchase . . some bastard in 1399.] c 1460
J. RUSSELL Bit. Nurture in fiabees Kk. 125 The namys of
swete wynes y wold bat ye them knewe . . Bastard, Tyre,
O?ey, etc. (11536 TIN-BALE Exp. Matt. Wks. II. 97 With
basta[r]do, muscadell, and ipocrass. 1596 SHAKS. i lien. //

",

ii. iv. 30 Anon, Anon sir, Score a Pint of Bastard in the
Halfe Moone. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Coutitr. Farm
642 Bastards . . seeme to me to be so called, because they
are oftentimes adulterated and falsified with honey. 1631
HEYWOOD Maid of West III. Wks. 1874 II. 301 He furnish

you with bastard white or brown. 1869 BLACKMORE Lorna
D. xiv. 85 He. -called for a little mulled bastard.

t 5. A kind of cloth, ?of inferior or mixed qua-
lity, or unusual make or size. Obs.

1483 Act i Rich. Ill, viii. $ 18 Woollen Cloths called Bas-
tards. 1523 Act 14-15 Hen. I'llI, i, White brode wollen
clothes with Crumpil listes, other wise called bastardes.

t 6. A kind of war-vessel, a variety of galley.
1506 GUYI.FORD Pylgr. 7 An .c. galyes, gretc bastardes and

sotell. 1599 HAKLCYT I'oy. II. i. 78 Galiies, as well bastards
as subtil) mahonnets.

1 7. A species of cannon, also called bastard

atlverin. Cf. BAKTAUD a. 6. Obs.

[1549 Compl. Scot/, vi. 41 (18721 Mak reddy 5our cannons,
culuerene moyens, euluerene bastardis, falcons, saikyrs. )

1670 COTTON I-'.spernon i. iv. 149 Thirty brass Pieces, of
which fourteen were Royal Culverines, or Bastards. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v., The long bastards . . are either

common or uncommon. To the common kind belong the
double culverm extraordinary, etc.

8. A large sail used in the Mediterranean when
there is little wind. (So F. biltanl.)

1753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. .V////. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's W'ord-

6k., Bastard, a fair-weather square sail, .occasionally used
for an awning.
9. A particular size of paper. tObs.

1712 Act 10 Anne in Lond. Gaz. No. 5018/3 Paper called
. .bastard or double Copy. 1774 UI'KKIC .-liner. 1'ii.v. Wks.
II. 374 The duties on. .blue royal, or bastard, or fool's-cup.

10. Sugar-refining, a. An impure coarse brown

sugar, made from the refuse syrup of previous

boilings, b. A large mould into which sugar is

drained. (So F. batarJ.)
1859 in WORCESTER. 1864 in WEBSTER.
11. Comb., as bastard-bearing, -bellied, -like.

1594 T. B. La Pritnand. />-. Acad. n. 423 Whereby the
warlike vertues . . of their subjects become degenerate and
bastardlike. 1633 FORD '

Tis I'ily iv. iii. 1 18391 4 Thy ca-
mpled bastard-bearing womb ! 1640 BROMI: Spuni^. Card.
iv. iv. 1 83 Though she prov'd bastara-bellyed,! will ownc her.

B. adj. [At first not separable from the sb. : so

in Fr.]
1. Born out of wedlock, illegitimate.
1297 R. Gl.ouc. 412 He was Wyllammes sone bastard.

f 1386 CHAUCER Moil/its T. 388 Thy bastard brother made
the to fle. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 11', n. iv. 307 Ha? a Hasturd
Sonne of the Kings? 1729 S\VII-T U'ks. 118411 II. 100 That
horrid practice of women murdering their bastard children.

1844 I.D. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xiv. (18621 202 The mar-
riage, .void, aijd the issue counterfeit or bastard.

2. Mongrel, hybrid, of inferior breed. ? Obs.

I398TREV1SA Ilarth. DC J'. R. XVMI. Ixxxiii. 114951 834 The
perde . . gendreth wyth the lyeunesse : of that bastarde
generacion comith leoperdus. 1607 TOPSEU. l-'onr-f. Hca-its
161 Their lesser Elephants (which they call bastard Ele-

phants'. 1641 HINIIK J. Brum vii. 27 To beget and bring
forth mules, a bastard brood.

3. /,>. Illegitimate, unrecognized, unauthorized.
IS5* KNOX first Blast lArb.j 48 Who soeuer receiueth of

a woman, office or authorise, are adulterous and bastard
officers before God. 1622 BACON Hen. VII, 66 Usurie . . is

the Bastard use of Money. 1711 SHAFTESU. Charac. (17371
III. 67 After speaking of prophetical enthusiasm, and es-

tablishing..:! legitimate and a bastard-sort. 1843 GLAD-
STONE Gleanings V. i. 38 The bastard sense . . strives to eject
what he firmly holds to be legitimate.

b. Bastard branch or slip : a shoot or sucker

springing of its own accord from the root of a tree,
or where not wanted. Often fig.

= BASTARD sb.

1398 TKKVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. clxxix. (14951 720
Vitulamen is that bastarde plante other braunche . . that
spryngeth oute of the rote of the vyne or elles where in the
vyne. and not out of the knottes. 6-1525 MORE H'ks. (1557)
60/2 Bastard slippes shal neuer take depe roote. 1622
BACON Hen. \'l I, 86 The Kingdome of Naples, beeing now
in the possession of a Bastardslip of Arragon. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Connri. IV. 409 From this root has sprung a bastard
slip, known by the name of the game law. 1852 TUPPER
Proverb. Philos. 293 Grey-headed men, the bastard slips of
science, Go for light to glow-worms.

^..fig. Not genuine ; counterfeit, spurious ; de-
based, adulterated, corrupt.

(11639 W. WHATELEY Prototypes i. xix. (1640) 194 Favour-
able dealing with a man . . for a faire sister, or kinswomans
sake, is a kinde of bastard curtesie. 1796 MORSE Amcr.
Geog. II. 314 The Swisses speak a bastard French. 1826
DISRAELI yip. Grey n. iv. 36 That bastard, but picturesque
style of architecture, called the Italian Gothic.
5. Having the appearance of, somewhat resem-

bling; an inferior or less proper kind of; esp. in
scientific nomenclature applied to things resem
bling, but not identical with, the species which
legitimately bear the name. a. generally.
'53" PALSGR. 196/2 Bastarde floure, folle faring joi

HOLLAND Pliny I. 99 Foure more [mouths of the Nile],

which they themselues call bastard mouthes. 1670 H. STUBBE
Plus Ultra Reduced 145 A florid red, but paler than blood
. .resembling a bastard-scarlet. 1691 RAY Creation i. (17041
106 Bastard Diamonds. 1844 H. HUTCHINSON Pract. Drain-
"gc *53 A portion ofwhich is strong clay, and more of which
is of the description requiring Bastard Draining.
b. esp. in Bot., olten forming the specific name of

a plant; see Bastard ALKAXET, BALM, PIMPERNEL,
SAFFROX, TOADFLAX, etc.

1578 LYTE Dodocns 42 Of the false and Bastard Rewbarbes,
there are at ye least foure or fiue kindes. 1671 SALMON Syn.
Med. m. xxii. 432 Sison, bastard Stone-parsley. 1779 FOR-
REST I'oy. N. Gninea 130 A grove of bastard pine trees,
called by Malays, Arrow. 1865 Gossi: Land fy Sea (1874)
385 The beautiful spotted bastard-balm . . spangling the

hedge with its large white flowers.

c. in Zoo/., 1'kys., etc. iiastard-iuing, a set of
three or four quill-like feathers placed at a small

joint in the middle of a bird's wing, taken as the

analogue of the thumb in mammals.
1594 T. I!. La Pritnand. l-'r. Acad. n. 46 The lower part

of the ribs are commonly called the false ribbes, or bastard
ribbes. 1678 RAY irillugliltys Ornith. 307 The Lapwing
or Bastard Plover. 1772 FORSTER in /'/;//. Trans. I.XII.
420 The Alula, or bastard wing, is black. 1799 G. SMITH
Laborat. II. 298 Alder. tly, withy-fly, or bastard-caddis.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spa. xiv. 11878' 397 The '

bastard-wing
:

may safely be considered as a rudimentary digit.
d. in Medicine.
1625 H.\RT-4 >/<!/. i'r. n.v. 79, I was surprised with a bastard

Tertian ague. 1728 NICIIOLLS in Mil, Trans. XXXV. 442
Some Resemblance of the Aneurysm ; for which Reason it

is by some Chirurgeons term'd a Bastard-Aneurysm. 1881

.!>>/. Sot: /.i-.r. s. v., Bastard Measles, the Roseola epidtinica.
e. in Geology and Mineralogy.
1695 I'oy. Eng. Mercli. in Misc. Cur. (1708' III. 127

Covered with an Arch of Bastard Marble. 1839 MURCHI-
SON Silur. Syst. 1. xxxi. 415 A bastard limestone charged
with encrinites. 1851 Coal-tr. 'j'cnns NorthutHbld. <y
Dtirh. 7 ISaatard H 'fiin, very hard post or sandstone, but
not so flinty as to be called whin.

6. Of abnormal shape or irregular (fsf. unusually
laaje) size

; spec, applied : t a. Mil. to swords',

guns, etc.; tb. to ships ;cf. A (>) ;
c. to a file

intermediate between the coarse and fine 'cuts';
d. in

J'i-iii/i>ig, to (a.) a fount of type cast on a
smaller or larger body than that to which it usually
belongs, (l>.) an abbreviated or half-title on the

page preceding the full title-page of a book.
a. 1418 /i'. K. Wills 118821 30, I bequethe to Symuild

Wrenchin..my Bastard Swerd. 1598 IJARKEI Tliear.M'arres
iv. i. 95 The Bastard square, is the battell which conteineth
almost twise so many men in front, as in Ilanke. 1627
CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grain, xiv. 69 Bastard-muskets,
Coliuers. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siipp. s.v., The ordinary
bastard culverm carries a ball of eight pounds.
b. 1667 Lond. Gaz. No. 220 2 The Bastard Gaily that

lies ready to sail. 1693 '/"'' No. 2878/2 One Bastard Galley
on which the Doge is embarked.

C. 1677 .MoxoN .!/,,//. t-:.rerc. 11703) 15 The Bastard-
tooth d lile is to take out of your work, the deep cuts, .the

Rough-file made
;
the Kine-tooth'd file is to take out the

cuts the Bastard-file made. 1884 F. BRITTEN- ll',,tch 4-
Ctockm. 32 Bastard Cut. .a file between rough and smooth.
7. Applied as a specific epithet :

a. to wine (cf. A 4\
1436 /'<>/. /WwMnSsij' II. 160 Raysyns, wyne bastarde

and dates. 1598 I'.putario B.
ij, Bastard wine, that is, ine

sod with new wine, called Must. 1616 Sum L. & MARKH.
Canntr. I-'arm 635 Mungrell or bastard wines, which . .

haue neither manifest sweetnesse nor manifest astriction.
b. to sugar (cf. A 10 .

1863 Act 26 / '/V/. xxii. Sched. A, Bastard or Refined Sugar
unstoved. 1877 BURROUGHS Taxation 551 Bastard sugar
is the residuum, .of clayed sugars.
t Ba'stard, v. Obs.

[f. prec. sb.
; cf. i6th c.

F. abastardir, Sp. abastardar, It. abbastardire,
bastardirc, Eng. ABASTAKD.]
1. trans. To declare or .stigmatize as a bastard

;

to render illegitimate, BASTARDIZE. Also/^.
1549 CHAI.ONER tr. Erasm. Morix Enc. P ij b, They do

binde Christ in certaine money lawes of theyr owne, and
with wrested gloses..dooe bastard him. 1589 WARNER Alb.
Eng. vi. xxx. 115971 149 He bastards Cupid, and. .Venus did
chaife. a 1658 CLEVELAND To Earl .\eiucastle Gen. Poems
(16771 147 To Bastard her present Issue.
2. iiiti: To beget a bastard.

t Ba-starded, ///. a. Obs.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

Tainted with bastardy, illegitimate ; unfathered.
1579'1'OMSON Calvin's Scrm. Tim. 681/1 That their race

be a good race and not bastarded. a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT
Coiifut. Rhem. N. T. 116181 403 [It] is confessed to be the
authours owne, and not bastarded.

t Ba-Stardice, -ise. Obs. [a. F. bastardise

(i6th c. in Littre), mod. b&tardise, f. bdtard BAS-
TARD.] Bastardy, illegitimacy; falsity.
1579 TOMSON Calvin's Scrm. Tim. 1030/1 This is such a

bastardise, as the diuell hath brought into the worlde. 1600
CHAPMAN Iliad in. 319 With bastardice brand all their
future race. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vii. cxxv. 271 Affect-
ing the Crown, vpon. .supposed bastardise of Arthur.

tBa'starding, vbl. sb. Obs.
[f. BASTARD v.

+ -IXG'.] a. The action of declaring (a child)
illegitimate, b. The begetting of a bastard.

. 1563 GRAFTON Chron. Rich. Ill, an. 3, Putting in ob-
livion the bastardyng of her danglers. 1633 FORD Lin'e's
Sacr. v. i. (i8it) 436 Thy bastarding the issues of a prince
1677 OTWAY Cheats ofSc. n. i. (17361 78 They'll . . tell all

your Fornications, Bastardings. and Commutings.
Bastardism (ba-stajdiz'm). Wits.

[f. BAS-



BASTARDIZATION. 696 BASTILLE.

TAun sb. + -ISM.] The condition of a bastard,

illegitimacy, BASTARDY.
1589 A Imondfor P. 38 Is Christ descended of bastardisme

or no, as you gaue out in thepulpyt. 1753 Scots Mag. Oct.

489/1 We ou^ht to remove . . the incapacities of bastardism.

Bastardization (ba'stiidaiz^-Jan). [f. next;
see -ATION.] The declaring or rendering bastard.
1818 W.TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXXVII. 534 The

illegitimation, or bastard ization, of the children of Ed-
ward IV. 1838 Blackw. Mag. XLIII. 763 Declaring wed-
lock to be a mere civil engagement. .10 the bastardizatiun,
one may almost say, of society.

Bastardize (.bcrstiidoiz), v.
\

also 7 bas-

terdize.
[f. BASTAKO + -IZE: cf. F. abastantir,

iss-, Eng. ABABTABDIZE, and BASTARD
-.]

1. trans. To declare or stigmatize as bastard.
1611 COTGR., Ahastardir, to bastardise. 1631 W. SALTON-

STALL Pict. Log. E ij b, His ielous thoughts are ready to

bastardize his Children. 1768 BI.ACKSTONE Comin. I. 435 To
annul the marriage and bastardize the issue. 1827 HAI.LAM
Const. Hist. 118761!. i. 34 To bastardize the princess Mary.
fig. 1656 TKAI-P Connn. Matt. xxv. 45 Moabites were
bastardized and banished the beauty of holiness.

f 2. To beget bastard issue. Obs. rare.

1605 SHAKS. Lear \. ii. 144 Had the maidenliest Starre in

the Firmament twinkled on my bastardizing.
3. To make degenerate, deteriorate, debase.

1587 HAKMAR tr, Bezas Serin. 142 iT.tThe ground articles

and points of true religion . . [may] be in divers >.orts . . dis-

guised and bastardized. 1601 CORNWALLYES Seneca, Feare
. .bastardizeth their natures, and corrupts them. 1779 Phil.
Trans. LXIX. 239 Defect of the season .. keeps back and
bastardizes the one sort.

4. intr. To become degenerate, to deteriorate.

1878 SEELEV Stein I. 249 Lets his army.. lie idle in garri-
son service, where it rusts and bastardies.

Bastardized, ///. a. Rendered or declared

illegitimate ; debased, degenerate.
1611 ConiK., Abastardi. , sophisticated, bastardized. 1859

DARWIN Grig. Spec. ix. 11873) 247 Bastardised and de-
teriorated offspring. 1871 Desc.Man I. ii. 62 Abbreviated
and bastardised languages.

tBa'stardlinesS. Obs. rare.
[f.

next + -XKS.S.]

Bastardly or illegitimate quality.
1656 TKAHP Comin. 2 Cor, viii, 8 Legitimateness opposed

to bastardliness. 1660 HEXIIAM Dutch Diet., Bastaerdye,
bastardlinesse.

t Ba'Stardly, a. Obs. ;
also 6 basterlie, bas-

terdly, 6-7 bastardlye. [f.
BASTARD sb. + -LY '.]

1. Of bastard sort ; mongrel, base-born.
I55* HULOKT, Bastardlye, as not after the ryght sort be-

gotten, spurim. 1555 BALK in Strype Keel. Mem. III. App.
xxxix. 108 Our unnatural and bastardly brethren. 1586 J.
HOOKKR Girald.Ircl. \\\Holinsn. II. 141/1 His sonnes, that

basterlie brood. 1597 SHAKS. 2 lien. //", n. i. 55 Wilt thou?
wilt thou ? thou bastardly rogue. 1640 J. DVKK Rt. Rwi-i;
Christ 44 A bastardly fruit, upon which shee cannot looke
without blushing. 1749 FIKLDING Tout Jones 117751 III. 63
.Married to a poor bastardly vagabond. 1783 GKOSE Diet.

I'nlg. Tongue, Bastardly Gullion, a bastard's bastard.

2. Unlicensed, unauthorized; counterfeit, spurious.
1586 FEKNK Blaz. Gcntrie 56 Our bastardly and apochry-

phate poets. 1626 DONNE 21 Serin. 208 Apocryphall and
Bastardly Canons which they father upon the Apostles.
a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks. ^1864) VIII. 51 It is. . a bastardly
spurious mercy that is in creatures.

3. = HASTARD a. 5.

1607 TOPSKU. Serpents 638 Others . . are without a sting,
as counterfeit and bastardly Bees. 1610 BAKHOUGH Mcth.
Pkysick \\. viii. 11639. 234 A Bastardly Tertian is caused,
when choler is mixed, .with nYame.

4. Degenerate, debased, corrupt.
1587 GOLOING Dtr Mornay xvii. 273 Such an vnkindly and

Bastardly Nature, that not euen the best of vs haue any
whit of our former nature . . sauing onely shame. 1669 \\'.

SIMPSON Hydrol. Cliynt. 71 The bastardly fermentation of
the blood.

t Ba*stardry. Obs. [f. asprec. -i- -RY
; or? error

for BASTARDY.]
1483 Cat/i. Attgl. 23/1 Bastardrye, bastardia.

fBa*stardry, v. Obs. Hf.prec.] BASTARDIZE.
1644 HKYLIN Stumbling-block in Hist. .5- Misc. Tracts

(1681)725 To bastardry his daughter Mary in favour of the

Lady Elizabeth.

Bastardy ;ba-st!idi). [a. AF. and OF. bos-

tardie, f. bastard
; see -Y.]

1. The condition of a bastard, illegitimate birth.

[1292 BRITTON I. v. 4 De bastardie et de bigamie]. 1486
Bk. St. Albans,Her. E viij, His faderis armys he may here
with sych a staffe as is sayd afore : in signe of his bastardy.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. v. 75 Inferre the Bastardie of
Edwards Children. 1655 FULLKR Ch.-Hist. i. 31 No Crosse-
barre of

Bastardy .. can bolt Grace out of that Heart,
wherein God will have to enter. 1820 BYXON Mar. Fal. v.

iii. 72 Shall bear about their bastardy in triumph To the
third spurious generation. 1868 ROGF.RS Pol. Econ. viii. 70
Bastardy laws . . put the maintenance of an illegitimate
child on its putative parent.
2. Begetting of bastards, fornication.

1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing 118431 175 It is the storehouse
and nurserie of bastardie. 1642 ROGERS Xaaman 303 Over-
throwing the foundation of the family, by such bastardy.
i839CARLYLE Chartism iii. 121 Any law. .which has become
a bounty on unthrift . . bastardy and beer-drinking.
3. Jig. in prec. senses.
1601 SHAKS. Jul, C. n. i. 138 When euery drop of blood

. . Is guilty of a seuerall Bastardie, If, etc. 1678 CL-DWOHTII
Inteii. Syst. i. iv. 18. 34 No signs of Spuriousness or Bas-
tardy [being] discovered in them.

f4. Bastards collectively, bastard brood. Obs.

1599 MARSTON Sco. I 'ittanu HI. xi. 228 Which still he bugs,
and luls as tenderly As cuckold Tisus his wifes bastardie.

Baste (,b^st), sb. 1 Also bast. Card-playing.
A variant of BEAST, of which it retains the former

pronunciation, the spelling being altered to suit.

1850 Ifand-hk. ofGames (Bohnt 226 Bast is a penalty in-

curred by not winning when you stand your game, or by
renouncing. Ibitk 243 A baste off the board is always paid
out of the pool.

t Baste, sb.- Her. Obs. App. corruption of
BASE sb.^ 8

;
cf. BAST j.3

156* LEIGH Annorie (15791 80 He beareth partie per bast
barre erased, Argent, and Vert. 1586 KERNE Blaz.Gentrie
177 You haue scene in one coate. .both a cheefeandabaste.

Baste (bt
7i
st), v.i ; also 6 baest, 6-7 bast.

[a. OF. bastir (mod. batir\ cogn. with Sp. bastcar,

embastar, It. itnbastire ' to stuffe, to quilt . . to

baste as taylers doe' (Florio) ; separated by Littre

and others from batir to build, with which it is

identical in form, and referred to OHG. bcstan to

patch, MHO. fasten to lace, tie, f. bast BAST sb. 1
;

but Diez thinks it sufficiently accounted for by
'put together, join,' dialectal senses of It. and
Romanic bastirc to build, construct.]
trans. To sew together loosely : hence f a. To i

stitch through (the folds of a doublet, contents of
a bag or cushion), so as to keep them in place, to

quilt (otis.} ; b. in mod. use, To sew or * tack
'

together with long loose stitches the parts of (a

piece of work), in order to hold them in place
for the time. C. tramf. orfig.
a. c 1440 Rom. Rose 104 With a threde bastyng my slevis.

c 1440 1'romp. Far?'. 26 Bastyn clothys, substw, sutnla.

1330 PAJ.S<;R, 442 This dublet was not well basted at the

first, and that inaketh it to wrinkle thus: ce poitrpoynt
ncstoyt pas bicti hasty. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabclhoitcr's !>k.

Physick 178/2 Replenishe therwith a little bagge .. baest
least the herbes fall together on a heape. 1611 COTGR.,
Glacer. .to Mesh-bast ; or stitch downe the lyning of a gar-
ment, thereby to keep it from sagging.
b. 1589 R. HARVKY PI. Pcrc. 11590) 25 This patch here

placd, the which I bast: And sow so fast. 1883 Chr. Globe

13 Sept. 819/2 A doll's dress that has been cut and basted by
'a real dressmaker.'
C. 1540 RAYNALD Birth Man \. ii. 1 16341 *9 The very skin

and it being both basted together, by a great number of small
fibres. 1399 SHAKS. Much Ado i. i. 289 The body of your
discourse is sometime guarded with fragments, and the

guardes are but slightly basted on neither. 1816 SCOTT
OU 3fort. ConcL, You have .. basted up your first story
very hastily and clumsily.

Baste i.bJ'st), v.- Forms: 6baast (pa.pple^},

6-7 bast, 6- baste. [Origin unknown : it has been

conjectured to be a transferred sense of the next,
with idea of 'stroking' ^Wedgwood), which is not
favoured by the relative dates of the two words,
or to be from Romanic bastirc (see BASTE z/.

1
),

with general sense of 'prepare' ; but nothing like

the special sense occurs in Romanic.]
1. To moisten (a roasting joint, etc-.) by the ap-

plication of melted fat, gravy, or other liquid, so

as to keep it from burning, and improve its flavour.

1509 I'AKci.AY.SVy/ of Fotys I. 103 The fat pygge is baast,
the lene cony is brent. 1598 Epiilario Cjb, Let it rost

sokingly, basting it oft with the foresaid sauce. 1653 WAL-
TOM Angler 159 Let him be. .often basted with claret wine.

1741 Compi, b'am. Piece i. ii. 126 Tie your Lobsters to the

Spit alive, baste them with Water and Salt. 1853 SOYEK
Pantropheon 163 Baste it with its own gravy.
b. transf. oryf^.
1575 TI-RHKRV. I't-iu'ric 61 That I the wine should taste. .

and so my throte I baste.
_ 1598 E. GILCIN Skial. (18781 50

See how he basts himselfe in his owne greace. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr.

c^- Cr. ii. iii. 195 That bastes his arrogance with his owne
seame. 1883 GILMOUR Mongols xxiv. 297 Some white flour

scones baited in butter.

t 2. To perfuse as with a liniment, Obs.

1570 LEVINS Manip. /$6 Baste, linire. 1727 BKADLKY Fam.
Diet. s. v. /'teas, Put to your water two ounces of Staves-
acre, .and. .baste your dog therewith. 1735 OI:DYS Raleigh
iR.) Having had their naked bodies basted or dropped over
with burning bacon.

3. Iii Candle-making', see BASTINO vbl. sb.- 2.

4. To mark (sheep) with tar. 'North.' (Ilalliwell.)
[1590 GKKF.NE Mourn. Garm. (16161 2 The prime of his

yeeres was in the flowre, and youth sate and basted him
Calcmics in his forehead]. iCf. BUIST.)

Baste ^b^st), V* Forms : 6 (pa. ///**.) baste,

basit, (pa. /.) baist
; 6-7 bast, 6- baste. [Of

uncertain origin, not known before i6th c. ; the

early instances being all in pa. t. or pa. pple. basit,

baste, baist, might be from a present has, base, to

be compared with Sw. basa 'to baste, whip, beat,

flog.
1

With baste, if it was the original form, cf.

Icel. beysta, beyrsta 'to bruise, thrash, flog,' Sw.
bosta 'to thump'; but the vowels do not agree
with the Eng. Possibly, after all, a figurative use
of the preceding: cf. anoint in sense of f/iras/t.]
trans. To beat soundly, thrash, cudgel.
'533 BELLENDES Lixy in. (1822) 223 He departit weil

basit, and defuleyelt of his clething. ?aiS5o Rob. Hood
(Ritsomiii. 102 He paid good Robin back and side, And
baist him up and down. /bid. 364 Their bones were baste
so sore. 1596 COLSE Penelope fiSSoi 172 Would not sticke
to baste your bones. 1660 PEI-YS Diary i Dec., I took a
broom, and basted her till she cried extremely. 1704 STEELE

Lying Loner iv. ii. 43 I'll have the Rascal well basted for

his insolence. 1801 STRUTT Sports $ Pa*t. iv. iv. 8 Baste
the bear [a kind of game]. 1847 BAHHAM Ingol. Lee. 11877)
13 Would now and then seize. .A stick. .And baste ner lord
and master most confoundedly.
Jig- 1797 WoLCOTTiP. Vva&ax) Livery Lond. Wks.i8i2lII.
443 Basted by saucy Verse and Prose . . Like Bears by ruf-

fian Uull-dogs baited.

Baste (bJist), f.4 Also bast. Card-playing.
ff. BASTE sbX\ A modern variant of To BEAST

(retaining the former pronunciation).
1850 Hand-Bk ofGames (Bohm 231 He who renounces is

basted as often as detected. 1878 H. H. GIBBS Ombre 27
note, Quadrille-players call it a Baste or being Basted, not
from any idea connected with Baste or being beaten, but

by corruption from the word Beaste.

Bastel(e, obs. form of BASTILLE.

Bastel-h.OUSe (bce-stelhaus). Also bastle-.

[f. bastel, var. of BASTILE + HOUSE.] A fortified

house, usually having the lower floors arched over.

1544 Exped. Scot/, in Arb. Garner I. 125 Divers bastel and
fortified houses. 1849 Man. Kirkaldy Gr. xxi. 242 The
Potterrow Port, an arch between two bastel houses. 1884
Programme Ardisol. hist. J\'tni'C(isite

t
The Mediaeval

Castles, Towers, and Bastle-houses in Northumberland.

Basten (barsten), a. [OE. btesten : see BAST j.i

and -EN!.] Made of bast.

c 1000 .ELFRIC Jndg. xv. 13 Hij Sa hine gebundon mid
twain batstenum rapum. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 263 The ..

small leav'd Lime or Linden tree .. called Bast; whence
the ropes are also called Basten ropes. 1693 W. ROBERTSON
Phrascol. Gen. 213 A Basten rope, funis spartcns.

Baster 1
(tvi-staO. [f. BASTE vj- + -ER 1

.] One
who bastes (with thread) ;

cf. BASTE v.^

1883 Standard 6 Nov. 2/2 A garment is manipulated by
the cutter, the baster, the machinist.

Ba'Ster- (in i6thc. basteter). [f.
BASTE v.2]

One who bastes meat.

1525 C/inrchiv. Ace. Heybridge (Nichols 1797) 181 To she
that turned the spitt, &/.

;
to the Basteter, $d.

Baster 3
(bt

T
i'stai). [f.

BASTE v$ + -EH V] He
who or that which bastes or thrashes

; hence, a stick

or cudgel ; also, a heavy blow.

1726 W. WACSTAFFE Misc. IVks. 48 iL.) Jack took up the

poker, and gave me such a baster upon my head. 1770 in

Smith's Bk. Rainy Day 11861 > 14 A fellow riding a hog,
brandishing a birch broom by way of a baster.

Easterly, obs. form of BASTARDLY.

II Bastide t,bcrstid, bast/'d). [a. OF. bastide,

ad. Pr. bastida '

building,' sb. from fern. pa. pple. of

bastir to build : cf. -ADA, -ADE.]

1 1. a. A bastel-house or fortlet. b. A tem-

porary hut or tower erected for besieging purposes.
Cf. BASTILLE. Obs. exc. Hist.

1523 Ln. BEKNKKS Froiss. I. xxvt. 39 They fortified the

bastyde of Rosebourge, and made it a strong Castel. 1577
HOLINSHKD Chron. II. 640 He came before the strong towne
of Calls . . and erected bastides betweene the towne and the

river. 1858 MORRIS G. Teste-\oire 138 Therefore we set

our bastides round the tower That Geffray held.

]|
2. A country-house in southern France.

1721 Lond. Gaz. No. 6073/2 The Bastides and Farm-
Houses in that Neighbourhood. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rt*t>.

II. vi. ii. 332 White glittering bastides that crown the hill.

Bastille, -lie (bostrl, bcrstil), sb. Forms :

4 bastele, 4-5 -el, 5 -yle, -elle, -yll, 5-6 ylle, 6

-il, -ell, Sc. bastillie, -alyie, -ailyei), 7 bastill,

8- bastille, 4- bas4ile. [a. F. bastille (
1 5th c. in

Littre) : late L. basttlia, pi. oibastile, f. bastlre to

build (Cf. serfHe, sedilia, f. sedere}. In mod. Kng.
refashioned after Fr. ; the regular form from ME.
bastel(e would be bastle.]

1. A tower or bastion of a castle ; a fortified

tower ;
a small fortress.

c 1340 Caw. fy Cr. Knt. 799 Bastel rouez, bat blenked ful

quyte. < 1430 LYDG. Bochas \\. xvii. 11554) 56 a, Square
bastiles and bulwarkes to make. 1494 FABYAN vn. 516 V
prouoste . . went to dyner vnto

>"-' bastyle of Seynt Denys.

1536 BKLLESDEN Cron. Scot. 11821) 1. 182 To repair the said

wall in all partis, with touris and bastailyeis. 1664 BITTLKR

Hnd. i. n. Argt., Conveys him to enchanted Castle, There
shuts him fast in Wooden Hastile. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat.
/fist. E. Borders \. 144 Ruins of bastiles and castles.

2. spec, in siege operations : a. A wooden tower

on wheels for the protection of the besieging

troops, b. One of a series of huts, surrounded by
entrenchments, provided for their accommodation.
c 1315 /:. E. Allit. P. B. 1187 At vch brugge a berfray on

basteles wyse. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy n. xviii, Sette their

bastyles and their hurdeys eke Rounde about to the harde

wall. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. u. xxxiv, Thys bastylle
muste be aduironned with hirdels aboute and dawbed thykke
with erthe and clay therupon, and it may be sette vpon
wheles. 1523 LD. BERNEKS Froiss. I. ccccxxix. 754 And so

lodged in Cafays . . in bastylles that they made dayly. 1600

HOLLAND Levy xxn. Ix. 471 Good no where, neither in battaile

nor in bastill \castris\ 1750 CARTE Hist. Eng. II. 717 A
bastille or small wooden fort was erected on the land side.

183^ KKIGIITLEY Hist. Eng. I. 352 Bastilles, or huts defended

by mtrenchments were constructed round the city.

fig. ^1430 LYDG. Bochas (15541 67 b Oblivion, Hath a

bastyll of foryetfulnes To stop the passage.

3. Name of the prison-fortress built in Paris in

the 1 4th century, and destroyed in 1789.
1561 R. NoRVELLf////*-' The Meroure of an Christian, com-

posed . . during the tynie of his captiuetie at Paris, in the

Bastillie. 1783 COWPKR Task v. 383 Her [France's] house

of bondage . . the Bastille. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rw. iv. iii. I.



BASTILLE.

162 That rock -fortress, Tyranny's stronghold, which they
name Bastille, or building, as if there were no other building.

4. By extension : A prison.
1790 HURKE />. A't7'. Wks. V. 143 One of the old palaces

of Paris, now converted into a Kastile for kings. 1861 SAI.A

Tw. round Clrtk 58 Pentonville's frowning bastille. 1884
Ransom City i Dakota) 1'aper y Feb., Fined $25, and ten

days in the bastile, for selling liquor to the Indians.

Bastille, -ile (txist/'l, Ixrstil), ?'.; also 5 bas-

tyle. [a.OK.&w//7<V-r (also batcillicr\ f. bastilk ;

see prec. In sense 2 formed on the I'-ng. sb.]

fl. To fortify (a castle). Obs.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xi. v, Laomedon . . redyed hym
for to bastyle & edefy the new Troye. c 1500 J'artenny

1134 When thys castell was bast tied fair.

2. To confine in a bastille
;
to imprison.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 1058 Instead of forging chains fur

foreigners, Bastile thy Tutor, a 1798 MAKY WOUATOMECK.
\\

r

ks. II. 34 Marriage had bastilled me fur life. 1863 W.
PHILLIPS Speeches xix. 422 One thousand men .. are ' bas-

tiled' by an authority as despotic as that of I^ouis.

Basti'llion. Obs. or Hist. Forms: 6-7 basti-

lion, 7ba8tillon,6-9ba8tillion. [a. OF. bastillon,

-jflion, dim. of bastille ; see prec.] A small for-

tress or castle ; a fortified tower.

1549 THOMAS Hist. Italy 101 Huildyng of fortresses and
bastilions about Petabubula. 1603 KNOU.KS Hist. Turks
(1621) 82 They gained one of the greatest bastilllons .. of

the citie, called the Angels tower. 1825 S.HTHKY in('. AV:-.

XXXII. 385 An assault was made .. upon a bastillion by
the gate of Ci>dulonga.

t Ba'stiiueiit. Obs. Also 8 bastimento.

[partly ad. Sp. bastimiento 'fortification, victual!,

furniture' (Minsheu), partly a. F. l*astintent (mod.
batintent

'

building, ship
'

; both f. Romanic bastirc

to put together, huild, prepare.]
1. Military supplies, stores, provisions.
1598 HARKET Thcor. IVarres v. iii. 133 To prouide all

liastiments, prouision, and other necessarie things. 1622

F. MAKKHAM Bks. Warre in. x. 5 All his proui^ions . . of

Hastiments or other necessaries.

2. A building, a wall.

1679 Trials White fy Jesuits 61 He is a Mason, and . . built

a Bastymen t there by direction from Sir John Warner.

3. A ship, a vessel
; cf. Fr. bailment.

1740 GLOVKR Hosier's Ghost vii. in Pol, Ball. (iS6o'i II. 261

Then the bastimentos never Had our foul dishonour seen,
Nor the sea the sad receiver Of this gallant train had been.

Bastiuacle, -onade (bastin^i'd, -<Jht7*'d), sb.

arch. [In iyth c., bastonade, a. F. bastonnade ^ad.

Sp. bastonada or It. bastonata, taking place of OF.
bastonee : see -ADE) ;

or Eng. adaptation of basto-

?/W0, after Fr.: seeBASTINADO,] -BA8TlNADO^.I-3.
1660 rleafor Man. in Hart. Misc. I. 17 We have learned

quietly to take the bastonade. 1-1700 Gent I. Instritc. (1732)

551 (DO They would .. submit to a bastinade rather than
occasion bloodshed. 1813 J. HOBHOUSE Jonm.^ Offenders,
whom he may punish with the bastinade. 1878 LADY HER-
BERT tr. Htilmer s Ramble \\\. \\. 487 Sure of their bastonade
and sure also of their taels.

Bastina'de, -ona'de (see prec.), v. arch.
[f.

prec. sb.] To thrash or thwack with a stick, esp,

on the soles of the feet; to BASTINADO.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <$ Coimniv. 59 The euening

following he is well bastinaded. 1753 HANWAY Trm>. (17621
I. in. xxxviii. 174 The shah .. ordered the executioners to

bastonade him to death. i88 Blackw. .Mag. XXIII. 828

Away with him . . bow-string him, bastinade him.

Bastina'ded, ///. a. arch.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

Thrashed, beaten, csp. on the soles of the feet.

<ii 7i i KEN Hymnotkeo Wks. 1721 III. 134 The starv'd

bastinaded Slave in Chains.

Bastina'diug, vbl. sb. = BASTINADOING.

1748 ANSON I'oy. in. ix. 388 Such a sum of money would . .

have enticed a Chinese to have undergone a dozen bastinad-

ings. i8<9 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 273 note, On !

.'.ing.

Bastinado (bcestini
T
'*d^), sb. Forms: 6- bas-

tinado ;
also 6 bastannado, -anado, 7 -onada,

7-8 onado. [a. Sp. bastonaila (= It. bastonata,

OF. bastonnce} a caning or cudgelling, f. boston

stick, staff, cudgel. For termination see -ADO 2
:

the unaccented o in the second syllable has fluctu-

ated from the first as a, #, /", tending to settle down
under the closest vowel

?'.]

1. A blow with a stick or cudgel ; a whack or

thwack ; esp. one upon the soles of the feet. arch.

1577 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 897/1 Leading him .. with
buffets and bastanadoes into the borough. 1592 GREENIC
Art Conny Catch. 25 As many bastinadoes as thy bones
will beare. 1598 HAKLUYT I'oy. II. 203 Beaten with so

many bastonadoes vppn the soles of their feete. 1615
ModeII of H'it 41 b, Lifting up the Cudgell, he gave him
therewith halfe a score good bastinadoes. 1849 W. IRVINE
Mahomed ty Sncc. xiii. 11853* 5^ Let him who drinks wine
. . receive twenty bastinadoes on the soles of his feet.

2. A beating with a stick ; a cudgelling, arch.

1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. n. 717 If a Romane
soldior . . went out of his ranke . . he had the bastannado.
a 1600 Bi'Ri.EiGH Adv. Q. EUz. in Harl. Misc. (18091 II. 277
No man loves one the better for giving him the bastinado,

though with never so little a cudgel. i8a8 SCOTT/-". M.
Perth xvi, Must I show thee that thou art a captive, by
giving thee incontinently the bastinado ?

fig- X595 SHAKS. John \\. 463 He giues the bastinado

with his tongue.
3. spec. An Eastern method of corporal punish-

ment, by beating with a stick the soles of the

culprit's feet.

VOL. I.

697

1726 AYLIFFE Farerg. 46 Remitted the punishment of

Death .. and in lieu*" thereof introduced the Bastinado.

1884 DROWNING I'erishtah's F. 133 To cool his heels Un-

carpeted, or warm them likelier still With bastinado.

4. A stick, staff, rod, cudgel, truncheon.

1598 1 [AKLUYT I'oy. I. 55 He receiueth an hutulreth blowes
on iln: backe with a bastinado, layd on bya tall fellow. 1624
CAI'T. SMITH Virginia n. 36 Having a Bastinado., made of

reeds bound together. 1878 WAKI-: I'.i-ol. Morality II. 128

Her paramour receiving a thousand blows of the bastinado.

Bastiua'do, v.\ also 8 -onado. [f. prec. sb.]

1. To beat with a stick
;
to thrash, thwack, arch.

1614 [see next
]. 1633 MAKMYON Fine Cont/>. iv. 5 A gentle-

man that I bastinadoed the other day. 1728 MORGAN A Igiers
II. iv. 273 Cruelly bastonadoed on the Shoulders, Buttocks,

Belly, and Feet, 1775 ADAIR Atner. hid. 156 He bastin-

adoed the young sinner severely, with a thick whip.

2. spec. To beat or cane on the soles of the feet.

1688 l.cnd.Gaz. No. 2 -ji 8/1 Were put on the Rack, or Bastin-

adoed. 1855 MACAW.AV ///*/. -'.". III. 547 The Sallee rover,

who threatened to bastinado a Christian captive to death.

Bastina'doing, vbl. sl>.
[f. prec. -t- -INC i.]

The action of the vb. BASTINADO; cudgelling,

thrashing (spec, on the soles of the feet).

1614 SKI.DEN Titles Hon. 63 The punishment for penury
was inflicted, that was Fnstigatio . . bastinadoing. 1879 A.

FORUKS in Daily AVrcjf 25 Mar. 5/7 He is treated to a vehe-

ment bastinadoing.

Basting (Ivi'stin), vbl. sbl
[f.

HASTE z'. 1]

1. Sewingwith large loose stitches; quilting (obs.),
'

tacking
'

;
also attrib., as in basting-thread.

1530 I
JALSGK. 196/2 Bastyng of clothe, bastiment. 1860 k.

COUBOI.LJ Pict. Chinese 146 When thu scissors . . have di.iH-

their work of cutting the material .. the next process..
answers to our basting. 1870 Daily Ni-u>s 4 Apr., Waist-

coats without buttons, coats disfigured by hasting threads.

f 2. Something basted or quilted on; a lining
or trimming. Obs.
c 1525 SKICLTON Agst. Garnesche 200 The flesche bastyng

of hys cote Was scwyd with slemlyr thred. 1592 NASHK
/'. f'eni/esse 12 a, Blisterd with light sarcenet basting-,.

Ba sting, vbl. st>*
[f.

R\HTE v.- + -INU
i.J

1. The action of moistening a roasting joint with

melted butter, gravy, etc. ; also//;,
r
' and attrib.

1530 J
JAI,SGR. 196/2 Bastyng of meate, ba&tinient. 1550

CROWI.KY F.pigr. 365 The tonge must have bastynge, it uill

the better wagge. 1822 KITCHISKR Cook's Orac. 187 1'ut a

little bit of butter into your basting-ladle.

b. The material used for this purpose.
1615 MARKHAM Eng. llousew. (16601 69 'I'o know the best

bastings for meat, which is sweet Butter, sweet Oyl, etc.

2. Candle-making, The process of pouring melted

wax from a ladle over the wicks.

^1865 LF.THHBY in Circ.Sc. I. 94/1 The operations of bast-

ing and rolling are repeated as often as necessary. 1879 (1.

GLADSTONE in Cassell's Tcchn. Eanc. II. 75/2 Wax candles

are . . made by another process, which is termed basting.

Ba'sting, vbl. sb.'^ [f. BASTE z>. :t + -INC
'.] A

cudgelling, beating, thrashing. (In 'a dry basting'
there is a humorous reference to the preceding.)
1590 SHAKS.C0m.JZrt", 11.11.64 Lest it make you chollericke,

and purchase me another drie basting. 1720 S\VIKT Irish

Feast Misc. (17351
V. 16 What Stabs and what Cuts. .What

Bastings and Kicks ! 1833 MAKKVAT /'. Simple (18631 64 A
good basting . . was a sovereign remedy for sea-sickness.

Bastion (bce-stion). [a. F. bastion, i6thc., ad.

It. bastione, f. bastirc to build, construct, late L. or

common Romanic, of uncertain origin ; generally
referred to the same root as baston, baton^\
1. A projecting part of a fortification, consisting

of an earthwork, faced with brick or stone, or of

a mass of masonry, in the form of an irregular

pentagon, having its base in the main line, or at

an angle, of the fortification ;
its

' flanks' are the

two sides which spring from the base, and are

shorter than the
' faces

*

or two sides which meet in

the acute '
salient angle.

1

Cut bastion : one with its salient angle cut off and re-

placed by an inward angle. Detached bastion: one con-
structed apart from the fortification, also called a LUNETTE.
Double bastion : two bastions, one placed inside the other.

Empty bastion '. one in which the interior surface is lower
than the rampart. Flat bastion' one placed in front of a
'curtain.' Full we solid bastion: one in which the interior

surface is level with the rampart. Tower bastion : a tower
built like a bastion and provided with casemates.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warresv. iii. 135 Baskets to cary earth
to the bastion. 1693 Mem. Ct. Teckely 1. 14 This small City,
flanked with five good Bastions. 1703 MAUNDRELL Jonrn.
Jcrus. (1732* 54 Bastions faced with hewn stone. 1812
WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. IX. 27 To breach the face of
Bastion at the south east angle of the fort. 1851 RUSKIN
Stones I'en. I. v. 58 Sharp as the frontal angle of a bastion.

2. transf. and &t Rampart, fortification, defence.

1679 Est. Test. 27 The frontier and Bastion of the Pro-
testant Religion. 1781 COWPER Confers. 688 They build
each other up . . As bastions set point-blank against God's
will. 1858 LONGF. Ladder St. Aug. ix, The distant moun-
tains, that uprear Their solid bastions to the skies.

Bastion, variant of BASTON sb., a staff.

Ba'stioned, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED 2
.]

Fur-
nished with or defended by a bastion or bastions.

1817 MOORE Lalla R., Veiled Proph. in, If tower and
battlement And bastion'd wall be not less hard to win.

1875_///*/. Civ.WarAiner. 1.457 Closed at the gorge by a
bastioned curtain with a lunette.

Bastionet (barstisne:t).
A small bastion.

[f. BASTION + -ET.]

BASTONITE.

1871 TVNDALL Fragm, Sc. I. vi. 207 On Tuesday . . I was

early at the bastionet.

Bastite (b^-stait). Afin. [f. Baste in the liar/

Mountains, where first found + -ITE.] A bronze-

or greenish-coloured impure foliated serpentine;
also called ScJiifler-sJhir.

1837-68 DANA J//w. 409. 1879 RCTI.EY Stud. Rucks x. 120

Knstatite becomes altered to sclnller-spar or bastite.

Bastle-house, modern variant ofBASTEL-HOUSE.

BastO (bcrsto). [a. Sp. basto, in same sense, the

whole suit of Clubs beinjj also called Bastos^ and

the ace being el Baslo par excellence; in It. Basfow.
cf. baston club, staff.] The ace oi clubs in quadrille
and ombre.

1675 COTTON* Compl. Gamester (1680) 70 The Malillio or

black Hence, the Basto or Act: of Clubs. 1714 Port; Rape
Lock in. 53 Him basto folluw'd, but hU fate more hard,
(lain'd but one trump and one plebeian card. 1861 Macm.
A/ng. I>cc. 130 The ace of clubs .. is always ranked as the

third bt^t trump card, and is called Basto.

t Bastoil. Obs. or (in sense 6)*arc&, Forms :

4 bastun, 48 baston, 6 bastoun, bastion, 6 -

bastone, 7 (bastome). [a. OK. baston (mod.F.

bitton\, cogn. with Sp. baston, 1'g. bastiio, It. />as-

tone, pointing to a late J,. ^bast&n-em, oi unknown

origin : Dicz suggests a connexion with Gr.j8a(ttrd-

en' to lift, carry. Replaced in i ^th c. by BATOON,
ami now by BATON; another form is BATTEN.]
1. A staffer slick used as a weapon or a stall of

office; a cudgel, club, bat, truncheon
;

- BATON I,

BATOnN I.

(11300 Cursor M. 15827 Wit pair bastons [T'. r, bastunes ;

staues] bete bai him. 1485 CAXIUN C/ias. Ct. (1880) i3--*

Klorypcs . . took :i baston in her lumde. 1577 HoLlNSHKD
Citron. 11 1. 1226/1 His baston la staffe of an ell long made
taper wise tipt with hornc 1

. 1598 I'AHKI-.T Tht-or. \\'arrt &

iv. i. 102 Armed but lightly, with a short baston or IrunuhiGn
in his hand. 1598 S i <>\v Snri 1

. (trans], Fit/^tepheni xi. (1603)

03 The schollers of euery schoole haue their l:tll or bastion

in their hands. 1693 W. KOUKKTSON riirast-t>l. C.cn. i>i
;
A

Baston, or haloon,//*.^/.?, A(< nlns. 1756 NriiKNT H/ontt's-

i/2tit
ju's $/>ir. Laws 11758* II. XXMII. xx. 271 I n process of

lime none but bondmen fought with the ba>ton.

2. A stanza, or verse, ^Transl. of
staff, stave.}

(11300 ( 'ursor M. i-n/2.} Ks resun bat wet \r rime runii,

And set fra nu Iruigur bastune \~'.r. bastoun]. < 1308 in

Kel.Ant. II. 175 The clerk that this barton wruw^te. Ibid.

176 Nis this bast u n wtl i-pigtr, tuirh \un-d him - itte a-ri^it.-.

1330 I'i- HKUNNK L'hron. Pref. 99 If it were made in ryme
couwee . . outhere in couwee or in baston.

3. Her.--BAI <>x 3.

1592 \VVKI.I-V Annorie 79 Thimperiall cgle .. In ^ilucr,

^ulie ba^lon oiu-r all. 1622 I
JKA<_HA.M ( 'ompl. (icntl. in. t if- 14'

144 A baston . . must not touch the Scotcheon at both the

ends. 1660 WATLKHOUSK Arms and Arm. in? That were
. . a baston of Allay to that Gentleman who should extenuate
the merit of Military Grandees.

4. Card-playing. A club. Cf. BASTO.

1593 MUNDAY Def. Contraries 49 The inucnter of the
I talian Cardes . . put the Deniers or monyes, and the Hastens
or clubs in combate togither.

5. Old Law. Title of ' one of the "Warden of the

Fleet's men, who attends the king's courts with a

red staff, for taking such to ward as are committed

bythe court ; and likewise attends on such prisoners
as are suffered to go at large by licence.' Chambers

Cycl. 1727-51. (Cf. tip-staff, gold~stick-in-i.vaiting,

etc.) Hence, to go out of prison by baston, to re-

main in prison without baston.

1366 Act i Rich. II. xii, [Whereas diners people be.,
suffered to goe at large by the Warden of the prison] alefoitz

sanz as-cun maynpris avec une baston de Flete [sometimes
without any maineprise with a baston of the Meet .. It is

ordained and assented, that . . no Warden of the Fleet shall

suffer any prisoner] aler hors de prisone par maynpris, baill

ne par baston [to go out of prison by mainprise, baile, nor by
baston.] 1562 Act 5 Eliz. xxiii. 8 The same Party. . shall

remain in the Prison . . without Bail, Baston or Mainprixe.
1619 DALTON Countr. Just. cvi. (16301 273 If the officer shall

suffer his prisoners to go abroad for a time, by baile or

baston. 1671 F. PHILLIPS Keg. Neccss. 475 Commuted to the

Tower of London, there to remain one year without bayle,
baston or Mainprize.
6. Arch. A round moulding at the base of a

column, a torus. [So baton in mod.F.]
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Baston or Batoon . . a mould in the

base of a column, otherwise called a tore. 1847 in CKAIG.

t Ba'stoii, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb. ; cf. OF. bas-

tonner (mod.F. batonner} ;
and see BATON

v."]
To

beat with a staffer cudgel. Hence Bastoned///.rt.
1593 DEE Diary 43 And that I wold try on the fleysh of

him, or b(ujy a bastoned gown of him.

Bastonade, -ado, obs, ff. BASTINADO.

t -Ba'stonate, v. Obs. rare 1
, [formed after

Romanic vb. i^It. bastonnre, Sp. bastonar, OF. baS"

toner"} + -ATE : cf. It. pa. pple. bastonato]
=

prec.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 4. 285 The very Cudgell
wherewith a Cavalero is bastonated.

Bastonet. Obs. [a. OF. bastonct (mod. b&-

tonncf) lit. 'little stick,' dim. of baston stick, BATON.]
A kind of bit : see the quot.
1611 COTGR., Bastonnet . . the bastonet of a bridle. 1617

MARKHAM Caval. n. 59, I haue seen some horsmen vse that

bytt which we call the Bastonet or Jeiue bytt, which is

made with round buttons or great rough ringes.

Bastonite (bce'st^nait). Afin.
[f. Basfffignc,

in Luxembourg, where it was discovered + -ITE.]
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BASYLE.

Mica in large plicated plates of greenish-brown

colour; a variety of LKPIDOMELANE. (Dana.)
Basular, -ylare, obs. forms of BASILAH a.

Basulard, variant of BASKLAKD a dagger.

Basyl(e (Iv'-sil, bce-sil). Chcm. [f. Gr. 3rr-is
base -t- -YL, Gr. v^.hyle, wood, substance. (Webster
has also bashyle.}'} A metal or other electro-positive
constituent of a compound ; a body that unites with

oxygen to form a base.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem., fiasyl, Graham's name for the
metal or other electropositive constituent of a salt, a 1866
G. WILSON Inorg. Chcm. led. 3) 1130 A base, may be con-
structed of a metal and oxygen, and in such circumstances
a metal is known as a basyle .. Other substances than

metals, however, may be basyles and form bases.

Basylous (Iv-'silas, bars-), a. Chem. [f. prec.
+ -ous.J Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a basyl.
1881 WILLIAMSON in Nature XXIV. 414 Such primary

compounds were classified . . into electro-positive or basylous
and electro-negative or chlorous compounds.

Basyn, -et, obs. forms of BASIN, BASINET.

Bat >a?t) sb^. Forms: a. 3 ?balke, 4-6 bakke,
backe, 5-6 bake, bak, back; &. 6-7 batte, 6-8
batt, 6- bat. [The mod. hat, found r 157-;, takes

the place of ME. bakke
t apparently from Scand. ;

cf. Da. aften-bakke 'evening-bat,' Ol >a. nath-bakkte,
OSw. (Ihre) natt-backa 'night-bat.' Swedish dial,

have also natt-batta, natl-blacka : with the latter

cf.Icel./dSW/a&z'bat,' lit. 'leather-flutterer,' i.blaka
' to flap, wave, flutter with wings/ whence it has
been suggested that bakke, backa have lost an /

;

but as the / does not appear in the OSw. and ODa.
forms above, this is very unlikely. The med.L.

blatta, l>!acfa, batta^ glossed
'

lucifuga, vespertilio,
vlcdernuis' (Diefenbach Snppl. to Dn Gauge) = c\.

L. blatta 'an insect that shuns the light* (Matte

hicifugw, Vergil) 'cockroach, moth,
1

is distinct in

origin, but may have influenced the English change
to bat

; evidence is wanting. Back- in comb., backic-

bird, baiukie-hiril still survive in north Kng. and Sc.]
1. An animal, a member of the Mammalian order

Cheiroptera, and especially of the family Vcsper-
tilionidie

; consisting of mouse-like quadrupeds
(whence the names A' i:re-mouse, Flittcr-wousc], hav-

ing the fingers extended to support a thin membrane
which stretches from the side of the neck by the

toes of both pairs of feet to the tail, and forms a

kind of wing, with which they fly with a peculiar

quivering motion
;
hence they were formerly classed

as birds. They are all nocturnal, retiring by day
to dark recesses, to which habits there are many
references in literature.

Of about 17 species found in Britain the best-known are
the Common liat or Pipistrelle(/ \>sj>ertilio Pipistrelln$\ and
the Long-eared liat (Plecotus anritits\\ of the much larger

foreign species, the most noted are the Vampires.
a. ./i^oo W. DE BIBLKSW. in Wright /'or. 164 Balke,

chaitfe-soriz en mesoitn. ( 1340 Alex. 3- Oind. 723 Bringen
her a nihte-bird . a bakke . or an oule. 1388 WYCLIF ha.
ii. 20 Moldewarpis and backis, ether rcrc myis. [1535 1'<>\ I.K-

DALF, Molles and Backes ; 1590 Genet 1
., To the muwlus and

to the backes ; 1611 Monies and battes.] 1414 BRAMPTON
Penit. Ps. Ixxx. 31 A backe, that flyith be ny^t. c 1440
Pronip.Pa-n>. 21 Bakke \7>.r. bak), flyingebest t?'. r. flcyngi:

byrde*, vespertilio. 1483 Cath. Angl. 18 A liakke, blata
%

vesfertilio. 1496 Dires $ Paup. i\V. de W.) in. viii. 144
Lyke oules Sc. backes whiche hate the daye loue tlie

nyght. (i 1500 in Wulcker / 'e*c. /?6i Hie vespertilio, hcc

lucifnga, a bake. 1509 FISHKR fl'&s. t. (1876) 87 More
louynge derkenes than lyght, lyke vnto a beest called a
backe. 1513 DOUGLAS rfCiicis xui. Prol. 33 Vpgois the bak
wyth hir pent ledderyn flycht. 1552 HULOET, Reremowse,
or backe whiche flyeth in the darcke, nycteris. ('1554
CKOKF. Ps. (1844) 20 The backe or owle, That lurketh yn an
olde house syde. 1607 Sehol. Disc, agst. Antichr. 11, vi. 71
To cast them to the Moules and to the backes. [1808

JAMIKSON s. v. Bak, The modern name in Sc. is backie*bird,

1863 J'rw. Danby, Back-beara-ii>ay, the bat, or rere mouse.]
0. 1580 HOLI.VBAND Treas. f-'r. Tone;., C/iaiwst'Hri.i, a

Backe, some call it a Hat. 1596 SPKNSKK F.Q. n. xii. 36 The
lether-winged batt, dayes enimy. 1604 DKAVTON Otvle 5-12

The blacke-ey'd Bat (the Watch-Man of the Night). 1605
SHAKS. Macb. in. ii. 40 Ere the Bat hath flowne His Cluy-
ster'd flight. 1725 POPE Odyss. xn. 513 So to the beam the

bat tenacious clings, And pendant round it clasps his leathern

wings. 1768 PENNANT Ziwl, 1. 114 The irregular, uncertain
and jerking motion of the bat in the air. 1770 GOLDSM.
Des. I'ill. 350 Silent bats in drowsy clusters cling. 1791
BosWELL Johnson (1831) IV. 209 The curious formation of a

bat, a mouse with wings. 1807 C&ABBE Par. -Keg". 1. Wks.
11834 II. 156 Bats on their webby wings in darkness move.

iQ+q CAKPENTER Zool. 165, Cheiroptera ; the animals of
this Order, 011 of them commonly known as Bats. 1852
L). MOIR Ruins Seton Chapel \^ The twilight-loving bat,
on leathern wing. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Pur. 1. 1. 112 Now
the shrill bats were upon the wing.
2. Comb. a. sl>s, t as hat-Jlyingt whence bat-flying

time, dusk
; bat-shell, a species of volute

; bat-

tick, an insect parasitical on bats. b. ad/s., as

bat-blind, blind as a bat in the sunlight ;
bat-

like, like a bat, or like that of a bat, also adv.

after the manner of a bat
; bat-wing, bats-

wing, shaped like the wing of a bat, applied spec.

to a laterally spreading flame from a gas-jut, and

the burner producing it. Also in many parasyn-
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thetic derivatives, as bat-eyed, having bat's eyes,
bat-blind

; bat-minded, mentally blind
;

bat-

wiiiged, having bat's wings ;
whence deriv. sbs., as

bat-mindedness, etc.

1609 J. DAVIES Holy Rood 13 (D.) O * Bat-blind Fooles,
doe ye infatuate That Wisdome? 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise
Midge 11859* 53 If >"ou arc n t *bat-bhnd it will evince to

you that, etc. 1638 SANHKKSON Serin. II. 118 One, to be

cat-eyed outward . . another, to be *
bat-eyed inward ; in not

perceiving . . a beam in a man's own eye. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, xvii, I hae sat on the grave frae ^bat-fleeing time till

cock-crow. a\"j\\ KEN /:'</;;/ <AVks. 1721 II. 90 His"1 Bat-
like Wings he to full stretch expands. 1785-95 WOLCOTT
( P. Pindar) Lousiadu. Wks. 1. 230 Conscience . . That, bat-

like, winks by day and wakes by night. 1858 SEARS A than.
ii. xii. 249 'Hat-like fallacies. 1878 B. TAYLOR Dcnkalion
i. iv. 34 "Bat-like cries, thin, impotent of sound. 1869 Echo
2 3 Jan., There is enough . . "'bat-mindedness in the world
to give Rome a fair chance. 1869 Daily News 18 June,
I he common *batswing burner . . is of about the same
illuminating power as the fishtails. 1852 T. HARRIS Insects
Ncu' Eng. 501 A remarkable group of insects, which seems
to connect the flies with the true ticks and spiders. Such
are sheep-ticks and * bat -ticks. 1872 H. MACMILLAN True
Vine vii. 296 The leaves of the >

bat-wing passion-flower.
1847 LD. LINDSAY C/ir. Art I. 84 The triple-headed, 'bat-

winged, horned and hoofed monster of the later middle ages.

Bat (baet), J&S Forms: 3 (ifat. sing.} botte,

(/>/.) botten, 3-5 bottes, 3-6 battes
; 5-6 batte,

6-S batt, 4- bat. [As the nom. sing, does not occur
in 1 3th c., it is uncertain whether it was bat or batte

t

and thus whether it was an adoption of (3F. batte

(partly identical in sense, referred by Littre to

battre to beat), or represented an OK. *bat (fern.)

'fustis,* alleged by Soinner, from an unknown
source. The forms in Layamon rather favour the

latter
; but in any case some of the senses are from

K. batte. The supposed OE. *bat is by some re-

ferred to a Celtic origin : cf. Ir. and Gael, bat, bata

staff, cudgel. The development and relations of

the senses are obscure : some of them appear to

be from the verb, and some may be immediately
due to onomatopfuia, from the sound of a solid,

slightly dull, blow: cf. pat. Thus there may be
two or three originally distinct words, though no

longer satisfactorily separable.]
I. A stick or stout piece of wood.

1. A stick, a club, a staff for support and defence.

(In 13^7 applied to a crosier.) arch. Still dial.

(Kent, Sussex, etc. } = staff, walking-stick.
1205 LAV. 21593 PZI botten [1250 battes] heo up heouen.

(-1230 Ancr. K. 366 Us forto buruwen from bes deofles

botte. i 1300 A". Alis. 78 And made heom fygbte with
battes. ("1320 Syr JJt-'-is 391 He nemeth is bat and forth

a goth. 1387 TKKVISA lligden Rolls Ser. I. 381 Forto
swere vppon eny of bilke belles and gold battes. r 1440
Promp. Paw. 26 IJatte, staffe,_/J//,r. .1440 desta Rom.
179 As to a thcf ye come oute, with swerdes K: battes

to take me. 1494 FAIIYAN vii. 596 This was clepyd of
the comon people the parlyament of battes . . for proclama-
cyons were madu, y c men sbulde leue theyr swerdes Si ..

the people toke great battes 8; stauys. 1553 Eardle Facions

App. 327 Let there bee giuen vnto hym by the commune
Sergeaunt of the batte .xxxix. stripes with a waster. 1591
Si-i N.SI H M. Hnbl<erf1 217 A handsome bat he held, On
which he leaned. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. i. 165 Make you ready
your stilTe bats and clubs. 1655 GOUGK Comw. Heb. xi. 35
Tii^Trai'oi' . . signifieth a 'bat,' or a 'staff.' 1687 DHYHEN
II hid <\ /'. in. 6;,r He headed all the rabble of a town, And
iinUh'd 'em with bats. 1822 SCOTT Nigel -a\\> I have given

up . . my bat fur a sword, 1875 STTHHS Cciist. Hitt. 111.

xviii. 103 Called . . the parliament of bats or bludgeons.

f 2. ? A balk of timber. 7>a//'j end apparently
= mast-head. Obs. or dial.

1577 B. ClooE Heresbactis Hush. (1586) 42 Though the

corne be laide upon 1'attes in the (looms, a 1618 RALEIGH
Royal Navy 4 Necessaries belonging to shipping, even from
the Halts end to the very Kilson of a Ship. 1686 PLOT

Stajfordsh. -2\\ Neat Timber, a lift part (which is sufficient

in such large bntt 1^ . . alluw'd for the wast of rind, chipps, etc.

3. The wooden implement with rounded handle

and flattened blade used to strike or 'bat* the ball

in cricket. (The most common mod. sense.)

1706 PHILLIPS, Hat . . a kind of Club to strike a Hall with,
at the Play call'd Cricket. [So in BAILEY 1731, etc.] 1770
J. LOVK Cricket 3 He weighs the well-turned Hat's experi-
enc'd Force. 1807 CHAUUK Village \. 336 The bat, the

wicket, were his labours all. 1850 in Cricket. Man. 100
Pilch scored sixty-one, and brought out his bat.

b. short for batter, batsman,

1859 '' H J
' /*/*/ No. 13. 306 Mcjug . . one of our best

bats, went to the wicket first.

c. Hence the phrase, Off his own bat, in reference

to the score made by a player's own hits ; fig. solely

by his own exertions, by himself.

1845 Svn. SMITH Fragm. Irish Ch. Wks. II. 340/1 He had
no revenues but what he got off his own bat. 1859 A II J ".

Round No. 13. 305 One of our adversaries scored 70 off his

own bat. 1865 Fraser's Mug. Nov. 667 It is a mistake . .

to suppose that Lord Palmerston did everything off his own
bat after 1834.

4. The 'sword of wood' or light lath wand of

Harlequin in pantomimes. [I Mrectly from F. *battey

sabre de bois d'arlequin' (Littre). ]

1859 Hlustr. Lond. atmg 8 Jan., Harlequin's wonder-

working bat.

5. dial. (Kent, etc.): The wooden handle or stick

of an Implement, e.g. of a scythe.

BAT.

6. dial, {ffercfordsh, etc.) : A wooden implement
for breaking clods of earth. [So K. hatte\

II. A lump, a piece of certain substances; a

mass, dull-sounding, or formed by beating.
f-
7. A lump, piece, bit. Obs. in general sense.

c 1340 Alexander \Stev.j 4166 Quare flaggis of the fell

snawe '

fell fra \>G heuen . . a-brade . . as battis ere of \\ollc.

1393 LANGL. /'. /'/. C. xix. 92 pe fader of heuene . . bad hit

be [of] a bat of erbe * a man and a mayde.
8. esp. A piece of a brick having one end entire.

1519 HORMAN F^v&fttob, Pattz and great rubbrysshe ..

to fyll vp in the myddell of the wall. 1667 PKIMAIT City fy

C. Haild. 50 Let him get his foundation cleared, and his
Bricks and Bats laid up. 1677 MOXON Alec/i. Kxerc. (17031
261 Lay a three quarter Bat at the Quine in the stretching
course. [See BRICKBAT.]
9. A kind of sun-dried brick.
1816 Soi-'TiiKY in Q. Rev. XV. 214 Preparing bats, a sort

of bricks made of clay and straw, well beaten together, iS

inches long, 12 wide, 4 deep, not burnt, but dried in the sun.

10. A brick-shaped peat.
1846 CLARKK in JrnL R. Agric. Soe. VII. n. 517 The dritd

'peat bats,' or brick-shaped turf, used for fuel.

11. Shale interstratified between seams of coal,

iron-ore, etc. Cf. BASH sb*
1686 PLOT Staffbrdfh. 132 Substances call'd partings .. of

consistence between an earth and a coal, or soft bat. 1712
H, BELI.KRS in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 543 Those Substances,
which divide the Strata of Coals and Iron Oars from each

other, are called Bats by the Miners. 1839 MuRCHlSON
Silur. Syst. i. xxxv. 474 Black 'bat,' a dull, compact, bitu-

minous shale, which sounds under the hammer like wood.

12. A felted mass of fur, or of hair and wool in

hat-making : often spelt BATT.

1836 Scenes Commerce 195 The whole mass . . is called a
batt

',
a second batt is added to it ; and by dint of pressure

. . the two batts become one. 1837 WHITTOCK Bk. Trades

(1842) 294 A batt is quantity sufficient for making half the

thickness of one hat. 1875 UKE Diet. Arts II. 784 The but
or cnpade thus formed is rendered compact by pressing it

down with the hardening skin.

13. A sheet of cotton wadding used for filling

quilts ; batting.
III. A stroke.

14. A firm blow as with a staffer club. Cf. BAT v.

a 1400 Ccn>. Myst. 296 That xal be asayd be this baite,
What thou, Ihesus? ho ^aff the that? 1535 STEWART Cron.
Siof. II. 432 Sum gat ane bat that breissit all thair bonis.

1566 DRAST Horace' Sat. i. i. A ij, The souldyer that doth
deale the battes and makes hisfoes to flye. ,1674 P. WHALLEY
Establ. Relig. 22 To have a Batt at the Pope with the Butt
end of a Dominican. 1864 ATKINSON M'hitly Gloss. s.v.

I'at,
'
It gets more bats than bites,' said of the dog that

gets more blow;, than food.

15. dial, and slang, Beat, rate of stroke or speed,

pace ;
in Sc. dial, rate, manner, style.

1808 JAMIKSON R.V., [Getting on] about the auld bat. 18*4
Cra~-en Dial. 49 There com by me, at a feaful girt bat, a

par o'shay and four. 1877 PEACOCK Manley (Line.) Gloss.

s.v., They do go at a strange bat on them railroads. 1880

Daily Tel, n Mar., Going off at a lively bat of 34 . . the boat

travelled at a good pace.

V. Comb., as bat-ball, a ball to be struck with

a bat ; batman, one who carries a bludgeon, a

clubman. Also BAT-FOWL, -ER, -ING.

1876 KMI- RSON Ess. Ser. I. x. 241 Moons are no more bounds
to spiritual power than bat-balls. 1833 Extracts as to

Admhiist. Poor Laivs 26 The batmen, so called from the

provincial term of bat, for a bludgeon which they use.

II Bat, bat (ba, bat, beet), $b$ [a. Y.bAt pack-
saddle, OF. bast : late L. bastum, perhaps con-

nected with Gr. f3a<jT-acii' to bear.]
1. A pack-saddle. Only in comb. t

as bat-needle,
a packing-needle (obs?} ;

bftt-horse (F. chcval de

/><?/), a sumpler-beast, a horse which carries the

baggage of military officers, during a campaign ;

as bat-mule. See also BATMAN.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vn. 2:8 To brochen hem with a batte-

nelde 'and bond hem to-gederes. 1578 Richmond ll'ilh

(1853) 279 Batt nedles, ij s. 1787 T. JI.IEKHSON Writ.

(1850) II. 137 Putting my baggage into portable form for

my bat-mule. 1863 KINGLAKIC Crimea II. 144 It was found

necessary to dispense with the bftt horses of the army. 1879
Pall Mall Bndg. 17 Oct. 20 A new pack-saddle for bat

mules or horses has been invented by an officer of the French

military train.

2. In bat-money : An allowance for carrying

baggage in the field. Sometimes confused with

BATTA.
T 793 I>1TT i" G, Rose Diaries (1860) I. 127 He shall have

directions about the bat and forage money. 1808 WKL LING-

TON in Gurw. Disf. IV. 82, I should make an issue of bat and

forage money to the Officers. 1813 SIR R. WILSON /V.

Diary II. 279 Lord Castlereagh also notes that my income
will be suitably augmented by a bat and forage allowance.

Bat (bn t\ ?'.'
[f.

BAT sb
;

cf. also F. batt-re

to beat.]
1. trans. To strike with, or as with, n bat ; to

cudgel, thrash, beat.

r 1440 Prom/*. Par?>, 26 Battyn, or betyn wyth stavys
(?'. r./batt is ', fnstigo, bacitlo. 1570 LKVINS Manip. fy] To
batte, beate, fustigare^ titndere. 1606 HOLLAND Siteton.

1 16 Mariners, who with their sprits, poles, and oares . . beate

and batt their carkasses. 1859 RKEVE Brittany 49 Women
vehemently batting heaps of wet linen at the lavatories.

2. To strike or hit a ball with a bat, so as to

drive it away, esp. in Cricket. Also absol.

1773 Cent I. Mag, XLI [I. 451 To bat and bowl with might
and main. 1859 BAKNKS Rhymes Dorset Dial. II. 14 Weli



BAT.

here . . 'S a ball fur you if you can bat it. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 16 May 5 The Notts team was batting all day
against Sussex.

-j-
3. To fasten by beating. Obs.

1793 SMKATOS Edystone L. 302 By batting them closely
to the stone underneath, by the gentle blows of a small
hammer. Ibid. Tlie leaden cap. .that I had carefully batted
to the stone.

Bat, z>.- [A variant of 13ATE z;.
1

; in sense 2

pern, of HATE v2~\
1. intr. To bate or flutter as a hawk.
1615 LATHAM I'\ilctmry (1633) Gloss., Batting, or to bat is

when a Hawke Huttereth with her wings either from the

pearch or the mans fist, striuing as it were to flic away.
2. trans, (dial, and in U. S.) To bat the eyes : to

move the eyelids quickly, to wink.

1847 78 HALLIWKLL, ttat, to wink. Derbysh. 1879 Miss

JACKSON Shropsh. l^ord-bk., Bat, to wink, or rather to

move the eyelids up and down quickly. i&&$A*iericattV\.
237 To bat the eyes, meaning to wink, when we desire to

express the rapidity of the action. 1883 J. HARRIS in

Century Mag. May 146 You hoi' your head high ; don't you
bat your eyes to please none of 'em.

Bat, obs. f. BATH sb$ a Heb. measure.
Bat : see BATZ, a German coin.

Bat(e, obs. form of BOAT.

t Ba'table, a. Obs. ; also 7 bateable, 7-8
battable. [Shortened form of DEBATABLE

; cf.

BATE sby\ Debatable, disputed ;
used esj>. of

the 'debatable ground' on the .Scottish border.

'453 in Rymer Ftrdcra (1710) XI. 337 The Ilatable hand.es
in the Westmarch. 1531 a Act 23 Hen. VIII, xvi, The
batable gruunde betwene England and Scotland. 1610
HOLLAND Camdens Brit. \. 782 Called Batable ground, as
one would &&y Litigious ^ because the English and the Scolish
have litigiously coniended about it. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.,
Battable ground. [In mod. Diets.]

Batable, variant of BATTABLE a. 1 Obs. fertile.

Batail(e,-ailler, -ailling, -aillous, obs. forms
of BATTLE, -EB, -ING, BATTAILOUS.

t Batand, pres. pple. used advb. Obs. Also

bata(u)nt, baitand. [a. OF. batant, pr. pple. of

bat-re to beat, in phrase vcnir batant to come with
haste

;
in form batand

t
assimilated to native pples.

in -AND, q.v.] Hastening, in haste.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 149 Batand fro Cezile com him a

messengere. Ibid. 307 So com be erle Marscballe baitand
to London.

II Batardeau (batard^-). Also 8 batter-. [Fr. :

formerly bastardean, considered by Littre and
Scheler to be a dim. of bastard^ a dike,' of doubtful

origin : see Littre. (The idea that the termination

is fTettU
' of water

'

is not entertained by French

scholars.)] a. A coffer-dam, b. A wall built

across the moat or ditch surrounding a fortification.

1767 DUCAREL Anglo-Norm. Antiq. 36 Laying the founda-
tions of such piers under water, .by means ofa Batterdeau.x,

1830 K.CAMPBELL Diet. Mil. Sc. 62 The Enemy may be greatly
annoyed by means of certain works called BatardVaux.
i86z F. GKU-TITHS Artill. iHan. 262 A Batardeau is a solid

piece of masonry, 7 or 8 feet thick, crossing the whole
breadth of the ditch opposite the flanked angles of the
bastions. It retains the water in those parts of the ditch
which require to be inundated.

t Batardier. Obs. [a. F. batardiere, f. batard

bastard,
* because the plants are there only bastards,

awaiting their definitive family' (Littre).] A
plantation of young grafted trees intended to be

transplanted into gardens.
1725 KRADLKY I-'am. Diet., Batardier

^
a Place in a Garden,

whose Soil should be good, etc., in order to plant Fruit-

Trees there.

Batata (bata-ta, batata). [a. Sp. and Pg.
batata, from a native American language; according
to Peter Martyr and Navagerio, 1526, the native

name in Haiti. (Hence, transferred to a different

plant, potato.}'}
A plant {Batatas cditlis, N.O. Convolvtilacese) hav-

ing an edible tuberous root, called also Spanish or

Sweet Potato, a native of the West Indies, whence
it was introduced into Spain early in the i6th c.

1577 FRAMPTON Joyf. Ncives 104 The Batatas . . a common
frute In those countries . . a victaill of much subslaunce.

1613 PUKCHAS Pilgr. v. xiv. 516 The islands of Moratay . .

where Battata-roots is their bread. 1832 /
r

cg, Subst. Food
126 The plant carried to Ireland by Captain Hawkins, in

1565, was the Spanish batata, or .sweet potato. 1866 LIVING-
STONE yrnl. I. iii. 73 Batatas and mai/e were often planted.

Bataunt, var. KATAXD, Obs. hastening, eager.
1j Misused by Chatterton (and J. M. Neale).
a 1770 CHATTERTON SirC.Bawdin 276 Behynde theyre

hackes syx mynstrelles came,Who tun'd the strungebataunt.

t Batauntly, adv. Obs. In 4 -liche. [f. prec. +

-LY^.] Hastily, pressingly, eagerly.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvn. 56 Baiauntliche, as beggers

don ' and boldeliche he craueb. [1677 COI.KS, Batauntly^
boldly. Obs. (Hence in Kersey, Bailey, etc.) ^1768 CHAT-
TKRTON^''//a 826 Yette woulde I battentlie assuage mie fyre.]

Batavian (batJ'-vian), a. and sb. [f. L. Bata-
via

t
f. Batavi an ancient people who dwelt on the

island Hetawe, between the Rhine and the Waal,
in part of what is now Holland. See -AN.]
A. adj. a. Of or pertaining to the ancient I'atavi :

see above, b. Pertaining to I lolland or to the Dutch.
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1796 MORSE Amcr. Ge-og. II. 339 First year of Batavian

liberty. 1859 MACAULAY flist. Eng, V, 141 The peculiarity
of the Batavian polity tlirew some difficulties in his way.
1876 HAN-CROFT Hist. U.S. I. iv. 100 He had fought for the

independence of the Batavian republic.
B. sb. pi. a. The ancient Hatavi : see above.

b. The Dutch or Netherlander^ (rare).
1598 GRKICNWEV Tacitus' Ann. iv. (1622) 266 The Batavians

. .inhabit an Ilande of the River of Rhene. 1876 BANCROFT
/fist. tf.S. Il.xxii. 24 There would be no war but on water,
the home of the Batavians.

Batayle, -ynge, etc., obs. ff. BATTLE, etc.

Bat-ball : see BAT j.l

Batch. 1

(b;vtj). Forms: 5 bahche, 5-6 bache,
batche, 7 bach, 6- batch. [ME. bache, bacche,

repr. an unrecorded OK. *bdtcce, f. bacan to BAKE :

cf. wake, watch, make, match, speak, spcecJi^\

t 1. The process of baking. Obs.

1440 rromp. Parv. 21 Bahche, or bakynge (v. r. batche),

pistitra. 1551 T. WILSON Logikeqz\>i Except the baker doe
Iiis part also in the batch.

2. concr. A baking ;
the quantity of bread pro-

duced at one baking.
1461 83 On/. K. Housck. 70 He shall trulye delyver into

the bredehouse . . tlie whole nunibyr of his bache. 1530
PALSGK. 197/1 Batche of \x&$A&foitrne dc pain. ^1656
l!p. HALL Rcm. Wks. 11660) 186 They had no leisure to
make up their bach. 1760 T. HUTCHINSON llist. CoL Mass.
i. 11765' 23 The last batch was in the oven. 1856 KANI:
Arct. E.vp. II. xix. 192 We . . baked a large batch of bread.

Jiff. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. <$ Cr. v. i. 5 Thou crusty batcli of

Nature, what's the newe>?

tb. ellipt. The bread itself: cf. bread of life.

Obs.

1648 EARL WI-:SIMLD. Otia Sacra (1879) 92 Those blest

With the True batch of Life may ever rest So sati>fi'd.

t 3. fig. and (ransf. The sort or *

lot
'

to which
a thing belongs by origin (as loaves do to their

own batch). Obs.

1598 B, JONSON AV. Afan in Hum. i. ii. (1616) 9 One is a
Rimer Sir, o' your owne batch. 1641 MILTON Ch. Discip. n.

Wks. (185:) 42 This worthy Motto, No Bishop, no King is

of the same batch, and infanted out of the same feares. 1705
HICKURINGILL Pricsi-cr. (1721) I. 47 All sorts of Prie.st-craft

are of one Levcn and one Batch.

4. a. The quantity of flour or dough to be used
for one baking, b. The quantity of corn sent at

one time to the mill to be ground, dial.

1549 CovtiRDAi.ii Erasw, Pur. i Cor. vi. 6 A lytle leaueti

sowreth the whole batche, wherwith it is myngled. 1570
LEVINS Manip. 38 A batche, fcruicntitm. 1579 LANGHAM
Card. Health (1633) 90 Bake a luafe of wheat meale as it

cometh from the mill in the midst of the batch. 1796 W.
MARSHALL Midi. Count. II. Gloss., Batch, a grist; a

quantity of corn sent to mill. 1859 Autobiot*. Beggar~boy
65 To bring the farmers' batches to be ground, and take
them home when made into meal.

5. transf. A quantity produced at one operation,

e.g. a brewing ; a lot. arch.

1713 Lend. <y Country Brew. i. 1 1742) 31 You are welcome
to a good Batch of my October [Beer]. 1878 Miss BKADDON
Open I'crd. I. i. 13 That last batch of soup was excellent.

6. a. A quantity of anything coming at a time,
an instalment, b. A number of things or persons
introduced, put, or treated together ; a set.

a. 1833 MAKKYAT/'. .5>Yw//f(i863) 85, I have just received
a batch of prize-money. 1840 Hoou Up Rhine 58, I am not

going to favour you with a batch of politics. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Gloss., Batch tCornw.), the quantity of ore sent to
the surface by i\parc of men.
b. [1598; cf. 4.) 1632 MASSINCER City Mad. iv. i, A

whole batch, sir, Almost of the same leaven. 1793 Ln,
AUCKLAND Corr. III. 75 A new batch of visitors, who are
com ing for the day. 1845 DISRAKLI Sybil { 1863! 39 A baronet
of the earliest batch. 1863 KINCLAKE Criinea(i$>j6) I. xiv. 297
Shot by platoons and in batches. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton.
xxxi. 413 The batch of letters awaiting us in Edinburgh.
7. attrib., as in batch-bread, -four.
1862 Loud. Rt-j, 16 Aug. 140 Baking rolls and fancy bread,

taking the batch-bread out of the oven. 1878 HALLIWKLL
s. v., Coarse flour is sometimes called batch flour.

Batch . [? a variant of BACK
sb.~~\ A vessel

used in brewing.
1697 View Penal Laws 21 By which any Beer .. may be

conveyed into or out of such Tun, Batch or Float.

Batch, mod. dial, form of BACHE.

Batchelor, -ry, obs. ff. BACHELOR, -BY, etc.

Bate (bt
Ti

t), z/.
1

; also 6-7 baitc, bayte, 7-9
bait. [a. OF. batre (mod. battre) : late L. batcrc,
battere

t
for cl. L. batucre. In sense i partly also a

shortened form of DEBATE
z/.]

fl. To contend, fight, strive, with blows or

arguments. Const, on. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5913 And for he wil |>us bate [ Triii. MS.

debate] on me, I sal him drenkil in be se. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy
xiv. 5914 Durst no buerne on hym bate for his bold dedis.
c 1440 /Vw;//. Parv. 26/2 Batyn, or make debate, Iitrgor.
2. Falconry. To beat the wings impatiently and

flutter away from the fist or perch. (Fr. se battre :

cf. ABATE v^ 18.)

1398 TKKVISA Barth. DC P. R. xii. iii. (1495) 412 That she
bate not to ofte fro his honde. 1486 Bk. St. A Man's, Hawk-
ing Avj, Holde faste at all timys and specially whan she
batith. 1596 SHAKS. Tam. Shrew \\. \. 99 These kites, That
baite, and beate, and will not be obedient. 1631 Cclcstina
i. 3 The Gyrfalcon bated, and I came in to set him on the

pearch. 1828 SKBKICHT Obscrv. Hawking 14 In the field the
hood prevents them from baiting. Ibid. 4*8 Which assists the
hawk in regaining the perch when he has baited off.

BATE.

"to. fig* To flutter, struggle ; to be restless or

impatient. Obs.

1592 SHAKS. Rout. <y Jnl. m. ii. 14 Come, civil night . . Hood
my vnman'd blood, bayling in my Cheekes. 1673 DRYDEN
Assignation i. i, You are eager, and baiting to be gone.
1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. 117561 106 It's now some-
what late to bait after things before us.

c. with some sense of BATE #.- combined : To
flutter downwards. Also To bate the wings.
1590 GRKKNK Never too late (1600) <jj, I haue soared with

the Hobby, I shall bate with tlie Hunting. 1641 MILTON
Ch. Discip. i. Wks. (1851) 2 Till the Soule by this m canes of

over-bodying herselfe . . bated her wing apace downeward.

Bate (b<,
7i
t), v Forms: 4- bate; (4 bawt;,

6-7 bayte, baite. [aphetic form of ABATE v.\~\

f 1. trans. To beat down or away ; Jig. to put an

end to. Obs,

6-1300 A'. Alls. 7496 Thow batest wrong, and haunted

ryght- 1330 R. HKUNNE Chron. 87 Bated was be strife. Ibid.

338 And bate alle uber outrage.' t 1430 Hymns to Virg.

(1867) 57 pe deueliM boo-.t ^us gan he bate. 1601 HOLLAND
PHtty \\. 5'2i Bate the earth from about the roots of Oliues.

*t*t). intr. To come to an end, cease. Obs.
c 1325 /:. E. A Hit. /'. B. 440 pe rayn . . batede as fast.

2. trans. To lower, let down
; fig. to cast down,

humble, depress, deject. (With quot. 1834 cf. 6.)
t 1380 Sir Fcrumb. 749 ^ut stod he strong & stif . . ?<. ne

batedede 11031 is mod. 1523 FITZHKKB. Husb. 153 Myght
bere it though he lost and bate nat his countenaunce. 1530
I'.M.siiK. 443/1, I bayte myne eares (Lydgatc', 1 applye them
to berken a thynge, Jc cmbats. 1834 S. ROGERS Inscript.

Strathjitldsayc, On he went, Bating nor heart, nor hope.

t b. 7(7 bate of, from : to bring down or remove
from ; to deprive of. Obs.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Rcdclcss\\. 13 Ffor mowtynge . . bawtid

3011 re bestis of here bolde there. 1642 ROGI.KS .\\ifiinait

809 Who will baite their children and servants from their

diligence.

f c. intr. To become dejected or depressed. Obs.

1608 TOUKNEUK Rev. 'frag, n. ii. 54, I bate m courage
now. 1678 DKVUICN Dram. Wks. IV. 192 His Heroe . . Bates
of his Mettle

;
and scarce Rants at all.

3. trans. To beat back or blunt the edge of.

lit. and jig. ^Perhaps in fig. use combined with

some idea of BAIT f. 1
II., as if

'

to satisfy the

hunger of.')

1535 CUVKRUALK Jcr. xlvi. 10 The swearde >hal deuoure, it

hhal be satisfied and bated [1611 made drunke] in their

blonde. 1588 SHAKS. 1.. L. L. i. i. 6 Which .^hall bate hi.s

sythcs keene edge. 1649 Ji-.u. TAYLOR Gl. A'.i v/;//>. in. xv. 85

Caiaphas . . to bake his envy, was furiously determined Jesus
should die. 1827 K. COOPER Prairie I. iii. 43 And now I

have bated your curiosity.

t 4. trans. To lu\\er in amount, weight, estima-

tion, to reduce. Obs.
c 1460 /'(>/. J \it-ms 1

1^5'ji II. L'S6 Theyre . . wage^ be batyd.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. V, in. iii. 32 These greefes and losses

haue so bated mee. 1607 Timon HI. iii. 26 Who bates
mine Honor, shall not know my Coyne. 1691 LOCKK Money
Wks. i7-'7, II. 34 He must bate the Labourer's Wages.

^ b. intr. To decrease in amount, weight, esti-

mation. Obs.
a 1541 WVATL Poet. l\'k$. (1861), How that my wealth doth

bate. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //', m. iii. 2 Doe I not bate 'i doe
I not dwindle?

5. trans. To lessen in force or intensity ;
to miti-

gate, moderate, assuage, diminish. Now chiefly
in phr. To bate ones breath : to restrain one's

breathing, and make it soft and gentle.
(i 1300 Cursor M. 10942 And dow bai bar-fore murnand

were, pai batid it mekil wid j?air chere. 1398 TRI-:VISA Karth.
xiii. xxi. (1495)452 Takyth fro us the beemes of the sonne
and baiyth heete theruf. n 1650 CKASHAW J'ocws (18581 1 17

And with some daring drug, Bait the disease. (11653(1.
DANIEL Idyll v. 105 Let's sift the World ; and bate yl Pro-
verbe's force. 1859 Gi-:o. ELIOT A. Bcde 41 To his dying
day he bated his breath a little when he told the -story.

b. intr. To fall off in force or intensity. (Cf. 6.)
1860 TYSDALL Glac. i. 3, 29 His cheerfulness and energy

did not bate a jot.

6. trans. To strike off or take away (a part of} ;

to deduct, subtract.
r 1440 rromp. Parv. 26/2 Ilatyn or abaten of weyte or

inesure, subtrulw. 1543 RKCOKUK Cr. Arts 120 b, Then
8 . . from 3 cannot be, therefore do they bate it from a

hygher roume. 1602 Lift; T. Crotmveli ii. iii. 92, I will

not hale a penny. 17*0 O/i- LI, l'crtt>s Kinu. A'</. I. iv. 202

Neither of the Parties wou'd bale any thing of its Preten-

sions. 1809 W. IRVING Knukcrb. (i86ij 120 I'd not bate one
nail's breadth of the honest truth,

b. with obj. (orig. dative} of the person, etc.

1597 SHAKS. -2 Hen. II', Kpil., Hate me some, and I will

pay you some. 1633 (1. HERBERT Ch. Porck xiv. in Temple
lu Do not bate The place its honour. 1712 AnnisoN S/>ir/.

No. 488 F 2 They offered . . to hate him the article of bread
and butter in the tea-table account. iBtyFARKMAN ycsnits
.V. Amcr. viii. 11875* 9 1 Brebeuf would bate them DOthing.

C. ellipt. To deprive (a. person) of\ also dial, to

deduct part of the wages of.

1823 BYRON jtutn xin. xcviii, Must let slip no occasion,
Nor bate labate) their hearers of an inch. 1854 MRS. GAS-
KELL North ^ S. xvi, 'Their business [being] to bate us down
to clemming point.' 1865 Harland's Lane. Lyrics 242 He
winna' ' bate

' me when He sees Aw 've done as weel 's aw
could. Aw 'se get my wage.
d. To bate an ace : see ACE 3. Bate me an an.;

quoth Bolton : an obsolete expression of incredulity.

1570 R, EDWARDS Damon <y /'. in Hazl. Dotisl. IV. 77

Nay, there bate an ace (quod Bolton). c 1600 DAY Begg.
Bcdncll Cr. (1881) no Kate me an ace of that, qd. Bolton.



BATE.

+ 7. To omit, leave out of count, c.ccept. Obs.
a 1611 BEAUM. & FL. Maids Trag. \. i, Rate me the King

. . He lyes that sales it. 1647 R. SIAPYLTON Juvenal 183 For,
bate reward, who will at vertue aime ? 1679 DHYDEN (Edipus
in. i, Bate but his Years, You are his Picture. 1704 SWIFT
T. Tub (17681 I. 117 If you will bate him but the circum-
stances of method and style.

t 8. 7i? bate of: a. to make an abatement or de-
duction from, or lessening of. Obs.
1625 B. JONSON Sta.pl. News in. iv, And yet not pay the

use; Hate of the use? I am mad with this times manners.
1628 KARL Microcosm, vi. 14 A good conceit or two bates of
Mich a man, and makes a sensible weakning in him. 1642
R. CARPENTER Experience n. iv. 179 The dearest friends
would bate of their love.

b. to be deficient in.

*633 T. ADAMS Exp. -2 Pet. ii. 2 Suppose theexample bates
of multitude, and is supplied with magnitude.
Bate (bJ't), zv ! Tanning, [immediate source

doubtful
;

cf. Sw. beta to tan, G. bciszen to steep
in lye, to macerate, also to BAIT v^ (with which
it is cognate).] To steep in bate : see BATE $b. :*

1875 UKK Diet. Arts\\\.%<) The liming and bating, or the

initialling and cleansing. 1879 JAMIKSON, />'<tit, to steep
skins in a ley made of hens' or pigeons' dung, for the purpose
of reducing them to a proper softness.

t Bate, r <

/
>.

1 Obs. Forms: 4-7 bate ; also 4-5
bat, 5 batte, 6 baate, bayte. [f.

BATE z-.
1

; or

directly shortened from DEBATE sb.]
1. Contention, strife, discord.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9684 Bituix mi sisteris es be bate [Cotton

MS. debal). a 1400 COT. Myst. 118411 u Cry-l that lovyd
not strytT nor bat. 1569 SCKNST.K Stwin'fs viii, Ciuile bate
Made me the spoile and bootieof the world. 1690 Sn.\m\ i .u.
Am. j)igt>t \. i, I'll breed no bate nor division between young
people.

b. At (the bate: al strife, contending, fighting.
a 1500 L'.. }'.. J//V. i 1855' 64 Thowth men be now at the

kittt, They may be frendys anudyre day. 1509 HUMS
/'(?.</. /V('<r.T. xx, v, Was never man yet surely at the 1-ayle
Wyth Sapyence, but that he dyd repent. 1623 SIR J.Srmm ING in Farr's .V. /*. 233 A man within himself may
be at bate.

2. Comb., as bate-breeding, -maker, -making.
IS33 MORK A'<V//. Salem Wks. 963/1 Hys bate making

booke. <i 1564 HKCHN ( '/>>-/W -V Aftichr. 1 1844' 517 Antichrist
is our disturber, bate-maker, and destroyer, 1592 SHAKS.
/ en. fs Aii. ex, This sour inforiiiLT, this bate-breeding spy.
1646 I'i'.t Pvpuli Pref., And our Peace- preachers Hirnes our
Bate-makers.
" With the following cf. BAIT sb} III, BATE ?-.' 2.

c 1340 <V<ri'. .y C,r. Knt. 1461 pen, brayn-wod for bate on
burne/ lie (the boar] rase/. 1627 FKMH\M Resok'ts 11. xi.

\\ ks. iSi The Bates and Fluttering of a Conscience within.

Bate (l-tfit), -f/'.- Oh. t,r dial. [f. BATK
t'.-']

fl. Depression, lowering: cf. A itATE si'. \. Oh.
1686 < "."AD Celt's f. AW. i. iii. 9 The difformity of the parts

of the Earth . . of Hank or Mate.

2. Deduction, diminution, abatement : cf. A-
HATK s/>. 3. Still in north, Jial., esj>. in comb.

' 1450 in Halves Bk. u8f>8> 329 Without e bate or brtyn^ be
hit distribute .. to powre men. 1845 DISRAI 1,1 Sybil < 18631
72 You're never paid wages, but there's a bate ticket. 1851
Coal-tr. Terms Xorthrtitibld., fiafawrk, short work.

t3. That which is deducted or remains over. Oh.
1798 Ann. AY-. ^5/2 The bate or surplus of the chain re-

mained suspended.
t Bate, */>>'' Oh. ran. [ad. Or. /3dro?, ad. lleb.

na/w1

//.]
- BATH .r/>.3

1548 I'MAI.I,, etc. Kmsiii. Par. Luke .\vi. 6 An hundred
bates of oyle.

Bate (.bJlt), -^'- 4 Obs. exc. in north, dial.

[Origin unknown.] The grain of wood or stone.

1664 POWKK E.vp. Philos, 111. i"/) Finding the grain and
bait of the stone to lye fit for their '1'ranation. 1692 RAY
Disc. n. v. (1732* 231 The Hate or Texture of the wo'xl.

1746 AKDERON in PktL Trans. XL.1V. 185, I sawed seven
Pieces cross the Hate or drain. 1879 JAMIKSON, Bait, the

grain of wood or stone. Aberd.

Bate U^'t-S ^''> Tanning, [immediate source

doubtful; cf. Sw. beta 'maceration, soaking, lime-

pit, corrosive,' G. bciszc
'

maceration, .steeping,'
f. bciszen to cause to bite, BAIT z-.l See HATE rv !

]

An alkaline lye which neutralizes the effect of

the previous application of lime, and makes the

hides supple ;
a vat containing it

;
the process of

steeping in it.

1804 Ifull Advertiser 30 June 2/3 A Tan-Yard, containing
.. Securing-tubs, and Bates. 1875 UKE Diet. Arts III. 89
The bate consists in steeping the haired hides in a solution
of pigeons' dung. 1879 JAMIESON, />VuV, the ley in which
skins are put.

Bate, variant of BAIT
;
obs. form of BOAT.

II Bateau (bate) Also, less correctly, batteau.

PL bateaux (bat^z). [Fr. : OF. bate/ 'boat,'

cogn. w. Sp. batcl. It. battdlo, dim. of balto ; cf.

med.L. batellus, <W//.r, battits
^ prob. from Teut ,

and OX. bd(rt OK. bat, Eng. BOAT.] A light river

boat
; esp. the long tapering boats with flat bottoms

used by the French Canadians. Bateau-bridge :

a floating bridge supported by bateaux,

1759 /fist. Eitr. in Ann. Reg. 44/2 Dangerous to venture

his troops .. upon the water in open batteaux. i8a3 F.

COOPER Pioneer xxiii, The batteau shot into the circle of

light. 1848 THORKAU Maine Woods \. 11864) 4 1"ne making
ofbalteaux is quite a business here. 1884 Century Mag.
Apr. 826 The bateau which wa.-, to carry Mr. Lincoln.

Bated '>?' t<*d), ///. a. [f. BATE v? f -ED.]
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Lowered or lessened in position, amount, force,

estimation, etc.; esp. in Bated breath: breathing
subdued or restrained under the influence of awe,
terror, or other emotion.
1596 SHAKS. Merck. I', i. iii. 125 With bated breath, and

whispring humblenesse. a 1637 B. JONSON Masques (1692)
335 The longing Bridegroom, in the Porch, Shews you again
the bated Torch. 1854 MRS. GASKELL Xorth V .S". xvi, Take
the bated wage, and be thankful. 1872 KREKMAN Norm.
Cong. 118761 IV. x.\i. 632 It was whispered with bated breath
that the vengeance for the blood of Waltheofhad begun.

tBa-teful, a. Obs. [f. BATE sb.\ + -FUL.]
P'ull of strife, quarrelsome, contentious.

angerd . . too wrath towns bat'ful on eggeth.
t Ba'teless, a. Obs.

[f.
BATE v.~ 3 + -LESS.]

That cannot be 'bated' or blunted; unalterably
keen.

I593 SHAKS. Liter, ii, Haply that name of chaste unhappily
set This bateless edge on his keen appetite. 1595 MARKHAM
Sir /?. Grinuik cv, Sets a batelesse edge, grownd by his
word VIKJII their blunt harts.

Batell, -elment, obs. IT. BATTLE, -MENT.

tBatelle. Obs. Also 6 7 battle, [a. OF.
hatel: see BATEAU.] A small boat, a skiff.

1330 K. I'.KfNNt Chron. 241 Vnder pain alle sank, bothe
batelle and barge, t 1440 .Morte A rth. i Ko.xb.) 103 With his
batelle one brede,by tbablythe stremes. ijzoSttnvsSttK't'y
(Strype 1754* I. n. x. 486/1 The lesser boat called a Battle

[temp. Edw. III].

Batelur, obs. form of BATTLER.

Batement. ? Obs. [aphctic form of ABATE-

-MKNT'.] Reduction, lessening, diminution.

1677 MOXON Mt-t/i. A'.ivn\ '1703* 157 Instead of asking how
much \vas cut off such a piece of Stuff, Carpenters ask what
B.item-jrit that piece of Stuff had.

Bater (tv'-tai). FaUoiuy. [f.
BATE v\ 2 +

-Eiti.] A hawk that bates.

'575 TrRHtRV. Fahonric 32 Great Haters and therefore
not very greedy of meate.

Batesme, obs. form of BAPTISM.

Bat-fowl (b;e-t|fau:l\ v. [app. f. BAT sb.- 4-

Fnwr, z>., as if to go a fowling with bats or clubs.

Perhaps afterwards associated with BAT the noc-

turnal animal.]
1. To catch birds at night byda/in^ them with a

liijht, and knocking them down or netting them.
< 1440 rr<'ttr/>. Paw. 26 Batfowlyn IT'. >: or go to take birdes

in the nyght 1

, aiu'itl'tiLnh, 1538 I.i I..\ND liin. VII. 143
There they bat Fovvle, and kil many Birdes. 1611 COTGR.,
BrctU'r, to batfoule; to catch birds by batfowling.
2. (See HAT-FOWLING vbL st>.}

Ba't-fowler. [f. prec. + -EKI.]
1. One who practises bat-fowling.
i

1

1440 /V.'////. /'ttrr'. 26 Battfowlere, aucubaculator, 1530
PAKSI.K, 197/1 Batfouler, a taker of byrdes, pifiti'r. 1770
C. \VMIIK Hist. Sclfairne x.xvii. 78 The bat-fowlers .. take
many red-wings in the hedges.

t 2. slang. A swindler, a sharper who makes
victims ol the simple or credulous. Obs.
i6oz ROWLANDS <:>\;-iit''s Cony-catchers 16 Gentlemen Bat-

fowlers in comparison of the common rablement of Cut-

purses and pickpockets.

Ba-t-fowiing, vbl. $b. [f. as prec. + -ING
1.]

1. '1'lie catching of birds by night when at roost.
i 1440 rroinp, fan 1

, 26 Batte fowlyiiL;e, a.HCU&ftCultttU5,

1530 I*A i.SCR. 197
/
i Batfoidj'ng, la //yVV. 1610 SHAKS.

/Vw/. ii. i. 185 We would so, and then go a Bat-fowling.

1727 liKAm.KY f-'tiiii. Diet, s, v. />m/, Bat fowling . . may be
used with nets or without. 1873 BROWNING KcdCott. Night-
C. 1405 Bat-fowling is all fair with birds at roost; The lantern
and the clapnet suit the hedge.
Jig. a 1670 H AI KKI --(//. n'iUitiins n. (1692)66 They that

go a bait-fowling in the dark, to seek matter of crimination.

\%.slang. dwindling, victimizing the simple. Obs.
1602 ROWLAN'IS Greenes Cony-catchers 8 As for Coni-

catching, they .eape it Batfowling, the wine the Strap, and
the cards the Limetwigs. 1608 DSKKKR Behna.ii f.fnt/.

Wks. 1885 III. 131 Sometimes likewise this Card-cheating
. . is called Batt fowling, and then y

'

Setter is the Beater.

t Ba tful, a. Obs. ff. bat- (see BATTEN v.} +
-FUL

;
a favourite word of I)rayton*s.]

= BATTABLE.
1549 THOMAS Hist. Italy i Fertile fieldes, pleasaunt hilles,

batfull pastures, &c. 1607 J. DAVIKS Suinma Tot. (1875)
26 The Beggers Belly is trie batful'st ground That we can
sow in. 1612 DKAYTON Poly-olb. x. 159 1'hat Brooke whose
course so batfull makes her mould.

Bath, (bub), j<M Forms :-i-^ bse)), 2-3 be*5,

^ beaj), ^-6 baf>e, 3-7 batho, 2- bath. [Common
Teutonic: OK. A-i-0 = OS. bad, OHO. bat/, pad,
mod.G. bad, OX. ba6 (not recorded in Gothic):
OTeut. *baikO'(tn\ neut. I'rol). f. OTcut. verbal

base *bajo- to foment (cf. OHG. pAwan, p&an,
mod.G. biihen^ t cogn. with \ J.fovcre ',

the idea of

'heat' being originally prominent in bath: cf.

STE\V. The technical senses show a parallel transi-

tion from the heating bath of chemistry to the

merely steeping or washing bath of photography.]
I. The action of bathing ; the slate of being

bathed.

1. The action of bathing or immersing the body,
or a part of it, in water or other liquid. (Used
playfully of accidental or involuntary immersion.)

BATH.
Preceded by words indicating differences in the mode of

application, or the part of the body subjected to it : thus,
douche-, hip- t plunge-, sJuyiver-, $itz-

t sponge-bath. Phrase,
to take a bath.
c \vxtSajc. Leechd. II. 244 Bzb him egleS swioost aeftcr

mete. 1398 TRKVISA Earth. De P. R. m. xxiv. 114951 74 A
bathe in cold water. 1711 F. FULLER Med. Cymn. Pref.,
A Warm Bath is . . suppos'd . . to be only a kind of a last

Resort. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxxvi, He had imprudently
taken a bath at too high a temperature. 1851 KINGSLK.V
Yeast iv. 75 Well, my man . . how are you after your cold-
hath ? You are the heaviest fish I ever landed. Mod. The
dripping trees gave us a gratuitous shower-bath.

1 2. The immersion or washing of baptism. Obs.
f88s K. ALFRED Ores. vi. xxxiv. 4 Hu hi hine baedan

rihtes Se'eafan, and fullwihtes baej>es. 6-1175 Lamb. Hem.
23 Al swa clenliche swa crist ha be bitahte on pas fulhtes
beSe. cizoo OR.MIN 18044 purrh shriffte & J?urrh daedbotess
babj>, & ec Jiurrli be5^ske tsress,

o. By extension : The action of immersing the

body in, or surrounding it with, any medium, such
as vapour, hot air, mud, to produce effects analo-

gous to those of bathing.
1771 J. S. Le Dratts Observ. Sitrg. 294 The last Remedy

he used was dry Baths . . performed with Spirit of Wine.
4. The state of being suffused with a liquid, as

perspiration.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. v. 120 And in the height of this

Bath . . to be throwne into the Thames. 1714 MANDEVILLE
l-'ab. Bees {17251 I. 271 His head all over in a bath of sweat.

1783 AINBWOETH Lat. Diet. (Morelli i, To be all in a bath,
wdore diffliierc.

5. fig. Bath of blood : carnage. (Ger. blutbad.}
1882 FARRAR Early Chr. II. 207 Once more began the

bath of blood for the hapless race.

II. The liquid or element in which one bathes.

6. A quantity of water or other liquid prepared
for bathing.
Preceded by attrib. words indicating differences in the

nature or temperature of the liquid used : thus, hot, ivarm,
tepid, cold, salt)fresh-water bath.

(885 K. &LFRED Baeda iv. xix, On hatum ba5um. a 1000
CvKEWULF Juliana (Grein) 581 Ba;^ hate we'oll. a 1200
Moral Ode 218 His baj> seal bon wallinde [v.r. in E. E. P.

29 His bea5 seal beo wallinde pich]. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
( on sc. 7481 A bathe of water, nonther hate ne cald. < 1440
f/V.v/.i Rom. \. 2 Be nakid, and go into a baj?^at I shallemake
for the. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. iW. de W. 1531 \ 135 To some . . y
hole forneys of fyre hath ben moche pleasaunt, as a temper-
ate bathe. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. vi. 63 Conducted to a gentle
Bath, And Balms applyed to you. 1647 W. BROWNE Polfjr.

n. 263 They put him into a bathe of fresh water. 1709
S'IKKLE Tatler No. So P5 To rise the next Morning and
plunge into the Cold Bath. 1866 KINGSLEY Hercw. xviii.

227 Countess, your hath is ready.

f 7. The water of baptism. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 27 pe he of ^am fulwihtes ba^e code.

.1230 Ancr. R. 396 preo beSes he greiSede to his deore
leofmon uorto wasshen lure in ham . . pet erest bed is fuluht.

1548 CRANMER Catech. 212 The water of Baptisme, which
I'aule calleth the bathe of regeneration.

t 8. A spring of water (chiefly hot or impreg-
nated with minerals; suitable for bathing. Obs.

864 Cod. Dipl. 290 >Kt (ram hatum baSum. 1297 R.
Gi.ouc. 7 pat water of B;iJe. .bat euer ys yliche hot. .Suche
bajjes her neb fele in be clos ^ in be stret. c 1400 MAUSUEV.
viii. 88 In that Bathe was wont to come Wat re fro Paradys.
1519 I-our Klein, in Hazl. Dodsl. I. 6 The cause of
the baths of water in the earth, which be perpetually hot.

1605 CAMUICN Run. \ That I may say nothing of healthful!
Bathes, a 1711 KKN Prayers for Batlts Wks 11838) 449
Ixwk on the bath, as a very admirable and propitious work
of Divine Providence.

9. Any particular liquid or mixture '( liquids

applied to the body to produce a certain remedial

effect ;
a wash or lotion wherewith to bathe the

whole or any part ol the body, or to immerse

animals, or objects of any kind, in order to expose
them to its effects. Cf. 16, 17.

1542 3 Act 34-5 Hen, I '///, viii. 3 To - . minister . . to ame
outwarde sore . . herbes, oyntmentes, bathes, pultes and em-

plasters. 1607 TOPSELL }-'onr-f. Beasts 295 To bath his legs
with this bath. 1610 MAKKHAM Mastcrp. n. Ixxxii, Make
a bathe or pultus thereof, and lay it to the sicke member.
Mod. One of the best baths for sheep now in use.

10. fig. and transf. Any enveloping or surround-

ing medium, producing effects analogous to those

of bathing.
< 1386 CHAICKK Wife's T. 397 His herte bathid in a bath

of blisse. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. \\. Si. 38 Sleepe . . The death of

each dayes Life, sore Labors Bath. 1871 SMH.KS Charac.
iii. (1876' 73 Enjoying a bath of sunshine. 1878 B. TAYLOR
Dfnkalion n. v. 84 Bath of dazzling Day, Take these spent
limbs, revive the old Titan blood.

III. A receptacle, apartment, or place for

bathing.
11. A vessel or receptacle intended to contain

water for the purpose of bathing. (Cf. 17.)

1607 SHAKS. Tituc-n iv. iii. 86 Season the slaues forTubbes
and Bathes. 1635 R. BOLTON Comf. AJ/l. Cause, i. 355 It is

nothing to swimme in a warme Bath. 1790 COWPER Odyss.
xvn. 104 And plun^'d his feet into a poush'd bath. Mod.
Baths for sale or hire. To run the water out of the bath.

12. An apartment arranged for bathing, or a

building containing a series of such apartments ;

^the latter usually //.).

1591 SPENSLR K nines Rome xxvii, These wals, these

arcks, these baths, these temples hit. 1636 HKALEY Epic-
tetus* Man. xxxi. 39 You cannot bmlde it a schoole, an

Exchange, or a Bathe. 1757 BURKE Abridgm. Eng. Hist.

Wks. X. 218 A fondness for baths, for gardens, for grand



BATH.
houses. 1844 Mem. Babylon, r'ccss. II. 30 At th^ principal
bath in Beyroot. 1879 Bay's Own /'. 118/2 The Autumn
swimming fete was held at the Lambeth Baths.
13. A place for undergoing medical treatment by

bathing and similar remedial agencies ; a town
resorted to for the sake of such treatment, e.g.
Matfafk Bath. Usually in pi. Cf. BATH- i.

1561 TL'RXEK Baths I Of the bathe of Baeth . . The bath of

England is . . in a city called in Latin IJathonia. and Baeth
in Englishe, of the bathes y* are in it. 157* ] JONKS \titlf)

The Bathes of Bathes Ayde. 1670 COTTON Espcrmm in.

x. 487 At liberty to j^o as far as the Frontier to the l!;iths at
Banieres. 1739 HCXHAM J-'ez/ers iii. (1750) 30 Sent him to
use the Waters at the Bath. 1864 TKXNYSON Aylmcr's F.
27 His wife a faded beauty of the Baths.

IV. Transferred uses in science and the arts.

f!4. (6V.) Mary's Bath in Alch., etc.: see B.u.v

MARIE. Obs.
c 1470 /?,(. <?Hiiitrsst-nce r 3 Putte by .vij. daies to encorpere

wel as tofore in be bath of marien. 1610 B. JONSON Alitt. n.

i, F. is come over the helm too, I thank my maker, in S.

Mary's bath. i6$z SHERWOOD, Maries Bath,Jiaul dn Mark.
15. Client,

f,
See (itiot. 1846.)

1599 A. M. Gnkelhoncr's Bk. rhysick 54 Bath it 3 dayes
after other, euery day in a water bath. 1709 G. WILSON
Chym. Kxpl. 3rd Table, The Sand Bath of the digesting
Furnace. IHd. 8th Table, The moist Bath of the Athanor.
1846 C. WRIGHT Cream Xcf. Kiunvl. 37 Bath in Chemistry,
is a contrivance for producing a steady heat at high tempera-
ture, or at a temperature not exceeding that of boiling
water. In the former, the substance to be heated is placed
in a vessel immersed in sand, and this is called a sand-bath;
in the latter water is employed instead, and this is called a
water-bath, or balneum Maria-'.

16. Dyeing, A preparation of colouring liquid in

which the dyer immerses his cloth, etc.

1791 HAMILTON Bt'rthollt-t's Dycitix I. i. i. i. 19 Each of
them he dyed separately in a cochineal bath.

17. Photography, A solution in which photo-
graphic plates or prints are immersed, for the

purposes of 'sensitizing,' fixing, toning, washing,
etc.

;
the vessel in which the solution is contained.

iSSi t'lwtogr. .Vavs Aim. in Circ. ,SV. 160/1 A thirty-five
grain nitrate bath . . is the best sensitising solution. i 1865
J. VVvr.DE in Circ. Xc. 1. 148/2 The choice of a ' bath '. . for

rendering a coated plate sensitive, has been a subject of
great discussion amongst photographers. 1869 l-'.>/. Mi-i/i.

17 Dec. 335/1 It varies with the strength of the . . albumenis-
ing . . bath. 1879 Casscil's Tahn. Ednc. II. 65 For the

sensitising of the late, a glass or porcelain bath will be
required, 1882 AuxtY Instr. Pliotogr. xoy The ordinary
negative bath is used.

18. Metallurgy,
' A mass of molten material in a

furnace.' Raymond Mining Gloss. 1881.

V. An order of knighthood.
19. Order of the Bath : a high order of British

knighthood. (So called from the bath which pre-
ceded installation.)
1603 KNOT.I.KS Hist. Turks Ep. Ped., My most especial

good friend Sir Peter Manwood Knight of the Bath. 1614
SELUEN Titles lion. 359 Those of the Bath were anciently
mongst the old Franks. fSee the whole passage.] 1747 J.iNn
Lett. .Vary (1757) I. 45 To wear . . a star as the knights of
the Bath do. 1835 Penny Cyil. IV. 24/2 The re-modelling
of the Order of the Bath was dated January 2, 1815.
b. Short for: Bath King ofArms, the herald or

marshal of the order.

1725 LonS. Can. No. 6382/4 Bath King of Arms then made
his Reverences. Bath then delivered the Collar of the ( triler.

VI. A/trili. and Comb., as bath-cloth, ^bath-fat
( iV 13ATi',Cjii), bath-house, -keeper, -room, -stove,

-towel, -tub ; bath-loving adj., etc.

1536 BELLES-PEN Cron. Scot. 11821) II. 267 The third
sonne, Johne Stewart, was . . slane in the Cannongait, in ane
baith fatt. 1591 PERCIVALL Sf>. Diet., Banador, a bathe
keeper. 1591 G. FLETCHER Russe Comitm. (18361 147 Made
lyke the Germane bathstoaves. 1618 K. HOLYDAY Jitvcnal
42 They fold the bath-cloaths. 1705 I.oiui. Gaz. No. 4139/7
The Bath House at Buxton. 1780 COXE Knss. Disc. 99 An
empty Russian dwelling, and near it a bath-room. 1882
H. LANSUELL Siberia I. 192 Out-houses, such as kitchen-
house and bath-house. 1884 Century Mag. Dec. 266/2 Eng-
lish earthenware bath-tubs.

Bath, (bah), sb* [The same word as the prec.

originally used in dat. pi. in a defining phrase, thus,
Cod. Dipl. 290 (an. 864)

'
in ilia famosa urbe fta-t

is let itxm hatum baSum '

(in that famous town
that is at the hot baths), 193 (an. 808) 'in civitate

xt BaSun
'

(in the city at the Baths\ whence as
an indecl. sb. ftaSttm, Badun, BaSon (latinized

Bathonia), BaSan, BaSanceaster (see Boswortli) ;
in

i.^th c. reduced to Bapen, Bape, Bathe : in i;th c.

Bath, in iSthc. sometimes with renewed reference
to its spa, the Bath (or allusively the Baths}.']
1. A well-known city in the west of England, so

called from its hot springs.
973 f>-

'

Chron., On oa;re caldan byriJ Acemannes ceastre,
e'ac hi, core worde, beornas Baoan nenmaS. 1130 Ibid. Gode-
freith of Bathe. 1297 ls Prec. 8j. 1562 (see prec. i -,]. 1624
MASSINGER Part. l.oi'c ll. iii, The far-famed English Bath,
or German Spa. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. I79F7 An Under-
Citi/en of the Bath- 1727 R. NKWTON &xfi Unir. Editc.
reduced IT, To take Oxford and Blenheim in his Way to the
Bath. 1759 H. WALPOLK Let. H. Mann. 25 Sept., I am
going to the Bath, with more opinion of . . the change of
air, than of the waters. tCf. BATH' 13.1

2. a. ^ittrib. of natural or artificial productions of
the city, or of objects connected with it : e.g. Bath

701

waters, etc. b. Used as a specific description in

Bath-bun, -chap, -fagot, -ring, etc. c. Bath-brick,
a preparation of calcareous earth moulded in form
of a brick, made at Bridgwater ;

used for cleaning
polished metal. Bath-chair, a large chair on
wheels for invalids. (,Both these are often written
without a capital B.) f Bath-coating, a material

formerly fashionable for male attire. Bath Guide,
a popular

'

Society
'

poem of the 1 8th c., sometimes
taken as a type of such verse. Bath-metal, an

alloy, consisting of 3 or 4 oz. of zinc to one pound
of copper (Urel. Bath oolite, Bath-stone, a

building stone quarried from the oolite formation
near Bath. Bath-post, a sort of letter-paper.
1837 CARLYLE />. Rev. vn. i. I. 300 Scanty ill-baked loaves,

more like baked Bath bricks. 1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab.
iv. 177 And found that the moon was just the shape of a
'

Bath bun. 1769 MKS. RAFFALD
/;,..<.. Honsctfr. 117781 271To make "

Batli Cakes. 1860 VENAIILES /. Wight in ' Bath
chairs are always waiting the arrival of the steamers. 1873
Miss BKADDON Str. <$ Pilgr, in. xviii. 389 She . . was brought
here in a 'bath-chair. 1829 MARKYAT /-'. Mildmay xvi', A
"Bath chair-man. 1791 J. LACKINUTON Mem. Let. xix. (D.)
One [great-coat] made of Bath-coating. 1875

' STONF.HEXGF.
'

Brit. Sforts i. i. ix. 3. 123 A waistcoat of Bath-coating or

shag. 1711 AUDISON .!>></. No. 5*7 Little piles of notched
sticks, bound up together in bundles like 'Bath faggots.
1824 Miss MlTFOKnf-Y/yafi-Ser. MI 863192 I He] bepolnmelled
it through three pages of fc

Bath-gmde verses. 1750 /'/;//

Tnws.Xl.Vl. 586 1'latina.Jike -Bath-metal, or uist Iron,
brittle. 1-1865 } WYI.UK in Circ. Xc. I. 153/2 The plain' Bath or satin post may he employed. 1783 . f n /wo/. VII.
104 (D.) A lock of hair which was so perfectly strong that I

had it woven into Bath rings. 1833 LfKLl.Princ.Ceol. III.
232 At Vichy, the oolite resembles our 'Bath stone in ap-
pearance. 1723 Land. Gaz. 6127/3 'I'he Mayor., having
appointed Carcw Davis .. Pumper of all the Bath-waters.
1836 Xccius Commerce 162 The 'Bath water is hot.

Bath (ba:J)\ rf.3 Forms : (4 batus), d bat,
batte, f>- bath. [a. Ileb. H3 bath: the earlier
forms represented L. batus, Gr. flriros of (he Vulgate
and Septuagint.] A Hebrew liijiiid-measure, con-

taining about six and a half gallons.
\yfr'\'m.\Kh. Karth. De 1'. R. xix.cxxviii. ri495ly;2 IJatus

is in fletynge thyngcs as cours, and Ephi in drye tliyn^r-..
"535 COVF.RM.VLK K-fk. xlv. 14 Tin: oyle shal be measured
with the Bat . .Ten Mattes make one Homer. 1581 MAKIIUCK
nk. ofNotts 99 Bath & Epha seeme to he both one measure.
1611 UIBLK ha. v. 10 Ten acres of Vineyard shall yceld one
Bath. 1623 COCKKKAM, Until, ten i>ottles in liquor.

Bath, (bciji), v. [f. BATK rf.i; c f. to shoe, tul<,

pa/, etc.; distinct from bathe-, but the inflected

forms, except baths, coincide in spelling, though
not in prommc., with the corresponding forms 'of

bathe, and therefore are avoided in writing ; tat/it

and bath-ing, with a hyphen, have however been

employed, (n some early instances, bath may prob-
ably be only a variant spelling of bathe]
trans. To subject to a bath

; to wash or immerse
in a bath. Differing from bathe in having a more
distinct reference to sense n of BATH sl>\, and in

being always literal.

[1483 Cat/i. Aiifl. 24 To bath or bathe, hilncarc. c 1485
Digby Myst. (1882) iv. 206 A bath of |>i blade to bath
mans saule in. 1616 R. C. Times' Whis. (18711 1 16 Thai
founlaine rather Where faire Diana with her nymphs doth
bath her?] 1660 EYKLYX Mem. (1857) I. 366 To London and
saw the bath-ing .. of the Knights of the Bath. 18761;.
MACDONALD T. WingfielJ, He batht himself. Matt. The
nurse who dresses and baths the younger children.

Bathe ^bJ'S), z/. Forms: I bat5ian,ber5ian, 2-4
balSien.bepien, ba})e(n,be1Se(n,4bathie,-ey, 5-6
bath, 5- bathe. [Common Teutonic: OF., faiditi/i,

also l>$6ian
- ON. i>aSa, OI IG. baJon, batlwn, mod.

G. baden, Dti. baden : OTeut. l>af-6n, f.
f>afo-(>/i)

BATH sfi.l The tlifference of vowel rmd consonant
between bathe and batli (lvu\ bu])) 'has been de-

veloped since the OE. period, tliroigh the addi-
tional syllable and open vowel of ba-Siau

; cf.

grass, graze, staff, stave]
I. trans. (Now mostly reflexive or passive.)

1. To immerse, as in a bath : a. lit. To immerse
(the body, or any part of it) in water or other

liquid, for the sake of some effect \e.g. health,
warmth, cleansing) promoted by the action of the

liquid.
1200 Mara! O.ie 245 per is bernunde pich hore saule to

babien nine. isgSTRF.visA Harl/i. ,/el\ K. vi. ix. (14951 '95The moder bathelh the chylde. e 1400 MAUXDKV. x. 112 Ga-
brielles welle, where our Lord was wont to bathe him. 1611
BIBI.I: Lta. xv. 5 [He] shall wash his clothes, and bathe
himselfe in water. 1667 MILTON /'. L. vn. 437 Others on
Silver Lakes and Rivers, Bath'd Thir downie Brest. 1796MORSE A mer. Geog. 1. 205 He has the convenience of some-
times bathing himself.

b. To immerse in other elements or substances,
e.g. sand, fire.

t 1386 CHAUCER \onne Pr. T. 447 Faire in the sond, to
bathe hir menly, Lith Pertelot . . Agayn the sonnc 1612
DKAYTON Poly-oW. Frontisp., The Norman Leopards bath'd
in Gules. 1849 ROBERTSON Strut. Ser. i. i. (18661 16 The
later martyr bathes his fingers in the flames.
e. To plunge, or dip, without reference to the

action of the liquid.
a 1325 K. E. A Hit. P. C. 211 [Jonah says] Berez me to be

BATHETIC.

horde, & ba}>ef>es me J>er-oute. 1583 SIANYHURSI .'Ends
in. lArb.jSz In Hud Trinacrian thy great oars mast deeplyt
be bathed.

2. To apply water or other liquid to anything
so as to wet it all over, or moisten it copiously ;

to lave, perfuse, suffuse, wet, moisten : a. literally,
t 1000 Sa.r. Lcechd. II. 206 Donne is sio heftianne mid

hatan wa;tre. c 1250 Gen. q A'.r. 2447 First .ix. ni^t 3e liches

beoen, And smeren. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. i\V. de W. 1531) 140We corny to the gates . . all bathed in rayne and fru^tn with

yce. 1593 ^"AKS. 3 //-. /"/, n. ii. 169 Till we haue .. bath'd
thy growing, with our heated bloods, 1652 CL-LPKI-PER Eng.
Physic. 6 To bath the place grieved, .for the Inflammation.
187? CHAVASSE Adv. to Mother 290 Well bathe the eye
with vinegar and water.

b. said of the action of a river or the sea upon
the adjacent banks or land.

1591 SI'KNSKR tiellays I'is. ix, A water, whose out gushing
flood Ran bathing all the creakie shore aflot. 1697 Ctcss
D'Aunoy's Trav. (1706)52 The River which passes under it

bathes a meadow. 1776 (LISBON Dccl, *? J-'. I. xix. 537 The
river bathed the foot of the walls. 1872 BAGEHOT jPAyVj
<y Pol. 85 Groups of islands . . bathed by the same oceans.

c. said of the action of tears, perspiration, or

any secretion, in flowing over and wetting the

body or its parts.
1578 T. N. tr. Cotuj. ly. India 32 His eyes -toward heaven,

and his face bathed with tearus. 1718 PUPK Iliad xxt\i. 10

Tears bathe their anus, and tears the sands bedew. 1746
Hi:i;v,-;v Mfdit. fiSiS) 166 The laborer, bathed in sweat,
drops the vythe. 1790 JJrRKE /->. Rcr. Wk>. V. 89 llatli-

iiv^ in tears . . ttiuusamU of \\orthy men and worthy families.

1875 DARWIN //imr/fV'./V.vL 87 When bathed in the secretiuii.

d. (^Inverted construction.)
1611 SHAKS. Cymt>. i. vi. 100 Had I thU cheeke 'I'o bathe

my lips vpun.
IJ. The ]>hrasc

*
to bathe in blood"* includes and

oltcn blends i and 2, and is generally usedy/y. to

express the great quantity of blood shed.

,1300 A". Atis. 2708 Motiy pencel -od, ( tuyk y-bathed in

heorie Mod. c 1325 /:. E. A Hit. P. \\. 1248 pay . . llabed
barnes in l)lod & her br.iyn >pylled. c 1380 .V/> I-'cnnul'.

3100 ko[l;indl . . bajmle i-> swerd ill liure blod. t 1590
<;KI i NL It: /;,;/ viii. 79, I will bathe my poniard in the
bo>uin of an Karl. 1601 SHAKS. Jiil. (.'. in. i. iu6 Let v-.

bathe our liaiuK in Ca^ars blood Vp to the Klbowe^. 1647
\\'. I!I;OWNK /'('/<-. r, n. 306 A tyrant which took pleasure in

b.uhiTig him^elfe in humane blood. 1836 '1'niKi.u AM, (.it; ; \

II. xvi. 377 His plan . . would have bathed Sparta m bluud.

4. To suflusc, cnvelupe, or encompass, like the

air or the sunshine.
1816 j. ^y^.sl)^ City <>f Pfagitf n. ii. 136 A stream of -un

shme bathingThe bright mo^-rosc>. 1853 KINOSI.LV llypatiu
xiii. 164 Heavenly glory seemed to bathe her from he.id to
foot. 1853 KANK C.riinicU Exp. x.v.xi. nn^6i 2 7 j The Hay of

I'.aftm, bathed in fogi;y darkness. 1878 HI;.\LKY Physic^r.
88 An ocean of air bathing the entire earth.

b. said of mental influences.

1526 SKKI.ION Magiiy/. 1490 llathyd with blye, embraced
with comfort. 1535 Co\ KKDALK Isa. Ixiii. 6 And tbu^ haue I

troden dou ne the people in my wrath, and bathed them in

my displeasure. 1857 K.MLKSON Pccms 3 The babe .. I.te>

bathed in joy.

II. ?'///;-. (from rc/lcxii't use of i

.]

5. a. lit. To lake a bath, to plunge or immerse
oneself in water or other liquid, so as to enjoy its

influence
;

in earlier usage also, to lie ur remain
so immersed, to bask.

< 1200 Moral Ode 1245* in E. /', /'. d8(Vji 29 PiJi ^at cure
weald '

bat senile babien inne bo pe ladde vuel lif. c 1275
Dcat/i in O. E. Misc. 180 In ful a bitter ban- bathiui ich sJt.d
naked. 1398 TKI-:\ ISA Jnirfh, DC P. K. in. xxiv. 114951 7!
They that bathen temporally in hole water. 1667 MILTON
/'. L. M. 660 Vex'd Scylla, bathing in tile Sea. i-j6$Co\\f} -v.

Lett. 24 June, It is a noble .stream to bathe in. 1862
STANLEY %*iv. Ch. ^11875} 89 The prince^ came down .. tu

bathe in the sacred river.

b. in various transferred and figurative senses :

see the transitive uses above, o~4-
1576 I,i>. VACX in Parti d. Dainty Dev. t He most of all

doth bathe in bliss. 1590 MARLOWE 2rf/V. Tmnburl. n.

iii, Now lie the Christians bathing in their bloods. 1656
TKAIT Coiiitii. Mark i. 55 Khali Christians be bathing in

their beds on their Lord's day? c 1720 S. WI.SU.Y En/wlis
40 The feathered souls, that swim the air, And bailie in

liquid ether there.

Bathe (IvkV, sb.
[f. prec. vb.] Aii act of

bathing (
in the inlr. sense of bathc^.

Of modern origin, and used instead of HATH sl>.\ sense i,

to exclude the suggestion of other senses.

1831 S9UTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 230 A two hours' walk, and
a bathe in the Greta. 1861 Sat. KtZ\ 30 Nov. 565 A moun-
tain stream in winch the happy party took every day their

morning bat lie.

Batheable (bJ'-Nab'l),. ff.
BATHE v. + -ABLE.]

Able to be bathed
; suitable for bathing in.

1831 MRS. KEMBLE Rcc. Girikaod III. 90 It [the sea] wa.-,

not expected to be batheable till eleven.

Bather ^bJ'iSai). [f. BATHE v. + -ER 1
.]

tl. A bath-keeper, or attendant at a bath. Obs.

1636 HKALKY Thco/>hrast. 40 Turning to the leather or

liatn-keeper, saith, Sir, now I thanke you for nothing. 1813
J. HOBHOUSE Journ. 537 The appearance of the bathers . .

is most disgusting; and it requires some practice to bear

patiently the kneading of your limbs, etc.

2. One who takes a bath. .

1716-8 LADY MONTAGUE Lett. I. ,\.\ix. 94 What degree of
warmth the bathers plea.se to have, t 1854 STANLEY Sinai
y Pal. vii. (1858) 315 Most of the bathers keep within the
shelter of the bank.

Bathetic (bajje-tik), a. [A mod. word, formed



BATHING.

irregularly from bathos, on the assumed analogy
ofpathetic, (which is not derived from pathos] \

cf.

iilso BATHOTIC.] Characterized by bathos
;
'sink-

ing' rhetorically, or in literary style; absol. The
b.ithetic= BATHOS. (A favourite word of reviewers.)
a 1834 COLERIDGK in Rein. (1836) II. 163 Even Warburton

would scarcely have made so deep a plunge into the bathetic.
1866 Lend. /V*,T'. 15 Sept. 289/1 The bathetic of our women
novelists. 1879 O'CONNOR Bcaconsfield 189 His bathetic
and impotent epic. 1884 Inquirer 21 June 390/1

Verbose
when they should have been concise, bathetic when they
wanted to be pathetic.

Bathing (Ivi-ftirjX vbl. sb. [f.
BATHE v. + -ING i.]

1. The exposing of oneself or others to the free

action of water, etc. by immersion or suffusion.

1541 COPLAND Galycns Temp. 2 A iv, Moderate it with

bathynge, and wetynge in temperate water. 1778 Miss
Bl/KMBV Evelina in Casqttet Lit. V. 311/2, I always hated

bathing. 1788 G. SANDEMAN in Med. Connn. II. 277 She
used seabathing. 1809 Lu. MALMF.SHURY in G. Rose Diaries
( 18601 II. 355 Remaining a week for the purpose of bathing.
2. attrib. or in comb. t

as bathing-box, -dress,

-gown, -machine, -place, -room, -tub, -woman, etc.

1583 PLAT Diucrse New Exper. < 1 594 > 94 The room would
be clo^e wherein you place your bathing-tub. 1625 BACON
Gardens, Ess. (Avb. ) 561 The other Kinde of Fountaine,
which we may call a Hathing Poole. 1646 SIR T. UROWNK
Pseud. Ep. 309 The Balnearies or bathing places .. hee ex-

poseth unto the Summer setting. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph.
Cl. 118151214 Bathing machines are ranged along the beach.
1810 in Kisdon's Sun'. Devon 431 The town is frequented
. . as a bathing place, a 1845 HOOD Storm at Hastings
x.xvj, No bathing woman waded none would dare. 1859
AllY. Round No. 19. 447 Coloured bathing-dresses, towels,
and other apparatus. 1883 Harper's Mag. Feb. 336/2

* Bath-

ing-boxes
'

las the sea-side cottages are called; perched about
on the . . hill-sides.

Ba'thing, ///. a.
[f.

BATHE v. + -IM.;-.]
1884 Pali MallG. 29 July 4/2 Bathing boys grow up clean

men.

Bathometer (baj>^m/tw;. [f. Gr. &a6o-s

depth -f ftfrpov measure.] A sp'ring balance of

peculiar construction for ascertaining the depth of

water without actually measuring the sounding line.

1875 ]. PHI.STWICH in Phil. Trans. CLXV. 616 Obtairfed,
by means of hi* bathometer . . the low readings given.

Batho'nian, <i.
[f. Kathonia, latinized name of

the city of Bath, in England + -AX
;

cf. Oxonian.]
Of or pertaining to the city of Bath.

1766 ANSTEY Horace Ode n. i. 118081 189 Whose genius
guides, whose counsel guards The labours ofiJathonian bards.

Bat-horse : see BAT jtf.s

Bathos (,bt
Ti 'b

f7s). [a. Gr. ftdOos depth. First

made Kng. in sense 2 by Pope's treatise, the title

being a parody on Longinus's wept vtyovs ; subseq. .

in the move etymological sense i.]
1. Depth ;

lowest phase, bottom.
(1638 SANDERSON Scrtti. II. 101 There is such a height, and

depth, and length, and breadth in that love ; such a ^ddo<;
in every dimension of it.] 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 79 ? 7 De-
clining . . to the very bathos of insipidity. 1840 MAKRVAT
OllaPodr. iRtfdg.) 276, I am at the very bathos of stupidity.
2. Rhet. Ludicrous descent from the elevated to

the commonplace in writing or speech ;
anti-

climax.

1727 Port Bathos 71 While a plain and direct road is paved
to their

ii^os,
or sublime; no track has been yet chalked

out to arrive at our 0a#o;, or profund. 1787 J, ANDREWS
Anecdotes s.v. Bathos, Had Ovid introduced this Mipper of
Niobc between the death of her children and her own meta-
morphosis into stone, he would have furnished us, with a

compleat instance of the Bathos. 1875 M C !,AKI-:N Serm.
Ser. ii. xii. 211 It is as absurd bathos as to say, the essentials
of a judge are integrity, learning, and an ermine robe !

3. Hence gen. A 'come-down' in one's career.

1814 T. JEFFERSON Writ. 118301 IV. 240 How meanly has
lie closed his inflated career ! What a sample of '.he bathos
will his history present ! 1841 MARRYAT Poacher xxviii, It

wa.i rather a bathos . . to sink from a gentleman's son to an
under usher.

Batho'tic, a. nontt-wd. [f. Gr. 0d8os, on super-
ficial analogy; cf. chaos, &&?/&.] BATHETIC.

1863 Temple Bar\\\. 193 The appearance of thib bathotlc
ebullition.

Bathnkolpiaii (bsejrittk^lpian), a. rare.
[f.

Gr. fiaOvKO\TT-os ,f. &a$vs deep + xuAiros breast,

bosom) + -IAN.] Deep-bosomed. Bathukolpic
(-k^'lpik', a. [see -ic.] prec.
1825 Bluck'.v. Mag. XVII. 222 Our bathukolpian attendant.

1872 M. COI.UNS Pr. Clarice I. i. 8 A colossal red-haired
maiden of twenty, bathukolpic.

Bathybius (bafi-bius). Zool. [mod.L., f.

Gr. tiaBm deep + -/3ios living, f. /3ios life.] A name
given by Prof. Huxley to a gelatinous substance

found at the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean, and
at first supposed to be a formless mass of living

protoplasm, but now regarded as an inorganic

precipitate.
1868 HUXLKV in Q. fritl. Microsc. St\ 211, I propwse to

confer upon this new ' Moner' the generic name of Bathybiits,
1875 DAWSON Dfnvn of Life iv. 66 The Bathybiu-s . . may
possibly be merely the pulpy sarcode of

sponges. 1884
.S'rt/. Rev. 14 June 770/2 Below the ooze, and bathybius, and
so forth, iu the Salaminian bay.

Bathymetric (b.i:)iime-trik), a. [f. Gr. Pa()v-s

deep + fiiTptKos of measuring ; cf. BAIHOMKTEH.]
Of or pertaining to the measurement of depth,

702

spec, to the vertical range of distribution of plants
and animals in the sea.
1862 T. COBBOLD in Intfll. Observ. No. i. 27 Their bathy-

inctric position . . will also accord with that of the infested
creatures. 1880 Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV. 88 Their bathymetric
limits are not absolutely constant.

Bathyme 'trical, a. [f- as prec. + -AL.] prec.
1861 GEIKIE E. Forbes x. 299 This bathymetrical principle

of classification was also applied . . to the ^Egean.

Bathyme trically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] In

bathymetrical manner ; as regards bathymetry.
< i38o Geog. Distrib. Aniin. in Libr. Unii>. Krunvl., Life

extends bathymetrically ito use Prof. Forbcs's word 1 much
further than was formerly supposed.

Bathymetry (ba)>rmelri). [f. Gr. f3a6v-s deep
+ -/terpia measurement.] The art or science of

measuring depths (in the sea).
1864 in WEBSI IK.

t Ba*tie-bum, -bummil. Si: Obs. An in-

active helpless fellow
;
a useless bungler.

a. 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. 131 He muddlit thame doun lyk
ony myss, He wes na baity bummil. 1572 A. ARBUTHSOT
Mis. Pure Scalar, JJot thane am I comptit ane batie-bum,
And all men thinks a play me till injure.

Batilde, obs. form of BATTLED, embattled.

Bating tb^-tin), vbl. sb. 1
[f.

BATE ^.1 2 +
-ING 1

.] The action of beating the wings, and

(spec, in Falconry} fluttering off the fist or perch.
1456 Bk. St. Albans A vj, It is calde batyng for she batith

with hir selfe most oftyn causeless. 1614 KALKIGH Hist.
World i. 175 The crying of Crowes, and bating of Ducks
foreshew raine. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell) i, The
bating of a hawk, alamttit plat(su$,

Bating (b^-tin), vbl. sl>;~ [f. BATE v.- 6 +

-ING*.] Lessening, abatement.
1628 KARU; Microcosm, xxxix. 86 This, bating shall in con-

clusion take away all lie granted.

Bating ;b<
7
'-tin\///. a. [f. BATE v. 1 2 + -ING-.]

Beating the wings impatiently, fluttering.
1587 GASCOIGNI; Hcrbcs 138 The hooded hawke . . fast tied,

yet beats hir baiting wing.

Bating
1

tvi-tiij ,/vv/. ; also 6 baiting, [abso-
lute use of pr. pple. of BATE z>.~ 7 ;

cf. similar use

of barring, excepting.] Abating, leaving out of ac-

count, excepting, except, f Rating of: less than.

1568 C. WATSON Polyb. 73 b, Another tyme [they fought]
with few baiting of seven hundreth. 1647 R. STAPYLTON
Jn-'cnal ii. 182 Nobler then . . all that from the scaffolds

saw the sport He made, not bating him that paid him for't.

1721 II '(idrwCorr. <

184.3' ^ ' 594 Bating this, I know nothing
to the youth's disadvantage. 1817 BYRON Bef>po v, For,

bating Covent Garden, I can hit on No place that's call'd
'

J'iaz/a' in Great Britain.

Batiste (batrst). Also 7 baptist, [a. F. ba-

tiste Baptiste, according to Littre and Schcler

from the alleged original maker, Baptiste of Cam-

bray ; according to others, from its use in wiping
the heads of children after baptism.]
The French word for cambric ; applied, in com-

merce, to a fine light fabric of the same texture,

but differently finished, and made of cotton as well

as of linen. Often attrib.

1697 C'tt-ss D'Antioy's Trav. (1706) 155 A sort of a Gown
made of their Baptist Cloth very fine. 1863 B. TAYLOR
//. Thnrston xviii, 240 Wiped her eyes with a very small
batiste handkerchief. 1880 Miss HRAOUON Asph. I. vi. 188

A graceful, gracious figure in a pale yellow batiste gown.

Batle, batled, bailing : see BATTLE, etc.

Batle, -er, obs. ff. BATTEL, -ER (at Oxford .

t Ba'tler, in mod. edd. of Shakspere Batlet.
Obs. rare 1

, [f. BATTLE 9.4 *f -SB
*

; or? dim. f.

BAT j/j.~ + -LET.] Probably, a '

beetle' for battling
clothes : see BATTLE v*
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. iv. 49 And I remember the kissing

of her batter. [iSfig-fftvwVrzg Apr. 481/3, I lately picked up
in an old house in Yorkshire a 'batlet,' such as Touchstone
kissed when In love.]

Ba'tling, dial. rare- 1
,

[f.
BAT sir.- I + -LING.]

A small stick, a fagot. (Halliwell.)
1864 MAR. CHAELBSWORTH Kng. Yeomen 52 Tell 'em to

bring in a batting, and make up the fire.

Batling, obs. form of BATTLING.
1 Batman 1

(bartman). Also 6-7 batcman.

[Turkish (Chaghatai) batman, (Osmanli) batman,
batman, a weight equal to the Pers. man, the

Anglo-Indian maundl\ An oriental weight vary-

ing greatly in value according to the locality.
1599 HAKLUVT Voy. II. 247 Euery bateman here [i.e. Baby-

lon] maketh 7 pound and 5 ounces English waight. 1616
PURCHAS nigr. (1864* 38 A Batman is flue and fiftie pound
weight English. 1740 THOMPSON & HOGG in Hanway Tra~>,

(1762) I. iv. lii. 242 Their weights [at Khiva] are the great
batman, equal to eighteen Ib. russian, and the lesser batman,
nine and a quarter. 1853 M'CuLtocH Diet, Comm. 391 [At
Constantinople] 6 okcs [i.e. about i61bs.] = i batman.

Batman- ^ba^tma-n, ba'ma.'n). [f. BAT sb. +

MAX.] A man in charge of a bat-horse and its

load ;
a military servant of a cavalry officer.

1809 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disf. V. 108 The care of the

Camp Kettles is not only the business of the Batman of the

company, but of all the Batmen of the regiment. 1844
RegitL -y Ord. Army 271 A Bat Man is allowed to the Sur-

geon for the care of the horse carrying the Instruments.

1855 W. SARGENT Braddock's Exp. 206 The English loss

was . . a waggoner, three bat-men, and a horse.

fl See also BAT sb.-

BATOON.

Batning, obs. form of BATTENING.

Baton ^ba; ton, || baton). Forms : 6- batton,
7- baton, [a. mod.K. baton : OF. baston, whence
the earlier Kng. BASTON. Baton appeared first in

1 6th c. in Sc. writers : the usual Eng. form during
1 7th and i8th c. was BATOON, but baton was oc-

casionally used in sense 2, and has now all but sup-

planted batoon
^\

1 1. A staff or stick used as a weapon, sometimes
also of iron or iron-tipped ; a club, cudgel, or

truncheon
;
= BASTON i. Obs. in general sense, in

which also BATOON was the form always used

during i 7th and iSth c.

1548 Compl. Stft. 28 The father takkis ane batton or sum
othir sterk vappm to puneise his sonne. 1596 SPKNSEK /". Q.
vi. vii. 46 The Villaine .. with his yron batton which he
bore Let drive at him. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 142 Gif any
. . mutilates ane other with ane batton. 2829 SCOTT Anne
ofG. i, If you use your baton, he rewards you with the
stab of a knife.

b. A staff or stick generally; a walking-stick
(after French use).
1801 STRUTT Sports <$ Pasf. n. iii. 98 A small batton or

stump set up. 1860 TYNUALL Glac. i. 1 1. 79 Driving . . the

spikes of our batons into the slope above our feet.

2. A staff or truncheon carried as the symbol of

office, command, or authority ;
a staff of office

; e.g.
a Marshal's baton, that carried by engine-drivers
on a single line of railway, and the truncheon of

a constable. Formerly also BATOON (2).

1590 J. BIJKEL Entry o/Qiteen, With battons blank into
thair hands. 1662 J. BARGRAVE 7W<- Alex. VII (1867) 116

j'EscuIapius . . in a long robe, with his baton or knotty staff

in his hand. 1690 Loud. Gaz. No. 2527/3 His High-Steward
and Chamberlain, having gilt Batons in their Hands. 1813
SCOTT Trierm. n. xxvii, The weighty baton of command.
1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Di$p. X. 452 Marshal Jourdan'^
Baton of a Marshal of France. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I.

i. 39 Buchan got the baton of High Constable.

3. Her. An ordinary, in breadth the fourth part
of a BEND, not extending to the extremities of an

escutcheon, but broken off short at each end, so

as to have the figure of a truncheon ; used by
French heralds as a difference or mark of con-

sanguinity, but in English coats of arms only in

the form of the baton sinistert the badge of bas-

tardy. (Popularly called bar sinister.'} Formerly
BASTON (3), batune, BATTOON (3).
1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxiii, Here is the baton-sinister, the

mark of illegitimacy, extended diagonally through both
coats upon the shield. 1864 BoUTKLL//#ro&r? Hist. $Pof>.
xxviii. 438 The eldest son of this Earl removed his father's

baton from his arms.

4. Music. The light stick or wand used by a

musical conductor for beating time. (From mod.

Fr., and often pronounced as French.)
1867 At/tctisjtm 6 Apr., The introduction of the baton in

England. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mns. I. 82 There . . 1820, Spohr
appeared . . when a baton was used for perhaps the first time
at an English concert. 1884 Yorksh. Post 30 Apr., It was
Costa, who founded in England the order of conductor, and
who introduced the wand as baton in lieu of the fiddlestick.

5. See BATTEN.
6. Comb.

t
as batonUss, without a baton ; cf. 2.

1885 Blachiu. Mag. May 73/1 The batonless chiefs, the

disinherited princes of the Irish name.

Baton (bartsn), v. ; also 6 battoun(e. [f. prec.

sb.] To strike with a baton or truncheon ; for-

merly, to cudgel : see the earlier form BATOON v.

(. 1580 MOSTGOMERIE To R. Hudson, They battouned her

quhill that thay saw her bluid. 1820 SCOTT Abbot iv, That
this young esquire shall poniard the servants, as well as

switch and baton them. 1885 Times 17 Apr. 6/4 If they did

not leave peaceably, they would be batoned by the police.

Batoned (bae'tand), fl. a.
;
also 7 battoned..

[f. prec. + -ED.] Furnished or armed with, or

bearing, a baton ; in Her. marked with, or bear-

ing, the baton of bastardy.
1691 Land. Gaz. No. 2682/1 A Coat quartered with the

Arms of the Crown battoned. 1883 W. C. SMITH Ar
. Country

Folk 156 Gibbets, and soldiers, and batoned police.

Batoon (bat/7-n), sb. arch. Forms : 6 batune,

6-; battune (sense 3), 7battoune, 7-8battoone,
7- battoon, batoon. [i?th c. ad. F. baton t of

which it retained the accent: see -oox. Now
almost superseded by BATOX, which follows the

French spelling.]
1. A stout staff or stick used as a weapon ;

a

cudgel, club, truncheon ;
= BASTON i, BATON i.

a 1625 FLETCH. & MASS. Elder Bro. v. i, My sword forc'd

from me . . Get me a battoon. 1632 CHAPM. & SHIKLKY Kail
iv. ii, 1 '11 cullice thee With a batoon. 1664 BUTI.KR Hiid
n. ii. 719 Although hi* Shoulders with Batoon lie claw'd

and cudgel'd to some tune, 1719 D'URFKY Pills (1872) III.

321 Often he fought with huge Battoon. 1801 STRUTT Shorts

<y Past. in. vii. 238 The bowls . . are driven with a battoon,

or mace. 1860 AtlY. Round^o. 71. 491 Winterfield, though
he escaped the batoon, was ordered to leave his shop.

2. A staff of office ;== BATON i.

1658 BROMK Covent Card. in. I, The Lord and the Lowne,
Must move by the motion of the Leaders Hattoon. a 1693
ASHMOLE Antiq. Berks (17231 III. 60 In his right hand U a

Battoon, as a General. 1704 LUTTRKLL BriefRl. V. 427
A battoon set with diamonds, sent him from the French

King. 1807 ROBINSON Anl&oZ. Grxca i. xiv. 65 The Areo-



BATOON.

pagites . . held in their hands, as a mark of their authority,
u sort of batoon made in the form of a sceptre.
3. Her, - BASTOX 3, BATON 3, which is the form
now used. (In i6-i7th c. usually written batitnc,~}

156* LFIGH Arnwrie (1507) 64 b, The bastard shnl bean:
the fourth part nf this [liende Sinyster] which must bee
called a balune sinister. 1611 COTGR., Cottue, a Cottice or
IJattnne. 1611 GWII.I.IM Heraldry \\. v. 52 llatune is de-
rived from the French word Huston . . This is the proper
and most vsunll note of Illegitimation, perhaps for the
affmitie betwixt Jliisttwi and IIa.stn.rds ; or else for that
1'astards lost the priuilege of Freemen, and so were subiect
to the seruile stroke. 1662 KIJI.U-IK M'ortliics n. 299 Over
alia liatune dexter-ways Argent. 1725 r>K.\Mi.\.\ Fain. Diet.

t

Btttloortf, the fourth Part of a I 'end Sinister.

4. Arch.- HASTON 6 (q.v.X BATON* 5, BATTEN.
1819 P. NICHOLSON Diet. Arc/lit. I. 57 liastionor Hatoon ;

see Torus. 1852 Archtt.l'nbl. Soc.Dict. I.45liaton, I Saloon,
or Hattoon . . a name given to the torus between the listel or
fillet and the plinth, in the base commonly assigned to the

Roman Doric order.

Batoon (bat/7-n), v. arch.
[f. prec. sb.] To

beat or strike with a baloon, to thrash with a

stick, to cudgel. (See BATON v.}

1683 Kcy.fl>. J>al. 1 1 885) 336 Payton batoon'd him for calling
him Rogue. 1818 SCOTT .AV. Lanuti. xvi, If you do not

depart . . I will batoon you to death. 1863 SALA Capt.
Ihiug. I. iv. 102, I would batoon you to a mummy.

I, Batrachia ;batrt
T
i-kia),_sb.pl. Zool. [prop.

I'CtfrachJa, mod. I
,., a. Gr. fiarpaxfia (sc. <.

animals), neut. pi. of ffarpaxfto*, adj. f. fiarpaxos

frog.] a. One of Brongniart's four orders of

Kepliles, including frogs, toads, newts, salamanders,
tie., which have no ribs, and a soft scaleless skin,

and breathe by means of gills during the early part,
or whole, of their existence, b. By modern /oolo-

gists restricted to an order of the class Amphibia,
containing those animals only, as frogs and toads,
vhich subsequently discard the gills and tail of

their larval state. (^The sing, is supplied by BA-

TKAC'HIAN.)
1847 CARPENTER ZooL 514 In the Proteidoi, or perenni-

branchiate llatrachia, the gills remain during the whole of

life. 1881 MIVART in Nature No. 615. 337 Efts of all kinds,
with all frogs and toads . . form the rla.is liatrachia.

Batra 'chiaii, a. and sh.
[f. prec. + -AN.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Batrachia, esp.

frogs and toads.

1834 SIR C. HKLL Hand 156 In the batrachian orders, the
ribs are wanting. 18580. \V. HOI.MKS Ant. ttrsakf. T.

84 The batrachian hymns from the neighbouring swamp.
B. sb. An animal of the order Batrachia.

1838 Penny Cycl. X. 487/1 Anurous or Tailless IJatrachians.

having no tails except m their young state. 1848 H. MJLI.KR
First fi/if>r. \\\. (1857) 190 The footprints of some bctailed
batrachian.

Batrachite (bse-tr&kait). [ad. L. b&trachites a.,

Or. fia.Tpax'tTT}$ (\iOos^, f. Gr. fidrpax-os fvog ; see

-1TE.] a: A stone or gem resembling a frog in

colour, b. A fossil batrachian,

[1727 CHA.MHERS Cycl., liatrachitcs, a kind of gem, found
in Egypt.] 1837 68 I XANA Mht. 256 s.v. Monticellite^ liatra-

chite is found in small masses containing black spinel, at

Mt. Rinzoni in the Tyrol. 1847 in CRAK;.

Ba'tracllO-, combining form of Gr. parpaxo-?

frog ; whence Batrachomyomachy (bartrakfli-

moii^'maki) [ad. Gr. /3ar^axoMvofUIX^a) ^ 3flTpaxo-s
+ pv-s mouse + -/iax'a fighting.] The battle of

the frogs and mice, a mock heroic poem, possibly
of the Homeric age. Batrachophagous (bcetra-

kfj'fagas), a. [Gr. -<pay-o$ eating + -ous.] Frog-
eating. Ba trachopho bia [(ir. -(/tom fear.]
Dread of or aversion to frogs, toads, newts, etc.

1825 SOUTHEY Q. Rev. XXXI. 385 Delivered the remnant
of the race from their batiachophagous oppressors. 1863 * >.

KEARLEY Links in Chain viii. 162 The batrachophobia is at

length giving way . . for the Aquarium has made it manifest
that the Water Newts . . are perfectly harmless little creatures.

Batrachoid (bartrakoid), a. [f. Gr. flarpaxo-s

frog + -eiSTjs like (cf. (ir. ^aTpa^wfi^s) ;
see -oil).]

Resembling a frog, frog-like.
1825 SoimiKY in Q. Rev. XXXI. 384 Compared with all

other batrachoid colonies . . the frogs of Cintra are the . .

nobles of the species. 1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Org.
Nat. I. 187 The most batraehoid of fishes.

Batsman (bee'tamdbn). [f. bafs (BAT sl2\

+ -MAN.] One who handles the bat at cricket.

1756 Genii. Mag. XXVI. 489 The wary batsman watches
o'er the game. 1830 Miss MITI-'ORI> I'iHags Ser. iv. (1863*

147 The best batsman in the county. 1851 PvCROFT Cricket
l-'u-td \ 1859' 225 With fast bowling and good batsmen.

t Ba'tsome, a. Obs. rare~ l

. [f. bat- (see BAT-
TEN v.) + -HOMK : cf. batfnl] = HATTABJ.E.

1555 HONNER Neccss, Doctr. L i, He had planted them in

a batsome and frutefull conntrey.

Batt, variant of BAT sb 12. A felted mass of

hair and wool in hat-making.
HBatta 1

(bsrta). Anglo-Ind. [a. Indo-Portu-

guese bata, prob. ad. Canarese bhatta rice in the

husk (also called by Europeans batty'}, which be-

came, first with the Portuguese, a term for ' main-

tenance,' 'allowance for maintenance' (Col. Yule).]

orig. Subsistence money (given to soldiers in the

field, witnesses, prisoners, etc.). Hence, extra pay

given to East Indian regiments when on a cam-

703

,
and spec. An extra allowance, which grew

in time to be a conslnnt addition to the pay of
officers serving in India.

[1548 Onl.-nactas <lc Di,> ii. e. Diu\ in S. IloTF.Liio, jT.Ww,
233 K perci dnus ftara/es, dons pardaos a anbos por mC-s, e

quonho tan-uas pera l>ata. (Called in a later entry nianti-

mento.1] 1680 Fort .St. G^rgc Consultations (18721 Feb. 10
The peons were lined each one month's pay, and to repay the
money paid them for lintIf,: 1707 in J. T. Wheeler Mmlras
in <>. T. 11. C.jlV.) That they would allow liatta or sub-
M-.I. me money to all that should desert us. 1800 Wti.-
IJNCJTOX in Gurw. Disp. I. 69 The government intern! to put
the troops in this country on half batlu. 1835 1',-iniy Cnl.
'V- 39/2 '^ he half batta of a lieutenant colonel is 304 rupees
per month. t883 \h,u,/ant 22 Jan. 5/6 The question of
batta for the troops employed in Kfiypt has been . . under
consideration.

II Batta* (bse-ta). A>i;Jo-Iml. [a. Urdu baUii,

Bengali /'<///<?.] In Indian lianking, agio or differ-

ence in exchange ; discount on coins not current,
or of short wtight. (Col. Yule.)
1680 /(. St.

(;,-,!,),', Consultations \,Sr.,} 17 Payment or
receipt of Halt,, or ( ',,/nm upon the exchange of Pollicrit
for Madras pagodas prohibited. 1760 /',<// H'iltiam Con-
sultations June 30 All siccas of a lower date . . are bought
and sold at a certain discount called batta, which rises and
falls like the price of other good-.. 1810 '! . WILLIAMSON A'.

/>/:/. I'atic-tiii-c. 1. 203 lY.j He immediately tells master that
the batta, /.(. the exchange, is altered.

t Ba'ttable, a. 0/>.\: also 6-7 batable.
[f.

bat- (see ]!.\TTKX v.~) + -AHI.K.] Of pasture-land :

Good for the sustenance of Hocks and herds
;
feed-

ing, fattening ; fertile in pasture.
1570-87 IIoMNSHM) .\\-ot. C/ii-ou. 11806' I. 8 There is good

grasse and verie batable for tlu-ir heanls. 1589 Kl.F.MiNd
/ 'irf. Gforg. u. 27 What ground aKo is bailable, or fat and
lustie soile. 1621 lil'HTON Anal. JAY. 1 >emocr. 53 a, Mas-
sinissa made many inward parts of llarbary . . fruitfull ami
battable by this meanes. 1641 II I-.VMN 11,'lf to Hist. (1680)
491 Grounds as bailable and rich for the feeding of cattle.

t Battable, a.- Of", [a. OK. batable, bailable,
f. batt-i-i to beat ; see -ABLE.] Of metals : That

may be hammered or beaten out, malleable.
1601 HOLLAND I'liny II. ^05 The other sort of a 'pper . .

yeeldeth to the hammer and will be draw ne out, whereupon
some call it Ductile, /'. battable. [1611 t'oTGK., Batal'lt-,

beatable.!

t Battailant, a. and sb. Obs. In f> batteilant,

7 -ellaiit. [a. F. bataillant, pr. pple. of balaillcr to

BATTLE.]
A. adj. Engaged in battle, combatant.

1591 SH:NSKR }'is. World's I 'an. 101 An Klcphant . . That
on his backe did beare (as batteilnnti A gilden towre.

B. sb. One who does battle ; a combatant.
1620 SHKI.TON Qni.r. I. in. ii. 125 Those Kittellants that

fought so eagerly . . had slain him.

Battaile, obs. form of BATTLE.

t Battai'llerous, a. Obs. [a. OK. bataillc-

rons, -citx, f. bataillatr BATTLKU'; see -ors.]
Fond of fighting, warlike, bellicose.

( 1480 CAXTON Ovid's Aft-t. XL xviii, A man of gretc puys-
sam e iTyers, corageous, batayllerous, and full of prowesse.

Battailous (bceti'-los), a. ai'th. Forms : 4
batelouse, -ailous, -aillous, 5 -ellous, -ayllous,

56 battelous, 6- -aylous, 7 -ellous. -alouse,

6-9 -ailous, (S battlous . [a. OF. batailhs ^-cits},

f. lia/aillc BATTI.K : see -oils.] Fond of fighting,

ready for battle ; warlike, bellicose, pugnacious.
c 1380 \Vva.iK .SV/. }\'ks. 11871) III. 165 liothe mon and

beestis hen pure batelouse. 1393 Gou KR Conf. III. 118

Miglity Mars the batailous. I483<.'\XT(.\- Cat<> V. vi. b, The
hors is a beest fyghtyng and baiaylluu-.. 1592 WVRLICY
A rtnorit? 41 With battelous a.xe in fist. 1596 SI'KNSKK /'. (>.

I. v. 2 Insunbright armes,and battailous array. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vt. 81 A tierie Region stretcht In battailous aspect.

1760 HKAIUK /'/;,///. $ Cranes 126 In battailous array dis-

play'd. 1876 LOWKLL Among iny Bks. u. 241 The silent

thunders of their battailous armaments.

Battailyng, obs. form of BATTT.TNT,.

Battalia (bita'lya). arch, or Obs. Forms:

7- battalia
;
also 7 batalia -allia

-^lio, battailia,

-alio, -aglio. [late ifith century a. It. battalia

or?Sp. batalia (in same sense). The forms bat-

tag/io, -alio, etc. are examples of a tendency then

common to turn It. and Sp. final -a into -o
; see

-AD02. Cf. BATTLE, of which this is a doublet.]
1. Mil. Order of battle, battle array ; disposition

or arrangement of troops (or naval forces) for

action. (Usually with prep, in, info.')

1613 OiAi'MAN ttnssy d'Ainb. Plays 1873 II. 138, I hauc
made all his Troopes and Companies Aduance, and put them-
selues randg'd in Hattailia. 1620 tr. Herodian (1635)403
Having marched in battalia over all the plaine. 1645 SLINGSHY
Diary (18361 137 They had drawn out in Kattalio upon y'
side of Nasby hill. 1650 R. STAPYLTON Strcuta's Lmv-C.
Warns ix. 46 The ships on both sides put in Battalia. 1719DK FOE Crwttv<iS69t479 An Army might enter in Battalia.

1858 CAKLVLK Fndk.Gt. xtx. vii. 11865) VIII. 235 Friedrich
draws out in battalia.

b.^^- 1645 -Vrt^-r. Decretal^ Draw up all your Instru-
ments of torture and torment in Kattalio. 1798 W. HUTTON
Autobiog. 27 Marshalling, in battalia, fifty bright guineas.

1 2. A large body of men in battle array, a
marshalled force or host, whether constituting the
whole of an army, or one of its great divisions or

battalions ;
= BATTLE sb. 8. Obs. (cf. BATTALION i).

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, v. iii. ti Nor. Sixorseuen thousand

BATTARD.
is their vtmost power. A'. Rich, Why, our Battalia trebbles
that account. 1639 SALTMAKSHK rract. I'olicie 136 If your
forces bee divitUd and your troopes scattered into severall
battalios. 1659 CACDKN Tears of Ch. 366 (D.) The Pope's
main Hattaglio. 1677 HAI.I; J'rim. Oriff. Man. \. \. 6 J he
Rules and Ivxercise of Architecture, Fortifications, and
ordering of Ilattalia's. i684CiiAUNocK Attril: f,Vx/( 18341 II.

500 The general of an army appoints the station of every
regiment in a battalia. 1750 CAIUK Hisi. /;//<>. II. 412 A
gn.-;it army . . marching towards them in three battalias.

b. fig. ; cf. 'host.'

1653}. HALL I
yarado^i-s 75 The Sunnc, tluj Monne, ami

all the glorious battalia ofheaven. i668Lnii,n Disc. Tragic

(i6<)&> 44 The gentleman bring-; up 1m battalia.

C. (shortfor 'main battalia
1

;: The main body
of an army, as distinguished from the wings.
1645 Stit-r. D,rrc(a( 14 Wee quickly plai/d Jockey in the

right wing, Sir John in the U-ft wing, and Old Nick in the
1 1.i it alia. 1805 ( In [ORD Mtis*ht<-i'$ 1'ictnrc ti, i. ( 1840' 260.

1 3. The summons or call to form into line. Uhs.

1625 MAKKHAM Swildicrs Atcid. 16 Tin- l)rum doth lu-:it

. . a Call, a Mardi . . a l!;itt;ilia, a Charge.

Battn.'lia pie. Forms : 7-8 beatille, boa-

tilla, beatilia, 9 battalia, [ad. I
1

', beatilies Mil-

bits, as cocks' combs, swecibreads, etc. in a
pit.-

1

;

also in convents applied to small pieces of needle-
work as pincushions, 'samplers' embroidered with
sacred subjects' worked by nuns. The latter is

the original sense
; Cotjjr. has the intermediate

1

trinkets or vaine loves, \vhere\\itli linicall people
deckethemselues

; trifles, nifles,oddeattires*; whence
Mri lies' in cookery. ]) Can^e jjivcs med.K./vc?////,-*'.

which he regards as formed from the Fr.
;
but its

existence in early conventual L. seems proved by
Sp. bcatilla ' a sort of thin fine linen.' The original
sense was evidently 'small blessed aiticles," the

Jorin being dim. of* L. beatus. The corruption to

battalia is due to
*

popular etymology/]
1664 KVKI.YN Sylra (1776) 169 We here "use Chesnuts in

slewed meats and Beatille pies. Ibid. 27:; ( Jtlier ingredients
in Beatilla-pies. 1672 ASMMOIJ-: hist. Oni. Gart/r 605 The
Stipjjcr fur the Soveraign. . Vir-,1 C'l-ui^c, i. Duckling- boylcd
. . 19. Ilentilin pye. 1706 PHII.I.II-S, h'tattl/is, certain Tit-

bits, as Cocks-combs, Goose-gibbets, Ghi//;mls, I.ivt-r-., uml
otlier Appurtenances of Fowls, lobe put into Pies, lY.tt;i^eN
etc. 1837 I)!SK.\i LI / 't'Hi'tta i. iv. '

1871; 15 That masterpici.t-
of the culinary art, a grand battalia pie.

Battalion. U'atarlion). Forms : 6 bataillon,
h

J" battalion, -aillion. 7 -allioii, -alian 7- bat-
talion, [a. F. kattaiHoii, i6th c. ad. It. battaglionc,

.iiigm. or dim. of battag!ia UATTI.K
; cf. Sp. ba-

tallon 'a pettie battell or army.' iff. UATTALI.\. N

]

1.
g't'ti. A large body of men in battle array ;

one
of the large divisions of an army.
1589 hi DH /','//,n''.s- fvsfr. li'arrcs 73, I will goe range

the ten bands in one whole Hatailon. 1598 I! \KKKT Thi'^r.
ll'iim $ m. i. 33 Oeiiiding them [Companiesj into so many
p:irls or bait ail lions. 1652 C- S i ACVI/ION il t -rodinn xvii. 146
His Army. . he dlvideth into three liattalians. 1658 LFNNAKH
tr. Chtirrons ll'isd. in. iii. $31 11670* 37; The distribution
of the Troops, into Battalions, Regiment--, KiiMgns. 1697
POTTEK Amiq. oV,-('(vni. vi. ^1715 61 J'iie KonKtn llattaliun-,

..were still call'd Legiones. 1862 T. IlecitKs Strn^tf,-
A a'isas 363

* Providence is on the side of the strongest li.it-

talions' is a saying., much belie\ed in here. 1868 kn-'k
Clias. Iti'lif III, \'. ii. >77 The army wa*- broken up into

eight battalions and a reserve.

f b. The main body of an army. ' HVTTI.K 9.

[1628 WirnKK 1.1rit. Rsnt.mb. i. 403 The maine Hattaliuii
was both rang'd and led Jiy that si ye Prince.

] 1653 I IOLCKOFI

rroco/>ius i. 14 Compast by the I'lnemy . . who staid it nm,
Inn gallopt home to the l!atallion, 1656 HLOUNT (i/t}ss<>^>:,

Jliittaliini, the main battle.

2. spec. A body of infantry (or engineers) com-

posed of several companies, and forming part of
a regiment. ,

The number of battalions in a regi-
ment varies greatly in different countries, and even
in the British Army at the present time.)
1708 I.oini. Gaz. No. 4467 '4 Kach regiment is to consist of

two Battalions, and each P>attalion of 1000 Men. 1810
WKI.UNCTON in Gurw. Di$p. VI. 81 An army composed of

divisions, brigades, regiments, and battalions. 1877 /'/</</

Kxcrc. Infantry 148 A Battalion in line may advance or
retire in fours from the right or left of Companies.
3. transf. andyf^. (from i.)

1603 FI.ORTO Montaigne \\. xii. 116321 267 [The Tunny fish]

alwaies frame their shole of a cubike figure . . a solide, close
and welrangecl battailon.

Battalion, v. tare.
[f. prec. sb.] To form

into a battalion.

1865 Daily Tel. 18 Apr. 2 The fine body of volunteers . .

with whom are battalioned one or two companies raised in

the . . London Docks.

Battalioned (batoe-liond), ///. a.
[f. prec. +

-KI>.] Formed into a battalion or battalions.

1809 J. BAKLOW Colntiib. vii. 731 Hattalion'd infantry and
squadron'd horse.

Battalogize, erron. form of BATTOLOGIZE.

Battalyng, obs. form of BATTLING.

t Ba'ttard. Sc. Obs. Also 6 battart, -irt, bat-

ter, [a. OF. bastard, pronounced batard (in same

sense), perhaps confused in Scotl. with batter vb.]
= liAHTAHD, or culverin bastard, a small cannon.

Similarly battard-falcon, a kind of cannon.
I 5 I3"7S Diitrn, Occitrr. (1833) 124 Foure cannonis, twa

gross culveringis, andane battart. c 1565 R. LINDSAY /fist.

Scot. (17281 108 Small artillery, that is to say, myand and



BATTE.
batten-falcon. 1566 /m't-ntttrics 166 (JAM.) Item, tim pair
of irne calmes for inoyan and battard. c 1570 BANNATYNE
Jrnl. 126 (JAM. i Item, tuo batteris monted for the wallis.

Batte, obs. form of HAT and BATZ.
t Batte, a. Ol>s. rarc~ l

. [Miitzner compares
HAT sb:~ in sense of 'speed.'] ? Hasty, in a hurry.
^1420 Liber Cocoruttt *? With porke thou sethe thohenne

fate, (Jrynde brcde and peper and be not batte.

Batteilant, -ellant, variant of BATTAILANT a.

Battel, obs. form of UATTI.E.

Battel (bart'l), sb. As a separate word only
in pi. battels

;
also 4 ?batails, S battles, 9 bat-

tells. [Of uncertain origin: in i6thc. L. bafi/li,

battitti\ in the Lautlian Statutes batelhv. The ety-

mology of this, with its associated vb., and deriv.

hattcler, has been the subject of abundant conjec-
ture. Much depends on the original sense at Oxford :

if this was 'food, provisions,
1

it is natural to connect
it with liATTLE z>.3 to feed, receive nourishment

;

cf. esp. BATTLING vbl. s/>.-', explained by Sherwood ,

(1632) as 'vivrcs, manger, morehc? Hut conclusive

evidence that battels had this sense is wanting, ,

while already before 1600 it had that of '

debita/
sums due to the college for provisions, etc. The

'

verb however appears to have l>een sometimes used
for 'to take or receive provisions,' i.e. from the :

college buttery, which brings us close to the senses !

of HATTLE v^'> 'to feed, take nourishment.' Cf.

also the Kton use, and Winchester Itattlings. On !

the other hand, sense 3 of the vb. (if the same '

word) suggests the idea of contributing to a com-
mon fund or stock : compare the terms 'commons' I

and 'commoner.
1

See UATTELEH.
Taking 'accounts' or 'score' as the original sense, some

j

have conjectured l-attt-l to be a dimin. of UAT s/>.~ or of F. !

I'dtte, with sense .if
*
little staff or stick,' whence perhaps

'

tally-stick.' lint nothing appears in med.L., OF., or Eng., !

to support this conjecture. Reference to Du. bctaalcn, G.
bczahlcn 'to pay,' or to the po.ssibility of batiHi arising out

:

of a misreading of bacilli
'

little sticks,' do not fall within
the limits of scientific etymology.]

1 1. See quot. ; Perhaps a distinct word.) Obs.
c 1400 Apttl. Loll. 76 To cry bis day . . a^ennis Je multi-

tude of lawis of J>e kirk . . a^en hatails, a^en reseruacouns,
a^en furst frutis, & o}>er spolingis of goodis of be kirk.

2. In Univ. of Oxford : a. College accounts for
,

board and provisions supplied from the kitchen
and buttery, b. In looser use : The whole college
accounts for board and lodgings, rates, tuition, and :

contribution to various funds, as ' My last term's i

battels came to 40.' Also attrib.
t
as battd-bills,

The word has apparently undergone progressive exten-
sions of application, owing partly to changes in the internal

economy of the
colleges.

Some Oxford men of a previous
generation state that it was underwood by them to apply to
the buttery accounts alone, or even to the provisions ordered
from the buttery, as distinct from the 'commons' supplied
from the kitchen: but this latter use is disavowed by others.

See the quotations, and cf. those under HATTEL r-. and I

HATTF.I.KK, which bear that battels applied in i7-i8thc. to

provisions supplied to members of the college individually
at their own order and cost, i.e. to battclers* who had no
commons, but were charged their

'

battels
'

only, and to

coniiiitmers as extras 'above the ordinary stint of their

appointed commons' : but whether ihebatteh were originally
the provisions themselves, or the sums due on account of

them, must at present be left undecided.

[1557 Keg. Exeter Coll. 41 Ad solvendum debita sen ba-

tillos sociorum. 1636 Corpus Statut. Oxon. n. 4 Diligenti
examinatione habita tain libri IJatellarum quam Obsonatoris

cujuslibet Collegii et Aula:. 1 1706 HKARNK Remarks <y

Coll. (1885) I. 220 For sometime kept a name in y
e
Buttery

Hook ; at w i
'h time Dr. (Jharlett was sponsor for discharge

of his Uattles. 1792 Gcntl. Mug. Aug. 716 The word hattel^
which .. signifies to account, and battels the College ac-

counts in general. 1842 ARNOLD in Life <y Corr. (1844) II.

x. 305 Their authority might be exerted to compel payment
to tradesmen with nearly the same regularity as they exact
their own battells. 1861 HUGHKS Tom Brmvn Oxf. in Macm.
Alng. IV.6i The dinners and wines are charged in their battel

bills. 1882 Spectator 18 Mar. 352 Receipts . . in respect of

battels, room rent and tuition fees.

3. Elsewhere : (see quots.)
1798 H. TOOKK PurUy 390 Battel, a term used at Eton

for the small portion offood which, in addition to the College
allowance, the Collegers receive from their Dames. 1851
( 'innbrld. Gloss.) Battles, commons or board, [a 1883 TKOI.-

1.OPE Antobiogr. (18831 I. 13 Every boy had a shilling aweek
pocket-money, which we called battels [This is an error of
the author : the Winchester term is Ja///&yvJ,Bi)d which was
advanced to us out of the pocket of the second master.]

Ba'ttel, v.
;
also 6-9 battle. [See prec., and

next, and cf. BATTLK
v.''']

1. In the University of Oxford : To have a

kitchen and buttery account in college ; to be

supplied with provisions from the buttery. (For
earlier use see quotations, and cf. the sb. above.)
1570 LEVINS Manip. 738 Battle commons, sutnere. 1632

SHKRWOOD, Battle (as schollers doe in OxfordV'j/j'c^'M'wr
an College pour ses vi-'res, 1678 PHILLIPS (App.l, I$attli','m

the University of Oxford Is taken for to run on to Exceedings
above the ordinary stint of the appointed Commons. 1721
BAILEY, Battle (in the University of Oxford* is to take up
Provision in the College-Book, a 1733 NORTH Lives I. 300
He kept a table there, and his family were allowed to battle

in the butteries. 1791-1824 D'IsRAKLl Cur. Lit. (1866) II.

168 To battle is to be nourished, a term still retained at the

University of Oxford. 1884 fiegfit. Merton College^ Under-

704

graduates who live in lodgings are charged terminally, if

they battel in College, 2 $s. 6d.

\ 2. (?) To put into a common fund or stock. Obs.
1600 HKVWOOD Ifyou know not Wks. 1874 I. 243 And you

be a true subject, you'll battle with vs your faggot [towards
making a bonfire]. 1606 DKKKF.K Sez>. Sins \\\. (Arb.i 26
[He] slips into a Tauerne, where either alone, or with some
other that battles their money together, they plye themselues
with penny pots.

Ba'tteler. Oh. exc. Hist. Also 6 9 battler,

7 batler. [f. BATTEL v. + -Eit 1
.]

///. One who
battels in college ; formerly, a rank or order of
students at Oxford below Commoners.
1604 MIDDI.ETON Black J>'A: Wks. V. 544 Pierce Pennyless,

exceeding poor scholar, th.it hath made clean shoes in both
universities, and been a pitiful battler all thy lifetime. 1691
WOOD A th. Oxou I./2/7 Thomas Floyd .. became a Batler
or Commoner of New Inn in the beginning of 1589. 1715
Aftw. J. Reutcti/fr 4 Resided as a Battler^ a Condition of
Life there, between a Commoner and a Servitor. 1736
BAII.KY, Jtat/,'tfr\\n an University), a Student that battles
or goes on Score for his Diet. 1744 SALMON /'res. S/it/,-

of Unfa. I. 493 Undergraduates consisting of Noblemen,
Gentlemen-Commoners,Commoners, Scholars ofthe Founda-
tion, Kxhibitioners, Hat tiers and Servitors. .The Commoners
I presume are so called from their commoning together, and
having a certain Portion of Meat and Drink provided for

them, denominated Commons. .The Battlers are entitled to
no Commons, but purchase their Meat and Drink of the
Cook and liutler, unless they serve a Fellow or Gentleman
Commoner, and then they may have the Dishes, which come
from their Tables . . Of these Battlers, some are Servitors,
who attend the Bachelors and Commoners in the Hall, for
which they have an Allowance. 1814 CHAI.MEKS Hist. Unfa.
O.\-f. II. 238 In 1665 he was admit ted a Batteler ofUniversity
College. 1824 1 II:III:K "Jer. Tnyhv \. 24 John entered . . in
the year 1613, as battler, or poor scholar, of Mcrton College.

Batten (IxirtV, shl ; also 7 battin, -oun,
-une, S -on. [A variant of UATOX sb.

t
which in

technical use preserved the earlier pronunciation,
while batoon came in for the more general sense.]
1. Carp, and Build. A piece of squared limber,

not more than 7 inches broad and 2^ inches thick,
used for flooring, and as a support for laths, etc. ;

a scantling. (The length may be anything over
6 feet ; shorter pieces are known as batten-ends^
1658 JrnL in I. Mather Remark. Provid. (1856* 52 The

battens next the chimney . . were broken. 1743 Lond. <V

Conntr. Rr<*iv. m, 179 Three Sides in four of its . . second
Floor should be built with wooden Bat tons about three Inches
broad, and two thick. 1835 J',-uny Cycl. s.v., Battens are

never, and deals are always, above seven inches wide.

2. spec. A bar or strip (orig. as in sense i ) nailed
or glued across a door or anything composed of

parallel boards, tohold these together, give strength,
or prevent warping ;

a ledge, a clamp.
1663 GKRBIKR Counsel 94 Shutters .. framed within with

Battens. 1667 PRIMATT City $ C. Builder 64 A good firm
door of board . . with handsome ledges or battouns for orna-
ment. 1794 W. FU.TON Carriages u8oi) I. 21 The battens
made of wood or thin iron plates, which cross the boards.

1859 TIM us & (In.i.iCK Painting 217 The l>est contrivance to

preserve wood tlat and sound is to strengthen the back with

battens, or ledges.

3. Naut. A narrow strip of wood nailed to

various parts of the masts and spars to preserve
them from chafing ; a similar strip used to fasten

down the edges of the tarpaulin fixed over the

hatchways to keep out the water in bad weather ;

also, a wooden bar (in place of a cleat) from which
hammocks are slung.
1769 KALCONF.R Diet, jfcfarw* (1789)8^., The battens serve

to confine the edges of the tarpaulings down to the sides of
the hatches. 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack i, We were permitted
to . . hoist her . . up again to the battens. 1840 R. DANA
Bef. Mast iii. 5 This chafing gear consists of., roundings.
battens, and service of all kinds. Ibid, xx'ix. 98 We took
the battens from the hatches, and opened the ship.

4. Comb., as batten-door, a door formed of

narrow boards, held together by 'battens' or cross-

pieces nailed to them. Cf. BATTENED.

Batten b-fn\ sb:- [a corruption of F. baitant

(of same meaning).] A movable bar or arm in a
silk-loom which strikes in or closes the weft.

1831 CF. PORTER Silk Mannf. 216 This batten is suspended
by its bar from the upper framing of the loom. 1863 Morn.
Star i Jan. 6 The superior machinery containing numerous
battens for making elaborate and also cheap figured goods.

Ba'tteil, sb$ dial. A bundle of straw con-

sisting of two or more sheaves.

{In most of the northern and midland dial, glossaries.)

t Batten, a. Obs. [Cf. next.]
= BATTLE a.

i67 SPUD Eng, Abridged x. 3 Which [earth] by a sea-
weed . . and certaine kinde of fruitfull Sea-sand, they make
so ranke and batten, as is vncredible.

Batten (bre-t'n), v.1 [First found in end of
i6th c.,^but may have been in dialectal use before ;

app. a. ON. batna to improve, get better, recover,
f. bati advantage, improvement, amelioration

;

cogn. w. Goth, gabatnan 'to be advantaged, to

be bettered, to profit,
1

a neuter-passive form de-

rived from *batan t but, batans ' to be useful, to

profit, to boot.' Cf. also Du. baten to avail, yield

profit, baat profit, gain, advantage, benefit, and see

Grimm s.v. batten. A cogn. bat in sense of '

profit,

advantage, improvement, although not known as

BATTENING.
a separate word in Eng., is implied in the deriva-

tives batt-able, bat-fult batt-le adj. With all the

senses cf. BATTLED. 3]
1. intr. To grow better or improve in condition

;

esp. (of animals) to improve in bodily condition

by feeding, to feed to advantage, thrive, grow fat.

1591 LYI.Y Endyw. in. Hi. 39 No, let him batten, when his

tongue Once goes, a cat is not worse strung. 1614 IJ. JONSON
Barth. Fair n. iii. (1631) 21 It makes her fat you see. Shee
battens with it. 1648 HERRICK HesJ>er. (1869) 214 We eate
our own, and batten more, Because we feed on no man's
score. 1684 DRVDEN in Soiithcrne's Disappoint. Proi. 53
Our women batten well on their good Nature. 1687
Hind

,5-
P. i. 390 Th' etherial pastures with so fair a flock . .

bat'ning on their food-

b. To feed gluttonously on, glut oneself ; to gloat
or revel in. (With indirect passive, to be battened

on, in mod. writers.)
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. iv. 67 Could you on this faire Moun-

taine leaue to feed, And batten on this Moor? 1693 W.
RORKRTSON Phraseol. Gen, 215 To batten in's own dung,
funo I'olntari. 1789 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Subj. Painters
Wks. 1812 II. 210 Dainty mud.. In which they had been
battening. 1830 TBNMYSOH /*M9VH 130 Battening upon huge
seaworms in his sleep. 1833 MKS. BROWNING Prometh. Bd.
Poems (1850) I. 187 The strong carnivorous eagle shall ..

batten deep Upon thy dusky liver. 1879 DIXON Brit. Cyprus
viii. 78 A skeleton battened on by kites and crows.

c. fig. To thrive, grow fat, prosper (esp. in a
bad sense, at the expense or to the detriment of

another) ; to gratify a morbid mental craving.
1605 IJ. JONSON Volpone in Campbell's Spec. III. 185 And

with these thoughts so battens, as if fate Would be as easily
cheated on, as he. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. i. 56
That religion should batten with blood. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.
Kc7>. 118721 II. in. ii. 91 Battening vampyre-hke on a People
next door to starvation. 1870 EMERSON Soc- fy So/it, x. 220

Melancholy sceptics with a taste for carrion, who batten on
the hideous facts in history, persecutions, inquisitions.

2. To grow fertile (as soil) ; to grow rank (as
a plant).
1855 SINGLETON I'irgil I. 104 That twice should batten

with our blood Kmathia and Ha:mus' spacious plains. 1859
HOLLAND Gold F. xxiv. 283 A potato a bloated tuber that
battens in the muck of other times.

f3. trans. To improve, feed to advantage, fatten

up. Obs. (The pa. pple. battened, belonged orig.
to the intr. sense ; cf. well-gronvn, well-read, etc.)

[1611 COTGR. s.v. Advemti Vne Jille bien odvenne', well

growne . .well batned, or bailed.] 1637 MILTON Lycidas 29
We drove a-field . . Battening our flocks with the fresh dews
of night. 1643 BURROUGH ES Exf. Hosea ii. 11852! 172 They
did batten themselves and suck out the Egyptian manners
and customs. 1790 COVVPER Iliad^ xxir. 107 As some fell

serpent . . batten'd with herbs Of baneful juice to fury.

f4. To fertilize (soil). Obs. rare.
1611 SPEED Tkeat. Gt. Brit. xxxv. 69/1 Others [rivers] doe

so batten the ground that the meadowes even in the midst
of winter grow greene.

Batten (bart'n), z/,2
[f.

BATTEN sby\
1. To furnish or strengthen with battens.

1775 FALCH Day's Dh-ing I 'ess. 26 These windlasses being
battened and holed for common handspikes. 1794W. FELTON
Carriages (i&a)\. 17 Deal boardings firmly battened on the
inside. 1881 Mechanic j 1651 The wall must be battened.

2. (chiefly Naiit.^ To batten d&ivn : to fasten

down with battens
; see BATTEN sb^-

1823 J. BADCOCK Dow. Aniiisgnt. 53 The severity of the
climate haying compelled them to batten down and caulk
their abiding place. .1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catec/i.

72 It is sometimes necessary in bad weather to put on the

gratings and nail tarpaulings over them : this is called
'
bat-

tening down.' 1883 Cliamb. Jrttl. 20 Batten down the
hatches quick, men.

Ba'ttened, ///. a.1 [f. BATTEN ZJ.I + -ED.]

Nourished, fed, fattened.

1791 COWPER Odyss. xii. 309 His well-batten'd flocks.

Ba'ttened, ppl- a* [f. BATTEN sb.\ v.'- + -ED.]
a. Formed of battens, b. Furnished, lined, or

strengthened with battens.

1663 GEKUIEK Counsel 68 Doores glued and Battined at

nine shillings. 1677 Moxos Meek. Exerc. (1703) 153 In a
Battend-door . . they use Cross-Garnets. n8$o Rudint.
Nav. 130 The louvered or battened parts of ships' wells.

Ba*ttener. [f.
BATTEN v. 1 + -ER I

.] One who
battens (on, itpoti}.
a 1849 POE Wk$. (1864) III. 542 A fetid battener upon the

garbage of thought.

Battening (bart'nirj) sb. ff.
BATTEN sb. +

-ING 1
.]

The application or addition of battens;
a structure formed with battens.

1794 W. FELTON Carriages fiSoi) I. 17 The other inside

work is battening, blocking, and gluing. 1796 W. MARSHALL
Yorksh. led. 2 1 1.194 Fence Walls. Bat toning, in the Norfolk

manner, is unknown. 1834 Brit. Husbandry 1. 89 Palings, bat-

tenings, and other fences. 1880 HDWELLS Undisc. Country
i. 29

' Mr. Hatch, will you put up the battening? Hatch
made haste to darken the windows completely with some
light wooden sheathings prepared for the purpose.

Battening
1

(ba.-t'nin),///. a. [f. BATTEN^. 1
]

1. intr. Feeding to advantage, or with a relish ;

growing fat.

1593 DRAYTON Eclog. ix. 70 Their batning Flocks on grassy
Leaes to hold. 1714 GAY Skefh. Week Friday 156 Batten-

ing hogs roll in the sinking mire. 1765 BKATTIE Judgin.
Paris Ixxxii, Battening Avarice mocks his tuneless lyre.

2. trans. Fattening ; fertilizing.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xii. 206 Twixt Trent and batning

Dove. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder !. 34 The Meadows here,
with bat'ning ooze enrich'd.



BATTER. 705 BATTERY.

Battentlie : see BATACNTLY.

Batter (bre-t3.i), zA.
; also 4-6 bater(e. [f. the

stem bat- 'beat,' as in OF. bat-re, Eng. BAT v.t

BAT st>.'
2

,
with freq. suffix -ER; cf. stutter, patter?]

I. Main senses.

1. trans, (and absol.} To strike with repeated
blows of an instrument or weapon, or with fre-

quent missiles
;
to beat continuously and violently

so as to bruise or shatter. (Also with comple-
mental about, down, in.}
c 1325 E. E. Allit, P. B. 1416 Symbales & sonetez sware

the noyse& bougounz busch batered so )?ikke. 1377 LANGL.
P, PL B. in. 198, I batered hem on }JQ bakke. 1591 GARRARD
Art Warre 204 The drums ought to be ready to batter their

caisses. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. ii. 98 Or with a logge Hatter

his skull. 1641 WILKINS Math. Mag. i. xvii. {16481 122 These
would he presently batter in pieces with great stones. 1727
SWIFT Gulliver iv. xii. 341 Battering the warriors' faces into

mummy. 1801 ftwrttBayTasBonk ofFaith 136 They had so

battered me about. 1873 BURTON* Hist. Scot. V. lix. 325 Car-

rying in a wooden beam, as if to batter in a door.

fb. To beat out (metal) ;
?to inlay. Obs. rare.

(1380 Sir Ferumb. 896 Ys scheld bat was wyb golde

y-batrid '. & eke wyj> ire y-bounde.
2. Mil. To operate against (walls, fortifications,

etc.) with artillery, or in ancient times with the

battering-ram, with the purpose (and result) of

breaking down or demolishing them ;
to bombard.

Often with down.
1570 LEVINS Manip. f-jj To batter walles, demoliri muros,

1583 STANYHURST ./??$ 1. 1 Arb.^ jgWhich would theeTyrian
turrets quite batter a sunder. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr, i. iii.

206 The Ramme that batters downe the wall. 1762 HUME
Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. Ix. 498 Having led the army without

delay to Wexford, he began to batter the town. 1803 WKL-
UNGTON in Gurw. Disp. II. 289, I shall be able to begin to

batter to-morrow morning. 1876 GRKES Short Hist. vii.

8 (1882) 436 The castles which had hitherto sheltered re-

bellion were battered into ruins.

3. transf. vxAfig. To subject (persons, opinions,

etc.) to heavy, crushing, or persistent attack.

1578 FENTON Giticciard. (1618) 30 So that the Florentines

by this meanes should remaine battered. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. iv. iii. 178 The Tyrant ha's not batter'd at their peace?
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. i. 107 Every Fryer . . batter-

ing the ears of their Protectors with informations of their

Rogueries, a 1733 NORTH Exam, i. ii. ? 174 Rut none bat-

ter'd it more than the Earl of Shaftsbury, who said it was

absolutely impossible to be true. 1873 BROWNING RedCott.

Night'C. 1177 What foe would dare approach? Historic

Doubt? Ay, were there some half-knowledge to attack!

Batter doubt's best, sheer ignorance will beat.

4. To bruise, beat out of shape, or indent by
blows or rough usage ; in Printing, to deface the

surface of type.
1697 EVELYN Nttmisnt. i. 8 Type an^ Form of one single

Boats, .well battered by exposure to ice and storm.

t 5. intr. a. To become crushed, dinted, or de-

faced with blows, b. To yield to beating, to be

malleable. Obs.

1589 BP. ANDREWES Serin. II. 10 All our cups would batter

with the fall. 1677 MOXON Meek. Excrc, (1703) 8 Iron . . if

it be too cold . . will not batter under the Hammer.
6. Comb., with attrib. sense, as batter-head, the

part of the drum beaten.

1704 A then. Orac. III. 423 in Southey Comm.-Pl. Bk.

Ser. n. 11849) 657 They ltne drums] received several small

shot in the batter heads.

II. (From BATTER jfl.i)

t 7. trans. To beat into a paste or batter, to mix

by beating. Obs.

1585 LLOYD Trcas. Health I vj, Masticke baterid with

whyte of an egge and yineger. 1622 MABBE Aleman's
Guzman (TAlf. \\. 334 With a fewe egge s battered together,
and seasoned with a little pepper.

t 8. Sc. To paste, to fix (as with paste) ;
to

cover with things stuck on. Obs.

1614 A. H. Paper-Persec. in J. Davies Papers Compl.
Wks. 1876-8 II. 81 To behold the \vals Batter'd with weekely
Newes. 1650 Row Hist. Kirk 11842) 72 Who mutilated
and did ryue out many leaues of the Register, and did batter

others together. 1756 MRS. CALDERWOOD Jrnl. (1884^ 86

This church is battered as full of escutchions as the wall

can hold. Ibid. 105 A certain sort of mutch they wear . ,

close battered to their faces.

Batter (bce-tai), z>.
2 Arch. [Of doubtful origin:

hardly connected with preceding ; can it be re-

lated to F. abattre to beat down, throw down ?]

1. intr. Of walls, etc. : To incline from the per-

pendicular, so as to have a receding slope.
1546 LANGLEY Pol. Vfrg. De Invent, in. x. 77 a, Dae-

dalus . . first inuented the plomline, whereby the Euenes of

the Squares bee tried whether they batter or hang ouer.

1677 MOXON Meek. Exerc. ^1703) 157 The side .. of a Wall
. . that bulges from its bottom or Foundation, is said to

Batter, or hang over the Foundation. 1793 RKNNIE in

Smiles Engineers II. 208 Made five feet thick at the base

next to the bridge, and four feet thick at the top, batter-

ing one-fifth of their height in a curvilinear form. 1845 (T/cw.

Gothic Arckit. I. 48 Wharf walls, and walls built to support
embankments and fortifications, generally batter.

2. trans. 'To give (a wall) in building it, an

inclination inwards.' Jamieson.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xv. xxii. ii495^ 497 A to"re

in Babilon . . whyche conteynyth at heyghte two lewges

batryd in brede. [The sense is here doubtful].

VOL. I.

Batter (bse'taj), $bl Forms : 5 bater(e, -our,

-owre, -ure, 6 battre, 7- batter, [prob. f. BAT-
TER z>.l

; cf. however OF. batitrc, -eure action of

beating, also metal beaten into thin leaf.]

I. Materials beaten or battered.

1. A mixture of two or more ingredients beaten

up with a liquid for culinary purposes.
r 1420 Liber Cocortim (1862) 26 Of almond mylke and

amydone, Make bater. a 1500 Recipes in Babees Bk. (1868,1

53 Make bature of floure, ale, peper & saferon, with ober

spices. 1615 MARKHAM Eng. Hou$fW, (1660) 56 Taking the

Apples and Batter out together with a spoon. 1796 MRS.
GLASSE Cookery via. 140 Dip the oysters in a batter. 1879
BEKRBOHM Patagonia xi. 171 The batter must be stirred

well, or else it will stick to the sides.

b. Sc. Flour and water made into
'

paste' ;

transf. that which is pasted upon walls, etc. (obs.}

[c 1440 Protnp. Pam. 27 Ratowre of flowre and mele wyth
water (v.r. batoun, mola. 1530 PALSGR. 197/1 Batter of

floure, paste.} 1624 A. H. Papcr-Persec. in J. Davies

Papers Compl. Wks. 1878 II. 81 To see such Batter cuerie

weeke besmeare Each publike post, and Church dore. 1831
CARLYLE Sart. Res. i. vii, Multiple rufls of cloth, pasted
together with batter.

c. attrib., as in batter-cake, pan, pudding,
1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Homekpr, (17781 167 Hatter and

rice puddings [require] a quick oven. 1853 KANE Grinnell

E.vp. xxxiv. (18561306 Flattened it out like a batter-cake.

2. transf. A thick paste of any kind, of the con-

sistency of cook's batter
; liquid mud.

1601 HOLLAND 7Y/;y II. 555 The batter or lome that goeth
to the making of [bricks]. 1884 LD. COLERIDGE in Laiv
Times Rep. 19 July 6-55/1 They had swept mud in a state

of batter to the side of a road by means of '

squeegees.'

f3. -BATTERY 13. Obs.

1367 Wills <$ /r (
. N. C. (1835) 278 One batter kettill, and

a brassc charter.

II. The action or result of battering.
4. A heavy bruising blow. rare.

1823 GALT Entail I. xxviii. 245 Such a thundering batter

on the ribs, that he fell reeling from the shock.

5. A cannonade of heavy ordnance against a

fortress. 1859 in WORCESTKR.

6. Printing. A bruise on the face of printing type
or stereotype plate. (Cf. HATTER z/. 1 4.)

1824 J. JOHNSON 'I'ypogr. II. xxii. 659 The pressmen never
observe a batter (unless it be very glaring', because they
would be stopped in their progress. 1880 Printing Tim,-*

15 May 102/2 Defective letters or batters may thus be easily

Ba'tter, st>? [f. BATTER ?.-.-']
The slope of n

wall, terrace, or bank, from the perpendicular ;
a

receding slope, etc.

1743 BP. MAXWELL Set. Trans. 193 (JAM.) When the kill

is formed to four and a half feet high . . the second batter

begins. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 329 Hatter, tlie

leaning part of the upper part of the face of a wall which
so inclines as to make the plumb-line fall within the base.

1884 Scotsman 10 Apr. 6/2 These brick piers are all erected

with a 'batter' of i in 36 which means that they are to

that extent broader at the base than at the top.

b. Baiter-rule, an instrument consisting of a

plumb-line and a triangular frame, one side of

which makes a given angle with the line, used for

setting a wall, etc. at the proper slope or batter.

1847 in CRAIG.

Batter (bortai\ st>">
[f.

BAT z-.i + -KR!.] One
who bats ; esp. the player who uses the bat in

the game of cricket.

1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 174 Such mutual

compliments from man to man bowler to batter, batter to

bowler. 1854 WARTER Old Squires v. 48 The old Squire . .

had been a good batter in his day.

Batter : see UATTARD.

Batterable (bre-tarab'l), a. [f.
BATTER z>.l +

-ABLE.] That can be battered or bruised by beating.
1611 COTGR., Datable, beatable, batterable. 1623 FAVISF.

Theat. Hon. n. xiii. 265 A strong Citie for Warre, without

Suburb, not batter-able.

t Ba'tterdaslier. Obs. rare- 1
. [? f. BATTER

+DASHER or ? ;from Y. (fader of steel.] Aweapon
of offence.

1696 ArBREY Misc. (1857) 215 (D.) The skreens were gar-

nished with corslets and helmets, gaping with open mouth,
with coats of mail, laces, pikes, halberts, brown bills, batter-

dashers, bucklers.

Batterdeau, obs. form of BATAUDEAU.

Battered (barteid), ///. a. [f. BATTER 2.1 +

-ED.] Bruised and shattered by repeated blows
;

worn and defaced by rough or hard usage, the

chances of time, etc. Often fig.

1592 SHAKS. I'cn.fy Ad. 104 Over my altars hath he hung
his lance, His batter'd shield. 1680 Lond. Gaz. No. 1538/4
A Brown Bay Nag . . his Feet somewhat battered. 1700
MAUNDKI:LL Jonm. Jems. (1721) T iij b, Old batter'd

Horses. 1765 TL-CKKR Lt. Nat. II. 57 The battered rake. .

has exhausted all his health. 1809 J. BARLOW Colitmb. n. 336
And pours destruction o'er its batter'd walls. i84<>DiCKKNS
OldC. Shop\\\\. (1848) 240 The sexton's spade gets worn
and battered.

Batterer (bortarai). [f. as prec. + -ER 1
.] One

who batters ;
a vigorous assailant, a bruiser.

1611 COTGR., Fracasseur, a crasher, violent breaker, bat-

terer. a 1619 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 169 Batterers

hyred to beate men. 1656 Artif. Handsow. 185 Batterers

or demolishers of stately and elegant buildings. i8a?
Rlackn'. Mag. XIV. 512 A jolly batterer, who never looked
for a soft word when he cuuKl get a hard one.

t Batterfang (boe-taifserj), v. Obs. or dial.

[?f. BATTER 7-. 1 + FANG a claw.] Explained in

glossaries as: To assail with fists and nails, to beat

and beclaw
;
but in use apparently = BATTER z>.l i.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. n. 191/2 The poore man
was so batterfanged and belabour'd with tongue mettle, that
he was weary of his life. 1716 T. WARD Eng. Ref. 124 The
Pastor lays on lusty Bangs, Whitehead the Pastor Batter-

fangs. 1864 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss., Batterfang dt beaten
and beclawed, as a termagant will fight with her fists and
nails. 1877 in E. Peacock Manley (Line.} Gloss, s. v., He'd
been a soldger in th' Roosian war, an' came home strangely
batterfanged about.

Battering (bse'twiq), vbl. sb.
[f.

BATTER
z/.i.]

1. The action of beating with successive blows,

esp. in Mil. of attacking a fortification with cannon
or other engines. Alsoy?^.
1542 UDALL Erasm. ApopJt. 220 a, Hismanier ofbattreyng.

1647 \V. BROWNE Pole*. \\. 180 The Turkes. .after two dales

battering, wonne it [the palace] by force. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intcll. Syst. i. i. 43 A most Effectual Engine .. for the

battering of all their Atheistical Structure down about their

Ears. 1862 THACKERAY Philip I. 89 Amidst enthusiastic

battering of glasses.

2. The result of this action ; bruising or deface-

ment caused by successive blows.

1558 PHAKR /Encid in Webbe Eng. Poetrie 1 18701 50 Hel-

mets, skulles, with battrings marrd. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp.
Diet., Desahollar, to beate out the batterings in a peece of
armor or plate.

3. attrib. a. in ancient warfare, battering-

engine, an engine constructed for breaking down
walls; so battering-machine%

BATTEIUXG-KAM.
b. in modem warfare, battering-train, a number

of cannon specially intended for siege purposes ;

so battering-artillery, -cannon, -gun, -piece.

c. battering-charge, the full charge of powder
for a cannon.
a. 1774 COLLVER ///. Eng. II. 84 He assaulted the castle

..with battering engines. 1852 GROTIC (/Vtrtv n. Ixxxi. X.

560 He distributed his army into two parts, each provided
with battering machines.
b- 1577 Hot.iN'SHUu Citron. III. 875/1 They raised their

siege, cheefiie bicause they had no great battering pecces to

ouerthrow the walles. 1697 Lond. Ga~, No. 3319/2 Having
ordered a Train of Battering Artillery to be provided. 1753
HANWAY Trw. I. vii. xcvii. 452 Ten pieces of large brass

battering Cannon. 1810 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. V. 593

They are bringing a Battering Train Into Spain from France.

C 1868 Morn, Stnr 17 June, A charge of loolb. is now
considered the full battering charge. 1885 rail Mail G. 13

Apr. 2/1 With a full battering charge (900 lb. of powder).

Battering ^brvtorirj', ///. #.1
;
also 6 batring.

[f. as prec. -r -ING-.] That batters or violently
assails with blows,

1587 GASCOIGN'E Flwt'rs, Iiearl<$, etc. 290 Such batring
tiro this prmiph[l]et here bewraies. 1791 COWPER IHail v. 38

Town-battering Mars! 1871 FARRAR ll'itn. Hist. iii. 102

The battering violence of his impassioned rhetoric.

Ba'ttering, ///. a~ Arch. [f.
BATTER v.- +

-IM;-.] Loaning away from the perpendicular,
with an inward or receding slope.
1589 IVE Fort if. 25 The rampit-r must be raised, scarping,

battering, or comming in, for euery one foot of height, one
foot of scarpe. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Bnihi. 339 The
, . Mattering surface, whence all prefectures arise.

Battering-ram. [f- BATTERING vbl. sb. +
RAM. Cf. L. arit's ram, battering-ram.]
1. An ancient military engine employed for

battering down walls, consisting of a beam of

wood, with a mass of iron at one end, sometimes
in the form of a ram's head

; (alsoy%
r
.).

1611 HIBLE Ezek. iv. 2 Set battering rams against it round
about [cf. COVERDALE Ezek. xxi. 22 Batell-rammes]. 1776
GIRRON Dec/. <5- F. I. xiv. 330 The battering-rams had shaken
the walls in several places. 1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eng. 55 In

the hands of Lancaster . . the Bible . . worked as a battering,
ram against the Established Church. 1840 THIRLWALL
Greece VII. lix. 344 Battering-rams, each 150 feet long.

2. transf. A blacksmith's hammer suspended and

worked horizontally. 1864 in WF.BSTER.

Battert : see BATTABP.

Battery (bartori). Forms : 6 batterye, bat-

trie, -tre(e, batery, 6-7 battry(e, -erie, 6- battery,

[a. F. battcrie (i 3th c.)
'

beating, battering, a group
of cannon ', etc. (

^ Pr. bataria, Sp. baterz'a, It. bat-

1eHa\ f. battre to beat : see -ERY.]
I. The action of beating or battering.

1. An assailing with blows; spec, in Laiv, an un-

lawful attack upon another by beating or wound-

ing, including technically the slightest touching of

another's person or clothes in a menacing manner.

1531 ELYOT Gor. in. i. (1557)142 Intermedlynge sometyme
is vyolent as batrye, open murder. 1601 SHAKS. Tivtl. N.
iv. i. 36 He haue an action of Battery against him. 175*
FIELDING Amelia \. ii. Wks. 1784 VIII. 160 Charged with
a battery by a much stouter man than himself. 1868 G. DUFF
Pol.Sitrv. 127 Murder, to say nothing of assault and battery,
has been . . an everyday matter.

fb. A mark of beating ;
a wound or bruise. Obs.

1592 SHAKS. I'en. % Ad. 426 For where a heart is hard they
make no battery. 1639 L'ity-Match i. iv. in Hazl. Dadsl.

XIII. 218 Lets feel: No batteries in thy head, to signify
Th' art a constable.

f2. The beating of drums; sometimes a par-
ticular kind of drum-beat, perhaps that giving the

signal for an assault. Obs.

80
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1591 GARRARD Art Warre 118 The most fit and apt time
. . ought to be shewed by . . stroke or batterie of drums to

the footemen. 1625 MARKHAM SoutdiersAccid.^ The Drum
doth beat . . a call, a march, a troope, a battalia, a charge,
a retrait, a batterie, a reliefe.

f 3. A succession of heavy blows inflicted upon
the walls of a city or fortress by means of artillery ;

bombardment. To plant battery : to prepare for

such an attack. To lay battery to : to carry it into

execution. To change one's battery : to change
the direction of attack. Obs. exc.y?^*.
1548 HALL Chron. Hen. VIII. an. 13 (R.) The battery of

the walles discorages vs not. 1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (1837!

47 Planting battrie to my fort. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turkes

(1638) 304 He laid battery to the wal four daies. 1667 MIL-
TON/*. L. xi. 656 By Batterie, Scale, and Mine, Assaulting.

1732 LEDIARD Setkos II. ix. 275 The most violent battery
would have weaken'd their walls.

b. transf. or fig.

1562 VERONI^V&I A Strong Battery against the Idolatrous

Inuocation of the Dead Saintes. 1640 LD. DIGBY Parl. Sp.
9 Nov. 4 Mischiefs which have . . layed battery either to our

Estates or Consciences. 1655 FULLER C/i. Hist. i. 6 The
scaling of the swelling Surges, and constant Battery of the

Tide. 1865 GROTE Plato I. xix. 559 Plato, .changes his bat-

tery, and says something against these enemies.

t c. Battery piece mficcc of battery : a siege gun.
1570 SIR R. CONSTABLE in Lodge Illustr. Brit. Hist. 1 18381

I. 509 With three battery pieces .. went to the siege of
Hume. 1648 Petit. Eastern Ass. 18 Was it ill done to fill

the Tower with . . great pieces of battery?
II. The apparatus used in battering or beating.

4. A number of pieces of artillery placed in

juxtaposition for combined action
;

in Military

use, the smallest division of artillery for tactical

purposes (corresponding to a company of infantry'.

Technically, including also the artillerymen who work the

guns, the drivers, and horses. In Horse batteries, the gun-
tiers are carried partly on the carriages and partly on horses,
in Field batteries wholly on the carriages; Garrison bat-

teries are bodies of artillerymen serving heavy guns in forts

or coast batteries.

1555 Fardic Facions n. xi. 246 To plante bateries, make
Ladders, and suche otber thinges necessarie for the siege.

1732 LI.DIARD Sethos II. vin. 163 He will begin to work his

batteries. 1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. II. 286 You
will have a breaching battery of two 1 8 pounders and one
12 pounder. 1861 Man. Artill. Exerc. 102 The centre

battery halts when the rear battery wheels to the left.

b. fig.y esp. in phr. To turn any ones battery

against himself.
1581 J. BELL Hadctoris Ansvu. Osor. 82 b, Three wordes

onely may suffice to overthrow the whole Battrye of these
three Invectives. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815) 183
The fellow who accused him has had his own battery turned

upon himself. 1823 LAMB Klia Ser. i. xxviii. 11865} 231 You
think he has exhausted his battery of looks.

5. The platform or fortified work, on or within

which artillery is mounted ^sometimes including
the guns or mortars there mounted).
1590 MARLOWE -2nd Pt. Tamburl. \\\. Iii, The bringing of

our ordnance, .into the battery-. iGS&Lond. Gaz. No. 2378/3
We had finished a Battery of three Mortars. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (1789) H h 2 b, Those on the lower battery are

32 pounders, 1810 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. VI. 346 The
batteries and works erecting at Cadiz. 1836 MARRYAT
Midsh. Easy xxx, She continued her destructive fire . . from
the main-deck battery.

b. transf. oryfo
1581 I. BELLHaddon*s Arisw. Osor., Before you had raysed

your Battrye agaynst Luther. 1684 T. BURNET Th. Eartk
89 These [burning] mountains are as so many batteries,

planted by Providence in several parts of the earth. 1692
BRNTLEY Boyle Lect. iv. m The Towers and Batteries
that the Atheists have raised against Heaven.
6. Phrases and locutions. Battery-wagon : one

in which are carried tools and materials for repair
of the battery. Cross batteries : two batteries

playing upon the same point from different direc-

tions. Enfilading battery : one which sweeps the

whole line attacked. Floating battery : a heavily
armed and armoured vessel intended for bombard-

ing fortresses. In batteiy. (a gun) projecting in

readiness for firing through an embrasure or over a

parapet. Masked battery : one screened from the

enemy's view by natural or artificial obstacles.

Out of QTfrom battery, (a gun) withdrawn for the

purpose of loading.
1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. X. 487 On what days did

you disembark the artillery?.. OR what days did you put
them in battery? 1837 CARLYLE />. .ff /. n.v. I, 57 Wondrous
leather-roofed Floating-batteries . . give gallant summons ;

to which .. Gibraltar answers Plutonically. 1861 GEN. P.

THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. clxxvii. 314 Do not go probing
for

' masked batteries
'

to run your heads against.

7. Mining. The set of stamps, usually five in

number, that work in one ' mortar
'

of a stamp-mill.
1881 S. JENNINGS Vis. Wynaad viii. 69 Eight batteries of

five gravitation stamps each. 1884 Century Mag. XXVII.
923 Batteries, where the quartz is pounded into white
mud.
8. Dyeing. (See quot.)
1737 MILLER Card. Diet. s. v. Anil, The second [vat] is

called the Battery. . It is in the second that they agitate and
beat this Water impregnated and loaded with the Salts of
the plant [Indigo]. 1815 Encycl. Brit. X. 287/2 A battery,
consisting of a kettle, containing water slightly acidulated
with sulpnuric acid.

III. (from 4) A combination of simple instru-

ments, usually to produce a compound instrument

of increased power ; applied originally with a

reference to the discharge of electricity from such a

combination.
9. Electr. An apparatus consisting of a number

of Leyden jars so connected that they may be

charged and discharged simultaneously.
1748 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 202 An electrical battery,

consisting of eleven panes of large sash-glass, armed with
thin leaden plates. 1822 IMISON Sc. <$ Art I. 340 When a
number of Jars are thus connected it is called a battery.

Jig. 1831 GAXLnxSart.Xa.ltt. 339 Till your whole vital

Electricity . . is cut into two isolated portions of Positive
and Negative <of Money and of Hunger); and stands there
bottled up in two World- Batteries !

10. Galvanism. An apparatus consisting of a

series of cells, each containing the essentials for

producing voltaic electricity, connected together.
Also used of any such apparatus for producing
voltaic electricity, whether of one cell or more.
1801 SIR H. DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCI. 400 The third and

most powerful class of Galvanic batteries . . is formed, when
metallic substances, oxidable in acids .. are connected, as

plates, with oxidating fluids. 1812 Chan. Philos. 162

Zinc, copper, and nitric acid form a powerful battery. (1865
J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. 1. 190/1 No arrangement equals Grove's

platina battery.

11. Optics. A combined series of lenses or prisms.
1867-77 CHAMBERS Astron.^ An eye-piece .. intermediate

between the ist and 2nd of the 'battery.' 1879 WARREN
Astron. iii. 49 The best instruments pass the beam of light

through a series of prisms called a battery.
12. Apparatus for preparing or serving meals.

[
= F. batterie de cuisine

; perhaps from next sense.]
1819 REF.S Cycl. s. v. Battery, Some make battery for the

kitchen, batterie de cuisine, comprehend all utensils for the

service of the kitchen, whether of iron, brass, copper, or
other matters. 1883 G. BOUGHTON in Harper's Mag. Apr.
605/1 Our tea battery came in. 1884 ibid. Aug. 334/2
The feasting batteries of the . . guilds.

IV. 13. Metal, or articles of metal, especially
of brass or copper, wrought by hammering.
1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 74 Batery for the bale, x\]d.

1577 Wills 3- Int>. N. C. (1860)414, ij panes of bat t rye wey-
inge xv//'. 1742 H. HIKES Specif. Patent No. 462 Raising
copper battery cold in common battery mills. 1812 J. SMYTH
Pract. Customs 107 (Slack Latten . . and Battery. .This last

is known by the dint of the mill-hammers upon the kettles.

attrib. 1592 Wills $ Ini 1
. A7

". C. 1 1860) 252 Kettell of battre

mettell. 1802 REES Cycl. s. v., Battery-works include pots,

saucepans, kettles .. which though cast at first, are to be
afterwards hammered or beaten into form. 1885 Birmhtn,

Directory^ The Birmingham Battery and Metal Company.
V. [Cf. OF. baterie 'sorte de rempart

'

(Gode-

froy) ; ?an extension of 5 ;
or can it be related to

BATTER v* ?]

14. An embankment.
1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth. 276 A battery of stone,

to join another island to the main land. 1862 SMILES

Engineers III. 156 The expense of cuts and batteries

(since called cuttings and embankments) on the different . .

lines.

15. Mining, a. A bulkhead of timber, b. The

plank closing the bottom of a coal-chute. Raymond
Mining Gloss. i8Si.

Battil, obs. f. BATTEL, BATTLE.

Batting (brc-tin), vbl. sb.
[f.

BAT v.\ s&.*.]
1. The action of using or striking with a bat :

fa. formerly in washing or smoothing linen (attrib.

in batting-staff, -log, etc.).
1611 COTGR., Batoir, a Launderesses batting staffe. 1798

W. HUTTON Fain. Mutton 98 A girl of fifteen . . lading water
into her pail, while standing upon her batting-lag.
b. in Cricket.

1773 Gcutl. Mag. XLIII. 451 The hay may rue, that is un-

hous'd, The batting of that day. 1882 Daily Tel. 27 May,
Messrs. Thornton and Schult/ opened the batting for the
Gentlemen.

C. Beating out the impurities from raw cotton, an

operation now superseded by use of '

opening' and

'scutching' machines.

1819 Pantologia^ Batting Machine . . for beating and clean-

ing cotton. 1835 URE/VZ/AW. Manuf. 311 Batting cotton by
hand . . seems by far the hardest work in a factory, .and is

somewhat similar to threshing corn.

2. concr. Cotton fibre prepared in sheets for quilts
or bed-covers

; cf. BAT sb* 13.
1875 H. WOOD Therap. (1879) 645 For some purposes a

stronger batting . . is prepared. 1883 Century Mag. Oct.

810/2 Filtered through six layers of cotton batting.

Battish. iba.-tij), a. [f. BAT sb.^ +-isnVf
Befitting a bat, bat-like.
c 1700 Genii. Instrnc. (1732) i Why Men should dote on

Shades, and range in Obscurity . . a battish Humour.
t Ba'ttism. Obs. rare~ l

. [f. Gr. Bdrros stam-
merer (see BATTOLOGICAL) + -ISM.] Tautological
repetition ;

= BATTOLOGY.
1617 COLLINS De/. Bp. Ely i. v. 198 The frequencie of re-

peating it, to which his Battismes . . and his abhominable
C'rambes giue the only occasion.

Battle (bce-t'l), sb. Forms: 3-6 batayle, 4-6
bataile, -ayl, -ail, 4 bateil, -al, 4-5 bataill(e,

batel(e, 5 batayll(e, -aill, -eyl, -eil, -elle, -ill,

(-5V.) battalje, 5-6 batel(e, battayle, battal(l,

5-7 bateil, battell, 6 batyl, battaille, -ayl(,l,

(Sc.) battal, 6-7 battail(e, batle, 6-9 battel, 6-
battle. [ME. batayle, -aile, -aille, a. OF. bat-

aille (
= It. battaglia, Sp. batalla) : vulgar L. bat-

talia, corruption of late L. battualia, neut. pi. of

adj. *battualis, f. late L. battit-cre to beat (perh.
of Celtic origin). Battudlia is mentioned by
the grammarian Adamantius or Martyrius (Keil
Gram. Lat, vii. 178) as a neut. pi. meaning 'exer-

citationes militum vel gladiatorum
*

: Cassiodorius

(Keil ibid.}, reproducing the passage, adds,
'

quoe
vnlgo battalia dicuntur.' Like muralia, wirabilia,
biblia, and many other neuter plurals, battalia came
to be used as a feminine sing, in Romanic.]

I. A fight, fighting.
1. A hostile engagement or encounter between

opposing forces on land or sea ; a combat, a fight.
1297 R. GLOUC. 369 |?ere, as ^e batayle was, an abbey he

let rere . . pat ys ycluped in Engelond, abbey of be batayle.
1:1386 CHAUCSR/Vv6i At mortal batailles [bataylis] hadde
he been fiftene. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton^ Dictes 64 A
man that fled venquisshed from a bataille. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 4 The victory in many great batayles. 1535
COVERDALE i Chron. xxi. Cont., Of certaine batels which
Dauid winneth. 1559 BP. SCOT in Strype Ann. Ref. I.^App.
vii. 18 Our king., shall fyght our battailles for us. 1605
CAMDEM Rem. (1637) 49 The sea-battell at Actium. 1642 PR.
RUPERT Dcclar. 3 In a battell, where two Armies fight.

1728 NEWTON Chronol. Amended Introd. 7 Before the Battel
of Thermopylae. 1808 SCOTT Marm. vi. xxvi, Wide raged
the battle on the plain.

b. With various qualifying attributes:
Close battle^ a naval battle at 'close quarters,' in which

the ships engage each other side by side. Pitched battle, a
battle which has been planned, and of which the ground has
been chosen beforehand, by both sides. Plain battle, 'open
field,' fair fight. General's battle, a battle in which the
issue turns mainly upon the skill of the general, as contrasted
with a soldier's battle, in which the main element is the

courage and energy of the soldier.

1529 RAgTELL/Vu^Wf (1811)64 He slew, inplayne battayl,
Grosms, kynge of Wandalys. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. i. ii.

206 Haue I not in a pitched battell heard Loud larums?
1840 NAPIBR/V/UXU. // 'nrVl.xxu. iv. 269 It [Passage of the

Bidasspa] was a general's not a soldier's battle. Wellington
had with overmastering combinations overwhelmed each

point of attack. 1850 E. WARBURTON Cresc. $ Cross I. 36
The signal for 'close battle' flew from his mast head. 1851
CREASY Decis. Battles 1.1864} 187 To encounter Varus's army
in a pitched battle.

2. A fight between two persons, a single combat,
a duel. Trial by battle : the legal decision of a

dispute by the issue of a single combat.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3463 Bituix vn-born a batel blind, c 1430

LVDG. Bochas n. xxix. (1554) 65 b, Remains By singuler
batayle had wonne the victory, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 26

Batayle, pngna, duellttm. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars (1852)
12 A gret batle rose betwene Roberte Glocitre & Arthur
Ormesby in Smythfelde. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. 11, i. i. 92, I

say, and will in battaile proue .. That, etc. 1641 Termes
dc la Ley 39 Battaile is an ancient triall in our Law, which
the Defendant in appeale of murder, robbery, or felony, may
chuse. 1641 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 356 The House
afterwards Ordered a Bill to be brought in to take away
Tryal by Battel. 1819 REES Cycl. s. v. Battle, The last trial

by battel that was waged in the court of common pleas at
Westminster . . was in 1571.

b. An encounter between two animals, especially
when set to fight to provide sport. Hence battle-

cock, a fighting cock.

1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. viii. (1628) 284 Beasts of bat-

taile, as is . . the beare. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. 11. iii. 36 His
Cocks do winne the Battaile, still of mine. 1611 MARKHAM
Countr. Content. \. xix, The breeding of these Cocks for

the battail, is much differing from those of the dung-hill.

1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4005/4 There will be . . a Cock Match
. . for 6 Guineas a Battel.

3. Battle royal, a fight in which several comba-
tants engage (spec, applied to a cock-fight of this

character) ;
a general engagement ;

a 'free
'

fight ;

hence fig. a general squabble.
1672 J. HOWARD All Mistaken i. (D.) Hist now for a

battle-royal. 1687 DRYDEN Hind fy P. n. 248 Though Luther,
Zuinglius, Calvin, holy chiefs Have made a battel Royal of
beliefs. 1804 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. VI. 178 We may as
well have a Battle Royal, Line -of-Bat tie Ships opposed to

Ships of the Line, and Frigates to Frigates. 1860 GEN. P.

THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. ct. i Cockerels crow across a ditch,
till they get up a battle-royal.

4. (In certain phrases) : The favourable issue of

a combat, victory (cf. game, match, race}. To give
the battle : to grant victory. To have the battle :

to be victorious. // is half the battle : (said of

anything which contributes largely to success).
1400 Y-waine

fy
Gate. 1003 Whether is the better?.. He

that has the bataile. 1611 BIBLE Eccles. ix. n The race is

not to the swift nor the battle to the strong. 1849 MARRYAT
Valerie ii, Youth . . is more than half the battle.

5. (Without article or pi.) : Fighting, actual hos-

tilities, conflict between enemies, war.

aiyMCarsorM. 6970 Whenne ^atbei to bataile jede. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce 1. 105 Durst nane ofWalis in bataill ride

ri4oo Dgstr. Troy iv. 1216 Pollux . . Brusshit into bateil &
moche bale wroght. < 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 61 The
tyraunt Maxence went in batayle averts t the Emperour
Constantyne. 1535 COVERDALE Josh. ii. 19 They wanne
them all with battayl]. 1506 SPENSER F. Q. n. i. 27 His
steede . . did cruell battell breath. 1676 HOBBES Iliad i.

238 Two ages he in battel honour gain'd. 1872 RUSKIN
ForsClaz 1

. xiv. II. 8 The best men still go out to battle.

f 6. A continued state of hostilities between two
or more armed forces, a war. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Wisd. xiv. 22 In gret bataile [1611 war] or

vnkunnyng Huende. 1387 THEVISA Higden Rolls Ser. IV.

153 (>e bataille J?at heet bellum Sociale. 1542 UDALL Erasm.
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h. 262 b, Sylla. .made civile batiaii with Marius. 1557
PAYNELL Barclay's Jugurth. lij, The Romayns had thre

notable and famous batayls agaynste the Carthagmences.

*l.Jig. Strife, conflict, contest, struggle for victory.
c 1375 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. 1871 II. 250 Batailis and

stryvyngis in plee shulden be forsaken of Cristene men.

.1485 Digby Myst. (1882) iv. in8 His gret bataile He had
on crosse of tree. 1535 COVERDALE/*.S. Iv. 21 Their mouthes
are softer then butter and yet haue they batell in their

mynde. 1704 SWIFT Bait. Bks. (1711) 215 The Battel be-

tween the antient and modern Books, 1863 STANLEY Jew,
Ch. xi. 246 Round this famous prayer was fought a battle

of words. 1864 KrNGSLEY Lett, (1878) II. 197 It is curious

to watch the battle between the two waters, quite unmixed,
owing to their different specific gravity.

II. Battle array, an army or battalion in array.

8. A body or line of troops in battle array,

whether composing an entire army, or one of its

main divisions ;
= BATTALION, arch, (since c 1700).

1330 R. BKUNNF Chron. 276, 1 seanoste. .comandbibatailes
ten. ci3So Will. Palerne 3562 Alle his burnes bliue in x

batailes he sett. (-1400 Dcstr. Troy vi. 2133 Gird furthe

into grese with a gret batell. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng.
ccxxvii. 234 Kyng Edward in a felde fast by crescy hauyng
iij batayls countred and met with philip of valoys hauyng
with hym Jiij bataylles. 1560 WHITEHORNE Art Warre
(1573) 21 b, A Macedonicall Fallange, was no other wise
then is now a days a b;ittaile of Swizzers. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. IV, iv. i. 129 What may the Kings whole Battaile

reach vnto? 1598 BARRET Thcor. Warrcs in. i. 32 Whereof
we frame our battels or battaillions. 1664 S. CLARKE Tamer-
lane 8 He divided his Army into three main Battels. 1697
POTTER Antiq. Greece Ill.vi. 58 Their Phalanx is . . a square
Battail of Pike-men. 11:1718 ROWE Lncan (1807) 141 The
joining battles shout. 1814 SCOTT Ld. Isles vi. x, In battles

four beneath their eye, The forces of King Robert lie.

b. fig, A martial array, a line.

1592 SHAKS. Veil, $ Ad. civ, On his [the boar's] bow-back
he hath a battle set Of bristly pikes.

f 9. (More fully called
'

great
'

or ' main battle ') :

The main body of an army or naval force, as dis-

tinguished from the van and rear, or from the

wings ;
= BATTALIA 2 c, BATTALION i b. Obs.

1489 CAXTpN Faytes ofA, i. xxiii. 71 After the fyrst bataylle
that men calle the forwarde commeth the grete bataylle.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. in. 299 They thus directed, we will

follow In the maine Battell. 1655 FULLER Ch.-Hist. vm.

36 IV. 171 He suffered Wyat his Van and main Battell

. . to march undisturbed . . to Charing Chrosse.

1548 W. PATTEN Expcd. Scot, in Arb. Garner III. 82 Our
three Battles kept order in pace. .The Foreward, foremost;
the Battle, in the midst ; and the Rereward, hindermost.
a 1618 RALEIGH Invent. Shipping 30 A Vanguard, .of these

hoyes . . with a Battaile of 400 other warlike ships, and a
Reare of thirty. 1655 LKSTRANGE Ckas. /, 112 So terrible a

shock, as .. disordered both Battail and Rere. 1868 KIRK
Chas. Bold\\\.\. 111.436 The artillery, .was divided between
the vanguard and the *

battle,
1

or main body.

1 1O. Battle array ;= BATTALIA i. Obs.

1570-87 HOLINSHED Scot. Chron. (1806) I. 200 Seeing the

enemies readie ranged in battel. 1596 SIR F. VERB Comm.
37 He should march on roundly to the enemy where they
stood in battel.

III. Phrases (chiefly in sense i).

11. In obvious phrases, as To have, keep, make,

smite, strike, battle (all obs.) ;
to bid (obs.), offer,

refuse, accept^ take (arch.) battle ; to join battle ;

also, to do battle, to fight; to give battle, to attack,

engage; to pitch a battle (cf. pitched battle in i b).

1297 R- GLOUC. 514 Hii mette horn atte laste . . at Lincolne

..& smite there an bataile. ^1300 Cursor M. 471 A^eyn
him }af he batail grym. 1460 in Pol. Rel. <$ L. Poems (1866)

185 De world biddi|> me bataile blijf. 1475 CAXTON Jason
76! hey had batayll togeder. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur i.

lii, His enemies .. did a great battle upon his men. 1495
Act n Hen. VII, Ixiii. Pream., Divers . . rered Warre, and
made Bataill ayenst him. 1313 BRADSHAW St. IVerburge
(18481 181 William Conquerour Pight a stronge batell. 1542
UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 3363, The battail was kept in

Cherronea. 1577 NORTHBROOKE /?/' (1843) 64 To make
battel vpon the Sabboth day. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI

',
v. iv.

66 Here pitch our Battaile, hence we will not budge. 1599
Hen. f

7
, 11. iv. 54 When Cressy Battell fatally was strucke.

1611 BIBLE Gen. xiv. 8 They joyned battell with them, in

the vale of Slddim. 1656 H. MORE Antid. Ath. n. viii. 117
He did bid battel to the very fiercest of them. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. n. 382 Before the Battel joins. 17*3 DE FOE
Mem. Cavalier (18401 125 Shall we give battle to the

imperialists or not? 1847 MAXWELL Viet. Brit. Annies 270
He advanced with sixty thousand men, determined to offer

battle. 1851 CREASY Decis. Battles (1864^ 48 Miltiades im-

mediately joined battle and gained the victory. Ibid. 149
He should abstain from giving or taking battle. 1855
KINGSLEY Westw. Ho! xxxi. (1878) 496 The Spaniard had
refused battle. 1881 R. STEVENSON Virg. Pucrisque 85 We
must strive and do battle for the truth.

12. Line of battle : the position of troops drawn

up in battle array in their usual order ;
the line or

arrangement formed by ships of war in an engage-
ment. Hence line-of-battle ship, a ship of sufficient

size to take part in a main attack ; formerly, one of

74 guns and upward.
1695 ADDISON King Misc. Wks. 1726 I. 1 1 Spain's numerous

Fleet . . Cou'd scarce a longer Line of battel boast. 1710
Lond. Gaz. No. 4700/1 Eighteen Men ofWar, all of the Line

of Battel. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) A a, In the

line, or order of battle, all the ships . . are close-hauled. 1842
WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. X. 516 The army . . made up in

the form of what is called 'a line of battle.' 1863 Cornh.

Mag. Feb. Life Matt-of-War, The typical vessel the two-

decker line-of-battle ship, say of eighty guns.
IV. Combinations.

13. General relations : a. instrumental with pa.

pple., as battle-scat'red, -slain, -spent (exhausted
with fighting), -writhen (twisted in struggle), b.

attrib. with sb., as battle-day, -din, -hymn, -line,

-order, -painter, -picture, -place, -rank, -shoitt,

-smoke, -song, and poetical combinations without

limit, nearly all of the present century.
1701 Lond. Gaz. 3694/4 Mr. Alexander van Gaalon, the

Battel-Painter. 1814 BYRON Lara \\. xi, The battle-day
They could encounter as a veteran may. 1814 SCOTT Ld, of
Isles iv. xxx, To wreak thy wrongs in battle-line. 1831
CARLYLB Sart. Res. \\\, viii, The steel Host, that yelled in

fierce battle-shouts at Issus and Arbela. 1859 TKNNYSON
Elaine 808 Battle-writhtm arms and mighty hands. 1865
O. W. HOLMES To Gen. Grant, Our leaders battle-scarred.

1870 BRYANT Iliad I. iv. 12 The battle-din was loud.

14. Special combinations : Battle array, for-

merly battle-ray, the order of troops arranged for

battle
; battle-cry, a war-cry, a slogan ;

battle-

field, -ground, the field or ground on which a

battle is fought ; battle-piece, a painting of a

battle, a poetical or rhetorical passage describing
a battle; f battle-ram, a battering-ram; battle-

stead (arch.}, place of battle
; battle-word, war-

cry; f battle-wright, a warrior; battle-wise adv.,

in manner or order of battle.

1552 liuLOET, 'Battayle arraye, in fourme or order of

battayle, titrmatim. fi6oo Rob. ffifffd (Ritsaa) xii. 66 The
King is into Finsbury field Marching in "battle-ray. 1618

BoLTON/Vtfrwf(1636) 234 Athenio. .puts them under Banners
into "battelray. 1840 THWLWALL Grcccc\\l. Iviii. 285 The
two armies were drawn up in

T
battle-array. 1814 SCOTT Ld.

of Isles vi. xxxii, He shouted loud his '-battle-cry, 'Saint

James for Argentine!' 1879 Pall Mall Budg. 12 Sept. 8

The noisy battle-cries that are put into their mouths. 1812

BYRON Ch. Ifar. n. Ixxxix, The ''Battle-field, where Persia's

victim horde First bow'd. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xxii, The
French and English have . . made Scotland the 'battle-iield

on which to fight out their own ancient quarrel. 1865 MILL
Exam. Hamilton 1^4 The question of an external world is

the great "battle-ground of metaphysics. 1711 SHAFTKSH.
Charac. (1737) III. 379 Representations of the human pas-

sions; as we see even in Chattel-pieces. 1867 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. I. v. 271 Verses which echo the true ring of the
*
battle-pieces of Homer. 1535 COVICRDALE Ezek. xxi. 22 To

crie out Alarum, to set
' bateH-rammes agaynst the gates.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xiv. 301 [Thai] levit in the 'battell-

stede Weill mony of thar gud men ded. 1559 Myrr.for
Mag., Jack Cade ix. 6 And "*

battayle wyse to cum toblacke-

heth playne. 1622 ^ItkSK&AlematfsGusmcat cCAlf. n. 333
Wee did presently

>: bat tell -wise cast our seines into a Wing.
1814 ScQ-iTLd.o/IsU>$\i. xxvii, Sinks, Argentine, Uiy battle-

word, a 1300 Cursor M. 7495 Yon es a stal worth *batail

wright.

Battle, variant of BATTEL sb.

Battle, battel (tee-t'l), a. Obs. exc. dial.

Forms : 6-7 battill, battell, batle, battle, 6

batel(l, 7 battel, 8-9 Sc. baittle, bettle. [For
the etymology and mutual relations of this and the

cognate BATTLE #. :i
, data are wanting ;

accord-

ing to present evidence, the adj. appears earliest,

being found in Scotch in 1513. Its form and sense

agree with a derivation from *bat, representing
ON. bati '

improvement, getting better,' Du. baat

'improvement, advantage, profiting, profit/ referred

to under BATTEN v\\ with suffix as in brittle,

bntckle, fickle, ncivfanglc, and OE. ctol, drincol,

wittol. This would give as the primary sense

'given, tending, or fitted, to improve, better, fat-

ten, etc.' All the related words have a smack of

Northern origin :

'

battle or baittle grass
'

is still

common in south of Scotland.
The non-occurrence of fiat, while its presumed derivatives,

battle, battablc, batful, batsome, are so frequent in id-iyth c. ,

is a difficulty; as is also the fact that batt-le, bait-able point
to a verbal rather than a substantive base, and yet can

hardly have been formed on batt-eti.}

1. Of grass or pasture : Improving or nutritious

to sheep and cattle
; feeding, nourishing, fattening.

1513 DOUGLAS sEwis vi. x. 25 With battill gers, fresche

erbis and grene suardis. 1533 BELLENDEN Livy i. (1822) 13
To refresche thaim with the battell gers thairof. 1641 BKST
Farm. Bks. (1856) 28 A battle, sweete, moist, and (as wee

say) a naturall grasse, and doth the sheepe much good. 1822

SCOTT Pirate III. 182 (JAM.) We turn heather into green-

sward, and the poor yarpha into baittle grass-land. Mod.

(Roxburghshire^, Hillsides covered with fine baittle grass.

2. Hence, of soil or land : Rich, fertile, produc-
tive, fruitful (properly in pasture, but sometimes

generally).
c 1540 BRINKLOW Complaynt iv. B. v b, Yc most batell and

frutefull grownd in Ingland. 1563 \{.\\A. Art Garden. (1593)

6 A fruitfull profitable, and a batle ground. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny I. 472 The soile is exceeding battill and fat. 1610

Camdcn's Brit. n. 102 A plenteous and battle country for

feeding and raising of cattell. 1609 BUTLER Fein. Man. i.

(16231 Bj, There is no ground .. whether it be battle or

barren. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Phrased. Gen. 214 Battel or

fruitful, fcrtilis. 1807 HOGG Mount, Bard 124 (JAM.) On
Ettrick's baittle haughs.
Battle (bsrt'l), z/.

1 Forms: 4bataille, -ale,

4-5 -ail, 5 -aylle, -el(l, -ol, -il, 6 -ayle, battaile,

7- battle, [a. F. bataille-r (lath c. in Littre) to

fight, f. bataille BATTLE.]
I. intr. To fight, to engage in war. (Now rare

in literal sense, in which fight is usual.)

1330 R. BRUNKE Chron. 252 In J>inkeng of alle \ns, Je
batailed in f>e se. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. iv. 18 Whom bei

han seyn alwey batailen and defenden goodc men, c 1400
Destr. Troy in. 945 These balefull brether batell so longe.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 430/1 This . . fader bataylled and
foughte ageynst the heretykes. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, \\.

v. 74 Whiles Lyons Warre, and battaile for their Dennes.

1704 ROWE Ulysses Prol. 8 To seek Renown And Battel for

a Harlot at Troy Town. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. viii,

To . . battle with innumerable wolves.

b. fig. To contend, maintain a (usually defensive)

struggle, e.g. with or against pestilence, bigotry,
the waves, etc.

1502 Ord. Crystal Men (.W. de W. 1506) i. vii. 75 To resist

and batayle in this present lyfe. 1729 SWIFT Libel Delany
Wks. 1755 IV, i. 99 His virtues battling with his place. 1820
SCOTT Abbot viii, A lively brook, which battled with every
stone that internipted its passage. 1876 GREEN Short Hist.

713 Waipole battled stubbornly against the cry of war.

c. (with indefinite object) 7o battle it (lit. and fig.).

1714 AUDISON Spect. No. 556 pg, I was battling it across
the Table with a young Templar. 1821 BYRON Sardan. v.

i. 60 They battle it beyond the wall. 1885 BROWNING
l-'crishtah's F. 141 So we battled it like men.

\ 2. trans, and refl. To put into battle array,
form into battalions, embattle. Obs.

1330 R. IJKUNNEC/;n;, 170 pan cried Richard on hie, 'Now
batale vs belyue,' c 1430 SyrGcncr. 7822 Thei batailed hem
in ranges fiftene.

3. trans. To give battle to, fight against, assail

in battle. Ahofeg.
t 1399 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 9 Cristes feith is every dai

assailed . . and batailed. 1590 GREENE Or!. Fur. (1599) 31
To battaile him that scornes to iniure thee. 1765 TUCKER
Lt. Xat, I. 39 The work . . of battling the opinions of others.

1852 DICKINSON in 'Jrnl. R. Agric. Sec. XIII. n. 257 The
calves are suffered to battle each other in loose sheds.

4. 1'hrases.

1794 SocTHEY Bot. Bay Eclog. iii, Every step that he takes
he must battle his way. 1875 B. TAYLOR Faust n. iii. II. 103
Here a lesson grand was battled to the end.

tBa'ttle, v-~ Obs. Forms: 4 batayle, -aile, 5

battaile, 7 battel : see BATTLED///. a.~ [a. OF.
bataillic-r, -cillie-r (~Pr. batalhar} to furnish with

batailles
'

battlements,' temporary or movable tur-

rets of wood, etc. erected upon walls when besieged ;

formally the same word as bataille battle, though
the sense-development is not clear. Later OF. had
also in same sense hatillier, bastillier, either a dis-

tinct formation on bastille (see BASTILLE), or re-

fashioned after this word, which eventually displaced
bataillier, so that mod.F. has only bastiller : in Eng.
on the other hand the word followed the phonetic
course of battle. See also BATTLEMENT.]
trans. To fortify or furnish with battlements.

(Usually in passive : cf. BATTLED///, a.'2-}
c 1340 Cursor M. (Trin.) 9902 pis castel . . of loue and

grace . . is . . batailed aboute al wi|? sele. c 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce n. 221 Perth . . then wes wallyt all about With feile

towris rycht hey battaillyt. c 1618 FLETCHER Woman's
Prize in. ii. no lie have it battdd too.

f Battle, "battel (bce-t'l), v2 Obs. Forms:
6 battill, battell, 7 batle, 7, 9 battel, 6- battle.

[See BATTLE a., of which this appears to be a deriva-

tive, and cf. the synonymous BATT-EN z*.
1

.

(As we cannot be quite sure whether the pr. pple. in the

earliest instances is trans, 'feeding,' or intr. 'thriving,

flourishing,' the order of development is uncertain. If de-

rived from the adj., we should expect the earliest sense to

be '

to render pasture or land battle, to fertilize.'.)]

I. transitive.

T" 1. To nourish cattle, as a rich pasture does ; to

feed or nourish (men or beasts). Obs.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke Pref. 3 The fatte batleyng
yearth of the Paraphrase. 1617 COLLINS Dcf. Bp. Ely i. ii.

120 As they may wish wel to the chllde, that are not particu-

larly put in trust to battle it, or to giue it suck. 1653 A.

WILSON Jas. /, 43 A Courtier from his infancie, Batteld by
Art, and Industrie. 1655 MOUFF. & BKNN. Health's Intprov.

190 Snails . . towards winter, having . . balled themselves fat

with sleep. 1662 FULLER Worthies i. 229 [see BATTLING

ppl. .a i].

f2. To render (soil) fertile and productive. Obs.

1611 COTGR., Engraisscr n champ, to battle it, or make
it fertile. 1662 FULLER Worthies 11840) I. 399 Ashes are a

marvellous improvement to battle barren ground. Ibid. MI.

40 Dove . . is the Nilus of Staffordshire, much battling the

Meadowes thereof.

II. intransitive.

f 3. Of men and animals : To grow far, to thrive.

1575 TURBERV. Venerie. 189 The badgerd battles much
with slepe and is a verie fat beast. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
ix. xxxi, In autumne and spring they battle and wax fat.

1656 TRAPP Comm. i Pet. ii. 2 Like the changeling Luther

mentioneth, ever sucking, never balling. 1699 COLES, Battle,

as cattle turned into rank ground, impascor, vescor. . Battle

[get flesh] pinguesco. 17x1 BAILEY, Battle, to feed as Cattle

do ; to grow fat.

f 4. To become fertile and fruitful. Obs.

1576 FOXE A.ff M. To Rdr. F ij b, These with fatnes of

their bloud dyd cause it [fieldes of the church] to battell and

fructifie. 1578 CAr. Prayers in Priv. PraycrsQ. Eliz. (1851)

516 That the good seed . . battle, as in good ground, and

bring forth plentiful fruit.

t Battle, v.* Obs. [?freq. of BAT z*. 1 , or var.

of BEETLE
;

cf. BATTING and BAILEE.] trans.

To beat (clothes) with a wooden beetle during the

process of washing, or in order to smooth them
after they are dried. See also BATTLING obi. sb

1570 LEVINS Manip. 38 To battle clothes, excutere.



BATTLEAGE.

Battle, variant of BATELLE.

t Battleagfe. Obs. [Of uncertain etymology
and meaning.]
1526 Orii. R. IloiiSfh. 195 Grindeing of Wheate, Messur-

age, Carridge, and Battleage of Wheat, Bread, and Mealc.

Battle -ax, -axe, fJwfl(8Kk).
1. A kind of ax used as a weapon of war in the

Middle Ages.
t 1380 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (18641 I- 367 Bow, and spier,
And battle-axe, their fechting gear. 1^37 Tt'sf. Ebor. (18551
II. 70 Unam loricam de optimis, et optn luin batel.tx. 1546
Lane. Wills II. 27 Also my batell axe w ;l1 all other harnishe

belongyng to my bodie. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. in. i. 169
Kear'd aloft the bloody Battle axe. 1762 HUME Hist. Eng.
II. (1803) xiv. 238 Cleft his adversary to the chin with a

battle-ax. 1850 PKESCOTT Pent II. 213 Long lances and
battle-axes edged with copper.
2. A halberd or bill carried by guards.
1709 Lottti. Gaz. No. 4536/2 His Excellency proceeded to

the Castle, attended by the Privy-Council, with the Guard
of Battel-Axes. 1714 Ibid. No. 5282/6 The Company of

Foot-Guards armed with Battel-axes.

Battled (bart'ld),///. a.i [f.
BATTLE zi.i + -ED.]

1. Ranged in battle-array ; disposed in battalions.

1592 WYRLEV Aruwrit; 46 He sommoned braue Dukes,
stout Earles and Lordes In batteled armes before him to

appeere. 1841 ORDEKSON Crcal. xviii. 213 She could not . .

stay the 'battled pestilence.'

2. poet. Fought, contested.
1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. i. xxxi, Soldier rest ! Thy warfare

o'er, Dream of battled fields no more.

Battled (ba.-t'ld;, ///. a.* OAr.exc. /./. Forms:

4 bataylcl, -ailed, -ayled, (Si.) battalit, 4-5
baytayled, ( Si-.) battailyt, 5 batild, 6 batteled,

-eld, ^Si.) battelit, 7 bailed, 7- battled. [f.

BATTLE v.- + -ED : cf. OF. bataillic now bastille]
1. Fortified with battlements ; embattled.

{-1325 E. E. Allit. P. B 1183 For *pz bor} watz so bygge
baytayled alofte. ('1400 Rom. Rose 4162 Lest ony tyme it

were assayled, Ful wel aboute it was batayled. 1600
FAIRFAX Tasso xin. xlviii. 244 Built like a batled wall.

1810 SCOTT I.ady o/ 1., v. xxix, The castle's battled verge.

1830 TENNYSON Dream Fair H'ottt. 220 The valleys of grape-
loaded vines that glow Beneath the battled tower.

f2. transf. Having an edge or outline shaped like

a battlement
; crenelated. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Noinie Pr. T. 40 His comb was redder
than the fyn coral, And batayld, as it were a castel wal.

[1405 Test. Ebor. (1836) I. 318 Unum gobellum . . cum oper-
culo batellato. 14221?) Ibid. I. 404, j. murreus . . cum liga-
cione batilde.]

t Battled bse-t'ld),///.a.3 Obs. Also;batled,
battilled. [f. BATTLE v.'-> + -ED.] Of animals:

Nourished, fed up, fattened. Of pasture, land;

Fertilized, manured. (Commonly well-battled.)
1611 COTGR., 1'fu' fille ticn arfreniii:

,
well proeued, well

growne . . well batned, or batled. 1616 SLRI L. & MARKH.
Coittrtf. Farm 212 Well manured and balled ground. Ibid.

311 In a free and well battilled ground.

Battledore ,ba;-t'ldo*j), sb. Forms : 5 batyl-

doure, -dore, batylledore, (batyndore, badil-

dore,, batildure, 6 -dore, batil^ljdore, battel-

dore, 7 battledoore, 6-9 battledoor, 6- battle-

dore. [Perh. ad. 1'r. batcJor '
beater

'

; cf. Sp.
batidor applied to instruments as well as to persons,
f. batir to beat ; Minsheu gives a Sp. batador, with
the meaning of a beetle used in washing. But his-

torical connexion with these Romanic words is not

proved, and the date offers difficulties. If we refer

the first part to BATTLE z'.4, or to BAT, the -dore

remains without satisfactoiy explanation.]
1. A beetle or wooden ' bat

'

used in washing, also

(when made cylindrical) for smoothing out or
'

mangling
'

linen clothes ; hence also applied to

similarly shaped instruments, e.g. the paddle of a

canoe, a utensil for inserting loaves into an oven,
or glass-ware into the kiln, etc.

L 1440 Pronp. Piitz 1
. 27 Batyldoure, or wasshynge betylle,

ferctariiini. c 1450 in Wiilcker I'cc. f^-2 Feritorhtiit, batyn-
dore, /6oi Pecten, batyndore. 1483 Ceit/i. Angl. 17 Badil-

dore, batildure, pecten. 1555 HAKPSHELU Divorce Hen.
VIII (1878) 276 [She] all to beat her yokemate with awash-
beetle or battledore. 1617 F. MORISON Itin. \. n Boats of
a hollow tree, driuen . . by battledores. 1655 Qiteett's Clos.

Open. 222 (D.) Rowl them [the gumbals] with battledores
into long pieces, and tie them up in knots, and so dry them.
1822 J. PLATTS Bk. Curios. 579 A Laundress . . turning the
clothes up and down with her hand and battledore. 1883
Ktunuledge 22 June 371/2 The loaves are inserted, .by means
of a flat battledore with a long handle, called a *

peel.'

2. An instrument like a small racket used in

playing with a shuttlecock.

1598 FLORIO, Poletta, a scoope or batledore to play at
tenis with. 1690 LOCKE Educ. Wks. 1812 IX. 126 Play-
things . . as tops, gigs, battledores. 1836-7 DICKENS Sk. Boz
(1850) 274/2 The shuttlecocks fluttered from the little deal

battledores.

b. The game played with this by two persons
who strike the shuttlecock to and from each other.

1719 D'URFEV Pills (1872! II. 303 Have you seen Battle-

dore play. Where the Shuttlecock flys to and fro one? 1782
COWPER Let. to Hill 7 Dec., I . . have been playing at battle-

dore and shuttle-cock. 1794 SCOTT in LockfunrtdQjg) 1. 311,
I hope they are improved at the battledore.

Jig. 1879 LOWELL Orient. Apol. Poet. Wks. 363 So they
two played at wordy battledore.

fo. (more fully battledore-book): A horn-book ;

Ba'ttlement, [f. prec. sb.] To furnish
or decorate with battlements.
1603 [see next]. 1884 Pall Mall C. 18 July 11/2 It is pro-

posed to . . battlement the top of the waif.

Battlemented, ///. a. [f. prec. sb. or vb.]
Furnished with or surmounted by battlements.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xii. (16321 336 The walks or

battlements of an high tower or steeple, if they be battle-
mented. 1826 SCOTT Woodstock (18321 179 A battlemented
portal. 1873 G. DAVIKS Mount, f, Mere xxiv. 213 Lurid
flames seem springing from above the battlemented rocks.

t Battleness. Obs.
[f. BATTLE a. + -NESS.]

The quality of being 'battle,' fertility.
1598 FLORIO, Vberta, fertilitie, fruitfulnes, battlenes.

Battler 1
i.bse-tbj). Forms : 3 batelur, 5 ba-

tailler, 9 battler. [ME. batelur, a..O.batailleoi;
-cur, agent-noun f. bataillier to BATTLE ; also ME.
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so called from its usual shape. Hence battledore

\ boy, an abecedarian. Obs. or dial.

1693 \V. ROBERTSON P/traseol. Gen. 215 A battledore book,
or Horn-book : Abecedariitm. Ibid. A Battledore boy or

Horn-book-boy. 1697 G. KEITH -2nd Xarr. Tnrtier'sH'all g
G. H. has Printed . . a Baitle-dore to teach them to speak
true English. 1877 Ii. PEACOCK Afaulty (Line. ) Gloss.,

Battledoor, a piece of cardboard on which was printed the
A. B. C., the Lord's prayer, and a few short syllables, em-
ployed as a substitute for the horn-book. They were in use

here, in dames' schools, thirty years ago.
' He doesn't knaw

his A. B. C. fra a battledoor' perhaps refers to this. 1884
MRS. BANKS In his mvn Hand xx, Behold the lad with
battledore or book before him.

4. Battledore barley : a species of cultivated

barley (ffordeum zeocnton) with short broad ears,
also called Sprat barley.
1848 MILBL-KN in Jrnl. R.Agric.Soc. IX. n. 506 The variety

of barley usually sown is Chevalier . . the '

battledore,' an
uld variety, is nearly extinct.

5. Phrases. Not to know a B from a battledore

(arch.) : to be utterly illiterate ; To sayB ^or Bo /) to

a battledore (obs.) : to open one's mouth in speech
(^i.to say Bo ! to a goose"} \ "bvMxt

battledore isalliter-

atively used along with B in various locutions.

I5S3-87 Foxt A. <y M. II. 474 He knew not a B from a
battledore nor ever a letter of the book. 1592 NASHE P.
Penilesse 30 b, Now you talke of a Bee, He tell you a tale

of a Battle-dure. 1599 Lent. Stuffe Wks. 1885 V. 197
Euery man can say Bee to a Battledore, and write in prayse
of Venue. 1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribe 118 The Clergy
of this time were . . not able to say bo to a battledore. 1630 \

J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. n. 43/1 Cri ticks . . That of a B.
'

will make a Battledore. 1877 [see 3]. 1884 BLACK Jud.
S/tdks, xxi, Fools that scarce know a B from a battledoor.

Ba'ttledore, v. [f. prec. sb. (in sense 2).] To
drive, toss or fly to and fro.

1858 BUSHHELL &VHW. Xtrw Life 181 Battle-dooring always
in opinions and dogmas. 1864 Daily Tel. g Apr., Hune:-t
men were not to be battledored and shuttlecocked thus be-
tween names and names,

t Battleful, a. Obs. rare--, [f.
BATTLE sb. !

+ -Ft-'L.] Full of strife or conflict ; contentious.
< 1449 PECOCK Repr. 348 To seke aftir the surer to him

weies than aflir the hardir and the bateilfuller weies.

Battlement (bae-t'lment), sb. Forms : 4-5
batelment, 5 -eillement, 5-6 -ilment, -ille-

ment, -ylment(e, battilment, 6- battlement.

[ME. bateill-, batayle-> batelment, a. OF. *ba-

taille-, *bateille})ient, f. batailler (
= Pr, batalhar}.

OF. had also (later) batillementt
f. ba(s)tillier)

whence Caxton's batillement : as to the relation of

the two forms see BATTLE &.-]
An indented parapet at the top of a wall, at first

used only in fortified buildings for purposes of

defence against assailants, but afterwards in the

architectural decoration of ecclesiastical and other

edifices. The raised parts arc called cops or merlons,
the indentations embrasures or crenelles.

(1325 /-,. E, Allit.l^. B. 1459 Enbaned vnder batelment with
bantelle> quoynt. 1443 Test. Eior. 11855' II. 89 Ad facturam
unius batilmeni super ecclesiam predictam. 1475 CAXTON
Jason loob, Som ran to the creneaulx or bat i liemen is of
the walles. 1593 SHAKS. Kick. 11, in. iii. 52 This Castle's

tatter'd Battlements. 1611 BIBLE Dent. xxii. 8 When thou
buildesl a new house, ihen ihou shall make a battlement for

thy roofc. 1762 H. WALCOLK Vcrtue's Anecd. Paint. 11786)
I. 169 The battlements of all the said chapels and porches.
1814 SCOTT tt'az1

. Ixiii, The battlements above the gates
were broken and thrown down.
b. loosely for 'embattled roof.'

1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 375 These scroyles ofAnjou. .stand

securely on their battelments. 1677 Moxox Meek. Exert.

<i73) : 57 Battlement, a flat Roof or Platform to walk on.
But Battlements are more properly Walls built about the
Platform to inclose it. 1803 BRISTED Ped. Tour II. 470
Presently appeared, upon the battlements above, some
female forms, arrayed in white.

c. transf. A crenelated brim on cups, etc. d. fig.
The towering summits of the mountains, the roof
of the heavens.

1444 Test. Ebor, (1855! 11.98 Unanij>eciam[cup] coopertam
cum batelment deauratam. 1-1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II.

327 A standing Cuppe withe a Cover and Bailments of
silvar. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 742 Thrown by angry Jove
Sheer o're the Chrystal Battlements. 1860 TVNDALL Glat.
i. 16. 112 The torn battlements of the mountain.
d. Comb.) as battlement-wise adv.
1616 SURFL. MARKH. Countr. Farm 512 A smooth

board, six or seuen ynches square, and cut battlement-wise
it each end.

BATTOLOGICAL.

batailltr, a. OF. bataillier, f. batailie BATTLE. In
mod. ling. perh. directly f. BATTLE vJ] One who
battles or fights ;

a warrior, a fighter.
c 1300 K. Alis. 1433 He wan of that lond the honor, And

inony noble batelur. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. \. x. 28
The right worthy and preu baitailler Cena the romain. 1862
Q. Rei>. Apr. 410 Rough battlers with the world.

tBa*ttler-. Obs. rare. Also 7 batteller. [f.

BATTLE V.4 + -EK 1
.]

1. One who beats with a 'bat' or 'battledore.'
1662 FULLER Worthies iv. 49 Capping anciently set fifteen

distinct Callings on work . . 9. Dyers. 10. Battellers. n.
Shearers. 1720 St&w's Sun 1

. (Strype 1754' II. v. xvL 318/1
Carders, spinners, knitters .. dyers, Battlers, shearers.

2. A small bat to play at ball with.
? 1 1650 HALL]WELL refers to HOWLLL.
3. A utensil for battling clothes, [see BATLEB.]
Battler^, \-ar. BATTELEU (at Oxford).
Battlesome (bee-t'lsym), <z.i rare. [f. as prec.
+ -SOME.] Given to fighting, quarrelsome.
1877 Daily News 10 Nov. 6/1 To be strong, France needs

not be battlesome.

t Ba'ttlesome, .
2 Obs, rare. [f. BATTLE v.z

+ -SOME.] Nutritious.

1627 J. CARTER Plaine $ Comp. Exf>o$. 23 The most foyson-
able and battlesome word, and Ordinances of God.

Battling ^bartlirj), vbl. sbl
[f. BATTLE T/.I.]

The action of the vb. BATTLE
; fighting, conflict.

11300 K. Alis. TOO Nyne and twenty ryche kynges, To
make on him bataylynges. 1860 FROULJE Hist. Eng. VI.
361 After forty years of battling with the stormy waters.

1878 P. BAYNE Pnrit. Rci'. i. 10 iTie United Kingdom is now
what the battlings of the seventeenth century made It.

attrib. 1856 KANE Arc. Ex. II. xxix. 289 The familiar
localities of the whalers' battling-ground.

t Ba ttliiig, vbl. sb.- Obs. Forms : 4-5 bat-

taillyng, 4-6 -alyng, 5, batayling, 6 bateling,
-elyng, -elling, battalling, -alyng, -elyng, 7

battling, [f. BATTLE z/.^ + .iNG 1
.]

1. The furnishing with battlements, embattling.
1306 in MS. Reg. Test. Ebor. VI. 173 [Robt. Drayton . .

leaves 30$.] to the edificacion of a new rooffw 1
batelling of

the church. 1527 Lanc.fy Cfu-sh. Wills 118541 5, 1 giff to the

batelyng of the church of Northen x.\xiiji\ iiijc/.

2. concr. Battlement work, battlements.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 136 That battalyng [t'.r, battaill-

yng], withouten dout, Saffit thair liffis. 1430 LYDG. Chron.

Troy ii. xi, To reyse a wall With batayling and crestes
marciall. 1540 Covgnfry Aef. in T. Sharp Dissert. (18251
icj For mendyng the bateling yn the toppe of the pagent,
viijrt'. 1620 SHELTOS Qttix. iv. XL II. 140 Two foot broad of
a Plank on the Battlings.

t Battling, batteling, vbl. sb.'^ Obs. Also

7 bailing, [f.
BATTLE ^. :^ + -ING I

.]

1. The action or process of causing to grow or

thrive ; nourishing, feeding ; fertilizing, manuring
of land. b. intr. A growing fat or thriving.
1616 Si'RKL. & MARKH. Countr, Farm 218 You shall helpe

ii [the earth] by such manner of batteling as hath beene

spoken of. 1650 FULLER Pisgah n. viii. 177 A jolly dame
no doubt, as appears by the well-battling of the plump boy.
Ibid. n. .\. 217 The well bailing of the Giants bred in

Philistia . . attests the fertility of their soil.

2. That which * battles
'

or nourishes ; feeding,
food : a. that which nourishes animals

; food,
victuals; b. that which fertilizes land

; manure.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 508 The fruit it selfe of the earth

is a balling to the earth. 1611 COTGR., ./l/tfrrAf, food,

victualls, cheere, balling. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Countr.
Farm 371 Anie other sort of dung or balling. 1631 SHER-
WOOD, Battling, uivrcs^ manger, morche.

Ba'ttling, vbl, $b.^ Obs. exc. dial.
[f.

BATTLE v.^

+ -ING 1
.] The action of beating with a 'bat,'

battler, battledore, etc. ; in quot. attrib.

1519 HORMAN Vnlg. 239 b, Fet int. bailyllyng roddis \rudi-

en/as] to beate this wolle. 1878 HALLIWELL Diet., Battling-
stone, a large smooth-faced stone . . by the side of a stream,
on which washerwomen beat their linen to clean it. North,

Battling (bartlirj } t ppl. a. ]

[f. BATTLE v. l +
-IN*;-.] Fighting, engaged in conflict ; combative.

1787 J. WOLCOTT iP. Pindar) Ode nfion O.W1C& 1794 1.421
The mighty battl'ing Broughton^ and the Slacks. 1834 R.
MUDIE Brit. Birds (1841) II. 51 The gold-finch .. is some-
what of a baltling bird. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes iv. (1858)236
The much-enduring, hard-worn, ever-battling man.

t Ba'ttling, ppl.a.- Obs. Also 7 bailing,

[f. BATTLE ^. ; i + -iNG^.]
(As manure battled pasture, or made it battle, and as

battling pasture battled the cattle that fed or battled on it,

it is in some cases not possible to be sure whether '

fertile
'

or 'fertilizing' is the notion intended-i

1. Nourishing or fattening to cattle ; hence, ferT

tile, productive, fruitful.

1548 [see BATTLE i'."' i.] 1565 GOLDING Ovid's J\let.
yii.

(1593) 164 [It] tooke roote And thriving in the battling

soyle in burgeons foorth did shoote. ci^yo GREENE Fr.

Bacon ix. 4 The battling pastures lade \v. r. laid! with kine.

1662 FULLER Worthies (1840) I. 365 The fair pasture nigh
Haddon . . so incredibly battling of cattle.

2. gen. Nourishing, making to grow or thrive ;

fertilizing to soil
;
nutritious to man.

1555 P'ardle Facior.s n. via. 164 The battling breathe of the

gentle Weast winde. 1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. xv. (1593*

359 Udders full of balling milke. 1610 HOLLAND Camdens
Brit. i. 556 A balling fruitfull slugh, or humour.

Battlous : see BATTAILOL'S a.

Battological (.baetflp-dgikal), a. [f. Gr. /3crr-

ro\6yos a stammerer, one who repeats himself
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needlessly + -ICAL. The Gr. word is f. the personal
name Garros (see the story in Herodotus, iv. 155)
+ -\oyos speaking, speaker.] Given to battology.
1863 C. READE Hard Cask II. xiv. 200 The battological

author.

Battologist '.baetjrlod^ist). [f. as prec. + -1ST.]
One who needlessly repeats the same thing.
1653 GAUDEN flierasp. 384 What perfect Battolqgi&U they

are ; what circles they make . . in their Prayings.

Battologize i^-lod^oiz), v.
; also 8 -iae. [f. as

prec. + -J2E
; cf. Gr. &aTroh.oyf-fiv.]

1. trans. To keep repeating (a word or phrase),
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Tnvu. (1677) J9 l liattologizing the

names A Hough Whoddaiv and Motiuntt't very often.

2. intr. To repeat words or phrases with needless

iteration ; to multiply words.

1711 SIR P. KING Const. Print. Ch. i. "ii, (1713) 37 When we
pray, let us not battologise. a 1716 BLACKALL Wk$, 1723 I.

480 Do not Battologize in your prayers, says Our Saviour.

Battology (baetp-lodgi). Also 7 -logie, -logee.

[ad. Gr. &a.TTo\vyia vain repetition, n. of quality f.

j3aTro\o-yos : see BATTOLOGICAL.] A needless and
tiresome repetition in speaking or writing.
a 1603 T. CART\\ RIGHT Confnt. Rhem. X. T. ( 1618) 142 The

Marginal! notes . . are meere liattologies of loathsome repe-
titions. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 440 We are warned
against the battology or vain repetitions of the heathens.
1818 SOUTHEV in Q. Rev. XIX. 96 Away then with . . the

battology of statistics.

Batton, -oon(e, -oun(e : see BATON, -OON.

II Battue (bat/r). Also 9 battu. [F. (-1V.
batitda. It. battuta, L. type oatiita} *a beating, a

beat-up/ sb. formed on fern. pa. pple. of battrc to

beat. (Analogous to those in -ATA, -ADE.)]
1. The driving of game from cover (by beating

the bushes, etc. in which they lodge) to a point
where a number of sportsmen wait to shoot them.
1816 Gentl.Mag. LXXXVI. i. 414 The keen Sportsman . .

and a favoured few, on a set day, have the Grand Battu.
1860 Alt Y. Round No. 71.485 A battue is a contrivance
for killing the largest quantity of game in the smallest time,
with the least amount of trouble, by a small select party.
attrib. 1849 COBDI;X Speeches 52 That modern innovation

of battue shooting, which was not known in 1790.
2. transf. a. A beat up, a thorough search, b.

Wholesale slaughter, esp. of unresisting crowds.
1854 CUL. WISEMAN Fabiola i. viii. 43 Ordered a grand

general battue through every part of the house where Syra
had been. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. iv. 162 The great battue
of St. Bartholomew's Day.
3. The game thus driven from cover.

1840 in SMART.

II Battnre (UbaUV-r, batiu-'-i). [a. F. battitre

bottom of a sandy or rocky shallow.] A river- or

sea-bed elevated to the surface. Also at/rib.

1856 OuamtDSlamStaffs ^&4l\at great capability of our
bat ture land.-, for the production of rice. 1860 J. KENNEDY
W. Wirt I. xix. 292 Constructed certain works upon the

beach, or batture, as it was called.

II Battuta vbatt/7-ta). Afits. [It. n. of action f.

baftere to beat : cf. BATTUE.] The beating of time.

1819 in Ptintologia. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mas. s.v., 'A
batuta,' like 'a tempo,' means a return to the strict beat.

Batty (barti), a.
;
also 7 battle, [f.

BAT j^.1 +

-Y.] Of or belonging to a bat, bat-like.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 365 Sleepe With leaden legs,
and Battie-wings doth creepe. 1883 K. H. A. Tribes on
Frontier 69 The fruit-bat or flying-fox, .would not be a bat
at all but for . . a strong batty smell.

Batune, obs. f. BATOOX, BATON, esp, in Her.
Batus : see BATH sb^

t Ba'twell, ti. Obs. rare 1

. [f.
bat- ^see

BATTEN v. 1
)
+ WELL.] BATFUL, BATTLE a.

1534 WHIFTINTON Titllycs Offices \. (1540* 22 Groundes that
be batwell . . brynge moche more fruyte than they receyved.

Batwing : see BAT sb. 1

I
Batz (beets). Also 7 batte, 8 bat. [Ger.

batz, bat~e ; prob. taken as a plural, bats, whence
as sing, bat 17-1 8th c.] A small coin worth four

kreuzers in Switzerland and South Germany ;

originally having as device the bear of Berne,
where it was first coined.

1615 tr. Gomalvios Sp. Inqttis. 73 Halfe a riall . . is as much
as a dutch batte, and is worth . . 3 pence sterling. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl, .$'//., Bat, in commerce, a small base silver

coin, current in divers parts of Germany and Switzerland at
different prices. *753 HANWAV Trav. (1762' I. vn. xciv. 434
The currency of such a coin as their bats and driers must be
detrimental. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour II. 283 In Franconia,

you meet with batzes, eighteen of which make a dollar.

Ban- : for forms so beginning see also SAW-.

Baubee, -bie, variants of BAWBEE.
Baubish, ? for BABISH a.

a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts ff Mon. (1642) 219 It is as

baubish a discourse as the former.

Bauble (b'bH). For forms see the senses.

[Probably two original words are here blended :

(i) OF. babel, also baiibct 'child's toy, trinket,

plaything* ; whence also the dim. baitbelet (Littre,

.Y.AodM), beubclet (Godef.), adopted in Eng.at a

very early date as BEAUBELET, q.v. The etymology
of the F. is uncertain : it is very doubtful whether it

can be connected with mod.F. babiolt in same sense,

which Littre thinks derived from a root bab-,

appearing in L. balndus babbler, fool, It. babbeo,

habbano silly, Pr. babau fool, and perh. in Eng.
baby. (2) ME. babyll, babnlle, bable, translated

/idri/la, is evidently connected with '

babtyn to

waver or oscillate, librillare?
'

babelynge waver-

ing, oscillatio, librillado* ; see BABBLE v. 5, BAB-
BLINU vbl. sb. 3, which has been suggested to be
a frequentative derivative of bab or BUB v. It

must, in any case, be distinct from the OF. word.
But the 'fool's bauble' (see sense 4) may, so far

as evidence goes, be from either, according as it

was named from its shape or its purpose, or may
blend the two notions; it has certainly been asso-

ciated phonetically and in idea with the 'toy'
senses, and has probably coloured the later use of

these, in which 'childish* and 'foolish' are united.]
Jf sense i has no connexion with the

'

fool'* bauble,' it.

would be better treated as a distinct word under main-form
BABLE).

fl. An instrument consisting of a stick with a

mass of lead fixed or suspended at one end, used
for weighing, and apparently for other purposes.
Forms : babyll(e, babulle, 5-6 bable. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Par".'. 20 IJabuHc or bable <?'. r. babylh

lihrilia, pcgnia. (1475 in Wright Voc. 263/2 Babrilln
\'i Libriila}, dong [?dog] babylle. 1483 Cath. Angl. 17 Ba-

byHe,/)SpWrt. 1570 LK.VINS Manip. 7124 liable, pegtna.
The Caiholicon explains Pcgma, 'baculus cum mas>a

plumbi in sumnutate pendente, et, ut dicit Cornutus, tali

baculo scenici ludebant.' The Ortits Voc. explains Librilla,
' instrumentum librandi, idem est percutiendi lapides in

castra, i. tnaiigonits,^. bable, or a dogge malyote.' It i^ nut

easy to say in which of these senses pegma and librilla

corresponded to
'

bable.'

f 2. A child's plaything or toy. xNow obs.,

except as coloured by 3, 4). Forms : 4 babel,

5babulle,6babyl, babell, 6-7 bable, 7-Sbawble,
7- bauble (first in Shaks. Folio 162.^).
f 1460 J. RUSSICLL 7>'/C-. Nurture in fiabus Kk. ( 1868* 117 He

|>at no good can . . Heshalle neuer y-thryve, ^erfore take to

hym a babulle. ('1525 SKICLTON Replyc. 175 Marked in

your cradels To be;ire fagottes for babyls. 1590 NASHI-.

Past] itUs Apol. 12 To beguile my argument as women do
their children - .when tliey giue them a bable to play withall.

1611 COTGR. I\->upce, a babie; a puppet or bable. 1652
Sectary Dissect. 24. Give the childe his bable before he cry.

1791 COUPER Yardly Oak 17 Thou wast a bauble once, a

cup and ball, Which babes might play with. 1814 SOUTHKY
Roderick xix. 70 The little hand which there Played with the
bauble.

3. A showy trinket or ornament such as would

please a child, a piece of finery of little worth,
a pretty trifle, a gewgaw. Forms as in 2.

c 1320 Pol. Swigs 335 Nu nis no squier of pris .. But if

that he bere a babel and a long bcrd. 1581 J. BELL I/ati-

don's Answ.Osor. 41 b, To abandone images out of (Jhurchei
. . to fmde no want of any such paynted baljles. 1584 R. W.
Three Ladies Land, in Hazl. Dodsl. VI. ^76 Amber, jet,

coral, crystal, and every such bable That is slight, pretty,
and pleasant. 1596 SHAKS. Taut. S/irw iv. iii. S^ Paltrie

cap . . abauble, a Mlken pie. 1621 BllRTON Anat. Jfcl. li.

iii. IT. (1651*315 Coats of armes . . and Mich like babies. 1740
H. WALI*OLL Corr. I. 69 A tittle box of bawbles tliat 1 IKIVC

bought for presents 1740 61 MKS. DELASY Life $ Corr.

(1861) III. 386, I send you enclosed what I am sure you
will value above a Bath bauble, the picture of a friend.

1802 MAK, EDGEWOKIH Moral J\ (1816) I, iv. 18 Forester
looked upon a watch as a useless bauble. 1803 BRISTICD

Pedest. Tonr\. 393 We treat women a.j if they were pretty
idiots, little baubles. 1843 I.VTTON Last Bar. i. iii, The
knight's baubles become the aldermans badges.

4. A baton or stick, surmounted by a fantastically
carved head with asses' ears, carried by the Court
Fool or jester of former days as a mock emblem
of office. Forms: 4 babulle, 5-6 babel, babyll,

6-7 bable, 7- bauble (first in Shales. Folio 1623).
'ic 1370 A'. Robt. Cys'illc 161 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 275 Thou

art a fole, seyde the aungelle, . . Thy babulle schalle be thy
dygnytc. 1393 GOVVLR Conf. III. 224 The Kinges fole..

That with his babel plaide. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys
11874') ! 89 Such is a fole and well worthy a babyll. 1588
SIIAKS. /"//. - / . v. i. 79 An Ideot holds his IJauble for a God.
1611 COTGK. s.v. l''ol, If all fooles babies bore, wood would
be very deere. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw. xxv, The licensed jester
. . brandished his bauble.

b. allusively.
1653 S. MKWCE in I/atton Corr. (1878) [Cromwell] then

comanded that bable to bee taken awaye. a 16761 WHIIK-
LOCKE Mem. (Bute MS.), He bid one of his soldiers take

away that fooles bable, the Mace.

f c. To deserve the bauble ; to give (a person} the

bauble : to make a fool of, befool. Obs.

1599 BrwgAfyrfs Lett. v. 17 Not sparing the holy fathers
of the Church . . but gluing some the bable . . befooling the

penner of the Crcedc. 1606 DAY lie ofGuls (1881) 107 If in

any thing your wits deserue the bable, tis in that.

o. In various transf. or fig. senses (from 2, 3,

coloured by 4) : a. A childish or foolish matter
or affair ;

a piece of childish foolery.
1579 FfLKE Hcskinss Part. 456 Their Agnus Dei, their

graines of the Trinitie, and such other gaudes and babies.

1583 GOLDINC Calvin on Dent. cci. 628 A sort of pelting
babies or ceremonies. 1613 WITHER Sat. Vanity in Southey
Comm.'pl. Bk. Ser. n. (1849* 302 If the salt fall towards
them at table, Or any such like superstitious bable, Their
mirth is spoil'd. 1671 Trite Non-Conf. Pref., To apologi/e
for the seriousnesse that I have used in confuting such a
trifling bable. 1838 MACAULAY in Trevelyan Life (1876) II.

i. 29 The Right Honourable before my name is a bauble.

t b. yf;". A childish or foolish person, a billy

trifler. Obs. (In quot. 1606 perh. babbler.}
^ 1606 SIR J. MELVIL Diary 37, I perceivit at annes yat

I was bot an ignorant babble. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. i. 140
Thither comes the Bauble, and falls me thus about my
neck. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I. Pref. 17 Nor can I bring
[the Coxcomb] in without an apology for interrupting my
worthy Audience with a Bauble of his Nothingness.

-|- C. 'A mere toy'; applied to a machine, etc.,

considered loo small or weak for actual work. Obs.
1611 SHAKS. Cyinb. m, i. 27 His Shipping (Poore ignorant

Baubles). .Like Kgge-shels mou'd vpon their Surges. 1615
J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Scigcs of Jems, in Farr S. P. 118481

303 Jehovah with a puff was able To make ambitious Babel
but a bable. 1748 ANSON k'oy. 11. iv. 168 It was impossible
such a bawble as that could pass round Cape Horn.

d. A thing or article of no value, a paltry piece
of rubbish.

1634 f . TAYI.OK (Water P.I (//. Enter Kt-nt 12 The Spanish
putaio he holds as a bable, and the Italian figge he esteemes
as poyson. 1685 TEMTLK Gardening Wks. 1731 I. 184 Of
Figs . . the While, the Blue, and the Tawny: The last is

very small, bears ill, and I think but a Bawble. 1871
MACDUI--F JA-w/. Patmos xiv. 195 Are all earthly joys, and
honours, and pleasures a bauble, compared with . . the

splendours of immortality?
6. attrib.

'

toy-,' as in bauble boat, coach, etc.

1606 SHAKS. '/>. <y Cr. i. iii. 35 How manyshallow bauble
Uoates tlare >a!lc vpon htr patient brest. 1790 COAVPKK
Mother s Piit. 50 Delighted \\ith my bauble coach. 1873
BUOWNINC; RcdCott. Xight-c. 706 Yonder bauble world Of
-ilvered glass.

7. Comb, bauble-bearer, a court-fool or jester,

l/rhe quot. may mean babble-bearer story teller.)
M 535 LYNDESAY Sat. Three Estates 1:607 Tlu'r babil-beirers

and tliir barrels.

tBaU'ble,^- Ob$ t [f. prec. sb.] intr. To trifle.

1608 AKMIN Xest Sinn, (i88o> 50 That musically fret their

tune in idle baubling.

t Bau'blery. Obs. In 6 bablerie, babelerie,

babelry. [f.
as prec. + -UY.] Childish foolery,

trilling business. See also BABBLKUY, HAI'.J;KV,

BABOONEUY, all liable to contact of form and sense.
JS83 STUBBES Anat. Al'its. (1877) 81 These new toyes ..

fund dciiyces and childish babclries mew fashions I should

.say*. Ihid. (1595) M ij b, Papers, wherein Is painted some
babelerie or other of imagerie wurkc, and thesi; tlicy call my
Lord of Misrule's badges. |

^ee al>o BABBLLRY.!

t Baubling Cb^'blirj). a. Ol>s. [f.
UAUHLKJ/'.

or ? z p

. + INC.] Trifling, contemptible, paltry.
1601 SiiAKb. Twel. A". \. i. 57 A baubling V'essell was he

Captaine of. 1849 DM QUINCKY Mail-Condi in Blackly.'.

Alag. LXVI. 496 But a baubling schooner.

Baubyn, obs. form of IUBOOX.

Bauch, baugh (bax, bax
w
,baf },

a. St. [perh.
a. OX. bdgr, uneasy, poor, hard up ; cf. also, bagr
awkward, clumsy.] Weak, poor, pithless, without

substance or stamina;
'

indifferent/ 'sorry,
1

'shaky.'
Hence Bauchly ttiiz 1

., Bauchness.
<i 1560 HOLLAND Crl, I 'citus iv. 355Thocht lit: and I throw

Iilay

fell in bawch jjleid. a 1603 SIR J. MELVIL l~>iary 37
le fond me bauche in the latin toung. 1728 RAMSAY

dent. Slii'pk. Poems ( 1844) 41 Without estate A youth, though
sprung frac kings, looks bauch and blatc. 1866 A'. Brit.

Daily Mail 9 Mar., Though the ice wa> rather baugh.
1723 M'AVARD Contend. Faith 155 .'JAM.) How bluntly and
bauchly soever the matter be handled.
*" The north. Eng. dial, form is bajft as in bajf

weekt
*

hard-up week.*

1885 Weekly Times 21 Aug. 9/2 The workers in collieries

receive tlieir pay once a fortnight, and call the intervening
no-pay week '

baff-week.' The expression
' as long a a

bafi-week
'

has become proverbial among them.

Bauchill, Sc. var. BACI:L, staff, crosier.

1535 .STEWART Cron. Seotl. II. 468 On buke and bauLhill
so oft is mensworne.

Bauchle, bacllle (ba'x
w
'l). Sc. [Etymol. un-

known
; ? connected with BAVCH.]

1. An old shoe used as a slipper, or worn down
at the heel, which causes the wearer to shamble.
1787 W. TAYLOR Scots Poems 4 (JAM.) Thro' my auld

bachle peep'd my muckle tae. 1868 G. MACDOSALD R. Fal-
coner II. 33 My sins are jist like muckle bauchles upu'
my feet, and winna lat me [cumc].
2. A shambler, a ne'er-do-well.

1829 HOGG Sheph. Cal. II. 195 He '11 be but a bauchle in

tiiis world and a backsitter in the neist.

r Bauchle, bachle, Sc. Obs. [?f. BAUCH
= *

to treat as bauch : apparently the original or

one of the sources of BAFFLE.] (fans. To subject
to disgrace or ignominy, treat with contumely,
vilify ;

= BAFFLE i, 2
;
also absoL

c 1470 HENRY Wallace viii. 723 He . . Rapreifiit Eduuard
. . on this thing, liawchillyt his seyll, blew out on that fals

king, as a tyrand. 1496 Seal <>/ Canst: for Hammermen
(JAM.) In

bachlying^ of the Hammyrmenis work . . and dis-

honouring of our said burgh, c 1550 Si K J. BALPQUX/'nu/fifib

(JAM.) He at ane inconvenient time bauchlit and rcprovit,

Bauckie-bird : see BAWKIE-BIKD.

Baucyne, Baud, obs. ff. BAUSON, BAWD.
t Baude, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. OF. baud gay,

sprightly, a. OLG. ^rt/(/bold, lively.] Joyous, gay.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5677 And many a ribaude is mery and

baude That bwynktth, and berith . . Many a burthen.

Baud(e, obs. form of BAWD.

Baudekin, baudkin (bg*d/lcin, b^'dkin).
Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 4-9 baudekyn, baude-
kin, 5-9 baudkin, 6-9 bawdkin ;

also 4 baude-



BATJDERY.

kine, 4-6 bawdekyn(e, 5 bawdkyne, bawede-
kyn, 5-6 bawdekin, 6 baudkyn, bawdikyn,
bawdkyn, 7 bodkin, [a. OF. baudekin, -quin :

med.L. baldakinus, -ekiiius (
= It. ba/dacchino), f.

Baldaeco, It. form of Bagdad; see BALDACHIN.]
A rich embroidered stuff, originally made with

warp of gold thread and woof of silk ; later, with
wider application, rich brocade, rich shot silk.

Sometimes, more fully, cloth of baud(e)kin.
c 1300 A'. Alis. 759 He dude his temple a! by-honge With

bawdekyn, brod and longe. c 1320 Seiiyn Sag. IW.) 2744
Yh' emperour was browt abedde, With riche baudekines

i-spredde. 1440 Lhicolnsh. Ch. Furn. 118661 182 A vesment
of baudekyn y^ ground black with grene Werk. 1525 LD.
BERNERS Froiss. II. clvii. [cliii.] 429 Aparelled in gownes of
one sute of clothe of Baudkyn, grene and crymosyn. 1536
Regist. in Antic/. Sarisb. (1771) 197 1'en Chesibles of white

Bawdkin, with leaves and hearts of Gold. 1552 HULOET,
Bawdkyn or Tynsel clothe. 1610 HOLLAND Cainden's Brit.
I. 174 Arraied in cloth of gold of the most pretious and
costly Bawdkin. 1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. \. 241 Women
apparrelled in cloth of bodkin. 1861 H. AISSWORTH Con-
stable of T. 43 Her dress was of gold bawdkin.
attrib. c 1440 Promp. Pan: 27 Bawdekyn clothe, close-

ricits. 1609 HOLLAND Atnin. Glared, xlv. note, Surcoat
of scarlet, likewise of bawdkin work. 1843 LYTTON Last
Bar. n. ii. 124 The baudekin stripes blue and gold) of her
tunic attested her royalty.

Baudelaire, variant of BADEI.AK, a dagger.

tBairdery. Obs. Also -erie, -rie, -ry. [a.
OF. baudcrii gaycty, jollity, f. baud : see BACDE
and -BY.] Gayety, jollity, 'mirth.
c 1386 CHAUCI:R A'rits. T. 1068 Beautee and youthe, bau-

derie, richesse.

Baudery, -erie, -ry, obs. form of BAWDRY.
Baudric, -derick, obs. forms of BALDUIC.

BaildroilS (bj-dranz). Sf. Forms : 5-9 ba-

drans, 6 bawdroues, 7 batrons, X baudrins,
6-9 bawdrons, 8- baudrons {mod. dial, ba-

drans, bauthrans). [Origin uncertain : perh.
Celtic

; cf. Ir. beadrac frolicsome, bcadrad playing,

joking, fondness (O'Reilly"', Scotch Gaelic bcadrach
a playful girl, btadradk a fondling, flattering, ca-

ressing (Macleod and Dewar). Cf. also BAD sb.]
Scotch name for the cat (like

'

reynard' for the fox).
c 1450 HEXKVSOX Two JlicetMor. Fat. i.ji, Badrans [other

cdd. bawdrons, -ones] the uthir be the back has hint. 1657
COLVIL Wkigs Supplic, (1751* 151 Batrons for grief of
scorched members, Doth fall . . a mewing. 1794 BLRXS
ll'ks. IV. 327 Auld baudrons by the ingle sits, An' wi' her
loof her face a-washin. 1816 SCOTT Anfiy. i.\, He had a
beard too, and whiskers . . as long as baudrons'.

Bauer, obs. form of BEAVER
x
of helmet).

t Bau'frey. Obs. rare, fperh. identical with

BELFRY, OF. bcrcfi-it ;
the sense of a framework

of wooden beams may have passed into that of
a single beam in such a framework.] (See quot.)
[1676 FELIBIEN Princ. Archil. 492 Befray ou Befroy, c'est

la charpenterie qui soutient les cloches dans une tour.] 1639
HORN & ROB. Gate Lang. L'nl. xlix. 545 The tiles, gutter-
tiles or slates, on rafters . . baufries and spars. 1693 W.
ROBERTSON Pkraseol. Gen. 216 A baufrey, lignum, trabs.

1830 R. STUART Diet. A rc/iit.
, Baufrey, an old word for beam.

II Bauge (bo,?). [mod.Fr. (in Litlre\] A drugget
manufactured at Bauge in Burgundy of stout thread
and coarse wool. 1847 in CRAIG.

Bau'ger, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [Of uncertain

origin: cf F. baugeart 'a scowndrell, a scurvie or

beastly companion' (Cotgr.), f. bauge mud, filth
;

it

might also be a form of the national name Bulgar,
Bo/gar, Bugar, used as a term of reproach in the

Middle Ages.] Barbarous (or ?vile, beastly).
1544 BALE Sir J. Oldcastell'm Hart. Misc. iMalh.) I. 273

Then brought he forth another bill . . that he redde also in

his bauger Latyne.

t Baugh, baw, v. Obs. [Imitative of the

sound : cf. Bow-wow.] To bark, as a dog.
1576 FLEMING tr. Cains' Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 255

Bawing and wawing at the moon. 1639 HORN & ROB.
Gate Lang. Unl, xv. 187 If you smite him, he yelpeth . .

and baughs.

Bauk, Baul(e, obs. ff. BALK, BALL, BAWL.
Bauld, dial, form of BOLD.

Baulk, variant of BALK, esp. in billiards.

Baulme, baum(e, obs. forms of BALM.
t Sanitating, ///. a. Obs. [f. BALTER v. +

-ING 2
.] Moving unwicldily, floundering.

a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. Worn. Wks. 1730 I. 55 Days . . never
free From baultering impotence and jealousy.

Bauour, obs. form of BEAVKU.
t Bause, v. Obs. rare. [?

f. L. bdsiare to kiss.]

'Tokiss'(isHalliweH'sexplanation); but cf. BAWZE.
1607 MARSTON What you u<. n. i, My spaniell slept, whilst

I bausd leaves . . por'd on the old print Of titled wordes.

Bauson (b^-san). arch. Forms : 4-6 bausen,

4-7 bawsou, 4- bauson ; also 4 baucyne, baw-

cyn, 5 bawsoue, -ym, (bawstone, bauston),
6 bauzon, bawsym, (balstone), 7 boson, 8

bawsin, ^boresonX [ME. bausen, a. OF. bausen,

bauzan, see next word, the animal taking its name
from the white mark on its face : cf. bauson-faced.
See BADGER s6.% for the etymological parallel
of F. blaireau badger, from Flem. blacr, Du.

710

blaar white spot on the forehead. (But in Fr.,

bausen, etc., has never been applied to the badger,
and its being so used in Eng. implies a much
earlier use of the adj. than we have evidence of.)]
A. sb. A badger ; sec BADGER sb.'*

c 1325 /;. E. A Hit. P. B. 392 Uukkez, bausenez, & bulez
to be bonkkez hy^ed. c 1350 Will. Palcrne 2299 Bores
holes and baucynes. 1387 TRKVISA Iligden Rolls Ser. I. 327
White beres, bausons, and brokkes. 1496 Dr'vcs <$ Paup.
vi. xiv. 256 Taxus . . is a brok or a bawsym in Englysshe.
158? M- GROVE Poems (1878)67 The wilie subtile foxe The
balstone or [printed on] the grey doth chase and beate from
cliuie rocks- 1593 DKAYTON Eclog. iv. 176 His Mittens
were of Bauzons skin. 1741 Compl. Fain. -Piece n. i. 298 A
Badgtr is known by several Names, as a Gray, a Brock, a
Boreson or Bauson. 1783 AISSWOKTH Lai. Diet. (Morell)
i, A bawsin, melts,

b. applied contemptuously to persons, fat (like
the badger before winter), or pertinacious.
1607 Lingua v. xvi. in Hazl. DodsL IX. 452 Peace, you

fat bawson, peace. 1862 H. AINSWORTH Constable of T. 131
Know, ye incredulous bawsons, that I am now one of the

royal household.

B. adj.
= BAUSONED. Hence bauson-faced.

1587 Wills 4- Inv. N, C. (1860) 288 One stud mare of
colour bawson sored. 1829 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxviii, Ye
might try it on the bauson-faced year-auld quey.

Bau'SOnd, a. Obs. or dial. Forms: 4 bausand,
6 bawsonde, 6-8 bawsaud, 8 bawsint, baws'nt,
8-9 bassen'd, 9 bauson'd. [a. OF. batisant,

-ssatzf, -sent, -cent, balccnt, also bauchantj baulchant,
and (without final /) datizan, -sen, -sain, -$ain,
black and white spotted, piebald, a word of doubt-
ful form and etymology, but of which the forms

without -/ correspond to Pr. bausan
t

It. bahano,

white-spotted (Barctti), white-footed (Minsheu),
whence also mod.F. balzan ' black or bay Ahorse)
with white feet' (Littre). The word appears also

in med.L. as bausendus, bausenmts, bauchantus,
from Fr. In view of the It. and Pr., the OF.
forms in -nt are not easy to account for, but they
seem to be the source of the ME. bausand, though
later spelling assimilates the word to ppl. adjs, in

-cd, as if formed on bawson.
(For the ulterior etymology there is nothing satisfactory.

Conjectures may be seen in Boehmer De colorum jiominibus

cquinoruui in Roman. Studien vol. I
;

in Diez, who referred

balzano to balza 'border, fringe'; and in Devic iLittre,

Suppl^) who has pointed out the striking identity of meaning
between bansant and Arab. afrla>/, fern, balqii ',

but notwith-

standing this, the forms of the Arabic and Romanic words
cannot (at present at least) be phonetically reconciled.)]

Of animals : Having white spots on a blacker bay
ground ; cs/>. 'in modem use) having a white patch
on the forehead, or a white stripe down the face.

c 1320 Durham ll'ills (18351 ! J 9 Quidam equus bausand.

1513 DOUGLAS sEncis v. x. 40 A nors of Trace dapill gray
. . With ba\vsand face. 1549 11'itls <y Inv. S. C. (1835) 131
A bawsonde curtail nagge. 1786 BURNS Tina Dogs 31 A
faithful tyke.. His honest sonsie baws'nt face. 1807-10
TASSAHILL Poems < 1846)12 Bauson'd Crummock's broken
frae the sta'. 1837 SCOTT in Lockhart (1839) I. 93 A bow of

Kye and a bassea'd 'brindled) bull.

Baustrott, var. of BAWDSTROT.
Bauude, obs. form of BAWD.

ii Bavardage ibavarda-^). [Fr., f. bavard-er
to chatter, f. bavard talkative, f. bave saliva,

drivel.] Idle talk, prattle, chattering.
1835 LVTTON Rlcnzi u. v. 133 Replying only by mono-

syllables to the gay bavardageof the Knight. i88z(.>. J?t-7'.,

Jacobin Conq. 152 They were browbeat, contradicted, told
to cease their bavardage.

t Ba'varoy. Obs. Also 8 bava'ry. [prob. ad.

F. bavarois Bavarian (Todd).] A kind of cloak
or surtout

; soinetimesy?^;
1714 GAY Trivia i. 53 Let the loop'd Bavaroy the fop

embrace. 1788 PICKEN Poems 90 (JAM.) Dinna use to hide

yer sin Hypocrisy's Bavary.

Bavian,Bavier e, obs. form ofBABION, BEAVEII.

Bavin (barvin), sb. Forms: 6 bauine, 6-7
bauen, -in, 7 baven, -yn, 7-8 bavine, 6-
bavin. [Derivation unknown ; among sources

which have been suggested are OF. baffe a bundle;
also Gael, baban, babhaid, tassel, cluster.]
1. A bundle of brushwood or light underwood,

such as is used in bakers' ovens, differing from a

fagot in being bound with only one withe or band
instead of two

;
in Mil. a fascine.

1528 in T. Whitaker Hist. Craven (1812* 303 Item, for 40
load of cutwood & bavins. 1580 LYLV Euplines (Arb.) 331
Bavins be knowen by their bands. 1603 H. CROSSE Vcrtues
Comttrw. (1878) 133 Which like a bauin giueth goodly bia/e
. .but is soone out. 1629 S"lu-rtogenbosh 39 The Enemies
did nothing else but fill the ditches with wet Bauins of
trees. 1776'!". Bowm-;x l-'ann. Direct. 11 All hay ricks
should be bottomed with faggots and bavins, a 1848 MAK-
RYAT R. Reefer xiii, The bavins of furze . . shall be sold.

fig; T593 NASHK Christ's T, 11613) M4 Adding more
Bauines vnto it of lasciuious embolstrings. 1605 CHAPMAN
East-w. Hoc Aiij, If he out-last not a hundred such crack-

ling Bauins as thou art.

b. collect, sing. Brushwood, firewood.

1577 TUSSKR Husb. 11878* 133 In stacking of bauen. .make
vnder thy bauen a houell for hogs. 1664 EVELYN Sylva
48 [They] be profitable for the Oven, and make good
Bavin.

BAWD.
c. attrib., as in bavin-band, -stack

;
bavin wits,

wits bavin-like in quick and short-lived blaze.

1596 SHAKS. i lien. IV, in. ii. 61 Shallow Jesters, and
rash Bauin Wits, Soone kindled and soone burnt. 1725
BRADLEY I'am. Diet., Birch . . is of use for Bavin bands.
1761 tr. Ditliamcrs Husb. i. viiL 21 The bottom of bavine-
stacks.

2. Min. Impure limestone. (? a different word).
1839 MURCHISON Silur. Syst. i. xxxvi. 484 These concre-

tions . . are called
'

bavin,' the shale associated with them
being termed '

rotch.'

t Ba'vin, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
bind up into bavins.

1664 EVELYN Syhict 117761 538 Kid or Bavin them (the un-
derwood*., to preserve them from rotting. 1685 COTTON
Montaigne II. 516 They saw [him] ingeniously bavin up a
burthen of brushwood.

Bavour, obs. form of BEAVER.

Baw-, for forms so beginning, see also BAU-.

Baw, int. Wfis. Also 4 bawe. [a natural

expression of disgust, probably at first directed

against tastes or smells ; cf. bah
.'] Ejaculation

of disgust, aversion, or contempt.
1377 LAXOL. P. PI. B. xi. 135 ?ee ! baw for bokes ! quod

one. 1393 Ibid. xxn. 398 3e, bawe .' quab a brewere, ich
wol nat beo ruelcd. 1768 GOLDSM. Good N. Matt IV. ii,

Baw ! damn me, but I'll fight you both.

t Bawaty, bowety. Obs.-" '

Linsey-wolsey.'
Ray North Country Wds. 1691.
Bawbee (bgbr). Sc. Forms : 6 bawbie,

babie, 7 babee, baubie, baubye, baubee, 7-
bawbee. [Of doubtful origin : it has been con-

jecturally identified with baby (with which it was
sometimes identical in form in i6th c.), derived
from bassc-picce (phonetically impossible), and has
billon

' base bullion' or mixed metal, and from the

name of a contemporary mint-master, the laird of

Sillebawby.
(The last conjecture is on the whole probable, and is

strengthened by the similar origin of the name of the

ATCHISON, and perhaps of the BOOLE. The laird of Silk-

ba-ifby (notwithstanding his designation, and its suggestion
of Silkr ba-wbee' was a real person : on 7 Sept. 1541, Kirk-

caldy of Grange, the Treasurer, accounted for amounts '

in

argento receptis a Jacobo Atzinsone, et Alexandro Orok de
Siilebawby respective' iCochran- Patrick I. 6ot. There is

only wanting some direct proof of the abbreviation of Sille-

bawby to baivly. The idle surmise that the first issue bore
the head of, or was issued by, an infant king, is disposed of

by the preliminary fact that
'

bawbeis' were first issued in

1541-2 near ttte close of the reign of James V, and bore no
head; moreover there exists no Scottish coin bearing a

baby head. Beside the fatal phonetic objection to basse

piece, bas billon, there is not the slightest indication that
the bat^beis were ever so called, and coins of billon, or base
metal, had been too common for a century and a half in

Scotland to make them a novelty in 15410]
A Scotch coin of base silver equivalent originally

to three, and afterwards to six, pennies of Scotch

money, about a halfpenny of English coin
; hence,

in modern use, a halfpenny, a '

copper.'
1542 Hopetoun MS- (in Cochran-Patrick, Coinage o/Scotl.

o6J The said James [Atcheson] being commandet to wprke
bawbeis he altogether refusit . . First thair wes cunyeit of
bawbeis of iii d. fyne xvj in the ounce. The cause of thir

bawbeis cunyeing was the warres that schortlie begpwde
betuixt ws and Ingland. 1544 [bid. 97 The maist pairt of
the saidis bawbeis were coinyeit of chppit soussis quhilkis
than were proclamit in France for bullion, and send heer to
be conuertit in bawbeis. <i 1572 KNOX Hist. Ref. 151 (JAM.)
With us thare did not remane the valow of a Babie. 1573
Let. in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 361 A piece of their com
called a bawbee . . which is in value English one penny and
a quarter. 1623 COCKERAM, Baubee, a farthing. 1635 BRERE-
TON Trav. 118441 188 Baubyes 2 to one penny English or 12

Scottish. 1732 DE FOE, &c. TourCt. Brit. (17691 IV. 253
Boys and girls . . sold . . us near a Mutchkin for a baubee.
1862 Macm. Mas- Oct. 502 Proposing to solicit a bawbee
from a party of strangers.

Bawble, obs. form of BAUBLE.

Bawcock ;b-fcpk). [a. F. bean coq
'

fine cock,'
for brwcock (cf. bawshere}."\ A colloquial or bur-

lesque fcun of endearment : = Fine fellow, good
fellow.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V. in. ii. 25 Good Bawcock bate thy
Rage. Ibid. iv. i. 44 The King's a Bawcock, and a Heart
of Gold. 1862 H. AINSWORTH Constable oj T. 131 One of
the gamesome little bawcock's jests.

Bawd (bgd), sf>. 1 Forms : 4-5 bauude, 4-7
baude, 4-6 bawde, 6 bawed, 6-7 baud, 6-
bawd. [Of uncertain origin : the original sense

shows no approach to that of OF. baud, baude,

'bold, lively, gay, merry' ^ee BAUUE), to which it

has often been referred : even allowing that '

gay
'

might have passed into the sense of '

wanton,

licentious, personally unchaste,' no trace of such

sense appears either in ME. or Fr. ; nor is the

Fr. word found as a sb. The earliest instance yet
found occurs in Piers Plowman, 1362, where one
MS. reads BAWDSTKOT. A'aa/i/may not improbably
be an abbreviation of that word, which is found in

Fr. a century earlier.]

One employed in pandering to sexual debauchery ;

a procurer or procuress ; orig. in a more general
sense, and in the majority of passages mascu-

line, a '

go-between,' a pander ; since c 1 700 only



BAWD.

feminine, and applied to a procuress, or a woman
keeping a place of prostitution.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 42 And eke be \>i Bawde, and

Bere wel bin ernde. [Otit> ATS. has bawdstrot ; texts Bt C,
bedeman, bedman (messenger).] ("1374 CHAUCER Troylits
ii. 304 For me were lever, that ye, and I, and he, Were
hangid, than I [/. e. Pandarus] sholde be his bawde. 1386

Frere's T. 54 He was A theef, and eek a somnour,
and a baude [7'. r. bawde]. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 27 Bawde,
Icno. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 83/1 Thenne Vago his
bawde wente in to his preuy chambre. 1541 Act 33 Hen.
VIII, xxi. i That baude the lady Jane Rochford, by
whose meanes Culpeper came thither. 1642 ROGF.RS
Namaan 303 Bauds and Pandars to their Masters. 1706
PHILLIPS, Bau>d

t a leud Woman that makes it her Business
to debauch others for Gain ; a Procuress. 1771 SMOLLETT
Humph. Cl. (1815) 222 Where she stuck like a bawd in the

pillory. 1842 LONGF. Sp. Stud. i. i, A vile, shameless bawd,
Whose craft was to deceive the young and fair.

b. fig. He who or that which panders to any
evil design or vicious practice.
1607 HIERON Wks. I. 185 The mercy of God . . is made . .

a Baude to all manner of vngodlinesse. 1688 LD. DELAMERE
Wks. 12 Ignorant Ambitious Clergy, who in hopes of pre-
ferment have turned Bawds to Arbitrary Power. 1785
BURKE Nab. Arcot's Debts Wks. IV. 285 Their affected

purity . . becomes pander and bawd to the unbridled de-

bauchery and licentious lewdness of usury and extortion.

t Bawd (b^d), sb? dial. [Perh. the same word
as badde, BAD sb., a cat, or a contraction QtBaudrons,
or otherwise related to the latter

;
cf. the Eng. use

ofpuss, and the Sc. use of malkin, for both hare
and cat.] A hare.

[1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jut. n. iv. 13 Mercntio. A baud, a
baud, a baud. So ho. Romeo. What hast thou found?
Mer. No Hare sir, vnlesse a Hare sir in a Lenten pie, etc.]

1785 Poems in Bnchan Dial. 23, I saw you rin awa' like

bawds. (' This is the common name for a hare, Aberd. Used
in the same sense, Roxb.' Jamieson. Also in Fife.)

! Bawcl, v Obs. ; in 6 baud. [cf. BAWDY a. }

]

trans. To befoul or dirty.
c 1529 SKELTON El. Rum. 90 Dyrt, That baudeth her skirt.

Bawd (bpd), v* arch, or Obs. ; also 7 baud,

[f.
BAWD *.!] intr. To pander ; alsoy^-.

1651 J. CLEVELAND] Poems 39 To whose viler ends Your
pow'r hath bauded. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 266 '2 Lucippe
. .bawds at the same time for the whole Court.

t BaW'defy, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [? f. F. baude

(see BAUDE) + FY.] ?To make gay, deck.

1562 LEIGH Armory, His coate . . was of cloth garded
with a burgunian garde of bare velvet, well bawdelied on
the halfe placard, and squalioted in the fore quarters.

Bawdekin, -eryke, obs. ff.BAUDEKiN, BALDRIC.

Bawdily (b-dili), adv.
[f.
BAWDY a.2 + -tv 2

.]

In a bawdy manner, lasciviously.
1628 EARLE Microcosm. Ixii. 134 He talks loud and baudily.

1630 J. TAYLOR iWater P.) IVks. n. 95 She can speake and
write Amorously, Fainedly . . Purposely, Bawdily.
Bawdiness. [f. BAWDY a. + -NESS.] fa. Dirti-

ness ; dirt, filth. Obs. b. Lewdness, obscenity.
1552 HULOET, Bawdines or filthines ypon clothes or other

thynge, sqnallido, squalliditas. 1731 m BAILEY II.

Baw'ding, vbl. sb. arch, or Obs. [f.
BAWD v2

+ -INR 1
.] The practice of a bawd.

1676 SHADWELL
Virtuoso^ iv. Wks. I. 381 Their very art

of . . adorning women is implicit bawding. 1688 E. RA-
VENSCROFT Lond. Cuckolds 27 Formerly stil'd Bawding and
Pimping . . it is now a modish piece of service only.

tBaw'dish, a. Obs. rare'1
. In 6bawdische.

[f. BAWD sb.i + -ISH J
.] Obscene, filthy.

1572 A. ARBUTHNOT Mis, Pure Scalar ix, To bawdische
bourdis yet man I oft gif ear.

Bawelkin, variant of BAUDEKIN.

Bawdle, obs. form of BODLE, Scotch coin.

Bawdrea*miny. nonce-wd. Bawdry.
1608 MIDDLETON Trick to Catch in. ii, Thou cavernesed

quean of foolery, knavery, and bawdreaminy.
Bawdrick, variant form of BALDRIC.
t Bawdress. Obs. [formed, as if on a masc.

bawder, from BAWD z/.
2
] A woman bawd.

1569 J. SANFORD Agrippa's Van. Artes 970, A perfecte
and absolute bawde and bawdresse.

Bawdry 1
^bg'dri). arch. Forms: 4-8 bawdery,

4-7 baudery, 5 baudre, 6 baudrey, baudrye,
bawdrye, (baudeir,) bauderie, baudrie, 6-7
baudry, bawdrie, 7-8 bawdry, [f. BAWD j<M
+ -BY

;
the sense does not agree with F. bauderie,

which means simply
'

boldness, liveliness.']
1. The practice of a bawd

; the business of pro-

viding opportunities for sexual immorality.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 348 Me thoght . . I shold wene

hit were a bawdery. 1447-8 SHILLINGFORD Lett. (1871) 104
Yif any such mysrule and bawdery bee within the saide
taverne. 1569 J. SANFORD Agrippas Van. Artes 97 Baw-
drie is the arte of assaultinge and makinge common an
others chastitie. 1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chirurg. xxiv.

xlii. (1678) 571 The most filthy and infamous Arts of Baudery.
1726 AYLIFFE Parerg. 42 Bawdry . . is a wicked Practice of

procuring and bringing Whores and Rogues together.

1 2. gen. Unchastity, fornication. Obs.

1460 in Pol. Ret. $ L. Poems {18661 97 And he be getten
in bawdre. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. HI. iii. 99 We must be

married, or we must Hue in baudrey. 1651 WELDON Crt.

Jos. I. 7 For the bringing this bawdery to a marriage.
3. Lewdness in speech or writing; lewd, obscene,

or filthy talk, etc.

1589 Pappe iu. Hatchet (1844) 23 If Martin speake broad
bawdrie. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 194 He has the

prettiest Loue-songs for Maids, so without bawdrie. 1711

711

STEELE Sped. No. 51 ? 2 No one ever writ Bawdry for any
other Reason but Dearth of Invention. 1792 A. YOUNG
Trav. France 135 A voluble garniture ofbawdry or nonsense.
b. attrib. = UAWDY a>'

1763 CHURCHILL Duellist in Poems II. 36 Bawl'd bawdry
songs to a Psalm Tune.

1 3. Material filth ; dirt, defilement. Cf.
BAWDY a.l Obs.

1648 HKRRICK Hcspcr. 141 (D.) And have our roofc ..

And seeling free From that cheape candle baudery.
t Bawdry^. Obs. [! f. UAUDE gay.] Finery.
a 1529 SKELTON Agst. Gamisc/ie 40 Crimson velvet for

your bawdry. 1693 w - ROBERTSON Phrasettl. Gen. 216 Baw-
dry, /. e. bravery . . lantitia vcstiitw.

Bawdry :i, obs. form of BALDRIC.
n 1697 AUBREY in D'lsmeli Cur. Lit. (1866) 293 They wore

about their necks a great horn . . in a string or bawdry.

Bawdship (bg-djip). [f.
BAWD j*.i + -SHIP; cf.

lordship.] The position or personality of a bawd.
(Used as a mock style of address.)
1633 FORD Broken. H. n. i. (1811) 256 One word with your

old bawd-ship. 1676 SHADWELL Virtuoso jv. Wks. 1720 I.

384 I'll niaul your Dawdship.
t Bawdstrot. Obs. Forms : 4 baudstrot,

5 bawdstrot'^t, baustrott, balde- baldystrot,
bawstrop. [Identical with OF. bandetrot : Gode-
froy, s.v., quotes

'

pronuba, bandetrot! fr m a
Latin-French glossary of 1 3th c. This, with the

Eng. forms, indicates an earlier OF. balJcstrot,

baudcstrol, the first element of which appears to bo

bald, baud 'bold, forward, lively, gay' (see BAUDE) ;

the second suggests the Teutonic stnitt, STRUT.

(Cant names have been frequent for the class of

persons in question.) This is probably the full word
from which /?('</ was shortened

;
the form bawstrop

seems to betheoriginof thewordBiiONSTROPS,apro-
curess, which is frequent in Middleton's comedies.]
A BAWD, male or female ; a pander, a procuress.
1362 LANGL. /'. n. A. in. 42 (MS. H.I, I [a Confessor]

schal asoyle be [Meede be Mayden] my-self And eke be hi

bawdstrot \y. r. bawde] and bere wel bin ernde Among
Clerkes and knihtes. <' 1450 in Wiilcker I've. 7693 Leiw,
baustrott. 7695 I'ronnba, bawdstrott. ("1475 in Wright
yoc. 269/1 PrffHH&a, bawstrop. 1483 Ceith. Angl. 18 Bal-
destrot ir'. r. Baldystrot', />>vnit/i/is, pronuba.
tBawdy, a. 1 Obs. Forms: 4-5 baudy, 5-6
bawdy, 6 baudye, 7 bawdy. [Derivation un-

known. Skeat compares W. bcnuaiJd dirty, f. baw
mud. The F. lone 'mud' is probably ofsame origin.]

Soiled, dirty, filthy.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 197 A tauny tabarde . . Al totorne
and bandy, and ful of lys crepynge. c 1430 LYDG. Bochfis
ix. xxxiv. (15541 214 b, He . . in the kechen laye Among
the pottes with bandy coate. 1527 WHITTINTON I'ulg. 28 b,

Holde thy bawdy handes fro my boke . . My handes be as
clene as thyne. 1621 BURTON Ana t. Mel. n. iii. m. (1651)

323 Slovenly cooks, that . . never wash their bawdy hands.

^3. Jig. of language : Vile, abominable, barbarous.

1519 HORMAN I 'itlg. 90 b, Them that wyll nat come out of

theyr baudy latyn [qiu barbariem nunqitam exnunt\

Bawdy (bg'di), a.a Forms: 6bawdye, bawdie,
6-7 baudie, baudy, 6- bawdy.) [f. BAWD sb.

+ -Y. Probably often associated in sense with

prec.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or befitting a bawd

; lewd,

obscene, unchaste. (Usually applied to language.)
1513 BRADSIIAW St. Wcrburge (1848* 209 Bandy balades

full of., wanton wylde gestis. 1616 R. C. Times' ll'liis. v.

2137 The chamber wher you lay your head Witli baudie

pictures round about doe spread, c 1765 BURKE On Drama
Wks. X. 158 Listening to a bawdy story from his host.

2. absol. quasi-rf., esp. in phr. To talk bawdy
(where perh. orig. adverbial) : Lewd, obscene lan-

guage, lewdness, obscenity.
1656 SANDERSON Serin. (1689) 16 To drink, talk bawdy,

swear and stare. 1698 VAN-BRUGH sEsvp Prol., No rape,
no bawdy, no intrigue, no beau. 1702 DF. FOE More Re-
form. 787 Eternal Bawdy fills up every Song. 1760 STFRNI-:

Tr. Shandy 220 How can that unconscionable coachman
talk so much bawdy to that lean horse.

3. Comb, bawdy-basket, a hawker of indecent

literature ; bawdy-house, a brothel.

1552 HULOET, Bawdye house or house of bawdrye . . sum-
inceniiim. 1567 HARMAN Caveat 65 These Bawdy baskets
be . . wemen, and go with baskets . . where in they have laces,

pynnes, nedles. 1785 GROSE Diet. I'ltlg. 7\ingui', Bawdy
Basket, the twenty-third rank of canters, who carry pins,

tape, ballads and obscene books to sell. 1882 Ev. Mait's
Own Lawyer 390 The keeping a bawdy house is a common
nuisance.

tBawdy, v. Ol>s.; also 6bandy, [f. BAWDY a. l]
To make dirty or filthy, to befoul, defile.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. Ixxxvii. (1495! 836
The swyne . . walowyth in dyrte . . and bawdyeth hymself
therwyth. 1530 PALSGR. 444/2 He hath baudyed his sieves
on this facyon.

Bawe, obs. form of Bow s/>.

Bawhorse, obs. form (after anglicized pronun-
ciation of F. tdt) of bat-horse ; see BAT si.3

Bawk, obs. form of BALK.
Bawke. dial. ['dial, variant of BACK

sb.-~\

A large bucket used in mines for raising coal, etc.

1880 Times 13 Dec. 10/2 That both cages should be re-

moved and that the large bawke or bucket . . used instead.

tBawker. Obs. [?for BALKER!.] (Seequot.)
1592 GREENE Art Canny CalfIt. II. 7 The Bawkers, for so

well done, As loud as he could bawl, 1872 THACKERAY
wling out to Gre

passage.

,

Christm. fi/cs, 8 I heard him baw

BAWN.
the common hanters of the Ally are tearmed ..come to
bowle, as though rather they did it for sport then gaines.
Bawkie, var. of UAUKIK, bat.

Bawl (byl), v. Forms: 6 baull, bool, 6-7
ball, baule, 6-8 baul, 5- bawl. [Found only
from 15th c. Prob. ad. med.L. baula-re to bark as
a dog,

'

latrare, et est proprie canum' (Du Cange) ;

also in an nth or i2th c. list of cries of animals
'cannm latrare, seu baulare, vulpium gannire,' etc.

The Promp. Parv. has '

baffyn as houndys, baulo,

baffO) /tf/r0/and the earliest English instances refer

to dogs. But cf. Tcel. baula^ Sw. bola to low like

a cow, pointing to an ON. vb. *baula, f. baula a
cow. In any case, originally applied to the voice of

animals; hence more or less vituperative as ap-
plied to human utterance.]

f 1. intr. To bark or howl as a dog, to give
mouth or tongue as an animal.

[t 1440 Promp, ray~:>. 20 Kaffynge or bawlynge of howndys,
laulatiis, baffatns.] 1563 BECON N&v Cateck. (1844)390
Singing-men . . in churches . . may roar, bool, bleat, yell,

grunt. 1556 J. HEYWOOD Sp. fy Flie xxxv, At my blunte
behnuour barke ye or ball ye. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i.

iii. i. ii. 11651) 183 A barking dog that alwayes bawls, but
seldome bites. 1675 HOBBES Odyss. (1677) 166 The other
three Ldogs] ran bawling forth. 1753 [see KAWLING vbl. sb.}

2. gen. To shout at the top of one's voice, with
a loud, full, protracted sound; to cry loudly and

roughly, to bellow. Often emphasized by out.

1570 LEVINS Manip, /i2 Baull, to cry, vodferare. 1583
STASVHURST Atncis n. lArb.i 67, I belcht out blasphemye
bawling. 1622 HHYI.YN L'osmegr. in. (16821 104 The cryers
kept a hauling in the steeples . . for the people to come to
Church. 1782 COWPER Gilpln 104 And ev'ry soul cried out,

2 THACKERAY
regory in the

b. Const, against, at, for.
1618 HOLYDAY Juvenal 240 \Vc baul, More for our gold,

then for a funeral. 1708 SWIFT Abol. Chr, Wks. 1755 II.

i. 88 To bawl one day in seven against the lawfulness of
those methods. 1863 KINCSLEY M'ater-Bab. vii. 267 They
all bawled at her at once.

o. trans. To utter with bawling ;
to shout at the

top of one's voice. (Often with out.}
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IT. u. ii. 27 Those that bawl out the

ruins of thy linen. 1709 STEELE & SWIFT Taller No. 66
7 i To bawl out, My Beloved ; and the Words Gr.ice ! Re-
generation ! Sanctification ! 1836 MARRYAT Japtiet Ixvi,

Bawling out his ditty. 1830 THACKERAY Pendennis xxvii.

257,
'

I will fling you out of window'. . bawled out Mr. Pen.
b. To '

cry' for sale, as a hawker.
a 1745 SWIFT ij.i, It grieved me when I saw labours which

liad cost so mucb,bawltd about by common hawkers.

Bawl (b^l), sb.
[f. prec. vb.] A shout at the

top of one's voice, a loud prolonged rough cry.
1792 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) ActuL Ode Wks. 1812 II. 509

Proud of a loud, clear, melancholy bawl.

Bawle, obs. form of BALL .^.1

Bawler (b-hi). ff. BAWL v. + -ER 1
.] One

who bawls
; sometimes applied contemptuously

to a declamatory preacher.
1656 S. H. GW</. Law 73 One hath thrown Baal's Altar,

what's this to the Bawlers? 1758 JORTIN Erasw. 140 When
you meet with one of these bawlers, let him rave . . till he
hath made himselfe hoarse. 1882 BESANT Ail Sorts I. xii.

259 Listening, as most bawlers discover, is not conviction.

Bawling \b-Hrj), vbl. sb.
[f.

BAWL v. + -ixc 1
.]

fl. The nowling or yelping of dogs, wolves,

etc.; spec, in Hunting (see quot. 1753). Obs.

11440 Prontp. Parv. [see BAWL z-. i]. 1555 Fardle Fa-
dons ii. x. 213 Their [Tartares'] singyng is like the bawl-

ynge of Woulues. 1635 WITHKR Lord's Prayer 129 The
bawlings and snarlings of Dogs. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Si'pP-i Baivling, among hunters, is spoke of the dogs,
when they are too busy to find the scent good.
2. Shouting at the top of one's voice, loud vehe-

ment outcry, vociferation.

1629 GAULE Pract. The, 239 The Rancour and Bawling*
of Fiends and Wretches. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. ix.

208 Propagating, .senseless opinions with bawling and fury.

1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xix. 366 But talking and bawl-

ing did not put them out of breath.

b- attrib. 1882 \gth Cent. No.
6p. 749 They were m the

bawling stage of beer. 1884 Graphic 23 Aug. 190/2 To row
within bawling distance.

Bawling (b-lirj),///. # U- BAWL v. + ING 2
,]

+ 1. Of (logs, etc.: Howling, yelping; spec. inV

Htmting, giving tongue too loudly (cf. prec.). Obs.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. \\. 510 A barking and
bawling dogge. 1669WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 228 Small

bawling Curs are the surest Watchers.

2. Shouting at the top of one's voice ; making
loud noise or outcry, vociferating.

1603 KNOI.LES Hist. Turks. (1621) 830 Their barbarous

bawling instruments. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. n. 719
Nor heard, at bawling Bars, corrupted Law. 1850 MRS.
STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxxi. 286, I have none o' yer bawl-

ing, praying, singing niggers on my place.

Bawm(e, obs. form of BALM.

Bawn (bgn). Also 6 baon, banne, 7-8 baune,
9 bane. [ad. Ir. bdbhun (O'Clery), of unknown

derivation.]
1. A fortified enclosure, enceinte, or circumvalla-

tion; the fortified court or outwork of a castle.

1537 St. Papers Hen. l^Jfl, II. 441 Our Englishe men as-

sauted the diges and baon of the cast ell. 1586 J. HOOKER



BAWEEL.
Girald. Irel. in Holinsh. II. 167/1 This castell ..and the
bannes about it. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. 502 b, These
square bawns which you see so strongly trenched and
thrown up. 1736 CARTE Ormonde II. 6 Defects in the
walls of the outward liawne . . rendered it assaultable. 1827
HALLAM Canst. Hist. III. 506 in A'. <y Q. 1850 Ser. i.I. 440/1
Those who received 2000 acres were bound . . to build a
castle and bawn or strong court yard : the second class. . to
build a stone house with a bawn : the third class a bawn only.
2. A cattlefold.

1830 ff. ff Q. Ser. I. II. 60/2 The wo-d /'awn or t>tine . . is still

applied in the south of Ireland to the . . place for milking the
cows of a farm . . Before the practice of housing cattle be-
came general, every country gentleman's house had its

bawn. 1883 Whitehall Xrr. No. 21. 6/1 A large castle
. . with a bawn attached to preserve their cattle at night.

Bawne, variant of BALNE. Obs., bath.

tBawreljbawret. Obs, [Ofunknown origin:
some compare It.

' barletta a tree falcon, a hobby' ;

the Corpus Gloss, has ' bariulus reagufinc,' some
kind of finch. Cf. also BAWTKRE.]
According to iSth c. dictionaries, the female and
male respectively of a kind of hawk

; see quot.
1706 PHII-LITS, Bmortl, a kind Hawk, that for Size and

Shape, is somewhat like the Lanner, but has a longer Body
and Sails. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Hawk, [Thej
Bawrel [has] her Bawret. 1755 in JOHNSON, and mod. diets.

Bawshere, obs. form of BEAU SIKE.

Bawsint, bawson, -stone, var. BAUSON, -OND.

t Bawtere. Obs. rare- 1

. [?an error for

va-iutere, VULTURE ; or by transposition of letters
for BAWRET.] (See quot.)
1486 Bk. St. Albans D iijb, Theys haukes belong to an

Emproure . . an Egle, a Bawtere, a Melowne.

Bawty, -tie (bg'ti). Sc. [cf. F. baud white
hound (Cotgr. s.v. Souillard).'] Scotch titular

name for a dog, esp. a large one
; also for a hare.

r 1536 LYNDESAY (title* Complaint . . of the Kingis aukl
Hound c.illit Bagsche, directit to Bawte, the Kingis best
belouit Dog. ll'id. 21 For Bawte now. . lyis on the kingis
nycht goun. 1728 RAMSAY Gent. Shepli. n. ii. Poems (1844)
60 The devil's. . Appearing sometimes like a black-horned
cow, Aft-times like bawty. Sc. Pm'erb, Bourd not \vi'

bawtie lest he bite you.

t Baw-waw. Obs. [imitative of the sound ;

cf. BAUGH and Bow-wow.]
1. The barking of a dog.
1576 LAMBARDI; PeramS. Kent. (1826^ 233 A Dogs barking

that soundeth nothing els but Baw \vaw \va\v.

2. An exclamation of contempt.
'599 NASME Lent. Stiijfe 59 Bawwaw, quoth Bagshaw.

IcriaoDislr.Emfenrv.m.m OW/V.(i884 111.247 !'.
wa\v, waw ! Sir, trouble not your selfe.

b. attrili. quasi-rf/. Vainly or contemptibly noisy.
1570 LF.VINS Manip. 45 Bawwawe spoken of one, that

talketh to no purpose. 1583 STANVHL-RST jKneis IV. (Arb.)
108 Ne on baw-vaw tromperye descant,

t Bawze, v. Ol>s. rare- 1

. [Of doubtful origin
and use. Hardly likely to be related to Du.
bassen to bark (pret. bics in MDu.), considered by
Franck to be a modern onomatopoeia, as it is

found in no other Teut. lang.] To exclaim, shout.
1677 LITTLETON Lat. Diet., To bawze, c.vclamare, into-

naff.

t Ba'xter. Obs. or dial. Forms : T baecestre,
-istre, -ystre, 2-3 bakestre, 4-5 bakestir, bac-

stare, 5 baxstere, backstare, 6-7 backster, bax-
ster, 7 bakster, 5- baxter. [OE. bxcestre, fem. of

bit-cere, f. bacan to BAKE: see -STER. A true feminine
in origin, and used of women as late as I (ith c. ; but

already in OE. used also of men (see Gen. xl. I,

of a eunuch), and in ME. used of both sexes, as

the Vocabularies expressly show ; in later use only
masculine, being the regular northern, and esp. Sc.,

equivalent of baker, in which use it still lingers

dialectally. In 1 6th c, a new feminine BACKSTR-ESS
was formed upon it ; cf. songstress, seamstress]
A baker : a. applied to women.
1390 Test. Ebor. (18361 1. 143 Lego Matildse bakestir j. goune.

^1425 Glass, in Wright I'M. 194 Hie p}\ec)f,md<jxatri.r,
bacstare. (1450 Ibid. 215 //ft: pistrix, a baxter. a 1550
Thrrsytes in Four Old Flays (18481 81 The backster of
Balockburye with her baking pele.

b. without distinction of sex. Apparently not
used in southern English after 1400.
c 1000 J?LFRIC Gen. xl. i, 2 Twejen afyryde men . . Egypta

cynges byrle and his baicistre . . his byrlas ober his baeces-
tran. c 1150 Glass, in Wright I'm: 93 Fistor, bakestre.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. Prol. 218 Baxsteres & brewesteres,
and bocheres manye. 1460 CAPGR. Citron. 55 Plauctus . .

was compelled for to dwel with a baxter. ^1550 J. BAL-
FOUR Praeticks (1754) 15 The Baxter, for his fie, flue pundis.
'753 Scots Mag. Apr. 206/1 Mr. Robert Bartleman, baxter.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Alidl. vi. note, One in appearani
/. e . a baker's lad, handed her out of her chair.

Baxterian (ba;kstl-rian), a. and si.
[f. BAXTER

+ -IAN.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to Richard

Baxter, the eminent Puritan divine, or his doc-
trines. B. sl>. One who holds Baxter's tenets.

Baxte rianism, Baxter's doctrines, one special

point of which was the amalgamation of the

Arminian doctrine of free grace with the Cal-
vinistic doctrine of election.

1835 in Penny Cycl. IV. 62/1. 1839 SIR J. STEPHEN Eccl.

Biogr. 44 Baxter was opposed to every sect, and belonged
to none. He can be properly described only as a Baxterian.
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Baxtone, dial, form of BAKESTONE.

Bay (be>\ sb.1
;
also 4-7 baye, bale. [a. OF.

baie (
= Pr. bagd] : L. baca berry.

In OE. begbeam occurs in the OE. Gospels, and in a glos-
sary of the nth c. (Wiilcker 7450) as a rendering of mora-
l-ins; the glossarist adds that mora is a name for 'berries'

generally, whence beg appears to be= berry. In the iith c.

it might perhaps already be adopted from Fr. ; but the

Corpus Glossary of the 8th c. (Wiilcker /8) has also
' bac-

cinia (^vaccinia) beger' which suggests that this (elsewhere
begir) might be an archaic plural of an original -is, -as stem,
and that ^f^was a native word. Its ME. repr. would be
bey, bay; but the extant bay appears to be from French.]

1 1. A berry, a small fruit, esp. used of that of
the laurel or bay-tree: see 2. Obs.

1398 TKLVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. xlviii, The frute of
lauri tre ben clepid bales. 1483 Cath. Angl. 17 Bay ; bacca,
estfnictits laurt $ oliuc. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 452 The
Baies or berries that it [the roiall Lawrel] beareth are nothing
sharp biting . . in tast. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Cottntr.
Farm 290 The bayes, or berries of myrtle-tree. 1661
LOVELL Hist. Anim, fy Min. 245 Drunk with the Oile of

Bayes in black Wine. 1866 Treas. Kot. 664 From the fruit

is expressed a butter-like substance known as oil of Bays.
tb. A small ball, a globule. Obs. rare.

(1420 Pallnd. on Ihtsb. n. 108 Take a bay of gootes
dounge, And with a nal . . make it holowe.

2. Short for Bay-tree or Bay Laurel, English
name of the Laurits nobilis (called also Sweet Bay),
a fine tree, with deep-green leaves and a pro-
fusion of dark-purple berries

;
also applied to

other laurels (e.g. the Red Bay of S. America),
and in America to Magnolia glauca ("White Bay).

*l- I53 PAI.SGR. 914/3 The bay tre, laurier. 1535 Co-
VF.KDALE Ps, xxxvii. 35, I my self haue sene the vngodly . .

florishinge like a grene baye tre. 1684 I. MATHER Remark-.
Pnn-id. iv. 93 Philosophers told him the lightning could not
hurt the bay-tree. 1866 Treas, Bot. 664/1 The Bay Laurel
is a native of the south of Europe.
b- 1557 Tottell's Misc. (Arb.) 264 When other frutes and

flowers decay, The bay yet growesfull grene. 1794 MARTVN
Rousseau's Bot. xix. 262 The true Bay is known by its

lance-shaped, veiny evergreen leaves. 1855 KINGSLKV
Heroes \\. iv. Slopes of oak . . arbutus, and fragrant bay.
c. (Cf. BAY sbt 4.)

3. Usually in //. Leaves or sprigs of this tree,

esp. as woven into a wreath or garland to reward
a conqueror or poet ; hence fig. the fame and re-

pute attained by these.

1564 HAWARD Entropius vn. 75 When he had subdued
the Sarmatianes, he ware but a garland of bales only, c 1590
GREENE Fr. Bacon iv, 64 A poet's garland made of bays.
1647 Churcfav. Ace. St. Margaret's Westm. ("Nichols 1797)
53 Rosemarie and bales, that was stuck about the Church
at Christmas. 1656 COWLEY Misc. (16691 8 The gain of
Civil wars will not allow Bay to the Conquerors Brow. 1730
THOMSON Autumn 666 For virtuous Young and thee they
twine the bay. (71764 LLOYD Author's AfioL Poet. Wks.
I 774 ' 7- 1 seek to blast no scholar's bays.
4. Comb, and Attrib. : a. attrib., as bay-bow
(- bough), -branch, -leaf, -tree (see 2 b), -ivood\
b. instrumental and similative, as bay-crowned,
-leaved. Also bay- cherry, the Cherry - laurel

(CcrasHs Lauroctrasus} ; bay-rum, an aromatic

liquid, used by perfumers, obtained by distilling
mm in which bay-leaves have been steeped.
1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Anfichr. i. iii. 157 They doe not

set lights and *bny bowes at their dores. 1579 SPENSER

Sheph. Cal. Apr. 104 Bene they not ^Bay branches, which

they doe bear-j? 1665 76 RAY J-lora 14 The
*
Bay-Cherry

is a stately evergreen tree. 1638-48 G. DAHisL^/tv.iv.Song
3 Wouldst thow still *Bay-crowned Sitt? 1636 HEALKY
Theophrast. 59 Bearing a *bay leafe in his mouth. 1855
BROWNING Protm Poet. Wks. I. 297 Half-emperors and quar-
ter-emperors, Each with his *bay-leaf fillet. 1883 Harper s

Mag. Jan. 199 Pepper-woods, whose leaves smell of *bay-
rum.

Bay (b0, si? ;
also 5-7 baye. [a. F. baie :

late L. baia, in Isidore, c 640. (Isidore illustrates his

derivation of portus from florfare by the analogy
of baia from bajulare. He does not consider baia

a modem word ; but says it made its genitive in

-as, \\k. fanrilia. It may thus be an old word in

popular Latin.) The meaning of the Fr. word

(which the Eng. follows) may have been modified

by confusion with baee, bcc, on L. type *badata an

opening (see BAY s&&). The two have certainly
been associated in Knglish ;

see esp. 2-4, where
the senses of recess and projection appear.
Derivation from badare, to be open (see BAY ii.3 ) is dis-

proved by It. baja t unless this is borrowed from some other
Romanic language, as Sp. or Fr.]

1. An indentation of the sea into the land with
a wide opening.
1385 TRKVISA Higdeit (1865) I. 57 In that grete mouthe

and baye, beth ilondes Calchos, Patmos, and others. 1436
Pol, Poems II. (18591 186 Ffor they have havenesse grete
and godely bayes Sure, wyde, and depe. 1596 SIIAKS. Merch.
V. n. vi. 15 'I he skarfed barke puts from her natiue bay.
1600 A. V. L. iv. i. 211 My affection hath an vnknowne
boltome, like the Bay of Portugall. 1685 R. BURTON Kng.
Emp. Aincr. ii. 54 A fair Sandy Bay or Beach, which the
Sea washcth on one side. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe \. 50 We
might happen into some BayorGulph. i875MACKAY Mod.
Geog. 24 Bay ofBiscay, noted for its heavy seas and dangerous
navigation.
Jig. 1601 CORNWALI.YES Ess. xix,Yet did I once touch at the

baye of Armes. 1633 G, HKRUERT Sunday i. in Tempi? 66
The couch of time ; care's balm and bay.

BAY.

t 2. An indentation or rounded projection of the
land into the sea. Obs.

[Perhaps a distinct word, f. BEY v, to bend
;

cf. BAYING.)
1611 COTGR., Sitrgidoire, a road, gulfe, or bosome, of the

sea . . sometimes also the opposite, a Promontorie, Cape, or

Bay of land entering into the sea,

3. An indentation, recess in a range of hills, etc.

1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 9 The hills . .

stand out generally well-defined by bays and vales, which run
in about their bases.

4. (in U. S.) : a. An arm of a prairie extending
into, and partly surrounded by, woods, to. A
piece of low, marshy ground producing large
numbers of Bay-trees. Bartlett Diet. Amer. 1848.
(The latter ought prob. to come under BAY sb.V)
1884 Harpers Mag. Mar. 601/1 Swamps and 'bay

1

(the
word applied in Florida to slough and water-grass meadows'.

5. Comb., mostly attrib., as bay-head, -man, -side.

Also bay-duck, dial, (east English) name of the
Sheldrake ( Tadorna vulpanser) ; bay-floe, -ice,

new-formed ice, such as first appears in sheltered

water
; Bay-state, popular name in U. S. for the

State of Massachusetts, originally the Colony of
Massachusetts Bay.

called by the whalers, the *bay ice. 1779 Hist. Eitr. m
Ann. Reg. (1781)211/2 The *Bay-men on the Musquito and
bay of Honduras shores. 1883 BURTON & CAMERON Gold
CiKist I. i. 16 The shallow brown waters of the *Bayside.
1856 LOWELL Biglow P. 37, I love our own *Bay-St.-.te.

Bay (b?), sb? Forms : 6 baie, 6-7 baye, 4-
bay. [a. F. baie, OF. baee (L. type badata), f.

baycr, OF. bacr, beer to gape, stand open = Pr. and
It. badare, as to which see Diez. See prec.]
1. An opening in a wall

; esp. the space between
two columns.

(-1325 E. /:. Allit. P. B. 1392 Heje houses withinne
be halle to hit med, So brod bilde in a bay, bat blonkes

mo}t renne. ,1400 Sowdoyie Bab. 940, O Thow rede Marz
. .Thatin the trende baye base made thy trone. 1849 FREE-
MAN A rchit. 371 The division into bays by a marked vertical
line seems everywhere rigidly preserved. 1870 F. WILSON
C/t. Lindisf. 102 The last two bays of the nave . . are un-

occupied. iSfyJIIanc/i. W. Times ii Oct. 5/6 The replacing
of the tracery of the cloisters . . proceeding bay by bay.
2. ' The division of a barn or other building,

generally from fifteen to twenty feet in breadth,'
Gwilt. (See the dialect Glossaries.) Applied to

a house, it appears to be the space lying under
one gable, or included between two party-walls.
1557 Richmond Wills (1853) 101 Ij bayes of rye, bye est.

xxx qii. xv/'. 1577 HOLINS. Cfiron. III. 1198/2Two andfortie
baies of houses. 1603 SHAKS. Mt'as. for M. II. i. 255 He rent
the fairest house in it after three pence a Bay. 1616 SURFL. &
MARKH. Coiintr. Farm 18 One of the sides of your Barne,
all along for the space of three Bayes, shall serue to put
your Rie and Wheat in. 1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet., Bay, a
rural Word used to signify the Bigness of a Barn ; for if a
Barn consists of a Floor and two Heads, wherein they lay
Corn, they say a barn of two Bays. 1759 Ann. Reg. 127/2
Ten bay of Buildings.

3. Applications of the idea of 'recess': e.g.

horse-bay, the stall for a horse ; sick-bay, part
of the fore-part of a ship's main-deck, used as a

hospital.
1582 Wills t Inn. N. C. (1860) II. 47 lij swalles for a horse

differ from any hospital ward. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-
M., Bay, the fore part of a ship between decks before
the bitts. 1885 Pall Mall G. 31 Mar. 6/1 The 'bays' be-
tween the gun stations . . afford shelter to the gunners.

4. Applications of 'intervening space," usually

receding, as bay in plastering, of joists, of roofing.
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pratt. Build. 384 Bay, a strip or rib of

plaster between screeds, for regulating the floating rule.

1842 GWILT Archit'. (1875) 1193 Bay ofjoists, the joisting
between two binding joists, or between two girders, when
binding joists are not used. Bay of roofing, the small
rafters and their supporting purlins between two principal
rafters.

5. An internal recess formed by causing a wall

to project outwardly beyond the general line, for

the reception of a window or other feature.

1428 1741 [see BAY-WINDOW]. i8o5RF.pTON/.<zrtV. Card.

178 Large recesses or bays, sometimes called bowre windows,
and now bow windows. 1855 MERIVAI.E Rom. Emp. (1865)
VI. xlviii. 60 Projecting the bay of the tribune from the flat

wall of the basilica. 1877 K.WALFORD Ottr Gt. Fam. I.

76 A substantial brick house, the front diversified by two
bays.

Bay (b/?i) sb.i ;
also 4 baie, 5 baye. [Two

different words seem to be here inextricably con-

fused. Originally, the phrase to hold at bay seems
ad. OF. tenir a bay (Godefroy) = It. tenere a bada,
where bay, baJa, means the state of suspense, ex-

pectation, or unfulfilled desire, indicated by the

open mouth (late L. badarc to open the mouth) ;

but to stand at bay, be brought to bay, correspond to

mod.F. ftre aiix abois, meaning to be at close

quarters with the barking dogs, and bay is here

aphetically formed from ABAV, a. OF. abai barking.
See BAY z/.l In the phrase at a bay, some early

quotations may read at al>ay.~]



BAY.

I. Barking or baying.
1. The deep prolonged barking of a. clog when

pursuing or attacking.
1530 PALSGR. 196/2 Bay of houndes, aboyattent de chicns.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. II. ii. 3 Vncouple heere, and let vs
make a bay, And wake the Emperour. 1784 COWPER Task
1. 230 The hay of curs. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. I. i, The deep-
mouthed bloodhounds' heavy hay. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley
xv. 230 Formidable-looking dogs . . all Dristle and bay.
2. esp. The chorus of barking raised by hounds

in immediate conflict with a hunted animal
;

hence, the final encounter between hounds and the

prey they have chased.
c 1300 A". Alis. 200 Ofliouns chas, of beore baityng, And

hay of bor. a 1400 Car. Myst. 180 Tyl a beggere blede be

bestys baye. 1575 TURBERV. Veiierie 125 That there are

Bayes in the water and bayes on the lande. 1876 WHYTE-
MELVILLF. h'aterfelto xxiii. 261 Soon would burst on his ear
that loud and welcome chorus called the '

bay.'

t b. transf. applied to the singing of birds. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS SEneis xn. Prol. 232 Dame naturis men-
stralis. . Thayr blyssfull bay entonyng euery art.

II. Most commonly, and often figuratively, in

hunting phrases relating to the position of a hunted
animal when, unable to flee farther, it turns, faces

the hounds, and defends itself at close quarters.
3. Of the position of the hunted animal : To

stand, be (abide obs.) at bay, turn to bay ; and of
the relative action of the hounds : To hold or have
at bay, bring or drive to bay, make a bay at (obs.)
c 1314 City Warw. 245 He stod at a bay, And werd him

while that he may. c 1350 Will. Ptilerne 35 He gan to
berke on bat barn and to biiie it hold. 1530 PAI.SGR. 586/2
Yonder stagge K almoste yelden, I here the houndes holde
hym at a beye, je cs Ics chiens laboycr, or le tenyr a Ittboy.

'579 TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tim. 309 'i He shall be sette

nppon on all sides, they make a bay at him, they will bite

him, if it bee possible. 1593 SHAKS. Rii:h. II, it. iii. 128 To
rowze his Wrongs, and chase them to the bay. 1611 COTGR.,

s._v. AccuU. . the wild Bore, who, brought vnto a bay, sets
him on his Gammons, and . . is forced to defende himselfe

against both dogs, and men. 1735 SOMERVILI.F. Chase in.

535 He stands at Bay against yon knotty Trunk. 1879
FROI-DF. Czsa-r xxiv.^22 To fight to the last and die at bay.
b. jig. In phr. At a or to the bay : at or to close

quarters ;
in great straits, in distress, at or to

one's last extremity. Cf. F. aux abois.

1596 SPF.NSF.R State Irel. 510 a, All former purposes were
blanked, the governor at a bay, and, etc. 1599 /'ass. Pilgr.
xi, Ah! that I had my lady at this bay, to kiss and -clip
me till I run away. 1642 ROGERS Xaniuau 17 Shall God
haue us at so great a bay as he hath, and shall we wax care-
lesse. 1681 DRVDEN Medal, Epistle, In utter Despair of

your own Satyr, make me Satyri/e myself. Some of you
have been driven to this Bay already.
4. Of the effective action of the hunted animal :

To hold or keep at (a) bay (the assailing hounds) ;

to give the bay to (obs.) ; and (rarely) of the cor-

responding position of the hounds : To be at buy.
c 1532 LD. BERNERS Hnon (1883) 395 As the wyld bore doth

kepe a baye agaynst the mastyues and bayynge houndes.
'553-87 POKE A - It M. III. 239 Whereat the Chancellor
was much offended : but Bradford still kept him at the bay.
1577 FENTOS Guicciard. i. (1599) 35 With his industry . . he
had giuen the bay to his aduersaries. 1592 SHAKS. l-'cu. $
Ad. 973 She hears the hounds are at a bay. 1697 DRVDEN
Virg. Georg. in. 620Thy faithful Dogs . . who . . hold at Bay
The -Mountain Robbers. 1711 F. FULLER Mat. Gynm. Pref.,
By Riding . . keep Death as it were at a Bay. 1858 FnornK
Hist. Eng. III. xiv. 256 The spoils of the church furnished
the arms by which the Pope . . could be held at bay.

Bay (b^i). st.5 ; also 7 baye. [A word ofdoubtful

standing and origin : it may be questioned whether
senses I and 2 are really connected, and whether
the word in the Promp. Parv. is not BAY st.,
but sense 2 does not fall easily under any other
of the words spelt bay. For the etymology, the
ON. bdg-r

'

opposition,' has been compared, with
its derived vb. bsegja 'to push back, hinder' ; the
latter might be the direct source of the related
BAY z/.*, if we could assume the sb. to have been
taken from the vb. But if, as seems more likely,
the vb. is from the sb., the origin of the latter has
still to be discovered.]
1 1.

'
Obstacle.' Obs.

<- 1440 Promp. Par-.'. 21 Bay, or withstondynge, otstacti-

ltti.

2. An embankment or dam to retain water, or

divert its course into a mill stream, etc.

1581 LA.MBARDE Eiren. iv, iv. (1588* 421 If any persons. .

have bene assembled . . to cut downe any houses, Barnes,
Milles, or Bayes. 1604 Fr. Bacon's Proph. 507 in Ha7l. /'.

P. P. IV. 286 The Ducke must have a Bay, the Hawke
must have a stone. 1607 COWELI. Intei-pr., Baye.. is a
pond head made vp ofa great heith, to keep in a great quan-
titie or store of water. 1632 SHERWOOD, Bay of plankes, to
breake the force of water, moile. 1879 JEFFERIKS Wild Life
V. C. 126 A strong bay or dam crosses . . [the brook], forcing
the water into a pond for the cattle.

Bay (bi
T
'\ sb$ Also 7 (in comb.} be-. [short

for bay-antler, earlier be- or bes-antlier, f. OF. Ivs

twice, second, secondary + ANTLER.] The second
branch of a stag's horn, formerly also called the

sur-antlier, being next above the 'antler' proper,
or (as it is now called) brow-antler.
Ii6n COTGR , Snramioillier, the beankler or second branch
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of a Deere's head.] 1863 KINCSLF.Y Water-Bab, ii. 67 You
may . . know . . what his rights mean, if he has them, brow,
bay, tray, and points. 1884 JF.FFFRIFS Red Deer iv. 69
This is a full horn; brow, bay, tray, and three on top, or
six points a side. Ibid. 71 The ancient terms.. next the

bcz-antlier, now the bay.

t Bay (b^O, sb.i Obs. exc.Hist. Also 7 baye.
[a. F. bate, or its Du. repr. baai, f. F. bai, baie, the
colour BAY : see BAIZE.]
1. Baize

; originally a fabric of a finer and lighter
texture than now, the manufacture of which was
introduced into England in the i6thc. by fugitives
from France and the Netherlands. Usually in the

pi., whence the modern corruption BAIZE, q.v.
1581 Act 23 Eliz. ix. i Pennestones, Bays, Cottons,

Hose-Yarn .. and other Things. 1648 in Rushw. Hist.
Coll, iv. II. 1152 In making of Hays and Says. 1660 Act 12
Chas. //, xxii, None shall weave in Colchester any bay
known by the \\xmvztffonr-and-fifties, sixties, .but within
two days after weaving shall carry it to the Dutch Bay
Hall to be viewed. 1713 Guardian No. 170117561 II. 344
Colchester bays, Exeter serges. 1727-51 CHAMRKRS Cycl.,
Bay is also a sort of woollen stufl", made chiefly in Colchester,
where there is a hall, called the Dutch Bay-hall.
2. Comb., as bay-maker, -making, -market, -trade,

-yarn ; bay-hall, a hall in Colchester used as an

exchange by traders in this commodity.
1684 Land. Gaz. No. 1988/3 The Moot-Hall and Bay-Hall

hung with the same. 1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4501/4 Zacheus
Skingsley of Colchester.. Baymaker. 1753 Scots Mag.
Nov. 538/1 Woollen or bay yarn. 1858 People's /list. (.'it.

Brtt. 104 The Protestants, .fled many to this country bring-
ing with them the art of Bay and say making.

Bay, -iVvs [Of uncertain origin and sense : cf.

BECK.]
>S93 ^EELF. Edward I 381 (D.) Friar, I am at beck and bay,

And at thy commandment to sing and say.

Bay (fv'), a. 1
(and sb.} Also 5-6 baye, 6-7 bale.

[a. F. bai bay-coloured: L. badins, mentioned by
Varro in a list of colours appropriate to horses.]
1. A reddish brown colour

;
a. generally used of

horses, and taken to include various shades. Hence
qualified as bright-bay, light-hays blood-bay, golden

-

bay.
c 1374 CHAUCF.R Troylnsi. 1072 His stedc bay. 1420 /,'. i'..

Wills (1882) 53 A bay hors bat was Gerards my son. 1460
J.ybcaus Disc. 462 An stedes baye brown. 1551 T. WILSON'
J,flgikc 79 All horses bee not of one colour, but . .some baye,
some daple. 1622 PEACHAM Conipl. G,-ntl. i. xxiv. (1634185
A Hay or a Chesnut Colour, of all others it is most to be
commended in Horses. 1671 Loud. Gaz. No. 636/4 Stoln. ,

a Bay Ball Nag. 1715 ADDISOM Drummer \ . i. concl., I

have a horse .. a bay gelding. 1823 I.OCJCMART Vo-w of
Rcduan xi. in Sp. Ball., He spurred his bright bay mare.
1860 J. BROWN /for,? Snh., My Father s Man., His little

blood bay horse.

b. rarely used otherwise.

1653 UU*,II.']IART Rabelais \. xii. (1694) I. 45 He made him
also change hi-, colour of Hair . . from Bay, Brown, to Sorrel
. . gingioline. 1839 LADY LYTTON Chevcley II. v. 141 Mrs.
Tymmons had been a blonde, and consequently had sub-
sided into a bay wig.
2. as sb., ellipt. for 'bay horse.'

'535 STEWART Cron. Scat. II. 187 Occa . . Vpoun ane bay
out of the feild him bair. ?rt 1600 Came yon notfr. A", in

Furniv. Percy Folio I. 253 Met yee not my true loue ryding
on a bony bay. 1774 J. BRYANT Mytliol. I. 327 The horse
was of a Palm colour, which is a bright red. We call such
horses bays. 1781 COWPER Rctirem. 392 Lolls at his ease
behind four handsome bays. 1884 Times 27 Feb. 7 6 The
compact, black-legged bays of Essex.

3. Comb., as bay-brown, bay-coloured.
1591 PERCIVAI.L .V/. Diet., I'ayo, baye coloured. 1616

SLIRFL. & MARKH. Countr. Farm 675 The bale coloured
ones haue the second place for goodne>se. 1852 T. HARRIS
Insects New Eng. 85 [An insect] of a light bay-brown color,
with the head and antenna; darker.

Bay (Ix
7
'), i'.

1 Also 5-6 baye. [Partly a. OF.
baye-r, more frequently occurring in the deriv.

abaycr (see Littre s.v. aboyer; cf. It. bajarc, abba-

jare to bark) of uncertain origin; but influenced

in later ling, use by BAY j<M, in phrases
'

at bay,
to bay/ so that the two notions were even more

inextricably blended than in the sb.

(Diez's reference of abiiycrlo L. ati-l>anl>tirc 'to bark .it'

i* now rejected; recently it has been proposed to connect it

with badarf, in which case both words would ultimately lie

from the same source.)]

1. To bark, properly applied to the deep voice
of a large dog, as a hound or mastiff. Const, on,
at (with indirect passive 'to be bayed at ').

r 1340 C,au>. ff Gr. Kilt, 1 142 Braches bayed berfore &
breme noyse maked. 1486 Bk,St,AtoeaU E viij, They,
houndes all Bayen and cryen. 1530 PAI.SGR. 442/2 This
hounde bayeth at somwhat : ce chicn aboye a qndtjne clwsi'S

1596 SPENSER F. Q. \. v. 30 The wakefull dogs did never
cease to hay. a 1771 GRAY /Wws ( 1775' 50 Hoarse he bays
with hideous tlin. 1805 SCOTT Last. Miiistr. i. vi, They
watch to hear the blood hound baying.

f b. (said of other animals.) Obs.
c 1450 HOLLAND llonlat, Sum bird will bay at my beke,

and sum will me byte.
2. fig. Applied (depreciatively) to the noise of
human assailants.

1399 I.ANOI.. Rich. Redeltss m. 235 And alle ]K berdles
burnes bayed on him euere. 1583 STI-BBF.S Anat. Akiis.
Pref. 18 Zoilvs crew. Who'le daylyat thee bay. 1606 SHAKS.
7V. ^ Cr. 11. iii. 99 What moves Ajax thus to bay at him?
3. trans. To bark at, to assail with barking.

BAYARD.
c 1420 /Jrwc. Art/t. vii, The raches comun reuynyng him

by And bayet him fulle boldely. 1596 DRAYTON' Leg. iii.

669 Some againe did bay me, As hungrie Wolves at Pas-

sengers doe howle. 1601 SHAKS. ^nl. C. iv. iii. 27, I had
rather be a dog, and bay the moon. Than such a Roman.
c 1800 K. WHITE Clift Gr. 166 The deep-mouth'd mastiff

bays the troubled night. 1866 HOWELLS fanef. Life (1883)
I. iv. 75 Sleepless youths who there melodiously bayed the
moon in chorus.

b. Jig. of persons.
1796-7 COLERIDGE Poems (1862) 34 Though superstition

and her wolfish brood Hay his mild radiance. 1839 BAILEY
Festns v. (1848) 36 Millions . . bay a mind Which drives the
darkness out of them, like hounds.

4. To give forth, utter, or express by baying.
1591 SPENSKR Virg. Gnat xliv, Cerberus, whose many

mouthes doo bay And barke out flames. 1856 KANE Arct.

Exj>. I. xxii. 279 These faithful servants generally bayed
their full-mouth welcome from afar off.

5. To pursue with barking like a pack of hounds
;

to drive to bay with barking.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. iv. i. 118 In a wood of Creete they

bayed the Beare With hounds of Sparta. 1597 2 Hen.
IV, i. iii. 80 He leaves his backe vnarm'd, the French, and
Welch Haying him at the heeles. 1661 HICKEKINGILL
Jamaica 17 The whole Herd making homewards so soon
as ever the Doggs do Hay them. 1845 DAKWIN I'oy. Xat.
vii. 1 1879) 136 The jaguar is killed by the aid of dogs baying
and driving him up a tree.

6. To bring to bay, hold at bay. (The notion
of barking disappears.)
1575 TURBF.KV. Bk. Vencrie 2^9 We tree and baye both

Martern and wild Catte. 1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. iv. i. 49 We
are at the stake, And bayed about with many Enemies.
1713 Guardian No. 125 117561 II. 164 He taught to turn the

hare, to bay the deer. 1795 SOVTIIFA' Joan of Arc vi, 96
The men of Orleans, Long by their foemen bay'd.

Bay (lv'\ vt [-^ later deriv. of the sb. in the

expression 'at bay/ due to the ambiguity with
which that was said both of the pursued and of

the pursuing animal : see BAY sb.^\
1. infr. To turn to bay, stand at bay.
1649 1 1. DANH-.L Trinarch., Rich. //, civ, 1 hey knew Hee

Hay'd to their Destruction, i774(loLnsM. A'at. Hint, 11862)
I. 11. v. 325 When a stag turns bis head against the bounds,
he is said to bay.
2. trans. To stand at bay against, rare.

1848 G. Rrx-iuN in Black. Mag. LXIII. 719 Baying his
eiK-mies like; the hunted deer.

t Bay, t'. :; Ofa. rarc~\ [a. OK. baye-r, bcc-r

to gape, seek with open mouth : late L. baddrc to

gape, be open.] To seek with open mouth, as the

young of animals for the dugs,
1580 Hoi. LYflASD Treas. Fr. ^'J/.v-- Rayer ,} la niamcllt-,

to seuke or baye for the dugge.

Bay (bfi), z 1

.
4

[Immediately connected with
BAV .v/'."

(

,
but whether as its source or derivative

does not appear; the latter is more likely. Sup-
posing the vb. to be the source, it has been con-

jecturally derived from OX. bwgjan
'

to push back,
hinder

'

;
it might also be referred to ' hold at bay

1

in some of its uses (see BAY j^. 4
;

or even to

BAY sb.- or ;' in some of their applications.] trans.

To obstruct, dam (water) : often with ///, back.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Barias \, ii. 116411 18.2 He, whose
pow'rfull hand Hay'd-up the Red-Sea with a double Wall.

*635 CARPENTER Geog. Del. \\. x. 177 By baying vp the
Kiuers into ccrtaine Artificiall Channel]*. 1883 SIR A. HOB-
iioi'SF, La-vRep. IX. Appeal 177 The defendants' barrier has
been found to bay back the water to :\ maximum depth of

tuenty-two inches.

f Bay(e, i". 5 Obs. rart- 1
. [app. a pseudo-

archaism
;

cf. the similar use of EMBAY in same
work I. vii. 3.] ?To bathe, immerse.
1596 SPENSKR F.Q. i. vii. j He . . bayes His sweatie fore-

head in the breathing wind.

il Bayadere ;bayade-r, -dlo-j\ Also 6 ballia-

dera, S balliadere, 9 bayadeer. [F. bayadere,
ad. Pg. bailadeira female dancer

;
cf. bailar to

dance. The earlier forms were taken directly from
the Portuguese.] A Hindoo dancing girl : the

French name, occasionally used by English writers.

1598 W. PHILLIPS Linsihoterfs 7 ra-<-. 74 iV.) The heathen-
ish whore called Balliadcra, who is a dancer. 1794 I. MOOR
Narrat. Littles Det. 356 iY.i The name of balliadere, we
never heard applied to the dancing girls. 1826 HEBFR
Journ. India (18281 II. xxviii. 282 The southern Bayadere,
who difTer considerably from thenAch girls of northern India.

1835 Penny CycL IV. 62 '-2 The little arts and manners which
form the accomplished bayadeer.

Bayard .b^-ajdi, a. and sb. 1 arch. Forms:

4-7 bayard, 5 beyard, 5-7 bayarde, 6 bayart,
baierd, baiarde, 6-7 baiard. bayerd. [a. OF.
baiard,-art, bayard bay-coloured, {.bai: see BAY a. 1

and -AiiD.]
1. Bay coloured ; absol. a bay horse.

1330 R. BRUNNF. Citron. 272 Sir Edward . . Opon his stede

bayard first he wan be dike. 1464 Matin. $ Househ. Exj>.
184, 1 bowete of Roberd Bernard the Konstabelschepe of
Hramborou, and he ad of me ther fore my bayard Kreseuer.

1623 MINSHKU Sp. Gram. 6, Kays, which is vsed in good
authors for Bay coloured or Bayard. 1868 D. EVANS 4 Bks.
If'a/i'S I. 520 Saddle thou the bayard with the long bound.

2. Proper name of the bright-bay-coloured magic
steed given byCharlemagne to Renaud (or Rinaldo),
one of the four sons of Aimon, famous in mediaeval
romance

; whence a. Formerly used as a kind of

90



BAYARD. 714 BAYWOOD.

mock-heroic allusive name for any horse
; cf. the

occasional use of Rosinante, Bucephalus, Pegasus.
CI374 CHAUCER TroyIns i. 218 As proud Bayard gynnyth

for to skippe Out of the wey. ,1400 Beryn 3184 A man to

seruesabill Ledith offt beyard from his own stabill. c 1489
CAXTON Four Sonnes Aymon \. (1884* 31 Thenne mounted
Reynawde on horsebacke vpon Bayarde. 1575 CHURCH-
YARD Chip/>es (1817) 147 But he that holdes. .the horses rain,
When steede bolts out, calles bayard back again.

b. Bayard*s bun : a kind of bread given to horses.

Bayard of ten toes : the human feet,
' shanks' mare,

nag, or pony
'

;
also called horse of ten toes.

c 1520 SKELTON Agsf. Comely Coystrmvne 8 A swete sugar
loaf and sowre bayardys bun. 1616 BRETON Good fy Badde
35 The walke of the wofull and his Horse, Bayard often-toes.

c. Alluded to in many phrases and proverbial

sayings, the origin of which was in later times

forgotten, and
'

Bayard
'

taken as the type of blind-

ness or blind recklessness.

(.-1325 E. E. Altit. P, B. 886 pay blustered as blynde as

bayard watz euer. 1393 GOWEK Con/. 1 1 1. 44 But as Bayard
the blinde stede . . He goth there no man will him bidde.

1401 Pol. Poems (18591 II- 53 Thou, as blynde Bayarde,
berkest at the mone. 1532 MORE Con/ut. Tindale Wks.

500/1 Bee bolde vpon it lyke blynde bayarde. 1609 BRETON
Poste if. Packet, Who is so blind as Bold Bayarde. 1625
Gonsalvids Sp. Inqiiis. 168 As blind yet as bold as Bay-
ard. c 1630 JACKSON Creed iv. iv. Wks. III. 33 As . . boldly
as blind bayard rusheth into the battle. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
Bulk fy Sell 1

. 157 Bayard must ever be as bold as blind.

3. Hence : One blind to the light of knowledge,
who has the self-confidence of ignorance.
a 1529 SKELTON Agst. Garnesche Wks. I. 123 Bolde bay-

arde, ye are to blynde. 1579 TOMSOS Calvin's Serin. Tun,
65/2 Them that >hall walke negligently, and like blinde

bayardes. 1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (18511 368 Being a

bayard, who never had the sou! to know, what conversing
means. (11677 BARROW Serm. (1686) III. 487 The bold and
blind Bayards (who usually out of self-conceit are so ex-

ceedingly confident of their election and salvation*.

t Bayard, sb.~ Obs. [a. F. bayard, baiart, in

same sense : cf. BAIARDODR.] A kind of hand-
barrow used for heavy loads

; alsoyf^*.
1642 ROGERS Naaman 30 When they are laid upon his

bayard, and when he hath them upon the hip, Ibid. 35
Surely he is faine to lay men upon the bayard.

t Bayarclism. Oh.
[f.

BAYARD sb.i +-IS.M.]

Ignorant presumption.
1624 BP. MorNTAcu AVtf Gagg 89 Grosse Bayardismes in

so insolent a Bard.

t Bayardly, a. Oh. [f.
BAYARD j//.i + -n-i.]

Bayard-like ;
characterized by the blindness and

self- confidence of ignorance.
1636 GOODMAN Wint. Even. Confer, in. 20 Religion Is . .

not a formal and bayardly round of duties. 1656 A rtif.
Handsont. 143 A blind credulity, a bayardly confidence.

1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. 118 The bayardly blindness of
common people . . neither able nor willing to discern.

t Bayardly, adv. Oh. [f. as prec.-j--LY-.]

Blindly, with blind self-confidence.

1624 H. MASON Art ofLying \\.6j Some ignorant lesuite :

('for none else can be imagined to be so Bayardly bold*.

Bayberry (b^-beTi). [f.
BAY s&.i 2.]

1. The fruit of the bay-tree.
1578 LYTE Dodoens 688 Called in Latine Lanri fiacc.v, in

English Bay berries. 1747 Gent 1. Mag. XVII. 409 Take of
aniseed, .bay-berries, myrrh, .of each half an ounce.

2. In U.S., the fruit of the Wax-myrtle (Myrica
cerifera], and the plant itself, an American shrub
that bears a berry covered with a wax-like coating.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. s.v., The berries when boiled
m water yield a fragrant green wax, known as bayberry
tallow, used for making candles, etc. 1878 R. THOMPSON
Card. Assist. (.Moore i 657/1 Myrica cerifera, candleberry,
bay-berry, or wax-myrtle. -Very near the sweet-gale.
3. In Jamaica, the fruit of the '

Bayberry Tree/
Eugenia acris, a species of Pimento.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 247 The Bayberry Tree . . The
berries resemble our cloves, both in form and flavour.

Bayche, Baye, obs. ff. BEACH, Bo, both.

t Bayed, ^- l Oh. ; also 5 bayde. [f. BAY a.1

-i- -ED ;
or ad. L. badius] Bay-coloured.

c 1440 Promfi. Par?'. 21 Bayyd, as a horse (v.r. bay\ btidius.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 17 Bayde [with no Latin equivalent].

t Bayed, ///. a:~ Oh.
Surrounded, enclosed.

[? short for EMBAYED.]

1577 HOLINSHED Chron. II. n/i The territorie baled and
perclosed within the river. 1583 STANYHURST ^Kncis in.

(Arb.) 74 A plentiful Island . . roundlye bayed . . With My-
cone, and eke with Giarus, two famo.sed Islands.

Bayed (b*d), ///. a.* [f. BAY v.* + -ED].
Dammed.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Laive 604 CD.) He smot the sea with his

dead-liuing rod : The sea obayed, asbay'd. 1879 JEFFKR IKS

Wild Life in S. C. 64 It [the brook] swells sufficiently, if

bayed up properly, to drive a mill.

Bayed (b<?'d), ///. a.
[f.

BAY ^.3 + -ED.]

Having a bay, formed as a bay or recess.

a 1848 MARRVAT R. Reefer l.vvi. 258 The bayed windows.

1851 HELPS Camp. Solit. vii. (1874) 130 A window, in a bayed
recess.

Baygne, bayne, obs. forms of BAIN.

Baying (b^'irj), vbL $b^ [f.
BAY vl + -TNG V]

The continued deep barking of a large dog.
1611 COTGR., Abbay, a barking, or baying of dogs. 1814

SCOTT H'ar. xxiv, The baying of the dogs was soon ncklcd
to the chorus,

Baying ^b^-ir^, vbl. sh? [f. BAY a.1 + -TNO
.]

The imparting of a bay colour.

1634 in H. Waipole I'erfjie's Anccd. Paint. (1786'! II. 212
For baying and colouring the whole number of the oares for

the row barge.

Baying (b^-irj), ///. al [f. BAY
That bays ; deep-barking.
fi533 Lo. BF.RNERS Hiion (18831 305 The mastyues and

bayynge houndes. 1791 COWPKR iliad\\\. 29 Baying hounds
Disturb not him.

t Baying, ///. a. 2 Oh.
[f.

BAY sb;- or 3
; cf.

BEY v. to bow.] Curving, receding.
1538 LELAND Itin. III. 75 From Bridport to the North

West Point of the Chisilrenningfrom Portland thither about
a Mile . . Shore somewhat baying.

Bayish (b^-ij), a. rare. [f. BAY a. +-ISH 1
.]

Somewhat bay, inclining to bay (in colour).
1697 Land. Ga~. No. 3289/4 A Bayish dun Horse.

Bayl, bayle, bayll, obs. ff. BAIT,, BALE, BAILEY.

Baylable, obs. form of BAILABLE q.v.
|| Bayle, baylo, obs. variants of BAILO.
1703 Loud. GHZ. No. 3891/2 To go in the Quality of Payle

or Ambassador .. to the Ottoman Porte. Ibid. No. 3903/2
This Republick's Baylo or Ambassador . . to the . . Porte.

Baylet (b*Het). [f.
BAY j*.2] A little bay.

1826 Mactev. Mag. XX. 426 Headland bold, And silver-

sanded baylet. 1876 R. BURTON Gorilla L. 11.265 Off this

baylet are three rocky islets.

Bayliary, bayllive, etc. : see BAILIERY, .BAI-

LIFF.

Bayne, -ly, variant of BAIN, -LY
; obs. f. B.VXE.

Bayne = both : see Bo.

Bayness (b^-m-s). [f.
BAY a^ 4- -NESS.] The

quality of being bay-coloured.
1570 LEVIN Manip. 90 Also many other that end in nesse,

derived of adiectiues . . as of bay, baynessc. 1610 MARKHAM
Masteyp. i. l.vvi. 140 Baynesse turnes to dunnesse.

Baynyd (Promp. Parv^\ see BAINED.

Bayonet (b^-tfnet). Also 7 baggonet, 7-8
bagonet, 8 bagnet ; all still in vulgar use. [a. F.

batonnette, in Cotgr. bayonncttc, of uncertain origin.

Diez, Littre, Scheler, favour the usual derivation

from the name of the city Bayonnc, the weapon
being supposed to have been either first made or

first used there
;
the former notion is strengthened

by a statement of Des Accords (a 15^3) that people
spoke of bayonncttcs dc Bayonnc 'Bayonne bayo-
nets/ as of 'Toulouse scissors,* etc. But it is

possible that the word may be a dim. of OF.

bayon, baion 'arrow or shaft of a cross-bow/ from
which Cotgr. still has bayonnicr 'an old word' =
arbalcstier : the Sp. bayona sheath, and It. bajo*
netta 'little joker' (a possible appellation for a

dagger), have also been suggested as the source.

f See Notes on the Origin and History of the Bayonet ; by
Mr. Akerman, read to the Soc. of Antiquaries, May 1860.)]

||
1. A short flat dagger. Obs.

[1611 COTGR., Bayonnette, a kind of small flat pocket-
dagger, furnished with kniues; or a great knife to hang at
the girdle, like a dagger.] 1692 Lond. Gaz. No. 2742/2
Skeyns, Eaggonets, and all other Arms. 1707 Ibid. No.
4589/1 (Venice 1

, That no persons . . shall presume to wear
the Bayonet, or Sword, on pain of being sent to the dailies.

2. A stabbing instrument of steel, which may be
fixed to the muzzle of a musket or rifle : originally
its handle was inserted in the mouth of the gun,
but it is now secured by a circular band clasping
the barrel. See also SWOBD-BAYONET.
[1672 CnAS. II Warrant 2 Apr. In Carter Curiosities of

/rrtn'i86ot 239 The souldiers of the several troopes aforesaid
are . , also to have and to carry one bayonet or great knive.]

1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4044/3 Our Granadiers, after . . two or
three Vollies . . put their Bayonets in the Muzzles of then-
Pieces. a 1774 FERGUSSOX Leitk Races t Poems (1845) 32
On guns your bagnets thraw. 1817 J . SCOTT Paris Rnnsit.
730 The soldier . . was about to plunge his bayonet into the
breast of the unfortunate Frenchman.
b. abst. Military force.

1774 Bt'RKE Amer. Ta.\\ Wks. II. 373 You are obeyed
solely from respect to the bayonet. 1879 D. HILL Bryant
112 He visited Paris, then, .under the rule of the bayonet.
3. //. Soldiers armed with bayonets.
1780 Bt'RKR L<-t. Mcrlott Wks. IX. 259 On the demand of

40,000 Irish bayonets, c 1880 GRANT ifist, India I. li. 261/1
Colonel Pearse's column . . returned . . reduced from 5000 to
2000 bayonets.
4. transf. or fig. a. generally.
1883 G. ALLEN in Knwlcdgc 8 June 337/1 In wild barley

the entire inflorescence bristles . . with stiff bayonets.
b. Mcch. A pin which plays in and out of a hole,
and serves to engage and disengage portions of

machinery, a clutch.

1798 in Specif. Patent No. 2228 \Sellar&* Spin. Mach.).
1864 in WEBSTER.
5. Spanish Bayonet : A species of Yitffa, a lilia-

ceous plant, with a crown of linear-lanceolate

leaves, found in the south of North America.
1865 PARKMAN Huguenots vii. (1875) 109 Hacking their

way through thickets of the Yucca, or Spanish bayonet.
1882 W. BISHOP in Harpers Ma*. Dec. 47/1 In the door-

yards are the Mexican aloe and the Spanish bayonet.
6. attrib., as in bayonet-bell, -charge, -sheath,

'thrust, -ivound\ also bayonet-clutch, a clutch
with two prongs for engaging and disengaging

machinery ; bayonet-joint, one in which the two

parts are so interlocked that they cannot be sepa-
rated by a simple longitudinal movement.
1812 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. IX. 603 There are in the

stores at Lisbon Bayonet belts for infantry. 1817 J. SCOTT
Paris Revisit. 215 Bayonet sheaths, bits of caps, and the

rags of clothes, covered the ground. 1870 Eng. Meek.
4 Feb. 501/3 A lens, which is adapted to the apparatus by
a bayonet -joint. 1877 BRYANT Country 's Call i, The rifle

and the bayonet-blade For arms like yours were fitter now.

Bayonet (b^'vTnet), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To stab or pierce with a bayonet.
c 1700 Gcntl. Instntc. 535 (D.), I came not into the world

to he cannonaded or bagonetted out of it. 1858 BEVERIDGE
Hist. Ind. III. vii. iii. 85 The Arabs within were bayoneted.
2. To drive at the point of the bayonet ; to

coerce or compel as by military force.

1790 BURKE Fr. Rn>. 325 You send troops to sabre and to

bayonet us into a submission. 1863 Commonwealth (Boston)
18 Feb. 65 It has been bayoneted up to it by the pressure
of outside public opinion.

Bayoneted (b^neted),///. a.
[f.

HAYONET
sb. + -ED.] Armed or provided with a bayonet.
1815 Edin. RtT. XXV. 532 Guarded by a bayonetted

soldiery against a bludgeoned mob. 1856 OLMSTED Slave
States 20 A bright bayonetted firelock.

Bayoneteer (bji^netiu). nonce-wd. [f.
BAYO-

NET sb. + -EER.] A soldier armed with the bayonet.
1848 THACKERAY Cornh. to Cairo iv. 33 Knights shout

their war cries and jovial Irish bayoneteers hurrah.

Bayoneting (Lv^netin), vbl. sb. [f.
BAYONET v .

-r-iNG 1

.] Stabbing with a bayonet.
1885 Pan Mall G. 10 Feb 10/2 The bayoneting of a sol-

dier at Woolwich.

Bayou (bai-). [Prob. a corruption of Fr. boyait

gut.] The name given (chiefly in the southern

States of N. America) to the marshy off-shoots and

overflowings of lakes and rivers.

1818 COBBKTT Resid. U. S. (1822) 273 Johnson's Ferry, a

place where a Bayou iBoyau) of the Wabash is crossed.

This Bayou is a run out of the main river, round a flat por-
tion of land. 1847 LOSGF. Er. n. iii. 51 How have you no-
where encountered my Gabriel's boat on the bayous?
Bayrn, Bayt, Bayz, etc. : see BAI-.

Bay-salt (bc
T
:-so-lt). Forms: 5-6 baye-, 7

bai-, base-, 6- bay-salt, fprob. f. BAY
Many explanations have been offered. A derivation from

Bayonnc dates from 1633 ; but if salt was really imported
into England from that place, it would seem more probable
that bay-salt meant 'salt from the Bay (of Biscay)'; cf.

'Cape wines,' etc. The conjecture that it means salt pro-
cured from bays t'of the sea) indefinitely, seems less probable,
for it would have been more obvious, in this case, to say
'

sea-$a.h.' There seems to be no good authority for the
statement that the Cheshire brine-pools are called bays, nor
would this explain why one kind of salt should bear the
name of bay-salt more than another.]

Salt, obtained in large crystals by slow evapora-
tion ; originally, from sea-water by the sun's heat.

1465 Mann, fy Househ. Exp. 201 Item, for di. a bz. of baye
salt \}.d. ob. 1559 Wills $ Inv. N. C. (1835) 184 In the Salt

Garner . Halffe a weye of baye salte. 1612 WOODALL Snrg.
Mate Wks. 11653) 207 Bay or Sea salt, dried meerely from
salt Sea water by the heat of the Sunne. 1633 C. B'UTLER

Eng. Gram. Index, Bai Salt, salt of Bayonne in France.

1654 GAYTON Fcst. Notes \\\. iii. 60 Train oyle, dead wine,
Base-salt. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4486/3 Her Lading, con-

sisting of French Bay Salt. 1866 ROGKRS Agric. <$ Prices
I. xix. 456 Great or gross salt was no doubt the larger
crystals known now as bay salt.

Baysche, bayse, -ment, obs. f. BASH, -MENT.

Bay-stone. [? corruption of BASE-STONE ; cf.

base for bay in prec.] A stone laid on the surface

of the ground as part of the foundation of a slight

building.
1845 WILLIAMS in Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VI. i. 45 The tenant

has the right to remove . . anyl>uildings put up by himself
on '

bay stones,' where the buildings do not enter into the

ground.

Bay'swater Ca'ptain. slang, [f. Bayswater>
a residential part of London : cf. dry-land sailor

-.]

1880 Daily News 2/4 Several persons used to frequent the
club who did not appear to have any ostensible means of

living, but were known as 'Spongers' or '

Bayswater Cap-
tains.'

Bayt(e, obs. form of BAIT and BEAT sb.-

Baythe, var. BAITHE v. Obs. to grant.

Bay-window (b^i'wrntUm). [f.
BAY sb$ +

WINDOW.] *A window forming a bay or recess

in a room, and projecting outwards from the wall,

either in a rectangular, polygonal, or semicircular

form
; often called a tow-window.

1

Parker Concise

Gloss. Archit.

1428 in Heath Grocers* Comp. (186916 In the baye wyn*
dowe of the chambre. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prw. <$ Epigr.
(1867) 204 All Newgate wyndowes bay wyndowes they bee.

1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. v. ii. 40 Why it hath bay Windowes
transparant as baricadoes. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824)
I. 233 The old bay-windows he will have preserved. 1861

DICKENS Gt. Expect, iii. 105 Three stories of bow-window
(not bay*ivindffwt which is another thing).

Hence Bay-windowed, having bay-windows.
i88x Miss BRADDON Asph. II. 137 An airy bay-windowed

drawing room. 1883 AGNES CRANE in Let's. H. 481/2 The
'

bay-windowed* city of San Francisco.

Bay'WOOd (b^-wud). Mahogany from the Bay
of Campeachy and its vicinity.
1869 Eng. Mcch, 24 Dec. 370/2 Drawers of baywood.



BAZAAR.

Bazaar, bazar (bazauX Forms : 6 bazaro,
-arro, 7 bussar, buzzar(r,bazarr, -are, 7-8 basar,

7-9 bazar, 8 -aard, 9 bazaar. [Ult. a.
Pers.^hb

basar market. It has been adopted in Hindustani

and Turkish, and seems to have come into English
use first from the latter, through Italian.]
1. An Oriental market-place or permanent market,

usually consisting of ranges of shops or stalls,

where all kinds of merchandise are offered for

sale.

[c 1340 BALDUCCI PEGOLOTTI Merc. Handbk. gives Bnzarra.
as Genoese word for 'market-place' (Y.).] 1599 HAKLUYT
Voy. II. i. 214 A faire place or towne, and in it a faire

Bazarro for marchants. 1616 PURCHAS Pilgr. (1864) 58 A
great Basar or Market of Brazen wares, c 1650 R. BACON
Mirzti 5 A giddy stream of people . . Powring themselves
from all parts to the Buzzarr. 1702 W. J. Bruyn-'s Voy. Le-
vant ix. 33 Several Baxaards or publick Markets. 1815
MOORE Lalla R. Introd., The bazaars . . were all covered
with the richest tapestry. 1863 M. WHATELY Ragged Lift:

Egypt iv - 25 Then we dive into a dark little street . . it

is the shoe-bazaar.

b. A market in an Oriental camp.
1803 WELLINGTON in Disp. 392 The enemy . . were coin-

pletely defeated, with the loss of all their bazars. 1882 C\
FRANCIS Med. Temp. Jrnl. No. 52. 148 Country liquor is

too readily obtainable from the bazaar even though the sale

of it to soldiers is strictly prohibited.
2. A fancy fair in imitation of the Eastern bazaar ;

esp. a sale of useful and ornamental articles, in

behalf of some charitable or religious object.
1816 So/io Bazaar. 1829 SOUTIIEY Sir T. More II. 216
No Vanity Fair opened in aid of the funds, under the title

of a Ladles' Bazaar. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 346
Milliners, toymen, and jewellers came down from London,
and opened a bazaar under the trees. 1876 World No. 106.

16 A bazaar is the clergyman's recognised ultimate hope
when lie wants to enlarge his school.

Bazan, -in, Bazar, see BASAJJ, BEZOAR.

t Baze, v. Obs. or dial. Also baize. [App.
identical with Du. bazen, verba^en to astonish,

stupefy ; but its late appearance in Eng. (or Sc.) is

not explained. Cf. also obs. Ger. basen (in Grimm)
to rave.] To stupefy, frighten, alarm.

1603 Plulotus cxlviii, As with a Bogill ba/ed. 1807 J.
STAGG Poems 39 Guod neebor's ne'er be ba/'d, I'll under-
take the wark. 1808 Cumb. Ball, l.xxv. 172 Tom Ridley
was aw baized wi' drinkin.

Bazil, obs. form of BASIL, and BEZEL sb.

Bclellatomy (delee-tomi). Med. [mod. f. Gr.

/38e'AAa leech + -ro/iia a cutting.] The name given
to the practice of cutting leeches to empty them
of blood while they still continue to suck.
1868 Daily Nnvs 30 July, When the little blood-sucker

has taken his fill and is about to release his bite . . a small
incision is made in his side that serves as an outlet for the
blood, and he goes on sucking . . Bdellatomy is the name
given to the practice.

II Bdellium (de-liom). Forms : 4 bidellium,
bdelyum, bdellyum, 6 bedellion, 6-7 bdelium,
6- bdellium, [a. L. bdellium (Vulgate), ad. Gr.

/)t>e\\iov (according to Dioscorides and Pliny, a

plant, and the fragrant gum exuded by it : see

senses i and 2) ; used in the Greek versions later

than the LXX to translate the Heb. H^3 b'dolakh,
which Josephus also rendered 054AAa. The Greek
word is evidently of oriental origin, but whether it

has any relation either of etymology or sense with
the Heb. is uncertain, as is also the meaning and

origin of the latter, which the LXX had rendered
in Genesis by dv9pa. carbuncle,' and in Numbers
by K^uffTaAAos

'

crystal ': the Rabbins and Bochart

explain it as meaning
'

pearl, pearls.']
1. The name given to several trees or shrubs of

the N.O. Amyridacex, chiefly of the genus Balsa-

modendron, from which exudes a kind of gum-resin
resembling impure myrrh, of pungent taste and

agreeable odour, used in medicine and as a perfume.
1398 TBEVISA Earth. De P. R. xvil. xix. (1495) 614 Bidel-

lium is . . a blacke tre moost lyke to the OHue and the

gumme therof is bryght and bytter. 1596 LODGE Marg.
An:cr.,The blacke bdellium (bringeth forth] sweete gumme.
1620 T. PEYTON Parad. in Fair's 6'. P. (1848) 178 Where can
a man . . Find bdelium, that pleasant tree, to grow. [1878
H. STANLEY Dark Cont. II. xii. 350 Where the myrrh and
bdellium shrubs exhaled their fragrance.]
2. The gum-resin thus procured.
1583 LLOYD Trcas. Health Q v, Afterwarde put . . ther-

vnto. .pouderof Masticke, of Castoreum, bdelii, myrre. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 362 The right Bdellium . . being washed
and drenched with wine . . is more odoriferous. 1859 R. BUR-
TON Ccntr. Afr. in Jrnl. R. G. S. XXIX. 448 The important
growths of the interior are frankincense and bdellium.

3. The translation, in the English Bible, of the

Hebrew word np!3 (PdolakK) ;
see above.

1382 WYCLIK Gen. ii. 12 Ther is foundun bdelyum and the
stoon onychynus. \iiin. xi. 7 Manna forsothe was . . of
the colour of bdelii [1388 of bdellyum, which is whijt and
bry^t as cristal}. 1535 COVERDALE ibid., There is founde
Bedellion. - The Manna was .. like Bedellion. 1560
Gcntn 1

. ibid., The Man also was. .the colour of bdelium.
x6n il'id., There is bdellium. The colour of Bdelium.

Bdellpmeter(delp-mrt3j). [ad. Y.Mel/ometre,
f. Gr. j35X\a leech + fitrpov measure.] A surgical

715

instrument proposed as a substitute for leeches,
and fitted to show the amount of blood drawn.
1839 HOOPER Mt-d. Diet. 25.). 1874 DUNGLISON Mat.

fiict., Bdellomcter. .consists of a cupping-glass, to which a
scarificator and exhausting syringe are attached.

Be (b/), v. [An irregular and defective verb,
the full conjugation of which in modern Eng. is

effected by a union of the surviving inflexions of
three originally distinct and independent verbs,
viz. (l) the original Aryan substantive verb with
stem es-, Skr. as-, 's-, Or. 'fa-, L. es-, 's-, OTeut.

*es-, 's- ; (2) the verb with stem wes-, Skr. vas- to

remain, OTeut. wes-, Gothic wis-an to remain, stay,
continue to be, OS., OE., OHG. wesan, OFris.

wes-a, ON. ver-a
; (3) the stem beu- Skr. li/nl-,

bhaw-, Gr. <j>v-, L. fii-, OTeut. *l>eu-, l>eo-, OE.
hco-n to become, come to be. Of the stem es-,

OE. (like the oldest extant Teutonic) possessed

only the present tenses, Indicative and Subjunctive

(orig. Optative), all the other parts being supplied
from the stem TCV.T-, pa. t. u i

ns, which, though still

a distinct and complete vb. in Gothic, was in OE.
only supplemental lo <.M--, the two constituting the

substantive verb am-was. Bcon, Iv, was still in

OE. a distinct verb (having all the present, but no

past tenses) meaning to '

become, come to be
1

,
and

thus often serving as a future tense to (im-vas.

l!y the beginning of the ijth c., the Infinitive and

Participle, Imperative, and pres. Subjunctive of

atn-~vas, became successively obsolete, the cor-

responding parts of be taking their place, so that

the whole verb am-was-lie is now commonly called

from its infinitive,
' the verb to be,' although be is

no part of the substantive verb originally, but only
a later accretion replacing original parts now lost.

In OE. the present Indie, of am had two forms
of the plural, (i) sind, sindon ;=Goth. and Ger.

siiuf, L. snnt, Skr. siliiti) and caron, aron =OX.
eru\ the latter confined to the Anglian dialects,

where it was used side by side with sind, -nn. Of
these, sind, -on ceased to be used before 1250, its

place being taken in southern ling, by the cor-

responding inflexions of be, \Ye, ye, they belli,

ben, be, were the standard forms in southern and
mirll. Eng. for centuries ; and even in the sing., be,

beest, bcth began to encroach on am, art, is, and
are now the regular forms in southern dialect

speech. Meanwhile aron, aren, aril, are, survived

in the north, and gradually spread south, till early
in i6thc. are made its appearance in standard Eng.,
where it was regularly used by Tindale. />< con-

tinued in concurrent use till the end of the century
(see Shakspere, and Bible of 1611), and still occurs

as a poetic archaism, as well as in certain tradi-

tional expressions and familiar quotations of 1 6th c.

origin, as
' the powers that be.' But the regular

modern Eng. plural is are, which now tends to oust

be even from the subjunctive. Southern and eastern

dialect speech retains be both in singularand plural,
as '

I be a going,' 'we be ready.']
In treating this important word, the history of the

inflexions is first exhibited, and then that of the

signification.
A. Inflexions.

I. Inflexions from stem es- : partly replaced in

ME. by be.

1. Present Indicative,
* from es-, 's-.

1 sing, am (arm, a-m, am. 'm, m). [
= ON. em,

Gothic im, Skr. asini, Gr. *<<T/H, tipi, L. sum : the

only Eng. vb. form which retains the old personal
suffix -in (for -//').] Forms: 1-3 eom, \Merc.

earn, North, am, amm, 2-4 em, earn, eem, 3- am
(Orm. amm, 3-4 ham, 4 ame, emme), contr. 6-

'm (/') in verse and familiar prose. In 4-5
icham (south and west) was treated as one word,
whence later dial, cltam in i6th c. and recent s. w.
dial. Negative 1-5 neom, neem, nam. {Northern
es, is : see 3rd sing.) .

c 885 K. &LVKKD Boeth. xiii. 40 Ic eom ofwundrod. n 950
Ditrli. Ritual ica, Ic am drihlen god din. c 950 Limfisf.
Gosp. Matt, xxviii. 20 Ic iuh mifl am. < 975 Rnstiiv. G. ibid.,
Ic mid eow earn. 1 1000 Ags. G. Matt. xi. 28 Ic eom bilwite.
<-n6o Ifniton G. ibid., Ich eom bylewhit. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn, 25 Ic em hal. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Ifotn. 256 Ic am bi
mon. 1205 LAY. 461 Ich am due. Ibid. 25,943 Ich ;em
mon [1250 Ich ham a mon]. Ibid. 14,136 Na-m ich naeuerc
btite care, n 1300 Cursor M. 5756 Lord here I ame. c 1300
Bckct 475 So mochc wrecche nam y 11031. 1330 R. BRUSNK
Chron. 337 Ich emme bat be bere. 13*3 LAXGL. P. PI. A.
v. 105 'Icham sori' quod Envye, 'I ne am \i>.r. nam] but
seldene ober. 1382 WVCI.IF A'.r. iii. 14 Y am that am. c 1383
CHAL-CER /.. G. \V. I'rol. 314 Sir it am I. 1647 COWLI.Y

ifiitr. Ixxvi, No : I'm undone. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Roinola i,

I'm a stranger in Florence.
dial. 1547 BOOKUE Inircid. Kiu^vl. 122 Iche cham a

Cornyshe man. 1633 li. JONSON T. Tub i. i, 'Cham no man's
wife. 1746 Exmoor ScoUatfdtyi)) 26 Cham a-troubled.

BE.

S sing, art (a-.it, ajl, ait, 'jt). [ OX. at, alter
1 2th c. erf, Goth, is, Skr. dsi, Gr. taai (iaai, ?s, ei),
L. es ; in Eng., as in later ON., s of the stem has
become r : the final l is a pleonastic addition of
the 2nd pers. pron., not found in Goth., nor outside

Teut.] Forms : 1-2 eart, i Merc. earS, North.
arff, 2-3 eert, (esert, eeart, hart, ard), Orm. arrt,

2-5 ert, 2- art, capable of contraction, 6- thou'rt.

Negative 1-5 Heart, nert, nart. Art-thou ap-
pears 1-2 eartu, earSu, aro'u, 2-5 ertu, artu,
artow

;
in poet, and dial, use, the pron. is now

sometimes omitted, as in 'What art doing?'
(Northern es, is : see 3rd sing.)
6-950 l.indisf. Gosp. Matt. vi. 9 F.'eder user 5u ar5 ^v/bist

in neofnum. (-975 Ruslnc. G. ibid., Fxder ure bu be in

heofunum earS. a 1000 Ags. G. ibid., Feeder ure bu be eart
an heofenum, <~n6o Hettton G. ibid., Fader ure bu be ert

on heofne. c 1175 Lamb. Hoin. 223 pu a:art dust. Ibid.
201 Hwi ertu me so freomede. a 1250 O'.ulfy Xight. 561 Thu
art Intel. 1280 Relig. Songs. \. 178 Nu thu ard al skere.
it lynCursor M. iCott.) 14105 In mikel bisenes ert bou, Bi*e

)

ert bou \Gott. bi>i es bu] bot mani dede. c 1340 Ibid. \ Fairf.)

J

12136 Vnnebes artow of vij 3ere. 1340 HAMI'UI.E Pr. Ctmsc.
' 424 Askes er-tuw now. 1382 WYCLII- 2 Sain. xii. 7 Thou ert

[

thilk man [1388 Thou art thilke man]. Malt. vi. 9 Oure
fadir that art in heuenes. 1602 DEKKKR Sntiroin. 234 Art
not famous enough yet, but thou must eate men alive?

3 sing, is (i-z, 'z, 's). [= ON. es, after 1200 er,

Goth., OHG., OS., OFris. is/, Skr. <is/i, Gr. tart,
L. i-.ft : in Eng. as in OX. and Du. the personal
suffix -/ is lost.] Forms: I- is; i-Gys; Orm.
iss; North. 3-5 es (ess, esse, iss, isse). Nega-
tive 1-5 nis, nys. Js still rimed with miss, bliss,

this, etc. in i6th c. ; it retains the s sound in is 't .'

and when contracted, after breath mules as that 's

(Sails), but = c elsewhere, as he's, all's, this is

(h/z, glz, fli'siz).

(^885 K. /ELERKD Oros. i. i. $ 13 Hit is eall weste. c 1000

Afs. Gosp. Matt, xxviii. 6 Nys he her. i 1160 Hattim G.
ibid., Nis he her. (1280 Sarinitn 38 in A'. /:'. P. (1862! 5
Manis lif nis bot a schade, nov he is and nov he nis. a 1300
Cursor .'/. iGolt.' 5779 Til 3011 me sendis he bat ess [Cott.
es, Fairf. ys]. < 1340 Ibid, iTrin.) 13158 Seint Ion (>at in

prisotm isse. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Const:. 32 S\va he es, and
ay., sal be. ^1386 CHAUCER Knls. T. 1267 Ther is \-;r.

nys] no newe gy.se, that it nas old. t 1400 MACNDEV. iii. 19
There nys no Purgatorie. ^1450 MYRC 10 Alle ys for de-
fawte of lore. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour Ii vij, Is it right
or wrong. ('1530 REDFOKDE Play IVyt <y Sc. 11848} 3 Ah !

syr, what tytne yst? 1635 QUARLES Einl'l. n. xiv. When
not himself, he's mad ; when most himself, he'> worse. 1733
Poi'E Ess.Man 1.286 One truth is clear,Whatever Is is RIGHT.
1848 KINGSLEY Saints' Trag. n. vii. 100 What's thy name?
r In the northern dialect, ME. and mod., es. is.ys,

is used for all persons of the sing., and also for the

plur., when not immediately joined to the nom.

pron., e.g. when the subject is a noun or relative ;

the latter usage is exceedingly frequent in the

Shakspere folio of 1623 (though much altered by
editors ignorant of its history).
a 1300 Cursor .!/. (Cott. i 5262 pat bou liuand es 1 [Fair/.
On line bou ys]. Ibid. 9727

'

Fader,' he said,
'

bi sun i es.'

Ibid. 14105 In inekil besines es bu. c 1386 CHAUCER AViVW
T. 125 (Northern Clerk>, I is as ille a millere as are ye
[Lansd., I es as il a Melnere as es ye]. Ibid. 169 II hayl !

by god, Aleyn, thpu is a fonne. 1485 MALORY Arthur
(1817) II. 391 Here is I. 1570-87 HOLINSHED SCOT. Chron.
II. 50 Giltless persons is condemned. 1574 tr. Little-
ton's Tenures 107 b, Hys heires is in by dyscent. 1578 in

Scot. Poems i6M C. liSoil II. 133 Our fais that bisie is.

1590 SHAKS. Coin. Err. in. ii. 20 111 deeds is doubled with
an evil word. 1593 2 /{en. I'!, m. ii. 11 Is all things
well ? Ibid. 303 There's two of you. [Mod. Sc. and north.

Eng. All my hopes is lost. Is your friends coming?]
1-3 plural.
t a. Obs. form from weak stem 's : [OE. sind,

sindon. = OS. sind, sindon, OFris. send, OHG. 3 pi.

sint, sindttn, Goth. 3 pi. sind, Skr. 3 pi. sdnti, L.

siint. The -on, -nn, occurring in \VGer. is a

second pi. suffix subsequently added.] F'orms :

i sind, sint, synd, synt, siondon, si(e)ndun,
sindon, syndon, 2 synde(n, synd, synt, 2-3

sende(n, 3 sunde(u. sondoiu, seondeb. :

vseo5>,
Orm. sinudenn. Replaced in south by be

;
in

north and at length everywhere by are.

(3. are (<TI, ai, i, r, j,r). [
= ON. i eriim. 2 ernS,

3 ern, (:*ern>id), Sw. I tiro, 2 aren, 3 aro, Da.
ere ; a re-forming of the pi. on the strong stem-

form es-, analogous to Gr. *6<r-/*e's, efj-re, f-aai (from

eff-ai'Ti), I,, cs-fis, compared with the original type
in Skr. s-i/nis, s-tha, s-dnti, L. s-timns, s-unt,
and Gothic sijuin, sijnS, siuJ, OE. sind (in a).]
Forms: I Merc, earun, Northumb. aron, aro-,

2-5 north, and n. ntiill. aren, 2-6 arn, 3 Orm.

arm, (4-5 arunne), 4-6 arne, 4- are (4-6 ar) ;

3-4 north, ern, 4-5 ere, er. (Without pronoun 4-
es, is : see 3rd sing, above.)
a. cB&S K. ALFRED Oros. i. i. 12 Be norSau him sindon

[later JlfS. syndon] Kaldseaxan. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt.
x. 2 Dis synt [Lindisf. sint, Rnshu: sindun] bsera Apostola
naman. e 1160 I/atton G. ibid., Dis sende bare apostle
namen. c 1200 MoralOde 290 in Trin. Coll. Horn. 229 Hwu
fele senden in helle. c 1200 ORMIN 6293 pa bat sinndenn

gode. 1205 LAY. 24763 We sunden twaeff cnihtes. Ibid
a73i9 Oodd heo seondeS Ia3e.
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BE.

deueles bernes, be aren cleped ortrowe. c loo ORMIN

6849 pa |>att arm i bine walde. c 1250 (A'. t; E.r. 16 So

fajen so fueles am. a 1300 Cursor M. (Colt.) 4847 Elleuen

brewer es we \y.r. we er, we ar, are we] liuand. Ibid. 4878
Yee Ne ern lickli lei men to be. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xcii.

6 pine werkes ere bai. 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wkt. 11871' III.

169 Bodily werkisarunne more knowen. ci&aSirP'eriimb.

2379 pay aren in grete drede. < 1384 CHAUCER //. fame
1008 Al these arne set in heuene [Caxt. ar, Thyme are],

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. jam. xix. (14951 778 Camelles
'

ben tothlesse aboue as oxen are. 1465 MARC. PASTON in

Lett. 500 II. 179 Theyeryn as he left hem.. 'I he place

where they ern kept. 1528 MORE Htresyes n. Wks. 202/1

Sarasyns, whiche .. arne of another flocke. 1534 TlHDALE

John x. 30 I and my father are one [WvcLii ben oon],

1611 BIBLE Gen. xiii. 31 We are true men : we are no spies.

We be twelue brethren [Covera. we are ; Genre., we be).

1787 BURNS Brigs a/Ayr, I'll be a Brig, when ye re a shape-

less cairn.

T Negative forms colloquial and vulgar, found m
dramatists and novels since i/th c. are ar'n't, a n't

are not, am not, en I, ain't - am not, is not,

are not.

1710 PALMER Proverbs 124 The politest atheist can t be

sure that their e'nt a God. 1794 SOUTHEY II 'at Tyler m. 11,

You ar'n't to die So easily. 1799 B. THOMPSON Kotzebnc s

Stranger in Mrs. Inchbald Tlwat. I. 17 Sharp lad, ant It

1837 DICKENS Pick, xiii, I an't quite certain. Ibid, xxvm,
There ain't anything the matter.

* * from verb be.

1 sing, t be (bi, bf). 0/>s. exc. dial. [= OS.

I'iiiin, OFris. ban, OHG. pirn, cogn. w. Skr. Ma-

z'linii, Gr. *<pviu, <pva>, L. _/"/.] Forms: I biom,

b6om, 1-3 bo, beon, 3- be, (4-5 by, 4-7 bee'.

Like a/, this had the personal suffix -in, which

was however dropped already in Inter OE.
a. as distinct vb. or future : I become, come to

be, shall be.

1 825 I'csp. Psalter cx\\\. 2 Ic sinyu gode minum swe longe
sweicbiom [Lat. era}, c 1000 Ags. Ps. cxi.x. 117 Gefultuma
me fa;ste, oonne be'o ic hal. c izoo Trin. C/i limn. 1 7

Bispreng me mid edmodnesse lonerd banne be ieh clene.

1205 LAY. 28218 Ne beo [1250 worbe] ich nauere blioe.

b. as present : rare and doubtful in ME., but now
the regular form in southern and some midland

dialects. The negative / bcn't. beaut, faint is even

more widely used dialectally.
L 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxviii. 20 Ic beo mid eow _ealle

da;;as [Lindisf. am, Ruslnu. earn], c 1160 llatton C. ibid.,

Ich beo. 1205 LAY. 3045 pa while ich beon on hue. Ibid.

1 1501 pe while be ich beo [1250 ham) on line. 1864 CAPERN
[\-i-on Pryi'inc. s.v. He, I be going. 1864'1'LNNYSOX North.

Farmer 3, I beaut a fool.

2 sing, t beest, be'st (brst, bist). 06s. exc. dial.

[
- OS. bist, OHG./w, /M/.] Forms : (i bis), 1-3

bist. 3 beost, 3-4 best, 4 beste, 4- beest (5

north, bes), 9 beest, bist.

a. as distinct vb., or future.
c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Luke xxiii. 43 To-do.-* bu bist mid me on

paradise. <rn6o llatton G. ibid., To-daij bu byst. 1205

LAY. 9843 Wi8 bine sune bu bcost iuxid. t 1340 Cursor M.

(Trin. i 2038 pou beste of his blessyng quyt. 1377 LANGL.

P. Pi. B. v. 598 Bileue so
'

or bow beest nou^te ysaued.

b. as present
= art. Rare in ME., but now widely

spread in south, and midl. dialects.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosf. Matt. vi. 9 Faeder user Su aro TV/ bist

in heofnum. 1205 LAY. 3053 Al swa muchel bu bist [r. r.

hart] worb. 1848 KINGSLEY Saints' Trag. II. vii. loo Wood
i utter : Be'est a keeper, man? 1862 BARNES Rhymes Dorset

Dial. I. 61 Whatever bist about.

3 sing, beeth, bes (bi]>, b/zt. 06s. exc. dial.

Forms: 1-3 bi5, T byS, 2 bse5, 2-3 beo5, 3

vbideS), hup, 3-5 beS, bep, bued', 4 bye)), 4-6

beth(e. North. 4 betz, beis, 4-5 bes^e, 6 Sc.

beis. South, dial. 9 be.

a. as distinct vb.. or future.
t'825 Vesp. Psalter ciii. 3 Se milde bid allum un-rehtwis-

nissum Sinum. 1205 LAY. 5763 Anan swa hit beoS auen.

t 1340 Cursor .If. (Fairf.i 3762 My hert bese [7'ri/i. beb]

neuer brojt in rest, bi-twix and bis lacob be slayne. a 1400

Chron. Eng. 270 in Ritson M. R. II. 281 Non ne byth ther

nevermore. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. sfisTraist weill. .

the feild this da beis ouris.

b. as present.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 25 He biS wiS-uten feire. c 1200

Moral Ode 39 in E. E. P. (1862) 24 So muchel bet \v.r. bio]

his mihte. a 1300 Cursor M. 1175 It beis not sua \v.r. bes,

beb]. 1340 Ayenb. 54 pe holyist man byeb. ,beca}t. 11386
CHAUCER /Cat's. T. 1 163 Nought beth forgeten the infortuue

of Mart [Six-texts was]. 11460 ToBmtUfKjst. 13 It bese

the wars for thi sake. 1516-21 BUCKIIM. in Ellis Orig.

Lift. ill. I. 217 It bethe matter that I am lothe . . to troble

you withall. C1S70 Bp. St. Andrnvs in Scot. Poems i6t/i

C. II. 305 When Plutois palice beis provydit for them.

Mod. East-Anglian Here he be.

1-3 plural, be (bi, bi, b?). [In the other OTeut.

langs. only repr. by QHG. pint/lies, pirut (MHG.
birnt, tint).] Forms : a. (type beoth, beth) : 1-3

b<5oS ( i Northumb. biaS, biff-on, bioS-on, Merc.

biop, bi5-on, beop-an\ 1-4 Wo, 2 beeS, byS, 2-3

bie, buoS, burj(K), 3-4 bueS, bu>, beoth, 2-5

beS, bej>, 4 bye>, beeb, 4-5 beth, 5- beeth,

(6-7 dial. beth).

0. Mid!, (type beon, ben, been, be} : 2-4 beon,

2 bienn, bin, 2-3 bien, 2-6 ben, 3-4 buen, 4-5
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by, 4-6 bene, 4-7 bcen.e, j byn vne;, 5-7 bin

(///// dial.), 6-7 bee, 4- be. ffegatrUt, dial, ben't,

beant.

y. North. 3 bes, 5 bese.

a. as future.
4825 I'ap. Psalter xcii. 14 BioS seinonijfaldade in a.-ldu.

r 1175 Cott. Horn. 239 A domes deij alle godes fend, .abro-

den bienn. 1205 LAY. 3057 Sone heo biS |hi beoo] ilajeo.

b. as present.
e 1175 Cott. Holn. 219 Her beoS nisen anglen hapes. c 1175

Lamb. Horn. 89 La hu nebeaS ba. .galilelsce? c 1200 Trin.

Coll. Horn. 39 po bin be gode word of holi hoc. 1205 LAY.

4455 Whier beo 36 mine cnihtes? t 1250 Gen. &r E-i'. 107

Watres ben her Ser-under. 1297 R. GLOUC. 368 Hey men,
bat in Engelond beb, Be)> ycome of be Normans, a 1300

K. Alis. 4965 Men by ben. Ibid. 6494 Faire wymmen heo

buth. 1:1300 lietet 174 To fewe ther beoth. 1307 Elegy
Edw. 1, ix, Our baners that bueth broht to grounde. 1340

Ayenb. i pise bye(> be capiteles. -1370 WYCLIF tt'ks. 11880;

33 pei been enemys. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. If. 1029 We . .

Be now disclaundered. 1387 TREVISA Higdcn Rolls Ser. I.

321 pere by gracious tymes. -1420 Sir Amadaee xlvnl,

For-sothe thai bynne away. 1:1460 FORTESCUE Acs. $ Liin.

Man. 11714' 7 Thes two Princes beth of egall Astate. Ibid.

10 Which Lawys ben right good. 1485 CAXTON Paris fr '
'

16 Knyghtes and barons that been here, nisoo Rat'. Hood
(Ritsont i. i. 213 My goodes beth sette and solde. 1534
TINIIALE Rom. xiii. i The powers that be, are ordeyned
of God. 1535 COVERDALE Zceli. i. 19 What be these? 1548

Erasm. Par. Kom. 1 1. 40 And what thinges bene they ?

1557 A". Arthur (Copland.) Cout., The chapytres that ben

conteyned in this present volume. 1582 BF.NTLEV Mon. Ma-
lt-ones ii. 65 They be never offended at anie thing. 1583

STUBBES Anal, -ll'us. n. 2 Surely they are, as all other

countries and nations be. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 93

Where is thy Husband now? Where he thy Brothers?

1611 BIBI.K 2 Kings vi. 16 They that be with vs are moe
than they that be with them. 1669 MIL ION AccedaKc'Vlte.

11847' 461/1 Ego, tn, sui he of the first Declension, a 1687

PETTY Pol. Arit/i. v. (1691) 87 There be Three distinct

Legislative Powers.

Examples of dial, and arch, retention of been,

bin, beth for be, and of be for are.

1576 GASCOICNK Philomene 63 (Arb.l 88 Such as true and

stedfast loners bene. a 1581 CAMPION Hist. /re/, n. vii.

11633' 97 The Irish heene false by kinde. 1584 PUELE Ar-

raigiim. Paris Prol. 6 Th' impartial daughters of Necessity
Bin aids in her suit. 1586 KERNE Blaz. Gentric 71 You zay

zomewhat well vor vs that we beene the most necessary-

men. 1608 SHAKS. Per. n. Prol. 28 Toseas, Where when men

been, there's seldom ease. 1640 BKOME Antip. n. ix. 271

We be none of your father, so we beant. 1651 .|ER. TAYLOR

Holy Dving iv. 9 .17271 178 Widows beth slothful, and

children" beth unkind, 1820 BYRON Mar.Fal. \. i. 169 And
who be they? 1842 BAUNI.S Rhymes Dorset Dial. I. 136

The carpets they do use, Ben't fit to tread . . An' chairs an

couches be so neat, You mussen teake em vor a seat. 1861

THACKERAY Georges ii. 114 Where be your painted houris?

1865 SWINBURNE Queen Knsahc 367 If thou be keen To note

things amiss lhat been. 1879 KSCOTT England I. 242 No
alarming sound for the powers that be.

Been, bin was erroneously used by loth c. Sc.

writers, in supposed imitation of Chaucer, and by

Byron (in supposed imitation of Shaks.) zssin^ular.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis i. Pref. 213, I will nocht say all

Virgill bene als trew. 1552 LYNDESAY Manarche 5768 Gret

dule, that day, to lugis bene. 1556 LAUDER Tractate (1864'

65 Nothing . . Different . . Than bene the purest Creature

That euir wes formit of nature. 1823 BYRON Juan xiii.

x.xvi, Also there bin another pious reason For making

squares and streets anonymous.

2. Present Subjunctive.
* from stem es- (in weak form V).

sins. tOE. sie, si. [
= OFris. se, OS., OllG.sf,

si's, si, ON. sf; si-i; si; Goth, sijau, sijais, sijai,

Skr. syain, syas, syat, OL.siem, sics, siet, cl. L. sun,

sis, sit. In OE. all 3 persons were levelled under

one form, though in ancient times the I pers. was

distinct sii'm, siii/i."] Forms: I (i pers. siem, sion)

sie, si6, sio, s&, sis, 1-2 si, sy, sye, syo, seo.

i 732 B.tDA Death-song, Naenig uuiurthit thonc-snotturra

than him tharf sie. ciooo Ags. Gasp. Matt. xxiv. 3 Hwdc
tacn si bines tocymys. Ibid. v. 13 Bulon ba;t hit sy ut-

aworpen, and sy \v.r. si, si*] fram niannum fortreden.

c 1160 llatton G. ibid.. Union [>ajt hyt sye ut-aworpen, and

syo fram mannen fortredon. <: 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 91 Si

lof DauiSes bern.blesced bie he. 1205 LAV. 14893 Alre king

si [1250 beo] he ajrmest. Ibid. 24759 Hal1 seo l**Sf> bt=l

bu Arour king !

plural. fOE. sien, sie, sin. [
= OS. sin, OFris.

sf, OHG. simfs, sit, sin, ON. sfm, sit, si, Goth.

sijaima, sijaip, sijaina, Skr. syama, syata, syiis,

OL. sicmus, sietis, sienl, cl. L. simits, sTtis, sJnt.}

F"orms: i sien, sin. syn, sie, sie, s6, see, .! syen,

3 seon (seoff).

1.950 Lindisf. Gasp. Matt. vi. i pact jie se seseno. < 975

Rttslm>. G. ibid., pact Je sie Jeseana;. c 1000 Ags. G. ibid.,

pan se sin seherede. c 1160 llatton G. ibid., paet }e syen

^eherede. 1205 LAY. 13837 Wh[ah)a=t cnihtes ?e seen [1250

beo].

^ A present subj. from stem wes-, singular wese,

plural wesen, also existed in OE., in poetic use.

c looo Ags. Ps. cv. 37 Wese swa, wese swa, burn eall
wjide

ferhS. Ibid. Ixvii. 5 pa be wydewum syn wraoe-.obbe

steop-cildum wesen strange faederas.

* * from verb be.

sing. be. Forms : I bio, 1-3 b4o, 2 bo, bie, 4-5

bi, by, 4- be, (4-7 bee).
1 1000 Metr. Boeth. x. 65 Hwast low iefre by bet bio

oo5e bince. CI2OO Trin. Coll. Horn. 91 Blcsced bie he be

cuniefl a godes name. Ibid. 107 Be swo it beo. a 1250

BE.

Owl f; Night. 566 Thu gredest suich thu bo wod. 1340

Ayenb. 219 By 'hit to be bodie, by hit to be zaule. 1377

L\NGL. P. PI. B. vi. 207 Be bow went, They wil worche ful

ille. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxvii. 21 Whethir thow be {v.r. art]

my sone Esau, or noon [1611 Whether thou bee my very
sonne Esau, or not], c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. /('. 1848 'Be as

be may,' quod she. 1582 BENTLEY Man. Matroues 11. 7 If

thou be my father. 1611 BIBLE jfer, xvii. 5 Cursed be the

man that trusteth in man. 1716 ADDISON Dmmmer\. i, Look

you if he ben't with my lady. 1830 TENNYSON Dream fair,

ll'om. 25 1, 1 am that Rosamond, whom men call fair, Ifwhat

1 was I be. Mod. Be he who he may, he has no right here.

b. In the 2nd sing., after if, though, etc., beest,

properly an indicative form, was common in :6th

and 1 7th c., and is regularly used by Shakspere.
i 1600 Rob. Hood (Ritson' n. ii. 38 Although thou beest in

haste. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. t, Cl. i. v. 59 Bee'st thou sad, or

merrie, The violence of either thee becomes. 1667 MILTON

P. L. i. 84 If thou beest he; But O how fall'n ! 1678 CUD-

WORTH Intell. Syst. 462 Whether thou beest a certain Divine

Force and Soul.

c. In the 3rd sing., beis was formerly used m Sc.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xn. iv. 70 Bot gif so beis, Mars .

The victory . . grantis ws. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 79 Gif it

beis within borgh. 1641 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Mm. Bk.

(18551 2 Gif neid beis, to assist thame.

plural, be. Forms: 1-3 beon, 2-5 ben, 2- be.

t 1175 Lamb. Horn. 73 peh alle men beon of hore sunnen

iclensed. 1205 LAV. 938 past we beon iquemed. c 1340

Cursor M. (Trin.) 14784 But of o bing in were be we. 1362

LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 418 Tyl matynes and masse be do.

i 1450 Merlin x. 150 Loke now that ye be larger. 1611

BIBLE i Sam. xxiii. 21 Blessed be yee of the Lord. 1632

SANDERSON 12 Sena. 96 If we be of the Spirilualtie. 1728

T. SHERIDAN Pcrsilis ( 17391 Ded - 5 Although you be now

removed to another Soil. Mod. If we be in time, we shall

find him at home.

*", For these the indicative forms have been occa-

sionally substituted since the 15th c., and are now

chiefly used after if, though, unless, etc.

1483'CAXTON G. de la Tour B vij, Thus oughte euery

good woman, .to do his commandment, is it right or wrong.
1611 BIBLE i Jolm iv. i Try the spirits whether they are

of God. 1667 MAKVELL Corr. II. xxxvi. 81, I can not be

wanted though I am missing. Mod. I never go unless I am

specially invited. Tell me il they are in sight.

II. Inflexions of stem wes- ;
now replaced by be.

3. Present Imperative.

a. from ices- : tOE. wes, //. wesaS. Obs. [= OS.

wes, wesaS, OFris. wese, wesath, OHG. wis, wesat,

ON. ver, ven'd.] Forms : sing. I wes, (north.

wees), 2 wsesse, 3 wees. //. I wesaC. wese(se),

(north, wosas), 2 wese(3e). (After 1200 only in

phrase wses hail ! in l.ayamon. See WASSAIL.)
a 1000 Andreas (Gr.) 540 Wes bu sebletsod

i t
- IOOO Ags.

Ps. cxiii. 23 WesaS je jebletsade. e 1000 Ags. Gosf. Luke

i ~8 Hal wes oii ! riioo Hation G. ibid., Hal waisse bu.

Matt, xxviii. 9 Hale wese ?e [Lindisf. WosaS ?ie hal ;

Kushm. Beo)> hale]. 1205 LAY. 14970 Lauerd king, wzs
hail ! [1250 Louerd king, wassail !].

b. from be : sing, and //. be (bi; b/). Forms :

sing. 1-1 be'o, (2 ibeo, 3 bo, bi), 4- be, (6-7 bee).

//. 1-3 beoS, b6o.se
1

), 3-4 buff, 4-5 beoth, bef,

beth(e, north. 4-5 bes, beys (occas. used as sing.),

6 Sc. beis. Negative, dial, beant, baint, mod.

St. binna, bynna.
a 1000 Satan 733 (Gr.) La ! be'o nu on yfele. Andreas

1611 (Gr. iNe beol> e tfj forhte. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.

49 Bu6 admode alse duue. Ibid. 256 I-hered ibeo bu swete

bing. 1205 LAY. 1499 Hal beo bu Brutus! Ibid. 19173

Beo3 stille! beoS stille! cnihtes inne halle. <:i23O Ancr.

R. 174 Ne beo ;e nout Semei, auh beoO Hester, a 1250

(W ft ,\'if/it. 262 Bo nu stille, and lat me speke. a 1300

Cursor M. 10454 Be still, or ga me heiben fra. Ibid. 11161

Bi bou ful traist. a 1300 /lavelok 2246 Bes of him ful glad

and blithe, c 1320 Senyii Sag. (W.) 3j)o6
Bese men, & mase

gude chere. 1382 WYCLII Isa. i. 16 Be ?ee washen, beth

clene [13011 be 3e clene]. c 1386 CHAUCER Milleres T. 392

(Harl.) Beoth [all 6-tt.rts, be] merj-e, for the flood passeth

anon, c 1400 Destr. Troy n. 649 Bes wakond and warly.

.1440 LOVE Boiiaveiit. Mirr. xxvii. 56 iSherard MS.I, B<

bou a man of prayer. . 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxcvn. 175

Bethe ware sirs. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 38 Obey and be

attentiue. 1611 BIBLE Matt. vi. 16 When yee fast, bee not

as the hypocrites. 1816 Scorr Old Mart, in She says to

him, Binna cast doun, but gird yoursell up to the great task

o' the day. 1839 LONGF. Ps. of Life, Be not like dumb

driven cattle, Be a hero in the strife !

4. Present Infinitive.
a. from wes- : fOE.wes-an. Obs. [

= OS.,OHG.

wesan, OFris. -wesa, ON. vera, Goth, wisan.]

F'orms: I wesan, tiortk. wosa, wossa. Replaced

in i ith c. by beon.

Cxdmon's Gen. 283 (Gr. ' Ic 1113:5 'esan god sw.i he. c 950

Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vi. 8 Nallas ge Bonne wosa jelic him.

U'97S Ruih~": C., Ne scule forbon jelice beon him.]

b. from be: be (br, to). Forms: 1-4 b6on

(i north, bian), 2-5 ben, 3- be
;

also 2 bien,

boen, 3-4 buen, 4 byen, bue, by, bi, 4-6 bene,

been, 4-7 bee.

975 [see prec.]. 1070 O. E. Chron. 'Parker MS.) Hwi hi

OJCT beon ne mihton. 1131 Ibid. (Laud' an. 1127 Iter mihte

wel ben abuton twenti. c 1175 Cott. Horn. 229 Naman ne

mai bien Jehalden. <: 1200 Moral Ode 172 in Lamb. Horn.

171 Blibe mai he banne buen. (11300 K. Horn 446 pat

schal beon idone : pu schalt beo dubbed km;t. 1280 Stria

bef. Judgem. 33 in E. E. P. (1862) 8
pe

first tokning sal be

busse. (11300 Cursor M. 1154 pou sal bi haldenvile. 1:1340

Ibid. (Trin.) 4601 Suche defaute shal ben of breed, t. 1380

Sir Fermnb. 4137 pay lete it bene. c 1386 CHAUCER .Fm*-
lin'i T. 36 Love wil nouht buen [I'.r. been, bene, be] con-



BE.

streyned. 6-1440 Morte A rift. (RoxK) 2 That auutre shall

. . by spoke of on euery syde. 1485 MALORY ,-lr///^r<i8i7'

II. 37^ Wete ye wel he wold ben here. Mod. He bids me
be quiet.

c. Dative Infinitive : i to beonne, ^ to bienne,
to boen, 3-4 to byenne, to buen, to bue, 3-5
to bene, 4-5 to ben. 4- to be.

6- looo Ags. Gosp. Luke ii. 49 Me ^ebyraS to beonne \Lin-

disf. to \vosanne] on bam "oinguni oe mines fa:der synt.

c 1175 Colt. Hum. 203 To boen moder of swich sune. IHit.

;!33 [Hit] ah to bienne. 'laiztjo Solomon ^ Sat. (1848) 270 \

Betere were to bue wis. c 1300 Harrow: Hell 67 Forte

buen oure fere. 1340 Aycnb. 169 pet wes y-woned to byenne
be ealde manere at rome. 1398 TREVISA Bnrth. De P. R. i.

(1495) 6 He knoweth al thynges present and to be. a 1440

Sir Dtgrn: 382 He prayd the portere ffor to bene his

mesengere. 6-1440 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. x. 25 (Gibbs

MS.), What tyme bey knewen be chylde sought to bene

\-j.r. ben] slayne. 1603 SHAKS. Ham. ill. i. 55 To be, or

not to be, that is the Question.

5. Present Participle.
a. from stem wes-: fOE.wesen.de. Obs. [

= OS.,

OFris. wesand, OHG. wesanth; ON. vescuidi, from

1 2th c. verandi, Goth, mi'samis.']
a 1000 Beowulf-j^ Ic hine cuoe cnibt wesende.

b. hom.be: being (b/'irj). Forms: 1-4 blonde,

4beende, 4-7<wY/;.beand; 4- being, (4beoing,

4-6 beyng(e, 6 bying, 7 beinge, 8 beeing).
c 1050 in Wiilcker Voc. 7398 E-zistcntil'iis, wesendum, be-

ondnm. a 1300 Cursor M. (G'V'tt.) 4080 His breder mast in

wildrenes beand. 6-1340 Ibid. (Laud) 9428 To Adam being
in paradice. 6-1340 Ibid. (Trin.) 15312 In my blisse beonde.

1382 WYCLIF Rom. Prol., New causes beende, also ques-
tiounes to comen aftir. 1475 CAXTON Jason 69 b, None of

them beyng in the arke. 1535 COVERDALE i Kings xvi. 4

Who so beynge of him dyeth in the felde. f 1538 STARKEY

England \\. i. 159 Some Bying to lytyl, some to grete. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 115 The buildings now being, are meane
and few. Mod. For the time being.

III. Parts from stem wes- only.
6. Past Indicative.

1 and 3 si/tf. was (wgz, wgz, waz, wgs).

[= Goth., OHG., OS., OFris. was, ON. var.]

Forms: 1-3 wees, 2-6 wes, 3- was, (3 weos, 4

wass^e, wase, wesse, wees, watz, 5 wys, 6

wes). Negative i nses, 3 neas, nes, 3-5 nas,

5 nasse. Until i6th or I7lh c., was rimed with

pass, etc. In was V = was it, it has still the s sound.

(For was used in the plural, see below were T).
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John i. i In fruma uses uord. c 1000

Ags. G. ibid., On frymSe was word, c 1160 llatton G. ibid.,

On anginne serest was word. 6-1175 Lamb. Horn. 17 He
wes iboren of ure lefdi. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 67 Al man-

kin, be was . . and nu is. 1205 LAY. 2984 pat bat wa:s be olde

king. Ibid. 3466 And ich nas na wurdra, benne ich nes

weldinde. a 1300 Cursor M. 1074 Wid be cheke bon of ane

asse Men say bat abel slain wasse. Ibid. 12695 Sco was wit

barn, c 1340 Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. i pe assaut watz sesed at

Troye. c 1420 Ckron. Yilod. 799 A lytille child ybore ber

wys. 6- 1420 Pallad. on Huso. iv. 886 Gentiler in kynde
never nasse. 1475 CAXTON Jason 6 Ther was grete nombre
of speeres. 1611 BIBLE John i. i In the beginning was the

Word, and the Word was with God.

^1 Dialectally were, war occur : hence the nega-
tive warn'/, want, in iSth c. dramatists.

1535 Bnry Wills (1850) 126 My rynge whych wher my
wyffys. 1633 BROME North. Lass II. il, He sed I were a

deaft Lasse. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals i. ii. (1883* 85 It wa'n't

fit for a Christian to read. 1837 DICKENS Pickvj. xxxiv,
Was one of those voices Pickwick's? Yes, it were, ST.

1865 Milt. l''r. xii, Warn't I troubled ?

2 sing, wast (Wpst, W(?st), orig. were, [in Goth.

wast, ON. vast, vart, OHG., OS. wari, OFris.

were.] Forms: I wsere, 2-6 were, (3 wore), 6 7

werst, wart, ft- wert, wast. North. 3 -was.

Negative l-3neere, nere. The modern analogical
wast has displaced the etymological were (with

grammatical ablaut) chiefly under the influence

'of Tindale and the Bible; the intermediate wert

(Shakspere's form) prevailed in literature during
the 1 7th and iSth c., and has been used by many
19th century writers.

6- looo Ags. Gosp. John i. 48 pa bu wa?re [Ritsh'M. were]
under bam fictreowe. c 1300 Havelok 684 Cherl, als thou
er wore, a 1300 Cursor M. tCott.) 6248 Ta bat wand pat
bou was wont {Trin. MS. bou were] ber in bi hand. 1382
WYCLIK John \. 48 Whanne thou were vndir the fyge tree.

[1534 TINDALE, and all snbscq. versions, When thou wast).
a 1520 Myrr. Our Latiyc 178 Thou O vyrgyn . . that were

souerayne delyte to god hymselfe . . were ioye to aungels.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. n. i. 174 Thou wer't borne a foole.

1617 HIERON Wks. (16281 II. 122 Why did I forget that thou

wart an Observer? 1627 HAKKWILL Apologie (1630) 83

Thou, who werst a Christian before. 1738 GLOVER Leo.

nidas lit. 560 Thou, who once wert Lacedjemon's chief.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (,i8nt II. 2o4Wert thou bid to

come up? 1820 SHELLEY To Skylark i, Hail to thee, blithe

spirit \ Bird thou never wert. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. ser.

n. iv. 11869) 9 1 Thou wert damned. 1875 BROWNING

Aristoph. Apot. 232 Thou wast less friendly far than thou

didst seem.

plural, were (\ve>J, wei, wai, war). [ OFris.

weran,OS. warun, OHG. warumts, warnt, warun,
ON. vgritm, vantm, varnS, vdm, Goth, wesniit,

wesuf, wesun.] Forms: i weerun, i-2W8eron,
2 weeren, 2-5 weren, 3- were; (i waren, 34
weore (n, woren, 3-6 ware, 4 warre, wair,

rj.uar, 4-6 werne, warn, wer, war, wher, whar,

j werene, weruu, 6 warren, wcrren.) Also 4-
was. Negative 1-3 nseron, neoren, nere.

(For were used in the sing, see above, was r
,.].

c 1000 Affs. Gosfi. John i. 24 pa wiron of Buador-halgan.
1160 llatton G. ibiifL, pa wsfcren. < 1175 Larnl'. Hani. 15

pas Ia3en weren from Moyses. c izoo 7V/. Coll. Ilinii. 31

Hie waren swiSe . . ofdredde. /*/. 143 Seuen awerjede

gostes ware on hire, c 1250 C?6
T

. <y A\r. 2446 Swilc woren

egipte kqes. n 1300 llavclok 717 Hise two doulres, that

faire wore. 1300 Cnrsor M. vGolt. ) 11490 par ie.su and his

moder warn [r. r. wern, werne]. ' 1340 Ibid. (Trin.) 388
Bobe were \v. r. war, ware, was] made sonne and mono.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 28 And wel we weren esed atte beste.

Ibid. 41 And eek in what array that they were inne. c 1410
LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. x. ^Gibbs MS.) pei bat werene so

noble. 1462 Paston Lett. 453 II. 104 Your brother and
Debenham were at words. 1557 BARCLAY (Paynelli Jugnrtli

5 b, What tyine ye warre without riches. 1611 BIBLE Num.
xiii. 33 Wee were in our owne sight as grashoppers, and so

we were in their sight.

U The plural had formerly also was
;

almost

universally so in i6-iSth c. with you when used

as a singular. Still dial, in all persons.
<. 1340 Cursor M. i.Trin.) 944 Into be world bere bei made

was. c IQ&SyrGener. 5674 Traitoures was him euer loothe.

6' 1460 KOKTESCUE Al'S. <y Lim. Moil. 108 Whan thay camo

togeders, thay was. .occupyyd with their own maters. 1588
SIIAKS. Tit. A. iv. i. 38 There was more then one . . I, more
there was. 1671 WILKINS in Grew Anat. Plants Pref., You
was very happy in the choice of this Subject. 1684 BUNYAN

Pilff. 11. 76, I suppose you was in a druam. 1735 WALPOLE
Corr. 11820) I. 3 When you was at Kton. 1749 FIELDING

Tom Jones \i. v, What was you reading when I came in?

1811 Miss AUSTEN Sense fy Sens. (1870) II. i. 122, I felt sure

that you was angry with me. 1837 DICKENS /'/V/iW. \\-\iii,

You was to come to him at six o'clock. Mod. dial, 'they
was here.

7. Past Subjunctive,
1 and 3 si/if, were (wc^'j, wej, wai). [-OFris.

wire, ON. vivri, OS. and O11G. wari, Goth, i

wesjan, 3 wesi.] Forms : 1-2 wrere, 2- were,

(2-3 weore, 3-4 wor^e, 4-5 ware, war, 6 weare.)
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 Er bis were, a 1250 O"vl $ Xigkt.

1312 3if ich were a bisimere. a 1300 Ha-cclok 1938 Me wore
leuere I wore lame, a 1300 Cursor M. 1599 pou he war

[?'. r. were] wrath it was na wrang. c 1440 LOVE Btniaveilt,

Mirr. x. 25 iGibbs MS.) As he were a pore man. 1486 ISk.

St. Albans A iiij, As it ware the mawe of a pegeon. 1529
MORE in Four C. Eng. Lett. 12 What way wer best to take.

1788 BURNS Oh, were I on Parnassus' Hill ! 1852 Miss
YONGE Cameos I. vi. 42 By my faith it were treason. 1863
GEO. ELIOT Romola x, If I were only a Theocritus. Mod.
Would I were there !

Z sing, wert (weut, wait), formerly were. [
=

OFris. were, ON. vserir, OS. and OHG. warts,

Goth, weseis. The final -t in Eng., formerly -est,

-st, is on the analogy of the indie.] Forms : 1-2

wscre, 2-6 were ; 6-7 werest, werst ; 6- wert.
c 1300 Harrow. Hell 131 Were thou among men. 1535

COVERDALE 2 Esdnis v. 30 Though thou werest enemye.
Ezek. xxviii. 6 As though thou werst God. 1611 BIBLC,

Rev. iii. IT, I would thou wert cold or hole [WvcLii ,

COVERD., CRANMER, Rlicm. were, Centre, werest]. ,11796
BURNS Oh, wert thou in the cauld blast.

plural, were (wej,wsj) with grammatical ablaut.

[= OFris. wire, ON. vixrini, -id, -i, OS. wdrin,

OHG. wdrtiiiL's, -it, -in, Goth, weseima, -dp,

-cina.] Forms : 1-2 wsbren, 2-4 weren, (3

weoren, 3-4 woren, waren), 3- were, (3 weore,

4 wore, weere, 4-C> war(e, 6 wer. N
,

1205 LAV. 50 Out of beouedome, freo bat heo weoren

[1250 were), a 1300 Harcelok 2661 And fouhten so thei woren

wode. 1480 Rol't, Dcvyll 10 Ye were better lette me a lone.

1571 LVNDESAY MS. Collect., Swownand, lyk as thai war

bot life. 1611 BIBLE John xv. 19 If ye were of the world,

the world would loue his owne [So TINIIAI.I:, etc.] 1766
KORDYCE Serm. Yug. Wont. II. viii. 4 Were these ex-

tinguished, what were this world? 1868 BROWNING A' ing

l<f
H/.\ ii. 1153 Were they verily the lady's own .. she must

be the fondest of the frail.

*" For the singular, the indicative form was was

common in i7-i8th c. ;
it was even used for the

plural by writers who used loas in the plural

indicative.

1684 BUNVAN Pilg. II. 77 As if one was awake. 1713
BE\ ERIDGE Private

'/"/(.
n. (1730) 46 Which certainly would

be the greatest Absurdity, .was not they God as well as He.

1760 STKRNE Strut. Yorick viii. (1773) 88 A man, of whom,
was you to form a conjecture, etc. 1768 St-tif. Joitm.

117781 I. 85 Was I in a desert, I would find out, etc. 1787
G. WHITE SeUvnie v. (1789) n The manor of Selborne, was

it strictly looked after, .would swarm with game.

IV. Parts from lie only.
8. Past Participle : been (b/n, bin). Forms :

Southern ? 1-2 seb^on, 2-3 ibeon, ibon, iben,

ibi, 3-4 ibeo, beo, 3-5 ibe, ybe, 4 yben, by,

4-6 be. Northern ? 2-3 beon, 3-7 ben, 4 beyn,

bueii, 4-7 bene, 5-6 byn(ne, 6-8 bin, 7- beene,

5- been. Not known in OE., where no pa. pple.

of any of these verbs (am, was, be, appears. The
common literary form in 14-15111 c. was be, before

the general acceptance of the northern ben, bent.

South-western dialects have still a-be = ibe. (In

U. S. often pronounced ben.)
a 1107 OE. Cnroil. ' Laud MS.) an. 1096 He heafde ^ebeon

on bes cynges swicdome. c ll^ Lamb. Horn. 159 Wel longe
ich habbe child ibon U'. r. iben, ibeo]. c 1175 Cat/. Horn.

239 pus hit haS ibi and is. < 1200 ORMIN 8399 Haffde he

bebn. IHd. 2311 Hafde ben. 1205 LAY. 8325 pu hafuest

BE.

ibeon [1250 beon] ouer-cumen. 1 1230 Alter. R. 316 Ich

habbe ibeon fol. a 1300 Cursor M. (Colt.) 14638 War yemed
haf I ben \GHtt. bene]. c 1300 Beket 133 Lute we habbeth

to-gadere I-beo. 1-1300 Harrmv. Hell 173 So longe we
haveth buen herynne. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 527 Thai

mycht nocht haiff beyn lane, t 1375 WYCLIF Serin, xliii.

Sel. Wks. 1871 II. 346 Trespassours, bat wolden . . have be

ever wantoun. 1377 LANGL. 1\ PI. B. xiv. 95 As it neuere

had ybe. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 60 At mortal bataille.-,

hadde he be [-'. r. ben, been] fiftene. Merck. T. 1157

A man that longe hath blynd ybe [r.r. ibe, blynde be],

f 1400 Dcstr. Troy xn. 8913 pat any dede has be don. c 1420

SirAmattace xxxix, A nion that hase alle way bynne kynde.

CI4SO Merlin xv. 239 Where the battle had I -be. 1455 L.

CLERE in Four C. Eng. Lett. 5 Nor wist not where he had

be, whils he had be seke til now. 1483 Act i Kick. Ill, i.

i As., if this Act had not be made. i526TiNDALE Jo/mv.

5 Which had bene [1582 Rhem. been] diseased. xiv. 9

Haue I bene [1611 bin] so long tyme with you?. 1575 J.

STILL Gamut. Curtail v. ii. Had my hens be stolne eche one.

1579 LVLY F.uphues (16361 E iij b, Had it not bin better

forthee? 1560 JEWEL Serin. Matt. ix. 37-8 As if they had

byn a Hock of sheepe. 11645 HOUELL Lett. 11726* 23 Ha\-

ing bin so rocked and shaken at Sea. 1864 TENNYSON En,

Ard. 420 You have been as God's good angel in our house.

B. Signification and uses.

[The primary sense appears to have been that of

branch II below, 'to occupy a place' (i.e. to sit,

stand, lie, etc.) in some specified place ;
thence

the more abstract branch I was derived by ab-

stracting the notion of particular place, so as to

emphasize that of actual existence,
' to be some-

where, no matter where, to be in the universe, or

realm of fact, to have a place among existing

things, to exist.' Branch III was derived from

II by weakening the idea of actual presence, into

the merely intellectual conception of '

having a

place' in a class of notions, or 'being identical

with' another notion: 'centaurs are imaginary
creatures' 'centaurs have their place in the class

of creatures of the imagination.' Branch IV is an

obvious extension of III : cf.
'

it was annoying to

me,' with 'it was annoying me.']

I. absolutely : To have or take place in the

world of fact, to exist, occur, happen.
1. To have place in the objective universe or

realm of fact, to exist
; also, to exist in life, to live.

c 1000 /ELFRIC E.voft. iii. 14 Ic com se be eom cwa;}? he . .

se 3e ys me sende to eow. ('1340 Cursor M. (Fairf.)9732

This world, .hast bou made fadir borogh me to bene. i$48

UOALL Erasm. Far. Matt. xxii. 105 They belene. .nothyng
to be but that whiche they see. 1587 GOLDING De Maruay
iii. 26 All things that are, or euer were, or shall hereafter

bee. 1611 BIBLK GY". v. 24 Enoch walked with God : and

hee was not, for God tooke him. 1698 DHVDEN .Eiicid n.

438 Troy is no more, and Ilium was a Town. 1732 POPE

Ess. Man I. 109 To Be, contents his natural desire. 1810

SCOTT Lat/ji ofL. ill. i, How are they blotted from the

things that be. 1823 BVKON Jmin ix. xxiv, Tyrants and

sycophants have been and are. 1827 CARLYLE Misc. (1857)

1. 61 God is, nay alone is. 1837 J- r. Rev. I. i. 6 So much
that was not is beginning to be.

b. with there. [See THERE, for its use with verbs.]

111300 Cursor M. 10783 There bene reasons wretyn sere

That god wold she spousid were. , 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T.

T 21 Ther ben thre acciouns of penitence. 1426 AUDELAY
Poems 16 Ther bene bot feu truly. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Pror.

<V Epigr. (1867) 86 Thers no redempcion, <* 1586 Artsw.

Carln-riglit 79 There were of the princes that tooke his

parte. 1650 BAXTER Saints' R. I. i. 11662) 3 There's few will

deny, that God knows. 1711 POPE Rate Lock 79 Some

nymphs there are, too conscious of their face. Mod. I here

are photographs and photographs.

2. To come into existence, come about, happen,

occur, take place, be acted or done.

(To become, come about, was the OE. and early ME. sense

otl'ion, while still a distinct vb., before it became blended

with am, was.)
< 950 Lindisf. Coup. Matt. xxiv. 3 CueO us, hoenne 3as

bioon. c 975 Rusliu: G. ibid., Sa;?;e us hwanne has beob.

1-1175 Lamb. Ham. 177 Hu seal (>at bon? 11350 Will.

Patt-rnc 1930 Manly on be morwe bat manage schuld bene.

Disf. II. 4S7 Marry, .speedily, or the to be Mrs. Berry will

have very little of your company. Mod. When is the wed-

ding to be? The flower-show was last week.

3. To be the case or the fact, esp. in the phrases

So be, Be it that = if it be the case that, suppose

that, and the arch, or dial. Being, Being that - it

being the case that, seeing that, since. Hence

the adverb HOWBEIT.
1-1314 Guy ll'arn>. 203 Bi so that he wille kisse me, Euer

eft we schul frendes be. c 1400 MAUNDEV. v. 40 Beso It be

not a^enst his Lawe. 1547 HRENUE Let. in Tytler Hat.

Scot. 11864) III. 380 If so be he will stand. 1549 LATOIER

Scrm. f>rf. Eilii: VI, vi. I. 178 Be it so, the Corinthians had

no such contentions among them. 1611 BIBLE 7>xix. 4

And be it indeed that I haue erred. 1851 J. HUME Repent.

iv. Poems 96 Sp-be
the haunting sense of wrong . . ere

loosen'd from his breast.

1528 T. MORE Hensycs ill. Wks. 21 1/2 Beyng though they

wer but men. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, il. I. iJ9
Vou loyter

heere too long, being you are to take Souldiers vp. 1641

BEST Farm. Bks. (1856) 120 They went all for halfe gate>,

beinge that they coulde not bee discerned. 1641 MILTON

Ch. Discip. n. Wks. (1851) 61 Being they are Church-men,

we may rather suspect, etc. 1659 PEARSON Creed To Rdr.,

Being the Creed comprehendeth the principles of our



BE.

religion, it must, etc. 1692 LAUY RUSSELL Lett. 26 May, I

believe your newspapers . . tell you all, but being there is

nothing newer, I would do it too. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. ix,
With whom he himself had no delight in associating,

'

being
that he was addicted unto profane and scurrilous jests.'

4. To remain or go on in its existing condition ;

in the archaic phrase let be =-- let alone, leave as it

is
; leave off, cease; Sc. omit, leave out.

1297 R. GLOUC. i53Uter letal this be. 1 1380 Sir Ferumb.
281 Al ^ourmornyng letebnowben. c 1386 CHAUCER Freres
Prol. 25 Telleth your tale, and let the sompnour be. 1393
LANGL. P. PL C. v. 174 Let be al goure ianglyng. c 1450
Merlin \. 16 Let me be, and beth in pes. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis iv. vi. 159 With thi complayntis . .Lat be to vex me.
Ibid. ix. Prol. 25 All lous langage and lychtnes lattand be.

1530 PALSGR. 607/1 Let be this nycenesse, my frende. 1596
SPENSER F. Q. ii. vii. 18 Lett be thy bitter scorne. 1611
BIBLE Matt, xxvii. 49 Let be, let vs see whether Elias will

come. 1775 H. BAILLIE Lett. I. 51 <JAM ) Morton, Rox-
burgh, let be Haddington or Stirling, were not of sufficient

shoulder. Ibid. I. 170 He had never any such resolution,
let be plot. 1869 BLACKMOREZ(?ra/?. xv. (1872)89, 1 thank
you ; let me be.

b. Here may be included an idiom in which be

is practically
= '

continue, remain,' though the

analysis is not clear, and there is apparently con-

fusion of structure.
1601 SHAKS. All's well \\. i. 94 He fit you, And not be all

day neither. i86sCARtYLE Fredk. Gt. IV. xii. iv. 151 Town-
Officer is some considerable time before lie can return [?= It

is some considerable time before Town Officer can return.
But cf. the following, which have various relations with
other senses: 1570 ASCHAM Scholem. \. <Arb.,t 35, I haue
bene longer in describing the nature . . of the quicke and
hard witte than, .the matter doth require. 1600 SHAKS. A.
V. L. n. v. 34 He hath bin all this day to looke you. 1628
DIGBY l

r
oy. Medit. ' 1868' 7 And they having bin a long time

from any port. Mod. I was a long while unable to arise; I

was [also, it was] a long while before I could rise. You
have been rather long about it. Go, but don't be long ! Cf.
also such phrases as 'We are ten miles, an hour's drive,
two hours, from the nearest railway station,' which come
under 5,]

II. With adverb or prepositional phrase : stating
where or h&iv

t i.e. in what place or state a thing is.

[
=

Sp., Pg. estar as distinct from set-.]

5. To have or occupy a place (i. e. to sit, stand,

lie, hang, etc. the posture not being specified or

regarded) somewhere^ the ' where
'

being expressed
either by an adverb or a preposition with object.

Expressing the most general relation of a thing to

its place : To have one's personality, substance,
or presence, to be present, so as to find oneself,
or be to be found (in, at, or near a place, with an

object, etc.).
a looo Sax. Lecc/td. IT. 298 On swa hwilcum huse swa he

bib. c 1000 Ags. Go$p. Matt, xxviii. 20 Ic be'o mid eow calle

tiaras. 1297 R. GLOUC. 574 Hou mony plou lond, 8: hou
mony hyden al so, Were in eueryche ssyre. c 1300 Harrow.
Hellfo Alle tho that bueth heryne. c 1400 MAUNDEV. H. 10
Some men trowen that half the Cros. .be in Cipres. 1465
MARC. PASTON in Lett. 505 II. 194 Ryght glad that we err
ther a mongs hem. 1674 BREVINT Saul at Endor 164 He
having bin in his Coffin the greatest part of the night after
his death. 1722 DE FOE Hist. Plague 1 1 754) 6 Terrible Ap-
prehensions were among the People. 1771 FLETCHBRC/trtVfc
Wks. 1795 II. 194 You are just where you was. 1821 BYRON
Sardan. in. 1.401 Again the love-fit's on him. 1861 THACKERAY
Georges iii. 120 Where be the sentries who used to salute?
Mod. Your book is here, under the table.

b. Often used with there, esp. when the subject
is introduced to notice : cf.

*

your brother (about
whom you ask) is in the garden,' with * there is a

cow (something not previously present to the

mind) in the garden.'
[1475 CAXTON Jason 8 b, And were no more on their side

but they two only], 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. Pref. i. 2 If
there be in you that graciou.-, humility. 1675 EVELYN Mem.
(1857) II- I03 There was not his equal in the whole world.
1821 BYRON Sardaji, \. i, There be bright faces in the hall.

6. Idiomatically, in past, now only in perfect
and pluperfect tenses, with to, and a substantive,
or infinitive of purpose: To have been (at the

proper place) in order to, or for the purpose of.

Cf. Sp. and Pg./</
'

I was '

in sense of '
I went.'

11645 HOWELL Lett. (1678)24, I waa yesterday to wait
upon Sir Herbert Croft. 1747 LADY SHAFTRSB. in Prh'.
Lett. Ld. Malmesbiiry I. 51, I was to see the new farce.

1760 GOLDSMITH Cit. W. (,1840) 158, I was this morning to

buy silk for a nightcap. Mod. Have you been to the
Crystal Palace? I had been to see Irving that night.

b. To be off, be away : a graphic expression for
' to go at once, take oneself off.'

1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey vi. vi. 352 We had better order
our horses and be off. 1873 BLACK Pr. ThuU xii. 186 Ths
stag, .was away like lightning down the bed of the stream.
1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrost. 65, 1 must be off into the woods.

7. To sit, stand, remain, etc. in a defined cir-

cumstantial position, e.g. to be in debt, at one's

ease ; to have one's existence in a certain state or
condition, a. \\\\h. prep, phrase.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 7 }ef we beo3 under so5 scrifte. c 1340

Cursor M. ( Laud MS. (942 Therforye bene in wo and stryfe.
Ibid. 10446 When bou shuldist be best at ease, c 1430 Syr
Getter. (1865) 41 Al men that on live bene. 1531-2 Act 23
Hen. Vf/f, xvi, One halfe of the price . . shalbe to the use
of the seysour. 1535 COVERDALE Zech. viii. 2, I was in a
greate gelousy puer Sion. 1540 HYRDE fives' !nstr. Chr.
Worn. 11592) E U To bee at the lust of the Judge. 1611

718

BIBLE E.t. v. 19 They were in euill case. 1666 MARVELL
Corr. liv. Wks. 1872-5 II. 191 Proposalls that have bin
undir deliberation. 1712 ADDISON Sfiei. No. 369 F 14 Any
one. .who will be at the pains ofexamining it. 1866 KINGSLEY
Herew. xvii. 214 The battle . . is more in my way.

b. with adverb.

^1350 IVill. Palertic 547 Nay best bej> it nou}t so. 1463
Plitmpton Corr. 8, I trust all shalbe well. 1611 BIBLE Gen.
xliii. 27 Is your father well ? [WYCLIF saaf; COVKUX* Gffftfm
in good health]. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. in. 717 Content to
be and to be well. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. En&. II. 171 Ask-
ing how his Highness was.

8. To belong, pertain, befall : with dat. or to,
~

have. Cf. L. est mihi, Fr. cest a mot. Now only
in exclamations or wishes (where, also, be is often

omitted), as Wo is me ! \l
r
o be to the transgressor /

Success (be) to your efforts !

a. 1300 E. E. Psalter cxxvni, 2 Wele bes to be nou. 1382
WYCLIF Luke i. 7 A sone was not to hem. 6-1400 MAUNDEV.
36 The kyngdom of Arabye that was to on of the 3 kynges.
KfigCoVBRDALE/V. cxxvii. 2 O well is the, happie art thou.
1602 SHAKS. Haml. u. ii. 124 Whilst this Machine is to him.

1605 Lear i. i. 68 To thine and Albanies issues be this

perpetual!. 1611 BIBLE Ecclus. xxv. 9 Well is him that hath
found prudence. Eph. vi. 23 Peace be to the brethren.

Rev, i. 4 Grace be vnto you, and peace, from him which is.

fb. To pertain as a misfortune, to have befallen

to ; to be amiss, be the matter with, ail. Qbs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 128 Merlyn wat ys the? a 1300 Cursor M.
4395 Leuedi, quat es at ^ou ? [v. r. what is 5011 ? what ayles
5011 ?] a 1300 Florh fy Bl. 467 [Thei] axede hire what hire
were, a 1300 Ifai'elok 2704 Godrich, wat is be, bat bou fare
bus with me?

III. With adjective, substantive, or adjective

phrase; acting as simple copula: stating of what
sort or what a thing is. [= Sp., Pg. ser, as dis-

tinct from estar.]
9. To exist as the subject of some predicate, i.e.

to have a place among the things distinguished by
a specified quality or name. a. with adj.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xi. 30 Min geoc is wynsum and

min byrfSyn ys leoht. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 197 Ne beo ich
neuer bliSe. c 1340 Cursor M. (Trin.) 3109 pe folke was gode,
be world was clene. Ibid. 12578 Ar he were tuelue 3eer olde.

I387TKEV1SA Higden (18651 1- 9 Now men be^ al sad. 1*1440
Morte Arth. iRoxb.>74 Wemen are frele. c 1440 HYLTON
Scala Per/. (W. de W. i 494 > xx, Ful drye & ful colde arn
her hertes. 1534 TINDALE John xiii. n Ye are not all clene.

1579 LYLY Eagxt&s (1636) Dviij, Neither haue I bin curious
to inquire of his Progenitors. 1611 BIBLE Ps. cviii. 30 Then
are they glad because they be quiet. 1653 NEEDHAM -SW-
deu's M'are Cf. 171 Whose name is very frequent in the
mouths of men. 1697 DUYDKN I'irg. Georg. iv. 144 Gaunt
are his Sides, and sullen is his Face. 1830 TENNYSON
Mariana, I am aweary, aweary, I would that I were dead.

b. vt'ifo phrase =*
adj. -^closely allied to 7).

a 1200 ( IKMIN 2455 pu best wibb childe. a 1300 Cursor M.
10303 Fastinge he was in wille to be. Ibid. 10572 Anna wit
child was of a mai. 11400 Partonope 874 Beth of goode
comfort. 1592 WEST Symbol, i. i. 9 Of which sort bin all

naturall Obligations. 1734 tr. Rflllin's Anc./fist.(\%2-j) I. in.

260 He was of Memphis. 1748 HARTLEY O5sen>. Man i. i.

i f 46 The Instance above noted is most to this Purpose.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth II. 67 lie of good courage. 1837
NEWMAN Par. Sertn. I. xxiv. 365 Religion is said to be
against nature. 1867 Times ifi Nov. 7/2 The advices from
Adelaide, .are to the 28th September.

c. with s/>. (used connotatively).
( 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. viii. 9 Foroon and ic monnamm

under maeht. (1175 Cott. Horn. 219 Hi ba:S alle gastes.
^1325 /:. /:. A/lit. P. A. 458 Al arn we membrez of Ihesu

kryst. c 1380 WYCLIF Set. ll'ks. (1871) III. 442 pese freres
bene men of holy Chirche. 1570 ASCHAM Scholem. \. lArb.)
68 You be indeed makers or marrers. 1626 R. BERNARD
Isle ofMan ( 1627,1 155, I haue alwayes bin a free man. 1678
BUNYAN Pilg, i. 14 Though I have bin An undeserving
rebel. 1817 BYRON Manfred n. iv. 133, I feel but what
thou art- and what I am. 1850 LYNCH Theo. Trin. x. zoo

Only by being man can we know man.

10. with sl>. To exist as the thing known by a
certain name ; to be identical with.

c 1000 Ags. Ciosp. John xix. 21 Ic com iudeacymng. t 1160
Hatt. G. ibid., Ich em iudea kyning. ('1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Consc. 946 God. .es maker of althynge, And of alle creatures
be bygynnynflre. c 1400 Gamelyn 583 Hit ben be Shirreues
men. 1486 Plitmpton Corr. 49 These bent the tydings that
I know, c 1530 REDFORDE /^y Wyt ty Sc. (1848)3 Ah ! syr, I

what tyme ofday yst 1 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. ii. 73 Am
I Dromio ? Am I your man ? Am I my selfe ? 16x0 Temp.
i.ii. 434 My selfe am Naples. 1630 WADSWORTH Sp. Pilgr.
i. 4 'Twas clear it was not game was his marke. 1805 FOSTER
Ess. n. vi. 204 Let thinking be reasoning. 1872 YEATS
Tech. Hist. Comm. 212 The earth and the atmosphere are
the two sources.

11. To be the same in purport as ; to signify,
amount to, mean.

* 1200 Trin. Coll. How. 5 Vigilate, bat is beS wakiende.
c 1220 Halt Meid. 3 Him ^eme hwat euch word bee sun-
derliche to seggen. 1 1230 A Her. R. 58 Best is be bestliche
mon bait ne bencheS nout of God. 1302 WYCLIF Gen. xii. 26
Seuen oxen fayr, and seuen eerys fulle, seuen jeris of plen
tith ben. 1611 BIBLE ibid.. The seuen good kine are seuen
yeares. 1597 BACON Cottiers Good fy A'z-zV/, Ess. lArb.) 153
The burning of that had bin gradns privationis. 1884
Weekly Times 7 Mar. 4/4 To fall was to die. Mod. I'll tell

you what it is, you must leave.

12. To amount to (something) of moment or

importance, to 'signify* to a person ; to concern.
a 1300 Cursor <1f. 13383 Quat es bat to me and be? Ibid.

16487 What is that to vs? 1526 TINDALE Matt, xxvii. 4
What is that to vs? Se thou to that. 1611 BIBLE Lam. i.

12 Is it nothing to you, all ye that passe by? Mod. Is it

nothing to you, that you have alienated your friends?

BE.

13. ellift. To be good for, to be at the expense
of,

*
stand.' Obs. or dial.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones viii. v, The wine being now at
an end, the barber pressed very eagerly to be his bottle.

Ibid. xv. xii, I said I would be my pot too. 1765 GOLDSM.
Strolling Player> Ess. vi, If I have threepence in my pocket
I never refuse to be my three halfpence. Mod. Colloq. He
was asked to be his share in the expense and refused.

IV. With participles and infinitives, sen-ing as

an auxiliary and forming periphrastic tenses.

14. With past participle : a. in transitive verbs^

forming the passive voice. (For present pple.

passive, see 15 c.)
c 825 Vesp. Psalter \. 9 Du on-strijdes nice mid ysopan . .

Su Swes mec, & ofer snaw, ic biom ge-whitad [WYCLIF, And I

shal ben clensid]. ^885 K. ALFRED Boeth. xiH. 40 Ic com
of wundrod. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 59 In |>e font we weren eft

iboren. 6-1335 E. E. Allit. P. A. 571 Mony ben calle[d].
c 1410 LOVE Bonavtnt. Mirr. x. 24 (Gibbs MS.*, We shulden
not by styred to impacyence. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Jus-
tine 31 b, Pausanias, being attached for treason, fled. 1637
Deer. Star Chamb. on Printing n July 2 That no person
..print or cause to bee printed. 1674 BKEVINT Saul at
Endor 140 Vows.. were never heard to have bin made to

any Saint, but to God alone. 1683 Col. Rec. Pennsylvania
I. 57 Bee it enacted by the Authority aforesaid that ye

days
of ye week . . shall be called as in Scripture. 1874 HELPS
Soc. Press, iii. 57 The political aspect of the subject has not
been approached.

b. in intransitive verbs t forming perfect tenses,
in which use it is now largely displaced by have
after the pattern of transitive verbs : be being re-

tained only with coniet go, rise, set, fall, arrive,

depart, grow, and the like, when we express the

condition or state now attained, rather than the

action of reaching it, as ' the sun is set/
' our

guests are gone/
*

Babylon is fallen,' 'the children

are all grown up.'
894 O. E. Chron. t \Vaes Ha;sten Ja ^a;r cumen mid his

her^e. nzoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 173 Alle be sinfulle J>e for5
sende farene. a 1300 Cursor M. 14322 Thre dais es gan.
c 1350 //-'V//, Palcrne 1457 pe grete lordes . . be^> lenged now
here. ^1450 Merlin x. 165 In euell tyme ben oure enmyes
entred. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cxxix. 156 They are
rested in there batayls. 1556 VERON Godly Sayings ^846)
145 Aungels, that bene come down from heaven. 1590
SHAKS. Com, Err, v. i. 361 These children, Which acci-

dentally are met together. 1628 HOBBES Thucyd. '1822) 62
He gave out they were run away. 1670 G. H. Hist.
Cardinals i. i. 24 Some there are, who believe that
Miracles are not ceas'd. 1671 MILTON P. R. n. 140 There-
fore I am returned. 1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2069/4 The Dart-
mouth is Sailed to the Westward. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to

Cong, i, i. (1854) 50 He informs me his son is set out. 1852
Miss YONGE Cameos 1. 1.\. 58 His parents were grown old.

15. With the present participle, forming con-
tinuous varieties of the tenses, a. with active

signification. In OE. only wses was so used, form-

ing a kind of imperfect ; the present was in use

by the I3th c. In later times this was confused
with a formation upon the vbl. sb., of which see

examples under A prep^ 1 3 ; the OE. he WSKS

feohtende, and ME. 'he was a-fighting/ meet in

the modern 'he was fighting.
1

885 O.E. Chron., jE[?elwulf ferde to Rome and J?aer waes xii

monab wuniende. ^1175 Cott. Horn. 225 Adam ^a wes
wuniende on ^eses life, a 1300 Cursor M. 15665 Bes [v . r.

be] wakand ai in orisun. c 1400 MAUNDEV. xxiii. 253 Thei
trowen. .thei schullebe etyngeanddrynkynge. 1562 J. HEY-
WOOD Prov. <y Epigr. (1867) 37 Leat vs be trudgeing. 1576
LAMBARDE Peramb. A'&tt, Some fleeting beene in flooded.

1653 HOLCROFT Procopiiis 29 The Romans being prepar-
ing their dinners. 1684 BUNYAN Pilg. n. 227 He was
talking of thee. 1727 VANBRUGH Joitm. Lond. i. i, It's

at the Door, they are getting out. 1750 HARRIS Hermes
(1841) 142 Riseth means, is rising ; writeth, is writing. 1774
BURKE Sp. Amer. Ta,r. Wks. II. 401, 1 hope I am not going
into a narrative troublesome to the house. 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Romola xlv, The bells were still ringing.

b. with passive signification : in such expression
as ' the ark was building/ the last word was

originally the gerund or verbal substantive, and
the full expression was

' the ark was a-building or in

building/ of which see instances under A prep.}- 1 a.

1551 ROBINSON Afore's L'top. (1869* 64 Whyles a commodye
of Plautus is playinge. 1557 N. T. (Gnwvaj i Pft. iii. 20
While the arcke was [1611 was in] preparing. 1685 R.
TON Eng. Emp, Amer. ii. 28 Strong preparations being
making for wars. Mod. We stayed there while our house
was building.

c. The ambiguity of the construction 'is build-

ing
'

in the two preceding senses has led in modern

Eng. to the use in the latter sense of 'is being
built/ formed upon the present pple. passive

'
be-

ing built/

\\3fiOfGhostesandSpirits 14 The noyse of a leafe being
mooved so afTrighteth him. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Atk. 26

Acting and being acted upon by others. 1754 RICHARDSON
Grandison 1 1 1. 46 To sit up late either reading or being read
to. 1769 MBS. HARRIS in Lett, ist Ld. MalmesbitrydfyQ)
I. 180 There is a good opera of Pugniani's now being acted.

1779 J. HARRIS irid. I. 410 Sir Guy Carlton was four hours

being examined.] 1795 SOUTHEY in C. Southey Life I. 249
A fellow . . whose grinder is being torn out by the roots. 1797
COLERIDGE in Biog, Lit. (1847) II. 317 While my hand was

being dressed. 1823 LAMB Elia, hicom. 1
, being hanged',

A
man who is being strangled. 1846 NEWMAN Ess. Crit. fy

Hist. II, 448 At this very moment, souls are being led into

the Catholic Church, a. 1859 DE QUINCEY Wks. IV. 7 Not
done, not even According to modern purism) being done.



BE.

1873 HUXLEY Crit. fy AJtfn'sses 247 The corpuscles enter
into the eggs while they are being formed.

16. With the dative infinitive, making a future

of appointment or arrangement ; hence of neces-

sity, obligation, or duty ;
in which sense have is

now commonly substituted.

f a. with infinitive active, Obs.
< 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 3 Alle JK> J>e habben ben. .and alle

bo |?e ben to cumen her after. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xiii. 17,
I am to [1388 Y schal] 3yue it to thee. 1382 Eccles. ii. 18,
I knowe not whether wis or fool he be to ben. i6zz MAS-
SINGER Virgin Mart. in. i, A King of Egypt, being to erect

The image of Osiris. 1692 LOCKE Ednc. 167 If a Gentle-
man be to study any Language, it ought to be that ot his

own Country. 1703 ROWK Fair Penit, Ded., If this be not
a receiv'd Maxim, yet I am sure I am to wish it were. 1725
DE FOE Voy. round World 11840) 22 Mighty uneasy, .about
their being to go back again. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela
III. 264, I am to thank you, my dear Miss, for your kind
Letter. 1814 Scorr \Vai>. I. v. 55 Had he been to chuse
between any punishment . . and the necessity.

fb. Hence, To be to seek : to have to seek, to be

obliged to seek, to be in want or at a loss. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 89 The complete measure of it

that such as are desirous of knowledge be not to seek in

any one thing. 1625 BACON Usury, Ess. (Arb. i 544 The
Merchant wil be to seeke for Money. 1653 HOLCROFT Pro-

copins i. 4 Being to seek his food he would hunt for it.

1654 ii? Sept.) CROMWELL Sp. (Carl. 1871) IV. 52 We were
exceedingly to seek how to settle things, a 1674 CLARKNDOM
Hist. Reb* I. v. (1702) 454 They were very much to seek, how
the Case of Hull could concern Descents and Purchases.

1832 fair ofMay Fair III. ii. 278 It was excusable that a
man having passed so large a portion of those sixty years
in a compting house, could be somewhat to seek in the

economy of his social system.

C. with infinitive passive.
1581 FULKE in Confer, in. 1 1584) O iiij b, He him selfe be-

ing to iudge all men, is to bee iudged of no man. a 1674
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. I. n. 118 Being to be made Earl of
Strafford. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. III. xii. 145 Nor-
mandy was to be invaded on each side.

17. The same construction is used in the sense

of 'to be proper or fit (to).' a. with infinitive
active, arch, and now commonly expressed by b.
f
1178 I*aml>. Horn. 133 Hit is to witene. ('1340 Cursor

M. ( Fairf. \ 12861 Wat is to do. 1340 Aycnb. ^ pet is to xigge.
c 1388 in Wyclifs Sel. Wks. 1871 III. 468 Hit ys not to gife
dymes to a persoun. 1483 CAXTON G. dc la Tour E v, Suche
. .wymmen be to compare to the wyf of Lothe. 1528 PF.R-
KINS Prof. Bk. i. 36 11642) 16 Now it is to shew. 1634
Malory's Arthur (1816) II. 308 The four, .is to understand
the four evangelists. Mod. Is this house to let? They are
not to compare with these.

b. with infinitive passive.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 1545 peybeb tobeblamede

eft. 1588 J. UDALL Denwnstr. Discip. lArb.) 54 If the whole
..be to bee obserued vntill the ende. 1679 PRNN Addr.
Prof. u. 2 (1692) 76 Not a Good Samaritan being to be
found. 1798 MALTHUS Popnl. (1817) II. 194 It-must be to
be depended upon.

18. The past subjunctive were with the infinitive

makes an emphatically hypothetical condition :

cf. the degrees of uncertainty in If I wctif, If I
shouldgot IfI were to go.

1396 RALFIGH in Four C. Eng. Lett. 37 If I weare . . to
advize my sealf. Mod. If I were to propose, would you ac-

cept? Were he to ask me, it would be different.

V. Phraseological combinations.
19. \i\Iwere better (best, as good], the nominative

pronoun took catachre^tically the place of an
earlier dative (me were better='\\. were better to or
for me) : modern usage substitutes had better, after

the analogy of had liefer, rather, etc. Cf. HAVE,
LIEF, RATHER.
(See F. Hall,

' Had Rather' in Amer. 7W. Philol II,
No. 7. 1881.)
r 1300 St. Marg. 180 fe were betere habbe [

=: it were
better for thee to have] bileued atom, ban icome me to fonde.
c 1430 Syr Tryani. 399 Sche wyste not whedur-warde . .

Sche was best to goone. c 1590 MARLOWE Jew ofM. iv. iv.

1653. I .told him he were best to send it. 1597 LVLV U'om.
in Moone in. ii. 185 Sirra, provide the banquet, you are
best. 1610 SHAKS. Temp, i, ii. 366 Be quicke thou'rt best.
1611 Cymb. in. ii. 79 Madam, you're best consider. 1612
CHAPMAN Widowves* T. Plays 1873 III. 12 Y'are best take
you to your stand. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobh-r 57 They were
. .better speake plainer English. 1703 MOXON Mcch. Ex.
278 You were best to mark the lower Closier in each course.

20. In clauses measuring time : as ' he came
here Monday was a week,' i.e. he came here on the

Monday a week before Monday last: the phrase be-
came a mere adjective clause, whence arose remark-
able constructions, as 'on the evening of Saturday
was sennight before the day fixed' = on the evening
of the Saturday a week earlier than the Saturday
before the day fixed. Was is now generally omitted :

I was in London Monday (was) three weeks.

[1449 Paston Lett. 68 I. 85 And as God wuld, on Fryday
last was, we had a gode wynd.] 1678 Gitnpowder-Trcas.
I 1 The Evening of the Saturday was Sennight before the ap-
pointed time. 1684 BAXTER Twelve Argts, Post. M, I have
been at _no Church since August was Twelvemonth. 1691
Lond. Gas, No. 2657/4 Edward Flower . . went from his
House about last Christmas was 4 years. 1725 Ibid. No.
6447/4 About two or three Days after Holy Rood Day last
was Twelve Month. iSsgC.ico. ELIOT -4./>YrtV 343 Did there
come no young woman here . . Friday was a fortnight ?

21. To be about to : see ABOUT A 1 1, 12.

719

22. What one would be at : what one aims at
;

what one means, wishes, or would have.

1705 VANBRUGH Confedcr. i. i. (1759) II. 13 What wou'd he
beat? At her if she's at leisure. 1749 FIICLHING Tout Join's

(1836) 1. 1. xi. 51 We cannot always discover what the young
jady would be at. 1766 GOLDSM./ 'k. IT. x. (1857) 58 That
is very true but not what I would be at. 1848 BlaCAtw. Mag.
LXIV. 373 What would revolutionising Germany be at?

23. 'J'o be for : f a. to be ready, prepared, or a
match for a person (ofis.) ; b. to be bound for, to

be making for a place; c. to be ready to act for, to

be on the side of, or in favour of, to advocate ;
d.

to be anxious for, to desire, to want (dial.).
a. 1612 MIDDLETON, etc. OMLamm. ii, My young boys,

I shall be for you. 1631 MASSISGER Belen>e as you list m.
iii, His angrie forheacl . . No matter I am for him.
b. 1630 WADSWORTH Sf. f'ilgr. ii. 6, I was for St. Sebas.

tians, accompanied witli one Mr. Pickford. Mot!. ' Where
are you for to-day ?

'

C. 1636 HEALKY Epictctiis Mutt-. 147 Like unto beasts,
they are all for the belly. 1692 LOCKI; Toleration ii. Wks.
1727 II. 28y You cannot be. .for a free and impartial Examina*
tion. 1799 T. JEFFERSON //>//. (1859) IV. 268, I am for free

commerce with all nations. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. l''.ng. TV.

511 He was for going straight into the harbour of ttrest.

1878 ]>osw. SMITH Carthage 219 Scipio. .was for delay.

24. Many parts of the verb and its tenses are

used substantively, adjectively, or adverbially.
a- 1679'!'. GOODWIN /F/t-i. 11864) VIII. 231 How slender these

hopes, .which these it may bes do afford. 1739 CHKSTF.R]-.
Lett. I. xxxv. 115 May be they were drunk. i8oa G. Coi.-
MAN Br. Grins, Reckoning i\'itk Tune iii, List then, old 1s-

Was-nnd-To-Be. 1819 BYRON Venice ii, The everlasting to

I'e which liath hi'cn. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. RtT. II. iv. ii. 189
He goes, as Rabelais did when dying, to seek a great May-
be. Ibid. III. i. iv. 36 There is a need-be for removing.
1848 CI-OUGH Bothie in. i5<) He to the great might-have-been
upsoaring . . He to the merest it-was restricting, diminishing.
1852 TLTPF

;
R Fnr'. rlnlos. 173 This would-be god Thinketh

to make mind.

Be, variant of BEE s/i.

Be, obs. and dial, form of BY prep. ; see next.

Be- prefix : OE. be-, weak or stressless form of

the prep, and adv. bt (iig), BY. The original Tent,
form was, as in Gothic, hi, with short vowel, prob.

cognate with second syllable of Gr. "/*</>/, L. anibi\
in OHG. and early OE., when it had the stress, as
a separate word, and in composition with a noun,
it was lengthened to In (lit, lit"), while the stress-

less form, in composition with a vb. or indcclin

able word, remained In-
; in later OE., as in

MHO. and mod.G., the latter was obscured to be-

(also occasional in OE. as an unaccented form of
the preposition) : cf. OE. bi-gyig practice, bi-

gangan, be-gnngan, to practise. In early MI''., the

etymological bi-, by- regularly reappeared in comp.
as the stressless form

;
but in later times be- was

finally restored. (On the other hand, be was used

by northern writers as the separate prep., as still

in mod. Sc.) In modern use, the unaccented

prefix is always be- ; the accented form hy- (some-
times spelt bye-*} occurs in one or two words de-
scended from OE., as by-law, by-word (OE. bl-

lage, />t-word), and in modern formations on the

adv., as by-gone, by-name, by-play, by-road, by-
stander.

The original meaning was '

about.' In preposi-
tions and adverbs this is weakened into a general
expression of position at or near, as in before
(at, near, or towards the front), behind, below,
beneath, bcnorth, besoiilh, between, beyond. With
verbs, various senses of 'about' are often dis-

tinctly retained, as in he-bind, be-comc (= come
about), be-dehe. bc-ginl, be-set, bc-stir. In such
as be-daub, be-sfatter, bc-stir, be-slrew, the notion
of 'all about, all round, over,' or 'throughout,'
naturally intensifies the sense of the verb ; whence,
be- comes to be more or less a simple intensive,
as in be-muddle, he-crowd, be-gnnige, be-break. or

specializes or renders figurative, as in befall (to
fall as an accident), be-come, bc-get, bc-gin, be-

have, be-hold, bc-lieve. In other words the force

of be- passes over to an object, and renders an in-

transitive verb transitive, as in be-speak (speak
about, for, or to), bc-Jlow (flow about), lie-lie, be-

moan, be-think, be-wail. Hence it is used to form
transitive vbs. on adjectives and substantives, as
in dim be-dini, fool be-fool, madam be-madam

;

also others, in which the sb. stands in an instru-
mental or other oblique relation, as be-night

' to
overtake with night,' be-guile, he-witch. Of these
a special section consists of verbs having a priva-
tive force, as OE. bclandian, behcafdian, to de-

prive of one's land, one's head : cf. bereave, and
OE. benim-an to take away. Finally, be- is prefixed
with a force combining some of the preceding,
to ppl. adjs., as in he-jewelled, be-daughtcrcd.
Be- being still in some of its senses (esp. 2, 6, 7

below) a living element, capable of being pre-
fixed wherever the sense requires it, the derivatives

BE-.

into which it enters are practically unlimited in

number. The more important, including those
that are in any way specialized, or that require

separate explanation, are treated in their alpha-
betical places as Main \\ords. (In the case of
ME. words in /;/-, by-, all that survived long enough
to have BE- appear under this spelling ; a few that

became obsolete at an early date are left under
their only extant form in Bi-, BY-.) Those of

less importance, infrequent (often single) occur-

rence, and obvious composition, are arranged under
the following groups (in which, however, the senses

tend to overlap each other, so as to make the

place of some of the words ambiguous) :

1. Forming derivative verbs, with sense of
' around

'

: a. all round externally, on all sides, all

over the surface, as in BESET, BESMEAR
; b. from

side to side (within a space), to and fro, in all

directions, in all ways, in or through all its parts,

thoroughly, as in BESTIR, bcjumble. (Some of

these formations appear only in the pa. pple.)

Bebang, to bang about ; ) bebass, to kiss all

over, cover with kisses
;
bebaste (with a cudgel, or

with gravy) ; \ bebat, to becudgel ; bebatter, be-
bite

; beblear, to blear all over ; beblotch, fbe-
boss, bebotch, bebrush ; f becense, to perfuse
with incense

; beohase, to chase about ; becircle
;

beclart dial., to be dirty; beclasp; becompass,
to compass about; becramp ; -fbecrampoun. to

set (a jewel) ; becrimson, becrust ; t becurry, to

curry one's hide, belabour
; becurse, to cover with

curses
; beeut, bedamn, bedarap, bediaper ;

f bedowse, to souse with water
; bedrape, be-

drift, bedrive, be-embroider, befan
; befinger,

to finger all over
; befleck, to cover with flecks

;

befreckle, befriz ; f befrounce, to frounce or

toss about, touzle; jbegaruish.begash, begaud,
begirdle ; tbeliale, to drag about

; behammer,
tbehem ; fbehorewe, to befoul; bejig, to jig
about ; bejumble, fbeknit t,OE. bccnyttan},
belave. belick. bemingle, bernix, bepaste; be-

paw, to befoul as with paws ; bepen, to pen in
;

bepommel; fbepounce, to stud
; bepraiik, to

prank out or over
; bepuddle (e.g. a spring) ;

bepurple ; tbequirtle, to besprinkle; berake,
to rake all over; fberoll, to roll over; fberound,
bescour, beseam, beshaekle, f beshield, be-
shroud ; -fbeslab, to beplaster; beslash, fbe-
slur; beslurry, to sully all over; besmother,
besmudge (t besraouche) ; f besow (OE.
besiwmi), to sow about; t besperple, to be-

spatter ; bespin, to spin round, so as to cover
;

bespirt ; tbesquatter, to bespatter with filth;

bestamp, tbestroke, fbeswitch. betinge, fbe-
turn, beveil, f bewallow (OE. beu<a/wian),
bewash., bewater, bewhiten, bewreath. Also

BEBAR, BEDELVE, etc., q.v.
1599 PORTER Angry }\'om. Abbigd.iiZji'* 50 Sheele . . *be-

bang him with drie bobs and scoffes. 1581 STANVHURST
sEneis I. (Arb.) 40 Queene Dido shal smacklye "bebasse
thee. Ibid. in. (Arb.l 79 With larding smearye 'bebasted.
1620 ROWLANDS Nt. Raven 29 Tom with his cudgell well
'bebasts his bones. 1565 CALFHILL Answ. Treat. Crosse

(1846) 133 To be all to-'bebatted and afterward to be be-
headed. 1565 GOLDING Ovitfs Met. v. (1593* 106 All "be-
battred was his head. 1880 WEUB tr. Goethe's Ftinst II.

v. 130 Each, from queen to waiting-maid, is Be-devilled
and 'be-bit ! 1609 ARMIN Ital. Taylor (1880! 196 Eyes 'be-
bleard with blindnesse. 1807 SOL-THEY Lett. (1856) I. 412
Down comes a proof . . "beblotched and bedeviled. 1576
GASCOIGNE Phiutmmt (Arb.) 90 A snafile Bit or brake,
'Bebost with gold. 1605 DAVIES Humours Wks. 11876) 44
(D.) Petti-botching brokers all 'bebotch. 1587 TURBERV.
Trag. T. (18371 3 ^Bebrusht with bryers her broosed body
bled. 1591 G. FixranUiJlwsstComiaw. (18361 nj Having
sprinckled and 'besensed the good man and his wife. 1639
AINSWORTH Annot. Song Sol. iii. 6 'Becensed with Myrrh.
ZS74 HELLOWES Giienartis Ay*. (1577) 96 In this Courte, none
runneth, but they go all "beechased. 1648 EARL WESTMLD.

O^tia
Sacra (18791 128 A grove of Pine *Becircled with

Eglantine. 1607 TOPSELL Serpents 743 He 'beclapseth it

with his tail, and giveth it fearful blows, c 1230 Wohunge
in Cott. Horn. 279 pat spatel bat swa v

biclarted ti leor. 1864
ATKINSON Whitty Gloss., "Beclarted, splashed or bemired.

1480 CAXTON C'hron. Etig. u. (1520) lob/i An Vie . . called

Albyon . . *becompassed al with the see. 1634 MALORY
Arthur (18161 II. 257 Him thought there came a man . . all
*"

becompassed of stars. 1666 FULLER Hist. Camo. (1840)
107 Many whose hands are *becramped with laziness. 1583
STANYHURST sEneis iv. (Arb.) 99 With . . pure gould neatly
"becrampound. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. in. vn.

yi. 369
Why was the Earth . .

y becrimsoned with dawn and twilignt?
1883 Cmturf Mag-. XXVII. 47 The lofty hedge is 'be-
crimsoned with savage roses, a 1834 LAMB tr. Bourne's Ball.

Singers Wks. 633 Two Nymphs . . in mud behind, before,
From heel to middle leg

'
;becrusted o'er. 1598 R. BERNARD

tr. Terence's Andr. \. ii. (1629) 16/1, I will all to *becurry
thee, or bethwacke thy coate. 1553-87 VoxvA. fy AA (1596)

247/^The legat . . all to "beecurssed the earle of Tholouse,
his cities and his people. 1860 READE Cloister ty H. xlviii.

(D.t, I was never so *becursed in allmydays. 1630 I . TAYLOR
(Water P.) Trai>. Twelve P. Wks. i. 67/2 Me all in pieces
they *becut and quartir'd. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877)
VI. vi. 278 This much *be-damned '

Sixtji of the Line.' 1870
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HAWTHORNE Eng. Note-Bks. (1879) II. 328 A mist..*be-

damped me. 1648 HERRICK/VIW.? App. (1869^ 457(0.) Fields

"bediaperd with flowers, Presente their shappes. 1576
Gosson Spec. Hunt, ii, A bruised barke with billowes all

"beclowst. 1865 SWINBURNE Dolores 49 We shift and bedeck
and "bedrape us. 1837 CARLYLE . Rev. (1872) III. HI. iii.

109 Poor Orleans . . foolishly "bedrifted hither and thither.

1614 RICH Honest. ^^^(1844) 26 Some women goe . . to the

church . . so be-laced and so *bee-imbrodered. 1674 N.
FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. Ep. Ded.,

v

Befann'd from next Dogs-
day scorchings. 1821 SouTHEvZ.fi7.(T856t 111.233 The dirty
and ^befingered leaves. 1567 TCRBERV. Oi'itfs Epist. i3sb,

Why blush you? and why with vermilion taint "Befiecke

yourcheekes? 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's I'iff. u. vii, A
grassie hillock . . With woodie primroses *befreckell'd. 1772

Songs Costume (1849) 249 "Be-friz it, and paste it, and cut

it, and curl it. 1581 STUDLEY Seneca's Here. (Etxus 214 b,

All her hayre *befrounced, rent and torne. 1647 R. STAPYL-
TON 5

r
//7'crt/7oWhatsparagus'begarnishesthe dish. 1555

Fardle Facions n. ix. 196 [They] all to
v

begasshe his fore-

heade and his nose. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 127 "Be-

gawded with Chains of Gold and lewells. 1845 CARLYLE
Past 4- Pres. 75 Stately masonries., 'begirdle it far and
wide. 1574 HF.LLOWES Gneitara Ep. (1584) 310 Also *bee-

haileth her by the lockes. 1639 AISSWORTH Annot. Pentat.

144 The Hebrew word signlnetb stricken .. "behammered.

1598 SYLVESTER Job Triumph, i. (388 (D.) Armies of pains
. . mee round 'behem. 1340 Aycnb. 237 pe hand bet is uoul

and 'behorewed. 1821 COMBE (Dr. Syntax) If 'iff v. (D.)
When they 'bejigg'd it 'neath the steeple. 1565 GOLDING
Oi'id. Met. iv. (R.j Her filthy arms 'beknit with snakes

about. 1598 SYLVESTER DH Bartas n. iii. (1641) i?4/r Me
in Thy Bloud *be-lave. Ibid. (1608) 1002 The happy plains

great Phasis streams belave. 1559 Mirr. Mag. 106 (T.)
All his gore "bemingled with this glew. lbid.

t
Dk. Clarence

.\liii, "Bemixt my swete with bitternes to bad. 1565 GOLD-
ING Orhfs Met. iv. (1593) 102 Waves of water . . ~Bemixed
with the purple bloud. 1684 OTWAY Atheist Kpil., While
Rotten Eggs 'bepaw the Scarlet Gown. rxi3o Aticr.

A". 94 Heo beo5 her so 'bipenned. 1583 STANYHURST
AZneis i. (Arb.i 32 Thee beams with brazed copper were

costlye "bepounced. 1648 HP:RRICK Hcsj>er. (1844) I. 159
A sheep-hook I will send 'Beprank'd with ribands. 1642

JER. TAYLOR Episc. (1647) 98 While their tradition was clearc

. . and not so 'bepudled . . with the mixture of Hereticks.

1583 STANYHURST Aneis\ t (Arb.) 37 His si^ht wasyoouthlye
"bepurpled. 1771 Muse in Miniature 115 Mossy banksand

flower-'bepurpled plains. 1690 Songs Costume (1849) 193
Whole quarts the chamber to 'bequirtle. 1685 R. BURTON
Eng. Emp, Amer. ii. 51 Their Guns, with which they so

"beraked her from side to side. ^1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B.

959 Al '"birolled wyth ^e rayn, rostted & brenned. 1642
BRIDGE Serin. Xorf. I 'olnntcers 9 Are we not "berounded
with many enemies? 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. in. v. iv.

304 France too is
y bescoured with a Devils Pack. 1839

Blacks. Mag. XLV. 301 Blue tops .. All "beseamed with

<;now-streakshoar. i599N\SHK Lent.StnJT? 50Who this king
should bee, 'beshackfed theyr wits. 1848 H. MILLER First

Impressions of Eng. xi. 11857) '72 N'enerable dwellings,
much "beshrouded in ivy and honeysuckle. 1481 CAXTON

Reynard \\^\^} 138 They were "byslabbed and byclagged
to their eres to in her owen donge. 1581 T. NEWTON
Seneca's Thebais 44 b, To die this death : or in one part to

be "beslashed through. 1635 tr. Cawden's Hist.J-:iiz, in.

(1688) 291 To "beslurr their Writings with this so impudent
a Lie. ("1614 DRAYTON Crt. /-Vi/rj'Wks. (1

^lurried, head an

ipi

, . 164 All 'be

,d face, On runs he in this wild-goose chase.

1598 KLORIO, Carbonarc t
to besmeare as black as coles, to

"besmother. 1600 HAKLUYT I'oy. (1810) I II. 508 Their faces

. . all 'besmouched with cole, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 107 pa
sunnan be deouel "MiisaweS on us. 1557 A'. Arthurs.
Copland) YI. viii, The grountle . . was all "besperpled wyth
blode. 1865 CARLYLE J-'rcdk. Gt. V. XMI. ix. 92 Was a Na-
tion ever so ^bespun by gossamer? 1885 SINGLETON V'irgil

I. 17 r And on the cattle to 'bespirt his bane. 1611 COTGR.,

Enfoirir, to besquirt, besquatter. 1652 UKQUHART Jc^'cl
Wks. 1834. 256

'

Besquatter them on all sides. 1857 Frasers

Mag. LVI. 742 That letter . . much "bestamped, much stained

with travel .. is delivered to its owner at Lahore. 1548
HERRICK Hesp. Wks. L 157 ^Bestroaking fate the while.

i8z> CLARE I7ill. Minstr. I. 12
'

Beting'd with glossy yellow.

1594 CAREW Tasso (18811 no To their aduise-, the disdaine-

full hart, Of this audacious youth, beturning plies. 1582
STANYHI'RST SEneis \\. (Arb.i 55 With darcknesse mightye
'beueyled. 1205 LAY. 25989 Al 'biwaled [1250 biwalewed]
on axen. 1589 FLEMING I'irg. Georg. iv. 69 _

She., all

bewasht the burning Vesta . . with pure sweet wine. 1648
HERRICK St. Distaff's Day, Hcsp.ii%$g\ 451 Let the maidcs

'bewash the men. 1593 BAKNKS Part/ten, in Arb. Garner
V. 363 Why were these cheeks with tears *bewatered? 1812

COMBE (Dr. Syntax) 1 'icturesyiic xix. 71 The cot that's all "be-

whiten'd o'er. 1598 Gorg. Gallery Invent., Loner werytd
7c. Life, About mishap' that hast thy selfe ^bewrethed.

, 1 1850 BF.DDOES Song on Water ii, Heart high-beating,

triumph-
"
bewreathed.

2. Forming intensive verbs, with sense of
'

thoroughly (extension of i), soundly, much, con-

spicuously, to excess, ridiculously.' (Some of these

occur only in the past participle.) fBebait, to

bait or worry persistently; bebothered; fbe-
breech, to breech soundly ; bebusied, fbecheck ;

fbecheke, to choke, stifle; beclamour, be-

compliment, fbecost, becovet, becrowd, be-

crush, becumber jt bedare, todefy; fbedrown;
bedrowse, to make drowsy ; bedrug, beduck ;

fbedunch.to strike against; fbe-earn,be-elbow,

fbefavour, befllch; f^eflap, to clap ; beflout,

beflustered, befraught ; begall, to gall, fret, or

rub sore; fbeglose, to deceive; fbegrain, to dye
in the grain, colour permanently ; f begreet, be-

gut, behallow, tbehelp ; fbehuaband,to econo-

mize to the full ; bekick, belade, t belash, belull ;

fbemar, to injure seriously ; bemartyr, bemaze,
t bemeet, bemuzzle, bepaid, beparch, bepa-

rody; tbePart '
to divide, share; f bePiece J

to

720

piece up, patch up ; jbepierce ; fbepile, to pile

up ; fbepill, to pillage completely ; bepoetize ;

fbepress, to oppress; tbepride; bequoted,
quoted to excess; fberagged, fberinse ;

be-

sanctify, to besaint ; besauce, bescent, be-

scorch ; f bescorn, to cover with scorn ; f be-

scourge, bescrape, beshake ; beshiver, to shiver

to atoms; beshod, fbeshower, beshrivel, fbe-
singe (OE. besengan} ; beslap, to slap soundly ;

besnowball
; fbesob, to soak; besoothe; tbe-

spend, to spend, waste ; f besplit, besqueeze,
f bestab, bestay, besteer ; bestock, to stock

thoroughly ; bestore, tbestrip, besuit, be-

sweeten, fbetalk, fbethreaten, fbetire ; fbe-
trace, to mark all over, to streak; fbetwattle
(dial.\ to bewilder; bewasted, wasted away;
beweary, bewelcome, bewidow, bewomanize;
tbewound, to wound seriously; fbewreak, to

revenge.
1599 TKYNNE Animadv. (1865^ 61 This syllable [be] is

sett before to make yt moore signyncant and of force ; as . .

for
'

dewed,'
'

bedewed,' etc.

1589 Almond for P. 40 It was not for nothing .. that

he so *bebaited his betters. 1866 Hazard Memor.
Biogr. I. 263 Seventy miles distant a long way in this

bebothered state. 1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely \\. x. 504
As if his wits were 'be-breecht. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne
HI. v. (16321 490 They are not *bebusied about Rhetorike
flowers. 1598 SYLVESTER DH Bartas \\. ii. (1641) 114 i

Brutish Cham .. In scornful tearms his Father thus "be-

checkt. cii75 Cott. Horn. 239 His richtwise deme, |>e

non ne maie 'bechece, non beswice. 183* WHATELY in

/,//*'ii866i I. 150 He whined and "beclamoured . . but all to

no purpose. 1832 tr. Tour Germ. Prince IV. v. 195 The chief

magistrate . . thought fit to 'becompliment me by the mission

of two of his colleagues. 1513 DOIT.LAS /Kneis x. viii. 135
Na lytill tliyng . . He.s hym bycost the frendschip of Ene.

1883 Gd. \\~ords 448 The begrudged, becoveted good of half

a lifetime. 1860 TROLLOPS FramUyP.l. xiv. 281 Barsetshire

. . is a pleasant, green, tree- 'becrowded county. 1607 ROW-
LANDS Fain. Hist. 37 Kskeldart Guy's sword did so

"

becrush.

1863 ( 1. KEARLEY Links in Chain iv. 74 Snails,much despised,

bekicked, and becrushed. 1550 COVERDALE Spir. Perle

xxi. Wks, 1844 I. 151 Why should any man .. "becumber
himself about that thing? ijpnPEKLB Aw/t/4 fifths. Wks.
II. 74 The eagle . . emboldened . . to bedare the sun. 1584
HrnsoN Judith in Sylvester Dn Bartas (16081 694 You

Tyrant . .Who hath 'bed round the world with blood. 1877

J. HAWTHORNE Garth. II. iv. xxxii. 31 Nor was it the lacfc

of public recognition which had "bedrowsed him. 1874
MOTLEY Rarneveld Il.xi. 19 England and France distracted

and 'bedrugged. 1596 SPKNSFR /'. Q. n.
yi. 42 To the flood

he came. .And deepe hunselfe beducked in the same. 1567
DRANT Horace Ars Poet. Ii vj, Daunce and 'bedunche

the grounde with fote. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. x. liv. 244
Her owne "breamed lot. 1848 H. MJU.F.R First hnpr.
vii. (1857) 119 Sorely be-elbowed and be-kneed. a 1633
MUSDAY Palm, ofEng. ii, One of her 'befavoured knights.

1566 STI;DLEY Seneca's Agatnemn. (1581) 155 Hercules . . left

the groue befilched clt-ane. 1388 WYCLIF Lament, ii. 15

Alle men passynge bi the weie billappeden with hondis on

thee. 1574 HF.LLOWES Giienara's Ep. (1577' 232 You had

escaped from thence wounded, abhorred, beeflowted. 1864
Morn. Star 25 June 4 Some panting, blushing, beflustered

honourable member. 1568 T. HOWELI. \iiu SMIH. 11870.) 144
For thou in Harke so well 'befraught, hast al our loyes

away, a 1656 HP. HALL Defiance to Snoy <R.) Pines, .*be-

gald alone With the deep furrowes of the thunder-stone.

LASCL. /'. PL C. xxr. 383 pou . .^By-glosedesthem and

hlr'thus in hy. 1648 HERRICK Poems App. (18691 433
Whose head beefrindged with 'behallowed tresses Seemes
like Apollo's. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. in. xii. 160 A grete

philosophre.-whiche coude 'byhelpehym. 1640 A. HARS-

NKT Coifs SniHtu. 388 Bee carefull then to 'He-Husband

every moment of thy time. 1862
J.

BROWN in lllustr, Mel-

bourne Post 26 July, Many generations of starved/bekicked,
and downtrodden forefathers. 1850 BI.ACKIE sEschylus I.

197 Friendly men receive The curse-* beladen wanderer.

1458 Paston Lett. 311 I. 422
x

Belassch hym, tyl he wyll
amend. 1631 HRATHWAIT \\~hintzies 46 To dandle him in the

lappe of securitie, and belull him in his sensuall lethargic.

c 1400 Destr. Troy xxvi. 10701 Paris . . was pricket at his

hert, To se his men so be-mard, & murtherit. 1662 FULLER
Worthies i. 2 He v

bemartyreth such who as yet did survive.

1879 H DWELLS L. Aroostook 118831 II. 174 Stanifrid stood

'bemazed. 1656 S. H. Gold. Law 61 But now the Laicks

are a Lay people . . till some Moses "be-meet with them.

1857 CAKLYLK Misc. iv. 86 (D.) The young lion's whelp has to

grow up all bestrapped,
"*

bemuzzled. 1838 H AWTHORSEA incr.

Note Rks. (1871) I. 147 A *bepaid clergyman. I06WEBBB
Rng. Pottrie(\%-]<S\ 77 Workmen, .with boylingheate so 'be-

parched. 1828 Black. Mag. XXIV. 591 It has been be-

spouted, bequoted, and 'beparodied. 1531 ELYOT^O?'. 11580)

7 Hiero . . counsailed him to 'beparte his importable labours.

1578 FLOMIO \st Fruites 50 A language confused, *bepeesed
with many tongues. 1839 J. DARLEY in Beaitm. fy Fl, If 'ks.

(1839) I. Introd. 31 Unlike him [i.e. Caesar] "beplerced and
bescratched. a iya6 VANBRUCII Jonrn. Lond. \. i, Handboxes
. . were so *bepiled up. 1574 HKLLOWF.S Gncnaras Ep.

(1577) 232 You had escaped from thence wounded, abhorred,
and also

:

beepilled. 1865 Morn. Star 20 Nov., The most
'

bepoetised case of crim. con. on record. 1591 in Fair

.S". P. (1845) I. 141 To rescue me *beprest I do thee pray.

1690 E. FOWLER Sernt. Boiv-C/t, 16 Apr. 16 They would . .

'bepride themselves the more in their own strength. 1822

Blackin. Mag. II. 64 Bethumbing and ^bequoting their

beauties. i6iz COTGR. s.v. Chipaitlt, He is all to *be ragged
and rent. 1598 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas (1608) 1013 Princes

Whose rage their realms with . . bloud y
berinses. 1826 SCOTT

Woodst. v,
i
Besanctified as you are. a 1674 MILTON Mas-

covia Wks. (1738) II. 147 Rare dishes . .

*
hesauc'd with Gar-

lick and Onions 1863 A. Ii. GROSART Swatt SIMS 40 A . . *be-

BE-.

scented, be-ribboned. .little fox ! 1583 STANYHURST /Ends n.

Arb.)52 Hector . . thee Greekish nauye ^beskorched. c 1386
CHAUCER Pers. T, f 204 Than was he

*
bescorned, that oonly

schulde be honoured, a 1300 Cursor M. 17771 Bath bl-

scurget and bi-spit. 1865 Athenxitm No. 1951. 375/3' No
v
bescraped cathedrals. 1664 COTTON Scarron. 24 Have you

not seen . . A water-dog . .

*
Beshake his shaggy pantaloons?

1556 ABI-. PARKKR Psalter xxxiv. 87 God hateth the proud
and them *beshenth. 1648 HERRICK Noble Nninb. Wks.
II. 203 That cloude .. *Eeshiver'd into seeds of raine. 1850
CLOUCH Dipsychits n. ii. 69 Hexameters . . ^IJeshod with

rhyme, c 1420 Pallnd. on Hnsb. vi. 12 And yf the rayne
*beshoure. 1821 COMBE I Dr. Syntax) ll'i/e iii. (D.) That
"beshrivelled face and mien. 1340 Ayenb. 230 {>e prive
cat *bezengt> ofte his scin. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. IV. x.

I. 488 Philip's Father, son of the 'Beslapped. 1611 CHAP-
MAN May Day Plays 11873 II. 360 'Twereagood deed, to . .

'besnowball him with rotten egges. 1609 HOLLAND Amm.
Mnrcell. xxxv. viii. 259 The ground was *

besobbed and
drenched with the mid-Winter frosts that now thawed. 1614
SYLVESTER Bethulia's Rcsc. vi. 60 The trembling Lady . .

'besoothes him. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 96 Ixion ^bespent
his seede vpon the Cloude. 1614 CHAPMAN Odyss. vin. 398 All

his craft *bespent. a 1640 JACKSON Om/ix. Wks. VIII. 445
Unless abundance of wit hath

'

besplitted his understanding.
1600 ROWLANDS Let. Humours Blood xxiii. 29 Drinke with

bis dart bath all ~bestabbed mee. c 1320 Sir Tristr. i. lxti ;

Tristrem . . seyd . . How stormes hem 'bistayd. a 1618

J DAVIES Sonn. Sir T. Erskin (D.), How blest wert thou

that didst thee so *besteere. 1648 HERRICK Poems App.
(18691 439 (D.I Lett hym , . Soe good a soile 'bestocke and
till. 1661 HICKERINGILL Jamaica 16 'Bestored with all

sorts of fruit-bearing Trees. 1340 Aycnb. 123 |>e holy gost be

bise ?eue yefbes
*

bestrepb ^>e zeue zennes uram be herte. 1648
HERRICK Hesp. I. 166 Dew . . *besweetned in a., violet.

1612 DKAVTON 1'oly-olb. xxvtii, The same. . "betalk'don long.

1635 QUARLES Emb. III. xi, My rock-bethreaten'd soul. 1594
CAREW Tasso (1881) 17 Like rest to gaine in like "betyred

plight, c 1460 Ttr.i'iu'tey Myst. 288 A goost . . lyke hym in

blood betraced. 1686 GOAD Cclt-st. Bodies in. iv. 507 They are

'betwatled in their Understandings. 1844 S. NAVLER Rey-
nard 29 Poor Bruin thus was sbeer 'betwattled. 1593
SHAKS. R ic/i. II, i. iii. 221 My . . time- bewasted light Shall

be extinct with age. i636Ht:ALEV Thcoptirast. 55 Hee .. is

all to "bewearied. 1583 STAXVHI-RST sEncis in. (Arb.i 81

King Helenus . . vs . . "bewelcomd. 1787 T. JEFFERSON
U'rit. 11859) II. 127, I shall now feel 'bewidowed. 1653
HEMINGS l-'atal Ct>ntr.,O man *be-womaniz'd ! 1422-61

Ximfs ff Carols ijt/i C. (1856) 87 Many man . . wyste hym
wel *bewreke, The badde wel levere myn bed to-breke.

3. Forming derivative verbs with privative mean-

ing 'off, away,' as in BEDEAL, BENIN, BEREAVE.

A very common use of be- in OE. and ME., prob.

originating in words like BE-SHEAR, 'to cut all

round,' whence ' to cut off or away' ;
but no longer

in living use in forming new derivatives.

4. Making verbs transitive, by adding a prepo-
sitional relation : primarily

'

about,' as in BE-

SPEAK, speak about (or for, to), BE-MOAN, moan
about (or over) ; which sense can usually be de-

tected under the various against, al, for, to, on,

upon, over, by, etc. required by modern idiom :

t Bebark, to bark around or at
; t becack, to

deposit ordure on
; bechatter, to environ with

chattering, etc.
; fbeohirm, to chirm (as birds)

around ; fbechirp, to chirp about ; beclang, be-

olatter ; f beorave i,OE. becrajlaif], to crave for ;

beorawl, to crawl all over; becroak, to croak

round or at ; t beery, to cry at, accuse ; bedin,

to fill with din or noise; bedribble, to dribble

upon (e.g. as a dog); bedrivel
;

bedrizzle ;

\ bedwell, to dwell in or around ; f befloet, to

flow round ; t befret, to fret or gnaw away ;
be-

fuddle, to make stupid with tippling ; begaze, to

gaze at
; f beglide, to slip away from, escape ;

t beglitter, to irradiate ; begroan, to groan at
;

t begruntle, to make uneasy ; behoot, to hoot at ;

bejuggle, to get over by jugglery, to cheat ; t be-

lag, to make to lag ; f beleap, to leap on,
' cover' ;

f bemew, f berhoult, to mew or moult upon ;

bemurmur, to murmur at or against ; \ bemute

(of birds), to mute or drop dung on ; beparse, to

plague with parsing ; bepiss, to piss on, wet with

urine ; bepreaoh, to preach at
; bereason, to

reason with, overcome by reasoning ; t bireme,

to cry out upon ;
beride (OE. bcriJati), to ride

beside, to override ; t berow, to row round ; f be-

soumber, to scumber on ;
beshine (OE. bcsdnan),

to shine on; beshit(e (OE. bestilaif) = becack

(0/is. in polite use, but common in ME. and early

mod.E. literature) ; beshout, to shout at, applaud ;

fbeshriek, to shriek at
; fbesigh, to sigh for ;

f besmell, to smell out ; besmile, to smile on ;

t bespew, to spew on
; bestare, to stare at, to

make staring; bestraddle, to straddle across,

bestride ; bestream, to stream over ; beswarm,
to swarm over; fbeswelter ; beswim, to swim

upon ;
bethunder ; f betipple, to muddle by

tippling ; betravel, to travel over, to overrun

with travellers ; bevomit, to vomit all over : be-

whispor, to whisper to ; bewhistle, to whistle

round.

1340 Ayfnl>. 66 pe felle dogge J?et byt and "beberkb alle bo

t be may. 1598 FLORIO, Incacare, to *becacke. a 1618

. DAVIES Papers Conifl. Wks. (1876) 75 (D.), He all my



BE-.

breast *becackes. 18756. TAVLOR/VIWJ/!. xxi. 191 Ifhe can't

every step "bechatter. ^1250 OwlSf Night. 279 Hi me *bi-

chirmejj [v. r. bichermet] and bigredeth. 1600 T. MORLEV
in Lyric P. (Percy Soc.) 51 Every bird upon the bush *be-

chirps it up so gay. 1875 A. SMITH Barns' tt
r
ks. (Globe) In-

trod. 13 A dingy churchyard hemmed by narrow streets *be-

clanged now by innumerable hammers. 1833-53 \\~histle-

Binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser. i. 77 Why sae incessantly deave and
"beclatter me, Teasing me mair than a body can bide?

c\**pGen. fy Ex. 1388 Do3te he, 5is maiden wile ic . . *bi-

crauen. 1787 BFCKFORD Italy, etc. II. 19 An oozy beach . .

*becrawled with worms. 1861 TEMPLE & TREVOR Tann-
hamer 52 Let . . the hoarse chough *becroak the moon !

c 1440 Morte Art/t. (Roxb.) 89 Launcelot of treson he "'be

cryed. 1880 SWINBURNK SfatL Stwg 192 The darkness by
thunders "bedinned. 1620 HP. HALL Hon. Mar. Clergy \.

8 Wks. (1628) 747 This whelpe of theirs conimingit chteros^
*bedribbles their ashes. 1653 A. WILSON Jos. /, Pref. 4 Why
should we ^bedribble with our Pens, the Dust that rests

there? 1721 BAILEY, Bedrawled, bedrabbled, bedrivelled : cf.

BEDRAVEL. 1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 16^/1
The "bedrizzled

windows of an express train. 1802 W. TAYLOR in Robberds
Mem. I. 412 Gentry ofnarrow income used to bedwell Mon-
treal). 1817 in Month. Mag. XLIII. 236 The marble caves

ye now * bedwell, a 1300 A". Horn 1396 Strong cartel he let

sette, Mid see him *biflette. 1598 GREENE Jas. /f(i86i)
207 A constant heart with burning flames v;

be-fret. 1802
W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mcnt. I. 411, I could only . ,*bega7e
the site of Lord Nelson's misemployment. c 1300 in Wright
Lyric P. xxx. 87 That ded he shal

'

by-glyde. 1583 STANY-
IIURST sEneis \. (Arb.) 30 Shee turned with rose color

heaunlye *beglittred. 1837 CARLYLE />. -/vet', n. vi. iii. (D.),
fHe] shall find himself *begroaned by them. ^1670 HACKET
Abp. Williams i. 131 (D.), The Spaniards were "begruntled
with these scruples. 1838 EMERSON Misc. 118 It is traves-
tied and depreciated . . it is "behooted and behowled. 1680
HICKERINGILL Meroz 12 To "bejuggle and beguile the

silly Rabble. 1705 Priest-cr. n. Pref. Aiij,
y

Bejuggl'd
Mob ! you are the Tools, That Priests do work with
called Fools. 1721 BAILEY, *Belaeged^ left behind. 1513
DOUGLAS SEneis vn. iii. 207 Mftkand his stedis "beleip
meris vnknaw. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. \\. 448
So scuruily bescuruide and -bemewde. 1603 FLORIO

Montaigne in. ix. (1632) 561 Some of Platoes Dialogues :

~bemolted with a fantastical! variety. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.
Rev. in. in. iv. II. 231 Beshouted by the Galleries.,
"bemurmured by the Right-side. 1875 LOWELL Poet. Whs.
(1879) 458 She loves yon pine- bemurmured ridge. 1634
A. WARWICK SpareMin, (\%-z\) no The heron . . ~oenuiting
his enemie's feathers to make her flagge-winged. 1880
GRANT WHITE Every-Day Eng, 270 Grammar that has so

weighed down our poor "'beparsed English-speaking people,
1481 CAXTON Reynard (fa\).) 6 There he hatli

v

be-pyssed
my chyldren where as they laye. 1658 FORD Witch ofRdin,
iv. i, Ready to ^bepiss themselves with laughing. 1764 T,
URYDGER Homer Travest. (1797) II. 16 Ye all "bepiss'd
yourselves for fear. 1809 W. IRVING Knickcrb, n. viii, (1849)
130 Our worthy ancestors . . never being *be-preached and
be-lectured. 1880 World 13 Oct. 8 She is alternately

"v
be-

preached and bepraised by middle-aged spinsterhoocl. 1826
E. IRVING Babylon II. vi. 154 We are *bereasoned out of
our faith by the intellectual apostacy of the time, c 1200
Trin. Coll. Hont. 29 Nu shall [Jni] . .

lW

biremen him mid
euel wordes, 1690 D'URFEY Coffin's Walk n. (D.), Those
two that there

v

beride him, And with such graces prance
beside him. 1848 in Proc, Berw. Nat. Club II. vi. 300 When
an insect so *beridden is taken up, the mites disperse. 1205
LAY. 20128 He wolde . . aec Bristouwe abuten *birouwen
1.1250 birowe]. 1599X1 A RSTON Sco. I'illanieui. ix.

(1764)218
This . . pedant Mortimers numbers With muck-pit Lsculine
filth 'bescumbers. 1625 B. JONSON Staple Xcws v. ii, Did
Block "bescumber Statute's white suit? 1850 BLACKIE

&schylits I. Pref. 23 The large sweeping sun-'
: beshone tiers

of an ancient theatre, a 1000 Ags, Gloss, in Wr. -Wiilcker
I
7
oc. 507 CaccabatuMy *besciten. a 1300 A". A Us. 5485

^Bishiten and bydagged foule. 11683 OLDHAM Wks. $
Rem. 81 Flies which would the Deity *beshite. 1727 SWIFT
Ace. E. Cwr//Wks. 1755 III. i. 158, I have been frighted,

pumped, kicked, .and 'beshitten. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. I. 156
Ketrumpeted and beshouted from end to end of the habit-

ableglobe. a 1250 Owlfy *Wight. 67 Alle ho. .the "bi-schricheth
and bl-gredet. c 1200 Trin. Coll, Horn. 201 pe sinfulle be

his sinnes . . sore "bisicheS. 1803 Ladies' Diary 26 Colonial
settlements I made, And Spain *be-smelt the prize. 1867
CAYLEY in Fortn. Re?>. Nov. 590 The levels 'besmile thee

of ocean, c 1600 STOW in Three i$th c. Chron. (1880) 162
e howse was mervelously .. *by spewed, c \zxoLeg. KatJi.

309 pe Keiser *bistarede hire wi5 swi<5e steape ehnen.

1780 BECKFORD Italy, etc. I. 224 That hobgoblin tapestry
which used to 'bestare the walls of our ancestors. 1807 8

W. IRVING Salmag. 12 (D.), The little gentleman who
"bestraddles the world in the front of Hutching's Almanack.
1860 PUSEY Mtn. Proph. 488 Shall My dwelling-place . . be
"bestreamed with rains. 1583 STANYHURST SEneis \. (Arb.)

34 Troians with rough seas stormye "besweltred. 1805 W.
TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 59 Rivers which bridges have

yoked, and navigation ^beswims. 1581 J. BELL Haddon's
Atisw. Osor. A iiij b, This poysoned Dolldreanche hath *be-

typpledd the senses. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. in. in. iv. II.

229 An explosive crater; vomiting fire, *bevomited with
fire! 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ .SV/f. To Rdr., Self*be-

whispers us, that it stands us all in hand to be forgiven as

well as to forgive. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. in. in. vi.(D.),
Dumouriez and his Stan . . sprawl and plunge for life, *be-

whistled with curses and lead.

5. Forming trans, verbs on adjectives and sub-

stantives, taken as complements of the predicate,

meaning To make: as BEFOUL, to make foul,

orig. to surround or affect with foulness ; BEDIM.

to make dim; BEFOOL, to make a fool of; BESOT,

to turn into a sot. In modern use, nearly all

tinged with ridicule or contempt ; cf. to beknight
with to knight. a. Formed with adj. : f be-

brave (1576), to make brave ; bedirty, be-

dismal, bedumb ; f befast (OE. bef&staif ,
to

fasten; fbegaudy, f begay, f beglad, begray,

begreen, begrim ; t begrimly, to begrime ;
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fbeguilty; fbepale, bepretty, fbered; be-

shag, to make shaggy ; t beslow, to retard
;
be-

srnooth, f besour, bewhite. b. With sb. : be-

baron, to make into a baron ; bebishop, be-

clown
; fbecollier, to make as black as a collier ;

becoward; fbedaw (#1529), tomakea 'daw* or

fool of; bedeacon (1589), bedoctor, f bedolt

(=besot), beduchess, bedunce, befop, beking,
beknight ; belion, to make a (society) lion of

;

beminstrel
; bewhig, to convert into a whig.

1842 MIALL in Nonconf. 11.33 Be-mitred and
v
be-baroned

bishops. 1576 in Collier's E. E. Fop. Lit. xvi. 40 Dyvers . .

gladly would have mee, And being their wyfe would trimly
bebrave me. 1609 ROWLANDS Cret<j Gossips 24 O wretch,
O Lob, who would be thus beclown'd ? 1593 NASHE Lent.

Stitffe (1871) 60 Too foul-mouthed I am, to becollow, or
becollier him, with such chimney-sweeping attributes. 1831H EI DICK R Didon.i A lot of fellows so *becowarded by their

stay on shore, a 1529 SKKLTON.'/^J*. Garneschc 182 Ye may
well be 'bedawyd. 1589 Hay any Work 74 The old porter
of Paddington, whom John of London 'bedeaconed and
beminstrel led. 1623 Accident Blacke Friers 12 [They]
must run from the pure waters of Shiloe, to "bedirty them-
selves in the filthy puddels ofmens traditions. 1803 BRISTED
Pedest. Tour II. 525 It La shirt] was . . begrimed and *be-
dirtied. 1751 Student II. 259 Let us see your next number
. ,*bedismalled with broad black lines. 1806 SOUTHEY Let.

(1856) I. 364 Harry will be 'bedoctored in July. 1856
VAUGHAN Mystics II. YIII. v. 59 The

v
be-doctored wiseacres

of all the universities of Europe. 1574 HELLOWES GWtt*i?',s

f-P- ( r 577) *33 Young men without experience . ."bedolted
of the tiunges of this world. 1804 WOLCOTT (P, Pindar)
Wks. (1812) V. 180 She's begrac'd and ""beduchess'd already.
1615 Hi 1

. HALL Contempt, A". T. iv. ii, Every soul is more
deafened and 'bedumbed by increasing corruptions. 1611

COTGR., Philogrobolizf du cerveaie .. astonied, bedunced,
at his wits end. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Ilidk^Selv. 43 Motion,
which I think is altogether "befasted to Body. 1866 Reader
24 Feb. 201/1 The courtier in his new Court suit *be-fopt.

1640 J. GOWER Ovid's Fast. 310 Her breasts with glittring

gold 'begaudy'd were. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche iii. 75

(R.), Beauteous things . ." Begay the simple fields, a 1617
HIERON Wks. II. 199 To 'beglad your hearts. 111624 \\v.

M. SMYTH Serin, (16^2) 234 Age .. 'begrayeth our head.

1864 U. MITCHHLI. Se7>. Stories 300 Hillsides . . 'begreened
by a thousand irrigating streamlets. 1870 H. MACMILLAN
Itibli' Teach, xiii, 267 They . . tarnish and 'begrim the

brightest colours. (1485 tiigby Myst. (1882) n. 105 Ye
were so "be-grymlyd and yt had bene a sowe. 1627
BP. SANDERSON Serin. I. 263 Dost .. 'beguilty thine own
conscience with sordid bribery. 1831 GREV1LLE Mew.
(1875) II. xiv. 153 He would do anything to be 'be-

king'd. 1794 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Celebration Wks. III.

422 Behold once-Quaker Benjamin "be-kmghtcd. 1808
SCOTT in Lockhart (1839) I. ii Many worshipful and 'be-

knighted names. 1837 Xew Month. Mag, LI. 183 Be-scented
and v

be-lioned petlings ! 1640 T. CARF.W Lady^ tolnconst.
Serv. t Those perjur'd Hps of thine, "Bepal'd with blasting

sighes. 1872 C. KING Sierra AVr. x. 210 What has he done
but . . belittle and 'be-pretty this whole . . country? 1604
ROWLANDS Looke to it 27 Your bead ""beshagg'd with nittie

lowsie lockes. 1868 HAWTHORNK Auier, Note-bks. (1879)
IV. 201 All beshagged with forest. 1645 QUARLES Sot.

Recant, iv. 20 How art thou clogg'd With dull mor-

tality, "beslow'd . . In thine owne frailty ! 1615 CHAPMAN
Odyss. viii. 495 The Graces .. with immortal balms 'be-

smooth her skin, a 1660 HAMMOND Serin, xv. Wks. 1683
IV. 663 This old leaven that so 'besoures all our actions.

1852 JAMES Pegnlnillo \. 154 Five-and-thirty years of peace
have so betravelled the world. 1832 SOUTHEY Q. Rev.
XLVI 1 1. 300 Lord Nugent is lamentably

'

bewhigged.
1678 Ripley Reviv'd> I'ision, 12 The Concave of this secret

place will be so "bewhited with the fumes.

b. To call, to style, to dub with the title of,

etc. Often with a depreciatory or contemptuous
force: as be-blockhead, tbe-bluiiderbus, be-

brother, be-coward, f behypocrite, be-lady,

be-ladyship, belout, bemadam, bemistress,
bemonster, berascal, be-Roscius, bescoundrel,

bevillain.

1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 476 He so *be-blockheaded and
v
be.blunderbust me about as was enough to hurry anybody,
and throw them off their guard. 1881 PuiLLiPrs-WoLLEY

Sport in Crimea 80 The old gentleman was . . much given
to kissing and ^be-brothering his friends. 1752 FIELDING
Covent Gard. Jrjil. Wks. (1840) 712 If another hath kicked

you, be sure to 'becoward him well. 1612 J. DAVIES Muse's
Sacr. 75 How would'st Thou now 'behypocrit man's hart.

1811 E. NARF.S Thinks I to Myself \\, (1816) 38 (D.), How
Mrs. Twist did "be-ladyship my poor mother. 1614 B.

JONSON Bart h. Fair\. in. (D.), They do so all to "bemadam
me, I think they think me a very great lady. IOOSCAMDEN
Rem. 157 Heratedand "belowted hisCooke. 1630.}. TAYLOR

(Water P.) Wks. it. 239/1 Were so "bemadam'd, bemistrist

and Ladified by the beggers. 1692 Christ Exalted cxxxix.

105 Not be-heriticking, not *be-monstring Dr. Crisp. 1743
FIELDING Jon. Wild n. iii. She beknaved,

*

berascalled,

berogued the unhappy hero. 1596 NASHE Saffron Walden
Vij, M. Lilly and me, by name he beruffianizd and *be-

rascald. 1774 GOLDSM. Retal. 117 While he was *be-

Roscius'd and you were be-prais'd ! 1885 Klackw. Mag.
Apr. 543/2 Garrick's generation *be-Rosciused him. 1786
WOLCOTT To Boswett Wks. 1794 I. 313 Where surly Sam. .

Nassau r bescoundrels. "1734 NORTH Exam. (1740) 247
(D.), After Mr. S. Atkins had 'bevillained the Captain
sufficiently.

6. Forming trans, verbs on substantives used in

an instrumental relation ;
the primary idea being ;

a. To surround, cover, or bedaub with, as in

BECLOUD, to put clouds about, cover with clouds,
BEDEW. Thence

; by extension, b. To affect with

in any way, as in BENIGHT, BEGUILE, BEFRIEND.
In both sets there is often an accompanying notion

BE-.

of *

thoroughly, excessively/ as in 2. c. An ancient

application, no longer in living use, was to ex-

press the sense of * bereave of,' as in BEHEAD,
BELIMB, etc., q.v. Cf. 3, above.

a. fBe-ash, to cover or soil with ashes; fbe-
blain, fbebloom, beboulder, bebutter, becap,
becarpet, bechalk, becloak, becobweb, be-
colour ; becoom, t becolme, to smear with coom ;

becrime, becurtain, f bedot; f bedowle, to

cover with dowle or soft hair
; bedust, befetter,

befilth, beflaiinel, beflounce, beflour, be-

flower, befoam, befringe, befume, fbeglare,
begloom, f begum, behorn, behorror, belard,

f beleaf, *f beloain ; fbemail to cover with

mail; bemantle, bemat, bemeal, bemuck, be-

picture, bepimple, beplague, bepowder, be-

rust, bescab, bescarf, bescurf, bescurvy, be-

slime, besugar, betallow, bethoru, betowel,
beulcer, bevenom, bewig, t bewirnple.

b. f Beback, to furnish ^n book) with a back
;

f bebed, to furnish with a bed
; bebog, to en-

tangle in a bog, embog ; f bebrine, to wet with

brine
; bebutterfly, to engross with butterflies ;

becivet, to perfume with civet ; becomma, to

sprinkle with commas ; bedawn, beday, to over-

take with dawn or daylight ; f bedebt, to indebt;

bedinner, to treat with a dinner, give a dinner to ;

fbedown, to fill with down
; fbefame, to make

famous ; fbefancy, to fill with fancies ;
be-

fiddle, to engross with a fiddle; befire ; befist, to

belabour with the lists
; beflea, to infest (as) with

fleas; f beflum (dial.}, to deceive
; t befrumple,

to crease into frumples or clumsy folds
; befume,

to affect with fumes; fbegall, to fill with gall,

embitter; fbeginger, to spice with ginger; "fbe-

glew, -glue, to make game of, befool
; begulf,

to engulf; t behearse. to place in a hearse; be-

hyrr.ii, beice, bekerchief; beladle, to ladle up;
belecture, to ply with lectures; beliquor, to

soak with liquor, to alcoholize; fbeman, to fill

with men, to man
; bemissionary. to pester with

missionaries
; bemole, to mark with moles or

dirty spots ; bernoon, to moon-strike ; bemusk,
to perfume with musk

; fbenettle, beuightmare,
be-ode

; bepaper, to cover or pester with papers ;

bephilter, to treat with a philter; bephrase ; tbe-
pistle, to inflict epistles on

; bequalm, to affect

with qualms; t berampler, to surround with a ram-

part ; berebus, to inscribe with a rebus; berubric,
to mark with a rubric or red letter; besaffron,
to stain or mingle with saffron

; beschoolmaster,
to furnish with schoolmasters

; bescutcheon, to

furnish with an escutcheon
; bescntinel, to sur-

round or guard with sentinels
; f besin, to stamp

with sin, to stigmatize as sinful
; besiren, to

charm with a siren ; beslipper, to present with

slippers ; besnivel, besnuff; besonnet, to ad-

dress or celebrate in sonnets ; be~speech ; bespy,
to dog with spies ;

besquib ; bestench, bestink,
to afflict with stench ; bestraw, to furnish or fill

with straw
; betag, to furnish with a tag ; betask,

to charge with a task ; betocsin, betrumpet ;

betutor, to furnish with tutors; be-urine; be-

verse, to celebrate in verse
; beveto, to put a veto

on
; bewail, bewelcome

; bewhisker, to adorn
with whiskers

; bewiuter, to overtake or affect

with winter ; bewizard, to influence by a wizard

(cf. bewitch} ; beworm, to infest with worms
;

pass, to breed worms ; beworship, to honour
with worship.

(Some of these are used only in the passive voice.)

1530 PALSGR. 444/2 You have ^beasshed your gloves. 1599
H. BUTTKS in J<is. I Connterbl. (Arb.) App. 93 The leaues

*be-ashed or warmed in imbers and ashes. 1858 Reeves <$

Turners Bk, Catal. Dec. (No. 2781 Folio, newly *bebacked.

171300 Havelok 420 He hem ne dede richelike "bebedde.

1605 J. DAVII-S Humours Wks. (1876) 43 (D.), *Reblaine
the bosome of each metres. 1585 HuNMIS Hand/. Honi-
snck. Gen. xl. 8 In the Vyne were Braunches three That
al *bebloomed were. 1662 FULLER Worthies (1840) 1.458
His feet were fixed in Ireland, where he was not *be-

bogg'd. 1862 H. MARRYAT Su<edcn II. 341 The country,

though greatly *bebouldered, is wild like fertile Skaane.

165* BENLOWKB Theoph. xi. Uviii. 202 Thou peul'st, not

to repent, but to 'bebrine thy woes. 1611 COTI;R., Em-
benrrert to butter or "bebutter. 1759 STERNE Tr, Shandy
n. iii, The .souls of connoisseurs . . have the happiness . .

to get all be-virtued. . 'be-butterflied, and be-fiddled. 1821

COMRK (Dr. Syntax) Wife v. (L).), He thus appear'd..

*Becapp'd in due conformity, a 1800 CUMBERLAND Mem. II.

364 (L.), A floor., splendidly "bechalked by a capital de-

seyner. 1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 46 The distilled

perfume of the bookmaker's style, which bemusks and *be-

civets every London composition. 1598 SYLVESTER Batt.

Ivry in Dn Bartas (1608) 1096 Fire and Smoak As with

thick clouds, both Armies round "becloak. 1611 COTGR.,
Ennnantt'le. .

'

becloked . . wrapped as in a cloke. 1788 BURNS
Let. 9 Sept., Throw my horny fist across my ^becobwebbed

lyre. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling \\. iv, Anywhere else in this
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much *becobwebbed world. ^567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 57 b,
To make black and *becolour the Caruels as it were most
browne. 1881 Academy 14 May 355 The senseless **be-

commaing
'

of many Shakespere texts. /? 1300 A". Horn
1064 He makede him a ful chere, And al *bicolmede
his swere. 1882 Pall Mall G. 18 Apr. 2 A ship's fireman
all "becoomed and besmoked. 1844 E. WARBCRTON Cresc.

<$ Cross xiv. (1859) 144 Every man of any nation, who
has so "becrimed himself as to have no country of hi*

own. 1878 H. PHILLIPS Poems 71 The heaven with clouds

'becurtained. 1827 Blackiu. Mag. XXI. 783 [He] exclaimed,
with visible apprehension of being 'bedawned, 'Methinks
I smell the morning air.' 1882 G. MACDONALD Cast, li'arl,

III. xxvii. 374 My spirit is the shadow of thy word, Thy
candle sun- bedayed ! 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis VIIL vii. 20

Albeit that to the childring of Priame King I was *bedettit.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. n. v. x. II. Si They are harangued,
"bedinnered, begifted. 1843 CARLYLE Past <y Pr. 380 Can
he do nothing for his Burns but . . lionise him, 'bedinner

him? 1620 SIR J. DAVIES Past. If. Brown What though
time yet have not *bedowld thy chin. 1611 COTGR., Endu-
vetter, to *bedowne ; to fill . . with downe. 1574 HELLOWES
Gnenara's Ep. (1584) 280 Aristrato. .most ^befamed the art

of phisick. 1567 TuKiiKRv. Ovid's Ep. nob, For everie

point I was 'Befancide well. 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's

Viet, in Fair's .V. P. (1847) 64 How thou "befanciest the men
most wise. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. n. i. x. 1.268 The mute

representatives of- .'befettered, heavy-laden Nations. 1759
STERNE Tr. Shandy \\. iii, Be-plctured, be-butterllied, and
*befiddled. 1593 N ASH E Christ's T. (1613) 115 1'he Buck,
hauiiijj ^be-filtht himselfe with the female. 1613 F. Ro-

BAKTZ&RevenueG0s#. (title-p,), A sparke vnseen . . ^Befir'd

her neast, and burnt vp all her wealth. 1718 MOTTEUX
Quix. (1733) I- 28

(. Sancho . . rent his B.-ard . ,'befisted his

own forgetful Skull. 1859 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle's L<\%
xi. 228 -Men who . . whenever a common cold overtook
them . . caudled and 'beilanneled themselves. 1870 LOWELL
Among my Bks. (1873) 283 The savages by whom the
continent was 'berlead rather than inhabited. 1824 Miss
MITFORD Village Ser. T. (1863) 202 Miss Phccbe . . is said to

have becurled and "beflounced herself at least two tiers

higher on . . holidays. 1598 FLORIO, Farinare, to ""be-

flowre or ^berneale. 1814 SCOTT IPav. Ixxi, Then . . I

'beflnmm'd them wi' Colonel Talbot. 1700 DRYDES Fabtes
106 Froth . . *befoams the Ground. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Floe-

gner, To hang forth loose, to sit bagging, flagging, or

*befrumpkd, as an ouer-wide garment. 1598 SYLVESTER
Dn Bartas (1608) 809 If such a folly have "befumed your
Brain. 1598 GILPIN Skial. \, Play the scold . . *Begall
thy spirit. 1611 COTGR., Ginsembrf^ *begingered ; sea-

soned .. with Ginger. 1865 DICKENS Mat. Fr. in. xvi.

The countenance of the "*beglared one. 1835 BECKFORD
Recoil. 46 A square . . "begloomed by dark-coloured painted
windows, ("1430 LYDG, Minor P, 115 They went from
the game begylyd and *beglued. a 1813 A. WILSON
Foresters Wks. 246 *Begulfed in mire we laboured on.

1730 SWII-T Lady's Dress.-room^ *Begumm'd, bematter'd,
and beslim'd. 1611 COTGK., Encrasser, to *begryme . . be-

dawbe with slouenlie filth. 1594 PEELE Batt. Alcazar 88

In fatal bed "bthearst. 1577 HF.LLOWES Giteitartis I:
.f>. 314

An Oxe . . so *behorned. 1630 J. TAYLOR i Water P.) ll'ks.

it. 109 She .. did '"behorne his head. 1857 THACKERAY
ll'hite Squall iDj, The Turkish women. .Were frightened
and *behorror'd. 1863 ,V. Brit. Daily Mail \$Qct.i "Be-iced
in Melville Bay, and presumed to be lost. 1620 SHELTON
Qui.r, in. xiii. I. 247 The Curate would not permit 'em to veil

and ~bekerchief him. i88$SJ>ccatpr8 Aug. 1043/1 Theywere
. rather unpleasantly ~belarded. 1862 THACKERAY Four

Georges i. 37 The honest masters of the roast ^beladling the

dripping. 1631 BRATHWAIT WJtitnzies
t Ruffian 83 So *be-

liquored and belarded, as they have oyle enough to frie

themselves. 1611 COTGR., Enfuciller, to *beleafe ; to stick

or set . . with leaues. 1598 FLORIO Smaltare . .To *belome
. . to ouercast with mortar or loame. 1594 NASHE Ter-
rors of Xt. Gij b, Their armes as it were "bemayled with
rich chaynes and bracelets, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 23 pah an
castel beo wel *bemoned mid mopne. 1620 SHELTON^W;>.
IV. vii. 47 A white long gather'd Stole, so long that it did
. . *bemantle her from Head to Foot. 1820 COMBE (Dr.

Syntax) Consol. ii. (D.), The straw-roof'd cot . .With spread-
ing vine *bemantled o'er. 1868 Morn. Star $ Feb., The
chaste hall so scrupulously hearthstoned and "bematted.

1623 FAVINE Theat. Hon. \\. xiii. 208 The idolatry of the

Syrians . . was planted among the /Egyptians, who *be-

mealed the Greeks therewith. 1656 EARL WOVM. Advt.fr.
Parnass. 118 As much 'bemealed as those millers who keep
there day and night. 1884 in Pall Mall G. 31 May 2 Till

the end of his days he is "bemissionaried by the society
which has made him what he is. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv.

4 Children J>at wolen ^bymolen it many tyme maugre my
chekes ! 1866 Lond. Rev. 23 June 697/2 If you get *be-

mooned on a shoemaker's holiday, you had best return home
at once. 1530 PALSO R. 306/1 *Bemooked, breneux. 1611

COTGR., Emmusqiter, to "bemuske, or perfume with mu.ske.

1611 COTGR., Enortier, To *benettle ; to sting . . rub ouer,
with nettles. 1820 KEATS St. Agnes xiii, All his warrior-

guests . . Were long *be-nightmared. 1814 SOUTHEY Life
$ Corr. (1850) IV. 78 Present copies to the persons
*be-oded. 1837 WHITTOCK Bk. Trades (1842) 356 His
well ''be-papered cranium. 1861 M. ARNOLD Pop. Ednc.
France 93 French administration is "bepapered to death.

1690 Seer. Hist. Ckas. II $ fas. //, 3_6
The King.,

had so *bephiltered them with his potions of Aurum
ixjtabile, that they passed another act to his heart's

desire. 1853 F. HALL Ledlie's Miscell. II. 171 English-
men . . are not easily bephrased to death, a 1818 MACNEILL
/>
*vw(i844) 122 The shelving palm-girt beach . . *Bepictured

o'er. 1648 HERRICK Hesp. \. 52 His cheeks 'be-pimpled,
red and blue. \%fx>AUY. Round No. 40. 545 Have taken to

drinking, and have got blotchy and *bepimpled in conse-

quence. 1589 Hay any \\'ork 36 lie *bepistle you D. Prime,
when I am at more leasure. 1870 Pall Mall G. 23 Aug. 3
To furnish a concrete and basis for our "beplagued civiliza-

tion. 1646 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. 1878 I. 52 When we
are "be-qualm'd, that long imbraces has Made dull Desire.

1582 STAXYHURST s&neis n. (Arb.) 51 O Troy wals stronglye
*berampyerd. 1655 FULLER Hist.Cantb.(^o) 140 Sir Hugh
Ashtpn . . in a tomb . . *be-rebussed, according to the in-

genuity of that age, with an ash growing out of a tun.

Ch. Hist. xi. vii. $ 43 VI. 103 We have *be-rubrick'd each

day . . with English blood. 1631 BRATHWAIT \\~himsies 120
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His conscience is a Delphian sword . . yet annoint him and

you *berust him. 1611 COTGR., Ensafrani, "besaffroned. .

seasoned, stained, or coloured with Saffron. Croustenx^
crustie, *bescabbed. 1631 W. SALTONSTALL Pict. Log. (1635)
F viij, She is so ^bescarf 'd that the winde must not breath
on her face. 1826 Miss MITFORD tillage Ser. n. (1863) 327
Miss Reid . .*be-scarfed and be-veiled . . and all in a flutter

of bridal finery. 1810 COLERIDGE Friend (1818) III. 224
Young men . . expensively *be-schoolmastered, be-tutored,
be-lectured, anything but educated. 1653 URQUHART Rabe-
lais v. v, 1'hey are thus bescabb'd, *bescurf'd . . with Car-

buncles, Pashes, and Pockroyals. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water
P.) Nat. Eng. Poetry Wks. n. 248/2 So scuruily *bescuruide
and bemewde? 1762 CHURCHILL Ghost ni, 640 A .. hearse,
*Bescutcheon*d. 1622 H. SYDENHAM Serin. Sol. Qfc.(i6yj)
62 Our Apostle 'be-sinnes it over and over. 1861 TROLLOPF,
Barchester T. 346 Thus 4:

be-sirened, Mr. Arabin behaved
himself very differently from Mr. Slope. 1602 B. JONSON
Poetast. Prol. (R.), Our fry of writers may *beslime his
fame. 1868 HELPS Rt-almah xv. (1876) 416

"
Beslimed with

disagreeable and injurious talk. 1866 Reader 24 Mar. 299
Poor men ! . . to be be-teapotted and *be-slippered. 1611

COTGR., Enronfie, 'besniueled, dropping at the nose. 1728
YOUNG Love Fame vi. (1757) 147 Unwash'd her hands, and
much "besnuff'd her face. 1860 J. KENNEDY Swallow B.
v. 60 Belles, who had been

v
besonnetted . . for ten years

before. 1845 CARLYLE Cromwell's Lett, fy Sp. (1871' II.

126 Solemnly welcomed, bedinnered, *bespeeched. 1837
Fr. Rev. III. in. viiL 132 Getting them ^bespied. 1813

Q. Rev. IX. 107 She was *besquibbed and pasquinaded.
1568 LiketoLikf in Hazl. Dodsl. III. 317 To 'be^tenchthe

place ! 1611 COTGR., ;//(>, to 'bestinke; to fill with
stinke. Empaille^ *bestrawed, filled .. furnished with
straw. 1611 COTGR., Ensuccrer, to *bcsugar ; to sweeten
. . with sugar, a 1618 SYLVESTER Colonies 356 <D.

', Thrace
subtle Greece

*
beswarms. 1762 CHURCHILL Ghost \\\. 640 Be-

scutcheon'd and 'betagged with verse. 1638 FORD Fancies
i. 2 I will "betallow thy tweezes. 1857 HEAVYSF.GE SaltI

(18691 2 8 1 he nymph . . would have *betasked me like a

very slave. 1884 G. HAWLKY /P7/ f Wi&d. etc. Richter 66
The whole . . lay prickly and *bethorned before him. 1857
CARLVLE Fr, Rev. II. vn. v. 263 It has been 'betocMned.
bestormed. 1846 H. MILLER Rambles Geol. (1858) 399 The
*betowelled monkey. 1662 FULLER Worthies II. 520 (D.),
Satan . . having Job in his power . . only

y be-ulcered him on
his skin. 1565 &OLDING Ovid's Met. ii. 11593 51 All *be-
venimd was his toong. a 1764 CHURCHILL P. Profess.,
When their Ancestors *beversed That glorious Stuart James
the first. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. n. v. xii. II. 85 1'he Priest-

Decree,
+bevetoed by Majesty. 1250 LAY. 18631 He hadde

bare tweie castles *biwalled swiSe faste. 1583 STANYHURST
yffiKrzjni.(Arb,)8i KingHelenus. .vsashisfreendsfreendlye
*bewelcomd. 1762 STKRNE Tr. Shandy V. i. 14 'Twas she
who *bewhisker d St. Bridget. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch />'.,

Xmas Dinner (D.), Striplings 'bewhiskered with burnt
cork. 1866 Lond. Rev, 9 June 640/1 It drives him to *bewig
his bald head. 1393 GOWER Conf. II. 360 Where lay *be-

wimpled a visage. 1647 Cou LEV Mistr. (1669)47 Tears, that

"bewinter all my Year. 1652 SPARKE Prim. Dev. Pref.,

The Sun . . visiting the "bewintered earth. 1862 H.TAYLOR
St. Clement's Eve 23 She cannot . . Be more 'bewlzarded
than I'm bewitched. 1604 DKKKF.K Honest ll'h. in Dodsley
(1780) X. 253 The body . . is gone "be-worm'd. 1787 BECK-
FORD Italy, etc. II. 198 Fur what purpose t hey htaie pageants]
are bedecked and beworshiped.

7. Forming participial adjectives, which unite the

preceding senses, esp. 6 and 2, in the notion of

'covered or furnished \vith,
1

usually in a con-

spicuous, ostentatious, unnecessary, or overdone

way. In modern use (e.g. with Carlyle) the force

of the be- is often merely rhetorical, expressing

depreciation, ridicule, or raillery, on the part of

the speaker, towards the appendage or ornamenta-

tion in question ;
cf. booted and bcbootcd, gartered

begartered, wigged bnviggcd. Some of these words

have no form without fa- t
and closely approach

the verbs in 5, e.g. bedaughtered^ bepilgrimtd
* overrun with pilgrims.' This is now the most

frequent use of be-, and the formations of this kind

are endless ; e.g. bcbcltcd, bechakcd, beioroncted*

Icciipolaed) bediamonded, befathoed, bejloggcd, bc-

floiinccd, bcmitred) bemuslincd. bcperiwigged, he-

ribboned, beringletcd, besleewd, beturbcwed, be-

uncled, twinged. See the quotations.
1839 LADY I,YTTOS Chwetry \. v. 105 *Be-halled and *"be-

chaintxl candelabras, 1854 H. STRICKLAND Trav. Th. 18 A
besworded . .

Abebelted official takes all passports. 1831
CARLVLE Sart. Res. i. iii, Couriers arrive *bestrapped and
'bebooted. 1859 REEVE tirittaiiy 138 [A] short-tailed

jacket, "hebuttoned and braided throughout. 1884 Har-

fer's Mag. Sept. 556/1 Elderly ~becapped women. 1883

Century Mag. XXVII. no [A] country . .*becarpeted, and
becurtained with gras*. 1861 Sat. Rev. 18 May 502 The
figure of the 'becassocked priest spoils all. i88z MRS.
HKCKFORH Lady Trader 302 Fine-looking Kaffirs, all *be-

cat-tailed. 1598 SYLVKSTKR \'tKation t Dn Bartas (1608)

311 Gawdy plumes of Foes ("be-cedared brave). 1785-95
WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Lousiad. in. Wks. I. 267 *Be-chain'd
with all the splendor of Lord MayVs. 1869 Daily
Nfii'S 3 July, Genial welcome . . to the bewigged and the

"bechignoned alike. 1879 MRS. HOUSTON Wild
IVfst^ 85

The smiling remonstrance of more than one of his ''be-

coiffed listeners. 1863 GROSART Small Sins 40 It is only a

sin,' a smug, be-furred,
4
lie-combed . .

'

little fox !

'
'

small , , ,
. .

1837 CARI.VLK Fr. Rev. in. v. i. II. 283 Open -Scoundrels rode

triumphant, bediademed, "becoronetted, liemitred. 1700
CONGREVE ll'ay of World lit. xv, Thou art so 'becravated,
and so beperriwigg'd. 1885 Times 28 July 3/1 Very ancient

illustrations, crowded with "becrinolined ladies. i86oRr:ADE
Cloister 4- //. Iv. (D.), My master was at the gate "be-

crutched. 1808 W. IRVING Salmag. xiv. (1860) 331 The
portrait of a young lady dressed in a . . gown . . l>e-flowered

..and*be-cuffed. 1771 H. WALPOLE Lett. I II.37(L>.), The
ColHs^e . . is a most gaudy Ranelagh, gilt, painted, and
>

becupi(led like an opera. 1883 VERSOS LKK in Mag. Art,

BE-.

Nov. 3/1 Two rooms .. stuccoed, gilded, flowered, "*be-

cupided. 1861 RVSSELL in Times 10 July, A city on a hill

.. be-steepled, "becupolaed, large-hoteled. 1883 Century
Mag. XXVII. no Is there another country under the sun
so becushioned, becarpeied, and becurtained with grass?
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. i. \i. iii. I. 180 Comes this 'Saviour
of France,' beshouted, *becymballed by the world. 1830
Diary ofNun I.

233^ 'Bedaughtered dowagers, 1884 Med.
Times 28 June 875/2 The wan-matrons and ''be-dentelured

debutante-^. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Re?: HI. v L II. 283 Open-
Scoundrels rode .. 'bediademed, becoronetted, bemitred.

1840 POK Ulalitwe, Poews(i^g) 7oAstarte's
i:bediamonded

crescent. 1879 HxgKymmAiutnu.A&r. ix. 101 The garden
of China is much ~bedotted with mounds of earth. 1614
RICH Honest. Age (1844) 50 Starcht bands, so *be-ed,eed,
and be-laced. 1746 H. WALPULE Corr. (1837) I. 105 Your
campaign .. well ^be-epitheted would make a pompous
work. 1864 Daily Tel. 9 Feb., Matrons . . *befanned, be-

jewelled, and speechless. 1839 LADY LYTTON Cheveley I. ii.

34 You "be-fathered and *be-uncled young gentlemen.
1885 C. HALL Amer. Missionary June 175 Young men
[Indians] nude, and painted in parti colors and ^befeathered.

1635 Qt'ARLES Emblems in. i. (1818) 138 Sur\ p

eying round
her doye-*befeather'd prison. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy
III. xii. 57 Hung round and 'befetish'd with the bobs and
trinkets of criticism. 1832 CARLYLE Reniin. I. 43 His pale,

ghastly, 'befilletcd head. 1846 LANDOR ll'fts. II. 458 The
eagle eye of Buonaparte was 'befilmed. 1882 Standard
28 Apr. 6 Has the town been *beflagged and decorated.

1884 Cassetl's Fam. Mag. Mar. 216/1 Aprons .. "befrilled

and adorned with lace. 1860 H. MARRYAT Jutland I. i. 4
Houses turreted and *begabled . . statued, and

A
befriezed.

1849 Miss Mi: LOCK Ogitvics xxix. (1875) 218 The be-laced

and ^be-furbelowed throng around. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT
Recoil. Si. 87 [The churches were] "begalleried to the very
eyes. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in. 486 The beasts,

sharp horn . . and dewlapped neck were well
*begarlanded.

1797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. IV. 134 Lordlings all

beparter'd and bestarr'd. 1839 BAILEY Festns (18481 207
Or diamond beetle round *beglobed with light. 1611 COTG.,

Engante, "begloued. 1858 Lond, Rev. Oct. 112 Bathing
machines, with *begowned tenants. 1812 COMBE (Dr.

Syntax) Pictnrcsqite iii. (D.), Thus ""behatted, Down on the

grass the Doctor squatted. 1742 FIELDING Miss Lucy in

T. 11762 179 This, .be-curl'd, *behpop'd. 1691 RAY S. $ E.

Conntry l'f i/s. 89 'Behounc'd ; Tricked up and made fine.

1884 Pall Mall G. 7 Oct. 5/1 This awful, lefringed, *be-

kilted, and berlounced dual trouser. 1848 H. MILLER First

Impr. xi. (1857) 172 Venerable dwellings "belatticed with
lead. 1835 BHCKFORD Recoil. 91 The wildest be-pined, and
be- rosemaryed, and *be-lavendtred countrj'. 1787 BURNS
Wks. III.ooGie Wealth to some "be-ledger'd Cit. 1854
THACKERAY Newcomes II. 58 The steps of a fine belozenged
carriage were let down. 1880 Hlackiv. Mag. Feb. 243 Officers

much be-medalled and much be-crossed. 1878 J. THOMSON
Pit-nip. Key 7 Tap your mulls or bejewelled and "beminia-
tured caskets. 1842 MIA LI. in Konconf. II. 33 "Be-mitred
and be-baroned bishops. 1858 E. JACSOS Harvest Festiv.

7 A long . . *be-mottoed cattle shed. 1882 Daily News 10

Oct 2/4 The becurled and '"bemoustachiod tenor. 1850
Frank Fairlegh vi. 61 A verj

1

pretty girl you would make,
too, ifyou were properly *bemuslined. 1842 H. MILLER c1 . R.
Sandst.\\\. 155 Its betailcd and bepaddled figure (the Pie-

richthys). 1849 THOREAL' Week on Concord, Ess. 331 The
stumpy, rocky, forested and "Depastured country. 1614 RICH
Honest. Age (1844) 26 They are so be-payntecl, so

v
be-peri-

wigd. 1884 E. GOSSE in Fortn. Rev, Apr. 534 The rider, the

august and x
beperiwigged Kurffirst. 1854 H. STRICKLAND

Trav. Th. 6 A chapel correctly *bepewed a 1'Anglaise. 1759
STERNE Tr. Shandy n. iii, All be-virtued, ^be-pictured, be-

butterflied, and be-fiddled. 1857 CARLYLE Misc. iv. i68(D.),
There was no literary shrine ever so "bepilgrimed. 1611

COTGR., F.mpillier, "oepillered ; set on pillers ; made with

pi Hers. 1858 H. MILLER Rambl. Geol. 375 Sallied out, *be-

plaided and umbrellat-d. 1852 JAMES Pegninillo I. 154

Five-and-thirty years of peace have so . . *be-railroaded . .

the world. 1831 CARLYLI-. Sart. Res. \\. ii, Nut-brown maids
and nut-brown men, all clean-washed . . and *beribanded.

1863 W. THOHNBURV TrneasSteel 1. 104 Their *beribboned
waists and huge beruffled sleeves. 1614 PURCHAS Pilgr. vi.

xiv. 647 They found others thus "beringed. 1883 G. MAC*
DONNF.LL Chess Lifc-Plct. 166 A Frenchman whose ^he-

ringed fingers and be-jewelled scarf betokened a certain

amount of pecuniosity. 1880 MRS. PARR Adam <y Eve vii.

97 A petticoated figure, with a dark "beringleted face. 1862

Times 26 Dec., Mr. Anthony Trollope comes to us *berobed

and bewigged. 1865 Reader 1 5 Apr. 427/3 Those
*

berouged ,

leering, stripped sluts* 1792 Rot.Mag. VI. 213 The Stipulae
on the stalk .. making it look as if 'beruffled. 1865 MKS.
WHITNEY Gayivorthys i. (1879) 12 The small, starched, rib-

boned and "beruffled creature. 1848 Blaclrw. Mag. LXIII.

576 Long galleries vainly draperied and 'beshawled with

all the rich wonders of modern manufacture. 1864 Miss
YONGE Trial II. 150 Cora tripped in, all 'besleeved and
smartened. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. n. i. xi. I. 271 Mayor
and Curate . . also walk k

bespaded, and in tricolor sash.

1859 Evening Star 2 Apr. 2/5 These nineteenth century

"bestayed women. 1884 A. PUTNAM Ten 1 ~rs. Police Judge
v. 28 The dearly Ijeloved and dearly *betaxed people. 1873
BROWNING Red Cott. Night-c. 162 Its cobweb-work, *be-

tinseled stitchery. 1856 Sat. Rev. 123 Be-cloaked and

"be-togaed statesmen. 1611 COTGR., Entonreltt . . *be-

towred ; bedecked . . with turrets. 1828 CARLYLE in PAGE
De Quincy I. xiii. 279

* Betrodden by picturesque tourists.

1865 Pall Mall G. No. 166, 11/2 Fluttering ribbons, *be-

tuck^red bodices. 1858 DK yi-ixcEv Antob.Sk. \VTis. 1. 48
( I ). i Bewhiskered and * beturbaned. 1884 Chambers' Jml, 4

O< t. 635/2 Never did a
'

he-uniformed people more thoroughly
believe in the dignity of dress. 1866 ALFORD in Life (1873)

389 Falmouth, with the spruce well *be-vesselled basin.

1784 WILBERFORCE Life I. 70 Running between two moun-
tains *be-vined. a 1849 POR Cong, ll'orw, Poemslj&y& 87
An angel throng "bewinged. 1869 PALLISER Hist. Lace
xxli. 268 To keep the ruff erect, *bewired and starched.

1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 342 'Accursed,' or, one might

say, 'bewrathed,* lying under the wrath and curse of

God.

fl" Examples of the capabilities of he- are seen in

he-bclzebubbtd (
=- bedevilled}, be-blacksmithcd, be-

\'\l. to hc-docuntfnti-e (1593), to bcdoltify,
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befrenchify ( 1 603 ) , be-Freiu'/tmati'd, be-German-
ized, be-lady-loved, belawgiveii (Milton) legislated
to, be-Legion-of-Honoured, to be-lish-lash to whip
soundly, to be-Mary to give us too much of* Mary,'
to be-paniphletize, to be-trash.

1814 COLERIDGE Let. 16 July, All last Sunday I was
thoroughly *be-bel/ebubbed. 1864 CAKLVLK Frcdk. Gt.

IV. 316 Superb betailored running at the ring ; be-

blacksmithed running at one another. 1850 W. IRVING

Saltnag. ii. (1860) 39 This poor town . . has long been
*be-Frenchman'd, ^be-cockney'd, be-trash'd. 1593 NASIII-:

Lent. Stitffe in Harl. Misc. VI. 157 (D.), Digests . . cited

up in the precedents and ' bedocumentized most locu-

pleatley. 1698 T. RYMEH Short I'uiu 146 Never was old

deputy Recorder .. so blunder'd and be-doultefied, as is

our Poet. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne \. Ivi. (1632) 173 In a

cape-cloake-hood "befrenchjfide. T&tfrSoiitkey's Lett. (1856)
I. Pref. 14 Unnecessary disquisitions, or

''

be -Germanised
excursuses. 1863 GKOSART Small Sins 40 Only a 'small

sail/ a smug, be-furred, be-combed, be-scented, be-ribboned,
*
be-lady-loved 'little fox !' 1643 MILTON 0xtwrfWks.(i85i)
Introd. 6 The Almighty . . whom they do not deny to have

'belawgiv'n his own sacred people with this very allowance.
1860 --'// Year RoitndNo. 52. 34 The bcslarred.beribboned,
be- Legion -of- Honoured .. pensioned throng. 1602 in

Haiti. Dodsl. IX. 28 He that minds trishtrash . . Him will

I *be-lish-lash. 1812 G. COL.MAN Br. Grins, Lady of Wreck
it. x, The world has been much X

be-Maryed of late .. we
have innumerable sweet little stan/as . . ending with

* my
Mary.' 1884 Punch 9 Feb. 62 The right to bespatter and
"be-pamphletise any particular leader.

Beach (b/~tj), sb. Forms: 6- beach; also 6

bache, bayche, 7 beatch, ;-8 baich(e, S beech.

[Origin unknown : apparently at first a dia-

lect word, meaning, as it still does in Sussex,

Kent, and the adjacent counties, the shingle or

pebbles worn by the waves. Thence the trans-

ference of the term to the place covered by 'beach,'
was easy for those who heard such phrases as ' to

lie' or 'walk on the beach,' without knowing the

exact significance. The Yv.grcve shows precisely
the same transference. The spelling shows that

the pronunciation in i6-i8th c. was (btj\ If

OE., the type would be *bivce. A derivation from
ON. bakki *

bank,' which has been proposed (for
sense 3), is not admissible phonologically : (cf.

BACHE). Another conjecture would derive beach

from bleach : OE. blxce, f. bide white, with loss of

/, of which there is however no evidence.]
1. (Usually collect., formerly occas. with //.): The

loose water-worn pebbles of the sea-shore; shingle.

ci535 Art Surttcy 28 The smooth hard beach on the Sca-
shoares burnes to a purer white. 1538 I.MLAND /////. VII.
143 A Banke of baches throwen up by the Se. 1597 GERARD
Herbal xxxvi. 16. 249 Rowling pebble stones, which those
that dwell neere the sea do call Kayche. 1598 HAKI.UYT

Voy* ! 355 ( R-> We haled your barke oner a barre of beach
or peeble stones. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grant, xii.

57 As many peeble stones or beatch as can there lie. 1721
PKRKY Daegenh. Beacli 116 The Drift or Rolling of the
Beach or Shingle along the Shore. 1875 PARISH Sussex
Dial. iE. D. S.' s.v. Beach, Shingle brought from the sea-

coast is always called beach. 1884 COI.K Anti<], Hasting*
18 All that part between Cambridge Road and the sea is one
mass of beach.

j2. A ridge or bank of stones or shingle. Obs.

1673 RAY Journ. Lmv C. 280 The baich or languet of land
between the Haven of Messina and the Fretum Siculum.

1692 Discourses 1 1 7 1 3) 8 Raising up therein a Baich or
Bank of Stones as big as Towers,

3. The shore of the sea, on which the waves

break, the strand ; spec, the part of the shore lying
between high- and low-water-mark. Also applied
to the shore of a lake or large river. In (/col. an
ancient sea-margin.

i In early quotations, this sense is often doubtful : it is prob-
ably Shakspere's sense in all the five passages in which lie

uses beack; though, taken by themselves, 'stand vpon the

beach
1

Merck. V. iv. i. 71, the Fishermen, that walk'd vp..n
the beach

' Lear iv. vi. 17, might as well belong to i.)

1596 SHAKS. (see above>. 1607 Cor. v. iii. 58 The Pibblo
on the hungry beach. 1667 MILTON P. L. \. 299 On the
Beach Of that inflamed sea, He stood.

17^62
FALCOXKII

SJklfW, in. 365 In dreadful form the curving beech ap-
pears. 1830 LYELL Princ. GeoL xiii. (1850) 178 These strata

passing by the name of raised beaches,' occur at modemic
elevations on the coast. 1837 CARLYM: Fr. Kev. II. i. ii.

ij Like gold-grains in the mud-beach. 1880 GtiKit; Phys.
Geog. iii. xvii. 154 The strip of sand, gravel or mud, which
is alternately covered and laid bare by the rise and fall of
the tidal undulation is called the beach.

4. Comb., chiefly attrib., as beach-bird, -line, -pea,
-sand. Also beach-comber, 'a long wave rolling
in from the ocean' (Bartlett Diet. A met'.} ;

also

a settler on the islands of the Pacific, living by
pearlr fishery, etc., and often by less reputable
means (whence beach-combing ppl. adj.) ;

beach-

grass, a reedy grass (Arnndo arenaria} growing
on the sea-shore

; beachman, one who earns his

living on the beach; beach-master, a siifcrior

ofificerappoinUd to superintend the disembarkation

of troops ; beach-rest, a chair-back used for sit-

ting against on the beach ; beach-wagon, a light

open wagon, with two or more seats.

1837 HAWTHORJJE Atner. Xote Bks. (1871* I. 187 You are

preceded by a flock of twenty or thirty 'beach birds, 1847

ftltukiv. Mag. LXI. 757 A daring Yankee 'beach-comber.
1880 Atlienxnm 18 Dec. 809/2 The white scamps who, as
* '

Beach-combers,* have polluted these Edens and debauched
their inhabitants. 1880 J. S. COOPER Coral Lands I. xx.

242 The 'beach-combing pioneers of the Pacific. 1852 '1.

HARRIS Insects A>zt' Eng. 50 note, The advantages to be
derived from employing . .

:
*

beach-grass, in fixing the sands
of the shore. 1881 Harpers JArA'. LXI 1 1. 494 The 'beach-
men put their shoulders to the stern and gunwhale. 1875
BEDFORD Sailor s Pocket Bk. vii. 275 The * Beach Master
is to take care that, .all appliances for disembarking troops
. .are kept in good order. 1884 ilnrpers Mag. June 103/2
The * beach pea is found along the North Shore. 1881 Miss

YpNGB Ri~i'. Nieces 167, I see the invalid lady creep out
with her beach-rest.

Beach (b/tj), v. ]

[f. prcc. sb.] trans. To run

or haul (a vessel up on the beach.

1840 1 V-\NA />*/! Mast .\\vii.
t.ji
We rowed ashore . . beached

our boat. 1868 MORRIS Jason xi. 425 And as the Goddess
bade them, there they beached Their sea-beat ship.

Beach, -en, obs. forms of BEECH, -EN.

Beached Jvtjt-d, b/tft}, a. and //A.', [f. KEACH
sf>. and v. + -KI>.]

1. Having a beach ; prob. also, in early use,

Covered with ' beach
'

or shingle.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. \\. i. 82 The beached margent of the

sea. 1607 Timon v. 1. 219 Timon hath made his euer-

lasting Mansion Vpon liie Beached Yerge uf the salt Hood.
2. Of a ship: Driven or dragged up on the beach.
M.od. The beached fishing-boats at Hastings.

t Beach, f.- Obs. [perh. aphetic f. ABECHE, a.

OF. abechier, f. a lo + bcc HEAK .^.'
; but cf. also

OF. bcchier, becher to peck, strike with the beak,
also * to give a beakful.'] trans. To give a beak-

ful to (a young bird) ; hence .yYv. in Falconry, to

give part of a meal as a whet to appetite.
1575 Ti'KBEKv, Falconrie 103 Giue hir washte meate and

beach {printed beade] hir in the morning.

Beaching tbrtjhj), vbl. st/.
]

[f. IJE.U-H z'.
! +

-INC
1.] The action of running or hauling a vessel

up on the beach.

1871 Daily A'^i-jf 26 Sept., The beaching and wreck of

Her Majesty's ship Megsera. 1875 HV.DVQRD Sailor's Pocket
tik. \

-

i. 221 The beaching or landing of a boat.

t Bea'chiiig, vbl. s/>.- Obs. Falconry, [f.
BEACH

I'.- + -ING
'.] A small meal or 'feed,' given only

as a whet to appetite.
1561 DA us tr. Bitllingcr on Afoe. 1157^' 222 Small pit-

tances or beach ings to feede them wyth, tyll be great Mipper
be geeuen them. 1575 TURBERV. Falconric 84 Feede hir with

pullets Ilesh. .as much as shall be sufficient for a beaching.
1727-38 CHAMBERS O'< ^- s - v- Falcon

^
Give her a little beach-

ing ofwarm meat \ed. 1751 a little hot meat],

BeachlesS (brtjles\ a. Without beach.

1873 MORRIS Lc-i-L' is enough 64 The sea beat for ever
'Gainst . . the black rocks, and beachless.

BdftOhy (b/'tji), a.
[f.

HKACUJ/'. + -vi.j C'overed

with beach (sense i); pebbly, shingly.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hoi. II7

,
in.

|. 50 The beachie Girdle of the
Ocean. 1621 G. SANDYS Oz'itfs Met. i\. '1626' 85 Lest the

beachy Sands Should hurt the snaky head. 1734 WAI is

l\fli(/. y/t"
1

. (1789* 213 Smooth pebbles on the beacny shore.

Beack, obs. form of BKAK.

Beacoil v U~'kon), sb. Forms : j beacen,
becen, becun, 2 beecen, 4 bikene, bekne, 4-5
bekene, beeken, 5 6 beken. -yn, 6 bekin,
beakon, 6 - beacon, s. 7i

p

. dial, bick'n. [OK.
bcacn (neut.'

= OFris. baccn. b$ccn, OvS. bokan,

t -en. OHG.A?#^a#, M! \{j.boiiclie)i :

). Not known outside ofTeutonic.

(In this and tlie following words in bea- the occasional

identity of the OE. and modern spellings is not due to con-

tinuity of form, the two being separated by a M I'J. spelling
in f, ff, which prevailed for more than 3 centuries. Modern
ca represents not merely OE. t'a and <w, but also many
oilier OE. and OF. vowels, as seen in foot/, beadle

> beak,
bear, beast. See i-:.\-.)l

1 1. A sign, a portent. Obs.

4950 Linaisf. Gosp. John iv. 48 Kuia beceno & soda
uundra pie ^esee, ne ^elefe5 ^ie. ( 1000 Ags. G. ibid., Tacna
& fore-beacna. ( 1160 Ilatton G., Tacne & fore-b;ecne.

1 2. An ensigii 3
standard. Obs.

a 1000 A\Wrt/"5547 Segn eac jenom, be'acna beorhtosi.
< 1380 WvcLii' ll>'ks, 11880) 471 Religioun shal be shewid in

sensible signes, as habitis, and bikenes, is: hye housis. 1483
Cath. Aitgl, 26/1 A Bekyn or a standard, statcla.

3. A signal; spec, a signal-tire, a. A burning
cresset raised on a pole, or fixed at the top of a

building.

rj,AMBARDK Peratnb. Kent (1826' 64 says he finds it or-

darned about the eleventh year of Edward III that beacons
'should be high standards with their pitchpots.'] (11859
MACAULAY Armada, The beacon blazed upon the roof of

Edgcombe's lofty hall, c 1870 THORNK Environs ofLand. 266
From it [the tower of Monken Hadley Church] projects the
ancient iron beacon, one of the last of its kind left.

b. A tire, of wood, pitch, or other material,

lighted on an eminence and serving as a signal (of

danger, etc.) ; by a chain of beacons at convenient
distances apart, tidings could be rapidly spread
over a wide area.

1377 LANGL. /'. PL B. xvn. 262 $e brenne, but ?e blaseth
nou^te, |>at is a blynde bekene. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng.
ccvi. 188 Thai: men shold tende the bekenes that the coun-
trey myght be warned. 15^3 BLLLENDHN Livy 348 (jA.M.i
He tuke thare tentis..and incontinent made ane bekin of
reik. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's Argents I. i. 9 Publike
treei . . which being kindled by the King's command, give

notice ID tliu people . . and these they tall Ut:aLon> 1815
Scon Ld. <ifhles\\. viii, Signal ofRonald's high command,
A beacon gleam VI o'er sea and land.

4. Hence^t'//. A signal station, watch-tower.
1611 LliBLL, Gen, xxxi. 49 Therefore was the name of it

called .. Mizpah \niarg. that is, a beacon or watchtower].
1772 PENNANT Tours Scotl. 104 On the eminencies beacons
were established, for alarming the country. 1846 PRI:SCOTI
Ferd, <5-

Is. II. xviii. 165 Ascertained by the erection of
beacons at suitable distances.

5. A conspicuous hill commanding a good view
of the surrounding country, on which beacons were

^or might be) lighted. Still applied to such hills

in various parts of England ; e.g. Brecon Beacons
near Abergavcnny, Dunkery Beacon on Exmoor,
Culmstock Beacon, Cothelstone Beacon, etc. ^On
some of these the beacon towers still exist.)

1597 J'. BEARD T/teaf. Gods Jndgui. 58 He lies upon a
beacons side With watchful! eie to circumscribe their traine.

1882 Atlicnxnin 26 Aug. 265/3 Nothing can bring up the

image of chalk country like the words combe
^ dean, beacon.

t b. A division of a \\ apentake ; probably a dis-

trict throughout which a beacon could be seen, or

which was bound to furnish one. Obs.

1641 lJi-:i.T Farm Bks. 118561 50 There is in everie ueapuii-
tacke soe many several! divisions or beacons .. there is in

the weapontacke of Harthill fower beacons., Bamton beacon,
Hunsley beacon, etc.

6. A lighthouse or other conspicuous object

placed upon the coast or at sea, to warn vessels of

danger or direct their course.

[<i 1000 Bco-'^'iflf 6301 HUvw on hli5e, wscg-lio'endum wide

tu-byne . . beadu-rnfes bcacn.l 1397 Act 21 RLh. ///, xviii.

{)
i Les Reekenes devant la jjort Moeqes. 1526 /'//<>-. I'rrf.

iW. de W. 1531.) 240 b, The beken lyghted in y nyght,
directeth the marync-r . . to y

L'

port entended. 1684 Ltmd.
Gaz. No. 1911/4 In the place of the Shore IJuacon, there is

at preM;tit a white Buoy laid. 1837 HA\VIHOKNE Awcr.
Xote Bks. 11871! I. 97 A ledge of rocks, with a beacon upon
it. 1850 TI.NNYSOS In Man. xvii, My ble^ing . . Is on the

waters day and night, And like a beacon guards thee home.
b. //-.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ C>: n. ii. 16 Modest Doubt is cal'd The
Beacon of the wist. 1773 MONBOUDO Lang. 1 1774 1. Introd.

3 My errors may be of use, by serving as beacons to direct

into the right course men of greater learning. 1840 CAI: -

L\'LE/Jfffocsu. 82 Great brother-soul>, flame-beacons through
so many lands and times.

7. Comb., chiefly altrib., as beacon-bell^ -blaze,

-gmte, -plait
1

, -turret, -vessel
\
also beacon-wise adv.

1548 I'uAi.i. fcrastn, Far. Luke xi.\. 154 Out of the beakon
place of the Crosse. 1577 HOLISSHKD Ckron. I. 6/i He gaue
knowledge thereof to his wife, in rai>ing a lire on heigth
beacunwise. 1814 SCOIT Ld. ef Isles \. .\.xii, Uy that blithe

beacon-light they steer'd. 1820 Monast. .\vlii, The glow-
worm, which makes a goodly show among the grass of the

field, would be of little avail if deposited in a beacon-grate.
1862 M us. NORTON Lady La G. Ded. 30A voice whose sound
Came like a beacon-bell, heard clear above The whirl of
violent waters.

Beacon (brkani, r.
[f. prcc. .-.b.]

1 1. trans. To beacon up : to raise or kindle a,-

a beacon. Obs.

1644 MILTON Art-op. \Vks. 1738 I. 156 We have lookt so

long upon the blaze that Zuinghus and Calvin have beacon'd

up to us. 1651 BIGGS Arrc Disp. Pref. 13 A greater light
in Physick then what Galen has beaconed up lo us.

2. To light up, as a beacon-fire does.

1803 CAMPBELL LochieCs ll'arn. 11846 94 'Ti& the tire-

shower of ruin, .that beacons the darkness of Heaven. 1813
SCOTT Rokeby \. xxxvii, Where far the mansion of her sires

Beaconed the dale with midnight fires.

b. //;/. To give light and guidance to
;
to lead.

1835 BROWNING Paracels. \Vks. I. 37 Some one truth would

dimly beacon me . . Into assured light. 1856 R. VAUGHAN
Mystics (18601 I. n Whose far glories beacon him . . as he
rises step by step.

3. To furnish with beacons ; to mark the position
of, by beacons or a beacon. Occas. with offt

out.

1821 SHELLEY Epipsyck. 148 My wisdom .. bids me dare
Beacon the rocks on which high hearts are wreckt. 1860
Mere. Mar. Mag. VII. 174 The. .Channel . . is as good a-

buoyed and beaconed by the . . Rock and . . Reefs. 1883

Daily Neivs 12 June 5/2 The Boers have beaconed out a

boundary. 1883 Pall Mull G. 16 Nov. 2/1 The boundary
has never been beaconed off.

4. /;///'. To shine like a beacon.
1821 SnicLLiiv Adonais Iv, The soul of Adonais, like a star,

Beacons from the abode where the Eternal are. 1864 A .

<y Q. V. 210 Arcturus beaconed from his zenith tower to

Cepheus.

Beaconage (brkanedg). Also 7 beconage.

[f.
KEACOS so. + -AGE.] a. Toll paid for the main-

tainance of beacons, b. A system of beacons.

1607 COWELL Interpr., Beconage signitieih money paid
for the maintenance of Becons. 1755 MAGKNS Insurance*
I. 72 Towage, and Pilotage. . Light-money, Beaconage, &c.
1862 I'.din. l\ci>. Jan. 183 Our beaconage admits of much
improvement.

Beaconed (brksnd^,///. a. Furnished with,

or surmounted by, a beacon.
a 1790 T. WARTON Ode x. <T.) The foss that skirts the

beaconed hill.

Bea'conless, a. rare- .
[f.

as prec. + -LESS.]

Without a beacon. 1864 in WKBSTKR.

Bead (b/d), sb. Forms : 1-2 bed, 3-4 beode,

3-7, and (archaically} 9 bede, 5 bed, beed, 5-6
bedde, beid, 6-7 beade, 5- bead. [ME. bede.

pi. beiies, beden, perh. repr. an OE. *oedut *bcd
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BEAD. 7:24 BEADER.

(fern.) OFris. bede, OS. Ma, MDu. and Dm Me,
OHG. beta,) MUG. bete, mod.G. bitte^ Goth, bida

(str. fern.), f. Goih.&ufy'att, in OE. biddan to pray:
see BID. But an OE. bedu is doubtful, and bed occurs

only in comb, (bed-hits, etc.), the regular OE. word

beinggeM (neut), in ME. IBED, libede, pi. ibcoden,

from which Me may have arisen by aphesis in

early ME. The name was transferred from 'prayer'
to the small globular bodies used for

'

telling beads,*

i.e. counting prayers said, from which the other

senses naturally followed.]
I. Prayer, and connected senses.

fl. Prayer; //. prayers, devotions. Obs.
c 885 K, ^ELFRED Byda \. vii. (Bosw.) DaH he sceolde 5a

bedu anescian. c 1200 Trin. Col. flow. 193 J>e Jmdde is

bede. Ibid. 163 On salines, and on songes, and on holde
bedes. Ibid. 201 Alle holie beden ben. .biheue. c 1230 Ancr.
R. 44 Beo3 i beoden. c 1305 SI. Lucy 37 in E. E. P. 186 j i

102 per hi leye in hire bedeb. 1330 R. DRUNNE Chrcn. 202

Better is holy bede. c 1330 King of Tars 643 With beodes
and with preyere. 1426 AUDELAY Poems 15 ^if he be be*e

in his bedus. c 1430 Hymns Vjrg. 11867) 6 To |?ee y make
my beed. 1494 FABYAN vi. cc.viii. 229, I hoped to haue ben
saued by your bedes & prayers. 1554 Chron. Grey Friars

11852) 92 Went unto the crosse, & btode there alle the

[sermon] tyme, & whan he came unto the beddes they turnyd
unto the precher & knelyd downe.

b. In later usage ''after sense 2 became the popular
one) there was almost always a reference direct or

indirect to the use of the rosary.
Vrtisso Porckeipe 369 in /:'. /'. />. (HazU III. 265 Take

you to your beades i All men and women . . That u^cth so to

praye, 1589 NASHE Almondfor P. 14 b, [He] would hauc
run a false gallop ouer his beades with anie man in Kir.;-

land. 1648 HEKRICK Hespcr. '1869' 70 Be briefe in praying,
Few beads are best, when once we goe a maying. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela 118241 I. xxx. 49, I began . . to >ay the

Lord's prayer. None of your beads to me, Pamela, said

he; thou art a perfect nun.

C. 70 bid a bead: to offer a prayer ;
hence beads

bidding, the saying of prayers. Also To say one's

beads,
c 1250 Gen.

<j.
Ex. 2981 Moyses bad is bede. cio . / A'JW///.

Virg. 876 To ihesu f>ei bede a bede, c 1380 WYCLU Scl.

Wks. 1871 II. 420 How bei shulen bidde her bedis. 1387
TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. VI. 225 He travailled besilichc

in bedes byddynee, 1563 Homilies n. Idolatry^ in. 118591

236 For the which they pray in their beads bidding. 1598
D RAVI ON Heroic. E/>. iii. 87 The lleade.i that we will bid,
shall be sweet Kisses. [1656 BLOUST (i/''ss^>: s.v., To say
our Bedes, is to say our prayers.] 1681 BURNKT Hist. Ref.
II. 55 All the people said their beads in a general >ilence.

1764 GRAY Let. in Poems -1775! 381 Bidding his beads fur

the souls of bis benefactors, 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I.

i. 152 To fetch the priest. .To bury her and say her bede,

2. A small perforated ball or oilier body, a scries

of which (formerly called ' a pair of beads') threaded

upon a string, forms the rosary or paternoster, used

for keeping count of the number of prayers said.

Hence b. To tell or count ones beads : to say one's

prayers. To pray without ones beads: to btj 'out

of one's reckoning.'
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 119 A peyre bede> in her hamlu

And a boke vnder hire arme. 1446 Test. Ehor. (1855) II.

124 A pare of bedes of corall with gaude\ of gete. 1483
Cath. Angl. 24/1 A bede, /mvcAi. 1533 Mom; Ansn>. Poy.
soncd Bk. Wks. ii2o,'i Away wyth our ladies psalter, and
cast the bedes in the fyre. 1:1550 Ancntitr on Weddinuf.
iBann. MS. s Ane pair of beids about hir throt. 1570 Ait
13 Eltz. \\. 7 Crosses, Pictures, Beads and such like super-
stitious Things. 1652 COLLIXGES Caveat for /V(>/! (1653)
A ij, I no where read, That thy Apostles ever us'd a Bead.

1697 C'tfss D'Annoys Trav. (1706) 142 She presented me
with a pair of Beads of Paulo d'Aguila, a curious sort of

wood. 1732 Poi'E Ess. Ulan n. 280 Beads and prayerbooks
are the toys of age. 1878 B. TAYLOR Deitkaiion n. i. 53
Five hundred have I told upon these beads.

1641 J. JACKSON Ei'ang, Temper iii. ibS Telling the panes
of glasse, as fast as a Papist doth his Beads, a 1659
OSBORN Machiavel (1673) 356 In which he prayed without
his Beads, being so far out, in the account, as that, etc.

1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy I. xl, Cross himself; tell hi*

beads : be a good Catholic. 1793 J. BARLOW Consfir. Kings
78 He counts his beads, and spends his holy zeal. 1800

COLERIDGE Christabel \\. ii, The sacristan Five and forty
beads must tell. 1883 GILMOUR Mongols xvii. 205 Counting
beads and making pilgrimages.

3. Comb., chiefly attrib. (mostly archaic, and,
when used by modern writers, often spelt bede) :

bead-child, a child that prays for the welfare of

a benefactor or relative
; bead-folk, people (often

pensioners) who pray for a benefactor ;
bead-

house (north, dial, beadus, Welsh Bettws\ origin-

ally a house of prayer, hence an alms-house, the in-

mates of which were to pray for the soul of the

founder ; f bead-master, a religious officer who
attends to the poor, a deacon ; f bead-song, song
of prayer ; beads-woman, a woman who prays
for a benefactor, an almswoman. Also BEAD-ROLL,
BEADSMAN.

? 1499 Plumpton Corr. 140 Your good son & 'beadchild,

German Pole. ? 1465 Ibid. 15 Others your well willers, ser-

vants, and *bed folkes. 1849 ROCK Ch. ofFathers III. viii.

134 To live and do as *bead-folks should. <ru6o 11atton

Gosp. Matt. xxi. 13 Min bus ys bed-bus [Ags. C. gebed-hus].

1485 Will in Kipon Ch. Acts 277 The *bedehouse beside

the Mawdelayns. 1774 T. WEST Antiq. Fnrness (1805) 180

Lodgyns and 'bed-howses for x poor men. 1864 ATKINSON*

Whitby Gloss. ( '^Bca-iins or BeadkouUi an almshouse. 1866

Tim. 295/1 The Deacons, that is to say, the *Beade maisters,
and such as see to the poore. cizoo OR.MIN 1450 WibJ?
fassting, & wij>b "bedesang. ? 1465 Plumpton Corr. 14
Your dayly *bedewoman my huswif. 1502 MARG. C'TESS
RICHMOND in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 23 I. 48 Your feythfull
trewe 'bedwoman and humble modyr, 1536 in Strype
Eccl. Mem. I. i. xxxv. 256 Your poor

* bedes women The
whole convent of Styxwold. 1629 SHIRLEY Gratef. Sew.
in. i, My humblest service to his grace : I am his "beads-
woman. 1720 Simp's Sun'. (Strype 1754) I. i. xxvii. 229/1
Ten poor women called * Bedes women, and six poor Clerks.

1864 Miss YONGE Bk. Gold. Deeds 194 Asking the Queen to
make her a *bedeswoman at Vienna.

II. Extensions of sense 2.

4. A small perforated body, spherical or other-

wise, of glass, amber, metal, wood, etc., used as an

ornament, either strung in a scries to form a neck-

lace, bracelet, etc., or sewn upon various fabrics.

c 1400 Destr.o/Troy xv. 7044 Garmentes full gay. . Bright
beidis & Brasse broght bai whh-all. 1599 HAKLUYT I'oy.
II. n. 32 About their neckes great beades of glasse of
diuerse colours. 1647 COWLEY Mistr., Bargain ii, The
foolish Indian that sells His precious Gold for Beads and
Bells. 1753 HASWAY Trar. (17621 I. vi. Ixxxi. 371 Their
old way of reckoning . . is with beads on wires, which they
work without pen and ink. 1836 MARRYAT japhet xviii,
A long chain of round coral and gold beads.

Jiff. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 329 You minimus.. You
bead, you acorne. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 97 Quincy's
[life] was strung with seventy active years, each one a
rounded bead of usefulness and service.

b. (The plural is commonly used in sense of a

siring of beads for the neck ; formerly the sing.
seems to have been occas. so used.)

( 1500 Mayd Knilyn in Poet. Tracts (18421 21 And saylh
that she lackes Many prety knackes, As bedes and gyrdeU
gaye. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. Sltr. iv. iii. 58 With Amber Brace-

ets, Beades, and all this knau'ry. 1655 H. VAL.GHAN Sili'-f

Siint. i. 77 There's one Sun more strung on my Bead of

days. Mod. Do they wear beads? She cannot find her
ueads.

5. In various transf. senses applied to things

having some of the characteristics of the prec. :

a. A bead-like drop of liquid or of molten metal.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //-', n. iii. 61 Beds of sweate hath
stood vpon thy Brow. 1601 yiil. C. in. i. 284 Seeing those
Beads of sorrow stand in thine. 1633 G. HI-.RBKRT Sacri/itc
vi. in Temple 19 My hearts deare treasure Drops bloud (the

onely beads' my words to measure. 1854 ScOFFERN in Orr's
Circ. -SV. Chem. 507 The bead of impure silver is seen to
emit fumes.

b. A bubble of foam
; spec, a bubble in spirits,

sparkling wines, etc.
;

the foam or head upon
certain Averages. Cf. bead-proof.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Bead is also u>ed for a little,

round, white froth formed on the surface of brandy, or spirit
of wine, upon shaking the glass. 1839 BAILKY Festns xtv,
An <;ye \\hirh out Darkles the bead^ of the w'me. 1863
KINGSLEY Water-Bab, vi. 255 Swimming about among the

foam-beads below. 1883 Harpers Mng. 894/2 There is ..

a finer bead on this wine of mirth.

C. A clear nacreous spot on the sui face of shells.

1842 JOHNSTON in Proc. Berw. Xat. Club II. x. 32 The
dear spots or beads of the transverse lines [on a shell] are
much larger.

d. The small metal knob which forms the front

sight of a gun ; csp. in the phrase (of U. S. origin)
To ifraw a bead upon : to take aim at.

1841 CAIUN A'. Aiut'r. Ind. (18441 I.x. 77, I made several

attempts to get near enough to
' draw a bead

'

upon one of
them. 1844 MARRYAI Settlers II. 206 'Now, John,' said

Malachi ; 'get your bead well on him.' 1875 URE Diet.
Arts II. 391 The front sight is that known as the bead-

ight, which consists of a small steel needle, with a little

head upon it like the head of an ordinary pin, enclosed in

a steel tube. In aiming with this sight, the eye is directed

..to the bead in the tube.

e. A string of sponges ; sec quot.
1885 LADY BRASSEY In Trades 339 The sponges are strung

upon small palmetto strips, three or four to a strip, which
is called a '

bead.'

6. Arch. A small globular ornament, commonly
applied in a row like a string of beads, b. A
narrow moulding having a semicircular section.

1802 Genii. Mag. I,XXII. n. 1118 Bead, a globular orna-
ment peculiar to Saxon architecture, carved in the mould-
ings. 1803 Phil. Trans. XCIII. 171 On the edges, .a small

regular raised bead or moulding was formed. 1851 RTSKIN
Stones Ven. (1874) I. xxi. 256, I think bead a.\}sA word for

a continuous moulding. 1861 PARKER Goth. Archit. Gloss.

(1874) 320 Bteuit an ornament resembling a row of beads.

1869 SIR E. REED Ship Build. ,\i. 233 Beads of india-rubber
are fitted in the rabbets of the frame.

7. Beads of St. Elline : certain round roots

brought out of Florida (Hullokar 1616). S/,

Martinis beads : (the sanctuary of St. Martin's-

le-Grand, London, was a noted resort of makers
of sham jewellery. F. Cohen, in Arch&ol. XVIII.

55, quotes an ordinance of the Star Chamber in

36 Hen. VI. for the regulation of that sanctuary,

by which it is declared that 'no workers of coun-
terfeit cheynes. beades, broaches, owches, rings,

cups, and spoons silvered, should be suffered

therein.') Baity$ beads', a phenomenon observed

in total eclipses of the sun
; see quotations. M'il-

soti's or Louis's beads : a series of globular bodies

of different densities, formerly used to determine

the specific gravity of a spirit into which they
were thrown one by one.

1678 BUTLER //</., Lady's Aiisu: 59 Those false St.
Martins Beads. 1867 G. CHAMBERS Astron. 175 When the
disc of the Moon advancing over that of the Sun has re-

duced the latter to a thin crescent, it is usually noticed that

immediately before the beginning and after the end of com-
plete obscuration, the crescent appears as a band of brilliant

points, separated by dark spaces so as to give it the ap-
pearance of a string of beads . . These phenomena are gene-
rally known as Baily's beads, having received their name
from the late Mr. Francis Baily, who was the first to de-
scribe them in detail. The earliest account of the . . beads
is contained in Halley's memoir on the total eclipse of

1715. 1874 S. JOHNSON Eclipses 66 An eclipse of the sun
A. D 1836, May 15.. Famous for what is known as 'Baily's
beads' noticed by Mr. Baily, at Jedburgh, in Roxburgh-
shire. 1878 NEWCOMB Pop. Astron. \\\. iii. 314

'

Baily's
beads', .are caused by the sun shining through the depres-
sions between the lunar mountains.

8. Comb., as bead-amber, -maker, -potato, -string,
-work

; bcadlike adj. ; also bead-frame, a

frame containing beads strung upon wires used
for teaching numeration, an abacus

; bead-plant ;

bead-proof a. (of alcoholic spirits), such that a

crown of bubbles (see 5 b) formed by shaking will

stand for some time after on the surface (a falla-

cious test of strength) ; also, according to some
recent works, of a certain proof, as tested by
\Yilson'sor Lovis's Beads (see 7); bead-sedge, the

Bur-reed (Sparganium ratnosum] ; bead-snake, a

small American snake (Elapsfitlmts} ; bead-stone,
a stone used as a bead, or of which beads are

made; bead-tree, the AZEDARAC. Also BEAD-BOLL.
1611 COIGK., Auti>re de Paternostres, 'Bead-amber; the

ordinarie yellow Amber. 1626 BACON Syh'a 83 'Bead-

Amber, which is at first is a soft Substance. 1858 CURWEN
Singingfor Sch. Introd. 20 Till the pupil . . is able to per-
form some of Its [arithmetic] simpler operations by the help
of the "Bead-Frame or the Box of various Objects. 1876
HUMPHREY Coin Coll. Man. xxvi. 400 The minor 'bead-like

decorations, borders of pearls, &c. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas.
I-'r, Tong, Vn Paternostrit-r, a 'beades maker. 1723 Land.
Gaz. No. 6172/7 William Dossett . . ^Beadmaker. 1878 R.

THOMPSON Card. Assist. 709. 2, Xertera scapanioides . .

Popularly known as the 'bead plant, owing to the profusion
of golden berries it produces. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Dd'on
(18131 455 To produce languid shoots and a number of small
'bead potatoes of no value. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. J>V//.,
*
Bead-proof, a term used by our distillers. 1562 TLRNER
Herbal \\. 143 b, It maye be called ''bede sedge or knop
sedge. 1863 PRIOR Plant-n. 17

'

Bede-sedge, from its round
bead -like burs. . Spurganiuiii ratnositni. 1736 MORTIMER in

Phil. Trans. XXX IX. 258 The ^Bead-Snake . . commonly
found under Ground. 1867 WOOD Pop. Nat. Hist. \\\. 52
One of the brightest and loveliest of Serpents is the 'Bead
Snake of North America. 1677 Loud. Gaz. No. 1202/4
Three broad Chains set with

"

Bead Stones. 1851 D. WILSON
Preh. Ann. (18631 II. iv. vi. 338 Bone draughtsmen, or
bead stones. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XII. 583
The most precious jewel in the long "bead-string of his

pedigree. 111872 MAURICE Friend&h. Bks. ii. 44 Not even
a beadstring to hang the different meanings upon. 1668
WILKINS Real Char. n. iv. 7. 115 Clove Tree, 'Bede Tree

1852 Tif. Ross Hitinboldfs Trav. II. xvii. 136 Hedges of

bead-trees. 1840 R. DANA Buf. Mast xxvi. 85 Indian
curiosities .. such a> "bc-ad- work. 1881 Mechanic S 1597
The mouldings or any 'bead-work should be painted.

Bead (b/~d), u. [f. prec.]
1. trans. To furnish, adorn, or work with beads.

1577 [see BEADED]. 1822 BEDDOES Bride s T-nig, in. iv,

Drops enough to bead a thousand such [necklaces]. 1856
Miss YOXGE Daisy Ch. \. xxn, 11879) 22^ Morning dew,
which beaded the webs of the spiders.

2. Arch. To furnish with a bead or beading.
1851 RLSKIN Stones I'tui. \. xxii. g 13 If we take the plain

chamfer, .and bead both its edges.

3. intr. To form a bead or beads.

1873 BLACKMORE Cradock N. viii. (1881) 29 The fescue

grass was beading rough with dew. 1884 Harper's Mag.
Mar. 524/2 Every drop of water beading on the wall becomes
a jewel.
4. To string like beads ; alsoyf^.
1883 f/arper's Mag. June 117/1 The houses are beaded

along the. .stream.

Beaded cbrded), ///. a.
[f.

BKAD+ -ED.]
1. \Vorked or ornamented with beads.

1577 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 858 A cloake of broched sat-

tin. .beded from the shoulder to the wa^t. 1840 HOOD Up
Rhine 222 The other cap is also embroidered or beaded.

b. Having bead-like protuberancesupontheedge.
1697 Lotul. Gas. No. 3298/4 One Beaded Salver without

Arms. 1870 HOOKKR Stud. Flora 27 Sisymbrium Trio . .

London Rocket, .valves beaded. 1870 TVNDALL Heat viii.

App. 261 A beaded line of great beauty was observed.

c. Furnished with or wearing beads.

1805 Sot'THEY Madoc in Azt. xxi. Wks, V. 348 His neck
with hearts beaded. 1885 Pall Mall G, 1 3 July 6/2 Monks
.. cowled, sandalled, beaded, and picturesque.
2. Formed into or like beads.

1597 SHAKS. Lovers Contpl. vi, A thousand fauours from
a maund she drew, Of amber christall and of bedded let.

1820 KEATS Ode Nightingale 17 With beaded bubbles

winking at the brim. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton ii. 15 Por-
traits . . in which the women have all beaded black eyes.

3. Covered with bubbles.

1884 Harper's Mag. Sept. 533/2 Beakers of beaded ale.

4. Arch. Having a bead-moulding.
Beadel, variant of BEADLE.

Beader (b/'-dsj). [f. BEAD Z/. + -JERI.] A tool

used in silver chasing to make a bead pattern.



BEADFUL
t Bea'dful, a. O/is. ; in 3 beoctcful.

ff. BEAD
sb. I.] I'rayerful.
c 1200 St. Jfarhar. 14 Beodefule bohtes ba:t ha schulen

benchen.

Bea'd - Hook. Obs. Also 7 beedliook.

[Chiefly in Chapman : can he have formed it from
OE. beadu battle, war? Cf. OE. beadu w&pen
weapon of battle, etc.] ? A kind of boat hook.
1600 CHAPMAN Iliad xv. 356 The Creeks with bead-hooks

fought. tSl4Olfyu. IX. 651 A bead-hook then . . I snatch'd

up. 1631 Caesar f( P. Plays 1873 III. 180 Yet beare halfe

pikes or bead-hookes. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World II. vni.
lii. 18. 474 Corne, Iron, Canuas for Sailes, Axes, Beede-
hookes, Hand-milles.

Bea'diliess. The quality of being beady.
1873 Spectator 22 Feb. 239/2 A bistre shade around his

black eyes which softens away their beadiness.

Beading (brdin), vbl. sb.
[f.

BEAU v. t -ijfo i].
1. The formation of beads.

1869 Student'
s_ filag. 33 A tendency towards beading is

very noticeable in the coccoliths I have seen.

2. Bead-work, in trimming, etc.
1881 Daily Neais 29 July 3/1 The black silk toilette, with

steel headings.
3. A bead moulding or edge line.

1873 TRISTRAM Moat iv. 67 White chalk and limestone

pleasantly relieved by the beading of black lines of Hint.

4. A preparation for causing liquor to hang in

drops about the glass or bottle when poured out.

Beadle (brd'l), sb. Forms : i bydel, 2-4
budel (ii), bedele, 3 bidell, 4 bidel, (Sc. badal),
5 bydelle, beddell, vbetille), 6 beedle, bedyl(l,
6-7 bedelle, bedle, 9 beadel, (&: beddal) ; 2-9
bedel, 4-9 bedell, 7

- beadle. [Originally OE.
bydel (

= MDu. *bodel, Du. bcul, OIIG. butil,
MHG. biitel, Ger. biittel) :-OTeut. *budilo-z, de-
rivative of bind-an, in OE. Motion, OHG. biotan
to offer, present, deliver, announce, command.
Some form of the Teutonic was adopted in Ko-
manic: cf. It. bidello, Pr.. Sp., OF. bedel, F.

bctieau, med.L. bidcllns, bedellus
;
and in ME. the

Fr. form bedel gradually superseded the native

bydel. The ordinary modern spelling is beadle.

but the archaic forms beatiel, bedel, bedell, are in

use in specific senses.]
tl. One who makes a proclamation (on behalf

of another); a herald. Obs.
c 1000 .-ELERIC /.'-f. xxxii. 5 Aaron . . het bydelas beodan and

bus cwejnm, c 1200 ORMIN 632 Cristess bidell Sannt Johan.
a. 1300 Cursor M. 1 1006 Sent him forwit his bedele, For-bi
sent iesus iohn forwith. c 1440 Gesta Kent. 15 Whenne the
bedell hadde y-makid this proclaniacion. 1535 COVEKDALE
Dan. iii. 4 The bedell cried out with all bis might. 1644
BuLWER Cltirol. 124 Proclaimed liberty by the Beadle to

many of the parts of Greece.

fb. The crier or usher of a law-court
;
a town-

crier. Obs.

.1400 Apol. I. oil. S If a bedel, or criare, schewe be fre

graunt of his lord, c 1432-50^. ///^vtai 18651 I. 247 A bydelle,
or the crier of the cite ascendede in to a towre. .and seyde
so mony tymes,

'

Calo, calo.' 1691 BLOC-NT Law Did.,
Hedcl, a Crier or Messenger of a court.

2. One who delivers the message or executes the
mandates of an authority : f a. generally. Obs.
c 1 173 Lain/'. 11mil. 95 pes btideles word. Ibid. 1 1 7 |>e biscop

. . godes budel is. c 1220 Leg. St. Kath. 1928 A hurhreiie

. .b;et wes be deoules budel. c 1375 WYCI.IK .SV/-;//. Set. Wks.
1871 II. too pei be trewe bedells to telle it. i 1440 (Jesta
Koin. 364 Dethe is the messynger of the hie Kmperour . .

and. .the betille of hym that made hevyn and Erth. t 1450
LYDG. St. Alton. (1534) Gjb, As a bedyll to brynge you
tydyng. imSiUitmaKifSt. Iferturyrdl^t} 39 Thiswycked
Werebode, the bedyll of Belyall.

tb. spec. A messenger of justice, a warrant
officer

;
an under-bailiff ; a tipstaff. Obs.

c 1000 Ajfs. Gosf. Luke xii. 58 pe-lses he be sylle bain . .

bydele, and se bydel be sende on cwertern. ft 1300 Ila-'dok
266 Schireues he sette, bedels, and greyues . . To yemen
wilde wodes and pathes Fro wicke men. 1393 LANGL. /'.

PI. C. in. 60 Budels and bailifs
' and brokours of chaffare.

e 1500 God Speed Plough 37 Bayllys and bedelles . . to doo
vs sorowe Inough. 1591 LAMBAKHE Arch. (16351 38 Bur-
gesses Serjeants and Beadles have their Courts within every
their particular limits. 1628 COKE On Lit/. 234 h, The oath
of a Bedell of a Manner is, that he shall duly and truly
execute all such Attachements and other Proces as shall be
directed to him from the Lord or Steward of his Court.

t c. An tinder-officer of the Forest Courts. 06s.

1598 MAN\VOOD Laities Forest xxi. 4 (1615) 206 A Bedle
is an officer or seruant of the Forest that doth make all

manner of garnishments of the Courts of the Forest, and
also all manner of Proclamations as well within the Courts
of the Forest as without. 1647 HAWARD Cnrn'it Rcr. 48
Bedle of the Forrest : Fee, 9 ss. f*/. 1700 TYRRI-:LL Hist.

Eng. II. 819 No Forester or Bedell, .shall make any Ale-

shots, or Collect Sheafs of Corn.

3. An apparitor or precursor who walks officially
in front of dignitaries, a mace-bearer

;
a. spec, in the

English universities (at present conventionally spelt

bedel, -ell,} the name of certain officials, formerly
of two ranks distinguished as esquire bedels and

yeomen bedels, having various functions as executive
officers of the University. Their duties are now
chiefly processional : at Oxford there are four, the

junior- or sub-bedel being the official attendant of

the Vice-chancellor, before whom he bears a silver

725

stalf or mace ; at Cambridge there are two, called

esquire-bedells, both of whom officially walk in

front of the Vice-chancellor with maces.
a 1300 Cursor M. (Cott.l 12914 Als bedel gais be. for iustis.

1562 Petition in Strype Ann. Kef. I. i. xxx. 342 The
beadles and other officers, belonging to either of the Uni-
versities. 1377 HOI.INSHKII Citron. III. 11461 One of the
bedels named maister Adams, came weepmg to him, &
praied him to shift for himselfe. 1641 I.AUU Hist. Chain.
O.tf. 132 (T.) If the university would bring in some bachelors
of Art to be yeomen-bedels . . they which thrived well and
did good service, might after be preferred to be esquire-
bedels. 01763 SHENSTONE Odes (1765) 206 When college-
students take degrees, And pay the beadle's endless fees.

1797 Cainbr. Unit: Cal. 143 Ksquire Bedells. The Bedells
are officers for life, they must be men of learning, and have
taken the degree of A.M. 1826-7 '<'' 7 * 8 Geo.JI'. Kxv.
in Ox/, f, Cam/: Knaitm. 144 The Proctors and Bedels for
the tune being. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Kuy. II. 280 The
registrar and bedells waited on Francis.

b. The apparitor of a trades guild or company.
1389 Eng. GiUs (1870) 35 He [the Alderman] ssal sende

forthe be bedel to alle be breberen and be systeren. 1514
//it/. 144 To be paid yerely .. to the beddell of the seid

Glide,Tuppens. 1824;". JOHNSON Typogr. I. 541 He received
aid from his Company, and was ultimately appointed their
beadle.

4. An inferior parish officer appointed by the

vestry to keep order in church, punish petty
offenders, and act as the sc-rvitor or messenger of
the parish generally; a parish constable.
1594 ii/ I'i. Contention 11843' 23 Have you nut Ue.-idles

in your town? ?ri6oo Distracted Kntp. v. iii. in Old I'I.

(18841 HI. 248 Let the Bedle .. with .. his owne whypp
medle, And lashe iheym soundlye. 1712 STKI:I.K Spe<t.
No. 509 p 2 The unlucky boys with toys and balls were
whipped away by a beadle. 1818 HAZI.ITT Kng. Poets
v. (18701 128 If Bloomfield is too much of the farmer's

boy, Crabbe is too much of the parish beadle. 1845 STKI'IIKN
Laivs Eng. II._7oi A beadle, .whose business is to attend
the vestry, to give notice of its meetings to the parishioners,
and execute its orders &c. 1857 TOIL.M. SMITH Parish 55
A printed copy of the notice calling each Vestry, shall be
left by the Ueadel at every house in the Parish.

b. In Scotland the duties ofthe beadle or 'church-
officer' are more especially connected with attend-

ing upon the clergyman ; he may be also sexton.
< 1860 RAMSAY Ki-inin. i. 6 The beddal and parish oracle.

1884 ROGERS S,v. Life Scot. I. v. 16) At Allsa the beadle's
fee for the funeral bell was thirteen shillings and fourpence.
t 5. /4r

. (referring to the punitive functions of
the beadle.) Obs.

IS95 SHAKS. John n. i. 189 Her iniurie the Beadle to her
sinne. 1630 R. SIATVLION Stradn's Lo^'-C. Wtirrcs n.

3.J Fear, the Meadlu of the law, terrified them from the be-

ginning. 1797 GomviN Enquirer l. \\. 84 He is the beadle
to chastise their follies.

6. Comb., as biaiile-office \ beadle-watched a&).
1876 GEO. KLIOI Dan. Her. Ill.xx.xviii., A narrow, beadle-

watched portal. 1877 K. THOMAS Lange's Materialism
(1880) II. 245 The magnificent abstraction . .performed the
meanest beadle-offices long enough to excite a universal
distrust of philosophy.

Beadledom (brd'ldsm). [see -DOM.] The
embodiment of the characteristics of beadles as a

class; stupid officiousness and '

red-tapeism.'
1860 Temple Bar I. 80 The defeat of beadledom and

vestrydom. 1861 Ufactn: .l/.i'- 73-' [Words] which serve
to express the relationship supposed to exist between the

higher and lower grades of English society. Flunkeyism,
plush, beadledom, lordolatry. 1866 Render 15 Dec. 1006 At
present we have too much beadledom on the episcopal bench.

Bea-dlehood. [see -HOOD.] The state or dig-

nity of a beadle. So Bcadleisni.
1838 DICKENS O. 1'u'ist xvii, Mr. Bumble, .was in the full

bloom and pride of beadleism. ( Litter edit, read 'beadle-

dom, and '

beadlehood.' The latter is in the C. D. ed.]

Beadlemer b/'dlime^j . [Corruption of F.

Ivciif-Jc-nicr the Scale or Sea-calfc
'

Cotgr.)] A
one-year-old hooded seal. 1839 in WORCESTER.

Bea'dlery. ? Obs. Forms : 7 bedellery, 7-8
bedelarie, -ary. [prob. ad. med.L. bcdcllaria, f.

bedellus : see BKADLK and -KKY, -HY.] The office

or jurisdiction of a beadle.
1628 COKK On Lift. 234 a, The offices of Steward, Con.

stable, Bedelarie, Bayliwick, or other offices. 1679 BI.OLNI

Any. Tenure.'; 75 Bedellery is the same to a Bedel, as

Bailywic to a Bailiff. 1691 Law Diet., Bedelary.

Beadleship (brd'l,Jip). Also bedel(l)ship.
[see -SHIT.] '1 he office of beadle.

1613 SIR H. FINCH Law 116361 106 The grant of a steward-
ship, Bedleship, Bailiwicke, or other otnces. 1691 Woon
Ath. O.ron II. 7271 He. .was turn'd out of his Beadleship
in the year following. 1870 Daily News i Feb., I should
have no objection to the beadleship of any City company
which arrays its minion in specially gorgeous attire. 1873
Ibid. 22 Sept. 3/5 Cambridge, Sept. 20. The Esquire Bedell-

ship. . Mr. Miller resigns the office of Junior Esquire Bedell.

Bea'dlet. [f.
BEAD sb. + -LET.] A small or

tiny bead, or bead-like drop.
1863 LANCASTER Pntterita 85 Celandine in wide gold

beadlets glared.

Beadman : see BEADSMAN.
Bead-roll (bi'd,ro\}. Also 6-8 bed-, C-

bede-.
[f. BEAD sb. + ROLL

sb.']

1 1. orig. A list of persons to be specially prayed
for. Obs. or arch.

i 1300 FABVAN Will in Citron. Pref. 6 The soules above
written, may be remembred in their parisshe bede rolle by
the whole space of a yere after. 1304 in Bury H'lUs 11850)

BEADSMAN.
100 A sangred to be payed for in the bedroule for my soule
. . by the space of a yeer. 1328 TINDALE Okat. Ckr. Man.
To Rdr., Here a mass-penny, there atrental, yonder dirige-
nioney, and for his bead-roll. 1849 ROCK C/i. of Fathers II.
vii. 355 Those souls of the dead whose names were written

upon the bead-roll just read out.

2. trans/. A list or string of names
;
a catalogue ;

a long line, a pedigree ; a long series.

1529 MOHK Snpplie. Soules Wks. 289/1 This he laith to

y;~ onely fault of the cleargie, naming them in hisbederolle.
bishops, abbottes, etc. 1396 SI-ENSKR /'. Q. iv. n. 32 Dan
Chaucer, well of English undefyled, On fames eternail bead-
roll worthie to be fyled. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. viii.

(1632^ 523 A man. .who. .doth nothing but molest all men
with the impertinent bed-rowle and register of his pedigrees.
1607 HEYWOOD ll'aut. KiUe Wks. 1874 II. 115 'Rac'd from
the bed-roll of Gentility. 1612 DHAYTON Poly.oil', xxii. 11748)
346 Wakefield battle next we in our bedroul bring. 1644
(JUARI.ES Judgm. ff Merey 286 The devil presents me with
a bead-roll of my offences. 1826 SCOTT in Loekkart 118391
VIII. 322 A whole beadroll of cousins. 1868 FKKKMAN
Norm. Cone/. 11876' II. viii. 218 The long bead-roll of the
worthies of 1'ec. 1884 SYMONDS SItaks. Predeeess. v. 191
The whole bede roll of inferior oracles.

3. A string of beads forcounting prayers; a rosary.
1598 HAKM'VT I. 115 A certaine string with an hundreth

or two hundreth mitshels thereupon, much like to our bead-
roitle. 1816 COI.ERHJGI: Lo.y Serin. 341 Superstition.. wit!)
its pack of amulets, bead-rolls, -fetisches. 1819 WORDSW.
Waggoner n. 9 Twelve strokes that clock would have been
telling. .Its bead-roll of midnight. 1866 MRS. STOWK /,/'/.

Ff.res 22 Let us all make a bead-roll, a holy rosary, of all

that is good and agreeable in our position, .and charge our-
selves to repeat it daily.

t Bead-row. Obs. [see Row : here perhaps
confused with ROLL.] -

prec. (sense 2.)

1576 FI.EMINC; tr. Cains' Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 246 We
reckon it (the beaver] not in the beadrow of English Dogs.
1577 tr. llHllinger's Dccaiic*: 1592' 199 A pitifull beadrow
of miserable torments. Ibid. 26; His Catalog or beadrow
of heritikes. 1607 Toi'SEI.l. Four-/. Beasts 135.

Beadsman .brdzma-n
1

. Forms: .^-.jbeode-
mon, 4-T) bedeman, 4-7 bed-, 6 beid-, bedys-,
beids-, 6 7 bead-, 7 beades-, y bede-, 6- bedes-,
beadsman. [Ml-;, bcoctcman, f. BEAD rf.l + MAN- :

with beaJsman -bead's-man cf. kinsman, crafts-
man, lou'iisiitan, etc. The archaic spellings bedes-

man, bedemaii, are also used as historical forms.]
1. lit. A man of prayer ; one who prays for the

soul or spiritual welfare of another.
( 1230 .liter. A\ ^56 Ucon oores bedemon. t 1425 WYN-

TOL'S Cro/t. ix. xxvii. 99 His Bede.men bai siild be.. And
pray for hym. 1538 I.ATIMKK Serm. ,y Knit. 118451 4 i -' 'I'he

l>rior of Worcester, is your orator and beadsman. < 1340
Tlirie Prints of I'eHis, Welcum my beidmen, my blesse,
and i\\my belief. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. \. i. 18 Commend
thy grieuance to my holy prayers, For I will be thybeades-
man, Valentine. 1647 WAKU Simp. Col-ler 11845' 62 As
fervent a Beadsman for your welfare. 1869 FREEMAN
Norm. Cam/. (18761 III. ii. 28 His friend and bedesman,
Abbot F.adwine.

2. One paid or endowed to pray for others ; a

pensioner or almsman charged with the duty of

praying for the souls of his benefactors. Hence
in later times ; a. in England : An almsman, an
inmate of an almshouse

; (so also beadswoman : sec
BEAD sb. 3) ; b. in Scotland : A public almsman
or licensed beggar (into which position

'

the King's
Bedesmen' finally sank.)

.1 1328 SKI i. ION linage llyfocr. 108 Other smale mynisters,
As reders and singers, Bedemen and hellringers. 1393 Pttn.
C/troit. E<iw. I, 82 He shall have forty pound of yearly fee,
And be my beadsman. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, III. ii. n6
Thy very Beads-men learne to bend their Bowes. 1726
Land. Ga:;. No. 6458/5 John Hailes, a Beadsman of the
Cathedral Church of Ely.
a. 1324 S. FISH Snpplit. Befg. 18 Your poore sike lame and

sore bedemen. 1382 N. T. i Rhem. I Aets x. 21 utarg,. The
praise of our Almsfolkes and beadsmen may do us great good
euen after our departure. 1636 DEKKKR Wonder iv. i. Wks.
1873 IV. 267 To be a Beades-man in your Hospital!. 1862
MKS. WOOD Channings i, The decrepit old bedesmen in
their black gowns. 1864 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss., Beads-
man, .now used to denote almspeople in general, and preva-
lent at Guisborough, as applied to the inmates of the
almshouses in that town.
b. 1788 BURNS tt'ks. III. 302 Stranger, go ! Heav'n be

thy guide ! Quoth the Beadsman of Nith-side. 1816 Scoi i

Anttif. Advt. 6 These Bedesmen are an order of paupers to
whom the Kings of Scotland were in the custom of dis.

tributing a certain alms, .and who were expected in return
to pray for the royal welfare and that of the state. Ibid.

xxxviii, It wadna be creditable for me, that am the king's
bedesman, and entitled to beg by word of mouth.

t 3. A messenger. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. in. 41, I shal assoille be my-sclue. .

And also be bi bedeman ' and here we! bi message.
1 4. A petitioner, arch.
1600 S. NICHOLSON Acolastns (1876' 1 1 Poore foolish Blink-

ard, Beads-man vnto Christ, For restitution of long-lacked
sight. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U.S. V. xli. 12 Having thus
owned the continuing sovereignty of the king, before whom
they presented themselves as bedemen.

f5. The term by which men used to designate or

subscribe themselves in addressing their patrons
and superiors, answering to our modern ' humble
servant,' (Cf. 'your petitioners will ever prav,'
still retained at end of petitions to Parliament.) Obs.
1420 GEORGE & STOKE.S in Ellis Orig. Lett. HI. 29 I. 67We }owr seruitours and bede men. 1485 Plnnrpton Corr. 49

Your bedman, Sir Tho. Betanson. 1529 WOI.SEV in Four
C'. Eng, Lett. 11 Your dayly bedysman And assuryd friend,



BEADSMANBY. 726 BEAKEB.
T. Car 1 ' 3 Ehor. 1535 HOOK UK Let. in Jntrod. Knowl. 11870)
53 By he bond of your saruantt and bednian, Andrew Boord.

1577 HnuNSHED Citron. III. 1164/1 Your graces most
bounden bedesman and seruant Edmund Boner. 1645 Let.
m Harrington Xngx Ant. 73 A dailye beadesman for you,
and a right obedient subject.

t Bea'dsmanry . Obs. [f. prec. + -KY.] The

position or place of a headsman.
1594 NASHK

Uiifort, Trav. 9 His former request to the

King to accept his lands, and allow him a beadsmanrie.

Beadsteed, obs. form of BED.STEAJ>.

Beadswoman : see BEAD sb. 3.

Beadus, north, dial. f. beadhottse : see BEAD sb. 3.

Beady ^brdi), a. [f. BEAD sl>. + -Y*.]
1. Bead like; (of eyes) small, round and glittering.
1826 DlSRAELI Viv. Grey \. iv, Small black, beady eyes.

1848 THACKERAY I'an. Fair xix, 1 1853' 149 Mrs. Bute's beady
eyes. 1879 BLACK Macleott of D. 1. 170 The ugly brute,
with its beady eyes and its black snout.

2. Covered with beads (of liquid, etc.).

1868 GEO. EI.IOT Sp. Gipsy 243 While he treads painfully
with stillest step And beady brow.

3. Full of bubbles, frothy.
1881 Harper's Mag. LXI1I. 488 Creamy and beady scum.

Beeeften, early form of BAFT.

Beaf\e, obs. form of BEEF.

Beag, bea}, early forms of BEE sb;*, Obs., ring.
1872 E. ROHFKTSOX Hist. Ess. it. i. 39 To swear upon

'

the holy beag
' was the most solemn oath known.

Beagle (b/'-g
1

!). Forms : 5-6 begle, 6 begele,
6- beagle. [Derivation obscure. The F. bigle is

recognized as borrowed from Eng. The word can

scarcely be of OE. origin, because of the hard^;
in this position the g could not have escaped
becoming palatalized. Possibly it is from F. be-

gueule, f. bi-er to gape, open wide +giteule throat.

The OF. beegueulle, according to Godefroy, meant
a noisy shouting person (crial/eur] ; 'open throat,'
in this sense, might be an epithet applied to a

dog, though there is no evidence that it was so

used in Fr.]
1. A small variety of hound, tracking by scent,

formerly used in hunting hares, but now superseded
by the Harrier, which sometimes takes its name.

'

' *475 *>'/>' /"?'<-' Di-grc 771 With iheyr begles in that

place, And sevenscore raches at his rechase. 1548 HALL
C.hron. IIen. I'/, an. 27 iR.j The Frenchmen stil like good
begeles following their prey. 1631 QUAKLKS Samson Wks.
(1717' 406 Quick-scented Beagles. 1704 Poi'ic H'hidsor
For. I. 121 To plains with well-bred beagles we repair, And
trace the mazes of the circling hart;. 1862 HUXLEY Led.
IVrkg, JAv/ no A physiological peculiarity .. enables the

Beagle to track its prey by the scent.

2. Jig. One who makes it his business to scent

out or hunt down ; a spy or informer
;
a constable,

sheriff's officer, bailiff.

1559 Myrr. Mag., "Jack Cade xix. 2 That restles U-gle
sought and found me out. 1570 B. Gooaii Pop. Kingd. n.

(iSSo) 17 Such preetie Begles liaue these Bishops .. That
hunt out Prebendes fatte for them, a 1618 RALKIGH Maxims
St. (1644) 45 To have their Beagles, or listner in every
corner, .of the Realm, n 1640 I >.\v Pert-gr. Sc/iol. (1881) A
brace of beagles in blew. 1837 CARI.YLK I<'r. Rev. III.
vn. v. 377 Attorneys and Law-beagles, which hunt ravcnou^
on this Earth.

3. attn'b., as in beagle-chase, -dog, -houml.
1552 HULOKT, ISegle hounde, catellm. 1706 Land. Ga~.

No. 4223 4 A Beagle- Dog . , with . . Liver-coloured SpoN
upon his Ears. 1858 CARLYLI-; Fredk. lit. 1. 1\. viii. 471 Hot
Beagle-chase, hot Stag-hunt, your chief game deer.

t Beagle-rod. Obs. rare- 1
, [variant of BAGLE

(*tvtt\ q.v.] A crosier.

1664 rtodden F. ii. iy And Abuts eke as bold as the best
For beagle-rods, looks [?tookj bills in hand.

Beak (b/~k% sb. Forms: 3-6 bee, 4-5 bek,
beke, 4-6 beeke, 6 becke (//. bex), 6-7 beake,
7 beack, 7-8 beck, 7- beak. [a. F. bcc (= It.

becco, Pr. bee, Sp., Pg. bico: late L. beccus],
of Gaulish origin. Suetonius says (Vitell. 18)
that Antonius Primus, who was born at Toulouse,
had as a boy the nickname of Jieceits,

'
id valet,

gallinacei rostrum.' According to Thurneysen,
probably related to the Celtic stem bacc- 'hook ';

but the mod. Celtic words, Irish bee, Breton M,
beg, arc 'certainly borrowed' from Eng. and Fr.

The original short vowel of Fr. bee, ME. bee, bek,

was still retained in beck in the i8th c., but the

form beek, beak, with lengthened vowel, occurred

in the plural at least, where it evidently origin-
ated (bek-es being made into be-kcs, be-kes, beekest

beaks ; cf. staff, staves'] as early as 1400.]
I. Original and allied senses.

1. The horny termination of the jaws of a bird,

consisting of two pointed mandibles adapted for

piercing and for taking firm hold ; a bird's bill.

(.1220 Bestiary 58 in O. F.. Misc. 3 Si'Sen his bee is al

to-wron,;. 1399 /W. J^cms '1859* I. 395 But the nedy
nestlingis .. burnished her beekis, and bent to himwardU.
1486 fib. St. Altwis Avjb, Ye shall say this hauke has a

large beke or a shortt beke, and call it not bille. '1532
LD. BURNERS Hnon cxxi. 432 The Gryffon . . was redy to

dystroye hym with his becke and naylys. (11573 1' 1
'SSKR

flush. 11878* 89 If peacook and turkey leant; Jobbing their

bex. 1611 SIIAKS. Cytnb, v. iv. 118 His Koyall Bird Prunes

the iinmoriall wing, and cloyes hi* Beake. 1713 C'IESS
WIN-CHELSEA Misc. Poems 107 With Vultur's Becks, And
Shoulders higher than their Neck*. 1831 CAHLVI.E Sart.
Res. u. vii. f 18381 187 The Kagle . . to attain Ms new beak,
must harshly dash off the old one upon rocks.

b. Birds of a beak (cf.
' birds of a feather

'

; see
A adj.- 3).

1607 DKKKLK Knt's Conjitr. 11842) 28 Cut vp one cut vp
all ; they were birdes all of a beake.

2. The extremities, often homy in structure, of
the mandibles of other animals

; e. g. the turtle,

ornithorhynchus, octopus, etc.

1822 liuRKowEs Cycl. s. v. Sf^i'a. Their beak is like that of
a parrot. 1840 Penny Cycl. s.v. Oniitlwrltynclinsy The edge
of the osseous beak. X&|7 CAKPEHTKX 2T00/I 485 Tortoises . .

[have] the mouth destitute of teeth, but furnished with a

horny beak. 1877 SVMONIJS Renaiss. Italy v\. 317 An octopus
which . . shoots its beak into a vital spot.

f3. The snout or muzzle of quadrupeds. Obs.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 85 (The Klephant's] becke is

holpen with that snowt that helpeth him euen as our hand
doth. 1607 Toi-SKLL Fonr-f. Beasts 231 The beak or snowt
of a Horse, ought not to stand out like a Swines.

4. The elongated head, proboscis, or sucker
mouth of certain insects ; e.g. the weevil, cochineal.

1658 ROWLAND Monffit's Theat. Ins. 1086 The Weevil, .is

formed like a small Beetle, it hath a beck proper to it self.

1847 CARPENTER Zool. 720 The young larvae [of the
inr sucking-beak.Cochineal] . . aftix themselves by theii 1866

RVE Brit. Beetles xvii. 174 The Rhynchophora . . have the

j

head elongated in front into a rostrum or beak.

5. humorously. The human nose.

[1598 FLOHIO, Xnsfl adiinco, a beake-nose.] 1854 THACKE-
I RAY 2?CT.vcomes I. 296 The well-known hooked beak of tlie

old Countess. 1865 E. C. CLAYTON Cruel Fort. I. 143 A
large, fat, greasy woman, with a prominent beak.

II. Transferred and technical senses.

6. A beak-shaped point or projection ;
a peak.

< 1440 rartonope 2100 Wyth the beke yet of his gleve.

1483 in Planche' Brit. Costume 11834) 2I2 Two hats of
estate.. with the round rolls behind and the beeks before.
1602 CAREW Cornwall ij.t Cuddenbeak, from a well ad-
vanced promontory, which entitled it beak. 1720 Stag's
Snn>. (Strype 17541 I- in. viii. 691/2 It was ordained .. that

Beaks of Shin [ -shoes] and Boots should not pass the length
of two inches. 1835 tr. Labartes Arts J//</. Ages iv. 106
A goose-quill cut to a point . . but with a longer beak.

7. The pointed and ornamented projection at

the prow of ancient vessels, esp. of war galleys,
where it was used in piercing and disabling the

enemy's vessels ;
now = BEAK-HEAD.

1550 NICOLLS Thucyd. 183 iR.) Crushedde and brused in

their foore partes with the beckesof the Corynthyans. 1610
SMAKS. Temp. i. ii. 197 Now on the Beake, Now in the

Waste, the Decke, in every Cabyn, I flani'd amazement.

1738 Gi.o\-KR Lconidas \. 63 Xerxes' navy with their hostile

beaks. 1850 BLACKIK sEsc/iylus I. 43 Ship on ship Struck

clashing; beak on butting beak was driven.

8. a. In the shells of some univalves : A narrow

prolongation of the shell beyond the aperture in

the axial line, containing the canal.'

b. In those of some bivalves : The projecting

apex of each valve, situated directly above the

hinge ; also called tttnbo.

1851 RICHARDSON Pahcont. viii. 240 The canal is the elon-

gation of the aperture, in both lips of those shells which
have a beak. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca \\. 245 The \ ah <_>

of the Conchlfera are bound together by an elastic ligament
. .The apex is termed the beak, or umbo.
9. Hot. A sharp projecting process, or prolonged

tip, as in the seeds of Crane's-bill, etc.

[1578 l.viii Dodoens 45 Whose seedes be long and sharpe
like lo a Hearons beake or byl.J 1820 (ALEMSI-: Brit. Bot.

67 SUiquts linear, smooth, with short beaks, 1870 HOOKI.K
St. Fl. 75 Ovary, .produced upwards Into astyliferous beak.

10. The taper tube of a retort, still, etc. ;
a spout.

1641 FKKNCH Distill, v. (1651) 146 Take a Caldron with a
. . high cover having a heake <>r nnse. 1827 FARADAY Client.

.Mnnip. .\x. 542 When the beak of a retort is dipped into

such mercury.

1 11. //. A pair of pincers, a forceps. Obs.

1656 RIIJGLEY Pract. Physic 172 The bone must be cut

away either with Beaks or Rasps. Ibid- 357 It is taken out
with the Fingers, or Bekes, with or without cutting.

12. technically in mechanical arts : a. in Printing
(see quot.). b. in Forging (see BXAX-IBOM). C.

in Carpentry, the crooked end of the holdfast of a

carpenter's bench, d. in Gas-jitting, a gas-burner
with a circular hole ^ of an inch in diameter, e.

in Organ-building,
1676 MOXON Print Lett. 21 The Projecture or Beak of the

Stem. Ibid. 18 The Beak projects i stem on the left hand.

1831 J. HOLLAND Mann/. Mctal\, 182 The beak or point of
his anvil. 1852 SI-JUKL ( irgan 82 The mouth-piece, .consists
of the block, the beak, the tongue, the spring, the reed.

13. Farriery, 'A little horse-shoe, turned up,
and fastened in upon the forepart of the hoof. Its

use is to keep the shoes fast.' Chambers Cycl. Supp.
14. Arch. 'A little pendent fillet left on the

edge of the larmier, forming a canal behind to

prevent the water from running down the lower
bed of the cornice.' Gwilt. 1734 in Builder's Diet.

III. Coinb. t chiefly atlrib., as beak-nose (see 5),
beak-tits/i

t -sedge (see quot.) ;
also the adjs. beak-

bearing, -like, -shaped. See also BXAK-HKADr -ZBOV.

1830 WITHERING Bat. Arrangcm. (ed. 7> II. 109 White
Beak-rush ; Rhynt hnsp,^-a albn . . (found in] turfy bogs and
marshes. 1839 47 TODU Cycl. An,it. $ Phya. III. 251/2

]

The beak-bearing mouth of the adult. 1849 52 Ihid. IV.
1

878/2 The den>e covering of the beak-like jawa of the Parrot-
tishes. 1851 RICHARDSON Gcol. viii. 232 The dorsal valve is

the largest, and . . develops a beak -shaped process.

tBeakf
.^.a Obs. rare~l

.
[? f. BEAK v. 1

, or F.

becqiter) in the sense
'
to give a stroke with the

beak.'] ?A stroke with the beak ; a thrust, a poke.
1592 WYRLEY Armorie 100 A hardie Britton thinking not

to toy Vnto . . my seruant gaue a beake.

Beak (b/k), j/'.
: >

slang. [Derivation unknown.
? from BEAK sbl ; but in Harman's vocabulary of
'Peddlers' French' in his Caveat (1573), harman
heck is explained as * the counstable '

\Jiarman
being 'the stocks').]
A magistrate or justice of the peace.
[1573 HARMAN fazvalfShaks. Soc. 1880* 84 The Harman

beck, the counstable. Gipsy Song\\\Skaks. Eng. 11856:
I. viii. 27oTheruffin (devil) cly itake) the nob (headi of the
harman beck.] 01845 Hoon Tale Trump, xxx, Dicky
Gossips of birds, That talk with as much good sense and
decorum, As many Beaks who belong to the quorum. 1838
DICKENS O. Tivist (1850) 37/2 Why, a beak's a madgst'rate ;

and when you walk by a beak's order, it's . . always agoing
up, and nivir acoming down agin.

Beak (btk], v.i Forms: 3-5 beke, (4 bike),
6 beake, 7 beck, 7- beak. [a. OF. beqite-r*

beqitier, f. bee BEAK sl^
; cf. MHG. becken, bicken\

1. To strike or seize with the beak, to peck ; to

push the beak (or snout) into : a. trans.
c 1230 Ancr. R. 118 Ase de<5 be pellican. .mid hire owune

bile bekie hire breoste. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet.
, Hocicart

to roote as a pigge, to busse, or beake. 1770 LANGHORNL
Plutarch 11879) ' 5 T 3/r The crows came and beaked it for
several days. 1861 MRS. NORTON Lady La G. 11. 296 Some
poor woodland bird, who stays his flight . . And beaks the

plumage of his glistening wings.
b. absol. or intr. ; occas.y?^.

cizytA'icr. R. 84 pe bacbitare . . beke5 mid his blake bile

cwike charoines. 1571 FORIESCUE l-'orcst ///y/.6j b, Cer-
taine sparrowes . . supposing they had been grapes, arrested
them to beake thereon. 1780-6 WOLCOTTI P. Pindar i Odes R.
AcM&Viks. I. 113 I-ike cocks, for ever at each other beaking.

f C. .yVr. in Falconry ; see quot.
1486 />*/-. St. Alhans C viij, She bekyth when she sewith :

that is to say she wyplth hir beke.

2. intr. To project or stick out with or as a

beak
;
lo put or push out the beak; to 'put out

the nose,' i. e. to peep out. rare.
c 1230 Ancr. R. 102 Totilde ancre . . bet bekeS euer utward

ase untowe brid ine cage, 1547 BOORDE Introd. Kn<nvl. 207
On the toppe . . is a thyng like a poding bekyng forward.

f3. ?To thrust, strike with a pointed weapon.
[In the quotation hiked may be for beked^ as styked inter-

changes with sicked, perh. the original reading here ; but it

may also be a distinct word. Matzner compares MHG.
l>icken, and beckcn^ 'to pierce, strike through, hack, hew,'
ad. F. piqiier, It. piccare. ]

1300 A". A/is. 2337 The thridde, Gildas, faste biked; Ac
thorugh the throte he him styked.

Beak, var. form of BKEK z/. to warm.
Beaked (b/"kt), ppl.a.\ also 7 beck'd. [i.

BKAK sb.^ +-EIJ^.]
1. Furnished with a beak (or peak).
1589 IVniNHAM Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 290 A long beaked

doublet hanging downe to his thies. 1611 CoitiK. s. v.

Otscaiii Beaked like a Parrot. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. i. i<j,

1 shall now go home . . With my beaked ships.

2. spec. a. in Her. used when the beak or bill of

the fowl is of a different tincture from the body.
1572 BottEWKLL^nmw&IL 36 b, An Eagle displayed with

twoo heades . . membred and beaked Gules. 1864 BoUTEUL
Hist. Heraldry xv. g 15. 264 Three herons arg. . . beaked
and legged or.

b. in Bot. Rostrate: sometimes forming a de-

scriptive epithet of plants, e.g. Beaked Parsley.
1841 WITHKRING Bot. Arraiigfin. (ed. 5) 143 Common

Beaked-parsley. Fruit egg-shaped. 1858 THOREAU Elaine
lr*. 11882) 1 19, I saw the aster puniceus and the beaked
hazel. 1870 HoortEK Slitti. Flora 4 Butler-cup.. Fruit a
head or spike of apiculate or beaked achenes.

c. in y.ool. Having a beak-like proboscis.
1869 NICHOLSON Zool, Hv. (1880) 500 Other well-known

members of the family \BatiiL-s\ arc . . the Beaked Rays.

3. Resembling a beak, pointed or hooked.

1590 (JUKI- NK Xwer too fate 116001 96 His nose . . was con-

querour like, as Ijeaked as an Eagle. 1637 MILTON Lycidas
94 Every gust . . That blows from off each beaked pro-

montory. 1863 Com ft. Muf. roo Small, searching eyes, a
beaked nose, and white bristly hair.

Beaker (brkai). Forms: 4 biker, 5 becure,
byker, bikyr, 7 beeker, 7- beaker : see also

JJICKEK. [ME. biker, ad. OX. bikarr ;
found in

other Teutonic langs. (OS. bikeri, OHO. bekhari,

beh bar,.MHG. and mod.G. becher :-OTeut. type

*l>ikar/o-(M}, but not a native Teut- word: con-

sidered to be a. L. bUarinm ; but as this is known

only in med.L., it is doubtful whether it existed

early enough to be the source of the Teutonic.

(The Romanic words, It. bicchiere, pccchero, OF.

pichier, pechier, referred by Diez to the same source,

require a Latin type in biccar-.^ BJcarium is re-

ferred by Die/ to Gr. /3f/fy 'drinking-bowl,* of

which *fiitfapiov would be a legitimately formed,

though not recorded, diminutive. The original

Eng. form is retained in Scotch bicker ; the mod.
form lias apparently been assimilated to heakl\



BEAKFUL
1. A large drinking vessel with a wide mouth, an

open cup or goblet. (Now chiefly in literary use.)

1348 A cv. Ediv. 1'r.ll 'ales in PrmiJ>. Pat-:'. 35 Magne pecie

argenti, vocate Bikers. 1+20 /;'. /:. Wills (1882) 45 A becure

of seluer. <ri44O Promf. Pnn>. 35/2 Byker, cuppe \v, r.

bikyrl, cimbium. 1600 ROWLANDS Let. Humours Blood vi.

75 Fill him his Beaker, he will never flinch, To giue a full

quart pot the empty pinch. 1725 POPE Odyss. xn'. 117 The

prince a silver beaker chose. 1872 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. 14

His cupbearer was carrying . . a royal beaker full of wine.

b. The contents of a beaker.

1819 SCOTT h'auliw I. xv. 218 \Ve drink this beaker. . to

the health of Wilfred of Ivanhoe. 1870 DISRAELI Lotluiir

xxx. 146 Stimulated by . . beakers of Badminton.

2 An open-mouthed glass vessel, with a lip for

pouring, used in scientific experiments.
1877 WATTS Ftr.vncs' Client. II. 16 The acid containing

the ammonia is poured out into a beaker.

Beakful (brkful,. [f.
BEAK sb.' + -FUL,] As

much as can be held in a bird's beak.

I794WOLCOTT ! P. Pindar) Rmol. for Olhvr Wks. II. 365
Got a good handsome beakfull by good pulling. 1884 in

Harper's Mag. May 927/1 With a beakful of . . grass.

Beak-head (brk,hed). [f.
BEAK .,V;.l + HEAD.]

1. Naval Arch. a. The BEAK or prow of an

ancient war-galley. b. A small platform at the

fore part of the upper deck. c. The part of a ship
in front of the forecastle, fastened to the stem, and

supported by the main knee.

1580 NORTH Plutarch 11676) 423 Commanding hi.s Master
to turn the beak-head of his galley forward. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. World viii, Each of them hung out a burning Cresset

vpon two poles, at the Beake-head. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Sea-
man's Grain, ii. zoThe Beak-head is without the ship before

the fore-Castle. . and of great vse, as well for the grace and
countenance of the ship, as a place for men to ease them-

selues in. riSso Kudiin. Nav. iWeale) 95 Beak head, the

short platform at the fore-part of the upper deck . . placed
at the height of the ports from the deck, for the convenience

of the chase-guns. 1853 KINGSI.EY Htnes in. (1868) 105

They. . nailed it [the bough] to the beak-head of the ship.

2. Arch. An ornament shaped like a bird's beak

used in Norman mouldings.
1849 FREEMAX Archit. 248 The beak-head is commonly

employed to grasp, as it were, one of the heavy roll-mould-

ings of the style.

3. attrib. beak-head-beam, -bulkhead (see

quot.', ;
beak-head ornament, moulding (cf. sense 2).

1848 RICKMAX Archif. Introcl. 17 Ornamented with a suc-

cession of zigzags and beak-head ornaments, c 1850 Rnditn.

Nav. (Wealei 95 Cat-Beam, or Beak-Head Beam . . is the

broadest beam in a ship, generally made in two breadths,

tabled and bolted together. The foreside is placed far

enough forward to receive the heads of the stanchions of

the beak-head bulk-head. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk.,
llfak-hcud bulkhead, the old termination aft of the space
called beak-head, which inclosed the fore part of the ship.

Beaking (brkirj), vbl. sb. [f.
BEAK t'.

1
] The

action of striking or seizing with the beak.

1706 PHILLIPS, Beaking (a term in Cock-fighting), the

fighting of those Birds with their Bills ; or their holding
with the Bill, and striking with the Heels. 1819 RP.ES

Encycl., Beaking in Cock-fighting.

Beaking !b/~kiij), ppl. a. [f.
BEAK 17.1 + -ixc;^.]

Forming, projecting like, or furnished with, a beak.

Beaking joint : that formed by the meeting of

several heading-joints in one continuous line
;
the

opposite of breaking joint.
1667 MOXON Mech. Excrc. 11703) 150 The ends may all lye

in a straight Line, that the straight ends of other Boards
laid against them may make the truer Joint, and this they
rail a Beaking Joint. 1687 HOI.MF, Armory II. iii. 48 The
Uaubil . . of some called a Beaking Glomaine . . is a long

Apple, having a Beak or Hook, by which it hangs to the stalk.

Bea'k-irOli. Also 9 biek-, beck-iron. [A
corruption of BICKERS (

= F. bigornc, It. bicornia,

an anvil with two pointed extremities", altered first

in form, and then in sense, by popular etymology.]
The pike or taper end of a blacksmith's anvil.

1667 MOXON Mcch. Exer. 117031 3 A Black Smith's Anvil

. . is sometimes made with a Pike, or Bickern, or Beak-iron,

at one end of it. 1831 J. HOLLAND Mamtf. Mt'tals \.\tx>

The furniture of a blacksmith's shop . . comprising . . vice,

anvil with bick-iron, etc. ibid. II. 39 A little beaked anvil,

called a beck-iron.

Beakless (brkliV,, a.
[f.

BEAK rf.' 4 -LESS.]

Having no beak.

1598 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas \\. iv. f 1641 ' 229/2 Hence beak-

less-Bird; hence winged-Beast, they cricle. 1870 1'alf Mull
G. 30 Nov., O dearest, sweetest of beakless singers !

t Bea'kment. Also beatment. Ol>s. or dial.

[perh. f. F. Itecquer to peck + -MENT. Cf. Prof.

Skeat's remarks on PECK (the measure).] 'A
measure of about a quarter of a peck.' 1 lalliwell.

1673 Di'pos. Yrk. Castle (1861) 194 She gott a beakment of

wheat (lower. 1863 in Robson Bards of Tyne 252 The
Farrier's cap Blew off . . Into a huckster's shop it went Now
Martin's cap's a tatie beatment.

Beaky (bfki), a.
[f.

BEAK rf.l + -Y!.] Fur-

nished with or distinguished by a beak.

1718 POPE Iliad XIV. 834 The ships, whose beaky prores

Lay . . on the bending shores. 1867 Miss BHOUGHTON ^V>/

wisely 1. 6i> Sir Guy Stamer, bald-headed, beaky, ill-natured.

t Beal, .f/'.
1 Obs. or dial. [Apparently a variant

of BOIL sb., which occurs in ME. in the various

forms, byle , byil, luile, buyI, /mile, bile, bid, belc, heel,

the latter apparently the precursor of the i yth c.

spelling beal ;if this does not rather represent the

727

OX. equivalent bcyla]. For the further history, see

ROIL.] A pustule or boil.

< 1400 WYCLIF Lev. x'm. 18 (MS. D), The skynne In the
whiche a heel [?'. r. bocche] is growun. 1632 SHFRVYOOD, A
beale, pustule, 1783 AINTS\VORTH La1. Diet. iMorellj i. s.v.,

Full of heals, pnstulosus.

t Beal(e, -^- 2 Obs. var. PKFL, baker's shovel.

1598 Fr.ORio, hnpalare, to put bread into an ouen with a
beale. [So s. v. I>npalato.~\

II Beal (be\, btfl), rf.3 [Gaelic bcnl mouth.]
The mouth of a (highland) river or valley. (Used
for the sake of local colouring.)
1818 SCOTT Leg. Montrose III. 330 (Jam.) The different

passes, precipices, corries, and beals, through which he said

the road lay to Inverary.

+ Beal, v. Obs. or dial. [f. BEAL .r/;.
1
] intr.

To suppurate, to 'gather.' Still in regular use in

Scotland.
1611 COTGR-, Boner, to beale, to matter. 1717 Wvdrw

Cory. 118431 II- 244X116 remarkable instance of the adul-

terer, to whom Mr. Peebles said,
' This shall beal out of

your breast !' Mod. Sc. Take care the sore does not beal.

t Eea'lillg', vbl. s/>. and ppl. a. Obs. exc. dial.

[f.
BI:AL v. + -INC,.]

1. vbl. sb. Suppuration ; a 'gathering'; a boil.

a 1605 MONTGOMLRIE /Vi'ws (1821* 215 Go to what rek?
And gar the bealing brek. 1611 COTGR., Hypopit, bealing,
or matter growing, or gathering in a crushed eye. 1703
THOKKSRY Let., Belling, matter mix'd with blood running
out of a sore. Mod. Sc. To poultice a healing.

2. ppl. a. Suppurating,
'

gathering.'
Mod. Sc. To have a bealing hand lanced.

Bealk : see BKLCH.

Be-all (brgl\ sb. phrase. That which is or

constitutes the whole
;
the whole being : a Shak-

sperian phrase in common modern use.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. l.vii. 5 That but this blow Might be the

be all, and the end all. 1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (18421

I. 218 This is the end-all and be-all of the anti-liberals'

piety. 1854 E. NEAI.K Mlti. Canon ii. 30 With whom money
u-as the 'be-all and end-all of existence.'

Bealme, obs. variant of BEAM.

Be-altared, ///. . [f.
BE- 7 + ALTAR ] Fur-

nished or filled with altars.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. vi. 9 III. 471 See how the

Church of Saint Paul was be-Altared in that Age.

Bealte, early form of BEAUTY.

Bealy(e, obs. form of BELLY.

Beam (b/m), .?/.' Forms: i beam, 2 beeai,

beam, 3-4 bem, 4-5 beem, 4-6 beme, (5-6 .S, .

beym^e,beim, 5-6 bealme), 6-7 beame, 6- beam.

[Common Teutonic : OF^h'aui 'tree,' 'plank,'
OFris. Mm, OS. Mm, /wwT^TDu., Du. <W/,OH( i.,

MHG. fioitHi, Ger. baum '

tree
'

: \\\st Ger. '-ban-

nio-z. The East Ger. words, Goth, bagm-s, ON.
liaSm-r '

tree,' though supposed to be identical,

present phonetic differences of which no explana-
tion has been found, and render somewhat doubtful

the original Teutonic form of the word, as also a

suggested derivation (which would suit the WGer.)
from the vb. root M-, ben-, Gr. <pv- (cf. <^C/*a a

growth), Skr. Mi/-, b/taw- to grow (cf. BE). It

remains uncertain whether the original sense was
'

tree
'

as a kind of plant, or '
tree

'

as a wooden

stem, stock, or post : OE. had both meanings, but

that of (growing)
'

tree,' the regular sense in the

continental langs., is (exc. in a few compound
names) lost in mod.Eng., where the word has re-

ceived many transferred applications, among which

that of beam of light, sun-team
,
is remarkable.]

I. A material beam.

'"ofwood (actually or originally).

1 1. A tree ; only in OE., exc. in the now unana

lysed compounds, HORNHEAM, QUICKBEAM, WHITE-
BEAM or Beam-tree, names of trees.

826 Chart. Ecgter/it in Cod. Dij>l. V. 84 SiicWeardac po
Set scirhiltre on oonae greatan be'am. r 1000 Riddles (Grein)

Ivi. 7 Ic j>ts bcames mai^ ea3e for eorlum x5elu sec^an.

1 2. The rood-tree or cross. (Cf.
'

hanged on a

tree/.-lc/jv. .:,o). Beam-light: lighted candles placed
before the rood. Fees of the beam: perquisites of

the unconsnmed remnants of such candles.

c 1000 Crist (Grein) 1094 He on 3one haljan beam ahongen
wfes. (-1305 in Leg. Rood 11871) 146 Cristened we weore in

Red rem, Whon his bodi bledde on Je Beem. 1461-83 Ord.
R.llonsch. 49 The Deane of the Chapell hathe all the ofTer-

ings of wax . . with the moderate fees of the beame . . wher
the tapers be consumed into a shaftmeunt. 1529 />'/..

]<\miiders' Comp. in N. $ Q. Ser. III. IX. 62 Payd for makyng
of

viij square tap for the beme lyght of S'. Marg1
. .

\s. iiij</. 1720 Stvoft Snrv. iStrype, 1754) I. I. XV. 74/2 The
Cross and the Beam beyond the Altar.

3. A large piece of squared timber, long in pro-

portion to its breadth and thickness, such as is

used in house- or ship-building, where beams form

important parts of the structure : originally, the

squared timber of a whole tree, but now used

without any such restriction. The ordinary current

sense : for naval use, see II.

978 O. E. Citron., At Calne. .se hal^a Dunstan a_na
Eetstod

tippon anum beame. < 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vii. 3 pii ne

gesyhst Jxme beam on binum a^enum ea^an. ( 1250 Lien. 4-

BEAM.
Ex. 1606 And s!ep and sa}, an soSe drem, Fro 5e erfte up til

heuene bem A leddre stonden. 1297 R. Gi.oi'c. 288 f>e flor

to brae vnder hem . . Seyn Dunston by cas . . hente hym by
a bem, and ysaued was. c 1340 Cursor M. (Trin.i 8781 pe
beem [Cottmi, balk] }>at most J?e werk shulde bynde. 1413
LYDG. Pylgr. Soivlu iv. iii. U4&3' 59 A grete tre was heweii
doune for to be made a beme. 1595 SHAKS. 'John iv, iii. 129
A rush will be a beame To hang thee on. 1611 BIBLE 2

Kings \ i. 2 Let vs . . take thence euery man a beame, and
let vs make vs a place there where we may dwell. 1807
CKABBE I'illage i. 262 Such is that room which one rude
beam divides.

b. \vith :-.pecial shape or purpose indicated :

Ca,niber*bcaiii : one with its upper surface curving down-
ward on both sides from the middle. Collar-beam: a beam
used to join together roof-rafters above the base of the roof,

acting either as a tie or a strut. Dragoit-bcain : a short

piece of timber lying diagonally with the wall plates at the

angles of the roof, for receiving the heel of the hip rafter.

Hannncr-befun : a beam acting as a tie, but not extending
across the whole span of the roof. Tic-beam : the beam
which connects the bottom of a pair of principal rafters, and

prevents them from thrusting out the walls.

1734 Iiiiildcrs Diet., Dragon Beams are two strong Braces
or Struts . . meeting in an Angle upon the Shoulder of the

Kingpiece. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Builti. 22 1 Cainber-

Keams, those beams used in the flats of truncated roofs, anil

raised in the middle with an obtuse angle, for discharging
the rain water towards both sides of the roof. Ibid. 222

Dragon-beam, the piece of timber which supports the hip-

rafter, and bisects the angle formed by the wall plates. 1845
Cfoss, Gothk Archit. 1. 317 In the Perpendicular style
hammer-beam roofs were introduced. Ibid, The roof . . of

Malvern priory had a variety of cross-braces above the tie-

beams cut into ornamental featherings.

c. fig., esp. with allusion to the figure of the

mote and the beam (Maff. vii. 3).

[Cf. r 1000 in 3.] 1377 LANGL. /'. PI, B. x. 264 Sithen a
bei_-m in bine owne ablyndeth bi-selue. a 1555 LATIMKR Scrt.
$ Ran. 11845)314 Learn from your own beams to make allow-

ance for your neighbour's motes. 1588 SHAKS. L. L, L. iv.

iii. 162 You found his Moth, the King your Moth did see ;

But 1 a Beame doe finde in each of three. 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Hist. Jus. fl-

r
,
Wks. (1711)74 Her tears and prayers

shook the strongest beams of his resolutions.

4. The wooden roller or cylinder in a loom, on

which the warp is wound before weaving ;
also

called fore-beam, v-ini-hcam ^yarn-roll. The similar

roller on which the cloth is wound as it is woven ;

also called back-beam, brcast-bcani, cloth-beam.

riooo Snfp. sElfrics Class, in YY'nlcker I'oc.
/i&j

Luia-
tarinvt, webbeam. 1382 YVvcLir i Saw. xvii. 7 The shaft

of his speer was as the beem [COVKRDAI.K, lome] of websters.
c 1440 Promp, Pat"'. 30/2 Keeme of webstarrys lome, licia-

ifrinm, 1552 HULOKT, Beame of timber wherupon embro-
derers . . do rolle their worke, iitginn, 1598 SHAKS. Merry
ir. v. 1.23, I feare not Goliahwith a Weauers beanie. 1675
HOBBES Odyss. (1677) 230 So I A beam set up, and then

began to weave. 1831 G. I'ORTF.R Sf7A~ Mannf. 215 The
beam, or yarn-roll, on which the threads are wound.

5. The great timber of the plough, to which all

the other parts of the plough-tail are fixed.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Gloss, in Wulcker I'<v. 7104 Kurt's, sulh-

beam. ''1450 in Ibid, /s6g Bnrris, the plowebeme. 1483
Caf/i. Angl. 27/1 A beym of ye plwgh, buris. 1592 WARNER
Alb. Eng.\\\\. xlii, (1597) 205 But to the Headland shall our

Plough, vnles we breake our Beame, 1787 T. JEFFERSON
Corr. (1830) 135 The plough here is made with . . a beam
twelve feet long. 1832 C. HOWARD ScL Farws<L. U. K.IS
The plough is of a light construction . . the length of the
beam is six feet six inches.

6. The transverse bar from the ends of which the

scales of a balance are suspended ;
the balance

itself. Often jig. with reference to the scales held

by the allegorical figure of justice.

1420 F.. E. Wills 11882*^6 A beme J>at y weye her-with.

1503 Act 19 Hen. VII* vi, Deceivable and untrue Reams
and Scales. 1581 LAMRARDP; Eiren. iv. xix. > 1588) 605 Let us
holde the beame, and put in balaunce their reasons on either

side. 1711 POPK Rape Lock v. 73 The doubtful beam long
nods from side to side. 1802 REKS CycL s.v. Balance^ The
beam, the principal part of the balance, is a lever of the first

kind. 1875 l-lncycl. Brit. (ed. 9' s.v. Balance, The beam
. . is supported on a polished horizontal frame of agate or

hard steel.

b. Phrases, The common beam, the A7;/^V beam

(ffist.}\ the public standard balance formerly in

the custody of the Grocers' Company of London ;

fig. an authorized standard. To kick or strike the

beam: (of one scale of a balance) to be so lightly
loaded that it flies up and strikes the beam ; to be

greatly outweighed ;
often fig.

[1386 Records Grocers' Co. Lend, (facsimile 67), Item paie
a Johan Reche pour defendre le pursute dell Bern.] 1448
MS. Records do. 147 Weying the same marchaundise at

ther owne beeme, and not at the commorn beeme. 1494
FABYAS vii. 341 Than was layde vnto theyr charge, that..

they hadde alteryd the kynges beame. Ibid. 391 The kynges
bealme. 1607 HIERON Wks. I. 79 To make the written word
(as it were) the standard or the kings beame, by which to try
all doctrine. 1647 WARD Simp. CoHcr 38 A sin . . that seemes
small in the common beame of the world, may be very great
in the scoales of his Sanctuary* J7IZ ADDISON Spect. No.

463 P 3 The latter, to shew its comparative Lightness, im-

mediately flew up and kickt the Beam. 1860 G. P. MORRIS
Poems (ed. 15) 53 Wealth! -a straw within the balance,

Opposed to love will strike the beam.

t 7. The pole or shaft of a chariot. Obs.

1600 CHAPMAN Iliad, v. 736 The chariot's .. beam that

look'd before Was massy silver. 1697 DRYDKN Virg. sEneid
xii. (I.) Juturna .. Forc'd from the beam her brother's

charioteer.
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8. Tanning. A block of varying shape upon
which hides are fixed to be scraped or shaved.

1875 URE Diet. Arts III. 93 The furniture In this depart-
ment consists of a beam on which the leather is shaved, etc.

**
of other materials.

f 9. A large bar of metal
;
a piece of metal ful-

filling the functions of sense 3. Obs.

1*885 K. ALFRED Oros. ii, viii. 5 Hiora jerenan beamas
. . ne mehton from Galliscum fyre forbaernede weorban.

1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. V. 315 Hormisda lefte in

Seynt Peter his chirche a beme [trabetn} of silver. 1597
HOOKER Ecd. Pol. (1841) iv. Ixxix. 5 A certain beam of

gold about seven hundred and a half m weight. 1613
Pi'RCHAS Pilgr. II. vii. 132 A greate beame of gold.

10. The shank or main part of an anchor (Phillips

1706, Johnson, etc.); but according to Admiral

Smyth, the stock.

11. In the steam-engine, etc.: A heavy iron lever,

having a reciprocating motion on a central axis,

one end of which is connected with the piston-rod
from which it receives motion, and the other with

the crank or wheel-shaft, to which it communicates

motion
;
also called working- and walking-beam.

1758 FITZGERALD in Phil. Trans. L. 727 [In] the fire-engine
. . it was necessary to contrive some way to make the beam,
tho' moving alternately, to turn a wheel constantly round

oneway. 1851 CARLVLF. Sterling in. ii. (1872) 175, I saw
half the beam of a great steam-engine .. cast in about five

minutes. 1884 Harper's Mag. July 270/1 The walking-
beam which drives the side-wheels.

12. The main trunk of a stag's horn which bears

the branches or ' antler?.'

1575 TI-RBERV. I'enerie 53 When the beame is great, burn-

ished.. and not made crooked by the antlyers. 1630 J.

TAYLOR (Water P.) ll'ks. 1.93/1 A Buckes homes are com-

posed of Burre, Beame, etc. 1774 (loLDSM. Art*. J/ist.

1. ii. v. (18621 325 The fourth year that part [of the horn]
which bears the antlers is called the beam. 1862 C. COLLVNS
Red Deer ii, The

'

beam,' or main burn, increases in >i/c . .

as the stag grows older.

1 13. The part of a cock's leg below the thigh and
above the spur. Obs.

1614 MARKHAM Cheap ffvs!'. 11623* 135 His legs straight,
and of a strong beame. [So 1727 in BRADLEY Fam. Diet.

s.v. Cock.}

II. Nautical extensions of senses i, 3.

f 14. poet. A ship, a bark : perhaps, originally
one made of a hollowed trunk. Obs.

i 1000 Riddles itireint xi. 7 Ic of faeSmum cwom brinies

and Ix-ames. 1509 BARCLAY Ship ofFools 11570) 178 Howe
thou thee aventrest in holowe beame To passe the sea.

15. One of the horizontal transverse timbers,

stretching from side to side of a ship, supporting
the deck, and holding the vessel together. On the

beams : cf. on the beam-ends (sense 1 8 .

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii. 5 The maine beame
is euer next the maine mast, where is the ships greatest
breadth. 1784 COOK fly. (17901 III. 800 Before we could
raise the main tack, the Dolphin was laid upon her beams.

1795 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. II. 5 The ships built at

Toulon have their sides, beams, decks., from this Island.

1873 Act 36 <$ 37 Viet. Ixxxv. 3 The number denoting
her registered tonnage shall be cut in on her main beam.

16. Hence, The greatest breadth of a ship.
1627 CAI-T. SMITH Seaman's Gram. iii. 15 Suppose a Ship

of 300. Tunnes be 29 foot at the Beame. 1781 NELSON in

Nicolas Disp. I. 43 The Albemarle is not so wide on the

gun-deck by four inches, but the same beam. 1875
* STONE-

HENCE' Brit. Sports \\. viii. i. 3 The shallow hull gave way
. . to sharp bottoms, less beam, and a great deal of lead.

17. Hence designating the side of a vessel or

sideward direction, esp. in technical phrases. Lee

or weather beam : the side away from or towards

the wind. On at upon the (starboard or larboard)
beam : at some distance on the (right or left) side

of a ship, at right angles to the keel. Abaft or

before the beam : behind or before an imaginary
line drawn right across the centre of the ship.

Beam sea : one rolling against the ship's side.

1628 DIG BY Jrnl. 83 You gett your chace vpon your beame.

1791 SMEATON Kdystone L. 159 The wind . . was but one

of the Aurora. 1883 FROUDE Sketches 67 The wind rose . .

bringing . . a heavy beam sea.

18. Beam-ends, the ends of a ship's beams. To

be* or be laid, on the beam-ends : to have them

touching the water, so that the vessel lies on its

side in imminent danger of capsizing ; fig. to be

quite laid aside, utterly at a loss, hard up.
*773 GentL Mag. XLIII. 321 The gust laid her upon her

beam-ends. 1796 MORSE Amcr. Geog. I. 517 A number of

large river craft . . on their beam-ends for want of water.

1830 MARRYAT King's Own xxvi, Our first-lieutenant was
. . on his beam-ends, with the rheumatiz. 1844 DICKENS
Mar. Chnz. x). (D.) Tom was thrown upn his beam-ends

again for some other solution.

III. An immaterial beam, of light, colour, etc.

19. A ray, or ' bundle' of parallel rays, of light

emitted from the sun or other luminous body ;
out-

streaming radiance. [Apparently this sense arose

in OE. through literal translation from the Lat. ;

not, however, as often thought, of radius so/is
' a

spoke
'

of the sun, but of colitmna htcis a '

pillar
'

or ' column
'

of light ;
an expression used more

than once by Btecla (e. g. H.E* Hi. xi) to denote a

column or stream of light rising from a saint's

dead body, which Alfred renders by sioyke sunne-

beam. Also, in the poetical version of Exodus, the

pillars or columns of fire and cloud, are beamas

(Wt'gen ;
the fiery pillar is wuldrcs beam, column

or beam of glory, byrnende beam, and in the

metrical Psalms, fyren beam a fire beam. We may
compare the beam- or balk-like appearance of the

illuminated dusty atmosphere of a room, and the

representations of light from heaven in paintings.]
cS&s in (). E. Chron. an. 678 Her ateowede cometa . .and

scan iii monSas eelce moreen swilce sunne beam [B*DA,
excelsam radiantisjlammse quasi columnant.] c 1000 Ags.
Ps. cv. 34 Het him neode, nihta gehwylce, fyren ne beam
beforan wisian. 1205 LAY. 17887 pe leome ba strehte west
riht a seouen baimen [1250 bemes] wes idiht. ("1325 K, /'..

A Hit. /'. B. 603 Bryjt blykked be bem of be brode heuen.

1375 BARBOI'R Bruce xi. 190 Arrays . . blenknyt with the

sonnys beyme. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 208 pe brijt beemys
blent my si}t. 1596 SHAKS. Merck, r. v. i. 90 How farre that

little candell ihrowes his beames. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos.

i. 77 So were the Luminous Beams variously transmitted,
refracted, or reflected. 1869 TYNDALL in Fortn. Rev. 228
But what, in the first instance, is a beam of light? It is a train

of innumerable waves, excited in, and propagated through,
an almost infinitely attenuated and elastic medium, which
fills all space, and which we name the sether.

b. The appearance of rays produced by the sun's

shining upon mist through gaps in the clouds,

1846 RUSKIN Mod. faint. (1851) I. ii. 3 i. 15. 209 The ap-
pearance of beams can only take place in a part of the sky
which has clouds between it and the sun.

c. A radiating line of colour.

1705 PKTIYI- R in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1953 The other [.-.hells!

have red beams, which shoot from the hinge, and are broader
at the edges.
20. tnntsf. A similar ray of heat.
i86oTvxDALL Glac.u. 3. 244 Two beams of beat, from two

distinct sources. 1882 Longnt, Mag. 38 In passing through
the liquid layer, a beam of heat encounters the same number
of molecules as in passing through the vapour layer.

21. Jig. Ray, gleam, emanation : -\Eye-beani, beam

of sight, a glance.
1579 Gossos Sell. Abas,* tArb.l 33 Basiliskes . . poyson as

well with the beame of their sighte as with the breath of
their mouth. 1587 MARLOWE J}idou\. i. 708 Lest their gross

eye-beams taint my lovers cheeks. 1674 OWEN Holy Spirit

(16931235 A Beam of Truth from the Light of Nature. 1742
COLLINS F.pist. 56 Bring No beam of comfort to the guilty

king. 1818 BYHON yuan i. Ixi, Her cheek all purple with
the beam of youth.

t 22. Math. The radius of a circle, an axial line.

^Translating L. radius, apparently from the asso-

ciation of beam and ray of light.) Obs.

1570 DEE Math. Prtef. 19 Beames, or naturall lines. 1589
PUTTEXHAM Eng. Poesie \\. iiSin 81 The beame is a line

stretching directly from the circle to the center. i624\VoTTON
Archit. in Rettq. IVotton. 11672.152 The Axel-tree, or middle
Beam of the Eye.

f23. Arch. (Seequot.) Obs.

1664 EVELYN tr. Freart's Archit. 130 Raies or Beames,
which . . are those plain spaces between the Flutings.

IV. Comb., as beam-house, -knife, -man (sense 8) ;

beam-engine, -gudgeon (sense ii); beam-antler (\2)\

beam-knee, -plate (1,5); also beam-arm, a crooked

timber extending from the side of a beam to the

ship's side, in the wake of the hatchway (Adm.
Smyth) ; beam-bird, dial, name of the Spotted

Flycatcher ; beam-board, the platform of a steel-

yard or balance ;
beam-centre, the central pin on

which the beam of a steam-engine works ; beam-
compass, an instrument consisting of a wooden or

brass beam with sliding sockets, for drawing larger
circles than an ordinary pair of compasses can

describe
;
beam-ends (see 18) ; beam-feather

(see quot.) ; beam-fish, ? a shark (see quot.) ;

beam-like a., like a beam, of timber or of light ;

beam-line, the line which shows the junction of

the upper sides of the successive beams with the

ship's sides; beam-trawl V., to fish with a trawl-

net of which the mouth is kept open by a beam.

1623 COCKERAM s.v. Pollard, "Beame antler is the next

start growing above the Brow antler. < 1850 Rndim.Nav.
(Weale) 95 'Beam-Arm, or Fork-Beam, a forked piece of

timber, nearly of the depth of the beam, scarphed, tabled,
and bolted, for additional security to the sides of beams
athwart large openings in the decks, as the main hatchway
and the mast-rooms. 1766 PENNANT Ziwl. (1768) II. 263
Known in that county [York] by the name of the "beam-

bird, because it nestles under the ends of l>eams in out-

buildings, &c. 1785 ROY in Phil. Trans. I,XXV. 402 A
*beam-compass, sufficient to take in twenty feet. 1486 />k.

St. Alhans A. vijj b, And oon principal! feder of tlies same is

in the myddis . . that is called the "Beme feder of the tayle.

1721 BAIUCV,
*
Beam-feathers [among falconers], the long

feathers of a Hawk's Wing [in mod. diets.]. 1742 BAII.KY,

*I>eant-fish, a sea monster like a pike, a dreadful enemy
to mankind, seizing like a blood-hound, and never letting

go, if he gets fast hold. 1885 Harper's Mag. Jan. 274/2
The . . tip-cart . . makes its appearance . . ready to take a
load to the 'beam-house. 1869 SIK E. REEU Shipbnild.
viii. 145 And the

*" Beam -knee ends are welded on to the

central piece. 1620 (^I;ARLES Jonah (1638) 27 The great
Leviathan set ope His "beame-like Jawes. 1820 SHELLEY
Sens. Plant n, The bee and the "beam like ephemeris. 1884
West. Morn, ffewt 3 Sept. 2/1 To Tanners. Wanted, young
man as "Beamman. 1614 CHAPMAN Odyss. i. 675 And hung
them on a 'beam-pin near the bed. 1658 USSHKR Ann. vi.

360 The planet of Mercuric . . was seen, near to the *beam
star in the signe of Libre. 1883 Fisheries Ejchib. Catal. 3
The rapid growth of 'beam-trawling.

i Beam, j. 2
Only in phr. Bote ofbeam: remedy,

improvement, restoration. Obs.

[Referred by Miitzner to BEAM sb.\ 2, taking the cross as

typical of misfortune and distress. But may not bate of
beam be = '

repair of timbers,' used proverbially to signify

repair or amendment of any kind?]
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 90 J>er he wist bote of beam, he

went |>at viage To William be rede kyng. Ibid, 103 For seke
is ^e kyng, of him is no bote of beem.

Beam (b/m), v. Forms : 5 beem, beme, 8-
beara. [?: OE. htamian (given by Boswoith on
Somner's authority), f. BEAM jA 1

]

I. From the ' beam '

of light.

fl. trans. To shed light upon, irradiate, illumine.
c 1430 Life St. Kath. 86 (1884) 46 For aungels come from

heuene and counforted Mr, beeming bat place of derkenesse

\vyth vnspekable cleernesse.

15. trans. To throw out or radiate (beams or rays
of light) ; to emit in rays. Often extended by
forth, out, in. AlsoyTj,

1;

c 1440 Prowp. Parr. 30/1 Beme lygthte, radio, c 1690
SOUTH St-rM. (1843) II. xii. 207 That God beams this light
into man's understanding, a 1716 SOUTH Serm. IV. 9(R.)
( Jod beams in peculiar evidences and discoveries of the truth
to such as embrace it in their affections, c 1750 SHENSTONE
Love <5~ Hon. 187 The genial sun .. Beams forth ungentle
influences. 1785 BURKE Nab. Arcofs Dttt*'Wk&. 1842 1.321
What are the sciences they beamed out to enlighten it?

1871 MACDUFF Mem. Pattnosxviii. 241 That eye which once
beamed affection now rayless.

3. intr. To shine radiantly. ///. andy?^.
1640 S. MARSHALL Serm. (1641) 9 No excellencie . .

like to that which beames out from God in the Covenant
of grace. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 52 Her whole
countenance beamed with smiles. 1839 BAILEY Fcstus i,

Von sun beams hotliest on The earth when distant most.

II. From the * beam '

of timber.

4. To stretch (cloth) over a beam
;
to use a beam

in Tanning (see BEAMING vbt.sb. 2\
[1558 Act i Elts. xii. i Deceitful! persons. .doe vse to

cast the pieces of Cloth ouer a beame . . and doe by sundry
deuices racke, stretch, and draw the same.] 1605 in -Y.

Riding Qr. Sessions Rt-c. (1884) I. 9 Did beame ten webbe>
of lynnen cloth of the length of 20 virgates the piece. 1885
[-;ee BEAMING i'bl. sb. 2].

5. To roll (yarn or warp) on the beam of a loom.

1864 R. ARNOLD Cotton Fam. 34 The yarn, which has now
become '

warp,' is then
' beamed.'

6. To shore up or support by a beam.
1538 [see BEAMING vbl. sb. i\.

Beamed (b/md), ///. a. [f.
BEAM sb* or v.]

1. Having or furnished with a beam or beams.
a 1711 KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 187 A Chariot

. . With Cedar beam'd, and wheel'd with spicy Wreaths.

i86<> in Derby Merc. 15 Feb., And the waves danced under
their beamed bows. 1881 E. POYNTER Among Hills I. 162

The low-beamed paper-trellised ceiling.

b. Jig. ;
cf. BEAM jtf. 1 3 c.

1627 FELTHAM Resolves i. viii. Wks. (1677) 12 He that looks

upon another with a beamed eye.

2. Of a stag : Having a horn of the fourth year.

1575 TURBERV. I'enerU- 51 Those be verie strong, bearing

fayre and high heades well furnished and beamed. 1637 B.

JONSON Sad Sheph. i. ii. (1641) 121 [The deer] beares a head,

I^arge, and well beam'd. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. ii. The
antlered monarch of the waste. .Tossed his beamed frontlet

to the sky.

3. Arranged on the beam of the loom.

1851 L. GORDON in Art Jrnl. Illnst. Catal. vii'Vi These
bobbins of yarn are then taken to the warping-machine..to
make them into a beamed warp.
4. Having rays or beams of light ; radiant.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxiv. 229 A bemed sterre, the

whiche clerkes calle stella cometa. 1647 CRASHAW Poems 130
Broad-beam'd day's meridian. 1861 BARNES Rhymes Dorset

Dial. I. 26 When hot-beam'd zuns do strike right down.

Beamer (bfmai). [f.
BEAM sb. 1 + -EH*.] One

who works with a beam ; e.g. one who arranges

yarn on the beam of the loom.

1879 Temple Bar LV. 453 You must find some one else to

overlook the beamers. 1884 GRAHAM in L'. P. Mag. July

350, Crofters, beamers, weavers, and traders came forward.

Beamfill (brmfi-1), v. Building. Also 5

bem(e)fell. [f.
BEAM j*U + FILL v.] (See quots.)

Hence Bea-mfllling vbL sb.

ri4> in Wiilcker Voc. 7732 Hec sngrnnda, a bemfellyng.

1469 Mann. $ Honseh. Exp. (1841) 395 My mastyr made a

couenaunt wyth Saunsam the tylere, that he schallc per-

gete, and whighte, and bemefelle all the newbyldynge. 1734
Builders' Diet., Beam filling in building is plaisterer's work,

and is the filling up the vacant space between the raison and

the roof. 1843 GWILT Arc/tit., Beam-filling is the masonry

brought up from the level of the under to the upper sides

of the beams. It is also used to denote the filling up of the

space from the top of the wall-plate between the rafters to

the under side of the slating, board, or other covering.

Bea-mful, - (f.BKAM.nM+-FUL.]
Luminous.

1631 DRAYTON is cited by HALLIWELL.

Beamily (brmiin, adv. [f.
BEAMY + -LY2.]

In a beamy or beaming manner, radiantly.
rtiSzi KEATS To Byron iD., Thou thy griefs dost dress

With a bright halo, shining beamily.

Beaminess (brmines). [f.
BEAMY + -NESS.]

The quality of being beamy; radiance.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 384 She . . glides along with

her paler and fainter Beaminess. 1880 MRS. WHITNEY Odd
or Even xiii. 107 Its beaminess of red-gold, wavy hair.



BEAMING-.

Beaming (b/~mirj), -vbl. sb. [f.
BEAM #.]

1. Emission of beams of light, radiation, radiance.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R, vm. xxviii. 11495) 339 Lyghte
is a substaunce beyng in itselfe, and therof coinyth bemynge
. . of other bodyes. 1660 W. SKCKKR Nonsuch Prof. 14 You
do not look for so much splendor from the burnings of a
candle as from the beamings of the Sun. 1813 SHELLEY Q.
Ma/> ii. 36 Whilst suns their mingling beamings darted.

2. The use of a beam : a. for shoring up or

supporting ; b. in Tanning (see quot. 1 885),
whence attrib., as in beaming-knife, c. The roll-

ing of warp, etc. on a beam. Also offrib.

1530 PALSGR. 197/2 Beamyng knyfe for a tanner. 1538
LATIMER Serm. <$ Rein. (1845) 398 Here is much beaming
and bolstering, and malefactors do not lack their supporters.
1831 G. PORTER Silk Mannf. 220 To roll regularly on the
beam . . the different portions of warp threads . . is called

beaming. 1879 Temple Bar LV. 453 If you go to the

beaming-room. 1885 Harper s Mag. Jan. 274/2
'

Beaming,'
or unhairing, derives its name from an inclined convex
wooden form called a 'beam,' on which the hide is spread
during the operation.

Beaming (brmin), ///. a. [f. BEAMS'. \ -IN<; 2
.]

Radiant, shining, bright ; often yS^.
1667 MILTON P. L. in. 625 Of beaming sunnie Raies, a

golden tiar Circl'd his Head. 1832 MARRVAT N. For&ter
.\xxvii, A beaming eye met his return. 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Ronwla \. ii, A broad beaming smile.

Bea'mingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-'.] In the

manner of beams of light, radiantly.
1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helmont's Oriat. 294 Alcali,

. . doth disperse its property even thitherto, beamingly
pnely. 1863 MAHV HOWITT F. Brewer's Greece I. v. 152
The sky is beamingly bright. 1866 MRS. GASKELL H'ii'cs

<V Dan. I. 158 Mrs. Kirkpatrick . . looked beamingly happy.
Beamish,

(bfcnif),
a. arch. \ also 6 beamysshe.

[f. BEAM s/>.* + -isnV] Shining brightly, radiant.

1530 PALSCR. 305/2 Beamysshe as the sonne is, radiatx.

1870 L. CARROLL Thro' Look.-glass, Come to my arms, my
beamish boy !

BeamleSS (brmles), a.
[f.

BEAM sbl + -LESS.]
Without beams, rayless ; occas.yf^.
1679 DRVDEN CEdipns \. i. Wks. 1725 IV. 375 A bald and

beamless Fire. 1746 58 HERVKY A/ctii'f. (1818)268 At length
all her [the moon s] beauty vanishes, and she becomes a
beamless orb. 1821 JOANNA BAILLIE Ld. John xx, The stony
look of his beamless eyes.

Beamlet ;bfmlet\ [f.
BEAM sl>.\ + -LET.] A

little beam or ray of light.
1840 Culprit Fay xxxi in N. Willis Loiter. Trav. II. ad

fin., Her eyes two beamlets from the moon. 1878 H.
PHILLIPS Poems fr. Sf. % Genii, 63 And all the glittering
beamlets Deep in her bosom play.

t Beamling (bfmlirj). Obs, Also 7 -lin. - prec.
1598 SYLVESTER Quadr. Pibrac in Dn Bartas (1608) 561

What man wee call and count, It is a beamling of Divinity.
1635 BRATHWAIT Soul's Sole-lm>e, Graces are divine beam-
lins. 1659 l.ady Alimony in Hazl. Dodsl. XIV. 305 One
beamling to bestow On my obscur'd, once glorious, family.

t Beamsome. a. Obs.
[f.

P,EAM sb. ' + -SOME.]

Shedding beams, radiant.

1595 B. BARNES in Farr S. P. (18451 I. 45 That I by them,
as from some beamesome lampe, May find the bright and
true direction.

Beams ter vbrmstaj). [f.
BEAM sbj- 8 + -STER

;

cf. teamster.'] The man who works at the beam
in a tannery, unhairing the hides.

1885 Harper's Mag. Jan. 274/2 The beamsters. .look as if

they had taken in a large week s washing.

t Bea'mstrid. Obs. In phr. on beam strid,

app. =: astride on a beam.
1575 Af>. $ Virginia in Hazl. Dodsl. IV. 147 In hazard he

was of riding on beamstrid.

Bea'm-tree. [Improper shortening of M'hitc-

bcam (tree), so called from the white under-surface
of its leaves, which strikingly characterize it in a

wind.] A tree (Pyrus Aria} related to the Apple,
Pear, and \Vild Service, bearing flat corymbs of

flowers, succeeded by rich scarlet berries.

1800 SIR J. SMITH F.ng. Flora (1828) II. 366 Pyrns Aria,
White Beam-tree, White Wild Pear-tree. 1830 LINDLKY
Nat. Syst. Bot. 84 The timber of the Beam-tree is invalu-
able for axletrees. 1879 PRIOR Plant-n. 16 Without the
// 'hite prefixed . . Beam-tree is a silly pleonasm, a tree-tree.

Beamy (brmi), a. Forms ; 4 bemy, 6-7
beamie, 6- beamy, [f.

BEAM st>. l + -v j
.]

1. Emitting beams of light, radiant
; alsoyT^.

1398 TRF.VISA Earth. De P. R. vm. ii. 11495! 299 Eueryche
rounde body and holowe and bryghte in eueryche poynt
therof sendith a bemy lyne in to the mydle of that bryghte
body. 1582 BENTLF.Y Man. Matrones 104 The beamie Sun
large light doth giue. 1641 MILTON Anhnadv. Wks. (1851)
221 Thy beamy walke through the midst of thy Sanctuary.
1799 SOUTHF.V Love Eleg. iii. II. 125 The straitening curls of

gold so beamy bright. 1813 SHKI.LKV Q. Mab ix. (1853) 49
Bending her beamy eyes in thankfulness.

t b. transf. Radiated, umbellate. Obs. rare.

1562 TURNER Herbal n. 79 b, The wilde carot hathe . . a
spoky or beamy top lyke vnto dill.

2. Massive as a (weaver's) beam ; cf. BEAM sb^ 4.

1698 DRVDEN &nrid \\\. 641 The beamy weapon quakes,
1718 POPK Iliad in. 180 In single fight to toss the beamy
lance. 1809 HEBF.R Palestine 351 Lords of the biting axe
and beamy spear. [Cf. i Sam. xvii. 7.]

3. Possessing full-grown horns ; antiered.

1697 DRYDEN l''trg. Georg. in. 625 Thou mayst .. beamy
Stags in Toils engage. 1735 SOMERVILLK Chase in. 407 The
Royal Stag . . tosses high his beamy Head.

4.Ofaship: Broad in the beam
; cf. BEAMJ/'."* 16.

1882 Crtititry Afa^. XXIV. 671 The speed of beamy ve^eK
VOL. I.

729

1883 O. DAVIF.S Norfolk Roads $ Rh>. vi. 42 The yachts
used on Hickling were beamy shallow boats.

Bean (b/h). Forms : 1-2 be~an, 3-6 ben, 4 6

bene, been(e, (Sc. and north, bein, beyn), 6-7
beane, 6- bean. PL beans

;
in i buuna. 4 bene,

benen, 4-6 benes, -ys. [Common Teut. : OE.
/v(fem.) = OHG. /;<:>#, mod.G./W/w, MDu. bone,
Du. boon, ON. bawi : OTeut. *bauna (str. fem.1 ;

conjectured by Kick to be for an earlier babna, cogn.
with ~L.fal>a, Slav, bobft, Old Prussian babo\ but

phonetic considerations render this doubtful.]
1. A smooth, kidney-shaped, laterally flattened

seed, borne in long pods by a leguminous plant,
faba viifgaris.
The garden variety, or Broad-bean, is used, in its green

state, as a culinary vegetable, esp. in Britain by the poorer
classes, as in the proverbial

' beans and bacon
'

; Field- and
tforse-beanSi when ripened to a brownish-black colour, are
used as food for horses and cattle, and have also been made
into bean-meal, used for coarse bread.

1000 Su.r. Leechd. II. 4 Genim bean mela. c 1325 Coer
de L. 6004 Whete & ooten, pesen and bene. 1377 LANGL.
/*. PI. B. vi. 184 Lete hem ete . . benes and bren ybaken to-

gideres. c 1594 P. PI. {.'rede 762 A great bolle-full of benen
were betere in his wombe. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 69 Benys,
pesyn, and aveyn for horsmete. 1551 TURNER Herbal \. 178
Beanes . . arc harde of digestion, and make troblesum
dreames. 1620 VKNXKR I'ia Recta i. 17 Bread made of
Beanes is very drie. 1707 Lond. Gas. No. 4357/4 At Ham
.. are to be sold, Garden Beans, Gosport-Keans. 1832 /'<-.

Subst. Food 218 In
Barbary.. stewed with oil and garlic,

beans form . . the principal food of persons of all classes.

2. The cultivated plant that bears this seed
;

it

has fragrant violet-tinted white flowers, whence the

often-mentioned '

fragrance of the bean-fields.'

940 Chart. Eadmund in Cod. Dip!. V. 265 Of bistellua^e
to beank-a^e. 1398 TREVISA Barth, DeP. A*, xvn.lxiv, Benes
[('</. 1495 beenys] beref> while floures. 1611 COTGR. s. v.

l''ebve, In Cuckoe-time when Beanes doe flower. 1728
THOMSON- Spring (R.) Where the breexe blows from yon
extended field Of blossom'd beans. 1837 CARLVLE/>-. K,-7'.

II. i. viii. 51 It will grow verily, like the Boy's Bean, in the

Fairy-Tale, he.iven-high.
3. The plant and seed of the allied genus Phase-

olns, of which the best-known species are the

French, Kidney, or Haricot Bean . /*. intlgari$\
and Scarlet Runner (/'. mttltiflorus). The unripe
l>ods of both, and the ripe seeds of the former, are

used as culinary vegetables.
(A

r
rtry Bean; the dried haricot. Pea lit-un : a small

variety of it.)

1548 TURNKK Names ofHerbs (1881) 75 Kydncy bcanes . .

orarber beanes, because they seme to couer an arber for the

tyme of Summer. 1562 Herbal n. 140 b, The vertues of

Kidney beanes. The fruyt is sodden wyth tlie sede, and it

is eaten after the maner of a wurt or eatable herbe, as spur-

age is eaten. 1632 SHRRWOODS.V. Bean, French, or Romano
Beanes. 1837 CARI.VLK Fr. Rev. II. v. ix. 302 She who has

quietly shelled French-beans for her dinner.

4. Name given to the seeds of other plants,

usually from some resemblance in shape to the

common bean
; e. g. Egyptian or Pythagorean

Bean, the seed of the Lotus (Nelunibiuni specio-

SH/M} ; Beau of Molucca, seed of Guilandina
Bonducella \ Bean of St. Ignatius, seed of

Strychnos amara
;
Tonka Beau, the perfumed

seed of Dipterix odorata
;
so too coffee-bean, etc.

See also BIXK-, LOCUST-BEAN.
1398 TRICVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn.lxiv. (1495)641 Beenys

growe in Kgypte . . wyth a heed as a Popye and therm beenes
ben closid : and that heed is red as a Rose. 1484 CAXTON
Curtail 6 The benes of Pictagoras . . gafe better sauour.

1551 TURNER Herbal \. 123 The beane of Egipt is . . a*-

tryngent. 1611 COTGH., Anacarde, th' East-Indian fruit

called Anacardium. or Beane of Malaca. 1830 LINDI.KY
Nat. Syst.Bot. 215 The St. Ignatius's bean .. is prescribed
by the native practitioners of India in cholera. ^1865 Cin:
Si'. I. 351/1 The organic acids . . of the coffee-beans.

5. Any object resembling a bean in shape.
1561 Hoi.Lvm'BH Ifoui. Afiot/t. 38 b, Take the beanes or

hinderfallinges of Goates. xdnTOPSBU. Fonr-f. Beasts 215
The dryed beans of a Cutle fish. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Gloss., Beans (Newcastle', small coals.

6. Literary and proverbial uses :

a. in reference to a bean's small value ; cf. straw.

1297 R. GLOUC. 497 Al nas wurth a bene. c 1325 Poem
temp. Ediv. //, xlvii, No rich man . . dredeth God The
worth of a bean. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. in. 141 1Wright 1, To
be corsed in consistorie She counted noght a bene [v. r.

russhe]. 1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Sfnvle \. xv. 11483)9 Al my wyt
auayleth nought a bene. 1548 HALL Chron. (1809)600 Thei
set not by the Frenche K.yng one bene. 1656 HOBBFS
Liberty etc. (1841)426 Hut all this will not advantage his
cause the black of a bean.

b. in reference to the former use of beans in

balloting.
1580 NORTH Plntarch (1676) 272 He was one year Mayor,

or Provost of Athens . . He came to it by drawing of the
Hean. 1603 HOLLANIJ Plutarch's Mor. 15 Abstaine from
beanes, i.e. Intermeddle not in the affaires of State. 1660
MILTON Free Cownm>. Wks. 1851 438 To convey each Man
his bean or ballot into the Box.

c. in reference to the custom of appointing as

King of the company on Twelfth-night, the man
in whose portion of the cake the bean was found.

[Lander's reference appears to be to this, though
he seems to have confounded the i6th c. Kng. bean

(ben) with his own Sc. bane 'bone.']
1556 I.ACOF.R Tractate (18641 29 Thir kyngt bai ar bot

BEAN-FEAST.

kyngs of bane
; And schort wyl heir bare tyme be gane.

1592 Sp. at Sndely 8 in Nichols Progr. Q. Rliz. II, Cut the
cake: who hath the beane shall be kinge; and where the
peaze is she shall be quene. 1648 HF.RRICK Hesper. 376 (N. i

Beane's the king of the sport. 1853 SOVI:R Pantropk. 55
The cake was often full of raisins among which one bean
and one pea were introduced.

d. in proverbial expressions.
1562 J. HEVWOOD 1'tw. % Kpigr. (1867! 24 Hunger makth

hard beanes swcete. Ibid. 56 Alwaie the by^gcr eiteth the
beane. 1568 Mart . Witty //"wrf.^iN.t It is nm for idlenis
tliat men sowe beanes in the wind [i.e. labour in vain).
a 1624 Bi'. M. SMITH Sertn. 11632' 178 Kuery Beane hath his
blacke. 1830(^1.7 Laurie T. 118491 1 1- i- 42 1'Vw men who
better knew how many blue beans it takes to make five.

II. Attrih. and Comb.
7. General relations : a. objective with agent-

noun or vbl. sb., as bean-setter, -setting; b. instru-

mental, Q& bean-election, -fed (\tfity); c. similative,
as bean-ore, -shaped; d. attiib. ;of the seed), as

bean-bread, -broth, -corn, -dist, -J?0ur,-mea/(aiQQQ\
-d'ater

; (of the plant), as bean-cod \a 1000), -field*

'flower, -haulm, -honey, -husk, -plant, -plot, -rick,

-season, -stack, -stubble, -weevil, -wooiL

ri38o WYCIJF Wks. iiSSo) 61 pei inyjtten vime^e before
haue 'bene-bred i<: watir or feble ale. 1701 J. CI'NNINGHAM
in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1207 "Bean, or Mandarin Broth . .

made of the Seed of Sc'samum. c 1420 Pal/tid. on Hnsb. iv.

no Two basketful! of 'bene chaf. 1820 T. Miuini.i.
Aristoph. I. 161 One much giv'n To a 'buan-diet, 1820
F.diu. Rev. XXXIV. 303 'J'he folly of the 'bean-election.

1589 R. HAK\ ICY /'/. 7V?-( -. (18601 34 rorehorseof my *beane-
fed Teeme. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. 11.454 Thy s,,ft

breezes blow Sweet with the scent of 'beanfields far away.
1610 HEAI.EY St. AH?. City oj'C.od 164 Hrutus . . kept her
feast .. with s

beane-nowre, and txicon. /( 1661 HOLYI<AY
Juvenal (16731 25 The distilled water of 'bean-flowers.
r 1000 Sft.r. Lcrduf. II. 84 Genim Bean mela. 1847 <iard.
C/itwi. 144 The tltne.ss of

"

I3ean-inunl for cheap bread. 1677
YARKANTON En^l. Iinpiw. 18 His Creditors crowd to him as

Pigs do . . to a 'Bean and Peas Rick. 1824 Miss MITFOKD
/ iltage Ser. i, (186-}' 25 Troops of stooping 'bean-setter^..
//>/(/. 26 What work ''bean-setting i.-, '. 1836 9 Toi.i; Cj</.
Antit. fy Phys. II. 5302 A kidney or "bean-shaped hole
called j'oranit'}! cn>alc. 1856 KANI. A>\t. Kxp. II. xvi. 1^9A stock of concentrated 'bean-soup was cooked. 1824 Mis-,
MITFORD Villa&' Ser. ni. (1863' 91 The obstinate bird ran

away behind a bean-stack. 1585 JAS. 1 Ess, Poe$ic(& Some
bucklit on a "bcnvvod, and MOine on a bene.

8. Special combinations: bean-belly, a great
eater of beans, a nickname of dwellers in Leicester-

shire
; bean-brush, the stubble of beans; bean-

butter, a dish made from unshc-lled beans ; beau-
caper, English name of the genus '/.ygophylhtnii
South African plants with fleshy leaves and flower-

buds used as capers ; -\ bean-cod, a bean-pod ;

also applied to a kind of river boat in use in

Portugal ; bean-crake, local name of the Corn-
crake ; bean-dolphin, the aphis or plant-louse of
the bean

; bean-fly, a beautiful insect, of pale
purple colour, found on beans; bean-hull {Sc.

hool), a bean-pod ; bean-mouse, name given to

the Long-tailed Field-mouse : bean-pole, -stick,

(-wood, obs.\ one used for beans to twine round,

Jig. a lanky fellow; bean-shatter, ? bird-scarer
;

bean-shot copper, that obtained in rounded grains,

by pouring it, when melted, into hot water
;
bean-

stalk, the stem of the bean-plant : so called in

the fairy-tale of 'Jack and the Beanstalk'
;
bean-

straw, the dried stems of the bean-plant; bean-
vine, common name of Fhaseohts diversifolius.
See also BEAN-FEAST, -GOOSE, -THEE, -TREFOIL.

1659 E. LEIGH Kng. Dcscr. 114 Leicestershire . . yeeldeth

great abundance of Peas and Beans .. insomuch that there
is an old by-word . . Leicestershire

'

Bean-Belly. 1677 PLOT
Oxfordsh. 240 Ploughing in the ^bean-brush at All-Saints.

1552 HI-LOKT, 'Beane butter, conehis. 1597(11 KARD Hcrball
n. cccxxxii.827 Called after the Latine

'

Beane Caper, c 1000

Ags, Gosp. Luke xv. 16 His warn be gefyllan of bam bean-

coddum[7 r.r.bien-coddun; Z./W^G.Dean-baljum; Hatton
G. bean-coddan.] 1615 MARKHAM Eng. Housc^v. \\. ii. 116681

52 A good simple Sallct is Camphire, Beancods, Sparagus,
and Cucumbers. 1769 FALCONER Diet. A/rtr/'t 17891, Bean-
cod, a small fishing-vessel ..extremely sharp forward, having
itsstembent inward above into a great curve. 1647 R. STAPYL-
TON Juvenal 259 Give me a "beane-hull. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Afitil.xvm, He shall hide himself in a 'bean-hool ifhe remains
on Scottish ground without my finding him. 1766 PENNANT
'/.ool. (1768) I. 103 They are called 'bean-mice from the
havoke they make among beans when first sown. 1837
HALIBURTON Ciockm. (1862) 137 Mr. Jehiel, a 'bean-pole of
a lawyer. 1632 CHAPMAN & SHIRLEY Ball iv. i, To fright

away crows, and keep the corn, 'beanshattcr. ?ri8oo (title)

The Surprising History of Jack and the Bean Stalk. 1871
M. COLLINS Mrq.ff Merck. I. i. 74 Jack's 'beanstalk was

nothing to it. 18*3 J. BADCOCK Dow. Ainusem. 54 Thrust
a 'bean-stick into the ground, c 1386 CHAUCER J// p >v//. '/'.

1 78 [A J woman thirty yere of age. . is but 'bene-straw. 1838
HAWTHORNE Ainer. Note Bks. (1871) I. 127 Bean-vines run-

ning up round the doors.

Beancler, -kler, incorrect f. BEANTLER.

Beand, obs. f. of being \ see BE v.

Beane, variant of BENE. Obs. a prayer.

Beane, beayne, var. of BAIN a., ready, willing.
ft 1400 Chester PI. \, (1843) 5 l-ofdi to thy byddinge I

am beane. Ibid. \\. (1847) 181 Though I to synne were

lienyne and bonne.

Bea'll-feast. [Variously explained by the ap-

pearance oftfonSf or of a bean-gooset
as a prominent

92
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dish on such occasions
;
connexion with ME. bene

1

prayer, request, solicitation
' from the custom of

soliciting subscriptions, has also been suggested.]
An annual dinner given by employers to their

work-people. Hence Bean-feaster.
1882 Printing Times 15 Feb. 26/2 A beanfeast dinner

served up at a country inn. 1884 Bath Jrnl. 26 July 6/1

The annual grant of,20 for their bean feast. 1884 CornJt.

Mag. Jan. 621 For the delectation of the bold beanfeasters.

Bean-goose. A species of Goose (Anser se-

getitni}\ see quotation.
1766 PENNANT Z<v/. (1812^ II. 234 Called the bean goose,

from the likeness of the nail of the bill to a horse bean.

1863 Spring LapL 14 In Lapland. . *bean, and white-frooted

geese, flock in hundreds.

Beant, dial. f. of be not: see Bi: t>.

Beantler, var. BESANTLER, BAY ANTLER.

Bean-tree. A name given to several trees

bearing podded seeds ; esp. the Algarroba or

Carob-tree ( Ccratonia siliqita) ;
also Swedish Bean-

tree \Pyrus intermedia], Australian Bean-tree (Cas-

tcinospcrmuni oustrale),
1616 SLRI L. & MARKH. Coitntr. Farm 291 Beane-tree, or

S. lohns-bread (bearing a long", flat, and broad fruit, like

vnto that of Cassia). 1834 PKINGLK Afr. Sk. 22 The bright-
blossomed bean-tree shakes Its coral tufts above the brakes.

Bean-trefoil. English name of the Attains,
a bushy shrub, bearing axillary racemes of yellow

flowers, succeeded by narrow recurved pods. Some-
times applied to the BucVbean (Rlenyanthes tri-

fo/ia/a}, and formerly to the Laburnum.
1551 TL'KNKK Herbal 28 Anagyris . . maye be called in

Englishe, benetrifolye: because the leues grow thre to-

gether, and the sede is muche lyke a benc. 1607 TOPSELL

Serpents 773 Leaves of Been-trifoly drunk in Wine. 1725
BRADLEY j-'aui. Diet., Bean-Trefoil, affords many tine

yellow Blossoms.

Beany \v-r\\], a. slang, [f.
B.EAN+-Y 1

.]
In good

condition ?like a bean-fed horse) ; spirited, fresh.

1852 KiNr;si.i.Y in Lift' (1877) I. 278 The very incongruity

keeps one beany and jolly. 1870 Daily Xcws 27 July 5 The
horses . . lucked fresh and beany.

Bear (bC-j), sh.~\ Forms : I bera-, 2-7 bere,

(3 beore. ? bore, 4 beeyr, 4-5 beere, 5 barre,

b'ecr, 6 .SV. beir, 6-7 beare, 7 bare), 7- bear.

[OE. /v;-fl = OHG. bero, pcro, MHG. ber, mod.G.

fair, MDu. bere, Du. beer :-OTeut. Heron-, The
OX. i'jsrn \*bem-oz seems to be an extended

form. Supposed by Kick to be cogn. with L.fents
wild, as if 'the wild beast' of northern nations.]

I. 1. A heavily-built, thick-furred plantigrade

quadruped, of the genus Ursus ; belonging to the

Carnivora, but having teeth partly adapted to a

vegetable diet.

The best-known species are the Brown Bear of Europe
(U. arctos), the White or Polar Bear(7. tnaritimus), the

Grizzly Bear (U . horribitis or Jcrox) and Black Bear (7.
Americanus) of North America, and the Syrian Bear

(U. Syriacits), mentioned in the Bible ;
there are remains

of fossil species, some larger than any now known.
c 1000 .KLFRIC On O, T. in Sweet Reader 66 Dauid . . ^e-

wylde 3one wildan beran. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 211

Ech man is efned to \>e deore be he mme5 after gcres , . sum
bere, sum leun. 1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. K. xvm. liii.

(1495) 813 Whan beeyrs ben syke they seke aniptes and
deuoure them. Ibid. cxii. 854 The beer can wonder! y stye

vpon trees. 1:1420 Anturs ofArth. x, Thus were the gre-
hondes a-gast of the gryme bere. 1501 DOU<;LAS J'al.

Hon. in. xxvii, Dauid I saw slay baith lyoun and beir, 1596
SHAKS. Merch. l

f
. 11. i. 29, I would . . Plucke the yong suck-

ing Cubs from the she Beare. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia
ii. 24 Their attire is the skinnes of Beare*. 1733 POPK
Horace' Sat. n. i. 87 TIs a Bear's talent not to kick but

hug. 1860 GOSSE Rom. Art/. Hist. 62 The white bear seated

on a solitary iceberg in the Polar Sea.

b. in proverbial phrases, referring to the habits

of bears, and to the obsolete sport of bear-baiting.
Are yon there with your bears?-* Are you there again,

or at it again?' is explained by Joe Miller as the exclama-
tion of a man who, not liking a sermon he had heard on
Elisha and the bears, went next Sunday to another church,

only to find the same preacher and the same discourse.

1563 J. HEYWOOD Proz>. q- Epigr. 11867) 17 With as good
will as a beare goth to the stake. Ibid. 54 As handsoinly
as a beare picketh muscles. 1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet 118441

16 Swarmd. .like beares to a home pot. 1601 DENT Pathiv.

Heatten 62 To put his finger into the Lions mouth, and
. . take the Beare by the tooth. 1602 FULBECKE \st Pt.

Parall. 28 A man should deuide honie with a Beare. 1736
BAILEY s. v., You dare as well take a Bear by the Tooth,
That is, You dare not attempt it. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela

III-335 O ho, Nephew! are you thereabouts with your
Bears? 1820 SCOTT Abbot xv, 'Marry come up are you
there with your Bears?' muttered the Dragon, 1830 MAR-
RYAT King's Own xxvi, As savage as a bear with a sore

head. 1831 GEN. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842! I. 485 Not fit to

carry garbage to a bear. 1858 Sat. Rev. 7 Aug. 139 You
must not sell the skin till you have shot the bearlcf. II).

C. fig.
c moAncr. R. 202 J?e Bore [?bere, beore] ofheui SlounSe

hauea ]?eos hweolpes. ci-joo Apol. Loll. 58 pe bere of

glotonie romis a bout . . for to fille }>e wombe. 1591 SPENSER
Riiines Time 66 What nowe is of th' Assyrian Lyonesse?
. . What of the Persian Beares outragiousnesse ?

2. fig. A rough, unmannerly, or uncouth person.
To play the bear : to behave rudely and roughly.
Also in obs. colloquial sense: see quot. 1832.
X579 TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tim. 473/1 When we liaue

so turned all order vpsidowne. .there is nothing but. .play-

ing the beare amongst vs. 1751 CHESTERF. Lett. III. cclxii.

202 The French people of learning . . are not bears as most
of ours are. 1831 Legends Loud. II. 247 When I was the

youthful Bear as the disciple of a Private Tutor is called

at Oxford. 1855 MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng. III. 51 This great
soldier . . was no better than a Low Dutch bear.

3. Astr. Name given to two constellations in the

northern hemisphere known respectively as the

'Great Bear,' and 'Lesser Bear.
1

1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. vin. xxxv, Alwey boo
sterres wynde^ and turne)> rounde aboute bat lyne, bat is

calde Axis, as a bere aboute ^e stake. And berfore bat

cercle is clepid be more bear. 1551 RECORDE Cast. KnowL
(1556' 263 The moste northerly constellation is the lesser

Beare . . Nigh vnto it is the greater Beare. 1632 MILTON
Penst'r. 85 Where I may oft outwatch the Bear. 1868
LOCKVER Heavens led. 3* 320 Between the Great Bear and

Cassiopeia is the Little Bear.

4. In New South \Yales, the local name of the

PhascolarctoS) a Marsupial animal allied to the

Phahngers, called by the natives Koala or *

Biter.'

1847 CAHPBHTBR Z001, 314 By the colonists usually termed
the native Bear or Monkey.
5. Sea-bear: popular name of a species of seal.

1847 CARI-KNTER Zool. 202 Several species of Seal are

known under the names of Sea-Lion, Sea-Bear, etc. 1883
FLOWER in Glasgow Weekly Her. 14 July 8/1.

6. A rough mat for wiping boots on; a block
covered with shaggy matting, used for scrubbing
the decks of vessels.

1795 J. AIKIN ftlanchestcr 349 The making tby blindfolk)
of. .white and tarred bears, foot -cloths, etc. 1805 D. JOHN-
STON Serin,for Blind 20 Rope-bears for cleaning the feet

at our doors.

7. A machine for punching holes.

1869 SIR E. REED Ship Build, xx. 446 The holes which
come in the plate-edges are usually punched by a bear.

b. Other technical uses : see quot.
1864 Reader No. 85. 203/3 A machine called the bear,

which sheltered a number of archers. 1871 Trans. Amer.
Imt, Aliti. Engineers I. 112 Metallic iron, not finding heat

enough in a lead furnace, .congeals in the hearth, and forms
what smelters term 'sows,'

*

bears,' 'horses.'

II. 8. Stock Exchange. A speculator for a fall
;

/. e. one who sells stock for delivery at a future

date, in the expectation that meanwhile prices
will fall, and he will be able to buy in at a lower

rate what he has contracted to deliver at a higher.

Formerly, The stock so contracted to be delivered,
in the phrase 'to buy

1

or 'sell the bear;* see b.

[As applied to stock thus sold, bear appears early in iSthc.,
and was common at the time of the South Sea Bubble.
The term ' bearskin jobber,' then applied to the dealer now
called the 'bear,' makes it probable that the

original phrase
was 'sell the bearskin,' and that it originated in the well-

known proverb,
1 To sell the bear's skin before one has caught

the bear.' The associated BULL appears .somewhat later

and was perhaps suggested by bfar.\
a. 1719 Atiat. Change Alley [in N. $ Q- 1876 Ser. v. VI.

118 Those who buy Exchange Alley Bargains are styled)

buyers of Bear-skins. 1726 I)E FOE Hist. Devil ( 1 822) 238
Every secret cheat, every bear-skin jobber.
b. 1709 STKKLE Tatlcr No. 38 f 3 Being at that General

Mart of Stock-jobbers called Jonathans . . he bought the

bear of another officer. Ibid. PS, I fear the Word Bear is

hardly to be understood among the polite People; but I take
the meaning lo be, That one who ensures a Real Value upon
an Imaginary Thing, is said to sell a Bear. 1714 C. JOHNSON
Country Lasses \. i, Instead of changing honest staple for

Gold and Silver, you deal in Bears and Bulls. 1720 POPE
Iuser, flinch Ktnvt in South-Sea \ 'ear (Globe ed. 1490 Come
fill the South Sea goblet full; The gods shall of our stock

take care : Europa pleased accepts the bull, And Jove with

joy puts off the bear. 1721 CIHBER Refusal Wks. 1754 I.

41 (from endt. And all this out of Change-Alley? Every
Shilling, Sir, all out of Stocks, Tuts, Bulls, Rams, Bears,
and Bubbles. 1731 BAILEY, To sell a Star {among Stock-

jobbers\) to sell what one hath not.

C, 1744 Loud. Mm?. 86 These noisy Devotees were false

ones, and in Fact were only Bulls and Bears. 1762 Gentl.

Mag, 18 In contracts for tune, he who contracts to sell is

called the bear. 1865 Standard 23 Feb., The ' bear' party
at the Paris Bourse plucked up courage to-day. 1881

Chicago Times 30 Apr., The bears made a strong fight

against an advance.

III. Comb. 9. General relations, chiefly attrib.,

ns bear-dance, -fight, -hide, -kin, -meat, -ivhelp.
i 1230 Ancr. R. 202 pes laste bore hweolp is grimmest of

alle. Ibid. 296 Pe deouel is beorekunnes. 1588 SHAKS.
Tit. A. iv. i. 96 But if you hunt these Beare-whelpes, then
beware : The Dam will wake. 1825 SCOTT Betrothed \. 1860)

349 Stretch thyself on the bear-hide, and sleep. 1856 KANE
Arct. Exp. II. 311 Bear-meat, seal, walrus. 1859 MASSON
Milton I.iv. 113 Dancings, bear-fights, cock-fights, etc.

10. Special combinations : f bear-ape, obsolete

name of an American ape (see quot.) ;
bear-bait

= BEAR-BAITING
; bear-brat, contemptuous epi-

thet = bears cub
;
bear('s) -breech, popular name

of the genus Acanthus^ Brank-ursine
; bear-bug

1

,

variant of BOG-BEAR ; f bear-claw (
= bear's-

breech) ; bear-dog, one used in hunting or bait-

ing bears ; bear*s-ear, popular name of the AU-
RICULA (sense 3) ; bear's-ear sanicle, herbalists'

name of Cortusa matthioli\ f bear-fell, a bear-

skin
; bear-garden, a place originally set apart

for the baiting of bears, and used for the exhibi-

tion of other rough sports, Jig. a scene of strife

and tumult ; bear*s-garlic, popular name of^/-
lium Ufsinum or Ramsons; bear's-grease, the

fat of the bear, used esp. in medical and cosmetic

preparations; bear-hound ( bear-dog) ; bear-

leader, formerly a ludicrous name for a travel-

ling tutor, cf. sense 2 above ;
bear's-muck (see

quot.); bear-play, rough tumultuous behaviour;
bear-warden = BEAR-WAKD; fbear-wolf, a vigor-
ous term of opprobrium ; *f bear-worm, obsolete

name of a hairy caterpillar, or *

woolly-bear.'
Also BEAR-BAITING, -BERRY, -FOOT, -SKIN, -WARD.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f, Beasts 15 Of the * Bear-Ape Arc-

topithecus. His belly hangeth very low, his head and face

like unto a childs. i 1590 in Chetham Misc. V, Maigames,
rushbearings, *bearebaites. 1583 STANYHURST Epitaphs
159 Thee *bearbrat boucher thy corps with villenye man-
gled. 1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met, xin. (1593) 315 A traile of

flowres of *bearbrich. 1736 BAILEY Honseh. Diet. 71 *Bears
breech or Brank Ursine, is an herb of singular use in phy-
sick, for . . the gout and cramp. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $
Epigr. (18671 J94 They put on blacke scrafs, and go like
x beare buggis. 1589 FLEMING Virg Eclog. iii. 8 Compassed
about the eares with tender *beare-claw [leaues]. 1673
Lond. Gaz. No. 763/4 A Blew brinded *Bear Dog of about
three quarters old. 1597 GERARD Herball n. cclxii. 640 There
be diuers sorts of Mountaine Cowslips, or ^Beares eares.

1671 GREW Anat. Plants \. (1682) 31 Sometimes single, as

in "Beares-Ears. 1:1350 Will. Palerne 2430 WiJ> hem bof>e

*bcre felles bei bere in here armes. 1596 J. NORDEN Progr.
Pietie (1847) J 77 And go to the . .*bear-gardens .. where

they lose their time, .and offend the laws . . of her majesty.

1687 SETTLE Re/I. Dryden's Plays 33 Our *Beargarden
Duellers. 1743 WESLEY in Wks. 1782 I. 439 One of them

having been a prize-fighter at the *bear-garden, 1803
BRISTED Pedest. Tonr II. 543 Squabbles and boxings.,
rendering the place more like a *bear-garden than a hall of

instruction. 1611 COTGR., Ail d'onrs, Ramsons . .* Beares

garlicke, 1863 PRIOR Plant-n. 17 *Bear's-garlick, so called,

says Tabenuemontanus, quia nrsi eo delectantur. ' 1420
Pallad. oil Hnsb. \. 838 And evry tole in *beres grees de-

foule. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 103 Wild Rose leaues re-

duced into a liniment with * beares grease. 1843 THACKERAY
Irish Sk. Bk. 11863) 286 A tuft on the chin may be had at a
small expense of *bear's grease, by persons of a proper

age. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rt-v. I. in. i, 80 The Wolfhounds
shall fall suppressed, the *Bearhounds, the Falconry. 1749
H. WALVOLE Lett.H. ^ftiffM 209(1834) II. 283 She takes me
for his 'bear-leader, his travelling governor. 1846 CLARKE
in Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. n. 517 The 'dead peat,' com-

monly called
'*'

bear's muck.' 1883 Pall Mall G. 14 June,
That the university would not degrade itself in the eyes
of the visitors by ^bear-play. 1884 BESANT in Con temp.
A'<T'. Mar. 343 The 'bear-warden's fiddle. 1545 BRINKLOW

Cotnplaynt 118741 89 Turne your chauntries and your obbetes

from the profile of these "berewolues whelpes. 1608 TOP-
SI-.i-i. Serpents &>] These Caterpillers. .by reason of their

roughnesse and ruggednesse, some call them *Bear-worms.

Bear (bl^i), sb2 Forms: 1-9 bere, 6 beir,
6-8 beare, beer, 7 bar, 8- bear. [OE. b$re

(masc.): OTeut. *bariz- (neut.\ found in Gothic
in the derivative barizeins, adj.

( made of barley.'

The thematic z of OTeut. was mistaken for the

inflexional c of the nom. masc., and the noun be-

came masc. in OE. and in ON. bar-r\ cf. awe.]
1. Barley : the original English name, in later

times retained only in the north, and esp. in Scot-

land; hence spec, applied to the coarse variety

(Hordcum hexastichon or tetrastichon} t with six

(or four) rows of grain in its ear, till lately chiefly

cultivated in the north ;
also distinguished as bear-

barley and bigg. Knocked bear : pounded barley.

(950 Lindisf. Gosp. John vi. 9 Fife hlafas bero and tuoeje
fisces. ^975 RnsJnv. G. ibid., Fif hlafas of bere. riooo
J^CLFRIC Gram. (Z.) 31 Ordenm>\xxt, a 1300 Cursor M. 13506
Tua fisches and fine laues o bere. 1340 Ayenb. 141 pe
asse of be melle . . ase blebeliche ber^ bere ase huete. c 1425
WYNTOUN Cron. vn. x. 521 A Boll of Bere for awcht or ten

. . sawld wes J?en. c 1570 Leg. Bp. S. A ndr. in Scot. Poems
i6t/t C. II. 324 To crave there debtis; For kaill, caudle,
and knocked beir. 1570 HOLINSHED Scot. Chron. (1806) I.

8 Abundance of barleie which the Scots call beir. 177* PEN-
NANT Tours Scotl. (1774* 245 Thatched with the Straw of

bear pulled up by the roots. I799J. ROBERTSON Agric, Perth

152 Bear-barley or big, which consists of four rows in the

ear. 1820 SCOTT Monast. i The feuars raised tolerable bear.

2. attrib.) as in bear-awns, -bannock, -breadt

-corn, -four, -meal\ bear seed, the seed or sow-

ing (ol>s.) of bear. See also BEAK-BINE; and cf.

BARN, BARTON.
r 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke iii. 17 ClaenseS ber-ern tv/bere-

flor his. ciSSo Description of Pedder Cqffeis (Bann.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Espelta, beere corne Spelta,
zea. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1. 559 The Beare corn or bearded

Far. c 1620 Z. BOYD Ziofis Flowers (1855) 100 Where

pinch'd with want the Bar bread thou shall eate. 1753
Scots Mag. XV. 54/2 Bear-meal jd.

t Bear, sW Obs. [f.
BEAR z;.i]

1. = BEARING vbl. sb. 2
;
behaviour.

a 1400 ChesterPL 106, 1 wotte by this bolsters beare That
tribute I muste paye.
2. Pressure, thrust.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk % Selv. 72 The pent or bear of it

beneath was nothing at all. Ibid. 122 The spring.. may,
by its bear or elasticity hitch it forwards . . creeper-like.

Bear (bei, bi<u), sb*- Obs. of dial. Forms:

4-6 bere, 5 bare, 5-7 beai\e, 6 beere, ber, 6-7

beier, 7-8 bier, 4- beer. [ME. bere, cognate w.

LG. biire, adopted also in modG. as biihre. Of ob-

scure origin ; Grimm's derivation from OHG. bur-

Jan }
burren to raise, is not satisfactory.] A case



BEAK.

or covering for a pillow. Usually PILLOW-BEKE,
q. v.

1369 CHAUCER Bk. Duchcsse 254 Many a pillow and every
here, Of cloth of Raines to slepe on soft. 1494 Ord. R.
House/I. 125 Every pillow two bares of raynes For every
pillow two beares. 1522 Bury Wills (1850) n6, I beqwethe
to Fraunces Wrethe. .ij pelows wl the berys. 1641 Chron.
Prct. Snatltense in Jrnl. Statist. Soc. (1858), 7 linen pillow
bears, Ss. 1713 Lond. <y Country Bre^v. I. (1742) 36 A Bag,
like a Pillow-bear. 1850 Hoon roems (1864) 269 Right
beautiful the dewy meads appear. .What then, if I prefer
my pillow-beer?

I Bear, sbS> Obs. rare ; also here, bier. [Cogn.
w. ON. tdra wave, billow, perh. f. berja to strike,

dash.] A wave, a billow.

1150 LAY. 1341 He hebte .. seyles drawe to toppe leten
lade bane wind pass! ouer bieres [1205 u5en]. Ibid. 28077
JJe beares me hire bi-nome. Ibid. 28625 A. .sort bot Wandri
mid b[e] beres.

Bear (be.>i), v\ str. Pa. t. bore (booj). Pa.

pple. borne (bo-un), born (bfm). Forms: Inf.
i ber-an, (2 beor-en, bor-eu), 2-5 ber-en,
J-6 ber-e, (4 berne, bern), 4-5 ber, 5 beere,
Sc. 5-6 beir(e, 5-7 beare, (5-8 bare, '6 baire,
berie), 6- bear. Pa. t. 1-2 beer (//. b&ron),
2-5 ber, bar (//. beren), 4-5 bere, 4-8 bare, (4
beir, beere, baar) ; 5- bore (rare till <: 1600), (i

boore ; Sc. 5 bur, 5-6 buir, 6-8 bure
; (5 baryd,

7 beared). Pa. pple. 1-4 boren, (4-;; borin(e, 5
borun), 4-7 born (rare), 5-7 borne (usual) ;

also

2-4 iboren, 3-5 ibore, ybore, ibor, (5 ebore),
3-8 bore, (4-5 bor, 6 arch, yborne, ybore), 8-cj

borne, born differentiated. [Common Teut., and
Aryan : OE., OS., OHG. ber-an, ON. ber-a, Goth.
bair-an : OTeut. stem ber- = ~L.fer-, Gr.

</>?/>-, Skr.
bliar-. (The compound form, Goth, ga-bairan,
OHG. ga-beran, OS. gi-beran, QTL.jfheran, ME.
IBERE, is in some of the langs. more usual than
the simple verb : cf. MUG. gebern, mod.G. gebciren
in sense IV). As the senses of carry a ^burden,
and bring forth fruit or offspring, are both found
in the word and its derivatives in the Aryan lan-

guages generally, from the earliest period, it is not
certain which is the primitive ; possibly branch
IV preceded I in prehistoric times. In mofl.Eng.
the originally short vowel of the present has been

lengthened by position (prig, ber, now be-u). The
pa. t., in Gothic bar, pi. beritn, was regularly in

OE. bar, bxron (Anglian beron\
; early ME. bar,

beren, afterwards by levelling of sing, and pi., in
south ber, beren, beereii, in north bar(e, barcit, bare,
which became the literary form. The later bore,
assimilated in vowel to the pa. pple., appears in

w. midl. texts, about 1400 ; it was not general till

after 1600; the Shaks. folio of 1623 has bore and
bare, but the Bible of i6iT only bare. The cor-

responding Sc. bure, buir (pointing to earlier if) is

found in ijth c. As to the two forms of the pa.
pple., borne, born, see 44 below. The ME. iboren

may also be referred to the derivative IBEKE (see
above), which cannot be separated in sense from
the simple verb.]
Main senses: I. to carry; II. to sustain; III. to

thrust, press ; IV. to bring forth.

I. To carry ; with its transferred and fig. senses.
1. trans. To support the weight of (anything)

whilst moving it from one place to another; to

carry. Now usually restricted in prose to the carry-
ing of somethingweightyorwhich requires an effort.
a. looo Beowulf'96 [Hie hina] leton holm beran, jeafon on

garsecj. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1135 Wua sua
bare his byrthen. c 1200 Tr'm. Coll. Honl. 89 Hie . . beren
on here honde blostme. c 1250 Gen. t, Ex. 209 God bar
him in-to paradis. c 1380 WYCLIF De f's. f'reris xxii. Wks.
(1880) 307 Boren aboute wib windis. 1:1385 CHAUCER L. G.

If; 943 On his bak he bar . . Anchises. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
xvi. 172 Men . . beeren his body in to Mesopatayme . . and
aftre he was broughte thidre agen. i 1450 Bk, Ciirtasye i.

114 With mete ne bere by knyfe to mowthe. 1483 Catli.

Angl. 28 To bere, Imiulare, portare. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L.
iv. lii. 17 She hath one a' my sonnets already, the Clowne
bore it, the

fople sent it. a 1625 FLETCHER Eld. Brother i.

ll, Court-admirers, .ever echo him that bears the bag. 1704
SWIFT Butt. Bks. (1711) 256 The other half was born by the
frighted Steed thro the Field. 1740 JOHNSON Drake Wks.
1787 IV. 453 Over his head was born a rich canopy. 1816
J. WILSON City ofPlague I. ii. 138 The wretch who bore
them in her womb. 1820 SCOTT Ivaakoe viii, He was borne
senseless from the lists.

b. absol. To carry burdens.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, v. v. 90 Forgiuenesse, horse : why

do I
raije

on thee, Since thou. . Was't borne to beare? 1611
BIBLE Gen. xlix. 15 He . . bowed his shoulder to beare.

C. To lift, raise, or keep up (a thing) while

moving it. Obs. or arch.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man iv. 62 These two muscles baire
the hand vpward. 1677 MOXON Meek. E.rerc. (1703) 98
When he draws back his Saw, the Work-man bears it lightly
off the un-sawn Stuff. Ibid. 170 To bear their Work off the
Cheeks of the Lathe.

d. Backgammon : To remove a piece at the end
of a game. Also absol.

1562 J. HEVWOOD t'roz: # Efigr. (1867) 109, I will no

731

more play at tables with thee : When wee come to bear-
yng, thou begylest mee, In bearyng of thy men. Ibid, no
Eche other caste thou bearest a man to many. 1748 HOYI.E
Backgammon in Penny Cycl. III. 240/2 If you bear any
number of men, before you entered a man taken up . . such
men, so borne, must be entered again in your adversary's
tables.

fe. To take as a companion, take along with
one

; to carry as a consequence. Obs.
1596 SPENSER /'. Q. i. iv. 2 After that he had faire Una

lorne. .And false Duessa in her sted had borne. 1607 SHAKS.
Timon i. i. 131 His honesty rewards him in it selfe, It must
not beare my Daughter.

f. Tobcar across: to support (things) going across.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. n. 75 Finding a bridge which

bore us across the crevasse.

2. fig. Said in reference to things immaterial, or
to ideal carrying.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. /loin. 47 We ajen to beren ure loucrd

ihesu cnst on heorte. c 1230 Alter. R. 424 Nouoer of be
wummen ne beren .. none idele talen. .11300 Cursor M.
2201 Ful fer about men bar his name. ( 1500 Mereh. q- Son
in Halliw. Ntigx P. 23 There was not oon man in all thys
londe that bare a bettyr brede. 1552 HULOET, Beare tale or
tidynges. 1377 HOUXSHED Chron. III. 831/2 This pope
Leo. . bare but seauen and thirtie yeeres of age. 1723 Poi'l;

Odyss. xvi. 162 To the Queen with speed dispatchful bear
Our safe return. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 242 The an-

cestor, during his life, beareth in himself all his heirs. 1805
SOUTIIEY Madoc in Azt. ii. Wks. V. 213 [He] seem'd to bear
at heart Something that rankled there. 1879 MACLKAR
Celts v. 79 Another . . incident, which bears internal evi-
dence of high antiquity.

b. To bear in mind: to carry or keep in re-

membrance.
1338 BALE Gail's Promyses I. in DoJsley (17801 I. 12 To

beare in mynde. .The brute of thy name. 1339 TAVEUNEK
Erasm. Pro-.:. 20 Worthy . . to be continually borne in

mynde. 1832 M rCui.i.ocn Taxation n. iv. 109 It should ..

be borne in mind that this is not a mere agricultural ques-
tion. 1855 MACAULAY llist. l-ng. IV. 313 'He promised to
bear the subject in mind. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. iv. 106
Bear what I say in mind.

C. To bear witness, record, testimony : to testify.
(11300 Cursor M. 6478 Ne ber bou witnes nan bot lelc.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 585 Als be buk says and bers
witnes. 1326 TINDALE John viii. 14 Though I beare recorde
[WYCLIF witnessyng, R/tcm. testimoniej of my selfe, yet my
recorde is true. 1611 Bmi.K A'.r. xx. 16 Thou shalt not
beare false witnes against thy neighbour. 1671 MILTON
Samson 1749 [He] to his faithful champion hath in place
Bore witness gloriously. 1848 MAC-AI-LAV /fist, Kiig. \.

508 Titles, .against which he had often borne his testimony.
3. With extension, and in phrases ; both in lit.

and fig. sense.

a. Extended by various advbs., as about, away,
off, out, etc. Soinetimes with specialized sense, as
To bear away : to carry away as winner

; )
to carry

away in the mind (a thing learned > obs. To be
borne away: i.e. in opinion by feeling, impulse,
etc. t To bear forth : to cany out, conduct (a
matter) ; to develop. To bear off: to carry off as
winner. To bear out: To pretend, give out (obs.);
to extol (obs.); to support, back up, corroborate,
confirm; to be responsible for (obs.), t To bear
over : to transfer ; to carry over, hold over to a later

date. Tobcarnf: to carry, holding up (atrain,etc.)
1823 LAMB /-7/rtSer. II. xxiii. (1865)396 To bear* about the

piteous spectacle of his own self-ruins. 1842 H. E. MANNING
Serin, (1848) t. 317 The dyin^ body we now bear* about.
e 1450 Rob. Hood (Ritson) i. i. 1132 And he that shoteth
alder best The game shall bere* away. 1330 PALSGR. 449/1,
I beare* awaye as a well wytted chylde dothe his lesson, Je
apprens. 1389 Pu i TENHAM Eng. Poesie 5 Easier to beare*
away and be retained in memorie. 1711 Spcct. No. 548 ?6
Such tragedies as ended unhappily bore* away the prizes.
1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xiv. ri4 Borne*
away by their prejudices. 1460 Bk. Quintessence n
It berith* forb bat blood anoon aftir into fleisch. 1631
WEEVER Anc. Fun. Man. 212 This Duke had borne' forth
his youth with better respect then Prince Henry his brother
had done. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby m. xxvi, We are enow to
storm the hold, Bear* off the plunder and the dame. 1485
CAXTON Paris $ V. 10 Somme were that bare* out the
beaulte of the syster of the Kyng. 1330 PAI.SKR. 450/2 This
felowe beareth* it out, as he were a great gentlyman. 1351
ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utop. 128 He helpeth and beareth* out
simple wittes. 1618 BOLTON Floras (1636) 153 Thou didst
defend thy selfe. .against that people which had all the earth
to backe, and beare them v

out. IO^GAULE/VYK:/. The. 334
Yet he beares* out, As he'd preuent, or pittie the disaster.
i8oa MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xix. 166 You think,
I suppose, that your friends., will bear you" out. 1867 FREE-
MAN Worm. Cony. I. vi. 441 A splendid panegyric which is

fully borne' out by his recorded acts. 1382 WYCLIF Ecclus.
x. 8 Rewme fro folc in to folc is born* ouer. Prov, xxix.
I 1 A wis man berth* ouer, and kepith vnto afterward. 1482Monk of En-sham (1869) 4oThey ware bore* vppe an hy by
the grete vyolente flamysof fier. 1503 HAWES Examp. yirt.
xiii. 255 Dame grace, .bare* vp her trayn.

b. To bear the bell, coals, the cross, a fagot, the

flower, the gree, the palm, the frize, a fart, the

stroke, the word: see BELL, COALS, etc. f To bear
low sail: to demean oneself humbly.

a. 1300 Cursor M. 12353 )>a ober leonis . . wi(> baire heued
)>ai bare logh saile. 1593 SHAKS. 3 lien. VI, v. i. 52, I had
rather chop this Hand offat a blow . . Then beare so low a
sayle, to strike to thee. 1602 CAREW Cornwall 135 b, Our
Foy gallants, unable to beare a low sayle, in their fresh
gale of fortune.

fc. To bear the face, the heart: to direct, turn,
incline it. Obs.

BEAB.
t 1300 Beket 224 The King also, .bar his hurte me^t : to do

ther Seint Thomas, c 1323 K. E. A Hit. P. A. 67 Towarde
a foreste I bere be face.

d. To bear (any one) company (fellowship obs.),
a hand: to bring, give, lend it.

) To bear one a
blow : to give or '

fetch
' him a blow. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12568 And quen he suld to metschip ga
. . Allc bai felauschip him bare. 1523 Ln. BURNERS l-'roiss.
I. cxi. 133 We desyre you to bere vs some company of
armes. 1391 SHAKS. Ttoo Gent. iv. iii. 34, I doe desire
thee . . To beare me company, and goe with me. 1647 W.BROWNE Pole.vander i. 116 Bajazel. .bore him a blow that,
in all likelyhood, should have bereft his life. 1749 FIELD-
ING Tom Jones \\\. vii. (1840190 You have promised to bear
me company. 1769 FALCONER Die!. Marine 1 1785', Bear-
a-hand, a phrase of the same import with make haste . .

quick. 1863 DICKENS tint. />. vi. 307 Get him to bear a
hand. 1865 CARLYLE /-'n-M. Gt. II. vn. v. 290 This pleasant
streamlet, .has borne us company for some time.

t e. To bear (an, a, on] in hand[ F. maintenir,
med.L. manfttenere\; to maintain (a statement';
maintain or assert to or against (a person,.; to

charge, accuse (obs. ('1540) ; to profess, pretend ;

to assure, to lead .one) to believe
;
to delude, abuse

with false pretences, f To bear in hand: to carry
on, manage.
(-1300 Keket 909 We wolleth the here an bond : that thu

ert his traitour. t 1340 Cursor M. 15922 iTrin.l }e bere

me^wrong on honde. (-1386 CIIAUCEU Man nf f.. T. 522
This false knight . . Bereth hir an hand that sche hath
don tins thing. 1461 Paston Lett. y,6 1 1. 20 The parson of
Snoryng.. beryth hym a hand. .-1470 Hi N-KV ll'altnt,' i.

37 As Con's Cornykle bers on hand. 1313 I)UI:GLAS /[''.neis

vi. xv. 103 The batellis and the weir, Quhilk eftir this he
had to heir on hand. 1326 SKELTOX )[<tt<nyf. -,=,; They bare
me in hande . that I was a spye. 1528 MOKE Ileraycs i.

Wks. 109/1 To dowte whither Luther himselfe . . wrote in
dede so euyll as he is borne in hande. 1547 Homilies i.

Fear of Death HI. 118591 103 The love which we Uar in
hand to bear to him. 1397 DANIEL tVp. \l'urs\\. xxxiii,
Devotion.. Hears men a Hand on their Credulity. 1399
SHAKS. J/ne/i Ado iv. i. 305 What, beare her in hand vntill

they come to take hands. 1611 Cyutl'. v. v. 4-; Your
daughter, whom she bore in hand to loue. 1623 Ussni-iiv
Ans-M. Jesuit 4 Not so easie to be discerned, as fooles bee
borne in hand they are. a 1716 Sornn 1717 VI. 25 If IVpery
and Fanaticism are so irreconcilable] as our True Protes-
tants would bear us in hand that they are.

t f. To bear it : to carry off as a pri/e, to
'

carry
'

by assault, carry the day.

'

Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Ot/i. l. iii. 23 So may he with more facile

question beare it'.' 1612 BACON Ess. (Arb.) 216 Some thinke
to beare it, by. .being peremptorye. a 1625 ! I.I-.TCHKK Mad
Lover n. i. 7 'Tis worth doing. . but what doing beares it ?

4.
rejl. To bear oneself: to carry, conduct, or

deport oneself; behave, acquit oneself. Sometimes
(like behave oneself )

= to conduct one-self properly.
(-1230 Ancr. K. 4 Hu me schal beren him wioutcn.

1330 K. DKUXXE C/HVH, 98 )>e gode queue gaf him in con-
seile, To luf his folk bituene .. Bere him tille his barons.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 798 Which of yow that bereth him
best of alle. (-1485 Digly Jfyst. , 1882) II. 524 Who-so in

pride beryth hym to hye, with myscheff shalbe mekyd.
1530 PALSOU. 450/1, 1 beare myselfe well. 1593 HOOKER F.ccl.
Pol. n. vii. I0 Wks. !84i I. 268 Who bear themselves bold
upon human authority. Vri6oo \\'orld ^- ChiM in HazI,
Dodsl. I. 248 Bear thee prest in every game. 1658 USSIIER
Ann. vi. 163 Clearchus .. bearing himself for a Tyrant of
Byzantium. i754Sm:i<LocK ZVa-.(i75giI.ix.257 A Man may
bear himself so well in Dismiise, as not to be discovered.
1848 MACAULAY Hist. Bug. I. 618 The latest generations
would know how . . he had borne himself.

5. To have as a member or part of the body.
1486 Bk.St.Albans E iij, And beerith talow and gris.

1611 SHAKS. ll'iitt. T. i. ii. 309 Seruants. .that bare eyes To
see alike mine Honor, as their Profits. 1808 SCOTT .Marm.
M. xvi, Eustace, thou bear'st a brain. 1817 BYRON Manfred
Ii. iv. 92 Bear what thou borest, The heart and the form.
6. To carry about with or upon one, as material

equipment or ornament.
a. To carry about with one, or wear, ensigns of

office, weapons of offence or defence. To bear
arms against : to be engaged in hostilities with.
a 1000 Beoii.'itlJ^? Secjas baron . .bcorhte frastwa. ^1175

Lain!'. Hom. 69 Crist. .}eue us wepne for to beren. e 1400
MAUNDEV. vi. 64 The! beren but o Scheld and o Spere.
? 1568 G. FERRERS in Arb. Garner IV. 179 Apt to bear arms.
1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 60 He bure armes, and made weir
against the King. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V, III. xi. 316
An ample, .pardon to all who had born arms against him.
1862 STANLEY 7t'. C//. (1877) I. v. 94 The staff like that
still borne by Arab chiefs.

tb. To have upon the body (clothes, ornaments) ;

to wear. To bear the breech : to 'wear the breeches.'

803 K. /ELFRED Oros. iv. x. 12 [He] ba:r ha?t on his
heafde. e 1230 Ancr. R. 382 Ich wot swulne (>et berej booe
togedere heui brunie and here, a 1300 Cursor .17. 9071

' Tas
of '. .'mi kinges croun bat i na langer agh to here.' 1400
Rom. Rose 6240 Many . . that comyn clothe ay beeren, Yit

seyntes neverethelesse they weren. c 1500 Mayd Einlyn
in Anc. Poet. Tr. 11842) 20 All women be suche Thoughe
the man bere the breche, They wyll be euer checkemate.

1574 HELLOWES Gueuara's Kf. (15771 87 The good or the
euil of monasteries lyeth not in y* habits, but in the men
that beare it.

c. To display on a heraldic shield
;
to be entitled

to wear or use as coat armour.
a 1430 Syr Eglant. 1 186 He bare of Aser, a schyp of golde.

1486 Bk. St. A [bans. Her. A j, Beyng in worthenes aarmes
for to bere. 1599 THYNNE Aniinaih>. 42 The erle of Kent
beareth a wiuer for his Crestc and supporters. 1727 BR.M>.
LEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Bear, He that has a Coat of Arms, is

said to Bear it in the several Charges or Ordinaries that
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are in his Escutcheon. 1825 SCOTT Talism. (1832) 225 The
shield, .bore, .a serrated and rocky mountain.

7. To carry about with one, to have attached to,

or impressed upon one, to own, have : a. a feature,

external character, look. (
= to present.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 18823 Bot of his liknes J>at he bare.

1393 GOWER Conf. I. 339 No life . . Which berth visage of
mannes kinde. < 1550 ffickscffmtr in Hazl. Dodsl, I. 171
Outward he beareth a fair face. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy. (1810)

III.470 Many Mountainea that beare shewes of Mettals.

1711 STEELE Sped. No. 4 f 8 Falshood. .shall hereafter bear
a blacker Aspect. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofA >\ iv. 28 So firm

a front They bear in battle. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
II. 142 Old Cavaliers . . who bore the marks of honourable
wounds.

b. a name, title, etc.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. n. 12. 23 After which planete the

day berith 1m name. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvn. 203 For

bishopes blessed '

thei bere^ meny names. 1581 MARBUCK
Bk. of Notes 341 The Epistle which beareth the title to the

Hebrues. 1850 PRESCOTT Mexico I. 63 Four beautiful girls,

bearing the names of the principal goddesses.
C. a reputation, praise, blame, price, value, etc.

c 1425 Seven Sag. iP. i 73 The fyfte maysler. .That of wis-

dom bare grete loos. 1588 MUNDAY in Farr's S. P. 118451 L
230 The sweetest face . . And highest head . . Beare no more

reckoning then the poorest slaue. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No.

4658/2 The Blank Tickets bear seven per Cent. Interest.

1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1828) I. 331 It. .is exported to

India, where it bears a high price. 1845 HOOD Recipe
Ch'iiiz. Wks. 11871) 298 That which bears the praise of na-

tions. 1866 ROGERS Agric. $ Prices I. ii. 1 7 Natural meadow
bore a high rental.

8. To wield (power, sway, etc.) ; to hold an

office). Cf. office-bearer.

1,1300 Bektt 2409, [He] schoMe have Ibore the heritage.

1503-4 Ait 19 Hen. I'/f, xxvii. ii No merchaunt . . [shall]

here eny voyce ne have eny sayngs in eny Courte. 1534
WniTriNTON Titllycs Offices n. 11540' gp In that yere that I

bare roume. iS3S COVERDALE i Chron. xxvii. 6 Sonnes . .

which bare rule in the hou.se of their fathers. 1552 LATIMKK
Serm. II. 138 They bear the swing, all things goeth after

their minds. 1570 ASCHAM Scholem. 118631 37 To beare
some office in the common wealth. 1650 R. STAPYLTON
Siradas Low C. Warres u. 29 That they should bear all

the sway. 1690 Idiom. Anglo-Lat. 42 That Office did I

bear. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 671 Those great
Celtic houses, which . . bore rule in Ulster.

9. Jig. To entertain, harbour, cherish (a feeling.
c 1250 Gen. A> E.t. 1044 Salt 5u 1103 1 de ri^t-wise weren,

Or for hem $e to^ese me3 bemi '! a 1300 Cursor M. i
<'>

,

Vntil his broker nith [v.r. ire] he ban-. //>/</. 12096 Ye Uir

him right nan au {-'.r. awe]. 1483 CAN ION (',. de la Tour
Fivb, Obeysshe and bere hym honour. 1512 Act 4 Hen.
VIII, xix. Pream., The true faythe that hys Highnesse
berythe unto Almyghty Godc. 1538 STARKLY England iii.

(1871* 82 One beryth malyce agayn another. 1570 T. WIL-
SON Demosthenes 23 Now that the Thebancs beare us the

stomache, that you see they doe. 1598 SHAKS. Merry \V.

iv. vi. 9 The deare loue I beare to faire Anne Page. 1598
GRF.NEWEY Tacitus Ann. iv, ix. 1 16221 103 She beareth the

minde to passe the rest of her life with a Gentleman of Rome.

1727 SWIFT Gulliver in, ii. 189 The contempt they bear for

practical geometry. iT

He bore her no malice.

ontempt they bear
dv. Phaeton xxvi. 356

.

10. To hold, maintain, possess, or have (a pro-

perty or attribute, a relation to something else^.

a 1300 Cursor .V. 2682 Circumcising Hern in it-self gret

for-biseyng. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xxix. 116951 204

Nothing finite bears any proportion to infinite. 1841
MACAULAY /K Hastings, Ess. 11851* I. 16 His mind bears
a singular analogy to his body. 1857 BUCKLE Civilis. I. ix.

576 The relation the nobles bore to the throne. 1863 F \\v-

CETT Pol, Econ. u. v. 194 The ratio which population bears

to capital.

II. To sustain, support, uphold.
* To sustain weight or pressure, to endure.

11. trans. To sustain, support (a weight or strain
1

).

C 1000 Ag-s. Gosfl. Malt. xx. 12 pe b=eron byrftena, on bises

dceges haetan. r 1375 WYCLIF Set Wks. I. 66 pei shal bere. .

the wine of he I^e lawe. 1399 Kick. Reaeless i. 41 The
brauncnis aboue boren grett charge, c 1550 Sent. Poems
if)tk C. (1810! II. 160 Our seiknes on thy back thou Imre.

a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 3 Atlas-like

it seem'd the heaven they beared. 1793 SMEATON Edystone
L. 246 Proportionate in every part to the stress it was

likely to bear. 1801 STRUTT Sforfs ty Past. n. ii. 79 When
the ice would bear them. 1849 RUSKIN Se?', Lamps, ii.

(1855) 34 For the shafts do indeed bear as much as they are

ever imagined to bear.

b. absol. or/;///*.; spec, in Building. To stand a

strain without intermediate support.
1677 MOXON Meek. Exerc. (17031 157 Timber is said to

Bear at its whole length, when neither a Brick-wall, or

Posts, etc. stand between the ends of it. Ibid. 136 Joyst
are seldom made to Bear at above ten Foot in length.

12. fig. (of an immaterial burden, charge, cost,

responsibility, etc.) Formerly also bear out.

1297 R. GLOUC. 379 To bere ^eruore a certeyn rente by he

}ere. a 1300 Cursor M. 5667 Him bat bare f>e wite. 1439
E. E. JfYf(i882) 125 Certayne annuities borne oute of hem
{manors], i^ag MOKE in Four C. Eg. Lett. 12 There shall

no poore neighbour .. bere no Ios>e. 1598 W. PHILLIPS

Linschotcrfs Voy. in Arb. Garner III. 403 The Farmers

bearing the adventure of the sea. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKK]
Ivstint 24 a, Dariua .. promised to beare out the whole

charges of those Warres. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xiii. 6 The
land was not able to beare them, that they might dwell

together. 1769 STERNE Strut. Yorick v. (1773* 63 1* hac*

been . . better for the nation to have bore the expence.

1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 263 Lewis would bear the

charge of supporting two thousand of them [troops].

b. f To bear the person of: to sustain the char-

acter of, to personate \obs.\ To bear a part : to

sustain a part, take part, share in.

1605 Vt-RSTEGAN Dec. Intell. x. (1634' 320 A vice-roy :

that is, he that in the Kings absence supplieth his place
and beardh his person. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. \. xvi. 80
He that acteth another, is said to beare his Person. Ibid.

in. xlii. 267 Here wee have the Person of God born now the
third time.

13. trans. To sustain successfully ; Jig. to stand

(a strain, test, examination) ; to allow or admit of.

1523 FITZHICRB. Hush. (1882) 60, Lx. mares, .able to beare
the horse. 1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 26 Thy great imploy-
inent Will not beare question. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's
Grain, vii. 33 The ship will beare much, that is, carry much
Ordnance or goods, or beare much saile. 1697 DRYDEN
l-'irg. Ded., No Modern Latin can bear criticism. 1762
FALCONER SAifivr. n. 245 The ship no longer can her top-
sails bear. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 137 The cable
. . would scarcely have borne to have been heaved up. 1838
MACAULAY in Trevelyan Life <$ Lett. 11876) II. vii. 11 The
.style will not bear examination. 1849 RASKIN Set 1

. Lamps
i. 15. 25 It is not less the boast of some .styles that they
can bear ornament.

f!4. intr. (for refl.} To hold good; to hold,

stand,
(
do.' (Cf. also bring to bear in 33.) Obs,

1710 STEELE Tatter No. 199 PS If the Matter bears, I

^hall not be unjust to his Merit. 1737 WATERLAND Eucharist
112 The Argument will not bear in the View before men-
tioned. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 227 We are going
into Personals again, Gentlemen .. And that wont bear.

15. To sustain (anything painful or trying) ;
to

suffer, endure, pass through : a. without any re-

ference to the manner of bearing.
< 1385 CHAVCKR L. G. W. 1272 And beryn . . for hire sake

Not I not what. 1450 HESRYSON Mor. Fab. 71 Three
battes hee bure, or hee his feet might find, c 1470 HLNJ'Y
n'all,isc n. no In fureous payne, yat ye bur. c 1580
Atnadis f>fGaule 273 This great sorow that I beare and
suffer. 1718 POPE Iliad i. 270 The wrongs I bear from
Atreus soti. 1816 J. WILSON City of Plague 11. ii. 118 A
melancholy pleasant to be borne. 1870 MOKKIS Earthly
Par. I. i. 281 That we can bear such things and yet not die.

b. To suffer without succumbing, to sustain with-

out giving way, to endure. Formerly with away,
out i,cf. hold out, standout}.
n 1300 Cursor .If. 15617 Him . . (>at baret for yow bare.

1526 TINIJALE John xvi. 12, 1 have yet many thynges to

saye vnto you ; but ye cannot beare them awaye now.

1547 BALDWIN Mor. Philos. vi. iii, Patiently beare the time.

1574 tr. MarloraCs Apotalips 17 Blessed is the man that

beareth out temptation. 1607 TOI-SELL Fonr-f. Beasts 437
The Horses can abide no cold, but the Asses and Mules
bear out. 1611 BIBLE den. iv. 13 My punishment is greater
tfien 1 can beare. 1697 UKYDKN I'irg. Gcorg. m. 542 He
who bears in Thrace the bitter Cold. 1755 SMOLLETTOwiV.
(1803' II. 143 With an intrepid heart .. he bears the brunt
of their whole artilltiy. 1796 MKS. GLASSI-: Cookery y\\. 215
Make it as hot a> you can bear your finger in it. 1864 Daily
Tel. 16 May, We ci-.n only recommend Alphonse and Tbeo-

phile . . to grin and bear it
;

the expression, perchance,
savours a little of slang.

C. To endure without opposition or resistance,

to tolerate a thing) ;
also with inf. or sitbord. cl.

( 900 La~(-<sof.-Klfrcd\, > Bosw. ' Icnelle beran eowre gyme-
lea^te. a 1300 Cursor M. 12991 Na langer Mai i nu }>i wicked
wordes ber. 1523 I.t>. BERSEKS Froiss. I. xxvi. 37 The kyng
myght no longtr bear by his honour the imuryes and
wronges. 1659 in Burton's Diary uSzS' IV. 49, I say not
but the army will bear, that \<~>u sit to levy nioney. 1704
ROWE t'lyss. i. i. 230 My Lords, this Railer is not to be
born. 1855 MACALL vv H'

ist. Eng. 111. 26 The public would
not have borne to see any Papist among the servants of
their Majesties.

d. To reconcile oneself to, put up with, tolerate,

away with. (Always negatively, interrogatively, or

hypothetically: often with infinitive.) Cf. ABKAR.
1710 Tatlcr No. 219 ^4 There is no reasonable Man can

bear dim half an H'jur. 1802 MAR. EDGKWORTH Mcral I .

(1816) I. \ii. loo iHe] could not bear to think of distressing
her. 1813 Miss At.-siKN Pride fy I'rej. xv. 62 The man
whom she could not bear to speak of. 1865 DICKENS Mnt.
J'r. \. 2

' What hurt can it do you?'
'

None, none. But I

cannot bear it.' M"d. I cannot bear antimacassars !

f!6. To bear hard, heavy or heavily I,. &gre

ft'rrc] : to endure with a grudge, take (a thing 1 ill

or amiss, have ill will to, have a resentment

against ;
so to hear upon the spleen. Obs.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. Introd. 10 Many beren heuy that freris

ben clepid pseudo or ypocritis. 1601 SHAKS. Jitl. C. n.

i. 215 Cains Ligarius doth beare Caesar hard. 1602 Life
T. Cro)>nv<-ll\\. ii. 112 You bear me hard about the abbey
lands. 1629 tr. Htrodian (1635* 38 Divers, that bore Per-
ennuis upon the spleene, for his intolerable haughtyand dis-

dainefull carriage, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rub. 1. 1. 32 The
111 Success was heavily born, and imputed to ill Conduct.

17. /;///-. To bear with : to put up with, be pa-
tient with, make allowance for. (With indirect

passive to be. borne 7i'///j.)

a 1553 UU.-VLI. Royster D. iv. vii. (ArlO 74 The heart of a
man Should more honour winne by bearyng with a woman.
u 1586 Anyiv. Cartwrig/tt 72 Ignorance . . is to bee borne
with. 1601 SHAKS. Jitl. C. in. ii. no Beare with me, my
heart is in the coffin there with Ca;sar. 1712 POPK Spect.
No. 408 f7 Little Irregularities arc sometimes to be bore
with. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc n. 223 He would bid us

Bear with our miseries manfully. 1872 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. IV. xviii. 113 A foreign King had to be borne with.
* * 7(7 supportt keep up* maintain. Usually with

up.
18. trans. To hold (/) from falling or sinking,

to support, keep tip.
a 1300 Cursor M. 537 Hijs fete him bers up fra fall. 1398

TREVISA Earth. De P.R. v.liv. 114951 170 The fote.. beryth

vp all the body. 1439 E. E. With (1882! 117, Ij GrefFons

to bere hit \ ppe. 1611 BlBLK Judges xvi. 29 The two middle

pillars, .on which it was borne vp. 1684 R. WALLER Xat.

Exper. 50 The Water . . may fill about half the Ball, that
the Fishes may move, and bear themselves thereon.

b. spec. To hold up a horse's head with a * bear-

ing rein.' To bear a rein upon : to hold in check

by this means. Also_y%*.
1603 S. DAXJKL Defence Rkime (1717) 29 The best Rein,

the strongest Hand to make men keep their Way, is, that
which their Enemy bears upon them. 1607 TOPSELL Foiir-

f. Beasts 284 Let him [a hor;<e with a crick in the neck] be
ridden . . by such a one as will bear his head, and make him
to bring it in., 1610 HEALEV St. Aug. City ofGod 903 The
hand of God bearing a raine upon our condemned soules.

f 19. trans. To uphold (any one in a course of

action), reft, and intr. To exalt or lift up one-

self upon, to plume oneself, presume. Obs.
c 1400 Aj>ol. Loll. 64 Maynteynd, & born vp frriuel. 1535

SHAXTON in Strype Eccl. Mew. I. n. App. Ixi. 150 If yee . .

bear the Abbot in his evil dealing that he may escape . .

see yee thereto. 1565 JEWEL Def. Apol. u6ir 227 The
truth will be able euermore to beare it selfe. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turkes (16211 894 The Spaniards bearing themselves

upon their wealth, were too proud. 1635 N AUNT ON Fragm.
Keg. (1870) 17 The Gentleman bearing high on my Lords
favor. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece m. vii. (1715' 67 Fami-
lies . . bearing themselves much higher on their Original.

20. To sustain, keep up, or keep going (the
burden or bass of a song;, arch.

t 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 673 This sompnour bar to him a stiff

burdoun. 1611 COTGR.
,
Faire le con t re . . to beare a burden,

or sing the plain song whcron another descants, a 1656
DP. HALL Soliloquies 68 Who hath heard . . the bittern

bearing her base In the coldest months? 1813 SCOTT Roket>y
v. vii, A manly voice . . Bare burthen to the music well.

21. To hear up: a. (trans.} to uphold (a prin-

ciple) ; to keep up the spirits of (a person).
1606 BRVSKETT CYr-. Life 20 Persons to assist my accuser,

and beare vp his cause. 1658 (25 Jan.) CROMWELL Sf.
i Carl. >, To bear up our honour at sea. 1852 Hammers <y

Ploughshares iv. 27 What hope have you to bear you up 'i

fb. rcfl. To exalt oneself; cf. 19. Obs.
a 1520 Myrr. Onr Latiye 188 Thou ouercomest them that

bere vp themselfe.

c. intr. (for reft.} To keep up one's courage or

spirits ; to maintain one's ground (against diffi-

culties) ; not to succumb.
1656 MOKE Antid. Atli. \. i.\. (17121 26 Bearing up as well

as they can. 1668 CHILD Disc, Trade(i6$&) 21$ The Portu-

guese, except they alter their politicks, .can never bear up
with us.Tnuch less prejudice our Plantations. 1711 ADHISON
Sfit'ft. No. 256 f 8 To bear up under Scandal and Defama-
tion. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace Wks. 1842 II. 291 Bearing
up against those vicissitudes of fortune. 1850 MRS. STOWE
Uncle Tom's C. iii. 15 'Bear up, now, and good bye ; for

I'm going.'
* * * 7o hold tip, hold, have upon it.

22. To uphold, hold up, hold on top or aloft.

c 1380 Sir farninb. 369 pe nayles three, bat paynede crist

wan he was born on J>e rode Tree. 1398 TREVISA Bartk De
P. R. xi. i. '1495* 381 Ayre . . beryth the fyre and is boren of

the water. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxvii. 252 Eva's
little table., bore on it her favourite vase, with a single
white moss rose-bud in it.

23. To have written or inscribed upon it.

1503-4 Act\f) Hen. VII, xxxviii. Preamb., Lett res patente/

beryng date at Westminster the xxj day of August. 1660

STANLEY Hist. Philos. 11701' 119 A Pillar, .bare this inscrip-

tion, Sacred to Diana. 1853 PHILLIPS Rivers Yorksh*
viii. 195 Coins, bearing the effigy of the Horse. 1864 Times
6 Dec., These deeds bear dates from 1573 to about 1660.

b. passive. To be entered or registered in a list,

on the books of any establishment, etc.

1758 J. BLAKE Plan Mar. Syst. y
Each man so listed . .

shal! be borne upon the said ship, in the same class in which
he is rated. 1803 NELSON in Nicolas Di$p. V. 321 A com-

plement of sixty men, including two boys, to be borne on

the third class. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 38 Though
borne on the English establishment, that regiment . . had
been almost exclusively composed of Scotchmen. 1863 Cox
fust. Eng. Gfn>t. in. viii. 724 All persons borne on the books
of Queen's ships in commission.

24. fa. To have or convey the meaning, to pur-

port (thai), arch.

,11300 Cursor J/. 14753 Cure lord hem ^af bis vnsv.ere

But pci wist not what hit bare. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.
Pocsie in. xix. <x8u) 167 The Greeks call this figure Ana-

diplosis, I call him the Redouble as the originall beares.

1663 GEKBIEK Counsel 53 The description of., the Palace

of Solomon bears, that it was made with smooth hard stone.

1746 Rep. Cond. Sir J. Cope 116 The Letter bears, that the

pretended Prince of Wales came lately on the Coast.

b. To profess, claim, purport (to be).

1759 ROBERTSON in H. Campbell Love-Lett. Mary Q.
Scots (1824) 235 A French translation . . bears to have been

printed at Edinburgh by Thomas Waltem, 1572. a 1859

L. HUNT Aittohiogr. iii. (1860) 72 A portrait, .bearing to be

the likeness of a certain Erasmus Smith, Esq.

j-25. To bear (a thing) ttpon (one): to allege,

charge upon* lay to the charge of. [The proper

position of this sense is doubtful.]
c 1375 WYCLIF A ///<< rut 133 Crist was . . belen.and skourged,

and false borne upon. ^1449 PECOCK Rcpr. 363 The seid

large endowing Born upon Constant in to be mad to Silve.-trr

Pope was neuere doon.

III. trans, and intr. To push, thrust, press.

[This group seems to have arisen in a transference

of the sense from cany to an action producing the

same result (i. e. the moving forward of a body)

by a different application of force, that of continu-

ous pressure. This once established, the extension

of the idea to pressure of many kinds, both hori-
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zontal and vertical, followed. Thus there result

senses of bear directly contrary to each other, as

when a post bears the pressure which is brought
to bear upon it, or a man bears up till calamity
bears him down.]
* To push, press.
26. trans. To move (a thing)

onward by force

of pressure ; to push, force, drive
; cf.

'

carry
'

in

same sense.

#1300 Cursor Af. 16252 Hu }>at bis folk be beres to J>e
dede. c 1400 De-str. Troy iv. 1279 pan pollux. . Bert: backe-
ward the batell. 1*1450 Merlin vii. 117 He bar hyin ouer
the horse croupe. 1652 NKEDHAM tr. Selden's Marc Cl. 470
They . . will needs bear all the world before them. 1795
SOUTHEY Joanof Arcv\, 397 Borne backward Talbot turns.

1855 MOTLKY Dutch Rep. n. ii, u866) 163 Bearing him off
over his horse's tail.

b. Naut. To bear off,

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ix. 44 A ship boord,
beare cffis used to euery thing you would thrust from you.
27. esp. To bear down, formerly also bear over

(whence OVERBOBXE) : to push to the ground,
overwhelm, overthrow, vanquish. Also_/?f.
1398 TRKYISA Earth. DC P. K. ix. xxxi. (1495* 368 Metynge

and berynge downe the fende. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1 171.
Hors and man down he bore. 1576 LAMr.Aimi-; Peramb.
Kcu( 1826} 331 He bare it [a Door] clcane downc before

him, and so escaped. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks 11621)

132 The Tartars . . bearing downe the world before them.

1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 516 He shall . . beare over and
kill those that stood against him. 1680 HUKNET Rodiester
11692)98 A Doctrine which was born down and persecuted,
it 1811 LEVDEN Ld. Soiilis, They bore him down with lances

bright. 1840 MACAULAY Rankc, Ess. (18541 55^/2 His ac-

tivity and zeal bore down all opposition.

f 28. fig. To bear (one) down : to overthrow in

debate
; maintain one's point against, insist in

opposition to (any one). Obs.

1526 TINDALE Acts xii. 15 She bare them doune that hit

was even so. 1641 MILTON Prel. Episc. Wks. (1851) 92
Though hee himselfe . . should beare us downe that there
bee three. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk % Seh>. 87 [He] roundly
bears us down, That two such worlds would touch without
more ado.

29 intr. To press (laterally) on, to thrust at, to

come with force or pressure against, arch. Also
with at, to ;obs.).
c 1450 Merlin vii. 118 Thei bar to hym so harde that Ar-

thur was throwe to the erthe. Ibid. viii. 127 And he bar
on hym so sore that he threwe the knyght to grounde.
1513 DOUGLAS .-Em-is x. x. 24 The tother .. Buyr at hym
mychtely with a lang speyr. 1710 Loud. Gaz. No. 4647/3
Two East-India Men . . received Damage by bearing upon
one another as they were sailing out of the Harbour.

b. Jig. To press hardily) or heav\Jl y upon, to

affect adversely or injuriously. (In mod. use this

is prob. often pictured as the downward pressure
of a burden : see next.)
1699 BENTLEY Pkal. 272 The next will bear harder upon

him. \ji^Gnardiau No. 5311756' I. 237, 1 will not bear hard

upon his contrition. 1834 H. lAuA&nScenesfy Leg. xxii.CiSs?!

322 An open, boisterous winter, that bore heavy on the
weak and aged. 1877 TYNDALL in Daily AVuy 2 Oct. 2/4
No great mechanical improvement . . is introduced . . that
does not bear hardly upon individuals.

30. Transferred to downward pressure, as that of
a load : a. trans, with down.
1674 PLAYI-OKU Skill Mas. n. 102 Bearing it [a string of an

instrument] hard down with the end of your finger. 1853
FORSTEK Arab. Ms, (RtldgJ 327 The branches .. were al-

most borne down with the weight of the fruit. 1864 TEN-
NYSON En. A rd. 679 The dead weight . . bore it down.

b. intr. with down. Cf. BEARING vbl. sl>. 8.

1835 TODU Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. I. 17/2 A woman who
1

bears down', .will thus accelerate her delivery.
c. intr. with on,

1829 SOLTHEY Allfor Low vi. Wks. VII. 186 While i>he

pray'd the load of care Less heavily bore on her heart.

31. intr. To exert or transmit mechanical pres-
sure upon, on, against (a point which sustains it; ;

to repose one's weight, to rest upon ;
also to press

as a spring, to
*
thrust

'

(as an arch against its

piers i.

1677 MOXON Meek, l-'.xerc, 11703) 148 This Post .. bears

upon the Floor. 1715 DESAGULIERS Fires Iinpr, 122 Which
must bear against the Limbs of the Sector-Pieces. 1854
SCOFFKRN in Orrs Circ. Si: Chem. 292 Little collars of
leather . . bearing against the shoulders of the apparatus,
32. To exert a practical effect or influence on or

upon, to tend to affect
; to have reference to, relate

to, come into practical contact with, touch.

1672 MARVELL Rck. Transp.i.fy Their edge bore alwayes
upon J. Q. either in broad meanings or in plain terms. 1794
PALEY Evid. n. vii. (1817) 187 To point out how the argu-
ment bears upon the general question. 1836 Recoil. House
ofLords viii. 155 His matter, .always bears directly on the

question before the House. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
(1876) III. xii. 197 How this marriage bears on the history
of Maine. 1883 LD. CUUJMGFOBD in Echo i Sept. 4/2 A ..

collection of artistic objects bearing on industry.

yb. To touch upon, border close upon, lie very
near to (in nature or character). Obs.
1682 Loud. Gaz. No. 1731/4 A .. Coat of grey colon r'd

Cloth bearing upon the blew. 1835 MARKYAT Joe. Faithf.
xv, He related an accident . . which particularly bore upon
the marvellous.

33. To bring lo bear : to bring into effective
|

operation (against^ upon, etc.) ;
to bring about, to

cause to act ; to employ, exert. (Cf. also 14.)

1748 RICHAKDSON Clarissa (iSnt VIII. i Your cousin.,
had with diftVulty brought this meeting to bear. 1775
JOHNSON Lett. 127 (1788) I. 275, I am still of opinion that
we shall bring the Oxford riding-school to bear. 1833 H r.

MARTINEAU '1 'a Ic Tyne Hi. 64 Whenever legislation is brought
to bear directly upon industry. 1853 LYTTON My Novel
in. iii, Randal now brought his experience and art to bear.
1866 KINGS LEY Herew. xxi. 266 Before a bow could be

brought to bear. 1871 TYNDALL Fragtti. Sc. I. vii. 245 No
human instrument lias been brought to bear upon these
stones.

34. Mere may also be put the phrases : f To bear

off: to resist and cause (a stroke) to rebound, to

repel, to ward off, to 'turn' (a shower, etc.). Obs.

To bear in, pass, to be borne in : to be forced in,

impressed with force upon tthe mind) ;
in which

there is also some admixture of notions belonging
to I and II.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apophth. 318 b, With the swcorde
wee laie on, with the bucler wee beare of. 1570 ASCHAM
Siholeiti. (1863) 112 A demie bukram cassok .. which will

neither beare of winde nor wether. 1641 MILTON "//. Discip,
i. Wks. 18511 22 His Helmet, to beare off blowes in baltell.

1818 Q. Rci>. XVIII. 537 It had been born in upon his

mind .. that some great man .. was to be cut off. 1853
). H. XKVVMAN Disc. Univ. Educ. 103 It is borne in upon
the many . . as self-evident, that religious men would not
thus be jealous.
* * To thrust (throng.
\ 35. trans. To thrust, pierce, stab a person

through the body, or his body through, ivif/i a

spear, fete.) [Cf. the mod. 'to run one through
with a rapier and 'to run a rapier through him.

1

]

Also with other prepositions. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7625 Thorn he had his bodi born, If he

nc had blenked. ("1386 CHAUCKR Knis. 'J\ 1398 Than pray
I the, to morwe with a spere That Arcila me thurgh the

lu:rte bere. 1:1400 Roland 689 He brek his shekl, and bar

hym to the hert. c 1400 Metnyjie 1395 Thurgh the schelde
. . He was borne with a brande. c 1420 - ir'<>"c. Arth. xvi,
He bare him inne atte the throte. ^1435 Torr. Portugal
689 To the hart he baryd hym than. 1470 85 MALORY
Arthur 1 18161 II. 440 They met together so furiously, that

cither bear other through.
* * * To press oneself; move, tend, lie in a given

direction. [An intransitive development of 26.]
36. intr. To press, force one's way against resist-

ance
;

to move with effort, with persistency or

with a distinct bias in some direction. Extended

by many advs., as back, au'av, on, doi^n.
I 593 SHAKS. Liti.r. 1417 Here one, b^in.L; thronged, bears

back. 1601 Jnl. C. in. ii. 172 Stand backe ; roonie, lie-are

backe. 1742 R. BLAIR Grave 767 The . . bird . . clap.i hi> . .

wings, and bears away. 1754 P. H. Hibe-rniad 2. 14 Let

any Stranger, .bear away and visit the Comity of Wicklow.
1810 SCOTT Lady of L. n. xvi, Nearer and nearer a* they
bear. 1842 H. E. MANNING Semi, xviii. 1:848; I. 272 The
stream of this visible world, which bears down in a heavy
tide away from God. 1862 TYNDALL Mountaineer vi. 47
The queenly orb. .clears the mountain, and bears splendidly
away. 1872 JLSKINSOS Guide Z,rtX,vi'( 18791 2 -6 On arriving
at the top of the crag, bear a little to the right.

37. esp. in Nautical phraseology : To sail in a

certain direction
; hence. To bear away : to sail

away, leave. To bear down (upon or towards : to

sail with the wind (towards). To bear
off-,

see

quot. To bear up : to put the helm '

up
'

so as to

bring the vessel into the direction of the wind. To
bear up for, or bear with (a place): to sail to-

wards.

1605 SHAKS. Temp. MI. ii. 3 Lie-are vp, & boord em 1

. 1611

BIBLE Acts xxvii. 15 The ship, .could not beare vp into \C,c-

iiwa make way against] the winde. 1627 CAPT. SMI in Si'a-

inan's Cram. ix. 44 When a ship sailes with a lan:e wind
towards the land, .we say she beares in with the land. .And
when she would not come neere the land, but goeth more
Roome-way than her course, wee say she beares off. < 1630
RISDON Sitrv, DiTon 2101 1810: 218 A mark to sailor*, who
bear with Plymouth haven. 1699 BLNTLEY rkat. 328 She
must not make to the next safe Harbour ; but. .bear away
for the remotest. 1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4521/2 We all bore
down to secure what Merchant ships we could, 1712 Si KiiLic

Sped. No. 428 i People tost in a troubled Sea, without

knowing to wh;it Shore they bear.
1748 ANSON \'oy. n. xi.

256 We bore down to them, and took them up. 1772-84
COOK Voy. (1700) V. 1820 We passed the rocks, and bore up
to the southward.

_ 1793 SMEATON Edystonc L. 98 The
wind being now fair for that port, we bore away for it.

1798 Jrni. in Nicolas NcLons Disp. III. 48 Nelson imme-
diately bore up under all sail, for Alexandria. 1812 J.
WILSON Isle of fnlins \. 397 Onwards with the favouring
gale . . Th* impatient Vessel bore. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. <y

.SY/:/.i 18581 12 They bore out to sea. 1865 PARKMAN Champ-
lain i. 11875) !82 The voyagers, .bore away for France.

b. Naut. and gen. To bear down upon : to pro-
ceed (esp. with force) towards.

1716 Lend. Gaz. \o. 5455/3 *^ur Fleet . . bore down upon
them . . keeping the Wind of them. 1867 BAKER Nile
Tribnt. xiii. 328 A tremendous crashing in the jungle . . and
continued shouts, .assured us that they were bearing down
exactly upon our direction. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 15
Both consuls bore down on the left wing of the enemy.
38. To extend or stretch away, to continue to lie

in a particular direction, as a coast line, a moun-
tain range, etc.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 56 Such an obliquide and winding
might seem to decline and beare out too much vnio one
side. Ibid. I. 73 From whence proceedeth and beareth
forth the necke or cape of Peloponnesus. 1883 Harper's
Mag. Nov. 822/1 The Battenkill bears southward for twenty
miles.

39. Chiefly Nant. : To lie off in a certain direc-

tion from a given point or place. (.Cf. BEARING. )

1594 BLL-NDbviL Exerc. vii. \.\iv. 682 The Ship-mastei
knowing, .how the port. . beareth from the place from which
he departeth. 1596 SHAKS. Tam. Skr. v. i. 10 This is Lu-
centios house, My fathers beares more toward the market-
place. 1668 SfcUTH I'oy. in Misc. Cur. 11708' III. 59 Then
shewed him how Constantinople beared from Candia. 1765
TUCKER Lt. Xat. II. 388 You must bring such a hill to bear

directly over such a point of the shore. 1835 SlK J. Ross
N.-IV, Pass, vi. 88 Possession Bay bore due west.

4.0. Of cannon : To lie so as to 'cover,' or be
in position for discharging shot effectively \ttpon\
1692 in Capt. Smith's Seaman s Gram. I. xvi. 75 A piece

ofOrdnance dotk come to dear, that is, lies right with the
Mark. 1711 BOL-RN in Loud. Gaz. No. 4906/2, I cuiild nut.

bring a Broadside to bear, a 1804 NELSON in Nicolas /'/.s/.

II. 14 Our after-guns ceased to bear. 1865 CARLYI.F I-rcdk.
(if. VIII. xix. vii. 230 Hack had no artillery to bear on
Daun's transit through the Pass.

b. (causal . To direct a shot or missile.

1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 28 You must bear the fir>t

fired rocket above the rest.

41. Painting. Of colours :

r
fo bear out : to

'come out
1

effectively or with some effect. Cf. to

bring out, and to be brought out. (rare.}
1855 J. KDWARDS Oil faint. 28 The colour^ of pigments

'bear out' with effects differing according to the liquids
with which they are combined.
IV. To bring forth, produce, give birth to.

42. To bring forth, produce, yield : a. said of

plants bearing leaves, flowers, fruit. Alsoy/^.
a 1000 dcdmorts (,>;/. 479 iGr.l JJiJa^e- beam se ba-r bitres

ft- la. fiooo Ags, f/X\-/. Matt. vii. 17 /tic g<">d treow byr&
gode wajstimi.s. 1297 K. Gi.ni'c. 3.-2 To blowe, & MI ('be to
bere frut, 1398 THIAISA Ilarth. DC 1\ K. xvn. !\i, Trees
that beere well fruyte. i 1400 Rom. Rose, 3128 Pulled. . 1'Vu

the roser that it bere. 1567 1 )I;ANT Horace's Epist. vii. 1) in,
\\ hil>t MJimiier swage, and the figpe tree IRT prymc fruit;

haue I bore. 1607 SHAKS. Timon i\. iii. 422 The (Jakes beare

Mast, the Briars Scarlet Hep>. 1725 BKAUI.KY Fam. Diet.
s.v. /,<?-i'-:iww, That Turmemle which bears a yellow flower.

1879 MACLKAK Celts v. 70 The good seed . . sown in early
years now bore fruit.

b. said of the earth, yielding vegetable produc-
tions, and fig. animals, gems, metals, etc.

1154 ('. //. C>':r0!t. 'Laud MS. 'an. 1137 ^e erthe ne ba-r
nan corn. 1697 DKVDKN- I'irg. Cwrg. i. 85 India, Mack
Ebon and white Ivory bear.-,. EClog. iv. 29 The >U(_rtd

ground Shall \\'ceds. .refuse tu bear. 1704 APDISON Italy i

The most uncultivated of'em bearabundance ofsweet Plants.

C. absol.

1398 TKKVISA Barth. De P. K. xvn. l.\x.\iv. '1495' 654 The
lasse Juniperus berith more frute tlian the mure, but cylher
beeryth. < 1400 Dt'str. Troy n. 412 BOWL-S for to bcire in

the bare winttur . . she made. Mod. A variety of apple that
buarb well. When doe;, a mulberry tree Kgin lo bear?

43. Oi lemale mammalia, and esp. women : To
bring forth, produce, give birth to ^offspring .

971 Klukl. Horn. 13 Heo (jone eaj^modon cyning bxr.
< izoo Trin. Coll. liom.-z^ J?u bere pine helere. .1250
den. <V ZT

..r. 722 Sarray non childre ne bar. <i 1300 Cunpy
J/. 1051 pe formast barn ^at ^-co him baiv. Hid. iuii
Mary beere childe in thastile. < 1440 HYLION Sca/a I'crf.
iW. de W. 14941 i. .\ci, My dere chyldern whyche I bere a^
a woman bereth her thylde. 1559 Myrr. Mag., Dk. York
xi, Power goodly boyes in youth my wife she boore. 1611
BIBLE Lei>. xii. 5 If she beart- a maid child. 1855 KINCSI.EY
Heroes i. U868 1 2 Your daughter Danae shall bear a i-on.

b. /w/.

1382 \\'YCLII Isa. liv. i Preise, thou bareyne that ber>t not.

1596 SHAKS. Tam. S/ir. n. i. joi Wuinen are made to beare,
and so are you. 1611 BIBLE OV, x.\x. 9 She had left bearing.
44. The various forms of the pa. pple. had

formerly no distinction of sense. In the earlier

part of the i7th c., these were fortie -(usual), born,
bore '

xrare). About 1660, borne (the only spelling
in Shaksp. folio of 1623) was generally abandoned,
and born

v ci. torn. U'orn
) retained in all senses,

with bore as a frequent variant 'the latter perhaps
not in sense of nutits}. Dr. Johnson, in his vari-

ous edd. from 1751 to 1773, says under BEAK,
'

part. pass, bore or born? and the same is found
in other diets, and grammars of the period. But

c\i*t^ a different usage
-

v
which some writers or

printers had observed as early as 1 750) was estab-

lished: bore (common in Addison, Swift, Thom-
son) was abandoned, borne was reinstated, and
now used as the ordinary form, and born was re-

stricted lo a specific sense. Thus, borne is now
the only pa. pple., active or passive, in senses 1-42
(he has borne a burden, the tree has borne fruit,

the testimony borne by him) ; it is also used in

sense 43 in the active always, and in the passive
with by and name of the mother, that is when it

has the literal sense of '

brought forth.' Born is

used only in sense 43, and there only in the pas-
sive, when not followed by by and the mother ; it

has rather a neuter signification 'come into

existence, sprung' without explicit reference to

maternal action; hence it is the form used ad-

jectively, and figuratively. Cf. * She had borne
several children, the children borne to him by this

woman, born of the Virgin Mary, born in a stable,
her first-/wv/ son, a lady born, new-&w/ zeal, a
Mower born to blush unseen.'



BEAR. 734 BEARD.

a. In senses 1-42, the following forms appear
incidentally under the quotations.
Before 1660: boren, 1380, 1398; bore, 1300, 1482, 1567;

born, 1300, 1375, 1380, 1382, 1400, 1449, 161:; borne t 1400,

1439, 1528, 1539, 1586, 1593, 1596, 1611, 1625, 1631.
After 1660: born, 1667, 1674, 1680, 1704, 1740, 1769, 1818

(34)i borC) 1712, 1751, 1768; borne, 1758, 1788, 1793, i795>
1802, 1803, 1816, 1849, and twenty later.

b. In sense 43 ; before 1660 :

a. a 1067 Chart. Eadw. in Cod. DipL IV. 215 Dat cotlif

Se ic was boren inne bi naman GiSslepe. ,- 1230 Ancr. K.

158 Al were he. .of barain iboren. c 1250 Gen. <$
Ex. 1707

Of rachel iosep was boren. 1297 R. Gt-ouc. 516 Thei he
were a bast ibore. a 1300 Cursor M. 4966 'Alias !'.. Jxit

euer we ware Born. Ibid. 10977 Till bat lie be borin. c 1300
Harrow. Hell 186 That of me Shulde suche a child ybore
be. Ibid. 198 David. .That bore wasof thynofspring. (1374
CHAUCER Troylus \\. 94 Never, sethe tyme that she was bor.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. xlvi. 3 That ben born [1388 borun] of my
wombe. c 1386 CHAUCER Sir Thopas 7 I-bore he was in fer

contre. t 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. \\. ix. 62 Or Jesus wes of

Mary born. .1425 MS. Christ was. .of Virgin Marie chore.

1470 HARDING Chron. x. iv, His mother dyed. . Anone after

as he was of hir bore. 1513 DOUGLAS .-Etu'i's x. Prol. 41
The Fader of nane general, creat, ne boyr. i576GASCOiGNE
Steele Gl. (Arb.) 61 O Gentle blouds yborne You were not
borne alonely for your selues. 1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v.

xxviii. (1597) 138 Full deere they were to me vnborne, at

birth, and borne, and now. a 1593 H, SMITH Wks. (1867)

11,65 Leah having borne to Jacob four sons. 1595 SPENSER
Col. Clout 839 Long before the world he was ybore. 1596

F. Q. i. xi. 51 That was both borne and bred In hevenly
throne. 1611 BUJLE Gen. xxi. 7, I haue borne him a sonne
in his old age. 1612 BACON Death, Ess. (Arb.) 388 It is as
natural! to dye, as to be borne. 1614 J. COOKE Tit Qitoquc
in Dodsl. (1780) VII. 19 A wench that has been bred and
born in an alley.

Since 1660 :

0. 1676 HOBUKS Iliad i. 397, I have born you to Short
life. 1695 DRVDENm Macau lay Ess. 11854) II. 581/1 Whom
I foresee to better fortune born. 1703 ROWE Ulyss. i. i. 231
Wherefore art thou born . . Thou Tyrant born to be a Na-
tion's Punishment? 1805 H. TOOKE Parley n. (18151 7^
Born, .formerly written boren^ and on other occasions now
written borne. Born is, Borne into life. 1830 CARLYI.E
Misc. (1857! II. 149 She saw . . that she, even she, had born

[sic] a mighty man. 1855 MILMAN Lit/. Chr. (1864! II. iv.

viii. 397 The porphyry chamber in which Irene had borne
him her firstborn son. 1879 FROUDE Catsar xviii. 299 A
child which Julia had borne to Pompey.

b. fiR. 1774 BURKE Amcr. Tax. Wks. 1842 II. 432 These
distinctions, born of our unhappy contest. 1853 KINGSLEY

Hypatia Pref. 8 The Roman Empire and the Christian

Church, born into the world almost at the same moment.
1866 B. TAYLOR Palm $ Fine 268 What time the morning-
star is born. 1875 H. E. MANNING Mission H . G/tost i. 21

Living as if they had never been born again.

Phrase-key. To h about, 33 ; b across, i f ; b against, 31 ;

b arms against, 6a; b at, 29; b away, 3a, 156, 36, 37;
b back, 36 ;

b in Backgammon, i d ; b a blow, 3 d ; b the

breech, 6b; bring 10^,33; b children, 43; ^company, 3d;
<^ the cost, 12; b down, 27, 28, 30, 36; b down upon, 37 ; b the

face, 30; b fellowship, 3d; b forth, 33; b fruit, 42; b a

hand, jd ; b in, on hand, 36; b hard, 16, 29 b; b the heart, 30;
/> heavily, 16, 29 b; b in upon one, 34 ;

b it, 3f ; b interest, 7c ;

b low sail, 3 b ; b in mind, 2 b ; b a name, 7 b ; b off, 3 a,

26 b, 34, (Naut.} 37 ; b on, 29, 300, 31, 32, 36; b oneself, 4 ;

b oneself upon, 19 ; b out, 33, isb, 41 ; b over, 33 ; b part
in,i2b; b person of, 12 b; b produce, 42-3; ^record, 2CJ
b a rein, i8b; b on shield, 6c ;

b upon spleen, 16; b strain,

13 ;
b sway or swing, 8 ; /> testimony, 2 c ; b through, 35 ;

b to, 29; b up, 33, 18, 21, (Naut.} 37; b up for, 37; b upon,
2 3 b 25 , 31-3 ; b with, 17, (Naut.} 37; b witness, 2CJ
b young, 43.

Bear, obs. form of BIER.

Bear (beVi), v:-
[f.

BEAR j/'. 1
]

intr. To act the part of a 'bear' on the Stock

Exchange ; to speculate for a fall. trans. To

produce a fall in the price of (any stocks, shares,

or commodities liable to speculation).
^1842 W. MAGINN Pict. Grave fy Gay (1859) 286 His

stories being. .lies. .1 should have been sorry to nave bulled

or beared in Spanish on the strength of them. 1881 Chicago
Times 4 Tune, If we succeed in bulling silver we shall also

succeed in bearing gold to the same extent. 1884 Pall
MallG. 8 Mar. 5 Mr. Gladstone's speech on Egypt 'beared'

Egyptian Stock yesterday.

Bearable (be->'rab'l), a. Also 6 bearabil.

[f. BEAU v + -ABLE.] That may be borne ; sup-

portable, endurable, tolerable.

ciSSoCHEKEAfaiY. xxiii. 4 Heui burdens and hardli bear-

abil. 1763 MBS. F. BROOKE Lady Mandrville (1782) II. 34
The most"bearable man I have seen. 1788 Mai. Commun.
II. 253 The least motion was scarce bearable. 1854 J. AB-
BOTT Napoleon I. xi. 203 Life becomes bearable for their

sakes.

Bea'rableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Capa-
bility of being borne.

1850 CLOUGH Poems fy Pr. Rem. (1869) I. 167.

Bea'rably, adv. Endurably, tolerably.
1846 In WORCESTER from Westm. Rev.

Bea'rance (be>rans). [f.
BEAR v. + (Romanic

suffix) -ANCE. Cf. abcarance, forbearance.]
1. Endurance, patient suffering, arch.

17*5 BAILEY Erastn. Colloq. 577 Their minds are inured

to temperance and bearance.

2. A bearing (in mechanism).
1834 GALLOWAY Hist. Steam Eng. 214 Two circular pieces

or valves k, one of brass and the other of iron, are placed
on the bearance. 1851 Coal-tr. Terms Northumbld. fy Ditrh.

9 The part of a . . coal-tub frame to which the bearances

or the wheels are attached.
4
f

Bearard, obs. f. BEARHERD.

Bea-r-baiting, vbl. sb. [f. BEAR The

sport of setting dogs to attack a bear chained to

a stake ; alsoy?^.
Ic 1475 Hunt, flare 232 Sum seyd it was a beyr-beytyng

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holinsh. II. 120/2 It was
more like a bearebaiting of disordered persons, than a par-
lement of wise men. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. n. v. 9 He
haunts Wakes, Faires, and Beare-baitings. i6C

Hud. i. i. 678 An old way of Recreating, Whit
haunts Wakes, Faires, and Beare-baitings. 1663 BUTLEF
Hud. i. i. 678 An old way of Recreating, Which learned
Butchers call Bear-Balting. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I.

161 The Puritan hated bearbaiting, not because it gave pain
to the bear, but because it gave pleasure to the spectators.

Bearberry (beeuberi). [f. BEAR sb.\ -t- BEKRY.]
a. A procumbent shrub, Arctostaphylos uva-ursi

(N.O. Ericacex), the astringent berries of which
are a favourite food of grouse ;

also A. alpina

(Black Bearberry). b. Sometimes applied to the

allied Arbutus, f C. (erroneously)
= BARBERRY.

1625 BACON Gardens, Ess. (Arb.) 562 The Standards to be
. . Beare-berries but here and there, because of the Smell of

their Blossome. 1759 B. STILLINGFU in Misc. Tracts (1762)

205 The bear-berry . . an efficacious astringent, 1859 W.
COLEMAN Woodlands 11862* 97 Common bearberry. .Its fair

pink blossoms come out in May or June.

Bearbine, -bind (be*-Jtbain). [f.
OE. bye

BEAR sb.Z+bindan to bind, from winding round

and binding the stalks. In an nth century list of

plants, berwinde is the gloss for ttmbilieum. Cf.

also OE. ivuduwinde, ivudubind* WOODBINE.]
A popular name applied to two English species
of convolvulus, the lesser Field Convolvulus, and
the large white convolvulus of the hedges ;

also

to a species of Polygonum (/*. Convolvulus '.,
to

which it is most appropriate.
[c 1000 in W flicker I'oc. 300 Umbilicttnt, berwinde.] 1732

DE FOE, etc. Tour Gt. Brit. 11748' III. 242 iD.i Sniall and

soft, not unlike the Roots ofAsparagus or of Bearbind. 1755
CKOKER Orl. Fur. xxv. Ixix, Entwining bearbind dont more
knots unite. 1830 HOOD Haunted House \. xxiv, The bear-

bine with the lilac interlaced.

Beard (bi-ud), sb. Forms: 1-3 beard, (3

beerd, beord, burde), 3-6 berd, (4-6 berde),

5-6 beerd(e, 6 (Sc. baird, beird;, bearde, 6-

beard. [Common Teut. : OE. beard (: earlier

*bardt */wn/) - MDu. baert, Du. board, OHG.,
mod.G. bart, OX. *&ardr retained only in comp.
as Langbar&r (but cogn. with bard neuter,

'

brim,

edge, beak, prow,' whence sense 1 1 below) :

OTeut. *banio~z (not known in Gothic) ; cogn. w.

OSlav. barda beard. Kinship to L. barba is, on

phonetic grounds, doubtful. As to identity of OE.
and mod. spelling see BEACON.]
1. The hair that grows upon the chin, lips, and

adjacent parts of an adult man's face ; now usually

excluding the moustache, or hair of the upper lip.

4:825 I'e&p. Ps. cxxxiii. 2 Swe swe smiring in heafde oCct

asta^ in beard Aarones. 1205 LAV. 10753 ADlcne mon . . be

hxfde on his chinne bxrd [1250 beord]. ^1230 ll'ohunge
in Cott. Hoin. 279 pen mon him for schendlac i

|>e
beard

spitted. ciitpGen. fy Ex. 3584 Do wiste he wel quilchauen
it don, Sene it was here berdes on. a 1300 K. Alis. 1164
Swithe mury hit is in halle, When the burdes wawen alle !

1382 WVCI.IK ha. xiv. 2 Eche berd [1388 beerd] shal be
shaue. 1387 TRKVISA Iligden Rolls Ser. I. 205 Longo-
bardi . - hauep |>e name of her longe berdes. c 1449 PECOCK

Repr. 120 ^len leten her berdis growe withoute schering.

a 1550 Christis Kirk Gr. xix, Bludy berkit wes thair beird.

1589 Paf>pc iv. Hatchet D, Let me stroake my beard thrice

like a Germin, before I speak a wise word. 1716 LADV M.
W. MONTAGU Lett. vi. I. 20 A decrepit old man, with a

beard down to his knees. 1757 BURKE Abridgm. Eng. Hist,

Wks. X. 184 The Britons . . shaved the beard on the chin,

that on the upper lip was suffered to remain. 1834 BYRON

Deform. Trans/, i. 1. Broad brow, and.. curly beard.

b. with qualifying epithet, e.g. Cads-beard,

? Cadiz-beard ; tile- or cathedral- beard> one cut

square in the shape of a tile.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. \. \\. 07 Your purple in graine beard,

locks; nay with long tile-beard? 1860 FAIBHOLT Costume

229 The soldier wore the spade beard and the stiletto beard.

c. transf. <xfig-
121856 LOSGF. Build. Ship^ 274 His [the ocean's] beard of

snow Heaves with the heaving of his breast.

d. allusively, of age, experience, virility; cf.

GREYBEARD.
1591 FLORIO znd Fmites 41 A greater beard than mine

might be deceaued. a 1700 DRYDEN ( J.) Some thin remains
of chastity appeared Ev n under J[ove,

but Jove without a
beard, a 1704 LOCKE (J.) Would it not be insufferable for

a professor to have . . a reverend beard overturned by an

upstart novelist?

e. Phrases, f In spite of or maitgrc any 0*f*
beard: in defiance of or direct opposition to his

purpose. To ons beard', to one's face, openly.

f To be, meet, or run in any one's beard: to op-

pose him openly and resolutely, to BEARD. To take

by the beard: to attack resolutely (cf. i Sam. xvii.

35). f To make a marfs beard: (w.) to dress his

beard, (Jig.} to outwit or delude him. So t To
make a man's beard without a razor : (in later

sense) to behead him. f To put something against
a mart's beard: to taunt him with it.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 207 pe cuntre sonc he fond in his

berd redy ran. c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame 689 Moo berdys

in two oures Withoute Rasour or Sisoures Y-raade, then

greyndes be of sondes. t 1386 Wyfs Prol. 361 Yit
couthe I make his berd, though queynte he be. 1387 TRE-
VISA Higden Rolls Ser. II. 325 A morwe a man of Hebrewe

putte bat a^en Moyses berd. c 1450 Rob. Hood (Ritsonj i.

i. 361 Thou art euer in my berde, sayd the abbot, c 1500
Lancelot 3471 If that we met them scharply in the berd.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xxiii. 59 If I get you. . I shall

delyuer you to Joselyn, that shall make your beerdes with-
out any rasoure. 1555 TRAVES Let. in Strype Eccl. Mem.
III. u. App. xxxiii, Yea mawgre the l)erdis of al hard harts,
God wil at length . . delyver thee. 1601 X)EKT Patfno. Heaven
80 Yet at last they must (spight of their beards) end where
they began. 1785 COWPER Task n. 271 Shamed as we have

beerij to th' very beard. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. (1861) 21
A gigantic question . .which I must needs take by the beard
and utterly subdue.

2. The similar hairy tuft or growth on the lower

jaw or adjacent parts of the face of other animals ;

e.g. the goat, lion, ibex, seal.

c 1300 K. Alis. 6519 A best . . y-cleped Cessus . . Berd hit

hadde long y-waxe. a 1300 Cursor J\f. 7509 A bere a lyon
bat* I mette. .and shoke ham bi be berde squa. 1480 CAX-
TON Chron. Eng. ccxi. 194 A gote . . that shuld haue homes
of siluer and a berde as white as snowe. 1595 SHAKS. John
n. i. 138 Whose valour plucks dead Lyons by the beard.

1697 DRVDEN l-'irg. Gcorg. in. 485 1'he Pastor shears their

hoary Beards, c 1840 WOOD Xat. Ifist. I. 670 A Goat . . is

easily conquered if his beard can only be grasped.

3. Zool. a. The appendages to the mouth of some
fishes, b. The rows of gills in certain bivalves,

e.g. the Oyster, c. The byssus or mass of threads

by which certain shell-fish (e.g. the Pinna} attach

themselves to rocks, etc. d. (See quot. 1802.)
e. Two small oblong fleshy bodies situated just
above the antlia or spiral sucker of moths and
butterflies ; the corresponding part in some Dipterat

e.g. the Gnat.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Beard of a muscle . . [also of

insects]. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. iv. vi. 367
These threads which are usually termed the beard of the

mussel. 1796 MRS. GLASSK Coakery xi. 175 Wash the oysters

very clean . . and take the beards off. 1802 PALEY Nat,
Theol. xvi. (1817) 140 The play of the rings in an earth-

worm., the beards or prickles, with which the annuli are

armed. 1838 DICKENS O. 'Piuist (1850) 136/2
*
A'n't yer fond

of oysters?'..' Here's one with such a beautiful, delicate

beard !'

4. Qrnith. a. The cluster of bristles at the base

of the beak in some birds, as the Barbet (Bucco}.
b. The vane or soft lateral filaments of a feather.

1802 PALEY Nat. Thcol. xii.(i8i7) 106 The separate pieces,
or laminse, of which the beard [of a feather] is composed.
1835 Penny Cycl. III. 433/2 [In Bucco ] Pogonias . . the beard
is very strong. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. I. 350/1 All

feathers are composed of. . a vane or beard.

5. Applied as specific name of: The freshwater

Shrimp, the Hake, and a kind of pigeon.
1611 COTCR., Petite crevettc de rz\>zere,thz Beard, or fresh-

water Shrimpe. a 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1769) III. 158 The
lesser hake, .is known on the coast of Cornwall by the name
of the greater forked beard. 1867 TEGET.MEIER Pigeons x.

108 In other parts ofGermany they have many clean-footed

Tumblers of various colours, as Magpies, Helmets, and
Beards ; but their Beards have only a white beard and flight-

feathers, the rest of the body being dark.

6. Bot. The awn of grasses ; prickles, bristles,

or hair-like tufts found on various plants ;
also

quasiyjg". in wider application.
I 552 HULOET, Beard or eare of corne, arista. 1578 LYTE

Dodoens 456 Rough with many sharp pointed eares or

beardes, like the eares of Barley, i 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xii,

Summers green all girded up in sheaves, Borne on the bier

with white and bristly beard. 1732 Ace. Workhouses 84 Cut
off the beards before the wheat is thresh'd. 1813 SIR H.
DAVY Agric. Chem. 11814) 364 The seeds, .like those of the

thistle and dandelion, are furnished with beards or wings.

1839 BAILEY Ftstus vii, Sunshine .. catching By its soft

brown beard, the moss. 1865 BURRITT Walk Land's End
106 English downs, .yielding a short, crisp beard ofherbage.

b. Old-Man's Beard : popular name of the Tra-

veller's Joy {Clematis Vitalba}.
1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 84 Dig old man's beard from

woodland hedge, To twine a summer shade.

1 7. Obsolete name for the train or tail of a comet
when it appeared to precede the nucleus.

1647 H. MORE Song Soul n. App. xciv, But for the new-
fixt starres there's no pretence, Nor beard nor tail to take

occasion by. 1713 SWIFT Eleg. Partridge Wks. 1755 III. n.

79 No comet with a flaming beard. 1855 T. MILNE R Gallery

ofNat. 108 When the train preceded the nucleus . . it was
called the beard.

8. Farriery. 'That part of a horse's nether jaw
whereon the curbe doth rest.' (Cotgr. s.v. Barbi.}
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. 6V//., Beard, or under-beard^ called

alsot/5w6->fr,ofahorse, is that part under the lower mandible

or the outside, and above the chin, which bears the curb of

the bridle. 179* OSBALDISTON Brit. Sportsm. 49 Beard of

a horse, should neither be too high raised, nor too flat, so

lhat the curb may rest in its right place. [In mod. diets.]

9. a. The barb of an arrow, fish-hook, etc. Obs.

b. Hence, The hook at the end of a knitting-

needle in a knitting-machine, which holds the yarn.
1611 MARKHAM Countr. Content. \. x. 56 Cut out and raise up

the beard, which you shall make, .according to the bigness
of the hook. 1712 Phil. Trans. XXVII. 444 The Beard or

Hooks thereof [of the Harping Iron] did penetrate. 1713
DURHAM Phys. Thcol. iv. xv. 257 The Common Heron hath

. .a long sharp Bill to strike their Prey, .with sharp hooked

Beards standing backward, to hold their Prey fast when
struck. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. in. xxxvii. 171 Who
wore in their caps the beard of an arrow. 1793 SMEATON
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Edystone L. 42 note. Jag or bearded bolts.. have a beard
raised upon their angles, somewhat like that of a fish-hook.

10. (See quot.)
1871 E. PF.ACOCK R. Skirlaugh II. 166 Cattle, which had

at these points to be kept out by a stout ' beard
'

of thorns
stuck in the ground. 1878 HALLIWELL, Beard-hedge, the

bushes which are stuck into the bank of a new-made hedge,
to protect the fresh-planted thorns.

11. In mechanical arts: a. in Ship building,
The angular fore-part of the rudder; the corre-

sponding bevel of the stern-post, b. in Car-

pentry ,
The sharp edge of a board, c. in Organ--

building (?>QQ quot.) d. A spring-piece at the back
of a lock to prevent the parts from rattling.
1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent. 82 To sheath the..

Beard of the Rudder with Lead. 1852 SEIDEL Organ 79
Some organ-builders provide the height on both sides with
what they call a heard. 1876 HILES Catech. Organ iv. (1878)

27 Flue-pipes have also occasionally a beard, which is a
cross piece fastened on just below the under-lip.

e. Printing, (a.} That part of the type above and
below the face, which allows for ascending and

descending letters, and prevents their meeting those

in the lines above or below. (/;.) The horizontal

bases and tops added to the letters.

1823 T- BADCOCK Doi. Amtesem. 144 A moveable square
of wood, which rises nearly as high as the beard of the
letter. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. 521 He examines if the
beards of the letter print at the feet of the pages. 1860
Bookseller 26 Oct. 574 [In] the Franklin type, .there are no

sharp beards to the letters, and the outline is consequently
distinct.

12. 'The coarser parts of a joint of meat. The
bad portions of a fleece of wool.' Halliwell.

13. The brim or margin of a vessel. [Directly
from ON. bar$I\ Obs. or dial., but possibly the

origin of some of the prec. specific uses.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. liii, J>e wyne wol Hete
oute ouer J?e berdes [1535 brynke]. 1440 ProinJ>. /V/m 32
Berde, or brynke of a wesselle, or other like, inargo
14. Como.) chiefly attrib., as beard-brush, -hook

}

-stubble ; also beard-grass, the genus of grasses

Polypogon\ f beard-grave a., having the gravity
of a bearded face; beard-moss, a British lichen

{Usnea barbata) ; beard-tree, the Hazel.

1630 B. JONSON Nfwftttt i. i, He'll tell you what is Latin
for a looking-glass, A

*
beard-brush. 1841 Withering's lirit.

Plants (Macgillivrayl 73 Annual 'Beard-grass .. grows in

moist pastures. igggMAHSTON-SV. Villanie\\\.K. 222 Tut, tut,
a toy. .Cryes *beard-graue Droinus. 17990. SMITH Laborat.
II. 266 The *

Beard Hook, by some anglers is preferred be-

fore any other in winter trolling. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev.
III. v. iii. 268 Plenteous. .

v
beard-stubble, of a tile-colour.

Beard (bi-Md), v. Forms : 5 berde, 6 herd,

7 bearde, beard, [f. prec. sb.]

tl. intr. To become bearded, get a beard. Obs.

as used of men.
1483 Catk. Angl. 28/1 To berde, Pitbcrare. 1552 HULOET,

Berden, or begyn to haue a berd, pnbeo. 1672 SIR T.
BROWNE Let. Friend 11881) i r. 135 Lewis, King of Hun-
gary, .was said, .to have bearded at fifteen.

2. trans. To cut or strip off the beard of (e.g.

oysters), fb. To clip off the defective parts of

(a fleece). C. To chip or plane away the edge of

(timber) to a required shape.
1429 Act 8 Hen. I''/, xxii, No stranger shall cause to be

forced, clacked or bearded any manner of woolles to carry
them out of the realm. 1855 Househ. Cookery, Carving 104
We think it unnecessary to beard the oyster. 1863 WYNTKK
Subtle Brains^ etc. 275 Another machine rebated and
bearded the keel. 1867 [see BKARDING 4].

3. To oppose openly and resolutely, with daring
or with effrontery ;

to set at defiance, thwart, affront.

[Partly from the idea of taking a lion by the

beard, partly from the use of beard as face; see
t

HEARD sb. i e.]

1525 St. Papers Hen. VIII", VI. 454 If they [Frenchmen]
be kept shorte, and berdyd, their stomakkis will soone wax
more mylde. 1596 SHAKS. i //^H. 7F,iv. i. 12 No man so

potent breathes vpon the ground, But I will Beard him.
1682 Addr. Lancaster in Loud. Gaz. No. 1727/5 A Pro-

ceeding that Beards the Regal Power, Outfaces the I^aw,
etc. 1749 SMOLLETT Regicide n. vii. (1777) 39 Sooner
would'st them beard The lion in his rage. 1820 SCOTT
Monast. xvii, Shall that English silkworm presume to beard
me in my father's house?

4. To furnish with a beard.

[(-1380 see BEARDED 4]. 1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. i.

33 Beard the bright cylinder with golden wire. 1824 I.

JOHNSON Typogr. II. iii. 21 Short letters., all which will

admit of being bearded above and below their face.

5. To brush or rub with the beard.

1859 Autobiog. Beggar Boy 56 Some of the young men
were romping with trie girls and bearding their rosy faces.

Bearded (bi-jded ),///. a.
[f.

BEARD sb. orz--.]

1. Of man and animals: Having a beard; spec.

in names of animals, as Bearded Eagle, and
Bearded Tit, Titmouse, or Pinnock.

1530 PALSGR. 306/1 Berded, barbit. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.
IL vii. 150 A Soldier, Full ofstrange oaths, and bearded like

the Pard. 1802 BINGLEY A trim, Biog. 11813) II. 39 The
Bearded Eagle, or Lammer-Geyer. 1868 Miss BKADDON
Kim to Earth I. i. 9 Black-bearded, foreign-looking seamen.

1879 BROWNING Ivan Ivanw. 39 Each bearded mouth.

2. Of plants, seeds, etc. : Furnished with bristles

or hairy tufts, awned ; as in bearded wheat.

1578 LVTE Dodoens 461 His long bearded earesdoth much
resemble Barley. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 983 Her bearded

Grove of ears. 1772-84 COOK Voy, (1790) I. 196 The ground
being covered with grass, the seeds of which were sharp
and bearded. 1842 TKNNYSON L. of Shalott i. iv, Only
reapers, reaping early, In among the bearded barley.

3. transf. in gen. sense : Covered with beard-like

tufts or appendages.
1847 LOSGK. Kvang. Prel. 2 The hemlocks, Bearded with

moss. 1870 TYNDALL Heat ii. 29. 33 The pipe from which
the air issued became bearded with icicles.

4. Of a comet, meteor, etc. : Having a train or

tail
; cf. BEARD sb. 7. arch, or poet.

c 1380 WYCLIF De Psendo-freris v.Wks. (1880) 308 pe sterre

herid or heerdid errij> fro heuene in his mouyng and bi-

tokeneb pestilence, a 1638 RANDOLPH Mitses Look.-GL 11.

ii. (1640) 22 Let fooles gaze At bearded starres. 1783 YV. K.

MARTYN Geog. Mag. I. Introd. 21 Comets . . are vulgarly
distinguished into three kinds, bearded, tailed, and hairy.

1842 TENNYSON L. of'Shalott m. iii, Some bearded meteor,

trailing light Moves over still Shalott.

5. Barbed or jagged like an arrow or fish-hook.

1613 M. RIDLKY Magn. Bodies 28 The bearded end of the

[compass] needle doth only offer itself. 1659 ('AUDKN Tears
C/t, 105 Reputation is the bearded hook, which holds most
men faster than conscience. 1753 DOUGLASS Brit. Settl.

N. Amer. 262 The best Iron Bars break fibrous and bearded.

1793 [see BKAKD sb. 9]. 1813 II. & J. SMITH Rcj. Addr. 48
Rest there awhile, my bearded lance.

b. Of type : Furnished with a BKARD sb. 1 1 e.

Bearder (bpudaj). [f. BEARD v. + -ER!.] One
who beards.

1605 CAM incs Rein. 11657) 4 r To air, to beard . , and their

derivations, ayring, ayred, bearder, bearding, bearded.

Beardie (bioudO. Also beardie-loach. [f.

BEARD sb. + -IE = -Y 4
.] A name given, chiefly in

Scotland, to a small fish, the Loach (Cobitis barba-

tula}, from the 'beards' or bristles on its gills.
1828 Klackiv. Mag. Sept. 274 In mute, .hope of some time

or other catching a minnow or beard ie. 1859 YARRKLL Brit,

^'is/it's (ed. 31!. 448 The habits ofthe Beardie in confinement.

Bea'rding, vbl. sb.
[f.

BEAKD z;. + -INO*.]

t 1. The action of cutting off the beard, e.g. the

inferior parts of a fleece. Cf. BEARD v. 2. Obs.

1483 Act i Rich. Ill, viii. 4 That the same Wolle be as

it is shorn, .without any sortyng, berdyng. clakkyng.
2. Open, resolute opposition ;

insolent defiance.

1577 HoLIKSHED Chron. II. 36/2 Leaue lieng for varlets,

herding for ruffians, facing for crakers. 1864 Linnet's Trial
I. in. i. 310 Would you do the bearding for us?

3. Beard-like growth ;
also transf.

1607 TOISKU. Foiir-f. Beasts 9 They have, .bearding about
the lips like a Dragon. 1865 CARI.YLE l-'rcdk.Gt. IV". xii. x.

219 A Plain of silent snow, with sparse bearding of bushes.

4. Shipbuilding and Carpentry. The bevelling
of a piece of timber or plank to any required

angle ; concr. BEARD sb. n a
;
also attrib., as in

bearding-line.

1833 RICHARDSON Merc. Mar. Arch. 26 Cutting down and
bearding lines are not introduced, c 1850 Rndim. A'tit:

(Weale) 144 The bearding-picce, which forms the fore-part
[of the rudder] is of elm. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Wd.-M:,
Bearding line, a curved line made by bearding the dead-
wood to the shape of the ship's body.

Beardless (bl '-.idles), a. [f.
BEARD sb. + -LESS.]

Having no beard
;
hence Jig. youthful, immature.

-1325 E. R. Allit. P. B. 780 Bolde burnez wer (?ay bo(>e
with berdles chynnez. 1480 CAXTON Trwisas Descr. Brit.

50 Ther come xv. yong berdles men clothed like wymmen.
1505 SHAKS. John v. i. 69 Shall a beardlesse boy, A cockred-
sflken wanton, braue our fields? 1621 QUA K\.v.?,Esthcr\ 1638)
112 Rash, and beardiesse Counsel!. 1712 Spect, No. 527
f 2 A beardless stripling. 1825 Svn. SMITH Wks. 1867 II.

72 Is lieardless youth to show no respect for the decisions

of mature age ?

b. Bot. \Vithout beard or awn.
1861 Miss PRATT l-'lmucr. ri. VI. 127 Common Rye-grass,

Red Darnel, or Beardless Darnel. 1870 HOOKKR Stud,
Flora 97 Milk-vetch, style filiform, beardless.

Bea'rdlessness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Beard-

less condition ; absence of beard.
1861 G. MOOKE Lost Tribes 137 Baldness and beardless-

ness were signs of mourning among the Hebrews. 1880

Miss BIRD Japan I. 55 The beardlessness of the ordinary

Japanese.
Bea'rdlfit. A tiny beard or awn, like that of

some grasses. Hence Bea'rdleted.

t Bea*rdling. Obs. [f. BEAKD sb. + -LING.]
One who wears a beard ; a layman.
1622 MABBK Alctnans Guzman d'Alf. \\. 261 Leauing out

neither beardling nor shaueling, high nor low,

Bearclom (be-'udam). [f.
BEAR J^.I+-DOM.]

Bearish quality or personality.
1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets 191 Johnson was

Dryden's critical bear, a rough bear, and with points of

noble beardom.

Beardy (bi-udi), a. [f.
BEARD + -Y 1

.]
Bearded.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iii. (1641) 26/2 Beard-less

Apollo's beardy son. 1855 CARLVLE Prinzenranb 102 George
the Rich, called also the Barbatus^ Beardy.

Beare, obs. f. BEER, BERE, BIER and BIRR.

Bearer (be^ra-i). Forms : 4 berere, 4-6 -er,

5 -are, -our, berrer, 5-6 berar, 6 bearor, 6-
bearer. [f.

BEAR v^ + -ER 1
.]

I. He who or that which carries or brings.
1. One who carries or conveys ;

a carrier, a

porter, a. generally.
1382 WYCLIF Isa. xlvi. 2 Oure chargis with heuy berthene

..to-brosyd ben..tbei my^ten not sauen the berere. 1483
Catk. Angl. 29 A berer, bainhts. 1547 Act i Edw. VI*

iii. Q The . . nurse, or other the bearer about of the childe.
1611 BIBLE 2 Chron. ii. 18 To be bearers of burdens. 1727
SWIFT Gulliver ii. iv. 131 To crowd about the sedan . .

to make the bearers stop. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par.
III. iv. 239 Fleeces .. In their own bearer's blood were
dyed. 1870 NICHOLSON Zoo I. (1880) 235 The scolex [a tape
worm] apparently leads an independent life IK water, and
its intermediary bearer (supposed by some to be a fish. .) is

at present unknown.

b. of a non-material burden.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vm. x. 94 He wes chosyn bare Of

bis charge to be berare. 1483 Catli. Angl. 29 A berer of

wytnes, testis. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. iW. de W. 1531) 67 b,

Lucifer, that is to say, the lyght berer.

C. One who helps to carry a corpse to the grave,
or who holds the pall in a funeral procession.
1633 P. FLETCHER Elisa n. xli, Six mournfull bearers, the

sad "hearse attending. 1789 MRS. Piozzi Journ. France II.

291 A burial, .not one. .bearer being dressed in black. 1859
CAPERS Kail, fy Songs 179 The tramp of the bearers and
horses Beats out the death-march on the air.

d. In India : a. A palanquin carrier
;
b. A do-

mestic servant who has charge of his master's

clothes, furniture, and (often) his ready money.
[Wilson conjectured this latter name to be a corrup-
tion of Bengali bchara

;
but the domestic ' bearer

'

was simply the headman of a set of palanquin
bearers when the latter were universally used.]
1766 J. (iKosE Voy. E. hid. I. 153 (Y.) The poles which. .

are carried by six, but most commonly by four bearers. 1811

MRS. SIIKRWOOD Henry $ Bearer 3 A bearer, who .. had
taken care of Henry from the day that he was born. Note,
A servant, whose work is to carry a palanquin ; but who is

frequently employed to take care of children. n8i3
AyaJi $ Lady vii. 39 The bearers had nothing to do but to

carry their Lady to church. 1880 G. A. MACKAY 21 Days
in Ind. 11882 192 The Ayah and Bearer sit with Baby in the

verandah.

e. In comb, with various sbs., as cup-, palan-
quin-, pall-, shield-, standard-bearer.
c 1500 ( 'ocfee Lorclles B. 10 T:mkarde berers . . and spere

planers. 1611 BMU.I-: Nchon. i. n For I was thi: kings cup-
bearer [CovERDAi.F, butler], 1824 MACAU E.AY I~'ry, And
should my standard-bearer fall, as fall full wtll he may.
i83z M AKKYAT A'. l<'orster .xxxviii, A double set of palanquin-
l;arers. 1862 F. GRIFFITHS Artill. Alan. (ed. 9) 40 Pall-

bearers on each side of the corpse.

2. One who brings a letter, a verbal message,

tidings, rumours, etc.

a 1300 Cursor RI. 3226 Apen his kne he did him suc-re pat
lie suld be lei errand btrrcr. 1462 J. PASTON in Lett. 442 1 1.

92 The berour here of can enfourme you. 1566 KNOX Hist.

Kef. Wks. 1846 I. 268 The rest of our myndis this faythfull
berare will schaw you at lenth. 1695 Pi.rvs Diary VI. 182

In behalf of this young man, the bearer. 1850 MRS. STOWF,
I 'iicle 7'c///'i C. xxix. 271 An order, .to give the bearer fif-

teen lashes. 1855 MACACLAV /list. Eug. III. 589 Others. .

trafficked in the secrets of which they were the bearers.

3. The actual holder or presenter of a cheque,
draft, or other order to pay money,
1683 Lond. Gaz, No. 1862/8 A Note . . for Ninety nine

Pounds . . paid to Edward Callender or Bearer. 1809 R.
LANGFOKU Introd. Trade 12 A Promissory Note payable to

Bearer, need not be endorsed. 1832 MARRYAT -V. Forster

xxix, Fill up a cheque for five hundred pounds, self or

bearer.

4. Her. One who bears heraldic arms.

U The sense of '

supporters/ copied in mod.
dictionaries from Johnson, (who inserted it from

BAILEY'S folio of 1731), is apparently only a tra-

ditional dictionary error: see quot. 1885.
1610 GWILLIM Heraldry 3 x. 11660) 144. 1787 PORNY

Heraldry 19 twtc^ Such [tinctures] as should be used for

marks of disgrace in the Bearers. 1885 G. E. COCKAYNE
(Norroy King of Arms) in letter: We never use the word
'bearers' for 'supporters': the 'bearers' of the arms of

Howard are the IJuke of Norfolk, Karl of Carlisle, etc.,

themselves, not the supporters used by these noblemen.

5. The possessor of any personal endowment or

quality; the holder of rank or office
;
hence office-

bearer t etc.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. JI
T

, iv. v. 29 O Maiestie ! When thou
do'st pinch thy Bearer. 1606 Tr. fy Cr. in. iii. 104 The
beautie that is borne here in the face, The bearer knowes
not. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xvi, 'That's speaking to the

purpose '. .said the office-bearer.

6. That in, or by means of, which anything is

carried
; e.g. a bier.

1847 HALLIWELL s.i>., In Kent the bier is sometimes called

a bearer. 1862 F. GRIFFITHS A rtill. Man. ted. 9) 116 Nos. 8

and 9 bring up hot shot on a bearer. 1883 Daily fffws 27

July 2/1 For carrying this . . bearer poles of very ingenious

design have been devised.

II. He who or that which supports or sustains.

f 7. One who supports or sustains a weight, or

who holds up what would fall ;
an upholder. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg., A susteynour and a berar up of

the chirch. 1555 BP. FF.RBAR in Strype Keel. Mem. III. n.

App. xlvii, The bolsterors and bearors of the promoters.

1655 FULLER C/t. Hist, v. 333, Many have reported, that I

have been a bearer of such as have maintained evil opinions.

f8. One who sustains or joins in sustaining a

charge or responsibility. Obs.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (1856) 89 The richest and ablest

men in everie towneare. .subsidymen.and the poorer, .onely
bearers with them, a 1663 SANDERSON Wks. (1854) I. 185 (D.)

As men use to do in common payments and taxes, we plead
hard to have bearers and partners that may go a share with

us. a 1737 STRYPE Eccl. Mem. I. i. xxvlii. 202 A bearer with

them, .in printing of their books.
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9. Mechanics. Anything used as a support or stay.
1677 MOXON Mfch. Exerc. (1703) 157 Bearer, a Post or

Brick- wall (hat is Trimmed up between the two ends of a

piece of Timber, to shorten its Bearing. 1823 P. NICHOL-
SON Pratt. Build. 2iy Bearer any thing used by way of

support to another. 1861 SMILES Engineers II. 183 To check
the effect of the bearers or strutts of the ribs.

b. spec. Applied to various mechanical con-

trivances for sustaining or taking off pressure: e.g.

in Printing, to a kind of *

packing' used to lessen

the pressure upon the types in certain places.
1846 Print. Apfar. Amateurs 30 The introduction of

'bearers' which serve to reduce the pressure upon the

types, or rather to bear off a part of the pressure. 1881 C.

EDWARDS Organs 57 The bearers are strips of wood fixed

between the sliders, which . . support the weight of the upper
boards, pipes, &c. 1884 F. BRITTFN H'atc/t fy Clockm. 32

lA] Bearer, .[is] a piece of metal soldered to the ' middle
'

of
a watch case as a support for the joint.

10. dial. (See quot.)
1871 E. PEACOCK R.SkirlaMgh II. 89 Where in one of the

drains a sunken floor of wood, called a bearer, was de-

posited for . . making a safe watering place for the cattle.

III. 11. She who, or that which, brings forth

or produces ; spec, a fruit-yielding tree.

1413 LVUG. Pylgr. S<ywle iv. vii. 11483) 61, I maye wel be

cleped only the Appeltree and berer of this Appel. 1719
LOL-DON WISR Compl. Gard. 76 The Tree is a great Bearer.

1872 H. MACMILLAN Trite Vine v. 190 The celebrated vine
of Hampton Court is a most productive bearer.

BeaTess. nonce-ivd. A she-bear.

1840 HOOD Kilmansegg Ixxv, Snips and snaps, As if from
a Tigress or Bearess.

t Bea'i'-g'ear . Obs. ;
= bearing gear (see BEAU-

ING 17). IFence, To be or draw in the bear gears.

Bear}, obs. form of BARHOW sb^ a swine.

t Bea'rlierd. Obs. Also 6-7 beare-heard,

bear-hard, bearard, berard, berrord. [f. BKAK
s^. 1 +HKRD. Shakspere's/fcwtt;vAetc.,are assigned
to this, rather than to BKAU-WAKD, to which some
editors refer them, chiefly because he elsewhere uses

bear-heard) and not bear-ward \ cf. shepherd, for-

merly also shepard, sheppard."\ The keeper of a

bear, who leads him about for exhibition.

1589 R. HARVRY PL Pert. (1860) 14 Nor a bear-heard . .

to put his s taffe in the mouth of the beare, or pull ofT these

dogs'? 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 1*1, v. i. 149 Wee'l bate thy hears
to death, And manacle the Berardin their Chaines, Ibid.

210 Despiglit the Bearard, that protects the Beare. 1597
2 Hen. /y, i. ii. 191 True valor is turn'd Beare-heard.

J 599 ~ >'//* Ado n. i. 43 Take sixepence in earnest of

the Rerrord, and leade his Apes into Hell. 1655 GOUGE
Contin. flebrews i. 13 Bearhards that have their Bears at

command. 1860 KKXNKDY Swallow-ft. 14 It gave me over
to the great bear-herd.

Bearing (bc-->Tin\ vbl. $b.
[f.

BEAK v^- + -INC 1
.]

I. from BEAR T/.I I.

1. The action of carrying or conveying. In Back-

gammon, see BEAR v. \ d.

f i384WvcLiF DeEccl. Sel. \Vks. III. 347 In \>e olde lawe
weren preestis and dekenes myche chargid in beryng of J*e

tabernacle. .1485 Digby Myst. 118821 n. 645 In a beryng
baskett or a lepe . . I shall me conuay [over wall]. 1598
BARRET Theor. IVarres Pref. 3 Your yong yeares haue
scarse arriued yet to the bearing of Armes. 1645 DURYI:
Israel's Call 27 To serve him in the bearing of his vessels.

1675 COTTON CouiJ>l. Gamester xxvi. 11680) in When you
come to bearing, have a care of making when you need
not,

t>. things immaterial, e.g. the bringing forward

of testimony.
1393 LANGU P. PI. C. xvn. 360 Brawelynge and bacbyt-

ynge and beryng of false wittnesse. Mod. ' The continual

bearing of a grudge.'
2. The carrying of oneself (with reference to the

manner) ; carriage, deportment ; behaviour, de-

meanour.
c 1250 Gen. $ .r. 2178 Bi jure bering men mai it sen.

f 1374 CHAVCKR TroyIns 1. 181 Symple of beryng [?'. r. attire]

and deboner of chere. 1495 A ct i r Hen. I "//, ix. 2 To be
of goode beryng ayenst the King. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado
n. i. 166 That is Claudio, I know him by his bearing. 1814
SCOTT Ld. of Isles iv. xxii, The bearing of that stranger
Lord. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thnle vi. 79 The . . courtesy of his

bearing towards women.
b. Behaviour in battle, etc., achievement.

1387 TREVISA. Higden (1865* I. 3 Greet berynge and dedes
of oure forme fadres.

3. Her. That which is borne upon an escutcheon ;

a single charge or device.

1562 LEIGH Armorie 11597) 120 b, And vpon the valence
of that studie, were Scocheons of vnperfite bearing. 1614
SELDEN Titles Hon. Pref, When the Prince ennobled any,
he vsually gaue him the particular of his Bearing in Blazon.

1790 BosWELL "Johnson II. 35 Armorial Bearings. .Johnson
said . .were as ancient as the siege ofThebes. 1858 BUCKLB
Civttis. (1869) II. ii. iia In the twelfth century armorial

bearings were invented.

II. from BEAR vl II.

f 4. Upholding, supporting ;
maintenance. Obs.

1548 HALL Chron. (18001 600 Indicted of riottes and main-
tenaunce of bearynges of divers misdoers within the countie.

1552 LATIMRR Semi. Lord's Pr. Hi. II. 34 In the place of

justice, there I have seen bearing and bolstering.

5. Sustaining, supporting, endurance.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. iW. de \V. 1531) 45 Tn sufTrynge or ber-

yng aduersitees and troubles. 1640 SANDERSON Serm. II.

174 Our bearing with their infirmities. 1815 T. JEFFERSON
Corr. (1830) 263 Considering the government of England as

totally without morality, and insolent beyond bearing.

6. A material support ;
a supporting surface

;

supporting power.
a 1300 A". A Us. 484 A goshauk with gret flyght Setlith on

his beryng. 1677 MOXON Alech. Exerc. (17031 148 This Post
..bears upon the Floor, to make its Bearing the stronger.

1732 POPE Ess. Man i. 29 But of this frame the bearings,
and the ties. 1793 SMEATON Edystone /.. 274 Each floor

. . lying upon the horizontal hearings furnished by these

ledges. 1876 Handhk. Sc. AJ>p. S. Kens. 5 A greater number
of bearings is required to prevent the mirror from becom-
ing strained by its own weight.
7. Carpentry. The length of a beam between two

supports, span ;
the distance between the cutting-

edge of a tool and the rest in which it is held.

1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (1703) 136 This short Bearing
. .renders .the whole Floor firm enough for all common
Occupation. Ibid. 186 Its edge cutting at a greater Bear-

ing from the Rest . . it is then more subject to tremble. 1823
P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 219 Rearing^ the distance in

which a beam or rafter is suspended in the clear.

III. from BEAR 0.1 III.

8. A thrusting, pressing, or straining in any
direction ; thrust, pressure.
1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Salidizo. .the bearing out of a

wall, Protecta. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .S"////. s.v., Bearing
of an arch, or vault, denotes the efforts which the stones
make to burst open the piers. 1784 fifed. Cownnnn. II. 7

Such a bearing down, as made her fearful of a miscarriage.

1797 M. BAILLIE Morb. Anat. (1807) 415 An inversion of

the vagina is attended with a sense of bearing down.

9. Tendency to exert influence, practical relation

or reference to other things ; aspect.
1785 BURKF. Nab. Arcot'sDt'btsVrks. IV. 201 Having had

. . a just sense of their true bearings and relations. 1804
T. JEFFERSON Corr. (1830) 18 In its unfortunate bearings on

my private friendships. 1828 SOUTH EV/:'A\F. 11832)11.243 The
subject . . was thoroughly examined in all its bearings. 1867
A. BARRY SirC. Barry vi. 177 The legal bearings of the case.

flO. A taking effect ; operation, effective result.

1723 WODROW Corr. (1843) 1 1 1. 89 Whether I shall ever be
able to bring anything of this to a bearing, I know not.

f 11. Spring, elasticity. Obs. Cf. BEAK sl>:*>

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy .SY/r 1

. 118 Slower motions are

made up of starts and bearings, or springsomness. Ibid.

119 A pend or earnest strift fromwards, which we call

springsomness or bearing.

12. Meek, (generally in //.) Those parts of a

machine which bear the friction
;

the block or

supports on which a shaft or axle turns, and also

the part of the shaft or axle resting upon these

supports. [This combines II and III of the vb.]

1791 Specif. Patent No. 1794 Water wheels to be made
and fixed upon bearings. 1793 WOI.LASTON in Phil. Trans.
LXXXIII. 137 A better bearing, and much less likely to

wear the pivots. 1861 SMILKS Engineers II. 139 The shafts

and axles were of iron, and the bearings of brass. 1881

Print. Trades Jml. xxxi. 38 Heated bearings in machinery
may be relieved, .by the use of graphite as a lubricator.

13. The direction in which any point lies from

a point of reference, esp. as measured in degrees
from one of the quarters of the compass. In

//. the relative positions of surrounding objects.

To take one's hearings ; to determine one's position
with regard to surrounding objects ; also^g;
1635 N. CAHTENTER Gcog. Del, i. vii. 171 Great errours not

only in the situation of diuers places, but also in the bear-

ing of places one to the other. 1711 F. FULLER Med. Gymn.
29 When they [jockeys] design to take the Bearings of a

Running Horse. 1750 SMEATON In Phil. Trans. 5 July, To
make the compass useful in taking.. the bearing of head-

lands, ships and other objects. 1805 FLINDERS in Phil. Trans.

XCV. 189 On the first bearings the ship's head was six points
on one side of the meridian. 1858 in Merc. Afar. Mag. V.

229 All Bearings herein given are Magnetic. 1875 BEDFORD
Sailor's Pocket Bk. \. (ed. 21 41 The difference between the

sun's true bearing and its compass bearing.

b. A/MS, (see quot.)
1835 Penny Cycl. XXV. 356/2 The parts [of a piano, etc.]

which are first tuned by the fifths, and from which all the

others are tuned by octaves, are called hearing
1
:.

14. The direction of any line on the earth's sur-

face in relation to a meridian.
1802 PLAYFAIR Illnstr. Hntton. The. 229 Vertical strata,

having the same bearing with respect to the meridian. 1881

RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Bearing, .the direction of a hori-

zontal line, drawn in the middle plane of a vein or stratum
not horizontal.

b. fig. Tendency, natural leaning, bent.

1862 TROLLOPK Orley F. xv. 121 In the publicity of such

sympathy there was something that suited the bearings of

Miss Furnival's mind.

f!5. A/us. The variation allowed from the true

pitch of a note, in tuning an instrument upon the

method of unequal temperament. Obs.

1698 WALLIS in /'/;//. Trans. XX. 256 Pipes at equal
Intervals do not give the just desired Harmony, without
somewhat of Bearing.
16. Naut. f The widest part of a vessel below

the plank-shear. The line of flotation which is

formed by the water upon her sides when she sits

upright with her provisions, stores, and ballast,

cin board in proper trim.' Smyth Sailor's H'J.-bk.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grant, ii. 3 There doth begin
the compasse and bearing of the ship. 1835 MARRYAT
Pirate iii, The wind howled, and. .the vessel was pressed
down to her bearings by its force.

17. Comb, and at/rib, in prec. senses : w*,l>earing-

fhair, -point, shaft, -surface ; f bearing-back, a

pedlar's staff for carrying his pack ; f bearing-

cloth, a child's christening-robe ; bearing-door,
{Coal-mining}, one of the main doors in a pit for

regulating the ventilation; f bearing-gear, the

gear or apparatus (usually a twisted withe passed

through the collar so as to form a loop) by which,
in old times, a pair ofhorses supported the ends of

the swingle-tree of a plough, or of the cross-bar

from which the pole of a wagon was suspended ;

t bearing-leap, a carrying-basket ;
see BEAR-LEAP.

1544 AscHAM Toxoph. (1654) 115 They be good ynough for

bearynge gere. 1570 Bury Wills 118501 156, 1 beqwethe tomy
dawghter Jone Kenam one berynge sheet. 1598 GREENWEY
Tacitus' Ann. xiv. ii. (1622! 200 Agrippina . . caused her-selfe

to be carried to Baias in a bearing-chaire. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny \\. 341 If a child be lapped in a mantle or bearing-cloth
made of an asse skin, it shall not be affrighted at anything.
1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1673) 437 A bearing back or
colt staffe, as we say in Knglish, whereupon poor men carry
their burdens, 1611 SHAKS. \Vint. T. HI. iii. no Looke
thee, a bearing-cloath for a Squires childe. 1616 SURKL. &
MARKH. Conntr. Farm 533 When they [horses] draw two
and two together in the beare-geares . . then there is needfull

the plow devise . . the harnesse, the collars, the round
withs or bearing geares. 1851 Coal-tr. Terms Northnmbld.

$ Dnrh. 24 A bearing or main door, is a door which foice--,

the air through an entire district. 1856 KANE A ret. Exp.
I.xxix. 402 Passed the chain cable under the keel at four

bearing -points.

IV. from BEAR 0.1 IV.

18. The action of bringing forth (offspring) ;

birth. Also in comb, child-hearing.
n 1300 Cursor M. 11079 All mad J>a! mirth at his bering.

c 1400 Epipk. (Turnb. 1843) 908 As wemen. .When thti ben
in berung of chylde. 1611 BIBLE i Tint. ii. 15 Notwith-

standing she shall be saued in child-bearing.

b. attrili.
t
as in bearing-fain, -place, -throe, -time.

1387 GOLDING De Mornay xxi. 323 Wouldst thou haue
Children? It is hee that openeth and shuttcth the .bearing

place. 1597 DASIKL Cir. ll-'ares vi, cv, To stay beyond the

bearing-time, so long. 1787 Med. Commnn. II. 227 The
throes which the women call bearing pains.

19. The action of producing kaves, flowers,

and esp. fruit
; yielding, production.

1583 PLAT Jttwll ho. (1594) 5 He did greatly backward
the tree in his bearing. 1709 STANHOPE Paraphr. IV. 255

Bearing will be required from every Branch. 1861 DEI.AMEH
Kitch. Gnrd. 160 Wall-trees . . come into early bearing.

20. That which is produced ; fruit, a crop.
1838 WORDSW. Sonn. 11. xix, Rich mellow bearings, thai for

thanks shall call.

21. Those external parts of animals which are

concerned in parturition. Obs. or dial.

1674 Lond. Gaz. No. 911,4 A Bright bay Mare .. lately
Stackt behind under her Bearing. 1779 Phil. Trans.
LXIX. 285 The teats and the external female parts, called

byfarmers the bearing.

Bearing (be>rin), ///. a. 1
[f. BEAK 7/.

1
.]

1. That bears, carries, supports, endures, drives,

presses, pierces, stands out, etc. (See various

meanings of the vb.)
c 1500 Rob. //(W(Ritson) u. xii. 131 CHfton with a bearing

arrow, Hee clave the willow wand. 1551 ROBINSON tr.

More's Utop. 158 Drawing and bearinge beastes. 1642
HOWELL For. 7>rt7'.(i86y)6i Large and bearing streames.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy -SV/7-. 122 Lockt up in a bearing
or pressing posture. 1677 MOXON Meek. Exerc. (1703) 69
Plane lx>th the Bearing sides thinner. 1702 PENN in Pa.
Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 162 Be as bearing as you can with

hasty and fretful tempers. 1850 LEITCH tr. Mailer's Anc.
Art 275. 305 The architectural members, .are divided into

bearing, borne, and intermediate. Among the bearing the

column is the form naturally suggested.

f2. Of food: Sustaining, substantial. Obs.

c 1618 FLETCHER Worn. Pleased i. ii, A good bearing din-

ner. 1633 MASSINGER Nnu Way, etc. v. i, Bearing dishes.

3. In comb., as: burden-, interest-bearing; bear-

ing-rein, a short fixed rein which passes from the

bit to the saddle, intended to keep the horse's

head up and its neck arched ; Jig. a check or re-

straint upon movements.
1620 QUARLES Jonah \ 1638; 43 The burden-bearing Camell.

1794 \V. FKLTON Carriages (1801) II. 138 The bearing rein

is what prevents the horse from holding his head down.

1839 SYD. SMITH ll'ks. 1859 I. Pref. 8 Lord Grey had not

then taken off the bearing-rein from the English people.
1866 CHUMP Banking xi. 245 Having an interest-bearing

reserve. 1882 AfticM. Mag. XLV. 464 When horses are un-

necessarily restrained by bearing-reins.

4. Bringing forth, producing (offspring, fruit, etc.).

Often as second element in a compound, as berry-,

fruit-) spectre-bearing.
1398 TRF.VISA Earth, De P. R. xvn. cxvii. (1495) 682

Thycke settyng of knottes is token of a good vyne and

berynge. l67* PETTY Pol. Anat. (1691) 53 A Cow continues

Milch and bearing, from 3 or 4 years old to 12. 1831 CARLVLK
Sart. Res. n. vi, The Future is wholly a Stygian Darkness,

spectre-bearing. 1858 W. ELLIS I 'is. Altulagascar viii. 225
The fruit-bearing olive.

5. Fertile, productive.
,1420 Pallad. on Hush. I. 28 Eke se thl lande Be bering,

and commodiously stande. 1882 S. MACADAM Manitoba

Soil, Soils of a good bearing quality.

Bearing, ///-- [f.
HEAR ?-.- + -TNG2.] Act-

ing as a 'bear' in Stock Exchange transactions.

1884 Pall Mall Cr . 7 Aug. 5/1 The shrewd men who are

so. .anxious to put money in the pockets of the bulling or

bearing public.

Bearish (be>rij"\ a.
[f.

BEAR sbl + -ISH 1
.]

1. Hear-like, esp. in manner or temper; rough,

rude, and uncouth ; growling, surly.



BEABISHNESS.

1744 HARRIS Three Treat, It'ks. (1841) 99 We call men,

by way of reproach, sheepish, bearish, etc. 1800 COLERIDGE
Piccolom. v. iv, Forgive me too my bearish ways, old father.

1863 SARAH TYTLER in Gd. Words 705 As unmannerly and

bearish as two gentlemen, .could contrive to be.

2. Stock Exchange. Belonging or tending to a

fall in the price of stocks.

1881 Chicago Times 30 Apr., The movement was bearish,

and prices all around averaged a trifle lower. 1884 Munch.

Exam. 8 Sept. 8/3 Bearish news from the oilfields brought
down prices.

Hence Bearishly adv.

Bea-rishiiess. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Bearish

quality ; rough unmannerliness ;
surliness.

1861 COLLIER Hist. Etig. Lit. 162 He never lost a certain

bearishness of temper. 1884 Church Union (N. Y.) 15 Nov.

8 Private boorishness and domestic bearishness.

t Bea'rleap, -lep(e. In 4-5 berlep(e, bere

lepe, 7 beer-lip, [f.
ME. ber-tn to BEAK + LEAP

basket.] A carrying basket.

1325-40 HAMPOLE Psalm Ixxx. 6 His hend seruyd in ber-

lepe, v.r. bere lepe [in cophino\. that is a vessel in the

whilke the iwes bare mortere in egipt. (-1375 WYCLIF

Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 17 pel gedriden seven berlepis of relief

bat was left [WYCLIF Mark viii. 8 has lepis, leepis]. 1677

PLOT Oxfordsh. 256 They draw a Cubb or Beerlip. .up the

middle of the mow or stack, and through the hole, that this

leaves, the heat will ascend, and so prevent mow-burning.
Cf. also the following : c 1440 Medulla Gramm., Sparta,

a berynge lep. 1440 Prom. Pan 1

., Barlylepe, to kepe yn
corne, Cuinera [1499 Pynson's ed. has here Barlep ; .also

elsewhere Beringe lepe Canistra]. 1500 Ortus Vocab.,

Sparta, a bere lepe or basket, c 1485 Digty Myst. (1882)

it. 645 In a beryng baskett or a lepe.

t Bea'rleSS, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. BEAK vl IV

+ -LESS.] Barren.

t6n SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. xiv. (1614) 27/1 Barkeshire..

from a naked and bearelesse Oke-tree, whereunto the people

usually-resorted . . to conferre for the State.

BeaT-like, a. and adv. [f.
BEAK jiU + LIKE.]

Like, or after the manner of, a bear ; rough, rude.

1605 SHAKS* Macb. v. vii. 2, I cannot flye, But Beare-Iike I

must fight the course. 1663 GERRIER Counsel D iij a, Some
of them Bear-like-whelps (by licking and smoothing) have

gotten some fashionable like shape. 1823 SCOTT in Lock-

hart (18391 VII. 174, I was rather a Bear-like nurse for such

a lamb-like charge.

Beam, obs. form of BAIRX, and of BORN, v.

Bear's-foot. Herb. [f. BEAR rf.l]

1. Popular name of various species of Hellebore,

esp. of the Black Hellebore (ff. fcctidus), a. hand-

some plant with spreading panicles of globular

flowers, their sepals green edged with pink.
1551 TURNER Herbal 126 Thys herbe whyche they call

chrystes wurtz and we berefoot. 1629 J. PARKINSON Parad.
in Sole Ixxxi. 344 There are three sorts of blacke Hellebor

or Beares foote. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. IV. 185 The
late Narcissus, and the winding Trail Of Bears-foot. 1863
PRIOR Plant-H. 17 Bear's-foot, from its digitate leaf.

2. Also applied loosely to Bear's-breech or

Acanthus, to Lady's Mantle, and to Monkshood.

1552 HI.-I.OKT, Bere fote herbe, Acantlia. 1563 SHLTE
A re/lit. B j b, An herbe called Acanthus, in frenche Branck-

ursine, or bearefote with vs.

Bearship (beujip). [f.
BEAR sbl + -SHIP.]

The personality of a bear. (Humorous.)
1800 SOUTHF.Y Lett. (1^6} I. 90 If you were a dancing bear,

and I had a string tied to the ring in your bearship's nose.

Bearskin (be>j|Skin). [f. BEAR sbl]
1. The skin of a bear used as a wrap or garment.
1823 BYRON Juan x. xxvi, In this gay clime of bear-skins

black and furry. 1833 SIR J. Ross N.-W. Pass. xli. 547
Natives came . . bringing . . a bearskin and some clothing.

1855 KINGSLEY Heroes n. 205 Wrapt in a bearskin cloak.

b. fig. in reference to the torture of Christians

by baiting them in bearskins.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 123 The Pelagian lesuites

oppose the Dominicans in this point under the Bears skin

of being Calvinists. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. 29
If they had chosen to bring our primitive founders upon the

stage in a pleasanter way than that of bear-skins and pitch-
barrels,

2. The tall furry cap worn by the Guards in the

British Army.
[1848 THACKERAY 1'att. Fair xxiv, Ensign Spooney, .tried

on a new bearskin cap, under which he looked savage be-

yond his years.] 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea II. 338 The tower-

ing bearskins which mark a battalion of the English Guards.

3. A shaggy kind of woollen cloth used for

overcoats.

4. See BEAR rf. 1 8. Bearskin jobber, early name
of the 'bear' on the Stock Exchange.
Bearward (be>Jwgid.) [f. BEAR^.I + WARD.]

Also 4 bereward, 5 barreward, 5-6 berward(e
(see BEARHERD).
1. The keeper of a bear, who leads it about for

public exhibition of its tricks, etc. ; also_/ff.
1399 Pol. Poems (1859) I. 364 A bereward fond a rag. 1463

Mann. <y Househ. Exp. 156, I toke to the lord Stanley is

berward. .vjs. viijrf. 1550 BALE Rng. Votaries n. 118 They
played with those worldly rulers.. as the bearwardes do
with their apes and their beares. 1644 EVELYN Mem. (1857)
I. 95 [They] command them, as our bearwards do the bears,
with a ring through the nose. 18*6 SCOTT U'oodst. ix, The
army is your bear now, and old Noll is your bearward.

t 2. The constellation Bootes, or its chief star

Arcturus, from its position in reference to Ursa

Major.
VOL. I.

737

1483 Cath. Angl. 23/1 Barrewarde, arctaphilax. 1577
B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. (15861 39 b, The rising of the

star called the Berward. 1883 LIDDELL & SCOTT Grk. Lex.

s.v. "Apitrot, The star just behind is called 'ApxroCpo!,

'Ap(CT00vAaf, the Bear-ward, or Bown)?, the Waggoner.

t Bea-rwort. Herb. Obs. [f.
BEAR rf.i +

WORT.] The herb Mcum Athamanticum .

1597 in GERARD. 1863 in PRIOR Plant-n.

Beasantlier, obs. form of BESANTLER.

Beasaunte, obs. form of BEZANT.

Bease, obs. form of BAIZE.

Be-ash, etc. : see BE- pref.

Beasom, obs. f. BESOM, and BISEN, Oh. blind.

Beast (b/st), sl>. Forms : 3-6 beste, best,

beest(e, 4-6 Sc. beist, 6-7 beaste, (6 bieste, 7

beise), 6- beast. (PI. dial. beas(e, beeas(e,

beass.) [a. OF. beste : L. bestia. The earliest

use of the word was to translate L. animal, in

which it took the place of OE. dear, just as it was,

in this sense, subseq. replaced by animal itself]

I. Literal senses.

1. A living being, an animal. (Used to translate

Gr. fyov, or L. animal, esp. in versions of the

Bible. Now restricted in literary use as in sense

2 ;
but still widely applied in dialect and collo-

quial use, including e. g. newts, insects, centipedes.)

fa. In early times, explicitly including man.

Obs. b. In later times, applied to the lower ani-

mals, as distinct from man.
,1220 J!'ali Meid. 25 Beastes Hat dumbe neb habbeS.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6039 pan sent drightin a litel beist [locust].

Ibid. 700 J>e nedder . . was mast wis of ani best. 1493 Fesii.

vall(\-^\y 3b, All the fysshes and beestes in the see. 1535
COVERDAI.E Eccliis. xi. 3 The Bey is but a small beast

amonge the foules, yet is hir frute exceadinge swete. 1611

BIBLE Rev. iv. 6 Foure beastes full of eyes before and behinde.

1658 ROWLAND Moitffet's Theat. Ins. 931 Nor know I the

little Beast [Hornet] it self. 1771 Phil. Trans. LXI. 240

Monoculi, some of which had their ovaria full of eggs, and
others of little live beasts. 1827 MOORE Perhvink. 3- Soc.

Wks. (1862) 529 Of all the beasts that ever were born,

Your Locust most delights in corn. 1875 BucKLANDZ^-A'X-.

91 These Cod, poor Beasts. Mod. dial. There's a little

beast crawling up your back !

a. c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. i. vi. 27 Axest not me quod I.

whebir bat [man] be a resonable best mortel. 1387 TREYISA

Higden Rolls Ser. III. 367 Al bing bat hab lif and felynge

is i-cleped a beste. 1547 BOORDE Brev. Health clxxxii, A
man or a woman, which be resonable beastes.

b. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. ii. 34 There would this Monster

make a man : any strange beast there, makes a man. 1780
HARRIS Philal. EIUJ. (1841) 538 To render the nature of man
odious, and the nature of beasts amiable.

c. The animal nature (in man).
1667 Decay Chr. Piety ix. 9. 302 Those advantages whicb

may . . exalt the man, and depress the beast in us.

2. A quadmped (or animal popularly regarded
as such), as distinguished from birds, reptiles,

fishes, insects, etc., as well as from man. (Now
the ordinary literary use.)
c 1230 Ancr. R. 416 3e . . ne schulen habben no best, bute

kat one. c 1360 Dens Carilas in E. E. P. (18621 127 Lord
bou madest . bobe foul and best. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 74
As lion is the king of bestes. 1526 J'ilgr. Per/. (W. de W.

1531) 151 In the sixth daye . .

alj
beestes were create. 1559

Mirr. Mag., Dk. Clarence xxviii, Compare them vnto birdes

and beastes. 1611 BIBLE i Kings iv. 33 Hee spake also of

beasts, and of foule, and of creeping things, and of fishes.

1691 RAY Creation (1722) 21 Animate bodies are divided

into four great genera or orders : Beasts, Birds, Fishes, and
Insects. 1849 MARRVAT Valerie vi, Like the bat, they are

neither bird nor beast.

b. spec. An animal ofthe chase
;
fourfooted game.

1297 R. GLOUC. 375 pe nywe forest . . he . . astored yt wel

mydbestys. c 1420 Avow. Arth. xvii, Sethun brittuns he

the best, As venesun in forest. 1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, v.

A chase . . for . . feeding of beastes of venery. 1592 WARNER
Alb. Eng. vn. xxxvii. (1597) 180 They feede Mongst Beasts

of chace. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. I. 211 Then Toils for

Beasts, and Lime for Birds were found. 1751 CHAMBERS

Cycl. s.v., Beasts of Chase, in our statute-books are five;

the buck, doe, fox, martin, and roe. Beasts of the forest

are, the hart, hind, hare, boar, and wolf. Beasts and fowls

of the warren are, the hare, coney, pheasant, and partridge.

C. Wild beast: an animal not domesticated,

formerly esp. a beast of the chase, now esp. a

ferocious animal from a foreign land
;
= L._/mz,

Gr. Bripiov.

1297 R. GLOUC. 376 Men ne dorste . . wylde best nyme no^t,
Hare ne wylde swyn. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C". xvin. 28 And
woneden in wildernesse 'among wilde bestes. 1590 SHAKS.
Mids. N. II. i. 228 lie . . leaue thee to the mercy of wilde

beasts. 1591 SPENSER Dap/in, xviii, And of the race, that

all wild beastes do feare. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv.

758 Whom ev'n the savag_e Beasts had spar'd, they kill'd.

1833 MARRVAT P. Simple ix, To see the wild beasts fed at

Mr. Polito's menagerie.

3. A domesticated animal owned and used by
man, as part of his farm 'stock' or cattle [F.

bestianx, betail"\ ; at first including sheep, goats,

etc., but a. gradually more or less restricted to

the bovine kind
;
and now chiefly applied by

farmers, graziers, etc. to fatting cattle. (In this

sense there is also a collective plural beast.}
c 1230 Ancr. R. 58 }if eni unwrie put were, and best feolle

Jer inne. a 1300 Cursor Jlf. 6137 Ta your beistes wit yow
bun. c 1450 Merlin 3 This riche man hadde grete plente of

bestes and of othir richesse, 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. fy Up-

BEAST.

londyshw. (1847) Introd. 9 Sometime the wolfe our beastes

doth devour. 1704
BAILY Diet. Rustic, s.v. Common, Which

Common must he taken with Beasts commonable, as Horses,

Oxen, Kine, and Sheep. 1882 ROSSETTI Ball, fy Sonn, 87
I am Berpld the butcher's son, Who slays the beasts in

Rouen Town.
a. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. (1534) Gij, Beastes alone, nor

horses alone, nor shepe alone.. wyll not eate a pasture
euen. 1641 HINDE J. Bnien xxix. 90 There was spent in his

house a fat Beise, and a half, within the space of three days.

ijzoLond.Gaz. No. 5880/5 Robert Watson, late of Uttoxeter

. . Dealer in Beasts. 1807 J. STAGG Poems 63 To th' fells

they druive beath bease and sweyne. 1863 ATKINSON

Whitby Gloss., Beast, an .. animal of the Ox kind The

plural . . is beeas or beas ; applied to Cows or fatting-stock

collectively. 1865 Daily Tel. 22 Aug. 6/5 One half. . is de-

voted to
' beasts

'

; the other half to sheep, pigs, and calves,

none of which creatures are 'beasts' according to the natural

history of the Caledonian-road. 1884 U'.SnssexGaz. 25 Sept.

(Advt.) The Live Stock comprises the valuable herd of

Sussex Beast, including cows, heifers, bulls and steers.

b. An animal used in riding, driving, etc., as the

horse and ass
;
a '

beast of burden,
1

a '

yoke beast,'

a draught animal. [In some parts of England,
beast in the sing, means spec.

*

horse,' while the

pi. beasts
, beastes^ beass means 'oxen.']

a 1300 Cursor M. 14963 par sal yee find an ass beist. 1388
WYCLIF Luke x. 34 And leid hym on his beest [1382 hors],

and ledde in to an ostrie. 1523 FITZHERB. Sttrv. xi. (1539)
26 His werke bestis to his plough. 1529 FRITH Ep. Chr.

Reader Wks.l 1829 ) 462 His Son . . was made our beast, bearing
our sins upon his own back. 1611 BIBLE Liikc x. 34 And
bound vp his wounds, powring in oile and wine, and set

him on his owne beast. 1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp.
II. 199 Coolies and bullocks and every animal that can be

procured of the description of a beast of burthen. 1816

SCOTT Antiq. xxv, There sail nane o' my gear gang on your
beast's back. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. I'-ng. I. 374 Travellers

. . compelled to alight and lead their beasts.

II. fig. and transf.
4. A human being under the sway of animal

propensities.
r 1400 Rom. Rose 5065 No such beeste [a harlot] To he

loved is not worthy. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W.v.\. 5 O power-
full Loue, that in some respects makes a Beast a Man : in

som other, a Man a beast. 1647 SANDERSON Serin, II. 215
All histories afford us strange examples . . of voluptuous .

beasts. 1709 STFEI.F, Tatler No. 272 Til! Morn' sends I

stagg'ring Home a Drunken Beast. 1845 HOOD Open Quest. \

xv, Better. . spend a leisure hour amongst the brutes, Than
make a beast of his own self on Sunday.
5.

* A brutal, savage man ; a man acting in any
manner unworthy of a reasonable creature.

1

J. In

earlier usage, often connoting stupidity or folly

(cf. Fr. bete] ;
in modern phraseology opprobriously

employed to express disgust or merely aversion.

i izio Leg. Kath. 2067 Hwet medschipe makeS }?e, ^u
bittre balefule beast ! 1393 GOWER Conf. I. 202 O beste of

belle, in what guise Hast thou deserved for to deie. 1594
R. CAREW Hitartc's Exam. Wits (1616) He that goes a

beast to Rome, returns a beast againe. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.

for M. in. i. 137 Oh you beast, Oh faithlesse Coward, oh

dishonest wretch. 1723 M CWARD Earn. Contend. 151 (Jam.)

Putting the Beast upon ourselves, for having been so base.

1772 NICHOLLS in Grays Corr. 11843) I 7 ^ ' s ^is moment
only that I have received nine letters . . from that cursed

beast Belloni's Abbe. 1841 WARREN Ten Thous. Year i. v,

Mr. Sharpey . . is coming down from dinner, directly, the

(18751 'You
ng sharply

.

f6. Applied to the devil (the
' old serpent' or

'

dragon ') and evil spirits. Obs.

c 1220 St. Marker, n Hu ha . . bast bittre best makede to

bersten. a 1300 Cursor M. 12954 Bot herdili he [\>e warlau]

yode him nerr, Qua herd euer best sua bald. <"isos Miracle
St. Jas. 57 in E. E. P. 59 pu HJ?ere best oure leuedi seide.

7. The Beast (Jig.} : Antichrist, or the Anti-

christian power. (From the Apocalypse of St. John.)
1382 WYCLIF Rev. xiii. 18 He that hath vndirstonding,

acounte the noumbre of the beest. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. I:W. de
W. 1531) 37 Wonders, whiche that beest the Antechryst (as

Saynt Paule sayth) shall shewe. 1577 HOLINSHED Ckron.
III. 1265/2 They . . which suffer death vnder the beast, for

confession of Christs religion. 1649 OWEN Serm. Wks. 1851
VIII. 235 God will bring the followers after the beast to

destruction. 1849 GUMMING God in Hist. (1851) 115 In 1807
the ten kings or horns (Britain excepted . . ) joined in deso-

lating
' the Beast.' c 1875 CALVERLEY Fly-leaves^ Leave the

number of the beast to puzzle Doctor Gumming?
III. In Card-playing, [orig. beste as in I7th c.

French, then englished as beaste
> beast, pronounced

(b^st), a pronunciation still retained by some who

spell it baste, bast ;
but more usually spelt and

pronounced as in the other senses. Mod.F. bete^\

8. a. An obsolete game at cards, resembling
the modern Nap.

b. A penalty at this game ;
also at Ombre and

Quadrille.
[The name Ontbre is derived from Sp. Hombre man. At

Ombre, the one who undertakes the game has to beat each of

the other two ; if he fails, he is said to be beasted, and pays
forfeit to the pool ; hence it has been suggested that having
failed to maintain himself as Hombre or man, he becomes
beast. In the earlier quotations it occurs only along with

Ombre. 1

1668 R. LESTRANGE Vis. Quf7'.(v?o& 97 Spend whole Nights
at Beste or Ombre with my Lady Pen-1 wee?el. 1674 COTTON

Compl. Gamester (\T*# 97 Beast . . called by the French, La
Belt. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. i. 1007 These at Beste and
L'Ombre wooe And play for loue and money too. 1734 R.

SEYMOUR Compl. Gamester (1739) 22 The Beaste is made
whenever he who undertakes the game (that is to say the

93

beast ! 1875 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy ii. 12 (18

beast' cried I, in good nervous English, turnin

round.
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( >mbre) does not win. IHJ. 23 Whoever Renounces several

times in a Deal suffers a Beaste for every Renounce. Ihd.

All the Beastes that are made in one Deal, must be together

upon the Board and be played for the next. 1727-51
CHAMBERS Cycl. s v. Ombre, The oversights and irregu-

larities committed in the course of the game, are called

beastes. [See also BASTE so.'}

IV. Comb. a. objective gen. with verbal sb. or

agent-noun, as beast-baiting, -sttbduer
;
b. simila-

tive, as beast-blindness ;
c. attrib., as beast-boJy,

-fable, -fight, -hide, -kind, -market, -oblation,

-poetry, -saga. Also beast-fly, the gad-fly ;
beast-

gates (north, dial.}, pastures where beasts may go.

1606 HOLLAND Sne'ton. 262 Wardens.. who were to e.x-

hibite . . "Beastbaitings and stage playes. 1802 SOUTHKV

Thalaoa x. xxxiii, Live With such beast-blindness in the

738

Moiiffet's T/ieal. /us. 935 This "Beast-fly is in Latine called

Asilam. 1566 Richmond. ff 7/&(i853) 185 The "beast gates

. . uppon the more and in the feild onely except. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 507 When the haires of *beast-hides haue

bin soked therewith. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Countr. Farm,
At the end of all these "Beast-houses, .you shall appoint a

iJOT-house 1634 BRERETON Trav. (18441 52 A charter for

a beast-market. 1885 Weekly Times 2 Oct. 18/4 Trade to-

day in the 'beast-market has been almost at a standstill.

Beast (bTst), i'. [f. prec. sb.] See also BASTE v*

1 1 trans. To make a beast of, treat as a beast.

1646 S. BOLTON Arraignin. Err. 151 And having thus

beasted men, they [Papists] say to them ..' You are . . in no

way able to judge of Questions of truth.'

2. passive. In the game of Ombre : To fail to win

the game (said of the Ombre), or to incur a forfeit

for breaking the rules.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. v, We will not be beasted at

this bout, for I have got one trick. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John
Hull in S-.vift's 11 'i's. 1824 VI. 163 Lewis Baboon attempted
to play a game solo in clubs, and was beasted. 1768 Acad.

ofPlay 83 He who looks at the cards that remain in the

Stock is beasted. 1811 E. NARES Thinks I II. 136 Not

being able to save her from being beasted.

[Beast, v. 'To hunt for beasts,' which modern

dictionaries have inserted each from its prede-

cessor, is a figment founded on a grotesque mis-

reading of Spenser's Amoretti Epigr. ii.:

With that [i. e. Dian's dart] Love wounded my Loves hart,

But Diane ]wounded] beasts with Cupids dart.]

Beastal, obs. form of BESTIAL.

. Beastdoni bfstdam). rare. [f.
BEAST sb. +

-DOM.] The condition of a beast ; beasthood.

c 1872 ADDIS Elkati. Echoes (18791 57 Sorrow . . had freed

the woman-soul from that foul den of crusting beastdom.

t Beasten ^brsten ,
a. Obs. In 4 besten(e, 5

bestyn. [V f. BEAST sb. + -EN! ;
but bestcne may

be gen. pi. of beste, BEAST.] Of beasts.

CI3Z5 /;. E. Allil. P. B. 1446 Wyth besten blod busily

anoynted. 1387 TRKVISA Higden Rolls Ser. II. 181 Oistres

and schelle fische, that beeth . . lowest in bestene kynde.
a 1400 Octanian 478 That bestyn kyng.

Beasthood (bf-st|hud; . [f.
BEAST sb. + -HOOD.]

The rank, condition, or nature of beasts.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rei:\\\. i.vii. 61 Many a Circe Island,

with temporary, .conversion into beasthood and hoghood.

1851 MAYHEW Land. Lalmir\. 25 Instinct with all the ele-

ments of manhood and beasthood. 1868 BROWNING Ringty
Bk. vul. 510 Beasts . . Do credit to their beasthood.

Beastial, -iary, -iarian, obs. ff. BESTIAL, etc.

Beastie (brsti
1

. [f. BEAST + -IE = Y*.] A little

animal; an endearing form of BEAST, (orig. Scotch.]

TENNYSON Liter. 228 Why should I, beastlike as 1 find my-

self, Not manlike end myself?
B. as adv.

1604 E. G[RIMSTON] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies vn. ii. 497

They lived . . beastlike, without any pollicie.

Beastliness (brstlines). [f.
BEASTLY + -NE.=S.]

Beastly quality ;
resemblance to a beast in various

points, e.g. unintelligence, rudeness, brutality,

cowardice, gluttony, drunkenness, filthiness ;
besti-

ality.

1370 Lay-Folk's Mass-Bk. App. in. 122 Alle beestelynesse

769 By their beastliness, .they had like to haue made all the

Army fly. a 1618 RALEIGH To Son ix. in Rein. (1661! 102

A Drunkard will never shake off the delight of beastlinesse.

1751 H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Maim 118341 H- 388 Whithed . .

had forgiven all his elder brother's beastliness. 1854 Dl FF

in Life xxi. (1881" 342 Such drunkenness, such beastliness,

such unblushing shamelessness.

b. cone/-.
'

beastly stuff.'

1834 L. HUNT Land. Jrnl. No. 8. 58 The ale too ! . . not

the "beastliness of these days.

Beastlilig (b/'stlirj). [f.
BEAST jA. + -UNG.]

A little beast or animal.

1872 Miss BRADDON Bitter End vii. 51 Tender young
beastlings of the squirrel tribe.

Beastlings, var. form of BEESTINGS.

Beastly (brstlit, a. P'orms : 3 best-, beaste-,

beastlich, 4 besteli, beestli, bestly, 4-6 bestely,

beestly, 6 beastlye, 6-7 -lie, 6- beastly, [f.

BEAST -i- -LY 1
.]

f 1. Of the nature of living creatures (including

man) ; animal, natural,
' carnal.' Obs.

1382 WYCLIF r Cor. xv. 44 It is sowun a beestly [1388

beestli] body, it schal ryse a spiritual body. 1526 Pilgr.

Perf. (W. de W. 1531' 95 The beestly man can not perceyue
those thynges y

l be godly.

2. Of or pertaining to the lower animals (as

opposed to man) ; merely animal, bestial, arch.

J393 GOWER Conf. I. 144 And wailend in his [Nebuchad-
nezzar's] bestly Steven. 1571 DIGGES Pantom. Pref. A iv,

Wherein . . the nature of man surmounteth beastly kinde.

1608 Gt. Frost in Arb. Garner I. 89 Charge of feeding so

many beastly mouths. 1615 BEDWELL Arab. Trndg., See

more of this beastly fable, at the 14 Chapter. 1657 83
EVELYN Hist. Relit;. (1850) 1. 143 To be appeased by bloody
and beastly sacrifices. 1873 RrsKiN Fors Clav. xxv. 27 The

'breeding' of a man is what he gets from the Centaur

Chiron ;
the '

beastly
'

part of him in a good sense.

f3. Resembling a beast in unintelligence; brutish,

irrational, without thought. Obs.

c 1230 Ancr. R. 58 pe bestliche mon ba:t ne bencheS nout of

God. 1542 RECORDS Gr. Arts (1640) Pref., To bring the

people from beastly rage to manly reason. 1563 Homilies

II. Idolatry III. (1859) 236 More beastly than the Ass. 1598

DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. xxii. 150 When it doth passe by

beastly ignorance, a 1703 BL-RKITT On N. T. Matt. xxii. 33

The beastly opinion of the mortality of the soul.

4. Resembling a beast in conduct, or in obeying
the animal instincts.

I2ZO Hali Meid. 9 pat beasteliche gederinge, bat scheme.

Macm. Mag. 388 The sheep . . are compact little beasties.

Beastily (b/~stili\ adv. [f. as if from beasty

adj. + -LY- : on analogy of hastily, lustily, etc.]

After the manner of a beast ; bestially.
a 1823 SHELLEY Scenesfr. Faust 702 To live more beastily

than any beast.

Beastings, var. form of BEESTINGS.

t Bea'stish, a. Obs. Also 5 best-, 6 beest-

ysshe. [f.
BEAST sb. + -ISH l.] Partaking of the

nature of a beast ;
= BEASTLY (in various senses).

1398 TREVISA Barth. DeP. R. ill. i. (1495) 48 Bestysshe men
and symple. 1502 Ord. Crystcn Men iW. de W.I I. iii. 24

Beestysshe, deuyllysshe and worldly . . be they. 1643

MILTON Divorce 'Wks. 1738 I. 182 Else it [marriage] would

be but a kind of animal or beastish meeting. 1664 Floddcn

F. III. 32 Your beastish acts.

t Bea'stishness. Obs. Also 6 bestyssh-

nesse. [f. prec. -I- -NESS.] The condition of being
'

beastish,' brutishness.

1530 PALSGR. 197/2 Bestysshnesse, besterie. ctsfat VERON
Free-will 323, The beastishnesse of these bragging mar-

chauntes of the cleargy.

t Bea'Stlihead. 0fo. 6-?; also beastlyhead,

-lined. = BEASTHOOD, BEASTLINESS.

1570 SPENSER Slteph. Cal. May 265 Sicke, sicke, alas, a

litle lack of dead, But 1 be relieued by your beastlyhead.

1616 ((". Browne's Past. (R.) Peregall to nymphes of old,

From which their beastlihed now freely start.

t Bea-stlihood. Ohs. = prec.
1612 CHAPMAN IVi<tm/s T. in /Ws? (17801

VI. 162 Man-

hood ! quoth you? Nay, beastlyhood I might say.

Bea'stlike, a. and adv. [f.
BEAST sb. + LIKE.]

A. adj. Like a beast in nature, or in habits.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531! 1170, We be all carnall

lust. 1604 ROWLANDS Looke to it 33 Thou filthy fellow of

a beastly life. 1709 SWIFT Adv. Re/if. Wks. 1755 II. l. ros

The beastly vice of drinking to excess. 1885 Pall Mall G.

29 May 4 They are frankly and cynically beastly.

t b. Inhuman, brutally cruel. Obs.

1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb. > 52 Open testimonie of her and

their beastlie crueltie. 1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (18371 7 1

That blooddie beastlie king.

f c. Unmanly, cowardly. Obs.

1584 T. HUDSON Judith in Sylvester Dn Bartas (1608)

752 Some brave in words, are beastly of their hands.

5. Unfit for human use or enjoyment ; abomin-

able ; disgusting, or offensive, especially from

dirtiness: applied, by those who use strong lan-

guage, to anything that offends their tastes.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. ii. i. 229 In the beastliest sence,

you are Pompey the great. 1611 DEKKF.R Roar. Girle Wks.

1873 III. 159 I thought 'twould bee a beastly iourney. 1763

MRS. HARRIS in Ld. Malmeslmrys Lett. I. 93 We had a

beastly walk through the Borough. 1798 LD. CLARE in Ld.

Auckland's Corr. 11862) III. 395 The pamphlet . . is full of

beastly blunders committed in the printing-office. 1830

DISRAELI Home Lett. (18851 3 Tne neam packet is a beastly

conveyance. 1878 Miss BROUGHTON Cometh nj> as Flower

xiv. 150 That beastly hole, London. 1883 American VI.

245 This beastly English weather, you know.

6. Comb. \ beastlywise, in a beastly manner,

c 1440 I'tviiip. Pan'. 33 Bestylywyse, bestialiter.

Beastly, adv. Forms: 4 bestly, 6 -lie, (beasly
1

),

beastlie, -lye, 6- beastly, [f.
BEAST sb. + -I.Y-'.]

After the manner or likeness of a beast.

1 1. In a beastly manner, like a beast. Obs.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 58 Onclen suyn, fyling ober, lyfing bestly,

are sett in be kirk. 1513 MOKE Rich. Ill (1641)459 Hee
would bite and chew beasly his nether lip. 1514 BARCLAY

Cyt. ff Uplondyshm. (18471 Introd. 51 Some jangle when they
be beastly fed. 1562 BPLLEYN Bk. .Sicke Men 77 b, Wastyng
their wealthe . . foolishely, and moste beastly. 1596 SHAKS.

Tain. Shr. iv. ii. 35 Fie on her, see how beastly she doth

court him. 1652 GAULE Magastrow. 371 Ilellantius . . was

most beastly murdered.

BEAT.

2. As adjunct to an adj. : Brutishly, brutally,

abominably, offensively, (in society slang, often

merely= Exceedingly.)
1561 T. NORTON Calvin's lust. i. 25 So beastly folish are

men. Ibid. 23 b, They are to much beastly witted. 1803

BKISTED Palest. Tour \. 298 He . . comes home every morn-

ing about two or three o'clock quite beastly drunk. 1844

DICKFNS Lett. I. 130, I was so beastly dirty when I got to

this house. [1865 Daily Tel. 24 Oct. 5/3 He was in good
health .. looked almost 'beastly well,' as I once heard it

described.]

Beastship (br-stjip). rare. [f. BEAST .i/'. +

-SHIP.] The position of a beast.

1875 BROWNING Aristopli. Apol. 153 Shamed to brute-

beastship by comparison !

Beat (b/"t), v\ sir. & >/&. Pa. t. beat ,bff). Pa.

pple. beaten (bf-t'n), beat. Forms : Inf. 1-2

b(at-an, 2-3 beat-en, 3-5 bet-en, 4 beet-e(n,

4-6 bete, 5 beite, 5-6 betto, ;-
~
beate, 7- beat.

Pa. t. 1-4 bot, 3 biet, 3-7 bet, 4-6 bett, bete,

4 but, 4-7 bette, 5 bote, 6- beat, 7 Sc. bet ;

also 3-6 beted, beated. Pa. pple. 1-2 beaten, 3

beetenn, i-bet, i-beaten, 4 y-bete, i-bete, 4-6

beten, 4-7 bett(e, 5-6 bete, 5-7 bet, 6 betten,

beate, y-bet, 7 beated, 6-9 beat, 5- beaten.

[Com. Tevtt. ; OE. bcatan, str. vb., identical with

ON. tanta, OHO. botfm, MHG. M^en :-OTeut.

*tiaut-an, not found in Gothic. The OE. pa. t.

beat (repr. earlier reduplicated *bebt>t, *baibaiit\

duly became in ME. bet, bete (.with close c, as dis-

tinct from the open e or { of the present) ;
its mod.

form would be beet, but this became obs. in i6th c.

The actual pa. t. beat is prob. shortened from the

ME. weak form beted, in i6th c. beated. The pa.

pple. beat, still occasional for beaten in all senses,

but chiefly used in sense 10, and in phrases like

'dead-beat' belonging to that sense, may also be

from beated, but comes naturally enough from ME.

bet, shortened from bete, betcn, found already"in

j ^th c., and having the open e of the present.]
'

I. The simple action : to strike repeatedly.

1. trans. To strike with repeated blows. To

beat Ike breast : \. e. in sign of sorrow.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. Ix. i Nu me caru beated heard set heortan.

1362 LCL. /'. PI. A. v. 227 Bet |>i-
self on be Breste. 1398

TRICVISA Barth. DC P. K. xvn. Hi. (1495' 634 The tree ebenus

tornyth in to stoon if it is longe beten. 1394 SHAKS. Rich.

Ill, n. ii. 3 Why do weepe so oft ? And beate your Brest 1

1751 JOHNSON Kambl. No. 98 r 13 At what hour they may
beat the door ofan acquaintance. 1758 COLERIDGE A tic. Mar.

l. xi, 1'he Wedding-Guest he beat his breast, Yet he cannot

choose but hear. 1799 G. SMITH Lateral. 1. 405 Then wring
it out and beat it. 1850 TENNYSON In Man. Ixvi. 13 He
plays with threads . he beats his chair.

b. With extension, expressing the result of the

process : To beat to powder, beat black and blue, etc.

1598 SHAKS Merry If. iv. v. 115 Mistris/>n/(good heartl

is beaten blacke and blew. 1755 SMOLLETT Qiiix. ( 1803 215

My poor father, whom two wicked men are now beating to

a jelly. 1807 MILNER Martyrs i. 2. 49 He was . . beat to

death with cudgels.

c. To beat the air, the wind, (the water obs.) : to

light to no purpose or against no opposition ;
in

reference to I Cor. ix. 26. Sometimes referring

to the ordeal by battle, when one of the parties

made default, in which case the other is said to

have gained his cause by dealing so many blows

upon the air.

e 1375 WYCUF Serm. Sel. Wks. 1871 II. 258 Not as betinge

be eir. 1579 TOMSON Cail'in Serm. Tim. 988/2 As we say in

a common prouerbe, to beate the water, Saint Paule saith

to beate the ayre. 1611 BIBLE i Cor. ix. 26 So fight I, not

as one that beateth the ayre. T\t,Encycl. Brit.ied. S 1

]".
488/2 If either of the combatants did not appear in the field

the other was to beat the wind, or to make so many
flourishes with his weapon. 1884 FROUDE Carlyle II. xviii.

49 He cared little about contemporary politics, which he re-

garded as beating the wind.

2. intr. To strike or deliver repeated blows \^on,

at anything) ; f to knock (at a door). To beat

away or on : to go on beating.
f 1230 A tier. K. 18 BeateS on ower breoste. c 1385 CHAUCER

L. G. II'. 863 Betynge with his helis on the grounde. f 1435

Torr. Portugal 1515 On the dragon fast he bett. c 1450

Gologras ff Gtnv. liv. 11839) 158 Thai bet on sa bryimly, thai

Bristis birneis with brandis. 1535 STEWART Cron. Sco/.

II 576 Thir bernis bald ilkone on vther bet. 1605 SHAKS.

I 'far i iv. 293 O Lear, Lear, Lear ! Beate at this gate, that

let thy Folly in. 1611 BIBLE Jiidg. xix. 22 Certaine sonnes

of Belial . . beat at the doore.

b. Said of hares and rabbits in rutting-time.

1610 GWILLIM Heraldry in. xiv. (16601 166 You shall say a

Hare and Conie Beateth or Tappeth. 1650 Fl l.LER PitfOt
III. ix. 338 Here the bellowing Harts are said to harbour.,

beating Hares to forme. 1721 in BAILEY.

3. trans. Said of the action of the feet upon the

ground in walking or running ; hence, To beat the

streets : to walk up and down. To beat a path or

track : to tread it hard or bare by frequent passage ;

hence, to open up or prepare a way. Often/^.
<i 1000 />VOTI7^4 522 Se mearh burhstede beated. f 1375

Wvi LII U'ks. (18801 166 Bete stretis vp & doun & synge &
pleie as mynystrelis. 1587 TCBBERV. Trag. T. (1837)249

And as enamored wights are wont, He g.in the streetes to

beate. 1590 NASHK in Greenes A rcadia Pref. (1616) 8 Master

Gascoigne . . who first beate the path to that perfection.
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1596 Si'KNSEk F. Q. i. i. 1 1 That path they take that beaten

seemed most bare. 1637 W. AUSTIN in Spurgeon Treas.

David I. 23= Jesus Christ . . who hath beaten the way for

us. 1693 W. FREKE Set. Ess. 18 Our Ancestors haue beat

the Track before us. 1718 POPK Iliad n. 184 Their tramp-

ling feet Beat the loose sands. 1742 YOUNG J\V. Th. ix. 521

The paths she trod; Various, extensive, beaten but by few.

1875 CHR. ROSSETTI Goblin Market 193 This beaten way thou

beatest, I fear is Hell's own track.

4. To strike (a man or beast) with blows of the

hand or any weapon so as to give pain ;
to inflict

blows on, to thrash ;
to punish by beating.

971 Blickl. Horn. 23 Hie hine . . mid heora fystum beotan.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 121 Summe . . bine on f>et neb mid heore

hondan sterclkhe beoten. c 1220 St. Marher. 5 BeateS hire

bare bodi wid bittre besmen. c 1280 Fall $ Pass. 61 in .

E.P. (1862) 14 He was ihund to a tre . an ibet wty scurges
kene. aiyto Cursor M. 15827 Wit J?air bastons bete bai

him. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour L vi b, [She] . . may wel

bete herself with her owne staf. 1501 Plitnipton Corr. 157
All ther servants] beated me one after another, c 1532 Ln,

BERNERS Ihton 433 The Gryffen bet hym merueylusly with

her beke, wyngis, and talouns. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars

(1852) 78 And then was . . hettyn at the same pyller. ig57
Primer C iiij, Thy heavenly sonne. .was cruellye bette and

scourged. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Num. xxii. 27 Who being

angrie, bette her sides with a staffe. a 1618 RALEIGH Rein.

(1664) 5 Beaten with their own rods. i7iz ARBUTIINOT John
Bull (1755) 47 They were beat .. and turned out of doors.

1856 RUSK^N King Gold. Riv. \. (ed. 3) 8 My brothers would
beat me to death, Sir.

tb. /////-.To exchange blows, fight. (Yr.sebattre.}

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. iv.xxi. (1597) 106 They spur their

Horses, breake their Speares, and beat at Barriars long.

f 5. trans. To strike with heavy blows or dis-

charges of missiles; to batter, bombard. Obs. See

also 1 7, 36, 37.
ciqoo Destr. Trtyxxxn. 12664 pe buernes on J>e bonk bet

hym with stonys. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. LXII, Beated and

chopt with land antiquitie. 1603 KNOLLES ffist. Turks

(1621) 702 Upon this hill, Rogendorff to beat the Castle . .

planted his batterie. 1664 Floddan F. in. 22 With Bombard
shot the walls he bet.

tb. intr. Obs.

.1400 Destr. Troyy.\\\. 9669 Beiton Jmrgh basnettes with

the brem egge. 1633 SIAI hORn Pnc. Hib. xvii. (1821) 392
And caused the Artillery to beate upon that place.

6. trans. Of water, waves, wind, weather, the

sun's rays, and other physical agents : To dash

against, impinge on, strike violently, assail, (poet-

ical.'} Cf. weather-beaten.
n 1000 Riddles iGrein) iii. 6 Strcamas staou bcataft. i$79

SPENSKR S/ieplt. Cat. Aug. 47 The Sunnebeame so sore doth
vs beate. 1664 Flodilan F. in. 25 Weary men with weather

bet. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Eclog. ix. 59 Let the wild Surges
vainly beat the Shoar. 1814 WORDSW. White Doe vii. 10

Some island which the wild waves beat. 1830 TENNYSON
To J. S. i, The wind that beats the mountain.

b. intr. with on, upon, against ; also absol.

i 885 K. ALFRED Boeth. Mctr. vi. 15 Ssb. .on staftu bcateb.

^1300 Cursor M. 1844 pe wawis belt on euer-ilk a side.

1513 DOUGLAS sEueis vin. viii. 161 The fyreflaucht beting
from the lyft on far. 1530 PALSGH. 452/2 The rayne bette

. . in my face. 1611 BIBLE Mark iv. 37 The waues heat

into the ship. Jonah iv. 8 The Sunne beat vpon the head
of lonah. 1759 B. MARTIN Nut. Hist. Eng. I. 53 Bristol

Channel beats upon it on the North. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan of
Arc i. 352 We heard the rain beat hard. 1859 TENNYSON
7(/y//r Ded. 26 That fierce light which beats upon a throne.

j-
c. (said of a river) : To meet, join. Obs.

1577 HARRISON De&cr. Brit, in HoUnshed y\\. 55 Two rilles

. . joining in Wadeleie parke they beat upon the Test, not

verie far from Nurseling.

7. trans. Said of the impact of sounds, arch, or

Obs.

i38z WYCLIF Ecclits. xliii. 18 The vois of fas thunder schal

beten the erthe. 1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 1020 Not so

much as the wordes or voices are heard, onely the sound
beateth the eares. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, i. iii. 92 With
what loud applause Did'st thou beate heauen with blessing

Bullingbrooke? 1677 GILPIN DisnionoL (1867) 136 Vet are

their ears so beaten with the objection of sects and schisms,

f 8. trans. To labour or ' hammer '

at (a subject),

to thresh out ; to debate, discuss
;
reason about,

argue. Obs.

1470 SIR J. PASTON in Lett. 637 II. 393, I have betyn the

mater ffor yow, your onknowleche, as I tolde hyr. 1542
BECON Pathiv. Prayer Wks. 11843^ 145 When he hath once

thoroughly debated and beaten with himself his own misery.

1546 St. Papers Hen. VIII, XI. 197 Prayed him, in the

beatinge of the matur with the Quene, to consyder and waye
all partes. 1636 HEALEY Epictetns Matt. 160 Beate this

discourse of mine over and over, untill you have gotten the

habite thereof. 1659 Instruct. Oratory 2 Diligently beat-

ing and examining . . whatever may have relation to your
subject.

f 9. intr. To insist with iteration on or upon. Qhs*

1579 TOMSON Calvin Scrni. Tim. 374/2 When we beate

vpon these promises to purpose. J 593 HOOKER I'.ccl.

Pol. n. iv. 3 Their earnestness, who beat more and more

upon these last alleged words. 1612 T. TAYLOR Conun,
Titus iii. i Often to inculcate and beat vpon this point.

1633 SANDERSON Serin. II, 29 The holy Apostles . . beat so

much . . upon the argument of Christian subjection.

10. trans. To overcome, to conquer in battle, or

(in mod. use) in any other contest, at doing any-

thing ; to show oneself superior to, to surpass,

excel. (A natural extension of 4: cf. similar use

of thrash^ drub, lick, etc. The earlier examples
show the transition. In the colloquial to beat one

hollow, to sticks, to ribands)&K,. t there is a play upon
other senses of beat.}
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[( 1460 FORTESCUE Al>s. fy Lim. Mon. (1714} 23 The Scotts

and the Pyctes, so bette and oppressyd this Lond. 1480
CAXTON Chron. Eng. Ixii. 46 The whyte dragon strongly

fought with the reed dragon and bole hym euel and hym
ouercome.] 1611 BIBLE 2 Kings xiii. 25 Three times did

loash beat [1382 Wye LIT smoot; COVERD. did smyte] him,
and recouered the cities of Israel. 1634 Malory s Arthur
(1816,1 I. 424 They came home all five well beaten. 1664
PEI-YS Diary 22 Dec., I hear fully the news of our being
beaten to dirt at Guinny.by De Ruyter. 1704 Hymn to

Viet. Ixvi. 12 Never was braver Army better Beat. 1711
STEELE Spect. No. 180 F 13 He had beat the Romans in a

pitched battle. 1778 BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 213 We were beat

about the Hght-house. c 1800 SOUTHKY Dei'tfs \Valk xxii,

This Scotch phenomenon, 1 trow, Beats Alexander hollow.

1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xi. 92 Favourite

had been beat, .by Sawney. 1812 T. JKI--I--ERSON Writ. (1830)

IV. 177 How many children have you? You beat me, I ex-

pect, in that count. 1818 MOORE Fudge Fain. Paris Hi,

The old Cafe' Hardy . . Beats the field at a dejeuner i\ la

fonrchctte. 1822 BYRON Juan \ u, xlii, Few are slow In

thinking that their enemy is beat tOr beaten, if yon insist

on grammar). 1827 HALLAM Const, /fist. (1876) II. xii.

440 The ministers were constantly beaten in the house of

lords. 1847 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. (1877) 55 Many ladies . .

were beat all to sticks by the lovely Odille. 1871 WHYTE-
MELVILLE Kate Cm), i, I rode a race against BobDashwood
. . and beat him all to ribands. 1872 FREEMAN Gen. Sketch

xiv. 11(1874)295 He first beat the Danes, and then the

Russians. 1879 LOWELL Poet. IVks. 418 And there's where

I shall beat them hollow.

b. Of a difficulty : To master (a person), to

defy all his efforts lo conquer it.

riSio in Smiles Engineers (1862^ III. 51 The engineers
hereabouts are all bet; and if you really succeed in ac-

complishing what they cannot do, etc. 1882 J. PAYN Cash

Only II. 316 'This beats me altogether,' mused the lawyer.

C. abso/. To gain the victory.

1770 J. LCIVK Cricket 24 Jove, and all-compelling Fate, In

their high Will determin'd Kent should beat. Mod. Which
side beat ?

1 11. trans. To strike together the eyelids (
=

BAT), or the teeth
;
also intr. either of a person,

or his teeth (
= chatter\ Obs.

c 1360 WYCLIF De Dot. Eccl. 96 [Then] sbal antecrist grenne
. . & bete to gedre wib hise tee^. n 1450 Knt. de la Tour

(1868) 16 Ever beting her eyelyddes togedre. i597_
R.

JOHNSON Se?>. Champ, i. xvi.(i867J 127 Who, at the first sight

of St. George, beat his teeth so mightily together, that they

rang like the stroke of an anvil. 1617 GREENE Alcida^i\^,.

^Gros.) IX. 17 My teeth for cold heating in my head.

12. trans. To flap (the wings) with force so that

they beat the air or the sides
;
also intr. (abso!.}

c 1386 CHAUCER I'rankl. T. 38 The god of loue anon Beteth

..beating her wings on high. ^11700 DRYDEN (J.) Thrice

have I beat the wing and rid with night About the world.

13. intr. Of the heart : To strike against the

breast ; hence, to throb, palpitate, pulsate. (Said
also of the pulse, etc. andy?. of passions.)
c izoo Trin. Coll. How. 169 And sore sihle, and his heorte

Met. 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame 570 And felte eke, that my
hert bete. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W. 1531) 119 We may
fele our pulses bete quikly. 1530 PALSGR. 452/2 Kele howe

my vaynes beate. 1663 PEPYS Diary 19 Oct., Her pulse
beats fast. 1664 POWER E.vp. Philos. \. 37 We have ob-

serv'd her [a Black Snail's] Heart to beat fairly for a

quarter of an hour after her dissection. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.

Georg. iv. 299 Such Rage of Honey in their Bosom beats.

1785 MRS. A. ADAMS Lett. (1848) 260 How the pulse of the

ministry beats, time will unfold. 1837 Penny JMag. VI. 212

My heart beat with such transports of joy. 1845 LONG-
FELLOW Belfrey Bruges v, I heard a heart of iron beating
in the ancient tower. 1-1863 J KAN IHGKLOW jpOTW^TM^Wks.
(1874) 242 Beat high, beat low, wild heart so deeply stirred.

14. intr. Hence, applied to other pulsating
actions and their sounds, a. Said of a watch, etc.

b. Music. To sound in pulsations ;
said of the un-

dulating sound produced by two notes of slightly

differing pitch sounding at the same time
;

see

BEAT sbl 8. G. trans. To beat seconds, etc. See 33.

1614 MARKHAM Cheap Ifitsh. n. iv. 152 Whose voyce (if

you lay your eare to the Hiue) you shall distinguish.,
louder and greater, and beating with a more solemne
measure. 1737 M. GRKEN Poems (1796* 71 There let the

serious death-watch beat. 1801 COOPER in Phil. Trans.

XCI. 442 The trial with the watch was again resorted to;

j

and she could hear it beat. 1819 RKES Encycl. s.v. Beats,
And like the human pulse in a fever, the more dissonant

are the sounds, the quicker they beat. 1883 SIR E. BECKETT

Clocks, $c. 295 In a pocket lever watch the balance gener-

ally beats in 2-gths of a second.

II. Of the action and its effects : lo do some-

thing by repeated striking.
* To affect the place of by beating.

15. trans. To force or impel (a thing) by striking,

hammering, etc. With the direction expressed,
as to beat down, out of, or into (a position or thing).

1607 SHAKS. Titnon in. vi. 123 He gaue me a lewell th'

other day, and now hee has beate it out of my hat. 1660

BOYLE Seraph. Lwe 16 117001 95 When we beat the Dust
out of a Suit. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (Rtldg.) 18/2 The blow
. . beat the breath, as it were, quite out of my body. 1793
SMEATON Edystone Z. 238 The stone, .was then lowered. .

and beat down with a heavy wooden maul.

b. fig. To beat (a thing) into ones head, mind, tic.

1533 MORE Answ. Poyson. Bk. Wks. 1099/2 In .suche

effectual! wise mculked it, and as who should say, bette

into theyr heades. 1556 VERON Godly Sayings (1846) 18

They must beat into y* heartes of the people . . studye of

concord and true innocencie. 1571 ASCHAM Scholcm. (.1863)

BEAT.

29 Fond scholemasters, by feare, do beate into them the

hatred of learning. 1612 HRISSLEY Litd. Lit. 74 You may
beat the Latine into their heads. 1848 L. HUNT Jar Honey
Pref. 15 The classics were beaten into their heads at school.

16. To drive by blows (a person, etc.) away. off,

from, to, into, out of (a place or thing). In beat

out of thefield, there is perhaps some mixture of

sense with 10.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. r. C. 248 A wyld walterande wlial . . pat
watz beten fro be abyme. ("1384 CHAUCER //. Fame 1150

They were .. not a\vey with stormes bete. 1570 ASCHAM
SchelciH. (1815) 205 In beating, and driving away the best

natures from learning. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. II. i. 262,

1 shall beat you to your Trent. 1611 Wint. T. I. ii. 33
He's beat from his best ward. 1603 KNOI.LES Hist. Turks

(1621) 132 Seeing the. .Sultan . . beaten out of his kingdoms
by the Tartar. 1738 WKSI.EY Wks. (1872! I. 91, I was beat

out of this retreat too. 1885 N. POCOCK in Book Lore 28

July, Their version of the Psalms was ignominiously beaten

out of the field.

17. To break, crush, smash, or overthrow by
hard knocks

;
to batter. Cf. 5.

1570 T. WILSON Demosthenes 68 Which places he hath so

cruelly overthroune and bet to the ground. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turks ( 162 1)265 Part of the wals we have beaten even

with the ground. 1611 Biui-K Alicaii iv. 13 Thou shall beat

in pieces many people. 1798 NKI.SOM in Nicolas /)/. 111.

2 The man who may have his Ship beat to pieces.

1 18. To heat the price, the market, the bargain :

to endeavour to bring down the price, to chaftcr

for the lowest terms
;

to cheapen ;
= ABATK. or

BATE. Now only in heal down : see 36 d.

1592 GREENE Art Conny Catch, n. 6 Hee bet the price of

him, bargained, and bought him. 1630 LOKU Haitians 84

The breaker that beateth the price with him that selleth.

1632 QUARLKS 7>/r'. l-'anc. \. lxi.\. 1660- 29 How loth was

righteous Abraham to cease, To Beat the price of lustful

Sodoms peace '. 1640 W. HAISIXGTOX Hist. F.Ju'. II", 135

To beate the bargains of peace to a lower rate. 1655 GUR-

s\u.Ckr.inArin. xviii. 3 (1669' 76 How low did Abraham
beat the Market for Sodoms preservation? 1667 Ptrvs

Dinrv (18791 1V - 46 7 w ''h a '' lt 'e ''eating the bargain, we
came to a perfect agreement. 1785 C. Jk'KxiiY in Parr's

Wks. VII. 398, I have been beating the market for them.

19. Naut. (intr.) To strive against contrary winds

or currents at sea
;
to make way in any direction

against the wind. To beat about: to tack against the

wind. [Cf. nautical use of Icel. /vita to bait : some

conjecture that beat here represents a lost */'//.]

1677 VARRANTOX Engt. luipro-'. i We must lye beating
at Sea while the Dutch are at Anchor. 1687 RANDOLPH

Arcliipcl, 99 An English ship called the President .. had

been beating (i.e. striving against the wind! above 6 weeks

in the channel. 1748 Axsox \'oy. i. x. 102 The time of

our beating round Cape Horn. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat.

II. 552 Those who still beat about in the boisterous seas

of life. 1819 Merc. Mar. ting. 1 1860) VI I. 291 They could

not beat to the anchorage. 1837 HAWTHORNE Aau-r.

Note-bks. 11871) I. 75 The hull of a small schooner came

.eating down towards us. 1839 MAKKYAT Phnnt. Ship i>

."hey beat against light and baffling winds. 1840 R. UAX

Bef. Mast i. i We . . hove up our anchor, and began beating

down the bay. Ibid, xxiii. 69 The wind drew ahead, and

we had to beat up the coast. 1841 TYTLER Hist. Scat. 1 1864!

II I. 57 The transports, .should beat in as near as possible to

the shore. 1853 KAXE<7rwc// Kxp. xlvii. 118561 431 Beat-

ing hard to windward. 1858 Men: Mar. Mag. V. 123 A
ship has no chance to beat off.

b. csp. To beat up against the wind.

1720 OT</. Gaz. No. 5827/1 He beat up to Windward. 1784
KIXG F<y. (1790)

V. 1712 We remained several days beating

up, but in vain, to regain our former birth. n 1848 MARRYAT
Pirate xiii, From Carthagena, probably, beating up.

c. trans, said of the ship beating the sea.

1718 Povii Iliad xx. 82 The toss'd navies beat the heaving
main. 1758 J. BLAKE Plan Mar. Syst. 58 Others beat the

Channel with great danger, rather than put into a port.

d. trans, said of the mariners beating the ship

up or to windward .

1839 Sat. Mag. 18 May 192/1 We might continue to beat

the ship up. Ibid. 192/2 We . . kept beating the ship to

windward.

20. Vetury.iintr.) a. To run hither and thither

in attempting to escape, b. To take to the water,

and go up the stream ;
also trans. To beat the

stream, a brook, etc.

c 1470 Hors, Shepc, A> G. (1822) 31 A herte, yf he be chasid.

he wil desire to haue a ryuer. As sone as he taketh the

Riuer, he soileth. .yf he take agayn the streme he beteth or

els he beketh. 1575 TUHBKRV. I'cnerie 241 The Otter.,

is sayde to beate the Streame. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.

s.v. Hunting, The buck will beat a brook, but seldom a

great river, as the hart. 1815 Kncycl. Brit. (ed. 5) 1 1 1 . 489/1

Beating, with hunters, a term used of a stag, which runs

first one way and then another. It is then said to beat up
and down.
* * To affect the state or condition of by beating.

21. trans. To work metal or other malleable

material by frequent striking; to hammer, fa. To

inlay metal, to enchase, or emboss (pts.). b. To

shape by beating, to forge, to flatten or expand

superficially by beating ;
also with out. t C. To

coin (money). Alsoyff.
6-1386 CHAUCER A'tits. T. 121 His pynoun Of gold .. in

which ther was i-bete The Minatovir. 1430 LYDC. Citron.

Troy l. ix, His armes . . Branded or bete vpou his coote

armure. \&\Chiirckw. Accts. St. Mary H. Land. (Nichols

179?) 96 Forljetyng and steynynge of the same pinons, 6tt.

1611 BIBLE fsa. ii. 4 They shall beate [1382 WYCLIF bete to-

gidere, 1388 welle togiderl their swords into plow-shares.

1614 KALEIGH Hist. World II. vm. vi. i. 611 Prerogatiucs
<J3-2
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p
h

belonging to a Monarch . .To beat Monie. 1640 HODGSON
Div. Cosmogr. 71 Beating out chains and nets .. so thin

that the eye could not see them. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl,
s.v. Gold Leaf, An ounce may be beaten into sixteen
hundred leaves each three inches square. 1815 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 5) III. 487/2 To forge and hammer; in which
sense smiths and farriers say, to beat iron. 1821 CRAIG
Lect. Drawing \\\. 372 An anvil, a hammer. .to beat out
and repair any part of the work that may seem to be ill

done. 1884 CHURCH Bacon ix. 220 He .. beat out his

thoughts into shape in talking.

b. To become by being beaten out.

1873 BROWNING R<?d Cott. A'ig/it-c. 219 One particle of ore

beats out such leaf!

22. To make into a powder, or paste, by repeated
blows

; to pound, pulverize. Generally with a

complemented word or phrase.
c 1420 Pallad. on Ilusb. xr. 414 Bete all thU smal, and sarce

it smothe atte alle. 1535 COVERDALE Xnm, xi. 7 The people
..gathered it . . and beate it in mortars. 1616 SUKKL. &
MARKH. Countr. Farm 235 Sowen with fine sand well bet.

1618 W. BRADSHAW in Spurgeon Treas. David Ps. xc. 3
Thou beatest him to dust again. 1772-84 COOK l-'cy. (1790)
V. 1772 The bark of the pine-tree, beat into a mass re-

sembling hemp. 1815 Encyd. Brit, (ed. 5) III. 487/2 We
say, to beat drugs, to beat pepper, to beat spices ; that is

to say, to pulverize them. 1871 RCSKIN Fors Clav. III. 2

Pick the meat clean off and beat it in a marble mortar.

23. To mix (liquids) by beating with a stick or

other instrument
; to make into a batter ; to switch

or whip ^an egg, etc.). Also with up.
1486 Bk. St. Albans C vj a, Take yolkys of egges rawe

and whan they be wele beton to geder. 1541 R. COPLAND
Giiydon's I-onniil. U iij, The whytes of egges, and oyle of
roses bet togyther. 1664 Crt. <$ Kitch. J. Cromwell 104
Take twenty Eggs, beat them in a dish with some salt.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 237 The mortar . . was pre-

pared for u^e by being beat in a very >irong wooden bucket.
f 1813 W. PVBUS Ladies Rec. Bk. 26 Beat well up together
equal quantities of honey and common water. i88z MRS.
REEVE Cookery <$ lionstk. 320 Take three or more eggs . .

beat yolks and whites separately.

24. techn.j expressing various operations in the

arts ;
as in Printing to ink the forms with beaters ;

in Bookbinding, Paper-making, Flax-dressing* etc.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl, Su/>p. s. v., Beating flax or hemp is

an operation in the dreeing of these matters, contrived to

render them more soft and pliant. Beating among book-
binders denotes the knocking a book in quires on a block
with a hammer, after folding, and before binding or btitch-

ing. Beating in the paper-works, signifies the beating of

aper on a stone with a heavy hammer with a large, smooth
ead, and .^hort handle, in order to render it more smooth,

and uniform, and fit for writing. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr.
1 1. 524 All pressmen do not beat alike. Ibid. The great art

in beating is to preserve uniformity of colour.

25. To strike so as to cause appendages to

come off. To beat a carpet., so as to rid it of dust.

To beat a tree, so as to cause its fruit to fall.

1611 BIDLE Dent. xxiv. 23 When thou beate^t thine olive

trees, thou shalt not go over the boughs again. 1872 KI'SKIX
f''ors Clav. II. 16 From a distance it sounds just like beat-

ing carpels.

26. To strike (water, bushes, or cover of any kind)
in order to rouse or drive game ;

to scour or range
over (a wood, etc.) in hunting. To beat the bush

is alsoyf^. as in c.

a 1400 C<x r
. .J/)s/. 119 Many a man doth bete the bow,

Another man hath the brydde. 1486 !'<k. Sf. Albans D j a,

Cast yowre sparehawke in to a tre and beete the bushes.

1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. i W. de W. 1531 141 Whiche . . hath . .

bet ten the busshe that you may catche the byrde. 1655
GURNALL C/tr. in Arm. 19 viii. i (1669) 502/2 How shall

we get them to cuine into it? Truly, never, except we
first beat the River, a 1667 WITHER / loved a La$s t 'Twas
I that beat the bush, The birds to others flew. 1707
Rejl. Ridicule 1717) n. 183 [They] can only beat the

Bush, and never tend to the Head of the Business. 1741

Compl. Earn. Piece n. i. 289 The Huntsman . . mu-,t . beat
the Outside of the Springs or Thickets. 1772 GOLDSM.
Stoops to Cony. r, Beating the thicket for a hare. 1814
SCOTT IVav. Pref. App. 1.1842) 30 The cover being now
thoroughly beat by the attendants. 1872 BAKER Nile
Tribut. xvii. 290, I took a few men lo beat the jungle.

fig~ I73Z P PE *s ' Man i- 9 Together let us beat this

ample field. 1790 R. CUMBERLAND West Indian n. 21 He
. . has been beating the town over to raise a little money.
1861 SALA Tw. round Clock One A.M. P 5 When the

shadowy hero of the 'Virginians' was beating the town
with my Lords Castlewood and March.

b. intr. or absol. Alsoy^. esp. with about. To
beat over the oldground : to discuss topics already
treated of.

1709 STKELE Taller No. 73 P 8 Some [dogs] beat for the

Game, some hunt it. 1711 BUOGELL Sped. No. 116 p 5 We
came upon a large Heath, and the Sportsmen began to beat.

1828 LASDOR Imag. Conv. 11846) 470 The light dug beats

over most ground. 1865 Times 2 Jan. , They both saw a man
beating towards the place where the net was fixed. 1878
H. SMART Play or Pay vii. 149 What do you expect us to

do beat, or carry cartridges?

Jig. 1713 Guardian 1 1756.1 1.312 Beasts of prey, who walk
our streets in broad day-light, beating about from coffee-house

to coffee-house. Ibid. 11.83, I am always beating about in

my thoughts for something that may turn to the benefit of

my dear country. 1738 POPE Epil. Sat. n. 102 To find an
honest man I beat about. 1792 MARY WOLLSTONECR. Rights
Worn. v. 225, I do not mean to allude to all the writers who
have written on the subject of female manners: it would, in

fact, be only beating over the old ground.
c. To beat about the bush : lit., as in 1 2

; fig. To
engage in preliminary operations, esp. to approach
a matter in a cautious or roundabout way.
1572 GASCOIGNE Wks. (1587) 71 He bet about the bush,

whyles other caught the birds. 1687 T. BROWN in Dk.
Buckhm.'s Wks. 11705) II. 115 He ..often beat about the
Bush, to start a Convert in him. 1798 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Pract. Educ. (18-22) I. 268 This ludicrous and perverse
method of beating about the bush. 1834 PRINGLE Afr. Sk.
vii. 259 After some hours spent in beating about the bush.

1884 Punch 29 Nov. 256/2 Obliged to be off : Excuse me
. . But no good beating about the bush.

27. fig. With up in many constructions, as to

beat upfor recruits, to beat up the town for recruits,
to beat up recruits, and ellipt. to beat /.
1696 BROOKHOUSE Temple Open. 21 Beating up for Volun-

tiers, by a New Predication. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. -j6i

r i A Captain of Dragoons . . beating up for Recruits in

those Parts. 1758 J. RAY Rebellion 151 They also en-
deavour'd to levy Men here, and beat up publickly for that

Purpose. 1794 SOUTHEY Bat. Bay Eclog. ii. Wks. II. 78 A
sergeant to the fair recruiting came . . to beat up for game.
1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. m. v. (1849) 171 He tarried . . to
beat up recruits for his colony. 1824 TREVELVAN in Life
Macanlay ',1876) I. m. 146 Macaulay beat up the Inns of
Court for recruits. 1879 LOWELL Poet. Wks. 418 If a poet
Beat up for themes, his verse will show it. 1885 Manch.
fcxaiu. 8 July 5/3 Any effort to beat up pecuniary help out-
side the ranks.

28. To beat up the quarters of: to arouse, disturb ;

f
allot/, to visit unceremoniously.
1670 Co i ION Etfernon \. i. 3 Now beating up one quarter,

now alarming another. Ibid. i. n. 63 An opportunity to
beat up a Quarter of twelve hundred Light Horse. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela II. 179 To . . travel round the Country,
and beat up their Friends Quarters all the Way. 1761 HUME
Hist. L-'.ng, II. xxix. 151 His quarters were every moment
beaten up by the activity of the French Generals. 1823
LAMB Elia Ser. i. xv. (18651 JI 9 To beat up the quarters of
some of our less known relations.

29. To beat the brains ^ head, etc.: to think per-

sistently and laboriously. Cf. CUDGEL v.

1579 TOMSON Calvin Serin. Tim. 457/2 Vet do the

Papistcs, but beate the water, when they stand & beate
their heads only about ceremonies, a 1593 MARLOWE
.Massacre Paris \, i, Guise . . beats his brains to catch us
i:i his trap. 1677 YARRANTON Engl. Iniprov. 108, I have
beat my Noddle a good while, considering of the reasons.

1686 W. DE BKITMNE Hum. Print. % i Never .. Beat your
Brain about the Proportion between the Cylinder and the

Sphere.

fb. intr. predicated of the brain, etc. Obs.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 182 This .. matter in his heart;

Whereon his Brains still beating, puts him thus From
fashion of himselfe. 1639 FULLER Holy War n. xliv. (.1840)
in A lawyer's brains will beat to purpose when his own
preferment is the fee.

30. To beat a dnun, etc. : to strike it so as to

produce rhythmical sound. (Formerly with up.}
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks D. 11621) 1381 Beating up his

drummes in every quarter. 1647 MAY Hist. Part. n. v. 92
Drums were beat up in London . . for Souldiers to be sent
to Hull. 1697 DRYOEN Virg. Georg. \\. 789 E'er hollow
Drums were beat. 1832 HONK Year Bk, 1294 Beating a

drum, and blowing the hautboy.
b. To beat an air, a tattoo, a signal, and hence

ellipt., a charge, a parley, a retreat, etc. on the

drum. Also fig. To beat a retreat : to retreat.

1706 Lond. GHZ. No. 4221/2 The Enemy beat a Parley.

1765 FALCONER Demag. 409 He bids enraged sedition beat
the charge. 1841 THACKERAY Ballads, CAnw. Drum i.

21 At midnight I beat the tattoo. 1855 MACALLAY Hist.

Eng. III. 680 A parley was beaten. 1861 HUGHES Tom
Brown O.vf, III. iv. 74 With the help of his pipe Ihe] de-

bated with himself the question of beating a retreat.

C. intr. and absol,

1841 THACKERAY Ckron. Drum 1879 Wks. XXL 6 He..
will never more beat on the drum. 1860 All Y. Round 403
The captain ordered the drummer . . to beat to quarters.
31. (Predicated of a drum or other instrument

itself) : a. intr. = To be beaten, to sound when
beaten.

1656 AYt-. AVw /fawn CW. 11858)603 The second Drum
hath left beating. 1723 Die FOE Mew. Cavalier (1840' 137,
I was glad to hear the drums beat for soldiers. 1758 j.

RAY Rebellion 147 The Drums beat to Arms. 1808 CAMP-
BELL Hohenliitdt-'n, But Linden saw another sight When
the drums beat at dead of night. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xxi,

Every brass basin betwixt the Bar and Paul's beating
before you. 1851 LOSGF. Wks. Rtldg.^ 57 And the muffled
drum should beat To the tread of mournful feet. 1871
L. MORRIS Swigs Two IV. 167 The mad chimes were beat-

ing like surf in the air. 1882 ROSSETTI White Ship in Ball,

fy Sonn. 85 High do the bells of Rout-n beat.

b. trans, with the sound or signal as obj. : To
express by its sound when beaten.

1636 MASSINGER Bash/. Lav. \\. iii, Nor fife nor drum beat

up a charge. 1672 T. VENN Mil. ^' *V<**"- Discipl. xxii. b

169 Before the Drum beates a march. 1822 SCOTT Xigtl
xxi, With all the brass basins of the ward beating the
march to Bridewell before me. 1841 THACKERAY Chrmi.
Drum n. 4 My drum beat its loudest of tunes. 1848 MA-
CAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 535 Before him the drums beat
Lillibullero. Ibid. xvii. '1871) 289 The drums of Limerick
beat a parley.

C. intr. predicated of the signal, etc. = To be

beaten, to be expressed by beating.
1816 C. JAMES Mil. Diet. fed. 4) 178 The Reveille always

beats at break of day. 1848 THACKERAY t'an. f-'ntr II. v. 55
Wake me about half an hour before the assembly beats.

32. To beat time : to mark musical time by
beating a drum, by tapping with the hands, feet,

a stick, etc., by striking the air with a baton
;

alsoy?^. to keep time with.

1697 DRYDEN Virj*. Georg. HI. 301 With Pride to prance ;

And irightly manag'd) equal Time to beat. 1709 ADDISON
Tatlcr No. 157 P 2 The Part rather of one who beats the

Time, than of a Performer. 1807 ROBINSON Archatol. Grzca.
v. xxiii. 535 The leaders of choruses beat time sometimes
with the hand, and sometimes with the foot. 1842 TENNY-
SON Millers Dau. 67 A love-song I had somewhere icad
. . Beat time to nothing in my head. 1847 LONCF. Ev. 11851)
172 And anon with his wooden shoes beat time to the music.

33. There is often a combination of the notions
of the beating of the heart, the pulse, or chrono-
meter (senses 1 3, 1 4) with that of the beating of

a drum, the beating of time, etc.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. i. 39 The Bell then beating one.
a 1656 BP. KING Poems 4- Ps. '.1843) 38 My Pulse, like a
soft Drum, Beats my approch. 1704 STKELE Lying Lover
i. i. (1732) 23 To all, my Heart and every Pulse beat time.

1769 MASKELYNE in Phil. Trans. LIX. 279 A pendulum
clock beating half seconds. 1792 MARY WOLLSTONECF.
Rights Worn. vii. 278 The heart made to beat time to

humanity, rather than to throb with love. 1812 WOOUHOUSE
Astron. viii. 53 The seconds which it [a clock] beats. 1839
LOSGF. Ps. Life iv, Our hearts . . like muffled drums are

beating Funeral marches to the grave.

III. With adverbs, and in phrases.
* With adverbs.

34. Beat about : see 26 b. Beat away : see

2 and 1 6.

35. Beat back : a. To force back by beating
(cf. 15) ; b. To drive back by force, to repel, re-

pulse ; c. To cause to rebound (cf. 16).
1593 HOOKER EccL Pol. in. xl 21 That our pride . . be

controlled, and our disputes beaten back. 1621 MOLLE
Ctuncrar, Liv. Libr. \. vii. 23 The souldiers ..knew not
how to doe to beat backe the enemy. ,11656 BP. HALL
Occas. Mcdit. 11851) 28 We beat back the flame ; not with
a purpose to suppress it, but to raise it higher. 1713 DESA-
GULIERS I' ires hnpr. 7 By Reflection when they are beaten
back from Bodies, against which they strike. 1855 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. IV. 588 On the eighth a gallant sally of
French dragoons was gallantly beaten back.

36. Beat down : a. To force or drive downward
by beating or hammering (cf. 15) ; b. To batter or

break down by heavy blows, to demolish, knock
down (cf. 17); c. Jig. To overthrow (an institu-

tion, opinion, etc.) ; d. To force down (a price) by
haggling (cf. 18). With these cf. ABATE, e. intr.

To come down with violence, like rain blown by
the wind, the sun's rays, etc. (cf. 6) ;

f. (see 19);
g. To reduce by beating (cf. 22).

,/ 1400 Dt'str. Troy xxix. 11931 The knightes .. brentyn
and betyn doun all the big houses. 1547 Homilies i. Sal-
vation 118591 3 This doctrine . . beaieth down the vain

glory of man. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer^ Litany, And finallye
to beate downe Satan under our feete. 1586 WARNER Atb.

Eng. n. xii. 11597) 53 Fighting to beate downe the Gates.
1602 FULBECKE Pandftts 28 Democracie hath beene bette

doune, and Monarchic established. 1603 KNOLLES Hist.

Turks (1621) 63 The enemy with great slaughter still beaten
downe. 1667 PECYS Diary (1877) V. 87 To alter my office

by beating down the wall and making me a fayre window
there. 1793 BENTHA.M tl'As. (1843) IV. 413 Thus monopoly
will beat down prices. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvii.

(1871) II. 280 One whole side of the castle had been beaten
down, c 1850 R ltdint. AVir. (Weale) 107 For the purpose of

keeping the sea from beating down. 1860 GEO. ELIOT in

Cross Life < 1885) II. xi. 273 The fields that were so sadly
beaten down a little while ago are now standing in fine

yellow shocks. 1860 TYNDALL Gletc. i. 16. 113 The sun . .

beat down upon us with intense force.

37. Beat in ; a. To knock or force in by beating

(cf. 15) ; b. To drive in by force ^cf, 16) ; c. To
smash or break in by blows, to batter in (cf. 1 7) ;

d. To inculcate (cf. 15 b) ; e. (see 19).

1561 DAUS tr. Bullinger on Apot, (1573! 260 b, Thys should

the Monkes and Fryers haue beaten in and set forth. 1589
WARNER Alb. Eng. vi. xxix. (1597) 143 Scots but brag, and
hedid beate them in. 1874 BOUTELL Armstf Arm. vi. 91 An
axe-blow . . would even beat in a shield.

38. Beat off: a. To drive away from by blows,

attacks, volleys (cf. 16, 17) ; b. (see 19).

1650 R. STAPLYTON Strada's LowC. Warres vn. 41 When
the Enemye . . attacques the Towne, it cannot beat them off.

1764 HARMER Observ. xiv. i. 37 No rain fell in the day-time,
to beat off the workmen.

c. Beat on : (see 2.)

39. Beat out : a. To trace out a path by tread-

ing it first, to lead the way (cf. 3) ; b. To knock

or force or shape out by beating (cf. 15' ; C. To
drive out by force or fighting (cf. 16) ; d. To
hammer out into a bulge, to extend by hammer-

ing (see 2 1 ) ; e. To thresh (corn) ; f. To work out

or get to the bottom of (a matter, laboriously),

to 'hammer
1

out ; g. (in U. S.) To overpower

completely, to exhaust ; h. To measure out by
beats (cf. 33).

1577 tr. Bullinger s DtCOtUS 293 '1 o beate out the causes of

these calamities. 1603 SHAKS. Mfas.for M. iv. iii. 58 They
shall beat out my braine^ with billets. 1606 G. W[OOD-
COCKE] Hist. Ivstine 14 a, Themystocles . . began to beat

out what they intended. 1611 BIBLE Ruth \\. 17 So she

gleaned in the field vntill euen, and beat out [1388 WYCLIP

beet with a jerde, and schook out; COVERD. shaked out]

that she had gleaned. 1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. xxi. 11627)

244 The . . labours of others, which beat out the . . sense of

every word and phrase. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 446 A store

That beat out life. 1667 SIR R. MORAY in Landerd. Papers
(1885) II. 42 Wee beat out the bottom of the matter. 1672

BP. LLOYD Fun. Scrm. Rp. Wilkins 39 Sometimes beating

out new untravell'd ways, sometimes repairing those that

had been beaten already. 1775 FIELDING Miser v. iv,

Lovegold . . I'll beat out your brains. 1780 G. CLINTON in



BEAT.

Sparks Corr. Antcr. Rev. (1853) III. 132 They were so beat
out with fatigue. 1850 TENNYSON In. Mem. i. u. iv, The
clock Beats out the little lives of men.

40. Beat together : (see 23.)
Beat up : a. To tread up by much trampling
(cf. 3) ; b. To make way against the wind or tide

(see 19 b) ; c. To bring a soft or semi-fluid mass
to equal consistency by beating (see 23} ;

d. (see

30, 31 b) ; e. To beat upfor recruits, etc. (see 27);
to beat up quarters (see 28).
i88a Daily Tel. 24 June, At the commencement of play

the wicket was moderately good, but it was beaten up con-

siderably during the latter half of the Australian innings.
Mod. 'We had an egg beaten up and biscuits.'

* * In the phrases :

41. To beat the bounds : to trace out the boun-
daries of a parish, striking certain points with

rods, etc., by way of a sensible sign [latent to wit-

nesses. To beat goose, or (Naut.) the booby : to

strike the hands under the armpits to warm them.

t To beat the hoof, beat it on the hoof: to go on
foot (obs). To beat the knave out of doors, name
of an obsolete game of cards.

1370 13. (JoOGE Popish Kingd. iv. (1880) 53 (margin"* Pro-
cession weeke. Bounds are beaten. 1687 T. BROWN Saints
in Uf. Wks. 1730 I. 78 We beat the hoof as pilgrims. 1691
WOOD Ath. (J.ton. II. ,'412 They all heated it on the hoof
..to London. 1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 26-0 A childish

pastime with cards played . . under the title of ' Beat the
Knave out of doors.' 1879 SALA in Daily Tel. 21 July, You
and your mates were provided with long willow wands with
which, at appointed spots, to beat the bounds. 1883 Times
15 Mar. 9/6 The common labourers at outdoor work were
'

beating goose
'

to drive the blood from their fingers.

42. Horsemanship. Technical phrases : To beat
a cm vet, the dust, upon a walk, upon the hand,
etc. (See quot.)

1607 MARKHAM CxvaL \. (1617) 16 To manage, to beat a
coruet and such like. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufp. s. v. Beat,A horse is said to beat the dust, when' at each stroke or mo-
tion, he does not take in ground orway enough with his fore-

legs . . He beats the Just at curvets, when he does them
too precipitantly, and too low . . He beatsupon a walk, when
he walks too short, and thus rids but little ground, whether
it be in streight lines, rounds or passings. Ibid., ChatIt

in the Manege is taken in the same sense, as beat upon the
hand ; it is applied to a horse, wh<-'n his head is not steady,
but he tosses up his nose and shakes it all of a sudden, to
avoid the subjection of the bridle.

43. 1'hrases treated under senses 1-33 :

To beat about the busk (see 26 c), the air (i c), a bargain
118', black atut blue ( i b\ one's brains (29*, the breast 1 1 ',

a brook (20\ tlte bush (26', a carpet (25', a charge (30 b\ a
door (i i, a drum (30*, tlie ears (}'', one's head (29', liollcnu \ io l

,

the market (18), money <2i>, out of the field ( i6>, a parley
(job), a. path 13), the price (rt\ a retreat (y>\>\ seconds (331,
thl ship U9 d>, small (22>, tlte stream 120', the streets (3',
time (32', to arms (30', to ribbons, to sticks (io\ a track (jt,a tree 125), up quarters (28), the water (i c, 26", the wind
U c), the wings (12).

Beat (brt, b^it),
v2 [Either the direct deriva-

tive, or immediate source, of BEAT sb*, q. v.

(Marshall in 1796 iKng. Dial. Soc. B. vi. p. 70! seems to

identify this with BEAT z/.
1

; others have tried to identify it

with BEET ;'. (ME. belen), either in the sense of imfrm'-
ing the soil, or of kindling, or feeding fire, which seems
phonetically inadmissible, even if the sense were more
probable.)]
To slice off the rough sod from uncultivated or

fallow ground, with a beat-ax or breast-plough, in

order to burn it, for the purpose at once of destroy-
ing it, and of converting it into manure for the land.

Hence BEATING vbl. sb. ; and the compound Beat-
ing-ax = BEAT-AX (under BEAT sb?;.
1534 FITZHERB. lti,sl>. 8 They must go beate theyr

landes with mattockes as they do in many places of Corne-
wayle, and in som places of Deuonshyre. 1603 CAKEW
Cornwall 196 About May, they cut vp all the grasseof that
ground which must newly be broken, into Turfes, which
they call Beating. 1796 MARSHALL Kcon. W. Eng. I. 324
Performed with a Bcttting-a.ve namely, a large adze some
five or six inches wide, and ten or twelve inches long ;

crooked and somewhat hollow or dishing. . . This operation
is termed hand-beating. 1808 Monthly Mag. Dec. 422 To
ted ground : to pare off the turf in order to burn it iCorn-
wall and Devon).

Beat vb/ll, sb.\
[f. BEAT v.]

1. A stroke or blow in beating.
c 1615 FLETCHER Yalent. n. iii, For thus we get but years

and beets. 1687 DRVDEN Hind ff P. \. 253 The Smith
Divine, as withacareless beat, Struck out the mute creation
at a heat. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in A~t. xxiii, Instrument
of touch, Or beat, or breath.

2. Fencing. A particular blow struck upon the

adversary's sword or foil.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v., There are two kinds of
beats ; the first performed with the foible of a man's sword
on the foible of his adversary's . . The second . . is performed
with the fort of a man's sword on the foible of his adversary's
. . with a jerk or dry beat. 1833 Kcgnl. Instr. Cavalry I.

153 The smarter the beat is given, the more effectual they
will be as

' Guards '

and '

Parries.'

3. A stroke upon a drum, the striking of a drum
with the sound produced ; the signal given thereby;
also in drum-beat. Sometimesy?g.
1671 T. VENN Mil. t, Mar. Discipl. I. iv. 45 There are

these several Beates [of the Drum) to be taken notice of as

military signs. 1687 DRYDEN St. Cecilia's Pity iii, The
double douole double beat Of the thundering drum. 1791
PAINK Rights M. 44 By the beat of drum a proclamation

741

was made. 1816 C. JAMES Mil. Diet. (ed. 4) 178/2 The
Church Call ;. .a beat to summon the soldiers ofa regiment,
or garrison, to church. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. .\vii.

11871) II. 284 Every man should be under arms without
beat of drum, c 1850 I.ONGE. My lost Youth, The drum-
beat repeated o'er and o'er.

4. 'The movement of the hand or baton, by
which the rhythm of a piece of music is indicated,
and by which a conductor ensures perfect agree-
ment in tempo and accent on the part of the
orchestra or chorus ; also, by analogy, the different
divisions of a bar or measure with respect to their
relative accent.' Grove Diet. Jlfus. (1880).
5. Any measured sequence of strokes or blows,

or the sound thereby produced; the march of
measured sound or of verse.

"79S Soul HEY <". Maid Orleans iii. 37 The regular beat
Of evening death-watch, a 1821 SHELLEY L'lond, The beat
of her aery feet, Which onlythe angels hear. 1848 M RS. GAS-

I
KELL M. Barton 66/2 The measured beat of the waters

! against the sides of the boat. 1851 I.ONGE. / 'illage Blacksm.,
You can hear him swing his heavy sledge With measured
beat and slow. 1885 Cmlciiif. Kn: Apr. 555 Though it

scarcely can be said to indicate the beat of the iamb.
6. The rhythmical throbbing of the heart or

pulses ; sometimes in comb., a.spit/se-l>cat.
'755 JOHNSON Did. s. v., The beat of a pulse. 1836 Tom)

Cycl. Anat. ff 1'hys. I. 674/1 The (low from a vein is acce-
lerated after each beat of the heart. 1877 O. W. HOLMES
/'am. AYrrW Poems 118841 319 I" every pulse-beat of

I their loyal sons. 1877 M. FOSTER Phys. i. iv. 97 Regarded
j

as a pump its (i. e. the Heart's) effects are determined by the
I frequency of the beats, by the force of each beat, by ih'j
1 character of each beat.

7. In a clock or watch : The stroke of a pallet of
the pendulum or balance on a tooth of the scape
wheel

; the sound thus produced ;
also the regular

succession of such strokes. Hence beat-fin.
1706 PHILLIPS, Keats in a watxh or clock. 1819 REES

Cycl. s. v. Beat, The interval between two successive beats,
in a clock or watch. 1828 ARNOI T Physics I. 90 In storm and
in calm its [the chronometer's] steady beat went on. 1883 SIK

,

K. BLCKETT Clocks, etc. 131 In very large clocks the pallet
tails are too thi<_k to bend for adjustment of the beat, and

i these eccentric beat pins are used. 1884 F. BRini:N If'tttt/i

*t CJockm. 32 Beat Pins [are] small screws to adjust the

position of the crutch with relation to the pendulum.
b. fig.

1865 1. H. NEWMAN C,erontins ii. 14 How still it is ! I hear
no more the busy beat of time.

8. A throbbing or undulating effect taking place
in rapid succession when two notes not quite of
the same pitch are sounded together ;

the com-
bined note alternates rapidly between the minimum
of sound produced by the mutual interference of

their vibrations, and the full effect produced by
the coincidence of their vibrations.
a 1733 NORTH Li-'cs I. 247 How it [the organ at Exeter]

is tuned, whether by measure or the beats, we were not in-

formed. 1819 REES Cycl. s. v. Beat, The beats of two dis-

sonant organ pipes, resemble the beating of the pulse to the
touch. 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE Counex.Phys. Sc. x. vi.(i84gi
154.

9. Music. ' The name given in English to a

melodic grace or ornament, but with considerable

uncertainty as to which particular ornament it de-

notes, the word having been variously applied by
different writers.' Grove Diet. Mus. (1880).
1803 REES Cycl. s. v., Beat in music is a grace.
10. The round or course habitually traversed by

a watchman, sentinel, or constable on duty. [H
is uncertain to which sense of BEAT v. this is to be

referred: cf. prob. to 3, but cf. 26 b, 41.]
1825 HOOD ('</(' Graham xx\\ii, I hear the watchmen on

their beats. Hawking the hour about the streets. 1840
rainy Cycl. XVI II. 335 Every part of the metropolis is

divided inlo beats, c 1860 THACKERAY Bait. Policetn. 1 1879)

251, I paced upon my beat With steady step and slow.

b. A course habitually traversed by any one ;

sometimesyfy., esp. in phrase, Out of one's teat :

not in one's sphere or department.
1836 GhN. P. THOMPSON Lett. Kepresent. 153 A highway-

man could never get more than the value of his beat. 1836
DICKENS Sk. Boz i. 31 The costermongers repaired to their

ordinary 'beats' in the suburbs. 1839 CARLYLE Chartism iv.

11858) 21 Europe, Asia, Africa, and America lay somewhere
out of their beat. 1863 Sat. Rev. 15 Mar. 205 Ask him why
anything is so and so, and you have got out of his beat.

11. A tract over which a sportsman ranges in

pursuit of game.
1875

' STONEHENGE
'

Brit. Sports I. i. i. t The frauds . .

are enough to make him cautious before engaging a beat.

1884 tt'cckly Times 29 Aug. 14/4 On the first day's beat he
saw one brace of barren birds.

12. In sailing : One of the transverse courses in

beating to windward.
1880 Daily Tel. 7 Sept., Anxious moments follow next on

the beat to windward.
13. Beat-up of quarters : assault, reconnaissance.

1870 Daily .Wics 18 Oct., The beat-up of the enemy's
quarters . . took place after all.

Beat (brt, dial, ba), sb.- Forms : 5 bete, 6

belt, 7 bayt, 8 bait, 8- beat, 9 beet. [Of un-
certain form and etymology; the 151(1 c. bete and
1 8th c. frequent bait, point to beat as the i6th c.

and normal modern form, bail being only a pho-
netic variant at a time when the pronunciation

BEATEN.
was still (ba) as in great, and beet being a modern
phonetic spelling since the pronunc. became (b/~t)
as in meat, meet. Possibly from the vb. beat, in

sense of a 'beating,' or quantity to be beaten at

once ; see BEAT v. 24, and cf. stack, etc.] A bundle
of flax or hemp made up ready for steeping.
c 1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fat. 60 The Lint rypcd, the Churle

pulled the Lyne, Ripled the bolles, and in beites it set ; It

steeped in the burne, and dryed syne, And with ane beittel
knocked it and bet, Syne swyngled it well, and hekled in the
flet. a 1500 Cath. Angl. 30 note, A bete as of hempe or lyne,
fascis. 1616 SL'RI-L. & MARKH. Counir. Farm 567 Hempe . .

bound vp in bundles, which ihey do call bayts. 1725 BRAD-
LEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Hemp, Laying Bait upon Baits till all

be laid in, and so that the Water covers 'em all over. 1744
D. FLINT Raising Flux ix. ir The lint is. .tied up in large
but manageable Beats or Sheaves. 1839 STONEHOUSK Ax-
Iwtine 29 Flax . . a week after midsummer, is pulled and
bound in sheaves or beats. 1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII.
11. 453 The flax . . must be tied up in small sheaves or beets.

Beat (b/t, bt7't), sb? Forms: also 7 baite,

7-9 bait, 8-y bate. [Of doubtful phonetic form,
and unknown origin. The modern Dcvonsh. pro-
nunciation is

xbe
T
t), variously spelt bait, bate, beat.

Although bait occurs constantly in Gcrvaise Mark-
ham, beat- c was the spelling of the vb. with Fitz-

herbert in 1,^34, Carew in 1602, and of the sb.

with Worlidge in 1681, and is apparently the

proper form. The vb. is found nearly a century
before the sb., and may thus be its immediate
source, but on general grounds, the converse is

more likely.
The suggestion that beat is another form of PEAT, is in-

compatible with the history of the latter, q. v. The ON.
/'c//

'

pasturage,' bciti
'

pasture,' also 'heath, ling,' would
barely do lor the sense, and phonetically would give bait,
not beat. See BEAI [.'

]

The rough sod of moorland (with its heath,

gorse, etc. . or the matted growth of fallow land,
which is sliced or pared off, and burned '

v
at once

to get rid of it and to make manure), when the
land is about to be ploughed. See ling. Dial.

Soc. B. vi. p. 70. To beat-burn, also BURN-BEAT :

to treat land in this way. To lie lo heat: to lie

fallow till covered with a matted growth of grass
and weeds which may be thus partd off and burned.
1620 MARK HAM Fnmc'cll to Husb. (16491 7Z After you have

thus burnt your baite and plowed up your ground.
- IbU.

n. XXI. 116681 115 To break up Pease-earth, which is to lye
to bait. 1796 MARSHALL Eton. It', l-.n^. I. 323 Beat, the
roots and soil subjected to the operation of burning beat.'

1830 MRS. BRAY t'itz of F. xvi. (1884" 137 The burning of

bate, as it is called ; a mode of manuring land, known eLe-
where by the name of denshirita;. 1864 CAVERN Deron
Provincialism, Beat or Bate, the spine of old fallow lands.

1885 Y . T. KLWORTHY (in letter) A field is described as
'

all

to a beat
'

when it has become matted with weeds, espe-
ilally couch-grass or twitch.

Comb. Beat-ax ;in De\onsh. dial, bidax, bidix),
the ax or adze with which the beat is pared off

in hand-beating : see BEATING-AX tinder BEAT v.-

Beat-borough, beat-hill, one of the heaps in

which the beat is collected and burned ; beat-field,
a field in which the beat is being burned.
1602 R. CARLW Survey of Cornwall 19 b A little before

plowing time, they scatter abroad tho^e Beat-boroughs . .

upon the ground. 1813 C. VANCOUVER Agriculture of
Devon 92 It is utterly impossible, at a distance, to dis-

tinguish a village from a beatfield. 1885 F. T. ELWOKIHY
(letteri The operation is performed with a l-iiiiks ibeat-a.\>,
or more commonly with a breast-plough called a spader.

Beat bit), fpl. a.
;

for forms see BEAT v.

Shortened form of BEATEN, often used as///!
1

. ;
as

adj. chiefly in the sense : Overcome by hard work
or difficulty; common in the expression dead-beat.

a. literally. Obs., arch., or dial.
i 1400 Rowland f, Ot. 417 A Sercle of golde That belt was

wonder newe. (1440 Bone Flor. 182 Hur clothys wyth
bestes and byrdes wer bete All abowte. 1589 WARNER Alb.

Frig. v. xxiii. (1579) Ir 3 'I he storm-beate English ship.

793 SMEATON Edystone /.. 239 A proper quantity of the
beat mortar was liquefied, c 1817 HOGG Tales <$ Sk. IV.

13 A little bowl of beat potatoes and some milk.

b. figuratively in current use.

1832 MOORE Jerome on E. n. Wks. (i862> 558 Till fairly
beat the saint gave o'er. 1868 DICKENS Lett. 11880) II. 334,
I was again dead beat at the end. 1879 HOWELLS L. Aroo-
siook (18821 1. 20 'Is the young lady ill!'

' No. .a little beat

out, that's all.'

Bea'table, a. That can be beaten.
1611 COTGR., Batable, beatable; batterable.

Beatch, obs. variant of BEACH.
Bea:tee'. [see -EE.] One who is beaten : cor-

relative to beater.

1860 L. HARCOURT Diaries G. Rose I. 184 You are the

beater, I am only the beatee. 1876 R. BLACK tr. Gitizot's

Hist. Fr. V. Iv. 262 Put the beatee in the Bastille to tran-

quillize the beater.

Beaten (brt'n), ///. a. For forms see BEAT v.

Used adjectively in many of the senses of the verb.

1. Struck with repeated blows.

1599 SANDYS Europx Spec.
1 1632) 124 On whom . . so many

. . beaten breasts, and lift nppe eyes attended. 1633 P.

FLETCHER Elisa n. 1, Sleep beaten breast ; no blows shall

now molest thee. 1859 BARNES Rhymes Dorset Dial. II.

4 \Vi' drubbens of a beaten drum.
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2. Struck or pressed by frequent feet ; trodden ;

worn hard, bare, or plain by repeated passage.
Often \njig. expressions.
1477 NORTON Ord. Akh. in Ashm. Introd. 3 A Booke of

secrets given by God ; to men Elect, a Beaten-Trod- ^5^3
BABINGTON Comntandm. 97 Had wee any feeling left within

our sides, and our heartes were not altogether so hard

trampled and beaten as they are. 1642 CARPENTER Ex-
perience n. vi. 221 Our l>eaten, customary, and daily practice.

1748 ANSON I
7
oy. n. xii. 263 They had marched . . about ten

miles in a beaten road. 1751 JOHNSON Reunbl. No. 86 P 3

The imitator treads a beaten walk. 1860 TYNDAI.L Glaf.

i. g. 64 We were far from the beaten track. 1865 M. AR-
NOLD Ess. Crit. viii. (1875) 318 Subjects out of the beaten
line of the reading and thought of their day.

1 3. Well-worn, trite. Obs.

-'1543 FESNER Def. Ministers (1587) 98 These also are

knowen and beaten sentences alleadged by Bishop lewell.

1642 R. CARPENTER Experience iv. ix. 159 If God had
talked to them . . in a worne and beaten phrase. 1713
ADDISON Spect. No. 289 ? 6 One of the most ancient and
most beaten Morals. 1756 J. WARTON Ess. Pope (1782) I.

iii. 102 This Essay . . on a beaten subject.

f4. Of persons: Inured to (anything),experienced.
a 1593 H. SMITH Serm. 118661 I. 220 Rehoboam's sage and

beaten counsellors. 1603 KNOI.LES Hist. Turks K 11621)

870 An armie . . most strong and puissant, old beaten soul-

diors almost throughout it. 1611 COTCR., fan Is rompit, a
subtill fellow, one that hath bin much beaten to the world.

a 1639 S. WARD Serin, 11862) 117 iD-,1 A beaten politician of
our times, c 1700 Gentl. Jnstruc. (1782) 522 (D.) A man
beaten to the trade may wrangle . . better.

5. Worked by hammering, as metal.

a. Hammered into thin foil or leaf; shaped by
the hammer, as repousse work.

(' 1300 in Wright Lyric P. ix. 35 Hire gurdel of bete gold
is al. 1483 Cat/i. A>tgl. 30 Betyn gold, braccea. x6n
Bim.E Xmiib. viii. 4 Vnto the flowres thereof was beaten
worke. 1659 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 169 The Karls of Car-
stile and Holland, Ambassadors, were both clad in Beaten-
Silver. 1760 MRS. DKI.ANY Atitokiog. <i86i III. 591 Kim;
ladies in beaten silver, and glittering with jewels. 1879 (".

Minus in CastclCs Techn. Ednc. IV. 263/1 It resembles,

therefore, beaten or repousse' work.

b. Hence, because the purest gold is the most
malleable : Fine, of pure quality ; also fig.

1535 COVF.RDALE j l\ings \. 16 Two hundreth speares nf

beaten golde. 1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy 103 Sincere ami

pure beaten virtue, like the gold of the first age.

t C. < Overlaid, inlaid, embossed, damascened with

gold or other precious material; embroidered. Obs.

n 1300 K. Alts. 1518 An ymage was therynne, V-beten al

with gold fyne. ("1340 Gait: fy C,r. Knt. 78 Enbrawded it

beten wyth \>e best gemmes. r 1400 Roland 287 Baners
beten with gold. 1470 HARDING Citron, cxcv. ii, The lordes

.. w* penouns proudly bette. 1611 L. BARRKY Ram Alley
in. in /WWo'i^So' V. 452 [Clad] In beaten velvet. 1641
BAKER Citron. (1679' 236/1 A red fiery Dragon, beaten upon
white and green Sarcenet.

6. Pounded small; whipped up to uniform con-

sistency.
J53S COVER DALE i Kings\. n Twenty* quarters of beaten

oyle. 1667 BOYLE Orig. formes $ Qtml, 15 Beaten (lla^e

is commonly reckoned among Poisons. 1769 MKS. RAFFAI.D

l-'.'ig. Honsekpr. 117781 295 Season it with beaten mace.

7. Conquered, defeated.

1562 J. Hi-.vwoon Prw. $ f.pigr.( 1867195 One of the beaten

syde, Ran home. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 94 The
beaten army had now lost all the appearance of an army.
8. Overcome by hard work, exhausted. Dead-

beaten : exhausted as if to death. Cf. BEAT///, tf.

1681 TKMPLE Mem. in. Wks. 1731 I. 331 Use of an old

beaten Horse. 1854 Blackiv. Mag. Apr. 459 2 At the next

post-house the unhappy animals [post-hop^] art left dead
beaten. 1878 H. SMART /'/ay or Pay v. 89 There is little

object in going on with a beaten horse.

9. Systematically scoured for game.
1883 Pall MallG. /Oct. 2/1 A pheasant . . from a beaten

cover.

10. With prec. sb. in instrumental relation, as

wtather-bcatw^ wave-beaten, etc. See BKAT v. 6.

1579 E. K. in Spenser's Shepk. Cal. Jan. Argt., His.,
winter beaten flocke. 1596 DRAYTOS Bar, Wars Dcd. i

Anchor of my poore Tempest-beaten State. 1620 (^I:AKLES

Jfinahdf}^ 27 The weather-beaten Ship. 1873 BLACK Pr.
Thitle i A desolate waste of rain-beaten sea.

11. With adv., as beaten down, dejected, subdued.

1876 GEO. KLIOT Dan. Der. H.xxvii. 176 The beaten-down
consciousness.

Beater (b/'-fcw). [f.
BKAT v. + -KB*.] Me who,

or that which, beats. (In various senses of the vb.)

1. A person who beats : one who strikes repeated

blows, a striker ; a punisher ; one who ' beats
'

or

walks the streets (o/>s.) ; one who beats metals,

e.g. a gold-beater ; one who beats a drum, etc.

1483 Cath. Anel. -?o A beter, I'crbcrator . .baculator.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp \>f folys (1570) 116 Of night watchers

and beters of the stretes, playing by night on instrument's.

1571 ASCIIAM Scholem. 118631 ii Kven the wisest of your

great beaters, do as oft punishe nature, as they do correcte

nutfftes. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal 45 He must the hand

that bastinades him kisse; And give his beater thanks with

all his heart.

b. A man employed in
rousing

and driving game.
1825 FORD Hamibk. Spain i. 105 The intelligence with

which these Spanish beaters track and recover a wounded
deer. 1859 TENNEST Ceylon II. viii. iv. 350 The beaters

address themselves to drive in the elephants.

c. In comb., as beater up.
1711 K. WARD I'ulg. Brit. vni. 87 Who were beholders

>f these ihe Beaters up for Soldiers.

2. An instrument or contrivance for beating ;

171
Ofth

generally, an implement for beating flat or pound-
ing ; but used in many specific technical senses ;

see quotations.
1611 COTGR., Eschandolc . . Thatchers Beater. Rabat

, . a beater, the staffe wherwith Plaisterers beat their morter.

1632 SHERWOOD s. v. Ball, A Printer's ball, Pompet, or

beater. 1727 BKADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Building, The
mortar must be well beaten with a beater. 1828 &TEUART
Planter's G. 303 Wooden Beater, made in the fashion of the

beater used bypaviers. 1851 Coal-tr. Terms. Northunibld.

fy Ditr/i., Beater, an iron rod, used for stemming or tamp-
ing a hole, preparatory to blasting. 1875) Ca-ssclfs Techn.
Ednc. IV. 210/1 The beater fin cotton-spinning] .. is com-

posed of two, and sometimes three iron bars or blades. 1883
Gd. Words July 442/1 Pounding it [rice] in a wooden or

stone mortar with hard wooden beaters. 1883 Blackii>.

Ma. Aug. 234 All armed with one or two long switches

of birch called technically
'

beaters
'

or
'

trees.'

Beath. (b/3), v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: i

bet5i-an, 1-5 bethe, 6- beath. [OE. b$ian to

foment: OTeut. */w/m ;
a parallel form to OE.

babian (\*bapon} to BATHE, preserving the ori-

ginal notion of heat : see BATH.]
1. To foment, bathe with warm liquid.
c 1000 Sti.r. Lecchd. I. 72 BeSa 8a ea^an. f 1250 Gen. ry

F.x. 2447 First .ix. 11131 8e liches beSen, And smeren.

2. To heat unseasoned wood for the purpose of

straightening it.

1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fysshyng 8 Ye shall kytte . . a fayr
staffe . . and bethe hym in a hoteouyn. 1580 TUSSKR llnsb.

1 1878) 62 Yokes, forks, and such other, let bailie spie out . .

And after at leasure let this be his hier, to beath them. 1653
W. LAUSON Seer. Angling in Arb. Garner I. 192 Beath
them a little .. all in a furnace. {Still in dialectal u^e.

Also,
' Meat improperly roasted is said in the Midland

Counties to be beathed' Hal.)

Bea'thing, vbl. sb. Oh. or dial. [OE. b$ing t

f. b$ian (see BKATH v.} -f -ING 1

.]
Fomentation

;

the heating of wood in order to render it flexible.

t~ 1000 Sti.v. Leechd. 1 1. 36 Wi|pocce on eajum, genim wail

. . wyl on ineolce . . & wyrc bt^inge. 1591 PKKCIVALL Sp.

Diet., Borne, the bending of a staffe or timber by beathing
in the fire, lentatio. - - Bornear, to bend timber by beath-

ing in the fire, lentare.

Beatific (b/,atrfik\ a.
;

also 7-8 -ick. [ad.

L. beatific-its, f. bedf-its blessed (pa. pple. of facare

to bless + -fats making: see -Fie. Cf. F. bcati-

ff'/itf.'] Making blessed
; imparting supreme hap-

piness or blessedness.

1649 LOUI.ACK Po.uts 47 Such a beatific Face. 1746
HERVEY Medit. iiSiS* 169 Where the Lamb that was slain,

manifests his beatific presence. 1880 I.. MORRIS Ode ofLife
120 A beatific peace greater than tongue can tell.

b. Beatific vision-, a sight of the glories of

heaven
; esp. that first granted to a disembodied

spirit.

1639 Km SH Hear. I'nh: Ailvt. (1702' 4 The Beatifick

Vision of the Supream Good hereafter. 1704 NELSON Fest.

.y Fasts xxviii. 11735* ,;6i Martyrs . . upon their Death ..

were immediately admitted to the Beatifick Vision. 1869
FREEMAN \orin. t"<w/. (18761 III. xi. 30 A soul which..

angels had already borne to the beatific vision.

Beatifical, <?. [f. as prec. + -.\iJ.]-prec.
1610 C,. FI.KTCIU.K t'/irjst's /"/V/. in Farr .S". /'. (1848) 73

In midst of this ritk- celestial], Lightned th' Ideti Beatifical I.

1681 (JI.ANVIM. SudditiisfiiifS n. 117261 453 To talk trivially of

beatifical enjoyments.
b- 1605 l'-i i.i. Motires Rout. Faith 95 That >o the faith-

full may . . be made partakers of the vision beatificall. 1702

Bntyns I >j'. Levant xii. 55 A Beatifical Vision of God.

C. absol. quasi -s/>.

a 1711 KEN Ilynniotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 111.320 In God
all lieatificals conspire.

Beati'fically, adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY2.] In

a beatific manner
;

in a way that blesses; catachr.

with supreme felicity.

1627 HAKEWILL Apel. 495 <R.i Bealifically to l>ehold the

face of God . . is a blessednes . . no way incident vnto the

creature beneath man. 1667 H. MORE Dh. Dial. 11. xviii.

1 1713) 148 And enjoy them there more fully and beatificnlly.

1869 Daily AVriV 12 June, Gleaming beatifically with a

proud confidence in himself u* a work of art.

Beati'ficate, v. \O/*s. mre. [f.
L. beatifical-

ppl. stem of beatififarc to make happy or blessed.]

-HKATIFY; cf. also BEATIFICATION 2.

f t 1636 I-".. 1 > ACHES Maehiavers Disc. Lii-y II. 267 The an-

cient Religion did not beatificate, but onely men fraught
with worldly glory. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. x. ii. 55 V.

363 It seemed good . . to his Holinesse not to canonize Gar-

net . . but only to lx:atificate him.

Beatification (WiSPtifik^'Jaii). Also 6 bea-

tyfycacyon. [a. F. beatification, n. of action and

state f. L. beatifical- ; see prec.]
1. The action of rendering, or condition of being

rendered, supremely happy or blessed.

150* Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) n. xviii. 133 Y*

blyssed trynyte promytteth for to gyue unto us eternall

beatyfycacyon. a 1631 DOSNI-: Serin. xii. 120 All the Beati-

fication and Glorification of our bodies consists in this. 1824
l*lacirn>. Mag. XVI. 5 That picture which Horace has given
us of human beatification. 1865 NEALK Hymns Farad, 66

What the beatification Of the spirits round the Throne?

2. R. C. Ch. An act of the Pope, by which he

declares that a deceased member of the Church is

in the enjoyment of heavenly bliss, and grants to

certain persons the privilege of paying a particular
form of worship or reverence to him.
This ceremony is the first step towards canonization, which

confers the full honours of a saint, and makes worship of
him incumbent on the whole Church.
1626 L. OWEN Spec. Jesuit. (16291 32 You may see, how

the . . Beatification and Canonization of this wicked . . Igna-
tius did . . fore-shew some great disaster. 1781 J. MOORE
View Soc. It. i 1790' I. xlii. 454, I have been witness to the
beatification of a saint. 1864 Daily Tel. 6 May, To hear his

Holiness read a couple of decrees one of beatification, the
other of canonisation. Mod. The beatification of Joan
of Arc.

b. transf. with allusion to the halo of a saint.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. fy Exp. Philos. IV. xlvi. 289 This ex-

periment [with silvered leather on the head] has been called

the diadem of beatification.

Beatified (b/ise'tifaid), ///. a.
[f.

next + -ED.]
1. Made supremely happy or blest.

1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 32 They vaunted their play waz
neuer so dignified, nor euer any players afore as beatified.

1690 NORRIS Beatitudes 11694) I. 231 Angels and beatify'd

Spirits. 1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. fy Leg. Art (1850) 315

They are beatified children, not winged angels. 1860 PUSEY
Min. Proph. 562 The . . glorious body of the beatified.

2. R. C. Ch. Declared to be in the enjoyment of

heavenly bliss; see prec. 2.

1650 R. STAPYLTON Stradas Lmv-C. Warres vn. 43 The
already beatified Didacus. 0:1837 Miss KNIGHT AtttoHof.
II. 312 The feast of a beatified saint is not observed by the

church in general, but only by his own order- 1852 MRS.

JAMESON Leg. Madonna (1857) 92 The beatified members of

these orders.

Beatify (bz'jartifoi), v,
;

also 7 -fie. [a. F.

b'atificr. ad. L. kcatifieare to make happy.]
1. trans. To make supremely happy or blessed.

1535 Trt-i'isa's Bnrth. De P. R. in. iii, The sowle departed
frum the body is .. beatified .. with angels. 1860 PUSEY
Min. Proph. 119 He can beatify, because He is lilies.

2. To pronounce or declare supremely blessed.

a 1677 BAHKOW l\'ks. 1686 III. 161 The common conceits

and phrases which so beatify wealth.

3. J\. C. Ch. To pronounce (a person) to be in

enjoyment of heavenly bliss : see BEATIFICATION 2.

1629 WADSWORTH Sp. Pilgr. 79, I examined the cause why
the Pope should berttifie Garnet. 1704 AnmsoN Italy (1733)

225 Who has been l>eatify'd tho' never Sainted. 1865 PUSEY
Tr. Kng. Ch. 101 One who has since been beatified.

Bea*tify:ing, vbl.sb. [f. prec. + -ING*.] The
action of making supremely blest ;

beatification.

< 1630 JACKSON Creed vi. xiii. Wks. V. 139 God's glory
must . . appear . . in the beatifying of the elect.

Bea'tify ing, ///. ". [f-
as prec. + -ING-.]

Making supremely happy or blest.

a i68a SIR T. BROWNE (J.i The fullest good .. the most

beatifying of all others. 1822 K. DICBY Broadest. Hon. (18481
I. 183 Oh ! the sublime . . and already beatifying philosophy
of Christians ! 1869 LD. LYTTON On-al 45 Image of all

beatifying beauty,

Beatilia, beatilla, -illes ; see BATTALIA PIE.

Beating tbrtirj), vbl. sb. [f. BEAT z/. + -ING!.]
1. The infliction of repeated blows ; spec, the

action of inflicting blows in punishment ; the

dashing of waves against the shore ;
the whipping

up of a fluid ; the flapping of wings ; rousing of

game, exercising the brain, etc.

< 1230 Aner. R. 366 SeiS Isaye . . ure beatunge ueol upon
him. c 1374 CHAUCER //. Fame 1034 Hetynge of the see

. . ayen the roches holowe. c 1440 LOSELICH Grail. Iv.

_'97 He herd abowtes hym a wondir thinge : betyng of

bryddes wynges in fere. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

114 b, Remember his scourgynges, buffettes & beatynges.
1606 G. W[OODCOCKK! Hist. Ivstiue 5 b, Darius . . bestowed

much beating . . in his troubled pate. 1656 H. MORE Antid.

Ath. n. iii. 82 The couragious beating of the Drum- 1860

PUSEY Min. Proph. 460 The restless beating of the barren,

bitter sea. 1879 Photogr. in CassclCs Techn. Ednc. III-

207 Upon the perfect l>eating of the albumen the success of

the operation mainly depends.
b. with adv., as beating down, beating off. etc.

i$3oPALSf;R. 198/1 lleatyng downe of any buyldynge, de~

attrition. 1803 NKI.SON in Nicolas Disp. (1845) V. 227 This

beating off the Tunisians will have a very good effect.

2. Iii various technical uses : see BKAT v. 24.

1687 T. BROWN Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. So A fort-

night's beating of hemp. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. 525
After the form has been lately washed .. the

Jetter
will not

lake the ink without several beatings- 1875 UtxDiet. Arts
II. 415 As in hand-scutching, the operation consists of two

processes: first the bruising of the stems; and secondly, the

beating away of the woody parts from the fibre. Ibid. \\.

728 Four principal operations constitute the art of gold-

Iwating. i The casting of the gold ingots . . 4 The beating.

3. A defeat in any contest.

1883 American VI. 2*45 Our American rifle-team has had

its beating, but not a bad beating.

4. NanL Sailing against the wind.

1883 Conteinp. Rev. Aug. 231 Of all the modes of progres-
sion-invented by man, beating to windward in a sailing

vessel is morally the most beautiful.

5. A pulsating or throbbing movement, like

that of the heart, of a watch or clock, of two notes

not in unison.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. .V. n. iv. 97 The beating of so strong a

passion As loue doth giue my heart. 1798 SOUTH KY St.

Patrick's Purg. xxiii, In short quick beatings toil'd his

heart. 1801 Phil. Trans. XCL 442 Whether she really

heard the beating of the watch. 1872 HuXLKY/*tr. \\> 42

Beating of the heart . . is the result of the striking of the apex
of the heart against the pericardium.

6. Comb., as beating-board ; beating-dog, a dog
trained to put up game ; beating-net, a kind of

fishing-net; beating-order, a certificate given to



BEATING.
a recruiting sergeant ; f beating. stock, a jocular
title given to one who is subjected to beating.
1552 HULOET, Heatynge stocke, sitHculnm Jlagri. 1669

WORLIDGE ^VJ'/. Agric. (1681) 248 You may go into the
Fens, Marshes, or places with a Spaniel, or other Keating-
dog. 1679 PLOT Staffordsk. (1686) 123 Then they bring it

[potter's clay] to their heating board, where with a long
Spatula they beat it till it be well mix't. 1721 I.ond. GHZ.
No. 5947/4 Has a Beating-Order about him, was lately a
Serjeant and employed in Recruiting. 1883 Fisheries
Exhib. Catal. 125 Beating net . . used by fishermen in the
freshwater . . It is a trammel or armoured net.

Beaming, ///. a.
[f.

BEAT v. + -INO 2.]
1. That strikes successive blows.

1718 POPE Iliad n. 383 Seiz'd by the beating wing.
2. Of wind, rain, etc. : That strikes violently, or

batters
; driving.

1702 ROWE Tntnerl. IV. i. 1576 To bear the beating Storm
That roars around me. 1885 Coriili. Mag. July 74 Chinese
hat, suitable in case of beating rain or fierce sun.

3. Palpitating, throbbing.
1702 ROWT. Tamerl. \\\. \. 1039 My beating Heart Bounds

with exulting motion. 1805 WORUSW. Prel. u. (1850) 34
Feverish with weary joints and beating minds. 1810 SOUTHEY
Kehama xvn. ix, To meet with beating heart. 1850 MKS.
BROWNING Poems 1. 301 The fever and the beating pain.

tBea'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [n. of action f. L.

beat- ppl. stem of lieare to bless.] Blessing.
1652 BENI.OWKS Theopli. vi. Ixxxvi, Pra:celling Seraphs

shew Gods ardor still :. . Beations Thrones instill.

Beatitude (b/,ce-titu7d\ Also 5 beatitud,
5-6 beatytude. [a. F. beatitude (ifth c. in

Littre), ad. L. lieatili'ido blessedness, f. beat-its

blessed : see -TUDE.]
1. Supreme blessedness or happiness.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W.) I. xliv. (1495) 75 a/2
How by abstynence. .myghte be goten the sotierayne beaty-
tude or blessydnesse. a 1555 BRAD! OKU H "ks. 397 There
shall be joy ..and all kind of beatitude. 1643 PKYNNE
Power Part. I. 48 Knowing better . . what conduced to the
beatitude of the Umpire. 1667 MILTON P. L. III. 62 The
Sanctities of Heaven . . from his sight receiv'd Beatitude
past utterance. 1794 COLERIDGE Relig. MnsingsVrks. I.

105 Such strange beatitudes Seize on my young anticipat-
ing heart. 1875 RIJSKIN I.ect. Art i. 5 The consummate
beatitude of being rich.

2. A declaration or ascription of special blessed-

ness ; esp. (in //.) those pronounced by Christ in

the Sermon on the Mount.
1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (1531) 43 b, The viii beatitudes that . .

spryngelh of grace and the other verities. 1588 A. KING Cam-
sins' Catech. 186 These quhilk S. Ambrose callis our Lords
beatitudes. 1777 FLETCHER Reconcil. Wks.i795 IV. 319 Bent

upon the inheriting the seventh beatitude. 1877 I-ARRAR

Thy Youth i. 10 The priceless beatitude of the pure in heart.

3. = BEATIFICATION 2.

1847 DISRAELI Tancrcd (1871) I. v. 30 The saint was
scarcely canonised, before his claims to beatitude were im-

pugned. 1865 BUSHNEU. Vicar. Sacr. v. (1868) 116 Candi-
dates for beatitude.

.fig. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. II. viii. 69 Burnt by the
common hangman . . perhaps the last notable Book that had
such fire-beatitude.

t Be'atizing, ///. a. Obs. [In form a pr. pple.
of bcatize, i. L. bedt-iis blessed + -IZE.] Beatifying,
blessing.
1652 BENLOWES Tkcofh. xni. xxxiii, All beati/ing sweets.

Beatless (brtles), a. [f. BEAT rf.l + -LESS.]
Destitute of beats, not beating.
1849 ROCK Ch. of Fathers III. viii. 85 That heart is now

cold and beatless.

Beatling, obs. form of BEETLING.

Beatment, dial, form of BEAKMENT.
Bea:tOT, noncc-iad. [see-on.]

= BEATER.
1719 OZEI.L Miami's Trar. Etig. 304 If he is the Beator,

the Beatee must pay the money about which they quarrell'd.

Beau (bJ"), a. and sb. Forms : 4- beau; 4 bieu,
4-5 beu, 6 beaw

; also in comb. 5 baw-, be-,
bew-

;
see BEAUSIKE. [a. late OF. beau, Man,

earlier bcl, bcal, bial:\.. bellus fine, pretty. The
adj., in ME. quite naturalized and pronounced as
in beauty, Beaulicu (bi/7'li), has been long obs. :

the sb. has been reintroduced from mod. Fr.,
whence its pronunciation.]
t A. aiij. 1. Fair, beautiful. Obs.

(1325 K. K. Allit. P. A. 197 Al blysnande whyt watz hir
6eau uiys. 1399 LANOL. Rich. Rcdeless ill. i Now leue we
bis beu brid.

2. Used in affection, friendship, or politeness, in

addressing relations, friends, etc. (usually with
their French titles): equal to the English 'fair'

(fair sir), 'good' (good people), 'dear' (dear
sir). With some words it entered into more or

less permanent combination : see BEAUPERE,
BEAUSIRE, and HKL-.
c 1300 Btket 1903 Beau frere, quath Seint Thomas, that ne

mai ich do no?t. ('1314 Guy Waru\ 4 Biens amis, molt
gramerci ! 1513 DoUGUfl Epilogue to Encid, Lo, this is

all, bew schirris haue glide day !

B. sb. PI. beaux, beaus (b<"z).
1. A man who gives particular, or excessive,

attention to dress, mien, and social etiquette ; an

exquisite, a lop, a dandv.
1687 T. BROWN Li/'. Cons',, in Dk. Itueklim's ll'ks. 1705

II. 128 You're a perfect Woman, nothing but a Beau will

please you ! 1700 DRVDEN Cock $ /-

<>.r 624 Whal will not

beaux altempt to please the fair? 1738 BIRCH Life of Milton
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in li'ks. I. 20 Young Sparks of his Acquaintance .. the
Beaus of ihose Days. 1824 W. IRVING T. TrnT. 1. 341
The painled beau with . . long, flimsy, sky-blue coat.

2. The attendant or suitor of a lady ; a lover,
sweetheart.

? 1720 Mount/pro's F.kgy in Collect. Poems 43 No Lady
henceforth can be safe with her Beau, a 1777 ( IOI.DSM.
DonM. Transform. 87 Her country beaux and city cousins,
Lovers no more, flew off by dozens, a 1845 Hoon Number
One i It's very hard . . that every Miss But me has got a
Beau. 1875 B. TAYLOR Fanst I. x. 130 If not a husband,
then a beau for you !

Beau, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To act the beau
to, to attend or escort (a lady).
i843CV/w/.w'<w ('r4ii Chevalier, you shall beau Ihe youn;*

lady. 1878 WixGFiEi.n Lady Grix-l I. viii. 151 His (Irace
. . is to beau your ladyship to Ranelagh.
tBeaubelet. (Ms.rar,. 1

. [a. OF. baubelet,
I beiihelet, dim. ofAjw/v/child's plaything, toy, trinket,

BAUBLE.] A small toy, trinket, plaything.
C120S -!<. /.'. 388 He .. sende hire beaubelet(z) [-.,-.

beau-, beawbelezj bode ueole and feire.

I Beauclerk b<-klruk;. Also 6 -oleark, 7

-olark, 9 -clerc. [a. F. beau fine +- clerc :-L.
clericiis

'

clergyman,' hence '

scholar,' as opposed
to the uneducated laity : see CLERK.] A learned

man, a scholar. (Given as a surname to Henry I.)
c 1367 Kiilog. Hist. (1863) III. v. ci. 40 Henricus cogno-

menlo Beauclerk. 1586 WEHUE Kng. Poetrie (Arb.) -ji

Henry the (irsl King of lhal name in England . . was named
by his surname Beaucleark. 1641 J. JACKSON True K-.wif.
T. iii. 206 Erasmus and Ferus, two Heauderks. 1856 KNIGI'I i

Pap. Hist. Eng. I. xvi. 218 The brutal Kufus, or ihe crafty
Beau Clerc.

tBeau'doy. Oh. rare. Some worsted material.

1759 li. MAKTIN .Vat. Ilist.Eng. II. 279 Worsted Goods, as

Beaudoys, Camblels, Shalloons, elc.

t Beau'etry. Obs.
[f. BEAU, in jocular imita-

tion of coquetry.] Dandyism; dandy outfit.

1702 Eng. Tlicophrast. 53 When all ihe rest of his Heauelry
is rightly adjusted. 1709 S i KKLK Ttitler No. 29 P 2 One may
easily distinguish ihe Manlhal is affecled with Beauetry.
Beaufet, Beaufin: see BUFFET, BIFFIX.

t BeaU'fort. Obs. A material used for Hags.
1712 Lond. Gaz. No. 5051/3 Three Pence half Peny per

Yai-d for Beauforl of 1 1 Inches broad.

li Beau garcoil (bo garsan). Also 7 -garzori.

[F.] A handsome fellow ; an exquisite, a fop.
< 1665 Yii.LiKRsiDk. liuckhm.lylA/. Painter Wks. 1705 II.

81 Povey the Wit, and R the lleau-garxon. 1815 SCOTT
Guy .W. xlix, 'And then, 'said the old beau garcon.

Beaugle, obs. form of BUGLE.
Beau-ideal (b<7M:3id/-al). [a. F. /van ideal the

ideal Beautiful,
' the Beautiful

'

as an abstract con-

ception ; beau being the sb., and ideal the adj.
But in ling., where the adj. usually precedes the

sb., there has been a tendency to take ideal as the

sb. part, whence the current usage ; cf. IDEAL.]
1 1. The ideal Beautiful

;
the Beautiful, or beauty,

in its ideal perfection. Obs.
1801 MAR. KDGEWORTH Belinda xix. (D.) The image which

Ihey have in Iheir own minds of Ihe beau ideal is cast upon
ihe firsl objecls they afterwards behold.

2. The highest conceived or conceivable type of

beauty or excellence of any kind ; that in which
one's

'

ideal
'

is realized, the perfect type or model.
1820 IRVING Sketch-Kk., John BnlKD.) Wonderfully cap-

tivated with the beau /^'"a/which they have formed of John
Bull. 1827 Gent. Mag. XCVII. n. 516 The Ivan ideal of

manly beauty. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. q Sc/itii. xxii. 231 The
Highlanders came to regard him as the very beau-ideal of
a miuisler.

Beauiide-alize, v. noncc-wd.
[f. prec.] To

form a beau ideal, or charming conception, of,

a 1839 L. LANDON in Blanc/iard's Life (1841) I. 60 (D.) I

shall spare you ihe flowers I have galhered, ihe Irees I have

seen, leaving you to beauidealize them for yourself.

Beauish (byu-ij), a.
[f.

BEAU s/>. + -ISH'.]
After the manner of a beau ; foppish, dandified.

1699 BENTLEY Phal. 395 Some common and obvious

Thoughl, dress'd and curl'd in Ihe Beauish way. 1858 LVT-
TON // 'hat will he do vm. ix, Those beauish brigands.

Beanism (bJu-iz'm). [f. as prec. +-ISM.] The
characteristic practice of a beau.

1844 Black. Hiag, LV. 769 The flame of beauism was ex-

piring. 1844 I'L''' l
'E

;
R Crock of G. xviii. 151 The exlremesl

mode of rustic beauism.

Beaulte, -tye, obs. forms of BEAUTY.

II Beau-monde (birrmTiVd, bJ"im(7'nd). [a. F.

beau motuie, i.e. fine world.] The fashionable

world, 'society.'
1714 Poi'E Rape Lock v. 133 This the beau monde shall

from the Mall survey. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour. I. 116 The
peau-iiiondc. used logo in masquerade about the streets. 1823
BYRON Juan xiv. xx f Of the beau monde a part potenlial.

t Bearrvje're. Obs. Forms : 4-6 bewpere,
beaujjere, 4 7 beaupeere, 5 beawpere. bepyr,
bewpyr. (> bewpeer, 7 beawpeer. [f. OF. beau

fine, good + fere, father, or, in sense 2, per, peer
(mod. fair) equal, PEER. See BEAU. In OF.,
Ivan fere was politely used in addressing every
one whom one called 'father'; i.e. one's own
father, a 'father' in the church, a god-father, a

step-father, a father-in-law, an elderly man oc-

cupying a fatherly position in one's regard; about

BEAUTIFICATION.
the 1 6th or 17th c., this use of beau became ob-

solete, and bean-fere was retained as a distinctive
term for '

father-in-law
' and '

step-father
'

as dis-

tinct from a real father. In English the use appears
to have been much more limited. See also BEL.]
1. A term of courtesy for '

father,' used esp. to

or of a spiritual or ecclesiastical
'

Father.'

^1300 Beket 1290 The Bischopof Cicestre gon arise : Beau
pere, he seide tothe Pope. < 1375 WvcLiFiVr;//. Sel. Wks.
1871 II. 380 Summe children bus maad freris ben worse ban
her bew peris, c 1450 /W. Poems (1859) II. 229 Bridelle, you,
bysshoppe . . And biddeth yowre beawperes se to the same.
1599 Kiviightmi's Lett. v. 17 The holy fathers ofthe Church,
the reuerend Beaupeeres of diuine knowledge.
2. Good fellow, fellow, companion, compeer.
1377 LANGI.. /'. /'/. B. xvill. 229 Boke hijte bat beupere, a

bolde man of speche. 1572 Si/iole-hoitse U'oin. 774 in Ha/I.
I-'.. P. 1'. \\ . 135 In her lap sleeping she cliplof his hear, lie.

Iraied her Lord and her bewpet-r. i6lo(j. FLETCHER Christ's
I'ict. in Farr .?. /'. (1848)74 There The sainls wilh their

beawpeers whole worlds outweare.

tBeau'pers, bewpers. Obs. Also 6 bow-
pres, 7 bewpers. [Periv. unknown : it has been
referred to J-leanpreau, a to\ui of France \\ith

manufactures of linen and woolen.] A fabric, ap-
parently linen

; used for flags.
1592 \\~illstf hrt '. .V. C. n. (1860)211 I.awnecufeS3., peace

of bowpres i6s. 1660 .-let 12 ( Via*. //, iv. Sched.
, Heaupers

the piece j/. vs. 1664 PEMS Diary (1879) 111. 56 Among
the Linnen Wholesale Drapers . . to see what can be done
with them for the supplying our wanl of Hewpers for rUix-
Ibid. 16 June, Supplying us wilh bewpers from Norwich.
1720 Sto-.^'s .Siir- 1

. (17541 11. \. xviii. 382/2 Hollers and Be\\'-

p^rs the do/en pieces iff".

Benuplea'der. /.<z:.-'. [a. AF. bail pleder
-

F. beauplaider 'fair or correct pleading'; d.fair
cofy."] The amendment of a defective plea ; a

writ lying against those who levied a fine for

amendment of plea.
[1267 Att 52 Hen. Ill, xi, /ransl., No fines shall be laken

for Beauplcader. 1292 HKH ION i. \\i. 4 Ceux qi pernent
fins pur counge de beul pleder (trunsl. Those who take
lines for leave of beau pleader).] 1700 TYRKI.I.I. Hist. ling.
II. 1 112 That no Fines be taken for l>L-ant>U'atler, or fail-

Pleading.

Beau-pot (bJu-p/it\ [f.
F. /van beautiful 4-

pot POT : possibly, in its origin, a mistaken spell-

ing of Bni'GH-i'OT q.v.] A large ornamental vase
for cut flowers.

1761 OARHICK & COLMAN Cland. Mnrr. n. Wks. 1798 III.

27 A bunch of Mowers as big as the cook or the nurse carry
lo town .. for a beaupot. 1867 Miss Mi'Locit Two Alurr.
II. 80 Flowers lo replenish the beau-pol in the grate.

Beauship (bofjip). [f. BEAU + -SHIP.] The
position or personality of a beau

;
cf. lordship.

1696 I.'IINGREVE J. Dryacn's Ilnsl>. CuckoM Prol., Yon
laugh nut . . At what his beauship says, but whal he wears.

tBeausire. Oh. Forms: 4 beau sir(e, ;

bawshere, besher. bewsher\e, 6 beaw schirre,
bew schyre, bew schirre. See also BELSIKE.

[a. F. beau fair, sire sir, lord. In OF. bel sire, beau
sire was a general form of respectful address : see

BEAU, BEAUPF.UK.] Fair sir, a form of address.
L 1300 Kehct 768 Beau sire . . ihu spext as a fol. < 1340

Gain, ff Gr. Kill. 1222 '

Nay, for sobe, beau sir,' sayd pat
swete. c 1400 Destr. Troy v. 1863 Beusher, who so euer poll
be .. Me meruellis of pi momlyng. i 1460 Ti*~,^iieley Myst.
66 Be slylle, beshers. Ibid. 69 Welcom, ba\\ shere. ibid.

241 Thou shalle abak, bewshere. 1513 DOUGLAS SEncis i.\.

Prol. 79 Sa fans wilh me bew schirris.

Beauteous vbu/'t'os'i, a. Forms : 5 bewtyose,
5-6 beauteuous, 6 beuteus, bewtyous, 7 beute-

ous, bewtious, 6-8 beautious, 6- beauteous,

[f. beanie, BEAUTY sb. + -ous. Cf. plenteous.]

Distinguished by beauty, exceedingly fair in ap-
pearance or elegant in form, pleasing to the sight,
beautiful. (Literary and chiefly poetical^)
(-1440 York Myst. xlvi. 175 As bewleous braunche for to

bere. 1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 6 England is beauleuous. .

flour of londes all aboute. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. i. ii. 86
A wife Wilh weallh enough, and yong and beaulious.

1667 MILTON /'. L. iv. 697 Each beauteous flour. 1711
STEELE Spect. No. 144 P i There is something irresistible in

a beauteous Form, c 1805 WORDSW. Sonii. I. xxx. Wks. III.

32 It is a beauteous evening, calm and free. 1855 BROWNING
In Balcony in Men ^ IVoni. II. 105 The dearest, richesl,
beauteousest and best Of women.

Beau'teOUSly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LV-.] Inn

beauteous manner
; beautifully.

1471 KIPLEY Comfil. Alch. in. in Ashm. (16521 141 Wyth
Flowers dyscoloryd bewtyosely to syght. 1650 JER. TAYLOR
Holy Living ii. i 11727) 54 Look upon pleasures not upon
thai side . . where Ihey look beauleously. 1807 WORDSW.
Sonn. v. Wks. 1840 II!. 2 .8 The ruddy crest of Mars Amid
his fellows beauleously revealed.

Beatrteousness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being beauteous ; beauty.
1855 SINGLETON I'irgil II. 419 Whose brilliance nol as yet

hath passed away. Nor yet ils beauleousnes^. 1882 J.
PARKER Apost. Life I. 137 Ils ineffable beauteousness.

Beautied (bi;7-tid), ///. a.
[f. BEAUTY r. and

sb. + -ED.]
1. Endowed with beauty, beautified. See BEACTYZ'
2. (in comb.) Having beauty.
1614 CHAPMAN Odyss. XL 374 A daughler lhal surpass'd

Rare-beaulied Pero.

Beautification ,bi;7:tifik,
T
-Jan), [f. BEAUTIFY ;



BEAUTIFIED.

see -FICATIQN, and cf. amplify, -fuation, etc.] Thi
action of beautifying ; embellishment, adornment
11640 JACKSON Creed xr. xvi. Wks. X. 313 Unusefu

beautitications. 1798 MAYOR Brit. ToteristV. 35 The church
is antique, but its venerable beauties have been spoiled by
offensive and injudicious beau tifications. 1881 G. MAC
DONALD M. Marston II. xiii. 213 To minister to the comfoi
or beau tification of her cousin.

Beautified (bi^-tifsid), ///. a.
[f. BEAUTIFI

+ -ED.] Made beautiful
; adorned, embellished.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 305 Thou art gone to a beau
tified heauen. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \\, ii. no To the Celes
tinll, and my soules Idoll, the most beautified Ophelia.
1684 BL-NVAN Pilgr. n. 09 How green this Valley is, also
how beautified with Lillies. 1870 HAWTHORNE Eng. Notf-
I'ks. (1879) 1. 102 It is the ideal of a goose, a goose beauti-
fied and beatified.

Beautifier (bi/7-tifei t 3.i). [f. as prec. + -ER 1
.]

He who, or that which, makes beautiful.
1612 R. SHELDON Serin. St. Martins 50 God the Digmfier,

the Sanctifier, and Beautifier of the Sacrifice. 1712 tr.

Pomefs Hist. Drugs 14 Pomatums, and other external
Beautifiers. 1758 Month. Rev. 161 Narses, the repairer and
beautifier of it [a bridge]. 1849 Miss MULOCH Ogilvies x.

(1875) 81 There is no beautifier like happiness,

Beautiful (bi/7-tiful), a. Forms : 6 beaute-,
beuti-, beuty-, bewti-, bewtyfull, beuty-, buty-
ful, 6-7 beauti-, beautyfull, 6- beautiful.

ff.

BEAUTY sb. -r -FUU Occas. compared with ~et; -est,

usually with more, most.] Full of beauty, possess-
ing the qualities which constitute beauty.
1. Kxcelling in grace of form, charm of colouring,

and other qualities which delight the eye, and
call forth admiration : a. of the human face or

figure.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 3 Whose swete visage

was moost beautefull. 1642 FULLER Holy q Prof. St. \. ii.

362 Lewis, Prince of Taremum, one of the beautifullest men
in the world. 1716-8 LADY MONTAGUE Lett. 1. xiii. 46 The
only beautiful young woman I have seen, a 1842 TENNYSON
Ode to Mem, 39 Spirit-thrilling eyes so keen and beautiful.

b. of other objects.
1526 TINDAI.I: Matt, xxiii. 27 Paynted tombes, which np-

pere beautyfull outwardes. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xlviii. 2 Bcnuti-
lutl for situation, the joy of the whole earth is mount Slon.

1788 Land. Mag. 64 One of the beautifullest of the whole
parrot kind. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. 12. 90 Below us was
the beautiful valley of Chamouni.
2. Affording keen pleasure to the senses gener-

ally, especially that of hearing ; delightful. In
modern colloquial use the word is often applied
to anything that a person likes very much, e.g.
'

beautiful pears/
' she makes beautiful soup,'

' a
beautiful ride.'

1868 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-Iks. (1879"* '! 202 ^ had
been the beautifullest of weather all day. Mod. Beethoven's
most beautiful sonata.

3. Impressing with charm the intellectual or
moral sense, through inherent fitness or grace, or

exact adaptation to a purpose ;
hence sometimes

applied to things that, in other aspects, are even

repulsive, as 'a beautiful operation in surgery.'
1587 GOLUING De Mornay vi. 77 The vnderstanding is

beautifull, and the most beautiful! of all. 1650 Ii. Discol-
limin. 19 The Providences ofGod are wonderfull and beauti-
ful!. 1739 HUME Hum. Nat. 11. ii. Wks. 1874 1. 337 Another
argument .. which seems to me very strong and beautiful.

1819 J. Q. ADAMS in Davies Metr. Syst. 148 The theory
of this nomenclature is perfectly simple and beautiful. 1876
HAMF.RTON Intcll. Life vm. i. 275 A beautiful patience, and
resignation.

4. Relating to the beautiful ; esthetic, rare.

1814 W. TAYLOR Month. RW. 155 Lady Russell's letters
have rather a moral and political than a beautiful value.

5. Comb., as bfautiful'browed, -minded.
a 1830 TENNYSON (Enone 69 Beautiful-browed CEnone, my

own soul. 1865 MASSON Rec. Brit, Philos. 43 A beautiful-
minded Berkeley.
B. absol. quasi-jA

1. = Beautiful one.

1535 COVERDALE Song Sol. ii. io My loue, my done, my
beutyfull. 1819 BYRON Juan iv. Iviii, Where late he trod,
her beautiful, her own.
2. That which is beautiful. The beautiful: the
name given to the general notion which the mind
forms of the assemblage of qualities which con-
stitute beauty.
1756 BURKE Snbl. fy B. iv. 22. 299 We may here call sweet-

ness the beautiful of the taste. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Anr.
Leigh n. 97 So you judge ! Because I love the beautiful I

must Love pleasure chiefly. 1861 in Macm. Mag. June 126
The Beautiful in nature is the unmarred result of God's first

creative or forming will ; and the beautiful in art is the re-

sult of an unmistaken working of man in accordance with
the beautiful in nature.

Beautifully, adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.] In a
beautiful manner, with beauty ; charmingly, de-

lightfully, admirably.
1548 HALL Chron. Hen. VI, an. i4(R.> The bright sunne

that . . shone in Fraunce feaire and beautifully. 1576 LAM-
BARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 223 He brought Plantes . . and
furnished this ground with them beautifully, c 1730 PRIOR
Hen. * Emma 323 Fine by degrees and beautifully less.

1820 SCOTT Abbot xix, A short but beautifully-wrought
sword. 1841 MARRYAT Poacher xxiv, She could read and
write beautifully. 1856 KANE A ret. Expl. I. xxxi. 421 The
atmosphere was beautifully clear.

Bean'tifulness. [f. as prec. 4- -NESS.] The
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quality of being beautiful, beauty, loveliness; concr

in//, things in which this quality is embodied.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 63 Beautefulnesse o

nature. 1625 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. \. 11635) 67 Queen
Eli/abeth . . at Oxford . . being much delighted with the .

beautifulnesse of the Colledges. 1849 ROBERTSON Serttr
Ser. i, xiii. 192 The beautifulness of obedience is perceived
1870 HAWTHORNE Eng. Ncte-bks. (1879,1 II. 15 The house .

is rilled with, .ingenious, .beautifulnesses.

Beautify (bi/7-tifai). v. Forms : 6 beuti-.

beuty-, bewtifie, beaute-, bewti-, bewtyfy
beauti-, beauty-, bewtyfye, 6-7 beautifie, 6-

-yfy, 6- beautify, [f,
BEAUTY sb. + -FY.]

1. trans. To render beauteous or beautiful
;

tc

make fair or lovely ; to adorn, embellish, decorate
1536 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 83 Virginite ioyned with

mekenes . . beautefyeth ajl vertues. 1576 LD. BURCHLEY in

Thynne Animadv. (18751 App. 114 Whome princely garter,
with his azurd hue, clothe bewtyfye. 1604 HIERON \l

r
ks.

I. (1625) 678 To beautifie the house of God. 1697 COLLIER
Ess. Mor.Snhj. i. (1709) 69 Whose mind is. .beautified with
all sorts of useful Knowledge. 1703 MAI'NDRELL Jonrn
Jcrns. (1721) 136 It is . . beautified all round with exquisite
Sculpture. 1860 MAURY P/iys. Geog. Sea x. 488 No coral
islands to beautify its landscapes.
2. rejl. and intr. To grow beautiful.

1593 SHAKS. Liter. 404 Each in her sleep themselves so

beautify. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. in ?8 It must be a
Prospect pleasing to flod himself, to see his Creation for
ever beautifying in his Kyes, and drawing nearer to him.

; catachr. for BEATIFY, q.v.
1626 L. OWEN Spec. Jesuit. (1629) 31 Ignatius . . was after-

wards Beautified by Pope Paul. 1703 MAUNDRELL Jon
Jems. (1721) 64 That beautifying vision of God.

Beautifying, vbt. sb. [f. prec. + -ING i.] The
action or process of making beautiful

; adornment,
embellishment; //. things that beautify.
1532 THYNNK in Animadv. (1875) Introd. 24 The beauti-

fyeing.. of thenglysh tonge. 1665 /'. delta I'alle's Trav. K.
India 78 The buildings . . are rather plain, and almost all

without beautifyings. 1798 SOUTHEY Eng.Ech%. i.Wks. III.

3, I can remember.. The beautifying of this mansion here.

Beau'tifying, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -m;~.]

That beautifies or makes beautiful.

1687 H. MORE Dentils Vis. viii. 88 Amidst the Streams Of
Beautifying Beams. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3856/4 A most
excellent Beautifying Water, called the Pearl Cosmetick.

Beautiless (bi/7-tiles), a. [f.
BEAUTY sb. +

-LESS.] Void of beauty.
r 1600 Lyricsfor Littenists (Collier) 20 (title) Beauty when

beautiless. 1669 BUNYAN Holy Citie 155 A forlorn beautiless

World. ("1835 JAMES De L"Orme xlv. 301 A withered,
formless, beautiless thing.

t Beau'titude, bewtitude. Obs. Apparently
for BEATITUDE, perh. confused with beauty.
a 1400 Chester PI. i. 8 My beames be all bewtitude. 1660

STANLEY Hist. Philos. ^701) 334/1 God is an Immortal
being, rational, perfect, or intellectual in Beautitude.

Beauty ^bi/7'ti,. Forms: 3 bealte, buute,
3-4 beute, 4 beuaute, bewtee, 4-5 bewte, 4-6
beaute, 5 beaultye, bewete, boutte, 5- 6 beaulte,
6 beaulty, beawtye, bewtie, -tye, 6-7 beautie,

7 beuty, 6- beauty. [ME. bealte, bcitte, a. OF.
baltet beantc, biaiite, earlier belief, mod. beaitte,

(cogn. with Pr. bcltat, bcntat, Sp. bcldad, It. belta] :

late L. *bellitatm
%

f. bclhis beautiful : see -TV.]
I. abstractly.

(1756 BURKE Snl>L fy B. in. xii. (1808) 235 Beauty is, for the

greater part, some quality in bodies acting mechanically
upon the human mind by the intervention of the senses.

1784 J. BARRY Led. Art ii. (1848) 103 According to the de-

finitionsgenerallygiven, Beauty consistsofunityand gradual
variety ; or unity, variety, and harmony. .Our rule for judg-
ng of the mode and degree of this combination of variety
and unity seems to be no other than that of its fitness and
conformity to the designation of each species, 1827 HAKE
Guesses (1859) 77 Beauty is perfection unmodified by a pre-

dominating expression.)

1. Such combined perfection of form and charm
of colouring as affords keen pleasure to the sense

of sight : a. in the human face or figure.
r 1275 in Wright Lyric P. xvi. 53 Heois cristal ofclannesse,

Ant baner of bealte. rijij E. E. A Hit. P. A. 764 He ?ef
lie my}t & als bewte. < 1350 Will. Palernc 4074 A wor-

Khipau lady. f>at burtle was of beuaute briefest in erbe.

1485 /-, E. Misc. (Wartoni io Alle owre pryd> owrc jol-

ytte and fayre boutte. 1485 CAXTON C/tgis. Gt. 240 Sam*
>lant to .. Absalon in beaulte ! 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul.
'. iii. 94 Beauties ensigne yet Is Crymson in thy lips. 1651
ioBBES Leviath. in. xxxiv. 212 A Man, or Child of never
o great beauty. 1711 Poi'F, Rape Lock \\. 28 Fair tresses

nan's imperial race insnare, And beauty draws us with a

ingle hair. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. ii. 20 There sat .. All

>eauty compass'd in a female form, The Princess.

b. of other objects;

1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 7857 pare es bryghtnes and bewte
Df alle thing bat men salle bare se. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr.
S'twA' iv. xxviii. (1483! 74 The wonderful beaute of creatures.

1532 LD. BF.RNF.RS Hiton (1883) 412 The rychesse and

>eaulty of that chaumbre can notbedyscryuyd. 1752 JOHN-
ON Ramhl. No. 192 p 5 Describing the beauty of his

irother's scat. 1818 KEATR Endym. i. i A thing of beauty
; a joy for ever ; I ts loveliness increases ; it will never Pass
nto nothingness.
2. That quality or combination of qualities which
affords keen pleasure to other senses {e.g. that of

icaring), or which charms the intellectual or moral

"acuities, through inherent grace, or fitness to a

lesired end ; cf. BEAUTIFUL a. 3.

BEAUTYSHIP.
4:1300 Cursor AL 14115 Of all thing scho [Mary] tok til!

ane, widvten quam es buute \i'.r. beute] nane. c 1449 PE-
COCK Repr. 255 To speke and write the wordis in sum gaynes
and bewte. 1599 THYNNK Animadv. (1875) 56 The dialecte
of oure tonge, whiche withe beawtye vsethe suche transmu-
tacione. 1677 GAI.K Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 17 Beautie is de-
fined by Plato the Fulgor, i.e. Lustre of Good. 1860 EMER-
SON Cond. Life viii. 168 We ascribe beauty to that which is

simple ; which has no superfluous parts ; which exactly an-
swers its end. 1876 HAMERTON Intell. Life n. ii. 62 The
beauty and solidity of the moral constitution. 1876 GREEN
Short Hist, viii. 10(18821584 The large but ordered beauty
of form which he [Milton j had drunk in from the literature
of Greece and Rome.

f 3. The prevailing fashion or standard of the
beautiful. Obs.
a 1667 JF.R. TAYLOR (in Webster) She stained her hair yel-

low, which was then the beauty.
4. The abstract quality (esp. in sense i a) per-

sonified.

1667 MILTON P.L. vn. 533 The charm of Beauties power-
ful glance. 1730 THOMSON Anhtnm 209 Thoughtless of

beauty, she was beauty's self, a 1842 TKNNYSON Card. Dan.
57 Such a lord is Love, And Beauty such a mistress of the
world.

II. concretely.
5. A beautiful person or thing ; esp. a beautiful

woman. (Often used ironically).
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 273/2, 1 haue lotied the ouer late,

thou beaulte. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. m. ii. 99 The beauti-
ous scarfe Vailing an Indian beautie. 1711 ADDISON Spect.
No. 37 ? 4 Leonora was formerly a celebrated Beauty, and
is still a very luvely Woman. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty
i. 14 When a vessel sails well, the sailors always call her a
beauty. 1826 DISRAELI I'iv. Grey v. vi. (18681 173 He was
to be introduced to some of the most fashionable beauties.

1832 CARLETON Traits Irish Peasant 380 Faith, you're a
beauty, Klisha.

b. collectivelyi
The beautiful women, etc.

1611 liiELF, 2 Sam. i. 19 The beauty of Israel is slaine vpon
thy high places. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. /'///, i. iii. 55 There
will be The Beauty of this Kingdome. 1816 BYRON Ch. Har.
in. xx\ t Belgium's capital had gather'd then Her Beauty
and her Chivalry.

6. A beautiful feature or trait
;
an embellish-

ment, ornament, grace, charm.
1563 SHUTF, Archit. Diija, The which is a beautie vnto

the whole Coronix. 1611 BIBLE /'*-. ex. 3 In the beauties of
holinesse. 1711 Poi'i-; Rape Lock iv. 170 These, in two sable

ringlets taught to break, Once gave new beauties to the

snowy neck. 1712 ADDISON Spec. 291 P7 To discover the
concealed Beauties of a Writer. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng.
1 1. 630 The one beauty of the resolution is its inconsistency.
1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. 1. 1 Guided by a friend who knew
the country, I became acquainted with its chief beauties.

7. Colloq. phrases, as *\ It wasgreat /vaw/y(obs.):
it was a fine sight. Thafs the beauty of it : i.e.

the feature or phase that affords special pleasure
and satisfaction.

1523 LD. BKRNERS Frot'ss. I. xli. 57 It was a great beauty
to beholde the baners and standerdes wauyng. Ibid* cxliv.

172 Hit was great beautie to beholde their puyssant array.
1754 RICHARDSON Grandison III. xviii. 159 That's the

beauty of it
;
to offend and make up at pleasure.

8. Beauty of wildness : see quot.
1611 GWILLIM Heraldry in. xw. (1660) 174 Foresters and

Hunters do call this yearly mewing of their heads, the

beauty of their wildnesst; not the Mewing of their Horns.
III. Comb. a. poetical adjs., as beauty-beaming,

-blooming, -bhtshingt -breathing^ -bright', -clad,

waning, b. Also beauty-bloom, beautiful tint

or colour ; beauty-manner, the bearing of a

'beauty'; fbeauty-mock, an imitation of beauty ;

beauty-proof a
, proof against the influence of

beauty ; beauty-sleep, the sleep secured before

midnight ; beauty-wash, a liquid employed to

^reserve or heighten beauty, a cosmetic.

a. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, in. vii. 185 A Beautie-waining
and distressed Widow. 1595 CHAPMAN Bang. Sence (1639) 23
This Beauty-clad naked lady. 1597 DKAYTON Mortimer.
13 This beauty-blushing orient of his rise. 1727 THOMSON
Summer, All the varied hues Their beauty-beaming parent
can disclose. 1813 BYRON Gcnevra io When from his

>eauty-breathing pencil born . . The Magdalen of Guido saw
he morn.
b- 1853 KiNGSLEY Hypatia xxv. 318 Young Apollo, with

he
*

beauty-bloom upon his chin ! 1598 SYLVKSTKR DM
Bartas n. iv. w. Argt. (1641) 227 Achabs Stock, With his

Droud Queen (a painted *Beauty-mocki. 1753 RICHARDSON
rrandison (1781! III. xiv. 105, I am **

Beauty.proof. 1857
CINGSLEY Tivo Y. Ago 1 1. xv. 148 A medical man, who may
>e called up at any moment, must make sure of his

*

beauty-

leep.' 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 34 F 2 The only true Cos-
metick or *Beauty-Wash in the World.

Beau'ty, v. arch. ;
also 4-5 bewtye, bewte, 6

>eautye. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To render beauti-

ul ; to beautify, adorn, deck.
.

_ . defoyleth not the yerde : but bewtyeth it. 1525 LD.
IERNERS Froiss. II. xiii. 131 The Pecocke sayd, he is gretly

icautyed by reason of my fethers. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in.

51 The Harlots Cheeke beautied with plaist'ring Art.

855 SINGLETON I
7
irgil I. 201 The altars of the gods in

wreathed festoons Are beautied.

Beautydom (bif/'tidamV The estate or rank

f a '

beauty
'

or of beautiful women.
1 88 1 IVorldoft Dec., The system of professional beautydom.

Beaii'tysliip. The personality of a '

beauty.
1

Jsed sportively m address ;
cf. ladyship.

1839 BAII.KV Festus 56/2 If your beautyship would con-

escend To teach us what true melody might be.



BEAUTY-SPOT.

Beauty-spot, [f. as prec. + SPOT.]
1. A spot or patch placed upon the face by ladies

in the method of adornment formerly fashionable :

originally intended to heighten by contrast the
charm of some neighbouring feature

; Jig. a. foil.

1657 REEVE God's Plea 123 The setting of every hair, .the

placing of every beauty-spot. 1705 HICKERINGILL Pricst-cr.
I. (1721145 Their Black Patches, which in former Times
have been taken for Beauty-Spots, a 1711 GREW (J.) The
filthiness of swine makes them the beauty-spot of the animal
creation. 1864 H. SPENCER Uliist. Univ. Progr. oo From
painted faces to beauty-spots.
2. gen. A feature or place of special beauty.
1682 BUNYAN Holy War no If righteousness be such a,

beauty-spot in thine eyes. 1879 CHR. ROSSKTTI Seek
,5-

/iWgi Hill-streams and waterfalls rank among the beauty,
spots of this beautiful world.

Beauxite (bdu-zsit). Min. Also bauxite,
[f.

(1847) canx or Bavx, near Aries in France, where
found + -TTE.] A hydrous oxide of alumina and
iron, used in the manufacture of aluminium.
1868 DANA Min. 175 The purest beauxite . . is called alu-

minum ore. 1873 in t'roc. .-liner. Phil. So,'. XIII. 373 The
presence of grains of corundum in the beauxite.

Beaver 1
(bfvai). Forms: i beofor, befor,

(byfor, befer), 2-7 beuer, 4-8 bever, 5 bevere,
-JT, 6 beauer, 7 beavor, 6- beaver. [One of
the animal names common to the Aryan family :

OE. beofor, earlier befor (
=

l>evor), identical with
LG. and Du. bever, OHG. bibar, mod.G. biber :

OTeut. *bebru-z; cogn. w. Lith. bebni-s. Boh. Mr,
OSlav. beiini-, L. fiber,

' beaver
'

; also with Skr.
babhnis '

brown,' and as sb. 'great ichneumon
'

:

OAryan *bhebhru-s, reduplicated deriv. of thru-

brown, with sense of ' brown '

or '

red-brown,' and
'brown water-animal.']
1. An amphibious rodent, distinguished by its

broad, oval, horizontally-flattened, scaly tail, pal-
mated hind feet, coat of soft fur, and hard incisor

teeth with %vhich it cuts down trees
;
remarkable

for its skill in constructing huts of mud and wood
for its habitation, and dams for preserving its

supply of water.
c 1000 ^LLFRIC Grunt. fZup.) 27 1- iber, befor, beofor. ,1200

Moral Ode 362 in Lamb. Hmn. 181 Ne seal her beo foil ne
grei . . ne beuer ne sabeline. 1387 TBEVISA Hidden Rolls
Ser. VI. 205 Beverlay . .the place or lake of bevere. c 1460
J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture in linages Bk. (18681 153 To peson
or frumenty take be tayle of be bevere. 1591 SPENSER AI.
Hubberd 1124 Monstrous beasts . . Bred of two kindes, as
Griffons, Minotaures . . Beavers, and Centaures. a 1667
COWLEY Love's Riddle \. i. His lips . . Softer than Bevers
Skins. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. I. i. vi. 49 One beaver
should exchange for or be worth two deer. 1855 LONGF.
Hinitt. in. 153 How the beavers built their lodges.
2. The fur of the beaver.
c *394 P- PI- C'redeige,A cote hab he furred, Wibfoyns . . ober

fyn beuer. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, xiii, Any maner of
furre, other then, .otter and beuer. 1613 WITHER Epithal.
in Juvenilia (1633(363 A hat of Bever. 1739 GRAY in Mason
Life (ed. 2) 62 With muffs, hoods, and masks of bever. 1837
MARRYAT Dog-Fiend x, He pulled off some beaver from
his hat to staunch the blood.

fig. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iii. (1641) 30/1 Green
Carpets, thrumd with mossie Bever, Fringing the round
Skirts of his winding River.

b. attrib., esp. in beaver hat, bonnet : see next.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pro/. 272 On his hed a Flaundrish bever

hat. 1583 STI-BBES Anat. Aha. (1877) Donate, Bever hattes,
of xx., xxx., or xl. shillinges price. 1740 SWIFT Will Wks.
1745 VIII. 383 The second best beaver hat I shall die

possessed of. 1844 DICKENS Mar. Chnz. v. Farmers' wives
in beaver bonnets and red cloaks.

3. A hat made of beaver's fur, or some imitation
of it ; formerly worn by both sexes, but chiefly by
men.
1518 ROY Sal., To exalte the thre folde crowne Of ami-

christ hys bever. 1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul i. ii. xxxviii,A Vongster gent With bever cock't. 1661 PEPYS Diary
57 June, Mr. Holden sent me a bever, which cost me 4^ 5.1.

1766 [ANSTF.Y] Bath Guide xi. 97 To preside at her Balls in
a Cream-colour'd Beaver. 1810 CRABBE Borough iv. Wks.
1834 III. 80 The simple Friend, .in drab and beaver. 1885
Cornh. Mag. June 649 His crumpled beaver there might
be some difficulty in lighting on a beaver nowaday except
in a museum.

a. In beaver (Univ. slang
1

). In a tall hat (and
the costume which accompanies it) instead of cap
and gown ; in non-academical costume.
1840 Nem Monthly Mag. LIX. 271 He . . went out of col-

lege in what the menibers of the United Service call mufti,
but members of the University beaver, which means, not in
his academics his cap and gown.
4. A felted cloth, used for overcoats, etc.

1756 Genii. Mag. XXVI. 618 Their carpets and bevers . .

retain the electrical virtue, and prevent its spreading to the
floor. 1810 J. T. in Risdon's Surv. Devon Introd. 25 Coat-

ings, beavers, .found a market.

6. A particular kind of glove.
1816 Miss Al'STEN Emma (1870! II. vi. 169 Well tied par-

cels of ' Men's Beavers and ' York Tan.' [1836 DICKENS
Sk. .#0311850) 131/2 In a black coat .. gaiters, and brown
beaver gloves.]

6. Comb., chiefly attrib, as beaver-dam, -fur,

-intellect, -kind, -fond, -skin, -wool ( fur) ; bfaver-

like adj. Also beaver-rat, the musquash or MUSK-
BAT ; beaver-stones, the two small sacs in the
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groin of the beaver, from which the substance
' castor

'

is obtained.

*7*3 Loud. Gaz. No. 6383/4 Ann Messenger, . . "Beaver.
Cutter. 1676 T. GLOVER in Phil. Trans. XI. 626 The Bevers
. . gnaw down trees, wherewith they make . . *Bever-damms.
l8SS Woon Anim. Life 421 The "beaver-fur will work its

way completely through the felt. 1850 CARLYLE Latter-d.
Pamph. iv. 2 The intellect of the Nineteenth Century . . is
Itself a mechanical or "beaver-intellect. 1735 SOMERVILLE
Chase iv. 379 This subtle Spoiler of the " Beaver kind. 1873HELPS Anim. $ Mast. iii. 59 Words of w isdom, of

'

beaver-
like sagacity. 1884 CasselTs F'am. Mag. Apr. 272/2 The

'

beaver-rat' is another singular animal. 1761 Brit. Mag.
7 Jan. II. 52 This day 10,000 'beaver skins . . were entered
from Quebec. 1697 DKYIIKN Virgil (1806) I. 207 Pontus
sends her "beaver-stones from far. 1780 COXE Kuss. Disc.
114 One side set close with 'beaver-wool like velvet.

Beaver- (b/'vai). Obs. exc. ///;/. Forms : ?
baviere, 6 bauour, -or, 6-7 beuer, 7 bauier,
beauer, beavoir, 8-9 bever, 9 beavor, 6- beaver.
[ME. baviere, a. OF. bavicre, orig. a child's bib,
f. bai'e saliva

; cf. It. bavicra, Sp. babera.]
1.

' The lower portion of the face-guard of a
helmet, when worn with a visor

; but occasionally
serving the purposes of both.'

'

In 14th c. applied to the moveable face-guard of the
basinet, otherwise called viz/ere, ventuile, or avcntaile. In
the early part of i=;th c. the beaver appears formed of over-
lapping plates, which can be raised or depressed to any de-
gree desired by the wearer. In the i6th c. it again became
confounded with the visor, and could be pushed up entirely
over the top of ihe helmet, and drawn down at pleasure.'
(Planche.)

1481-90 HOWARD Ilmisch. Blis. 274 A peir brigandines . .

..ij. bavieres fandj iij. peire ganteleU. 1557 A'. Arthur
(Copland' vi. ix, Syr Launcelot .. gate hym by the bauour
of hys helmet. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso n. xlviii, The Virgin
gan her Beavoir vale. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. I. ii. 230 Then
saw you not his face? O yes, my Lord, he wore his Beaver

yp. 1765 H. WALPOI.E Otranto iii. (1798) 51 Two knights
in complete armour, their beavers down. 1820 SCOTT Ivan,
hoe viii, The conqueror called for a bowl of wine, and open-
ing the beaver, or lower part of his helmet . . quaffed it. 1876
PLANCHI': Cycl. Costume I. 39 One of the earliest examples
of a movable beaver is seen in the effigy of Thomas, Duke
of Clarence, slain 1421.

\>.fig.
1838 Sot-THEY Doctor Wks. V. 148, 1 will maintain, .as pub-

licly (onlythat my bever must be closed'. 1845 R. HAMILTON
Pop. Editc. iii. 49 Why should the Author suppress this
anecdote now that his beaver is up ?

2. Comb., as beaver-sight, eye-hole of a helmet.
a 1843 SOUTHEY G. Hermig'.iez i. Wks. iS^n VI. 163

Through the bever-sight his eye Glared fierce and red.

Beaver^, variant of BEVER.
Beavered (brvsjd), ///..; also 7 bevered.

[f. BEAVER + -ED-.]
a. Of a helmet : Furnished with a beaver, b.

Covered with or wearing a beaver (hat).

^1610 G\\ ILLIM Heraldry iv. xiv. 342 The Helmets . . some-
times close Bevered. 1742 POPE Dime. iv. 141 His beaver'd
brow a birchen garland wears. 1797 WOLCOTT ;?. Pindar)
Out at /,rti/Wks. 1812 III. 499 To grace the beaver'd brows
of Christian Kings.

Beaverish. (brvarij), a.
[f. BEAVER! + -ISH!.]

Like a beaver in nature or habit
; merely instinctive.

1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Pamph. iv. 3 All intellect . . will
tend to become beaverish. 1858 Fredk. Gt. I. IV. viii. 473
Irrational man-mountains, of the beaverish or beaverish-

vulpine sort.

Bea-verism. The condition of a beaver
;

a
beaverish quality or trait.

1850 CARLYLE Lalter-d. Pamph. v. 17 He will contract
himself into beaverism. Ibid. 37 Beaverisms, astucities,
and sensualisms.

Bea'verkin. A little beaver (hat).
1867 CARLYLE Remiii. (1881! II. 98 Dainty little cap, per-

haps little beaverkin.

Beaverteen (bfvaitrn). [f. BEAVER!; after

velvet-ceil] A cotton twilled cloth, in which the

warp is drawn up into loops, forming a pile, which
is left tmcut, whereas in velvet it is cat.

1827 ////// Advert. 7 Dec. 2/2 Fustians, Beaverteens,
Moleskins, and Velveteens. 1872 Echo 27 Sept., Velveteens

striped with bcaverteen . . make a very lady-like petticoat.

Beavery .brvari). [f. BEAVER ! + BY; cf.

grocery] A place in which beavers live or are kept.
1877 Daily News 26 Dec. 7/3 Lord Bute's beavers have

bred in their beavery. 1882 F. BUCKLAND Xotesty Jottings
281 By the curator of the beavery.

Beaw, Beawper, etc. : see BE.U', BEAUPER, etc.

Bea-wailing, -waymenting : see BAA sb.

t Beayell. Obs. rare. [Early form of BE-

SAIEL, q. v. ; cf. bcantlcr, bisantlcr, bayaiitler.]
A grandfather's father, a great grandfather.
c 1400 Dcstr. Tray 13474 His beayell aboue on be burne

syde, On his modur halfe,

Beazar, -er, -il, obs. ff. BEZOAR, BEZEL.

Beazler, obs. f. BEUZLER, Obs., drunkard, sot.

Beb, obs. or Sc. form of BIB v.

Beback, bebait, bebang, etc. : see BE- pref.
t Bebally, a. Her. Obs. rare. [Etymol. un-

known.] Said of a shield :
= Party per pale, i.e.

divided into two parts by a vertical line.

1486 Bk. St. A ll-ans, Her. B iij b, Bebally is calde in armys
whan a cotearmure is calde endentyde of ij dyuerse colowris
in the length. 1586 FERNE Rlaz. Centric 205 Blazons called

Bebally, I.enlally. and Fessely. Ifa'it. 208 Bebally indented.

BEBLOT.
1 tBebar (b/ba-j), v. Obs.; in 3 bibarre, 6-7 be-
barre. [f. BE- I + BAR

i>.] trans. To bar about
;

to debar.
a 1230 Ancr. R. 170 Uor 3e beoS mid lesu Criste bitund

ase me scpulcre & bibarred. 1581 T. HOWELL Denises (1879)
230 Though eyes bebarred be, From that fayre si^ht. 1649
Up. HALL Cases Consc. 236 Neither doth the want, .bebarre

any man from . . fruition of these earthly inheritances.

Bebark, bebass, bebaste, bebat, bebatter,
etc. : see BE- pref.

Bebathe (Wb*l"S), w.
j

j-6. fOE. bcbaSian, i.

BE- 2 + baSiaii to BATHE.] trans. To bathe com-
pletely ; suffuse.
a 1000 Pliirni.r (Grein) 107 Se aSela fujel hine bibaSab in

8am human, c 1575 GASCOIGNE Fruites Warre (1831) 210
Thine owne head bebathed with enmies teares.

Bebauch, v. Obs. = DEBAUCH. (Cf. bcbar.}

1607 R. C. World of Wonders 258.

t Bebay, v. Obs. ran. [f. BE- + BAY sl>. 2 or
'!.]

/rans. To bay about, embay, hem in, surround.
1306 GrvLi-oRDE Pilgr. 1 1851 62 We were so bebayed that

we had no remedy but to trust to our ancre holde. 1583
STANYIH-RST ^Kueis in. (Arb.) 76 Uoyded of al coast sight,
with wild

Clouds roundly bebayed.
Bebe (bchc). [F. bAt, ad. Eng. BABY; used

attrib. in technical senses.] (See quot.)
1883 MRS. LEACH Dream. Pocket Diet., Belv todicr, a

round-waisted bodice with sash. 1884 West. Daily Press
ii Apr. 7/6 Loops of narrow be"bc- ribbon.

I- Bebeast (>1v-st\ ->. Oh. [f. BE- 6 + BEAST.]
1. trans. To make a beast of.. .

1640 Bi>. REYNOLDS /VuttOT/sx!. 527 |He)hath..be-beasted
himselfe by setting his Desires onely on Transitory and
Perishable goods. 1713 BEvERincF. I'riv. Th. (1730.1 127
To. .be-beast themselves by drinking to Excess.
2. To treat as a beast

; to call
'

beast.'

1659 KADI-S Christ's l:.ralt. 16 They will . . bebeast thorn-

selves, for their carlesness. ll'isi/. Jnslif. 72 They will
condemn themselves, and befoole and bebeast themselves.

Bebed, bebelted. etc. : see BE- fir/'.

II Bebeeru, bibiru (b/'bi-Tw).

'

Also bee-
beeru, bibiri. [native name in Guiana.] The
Greenlieart Tree of Guiana (Ncctandi-a Rodiiei or

leucanl/ia). Bebee-ria, Bebeerine (li; bio-rain),
also beber- bibir-, an alkaloid resembling quinine,
yielded by the bark and seeds of this tree.

1851 .-);/ Jrnl. Jllnslr. Cafa/., .SV/. ExIM. IV. xV/i
Quinine, beberine, morphine. 1875 WOOD Therap 56

j

Hebeeria. .as a substitute for quinia in malarial diseases."

Bebite, beblain, beblear, etc. : see BE- />-/.
t Bebla-st, v. Obs. also pa. pple. [f.

BE- 2

+ BLAST z.] trans. To blast completely, wither up.
1558 PIIALR Aiiifidu. Eivb, Me the father of Gods ..

Beblasted with his lightning wynd. c 1575 GASCOIGNE
/'mites II 'arrc 1 1831 21 1 Are both thine eye, beblast ? 1593
HUNNIS Joseph 17 Hublasted with the Easterne wind.

Beblee'd, >. Obs. or arch. [f. BE- + BLEED .]
To cover, or stain with blood, make bloody.
a 1230 Ancr. R. 118 Bledinde mon [-.>-. a mon bibled] is

grislich. f 1380 Sir I-'crumb. 1380 Schc caste hure e;e on
Olyuer: & saw him al be-bled. 1485 CAXTOX Cftas. Gt. 77
The place was alle byblcd of the blood. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso
XIX. ciii. 357 Where lay a warriour murdred new, That all
bebled the ground. 1866 K.INGSI.EY Hcrevj. xlii, He is all

u-ounded and be-bled.

Bebless (b/'ble-s), v.
[f.

BE- 2 + BLESS.] trans.
To bless amply or profusely. Hence Beblest///. a.

1598 SYLVESTER Job. Triumph., Dn Bartas (16081 933 If
his Loynes beblest not me from harm. 1610 Br. HALL
Apol. Brcnvnists 141 note. The vilest miscreants . . are be-
blest by her. 1799 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. VII. 139 A
becross'd, beblest, Besprinkled bag of holy sackcloth.

t Bebli'nd, ?. Obs.
[f.

BE- 2+ BLIND.] trans.
To make completely blind. Also as/iz. pplc.

J57S GASCOIGNE Flowers Wks. (1587' 105 Courage quailes
where love beblinds the sense. 1580 NORTH Plutarch,
Rtwniliis, In fervent flames of beastly love beblynde.
Beblister (bfbli-sta.r, -:

[f.
BE- i + BLISTER.]

trans. To blister badly, cover with blisters.

'57.5 TURBERV. I'enerie 33 Running through the hard ..

stonie grounde they .. beblister their feete. 1611 COTGR.,
I'essie. .beblistered, or full of blisters. 1802 SofTHEY Lett.
11856* I. 201 How Bella's knee is be-blistered.

Beblockhead, bebloom, bebloteh, see BE-.

^
Beblood ;b/"bh-d), v. [f.BE- 5 + BLOOD.] trans.
To smear or stain with blood

;
= BEULEED.

1580 NORTH Plittarch (16761 26 Whose foreheads they
touch with the knife beblouded with the bloud of the Goats.
1623 LISLE .-Klfric on O. q- .V. T. 8 There lay in a dish a
joynt of a finger all beblouded. 1859 SINGLETON Virgil II.

398 And. dying, .behloods the shattered darts.

t Bebloo'dy, v. Obs. Forms : 3 biblod(e)ge,
4 biblodke, 7 bebloudy. [f.

BE- 2 + BLOODY v.

: OE. blodtnan, blodgian, f. blodi^ bloody ; but
the earlier forms point to an OE. *bUdcian on

type of ON. vbs in -/.] trans. To make bloody.
c 1210 Leg. Kath. 203 Of bat balefule blod al biblodked.

c 1220 St. Marher. 3 VVi5 \c Iu3ere . . bat beoo al blodi

biblodeget mid sunne. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 727
Antonius. .did shew them his Gown alt bebloodied. 1647
W. BROWNE Polexaiider n. 336 T'o bebloudy the Chronicle
of their owne times.

tBeblot (b/blp-t), v. Obs. ; also 4 biblotte, 6

(pa.pple.) beblot. [f. BE- i + BLOT.] trans. To
blot all over ; alsoy?f.
1-1374 CHAUCER Troy/as 11. 982 Biblotte it with thy teris.

575 GASCOIGNE Fltwtrt Wks. ( IS8 7 ) 114 A roll of Sable,
94



BEBLUBBEKED. 746 BECHIC.

black and foule beblot. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 72

Any wrong, Which might beblot the glory of my name.

Beblubbered ^Wbhrbaod), ///. a.\ also 6

bebloubered, beblubred. [f.
BE- + BLUBBKB .]

Disfigured by blubbering ; befouled with tears ;

also (0&.) with blood.

1583 STANYHUKST sEtteis i. (Arb.) 25 With tears Venus
heauye beblubberd Prest foorth in presence. 1596 COLSE
Penelope 1 1 880) 182 Beblubred all with bloud, Antinous Huh
under bord. 1661 USSHER Power Privres n. (1683! 198
Covered with dust, and beblubbered with tears. 1873 Miss
BROUGHTON Nancy II. 33 What does it matter what colour

my eyelids are?, .or how be-blubbered my cheeks?

t Beblu'r, v. Obs. ; 6-7. [f. BE- i + BLUR z>.]

trans. To blur all over.

1598 FLORIO, Pattacchiare, to besmeare . . to beblurre.

a 1644 QUARLES Hymn to Godt Div. Poems(1^l^) 56 Be-blur

thy Hook with tears.

Bebod, variant form of BIBOD, command.

Bebog,bebooted, beboss, bebotch, bebother,
beboulder, etc. : see BE- prcf.

Bebove, prep., above : see BJBUVEN.

Bebrave, bebreach, bebrine, bebrother, be-

brush, etc. : see BE- prcf.

j" Bebroy'de, v. Obs. rare. [f.
BE- i + -broydc ;

cf. EiiBHOYJiE.] trans. To embroider about.

1583 STANVHITRST sEnci$\\\. I'ArlOSs Andromachee. .Pre-

sented vestures of gould most ritchlye bebroyded.

tBebump, v. Obs.\ 7-8. [f.
BE- 2 + BUMP.]

trans. To bump thoroughly, to belabour.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais iv. xiii, You have, .bethwack'd,
bekunm'd, and bebump'd the catchpole. 1718 MOTTEUX
QHIJC. 117331 I- 2 6 You bebump'd your Poll against the

Point of a Rock.

t BebU'ry, v. Obs. Forms : i bebyrijan, i

bebyri, 3 biburi-en, -burye, -buri;e. [OK.
f. BE- 2 + byrigan to BURY.] To entomb, bury.
nooo .-KLFRIC Gen. xli.v. 31 J>;LT WEES Isaac bebirxed. ^1175

Cott. Horn. 229 Twe^en ^elcfde men him arwrolice beby-
riddon. 1297 R. GLOUC. 166 Hii let hym beburye.

Bebusy, bebuttcr, bebutterfly, see BE- prcf.

Bee, obs. form of BEAK.

Becalica, -fico, variants of BECCAFICO.

Becall '^b/k^-l), v .\ also 3-5 bi-, by-, -cal,

-kalle. [f. I!E- 4, 2 f CALL v. There was app. no
connexion between the early and modern uses.]

f 1. trans. To accuse of, Obs.
c 1250 <le>i. iV A'.r. 2314 Pis sonde hem ouertakeo' ra5e, And

bi-called of harme and scaSe. 1:1440 Morte Arih. 1019 48

Syr Mudor londe^te spake The queue of treson to by-calle.

t 2. To call upon, call forth, challenge. Obs.

^1325 K, E. Allit, P. A.gi2 Neuer-be-lese cler I you by-
calle If 56 con se hyt to be done, c 1420 Antnrs ofArtk.

xxxii, Here I the be-callc, For to fynde me a freke to fe^te
on my fille. la. 1500 Eger <y Grlnc G<j] He becalled any
cristen Knight, or any 5 that with him wold fight.

J*
3. To call, summon. Obs.

c 1325 /;. A'. Allit. P. A, 1162 When I schulde start in be
strem astraye, Out of bat caste I watz by-calt.

4. To call names, miscall.

1683 Case Consc. Symbolizing iv. Ch. Rome 12 The Devil
. .is conjured as before, and most wofully becalled. 1825
COBIJKIT Rnr. Rides 4-7.7 Not to becall the King uf Spain
is looked upon as a proof of want of liberality.'

Becalm (Wkzrm), v.
[f.

BE- 2 -f CALM v.]

1. trans. To make calm or still; to calm, quiet ;

fij. to assuage, mitigate, soothe, tranquilli/c.

1613 Hi 1
. HALL Holy Panegyr. 77 He. .hath becalmed the

world, and shut the iron gates of warre. a 1649 DKUMM. or
HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711138 Thou becalm'st Mind's ease-

less anguish. 1718 POPE Odyss. iv. 515 What power be-

calms the innavigable seas? 1873 W. MAYO AVrvr Again
xxxii. 417 Thy medic touch becalms my throbbing brow.

2. Naut. To shelter from, or deprive (a ship)

of, wind
; usually in pass. To be becalmed : to lie

motionless for want of wind.

1595 MAVNARDE Drakes Voy. (1849) 8 Being becalmed
under the lee of the land. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's
Gram. xiii. 62 To mart tall, .those squadrons, .a good berth

or distance from each other, that they becalme not one
another. 1704 in Lond. Gaz, No. 4033/1 The Charles Gaily
.. being becalmed, was attacked. 1855 MACAULAY Hist,

Eng. IV. i The fleet was becalmed off the Godwin Sands.

b.jig-.
i559J//Vn Mag. 196 iR.) I and mine becalm'd from hatred's

blast. 1672 DRYDEN Cong. Granada \. v. i. 88 'Twas Life

becalm'd, without a gentle Breath.

Becalmed (. Wka-md), ///. a. [f.
BECALM v. +

ED.] a. Calmed, quieted, stilled, b. Motionless

for want of wind.
a 1667 COWLEY Solit. Wks. 1710 II. 693 They're like a be-

calmecf Ship. 171674 CLARENDON Hist, Rch. III. xv. 491
The silence .. of a becalm'd Conscience. rtiToo DKYDEN
(J.> The moon shone clear on the becalmed flood.

Beca'lmillg", vbl. sl>.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 1
.] The

act of calming, assuaging, tranquillizing.
1625 DONNE Scrttt. 26 For the becalming of tempestuous

humours.

Becalming, ///. ft. [f.
as prec. + -ING a

.]

Calming, tranquillizing, soothing.
1827 MOORE Epicur. xi. (1839) 101 The becalming influ-

ence of the hour.

Becap, becarpet, becassocked, etc. : see HE-.

Becarve (b^kauv), v. [OK. beceorfan t
f. HK- 3

+ ceorfan to CARVE.]
fl. trans. To cut off. Obs. (Cf. behead.)

a 1000 Beowulf^3185 And hine J>a heafde becearf. a 1230
Ancr. R. 362 Lo5lease meidenes be . . hefdes bikoruen.

"t*
2. To cut up, open up (land). Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Isa. xxviii. 24 Whether he that erith . . schal

be kerue [1382 forth cutten] and purge his londe?

3. To cut in pieces, carve.

1863 ALCOCK Capit. Tycoon 1.272 The chance of being be-

carved by two-sworded samourai in pursuit of their game.
t Beca'st, v. Obs. [f. BE- 44 CAST v.]
1. trans. To cover or surround, by casting some-

thing about.
c 1300 St, Brandan 92 Hi leten hem di^te a gret schip,

and above hit al bi-caste With bole huden. c 1500 Kgyncoitrte
272 in E. P. P. i Ha/1.) II. 104 The frenchemen our kynge
about becaste With batayles stronge on euery side.

2. ///-. To cast about, plan, plot.
1563 Myrr. Afag.> Rich. ///, xiv, Becast them to kyl by

smothering in theyr bed.

t Beca'tcll, v. Obs. Also bi-, by- ;
for forms

see CATCH, [f.
BE- 2 + CATCH z-.j

1. trans. To lay hold of, seize upon.
c 1200 Tri'n. Coll. Hon:. 35 pe wilde deor \te bis oref \vane5,

and wile bicachen it. .and wile mid strengSe binimen.

2. To take by craft ; to beguile, cheat, deceive.
c izoo ORMIN 11628 >iff J>e Laferrd haffde \>',r batt vise

makedd lafess . . ba waere he bxr biksechedd. 1340 Ayenb.
125 Prudence lokeb ^ane scele, bet hi ne bi beca^t. ^1460
//or,- IVif taught Daughter 174 in HaA K. P. P. 192 What
man that the wedde schalle, than is he nought bycaught.

Because lb/"k'z, -kg'z), adv. and cotij. Forms :

4-7 bi-, bycause, 4-6 by cause, 1^6 be cause
1

),

4- because ;
dial, 'cause. [f.Bv/Vv/. + CAUSE sb.

Grig, a phrase, consisting of prep, and subst.
;
after

\\hich the cause or purpose \vas expressed by a

subst. governed by of, a dative infinitive, or a

subord. clause introduced by that or why. See
also cause why, s. v. CATSE. Such subord. clauses

fell into two classes, one expressing cause or

reason, the other purpose. In the former that

was at length omitted, leaving because only. The
same was often clone from 1 5th to i ;th c. with the

latter class, but modern usage here drops because

and uses //v/ alone. There was an equivalenty^/'
cause (see CAUSE sb.} ; hence, perhaps the former

use of for because, in nearly all the constructions.]
A. adv.

1. Followed by that or why : For the reason that.

(Formerly yfc/* was sometimes prefixed.) arch.
c 1305 Deo Gratins 37 in K. I'.. P. 1 18621 125 pou hast herd

al my detiyse, IJi cause wfii, hit is clerkes wise, c 1386
CHAUCKK I-'rankL T. 233 By cause that he was hire Neighe-
bour. f 1400 MAUNDKV. xv. 162 For because that Saturne
is of so late steryn.^'- f 1486 Rk. St. Alhans D iij b, Theis
be not enlured . . by cause that thay be so ponderowsc.
1541 COPLAND Galycn's Tcrap. 2liivb, For bycause that

the sayde indication is nat taken of the same cause, it is

euydent, etc. 1611 BIBI.I-: John vit. 39 The Holy Ghost was
not yet giuen; because that lesus was not yet glorified.
1821 BYRON //ea-'.tf Earth in. 442, I abhor death, because
that thou must die.

2. Followed by of and subst. : a. liy reason of,

on account of. (For formerly sometimes prefixed.)
1356 WYCLIF Last Age Ch. 118401 31 pe synnes bi cause of

whichu suche persecucioun schal be in Goddis Chirche.

1393 GOWER Con/. II. i6<) His wife, because of this, God-
desse of corn cleped is. a 1400 Cm'. Mj/st. 31 My husbond
is lost because of me. 1578 TIMME Calvin on Gen. 173
Man oujrht to have excelled all other Creatures, for be-

cause of the mind wherewith he was indued. 1717 LADY
M. W. MONTAT.U Lett, xxxvi. I. 135 It is a particular art to

load them [camels], because of the bunch on their backs.

1816 J. WILSON City of Plague \. i. 331, I cling to thee with

a more desperate love Because of thy ingratitude.

f b. For the sake of, for the purpose of. Obs.

1480 CAXTON Trwisn's Descr. Brit. 15 Elidurus was

logged atte cite Alcluid by cause of solace and hunting.

1523 Lo. BERNERS Fmiss. I. cxxv. 150 The kynge made
none assaut, bycause of the sparynge of his people,

to. For the sake (?/~not ; for fear of.

1470 85 MALORY Arthur (1817) II. 452 By cause of

brekynge of myn avowe, I pray yow all lede me thyder.

f 3. Followed by to with inf. = In order to. Obs.

1523 Ln. BKRNFRS Froiss. I. ccxxxix. 346 Bycause to gyue
ensample to his subgettes . . he caused the . . erle of Auser to

be putte in prison. 1546 LANGLEY Pol. I 'erg. De Invent. \.

xv. 28 a, Arithmetike was imagyned by the Phenicians, be-

cause to vtler theyr Merchaundy.se.

B. conj. [from A i
.]

1. For the reason that ; inasmuch as, since. (For

formerly sometimes prefixed.)
r 1386 CHAI'CER Frankl. Pro/. 8 By cause I am a bnrel

man . . Haue me excused of my rude speche. 1477 Paston
Lett. 794 III. 186 Putt hym away l>y cau^e he is daungerous.
1509 HAWES Past. Picas. 147 For bicause I was in her

presence, I toke acquaintaunce of her excellence. 1526
TINDALE John xvi. 4 These thinges sayde I not. . be cause

[1534 because] I was present with you. 1578 LYTE Dodoens
loNames .. giuen to this plante, bycause it is very good.
1607 TOPSEU. Serpents 789 They are much deceived . . for

because the Stellion hath a rustic colour. 1616 SIR R.
DUDLEY in Fortesc. Papers 17 Nor am I so vaine. .bycause
I am not worth so much. 1771 Jnnins Lett, xlviii. 253
Their will must be obeyed ; not because it is lawful and

reasonable, but because it is their will. 1857 BUCKLE
Cii'ilis. I. x. 616 We wonder because we are ignorant and
we fear because we are weak.

f2. With the purpose that, to the end that, in

order that, so that, that. Obs. (Common ilia!.}

1485 CAXTON Paris fy P., Told to hys fader, .by cause he
shold . . doo that which he wold requyre hym. 1526 TINDALE
Afatt. xii. 10 They axed him . . because [other versions

'that'] they might acuse hym. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.
in. ii. iv. i. 11651) 525 Anointing the doors and hinges with

oyl, because they should not creak. 1656 H. MORE Antid.
Ath. n. ix. (1712) 67 The reason why Birds are Oviparous is

because there might be more plenty of them.

^ Used substantively.
1736 BAILEY s. v.,

' Because* is a Woman's Reason. 1875
A. SWINBOURNE Pict. Logic 162 Our 'whys' and our '

be-

causes
'

are obliged to stop.

i! Be CCabu'llga. Bot. [med.L, f. Ger. bath-

htingt, f. bach brook + /';/?: OHG. bungo 'bulb,

swelling' (Grimm).] A plant growing on the water's

edge; the BROOKLIME {Veronica beccabunga}.
1706 PHILLIPS, Becnbunga, the Herb Sea-purslain, or

Brooklime. 1778 Phil, Trans. LXVIII. 673 Antiscorbutic

plants, such as cochlearia, . . becca bunga.

j|
Becca-ccia (bekkattfa). [It.] A woodcock.

1855 BROWNI NG Pict. Flor. in Men $ Worn. II. 47 Fine
as the beak of a young beccaccia.

II Beccafico (bdkkftff'ktf). Forms: 7-9becca-
figo, 7 becchafigge, 8-9 beccafica, 8 becci-

figo, 9 becafico, -ca, beccafigue, 7- becca-

fico. [It.; lit.
(

fig- pecker,' f. beccare to peck +

fico fig.] A name given in Italy to small migra-

tory birds of the genus Sylvia, much esteemed as

dainties in the autumn, when they have fattened

on figs and grapes : they are identified with the

British Pettychaps and Blackcaps.
i6zi BURTON in Lamb Cur. J-'ragm. (1823) 574 Beccaficos

which men in Sussex eat. 1708 W. KING Cookery (1807)
8 1 Quails, becafigoes, ortolans, were sent To grace the

levee of a gen'ral's tent. 1732 POPE Hor. Sat. \\, ii. 39
Children sacred held a Martin's nest, Till Becca-ficos sold so

dev'lish dear. 1817 BYRON Bcppo xliii, I also like to dine

on becaficas. 1835 K. JKSSE Gleanings Xat. Hist. Ser. IN.

77 The Beccafico annually visits the fig orchard near that

place [Worthing]. 1861 Miss BEAUFORT Egypt. Sepal. \.

vii. 144 Delicious little beccafigues, of which a hundred

may be shot in one tree.

t Be'CCO. Obs. [a. It. bccco goat.] A cuckold.

1604 MARSTON Malcontent iv. 20 Duke, thou art a becco,
a cornuto. /'. How? !\1. Thou art a cuckold. 1623 MAS-
SINGER Bondman \\. iii, They'll all make Sufficient beccos,
and with their brow-antlers Bear up the cap of maintenance.

Becense, bechained, beehalk, etc.: see BE-.

I] Bechamel (Ivjamel). Cookery. Also 8

bishemel. [Xamed after the inventor, the Marquis
de Bechrunel, steward of Louis XIV.j A kind of

fine white sauce thickened with cream.

1796 MRS. OI.ASSK Cookery \. 44 Have ready a bishemel.

1835 BFCKFORD Recoil. 95 The saute's and bechamels [were]

beyond praise.

Bechance (b/,tfcrns\ v.
[f.

BE- + CHANCE v.]

1. intr. To happen, fall out, chance.

1527 KNIGHT in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. xxviii. 58 It may be-

chance that the king . . may be right well content, a 1555
Riui-F.v II'ks. 376 Ye do know what hath bechanced unto

my brother. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. \. i. 61 All happinesse
bechance to thee in Millaine. 1814 CARY Dante's Inf. iv.

143 My words fall short of what bechanced.

2. (with dative object) To befall (a person).
1530 TINUALE Exp. fy Notes (1849* 329 Let whatsoever

rebuke bechance my brother. 1593 SHAKS. Lticr. cxl,

Let there bechance him pitiful mischances.

t Becha*nce, adv* prop.////"<wv. [f. BY//T/.
+ CHANCE .f/'.] By chance.

1548 GRAFTON Hen. VIII> an. 14 (R.) At the last battayle
. . we bechaunce lost our souereigne lorde. c 157 Scot.

Poems i6//i C. II. 334 Were not bechance he had a man.

Becharm (b/jtjaum), v.
[f.

BE- + CHARM.]
/rafts. To charm, to fascinate ; to hold by a charm
or spell. Hence Becharming///. a.

1340 Ayenb. 60 Hy becharmeb zuo moche J>ane man t>et

he ylefb ham. 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Laws of Candy v. i. (R.)

My reason long Hath been becharm'd. 1638 FORD Fancies
iv. i, The paradise ofmy becharming thoughts. 1883^farmer's

Mag. Dec. 36/1 The forest where Merlin was becharmed.

Bechase, bechatter, becheck, etc. : see BE-.

Beche. [Etymol. uncertain : cf. F. bechc mat-

tock.] (See quot.)
1851 Coal'tr. TenitStNorthunibld.fyDnrh. 8 Bechc (called

by the workmen Bitch\ an instrument, .used m boring, for

the purpose of extricating the bottom portion of a broken

set of bore-rods from a bore-hole.

II Beche-cle-mer (l^fd* mgr). [Fr. ;
lit. 'sea-

spade.'] A marine animal, an echinoderm (Ho/o-
thuria edulis\ called also Trepang, Sea-cucumber,

Sea-slug, eaten as a luxury by the Chinese. Hence
a vb. To bt'chc-dc-mer.

1814 FLINDERS I'oy. Terra Anstr. in Penny Cycl. XII.

270/2 The beche-de-inert or sea-cucumber, which we had first

seen on the reefs of the east coast. 1847 CARPENTER Zool.

1023 Those who go oC\ he-dt'-nter-ing^ as the employment
is commonly termed.

Beche, obs. form of BEECH.

Bechic (be-kik, brkik),a. and si. Med.\ also

7-8 becchick, bechick. [ad, F. bechique, ad.

L. bechicus, a. Gr. fy\iKus, f. fir) cough.]

A. adj. Tending to cure or relieve a cough.
1678 SALMON Phartn. Lond. vi. ii. 813 Bechick [prepara-

tions], such as are good against Coughs, Colds, Asthma's.

B. sb. A cough medicine.
1661 LOVEI.I, Hist. A >iim. .\ Min. 359 The cough's, .cured
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by. .bechicks. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Cowpit. xvn. 595 The

Luiigb smoothed and moistned with Becchicks.

1 Be'dxical, a. Obs.^ prec. adj.

1657 TOMLINSON Returns Disp. 86 Bechical confections.

1771 J. S. Lc Dran's Observ. Surg. (ed. 4) 107 Bechical

Medicines, .to facilitate the Expectoration.

Bechignoned,bechirm,bechirp,etc.: see BE-.

Beck (bek), j.l Forms : 3 becc, 5 6 bek, 6-7

becke, 7 beke, 5- beck. [a. ON. bekk-r (Du.

bxk, Sw. back}, brook, rivulet : OTeut. *bakki-z

masc.; cognate with *l>aki-z, whence OK. %-^masc.,
OS. fykt, MDu. bcke, Du. beck fern., and OHG. bah,

mod.G. &*</; masc., also fern, provincially. Gothic

preserves no form of this word, which is also un-

known beyond Teutonic.]
1. A brook or stream : the ordinary name in those

parts of England from Lincolnshire to Cumberland

whichwere occupied by the Danes and Norwegians;
hence, often used spec, in literature to connote a

brook with stony bed, or rugged couise, such as

are those of the north country.
a 1300 Cursor M. (Gutt.) 8946 Made a brig, Oner a littel

becc \Cott. burn, Trin. ryuere] to lig. c 1440 Promp. Paw.
29 Bek watyr, rendylle, rhinitis^ torrcns. 1481 in Ripon
C/i. Acts 341 Markington beck. 1538 LKLAND /////. I. 70
There cuinniith a very little Bek thorough the Tonn of

Northalverton . . communely callid Sunncbek. 1610 HOL-
LAND Camdcns Brit, \. 722 Wandering beckes {printed
beakcs] and violent swift brookes. 1630 SANDERSON
St.' rut. 11.276 Shallowest becks run with the greatest noise.

1691 RAY A'. Coitntr. IVds. 131 A Beck, a Rivulet or small

Brook. 1795 SOUTHKY Joan ofArc \. 235, I have laid me
down . . and watch'd The beck roll glittering to the noon-
tide sun. 1873 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxvii. 369 Each gorge
and valley has its beck.

2. The valley
- bottom through which a beck

rlows : cf. BACHE.
1641 BEST Farm, Books (1856' 28 Keepe them [sheep] to-

geather in some well fenced place, as the Biicke close.. the

Newe Intacke in the towne becke.

Beck (bek), sb.- Forms: 4-6 bek, 5 beke,

5-7 becke, 6 bekke, 4- beck, [f, BECK t/.
1
]

1. A mute signal or significant gesture, especially
one indicating assent or notifying a command ; e.g.

a nod, a motion of the hand or fore-finger, etc.

138* WVCLIK Job xxvi. ii The pileris of heuene . . quaken
at nis bek. 1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. xvni. xlviii.

(1495)809 Thyse ben acounted tonglesse : and vse signes
and beckes in stede of spekynge. 1486 Bk.St. Atta/isDj.
1502 ARNOLD Citron. (i8nj 161 They w l a bek on tliinge

wyl afierme, and the same streit wyl denye. 1598 VOXG
Duma 162 Giuing a becke with his head to his Shepherdesse
in token of thanks. 1635 QUARLES Embl. i. xiii. (1718) 54
If pleasure beckon with her balmy hand, Her beck's a

strong command. 1728 Dt; FOE Syst, Magick \. vii. 204
With a beck of the head or hand, as we beckon to servants.
1862 TRENCH ftttrac, xxxii. 452 Armies of heaven, .whom a
beck from Him would bring forth.

2. Hence, The slightest indication of will or

command, and transf. absolute order or control ;

esp. in phrases To have at one's beck, to hang upon
the beck of, to be at the Iwk and call of.
a 1470 Tii'TOiT Cxsar iii. (1530) 4 It should be ready at a

beck. 1587 A/vrr. Mag., G. Cordila xxv, I had the Britaynes
at what becke I wpu'd. 1635 PAGITT Cnristianogr. 117
Bound to your Holinesse, and wholly hanging upon your
becke. 1642 ROGEKS Naaman 229 His conversion brought
the whole Towne into order under Gods becke. 1750
JOHNSON Rambl. No. 74 ^7 He. .expects to find the world
rolling at his beck. 1875 H*L&RBM Serin. 65 Christ's love
is not at the beck and call of our fluctuating affections.

3. A gesture expressive of salutation or respect ;

an inclination of the head ; an obeisance, a bow,
a curtsey, a nod. Chiefly Sc.
c 1375 WYCLIF Antccrist 149 Ne wij? beckus, ne wi|> du-

gardes, as ypocritis usen. (-1440 Promp. Par-.'. 29 Bek, or
fowte. conquiniscio. i 1450 HENKYSON Mor. Fab. 24 Wel-
come. .(Quod hee) with many bing and many becke. 1538
BALE Thre Laives 1470 As good is a becke, as is a dewe
vow garde. 1557 SURREY in Tottetfs Misc. (Arb.) 218 With
a beck full low he bowed at her feete. ^1633 MILTON
L'Allegro 28 Nods and Becks and wreathed Smiles. 1724
RAMSAY Tca-t. Misc. (17331 II. 138 She right courteously
Keturn'd a beck. ^1817 HOGG Tales <$ Sk. III. 267 Ellen
came into the parlour with a beck as quick and as low as
that made by the water ouzel. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Rotnota
(1880* I. i. vi. 84 He retreated with a bow to Koinola and a
beck to Tito.

Beck (bek), sb3 dial. [In OK. becca ; cf. Pr.
beca hook, perh. from Celtic root bacc-

t cf. Ir. face,
bac (.masc.) 'hook, crook.'] An agricultural im-

plement with two hooks, for dressing turnips,
hops, etc.

; a kind of mattoek.
t 1000 /ELFRIC Gloss, in Wiilcker Voc. /io6 Lt^o, becca.

1875 PARISH Sussex Dial., Beck, a mattock. 1884 West
Sussex Gaz. 25 Sept. Turnip cutlers, fold bars, becks.

Beck (bek), sb. [? corruption of BACK $b2
;

but cf. Du. bckken* G. becken, basin.] A large
shallow vessel or tub, used in brewing, dyeing, etc.
1828 Hull R0t.kintrha.tn 14 June 84 '2 Three large guile

tubs, several mash tubs and under becks.

Beck (bek), v. Forms : 3-7 becke, 4-6 bekke,
bek, 6 beake, (7 Sc. baik), 5- beck, [shortened
form of BECKON v. (in ME. becni-en^ bekn-en,

teken-eri) t the -en of the stem bcken- being ap-
parently taken as the infinitive ending, whence
an assumed stem bek-

; the Promp. Parv. has

both bekn-yn and bek-yn
* annuto '; cf. open,

ope, etc.]
1. inintr. To make a mute signal, or significant

gesture, as by nodding, shaking the fore-finger, etc.

a 1300 E, E. Psalter xxxiv. 19 Whilk bat hates me wil-

fulli, And beckes with bait eghen lesli. -1386 CHAUCER
Mane. T. 346 Spek nat, but with thyn heed thou bekke.
< 1460 Toiwieley M. 319. 1548 HALL Citron. (18091 73 At
the whiche wise menne becked and lyht men laughed,
thynkyng great foly in his high presumpcion. 1625 K.
LONG Barclay's Argents i. ix. 22 Secretly becking and
winking on the Maids, she bade them speak e softlier. 1884
WOOLNER SilemtS) Our sweetest hopes That ever beck with
smiles of welcoming.

b. trans. To express by a beck.
1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 72 While turning nods beck

thanks for kindness done.

2. trans, (obj. orig. dative.) To make a mute

signal to (a person, to approach) ; to beckon.
1486 Hk. St. Albans Aj b, Witli yowre hamle or with

yowre tabur styke, becke yowre hawke to come to you.
1595 SHAKS. John in. iii. 13 When gold and siluer becks
me to come on. 1629 GAULK Pract. The. 305 Hee [Christ]
bowcs Iiis Head; as though hee would becke us towards
him. 1839 UAILLY Festus 1 1848) 40/2 The star Which beams
and becks the spirit from afar.

3. intr. To make a sign of recognition, respect,
or obeisance

;
to nod, make a slight bow

;
lo

curtsey. (Chic-fly in Sc. writers.)
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 575 And call him scliir, bek-

kand with bayth his kneis. 1571 T. FORT KSCLTK Forest Pref.,

Verses, Beake, then, and buwe thee lo\ve. 1686 G. STUART
yoco-Scr. Disc. 50 She laighly balking made her honour.

1712 AKIJUTHNOT John Bull 117551 51, I mun stand becking
and bin^in-. 1877 II. PACK DC Oitinc,y I. viii. 156 Two
philosophers becking and bowing to each other.

Beck, -ed, -er, obs. forms of BEAK, -ED, -ER.

Be'cker, becket. dial. Sea- bream, brai/e.

1602 CAKKW Cornwall 320 Of flat ffish there are] Brets,
Turbets. . Ilecket, Haddock, &c. 1880 T. COUCH A, Cornw.
Gloss., Becker, a species of bream, Sfiarus pagrtis.

i Be'Cket, $b Obs. rare. (See quot.)
'SS2"^ (i'1 Rogers Agric. .y /'rues 11866) I. xxii. 500 We

find purchases of silk on behalf of the warden of Merlon.
These purchases are called

' beckets 1 or *

begen^.' Three

begens or beckets were c<iual in quantity and price to the
aniuunt ordinarily used for lining the summer robes of a

great person.]

Becket (bc-kct), sl>2 Naut. [Etymology un-

known. Du. hogt, bo(ht 'bend' of rope, has been

suggested. Falconer Diet. Marine^ thought it

'probably a corruption of bracket?]
A simple contrivance, usually a loop of rope

with a knot on one end and eye at the other, but

also a large hook, or a wooden bracket, used for

confining loose ropes, tackle, ropes, oars, spars,
etc. in a convenient place, and also for holding or

securing the tacks and shtets of sails, and for

similar purposes.
1769 FALCONER Did. Marine (1789', Beckets are ehher

large hooks, or short pieces of rope, with a knot on one
end and an eye in the other, or formed like a circular

wreath; or they are wooden brackets. 1830 MAKKYAT
King's Oit'ti xxx, A pistol stuck . -in a becket at the side

of the bu;U. c 1860 H. STUART Seaman s Catcch, 45 Bunt
beckets are sewn on the after part of the sail.

Becket (be-kct), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
fasten or secure by beckets ; to furnish with beckets.

1823 F. Cooi'tK Pioneer xv. (18691 66/2, I larnt . . how a top-

gallant-sail was to be becketted. 1853 KANE Grinnell A.r/.
xxxiii. 11856) 295 Preserved meat boxes .. ready strapped
and becketed (nan tice for trunk-handled 1

.

Becking ^be-kirj), vbl.sb. [f.
BECK z/.

1 + -ING 1
.]

The action of BECK i>.^ : a. Significant gesture.
b. Nodding, bowing, obeisance, curtsey.
1542 UDALL Erasm. Aj>oph. 91 a, Excepte thei make much

doukyng, stoopyng, beckyng. 1569 J. SA[NFORD] Agrippas
I'an. Artes 124 Birdes flewe to him at his beckinge, 1583
STANYHL'RST sEntis \\. (Arb.) 63 With menacing becking.

Beckiron, obs. form of BEAK-IRON.

Beckon (be'k'n), v. Forms : i biecn-, been-,
bicn-, bycn-ian, b^acn-an, 2-4 becn(i)-er, 3

bsecni-en, 4-5 beken, biken, 5 bekn-yn
(? bekyn, beccyn), 6-8 becken, 7 becon, 5-
beckon. [OE. bi'ecnan : OTeut. *bauknjan, f.

baitkno-, in OE. btacn sign, BEACON; cogn.w. OS.

boknian, OHG, boii/i/ianjan, bouhncit. Also OE.
beacnian, a later formation on the sb. : cf. ON. bakna

t

and BEACON z>.]

1. intr. To make a mute signal or significant

gesture with the head, hand, finger, etc. ; now esp.
in order to bid a person approach.
cg$Q Lindisf. Gosp. Luke i. 22 He WEES becnende cfeem.

c loop Acs. G. ibid., He WEES bicniende him. ,1160 f/atton
G. ibid., He wa;sbeacn!endeheom. cizooORMiN 223 Comm
he sijibenn iit All dumb. .And toe to becnenn till be folk.

1388 WYCI.IF Ps. xxxiv. 19 Aduersaries. .haten me with out
cause, and bikenen with i^en. c 1440 Promp. Par-v. 29 Bek-
nyn, annnto. 1530 PALSGK. 444/2, I becken with the heed
to gyve one warnynge of a thynge. 1675 HOBBKS Odyss.
(1677) 259 Then to his son with's eye he beckoned. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe i. 241, I beckon'd with my Hand to him, to
come back. 1834 HT. MARTINEAU Dcmcrara vii. 89 He
was about to beckon to his companion.

+ b. To act as a beacon. Obs. rare.

(1400 Destr. Troy xiv. 6037 Brode firis & brem beccyn in
be ost, That yche freike in the fild his felow might know.

2. trans, (the object orig. dat.
;
see sense i) : To

make a mute signal or significant gesture of head
or hand to (a person), as commanding his atten-

tion or action, and esp. his approach ; hence,
to summon or bid approach by such a gesture.
\c\QQQAgs. G. Luke v. 7 Higbicnodon hyrageferan c 1160

JIatton G. ibid., Hyo becneden heore ge-fercn.] c 1400
Dt'str. Troy vii. 3112 And ho..beckonet hym boldly.. his

jjlace to Remcve. c 1440 Gencrydes \\. 3827 With hir kerche
she bekenyd hym aside. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. i. 134 lago
becons me : now he begins the story. 1712 STHKLE Spect.
No. 498 TS A lively young fellow, .beckoned a coach. 1732
SWIFT Lett, 58 Wks. 1761 VIII. 133 You may becken a

blackguard-boy under agate. 1816 J.WILSON City ofPlague
i. iv. 138 He beckon'd me to ascend a cart.

fl>. To summon by a signal of any kind. Obs.

1205 LAY. 21938 He lette bLuwen bemen and ba Scottes
!j;ccnien [1250 bannien].

f3. intr. To nod
;
to bow. Obs. Cf. HECK v. 3.

1578 LVTI-; Dodocns 330 The flowers hang uppon tender

stalkes, nodding or bcckning downewardes.

Beckon ^be'k'n), sb.
[f. prec. vb. : of late form-

ation.] A significant gesture of head, hand, etc.,

esp. one indicating assent or command.
(i 1718 PENS Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 623 /Eshilus makes a

sincere Beckon to a matter, a firm Oath. 1817 W. TAVLOK
in Month. Mag. XLIII. 237 Their beckon intimates no
ambush nigh. 1875 I). TAYLOR 1-aust II. in. 204 Strung
men obedient stand waiting Ins evry beckon.

Be'ckoning, vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. +-1NC 1

.]

The action of the vl>. BECKON ;= preceding.
r 1380 Sir }-\-ni)iit\ 3577 ]>e frensche J>anne. .made a beken -

ynge to Richard, I'o take ys way forb rigte. 1382 Wvci.ii'

Gen. xlii. 6 At his bikenyng 1 1388 wille] whele comes weren
solde to the pcplis, c 1450 l>k. Cnrtasyc 24-) in ttal-ccs Bk.
(18681 306 Uckenyng, fynyuryng non thou use. 1562 J.

Htvwoon Proi'.
<5- l-.pigr. (.1867)61 Hefore 1 was wedded..

I made recknyng, To make my wyfe Ijoow at euery beck-

nyng. 1828 CAKLYLI-: Misc. (1857) I. 113 Inuied by capri-
cious beckonings.

Be'Ckoning, ///. a. [-1N<;'^.] Making mute

signs of assent, invitation, etc.; signalling.
1637 MILTON Contits 205 A thousand fantasies. .Of calling

shapes, and beckoning shadows dire. 1852 TI.TH-.K /V<>rv;//.

Philos. 270 Many lovers . . follow her beckoning finger.

Beclad, pa. pple. of UKCLOIIIK.

Beclag, variant of HKCLOG.

tBecla-m, v. Obs. or dial. [f.
HK- h CI.AM.]

trans. To beclog with anything clammy or sticky.
1674 N. FAIKK\X Bulk ty .SV/r-. 77 Angels. . beins no wayes

beclam'd with body as to ubiety or whereness. 1864 A i KIN-

SON ll'hitly Gloss,
, Bcclauicd, splashed or bemired.

Beclamoiu1

, beclang, beclart, beclatter, be-

cloak, etc. : see BK-//V/.

tBeda'p, v. Obs. In 4-5 by-, 5-6 beclappe.

[f.
BE- + CLAP.] To catch or lay hold of suddenly.

c 1386 CHAUCER zndNonnes T. 9 He. .continually us way-
teth to byclappe. 1530 PAI..SI;R. 445/1, I beclappe or be

trappe, or take in a snare.

Beclaw .b/kl^-), v.
[f.

HP:- 4 + CLAW.] trans.

To scratch or tear all over with cla\\s or nails.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1231 CH.USUS. .caught one
of the nobles, .and within a fullers mill all to bec]a\\vil and

mangled him. 1609 Kou [.ANUS Knaitc oj C. 6 And with her
Nailes be clawd Them cruelly.

tBede'pe, v> Obs. For forms see CLEI-E v.

[OE. bccleop-y -clicp-, -clcpian, f. BE- 4 + cleopian,

clypian to call, cry, CLKI-E.]
1. trans. To complain against ; to indict, accuse.
c 1030 Cnut's Sec. Laivs 28 I. 392 (Bosw.) /Klcere sp;ece,

5e he ir beclyped waes. rxzoo Trin. Coll. Hem. 173 Here
owen sinnes hem biclepicd. < 1300 Bcket 365 That of maii-

sla5t was lii-cliped.

2. To call upon, address, accost
;

with cornpl.
to address as, call, name.
c 1220 Hali Meid. 33 3'f bu ert feir & wtS glad chere bi-

clepest alle feire. a 1300 Cursor M. 15323 Me yur maister

yee l)i-clepe, And yur lauerd yee call.

3. To summon to a higher court
;
absol. to appeal.

1297 R. GLOUC. 473 Bote the erche bissope's court to ri^te
him wolde bringe, That he solde fram him 1>i clupe biuore
the Kinge. c 1300 Bckct 1016 You bischops ich biclipie : to

the Court of Rome also.

b. To appeal against, object to, disapprove.
c 1320 Cast. Love 498 We be-clepej) be dom for-bi.

Bedip (b/kli'p), v.\ arc/i. For forms see

CLIP. fOE. beclyppan, f. BE- i + dyppan to clasp,
embrace

;
see CLIT z'.]

fl. trans. To fold in the arms, embrace, clasp. Obs.

riopo Ags. Gosp. Mark ix. 36 pa nam he amie cnapan. .

he hine becly'pte. cizzo Ureison in Ccit. Horn. 201 Hire
leoue child for to bi-cluppen. 1297 R. GLOUC. 469 Hii custe

horn & bi clupte. 1393 GOWKB ConJ. 1 1. 05 Whan I may her

hond beclippe. 1474 CAXTOX Chesse 16 Her right anne shal

beclyppe me. 1643 HORN Jv: ROBOTHAM Gate Lang. Unl.

xx. 229 Hugging, beclipping, and embracing her foster-

child. 16697. WORLIDGE Sysf, Agrtc. (1681) 113 A Pear-tree

. .as much as three Men, from hand to hand, could beclip.

2. To wrap round, enclose, encircle, surround.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. cxix. 61 Me fyrenfulra faecne rapas . . oft

beclyptan. 1330 Arth. fy Merl. 6109 Of Sarra}ins gret

threng. .hem biclepten in that place. iwTRBYlOA Higden
Rolls Ser. I. 59 Occean byclippepal \>e erpe aboute as agar-
lond. 1494 FABYAN vi. cxlviii. 134 The Wandalis . . ap-

prochid me cytie . . and it enuyroned, or beclypped with

a stronge siege. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydmts Quest. Chirttrg.
F iij 2 b, The muscles and cordes . . beclyppeth all the

ioynt of the bone called vlna. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng.
xni. IxxviU. (1612) 323 Yeat Sea the Earth, the Aier them

94-a
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both, the skie be-cleaps them all. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil
II. 121 The flood . . beclips, and whirls The booming rocks.

j" 3. To include, comprise, comprehend, contain.
c 1*30 Hali Meid. 19 pe hehscipe of be mede f>at tis ilke

lut wordes bicluppen abuten. 1393 GOWER Con/. II. 194
He wolde embrace All that this wide world beclippeth.

'f'i- To lay hold of, seize upon, grip; to catch,
overtake, lit. and^. Obs.
c i38oWvcLiF Wks. (18801 462 pe pope will beclippe worldly
worchip. 1382 Iso. v. 29 He shal. .holden the prei, and
biclippen, and ther shal not be that delyuere out. 1491
CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 14951 n. 180 b/i He toke his

waye . . but was beclypped of the nyghte. 1493 Fcstivall

(1515) 17 b, A grete blacke toode. .had beclypped his faders
herte, 1557 TUSSER Hu&b. (1878,' 224 Get euer before hande
. . least winter beclip thee.

tb. To curdle (milk). Obs. Cf. catch.
r 1400 MAUNDEV. 52 Take also a drope of Bawme, and

put it in to a Dissche . . with Mylk of a Goot
; and }if it be

naturelle Bawme, anon it wole take and beclippe the Mylk.

Beclip (Wkli-p\ v? [f. BE- i + CLIPZ/.] trans.

To clip about, crop.
1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bat. xvi. 207 Alaternus, formerly

so shorn and bechpped in hedges.

tBedi'Pping,^/.^. [f. BECLIP^.1] Embrace.
1340 Ayenb. 96 pet word is worb ase moche ase a beclep-

pinge of love, c 1420 WYCLIF Gen. xlvi. 29 (MS. C.). c 1449
PECOCK Repr. n. xx. 271 An handling or a biclipping.

Beclog (b/kl^'g ,
v.

; also 4 biclag, 5 byclag.

[f. BE- + CLOG.] trans. To encumber with a sticky
substance

; hence Beclogged///. a.

c 1340 Aitent. SirGawayne ix, Al biclagjjed in clay. 1481
CAXTON Reynard* Arb.) 98 They were byslabbed and by-
clagged to their eres. 1578 Gorgious Gallery Iniieni., Tliy
loving mate, Whom thou hast left beclogged now, in most
unhappy state. 1628 EARLP; Microcosm, x. 23 A miry way,
where the spirits are beclog'd. 1866 J. ROSE Virgil 125 At
eve returning, thighs beclogged with thyme.

tBeclo'se, v. Obs. Forms: i becl^s-an,
2-3 biclus-en, 4, 7 beclose. [Orig. OE. beclysan,
f. BE- i +clysan : see CLUSE

; subseq. changed to

CLOSE after Fr.] trans. To shut up or in ; to en-

close, imprison. Hence Beclo'sing vbt. sb.

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Luke iii. 20 He be-clysde iohannem on
cwearterne. 1205 LAY. 15023 Sculden her swioe faste bi-

clusen heom in ane castle, a 1230 Ancr. R. 108 pu uorsoke
bene world i )?ine biclusinge. c i$z$Canr de L.$ 185 Richard
seygh. .That the Sarezynes hopst beclosyd is. 1677 GILPIN
Dxmonol. 11867) IDr> Beclosed in the mi[l]dhead of God.

Bedothe (bJkl<?'tS , v. Pa. t. and pple. be-

clothed, beclad. [f.
BE- i + CLOTHE,] trans. To

clothe about, cover with clothes.

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas. XLII. iii, Thy beaute. .becladde
with cloth of pleasaunce. 1640 FULLLK Joseph's t'0^(1867)
213 The night, with mourning weeds, the world beclad.

1775 R. CHANDLER Traz-. Greece (1825) II. 153 Enwrapped
and beclothed in such a manner, it is impossible to discern
whether they are young or old. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr.
etc. I. 106 Brown heaths be-clothed in furze.

Becloud (brklaird , v. Also 7 -clowd. [f.

BE- 6 -f CLOUD.]
1. trans. To cover or obscure with clouds (of

vapour, smoke, etc.) ;
to make misty or murky.

1598 SYLVKSTER Du Bartas (1608' ^39 With a sable cloud
Of horned locusts doth the sun becloud. 1636 R. GRIFFIN
In Ann. Du&rensia (1877) 52 These . . beclowd tho azure
skies. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca. (18561 15 The cuttle-fish

escapes by . . beclouding the water with an inky discharge.
2. Jig. To make obscure ; to darken, to hide.

1619 DONNE Serin. Wks. 1839 ^1. 2O Howsoever the

Understanding be Beclouded. 1782 PRIESTLEY Nat. fy Rev.

Relig. II. 161 Beclouding and puzzling the business. 1876
GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. II. xix. 7 These fine words with
which we fumigate and becloud unpleasant facts.

Beclou'ded, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.] Covered
or beset with clouds ; made obscure, or gloomy.
1581 SIDNEY Astr.

<$ Stella (T.) Woe Painted in my be-

clouded stormy face. 1875 HKLPS Organiz. Daily L. 138
Houses are constructed after the same pattern, .for cloud-
less and beclouded districts.

Beclout (b/klau-r, v. ; also 3 biclute. [f.
BE-

+ CLOUT.] trans. To cover with a clout or cloth
;

to dress up ; chieflyJig.
aizysAncr.R. 316 pis nis nout naked schrift. .biclute bu

hit nowiht. 1873 T. COOPKR Farad. Martyrs 1 1877) 299 The
mimesters who beclout themselves anew with rags of Rome.
t Beclu'mpse, v Obs.

[f.
BE- 2 + CLUM(p)sE

v. ; cf. dumper, clumsy^ trans. To benumb.
i6zx COTGR., Glacer..\.o benumme, beclumpse. 1653

URQUHART Rabelais in. xxxi, Certain Drugs, .do. .benumb
mcrtifie and beclumpse with cold the prolific Semencc.

Becn-ian, -en, obs. form of BECKON.
Becobweb, becollier, becolrne, becolour,
becombed, becomma, becompass, etc. : see BE-.

Become (Wkym), v. Pa. t. became
;
Pa. pple.

become. Forms as in COME : also in i6-i7th c.

pa. t. and/rt. pple. often becomed, esp. in senses

5-8 : see next word. Prefix in ME. also bi-, by-.

[Common Teut. : OE. becuman to arrive, attain,

happen, corresponding to OHG. biqueman, mod.G.
bekommen, Du. bekomen, Goih.f>itftttma t f. bi* BE- I

+ quintan, in OE. curnan, to COME. With the

development of senses 5, 6, cf. Fr. devenir ;
with

that of 7 cf. L. convent re
t
Gr. irpoarjftfiv.]

I. To come, come about.

fl. intr. To come (to a place), to arrive ; passing
in later use into ' betake oneself, go.' Obs.
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^885 K. ALFRED Oros. iv viii. 3 Hannibal to bam lande
becom. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 129 Hwer bicomen heo bu?
c 1250 Gen. y Ex. 1744 To 5e munt galaad he bi-cam. 1 1340
Cursor M. 13748. 1475 CAXTON Jason 92 b, Where may
I become for to haue good conceyll. 1533 BELLENDEN Li~y
v. 11822) 450 Thay war becumin oure the said montanis.
1535 COVERDALE Prov. xvii. 8 Where so euer he becometh
he prospereth. 1554 MOUNTAIN in Strype Eccl. Mem. III.
i. xxiv. 198 Knew not where to become that night. 1625
BACON Ess. xlv. (Arb.) 551 Houses so full of Glasse, that
one cannot tell, where to become, to be out of the Sunne.
1737 WHISTOS Josephus* Antiq. vni. iii. 2 Thai they might
become into one through another.

f b. Where became it, is it become, etc.( =
' where

went it, has it gone') are now expressed by what
became of it, has become of it\ see 4.
izos LAV. 21913 War scullen we bicumen? a 1300 Citrsor

M. 8998 Quar be-com al his in-sight? c 1380 WYCLIF Wicket
13 \Vnere then becommeth your ministrations? c 1400
Yivaine fy Caw. 1652 No man wist whor he bycome. 1483
CAXTON G. de la Tour xvi. 22 He asked his wiff wher the
ele was become. 1538 MORE Hercsycs iv. Wks. 1557, 274/1
Where were become al good ordre among men. 1628 WITHER
Brit. Remcmb. 24 Why should the wicked . . say, Where is

their God become? 1636 Ariana 130 Where is become of
this honour and this vertue?

f2. transf. To come, in reference to time or

state. Obs., or (with infinitive) arch.

Beo-Midf 231 Sybban niht becom. (888 K. ALFRED
Bocth.^ xxxix. n Oft becymb se anweald bisse worulde
to swi]>e godum monnum. a 1230 Juliana 21 Ich schal
blioe bicumeu to endelese blissen. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
431/1 Thenne the sayd Saynt. .became to al maner perfec-
cion of lyf. iS3-75 Diurn. Occur. 11833! 75 The said arch-

bischope. .become in the Queniswill. 1542 UDALL rasi.
Apoph. 112 b, Why Diogenes first became to bee a philo-
sophier. 1618 BOLTON Floras iv. ii. 265 The whole World
was now become to be held by three Princes. 1730 A. GORDON
M'.iffeis Aniphith. 345 The Senatorian Order . . became to
have Seats in the Amphitheatre. 1806 SYD. SMITH Elcm.
Mor. Philos. (18501 369 It becomes to be loved on its own
account.

fb. To come, in reference to origin. Obs.
<i 1300 Cursor JA 9354 His moder. .was be-comen ;il o J>air

kin. Ibid. 10936 (>is zachari . . Becummen was o leui sede.
1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Jz'stine 1373, A country..
wherof became the Ryucr so called.

'\ 3. To come about, come to pass, happen ;
to

faii to one's lot, befall, a. with dative or to. Obs.
i 888 K. /ELFRKLJ Bocth. xxxix 9 Swahit hwilumgewyr^

J>,t:t btem godum becyinj) anfeald yfel. crz^Gcn. fy E.v.

2227 Wel michel sor^e is me bicumen. 1556 LAUDER Trac-
tate (1864) i And quhat sail becum to Kyngis that con-

tynewis in Iniquitie. 1655 JENNINGS Elise 147 What be-
came this woman, when she heard this news?

t b. without construction ; often impersonally.
;-i2io Leg. Kath. 1563 Bicom [to] bat te king maxence

moste fearen. 1-1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 1577 Quad esau, grot sal

bi-cumen. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour F ij, It becam ones
that the good man made semblaunt to goo oute. 1530
PALSGR. 445/2 It becometh, it happeneth, it chaunseth.

4. Become of Rafter
( what ') was used formerly in

sense of ' come out of, result from/ but has also

taken the place of 'where is it become/ etc., in

i b ,
in reference to the later locality, position, or

fate of a person or thing.
1535 COVERDALE Ex. xxxii. i We can not tell what is be-

come [1382 WVCLIF, what is befallyn ; 1388 what befelde]
of this man Moses. 1601 SHAKS. Triv/, .V. n. ii. 37 What
will become of this?. . My state is desperate. 1611 BIBJ.K
Gen. xxxvii. 20 We shall see what will become of his
dreames. 1663 BUTLER Hud. \. iii. 263 Nor do I know what
is become Of him more than the Pope. 1707 FREIND Peter-
boro's Cond. Sf>. 211 It is no Matter what becomes of the
Town. 1790 PA LEY Jforx Paul., Rom.\\. 18 [St. Paul] is

telling what was become of his companions. 1862 H. SPENCER
First Princ. n. v. 56 1.1875) J 8o What becomes of this
element at either extreme of the oscillation ?

II. To come to be. (Closely related to sense 2.)

5. To come to be (something or in some state).

t a. with to, into. Obs.

<rii75 Lamb. Horn. 215 To lure hit bi-kumeS of hwuche
half so hit falleS. a 1150 Prov. Alfred 383 in O. E. Misc.
126 Werldes wel^e schulle bi-cumen to nouhte. r 1305 A/.
Kcnclm 129 in E. E. P. (1862) 51 To a litel fo^el he bicom.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour A i, The . . myrthe was soone
falle doune and . . become in to grete trystesse. 1657 HOWELL
Lcndinop. 51 The rest of the ground is become into smal
tenements. 1683 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850' II. 28 The
Church of God, being now become, from a private family. .

to a great and numerous nation.

b. with subst. or adj. complement.
cii75 Lamb. Horn. 47 J?a bicom his licome swiSe feble.

1200 Trin.Coll.Hom. 21 And ^usbicamurelafdimidchilde.
<ri35 Will. Palfrne 881 He cast al his colour and bicom
pale. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. Ixii. 11495) J 7S

Goddis sone bycame man and dwellyd among vs. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg._ J35/4 So wy.se a man is such a fole be-
comen. 1549 Compl. Scot. 2 The vniuersal pepil ar be cum
distitute of Justice. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xix. 26 His wife looked
backe . . hhe became a pillar of salt. 1625 BACON Ess.
(ArbJ 479 Their Boughs were becommen too great. 1717
LADY M. W. MoKTAGDB Lett. II. xlvi. 30 The asmack, or
Turkish veil, is become. . agreeable to me. 1774 CHESTLRK.
Lett. I. ii Unfortunately for her, she became in love with
him. 1810 HENRY Elcm. Chcm. 118401 II. 699 When . . more
largely diluted with water, it becomes hot. 1848 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. 1. 4 When first they became known to the Tyrian
mariners. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. vi. 4. 298 Florence . .

became the home of an intellectual Revival.

6. To come into being or existence.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. i. (1641 f 1/2 In the instant
when Time first became. 1876 HAMEKTON Intell. Life \\.

ii. 56 The powers given us by Nature are little more than a
power to become.

BECOMING.
III. To agree or accord with; suit, befit, grace.

7. trans. To accord with, agree with, be suitable
to ; to befit (object orig. dative).
a 1230 Juliana 7 He wes freo boren, and hem walde bi-

cumen a freo boren burde. 1564 BAULDWIN Mor. Pkilos.

(Palfr.) i. 51 They should doe such things as becommed
their shape. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. v. 57 Soft stilnes and
the night Become the tutches of sweet harmonic. 1611
BIBLE Heb. vii. 26 Such an high Priest became vs. Prov.
xvii, 7 Excellent speech becommeth not a foole. 17*3 DE
FOE Col. Jackdfyo} 171 A book would become his hands
better than a hoe. a 1778 Anted. W. Pitt (17921 III. 29 A
tone ofmodesty . . would become them better. 1810WOROSW.
Sonn. Liberty n. xxv, A garland . . Becomes not one whose
father is a slave. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby \\. ii. 62 He had
that public spirit which became his station.

8. impers. (now usually with if).

t a. (absol., with to* for, or clause.} To be con-

gyuous, appropriate, fitting. Ot<s. t replaced by
'

it

is becoming.'
1:1175 Lamb. Horn. 45 Nu U-comeS hit . . to uwilchen

cristene monne . . to hali^en benne dei. 1*97 R. GLOUC.
36 DoJ> hem alle wel an horse, as a kyng bi come}j to. 1393
LANGL./'./'AC iv. 266 Hytby-cometh.fora kyng..To jeve
men mede. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Mace. xii. 14 Speakynge soch
wordes as it becommeth not. 1589 PUTTESHAM Eng. Poesie
(Arb.) 25 It became that the high mysteries of the gods
should be reuealed and taught. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. I/I, v.

iii. 17 Set this Diamond safe, .as it becomes.
b. with object, (orig. dative} To befit ; to be

proper to or for.

a 1230 Juliana 55 Wel bisemeS be to beon and bikimeS
[z'.r. bkumeo] to beo streon of a swuch strunde. c 1300
Beket 1179 Uvele Bicom him to gon afote. 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. ccxliv. 295 To play with tenys balles become
hym better. 1341 BARNES Wks. 11573" 1? 2 Ithad becommed
them a great deale better, to haue punished their seruant.

1577 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1140/1 We haue begun, as be-
commed vs. 1644 Direct. Publ. Worship 17 Gravely, as
becommeth the word of God. 1661 MARVELL Corr. xxviii.

Wks. 1872-5 II. 66 There are nakednesses which it becomes
us to cover. 1788 PRIESTLEY Lecf. Hist. v. xxxyi. 276 It

becomes men . . to make provision for rectifying their
mistakes. 1826 SCOTT in Lockhart 118391 VIII. 230, I

ih>jii-ht it became me to make public how far I was con-
cerned. 1869 FREEMAN Xorm. Cong. III. xii. 95 He was
fonder of hunting than became an Archbishop.
9. Hence, To look well (on or with), to set out.

fa. absol. To look well (i.e. in its place); to

be comely or becoming. Obs.
c 1300 Bfkct 2351 Wel bicom the brighte gold, upon the

rede blod.

b. Said, esp. of an accessory, property, attri-

bute, quality, or action, suiting or gracing its owner
or subject. At first with an adv. {well, etc.), but

afterwards also without one.

-1314 Guy Waru: 4 The kirtel bicom him swithe wel.
( 1400 A. DAVY Dreams n A Coroune of gold Bicom hym
wel. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng, Poesie iArb.)29; Nothing in
the world could worse haue becomen them. 1605 SHAKS,
Macb. i. iv. 7 Nothing in his Life became him, Like the

leauing it. 1642 FULLER Holy <y Pro/. St. iv. i. 240 Blunt-
nesse of speech hath becom'd some, and made them more
acceptable. 1716 ADDISON Drummer n. i, Her Widow's
weeds became her. 1824 COLERIDGE Aids Reft 53 So
anxious to have their dress become them.

c. Of a person : To grace or adorn his surround-

ings, place, or position, to occupy or wear with

fitting grace.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. SJtr. n. 260 Did euer Dian so become a

Groue As Kate this chamber? 1610 Temp. in. ii. 112 She
will become thy bed. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. II. vi.

162 Which
place he became well. 1713 STEKLE Guardian

No. 21 F 7 A graceful man . . who became the dignity of his
function.

d. Hence, To look well in (a dress, etc.).
1660 MARVELL Corr. iii. Wks. 1872-5 II. 19 The youth of

your own town, .become their arms much better than any
soldier>. 1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 75 * 9 The splendour
which I became so well. 1874 HELPS See. Press, i. 23 She
with her dark hair did most become that yellow gown.
t BeCO'med, ///. a. Obs. rare~^. [f. BECOME

(sense 8) + -ED 1
.] Befitting, becoming.

1593 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. iv. ii. 26, I. .gaue him what be-
comed Loue I might.
F Became in Spenser F. Q. i. x. 66, may perh. be equal to

becomed'. but it may also, of course, be the pa. t. of the vb.

t BecO'mely, a- and adv. Obs. Forms : 2-3
bicumelic, -lich

; adv. bicumeliche.
[f.

BE-
COME + -LY.] A. adj. Becoming, fitting, acceptable.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 129 Him buhte bicumehc ^>et we \veren

. .alesede. t 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 127 Swo bat he was bi-

cumelich to his wuninge.
B. adv. Becomingly, properly.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Ilmn. 9 We gon a dai bicumeliche.

t BeCO'meness. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. become pa.

pple. + ->~ESS.] BECOMIXGXESS.
1656 Du GAKD Gate Lat. Unl. 673. 287 You may bee

adorned, .with bashfulness. .becomness. faithfulness.

Becoming (b*"kzrmirj\ vbt. sb. [f. BECOME v,]
1. The action of befitting or gracing; that which

befits or graces, rare.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. 150 Whence hast thou this becomming

of things ill. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. \. in. 96 My becom-
mings kill me, when they do not Kye well to you.
2. A coming to be, a passing into a state.

1853 ROBERTSON Serai. Ser. in. xi. 139 Everything else is

in a state of becoming, God is in a state of Being. 1860
PUSEY Min. Proph, 613 Our life is a '

becoming rather than
a simple

'

being."

Beco'niing, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING-.]



BECOMINGLY.
1. Befitting, suitable, having graceful fitness.

1565 Si; Metr. Ps. cxxxiii. i How good a thing it is and
how becoming well. 1588 SHAKS. L, L. L. \\. i. 67 Within
the limits of becoming mirth. 1686 W. DE BRITAINE Hum.
Prud, 4. 19 Let your Behaviour, like your Garment, be. .

fit and becoming. 1715 Guardian No. i P i Coming up to
town in a very becoming periwig. 1833 HT. MAKTINEAU
Cinn. ff Pearls i. 4 He spoke with becoming indifference of

all meaner accomplishments.
2. The becoming', a. that which is befitting or

proper ; decorum.
1842 Realities of Life 207 Some of whom . . study the be-

coming In their own persons. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng,
II. 540 Selfcommand and a fine sense of the becoming.

b. that which is coming into existence.

1856 FEKRIER Inst. Metaph. xvn. xvii. 349 The usual

synonym for this was the Becoming 'TO yiyro/AEi'Of.'i that is,

inchoate existence.

Beco'Uiingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY.] In a be-

coming manner ; befittingly ; with graceful fitness.

1624 HEvWOOD Gunaik. in. 131 Her nose somewhat ibut
most becomminglie) hooked. 1694 KETTLEWELL Conip.
Persecuted 145 To act. .in all things, wisely and becomingly.
1884 BLACK jtui. Sltaks. xiii, She was becomingly dressed.

Becoinlngness (b/k^-minnOs). [f.
as prec. -t-

-XESS.] The quality of being becoming ; fitness,

suitability ; graceful propriety or fitness.

1657 w - DILLINGHAM in Sir F. Veres Connn. Pref. A iv,
The becomingness of the stile did much affect me. 1690
NORRIS Beatitudes f 16921 214 A kind of Congruity or Be-

comingness on God's part so to do. 1866 FELTON Anc. <$

Mod. Greece I. i. 283 A propriety and becomingness of de-
meanour. 1876 Miss YONGE Womankind xv. 116 Taking
questions of complexion and becomingness into account.

t BecO'mse, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f.

BE- + COMSE,

syncopated for commence.'] To begin, commence.
c 1350 Will, Pale*-ne 2523 pe kolieres bi komsed to karpo

kenely i-fere.

Becoom, becost, becovetjbecoward: see BK.

Becon, -age, obs. f. BECKON, BEACON, -AGE.

fBeco'ver, v. Obs.
[f.

BE- -t- COVER z>.] trans.

1. To recover.

fcijas E. E. Allit. P. B. 1327 pat he ful danly bi-cuv-er
his carp bi be laste.

2. To cover over.
c 1325 Coer de L. 3925 Alle becoveryd wer feeldes and

pleynes With knyghtes, 1594 CAREW Tusso (i88ij 63 That
great one scene with blacke becouered so.

Becram, becrampoun, becrave, becrawl, be-

crime, becrimson, becripple, becroak, be-

crowd, bee-rush, becrust, beery, etc. : see BE-.

Becripple (brkri-p'l), v. [f. BE- 2 or 5 +

CRIPPLE.] To make lame, to cripple.
1660 H. MORE Myst. GodI. vi. xix. 277 Those who you do

bedwarfe and becripple with your poisonous medicines.

1755 BP. WARBURTON Lett. (ed. Parr 1809) 180 Bringing
himself down to a lame becrippled world.

BecroSS (b/kr^-s' , v. [f. BE- + CROSS.] trans.

To mark with the sign of the cross ; to surround
or decorate with crosses. Hence Becrossed ppl. a.

1565 CALFHILL Ansu<. Treat. Crosse (1846) 79 Your spiri-
tual fathers, all to becrossed about their beds. 1581 in

Confer, iv. ',1584) 7. iij. Campion becrossed himselfe on the
forehead. 1799 W. TAYLOR Month. Mag. VII. 139 A be-.

cross'd, beblest. .bag of holy sackcloth. -&!b> Blackiv. .

Feb. 243 Officers much be-medalled and much be-crossed.

Becrown (trfkrcurn), v. [f. BE- 2 + CROWN z.]
To crown.
1583 STANYHURST Aeneis in. (Arb.t 87 Father Anchises a

goold boul massye becro\vning. 1800 W. TAYLOR Month,
Mag. VIII. 806 The cool And shadowy forest, which be-
crowns the isle. 1850 LYNCH Thco, Trin. viii. 145 Gabriel,
perhaps, .disports himself, . becrowned with roses.

Becudgei;brk'd^l),z<. [f. BE- + CUDGEL v.]
To cudgel soundly.
1591 G. FLETCHER Russe Commiv. (18361 67 You shall see

. .their shinnes thus btcudgelled and bebasted every morn-

ing. 1881 A. DuFFIBLD Qni-r. 34 To think I will return to
mine [home] until I have becudgelled Don Quixote, is vain.

Becuffed, beeumber, beourry, becurse, be-

curtain, becushioned, beout. etc : see BE- prtf.
Becum, -in, -oiimmen, obs. ff. BECOME v.

Secure, obs. var. of BEAKER.
Becurl [\>t\iv-i\],v. [f. BE- + CUKL i;.]

To cover
or deck out with curls. Hence Becurled///. a.

1614 SYLVESTER Betlndia's Rescue v. 201 Judith .. Be-
curles her Tresses. 1624 MILTON Paraph, fs. cxiv, To hide
his frost-becurled head. 1824 Miss MITFOKD l-'itlage Ser. [.

(1863) 202 Miss Phoibe . . is said to have becurled . . herself
at least two tiers higher. 1860 A. WINDSOR Etldca vii. 352
Questions, .discussed by becurled young declaimers.

Becwethe, obs. form of BEQUEATH.
Bed' (bed), sb. Forms : (1-2 bed(d), 3 beed,

3-6 ln> del. 5-7 bedde, (4 bidd, 3-7 bede, 6

beed), 3- bed. [Com. Teut.: OE. %/</, byi, neut.,
OS. bed, MDu. bedde, be,), bet, Du. bed, OHG.
tttti, Mintrfevv, bet, mocl.G. belt, Goth, badi

(gen. baim7\ :^O'J'i-nt.
*h^ljaJ[jH\ nenKj tfcQN.

beSr, masc. :-OTeut. *badjo-z. Referred byTrancE
with some probafjility to Aryan 'bhodh-, whence L.

fod(i- to dig, as if orig.
' a dug out place,' a 'lair'

of beasts orftien: but this primitive notion had quite
disappeared in Teutonic, in which the word had

only the two senses '

sleeping-place of men '

and

'garden-bed' : it is uncertain whether the latter

came independently from the root idea of 'dig.'
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or whether it was a translerence from a bed for

sleeping, with reference to its shape or purpose.]
I. The sleeping-place of men or animals.

1. A permanent structure or arrangement for

sleeping on, or for the sake of resl. In some form
or other it constitutes a regular article of house-
hold furniture in civilized life, as well as part of

the equipment ot an army or expedition. It consists

for the most part of a sack or mattress of sufficient

size, stuffed with something soft or springy, raised

generally upon a ' bed-stead
'

or support, and
covered with sheets, blankets, etc.. for the purpose
of warmth. The name is given both to the whole
structure in its most elaborate form, and, as in
'

feather-bed,' to the stuffed sack or mattress which
constitutes its essential part. (A person is said to

be in bed, when undressed and covered with the

bedclothes.)
''995 H'itl in Cad. Dipt. VI. 132 An bedreaf eal 5a:t tii

.'mum bedde gebyrco. ,1000 Ags. Gosp. John v. 8'Aris:
nim J>in bed [<rii6o llattoii (,'. bedd] and ga. 1205 LAY.

6701 pe king Izei in his b;Lclde [1250 bedde]. a 1300 O/KWV
.'/. 12392 He suld him mak a Ireen bedd [h'airf. .l/.S'. a
bed of tree], c 1300 St. ttrandtin 125 lieddes ther were al

;are y-maked. 1382 WVCLIF Mark ii. 9 Ryse, take thi bed
and \\-alke. 1:1400 Dcstr. Trt>y xxix. 11933 Buernes in hor
bednts britnet all naked. 1424 /;. /:". Wills .1882' 57, I \vul

hat ilk of my said childre haue a bed, hat is to say, couer-

lide, tapite, blanket tis, too peyre schetes, matras, and cam-as,

1480 CAXTON Clinw. Erie: ccxlii. 277 He was in bis bed and
a slepe on a fethyr bedde. 1562 HiivwooD Prm: tf l-'.pigr.

(1867) 16 In house to kepe housholde, whan folks wyll nccdis
wed, Mo thyngs belong, than foure bare legs in a bed. 1611
BIBLE i Sain. xix. 15 Bring him vp t.j me in the bedde.
1648 JENKYN Blind Guide iv. 115 Sollid matter lodgeih in
his great booke of words, as a chikle of two days old in the

great bed of Ware. 1716 LAHV M. W. MONTAGU: Lftt.
1. xv. 51, I carried my own bed with me. 1761 STI.KM:
Tr. Shandy II. xxix. 142 An old. .chair, .stood at the bed's
head. 1851 TENNYSON May Queen iii. 23 Sit beside my bed,
mother.

b. Often used somewhat elliptieally for the use
of a bed for the night, the condition or position of

being in bed. sleeping in bed, the time for sleeping,
etc. Cf. also the phrases under 6.

1474 Ord. R. /liiuscli. 28 Make him joyouse and merry
towardes his bedde. 1666 PF.PY.S Diary 12 Aug., We be-

gan both to be angry, and so continued till bed. 1769^ LS-
I.KY Ji-jil. 19 Apr., Archdeacon C e .. desired I would
take a bed with him. 1845 FORD Ilandbk. Spain i. 20 The
traveller should immediately on arriving secure his bed.

1874 BLACKIK Stif-Citlt. 50 Let a man walk for an hour be-
fore bed. 1879 M. PAITISON Milton 151 Bed, with its

warmth and recumbent posture, he found favourable to com-
position.

c. Bed and board \ entertainment with lodging
and food. OTjTwTfe : full connubial relations, as
wife and mistress of the household.

1:1403 York Manual \\?&ii Pref. 16 Here I take (>e X. lo
be my wedded wyfe, to hald and to haue at bed and at

borde, for fayrer fur layther, for better for wers . . till ded tis

depart. 1596 SJPKNSUR F. Q. in. x. 51 She [should be] re-

ceivd a.eaine to bed and bord. 1756 C. LVCAS Ess. Waters
III. 17 There is no city, .better supplied for dress, carriage,
bed and board. 1823 GALT Entail II. xv. 135 What . . was
due for bed and board. 1868 BKOU'NING Rin% fy Bk. n. 1287
Pompilia sought divorce from bed and board.

d. fig. The '

sleeping-place' attributed to things
personified ;

that on which persons figuratively

'repose.'
^1600 in jooi Ccms of Seng .1883' 3 The inerrie home

wakes up the morne To leave his idle bed. 1817 JAS. MILL
Brit. India II. iv. viii. 285 The treaty with Hyder was the
bed on whicli the resentments of the Directors sought to

repose. 1861 Gto. ELIOT Silas M. 74 The money, .'ull be a
bad bed to lie down on at the last.

2. trails/, a. As the place of conjugal union
;

hence matrimonial rights and duties.
i 1200 ORMIN 2447 Hu. .patt I ma?l ben wi(>b childe I mill

ma^bhad, i clene bedd. c 1305 St. Edmund Canf. 106 in K.
E. P. (1862) 73 Hire clones he dude of anon: as hit is lawe
of bedde. 1382 WYCLIK Gat. xlix. 4 Thow has defoulid the
bedde of hym. 1611 SHAKS. Cyntb. m. iv. 42 False to bis
Bed '1 1611 BIULK llL-br. xiii. 4 Mariage is honorable in all,
and the bed vndetiled. 1697 DRYDKN yirg. Echg. iv. 78
No God shall crown the Board, nor Goddess bless the Bed.
1711 STEEI.E Sptct. No. 51 T 7 He betrays the Honour and
Bed of his Neighbour.

b. As the place of procreation and child-birth
;

hence parental union, parentage ; also birth, progeny.
c- 1430 LYDG. Bochas n. xxii. 11554! 58 a, Socrates . . Of ful

lowe bed . . was discended. a 1674 CLARENDON Hiit. Rtt.

younger brother . . One of a numerous bed.

3. gen. A sleeping-place generally ; any extem-
porized resting-place for the night.
a 1300 Cursor M. 902 In cald sal euer be bi bedde. c 1440

Crsta Rom. i. 4 Encrcsing of his peyne in be bed of hell.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. .V. It. li. 39 Finde you out a bed, For I

vpon this banke will rest my head. 1398 Merry '. in.
i. 20 There will we make our Beds of Roses. 1877 BRYKNT
Oifya. v. 579 Ulysses heaped a bed Of leaves.

4-jfo The grave : usually with some qualitica-
tion, Ss-narrmo bed, or contextual indication.
,11300 Cursor M. 6962 losep banis..bai haue graued in

erbe bed. 1535 COVERDALE Job xvii. 13 The graue is my
house, and I must make my bed in the darcke [\VYCLIF In
dercnessis I beddede my bed]. 1611 SIIAKS. Cymt. IV. iv. 52

BED.

If in your Country warres you chance to dye, That is my
Bed to. 1793 BURNS Scots wka. hm\ Welcome to your gory
bed, Or to victorie. 1817 WOLFE Burial Sir J. Moore v i

As we hollowed his narrow bed.

5, The resting-place of an animal, esp. one
strewed or made up for a domestic beast.

1697 pRYDEN Virg.Gcorg. HI. 813 The Water-Snake, .lyes

ppyson'd in his Bed. 17x6 THOMSON Winterly. He make--
his bed beneath th' inclement drift. 1831 You.vrr Horse vi.

11872' 126 The bed of the horse, viz. wheat and oat straw.

l833'STONEHENGE' Greyhound 242 Clean straw.. for her [a

greyhound] to make her bed on.

6. Phrases and locutions belonging to prec. senses :

a. Qualified by an adj. or attributive sb., as bridal

bed, nuptial bed, the bed in which a newly-married
pair sleep ; narrow bed. the grave ; wedlock bed

=MARBIAGE-BED, q.v.
1667 MILTON/'. L. iv. 710 With flow'rs .. Espoused Eve

deck'd first her nuptial bed. 1796 Scon II 'ill. fy Helen xli,

1'o-night I ride, with my young bride, To deck our bridal
bed. 1819 AV'/t1 Mprinter i, In wedlock bed he lay.

1854 Househ. Words VIII. 4^7 There is another bed to
come the grave. .Poetry names it the ' narrow bed.'

b. Qualified by prep, phrase, as bed of death

_pEATH-BEp, also used as synonymous with next
;

(y^r
.) a delightful resting-place, a comfortable or

easy position ; bed oj honour, h_qnofir's bed, (jyVv.;
the grave of aTolditT whonas "cUecl on the field

of battle; bed of pleasm e
;

bed of sickness v cf.

SICK-BED' that upon which a person lies during
I illness; bed oj state, a superb and finely decorated

|
bed for show, or for laying out the corpse of a

distinguished person (see STATK-HKI/.

*549-.59 F>k. COM. Prayer* I'isit. Sick, Look d'wn. .upon
this child now lying upon the bed of sicklies-. 1604 SHAK^.
Otli. i. iii.

:>.-$2 Customs.. Hath made the flinty .. Coach of
Wane My thriue-driuen bed of downe. 1648 Hi KTMLK

//i-s/Vr., (Jpnnttb. } [or., do then discreetly tu the bed of

pleasure. Ibid. To Mrs. Eliz. Herrick, Thy bed of ru^.
1663 HLTLLH Hud. \. iii. 147 If he that in the field is

Main Be in the bed of honour lain. 1676 C. jLAFfRHSON
in Young Squire i\&n) Those (English] behaved them-
selves gallantly, and were most of them layd in the bed of
honour. 1713 Land. (tit.:. 50,0 r The Corps of the late

King is e.xpob'd in a Bud of Stale. 1735 POPE Prol. Sat.

408 Smooth the bed of death. 1747 Cent. Mag. XVII. 326
In that lied of Dust, I leave him to repose till a General
Resurrection. i764GuLDs.M. Tra'c. 86 These rocks by cus-
tom turn to beds of down. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Aier.
v. \Vks, 11831 1 890 'i Am I now reposing on a bed uf flowers?
1806 LL>. CASTLEKEAGH 3 Apr. in Cobbett's Purl. Debates
(1806' VI. 707 The present administration may be considered
as on a Bed of Ro^es. 1834 MARY HOWITT Sk, Xat. Hist.

(1851) 105 That soldiers die upon honour's bed! 1838 T.

JACKSON P.. Mcth. Preachers 11846' I. 377 My deatti-bcd U
a bed of roso.

C. Verbal phrases : To bring to bed, a-bed, formerly
put to bed ; now generally passive, to be delivered

of a child ; alsoy%-. i^see also ABED). To die in onis
bed : to die at home or of ' natural causes,' as op-

posed to violent death in war, persecution, etc.

To go to bed: to go to lie down to sleep, t To
have one's bed: to give birth to a child, 'lie in/

To keep one's bed: to remain in bed through sick-

ness or other cause. To leave one's bed: to recover
from sickness. To make a bed: to put a bed in

order after it has been used. To lie or sleep in the

bed one has made (fig. extension of prec/
1

; to ac-

cept the natural fruits or results of one's own
conduct. To make itp a bed : to prepare sleeping
accommodation not previously available. To take
a bed, to bed '

bring to bed' ^see above); alsoy?^.
To take to one's bed: to become confined to bed

through sickness or infirmity.
c 1320 Seityn Sages (W,i 525 An even late, the cmperowr
Was browt to bedde with honour. 6*1530 Ln. EKKNERS Arth,
Lyt. Bryt. 11814) 54 Florence was brought a bed, and had
afayresunne. 1649 LD. HERBERT Ifen. /'///, 66 The Queene
. . being brought to bed of a daughter. 1685 Gracians
Courtier s Orac. 161 There are some artificial men, that . .

are brought to bed ofmistakes. 1742 J.\Rvis(?K/,r. 1. 1. vi, The
knights eat, sleep, and die^in their beds. 1205 LAY. 711 A

. . .

i My Mary expects to have her bed in three \veek,>. 1534
TINDALE Acts ix. 33 A certayne man whych had kepte hys
bed viii. yere. c 1590 MARLOWE Faust. (2nd venO 981 All
this day the sluggard keeps his bed. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Perth xvi, To speak plainly, she keeps her bed. 1742 JAK-
vis Qui.r, i. i. vii, Two days after, when Don Quixote left

his bed. 1598 SHAKS. Merry II'. i. iv. 102, I wash, ling,
brew . . make the beds, and doe all my selfe. 1745 SWIFT
Direct. Servants Wks. 1756 VII. 404 Vour master's bed is

made, .lock the chamber door. 1832 HONE \\-ar Bk. 1301
He would not allow his bed to be made oftenei than once
a-week. 1883 FLOR. NIGHTINGALE in Quains Diet. Med.
s.v. Xnr$iri, A true nurse always knows how to make a
bed, and always makes it herself. 1753 HANWAY Trem*
I. in. xxxi. 136 They might sleep in the bed which they
had made. 1878 LADY BARKER Bedr. A- Boudoir iii. 42 This
could be removed at night, and the bed made up in the
usual way. 1883 flarfcr's Afag. Dec. 135 By-and-by he
took to his bed.

d. Prepositional phrases: in t to, out of bed.

1382 WYCLIF Luke xi. 7 My children ben with me in bed.

1742 J ARVIS Qitf.r i. r. vii. They found him already out of
bed. 1761 CHURCHILL Night% Poems (1769) I. 78 'Till vain



BED.

Prosperity retires to bed. 1790 MRS. ADAMS Lett (1848 349
She has not been out of bed since. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) I. 129 Prodicus was still in bed.

7 J$ed af justice ( Fr lit de justice} \ a bed

adorned in a particular way in the French king's

bedchamber, where he gave receptions; spec, the

throne of the king in the Parliament of Paris;

also, a sitting of this parliament at which the king
was present. As the king sometimes convened the

parliament to enforce the registration of his own
decrees, the term came to be chiefly or exclusively

applied to sessions held for this purpose.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suj>p.> Bed ofjustice . .is only held

on affairs relating to the state. 1787 T. JEFFERSON Writ.

II. (1859) 251 The King has been obliged to hold a bed of

Justice, to enforce the registering of new taxes. 1837 CAR-
LYLE Fr. Rev. I. in. iv. 102 On the morrow, this Parlement
. . declares all that was done on the prior day to be null, and
the Bed of Justice as good as a futility. 1875 STUBBS Const.

Hist. II. xv. 265 The. .bed of justice, in which the king . .

solemnly attested the decisions, .put in form by parliament.

II. The flat base or surface on which anything
rests.

8. A level or smooth piece of ground in a garden,

usually somewhat raised, for the better cultivation

of the plants with which it is filled ; also used to

include the plants themselves which grow in it.

i 1000 .SVi-r. Lecclid. I. 96 Dcos wyrt . . bi5 cenned . . on

wyrtbeddum. Ibid, 98 >eos wyrt. .biS cenned. .on hreod-
beddon 1475 Bk. Xofrksst 70 The gardyns. .rengid withe
beddis bering . . divers herbis. 1535 COVERDALE Song Sol.

v. 13 His chekes are like a garden bedd. 1632 MILTON
Allegro, Beds of violets blue. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. \\.

xxix. 11695' ll)8 If I believed, that Sempronia digged Titus
out of the Parsley-Bed, as they use to tell Children, and

thereby became his Mother. 1727 SWIFT Country Post \Vk>.

1755 III. i. 175 Not a turnip or carrot can lie safe in their

beds. 1847 TENNYSON Princess ii. 416 The long hall glitter'd
like a bed of flowers. Jig. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobbler 22 The
bed of Truth is green all the yeare long.

9. The bottom of a lake or sea, or of the channel

of a river or stream.
a 1586 SIDNEY in Sel. Poetry (Parker Soc. 1 I. 67 On sea's

discovered bed. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 151, 1 wish My
selfe were mudded in that oozie bed. c 1645 HOWKLL Lett.

IV xix, Rivers .. have still the same bed^. 1779 Phil.

Trans. LXfX. 609 While the volume of water in the bed
of a river increases. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of IsU's in. xii, A wild

stream. .Came crawling down its bed of rock. 1830 LYELL
Princ. Gcol. I. 85 Donati explored the bed of the Adriatic.

10. An extended base upon which anything rests

nrmly or securely, or in which it is embedded ;

a basis, a matrix.

1633 T. STAFFORD Pac, ////-. xvi. (1821! 175 Ready to make
a bed for the placing of the powder. 1676 GREW Luctation
ii. 2 Bolus's are the Beds, or as it were, the Miitcria fritna,
both of opacous Stones, and M^ials. 1803 WELLINGTON
Mem. in (nirw. Disp. I. 487 A bed for the boat ought to be
fixed on each a.\le tree. 1839 Hooi'EH Mctf. Ditt. (ed. 7)

1218 Shock, .sufficient to shoot off an ovulum from its bed.

1859 Touu Cycl. A nut. <y Pliys. V. 477/1 In the <!< >g and cat
the lied of the claw is laminated ;i> in num.

11. A level surface on which anything rests, e.g-

the level surface in a printing press on which the

form of type is laid
;
the flat surface of a billiard-

table, which is covered with green clolh ; etc.

1846 Print. Appar. Amateur 10 The press . . consists of

two stout blocks of mahogany J
the lower piece called the

l>ed . . the upper piece called the platten, which closes upon
the bed.

12. In various technical uses (from 10 and n) :

a. Gunnery. '\ he portion of a gun-carriage upon
which the gun rests; formerly spec, a movable
block of wood laid under the breech to give the

general elevation, quoins being driven between it

and the gun.
b. Arch, and Building. The surface of a stone or

brick which is embedded in the mortar
; the under

side of a slate.

C. JMec/i. Any foundation, framework, or support,
which furnishes a solid or unyielding surface upon
which to rest a superstructure, or execute a piece
of work.

d. Carpentry. A support or rest, e.g. for a ship
on the stocks, for the lodging of a bowsprit, etc.

e. Railway-waking. The layer of broken stone.

gravel, clay, etc., upon which the rails arc laid,

a. 1598 BARRET Thcor. Wtirrcs v.iii. 135 Certaine cartages,
or beds for the Artillery. 1694 LUTTKELL brief Rcl. (1857)
III. 387 The new mortars , . are laid in beds of brasse. 181 1

WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. VII. 569 Have the carriages
of the 24 pounders, as well as the mortar beds and howitzer

carriages . . put in a state to be fit for service. 1816 C.

JAMES Mil. Diet, s.v., Sea-Mortar-beds are . . made of solid

timber, .having a hole in the center to receive the pintle or

strong iron bolt, about which the bed turns. 1862 F. GRIFFITHS
Artill. Man. ted. g> 127 A 13-inch mortar, and its bed, re-

quire each a waggon.
b. 1677 M XON ^fcch. Exerc. (1703) 245 The bed of the

Brick, (viz. that side which lies in the Morteri. 1816 C.

JAMES Mil. Diet. ^ed. 4) s.v. Bed of Stone, The joint of

the bed is the mortar between two stones placed over each
other. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 384 Bed of a Brick.

The horizontal surface as disposed in a wall. 1842 GWILT
Arc/tit. (18761 655 The bed of a slate is its under side. Ibid.

1194 In general language the beds.. are the surface^ where
the stones or bricks meet.

O, d. 1793 SMEATON Edystoiie L. 201 It is beat by iron-

750

headed Stamper.*, upon an iron bed. 1823 P NICHOLSON
Pract. Build. 242 \

In a Plane] the bed . - is the aperture in

the stock, upon which the iron is laid, and secured by the

wedge. The angle of the bed.. is generally from 42 to 45

degrees. 1831 J. HOLLAND Mannf Metal I. 198 Cut the

nails out with a bed and punch. 1881 Mechanic 581
A good working lathe with strong wooden standards and
wooden 3 ft. bed. c 1860 H. STUART Searnan's tatcch. 74
Where it rests on the stem is the bed.

III. A layer or bed-like mass.

13. A layer, a stratum ; a horizontal course.

i6i6SuKFi.. & MAKKH. Countr Farm 407 Lay them orderly
in a vessel, hauing in the bottome of it a bed of Sauorie. .

laying a bed of Sauorie, and a bed of Cherries. i6jz T.

VENN Compl. Gunner xxxi. 51 Two foot high of Earth, bed

upon bed, unto eleven foot high. 1725 POPE Odyss. ix. 449
The stake now glow'd beneath the burning bed. 1783
AINSWOKTH Lat. Diet. iMorell) i, A bed of Sand, &c, stra-

tnui, 1833 TENNYSON Poems 84 Clusters and beds ofworlds,
and bee-like swarms Of suns. 1875 URE Diet. Arts II. 373
The filter-beds, .are large square beds of sand and gravel.

b. Gcol. A layer or stratum of some thickness.

1684 KAY rhilos. Lett. 117181 166 That Bed of Sand and
Cockle Shells found in sinking a well. 1793 SMEATON

Edystone L. 106 The bed or stratum of freestone worked
here. 1863 RAMSAY P/tys. Gcol. Gt. Brit. (18781 254 In the

Bembridge beds there has also been found the Anoplo-
theroid mammal. 1874 LYELL Elan. Ceol. xxi. 355The lowest
' bed

'

of the Lias. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 28 The pervious
substance being thus enclosed between two impervious beds,
one forming its floor and the other its roof.

14. A layer of small animals, especially reptiles,

congregated thickly in some particular spot. Cf.

nest in a similar sense.

1608 SHAKS. Per. iv. ii. 155 Thunder shall not so awake
the beds of eels. 1666 J. H. Treat. Gt. Antidote 10 This
Medicene breaks the bed of Worms. 1692 R. LESTRANGE
Fables 209 (17081 1. 228 Apt tc run. .into a Bed of Scorpions.

1731 BAILEY, Bed ofSnakes* a knot of young ones.

b, esp, A layer of shell-fish covering a tract oi

the bottom of the sea.

1688 R. HOLME Armory n. xiv. 325 A Red of Oysters,

Muscles, and Cockles. 1865 PAKKMAN Huguenots ix. 11875)

152 The channel was a bed of oysters, 1879 CasselVs Tcthn.
Ednc. IV. 97/1 The spat . .drifted, .from the natural beds.

IV. Various transferred uses.

15. A division of the ground in the game of
'

hopscotch,' also called locally the game of beds.'

1801 STKL'TT Sports fy fast. iv. iv. 339 A parallelogram . .

divided into compartments, which were called beds.

t!6. The placenta or after-birth. Obs.

1611 COTGK., Aguclctte, their bed, or after birth, .is more

grosse.

17. The ' silver side
'

of a round of beef.

1864 Derby Mercury Dec., Good beef (beds and rounds
taken off at the joints).

V. Comb, and Attrib.

18. General relations: a. attrib., as bed-apparel,

-blanket, -board, -bolster, -bottom, -bug, -case, -cur-

tain, -damask, -flea, -foot, -frame, -furniture^ -glee,

-hangings, -head, -hour, -house, \-joincr, -mate,

-place, -quilt, -rite {-right}* -rug, -\-sabbath (a sab-

bath in bed ). -sheet, -stand, -steps, -stuff, -tester ;

b. objective gen. with verbal sb. or pple., as

f l>cd-presser ; -making, f -spreading.
1823 BYRON Werner \. i. 2^4 Madame Idenstein .. shall

furnish forth the *

bed-apparel. 1701 Loud. Gaz, No- 3696/4
Fine Flannel *BeJ- Blankets. 1530 PAI.SGR. 197/1 *Bedde
borde, sjitwifc. 1684 1. MATH KR Remark. Prwia.v. 104 When
the man was. .a bed, his 'bed-board did rise out of its place.
a 1000 ,'Ku RIC Gloss. in Wr.-Wt'ilcker Kpt1

, 124 Plitmeuius,
"bedbuKter. 1813 BiNCLEv^/w. Biog. III. 181 The *Bed

Bug is a nauseous and troublesome inhabitant of most ofthe
houses in large towns. 1557 Lane. <V C/iesh. IVills 71, I be-

quethe all my harnes and all the *

bedcasis, etc. 1774 Phil.

Traits. LXV. 274 We have seen, .''bed-fleas, .swarming at

the mouths of these holes 1483 Cath. Angl.z+ A *Bedfute,

fiiltrum. 1670 COTTON E$pern<->n in. xii. 647 He had . a
Crucifix fastned to his "Beds-feet. 1865 SWINBURNE Poems
<y /><?//., A'tJias Carol 46 The bedstcaa shall be gold two

spans. The 'bedfool silver line. 1815 SCOTT Guy M, xliv,

Iron liedframes and straw mattresses. 1861 MKS. BEKION
Bk. Houscli. MatMgcm, 993 The 'bed-furniture requires

changing. 1583 STANYHUKST JEncis iv. (Arb.j 91 Had not

I such daliaunce, such pipling 'bed-gle renounced- 1566

Eng. C/i. Fiernit. (1866) 100 Fyve banner clothes . . and he
haith made liedd henginges therof. 1864 Chambers Jrnl,
8 (Jet. 642 Hair like the fringe to bed-hangings. 1579 FULKK

Confitt. Siindcrs 649 He worshipped toward the *bedshead.

1853 KANE Grinncll K.\-p. \. (1856) 35 The temptation to

avoid a regular 'bed-hour was sometimes irresistible. 1881

Uu CHAILLU Land Mictnt. Sun II. 276 A larder and a

separate *bed-house. 1725 Loud. Gas. No. 6385/4 Richard

Beardsley .. *Bed-Joyner. 1583 STANYHURST ALucis in.

(Arb.) 75 With iealosie kindled Orestes For los of his
^bed-

mate. 1850 BLACK IK sKscftylns I. 157 He was thy
'bed-

mate living, Be then his comrade, dead. 1566 'I. NUCK
Seneca's Octavia (1581) 177 Fasten Poppie sure in our *bed-

place. 1833 MAKRYAT P. Simple (1863) 362 Retired to my
standing Mied-place in the cabin. 1598

SHAKS. \ lien. IV,
ii. iv. 268 This sanguine Coward, this

y

Bed-presser. 1601

CORNWALI.YKS Ess. (1632) xviii, Fame never knew a per-

petuall *Bedpresser. #1847 MKS. SHERWOOD Ltufy ofManor
vi. 193 A patch-work *bedquilt. 1610 SHAKS. 7V/;//. iv. i.

96 No "bed-right shall be paid Till Hymens Torch be

lighted. 1684 P. HKNRY Diaries % Lett. (18821323, Feb. 23,

a ~*

Bed-Sabbath, few such, cup'd and blister'd. 1481-90
ffffivard Hoiisch. Kks. 274, liij. peir schitz for my Lord,

[and] ij. betl>chit/. 1610 HKAI.EV City of God 132 The
Sybils bookes directed the first *Bed-spreading to last eight

dayes. I.RDAI.E 2 Sam, xvii. 28 And Barsillai ..

BED.

19. Special combinations : fbed-ale (see quot.) ;

t bed-bere, a pillow-case ; bed-bolster, -bolt, in

Gunnery (see quots.) ; f bed-broker, a pander,

Eimp
; bed-card, a card fixed at the head of a

ospital patient's bed, giving a statement of

the ' case
; bed-chair, a chair for the sick, with

a movable back, to support them while sitting up
in bed

; bed-coach, a coach with sleeping ac-

commodation; fbed-company ; bed-cord, a cord

for stretching the sacking of a bed
;
bed-eel (see

quot.) ; T" bed-evil, illness that confines to bed ;

fbed-game; f bed-gang, -gate, going to bed ;

t bed-geld (see quot.) ; bed-irons, the iron frame-

work for a bed (cl. Jin-irons) ; bed-joint, a split
or parting in a rock parallel to the surface of the

earth
; bed-key, an iron tool for screwing and

unscrewing the nuts and bolts of a bedstead
;
bed-

lift, a canvas stretched by a wooden frame, with

an aperture in the centre for defalcation, upon
which a patient may be raised (Syd. Soc. Lex.} ;

bed-litter, straw, etc. to make up a bed
; f bed-

loft (transl. of L. pulvinar}, a couch made of

cushions, upon which images of the gods were

placed at festivals
; f bed-match, marriage, wed-

lock ; bed-moulding (arc/i.\
' the mouldings

under a projection, as the corona of a cornice'

((/wilt) ; bed-piece, -plate (jfl/^.), the foundation
or support of any mechanical structure ; bed-rock

(Gcol.) the solid rock underlying alluvial and other

superficial formations ; also Jig. bottom, lowest

level
; bed-screw, a screw used for holding to-

gether the posts and beams of a wooden bed-

stead ; also, a powerful machine for lifting heavy
bodies, often used in launching vessels ; ^ bed-
seller (see quot.); bed-sick, sick and in bed;

t bed-sister, the mistress of a married man in

relation to his lawful wife; bed-sore, a soreness

of the skin produced by long lying in bed
;
bed-

stone, a large heavy stone used as the founda-

tion and support of girders, etc. in building; also,

the lower stone in an oil-mill, on which the runners

roll; bed-string (
= bed-cord) ; t bed-swerver,

one unfaithful to the marriage-bed ; f bed-vow,
promise of fidelity to the marriage-bed ;

bed-way
in Gcol. (see quot.) ;

bed-ways adv., in the direction

of the beds or strata ; bed-winch, -wrench, an
instrument for tightening up or loosening the

screws of bedsteads ; fbedwoman, a woman con-

lined to bed; f bed-work, work that is or can be

done in bed or without toil, easy work.
1880 IV. Corniv. Gloss. (E.D.S.*,

*
Bed-ale, groaning ale;

ale brewed for a christening. 1420 E. E. Wills (1882! 41
That Anneys Tukkysworthe have J>e beste *bedbere. 1769
FALCONEK Diet. Marine (1789) C c iv, On the fore-part of
the bed a piece of timber is placed transversely, upon which
rests the belly of the mortar . . This piece is called the *bed-

bolster. Ibid. I iv, The *bed-bolt, upon which the bed rests

to support the breech of the cannon. 1592 DANIEL Compl.
Rosamond (17171 58 And fly . . these *Bed-Brokers unclean.

1885 Standard 4 Aug. 3/7 A *bed-card bearing on the case

had been taken away. 1685 Bp. BL'RNET Trav. France
iii. 11752) 96 His was a huge *bed-coach, all the outside
black veluet. a 1555 LATIMER Sertn.ff Rem. (184=;' 101 The
lawful *bed-cornpany that is between married folks, a 16x5
FLETCHER A7. Walker \. i, With the *bed-cord he may pass
for a porter. 1710 GAY Poems (1745) II. 59 Beneath the

frighted guest The *bed-cords trembled. 1769 PENNANT
Zool. III. 112 A variety of small eel .. that is found in

clusters in the bottom of the river, and is called the *Bed-
eel. 1609 SKKNE Keg. Jfaj. 107 Na defaulte nor essonzie

of law, bot gif it be mat de lit, that is *bed evill. i6oz

WAFNKR Alb. Eng. xi. Ixi. (16121 268 But deified swore he
him her *bed-game sweets might taste, a 1300 E. E. Psalter
Iv. 2 Dreried I am in mi "bed-gauge. 1.1440 Morte Arth.
(Roxb.)io3oThrebaIefullebirdez. .That byddez his *bedgatt.

1483 Cath. Angl. 25 *Bedgate, cantidninut
^
concubium.

1844 K. HART^^V. Norjolkxxiv. 75 *Bedgeld was the fine

paid to the lord on the marriage of his vassal. 1863 Cornh.

A/rt,c". Mar. 446 The *bed-irons are turned up. 1747 HOOSON
Miners Diet. L iij b, In some .. Veins .. the *Bed-joynts
themselves will often carry it a little abide. 1861 WYNTER
Soc. Bees 343 Winding up some moaning machinery with a

"bed-key. .1425 in Wright I've. 199 Hoc stratum, *bed-

lytter.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 60 marg., The *bedloft wher

the sacred Images of the Gods were devoutly bestowed.

1583 STANVHITRST .-Ends iv. lArb. ) 96 Juno, the chaplain,
Seams vp the *bedmatch. 1703 Chatsworth Build. Accts.

in Jrnl. Derbysk. Arclueol. Soc. III. 39 The lower member
of the *bedmolding of the cornice. 1717-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v., A bed-moulding usually consists of these four

members, an O-G, a list, a large boultine, and another
list under the coronet. 1879 Encyrt. Brit. X. 745/1 In

alluvial deposits the richest ground is usuaMy found in con-

tact with the *bed rock. 1881 Chicago Times n June, The
transactions, .having been based on *bed-rock prices. 1883

Century 581 The family is about down to "bedrock. 1757
in /'///'/. Trans. L. 289 There were act up, under the wales

..of the ship., nine pair of *bed-screws. 1832 BABBAGE
Econ. Manuf. xvii. 153 ^Bed-screws, 6 inches long. 1553
Lane. Wills 11857) I.'pi Y courtens and hangings bed-

stocke and *bedseller of y* same, c 1350 SIR J. BALFOUR

Practicks(i-}$4} 361 If it be provin. .that he is*bed-seikand

may not travel. 1611 BARKSTED Hirem 11876; 8 r Like to

a man Rich and full cram'd .. Yet lyes *bed-sicke. 1297
R. GLOUC. 27 Astrilde hire *bedsuster (hire lordes concu-

bine). 1861 FLOS. NIGHTINGALE Nursing 57 Where there is



BED.

any danger of *bed-sores a blanket should never be placed
under the patient. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 34 In

theory *bed-sores should never occur 1723 S. MORLAND
Spec. Lat. Diet. 6 Nor have they the least mention of

*Bed-stone in the English. 1862 Report E. Midi, R'way
Co. 26, Pier No. r4 . . has the "bedstones for the girders set.

1848 THACKERAY l^ari. Fair\. (1853) 31 They cut his ''bed-

strings. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. n. i.osShee's A*Bed-swaruer.
1600 Sonn, clii, Thy *bed-vow broake and new faith

torne. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Bed-way, an ap-

pearance of stratification, or parallel marking, in granite.

1883 Stonemason Jan., The blocks . . are usually sawn

through *bedways about two feet from the top. 1568 R.

BERTIE in Lady Bertie Loyal Ho. (1845)42 Though she con-

tinue a *bedwoman and not a footwoman, 1606 SHAKS. Tr.

$ Cr. i. iii. 203 They call this *Bed-worke, Mapp'ry, Closset-

Warre. 1844 Regul. fy Ord. Artnyvy*, See that the different

parts of the bedsteads are properly screwed together, (for

which purpose a*bed-wrench is to be hung in every room).

Bed, v. Pa. t. and pple. bedded. Forms : I

beddian, 2-3beddi-en, 3beddy, 2-5 bedd-e(n,

4-7 bedde, 6- bed. [OE. b^idian f. fyd(d\ BED.]
I. Connected with a bed for sleeping.

1 1. intr. To spread or prepare a bed. Const.

dat. ;
also with cognate object. Obs.

1000 in Thorpe's Laws fl. 282 iBosw.) Ft'de bearfan, and

beddije him. a 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 140 Bedde hys bed

myd m6r-secge. 1382 WYCLIF Job xvii. 13 In dercnessis I

beddede my bed.

2. trans. To lay in bed, put to bed
;
to furnish

(a person) with a bed.
c 1200 ORMIN 2712 To wasshenn hem, to warrmenn hemm,

To beddenn hemm & frofrenn. 1382 WYCLIF i Sam. ix.

25 He beddide Saul in the solere, and he slepte. 1394 P.
PI. Crede 772 [>ey schulden nou}t . . bedden swiche bropels
in so brode schetes. 1646 W. PRICK Mans Deling. 20 It

will not leave us, "if we welcom and bed and board it. 1863
B. TAYLOR Poet's Jrnl. (1866) 35 Beds me in its balmy
green. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Nei^/ib. vii. (1878) 120
No end of work, .to get them all bedded for the night.

b. spec. To put (a couple) to bed together.
a \yyolfa7-elok 1235 He sholen bedden hire and the. (11639

W. WIIATELEY Prototypes n. xxxi. (1640) 118 To see a

stranger bedded with him instead of his owne Spouse. 1680
Lond. Gaz, No. 1494/4 The Dauphin and the Dauphiness
were Bedded. , f 1743 Ld. Herveys Mem. Introd., Sure
Venus had never seen bedded So lovely a beau and a belle.

3. To take (a wife) to bed. arch.

1548 HALL Chron. Hen. VIII (R. t She was both wedded
and bedded with his brother Prince Arthur. 1596 SHAKS.
Tant. Shr. \. i. 149 That would thoroughly woe her, wed
her, and bed her, and ridde the house of her. 1653 HOL-
CROFT Procopins iv. 140 Askt him why he would neglect his

Vow, and bed another Woman. 1740 L. CLAUKE Hist.
Bible I. i. 63 Jacob . . then married and bedded Rachel.

4. intr. To go to bed ; to retire for the night.
1635 KEVWOQD London's Siuns Saint. 289 Rise earlie, and

bed late. 1822 HOOD Lycns (1871) 61 The cave where I

bedded.

b. spec, said of a couple sleeping together.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 76 ^ef thon thother profreth, Wyth any

other to beddy. 1583 STANYHURST sEncis in. (Arb.) 79 An-
dromachee dooth bed with a countrye man husband. 1668
EVELYN Mem. (1857) II. 37 Sir Samuel Tuke, Bart., and
the lady he had married this day, came and bedded at night
at my house. 1740 H. CAREY Sally in our Alley vii, O
then we'll wed, and then we'll bed, But not in our Alley.

1763 C. JOHNSTON Reverie n. 6 No man can bear to bed
with such an ugly, filthy brute.

1 5. fig. To lodge, find a resting-place. Obs.

1175 Lamb Horn. 185 Eor|>liche lou and heouenliche
ne ma^en. .beddin in a breoste. 1/1220 Halt Meld. 43 Ne
muhen ha nanes weis bedden m a breoste.

6. trans. To put (animals) to rest for the night ;

to provide with '

bedding' or litter for sleeping

purposes. Also with uf>. down.
1x480 KingSf H. 166, E. P. P. (18641 20 Hys stede into the

house he lede, With litter son he gan hym bed. a. 1791
WFSLEY Wks. (1872) VIII. 318 See.. that your horse be

rubbed, fed, and bedded. 1856 OLMSTED SJave States 380
They were obliged to bed their horses with pine leaves.

1859 Art Taming Horses xi. 188 My Lord, the horses are
bedded up. 1863 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 448 Bedding down
the horses and making them snug for the night.

7. intr. Of an animal : To make its lair ; the

specific term used of the roe.

c 1470 Hors, Shepe, fy G. (1822) 33 A roo is bedded. 1610
GWILLIM Heraldry m. xiv. 1,1660) 166 You shall say that
a Roe Beddeth. 1819 REES Cycl. s.v. Bedding, A roe is

said to bed; a hart to harbour,

8. trans. To furnish (a room) with a bed. rare.

1758 MRS. CALDERWOOD Jrnl. (1884! 44 The captain has
the cabin bedded at his expense.

II. Connected with a garden bed, a layer, base.

9. fra?ts t To plant in or as in a garden bed
;
to

plant deeply. To bed out : to plant out in a bed
or beds.

1671 GREW Anat. Plants (1682) 28 Trunk-Roots newly
bedded, a 1750 MORTIMERI'J.) Mould to bed your quick hi,

Mod. May is rather too early to bed out your geraniums.
10. To sink or bury in a matrix of any kind, to

cover up or fix firmly in any substance
;
to EMBED.

1586 HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Hoiinsh. II. 4/1 A place
where the ships lie bedded. 1692 R \v Disi.\\.\\. 11712* 200
The Minerals wherein they are bedded. 1803 Phil. J rans,
XCII1. 142 Bedded and fixed firmly in a hrasssocket. 1874
MRS. WOOD Mast. Grcylands x:;vii. 320 The bullet. . must
have bedded itself in the wall.

Jig. 1862 TRENCH Mirac. xxviii. 385 Testimonies, .which
. . not lying on the surface of Scripture, are bedded deeply
in it.

b. intr. To rest on, to lie on for support.

751

1875 URK Diet. Arts III. 692 The rail, therefore, beds

throughout on the ballast.

11. Building. To lay (bricks or stones) in posi-
tion in cement or mortar.

1685 BOYLE Effects ofMotion viii. 104 Stones . . taken out

of the cement wherein they were bedded. 1823 P. NICHOL-
SON Pract. Build. 398 Both plain and pan tiles are com-

monly bedded in mortar.

fig- "^S1 CARLYLE Sari. Res. \. viii. 62 Words well bedded
also in good Logic-mortar.
12. Masonry. To dress the face or ( bed

'

of a

stone (cf. BED sb. 12 b.).

1793 SMEATON Rdystone L. 169 Each size and species of

stone were to be worked-, to a given parallel thickness.,

and . .when so bedded . . to be cut. .to the true figure.

13. To spread, strew, or cover with a bed or

layer of anything. Cf. to carpet.

1859 KINGSLEY Misc. II. 299 Those dells bedded with dark
velvet green fern.

Jig. 1839 BAILEY Feshts (1848) v, It is fear which beds
the far to-come with fire,

14. To lay in a bed or layer ;
e. g. to lay (oysters)

in beds prepared for their reception.
1653 WALTON Angler 190 Many of them [eels] together

bed themselves, and live without feeding upon anything.

1721 Phil. Trans. XXXI. 250 The Bottom of its Channel
. . all bedded with good Oysters. 1861 HULMK tr. Moquin-
Tandon \\. in. 169 The Oysters are placed in large reservoirs

. . this is called
'

Bedding the Oysters.'

15. intr. To form a compact layer.

1615 MARKIIAM Eng. Honsew. n. v, By reason of the soft-

nesse thereof it beddeth closer. 1641 BKST Farm. Bks.

144 The wette strawe coucheth better, and beddts closer.

1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 168 Hairs bed well when they
twist kindly.
16. To bed up : to lie up in beds or strata against.
1782 WITHERING in Phil. Trans. LXXII. 329 The lime-

stone rocks . . bed up against it, and the coal comes up to the

surface against the lime-stone.

Bedabble (b/darb'l), v.
[f.

BE- i i- DABBLE.]
trans. To wet with dirty liquid, or in such a way as

to make untidy or dirty Hence Bedabbled///, a.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 443 Bedabbled with the dew,
and tome with briars, I can no further crawle. 1644 Vind.

Featley Pref. : Pens bedabbled in the Gall of bitternesse.

1811 SCOTT Don Roderick xxxi. Idols of gold . . Bedabbled
all with blood. 1862 Luck Ladysmede II. 78 Whose stained

and bedabbled head and face made him appear more of a

sufferer than he really was.

Bedad (b/dse'd), int. Irish. [
= By dad, or

by God (cf. begad) !\
An asseveration.

1710 SWIFT Lett. (1768** III. 25 Only because it is Tuesday,
a Monday bedad. 1848 THACKERAY I-'an. Fair\\. iv. 39
' Bedad it's him,' said Mrs. O'Dowd. 1871 J. YofNG/1/t'w.

C. /!/. Young 324, Standing where, bedad, I'm stand ing now.

fBeda'ff, v. Obs. [f. BE-S+DAFFJ/J.] trans. To
befool, make a fool of, make foolish. Hence Be-

daft///. a., foolish, stupid.
1386 CHAUCER Clerkes T. 1135 Beth not bedaffed for your

innocence. 1573 GASCOIGNE Flowers Wks. (1587") 67 Barthol-

mew hys wits had so bedaft, That all seemed good. 1580
NORTH Plutarch 105 When you come ysore [eye-sore] in

all your factes Then are you blynde, dull witted and bedaft.

t Beda'g, v. Ol>s. [f. BE- 2 + DAG 7;.]
To be-

mire the bottom of (dress).

171300 A'. Alis. 5485 Alisaunder cometh upon his mule,
Bishitcn and bydagged foule. 1530 PALSGR. 445/2, I be

dagge, I araye a garment aboute the skyrtes with myre.
t Beda'ggle, v. Obs. [f. BE- + DAGGLE. A

kind of frequentative to BEDAG.] = prec.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tetrg; Crottc, bedagled.

1583 STANYHURST /Eneis u. tArb. 140 With dust al powdred,
with filthood dustie bedagled. 1660 PEPVS Diary 5 July,
I saw the King . . go forth in the rain . . and it bedaggled
many a fine suit of clothes. 1755 in JOHNSON; in mod. Diets.

Bedaghe, var. of BEDAW, v. Obs.

Bedamn, bedamp, etc. : see RE- flref.

Bedangled (bfdse-ijg'ld), ///. a. [f. BE- i -t-

DANGLE.] Beset with things dangling about one.

1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. E
ij b, Direct my course To

the dew-bedangled Oceanitides. 1732 SWIFT Corr. Wks.

1841 II. 691 Worthless bishops, all bedangled with their

illiterate relations and flatterers.

Bedare, bedaughtered, etc. : see BE- pref.

Bedark (b/dauk), v.\ also4bederk. [f.
BE- i

+ DARK v.~]
trans. To involve in darkness.

X393 GOWER Conf.\. 81 Whan the blacke winter night ..

Bederked hath the water stronde. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil
I. 297 Every mist which, .bedarksthee round, I'll take away.

Bedarken (b/da-jk'n), v.
[f.

BE- i + DARKEN.]
trans. To involve in darkness. Alsoy%>-.

1596 FITZ-GEFFREY Sir P. Drake (1881) 24 Boughes be-

darkning all the daie. 1834 SIR H. TAYLOR Artweltie n.

HI. ii, Guilt bedarkens and confounds the mind of man.

Hence Beda-rkened, Beda'rkening///. a.

1809 SOUTIIEY Ess. (1832) II. 282 It is still the same be-

darkened and bedarkening superstition. 1833 H. COLERIDGE
Poems I. 54 Sweet snatches of delight That visit our be-

darken'd day. 1847 SIR H. TAYLOR Kve ofCong. 36 If thou
cast reproachful looks On sports bedarkening custom erst

allowed.

Bedash (b/doe-J"), v.
[f.

BE- i +DASH v.] trans.

a. To dash against, dash about, b. To injure or

spoil by dashing (as the wind or rain dashes

flowers), c. To cover with dashes of colour or

adornment.

1564 GOI.DING Justine 90 (R.) Bedect with skarlet and be-

dashte with golde. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. ii. 164 Like
Trees bedash'd with raine. 1609 HOLLAND Atntn. Marvel.

BEDCHAMBER.

196 It bedasheth on that side Cyzicum and Dindyma.
1621 QUAHLES Esther in Div. Poems (1717) 46 His comfort

is bedasht and done. 1640 J. GOWER Ovid's Fest. \\. 25 The
battred billows all bedash the Shippe. 1850 BLACKIE /SSscty-
Ins I. 131 Purple gouts bedash The guilty ground.

Bedaub (b/U^b), v. [f. BE- i + DAUB z.]

1. trans. To daub over with anything that sticks,

to plaster.
1558 PHAKR Sfincid n. (R ) But now in dust his beard

bedawb'd [is]. 1683 LORKAIN Mnret's Rites Fun. 5 They
all bedawbed their faces with mire and dirt. 1763 J. BROWN
Poetry <$ Mits. 6. IIQ Thespis and his Company bedaubed
their Faces with the Lees of Wine. 1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat.
Hist. 24 And with a painter's brush [he] had bedaubed the

trunks of several large trees.

b. fig. To bespatter with abuse, to vilify.

1553-87 FOXE A. fy AI. (1596) 532/1 Your dirtie pen. .hath

not so bedaubed and bespotted me . . but I hope to spunge
it out. 1662 PEPYS Diary 30 Oct., He prepares to bedaube
him. 1705 OTWAY Orphan Prol. 18 The names of Honest
Men bedawb'd.

2. To ornament clumsily or vulgarly ;
to bedizen.

1581 J. BELL Haddons Answ. Qsor. 309 They bedawbe
their Temples on every side, with pictures, and Poppettes.

1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. xxii. I. 67 The emperor
and empress have two of these little monsters, .all bedaubed
with diamonds. 1862 THACKERAY Four Georges i. (1862) 63
Are now embroidered and bedaubed.

b. fig. To load with rhetorical devices, with

praise, etc.
;
to belaud to excess.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 493 Untymely appli-

cations, wherewith his discourse Is altogether bedawbedd.

1672 MARVEI.L AV//. Tramp, \. 23 Set off, and bedawb'd
with Rhetorick. 1790 BOSWELL Johnson III. 57 note, That
I., should have, .bedawbed him, as the worthy gentleman
has bedawbed Scotland ?

Bedau'bed, -ing ppl. a.. Bedaubing vbl. sb.

1624 QUARLES Sio)is Sonn, (1717) 416 A newer fashion .

Than eye bedawbing tears, and printed lamentation. 1788
BURNS Lett. 40 Those bedaubing paragraphs with which h>-

is eternally larding the lean characters of certain great men,

1863 Miss WiiATKi.v Ragged L. Egypt ,xii. 105 Disgust
at the bedaubed face of the little one.

Bedauer, -aver, obs. dial. f. led-ijere, BED-

FERE, bed-fellow.

t Bedaw*, v. Obs. rare \ also 4-5 bedaghe.

[f.
HE- 4 -t- DAW *.]

trans. To dawn upon. Cf. BE-

DAWX, BEDAY in Ifa- pref*
1393 GOWFK Coaf. II. 193 There is no day which hem be-

daweth. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy in. 758 Hit is best bat we buske
& of bede rise. Lest pe day us be-daghe.

Bedawee*, -wi, -wy, pi. bedawee'n, -win,
forms of BEDOUIN, -H.

Bedaze -;b/U"i-z\ v. Also 7 bedeaza (Sc.\ [f.

BE- 2 + DAZE.] Emphatic form of DAZE. Hence
Bedazed ppl. a. Dazed, stupefied ;

besotted.

^1605 MONTGOMERIE /Vtfvw (1821) 173 Qubais frostie head
. . Bedeazit evry vane. 1870 Daily News 10 June, The baby-
acrobat may fall, bedazed and stunned. 1882 E. PLUMI-TRE
Ecclcs. (Camb. Bible for Sch.) 167 The besotted and be-

dazed spiritual pride which St. Paul paints by the participle
'

puffed up.
'

Bedazzle (b/clrc-z'l), v. ; also 6-7 bedazle.

Sf.

BE- 2 + DAZZLE.] Intensive form of DAZZLE ;
to

azzle thoroughly, confuse by dazzling.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. v. 46 That haue bin so bedazled

with the Riinne. 1870 HAWTHORNE Eng. Note'bks. (1879*
II. 291 They bedazzle one another with cross lights.

Beda'ZZled, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED 1

.]
Dazzled

so as to be confused.

1805 SCOTT Last. Minstr. vi. xxv, Full through the guests'
bedazzled band Resistless flashed the levin brand. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Kev. II. in. n. i. Poor bedazzled mortals.

Beda'zzlement. [f.
as prec. + -MENT.] The

fact of being bedazzled
;
the action of bedazzling.

1806 K.NOX & JEBB Corr, I. 295 To the bepuzzlement of

the ignorant, and the bedazzlement of the superficial, 1877
V.Hugo's Miserables n, Ixxix, All the other historians suffer

with a certain bedazzlement in which they grope about.

Beda'zzling, ///.#. [f.asprec.+-iNG
2
.]

Dazz-

ling so as to confuse. Hence Bedazzlingly adv.

1852 D. MOIR II. 73 When are swept aside The court's

bedazzling pageantry and pride.

Bedchamber (De-ditGrfcrnbai). Also 4

cha(u)mbre. [f.
BED sb. + CHAMBER. Cf. MHG.

bcttckammcre^\
A chamber or room intended for holding a bed

;

arch, and displaced in common use by bedroom, exc.

in reference to the royal bedchamber, as in gentle-
man. groom, lord, or lady of the bedchamber.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 136 pe Beste in be Bed-chautnbre

lay bi be \vowe. 1611 SHAK^. Cyntb. n. iv. 66 Her Bed-
chamber.. was hang'd With Tapistry of Silke and silver.

1685 Land. Gaz. No. 2028/2 Then the Lord Churchill Gentle-
man of the Bedchamber, followed by Two Grooms of the
Bed-Chamber. 1702 Ibid. No. 3862/1 The Ladies of the

Bed-chamber, Maids of Honour, and other Ladies. 1776
GIBBON Dccl. <y F. I. 70 Those menial offices, which, in the
household and bedchamber of a limited monarch, are so

eagerly solicited by the proudest nobles. 1789 Lr>. AUCK-
LAND Corr, (1861) II. 188 We are obliged to have all the six

children in our bedchamber to-night. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.
/.". I. 248 Letting us know how the parlours and bed-
chambers of our ancestors looked.

b. attrib.) as bed-chamber candle, plot, -man.

1643 PRYNNK Soi>. Power Part. in. 89 Nor [must] his Bed-
chamber-men attire him, for feare of high Treason. 1671
K. PHILIPPS Reg. Necess 46 All the Chamberlains or Bed-
chamber-men. 1833 MACAULAV War Success., Ess. (18541
I. 259/1 The great party, .was undermined \>\ bedchamber-



BED-CLOTHES. 752 BEDENE.
women at St. James's. 1854 THACKERAY Newomes I. 32
A bed-chamber candle. 1880 DISRAELI Endym. Iviii, The
famous Bed-Chamber Plot, .which terminated in the return
of the Whigs to office.

Bed-Clothes < be-d-kWz), sb. pi. (The sing.
bedcloth is obs.} [f.

BED ^. + CLOTHES.] The
sheets and blankets with which a bed is covered.

1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Sen VI. 87 A burden of bed-

elopes, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 27 Bedclothe, or a rayment for

a bed. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well iv. iii. 287 In his sleepe
he does little harme, sane to his bed-cloathes about him.
1818 BYRON Juan i. cxl, To fling the bed-clothes in a heap.

t Bedde. Obs. [short form of ibedde, OE. g-
bedda : cf. OFris. bedda, M HO. bctte] A bedfellow.

c 1250 Owl fy Night. 1498 ?if aht man is hire bedde.

Bedded (be-ded )_,///.
a.

[f.
BED v. r-KnV]

1. Put to bed, having gone to bed
; lying in bed.

1393 LAXGL. P. PL C. xvin. 197 Vuel-cloped . . Baddcliche

beddyd. 1625 BOYS in Spurgeon Treas. Da"'. Ps. xlv. <j

Spiritually the wedded and bedded wife to the king of glory.

*773 J- ROBERTSON Poems 202 All silent was the bedded
house. 1839 HAUBURTON Lett. Bag. Gt. II

7
. i. 4 Bedded all

day.-. Rose in the Evening. 1855 I.oxr.r. ///<*:<>. in. 76
Bedded soft in moss and rushes.

2. Lying at rest in their lair, or bed
;
cf. BED v. 14, |

1653 WALTON Angler 185 Let coarse bold hands, from

slimy nest, The bedded fish in banks cutwrest.

3. Growing in a bed.
1818 KFATS Endym. \. 239 Dost sit and hearken The

dreary melody of bedded reeds?

4. Deeply or firmly fixed
;
embedded.

1641 D. C"A\VDREY Three Scrm, The spawne and seed of

corruption which lies bedded in our hearts. 1813 Srorr

Rokeby n. xv, Von earth-bedded jetting stone.

5. Laid or strewn in a smooth layer.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. iv. 121 Vour bedded haire Start up,

and stand an end. 1795 SOCTHEV "Joan of.-I re iii. 443 Light-
edged shadows on the bedded sand.

6. Existing in beds or layers; stratified in beds.

1830 LYFLL Princ, Geol. (1833) III. 65 A similar compact
variety of the limestone occurs . . often very thick bedded.

1858 GEIKIE Hist. Boulder xii. 247 The bedded or contem-

poraneous trap-rocks.

7. In coitil-. Having a bed.

1831 CARLYLE Snrf. 7vV.*. n. ix, Not sufficiently honoured,
nourished, soft-bedded. 1862 BARNES Rhymes Dorset Dial.

II. 100 Above the gravel-bedded rill.

Beddel'l, obs. or dial, form of BEADLE, BF.DRF.L.

Bedder (be-daj). Also 8 beder. [f. BED r.

or sfi. -(--ER 1
. With sense 2, cf. hedgcr, potter ;

with 3. cf. header, drawer^
1. One who puts to bed

;
one who litters cattle.

c 1612 FLF.TCHER Thierry \. 450 All your guilded knaves,

brokers, and bedders.

1 2. A bed-maker, an upholsterer. Oh. or dial.

1803 S. PEGGE Anccd. Eng. Lang. 273 VphoUterer, Called

. . in some parts of the kingdom . . a bedder.

3. The lower stone in an oil-mill ; the bed-stone.

1611 CoTGJt.,Gfsani d"v>nmonlin, the Bed, Redder, or under*
millstone. 1706 PHILLIPS, Bedder, bcdetier, the neither-

stone of an Oil-mill. 1755 in JOHNSON : and in mod Diets.

4. A plant adapted for being grown in a flower

bed; a 'bedding-out plant.'
1862 Times 10 Apr., Plants, .posseting the properties re-

quired in bedders. that is. .adapted to form masses of uniform

colour. 1882 Garden 21 Jan. 34/1 It will be a new sensa-

tion . . to grow bedders on rockwork.

5. (See quot.)
18790. HIBBS Jwellery in Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 309/1

It was the custom formerly to lay a heavy block of iron,

called a '

bedder/ on the two metals and strike upon it with

sledge hammers until, .the contact was complete.

Bedding t^be-dirj , vbl. sb.
[f.

BED + -TN*f;l.]

I. Connected with BED sb.

1. A collective name for the articles which com-

pose a bed, esp. the mattress, feather-bed, or other

article lam upon, and the bed-clothes.
a 1000 Lamb. Psalter vi. 7 (Boswv, Mid minum tearum

mine beddinge ic befnvea. a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr. -Wiilcker

Voc. 187 Mataxa^ uel cordiictitw, uel stramcntnm, stra:!, uel

bedding. 1303 R. BRUNME Handl. S. 3432 }yf bou delyte be

yn ryche beddyng. 1388 WVCLIF 2 Sam. xvii. 28 Brou^ten
to hym beddyngis and tapitis. 1486 Act 3 Hen. /'//, ix,

Things that be good . . for Houshold . . Brass, Pewter, Bed-

ding. 1566 IVills $ Inv. .V. C (18351 254 All bedding as fether-

bedds, mattrasses wth all that pertenithe therynto. 1610 B.

JONSON Alch. v. i, He hath sold my hangings, and my
beddings! 1700 DRVDRN Pal. $ An: n. 159 Bedding and
clothes I will this night provide. 1815 Encycl. Brit. III.

503/2 In the Highlands heath .. is very generally used as

bedding. 1861 F. NIGHTINGALE Nursing 50 Whenever you
can, hang up the whole of the bedding to air for a few hours.

b. A supply of bed-clothes lor one bed.

1620 R. SETOS in Rep. Eglinton Papers No. 128 (1885* 45
|

Vour lordship most also send tuo bedding of clothes. 1724
RAMSAY Tca-t. Misc. <ed. g) I. 28 With an auld bedden o

tlaiths Was left me by my mither.

C. Anything used to sleep on or in
; sleeping

accommodation, arch, or Obs.

1393 LANGL. P. Pi C. xvii. 74 He goj> to a cold beddyng.

1463 Mann. $ Honseh. Exp. 225 He schalle have mete, and

drynke, and beddynge. a 1550 Peblis to Play xiv, Gilbert

in aneguttarglayde; Hegatnabetterbeddin. 1596 SPENSER
State Irel, (18091 I. 161 Ihe ground, .which useth to be his

bedding. 1675 HOBBKS Odyss. (1677) 31 So rude or poor, As
not gocd bedding for a friend t* afford.

d. Litter for horses and cattle.

1697 DRYDF.N I'h-g. Georg. in. 465 Spread with Straw, the

bedding of thy Fold. 1840 J. STCWAST Stable Econ. 737
Some people give the horse no bedding, or almost none.

2. A bottom layer or foundation, in or on which

anything rests, or may be firmly fixed.

1611 MARKHAM Countr. Content, n. ii. (1688) 161 Straws
which do belong to the bedding of the [malt-] kiln. 1677
EVELYN Mem. (1857) II. 119 The bedding being soft mud
it is safe for shipping. 1787 BEST /J // Gloss., Bedding.
the body ofan artificial-fly. 1881 Ei<. Man hiswn Mechanic
m. 1696 A bedding of putty must be carefully laid round
that part, .against which the glass is to be placed.

t3. Building. The upper and lower surfaces of

stones when worked for building. See BED I2b.

1401 Contr. Durham Dorm. \& Gloss. Gothic Archit. ('1845)

I. 52 Et erit le beddyng cujuslibet achiler ponendi in isto

opere longitudinis unius pedis de assyse.

4. Arrangement of rocks, etc. in beds or layers ;

stratification or any similar structure.

1860 TYSDALL Glue. i. g n. 75 Walls, across which the
lines of annual bedding were drawn. 1862 ANSTED '/**/
Isl. n. x. 264 Veins, .at right angles to the apparent cleavage
or bedding. 1878 L.-UVRFNXK tr. Cotta'sRocks Class. 97 The
word '

Bedding is used . . in speaking of all rocks, whether
stratified or not. It is taken as the equivalent of the Ger-
man '

Lagerung.' 1878 HITXLEY PJiysiogr. 238 Running
along ihe planes of stratification or bedding

II. Connected with BED t\

5. A putting to bed
; esp. of a bride.

1589 PUTTKNIIAM En%. Pflesiei. xxviji8u)4i Epithalamies
. . ballades at the bedding ofthe bride. 1622 MASSINGER, etc.

Old Law v. i, Case up thy maidenhead : no priest, no bed-

ding. 1822 SCOTT Xigcl xxxvii, A circumstantial descrip-
tion of the wedding, bedding, and throwing the stocking.

6. The process of planting flowers in beds ; also

called bedding out.
1862 Coti. Gardener 3 June 182 The week has been taken

up chiefly with bedding. 1885 Garden 4 June 521 There
lias been no time for bedding out.

III. Attrib. and comb., as bedding ballad, -plant,

bedding-out plant ; also bedding-moulding
BKD-MOULDIXO ; bedding-stone (see quot.).
1589 I-VTTF.NHAM En%. Poesic (Arb.i 68 Epithalamie or

bedding ballad of the ancient times. 1664 EVELYN Frearfs
Archit. 136 Modilions. .supply the part ofthe bedding-mould-
ing as our Workmen style the Ovolo in this place. 1823
P. NICHOLSON- Pract. Build. 384 Bedding Stone. A straight

piece of marble used to try the rubbed side of a brick. 1856
Gtird. Chr<ni. 55 Many of the bedding-plants \\ere either

dead or in a dying state. 1862 ANSTKH Channel Isl. iv. xxi.

4-J5 The scarlet bedding varieties often live for many years
in the open ground. 1865 L>'>i/t. Mag. May 587 'I o put
down some bedding-out plants.

Beddred, obs. form of BEDRID.

Bede, sb^- ME. form of BEAD sl>.t often used
in mod.Eng. in the now archaic sense of '

prayer.
1

So bedehouse, bedesman, bedeswoman.
t Bede, si*.* [?f. ME. bedcn,

bcodcn
t OE. Ih'odan to command (cf.

if not a sense of pruc.] Command, bidding.
c 1175 Lamb. Ifotu. 7 ^ef we haldt.-J> his beotle. 1330 R.

BRI/NNF, Citron. 335 pel bed be same bede. c 1430 Hymns
I'ir^-. (1867) 49 poru} pride }e offendid my fadiis bede.

Bede (b/"d), sb?>
' A miner's pickaxe.' Raymond

Mining Gloss.

Bedeacon, bedebt, etc. : see BE-//Y/.
Bedead b/de-cn, T'. *.0l>s.

[f.
BE- 2 + DEAD

7-.]

trans. To deaden. Onlyfound in pples. Bedea'ded,
deadened ; Bedea'ding, deadening.
1656 H. MORF. Enthns. Tri. 28. 27 His body so deeply

overwhelmed and bedeaded with sleep. -- Antid. Ath. \\\.

xvi. 11712) 141 A dark bedeading Melancholy. 1681 HAI.I.Y-

WI-:LI. Mclampr. i'T.> Hedeaded and stupified as to their

moral-. 1736 in BAILT.V; and in mod. Diets,

t Bedea-f, -: Obs.
[f.

BE- +DEAF.] To deafen.
1620 QfARLFs Jenak (16381 26 Bedeafing him with what

he knows and heares.

Bedeafen (b/"de-rn\ v.
[f.

BE- 2 + DEAFEN v.~\

Intensive of DEAFEN. Found only in pa. pple.
1631 QUARLHS Samson in Farr S. P. (1848) 126 Did wake

His father's sleep-bedeafned eares. 1808 SCOTT Marm. iv.

xvi, Bedeafen'd with the jangling knell.

t Bedea'l, '. Obs. Forms : i bediclan, ;,

bideelen, 2-3 bidelen. [f.
BE- 3 + OE. didant

to

part, DEAL.] trans. To deprive, bereave, free of.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Gen. xxvii. 45 Hwi sceal ic beon bedaeled

asgSer minra sunena. rizoo ORMIN 4676 Loc nu ^irt |>att

tu narrt. .wittes bidaeledd. 1205 LAY. 17364 Seouen ^usend
l?er leien Hues bida^led. a 1*75 Prpv. Alfred in O. E, Afisc.

134 Gif )>u i bin helde best welj>es bi-dehd.

Bedeck '.bnle-k), ?-. [f.BE-i+DECK.] trans. To
deck about, to cover with ornament, to adorn.

rtig66 R. EDWARDS in Ellis II. (R.) May bedecks each
branch with green. 1628 tr. Camdens Hist. Eliz. n. 251
That part of the Heaven, .was bedecked with but few Stars.

1720 GAY Poems (1745! II. 18 Three gold rings her skilful

hand bedeck. 1850 BLACKIF, sKschylas II. 173 Spear-pierced
trophies, Argive harnesses, Bedeck their holy halls.

fig. 1559 A/irr. Mag. 187 iR.) So that I was bedecktwith
double praise.

Hence Bede'cked
/>/>/. a., Bede'cking ///. a.

and vbl. sb.

1671 MILTON Samson 712 But who is this? . .That, so be-

decked, ornate, and gay, Comes this way sailing. 1588
SHAKS. /,. L. J.. n. i. 79 Bedecking ornaments of

praise.
1612 \V. PARKF.S Curtttine'Dr. ^1876) 54 The wife in her
faire ornaments and bedeckings,

Bedee, variant of BKDET, obs. *a soldier's boy.'

Bedeguar (be-d/gaj). Also -gar, -gaxir, -guar,

[a. F. bcdeguar* bldegar, ad. ult. Pers. (and Arab.)

4^1 badfiwar, lit.
' wind -

brought,* according to the Bin Jiani Kati * a thorny
bush with a white flower, resembling the thistle.'

Thence sense i. Later writers seem to have fanci-

fully attributed to the word a derivation from Pers.

bad wind, breath + Arab, ward ;

rose,' and applied it

to something growing on the rose. Gerard of

Cremona, in his Synonymy (1481) explains bedegar
both ways, by

'

spina alba vel odor rosse
T

i,Devic).]

T 1. A white spiny or thorny plant, perh. origin-

ally an Echinofs, but taken by western herbalists

for the Milk Thistle (Silybitm Mananum}.
1578 I.VTE Dotioens 525 This Thistell is called . . of the

Arabian Physitiones, Bedeguar : in Knglishe, Our Ladies
Thistell. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 92 Our chaplet makers
v>e the floures also of Uedegnar or white Thistle.

2. A moss-like excrescence on rose-bushes : it is

a kind of gall produced by the puncture of a small

insect Cynips rosx.

1578 LVTF. Dodocns 655 The sponglous bawle . . uppon the

wilde Rose . . is called of som Apothecaries Bedegar ; but

wrongfully. 1695 W. WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. 30 These
Briars yield an Excrescence . . called, tho' falsly, Bedegaur
or Bedegnar. 1872 OLIVKR Elem. Bot. n. 171 Rose Bede-

guars or ' Robin Redbreast's Pincushions', are frequent
upon the Dog Rose. 1883 Pall Mall G. 3 Sept. 2/1 The
hedgerows . . beautiful with clematis, and scarlet and yellow
foliage, with hip and haw, and the bedeguar of the rose.

Bede house, earlier form of BEAD-HOUSE.

Bedel, bedell, archaic forms of BEADLE,

officially retained in the Universities of Oxford
and Cambridge. So Bedelry, etc.

Bedelary, bedellarie, var. of BEADLERT.

t Bede'lve, v. Obs. Forms : Inf. i bedelfan,

3-4 bydelve, 4-5 bi-, bedelue (-vo). Pa. pple.
i bedolfen, $ bydeolve(n, 4 by-, bedolve(n, 6

bedolvyne. Sf. bedelvyn. [OE. bedelf-an^ f. BE-

-I- dclf-an to DELVE.]
1. trans. To dig round or about.
c 1000 Ags. Gosf>. Luke xiii. 8 OJ> ic hine bedelfe. a 1500

E. E. Misc. 68 The tre schal be bedolvyne abowte.

2. To bury.
a 1000 Dream of Rood 75 Bedealf us man on deopan

sea&e. c 1374 CHAUCER Bot'ilt. v. i. 151 And fond here a

gobet of gofde by-doluen. (1440 LOXFLICH Grail\\. 14 And
him. .putten there-inne, and him bedelven. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEncis x. ix. 49 Quharin bedelvyn lyis a gret talent.

Bedeman, obs. form of BEADSMAN.
t Bede'ne, o-dv. Obs. exc. dial. Forais : 3-6

bidene, 4 biden, bedeine, 4-6 by-, bedene,
bedeyne, <; bydeene, beedene, beden, 6 bedyn,

8-9 bedeen. [ME. Hdenc t a word of constant

occurrence in northern ME. verse, but of uncertain

origin ;
its senses run partly parallel with those of

ANON, but it is often used without any appre-
ciable force, as a rime word, or to fill up the

measure. Its latter part is almost certainly the

early ME. adv. a?;/<r, cne, OE. sene 'once, at once,

in one, together' (cf.the ME. phrases at ene at once,

for ene for once, and see EXE) : but the bid- is

difficult of explanation.
Marsh and Matzner compared Du. bijdien^ MDu. biden t

I'idicn, LG. biden
'

by that, thereby, beside that,' which
must be discarded; Stratmann compared LG. fa'nJnetffor
l'i >'>!? , and suggested that bidene might be for bi ene, but
offered no explanation of the -d-. Prof. Zupitza (note to

Guy of H'ar7vit'&t isth c. version, 1. 2408.) suggests a corrup-
tion of *mid enc, comparing MHG. mitein t mit eine, 'to-

gether, nnti' Th:s completely suits the sense
; also, the

change of initial m to b, though unusual, is not unexampled ;

cf. esp. MHG. hitallc for tnit alte 'wholly, entirely.' But
there are historical difficulties in the non-appearance of

*mid awe in OE., or of mid- fnc, bidenet in early southern

ME., where alone mid was retained ; in the rise and use of

Hdcnc in the north, where mid was not retained in ME ;

and in the fact that the Old Northumbrian had not mid, but

ttt?&, so that the Anglian form would have been ;/5 fne.

These difficulties are
only partially removed, if, for mid, we

start from the more northern ivith. In the Old Usages of
li'inc/u'stcr (E. E. Guilds^, we see wi\>-inne, ivi\>-mvtt- t

transformed into
by^pinne, by-\>ou>te* through assimilation

to by ; similarly **B ene, *wfy ene t might be changed into

"/'/-3<v/.', Vy-btw ; but the change of the latter into bi-dene,

would still remain to be explained.]

1. In one body or company, together. All bedene \

all together; altogether, completely. Cf. ANON i.

c 1200 ORMIN 4793 He [Job] forrlass hiss streon Onn an
all bidene, Tenn menn. a 1300 Cursor M. 1553 Manes

Pr.

450
. . 522

//
\n-ld % Child in Hazl. Dodsl 1 . 268 All this company that

is gathered here bi-dene.

2. Sometimes perhaps : Straight on, continuously.

right through so as to include the whole quantity
or number

;
one after another. Cf. ANON 3.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1457 Enos son liued al biden Nine hun-

clret yeir and fine, \ wene. Ibid. 11560 To sle the childryn
alle by-dene[7'.r. be-, bidene] Wyth-ynne thetounofbedlem.

1375 BARBOVR Bruce v. 144 [He] sperit tithandis of the

queyn, And of his frendis all bedeyn. ^1400 Destr. Troy
xxix. 12092 He besit hym . . Fele dayes bedene, or he bat dere

fonde. ci42o Pallad. o* Husb. \. 184 To till a felde man
must have diligence, And balk it not ; but eree it up bydene.
? c 1475 Sqr. Lmi'f Degree 272 Take thy leve of kinge and

queue, And so to all the courte bydene.

3. Straightway, at once, forthwith, immediately
Cf. ANON 4.

,

sinne . . corrupt all bis world bidene. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.

Cflnsc. 8044 A vesselle dypped alle bidene In water. 1450
MVRC Par. Pr. 1870 And also halowet alle by-dene. 1522
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a 1300 E. E. Psalter \. 4 Nou mare me wasche of min

ivel bi-dene. r 1460 Laim/al 907 in Ritson Met. Rom. I.

200 The kyng answerede bedene, Well come, ye maydenes
schene. 1513 G. DOUGLAS sEneis i. ii. 33 Warp all thair

bodyis in the deip bedene. 1786 Har'st Rig in Pop. Sc.
Poems 49 The master is set sair, And vows bedeen that he
will share His staff amang them. 1791 A. WILSON Laurel
Disput. Wks. (1846) 124 A saxpence too, to let me in bedeen.
4. Sometimes perhaps : In a little while, by and

by, 'anon.* Cf. ANON 5.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 140 And Richard oste bidene at
Marsille left alle \>o. 1470 HARDING Chron. ccxv, To Cale'ice
so He came and home bee dene, a 1550 Christis Kirke dr.
xxii, Fresch men cam in and hail'd the dulis, And dang
them doun in dailis Bedene. 1830 HOGG in Blackw. Mag.
XXVIII, 738 Read on our Bibles, pray bedeen.

5. As an expletive, or without appreciable force.

c 1350 Med. MS. Arck&ol, XXX. 351 And stampe alle to-

gedir bedene And wryngis thorow a cloth clene. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce xv. 108 Fra develling came schippis xv
Chargit with armyt men bedeyne [v.r. bedene, bedeene]..
r 1420 Anhtrs Arth. liii, Bothe the king and the quene,
And other dujti bi-dene. 1810 TANNAHILL Poems (1846,1 139
Ye'l! baith come owre on Friday bedeen, And join us.

Beder, ohs. form of BEDDER.

Bederal, variant of BEDRAL, beadle.

Bedered(e, obs. form of BEDRID.

Bederepe, bederpe, variants of BEDRIP.

Bederk, obs. form of BEDARK.

Bede-roll, obs. form of BEAD-ROLL.

t Bedet. Obs. Also 7 bedee. [ad. F. bidet

little baggage horse.] A horseman's or soldier's

boy employed to carry his baggage.
1633 AMES Fresh Suit agst. Cerent, n. 452 Not straglmg

SouTdiers . . but Souldiers boyes or Bedees. 1660 HFXHAM,
Een. Ruytersjongetii a Horse-man's boy, or a Bedet.

Bedevil (brdeVl), v.
;
also 6 beedivel. [f.

BE- 5, 6 + DEVIL.]
1. To treat diabolically, with diabolical violence,

ribaldry, or abuse.

1768 STERNE Sent, foiim. (1775) I. 34 He had been..be-
devil'd. .at every stage he had come at. 1809 BYRON Eng.
Bards <$ Sc. Rw. ted. 2) Postscr., My poor . . Muse . . they
have, .so be-deviled with their . . ribaldry.

2. To *

possess
'

with, or as with, a devil.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. m, in, One age, he is hagridden,
bewitched; the next, priestridden, befooled; in all ages,
bedevilled. i86a THACKERAY Four Georges i. 45 People who
have to deal with her are charmed, and fascinated, and be-
deviled.

3. To drive frantic, to bewilder with worry ;
to

torment, worry, 'bother.'

1823 T. MOORE Fables, Holy Alliance Fab. 2. 107. 549
Satires at the Court they levelled. .That soon, in short, they
quite bedevilled Their Majesties and Royal Highnesses.
1878 P. BAYNE Pnr. Rev. vi. 230 He did so daz/le and be-
wilder and bedevil the poor man.
4. To 'play the devil with'

; to transform mis-

chievously or bewilderingly, to corrupt, spoil, con-

found, or muddle.
1800 Edin. Rev. IX. 108 A room and furniture 'bedeviled

by taste. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey vi. i. 273 So bedevil a
bottle of Geisenheim. .you wouldn't know it from the green-

dimmed eyes, the objects around.

5. To bring into the condition of a devil.

1862 J. BROWN Horae Subs. 219 [Art] cannot regenerate,
neither can it . . bedevil mankind.

6, To call devil, stigmatize as a devil.

Bede'villed, -iled, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
1. Possessed with, or as with, a devil.

. r. Qnf7>. (1708' _

to say, this is a Devil Catchpol'd, and not a Catchpole be-
devil'd. 1785-95 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Lonsiad Wks. iv. I.

296 No sheep, like sheep be-devill'd, ran about. 1879 R.
STEVENSON Trav. Cevennes 180 Those who took to the hills

. . had all gloomy and bedevilled thoughts.
2. Driven frantic, as if by Satanic agency ;

wor-

ried,
'

bothered.'
1828 SOUTHEV Lett. 11856) IV. 92 This be-duped and be-

devil'd nation. 1852 HAWTHORNE Blithed. Row. II. Hi. 61
Bedevilled with one grief or another.

3. Mischievously or bewilderingly transformed,

utterly confused, or muddled.
1755 SMOLLETT Quix. 11803} I. 47 The unintelligible and

bedeviled discourses of his author. 1809 WINDHAM Let. in

Speec/ies 1.1812) I. 114 The whole is so bedevilled, that
there is no restoring things to their original state.

4. Cookery, Grilled or broiled, with the addition
of hot spice ;

= DEVILLED.
1814 SOUTHEV in Q. Rev. XII. 223 The gizzard was . . sent

from the table to be broiled and seasoned, and . . returned
thus bedevilled. i86a Sat. Rev. 13 Sept. 309 Whitebait

simple and whitebait bedevilled.

Bedevilment (bfde-v'lment}. [f. as prec. +

-MENT.]
1. Possession by an evil spirit.
1861 A. CLINGTON Fr, O*Donnel i*. Whatever bedevilment

seized me, I let some of it [opium] spill into his punch. 1878
P. ROBINSON My Ind. Card. 18 Are not these unequivocal
signs of bedevilment?

2. Maddening or bewildering trouble.

1844 DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 132 The greater chance of no
such bedevilment happening tome. 1882 ROSSETTI in Hall
Caine Recoil. 273 Bedevilments thicken: the Garden i*

ploughed up.
VOL. I.

3. Maddening confusion or disorder.

1843 Bleu'k'i'. Mag. LI 1 1. 361 The confusion and bedevil-
ment was ten times worse. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. viii.

(D.jThe lawyers have twisted it into such a state of bedevil-
ment. 1861 SALA Tiv. round Clock 87 What a chaos of
cash debtor, contra creditor, .brokerage, agio, tare and tret,
dock warrants, and general commercial be-devilment !

Bedew (bftH
p

), v. Forms : 4-5 bydewe, 4-7
bedeaw, 5- bedew. [f. BE- + DEW; cf. MHG.
bctouwen, MLG. bedauwenl\
1. passive. To be wetted with dew

; hence active,
To cover with dew-like moisture.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. xiv. ii. (1495) 468 Yf good
londe is bydewed .. it fattyth. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. \. 257
The outside of the Metalline Vessel will be bedew'd (if 1

may so speak' with. . Drops of Water. 1706 ADDISON Rosa-
mondii. vi, In the dreadful pains of death, When the cold

damp bedews your brow. 1830 HlUtSCHKLiS'/M< A'aA Phil.
n. vi. i'i85rt 159 The moisture which bedews a cold metal or
stone when we breathe upon it.

2. transf. To wet or moisten gently or by drops;
also, poet, or rhet.

t
to perfuse with moisture.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. vii. 144 J>e fletyngreyne bydewef>
\>Q wynter. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (1495) 140 The ryvtr
of Nyle that bedewyth and watreth the londe. 1578 Lvi i:

Dodoens 53 As though it were bedewed, .with home. 1593
SHAKS. Rich. //, in. iii. 99 Bedew Her Pastors Grasse with
faithfull English Ulood. 1596 SPENSER /'. Q. \. xii. 16.

#1674 MILTON in Birch Milton's Wks. 117381 1. 43 That Herod
had well bedew'd himselfwith Wine. 1746 SMOLLETT Tears
Scotl. 43 While the warm blood bedews my veins. 1864 H.
AINSWORTH Tower Loud. 363 Tears bedewed her cheeks.

3. fig. To perfuse with any influence figured as

like dew in its operation.
1340 Ayenb. 94 pe virtues bet be Holy Cost bedeawej> myd

his grace. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 301/4, I shalle arrouse
and bydewe her body with so ardaunt desyre. 1639 Roi si

Heav. Univ. iv. 33 When the soul is inwardly bedewed. .

by the Spirit. 1860 Prsr.v Min. Proph, 336 So did the Apos-
tles bedew the souls of believers with the word of godliness.

Bedewed (b/"di?7-d), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED 1
.]

Moistened with or as with dew.
1530 PALSGR. 445/2 In Aprill it is a pleasant syght to se th-

yonge herbes bedewed. 1646 CKASHAW Steps to Temp. 5.,

His sweat-bedewed bed. 1876 G. CHAMBERS Astron. 736
Its transfer into warm air will probably lead to its becom-
ing bedewed.

Bedewer. One who or that which bedews.
1611 COTGR., Arrosenr, a bedeawer, a besprinkler.

Bedewing, vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. + -ixc; 1

.]
A

wetting with or as with dew.
1580 Hoi.LYBAND Treas, Fr. Tong^ Aspersion fy Arroits,'-

iiifnt, besprinckling or bedewing. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk
fy Selv. 128 The bedewings of the raughty mold soaking in

between its crevices.

Bedewing, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 2.] That
bedews or moistens like dew.
1611 COTGR., Rosillant, dewie, bedewing, dew-dropping,

a 1834 COLERIDGE, All-bedewing prayer.
' Bedewment. Obs. rare.

[f.
BEDEW +

-MENT.] = BEDEWING vbl. sb. (fig-} Cf. BEDEW 3.

(71679 T. GOODWIN irks. (1861) II. 452 Those refreshing
bedewments which the Holy Ghost vouchsafeth.

fBedewy, a. rare~^. [Irregularly formed by
assoc. w. BEDEW and DEWY.] =DEWY.
1607 A. BREWER Lingua v. xvi, Night from her hedewy

wings Drops Sleepie silence.

Be'cifast, a. north, dial, and St. [f.
BED sb. +

FAST a. Cf. OE. legerbedde fcst buried
;

and
MDu. beddevass bedfast.] Confined to bed.
a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1677) 341 Farnherst

lying bedfast at the time in Aberdene. 1796 BURNS Lett.
(Globe ed.) 564, 1 have been ailing, sometimes bedfast. 1863
MRS. GASKELL Sylvia's L. I. 30 My old woman is bed-fast.

Bedfellow (be-dfe:!^). For forms see BET>

and FELLOW.
1. One who shares a bed with another

; also_/?^.
1478 SIR J. PASTON Lett. III. 235 [He] hathe entryd the

maner of Scolton uppon your bednelawe Conyerse. 1571
ASCHAM Scholetn, (1863) 96 John Whitneye, a yong jentle-
man, was my bedfeloe. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \\. ii. 42 Misery
acquaints a man with strange bedfellowes. 1711 ADDISON
Spect. No. 90^7 My Bed-fellows left me about an Hour
before Day. 1834 J. WILSON Noct. Amhr. xxxv, Wks. 1864
IV. 102 Tickler. I request to have Fang for my bed fellow.

\" 2. spec. A husband or wife ; a concubine. Obs.

1490 Plnmpton Corr. 89 My simple bedfelow, your bede-
woman and servant . . recomendeth hir unto your master-

ship. 1564 P. MOORE Hope Health Ep. Ded.
p
Vnto your

worship, and to my good Ladie your bedfeflowe. 1579
FULKK Ref. Rastelfvs Haue not some Popish Priestes such
seruants and bedfellowes also? 1684 Contemfl. State Man
i. vi. (1690) 61 Altho' she had a great Dowry, none would
covet such a Bed-fellow.

Bed-fellowship (be-dfe^Jip). [f. prec. +
-SHIP.] The condition of being bed-fellows.
x6xt TOURNEUR Ath. Trag. i. i, Her husbands bedfellow-

ship. 1854 H. MILLER Sc/t. $ Sc/nn. (1858' 186 The strange
bed-fellowship which our recent misery had made.

t Bed-fere, bed-ifere. Obs. Forms: 3-4
bed-yver(e, 4-5 bed-ifere, bedde-fere, 4-6 bed-

fere, 6 s. w. dial, bed-aver, 7 bed-phe(e)re.
[cf. BED + IFEHE, and FERE : OE. gcfera com-

panion, fellow. The longer form bcd-ifcre was re-

tained in s. w. dial., where it appeared in i6th c.

as bed-aver
\

bed-fere was the literary form till

i7thc.]
< 1300 in Wright's Lyric P. xv. 49 Lyare wes mi latymer,

Sleuthe ant slep mi bedyuer l/>v";/Wbedyner]. 1393 GOWF.R

Conf. II. 22Q Unto his bed[i]fere, Deidamyhe hath by night.
Ibid. III. 65 He shal be your beddefere. 1547 BOORDI-:
Introd. KnowL 122 Wyl your bedauer, gosse, come home at
the next tyde?. .My bedauer wyl to London, to try the law.

1609 B. JONSON Sil. If 'oian n. v, Her that I mean to choose
for my bedphere 1614 CHAPMAN Odyss. in. 542 His bed-
fere was Pisistratus. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Bedphcere
(Sax.) a Bed-fellow.

Bedfordshire (be'dfdidjsi). Name of an

English county ; humorously put for bed.

1665 COTTON Poet. Wks. (17651 76 Each one departs to

Bedfordshire, And Pillows all securely snort on. c 1706
SWIFT Polite Conv. iii. iD.i, Faith, I'm for Bedfordshire.

{.a 1845 HOOD Kilwansegg (D.\ There was the bed, so soft,
so vast, Quite a field of Bedfordshire clover.]

Be'dful. [f.
BED sb. + -FUL]. As much or as

many as would fill a bed. (Half humorous.)
1621 BI'KION Anat. Mel. in. in. i, i. (16511 599, I have an

old grim sire to my husband . . a bedfull of bones.

Bedgown (be'digaun). [see GOWN.]
1. A woman's night-gown or 'night-dress.*
1762 STKRNK 7V. Shandy V. vii. 43 Her bed-gowns, and

. . under-petticoat^, c 1860 WHITI IKR Sisters iii, Annie rose

up in her bed-gown white.

2. A kind of jacket worn by women of the

working class in the north.

1827 SCOTT in Lockhart 11839^ IX. 168 The women had nu
other dress than a bed-gown and petticoat. 1863 KINGSLI-.V

Water Bab. 52 The nicest old woman that ever was seen,
in her red petticoat and >hort dimity bedgown.
Hence Bedgowriy a. coUoq.
1885 Pall Mall G. 30 Apr. 6/1 Sloppy, bed-gowny, dc~

io!lettce dresses.

Be'd-hea-d. [see HEAD.]
1 1. The part of a bed on which the head rests

;

a pillow or bolster. Obs.

1483 Cat/i. Angl, 25 Bedhede, cubital,-.

2. The upper end of a bed.
c 1386 CHAUCER C. T. Prol. 293 For hym was leuere haue

at his bed hede [v, r. beddes hede] Twenty booke=. clad in

blak or rede. 1883 SIR I-'. POLLOCK in Fortti. Rev. i Oct.

536 A Book . . such as every one would like to have at his

bed-head.

Bediademed, -diamonded, -diaper : see BE-.

t Bedi'dder, v. Obs. Forms : i bedidri-an,

3 bididdr-en. [OE. beJidrian, f. BE- + dydriaii,

dyderian to deceive.] To deceive, delude.
c 1000 AU.FRIC Gen. xliv. 15 Wendou -& bat je mihton bc-

didrian minne pelican, c 1200 OHM IN 191 ^7 Te defcll haft'de

hemm all Bididdredd.

Bedight (b/dsi-t", v. arch. Pa. f. bedight.
Pa. pfle. bedight, -ed. [f.

HE- + DK;HT.] trail*.

To equip, furnish, apparel, array, bedeck. (Xow
only poetical.)
r 1400 in Pol. Rcl. <5-

L. Poems 1 18661 23 Wat is he (MS jjat
comet so briht Wit blodi clobes al be-diht? 1559 Mirr.

Mag. 270 (R.I A troope of men . . in armes bedight. 1598
SYLVESTI.R Dit Bartas (16081 462 A garland .. The royal
bridegrooms radiant brows bedights. 1621 QCARLF.S Esther

(1717^ 8 Jonah straight arose, himself bedight With fit ac-

coutrements for hasty flight. 1642 MILTON A/>oL Sweet.
Wks. '1851 1269 Whose outward garment hath bin injur'd and
ill bediglued. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk

<$
Selv. 129 She not

only bedights them with many springs. 1856 LON<;K Elated
Knt. viii, Three modest maidens have me bedight.
Hence Bedight///. a.

a 1440 Sire Degrev, 144 Lothlych by-dyght. 1598 Vosr,

Z?mrt438Thyfieldes btdiyht with Daffodillies. // 1849 POI-:

Eldorado i, Gaily bedight, a gallant knight. 18630. M.
SMITH DeadLockz$ Lilian . .With gems and gold bedight.

t Bedrghting, vbl. sb. Obs.
[f. prec. + -INQ!.]

Outfit, furnishing : hence, property, attribute.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 108 Having pared off from

body all its parts, we have also bereaved it of all those be-

dight ings or affections that belong to it.

t Bedilt, pa. pple. Obs. rare. [f.
BE- -I- DILL,

OX. dylja to conceal, hide.] Hidden, covered.
1660 T. HALL Fnnebria Fl. ad fin., In bowers May-sprigs

gaily built With flowers and garlands all bedilt.

Bedim (b/ilrm), v.
\
also 6-7 bedym, -dymn.

[f.
BE- + DIM.] trans. To make dim, cover with

dimness, becloud,

1583 STANYHURST sEneis m. (Arb.'t 84 Soomtyme owt it

bolcketh from bulck clowds grimly bedimmed. 1610 SHAKS.
Temp, v. i. 41, I haue bedymn'd The Noone-tide Sun.

1878 HrxLF.v Physiogr. 75 The surface [is] soon bedimmed
on exposure to the atmosphere.

b. esp. the eyesight.
1811 BYRON Curse Minen>a 86 Celestial tears bedimm'd

her large blue eye. 1850 BLACKIF JEschylns II. 24 A tear-
ful cloud My woeful sight bedims.

c. fig. the mind, mental vision, memory, etc.

[xgWuASCOlGNH 7Vvrt.s/rt\Vks.(i 587 185 Those raging storms
of wrath That so bedym the eyes of thine intent.] 1816 J.
WILSON City ofPlague n. iv. 179 Nor can the shadow of this

passing world Bedim thy holy spirit. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog.
Lit. 93 The detestable maxims . . of the late French despot-
ism had already bedimmed the public recollections of demo-
cratic phrensy. 1849 HARE Par. Serm. II. 169 Fear so
troubles and bedims and confounds the mind.

Bedimmed (b/cli-md), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -EDI.]

Obscured in brightness or clearness.

1790 COWPF.R Odyss. \. 459 The palace dark be-dimm'd.

1831 CARLYLE7l//w.fi857iII. 305 An ancient, bedimmed, half

obliterated woodcut. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr.fy It. Jrnls. II.

177 The backgrounds still retain a bedimmed splendor of

gilding.

Bedimming fbfdrmig),///. a. [f. as prec. +
-ING 52

.]
That bedims or obscures.

1810 COLERIDGE Friend ( 1865^57 Vain halos and bedimming
95



BEDIMPLE.

vapours. 1849 WORDSW. Sonn. Wks.III. 66 A dragon's eye
that feels the stress Of a bedimming sleep.

Bedimple (b/ai-mp'l), v. [I. BE- + DIMPLE.]
traits. To cover or mark over with dimples.

1718 MOTTEUX Quix. (1733) II. 276 The whitest Pebbles

bedimple its smooth surface. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 30

The shower-bedimpled sandy lanes.

Bedin, bedinner, etc.: see BE- pref.

Bedi'p (Wdi-p), v. [OE. bedyppan, (. BE- +

dyppan to DIP. Obs. after 1 2th c., but formed anew

<ri6oo.] trans. To dip, immerse, treat to a dipping.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gen. xxxvii. 31 His . . bedypton his tunecan

on 8am blode. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 23 Se be bedypO

[<rxi6o Hatton bedepS] on disce mid me his hand. 1598

SYLVESTER DuBartas (1608) 993 Her., hands in snow be-

dipt. 1820 COMBE (Dr. Syntax) Causal. II. (D.), The warrior s

spear bedipp'd in blood. 1*1845 HOOD Storm Hastings l,

Crowds of idlers willing or unwilling To be bedipped.

t Bedirt (Wdaut), v. Obs. Also 7 bedurt. [f.

BE- + DIKT.] trans. To cover or defile with dirt ;

fig.
' to throw dirt at,' to vilify.

1622 MABBE tr. A leman's Guzman cTAlf. II. 56 My Master

knew I was all bedurted. 1673 PENS Life Wks. 1782 I. 39

An Independent and an Anabaptist . . have lately bedirted

us in three discourses. 1684 Contempt. State ofMan I. ix.

(1699) 98 Be dirted and defiled with abominable, .crimes.

Hence Bedirted, bedirten (&.) ///. a.

1518 A. DALABER Narr. in Froude Hist. Eng. (1856) II.

56 All bedirted as I was. a 1550 Peebles to Play (1862) 10

She. .all bedirten drew him out. 1721 STKVPE Eccl. Mem.
1. 1. xxii. 160 A long gown . . all bedirted like, and sloven.

tBedi'rter. Obs. A thrower of dirt ; a vilifier.

1747 T. STORY Life 64 The Stoners and Bedirters among
his Hearers.

Bedirty, bedismal, etc. : see BE-//.
Bedizen (bMai-z'n, -di-z'n), v.

;
also bedizzen.

[f.
]>L - + DIZKN. All English orthoepists have (ai) ;

Webster has the alternative (i).] trans. To dress

out, especially in a vulgar or gaudy fashion.

1661 K..\V.Coit/.C/:arac. 11860181 These petty ladies, .are

bedi/ned in sable sacks, or . . in white sarcenet wallats. 1755

JOHNSON, Bedizen, to dress out : a low word, a 1779 LANG-

HORSE County Just. iR.l Ye cits, that sore bedizen Nature's

face. 1825 SCOTT Talisin. (1854) 267 You have bedizened

me in green, a colour he detests.

b. fig.
a 1788 HEADLEY Parod. Cray's El. iT.) The name bedizen'd

by the pedant muse. 1806 Edin. Re-.: VIII. 268 The quo-

tations . . with which Mr. Lemaistre has thought fit to be-

dizzen his pages. 1820 W. \v.\\*.GSketcliBk. 1 1. 130 Bedizened

out into a burlesque imitation of an antique masque.

Bedizened (b/clai-z'nd, -di-zn'd), ///. a. [f.

prec. + -ED 1
.]

Dressed up with vulgar finery.

1707 FARQUHAR Beaux' Strat. in. i. 23, I took him for a

Captain, he's so bedizen'd with Lace. 1860 MOTLEY Nttherl.

(18681 I. ii. 37 Bedizened dresses. 1867 SMILES Huguenots
Fr. xix. 118801 349 A poor bedizened creature .. was led

through . . Paris in the character of the Goddess of Reason.

Bedi'zening, vbl. sb. Dressing out.

1863 HOLLAND Lett. Joneses xiv. 206 In your devotion to

dressing and bedizening of your persons.

Bedrzenment- The process, result, or ma-

terial of bedizening ; vulgar or gaudy attire.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rer. 1 1 1 . iv. iv. 227 They sit there . . with

oak-branches, tricolor bedizenment. 1859 KINGSLEY Misc.

I 48 Even if there were no bedizenment ofjewels.

Bedlam (be'dbm). Forms: 1-3 betleem, 3

bepplesem, 3-6 beth(e)leem, 4 bedleem, 4-8

bethlem, 6- -lehera, 3-7 bedlem, 5 bedelem,
6 bedleme, 6-7 -lame, 6- bedlam. [ME. Bedlem
= Bethlem, Bethlehem ; applied to the Hospital of

St. Mary of Bethlehem, in London, founded as a

priory in 1 247, with the special duty of receiving

and entertaining the bishop of St. Mary of Beth-

lehem, and the canons, etc. of this, the mother

church, as often as they might come to England.
In 1330 it is mentioned as 'an hospital,' and in

1402 as a hospital for lunatics (Timbs) ;
in 1346

it was received under the protection of the city of

London, and on the Dissolution of the Monas-

teries, it was granted to the mayor and citizens,

and in 1547 incorporated as a royal foundation

for the reception of lunatics. Thence the modern

sense, of which instances appear early in i6th c.]

f 1. The town of Bethlehem in Judea. Obs.

071 Blickl. Horn. 93 pa he on Betleem waes acenned.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 31 And tealde be herdes be wake-

den ouer here oref biside |>e burch belleem [! betleem]. c 1200

ORMIN 3360 He borenn iss I Davipt> kingess chesstre, bat iss

aehatenn Bebbleiem. (11300 Cursor M. 11234 pat blisful

birb in bethieem \Gott. betheleem, Laud a 1400 bedlemj.

1382 WYCLIF Luke ii,A cite of Dauith that is cleped Bedleem.

c 1440 Lay-Folks Mass-lik. C. 109 Ihesu, bat was in bedlem

borne. 1616 Pasauil q Kath.
y.

206 M. Mamon is in a

Citie of lurie, called Bethlem, alias, plaine Bedlume.

2. The Hospital of St. Mary of Bethlehem, used

as an asylum for the reception and cure of men-

tally deranged persons; originally situated in

Bishopsgate, in 1676 rebuilt near London Wall,

and in 1815 transferred to Lambeth. Jack or Tom
o" Bedlam : a madman.
1528 TINDALE Obed. Chr. Man (1848) 184 For they . . do

things which they of Bedlam may see that they are but

madness. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Pro-j. $ Epigr. (1867) 107 Lyke
lacke of Bedlem in and out whipping. 1589 Pappe m.

Hatchet (1844) 34 Could sute them in no place but in liedlam

754

and Bridewell. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, v. i. 131 To Bedlem
with him ! Is the man growne mad ? 1605 Lear I. n. 140

With a sighe like Tom o' Bedlam. 1678 EVELYN Mem.

. . in as strait a jacket as ever poor wretch in Bedlam.

3. By extension : A lunatic asylum, a madhouse.

1663 Aron-bimnucha 32 The Bedlam . . the skrews . . are

the best instances of our kindness. 1699 POMFRET Lore

triumph. Reason 170 "1'was both an hospital and bedlam

too. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Christi vil. iv. (1852) 525 A
Bethlehem seems to have been fitter for them than a gal-

lows, a 1743 LD. HERVEY Beauties Eng. (1804) I. 106 Those

virgins act a wiser part Who hospitals and bedlams would

explore.
b. abstr. Madness, lunacy. Also inter/ectionally.

1598 MARSTON/^OTa/. III. 149 Bedlame, Frenzie, Madnes,

Lunacie, I challenge all your moody Empery. a 1645

HABINOTON Fine Y. Folly V, Bedlam ! this is pretty sport.

4. fg. A scene of mad confusion or uproar.

(11667 COWLEY Cromwell Wks. 1710 II. 627 Thou dost ..

A Babel, and a Bedlam grow. 1713 Guardian No. 132

(1756) II. 194 Our house is a sort of Bedlam, and nothing

in order. 1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Pamph. viii. (1872) 276

That all this was a Donnybrook Bedlam.

f5. An inmate of Bethlehem Hospital, London,

or of a lunatic asylum, or one fit for such a place,

a madman ; spec, one of the discharged, but often

only half-cured, patients of the former, who were

licensed to beg, wearing as a badge a tin plate on

their left hand or arm ; called also bedlam-beggars,

bedlamers, bedlamites. Obs.

1522 SKELTON Why not toCourteWks.il. 653 Sucha madde
bedleme For to rewle this reame. 154" BARNES Wks. (1573)

294/2 A scorge to tame those bedlames with. 1545 COVER-

DALE Abridgm. Erasm. Enchir. iii. Wks. 1844 I. 500 The

world judgeth us to be fools . . and to be mad bedlames.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.Acad. II. 169 The veriest bed-

lems that can be. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Affamf, A hungry
Boore is halfe a bedlam. 1626 L. OWEN Spec. Jenut.WiXQ)

37 The Duke imagining him to bee a foole, or a bedlem

. . let him goe. 1678 BL-NYAN t'ilgr. i. 123 Some [said] they

were Bedlams. 1701 SWIFT Mrs. Harris' Petit. Wks. 1755

III. It. 61 She roar'd like a Bedlam.

6. attrib., at length adj. Of, belonging to, or fil

for Bedlam or a mad-house ; mad, foolish.

a 1535 MORE Wks. < 1 557) 16 The rauing of bethlem people.

1575 TUKBERV. Falconrie 254 Falcons . . when they bee im-

patient and bedlam in the mewe. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V. v.

\. 20 Ha, art thou bedlam ? 1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. Wks.

(1851) 275 But this which followes is plaine bedlam stuffe.

1788 COWPER Table-T. 609 Anacreon, Horace, play'd. .This

Bedlam part.

7. Comb.: sbs., as Bedlam beggar (cf. BEDLAM 5),

house, -man ; adjs., as bedlam-mad, -ripe, -wilted.

1525 TINDALE A'. T. Pro!., Who ys . . so bedlem madde to

affyrm that good is the natural! cause of yuell ? 1533 MORE
Ans-.u. Parson. Bk. Wks. (1557) 1036/2 ^Iore bedelem rype
then thys booke is. 1556 }. HEYWOOD Spider t, F. Ixxxiv.

28 Beetill blind, and bedlem mad. 1572 R. H. tr. Lavaterus

Ghostes (1596) 13 Bedleme houses where madde and frantike

men are kept. 1605 SHAKS. Learn, iii. 14 The country glues

me proofe, and president Of Bedlam beggers. 1646 (,.

DANIEL Poems Wks. 1878 I. 60 All Bedlam-wilted, walke in

Bedlem wise. 1658 USSHER Ann. vi. 1 16881 106 Like a bed-

lam-man. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Re-.: III. vi. vii. 346 Hardly
audible amid the Bedlam-storm.

tBe'dlainer. Obs. [f.
BEDLAM + -ER'.] A

lunatic ; spec, a Bedlam-beggar.
c 1675 W. BLUNDELL Crogsby Rec. 137 A gentleman who

passed as a Bedlamer. a 1733 NORTH Li-.'es I. 287 This

country was then much troubled with P.edlamers.

Be'dlamism. A word or thing characteristic

of Bedlam ;
a trait of madness.

1843 CARLYLE Past t, Pr. 288 Nothing but a noisy bedlam-

ism in your mouth. 1865 - Fredk. Gt. VI. xv. xi. 80 A
strict place, moreover ; its very bedlamisms flowing by law.

Bedlamite (be-dUmsit), sb. and a. [f.
as prec.

+ -ITK.] A. sb. An inmate of Bedlam or oi

a lunatic asylum ;
a madman or lunatic.

1621 BURTON A nat. Mel.n. iv. I. v, Such raging bedlamites

as are tied in chains. 1601 WoooAtA. Oxon. II. 489 More

fit .. to be read by Bedlamites than pretenders to vertue

and modesty. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (17791 III. Ixxxi

168 Lord B raved like a bedlamite. 1822 BYRON ?.-
VI. xxxiv, Like . . bedlamites broke loose.

B. attrib. or adj. Lunatic, mad.

1815 SCOTT Guy M. liii,
' The devil take the bedlamite old

woman !' 31852 MOORE Three Doctors v, Dr. Slop, upon

subjects divine. Such bedlamite slaver lets drop.

Bedlamitish (be-dbmaitij), a. [f. prec. +

-ISH'.] Like a bedlamite ; mad; foolish.

1824 Black-.v. Mat;. XVI. 179 None. .was so Bedlamitish,

as to fancy that he himself was personally aggrieved.

Be'dlamlike, a. and adv. Like a madman.

A. adj. Mad-looking.
1618 M. BARKT Horsemanship I. 58 That will . . make him

[the horse] more bedlam-like.

B. adv. After the manner of a madman.

1576 NEWTON tr. Lemnie's Complex. (1633)
68 Many being

angred . . will Bedlam-like run upon their enemies with

minds enraged. 1581 Seneca's Tlubais 41 Agaue tbed-

lemlike) raunged up and downe the woode With systers hers.

t Be'dlamly, adv. Obs. [f. BEDLAMS. + -LY 2
.]

Like a madman, insanely.

1553-87 FOXF. A. ft M. (1596) 996/1 To speake as undis-

I creetlie and bedlemly, as ye doe.

tBedlar, -lawer, a. (and .?/>.)
Obs. exc.

Hal. [ME. bedlawere, f. BED + ? ON. lag lying :

BEDOUIN.

f. MHG. belteliger, -ic, G. bettldger, -ig, in same

ense.] Bed-ridden ;
a person confined to bed.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 28 Bedlawyr, decumbens. 1447

BOKENHAM Seyntys 11835! 288 Seke wummen . . wych bed-

aure dede lye. 1468 Medulla Gram., Chmcus, a bed-

awere. 1474 Act. Audit. 36 (JAM.1 Johne of Kerss wes

eke and bedlare. 1868 G. MACDONALD Seaboard Par. I. x.

46 Patients, who considered themselves bedlars. .bedridden.

b. Comb, t Bedlaiverman.

1419 in Promp. Paru. 28 Item lego cuilibet pauperum
vocatorum bedlawermen . . iiij d.

Bedlar, local variant of BEDBAL, beadle.

Bedle, obs. form of BEADLE.

t Bedle, Obs. BDELLIUM ; cf. L. bedella.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Bedel, a bedle stone, Bethillus.

Be'dless, a. [f.
BED st. + -LESS.] Without

a bed, unprovided with a bed.

1864 SALA Daily Tel. 13 Oct., Bedless and supperless

wanderers. 1870 R. ANDERSON Missions A mer. Bd. IV. xlll.

413 The people seem to be almost bedless.

Hence, Be'dlessness.
1861 SALA Tw. round Clock 7 Were it winter, our bed-

essness would be indefensible.

Be'd-liiien. [f.
BED st. + LINEN.] Bed-clothes,

esp. sheets and pillow-cases, originally of linen.

1815 SCOTT Guy M. xliv, She proceeded . . to arrange the

stipulated bed-linen.

Be -d-ma:ker. [f.
BED s/>. + MAKER.]

1. One who constructs beds.

1500 CockeLorelles B. 1 18431 9 Bedmakers, fedbed makers,

and wyre drawers ; Founders . . and broche makers.

2. One who arranges beds for use again, after

they have been slept in ;
the official name in the

English universities for old women or men who
make the beds and sweep the rooms in college.

1465 Mann, f, Househ. Exp. 184 Iteme. .the bede-maker a

pelow 1552 HL-LOET, Bedde maker, Lectisterniator. 1678

Yng. Mans Call. 107 His health . . is his best bed-maker,

that makes his bed so easie to rest on. 1691 Case of
Exeter Coll. 18 For fear she should . . lose her place of Bed-

maker. 1716 CIBBER Lave Makes Man i. i. 21 He never spoke
six WordstoanyWoman in his Life, but his Bed-maker. 1789

MRS. Piozzi Journ. France II. 118 A person not unlike an

Oxford or Cambridge bed-maker. 1825 BENTHAM Ration.

Re>u. 337 The barbers, cooks, bed-makers, errand-boys, and

other unlettered retainers to the university, are sworn in

English to the observance of these Latin statutes.

So Bed-making.
1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy 16 To prevent sizars over heat-

ing their brains : bedmaking, chamber-sweeping, and water-

fetching, were doubtless great preservatives. 1691 Case

of Eteter Coll. 19 Her Employ of Bed-making in Exeter

Colledge. 1883 Glasgow Wkly. Her. 21 Apr. 8/4 Ladies'

Baking, Cooking and Bedmaking Aprons. 1885 Oxf. Stu-

dent's Handbk. 235 In addition, 7 a year for bedmaking.

Bedman, obs. variant of BEADSMAN.

t BedO', v. Obs. In 1-3 bedon, bidon. [OE.

lictioii, i. BE- + don to put, Do. 'With sense 2, cf.

Ger. bethun, bcmathen.]
1. trans. To put to, to shut.

c looo Ags. Ps. cxlvii. 2 |>a;t bu bine doru mihtest beddn.

2. To befoul, defile with ordure.

1-1230 Ancr. R. 130 pus wende Saul into hole uort te bidon

pene stude. Ibid. 216 HabbeS beos bet fuluste mester . .

bet so bidoS ham suluen.

3. To adorn, ornament, garnish.

701500 in Furniv. Percy Fol. II. 305 A kirtle and a mantle

Bedoctor, bedolt, bedot, etc. : see BE- prcf.

Bedog (bAljj'g), v. [f.
BE- + DOG sb. and .]

1. trans. To call
'

dog.'

1794 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Rpwl./orOlirtrVnLS. II. 260

Be-dogging this poor singer, that be-bitching.

2. To follow about like a dog, to dog.

1858 TRELAWNY Rec. Shelley, Byron, etc. ii. (1878) 57 Envy,

malice, and hatred bedogged his steps.

Hence Eedo'gged ///. a., Become like a dog.

1672 COTTON Scarron 11. (1692) 43 She had told her dear

bedogged.

t Bedo'te, v. Obs. [f.
BE- 3 + DOTE.] trans.

To cause to dote, make silly, befool.

< 1385 CHAUCER L. (7. W. 1547 Ffor to be-dote this queen
was here assent. 1449 PECOCK Repr. 145 Salomon . . fonned

and bidotid with his wijtis, made ydolis false goddis. 1583

GOLDING Cah'in on Dent, clxxxiii. 1130 So bedoted that they

could not come to the knowledge of their sinnes.

tBedoubt, v. Obs. Also 5 pa. pple. bedoute.

[f.
BE- 2 + DOUHT v. Cf. F. rtaeuttr.] To dread.

1470 HARDYNG Chrcm. cli, Aboue all men he was there

moste bedoute.

Bedouin (be-di/h\ sb. (and a.) Forms : 4 //.

bedoynes, 7 //. baduini, sing, bedwin, 8 bedo-

nian, bedouia, bedoween, 8- bedouin (9 bedu-

in). Also /3. 9 siiti?. bedawy, -awee, pi. bedawin,

-een. [a. F. bedouin, 1 2th c. OF. K bedcnuin (pi.),

1 3th c. liedidns, bediiyn (sing.), a. Arab,

badawin,oi badawin, pi.
of

cSjO)-

w or Icuiawiy a dweller in the desert, f. badw

desert. First known to Europeans in Crusading

times. The plural, being of most frequent use,

was adapted in med.L. as bedumi, bedewini, It.

beduini, baduini, whence a sing. L. bedumus, It.

bedtiino, F. beduin, etc., with the Arab. pi. ending



BEDOUINISM. 755 BEDSTEAD
-In retained : cf. assassin, also chcrubin, seraphin,
rabbin. In English apparently forgotten after

Crusading times till the 1 7th c. The mod. spelling
is French : travellers acquainted with Arabic often

substitute the forms in #.] An Arab of the desert.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. v. 35, I duelled with him as soudyour in

his werres . . ajen the Bedoynes. 1603 R. JOHNSON Kiiigd.
ff Commonw. 171 Parte of the Arabians . . live in the fields

and mountaines, and are termed Baduini. 1635 PAGITT

Christianogr. \. ii. (1636) 71 A few Christians remaining,
called Bedwins. 1767 RUSSEL in Phil. Trans. LVIII. 144
The Bedouins at this place. 1788 GIBBON Decl. <$ F, (1802)
IX. 223 The same life is uniformly pursued by. .the modern
Bedoweens. 1796 MORSE Aitier. Geog. II. 609 The Bedo-
nians, or wandering Arabs. 1847 KINGLAKE Eatlien 180, I

was now amongst the true Bedouins.
ft. 1865 Fam. Treas. Sittid. Read, vii. 442 The tent of the

modern Bedawy. 1870 R. ANDERSON MissionsAmer. Bd. II I.

iii. 45 The wild Bedawin . . were worse than the Greeks.

b. transf. One who leads a Bedouin-like life

elsewhere
;
a gipsy. (Cf. City Arab.}

1863 Times 2 May, Where were all the dingy bedouins of

England who travel through to this great gathering ?

2. attrib. or as adj.
1844 Mem. Babylonian P'cess. 82, I had seen several

Bedouin girls. 1861 SALA Ttu. round Clock 45 Half-starved
Bedouin children, mostly Irish.

Be'douillism. The Bedouin life or system.
1865 Sat. Rt-v. 5 Aug. 176 It is against this ideal Bedouin-

ism that Mr. Palgrave is chiefly vehement.

t Bedo've, bedo'ven, pa. ppu. Obs. Forms :

i bedofen, 6 Sc. bedoif, bedowyn, -ovin.
[:

OE. bedofen, pa. pple. of bediifan to submerge,
f. "Bx-+atfan to dive, sink.] Immersed, plunged.

1000 ^LFRIC Hotn. II. 472 Bedofen on deoppre nyten-
nysse. 1513 DOUGLAS sEtteis v. vi. 125 All his membris in

mude and dung bedoif. Ibid. vii. Prol. 60 Bedovin in
donkis deyp was every syk.

t Bedo*w(e, v. Sc. Obs. [perh. f. BE- + DOWIE,
sad, or its root DOLE, sorrow.] trans. ?To sadden.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xm. i. 43 The gretsyte Thar breistis

had bedowit and to smyte,

Bedowle, bedown, bedowse, etc. : see BE-.

Bedown, prep. rare- 1
, [f. BE- + DOWN, on

some mistaken analogy.] = DOWN, ADOWN.
?<ii8oo in Aytoun's Ballads Scot. (1858) II. 369 Bedown

the bents of Banquo brae My lane I wandered.

Bed-pan (be-dpse-n). [cf. MDu. bcddepanne :

see PAN.]
1. A pan for warming beds ; a warming-pan.
J585 J. HIGGINS Juntos' Nomencl.^ Batillus cubicularins

. . un eschauffoir de lit, a bed pan, or warming pan. 1597
GERARD Herbal (1633) IQ66 A little bag with some . . Bay-
salt, and made hot vpon a bed-pan. 1699 GAHTH Dispcns.
72 Each Combatant his Adversary mauls With batter'd

Bed-pans.
2. A chamber utensil constructed for use in bed.

1883 FLOB. NIGHTINGALE in Quain's Diet. Med. 1046 Bed-
pans should have Carbolic powder in them lavishly.

Bed-post (be'dp<?u:st). [see POST.] A post of
a bed, one of the upright supports of the frame-
work of a bed. The twinkling of a bedpost :

cf. BEDSTAFF.
1598 MARSTON Pygnial. iii. 149 The antique Bed-post. 1815

SCOTT Guy M. xhv, One of the bed-posts of a sort of tent-
bed. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. $ Merck. III. iii. 78 In the

twinkling of a bed-post Is each savoury platter clear.

Bedrabble (b/drsrb'l), v. Chiefly in ppl. adj.
Bedrabbled. [f. BE- 2 + DRABBLE.] trans. To
make wet and dirty with rain and mud.
c \\QQPromp. Parv. 28 Be-drabylyd or drabelyde, palit-

dosus. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt.
Locke^ xi, Jacket and leather

gaiters, sufficiently bedrabbled with mud. 1879 Scribn.

Mag. July 334 The bedrabbled snows ofMarch shrank away.
Hence Bedra'bbling vbl. sb.

1884 Harper's 3/iz^. Sept, 623/2 With no disfigurement of
scorching or bedrabbling.

Bedraden, obs. form of BEDRID.

Bedraggle (b/drarg'l), v. [f. BE- + DKAGGLE.]
a. To wet (dress, skirts, or the like) so that they

drag, or hang limp and clinging with moisture, b.

*To soil clothes by suffering them, in walking, to

reach the dirt.' Johnson. ^Kare in the active till

modern times.)
1727 SWIFT Past. Dial. Wks. 1755 IV. i. 78 Poor Fatly

Blount, no more be seen Bedraggled in my walks so green.
1857 MRS. BROWNING A nr. Leigh 9 The very sky Bedraggled
with the desolating salt. 1871 Daily AVws 24 Aug., The
rain has fallen . . bedraggling the flags and banners.

Hence, Bedraggled///, a., Bedragglement.
17*7 [see prec.] 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 36 Such pale,

careworn faces, such bedraggled dresses. 1852 HAWTHORNE
Tcutgle-tv, T. 105 All in a terribly bedraggled condition. i88z

Standard-] June 3/1 Elaborate costumes . . much the worse,
not for wear, but for . . bedragglement.

Bedral, bederal (be-d(e)ral). Se. Also be-

thral, -el, betheral, -el. [App. a corruption of
BEADLE : the ending may be due to form-assoc.]
A church officer in Scotland with duties akin to,

but not identical with, those of the English beadle,
often combining those of clerk, sexton, and bell-

ringer.
1815 SCOTT Guy M. lv, Put in auld El*peth, the bedral's

widow the like o' them's used wi' graves and ghaists,
and thae things. 1823 BYKON Juan x. Ixxiii, Black Ed-
ward's helm, and Bucket's bloody stone, Were pointed out

as usual by the bedral. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (i%6$
211 The Dominie was sitting . . opposite the auld Betherel.

Bedrape, etc. : see BE- pref.
t Bedra'vel, v. Obs. Also 8 bedrawl. [f.

BE-
+ DHAVEL.] trans. To cover with drivel or saliva.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 194 panne com couetyise .. His
berde was hidraucled. [1721 BAILEY, Bcdrawted, bedrabbled,
bedriveiled.]

t Bedrea'd, ///. a. Obs. rare. Dreaded,
c 1485 f)iefiy Myst. (1882) i. 64, I am most be-dred with

my bronde bright.

Bedread, -red(e, -reed, obs. ff. BEDRID.

Bedrei-nt, obs. f. bcdrenchcd\ see BEDHENCH.

t Be'drel, a. Obs. rare. Also 6 beddrell,

bedral, 7 bedrell, 9 Sc. beddel. [? Corrupted from

bedred, BEDRID, or from BEDLAR.] BEDRIDDEN.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xn. vii. 32 Quhilk as beddrell [i-.r.

bedrel] lay Befor hys zet. 1603 FLORIO .Montaigne i. xix.

(1632) 32 There is no man so crazed, bedrell, or decrepit.
B. as sb. A bedridden person.

a 157*! KNOX Hjst. Ref. 109 (JAM.) The Blind, Crooked,
Bedralis, Widowis, Orphelingis. 1813 CHALMERS Let. in

Life (1851) II. 13 Is the beddel got better? 1845 Statist.

Ace. Scot., Kincard. XI. 249 The poor were of three classes,
viz. beddels, those who were confined by infirmity, etc.

Bedrench ^Widre'nJ), v. Pa. t. and fa, pple.
bedrenched

;
also 4-6 bedreint, 6 bedreut.

[f. BE- + DRENCH.] Intensive of DRENCH
;
to soak.

c 1450 Crt. of L(n<e 577 Lady Venus ..Receive our billcs

with teres al bedreint. 1563 SACKVILLE Mirr. Mag.> Induct.

xxi, And showers . . all bed rent the place. 1593 SHAKS.
Rick. //, in. iii. 46 Such Crimson Tempest should oedrench
. . king Richard's land. 1656 SASUEKSON Serin. 116891 3^2

Their heads, .bedrencht. .with Ointments. iBiaW.TRNNANT
A lister F. ii. Iviii.They . . bedrench tlieir blood with wine.

Bedress (b/|dre-s), v. [f. BE- + DRESS.] trans.

To dress up. Hence Bedressed (b/"|dre'st),///. a.

1821 COMBE (Dr. Syntax) Wife v. (D.)The bride . . had be-

dress'd Her upright form in all her best. 1863 G. CALVEKT
Gentian, i. 8 Let no bedressed, bescented passer curl his lip.

tBedrrb, -v. Obs. [cf. DRIB.]
1681 OTWAY Soldier's Fort. iv. i, A swinging drubbing to

bedrib him.

Bedribble, bedrift, etc. : sceEE-pref.
Bedrid (bexlrid), a., orig. sb. Forms: 1-2

bedreda (-rida), 4 bederede, 4-5 bedrede, 4-8
bedred, 5 -ered, beedered, 6 beddred,bedread,
-reed, -ridde, 7 beddered, -ridde, 6- bedrid.

[OE. bcdredat ~rida, f. ^(/bed + rida rider, f. ridan

to ride. LG. has, in same sense, bcddercdt t -rcdig ;

the dulling of the atonic vowel in OE. is frequent
in forms like tnislcca, for mislica, etc.]

1. Confined to bed through sickness or infirmity.
The usual prose form is now BEDRIDDEN.
c 1000 Thorpe's Horn. II. 422 (Bosw.)Da;r la;g be Sam we^e

an bedreda. Ibid. I. 472 Drihten cwa;J> to suinum bed-
ridan. 1340 HA.MPOLE Pr. Consc. 6198 Seke I was, and
bedred lay. c 1430 Htnu Gd. Wife taught Dan. 19 in

Babces Bk. (1868) 37 pe poore is: pe beedered, loke boti

not lobe. 1535 Act 27 Hen. I7///, xxv, All leprouse and
pore beddred creatures. 1565 JEWELL Rcl. Harding\\b\\)

393 Lying Bed-read many yeeres for sicknesse of Body.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. i. 139 To her decrepit, sicke, and
bed-rid Father, a i6z6 HP. ANDREWES Serin, xix. ( 1661) 450
Clinici C/trtstiani

t beddered Christians. 1765 WESLEY in

Wks. (1872) III. 207 He is. .now quite bed-rid. 1815 SOUTHEY
Roderick \. 141 Bed-rid infirmity alone was left behind.

2. fig. Worn out, decrepit, impotent.
1621 QUARLES.4 *<?///$ <5-/>. (1678) 73 Whose richly furnish'd

Table would invite A bedrid stomack to an appetite. 1641
MILTON Animadv. Wks (1851)217 What an over-worne and
bedrid Argument is this. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. I. vi. 130
In danger of being bed-rid in his faculties. 1837 CARLVLE
Fr. Rev. 1. 1. in. vii. 75 Orthodoxy, bedrid as .she seemed.

Bedridden (be'dri'd'n), a. {sb.} Forms : 4 bed-

reden, -redden, -raden, 5 bedredene, -redyn,

-rydeiij 8- bedridden, [f. BEDRID, the -en being
added on the analogy of ppl. adjs.]

A. adj.
= BEDRID i.

1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 808 When he is seke, and bed-
reden lys. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. VIH. 108 A bedreden
womman. c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixxxv. 459 He laye bedredene

vij. yere. 1711 F. FULLER Med. Gymn. 28 A kind of bed-
ridden Creature. 1796 MORSK Amer. Geog. II. 25 The bed-
ridden may hear divine service in their beds. 1856 R.
VAUGHAN Mystics^ (1860) I. 239 He tells a bedridden man to
climb the mountains.

Jig. 1816 COLEKIDGK Lay Serin. 319 Truths . . considered
as so true as to lose all the powers of truth, and lie bedridden
in the dormitory of the soul.

t B. as sb. A bedridden person. Obs. rare.

1429 Wills % Ini>. N. C. (1835) 78 Euery hows of almouse
ordeynet for bedrydens.

Be'driddenness. Also 7 bedridnesse. [f.

BEDRID, -DEN + -NESS.] Bedridden condition.

1630 DONNE Serin. 245 Bind me . . in the Corde ofDecrepit-
nesse and Bedridnesse. 1871 HAWTHORNE Sept. Feltou
(1879) 49 My old grandmother laments her bedriddenness.

tBe'drip. Obs. Also bedrepe, (bederpe),
bederepe, -rape, bedripe, bidrip(e, -repe.

[OE. bed-n'p, f. bed- prayer, request (see BEAD)
-t- rip reaping, harvest : lit.

*

reaping by request
'

;

called also ben-rip, f. ben prayer. Retained as

a technical term in charters, etc., and variously

corrupted : seems to have become obs. in 1 5th c.]
A service which some tenants had to perform to

their lord, viz. at his request or bidding to reap
his corn at harvest-time. The days thus employed
were sometimes called boon-days.
izz6 IQ Ifen. ///,AW.8( BlountfDebent venire in autumpno

ad precariam qute vocatur a fa bederepe. 14x7 E, E. Wills

(1882) 27 My poure tenauntes .. that haueth y^eue to me
Capouns & bedcrpes, and Plouwys. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet.

Bederepe, Bidrepe is a service, which some Tenants were

anciently bound to perform, viz. To reap their Landlord's
Corn at Harvest.

Bedrit, -ite, obs. Sc. form of BEDIRT v.

t Bedri've, v. Obs. [f. BE- + DRIVE: in Caxton,

directly after Flcm. bedryven t or G. betreiben^\
a. trans. To drive about

; lj. To commit, perpe-
trate, do

;
C. intr. To have to do with.

c izo$ LAV. 6206 Sae-werie men mid wedere bi-driuene.

1481 CAXION Reynard (Arb. ) 78 Ony that \volde bedryue
ony thyng nyenst you. Ibid, 114 No man dn.r . . but preyse
alle that they bedryue. Ibid. 27 Also I have bydryuen with
dame erswyndu his \vyf.

Bedrivel, bedrizzle : see BE- pref.

Bedroom (be-dn7m). [see ROOM.]
1. Room in bed, sleeping room or space, rare.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. ii. 5: Then by your side, no bed-
rooine me deny.
2. A room used or intended to contain a bed or

beds
;
a sleeping apartment. i^Now in common

use instead of the earlier BED-CHAMHEK.)
1616 SURI-L. & ^.\f^KKi\.Coi<ntr.Far>n 16 On the other side

of the Kitchin shall be the Farmers Bcd-roome. 1792 Mnn-
chaitscn's Trav. iii. 9 The windows of my bed-room, a 1859
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. V. 73 The gentlemen of the retinue
. . were . . thrust into a single bedroom.

Hence Be'droomed a., having a bedroom ; Be'd-

roomy a. colloq., characteristic of a bedroom.
1865 Pail Mall G. 20 Apr. 3 Light and nine people were

found in the single bedroomed houses. 1866 HoWELLS
Venetian Life vii. go A bed-roomy smell.

Bedrop (b^drp'p), v. Pa. pple. bedropped,
bedropt. [f. BE- 4 + DROP.]
1. trans. To drop upon, cover or wet with drops.
1393 GOWER Coif. III. 254 As men scne the dew bedroppe

The Teves and the floures eke. 1667 MILTON /-*. L, x. 527
The Soil Bedropt with blood of Gur^on. 1829 WORDSw.

Liberty Wks. V. 102 Life's ljuok for Thee may lie unclosed,
till age Shall with a thankful tear bedrop its latest page.
2. pa. pplc. Sprinkled as with drops.
1658 ROWLAND MonJfeCs Thcat. his. 965 The . . body

yellow, bedropt with black from the neck to the tail. 1858
Blackw. RIag. 482 Lomond and Awe bedropt with woody
isles.

b. fig. Strewn, interspersed.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 321 It was bklropped with

wratihe and wikked wille. 1855 GILI-ILLAN Drydcn Introd.
20 A tale . . bedropt with the most flagrant falsehoods.

Bedrown, bedrowse, bedrug, etc. : see BE-.

Bedryden, obs. form of BEDRIDDEN.
Bedside (be'dsald). [Coalesced from bcd^s side

in prep, phrases like
'

by the beddes side' = beside

the bed ; thus not a true compound.] Place or

position by a bed ; used in various phrases, to

signify proximity to, companionship with, or attend-

ance on, one confined to bed.

c'X374 CHAUCER Parl. Fades 99 Right at my beddis side.

c 1435 Torr. Porhtgal 1364 The damyselle .. Set hym on
her ued-syde. ^1440 Gesta Rom. i. 3 My wif .. woile hyde
his body by hire buddys syde. 1628 EAHLE Microcosm, n
A meer dull Physician; His practice is some business at

bed-sides. 1713 SWIFT Fr. J. Denny Wks. 1755 III. i. 145
Snatched up a peruke-block that stood by the bedside. 1752
MKS. LENNOX Fern. Qnix. I. in. viii. 176 Never-ceasing at-

tendance at the bed-side of her sick father. 1840 THIRLWALL
Greece VII.lv. 94 He instantly hurried to his friend's bedside.

I Bedstaff (be-dstuf). Obs. PI. -staffs, staves.

[see STAFF.] A staff or stick used in some way
about a bed. Formerly well-known as a ready

weapon : hence, probably, the phrase hi the twink-

ling of a bedstaff*. cf ' the twinkling of an eye.'
a. Dr. Johnson explains it as :

' A wooden pin stuck

anciently on sides of the bed-stead to hold the cloaths from

slipping on either side.' (For this, no authority is given,
and no corroborative evidence has been found.) b. The
stout sticks or staves laid (loose) across the bed-stocks in
old wooden bedsteads, to support the bedding (the precursors
of the modern 'laths'), are in Scotland called bed-rungs
(rtt=stafF, cudgel), and in .some parts of England bed-

sticks
'

they often served as improvised weapons. C. When
a bed

js
fixed in a recess, a stick or staff is used to help

in making it, and sometimes called a bed-stick. (The
' bed-

staves
'

in quot. 1626, six to each bed, were, of course, b.)

1576 BAKER Gesners JewelofHealth 147/1 Starring it well

about with a short bedde staffe. 1626 Alleyris W/Y/(N.)
All the furniture in the twelve poor schollars chamber, that

is to say, six bedsteads, sixe mattresses, six feather beds . .

three dozen of bedstaves, and six pewter chamber potts.
a 1652 BROME City Wit iv. iii, Say there is no virtue m
cudgels and bedstaves. 1711 F. FULLER Afed. Gymn. 42

Beating his bare Hip with a Bedstaff. 1845 BAKUAM Ingol.

Leg. (1862) 183 In her hand she grasped the bedstaff, a

weapon of mickle might.
1660 Charac. Italy 78 In the twinkling of a Bedstaff he

disrobed himself. . and was just skipping into Bed. 1676
SHADWELL I'irtuoso i. i, I'll do it instantly, in the twinkling
of a Bed-staff.

Bedstead (be-dsted). [see STEAD.] Strictly,

the place occupied by a bed ; but long ago trans-

ferred to the wooden or metal stand on which
a bed is raised ; the framework of a bed.
c 1440 PromP, Parv. 28 Bedstede, stratum. 1530 PALSGR.

95-2
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197/1 FSedde slede, iluilit, 1535 COVEKUALE Song Sol. iii.

7 Aboute Salomons bedateade there stonde LX. valeaunt
men. 1611 BIBLE Dent. iii. n Behold, his bedsted was a
bedsted of yron. i6ai G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. v 111.116261 167
A homely bed-steed made of willow. 1713 SWIFT fr. J.

Denny Wks. 1755 III. 1. 145 We bound our lunatick . . down
to the bedsted. 1873 YEATS Techn. Hist. Comm. 352 Cele-
brated for its bedsteads of cast iron.

Be'dstock. [see STOCK.] Earlier name of a

BEDSTEAD, or rather of its front and back parts,
between which the cross staves or rungs were laid ;

still used in the north.

M^S Cath. Angl. 25 Bedstoke, sponda, fultriini. 1534
Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 189 A peire of bedstockes & an
olde presse. 1599 HARSNET Agst. Darcli 181 His toe rap-
ping on the Ende of the Bedstocke. 1624 Invent, in

Arc/t&ol. 11884) XLVIII. i. 139 A bed stockes, a matteresse,
a boulster. 1822 BEWICK Mem., note 43 Trunks of two old
trees . . answer the . , purpose of bed-stocks. 1864 ATKINSON
Wkitby Gloss., Bedstocks, the frame of the bedstead for the

backing on which the mattress and bed rest.

Bedstraw (be'd|Str). [see STRAW.]
1 1. The straw which (covered by a sheet) for-

merly constituted the bedding in an ordinary bed,
and which still serves in rural districts instead of a

palliasse, or tinder-bed. Obs. (See also STRAW.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 539 O perilous fyr that in the

bedstraw bredeth. 1388 WVCLIF Ps. vi. 7 Y schal moiste

my bedstre [1382 bedding] with my teeris. 1483 Cath, Angl.
35 Bedstrey, stratum^ stratorinm. 1578 LVTE Dodoens
402 Kerne put into the bedstrowe, driueth away the stinking
punayses. 1626 BACON Syha 696 The Chamber and lied-

straw, kept close, and not Aired. a 1637 IJEKKER U'itcli

l-:dm. iv. ii.Wks. 1873 IV. 413 More fire i th' Bed-straw?
2. Name applied to a genus of plants (Galinm^

N.O. RubiaceK] containing many species, with
slender ascending stems, whorled or cruciate leaves,
and small clustered flowers. One of these (G.

venim} has long borne the legendary name of Our
Ladys Btdstraw (cf. the similarly allusive Our
Lady's Gaffers, Mantle, Slippers, Smock, etc., etc.) ;

whence recent writers have somewhat irrationally
taken 'Bedstraw' as an English book-name for the

whole genus, making 'Our Lady's B.' a species.
1527 ANDREW Bnaisiuytee's Disfyll. Waters O iv, Our lady

bedstrawe, wrpillum in latyn. 1543 TRAHERON I'igds
Chirurg. \. v. 169 b, Decoction of the herbe called onr

ladyes bedstrawe. 1597 GERARD Herbal n. cccclxix. 1126
There be divers sorts of the herbes called Ladies Kedstraw
or Cheese renning. 1784 TWAMLEY Dairying 1 19 The Run-
net Plant . . English Names, art: yellow ladies bed>traw or
Cheese renning, or petty muguet. 1820 SOWERBY Eng.
Bot, s.v., Rough Marsh Bedstraw. 1854 S. THOMSON Wild
/7. i. 68 In the bedstraws. . we count four stamens.

Bedtick (.be-dtik). Also 6 -tyke, [see TICK.]
A large flat quadrangular bag or case, into which

leathers, hair, straw, chaff, or other substances arc

put to form a bed.

1569 Wills fy Iitt
1

. N. C, <i8j5'i 303 Item one fether bedtyke
xij< 1638 ROWLAND Mouffet's T/icat. his. 916 The use of
wax . . for bed-ticks that the feathers fly not out. 1861
Morn. Post 27 Nov., Found under a mattress and bed-tick.

Hence Be-dti:cking, bedticks collectively, or the

material of which they are made ; also attrib.

1705 Overseers Au: Holy Cross, Cantcrb., Pd. for moiling
Rich. Silks Goods and fur a bcdtickin, oo. 02. 01. 1884
Harper's Mag. July 304/1 The bed-ticking bag.

Bedtime (be-dtaim). [see TIME.] The hour
or time for going to bed. fig.

= ' hour of death.
1

a izgo Oiul $ Night. 324 Ich singe an eve . . And soththe
won hit is bed-time. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. -V. v. i. 34 What
dancer shall we haue . . Between our after supper, and bed-
time ? 1743 WESLEY Jrnl. (1749) 62 The Lord's prayer,
which they were made say at rising and bed-lime.

Jig. 1870 ALFOKD in Life 118731 457. I only hope the
Master's work may be got done by bedtime.

Bedub (bfdzrb), v. [f. BE- 2 + DUB.] trans.

fa. To adorn. Obs. b. To denominate.
1657 TOMLINSON Renous Di$p. Pref., You live in a city . .

bedubbed and adorned with .. blessings. 1884 Times 25
Feb. 4 We poor Army tutors who undertake to teach, by
first unteaching, such specimens . . are bedubbed crammer^.

Beduck, bedumb, bedunch, etc. : see l&K-pref.
Beduin, variant of BEDOUIN,

Bedull(b/dtf-l), v.
[f.

BE- + DULL v.] To make
dull. Hence Bedulling///. a,
a 1617 HitRON Wks. (1620) II. 380 Time . . bedulleth the
tendernes of his [man's] conscience. 1836 Blackiv. Mag.
XL. 724 A mist bedulls mine eyes. 1656 TRAPP Connn.
i Thess. v. 17 A lazy, customary, bedulling strain.

Beduug (b/dp-rj), v. [f. BE- + DUNG.] trans.

To treat with dung or manure
;

to befoul with

dung ; also fig.

1639 HORN & ROBOTHAM Gate Lung. Unl. xiv. 157 What
he [the thrush] bedungeth> that sprouteth forth to misselen,
whence comes bird-lime. 1650 P>P. HALL Cases Cause. 83
Leaving all but his head, to bedung that earth, which
had lately shaken at his terrour

167^9
PULLER Moder. Ch.

Eng. (1843) 300 Soundly bedunged with calumny and filth.

Bedusk (b/dirsk), v. [f. BE- 6 + DUSK.] trans.

To shroud in gloom, as of twilight.
1566 DRANT Wail. Jerint. K iij, Howe hath the Lord . .

beduskde his daughter dere, Tsyon. a 1670 HACKET Cent.

Semi, ^1675)455 Some dark cloud bedusks all wordly glory.

Bedust (Want), v. [f. BE- 6 + DUST.] trans.

To cover with dust. Hence Bedirsted///. a.

1530 PALSGR. 445/2 You have bedusted your shoes, a 1679
T. GOODWIN Wks, (1863) VII. 278 They suffer their hearts

and livts to lie bedusted. 1832-53 WkiUU*BikkU (Sc.

Songs) ber. 11. 51 Lang Miller Geordie, wi' meal a' bedusted.

Bedward, -wards [twdwjid, -z), adv. [f. BED
sb, + -WAKD(S : orig. to bedward^\
1. Towards bed, in the direction of bed.
c 1530 J. RHODES Bk. Nurture in Babccs Bk. 11868) 69
When your mayster intendeth to bedward. 1667 MILTON
/'. L. iv. 352 Others on the grass Coucht . . Or Bedward
ruminating. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xiv, The signal to move
beduard. 1834 LAMB Wks. 11852) 181 When the dark night
comes and they arc creeping bedwards.

t 2. Towards bedtime ; just before going to bed.
<. 1430 Diatoric in Babccs Bk. (18681 56 Use fier bi b^

morewe, & to beduard at cue. c 1515 BARCLAY Eglog. iii.

1 1570) B vj /i, I dranke to bedwarde (as is my common
gjse'.

1615 MARKHAM Eng. Housew. u. i. (1668) 47 Drink of it at

night to bedward. i66i FULLER \\\H. Smith's Wks. (1867,1
I. 20 These sermons have been used as a handmaid to prayer
bedward in some families. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Ckyiit.
355 That may be done over night, last to bed-ward.

Bedwarf (b/dwg-if). [f.
BE-2+ DWARF.] In-

tensive of DWAKF v. Hence Bedwa-rfed///. a.

1633 DONNI; foetus (1650) 207 'Tis shrinking . . hath thus,
I n mmde and body both bedwarfed us. 1664 H. MORE Myst.
//'/. 334 Some big Mastiff or bedwarfed Nag. 1678 NOKKIS
Misc. (1699; 283 Self-esteem . . bedwarfs all our Excellencies.

t Bedwele n, v. Obs. Also bidweo-lien,
bedu-elen.

[I.
BE- + DWELL v.-, OE. ihu$llan^

ihv$lia)i^\ trans. To mislead, lead into error.

c 1 205 A tier. K. i2_STe valse ancre. . weneS forte gilen God,
ase heo bicjweolieS simple men. cizio Leg. Kath. 1237
Kuch an biheuld o5er as heo bidweolet \\eren. a 1300
Cursor M. 19526 He cuth mak be men be dueld.

Bedwell, etc. : see BE- pref.
Bedwoman, obs. form of BEADWOMAN.
t Bedwy'llge, ^- Obs. Pa. pple. bydwongen.

[Only in Caxton: prob. a. Flem. btdwing-en^\
trans. To constrain, to restrain.

1480 CAXTON Cn'td's Met. xn. iii, I oughte well thenne

hedwynge myn herte. 1481 Rcynard (Arb. '37 They had
none lorde ne were not bydwongen.

Bedye (b/dai-). [f.
BE- + DYE.] Intensive of

DYE v. Chiefly in pa. pple.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis \. iv. 31 Thair lithls and lyminis IM;

salt waiter bedyit. 1596 SPENSER /'. Q . i. xi. 7 Bryton fieldes

with Sarazin blood bedyde. 1866 J. ROSE Virgil ys With
cheeks . . Uedyed with sanguine berry -juice.

Bedysman, obs. form of BEADSMAN.

Bed-yuer(e (mispr. bedyner}^ var. of bcd-iferc,

BKD-FERE, Obs. bed-fellow.

Bee 1
(bi). 1'orms: 1-3 b6o, 3-9 bee :=; by,

5-G be, 6 bey). PL bees: also 1-2 beon, 3-7
been, 4 bene, bein, 6 beeno. [Com. Teut. : OE.
bco - OHG. bia (G. dial. btit} , MLG. hie, LG. htjge,
MDu. bie, Du. bij, all fern.; OX. by Jneut."):
OTeut. *bi6n- or bioii

\
beside which there is OHG.

bini neut., MHG. bine t bin, fern., mod. G. bicne :

OTeut. *bini\ all going back to root bi-9 perh.
= Aryan bki- 'to fear,' in the sense of 'quivering,'
or its development

'

buzzing, humming.']
1. A well-known insect, or rather genus of insects,

of the Hymenopterous order, living in societies

composed of one queen, or perfect female, a small

number of males or *

drones,' and an indefinite

number of undeveloped females or 'neuters' (which
are the workers), all having four wings; they pro-
duce wax, and collect honey, which they store up
for food in the winter.
a 1000 Ags. /V. cxvii. 12 t>a hi me ymbsealdon samod . .

swa beon. a noo Ags. Gloss, in Wiilcker Voc. 318 Apis^
beo. "1275 Pains of Hell in O. E. Misc. 148 J>ickure hi

honge^ J>er ouer-al pan don been in wynterstal. a 1300
Cursor 1\I. 7113 In Icon muth he fand, was slain, A bike o
bees [v.r. bes] bar-in be-bredd. 1382 WYCLIF Dent. \. 44
As been [1388 bees] ben wont to be pursued. 1430 LYDG.
Bochas i. xix. 1 1554* 35 b, A swarm of been entred on his

head. 1481-90 Howard Hoiisch. Bks. (18441 207 Paid . . to

Jpdge for a heve for beys iiij. </. 1535 COVERDALE Ecclus.
xi. 2 The Bey is but a small beast amonge the foules, yet is

hir frute exceadinge swete. 1538 STARKEV England \\. i.

153 Delytyng in idulnes as a drowne Be doth. 1609 C.

BUTLER fan. Mon. 11634) J 39 Whoso keep well Sheep and
Been, Sleep or wake, their thrift comes in. 1697 DRYDKN
Gcorg. iv. 801 A buzzing noise of Bees his Kars alarms. 1855
LONCK. Hiaiv. xxn. n Passed the bees, the honey-makers.

b. Often used as the type of busy workers.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 445 Now ar tha maid als

bissie as ane be. 1580 BARET Ahi. To Rdr., A great volume
which (for the apt similitude betweene the good Scholers
and diligent Bees) I called then their Aluearie^ for a me-
morial by whom it was made. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix.

vii. 24 V. 137 The Popish Clergy, .were as busie as Bees,
newly ready to swarme. c 1720 WATTS Div. Songs, How
doth the little busy bee Improve each sinning hour t 1807
CKABBE Par, Reg. in. 150 Busy and careful, like that work-
ing bee.

c. A model or image of this insect.
1816 J. SCOTT l-'is. Paris 239 The remains found in the

tomb of Childeric, were chiefly gold bees, from which
Buonaparte took the hint of covering his mantle . . with
representations of that insect.

d. One of the southern constellations, so figured.
2. Applied to a large group of allied insects,

chiefly with a distinguishing epithet, e. g. Humble
Bee, Mason Bee, Carpenter Bee, etc. ; in scientific

use, including all insects of the Melliferous or

honey-gathering division of the Aculeate (or sting-

bearing) Hymenoptera, and comprising two families,

the Social Bees or Apidae, and Solitary Bees or

Andrmnidm.
.1000 Sax. Lecchd, II. 308 Feld beon hunij meng to

somne. 1532 MoRECVw////. TindaleWks. 11557)502/1 Till
either some blind bettle, or some holy humble bee come flye
in at their mouthes. 1802 BISGLEV Anim. Biog. (1813) III.

275 The Garden Bee. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 697 Of the

solitary- bees, .. there are many curious varieties; some
of which go under the names of Mason, Carpenter, and
Upholsterer Bees, from the materials on which they re-

spectively work. 1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon n. v. ii.

270 The Humble Bees are larger than the Bees.

3. Jig. a. A sweet writer, b. A busy worker.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Bee, Xenophon is called
the Attic bee. 1791-1824 DISRAELI Cur. Lit. '1866' 319/2
A complete collection of classical works, all the bees of an-

tiquity. . may be hived in a single glass case.

4. In allusion to the social character of the insect

(originally in U. S.^: A meeting of neighbours to

unite their labours for the benefit of one of their

number
; e. g. as is done still in some parts, when

the farmers unite to get in each other's harvests

in succession ; usually preceded by a word defining
the purpose of the meeting, as apple-bee, husking-
bee, quilting- bee, raising-bee, etc. Hence, with ex-

tended sense : A gathering or meeting for some

object ; esp. spelling-bee, a party assembled to

compete in the spelling of words.
1809 W. IRVING Knickcrb. Wks. I. 238 Now were insti-

tuted quilting bees and husking bees and other rural as-

semblages. 1830 GALT Laurie T. 11849' '" v - 9&) 1 made a
bee; that is, I collected as many of the most expert and
able-bodied of the settlers to assist at the raising. 1864
Miss VOSGE Trial II. 281 She is gone out with Cousin
Deborah to an apple bee. 1876 LI/BBOCK Ednc. in Contcmp.
Rev, June 91 He may be invincible at a spelling bee. 1884
Harper's Mag. Sept. 510/2 This execution, . . in Idaho
phrase was a '

hanging-bee.
1

5. To have bees in the headm the brains, a bee hi

one's bonnet : i. e. a fantasy, an eccentric whim, a
craze on some point, a * screw loose.* (Cf. maggot,
and F. grille.}

15I3 DOUGLAS sEneis vin, Prol. 120 Quhat bern be thou
in bed with heid full of beis? a 1553 UDALL Roister D. (Arb.)

29 Who so hath suche bees as your mai.stcr in hys head.

1657 COLVIL Whig* Supplic. (1751) 74 Which comes from
brains which have a bee. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (ed. 9)
II. 119 But thy wild bees I canna please. !&|5DsQuntCEY
Coleridge fy Opiitin Wks. XII. 91 John Hunter, notwith-

standing lie had a bee in his bonnet, was really a great man.

6. Comb.zn&Attrib. General relations: a. attrib.,

as bee-book, -comb, -garden, -grub, -house, -mouth,

-palace; -sting, -swart/i, -woman, -yard ; b. objective
with vbl. sb. or agent-noun, as bee-culture, -fumi-
gator, -herd, -hunter, -hunting, -keeper, -keeping,
-owner, -shepherd,--<.vard \ instrumental, as bee-beset'.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 383 The "bee-beset

ripe-seeded grass. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i.

'18731 84 The teaching of the latest "bee-book. 1882

Harper's Mag: Dec. 63/1 'Bee-culture is an important in-

dustry. 1609 Gd. Speed to Virginia 13 The maister of the

"bee-garden . . reapeth a greater gaine by his waxe and
home. ^1750 MORTIMER (J.) A convenient .. place .. for

your apiary or 'bee-garden. 1672 Phil. Trans. VII. 5060
The *Bee-grubbs actually feed on Mites. 1483 GiM. Angl.
26 "Beehyrd, apiastcr. 1861 PEARSON Early $ Mid. Ages
Eng. 201 It was preferable to be tenant of a holding rather
than a swine-herd or 'bee-herd. 1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 987/4A new Invention for the Improvement of Bees, by certain
* Bee-houses and Colonies. 1851 Card. Chron. 755 A very
convenient 'bee-house. 1776 Phil. Trans. LXVII. 44 The
*bee-hunters never fail to leave a small portion for their
conductor. 1839 Sat. Mag. 23 Feb. 69 The Economy of

""Bee-Keeping, a 1821 KEATS Melancholy 24 Pleasure..

Turning to poison while the 'bee-mouth sip>. 1845 Card.
Chron. 118451 171 Grove's American *bee-palace is similar
to the collateral hive. 1689 P. HENRY Diaries $ Lett. (1882)

346 Your Mother hath been afflicted this night with a * Bee-

sting, c 1500 Cockc Lorcllcs B. 10 Mole sekers, and ratte

takers ; Bewardes. 1883 GREEN Conq. Eng. 330 The ^bee-
ward received his dues from the store of honey. 1833 Hi.
MARTINEAU Br. Creek iii. 52 The *bee-women laugned in

anticipation of their sport, c 1430 Pallad. mi Hn&o. \. 1009
The *Bee-yerd be not ferre, but faire asyde Gladsum, se-

crete, and hoote. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Hush. (1586'

179 About the *Beeyard, and neare to the hives, set flowers.

7. Special comb.: bee-bike V .SV.\ a wild bee's

nest ; bee-bird, the Spotted Fly-catcher, also a

humming-bird; bee-bonneted a., having a bee
in his bonnet, somewhat crazed; bee-cell, one of

the hexagonal cells of the comb ; bee-cuckoo,
an African bird (Cncuhts Indicator), also called
'

Honey-guide,* which indicates the nests of wild

bees ; bee-driving, the driving of bees into an

empty hive ; bee-feeder, a contrivance for feeding
bees within the hive

;
bee-fertilized a., (of flowers)

having their pollen conveyed to the stigma by the

agency of bees ; bee-flower, a flower loved, visited,

or fertilized by bees, spec, the Wall-flower
; also, a

flower resembling a bee, the Bee Orchis
; bee-fly,

a two-winged fly resembling a bee, esp. certain of

the Bombylidst and Syrphidx ; bee-fold, an en-

closure for hives; bee-glue, the glue-like substance

with which bees fill up crevices, and fix the

combs to the hives, propolis ; bee-gum, a term in

parts of U. S. for a bee-hive ; bee-hawk, a bird of
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prey (Fernis apivora}, also called Honey Buiutard
;

also a clear-wing hawk-moth {Scsia fuciformis),
something resembling a wild bee

; bee-head, a

crazy pate ; hence bee-headed ; bee-larkspur
(see quot.) ; bee-like a., resembling a bee

;
bee-

line, a straight line between two points on the

earth's surface, such as a bee was supposed instinct-

ively to take in returning to its hive ; bee-maggot,
the larva of a bee ; bee-master, a keeper of

bees, an apiarian ; so bee-mistress
; bee-nettle,

species of Dead-nettle much visited by bees ;

bee-orchis, a plant (Op/irys apifera) noted for

the resemblance of part of its flower to a bee
;

bee-skep (-scap), a straw bee-hive; ( bee-stall,
a bee-hive

; bee-tree, a tree in which bees have
hived

; bee-wine, nectar of a flower. See also

BEE-BREAD, -EATEH, -HIVE, BEES-WAX, -WING.

1837 R. NICOLL Poems (1843) 95 Nae apples he pu'ed now,
nae *bee-bikes he knowed. 1789 G. WHITE Selbornc ix.

11^853)
181 These vast migrations, consist not only of hirun-

dines, but of *bee-birds. 1850 BROWNING Xmas Eve ,y

Easter D. 240 The "bee-bird and the aloe-Mower ! 1856M RS. BROW NING A ur. Leigli i. 1097 Whom men judge hardly
as bee-bonneted, because he holds, etc. 1868 WOOD Homes
ivitliout H. xxiii. 427 The primary object of the ^bee-cell is

to serve as a storehouse and a nursery. 1786 tr. Sparr-
man's Voy. II. 186 The *bee-cuckow (Cuciilns Indicator}. .

deserves to have more particular notice. 1802 BINCLEY^ ttim.

Biog. (18131 II. I25 The *Bee Cuckoo, in its external ap-
pearance, does not much differ from the common sparrow.
1884 Pall Mall G. 12 July 10/2 A sum of money which will
enable them to give demonstrations of 'bee-driving. 1881
F. DARWIN in Nature XXIII. 334 The spread of the 'bee-
fertilised ancestors. 1852 T. HARRIS Insects .\e~M Eng. 484
The *bee-flies. .often hover, .over the early flowers, sucking
put the honey thereof. 1609 C. BUTLER Fein. Man. (1623)
ii. E iij, The vnequall leuelling of the ground, in a great
'Bee-fold is best. 1598 FLORIO, Propoli, that which Bees
make at the entrance of the hiues to keepe out cold, called

... 1 part rudely hi .

sections of the gum-tree, .whence, .a bee-hive of any kind
is often called a "bee-gum. 1837 MAC GILI.IVRAY Hist. Brit.
Birds III. 259 "Bee-Hawk is of rare occurrence in any part
of Britain. 1857 STAINTON Brit. Butter/I, ff Matks I. 99
Sesia/iiciformis, Broad-bordered *Bee-Hawk. 1657 COLVIL
Whigs Snpplic. (1751) 135 Ye sectaries, quoth he, have "bee-
heads. 1879 JAMIESON s. v., Ye needna mind him, he's a
*bee-headit bodie. 1846 MRS. LOUDON Ladies' Camp. Fl.
Card. 37 The 'Bee Larkspurs .. their petals are folded up
in the centre of the flower, so as to resemble a bee or a blue-

bottle-fly. 1657 .y. Pure/lets' Pal. Flying-Ins. Pref. Verses,
To the Learned Author of this

'

Bee-like laborious Treatise.

1823 BYRON Juan xi. viii, That "bee-like, bubbling busy
hum Of cities, a 1849 POE Gold-Beetle, Tales I. 44 A 'bee-
line, or, in other words, a straight line, drawn . . to a distance
of fifty feet. 1870 EMERSON Soc. fy Solit. x. 219 Men, who,
almost as soon as they are born, take a v

bee-line to the
rack of the inquisitor. 1882 J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool i.

viii, This disreputable clergyman would make a 'bee-line
for Castlemere. 1679 PLOT StaffbnMi. (16861 221 Of the
corruption of which 'bee-maggots .. are bred. 1638 ROW-
LAND Mmiffefs Thcctt. Ins. 902 The 'Bee-masters with
clapping of their hands, and with the sound of the brasse.
1866 ROGERS Agrie. *t Prices^ I. xviii. 399 The 'bee-master
was apparently as rare as he is at present. 1859 Edin. Rev.
CIX. 301 The 'bee-mistresses, .gain a living by their honey
in many rural districts. 1597 GERARD Herbal \. ci. i. 163
'Bees Orchis or Satyrion. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i,

Not one in twenty of you knows where to find the . ^bee-
orchis. .on the down. 01640 DAY Parl. SeesuSSil 44 And
set fier of all there 'Beeskepps. 1822 Steam-Boat 83 (jAM.i
My head was bizzing like a *bee-scap. 1572 BOSSEWELL
Armorie in. i8b, The weasel, .is. .a destroyer of 'Beestals,
and eatcth up their honey. 1849 W. IRVING Crayon Misc.
49 Honey, the spoils of a plundered

:
'

bee-tree. 18x8 KEATS
Endymion iv. Honeysuckles full of clear "bee-wine.

Bee- (bi). Forms: 1-2 b6ah, 3 bej, beie,

beh, behj, 3-4 beje, 4 beygh, byje, bie, bees,
5 beghe, be, bey. 4^5by(e, 4~9bee. [Com.Teut. :

OE. beag, teak = ON. liaugr, OHG. bouc :-OTeut.

*bango-z ring, f. pret. stem of the vb. *bug-, bang-,
to bow, bend (intr.). The modern form in south
would prob. have been by, or high (cf. high, nigh} :

bee is the northern type.]
1 1. A ring or torque of metal, usually meant for

the arm or neck ; but in one case at least used of
a finger-ring. Obs.
c 1009 ^LFRIC Gen. xxxviii. 18 pinne hring & bine be'ah

and binne stajf. anoo in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. jijArmitla,
beah. c 1175 Lamb. Ifoiu. 193 J>u ham Bluest . . beies and
gold ringes. 1205 LAY. 24520 Enne beh of rede gold. Ibid.

21640 Beh?es [1250 be?es] of golde. 1:1300 A'. Alis. 1573
Riche beyghes, besans, and pans. 1325 E. E. Allit. P.
A. 466 On arme ober fynger, ^33 bou her by^e. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. Prol. 161 Beren bl?es [v.r. belies, behes, byes,
be5es] ful bri?te abouten here nekkes. 1382 WYCLIF Pro? 1

.

i. 9 A beje [1388 bie] to thi necke. 1387 TREVISA Higdcn
Rolls Ser. III. 331 A tmbttrfutl in Latyn. c 1440 Merle
Arth. (Roxb.) 84 Pomelles bryghte as goldis beghe. Ibid.
102 W' many a besaunte, broche, and be. 1483 Cath. Angl.
24 A Bee, armilla, bracliialc. 1487 Paston Lett. III. 464
A bee with a grete pearl, c 1490 Howard Houseli. Bks. 394
Item, for beyes, roppe, and streyneres xj</. 1552 HULOET,
Bee or collar of gold or syluer, torques.

2. Nautical : bees, bee-blocks, bee-seating ;
see quot.

c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Cateck. 74 At the outer end,
and on each side of the bowsprit, inside the cap, bees and
bee blocks are bolted, for the topmast stays to reeve through.
Ibid. Where it rests on the stem is the bed, and the re-

757

maindcr the beeseating. 1867 SMYTH Suitor's IVord-bk.,
Bee, a ring or hoop of metal . . Bee-blocks, pieces of hard
wood, bolted to the outer end of the bowsprit, to reeve the
fore mast stays through.
Be-east (b/| i-&),prep., orig. aiivb.phr. In I be

6astan. [OE. be tastan ' on the east,' (be
'

by,
about,' Alston ' from the east,' f. cast

' east '',
; used

aih'li., and also with following dative. In later

times only in Sc.] East of.

894 O.E. Chron. Of ielcre byri^ be eastan Pendredan. %c
be westan Seal wuda e be eastan. 1559 66 in Alisc.
W'odrcrw Soc. (1844) 78 Twoe mile be-east the said towne.
1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 637 Lodge them be-east the town.

II Beebee(brbr. [a. Urdu ^> >/;*Jlady,from

Pers., orig. Eastern Tiirki bTbi '

lady, lawful wife.']
Hindustani name for a lady. (Now superseded in

application to European ladies by 'Mem-sahib,'
but applied to Englishwomen of lower rank, to

a (native) mistress, etc.)
1816 'Quiz' Grand Master xi. 34 Its oppressive beams

had made Buff'los and beebees seek the shade, a 1847
MRS. SHERWOOD Lady of Manor V. xxix. 96 Being the
burrce beebee [chief lady] of the night, I moved for an
adjournment,

Bee'-brea:d. Forms : I be"a-, beo-, bi-bread,
2 bei-

; 7- bee-bread, [f. BEE + BREAD : cf.

MUG. bin brSt, G. bieiien brot. The modern word
is probably a new combination, not historically re-

l.ited to the OE., which had also a different sense.]
fl. en'y. In OE. as in the other Teutonic lan-

guages: Honey-comb with the honey in it. 0/>s.

r8zs Vesp. Psalter cxviii. 103 Hu swoete . . ofer hunij &
biabread. a looo lioctli. Mclr. xii. 17 pynceb . .huni^es bi-

bread healfe by swetre. 1000 A^s. Gosp. I.uke xxiv. 42
Dsel sebriddes fisces and hc'obrcad [flatton bei-brad].
2. Pollen, or a compound of honey and pollen,
consumed by the nurse-bees.

1657 S. PLKCIIAS Pol. I- lying Ins. \. xv. c)5 [Bees] gather
as often Bee-bread as honey. 1750 Phil. Trans. XLVI. 538
A Bee loading the Farina, Bee-Bread, or crude Wax, upon
its Legs. 1815 R. HLTSH Treat. Bees xi. (1817) r47 The
crude wax, which is called .. in English Bee-bread. 1816
KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xi. (1828) I. 376 Little or no honey is

collected until an ample store of bee-bread has been laid up
for food. 1868 WOOD Homes without II. xxiii. 436 Bee-
bread . . is a compound of honey and the pollen of flowers.

fig. 1870 LOWELL Amongmy Bits, Ser. i. (1873) 66 He had
. .been feeding on the bee-bread of Shakespeare.
3. Applied locally to certain plants yielding

nectar : viz. the White Clover, and Borage. (Britten
and Holland.)
Beech. (b;~tj). forms : i boece, be"ce, 3- 6

beche, 3 bech, 6 beeteh, 6-7 beeche, 6-r> beech.

[OE. boece, beet, cogn. with MLG. Ivkc, bake, mod.
LG. baike, weak fern. (: OTeut. *lwkjdn-], a de-

rivative form from OTeut. *bgka-, sir. fern., whence
also ON. Mfr, OE. Me, OHG. buolilia, MHG. tuoche,

G.buche, MDu. boeke(D\\. />citk.V\Km.bock), 'beech.'

OTeut. *boka- was cogn. w. l^./agus 'beech,' and Gr.

tpd-fus, tpriyos
'
esculent oak

'

; meaning originally
'tree with eatable fruit', from root found in Gr.

<$>a~fftv to eat. The more primitive Eng. iwc is not
found after the utli c. exc. in BUCK -MAST, BUCK-

WHEAT, and their abbreviation BUCK.]
1. a. A well-known forest tree indigenous to

Europe and Western Asia, having fine thin smooth
bark, and glossy oval leaves ; its boughs and foliage
form a dense mass, and it bears triquetrous nuts

(called masf) placed in pairs in a rough or prickly
involucre. It has several ornamental varieties dis-

tinguished by the colour or shape of the leaves, as

the Purple, Copper, and Fern-leaved Beech.
b. The genus Fagus, N.O. Corylacex, includ-

ing the Common Beech (f. sylvatica) and other

species.
nSoo EpinalGl., Fagits, boecae, CorpusGl., boecelSweet,

O.K. T.6i,6A I ,nooo Wr.-Wiilcker l-'oc. iyj f'ngiu, boc.j
Ibid. 402 Fagus, bece. [a 1200 Ibid. 545 l-'agus, boctreow.|
a. 1300 W. DE BIBLESW. in Wright l^oc. 171 Qnyr encltrMe a
foi<st dcfou (of bech). a 1300 A". A Us. 5242 Beches, birches of
the fairest. 1340 Aycnb. 23 pe greate beches ine wodes.
c 1440 1'romp. Par-,: 27 Beche tre, fagtis. 1577 B. GOOGE
Iferesbaclis Husb. l 1 586,1 101 b, The next among the Mast
trees is the Beech. 1600 FAIRFAX Tassa vn. xix. (R.)
Engrau'd in barke of beeche and baies. 1704 POPE Summer
13 Ye shady beeches, and ye cooling streams. 1737 THOM-
SON Summer 1362 The spreading beech, that o'er the
stream Incumbent hung. 1845 DARWIN Voy. \at. xiii.

11852)281, I was also pleased to see, at an elevation of little

less than 1000 feet, our old friend the southern beech.

c. The wood of this tree. Often attrib., as in
beech-coal (i. e. charcoal'), beech bedstead, etc.

1607 Lingua iv. i. in Hazl. Dodsl. IX. 411 How shall I
devise to blow the fire of beech coals? 1730 SOUTHALL Bugs
34 Also Beach- Bedsteds, for all such afford them much
Harbour and Food. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 259
Beech, a wood which, from its hardness, closeness, and
strength, .holds a prominent place.
2. Applied with or without distinguishing epithet

to various other trees more or less resembling the
beech of Europe ; in Australia, Tectona austialis

(a kind of Teak) ; in New South Wales. Jlfonotoca

elliptica (an Epicrad) ; in Jamaica, ExosUnima

BEEF.

caribxuin (a Cinchonad). Blue Beech (U. S), an
American species of Hornbeam \Carpinus Ameri-
cana) ; t Dutch Beech, old name in England of
the Abele (Popitlus alba) ; Horn, Horse, or

Hurst Beech, dial, names of the HOKNBEAM
;

Sea-side Beech, the ' Beech
'

of Jamaica (see

above) ; Water Beech, the same as Blue Beech ;

White Beech, dial, name of the HORNBEAM.
3. Comb., chiefly attrib., as beecli-apple, -gall, -leaf,

-nut, -root, -timber, -tree, -wood; beech-green adj.
f 1450 in Wright Vac. 228 lite fagus, a bech-tre. 1551

TURNER Hcrbald^J 12 The sede is tbre square like bucke
wheat or beach aples. 1586 WEBBE Eng. Poetric (Arb. i 71
Tyterus happily thou liest tumbling vnder a beetchtree.

1712 Lond. Gaz. No. 4964 i The Assize of Billet, made, .of
Beech-wood. 1814 SOL THEY Roderick vii, And from his

head the ashes fell, like snow Shaken from some dry beech-
leaves. 1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. n. ii, The little Kuhbach
gushing kindly by, among beech-rows. 1851 Card. Citron.

740 A disease which is making great ravages amongst our
Beech trues. Ibid. 550 The beech-timber of the Chikeru
Hills is harder and heavier, c 1865 LETHEBY in Circ. Sc. I.

106/1 Oils are. .extracted from the beech-nut, weld seed, etc.

4. Special comb.: beech-drops, a North Ameri-
can plant, Epip/ifgtts, N.O. Orobatuhateee, parasitic

upon the roots of the beech ; beech-fern, common
name of Polypodium Phegopteris ; beech-finch,
local name of the Chaffinch

;
beech marten, see

I MARTEN
; beech-mast, the fruit of the beech ;

beech-oil, oil extracted from beech-mast ; beech-

owl, local name of the Tawny Owl
;
beech-

weevil (see quot.) ;
beech-wheat BUCKWHEAT.

1876 CHAMBERS Cycl., Cancer Root, or 'Beech-drops . . a

parasitic plant. 1841 FENNKLL AW. Hist. Quadr. 106 The
Beech Marten is the Martes foina of modern zoologists . .

Besides 'Beech Marten, it is called Stone Marten. 1577 B.

GOOGE Heresbaclis Hnsb. 11586* 31 The graine .. three-

corned, not unlike the'Beechemast both in colour and forme.

1876 DIGBV Real r>'oj>. i. t. 17 Feeding swine on the acorns
and -'beechmast. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5468/4 Fine 'Beech
Oil cold drawn. 1882 Garden 25 Mar. 198/2 The "Beech
weevil . . feeds on the leaves of Beech trees.

Beech, obs. variant of BEACH.

Beecheil (brtjen), a. arch, and poet. In i

becen, 4-5 bechen, 7 beachen. [OE. bccen:

Ivecen: OTeut. *bokino-: (cogn. w. L. faginus,
Gr. </>777ifr,s), f. bokci- beech: see prec. and -EN!.]
1. Of, pertaining to. or derived from the beech.
c 1000 /ELt-'Ric Gloss, in Wiilcker / 'oc. 137 l-'at;ii;us, becen.

i looo Sa.i'. Lcfchd. I. iSj peer heo on becenan treowes

wyrttruman ewexen sy. 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Yeni.Prol.

$ T. 607 This false chanoun Out of his bosom took a bechen
cole. 1622 PEACHAM CompL Gentl. n. ii. 11634' no By hi.^

beechen garland is signified the great plenty of beech-trees
which grow about I' asterona. 1697 DRVDEN / irg. Eclog.
i. i Beneath the Shade \\ hich Beechen Boughs diffuse. 1773
G. WHITE Sclborne xxxix. 11788) 117 Before our beechen
woods were so much destroyed. 1878 B. TAYLOK Deitkalic"
Hi. i, Under yonder beechen shade.

2. Made of the wood of the beech.

1663 COU'LEV I'erses fy fcss. 11669' 87 Canst look upon thy
Beechen Bowl, and Dish. 1741 RICHARDSON /\i///<'//i(iS24)
I. xxix. 46 As hard as a beechen trencher. 1822 WORDSW.
Eccl. Sonn. I. xxii, A beechen bowl, A maple dish, my
furniture should be. 1870 BRYANT Homer 1. v. 176 The
beechen axle groaned beneath the weight.

*', Now superseded in common use by BEECH attrib.

Eeechy ib/'tji), a.
[f. BEECH + -v.] Of, char-

acterized by, or abounding in. beeches.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xix. <i748j 333 Vast beechy banks.

1647-9 C*. DANIEL Poems Wks. II. 130 Titirus sitting vnder
Beechie Shade. 1830 DISRAELI Home Lett. ii. 6 Our be-

loved and beechy Bucks.

Beed, beedered, obs. ff. BKAD, BED, BEDRID.

Be-edged, etc. : see BE- pref.

Beedle, obs. variant of BEADLE.

Beedoni (b/'dam). rare. The realm of bees.

1868 G. MACDONALD Seaboard Par. I. xi. 158 As if he were
the beadle of all bee-dom, and overgrown in consequence.
Bee -

-ea:ter. A genus of birds .Merops) which
devour bees and flies, one species of which \M.
afiaslcr) is an occasional visitant to England.
Many of the species are brilliantly coloured.

1768 CROKER, etc. Contpl. Diet. II, Merops, the bee-eater
. .a very beautiful bird, somewhat larger than the common
king-fisher. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Xite xxii. 684 The
bee-eaters flash like live emeralds across our path.

Beef (b/"f ), sb. Forms : 3-4 boef, beef, 4 bouf,

5 befe, byffe, beoff, buif, 5-6 beff, 6 beafe,

biefe, beffe, 6-7 beefe, 7 (bceufe), bief, beife,

7- beef. Plural : beeves ; also 5 beoffes, buefs,

beuys, 5-7 beues, beves, 6 beafes, beffes,

bevis, beoves, 6-7 beefes, bieves, beeffes,

o (in U. S.) beefs, [a. OF. &ttf(
= mod.F. bceuf):

L. bov-em, ace. of bos ox, cogn. with Gr. oOs, Skr.

go-, Eng. Cow.]
1. The flesh of an ox, bull, or cow, used as food.

Often preceded by words indicating the exact part
of the animal, e. g. sirloin, ribs of beef, etc. Sea-

beef: beef pickled for use at sea.

a 1300 K. Alls. 5248 To mete was greithed beef and mo-
toun, c 1350 Witt. Palenie 1849 Fair boufwel sode. ^1386
CHAUCER Merch. T. 176 Bet than olde boef is tendre vel.

c 1420 Liber Cocoritm (1862) 27 Fresshe brothe of the befe.

c 1440 ProtMp. Pan'. 28 Byffc, flesche [v.r. beff]. I533ELYOT



BEEF. 758 BEEK.
Cast, Helthe u. i. 11541) 16 b, Biefe is better digested than a

chykens legge. 1551 HULOET, Beafe, bubu la. 1596 SHAKS.
Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 23 What say you to a peece of Beefe and
Mustard 1 1607 DEKKER Knts. Conjur. (18421 34 More stale

then sea-beefe. 1653 WALTON Angler 191 Powdered Bief is

a most excellent bait to catch an Eele. 1662 PEPYS Diary
29 May, We had cakes, and powdered beef, and ale, 1712
ADDISON Spect, No. 269 ? 8, I have always a Piece of cold
Beef and a Mince-Pye upon the Table. 1818 COBBET Pol.

Reg. V./302 They dine . . upon good roast-beef and port.

1876 WHYTE-MELVILLE Katerfelto xx. 228
' What can we

have for supper ?
' ' Aitch-bone of beef, my lord.'

2. transf. a. Applied to other kinds of flesh or

food. \>.mod. colloq. 'Flesh' (ofmen). Cf. BEEFY.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. <y Min. 233 Ling . . is counted

the beefe of the Sea. i86z Cork Examiner 28 Mar.,

Chelmsfprd stood higher in the leg, and showed less beef
about him. 1863 Cornh. Mag., Feb. Life Man of War,
Useful at the heavy hauling of braces, etc- Where plenty
of ' beef is required. 1868 LOSSING Hudson 145 The Stur-

geon . . are sold in such quantities in Albany, that they
have been called, in derision, 'Albany beef.'

3. An ox ; any animal of the ox kind ; esp. a
fattened beast, or its carcase, a. Usually in //.
arch, or tcchn.
c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1095 Hit mote bothe drink and etc

. . Beues fiesch, and drink the brotht, 1475 Bk. Noblesse 68
Crete providence of vitaille of cornys, of larde, and beoffes.

1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 107 Crete oxen and buefs slayn.
1523 BERNERS Froiss. \. cccxciii. 675 Mo than xx. thou-
sande beastes, swyne, beufes, kene, and moutons. 1596
SHAKS. Merch. l-'en. \. iii. 168 As flesh of Muttons, Beefes,
or Goates. 1611 BIBLE Lev. xxii. 21 A free will offring in
beeues or sheepe. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (i68i>

170 Our Beves yield much Butter, Cheese., and Meat.
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb.\\. vn. 323 One half in Money,
and the other half in good Beefs. 1780 T. JEFFERSON Corr.
Wks. 1859 I. 252 To collect beeves in our southern coun-
ties. 1861 MAY Const. Hist. (1863) I. iv. 192 The supply of
beeves and grain for his household. 1884 in Glasgow Her,
5 Jan. 5/2 All the beefs that are ready for shipping.

b. The sing, has been occasional in this sense
since i6th c.

1383 STUBBES Anat. Abiis. u. 26 Whereas they pay a cer-
teine price for a fat beefe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 420 If
either a bceufe or mutton be rubbed with salt. 1609 BlBLB
(Douay) Dent. xiv. 5 The pygargue, the wilde beefe, the

cameloparde. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. u. v. 5. 164
Either to a Beef, or a Sheep, or a Wolf. 1775 JOHNSON
West* hi. Wks. X. 456 When a beef was killed for the house.
1844 MRS. HOUSTON Yacht Voy. Texas II. 180 The cook
went on shore and 'shot a beef.'

fig' iS9<5 SHAKS. i Hen. IV. \\\. iii. 199 O, my sweet
Beefe I must still be good Angell to thee.

4. Attrib. and in comb., as beef-boat, -bone, -cattle,

-lollops, -fat. -flick, -house, -market, -merchant,
-net, -pot) -shop, -steer, -suet

; beef-boiler, -eating,

-grower, -making, -roaster
; beef-faced^}.

1837 MARRYATZ?4f-/
l

(/xii, He jumped into the ''beef
boat to go on board of the cutter. 1611 COTGR., Archi-
ntarmitonerastiqne . . or Arch-frequenter of the Cloyster
beefe-pot, or *beefe-boyler. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ.

Surg. 11771)279 It seemed to be the Scale of a *Beef-Bone.
i8zo SCOTTA bbot xix, Such bare *

beef-bones, such a shoulder-
ing at the buttery-hatch. Guy M. xliv, A plate of *beef-

collops. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist. (1850) 68/j, I know a
friend who has a *beef-faced boy. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat.
y Phys. II. 233/1 The elain of *beef fat is colourless. 1462
Test. Ebor. (1855* H- 261 liij. bakon-fliks, ij. *beffe-fliks.

1880 Victorian Rev, 2 Feb. 670 For the American *beef-

f
rower to fatten their beef cattle. 1881 Gent 1. Mag. Jan.
7 They [wild cattle] are . . illbred, and averse to *beef-

making. 1480 Robt. Devyll 38 Robert toke a quycke catte
. . And threwe her quycke into the *beefe potte. 1703
A rfs Itnprov. I. 14 As big as an ordinary

* Beef- Pot. 1880
Victorian Rev. 2 Feb. 665 The production of cheap *beef
steers. 1853 Q' -AVz/. Mar. 397 An equal quantity of melted
*
beef-suet.

5 Special comb. : t beef-brained ///. a., thick-

headed, stupid ; t beef-brewis, -broth, broth
made from beef

; beef-ham, beef cured in the same
fashion as a ham, by salting, smoking, etc. ;

beef-

head, a thick-head, a block-head; beef-measles,
a parasitic disease, which sometimes attacks cattle ;

beef-tapeworm, Txnia mediocanccllata
;

beef-

tea, the juice of beef extracted by prolonged sim-

mering in a very little water, used as a nutritious

food for invalids; beef-witted a. (=beef-
brained) ; hence beef-wittedness. See also

BEEFEATER, BEEF-STEAK, BEEF-WOOD.
1627 FELTHAM Resolves i. x. (1647) 28 A *beefe-brain'd

fellow that hath only impudence enough to shew himself
a foole. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xiv, The monks . . are merriest
. . when they sup ^beef-brewis for lenten-kail. 1703 Art's
Improv. I. 26 Supply it with the Fat of Powder'd *Beef-
broth. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxiv, A huge piece of cold *beef-
ham. 1775 LD. CAVENDISH in Burke's Corr. (1844) II. 86
The petition, .should be framed so as to. .draw off some of
the *beef-heads who are disposed against it. 1884 Health
Exhib. Catal, 20/1 Drawings of ..*Beef Measles and the
*Beef-tapeworm. 1783

Afed. Commun. I. i4oShe wasordered
*beef-tea. 1861 I1 LOR. NIGHTINGALE Nursing 52 A small

quantity of *beef tea added to other articles of food makes
them more nourishing. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 91 He
gives us the very *beef-tea of history, nourishing and even
palatable enough. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. <$ Cr. u. i. 14 Thou
mungrel *beefe-witted Lord. 1863 Reader 22 Aug., This
British bull-neckedness, this British *beef-wittedness.

Beef, "V. rare. [f. prec.] trans. To apply raw
beef to (a bruise).
1870 T. SIMMONS Oakdale Gr. 124 fit] will show up in

blue and yellow relief, .unless they beef it.

t Beef-eat, v. noncc-wd. (Cf. next word.")

1671 CROWSK Juliana iv. 44 Sirrah, I could find in my
heart to beef-eat you.

Bee-fea:ter. [f-
BEEF + EATER ; cf. OE. httf-

R'fa, lit.
'

loaf-cater/ a menial servant.
(The conjecture that sense 2 may have had some different

origin, e. g. from buffet
'

sideboard,' is historically baseless.
No such form of the word as *bitffetier exists

; and beaufet,
which has been cited as a phonetic link between buffet and
beefeater^ is merely an i8th c. bad spelling, not so old as

beef-eater.^

1. An eater of beef; contemptuoi4$ly, a well-fed

menial. (Properly with hyphen, beef-cater.'}
1610 Histrio-m. in. 09 Awake yee drowsie drones That

long have suckt the nonney from my hives : Begone yee
greedy beefe-eaters y'are best, a 1628 F. GREVILLK Sidney
(1652) 109 We conquered France, more bysuch factions and
ambitious assistances than by any odds of our Bows, or

Beef-eaters, as the French were then scornfully pleas'd to
terme us. 1854 BADHAM Halien t. 516 Amongst immortal

gluttons, Hercules i/Soi^ayos) the beef-eater was chief.

2. Popular appellation of the Yeomen of the

Guard, in the household of the Sovereign of Great

Britain, instituted at the accession of Henry VII
in 1485 ;

also of the Warders of the Tower of

London, who were named Yeomen Extraordinary
of the Guard in the reign of Edward VI, and wear
the same antique uniform as the 'Beefeaters of
the Guard.'

1671 CROWSK Juliana iv. 44 The Beef-eaters o' the Guard.
Ibid. You Beef-eater, you saucy cur. 1736 FIELDING Pas-
qniii ii. i, Is not there a sort of employment, sir, called
beef eating?

- If your lordship please to make me a beef-
cater. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic \\\. i. (1883} 175 Enter Beef-
rater, with his halbert. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 293
Without some better protection than that of the trainbands
and beefeaters. 1864 H. SPENCER Illustr. Univ. Progr. 63
The Beefeaters at the Tower wear the costume of Henry
Vllth's body-guard.
3. Ornith. A genus of African birds (Bitphaga],

called also Ox-peckers, allied to the Starling family,
which live chiefly on parasitic larvae hatched under
the skin of cattle.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 22 The Beef-eater . . or Pique-been/
. . digs and squeezes out with his forceps of a beak the larva
that lies festering under the tough hide of the quadruped.
Beefiiiess (bf fines), [f. BEEFY a. + -NESS.]

Beefy quality ; transf. fleshy development.
1859 SMILES Self-Help 160 It is . . the one pull more of

the oar that proves the beefmess of the fellow, as Oxford
men say. 1882 ANNIE THOMAS Allerton, T. III. ix. 164, I

like to have my animal .. dressed in such a way that its

original beefiness or muttoniness is completely concealed.

Bee'fiiig, beefin. V,'.'. [f. BEEF + -ING.] An
ox for slaughter.
1466 Paston Lett. 549 II. 269 All the velys, lambes, beefins.

1847 HALLIWELL, Beefing, a bullock fit for slaughter. (Suf-
folk dialect.)

Beeang, var. of BIFFIN, a kind of apple.
Bee*-flower.
1. A flower resembling a bee

;
the Bee Orchis.

1626 BACON Syh'et 609 The Figure maketh the Fable ;

For so we see, there be Bee-Flowers, etc. 1749 MRS. DE-
I.ANY Autobwg. u86i) II. 531 Could Mrs. Vmey send the
Duchess a root or two of the bee-flower?

2. A flower visited or fertilized by bees.

1615 LAWSON Orch. $ Gard. m. vi. d668 12 Wall flowers,
commonly called Bee-flowers, or Winter Gilly- Flowers.

1879 LVBDOCK Sci. Lect. ii. 32 Bee-flowers (if I may coin
such an expression,! have generally bright clear colors.

Beef-Steak (brf^tJi-k). A steak or thick slice

of beef, cut from the hind-quarters of the animal,
suitable for grilling or frying.
1711 [see b-1 1715 Spect. No. 639(1734) IX. 13 He tossed

his Hat into the Frying-pan, and made a Beef-stake of it.

1783 JOHNSON in BofWelllll. 449 Let you and I, Sir, go
together and eat a Lieef-steak in Grub-Street. 1849 DICKECNS
Dav. Copp. xviii. 162, I am taken home . . have beef-steaks

put to my eyes.

b. attrib., as in beef-steak pie, pudding \ Beef-
steak Club, a celebrated society founded by Lord

Peterborough ; the members wear a gridiron upon
their buttons, and meet now in the Lyceum Theatre.
Hence Beefsteaker.
1711 ADUISON Spect. No. 9 ? 8 The Beef-steak and October

Clubs are neither of them averse to eating and drinking.
1841 MARRYAT Poacher x, She was carving a beefsteak-pie.
1851 MAYHEW Lend. L. I. 359 A good beef-steak supper.
1883 Cornh. Mag. (article) Beefsteakers.

Beef-wood (brfwud). [f. BEEF sb. + WOOD.]
1. The timber of an Australian tree (Casuarind),

so called from its red colour; the tree has long,
pendent, jointed, thread-like branches, without
leaves, but with small sheaths at the joints.
1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 358 The timber of some species

[Casuarina] forms the beefwood of the New South Wales
colonists. 1880 SILVER Handbk. Australia 275 The beef-
wood, .and tulipwood take a high polish.

2. Applied to various other trees, e. g. in N. S.
\Vales to Stenocarpus salignus \ in Queensland to
Banksia compar (both N.O. Proteacex} ; in Jamaica
to evergreen shrubs or low trees of the genus
Ardisia (N.O. Myrsinacesf).
1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 201 This tree is commonly called

by the name of Beef-wood . . from the fleshy colour of the
interior bark. 1819 Blackw. Mag. IV. 654 Well wooded
with . . the Beefwood.

Beefy (brfi),a. [f. BiflKFjA + -Yl.] Abound-
ing in beef; resembling beef

; fleshy; obese; stolid.

1853 KANE Grinnelt E*p. xvii. (1856) 129 One day he [the
bear] is quite beefy and bearable. 1859 SMILES Self-Help
291 This dunce had a dull energy and a sort of beefy
tenacity of purpose. 1860 All Y. Round No. 66. 367 There
are no beefy boys at these schools. 1862 CALVERLEY Verses

# Tr. 48 The beefy market-place. 1876 Miss BRADDON J.

Hagganfs D. x. 1 34 Added the farmer in his beefy voice.

Beegum, variant of BEGUM.
Beehive (brhai'v). [f.BEE sbl -t- -HIVE sb.]
1. A receptacle used as a home for bees ; usually
made of thick straw work in the shape of a dome;
but there are modern contrivances made of many
materials, and adapted to special purposes.
f 1325 Coer de L. 2885 And commaunded hys men, belyve

To bryng up many a bee-hyve. 1483 Cath. Angl. 26 Be-

hyve, apiarium. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. l'f
t iv. L 109 Drones

sucke not Eagles blood, but rob Bee-hiucs. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. III. 611 The farmhouse peeping from among
beehives and apple-blossoms.
fig. 1616 R. CARPENTER Lamm Lffi'e 33 A profitable and
behoouefull member in the Bee-hiue of Christs Church.
2. Name of a nebula in the constellation Cancer.

1869 DUNKIN Midn. Sky 136 A small nebulous-looking
object in the crab's body, is known by the name of the

Praesepe, or the Beehive.

3. Comb, and attrib., chiefly in sense of '

shaped
like a bee-hive,* as in beehive-basket, -chair (i. e.

with a top like a bee-hive), beehive-hut, -oven ;

also beehive-like* beehive-shaped', adjs.
1816 SOUTHEY Essay$\ 1832} 1. 181 His place in the chimney-

corner,or the bee-hive chair. 1858 W. ELLIS I 'is. Madagascar
ix. 235 Low, beehive-shaped huts. 1863 LUBBOCK Preh.
Times ii. (18781 56 From these we pass naturally to the bee-

hive houses. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss. > Beehive aven^
an oven for the manufacture of coke, shaped like the old-

fashioned beehive. 1884 J. COLBORNE Hicks Pasha 84 The
. .beehive huts of the narrow street.

Bee'hive, v. rare. [f. prec.] intr. To cluster

like bees in a hive. (U.S. A.)
1883 N. E. Jml. Educ. XVII. 325 The girls bee-hive to-

gether to discuss mysteries.

Bee'hived, a. [f. BEEHIVE sb. + -ED-.] Made
or shaped like a beehive.

1885 Contentp. Rev. May 742 Beehived cells, .for churches
occur abundantly at Innismurry.

Bee-hivy, a. nonce-wd. Beehive-like.

1864 LADY D. GORDON in Vac. Tourists* Bamboo canes
close together across the rafters, and bound together between
each with transverse bamboo a pretty beehivey effect.

t Bee'ishness. Obs. rare~ l
. ff. BEE ; after

waspish, waspzshness] The quality of being like

bees : used by Penn in his answer to the divines,

who had termed the Friends '

wasps.*
1674 PENN Rebuke Divines 12 Doth this flow from the

Beeishness of your Nature?

Beek, sb. Sc. [f.
BEEK v^] A wanning or

basking in the heat, a bask.

1725 RAMSAY Wks. 1848 II. 133 Glaud by his morning
ingle takes a beek. 1788 PICKEN Poems 88 (JAM.) Life's

just a wee bit Sunny beek, That bright, and brighter waxes.

Beek (b;k), z>.' Now only Sc. or north, dial.

Forms : 3-6 beke, 5-6 beyke, 6 ^V. beik, 6-7
beak, 6- beek. [Chiefly northern : of uncertain

origin. The analogy in form and sense of bake,

beek, to bathe, bcathe, suggests possible connexion
with bake. An OTeut. *bokian f. b6k

t pa. t. of

bakan would have given an OE. *b6ecen t bccen, and
ME. beke, beek; but no trace of the older forms is

found. Another suggestion would refer beke to

the stem of bdewcn to foment (in Ormin) with suf-

fixal k ; cf., in same sense, dial. G. bacheln, bac-

hern, which Grimm refers to biihen to foment.]
1. trans, and reji. To suffuse with genial warmth ;

to expose (oneself, one's limbs, etc.) to the pleasur-
able warmth of sun, fire, etc.

c 1230 [see BEEKINC ppl* rta.J 1375 BARBOUR Brtice xix.

552 Ane ynglish man, that lay bekand Hym by a fyre.
c 1400 Bone Flor. 99 A gode fyre . . To beyke hys boones by.

1553 BRENDE Q. Curtius ii. n Diogenes . . was beking of

himself in y* sunne. 16*7 H. BURTON Bait. Pope's Bull 26

The foolish fish, which beaking hir selfe neere the banke,
suffereth the fisher to tickle . . her. a 1774 FERGUSSON
Cauler Oysters Poems 11845) 8 How aflen at that ingle
cheek Did I my frosty fingers beek. (In modern Scotch.)

b. To season (wood) by exposure to heat.

1483 Cathol. Angl. 26 To beke wandes, e.vplorare. 1533
FITZHERB. Hitsb. 24 A good husbande hath his forkes

and rakes made redye in the wynter before, .and beyked. .

and than they wyll be harde, styffe and drye. 1641 BEST
Farm. Bks. 11856) 122 After that we have cutte our wilfes

and saughs . . wee sette our foreman and another to beak-

inge of them.

2. intr. To expose oneself to, or disport in,

pleasurable warmth
;
to bask.

1:1400 Yivnine <$ Caw. 1459 That Knycht es nothing to

set by That .. ligges bekeand in his bed. V 111568 Wife
Auehterm. in Bannatyne Poems 215 (JAM.) He saw the wif
. .sittand at ane fyre, beikand bawld. 1730 RAMSAY Gent.

S/ieph. Wks. II. 95 She and her cat sit becking in her yard.
a 1801 MACNEILL Poet. Wks. (1844) 54 To sport on fancy's
flowery brink, And beek a wee in love's warm blink.

t Beek, ^.2 Obs. A term of the chase : see

quot.
c 1470 Hors Skepe ff G. (1822) 31 A herte, yf he be chasid,

he wil desire to haue a ryuer. . yf he take agayn the btreme,
he beteth or els he beeketh.



SEEKING.

Beeke, beeker, obs. f. BEAK, BEAKER.
Bee 'king, vbl. sb. Obs. exc. Sc.

[f. BEEK v. 1

+ -ING 1
.] Exposure to genial warmth or heat.

1523 FITZHERB. Hush. 24 All the beykyng and drienge
that can be had. 1623 COCKERAM, Africation, a beaking in
the Sunne.

Bee-king, beaking, fpl.
a. Obs. exc. Sc. [f.

as prec. + -ING-.] That gives genial warmth.
1:1230 Wokunge in Cott. Hont. 269 Al bat pinende pik ne

walde ham bunche bote a softe bekinde ba5. a 1652 BROME
Queene's Exch. n. ii. Wks. III. 480 Our Masters grudge t>

give us wood Enough to make a beaking Bonfire.

Beel, obs. form of BEAL
; see also BOIL sb.

Be-elbow, be-embroider, etc. : see BE- pref.
Beeld(e, -yng, obs. forms of BIELD, BUILDING.

t Beele 1
. Obs. [Prob. a variant of *bill (not

actually found in this sense, but cf. BILLET) a. F.

bitte
' a young stocke of a tree to graft on

'

(Cotgr. ) ;

cf. 1 2th c. med.L. billa, billus
'

branch, trunk of a

tree.'] ? The crossbar of the yoke.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Countr. Farm 650 The young

plants are good to make beeles for Voakes.

t Beele 2
. Obs. or dial. [app. a variant form

of BILL. But cf. MHG. til, bikcl, mod.Ger. Ml
ax.] A pick-ax with both ends sharp, used to

pick out the ore from the rocks.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2104 The Instruments commonly
used in Mines . . are ; (i.) A beele or Cornish Tubber of 8/.

or io/. weight, sharped at both ends. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.
Snpp., Beele, an instrument used by the workmen to break
and pick out the ore from the rocks in which it lies. [Not
in modern Cornish Gloss, of E. D. Soc. ; but W. Corn. Gl
has 'Beat a. bird's bill.']

Hence Beele-man.
1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2104 The Beele-men rip the Deads

and Ore. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Beele, The miners,
who dig up tne ore in the mines, are, from the use of this
instrument called beele-men ..In Cornwall . . they allow two
shovellers to three beele-men.

Beele, obs. or dial. f. BILL 'a beak.'

Beely, obs. form of BELIE.

Beelzebub (b?',e-lzrbb). Also 4 Belsebub,
4-6 Belsabub, -bbe, 1-9 Belzebub. [a. L.

Beehebiib, used in the Vulgate to render both the
Gr. t3te\e/3ovB of the received text of the N. T.

(for which early MSS. have @ei\(0ov\), and the

Heb. ai3tvM bae.al- bub 'fly-lord,' mentioned in

2 Kings i. 2, as
' the god of Ekron,' which Aquila

had also reproduced in Gr. as Bfi^ifiovli, though
the LXX rendered it /3aaA pv'tav. The relation

between the Heb. and Gr. words is not settled.

The earlier Eng. translations, and the Douay, fol-

lowed the Vulgate in identifying them in form,
but the Geneva Bible of 1560, followed by the
'Authorized' of 1611, represent the O. T. word
more exactly as Baal-zebub. From the N. T.

designation of Beelzebub as 'prince of demons,"
the word became at an early period one of the

popular names of the Devil. Milton used it as
the name of one of the fallen angels.] The
Devil ; a devil

; also transf.
f 950 Lindisf.Gosp. Matt. xii. 24 In Belzebub 3one aldor-

menn diobla. 1:975 Ruslrw. G. ibid., Belzebub bzt is aldor
deofla. c 1000 Ags. G. ibid.

, purh Belzebub deofla ealdre.
r 1175 Lamb. Ham. 55 Loke weo us wi3 him misdon burh
beelzebubes swikedorn. 1377 I.ANGL. P. PI. B. II. 130 A bas-
tarde y-bore Of Belsabubbes kynne. 1362 J. HEVWOOU
Prov. f, Epigr. (1867) 51 Ye be a baby of Belsabubs bowre.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. v. i. 291 He holds Belzebub at the
staues end as well as a man in his case may do. 1759 LAW
Lett. Import. Sutij. 193 To crucify the Christ of God, as a
beelzebub and blasphemer. 1816 KIRBY & Sr. Entomol.
(1843) 1. 124 This fly is truly a beelzebub and perhaps, .the

prototype of the Philistine idol worshipped under that name
and m the form of a fly. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. 11. I. xiii,
His old troopers, the Satans and Beelzebubs who ha'd shared
his crimes ij. e. of Claverhouse).

Bee Izebll'bian, a. rare
; only in form Bel-,

[f. prec. + -IAN.] Devilish.

1867 FITZGERALD 75 Brooke St. 1.239 There'll be the most
infernal Belzebubian row.

Beem, obs. form of BEAM.
Been, pa. pple. of BE v. Also, obs. form of

be, pres. infin., and pres. indie, plural.
Been, obs. plural of BEE sli.

1 var. of BEIN a.

Been, beenge, var. f. of KEHEN, BEN, BINGE v.

Beent (bfent\ a. Metaph. [f. BE v. + L. suffix

-ENT.] That is or exists; existing (in the most
abstract sense) ; also used substantively. (Intro-
duced to represent Germ, seiend, as expressing
fun being in the Hegelian sense.)
1865 J. H. STIRLING Secret of Hegel I. 321 Something,

however, is already a definite Beent. 362 Quality dis-
tinguished as beent is Reality. 1885 R. ADAMSON in Mind
Oct. 575 The changing, variable, transitory, and relatively
non-beent, world of finite fact.

Beer (bij), rf.l Forms: 1-3 b6or (bear),
3-4 ber. 4 bor, 5-7 bere, beere, 6 bier, Sc.

beir, 6-7 bear(e, 6- beer. [Common \YGer. :

OE. M- = OHG. bior, MHG. and mod.G. bier,
MLG. her, MDu. and Du. bier, all neut.

; cf. also
ON. bjor-r masc. Etymology uncertain.

759

The OTeut. form might be *benro-(m\ f.

'
<

beuiuo- barley
(whence ON. bygg\ see BIGG); Kugel, taking the same
derivation, has suggested as the Gothic form *l>igg*uis :

OTeut. *beniviz-
\
Sievers points out that one of the other

forms of the neuter suffix -os, -es, -s, viz. *bcuivoz-, or rather
*beuwz~ would better account for the WGer. forms. Others
(see Kluge) have thought of a connexion with brew (taking
beuro- as for *breuro-). Franck's suggestion of an Aryan
*bhur- 'to ferment 'seems unwarranted, there being no
known Aryan roots in -ur,\

I. An alcoholic liquor obtained by the fermenta-
tion of malt (or other saccharine substance),
flavoured with hops or other aromatic bitters.

Formerly distinguished from ale by being hopped ;

but now the generic name of malt liquor, includ-

ing ale and porter, though sometimes restricted

and used in contradistinction to ale. The word
occurs in OE., but its use is rare, except in poetry,
and it seems to have become common only in

the 1 6th c. as the name of hopped malt liquor.
Not in Chaucer or Piers Ploughman, See further

under ALE.
c looo Ags. Gosp. Luke i. 15 He ne drinc5 win ne beor

[Lindisf. and Rusfav. bear], < 1205 LAV. 8124 Weoren (ja
bernes iscsngte mid beore. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 1009 Hi
nabbeth noth win ne bor. c 1340 Ga-M.

<$ Gr. Knt. 128
Good ber and bry^t wyn bobe. c 1440 Protnp. Par:'. 31
Bere, a drynke, hummuli potus, ant cervisia knmnntlina.
1502 ARNOLD C/iran. (1811)247, X. quarters matte, ij quarters
wheel, ij quarters ootes, xl. II' weight of hoppys. To make
Ix. barellis of sengyll beer, a 1529 SKF.LTON El. Rnmmyng in

Harl. Misc. I. 415 (D.f The Dutchman's strong beere Was
not hopt over heere. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 583
With Marche aill and also doubill beir. 1542 BOORDE
Dyetary x. 256 IJere is madeof make, of hoppes, and water :

it is a naturall drynke for a Dutche man. And nowe of late

dayes it is moche vsed in Englande to the detryment of
many Englysshe men. 1570 LEVINS Manip, 84 Eere,^///^
litpinatus. 1574 R. SCOT Hop Card. (1578) 6 If the con-
trouersie be betwixt Beere and Ale, which of them two shall

have y place of preheminence? 1578 LVTE Dodoens 17 In
barrels of Bier. 1397 SHAKS. 2 Hoi. IV> n. ii. 7 Doth it not
show vildely in me, to desire small Beer? 1620 VENNECR
Via Recta ii. 36 Ale by reason of the grossenesse of the
substance of it . . is more nourishing then Beere. 1641
BAKER Chron. 11696) 298 Turkeys, carps, hops, piccadel, and
beer, Came into England all in one year, c 1645 HOUELL
Lett. ii. liv, Since Beer hath hopp'd in among us, Ale is

thought to be much adulterated. 1872 YEATS Tec/in. Hist.
Comm. 119 A beer was made by the Germans . . from oats
and wheat. 1883 PROF. GARDNER in Giasg. Wkly, Ho:
i Sept. 8/1 The present proper definition of beer may be as
follows :

' A saccharine fluid flavoured with hops, or other
aromatic bitters, which has been rendered alcoholic by fer-

mentation.'

b. Buttered beer: see ALE 4. Small beer:
weak beer ; hence fig. trifling matters, small things,
as in the colloquial phrase To think no small beer

of oneself. To be in beer : to be under the effects

of beer, to be more or less intoxicated.

1532 MORE Con/iit. Tindale Wks. 423/1, I stande in so
great peryll of chokyng with lucre, as Tindal standetb in

daunger of choking with the bones of buttred beere. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. ii. i. 161 To suckle fooles, and chronicle small
Beere. 1631 J. Rous Diary (1856) 66 Warren (that was in
beere) . . urged upon the maide to ride behinde him. 1712
ADDISON Sped, No. 269 p 8, I allow a double Quantity of
Malt to my small Beer. 1840 DF. QUINCEY Style Wks. XI.
174 Should express her self-esteem by the popular phrase,
that she did not ' think small beer of herself.* 1880 Aca-
demy 25 Sept. 219 Two such chroniclers of small beer as
Boswell and Erskine.

2. Applied to fermented liquors of various kinds,
or flavoured by various ingredients, as nettle beer,

spruce beer, tar beer, treacle beer, GINGER BEKR.
a noo Ags. Gloss, in Wiilcker Voc. 329 Ydromellum vet

muhntn, beor. 1656 RIDGLEV Pract. Physic 102 The beer
of the decoction of Camomil flowers is miraculous. 1850
T. SMITH Terebinth. Med. 61 Beverage, pale ale, dandelion

beer, spruce beer.

II. Comb, and Attrib.

3. General relations : a. objective gen. with vbl.

sb. or agent-noun, as beer-bibber, -bibbing, -brewer,

-brewing, -buttering, -carrier, -drinker, -drinking,

-monger, -seller, -soaking', b. instrumental with

pa. pple., as beer-bemuddltd
; c. attrib. (of, made

of or with, beer), as beer-broth, -posset, -soup, -stain,

-yeast ; d. attrib. (of, for, or connected with the

manufacture, sale, or use of beer), as beer-barrel,

-cellar, -gallon, -shop, -vat.

a. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rndge xiii, To be looked upon as a
common pipe-smoker, *beer-bibber. 1465 Mann. $ Honseh.
Exp. 201 My mastyr payd to Clayson *berebrewer of Here-
wyche, for iiij. barelles of here . . vj. viij.^. 1565 JEWELL
Def. Apol. (1611) 295 This Thomas Beckets Father was a
lew, and a *Beere-Brewer of London. 1766 ENTICK London
IV. 179 The drink is supplied by two *beer-brewers, a 1628
F. GREVILLE Sidney (1652) 24 The Burgesses of that *beer-

ii, By the way of a country-gentleman and a beer-
drinker. 1839 CARLYLE Chartism iii. 121 A bounty on un-
thrift..and *beer-drinking. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-
Merch. 321 *Beere-mongers, Inne-keepers and Tapsters.
b. 1851 KINGSLEY Yeast xiii. 238 Afraid of the jealousy

of some *beer-bemuddied swain.
C. 1648 HERRICK Hesper. II. t 76 He Must not vary, From

*beer-broth at all. 1842 MRS. GORE Fascin. 109 Having
eaten a slice of cold venison, with a basin of *beer-posset.
1857 EI.IZA ACTON Eng. Bread-Bk. H. 3. 121 For two
pounds of flour half an ounce . . of "beer-yeast is used.

BEER.

d. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 235 Why of that Lome might
they not stopp a * Beere barrel? 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to

Cong, iv, Unless you'd have the poor devil soused in a
*beer-barrel. 1865 BARING-GOULD ll'rmualpts v. 54 They
burst into the *beer-cellars. ifi6i S. PARTRIDGE Double Sc.

Proport. 68 To know how many Ale or *Beer-gallons are
in it, divide 24830, 56 the content in inches. 1846 KINUSLEY
Saint's Trag. i. ii. 44 Poor men give them [priests] Their
power at the Church and take it back at the *beer-shop.
1837 CARLVI.E fr. Rev. II. vl. vi. 356 Thou laggard sonorous
^lieer-vat [Santerre] . . is it time now to palter?
4. Special combinations : f beer-bombard, a

large can or vessel for holding beer; beer-chiller,
a funnel-shaped pot made of tin, used to warm, or
' take off the chill

'

of beer over the fire ; beer-

cooler, a large shallow vat for cooling beer ;

beer-corn, grain used for brewing ; beer-engine,
a machine for drawing or pumping up beer from
the casks to the bar

; beer-faucet, a machine
for injecting air into flat beer to make it foam

;

beer-float, a hydrometer for ascertaining the den-

sity of beer-wash
;

beer-fountain = beer-en-

gine) ; beer-garden, a garden attached to an inn

for the consumption of beer; beer-glass, a glass

holding half a pint ;
a tumbler ; beer-heading,

a mixture intended to revive flat beer ; f beer-

horse, a brewer's horse ; beer-house, a house
licensed for the sale of beer, but not of spirits;
beer-machine

(
= beer-engine) ; beer-money,

an allowance of money to servants, instead of beer ;

beer-pot, now a pewter vessel holding a quart or
a pint, formerly probably made of wooden staves,
and hooped ; beer-pull, the handle of a beer-

engine ; beer-pump (
= beer-engine; ; beer-tray,

a tray fitted with two upright ends, and an up-
right division from one to the other, so as to hold
two rows of beer pots ; beer-vinegar, vinegar
made from beer (cf. BEEREGAK).

a. 1652 BROME Jov. Crew I. 362 We have unloaden the

Bread-basket, the Beef-kettle, and the *Beer-Bumbards.
1836 DICKENS St. Raz 118501 145/2 Until . . the little beer-
chiller on the fire, had started into life. 1594 PLAT Je-.i'cll-lw.
I. 15 A due proportion between the mault and other 'beer-
corn. i8z3 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amustm. 78 Pliable composi.
lion tube, employed by the makers of "beer engines. 1884
Harper's Mag. Jan. 299/1 The bowling-ally is. .an adjunct
of what is known as a "beer garden. 1594 PLAT JfHvlt./io.
in. 36 The aptest glasses . . were streiglit upright ones, like to
our long

* beere glasses. 1707 Loud. Gaz. No. 4391/3 A Silver

cup., the Form ofa 'Beer-Glass. 1562 J. HEVWOOD/VOT'. %
Epigr. 11867' 178 The butler and the 'beere horse both be
like one. They drawe beere both. 1494 FABVAN VH. 658 The
Kentysshemen . . robbyd and spoyled the Flemynges, and all

the *bere-howses. 1864 Derby Merc. 7 Dec., A 'beer-house
keeper, .had been convicted of selling beer during the pro-
hibited hours on Sunday. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil <i 863 190 There
is "beer-money allowed, . . and that makes nearly a shilling
per week additional. is6zj. HEYWOOD /V07-. ^- Epigr. (1867)
42 She was made lyke a 'beere pot, or a barell. 1864
DICKENS Hint. Fr. \. vi. 46 Polite *beer-pulls that made low
bows. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii. 9 A 'beare
Pumpe. 1863 SMILES Itidust. Biogr. 191 Another popular
machine of his is the *beer-pump, patented in 1797. 1862
MAYHKW Crhn. Prisons 183 'Beer-trays such as the Lon-
don pot-boys use for the conveyance of the mid-day porter.
1672 DAVENANT Ballad Wks. (16731 339 Sack which like

'Beer-Vinjgar looks.

t Beer (braa), sb.- Obs. rare. Also 4 beere.

[f. BE v. + -EB 1
.] One who is or exists; some-

times spec, the Self-existent, the great I Am.
1382 WVCLIF Ketlus. xix. 28 Ther is a beere stille [1388

a stille man], 1587 GOLDING De Mornay iii. (1617) 29 He
calleth God . . the Beer that is to say ; Hee who only is or
hath beeing. 1601 WARNER Alb. Eng. xvn. Ixxviii, The
Beer, Cause Divine in all, all Godheads Essence.

Beer, sb? Weaving. Also 9 bier. [The same
word as BIER 'a means of carrying,' cf. the

synonym PORTER used in Scotland.] The name
given to a (variable) number of ends (interlaced
with a cord or cords), into which a warp is di-

vided in the process of warping, in order to facili-

tate the opening and dividing of the warp, afler

sizing, while being wound on the beam
; it also

facilitates the subsequent process of weaving.
1712 J. BEAIIMONT Math. Sleaing Tables 40 Every weaver

should be obliged to run a coarse coloured thread through
every forty threads in the breadth of the cloth to mark the
beers or scores. 1819 PEDDIE Linen Weaver's Assist. 178
In Manchester and Bolton . . these biers contain 19, but
more frequently 20 splits, or what is termed there dents.
1860 WHITE Weavingm The hundred splits, .is nominally
divided into five equal portions for the sake of calculation,
called porters in Scotland and beers in England. 1880 T.
R. ASHENHURST Use ff Abuse of Arithmetic in Textile
Calculations 5 Beers are variable quantities according to
the custom of the district.

[| Beer, st.* Obs. rare. [Du.] A mole or pier.
1629 S'hertogenbosh 13 The water . . was stayed with two

stone beeres on the Bulworkes, next to the boome.

Beer (blr), v.
[f.

BEER rf. 1
] intr. To drink

or indulge in beer, (colloq. and humorous?)
1780-6 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Odes R. Acad. Wks. 1794 I.

105 He surely had been brandying it, or beering. 1814 Miss
MITFORD Village Ser. ii. (1863) 242 A cart and a waggon
watering lit would be more correct, perhaps, to say beering)
at the Rose.

Beer, obs. f. BEAR v. and sb?, BIER, and BIRR
force, impetus.
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keeps

Beerd(e, ME. form of BEARD.

Beeregar (MTfgii). ? Obs. Also berhegor,
6 beereager, bear-, beareger, 7 beeregre. [f.

BEER sb.^ + egre, EAGER = F. aigre sour; after

vinegar, alegar .] Sour beer; vinegar formed by
the acetous fermentation of beer.

^1500 Manners fy Househ. Exp. ofEng. 456 The master
of the schepe hathe . . vij. galones berhegor. 1586 BRIGHT
Melanch. vi. 29 Of sauces those that be sharpe, as veriuyce
aliger, or beareger, vinegar. 1592 3 Act 35 Eliz.y\. 3
To carrie any Wyne Caske out of tnis Realme with any
Beere or Beereager. 1720 Stoiv's Survey (Strype, 1754)

II.

v. xv. 324/1 The Flemings bought great quantities . . of

Beeregre for the cooling of their Ordinance. 1882 ROGERS
Hist, ofAgric. Prices IV. 618 Aleager and bereager . . are

malt vinegar.

Beer&OOd (bia-rhud). rare- 1

, [f. BEEK.fi.1 +
-HOOD, after manhood, etc. Cf. OE. gebcorscipe
'

beership.'] A beer-drinking class or set.

1863 E. BUHRITT Walk Land's End 103 All his old beer-

hood fraternity warned him against such a resolution.

Bee'riiiess. [f. BEEKY +- -NESS.] colloq. Beery

quality or condition. In mod. Dictionaries.

Beerish. (blaTiJ), a. [f.
BEEBA 1 + -ISH.] Hav-

ing the nature or properties of beer
; beery.

1694 WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. 16 Beerish drink
the stomach clean.

Bee'rishly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] In beerish

or beery fashion.

1865 Spectator 2 Sept. 980/1 Nothing better than beer-

ishly and boorishly jolly.

Beer-lip, var. form of BEAR-LKAP, Obs. a basket.

Beerne, obs. form of BAIRN.

Beerocracy (bl->r^rkrasiy. [f. BEER sb.\ +

-I,O}CRACY ;
one of the numerous burlesques upon

aristocracy^ A ludicrous or polemical name lor :

The brewing and beer-selling interest.

1881 U'crld 19 Jan. 10/2 The startling mixture of peerage
and beerocrary . . was absent this time.

Beery C
D'' r ')> a - [f> as Prec >

+-v j
.] Belong-

ing to, or abounding in beer
;
characterized or in-

fluenced by beer; beer-like.

1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. 67 [The kindness] was often

of a beery and bungling sort. 1870 LOWELL A mong my
Ms. Her. l. (1873) 15 The '

first sprightly running' of Dry-
den's vintage was. .a little muddy, if not beery. Mod. An
election of the old beery sort.

Bees-antler : see BES-ANTLER.

Beesom(e, obs. form of BESOM.

Beest, obs. or dial. 2nd sing. pres. of BE v.

Beest(e, obs. form of BEAST, and BEST.

Beest (b/st). [Common Teut., or at least

WGer. : OE. Most = QlIG. biost, MHG., mod.G.
biest (masc.), MDu. and mod.Du. biest (fem.),

MLG. best, North Fris. bjast, frjiist,
all in same

sense. Of unknown derivation, not found beyond

Teutonic.] The first milk drawn from a mammal,
especially a cow, after parturition.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilck. 14/36 Coloslrii)>t\tzo^.

ibid. 210/17 Colostrum, i.e. lacnovum, beost w/pbestum.
1611 COTGR., Beton, Beest, the first milke afemale glues after

the birth of heryoung one. 1611 [see next]. 1688 R. HOLME
Armory ii. ix. 173 Beest, the first Milk after Calving. 1796
MRS. GLASSE Cookery xxi. 520 Pour your hot beest upon it.

Beestings (brstirjz). Forms: i basting, 5

bestynge, 6 biestings, 7 beestins, beestning,

beestlings, 7-8 beestings, 7-9 beastlings, -gos,

8- beastings, 9 dial, beastin, biznings, bes-

lings. [OE. *b!esting, bysting, as if f. a vb. *fries-

tan 'to yield beest,' f. Most: see prec. Now
usually in pi. form, which however is sometimes

construed as a (collective) sing.

1. = preceding.
c 1000 CLERIC in Wright /

7
oc. 28 Colnstrnm, bysting,

bicce meolc. 1483 Cath. Angl. 30 A bestynge, coins/raw.

1574 NF.WTON Health Mag. 32 The thicke and curdie Milke

..commonly called Biestings, is very dangerous. 1611

COTGR., Colostre, the first milke, tearmed beest, or beest-

ings. 1625 B. JONSON Pans' Annivtrs. ad fin., Both the

beesting of our Goates, and Kine. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks.

U8s6) ii An ewe is say'd to give beastlings three or fower

dayes. 1697 DRVDEN Virgil(itf&)\\. 14 Who fill'd the pail

with beestings of the cow. 1757 LISLE Hnsb. 353 Roman
writers on husbandry forbid the colastra or beastings to be

given to the calf. Mod. Northampt. Dial., We shall have
some biznings tomorrow for a custard.

attrib. 1881 TENNVSON North. Cobbler xx, A beslings-

puddin' an' Adam's wine.

f2. A disease caused by imbibing beastings.
L. colostratio. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 18 It breedeth in their

mouthes the Colostracion or Beestings.

Beesting, obs. variant of BHISTING.

Bees-wax (b/"-z,w3e:ks). [f. BEE 1 + WAX.]
The wax secreted by bees as the material of their

combs, and used for various purposes in the arts.

1676 MOXON Print Lett. 12 You may rub your Stone
over with a little Bees Wax. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762)

I. vn. Ixxxviii. 406 They also export beeswax annually to

near one thousand schippour.ds. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med.

793 Bees Wax is secreted by glands on the ventral scales of

the bee, whence they collect it.

Bee'swax, v. [f. prec.] trans. To nib or

polish with bees-wax. Hence Bee'swaxed///. a.,

and Bee'swaxing vM. sb.

1836 DICKF.NS Sk. Boz ii. (1879^ 7 The table-covers are

never taken off except when the leaves are turpentined and
bees-waxed. 1873 Miss BRADDON Sir. fy Pilgr. I. ix. 103 A
. . Turkey carpet covered the centre of the floor a mere
island in an ocean of bees-waxed oak. 1876 J. Haggard"s

Dan. III. 62 The dusting and beeswaxing were duly done.

Beeswing (bf'Ziwin). Also bee's wing, bee's-

wing, bees'-wing, bees-wing, [f. BEE + WING,
from its appearance.] The second crust, consist-

ing of shining filmy scales of tartar, formed in

port and some other wines after long keeping ;
so

called from its appearance ; ellipt., old wine show-

ing beeswing. Hence Bee's-winged a., so old as

to show beeswing.
1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON A ndi Alt. III. cxiv. 44 His richer

or more showy neighbour, .is curious in 'bee's wing.' 1864
TKNNVSON Aylmer's F. 405 Fetched His richest beeswing
from a binn reserved. 1880 BROWNING Dram. Idyls II.

Clive 47 Too much bee's-wing floats my figure? 1873 F.

HALL Mod. Eng. 32 His port is not presentable, unless

hees'-winged.

-Beet (
b

'"')- Forms: i beHe, 4-6 bete, 5-7
beete, 6- beet. [OE. bete, ad. L. beta, whence
also OHG. Mesa (8th c.), MHG. bieze, MLG.
and MDu. tete, etc. The plant was of early cul-

tivation, and the name was adopted from Latin into

the Teutonic languages, but though common in

OE.,no further mention of it occurs before (-1400.]
1. A plantorgenus ofplants (N.O. Chcnopodiaccse),

having, in cultivation, a succulent root much used

for food, and also for yielding sugar. There are

two species, the Common or Red Beet (Beta vul-

garis}, found wild on the British coasts, and culti-

vated in several varieties, both as an esculent, and
as an ornamental foliage plant, and the White
Beet (B, cicla), chiefly used in the production of

sugar. Formerly almost always spoken of in

plural
'

beets,' like beans, pease, greens, etc.

c looo .SVz.i". Lcechd. II. 226 pas wyrta sindon. . e'aobejeatra,
bete and mealwe. 1398 TREVISA /-tarl/i. De P. R. xvn. xxii.

(14951 616 Men may graffe on a bete stocke as men doon on
a Caustocke. a 1400 Cov. Myst. 22 Krbys and gresse, both
beetes and brake, c 1440 Prontp. Part*, 34 Betys herbe,
beta. 1551 TURNER Herbal. 11568) Fiija, There are
twoo kyndes of Betes, the white bete whyche is called

sicula, and blake betes. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Countr.
Farm 173 If you would make choyce of faire beets, chuse
rather the white than either the blacke or red. 1712 tr.

Potnet's Hist. Drugs 47 Leaves, like those of the Beet or

Winter-green. 1^732
AKRL'THNOT Rules ofDiet \. 249 Beets,

emollient, nutritive, and relaxing, a 1772 BORLASE in C.

Johns U'eek at Lizard (1848) 185 One year nothing will

grow but mallows, and the next nothing but beets. 1870
H. MAC.MILLAN Bible Teach, v. too The wild beet and

cabbage still grow on our sea-shores.

2. Comb, and Attrib., as beet leaves, -sugar ;
beet-

grower, -grtmiing ;
BKET-ROOT. f Beet-raves [a.

f.bette-rave 'beet,' lit. 'beet-turnip'], the small

red beet.

1719 LornoN & WISE Compl. Card. 197 Beet-raves, or

Beet-Radishes, that is, Red Beets, produce roots for Sal-

lads. 1736 BAILEY ffotak. Diet. s. v. Heats, Beet-raves

are made use of to colourwine. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng.
Honsekpr. (1778* 131 Leave on the bacon and beet leaves.

1833 R. PIIIH.IPS Fa)n. Cycl. 230 The French . . still perse-
vere in manufacturing beet-sugar. 1837 HT. MARTiNEAr
Soc. in Amer. II. 55 The interest excited by this subject of

beet-growing is very strong.

Beet, bete (bft), v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms:
i b6etan, be"tan, 2-5 beten, 3-5 bete, 5-6
beete, 6- Sc. beit, 8- beet ; (3 betten, 5 beton,
bet, beethe, beytt). 1'a. t. bet : i b6tte, 2-5
bette, 4 bett, bet (bete, beit). Pa. pple. bet

;

I b6ted, 1-5 bet, 3-5 ibet, bett (4 bete, bette).

[Common Teut. : OE. boetan, Man, to make good,
make better, amend = Goth, botjan, OS. bttjan,
MDu. boetcn, MLG. bSten, OHG. biio-.zcn, MHG.
biiczzcn, G. biiszen : OTeut. *boljan to advantage,

profit, be of use to, a derivative vb. from botA-

good, profit, advantage, in OE. hot, BOOT, q.v.
Now only Sc. and north, dial.

;
it became obs. in

literary Eng. before 1 500, while still spelt bete]
I. To make good, amend, make amends for.

1. trans. To make good or better; to mend or

repair (things damaged), mend or heal (wounds,
sickness

1

), improve (land). Still dial.

'"975 Ritshw. Gosp. Matt. iv. 21 ponan gesaegh o)>re twegen
^ebrober . . boetende heora nett [WvcLiF, makynge a^ein
or beetynge her nettis]. r 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 398 Hu Su
meaht Sine aceras betan. //>/</. 116 Donne bio hit [the

wound] sona ^ebet. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 215 Mine3e5
bat ane niwe clones, o3er elde bete. 1:1386 CHAUCER Revcs
T. 7 Pipen he koude, and fisshe, and nettes beete. 1572
Scot. Poems i6M C II. 247 The prouerb is, of palice, kirk,

and brig, Better in tyme to beit, nor efter to big. 1808

JAMIESON Sc. Diet. (Provb.) Daily wearing neids yearly
belting. [1873 EARLE Philol. 82 The fishermen of Yar-
mouth have sometimes astonished the learned . . by talking
of beating their nets (so it sounds) when they mean mend-
ing them.J

) 2. To bring into better state, put right, correct,

amend, reform (faults, evil ways, etc.) ; to make

good (misdeeds) : a. those of others.
( 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 15 Gif Sec Jeheres, boet-

endou bist brotieres Sines, a 1000 /F.LFRIC

bit bete.

Dent. i. 17 Ic

1175 Lamb. Horn. (1867) 113 5if he hit [uuelj

betan mei. a 1300 Cursor M. 9790 No patriarck ne jeit

prophete, Miht be sent adames sine to bete, c 1300 Har-
roiv. Hell 229 That thou woldest come to bete The sunnes
that Adam thohte suete.

(b. To amend, make good (one's own faults) ;

hence, to repent of, make amends for, expiate,
atone for (one's sin). The usual word in early
ME.

; afterwards superseded by AMEND. Obs.

r897 K. /ELFHED Gregory's Past. 220 Ealle scylda be wicS

god beo5 ungebetta. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 169 Bute his

sunnes him ben ere forgieuene
' o5er bette. a- 1250 Moral

Ode 121 in E. E. P. (1862) 29 Hi mithten here sunne beten.
Ibid. 138 And gunnen here gultes beten, & betere lif leden.

(-1300 Beket 2417 Andwende to the holi lond : here synnes
forto bete, c 1325 Mt'fr. Horn. (1862) 10 [Jon the BaptistJ
. . taht the folk thair sine to bete.

f c. afrsol. To amend, repent. Obs.
ri2oo Trin. Colt. Horn. 223 For bi he [is] wis be bit and

bi3iet and bet bifore dome, a 1250 Oiulfy Night. 863 Vorthi
he mot . . Mid teres an mid wope bete.

3. To relieve hunger, thirst, or any form of

want
;
to supply wants, needs (Sc. misters). Hence

subst. in comb, beet-need, beet-mister. Sc. and
north.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3279 Sco bat sal bete me my thrist. 1362

LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 224 No mon [schal] beete his hunger.
1513 DOUGLAS SEneis i. viii. 105 Grantit eik leif wod to

hew, and tak Tymmer to beit ayris [ oars] and wther

mysteris. 1816 SCOTT Tales Landl. IV. 252 (JAM.^ She en-

larged on the advantage of saving old clothes to be what
she called beetmasters to the new. 1823 Blac/tiu. Mag.
314 (JAM.) If twa or three hunder pounds can beet a mister

for you in a strait, ye sanna want it. 1875 Lancash. Gloss.

(E. D. S.) Beet-need, a help that may be had at will.

fb. To relieve, help, aid, assist (a person in need

or trouble), to supply the wants of. Obs.

'11300 Cursor AT. 9592 And bi pite bat es sa suete Aght
bi pnsun [

= prisoner] o bandes bete, c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P.

A. 756 My makelez lambe bat al may bete. 1-1440 Gesta
Rom. 86 Reson betith him so ofte tyme as he stondiih

ayens be Synner. i 1450 HENRVSON Mor. Fab. 51 Who
shall mee beete ? who shall my bands breck? < 1470 HENRY
Wallace \\. 18 With stuff of houshnld strestely ne thaim
bett.

t C. esp. : To bete ones bale ^see BALE rf.1 6) ;

also to bete one of one's bale (cf. sense 2). Obs.

aiyjoCitrsor M. 105 Til all oure bale ai for to bete. Ibid.

14415 par he . . o mani bale bam bete. i 1440 Epipli.

(Turnb. 1843) 223 That was the angell to beton is bale.

c 1460 Launfal 971 Sche myghte me of my balys bete.

1513 DOI-GLAS Mneii xil. Prol. 233 To beyt [;. r. bete]
thar amouris of thar nychtis baill.

II. To beet a fire.

[The development of this (the chief extant) sense,

the antiquity of which is shown, not merely by the

OS. fyr Man, but by its existence in the other

Teutonic languages (cf. Du. vuur boeten, LG./iir
bciten, etc.), is somewhat obscure, from the fact

that in the earliest instances it appears to mean,
not 'to mend a fire,' but as in modem Dutch,
'

to make, kindle, put on a fire.' Perhaps this is

to be explained by the primitive conditions (which

prevailed more or less till the days of phosphorus
matches), according to which fire was not generated
anew each time it was required, but was usually

propagated by a 'glede' from an existing fire,

often carried and kept alive for days (cf. Genesis

xxii. 6), which was surrounded with combustibles,

and 'beeted' into a blaze, when a fire was required.]
4. To make, kindle, put on (a fire). Now dial.

. 885 K. /ELFRED Oros. vi. xxxii, Da het he betan baerinne

micel fyr. c 1325 Sfnen Sag. (W.) 2122 The clerkes. .het a

fir strong and sterk. (-1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1012 When
bry^t brennande brondez ar bet ber an-vnder. 1:1386
CHAUCER Knts. T. 1434 Tuo fyres on the auter gan sche

beete. 1430 Cher. Assigne 157 The goldesmygth gooth &
beetheth hym a fyre. a 1500 Sir Aldingar 53 in Furniv.

Percy Folio I. 168 And fayre fyer there shalbe bett. 1513
DOUGLAS sEtieis vn. Prol. 127 Bad beit the fyire, and the

candill alycht. 1875 Lancash. Gloss. (E. D. S.)s.v. Beet,
Tha mun get up an beet t' fire to-morn.

5. To mend, make up, keep up, add fuel to, feed

(a fire). Still in Se. See also BOTE, FIIIE-BOTE.

1205 LAY. 25977 His fur he beten agon. ciyL*,E.E.Allit.P.
B. 627 Quyl i iete sum quat fat pou be fyr bete, c 1386
CHAUCER 2rf Konnes T. 581 In a bath thay gonnehirfaste
schetten, And nyght and day greet fuyr they under belten.

1810 TANNAHILL Poems (1846) 48 The wither'd twigs to

beet her fire. 1826 J. WILSON Noct. Amlrr. Wks. 1855 1.

262 A fire, that they keep beetin wi' planks and spars o'

the puir man o' war. 1857 J. SCHOLES Jaunt to See Q. 14

(Lane. Gloss.) Then aw beetud fire, un rattl't fire -potter

ogen't back o'th grate.

TO. fig.
1784 BURNS Epist. Dai'ic viii, It heats me, it beets me

And sets me a' on flame ! 1787 Wks. III. 179 Or noble
"

Klgin beets the heav'n-ward flame.

Beet, variant of BEAT, bundle of flax.

tBee'ter. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

BEETW. + -ER!.]

1578 COOPER Lat. Diet., Certosns, a heeler or little waxe
candle.

Beeth, obs. south, pres. indie, pi. of BE v.

t Beeting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f.
BEET v. + -isoV]

The action of making good ; mending, repair ;

making (a fire), kindling.
1517 CAnrcfini. Ace., Heyfrridge, iJw(Nichols 1797), 168

Half of betynge lyght ageynst the feste of the Natyvyte
of oure Blessed Lady. 1594 Act Jos. VI. (1814) IV. So

(JAM.(The belting and reparation!! of thair wallis, streitlis,
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havynnis and portis. a 1615 Brieuc C>vn. Erlis of Ross.

1850! 20 The miln decayed in default of beiting and hold-

ing up of the same. 1808 [see BEET v. I.]

Beetle (bft'l), sbl Forms: I bietel, bftel,

bftel, 3 bettle, 4 bytylle, 4-6 betel, 5 betylle,

bittill, 5-6 betell(e, 6 betill, -yll, betle, bee-

tel(le, 7 boytle, 8-9 flVff/.beatle, bittle, 6-beetle.

[OE. bietel, in Anglian *!>etel, 'beating implement,'
: OTeut. *baittilo-z, f. baulan, in OE. beatan,

' to

beat
'

+ *-//, -cl, -I, -LE, suffix denoting an instru-

ment; cogn. w. MHG. bikel cudgel, LG. betel,

botcl
' a mall' (Bremisclus 1VT>.\. 126). The vari-

ant forms in and c in middle and mod. Eng.
are due to the late WSax. bitel, bytel, and Anglian
betel respectively ; of the latter the mod. beetle is

the regular representative. Those like bittlc show
the ordinary shortening of a long vowel before

two consonants : thus, the OE. genitive bitlcs, and

plur. bitlas, would naturally give billies in ME.
The identification of the form with those of

BEETLE sb.~ has led to confusion in their fig.

senses : see sense 2.]

1. An implement consisting of a heavy weight
or 'head,' usually of wood, with a handle or stock,
used for driving wedges or pegs, ramming down
paving stones, or for crushing, bruising, beating,

flattening, or smoothing, in various industrial and
domestic operations, and having various shapes
according to the purpose for which it is used ;

a mall. Three-man beetle : one that requires three

men to lift it, used in ramming paving-stones, etc.

(-897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past, xxxvi. 253 Niin monn
ne jehierde ne axe hlem ne bietles \Coltori bitles] swe?;.
n 1000 Judith IV. 21 Silo \vifman esloh mid unum by tie.

ti 1225 Ancr. R. 188 J>er ge sehulen iseon bunsen ham mit
tes deofles bettles. ,/ 1400 Wright's Lat. Stories 29 (Matz.j
\Vyht suylc a betel be he smyten. c 1400 in Wright Voc.
180 Mafias, bytylle. 1413 Lvnc. Pylgr. So-.ulc in. x. (1483)
56 Somme were brayned \viih betels and somme beten with
staues. c 1440 Froiuj>. Parv. 34 Hetylle, malleus, tnallEo-
lus. (-1450 HOLLAND Ifonlat, He could wark wundaris
Mak..Alang spere ofa bittill. 1530 PAI.SGR. 198/1 Betyll to
bete clothes with, battoyr. 1577 K (JOOGE Hcresbach's

#WC&(158) 39 Then the bundels Lof flax], .are beaten with
betelles. 1589 Pappc '. Hatchet 11844) 7 Make your tongue
the wedge, and your head the beetle. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Jlen.

IV, I. ii. 255 If I do, fillop me with a three-man-Eeetle.
n 1626 FLETCHER li'oin. Prize n. vi. Have I lived thus

long to be knockt o' th' head With half a washing beetle?

1639 FULLER Holy It'ar ni. xxiv. (1840! 162 To cleaue a
tree with a beetle without a wedge. 1791 HAMILTON Ber-
thoUets Dyeing I. i. n. i. 132 In the fulling mill . . it is

beaten with large beetles in a trough of water. 1822 SCOTT
Pirate I. 128 (JAM.), Out of an honest house, or shame fa'

me, but I'll take the bittle to you \ 1845 DE QL-INCEY Wks.
XII-73 iwtf, Abeetle is that heavy sort of pestle with which
paviours drive home the paving-stones . . sometimes . . fitted

up by three handles . . for the use of three men.

\>.fig.
1562 FOXE A, $ M. I. 265/1 [King Henry the Second] . .

the Mall and Beetle of the Church. 1581 J. BELL Haddon's
Ansiu. Osor. 278 An . . argument such as all y6 Heretiques
wedges with all their Beatelles and malles can not beate
abroad, c 1626 Dick ofDevon iv. i. in Old PL (1883) II.

61 Now the Beetle of my head beates it into my memory.
1674 FLATMAN To Austin 41 The Beetles of our Rhimes
shall drive full fast in The wedges of your worth.

C. Phrase. Between the beetle ami the block.

U541 Act 33 Hen, l-'III, xii, iSThe serieant. .shal bring
to the said place of execucion a blocke with a betill, a staple,
and cordes to binde the saide hande.] 1589 R. HARVEY Pi,
Perc. t Thou must come to Knokham faire, and what be-
tweene the block and the beetle, be thumpd like a stock-
fish. 1613 HAYWARD Norm. Kings 274 Earle William being
thus set, as it were, betweene the beetle and the blocke, was
nothing deiected.

2. Used as the type of heavy dullness or stu-

pidity. The phrase deaf, or dumb as a beetle,

probably belongs here ; but cf. BEETLE sb$ 3.
1520 WHITTINTON Vnlg. (1527) 2 Tendre wyttes . . be made

as dull as a betell. 1566 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. (1846) I.

164 That dolt had not a worde to say for him self, but was
as doume as a bitle in that mater. 1642 ROGERS Naantan
4 Our faculty to understand is still left, .we are not meere
blockes and beetles. 1867 N. fy Q. Ser. in. XI. 106/2 'As deaf
as a beetle' no doubt refers to this wooden instrument.

3. Comb., as beetle-fish^ -man, -stock (i.e. handle) ;

beetle-beaten adj. ; also as contemptuous epithets
(from sense 2), beetle-brain, -head (cf. block head^,
whence beetle-headed adj. ;

also beetle-head, the
'

monkey
'

of a pile Tdriving engine.
1654 GAYTON Fest. Notes in. ii. 76 As if she had beer

i, The *beetle fish, cantharus piscis. 1577 BRETON in

Hdiconia 1. 7 Because that ^Beetle-heads doo serve for
such instructions fit. 1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely i. i. 54
The more to condemne the blindnesse of this *beetle-head.

1656 EARL, MONM. Advt. fr. Parnass. 425 Had returned
some brains into the 'beetle-heads of those Frenchmen.
1553-87 FOXE A ff AT. 1,1596) 1171/2 Learne, learne, yee
*beetel headed Asses. 159(5 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 161
A horson *beetle- headed flap-ear'd knaue. 1870 Daily
Nrws 30 Nov., To persuade the conscientious but "beetle-

headed monarch. 1587 FLEMING Cant. Holinshed III.

1544/2 The . . "'beetlemen .. who serued to beat or driue
the fleech to the sides of the wals. 1591 SPENSER M.
Hubberd 507 To crouche to please, to be a *beetle stock

VOL, I.

Of thy great Masters will. 1816 C. JAMES Mil. Diet.,
'
Rectlestock, the stock or handle of a beetle.

Beetle (brt'l), sb* Forms : i bitula, bitela,

? betel ; 5 bityl, bytylle ; betylle, 6 betel, -ell,

-yll, betle, bettil, -le
; bitle, bytell, bittil,

byttil, -el, -ell ; 6- beetle. [OE. bitula, bitela

(the sense of which is established by the glosses

quoted) is app. a sb. formed on an adj. *bitul,

bitol, biting, monlax (in early ME. BITEL, q.v.),
f. bitati to BITE

;
cf. the gloss

( mordiathts
1

(little

biter), which occurs in a list DC Nominibus
Inscctorum in Wulcker J'oc. 122. As in similar

OE. derivatives the / was certainly short ; thence
the ME. bityl, i6th c. bittil, and mod. dial, bittle.

The form bctlas, pointing to a nom. betel, has not

been etymologically explained, but it may, if

genuine, be the source of ME. betylle, i6th c. betel,

mod. beetle, though the latter may also be from
the normal bitela, with the vowel lengthened, as

in evil from OE. yfel, weevil from OE. wife/
^OHG. wibil}, Sc. ineiklc from OE. mycil, dial.

lectle from little, etc. The later forms are con-

fused with those of BEETLE sl>.\ whence also

confusion in their fig. use : sec sense 3.]
1. The class name for insects of the coleopterous

order, having the upper pair of wings converted
into hard sheaths or wing-cases (elytra y that close

over the back, and protect the lower or true wings,
which most species are able to use in flight.
a 800 Epinal, Erfurt <S- Corpus Glosses (Sweet O. E. T. 44,

45' Blatfis, t'lafis, bitulum, a 1000 Hurl. Gl. in Wi'ilcker

Voc. 196 Blatis, bitelum. < 1000 /ELFRK: I've. i/'/>/(O 122

Mordicnliis, bitela. [Also rioso ibid. 448 ; and 456 Nigro
colore, ba blacan betlas]. ('1440 Prvmjfl, Parr, 37 Bytylle
worme [r-. r. bityl wyrme], />n/wsci<s. ''1450 in Wright
I've. 255 Hie carcmbcs, a betylle. 1552 HTLOET, Kettil or

byttil vermine, scarnl'^nx. 1570 I.KVIXS Maiiip. 124 A
bittil, (lee, scarahcns. 1581 J. BKI.I. Haddons An.rw. Osor.

308 An other compareth a Byttell \\'ith an Egle. 1603
SHAKS. Jfeas. for Af. in. i. 79 The poorc Beetle that we
treade vpon. 1653 WALTON Angler 54 A Bob which . . in

time will be a Beetle. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 640 The
beetle, whose characteristic is stupidity and unwieldiness of

limbs, beats himself down against a tree, or overturns him-
self in crawling, and lies sprawling upon his back. 1852 T.
HARRIS Insects New Eug. 20 Beetles are biting-insects,
and are provided with two pairs of jaws moving sidewise.

2. In popular use applied especially to those of

black colour, and comparatively large size; hence

many coleopterous insects of different appearance,
as the glow-worm, lady-birds, death-ticks, etc. arc

usually excluded, and other insects included under
the name

; among the latter are the Black-beetle
or COCKROACH (q.v.), which is not a beetle.
r 1050 [see i.] 1530 PALSGR. 198 'i Bettle, a blacke flyc.

1552 Hi !.OF,T, Byttcl, flye with a blacke huske. 1590 SHAKS.
Miffs. A1 n. ii. 22 Beetles blacke approach not nuere. 1864
Realm 16 Mar. 8 Tosser is thrust into a cupboard among
the blackbeeiles. 1878 BLACK Green Past. xvi. 132 They
wore at all events human beings . . not black-beetles.

3. Taken as a type of blindness : see quot. 1747.
(As dumb, as deaf as a beetle, see BEETLE sb?- 2.)

1548 UDAI.L, etc. Erasnt. Par. Mark i. 5 Jerusalem.,
albeit she were in very tlede as blynde as a betell. '579
TOMSON Cah'ins Scrm. Tint. 471/2 Wee cease not to bee
bruite beasts, as blinde as belles. 1747 BAKFR in Phil.
Trans. XLIV. 581 They frequently dash themselves against
People's (Faces with great Violence, and by their so doing
occasioned the common Proverb, As t'Und as a Beetle.

4. Hence fig. An intellectually blind person.
1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tim. 931/2 They that had

charge to guyde other, were poore blinde betels themselues.

1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Dcf. Pop. v. 118511 132 They
. . confute such a Beetle as you are. 1765 TLTCKFR Lt. A'at*
I. 475 A blockhead, yea a numskull, not to say a beetle.

f b. aftrib. or as adj. Blind-beetledness sb.,

the quality of being mentally blind as a beetle.

Cf. also beetle-head in BEETLE sb.\ 3.

1566 STAPLETON Ret. Untr. Jttuell iii. 91 With such
Betle arguments as you make. Ibid. iv. 184 Peuish absur-
dite or blinde bettle ignorance. 1649 I-IGHTFOOT Battle

Wasp's Nest Wks. (1825) I. 389 If you must shame anybody
for blind beetledness, it must be Mr. Heming.
5. Comb., ss beetle-blind, -eyed, -gntb\ fbeetle-
wig (o/'s.}j an ear-wig.
1556 I. HF.YWOOD Spider $ F. xix, Thou nor no flie is so

beetle-blinde. 1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. II. To
Rdr., These beetle-eyed atheists may as well be deprived
of their bodily eyes. 1595 lyidmves Trcas. Ciib, A medi-
cine for to get the Beetelwigges out of a mans eare. 1617
COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely To Rdr. 14 Hee was starke beetle-

Ulind at broad nooneday. 1884 LitteFs LivingAge 688 To
get beetle-grubs out of the ground.

Beetle (brt'l), \a. in Beetle brows, beetle-
browed. Forms ; 4 bitel, bytel (1, 5 betyl,
bittil, 6 beetell, -ill, -yll, 7 betle, bittle, 6-
beetle. [Found first in the comb, beetle-browed

(1362); much later (1532), beetle is treated as a

separate word in beetle brow(s ; whence a derived
verb to BEETLE (see next) formed by Shakspere.
(As the i4-i5thc. form had //</-, bytel-, it has been

proposed to identify it with BITEL a.
'

biting, cutting like
a sharp-edged tool,' used by Ormin and Layamon, which is

phonetically possible : but, beside the hardly satisfactory
sense, there is the difficulty that bitel appears to have been
obsolete for 160 years when the first example of bitel-

brmnucd occurs. It is more likely that the word here is

one of the two sbs. BEETLE, both extant in 141)1 c., and both

having the form bitel. The choice depends largely upon
the exact meaning originally attached to 'beetle-browed,'
which was a reproachful epithet, and appears to have re-

ferred to the shaggy prominence of the eye-brows. \Brow in
ME. was always eyebrow, not forehead.- It is probable
therefore {as suggested by Dr. F. Chance) that the com-
parison is to the short tufted antenna: of some species of

beetles, projecting at right angles to the head, which may
have been called

'

eyebrows
'

in Eng. as well as in Fr. ; for

in French the expression sourcilx de/ianticton 'cockchafers'

eyebrows
'

is the name given to a species of fringe made
in imitation of the antennas of these insects.)]

1. Beetle-browed :

(

Having prominent brows,'

Johnson ;

'

having black and long eye-brows/
Bailey (1782) ; with earlier authorities 'Having
shaggy, bushy, or prominent eye-brows' ;

see esp.

quots. 1400, 1591. Dr. Johnson's explanation

probably owes something to the sense attached

to BEETLE 7'.
1 Almost always reproachful, and

sometimes in 1 7th c. simply^ Lowering, scowling,

sullen, surly. Cf. supercilious f. L. supercilium
'

eyebrow.*
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 109 He was bitel-brouwed with

twei blered eisen [?'. r. He was bitel-browid & babirlippcd,
also biter-, bitter-browid. B. v. 190 bitelbrowed and baber-

liped also, With two blered eyghen, as a blynde hagge ;
i>.r.

bytter browid. C. vn. 198 bytelbrowed ; "'. r. bittur-browcd.]
r 1400 Destr. Troy \\\\. 3824 Crete ene and gray, with a

grym loke . . Bytell browet was the buerne, ^at aboue met.

("1450 YorkMyst., Cutlers Q iij b, Say bittilbrowed bribour !

1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. <y Epigr. 11867) 4 2 A crooked
hooked nose, beetyll browde. 1591 PERCIVALL $p. Diet.,

Ccjnnto, beetle browed, toruns [1623 Cejunto, that bath

bushy eie-browes, beetle-browed, or the baire of the eye-
browes meeting]. 1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fur. xnn, cxxviii.

11634) 368 All hlablipt, beetle-browd, and bottle-nozed. 1611

COTGR., Beetle-browed, sonrciHcn.v. S0nrciUfitxt having
very great eye brows, frowning, or looking sowrely ; surlie

or proud of countenance. .'1645 HOWKI.I, Lett. (1650) I.

355 A beetle-browed sullen face, 1755 HMOI.LKTT Qui.i'.

(18031 I- I2^ Beetlebrow'd, flat-nosed, blind of one eye.
1840 BAKIIAM higol. Leg. 231 A beetle-browed hag With
a knife and a bag.

b- fix- or transf.
1651 J. C[LI,YI-:I.ANI>] 30 The Sun wears Midnight, day

is beetle-brow'd. 1837 HAWTHORNE Twice-told T. (1851)
II. xii. 174 One of those .. wooden houses .. with a beetle-

browed second story projecting o\er the foundation. 1865
Corn/i. Mag. XI. 157 Jealous loopholes or beetle-browed
machicolations.

2. Beetle (qualifying brows}.
1532 MORE Cimfut. Thidale Wks. (1557) 398/1 Tindall ..

so long pryed vpon them with betle browes and his britle

spectacles of pride and malice. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov, A>

Epigr. (1867) 115, I rather would a husband wed With a
beetill brow, than with a beetell bed. 1596 SPENSKR F.Q, 11.

ix. 52 Kent hollow beetle browes. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso x.

xxii. 182 His beetle browes the Turke amazed bent. 1713
Lend. Caz. Xo. 5157/4 Lost .. a. . Nag. .very stout grown,
a bittle Brow. 1837 CARI.YLE Fr. .AY?'. (18571 1- * IV-

iv. 108 Through whose shaggy- beetle brows . . there lookfs]
. . fire of genius.

b. Of the brow or ridge of a mountain, as pro-

jecting, or perhaps as tree-clad. Cf. 1.. sttpcrcilium
'

eyebrow/ also ' brow or ridge of a mountain.'
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia 11622) 35 A pleasant valley of either

side of which high hills lifted vp their beetle-browis, as if

they would ouer looke the pleasantnesse of their vnder
prospect. 1601 WEEVER Myrr. Mart. E vij, Tree-garnish t

Cambriaes loftie motuitaines Did ouer-shade me with their
beetle browes.

\Confused with BEETLE sb^}
*553-?7 FOXE A.fif M. III. 140 Then my Lord said 'Thou

art an ignorant Beetle-brow.'

Beetle (br-t'l), v.1 [f. BEETLE a. > b. Appa-
rently used as a nonce-word by Shakspere, from
whom it has been taken by later writers.]
1. intr* To *

lift up beetle brows' (Sidney), look
with beetle brows, scowl; taken by modern writers

as simply 'to project, overhang'; but probably used

by Shakspere with some reference to eyebrows.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. iv. 71 The dreadfull summit of the

CHfTe, That beetles o'er his base into the Sea. 1798 J.
HUCKS Poems 82 The bleak cliffs shaggy steep, That
beetles o'er the hoarse resounding deep. 1814 SCOTT Lady
of L. n. xxxi, The verge which beetled o'er The ocean.

1824 W. IRVING T. Tray. II. 107 The rocks often beetled
over the road.

2. ftg. To hang threateningly.
1839 MttHiVALB -ffw*. Enip. (1865* VII. Ivi. 87 This double

invasion . . was . . beetling on the summits of the Alps. 1870
EMERSON Soc, fy Solit. iv. 75 The justice of states, which we
could well enough see beetling over his head.

Beetle (brtT), v.-\ also (Sr.) bittle. [f.

BEETLE .f/;.
1

] trans. To beat with a beetle, in order

to thresh, crush, or flatten
; also, 1echn.t to emboss

fabrics by pressure from figured rollers.

1608 in N. RidingQr. Sessions Rec. (1884) 1. 136 Betting. .

& stretcbinge three webbes of lynnen cloth, etc. 1706 MARY
LEADBEATEH in Leadh. Papers I. 52 The bleach green for

the clothes, the large stone to beetle them on. 1745 tr.

ColnmeUa's Husb. xii. xix, Raw Spanish broom, that is,

which has not been beetled. 1815 SCOTT Gity M. xxiv,
Bleached on the bonny white gowans, and bittled by Nelly
and hersell. 1863 SMILES Indnstr. Biog. 270 Patents for . .

weaving, beetling, and mangling fabrics of various sorts.

Beetle, obs. form of BETEL.

Bee'tled, a. ~ BEETLE a. 2.

1509 HAWES Past. Pirns, xxix. ii. 135 His head was greate,
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c 1175 Coit. Horn. 231 pa be-fel hit swa ^>at hym a bance
befell. 1250 LAY. 27115 Luber him bifalle was. r 1386
CHAUCER Ptol. 18 Byfel that, in that sesoun on a day, In
Southwerk at the Tabbard as I lay, etc. 1393 LANGL.
P. PI. C. i. 7 On Maluerne hulles Me byfel for to slepe.

1483 CAXTOS G. de la Tour D vi, As in like wise bifelle to

Eue that touchid of the fruyt. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i.

208 So befall my soule. As this is false. 1667 MILTON* P. L.
ix. 1185 Thus it shall befall Him who. . Lets her Will rule.

1857 KINGSLEY Two Y. ^1^(1877) 54 And so it befell that

they often quarrelled and wrangled.

fe. In phrases: Fair befall, fottl befall. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 59 pat feire hem bifalle pat suweth

my sermon, c 1460 Towneley Myst. 33 Fayre myght the
befalle. a 1550 J. Bow $ Person 67 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV.

9 Then myght he laye him, so fowle befalde. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. n. i. 124 Now faire befall your maske.

f5. To fall in one's way, happen to be, turn

up, occur. Obs.

BEETLES,.

beteled was his browes. 183* LYTTON Eugene A. iv. ix,
The frowning and beetled ruins of the shattered castle.

Beetledness : see BEETLE sb* 4 b.

Beetler (brtlw). [f. BEETLE v:2- + -ER!.] One
who beetles (cloth, etc.).

1885 Manch. Guard. 16 May i (Advt.) To Bleachers,
Dyers, Finishers, Beetlers, etc.

Beetling ,b/"-tluj
N

i, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +-ING!.]
Beating with a beetle

; embossing fabrics with
a beetling-machine.
1859 Edin. Rw. C IX. 302 The care of the crop, .the steep-

ing, beetling, and dressing. 1859 SMILES Self-Help 33 The
beetling and mangling of textile fabrics.

Bee'tling, ///. a.
[f.

BEETLE vl + -IXG'-*.]

Projecting, overhanging.
1728 THOMSON Spring^ The hawk High in the beetling cliff

his aery builds. 1809 W. IRVING Knickcrb. (1861) 197 From
the beetling brow of some precipice. 1840 DICKFNS Barn,
Rndgc xxxvi, His beetling brow almost obscured his eyes.

Beet-root ^brt|rt). The root of the beet
;

also atfrib., as in beetroot sugar. Bee'trooty a.

colloq.) of the nature or appearance of beet-root.

1579 LASGHAM Card. Health 11633* 66 Strake a little salt

on a Beete roote, and put it into the fundament. 1834
HT. MARTINEAU Hist. Peace (1877) III. v. xi. 405 The
beet-root sugar of France supplied one-third of the national

consumption. 1842 DICKENS Atner. Notes (1850) 109/1
Those who fancy slices of beet -root. 1859 All Y. Round
No. 35. 198 The smallest boy, with the whitest face, the most
beetrooty nose . . ever seen.

Beeves \brvz). PI. of BEEF (q.v.); now usually
poetic for '

oxen, cattle.'

Beezel, variant of BEZKLE.

Befall (b/ij-r, 7'. ; also 2-5 bi-, by-, 2^-4 be-,

bivalle, 6- befal. Pa. t. befell (>- -fel\ Pa.

pple. befallen. Variant forms generally as in

FALL. [OK. bef^all-cm f. BE- 2 + f(e'allan to

fall
;
= OS., OHG. bifallan, mod.G. befallen^

fl. intr. To fall. (Chiefly/^.) Obs.

r897 K. s.LrRED Past. Ca. \\. iBosw.), Hie oft befeallaS on i

micel yfel. riooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. x. 20 An of Sam ne (

befyl|> on eorban. ^1160 Hatton G. ibid., Ne befal5 on
eoroen. c izoo Trin. tW/. Hum. 73 J?e sinfulle man beo5
bif;illen on depe sinne. 1470 HARDING Chron. Pref. 2 Iff

that he were in suche a jupertee Of werre by falle. 1649
SELDEN La~i.'S Eng. i. Ixvii. 11739! T 77 Many mens ca-es befel

not directly within the Letter of the Law.
2. To fall to as one's share or right ; to pertain,

belong ; be fitting. Also impers. arch.
c \\i$Lamb. Horn. 161 Mest al bet ich habbe idon bi-fea!t

to child-hade, c 1305 .V/. Lucy 170 in E. E. P. 1 18621 106 pe
reisouns were alle iseid bat bifulle berto. 1393 LANGL. P.
PI. C. ii. 48

* Reddite Caesari? seide god, 'pat to cesar

by-falleb.' c 1460 Tmvneley 3fyst. 209 Sirs, a kyng he hym
cals. Therfor a crowne hym befals. 1649 SELDES Laws
Eng. i. xiii. 1 1739* 23 ^ now befals to touch upon the manner
of the Government of the Church. 1850 NEALE Med. Hymns
197 Giving to the dearer ones What to each befalleth.

f3. To fall to (as an inheritance
1

!. Obs.
a 1617 BAYSE On Eph. (1658* 131 Goodly Lands, which in

likelihood will befal him. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4049/4 He
is desired to return . . he having an Estate befallen him.

4. To fall out in the course of events, to happen,
occur : a. simply, arch.
a 1300 Sarmun 57 in E. E. P. ('18621 7 {>e mest ioi bat

mai befalle, c 1420 Antiirs Artk. Iv, This ferli be-felle

in Ingulwud forest 1513 DOUGLAS sKHtt's ix. L 48, I sal

persew, and follow quhat befaw. 1610 HEALEV $/. August.
City ofGod 126 The Eclipse which befell at our Saviours
death was quite against the regular course of the stars.

1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 372 There are seldom any events I

befalling . . which concern no more than a single person. |

1855 THACKERAY Xetfconies xx, Ethel's birthday befel in

the Spring.
b. with indirect obj. (dative). The most fre-

quent modern use.

1297 R. GLOUC. 556 Ac after bulke time .. Lute god cas

him biuel. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 91 They
knowe not what good may befall them thereby. 1597
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xxxix. 4 Wks. 1841 I. 553 Heavy
accidents which befall men in this . . life. 1611 BIBLE Gen.
xlii. 4 Lest peraduenture mischiefe befall him. 1709 STEEI.E
Tatler No. 128 ? 6 The most deplorable misfortune that

possibly can befal a Woman. 1858 I. MARTINEAU Stud.
Chr. 90 The disaster which then .befell the human race.

C. with to, nnto, or upon. arch.

111225 Ancr. R. 344 Swuche openliche sunnen J>et to alle

men biualled. 1583 GOLDISG Calvin on Deut. xvii. 97 If

this befell to Moses. 1667 MILTON P. L. vii. 43 What be-

fell in Heaven To those Apostates. 18x4 GARY Dante's

Inf. xxiii. 5 What fate unto the mouse and frog befel.

d. ?w/tv.r.,orwith subject /'/representing a clause.
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iS9' SPENSER Virgits Gnat, ix, To feede abroad, where

pasture best befalls.

f 6. a. with compl. To become as it were by
chance, to grow. Obs.

1592 WVRLEY Armorie 146 Passing darke it was befaln.

t b. To become of. Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur (1816) II. 125 Needs must I re-

venge my lord, and so will I whatsoever befal of me. a 1520
Myrr. Our Ladye 320 Thoughe they be roten or brente, or
what euer befalls of them. 1590 SHAKS. Com, Err. i. i. 124
To dilate What haue befalne of them and they till now.

t 7. ? To surround. Obs. rare.

1205 LAY. 25736 TJppen ane hulle Mid sae ulode bi uallen

[1250 mid see flode bifalle].

t Befa'll, sb. Obs. ;
also befalle, byfalle. [f.

prec.] A case, circumstance, incident, accident.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 14951 150 Or he had
tolde al his befall. Ibid. i. cxx. 141 b, He sholde enquyre
ferdur uf the trouth of the befall.

Befalling (brf^-lirj),^/. sh.
; also bifallynge.

[f. HEFALL V. + -ING 1
.] Happening, occurrence;

foncr. occurrence, chance, event.

1374 CHAUCER TroyIns iv. 990 Itbihoveth, that the bifal-

lynge Of thynges. .Be necessarie, 1388 WYCLIF IVisd. viii.

8 The bifallyngis of tymes and of worldus. 1839 FR.
KF.MBLE Rec. Later Life I. 218 These and other befallings
may serve for talking matter.

t Befalling, ///. a. Obs.
[f.

as prec. + ING 2.]

Appertaining, appropriate, fitting.

1542 UUALL Erasm. Afofih. 215 a, Bountie and largesse
is befallyng for kynges.

Befan, befast, befavour, befathered: see BE-.

t Befa'te, v. Obs. Only in pa. pple. befated.

[f.
BE- + FATE sb. (or ?r>.)] Fatally possessed, in-

fatuated (by his destiny). Cf. Sc. FEY.
a 1659 OSBORN Esst'.t's Death Wks. (1673! 668 If he had

not been befated with a strong Opinion of success.

Befe, beff(e, obs. forms of BEEF.

Befeatner (b;"fe"5ai\z/. [f.BK-6+FKATHBBj^.]
trans. To deck with feathers. Hence He-
feathered ///. a.

1611 COTGR., Emplnmer .. befeather .. to dresse with
feathers. 1635 (JUARLES Emblems in. i. 33 tD.) Her dove-
befeathered prison, c 1850 tr. V. Hugos Hunchback i. i. i

Some bedizened and befe.tthered embassy.

Befetter, etc ; see HE- prcf.
t Beff, sb. Sc. Obs. [Cf. HEFT v., and BAFF j.]
A blow, buffet.

1768 BKATTIE in Ross Hclenorc vi, With beffs and Megs,
Humbaz'd and di/zie.

? Beff v. ; see BEFT.

t Befie*, J'. Obs. rare-

fie! to.

1589 Hay any Work 48 I le befie em that will say so of me.

tBefi'ght, v. Obs. [f. BE- 4 + OE. ftohtan,
ME. fight-, cf. MHO. bevchten. The OE. and
ME. uses seem to be unconnected.]
1. trans. To deprive of by fighting. Only in OE.
c taoo Riddles iv. 32 Feore bifohten.

2. To fight against, do battle with.

1474 CAXTON Chesse 87 To-fore or he dyd doo assaylie hit

or befight hit. a 1547 EARL SUHREV sEneid n. 532 As
wrastling windes . . Befight themselves.

Hence Befi ghting vbl. sb.

1489 CAXIOS Faytes of A. \\. xiv. 116 In fayttesofbe-
fyghtyngis and sawtynges of cytees.

Befilch, befilth, befinger, etc.: see BE-/;V/.
t Befile, v. Obs. Forms : Inf. i be-, bifylan,

3 bifulen(w), 4 bifilcn, (Kentish] bevelen, 6

befyle, befile. [OE. bcfylan, f. BE- i +fylan to

FILE (:-OTeut. *fMjan, f. ////, FOUL). After-

wards superseded by BEFOUL.] trans. To make
foul or dirty ;

to defile. Hence fBefiling vbl. sb.

< 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 208 Handa him befylde gesihS
weorca unrihta ^etacnaft. a 1225 A tier. K. 272 Uorte
bifulen hire mid bouhte of olde sunnen. 1340 Ayenb. 40
Maystres of gyle and of contak and of be-uelynge. 1530
PALSGR. 445/2 You have befyled your hosen with duste and
you have befouled your cappe with asshes. 1532 MOBK
Confut. yVW.i/r Wks. (1557) 685/1 Then shall ye see . . ihys
fayre egle byrde foule befile hys nest.

t Befi-nd, v. Obs. [ME., f. BE- 2 + OE./Waw
to FIND ; cf. OHG. bijindan]
1. trans. To find, discover.
r 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 47 Hire ferede was bifunden alse

hie frend hedde. 1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Sotvle v. iii. (1483) 93
The fyrst that was byfound with this vertu.

2. To invent, contrive.

1297 R. GLOUC. 267 peruor he byuonde bat ber were
hondredes in eche contreye. Ibid. He byuond vorst a

queintyse a^en b Deneys to anstond.

3. In passive, 'To be found' = to be. Cf. Ger.

sick bcfindcn, F. se troimcr.
c 1200 ORMIN 129 Forr }ho wass swa bifunndenn wif J>att

3ho ne mihhte txmenn. c 1230 Hali Alt'id, 31 Ne beon ha
neauer swa wift fulSe bifunden.

Befit (b/fi-t), v. [f. BE- 2 + FIT ?.]
1. trans. To be suited to, or fit for ; to agree

with, be in harmony with ; to become.
t 1460 FoRTESCUE^l^y. fy Lim. Mon. (1714)49 That befittith

the Kyngs Liberalite. 1598 BARRET Theor. U'arres iv, i.

93 He ought . . to haue a certainenaturall instinct befitting
this office. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 289 They'l tell the clocke

to any businesse that We say befits the houre. 1667 MILTON
P. L. x. 868 Thou Serpent ! that name best Befits thee with
him leagu'd. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (i8n| IV. xii. 70

? To defy ;
or to say

BEFONG.
Let me know, whether she wants anything that betits her
case. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico (18501 I. 137 The various
duties befitting his princely station.

2. Of moral fitness : To be proper to, or incum-
bent upon, as a duty or task ; to be right for.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. ii. 2 It us befitted To beare our hearts
in greefe. 1647 Cow LEY Mistr. i. (1669) 21 She came for

that, which more befits all Wives, The art of Giving, not of

Saving Lives. 1875 B. TAYLOR Panst 11. iii. II. 141 At home,
be wise as it befits thee there.

f3. To fit out w?M. Obs.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres\. ii. 143 A . . horse . . befitted

with a saddle, bridle, etc. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy I. x,
He had . . befitted him with just such a bridle and saddle.

Befitting (b/Trtin),///. a.
[f. prec. + -ING*.]

Fitting, suitable, becoming, due.

1564 HARRINGTON To Isa. MarkJiam 8 The lipps [speake]
befitting wordes moste kynde, 1875 E. WHITE Life in
Christ 215 This must be done with a befitting sense of awe.

Befi'ttingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY2.] In a

befitting manner, suitably, becomingly.
1638 EARL PEMBROKE in Verncy Papers 205 A curassier . .

befucingly horsed. 1821 BYRON Sardan. v. i. 347 They are
to deem that I reject their terms, And act befittmgly.

t Befi'ttingness. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being fitting ; appropriateness.
1647 W. BROWNE Polexander \\. 9 To discerne what the

befittingnesse of her condition permitted.

t Befia'ke, v. Obs. rare. [f. BE- 6 + FLAKE.]
To take off an external layer, to skin in thin flakes.

1649 BLITHE En%. Improv. Intpr. (1652) 234 So to pare off

the husk that it [madder] may be . . beflaked or flayed that
it may all go one way.

Beflannel, beflap, befleck, befleet : see BE-.

Beflatter (b/,flK-t3j) ;
v. [f. BE- 2 + FLATTER.]

Intensive of FLATTER.
1340 Ayenb. 60 (Roxb.), Huanne hi yzeb bet he ober hy

Jt hi wylle^ beulatery [v. r. beulyj habbep wel yzed. 1828
SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXXVIII. 590 Looking to see how far

we might be . . beflattered and befooled into a departure, etc.

f Beflay, v. Obs. [OE. bejttan, f. BE- i +fitan
to FLAY.] trans. To flay, strip.
'iiooo in Wiilcker I'oc. 218 Deglobere> spoliare^ beflean.

1340 Ayenb, 38 Kueade lordes . . bet beula5eb be poure
men. Ibid. 218 po bet be-uleab be poure uolk. 1393 GOWER
Conf. III. 183 Out of his skin he was beflain All quick.

fBeflee*, v. Obs. [QR.faJUont f. B-4-f/&^
(pa. \..JttahJiu&on, pa. pple.y?^f) to FLEE, q.v.
for forms.] trans. To flee from, flee, avoid, shun.

1000 Ags. Ps. Ixi. 6 Ne msej ic hine ahwscr befleon.
c 1315 SHOHKHAM 36 And the ferste hys that he by-fie Chy.
peans of sennes rote.

Beflounce, beflour, beflout, befluster : see BE-.

t Beflo'W, v. Obs. [OE. bcflowan f. BE- i +
floivan to FLOW, q.v. for forms.] a. To flow by,
about, or around, b. To flow all over, overflow.
a 1000 Wife's Lament 49 Wine werigmod, waetre beflowen.

< 1250 LAV. 25738 An o|?er hulle was bar heh, be see' hine

biflo3ede [1205 bifledde] swibe neh. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(1865^ I. 133 After bat he [Nilus] habso bifioweand i-watred
be lond . . be water falleb into ^e chanel aje.

Beflower (Wflan^j), v. [f.
BE- 6 + FLOWER sb.]

trans. To cover or deck with, or as with, flowers.

1594 CAREW Tasso 118811 53 She trimmes her selfe and
golden hed Beflowres with Roses culd in Paradize. 1628
HOBBES Thucyd. (18221 99 Their bodies . . reddish livid and
beflowerd with little pimples. 1795 WOLCOTT iP. Pindar)
Pindar. Wks. 1812 IV. 188 Damask well beflower'd with blue.

t Befly ,
v. Obs. [OE. bcjtioyin f. BE- 4 +fleogin

to FLY, q.v. for forms. (Not separated in ME.
from BEFLEE, the pa. tenses being identical.)] trans.

E. To fly about, b. To fly from, shun, escape.
a 890 K. ALFRED Baeda in. x, J>a spearcan beflu^on on baes

huscs hrof. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 169 Wi5 bet be mihte helle

pine bi-flien and bi-sunien. 1340 Ayenb. 77 f>e greate filo-

sofes bet bise guodes beulo^e.
Hence Beflying vbl. sb., shunning, avoiding.
1340 Ayenb. 121 Be be beuliyngeof kueade.

Befoam (b/fju-m), v. [f. BE- 6 + FOAM sb.]
trans. To cover with foam.
n 1618 SYLVESTER Handy-Cr. Wks. 463 Th' angry Steed. .

Befoams the path. 1697 DRYDEN Ovid's Met. viii. t.R.) And
part he [the boar] churns and part befoams the ground.
1863 BARNES Poems Dorset Dial. 50 The clear brook that

did slide . . befoam'd white as snow.

Befog (b/fy-g), v.
[f.

BE- 6 + Foo sb] trans.

To envelope in fog ; fig. to obscure, confuse.

1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 134 What time that popish
mist had befogged the eyes of our poore people. 1850
W. IRVING Goldsmith 240 The wine and wassail, .befogged
his senses. 1879 Cornh. Mag. ,

whole matter with a cloud of abuse.
'ag. Dec. 695 He befogs the

Hence, Befogged///, a.

1601 DENT Pathiv. Heauen 254 You are altogether befogd
and benighted m this question. 1868 G. MACDONALD .AT. Fal-
coner II. 13 The pale, faintly befogged moon overhead. 1882

Standard 6 Oct. 2/1 A benighted or befogged wayfarer.

t BefO'ld, v. Obs. [OE. bcjaldan, -fealdan, f.

BE- i +f(j}aldan (pa. Lfeold, pa. pple. f(e}alden]
to FOLD.] trans. To fold up, wrap up, envelope.
a looo >ELFRIC Gen. xxvii. 16 And befeold his handa mid

bffira tyccena fellum. 1340 Ayenb. 8 Zuich wrebe long

yhyealde and byuealde ine herte. c 1400 Le Freine 172
Therin she leyed the childe, for cold, In the pel as it was
bifold.

t Befb'ng, v. Obs. Forms : 1-3 befon, 3

bifon, -von; 1-3 be-, bifeng. Pa. pple. 1-3
be-

, bifongen, 3 biuonge. [OE. bef6n :*befa(n}h'



BEFOOL.

an ,pa- ppk. befaMgen\ i. BE- aboot +*/OHAaM,
fin to seize, grasp. Corresp. to mod.G.krJitMgt*,
OKG. pifVuut, MHG. Afjwn to comprehend.]
1. trots. To lay hold on, seize, grasp, catch.

fcstt bdamjM.
ka

nAa Hfllat Get?. Man. T
eod en Us snrace befoo. n
:.tmtfcm.bifcrc

J 15 Hyo
LAY. 839

2. inir. To take hold on. begin or commence
Mffu. Cf. Ger. anfoMgat.)

..-! Trim. CulL Htm. 143 po ke badden here sLmes for-

ktea ami bet, oSer bar-on bimnge.
3. /nuu. To encompass, enclose, comprehend.
971 &tt .. 5 God Fxder Soon, bone Be mason

befcn heafoi and eorbe. nos LAY. 24748 Mid zne bende
ifl llllll' rir m-ll Ilil IllflTi. iij. *a*iAmcr.K.T6
ffelMad. bat al be world ae muhte noot bmon.

Befool .b/K-r. r. In 4-; befole. [f. Bi- = -

FOOL j*.]
L fnuu. To make a fool of ; to dope, delude.

1393 GOWES Cam/: III. 276 Many wise Betted hare bem
setter this, i6tx HETLTX Cimr. m. (16: :) 220 Befooling
him with as glorious Titles. m<73 H- ^TIIBE fxrfk. ^ zmd.

D*tdk U'rnr App. S. The old Rnmpers were befooid by
i*SWE .IL 32; Be temperate

eSum will befool you. iji CAMI.TLE .Srr.
.m. 260 One age he is hagridden, beradied; the ueit,

To treat as a fool, call fool.'

itta W. Scum Stct S**& AiAv 33 That rash cznsmizg
aad befaoBng others, fthj HICTOK Wit II. i6 Wio f-

kee, wbom Salomon doth so often be-fook in his Prooerbs?
16*4 BCJCTAX Filfr. D. iSo They . . befooled

coffer ibe
Se*rck ScUsm. iiL 44 A

- BefoTCe, o. Obs. rare. [L BE- 2 + Foacz r.]
1 ?. To force, ravish.

1375 ! BAKBOLI 5.'. TfeMfer* 556 pe mock Theodenii ..yr - i i- i -B DC9Or9L DC IBS SI) LUX-

8. ? To impose by force, to enforce.

153* Dice Pity ' 1550 33 If there be broad laws Deforced

Before &&*?, aav.,frcf^ and amj. Forms:
I bi-. beforan, 2-4 bi-, beforen, 4- before. ^Also
3 biuore n. biforenn, bjruore. biforr : 4-5 bi-,

byforne, bifor e, 4-6 byfore. 4-7 beforn.e, =

befoore, ~-6 Sc. befoir, beforrow,
- arch, be-

foren, biforn, S arch, beforne.) [OE. beforan

(cogn. w.OS. bifora*, OHG. bifora, MHG. 'btrvr,

also ieotnu, taxnt'-, i. ii-. BE- by, about + faran

dr. : OTenL *fora*a from the front, advb. de-

riratrre of fora, Fom. C also FOKE. .Vrosi.

ATTOBI, Torosi. Primarily an adverb ; its relation

to a sb. was expressed by putting the latter in the

dative,
'
in front at to a thing,' whence it passed

into a preposition (.cf. B 2, qnot. 971). Elision of

a relative particle has given it also the force of

an adverbial coojunction e.g. in 'think before (.that

you speak.']
A. o_-"r. L. Of sequence in space.
L Of motion : Ahead, in advance, in front!

mmBammy** He fear. ami befaran gengte wkra
moraa. c 1175 Lai*. Him. 41 Mmhal code bSbren and
Pool com efter. cngt WUL Pmlmt 3193 And bifcre
wnt wgrim and afterward be queue- 1375 BAZBOCI
Brmcf x. 145 Thai that war weM faith befam. cifjpCifr.
Aat'eme 321 Earn- fcraooce by-fcne & bat other afinr. 1590
Sails. JJtit .V. v.i.397, I am sMwkk broom* before, To
sweep the dust behtndedK door. imi Houjgp CJM/I t

Sri.-, t 3 Xor Twins, the horned ITllH if Ti n_ iMiailj
jo befcnu ro Jojcera ^ir /. ZV^r *-fcL IV. +03 Ad.~
__.- j _ -"^7 * i . . _ ____ . _ f___ __-.PULUBQ Dj CWO OjTMCTaos, WDOH1 DC SOX DOOTC- "59

TENJUSOOI Ju.t
r

863 Not at my side. I charge tfcee ride

"*T^*, Ever &food "*y oo frffcr^_

2. Of position or direction : In front, in or on the

anterior or lore side.
M rjoD Cm*rJf. 16637 f^ Jajted hi

1413 LVDG. Prkr. Stall n: zzznu. 64 FaD of eyes byfore
and behynd. 140 - E. WiUt nlfa) 53 A babin-oun of
Mrkn, opyn be-fcr. 1513 Lo. BEIXUS /~mcu. L dm. i3
BdTC A SOJTC OD ws oooet xt>d OQ DBS wXMeu ooorc. zu^
Saus. r.5*r. m.i^HBfcoMe-.neereleg'dbtfcrc.
.605 J/iv. Tfi.^Had he his harts brfore? 1635
Picrrr GtrfifiMMfi-. L E. 1636 77 His miner MIIM . .

butooed before. 17x1 Z^^ GB. No. 6088 3 Bis Jost a

9gSOn* Tectk joa **' mf the aniars

1 3. Before die face of men ; openly. Oh.
BoswAWundorc
/.-.ticket,

f 4. In a position of pre-emincBce or snperiority

setting a Foot out of Doors ID that Path. 1864 TL .

AytmariF. 590 Being much befooTd and idioted By tie

3. To squander foolishly,
'
fool away.' rare.

1861 S*WV* EmfiMcrrs I. 466 ID T^ic way Sir Thomas
seats tohaw befooled his estate, and it shortly after became
the laufjeily of the Alsager femiiy.

Hence, Befoo'led. Befoo'iing //.'. j. : Befoo'l-

ing vit. si. ; Befoo'lmer:
Either of these aray.

16*1 BAA'TII
dream. i&a

1881MIALJ. Stmcmf. II. S Ah ! we are a befooled people.
/>*a JK*#G. 14 May n 2 For the general befooimect of
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1377 LAXGI. P. PL R XX. 23 For is no vertne by fcr lo

sftr&MS femptrmjtat [C. ttft regdi by-fore to, lo-fore, by
er, by fcr, be ver, so fair asl rjtl WtO-ll Ge*. L 26 Bi-

fore be he [man] to the fisiiis of the see.

H. Of sequence in rime or order.

5. In time previous or anterior to a time in ques-
tion, previous to that or to this, earlier, sooner ;

kaue beforehand ; already, heretofore, in the past.
Often with adverbs or advb. phrases of timf *s long
befere, thru years fc/ort, tkc vxft before, etc.
i uas A*cr. R. 240 Vor ki, mine leooe sustren, beoS bi-

noren iwarre. 1*5! PrctJ. Ht

BEFORE

'f*. Ill, Alse hil is beforen

1*97 R- GLOVC. 443 Roberd . . ies bat lyfAboote bre

aerbyuore. a rjpaCxrstrX. 8523 Damd .spak..Ocristes
Dirth soa lang be-forn. 1340 Aja*. 260 Ase kn babbe be-

oreyzed. 1477 EAM-RivE&CaxUja Z>/.-jtj 2 Whyche book
I bad neoer seen before. 1511 Act 4 Hr*. i 'III, ii. Every-
thing .. byfore rehersed. 1513 BBADSHAW St. H'tr-tr-ff

- :=Sc .v - ;
:

CftaumJf Wmx&m W., Ye trest to find thame tiew Thai.
nevir wes beforrow. 1579 Srexstm Skfplf. Ctti Mi
For ought may bappen that Ka,^ ben* beforoe. . 1600
SM>KS. *<. xl, Waal bast thc-u then more tnen thou I

before x6n> Tfmf. in. ii. 2 Wit- the But is out we wll.

drinke water . not a drop before. 1766 GOLDS*. 1 ~if. *' ". ix-

: :-:-t 44 Tbe conversaooa at tfr'< tune was more reser* ec
than before. 1798 CoLtiiiot .-.=..-. .".'_'. v. IL 47 The
Mariners all retun:'d to work A-- r^er.: ^ befcnie- 1848
MACAUUY Hist. L 153 Charles the F.r

- -
ghxeen >eir?

before, withdrew frcsr.

t b. In Scotcri, Ofbeffre = of aforetime, former'.y.

/ iSS r>vxs'? -
; -^nyi lastiar cf

cbere . . Than of bef: rt. 1513-75 ." :*ri:. C.'^xrr. :-. ::<:

Sho past a lyrill of befoir -.

B. />:/. 1. G:~ j-7-_-=-;e Ir. .- see.

1. Of motion : La advance of, ahead of.
- tooo .-ELFSIC Ex. xiii. 2: Az'd DrLv.-r.

and swmeiode Him pone wer. .- 1175 Lamtt. H.~*r. ~ .\i >e
bebreisce folc be eoc'e ef:tr :.: ^- i bi : re- r_-=i. 1388^v

:. F .r. adii. 21
F:r>^iJLt

l.t L;ri :ri= iu;re b<
sciewe the wek. 1436 . :::. Eeffr. :: :::; -; P.ore oen
beraud.. torches bef; -t -y :.r?- 1516 .

;
ij^-. ~ri'/. W. ; T

W. : : : : 4 TlM
- -

- - u>j _- : . adocxe 01

leade them. i<:: I _a . . wci::

>T>; he, a^d the E'.i^rs of Israel, before tie pec>;:i : : .-.

1843 MACA\_^V .- - --j x Behind i-~ ^ir.i i^c hi-
baniicr- ] :hc .--:-^

b. Driven in front of, berried on by : . . _ . .

the phrase Bc':'C ::: :,.';:: .-c.i c :' - ahi] ; .- .

directly with the wi-d
; ;'.?: -.",

1598 W. PHILLJ? Lix: :-rlll. z-
We j:t t-cfore the wind to tie Car* of G
D-i~EN '".-'T. -^ "-.- :.: :.: Hsipnone 1 .

Diseases and Affngnt. 1716 Tarn*:* /'i ";...-, ^ ;- I

the breath Of f--. exerted Heaven : . -:._--_

1769 FALCDXES Di.-^ .I/jrr'w i;:.; Armcr, :: :ar away
before the wirxi. 1853 K
been only the leaf before tie w-;.' 1865 I
.Fr. i, Kept the boat in : _ :t';re ti:

tide. .Vrti. A man who carries eve-.-:. :.; Vf: r=
- : -

C. Hence, with distinct causal force

1535 CQ^TgnAL i Sasz. i-iiL ~
I :^fore their erje-

mies. 1590 ^ --- *- -:^
'

'' ~ ~

- ~- -'.-'"' ' '

r^e. >5S3 - -

before ts. 1599 .-: ..'.: Cho- xt Dcw^e goe; ^'.

before them. 1850 Mss : I t Recoil "oe-
'

--- :.-::- .:' . . :

2. Of position or direction : In front of.

>; : - . rl -- : : : .

- -

tbranferan.] a taaoMffr*JOdt 44 in E.E.P. ic2 2;Hei=
_: -

-
. .--:

'

: -

-
:: :zfc

2272 Al 5o briSere . . felled bi-forn Sat loaerd-is f; t. . 1340
Cmrver Jtf. 15025 Trin. Bilom ber kyng chiicre cast

braaaches broken of bowje. c 1386 CH_.'. CE* A>c^. -
- -

:

He carved al this barneys >"*" b>-forn- : 1450 -'.'f.':\ r.-.

257 He dide after many feire chiualriee be-lbri [far ._-:;..

1593 HOOKEX cci PfL a- ir. { s Wks. 1641 I. 2+0 Wbep
any meats are set before me- 165* NE;H>_V t.-. ^ ; .'-:> 5

Jfcrt- Ci 96 Woe decree 'Kat eirry Man possess his Veszi-

bola or Seas lying before his lands. rjti6 GOLDSK
vni. iSo6 42 On the grass-plot before our door. 1871
BLACK Dex- Httk r^-iii, Peeriae over the edge of the rock

fie. *ft MACAUX-IY Hist. E*e. I. 54 Great 'Jatrsam who
looked or behind them and &r before them

b. In front of, at the beginning of a writing .

IS35 JOTE Afd. TauUlt 19 Todals mrharirahfe pistle set

C. Bfffrelkffaff OT eyes := ^.
c 1175 Z-zacr. Hrm. in Jfee welan SbrrociaS 1 **! bme

rloMi ita i BOLE .Pj- uri. 22, I am cat of {ram before
thmc eies. rjli Aootson 5*rf. No. 12 >2 The Mistress
. .scalds at the Sen-ants as beanOr before my Face as be-

hind my Back. i*3> TEXXTSOX 7*&xf Cfei 3 Once moree. t -i 1 1 - 1 -, n1MfcM* my mce i SBC tne mouaier Q Anoey-walis.

A. Before tke must : a phrase said of the common
sailors, who are berthed in the forecastle in front

of the fore-mast.

m*7 CAFT. Surra Satmati Grmm. U. 39 The Boatswame,
ami al the Yonkers or common Sailers rader his command
is to be before the Vast. 1*40 R. DAVA .title Two years
OCfaCC tlK mttmtSt.

3. In front of so as to be in the sight of; under
the actual notice or cognizance of; m presence of.

c MOO XirtK Ex. n. 10 [Hi] worhton cane ha
^ ,f ,

, , ,, f * f I ir- w^ 1
- . - . . . - . .-.".'

fewe bifareB heore OM.IIUI m M 1300 Cxmv JT. 13137
BSfcr his kmc m tt> paks. His broker dogkter . .Com . . for

to bale. cw> Hxxnan Tmlt rf Dtf 22 Tms snv-
mcod is madTbefoir witnes. & POfr. Perf. W. 4*11.
-

- :-
-

--. . -_ : --.-T - -- -: :--

robes of folde, he vulde lycefi if gaiiif; Us royalte. 1601
F. "irrrnr fyi r<x jjlt Tn nkJM. il Tillimilimi tirfnrr

a great aodiur) iCu Bnu 7** an. 37 Tbeagh he had

.

-

209 Those who win coojess Him before their countrymen.
b. ;pcf. Said in reference to a tribunal, of the

persons or matters of which it has cognizance.
- 1000 Aft. Gftf. Matt- xxvii. i j Da stod se HJ-V-~^ be-

foran kam rtrmai c laoo Ouox 6901 Wrejedd Biforr be
Romamsshe H^ rjia X.-f 4 //. (V//, i, Any office or
offices found before Escbetoor or Escbetoiirs. 1601 F.Goo-
wix >i. jE:s-. 451 Both of them being . . before the Pope,
they fell . .into by matters and articling one against another.

1712 STEEU Sff.-i. No. 270 P i As ill an Actwc as any that
comes before the Magistrate. 1838 ATJCOLD Hut. Rem*
::<: L 17 Tbe appeal was tried before all the Romans.
O*3LazcRcf. ri.0- Bcxck Dir. 505 The proceedings before
'.'.-'. '. . .''.

c, with the added idea of deference toward-
zSx6 J. %V: _*.:> i..:,! .-/ Plagvtt i. L 30 No knee, .hath beat

;i? _^iir. 1848 >' :. -"/: I. :*t Tbe
military power i>jw hiunblec it=<if before the civil powder.

4. lii the mental view of; in the opinion, re-

gard, or consideration cf. arch.
-

1000 -ti_J~jC E.JZ. in. 21 Ic >v'.|* V".>;~ f;";t ZIT'S ';;'':..

1583
-:*; re

F^_c: :; r
ctg

'

. c 1175 .

: - H ; -: iyr-.r _- .:_': . . xaoo '

brocgiit nz>der tie conscious knowledge c: atten-

tion of. Her.:-:, as ~ -;^-e"-=:i*..;z. Befc
= A* God knows, by God.

. _ .,

j . . :~ _ :;-;3 _ _....-
r-t:-:! z-tt^ ':::: ;>X preooc -

15
-

. _ .

. 1711 Ar: sc*5
'

: Sc : "

1712 STIILZ
"

1599'

^: i _- ti: i .

*
- -

: -,;

y:u :hc -r.:.t Mi::tr. 1615 ^ a 254 The stibjeci

trulls. 1857 r . ;
- :i ..-:...- I _ 671 Fbe ^: : --^:.;. -

:&5; r . :,.-i .".: .... '. .' : : 1 -

Lie y IT::'::^ _r. .; :: ^-:zru_i: :h; ~iii:-i

. ;ie c: ur-e :::.::.; ;: .

life; in T::. ?r-=:: a A^i-:^..: tie :: :z; -;:::-

c:. 2: ihe di^r;;.i^ ;:. ii^z to. TV ^.r:;- j /*,;
"." ; . . r : i. e. in hand for r-t"^rr r.^r ^

- ~~ ~

:~:r.^

[c 1000 .lL7i-C JV^. a_\. ;: T^--
_i'p jci:':.-u-. t. - .' ij&a

_-t^, IJL 15 T>.^ :zi is :.:';.-f :; - - -- - _-.: ::

i : :r., dwel. .-14*0 j";'-.-: ' :.^i-. ; _v\ii. Iz g~j.c
- ;^.: r_i.it i ;; : :_iL 1535

. _ Cm, ix. 15 i>t:::!ie. r.;. .:^it ;i:r.i;^i :;;-
:-e:::t :>,- ;r6ii ;- :-; ere .: - -.::_ ::t

where to choose Their i ^.i ;:" rti. iSSa H._:-.L; .1 ./i
D. .Vti."1"! Vi 1; ii. ic Hi h_L _ t.".; ; i ;-if ; rt

'*" : ~~-

b. Ait;! ;: :z ::::: :: :ir LZ t :.:_:e :

awaiting.

__I80CA^_ ___ _
^

.

golden age . whi^-. ^ : load ioo has bitoeru:
tiie Past, is Bef:.-; _i.

IX Oftime.
7. Preceding in order of time : anterior ::.

- looo A^f. Gost. Join: i. i; 5e bs ::
- --- 15 2:':?-

waes geworden Delbian me. .- laoo Trx. C.-~ h\~*K. 219
r^e laste man is si: be formeste, be was biforz _-. : 1300

. E. Piftur bcrvit ; Our fadres us biicre. 1480 C.orrex
Ckr&t. EMg. hri 40 Tbey mowe lyaen as bj-r a^ncestres

dyde byfcame hem. 0676 CuzrworrH /it-vil Syit. \- . - -

:= A3 the other ancient Phyaoiogers that were before

A~atagoras. 1819 BTBOX J*ax L T, Brave men were living
before Agamemnon. 1870 TI::_LC*C Fi-xtzs F. 4:1 It U
so easy to be a lord if your father is one before you.

8. Previous to, or earlier than a point of rime.

date, or event).
c taoo Onrr\- 177 He shall newam """ fork Biforeno

Cristess come, a 1300 Cirorr .V. 42?? Es noght his cu*
:;.-.: :-J-

beJbr bis day. MS--:..- i Hex. Vll, x. f : Byfore
the fest of Estrr than next enscyng. 1506 Bxry s.

IK. I annQe and revoke all tie vEles mad by for

1*03 Sa.s. -Vtat. fir tl. rr. ir. to And why shook) wee
I*"" MP^* X in an IMJBIC. vt foit >^ entiing? '7"

'

Sftct. No. 493 F 4 He wondered I was not dead before
" 7J JOHMO Dn&x Wks. VIL iS2 It was written
before the Conqpest of Granada. 1831 HT. MASTIXEAL
Life n 'i!ii m. 39 Would be back "brfbre dark. 1848
MACACLAT Hist. I. i&l Thirty-five years before this time.

9. f a. PrevioDS to a past space of time, before

the beginning of. Obs. In mod. usage before three

uumtks is replaced by thru w*mtks keftre. CCA:.
c r3*a Cmrur M. 10675 Lane' - Hyt was by-fore many a

daycommamdid m the aide lay.

Oft'
mfc Taouon &An cr. xrrn. 326 This grief, I hope,

may be cored some day before bag. Mxi. I hope to be

10. In precedence of, superior to; in advance of m
,1-,1 rmrmrn mait
.1 . . -L-.

96- J



BEFORE. 764 BEFT.

c 1130 Halt Meid. 19 Se schene biforen alle o<5re. a. 1300
in Wright Pop. Sc. 367 Al that a man hath bifore a best.

1536 Pilgr. Per/, (W. de W. 1531) 8 b, The philosophers that

trusted in theyr owne connynge . . that they had before
other. 1676 HOBBES Iliad \. 266 Atrides is before you in

command. 1755 JOHNSON s. v. Before* He is before his

competitors both in right and power. 1848 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. I. 413 The nation which was so far before its

neighbours in science.

11. In preference to
;
rather than.

c 1230 Halt Meid. 23 He menskeS ham se muchel biforen
alle \>e oSre. ^1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. (1871) III. 83 pow
schalt not haue bifore me alyen Goddis. 1450 Q. MAE-
CARET in Four C. Eng. Lett. 8 To do you worship by wey
of manage, bifore all creatures lyvyng. 1611 BIBLE 2 -SVzw.

vL 21 The Lord, which chose me before thy father, & be-

fore all his house, 1653 WALTON Angler i. 16 Action is . .

to be preferr'd before Contemplation. 1742 YOUNG AY. Th.

(17511 243 Why then is health preferr d before disease?
Mod. They would die before yielding.

12. In comparison with, in respect to.

1711 ADDISON Spzct. No. 98 p i The Women were of such
an enormous Stature, that we appeared as Grashoppers
before them. 1833 TENNYSON St. Agnes ii, So shows my
boul before the Lamb, My spirit before Thee.

C. Conj. or conjunctive adv.

1. Of time : Previous to the time when.
a. orig. with that : now arch.

e iaooORMiN'964 Biforenn^att teLaferrd Crist Wassboreim
her to manne. a 1300 Cursor .!/. 10603 Beforn J?at sco was
of hir moder born. 1382 WYCLIF John viii. 58 Bifore that

Abraham was maad, I am. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 28oa,
Neither did he repaire vnto Sylla before that he had . . van-

quyshed diuerse capitaines of enemies. 1611 BIBLE Jo/in
i. 48 Before that Philip called thee . . I saw thee.

b. without that.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 529 On oure byfore J>e soiine L;O

doun. c 1400 MAUKDEV. 18, 2000 jeer before oure Lord \va.>

born. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VU, xxxvi, Pream., Sir William
. . lay both at Surgery and fesyk . . by the space of ij yeres
. . byfore he was able to ride. 1588 A. KING Canisius'
Catcck. 76 The day befoir he sufferit. 1658 USSHKR Ann.
405 Seleucus was dead before he came. 1711 AUDISON.V^''-
No. i^2,I threw away my Rattle before I was two Month**
old. 1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague \. ii. 90 Ay, she intends
to look before she leaps.

j C. Formerly also with ere (thati), or. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 40 Fyf hundred }er . . bifore Er J?an oure
Lord, .on erj?e was ybore. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 9 He-
fore ar anythyng was wroght. ('1400 MAL'NDEV. 83 Before
or thei resceyve hem thei knelen doun.

2. Of preference : Sooner than, rather than.

1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. V. in. ii. 303 Treble that, Before a
friend. .Shall lose a haire. Mod. I will die before I sul.'iiiii,

D. Used as adj. and sb.

1. quasi-rt(//.
= Anterior ; previous.

1382 WYCLIF i Esdras ix. i Risende up Esdras fro the
beforn porche of the temple, c 1400 Test. Love i. (1560*279
I rehearse thy before deed. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. t~'

t
iv. i. 179

Men are punisht for before breach uf the Kings Lawes.

2. quasi-j//.

1850 TKNNYSON In Mem. xxvi. 3 Oh, if indeed that eje
foresee Or see (in Him is no before 1 In more of life true life

no more.

E. Comb.
1. lu combination with participles where the

hyphen has merely a syntactical value, showing
that before is an adverbial qualification of the fol-

lowing pple.j with sense of 'previously, formerly';
as before-created', -goingt -mentioned, -named,

noticed, -recited, -told, -written, BKFORK-SAIU.

1786 BURKE IV. Hastings Wks. XII. 360 The pernicious

consequences of his before -ereated unwarrantable, and
Illegal arrangements. 1606 Hit RON Wks. I. 44 Let vs re-

member the *before-deHuered matter. 1382 Wvci.ih Rom.
iii. 25 Remiscioun of ''bifore goynge synnes. 1677 HALK
Prim. Orig. Man. i. iv. 99 Somewhat which hath been
before said touching the Question *before-goiny. >593
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in. xi. 9 Wks. 1841 I. 331 Till the time

*before-mentioned was expired. 1671 F. PHILIPPS Reg.
Necess. 534 By the *beforemention'd Opinions of Sir Chris-

topher Wray. 1815 Encycl. Brit. V. 781/1 The queen ..

takes all the steps of the "before-mentioned pieces. 1467

Bury Wills 1,1850) 48 The ferme of the seide londys, medews,
and pasture *bee-for-namyd. (11626 BACON NeivAtl.'m

Sylvadbsft] 12 All the Nations *beforenamed. 1864 Times
13 Oct., A dry chapter on the*before-named science. 1807
VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 127 The mattock, *before-

noticed, is used to grub up . . the surface. 1786 BURKK If'.

Hastings Wks. XII. 399 In consequence of all the *before-

recited intrigues. 1697 Snake in Grass (ed. a.) 288 Like
Fox's Apology *beforetold. 1825 BLNTHAM Ration. RtrM.

123 A new and "before-unknown splendour. 1382 WYCLII-
i Ckron. xxx. 5 As in the lawe it is *befornwriten.

t 2. In many obsolete compound verbs and vbl.

sbs. etc., esp. in Wyclif, representing L. prx- and

ante-j some of which have mod. representatives
with FORK- : as before-bar, to preclude, foreclose;

before - casting, forecasting, pre
- calculation ;

before-come,to prevent ;
before-cut

; before-gird ;

before-goer, a predecessor ; before-graithe, to

prepare, make ready beforehand ; before-had,
held previously ; before-know ; before-passing,

excelling; before-ripe,premature; before runner;
before-say, to predict, foretell ; before-sayer,

speaker, a prophet : before-see ; before-set, to

promote, set over ;
before-show ; before-sing ;

before-stretch, to extend forth ; before-take, to

anticipate ; before-taste ; before-tell ;
before-

walling, antemiiralSi outer defence ; before-warn ;

before-weave, to fringe, hem in, prxtexere ;

before-witting, foreknowledge.
1449 I'ICOCK Rcpr. v. i. 477 What euer religioun lettith

and *biforbarrith. Ibid. v. i. 478 Alle . . letten and *biforc-

barren, 5he and forbeden, thilk religioun to be doon & usid.

1388 WYCLIF Ex. xxi. 14 If ony man sleeth his nei5bore bi

*beforecastyng. 1382 -2 Mace. xiv. 31 As he knew} hym
strongly

'

byforecummen of the man. Dan. iv. ii *Bifore-
kitte 3e the braunchis therof. Ps. xvii. 33 God that *befor-

girte me with vertue. Gal. i. 17 Nether I cam to leru^a-
lein to my *bifore goeris apostlis. c 1388 in Wycli/'s Set.

Wks. 1871 111.476 He J>at is *biforegoar be he as a servant.

1382 WVCLII-- Ps. Ixxxviii. 5 In to withoute ende I shal

*beforgreithe thi seed. Ibid. 15 Ri3twisnesse and dom
*beforgretthing of thi sete. Gen. xl. 13 Pharao shal

restore thee to the *biforehad gree. 1388 Gen. xv. 13
God bifureknewalso the things tocornynge. 1382 zPet.
i. 16 The vertu and prescience, or "^bifore knowing. Et-
clits. x.\.\iii. 23 In alle thi werkes

*

beforn pas.iende be thou

[1388 be thou souereyn]. 1388 Num. xiii. 21 The 'be-

fore rijp grapes. 1382 Ex. xxxiii. 2 Y shal sende an

aungel, thi "before renner. fsa. xlviii. 5, I *beforn-
seide to thee fro thanne, er thei camen I shewede to thee.

Dent. viii. 19 Loo ! now y "before seye to ihee, that vtterly
thow schalt perishe. 1388 Eccles. iv. 13 That can-
not *bifore se in to tyme to comynge. 1382 Ecclus. xvii. 14
Into eche folc of kinde he *

beforn sette a gouernour. c 1440
Promp, Part'. 28 *Before j-ette, prefixus. 1382 WYCLIK Gen,
xli. ii A sweuen ^biforeshewynge of thingis that ben to
comun. 1388 Ps. cxlvi. 7 *Bifore synge ^e to the Lord.
- Ex. xv. 21 With the whiche she beforesonge. c 1400
Ex. vii. i (.MS. B>, Profete, that is, interpretour other

"biforspekere. 1382 Ps. xxxv. n *Beforstrecche thi mercy
to men. Ps. Ixxviii. 8 Soone shul ; befortaken vs thi

mercies. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 150 A *before

tastynge of the ioye and glory of heuen. 1382 WVCLIF Ps.
xlix. 6 Heuenes shulen his ri^twisnes

""

before telle. Isa.
xxvt. i The wal and the biforwalling. Wisd. xviii. i^
Theviseouns. . these thingus bifornwarneden. JO&XXXVL
28 The cloudis . . that *beforeweuen alle thhigus ther-

aboue. ( 1400 Test. Love in. 11560) 298 In the chapitre
of Gods *beforneweling. .all these matters apertely may be
founden.

Beforehand (b/fo^uhsentl), adv. ,anda.) Also

3-4 biforen hond(e, 4-6 before hand(e, 4 bi-,

by-, be-forhand, biforand. [Originally two
words, before hand, also before the hand, perhaps
from the idea of one working before the hand of

another, and so in anticipation of his action. But
cf. L. /;-&' maim, manibits,

f
at hand, in readiness,

in hand,' used in ME. as *

beforehand.']
1. In anticipation of something so as to be ready

for it
;
in advance.

d 1225 Attcr. A'. 212 Heo beoS be lesse te nicnen, bet heo
biuoren hond Ieorne3 hore meister to mukien grimme chere.

1534 TiNiMLii 2 Cor. ix. 5 To come before honde [\VYcLii-

bifor] vnto you for to prepare youre good blessynge. 1551
RKCOKDE Pathw. Knwl. Pref., He . . was bo skylfull in

Astronomic, and coulde tell before handeof Kcltpses. 1611
BIBLE Mark xiii. n Take no thought before hand what ye
shall speake, 1710 STLELK Tatlcr No. 86 i, I thought it

proper to acquaint yuu before-hand, .that you might not be

surpriz'd therewith. 1875 B. TAYLOR Faust I. iv. 78 Prepare
beforehand for your part.

b. spec, in reference to payment in advance.

1393 LASGL. P. PI. C. tv. 301 [Ich halde hym ouer-hardy
o^er elles nouht trcwe, pat pre manibns ys payed.] c 1450
HENRYSON Tale ofDog 88 Ane soume I pay it haif befoir the
band. 1552 HULOET, Before handes, prx nianibiis. 1583
STUBBES A nut. Abus, it. 32 To pay a yeere or two yeeres
rent before hande. 1755 SMOLLLTI Qtnx. (1803) IV. 129 He
demanded two ducats for the job, and they paid him before-

hand. Mod. maxim. There are two bad payers he that

pays beforehand, and he that never pays at all.

C. To be beforehand with : to anticipate, to be

earlier than ; to outstrip or forestall in action.

(.In this and the next, often used adjcctively?)
1595 SHAKS. y^kti v. vii. in Letvs pay the time but need-

full woe, Since it hath beene before hand with our greefes.
ti 1619 DANIEL Cell. Hist. Eng, 30 Then was he before-
hand with Pope Alexander . . promising likewise to hold it . .

of the Apostolique Sea. 1701 W. WOOTTON Hist. Rome \.

203 If you are not before-hand with them, you will perish.

1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Skaks. Char. ix. 222 Like Napoleon,
he knew the value of being beforehand with an enemy.

d. To be beforehand, to be beforehand with the

TcW'/iY, to have something beforehand : to have more
than sufficient to meet present demands; to have

money in hand for future contingencies ; to have
the balance on the right side. So to bring, get

beforehand. All arch.

1526 Pilgr. Pe>j. (W. de W, 1531) 133 He wyll .. labour

diligently to brynge hym selfe beforehande agayn, & to re-

couer his losse. 1591 G. FLETCHER RusseComm'w.(\^,yj\ 13
[They] regard not to lay up anything, or to haue it before
hand. '1645 HOWELL Lett. ("16501 III. 9 Hee is the happy
man who can square his mind to his means . . he who is

before hand with the world. 1651 FLATLY in Fullers Abel
Rediv. (1867) II. 228 He brought the college much before-

hand, which before . . was very much impoverished. 1712
STEELE Sped. No. 450 F 3 Having little or nothing before-

hand, and living from Hand to Mouth. 1771 FRANKLIN
Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 59, I now began to think of getting
a little beforehand. c 1812 Miss AUSTEN Sense fy Setts.

(1849' 25, I shall see how much I am beforehand with the
worfd in the spring.

t2. Before this or that, previously. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor AT. 3393 His sede suld multipli, als godd

him had biforand hiht. Ibid. 6512 He tok him tablis of
J?e

lay. As je herd me bifor-hand say. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxviii.

19 The cyte Bethel, that biforn hoond was clepid Luza.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. So-wlc iv. i. (1483^ 58 This appel \\a3

hanged vpon this drye tree whiche that grewe before hand

vpon this grene florisshynge tree, a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladyc

186 As I haue savcie ofte before hande.

f B. as adj. Ready, prepared. Obs. rare.
a 1704 LESTRASGK ij.), What is a man's contending with

insuperable difficulties but the rolling of Sisyphus's stone

up the hill, which is soon beforehand to return upon him
again ?

Befo-reness. rare. [f. BEFORE + -NESS : cf.

aforeness^\ Priority, anteriority, pre-existence.
1625 GILL Sacr. Philos. r. 57 In the infinitie of being . .

therefore there can bee no beforenesse nor afternesse.

Befo'resaid, ///. a. [See BEFORE E I.] Men-
tioned, or treated of before or already. Nowa/r//.
or Obs., its place being taken by AFORESAID.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 42 Deos biuore seide psalmes. c 1391

CHAUCER Astral. 58 Eche of \>e poyntis be-fornseyd. 1480
Bury Wills (1850) 55 The high aughter of the chirche of
oure lady befornseyde. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 79 b,
In witnesse whereof, y* parties beforesaid interchaungeably
haue put to their scales. 1766 in Entick's London IV. 319
That you cause to be proclaimed the beforesaid fair.

Befo'retime, adv. [f. BEFORE- + TIME, i. e.
' the time that was before

'

: cf. aforetime.'] In

former time, formerly, previously.
'1300 Cursor At. 2110 Affrick .. J>at bifor time was cald

libye. 1440 Protnp. Pan'. 28 Beforetyme, ante, antca.
1611 BIBLE i Sattt. ix. 9 He that is now called a Prophet,
was beforetime called a Seer. 1865 SWINBURNE Ball. Bur-
dens 36 And no more as the thing beforetime seen.

"" Sometimes two words = Time preceding.
< 1450 Knt. dt

- la Tour cxiii. 153 The bifore tyme they had
be maried. 1614 CHAPMAN Odyss. vi. 392 Having touch 'd

no meat A long before time.

t Befo'retimes, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + genitival
-s : cf. aforetimes^

<i 1555 LAHMI.R Serin, fy Rent. (1845) 192 Saints, that de-

parted in faith out ofthisworld beforetimes. 1647 W. BROWNE
Polcxander \\. 83 In all appearance, he was the same man
he had been before times.

Beforn^e, obs. form of BEFORE.

Beforrow, obs. Sc. f. BEFORE [cf. morn, morrow]
Befo'rtune, ^. rare. [f.

BE- + FORTUNE v.,

after bechance, befall] intr. and with dative obj.

To befall, happen, chance.

1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gent. iv. iii. 41 As much, I wish all good
befortune you. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil II. 51 Whatever
bhall befortune, every hap Is by endurance to be overcome.

Befoul (.b/fcurl), v.
[f.

BE- 5 + FOUL : a later

formation, which ran parallel to BEFILE in ME.,
and at length displaced it.] trans. To make foul,

cover with filth or dirt ; often of moral filth
; esp.

in the proverbial To befoul ones own nest.

t~ 1320 Cast. Love 1147 Al was his face bi-foulet w* spot.
f 1430 Syr Gcncr. 4610 The last he fond Darel Al be-

fouled in the grauel. 1526 SKELTON J/a^wjyC 885, 1 befoule
his pate. 1726 AMHLRST Terry Fil. v. 22 'Tls an ill bird

which befouls his own nest. 1844 MACAULAY Chatham^ Ess.,
Fox had stumbled in the mire, and had not only been de-
feated but befouled.

Hence Befou'ler, befou'lment.
1842 LD. JEFFREY in Napier's Corr. (1879) 388 A befouler

of his own nest. 1862 F. HALL Hind. P/iilos.Syst. 272 The
ignorant . . think the blueness of the sky to be the befoulment
of ether.

Befraught, befreckle,befret, etc. : see BE-/AV/
Befree'ze, v. [f.

BE- i + FREEZE v] trans. To
freeze up or over ;

to freeze intensely.
ci20oORMiN 13854 All iss itt uss bifrorenn. 1393 GOWER

Conf. I. 220 Danubie . .Whiche alle befrose lhanne stood.

1623 BINGHAM Xenophon 69 Scorching and befreezing the
limbes of the Souldiers.

Befriend (b/
( fre-nd\ v. [f. BE- a + FRIEND v.]

trans. To act as a friend to, to help, favour ; to

assist, promote, further.

1559 Mirr. Mag. 613 (R.t, Thai . . you may befriend My
wretched soule withquicke (H^patch in death. 1607 SHAKS.
Timon in. ii. 64 Will you befriend mee so farre as to vse

mine owne words to him ? 1709 PO?K Ess. Crit. 474 Be thou
the first true merit to befriend. 1752 YOUNG Brothers n. i,

Wait an occasion that befriends your wishes. 1867 fug June)
BRIGHT Awer.

t Sf. 147 Persons . .who befriended the negro
in his bondage.
Hence Befriender, Befriending ///. </., Be-

i'riendment.
1681 C. COTTON Poet. Wl's, (1765) 321 At the very first

befriending Knock. 1856 LONCF. Childr. Lord's Supper
226 Hope, the befriending, does what she can. 1856 E. BOND
Russia ibt/i C. 108 As the befriender of her subjects.

Befringe (Wifrvndg), v. [f.
BE- i + FRINGE^.]

trans. To border, furnish, or adorn with (or as

with) a fringe. Hence, Befri'nged ///. a.

1611 COTGR., En/rangeri to befringe ; to edge, or >et with

fringe. 1639 FULLER Holy War 78 Befringed with gold.

1737 POPK Horace Ep. \\. \. 410 Let my dirty leaves . . Be-

fringe the rails of Bedlam and Soho. 1848 H. MILLER First

Itnpr. xiv. (1857) 239 A placid stream, broadly befringed
with sedges. 1884 Manch. Exam. 10 Dec. 3/7 Christmas
cards, .of the gorgeous befringed upholstered sort.

Befri3,befrounce,befrumple,etc.: se

Befroy, beffroy, obs. forms of BELFRY.

Beft, v. Ols. north, dial, found only in pa. t.

zndfa.pfle. [It is uncertain whether the present
tense would be beff, of same origin as BAFF j.l,
or deft: Old Northumb. *beafta or *btaftia (for

*behaftian t f. BE- + OE. haftian to clap, strike

with the flat of the hand). The late sb. BEFF may
be merely for baff, or a wrong formation on heft.']



BEFUK.
1. intr. To strike, give blows. rare.

(cgSfi f.iiidisf. Matt. xi. 17 We mio hondum beafton.J
c 1505 DUNBAR Daunee 40 Sum vpoun vdir with brandis beft.

2. trans. To beat, buffet, slap.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2264 Als

J>ai
had sare

j>ar
fra ben beft.

Ibid. 15831 \Vit bastons bai him beft ful gnmli to
|>e grund.

<' *375 ?BARBOUR 5V. Joltanncs^-zi He rafe his clathls & befte
his face, tr 1505 DUNBAR Fett^eit Friar x, [They] Beft him
with buffets quhill he bled. 1513 DOUGLAS /Kiteis n. xi. 78
The wroth of the goddis has doun beft The cietie of Troye.

Befuddle, befume, etc. : see BE- pref.
Befur (WKu), v. [f. BE- + FUK v. and

sit.]

Chiefly in pa. pple.
t 1. To fur over, encrust. 06s.

1581 T. NEWTON Seneca's Thebais 49 b, What rauenous
Harpye Burd . . all with filth, and dirty dung befurde.

2. To cover or deck out with furs.

1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. n. II. ix. 199 Those clat-

tering, befurred . . gentry called soldiers. 1864 Daily Tel.
[2 Mar., Our grotesquely befurred Aldermanic body.

Befyle, var. of BEFILE v. Obs. to befoul.

Beg (beg), v. Forms : 3 beggen, 4-7 begge,
4-6 begg, 6 (St.) bayg, 5- beg. [Of uncertain

origin : see note below.]
1. To ask alms or by way of alms.

a. trans. To ask (bread, money, etc.) in alms
or as a charitable gift ; to procure (one's living" by
begging.
a 1225 Ancr. A'. 356 Scheome ich telle uorte . . beggen ase

on harlot . . his liueneS. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 195
Blynde and bedreden . . bat seten to begge silver, c 1440
Promp. Para. 28/2 Beggyn bodely fode. c 1500 Bk. Mayd
Kmfyn xxvii. in Pant. Tracts (Percy Soc.) 28 Longe or she
were dede, She wente to begge her brede. 1611 BIBLE Ps.
.xxxvii. 25 Yet haue I not seene the righteous forsaken, nor
his seede begging bread. 1805 Scon Last Miiist. 24 He
begged his bread from door to door.

b. intr. To ask alms
; esp. to ask alms habitu-

ally, to live by asking alms. Const, absol.
; of,

from, formerly at, a person ; for alms.
[^897 K. /ELERED Gregory's Past. 284 Hit is swi<5e wel be
5xm jecweden 5ait he eft bedecije on suinera, & him mon
oonne noht ne selle.] a 1300 Cursor M. 4708 pai war sa fele

l>at begand [-'.r. beggand] yode. 1382 WVCLIK Joint ix. 8
He that sat and beggide. 1386 CHAUCER Sam/in. T. 4 Ther
wente a lyrnytour aboute To preche and eek to begge.
i 1450 York Myst., Barbers 8 What riche man gose from
dore to dore To begge at hym bat has right noght. 1530
PALSGR. 446/1, I begge for the guylde of saynt Anthonye.
1562 J. HEYWOOU Prov. q Epigr. ^1867) 138 Thou begst at

wrong cloore, and so hast begd longe. 1601 SHAKS. Per. I.

iv. 41 Those palates . . Would now be glad of bread, and
beg for it. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng, ix. xlvii. (1612) 218

Frmg'd and ymbroidred Petticoats now begge [i. e. are worn
by beggars], a 1617 HIERON Wks. 1 1. 392 We haue an ordinary
raying . .

'

They which begge must not choose.' 1718 LADY
M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. II. liv. 80 While the post-horses
are changed, the whole town comes out to beg. 1856 FROUDE
Hist. Eng. I. i. 74 Licences to beg were at that time granted.
2. transf. To ask as a favour or act of grace ;

hence to ask humbly, earnestly, supplicatingly ; to

crave, entreat. (With many const.: cf. ASK.)
a. trans. Const, of, from (formerly at).
The early instances are closely connected with sense i.

[1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3219 pai may nathyng begg ne
borowe, To help bam, bat bai war out broght [of purgatory].
1399 I,ASGL. Rich. Redetess HI, 149 Beggith and borwith of
burgeis in tounes Ffurris of ffoyne, and ober felle-ware. ] 1526
Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531), The miserable nature of man
. . beggeth and craueth of god socour and relefe. 1534 TIN-
DALE Matt, xxvii. 58 Ioseph..went to Pilate and begged
the body of lesus. 1390 SHAKS. Mitis. N. i. i. 41, I beg the
ancient priuiledge of Athens. 1605 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Gitnfmvd. Tr., All which we humbly beg for the sake of
our blessed Lord and Saviour. 1667 PEPVS Diary (1879)
IV. 239 All the world will believe, that we do go to beg a
peace. 1711 STEELE Speet. No. 168 n, I beg the Favour
of you., to send us Word. 1746 H. WALPOLE COTV. 12 June,
I have three favours to beg of you. 1752 MRS. LENNOX
Fein. QuiXt I. II. ix. 116 She refused to give him a glorious
scarf which she wore, though he begged it on his knees.
1840 CARLYLE Heroes iii. 141 The Florentines begged back
his [Dante's] body . . the Ravenna people would not give it.

b. absol. or intr. ; with same const.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 207 How I would make him
fawne, and begge, and seeke. 1609 SKENE Keg. Maj., Stat.
Robt. //, _48

N a Schiref . . sail dar or presume to begge . . fra
the inhabitants of the cuntrie. 17x8 POPE Iliad i. 19 Apol-
lo's awful ensigns grace his hands : By these he begs. 1845
Hoou Last Ma.it xxxvii, In vain My desperate fancy begs.

c. To beg/or a thing.
1576 FLEMING tr. Cains' Dogs in Topsell Four-/. Beasts

('673) 130 Dogs . . are taught . . to beg for their meat. 1588
SHAKS. fit. A. I. i. 455 Kneele in the streetes, and beg for

grace in vaine. 1649 Bi'. REYNOLDS ffofca iii. n, I must.,
begge for pardon. 1876 GREEN Sltort Hist. iv. 3 (18821
177 Single-handed [he] forced him to beg for mercy.

d. To beg to do a thing, or that a thing may be.

1485 CAXTON Paris % V. f 18681 Prol., I beg to request. 1575
LD. LANSDOWNE in Thyniu'sAtiimadv. Introd. 55 Begginge,
uppon the knees of my harte, to come before your Lordship.
159" SHAKS. i Hen. VI, iv. i. 72, I should haue begg'd I

might haue bene employd. 1605 Lear n. iv. 157 On my
knees 1 begge, That .you'll vouchsafe me Rayment, Bed,
and Food. 1654 EARL ORRERY Farthenissa. (1676) 679, I

passionately beg'd to wait upon him. 1767 WILKES Corr.
(1805) III. 197, I shall very soon beg to call tne public atten-
tion to some points of national importance. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. En?. III. 613 Shrewsbury begged that . . he might be
appointed.
+ e. To beg ofz person for a thing. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Mills. -V. in. ii. 108 If she be by, Beg of her
for remedy.

765

f. To beg of (formerly at) a person to do a thing,
or that a thing may be.

1604 SHAKS. Otlt. v. ii. 229 He begg'd of me to steale 't.

1663 EVELYN Mem. 08571 III. 174 Our prisoners .. beg at us,
as a mercy, to knock them on the head. 1769 Jniuus Lett.
xxi. 99, I must beg of you to print a few lines in explana-
tion. 1799 SOUTHEY Eng. Eelog. vii. Wks. III. 35 [He]would come, .and beg of me To tell him stories of his an-
cestors. 1842 TENNYSON Dora 121

, I will beg of him to take
thee back.

g. trans. To beg a person to do a thing.
1675 LOCKE Let. Person of Qua/. Wks. 1794 IX. 207 He

begged me to consider, .whether in such a case, etc. 1711
ADDOOflSfai. No. 117 r 5, I begged my friend Sir Rogerto go with me. 1778 H. BOWMAN Trav. 266, I begged him to
explain himself. ^76 GREEN Short Hist. iii. 5 1 1882) 142
1 he king . . begged him to write the story of the dav's pro-
ceedings.
3. \\iBegpardon, excuse, leave, etc.: besidethestrict

sense as in 2, the whole expression is often merely
a courteous or apologetic mode of asking what is

expected, or even of taking as a matter of course.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. 1:1. v. 6 Falls not the axe vpon tin-

humbled neck, But first begs pardon. 1602 Ham. iv. vii.

45 To-morrow shall I begge leaue to see your Kingly Eyes
1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 74-2, I must however big Leave
to dissent from so great an Authority. Ibid. ? 15, I shall
only beg Pardon for such a Profusion of Latin Quotations
1734 WATTS Relit/. JIK: 0789) 270 In the business of Trail-
substantiation, he begs your excuse. 1754 CHATHAM Lett.

Xef/u-M iv. 22 There is likewise a particular attention re-

quired to contradict with good manners
; such as, begging-

pardon, begging leave to doubt, and such like phrases.
1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Marat 'J'. 1 18161 1. iii. 1 7 You begged
my pardon. Mod. I beg your pardon ; I did not quite
catch what you said. I have received your letter, and beg
leave to say in reply. . .

+4. In Anglo-French and probably also in Eng-
lish 'beggcrl.0 beg 'was used euphemistically 'in

sense of ' exact as a benevolence.'
1292 BRITTON i. xxii. n Et de ceux qi coillent garbes en

Aust, agneus et purceus, et issi vount begaunt, et les fount

nprir
en lour baillies al grevaunce del people. Hid. % 15

Touz nos autres, qe gent/; de religioum el autres gentz grc-
vent, .par begger [v.r. bcgutgner] merrym ou fust/ ou autre
chose a eus.

5. fa. To beg a person : to petition the Court of
\Yards (established by Hen. VIII, and suppressed
under Chas. II) for the custody of a minor, an
heiress, or an idiot, as feudal superior or as having
interest in the matter ; hence also

fig. To bc'j (any
one) for a fool at idiot: to take him for, set him
down as, a fool. Obs.

1584 D. FENNER Def. Ministers (ii%-]\ 51 Then would you
haue proued vs asses, not begged vs for innocents. 1589
Hay any Work 71 It is time to begg the for a swagg. 1596
HARINGION Met. Aja.t 46 He j/roucd a wiser man by
much, then he that begged him. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions
in. i. 81 He may be begd for an ideot. 1636 DAI KNANT Wits
in Dodsley VI 1 1.509 (N.i, I fear you will be begg'd at court,
unless you come off thus. 1639 J. MAYNE City Mutch ll. vi,
And that a great man Did mean to beg you for his daughter.
1696 STILLINGHL. 12 Serm. ii. 59 That we may not therefore
seem to beg all wicked men for fools. I?36'HERVEY Mem.
II. 143 Moyle either deserved to be . . be-.'ged for a fool, or
hanged for a knave.

b. To l>?g off (inns., and intr. for reil.): to obtain

by entreaty the release of ^any one), or of oneself,
from a penalty, or liability.
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 292 What, said she, is the

Creature begging me off from Insult? Mod. He promised
at first to go with us, but he has since begged otV.

6. To take for granted without warrant
; csp. in

To% the question : to take for granted the matter
in dispute, to assume without proof.
1581 W. CLARKE in Confer, iv. (1584) Ffiij, I say this is

still to begge the question. 1687 SETTLE Rejl. Dryden 13
Here hee's at his old way of Begging the meaning. 1680
Bumarr jfrwfaf/tr (1693) 89 This was to assert or beg the

thing in Question. 1788 REID Aristotle's Log.\. 3. uT

- .294 -.

the question.
[The notion that beg had to do with the bag carried by a

beggar, as if he were a '

bagger,' finds no etymological
corroboration. The Flemish beggen appealed to by Littre
under Begnitt has no existence(Cosijn\ Mr. H. Sweet has
suggested that ME. beggen might be worn down from the
rare OE. bedecian '

to beg,' found once in Past. Cure\ and
obscurely connected with Gothic I'ittag-^'ii 'beggar,' f. bid-

Jan.
'

to ask, beg.' This has much to recommend it ; but
the phonetic connexion of 6jfgM and bedecian is by no
means established, and there is the serious historical diffi-

culty that no connecting links are to be found, there being
no trace of the word "in any form between K. /Klfred's
bedeeian before 900 and the regular use of the modern beg
and beggar in the 131)1 c. Perhaps the most likely deriva-
tion is from the OF. begart, begard, and begar, med.L. be-

gardus = BECHARD, or its synonym bcgitin, BEGUJN, and
deriv. vb. begitigtter, beguiner

'
to act the beguin.' It is

known that the Bcgluirds or Begnins were, or soon
became, a lay mendicant order, and that in the I3th c.

mendicants calling themselves, or called, by these names,
swarmed over Western Europe,

'

laici, qui sub prtetextis
cujusdam religionis ficta; Begardos se appellant . . qui extra
religionem approbatam validam mendicantes discurrunt

'

(Council of Treves 1310). It is notable that in one of the
two passages where Britton has Anglo-French begger to beg
(see 4 above), the reading of two i4th c. MSS. is bcguigiter,
showing that this was at any rate identical in sense with
'

beg
;

'

So also we find in Sym. de Hesdin n 1380 iGodef.),
'

il n'y eust pas taut de begars et de beijardes qui mengas-

BEGENILD.
sent leur pain en oiseuse

'

(there would not have been so
many begards, male and female, to eat their bread in idle-
ness), which strongly suggests the Eng. beggar. About
this time the words bcggarc and beggen arose in English :

the exact process of their formation, and their actual
relation to each other can only be conjectured : possibly
begg-eit was shortened from tegnin-er, possibly it was taken
from begg-are, and this directly from OF. begar^ootc. The
-tire of the Ancren Riwle proves nothing, being the regular
agent ending, as seen in bacbitare, demare, reuare, etc.]

t Beg, sb. Obs. Also 7 beeg. [a. Osmanli be$
'prince, governor,'now pronounced as bey: see BEY,
and ef. BEGUM.] A bey. Now only used as part
of Eastern names. Beg beg= BEGLEKBEG.
1686 Land. GtK. No. 2198/3 The Grand Visier had sent a

Becg . . to desire a treaty. 1687 Ibid. No. 2285/2 The Be.;
Beg that commanded there . . yielded at Discretion. 1818
JAS. MILL Brit. India (1848) 1 1. 254 Togrul Beg . . offered
himself as a leader and bond of union to^the Turks.

Beglie, -lik, -luc, province of a bey, BEYLIC.
1614 SELOKN Titles Hon. 377 Beg is Lord' .and Beglue is

the Dlgnitie of the [Uegj.
t Bega-b, v. Obs.

[f.
BE- 2 + CAB v. to impose

upon.] trans. To delude, impose upon.
1297 R. Gi.ouc. 458 Ichot ynam no}t bygahbcd. 1375

HJAKUOUR St. Clemens 704 And wend [bat] he begabbit hud
bene Be wesch-crafte.

Begad (b/ga.-d), int. Not in polite use.

[Altered form of by Cod; cf. bcdad, tegar.] An
exclamation, used to give weight to a statement.
1742 FIELDING 7- A ndre-^'S \L.)

'

Begad, madam
'

answered
he, 'tis the very same I met.' 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair
II. iv. 39 Only one, bugad, in the Work!.
I Begadores, sb. pi. Obs. rare-*. The same

as BEGHAKDS or BEGUINS.
1586 T. ROGERS 39 Art. (1607) 101 We stand therefore

. .Against the Begadores in Almaine.
t Begai'r, v. St. Obs. [app. ad. F. bigarre-i .

see BEGAUY
; but perhaps associated with GAIK

'

stripe, streak.'] trans. To diversify or variegate,
as with stripes or streaks. Hence Begarred///. a.

1552 LYNDI.SAY Mmiare/ie- 5868 For cowlis blak, uray. nor
begaird, ,c- sail, that day, get no rewaird. a 1609 A. HUMI.
Summer's Day, Begaired . . With spraings of scarlet hue.

Begall, begarnish, begash, etc.: sec- BE-//V/!
t Begallow, v. Obs.

[f.
BE- 2 -t- CALLOW v. to

terrify; cf. OE. agivlwaa, a^haau to stupefy, throw
into consternation.] tram. To frighten or terrify.

i 1320 .Sir j;,~'es in Ellis .>/,<.. uSii) II. 171 That horse
was swift as any swalowe, No man mi^ht that horse be-
gallowe. [MS. Cental: Ff. ii. 38. f. 124 (Halliw. > Ther myil
no hors hym begalowe.]

Began (b/gse-n), pa. t. of BEGI.V

Begane, ol>s. Sc. form of BEGONE.

Bega'r, int. Not in polite use - BEGALI.
[1598 SHAKS. Mo-r

lack-Priest. ] 1759 1

II. .\\viii. 164 Begar we can beat them in heel:

t Bega'ry, v. S<: Obs. [ad. F. bigamr to

diversity with contrasting colours : cf. bfgaii:']
trans. To variegate with colours, whether by way
of adornment or of disfigurement.
1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. xlvi, Velvot robbis maid with

the grand assisse, Dames, Satyne, begaryil mpny wise.

1538 LYNDSAY Syde Taillis 35 The dust fieis hiest in the air,
And all thar faces does begarie. a. 1560 ROI.LAND Crt.
I'eniis I. 120 Barrit braid Begaryt all with sindrie silkis

hew. 1657 COLVIL Whigs Stifflie. (1751) 62 Some Whally's
bible did begarie, By letting llee at it Canarie.

rBega-ry, begairie, sb. Si: Obs.; usually in

//. [f. BEGAKY v., or directly ad. F. bizarre pa.
pple.] Ornamental facings of different colour or
fabric worn on dress. (Jamieson.)
1575 Deelar. Gen. Assembly in Calderwood's Hist. Kirk

(1842) III. 354 All kind of broidering. .all begaris of velvet,
in goune, hose or coat. 1581 Act James VI, cxiii, Ony be-

gairies, frenyies, pasments or broderie of gold, silver or silk.

Begasse, variant of BAGASSE.
1867 F. STEWART Sorghum 54 This property of the dried

begasse suggests the propriety of using it for thatching.

Begat, arch. pa. t. of BEGET.

Begaucl, begaudy, begay, begaze : see BE-.

t Bege'ck, v. Obs: or Sc. ; also -gaik, -geik.

[f. BE- + GECK v.] To befool, to gull ; to jilt.

11513 DUNBAR Tua. Mariit H'emen 452 With gretengyne
to begaik If. r. beiaip] ther ielyus husbandis. 1768 Ross
Helcnore 85 cjAM.i Ve'd better want him than he sud begeek
you.

t Bege'ck, sb. Obs. or Sc. Also 8 begeek.
[f. BEGECK r.J A cheating disappointment.
(.1600 Rob. blood iRitson 1 79 And give them a begeek.

: 1774 C. KEITH Farmer's Ha in Chambers' Pop. Se. Poems
(1862! 32 He meets wi' a great begeek Frae empty binks.

Begele, obs. form of BEAGLE.

Begem (brfae-m), v. [f.
BE- -r GEM sb] trans.

To set about or stud with gems ; also transf.
1800 T. MOORE Anaereoti \. 16 Flowers begemmed with

tears of wine. 1852 D. MOIR Daisy v, Stars are the Daisies
that begem The blue fields of the sky.

t Begenild. Obs. rare. Also Begeneld, -el,

-yld. [App. f. BEGUIN + -JLD a female suffix : see

BEGGILD. But in one passage the name seems to

be applied to a male, and in the other it is doubt-

ful.] A beggar ;
? properly, a beggar woman.

'393 LANGL. P. PI. C. x. 1 54 With a bagge at hus bak, a
begeneldes [:. r. begenildys] wyse. Ibid. xi. 263 A begen-
eldes [t

r
. r. begenyldis] douhter, that no curtesye can-

rry IV. i. iv. 123 l!y gar, I vill kill dc
I I". WmTEHEAD ill Evans O. Ball. (1784)



BEGET. 766 BEGGAK.

Begess, obs. Sc. f. by guess : sec GUESS.

Beget (b/ge-t), v. Pa. t. bego*t, arch, bega't.
Pa. pple. begO'tten, formerly bi-, begeten, -get,

begot. Forms as in GET. [Comin. Teut. : OK.
&#-# Goth. l>i-gitan, f. hi- BE-+g-i/att to get.
The normal form, from OE. begitan, would have
been bc-yct ; for the substitution otbe-get, see GET.]
f 1. trans. To get, to acquire (usually by effort' .

a xooo Beowulf <2z<yj Fin eft begeat sweord. 11540. ".

Chron. an. 1137 [HeJ waes wael underfangen fram f>e pape,
and bega;t |>are priuilegies. rxaooORMiN 13986 J>a;rpurrh

bigatt he J>a:r att Crist purrh himni to wurrJTenn borr^henn.
a 1225 After. A*. 196 Heo bi3ited be blisfule kempene crime.

1x1300 Cursor M. 4913 Ne haue we wit ys trussed noght,
Bot. .of our lele bi-geten [v.r. begityn] thing. 1393 GoWKR
Conf. I. 82 Whan he weneth most besete, Than is he shape
most to lese. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \\\. ii. 8 You must acquire
and beget a Temperance that may giue it Smoothnesse.

2. To procreate, to generate : usually said of the

father, but sometimes of both
parents.

1205 LAY. 15792 pus weji Macrlin bi,eten andiboren of hib

moder. c 1300 Bckct 119 BUuene hem bi^ute was The
Kode child of wham we speketh. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chroii. 15
The Sones of God. .comouned with the Douteris of men . .

and thei begotin geauntLs. 1611 BIBLE Prov. xvii. 21 He
that begetteth a foole, doth it to his sorrow. 1711 STKKLL;

Spect. No. 2 F 5 He has good Blood in his Veins ; Tom
Mirabell begot him. 1788 J. POWELL Devises 1 1827! II. 205
Without having any children issue lawfully begotten or to

be begotten. 1875 JOWETT Pluto fed. 2* I. 226 What could
he have been thinking of when he begat such wise sons ?

b. Const, on, upon, or upon the body of.

1297 R. GLOUC. 516 Sire Morisse of Berkeleyu wedded . .

Is dorter, and bi3et on hire the kni^t Sir Tomas. c 1386
CHAUCER Melib. P i Melibeus . . bigat vp on his wyf . . a

doghter. 1509-10 Act i Hen. VIII, xix. Pream, The heires

males whiche he shulde begett on the body of the said Eliza-

beth. 1641 HISDE J. Brucn xxx. 92 [Wakes] arc begotten
of Sathan, upon the body of that Whore of Rome. 1742
YOUNG yt. 7%. ix. 447 Num'rous is the race Of blackest ills. .

Begot by madness on fair liberty,

t C. -= GET (with child). Obs.
i' 1450 Knt. dc la Tour 6 That other knight . . begale her

with childe. 1603 SHAKS. Metis,for M. v. i. 517 There's
one Whom he begot with childe. 1611 CORYAT Crudities
101 For shee reported that shee was begotten with child by
a cerlaine Dragon.
3. Theol. Applied to the relationship of the

Father to the Son in the Trinity ; also to the spiritual

relationship of God to man in regeneration.
1388 WYCLIF i Peter \. 3 Which begat [1382 gendride,

1611 hath begotten] vs a3en in to lyuyng hope. 1534 TIN-
DALE i John v. i Every one that loveth him which begat
f WYCLIF gendred, 1611 begate], loveth him also which was
begotten [W. borunj of him. 1549 Bk. Com. Pr., Athanas.

Cr,, The Son is of the Father alone : not made, nor created,
but begotten. 1587 GOLDING DC Mornay vi. 71 God . . be-

gate the Sonne or Word equall to himselfe.

4. fig. and transf. To call into being, give rise

to ; to produce, occasion.

1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. n. ii. (7588) 124 The doing thereof
doth also beget a forfeiture of the Recognusance that is

made. 1588 SHAKS, L. L. L. \\. i. 69 Hi:, eye begets occa-

sion for his wit. 1675 TRAHERXE Chr. Ethics vi. 71 Fire

begets water by melting ice. 1691 RAY Creation n. 117041

J35 How can all these things . . but beget Wonder? 1845
MIALL NonconJ. V. 133 One falsehood usually begets a ne-

cessity for a dozen others.

t Bege*t, sb. Obs. Forms: 2-3bi3eate,bi3eete.

2-4 bijete, 4-5 besete, biyete, beyete, 4 byyate,

bejeitt, biyett, bigeet, ?bygate, ?bigete ; 4-5
bigate, 5 begete. [ME. f. BEGET v.

; cf. OE.

pndgilt -get)
f. pfigitan.]

1. The action of acquiring ; acquisition, gaining ;

acquisition, gain, profit, advantage.
c 1175 Lamb. Han. 213 Iblesced beo)>et Jms went lure to

bi^eate. 111225 Ancr. R. 166 pe bridde reisun of pe worldes
fluhte Is be bi^eate of heouene. 1393 GOWER Conf. Pro). I.

14 For pompe and for be$ete.

b. confr. The thing acquired ; acquisition, ac-

quirement, gain, proceeds ; spoils of war.
c X2OO Trin. Coll. Honi. 37 pe fule man . . of unrihte bi^ele

ofte filleS [his wombe], a 1235 Ancr. R. 160 He bi}et beos

preo bi}eaten. c 1250 Gen. q- Ex. 895 Habram gaf him fte

ti^oe del Of alle is bijete. (-1430 Syr Gener. 4810 AI to

smal is oure begete,

2. Procreation, generation ; begetting.
1 1330 Artk, fy Merl. 1437 Al he teld ther the king Of his

bigete, of his bereing.
b. concr. That which is begotten, progeny.
cx3S SHOREHAM 68 And eke hem that hym hebbeth so,

And alle hare bi-^ete. a 1400 Octouiatt 848 He was som
gentylmannes beyete.

t Bege'tel, a. Obs. [f.
BEGET v. + -et, -LE, repr.

an OE. */Y//0A] Advantageous, profitable.
c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1992 Wi5 putifar . . He maden swiSe bi-

jetel forward.

Begettal (b/ge'tar. rare. [f.
BEUET v. + -AL,

cf. committal] Begetting.
1873 C. M. DAVIES Unorth. London

247^ They believe in

his preternatural begettal by the Holy Spirit.

Begetter (b/ge'ta.i>. Also 5 begetare, 6 be-

gettor. [f. BEGET v. + -ER '.]

1. One who begets ; a procreator.
^1440 Protup. Pan\ 28/2 Begetare, as a fathyr, genitor.

Begetare, as mothere,^v?//r/.r. 1587 FENNER/></ Ministers

(1587) 126 The begettor of this base-borne childe. 1616

CHAfMAN MHSXHS 200 Blest was thy great begetter ; blest

was she Whose womb did bear thee. 1875 G. SMITH Assyr.
Discov. 321 fcsarhaddon, king of Assyria, ..my begetter.

2. Jig. and transf. The agent that originates,

produces, or occasions.

1587 GOLDISG DC Mornay iii. 28 The onely one God. .the

Begetter of the Soules of the other Gods. 1606 SHAKS.
Sonnets (Inscr.) To the onlie begetter of these insumg son-

nets. 1637 BASIAVICK Litany in. n The word ofGod is both
the begetter of faith, and the increaser of it. 1884 Pall
Mall G. 2 Aug. 4/2 Dr. Alfred Wright, the ostensible be-

getter of these very light and graphic sketches.

Bege'tting, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -I2fl.]
The action or process of generating or producing ;

generation ; a/so, the result of the action, progeny.
-1300 K. Alls. 6866 Er thou weore in thybygetyng. 1398

TREVISA Bnrth. DC P, K' vi. xiv. (1495) 198 A fader is heed
and welle pfbygetynge and gendringe. x6xx TOURNEUR A th.

Trag. iv. ii. 104 Tush \ they onely father bastards That
father other men's begettings. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Jiat. II. 469
Begotten, not of bloods, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the
will of man, but of God. Here is a variety of begettings.

Bege'tting, ///.
a. [f. BEGET v. + -ING-.]

Producing, creative ; chiefly in comb., as spring-

begetting, life-begetting, etc.

*597 DKAYTOS Mortimer. 42 Like Promethian life-beget-

ting flame. 1848 KINGSLLCY Saint's Trag, \\. x, 126 Marriage
is the life-long miracle, The self-begetting wonder.

Beggable (be"gab*l), a. [f. BEG v. -t- -ABLE.]

Capable of being begged, or obtained by begging.
<Ei68o Bui'LEH Rein. (17591 U- ^ Things that are dis-

posed of or not beggable.

Beggar (be-g^A sb. Forms : 3 beggare, 4-5
beggere, 4-7 begger, 4- beggar. [See BEG v,

The spelling in -ar has been occasional from
1 4th c., but the usual form in 15-1 7th c., as an

ordinary agent-noun from BEG, was beggcr\ see 3].

1. One who asks alms, especially habitually ;

one who lives by so doing.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 168 Hit is beggares [v. r. beggilde] rihte

uorte beru!i bagge on bac. <? 1300 A". Horn 1133 pu wene^t
I beo a beggere. 1382 WYCLII Dent. xv. 4 Nedi and begger
there shal not be among ?o\v. .1400 Destr. Troy x.xxv.

i J54Q And now me bus, as a beggar, my bred for to thigge.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxxvii. 262 Beggers that were
knowe openly for nedy poure beggers. ^1538 STARKLY

England iii 91 The multytude of Be.^ary^ in our cuntrey.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. ii. 34 They will not giue a doit to

relieue a lame Begger. 16x1 BIBLE Z.Xvxvi. 20 A cer-

taine begger named Lazarus. 1673 RAY Jonrn. L<n
C. 423 Near the door., an incredible number of Beggers.
1797 GODWIN Enquirer 11. iii. 187 Those who pursue the
trade of a common beggar. 1857 K.INGSLEY J/wv. II. 3-6
The beggars became a regular fourth-estate.

b. Sturdy beggar: an able-bodied man begging
without cause, and often with violence.

c 1538 STAKKKY England 176 Thys grete nombur of sturdy
beggarys therby schold utturly be taken away. \*ffi Act

39 Eliz. iv. i For the suppressing of rogues, vagabonds
and sturdy beggers. 1711 STEELE Sf>t'ct, No. 48 F 5 The
Heroes appear only like sturdy Beggars. 1860 R. VAUGHAN
Mystics led. 2) I. 143 There are some sturdy beggars who
wander about the country availing themselves of the name
of Beghard to lead an idle life.

c. In many proverbial expressions.
1539 TAVERNER Erasin. Prov. (155^1 9 One begger byd-

<!eth wo that another by the dure shuld go. Ibid. 39 A
beggars scryp is neuer fylled. 1562 J. HEYWOOU Prov. ty

Ej>igr. 11867; 2
3. Beggers should Ije no choosers, find. 38

The begger maie syng before the theefe. Ibid. 171, I know
him as w-ell as the begger knowth his bag. 1581 RICH
Fan-w. Mil. Prof., She sware by no beggers she would be
so revenged. 1594 -znd Pt. Contention (1843) 132 Beggers
mounted run their horse to death. 1613 Uncasing Machia-
vifs Instr. Sonne 7 Proue the prouerbe often tolde,

' A
earelesse Courtier yong, a Begger olde.' 16x7 MORYSON
Itin. in. n. i. 61 Who know the way as well as a begger
knowes his dish. 1682 BUNYAN Holy War 260 When Cer-
berus and Mr. Profane met, they were presently as great
as beggars. 1690 W. WALKER Idiom. Anglo-Lat. 46 Sue
a beggar and catch a louse. 1706 SWIFT Polite Conv. \. (D.)

Know him ? Ay Madam, as well as a beggar knows his

dish. 1800 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XV. xii. 429 Our own old

saying :
'

Set a beggar on horse-back, and he'll ride to the
devil.'

2. transf. One in indigent circumstances.

1340 Ayenh. 36 Vor hire time-zettinge hi destruejj and

maKe^beggeres bekny^tes. i53sCovERDALt:'cr/f. xxxvii.

30 Some man . . can geue . . prudent councell . . and con-

tynueth a begger. c 1550 CHEKE Matt. v. 3 Happi be y*

beggars in sprijt. 1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. V. in. i. 48 A begger
that was vsd to come so smug vpon the Mart. 1621 BURTON
Auat. Mel. \. ii. in. xv. (1651) 128 Origanus assigns the same
cause why Mercurialists are so poor, and most part beggers.

^3- One who begs a favour; one who entreats,

a suppliant. Obs. (The regular mod. form of this

and 4 would be bugger* as 'a begger for mercy.')
1589 PL'TTENHAM Eng, Poesie in. xxiv. (1811) 247 He had

spent much and was an ill beggar : the king aunswered. .

If he be ashamed to begge, we are ashamed to giue. 1601

SHAKS. All's Well \. iii. 22 Wilt thou needes be a begger?
Clo. I doe beg your good will in this case.

1 4. One who begs the question. Obs.

1579 Kt'i.KE Ifesklns's Par/. 130 O shamelesse begger,
that craueth no Icsse then the whole controuersie to be

giuen him ! a 1694 TILLOTSON (J.i These shameful beggars
of principles . . assume . . to be men pf reason.

5. Applied to a mendicant friar or to a Beghard.
c 1384 WYCLIF DC Ecel. Sel. Wks. III. 359 Newe seeds or

ordns, bobe possessionens & beggeris shulden ceese bi

Crist is lawe. c \qooRotn. Rose 7258 But beggers [Fr. Beguins}
with these hodes wide, With sleight and pale faces lene.

6. As a term of contempt : a. - Mean or low
fellow.

.i 1300 Cursor M. 13662
' Herd yee (?is lurdan,' coth )?ai,

'

l>at beggar |?at in sin was goten?' c 1460 Towneley Myst.
70 If siche a beggere shold My kyngdom thus reyf me.

1869 Miss BROUGHTON Xot Wisely 121 A sulky ill-conditioned
sort of beggar.

b. Used familiarly or playfully. (Cf. baggage^

dog, rogue, etc.)

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xxxiii, Sir John left Sir W.
Parker . . to watch the Spanish beggars. 1857 HUGHES
Tcnn Brawn \, You're uncommon good-hearted little beg-
gars. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thulc xvii. 267 The cheekiest young
beggar I have the pleasure to know.

c. In cards, applied to the small cards 2 to 10.

7. Comb. t_in which beggar approaches in use to

an adj.) General relations : a. appositive, as

beggar-body, -boy, -brat, -girl, -maid, -man, -wife,
-li'oman

;
b. attrib. (of or befitting a beggar,

beggarly;, as beggar-fear, -pride, -sport, -whine;
C. beggar-wise adv. ; beggar-patched adj.

1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 126 Above the dirty
:
'

beggar
boys in the street, a 1631 DRAYTON Wks. I. 244 ( JOD. Tnose
beggar brats wrapped in our rich perfumes. 1593 SHAKS.

Rick. II, i. i. 189 Or with pale *beggar-feare impeach my
hight. 1863 E. CLAYTON Queens ofSons II. 172 She heard
_ *?i _** i . i t ^i f_j_... _*-i i i

man? Oidm. Madman, and beggar too. i88a R. STEVENSON
in Longw. Mag. I. 74 That wooden crowd of kings and

genies, sorcerers and *beggarmen. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wttrtz'

Surg. i. iv. 15 A ;;

Beggar-patch'd coat of severall sorts of

old rags. 1764 GOI.DSM. Trav, 277 Here ^beggar pride de-

frauds her daily cheer. 1653 BKOME Jffi'. Crew v. Wks.
1873 III. 451 The Gentleman .. that would have made
'

lieggar-.sport with us. 1820 KliATS Isabella xvii, Paled
in and vineyarded from 'beggar-spies. 1796 SCOTT Wild
Huntsni. xxyii, To stop my sport Vain were thy cant and
beggar whine. 1623 J. PENKERTON Handf. Hon. iv. i,

Wealth despise Which they that doat vpon, Hue *beggar-
wise. 1530 PALSGR. 197/1 -Beggar woman, bclistresse. 1594
ist Pt. Contention (18431 53 One of them was stolne away by
a 'begger-woman. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 1528 This silken

rag, this beggar-woman's weed.

8. Special combinations : f Beggars' bolts,

stones
; t beggar-brach, a female beggar (see

BRACH, a female hound) ; beggar's brown
(colloq^, Scotch snuff; t beggar's-bush, a bush
under which a beggar finds shelter (name of ' a

tree near Huntingdon, formerly a noted rendezvous

for beggars
'

Brewer, Jig. beggary, ruin ; beg-
gar's buttons, the heads of the burdock

; t beg-
gar-charge, allowance to a steward for the relief

of beggars ; beggar's-haven, a beggar's shelter,

beggary ; beggars'-lice, the plant called Clivers,

also ^in U. S.) applied to certain boraginaceous

plants, whose prickly fruit or seeds stick to the

clothes ; t beggar-niggler, one who toys with a

beggar-woman ; f beggar's plush ? cotton velvet,

or ?corduroy ; fbeggar-staff, the staff of a beggar,

Jig. beggary ; beggar's tape ; beggar-tick (in

U. S.}, a name for the plant Bidens frondosa ;

f beggar's velvet, see beggar's plush; also

quot. ; beggar-weed (see quot.).
1584 HI-DSOX Judith in Sylvester's Du Bartas (1608) 698

braches that ever grac'd a Ditch or a Hedge-side. 1879

JAMIESON Sc. Diet.,*Beggar's brown,, light brown snuff

which is made of the stem of tobacco. 1592 GREENE Upst.

CourtieruBji) 6 Walking home by *Beggars Bush fora pen-
ance, a 1640 DxvPeregr. Sckol* (1881) 75 Notwithstand in

~

Industry . . he was forct to take a napp at *Beggars Bu
ance. a 1640 ~DxvPeregr. Schol. (1881) 75 Notwithstanding . .

Industry . . he was forct to take a napp at *Beggars Bushe.

1677 YARRANTON Eng. Improv. 99 We are almost at *Beg-
gars-bush, and we cannot tell how to help our selves, a 1651
BKOME Jw. Crew n. Wks. 1871 III. 382 Here's five, and

twenty pounds for this Quarters
*
Beggar-charge. 1532 Dice

Play (18501 22 He must needs sink, and gather the wind
into *beggars haven. 1880 New Virginians I. 133 Look
at the weeds, .cockle-burrs, Spanish needles, *beggars'-lice.

i6$2 BROME Jov. Crew \\. Wks. 1873 III. 392 Do we
look like *beggar-nigglers? 1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2379/4
A Person . . in a dark grey Cloth Coat . . Breeches of *

Beg-

gars Plush. ? 1506 Plumpton Corr. 199 We are brought to

*begger staffe. 1864 ATKINSON Whitby Gfoss. t Btggarstaff^

'They brought him to beggarstafT.' i796GtAsSE Cookery
xviii. 289 Tie it very tight with

'

beggar's tape. 1854 THO-
REAU Walden, Ess. 202 It was over-run with Roman worm-
wood and *

beggar-ticks, which last stuck to my clothes.

IJTII Land. Gas. No. 4888/3 A green *Beggars Velvet Frock
with Metal Buttons. 1847 HALLIWELL, "Beggar's vcfoet, the

light particles of down shaken from a feather-bed, and left

by a sluttish housemaid to collect under it. 1878 BRITTEN
Plant-n. \. 33

*
Beggar-weed, a name applied to several

plants by farmers, either because they denote poverty of

soil, or because they are such noxious weeds as to beggar
the land. 1884 Times 15 Apr. 8 The '"beggar weed*

(unknown in England) . - stands 6 feet high all over the

fields.

Beggar Cbe'gSJ , v. ; 6-7 begger. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To make a beggar of, exhaust the means

of, reduce to beggary; lo impoverish.

. . purchase to themselues whole lordships. 1594 SHAKS.
Kick. Ill, I. iv. 145 [Conscience] beggars any man that

keepes it. 1630 FULLER Pisgak iv. i. 5 Excess will begger
wealth it-self. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 25 P 8 He would

beggar him by the exorbitant Bills which came from Ox-
ford. 1864 BRIGHT Distrib. Land, Sp. (1876) 455 The Corn-
law . . beggared hundreds and thousands of the people.



BEGGARDOM.

1642 FULLER Holy <$ Prof. St. n. iv. 61 Beggering the

Opponent to maintain such a fruitfull generation of ab-
surdities, 1679 PLOT Staffordsh. (1686) 15? It sometimes
beggers it [the ground] for ever after. 1735 BOLINGBR. Par-
ties 19 (T.) To beggar them out of their sturdiness.

2. To exhaust the resources of, go beyond, outdo
;

as in To beggar description, compare, etc.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. II. ii. 203 For her owne person It

beggerd all discription. 1789 MRS. Piozzl Joitrn. France
I. 363 A place which beggars all description. 1815 Scrib-
bleomania 15 Hunger's a sauce, sir, that beggars compare.
1825 COBBETT Rnr. Rides 297 It beggars one's feelings to

attempt to find words whereby to express them.

3. Comli. Beggar -my - neighbour : a simple
game at cards often played by children.

1777 BRAND Pop. Antiq. 11849) II. 396 Birkie, a childish

game at cards : in England, .called Beggar-my-neighbour.
1843 SOUTHEY Doctor cxlii. ID.) I cannot call to mind any-
thing which is estimated so much below its deserts as the

game of Beggar-my-neighbour. 1874 HELPS Soc. Press.
xxiv. 355, I believe he would throw some spirit and some
hope into

'

Beggar my Neighbour.'

Beggardom (be-gajdam). [see -DOM.] The
beggar's profession ; the mendicant fraternity.
1882 Athcn&um 23 Dec. 842/3 The kindly hospitality of

the farmers on whose charity beggardom mainly throve.

1884 C. DICKENS Diet. Land. 36/1 London beggardom is a
close corporation.

Beggared (be-gaid), ///. a.
[f. BEGGAR v. -t-

-ED'.J Reduced to destitution
; impoverished.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, IV. ii. 43 Bigge Mars seemes banqu'-
rout in their begger'd Hoast. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wk. V ,

88 The discredited paper securities of impoverished fraud,
and beggared rapine, held out as a currency for the support
of an empire. 1857 BUCKLE Civilis. I. xi. 653 A rapacious
government, and a beggared exchequer.
fig. trxSoo SHAKS. Sonn. Ixvii, Beggerd of blood to blush

through liuely vaines. 1742 YOUNG A7. Th. iv. 425 Their
beggar'd blaze wants lustre for my lay.

Be'ggarer. [f. as prec. + -ERI.] One who
beggars or impoverishes.
1630 BRATHWAIT Lug. Gcnll. (1641) 161 Enrichers of their

retinue, but beggerers of their posterity, a 1640 DAY Part.
Bees x. 65 The poore fryes beggerer and rich Bees betrayer.

Be-ggaress. noncc-wtt. A female beggar.
1863 Miss POWER Arab. Days f, N. 19 The blind beggars

and beggaresses, who kiss the hem of your garment.

Beggarhood (be-gaahud). [f. BEGGAR sli. +

-HOOD.] The condition of a beggar ; cotter.

people in this condition.

1843 THACKERAY Irish Sk. Rk. Wks. 1879 XVIII. 50
Benedictions delivered gratis from the beggarhood of the

city. 1883 Sunday Mag. Aug. 487/2 A happy combination
of the gentility and beggarhood of Seville.

Be'ggaring, vM. sb.
[f.

BEGGAR z;. + -INQI.]
Reduction to beggary. (Now gerundial.)
a 1536 TINDALE Wks. 375 (R.) Vnto the vtter beggering of

our selues. 1609 .Man in Aloonc u849) 8 His childrens beg-
gering, if he be a father. 1674 BREVINT Saul at Endor 235
For fear of beggering themselves.

Be'ggaring, ///. a.
[f.

BEGGAR K. +-1x1:2.]
That beggars or brings to beggary, ruinous.

1883 Edinb. Re-,'. Oct. 308 A hundred ducats raised.. at

beggaring interest.

f Be'ggarish, a. Obs. = BEGGARLY.
1530 PALSGR. 305/2 Beggerishe, blistreux.

Be'ggarism. [f. as prec. + -ISM.] Practice

characteristic of a beggar ; professional beggary ;

beggarliness ; extreme poverty.
1636 R. JAMES Iter Lane. (1845) Introd. 85 He must leave

his humility and the beggarism of a set speech. 1818 LYEI.L
Life, etc. I. iv. 106 A man who rose . . from beggarism to
enormous affluence. 1865 Times 4 Feb. 5/4 A good many
instances of this sturdy beggarism.

Beggar-like, a. Like a beggar ; mean, poor.
1586 T. B. La Primaitd. Fr. Acati. 717 Not a souldiour

so beggerlike, but will have his foure lackeis. 1851 H.
MELVILLE Whale xix. 104 The beggar-like stranger.

Beggarliness (be-gailines). [f. BEGGARLY +
-NESS.] Beggarly quality or condition.

1542 UDALI. Erasm. Apoph. 97 b, His slouenrie and beg-
gerlynesse of liuyng. 1650 T. GOODWIN IVks. (1862 1 IV. 227
The beggarliness of these rudiments. 1804 SOUTHEV in Ann.
Rev. II. 67 Poverty of imagination . . beggarliness of lan-

guage. 1816 T. SCOTT I 'it. Paris 148 An apparent beggarli-
ness as to real comforts.

Beggarly (be-gaili), a.
; also 6 bedgarly,

6-7 beggerly. [f. BEGGAR + -LY 1.]

1. In the condition of a beggar, indigent ;
be-

fitting a beggar, mean, poverty-stricken.
'545 JOVE E.rp. Dan. vii. (R.) Poore beggerly fryers. 1596

SHAKS. Tain. Skr. iv. i. 140 The rest were ragged, old, and
beggerly. 1704 POPE Lett. (1736) V. 2 No beggar is so poor
but he can keep a cur, and no author is so beggarly but he
can keep a critic. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1. 330 As
children multiplied . . the household . . became more and
more beggarly.

'b.fig. Intellectually poor, destitute of meaning or
intrinsic value.

1526 TINDALE Gal. iv. 9 Weake and bedgarly [1611 beg-
gerly] cerimones. <zi674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. III.xv.49i
Weak and beggarly Arguments, 1883 Edin. Daily Rev. 6

June 2/7 That most crude and beggarly conception ofreform.

3. Displaying the spirit of a beggar ; mean,
sordid.

"577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 140 The beggerly and
greedy desire. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. 319 Thou art the

beggerliest dastardly villain. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. v.

29 He renders me the beggerly thankes. 1640 BP. HALL

767

Episc. II. xix. 197 A very poor and beggarly evasion. 1870
EMERSON .SVt-. tfSolit. viii. 170 Lapsing into a beggarly habit.

4. Comb., as beggarly-looking.
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxxi, A forked, uncased, bald-pated,

beggarly-looking scare-crow.

Be'ggarly, adv.
[f.

as prec. + -1/1-2.] After
the manner of a beggar or of one who begs ; a.

indigently, meanly ; b. suppliantly, entreatingly.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 223 And both bihynde & eke biforne

Clouted was she beggarly. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare's
Utopia (1869! 67 The resydewe lyve myserablye, wretched-
lye, and beggerlye. 1633 DONNE Poems (16501 122 But he
is worst, who (beggerlyj doth chaw Others wits fruits. 1850
MRS. BROWNING Poems I. 58 Eve, who beggarly entreats

your love.

tBe'ggarty. Sr. Obs. [f. BEGGAR, after

poverty, etc.]
= BEGGARY.

(1505 DUNBAR Discretioun iv, To serve and leif in beg-
gartie. , 1340 LYNDESAY redder Coffeis 5 Knavis . . That
wait of nocht but beggartie.

Beggary (be-gari). Forms : 4 beggeri, beg-
ry(e, 4-6 beggerye, 4-7 -erie, 6 -arie, 6-7 -ery,
6- beggary, [f.

BEGGAR + -Y 3.]
1. The state or condition of a beggar ;

extreme

poverty. Alsoyff.
1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. vn. 88 The boke banneth beggarie

{v. r. beggerie, beggerye]. 1581 MARBKCK Bit. of Kates
7 Adulterie bringcth a man to . . beggerie, and vtter de-
struction. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. v. 10 One that promist
nought But beggery. and poore lookes. 1681 BAXTER Apol.
Ar
onconf. Min. 58 [They] drank themselves into beggery.

1724 SWII-T Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n. 58 This coin
. . will reduce the kingdom to beggary. 1841 BORROW Ziii-
caii I. 242 Passing their days in beggary and nakedness.

f2. The action or linbit of begging ;
the beg-

gar's trade, mendicancy. Obs.
1608 DF.KKER licluimi Laid. Wks. 1885 III. 88 An Oration

in praise of Beggerie, and of those that prnfesse the Trade.
1649 JF.R. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. n. x. 139 We must be care-
full that our chanty do not minister to idlenesse and the
love of beggery. 1650 IJ. Discolliui. 19 Witnesse the dayly
Beggaries, and nightly Robberies throughout the Land,
1764 BURN Poor La'ius 176 Heggary is become an art or mys-
tery, to which children are brought up from their cradles,

3. foiicr. The profession or class of beggars ;

a place where beggars live.

1615 CHAPMAN Odjrts. xvm. 147 Not presume to be Lord
of the guests or of the beggary. i8i6J.WILSON CityofPlague
I. i. 195 Scoffing thus At the white head ofhunger'd beggary?
a 1834 LAMB Sir y. Dimstan Misc. Wks. (18711 391 A" burial
alive in the fetid beggaries of Bethnal.

t 4. Beggarliness ; contemptible meanness. Obs.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. i. vi. 117 Not I. .pronounce The Beg-

gery of his change. 1629 FORD Lover's Met. I. ii. <i8m 132
So do thy knavery and desperate beggary.
f5. Beggarly stuff, rubbish; 'beggarly ele-

ments.' Obs.

1538 BALE Thre Lalvcs 1674 Of yow Clod doth axe no
soch vayne beggerye. 1553-87 FOXE A. ff AI. III. 319 Your
Ceremonies in the Church be beggary and poyson. 1641
MILTON Ch. Discip. Wks. 1738 I. i The Jewish beggary of
old cast Rudiments. 1644 J. FARV God's Severity (1645) 9
The briars and beggery that growes about it.

t 6. Begging of the question. Obs.
a 1603 T. CARTURIGHT Confitt. Rhcm. A". T. (16181 448

Where.. you conclude authoritie to forgiue temporall
punishment, your beggary is too shamelesse.

t Be'ggary, a. Obs.
[f. BEGGAR sb. + -y

1.]

Beggarly, poor ; mean, contemptible.
1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 116.1, Suche beggery wretches

as had nothyng to leese. Ibid. 266 b, He passed by a lie^-

gerie iitle toune. 1544 ASCHAM To.toph. f Arb.> 83 A Booke
. . wherin he . . settes out much rifraffe . . baggage and beggery
ware. 1641 J. JOHNSON A cad. Lave 84 [They] blow a beggery
echo into the eares of their auditors.

Begged (begd), ///. a.
[f. BEG v. + -ED!.]

1. Obtained or sustained by begging.
1570 87 HOLINSHED Scot. Chron. 11806) II. 121 To lead a

bare and begged life. 1641 SMECTYMNUUS Vind. Answ. 30
What the Bishop of Salisbury saith in his begged suffrage.
2. Beggedfool: see BEG v. 5.

1693 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. 621 Beg'd fools, in-

si^niter stitlti, quigemmas vitro, annitn plumbo pcrniH-
tarent.

tBe'gged, -eth. Obs. [Only in phrase a-

bcgged, -eth ; f. BEG v. Prof. Skeat takes the

original form as beggcth, formed in imitation of
'a hunteth' (used by Robt. Glouc. in ' to wende
an honteth'), from OE. huntat sb. '

hunting,' the

ending -cth being extended in ME. to other verbs,
and confused in form with the pa. pple. See other
instances in Skeat's ed. of Chaucer's Afan ofLaw's
T. M^O Ii phrase To go a-bcggcd : to go a begging.
c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 852 To goon a begged in my

kirtle bare. 1393 LANGL, P. PI. C. ix. 137 Folk that gon
a-begged [?'. r. auegged, a-beggyd, abeggep, beggen],

I Be'gg'ilcL Obs. rare 1
,

[f. bcgg-en to BEG +
-ILD, termination forming female names ; cf. cheap-
ild female bargainer, fostrild foster-mother

;
also

b(genild.~] ? A female beggar.
ft 1225 Ann: R. r.68 Hit is beggilde [v. r. beggares] rihte

uorte beren bagge on bac.

Begging (be-gin), vbl. sb.
[f.

BEG v. + -ING 1
.]

1. The action or habit of asking earnestly ; spec.
of asking alms.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 128 Summe by bygging and

some by ^ifte. c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xii. (Gibbs
MS.> 30 For beggynge wjtoute forthe, bote |?ere be a meke

BEGHABD.
herte wyt in forthe, is Ijrtyll werth as to perfeccioune. 1602

Rehimfr. Parnass. iv. ii. (Arb.) 55 There is a statute come
out against begging. 170611;. Dtipin's Eccl. Hist, ibth C. II.
iv. xviii. 267 Those pressing and indecent Beggings of
Alms. 1837 HARE Guesses (1859) 152 To no kind of beg-
ging are people so averse, as to begging pardon ; that is

when there is any serious ground for doing so.

2. To go (or /lave been) a begging : a. to go
about begging. (Cf. BEGGED.)
'535 COVERDALE Prm: xx. 4 Therfore shal he go abeg-

ginge and haue nothinge. 1641 MILTON C/i. Discip. Wks.
1738 I. 17 Where they have been a begging for it. 1825
Rro. Jonathan III. 221, I dared not go a-begging of those
that knew me.

b. jig. (said of situations, offices, in need of
men to fill them

; things offered for sale and find-

ing no purchaser ; and the like.1

a 1593 H. SMITH U'ks. 1867 II. 218 Sin might go a-beg-
ging for want of service. 1597 HOWSON Serin. 24 Dec. 34
Benefices went a begging as Ministers doe nowe. 1873
DIXON T'.i'O Queens I. in. i. 117 Land almost went a-beg-
ging. 1878 H. SMART Play or Pay viii. 160 I'll not believe
a good horse goes begging in the Coverly country.
3. Begging of the question : a taking for granted
of the thing to be proved.
1579 FVLKK Heskins' Parl. 153 Alas, this is such a poore

begginge of that in question. 1644 JKSSOP Angel of Eplusiis
19 An usuall fallacie, a shamefull begging of the question.
1847 L. HUNT Men, Women, ff Bks. I. iv. 87 Reasonings ot

this description, .are but so many beggings of the question.
4. Attrib. and comb., as begging-box, -expedi-

tion, -letter, -lctter--uriter
\ begging Thursday,

\ Maundy Thursday ; begging-wise adv., byway
of begging, in begging fashion.

1546 Pltimpton Con: 250 Tomorrow begging Thursday.
I must of force ride to Tankerslay. 1645 RUTHERFORD
Tryal Faith (1845) 87 All that faith hath, is by way of re-

ceiving and begging-wise. 1651 C. CARTURIGHT Cert.

/\V//^. n. 3 The Author, .rid upon a long stick, or in beg-
ging shooes, as he did when he was a Friar. 1818 SCOTT
HI. Mini. Ii, They.. entered the Krames, and passed the

begging-box. 1867 Times 7 Oct., The Begging Letter
Writer has talents which it is impossible not to admire.
1868 FREE.MAN Xorm. Coin]. (187611!. App. 545 This was not
the last begging expedition of (Jervinus to our shore. 1871
RUSKIN J-'ai-s Ctav. I. i. 4 My desk is full of begging letters.

_ Begging (be-gin), ///. a. [f. BEG f. + -ING ^.]
That begs, mendicant

; spec, in Beggingfriar.
1583 A"-tv<-. for Treason 11675 32 Forced to go up and down

in the streets . . like a begging Fryer. 1591 SPEN'SKR M.
Hitbl'erd 198 A cinile begging sect. 1725 Pol-F. Odyss. XVH.
657 With the begging kind Shame suits but ill. 1766 K\-
TICK London IV. 80 An order of begging friars.

Beggingly (bc'girj 1 ''. adv. [f. prec, + -LY -.]
In the manner of one who begs.
1398 FLORID, Implorarc. .to crave beggingly. 1824 Miss

MlTFOBD Village Ser. i. 11863' 51 Even my bonnet how
beggingly she looks at that. 1857 DICKENS in Forster Life
319, I don't mean to do it beggingly.

t Be'ggingness. Oi's. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The condition of a beggar, indigence, beggar)'.
1382 WYCLIF t'rmi, xxiv. 34 Beggingnesse [1388 beggerie]

as a man armyd. c 1384 Stl. Wks. (18711 III. 371 Gif
not to me beggyng or beggyngnesse.

Beghard (be-gaid). [ad. med.L. beghardtis,

begardus. bfggardus, begelianfiis, begitianliis ( see Du
Cange; ; cf. F. bcguard, OF. bcgard, -art, Flemish

beggaert, MHG. beghart, begehard, either directly
from the same word as BEGUINE (i.e. the surname

Begue}, (x&\. a later date from Ivgnine itself, with
the masc. ending -ard, -hard, here pejorative ; see

-AKD. OF. had also a masc. begtiin, in which
the pejorative sense was absent ; and a fern, begarde
formed on bcgard, with its reproachful force.
This word has been the subject of much etymological

conjecture. An extraordinary error, which appears even
in Littre, refers it to an alleged Flemish bcgffen 'to beg,'
which never existed. lOn the contrary, OF. bt-gard may be
the source of the English beggar and beg', see these words.)
It has been by some referred directly to the adj. begne
'

stammering
'

as if it meant originally
'

stammerer,' and nas
been ' derived' in various other ways. But its origination
in the name of Lambert Bt-giie is 'now established beyond
all dispute' (Prof. Cosijnl].

A name given to the members of certain lay
brotherhoods which arose in the Low Countries

early in the I3th c., subsequent to, and in imita-

tion of, the female BEGUINES. '

They took no

vow, and were allowed to leave the company when
they liked.' The name is said soon to have been

adopted by many who were simply idle mendi-
cants : see BEGGAR. From the 141)1 c. they were
denounced by Popes and Councils, and persecuted
by the Inquisition. In the 1 7th c. such of them
as still survived were absorbed in the Tertiarii

of the Franciscans. (The name was sometimes
thrown abusively at other 'heretics,' as the Albi-

genses and \Valdenses.)
1656 H. MORE Enthits. Triumph. 23 That religious sect of

the Bcgiiardi. 1764 t\\c\MKS.Mosheii'sEccl.hist.\\'&^\,
333/2 note. The denominations Beghardsand Beguineswere
given to above thirty sects or orders, which differed widely
from each other in their opinions, their discipline, and man-
ner of living. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. i. 7 The
early reformers from popery got the name of Begnards.
1829 SOUTHEY Sir T. More II. 329 Both Beghards and
Beguines, throughout Germany, very generally became
Lutherans. 1863 J. LUDLOW in Gd. Words July 497/2 So



BEGHOST. 768 BEGINNING.
complete was the change that the very name of beghartt
. .surviving in our beggar, has come to designate clamorous

pauperism.

t Be-gho
-

st, v. Obs. [f.
BE- 5, 6 + GHOST sf>.

Cf. bespirit.'] trans. 1. To make a ghost of; to

teach (one) how to play the ghost. 2. To endow
with a spirit or soul. Hence f Beghosted ///. a.

1620 ROWLANDS Xt. Raven 29 Let me alone . . I will be-

ghost him. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk Sf Set:*. 182 That the
same Irody . . the same Man with body beghosted, rises.

Be-gi'ft, v. [f. BE- 6 + GIFT sb.] trans, f 1.

To entrust. Obs. 2. To present with gifts.
a 1400 Octonian 675 Thefe, where haste thou my oxen

done, That y the be-gyfte? r 1590 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV.

196 The friendes that were together met, Be-gyfted them
richely. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. (1857) II. li. v. x. 81 They
are harangued, bedinnered, begifted, the very Court . . con-

tributing something.

Begild (b/grld), v. ; also -
beguild. [f. BK-

+ GILD.] trans. To cover with, or as with,

gold.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xvni. xv. 318 Begilding i,with the

radiant beames she threw* His helme. 1630 J. TAYLOR
<Water P.I 1l

r
ks. n. 47/1 To waste as muche to polish and

be-guild As would a charitable Almes-house build. 1648
EARL WF.STMORLD. Otia Sacra 11879) 3^ ^e may with Elo-

quence Beguild our Speech.
Hence Begi'lded, BegHt ///. a.

1594 CARF.W Tasso 11881) 60 Her beguil[d]ed lockes..be-

tainted red, As gold growes ruddie. a 1637 B. JONSON
Undenoeods^j^ Begilt white sleeves. 1831 CARLYLE Sart.
Res. i. iv, Any Drawing room, .were it never so begilt.

Begile, obs. form of BEGUILE.

Begin (b/gi'n), z'.
1 Pa. t. began (b'go^n).

Pa. pple. begun (b/"g;wn\ Forms: ibi-.begin-
nan, 2-4 biginnen, 3-4 bigirme, .',-7 beginne,
3- begin. (Also 3 bigunen, 4 bigine, -gyn(e,

bygyn^ne, 4-6 begyn(ne.) fa. t. ting, i- be-

gan, 1-5 bigan. (Also 2-5 bigon, 3-5 bygan, 4
bigane, 4-5 bygon;ne, 4-6 begann(e, begon(ne,
6-9 begun.) flur. i bi-, begunnou, 2-4 -gun-

nen, 3-4 bigun(ne, 4-6 begunne, 4-9 begun ;

4-5 bi-, begaun(e. 4- began. (Also 3-4 by-
gun(ne, -gonne, 6 -gane.^ Sc. 4-7 begouth, (i

-gould, -guld, fi-8 -goud, 7-9 -gude. fa. pplc.

1-4 bi-, begunnen, 3-5 bigun ne, 4-7 be-

gunne, 4- begun. (Also 4-5 bygun(ne, begon-
nen, bygonne. 4-6 begonne, begunnyn. 6-7
begon, 7 begone, 7- off. began."

[Of common \VGer. or ?OTeut. formation: OE.

bi-, be-ginnan is identical with OS. and OHG.
bi-ginnan, MUG., mod.G., Du. bc-ginnen, MDti.

bfgliinnen ;
f. In'-. BE- about + *ginnan. an original

Teutonic vb., of which however only compounds
have come down to us, including (beside the pre-

ceding) Goth, du-ginnan to begin, OE. on-finnan,
a-vinnan, to begin, OHG. in-ginnan. MHG. en-

ginnen. The latter (OHG. and MHG.) had the

senses ' to cut open, open up. begin, undertake
'

;

hence it is inferred that the root sense of *ginnan
was ' to open, open up,' and that it was cogn. w.

OK.gtna, OE. ghian
' to gape, yawn,' from a stem

*gi-, appearing also in OSlav. zij-ati, L. hi-are 'to

gape, open' : Aryan *ghi-. 'Gi-nn-an might ori-

ginally be a form of the 1111- class, in which, as in ri-

nn-an, ski-n-an, and other verbs, the formative of

the present was carried over into the other tenses'

(Sievers). The transition of sense from open
up' to '

begin,' is a frequent one : cf. F. cnlamcr,

Eng. ATTAME ; also Ger. erofftun and Eng.
'

open
'

a

speech,
'

open
'

fire,
'

open up
'

negotiations ;
also

the parallel use of '

close, close up, conclude, shut

up,' in sense of ' to end.' Bcginiian was very rare

in OE., where the ordinary word was pnginnan :

see ONGIN, AGIN, and the aphetic GIN, GAN.
As in other verbs having grammatical vowel

change in the pa. t., there was an early tendency
to level the forms of the 1-3 sing, began, and of the

2 sing, begunne, pi. begunnon, which has resulted

in the establishment of began s the standard

form; but an alternative from the old plural begun
has also come down to the present day. The rare

pa. pple. began shows form-levelling in another

direction. The Sc. forms begouth, bcgoud, seem due

to some form-association with couth, could, prob-

ably through the aphetic form gan, which became
in Sc. can, and was thus identical in form with

can ' to be able.']

1. intr. To open operations upon or in reference

to (any action), to set oneself effectively to do

(something), to be at the point of first contact

with ;
to enter upon, take the first step, do the

first or starting part ;
to commence, to start. An

abstract notion, which is reached in various lan-

guages through the concrete notions of opening,

broaching (F. cntamer), going into or entering

upon (L. inirc), rousing oneself to, attacking (I..

aifartri), setting oneself to (F. se met/re), seizing

hold of, or taking in hand G. anfangen}, rousing
oneself from inaction into activity (start}.

a. with dative inf. with to (formerly often for
to ; occasionally with the inf. without to}.
(-1000 /ELFRIC Gen. ix. 20 Noe ba began to wircenne baet

land, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 77 Nu bi-gon paul to wepen.
(1250 Gen. fy Ex. 188 Dan oat he singen bi-gan. a 1300
Cursor M. 3565 His heued bigines for to scak. Ibid. 5942
Ful yern on godd bi-gun \v. r. beganne] bai call, c 1374
CHAUCER Boeth. n. iii. 37 pou bygunne raper to ben leef

and deere pan forto ben a neyjbour. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce
ix. 183 Thair hertis all begouth to fale. ' 1420 Avrnv. Arth.
xxx, The day be-ganne to daw. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531) i bjTherupon I begon . .to wryte in latyn. 1/1572
KNOX ///'*/. Ref. Wks. 1846 1. 389 Thay begould to requyre
that Messe sould be sett up agane. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus'

Hist. 11622) 198 The troopes of the horsemen beganne for

to flee. 1611 BIBLE Gen. iv. 26 Then began men to call

vpon the Name of the Lord. 1646 Row Hist. Kirk (1842)

245 Many, .ill-principled ministers begouth to acknowledge
them. 1647 W. BROWNE Polexander i. 183 The faire Gar-
deneresse then began speake. 1793 SMEATON F-dystone L.

323 The storm . . begun at the south-east, a 1813 A. WILSON
Itogmenae Wks. 295 Auld Saunders begoud for to wink.

1819 BYRON Juan n. clxvii, He begun To hear new words,
and to repeat them. 1821 T. H. SCOIT in Parr's U'ks.

11828) VII. 242 They have already began to export fine

wool. 1826 J. WILSON .\~oct. Amfir. Wks. 1855 I. 238 Day-
life begude to roar again. 1870 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach.
x. 208 We began to die the moment we l>egan to live.

*! When the following verb is transitive, e. g.
'

they have begun to cleanse it,' the passive has

been variously
'
it has been begnn-to-cleanse,'

'
it

lias been begun to be cleansed,'
'
it has begun to

be cleansed' ; the last is the form now used.
c 1200 T> in, Celt. Horn. 99 pe is of sinne clensed ooer bi-

gunne to clensende. c 1400 MAUNDEV. v. 40 When the gret
'four of Babel was begonnen to be made, a 1657 Sm J.
BALFOUR Ann. Scotl. (1825) II. 72 Wedinsday, the 18 of

Nouember, a blazinge star begude to l>e seine in the southe.

b. absol. To start or take the first step in any
matter in question, or in action generally.

i 1200 Trin. Coif. Horn. 85 Du bigunne bctere benne bu
ende. r 1380 WYCLIF }Vks. (1880) 78 Charite schuld bigyne
at hem-self 1458 jl/.S". in Dom.Arehit. III. 41 The kynge
had hem begynne apon Goddes blissing. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. III. 314 With als grit anger that tyme as tha

culd, Tha left the mater war than tha beguld. 1591 SHAKS.
Tltjo Gent. n. iv. 32, I know it wel sir, you alwaies end ere

you begin. 1612 DEKKER Ifnot good Wks. 1873 I. 276 Well
to begin, and not to end so were base, a 1762 LADY M. W.
MONTAGUE Lett. Ixxx. 132, I do not know now to begin.

C. spec. To begin a speech, to start speaking,
to speak.
1563 Min: Mag. Induct, xix, My spirits returnd, and

then I thus begonne : . . 1667 MILTON P. L. I. 83 To whom
th Arch-Enemy . . Breaking the horrid silence, thus began : . .

1725 POPE Onyss. iv. 82 Soft-whispering thus to Nestor's

son . . young Ithacus begun : . .

d. Const. To begin at (formerlyfrom} : to start

from a point. To begin 'with (formerly at, from,
by} : to start with an action or thing affected ;

to

begin by doing something. To begin with, (withal

obs.), advb. phr. : At the outset, as the first thing
to be considered.

i 1325 E . E. A I/it. P. A. 546 Bygyn at be laste bat standez

lowe, Tyl to be fyrste bat bou at-teny. <: 1380 WYCLIF Tres
Tract. 24 Bigynne we at the freris, the whiche he broujte
laste inne. 1382 Luke xxiii. 5 Bigyn_nyng fro Galilee til

hidur [TiNDALE, at Galile even to this place; X/iemisfi,
from Galilee euen hither ; 1611 from Galilee to this placej.

1531 TINDALE Expos, ff Xotcs (1849) 220 And, to begin
withal, they said Confiteor. 1536 R. BEERLEY in Four C.

Kiiff. Lett. 35 Sume cum to mattens, begenynge at the

mydes, and sume when yt ys allmost done. 1562 FOXE
A. f; M. I. 452/2 First, beginning with that godly man . .

the Author of the Book, a 1563 BALE A". Jolian (1837) 47

Fyrst to begyne with, we shall interdyte the lond. 1611 BIBLE
Matt. xx. 8 Beginning from the last vnto the first [WYCLIF,
to ; Genera, at the laste til [to] the firste]. 1631 GOUGE God's

Arrmvs iii. 2. 182, I will begin with the Assaulter, who
is.. said to be Amalek. 1607 DRYDF.N Alexander's feast

ii, The song began from Jove. 1739 CHESTERF. Lett. I.

xxxix. 124 The Spaniards began their conquests .. by the

islands of St. Domingo and Cuba. 1774 Ibid. 2, I am
told, Sir, you are preparing to travel, and that you begin
by Holland. 1819 BYRON Juan i. vii, My way is to begin
with the beginning. 1843 CARLYLE Past ff Present 324 The
noble Priest was always a noble Aristos, to begin with.

1860 MILL Refr. Govt. 278 It is obvious, to begin with, that

all business purely local . . should devolve upon the local

authorities.

2. trans, (in same sense) with a vbT. sb., or other

noun expressing action ;
also e/lift. with any sb.

treated as a piece of work, as to begin (writing}
\ a letter, to begin (reading} a book.

cii7 Lamb. Hom. 93 pet weorc wes bigunnen on-^en
godes iwillan. a 1300 Cursor M. 266 Now bis prolouge wil

we blin, In crist nam our bok begin. 1307 Klegy Ediv, I,

viii, Bringe to ende that thou hast by-gonne. 1433 CAXTON
G. de la Tour E vj b, He began werre to his neyghbours
and to his Barons. 1513 DOUGLAS s>icis v. ii. 36 This
sacrifice quhilk I begunnyn haif. 1699 BKNTLEY Phal. ii. 62

They begun their Reigns at the same time. 1722 Lond.
Gaz. No. 6051/1 His Royal Highness began the Ball with

the Princess. 1751 CHATHAM Lett, fv'efhcn' ii. 6, I rejoice
to hear you have begun Homer's Iliad. 1835 CKABBE Par.

Reg. I. 276 With evil omen, we that year begin.

b. intr. To begin on or upon : To set to work

upon, begin to deal with.
1808 SOUTHF.Y /,/r (1850) III. 163, 1 will not begin upon it

till I come to a stop in Kehama.
3. trans. To start 'anything) on its career, to

give origin to, bring into existence, create- ; to be
the first to do or practise. Of works, practices,
or institutions, lasting through time.
c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 59 Alle be scafte be he bi-gon. (-1250

Gcu. fy Ex. 447 Dis Lamech was be firme man oe bigamie
first bigan. r 1385 CHAUCER L. G. It

7
. 1007 Dido . . This

noble toun of Cartage hath bygunne. 1704 POPE l^'indsor
For. 61 Proud Nimrod first the savage chace began. 1846
GROTF. Greece I. xviii. II. 14 Archelatis. .alleged to have first

begun the dynasty of the Temenid Kings.
4. intr. To enter upon its career, come into

existence, take its rise, originate ;
to arise, start.

a. in reference to time.
r 1250 Gen. #r F.x. 236 Here first name oor bigan. a 1300

Cursor .)/. 5342 par hjs adam, be formast man, And cue of

quam we all bigann. 1393 GOWER Conf. I. 26 And than a
newe [world] shal beginne. 1513 MORE Rich. III. (1641)

235 If the world would have begunne as 1 would have
wished. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. i. (1641) 2/1 Eternally
l>efore this World begun. 1602 FULBECKE ist Pt. Parall.
28 All perfection, goodnes, and iustice beginneth at him.
1611 BIBLE Num. xvi. 46 There is wrath gone out from the
Lord ; the plague is begun. 1875 BRYCE Holy Rotn. Emf.
led. 5) Sup. 405 The greatness of the Prussian monarchy
begins with Frederick II. 1883 H. DRUMMOND Xat. Laiv
in Spir. II'. 386 All life begins at the Amoeboid stage.

b. of order in a list or series, place in a book, etc.

n 1225 St. Marker, i Her beginned be lifiade and te pas-
siun of seinte Margarete. 1382 WYCLIF Matt, ad fin., Here
endith the gospel of Matheu and bigynneth the prolog of
Mark. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 3 Here begynnen the cliapy-
tres and tytles of this book folowing. Mod. A new story
begins in the present numl>er. The paragraph begins about
the middle of the page.

c. in reference to space.
a 1300 Cursor I\I. 1035 pis fiummes four bat bar biginnes,

thoru out all ober centres rinnes. 1517 TOHKINGTON /*//-

grimage (1884) 23 At this
j[affe begynnyth the holy londe.

Mod. The pine-forests begin at an elevation of two thou-
sand feet.

5. Phrases, f To begin the board, dais, etc. : to

sit at the head of the table, t To begin a toast :

to propose a toast, f To begin to a person : to

pledge, toast that person. To begin the world:
to start in life. To begin upon aperson (colloq.) :

to attack or assail a person.
i 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 52 Ful ofte tyme he hadde the bord

bygonne Aboven alle naciouns in Pnice. c 1430 Syr Tryam.
1636 Quene Margaret began the deyse. 1493 I''estiz>all iW.
de W. 1515' 85 b, That they sholde here them to hym that

began the table [at Cana]. 1628 EARLE Microcosm. Ixxvi.

157 That is kind o'er his beer, and protests he loves you, And
begins to you again. 1633 Bp. HALL Hard Texts 36 Can
yee drinke of that bitter cup wherein I shall begin to you?
1715 BI-RNET Own Time II. 117 At Sancroft's consecration

dinner, he began a health, to the confusion of all that were
not for a war with France. ri82S MKS. SHERWOOD t/oulston

Tr. 1 1. xxxii. 4 All the company began upon her, and bade
her mind her own affairs. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Br. Farm
iv. 53 Do you know, .with how much land Mr. Malton be-

gan the world ?

t Begin (W|dgi-n), v$ Obs. Forms : 3- by-

gynne, 4 bigin, bigyn, biginn(e, begyn, begin,

[f. BE- + Gix, a trap.] trans. To entrap, ensnare.

c 1250 0. E. Misc. 79 Ure wyberwine pat bencheb vs to

bi-gynne. a 1300 Cursor M. 3880 Alias for sinn, qua wend
he wald bus me biginn.

Begi'ii, sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

BEGIN w.i]

Beginning.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. in. iii. 21 Let no whit thee dismay

The hard beginne that meetes thee in the dore.

Begin.begink, obs. f. BEGUIN, BIGGIN, BEGUNK.

Beginger, etc. : see BE- fref.

Beginner (b/gi-nw). [f.
BEGIN P.I + -EKI.]

1. One who begins ;
an originator, founder.

(-1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 436 Blessed bygynner of vch a

grace. 1480 CAXTON Chroil. Eng. cxxxvii. 1 17 Of the whiche

abbay he was begynner and foundour. 1547 BAULDWIN Mot:
Phi/os. (Palfr. 1564) x. v, The most gracious and mighty be-

ginner is God, which in the beginning created the world.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. f, Jnl. in. i. 146 Where are the vile be-

ginners of this Fray ? 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 49 All

the beginners of dynasties. 1863 (16 June) BRIGHT Ainer.,

Sf. 130 The South, which was the beginner of the war.

2. spec. One beginning to learn ; a novice, a tyro.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur n. xlv. (1634) 367 But young
beginners. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 156 b, Suche

that be vnlerned in religyon . . as nouyces or yonge begynners.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny vin. xlviii. (R.t New beginners (namely,

young souldiours, barristers, and fresh brides). 1780 SIR j.

REYNOLDS Disc, vii, (R.) The very enumeration of its kinds

is enough to frighten a beginner. 1807 BYRON Granta xx.

A band of raw beginners. 1875 Jow ETT Pinto (ed. 2) I. 139
For the use of the young beginner.

1 3. He who or that which goes or comes first,

or takes the lead. Obs.

c 1613 ROWLANDS More Knanes 35 Being set to dinner, A
legge of mutton was the first beginner. Next he deuoured

vp a loyne of veale.

Beginning (b/gi-nin), vbl. sb. Also bi-, by-

gyn(n)yng; 2-3 -unge. [f.
BEGIN ?>.! + -ING i.]

1. The action or process of entering upon exist-

ence or upon action, or of bringing into existence;

commencing, origination.
a 1225 Leg. Katlt. 289 As euch bing hefde beginnunge of

his godlec. a 1300 Cursor M. 838 par bai biginning gan to

tak. 1-1400 ISlAUNDEV. 316 Withouten begynnynge and

withouten endynge. 1570 BII.LINGSLEY Euclid i. def. 111. 2

A line hath his beginning from a point. 1579 PENTON

Guitciard. (1618)288 Maximilian then being come to I rent,

to giue beginning to the warre. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. (16701



BEGINNING. 769 BEGONIA.

17 The world, .was not for everlasting, hut took beginning.
1883 FRDUDK Short Stud, IV. u. i. 171 The beginning of

change, like the beginning of strife, is like the letting out of
water. .

b. viewed as a definite fact belonging to any-

thing extended in time or space.
a 1225 Ancr.R. 18 Et te biginnunge of be Venite. c 1530

R. HILLES Comm.-pl. Bk, (1858) 140 All tnyngs hath a be-

gynyng. 1539 TAVERNER E.rosin. Prov. 9 The beginnynge
is halfe the hole. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Proi>. $ Epigr. (1867)
21 Of a good begynnyng comth a good end. 1590 SHAKS.
Mids. N.\. I. in That is the true beginning of our end.

1780 J. HARRIS Philol. Enq. (1841* 421 A beginning is that,
which nothing necessarily precedes, but which something
naturall> follows. 1836 GEN. P. THOMPSON A'.tv/r. (1842) IV.

99 As was shrewdly intimated, in respect of the question of

Primogeniture this is only
' the beginning of the end.'

2. The point of time at which anything begins ;

absoL the time when the universe began to be.

c 1175 Lamb. How. 81 pis bitacneS be world bet wes from

biginnegge. 1388 WYCLIF Gen. i. i In the bigynnyng God
made of nou^t neuene and erthe. 1535 COVERDALF. ///'. i.

12 Thou o Lorde. .art from the begynnynge, 1611 HIBI.E

i John ii. 13 Vee haue knowen him that is from the begin-

ning. 1875 BRYCE Holy Rom. Ktnp. vi. led. 5* 77 Germany
proclaims the era of A.D. 843 the beginning of her national

existence.

3. That in which anything has its rise, or in

which its origin is embodied ; origin, source, fount.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hot. 73 pe shame be be man haue3 of
his sinne . . is be biginnigge of fremfulle sinbote. n 1225
Ancr. R. 54 Biginnunge & rote of bis ilke reou5e. 1486
Bk. St. Allans, Her. Ajb, Adam the begynnyng of man
kynde. 1611 BIBLE Col. i. 18 The head of the body, the

Church : who is the beginning, the first borne from the

dead. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. 11. i. (1838,1 101 Thy true. .

Beginning and Father is in Heaven.

t b. A first cause, first principle. Obs.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay vi. 63 The Magics held three

beginnings, whom, .they called Oromaces, Mitris,and Ari-

minis, (that is to say) God, Minde, and Soule.

C. concr. The head or chief extremity.
1483 Cath. Angl. 26 Begynnynge, caput. 1578 BAXISTKR

Hist. Man iv. 62 The second Muscle begynneth at the same
Tubercle, .with a sharpe begynnyng.
4. The earliest or first part of any space of time,

of a book, a journey, etc.

1297 R. GLOUC. 399 In be bygynnynge of Jule bys batayle
was ydo. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. 118801 385 As Lyncolnyence
saij> in be bygynnynge of his dictis. 1473 WARKW. Chron.
ii In the begynnynge of the moneth of Octobre. 1549
Bk. Com. Pr.

, -$rd Collect Grace, Who hast safely brought
us to the beginning of this day. 1611 BIBLE .V>/;;/. x. 10
In the beginnings of your monethes, ye shrill blow with the

trumpets ouer your burnt offerings. 1743 ! MORRIS Semi.
ii. 35 He explains himself in the begining of this chapter.
5. The initial or rudimentary stage ; the earliest

proceedings. Often \nplnr.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 83 perfore wur5 here ende wer^e

bene here biginninge. 1340 Aycnb. 72 pane dya^ bet is to

|w guoden begynnynge of Hue. 1548 COVFRDAL.E Krasm.
Par. Gal. 14 Vnder the grosse beginnynges of this worldc.
1611 BIBLE yob\\\i. 7 Though thy beginning was small, yet

thy latter end should greatly increase. 1690 W. WALKER
Idiom. Ang.-Lat. Pref. i, A considerable encrease to my
beginnings. 1776 ADAM SMITH II'. A", I. i. x, 132 Great for-

tunes acquired from small beginnings. 1790 BURKE />. Rer.
Wks. V. 39 The beginnings of confusion with us in Knglaml.
1876 GREEN Short Hist. ix. i. (1882) 507 The beginnings
of physical science were more slow and timid there.

^6. An undertaking. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. HE. xxiv. 192 In alle begynnynges and
in all operacions the name of god ought to be called.

Begi'nning, ///. a. [f.

1. That comes into existence or begins its course
;

incipient, commencing.
i576GRiNDALCtt.i/0///<y I'er. Wks. (rS43> 72 The primitive

and beginning church. 1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy Living
(1727) 201 He helpt my slow and beginning endeavours.

1775 DE LOLME Eng. Constit. u. xvii. 293 He peaceably
weathered the beginning storm. 1829 S. TURNER Mod.
Hist. Eng. III. n. xviii. 540 [She] waited for her parliament
to be the beginning innovators.

2. Coming first or in front
; leading the way.

1609 DouLAsn Ornith. Microl. 40 Euery Beginning Note
without a tayle, if the second Note ascend, is a Breefe.

Hence t Beginningly, Obs. in 4 begynandly,
initially, at the beginning.
(11340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxviii. 152 Bigynandly.that was

fra bigynynge of mannys kynd.i.knew that thou hight the

kyngdome of heuen till thi lufers.

Begrnningless, a.
[f. BEGINNING -vbL sl>. +

- LESS. ] Without beginning ; uncreate. Hence
Begrnninglessness.
1587 GOLDING De Mornay ix. 119 And that time should be

beginning lesse, what els is it to say, than that time is not
time. 1602 J. DAVIES Mirnm in M. (1875) 16 All wise, all

good, all great, beginninglesse. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $
Selv. 158 A beginningless, endless now. 1832 CARLYLK
in Froude Life II. xii. 271 All speculation is beginningless
and endless. 1865 GINSBURC Kabbalah, Proc. L'pool. Lit.

<y Phil, Soc. XIX. 299 On the beginninglessness of the first

and necessary first Emanation.

Begird (b/g5-jd), v. Pa. t. and pple. begirt.
[OE. begyrdan (

= OHG.*fa'gMrtH) f. bi-, BE- i 4-

gyrdan: OTeut. *gunijan to Gmn.]
1. trans. To gird about or around ; chiefly used

of fastening a girdle or belt round the body, or of

fastening on a sword by means of a belt. Alsoy%r
.

c looo Ags. Ps. xvii. 37 J>u me begyrdest mid ma^eiium.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 51 Hym with a touwayle schete Ihesus. .

by-gerte. 1583 STANYIIURST .-'Ends i. (Arb.) 28 My deere

VoL. 1.

sisters with quiuercloselye begyrded. 1768 BEATTIE Minstr.
n. xxxv, Breasts begirt with steel ! 1860 ADLER Faitriel's

Proz>. Poetry xv. 399 Begirding the young warrior with the
sword.

2. To encircle, encompass, enclose, with.

(-890 K. /ELFRED Byda i. v, He ba;t ealond begyrde and
jefaistnade mid dice, rt 1225 Ancr. J\. 378 ?unge mipen
me bigurt mid bornes. 1622 HEYLIN Cosnivgr. 11. (16821 114
A Demi-Island begirt with rocks. 1667 MILTON P. L. i.

581 Vthers Son Begirt with British and Armoric Knights.
1814 GARY Dante's Inf. XYIIE. ii Where .. many a foss

Begirds some stately castle. 1846 LONGF. Occult. Orion 33
Begirt with many a blazing star.

fig' J^33 G. HERBERT Sinne in Temple 37 Lord, with what
care hast thou begirt us round ! 1876 Miss SIDGWICK Live
<y let Live 62 With what blessings has . . Providence begirt
labor !

1 3. spec. To beset in hostile array, to besiege.
Obs. as a spec. use.

iSSyGRKKNi-; A read. 116161 62 Melicertus begirt the Castle
with a siege. 1618 BOLTON Floras n.xvi. 139 Now the City
it selfe was begirt with a siege. 1643 [ASGIER] Lane. I'all.

Achor 32 Lancaster called aloud for relief, having been

begirt twenty dayes. 1791 Cow PER Iliad IE. 885 The Epean
host had round Begirt the city.

Begi'rding, vM. sl>.
[f- prec.-f-ixal.] The

action of girding about or enclosing.
1641 C. BI'RGES in Spurgeon Treas. Dar. Ps. Ixxvi. loThe

begirding or binding of it in on every side.

Begi'rding, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2.]

That begirds or encloses all round.

1877 \\'H.\X\-.I.\. J/f^o's Miserables v. xvm. u The masonry
of trie begirding drain.

Begirdle (b/g5-ad'l\ v. ff.
BK- i +GIKDLE.]

trans. To encompass or bind like a girdle or belt.

1837 CARLYLK Fr. Re?: III. vu. iii. 368 Like a ring of

lightening, they . . beginlle hur from shore to shore. 1850
Latter-d. Patnf/i. viii, i 1872' 285 Restless gnawing ennui

. . begirdles e\-ery human life so guided.

Hence, Begrrdled ///. a.

1813 SCOTT Rokcby n, i, Rock-begirdled Gilmanscar.

Begirt (b/gaut), ?'. ; also 7 begirth. [f.
BK-

i + GIRT iv., a late secondary form of GTRD, taken

apparently from the pa. pple. girt, or perhaps
from girt, obs. f. of GlBTH sb.~\ Irans. To sur-

round, encompass, enclose. (It has not the literal

sense of begird?}
1608 HIKROS' H'ks. I. 747 Begirt vs with Thy fauour. 1658

USSHER Ann. 530 He had begirthed the place with a triple-
wall. 1720 SiKYi'K Stmvs Sur?'. II. vi. 87 The Parish of
St. Martin's . . begirteth it on all Parts. 1862 UANA Rletn.
(.icol. 733 The lofty mountains and volcanoes which begirt it.

Hence BegiTt, begrrting ///. n,, begi'rting
vM. sb.

1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. (18511233 With a begirting
mischief. 1660 H. MORE Myst. God!, v. xvi. 198 The he-

girting of the holy City by the numerous armies of Gog and
Magog. 1790 COWPER Iliad ii, 68 1 Sea-begirt >Egina.

Beglad, beglare, etc.: see \\\\- prcf.
Begle, obs. form of BEAGLE.

fl Beglerbeg (be-gb-ibeg). Also 6 bellerbey,

69 beglerbey, 7 beglarbeg. [a. Turk, beghr-
btg bey of beys ; cf. BFG (of which begter is

plural).] The governor of a province of the Otto-

man empire, in rank next to the grand vizier.

Hence Begler-beglic, -lik, -luc, the district over
which a beglerbeg rules, the dignity or office of a

beglerbeg. Also Beglerbegship.
1594 T. B. La Prhnand. Fr. Acad. 631 Neither doth any

other sit there but the twelve bellerbeis. 1602 CAKEW Corn-
wall i26a, A Turkish Beglerbey of Greece. 1603 KNOLLKS
Hist. Tnrkes (1621 1 945 It is now one of the Turkes proud
Beglerbegships. 1614 SKLDEN Titles Hon. 377 Beglcr-Beg
is Lord of Lords, that is one which hath vnder his gouern-
ment diners Begs of lesser Prouinces. And Begluc is the

Dignitie of the one, Beglarbcgluc of the other. 1624 MAS-
SINGKR Renegado ui. iv, What places of credit are there?. .

There's your beglerbeg. 1813 C. HouHorsE Journfy 162
Reckoned the eighth under the Beglerbey of Romania.

Be'glict^k, variant of BKYLIC.

Beglide, beglitter, beglose, etc.: see BE-//V/!

Begloom (b/,gl/7-m), v. [f. BE- + GLOOM.] To
render gloomy, to overshadow with gloom.
1799 CORRY Saf. Lond. 11803) *97 Sometimes, .melancholy

begloomed his mind. 1835 BKCKPORD Recoil. 46 The re-

fectory . . begloomed by dark-coloured painted windows.
1855 SINGLETON / 'irgil II. 369 Sirius. .doth arise, And with
disastrous light beglooms the sky.

t Beglue*, v. Obs. Also 7 beglew. [f. BE- 2 f

GLUE v.] trans. To fix with glue, or by gluing.
1658 ROWLAND Mouffcfs Tkeat. Ins, 1067 The Spider

either new weaves them, or else beglewes them anew. 1664
POWER Exp. Fhilos. \. 5 She can . . be-glew herself to the

plain she walks on.

b. ? To ensnare, delude, cheat. (But there may
be some error in the quotation ;

or is it = illusi

from glewen to play?)
<- 1430 LVDGATE Min. Poems 115 Thus they went from the

game, begylyd and beglued.

Begnaw (b/ng ), v. Pa. pple. 6 begnawn.
[OE. begnagani f. BE- i +gna%an to GNAW.] trans.
To gnaw at

; to corrode ; to nibble.
a looo Martyrol. 9 Jul. (BoswJ. 1555 PHAER Mneidwi.
G

ij b, The pray . . begnawn ful fowle they leaue. 1594 \

SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. iii. 222 The Worme of Conscience still
:

begnaw thy Soule. 1880 WEBB tr. Goethe's Faust i. iii. 87
'

Commands thee [i.e. a rat], .yonder threshold spell begnaw.
t BegO", v. Obs. exc. in pa. pple. begone.

Forms : i began. 3 bigan, 4 begon, bigo. Pa.

t. i be^ode, 3 bieode, 4 byjede, 4-5 bywent.
Pa. pple. i began, 2 bigan, 3 bigon, 4 bego(n,
-goo, bigo, -gon(nen, -gone, -goo(n, bygo(n,
-gone, -goo(n, Sc. begane, 5 begoon, bygone,
Se. bigane, 5-6 begon, 6 Sc. bygane, 4- begone.
[Comm. Teut. : OE. began, Goth, bigaggan, OS.

oigangan, OHG. bigan, MHG. began, -gen, mod.G.

bcgehcn^ Du. bcgaan\ f. /'?'-, BE- about 4 gangan t

gtin to Go.]
f*

1. trans. To go about, occupy, inhabit ; to

work, cultivate. (L. colere.} Obs.

^890 ALFRED Bsgda i. xxvi. (Hosw.) Mid 8y Romane 8a
Syt Breotone be-eodan. < 1000 JV.i FRIC Grunt. <Zup.) 24
Affricola, se 5e a;cer bega;5, c 1000 Sa.r. Lcechd. I. 94
peos wyrt. . wihst on be?;anum landum. 1393 GOWER Conf.
I. 152 The erthe it is, whiche evermo With mannes labour
is bego.

1 2. To go round
;
to compass, encompass. Obs.

c looo yKi.mic "Job i. 7 Ic ferde geond 5as eorban and hi

be-eode. 1205 LAV. 11200 Al }>at be sa: biga'5. 1387 TRK-
VISA Iligden 1.311 [Crete] is bygoo wib be see of Ores.

1 3. To go about hostilely, beset, overrun (in hos-

tile sense). Also/^. ; cf. 8. Obs.
" 855 O. E. Chron. an. 775 He . . bone bur man beeode.

<"ii75 Latnb, }Iom. 149 pet isich .. his emcristene .. mid
sicnesse bigan. * 1380 Sir i-erinnb. 3429 Al be contre . .

ful by-gon wy\> enymys. 1:1400 ll'urrcs of Jcives in War-
ton Hist. Poetry (1840) II. 106 Whippes, .bywent his white
sides. 1602 WARNKR Alb. Eng. Epit. 116121 363 Bremcia,
and Daira . . were begone seuerally within three yeares . .

vnder two Saxons named Ida and Ella.

t 4. To get round with craft, to talk over. Obs.

1362 I,AST,L. /'. PI. A. n. 24 Gyle hab bigon hire so heo
graunteb al his wille. c 1380 Sir Fcrnmb. 2013 Many ys \>e

manlich man 1 ^>at jjorw womman ys by-go. 1387 TRF.VISA

Higden \ 1.213 Pe (jueene by^ede here honsbonde,

f 5. To surround, environ, furnish. 0/>s.

1393 GOWKR Conf, II. 227 He was wel begone With faire

doughters manyone.
t 6. To dress

;
to clothe, attire, duck, adorn. Obs.

a 1225 Leg. KatJi. 1614 pe engles. .smlreden hire wunden,
and bieoden swa (K: bruchen of hire bodi. r 1325 Cocrde /..

5(^61 Hymself was rychely begoo, From the ure^t unto the
too. 1393 GOWKR Conf. 11.45 '* ne ^^dels were. .With perle
and gold so well btgone. Ibid. 228 His rnoder to him tolde

(the cause] That she him hadcle so begone, c 1420 Pallad.
on I/its/', i. 630 All golde begoon Ins tail. 1513 Dor<;i.AS
.Ktit'i's VE. i. 28 The. .hous of brycht Appollo gold bygane.

f 7. passive, T"o be permeated, tainted, infected.

1203 I, AY. 19773 pa wes ba welle anan al mid attre bigon.
("1430 Syr Gt'fter. 4195 The ground was al begoon with
bloode.

8. To beset as an environment or affecting in-

fluence, good or evil
;

to affect as one's environ-

ment does. Now only in pa. pple. in woe- began i-

'affected by an environment of woe/ and the
like.

,
The original phrase was ' him was wo

begone,' i.e. to him woe had closed round
;
but

already in Chaucer we find the later construction
in

' He was wo begone
*

; -necd-bcgone is in Barbour.')
c 1300 /"('.r # J/*<>//"53 Go wel.quod the kok, wo the bi-go !

c 1314 (>ny ll'iirii.'. 120 Yuel ous worth than bigo. ('1375
? HARBOUR ,SV. Alexis 92 Al bat he saw ned-begane. 1:1386
CHACCKR A/att of Lawes T. 820 Wo was this wrecched
womman tho bigoon. Wife's Prol. 606, I was .. riche
and yonge and wel begon. Miller's T. 472 Absolon
that is for loue alwey so wo bigon. a 1400 Sir Perc. 349
The lady was never mure sore bygone. 1440 LONELICII
Grail xlviii. 373 Elles ben we ful cvele be-gon. c 1440 Sir
C,oivtht'r 435 Ful wel was him by gone. 1593 T. WATSON
Sonn. i Arb.) 197 My hart doth whisper I am woe begone me.

1794 W. HLAKK Songs Exfrr., Little C,irl Eound, Tired
and woe-begone. 1825 WAH:KTON li'atu/. S. Amcr, 310 It

appears sad and woe-begone.

t BegO'd, v. Obs. rare. [f.
BE- 5 + GOD.] trans.

To make a god of, to deify.
a 1576GRINDAL Fruitful Dial. Wks. (1843' 48 Caused men

to kneel and crouch down and ail-to be-god him. 1656 H.
MOKK Enthns, 'J'ri. Wks. 11712)27 Tho' they have so deify 'd,

or i as they phrase iti begodded themselves.

Hence Bego'dded///. a.

1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. vi. xviii, 273 This begodded
Mock-Prophet, a 1716 Somi Sernt. xi.x. 118431 II 329 Set-

ting up. .begodded tutelar saints.

Begone (b/g^n), ///. a. : see BKCO v. 8.

Begone (b/g^-n\ v. ; also 7 begon. [Really
two words be gone ^cf. be off}, long used without

analysis in the imperative as expressing a single

notion, and so written as one word
; recent writers

have extended this, without any good reason, to

the infinitive. But cf. the similar beware.]
a. c 1370 Rott, dcylf 52 He stode, And callyd the portar,

'Gad'lyng, begone!' 1610 Histrio-m. 111. 99 Begone yee
greedy beefe-eaters, a I7*O ADDISON ij.) Begone ! the

goddess cries with stern disdain. 1853 Arab. A'fs. iRtldg.i

89 Begone, and remember I am impatient for your return.

b- [1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy Cowman, i. 61 He bad him
be gon and fly from his Fathers wrath. J 1816 }. WILSON
City ofPlague i. i. 265 Let us begone, the day is wearing
fast. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. (1873) II. 135 Kaiser's Am-
bassador . . is angrily ordered to begone.
T Used for the word or command '

Begone !

*

1820 SCOTT Abbot xi, My Lady made me brook the ' Be-

gone.'

H Formerly sometimes for bs (
= been} gone.

1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe K. 7rt*$(i8i8) 17 The Kyng . .

denyd that they had all begone [been gone].

Begonia (Wgnfirma). [Named by Plumier
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BEGORE.

after Michel Begon, a French promoter of botany,

1638-1710.] A genns of succulent under-shrubs
and herbaceous plants, mostly of tropical nativity,

having flowers without petals but with coloured

perianths, and often richly-coloured foliage, for

the sake of which many species are cultivated as

ornamental plants. Said by Loudon to have been
introduced into Great Britain from Jamaica in

J 777. but little cultivated before 1840.
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s.v. The great purple begonia

with auriculated leaves. 1881 Miss BRADDON" Asph. I. 304
All the tribe of begonias, and house-leeks, newly bedded
out. 1883 Pall Mall G. 7 Sept. 4 i The well-known Bego-
nias and Fuchsias ; which have, .withstood the late storms
better than any of their rarer rivals.

t BegO're, v. Ol>s. ;
also 6-7 begoar. [f.

BE- 6

+ GOBK.] trans. To besmear with gore. Hence
Bego'red ///. a.

Resc. vi. 156 The Sword Which had so oft the groaning
Earth begor'd. 1683 TRVON Way to Health 445 To think

ofputthii; those be-gored Gobbits into our Mouthes.

Begotten ^b/gp-t'n), ///. a.
;
also 4 bigetun,

5 bygoten, 5-6 begot v
'e. [pa. pple. of BEGET z.]

fl. Gotten, (With right-, etc. prefixed.) Obs.
rizoo ORMIN 1645 Rihhtbi3etenn ahhte. 1523 FITZHERH.

Ifusb. 11525,1 63 A glad gyuer. .of true begoten goodes.
2. Procreated. 'Usually with only-, first-.}
1382 WVCLIF John iii. 16 His oon bigetun sone. 1480

CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxvi. 232 Edward his first bygoten
sonne. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay vi. 66 [Plato] calleth him
the begotten Sonne of the Good. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol.
v. xlviii. 5 The only begotten Son of God. 1602 WARMER
Alb. Eng. x. lix 261 [Ammon] his Issue first-begot.

b. absol.

1382 WVCLIF John i. 14 The gloria as of the oon bigetun
of the fadir. 1611 BIBLE Rev. \. 5 The first begotten of the
dead. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. -V. T. Matt. i. 8 With the
Hebrews called the Son or Begotten.

Begrace Mgr^-s), v.
[f.

BE- 5 b + GRACE.]
To address as 'your grace.'
f *53 MORE De gnat. Xoniss. Wks. 86/1 Triey knele and

..at euerye word barehed bigrace him. 1586 J. HOOKER
Girald. Irel. in Holinsh. II. 86/2 You are begraced and
belorded, and crouched 8: kneeled vnto. 1802 WOLCOTT
(P. Pindan Gt. Cry $ Lit. Wool Wks. 1812 V. 180 She's be-

graced and beduchess'd already.

Begrain, begray, begreen, begreet: see BE-.

t Begra'Ve, T. Obs. Forms: i be-, bigrafan,
4-6 bi-, by-, be-grave, (Sc. begraif ). Pa. t. 5

begrove. Pa. pple. 6begraven. [Comm. Tent. :

OK, bi-, begrafani cogn. w. OHG. bigraban, to

bur}-, Goth, bigraban to dig a ditch round, mod.G.

bcgrabcn ;
f. BE- + graban, in OE. grafan to dig.]

1. /rafts. To bury (a corpse, treasure, etc.).
fi 1000 Elene tGr.l 835 Roda aetsomne greote begrafene.

(-1330 Arth.tf Merl.qfc At Winchester, .that king b'igrauen
\ves. 1393 GOWEH Conf. II. 197 They .. have Her gold
under the erth begra\-e. c 1450 LONEUCH Grtiil\\. 122 They
him begroven as he desired him-selve. 1528 Kov Rede $ A-
nott wrothe (Arb.) 45 His dedde coors rychly to begraue.
2. To engrave ;

to ornament with graved work.
c 1325 Coer de L. 62 Every nayl with gold begrave. 1393
GOWER Con/. I. 127 With great slighte Of werkmanship it

\vas begrave.

Begrease (b/igr/~s\ v.
[f.

BE- i -f GREASE z-.]

trans. To besmear with grease.
1565 CALFHILL AHSV>. Treat. Crosse (18461 175 The mar-

rowbones of their matter ; wherewith they did so begrease
themselves, a 1641 BP, MOUNTAGU Acts fy J\!on. 426 They. .

held him polluted who had been so begreased. 1783 AIMS-
WORTH Lat. /?//. tMorell) I, To begrease the fat sow in the
tail, .locitpletein don is ciunularc.

t Begrede, v. Obs. Forms : 3-4 bigreden,
-graden, 5 begreden. [ME., f. BE- + GKEDEX,
OE. grKtlan to cry.]
1. To cry about, to weep for.

c 1300 A". Alis. 5175 The gentil men Bigradden, and wep-
den her ken.

2. To cry out against; toupbraid, reproach, accuse.
c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 69 And shameliche hem bigredefl.

and fule shendeS. 1320 Sen. Sages fW.) 1518 Lohtliche
driuen & bigrad Ase a thef. 1440 3forte Art/t. iRoxb.)57
Launcelot of tresson they be gredde.

t Begrey, prep. Obs. rarc~ l
. [? Corruption of

F. bon gre\ or f. BE- = j/+7V, GKEE 'liking,* a.

F. grt. But the sense is doubtful, and it may be
for nialgre^
1614 J. DAVIES EClog. Wks. 1876-8 II. 20 And wrap hem

in thy lone begrey their wils.

Begrim, begrimly, begroan, etc. : see BE- prcf.

Begrime (b/'igrsi-m), v. [f. BE- 6 + GRIME.]
trans. To blacken or soil with grime, or dirt which
sinks into the surface, and discolours it.

a 1553 UDALL Roister D. (Arb.^ 48 All to begrime you with

worshyp. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch 215 < R.) Enjoyning men
to begrime and bewray themselves with dirt. 1853 SIR

J.
HERSCHEL Pop. Lect. Sc. i. 21 '18731 X 5 ' n your eyes, in

your mouth, begriming every pore.

Hence Begrrmed///. a. Begrrmer sb.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 387 My name that was as fresh As
Dians Visage, is now begrim'd and blacke As mine own
face. 161 1 COTGR. , Patrouillenr, a smeecher, begrimer, be-

smearer. 1865 Sat. RK<. 8 July 48/1 The blackened and

begrimed people who had worked so hard.
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t Begri'pe, z'. Obs. Forms: i begrfpau, 2-3
bi-, begripen, 4 bigrype(n, 4-7 begripe. [Comm.
\VGer. : OE. hegripan, f. fte-+grfpan to GRIPE =
OHG. bcgrifan, mod.G. begrcifcn, Du. btgrijpcn^
1. trans. To catch hold of, apprehend ;

to seize

and hold fast. AlsoySg-.
cii75 Cott. Horn. 237 Al se middennard was mid senne

begripe. c izzp Bestiary 516 in O. E. Misc. 16 De grete
mat3 he no?t higripen. i 1340 Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 214 PC stele

of a sttf staf he sturne hit bi-grypte. 1470-85 MALORY Ar-
Mvr(x8i6) II. 295 This sword, .shall never no man begripe.

2. To take in, contain, hold, comprehend.
1393 GOWER Ccti/. III. 102 Asie, Aufrique, Europe .. Be-

gripeth all this erthe round, c 1420 Pallad. on Hiisb. n.

278 Let stand as feel as may thi land begripe.
3. To take to task, reprehend.
a looo Ags. Gloss, to Psalm xv. 7. < 1200 ORMIN* 19857

Sannt Johan haffde \>c king Bigripenn off hiss sinne.

+ Begri-ple, v. Obs. [Cf. GRIP, GRAPPLE.]
1607 'I'oi'SF.Li. Fonr-f. Beasts 178 The Crow with his talons

so be-gripling the Foxes mouth that he could not bark.

Begrown (b/grJu-n), ///. a. ; also 3-4 bi, -be-

growe, 6 begrowen. [f.
BE- I + GROWN ///. a.]

Grown over iiritht covered with a growth.
a 1250 6>:<'/<\ Night. 27 Mid ivi al bi-growe. 1393 GOWER

Coif. II. 358 Of Timolus which was begrowe With vines.

1558 Pif \i R j'Kiieitt vn. T iij, Ouer all begrowen with
snakes. 1812 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XXXIV. 210
Land begrown with trees.

Begrudge b/,gr-dg\ v.
\
also 4 bi-, bygruc-

che^n,bygroch, 7~8begrutch. [f.
BE- + GRUDGE,

ME. gntechen to murmur.] To grumble at, show
dissatisfaction with

; csp. to envy i^one) the posses-
sion of; to give reluctantly, to be reluctant.

a. trans., and with inf. obj.

1362 LANGL. /*. PL A. vn. 62 And make him murie with Jv
Corn ' hose hit cuere bigruccheb. 1642 FULI.FR Holy <$

Prof. St. ii. xix, 125 Our Souldier. .begrutcheth not lo get
to his side a probability of victory by the certainty of hi:-,

own death. 1658 A. Fox M'nrt^ Snrg. n. xxv. 149 Be-

grudge not your labour you bestow. 1702 C. MATHI:K
Magn. Chr. in. in. 11852) 551 To begrutch the cost of a
school. 1711 SHAFTESB, Charac. 111.290 They wil!..be-

grudg the pains of attending. 1861 National Rer. Oct. 41 $

They did begrudge to pay the smart. 1862 TROI.LOPE OrIcy
F. xiii. 91 He had begrudged her nothing.

b. 7tt/r. rare. Obs.

1690 I'l-.sx Rise fy Progr. Quakers '18341 69 And not be-

grudge at one another* increase.

Hence Beg.rirdged///. a.

1840 K. DANA Bcf. Mast xxxi, 117 Our common beverage
'water bewitched, and tea begrudged.'

Begruntle, etc. : see BE- /;r/:

Begrutten .'b^grwt'n), ///. a, ..$;-. [f.
BE- 4,

gnttten, pa. pple. of GREET v. to weep.] Marred
or swollen in face with much weeping.
1805 A. SCOTT Poems 85 (JAM.) A hopeless maid of fifty

years Begrutten sair, and blurr'd \vi' tears. 1820 Scorr
M/ifiasf. viii, Poor things, .they are sae begrutten.

Begry, obs. form of BEGGARY.
'

Be'gster.tV'J. Also4beggestere. [f.BEGz.+
-STER : cf. trickster.'] A beggar' yt-w. &n&pejorative}.
1386 CHAULT.R Prol. 242 He knew the Tauernes wel in al

the* toun Ret than a Ia3ar or a beggestere. 1549 CHALONER
Erasm. Morix Enc. Xja, PCStrytig men every where, .not
a little to the hyndrance of other begsters.

I Begua'rd, v. Obs. Also 6 begard. [f.
BE- 6

4- GUARD sbl\ trans. To adorn or furnish with

'guards' or facings, generally of lace or embroid-

ery. Hence, Begua'rded ///. a.

1605 ]. PAVM-S Humours 43 iD.) My too strait-laced all be-

garded girles. 1640 FI/LLEK Joseph's Coat 1 18671 51 To seek
with our own inventions to beguard that which God will

have plain.

t Be'guel. Obs. [ad. Du. heugd
*

iron hoop or

ring, how, cramp iron/ f. buigen to bow. A Du.
or Flemish term used in connexion with hops.]
1737 MILLER dire/. Diet. s.v. /,///////, The Beguels of the

Steddle where the Fire is kept.

Begue'SS, adv. Sc. Also 6-7 beges, begess.

[f.
be BY prep. + GUESS.] By guess, at a venture.

c 1500 SCOTT in livergr. I. njfjAM.) And hits begess. 1597
MONTGOMERY: Cherry <$ Sltie xciii, A tentless Merchand . .

bying geir begess. 1724 RAMSAY Ten-t. Misc. (1733) I. 28
Twa pistats charg'd beguess.

Beguild, obs. form of BEGILD.

Beguile .b/gaH), v. Forms : 3-4 bigile(n,

4 bygille, 4-5 bigyle, bygile, 4-6 begile, 4-7
begyle, 5 bygyle, -ile, 4- beguile, [f.

BE- 2 +
GUILE v.j cognate with WILE. The development of

senses 3, 4, 5, is analogous to that of AMUSE, q.v.]
1, trans. To entangle or over-reach with guile ; to

delude, deceive, cheat.
a izzg Ancr. R. 270 Non so wis ne so war. .fc>et nis bigiled

ofter hwules. a 1300 Cursor J/, 716 And thoght hou he
mith man bigile [v.r. bi-will]. ^1386 CHAUCER Canon-Vent.
Prol <V T. 832 Lo thus byiaped and bigiled [v.r. bygiled,
begiled.bygj-ledj was he. c 1450 Merlin 9 The feende myght
neuer be-gyle her. 1552 LATIMER Serif/. Lincoln ii. 73 Esau
wept when Jacob begyled him. 1653 WALTON Angkr 170
That you may. .beguile this crafty fish. 1663 Cow LEY I'erscs

V Kss. 16691 20 The foolish Lights which Travailers beguile.
1821 JOANNA BAILLIR Met. Leg:, Lady G. B. ii, Are not my
eyes beguiled? 1858 LONCF. Al. Standish vm. 81 Into an
ambush beguiled, cut off with the whole of his forces.

.b. absol.

c 1305 St. James 39 in E. E. P. 59 Leue to bigyli & bi-

BEGUINAGE.
traye also In eche quyntise bat mai. 138* V.'YCLIF Isa.
xxviii. 22 And now wileth not bigilen [1388 nyle 5e scorne ;

COVERU., make no mockes], Job xl. 24 Whether thou
shall begile to hym as to a bird. 1602 WARXKR Alb. Eng.
x. liv. 242 For it a Nature was in Stukelie to begite.
2. To deprive of by fraud, to cheat out of.
a 1300 Cursor ,17. 8632 Qui has jm me bigiled [Cotf. bi-

suiken] .-,ua Of mi child bat mi-selue bar? 1394 P. PI. Crede
51 Wymmen .. begileth hem of her good wi|j glauerj-nge
wordes. 1593 HOOKER EccL Pol. in. i. 12 Wks. 1841 I.

285 Infants are beguiled of their right. 1611 HIBLK Col. ii.

18 Let no man beguile you of your reward. 1771 MACKENZIE
Man Fft'l. xxxiv. 118031 62 '

I fear . . sleep has beguiled me
of my time.' 1826 SCOTT ll'oodst. xxxviii, Time is beguiling
man of his strength.

j- 3. To cheat (hopes, expectations, aims, or a

person in them) ; to disappoint, to foil. Obs.

1483 CAXTOS Cato Cvi, He is begyled for he findeth no-

thyng. 1576 IJAKER Gesner's Jewell Health 201 a, This
dnncK rightly ministred never fayleth nor beguyleth the
Phisition. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 37 Thou hast be-

. _ , ng lor the coming
his soldiers, but he was beguiled.
4. To win the attention or interest of (any one)

by wiling means
;

to charm, divert, amuse ; to
wile (one) on, or into any course.

fa 1225 A net: J\. 330 Edmodnesse eadiliche bigileS ure
Louerd .. & bisit of his gode.J 1593 SHAKS. Liter. 1404
It beguil'd attention, charm'd the sight. 1829 I. TAYLOR
Enthits. vii. 177 Fertile in devices for beguiling mankind
into virtue. 1872 JKSKINSON Gnide Eng. Lakes '1879) 198
The charms of this stream will beguile the tourist and
diminish the toil of the ascent.

5. To divert attention in some pleasant way from

(anything painful, or irksome) ;
to elude the dis-

agreeable sensation of, and so to cause to pass in-

sensibly or pleasantly; to charm away, wile away.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. i. 35 Take choyse of all my Library,

And so beguile thy sorrow. 1601 Tu'cL A', in. iii. 41, I

will bespeake our dyet, Whiles you beguile the time. 1718
J'OIF Iliad ii. 788 Pleasing conference beguiles the day.
1764 GGLUSM. Trar. 152 By sports like these are all their
cares beguil'd. 1802 SofTni-v Thalaba i\

, With various
talk l*-guiling the long way. 1820 \V. IRVING SkeUh Bk.
I. 177 Took a book to beguile the tedious hours.

Beguile (b/g^i'l\.r/'. Sc.
ff. prec.] Deception.

1637^1 THF.RFORD Lett. 17611862'!. 417, I will die in that
sweet beguile, a 1709 W. GUTIIKIK Serin. 20 JAM.) Yond
man has given himself a great beguile. 1768 Ross Heleuore

70 JAM. >,
I gets the beguile. Nae thing I finds.

Beguiled (b/gai-ld), ///. a.
[f.

BEGUILE v. +

-EI>.] a. Concealed or disguised by guile, b. De-
luded, deceived by guile ; self-deluded, mistaken.
1534 Ln. BEKNERS Gold. Bk.M. AitreI. (1546) Biv, I thinke

1 am not begyled in the histories. 1561 JR. HFYWOOD
Seneca's Here. Fitrms (1581) $\t, He his begiled hookesdoth
bayte. 1876 GF.O. ELIOT Daft. Der. III. xxxvji. 103 The
beguiled mortal.

Begui'leful, a. [f. BEGUILE sb. or v. + -FUL :

cf. assistful,] Guileful, deceiving, deceptive.
1530 PALSGR. 305/2 Regylefull, disfaythfull, cawtelleiix.

[1613 R. C. Table Alf>h.> Infallible, vndeceiueable, \-nbe-

guilrfulL]

Beguilement (b/gai-lment). [f. BEGUILE v. +

-MENT.] The action or process of beguiling ; also,

its agencies and resulting condition or state.

1805 FOSTEK Ess. i. ii. 24 The same beguilement in favour
of ourselves. 1842 MRS. BROWSING Grfc. Chr. Poets 118631
69 From my heart in its beguilement. 1862 THORXBL'RY
Turner I. 339 The aerial witchery and beguilement of such
an hour. 1881 J. HAWTHORNE Port. Fool i. iii.

Beguiler (bterlai). [f. as prec. + -ER 1

.]
One

that beguiles or deludes ; a deceiver.

1382 WVCLIF Job xii. 16 The begilere [1388 hym that dis-

seyueth] and hym that is begiled. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
1,18681 175 Deceyuours or begylers of the ladyes and dam-
oysels. i526TiNDALE Judei. iSThatthereshuldebebegyler*
in the last tyme. 1623 WOODROEPHE Fr. <y P^ng. Gr. 476
To-day a beguiler, to-morrow beguiled. Mod. A beguiler
of the unwary.

Beguiling (WgaHin\z>W.j. [f.asprec.+'iNG
1
.]

The action of the vb. BEGUILE : deluding, delusion,

deception; beguilement.
(1400 Test. Love n. (1560)283 2 The false disceivable con-

jectments of mans beguilings. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xv. 54
The perfytte begylynge that Juno had founde soo soone.

15^4 CAREW Huartt's Exam, wits ix. 1 1596) 125 Beguilings
tsaith Plato^ neuer befall in things vnlike and very different.

1625 Modcll oj Wit 68 To preserue you from any such be-

guiling.

Beguiling, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2

.]
That

beguiles ; deluding ; charming, wiling away.
1593 SHAKS. I'en. 4- Ad. 24 Such time-beguiling sport.

1646 CRASHAW Steps to Temple 63 Some smiling But be-

guiling Spheres of sweet and sugar'd lies. 18x4 WORDSW.
WkUt Doe iv, 106 The sense Of that beguiling influence.

Begui'lingly ,
adv.

[f. prec. + -L\-2.] In a

beguiling or deceiving manner ; illusively.

1847 In CRAIG.

t Begui'louS, a. Obs. rare- 1
. BEGUILEPUL.

1483 Cat/i. A fig-/. 26/1 Jiegy/o-u's, vbi false.

t Beguilty, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

BE- 5+ GUILTY.]
trans. To render guilty.
a 1653 BP. SANDERSON Serin. 275 (T.), [Thou] dost at once

beguilty thine own conscience with sordid bribery.

f Begui'ly, in expression wily bcgitily : see WILY.

Beguinage (b^-gina^, be-gint-d^). [f. BEGUINE
+ -AGE.] An establishment of, or house for, be-



BEGUINE.

guines ;
often giving a name to a part of a town

in the Low Countries.

1815 SofTHEY ill C. Southey Life <y Corr. IV. 127. 1819
in Q. AVt'. XXII. 94 The house

^it
Little Gidding bore

no resemblance whatever to a beguinage. 1854 H. STRICK-
LAND Trav. T/i. 26 Went to the Beguinage. Nunnery of

nuns who are not nuns ; that is, who vow no vows, and may
go away and marry whenever they like.

Beguine (Vg*'n > be'gin). Forms : 5 bygyii,

begyne, 6 begine, -ghine, -gyn, biggayne, 7

beguin, beggin, 6- beguine. [a. F. bcguinc

(i3th c. in Littre), in med.L. bcgmna, beglna, be-

ghlna (Du Cange), an appellative derived from

the surname of Lambert Jiegue or Ic Begue ('the

Stammerer'}, a priest of Liege, in the I2th c., the

founder of the order.

(Cf. the annal of 1180, quoted in Du Cange :

' God stirred

up the spirit ofa certain holy priest, a man of.religion, who
was called Lambert le Begue (because he was a stammerer 1

of St. Christopher [in Liege], from whose surname women
and girls who propose to live chastly, are called Beguincs,
because he was the first to arise and preach to them by his

word and example the reward of chastity.' The cap beguin
derives its name from them, and not vice zrrjrt.Y)

A name for the members of certain lay sisterhoods

which began in the Low Countries in the I2th

century, who devoted themselves to a religious life,

but did not bind themselves by strict vows, and

might leave their societies for marriage. They
were protected by Pope John XXII, when he per-
secuted the male Beguins or Beghards, and are

still represented by small communities existing in

the Netherlands, with an organization somewhat
similar to some Anglican sisterhoods.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 431/1 Almoses to yp blynde be-

gynes, doughters of god. 1552 BALE Apol. 20 Not to

vysite. . wydowes in their trouble, hut wanton wenches, be-

ghines, nunnes and vowesses. 1595 World of Wond. (16081
j

184 Young wanton wenches, and beguins, nuns, and naughty
packs. I599THYNNE Anhnady, 37 But this woorde '

Begyn'
j

sholde in his owne nature rightlye haue ben expounded,
*

supersticious or hipocriticall wemenne.* 1629 S hcrtogoi-
{t>s/i 37 The Beggins. .did make cushions for the Suiildier*;,

1765 STLRNE Tr. Shandy (1802) VIII. xx. 162 She was a

young Beguine .. they can quit their cloister if they choose
to marry, f 1843 SOUTHFY Poet's Pilgr. Proem, xvi, Behold
the black Beguine, the Sister grey. 1851 KINGSI.KY Yeast
L\. 182 To write at once to the Superior of the Be'guines.
attrib. 1830 THACKERAY Pendennis Ivi, The Be'guine con-

vents which they visited.

Begulf, begum, begut, etc. : see \>z- pref.
: Begirll, v. Obs. [f.

BE- 2 or 5 + GULL.]
trans. To make a gull of; to gull, impose upon.
1605 BRETON Oldc Man's Less. 11876) 13 Trauailers are

giuen . . to begull the worlde with guagrns. 1620 SHELTON
Qitix. iv. xxi. II. 252 You are . . begull'ed and made a Fool.

II Begum (brgwn). Also 7 beggoon, begun,

9 beegum, begaum. [Urdu (Pers.) *XJ begam,

ad. Eastern Turkish bigiin princess, fem. of //;'",

bik prince (in Osmanli BKG, BEY).] A queen,

princess, or lady of high rank in Hindustan.

1634 SIH T. HERBERT T'ra^-. ( 1677) 99 Queen, Begun. 1786
BUHKF. Art. W. Hastings Wks. XI. 381 Prayer was made
not to dishonour the Begum (a princess of great rank, who^e
husband had been killed in the battle'. 1841 MACAULAY
IV. Hastings^ Ess. 111.431 Jewels torn from Indian Begums,

Begun (b/g'n\ ppl. a. ; also 6 begon, began.
[f. BEGIN vJ\ That has begun, or has been begun.
1483 Cath. Angl. 26 Begunne, ejcorstts^jnceptns^ jnitns,

1597 J. PAYNI: Royal Exch. 33 That begon roote not be-

inge uorrished . . yt becomes weaker, a 1610 BABINGTON
IVks. 9 A steadfast heart to effect a good begun is a great
vertue. 1847 BUSHNKLI. Chr. Nitrt. u. iv. (1861) 309 To be

recognized in a begun relationship.

Begunk (b/gynk), v. Sc. [Cf.BEt;CK.] trans.

To delude, play a deceiving trick on,
' take in.'

1821 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 426 (JAM.) Is there a lad, whose
father is unkind . . Whose sweetheart has begunked him?

BegU'Uk, sb. Sc. Also 8 begink. [f. prec.] A
befooling or deluding trick, a piece of deception.
1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. n. i. 30 Ane ca'd Monk Has

play'd the Rumple a right slee begunk. 1790 MORISON
Poems 137 ijAM.) Our sex are shy. .they think, Wha yields
o'er soon fu' aft gets the begink. 1814 SCOTT Waverlcy
\ \ I. 354 If I have na gien Inch-Grabbit and Jamie Howie
a bonnie begunk, they ken themselves.

Begyle, obs. form of BEGUILK.

Begyn, begyrd, obs. forms of BEGIN, BEGIHD.

t Beha'ck, v. Obs. [f. BE- 1 4- HACK v.] trans.

To hack about.

1565 CALFHILI. Answ. Treat. Crossc (1&+6) 3 The blade it-

self is all to behacked. 1631 Celestlna xn. 143 My sword
like a saw, all to behack't and hew'd.

Behale, behallow, behammer, etc. : see Be-.

Behalf (br,ha-f ;. Forms : 4 bihelue, bihalf,

45 bi-, byhalve, 4-6 behalve, 4-7 belialfe,
6 behave, 5- behalf. PI. 6-7 behalfes, behalfs.

[Used only in the phrases on, in behalf (o/*), in, on

(his, etc.) behalf, which arose about 1300, by
the blending of the two earlier constructions on

his halve and bihalve hint, both meaning
c

by or

on his side' : see HALF. By the mixture of these

in the construction on his bihalvt, BIHALVE, pre-

viously a preposition, and originally a phrase,

771

he hcalfe
'

by vthe) side,' became treated, so far as

construction goes, as a sb., and had even a plural

behalfes, bchalfs in 16-1 7th c. The final < of ME.
was the dative ending. In modern use, construed

either with a possessive pronoun (in my behalf), a

possessive case (in the king's behalf), or with of

(in behalf of (he starving population); the choice

being determined by considerations of euphony and

perspicuity. Formerly o/"was sometimes omitted.]
1. 1. On behalf of: t a. (lit.) On the side of. Oks.

1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 29 Other Sherefs onthisbehalfe
t rente.

tb. (Jig.} On (one's own' part or side. Obs.
r 1386 CHAUCER Melil>. 7 83 r Tellynge hem on youre bi-

halue [?-.r. behalue, bihalfe, behalf J frit if they wole trete of

pees . . that they shape hem . . to comen vnto vs. 1538
Si ARKICY England n They Turkys wyl surely say on theyr
behalfe that theyr lyfe ys most natural and polytyke . . the

Sarasyn contrary, apon hys behalfe, wyl defend hys pollycy.

C. On the part of (another^ in the name of, as

the agent or representative of, on account of, for,

instead of. (With the notion of official agency. 1

1303 R. BRUNXK Handl. Synnc 9066 On Goddes behalvo

y }ow forbede pat ^e no longer do swych dede, c 1374
CHAUCER Troylitsw, 1409 Spek thow thiself aNo to Troylus
On my bihalve (r.r. behalfe]. 1485 C.\\TON J'ar/s -y / ".

(18681 80 So say ye to hyni OIL my behalve. 1535 CoVERDALK
i Saw, xxv. 6 Salute him frendly on my behalfe. 1768
BLACKSTONE C<>w.w. I. 429 Things which a servant may do
on behalf of his master .. proceed upon this principle, that

the master is answerable for the act of his servant, if done

by his command, either expressly given, or implied. 1883
SIR J. MATHEW Law Rep. xr. Q. ftench />/?'. 592 An ap-

plication was made on behalf of the prosecutor for a re-

mand.

fd. As concerns, with regard to, in the matter

of. Also, on this behalf^ etc. Obs. Cf. 2 c.

1581 J. Vtt.'LLHaddons Answ. Osor. 431 Your utterdestruc-

tion, which. -is much to be feared on your behalfcs. 1611

BIBLK Ex. xxvii. 21 It shall be a statute for euer . . on the

behalfe of [CovERD. among] the children of Israel. 1623
LISLE Test. A >i tit/. Introd., The common taught doctrine

of the Church of England on this behalfe. 1674 N . FAIKI-AX

Bulk and Sell'. 164 Why could not God as well make the

world everlasting aparte ante, on the behalf of fortnerness,

as he did the soul of man a partc Post, on the behalf of

latterness?

\\ In recent use we often find on behalf in the

sense of / behalf 2 b, to the loss of an important
distinction.

1791 COWPKK Iliad iv. 63, \ will not interpose on their

behalf. 1851 Dixox /K J'ciin xx. ("1872) 174 A petition on
behalf of Sydney was sent to the House of Commons. 1852
Miss YoNr.E Carriiw II. xxxvii. 287 They interfered on his

behalf. 1862 TRENCH Mirac. xxxii. 448 This gracious work

wrought on behalf of one who was in arms against his life.

2. In behalfof : [&. In the name of. Ofis. Cf. i c.

c 1320 Stuy/t Sag. iW.) 324 The seven wise thai grette In

th'emperours bihelue. < 1400 Ap^l. Loll. 38 We forbede

him in almi^ti Goddis behalue . - he entre of be kirk. 1523
Lu. BURNERS Froiss. I. cviii. 130 Ther is no persone in bis

behalfe, that wyll stoppe you of your way. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. ry Cf. v. iii. 22 And rob in the behalfe of charitie.

b. In the interest of, as a friend or defender of,

for the benefit of.
^
\Yith the notion of interposi-

tion : 'speak in my behalf
1 - in my interest, say

a good word for me, intercede for me.)

1598 SHAKS. Merry II', i. iv. 168 Let nite haue thy voice

in my behalfe. 1711 STIJEI.E Spcct. No. 51 F 2 Thi_-iv i-. a

great deal to be said in Behalf of an Author. 1719 W. WOOD
Surv. Trade 28 Speaking in Behalf the Trading Interest.

1749 FIELDING Tom "Jones vn. xiv, She should immediately
have interposed in his behalf. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. I. 620

Imploring the Queen Dowager., to intercede in his be-

half.

c. In this or that behalf \ in respect of. in regard
to, in reference to this or that ;

in this or that

matter, or aspect of the matter, arch, Cf. i d.

1458 EARL SALISBURY in fasten Lett. I. 421 The .said

diseas which hath right fervently and ^ore holden me m
many diverse/ bihalve/. 1489 CAXTON J-'aytes A. r. xv, 40

Takyng of gode kepe vpon hys peple in this byhalue. 1534
WHITTINTON Tullyts Offices i. (1540) 10 In this behalfe we
be bounde to folowe nature as a gyde. 1598 GREENWEY
Tacitus' Ann. in. iii. (1622165 Not hoping to find himcruell
in his behalfe. .but rather fauorable. 1621 Bk. Discip. C/i.

Scot. 84 To assist and fortifie the godly proceedings of the
Kirk in all behalfes. 1658 A. Fox Witrtz' Snrg. n. v. 60
More could be said in that behalf, but . . [it] would be too

great a labour. 1773 Juntas Lett. Ixviii. 338 Our statute

in law, in this behalf. . is directed by the same spirit.

II. Obsolete phrases.

f 3. Of his behalf', of or from his side or part ;

on his part. Cf. i a. Oh,
(1450 Merlin xv. 241 The londe that cometh of youre be-

halue ne may I not lese. ?ci5oo Virg'tlius in Thorns E.
/'. Rom. II. 24 This Nemus had a knyght of his moders
behalfe. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. 135 The lone and
honoure whiche of theire behalfe is dewe to God.

f4. 70 or for the behalf of: to the interest or

advantage of, for the behoof of. Cf. 2. Obs.

1562 COOPER Aus7t, Priv. Masse 118501 56 Ye never af-

firmed mass to be private, but to pertain to the behalf of all

states and sorts of men. 1566 ll'ills
fy

Ini\ A' C. (1835"
255 For the behave of my wif and children. 1576 I,AM-
BARUE Peramb. Kent 1 18621 295 Some others seised some of
the Kings ownc Castles to the behalfe of the Empresse.

t Beha'ng, v. For forms see HAXG. Obs. since

i;thc. exc. in pa. pple. BEHUNC. [OF^. behon

(
= OS. bihahan

;
cf. mod. G. behangen\ f. BK- about

BEHAVE.

-t- hon (\-hanhatf) to HANG.] To hang ^a thing)
about with (bells, hangings, drapery, etc.).

(897 K. v^Li'-REu Past. xv. (Sw. 521
Se sacerd sceolde bion

mid bellum behangen. c izoo Trin. Coil. Horn. 89 pat burh
folc. .bihengen it mid palmes. c 1300 K. A Iis. 758 He dude
his temple al by-honge With bawdekyn, brod and longe.

1393 GOWER Conf. II. 384 With great richesse he him be-

hongeth. 1597 R. JOHNSON Ser. Champ. \. x. 65 Winter. .

behung the trees wit crystal icicles. 1648 HERKICK Poems
( 1 869

' I. 1 3 And with rich clusters . . her temples I behung.

t Beha-nged, ///. a. Ol>s. Forms : 2-3 bi-

henged, 3-4 be-, bihonged, 5-7 behanged. [f.

prec. +-ED.] Hung about, draped, hung.
< 1200 ORMIN 951 patt tall Tudisskenn preost wass swa Bi-

henngedd all wibb belless. c 1330 Arth. <y Mcri. 3549 Eueri
strete Was behonged. .With mani pal and riche cloth. 1553-

87 FOXE A. fy M. (15961 114/2 A faire palace richlie be-

hanged. 1601 HOLLAND /YfVy I. 255 Our dames and gentle-
women must haue their eares behanged with them.

t Eelia-p. v . Obs. [f.
BE- 2 4- HAP z>.]

To be-

fall, happen. Const, with dative obj.
i 1450 LONELICH Grail xiii. 26 What so behapped him in

oni chaunce. IHd. Iv. 417 It behappede that kyng Lam-
bors And this kyng Varlans. .assembled were, a 1450 A'tff.

tic la Tour vi. 9 And this behapped her. 1714 GAY Sheph.
irccA, Tknrsd.\-2-3 IJehap what will.

I Belia'ppen,
"' Obs. [f.

BE- 2 + HAPPEN.] To
befall, happen. Const, with dative obj.,

or to, unto.

1515 Scot, Field 97 in Furniv. Percy Folia I. 217 Care him

he-happen ! 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. xi. 52 That is the great-
est shame . .Which unto any knight behappen may. 1631
WKKVKR A tic. Fttit. MOII. 201 Many remarkable occurrences

behappened this Martyr.

Behate, early form of BEHOTE sb., BEHIGHT r.

I Beha'te, ppl.a. Obs. Also 4 by-. [f.BE-2 +

IIATE.] To hold in hatred, to hate greatly, detest.

(1340 Cursor M. 11962 (I,aud MS. > Why he makyth vs

for his maners by-hatid \i'.r. be hated] bus. c 1374 CHAVCI-R
ttocth. in. iv. 75 Al was he byhated of all folk. 1474 CANTON

Chcsscftg He was sure behated. 1577 HOLINSHKD C/iwt.
II. 34/1 Through false informations wrongfullie behated.

Behave (.b^h^-v), v. Pa. t. behaved v
in 6

behad.) [Formed, app. in i.^th c., from BE- 2 +

ILvvEz'., in order to express a qualified sense of

havCj particularly in the reflexive
'

to have or bear

oneself (in a specified way),* which answers exactly
to mod. G. sick bchabcn. (OE. had behabban

OHG. Inhabit, f. BE- about + habban to hold,

HAVE, in senses 'encompass, contain, detain '; but

there was no historical connexion between that

and the I5th c. bc/iave.}']

1. reft. To bear, comport, or conduct oneself ; to

act : a. with adv. or qualifying phrase, express-

ing the manner. (Formerly a dignified expression,

applied e.g. to the bearing, deportment, and public
conduct of persons of distinction

;
in I7~i8thc.

commonly used of the way in which soldiers

acquit themselves in battle; but now chiefly ex-

pressing observance of propriety in personal con-

duct, and usually as in b. The intr. sense 3, pre-
serves the earlier use.)
r 1440 Bone Flor. 1567 To lerne hur to behave hur among

men. 1474 CAXTON Cnesse 74 Ony man that wylle truly
behaue hym self, a 1520 Myrr, Our Ladyc 241 Yet in all

her trybulacions she behad her so paciently. 1533 BI-.LI.KN-

HEN L,i~y I. (1822* 15 The mair princely that he behad him
in his dignite riall. 1611 B:ULE i Chron. xi.\. 13 Let vs be-

haue our selues valiantly for our people. 1665 MANLEV
Grotius*Low-C. H7arres 303 The Sea-men . .would be ready
to mutiny for their Pay, and threaten to behave themselves as

Knemies. 1711 STEELI; Spcct. No.2*4 He was some Years
a Captain, and behaved himself with great Galantry in

several Engagements. 1713111 Land. Gaz. No. 53902 The
Clans behave themselves with great Insolence. 1 733 PEN-
DARVES in Swift's Lett. (1768) IV. 39 Let me know if I have
behaved myself right. 1823 SCOTT/'. M. Pcrtk\\\. 303 The
Chiefhad behaved himselfwith the most determined courage.

b. Without qualification : To conduct oneself

well, or (in modem use) with propriety. Now
chiefly said of children or young people, who

might possibly misbehave themselves.

1691 LCTTRELL Brief Rel. 11857) II. 209 The French King
hath given large gratuities to Mr. Vauban and other officers

that behaved themselves before Mons. Mod. colloq. If

you cannot behave yourself, you had better stay at home.
Mod. St. maxim,

' Behave yourself before folk.'

C. transf. of things: To comport itself in any
relation, to act (towards other things).
1541 K. COPLAND Galycn's Tcrap.-2\*>\ b, Euery thyng that

behaueth it wel and is accordyng to nature. 1650 Fui.i.tK

Pisgali i. xl. 36 If these three Provinces be . . compared to-

gether, they behave themselves as followeth. 1674 N. FAIR-

FAX Bulk $ Scfc'. 54 How the Worlds vastness behaves it

self towards Gods Immensity.

f2. trans. To handle, manage, wield, conduct,

regulate (in some specified way). Obs.

1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 1366 Without crafte nothynge is

well behavyd. 1557 NOKTH Gucuaras Dial. Pr. (1585! 277
These pinchpemes do behave their persons so evil, etc.

1596 SPENSKR /". Q. n. Hi. 40 Who his lirr.bs with labours

and his mind Behaues with cares, cannot so easie mis. 1607
SHAKS. Timon in. v. 22 With such sober and vnnoted pas-
sion He did behaue {printed behooue] his anger.

3. intr.\ in same senses as i a. and b. (which it now
to a great extent replaces).

1719 YOUNG Kt~venf>e i. i, As you behave, Your father's

kindness stabs me to the heart. i8ia LD. CATHCART in

Examiner 12 Oct. 649/1 Those who were engaged behaved
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BEHAVE. 772 BEHEST.
well. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 678 He behaved like

a man of sense and spirit. 1866 KINGSLEV Hercw. vii. 129
She behaved not over wisely or well. 1872 RUSKIN Eagle's
N. 161 You must very, .thoroughly know how to behave.

b. To behave towards or to : to conduct oneself
in regard to, act, deal with, treat (in any way).
1754 CHATHAM Lett. Xcphwv iv. 24 As to your manner of

behaving towards these unhappy young gentlemen. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 51 Did you ever behave ill to your
father or your mother? Mod. 7'hey have behaved very
handsomely to you.

C. transf. of things.
1854 SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Si. Chem. 463 It combines

violently with water, behaving like the bichloride of tin.

1871 B. STEWART Heat 38 Glass
wilj also behave in a very

different manner according as it is annealed or unan-
nealed.

fBeha've, sb. Ob$. [f. prec.]^ BEHAVIOUR.
1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xxn. 545 Only there were twelve

that gave Themselves to impudence and light behave.

Behaved (b^h^-vd), ///. a. [pa. pple. of BE-
HAVE : cf. learned, well-read, etc.] Conducted,
mannered

; usually with qualifying adv., as well-

behaved, ill-behaved.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. m. i. 35 And gather by him, as he is

behaued, If't be th' affliction of his loue or no. 1713
Guardian No. 6 F 4 Their servants well behaved. 1837
CARLYI.E Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv. 167 The brown-locked, light-

behaved, fire-hearted Demoiselle. 1858 W. ELLIS Vis.

Madagascar iv. 89 Well-behaved scholars.

Behaving .b/'ih^-viq), vbL sb. [f. BEHAVKV.
+ -ING 1

.] Conduct, behaviour.
c 1450 Merlin 49 And I will also that ye tweyn prively in

counseile knowe my condicions and my behavynge. 1482
MonkofEvcsham lArb.) 47 Wyth an enarrabulle gestur and
behauing of gladnes. 1495 Act -2 Hen. fff, ii. 5 To take
suertie of the kepers of ale houses of their gode behavyng.
1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xiv. 14 All his vsages, and euyll
behauyngis. 1817 KRERK A'. Arthur \. x, For fine behav-
ing King Arthur's Court has never had its match.

Behaviour (b/ih^-visi), sl>. Forms: 5-6 bo-

hauour(e, 6-7 behauiour(e, -ior, 6 behauer,
-eour(e, behauyour, 7 behauor, behavier, ? 6-
behaviour,

[f.
BEHAVE z>.. by form-analogy with

HAVOUR, havyoure, common 15-1 6th c. forms of

the word which was orig. AVER sb. (q.v.\ aveyr,
also in I5th c. avoir ; really OF. aveir, avoir, in

sense of 'having, possession/ but naturally affiliated

in Eng. to the native verb have, and spelt haver,

havoitr, haviour, etc. Hence, by analogy, have :

havour, -iour : behave : behavour, -iour. The
formation might be confirmed by the (apparently)

parallel demeanour, from demean (oneself). For
the -/<?>- see HAvorn.]
1. Manner of conducting oneself in the external

relations of life; demeanour, deportment, bearing,
manners.

1490 CAXTON Encydos xxxi. 120 For hys honneste be-
hauoure [he] began to be taken with his loue. 1530 BALK
Thre Lawes 53 In demies of lyfe and in a gentyll behauer.
1601 SHAKS. Tivcl. .V. in. iv. 202 The behauiour of the yong
Gentleman, giues him out to be of good capacity, and
breeding. 1754 CHATHAM Lett. Nephw v. 32 Behaviour is

of infinite advantage or prejudice to a man. 1797 GODWIN
Enquirer i. xiii. 1 1 1 Their behaviour is forced and artificial.

1863 H. SPENCER First Princ. \\. i. 36 Special directions
for behaviour in the nursery, at table, or on the exchange.
1875 Jowi-n r Plato ted. 21 IV. 226 His courage is shown by
his behaviour in the battle.

t b. The plural was formerly also in use. Obs.

1538 ftMA, Comedy in ffart, J/wc.{Malh.j I. 211 Yourfast-

ynges, longe prayers, with other holy behauers. 1601 SHAKS.
Jnl. C. i. ii. 42 Which giue some soyle (perhapst to my Be-
hauiours. 1678 CuDWORTH Intcll, Syst. i. iv. 19. 366 To
observe the actions, manners and Behaviours of men.

fc. The bearing of the character of another;

personification,
(

person.' Obs.

1595 SHAKS. John \. \. 3 Thus speakes the King of France,
In my behauiour, to the Maiesty . . of England heere.

t d. ' External appearance with respect to grace.'

Johnson. Obs.
rt 1586 SIDNEY fj.i He jtnarked, in Dora's dancing, good

grace and handsome behaviour. 1639 I'Vi,i.KK Holy War \.

vi. (1840^ 8 [MahometamsmJ having neither real substance
in her doctrine, nor winning behavior in her ceremonies to

allure professors.

e. absol. Good manners, elegant deportment.
1591 LAMBARDE Arch. (1635) 91 A man of behaviour and

countenance. 1701 DE FOE True Born Eng. Wks. (1841)24
Strong aversion to Behaviour. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 1 19
P i By Manners I do not mean Morals, but Behaviour and
Good-breeding.
_ 2. Conduct, general practice, course of life; course

of action towards or to others, treatment of
others.

1515 BARCLAY Cyt. fy Uplondyshm. (1847) 70 All people of

good behavour By rightwise battayle, justice and equitie.

1535 COVERDALE i ,1/rttv. xiv. 35 His godly behauoure, and
faith fill nesse which lie kepte vnto them. i584PowEL Lloyd's
Cambria 88 By his rich gifts and princely Behauior. 1641
J. JACKSON True Evang. Temp. n. 124 The blamelesse be-

haviour of the Christians. 1719 YOUNG Revenge \. i, This
severe behaviour Has, to my comfort, made it sweet to die.

1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. 251 Recognizances, for the

peace, and for the good behaviour. 1858 Fnot DE Hist. Eng.
IV. xviii. 36 Henry's early behaviour to James.
3. Phrase. To be (OTJ&Muf) on or upon one's be-

haviour, or ones good behaviour : to be placed on
a trial of conduct or deportment, to be in a situa-

tion in which a failure in conduct will have unto-

ward consequences ; hence, to behave one's best.

1538 SrAKKEY England 196 And much bettur hyt were
that they schuld stond apon theyr behavyour. 1698 NORRIS
Pract. Disc. IV. 261 Man .. is now upon his Behaviour in
order to a Better World. 1689 SHERLOCK Death i. 1 1 1 731 t

20 Adam . . was but upon his good Behaviour, was but a
Probationer for Immortality. 1779 BURKE in Boswell John-
son III. 172, I should be obliged to be so much upon my
good behaviour. Mod. Tell the children to be on their

best behaviour.

f 4. Handling, management, disposition ^/"(any-

thing) ; bearing (0/"body). Obs.

1549 COVERDALE Erastn. Par. \ Peter 8 Welfavourednes
of beau lie, and behaviour of apparel. 1563 Homilies n.

Fasting ^1859' 281 Both with words and behavour of body
to shew themselves weary of this life. 1589 PUTTENHA.M
Eng. Pocsie <Arb.) 262 Your misplacing and preposterous
placing is not all one in behaviour of language.
5. transf. The manner in which a thing acts

under specified conditions or circumstances, or in

relation to other things.

1674 X. FAIRFAX BitIk fy Sefc. 82 All local habitude or be-
haviour must be between two things or more, in a place so
or so. 1866 ARGYLL Reign Law ii. 67 In Chemistry the
behaviour of different substances towards each other, in

respect to combination and affinity. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr,
135 To watch . . the behaviour of the water which drains off

a Hat coast of mud. 1882 Dually Tel. 4 May, The behaviour
of the vessel during her maiden voyage across the Atlantic.

t Beha'vicmred, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -to*.]
Conducted, mannered, behaved.

1589 PLTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie (Arb.) 157 Men c'mill and
graciously behauoured and bred. 1591 HARIXGTON Or/.
Fur. xi.n. Ixv, A well behavioured knight. 1624 CAPT.
SMITH Virginia, iv. 123 They haue seene many English
Ladies worse fauored, proportioned and behauiored.

Behead (b/ihe-d), v. Forms: i behe"afdi-an,
j behsefdien, 2-3 bihaued-eu, 3 biheafdin,
bihafdi, 3-4 bihefden, 4 biheueden, 4-5 be-

hevede(n, bi-, byhede'n, -heede, 4-6 behede,
-heede, =,-6 be-, byhedde, 6 beheadde, 6-
behead. [OE. behcafdi-an, f. BE- 3 (with priva-
tive force) + hcafod HEAD; cf. MUG. bthoubcten

in same sense, mod. (I. enthauptcn^\
1. trans. To deprive (a man or animal) of the

head, to decapitate ;
to kill by cutting off the head.

r 1000 Ags. (/Vw/. Matt. xiv. 10 He asende ^a and beheaf.
(lode lohannem. < 1160 Ifatten G. ibid., behajfdede 1205
LAY. 26296 pat Heo us wulle bihafdi. // 1225 "Juliana 40
To bihefden {i'.r. twheafdin] pawel. 1383 WYCLIFMatt.
xiv. 10 He sente, and bihedide (t-.r. bylieuedede] Joon in

the prisoun. t' 1450 LONELICH Crail xlvii. 155 Heheveded
on aftyr anothir. 1474 CAXIOX Ckesse 36 Other said that

they shold be beheded. 1513 MORK Rich. III. Wks. 54/1
To bee byhedded at Pountfreit. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI',

iv. vii. 102 Take him away and behead him. 1781 GIBBON
Decl. fy F. II. xlvi. 719 A great number of the captives were
beheaded. 1873 H. SPENCER Stud. Scdol. vii, 156 We be-
headed 2000 fellahs, throwing their headless corpses into
the Nile.

fig- '594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. iv. xiv. 7 To repair the

decays thereof by beheading superstition. 1726 M. HKNHY
Wks. II. 370 It adds to our grief to see a family beheaded.
2. Of things : To deprive of the top or foremost

part. rare.

1579 FULKE Htsfcins' Par!. 271 Maister Heskins beheadeth
the sentence. 1796 MAKSII \\.\,Carden. 20 (1813) 400 Graffs
of last year, cut to a few eyes, behead as at 98. Mod. Be-
headed and curtailed words.

Beheadal (b^he-dal). [f. prec. + -AL^ 5, which
see. Apparently in no Diet, hitherto.] Beheading,
execution by decapitation.
1859 WINGHEI.D Toitr Dalmatia 6 The drums announcing

Mary's beheailal. 1881 HKSANI & RICE WhitHngten ii. 54
The beheadal of Sheriff Richard I,ions. 1881-3 SCHAKF in

i/erzog's Encycl. Kel. Kmnt'l. II. 1101 The reason for the
beheadal was jealousy at John's preponderant influence
with the people.

Beheading (b^he-din}, rbl. .*/.
[f. UKHKADZ;.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of cutting off the head;

spec, of execution by decapitation.
n 1225 Ancr. K. 184 Nolde me tellen him alre monne

duskest, bet forsoke . . ane nelde prikunge, uor ane bihef-

dunge. 1541 R. COPLAND Gnydons Quest. Cyrnrg., Whan
be had a deade body by beheadyng or other wyse. 1585
THYNNK in Aniniad-v. Introd. 75 The duke of Huckinghams
beheadding. 1586 jC/turc/ni'. Ace. St. Margaret's, Westm.,
(Nichols 1797) 21 Paid for ringing at the beheading of the

Queen of Scotts. 1615 HIEKON Wks. I. 664 That story,
which reports his beheading at Rome. 173* LEDIARD Sethis,

II. vii. 54 The easiest and shortest of ail deaths, behead-

ing. UB3 THAOCKBAV in Cornh. Mag. Jan., Battles and
victories, treasons, kings, and beheadings.

fig* 1641 MII.TON Cn. Gcvt. v.t 1851) 1 15 For if the type of
Priest be not taken away, then neither of the high Priest,
it were a strange beheading.

Behea'ding, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING*.]

That severs the head or decapitates.
1845 BROWNING Soul's Trag. i, The beheading axe !

Behea-r, v. Obs. (Pseudo-archaic.) To hear.
a 1600 R. Hood <y Gny Gisborne 187 That beheard the

sherifFe of Nottingham, a 1700 Childe Waters in Evans
O. Hall. II. xxxv. 214 And that beheard his mother dearc.

Behearse, behelp, behera, etc. : see BE- pref.
Beheast, obs. form of BEHKST.
t Behea'ven. v. Obs. [f. BE- 6 + HEAVEN.]

trans. To endow with celestial bliss, to beatify.
1601 W. PARRY Sherley^s Trav. (i863> 4 Such a man . .

woulde be beheavened with the joy. 1609 J. DAVILS Holy

bi 1876 I. 7 Ofaire Jerusalem. .Vet wastbeheau'nd
through blessed Bethulem.

Behecht, -heet, -height, obs. var. of BEHIGUT.

Behefe, variant of BIHEVE.

Beheft, for BEHAVED.
n 1637 B. JOSSON Underwoods (16921 Wks. 587 But he wa>

wiser, and well beheft, For this is all that he hath left.

tBehele, -. Obs. Also bihele. [OE. behelian,
f. BE- + helian to cover : see HELE.] To conceal,

cover, envelop, lit. andyfc.
c looo >F,I,FKIC Gen. vii. 19 Wurdon ta behelede ealle ta

hehstan duna. f 1275 in O. E. Misc. 91 Al bes world is bi-

heled myd he^ene-hode. c 1325 Coer dt L. 5586 As snowgh
ly^ges on the mountaynes, Behelyd were hylles and playnes,
With hawberk bryghte and helmes clere.

t Beh.em, v. Obs. Forms : 3 bihemmen, 6-7
behemm.

[f.
BE- j + HEM.] trans. To hem round.

///. and fig.
a 1250 Oivltf Xtght. 672 He mot bihemmen and bilegge.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 44 Those I call coates which are
as it were on both their sides behemmed and parted. 1598
SYLVESTER DM Bartas (1608) 993 Her musky mouth . . a

swelling welt of Corall round behemms.

Behemoth ;brhrmJ>, -f?f). Forms: 4-5 be-

moth, behemot, 6- behemoth. [Heb. rrtDi"Q

b'hemoth, used in Job xl. 15. In form the word is

the plural of n!"n b*h?mah '

beast,' and might be

interpreted 'great or monstrous beast' {plural of
dignity}. But most moderns take it as really an

Egyptian word p-ehe-mau, which would mean
'water-ox,' assimilated in Hebrew mouths to a
Hebrew form.] An animal mentioned in the book
of Job ; probably the hippopotamus ; but also used
in modern literature as a general expression for one
ofthe largest and strongest animals. Cf. LEVIATHAN.
1382 WYCLIF Job xl. 10 Lo ! bemoth [1388 behemot, 1611

behemoth! that I made with thee. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy
n. xvii, Whom the Hebrues ..call Bemoth that doth in

latin playne expresse A beast rude full of cursednesse.

1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 471 Behemoth biggest born of earth.

1727 THOMSON Siiwwcr 710 The flood disparts: behold ! in

plaited mail, Behemoth rears his head. 1818 KEATS Endym.
ni. 134 Skeletons ofman, Of beast, behemoth, and leviathan.
1820 SHELLEY Prometk. Vnb. iv. i. 310 The might Of earth-

convulsing behemoth. 1857 EMERSON Poems 306 Be swift
their feet as antelopes, And as behemoth strong.

fig- JS9* G. HARVEY Pierces Sn/>cr., Will sopne finde the

huge Behemoth of conceit to be the sprat of a pickle herring.
1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xv. 140 He's a perfect
behemoth.

II Beheii (brhen). Also behn, been, ben.

[a. med.L. behen (.found in other mod. langs.),

app. corruption of Arab.
^j-^-^J bahmax, behmen,

a kind of root, also a dog-rose.]
1. A name which the old herbalists had received

apparently from Arabic sources, without knowing
to what plant it belonged, and which different

authors consequently tried to identify with many
different plants. In England it was chiefly affixed

to the Bladder Campion (' \Vhite Behen
1

), and
Sea Lavender (' Red Behen').
1578 I.YTE Dodoens in. xxii, Called . . of herboristes at this

day Behen, or Been album. 1682 GREW Anat. Seeds i. 7
Poppey is somewh
m. Herbal (1812) 3

. .

The Seed also of Ben or spatling Poppey is somewhat like

ILL Fam. Herbal (1812) 33 R
sea coasts . . also called by

a Kidney. 1769 Srn J. HILL F
IJehen, a wild plant about our

Red
.

some sea lavender, ijzi BAILEY, Bckcn, Bekn, the root of

Valerian, either red or white. 1783 Behen, Behn t there
is the white and red ; the first is likewise called . . Bladder

Campion ;
the other is also called . . Sea Lavender.

2. = BEN.

Behenetic, behenic : see BENIC.

Beheouen, obs. form of BEHOVE v .

t Behe'retic, v. Obs. [f. BE- 5 + HERETIC.]
trans. To call, stigmatize, or treat as a heretic.

1539 TAVERN LK Gard. Wysdome \\. i6b, Some, we behere-

tike, we call Lutheranes, and all that naught is. 1656 S. H.
Cold. Law 1 3 Would you that Prelacy and Priesthood should
. . be-heretick and sect you ?

Behest (b/|he*st), J/'. Forms: i belues, 2-3
bihese, biheaste, 2-6 bi-, byheste, .^-6 beheste,

45 be-, bi-, byheest^e, 4-6 bi-, byhest, 6-7 be-

heast, 4- behest. [OE. hehxs fern. (ace. beh&se}
was the regular repr. of OTeut. *bihait-ti-, abst.

sb. f. bihait~an t in OE. bchdtan to BEHIGHT (see

Sievers, Ags. Gr. 232) ; thence, early ME. bihese
^

soon altered to bihes~tet by form analogy with

words in -/*:, OE. -t. For full phonetic history see

HEST. The OE. bi/ixs, like the vb. bihatan t occurs

only in the sense of '

promise, vow/ but in ME.
bihestc acquired the sense of the simple hys, HEST,
f. hatan '

to command '

; see HIGHT.] Cf. the

equivalent BEHOTE, OE. behat neut., with its ME.
variants BKHETE, BEHIGHT.)
fl- A vow, promise. Very common in the phr.
Land of behest : land of promise. Obs.
a 1200 Trin. Coll. I/OIH. 61 But [wel lesten ure bihese.

1105 LAY. 1263 He bi-heihte hire biheste. < 1230 Hali
Meld. 39 Ich habbe ihalden mine biheaste bmppe. c 1300
St. Brandan 76 Bifore the ^ates of Paradys in the Lontl

of Biheste. f 1386 CHAUCER FrankL Prol. 26 Breken
his biheste. 1388 WYCLIF Heb. xi. g Bi feith he dwelte in

the loond of biheest. 1496 Dives fy Paap. (W. de W.) iv.

xxvi. 193 Why is this commaundement gyuen with a byhebt



BEHEST. 773 BEHIND.
of helthe. 156* Fox E ,4. (M/. I. 454/1 He behight to him
and to his Heirs the Land of behest. IJ^TUKBERV. Trag.

land of beheast.

2. A command, injunction, bidding.
CUTS Lamb. HOM. 33 pu scoldest halden cristes biheste.

1388 WYCLIF Ecclus. xxiv. 33 Moises comaimdide a lawe in

the comaundementis ofriatfulnessis . . and biheestis to Israel.

1528 MORE Hercsycs i. Wks. 157/2 That thei should kepe
his byhestes. 1591 SPENSER Ruincs Time 73 To fall before

her feete at her beheast. 1667 MILTON P. L. vin. 238 Us he

[God] sends upon his high behests. 1857 BUCKLE Civilis.

iii. 140 We see the subtlest . . of all forces . . obeying even
the most capricious behests of the human mind.

t Behe'St, v. Obs. Also 2 bihaste, 6 be-

heast ; pa.pplc. 6 behest, [f. prec. sb.] trans, (or
with subord. cl.) To vow, promise.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 185 J?u . . bihastest us wib |>on bet we

neomen hit heouenliche blissen. 4:1430 LVDG. Bodias \\.

xii. (1554) 51 God hath behested to Dauid and his lyne
..In Jerusalem Iiow they shal succede. 1:1440 Promp.
Parv. 29, 1477 MARG. PASTON in Lett. 809 III. 215 The
gyrdyl that my fadyr be hestyt me. 1519 HOR.MAN Vitlg. 3
b, I haue behest a pygge tosaynt Anthony. 1548 UoALL,etc.
Erasnt. Par, Luke xiii. 3 Thou haddest euen vowed and
beheasted thyselfe to utter ruine. 1566 GASCOIGNE Jocanta,
\Vks. (1587) 92 As much as late I did behest to thee.

t Beh,e*sting, vbl. sb. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. prec. +

-UTOl.l Bidding, command.
1583 STANYHL-RST J&tuu iv. (Arb.) 115 We rely toe thyn

hautye behestings.

Behet, obs. pa. t. of BEHIGHT
t Behe'te, sb. Obs. [f. behete, one of the forms

of BEHIGHT, v. : cf. the earlier BEHOTE, and par-
allel BEHIGHT sb.~] A promise, a vow.
c 1460 Towneley MySt. 159 Thise prophetys . . That have

knowyng of his behetys. 1470 HARDING Chron. cxl. xi,

Traytour he was, and false of his behete.

Behete, variant of BEHIGHT v. to promise,
t Behe'ter, beheeter. Obs. [f. behete = BK-
HIGHT v. + -EB : cf. BEHIGHTEU.] A promiser.
1382 WYCLIF 2 Mace. x. 28 Hauynge the Lord biheeter

[v.r. behetere] of victorie. Hcb. vii. 22 Jhesu is maad
biheter of the betere testament.

i Belie'ting, vbl. sb. Obs.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 1
:

cf. BEHOTING.] Promise, promising.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synnc 11220 x, ^e shende hyt

[wedlock] wyb 5oure fals behetyng. 1400 in Pol.Rel. 4- L.
Poems (1866) 242 A fals by-hety[n]g.

fBeliew*, v. Obs. Pa. pple. behewen, be-
hewe. [f. BE- i + HEW v. Cf. OE. behcawan to

hew off.] trans. To hew about, to carve.

1314(7/0' War>w. 125 Stonis. . Bihewequarre for the nonis.
< 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame 1306 It was all with [v. r. of] gold
benewe.

t Belli" cle, v. Obs. Forms : i behydan, 2 be-
huden. [OE. behydan-, f. Rs- + Aydan to HIDE.]
trans. To hide away, conceal.
c 1000 Affs. Gasp. Matt. xxv. 25 Ic . . behydde [c 1160 Hatton

behedde] |>in pund on eorSan. c 1173 Lamb. Horn, 109 J>e
bihut his gold hord on heouene riche. a, 1225 After. R, 100
Hit is bilepped & bihud.

t BehlC', v. Obs. In 4 bihyje, 5 byhye. [f.

BE- + HIE v.] reft. To hie oneself, make haste.
c 1340 Cursor M. 5087 Bihyje sou swibe hoom to go. c 1425

Sevtti Sag, (P.952 The bore byhyde hym thydyr faste.

t Behi'glit, v . Obs. For forms see below.

[An OTeut. compound vb. : OE. bi-, behdtan
OHG. bihei^an, Goth, bihditan (in derivatives

1

),

f, bi-, BE- + OE. hdtan = Goth, hditan to call,

pa. t. haihd.it, ( hehdit), pa. pple. kalians. The

reduplicated pa. t. appeared in OE. as he/it

(\*he'hat:*hchd't\hehai'f), contr. het (pi. he-

ton}. As there was no other Eng. vb. exactly par-

allel, the isolated inflexion of hdtan and/v//fz7rt//was

in ME. subjected to a remarkable series of changes,
resulting finally in the loss of the original present
stem, and the substitution of that of the past as

a new present, with weak inflexions, i. The OE.
original forms of the pres. behdte., and pa. pple.
behdten* gave regularly the ME. behote and behoten

(to ^1525). The OE. pa. t. behet gave ME. belief

(-heet, -hete], found after 1400; behcht gave bi~

heyght^ -height, more usually beliijt, -hight (-hyht,

-hyght, and in 1 5th c. -hite). But in the course
of the 1 4th c., the normal forms, behote, behct

-height -hight, behoten, began to be disturbed
under the influence of levelling, and of various

assumed analogies. 2. Thus, the Present took
the vowel of the then archaic past, and became
behete, -heete, frequent in Wyclif, Chaucer, and

Lydgate. The Past was occasionally assimilated

to the pple. as behotte, behote ; but far more fre-

quently the pple. was assimilated to the pa. t.,

first as behet, -hete, then as beheyght, behight, in

1 6th c. also behite. The Past behight was then
made weak, as be-hight-e (3 syllables ; cf. forms
like mighte, lighte) ;

and finally behight (behite) was
taken as present, and the pa. t. and pple. duly
became in ifith c. behighted (befitted} ; cf. lighted
for earlier lighte. Rare forms of the pa. t. were

^1400 behit (cf. /// =
lighted}, and in i6th c. be-

hoted, formed on the original present behote. See

further under the simple HIGHT v. Towards the

end of the i6th c. behight became obsolete, but
was kept up by the Spenserian archaists, who
often misunderstood its meaning, and employed
it in mistaken senses.]
A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Present, a. i-3beh&t9; 3-4 bi-, 3-6 behote.
a 1000 /KM--RIC Dent, xxiii. 21 Donne "6u behat beha;tst.

< 1175 Lamb. Horn. 161 Moni moil biliateS \vel be hit for-

jeteS sone. a 1225 Ancr. R. 8 56 ne schulen nout bihotcii

hit, auh . . do3 hit as bauh je hefden hit bihoten. 1340
Aycnb. 65 5uyche men bet . . behoteb J?ing bet hi ncle 11331
healde. c 1400 Camelyn 378 ffor to holden myn a-vow as
I the by-hoote. a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 61 He behotetli
that ..there shall be encresed peace and accorde. [1591
T..\MBARDE Arch. 141 That the Lord of Bedford . . nor other
of the Councell shall behote any favour.]

6. 4-6 behete, beheete.
c 1340 Cursor M. 6872 So dud prince & aU prophete As

god dud to him blhete |>. r. hete, hette], c 1388 WYCLIK
Wisd> \\. 13 He biheetith [1382 behoteth] that he hath the

kunnyng of God. 1:1386 CHAIXER Chan. Ycm. Prol. <y /'.

1 54 Neuere heere after wol I with hyin meete . . I you* bil icett:

\v.r. be-, by-, -hete]. a 1400 Chester PL 31, I thee behette.
c 1420 Citron. Vilod. 1014 Dcpe dampnacyon God bylietuth
alle bo. ('1530 HANLKV in Prynne Sen 1

. Power I'arl. n.

(1643) 67 The King shall answer, I grant and behete.

7. 4-5 behyte, 6 behyjt, -height, -hite, .SV.

hecht, 6-7 -hight.
c 1400 Apol. Loll, ii If be pope .. behi^t ani swilk bingis,

Ibid. 69 Wan be prest . . behytip suulk an absolucoun. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis \. vi. 94, I gou beheclit [v. r. hecht]. 1548
HALL Citron. (1809) 136 Promisyng and behightyng by the
faith of hi* body. 1581 MARBECK Bk. Xoti-s 458 It bringeth
and heheighteth good thinges. 1610 BARKOL'GH Afctk.

Physick \, xxviii. ^1639' 45 fThey] often behight and deter-
mine to kill themselves.

2. Past t. a. 1-4 behe"t, 2 -heot, 4 -heet, -hete,
-hett.

c- looo /KLFKIC Dent. v. > Drihten God behet us wed.
a noo O. K. Chron. an. 1036 /KIc man yfel him behet. ^1175
Lamb. Hoin. 71 Swa he burh be witeja billet. a\2z$Ancr.
K. 176 Salue ich bihet to techen ou. c 1300 Harrow, Hell
199 Do me as thou bihete. {'1400 Gamclyn 783 He him
beheet That he wolde be redy whan the justice sect, c 1430
Hymns Virg. 98 He . . pat biheet me ri^t.

/3. i beheht, 3-5 -heyght(e, 5-6 -height ; 4
-hyjt, 4-6 -hight, 5 -hite, 5-6 -hyght, 6 .SV.

-hicht.

cvyx> K. Alls. 3925 A byheste, That Darie byheyghte.
t 1320 R. BHUNNI-; Mcdit. 1027 As bou me behy^te. -1386
CHAUCER Knts. T. 1614 Myn owen knight Schal have nis

lady, as thou him bihight. c 1440 Gesta K<nn. 122 Ver-

tuys, be whiche he be-hite in baptyme. ('1500 Lancelot
1481 The lond, the wich he them byhicht. 1527 ( 'a.rtwi's

Trevisas Higden i. Iviii. 53 b, Scottessente y* Pyctes. .and

behyght them helpe. 1569 TURBERV. Poems, Your comely
hewe behight me hope.

7. 4-5 be-, bi-, byhijte, -hyjte, -higte, 5-6
-hyghte, -highte. After final e became mute,
this was of course identified with #.
f 1374 CuAUCBR Troylus v. 1204 He niste what he juggen

of it myghte, Syn she hath broken that she hym byhighte.
1382 WVCLIF Matt. xiv. 7 He byhi^te for to ^eue to hir.

c 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. 404 Wole not performe what he so be-

higte. a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladyc 309 lesu hathe sente the

holy goste that he beliyghte.
S. 4-5 behit.

r 1400 Apol. Loll. 10 Crist, .behit vs htuenly kyndom.
. 5 behotte, 5-6 behote.

(1425 Three KingsCologncd'ffi^q Andfbeijbyhottenjiftes
to be kepers. 1493 l-'cstrcall (\V. de W. 1515' 115 Thou
behote me a chylde, and now is the mother deed.

6 behoted.
1520 Caxtons Chron. Eng. \\. 15/2 Those that me other

wise behoted [ed. 1480 Tho that me other wyse behyghten].

jj.
6 behighted, -hited, -heighted.

1562 KOXE A. ^-JA I. 456/2 For so thou behited us some-
time. 1587 Gor.niNG DC Mornay xxix. 452 Let vs see what
time they beheighted for his comming.
3. Pa.pple. a. i-sbehaten, 2-6 -hoten. 3-6-hote.
(-1175 C"tf. ITont. 225 Swa swa him aer be-haten wes.

.1314 Guy li'nru'. 104 Bihoten Ich it haue a maiden of

priis. t 1400 Bcryn 2528 Delyvir me of sorowe, as yee be-

liote have, a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 267 He hathe behote
. . to gyue a hundereth folde. 1562 FOXE A. fy $f. I. 454/2
It was byhoten by Jeremiah. 1579 SPENSER S/tefh. Cal.
Dec. 54 But better mought they haue behote him Hate.

0. 4 behet, 5 -hete.

1400 Cursor M. 3010 (Trin.) 8 Hir son . . bat was longe
bihet toforn. Ibid. 13137 This childe was by-hete [v. r.

bihett] many a yere Ar he were sent. 1:1460 Towneley
Myst. 3 1 As thou me behete hase.

y. 4 byheght, 4-5 bihygt, -hyght, -hist,

-hight, behiat, -hyjt, -hyht ; 4-6 behight,
-hyght, -hite.

^1325 E. E. Allit. P. C. 29 pe happes alle a?t bat vus
bihy^t weren, c 1380 WVCLIF Sel. H'ks. III. 429 God haves

byheght horn. 1388 Ecctm. viii. 16 If thou hast bihiit.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys Introd. 6 Aftyr I had behyht the
rvng- 'S10 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xviii. E v, The niede of

theym is behyght for to come. 1553-87 FOXE A. fy M. I.

541/1 To wakers God has behite the Crown of Life. 1596
SPENSER F. (7. i. x. 50 The keys are to thy hand behight.

5. 6 behited, -highted, -heighted.
1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 37 He hath behyghted vs

eiterlasting life. 1577 St. Aug. Manuell 26 The light that
God hath benighted them. 1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. ci.

309 His knights had all behited them fullild.

B. Signification.
I. Proper senses, 1. To vow, to promise.
a. trans, (with dative of the person.)

a 1000 >ELFRIC Gun. xxxviii. 17 Oft b^t bu me sende ba;t
bu me behaetst. (.1300 Beket 1010 The King bihel hem
gret honur. 1369 CHAUCER Bk. Duchess* 631 The trayteresse
false and full of gyle, That al behotetb, and nothing halt.
a 1420 OCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2337 A kyng ought . . No
thyng bihete but yf he it perfourme. 1556 Aiip. PAKKER
Psalter cxvi. 16, I now will paye, My \-owes that I be-

hight. 1621 UP. MouNTACiU Diatribae 506, I behight thee
the Tenth of all my gettings.

b. with /;//. or sithord. cl.

c izos LAY. 18396 Godde we scullen bihaten ure sunnen to
beten. c 1340 Cursor M. 5431 (Trin.t, I bihete be ri^t hit

shal be done, c 1450 Knt. de la 7(j/-(i868) 92 The payens
behight her. .that she shulde haue a gret sornme of moneye.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Eitg. ccxxi. 211 He . . behi^t hym for

to done his message. 1496 Dives $ Panp. (W. de W.) i.

xi. 81 He that behoteth to come ayen. 1610 BARKOUGH
Mctk. Physick I. xxviii. 11639,1 45 IThe melancholious] de-
sire death, and do very often behight and determine to kill

tln.'inselves.

2. h-ans. To encourage expectation, to hold out

hope of 'life, recovery, etc.).
L 1420 Chron, I7Hod. 788 He had . . be fevere quartcylie,

(>at no mon bat sye hurre by-hette hurr be lyff. a i$5z
I.HLANU Brit. Coll. I. 231 This William . . was wounded .so

sore that no man beheight him life. 1571 GOLDIKG Calvin
on Fs. ix. 14 He behighteth himselfe saufty even in the
month of death.

3. tnins. To assure ^one" of the truth of a state-

ment
; to warrant. (Cf. mod. Ipromise you.}

c 1386 CHAUCER ll'ifcs Prol. 10^4 Lite! whil it last, I you
luheete. c 1430 Syr, Tryam. 18 He had a queue . . Trewe
as stele, y yow be-helt. 1513 I)OIX;LAS .'Ends i. vi. 94 Dido
lieyrat comouit, I 5011 behecnt. .followschip redy made.

II. Improper uses by the archaists of the i6th and
i /th cc., when the word was becoming obsolete ;

cf. the simple hight ,
also behest.

4. trans. To grant, deliver.

1596 Si'EssiiR F. Q. i. x. 50 The keys are to thy hand be-

hight I'.y wise Fidelia.

5. To command, bid. ordain.

("1591 Si'ESSKR Muwpotmos 241 H fortuned ^as heavens
had behight i That, etc. 1596 /'. Q, \ i. ii. 39 He . . with
her marched forth, as she did him behight.
6. To call, to name.
1579 Si'iiNSKK Shcph, Cal. Apr. 120 They bene all Ladyea

of the lake behight. Ibid, Dec. 54 Love they him called . .

Hut better mought they have behote him Hate. 1599 NASHE
Lent. Stitffc\ 1871) 72 Which, .are behighted the trees of the
sun and moon. 1652 ASH.MOLE Thcat. Chcni. \, 129 After

Philosophy I you behyte.
7. To bespeak, invoke.

1615 T. ADAMS Lycanthr. Ep. Ded. 3, 1 behight you in my
prayer;-, a happy progresse in grace.

t Behrglit, sb. Obs. Forms : 5 behi3t, 6

-hight, .SV. behicht, -hecht. [f. prec. vb. : cf.

the parallel BKHETE, BEHOTE.] A promise.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 57 After His blessing and silk behi^t.

r 1505 DrNRAK Xonc may Assure xii, Quhais fals behechtis
as wind hym wavis. 1533 BELLESDES Livy \\. 11822* 130,
I wil nocht dissave the Tarquinis . , with vane behichtis.

it 1547 KARI, SURREY Psahn Ixxiii. 25 [Not] In other succour
. . I3ut only thine, whom I have found in thy behight so just.

t Belli' gilt ed, ///. a. Ohs. Promised.
s. xi.aThis behyghted kingdome.

. Prose Add. ( 16121 332 His Troi
disanker from Thrace in quest of the behighted Italic.
1589 \V,\

tBehi'ghter. Obs. rare. A promiser.
< 1400 Apol. Loll. 105 pei are largist bihistars, and scarsist

geuars.

Behind i.b/harnd', adv.) p>'<?P- (sb.) Forms:
i behindan, (Norl/nimb. bihianda , 2-3 bi-

hinden, 3 (Onn.) -hinndenn, 2-4 -hinde, 3-4
byhynde, 4bi-, by-hynden,bi-henden, -hynde,
-hind, beheinde, 4-6 behynde, 5-7 behinde,

4- behind. [OE. bi-
} behindan, identical w.

OS. bihindan
t

f. bi-, BE- + hiudan* OHG. hin-

tana, mod.G. hintcn, Gothic hindana adv., 'from

behind/ 'behind,' f. root hind- in HINDKH, HIND-

MOST, with advb. suffix -ana, orig. meaning direc-

tion from : the notion of position is given by BE-.

Behind is used both absolutely (as adv.), and with

an object (as prep.), the latter originating in an

OE. dative of reference, behindan him 'in the rear

as to him? \ in Gothic hindana took a genitive,
hindana laurdanans ' from the back of the Jor-
dan.

1

In its sense-development the word is one,

though for practical purposes the adverbialand pre-

positional construction are here treated separately.]
A. adv. * In relation to an object in motion.

1. In a place whence those to whom the reference

is made have departed ; remaining after the others

have gone. Esp. used with leave (let obs.), re-

main, stay, abide, a. lit.

cgoo O.E. Chron. an. 894 Da Deniscan saeton Jwer be
hindan. a 1000 Bocth. Metr. xxiv. 29 pu . . fcone hehstan
heofon behindan leetest. Ibid. xxvi. 23 He let him behindan

hyrnde ciolas. c 1305 St. Sivithin 90 in E. E. P. (1862) 46
Ne lef )m nogt bihynde. c 1450 Rob. Hood (Ritson* i. i. 46
We shall abide behynde. c 1500 Merck. $ Son in Halliw.

Nng.r Poet. 26 Here ys a fytt of thys matere ; the bettur ys

behynde. 1697 DRVDEN Virg, Georg, in. 306 He . . leaves

the Scythian Arrow far behind.
1766 GOLDSM. VJc.

W. iii.

(1806) 13 Too generous to attempt leaving us behind. 1782



BEHIND.
COWPER y. Gilpin 60 Betty screaming came downstairs,
1 The wine is left behind !

'

1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. (1875)
I, 64 Even the slaves were not left behind.

b. Jig. In the position, condition, or state which
a person or thing has left: e.g. in existence after

one's death.
c 1400 St. Alexius 20 Richest he lete al Bihynde. ?ifi95

Babes in Wd. (Ritson) 16 They died And left two babes be-

hind, a 1631 DONNE Poems 1 1650) 15 To leave this world
behinde, is death. 1652 CULFEPPER Eng. Physic 68 Gross
humours Winter hath left behinde. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav.

132 All evils . . That opulence departed leaves behind. 1829
SOUTHEY Sir T. More II. 138 When they were advanced
from a private station, they left behind them the leisure.

1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 73 The salt is left entirely behind,
and nothing but pure water evaporated.

c. In the time which one has lived beyond, in

the past.
[1382 WYCLIF Phil. iii. 13 Forsetinge . . tho thingis that ben

bihyndis.] 1526 TINDALE ibid.) I forget that which is be-

hynde. c 1600 SHAKS. Sotin. 1, My grief lies onward and

my joy behind. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Lxxvii, As in the

winters left behind, Again our ancient games had place.

1 2. After one has left (a company), in one's

absence. Obs. t and now expressed by
' behind

one's back
'

: see B 9.
a 1000 Bi manna Lease iGr.) 4 Eorl oSernt; . . mid teon-

wordum ta;Ie5 behindan, spreceS fagere beforan. t "75
Lamb. Hom. 143 pe [>et spekeft faire bifuren and false

bihinden. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr- Sffw&in. iii. 11483151 Ye have
shewed them in presence good there, .but behynde ye have
ben fals traytours.

3. In the rear of anything moving ; following,
in the train; not so far forward. To come behind :

to follow, come after. To fall behind; to fall

into the rear through not going so fast or 'keep-

ing up.'
U 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark v. 27 [Wif] cwom in 'Sreat bi-

hianda. ] 1393 LANGL. /*. PL C. iv. 37 Ther connynge clerkus

shuilej> clocke by-hynde. 1562 J. HKvwooD/Vcr'.<y )*/>.
(1867) 72 The further ye go, the further behynde. c 1575
J. STILL Gamm. Gurton\, in Dodsley(ij^o} 11-77 -^s proude
come behinde, as anie goes before. 1697 DKYDEN Virg.
Georg. in. 708 Late to lag behind, with truant pace. 1857
MAKY Hownr Web-Spinner^ I am wearied with a long day's
chase, My friends are far behind. 1858 C. PATMOKE Angel
in I/O. xn. iii, Her laughing sisters lagg'd behind.

f b. of following in time : Later. Those that

come behind; posterity. Obs.
c 1600 Rob. /frd</ (Ritson) i. v. 420 Least his fame should

be buried clean From those that came behind. 1628 Hum;i,s

Tkucyd. ' iSi'i." 40 Men . . are many times to fall first to ac-

tion, the which ought to come behind.

4. fig- (from i) In reserve, kept back, not yet

brought forward or mentioned ; still to come.
1250 LAY. 18012 He hadde bihinde ehtetene boustnd. 1526

Pilgr. Per/. iW. de W. 1531) 6 1), Smoke, the more it en-

creaseth, the lesse is behynde. 1542 UUALL Erasw.
Apoph. ^76 b, There is but a vcraye litle litle tyine of my
life behinde. 1603 SHAKS. J/t'as. for jlf.\~. 545 Wee '11 show
What's yet behinde. 1630 WAUSWQRIH S/. Pilgr. v. 46 He
. . told what was behinde of his former discourse. 1687 T.

BROWN Saints in Upr. Wks. 1730 I. 73 The oddest and
most comical scene is still behind. 1750 JOHNSON Rambt.
Xo. 67 ? 2 The expectation of MJITIC new possession, or of

.some enjoyment yet behind. 1818 MACMI w in Trevelyan
Life I. ii. 96 But stronger evidence is behind.

5. fig. (from 3.) a. Of progress, advancement,
or attainment; hencti of rank, order, subordination.
c xaoo Triii, Coll. Hout. 213 penile man bipecheS otSer 'lie

him maked to ben bihinden of ^at he wencO to ben biforen.

i:\yrQCursorM. 6073 Qua f r pouert ys be-hinde. 1526
TINDALE i Cor. i. 7 So that ye are behynde [\VYCLIK fail,

1611.come behinde] in nogyfte. 1586 WARNER Alb. l'-ng. m.
xviii, 83 You . .shall see Yourselues to come behind in Armes.

1788 Miss lit'RNEY Diary, etc. (1842) IV. 42 Mrs. Montagu,
who was behind with no one in kind speeches. 1817 JAS.
MILL Brit. India. II. v. iv. 462 The opponents were not be-

hind in violence.

b. In reference to the fulfilment of an obliga-

tion, esp. of paying money due : In arrear. Const.

u'it/i money unpaid, or the person to whom it is

due ;
in fulfilling an obligation.

c 1375 WYCLIF Scrm. Sel. Wks. II. 252 So many men in bis

world ben byhynde of dette of love. 1454 E. E. Wills(\t&^

133 His wages beyng be-hynde. 1493 Fcstivall (W. de
\V. 1515) 20 Ye that be behynde [in making shrift] . . come
and shryve you. 1512 Act 4 Hen. I'll/, xi, If theseid an-
nuell rentes . . be behynde. 1596 UANETT Comines' Hist. Fr.

11614)239 Maximilian was behind with them for certaine
moneths pay. 1614 R. TAILOR Hog hath lost Pearl i. i. in

Dodslcy (1780) VI. 381, I am behind with my landlord a

year. 1697 C'tess. D'Aunoys Trav. (1706) 86 A man of

good quality, .much behind in the world. 1765 Act 5 Gee.

//, xvii. 3 in O.vf. fy Camb. Enact. 75 In case the rent or
rents . . shall be behind or unpaid. 1885 Munch. Exam.
21 July 5/2 If the tenant falls behind with his instalments.

6. After due time
;

late or slow in coming
forward. Obs. exc. Sc.

c 1330 Assumpt. I'irg. 808 Euer art J>ou bi-hynde, Whare
hast pou so longe bene? 1414 BRAMPTON Penit. Ps. Ixv.

25 Lete no}t thi mercy be behynde. 1727 WALKER Life
Pedcn 38 (J.\M.) He was never behind with any that put
their trust in him. 1787 BEATTII; Scotticisms 14, I fear I

^hall be behind, i. e. not arrive in time. Late, too late.

b. Of a watch or clock : Slow.

1787 BEATTIK Scotticisms 15 My watch is behind, before ;

slow, fast, are better.

* * hi relation to objects at rest.

7. On the back side, at the back ; in the rear of

anything stationary having a recogui/ed front.

774

< I22O Sttft'fas Warde in Cott. Hoiit. 251 SpeoweS ham eft

ut biuoren ant bihinden. ("1305 Judas /scar. 83 in E.
E. P. 109 He smot him wij> a ston bihynde in be pate.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy xxm. 9540 He was brochit burgh the

body with a big speire, pat
a trunchyn of J>e tre tut out

behynd. 1540 Pilgrim s T. 66 in Thynnes Aniinadv. 79
In myn eyr behynd I herde a bnssinge. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C.
v. i. 43 Caska, like a curre, behinde Strooke Caesar on the
necke. 1713 STEELE Englishm. No. i. 5 The Servants be-

hind . . were unable to contain from laughing. 1795 SOUTHKY
Joan ofArc iv. 388 From behind a voice was heard. 1831
R. KNOX C/oqnet's Anat. 152 A . . smooth surface, concave
from behind forwards. 1837 MARRYAT Dog-Fiend\\\\> She
had . . a back-door into the street behind.

t b. fig. At one's back, supporting, backing up.
1630 WADSWORTH Sp. Pilgr. vii. 71 The remainder of the

regiment .. [was] giuen to Sir lames Creeton, there being
behind Captain Lucy . . with diuerse other . . Captaines.

c. At the back or on the farther side of some

object, so as to be hidden. Chieflyfig.
Mod. That seems fair enough, but is there anything

behind?

8. Towards the rear, backwards. (With look or

equivalent verbs.)
t' 1340 Ayenb. i3oYzyb aboueand bentbe, and beuoreand

behynde. 1382 WYCLIF Jitdg. xx. 40 Beniamyn biholdynge
bihynde. .turnede the face. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. ii. i. 158 She
that could . . See suitors following, and not looke behind.

1692 F,. WALKER Epictctus' Mor. (1737) xii, Run, Nor look
behind. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg-. Gcorg. iv. 708 Th* unwary
Lover cast his Eyes behind. 1799 WORDSW, Lucy Cray
xvi, O'er rough and smooth she trips along, And never
looks behind. 1867 ALFORD Hymn '

J-'onuard,' Seek the

things before us, Not a look behind.

9. To the back, into the rear, t To put behind

^obs.) : to put into the rear, out of sight, into the

background, or into a subordinate position.
c 1380 WYCLIF 3 Trent, i. 61 Shrift to God is put bihynde

. . but privey shrift ncwe foundun is autorisid as nedeful to

soulis heele. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 90 Put not His bidding be

hynd. c 1430 LYDG. BocJuis i. iii. 11544) 6 a, The pride of
Nembroth there was put behind, c 1450 Rob. Hood{ Ritsonj
i. i. 1072, I dyd holpe a pore yeman, With wronge was put
behynde. Mod. Go behind and look for it.

B. prep.
* With the object in motion.

1. In a place left by (one who has gone on .

Usually with leave
> remain, stay, expressed or

understood.
c 1200 ORMIN 8913 He \va>s ba bihinndenn hemm bilefedd

att te temmple. (11300 Cursor M. 15879 Lafte bei not bi-

liynden hem be fals fcloun ludas. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 15311 1 43 To leue our beest behynde vs. 1613 SHAKS.
Hen. I'/II, iv. ii. 84 Leaue me heere in wretchednesse, be-

hinde ye. 1874 FARRAK Christ L 477 Leaving behind him
those Phoenician shrines. Mod. She has resolved to stay
behind me fur a few days.

! b. fi$. In a condition or state left by (one', ;
in

existence, in life, in the world aiter one is
*

gone.'
1601 SHAKS. />*.</. A", n. i. 20 He left behind him myself

and a sister, a 1694 TILLOTSON (J.i Piety and virtue are not

only delightful for the present, but they leave peace and
contentment behind them. 1759 JOHNSON Rasselas xxx.
Wks. 118251 1. 263 The old Egyptians have left behind them
nonumeriis of industry. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. L vi.

1876) 420 The last King who left behind him a name for

just and mild government,
C. fig. In time leil by ioiie ; in time past.

iQyt TEXXYSOH Locttsley tf. 13 When the centuries behind
me like a fruitful land reposed.

t 2. After the departure of (a person) ; in the

absence of. Obs. Xow, behind his back : see y/
< 1300 Bcket 1374 To deine a man bihynden him thou wost

hit nere no lawe. 1340 Ayenb. 10 po bet miszigge^ guode
men behinde ham. 1470-85 MALORY Arthttri\%\^\ \. 357
Many speak more behind him than they will say to his face.

3. In the rear of (one moving ; following, after.

f 1385 CHAUCKR L. G. W. 185 By-hynde this god - . I saw
comynge uf ladyis nynetene. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. n
She will outstrip all praise And make it halt, behinde her.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. (.Jcorg. \\. 700 And close behind him
follow'd she. 1742 YOUNG AY. /'//. i. 171 Joy behind joy,
in endless perspective ! 1808 SCOTT Marm. \. vii, Behind
him rude two gallant squires.

b. with reference to any kind of progress, at-

tainment, or position or order attained : Inferior to.

1526 TINDALE 2 Cor. xi. 5, I suppose that I was not be-

hynde the chefe apostles. 1593 HOOKER Eccl.Pol. i. vi. Jj 2
Wks. 1841 I. 164 Beasts, though otherwise behind men,
may. .in actions of sense and fancy go beyond them. 1625
BURGES Pers. Tithes 24 The practise of such as are behind
him in estate. 1823 LAMB Etta Ser. i. xv. (1865) 121 She is

in some things behind her years. 1848 MACAU- LAY Hist.

Eng. I. 68 They were some centuries behind their neigh-
bours in knowledge.
4. Later than, after (the set time), i. e. after the

set time has passed. In 'behind time
'

there is an

expression of blame not present in
'

after time.'
1600 SHAKS. A. }'. L. iv. !. 195 If you. .come one minute

behind your hour. 1632 RUTHERFORD Lett. 26 (1862) 1.98
\Ve be but half-hungered of Christ here, and many a time
dine behind noon. 1853 C. BRONTE rtffr&t 180 'Ten
minutes behind his time, said she.
* * With the object at rest.

6. In the space lying to the rear of, on the back
side of (a person, or object that has a front and

back). Behind fortifications^ etc. : inside of, so

as to be defended by them.

rii7S Lamb. Horn. 165 He is buuen us and bineben,
biforen and bihinden. a 1225 "Juliana 73 Bihimlen hare
schuldrui. c 1300 A'. Alts. 2013 Y wol . . faste bynde, His
honden his rug byhynde. t 1320 A^vi ;/ Sng. iW.\ 553 He
hadde, bihinden his paleys, A fair gardin. 1611 BIBLL. Ex.

BEHINDHAND.
xiv. 19 The pillar of the cloud, .stood behinde them. 1760
JOHNSON Idler No. 95 F 6 They wondered how a youth of

.spirit could spend the prime of life behind a counter. 1766
GOLDSM. I'ic. IV. x.\u. (1806) 132 Next morning I took my
daughter behind me, and set out on my return home. 1849
KINGSLEY Pr. /^//i(i875i295 The gentleman from Lloyd's
with the pen behind his ear.

b. fig. At the back of :,^any one) as a support;
backing (one) up.
1882 rail Mall G. 24 June i The ^reat arbitrages who

have behind them the wealthy financial houses in London.

6. On the farther side of ;an object) from the

spectator or point of reference
; beyond.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 653 J>e burde byhynde be dor for
busmar Ia3ed. a 1400 Chester PI. 209 Alas ! that I were
awaie Ferre behynde France ! 1653 HOLCROFT Procopius
iv. 120 All behinde the end of the Euxine is Lazica. 1697
DRYDEN I'irg. Gcorg. HI. 330 Behind the Mountain, or be-

yond the Flood. 1820 KEATS St. Agnes xi, He stood hid. .

Behind a broad hall-pillar. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Life in
\VUds i. 3 The mountains behind the Cape of Good Hope.

b. fig. At the back of, hidden by, on the side

remote from our observation.
1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. I. 198 Behind every phenomenon

we must assume a power.
c. Behind the scenes: in the rear of the scenery

of a theatre
; hence, behind what is publicly dis-

played, out of sight, in private.
1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 44 F 5 Murders and Kxecutions

are always transacted behind the Scenes in the French
Theatre. 1779 HORNE Disc. (1799' IV. vii. 169 In the Scrip-
ture-histories we are as it were admitted behind the scenes.

1836 FKOLDE Hist. Eng. I.
3i6_

There lay, ..behind the
scenes a whole drama of contention and bitterness.

7. Backwards from (oneself), towards what lies

in the rear of. (With look and equivalent verbs.),
c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. m. xii. 108 Vif he loke byhynden

hym. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. MX. 26 The wijf of hym [Lot],

biholdynge bihynde her. 1611 BIBLE Judg. xx. 40 The Ben-

jamites looked behind them. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No.
6 f 13 Venturing to look behind him. 1860 TYNDALL
Glaciers i. 14. 94 The prospect, .behind us. .grew worse.

8. Into the space lying to the rear of, to the back
or farther side of.

1250 LAY. 26057 Arthur . . storte bi-hinde an treo. r 1385
CHAUCER L. G. Ii'. 643 By-hyndyn the mast begynnyth he
to fle. 1611 BIBLE Matt. xxvi. 23 Get thee behind mee,
Satan. 2 Kings ix. iq Turne thee behinde me. Mod.
The mouse ran behind the sideboard. The sun has sunk
behind the mountains.

b. fig. Out of attention or consideration.
1866 MOT LI-.Y Dutch Rep. v. i. 673 The plan of Don John

. .1 put entirely behind me.

c. 7o go behind', to press an enquiry into what
does not appear on the surface of l^any matter), or

is not avowed.
1884 M. WHIIL in Law Times Rep. I.I I. 548/2 The rate

. , was valid and good on the face of it, and the justices
were not entitled to go behind it and inquire whether there
was a concurrent rate.
* * * Phrase.

9. Behind (one's} back has been used as a more

emphatic expression for behind {one}, in all senses ;

but now spec, in sense 2, in which Mind-backs
also occurs in Scotch.

c- 1325 /:'. E. Allit. P. B. 980 pe balleful burde. .Blusched

byhynden her bak. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxii. 13 Abraham. .

sawe bihynd his bak a wether among the thornes. 1470-85
MALORY ArtAur(*&*) I. 307 To say of me wrong or shame
behindmyback. 1611 BIBUE&Ti xxiii. 35 Thou hast forgotten
me, and cast me behinde thy backe [1388 WYCLIF, behynde
thi bodij. 1645 RUTHERFOKU Tryat $ Tri. Faith 11845178
The Father and the Son are speaking of thee behind backs.

1711 STEELI; Sped. No. 109 ^5 Sir Andrew Freeport has
said behind my Back, that, etc. 178* Br. NEWTON Wks.
II. xxii. 460 The flatterer will . . trumpet forth your praises
behind your back, c 1817 HOGG Talcs fy S&, IV. 14 Tibby
was sitting behind backs enjoying the meal. 1864 Linnet'i

Trial I. m. i. 303, I should be very sorry not to defend

people behind their backs.

C. as sb. (colloq. and vu/gar) : The back side

or rear part (of the person or of a garment; ; the

posteriors.
1786 Lounger No. 54. 17 Two young Ladies .. with new

Hats on their heads, new Bosoms, and new Behinds in a
band-box, a 1830 GEORGE IV in Sat. Rev. 11862! 8 Feb.,
do and do my bidding tell him he lies, and kick his be-

hind in my name ! 1833 MARRYAT /'. Simple '1863149 That
I might not have the front of my trowsers torn as well as

the behind.

D. Comb, f Behiud-backfs, see 9 above ;
be-

hind-forth. (ol>s.\ from behind forward ; behind-

rider, a rear guard ; behind-sight nonce-u'd. (as
contrast to foresight}, backward view, retrospec-
tion.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. l.xvii. 1 1405) 823 [The
leoperde] reseth on hym behyndeforth wyth bytyng and

wyth clawes. 1471 Hist. Arriv. Ed-w. I ^(1838) 14 A good
bande of speres and archars his behynd-rydars. 1884 Pall
.\fallG. 8 Feb. i/i If our foresight were as good as our
*

behindsight,' many disasters would never happen.

Behindhand (Wharndihsend), adv. (and a.)

Also 6-7 behind the hand.
[f. UEHIND//Y^.+

HAND, probably on the analogy of beforehand.

Properly an adverb, but in common use as com-

plement of the predicate, in
' to be behindhand,*

where the distinction of adverb and adjective
breaks down : hence sometimes attributively.]
1. In airear as to the discharge of one's liabili-
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ties, in a state of insolvency, in debt. (Const.

with.}
1530 PAI.SC.R. 423/2, I am behynde the hande as a man is

that is fallen in pouerty. 1535 LATIMER SertH. <$ Rent.

(1845) 367 He can tell you of more as far behindhand as he.

1542 UDAI.L Apopli. Erasm. sigh, Sore behynde hande in

debte. 1618 WOTTON' in Rcliq. U'otton. (1685) 258 He was
Poor and somewhat behind hand. 1647 W. BROWNE Polc.v~

under \. 134, I finde my selfe behindehand with him more
than I am able to pay him. 1704 SWIFT T. Tttb^zdjocfi 48
Having run something behind-hand with the world. 1752
JOHNSON Rambt. No. 191 F i A cold which has .. put me
seventeen visits behind-hand.

b. Iii the position of a creditor, entitled to

money which is in arrcar.
1666 PEPYS Diary 19 Dec., Many . . are ready to starve,

they being five years behind-hand for their wages.
2. Behind time, late, too late, 'after the event';

out of date, behind the times.

1549 Coinpl. Scot. 115 This vryting is cum oucr lalt and
behynd the hand. 1645 \V. LITHGOW Siege Newcastle (i&io)

31 Scottish-men are aye wise behindc the hand. 1711 An-
DISON Spect. No. 129 P 5 A Justice of Peace's Lady, who
was at least ten years behindhand in her Dress. 1837 CAK-
I.YLE Fr. Rev. I. 1. v. ii. 131 Folly is that wisdom which is

wise only behindhand. 1875 BROWNING Arisfoph. . \pol. 30?
Am I perhaps behindhand? come too late?

3. In a state of backwardness, less advanced than

others (/) ; ill provided or prepared (w/V/i).

1542 VDALL Appph. Erasm. 169 a, Leanyng me behynd
hande in bountlfulnesse. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd, fyCowi>r,\',

84 Unfurnished of warre provision . . being exceedingly be-

hind hand. 1701 W. WOTTON Hist. Rome 285 Severn* was
not behind-hand in anything that had been customary.
1768 STERNI-: Sent. Jourti. (1778) I. 140 Not to be behind-
hand in politeness. 1845 DISRAELI ^j'/v7 118631 59 Ah ! you
were abroad at the time, and so you are behindhand. 1851
HAWTHORNE Siio-vfata^f( 18791 223 A whole class who were
behindhand with their lessons.

b. In an incomplete state, unfinished.

1853 ROBF.RTSON Scrw. Ser. n. vii. 101 Was there, .some-

thing behindhand of Christ's sufferings remaining uncom-
pleted?
4. attrib. Backward, tardy, hanging back.
1611 SHAKS. ll'int. 7". v.i. 151 Interpreters Of my behind-

hand slacknesse.

f 5. quasi-.r/'. The state of being behind. Ohs.

1580 SIUNICY Arcadia \\. (1613) 123 Hee . . invaded Thes-
salia, and brought Dorilaus to some behind-hand of fortune.
1611 COTHR., Perdre pied, to .. be driuen to a behind-
hand.

t Behi'nds, adv. Ohs. rare.
[f.

BEHIND with
advb. genitive -cs, -s, for earlier -;/.] -BEHIND.
1382 WVCI.IF [see BEHIN'D Aic],

t Behi'ndward, adv. Ohs.
[f.

as prec. +

-WARD.] In the direction that is behind.
1 1440 HVLTOH Scala Per/. (W. de W. 14941 xiii. B j, That

I myght forgete all thynges the whyche ben behyndwarde.
Behite, obs. form of BEHIGHT v.

t Behi-ther, adv. and prep. Oh. [f. BE- +
HITHER, cf. behind, before, besides, beyona, etc, (A
useful word, worth reviving.)]
A. prep. 1. On this side of. (L. cis

t citra.}
1521 ABP. WAKJIAM in Ellis Oriff. Lett. Ser. in. I. 241 Vt

^huld engendre grete obloquy and sclandre to the Univer-
sitie, bothe behyther the See and beyonde. 1589 PUTTFN-
HAM Enff. Poesie(\rb.} 257 The Italian, .calleththe French-
man . . and all other breed behither their mountaines Ap-
pennines, Tratnontani. 1679 EVELYN Diary (ifa-]) III. 14,

the Kitchin.

2, Short of, barring, save.

1633 G. HERBERT //, Baptism in Temple 36 Let me be soft

and supple to thy will . . to others, mild, Behither ill. 1671
OI.KV Herbert's C. Parson Pref. A ij b (N. >, I have not any
une thing, behither vice, that hath occasioned so much con-

tempt of the clergie.

B. adv. On this side, on the nearer side.

1650 ELUERFIELD Tythes 280 Of what is behither. . I need
say nothing.

Behmenism, var. form of BOZHMENISM.

Behof(e, obs. f. of BEHOOF and BEHOOVE.
Behoft(e : see BIHOFTHE.

Behold (b/hJu-id), v. Pa. t. beheld. Pa.

pple. beheld, arch, beholden. Chief forms:

Inf. i -2 biheald-an, 2 -helden, 2-5 -hald-e (n, 3-5
-holde(n, 6- behold. Ind. pres. yd sing. 2 bi-
halt. Pa, t. 1-4 beheold, -hield, -held, -huld,
-heild, -heeld, 5- beheld, (4 beholded). Pa. pple.
4bihalden,4-beholden,4~5 beholde, ;-beheld,
4 behelded, beholdyd, 4-6 -ed). For other
forms see HOLD. \p]L.l>ihaldan (\VSax. /v/W</a),
identical w. OS. bihaldan, OFris. bihatda, OHG.
bihaltan

t mod.G. behalten, Du. bchonden, f. bi- BK-
2 -f haldan, healdan to HOLD. The application
to watching, looking, is confined to English.]

I. To hold by, keep, observe, regard, look.

f 1. trans. To hold by, keep hold of, retain. Obs.
a 1000 C.trdmon's Gen. 366 (Gr. I Da;t Adam sceal . . minne

stronglican stol behealdan. cijloWvcUTiSVnw.Sel.WbL
I. 384 Men that biholden [.WS. E holden] bileve of Crist.

15*5 LD. BHBHBU />*>/. II. Ixiv. [Ixix] 222 Kuery man
behelde the same oppynyon.

b. /;///-. (for rcfl?i To hold, keep 1o.

a 1300 Cursor A f. 9483 To quas seruis straitly he bi-held.

t 2. trans. To hold by some tie of duty or obli-

gation, to retain as a client or person in duty bound.
Found only in the pa. pple. BKHOLDKN, q.v.

"t* 3. a. intr. To hold on by, appertain or belong
io. b. trans. To pertain, relate or belong to, to

concern. Obs.
a 1067 Chart.-Eadwcard in Cod. Dip/. IV. 214 God eow

jehealde and alle 3e Sat beholde into" Siire halagen stowe.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 65 JV pater noster bihalt me noht, bute
ic pU habbe in mi J>oht. a 1250 Moral Ode 156 in E. E. P.
(1862) 31 Al hit hanged and bihalt bi |Use twain worde.

ri449 PBCOCK Repr. i. ix. 45 Ech of hem [gouernauncis)
whiche biholden the making, .of the said sacramentis.

f 4. irons. To hold or contain by way of purport
or signification, to signify, mean. Obs,

r

1 1200 OuftN 13408 We muahenn sen whatt itt bihallt.
a 1225 St. Marker. 7 Whet bihalt, . . bat tu ne buhest to
me?

\ 5. trans. To hold in regard, keep, observe

(commands, appointed days, etc.). Obs.

971 Blickl. Hont. n Symlc bli^e mode Godes beboda
u tan we behealdan, 1387 TRKVISA Hidden (1865) I. 243 b<.^

Romaynes . . byhelde bilke dayes and wrou^t noujt bilk*1

dayes.

t 6. a. trans. To regard (with the mind\ have

regard to, attend to, consider, b. intr. To give
attention or regard, have regard mifo, to* Obs,

rSzg I't's/i. Ps. Ix. i Jiihald to ^ebede minum. a 1000

Ags. Ps. Ix. i Beht-ald min ^ebetl. n 1300. E. E. Psalter
Ixi. i Unto mi bede bihald bou. 1 1300 ttekct 760 Al this

iho so ri^t bihalthi thu gynnest forth to drawe. 1382
WVCUF Gen. iv. 5 The Lord bihelde to Abel and to his

5iftis. la 1400 Cnto Major, n. xxv, ICnde and biginnynge
ofbe werk lio(>e bou hem bi-holde.

7. trans, a. To hold or keep in view, to watch
;

to regard or contemplate with the eyes ;
to look

upon, look at (implying active voluntary exercise

of the faculty of vision . arch. This has passed
imperceptibly into the resulting passive sensation :

b. To receive the impression of (anything) through
the eyes, to see: the ordinary current sense. (It is

not easy to show the beginning of sense b, as

nearly all the early instances have some sugges-
tion of the former : the earlier quotations under b.

must therefore be treated as merely introductory.)
a. 971 Iilickl.HoiH.il Enelas hie xeorne beheoldan, i2oo

Trin. Hom. 29 pe wimman bihalt hire sheawere and ciimeo"
hire shadewe ^aronne. c 1250 Owl $ N. 1323 On ape mai
a boc bi-halde, An leves wenden. a 1300 Cursor M. 290
Behald be sune and Jxni mai se. c 1450 Merlin xiv. 225
'i'he maiden hym be-heik!e moche, and he her. 1523 LD.

B&RHERS/Vp&Mi8i2) 1.433 They lirought him totheprinris
..who behelde hym right fersly and felly. 1530 PALSGH.

447/1 To se an olde ryddylled queene to beholde herselfe in

a glasse. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i, 2 (1873) i Beholding
you not with the inquisitive eye of presumption. 1667
MILTON /'. /,. ix. 1080 How shall I behold the face Hence-
forth of God or Angel, earst with joy And rapture so oft be-
held? 1676 HOBRI-S Iliad iqi And when enough beholden
them be had. 1718 Poi'K Iliad \, 553 From far Behold
the field.

b- <"7S Lamb. Horn. 177 He muwen ben of-drad be hine
sculle5 bi-helde. a 1223 A net: R. 106 He biheold hu his
deore deciples fluen alle vrom him. 1382 Wvci.ir C!cn. xxiv.

64 Rebecca, Isaac biholdyd, descendide of the camel. 1483
Cat/i. A tig/. 26/1 To behalde : asspicere casit. 1565 STAI'LK-
TON* Fortrcssc 56 And such as haue not heard haue yet bc-
hulded. 1596 SHAKS, Tarn. Shr. \\. i. n, I neuer yet be-
held that speciall face, Which I could fancie. 1697 HRVDKN
l'*irg. Gcorg. iii. 711 On Winter Seas we fewer Storms be-
hold. 1850 MRS. BROWSING Poems I. 90 These are stars be-
holden By your eyes in Eden. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. 16.

109 Anything more exquisite I had never beheld.

t 8. intr. To look. Const, with various adverbs
and prepositions. Obs. (exc. as absolute use of

7."!

1175 Lamb, ffoifi. 133 Bihald he seide up to heouene.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 153 Bi-hold up to heuene and tel be
sterres. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 809 Hys face . . pat watz so

fayr on to byholde. ^1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 135 Thanne
wolde she. .pitously in to the see biholde. 1393 LANGL. /*.

PL C. i. 14 Esteward ich byhulde
'

after J>e sonne. 1491
CAXTOH I'itas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) n. 210 b/2 The holy
fader . . beholdynse upon hym. 1509 BARCLAY Ship of
Fooles (1570) ?? vj, Beholde vnto the shore. 1601 SHAKS.
Jnl. C. v. iii. 33 Come downe, behold no more. 1634
Malory's Arthur \,i%i(>\ II. 95 They took their horses, and
beheld about them. 1795 SOUTH KV Joan of Arc \\. 277
The Maiden's host beheld.

1 9. a. intr. To look or face (as a building)
against or to (a direction), b. trans. To face. Obs.

1382 \V\CLiFS0ngS0f. vii. 4 The tour of Liban that be-
holdith a^en Damasch. c 1449 PRCOCK Kefr. in. i. 280 At
the see that biholdith to the west. 1593 FALE Dialling 8
Let the arke behold the South. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.
209 The Land is high, .chiefly where it beholds the Sea.

1677 Moxox Mech. Exert:. (1703) 310 The South Erect . .

whose Plane . . directly beholds the South.

flO. trans. To look upon, view, considerj(some-
thing) ; to consider or hold in a certain capacity.
1642 ROGERS Naaman 344 To behold himselfe the true

bread and . .water of life. 1650 FULLER PisgaJt in. i, It is

beheld in Scripture as most solemn and of highest import-
ance. 1662 Worthies (1840) II. 223 Though beans be
generally beheld but as horse and hog-grain. Ibid. 551 He
is beheld one of the first merchants.

fll. Senses apparently derived from HOLD at
a later period. Only in Sc. Obs. (Some of these
are doubtful.)
1 11. intr. To 'hold,' stop, wait.

1670 SPALDING Tronb. C/ias. /, I. 143 JAM.) They beheld
but keepcd still the fields. 1768 Ross llclmorc 21 (JAM.)'

That's true,' quo' she,
' but we'll behad a wee.'

+ b. trans. 'To await/ Jam.
1639 Act C/ms. /, Addit. (1814) V. 665 JAM.) To behold the

treattiewith the commissioneris. a 1662 BAH.MR Lett. 117751
I. 24 (JAM.) To behold the event of that meeting.

f!2. trans. 'To connive at, take no notice of.' Jam.
a 1670 Si'ALDixr, Troub. C/ins. /, I. 154 (JAM.) To under-
stand if his lordship would behold them, or if he would raise

forces against them.

f!3. 'To permit.' Jam.
a 1670 SrAi.niXG Tronb. C/ias. /, I. 117 (JAM.) They . . de-

j
sired mm out of love . . that lie would be pleased to behold

I
them to go on, otherwise they were- making such prepara-

\

tions that they would come and might not lie resisted.

Behold (b/h<i-]d), int. The imperative of the

! preceding verb, used to call attention ;-^Lo!
U 1440 1 'o-k Myst. xx. 19;; Ile-halde howe he alleggis cure

lawe.] 1535 COVF.RDAI.E Mftl, iii. i liebolde, I will send my
i messaunger. 1590 SHAKS. Mids.N. \. \. 147 Behold,The iawes

j

of darknesse do deuoure it vp. n 1764 LI.OVD Dial. Wks.
I L 2 Behold ! to yours and my surprize, These trifles to a

j

volume rise. 1831 CARLYI.I-: Sart. Res. in. viii, Fortunatus
. . when he . .wished himselfAnywhere, behold he was There.

tBeho-ldable, a. Ol>s. In 5 bi-. [f. BEHOLD ?-.

I +-ABLK.] That admits of being contemplated.
( 1449 PKCOCK Repr. i. vii. 37 A lawe. .doable and not oonli

,
knoweable and bihoklcable. ibid. n. i. 134 Ech . . is a treuthi;

considerable, or speculabk, or biholdable oonli.

Beholden ;b/"hJ-ld'n), ppl.a.\ also 4 bihal-

den, biholde, g-6behold.(e, tjbyholden,-halden,
behoulden, 9 (n'/af.) behauden, behadden, bo-

hodden. [Originally pa. pple. of BEHOLD w.
j
but

senses i and 2 are not actually found in other parts
of the vb.. though 'hold or retain under obligation'
was a natural enough sense of he-hold. See also

BKHOLDIXO ///. a.]
1. Attached, or obliged to a person ;

under

personal obligation for favours or services.
t 1340 (?a-i<.

.5-
(/>. Knt. 1547. I am hy^ly bihalden, 8: euer-

more wylle Be seruaunt to your-selueii. Ibid. 1841. I am
derely to yow biholde. 1414 BKAMI'TOX Pcuit. Ps. li. 20

Manye, that were to me beholde. 1489 CAXTON Faytcs i>J

A. IIT. x. 188 The more beholden is the lordc unto hym.
1592 tr. y/tnins on A'c? 1

. xiii. i The beast is beholden for all

unto the Dragon. 1656 URAMHAI.I, Replh: vii. 283, I am
much beholden to him for easing me of the labour of reply-
ing. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela 118241 I- xxvii. 41 1'esidtrs

I don't love to be beholden. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort, .\q 'And
wad keep ye in bread without being behadden to ony ane.'

1873 1-'. HALL Mod. F.nglish iui Howdeeply we are l>eholden
to the happy daring of tran>lators, for the amplitude and
variety of our diction.

1 2. Under moral obligation, in duly bound (to do

something . Ohs.
ii 1450 Knt. dc la Tour (1868) 108 Kueriche fader and

moder is be holde to praie for her children. 6*1485 D/'gfiy

Myst. (1882) in. 1814 To worchep lesu bey ar be-hoM. 1502
Ord. Crysteu Men i. vii. 1 1506) 82 He is bounde and l>eholdc

for to byleue that who so trespasseth . . is in deedlye synne.

f 3. Regarded, considered. Ohs.
a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 310 The thynge byholdon y> to

say, the beholdynge of the causes.

t Beholdenness : see BEHOLDINGNESS.
(Richardson's pretended quotation of beholdenness from

Sir P. Sidney is a double error, reprehensibly copied by
subsequent dictionaries: the quotation is from R. Beling
(1628), and the word is beholdingtiesse^ q.v.J

Beholder (b/h^i-ldsj). Also 4 bi-, by-, be-

holdar, -ere.
[f.

BEHOLD v. +-ER!.] One who
beholds, a watcher, looker on. spectator.

< 1374 CHAUCER Boetk,v. vi. 178 God Byholder and forwiter
of alle Binges. (1400 Apol. Loll. 32, I haue sett be a be-

holdar to pe hows of Israel. 1526 Pilgr, Pcrf. (W. de
W. 1531) 203 Beynge the ver>' seers & beholders of his

magesty. 1535 COVKRDALE Esther xv. 2 God, which S-. the
beholder & Sauioure of all

thinges. 1600 SHAKS. ./. Y. L, \.

ii. 139 All the beholders take his part with weeping. 1660
FULLER Mi.rt Contemp. (18411 242 The multitude of actors
and beholders at the mustering in Hyde Park. 1712 HUDGKLI.

Sped. No. 404 ?6 If Caelia would be silent, her beholder';
would adore her. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 21 I. 492 A sight
to gladden the beholder's eye.

Beholding (b/h^u'ldirj), vhl. sh.
;

also 3 bi-

haldung, biholduug, 4 by-, behaldyng. [f. BE-
HOLD "V. +-IXG 1

.]

1. The action of looking at ; contemplation, sight.
ii 1225 .SV. Marker. 14 Wift luueliche lates, wi5 steape bi-

haldunge ei3er on o5er. i^SaWvcuF 2 Chron. xxv. 21 The!
3euen to hem silf beholdingis either to other. 1483 CAXTON
G. dc la Tour D v, The fourthe foly of Eue was the foolyssh
bc-holdynge. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. vii. loThe reuenges..
are not fit for your beholding. 1702 ROWE Tamerl \. i. 321
.My Eyes first own'd thee . . the Joy of their Beholding.

f 2. Mental contemplation ;
consideration. Obs.

a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 310 The beholdynge of the causes.

i54oCovKnr>ALn:/Vr/C Fruitful Less.W\ts. 1844 I. 206 Sweet

contemplation and beholding of God's almightiness.

1 3. Regard, reference. Obs.

'1449 PECOCK Repr. \. iii. 17 Thou} no biholding therto
were maad into Holi Scripture.
4. The thing beheld : t a. An image, a spectre.
Ohs, b. A vision, arch.

( 1440 Gfsta Kotn. 240 She shalle loke in the glas, & hir

owne beholdyng shalle bowe & passe to hir ayene. 1824
COLERIDGK Aids R$fl. (1848) I. 322 Shadows and imperfect
beholdings and vivid fragments of things distinctly seen.

1826 K. IR\'IN(; Babylon 1. in. 161 Twice, .doth the Prophet
mention this part of his beholding.
*! The sense

'

Obligation,' the only one recognized

by Dr. Johnson, assigned by him on the strength
of a quotation from Carew, is a mere blunder.



BEHOLDING.

mechanically perpetuated by subsequent diction-

aries : Carew's word is bcholdingncs, q. v.

Beholding, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING2 . Sense

i evidently originated in an error for BEHOLDKN,
either through confusion of the endings (cf. esp.
the 1 5th c. spelling -ync for -en), or, more prob-

ably, after beholden was shortened to he/wide, l>e-

holJ, and its grammatical character obscured ;
the

general acceptance of '

beholding
'

may have been

due to a notion that it meant 'looking (e.g. with

respect, or dependence),' or to association with

the idea of 'holding of or 'from
'

a feudal supe-
rior. (It was exceedingly common in the 1 7th c.,

for which no fewer than 97 instances have been sent

in by our readers.)]

1 1. Under obligation, obliged, indebted, BE-

HOLDEN
;
in late use often : Dependent. Obs.

[a 1450 Kut. de la Tour viii. 1 1 Doughter, ye are moche
beholde to serue God.) 1483 CAXTON ibiti. Cviijb, Daint:

ye ben moche beholdynge to god. 1351-6 ROBINSON tr.

More's Vtop. 36, I was muche bounde and beholdynge to

the righte reuerende father. 1598 SHAKS. Merry \v. i. i.

283 A Justice of peace sometime may be beholding to his

friend, fora Man. 1662 H. MORI; Antiti. Atli. \. vi. (1712) ly
\V<- have some Ideas that \ve are not beholding to our
Senses for. a 1704 'J'. BKOWN l-.ng. Sat. Wks. 1730 1. 25 Pos-

terity has been very little beholding to the ancient Greeks for

satire. 1710 D'URFEV Pills (18721 1. 67 And he for their . .

bread, Beholding to his wife.

t 2. ? That holds fast the eyes ; engaging, attrac-

tive. Obs. rare~'.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1508) I. 50 When he saw me . . my
beautie was no more beholding to him then my harmony.
3. Looking on, ga/ing.
1593 SIIAKS. Litir, 1590 Which when her *ad-behulding

husband saw, Amazedly in her sad face he stares.

t Beho'ldingness. Obs. [f. prec. + -XESS.]
The condition of being beholden to any one

;
obli-

gation, indebtedness ; (in late use) dependence.
1580 SIDNKV . Iftni/iii [ii. 253 All other meanes, that might

either establish a beholdingnes, or at least awake a kind-

nesse. i6o2CAHK\\ C0rwa//6oD. My love to vert ue, and not

any particular beholdingnes, hath expressed this my testi-

mony. 1628 R[lcilAKnl B[KUN<:] Sii/>r,y's At\atlia \ i.

(1628-38) 492 Leonatus the yong king of Pontus <who had
bin there to acknowledge his beholdingnesse to them. 1658
SUN'GSHY Diary (18361 200 That servile condition, .behold-

ingness or dependance on the elder [brother].

Belio'iiey, [f.
BE- 6+ HONEY.] To smear

or sweeten with honey, oryfy. with honied words.
1611 COTGR., Kiiimitltt'r, to behonie, to sweeten, dresse. .

with honie. 1845 U'hitt-hall xix. 120 This behoneying ami

larding of women with high-seasoned compliments.

Behoof (b/h;7-f). Forms: (1-2 bi-, beh6f,)

3-5 (dative') bihoue, 4-5 bihove, 4-6 behoue,

4-7 behove, 6-7 behoove, 6-8 behoofe, 6- be-

hoof. (Also 4-5 bihufe, 4-6 byhove, behuf, ,s

byhoff, beofe, 56 behofe, -houfe, 6 .SV. behowe,
-hufe, -huif, 7'behoolfe.) [OK. *bih6f 'utility.'

occurring in the deriv. bilic>f-lit: useful, necessary ;

- OFris. lii/iof,
Du. behoef, MHG. Hhuof, niod.c;.

bflntf, of same meaning ;
f. *bilwf, pa. t. of Orig.

Teut. *bihaj'jan, MUG. behcben 'to take, hold,

receive,' f. /';'-, BE- + liafjan, OE. litfibaii, pa. t. lu>f,

'to HEAVE, raise,' orig. -to take up, take,' cogn.
w. L. fap(i)?re. The original sense seems to have

been either,
'

taking in, reception, acquisition,'

whence 'gain, advantage,' or 'taking away, taking
to oneself, taking the use of,' whence ' use.' See

also the synonyms HIHKVE, BIHOFTHE.]
1. Use, benefit, advantage. Chiefly in To, for,

on, (formerly into, till} (the} behoof of. Jn, on

behoof of, are due to confusion with behalf. ~} pi.

rare.

( 1205 LAY. 1050 3e ^eorneS . . mine leoue dohter to swa
Ia5e mannes bihoue [1150 bihofe]. 1340 HAMPOLF. Pr. Ci'nsf.

70 He ordaynd, for mans byhufe, Heven and herth. 1375
BARBOUD Bruce xv. 517 [Douglas] held no thing till his be-

huf. 1393 GOWKH Con/. I. 15 Upon the hond to were a sho

. . Accordeth nought to the behove Of resonable mannes
use. 1482 MARC. PASTOS in Lett. 861 III. 286. I bequeth
an C marc . . to the use and byhoff of the seid William

Paston. 1483 CAXTON Cato E ij b, Alle thynges shal co_me
to your behoufe in habundaunce. 1401 Act T Urn. I'll,

XX, Londes.. which be.. to his use or behove had. (-1530
MORK De gnat. NtK'iss. Wks. 93 For whose vse and behoofe

thei kepe it. 1532 HERVET Xeiwphan's llonsch. (1768128

Delyuered it vnto you to kepe for bothe our behoues. 1549
OI.DK I'.rasm. far. i Tim. iii. i [A bishop is] one that care t h

for y* commodities and behoufes of others. 1553 T. WILSON
K/ift. 7 In behove of the publique weal. 1611 linu.K Prcf. 5

Kor the behoofe and edifying ofthe vnleamed. 1625 MILTON
Death J-'air Inf. vii, Which careful Jove in nature's true

behoof Took up. 1667 P. L. n. 982 No mean recom-

pence it brings To your l>ehoof. 1768 ULACKSTONK Comm.
II. 365 To the use and behoof of A and his heirs. 1769
ROBERTSON Chas. V, III. MI. 35 Taking towns for his own
behoof. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Kef. (i86n 1.31 Fines are

imposed for the behoof of the count. 1857 Miss WIXK-
WORTH Tattler's Lift % Serin. 386 They devote all their

prayers .. to their own behoof. [1868 F. PAOET I.ncrctia

207 The parlour had been turned into a bedroom on my be-

hoof]

1 2. ? What it behoves one to do
; obligation,

duty. Obs. rare.

1594 SOUTHWELL M. Magd. Fun. Teares 161 It con-
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sidereth behoofe more than benefit, and what in duty it

should, not what indeed it can.

f 3. ? A gift for behoof of the recipient, a 'bene-
fit* or benefaction, a gratuity, a 'tip.' Obs. rare.

1596 SFENSKR State Ircl. 529 No offices should he sold for

money, .nor no behoves taken for captaincies of counties.

Behooped, behoot, etc.
;
see BE- prcf.

Behoove, variant of BEHOVE v,

Behorewe,behorn,behorror,etc. : sceliE-/;v/.

t BellO'te, sb. Ol>s. [OK. kchat, f. hMtmt to

promise : cf. BEHETE, KEHIGHT j/'.] A promise.
,1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xxiv. 49 Ic sende on eow mine-;

fieder behat. (-1175 Ct'ft. Horn. 225 Ic wille settan mi
wed .. to bisan behate. a 1300 E. 7i. Psalter cxv. 14 Mi
be-hotes yhelde sal I Bifore alle his folke.

Behote, earlier and better form of BEHIOHT 7'.

t Behp'ten, ///. a. Obs.
[f. prec.] Promised.

(' 1200 Trin. Coll. Hont. 185 Dat is bat bihotene lond.

t Beho'ting, vbl. sb. Also bi-, by-, [f.
as prec.

+ -iNf,l: cf. BEHIOHTING.] Promising, promise.
i 1300 A". Alia. 4000 Thou, for mede, or byhotyng, Stal

byhynde on uure kyng Him to slen, 1340 Ayenh. 40 He

yefpes, ober he hehotinges. 1496 Dives ,y J'tiitp. (W. de \V.)

11. xv. 125 Auowe is byhotynge of some good thynge made
to god with auysement.

Behoufe, obs. form of BEHOOF.

Behounced, etc.: see BE-/;r/i
t Belio'vable, a. Obs.

[f.
BEHOVE v. -ABLE.]

Useful, profitable, advantageous; incumbent.

(-1460 J. RUSSKLL Bk. Nurture in Halves Bk. 118681 172

perfore stufTe of household is behoveable. 1482 fthmk i>f

E->?shain i ArlO 49 \ toke hem, and to behouable vsus ful

treuly y spende hem. 1553-87 FOXB A. fy Af- (1596) 1021 /t

Gamaliel did sue better what was behooueable. 1596 HKI i.

.SV/>T'. Popery n. u. viii. 172 It was as well hehoouable to

haue the wiues confirmed, as the husbantles.

t Beh.O'Va'bly, adv. Obs.
[f. prec. + -LY-.]

Usefully, profitaMy, advantageously, advisably.
1512 Act 4 Hen. /'///, xi.x. 6 To do all that, .shall seine

behoveably and necessarye.

Behove, behoove lVh/7-v, -h<i-v'), v. Forms ;

i beh6fian,2-3 be-,bihouen, (3 -hofen,-heoueii,

bioue, behafe\ 3-5 bi-, byhoue, (4 behowe,
byhufe, behowue, behowf), 4-6 behuif, 4-7
behoue, (5 behofe\ 6 behooue, (bihoove, bc-

hoofe, behuf, behof), 6- behoove, 5- behove.
Pa. /. behoved, (4 byhodX For contracted im-

personal forms, see Bus. [OE. /'/-. bchofian (cor-

resp. to MLG. bchwcn
t
MDu. and Du. bchoevtn^,

f. bihvf $b. : see BEHOOF. Lit.
' to be of l>ehoof or

|

use.' Historically, it rimes with movt, prove, but

i being now mainly a literary word, it is generally

|

made to rime with ?wv, grwe, by those who know
it only in books. Cf. prove, proof': behove^ behoof.]

1 1. trans. To have use for or need of, to require ;

to be in want of. '^Object orig. genitive?) Obs.

< 890 K. /ELFRF.D Bseda iv. v, Mycel wund behtffab mycles
lajcedomes. .1000 Sa.v. Leecm. III. 440 peah ba scearp
1'.

'

\vitan . . bisse engliscan gebeodnesse ne behofien.

< 1175 Lamb. Hom. 63 Swa bi-houeS be saule fode. 1483
CAXFOS Gold* Leg. 281/2 Somme sekenes in the legge
whiche hehoueth a medycyne. 15*3 LD. BICRNKRS Froiss.

(1812) I. 626 One of the most strongest towne* of the world*.- ;

for it behoveth mo than ii. C. M. men to besiege it rounds.
./ 1670 HACKKV . )//. Williams I. 39 (D/i He had all tho-c

endowments . . which are behoved in a scholar,

f 2. To be physically of use, needful, or necessary
to ; (only in $ pers.}. Obs. Object orig. dative.

1154 O. A*. Citron. (Laud M.S.) an. 1 137 6 Al bat hepm be-

houed. rii75 Lamb. Horn. 65 He us }eue. .bet us bihoued
niche del. 1*1230 Halt Meid. 27 Me beheoueS his help.

1207 R. C.i.orr. 177 Ech [erne) ys in a roche hym sulf

..Vor hem bylioneb muche mete. ( 1350 Will. Pulcrnc

2349 Alle barneys bat be hoves to werre. 1489 CAXTON-

i'aytcs of A. u. xxxi. 142 Gonnes and the pouldre that Ite-

houeth therto. c 1530 MOKK /V yuat. Noz'iss. Wks. 90 Labour
.. to geate that thee and thyne behoueth. 1667

MILTON
/'. L. u. 942 Behoves him now both Oare and Saile.

3. To be morally needful or requisite to ; to be

incumbent, proper, or due.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 109 pan alden bihouaS du^ende bewas.

1387 THKVISA Hidden 11865) I. 67 Ouber vnderstomlyn^e
bihoueb of be ryueres of Paradys, ban auctours writep.

1538 li.u.K Thrc f.a.i'es 873 Those are perswaded all

thynges them to behoue. 157* FOB REST Thcophilus 358,
I will informe him what dotn behove in ('is case. 1684

Cotitt-mpl. S/itfr Man u. vi. 11699) 1 9 They informed him
of the King's Testament and what behoved him. 1860

TRENCH Serin. \Vcstm. Ab. xiv. 158 If this behoves in the

time of a great joy, it behoves still more in the time of a

great sorrow.

b. To befit, be due to\ to belong, pertain, suit.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur (1816) II. 221 This shield be-

hoveth to no man but unto sir (Jalahad. 1485 CA.XTOX
Parts .y /-'. 67 Now see I wel that now me byhoueth noo

hoope ne tniste. 150* Ord. Crystcn Men i\V. de W.i i. vii.

56 It behoueth unto all the moost grete clerkes. 1577 HAH-
KISOS Descr. Eng. u. xx. (1877^827 We wold haue them in

reuerence as to their case behooveth. 1814 SCOTT /,</. Isirs

vi. ix, With honour, as behoved To page the monarch

dearly loved. 1881 ROSSF.TTI Ball, ty Sonn. 119 To such

bright cheer and courtesy That name might best behove.

4. quasi-/;;//V;-j. (the subject being a clause). In
'

early ME. without ?V, which is now ordinarily used.

a. with the thing incumbent expressed by an in-

finitive, and with personal object : It is incumbent

upon or necessary for (a person) to do ^SOtoething).

BEHOVEFULNESS.
c 1200 ORMIN 16706 Bihofeb^ . . be mannes sune onn erbe

To wurrb^en hofenn upp. ''1325 K. E. A Ifit. P. A. 927
A gret cite . . Yow byhod haue. 1382 WVCLIF 2 Sam. iv.

10 To whom it hadde bihouid [1388 it bihofte] me to ^eue
mede. 1485 CAXTON C/ias. Gt. 103 Vs behoueth fyrst to passe.
1591 SPKNSEK I'irgH'sGnat lix. She. .observ'd th' appointed
way, as her behooved. 1611 HIBLK //</'. ii. 17 In all things
it behouued him to bee made like vnto his brethren. 1649
MILTON Eikon. iii. Wks. (18511 355 Wherefore did he goe at

all, it behooving him to know there were two Statutes
that declar'd he ought first, etc. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess,
Waters III. 341 It behooves the more weakly, .to be more
cautious. 1792 HL'RKK Corr. (18441 IV. 33 It greatly be-
hoved government to keep its temper. 1820 W. IRVING
Sketch. Bk. II, 354 It behoved him to keep on good terms
with his pupils. 1855 H. RKKD Lect. Eng. Lit. \. (1878) 28
What books does it behoove me to know?

b. without pers. obj. : It is proper or due. arch.

.,-1240 Wolmngc in Cott. Hoin. 275 Uihoues burh bi grace
^apliche to wite me. 1340 HAM POLK f'r. Con sc. 945 God war
worthy mare to be lufeu ban any creature, and swabyhufed.
'5^3 SHUTE Arc/tit. Diiij b, Now it behoueth to make men-
tion of an other order. 16330. HmtCKT^tf/nBfin Tempt'f 29
Two. .things, The which to measure it doth more behove.

1876 SWINBURNE Erecth. 1452 Vet no pause behoves it make.
c. the thing incumbent expressed by a clause.

arch.
t 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 6 Behofas [^975 Rnshw,

hebearfeb] him bart he ^ehongisa coern-stan. Ibid. John
xviii. 14 Behofao battle an monn sie dead fore Saem folce.

( 1200 OKMIN 17966 Itt bihofebb wel batt he nu forrbwarrd
waxe. a 1240 Saw&s IVarde 247. 1375 BARBOI'R Bruce vi.

114 And than behnlit, he chesit him ane Of thir twa. ^1440
(,'i-sfa Rom. 403 It behouys that the blynde here the halte.

'533 ''iN'nALK Lord's Supper 31 It behoveth, that the son
uf man must die. 1547 f/omilies \. Read. Script. \\. (1859)

15 It behooveth not, that such . . should set aside reading.

1647 W. BROWNK Poltxawfor \. 126 It behooves, likewise,
that you give some roome and place to those that speake to

you.
1860 ADLF.R /'#//r/('/WV<T'. Poetry x\'\\. 389 It well be-

hooves that every faithful friend, .should dread to disclose

. .his passion,

fd. the thing incumbent elliptically omitted. Obs.

rii75 Lamb. Horn. 75 He nis nawiht alse leful alse him
hi-houede. 1502 ARNOLD Citron. 11811) 207 The sacramentis

freely to make and here to whom it behougthe. 1644 MILTON
Areop. iArb.) 54 If he be of such worth as behoovs him.

5. Used, owing to confusion between the accusa-

tive and nominative (see first two quots.), as a

personal verb: To be under obligation (to do] ;

must needs, ought, have. Of northern origin,
and since 1500 only Scotch.

[("1340 HAMPOLK Prose '1'r. (18661 5 J>e
nam of Ihcsu es

hclefull and nedys by-houys be lufedof all. (1386 CHAUCER
Pers. T. F 557 A servaunt of God bihoveth nought to

chide.] i 1400 Apol. Loll. 31 Swelk men be howuen tak
hude. 1475 CAXTON Jason 76 The .. craft that he be-

houeth to obserue and kepe. 1549 Compl. Scot. xv. 131 We
brhufit fj-rst to reueil it. 1637 GILI.ESPIE Eng, Pop. Cerem.
ii. ix. 52 He behooved to offend the I ewes. 1759 ROBERT-
SON Hist. Scot. II. VIH. 45 They behoved to esteem them
traitors. 1833 SiR\V. HAMILTON Disc. (18531 101 He behoved
. . clearly to determine ihe value of the principal terms.

t b. To owe. Obs.

1496 Dires fy Pai<p. iv. 24/2 He that moche hath byhoueth
moche. And he that hath lesse byhoueth lesse.

T error for UEHOTE.

1470-85 MALORY A rthnr \. xx.vix. 72
' Then I behove you,'

said Balin,
'

part of his blood to heal your son withal.' 1502
An SOLD Chron. 296 Promyttynge and behofynge by the

fayth of his hotly, worde of his princehode, and kyngissonne.

t Behove, bylioue, ?^. mpa.pple. Obs. [f.

UEHOVE
v.~]

In want. Cf. BIHKVE.

1413 LVUG. Pylgr. Soivle i. xv. 11483* 13, I that am poure
and hugely bylioue, Of help I pray yow of almysdede.

Behove, obs. form of BEHOOF.

Beho'vefnl, -h.oo*veful, a. arch. Forms :

4-5 behof-, 5 byhoof-, behoe-, behowe-, behuf-,

5-8 beho-, 5-7 behofe-, =i behoue-, 6-7 behov-,

behoof-, behoofe-, behooue-, 7 behoov-, 69
behoove-, 5- behoveful. [f.

BEHOOF ^. + -FUL.

(Extremely common from 1400 to 1700 ; but used

since only by archaists.)] Useful, of use ;
advan-

tageous, expedient ; needful, necessary, due.

138* WVCLIF Ps. cxliv. 15 Thou ^yuest the mete of hem in

the Ixthofful time [1388 in couenable tyme]. 143* Paston
Lett. 18. I. 32 Not behovefull nor expedient toue aboute

the king. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 145 It is not behoeful to

put hym so to deth. 1533 MOKK Atiftv. Poyson. Bk. Wks.

1124/2 How necessary .Tror mans redempcion, that is to

witte so behofull therto, that without it we shoulde not

haue bene saued. 1570 DEE Math. Prt/.+o It is behofefull

for an Architect to haue the Knowledge of Painting. 1589

Marprel. Epit. 40 Kehooful to the honor of god, and the

good of the common welth. a 1674 CLARENDON Sun'.

Lt-.'iat/i. (1676) 159 His friendship was the more behoov-

full and necessary to the King. 1736 in Arb. Garner II.

528 [They] thought it more behoveful for themselves and
their Religion. 1865 CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. V. xin. i. 8 For a

Nation, a.s for a man, ii is very behoveful to be honest.

t Belurvefully, adv. Obs. [f. prec. -f -I.Y.]

Usefully, profitably, duly ; necessarily.

1443 HKN. VI in Kllis Orig. Lett. in. 34 I. 80 Vndir the

whiche the seid pees shall mowe behouefully be treted to a

good conclusion, c 1449 PF.COCK Repr. 47 [They] techen

ful clereli and bihouefulli the tretithis. 1594 HOOKER Keel.

/'<>/. iii.ti6i7)ii2Mostbehoouefullyspoken. ai6o3T.CART-
WKIGHT Coitfitt. R/iem. A". T. (1618) 630 It must behoue-

fully l>e now remembred.

t Beho'vefulness. Ofa. [i. as prec. + -NESS ]

The quality of being behoveful ; usefulness, use.

1593 WVHI.KY Armerie 141 Declaring how for their be



BEHOVELY.
hoofulnes It was. 1607 HIF.ROM Wks. I. 260 The Apostle,
knowing the hehooufulnesse of it.

t Beho'Vely, a. Obs. [OE. beMfltc, i, behof
BEHOOF + -//V: see -LY*.] Of use; useful, profit-

able; needful, necessary. Const. to, orig. dat.

1950 Lindlsf.Gosp, Mark xi. 3 [Theass]Drihtne behoflic is.

c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 4108 Alswilc als hem bi-hu[f]lik bee. 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. Pref. 190 If it be a behouely J>ing at nede,
c 1386 CHAUCER Pers, T. f 312 Now it is bihovely thing to

telle whiche ben dedly synnes. 1393 GOWKK Conf. II. 186
All was behovely to the man.

t Beho'yely, adv. Obs. [f. as prec. -f -LY 2
:

OE. *beh6ftic^\ Usefully, needfully, necessarily.
ci^y* Life St. Kath. (GibbsMS.)9o Syth bou behouely

sturest my counsayl.

Behcrven, ///. a. [f. BEHOVE v. 5 : on wrong
analogy.] Under obligation, beholden.
1880 Mi'halali I. ii. 26, I will in nothing be behoven to the

man I abhor.

t Beho'vesome, Obs. In 4 behouesum,
behofsam. [f. BEHOOF + -SOME.] Useful, of service.
c 1330 Arth. ty Merl, 2803 Pray to Crist . . A king ous

sende that bihouesum be To the right ogains the wrong.
1340 Ayenb. 99 He is J>e vayreste and mest behofsam.

Beho'viug, ppl. . arch. [f.
BEHOVE v. +

-ING-.] That behoves; of use, needful, appro-
priate, incumbent.
c life Lamb. Horn. 109 Hwet is eldc bihoui[n]ge. 157*

FORREST Tkeophilns 966 As speciallye ys mee behovinge.
S573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 8 Things to plough behoouing.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World II. iv. vii. z. 252 Very vn-

pleasing, though greatly behooving to their Estate. 1850
MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 399 Unless you can dream that

his faith is fast, Through behoving and unbehoving,

I Beh-O'vingly, adv. Obs.
ff. prec. + -LY 2

.]

As it behoves one ; usefully, appropriately.
1556 J. HEVWOOD Spider fy F. Ixxxviii. 56 Things that I

shall moue, Which, to your behofe, behouinglie behoue.

Behowl (b/hau-1), v. [f. BE- 4 + HOWL v.\
first suggested by Warburton, 1746, as an emenda-
tion Qibeholdvs\. the passage from Mids.N. Dream ^\

trans, (and reft.) To howl at
; to bewail with

howls.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. v. 379 Now the hungry Lyons
rores, And the Wolfe beholds [behowls] the Moone. 1838
EMERSON Misc. 118 It is travestied and depreciated . . be-

hooted and behowled. 1853 KINGSLKY Ifypatia I. xiii. 287
Behowling your fate like Achilles on the shores of Styx.
1859 Misc. I. 35 No wonder, poor fellow, if he behowls
himself lustily .. to Cecil.

Behuf, obs. form of BEHOOF.

Beliung (brhyrj), ///. a. Forms: 1-3 be-,

bihonge(n, 3 bihangen, 4 byhong, 7- behung.
[See BEHANG.] Hung about ; draped with (hang-

ings, etc.).

(-897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xv. 4 Daes sacerdes

hrsegl-.mid bellum behongen. r 1205 LAV. 3637 Hallen bi-

hongen [1250 bihonge] mid pellen. c 1300 A'. Alis. 201 Al
theo cite was by-hong Of riche baudekyns. 1622 HKVLINCW
mogr. in. (1682) 192 Their noses, .behung with Jewels. 1858
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. II. vi. iii. 163 A Serene Highness . . of

polite turn, behung with titles.

Behusband, behymn, behypocrite, beice,
etc. : see BE- pref.

Bei(en, var. of BEY v. Obs. to bend.

Beidman, beidsman, obs. ff. BEADSMAN.
l Bei'eulicli, a. Obs. [?f. bcien, pa.pplc. of

BEY, to bend + -lick, -LIKE! : but cf. BAIN-LY.]
Humble, submissive.
^ 1205 LAV. 4930 pa answerede Rrennes mid beienliche

worden.

Beife, obs. form of BEEF.

Beigh, obs. form of BEE sb% ring, and BEY v.

Obs. to bow.

Beik, Sc. form of BEEK v. to warm, and BIKE.

Beild, variant of BIELD, sb. and v.

Beim, obs. form of BEAM.

Bein ( b/ n), a . and adv. Obs. except dial.

Forms : 2-7 bene, 5-6 beene, (-SV.) beyne, beine,

8-9 bien, bein, 9 been. [Of unknown deriva-

tion : the spellings bein, bicn, are merely modern
Sc. ways of writing been, the regular repr. of ME.
bene

;
the latter rimed with words in e, from OE.

/ or eo, but no OE. *ben t *benet
*beon is found or

etymologically accounted for.

The phonetic history shows that the word cannot be con-

nected with ON. beinn, to which, in its fig. sense of * hos-

pitable,' some have plausibly referred it ; that word duly
survives in north. Eng. as BAIN. Others have turned to the

L. bene or Fr. bien well ; but it is not intelligible how either

of these could have been adopted in Eng. as an adjective,
which appears to have been the earlier use of bene.}

A. adj.

fl. Pleasant, genial, kindly ; *nice.'(L,. amcenus,

almuSt benignus.} Obs.
a laoo Moral Ode 170 in E. E. P. (1862) 32 Laete we J>e

brode stret, & be wei bene. c 1325 K. E. A Hit. P. A. no
Bonkez bene of beryl bryjt. Ibid. C. 418 py bounte of de-

bonerte & by bene grace, c 1340 Caw. fy Gr. Knt. 2475

Gaweyn on blonk ful bene To the kynges bur} buskez bolde.

c 1450 HENRVSON Mor. Fab. 45 On sleepe I fell among the

Bewes beene. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis vi. x. 108 In soft bene

medois by clere strandis . . Our habitatioun is. Ibid, vi, v.

36 Into sum benar realm and warm countre. Ibid. ix. xi.

41 Besyde the bene river Athesys.

2. Comfortable, comfortably furnished.
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1533 BELLKNDEM Livy (1822) 401 Somer fowlis, quhilkis
flies, als sone as hervist cummis, to sum bene hous or secrete

hollis. a 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Veniisn. 130 Thair riche array,
and thair habillement . , So bene, so big, and so Auripotent.
1725 A. RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. i. I, Were your bien rooms
as thinly stock'd as mine, a 1805 MACNEII.L Poems (1844)
no A bein house to bide in, a chaise for to ride in. 1816
SCOTT Antiq. xlv, 'This is a gey bein place, and it's a com-
fort to hae sic a corner to sit in.' 1837 NJCOM. Poems (T&W\
141 To make our bien but-house his chaumer.
3. Of persons : Comfortable, well-to-do, well off.

a 1548 Thrie Priests Peblis (1603) 78 Syne in ane Hal. .

He harbourit al his Burgessis rich and bene. 1603 Philotns,
He wantis na jewels, claith, nor wakh. Hot is baith big
& beine. 1784 BURNS Wks. III. 155 The great folk . . that
live sae bicn an' snug. 1816 SCOTT Old Mori. 58

'

If we're
no sae bein and comfortable as we were up yonder, yet
life's life ony gate.' 1830 (ALT La-iurte T. iv. i. (1849) 14 A
mother-looking personage, not unlike a bein Scotch wife.

b. Of a horse : Well fed, lazy.
1859 Parish Mag. Oct. 149 The old mare .. was a deal

beener than she was in the morning.
Ii 4. In thieves' cant [perh. distinct from the

prec., and immediately from L. bene or K. bien~\ :

Good. Bene bowse : good drink
; hence bene-

bowsie a.

1567 HARMAN Caveat (1869) 59 Sell it out right, for bene
bowse at their bowsing ken. 1609 DKKKKR Lant. $ Candle-
Lt. Wks. 1885 III. 198 Cut benar whiddes L

= speakc better

words]. 1621 B. JONSON Gipsies Metatn,, You must be

ben-bowsy, And sleepy and drowsy. 1622 FLETCHKR Beg-
gars Busk in. iii, I crown thy nab with a gage of bene-
bowse. 1652 HKOMF. 'Jm'. Crew. n. Wks. 1873 III. 388 For
all this bene Cribbing and Peck let us then Bowse a health
to the Gentry Cofe of the Ken. Ibid. 391 This is IJien

Bowse, this is Bien Bowse, Too little is my Skew. 1834
New Diet, Canting Creiu, Bene cove, a good fellow.

B. adv. Pleasantly, genially, kindly.
ct^ooAniitrs Arth. vi,A lefe sale, Of box and of barbere

byggyt ful bene. Ibid, xxix, IJeten with hesandus, and
bocult ful bene. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis xnr. ix. 76 And full

beyne \cd. 1553 bene] Tawcht thamc to grub the wynis.
I Bein (b/~), v. Obs. [f. prec.] To make '

bein ';

to furnish bounteously, to fill. (L. locupletare.}
c 1450 HF.NRYSON Mor. Fab. 55 Haruest heat, when Ceres

that ^oddesse Her barnes beined hes with aboundance.

Beine = both : see lio.

Being ^b^'irj), vbl, sb. Forms: 3-6 beinge,
4-6 beyng^e, 5 beenge, beying(e, byinge,
6-7 beeing, 5- being, [f.

BE v. + -ixr;!.]

1. Existence, the fact of belonging to the uni-

verse of things material or immaterial.
c 1325 E, E, A Hit. P. A. 446 pe court of \>c kyndom of

god alyue, Hatza property in hyt self beyng. 1340 Aycnb.
103 pet ne ziggeb propreliche ^e /o^e of [>e byinge of God.

1413 LYDG. Pytgr. Soivfe iv. xxviii. (1483) 74 The seed . .

wherof they taken their beynge. 1506 Ord. Crystcn Men.
i W. de W.) i. vi. 50, I byleue in the holy chyrche catholyke
..the beynge of all sayntes. 1534 TINDAI.K Acts xvii. 28
In him we lyve, move & have oure beynge. 1647 MAY
Hist. Parl. \\. ii. 22 To subvert the very Rights ami J'co

ings of Parliament. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 441 With utter

loss of being Threatens him. 1712 Annisos Spect. No. 381
f 4 The great Author of our being. 1734 POPE Kss. Man
iv. i Oh happiness ! our being's end and aim. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambl. No. 72 F 2 Good humour . . is the balm of being.
1868 FRF.EMAN Norm. Conq. (1876; II. App. 610 The house
had no corporate being.

b. In being: existing, extant, alive.

1676 AI.I.KN Addr. Non-Conf. 48 The Church in being
before, had thereby a new Illumination. 1702 ADDISON Chr.

Relig, (1727) 278 Had he quoted a record not in being, or

made a false statement. 1788 J. POWKLL Di-vises (1827) II.

yi A legacy, to a person In being at the time the will is made.

C. Life, physical existence.

1596 SHAKS. Tani, Skt: i. i. 10 Pisa . . Gaue me my being.
1662 STILLINGFLEF.T Orig. Sacrx in. ii. 10 That a power
infinite should raise an Insect into Being. 1676 DRYUI-N

Anreng-z. in. i. 1476 Our Prophet's care Commands the

Beings ev'n of Brutes to spare. 1713 Guardian No. i F2
In all the occurrences of a various being. 1754 SHERLOCK
Disc. (1759) I. "- 76 To call Men from theGraue into Being.

1766 C. BEATTY Two Months Tour (1768) 92 In this pleasur-
able manner they spent their beings. 1812 J. WILSON Isle

ofPalms n. 155 Hopeless woe the spring of being feeds.

fd. Occurrence, happening. Obs.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia (1629) 180 margin, A strange

being of Rauens.

2. Existence in some relation ofplace or condition.

1526 TISDALE Luke ix. 33 Master, it is goode beinge here

for us. IS3S COVERDALE ibid., Master here is good beynge
for vs. a 1617 HIERON Wks. I. 3 Entrance in at the gate

presupposeth a beeing without the gate. 1682 BURNET

Rights Princes in. 81 What he has acquired during his

being a Bishop. 1692 RAY Disc. n. v. (1732) 208 The
Being of Wolves and Foxes,

.anciently
in this Island. Mod.

After being at home for some time. Through being so tired.

fb. Condition. Obs.

(-1300 A'. Alis. 224 Heo asked his beinge, an hast.

-1440 LOSELICH Grail xlii. 232 Now have I ^ow told al in

fere Of owre beenge & of owre manere. 1548 THOMAS Jtal,

Gram., Freschezza, lustinesse or fresh beyng.

fc. Position, standing (in the world). Obs.

1627 FKLTHAM Resolves i. Ixxvi. (16771 IJ 6 Whosoever
comes to place from a mean being, had need haue . .

Virtue. 1685 EVELYN Mem. (1857) II. 246 Colonel Norton,
who though now in being, .was formerly a very fierce com-
mander in the first rebellion. 171* STF.ELE Spect. No. ^44
P2 Such .. as want help towards getting into some being
in the world. 1818 COBBETT Resid. U. .V. (1822) 349 He has
not kept house ; he has had no being in any neighbourhood.

fd. Livelihood, living, subsistence. Obs.

'579 SPKNSKK Sheph. Cal. Sept. 33 No being for those,
that truly mene. Hut for such as of guile maken gayne.

BEISANCE.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety viii. 44. 292 A bare being was all

could be expected. 1722 STEKLK Consc. Lovers in. i. (1755)

46 It will be nothing for them to give us a little Being of our
own, some small Tenement, out of their large Possessions.

1731 Mi-: OLEv Kolhen's Cape G. Hope II. 45 Several others
. . had likewise very good Beings there.

3. Existence viewed as a property possessed by
anything; substance, constitution, nature.

1340 HAM POLE /V. Consc. 17 Als God in a[ = one] substance
and beyng With outen any bygynnyng. i3o8TKi-'.visA/^<r///.
De P. R. n. ii. (1495) 28 The comparison bitwene a poynte
and a lyne in beynge. 1581 FL'LKE in Confer, in. (1584) Y,
The proper substance of Christes body remainetli not, but
a general! being thereof. 1659 J. ARHOWSMITH Armilla
Catfclt, iv. iii. 3. 187 Our very being is none of ours. 1855
PRESCOTT Philip //, I. n. v. iQ2 The Romish faiih may
be said to have entered into the being of the Spaniard.
1860 HAWTHORNE Marble l<'ajtn xiii. (18831 M7 Nature has
made women especially prone to throw their whole being
into what is technically called love.

b. Essential substance, essence.

1530 PALSGR. 197/1 Beyng, essence. 1656 H. MORE Antid.
At/i. i. iii. (1662) 13, I define God therefore an Kssence or

Being fully and absolutely perfect. 1860 KMKRSON Cond.
/.*/ 187 We are one day to deal with real being essences
with essences.

4. That which exists or is conceived as exist-

ing; in philosophical language, the widest term

applicable to all objects of sense or thought,
material and immaterial.
a 1628 F. (JREVILLE Ctflia, Sonn. vii. 46 No being was

secure. 1690 LOCKE J/nm. Und. in. v. 5 Species of
Actions which were only the Creatures of their own Under-

standings ; Beings that had no other existence, but in their

own Minds, a 1704 - Posth. Wks. (1706) 86 A word may
be made use of, as if it stood for some real Being. 1714
FoRTESCUE-AtAND I'nrtt'scue's A/is, fy Liin. Men. 6 In the

Nature of Ideas, Legal Beings, as I may call them, are as

capable of Demonstration, as Mathematical ones. 1843
MILL Logic I. iii. 2. 62 /it'ittf is . . applied impartially to

matter and to mind . . A Being is that which excites feelings,
and which possesses attributes.

b. Applied with various qualifications, e. .

' the

Supreme Being,
1

to God.
n6oo J. DAVIES in Farr's ,S". /'. I. 244 He that was, and is,

and cannot fade, This Beeing infinite. 1688 CUDWORTH
hitmut. Mor. iv. iv. '17311 250 There is a God, or an Omni-
potent and Omniscient Being. 1712 ADMSIIN S/n'tt. N'u.

;)8r P 8 Atheism, by which I mean a disbelief of a Supreme
Being;. 1761 STICK NIC Tr. Shandy III. xlix.That kind Being,
who is a friend to the friendless, shall recompence thee fur

this. 1875 SCRIVKNKK /-('</. Grk. '/'est. 6 That the Supreme
Being should have thus far interfered with the course of his

providential arrangements.
c. A human being, a person. (Sometimes con-

temptuous ;
sometimes idealistic.)

1751 JOHNSON Rtintbl. No. 141 p6 A wit ..a species of

beings only heard of at the university. 1802 MAK. KIKIK-
WORTII Moral T. (18161 I. xn. 100 This mean, incorrigible

being said to himself. 1816 J. WILSON City of Plague i. iii.

33 There I saw A white-robed Being on her knees. 1852
Miss VONGF. Cameos II. xxix. 307 The veiled girlish being
on whom Henry had set his vehement heart.

Being' (brirj), ///. a.
[f.

BK v. + -ixt;^.]

1. Kxisting, present ; esp. in phr. The time

being.
1458 Ttst. Etior. (18551 II. 225 The covent of the priore . .

for the tyme beyng, and thaire successours. 1523 Li>. BKH-
NKRS Froiss. I. ccxii. 257 The kynges of Knglande for the

tyme beynge. 1788 J. POWICLI. DevisfsdSyj) II. 341 Where
there is a gift to the elder son in terms which would carry it

to the eldest for the time being.
2. absol. = 1\. being the case that, seeing, since.

See BB v. B. II.

Beingless (brirjK-s), <r. [f. BEING j. + -LESS.]
That has no being, non-existent.

1840 GAM Demon Dcst. HI. 22 We are but things like thee

All beingless the substance of idea. 1864 C. KING Gnostics

38 When first the Father, the Inconceivable, Beingless,
Sexless, began to be in labour.

' Beingness (b/'-innrs). Obs. [f.
as prec. +

-NKHH.] The quality of existing, entity, actuality.
1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helniont's Oriat. 29 The Entity

or Beingness of vertue and operation.

Be-inked (br,i-nkt), ///. a.
[f.

BE- + INK.]
Smeared or stained over with ink.

1853 C. BHONTK Gillette xxxv. (D. i,
A sorry paletot much

lie-inKcd, and no little adust.

Beinly (bfnli , adv. Sc. Also 5 beenlie. [f.

BEIN + -LY 2
.] Pleasantly, comfortably, cosily.

c 1450 HKNRYSON Mor. Fab. 14 Her den .. Full beenlie

stuffed both butte and ben Of Beines and Nuttes. 1571
Scot. Poems i6M C. II. 249 ^on carle . . dois beinly dwell.

i7jK>
A. WILSON Dlscons. Wren Wks. 07 Fu' cleanly and

beinly We lined it [our nest] a' wi' down.

Beiniiess (b/'nnes). Sc. Also bienness, [f.

BEIN + -NESS.] Comfort, well-to-do condition.

1874 BLACK Pr. Thnle 20 There was a prevailing air of

comfort and bienness about the people.

Beir, beire, Sc. f. BEAR, BEER, BERE, BIER,

BIRR
;

obs. pa. t. BEAR v. ; also of both : see

BOTH.

Beiram, variant spelling of BAIRAM,

Beird, obs. Sc. form of BEARD.

Beis, obs. f. BEAST-H ; see also BE v. A. I.* *

t Bei'Sance. In 6-7 baysance, beysaunce,
bezaunce. Aphetic f. OBEISANCE, ABAISANX-E.

1556 HUGGARD Display. Protest. 85 (D.) To make bey-
saunce to the magistrates. 1604 A. SCOLOKER Datphantus
(1880) ii Her lowly bezaunce doth regreat With her chast
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silence. ci6$o in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 159 When the[y]
came it Lamwell by, baysance the[y] made certainly.

Beiaand, obs. form of BEZANT.

Beist, obs. form of BEAST, BEST.

t Bei'SUm, a, Obs,
[f. beien, BET, to bend +

-sum, -SOME : cf. buxom.'] Pliable, flexible, docile.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1805 peo bat . . buhsume and beisume
halde3 his heastes.

Beit(e, obs. form of BEET v., BEAT.

Beizle, obs. form of BEZZLE v.

t BejaxTe, v. Obs.
[f.

BE- + JADE v.]
1. trans. To weary, tire out.

1620 MELTON Astrolog. 14 He had so bejaded and tyred
mine eares. 1641 MILTON Animadi'. Wks.ti85i) 240 Spare
your selfe, lest you bejade the good galloway, your owne
opiniaster wit.

2. To make a jade of.

1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. n. vi. 6r Some Women ..

are Skitish, and will not suffer themselves tamely to be Rid
and Bejaded by ne're a Priest of them all.

Hence Beja'ded//>/. a.

1687 fclegy in Cleveland's Wks. 284 Jogg still as things
bejaded ride in black. 1694 SOUTH 12 Serin. II. 197 A
tired, languishing, and be-jaded Devotion.

Bejan (b/'-djan). Forms: 7 bajon, y-pbajan,
9 bejaune, bejeant, bejan, bigent. [a. F.

bejanne novice, freshman (f. bcc jaunc 'yellow
beak.' in allusion to young birds. See Littre, s. v.

Bee, Bejaune) cf. Gzr.gelbsfknabel.] A freshman
at the Scotch universities, where the term was

adopted from the University of Paris. (Now obso-

lete at Edinburgh.) Also altrib.

[1611 COTGR., Bejaune, a novice .. or yong beginner in,
a Trade, or Art. Payer sou bejaune, to pay his welcome ;

a fee exacted by schollers, of such as are newly admitted into

their societie.J 1642 BAILLIE Lett. 10 May 794 There will be
near 60 Bajons already, c 1670 T. CRAUFURD Hist. Unir.
Kdin. 63 (JAM.) No Bajans convened all that year. 1708 J.
CHAMBKRI.AYNE St. Gt. Brit. n. in. x. (1743) 441 The first

year the students [at Edinburgh] who are called Bajans,
are taught only Greek. 1814 W. TENNANT Anster Fair
ii, Up from their mouldy books . . had sprung Bigent and
Magistrand to try the game. 1864 BrRTON Sea/. Abr. I. v.

270. 1868 G. MACPONALD R. falconer II. 65 His grand-
mother yielded, and Robert was straightway a Bejan or
Yellow-beak. 1884 SIR A. GRANT Story Unir. Edin. I.

iii. 144.

t Beja'pd "J- Obs. [f. BE- 2 + JAPE z.] trans.

To play a trick on
;
to trick or befool.

1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xvm. 290 God wil nou3t be bigiled
. . ne bi-iaped. c 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 727 And hast by-

japed here the duke Theseus. ^1420 OCCLKVE ])e Reg.
Princ. 112 The smert of thought . . hath . . so me by-japed.
1500 Piers ofF. 168 in Hazl. /;. P. P. II. 8 An olde fowle

. . May cawse many otliyr to be bejaped.

Beje'suit. [f. BE- 5 + JESUIT.] To initiate in

Jesuitism ;
to work upon by, or subject to, Jesuits.

1644 MILTON Areop. lArb.l 76 Who hath so bejesuited us
that we should, etc. ? 1680 HICKERINGILL Aferoz 12 Both
are Bejesuited and Breath nothing but Blood and Ruin.

1865 CARLVI.F. Fredk. Gt. IX. XX. li. 24 The . . garrison . .

had been well bejesuited during those seven weeks.

Bejewel (bfidytr;-}), v. [f. UK- 6 + JEWEL rf.]

trans. To deck or adorn with or as with jewels ;

to spangle. Alsoy?^.
1557 NORTH Giteuara's Diall Pr. (1582) 387 b, The gor-

geous courtyer, bedeckt with gold, be buttoned, & be
iewelled. 1647 R. STAPVLTON Juvenal 21 Those priests..
Bejewel all their necks. 1877 BROWNING La Saisiaz 588
Laughter so bejewels Learning.
Hence Beje'welled ppl. a.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. i. i. 2 The white bejewelled
fingers of an English countess.

Bejig, bejuggle, bejumble, etc.: see BE- pref.
Bek(e, obs. form of BEAK, BECK, BEEK.

t Beke'll, v. Obs. Forms : 3-4 bi-, byken-
neu, 4 biken(ne, 4-5 beken. [f. BE- + KEN.]
1. trans. To make known, to declare, to show.
a 1300 Hafelok 1268 Kinges sone, and kinges eyr That

bikenneth that croiz so fayr.

2. To deliver.

n 1300 Cursor M. 7242 Till his foos sco him be-kend. 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. 332 A wif bei him bikenne. 7^1400
Morte A rth. 2355 They . . Bekende theme the caryage,
kystis and ober.

3. To commend or commit to the care of.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 5423, I bikenne ?ou to Crist bat on
Croyce was peyned. a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thvrnton MS.
(1867)90 His modir in keping to be he bekende. '/./ 1400
Morte A rth. 482 Sir Cadore . . to Crist beme be-kennyde.
c 1420 Sir A tnadaee xxxii, Cryst of hevon, Y yo beken !

U See also BIKENN.

t Be'keii, bekin, sb. Obs. [Identical in spell-

ing with 1 6th c. forms of BEACON, but nothing
appears to be known of the word beyond what is

contained in the quotations.]
1538 ELYOT Diet., Cinclidx are bayes or parclosis made

aboute the places of judgement, where men not being sutars,

may stande, beholde, and here what is done and spoken
amonge the juges and pledours. Such a lyke thing is at

Westmynster Hall about the common place, and is called

the bekens.
I577_

HOLINSHED Chron. III. 934 'i The kings
of armes . . stood in their place, which was in the bekins at

the kings bench.

Beken, obs. form of BEACON, BECKON.

t Beke'ixd, ppl. a. Sc. Obs. [f. BEKEN v. +
-ED 1

.]
Known.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis tv. xii. 12 Sone as scho beheld . .

the bed bekend. Ibid. rr. xii. (xi.) 94 For throw the secrete
stretis fast I rane Before the laif, as weil bekend mane.

t Beke'nning, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. as prec. -r-

-ING 1
.] Knowledge, acquaintance.

c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. \Vks. II. 79 Dei tellen more bi

ber owne bekenyng . . ban bei don bi Gocldis heestls.

Beker, -kir, obs. forms of BICKER.

Bekerchief, bekick, beking, etc. : see BE-//-^
Bekeryn, obs. form of BICKER.

Beking, obs. form of BEARING.
Bekiss (b/ki-s), v.

[f.
BE- + Kiss

z;.] trans.

To kiss to excess, to cover with kisses. Hence
Bekissed (Wkrst), ///. a.

1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. 1.1837) 195 Shee all bekist the face.

1677 MRS. BF.HN Raveriu. i. (XTSQ) 119 To hug, and all to
bekiss me. 1862 TROLLOPE Orley F. xiv, In such cases one
cannot but pity her who is bekissed. 1809 W. IRVING
Knickerb, (1861) 237 The most thoroughly be-kissed com-
munity in all Christendom.

Bekke, -nynge, obs. ff. BECK, BECKONING.
Beknave (b/h^'v), v. [f. BE- 5 + KNAVE sb.]

trans. To treat as a knave, to call * knave.*
c 1525 SKELTON Agst. Gamesche 9 So currysly to be-

knave ms in the kynges place. 1539 TAVKRNEK Card.
Wysed. \\, i6a, Some we call Pharisees, we be knave, we
defye as naughtye papist es. ^1720 POPE Gentle Sheph.
(Globei 475 May satire ne'er befool ye, or beknave ye.
1876 GKKEN Short Hist. vii. i Beknaved by the King.
Beknit, beknight, etc. : see BE-//V/.
Beknotted (b/vted), ppl. a. [f. BE- 2 +
KNOT V.] Tied into or covered with knots.

Hence Bekno'ttedness.
1882 Xatnrs XXV. 595 The difficulty of measuring be-

knottedness electromagnetically.

t Beknow', v. Obs. For forms see KNOW.
[f.

BE- 2 + KNOW.] trans.

1. To become acquainted with, to recognize.
c 1300 Relig. Songs i. 31 Mon, hwi nultu the bi-cnowe ?

1314 Guy Warw. (Abbotsf.) 106 The Soudan him biknewe
anon. 1393 GOWKR III. 357 So fit it wel, that thou beknowe
Thy feble estate. I47SCAXTON Jasoti 48 In nowyse I wold
not ben beknowen. 1560 PHAKR sEneiti &c\] b, The lords
beknew that god. [See BEKNOWN.]
2. To admit one's knowledge of; to acknow-

ledge, confess.
c 1325 Cocr de L. 1700 That he thynkes he wyl beknawe.

1340 Ayenb, 69 [HiJ hare folyes ne beknaweb. f 1386
CHAUCER Pers. T. ^96 To destroye him that wolde not by-
knowe his synnes, c 1440 Morte Arth. (Roxb. i 31 She moste
there by know the dede. 1580 HOI.LYBAND Treas. Fr. T0?itft

Co>ift'ssert
to confesse, to beknowe.

3. To acknowledge or recognize (a person) in

some capacity or relation ; e.g. to confess Christ.
c 1315 SHORKHAM 15 To biknowe Cristes name. 1377

LANGL. f1
. PL B. xvm. 24 pat cryst lie 1101131 biknowe here

for consnmmatns dens.

4. To he beknown : to be aware or conscious of
anything ; hence, to avow, confess. Used like

' to

be ACKXOWN,' but rarer.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1905 pan was noe wel be-knauin pat be

flode it was wit-drnum. c 1374 CHAUCKH Boeth. in. x. 90, I

am byknowen and confesse . . (?at god is ry^t worbi abouen
alle binges. 1413 LYDG. Pilgr. Sowle i. xv. u, I am by-
knowe that I haue done amys. t 1500 Lancelot 1627 Qwho
that is ofan of thir byknow. 1523 LD. BERXF.RS Froiss. (1812)
1. 694 If they aske the any thyng of me, be not be knowen
that I am in the toune.

t Beknowing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. prec. + -ING 1
.]

Knowledge.
1340 Ayenb. 126 Hi ne hedden na^t ri5te byleue ..ne /o)>e

beknawynge.
t Bekiiowledge, v. Obs. [f.

BE- 2 + KNOW-
LEDGE v. Cf. acknowledge.] trans. To acknow-

ledge. Hence Beknowledging vbl. sb. (4 be-

knaulechinge) : Acknowledgement, confession.

1340 Ayenb. 32 IJeknautechinge of moube, bo^samnesse
in dede.

Beknown ^Wiwu- n ), ///. a. arch. [See BE-

KNOW.] Known, acquainted, familiar.

1429 Pol. Paeui-n 18591 II. 147 A Marschalle full woorthyly
beknowe. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vii. ii. 17 On bankis weil-

biknaw. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie (Arb.) 241 Let our
figure enioy his best beknowen name, a 1618 SYLVESTER
job Triumph. \. 486 Nor of his place is any more be-
knowrt. 1865 DICKENS Afnt. Fr. xii, The seaman was be-
known to me.

Bekuyde, obs. form of BEQUEATH sb.

Bekyn(e, obs. form of BEACON and BECKON.

Bekyre, obs. form of BICKER.

II Bel, #. and formative. Forms: 4-5 bele, 7

bell. [a. F. bd, belle 'beautiful, fair, fine':-L.

bell-urn^ -am. Naturalized in ME.
;
but after 1600

consciously French.]

t A. adj. Fair, fine, beautiful. Obs.
c 1314 Guy l^anv. 68 Bele ost, Y bidde say thou me

What may al this erning be. c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame
1796 Bele Isawde Ne coude hem noght of loue werne.

(1475 /ittbft's Bk. <i868) 3 A Bele Babees, herkne now to

my lore ! [1605 CHAPMAN All Fooles Plays (1873) I. 136
With a Bell regard aduant mine eye.] 1678 MRS. BF.HJ*
Pat. Fancy n. 253 If you are not the most *Bell Person I

ever saw [? A pun on the name Isabella}.

B. Used as a formative prefix in be/fader, bcl-

sire, beldame, belmoder, grandfather, grandmother.
The explanation of this use, which seems to be

entirely English and unknown to French, is not

clear ; but it answers to the Eng. use of good in

goodsirc (gudscher, gutcher), gooddame (gudame),
'godson or gossan filiolus,' and '

goddoiuter filiola,'

in Promp. Parv., which is again partly paralleled

by the mod.F. bon-papa, bonne-maman, grandpapa,
grandmamma. The French and English use of

grand, in grandpere grandfather, grandsire,

grand'mcre grandmother, grandame, is capable
of more obvious explanation ; while the tendency
to allow analogy to prevail over sense appears
in the Eng. grandson as compared with F. petit-

Jih. Still further analogies in the parallel use of

beau, belle, and good (though to express a different

relationship) are presented by the F. beau-pere
father-in-law, belle-mere mother-in-law, beau-

frere brother-in-law, etc., for which the north.

Eng. and Sc. forms are good-father, good-mother,
good-brother, good-sister, etc.

Bel, obs. variant of BELL.

Belabour (bfl^-bar), v. [f. BE- 4 + LABOUR.]
1 1. trans. To labour at, work at

;
to exert one's

strength or ability upon, to ply. Oos.

1604 DEKKER Honest IV/i. Wks. 1873 II. 73 Husbands,
whom they would belabour by all means possible to keepe
em in their right wits, a 1631 DRAYTON Nyinpkal 8 (R.) Let
the nimble hand belabour 1 he whistling pipe. 1686 BARROW
Serm. III. 205 If the earth is belaboured with culture.

2. To thrash or buffet with all one's might.
1600 ABP. ABBOT Jonah 529 The tempest which belaboured

him. 1609 ROWLANDS Doct. Merrie-in. 9 His Maister tooke
a Cudgefi, And belabour'd him withall. 1724 SWIFT Misc.

U735) V. 60 He saw Virago Nell belabour, With Dick's
own Staff his peaceful Neighbour. 1876 SMILES Sc. Natnr.
i. 6 They were belaboured with every kind of weapon.

b. fig. To assail with words.

1596 NASHE
Saffron^ Walden to8 With .. complements

hee belaboured him till his eares tingled. 1779 COWPER
Lett. 31 Oct., [He] has belaboured that great poet's charac-
ter with the most industrious cruelty. 1832 AUSTIN Jttrispr.

(18791 I. vi. 323 Nonsense wherewith the haters of improve-
ment would belabour the audacious innovators.

Bela-borous, a. nonce-wd. [f. prec. + -ous.]
Given to belabouring or thrashing.
1860 A II I '. Round No. 52. 47 Coleridge, who had many

a thrashing . . from the belaborous Doctor . . at the Blue-
coat School.

t Bel-accoil, -accoyle. Obs. [a. OF. bel

(biel, beal}acoi! fair welcome: cf. ACCOIL.] Kindly
greeting, welcome.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 2984 Bialacoil forsothe he hight, Sone

he was to Curtesie. 1596 SPENSER F.Q. iv. vi. 25 Glauce. .

her salewd with seemely bel-accoyle.

Belace ,b/U71 's), v.
[f. BE- + LACE v.and

sb."]

1. trans. To border or adorn with lace. Usually
in ppl. a. BELACED.
1648 Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche n. 48 How to belace and fringe

soft love.

1 2. To streak, stripe. Obs.

1648 EARL WESTMORLD. Otia Sacra (1879) 88 The Crimson
streaks belace the Damaskt West.

t 3. To beat with stripes. Obs.

1736 BAILEY, Belace, the same as to belabour. 1857 in

Wright.

Bela-ce, v.
' Sea Term. To fasten ; as to be-

lace a rope.' Johnson. [This is found only in

Dictionaries. It appeared first in Bailey's folio,

1730, was retained by Dr. Johnson (who used a copy
of that as the basis of his own work), and from him
it has been perpetuated by later dictionaries. In

Bailey it appears to be merely a mistake for BE-

LAOE, q.v. Bailey's 8vo of 1721 (like the earlier

dictionaries of Phillips and Kersey) has '

Belage,
also Belay (St'a Term], to fasten any running

Rope when it is haled, that it cannot run forth

again.' This the folio of 1730 splits up into
' Belace (Sea Term), to fasten any Rope,' and
1

Belay, to fasten any running Rope, so that when
it is haled it cannot run out again.' Thence

Johnson's Belace and Belay. But the 8vo editions

of Bailey retained the original entry and took
no notice of Belace, till after the appearance of

Johnson's Dictionary, when the editor of the edition

of 1783 added the fictitious Belace from Johnson,
while retaining Bailey's original Belage or Belay ^\

Belaced (Wl^-st),///. a.
[f. BELACE v. + -ED'.]

Bordered or adorned with lace.

1648 Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche xvi. x. (N.) In thy bravest
And most belaced servitude. 1879 MRS. OLIPHANT Reign
Geo. //, II. 78 His 'long lean' form bepowdered, belaced,
bescented.

i Bela'ck, v. Obs.
[f.

BE- 2+ LACK v. to de-

preciate.] trans. To depreciate, find fault with.
a 1555 LATIMER Serin. # Rein. (1845) 329 As for my preach-

ing itself . . my lord of London cannot rightfully belack it,

nor justly reprove it.

Belade, -ladle, belady, -ship : see BE-.

t Bela-g, v. Obs. [f. BE- 2 + LAG z>.] ? To
clog with wet mud. (Cf. beclag, also water-logged.')
a 1300 W. de BIBLESW. in Wright Voc. 173 Cy vent un

garsoun esclatf, bilagged wit swirling, c 1440 Promp. Part'.

29 Be-laggyd, mudidatits [1499 /Si//;.A>A/(.vJ [1721 BAILEY

Belagged left behind].
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t Bela'ge, v. Naut. Obs. [Either ME. Meggc,
obs. form of BELAY, or, what is not improbable,
ad. Du. bdcggen, in same sense. (It is also possible
that it may have originated as a misprint or mis-

reading of bclaye. See also BELACE.)]
1678 PHILLIPS, Belagc in Navigation is to fasten any run-

ning Rope when it is haled, that it cannot run forth again.
[So in ed. 1696 : Belay in nautical sense not given in either ;

but ed. 1706 has Belay or Bi:l<ic, explained as in 1678].

1692 in Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. I. xvi. 75 To Belagc,
to make fast any running Rope. 1707 in KERSEY. 17*1
BAILKV Belage, Belay (Sea Term] [expl. as in PHILLIPS].

Belakin, variant of Byrlakin : By our Ladykin.
t Bolam, v, Obs. or dial. Also 6 belamb,

J belamme. [f.
BE- + LAMZ/.] trans. To thrash.

1595 Iritis, Fittes, ff F. 146 His father mainly belamb'd
him for the fact. i6nCoTGR., Coittonner, tpcudgell, thwacke,
haste, belamme. 1653 URO.UHART Rabelais in. xxxvi. III. 53,

1 shall bang, belam thee, and claw thee well for thy labour.

+ Belamcnvr. Obs. Also bellamour(e. [f.

K. bcl fair + amour love.]
1. A loved one of either sex

; lady love, fair

lady.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. n. vi. 16 She decks her bounteous

boure, With silken curtens. .to shrowd her sumptuous bela-

moure. 1603 J. DAVIES Microcosm. 92 His wisdome's pow'r
Did choose me for his chiefest Bellamoure.

2. Love ; a glance or look of love.

1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's I'ict. xlvii, Those eyes from
whence are shed Infinite belamours.

3. Applied to some unidentified flower.

1595 SPENSER Sonn. Ixiii, Her snowy browes lyke budded
Bellamoures.

t Be'lamy. Obs. Forms : 3-4 belami, 3-6
belamy, 4 bele amys, 7 bellamy. [a. F. bel ami
(nom. sing, amis) fair friend.] Fair friend, good
friend (esp. as a form of address).
a 1325 A tier. ft. 306 O, belami, bis bu dudest. c 1325 Coer

tie L. 3253, I suffre, sere, bele amys. c 1400 Ywaiw? <$

(7d7c. 278 What ertow, belamy ? c 1460 Tcnvneley Myst.
127 Welcom be them, belamy ! 1596 SPENSER F. Q. n. vii.

52 To the fayre Critias, his dearest belamy ! 1689 BAXTER
Cain fy Abel Malig. Wks. 1830 X. 493 True Protestants

(such as the pseudo-bellamyin Philanax Anglicus hatefully
calleth Protestants off sincerity).

Belandre, obs. form of BILANDEB.

tBelap (brtarp), z>. Obs. [f. BE- i + LAP.]
/rafts. To lap about, clasp, enfold, envelop ;

to

environ, surround. Chiefly in pa. pple. Bela'pped.
c 1200 ORMIN 14267 All Bilpkenn & bilappedd Inn all bait

boc. a- 1225 A ucr. R. 100 Hit is bilepped & bihud. ? c 1330
Amis

<$ Antil. 1014 He seighe Sir Amis . . Bilapped among
his fon. 1494 Dives $ Paitp. (W. de W.) iv. xxiii. 169/2
Her good angell . . belapped her with so grete lyght that
ther myght no man loke upon her. ^1529 SKELTON Col.

Clontc 312 In purple & paule belapped. 1562 A. SCOT
PoeinSy This belappit body here.

Belard, belash, belatticed, etc. : see BE- pref.
t Bela'st, ///. a. Obs. [? f. OE. behlxstan to

load
; cf. Ger. belasten] Burdened, charged, bound.

1441 in Arcft&ol. XVII- 214 (Halliw.^ James Skidmore is

belast and wt holden toward the seid Sir James for an

holeyeer. 14.70
HARDING Oi?vw. ccxxi, The duke of Brytain

then was his manne, For fee belaste without rebellion.

r 1572 GASCOIGNE Fruites IVarre (1831) 215 At euery porte
it was . . belast, That I . . might not go out.

Belate (b/lJi-t), v. [f. BE- 5 + LATE a.] trans.

To make late, detain beyond the usual time, delay.
1642 H. MORE SongofSoul \. i. xxxi, Night, .quick to work

the fate Of murd'red travellers, when they themselves belate.

1660 PENN No Cross Wks. 1726 I. 273 Wilt thou then for

such a World, be-late thyself, over-stay the Time of thy
salvation? 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in lt^. x. Wks. V. 79 A little

while to old remembrance given Will not belate us.

Belated (bn^-ted),///. a.
[f. prec. + -EDI.]

1. Overtaken by lateness of the night; hence,
overtaken by darkness, benighted.
1618 ROWLANDS Sacr. Mentorie 24 We are belated, and

ihe time farre spent. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 783 Faerie
Elves Whose midnight Revels . . some belated Peasant
sees. 1789 G. WHITE Sclborne (1853) 4 Belated shepherd
swains See the cowl'd spectre.

2. Detained beyond the usual time, coming or

staying too late ; out of date, behind date.

1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. Wks. 1738 II. 38 Authors . . in

time not much belated, some of equal age. 1785 BU'KKE
Nab. Arcot's Debts Wks. 1842 I. 327 Whocontested this be-
lated account ? 1857 LD.DUFFERIN Lett. High Lat. (1867)
70 Our belated baggage-train. i87yMRS. OLIPHANT Makers
Flor. iii. (1877) 52 Information . . got but slowly . . to the
ears of the belated ambassador.

tBela-tedness. Obs. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality or state of being belated.

1631 MILTON IVks. (1738) I. 4, I . . do take notice of a cer-
taine Belatedness ine me.

Belaud (brig-d), v. [f. BE- 2 + LAUD.] trans.

To load with praise.
a 1849 FOE Wks. (1864) III. 139 Was belauded by the uni-

versal American press. 1882 FAKHAR Early Chr. I. 14
Suicide . . which many Stoics belauded.

Hence Belau'ded ///. a.

1857 HUGHES Tom Brown, i. iii. (1871) 61 Abused and
much belauded institutions. 1866 Sat. Km. 25 Aug. 236/2
The belauded administration of the Duke of Somerset.

Belatl'der. [f- prec.] One who belauds.

1884 J. W. EBSWORTH Roxb. Bal. V. 203 The erudite be-
lauder of Ignoramus Juries.

tBela've, v. Obs. Also 3 by-, [f. BE-^

LAVE f.] trans. To lave about, wash all over ;

to lave its banks as a river.

a 1300 O. E. Misc. 140 pu stode Naked and bylaued myd
blode. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. 11641) 174/1 Me
in thy Bloud belaue. Ibid. (1608) 1002 The happy plains
great Phasis streams belaue.

Belawgive (Milton) : see BE- 7 \.

Belay (WU7 '
1

), v. Forms: i belecgan, 3-4
bi-, be-legge^n, 6- belay. Pa. t. I beles'de,

be!6de, 3 bilsede, 4 -laide, 6 belaied, 7 -laid,

(Naut.) 7- -layed. Pa. pple. i belesd, beliSd, 3

|

bilesjd, 4 bi-, beleyd, -leid, 6 -layd, 6-7 -laied',

7 -laid, (Natit.) 7- -layed. [OE. bi-, belygan :

OTeut. *l'ilagjan, in OIIG. bileckait, bilegtn,
mod.G. liclcgai, Du. beleggcn ;

f. bi-, BE- + lag/an,
in OE. Iffgan to LAY. Prof. Skeat suggests that
the nautical use may have been taken from Du.

beleggcn : cf. BELAGE.]
fl. trans. To lay (a thing) about with other ob-

jects (i.e. by putting them about or around it) ;
to

surround, environ, invest, enclose, etc. re////. Obs.

fa. ///.

a 1000 Andreas iGrein) 1562 \Ve. .ell}reodi?;ne. .clommum
bele.sdon vitebendum ! c 1205 LAY. 14223 [With a strip of
hide] A-buteii he bila;de muche del of londe. a 1300 Cursor
M. 5739 Him J?oU3te brermynge a tre As hit wip loue al were
bileyde.

tb.y%.
(893 K. /ELI-RED Oros. in. viii. 3 Papirus waesmid Roma-

num swylces domes beled. 1606 J. RAVNOLDS Dolarnys
Prim. 69 With many fauours, htilf thou didst belay mee.

t C. esp. To set about with (ornamentation), to

lay with (a margin of gold, etc.). Cf. OVERLAY.
c 1200 OHMIN 8167 All be bxre wass, bilejxd WiJb ba:tenn

gold. 1577 DEE Rclat. Sftir. T. (1659) 206 His robes all be-

layed with lace of gold. 1596 SI-LNSKR /-'. (X vi. ii. 5 A wood-
mans Jacket . . Of Lincolne grcclie, bclayd with silver lace.

f 2. spec. To beset with armed men
;
to besiege,

invest, beleaguer. Obs.
c 1320 Sir Bei'cs 3i3QThemperur therouteus willebelcggc.

1595 SPENSER Sonn. xiv, Those small forts which ye were
wont belay. 1610 HOLLAND Camdot's Brit. (1637) 281 It

was by King Stephen belaied once or twise with sieges.
1648 G. SANDVS Paraphr. Div. Poems, Deo Opt. Jlfa.i;,
When Arabian Theeves belaid us round.

fb. To beset or line (a way or passage) with
armed men so as to intercept an enemy ;

or with

anything for the use of those who pass. Obs.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Tnrkcs (16211 945 Simon ..had so

belayed that strait, as that the Turkes could not .. passe
the same. 1611 Si'iiKD Hist. Gt . Brit. vi. xlv. 156 Constan-
tine .. hasted from Rome, hauing belaid al the way with
Posthorses for the purpose, a 1639 STOTTISWOOU Hist. C/i.

Scot. 11.11677) 44 Frederick, .having belayed the ways made
the Bishops., prisoners. 1698 DKVDEN sEncid ix. 515
The speedy Horse all passages belay.

fc. To waylay, lie in wait for (a person). Obs.

1470-85 M;\LORY Arthur (18161 1. 273 All kings and knights
of king Arthur's part belayed him, and wailed for him. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turkes (1621* 717 He was by certain Spa-
niards ..belaid upon the river Padus. 1760 STERNE Tr.

Shandy (1802) I. xviii. 70 Other cases of danger, which be-

lay us in getting into the world.

f d. fig. To forestall, make preparations for. Obs.

1398 BACON Sacr. A/edit, v. Ess. (Arb. 109 They who . .

haue entred into a confidence that they had belayed all

euents.

t 3. To invest (words) with a sense or meaning.
T" a. To explain or expound (in some way). Obs.

c\iy$ Lamb. Horn. 67 J?et we segge5 and bus ba wordes
we bi-legge5. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 903 5et ich be wile an
ober segge )if bu hit const a riht bilegge.

j" b. To gloze (so as to conceal meaning). Obs.
a 1230 Ou>l

<$ Night. 672 He mot bi-hemmen and bi-legge.
Ibid. 837 Alle thine wordes thu bileist, That hit thincth soth
al that thu seist.

f c. ? To illustrate by evidence or action. Obs.

civjtfLamb. Horn. 65 Gif we J?os bode bus bflegged.

f4. (Predicated of the thing which lies around):
To encircle, clasp or coil round (about}. Obs.
c 1340 Cursor J\f. 1336 (Trin.) pis tre. .A nedder hit had

aboute bileide, c 1320 R. BRUNNE Medit. 274 Sorwe ?oure
hertes hab alle be leyd. [1836 LANDOR Lett. Couserv. 86
Under the slightest whipping that ever belayed the
shoulders of malefactor.]

5. Naut. To coil a running rope round a cleat,

belaying pin, or kevel, so as to fasten or secure
it

;
to fasten by so putting it round. Said espe-

cially of one of the small ropes, used for working
the sails. (The only current sense.)
1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 41 Mak fast and belay. 1627 CAPT.

SurmStamm's Gram. ix. 42 To belay, is to make fast the
ropes in their proper places. Ibid. ix. 38 Bits. .are. .placed
abaft the Manger. . to belay theCable thereto. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Belay m Belage [see BELAGE]. .Belay the Sheat, or Tack,
i.e. fasten it to the Kennel, etc. 1762 FALCONER Shipivr,
n. 83 Taught aft the sheet they tally and belay. 1840 R.
DANA Bcf. Mast, xxiii, The weather cross-jack braces and
the lee main braces are each belayed together upon two pins.

b. transf. To make fast, tie, secure.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pick. (1779) IV - Ixxxvi. 23 Pipes had
found it very difficult to keep him [Peregrine] fast belayed.
180* W. GIFFARO Juvenal n. 84 The distaff, to a block be-
lay'd. 1849 CUKZON Visits Monast. 376 The bridle, which
was safely belayed to the pack-saddle.

C. Sailor s slang.
1796 DIBDIN Poor Jack ii, My timbers ! what lingo he'd

coil and belay. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. xxxi.

(1878* 536 Belay there, and hearken. 1867 ADM. SMYTH
Sailor's Word-hk, 94 Belay there^ stop ! that is enough !

Belay that yarn, we have had enough of it !

f 6. intrt To lay about one (sc. blows). Obs. rare.

1598 YONG Dinna 109 They belaied about them, passing
actiue and nimble in lending blowes.

f 7. ? To lay down : but see ALLAY &.i 14, Obs.

1562 TURNER Bathes 5 Youre wyne must be cleare and
well belayd, accordinge vnto . . the streingth and wekenes
of the wyne.

Belaying, vbL sb. [f. prec. + -ING*.]

\ 1. A lying in wait. Obs.

1677 FELTHAM Disc. Eccles, ii. n, 346 Experienced in the

belayings, the ingrossings, the circumventions of Merchan-
dizing.

2. Naut. The coiling of running ropes round

pins, etc. ; chiefly attrw,t as in bdaying-cleat, -pin.
1836 MARRYAT Pirate iii, Ropes, .neatly secured to copper

belaying-pins. 1862 F. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. 133 The
belaying cleats on the bow beam.

Belch (belt/, bclf), v. Forms : 5-6 belke,

5-7 belche, 6 balche, bealche, 6-8 belk, 7

bealke, 9 dial, belk, 6- belch. [OE. bcalcian,

bivlcian : cf. Du. balkcti to bray, shout. See BELK.]
1. intr. To void wind noisily from the stomach

through the mouth, to eructate. (Now vtt/gar.}
a 1000 Be Manna Mode iGr.i 28 Brcodafl he and btulceS.

< 1460 Tirwnclcy Myst. 314 To belke thai begyn and spew
that Is irke. 1483 Cath. Angt. 27 Belche fr\ ;-. Belke or

Uolke], metare. 1530 PALSGR. 447/2 Harkc howe the

churle belcheth. 1574 HELLOWES Crncnartis Ep. (1577)185
The olde .. glutton .. shall belk much and sleepe little.

1623 COCKERAM, Parbreake
t

to bealke. 1727 BRADLEY
Fani. Diet. s. v. Belch

^
If an A>thmatical Person comes to

belch, it is a good Sign. 1860 J.WOLFF Trav. fy Adv. I. xi.

341 They sit . . and belch, because, they say, that they are
filled with the mystical wine

Whitby Gloss., Belk, to belch.

:d with the mystical wine of truth. 1864 ATKINSON

2. trans. To ejaculate, to give vent to
;

to vent

with vehemence or violence (words, feelings). In

early use, translating L. cruitare, and having no
offensive meaning ; but in later use confined, by as-

sociation with other senses, to the utterance of

things foul or offensive, or to furious vociferation

compared to the action of a volcano or cannon.
a 1000 Ags. Ps. iSpelm.) xix. 2 Die?; 3am dae^e bealce^

word, c 1500 WYCLIF Ps. xlv. 2 (MS. X.) Myn herte hath
teld ethir belkid [1382 bowide] out a good word. 1581
MARBECK Bk. of Xotcs 637 As the rich glutton. . belked out
these glorious words. 1583 STANYHUKST Acncis ii. (Arb.)

67, I belcht owt blasphemye bawling. 1594 CAKK\V Tas^o

(1881) 73 His fell griefc, as some begoarcd Hull, Roaring
and sighing out he belkes at full. 1612'!'. TAYLOR Count.
Titus i. 16 11619) 323 And openly belch out blasphemies
against God. 1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop.
Wks. 1738 I. 509 Belching out the same slanders. 1791
WOLCOTT iP. Pindar) Magpie <y Rob. Wks. 1812 II. 473
Belching wisdom in one's face. 1856 CAPERN Poems (ed. 2)

176 The war-fiend shrieks and belches out his fury.

3. trans. To emit ^wind, fumes, etc.) by belching.

Also/-.
1561 NORTON Calvin's fust. in. 195 What spirit do they

belche out? 1607 WALKINGTONC^/*/. (r/assc 37 He breathing
belkcth out such sulphure aires. 1611 SMAKS. Cymb. in. v.

137 The bitterness of it I now belch from my heart. 1634
A. WARWICK Spare Min. (1637) 113 What more .. noisome
smells can a new opened sepujcher belch out ? 1641 MILTON
C"//, Disdp. i. Wks. 11851* 12 Belching the soure crudities
of yesterdayes Poperie. 1648 G. DANIEL ECleg. in. 207 Noe
morning penitence Belches the folly of my last offence.

4. trans. To vomit, t a. lit. Obs.
I5S8 PMAER sEncid. in. (R.) Belching raw gobbets from his

maw. 1587 TURBERV. Trag, T. (18371 256 The venomd
worme Had bealchd his poyson out. 1718 POPE Iliad xvi.
200 Their black jaws belch the gore. 1783 BLAIR Rhet.

(18121 1. iv. 83 Belching up its bowels with a groan.

b.y&.
1610 bHAKS. Tetnp. \\\. iii. 56 Destiny .. the neuer sur-

feited Sea, Hath caus'd to belch vp you ! 1648 Hanting of
Fox 36 Deadly Poyson, belch'd up by a Consistorian Schis-
matick.

5. trans. To eject, throw out. fa. gen. Obs.
1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. i. xvi. 40 Which

vessel some will have to belch out acid blood.

b. esp. Said of the eruptive emission of fire and
smoke by volcanoes ; hence of cannons, etc.

1580 H. GIFFOHD Gillyflowers (18751 125 Aetna hill doth
belke forth flakes of fire. 1667 MILTON P. L. I. 671 A Hill
. . whose griesly top Belch'd fire and rowling smoak. a 1733
NORTH Lives 11826) II. 339 Strombolo. .belched out fire and
smoke in a most terrible sort. 1865 PARKMAN Huguenots
iii. (1875) 34 Rebel batteries belched their vain thunder.

1874 HOLLAND Mistr. Manse xv. 200 The cloud of menace
belched its brand.

c. absoL

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. i. vii, vii 208 Rusty firelocks

belch after him.

T~ 6. intr. To rise in eructation ; to heave like a

confined fluid or gas seeking to escape. Obs.

1576 LAMBARDE Peratnb. Kent (1826)420 Envious rancour
so boiled in the brest, that it not onely belched, but also

brake foorth immediately.

f 7. intr. To gush out ; to flow in gulps. Obs.

1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 218 Their plenteous wine

presses, and their full sellers, belk ing from this vnto that.

1587 FLEMING Cont. Holinshcd. III. 1351/1 The blood still

belched out into the basen.

Belch (belt/, belj), sb.
[f. prec. vb.]

1. An eructation.

1570 LKVINS Mtinip. 58 A Uelche, riictns. 1574 HELLOWES
Gucitaras Ep. (1577) 132 The sight thereof moueth belkes,

98- a



BELCHER.
and make*, the stomach wamble. 1580 HOLLYHAND Treas.

Fr. Tong) Vim route, a belch. 1763 CHURCHILL P. Pro-

fessar, Salute the royal babe in Welsh, And send forth gut-
turals like a belch.

2. fig. Said of the sea, hell, a volcano, cannon.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis VH. vi. no Pluto eik . . Reputtis
that bismyng belch haitfull to se. 1642 H. MORE Song
ofSoul 11. iii. iv. xxii, O belch of hell ! O horrid blasphemy !

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. n.vi. vii. 118 And at every new
belch, the women . . shout.

b. A slang name for poor beer : see quot. 1 796.
1706 E. WARD Hud. Rediv. I. vii. 18 A little House,

Where Porters do their Belch carouse. 1712 HENLEY Sped.
No. 396 f 2 Owing to the use of brown juggs, muddy belch,

etc, 1796 GROSE Class. Diet., Belch, all sorts of beer : that

liquor being apt to cause eructation. 1858 A. MAYHEW
Paved iv. Gold HI. iii. 265 Whilst my mates are drinking
the

'

belch.'

Belcher 1
, [f.

BELCH v] One who belches.

1398 FLORID, Rottatore, a belcher, a spuer, a rasper. 1699

COLES, Belcher, rttctator.

Belcher 2
(be-lfw). A neckerchief with blue

ground, and large white spots having a dark blue

spot or eye in the centre, named after a celebrated

pugilist called Jim Belcher \
sometimes applied

to any particoloured handkerchief worn round the

neck.
1812 Examiner 21 Sept. 607/1 The traverser . . tied a

Belcher handkerchief round his neck. 1825 T. LISTER

Granby xxxix. (1836) 261 Instead of the Belcher he has a

loose black handkerchief round his neck. 1846 LYTTON
Lucretia (1853) 154 The lower part of which [a face] was

enveloped inan immense * belcher.' 1862 Bf KTON Bk. Hunter
i. 31 The fragments of a parti-coloured belcher handkerchief.

Belching (be-ltjin, bdj-), vbl.sb.\ also 6-7
belking. [f.

BELCH v. + -ING!.] The action of

voiding wind from the stomach through the mouth
;

eructation ; also, the utterance of foul or violent

language ;
the eruptive action of volcanoes.

1528 PAYSELL Salerne Regtm. Biij, Sower belchynges.

1576 NEWTON Lemnies
1

Complex. 233 Subject to belking
and sowre vomiting. 1655 GuRNALL Chr. in Arm.\\\\\.

231/2 Rather the belching of a Devil, than the voice of a

saint. 1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. V. 316/1 Simple
eructation or belching.

Belching, ppl.a.\ also 6 belking, bealking.

[f. as prec. + -ING-.] That belches, eructates, etc.

(Cf. the various meanings of the vb.)

1581 STUDLEY Seneca!s Hippolitus 71 The belking Seas

yell out. 1585 LLOYD Treas. Health. I v, A weake bealk-

yng stomake. 1601 R. YARRISGTON Two Traj. iv. vi. in

Bullen O. PL IV f That belching voice, that harsh night-
raven sound, a 1700 DRYDKN ij.) His crest .. On which
with belching flames Chimera burn'd. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Tale of Tyne iii. 45 To face the belching cannon.

Belcony, obs. form of BALCONY.

Beld.e, obs. ff. of BALD, BIELD, BOLD, BUILD.

Beldam, -dame (be'ldam). Forms : 5-9 bel-

dame, 7 belldame, 5- beldam. [Not a direct

adoption of the F. belle dame 'fair lady/ but

formed upon Jam, earlier darne, in its Eng. sense

of '

mother,
1

with bd- employed to express relation-

ship, as in belsire, belfadtr : see BEL B. For the

transference to a more remote ancestor see also

BELSIRE; for the extension to old woman, etc.,

cf. gaffer, gammer, goody, grandame, granny]
f 1. A father or mother's mother, a grandmother.

-. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Par? 1

. 29 Beldam [v. r. beldame}, faders and
moders modyr, bothe. 1483 Catk.Angl. 27 Beldame, ania.

t: 1483 CAXTON Bk. Trav. in Promp. Parv. 29 note, Re-

connnaunde me to your bel-fadre, and to your bel dame, a
vostre tayon et a vostre taye. 1530 PALSGR. 179/2 Beldame,

meregrant. ('1550 PAYNELL tr. V tves Duty Hnsb. (T.) The
mother, the beldame, the aunt, the sister, the cosyn. 1593
SHAKS. Lucr. 953 To shew the beldame daughters of her

daughter. 1613 DRAYTON Polyolb. vi. (T.) The beldam and
the girl, the grandsire and the boy. 1628 MILTON Vat.

Exerc, 46 When beldam Nature in her cradle was

f b. A great-grandmother, or still more remote

ancestress
; by Plot used for a woman who has

lived to see five generations of female descendants.

1679 PLOT Staffordsh. (1686) 322 She lived to be a Beldam,
that is to see the sixt generation. 1863 CHAMBERS /Mr. of

Days I. 306 At the same rate she might have been beldam
at sixty six.

2. An aged woman, a matron of advanced years.

(In i6th c. used in addressing nurses.)

1580 GIFFORD Gillojlowers (1875) 98 And thus. .This aged
beldam speakes. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. in. ii. 43 [To

' her aged
nourse'] 'Beldame, your words doe wprke me litle ease.'

1598 DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. xix. 15 Here is no Beldam Nurse,
to powt nor lowre. 1709 STKELE Tatter No. 83 P 2, I a'"

neither Childish-young, nor Beldam-old. 1752 FOOTE Taste

i. i, This superannuated Beldame gapes for Flattery. 1768
BEATTIE Minstr. i. xliii, Her legend when the Beldame 'ganEATTIE nsr. . x, e

impart. 1821 BYRON Sardan. \. n. (1868* 352 That blood-

loving beldame, My martial grandam. 1856 LONGF. Blind
Girl\. 122 The beldame, wrinkled and gray takes the young
bride by the hand.

8. esp. with depreciative sense : A loathsome old

woman, a hag ; a witch ;
a furious raging woman

(without the notion of age), a virago.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1613) 10 A beldame .. accused

for a witch. 1608 R. JOHNSON Sev. Champions 212 Come
all you witches, beldames, and Fortunetellers, a 1641 BP.

MOUNTAGU Acts <V Mon. (1642) 177 Tarquinius taking her

to be some frantick Beldame. 1706 ADDISON Rosamond i.

iii, Fly from my passion, Beldame, fly ! i8 SCOTT Nigel

780

xxxv, That accursed beldam whom she caused to work

upon me. 1857 F. LOCKER Loud. Lyrics (1862) 100 The
beldams shriek, the caldron bubbles.

Be'ldamship. [f. prec. : after ladyship.]
1633 SHIRLEY 1 ng. Admiral \\. i, I beseech your learned

beldamship to accept it. 1636 DAVENANT Wits in DodsU'y
(1780) VII I. 512 We'll make her costive beldamship Come off.

JBelders, var. of BILDEBS, Obs., a plant-name.
Bele, obs. f. BKAL : see also BOIL sb.

t Belea'd, v . Obs. [OE. bel&dan, f. BE- pref. 2

+ Ixdan to LEAD.]
1. trans. To lead away, lead astray.
a looo Benedict. Rule (Schr.) 27 Du belaeddest us on grin.

1340 A lex. ff Dind. 906 So be }e, ludus, by-lad
' and lawles

also, la 1500 Pore Helpe 285 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 262 We
maye go to bed, Blyndefylde and beled.

2. jig. To conduct, lead, use, treat.

c 1275 Passion Our Lord 278 in O. E. Misc. 45 He iseyh
hw ihesu crist wes vuele biled. a 1300 Cursor M. 17049
Whenne bou bi son say so biled. 1485 CAXTON Transas
Higtien iv. x. (1527) 159 He was. .harde cruelly beladde.

Beleaf, beleap, etc.: see "KE-pref.

Beleaguer (b/"lrgai), v. ;
also 6 belegar, 7

-guer, beleager, -gre, 8 -gure. [a. Du. belegeren,
f. be- + leger camp ;

cf. mod.G. belagern : see

LEAGUEK.]
1. To surround (a town, etc.) with troops so as

to prevent ingress and egress, to invest, besiege.

1590 SIR J. SMYTHE Weapons 4 These . . haue so affected

the Wallons, Flemings, and base Almanes discipline, that

. . they will not . . affoord to say that such a towne is be-

sieged, but that it is belegard. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warrcs
v. iii. 134 Antwerpe, . . then by him beleaguered. 1648
EVELYN Mem. 118571 III. 26 The castle of Dover, which
some say is beleagured. 1846 PRESCOTT Ferd. ff Is. I. ix.

392 He reflected that the Castilians would soon be be-

leaguered. 1856 LONGF. Beleag. City vii, That an army
of phantoms vast and wan, Beleaguer the human soul.

2. transf. To surround, beset (generally with some
idea of hostility or annoyance). Cf. BESIEGE.

1589 XASHE Almondfor P. 53, A whole hoast of Pasquils
. .will so beleaguer your paper walles. 1614 LODGE Seneca

4 Beleager him on euery side by thy bountie. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela 1 1824) I. iv. 239 The girl is .. beleaguer,

ins;, as you significantly express it, a worthy gentleman.
1822 W. IRVING Braceb. Hall xxvii. 253 It [the house] has

been beleaguered by gipsy women.

t Beleaguer, sb. Obs. = BELEAGUERER.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. iii. 31 His men sallied out

. .in the face of their beleaguers. 1611 COTGR., Assicgeur,
a besieger, a beleaguer, [ed. 1632 beleaguerer.]

Beleaguered (bflrgaid), ///. a. [f.
BE-

LEAGUER v. + -ED 1
.] Besieged, invested, beset.

1644 MILTON Arcop. (Arb.> 69 In defence of beleagured
truth. 1647 SPRIGG Angl. Rediv. iv. vii. (1854) 281 To know
themselves a beleagured enemy. 1762 FALCONER Skifr.vr.

in. 165 Beleaguer'd Troy. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond Mi. x.

(1876) 416 The poor beleaguered garrison. 1862 GOULBURN
Pers. Relig. III. viii, The key of a beleaguered position.

Beleaguerer (Wl/'-garaj). [f. as prec. +-ER'.]
One who beleaguers : a besieger.
1628 EARLE Microcosm. Ixxvii. 159 He is a sore beleaguerer

of chambers. 1817 COLERIDGE Zupofya it. Wks. IV. 232
A wall, that wards off the beleaguerer.

Beleaguering (b/lfgarirj), vbl. sb. [f.
as prec.

+ -IXG 1
.]

The act of besieging ; investment.
i6o R. JOHNSON Kingd. ff Comm-j*. 29 The beleguerings

of Harlem. 1869 FRMEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) III. xii. 187
The actual beleaguering of Rome.

Beleaguering (Wlrgjjrirj), ///. a. [f.
as prec.

+ -I N G^.] That beleaguers; besieging, investing.

1753 Scots Mag. XV. 76/2 Beleag'ring foes. 1870 Evert.

Standard 28 Oct., Break through the beleaguering lines.

Beleaguerment (bflrgaament). [f.
as prec. +

-MENT.] fhe fact of beleaguering; siege, blockade.

1826 E. IRVING Babylon I. in. 186 Two beleaguerments of

the capital. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. ill. 5 In the

last month of Troy's beleaguerment.

t Belea've, -eve f
v. Obs. Forms ; i belsefan,

2 bilsefen, -leeuen, -leauen, 2-4 bi-, beleue(n,

(4 bi-, bylaue), 4-5 beleve, bleve, blewy(n, (5

byleve), 6 beleaue. Pa. t. 1-2 be-, bileefde,

-leafde, 2-3 -lefde, 3 -leaued(e, -lefte, 3-4

-leued(e, -left(e, -lafte, blefede, 4 blefte, 4-7

beleft(e. Pa.pple. i beleefed, 2-4 bi-, beleued,

3 (-lefued), -leved, -left, 4 bleft, 4-5 byleft,

-lefft, -laft. [OE. belie/an :-OTeut. and Goth.

bilaibjan, f. bi-, BE- + laibjan, in OE. la-fan to

LEAVE, a causal deriv. of OTeut. *liban to remain,

which appeared in Eng. in BELIVE. Thus origin-

ally and properly transitive ; but very early sub-

stituted for the intrans. belive. In I4th c. often

syncopated to bleve(ti, esp. in Kentish ;
cf. mod.G.

bleiben, Du. blijven.]
I. transitive.

1. To let or cause to remain behind, to go away
without taking with one, to abandon.

C1X7S Lamb. How. 79 Ho hine bilefde liggen half quic.

c 1200 ORMIN 8913 He wass ba behinndenn hemm Bilefedd

att te temmple. c 1205 LAY. 18648 pe eorl . . bilefde his wif in

Tintaieol. 1207 R. GLOUC. 421 Hys fader, .ladde hym. .into

Normandye, &byleuedehym)>ere. c 1330 A ssump. Virg. 759
Thei leide be bodi in a stone, And bifeft alle in bat stede.

? a 1400 Morte A rth. 2380 The cors of Kayone . . at Came es

belevefede. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis x. xi. 166 Men. .Quham
..to myschewus deyd beleft haue I. 1627 MAY Lucan

BELEMNITE.
viii. (T.) Wondering at fortune's turns, and scarce is he Be-

left, relating his own misery.
b. To leave (something) behind to

;
to leave at

death ; to leave in the possession or power of.

-1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 183 Hie bileueS uncuSe men Je
aihte. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. VI. 367 pe kyng-
dom [theyj byleft to Colwulfus. c 1410 LOVE Bonavent.
Mirr. vi. (Gibbs MS.) Lord to be is bylafte [1530 belefte] be

pore peple, 1557 K. Arthur (Copland) vn. i, The two men
. .belefte him to Syr Kay.
2. To allow to remain over ; to leave out of

count or process : to pass over, let go, omit.
c 1205 LAY. 29363 ^Elcne bilefued mon he lette billmien.

1297 ^' GLOUC. 173 He ne beleuede no3t on. c 1450 Merlin
xvii. 276 And v C men that were hym be-lefte of the bataile.

3. To go away from (a person or place) ;
to de-

part from, forsake, quit, abandon.
c 1205 LAY. 8569 Lundene we mote bilxuen. a 1225 A tier.

R. no And fluen alle vrom him & bilefden him ase vreo-

mede. c 1400 Destr. Troy xxxv. 13456 A buyldyng . . was
of long tyme beleft, & no lede there.

b. fig. To turn from, forsake.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 He seal his sunne uor-saken and

bileuen. 111225 Aticr. R. 394 Heo wule . . bileauen bene
deouel. a 1300 Cursor M.go$3, I haf bi-left mi lauerd lau.

c 1400 Yiuaiile <y Gaiv. 35 Trowth and luf es al bylaft.

c. To leave off, cease, give up, abandon (action).

rii75 Lamb. Hont. 93 Bileafden heo heore timbrunge.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3344 Het hem be assaut be-leue. 1:1400
Solomons Bk. Wisa.fo Ne bileue bou nou3th to trauaile.

4. To let go (from one's hold).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 232 Hwon two bereS one bur3ene, & te

o5er bileaue3 hit.

II. intr. [taking place of BELIVE :
= Ger. bleiben]

5. To remain over, survive, be left in existence.

a 1000 Psabtts (Spelm. i cv[i], 10 An ofhim ne belaefde [Vulg.
non rt:man$it\. 1297 R. GLOUC. 372 per ne byleuede no}t
. .bat nastogrounde ybro3t. ciygpmS, \i\Archsol. XXX.
352 Ofy1'

ewyll xal no thynge blewyn. c 1435 Torr. Portugal
359 Had byn the gyant belevand, They had not partyd soo.

b. To remain behind in a place.
c iz$/oGen. <V Ex. 3114 La ! god it wot, sal Se[r]-of bi-leuen

non fot. 1340 Ayenb. 190 Yrobbed . . zuo bet him na}t ne
blefte. c 1380 Sir Ferttmb. 1595 pe hedes on be tre by-lafte.
a 1400 Octouian 1540 The Soudan. .Bleft yn Fraunce, Cytes
to brenne. 1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng. Ixi. 45, I beleft allone

in my chambre.

c. To remain in a condition or state, to continue.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 87 pe children weren clensed of

sinnen and bus bilefden. r 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 671 Babel, Sat

tur, bilef unmad. a 1300 Cursor M. 7662 per mani man fell

vnder scheild, Bot with dauid be-left be feild. 1340 Ayenb.
12 pe mayde Marie blefte cure mayde. f 1430 Syr Getter.

5737 Here speres beleft hole booth.

6. To remain for the time being (in a place) ;
to

stay, abide, continue, dwell with (a person).
CXI75 Lamb. Horn. 149 5e moten..him, foleje

and mid
him bileue. c 1205 LAY. 19777 Ne dursten heo per bilaefen.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 800 Abram . . and sarray bileften bi-twen

betel and ay. 1340 Ayenb. 245 Mid Him uor to bleve.

-1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 48 Gyf he schal byleve with me.

7. To be bcleft was often used in the sense of * To
remain, to be ; also *to be become of.

1

c 1340 Cursor M. 7736 tTrin.) His coupe his spere where
mai hit be.. Where be bei now bileued. Ibid. 18558 He
wroujte bi wicche-craft And wij? be deuel was bilaft. c 1440
Bone Flor. 733 He ys beleft wyth Syr Garcy Ageyn you.

t Bele'aying, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. prec. + -ING*.]
1. Remaining, tarrying, abiding, abode.

ciyyo Arthur <y Merl. 8611 Withouten bileueinganimore,
Thai went. 1340 Ayenb. 72 per hy habbej> hyre bleuinge.

2. Remaining steadfast, endurance, perseverance.

1340 Ayenb. 232 pet zixte leaf is bleuinge, pet is stedeuest

wyl to loki bet me hep behote god.

3. That which is left, a leaving.
( 1440 Promp. Parv. 39 Blevynge, or releve, or relefe,

reliquia vel reliquiae. Ibid. 428 Releef, or brocaly of mete
lor blevynge), fragmentum. 1592 GREENE Disfuiat. 17
Heehad nothing for his pence, but the waste beleauings of

others beastly labours.

Belecture, beledgered, etc.: see BE- //</.

t Belee, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. BE- 6 + LEE sb.]

trans. To get (a ship) into such a position that

the wind is intercepted from her ; alsoyf^.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. \. i. 30, I . . must be be-leed and calm'd.

Beleeve, obs. form of BELIEF, BELIEVE.

t Belef, -if. Obs. In advb. phr. a bekf. [a. OF.
a btlif, besllf^. late L. type *bis~ltquus

= obliquus \

cf. F. beslong) med.L.fas/ortgus^L. oblongus}. Cf.

EMBELIFE.] Obliquely, aslant ; scarf-wise.

c 1340 Gaiv. <y Gr. Knt. 2486 pe blykkande belt he here

beraboute, A belef as a bauderyk. Ibid. 2517 Vche burne
. .a bauderyk schulde haue, A bende a belef hym aboute.

Beleft(e, pa. t. of BELEAVE v. Obs.

Belemnite (be-lemnait). Falxont. [f. mod.L.

belemnites (formerly used in Eng,), f. Gr. &t\fnv-ov
a dart + -ITE (cf. AMMONITE) : so named in allusion

to the popular notions mentioned below.]
a. A fossil common in rocks of the Secondary

formation ;
a straight, smooth, cylindrical object, a

few inches long, convexly tapering to a sharp point,

formerly known,from its shape and supposed origin,

as thunder-bolt, thunder-stone, elf-boltt but now

recognized as the internal bone of an animal allied

to the cuttle-fish, b. The extinct animal to which

this belonged.
1646 SIB T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 53 The figures are regular
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in many other stones, as in the Belemmtes. 1677 PLOT
Oxfordsh, 41 Meeting by the way with a bed of nelem-
nites, or (as they call tliem) Thunder-bolts. 1698 T. MOLY-
NEUX in Nat. Hist. IrcL (1726) 160 One plain homogeneous
body, without any mixture of Cochlite, Belemnite, . . or
such like extraneous matter. 1833 I..YELL Princ. Gcol. III.

325 The belemnite, one of the cephalopodes not found in

any tertiary formation.

Beleillllitic (belemnrtik\ a. [f. prec. + -it
1

.]

Of, pertaining to, or characterized by belemnites.

1847 ANSTED Anc. World viii. 148 Preserved in connexion
with the belemnitic shell. 1878 tr. Cotta's Rocks 376 Belem-
nitic strata (of the oldest deposits of the Jurassic period).

t Bele-per, v. Obs. [f.
BE- pref. 5 + LEPER.]

trans. To afflict with, or as with, leprosy. Hence
Bele'pered ///. a.

c 1623 FLETCHER Laws Candy v. i. 66 Beleapred with the
Curse Of foule ingratitude. 1633 FORD "J'is Pity iv. iii.

(1839) 41 Thy lust beleper'd body. 1649 MILTON Eikon.
xiv. Wks, (1851) 449 Impuritie and Church revenue rushing
in, corrupted and beleper'd all the Clergie.

Beleric, variant of BELLEKIC.

II Bel-esprit (be'Iesprr). PI. beaux esprits

(txrzesprr). [Fr. ;
= *

fine mind, wit, wittiness
'

;

hence 'a man of culture and talent.']
1. A clever genius, a brilliant wit.

1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prof. i. Pref. g 8 Which I feare is

a great scandal 1 to many Beaux Esprits among you. 1721
AMHERST Terra; Fil. xxv. 129 The finest geniuses and beaux
esprits of the university. 1801 MAR. EDCEWORTU Belinda
I. iii. 44 The world thought me a beauty and a bel esprit.

1813 Patron, I. xiv. 228 One could hand her verses

about, and get her forward in the bel-esprit line.

2. \Vit, wittiness. (Hardly in Eng. use.)
1860 AUI.KR I'~anries Prov. Poetry xviii. 401 The man-

nered subtilties of a vitiated taste and of bel-esprit.

Belet(t, obs. form of BILLET.

t Belette. Obs. [a. OF. beletle in same sense,
f. bel beautiful.] A jewel, an ornament.
1522 in Bury Wills (&^o) 116, I beqwethe to my dowghter

the steynyd clothes, .and a golde corse with belettes harnes
lesse.

Beletter (brie-tai\ v.
[f.

BE -pref. 6 f LETTER.]
1 1. trans. To serve with letters, to write to. 06s.

1655 FULLER //M/. Camb, (1840) 179 The University-Orator
. . be- lettered all the lords of the privy-council.
2. nonce-wd. To decorate with letters (such as

F.R.S., Ph.D., etc.) appended to one's name.
1883 Athenaeum 19 May 638/3 The mania prevalent among

people of more ambition than performance for belettering
themselves.

t Bele*ve. notue-wd. Obs. = LEAVE.

'575 J- STILL Gamm. Gurton m. iii. 15 Mine owne goods
I will have, and aske the no beleve.

Beleve, var. BELEAVE v. ; obs. f. BELIEF, -LIEVE.

t Belewe, ^- Obs. [OE. belxwian f. BE- 2 +
l&wian to betray.] trans. To betray.
ciooo Aes.

Gosfi.
Matt. xxvi. 15-16 And ic hyne belxwe

[/fatten, beleawi^e] eow , . He hyne wolde belaewan. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 22$ Hu he Christ neom belewen mtchte.

Belew, -yng, obs. form of BELLOW, -ING.

t Be'lfather. Obs. Also 5 -fader, [f. BEL +
FATHER : cf. beldame, belsire.] Grandfather.

.1440 Promp. Parv. 30 Belsyre or belfather, faders or
tnoders fader, O.VHS. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 414/1 Here
lyeth henry the sone of henry the fader henry the belfadcr

henry the olde belfader.

Belfried ibe-lfrid), ///. a, [f. BELFRY + -ED-.]

Having a belfry.
1841 LADY F. HASTINGS Poems 150 The belfried tower.

1860 MRS. GASKKLL C. Bronte 4 Parsonage, Church, and
Belfried school-house.

Belfry (be-lfri). Forms: (2-3 berefreid, ber-

freiti, 4 berfrey, -fray, -froiss, 5 barfray, 5-7
belfray(e,6 belfroy,bellfray, -froy, belfrie, -fre,

6-7 belfery, 6 - belfrey, belfry, ( 7 belfore, befroy,
beffroy, 8 bellfry.) [ME. berfrcy, -ay a. OF. ber-

frei) -at, -ay (also berfroi^vtex belfrci,belfroi, befroi,
mod. beffroi}t pointing to a late L. type herefrcdust

from berefrditst adopted f. Teutonic *bergfrid\
in MHG. bcrcvrit

t -frif, berchfrit, berfrit (also

btrhfruU}) MDu. bcrgfert, -frede, in sense i below.
The subsequent change of the first / to / by dis-

similation from following r (as in armariuM,
almariiim^almerie ; peregrimim^pelegrin, pilgrim ;

parafredus, palefrei, palfrey) is common in later

raed.L.
; it is rare, and exceptional in Fr. (where

the normal form dropped the r t befroi, bcffroi) ; in

Eng. belfray did not appear bef. i5th c., being
probably at first a literary imitation of med.Lat. ;

its acceptance was doubtless due to popular asso-

ciation with BELL, and the particular application
which was in consequence given to the word. The
meaning has passed from a (

pent-house
'

a ' mov-
able-tower' used by besiegers and besieged, to
* a tower to protect watchmen, a watch-tower,
beacon-tower, alarm-bell tower, bell-tower, place
where a bell is hung.' The sense of *

pent-house
'

or '

shelter-shed' is retained dialectally in Lincoln-

shire and Notts.
The etymology of Ger. bergfrid^ bercvrit, presents some

difficulties; but it is generally agreed that the latter part is

a form of OHO. fridn, O'l cut. frfyu-3)
'

peace, security,

shelter, place of shelter or safety
'

(cf. the range of meaning

of OE. fri&U) /rift, ME. FRITH), the final vowel being

dropped as in proper names, Gottfrid, Sigfrid, etc. ; and
that the former part is the stem of berg-cn to protect, de-

fend ; the whole meaning
'

protecting
'

or
'

defensive place
of shelter,' an obvious description of a pent-house fitted to

ward off missiles from those to whom it gave shelter during
siege operations. (The possibility that berg- here means
' mountain

'

seems precluded by the sense : but see the dis-

cussion of the word by Dr. Chance in N. & Q. vi. xii. 284,

412, etc.) For the form taken by ber^fritl in Romanic, and
thus in Eng., cf. the adoption of QHG.fridn in late L. as

fridus,fredns 'peace, protection,' the proper names from
G. -fnd, GottefridnS) Godcfrt-yt Gal/ridicst Geoffrey, and
the sb. AFFRAY, OF. esfrei, mod. effroi, parallel to berfrei,
beffroi. MedL. had the forms berefridus, berfredtis, bil-,
bat- t belfredus^ berte-* balte- t bati-, buti-fredus^ with the
latter of which cf. the It. battifredo t assimilated by popular
etymology with battere to beat (the tocsin', to strike (as a
clock). ]

f 1. A wooden tower, usually movable, used in

the middle ages in besieging fortifications. Prob-

ably, in its simplest form, it was a mere shed or

pent-house, intended to shelter the besiegers while

operating against a fortification ; but in its devel-

oped form it was constructed with many offensive

appurtenances, so as to make it a formidable engine
of attack. See the quotation from Ld. Berners. Obs.

[WiLL. OF MALMF.SB. iv. 141 tin Du Canget, Turns non
niagna in modumaedificiorum facta (Berefreid \otherMSS.
benreit] appellant), quod fastigium murorum jequaret.
SIMEON DITRH. an. 1123 Ligneam turrim quam lierfreit vo-

cant, erexit.] c 1300 A'. A Us. 2777 Alisaundre. . Fast asailcd
heore wallis, Myd berfreyes, with alle gyn. c 1325 E. }'..

A Hit. P. B 1187 At vch brugjje a berfray on basteles wysc,
pat seuen sybe vch a day asayled be 3ates. 1375 HAKBOUK
Bruce x. 708 Alexander .. Lap fra a berfrois on the wall.

c 1430 Syr. Gcncr, 781 1 He purveid for maygnelles and bel-

frayes, And othre ordinaunce. 1483 Cath. Angl. 21. 1523
Lu. IJKRNERS Froiss. I. cix. 131 Two belfroys of great tym-
bre, with iii. stages, euery belfroy on four great whelys,
and the sydes towardes the towne, were covered with curt:

boly(F. cuir bonilti\ todefende them fro fyre and fro shotte ;

and into euery stage, ther weren poynted C. archers. 1530
PALSGK. 197 liellfray, bcavfroy.

2. A shed used as a shelter for cattle or for the

protection of carts and agricultural implements, or

produce. Still in local use :

' a shed made of wood
and sticks, furze, or straw.' (E. Peacock Gloss, of
J\lanley & Corringham^ Lincoln?)
1553 Court-Roll of Manor of Scatter, Lincoln g Octr.,

R. R. amovit omnia ligna sua super le belfrey et jacent in

communi via. 1590 Invent J. Nevtl in Midi, Co. Hist. Col-
lector II. 29 Item the belfrey with other wood, xx". 1873 in

PEACOCK Gloss. M. fy C. 21 The belfrey . . was ruinous, and
liable to fall upon the passers-by.

1 3. A tower for the protection of a watchman, a
watch-tower ;

a beacon-tower, alarm-bell tower.

(A sense perhaps not used in England, though
common in France.) Ol>s.

1612 FOXE A. 4- M. (1684) III. 899 Being now come nigh
to the Befroy (which is a watchtower standing before the

City-Hall where the Clock is), c 1645 How KLL Lett. (1650)
I. 461 A beacon or watch-tower is called bcffroy, whereas
the true word is I'effroy.

4. A bell-tower; generally attached to a church or

other building, but sometimes standing separate.
c 1440 Fronip. Parv. 30 Bellfray, campanariitni. 1494

FABVAN vir. 330 The scolars ..put the legatte in such
feere, that he, for his sauegarde, toke the belfray of Osney,
and there helde hym. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars (1852) 73
The grett belfery that stode in Powlles church-yerde. 1674
tr. Schejfcr's Lapland viii. 26 Adjoining to their churches

they have belfrys, and houses for the use of Priests. 1849
FREEMAN Arc/tit. 177 The introduction of steeples or bel-

fries. 1861 N. Woons Pr. Wales in Canada 347 A little

glass lantern, like a belfry.

b. The room or storey of the church tower in

which the bells are hung.
1549 THOMAS Hist. Italic 74 Saincte Markes steeple is . .

so well built, that withinfoorth an horse maie be ledde vp
vnto the bellfroy. 1601 SHAKS. Per. n. i. 41 If I had been
the sexton, I would have been that day in the belfrey. 1714
GAY What d'ye call it Prel. 3 Fetch the Leathern Bucket
that hangs in the Bellfry. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract.
Build. 571 The part above the belfrey, which contains the

clock-work, is of an octagonal form.

T c. That part of the floor of the church under
the tower, where the ringers stand to ring the

bells, sometimes parted from the main body of the

church by a curtain ; this was the seat of the poor,
and sometimes used as a schoolroom. Obs.

1549 LATIMER Scrttt. bef. Edw. VI. (Arb.) 125 Yea, a poor
woman in the belfre hath as goodauthoritie to offer vp thys
sacrifyce, as hath the byshop in his pontificalibus. 1588
FRAUNCE Lawiers Log. Ded. P iv. b, They may plague poore
boyes with false Latine in a belfraye. a 1617 HIERON Wks.
II. 75 The gentleman that sitteth in the quire, as well as the

poore that is ranged in the belfry. 1637 BASTWICK Litany
n. 17 In the Font or belfore, or other part of the Church.
1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. 253 (D.) Teaching school in a belfry.

a. (See qtiot.)

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp.^ Belfry is more particularly
used for the timber-work, which sustains the bells in a
steeple : or that wooden structure to which the bells in

church-steeples are fastened.

5. Naut. *An ornamental framing, made of

stanchions, at the after-beams of the forecastle,
with a covering, under which the ship's bell is

hung.' Weale's Rndim. Navigation.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine 11789), Ecusson, . . a . .

scutcheon upon the stern, forecastle, or belfry. 1776 Phil,

Trans. LXVII. 88 The electrical matter darted from the
mast to the belfry.

6. attrib., as in belfry-key, -stage, -tower, -window.
1870 F. WILSON Ch. Lindisf. 169 The belfry stage has

semi-circular headed couplets. 1874 PARKER Illustr. Goth.
Archit, i. vi. 202 Magdalen College . . tower was originally
intended to standalone asacampanile, or belfry-tower. 1879
SIR G. SCOTT Lect. Archit, II. 38 The belfry-windows are
often of two lights. 1883 St. James's Gas. 30 Nov. 5/1 [The
churchwardens] have also the custody of the belfry-keys.

t Belga'rd. Obs. [ad. It. belguardo 'lovely

look.'] A kind or loving look.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. \\. iii. 25 Upon her eyelids many graces
sate. .Working belgardes and amorous retrate. 1593 BARNKS
Parthenophil fy P. in Arb. Garner V. 385 To bandy with

bel-guards in interchange. 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet,

i. xlvi, They move To earth their amourous belgards from
above.

Belgium (be-ldgiym). a. Latin name of the

territory occupied by the Belgce, stretching from
the Marne and Seine to the Rhine

;
b. subse-

quently used loosely as an appellation for Low
Germany or the Netherlands ; u. in 1830 adopted
as title of the new kingdom established by the

separation of the provinces watered by the Meuse
and Scheldt from the kingdom of the Netherlands.

Belgia = prec. b. Belgian (be'ld^ian), a., of or

pertaining to Belgium ; as sb. f a. one of the

ancient Belgce of southern England ; f b. a Low
German

; c. a native of modern Belgium ;
d. a

kind of canary. Belgic (be'ld.^ik), a., of or per-

taining to the Netherlands ;
sb. a Low German.

t Belgies sb. pi. = BELGIAN sb. b.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. x. Ixi. 267 By Embassies Spayne

oftui mou'd to doe the
'

Hel^ies right. 1608 TorsKLL St'r-

Pcnts 647 Called . . of the *BeIgics
' Besonder Strael,' of the

Spaniards 'Zangane.' 1618 Barnwelts Apol. Fb, That
difficult, bloudy and chargeable

*

Belgicke Warre. 1623
COCKERAM ii, Netherlands "Belgian. Ibid, in,

*
Bclgeans,

People of the low Countries, Somerset-shire, Wiltshire and
Hampshire. 1629 HEYLIN, Microcosm. . . Germany is di-

vided into the higher and the lower; the latter is called

Belgium. 1631 CHAPMAN Co-sar $ P. Plays (1873! III. 128

Brit.iine, *Belgia, France & Germanic. 1709 Land. Gaz.
No. 4584/4 A neat and large Map of Modern "Belgium,
or Lower Germany. 1764 GOLDS.M. Trav. 31 ^ Their ^Belgic
sires of old ! 1835 MARRYAT Oltu Podr. vi, *lielgian flags,
of yellow, red, and black. 1865 Derby Merc. 25 Jan.,
The crested

~*

Belgians . . had five entries.

Beli, obs. sing. f. of BELLY and BELLOWS.
Belial (brlial). Also 6 Belyall. [a. Heb.

fili-yazal, f. tfli not, without +yas.al use,

profit; hence lit.
'

worthlessness,' and 'destruc-

tion
*

;
but in later use and in the N. T. treated as

a proper name 6 novijp6s, the evil one, Satan. In

the Eng. transl. it is retained untranslated in the

phrase
' sons of Kclial

'

and the like, as it is gener-

ally also in the Vulgate, though in i A7w^r xxi. 13
it is rendered filii diaboli, as in mediaeval use.]
1. The spirit of evil personified ; used from early

times as a name for the Devil or one of the fiends,

and by Milton as the name of one of the fallen

angels. Also attrib.

c izz$ "Juliana-^ Ichambedconel belial, deoflene wure>t,
ant mest is awariet. Ibid, 16 5e beliales budeles. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xvm. 319 And with ^at breth helle brake
with Beliales barres. c 1384 WYCLII- DC Eccl. Sel. Wks. III.

539 Christ comoune^ not wib Belial. 1572 FORRKST Theoph.
416 This Belyall bill written with his bloode. 1663 Bk. Com.
Prayer, Chas, Mart.,\i\ permit ting cruel men, sons of Belial,
(as on this dayj to imbrue their hands in the blood of thine
Anointed. 1667 MILTON P. L. \. 490 Belial came last, then
whom a Spirit more lewd Fell not from Heaven. 1822
SCOTT Monast. xxxiv, A scoffer, a debauched person, and,
in brief, a man of Belial. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul II. 108

note, Belial is not originally a proper name . . this is why
there was no worship of Belial.

Hence Bella-lie a., Be'lialist.

1631 BF. WEBBE Quictn. (1657* M5 The most unquiet Be-
lialist in his parish. 1656 TRAPP COMIH. Matt. xi. 29
Christians must not be yokeles;>. .Belialists. 1822 Blacfat'.
Afag. XI. 464 Belialic qualities I could not have expected
to find in him.

Belibel (Wlai-bl), v. [(. BE- 4 + LIBEL v;\
trans. To assail with libels

;
to traduce, slander,

calumniate. Hence Belrbelled///. a.

n 1626 BRETON Packet Lett. u. xvi, Belibelling the wicked,
abusing the honest, or pleasing the foolish. 1683 CAVE
Ecclesiastic! 493 To be thus traduced and. .be-libelled in

?ublick
Sermons. 1881 Atkeiizitm 13 Aug. 209/3 Sir John

'astolf, the much be-libelled original of FalstafT.

Belick, belish-lash, etc. : see BE- pref.
t Belie (bi'bi-), vl Obs. Forms : i beliesan,

2-3 biliggen, 5 ? belye. Fa. t. i belees, 2-3 bi-

Issi, -lai, 3-5 bi-, by-, be-lay(e. Pa. pple. i be-

lesen, 3-4 bi-, by-, beleyn, -layn(e, -lay(e, 7

beely'd. [OE. bi-, be-licgan QUG. biligan, hili-

kail, MHG. biligen, Ger. bdiegen, f. bi-, BE- about
+ ligan, in OE. lic^an to LIE.]
1. trans. To lie around, encompass.
a. 1000 Cxdmons Gen. (Grein) 229 Sio ea Ethiopia land

beli^eS uton. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy in. xxiv, Dimmed
with skyes foule . . with tempest all be-layne. 1627 MAY
Lucan ni. (1631) 219 From Pnoloe Beely'd with Centaures.

2. spec. To lie with an army round, to beleaguer.
a 1000/LC Joshua vii. 9 Hi belicjab us mid fyrde. c 1100



BELIE.

Trin.. Coll. Horn. 51 poking, .bilaibe burh ierusalem. c 1330
Art/i. ff Mcrl. 5378 He was belayn in that cite, c 1380 Sir
l-'erumb. 4483 Now haj> J>e A[meral] by-leyn hem (?er.

3. To lie with (carnally).
c 1325 Ca'ttr de L. 1119 Hys daughtyr that was bylayn.

< 1460 Twncley Myst. 328, I slew my fader, and syn bylay
my moder.

4. intr. To lie near; to pertain or belong to\

inipcrs. it is pertinent or proper.
i i zoo Triit. Coll. Horn. 15 pe six werkes of |iesterncsse be

bili^e to nihte. Ibid. 61 pe habbeS bo sinnes don ^ bi-

Hggeo to here shrifte. 1387 TREVISA Higden (1865) I. 147

Jterto Ito Cappadocia] be-lye}) Cilicia. a 1400 Old Usages
Winchester in T. Smith Eng. Gilds (1870) 350 Also twey
coroners by-lyth that ther be in Wynchestre. 1522 World
*t Child in Hazl. Dodsl. I. 258 Covet . . no good that him
be-lith.

Belie .b/lar), z>.- Forms: -i beleosan, 2-3

-Ieo3en, 4-7 belye, 6-8 -ly, 6-belie. Pa. t.

i beleas, 6- belied. Pa. pplc. i belosen, 3-4
belowen, 6- belied. [OE. bdco^att

= OFris.

biliuga, OHG. biliitgan to lie about, f. bi-, BE- +
OE. Icogan = Gothic liugan to LIE, tell lies. Origin-

ally, like the simple LIE, a strong vb., but rare exc.

in present in ME.] Always trans.

1 1. To deceive by lying. Obs.
diooo Gregory's Dial. (Bosw.) i. 14 Belogen beon,y"rt///.

2. To tell lies about
; csp. to calumniate by false

statements.
a 1225 A tier. R. 68 pe treowe is misleued, and te sakelease

ofte bilowen, uor wone of witnesse. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B.
n. 22 She hath, .ylakked my lemman, and bilowen hire to
lordes. Ibid. v. 414, I haue leuere . . lesynges to laughe at

and belye my neighbore. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb. * 96
He bdyeth me falsely. 1581 J. HELL Haddon's Ansiv.
Osor. 4^0 Wherein you doe unhonestlye slaunder him and
belye him, without cause. 1667 PEPYS Diary (1879) 1^.

396 Saying that he had belied him to our King. 1762 HLMK
Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. Ixiv. 762 It was rendered criminal to
belie the subjects of the king. 1876 HOLLAND Sm. Oa&sxv,
213, I think she is shamefully belied.

t b. To belie the tnith. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 22 pei lede lordes with lesynges
and bilyeth treuthe. 1635 AUSTIN Mciiit. 123 The Judge
of Heaven is judg'd ; the Truth be-lide.

f 3. To assert or allege falsely, or with a lie.

1561 DAus tr. Bullingcr on Apoc. (1573) 123 He belyed
hymselfe to be the Prophet of God. 1581 J. BKI.L Had-
doit's Aftsw. Osor. nob, Whiche.'.is most falsely belyed
upon him. 1659 MILTON Hirelings Wks. 1738 I. 570 To belye
divine Authority, to make tht: name of Christ accessory to

Violence.

4. To give a false representation or account of,

to misrepresent ;
to present in a false character.

1601 COKNWALLYES Ess. -\xii, It is a strange thing how
men bely themselves: everyone speaks well, and meanes
noughtily. 1649 MILTON Eikon. 143 He a declar'd Papist,
If his own letter to the Pope belye him not. 1709 LADY M.
W, MONTAGUE Lett. Ixiv. II. 106, I know not . . how much
my face may belie my heart. 1814 BYRON Lara \. xxi, His
brow belied him if his soul was sad. 1851 KINGSLEY }~eas(

xv, You are an Englishman .. unless your physiognomy
belies you. absol. 1871 R. ELI.IS Catullus x. 16 They
grow quantities, if report belies not.

fb. To disguise (a person or thing" so as to

make it appear something else. Obs.

1711 Poi'E Temple F. 154 His horned head bely'd the

I.ibian God. a 1725 Odyss. iv. 618 A boar's obscencr

>hape the god belies. 1810 CROMEK Xithsd. ty Galloway
XtwrApp. (1880) 225 To belie the form ofGod in the unholy
semblance of cats.

t c. To assume falsely the character of
;

to

counterfeit. Obs. rare.
a 1700 DRYDEN (J.) Durst, with horses hoofs that beat the

ground, And martial brass, belie the thunder's sound.

t 5. To give the He to, call false, contradict as a
lie or a liar

;
to reject as false, deny the truth of.

1577 HOLINSHED Citron. III. 1158/1 This that I haue said,
I will stand vnto, for I will neuer beelie my selfe. 1611
BIBLE Jer.v. 12 They haue belyed the Lord, and said; It

is not he. 1626 T. H. tr. Caussin's Holy Crt. 21, I will not

be-lye the law of my Maister. 1649 Alcoran^ If they bely
thee, know, they belyed the Prophets that were before thee.

6. To call fa thing) false practically, to treat it

as false by speaking or acting at variance with it
;

to be false or faithless to.

1698 NORRIS Pract. Disc. IV. zj If a Man. .does not ap-
]>ear to bely his Discourse by his Practice. 1790 BURKE
/>. Rev. 356 Who in his last acts does not wish to belye
the tenour of his life. 1810 SHELLEY Q. Mab 22 Those who
dare belie Their human nature. 1868 G. DUFF Pol. Snrv.
196 Her life as a nation will not belie her great gifts as a

country. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) II. viii. 207
But. .he grossly belied his faith.

7. To show to be false, prove false or mistaken ;

to falsify (expectations, etc.).

1685 tr. Gracians Courtier's Ornc, 7 It is the victory of
an able man to correct, or at least bely the censure. 1781

COWJ-ER Retirem. 714 Novels . . Belie their name, and offer

nothing new. 1833 HT. MAKTINKAU Tale of Tyne Hi. 53
There was.. a quaver of the voice which belied what he
said. 1857 KUCKLE Civilis. vi. 296 The subsequent actions
of Arthur did not belie his supernatural origin.

t 8. ? To fill with lies. Obs. rare.
1611 SHAKS. Cytnb. IN. iv. 38 'Tis Slander., whose breath

Rides on the posting windes, and doth belye All corners of
the World.

Belied (b/tei-d), ///.<*. [f. prec. + -EDI.]

Calumniated, falsified, proved false.

1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet, in Farr S. P. 59 A

782

painted face, belied with vcrmeyl store. 1848 KINCSLKV
j

Saint's 'Frag. Proem 28 Fathers, long belied, and long for- ;

saken. 1853 MAURICE Profit, fy Kings xix. 339 But the
words lived on, established, not belied, by that apparent
confutation.

Belied, obs. form of BELLIED.

Belief \bt\rf}. Forms: 2 bileafe, 2-3-leaue,
2-5 -leue, 5 -leve, 4-6 beleue, -vef 5-6 -leeve,

6-7 -leefe, 7 -liefe, 7- belief. (Also 5 bileeve,

byleyue.belyefe, 5-6 byleue, -ve, 6 b'leue, 6-7
6V. beleif. [Early ME. bilcafe, -leaue,-leue, f. bi-,

BE- -f- leafe : OE. (Northumb.} leaja, shortened
from ge-leafa

;

belief/ a common WGer. abstract

sb. (
= OS.-Mot0, MDu.^/fe, Du.^Aw/ OHG.

giloubo, MHG.^t'/Wv, Ger.^/aw/v) : OTeut. type
*OJaud<m- (but not found in Gothic, which had
the cogn. galanbeins fem.) ; f. galanb- 'dear, es-

teemed, valued, valuable'; see BELIEVE. Theorig.
gelcafa. ileafe, ILEVK, and its short form Icafa,

Icaft-y LEVE, survived till the I3th c., when the

present compound, which had appeared already
in the I2th c., superseded both. The be-, which
is not a natural prefix of nouns, was prefixed on
the analogy of the vb. (where it is naturally an

intensive"*, so that believe, belief, go together, as

the earlier geltefatij gelcafat
and lie/an^ lea/a, did.

The vowel of the sb. (t'a and vb. (\VSax. /e,

Anglian e) were originally different; but the

distinction was lost in ME. On the other hand
the final consonants were differentiated in i6th c.

the sb. changing from bclccvc to belecfc, apparently
by form-analogy with pairs like grieve grief, prove
proof. The normal mod.Eng. would have been
beleave or beleevc.]
1. The mental action, condition, or habit, of

trusting to or confiding in a person or thing;
trust, dependence, reliance, confidence, faith.

Const, in (to, <y~obs.) a person.
(/>*<.//</" was the earlier word for what is now commonly

called faith. The latter originally meant in Kng. (as in

O French i 'loyalty to a person to whom one is bound by
promise or duty, or to one's promise or duty itself,* as in
1

to keep faith, to break faith,'and the derivatives faithful^
faithless, in which there is no reference to 'belief; i. e.

'faith' was = fidelity, fealty. But the word faith being,
through OF./ci, fcitlt, the etymological representative of
the L.//rtVj t it began in the i4th c. to be used to translate
the latter, and in course of time almost superseded

'

belief,'

esp. in theological language, leaving
' belief in great

measure to the merely intellectual process or state in sense
2. Thus '

belief in God '

no longer means as much as '

faith

in God' icf. quot. 1814 in z\ See BELIEVE i, and i b.i

(-1175 Lamb. Horn. 101 Cristene men ne sculen heore bi-

leafu bisettan on bere weor[l]dliche eahte. c 1375 WVCLII-
Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 59 Affie be, dougter, Ji bileve haj> niade
bee saif. c 1386 CHAUCER wtd Xonnes /'. 63 And though
that I, unworthy sone of Eve, He synful, yet accepte my
bileve. c 1400 Mclaync 438 What myghte es in a rotyn
tree pat ?oure byleue es in. (1450 Merlin 50 It is grete
mcrveile that ye haue so grete bileve to this man. 1508
FISHER Wks. 271 A stedfast byleue of God. 1535 COVKR-
DALE To/', ii, We . . loke for the life, which God shal gene
vnto them, that neuer turne their beleue from him. 1626
BACON Sylva 327 We knew a Dutch-man, that had wrought
himself into the beleif of a great Person by undertaking
that he could make Gold. 1837 CARLYLK />. Rev. I. iv. iv.

183 Belief in high-plumed hats of a feudal cut; in heraldic
scutcheons ; in the divine right of Kings. 1859 TENNYSON
Elaine 961 Beyond mine old belief in womanhood.

b. absol. Trust in God ; the Christian virtue of

faith, arch, or Obs.
c 1375 WYCLIF Scrm. Sel. Wks. I. 21 Neither wiji figis of

bileve, ne wi}? grapis of devocioun. < 1400 Afiol. Loll.
Introd. 6 It is sooth that bileue is grounde of alle vertues,
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy x. 4287 ffor lacke of beleue pai light into

errour, and fellen vnto fals goddes. 1578 Q. ELIZAB. in

Farr S. P. (1845* I. i Who shall therefor from Syon geue
That helthe whych hangeth on our b'leue? 1593 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. in. i. 5 The Church hath from the apostles ..

received belief. 1840 CARLVLE Heroes vi. 320 That war of
the Puritans, .the war of Belief against Unbelief.

fc. Out of belief \ unbelieving, outside the pale
of the faith. Obs.

1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 60 The Jewe that was out
of beleve.

2. Mental acceptance of a proposition, state-

ment, or fact, as true, on the ground of authority
or evidence

;
assent of the mind to a statement,

or to the truth of a fact beyond observation, on
the testimony of another, or to a fact or truth on
the evidence of consciousness

; the mental condi-
tion involved in this assent. Constr. of a state-

ment, or (obs.\ a speaker ; that . . . ; Belief in (a

thing) ; persuasion of its existence.

1533 FRITH Bk. agst. Rastcll 11829) 2 3<> That I would
bring the people in belief that repentance of a man helpeth
not for the remission of his sin. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in.

(1590) 385 My only defence shal be beleefe of nothing. 1680
MORDKN Geog. Rect. (1685* 254 There is no belief of men
that were always accounted Lyers. 1790 BOSWELL Johnson
100 We talked of belief in ghosts. 1814 WORDSW. Excur-
sion iv. Wks. VII. 161 One m whom persuasion and belief
Had ripened into faith. 1843 MILL Logic i. i. 2 The
simplest act of belief supposes, and has something to do
with, two objects. 1849 ABP. THOMSON Laws Th. $ 118

(1860) 240 The amount of belief we have in our judgment

BELIEVE.
has been called its Modality, as being the mode in which
we hold it for truth. 187* CALUERWOOU Handbk. Mor.
Pltilos. 118741 248 Belief is the assent of the mind to a truth,
while the reality so acknowledged is not matter of observa-
tion. Mod. His statements are unworthy of belief.

3. The thing believed
;

the proposition or set

of propositions held true ; in early usage, csp. the
doctrines believed by the professors of a religious

system, a religion. In modern use often simply
opinion, persuasion.

a 1225 St. ^[arher. 4 Ant heide his hethene godes . . ant
lei to his luthere bileaue. 1/1340 HAMPOLE Pr, Consc. 4335
And turne bam til a fals belyet'e. c 1380 Sfr Fernmb. 829
Til he wer cristned . .& y-brogt to be ri}! beleue. 1393 GOWEK
Conf. II. 152 The beleves, that tho were, c 1400 MAUNDEV,
x. 121 Thei holden the Beleeve amonges us. 1530 RAS-
TELL Bk. Piirgat. n. iv, Of thys beleve, that the soule shall
never dye. 1535 COVERUALE Esther viii. 17 Many of the

people in the londe became of the IewesV>eleue. 1714
LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. Ixxxvi. II. 141 It is my belief

you will not be at all the richer. 1836 HOP. SMITH Tin
Trump. 11876.) 56 Throughout the world belief depends
chiefly upon localities, and the accidents of birth. 1877 E.
CONDER Bas. Faith i. 8 The belief that there is no God is

as definite a creed as the belief in one God or in many gods.
b. The term is applied by some philosophers

to the primary or ultimate principles of knowledge
received on the evidence of consciousness

;
in-

tuition, natural judgement.
1838 SIR W. HAMILTON in Reid's Wks. 743/1 note, The

primary truths of fact, and the primary truths of intelli-

gence (the contingent and necessary truths of Reid) form
two very distinct classes of the original beliefs or in-

tuitions of consciousness. 1877 COXDER Bast's ofFaith iv.

157 Primary judgments (as that every change must have
a cause) are often called beliefs, though

'

intuitions' would
be a better term.

4. A formal statement of doctrines believed, a

creed. The Belief: the '

Apostles' Creed.' arch.

(.1175 Lamb, flout. 73 Buten heo cunnen heore bileue.
bet is . pattr noster. and credo. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 7,
I ..sat softly adown and seitle my bileue. c 1550 //o~v

Plenum, lerned Pater-Nosier 54 in Hazl. E. P. P. 211, I

mervayll ryght gredy, That thy byleve was never taught
the. *&37 HEYWOOD Dialogues i. 101 Some sung, and some
did say Haile Virgin : others, their Beleefe. 1712 PRIDEAUX
Direct. Ch.- Wardens (ed. 4) n Kneeling at the Prayers,
Standing at the Belief. 1840 MARRYAT Olio, Podr. (Rtldg.)
331, I said . . the Belief,

f5. Confident anticipation, expectation. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis x. \x. 44 That gude beleif quhilk
thou has eyk Of Ascanyvs vprysyng to estait. 1535 STEW-
ART Cron. Scot. 1 1. 235 In the feild sa mony als war slane,
Without beleif to gif bat tell agane.

1 Beliefful (b/h"-f,ful),a. arch, or Obs. Forms:
2-3 bileaful, bileffull, 6 beliefull. [f. prec.+
-FUL.] Full of faith, believing.
f75 Lamb. Horn. 73 pet hep sculen beon bileffulle.

i 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 25 pe rihtwise and J?e bileafule.

1548 UDALL, etc. Krasm. Par. Luke i. i.R.) A minde beliefull

and readie to obeie.

Belie ffulness. arch. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being full of belief or faith.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasrn. Par. Luke iv. 24 Ye
ftodly be-

liefulnesse of the heathen* 1853 CLOUGH Poems fy Pr. Rein.
I. 213 And there is a hopefulness and a belieffulness, so
to say, on your side.

Beliefless (b/lrfles), a. [f. BELIEF + -LESS.]
Without belief or faith.

1612 SYLVESTER Henri? Gt. Wks. 512 (D.I Heav'n's Em-
bassage to Belief-less Soules. 1840 CLOUGH Relig. Poems
xiii. 8 1 We are most hopeless, who had once most hope,
And most beliefless, that had most believed.

Belier (Mlai-ai). [f. BELIE Z/.- + -ER!.] One
who belies.

1547 COVERDALE Old Faith Prol. Wks. 1844 I 8 Bias-

phemers, backbiters, beliers of good men. 1605 B. JONSON
I'olponeii. H.< 1616*467 Belyers Of great-mens fauors. 1824
COLERIDGE Aids Reft. (1848) I. 89 Foul-mouthed beliers of
the Christian faith and history.

Believability (b/l/~ vabi-liti). [f.
next : see

-BiLiTY.] Capability of being believed, credibility.
1865 MILL Logic <ed. 6) I. 305.

Believable (bn/~-vab'l), a.
[f.

BELIEVE v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of
being believed ; credible.

1382 WYCLIF Ps. xcii[i]. 5 Tin witnessingis ben maad be-
leevable ful myche. 1548 GESTE Pr. Masse 86 Ryght true
and belevable. 1611 COTGK., Credible, beleeuable; to be
credited or beleeued. 1859 TENNYSON Vivien 610 And that

he sinn'd, is not believable.

Belie'vableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being believable
; credibility.

a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks. IV. i. 88 The credibility and be-

lievableness, as I call it, of those promises. Wks. 1864
VIII. 116 Gives a subsistence to the object of faith that doth

put into it . . a being of believableness.

Believe (bfU-v), v. Forms : 2-3 bileuen,

4-5 bileue, -leve, -leeve, 4-6 beleue, -leve, 6-7
-leeve, 6- believe. (Also, 3 biliuen, byleuen,

4-5 byleeue, 4-6 byleue, -leve, 7 -leeue,

-leive.) Pa. t. and ///<;. believed, occas. in 6-7
beleft (still dial,}. [Early ME. bileven, f. bi- t BE-
+ levcn '. OE., Anglian l?fant short, f. geltfan,
WSax. Beliefan t gclyfan, a Common Teut. vb. (in

QS.tfttoftiattt \)\\. gelooven^ OHG. giloitbcti, MHG.
geloubeHt glouben, mod.G.g-fattfati (earlier^'A7/v,
Gothic galaubjati) : OTeut. *galatfbian to believe,

probably, 'to hold estimable, valuable, pleasing, or



BELIEVE.

satisfactory, to be satisfied with,' f. galan/i- 'dear,
pleasing'; cf. Goth, liuban, lauf, Inbuilt, litbans,
Teut. root *lul>-, Aryan lubh-, to hold dear, to

like, whence also LOVE, LIEF. The original
leltfan, ileven, ILEVE, survived to the 141!) c.,

and the shortened LRVE to the ijth ; the present
compound, which eventually superseded both,
appears in the I2th. The historical form is be-

leeve. Believe is an erroneous spelling of the
1 7th c., prob. after relieve (from Fr.). Cf. BELIKE.]

I. hitr.

I. To have confidence or faith in (a person),
and consequently to rely upon, trust to. Const.
tit, and (in theological language) on (an obs.);

formerly with info, ttnto, of (rare}. On liinc

gelyfan to believe in or on him, was common
in OK. No difference can be detected between
the use of 'believe in

'

and ' believe on,' in the
1 6th c. versions of the Scriptures, except that the
latter was more frequent ; it is now used chiefly
(but not exclusively) of '

saving faith.'

a. To believe in a person (also in Scripture in,
or on, his name']. [Cf. late L. credere in aliquem.]
c 1200 Tr'm. Coll. Horn. 23 Jch bileue on be holie gost.

llnd. 19 To bileuen in god. -1205 LAY. 13966 Woden lire

lauerd, |>e we on bi-liueS. 1340 Ayenb. 12 Ich beleue ine
God. c 1380 WVCLIF Wicket (1828} 16 Into whome ye nowe
not. seynge bileue. 1381 jfa/iu i. 12 To hem that bileuevcn
in his name [so 1388, Gmrva, Khtm. ; but TINII. CRANM.,
1611 To them that beleeue on his name]. Ibid. viii. 30 Manymen bileueden in to him [1388 in hym; TlND., CRAN.M ,

Geneva, 1611 on him
; Rhem. in him]. Ibid. xiv. i Je bi-

leuen in to God, and bileue je in to me [1388, TIND., CRANM.,
Geneva, Rhem., 1611 in God . . in me]. 1549 fit. Cam.
PmyerQ vj, I Beleue in God the father almightie, maker of
heauen and yearth. 1649 Bp. REYNOLDS Hosea iii. 7 All that
should beleeve on him unto eternal! life. 1860 PUSEY Mill.
Profit. 279 To believe God is to believe what God says, to
be true. To believe in or on God, expresses not belief only,
but that belief resting in God, trusting itself and all its con-
cerns with Him.

b. To believe in a thing, e.g. the truth of a
statement or doctrine

;
also in mod. usage, in the

genuineness, virtue, or efficacy of a principle, in-

stitution, or practice.
c 1250 LAY. 13890 Joure bi-leue pat ?eo an bi-lefeb. 1569

J. ROGERS Gl. GodlyLovt 181 We repent and beleeve in the
promise of God in Christ. 1863 MOZLEV Mirac. vii. ng In
this sense St. Paul, if I may use the expression, believes in
human nature; he thinks it capable of rising to great
heights even in this life. Mod. To believe in universal
sufirage, free education, vegetarianism, the college system ;

colloq. l'o believe in public schools, in the roast beef of Old
England, in bicycles, the telephone, gas, etc.

c. Formerly with of on, in.

ri532 Ln. BURNERS Ilium (1883)464 They were al content
to leue theyr law and to byleue of lesu chryst. 1630 PAGITT
Chrislianagr. i. iii. (16361 160 They do not well beleeve of
the primacy of the Bishop of Rome.

d. absol. To exercise faith.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 598 All be wallis ben of witte . .

Boterased with bileue-so-or-bow-beest-nou3te-ysaved. 1562
J. HEYWOOD Prov.

<J- Kpigr. (1867)74 Beleue well, and haue
well, men say. 1611 BIBLE Mark v. 36 Be not afraid, onely
beleeue. 1627 SANDERSON 12 Serm. (1637! 252 Who so for-
ward as they to repent, and beleeue, and reforme their Hues
1633 DONNE Poems (1650) 7, I can love . . Her who beleeves,
and her who tries. 1870 M. CONWAY Eartlnv. Pilgr. xiv. 178The man who really believes follows that which he believes,
fearless of consequences.

e. absol. To think. Cf. 7.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones 11. vii. (1840) 160/2, I will not

believe so meanly of you.

t 2. To give credence to (a person, or his state-

ment) ; to trust (from L. credere aliaif). Obs. Re-
placed by 5, 6.

1382 WYCLIF i John. iv. i Nyl }ee bileue to eche spirit.-- John. x. 37 If I do not the workis of my fadir nyle je bi-
leue to me [so 1388 ; TINDALE and later versions, believe
me not], c 1430 Life St. Kath. xviii. (Gibbs MS.) 71 At be
lest byleueth to Joure owne goddes [diis saltern mstris
credite]. 1530 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. (W. de W.) iii, Mary
through mekenes byleuynge to the aungell Gabryell. 1647W. LROWNE f'ole.rander \. 67 Beleeve lesse to your courage
then judgement.
3. ellipt. To believe in (a person or thing), i.e.

in its actual existence or occurrence.
1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. ix. I. 29, I find that I

have . . a strong disposition to believe in miracles. 1877SPARROW Serin, xxii. 290 No civilized . . nation appears
which did not believe in a God. Mod. To believe in ghosts,m the sea-serpent, in Romulus and Remus.
t 4. To trust, expect, think to do (something).

Obs. Cf. BELIEF 5.
CI400 Destr. Troy xxvu. 10919 Priam was proude, &

prestly beleuyt For to couer of care thurgh hir kyd helpe
c 1550 Scot. Poems i6t/i C. II.

109 Beleuand for to bring vs
to despair. 1560 WHITEHORNE Arte of Warre (1573) 107 b,
Ihere shall never bee founde any good mason whiche will
beleeve to bee able to make a fafre image of a peece of
Marbell ill hewed.

II. trans.

5. To give credence to (a person in making
statements, etc.). Object orig. dat. : cf. 2.

. 1.393 GOWER Can/. I. 13 But if Gregoire be beleved, As it
is in the bokes write, c 1450 Merlin 3 Sholde he be bileved
of moche peple. 1590 SHAKS. Coin. Err. v. i. 306 You are
now bound to beleeue him. 1611 BIBLE Ex. xix. 9 That

783

the people may. .beleeue thee for euer. 1627 MAY L-ucan
Mil. 20 And scarse is he Deleft, relating his owne misery.
n 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rtl>. I. i. 4 A man . . who deserves
to be beleived. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 1592, I do believe
yourself against yourself.
6. To give credence to, to accept (a statement)

as true [cf. L. credere alicjuid].
c 1315 SHOREHAM 7 He that bilefeth hit naujt. 1340 Ayeiili.

151 Huanne me belefb..al bet God made, zayb, and hat.
c 1380 WYCLIF IVickct 11828.1 6 They make us beleue a false
law. 1528 MORE Hercsyes i. Wks. 133/1 Ye be so cyrcum-
spect that ye will nothing beleue without good sufficient &
full

prpfe. 1549 Ilk. Cam. Prayer, Athan. Cr., This is the
Cathohke faithe: whiche excepte a man beleue faithfullyhe cannot be sailed. 1627 MAY Lncan vl. 262 Aulus
beleft Ihese fained words of his. 1649 Br. REYNOLDS
Hosea. u. 71 Our faith to beleeve Gods promises. 1667MILTON P. L. x. 42 Believing lies Against his Maker. 1741WATTS fin/irix: Mind n. iii. 264 Men cannot believe what
they will. 1855 H. REED Lect. Eng. Hist. ii. 67 It is . . as
irrational to believe too little, as to believe too much. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. i. g 24. 171 The Guide Chef evidently did
not believe a word of it.

tb. To accept (a thing) as authentic. Obs.
1721 STRYPE Ecfl. Mem. II. i. xv. nS That these pensions

should presently be sent to the hands of the auditors
with strait commandment to believe the same patents im-
mediately.
7. With clause or equivalent inf. phrase : To

hold it as true thai . . ., to be of opinion, think.
1207 R. GLOUC. 229 pe hebene Englysse men. . Byleuede,

bat in heuene Godes hii were bo. 1393 GOUKK Conf. I. 27^To make us full beleve That he was verray Goddes sone
1513 BRADSHAW-SY. H-'erliurfe (1848) 32 Who hylcveth her
chast. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. in. ii. 27, I beleeue I know
the cause. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 144 Our Conqu'ror wh.
I now Of force believe Almighty. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe 118

iom

85!

5' (18751172 If men did not believe this in the strict sense
of the word . . they still believed that they believed it. 1873
JOWETT Plato led. 2.1 I. 151 Some one Critias, I believe
went on to say.

1 8. To hold as true the existence of. Obs.

(Now expressed by 3.)

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Ark) 119 Ther ben many thynges
in the world whiche ben byleued though they were neuer seen
1708 SWIFT Sentiia. Ch. Ens . Man Wks. 1755 II. i. 57 Who-
ever professeth himself a member of the Church of England,
ought to believe a God. 1732 UI-.KKELEY Alcithr. v. 8 2
Shall we believe a God?

III. To make believe : to pretend. Subst.
make-believe : a pretence ; see MAKE.
Believed (b/irvd), //>/. a. [f. prec. + -EDI.]

Credited, held for true.

1615 W. HI-LL Mirr. Maiestie 21 He is now a beleened
tnieth, not yet a seene trueth. 1874 SfLLY Sensation ff hit.
87 The believed reality.

Believer (Wlrvai). [f. as prec. + -ER!.] One
who believes, a. One who has faith in the doc-
trines of religion ; csp. a Christian, Christian

disciple.
1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Te Deum, Thou diddest open the

kyngdome of heauen to all beleuers. 1611 HIBLE i Tim.
iv. 12 Be thou an example of the beleeuers. 1704 NELSON
Fat. ff Fasts xxv. (1739! 319 They who first embraced the
Faith were styled Disciples or Believers. 1779 J. NEWTON
Hymn, How sweet the name of Jesus sounds In a be-
liever's ear.

\>.gen. One who believes in, (or of) anything.
a 1600 HOOKER (J.) Discipline began to enter into conflict

with Churches which, in extremity, had been believers of it.

1724 SWIFT Drafter's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n. 126, 1 could get
but few believers, when I attempted to justify you. 1876GREEN Short. Hist. viii. 2. 470 James was a fanatical be-
liever in the rights and power of his crown.

Belie'ying, vbl. sb.
[f. as prec. + -ING!.] The

having faith; confidence, trust; the accepting of
a statement as true.

1523 LD.'BERNERS Froiss. I. cccxlvi. 548 The beleuyng
thus of the frenche kyng vpon Clement. 1633 P. FLETCHER
Pnrfle Isl. in. xxxi, Thy little fault was but too much be-

jeeving. 1796 PEGGE Anonym. (18091 44& Seeing is believ-

ing : this old saying is taken to task by those who write
upon Faith. i825SouTHEY/><zro

-

K<rviv. 21 How at believing
aught should these delay?

Belie'ving, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2.] That

believes, or has faith.

c 1440 Three Kings Col. (1885! 2 pes in kynges, bat of mys-
creauntys were be first bileuyng men. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen
ft, II. i. 66 God be prays'd, that to beleeuing Soules Giues
Light m Darknesse. 1762 Gaunt, Nash 76 Poor, believing
girls deceived by such professions. 1875 M. PATTISON
Casaubon 252 A scandal and stumbling-block to believing
calvinists.

Belie-vingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.] In a be-

lieving manner, with belief.

1643 CARYL Sacr. Ccvt. 36 Walke believingly. 1824 COLE-RIDGE Aids Refl. (1848) I. 273 Do they believinglyTupposea spiritual regenerative power, .accompanying the sprink-
ling of a few drops of water on an infant's face? 1854
ti^sricontler. III. 173 She gazed at him believingly.

Belize, obs. form of BELIVE.

Beli'ght, vl Ol>s. or dial. In 3 bilihten, 5 by
lyght. [f.

BE- + LIGHT.] Hence Beli-ghted///. a.
1. trans. To light up, illuminate.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 31 Godes brihtnesse bilihte hem

IS7SLANEHAM Let. (1871)48 Euery room so. .well Delighted
1863 BARNES Rhymes Dorset Dial. II. 43 Moon-belighted
boughs.
2. intr, 1 To shine up, to dawn.

.

In 3 bilike, 5 belyke.

BELITTER.
c 1440 Morte Art/,. (Roxb.) 55 We shalle hym haue with.

outen wene To rnorow or any day by lyght.

tBelrke, v.^ Obs

[? f. BE- 5 + LIKE a.]
1. trans. To make like, to simulate.
alxseOwltf Night. 839 All thine wordes beth is'iked, And

so bisemed and biliked, That alle tho that hi avoth Hi
weneth that thu seggesoth.
2. trans. To be like, to resemble.
1481 CAXTON Reynard^Arb.) 25 Reynkin myyongest sone,

belyketh me so wel, I hope he shal folowe my stances
t Belike, v* Oh.

[f. UK- 2 + LIKE !j
1. impers. To be pleasing to, to please.
1764 T. BRYDGES Homer Trmvst. (1797) II. 207 Let him,

since it belikes him well, Stay where he is.

2. trans. To like, to be pleased with.
t$57 NORTH Gnrnnni's Dinll Pr. (,582) 403 a, Those

that are beloued and belyked of prynccs. 1567 TI'RBERV.
Ovni's Kfist. 144 b, Such things as I in thee should have
beliktc.

Hence Beli'ked///. a.

1557 NORTH Cneiinra'.i Diall Pr. (1582) 406 a, Therfoiv
let not the beliked think, if he dare beleeue mee, etc.

Belike (b/bi-k), adv. Also 6 belyke, bylykp,
-like, 7 bee-like. [? f. be = BY prep. + LIKE a. or
.t/'.

;
?

'

By what is likely, by what seems.']
A. adv. To appearance, likely, in all likelihood,

probably; not unlikely, perhaps, possibly.
/*'533 FRITH Purgatory (1829) 121 Belike this man hath
drunk of a merry cup. 1579 Fi LKE Heskins' Parl. 73 By
like all their ceremonies bee not so auncient. 1691WOOD At/i. O.roii I. 157 In 1572, and belike before, he had
a Chamber. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 238 All the-,.-

three, belike, went together. 1800 WORDSW. Pet Lam/;
1 hmgs that I know not of belike to thee are dear 1875
BROWNING AYrf Colt. Kight-c. 268 Caterpillar-like. . Becoml
the fainted Peacock, or belike The Brimstone-wing,
t B. adj. Like, likely Jo Jo something). Obs.

1550 LEVER Serm. 30 For they seme belyke to do moste
good wyth the ryches. 1803 SOITHEY Aladac in If. iv.Wks
V. 35 They saw. .our food belike to fail.

fi belikly. [f.

. .
.

t Belikely, adv. Obs. Also

prec. + -LY-
; after

likely."]
-

prec..

a 1552 LD. SOMERSET in Foxe A. ^-M. 730 b, Images be great
letters . . and belikly they are so likly to be red amis that
God himself., did forbid them, a 1636 lip. HALL K,-m
Wks. 1 1660) 9 [He] having belikcly heard some better words
of me.

t Beli'm, v. Obs. Forms : 3-4 bilimien,
-liraen, -lymen, lymme. [f.

BE- 6 c. + Of:. Urn,
LIMB : cf. behead] trans. To cut off a limb or the
limbs, to dismember, mutilate; to disfigure.
c 1205 LAV. 29353 /Elcne bileafued mon He lette bi-limien.

( 1300 Beket 560 Hole thcr man schal beo bylymed other
to dethe ido. c 1330 Artli. K, Merl. 5775 The Knighte . .

Alain ther slough in litel stounde And bilimeden. /; 1528
SKELTON Bo-Mge of Coarte 289 His face was belymmed, as
byes had him stounge. (Or can this be lielimn ?J

t Belrme, v. Obs. or arch.
[f. BE- 6 + LIME rf.]

1. trans. To cover as with bird-lime.

,'SSS
Fardle Facions Pref. 12 When he . . had with all

kinde of wickednes belimed y world, a 1656 Bp. HALL Wks.
1 1661 \\ I. 301 Ve whose foul hands are belimed with bribery!
2. To entangle as with bird-lime

; to ensnare.
1601 DENT Pathiu. Heauen 83 This world, .is very bird-

hme, which doth so belime our affectiones, that they can-
not ascend vpward. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. i. iv. 15 As a
bird in lime-twiggs ; the more he struggles, the more be-
limed, a 1674 CLARENDON Smv. Lroiatli. (1676) 289 Where
he found it necessary for his own purpose, sometimes to
perplex and belime his Readers.

1J Used for Ger. Icimcn to glue.
1875 Ii. TAYLOR Faust I. vi. 105 Oh be then so good With

:weat and with blood The crown to belime !

t Beli-mp, v. Obs. Pa. t. belamp. [OE. be-

hmpan, f. BE- 2 + litnpan to happen : see LIMP
z>.l]

1. intr. To happen, occur, befall (with <to. = to).a 1000 Beowulf^4928 pa him sio sar belamp. 1154 O /'
Citron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137 7 Wat belamp on Stephnes
kmges time, a 1250 Prmi. Alfred 486 in O. E. Misc. 132Ef it so bihmpit.
2. To pertain, belong to, to befit ; also impers.
c 888 K . ALFRED Boeth. xxxviii. 2 Hit belimpb genog wel

to ba;re sprace. 1-1175 Laml>. Horn. 51 t>et scrift be her to
bihrnpeS. CI200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 258 Hit bilimpeB forte
speke. c 1270 in O. E. Misc. 146 To Westsexene lawe bi-

lympej? ix. schlren.

Belion, beliquor, etc.: see BE-/r(/.
t Beli'rt, v. Obs. [OE. belyrtan ;

f. BE- 2 +
*lyrtan cogn. w. MIIG. liirzen

'

to deceive,' point-
ing to a \VGer. *lurtjan, of uncertain derivation

;

related perh. to MHG. lerz, lurz '

left, lefthand,' or

perh. to ON. lortr 'filth, ordure'; cf. also the
Romanic words treated by Diez under lordo.~]
trans. To deceive, cheat, befool.

- 950 Lindisf. Matt. ii. 16 Da Herodes. .bisuicen vcl bi-

lyrtet wa:s from drj-um. c 1220 Bestiary 403 in O. E. Misc.
13 Forto bilirten fujeles. c 1250 Gen. * Ex. 316 Ic, and cue
hise wif, sulen adam bilirten of hise lif. c 1400 Destr. Trey
in. 715 pat such a lady belirt with bi lechur dedes.

Belise, obs. form of BELLOWS.
Belitter (b/li-tai), z>.i

[f. BE- 6 + LITTER V]
fl. trans. To strew with litter (for the floor). Obs.
1660 FULLER Mixt Contemf. (1841) 255 Contented with a

house behttered with straw.

2. To bestrew with rubbish or things in disorder.
1678 Qiiatlt'sAcad.mHarl.Misc.ll.iiCD.Itichsante,..

behttered with urinals or empty gally-pots.



BELITTER.

t Beli"tter, v?- Obs. rare. [f. BE- + LITTER 2.]
To bring forth a litter, to have young ; to litter.

c 13256/011. in Rel. Ant.ll.jK Be-litter, enfaunter.
Belittle (b/li-t'l), v.

[f. BE- + LITTLE <r. The
word appears to have originated in U. S. ; whence
in recent English use in sense 3.]
1. trans. To diminish in size, make small.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 230 On this side of the At-
lantic there is a tendency in nature to belittle her produc-
tions. 1866 N. Y. Herald Jan., His occupation is not

absolutely gone; but the end of the war has belittled it

sadly.

2. To cause to appear small
; to dwarf.

1850 Miss COOPER Ritr. Hours I. 127 The hills . . belittle

the sheet of water. 1862 B. TAYLOR Home $ Al>r. Ser. n.

i. 22 A tower . . not so tall as to belittle the main building.

3. To depreciate, decry the importance of.

1862 TROLLOPE N. Amer. II. 25 Washington was a great
man, and I believe a good man. I, at any rate, will not
belittle him. 1870 GRANT WHITE Words $ Uses (1881) 219
Time . . spent by each party in belittling and reviling the
candidates of its opponents. 1881 Pall Mall G. 10 Dec. 20/2
The Times in 1809 belittled the victory of Talavera.

Hence Beli'ttling ///. a. and vbl. st>.
;
Belrttle-

ment.
1859 ffills of Shatetmtc 175, I never heard such a belit-

tling character of the profession. 1882 Pop. Sc. Monthly
XX. 370 A systematic belittlement of the essential . . in the

story. 1884 FAIRBAIRN in Contemp. Rev. Mar. 377 The be-

littling burden of an exhausted yet authoritative past.

t Beli've, bilive, blive. v. Ol>s. Forms :

i belifan (5 bleve). fa. t. i belaf, //. belifon,

3 biltef, -leaf, -lef, 5 bleef. Pa. fflc. I belifen,

5 blyven. [OE. bi-, 6tUfan:~GTea!L *[>iin>a>t 'to
remain over,' in Goth, beleiban, OHO. biltban,
MHG. biliben, blibcn, OS. bilitan, OFris. billva,

bliva, mod.G. blciben, MDu. *bel!vcn, bliven,
Du. blijven; (. bi-, BE- + OTeut. *lit>an 'to re-

main, be left.' Already in OTeut., the simple
iftan appears to have been superseded by its

compound bilftan, which takes its place in all

the languages ;
and in most the prefix was at

length syncopated to b- so as to make the com-

pound look like a simple verb. In Ger. and Du.,

bleiben, blijven, remain verbs of great importance,
but in Eng. bdive was at an early period confused

with, and in I3th c. superseded by, its transitive

derivative belme, BELEAVE, which finally was dis-

carded also
;
so that the simple LEAVE now remains

as the only cognate of Ger. bleiben. In the I ^th c.
,

when bcleve had been reduced to blcve, Caxton
used the pa. t. bleef, and pa. pple. blyven, app. from

Flemish, but no one followed him.]
1. intr. To remain.
riooo ./ELFRIC Exod. xxiii. 18 Ne se rysel ne belifb ob

morgen. c 1200 ORMIN 2391 5ho bila;f wi)>bhire frend. nzso
Gen. fy Ex. 2776 De grene leaf . . 803 grene and hoi bi-leaf.

Ibid. 1801 He bi-lef oor on &e ni}t. 1297 R. GLOI-C. 288 pat
he ssolde aly^te, and byleue myd[h]yre al day. 1475 CAXTON
Jason 17 b, fher bleef no moo but tweyne. 1483 Gold.

Leg. 67/2 Ther shold not haue blyuen unto nabal . . one
pyssyng ayenst awalle. 383/2 There bleueth no more but I.

2. trans, (confused with BELEAVE.) To leave.

c 1 150 Gen. $ .r. 3066 And Sat [h]ail 3a bileaf sal al l>en

numen.

Belive (bHoiV, adv. Obs. exc. dial. Forms :

3 bi-life(s, -Hues, -leue, -liue, 3-6 biliue, 3-5
bliue, 4 belif, bileve, 4-5 by lyve, blyue,
blyve, 4-6 beliue, 4-7 blive, 5 belyf(e,
beeliue, blif, blyf, bleyve, 5-6 belyve, -life,

5-8 belyfe, 6 byliue, 9 S<: belyve, 4- belive.

[Orig. two words, in ME. bi life, be life, be

live, f. be, bi, BY prep., and life, live, dat. of lif,

LIFE; lit. 'with life, or liveliness'; cf. QUICK,
and Fr. vif, and mod. look alive t For forms cf.

ALIVE.]
1. With speed, with haste, quickly, eagerly.

(Still Sc.)
(izoo ORMIN 17943 He fulltne^b nu bilife. -1205 LAY.

26504 /Euere ba eorles arnde biliues. 4545 Brennes fljeh

bliue. 1297 R. GLOUC. 50 pp Romaynes flowe bi lyue. ("1300
Alisaitniter 1492 He u-endithout of londe blive. 1375 BAR-
BOUR Bruce x. 238 Thai that war within the wayn Lap out
belif. c 1400 Roland 52 They herd hym blif. c 1420 Chron.
Vilod. 626 Also blyve as he my^t . . go. c 1460 Frere

<J- Bvye
210 in Ritson Ane. Pop. P. 43 He ranne fast and blyue.
1 1570 THYNNE Pride $ Loivl. (1841) 63 They al tooke hold

belyve. 1613 W. BROWNE Sheph. Pipe Wks. (1772) 25 This
noise he heard, and blive he to her ran. 1836 J. MAVNE
Siller Gun in Chambers' Pop. Scot. P. (1862) 140 His father

gar'd them flee for fear, And skulk belyve.

\ b. As blive : as quickly as possible, immedi-

ately ;
= AS-SOON, AS-TITE

; Fr. aussitot. Obs.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sffiule iv. xx. (1483! 66 Slee me here as

blyue. ''1450 LONELICH Grail (Roxb.) II. 391 On hym
Rcholde I ben venged as blyve.

(
2. At once, immediately, directly. Obs.

c 1220 St. JUarher. 3 Olibrius. .beth bringen hire biuoren
him bliue. a 1300 Cursor Al. 5021 Fottes me ruben biliue.

f 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 625 As sone as bay am borne, by-

lyue In be water of baptem bay dyssente. (1400 Roland
167 It is best I busk me blif. (71547 SURREY Aeneid
II. 293 To bring the horse to Pallas' temple blive. 1563
SACKVILLE Dk. Buckhin. ii, Mark well my fall, which I shall

show belive.

784

*t*b. Of order or position: Immediately, di-

rectly. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy vi. 2226, I am Eldest and heire after

hym belyue. -1420 Pallad, on ffnsb. i. 250 Lande .. ac-

clyned blyve uppon the sonne.

3. This passes insensibly into: Before long,
soon ;

*

by-and-by/
'
anon.' (Still Sc.}

1616 BULLOKAR, Belive, by and by, anon. 1637 B. JONSON
Sad Sheph. n.ii.(i64i) 142 Twentie swarme of Bees.Whilke
(all the Summer) hum about the hive, And bring me Waxe,
and Honey in by live. 1785 BURNS Cotter's Sat. Nt. iv,

Belyve, the elder bairns come drapping in. 1816 SCOTT Old
Mart. 295

'

Nearly a mile off'. .' We'll be there belive.'

TJ Like bedene, sometimes merely expletive, or for

the sake of a rime.

f 4. as adj. Eager ; glad (perhaps by confusion
for Hithe). Obs.

<i 1400 C<K'. Myst. (1841) 13 Than Pylat is besy and ryth
Llyff, And prayth that Cryst he xuld not quelle. c 1430 .S>r
Gener. 3105 Oon told hir he was yet on liue, And she was
therof ful bliue. 1651 Ordinary \. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley
XII. 311 This buss is a blive guerdon.

t Beli'ved, ppl. a. Obs. rare. [f.
BE- -f LIVE V.]

In evil-belivcd : evil-living, of ill life.

1557 A". A rthitr (Copland) iv. vii, He is so euyl belyued
and hated that there is no knyght that wyll fyght for hym.
t Beli*vely, adv. Obs. rare- 1

. Also blively.

[f. BELIVE adv. + -LY-.] Quickly, at once.
c 1400 Test. Love in. 296/1, 1 will answere thee blively.

t Belives, adv. Obs. rare, a variant of BELIVE

q.v. [with s of advb. genitive.]
t Belk, v. Obs. and dial, form of BELCH

; used
in various senses, esp. in that of: To boil, to

heave like a boiling fluid, to throb.

1648 Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche n. cxlvi, My guilt is hot, And
belks and boils, a 1656 BP. HALL Solileg. 61 The sting of
some heinous sin, which lies belking within us.

Hence Be'lking vbl. sb. and ///. a. (applied to

the gout).
1640 Up. HAI.I. Chr. Moder. 24/2 Thy belking gouts, thy

scalding fevers, thy galling ulcers. 1650 Balm Gil. 290
What aches of the bones, what belking of the Joynts?
n 1656 SertH. xx. Wks. V. 279 Girds of the colic, or bulk-

ing pains of the gout.

Bell (bel), j.l Forms: 1-7 belle, (4 bill),

4-7 bel, 6- bell. [A common LG. word: OE.
belle wk. fem. = MDu. and MLG. belle, Du. bel (in
Icel. bjalla from OE.), not occurring in other

Teutonic languages ; perhaps from same root as

BELL v.^ to make a loud noise, roar. The history
of the transferred sense 4 is not quite certain.]

I. Properly.
1. A hollow body of cast metal, formed to ring,

or emit a clear musical sound, by the sonorous
vibration of its entire circumference, when struck

by a clapper, hammer, or other appliance. The
typical form, found in all large bells (and indicated

by the expression beII-shaped}, is that ofan inverted

deep cnp with a recurving brim, which is struck

by a (

clapper
*

or '

tongue,' usually suspended from
the centre of the interior.

Other forms, used only in small bells, are a section of a
hollow sphere^struck by a hammer impelled by a spring as
in the bell of a house-clock, a table bell, etc., and a hollow

sphere containing an unattached or freely suspended solid
metal ball which answers the purpose of a tongue.
Bells of the regular form vary greatly in size and weight,

a. The larger kinds are used for giving signals of various

import (time, danger, etc.) to the inhabitants of a town or

district, and especially in connexion with public worship
(cf. CHIMED ; the smaller kinds are used for similar purposes
in a house (e.g. door-bell, dinner-bell, electric-beII). b.
Small bells are frequently used for decoration, e.g. on a
horse's trappings, a falcon's leg, the cap ofa fool or jester, etc.

a. a 1000 Chart. Leofric in Cod. Dipl, IV. 275 He hsfS
Siderynn j^edon ..vii. uphangene l>ella. c 1200 irin. Coll.

Horn. 215 Boc o3er belle, calch ooer messe-ref. 1297 R.
GLOUC. 509 Me rong bellen, & vaste the ropes drou. c 1425
Seven Sag. (P.) 2285 Quod the emperour,

'

By Goddls belle,

Of that cas thou most me telle.' 1538 BALE Thre Laivcs

1197 In bedes and in belles, not vsed of the turkes. 1602
Returnfr. Pa-mass, n. vi. (Arb.) 33 Then goe to his meate
when the Bell rings. 1691 BP. ELY Answ. Touchstone 72
A man . . to whom the Bell clinks just as he thinks. 1782
COWPF.R A. Selkirk iv, The sound of the church-going bell.

n 1815 in G. Rose Diaries (1^60) II. 438 He put out his hand
to pull the bell. 1815 MARRYAT Olla Podr. x, He's running
. .to answer the l>ellT

b. c 1200 ORMIN 930 Tatt ludisskenn preost wass . . Bi-

henngedd all wi(*J? l>eljess. 1382 WYCLIK Jmtg. viii. 21 The
ournementis, and billis [1388 bellis] with the whiche the
neckis of kyngis chamels ben wonyd to be anourned. 1486
Bk. St. Albans D iij, The bellis that yowre hawke shall

wheer, Ipoke. .that thay be not to heuy. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y.
L. nt. iii. 81 As the Oxe hath his bow. .and the Falcon her
bels. 1611 BIBLE Zech. xiv. 20 Vpon the bels of the horses,
Holines Vnto The Lord. 1742 JAKVIS Quix. I. lit. xxiii. (1885)

i34j
I will not have a dog with a bell. 1855 TENNYSON Manet

i. vi. vii, Often a man's own angry pride Is cap and bells for

a fool.

2. With various words prefixed to describe its

shape, material, etc., or define its use, as ALARM-
BELL, bridle-hell, church-bell, clock-bell, curfew-
bell, dinner-bell, door-bell, hand-bell, marriage-
bell, night-bell, sheep-bell, t&ivn-bell ; and esp. in

eccles. use, as bearing-bell, hoiiselitig-bell, lich-bell,

sacring-bell, sanctus- or saiince-bell ; death-bell,

passing-bell, a bell tolled to announce a death.

BELL.

a 1508 KENNEDY Flytingtv. Dunbar 506 Ane benefice quha
wald gyue sic ane beste, Bot gif it war to gyngill ludas
bellis! 1548 PATTEN Exp. Scotl. in Arb. Garner III. 71
Pardon beads, Saint Anthony's bells, Tauthrie laces. 1552-3
Inv. C/i. Goods Staffordsh. (ha.c p<issim\ Bearing-bell, clock-

bell, hand-bell, houseling-bell, lyche-bell, sacring-bell, sane-

tus-bell, visiting-bell. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. iv. iv. 4
The curphew Bell hath rung, c 1620 Z. Bovp Zions Flowers
(1855^ 36 Thou a passing bell, 'Gainst their transgressions
did so loudly knell. 1816 BYRON Ch. Har. in. xxi, And all

went merry as a marriage bell. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi.
xxvii, Every word fell on Butler's ear like the knell of a
death-bell. 1842 TENNYSON LadyofShal. in.ii,The bridle
bells rang merrily. 1861 Romance Dull L. xlviii. 358 Listen-

ing to the idly busy sound of sheep-bells. 1863 LONGF. Fetlc.

Federigo no A passing bell Tolled from the tower.

3. spec. A bell rung to tell the hours ; the bell

of a clock ; whence the obs. phrases of, on, at the
bell = o'clock.

1422 MS. at Hatfield Ho., In the morowe tide bitwene vj
and vij of the belle died Kyng Charles. '1447 Eng. Chron,
App. 117 Appon iij on the belle at aftrenone. 1448 SHILLING-
FORD Lett, (1871)61 Ontuysday..at iij. atte belle afternone.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxxxii. 322 This batayle en-
dured fro ix. of ye

bell, tyll it was past bye none. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. i. ii. 45 The clocke hath strucken twelue

vpon the bell. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. i. 55 The bell strikes
one. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair 1 1 1. vi 81 As the shrill-toned
bell of the black marble study-clock began to chime nine.

b. Natit. The bell which is struck on ship-

board, every half hour, to indicate by the number
of strokes the number of half-hours of the watch
which have elapsed; a period of half-an-hour
thus indicated. (See quots).
1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy ix, It struck seven bells, and

he accompanied Mr. Jolliffe on deck. 1840 R. DANA Be/.
Mast iv. 8 At seven bells in the morning all hands were
called aft. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s \Vd-bk. 94 We say it is two
bells, three bells, etc., meaning there are two or three half-

hours past. The watch of four hours is eight bells.

II. Transferred to bell-shaped objects.
4. A corolla shaped like a bell ; hence in the
name of various flowering plants, esp. of the genus
Campanula, e.g. BLUE-BELL, CANTERBURY BELLS,
HAREBELL

; Dead Men's Bells (dialectal name of

the Foxglove^, HEATHER-BELL, etc.

1610 SHAKS. Temp, v. i. 90 In a Cowslips bell, I lie. 1637
MILTON Lycidas 135 Bid them hither cast Their bells and
flowerets. 1742 R. BLAIR Grave 254 Dew-drops on the bells

of flowers. 1847 DE QUINCEY Joan of Arc Wks. III. 209
Flower nor bud, bell nor blossom would ever bloom for her
5. Frequently applied to vessels bell-shaped, as

a bell-glass, diving-bell, etc.

1641 FRENCH Distill, iii. (1651) 68 The Bell must hang at

such a distance from the other vessell. 1693 EVELYN De la

Quint, Compl. Gard. Gloss., Bells, are large Glasses made
in the form of Bells, to clap over tender Plants or such as
are to be forced. ^1715 H ALLEY in Sat. Mag. 20 Apr. (1839)
147/1 The. .cavity of the [diving] bell was kept, .free from
water.

6. Any object or portion of an object shaped
like a bell

; esp. in various technical uses :

a. Arch. 'The naked vase or corbeille of the

Corinthian or Composite capitals, round which
the foliage and volutes are arranged.' Gwilt.

1848 RICKMAN Archit. 33 The bell is set round with two
rows of leaves, eight in each row. 1851 RUSKIS Stones yen.
I. ix. 102 The sloping stone is called the Bell of the capital.

b. The everted orifice of a trumpet or other
wind instrument.

1856 MRS. C. CLARKE Berlioz' lustrum. 130 The narrower
the opening left in the bell [ofa horn], the . . rougher the note.

c. The body of a helmet.

1874 BOUTELL Arms fy Arm. iii. 55 The other variety . .

has the bell of a more conical form. Ibid, v. 77 The figures
. .on the sides of the bell of the head-piece.

d. Mech. (See quot.)
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Bell and hopper . . an iron

hopper with a large central opening, which is closed by a
cone or bell, pulled up into it from below.

e. (See quot.) Cf. bell-tent in 12.

1858 BF.VKRIDCE Hist. India III. ix. i. 559 The bells, or
small huts, where the native arms, .were deposited.

III. Phrases.

7. To bear the bell\ to take the first place, to

have foremost rank or position, to be the best.

To bear or carry away the bell : to carry off the

prize. The former phrase refers to the bell worn

by the leading cow or sheep (cf. BELL-WETHER) oi

a drove or flock ; the latter, perhaps, to a golden or

silver bell sometimes given as the prize in races and
other contests ;

but the two have been confused.

riM4 CHAUCER Troylits in. 149 And, let se which of yow
shal bere the belle To speke of love aright ? c 1460 Tcnvnclty

Afyst.88 Of alle the foles I can telle.. Ye thre bere the

belle. 1470 HARDING Chron. Ixxxt. xi, At the last the Brytons
bare the bell, And had the felde and all the victorye. 1504
BARNFIELD Aff. Sheph. n. .\xxix, For pure white the Lilly
beares the Bell. 1594 CAREW Hnarie s Exam, limits xiii.

(1596) 215 lulius Caesar . . bare away the bell (in respect of

fortunatenesse) from all other captains of the world. 1621

BURTON Anat. Mel. To Rdr. 49 True merchants, they carry

away the bell from all other nations. 1713 Land, fy Conntr.

Brrw. iv. (1743) 295 A very heady Malt Liquor, which . .

carries the Bell, by having the Name of the best Drink far

and near. 1773 Pennant's Tour N. Wales, A little golden
bell was the reward of victory in 1607 at the races near

York, whence came the proverb for success of any kind, to

bear the bell. 1817 BYRON Beppo x, Venice the bell from

every city bore.



BELL.

t b. Similarly, To deserve or fose the bell, to

give the bell. Obs.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xvir. Ixix, When in single fight he lost

the bell, a 1619 FOTHERBV Atheom. \. iv. 4 (1622) 25 The
follie of the Romanes doth well deerue the Bell. 1686
AGLIONBY Paint. Hlnstr. 278 Which gave him the Bell above
all Modern Artists.

8. By bell and book, book and bell (i.e. those used
in the service of the mass) : a frequent asseveration
in the Middle Ages. To curse by bell, book, and
candle : referring to a form of excommunication
which closed with the words,

' Doe to the book,
quench the candle, ring the bell I* Also used as

summarizing the resources of the hierarchy against
heretics, or the terrors of excommunication ;

and

humorously, to indicate the accessories of a reli-

gious ceremony.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17110 Curced in kirc ban sal bai be wid

candil, boke, and bell. < 1400 Yiuaitie fy Gaw. 3023 So bus
the do, by bel and boke. .1420 Anters Arth. iii, That
borne was in Burgoyne, be boke and by belle. 1595 SHAKS.
John in. iii. 12 Bell, Bopke, & Candle, shall not driue me
back, When gold and siluer becks me to come on ! 1611
BARRKY Ram A Hey in Dodsley O. PI. V. 447, I have a priest
will mumble up a marriage, Without bell, book, or candle.
1680 Spir. Popery 45 The Field- Preachers damned this Bond
with Bell, Book, and Candle. 1828 SCOTT F. M, Perth I.

155 Hold thy hand, on pain of bell, book, and candle.

9. With allusion to the fable of the mice (or

rats) who proposed to hang a bell round the
cat's neck, so as to be warned of its approach.
See also bell the cat in BELL v.~>

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. Pro!. 168 Bugge a belle of brasse. .

And hangen it vp-on be cattes hals ; )>anne here we mowen
Where he ritt or rest, a 1529 SKELTON Col. Cloute 164 Loth

gl
C

ing some one would shew undaunted valour, to tye the Bell
about the Cat's neck.

10. As sound or as clear as a bell
\
see SOUND a,,

CLEAR a.

IV. Comb, and Attrib.

11. General relations : a. simple attrib., as bell-

canopy, -chamber^ -chime, -clapper, -cot, -cote, -end

(see 6 b), -loft, -steeple, -toll, -t<nuer\ b. objective,
as bell-baptism, -bearer, -caster, -casting, -halloiver,
-maker ; c. similative and

parasynthetic, as bell-

button, ~cup, -lamp, -mouth, -net, -shape ; bell-

bored, -crowned, -fashioned, -hooded, -mouthed,
-nosed, -shaped', d. instrumental with pa. pple.,
as bell-hung. Also bell-like adj.

1872 ELLACOMBE Bells o/Ch. v, 78 The ceremony of *bell

baptism exceeds in splendour and minutiae the baptism of
Christians. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 189 Neither have
Goats a Captain or *Bell-bearer like unto Sheep. 1851 H.
MELVILLE Whale vi. 36 He orders "bell-buttons to his
waistcoats. 1628 in Earwaker E. Cheshire I. 107 note, Go-
ing to enquire for the *bellcaster. 1872 ELLACOMBE Bells

of Ch. \, 3, I describe the modern process of *bell casting.
1848 RICKMAN ./Ire////. 153 Sound-holes, .are not used in the
*bell-chamber. 1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell vi, Like a crazed

*bell-chime, out of tune. 1498 Church-iv. Ace. St. Dun-
stan's, Canterb., For makyng of new *belclappers . . xiijj.

\\\}d. 1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (1703) 14 Large "Bell-

clappers. .and all thick strong Bars, etc. 1859 TURNER DOM.
Archit. III. ii. vii. 338 A 'bell-cot projecting from the face
of the wall. 1877 L. JEWITT Half-hrs. Eng. Antiq. 175 The
Sanctus Bell . .hung in a small *bell-cote at the apex of the

gable. 1854 J. STEPHENS Centr. Amer. (1854) 18 A *bell-

crowned straw hat. a 1849 MANGAN Poems 1,18591 308 From
loomy iron

*
bell-cups they drank the Saxon wine. 1874

HAPPELL Hist. Music I. ix. 267 The ^bell-ends of certain

pipes. 1698 J. PSTIVER in Phil. Trans. XX. 315 A large
* Bell-fashioned cinereous Calyx. 1549 LATIMER Semi. bcf.
Edw. 1 (Arb.) 135 Preachers, not *Belhalowers. 1883
Harper's Mag. Jan. 208/1 The smoke . . escaped up a big
*bell-hooded flue. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in. 145
The *bell-hung bridle-rein. 1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz, The
"bell-lamp in the passage. 1769 SIR J. HILL Fain. Herbal
(1789) 307 The flowers are . . of a ''bell-like shape. 1865
BOYLE Dyaks Borneo 56 Sending forth his clear *bell-like

challenge. 1764 in Phil. Trans. LIV. 213 In the "bell-loft

at St. Bride's, c 1400 Destr. Troy v. 1589 "Belmakers,
bokebynders, brasiers fyn. 1483 Cath. Angl. 27 A "Belle

maker, campanarins. 1837 MARRYAT Dog-Fiend ii, The
*bell-mouth of his speaking trumpet. 1823 BYRON Juan
xin. Ixxii, His "bell-mouth'd goblet makes me feel quite. .

Dutch with thirst. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Attr. Leigh 9 The
very sky Dropping its "bell-net down upon the sea. 1881
GREENER Gun 56 The barrel is. .*bell-nosed upon the out-
side. 1874 BOUTELL Anns <V Arm. iii. 55 One is a helm of
a deep "bell shape. 1757 Phil. Trans. L. 65 Campaniform
or *bell-shaped flowers. 1879 A. BENNETT in Academy -yz The
open "bell-shaped mouth of the corolla. 1847 LD. LINDSAY
Chr. Art I. 22 The round towers of Ireland.. are "bell-

steeples. 1861 T. PEACOCK Gryll Gr. 308 On the dreary
midnight air Rolled the deep*bell toll. 1614 SPEED Thcat.
Gt. Brit, xxxiv. 67 Whose steeple or *bell-tower being both
beautiful and high. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT Lect. A rehit. I. 258
The "bell-tower . . becomes the culminating ornament of
the whole exterior.

12. Special combinations : bell-animalcules,
-animals, English name for the VorticeUidx, infu-

sorial animalcules having a bell- or wine-glass-

shaped body on a long flexible stalk ; bell-binder,
the large Wild Convolvulus or Bindweed ; bell-

bit, 'the bit of a bridle made in the form of a

bell' (Halliw.); bell-boat, a boat with a bell

freely suspended on it so as to ring as the vessel
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is moved by the waves, and thus give notice
of danger ; so bell-buoy, a buoy with a bell ;

bell - bridle, a bridle hung or adorned with

bells; t bell-course, a race for a bell; bell-

crank, a crank or species of lever adapted to

communicate motion from one bell-wire to another

lying at right angles to it
;
also attrib. ; t bell-

dream, the sound or music of a bell
;
bell-faced

(of a hammer), having the striking surface convex
or rounded

; bell-gable, a gable or turret in which
bells are hung ; bell-girdle, a girdle or belt hung
or adorned with bells ; bell-handle, the handle

by which a bell-rope or bell-wire is pulled ; bell-

hanger, one whose business it is to put up bells,

bell-wires, etc. ; hence bell-hanging ; bell-harp
(see quot.) ; bell-heather, the cross-leaved heath,
Erica tctralix (Jam.) ; bell-horn, a horn which
gives a bell-like tone

; bell-horse, a horse wear-

ing a bell or bells, csp. a horse adorned with bells,

flowers, ribbons, etc. to celebrate the advent of

May ;
hence bell-horse-day, the first of May ;

bell-jar, a bell-shaped glass jar used in chemical
and physical laboratories ; bell-less a., destitute of
a bell

; bell-mare, in herding mules on the

prairies, a mare which wears a bell and acts as

leader to the troop, etc. ; t bell-melter, a bell-

founder, a founder ; bell-moth, a group of moths
of the family Tsrtricidtt, named from their out-

line when at rest
; bell-pepper, a species of Cap-

sicum (C. grossuiii), so called from the shape of

the fmit
; bell-polype (

= bell-animalcule); bell-

pull, a cord or handle attached to a bell-wire, by
pulling which the bell is rung ; bell-rheometer,
a bell-shaped instrument for measuring the strength
of an electric current; bell-roof, a roof shaped like

a bell
; bell-rose, the daffodil .Somerset) ;

bell-

stone, the part of a column which lies between
the shaft and the abacus (cf. 6 a) ; bell-string =
BELL-ROPE

; bell-team, a team of horses adorned
with bells; bell-tent, a tent resembling a bell in

shape ; bell-top (see quot.) ; bell-trap, a stench-

trap resembling a bell in shape ; bell-tubing,

tubing through which a bell-wire is passed in order
to protect it

; f bell-vessel, a diving-bell ; bell-

ware (see quot.) ; bell-waver v. Sc.,
' to fluctuate,

to be inconstant; applied to the mind' (Jam.); bell-

weight, a weight shaped somewhat like a bell ;

bell-wheel, the wheel to which an ordinary church-
bell is attached, and by which it is swung ;

bell-

wire, the wire by which a bell-pull is connected
with the bell

; t bell-yetter, a bell-founder (lit.
'

bell-pourer ').

See also BELL-BIKD, -FLOWER, -FOUNDER, -GLASS,

-HOUSE, -MAN, -METAL, -RAGS, -RINGER, -ROPE,
-WETHER, -WORT.

1617 MARKHAM Caval. n. 58 That bytt which we call the
. .Camp.-mcII or *Bell bytt. 1838 in Merc. Mar. Mag. V.

253 A *liell Boat has been placed just outside the bar. i6z6
CAPT. SMITH Accitl. Yng. Sean;t'ti 32 To know wether she
be. .taper or *belbored. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy (1863!

143 Two fine mules with *bell bridles. 1617 MARKHAM
Caval. t. 12, I haue scene them vscd at our English *Bell-
courses. 1884 F. BRITTEN ll'atch cy Clockw. 32 *iiell Crank
Lever, .a lever whose two arms form a right angle, c 1200
ORMIN 922 pe ^belledrjem bitacne^J? 3uw..drEtm ^att guw
birr^> herenn. 1845 (iloss. Gotk. Arch. 1. 54 In small churches
and chapels that have no towers, there is very frequently
a *bell-gable or turret at the west end in which the bells

are hung. 1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. I. v. 39 Whether he.,
tower up in high headgear, from amid peaks, spangles and
"bell-girdles. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 387 A "bell-handle

hanging by your chimney side. 1791 in Harper's Mag.
Mar. 1885. 534/2 P1 a *bell hanger on a/c 5$. 1851 \V. IR-

VING in Life IV. 71 Plumbers and *bellhangers [are] to attack
the vitals of the house. 1708 W. HL-TTON Aittobiog. 17 One
ofthem played upon the*bell-harp. 1815 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 5)

X. 277/1 *Bcll-Harp, a musical instrument of the string
kind, thus called from the common players on it swinging it

about, as a bell on its basis. 1622 FLETCHER Beggars' B. in.

iv, Rouse ye the lofty stag, and with my "bell-horn Ring
him a knell. 1878 Hrxi.EY Physiogr. 77 These bubbles may
be . . collected in the "bell-jar. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Land.
87 The tops of Steeples "Belless. 1859 MARCY Prairie
Trav. iv. tot A *bell-mare, to which the mules soon be-

come so attached that they will follow her wherever she

goes. 1604 Snpplic. Masse-priesis to note, Popes, Monkes,
or Friars, the original! "belmelters of Poperie. 1841 E.
NEWMAN Hist. Insects IV. ii. 214 "Bell-moths . . with fili-

form antennae. 1707 SLOANF. Jamaica I. 241
*Bell Pepper.

The fruit is large, .somewhat shaped like a bell. 1832 Veg.
Snbst. j'^oott 314 The "Bell Pepper . . a biennial . . native of
India. 1832 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. in. (1863) 496 The
"bell-pull was within reach : but she had an aversion to

ringing the bell. 1846 LYTTON Litcretia (1853) 185 Beside
the door . . a row of some ten or twelve

"bell-pulls. 1865
Cornh. Ma%. XI. 167 A pair of large tassels with loops of
cord-like "bell-pulls. 1876 GWILT Archil. 1195 "Bell Roof. .

is often called an ogee roof, from its form. 1522-4 Church-iv.
Ace. St. Ditnstan's, Canterb. , For mendyng of the "bellstoke

viiji/. 1851 RUSKIN Stones 1'ett. I. ix. vi, [The] treatment
of the capital depends simply on the manner in which this

"bell stone is prepared. 1464 in Ripon Ch. Acts 222 Le "bell

strynges stint dejectiva. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. I.

(1863) 199 Walking .. by the side of his 'bell-team. 1785

BELL.
ROY in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 393 One of the pyramidal
*bell-tents .. being placed at the station. ^1850 Rndim.
Nai'ig. (Weale) 96

*
Bell-top, a term applied to the top of a

quarter-gallery when the upper stool is hollowed away.
1876 GWILT Archit. 2218 b, The usual iron *bell trap, as

supplied to a sink. 1881 Mechanic 1540. 692 It is usual
. .to provide for the passage of the bell wires from floor to
floor by inserting "bell-tubing in the walls. 1816 Chron. in

Ann. Reg. 93/1 The *bell-vessel was. .lowered with Fisher
and two other men . . in 33 feet of water. 18x2 Agric.
Sum. Caithn. 182 (jAM.)*Bell-ware. .is the kelp weed along
the Scottish shores. i8ao SCOTT Monast. vii,

'

I doubt me
his wits have gone a *bell-wavering.* 1743 Phil. Trans.
XLII. 552 Pound *Bell-\Veights, and the single Pound flat

Weight. 1529 Chiirch-iu. Ace. St. Ditnstan's, Canterb.,
For mendyng of the *belwhele, xd. 1759 Phil. Trans. LI.
288 The *Bell-wire, coming from the parlour below. 1865 N.
AKNOTT Elem. Physics n. 445 *BeIl-wires too slack in sum-
mer, may be of the proper length in winter, c 1440 Promp,
Pan'. 30 *Bell3etare, cawpanarius. 1881 J. BHISCOE Not-

tinghainsh. 118 The *bellyetters trade has now found its

way. .into the hands of a few great firms.

Bell, sl>~ [Belongs to BELL v.~ The actual

history is uncertain. (It may be only a fig. use of

BELL j/'. 1, from its shape.)] The strobile, cone, or

catkin, containing the female flowers of the hop.
1594 PLAT JewelI-ho. i. 43 His hops are more kindly, and

the bels of them much larger. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet.
s.v. Hop, About August the Hop will begin to be in the
Bell or Button.

Bell, si'.'** [Etymology obscure : identical in

meaning with mod.Du. bel, which, with the ac-

companying MDu. vb. bcllcit
' to bubble up/ is

considered by Franck to have arisen out of MDu.
intllc (ad. L. bulla bubble in water) under the in-

fluence of wcllen to well or boil up ;
but in pre-

sence of the existence of the vb. and sb. in Eng.
this seems doubtful.] A bubble formed in a liquid.

(The ordinary word for ' bubble
'

in modern Scotch,
whence occasional in English literature.)

1483 Cath. Angl. 27/1 A belle in be water, bulla. 1530
PALSGR. 197.2 Bell of snevyll at ones nose, roi'pie. 1533
ELYOT Cast. Helth (1541) 88 Sometyme belles or bobles.

1576 WOOLTON Chr. Manual 109 Mans life flieth away, .as

the bells which bubble up in the water. 1743 DAVIDSON
^Encid vn. 203 In Frisky Bells the Liquors dance. 1815
SCOTT Guy M. xxvi, The twinkling of a fin, the rising of an
air-bell. 1872 BLACK Adz 1

. Phaeton vi. 75 Bells of air in a

champagne glass.

Bell, ^- 4
[f-

BELL z>.4] The cry of a stag or

buck at rutting time.

[The first quot. is possibly the verb.]

1510 Inscr. Wharnclijffe Lodge, Sheffield, For his plesor
to here the Hartes bel. 1862 C. COLLYNS Chase Red Deer
iii, What I had heard was the '

bell
'

of the stag. 1865
BOYLE Dyaks Borneo 56 Few people in England know the

melody of a wild buck's bell.

tBell v t>el}, z>.i Obs. Pa.pplc. bollen. [Of
doubtful origin ; apparently repr. OE. belgan,

pa. pple. hol^en to swell, be proud or angry =
OHG. belgan to swell

;
the total loss of the

guttural presents difficulties, but occurs also in ME.
bo!n-e(n, a. ON. bolgiia, Da. bolne to swell. Cf.

also BOLLED.]
intr. To swell up (like a boil).

<ri2Z5 Ancr. R. 282 Auh heorte to-bollen and to-swollen,
and ihouen on heih ase hul. Ableddre ibollen ful of winde.
< 1320 Sir Beves 2655 His flesch gan ranclen and te belle.

1664 in Pepys Diary (1876) III. 96 \Charw against a thom\
Jesus . . \V as pricked both with nail and thorn ; It neither

wealed, nor belled, rankled, nor boned. {Another} And he
was pricked with a thorn ; And it did neither bell, nor swell.

b. fg. To be puffed up or proud.
1382 WYCLIF 2 Tim. iii. 4 Men schulen be . . bollun with

proude thougtis. -1450 Compl. Lever's Life 101 Hyt wolde

aswage Bollyn hertes.

Bell, v$ [Cf. BELL j^.2, from which the vb.

is prob. formed.] intr. Of hops : To be, begin
to be, in bell.

1574 R. SCOT Hop Card. (1578) 33 At Saint Margarets daye
Hoppcs blpwe, and at Lammas they bell. 1669 W[ORLIDGE]
Syst. Agric. (1681) 150 tnarg. t

When Hops Blow, Bell, and
Ripen. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s. v. Belling, Hops blow
towards the end of July, and bell the latter end of August.
1819 REES Cycl., Belling of hops, denotes their opening and
expanding to their customary shape.

Bell, zv* Obs. exc. dial. [This goes with
BELL sW, being identical with MDu. bellen to

bubble up, as the sb. is with mod.Du. bel bubble.]
intr. To bubble.

1598 FLORID, Vena difontana. .the belling or rising vp of
water out of a spring. 1822 HOGG Perils Man II. 44 (JAM.)
The blood bells through.

Bell (bel), v.t ; also 5 belle, 6 bel, beale,

9 dial. beatT [OE. bellan str. vb., to roar, bark,
bellow =OHG. bellan

9 mod.G. bellen to bark ;

cf. ON. belja to bellow. Cf. BELLOW.]
1. intr. To bellow, roar, make a loud noise.

a 1000 Riddles xli. 106 (Gr.) Amasted swin, bears bellende
on boc-wuda. a 1300 W. DF. BIBLESWORTH in Promp. Parv.

30 note, Tor torreye . . bole belleth. c 1350 Will. Palerne

1891 pe werwolf., went to him evene bellyng as a bole.

c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame 1803 He gan to blasen out a soun,
As loude as belleth winde in Hell, c 1440 Promp. Parv.

30 Bellyn, or lowyn, as nette, ntitgio. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
207 To Beale, boare. 1589 Gold. Mirr. (1851) 3 Which
rored and beld, in th' eares of some. 1872 BROWNING Fifine
Ixxv. 27 You acted part so well, went alt fours upon earth

..brayed, belled.
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2. spec, of the voice of deer in rutting time.

1486 fik. St. Albans Eva, Iche Roobucke certayne bellis

by kynde. 1610 GWILLIM Heraldry in. xiv. (1660) 166 You
shall say, a Roe Belleth. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862)

I. it. v. 324 When the stag cries, he is said to bell. 1808

SCOTT 3Iarm. iv. xv, The wild buck bells from ferny brake.

1875 'STONEHENGE' Brit. Sports i. \. x. 8, 133 We start

them [the hinds], and they go on belling.

3. trans. To utter loudly, to bellow forth.

1596 SPENSER Astroph. Eclog. 21 Their leaders bell their

bleating tunes In doleful sound. 1868 BROWNING Ring fy

Book vni. 1400 Bell us forth deep the authoritative bay.

Bell, v
[f-

BELL sl>y\

1. trans. To furnish with a bell. To bell the cat :

to hang a btll round the cat's neck, according to the

Fable i^see BELL s/>,* 9), and csp. a. to perform per-

sonally this hazardous feat, to undertake a perilous

part or be the ring-leader in any movement.
In the latter use, there is immediate reference to the story

or legend, related by Lindsay of Pitscottie, that when cer-

tain of the Scottish barons formed a secret conspiracy to

put down the obnoxious favourites of James III. in 1482,
a moment of grave suspense followed the inquiry 'Who
would undertake to enter the royal presence and seize the

victims?' which was terminated by the exclamation of Archi-

bald Douglas, Earl of Angus,
'

I will bell the cat,' whence
his historical appellation of

' Archibald Bell-the-cat.'

1762 J. MAN Buchanan's Hist. Scot. xn. 41. 349 note,
Earl Archbald hearing the parable answered sadly, I shall

hell the cat, meaning Cochrane, the great and terrible

minion. 1791 D'!SRAELI Cur. Lit. (1858) 160/2 He would
be glad to see who would bell the cat, alluding to the

fable. 1840 ARNOLD Life fy Corr. (1844) II. ix. 186, I

was willing to bell the cat, hoping that some who were able

might take up what I had begun. 1861 HUGHES Tom Krvwn
Oxf. I, xii. 232 As nobody was afraid of him, there was no

difficulty in finding the man to bell the cat.

b. To venture to grapple or contend with (a

dangerous opponent). Sc.

1721 WODROW Hist. Ch. Scot. II. 384 (JAM.) How little

justice, .poor simple country people, who could not bell the

cat with them, had to look for. 1825 SCOTT Betrothed\\\\.VQ&.

(18761 io It has fallen on me, as we Scotsmen say, to bell-the-

cat with you.
2. trans. To cause to swell or bulge out.

1870 Eng. Mech. ii Feb. 535/2 He must bell them [tubes]
out a little.

3. (nonce-Wit.}
1863 DICKENS Mrs. Lirripers Lodgings i. They [servant

girls] get bell'd off their legs [i.e. 'run off their legs' in an-

swering bells].

t Bella-city. Obs~
[f.

L. bclldc-em (bellax\
f. bcll-itm war

;
see -ACITY.]

'

"Wai-likeness.'

Blount Glossogr. 1656.

II Belladonna (be:la,(V-na). [mod.L. ; a. It.

bella donna, 1i|
' fair l^y/ name given in Italy

to the plant, on uncertain grounds.
(The usual statement, current since the time of Ray and

Tournefort, is given in quot. 1757 ; a different account is in

quot. i SSL A well-known property of the juice is to enlarge
the pupil of the eye.j]

I. 1
fiff* The specific name of the Deadly

Nightshade or Dwale (Afropa Belladonna^;, occa-

sionally used as English.
1597 GERARD Herbal n. Ivi. (1633) 341 In English, Dwale,

or sleeping nightshade: the Venetians and Italians call it

Belladona. 1757 PULTNEV in Phil. Trans. L. 62 Bella-donna
is the name, which the Italians, and particularly the Vene-

tians, apply to this plant ; and Mr. Ray observes, that it is

so called because the Italian ladies make a cosmetic from
the juice. 1851 E. HAMILTON Flora Homxop. iii. 64 Bella-

donna, because it was employed by Leucota, a famous

poisoner of Italy, to destroy the beautiful women. 1876
HARLEY Mat. Med. 488 Belladonna is cultivated for medi-

cinal use at Hitchin.

2. Med. The name, in the pharmacopoeia, of the

leaves and root of this plant, and of the drug
thence prepared, the active principle of which is

the alkaloid atropiuc.
1788 Edinb. AVw Dispcns. \\. (1791) 145 The belladonna

taken internally has been highly recommended in cancer.

1866 Treas. Bot. 109 Belladonna is said by homceopathists
to act as a preventative of scarlet fever. 1873 H. WOOD

^T&erap. (1879) 250 Belladonna is not a hypnotic.

"Hr-Bfflladonna Lily, Amaryllis Belladonna^
a native of the Cape of Good Hope.
1734 MILLER Card. Cal. 140 The roots of the Guernsey and

Belladonna Lillies. 1862 ANSTED Channel Isl. iv. xxi. 499
The belladonna is a yet more handsome lily. 1866 T. MOOKK
in Treas. Bot.

4^8
The name Belladonna Lily was given . .

from the charmingly blended red and white of the perianth,

resembling the complexion of a beautiful woman.

Bellamy, variant of BELAMY, fair friend.

Bellan(e, obs. var. BALEEN (sense 3), whalebone.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis v. vii. 73 Erix was wont . . In that

jjardoellane his brawnis to embrace.

i Bellaiicliiie. Obs. ran- 1
. (See quot.)

1721 C. KING Brit. Merck. II. 218 Importation of Bellan-

dine, or white Turkey Silk, and of Sherbassee of Persia.

t Be'llaries, sb. pi. Obs. [ad. L. bdlaria

viands of the dessert.] (See quot.)
1623 COCKERAM ii, Banquetting Dishes, Bellaries.

Bellarmine (be'la-imm). Obs. exc. Hist. A
large glazed drinking-jug with capacious belly and

narrow neck, originally designed, by the Protestant

party in the Netherlands, as a burlesque likeness

of their great opponent, Cardinal Bellarmine.

(See Chambers Bk. of Days I. 371.)

1719 D'TjRFEY Pills (1872) VI. 201 With Jugs, Mugs, and

Pitchers.andBellarminesofState. i783AiNSWORTH Lett.Diet.

(Morell) v, Amphithetum, a great cup or jug . . a rummer,
a bellarmine. 1861 Our F.ng.

Hoitm 170 The capacious
bellarmine was filled to the brim with foaming ale.

t Bellatory, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. bellatdrius,
f. bellator warrior : see -OBY.] Warlike, of war.

1657 TOMLINSON Rcnous Di$p. 429 Their bellatory arms
were not of steel but brass.

t Bellatrice. Obs- [a. F. bcllatrice, ad.

L. bellatric-cm (bellatrix}, fern, of bellator warrior :

see -RICE.] *A warrioress, a woman well skill'd

in war, a Virago.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.

t Be'llaview. Obs. rare- 1
, [for . belle vug.]

Fine view or outlook.
1611 BOYS Expos. Gosp. (1630) 345 This text is as it were

the bellaview of the whole Chapter, in which a Christian

may behold al sufficient fortifications against, .assaults.

Bell-bird (be-lbajd). [f.
BELL j<M + BIRD.] A

name given to two distinct birds, the Procnias

carunculata or Campanero of Brazil, and the

Myzantha melanophrys of Australia, both remark-
able for their clear ringing notes.

a 1848 BP. STANLEY Fain. Hist. Birds iv. (1854* 60 The
Bell-Bird's note was borne upon the wind. 1868 WOOD
Homes "without H . xxv. 470 To this group [the Honey-
eaters] belong many, .species, such as that which produces
a sound like the tinkling of a bell and is in consequence
called the Bell-bird.

Belldars, obs. f. BILDEHS, name of a plant.

Belle (be!
1

, a. and sb. [a. mod.F. (i;th c.)

belle, OF. /v&:-L. bella, fem. of belhts beautiful,
fair : see BEAU, BEL.]
A. adj. f 1. Pretty, handsome. Obs. as Eng.
1668 IV.t'vs Diary 16 May, I did kiss her maid, who is so

mighty belle.

2. In certain French phrases, which have been

used in Eng., as belle assembles brilliant assembly
or gathering ; belle dame fair ladv, belle

;
belle

passion the tender passion, love; also BELLES-

LETTRES, q.v.

1698 COKGREVE Way of IV. Epil. (1866) 287 Whole belles

assemblies of coquettes and beaux. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac.

11737) III. 31 The gallant sentiments, the elegant fancys,
the belle-passions. 1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. xi.

I. 40 In what a delicate manner the belles passions are

managed in this country. 1767 H. BROOKE Fool ofQ. (1859)
I. 375 (D.) Should we see the value of a German prince's
ransom gorgeously attiring each of our belle-dames?

B. sb. A handsome woman, esp. one who dresses

so as to set off her personal charms
;
the reigning

'

beauty' of a place ;
a fair lady, a fair one.

1622 FLETCHER Beggars B. \\. iv, Vandunke's daughter,
The dainty black-ey'd belle. 1712 POPE Rape Lock n. 16

Might hide her faults, if Belles had faults to hide. 1712
ARBUTHNOT John Bull (1155) 4-2 Fantastical old

belief
that

dress themselves like girls of fifteen. 1779 JOHNSON Lett.

220 (1788) 1 1. 79 My Master, .courts the belles, and shakes

Brightelmston. 1860 O. MEREDITH L-ucilc 56 The belle

of all Paris last winter; last spring The belle of all Baden.

Belle, obs. form of BELL
; also in comb.

Belled (beld;,, ///. a. [f. BELL sb. or v. + -ED.]
1. Furnished with a bell or bells. Often in

comb., as double-belled.

1833 HT. MARTINKAU Matich. Strike vii. 81 His belled cap.
1865 RUSKIS Sesame 4 To ring with confidence the visitors'

bell at double-belled doors.

2. Bell-flowered. Often in comb., as blue-belled.

a 1850 BKHDOKS Alpine Spir. Song i, Where the gentians
blue-belled blow. 1856 RUSKIN King Gold. Riv. v. 51 Soft

belled gentians, more blue than the sky. 1869 Q. of Air
83 The belled group, of the hyacinth and convallaria.

Belled, obs. var. of BELD, BALD.
1568 Wills 4- Inv. N. C. (1860) 297 A little belled meare

and a fole.

Bellementte, var. BILLIMENT, Obs.
y
ornament.

Belleric, beleric ;bt'le*rik), a. and sb. [a.

F. belleric, more correctly bellit ?V, ad. (ultimately)

Arab. JLi) halilaj, f. Pers. iLJb balilah.] The

astringent fruit of Terminalia Bellenca, also called

Bastard Myrobalan, imported from India for the

use of calico-printers, and used for the production
of a permanent black.

1757 PARSONS in Phil. Trans. L. 403 Distinguished, .by its

round figure ; and called the belleric Myrobalan. 1808

COLEBROOKE Diet. Stwscr. 90 Beleric Myrobalan. 1858 R.

HOGG yeg. A". 635 The Belleric is. .the size of a nutmeg and

very astringent.

II Belles-lettres (be! le-tr), sb. pi. Also 8

-letters, belle -lettre. [Fr. ;
lit. 'fine letters,

i.e. literary studies,' parallel to beaux arts the

'fine arts'
; embracing, according to Littre, gram-

mar, rhetoric, and poetry.] Klegant or polite
literature or literary studies. A vaguely

- used

term, formerly taken sometimes in the wide sense

of 'the humanities,' litcrie Inimaniores
;
sometimes

in the exact sense in which we now use '
litera-

ture
'

;
in the latter use it has come down to the

present time, but it is now genei ally applied (when
used at all) to the lighter branches of literature

or the aesthetics of literary study.
1710 SWIFT Tatler No. 230 ? 2 The Traders in History and

! Politicks, and the Belles Ilettres. 1747 Scheme Equip. Men
I of War 23 Civil or M ilitary Law, or any other Part of the

!
Uelles Letters. 1801 FINLAYSON //. Bluir, To endow a

Professorship of Rhetoric and Belles Lettres in the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh. 1848 L. HUNT Town iii. 138 A strong
union has always existed between the law and the belles-

lettres. 1855 H. REED Lect. Eng. Lit. \.
(1878) 34 That

vapid, half naturalized term 'belles-lettres,' which has had
some currency as a substitute for the term '

literature.'

Bellet, obs. variant of BILLET j/;.2

Belletrist, -lettrist (belle-trist). Also 9
belles-lettreist.

[f. prec. t -IST.] One devoted
to belles-lettres.

1816 GILCHRIST Philos. Eiyin. 193 The great Quintilian,
or any of his worthy disciples the French Belles-lettreists.

1858 DE QL-JNCKY Wliiggisjn Wks. VI. 130 As an orator, an

essayist, or, generally, as a bellettrist.

Belletlistic (belletri-stik), a. [f. prec. + -1C.]
Of or pertaining to belles-lettres.

1821 COLERIDGE in Blackw. Mag. X. 254, I wish I could
find a more familiar word than zsthetic, for works of taste

and criticism. It is, however, in all respects better, and
of more reputable origin, than belletristic. 1864 Reader
2 Apr. 427/2 To start from the first of April the Grand
Journal, as a belletristic weekly. 1866 M. ARNOLD in

Cornh. ^ag. XIII. 290 An unlearned belletristic trifler like

me. 1868 PATTISOX Acailetn. Org. 5. 293 We have risen

above the mere belletristic treatment of classical literature.

So t Belles-lettri'stical a. Obs.

1799 \V. TAYLOR in Robberds' Mem. \. 259 His belles,

lettristical pedantry.

Bellewe, -ewing, obs. ff. BELLOW, -ING.

Bell-flower (be-l|fluuai, -flau-j). [f. BELL sb}
+ FLOWER.] The common name of the various

species of flowering plants of the genus Cam-

panula, distinguished by their handsome bell-

shaped blossoms.

1578 LVTE Dodoens 172 In English they be called Bel-

floures, and of some Canterbury Belles. 1741 Cumpl. Fam.-
Piece n. iii. 374 Nettle-leav'd Bell-flowers. 1855 BROWNING

I Toccata Wks. VI. 55 On her neck the small face buoyant,
like a bell-flower on its bed. i88a J. HARDY in Proc. Beru'.

Nat. Club IX. 430 The giant bell-flower (Campanula lati-

folia] grows near the footpath.

Bell-founder (be-l|fau:nd3j). [f. BELL jvM +

FOUNDER.] A founder, caster, or maker of bells.

Bell-founding, the art or process of founding or

casting bells. Bell-foundry, a place where bells

are cast.

1530 PALSGR. 197/2 Bell founder, foiidevr tie cloches. 1643
HORN Sc ROB. Gate Lang. Unl. x. Of bell-metal Bell-

founders cast bells. 1856 tr. Berlioz' Instrument. 225 Bell-

founders can all manufacture these small cymbals. 1872
ELLACOMBE-ffi'/fttf/'CA. 216 A masterpiece of bellfounding.

Bell-glass (be-l,gkrs). [f. BELL^.I + GLASS.]
A bell-shaped glass vessel or cover, used chiefly for

the protection of plants.
1682 WHELKR 'Jonrn. Greece n. 193 A large square Room

. .covered with a Cuppalo, thorough which the Light is let

by Bell-glasses. 1737 MILLER Gard. Diet. s. v. Lnpulns t

When they, .put Bell-glasses over their Cauliflowers. 1809
ALLEN & PEPYS in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 413 We placed a
Guinea pig upon it, with the bell-glass over him. 1851
GLENNY Hattdbk. Fl.-gard. 36 Cuttings may be planted. .

and covered by a bell-glass.

Be'llhouse. arch, and dial. Also I bell-hus,

4 belhows, 5 belhowse, bellehowse, 5-7 bel-

houae. [f.
BELL s/>,

1 + HOUSE.] A tower or other

erection for containing a bell or set of bells ; a

belfry ; properly used of a detached structure, but

also applied to the belfry of a church, etc.

a 1000 Thorpe's Laws I. 190 ffiosw.' Gif ceorl haefde fif

hida ajenes landes, cirican and cycenan, bell-hus. a noo
Gloss, in Wr-Wtilcker Voc. 327 Cloccariitm, uel Incar, Belhus
r 1425 Ibid. 648 Hoc campanare, A" belhowse. 1483 Catlt.

Angl. 27/1 Belhouse, Campanile. 1598 HAKLL-YT I'oy. I.

126 A Church and a Kitchm, a Belhouse, and a gate. 1766
ENTICK London IV. 223 The bell-house stood on the said

ground. 1855 ll'fn'tby Gloss.
, Bell-honse, the tower of a

church, the Delfry.

t Be'llibone. Obs. rare. [? corruption of F.

belle bonne or belle et bonne fair and good ;
if not

a humorous perversion of BONNIBEL, q.v.] A fair

maid, a bonny lass.

1570 SPF.NSEK Slu-pk. Cal. Aug. 61, I saw the bouncing
leTlibone. Ibid. Apr. 92 Gloss., A bellibone, or a Bonibell,M

hoi

Ei
Dmely spoken for a fair mayde, or Bonilasse. 1586 WEBBE
'rig-.

Poetrie 83 With a bellibone trym for to be loaden.

t Bellic, a. Obs. [a. F. bellique, ad. L. bel-

licus, (. helium war.] Of war ; warlike.

1627 FELTHAM Resoh-cs n. Iii. 11677) 262 The bellic [other

edd. bellinue] Cxsar. 1680 PELLING Good Old Way 128 (L.)

His machines and bellick instruments.

Bellical, Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL'.] Per-

taining to war, warlike.

1513 DOUGLAS ^Eneis vii. xi. 54 Itale Now birnis into

fury bellicale. 1572 BOSSEWELL A rmorie n. 97 Two maces
bellicall. 1602 FULBECKE IJTI' Ft. Parall. 20 Some [tenures

are) both domesticall &. bellicall, as grand sergeancy.

t Be'lliclie, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. BEL a. +

= -LY2.] Beautifully.
P. PI. Crede 344 Wi(> arches on eueriche half and

hche y-corven.
Bellicose (bedikjo-s), a. [ad. L. liellicos-us :

see -OSE.] Inclined to war or fighting ;
warlike.

1432-50 tr. Higden 11865} I- 321 Germanye, the peple of

whom was . . bellicose. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. 11858) I.

134 Our godis aboue. . In Albione hes plantit . . The perfite

pepill, bald and bellicois. 1706 MAULE Hist. Picts in Misc.
1880 KlNGLAK- "---

ire deceptive.

1394
belhche

"Scot. \. 32 The bellicose Romans. 1880 KINGLAKE Crimea
VI. iii. 13 Their bellicose names wen

I



BELLICOSELY.

Bellico'sely, aJv.
[f. prec. + -LT2.] In a

bellicose or warlike manner or direction.
1882 O'DoNOVAN Merv^ I. xxiv. 415 Bellicosely inclined.

Bellicosity (belikp'siti). Warlike inclination.

1884 Manch. Exam. 9 July 5/1 There is no suggestion of

bellicosity in these utterances.

t Be'llicous, a. Obs. ; also 7- quous. [a. F.

belliqueux, ad. L. bellicosus.]
= BELLICOSE.

1536 Ejclwrt. Nortlie in Furniv. Ballads I. 304 Cheiff bel-

licous champions, t #1577 SIR T. SMITH Commit'. Eng. 106
Bellicous nations. 1628 DIGBY Voy. Medit. (18681 65 The
Greekes of the countrie. .would soone become a belliquous
\printed helliguous] nation.

Bellied (be-lid), ///. a. Forms : 5 balyd, 6

belied, 6-7 bellyed, 7 belly'd, belli'd, 6- bel-

lied, [f. BELLY v. or sb. + -ED.]
1. Having a belly. Often in comb., e. g. big- or

great-bellied, having a big belly, corpulent ; hence,

pregnant. See also GOK-, POT-, SHADBELLIED.
? t-I475 Hunt. Hare 187 Sym, that was balyd lyke a cow.

c 1520 ANDREWE Noble Lyfe in Babees Bk. (1868) 237 Scilla
. . is belied like a beste, & tayled lyke a dolphin. 1567
Triall Treas. (1850) 14 The great bellied loute. 1650 J.
GREGORY Learned Traits 98 When the great belli'd woman's
time is com. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg. in. 126 The Colt
. . Sharp headed. Barrel belly'd, broadly back'd. 1803
BRISTED Pedest. Tour II. 687 The big-bellied hostess.

b. Big-bellied, corpulent ; fig. inflated.

1532 FRITH Mirror (1829) 272 Bellied monks, canons, and
priests. 1564 BECON Fl. Godly Pr. in Prayers, etc, (1844)

39 The dreams of the bellied hypocrites, a 1813 A. WILSON
Insult. Pedlar Poet. Wks. 11846) 199 A bellied gent, steps
owre the run.

2. transf. Made large and full, rounded ; bulging ;

blown or puffed out.

a 1593 H. SMITH Serin. (1622) 207 It becomes them well. .

to wear bellied doublets. 1649 BLITHE Eng. Imprvv. Impr.
(1653) 70 The neather part of the bit a little bellied or

square. 1678 Land. Gaz. No. 7332/4 A bellied porringer.
1747 FRANKLIN Wks. (1840) 192 A vinegar-cruet, or some
such bellied bottle. 1878 B. TAYLOR Deitltalion in. vi. 130,
I see a glorious barque With bellied canvass.

Bellies, pi. of BELLY
; also obs. f. BELLOWS.

t Belli'ferons, a. Obs. [f. L. bellifer, f. helium
war + -fer, -bringing.]

' That bringeth war.' Bailey.
t Be'llify, v- Obs. rare-', [f. L. bell-its beauti-

ful + -FY.] trans. To embellish, beautify. Hence

Be-llifying///. a.

1540 RAYNALD Birtk Man iv. vi. 11634) 197 Embellishing
or bellifying Medicines, .to remoue certaine blemishes.

t Belli'gerate, v. Obs.- [f. L. belligerat- ppl.
stein of belligerare to wage war, f. belliger : see

BELLIGEROUS.]
' To make war.' Cockeram 1623 ;

whence in Bailey, etc.

t Belli gera'tioil. Obs.-" [formed as prec.]

'Waging, or making war.' Bullokar 1676.

Belligerence (beli'd^erens
s

. [f. BELLIGER-
ENT a. : see -ENCE.] The carrying on of hostili-

ties ; also = BELLIGERENCY.
1814 W. TAYLOR in Robberds' Mem. II. 422 From your

belligerence I seek refuge in his pacific philanthropy. 1882
Punch 9 Sept. 102 The thought of belligerence made him
feel faint.

Belligerency. Also -ancy. [f. as prec. :

see -ENCY.] The position or status of a belligerent.
1863 Boston Comtnw. ii Sept., The absurdity and wrong

of conceding Ocean Belligerancy to a pretended Power.

1864 Times 22 Dec., To concede to Russia the rights of
naval belligerency. 1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 392
Macaulay . . steeps us in an atmosphere of belligerency.

Belligerent (beli-djerent\ a. and sb. Also
6-8 -gerant. [The earlier bdligerant (cf. F. belli-

gerant) was ad. L. belligcrant-eiii, pr. pple. of

belligerare to wage war : see BELLIGERATE, -ous.

The current spelling, if due to imitation of L. ge-

rentein, is etymologically erroneous, since the word
is not derived from gercre ;

but cf. magnific-ent^
A. adj.

1. Waging or carrying on regular recognized war;
actually engaged in hostilities ; formerly also said
of warlike engines, and the like.

1577 DEE Rclat. Spir. \. (1659) 171 Four .. belligerant
Castles, out of the which sounded Trumpets thrice. 1765
TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 408 Religion and reason are so far

from being belligerent powers . . that they join in alliance.
a 1773 CHESTERF. (T.) The belligerent and contracting
parties. 1775 JOHNSON, Belligerant, waging war. Diet. [i.e.

from some dictionary.] 1846 PRESCOTT Ferd. ty Is. I. iv.

213 A truce of six months between the belligerent parties.

2. fig. or transf. to other hostilities.

1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. (1861) 117 He assumed a most
belligerent look. 1812 Examiner n May 290/2 The belli-

gerent journalists, .are unanimously for the military. 1850
THACKERAY Pendennis xlvi (1884) 458 Costigan called for a
' waither

'

with such a belligerent voice.

3. attrib. from the sb. : Of or pertaining to bel-

ligerents.
1865 (13 Mar.) BRIGHT Canada, Sp. (1876)68 The acknow-

ledgment of the belligerent rights of the South. 1881 J.

WESTLAKE in Academy 15 Jan. 41/2 Controversies .. con-

cerning the capture of private belligerent property at sea.

B. sb. 1. A nation, party, or person waging
regular war (recognized by the law of nations^.

1811 flist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. 75/2 The common rules be-

tween civilized belligerents. 1839 HALLAM flist. Lit. II.

II. iv. 86 War itself. . even for the advantage of the belli-

787

gerents, had its rules. 1864 Times -22 Dec., Deprived the
blockaded Power of its rights as a maritime belligerent.
2. fig. or tratisf. to other hostile agents.
1839 DICKENS Null. Nick, ii, A loud shout attracted the

attention of even the belligerents [;'. c. policemen]. 1849
MACAUI.AY Hist. Ettg. xviii, Out of Parliament . . the belli-

gerents were by no means scrupulous about the means
which they employed.

Belligerently, adv.
[f. prec. adj. + -LY^.]

In a belligerent manner or way ; in a warlike way.
1837 M-m Month. Mag. L. 291 They feel belligerently in-

clined. 1881 Standard 18 Apr. 4/6 The whole Eastern
Question . .actively and belligerently reopened.
t Belli'gerous, a. Obs. rare.

[f. L. belliger
war-waging, f. bdlum vi3.r + -gcr, -carrying on.]
Waging war

; belligerent.
1731 BAILEY, Belligerents, making or waging war. 1755

in JOHNSON. 1784 J. P.ARRY Lcct. ^^1.11848)66 The pub-
lic energies, seldom belligerous, were generally directed to

objects of public utility.

Belling (be-lin), vbl. sb?-
[f. BELL v.* + -uroi.]

1 1. The roaring of animals
; bellowing. Obs.

(-1440 Pratirf. Parr. 30 Bellynge, of I? or] rorynge of
bestys (;'. r. bellinge of nete>, ningittts.
2. spec. The cry of deer in the rutting season

;

hence dlipt. the season itself. Occas. attrib.

1513 DOUGLAS j-Encis iv. Prof. 68 The meik hartis in

belling oft ar found Mak feirs bargane. (1560 A. SCOTT
Adv. Wantott Wtnvaris, As bukkis in belling tyme. 1858
LYTTON IWutt will lie do* v. iv (D.) A melancholy belling
note like the belling itself of a melancholy hart.

t 3. Crying, roaring of human beings. Oh.
1583 STANYIIURST sEiieis n. (Arb.) 68 With mournful

belling I namde expreslye Creiisa.

Belling, vbl. sb., in sense of BELL v. ]

, -,
:

',
5

:

see these.

Belling (be-lin), ///. a. [f. BELL v* + -ING 2.]

1 1. gen. Roaring, bellowing. Obs.

1583 STANYHURST JEneis in. lArb.) 92 Loud the lowbye
brayed with belling monsterus eccho. Ibid. iv. 120 With
belling skrichcrye she roareth.

2. spec. Uttering the cry of deer in rutting-time.
1650 FULLER Pisgak in. ix. 338 Here . . the belling Roes

[are said] to bed.

Bellipotent (beli-piftent), a. [ad. L,. belli-

potent-cin, f. bell-um war + potent-em powerful.]

Mighty or powerful in war. (Obs. in serious use.)

1633 HEYWOOD Land. Sinus Saint. Wks. IV. 294 Belli-

potent Mars is from his spheare come downe. 1656 BLOLNT
G&tS0Pr, t Bcllipolent, mighty in wars, puissant at arms.

1825 Blackv.: Mag. XVII. 62 General W. a '

bellipotent
'

officer, who sent in a bill to Congress, for sugar plums.
t Be'llish, v. Obs. Forms : 5 bels c)h-yn,

belch-yn. [Either shortened from EMBELLISH, or

adopted from rare OF. Mir, bellii-, bellissant (.used

in same sense as embellir}, f. bcl beautiful.]
= EM-

BELLISH. Hence Be'llishing (in 15111 c. belsh-

ynge) vbl. sb.
;

cf. next.

11440 Promp. Pan 1
. 30 Belschyd, or made fayre [1499

]>elched], ventistits. Belchyn or make fayre, decor0t veniato.

IJelshynge, I'enitstacio.

t Be'llisliment. Obs. [prob. a. OF. belisse-

mail : see prec.]
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. v. vi. (1632) 42 Some other

bellishments they had.

t Be'llitude. Ol>s.- a
. [ad. L. beilitfuloj. bell-its

fine, pretty : see -TUDE.] Beauty, fairness.

1623 in COCKEKAM.

Be'll-kite. -SV. and north, dial. In ; held

cytt. [f. beld, bell, northern forms of BALD +

cytt, kite, here a corruption of COOT.] The northern

form of BALD-COOT. Alsoyf^. as term of contempt.
c 1450 HOLLAND Hoitlate iii. i Busardis and Belcl cyttes.

1876 Mii^-Yorksk. Gloss. s.v. Bellkite, The usual applica-
tion of this term is in the way of good-humoured reproach,
' Thou little bellkite, get out o

1

t' road."

Bellman ,be-lmsen). Also 4-7 belman. [f.

BELL rf.i + MAN.]
1. A man who rings a bell ; esp. a man employed

to go round the streets of a town and make public

announcements, to which he attracts attention by

ringing a bell ;
a town-crier.

(Formerly a bellman announced deaths, and called on the

faithful to pray for the souls of the departed ;
a bellman

also acted as night-watchman, and called the hours'.

1391 Test. Et'or. (1836) I. 163 Le belman portand' cam-

panam per villain. .ij.</. 1463 Bnry Wills (1850) 17 Item I

wele the ij beltemen haue ij. gownys. 1577 HOLINSHKD
Chron. III. 1209/1 Certaine houses in Cornehill, being ..

cried by a belman. 1648 HKRRICK Hcspcr. 11869) 22I t I

heare the cock. The bell-man of the night. 1659 60 PETYS

Diary 16 June, I staid up till the l)e!l-man came by . . and

cried,
' Past one of the clock, and a cold, frosty, windy

morning.' 1858 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 80 There is a bell-

man announcing something.

1 2. He who ' bears the bell
'

; the best or most
excellent. Obs. rare.

1617 MAHKHAM Cai-al. v. 55 Repaire to the Stable of

great Princes, where commonly are the bell-men of this Art.

Hence Be-llmanship, the office of bellman.

1839 Rlackv.'. Mag. XLVI. 386 The election of John Tapps
to the bellmanship of Buz/leton.

Be-ll-nie:tal.
The substance of which bells are made ;

an alloy
of copper and tin, the tin being in larger propor-
tion than in ordinary bronze.
The proportions of the constituents vary within the limits

BELLOW.
of ji ami 4 of copper to i of tin : the former is suited for

large bells, the latter for small hou.ie-bells.

1541 Act 33 Hen, J-Y//,vii. i No person, .should, .conuey
anie brasse . . laten, bell metall, gun metall . . into . . partes
beyonde the sea. 1522-3 In-', Ch. Goods Staff's. 24 A bokett
of belmettel. 1613 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 235 A licence
to carrie Bell-mettall out of the Realme. iSiz Sin H. DAVY
Client. Philos. 420 Copper alloyed with from T\j to of tin

forms the different species of bronze and bell-metal.

b. attrib. Made of or resembling this aljoy.

Alsoy?-. applied to a loud ringing voice.

1780 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 225/2 By eating mushroom*
stewed in a bell-metal saucepan. 1816 SOUTHEY in Q. Rcr.
XVI. 271 Any blockhead with a brazen face and a bell-

metal voice. 1837 DANA J//. (1880) 68 [Stannite] fre-

quently has the appearance of bronze or bell metal, and
hence the name bell-metal ore.

Bellomancy, obs. var. BKLOJLVNCY.
f Be'llomy. SV. Obs. [Derivation uncertain.]
A blustering or audacious man.
IS3S STEWART Oc. Scot. II. 666 Ane bellomy that bu.s-

teous wes and bald. Ibid. 621 Of thir tratouris . . Ane bel-

lomye wes callit Makdouald.

Bellon (be'bn). A term for lead-colic.

1794 E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801) II. 114 In the bellon, or
colica Saturnina, the patients are said to bite their own
flesh. 1819 RKKS EncycL, Bellon or Belland, a distemper
very common in Derbyshire, .where they >rnelt lead ore.

Bellona (belju-na). [L. Bellona, the goddess
of war, f. bclluni, war.] Proper name of the Roman
goddess of war

; transf. a spirited woman of

commanding presence. Bello'nian a., warlike.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. ii. 54 liellona's Bridegroom, l.'ipt in

proofe. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 922 Bellona storm-;, With all

her battering Engines. 1711 K. WARD Quijc. \. 64 His
Steel Belonian Bright-Cap. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xxxi, Her
features, .inflamed and resembling those of a Bellona. 1859
G. MEREDITH R. Feverel x.xxvii. 11885*346 He had recog-
nized his .superb Bellona in the lady by the garden window.
2. Name of one of the asteroids.

Belloot, belote (bel-t, belju-t). [ad. Sp.
bellota acorn.] The edible acorn of a species of

oak ( Qiieriiis Ballota], in Barbary, Spain, and Por-

tugal. Bellote Oak : the tree which bears it.

1866 Tfcas. Bot. 951/1 The acorns of Q, Ballota, and of
its variety Q. Grannintia, are eaten . . under the name of
Belotes. 1878 HOOKEK & BALL Marocco 268 The belloot

oak. .which is spread through Xorth Africa and Spain.

f Eellosious, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [erroneously f. L.

fallostts warlike.] Warlike.
1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. Ixxxvi 116061 354 These two bel-

losious people cleer'd no sooner forren swords.

Bellougina : see BELUGA.
Bellow (be*I0u), v. Forms : 4 belwe, bellewe,

4-5 below, 6 bellue, 6- bellow. [Of uncertain

etymology. The equation of MK. bekven with

the rare OK. bylgian suggests that the latter is

late \VSax. for *l>i$Igian* Anglian *b$!gian ;
but

the origin of this is not evident, unless it be a

parallel formation to the synonymous bcllan,

BELL v, say from OTetit. *t>a/Iig0jan: cf. OK.

a-itilgian, OS. diligon, OTeut. *dilig<yan, parallel
to *dil0jan, in OHG. tiligon and ttldn to destroy.]
1. prop. To roar as a bull, or as a cow when

excited. (Ordinarily, a cow lou's.

ciooo Martyrol. 17 Jan. (Cockayne Shrine 52* Hwilum
ba deofol nine swungon . . hwilum hi hitie byl^edon on swa
fearras and 3uton call swa wulfas. c 1305 Leg. Rood 145
Beestes gan belwe in eueri binne. 1377 I,AN<.L. P. PI. B.

XL 333 pere ne was cow. . pat wolde belwe after boles. 1388
WYCLIF Jer. I. n And lowiden ether bellewiden. as bolis.

1580 NORTH Plutarch 358 iR.i Like wild beasts bellowing
and roaring. 1611 SHAKS. l^'itit. T. tv. iv. 28 lupiter Be-

came a Bull, and bellow'd. 1784 BURNS Lett. x. Wks.
(Globe) 302 A cow bellowing at the crib without food.

1868 Once a Week No. 5. 99 The first bull advances bellow-

ing fiercely.

b. trans.
1868 Once a Week No. 5. 99 A young bull bellows a chal-

lenge.
2. Applied to the roaring of other animals ; used

formerly in sense of BELL v.^ 2.

1486 Bk. St. Allans E v, An hert belowys. 1575 TURBERV.
Vaierie 238 An harte belloweth. 1596 SHAKS. Mercfi. V. v.

j. 73 Youthful and vnhandled Colts . . bellowing and neigh-

ing loud. 1602 ffatii. in. ii. 264 The croaking Rauen
doth bellow for Reuenge. 1738-51 CHAMBERS I'ycl. s. v.

Hunting. The terms for their noise at rutting time . . A
hart bclleth ; a buck growns or troats ; a roe bellmvs. 1766
Vacation in Dodsley Coll. Poems III. 153 The master

stag. . Bellows loud with savage roar. 1875 B. TAYLOR Faust
Hi. I. 51 Poodle. .Cease to bark and bellow.

3. Of human beings : To cry in a loud and deep
voice ; to shout, vociferate, roar (depreciativt or

humorous} ;
also (seriously} to roar from pain.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 36 There bee Players . . that . .

haue so strutted and bellowed. 1649 MILTON f&tt.Wk&
(1738) 1. 43 Not fit for that liberty which they cried out and
bellowed for. 1709 STEKLK Tatlcr No. 54 r

3^
He is ac-

custom'd to roar and bellow so terribly loud in the Re-

sponses. 1718 POPE Iliad'v. 1053 Mars bellows with the

pain. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. II. 234 Like a bully bellow-

ing for more drink.

b. trans. To utter (words or cries) in a lod and

deep voice ; frequently with out, forth.

1581 NOWELL & DAvin Confer, i.
(1584^1

D iiij b, Beelzebub
bellowed out most horrible blasphemies. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turkes (1621) 663 Bellowing out certaine supersti-
tious charms, 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815) 143 Noisy
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BELLOW. 788 BELLUINE.
rustics bellowing

' Green pease
'

under my window. 1881
Miss YONGE Lads * L. Langley i. 41 Some used to bellow
or screech out any familiar hymn in an irreverent way.

C. To bellow off; to drive off by shouting, to

shout down.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. in. in. ix. 249 Fain would Re-

porter Rabaut speak his. .last-words; but he is bellowed off.

4. Of thunder, cannon, wind, the sea, and other

inanimate agents : To make a loud hollow noise ;

to roar.

1384 CHAUCER House F. (Fairf.) 1803 A soun As lowde as
beloweth [v. r. belwith, bellyth, belleth] wynde in helle.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. vii. 7 A dreadfull sownd, Which
through the wood loud bellowing did rebownd. i653HoL-
CROFT Procopius 36 Mount Vesuvius bellowed. 1727 THOM-
SON Summer 1168 Thule bellows through her utmost isles.

< 1800 WORDSW. Sonn. Liberty xii, And Ocean [should]
bellow from his rocky shore. 1866 B. TAYLOR Soldier fy

Pard 27 pur cannon bellowed round.

b. With obj. : To give forth, emit, utter, or

proclaim with loud noise.

1706 WATTS Horx Lyr. n. I. 236 Till the hollow brazen
clouds Had bellow'd . . Loud thunder. 1832 TENNYSON
Wellington 66 His captain's -ear has heard them boom,
Bellowing victory, bellowing doom. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr,
ff It. Jrnls. I. 141 A large cannon-ball . . rolling down . .

bellowing forth long thunderous echoes.

Bellow, sb.
[f. prec. vb.]

1. The roar of a bull, or similar cry of other
animals.

1779 HUNTER in Phil. Trans. LXIX. 286 The bellow of
the free martin is similar to that of an ox. 1870 LUBBOCK
Oriff. Ci-uilis. ix '1875) 408.
2. transf. of human beings : A loud deep cry

or roar.

^1835 HOGG Tales (1837) III. 37 As loud as he could roar
..never letting one bellow abide another. 18590. MEREDITH
R. Feverel xxi (18851 151 He heard a bellow for help.
3. The loud deep roar of cannon, thunder, a

storm, and other inanimate agents.
1826 DISRAELI FzV. Grey vii. viii. 430 The bellow of the

martial drum. 1856 FROL-DE Hist. Eng. (18581 II. vn. 229
Mere idle sounds, like the bellow of unshotted cannon.

Bellowse, obs. form of BILLOW.
Bellowed ^be-foud), ///. a.

[f. prec. + -ED.]
Uttered with a loud roar.

1859 R- BURTON Centr. A/r. in Jrnl. R. C. 5. XXIX. 323
The frequent recurrence of bellowed exclamations.

Bellower -^be-louai). [f. as prec. + -EK 1

.]
lie

who or that which bellows.
a 1634 CHAPMAN Hymn Hermes (18181 56 Full fifty of the

violent bellowers. 1796 GROSE Diet, l-'utgar T., Bcllo-^'t r,

the town crier, a 1848 MAKRYAT A'. Reefer xli, We had
the report from the said brass bellowers. 1840 MACAULAY
in Leis. Ho. (18811 477/1 The steady bellowers of the Op-
position had been howling from six o'clock.

Bellowing (be-louirj , vbl. sb. ; also 4 bellew-

ing, 5 belewyng. [f. as prec. +-ING 1
.]

a. The roaring of a bull, or similar noise of other
animals, b. Loud and continued vociferation of
human beings, especially when inarticulate

; noisy
outcry, c. Koaringof cannon, thunder, the sea, etc.

1393 GOWER Can/. III. 203 It shulde seme . . A bellowing
in a mannes ere. c 1450 LON'ELICH Grail xliii. 172 Af
thowh it hadde ben a develes belewyng. 1552 HL'LOKT,
Bellowyng or rorynge of neate, mitgitus. 1580 NORTH
Plutarch 358 (R. ) The bellowing of such a multitude of

beastly people. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. 11. i. 311 We heard a
hollow burst of bellowing Like Buls, or rather Lyons.
c 1620 Z. BOYD Zion's Floli,'ers(\&^ n Wee heare no thing
but belloweing of the wind. 1774 GOLUSM. \at.Ilist. (18241
I. 56 [They] believe the bellowings of Hecla are nothing
else but the cries of the damned. 1852 HAWTHORNE Grand/.
Cfiair ii. iii. (1879) 86 What a bellowing the urchins make !

Bellowing, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING2.] That
bellows or roars : see the vb.
1618 BOLTON Florus ill. viii. 105 They raised a bellowing

cry, like so many beasts, and fled to shore. 1635 SWAN
Spec. M. v. 2 11643) 173 Blustering Boreas, .is a bellowing
wind, c 1746 HERVEY Mcdit. ff Conlempl. (1818) 165 Signals
of distress are heard from the bellowing deep. 1847 LONGF.

v. I. v, Bellowing herds of buffaloes rush to the river.

Bellows (be'louz, be'las), sb. Forms : a. sing.
i -beels, beLj, belis, byls, bylis, 3 beli, 3-4
bely, ? buly ; //. 3 -4 belies, bulies, 5 belyes,
belise, beliee, 6 bales, bellies, bellyis. 0. sing.

4 belw, belu, below, 5-6 bel(l)owe ; //. 4 belwes,
bellows, 5 belwis, -wys, -owys, 6 bellowse, 5-7
bellowes, 7- bellows, (double pi. 7 bellowses,
still dial.). [Now used only in plural : the sing.
was still in use in isth c., and still later in com-

pounds. The OE. name for
' bellows

' was blsest-

bel(i)r, bl<ist-be_l(i}z
'

blast-bag, blowing-bag
'

(
=

ON. bldstr-belgr, Sw. blasbiilg, Da. blsesebselg, mod.
G. blasebalg) ; but already in the i ith c. the simple
^v?) ^"S>< byliz 'bag' occurs in this sense in the

glossaries. (So also mod.Sw. biilg, and Da. bslgcr
pi.

= '

bellows.') Thence the ME. beli, bely, buly
(if), really the same word as BELLY, under which
see the remoter etymology. In the sense '

bellows,'

bely was still used in the sing, by Chaucer, but
after 1400 we find this only with the sense 'belly,'

though the pi. belies, bellies retained the sense
'bellows' late in the i6th c. in literature, and

bcllis, bellice, is still common in the dialects. But

in Wyclifwe find another form, belli, belw, in 1 5th c.

bellowe (apparently of northern or north, midl.

origin), of which the plur. belwes, belowes, bellou'S

became established in i6th c. as the literary form,
bellies being thenceforth used only as the plur. of
'

belly
'

in the modern sense. In later times bellmvs

has often been construed as a sing.,
' a bellows,'

and occasionally has even received a second plural

inflexion, bellowses, which is commonlin the dialects ;

cf. 'a gallows,' and obs. or dial. pi. gallowses.
Hence also the pronunciation (be'las), the only one
known to orthoepists early in the present century,
which has however of late largely given place to

The evidence at present available does not settle whether
belu, betvj, came down from a non-palatalized form of OE.
bel?,, or from the plural inflexions bek/^a, bglfjtm, while beli

represented the sing, forms f//5, bel^p (cf. ME. sing, deli,

dei, pi. daitjes: OE. da?%, da^as); or, finally, whether it

was a northern Eng. adoption of ON. belgr'. for each of
these hypotheses something may be said. Bellows is app.
not cognate with 1^,/ollis : see BALL s/'. 1 and BELLY.]
1. An instrument or machine constructed to fur-

nish a strong blast of air. In its simplest form, it

consists essentially of a combination of bag and

box, formed of an upper and lower board joined

by flexible leather sides, enclosing a cavity cap-
able of expansion and contraction, and furnished

with a valve opening inwards, through which air

enters and fills the expanded cavity, and with a

tube or nozzle, through which the air is forced out
in a stream when the machine is compressed. It

has many modifications of form and structure ac-

cording to its purpose ; and the name is some-
times applied to the ' blower

'

of a blast-furnace.

a. An instrument or machine of this kind used
to blow a fire

;
it may be portable, as the com-

mon hand-bellows, or fixed, as a smith's bellows.

Often, with reference to the two halves or handles,
called a pair ofbtllcnus, rarely, as sing., a bellows.
a. ,1 800 Efinalf, Erf.Gl.( Sweet O. /'.'. T. 64! Follis, blest-

barlg, Corpus Gl. blaisbcel^. a 1000 in Wiilcker I 'oc. 241 Fol-

liginis, beljum ; follis, blxdhyl^um. 272 Follis, hleesl-

bels. fziioo 336 f-'ollis, bylij. 517 J'ollihns, byljum.
a 1225 A ncr. R. 296 pe deouel . . mucheleft his beli bles. Ibid.

284 No fur in his smiSoe ne belies, a 1300 W. DE BIBLESW.
in Wright I'oc. 171 Lc/oitfoit, the

bely. ^1300 St. Bratidan
467 Tho burden hi of bulies gret blowmge there. < 1400 /,'-.

Rood< 1 87 1)85 Schoblewbe belise ferly fast, a m^olsninbras
410 A smethymane . . blewe thaire belyes bloo. 1523 Fn/.-
HERB. Snr-j. 9 b, The whelegothe by drifte of water toblowe
the bales, d 1600 Purgatory in Et'er-Grecn (I76u II. 246
Thocht thay . . blaw Ay quhill thair Bellyis ryve.

3. 1388 WYCUK Jer. vi. 29 The belu \v.r. belw, bely]
failide, leed is waastid in the fier. 1398 Test. Ebor. (1836)
I. 250 Unum par de melioribus bellows, r 1440 Proinp.
Parv. 30 Bclowe [ed. Pynson 1499, belows], follis. 1463
Bury Wills (1850) 23 A peyre tongys, and a peyre behvys.
1483 Cath. Angl. 27 A Bellowe [r

1

. r. belowys or beliee],

fcllis. a 1568 Co\ ERDALt: Hope Faitltf. xxvii. 189 The
Lords breath, which is. .as a belowes. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
180 A Belowe,y?'///5. 1611 BIBLE Jer. vi. 29 The bellowes
are burnt, the lead is consumed of the fire. 1660 BOYLE
A'e-m E.rp. Phys.-Mech. x. 74 The blasts of a pair of Bel-
lows. 1676 HOBBLS Iliad xvm. 427 Twenty Bellowses in
all he had. a 1700 DRYDES (J.I Thou . . like a bellows,
swell's! thy face. 1715 DKSAGULIERS Fires Impr. 137 The
Bellows, .blows so much the stronger. Ibid. 139 A pair of
Bellows that blow constantly. 1791 COWPER Iliad xvm.
585 Full twenty bellows working all at once. 1796 SOUTHEY
Lett. Spam fy Port. (1799' 199 The people make use of a
hollow cane instead of a bellows. 1821 CLARE Vill. Mitutr.
II. 26 Taking the bellows up the fire to blow. 1870 BRYANT
Iliad II. xvm. 200 From twenty bellows came Their breath
into the furnaces.

b. A similar contrivance for supplying air to a

wind-instrument, as an organ, harmonium, or con-
certina. (In large organs the bellows are usually
blown by hydraulic power.)
1542 Rec. St. Michaels, Start/. (1882) 43 For ij schejie-

kynnes to amend wl all the bellis for the orgons, vij.Y.

1566 CAimA-w. Ace. St. Dunstan's, Canterb., One payer
of orgens lackeng iij pypes, also thear lacketh the pesys of
led belongen to the belowes. 1697 DRYDEN Alexander's F.
156 Ere heaving bellows learned to blow, While organs yet
were mute. 1795 MASON Ch. Music I. 37 Twelve pair of
Bellows, rang'd in stated row. Are joined above, and four-
teen more below. 1855 HOPKINS & RIMBAULT Organ it.

(1877) 9 There are two kinds of bellows to be met with in
church organs . . diagonal and horizontal bellows.
2. fig. Applied to that which blows up or fans

the fire of passion, discord, etc.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pert. T.njj The deueles bely . . bloweth

in man be fire of flesshly concupiscence, 1576 LAMBARDE
Peramb. Kent (1826) 427 By mediation of the Frenche
King, a very Bellowse of this fire. 1600 Cherrie fy Sine in

Be*r-Gnen(lT6l.)\l. no By Luve his Bellies blawin. 1608
SHAKS. Per. i. ii. 39 (18781, Flattery is the bellows blows up
sin. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl. i. iv. (1675) 24 As Bellows to
blow or rekindle Devotion. i8ao KEATS Hyperion n. 176
My voice is not a bellows unto ire.

3. fig. Applied to the lungs.
1615 LATHAM Falconry (1633) 115 The lungs doe draw a

breath..When these bellowes doe decay, then health from
both doth fade away. 1631 DONNE Elegy in Farr's S. P.
(1848) 21 We, to live, our bellows wear, and breath. 1711
Vind. Sachevcrell qi He . . would be insufferably noisy in

Company, if his Bellows would hold. 1875 WHITNEY Life
Lang. iv. 59 The lungs are, as it were, the bellows of the

organ. [Of a broken-winded horse, stablemen say,
' He

has bellows to mend.']
4. The expansible portion of a photographer's

camera.

1884 Jrnl. Pluit. Alman. 115 Attached to BB [the wooden
frame of the camera] is a bellows stretching back some six
inches when open. Ibid. 116 The back bellows acts as a

focussing-cloth.
5. Hydrostatic Bello'jjs : see HYDROSTATIC.
6. Comb, chiefly attrib., as bellows action, -blast,

-board, -pedal, -sound, -spying ;
also bellows-

blower, the person who works or blows the bel-

lows ; hence, fig. a fanner, inciter of strife, etc. ;

also, an unskilled assistant whose part is merely
mechanical like that of the blower of an organ ;

bellows-engine, an engine that works bellows ;

bellows-fever (see quot.) ; bellows -fish (so
called from its general shape : see quot.) ; bel-

lows-like a., resembling or acting like bellows ;

bellows -maker
; bellows - mender

;
bellows-

nail, a very small nail used in the construction of

bellows
;
bellows press, a small hand printing-

press formerly used; bellows-tail (see quot.);
bellows-treader, one who works bellows with his

feet by treadles.
1881 C. EDWARDS Organs 44 The 'bellows action, .resem-

bles an ordinary pump action. 1674 PETTY Disc. bef. R.
Sac. 104 The Strength of such *

Bellows-blast. 1658 LEN-
NARD tr. Charron's IVisd. Ii. iii. 16 (1670) 250 The Player
or Organist may in every point exercise his Art, without
the *bellows-blower. ? 1849 SOUTHEY Comm-pl. Bk. n. 191
The trumpeters and drummers and *bellows-blowers of re-

bellion were conformable Episcopalians. 1865 Times 2 Feb. ,

The prelates play the new organ ; the lay members are the
mere "bellows-blowers. 1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal I.

162 The length and leverage, -of the > bellows boards. 1831
CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. viii, Its *bellows-engines (in these

Churches*, thou still seest. 1852 SEIDEL Organ 133 ^Bellows

fever, that is, the trembling or faultering of the wards, is a

great defect. 1684 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 479 The Scolopax
or Trombctta, call'd by our Seamen the ^Bellows or Trum-
pet-Fish. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 422/1 Centriscits Scolopax
. . known in Cornwall by the name of the 'bellows-fish.

1715 DESAGULIERS Fires Impr. 140 They . . may be had at

several 'Bellows-makers. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. -V. iv. i. 210
Flute the "bellowes-mender. 1765 GOLDSM. Ess. i, Mr.
'Bellows-mender hoped Mr. Curry-comb-maker had not

caught cold. 1730 SAVERY in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 296
Nails of several Sizes, from the smallest Sort of *Bellows-
Nails to the largest Sort of Rafter-Nails. 1846 Print. Ap-
par. Amateurs 5 A small and old instrument known amongst
printers as the *Bellows Press. 1834 FORBES Vis. Cutest 517
Most commonly the 'bellows-sound is. .confined within the
limits of the artery or ventricle. 1852 SEIDEL Organ 39
This ledge is called the '

bellows-spring. Ibid. 38 The upper-
board has on its end. .a prolongation . . called the *bellows
tail. 1876 HII.ES Catech. Organ viii. (1878) 53 In many
Continental Organs the inflation of the bellows is by treadles

instead of handles, and hence the name '
*bellows-treader.'

t Be'llOWS, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec.] To blow

;with bellows). To bellows up : to gather up (wind).
1605 TI.M.ME Quersit. n. vii. 137 The fire . . which he had

spread abroad, and winded or bellowsed, in vaine. 1648
Persecutio Undecim g The kindle-coale that the Faction
bellowsed to that flame that must consume, etc. 1748
RICHARDSON Cfarissa (181 1 >V. 318 She pouted out her blub,

ber-lips, as if to bellows up wind.

t Bellrag'S. Herb. Obs. A water plant, identi-

fied by Britten with Nasturtium amphibium.
1548 TI-RNER .Vault's ofHerbes D viij b, Lauer or Sion, is

called of some Bellragges, of other spme yealowe water-
cresses. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 61 1 Turner and Cooper do call

it [Water Parsely]. .Yellow water cresses, and Bell ragges.
1611 CQtGR.,Persil aigriin, Wild Parseley. .Bellrags.

Bell-ringer (be-lri:rjaj). [f. BELL s6.^] One
whose business it is to ring a church or town bell

at slated times or on stated occasions.

1543 BALE Yet a Course 24 Parysh clarkes and bellryngers.
1682 N. p. tr. BfUtmft Lutrin iv. 133 Who should come
in, but Girard the Bell-ringer? 1841 DICKENS Barn. Rttdge
3/2 The parish clerk and bellringer of Chigwell.
So Bell-ringing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

c 1315 SHOREHAM 8 Holi thynges, As hali water. . Lijt, and

bel-ryngynges. 1408 /,'. E. IVills (1882) 15 Wyth Belle

Ryngyng. .and Masse of requiem. 1883 Daily News 30 July
5^! Bellringing showy equipages conducted by postillions
and drawn by four strong horses.

Bell-rope (be-lr<?p). [f. as prec.]
The rope by which a bell is rung, i. e. either

those in a belfry, or those which hang from the

bell-levers in a room or chamber.

1638 FORD Fancies in. ii. 163 Why hang thy looks like

bell ropes? 1781 COWPER TrutftZz Girt with a bell-rope
that the pope has blessed. 1871 Mad. Simple's In-'est.

iii. in Casyuet Lit. (1877) I. 311/1 He pulled a bell-rope which

hung at his bed's head. 1883 St. "James" Gaz. 30 Nov. 5/1
It has been decided that the bell-ropes are the legal property
of the churchwardens.

Bellswagger, -syre, var. BELSWAGGEB, -SIRE.

Bell-tongue : see BILTONG.

Bellue, obs. form of BELLOW.

t Be'lluiue. a. Obs. ; also 7 beluin. [ad. L.

belluin-tis, f. bettua beast : see -INE.] Pertaining
to or characteristic of beasts ;

brutal.

1618 MYNSHUL Ess. Prison 35 Barbarous cruelty is a Bel-

luine quality. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. vn. vi. (1852)

575 The dying beast, with belluine rage, got such hold on
his head, a 1731 ATTERBL'RY(J-) At this rate the animal and
belluine life would be the best.



BELL-WETHER.
Bell-wether (be-lwe'Sa-i). Forms : 5 belle-

weder, belwedyr, 5-7 -weather, 6- -weder,
-wedder, -weadder, 6-8 bellweather, 5- bel-

wether, 6- bellwether,
[f.

BELL ,v*.i + WETHEK.]
1. The leading sheep of a flock, on whose neck a

bell is hung.
c 1440 Promp, Parv. 30/1 Belwedyr, shepe, titurus. 1549

Conipl. Scot. vi. 66 The bel veddir for blythtnes bleyttit
rycht fast. 1391 SPENSER SI. Hubberd 296 To follow after
their Belwether. 1718 MOTTEUX Quix. (1733) 1. 237 He that
steals a Bell-weather, shall be discover'd by the Bell. 1847
LEWES Hist.Philos. (1867) II. 254 Men are for the most part
like sheep, who always follow the bell-wether.

2.yff. A chief or leader. (Mostly contemptuous.')
CI43 LYDG. Bochas (1554) 2243, I was cleped in my

countreyThe belweather. 1577 HOLINSHED Cliron. II. 40/2
Thomas being the ring-leader of the one sect, and Scouts
the belweadder of the other. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in
Upr. Wks. 1730 I. 73 The principal bell-weathers of this

mutiny. 1794 SOUTHEY Wat Tyler in. i. Wks. 11.50 You
bell-wether of the mob. 1848 LOWELL Biglom P. \, 'Taint
afollerin' your bell-wethers Will excuse ye in His sight.
3. Jig. a. A clamorous person, one ready to give
mouth, b. (Used opproorietuly^
c\lfx> Towneley Myst. 86 Go now, belleweder. 1598

SHAKS. Merry W. m. v. in To be detected with a iealious
rotten Bell-weather. 1620 SHF.LTON Quix. IV. xiii. 109 She
made me weep, that am no Bell-weather. 1847 HALLIWELL,
Bcll-wedder, a fretful child. Nortft.

Hence Bell-wethering, the fact of leading and
being led 'like sheep.' Bell-wetherishness,
tendency to follow one who takes the lead.
1882 Spectator 25 Mar. 388 But for the bell-wethering,

there could have been no crinoline at all. Ibid. 387 The
gregariousness, and bell-wetherishness of the English
people, who must all do the same thing at once.

Bellwort (be-lwmt). [f. BELL^.I + WOKT.]A general name in English botany for the plants
of the N.O. Caatpannlaetm, of which the type is the

Campanula or Kellflower. Also, in U. S., a name
for the genus Uvularia.
1884 Garden. Illustr. 8 Nov. 426/2 A garden of Bell Worts

. . only would be very interesting.

Belly l,be-li), sb. Forms : 3-4 bali, 4 baly(e,
4-5 bale, 4-6 bely, (5 bylly), 6 bally, bealy(e,
bellye, 6-7 bellie, 5- belly. [ME. bali, bely :-
OE. bxlig, beji^, earlier bxlg, btfg

'

bag, skin, en-

velope, hull (of beans and peas!,' identical with
ON. belgr 'skin, bag,' OHG. balg, MDu. balch,
Goth, balgs 'bag, sack

'

:-OTeut. *balgi-z 'bag,'
lit.

'
inflated or swollen thing,' f. belgan, pa. t. balg,

to be inflated, swell up.' The same word of
which the plural appears as BELLOWS. The sense
'

belly' did not exist in OE., and has not been

developed in the cognate langs. Evidence is want-
ing to show whether it came directly from the
sense of a material '

bag,' or whether the meaning
'

body
'

(as the shell or husk of the soul) inter-
vened : cf. senses 2 and 3. The history of the
differentiation of belly and bellows is complicated.
The various dialectal forms of the OE. word were
WSax.

bie_lg, later
bylg, bylig, Kentish and ESax.

<%&> Wg, Anglian bn-lg, bsli^ ; these gave the early
ME. buli ('}, belt, bali, respectively. Of these
belt, bely occurs in sense both of 'bellows' and
'

belly
'

; bali only as = '

belly
'

; l>uli(es~) only as =
' bellows.' Hence it may be inferred that the sense
'

body, belly
'

arose first in a dialect where the form
was bali, baly, and that this form passed with this
sense into other dialects, which could thus dis-
criminate bali '

belly,' from Mi, bull,
'
bellows.'

Meanwhile the north, dial, obtained the distinction
in another way, viz. by the establishment of belw
in sense of '

bellows ': thus the Promp. Parv. has
Bely venter, Below follis. Finally the pi. belwes,
Mowes was generally adopted in that sense, and
Mi, bely became the literary form for the part of
the body. Bally still occurs dialectally, e. g. in
Lancashire and Shropshire.]

I. Original sense, in OE.
1 1- A bag, skin-bag, purse, pod, husk. Freq.

in comb, as licanbmlg 'bean-pod,' blast-bath BEL-
LOWS q. v., mtt-bmKty 'meat-bag, scrip, wtn-
bel(i}g 'wine-skin, leather bottle.' Only in OE.
f 950 Lindisf. Gasp. Luke xv. 16 And wrinade xefylle womb

his of bean-ba:b;um. ibid. xxii. 35 Ic sende iuih bula
seame and met-ba:Ii*. ^975 R us/no. G. ibid., Butu seome
and melbzlje. Matt. ix. 17 Ne menn geotab win niowe
in win bebjas aide, elles to bersteb ba beljas. .and ba beljas

.. ^.a^ ,Mt, cues tu ucrsiep pa oeizas. r
to lore weorSab 971 BUM. Horn. 31 pa nam he fif stanas
on his herdebehg. 1-1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 360
Bulga, b.-elje oSSe bylje.

II. Of the body of man and animals.

t 2. The body (?as the shell or integument of
the soul. Cf. Ger. inadensack 'worm-sack,' the

body). Obs.
c 1175 Sinners Beware 199 in O. E. Misc. 78 Hwenne bali

bali [later Tiers, bodi], that neauer thu ne arise
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3. That part of the human body which lies be-
tween the breast and the thighs, and contains the
bowels; the abdomen. (The ordinary mod. sense.)
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 679 pe brest with be bely. e 1380WYCLIF / >

<fo-/''wiiWks.(i88ol3i5To breede hem grete
balyes. e 1440 Promp. Parr. 30 Bely, venter, alvns, uterus.
""'475 Hunt, flan 187 Won hit hym on the bale with a
mall. 1600 SHAKS. A. V. L. n. vii. 154 The lustice in faire
round belly, with good Capon lin'd. 1803 BRISTED Pedest.
Pour II. 643 A secret retained four and twenty hours would
have burst his belly. 1834 MARRYAT P. Simple xxi, We
lust creep to the ramparts on pur bellies. 1843 Watson's

'

.he

b. The part of a garment covering the belly.
J599 B- JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum. in. i, Such a sleeve,

such a shirt, belly and all. 1601 CORNWALLVES Ess n
xxvni, Our Taylors gave us a little belly to our doublets.
4. The under part of the body of animals.
c 1440 .Inc. Cookery in Hoitsck. Ord.(\igo) 45! Take pykes,

and undo horn on the bale, and wash horn clene. 1535
COVERDALE Gen. iii. 14 Vpon thy bely ( WYCI.II , breest] shall
thou go 8: earth shalt thou eate. 1667 MILTON /'. L. x.

514 A monstrous Serpent on his Belly prone. 1711 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4792/4 Two Geldings, the one black . . carrying a
small Belly. 1862 JOHNS Brit. Birds (1879) 419 The Com-
mon Curlew . . belly white, with longitudinal dusky spots.

b. As a joint of meat.
1883 Kiii/uire Within (ed. 67* 1044 A belly of pork is

excellent in this way.
5. That part of the body which receives food

;

the stomach with its adjuncts.
1362 LANCL. P. PI. A. Prol. 41 Heor Bagges and heorc

Balies weren [bratful] I-crommet. 1375 WYCLIF Epist .

Dam. xii. Sel. Wks. II. 257 per owene bely bat \>e\ feden
as her God. 1394 /'. //. Crede 1521 With the bandes of
bakun His baly for to fillen. (1485 Difby Myst. (18821
ill. 1156 Ye have so fellyd yower bylly with growell. 1526
TIN-DALE Lukexv. 16 He wold fayne have filled his bely
[WYCLIF, wombe] with the coddes that the swyne ate.

'554 9 Xo'ifs A- Ball. Q. Mary v. (1860) 13 Gl.-ide when the
may fyll up thear ballys with bennys. 1562 J. HEYWOOD
Prim, ff Epigr. (18671 45 Whan the bealy is full, the bones
wold be at rest. 1629 FOKD Lovers Melanch. ii. ii, Get
some warm porridge in your belly. 1712 ARBUTHNOT/O*
zta//(l755) 16 He that sows, .upon marble, will have many
a hungry belly before harvest. 1857 Bonn's Handbk. Prov.
70 The belly is nut filled with fair words.

b. Hence, Put for the body in its capacity for
food : opposed to back, as the recipient of clothing.
Also, the appetite for food.
'555 Fat-die Facions I. vi. 102 They sitte them downe to-

gether, and eate by the bealy. 1653 WALTOX Angler 144
It is a hard thing to perswade the belly, because it hath no
ears. 1719 W. VfoooSurv. Trade j I2 The Labourers or
Manufacturers that, .wrought for the Backs and Bellies of
other People. 1726 AMHEKST Terra Fil. 62 The best way
.. is to pinch their bellies. 1763 JOHNSON in Bos-well (18311 I.

479 He who does not mind his belly, will hardly mind any
thing else. 1843 FORI> Haudkk. Spain i. 30 The way to
many an honest heart lies through the belly.

c. The body in its capacity for indulgence of

appetite ; gluttony.
1526 TIN-DALE Phil. iii. 19 Whose God is their belyf WYCLIF,

the wombe]. c 1338 STAKKEY England n. ii. 171 Urunkerys,
gyuen to the bely and plestire th'erof. 1561 Dvus tr Bul-
lingcr on Apoc. (1573! 37 b, Beastly bondslaues of the bealy.
1837 A. COMBE Princ. Physiol. iv. (ed. 6) 120 Let it not
be supposed that I wish to make a god of the belly.

t d. A glutton. Obs.

1526 TIN-DALE Til. i. 12 Evyll beastes, and slowe belies
[WYCLIF, of slowe wombe]. 1577 tr. Bidlingcr's Decades
(1592) 1114 Tributes., by wicked Princes liestowed vpon
flatterers and bellies. 1653 MOUFFET Health's Impr. (17461
133 They called the Eaters of it Savages and Bellies.

6. The bowels.
c 1340 (7am. ff Gr. Knt. 1 530 pen brek bay be bale, be bale/

out token. 1553 BRENDE Q. Cnrtius Ff ij He felt a payne
in his bealye. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts ( 167^,1 92 Good
against all pains in the small guts, for it dryeth and stayeth
the belly. 1671 J. WEBSTER Mctallogr. xii. 186 It doth not
loose the belly, or purge.
7. The womb, the uterus.
c 1440 I'rtimp. Pan: 30/1 Bely, uterus. 1549-50 riumpton

Corr. 254 As yet my wife hath not laid her belly. 1596
SHAKS. Merch. V. in. v. 41, I shall answer that better than
you can the getting vp of the Negroes belly; the Moore is

with childe by you. 1602 WARNER Alb. En?, ix. xlvii. 222

My belly did not blab, so I was still a Mayde, 1607 Tor-
SELL Four-f. Beasts (1673) 472 While they smell and taste
of their dams belly. 1728 GAY Bfgg. Op. i. (1772) 75 Why,
she may plead her belly at worst. 1853

' STONEHENGK' Grey,
hound 178

'

Flirt
'

ran second for the same cup with 'War
Eagle

'

in her belly.

8. The internal cavity of the body ; the '
inside.'

1491 CAXTOM Four Sons (1885) 173 He braste the herte in

hys bely. 1535 COVERDALE Jonali ii. i So was lonas in the
l>ely [WYCLIF, wombe] of the fysh, thre dayes and thre
nightes. 1623 tr. Gonsah'io's Sj>. tni/itis. 43 Neither hath
he any mans heait in his belly, that can without teares
reade or heare these things. 1629 R. BERNARD Terence's
Amir. i. i. 12/1 It made my heart cold in my belly, c 1645HOWELL Lett. (1650* I. 472 Some shallow-pated puritan
will . . cry me up to have a Pope in my belly.
9. The interior, the inside ; esp. of things having

a hollow cavity within, but also of other thing's
material and immaterial.
'535 COVERDALE Jonah, ii. 2 Out of the bely [WYCLIF

wombe] off hell I cried. 1658 USSHER Ann. v. 78 Out
of Scythia, went over the belly of all Asia, till he came into
Egypt. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. m. 164 Speak i' th' Nun at
London s Belly? 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece m. xiv. (1715)
33 Ships of Burden . . having large and capacious Bellies.

BELLY.

1832 AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879^ II. xlvi. 801 They treat of oblr
gationcs. .as it were in the belly of the opposite class, or
that of dominia. 1884 FROUDE Carlyle 1 1. xix. 65 A . .candle

lighted in the belly of a dark dead past.

1 10. An internal cavity. Obs.

1594 T. B. La frimami. Fr. Aead. n. 148 There are
hollowe places [of the braine), called

'

little bellies.' Ibid.
220 Wee divided, .the internall parts of the frame . . of man
into three bellies.

11.
' The part of anything that swells out into a

larger capacity
'

(Johnson); the bulging part e.g.
of a pot or bottle ; a suddenly widened part of a
vein of ore ; the central portion of a muscle, etc.

1591 SPENSER Bellay's Vis. IX, Leaning on the belly of a
pot. 1615 CKOOKE Body of Man 759 [This muscle] was
called Digastricus because it hath two Venters or Bellies.

1625 BACON Delays, Ess. (Arb.) 525 The Handle of the

Bottle, first to be received, and after the Belly. 1674 GRE\V
Anat. Plants I. vii. 12 Against the Belly of the Bean.
1710 LONDON & WISE Conipl. Card. iv. (17191 62 A hand-
some Pear . . its Belly round. 1747 HOOSON Miners' Diet.
s.v., Such Bellys prove oftentimes very well filled with Ore.
1799 KIRWAN Ccol. Ess. 416 Sulphurated Iron occurs in
strata in bellies and in veins. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. t,

Pliys. I. 711/1 The belly of the shell comprises the greatest
part of the exterior surface. 1843 TODD & BOWMAN Pliys.
Anat. I. 176 Muscles which have a bulging centre or belly.
12. A concave or hollow surface

;
a concavity

formed in a surface, e.g. of a sail.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1673.1443 Citherns or Lutes,
upon whose bellies the Musitians played their Musick.
a 1626 BACON (J.) An Irish harp hath the concave or belly,
not along the strings, but at the end of the strings. 1701
/'Ail. Trans. XXIII. 1277 They wholly laid aside the Tor-
toise shell, and the sonorous part or Belly of the Lyre, was
made of . . different Figures. 1840 R. DANA Bef. Mast v.
12 To fall from aloft and be caught in the belly of a sail.

13. The front, inner, or lower surface of anything,
as opposed to the back ; e. g. the front bulging
surface of a violin, the inside of curved timber, the

angle formed by the meeting of the two lower
sides of a burin or graver, the convex under edge
of the tumbler of a lock, etc.

< 1790 IMISOX Sch. Art II. 44 Great pains is required to
whet the graver nicely, particularly the belly of it. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXVI. 346/1 The back [of the violin] is worked
out much in the same proportion as the belly, c 1850 Rudim.
-\rtr'. (Weale) 96 Belly, the inside or hollow part of compass
or curved timber, the outside of which is called the Back.
1867 TVNDALL Sound iii. 90 The two feet of the bridge rest

upon the most yielding portion of the belly of the violin.

1884 F. BRITTEN ll-'atcii t, Clockm. 143 The teeth of the
wheel in passing just clear the belly of the pallets.
14. Iii various technical uses derived from the

preceding : e. g. in Coach-building, the wooden
casing of the axle-tree

;
in Leather trade, the belly

hide of an ox or other beast (cf. BEND, BACK) ;
in

Saddlery, a piece of leather fastened to the back
of the cantle. and sometimes forming a point of
attachment for valise-straps.
1880 Daily .Vtti'j 10 Nov. 3/8 Leather . . There is a short

supply., of. .light English.. bellies.

111. Comb, and Attril>.

\5.attrib. (often -adj.) Pertaining to the belly:
a. ///. Ventral, abdominal, as in belly-fin, -part,
-place, -worm.
'594 BI.UNDEVIL E.rerc. iv. xix. 473 The lower bclly-part

of the former fish. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1673) 156
His tender belly-parts. 1748 tr. l-'egetius Disteinp. Horses
93 Proper for destroying Maw- or Belly-worms. 1774
GOI.DSM. .\',,t. Hist. 11862) 294 The ventral, or beUy fins
are either wholly wanting, as in the eel, etc. 1869 BLACK-
MOKE Lorna D. iii. 17

' Us must crawl on our belly-places.'

t b. Pertaining to the supply of food, to bodily
nourishment or appetite, as in belly-care, -joy,
-matter. Obs.

1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. vii. no I shall cessen of mysowyng
. . Ne about my bely ioye so bisi be na-more. c 1530 MOREDe guat. .Vr'/H. Wks. 101 Preferring their belly joy before
all the

ipyes of heauen. 1549 COVERDALE Erasm. Par.
i Lor. 2 The Lordes souper . .was no bealy matter, a 1564
BECON Fortr. Faithful Wks. (1844) 602 This belly-care . .

is a great temptation to man . . when he seeth all things so
dear.

t c. Theol. Pertaining to the service of the flesh
;

fleshly, carnal
; as in belly-doctrine, -ease, -wisdom.

1528 TINDALE Obed. Chr. Man To Rdr. Wks. I. 138 Our
fleshly wit, our worldly understanding, and belly-wisdom.
1528 ROY Satire (1845) A bely beast engendred amonge the

papystlcall secte. 1643 MILTON Tetrath. Wks. 1 1851) 146
Deluded through belly -doctrines into a devout slavery.
1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. 283 Apt to construe every
divine saying in a belly-sense.

16. a. objective with vbl. sb. or pr. pple., as

belly-worshipper, -worshipping, b. locative and
adverbial, as belly-beaten, -devout, -fed, -gulled,
-laden, -naked, -pinched, -proud, -sprung; also

belly-like adj.
1642 ROGERS Xaainan 219 Children . . backe and 'belly,

beaten. 1599 SANDYS Europe Spec. (1632) 140 The *belly.
devout Friers. 1574 B. GOOI;E Lett, in N. f, Q. in. III. 181
The "bellyfedd mynysters that came over, att. .a miserabell
hard dyett. 1640 BROME Sparagus Card. v. xiii. 221, 1 have
been . . backe-guld and *be!ly-guld. 1727 BRADLEY Fain.
Diet. s.v. Badger, The other lays Earth on his Belly, and so
. .draws the "Belly-laden Badger out of the Hole 1847-9TODD Cycl. Anat. f, Phys. IV. 486/2 The posterior *belly-
Ilke part of the cell. 1525 Basyn 168 in Hazl. E. P.P. III.
5 1 Upstert the wench .. And ran to hir maistrys all *baly
naked. 1611 COTGR., Taut fin mere nu, all discouered ..
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starke *tallie naked. 1605 SHAKS. Lear 111. i. 13 The lion

17. Special combinations : belly-bound a., con-

stipated, costive ; belly-brace, a cross-brace pass-

ing beneath the steam-boiler of a locomotive ;

t belly -cheat (slang), something for the belly,

food ; also, an apron ; belly - critic, a con-

noisseur of good living ; t belly- cup, ? a cup with

a swelling body; f belly -doublet, a doublet

covering the belly ; belly-fretting,
' a great Pain

in the Belly of a Horse ;
also the Wounding, or

Galling of that Part with Fore-girths' (Phillips
i 706) ; t belly-friend, a parasite ; belly-grind-

ing, pain in the bowels, colic ; belly-gut, a

slothful glutton ; belly-guy (jVaut.),
' a tackle

applied half-way up sheers, or long spars that

require support in the middle' (Adm. Smyth ;

belly -helve '

vsee quot. ; belly -metal, food,

BELLY-TIMBER ; fbelly-mountained a., having a

large prominent belly ; f belly-paunch, (Jig.] a

great eater, a glutton ; belly-pinched a., pinched
with hunger ; belly-roll, a roller with a central

bulge, adapted to roll land between ridges or in

hollows; belly-sacrifice, ? a sacrifice to the belly ;

belly-shot a., a disease of cattle (see quot.) ;

t belly-slave, one devoted to eating and drink-

ing, a glutton ; belly-stay (Naut.), a stay
' used

half-mast down when a mast requires support
'

Adm. Smyth); fbelly-swain,? a glutton; tbelly-

sweep v., to sweep ;the ground with the belly ;

belly-thrawe Sc.), pain in the belly, colic; belly-

vengeance dial.
,

sour ale, cider, wine, etc.

Also BELLY-ACHE, BELLY-GOD, BELLY-TIMBER,
etc., q. v.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 302 OfCostiveness, or '

Belly-
bound, when a Horse is bound in the belly, and cannot dung.
1609 DKKKER Lanth. KI Candle Lt. Wks. 1885 III. 196 A
Smelling cheate, signifies aNose:. . A ^

Belly chete, an Apron.
1622 FLI TCHER Begg. Bush n. i, Each man shall eat his own
stol'n eggs, . . ay, and possess What he can purchase, back
or ^tally-cheats, To his own prop, a 17x1 KEN L'rania
Wks. 1721 IV. 468 The '

Belly-Criticks study how to eat.

1673 Lo)ut. Gaz. No. 764/4 Several Canns, Bouls, *BelIy-

Cups, Spoons. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 19 Your armes
crost on your thin ~tallie doublet. 1579 LAXGHAM Gard.
Health (1633) 529 [For] "Belly grinding, bake a cake of Rye
flower . . and apply it as hot as may be suffered, 1540 MOKY-
SINE tr. i'iz'es' Introd. Wisd. D viij, Suche as be skoffers,
smell feastes . . 'bely guts. 1733 BAILEY F.rastn. Collo/j.

(1877) 346 (D.),'Thou wouldst not have a *belly-gut for thy
servant, but rather one brisk and agile. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Gloss.,

*
Belly-helve, a forge-hammer, lifted by a

cam . . midway between the fulcrum and the head. 1590
Plain I'frc. A iij, Old wringers .. that fell out at their

'belly mettall. 1654 GATAKEK Disc.Apol. 65 A man of puf-

past, like that fat 'bellie-mountaind Bishop. 1553-87 FOXE
A. <$ .17. (15961 28/2 Heliogabalus that monsterous *belli-

paunch. 1735 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Ritlge, It is har-

row'd right up and down, and roll'd with a *
Belly- Roll that

passes between the Ridges. 1555 1'ardle I''acions 11. ix. 200

Acquaintaunce and kindesfolke, assembled together, make
a *taalie sacrifice of hym [i.e. devour him]. 1688 J. CLAY-
TON in Phil. Trails. XVII. 986 Their Guts [/'. e. of cattle]
shrink up, and they become *Belly-shot. 1562 Homilies
II. Agst. Gluttony (1850) 300 These beastly "belly-slaves.,

continually day and night, give themselves wholly to bib-

bing aMd banqueting. '11587 CAMPION Hist. /rel. ll. i. (1633)

67 Proud, "belly-swaines fed with extortion and bribery.

1638 G. DANIEL Eclog. v. 146 Some 'belly-sweep the Earth,
and some have wings To cut the purer Ayre. 1595 DUNCAN
Append. Etymol. (E. D. .S.I, Tormen, the *bellie-thrawe.
1826 Black. Mag. XIX. 631 A diet of outlandish soups
,tnd "belly-vengeance.

Belly (be-li , v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To cause to swell out.
1606 SHAKS. Tr.

fy
Cr. n. ii. 74 Your breath with full con-

sent bellied his sailes. 1790 COLERIDGE Happiness Poems
I. 33 Fortune's gale Shall belly out each prosperous sail.

1848 LOWELL Higltnv /'. Poet. Wks. (18791 179/1 But could
see the fair west wind belly the homeward sail.

2. intr. To bulge out, swell out.

1624 SAUNDKRSON 12.SVr;.( 1637 '172 The Mortc-r getting wet

dissofveth, and the wals belly-out. 1718 POPE lliati\. 626
The milk-white canvass bellying as they [the gales] blow.

1775 M.GUTHRIE in G. Colman Posth. Lett. (1820) 119 An
earthen pot that Bellys towards the

top. 1883 SPURGEON
in Car. Her. 277/1 Her white sails bellying to the wind.

t 3. intr. To become corpulent or stout. Obs.

1641 BEST Fantt. Bks. (1856) 73 Your hogges will beginne
to belly againe. 1679 SHADWELL Trite jyiamif I. Wks. 1720
III. 120, f begin to lielly, I think, very much. 1772 BURKE
Corr. (1844.1 I. 381 We .. flatter ourselves that, while we
creep on the ground, we belly into melons.

Belly-ache be-li^k). [f. BKI.LY sl>. 4- ACHE,
which see for forms.]

' The colic or pain in the

bowels.' Johnson. Bellyache (-bush, -weed),
names given to \hejatropha gossypifolia ; belly-
ache-root = ANGELICA.
1552 HULOET, Disceased with bealye ache, or freatynge

in the bealye. 1750 G. HrGHES Barbados 152 The Belly-
Ach. The roots of this shrub are . . white, penetrating deep
into the earth. 1775 ADAIR Anter. fnd. 412 Angelica, or

belly-ach-root is one of their physical greens. 1804 SOUTHEY
Lett. (1856* I. 268 A supper so hearty, That it gave him a
sad belly-ache.

Be'lly-band. [f. BELLY sb. + BAND.]
1. The band which passes round the belly of a

horse in harness, to check the play of the shafts.

1523 FITZHERB. llusb. 5 A cart-sadel, bakbandes, and

talybandes. 1837 MARRYAT Olla Podr. xxxvi, The shaft

horse neither felt his saddle nor his belly-band.

2. Naut. ' A slip of canvas stitched across a sail

to strengthen the parts most liable to pressure.'

Smyth Sailors ll
r
onl-bk. See BAND sl>3 6.

1860 H. STUART Seaman's Cateck. 45 The reef bands and

belly bands stretch from leech to leech.

3. The piece of string on the face of a kite, to

which the ball of twine is attached.

Be'lly-blind. Sc. [The meaning and origin
of belly here is uncertain : it may possibly

=
billie 'fellow, comrade.' Belly Blind or more

commonly Billie Bliri is the name of ' a sen-ice-

able household demon of a decidedly benignant

disposition' in several Scottish ballads : see Child

/:'. ami Sc. Pop. Ballails I. 67, where the name
is discussed and compared with Du. belewi/te,

Ger. bilwisz, and other Teutonic words of kin-

dred use. But the connexion between these and
the sense of belly-bliiui below is not obvious.]
A blind-folded person ; esp. in the game of Blind-

man's Buff; hence used as a name for that game,
also (as in first quot.: for

' Hide and Seek.'

t 1450 HENKYSON Mar. Fab. 77 Thou playes belly blind,

Wee seekeall night, but nothing can wee finde. c\$v>Adv.
Lrt-'aiK, Sum led is lyk the belly-blind With luve.

t Belly-cheer, sb. Obs. [f. BELLY sb. +CHEEB,
which see for forms.]
1. The gratification of the belly ; feasting, glut-

tony ; luxurious eating.
1549 OLDK Erasm. Par. Kpk. Prol., Onely for pelfe, bely.

cheare, ease and lucre. 1580 I.lTTON Sitjiiila 56 That gave
himself to nothing but to drincking, bybbing,and bellycheare.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 235 Given most of all to excessive

bellie-cheere {In.riiri.r}. 1650 S. CLARKE Eccl. Hist. 245.

2. concr. Food, viands.

1579 FLLKE Refut. RastcljT.? Prophane banquets of bellie

cheare. 1611 COIGR., Carrelure de I'entre, meat, belly

timber, belly cheere. a 1619 FOTHERBV Atheont. i. xi. 4

Wine, and Belli-cheere. 1699 COLES, Belly-cheer, cibaria.

t Be'lly-Cheer, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] intr.

To feast luxuriously.
1549 UDALL, etc., Erasm. Par. Eph. Prol. (R.i Riotous

bankettyng, potte-companyoning, and talychearynge. 1648
MII.TON Ten itre A'ings 41 A pack of Clergie men . . to belly
cheare in their presumptuous Sion, or to promote designes.

Be -

lly-flaught,a. &.
[f.
BELLY sb. + FLAUGHT,

'in full flight
'

Jam. .]

1. Headlong ; precipitate.
r 1375 ': BARBOVR .S7. Bartlwl. 316 And bely-flawcht flede

alsone. 1712-58 A. RAMSAY Poems (1844) 78 The bauld

guid-wife . . Came bellyflaught. 1805 NICOLL Poems I. 31

(JAM.) Be.-uh flew tallie-flaught I' the pool.

2. To /lay belly -flaught : i.e. by pulling the

skin off entire over the head.
a 1550 rriests of Pcblis 25 <J.\M. i Thus fla they al the

puir men belly flaught. 1774 MONRO Dcser. llebr. 47 (JAM. I

Ouhen they slay their sheepe, they flay them belly flaught.

Belly-fal be-H|ful . [f. BELLY sb. + -FIJI..]

1. As much as the belly will contain
;

a suffi-

ciency of food.

1573 TLSSER Htisb. 11878* lor No spoone meat, no belli-

full, labourers thinke. 1595 SPENSER Epithal. 251 Poure
not by cups, but by the tallyfull. 1755 SMOLLETT Qttij:. (1803)
IV. 158, I never once had my belly-full, even of dry bread.
1881 J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool i. xxiii, What I need now
is a bellyful of venison and acorn-bread.

2. A sufficiency; quite as much (of anything) as

one wants or cares to take. (Now rather coarse.)

1535 COVEKDALE Ezck. x.xvi. 2, I haue destroyed my bely
full. 1583 GOLDING Calv. on Dent. ci. 684 Let him thunder
his belly full. 1687 A. LOYKI.T. Rei-ferae's Com. Hist. II. 42
The Spectators, having had their Belly-fulls of Laughing.
1705 HicKERiNGU.L/V7>s/<r. n. vi. 61 Take your BelTyfulls
of Sermons. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond in. v. ( 1876) 357 The
nation had had its bellyful of fighting.

Belly-god ;be-li|gf*d '. [f. as prec. + GOD.]
1. One who makes a god of his belly ; a glutton,
i- 1540 ( 'ojnpl. Rodk. Mors xxii. F iv b, A sort of bellygods

and ydle stoute and strong lorrels. 1620 VENNER / 'ia Recta
vi. 102 Mixt sauces . . which of ingurgitating tally-gods are

greatly esteemed. 1683 TRYON Way to Health 395 Many
of our English Belly-Gods suppose Flesh to be most mighty
in its operation. 1818 Scon Rob Roy xxviii, 'To see thae

English belly-gods !

'

attrib. (-1570 Bf. St. Auiimu's in Scat. Poems II. 307
Fals Pharisianis, Bellie god bischopis. 1634 46 Row
Hist. Kirk (18421 344 Bellie-god bishops hes little will uf
that work.

2. A god presiding over the appetites.
a 1619 FOTHKRBY Atheoin. i. xi. 4 (1622) 117 These three

Belly-gods ; Bacchus, Ceres, Venus.

Bellying 'be-li|in , vbl. sb. [f. BELLY v. +
-ING 1

.]
A swelling or bulging out.

1662 HOBBES Seven l'ro/>. Wks. 1845 VII. 45 The bellying
ofthesail. 1753 FRANKLIN ll'ks. (18401 299 They will comply
better with the tallying of the glass.

Bellying, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2.] Swell-

ing, bulging out.

41700 DRYDKN Iliad \.Wks. (1700*2 13 The tallying Canvass
strutted with the Gale. 1822 W. IRVING Rraceb. //rt//u845>
325 As if the bellying clouds were torn open by the mountain

tops. fig. 1830 Fraser's Mag. 1. 133 His fame, buoyant
and tallying as it is.

Bellyis, obs. form of BELLOWS.

t Be-lly-piece. Obs. [f. BELLY sb. + PIECE.]
1. The nest covering the belly ; the peritoneum.
1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Ijada, the small ribs, the collike,

the tally peece of a fish. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. 11.

note, The muscles of the tally-peece, or the inner rimme of
the belly, a 1659 CLEVELAND Pet. Poem 31 My Belly-pieces
are so fat, they will If toasted, serve for Belly-pieces still.

2. The part of the dress covering the belly ;
an

apron.
1689 SHADWELL Bury Fair u i, My fat Host's Belly-pieces.
3. The piece forming the belly of a violin, etc.

1600 DOULAND Ornithop. Mierol. 22 Let it be couered with
a belly peece well smoothed, .like the belly of a lute.

4. A concubine.

1632 RANDOLPH Jealous Lovers Wks. (1668; 37 Blush not,

tally-piece.

Be-llyship. nonce-wJ. In -
belliship. [See

-SHIP.] The personality of the belly ; cf. lord-

ship. (Humorous.)
1600 ROWLANDS Let. Humours Blood vii. 84 His talliship

containes th' insatiate gutte.

Belly-swagger : see BELSWAGGER.
t Bellyter. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. F. belllre, be-

listre beggar, vagabond; of unknown origin : see

Diez, Littre, Scheler.] A beggar.
a 1528 SKELTON Image Hypocr. 386 Oh ye kynde of vypers

Ye beestly tallyters.

Be'lly-ti'inber. Obs. exc. dial. [f. BELLY sb.

-t- TIMBER.] Food, provisions. (Formerly in

serious use, as still in dialects cf. TIMBER) ; but

since the time of Butler tending to be ludicrous.)

1607 Mis. Enforced Marr. in. in Hazl. Dodsl. IX. 519 We
had some tally timber at your table. 1625 PCRCHAS Pil-

grims II. 1643 They make Florentines, and verie good
belly-timber. 1663 BUTLER Hud. \. i. 331 Belly-Timber above
Ground Or under was not to be found. 1753 SMOLLETT Ct.

Fathom 1 1784) 63
72 Here is no solid tally-timber in this

country. [1820 SCOTT Motiast. (1830* I. 222 The ample pro-
vision they have made for their own tally-timtar.] 1855

IVkitby Gloss., Belly-timber, food.

Belman, obs. form of BELLMAN.

Belmontin, -ine (be'lmjintTh), sb. [f. the

Belmont Works' at Vauxhall.]
' A fatty sub-

stance prepared from Burmese naphtha.' Watts
Diet. Chein. I. 538. Also used attrib.

1870 Eng. Mcch. u Mar. 626/1 It requires no stronger
light than that afforded by a . . talmontine lamp.

Beloam v. : see BE- pref.

fBelO'ck, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. BE- pref. 2 +

LUCK v. (Cf. BELOUKE).] Intensive of LOCK.

1603 SHAKS. Jfeas.forM. v. 210 This is the hand, which
with a vowd contract Was fast belockt in thine.

Belocke, beloke(n, var. of BELOUKE v. Obs.

Belomancy (be'lomsensi). Also 8 bell-, [f.

Gr. /Sf'Aos a dart + navrtia divination : see -MANCY.]
Divination by means of arrows.

1646 SIR'!'. BKOWSE /"$'</.>. 272A like way ofBelomancy
or Divination by Arrowes hath taene in request with Scy-
thians, Alanes, Germans. 1883 Sat. Rev. 841^ These . . divin-

ing arrows or rods or the knotched [sic] sticks of belomancy.

Belone 'be'lani). [L. be/one, a. Gr. Bi\6vr) a

needle.] Generic name of the GAR-FISH.

t Belo'ng, a. Obs. rare. In 3 bilong. [Early
ME., answering in form and meaning to OS. bilang,
MDu. bdangh, bclanc adj. ;

f. it-, BE- pref. +
LONG a.-, app. shortened form of OE. ge-laag,
ME. y-long, i-long, ALONG a.1 As in other words

(cf. BELIEF}, the ge- may have been dropped
already in OE. ; Ormin has '

lang o Crisstes helpe.'
The primary notion was apparently 'equally long,

corresponding in length,' whence '

running along-
side of, parallel to. going along with, accompanying
as a property or attribute' ; cf. BELONG v., also Bi-

LENGE a.] Pertaining, belonging, or appropriate ;

along of.' Const, on.

c 1250 Gen. *f Ex. 2058 Tel me oin drem, mi brooer her . .

3e reching wuro on god bi-long.

Belong b/lfrrj), v. Forms: 4 bi-, 4-5 by-

long, 4- belong ;
north, and Sc. belang. [ME.

bi-, belongen appears to be an intensive with BE-

pref.) of the simple longen. common in the same

sense from i3th c. : see LONG v? OHG. has. in

same sense, bilangfn. MDu. belanghen, mod.G.
and Du. Mangen, also a sb. belang

'

concern, in-

terest, importance'; but no trace of such forms is

found in OE. For the sense, cf. the prec. adj.]

1. intr. To go along with, or accompany, as an

adjunct, function, or duty ; to be the proper ac-

companiment, to be appropriate, to pertain to.

1340 Aycnb. 176 pe ulessliche [bo}tesl talongeb to lost an

to wylninges. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. Prol. 1 10 For in loue

and letterure be eleccioun bilongeth. (-1386 CHAUCER Merch.
T. 215 Suffisaunt To doon al that a man bilongeth unto.

1486 Bi: St. A Han's D iij b, Theys haukes belong to an

what trauailes do belong. 1590 SHAKS. Much Ado ill. in. 40
Wee know what belongs to a Watch. 1611 BIBLE Dan. ix. 9
To the Lord our God belong mercies and forgiuenesses. 1667
MILTON /'. /.. vi. 807 Of this cursed crew The punishment
to other hand belongs. 1712 ADDISON Spcct. No. 397 P3



BELONGEB.
Grief has a natural Eloquence belonging to it. 1861 OFO.
ELIOT in Cross Life (1885) II. xi. 322 He . . works with all

the zest that belongs to fresh ideas.

b. impers., or with subject it repr. a clause.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Stywle I. xii, Neuer ne left he . . his

burdon, as it bylongeth to a good pylgrym. c 1450 Merlin
xv. 239 He was wele horsed as to soche a man be-longeth.
1588 A. KING Canisius' Catech. 188 To rakin thame al in

this place it belanges nat to our purpose. 1667 MILTON
P. L. HI. in They therefore, as to right belongd, So were
created. 1821 KEATS Isabel xlix, Here . . it doth not well

belong To speak.
2. To pertain, concern, refer, or relate to. arch.

1340 Ayenb. 12 t>e ober article [of the Creed] belonged to
be zone. 1549 COVERDALE Erasin. Far. I Cor. i. 24 Nor
belongen these my woordes onelyc to you, but generally to
all nacions. 1593 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. 11. viii. 4 Whatsoever
belongeth unto the highest perfection of man. 1611 SIIAKS.

Cymb. v. v. 147 All that belongs to this. 1611 BIBLK i Cor.
vii. 22 He that is unmarried careth for the things that belong
to the Lord.

3. To be the property or rightful possession of.

Const, to ; occas. with indirect obj.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. n. 43 Telle je me now to wham bat

tresour by-longeb. 1508 FISHER ll'ks. I. (1876) 290 The
Blessyd Martha was a woman of noble Mode, to whom by
enheritaunce belonged the castel of bethany. a 1692 ASM-
MOLE Antiq. Berks (1723) II. 424 The Hundred of War-
grave did for manyAges belong to the Bishops ofWinchester.

1764 BRYDGES Homer Travest. (1797) I. 128 Thy buxom
wench . . Belongs a better man than thee. 1835 Penny Cycl.
XIV. 365/2 Rushen Abbey belonged to the Cistercian order.

1852 M'CuLLOCH Comui. Diet. 1 105 Property belonging to
another state.

b. To be a property or attribute of.

1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacrx in. ii. 18 It must have
equall motion in all its particles, if motion doth belong to it.

a 1704 LOCKE Wks. (1706) 191 This way of containing all

things can by no means belong to God. 1855 BAIN Senses
tf Int. n. ii. 14 (1864) 204 The accompaniment of activity
belongs to every one of the senses. 1885 J. MARTINEAU
Ethical The. I. 275 The innumerable 'attributes' which
must belong to an infinite nature.

4. To be connected with in various relations
;

to form a part or appendage of; e.g. to be a
member of a family, society, or nation, to be an
adherent or dependent of, to be a native or in-

habitant of a place ; to be a dependency, adjunct,
or appendage of something ;

to be one of a gene-
ration or time.

1393 GOWER Con/. I. 121 be nimphes of the welles, And
other.. Unto the wodes belongende. 1485 CAXTON Paris
<fr V. Prol., 1 belong to the parish of Saint Pierre. 1535
COVERDALE Esther viii. i Hester tolde how that he be-

longed vnto her. 1601 SIIAKS. Twel. N. \\ i. 9 Belong you
to the Lady Oliuia, friends ? 1613 Hen. 111, v. iv. 3
Good M. Porter, I belong to th' Larder. 1711 ADDISOS
Sped. No. 121 r i The great Yard that belongs to my Friend's

Country-House. iB&Sat.Rev. II. 189 Mr. Pierce belongs to
New Hampshire. 1875 MACDONELL ui.Wacm. Mag. XXXI 1.

545 His finest figures belong to [an early] period in American
history'. 1883 M. CRAWFORD Mr. Isaacs iv. 71 To what
confession do you yourself belong? 1884 H. DBUMMOND A'tf t.

Lau> in Spir. W. 112 Those who belong to the rank and file

of life need this warning most.

b. occas. const. To belong here ; also in U. S.,

with, in.

1861 O. W. HOLMES Elsie I'enner xxvii, You belong witli
the last [set], and got accidentally shuffled in with the others.

tBelo'nger. Obs. rare. [f. prec. + -ER1.] He
who or that which belongs ; an attribute.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 12 The two first . . things
that the mind is likest to fasten on, as the main belongers to
the world. Ibid. 112 That one belonger ofunthroughfareness.

Belonging (WVrjirj), vbl.sb.
[f. as prec. +

ING 1. Perhaps the pi. belongings was orig. taken
from the pr. pple., in sense of '

things belonging.']
I. Usually in//, only.

1. Circumstances connected with a person or

thing ; relations with another person or thing.
1603 SIIAKS. Meas.for M. I. i. 30 Thy selfe and thy belong-

ings Are not thine owne so proper. 1867 FL'RNIVALL Percy
Folio Pref. 5 Such information . . as he would wish . . in order
to understand the belongings of it. 1873 BROWNING Red
Colt. Night-c. 220 All my belongings, what is summed in

life, 1 have submitted wholly . . to your rule.

2. Possessions, goods, effects.

1817 B'NESS BfNsF.N in Hare Life I. v. 117 [They] did the
honors of their belongings with ease. 1857 RUSKIN Pol.
Econ. A rt Add. 8 Jewels, liveries, and other such common
belongings of wealthy people. 1871 A. SanSetet&yfr:
(1875) 158 Rushing about collecting their belongings.
3. Persons related in any way ; relatives.

1852 DICKENS Bleak H. II. IO3, I have been trouble enough
to my belongings in my day. 1866 Sat. Rev. 24 Feb. 224/2
The rich uncle whose mission is to bring prosperity to his

belongings.
4. A thing connected with, forming a part, ap-
pendage, or accessory of another.

1863 U. MITCHELL Farm Edgcw. 196 When I have shown
some curious city visitor all these belongings of the farm.
1868 LOCKYER Hemeus (ed. 3) 26 These are the '

Sun-spots,'
real movable belongings of the surface of the Sun. 1883
Harper's Mag. Mar. 533/2 She had shown us the rest of the
chfltafta with a sense of being a belonging of the place.

II. The fact of appertaining, relationship.
1879 Wfmux Str. Gram. 275 There remain, as cases of

doubtful belonging, etc,

Belo'nging, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

Proper, appropriate ; appertaining, accompanying.
1648 MILTON Tenure of Kings (1650) 45 In hands better

able and more l>elon;ring to manage them, 1869 RTSKI^

791

aratelyQ. ofAir 141 Sanctifying noble thought with sepal
distinguished loveliness of belonging sound.

Beloilite (be-Unait). Min.
[f.

L. bclon?, (!r.

pc\6v-T] needle + -HE.] A mineral variety occur-

ring in microscopic needle-shaped crystals.
1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks xi. loo The augite and horn-

blende exist . . as minute acicular bodies and spicular forms
Cbelonites'i. 1880 DANA Mia. 805 The belonite may be a
feldspar.

t Beloo'k, v. Obs. Forms : 2 beloc-en, 3 bi-

lok-en(n, -in. [ME., f. BE-/?r/. i \lokicn, OE.
locian to LOOK. Cf. senses of BEHOLD, BESEE.]
1. intr. To look.

ciijSCott. Horn. 233X0 neowelnesse [>e under cor8e is

be-locest. a m*,Ancr. R. 132 Heo mot wel . . bilokin .v.r.
biholden] on euch half.

2. trans. To look at, consider. Also absol.
c izoo Trin. Coll. I/otn. 77 Nu hit is god time to beloken

be sicnesse of be sowle. a 1400 Octouian 1046 Of many a

knyght he was beloked.

3. rejl. To look about one, cast one's eyes about.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 132 [He] bilokeS him euer georneliche al

abuten. c 1220 Bestiary 529 in O. E. Misc. 17 De sipes Sat
arn on se fordriueu . . biloken hem and sen 8is fis.

Belord (b/lpud), v. [f. BE- 5 + LORD sb.]
1. trans. To call 'lord,' address as 'my lord.'

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holinsh. II. 86/2 You are

begraced and belorded, and crouched and kneeled unto.

1883 SAI.A in Illustr. Lond. Ne".vs 7 July, An American never
fails to belord Francis of Verulam.
2. To act the lord over.

Belote, var. ofBELLOOT. Belout: see "&}-.-prcf.
t Beloirke, v. Obs. Eonns : i beliic-an,

2-3 biluk-en, 4 belouke, ;belok). Pa. t. 1-3
bele"-ac, 3 bilek, -leek, -loo. Pa. pple. 1-2 be-

looen, 2-4 beloken, 3-4 biloken, -luken, bi-

loke, 5 belocke. [OE. ti-, be-lilcan (corr. to OS.

bilfican, OHG. bili'ihhan, MHO. Mitt/ten), f. bi-,

BE- about + liican, in Goth. Inkan, to shut, close.]
1. trans. To close, to shut (a door, etc.).

971 BlickL Hom. 9 Heofonrices duru . . belocen standeb.
He bone halgan ham beleac. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxv.
10 Seo duru wzs belocyn. c 1160 Hatton G., Beloken.

2. To shut (a person, etc. in or out.

.897 K. ALFRED Past. 399 On sumere lytelre byrij belo-
cene. c 1175 Cott. Hom. 225 God be-leac hi binnan ban arce.
a 1250 Owl fy .\ight. 1079 He hire bi-lek in one bure. < 1320
.SVr Belies 3024 Belok hem thar oute for love o me. 1430
I.VDG. Chron. Troy MI. xxiii, How ye may .-.uffre the great
harmes kene . . Duryng the syege in this towne beloke.

3. To enclose, encompass.
(-825 I 'esp. Ps. xxx. 9 [xxxi. 8] Ne biluce me in honda feondes.

ri2oo ORMIN 12126
patt /Est, and West, and Sub, and Non]>

biss middellajrd bilukenn. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxx[i]. 8
Ne boil me belouked in hend of fa. c 1314 Guy Want*. 229A strong cite biloken with walle.

4. To include in an expression.
c 1200 ORMIN 1 1495 Cristess lare . . bilokenn iss I tene bode-

wordess. 1340 .-{ycnb. 99 He beloukb ine ssorte wordes al

bet we may wylny of herte.

Belovevb/"lyv), v. Forms: 2-3 biluuien, bi-

luuen, bilouen, 3 bileouen, bilufen, 4-5 bi-, !

bylove, 6 beloue, Sc. beluve, 5- belove. [ME.
biluven, -loven, i. bi-, BE- 2 + luvcn, Icrcen to LOVE.
Cf. mod.G. belicbcn and Du. believen, both usually
impersonal.]
1 1. intr. To please, be pleasing (to a person).
c 1205 LAY. 989 ?if hit eow biloueS . . fare we from bisse

londe. a 1225 Juliana 24 }ef me sua biluuede hit were
sone. 111240 Sables H'arde in Cott. Hom. 259 Wel us
biluue5 hit.

t2. trans. To be pleased with, approve, like. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 1013 Alle hit bi-luueden. Ibid. 19121 Al bat

leodliche folc bilufde besne ilke raed.

3. To love. Now only in passive. Const, with

(obs.), <>/\arch., poet.), by.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. in. 211 Mede maketh hym bi-loued.

1481 CAXTOH&sy8ar^(Arb.)lx8The money is better byloued
than God. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 521 Quhilk with
the king all tyme wes best belude. 1500 SHAKS. Mids. N.
I. i. 104, 1 am belou'd ofbeauteous Hermia. 1604 T.WRIGHT
Passions v. 4. 212 Those persons cannot but bee accounted
hard hearted . . who belove not them of whom they are
loved. 1623 WODROEPHE Afarro-.i' Fr. Tongue 322, I would
wear it about my neck for a certain testimony that I belove
it much. 1818 BYRON Mazeppa vii, I loved, and was beloved
again. iSasSouTHEY Paraguay ii. to Beloving and beloved
she grew, a happy child. 1871 R. ZUJtCatUitta viii. 5 By
me belov'd as maiden is belov'd no more.

tBelO'VC, st. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec.: cf.

LOVE sb."]
= BELOVED sb.

1546 BALE /:. I'otaries i. (1550) 48 Only Lieba and Tecla
ij Englysh nonnes his best beloues.

Beloved (b/Vved, -In-vdJ, ///. a. and sli.

Also 4 by-luffede, 5 bylouyd, 6-7 beloued. [f.

as prec. + -ED 1
.]

K.ppl.adj. Loved. ,Often well-,best-,first-, etc.;
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xii. xiii. (1495) 423 Gnattes

ben beste bylouyd meete to swalowes. c 1485 Dighy Mysl.
(1882) II. 510 Welbelouyd frendes. 1535 COVERDALE Song
3 Childr. 1 1 For thy beloued Abrahams sake. 1552 />'/(. Com.

143 The fairest and best beloveds! daughter ofthe Emperour.
1817 COLERIDGE Sibyl. Leaves (1862) 243 'Twas even thine,
beloved woman mild ! 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. i

Impatient to be once more in his beloved cmmtry.

BELOW.
B. sb. ellipt. use of adj. : cf. ilcar.} One who is

beloved, a loved one.

1526'1'lNDALE i Johnm. 2 Derely beloved, now are we the
sonnes of God. 1589 WAKNER Alt. Eng, vi. xxxi. 155 The
Louer and Beloued are not tyed to one Law. 1611 BIBLE
Song v. o What is thy beloued more then another beloued ?

1748 CJ. WHITE MS.Senn., "1'is the nature of Love to extend
itself to all things belonging to it's Beloved. 1850 MRS.
BROWNING Consolation. There are left behind Living Be-
loveds. 1872 SPURGEON Treas. Da-.'. Ps. Ixxi. 24 Others talk
of their beloveds, and they shall be made to hear of mine.

tBelOvedly (bn-vlli , adv. Obs. rare. [f.

prec. + -LY*.] So as to be beloved.

1667 WATF.RHOL'SE Fire Lond. 186 My Worthy . . Father,
who hath lived long, creditably and belovedly in it.

t Belo'Ver. Obs. rare-'. In 5 bylouer. [f.

BELOVE v. r -Kit1
.]

A lover.

1491 CAXTON t'itns Pair. n. 11495) ig6a'2 Wymmen that
utter swetly theyr wordes for togeteloue of theyr bylouers.

t Belo'ving, vbl. sb. Obs. rare.
[f. as prec. +

-ING!.] Liking, pleasure.
1589 WARNER A II'. Eng. v. xxix. 145 No bettring but as your

belouing is.

t Belo'ving, ///. a. Obs. [-1x02.] Loving.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. A;- Cl. i. ii. 22 You shall be more belouing,

then beloued.

Below (WlJu-), adv. KnA prep. Forms: 4 bi-

looghe, (> by lowe, beloe, belowe, 6- below,

[f. BE prep. + Low a. ;in ME. lo), loogh). Very
rare in ME., and only as an adverb; it began
apparently as a variant of the earlier a-lowe, A-
LOW, the parallel form to an-higli (now on high} ;

the synonymous pair, a-lo-u be-low, were analogous
to a-fore be-fore, etc. Jlclow was not a common
word till the i6th c., towards the end of which
the prepositional use (not found with a-low) arose,
and is frequent in Shakspere. Below and beneath
constitute together the opposite of above. As to

their use, and relations to tinder, see BENEATH B.]
A. (without object expressed.) adv.

1. gen. In a low position relatively to another

place ;
in or to a lower position, lower down.

1-1325 E. K. A I/it. /'. B. 116, & syben on lenbe bi-looghe
ledezinogh. IttfoTuRBERV. in Chalmers Eng. AvAr II. 616/2
It makes the Oke to overlooke the slender shrubs bylovs-.
1626 BACON Syh'a ij. iTo men standing belowon the ground,
those that be on the top of Paul's seem much less than
they are. 1697 DRYDKN / 'irg. Georg. in. 373 The Water-. . .

belching from below, Black Sands, as from a forceful Engine
throw. 1700 Pal.

<$ Arc. i. 218 Then look'd below, and
from the Castle's height Beheld a . . pleading sight. 1766
GOLDSM. I'ic. W. xxiii. (18061 137 The child .. leaped from
her arms into the flood below. 1842 TENNYSON F'atima iv,
From below Sweet gales, as from deep gardens, blow.

b. Lower on a written sheet or page ; hence,
later in a book or writing ;

at the foot of the page.
1694 SALMON lattica i. v. 292/1 He may use the pills below

descnbed. 1784 R. Bi'RKOW Camp. Ladies Diary 35 Read
what's below. 1807 F. WRANGHAM Semi. Transl. Script. 38
The passages alluded to below have been quoted almost to

satiety. 1863 A. HORWOOD } 'earbks. 30 A) 31 Ediv. 1. Pref.

29 The forms subjoined in the note below.

2. In a lower position relatively to some place of

permanent reference : a. Under heaven
;
on earth.

Often prec. by here. arch, we poet.
1574 A. L. Cah'in's Fonrc Serin, i, God faileth not to send

down certain beames hether by lowe to lighten us. 1680
BUTLER Elephant in Moon 284 That Elephant may differ so
From those upon the Earth below. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 63
Where to find that happiest spot below. 1766 Hermit
viii, Man wants but little here below, Nor wants that little

long. 1821 KEATS Lamia 280 Finer spirits cannot breathe
below In human climes. 1832 A thenxum 377 The merry-
stream floweth For all below.

b. Under the earth ;
in Hades, in hell.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 31 Or Phcebns Steeds are founderd
Or Night kept cham'd below, a i74oTicKELL(J.) Prosp'rous
traitors gnash their teeth below. 1813 HOGG Queen's Wake,
Macgregor would dive to the mansions below '. a 1843
SOCTHEY Incite. Rock xvii. 4 As if with the Inchcape Bell,
The fiends below were ringing his knell. 1847 BARHAM
Itigol. Leg. (1869) 191 They say she is now leading apes, and
mends Bachelors' small clothes below.

c. On a lower floor, down-stairs, 'below-stairs' ;

under the deck, in or into the cabin or hold of a ship.
1598 SHAKS. Merry ly'. n. ii. 150 There's one Master Broome

below would faine speake with you. cl6aoRot>. Hood tRit-
son) ii. xvi. 90 Fell down on the ship hatch And under the
hatches there below. 1711 AD_DISON Spect. No. 269 * i

A man below desired to speak with me. 1840 R. DANA Bef.
Mast xxiii. 68 It being the turn of our watch to go below.

1859 G. MEREDITH R. Feverel yam. 11885) '55 This Adonis
of the lower household was a mighty man below.

3. Lower down a slope, valley, or course oi a

river
; nearer to the sea.

1810 JEFFERSON Corr. (1830) 151 She expected . . a British
fleet from below.
4. Jig. In a lower rank, grade, or station.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. % Cr. i. iii. 130 The Generall's disdain'd

By him one step below. 1882 Times 15 Mar. 9/3 It was im-

possible for Alexander II to resist the pressure from below
in 1877. 1884 SIR W. BRETT Lam Kip. XIV. Q. Bench 798
The view which the judgment of the Court below upholds.

B. (with obj.) prep.
1. Lower than, at a less elevation than.
c 1575 TURBERV. A II Things as used (R.) Bylpwe the lampe

of Phosbus light. 1607 SIIAKS. Timon iv. iii. 2 O blessed

breeding Sun . . below thy Sisters Orbe Infect the ayre. 1677
MOXON Mech. Exerc. (1703) 33 The Screw-plate will, after
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it gets a little below the Tapering, go no farther. 1805 SCOTT
Last Minstr. iv. xvii. 8 He never counted him a man Would
strike below the knee. 1849 MRS. SOMERVILLE Phys. Geog.
II. xxiv. 136 Immediately below the snow-line. 1855 MOTLEY
Dutch Rep. (1876)!. i A district lying partly below the level
of the ocean. 1863 C. ST. JOHN Nat. Hist. Moray i. z The
bird is looking in all directions below her for any enemy.

b. Below-stairs (now usually down-stairs) : at

the foot of the staircase, on or to the floor below,

esp. the ground-floor ; hence, in or into the kitchen
or servants' hall.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado v. ii. 10 Why shall I alwaies keepe
below staires? 1667 E. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. i. (1684)
j 53 The Cofferer , . is to pay the Wages to the King's Servants
above and below stairs. 1749 FITZCOTTON Iliad \. Pref. 14

Leaving the young people below-stairs, to divert themselves.

1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop viii, Kit's mother, poor woman,
is waiting at the grate below stairs. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle
Tom's C. xvi. 144 St. Clare will have high life below stairs.

c. Of position in a writing or on a printed page.
1743 J. BARCLAY Ednc. 85 Below the simple verbs are trans-

lated into English all the useful rules. 1858 W. HOI.DSWORTH
Law of Witts 13 No signature will give effect to any dis-

position or direction which is inserted below or after it in

point of place.

d. Jig. Too low for the influence of, too low to

be affected by.
1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng, 1. 168 It is possible to be below

flattery as well as above it. One who trusts nobody will

not trust sycophants.
2. Lower on a slope than

; farther down a valley
or stream than : hence bchw-bridge = lower than
London (or other) Bridge ; nearer the bottom, or

what is considered the bottom, of a room than,
as below the gangway in the British House of

Commons.
1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. iv. iii. 103 At the consecrated

Fount, A League below the Citle. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace.
Nttv Invent. C, Below bridge, where the great Scene of

Navigation lyes. 1871 RVSKIN Fors CVrtv. II. xiv. n Below
the village, the valley opens . . into a broad flat meadow.
1878 HUXLEY Physwgr. i. 2 The water sweeps down below

bridge in the direction of Greenwich. 1885 Weekly Times
8 May 15/4 Below the gangway sat a strong Radical party.

b. Of time: Later than, after, rare.
a 1790 T. WARTOS (L.i The most eminent scholars, .before

and even below the twelfth century, were educated in our

religious houses.

3. Deeper than. AIso/^.
1849 MRS. SOMERVILLE Phys. Geog. 1 1. xxiv. 129 The ground

is perpetually frozen at a very small depth below the surface.

1872 Mem. Agues E. Jones vi. 387 This call was followed by
one or two more, but we did not get below the surface. 1884
G. SYMOSS Brit. Rainf. 21 That water is usually about 3 ft.

below the surface of the ground. 1885 SiRW. THOMSON in

NatureXX XI. 409 The necessity for study below the surface

seems to have been earliest recognised in anatomy.
4. Directly beneath

;
under the covering or

canopy of; underneath. More strictly expressed

by under, beneath.

1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 137 To the discent and dust below

thy foote. 1697 DRVDEN I'irg. Gcorg. iv. 472 From her Mossy
Jiow'r below the Ground. 1719 WATTS Ps. cxvii, From all

that dwell below the skies. 1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague
I. iii. 21 Sitting on this stone, And thinking who it was who
lay below it. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. i. iii, Books lay on
tables and below tables. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xn. i,

Some dolorous message knit below The wild pulsation of

her wings.

5. Under the influence of; = BENEATH 4. rare.

1815 BYRON Ch. Har, i. xlvii, His vineyard. .Blasted below
the dim hot breath of war.

6. Of position in a graduated scale, e.g. that of

a barometer : hence a. Lower, in amount, weight,

strength, value, price, degree of any quality,

than.

1721 PERRY Daggenh. Breach 30 Having made it sure that

no Man else would go below [underbid] him. 1788 PRIESTLKY
Lect. Hist. v. liii. 416 In this case, the exchange is said to lie

below par at London. 1840 E. TURNER Eletn. Chem. (ed. 7)

11-445 In this state it .. fuses below redness. 1848 MILL
Pol. Econ. n. v. iii. 5. 377 Incomes below a certain amount
should be altogether untaxed. 1849 MRS. SOMERVILLE Phys.

Geog. II. xxiv. 124 The cold has been 120 below Zero. 1884
MRS. H. WOOD White Witch II. viii. 190 He threw himself

into the seat beside her, and said below his breath, etc. 1884
G. SYMONS Brit. Rainf, 84 The rainfall of this month . . is

considerably below the average. Mod. Throughout Eng-
land the barometer stood below 29.

b. Jig. Lower in rank, dignity, or station than.

1601 SHAKS. A Its H'ell n. ii. 32 From below your Duke to

P7 ne .. gives nis ^ruers .. 10 me oervauiM uciuw mm.
1751 JORTIN Serm. (1771) II. iv. 73 Unless he is sunk below
a beast. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. ii. (1865) 248 No woman
dresses below herself from caprice. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. II. 227 A man far below them in station. 1885 J.

MARTINEAU Ethical The. I. 275 What he treats as Substance

relatively to phenomenal nature below it, he regards as

Attribute relatively to a prior infinite nature above it.

C. Lower, in quality or excellence, or in some

particular quality, than ;
inferior to.

1711 FELTON (T.) His idylliums of Theocritus are as much
below his Manilius, as the fields are below the stars. 1766
GOLDSM. Vic. W. viii. (1806) 34 The finest strokes . . are much
below those in the Acis and Galatea of Ovid. 1839 BAILEY
Festus viii, So far is the lightest heart below True happiness.

1847 MACAULAY Let. in Trevelyan Life 11876) II. xi. 232
How far my performance is below excellence. 1871 HAWEIS
Mus. $ Mor. (1874) 505 We place England and France
below Germany.

7. Unworthy of, unbefitting, lowering to. More
usually expressed by BENEATH.
1637 BRIDGMAN in Prynne's Prelate's Tyrr. (1641) 223 It is

much below me to be an Informer. 1709 STEELE Tatler
No. 23 ? 2 It was below a Gentlewoman to wrangle. 1712

ibid. No. 522 F 2 A man . . of birth and estate below no
woman to accept. 1743 J. BARCLAY Educ. 36 Such things
some may reckon below attention. 1827 HALLAM Const.
Hist. (1842) I. 139 A compiler . . who thinks no fact below
his regard. 1883 PROCTOR in Kwnvledge 10 Aug. 94/1 Too
far below contempt to be worth castigating.

t BelOW, v- Obs. rare. [f. BE- i +Low v.] To
make low or lowly, to humble.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 230 If J>ow wil[t] . . biloue {v.r.

bilow, bylowe] be amonges low men so shallow lacche

grace.

Below, -es, -ys, obs. forms of BELLOW-S.

Belschyd, -shynge, pa. pple. and vbl. sb. of

BELLISH v. Obs.

tBe'lsire. Obs. Also 4-6 bel(l)syre, 5

beelesire, 6 belsier. [f. BEL + SIRE : cf. bel-

damet belfaJer. The components are the same
as in beaitsire, with which, however, this has no

connexion, being of Eng. formation.] A grand-
father ; an ancestor.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. ix. 142 Here abou^te be barne J>e

belsyres guiles. 1483 Cat/t.Atigl.zj/i Bellsyre, amis. 1494
KAHVAX vn. ccxxvii. 256 The sone here lyeth with also the

fader, The belsyre, for & y* great graundfader. 1530 PALSGR,

197/2 Belsyre, grant pcre. 1573 TWYNE /Eneid xn. Mm iij,

Antique names of noble Belsiersold. 1612 DRAYTOS Poly-olb.
xiv. 233 When he his long descent shall from his Bel-sires

bring, a iSjiWEEVKR/Jwr. Fun. Mon. 6i5Thegreat Belsire,
the Grandsire, Sire, and Sonne Lie here interred vnder this

Grauestone.

t Be*lswa:gger. Obs. Also bell-, belly-.

[Perhaps a contr. of belly-swagger (as in Ash)
' one

who s^vags or sways his belly.'] A swaggering

gallant or bully ;
a whoremonger, pimp.

1592 GREENE Def. Coney-catch. (1859) 47 [Nothing] can
draw them from the love of the Poligamoi or bel-swaggers
of the country. 1680 DRYDEN Kind Kpr. iv, i. Wks. IV. 337

Fifty Guineas ! Dost thou think I'll sell my self?, .thou im-

pudent Belswagger. 1721 BAILEY, Bt'lls~<vagger, a swagger-
ing Fellow, a hectoring Blade, a Bully. 1775 ASH Belly-

swagger, a bully, a hectoring fellow. Bet'ywagger',
a whore-

master.

Belt (belt), sbJ- Also 5-7 belte. [Common
Tent.: OE. b$ltt cogn. with OHG. bah (?masc.),

prob. : OTeut. *balfjo-z, ad. L. battens girdle.

OX. has balti (neut.), perh. ad. L. baltcnm, com-
mon in med.L.j
1. A broadish, flat strip of leather or similar

material, used to gird or encircle the person, con-

fine some part of the dress, and to support various

articles of use or ornament. Often described by
the part of the body encircled (as waist-belt,

$hQulder-belt\ or the article supported (as sword-

belt, cartridge-belt}.
looo Harl. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker I'oc. 192 Balthfiini,

cingttlunt) itel belt, rtiioo Cott, Gl. ibid. 359 Balteum
gyrdel, o55e belt. 1375 BARBOI/R Bruce x. 175 And her Ane
hatchat, that wer scftarp to scher Undre hys belt, c 1420
Anturs Art/i. xxix. Her belte was of blenket . . bocult ful

bene. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. //', i. Si. 159 He that buckles him
in my belt. 1676 ETHEREDGE Man ofMode in. L (1684) 31
Get your right leg firm on the ground, adjust your Belt.

1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5376/3 A Cartouch Pouch, with a
Shoulder belt, a Sword with a Waist-belt. 1874 BOUTELL
Anns >y Ann. ii. 24 The sword .. hung from a belt that

passed over the shoulder.

b. csp. one worn as a mark of rank or distinction.

c 1340 Caw. fy Gr. Knt. 162 Bobe \>e barres of his belt &
o^er bly^e stones. 1673 CAVE Prim. Chr. i. v. no An officer

. . threw away his belt, rather than obey that impious com-
mand. 1850 THACKERAY Pendennis xiv, They fight each
other for the champion's belt and two hundred pounds a side.

G.fig.
1483 Cat/i. Angl. 27/1 A belte of lechery, cestns. a 1500

Songs Costume (1849) 60 Hir belt suld be of benignitie Alwut
her middill meit. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. ii. 17 He cannot
buckle his distemper'd cause Within the belt of Rule.

d. To hit below the belt (from the language of

pugilists) is usedyf^-. for 'to act unfairly in any
contest/

2. transf. A broadish strip or stripe of any kind,

or a continuous series of objects, encircling or

girdling something : a. gen.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. t s.v., The denomination belt

Is also applied to a sort of bandage in use among surgeons.

1788 J. C. SMYTH in Med. Commwt. II. 184 The Zona, or

Belt . . seems to partake of the nature of a herpes. 1857
EMERSON Poems 163 A belt of mirrors round a taper's flame.

1875 FORTN-UM Afaiolica v. 49 The body is decorated with
two belts of grotesques.

b. csp, of the physical features of a landscape.
1810 SOUTHEV Kehatna xxi. iii, A level belt of ice which

bound . . The waters of the sleeping Ocean round. 1834
Rrit. Hnsb. I. 473 To plant a belt of Scotch firs around the

inside of the circular drain. 1850 PRESCOTT Peru 1 1. 216 The
American hunter, who endeavours to surround himself with

a belt of wasted land, when overtaken by a conflagration.

C. spec, in Astr.

1664 /'////. Trans. I. 3 He hath remarked in the Belts of

Jupiter the shaddows of his satellites. 1787 BONNYCASTLE
Astron. iii. 44 The body of Jupiter is surrounded by several

parallel faint substances called Belts. 1830 TENNYSON Poems

113 The burning belts, the mighty rings, The murmurous

planets' rolling choir.

3. Mech. A broad flat strap of leather, india-

rubber, etc. passing round two wheels or shafts,
and communicating motion from one to the other.

'795 Specif. Patent No. 2034 The wood roller . . has its

motion by a pulley and belt. 1885 Engineer 15 MayfXfifo/.),
Main Driving Belts . . to transmit any required H. P.

4. A broadish flexible strap. (The idea of en-

circling or girdling here begins to disappear.)
1672 T. VENN Mil, $ Afar. Discip. iii. 8 He is to have a

food
Harquebuz, hanging on a belt into a swivel. ^753

)OL-GLASS Brit. Settlem. N. After. 210 Our Indians for-

merly accounted by singleWampum, by Strings ofWampum,
and by Belts ofWampum, in the same manner as the English
account by the Denominations of Pence, Shillings, and
Pounds. 1885 Mature XXXI. 415 The cartridges [of a self-

loading gun] are placed in a belt formed of two bands of

tape, before they are placed in the box, and one end of this

belt is placed in the gun.
6. A broad band or stripe characteristically dis-

tinguished from the surface it crosses ; a tract or

district long in proportion to its breadth.
1808 WiLFORD-Srtrr. Isles in Asiat. Res. VIII. 264 A range

or belt about forty degrees broad, across the old continent.

1852 CONYBEARE & H. St. Pant 1 1862) I. vi. 159 Three belts

of vegetation are successively passed through in ascending
from the coast. 1877 H. SPOFFORD Pilot's ll'i/e in Casguet
Lit. IV. 13/2 Bert's boat might have been beyond its [the

storm's] belt. 1879 TOCRGEK Foots Err. xlvi. 353 You have

just come through the infected belt [of yellow fever).

b. Geog. Great and Little Belts, two channels

between the Cattegat and the Baltic.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s. v., The belts belong to the

King of Denmark.
C. Arch. 'A course of stones projecting from

the naked, either moulded, plain, or fluted/ Gwilt.

d. Naval Arch. A series of thick iron plates

running along the water-line in armoured vessels.

1885 Pall Mall G. 21 Jan. i/i Naval officers will feel pro-

foundly uncomfortable in taking an ironclad without a com-

plete belt into action. 1885 Times 10 Apr. 3 A short armoured
belt . . extending over les> than half the length of the ship.

^ Belt ofpatcr-nosters or of Our Fathers :

In the Acts of the Council of Celchyth,an.8i6 (Haddan &
Stubbs Councils <$ Eccl. Doc. III. 5841, occurs the passage
'

et xxx diebus canonicis horis expleto synaxeos set vn bel-

tidum, Paternoster pro eo cantetur,' of which the latter part
' at the seven bell-hours let the Paternoster be sung for him,'
has given rise to one of the most grotesque blunders on record.

The OE. words set vn beltidmnf at the seven bell-hours,' a
gloss on

' canonicis horis' preceding, were taken by Spelman
as Latin, and construed with the following word as a '

pater-
noster of seven belts,' which he explained as a rosary. Du
Cange repeated the explanation, though questioning the ex-

istence of the rosary at that date. Johnson the Nonjuror
(Eccl. Laws 1720) elaborately descnbed 'belts' set with
studs serving the purpose of a rosary. Scott (Suppl. to

Chambers, 1753) suggested as a better rendering, 'apater-
noster to be repeated seven times.' In all these there was
an attempt to construe the passage, but in later

'

explana-
tions' the grammatical construction has been dismissed,
and '

vii beltidum, paternoster
'

transmuted into
' seven belts

of paternosters,' as in the following curious specimens of

modern mythology :

1844 LINGARD AnglO'Sax, Ch. (1858) II. ix. 62 The frequent

repetition of the Lord's Prayer, technically called a belt of

Pater-nosters. Note. A belt of Pater-nosters appears to

correspond with a string of beads of later times ..It is

probable that the belt contained fifty Pater-nosters. 1849
ROCK Ch. ofFatter* III. viii. 8 Seven belts of Our Fathers
had to be said for the deceased.

6. Comb, and Attrib. : a. objective with vbl. sb.

or pple., as belt-cutter; -maker, -splicing, -stretcher^

-tightener ; b. attrib., as belt-armour, -clasp, -coup-

ling. Also belt-lacing, thongs for lacing together
the ends of machine belts ; f belt-money, ?a gra-

tuity to soldiers ; belt-pipe, a steam-pipe sur-

rounding the cylinder of a steam-engine ;
belt-

punch, an instrument for punching holes in belts
;

belt-saw (= band-saw; see BAND sh? III);

belt-shifter, a contrivance for shifting a belt

from pulley to pulley ; belt-speeder, a contriv-

ance consisting of two cone-pulleys carrying a

belt, by which varying rates of motion are trans-

mitted
; t belt-stead, -stid, the place of the belt,

the waist ; belt-wise adv., in the manner of a belt.

1885 Pall Mall G. 14 Jan. n/i Ships stripped of their

*belt armour. 1856 KANE Arct. Exp. II. xv. 159 The
*belt-ice at their foot was old and undisturbed. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 27/1 A *belte maker, zotiarins. 1679 Trial W'akeman

44 Mr. Colt, a *Beltmaker m the New Exchange. 1648
Petit. Eastern Ass. 18 Is not *Belt-money the dispendium
of our possessions ? c 1400 Destr. Troy xiv. 5040 Slit hym
down sleghly thurghe the slote euyn, Bode at the ''belt stid,

and the buerne deghit. 1879 Daily A'ews 6 Nov. 5/3 They
were armoured on the *belt system, their thickest plates

being confined to the neighbourhood of the water-line. 1667
E. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. \. m. iv. 11743) 173 They wear
a scarlet Ribbon "belt-wise.

fBelt,.^.2 Obs. [Prob. distinct from prec., but

nothing is known of its derivation.] An ax.

a 1300 W. DK BIBLESW. in Wright's I'oc. 163 The belte, It

coing. 1499 Promp. Parv (Pynson), Belt or ax, securis.

4-1500 Carpenters T. in Hatliw. Nngae P. 13 'Wherefore,'

seyd the belte,
' With grete strokes I schalle hym pelte."

Belt, tf'A ? Obs. (See BELT v. 5 and ///. a.)

(1640 J. SMYTH Lives BerkleysW&i) 1. 156 What money
was yearly made by sale of the locks belts and tags of the

sheep. 1741 Compl. Fam. Piece in. 494 Of the Tag or

Belt in Sheep. 1753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. ; and in

later Diets.
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Belt (belt), v. Pa. pple. 6 belt. [f. BELT j//.i]

1. trans, and reft. To gird with a belt
;

to en-

girdle ; spec, to invest with a distinctive belt, e.g.
of knighthood.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15285 Wid a tuel he belted his sides.

Ibid. 3365 Sco belted hir bettur on hir wede. Ibid. 6087
Yee be alle belted, wit stafln band. ^1425 WYNTOUN Croti.

ix. xix. 51 >e Lord Schire Davy de Lyndesay Wes Erie
maid . . and he beltit swa. ciyjoBp. St. Andrew's in Scot.

Poems i6M C, II. 327 A cott of kelt, Weill beltit in ane
lethrone belt. 1813 SCOTT ./?<?&'yii!.xxx, Allen-a-Oale was
ne'er belted a knight.

fig. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron Scot. (1821'! I. 238 Belt you
thairfore, lusty gallandis, with manheid and wisdome. 1552
ABP. HAMILTON Catcch, 267 Belt our loynyeis with verite.

b. reft. To gird oneself with a weapon.
1425 WYNTOUN Cron.\\\. viii. 444 Beltyd wyth his Swerd

alsua. 1513 Dot'GLAS sEneis iv. v. 159 Belt he was with a
swerd of mettall brycht. 1820 SCOTT Abbot iii, There ne'er

was gentleman but who belted him with the brand.

C. trans. To fasten on with a belt, gird on

(a weapon, shield, etc.).

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis n. x. (ix.t 9 A swerd, but help, about
him beltis he. a 1560 ROLLASD Crt. I 'enns i. 163 Ane sword
was belt about his [loins]. 1583 STANYHURST sEneis \\.

(Arb.) 60 Bootelesse morglay to his sydes hee belted. 1782
PENNANT Jonrn. Chester (R.) An enormous shield .. is

belted to his body. 1822 SCOTT Xigel xi, A trustier old

Trojan never belted a broadsword by a loop of leather.

2. transf. To surround with a circle or zone of

any kind ; to engirdle ; to mark with an encircling
band.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. I. 117 Thay wer belttit

about on every side with enimes. 1814 WORDSW. \Vh. Dt>?

iv. 205 They belt him round with hearts undaunted. 1832
HT. MARTINEAU Each $ All vi. 72 The trees belted the

churchyard. 1837 \V. IRVING Ca.pt, Bonneville (1849) 225
He [the beaver] makes incisions round them [trees], or, in

technical phrase, belts them with his teeth.

3. To mark with bands or stripes of colour, etc.

1782 T. WARTON Hist. Kiddington 67 (R.) Ramperts . .

belting the hills far and wide with white. 1868 LOCKYER
Elem. Astron. cccv, Moments in which the meteors belted
the sky like the meridians on a terrestrial globe.

4. To thrash with a belt. Cf. to strap.
1649 in ROGERS Soc. Life Scotl. II. 217 Comitted to Alex-

ander Cuming to see him belted be his mother, a 1700 in

Somers Tracts (1811) V. 460, I wad she were wele belted
wilh a bridle. 1818 HOGG Brownie II. 162 ijAM.i,

'
I wish

he had beltit your shoulders.' 1867 SMYTH Sailor's IVd.-

bk., Belt, to beat with a colt or rope's end.

5. (See quots. : app. To shear off a belt of wool.)
1523 FITZHERB. Hitsb. 41 To belte shepe. Yf any shepe

raye or be fyled with dounge about the tayle, take a payre
of shares, and clyppe it awaye, etc. 1688 HOLME Armory
n. ix. 176 Belting of sheep, is the dressing of them from
filth. 1842 C. JOHNSON Farmer's Encycl. I. 196 To belt, in

some districts signifies to shear the buttocks and tails of

sheep.

Belt,///, a. [? short for belted, f. prec.; sense

5. Cf. BELT sb.*] (See quot.)
1614 MARKHAM Cheap Hnsb. in. xvii. (1668) 91 A sheep is

said to be Tag'd or Belt, when by a continual squirt run-

ning out of his ordure he berayeth his tail, in such wise,
that through the heat of the dung it scaldeth, and breedeth
the scab therein. [So in 1741 CotnpL Fam. Piece in. 494.]

Beltane (be-lt^h). [Adopted in Lowland
Scotch from Gaelic bcalltainn, bealtuinn (in Irish

bealltaine, Manx boaltinn, boaldyn} the Celtic name
of the first of May, the beginning of summer.
Olr. forms are beltene (in a text*, belltaitte, beltine in Cor-

mac's Glossary igth to i2th c,). The first is prob. the earliest

quotable form of the word, of which the original meaning
seems to have been unknown even to the

gipssarist, since
he makes a desperate guess at it by transposing bel-ttne or
bil-tene into tene-bil^ and explaining bil as * Bil from Bial,
i.e. an idol god,' evidently meaning the Bel, or Baal, of the
Old Testament : so that bcl-tene became 'fire of Bel,' or
(?)

'

Baal.' Dr. Whitley Stokes has shown that the latter

part of the word is not ttine 'fire,' since this is a -/ stem
tOIr. tene, tened\ while Beltene is a feminine -ya stem.
Whether it can be a parallel derivative of the same root, or
whether, as is more likely, the notion that 'taint was= feint
'
fire

'

is due merely to
'

popular etymology' cannot be deter-
mined.

I,
The ancient Gaels kindled bonfires not only on Bel-

tane, but also on Lammas and Hallowmas.) The rubbish
about Baal, Bel, Belus, imported into the word from the
Old Testament and classical antiquity, is outside the scope
of scientific etymology,]
1. The first day of May (reckoned since 1752

according to Old Style) ; Old May-day. The
quarter-days anciently in Scotland were Hallow-
mas, Candlemas, Beltane, and Lammas. Beltane

day (Gael, la bealltainti} appears sometimes to
have been identified with the nearest Church Feast,
the Invention of the Cross (May jrdl, and the
name seems even to have been applied to Whit-

sunday (May i.qth), when this took its place as
term day.
1434 Acts Jus. /, (1597) 19 And the nest be funden in

the Trees at Beltane the trees sail be foirfaulted to the

King. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot.xvii. ii. (JAM.) On Bel-
tane day, in the yeir nixt followyng. callil the Inventioun
of the

haly
Croce. #1550 Peblis to Play \. i At Beltane,

quhen ilk bodie bownis To Peblis to the Play. 1716 MAR-
TIN West. Isles Scotl. 240 In the Highlands, the first day of

May is still called La Baaltine corruptly Bfltan-aay.
1711 KELLY Sc. Proverbs 376 (JAM.) You have skill of man
and beast, you was born between the Beltans; i. e. the first

and eighth of May. a 1835 MOTHERWELL Jennie Morrison
5 The fire that's blawn on Beltane e'en May weej be bhick

VOL I.

gin Yule. 1862 Hislop's Pro/v. Scotl. 8 A gowk at Yule '11

no be bright at Beltane. 1876 GRANT Burgh Sch. Scotl.

ii. xiii. 469 The old quarterly terms for paying the School
fees were Lammas, Hallowmas, Candlemas and Beltane.

||
2. Name of an ancient Celtic anniversary cele-

bration on May-day, in connexion with which

great bonfires were kindled on the hills.

This use of the word appears in English much later than the

preceding, and only as an alien term applied to the Celtic
custom ; it may be the original use in Celtic. Cormac's Glos-

sary explains belltainc as ' two fires which the Druids used
to make, and they used to bring the cattle Las a safe-guard]
against the diseases of each year to those fires.' Also under
Bit) 'a fire was kindled in his name at the beginning of
summer always, and cattle were driven between the two
fires.' Various accounts of Beltane observances lingering
in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, are to be found
in i8th c. writers, and esp. in the old Statistical Accts. of
Scotland 1794-99. A large number of these are collected
in Jamieson.
1772 PKNNANT Tours Scotl. (1774)42 The superstition of

the Bel-tein was kept up. Ibid. (JAM.) On the first of May
the herdsmen of every village hold their Bel-tcin or rural
sacrifice. c 1795 Statist. Ace. Scotl. V. 84 (Logic-rait,
PerthshJ, On the first of May, Old Style, a festival called
Beltan is annually held here. 1807 BVKON Oscar ofAlva Iv.

For him thy beltane yet may burn.

b. attrib., as in Beltanefire, games, etc.

1801 Scon Glenfinlas, How blazed Lord Ronald's bel-

tane tree. 1810 La<ty of L. n. xv, When at Beltane
game, Thou ledst the dance with Malcolm Graeme. 1814

J,t/. Isles i. viii, The shepherd lights his beltane fire.

1883 Harper's Mag. Feb. 331 The time when the Beltane
fires were lit near this well on Midsummer-eve.

Belted i^e-lted), ///. a.
[f.

BELT v., sbl]
1. Wearing, or girded with, a belt

; spec, as de-

scribing the distinctive cincture of an carl or knight
(cf. BELT j.l i b) ; fastened on by means of a belt.

1483 Cath.Angl. 27/1 Beltyd, zoiuiius, duct us. ('1565 R.
LINDSAY Cron. Scotl. 17 ijAM.l This Willame was the sixt

belted earle of the nous of Douglas. 1795 BURNS '

-/ Plan's
a Man,' A prince can mak a belted knight. 1805 SCOTT
Last Minstr. i. iv, With belted sword and spur on heel.

1820 Abbot ii. Were he himself the son of a belted earl.

2. Furnished with a belt or belts of any kind
;

marked by belts or bands of distinctive colour,
etc. Belted cattle : black cattle of Dutch origin
with a broad band of white round the middle.

1785 COVVPER Tiroc. 633 The moons of Jove and Saturn's
belted ball. 1844 MARRYAT Settl. Canada ix. 67 The belted

kingfisher darted up and down. 1884 Pall Mall G. 8 Dec.

5/1 Belted cruisers of the Mersey type.

Belter. Sc.a.nA.north. [Cf.BELT^.l,BELT^. 4 .]

A heavy blow or series of blows
;

? a pelting.
1823 GALT Entail II. xvii. 160 I'll stand ahint a dike, and

gie them a belter wi' stones. Mod. Lancash. dial. Hoo
then fot me another belter reel across th' een.

Belting (be-ltirji, vbl. sb.
[f.

BELT v,, si>.\]

1. The action of the vb. BELT.
2. coacr. Belts collectively, or material for making
them

; also, a belt.

1567 Wills #t Inv. N. C. (18351 277 To my sister Margrett
my best deny, my long belting best crooks. 1571 ibid. 362,

ij doss' A of crewle beltinge iijj. 1855 >igificer 15 May
(Adrt.\ Single and Double Leather Belting. 1876 Daily
A'cws 3 Nov. 4/4, I rode into a belting of wood.

Belting, ///. a.
[f. BUM . + -ISO*.] Gird-

ling, encircling, surrounding.
1857 EMERSON l>o<:is 178 From nodding pole and belting

zone. 1871 G. M \CDONALD Bk. Dreams in ]\'ks. Fancy fy

hung. 120 The belting trees.

Beltless ,be-ltles), a. [f. BELT j-*.' + -LESS.]
Without a belt.

1884 Pall Mall G. 5 June n/i Beltless trousers. 1884
GILMOL'R Mongols 276 The common word for 'woman' in

Mongolia is
'

beltless.'

Beltong, variant of BILTONQ.

Belu, obs. sing of BELLOWS.

t Bellie. Obs. rare. [a. OF. liclue, bdluc, ad.

L. belua, bcllua great beast.] A great beast, a

monster ; spec, a sea-monster, a whale.

1474 CAXTON Clicsst 113 To be lyke vnto belues of the see.

1483 Gold. Lef. 122/1 That he. .shold be deuoured in the

see of belues and grete fysshes. 1572 BOSSEWELL Armorif

n. 65 A Belve . . Thys is a great hshe in the Sea, and is

called Belua. He casteth out water at hys iowes with

vapoure of good smell.

Beluga (bn/7-ga). Also 6 bellougina. [In
sense I, a. Russ. Oluyra bflii'ga ;

in sense 2, n.

Russ. fitjyxa bllfr\a ;
both f. fi'6.10- bilo-, white

+ -uga, -xa> augmentative formatives. Fletcher's

word is evidently the Russ. deriv. Iflflrrzhina flesh

of the beluga.]
1. A species of fish : the Great or Hausen Stur-

geon (Acipensir huso}, found in the Caspian and
Black Seas, and their tributary rivers.

1591 G. FLKTCHFR Rjisse Connnw. (1857) 12 Of ickary or

cavery, a great quantitie is made upon the . .Volgha out of
the fish called bellougina. 1772 JACKSON Isinglass in Phil.
Trans. LXIII. 7 The Beluga yields the greatest quantity.
1869 NICHOLSON Zool. (1880) 493 The various species of

sturgeon attain a great size, one the Beluga often mea-
suring 12 or 15 feet in length.
2. The white Whale {Delphinaptcrus leucas), an

animal of the Dolphin family, found in herds in

the Northern Seas, and in the estuaries of rivers.

1817 in BURROWES Cycl. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 2ri
The Beluga or White Whale, .rarely visits our own coasts.

1884 Pall Mall G. 25 July 11/2 In the placid . . waters of

the fjords, .one inceti with, .shoals of the beluga, or white
whale.

Beluin, obs. form of BELLUINE.

t BeltIS eye. Obs. [transl. of L. Beli oculm

(Pliny) ; see quot.] A precious stone, Eye Onyx.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny 11.625 The stone called Belus eie is

white, and hath within it a black apple, the mids wherof a
man shall see to glitter like gold : this stone for the singu-
lar beautie that it hath, is dedicated to Belus the most
sacred god of the Assyrians.

Belute (b/li't), v. [f. BE- + LUTE ad. L. lutum

mud.] a. trans. To cover with mud or dirt. b.

To coat with lute or cement of any kind.

1760 STKKNK 7>. Shandy (18021 II. ix. 172 Never was a
Dr. Slop so beluted, and so transubstantiated. 1837 AVti>

Month. Mag. XLIX. 524 Bird-lime, with which it *belutes
its eyes till they are sealed up.

Belvedere (belv/dT^'j). Also 9-8 belvidere.

[a. It. belvedere
' a faire sight, a place of a faire

prospect,' f. belyhcUo, beautiful + vcdere (inf. mood
used subst.) a view, sight. The It. word was

adopted in Fr. as early as i6th c. as betoeder^ bel-

Vt'dere, \\hence perhaps the Kng. pronunciation.]
1. Arch. A raised turret or lantern on the top of

a house, or a summer-house erected on an eminence
in a garden or pleasure-ground, for the purpose of

viewing the surrounding scene.

1596 BELL Surz>. Popery in. ii. 213 Walking in his garden,
or looking about him in his Bel-videre. 1623 WEBSTER
Devifs La".v Case \. i, They build their palaces and bel-

vederes With musical water-works. 1755 HKRVFV Dial, in

Southey Comni.-pl. Bk. Ser. i. (18501 1. 314 Over this recess,
so pleasingly horrid . . arose an open and airy belvidere.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 165/1 Apollo Belvedere, a celebrated
statue of Apollo . . placed by him [Pope Julius II] in the
Belvidere of the Vatican, whence it derives its present name.
1873 BROW XING Red Cott. Kight-c. 148 What means this

Belvedere ? This Tower, stuck like a fool's-cap on the roof?

2. Hort. A plant, Kochia scoparia (X.O. Chcno-

fodiaccte}, cultivated as an ornamental garden plant.
Also called Summer Cypress, and Broom Toad-flax.
1597 GI.KAKU Herbal m. clxv. 1 1633* 556 This Belvidere,

or Scoparia is the Osyris described by Dioscorides. 1725
BRAULKY Fam. Did., Bch'cd.-rc. 1797 C. MARSHALL Gar-
den. (1805) 326 Belvidere, annual, summer or mock cypres^.

Belw\e, belwys, obs. ff. BELLOW, BELLOWS.

Belwedder, -wether, obs. ff. BELLWETHER.

Bely, obs. form of BELIE v., BELLY, BELLOWS.

Bely- ; for words formerly so spelt, see BELT-.

Belying (b/brirj), vbl. sb. [f.
BELIE z-J+'iNG 1

.]

1. Giving of the lie
;
denial.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xi, 150 If the denying that there
Is any God be a belying of a mans owne sences. *6n FLORID,
Dimentita, a belying.
2. Telling lies of any one, calumniation.

1632 SHERWOOD, A belying, calnmnie. 1875 SWINBURNE
Ess. <$ Stud. Pref. 10 The right of backbiting and belying.

Belzaar, obs. form of BEZOAR.

Belzebub, variant of BEELZEBUB.

Bern, beme, obs. forms of BEAM.

II Bema(brma\ [a. Or. #7/10, lit. 'a step' (f. a-

go) ; hence, a raised place to speak from, the tri-

bune, or rostrum
; whence, the apse or chancel of a

basilica, in which sense it first appears in Eng.]
1. Eccles. Antiq.

' The altar part or sanctuary in

the ancient churches
'

^Chambers^ ;
the chancel.

1683 T. SMITH Obsem. Consttin tinop. in Misc. Citr. (1708;
III. 46, I observed but one step from the Body of the
Church to the Bema or place where the Altar formerly
stood. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.^ Bema made the third,
or innermost part of the church, answering to the chancel

among us. 1861 A. B. HOPE Eng. Cathedr. \gth C., At
Torcello the episcopal cathedra is raised aloft in the bema
or apse.

2. Grecian Antiq. The platform or tribune from
which an Athenian orator addressed the assembly.
1820 T. MITCHELL Aristoph. I. 225 The most worthless

of those who mount the bema. 1864 LEWES Aristotle 9 For

sixty years Pericles had ceased to thunder from the bema.

Bemad (b/mge'd), v. [f. BE- 2 + MAD
.]

trans. To make mad, to madden. Hence Be-

ma'dded, Bema'dding///. a.

1605 SHAKS. Lear in. i. 38 Unnatural and bemadding sor-

row. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. iv. 5 II. 319 His practical
Tenants . . did enrage and bemadd his adversaries. 1850
BLACKIR sEsch. II. 189 O god-detested! god-bemadded
race !

Bemadam, bemail, beman, etc. : see BE- prej.

Be-macldeiiiiig,// a. Intensive of MADDEN-
ING.

1850 CLOUGH Dipsychusu. iv. 13 These be-maddening dis-

cords of the mind.

Bemaim vb/hvi-m)
Intensive of MAIM.
1605 STOW Ann. 673 Spoiled of their goods, bemainied and

slaine. 1881 DUFFIELD Quix. II. 422 Envious fate. .Struck
down Cervantes and bemaimed his hand.

Bemaugle (b/"mre*ng'l), v.
[f.

BE- 2. +
MANGLE v.\ trans. To cut about, hack, mangle.
Hence Bema'ngled///. a.

1553-87 FoxEA.fy M. (1596)71/1 [He was] so scotched and

bemangled with the shards of sharpe and cutting shels.

1601 R. YARINGTON Two Traj. i. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, So
foule a deede, Thus to bemangle a distressed youth. 1648
Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche IK. Ixiv. (J.> Those bemangled limbs.

Bemantle, bemar, bemartyr, bernat : see BE-.
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[f.
BE- 2 + MAIM v.}



BEMARK.

tBema'rk, v. Ol>s. rare-1
,

[f. BE- 2 +
MARK

v.~\ trans. ? To mark with the sign of the

cross, to cross oneself ;
= med.L. signarc.

1544 LATIMER Lett.fr. Bocardo Wks. 1845 II. 441 Because
they worship not, nor kneel not down [neither bemark not]
as others do, but sit still in their pews.
t Bema-rtelled, ///. a. Obs. [f. BE- 2 +
MARTEL v. to hammer, beat.] ? Hammered, beaten.
1598 T. BASTARD Chrestoleros (1880)60 Steru'de mutton,

beefe with foote bemartelled, And skim and bones.

Bemask (bftna-sk), *. [f.
BE- 2 + MASK v}

trans. To mask, to cover or conceal with a mask.
Hence Bema'sked ///. a.

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 409/2 The Popish
Bishops . . doe so bemaske them selues, as though they should
play the part in a play. 1620 SHELTON Quiz. 1. iv. i. (T.'
Which have thus bemasked your singular beauty under so un-
worthy an array. Ibid. i. ix.(R.) The bemasked gentleman.

Bemaster(b/ma-sta.i),z>. [f.BE-2 + MASTER?.]
trans. To master (emphatic).
'875 B. TAVLOR/rtj/ ii. iii. II. 106 One must with modern

thought the thing bemaster. 1880 Miss BROUGHTON Sec.

Thoughts II. in. i. 105 Gawky, romping, but thoroughly
be-mastered Jane.

Bemaul ^'"mg-l), v.
[f.

BE- 2 f MAUL v.}
trans. To maul thoroughly.
1620 SHELTON Qui.r. IV. xxi'i. 179 (R.) So the poor soul

[Sancho] was sore bruised and bemauled. 1761 STERNE Tr.
Sliandy 118021 IV. xxvii. 120 To snatch the cudgels .. to
bemaul Vorick to some purpose. 1846 HAWTHORNE Masses
l. vi. 155 Bemauled as the poor fellow had been.

Bemazedvb/m,?.-zd), ///.a. [f.BE-2 +MAZEZ-.]
Stupefied, bewildered. (Cf. AMAZE v.)
a 1225 Ancr. R. 270 Isboset on Ebrewish is

' bimased mon'
on Englisch. a 1400 Chester PI. n. 93 And lefte us lyinge
..Al bemased in a soune. 1783 COWPER Task v. 848 In-
tellects bemaz'd in endless doubts. 1879 HOWELLS L. Araas-
took xxvi. 311 Staniford stood bemazed, though he knew
enough to take the hand she yielded him.

t Beme, sb. Obs. Forms : I byme, beme,
2-5 berae, (3, 6 beame, 5 beeme' ; pi. 1-3 be-

man, 2-4 -en, 3-6 -es, 5 -ys. [OE. beme, \\'Sax.

bieme, later byme, pointing to OTeut. *baumjon-,
of unknown etymology.] A trumpet.
a 800 Corpus Gloss, in Wr.-Wfllcker Voc. 15 Concha, beme.

i 897 K.. ALFRED Past. 244 Biemena dzj & gedynes ofer
ealla trunia ceastra. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vi. 2 Ne blawe
man byman [fiits/iw. beman, c 1160 Hatt. G. beman] beforan
be. c 1205 LAV. 5107 Bemen ber bleowen. (-1250 Gen,
$ Ex. 3521 Dat dredful beames blast. 11340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Cansc. 4676 pe beme bat blaw sal on domsday. c 1460
Toivneley Myst. 53 At hys commyng shalle bemys blaw.

, 1500 Death in Halliw. Kugx P. 40 When bemes shalle
blawe rewly one rawe.

\>.ftg. (i:i allusion to Matt. vi. 2) 1 Noise, parade.
c 1440 A rthnr 108 Seyeb a Pater noster wythout any

Beeme.

t Beme, v. Obs. Forms : I *b6mian, bymian,
3-6 bemeu.

[f. prec. sb.]
1. intr. To blow on a trumpet.
c jooo yELFRic Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker \

T
oc. 190 Salpizo Tel

buccino, ic byme. rzopo Lamb. Ps. lxxx[i], 4 iBosw.) By-
miab oofte hlyriab on niwum monbe mid byman.
2. transj. a. intr. To make a loud din or noise.

b. trans. To trumpet or din (a thing).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 430 And ;e . . bet ower beoden bemen &

dreamen wel ine Drihtenes earen. 1513 DOUGLAS /Kneis\.
iii. 90 Quhill the meikle hillis Bemys agane hit with the
brute so schill is. Ibid. \. vii. 40.

3. trans. To summon with a trumpet.
c 1450 Ga'.u. $ Gologras iii. 8 The folk . . That bemyt war

be the lord.

t Bemea'ii, vl Obs. Forms : 3-4 bimene, 3
bemene, 4-5 bymene, 5 bemeyne, 6 beemene.
[f. bi-, BE- 2 + MEAN v., OE. mxnan

;
cf. OHG.

bimtinan, MHG. bemeinen, with same senses.]
1. trans. To mean, signify, import.
a 1300 Havelok 1259 Wat may this bimene. c 1340 Cursor

M. [Fairf.) 10853 Her by-thoght What this gretyng myght
be-mene. c 1440 Gesta Rom. i. 4 pan most a prelate honge
the wif what bymenyth that f 1502 ARNOLD Chron. (18111

265 Yf a man aske hem [the Sarasyns] what Paradyse bee-
meneth, they sayn it is a place of delytis.

2. To signify or communicate to (a person), rare,
c 1340 Cursor M. (Trin.) 15495 Petur him bymened & seide

bis resoun, bou shal bitrayed be lord to nyjt.

t Bemea-11, v~ Obs. rare. [f. BE- pref. 5, or

perh. two words, BE v. + meat, ^IEAN,
' intermedi-

ate, a mediator.'] intr. To mediate, intercede.

1459 MARG. PASTON in Lett. (1872) I. 438 He desyryd
Alblaster to bemene to yow for hym. a 1520 Myrr. Our
Ladye 232 Pray for the people, by meane for the clerge.
Bemean (bftnrn), v? [f. BE-prcf.c, + MEAN a.]

trans. To render mean or base, to lower in dignity,
abase. (In first quot. for demean = '

behave.']
1651 GATAKER Ridley in Fuller Abel. Rediv. 193 How he

bemeaned himselfe, shall hereafter be related. 1688 ROKEBV
Diary 11858* 29 Foolish frothy things, that bemean it [my
memory] before the Lord. 1742 jARVis(?;</.r. n. in. xx. (D.l,
I renounce my gentility, .and bemean myself to the lowness
of the offender. 1866 RF.ADE G. Gaunt 11.92 Oh, husband,
how can you so bemean yourself?

Bemean, v.*, bemene ; see BEMOAN.
t Bemee't, '. Obs.

[f. ~&z-pref. 2 + MEET v.]
a. trans. To meet with. b. intr. To meet with.
1605 SHAKS. Lear v. i. 20 Our

very loving sister, well be-
met. 1656 S. H. Gold. /,<ni>6i The Laicks are a Lay people
. . till some Moses be-meet with them.
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t Be'mer. Obs. Forms : i beamere, bemere,
bymere, 2-3 bemare. [f. BEME v. or sb. + -ER 1

.]A trumpeter.
(-950 LinJisf. Gosp. Matt. ix. 23 And gesaeh beameres

\Ruslmi. piperas, Ags. hwistleras] maenende. riooovELFRic
Glass, in Wr.-Wulcker Voc. 190 Bymere, salpista. a 1225
Ancr. Ji. 210 J>e prude beoS his bemares.

t BemeTcy, v. Obs. [f.BE-//6+MERcrrf.]
trans. To treat with mercy, show mercy to.

1640 T. GOODWIN Jiistif. Faitk i. iii. ii, I was bemercied
(if we may so speaki, endowed with mercy, encompassed
with mercy. 1660 T.WATSON in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps.
xxxii. i The Greek signifies,

'

I was be-mercied.'

t Beme'te, v. Obs. [OE. bemetan, f. Bv-fnf. l

+ metan to METE ; but in Shaks. prob. an inde-

pendent re- formation.] trans. To measure.
r893 K - ALFRED Oros. III. ix. 7 Hie. .hie selfe sibban wi3

Alexander to nohte ne bemsetan. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr.
lv. iii. 113, I shall so be-mete thee with thy yard.

Bemfelling, obs. form of BEAMFILLING.
t Be'ming, vbl. sb. Obs.

[f. BEME v. + -ING
i.]

Trumpeting ; transf. noisy buzzing.
1513 DOUGLAS jKneis vn. ii. 88 A gret flycht of beis . .

Wyth loud bemyng gan alycht.

Bemingle, etc. : see BE- pref.
Bemire (bnnsio-j

1

.,
v. [f. }te.-pref. 6 + MIRE sb.}

Hence Semi-red ///. a., Semi-ring vbl. sb.

1. trans. To cover or befoul with mire.

CI532 MORE shis-.u. Frith Wks. 833/2 If only they that
are alredy bymired, were, .myred on more and more. 1727
SWIFT Gulliver n. v. 144, 1 was filthily bemired. 1837 HAW-
THORNE Twice-told T. 11851) II. xvi. 237 His shoes were
bemired, as if he had been travelling on foot.

^O.f'g. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay Pref. i Bemiring it

[reason] in the filthy and beastly pleasures of the world.
1601 CORXWALLYES Kss, x. (1632!, Good safe care to keep
herself from bemiring. 1870 SPL-RGEON Treas. Dav. Ps.
xvii. 3 The purest innocence will be bemired by malice.
2. To plunge or roll in the mire

;
in pass, to

sink in the mire, be bogged. ///. andy?-.
1574 HELLOWES Guevaras Ep. (1577) 354 If we sinke not

to the bottome, at the leaste we remaine all bemyred. 1654
TRAPP Cofinn. Ps. xl. 2. II. 690 As a bemired beast he was
in a perishing condition. 1771 WESLEY Wks. 118721 VI. 36
Doubt . . bemires the soul. 1883 Century 377 Bemired in
the deeply rutted roads.

Bemi'rrpr, v.
[f.

BE- 2 + MIRROR &.] To image
or show as in a mirror. Hence, Bemirrorment.
a 1849 POE Quacks ofHelicon Wks. 1864 IV. 412 The wo-

fully over-done be-mirrorment of that man-of-straw.

Bemissionary, bemitred, bemix : see BE-.

Bemist ;b/mi-st), v.
[f. BE- pref. C + MIST sb}

1. trans. To overtake with, or involve in mist
;

fig. to confuse the senses of, bepuzzle, bewilder.
1609 HOLLAND Ajinii. Marcel! Annut. D ij b, The Greekes

. . were bemisted and overcast with darknesse. 1627 FEL-
THAM Resolves n. iv. Wks. 116771 "66 How can that Judg
walk right, that is bemisted in his way? 1677 GALE Crt.
Gentiles II. ill. Pref., God bemisted the degenerate mindes
of those proud Sophistes. 1864 Sat. Re^'. 278/2 Many
a mountain climber . . has been benighted or bemisted.
2. To cover or obscure (a thing) with, or as with,

mist ; to becloud, dim.
1598 E. GILPIN Skial. (18781 36 He is the deuill, Brightly

accoustred to bernist his cuill. 1630 T. WESTCOTF. De~,'on.

(18451 453 Antiquities are often bemisted, and leave their

surveyor perplexed. 1720 WELTON 5nff. Son of God II.
xxii. 595 The more sublime . . his Doctrine was, the more
they strove to darken and Be-mist it.

Bemoan (bftnpn'n), v. Forms : I bi-, -be-

mosnan, 3 bimen-en, 4-5 bi-, bymene, 4-6 be-
mene, 5 bimeane

;
6 beemone, bemoane, 6-7

bemone, 7- bemoan. [OE. bi-, bem&nan, f. bi-,
BE- + msenan to moan ; the regular modern repr.
of this would have been bemean : for the substitu-

tion of the existing form, see MOAN.]
1. trans. To moan for

;
to lament, weep for.

riooo ./ELFRIC Dent, xxxiv. 8 pa heofungdajas wseron ba
gefyllede be hig Moisen bema^ndon. rri75 Lamb. Hotn. 13
penne wille 5e..sunne bimenen. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 4150
.xxx. daijes wep israel for his dead and bi-ment it wel.
< 1380 Sir Ferntnb. 4225 Ys trewe baronye be-mend him
sore. 1430 LVDG. Chron. Troy IV. xxx, They playne and
the death bimeane Of worthy Hector. 1563 Myrr. Mag.,
Induct, xvii. 2 Luckeles lot for to bemone. 1653 WALTON
Angler i. 17 The children of Israel . . bemoaning the mines
of Sion. a 1732 GAV Poems U745> I. 97 Her piteous tale
the winds in sighs bemoan. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Radge
lix, She bemoaned her miseries in the sweetest voice.

2. reft. To lament or bewail one's lot.

c 1220 Bestiary 798 in O. E. Misc. 25 Bimene we us, we
hauen don wrong, c 1314 Guy H'arw. 5 He gan to wepe
. -And biment him wel reweliche. 1413 LVDG. Pylgr.Sovjle
iv. xx. (14831 67 See how my sone. . Bymeneth hym in herte
chere and voys. 1625 BACON Envy, Kss. i Arb.) 514 Politique
persons, .are euer bemoaning themselues, what a Life they
lead. i8S5 MACAI-I.AV Hist. Eng. III. 486 Tillotson be-
moaned himself with unfeigned . . sorrow to Lady Russell.

3. intr. or with subord. cl. To lament, grieve.
, 1305 St. Edin. Conf. 426 in E. E. P. 82 Hi bimende &

ofboste sore : bat hi hi3ede bider so fastc. 1460 in Pol. Rel.

<$ L. Poems n866) 157 Yf thow owght morne, I shall be-
mene. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. I. ii. S 5 We rather bemoan
she lost it so soon. 1833 LAMB Elia (18601 238, I do not
know whether I ought to bemoan or rejoice that my old
friend is departed.

1 4. trans, with cogn. obj. : To utter with moans.
1393 GOWF.R Conf. I. 346 His firste pleinte to bemene Unto

the citee of Athelle He goth him forth.

BEMOTJRN.

5. To express pity for, condole with.
c 1300 Beket 983 Therfore we ne bymeneth the no}t : for thu

noldest beo awar bifore. c 1305 St. Kenelm 236 in E.E. P.
(1862! 54 He nere nojt to bymene pe? his larder were
neg ido. 1611 BIBLE Job xlii. ii They bemoned him, and
comforted him ouer all the euill . . brought vpon him.

tBemoa'nable, a. Oi>s.~ [f. prec. + -ABLE.]
Deplorable, lamentable.
1611 COTGR., Regretable, bemonable, bewailable.

Bemoaning (b/mpu-nirj), vbl. sb. Also 3 bi-

mening. [f. as prec. + -me 1
.] Lamentation,

wailing, grief loudly expressed.
c 1250 Gen. *f Ex. 2484 He o'er abiden, And bi-mening for

lacob deden. c 1300 A". A Us. 534 The kyng . . Wolde . . make
bymenyng Of his wyves misdoyng. 1592 GREENE Poems
41 Send forth winter in her rusty weed To wail my bemoan-
ings. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. III. 434 The Samaritane. .

did not express his Pity in idle and unprofitable Bemoan-
ings. 1870 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. xxv. 7 Sincere peni-
tents, .are constrained to use many bemoanings.

Bemoa'ning, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 2
.]

Lamenting, miserably plaintive. HenceBemoa'n-
ingly adv.

1639 FULLER l/oly Warn. vii. (1840) 57 Sending his be-

moaning letters to Boemund prince of Antioch. 1655
hist. Cainb. (1840) 173 A bemoaning letter to king Henry.
1647 J. MAYMB Serm. (1647) 38 You, Sir, who have . . thus

bemoaningly pitied our divisions.

t Bemoa-t, v. Obs.
[f. BE- 6 + MOAT sb.}

To surround with, or as with, a moat
;
to flood.

1598 SVLVESTER Dx Bartas i. vii. (16411 59/1 A silver
Brook . . A goodly Garden it be-moateth round. 1686 W.
DE BRITAINE Hum. Prud. ix. 43 When I have heard that

my Friend was dead, I have bemoated my Eyes with Tears.

Beniock (b/m^-k), T.
[f. BE-/TY/ 2 + MOCK v}

trans. To mock at, flout
;
to delude mockingly.

Hence Bemo'cked ///. a.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. i. 261 He will not spare to gird the
Gods Bemocke the modest Moone. 1610 Temp. HI. iii.

63 Or with bemockt-at-Stabs Kill the still closing waters.

1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. IV. xi, Her [the moon's] beams
bemock'd the sultry main. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II.

in. 427 Why was I then bemocked with days of bliss?

t Bemoi'l, v. Obs.
[f.

BE- pref. i -r MOIL .]

trans. ' To encumber with dirt and mire : to be-

mire
'

(Johnson).
1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. iv. i. 77 How her horse fel. .in how

miery a place, how she was bemoil'd. 1636 HEALEY Theo.
phrast. 93 When hee.. riding upon a borrowed horse ..

falling all-to-bemoiles himself.

1 Bemoi st
,
v. Obs.

[f.
BE- ? + MOIST a} = next.

1567 DKANT Horace' Epist. I. ii. Cv, What iuse first be-

moysts a she], the she! . . wil reteyne the last. 1587 TURBERV.
Trag. T. a 837 1 193 Which made her to bemoyst her face
And bosome all with teares.

Bemoisten (b/moi-sV, v.
[f.

BE- /><;/ i, 2

-H MOISTEN v.} Hence Bemorstened///. a.

1. trans. To make moist.

1590 LODGE Enfhues' Gold. Leg. in Halliw. Shaks. VI. 20
First time shall stay his staylesse race . . And snow be-

moysten Julies face. 1820 COMBE (Dr. Syntax) Consol. vL
(D.) Wiping her bemoisten'd eye.
2. intr. To become moist, rare.
1821 CLARE l'ill. Minstr. I. 57 With tears the while be-

moist'ning in his eye.

t Beinol. 06s. Also 5 bemole, 7 beemol.

[a. Fr. Bemol (med.L. B mollis)
' softened B.' In

the harmonic system of Guido of Arezzo, which
divided the scale into hexachords beginning from

every G, C, and P', it was found necessary in the
hexachord which started on F to introduce an
additional note a semitone lower than B, which
note was called B mollis, or Bemol; this was
written in the old literal notation as a rounded b,

a sign afterwards corrupted into b : see B II. I.]

1. Name given to Bt>, when that note was first

introduced into the scale.

n 1327 Rel. Ant. I. 292 Thu holdest nowt a note . . in riht

ton . . Thu bitist a-sonder bequarre, for bemol i the blame.

1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. I. 355 [In their harp-play-
ing they] bygynneb from bemol [L. a B tnolli incipinnt],
ti 1529 SKELTON P. Sparow 530 Synge the verse, Libera me,
In de, la, soil, re, Softly bemole For my sparowes soule.

2. By extension: a. A flat.

1609 DOULAND Ornithop. Microl. 6 Of Voyces, some are
called b Mols, Naturals, Sharps. 1656 [see 2b].

b. A semitone.
1616 BACON Sylva 104 There be intervenient in the Rise

of Eight (in Tonesi two Beemolls, or Half-notes. Ibid.

105 There fall out to be two Beemols between the Vnison
and the Diapason. [1656 BLOUNT Ghssogr., Beemol (Fr.),

the flat key in musick. Bacoti.]

Bemole, bemoon, bemoult, etc. : see \te-pref.

Bemong: see BIMONG.

Bemonster (b/mp-nsisj\ v. [f. BE- 5 + MON-
STER.] trans.

1. To make monstrous or hideous
;
to deform.

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. ii. 63 Be-monster not thy feature.

1608 MACHIN Dumb Knt. in. i, He rather wed a sootie

blackamore, Then her that hath bemonstered my pure
soule.

2. To regard, treat as, or '

call
'

a monster.

1692 Christ Exalted 8 139 Yet he writes . . like a Gentle-

man, not be-heriticking, not be-monstring Dr. Crisp. 1880
SWINBURNE Birthd. Ode 421 A man by men bemonstered.

t Bemovrru, v. Obs. [OE. be-, bimurnan, f.

/'/'-,
BE- 2 + murnan to MOURN.]



BEMOUTH. 795 BENCH.

1. trans. To mourn over, lament, bewail.
a 1000 Crist iGrein) 176 Hw^et bemurnest J>u? rizoo

Trin. Coll. Horn, in J?e make5 him his sinnes swioe bi-

murnen. 1382 WYCLIF Luke xxiii. 27 Wynimen that weile-

den, and bymoornyden him. i6zz MABB Aleman's Guz-
niatide Alf. n. 249 Bemourne the miseries wherein you are.

2. intr. To mourn, lament.
c 1400 Destr. Troy vn. 3279 f>us [ho] bemournet full mekull
& no meite toke.

Bemouth (b/mau-o'), v. [f.
BE- 2 + MOUTH #.]

trans. To mouth the praises of fa person) ;
to

talk grandiloquently, to declaim.
a 1843 SOUTHEY Nondcscr. i, They heard the illustrious

furbelow'd Heroically in Popean rhyme Tee-ti-tum'd, in

Miltonic blank bemouth'd. 1882 F. HARRISON Crisis in

Egypt 6 The peace and good name of a great people are
not to be bemouthed away by diplomatic brag.

t Bemow, v. Obs.
[f.

BE- + Mow sb. a grimace.]
trans. To mock, mock at, //'/. with grimaces.
1388 WYCLIF 2 Ckron. xxx. 10 Thei scomiden and bi-

mowiden hem. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 81, 1 schal. .bymowe $ow
wen bis schal cum to sow bat je dred.

Bemud (bftnr'd), v. [f. BE- 6 + MUD.] Hence

Bemu'dded///. a., Bemirdding vbl. st>.

1. trans. To cover, bespatter, or befoul with mud.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Embotter, to bedirt, or

bemud one. 1611 COTGR., Enfangttnent, a bedurtying, be-

myring, bemudding. 1659 ARROWSMITH Annilia Catcch.
I. iv. *} 5 Elephants, .are wont, before they drink, to bemud
the water. 183* Fraser's Mug. VI. 251 He often rides in

swampy ways . . and bemuds his friends.

2. Jig. To confuse, muddle.

1599 NASHE Lent. Stuffe (1871) 35 And so trotibledly be-
mudded with grief and care . .my purer intellectual powers.
1790 COLERIDGE Devonsk. Roads Poems I. 14 Dull sounds
the Bard's bemudded lyre. 1863 CHAMBERS Bk. ofDays 124
Satan, .first tried by bemudding his thoughts, to divert him
from the design of becoming a monk.

Bemuddle (b/mzrd'l), v.
[f.

BE- 2,6 + MUDDLE.]
trans. To confuse or muddle completely. Hence
Bemu'ddled///. a., Bemirddlement.
i86z Sat.Rfi

1
. XIII. 619/1 Novel-readers who. .bemuddle

their brains in the reading-room day after day. 1883 A.
WATSON in J/rt.g". .-J >*/ 486/1 A wild, bemuddled dream. 1884
Pall Mall G. 13 May 1/2 In such a state of bemuddlement
and confusion.

Beiuuffle (bAiurf1), v. [f. BE- i + MUFFLE ^.]
To muffle up; often fig. Hence BemunTed ppl.a.
1583 STANYHURST sEtieis iv. (Arb.) in The earth with the

shaads of night was darcklye bemufHed. 1611 COTGR.,
Emmonfle . . bemuffled, wrapped, or lapped close within
(warms) clothes. 1760 STERNE Semi. Yorick. III. 225 So be-
muffled with the externals of religion, that he has not a hand
to spare for a worldly purpose !

Bemulce, for DKMULCE, to soothe or soften.

1531 ELYOT Gov. (1580164 Wherwith Saturne was eftsones
bemulced and appaysed. [ The original cd. lias demulced.]
Bemurmur, berausk, bemute, bemuzzle,

etc. : see BE-/;Y/.
Bemuse (bftni-z), v.

[f. BE- 2 + MUSE v. : cf.

amuse.] trans. To make utterly confused or

muddled, as with intoxicating liquor; to put into a

stupid stare, to stupefy. Hence Bemu'sed, Be-

mtrsing///. a.

1735 POPE Prol. Sat. 15 A parson much be-mus'd in beer.

1771 J. FOOT Penseroso iv. 106 [With] fairy tales bemused
the shepherd lies. 1847 H. MILLER First Impr. xix. 11861)

265 The bad metaphysics with which they bemuse them-
selves. 1880 MeCARTHY 07W Times xxx. III. 2 A Prussian
was regarded in England as a dull beer-bemused creature.

1j humorously, To devote entirely to the Muses.
1705 POPE Let. H. Cromwell Wks. 1735 I. 15 When those

incorrigible things, Poets, are once irrecoverably Be-mus'd.

Bemy, obs. form of BEAMY.
Ben (ben), adv., prep., a., sb., Sc. and north.

dial. Forms : 4 bene, 5- ben. [Appears first in

1 4th c. There is no cognate in Scand. languages ;

so that it must be a dial, variant of ME. binne, BIN
1 within ': OE. binnan, cogn. w. Du., Ger. binneti.]
A. adv. Within, towards the inner part ; esp. in

or into an inner part of the house relatively, in or
into the inner part absolutely ; into the parlour,
etc. from the kitchen ; in the parlour or chamber.
The words but and ben have special reference to the struc-

ture of dwelling houses formerly prevalent in the north, in
which there was only one outer door, so that it was usual
to enter through the kitchen into the parlour, and through
the latter to an inner chamber, bedroom, or the like. In
reference to the kitchen, the two latter rooms are ben and
far-ben respectively ; they constitute the ben-end of the
house : in reference to the parlour, the kitchen is but, or
but the house, or the but end. These phrases are retained
even in more modern houses, where the parlour has a separ-
ate entrance: 'go but'^'go into the kitchen'; 'come
ben

1

come into the parlour, etc. Also apartments on op-
posite sides of a passage are said to be but and ben with
each other, though neither is farther out or farther in than
the other : come ben, go but are then used of either. Their
occupants are said to live but and ben with each other.
c 14*5 WVNTOUN Cron. vn. x. 39 Hyr cors }>ai tuk wp, &

bare ben. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 271 Intumulat . .

Ben in the queir. 1686 G. STUART Joco-ser. Disc. 35 When
doors stand open, dogs come ben. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xv,
Baby [-Barbara], bring ben the tea-water, .and we'll stetk
the shop, and cry ben. .and take a hand at the cartes. 1865
J. GROVES in Harland Lane. Lyrics 128 Come ben, an*
bhelter frae the storm.

b. Phrases : But and ben : in the outer and
inner apartment, in both (or all) parts of the house.

To live but and ben with : see above. Far ben :

far within, in the innermost chamber ; Jig. ad-

mitted beyond the ante-room, or to special intimacy
or favour,

'
far in.' O'erfar ben : too intimate.

c '375 ? HARBOUR St. Barthol. -2-2 pe tempil. . Wes fillit ful,

but & bene. <r 1536 LVNDESAV Compl. Bagsche 137, I was
anis als far ben as }e ar, And had in Court nls greit cre-

dence. 1632 RUTHERFORD Lett. 20 (1862) I. 83 Ye are. .far

ben in the palace of our Lord. 1786 BURNS Holy /-'air

xviii, Now butt an' ben the change-house fills. 1814. SCOTT
Wav. xlviii, I admit I could not be so far ben as you lads.

C. There-ben, corrupt, the-ben [cf. there-out\ also

ben-by (arch.): inside; G. darinncn.
c 1575 ROLLANU Settin Seages Prol., For to bring but its ill

thats not there ben. 1650 Vind. Hammond's Addr. 22 note,
That cannot be brought But, that is not the Ben. 1768
Ross Helenore 33 (JAM.) Your bed s' be made the-ben. a 1774
FERGUSSON Election, Poems (1845) 40 The coat ben-by, I*

the kist-nook . . Is brought ance mair thereout.

B. prep. In or into the inner part of (a

house).
1684 R. LAW Memorials Pref. (1818) 60 (JAM.) Ye . . lad

the father and mother go ben the house a whylie. 1810
TANNAHILL Crag if Lee, Poems 118461 132 Far ben thy dark

green planting's shade. 1827 J. WILSON Nod. Ambr. Wks.
1855 I. 354 When ye gaed ben the house.

C. adj. Inner, interior: as in ben end, ben room.

Compared bcnncr, bcnmost.

1774 FtRGUssoN Poems (1789) II, 44 (JAM.) The benmost

part o' my kist nook. 1783 Poems in Bnchan Dial, 34
(JAM.) Their benner pantries. 1818 HOGG Brownie II. 18

QAM.), I was a free man i' my ain ben-end. 1820 SCOTT
Abbot xxviii, A door leading into the ben or inner chamber
of the cottage.

D. sb. (Elliptical use of the adj.) The inner room.
1791-9 Statist. Ace, Scotf, XV. 339 The rent of a room and

kitchen, or what, .is stiled a but and a ben, gives at least

two pounds sterling. 1807 SIR J. CARR Calcdon. Sk, 405
(JAM.) A tolerable hut is divided into three parts a butt
. .a benn. .and a byar, where the cattle are housed. Mod.
Sc.

' Their house is a long low thatched cottage consisting
of a but, a ben, and &far-ban,'

\\ Ben 'yben), sb* Also 8 bin. [Gael, bcann :

QCc\t.*fawio-, *bendo-, peak, horn, conical point.']
A mountain-peak. Used with the names of Scottish

mountains; e.g. Ben Nevis, Ben Lomond.
1788 R. GALLOWAY Poems 75 (JAM.) From Lomond bin to

Pentland know. 1813 HOGG Queen's II'. 355 Ben is a

Highland term and denotes a mountain of a pyramidal
form, which stands unconnected with others. 1819
Jacob. Relics II. 421 (JAM. t Sweet was .. the river that
flow'd from the Ben. 1884 blanch. Exam, 13 Sept. 5/3
Lowlanders and Irishmen who never climbed a ben.

Ben (ben), sb$ Also 6 benn, 7 behen. [a.

Arab, .jb ban, 'the ben-tree' (Lane). The form

behen is due to confusion with another word.]
The winged seed of the Horse-radish tree (Jloringa

pterygospernid) ;
also called ben-nut.

I559 MORWYNG Evonym. 239 The fruites of Ben . . are
found about Gonna plenteously. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I.

374 The Egyptian Ben is more oleous and fat. 1769 SIR J.
HILL Fam. Herbal {iftiz) 33 Ben-Nut-Tree . . an Arabian
tree. 1783 AINSWORTH Lett* Diet. (Morell) n, Myroba-
lanttm . . myrobalan, Ben, or a fruit of /Egypt, about the

bigness of a filberd. 1866 Treas. Bot. 756 The seeds of. .

the Horse-radish tree are winged, and are called Ben-
nuts.

b. Oil ofBen : oil obtained from the ben-nut.

1594 PLAT Jcwell-h. n. 16 The oile of Benn . . is made of the
Italian nuts. 1736 BAILEY Househ. Diet. 268 The oil of
Ben has no smell of it self, but will readily receive any
smell that you would impart to it. 1875 URE Diet. Arts
I. 337 Oil of ben. .is much used by watchmakers.

Ben, obs. form of BEHEX, the plant.

Ben, obs. pres. indie., subj. pi, and inf.of BE v.

t Bena'me, v, Obs. (arch, in pa. pple.) Forms
of pa. t. and pple. 6 benamed, bynempt, 6-9
benempt (9 benempted). [OE. benynnan, f.

BE- + nynnati to NAME
;

cf. MHO., mod.G. benen-

ncn, Sw. bendmna
t

to name. With benempt cf.

inempmd from name in Ancren Riivle, Trevisa, etc.]

f 1. trans. To declare or utter solemnly or on
oath

;
to promise with an oath. Obs.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. Ixxxix, 3 Ic Dauide . . on aS-sware acr be-

nemde, baet ic, etc. c 1315 Poem temp. Edw. II in Pot.

Songs 327 Thouh the bishop hit wite, that hit bename
kouth, He may wid a litel silver stoppen his mouth. 1579
SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Nov., Kid or cosset, which I thee

bynempt. 1615 CROOKE Body of Man 249 Iphis her vow
benempt a Maide, But turned boy her vow she paide.

f 2. To name, mention by name. Obs. rare.

1579 SPENSER Sfaph. Cal. July 214 What is Algrin, he
that is so oft bynempt ?

3. With compl. : To name, call, style, describe as.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia 111.301 Hee a Courtier was benamed.
1748 THOMSON Cast, ofIndol. n. xxxii, A fiery-footed boy,
Benempt Dispatch. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xxx, The master
smith, benempt, as his sign intimated, John Mucklewrath.
1832 Blacku'. Mag. XXXII. 257 A Virgin, benempted
Prudence Smith.

Bench (benf), sb. Forms: i benc(e, 3-6
benche, (Qrm. bennche), 4- bench. For Sc.

and northern forms, see BENK, BINK. [Comm.
Teut. : OE. byte - ON. *benkr (Sw. bank, Da. bynk,
Icel. bekkr}, OS., MHG., MDu. bane, OHG. banch,

mod.G., Du. bank : OTeut. *banki~z ' bench' : cf.

BANK j.l,
2

, which are originally the same word
as this, introduced into English at a later time

through Romanic. In sense 2, bench translates

L. bancum, AF. baunc, baiink.']

1. A long seat, with or without a back, usually
of wood, but also of stone, etc.

*

Distinguished
from a stool by its greater length/ J.
rtiooo Beowulf^659 Bujon fc>a to bence. -1200 OKMIN

14087 He wollde sittenn bxr,To drinnkenn ba;re on bennche.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. i. 200 To cracchen ous [ratsl . . bouh
we crepe vnder benches. < 1440 Promp. Par:>. 30 Kenche,
scamnum. 1535 COVERDALE Esther i. 6 The benches were
of golde and siluer. 1611 BIBLE Kzek. xxvii. 6 Thy benches
of Yuorie. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 509 ? 3 The benches
around are so filthy, that no one can sit down. 1870 F. WIL-
SON ('//. Lindisf.fy The nave is now seated with two rows of

low-backed benches.

b. A scat or thwart in a boat.

1552 HULOET, Benches in a barge, bote, or shyppe,y/^i,
1791 COWI-I-JR OJyss. xv. 666 Each obedient, to his bench re-

paired. 1867 SMYTH Suitor's \Vord-bk,, Benches of Boats.

2. The seat where the judges sit in court ;
the

judge's seat, or seat of justice; hence, the office or

dignity of a judge, as in 'to be raised to the bench/
(-1275 MAI-ES Body <y .Soul 305 Thei^ alle the men nou^.

undt:r mone to demtn weren sette on benche, 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. IV, v. ii. 86 To plucke downc Justice from your
awefull Bench. 1663 BUTLER Hud. \. i. 23 Great on the

Bench, Great in the Saddle. 1848 MACAULAY Hist, Eng. I.

450 These qualifications he carried, .from the bar to the

bench. IHd. 662 On the bench sate three judges who had
been with Jeffreys.

b. Hence, the place where justice is adminis-

tered : orig. applied to The (Court of} Common
Bench, or (later) Common Picas at "Westminster,

Anglo-Fr. le bannc, L. bancum; also The (Court of}

Kin^s or Queen s Bench, in which originally the

sovereign presided, and which followed him in his

movements. (These now form divisions of the

High Court of Judicature.)
1292 BRITTON i. xxvii. 13 Brefs pledablo par devaunt

nos Justices du baunc a Westmouster [before our Justice;,
of the Bench at Westminster]. 14 Si soint ajournez en
baunc en presence des parties [they shall be adjourned into

the Bench J. x.\ii. 18 Des clers. . del un baunc et del

autre, et des clers del Escheker [the clerks.. of the one
Bench and the other]. 1297 R. GLOUC. 570 Biuore f>e iu^tises

atte benche. 1330 [See BENK.] 1362 LANGL. P, Pi. A.
Prol. 95 To ben CIcrkes of be Kynges Benche. 1474 CAX'I ON
Chesse 79 The courtes of the chaunserye, kynges bein.h,

comyn place. 1628 COKE On Lift. 71 b, Called the Kings
Bench . . because Kings in former times haue often per-

sonally set there. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 41 The
court of king's bench, .is the supreme court of common law
in the kingdom. 1809 TOMLINS Law Diet, s. v. Kings Bench,

During the reign of a Queen, it is called the Queen's Bench ;

and in Cromwell's time, it was stiled the Upper Bench.

1835/Vy Or/. HI- 376/1 ^ l^e "'odern Court ofCommon
Pleas, .the judges, .retain the technical title of

'

Justices of
the Bench at Westminster' to the present day.

c. Any court of justice ;
a tribunal.

1589 P&sguifs Ret. Bij, The Courtes, Benches, Sessions,
that are helde. .in her Maiesties name. 1660 MILTON Free
Comtmt.', Wks. '185I 1 451 Monarchs .. will have all the

Benches of Judicature annex'd to the Throne. 1863 KINC.S-

LEY Water-Bab, iv. 149 The other two [days] he went to

the bench and the board of guardian;-.

d. The judges or magistrates collectively, or the

judge or magistrate sitting in the seat of justice.

1592 GREENE Art Ccnny Catch. 10 The bench, that neiier

heard this name before, smiled. 1677 MARVELL Corr. 296
II. 355 Sir, Your's and the Bench's most humble servant.

(11716 BLACKALL Wks. I. 318 He had been asked some

questions by the Bench. 1753 PRINGLE in Scots Mag. XV,
42/1 The bench consisted of six persons. 1837 DISRAELI
Venetia \. xvi, Now, prisoner, the bench is ready to hear

your confession.

3. A seat where a number of persons sit side by
side in some official capacity; e.g. those in the

British Houses of Parliament (originally simple
wooden benches), that occupied by the Aldermen
in a Council Chamber, etc.

[1607 SHAKS. Tinion iv. i. 5 Slaues and Fooles Plucke the

graue wrinkled Senate from the Bench.] 1742 SHENSTONE
Schootwistr. xxviii, A little bench of heedless bishops And
there a chancellor in embryo. 1771 SMOLLETT Hutnph. C/.

(1815* 132 Every individual that now filled the bench of

bishops in the house of Lords. 1812 Examiner 4, May 280/1

(Parliament. Rep. \ Loud cheering from the Treasury bench.

1849 HT. MARTINEAU Hist. -ng. I. 15 The cross-benches
of neutrality in the House of Commons. 1883 MAY Law
ofParI. 16 The spiritual and temporal lords .sit apart, on

separate benches. 1885 Mattck. Exam. 24 July 6, i The
comparative bareness of . . the Whig benches on the left of
the Speaker's chair.

Hence, b. The dignity of occupying <uch a seat,

as ' to be raised to the episcopal bench,* i. e. the

Bishop's bench in the House of Lords, 'to aspire
to the civic bench/ i. e. to be an Alderman, etc.

c. Applied collectively to the persons who occupy,
or have a right to occupy, such a seat.

[1494 FABYAN vn. 665 By a consent of the benche [of alder-

men], and of the comyn counsayll.] 1600 CHAPMAN Iliad\\,

513 Those loving vows to living Jove he used And all the

other bench of gods. 1801 BP. LINCOLN in G. Rose Diaries
118601 I. 359 It has. .excited no small alarm amongst some
of our bench. 1853 BRIGHT India, Sp. 118761 2, I do not
allude to the whole of the Treasury bench. 1860 FOKSTER
Gr. Remonstr. 196 The' conflict with the Right Reverend
Bench which ended in their committal to the Tower.

4. An article of furniture similar in form to the

long seat (sense i): + a. a footstool; b. the
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BENCH.

rough strong table at which carpenters and other

mechanics work ; O. a banker's counter.

c
th.

Cyt.. -. .. - ,
- - -

common. 1755 J OHNSON Diet. s. v. Bankrupt, When any be-

came insolvent his . . bench was broke. 1881 Mechanic I. viii

466 A carpenter's bench may be either fixed or moveable.

1885 HESBA STRETTON in Good Words XIV. 27/2, I have

begun to work a little now at the bench.

5. Hence, A collection of dogs as exhibited at

a show on benches or platforms ;
hence attrib.

lM$Chatnk. frill, y} The 'bench' and field properties

of a greyhound.
6 = BANK s6. 1 i.

CI450 Why not Nun 114 in E. E. P, 11862) 141 Vn-to a

benche of camomylle My wofulle hede 1 dyd inclyne. 1551

ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utop. 30 Vpon a bench couered with

greene torves we satte. 1652 ASHMOLE Theat. Chem. 215

Benches coverid with new Turves grene.

7. Any conformation of earth, stone, etc ,
which

has a raised and flat surface : e. g. the coping of a

wall (? obs.) ; a level ledge or set-back in the slope

of masonry or earthwork ;
in U. S. a level tract

between a river and neighbouring hills ; a hori-

zontal division or layer of a coal-seam, cut by itself.

1730 A. GORDON Maffefs Amph. 399 The Bench or Out-

iutting, which is above the highest Ridge of the Building.

"1793 SMEATON Edystone L. in Its slope . . being formed

into a sort of steps, or benches. 1862 R. MAYNE Brit.

Columbia 108 These flats or benches, .are found generally at

the bends of the river. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss, s. v.

Bench, One bench or layer [of coal] being cut before the
|

adjacent one.

8. Law. See FKEE-BEXCH.

9. Comb., chiefly attrib., as bench-cloth, //></(,sense

i), bench-business, -mute (sense 2), bench-check,
\

-drill, -jaw or -vice (4 b). Also bench-babbler :

= BEXCH-WHISTLEU; bench-clamp, a kind of vice
;

with sliding side used to force together the parts,
j

e.g. of a window-frame ; bench-coal (see 7} ;

bench hammer, a finisher's or blacksmith's ham-
j

mer ; bench-holdfast, -hook, an iron hook, sliding i

in a socket, by which a plank may be gripped ; 1

f bench-hole, a privy ; bench-key, a particular
|

key used by a watchmaker for winding watches i

upon which heisemployed; bench-plane, a joiner's

plane for working on a flat surface
; bench-reel, a

spinning reel on the pirn of which sailmakers wind

their yarn ; bench-room, sitting accommodation ;
j

bench-screw (see quot.) ; bench-shears, shears

used by copper- and zinc-workers ;
bench-show

(see 5) ; bench-stop, -strip, a strip of wood or

metal fixed on a carpenter's bench to rest his woik :

against ; bench-table, a low stone seat on the

inside of walls, or round the bases of pillars, in

churches, cloisters, etc. ; bench-warrant, one

issued by a judge, as opposed to a justice's or

magistrate's warrant ;
bench-winder = Bench-

key. See also BESCH-MAKK, -WHISTLER.

1549 BALE in Cheke's Hurt Sedit. 11641' Pref., These

chimney-Preachers, and 'bench-Bablers. 1850 J. SMITH

Rep. Sanit. Condition Hull 17 Forming "bench-beds for

the vessels. 1647 FULLER Good Th. Worse T. 118411 103 As if

he made a session or 'bench-business thereof. 1881 Mechanic

535 Pins running through the bench leg and 'bench cheek

respectively. 1552 Hl'LOET, 'Benchclothe, or carpet cloth.

1712 Phil. Trans. XXVII. 54I Coal, called 'Bench-Coal.

1555 h'ardle l-'acions 19 Whiche dreamed not their know,

ledge in the 'benchehole at home. 1606 SIIAKS. Ant. ft (.7.

iv. vii. 9 Wee'l beat 'em into 'Bench-holes, a 1656 HALL
Rein. Wks. 11660) 231 The stoutest Atheist turnes pale, and

is ready to creep into a 'tench-hole. 1823 P. NICHOLSON

Pract. Build. 236 The * bench-hook is to keep the wood

steady. 1635 BRATHWAIT Arcad. Pr. ii. 13 Thou . . sitt'st

"Bench-mute with thy decayed braines. 1601 HOLLAND

Pliny II. 358 Sufficient bed and 'bench-room to rest and

repose. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 237 The 'bench-

screw is used to fasten boards between the cheeks, in order

to plane their edges. 1881 Mechanic 464 An ordinary-

carpenter's bench.. with a bench vice and 'bench stop.

1849 FREEMAN Archil. 197 A 'bench table along the east

wall. 1820 T. MITCHELL Aristoph. I. 33 My poor 'bench-

-tied countrymen. 1696 I.UTTRELL Brief Ret. IV. 108 A
"bench warrant was issued. 1884 F. BRITTEN ll'atch r

Clockm. 293 'Bench Winder . . [is] a key used for winding
watches by a watch maker.

Bench (benf), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To furnish with benches.

1385 CHAL-CER L. G. W. 98 I-benchede newe with turns.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 130 This entry [of the pyramidjwas. .

benched on each side. 1729 SAVAGE Wanderer v. v, There,
bench'd with turf, an oak our seat extends. 1847 TENNYSON
Princess ii. 348 Stately theatres Bench'd crescent-wise.

1 2. To bank up, bank back. Obs. rare.

1587 FLEMING Cont. Holinshed III. 1547/1 Vf there were

anie issue or draining of water vnder the wals. . they benched

it, digging a trench at the foot of that part of the wall, and

filling the same with earth.

8. a. trans. To seat on a bench. b. re/I,
and

intr. To seat oneself, or take a seat, upon a bench.

1605 SHAKS. Lear in. vi. 40 Thou his yoke-fellow of

equity, Bench by his side. 1611 Wint. T. i. ii. 314 His

Cup-bearer, whom I from meaner forme Haue Bench d, and

rear'd to Worship. 1624 HEYWOOD Captives iv. iii. in

Bullen O. PI. IV, The fryar..Hath lyke a surly Justyce

bensht himself. 1816 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. JELL

331 They, .bench their weary joints.

796

4. intr. To bench in : to recede in terraced levels

of its. .benching in at every Tower.

Benched (benjt ),///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.] a.

Furnished with benches, b. Seated on a bench.

1394 P. PI. Crede 205 An halle Wib brode hordes aboute

y-benched wel clene. 1636 HEYWOOD Laves Mistr. v. i.

Wks. 1874 V. 148 Minos bench'd. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON

Nancy III. 72, I sit benched among the old women.

Bencher (be-njai). [f.
BENCH sb. + -KB'.]

1. One who sits on a bench (or thwart) ;
one

who frequents the benches of a tavern.

1534 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) D d viij, If

the pyllers bee of syluer, and benches of golde, and though
the benchers be kynges. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum.
iv. i, O, the benchers phrase : pauca verba. 1858 HAW-
THORNE Fr.

If
It. Jrnls. II. 286 The benchers joke with the

women passing by. 1860 HUGHES Tom Brown Oxf. xiii,

Old companions, 6po.vtTai, benchers(of the gallant eight-oarl.

2. One who officially sits on a bench ;
a magis-

trate, judge, assessor, senator, member of the San-

hedrim, alderman, etc. arch.

1571 Damon t; P. in Hazl. Dodsl. IV. 17 Of parasites and

sycophants you are a grave bencher. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. n.

i. 91 A necessary Bencher in the Capitoll. 1612 BP. HALL
Contempl. N. T. iv. xxx, The grave benchers of lerusalem

. . Rabbies of Israel, a 1693 ASHMOLE Antiq. Berks 1.1723)

III. 58 Ten of them Aldermen or chief Benchers.

3. spec. One of the senior members of the Inns

of Court, who form for each Inn a self-elective

body, managing its affairs, and possessing the pri-

vilege of '

calling to the bar.'

1582 .'let 5 Eliz. i. 5 As well Utter-Barresters as Benchers.

1691 WOOD A th. Oxon. II. 311 He was made successively

Barrester, utter Barrester, Bencher and Reader. 1711 AUDI-

SON Spect. No. 21 F4 Benchers of the several Inns of Court,

who seem to be Dignitaries of the Law. 1855 MACAVLAY
Hist. Eng. IV. 774 The benchers of the Inner Temple could

bear the scandal, .no longer.

Be'nchership. [f. prec. -t- -SHIP.] The posi-

tion or dignity of a bencher in an Inn of Court.

1823 LAMB Elia, Benchers Inner Temple, They were co-

evals, and had nothing but that and their benchership in

common. 1865 Pall Mall G. 29 Sept. 6/2 A benchership of

Gray's-inn has become vacant.

Benching, be-nJin),z>iV..i7'. [f.
BENCH + -ING'.]

a. The action of the vb. BENCH, b. Benching

uf : working on the top of coal (Raymond Min-

ing Gloss. i8Si). c. concr. A provision or range

of benches or seats.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. K. xix. cxxi.\. 938 Diiierticuhim

is a benchynge besyde the waye. 1866 HOWELLS Venet.

Life xx. 335 The benching that passes round the shop.

Be'nchlet ;be-n|let). [f.
BENCH sb. + -LET.] A

little bench, a stool.

1863 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. X. x.\i. vii, Three little bench-

lets or stools . . stood before him. 1884 A. PUTNAM Police

Judge xvi. 165 The petit judge might sit on his benchlet.

Be'lich-lliark. A surveyor's mark cut in some

durable material, as a rock, wall, gate-pillar, face

of a building, etc., to indicate the starting, closing,

or any suitable intermediate, point in a line of

levels for the determination of altitudes over the

face of a country. It consists of a series of wedge-

shaped incisures, in the form of the ' broad-arrow

with a horizontal bar through its apex, thus /f\ .

When the spot is below sea-level, as in mining

surveys, the mark is inverted.

[The horizontal bar is the essential part, the broad arrow

being added (originally by the Ordnance Survey) as an

identification. In taking a reading, an angle-iron 7 is held

with its upper extremity inserted in the horizontal bar, so

as to form a temporary bracket or bencli for the support of

(he levelling-staff, which can thus be placed on absolutely

the same base on any subsequent occasion. Hence the name.]

1864 WEBSTER cites FRANCIS. 1883 G. SYMONS Brit. Rainf.

134 A series of levels has been taken from the gauge to an

Ordnance bench mark.

+ Be'nch-whistler. Obs. One who sits

idly whistling on a bench : a term of reproach.

1542 BOORIIE Dyetary viii. 245 Fye on the, benche-whystler,

wylt thou sterte away nowe? 1607 CHAPMAN All Fooles

Plays (t873> I. 137 Y'are but bench-whistlers now a dayes
to tnem that were in our times. 1618 HORNBY Sco. Drunk.

(1839) 17 He that will not drinke off his whole scowre Is a

bench-whistler.

Bend (.bend), sb,\ Forms : I- bend ;
also 3

biend, 4 beend. [Com. Teut., OE. bpid str.

fern. (pi. bpida) --- OS. bendi, OFris. bende, MDu.

liciide, Goth. &i<// :-OTeut. *bandj&-, f. band-,

stem of tiindan to BIND ; also in OE. str. masc.

(pi. 1'e.ndas). This is the original English word,

now superseded, exc. in nautical use, by the cog-

nate BAND st>l, BOND, from ON., the senses of

which ran in ME. alongside of those of bend, so as

to make it appear only another phonetic variant ol

those. The OE. pi. benda remained in ME. as

bcnde in collective sense of ' bonds, imprisonment.']

fl. Anything with which one's body or limbs

are bound ;
a band, bond, or fetter. //. collective,

Bonds, fetters, confinement, imprisonment. Obs.

i 890 K. ALFRED Bxda iv. xxii. (Bosw.t pa benda sumes

Xehzftes. c 1000 Ags. Ps. cvi(i]. 13 Heora bendas towearp
, 1000 Afs. Go*f. Mail. .\i. 2 Da Johannes on bendum l/lal-

BEND.

toil, bendenl sehyrde Christes wepruc.
r 1175 Moral Ode

iSoin Lamo.Hoin. 171 For lesen hi of bende. Ibid. 289 Into
lobe blende \Trin. JUS. in be lode bende]. c 1205 LAY. 18459

pe king heom lette binden mid irene bsende [1250 bendes].

ciyxi Beket 15 Oft in fetercs and in othc[r] bende. ^1400
Gamelyn 457 To brynge me out of bendes. Ibid. 837 Game-

lyn leet unfetere his brother out of beende.

tb. fig. The 'fetters' or 'shackles' of habit,

:tc. ; custody, keeping ; BAND sbl 8.

971 Blickl. Horn. 9 pa waes gesended bat goldhord . . on

xme bend baes clsenan innoSes. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.

33 Ac bat . . unbindeS be bendes of wioerfulnesse.

f C. A moral or spiritual bond or restraint ; the

bands or bonds of matrimony. BAND sb. 1 9.

a 1250 Owl ff Night. 1426 Thurh chirche bende. Ibid.

1470 Thah spusing bendes thuncheth sore. 1340 Ayenb. 48

pet ne habbeb nenne bend ne of wodewehod ne of spoushod.

f d. ' Confinement' at child-birth :

' Our Lady's
Bands

'

: see BAND sbl i c.

1297 R. GLOUC. 379 3}"f God me wole grace sende Vorto

make my chyrche gon, & bringe me of bys bende. 1330

King of Tars 539 By the fourti wikes ende, Heo was de-

lyvered out of beende, Thonv help of Marie mylde.

1 2. A clamp or band (of iron, etc.) for strength-

ening a box, etc. ;
a connecting piece by which

the parts of anything are bound together ;
= BAND

.i 4, 5. Obs.
ii 1225 Alter. ^.382 Ibunden mid iren . .and mid brode bicke

bendes. ij3 FITZHERB. Husb. 4 Somme plowes haue a

bende of yron. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. n. vii. 30 Huge great

yron chests, and coffers strong, All bard with double bends.

3. Ncmt. A knot, used to unite one rope to an-

other, or to something else ;
there are various

kinds, as the cable bend, carrick bend, fisherman s

bend, etc. (The only extant sense.)

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) Bend, the knot by
which one rope is fastened to another. 1819 REES Cyel. s.v.

Bends, For a carrick bend, lay the end of a rope, or hawser,

across its standing part. 1829 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc.

(1842)!. 114 Taking a bend on the bight of the rope. 1833

MARRYAT /'. Simple xiv, He taught me a fisherman's bend,

which he pronounced to be the king of all knots.

f4. Comb, bend-ful, (ads.), a bandful, a bundle.

la 1480 Kyngff Hermit 169 in Hazl. E.P.P. 20 The frere

he had bot barly stro, Two thake bendsfull without mo.

Bend (bend), sb2 Forms : I bend, 5-6 bende.

[Apparently originally English, as a sense of the

prec. word : see the early quotations. But after-

wards naturally identified with OF. bende (mod.
Fr. bande} : see BAND sb.- ; whence the later sense-

development. Now used only in the Heraldic

and technical senses 3, 4 (if 4 really belongs here).

The O F. bende, bande, corresponds to med.L. binda, benda,

Lombard benda, It. benda, banda, Sp. and Pg. venda and

banda ; pointing to a Romanic adoption of OHG. binda,
'

band, fillet, tie, sash,' and also of Gothic band! or other

equivalent of OE. bend, with similar sense.)

1 1. A thin flat strip adapted to bind round.

fa. A riband, fillet, strap, band, used for orna-

ment or as part of a dress ;
a sash, swaddling-band,

hat-band, bandage ;
= BAND sb.'2 1-5. Obs. or i-.dial.

ciooa /ELHRIC Glass, in Wr-Wiilcker Voc. 152 Diadema,
bend asimmed and gesmioed. Nimbus, mid golde je-

siwud bend, c 1205 LAY. 24747 And mid a;ne bende of golde

a;lc hafde his hsefd biuonge. <ri34O Gam. f, Gr. Kiti.,2517

Vche burne. .a bauderyk schulde haue, A bende a belefnym
aboute, of a bry?t grene. c 1450 Crt. o/Lm'tSioA bend of

golde and silke. 1463 in Bury Wills (18501 41 My bende

for an hat of blak sylk and silvir. Item to John Coote my
bende of whit boon with smale bedys of grene. 1491 CAX-

ION Vitas Pair. (W. de W.I i. xlviii. 11495) 93*b/i A lytyll

bende, to swadle a lytyll chylde beynge in his cradle. 1513

DOUGLAS sEneis u. lii. (ii.! 138 About my heid ane gairland

or a bend. ISS HUI.OET, Bende, fillet or kerchiefc. amicu-

tiim. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1 1. 365 Bast dogs haire down to a

bend or piece of cloth, and fasten the same close to the said

forehead. 1790 GROSE ProTi. Gloss., Bend, a border of a

woman's cap; nortli. 1791-9 Statist. A cc. Scot. XI. 173

i JAM.) The [Archery] prize [at Kilwinning], from 1488 to

1688, was a sash, or as it was called, a benn . . a piece of

Taffeta or Persian, of different colours, chiefly red, green,

white, and blue.

t b. Anat. A band, a ligament. Obs.

J398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. v, The bridde curtel

foloweb, bat hat
'
cerotica

'

[sclerotica], bat . . defendeb all
j>e

ober from be hardnesse of be bon, and is as it were be bende

lligawmtitm] of be ye.

t c. A scroll or riband in decorative yetk. ? Obs.

c 1535 in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 206 And for 246 bends or

poses set up in the same windows. 1743 A. MILNE in Wade
Melnse Ab. 11861) 33 On the East of this Window there

is a Niche, having a monk for the supporter of the statue,

holding a Bend with each Hand about his Breast. [1861

WADE/W< 314 A venerable monk, bearing a band or scroll.]

f2. A 'stripe' inflicted by a lash or rod. t>w.

rare. (Also in form band, belonging to BAND s6.2

after sense 8.)
r 1400 Yvmine * Ga'i: 2394 He bar a scourge with corde.>

ten . . Efter ilka band brast out the blode. a io Peebles to

Play, Quoth he, 'Thy back sail bear ane bend ;
In faith,

quoth she, 'we meit not.
1

3. Her. An ordinary formed by two parallel

lines drawn from the dexter chief to the sinister

base of the shield, containing the fifth part of the

field in breadth, or the third if charged. (See

quot. 1872.) Bend sinister : a similar ordinary

drawn in the opposite direction : one of the marks

of bastardy. Cf. BATON. In bend: placed bendwise.

Parted pci- bend: divided bendwise.



BEND.
c 1430 Syr Gciur. 3924 Armes he bereth riche and clene,

With bendes of gold wel besene. 1480 CAXTON Cliron. Eng.
cxciv. 170 Euery bataylle had cote armures of grene clothe
and therof the ryght quarter was yelowe with whyte bendes,
wherfor that parlement was callyd the parlemcnt of the
whyte bende. 1572 BOSSEWELL Armani: n. 33 b, The! are
called Bendes. 1598 DRAYTONT Heroic. /:/. xxi. 95 That
Lyon plac'd in our bright Silver bend. i6z2 PEACHAM Compl,
Gentl. i. (1634) 9 Some [bare] their Fathers whole Coate. .

in bend dexter. Ibid., Vet it is the custome with vs, and
in France, to allow them for Noble, by giving them sometimes
their Fathers proper Coate, with a Bend sinister. 1662 FULLER
Worthies i. 48 A Bend is esteemed the best Ordinarie, being
a Belt born in its true posture athwart. 1688 R. HOLME
Armory i. 74 Parted per Bend Sinister. 1816 SCOTT Antiq.
xii, The bend of bastardy upon the shield yonder. 1872
RUSKIN Eagle's N. 235 The Bend, .represents the sword-
belt.

4. A shape or size in which ox- or cow-hides are
tanned into leather, forming half of a '

butt.'
A ' butt

'

is the entire hide of the back and flanks reduced to
a rough rectangle, by what is technically called 'rounding,'
i.e. cutting off the surrounding thinner parts (the hide of
the head and shoulders, and of the belly and shanks on
each side of the 'butt'). When this is cut in two by
a line down the middle of the back, before tanning las is

mostly done in Scotland and the north of England), each
half is called a '

bend.' Butts and bends contain the thickest
and strongest hide, the qualities of which are further de-

veloped by special processes in tanning, so as to make the
stoutest leather. Hence

b. Bend-leather (orig. northern) : the leather
of a 'bend,' i.e. the thickest and stoutest kind of
leather (from the back and flanks), used for soles

of boots and shoes ; sole-leather.
1600 HEVWOOD i K. Ed-m. Wks. 1874 I. 40, I had rather

than a bend of leather Shee and I might smouch together.
1865 Times 29 Apr., An average amount of business has
been done in leather during the month. Foreign heavy
butts and bends have been in only moderate demand.
b. 1581 LAMBARUE /><. v. 164 Ifanytannerhave raised

with any mixture any hide to bee converted to backes, bend-
leather, clowting-leather. 1709 BLAIR in Ptiil. Trans. XXVI I.

76 Of Substance not unlike to English Bend or Sole- Leather.
1811 SCOTT in Lockhart (1839) III. 344 Sir.. can you say
anything clever about bend leather? 1880 Blackw. Mag.
Feb. 254 But Jem was a tough one and never knew pains
In his vulcanite bowels and bend-leather brains.

t Bend. s/>- 3 Obs. Forms : 5-6 bende, 6- ;
bend. [Late Ijth c. teniia. a. F. bende, another

(? earlier) form of F. bande '^corresp. to It., Sp.,

Pg. bandct) 'an organized company of men,' a

HAND. Both forms, bende and bamle, appear to

have been introduced from Fr. by Caxton (see
BAND sb?} ; but bende was by far the more fre-

quent form till late in the ifith c., being always used

by Ld. Berners, Sir T. More, Grafton, etc., though
band(e, alone appears in the versions of the

Bible (Tindale and Coverdale have bonde in Jofni
xviii. 3, where the later versions have bande

\ but
the word is not frequent in any form before the
Geneva version of 1557). Bend is rare after

1600; the Shaks. folio of 1623 has always band.

The sense of '

faction, party,' is assigned also by
Cotgrave to F. bande, and by Minsheu to Sp.
banda.']
An organized company of men ; BAND sb*

;
a

party, a faction
;
a gang.

1475 CAXTON Jason. 78 Upon them that they foilnde
not of their bende. 1509 FISHER Fttn. Serm. C'fi'ss A'/t h-

M0MdT(X7o8) 15 Vfony faccyons or bendes were made secretly
amongst her hede Officers. 1539 TONSTALL Strm. Palui
Sttnd. 11823' 33 Cornelius the Centuryon, capytayne of the

Italyons bende. 1544 STALBHIHGE Epist. 24 A bende of bolde
braggers. 155* HULOET, Bende of men, commonly of ten

souldiers, mutiipitlns. 1579 SI-ENSKR Sheph. Cal. May ^2
A fresh bend Of louely Nymphs. 1600 HOLLAND Lhy xxiii.

473 The bend and faction of the Cossanes . . kept him downe.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xviii. 15 The Duke of Glou-
cester . . and other Lords, the chiefe of his bend

Bend (bend), si.* [A late derivative of BEND v.,

appearing in the i6th c.]

I. Related to BEND v. II.

1. The action of the verb BE.ND; bending, in-

curvation ; bent condition, flexure, curvature.

1597 Way to Thrift 62 Too mickle bend will breake thy
bow When the game is alder best, c 1790 IM1SON.SV/*. Arts
I. 112 When the strong spring C is set on bend against the

opposite ends of the pins. <ri8o6 A. MACKINTOSH Drifficld
AngUr 229 The effect of the proper degree of bend. 1816
BYRON Ch. Har. in. cii, The gush of springs, .the bend Of
stirring branches. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. i, It. Jritls. I. 236
A wave just on the bend, and about to break over.

2. A bending of the body ; a bow. Obs. except
with defining words, as an instance of sense i .

(Cf. the slang phrase Grecian Bend, denoting a certain

bending forward of the body in walking, affected by some
women c 1872-80.)

1329 LYNDESAY Complaint 181 With bendis and beckis
For wantones. 11550 Christis Kirk Gr. vi, Platefute he
bobit up with bendis, For Maid he made requiest. [M,i/.
With a quick bend ofthe body, a slight bend of the knee, etc.)

t3. Inclination of the eye in any direction, glance.
Obs. rare.
1601 SHAKS. Jl. C. i. ii. 123 That same eye whose bend

doth awe the world.

4. Turn of mind, inclination, bent. Obs. except
with defining words, as an instance of sense I .

1591 in Hart. Misc. (1809) II. an For the more forcible
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attraction of these vnnaturall people t being weake of vnder-

standingl to this their bend, these seedemen of treason bring
certain bulles from the Pope. 1610 FLETCHER Faith/. Sheph.
(T.) Farewel, poor swain : thou art not for my bend, c 1815
FUSELI Led. Art vii. (1848)491 The prevalent bend of the

reigning taste.

5. concr. A thing of bent shape ;
the bent part of

anything, e.g. of a river, a road
;
a curve or crook.

c 1600 Rob. Hood i Ritson) n. xi. 17 A herd of deer was in
the bend All feeding before his face. 1727 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s. v. Flying, The bony part, or bend of the wing into which
the feathers are inserted. 1803 SOUTHEY Eng. Eclog. ix A
long parade . . Round yonder bend it reaches A furlong
further. 1879 FROUDE L'xsar xix. 319 At a bend of the river
four miles below Paris. 1883 Century Mag. 378 The per-
fection of fishhooks in shank, bend, barb and point.
6. Naut. (pi.)

' The crooked timbers which make
the ribs or sides of a ship' (J.) the wales.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Vug. Seamen n The Orlope, the
orts, the bend, the bowe. 1627 Seaman's Grain, ii. 6
'rom bend to bend, or waile to \vaile, which are the out-

most timbers on the ship sidts, and are the chiefe strength
of her sides, to which the foot-hookes, beanies, and knees
are bolted, and are called the first, second, and third I!end.

1725 SLOANE Jamaica II. 344 A signal of distress from a
plank being started on her bend, on the forepart of the ship.
1803 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. 11845' V. 127 She is to be
caulked, her bends blacked and painted.

b. ' The chock of the bowsprit.' Smvth Sailor s

Word.-bk.

t 7. See quot. (Perhaps belongs here.'

1847 78 HALLIWELL, Bend, a semicircular piece of iron used
as part of a horse's harness to hold up the chains when
ploughing. 1881 EVANS Leicester ll'ds. lE. Dial. Soc.) 103
/lend, a piece of bent plate-iron which went over the back
of the last horse at plough. Now (1848) disused.

II. Probably related to BEND v. V.

f8. 'A spring, a leap, a bound.' Jamieson. .SV.

Ol>s. [Cf. BEND v. 22.]
1513 DOUGLAS .-'Ends v. vi. 58 Befoir thaim all furlh bowli^

with a bend Nisus a far way. 1550 L\ NDKSAY Syr. M>'ldrtiiu

519 Quhairon [a steed] he lap, and ttlik his speir.. And
bowtit fordward with ane bend.

9. A long draught, 'a pull of liquor.' Jamieson.
Only in Sc. [Cf. BEND v. 23.]
1725 RAMSAY Gentle Slicfh. in Poems (1844) 31 Come, gi<A

the other bend, We drink their healths, what ever way it end.

Bend (.bend), v. Forms : Pa. t. 1-3 bende, 4-6
bend, 4-5 bente, 3 -bent, 6- bended. Pa.pple.
i bended, 4-5 y-, i-, ye-bent, 4 6 bente, 6 y-,

i-bente, bende, 4- bended, bent. [OE. byidan,
prob. identical with ON. benda. '

to join, strain,

strive, bend.' (The rare MHG. bcnden '

to fetter
'

is perhaps of independent formation.) OTeut.
*band;an, f. baiidja- 'string, band,' in OE. b$nd.
In OE. used only in the senses '

to restrain with
a bond, fetter, confine,' and '

to bend a bow,' orig.
' to hold in restraint or confine with the string.'
From the latter by transference of the word to the
bowed or curved condition of a bent bow, came
the now main sense of to bow, curve, or crook.'

Cf. the partly parallel history of F. bander, OF.
bender (

= Pr. and It. bendare, bandore, Sp. and

Pg. vcnt/ar, bandar
.]

Gen. sign. I. To fasten or constrain with a
' bend

'

or bond
; to confine, fetter. sj>ec. To con-

strain a bow with the string (hence, to wind up a

cross-bow, cock a pistol) ; to fasten ropes, sails

to the yards, horses to a vehicle. Hence arise

two lines of development ; II. To bow or curve,

deflect, inflect, bow oneself, stoop, submit, yield ;

III. To direct or level a weapon, to aim, bring
to bear, bring one's force or energies to bear. By
blending of these ;

IV. To direct or turn one's

steps, oneself, one's mind, eyes, ears, in any spe-
cified direction.

I. To bind, to constrain, to make fast.

f 1. trans. To put in bonds, to fetter. Obs.

1036 O.F.. Citron. (MS. C.I Sume hi man bende.

2. spec. To constrain or bring into tension by a

string (a bow, an arbalest, a catapult, etc.) For-

merly also bend up ;
= L. tendere. In later times

associated with the curved shape into which the
bow is brought \

=
\..,fltctere. (Hence branch II.)

c 1000 Ags. f's. vii. 13 He bende his boRan, se is nu gearo
to sceotanne. 1297 R. GLOLC. 377 So styf man he was in

harmes, in Ssoldren, & in lende, patvnnejje eny man my^te
hys bowe bende. Ibid. 536 Arblastes sone & ginnes with-
oute me bende. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvn. 682 The Erf-

gynour than deliuerly Gcrt bend the gyne in full gret hy.
a 1400 OctmtOH 1495 And they withoute gynnes bente, And
greet stones to hem sente. c 1400 Dcsfr. Troy xxm. 9475
Paris bend vp his bow with his big arme. < 1440 Proinp.
Pan>. 30 Bende bowys, tendo. < 1500 Rob. //(W(Ritson
i. i. 1266 Sone there were good bowes ibent. 1599 GREENE
George a G. (1861) 264 Bend up your bows, and see your
strings be tight. 1697 DRYDEN Vtrg. Georg. n. 774 The Groom
his Fellow-Groom at Buts defies ; And bends his Bow, and
levels with his Eyes. 1870 BRYANT Homer \. it. 71 Philoc-
tetes, A warrior skilled to bend the bow.

tb. Transferred to the harquebus, pistol, 'etc.

when these took the place of the bow and arba-
lest

; perhaps, as Littre suggests in regard to the
similar use of Fr. bander, with special reference to
the old form of lock which had to be wound up
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like a clock : To cock. Obs. ; Hence branch

III.)

1637 T. STAFFORD Pac. //#. vi. 1 1821* 82 The Pistoll bent,
both neart and hand, ready to doe the deed.

1611 BIBLE Jer. i.\. 3 And they bend their tongue like
their bow for lies.

3. Jig. To strain, brace, tighten, wind up, bring
into tension (like a strung bow or wound up
harquebus'. reflt To strain every nerve, brace or

wind oneself up, nerve oneself; = Fr. se bander.
Ol>s. or arch. Also bend up : cf. 2.

r 1380 Sir I-'enimb. 545 WiJ> bat };e Sarsyn bat was f>or ?

wax wroj> on his herte K: bente hym brymly as a bor. a 1529
SKELTON Agst. Gamesc/te 41 Boldly bend you to batell, at^d-
buske yourself to save, c 1565 R. LINDSAY Chron,tK.
(1814) 79 Nothing efieired of this disadvantage, botraither
bendit up, and kindled thereat, I he] rushed forwajfe' upon
Craigiewallace. 1599 SHAKS. Hen, V, in. 1. 16 Now set the
Teeth ., Hold hard the Breath, and bend vp euery Spirit
To his full height. 1605 Macb. i. vii. 79, I am settled,
and bend up Eacli corporal agent to this terrible feat. 1816
SCOTT Old Mort. vii, Her whole mind apparently bent up
to the solemn interview.

4. Naitt. To tie, fasten on, make fast ^cf. BEJTD
.''/;.! 3) : e.g. to bend a rope, To bend the cable :

to fasten it to the ring of the anchor. To bend a
sail :

' to extend or make it fast to its proper yard
or stay' (Adm. Smyth .

*399 A'/eVf. Ri'ctcless iv. 72 They bente on a bonet, and
bare a topte ?aile Afifor the wynde ffresshely, to make a good
(Tare, c 1440 Zlorte Arth. iRo.xb.i 34 A clothe that ouer the
bote was bente Sir Gawayne lyfte vp and wente in bayne.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 16 Bend your cables
to your Anchors. 1793 SMEATON Edystouc L. 262 We
concluded. . to bend our sails (which had indeed been all

unbent and stowed down in the hold for the summer.) and
try to gain Plymouth Sound. 1833 MARRYAT P. .Simple
xv, He desired Mr. Falron to get new sails up and bend
them. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Wd.-Bk, t Bending the Cable,
the operation of clinching, or tying the cable to the ring
of its anchor. Bending ropes is to join them together
with a bowline knot, and then make their own ends fast

upon themselves.

f 5. To harness (he horses to (a cart or other

vehicle); to yoke. Obs. (Cf. Ger. and Du. spanncn
to stretch, to bend a bow, to yoke a vehicle. See
also BIND in this sense.)

1513 Doi <;LAS .-Ends XM. v. 169 Sum brydillis stedis,
and cartis vp dyd bend. i535CovERDALE6V.xlvi. 29 Then
Joseph bended his charett fast [Vulgate jiincto curru :

WYCLIF, Joseph ioyned his chare; 1611 made ready], and
wente vp to mete Israel his father.

II. To bring into the shape or direction of a bent
bow. *Of the shape ofa thing.
6. trans. To put or bring into the shape of a

bow
;
to arch. Obs. exc. as a specific sense of 7.

c 1320 Cast. Lone 743 For heuene-bouwe is abouten i-bent.

WJJ> alle be hewes J?at him bel> i-sent. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. Ii.

i
\ The Lord thi shapere, that bente heuenes, and foundide

ihe erthe. 1483 Cath. Angl. 27/1 To bend, arena re. 1655
VAUGHAN Sitex Scint. (1858) 50 Who gave the clouds so
brave a bow, Who bent the spheres. [1839 BAILEY fr'estus.

x, Who bendst the Heavens before thee like a bow.]
b. To bend the brows : (or'g.} to arch the eye-

brows
; (Jater) to wrinkle or knit the brow ; to

frown, scowl. Cf. BENT.
a 1300 in Wright Lyric P. 34 (Miitz. i Heo hath browes bend

an heh. c 1340 Gaiv. <V Gr. tCnt. 305 He . . Bende his bresed

bro;e/. 1387 TKKVISA Higdcn (.18651 I. 9 (Matz.t Now men
. . wolde . . whette her tunges and bende hire browes. 1530
PALSGR. 448^ Thou bendest thy browes upon me as thou
woldest eate me. 1559 Myrr, Mag., Dk. Suffolk xvii, For-
tune can both bend and smothe her browe. 1631 GOUGE
God's Arrows i. 41. 66 Passion will soone manifest it selfe

. .by bending his browes. 1774 BLACKLOCK Graham i. xx, In
vain that rage which bends thy brow. [Cf. 1593 SHAKS. Rich.
//, it. i. 170 Or bend one wrinckle on my Soueraigne's face.]

7. To constrain (anything straight, into any
kind of arched or angular shape ;

to stretch out of
the straight; to bow, curve, crook, inflect. Usually
said of things linear, but also of surfaces, to dint.
' Bend' is not said of flaccid things, such as cotton,

cloth, paper, which are 'folded'
;
but only of such

as possess some rigidity, as a card, wood, metal,

gristle; or of rigid things having joints, as the

arm or back-bone. Now the main sense.

1393 GOWKR Conf. II. 247 On knees down bent. 1415 Pot,
Poems 11859) II- I25 His basonet to his brayn was bent.
f 1435 Torr. Port, 2590 No man , , That myght make Torent
to bowe, Ne his bak to bend. 1584 LYLY Campasp? v. i, To
bend his body every way, and his mind no way. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. //, v. iii. 98 A inn. V'nto my mothers prayres, I bend

my knee. Yorkc, Against them both, my true ioynts bended
be. 1597 GERARD Herbal in. xlil. (1633) 1357 Branches . .

so easie to be bent or bowed, that hereof they make Hoops.
1667 MILTON P. L. \. 616 Their doubled ranks they bend
From wing to wing, and half enclose him round. 1751 DE-
KAGULIERS Fires Impr. 19 A Tube, .bended in the manner
of a Syphon, a 1776 J. FERGUSON Astron. 118031 IJI Take
about seven feet of strong wire, and bend it into a circular

form. 1813 BYRON Giaour f& He who hath bent him o'er

the dead, 1836 DICKENS^. Boz iv. iC. D. ed.' 39 His form
is bent by age.

b. To apply the same kind of action to alter

curvature in any way, e.g. to straighten what is

crooked.
1616 R. C. Times' Whistle (1871,' 135 The tree growing

crooked, if you'l have it mended, Whilst that it is a twigg
it must be bended. 1674 PETTY Disc, bff, R. Soc, 2, I haue
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therefore, to slreighten this crooked stick, bent it . . the

quite contrary way.
C. To make (a thing fixed at one end) curve

over for the time from the erect position.
1681 CHETHAM Angler's Vade-m. i. 9 The Yew, though

much bended, will quickly return to its former standing.

1692 R. LESTRANGE Fables 215 u?o8) I. 233 The Oak was
stubborn and chose rather to Break than to Bend. 1832 A.

CUNNINGHAM Song
' A Wet Sheet ', A wind that follows fast

. -And bends the gallant ma^t. 1885 Truth 28 May 848/2
The poplars are bent by the rising wind.

8. intr. To assume or receive a curved form, or

a shape in which one part is inclined at an angle
to the other.

1398 TREVISA Barth. DeP. R. vi. iv. (1495) 191 For tender-

nes the lymmes of the chylde maye. .bowe and bende and
take dyuers shapes. 1577 GASCOIGNE in Farr's S. P. (18451

I. 37 The Rainbowe bending in the skie, Bedeckte with

sundrye hewes. 1815 Encycl. Brit. ted. 5) VIII. 436 Their

knees, .bend so, that they are apt to trip and stumble. 1816

T. WILSON City ofPlague \. \. 30 No knee This day . . hath

bent before its altar.

b. To curve over from the erect position.

(Usually said of things that recover their position
when the bending force is withdrawn.)
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns n. 1378 Thogh she bende, yet she

.stont a-rote. a 1593 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 90 A house

bending to fall. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 311 The
waving Harvest bends beneath his Blast. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambl. No. 144 F8 The trees that_bend to the tempest
erect themselves again when its force is past. 1753 HERVEY
Medit. II. 33 The knotty Oaks bend before the Blast.

Q.spec. Of persons: To bend the body, to stoop ;

to assume a bent or stooping posture. To bend

over, i.e. with attention.

c 1374 CHAUCER Anel. $ A re. 186 Hir daunger made him
boothe bowe and beende. 1599 SHAKS. Mitch Ado v. i. 39,

I would bend vnder anie heauie vvaight. 1667 MILTON P.

L. iv. 462 A Shape within the watry gleam appeerd, Bend-

ing to look on me. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver n, viii. 174 One
of the servants opening the door, I bent down to go in. 1831
CARLYLE Sart, Res, \. xi, The sooty smith bends over his

anvil. 1850 LYTTON My Novel \\. vi, He bent down and
kissed her cheek.

b. To stoop down as from a height.
1839 SIR R. GRANT Hymn '

Saviour, when in dust to Thee'

i, Bending from Thy throne on high, Hear our solemn

Litany ! 1853 MAURICE Tlieol. Ess. vi. 108 We want to see

absolute Goodness and Truth. We want to know whether

they can bend to meet us.

c. esp. To bend the body in submission or reve-

rence ;
to bow (unto, to, before, towards}.

(11586 SYDNEY in Farr's Sel. P. I. 63 The desert-dwellers

at his beck shall bend. 1611 BIBLE Isa. Ix. 14 The sonnes

also of them that afflicted thee, shall come bending vnto

thee. 1648 MILTON Psalm Ixxxi. 62 Who hate the Lord
should then be fain To bow to him and bend. 1667 P. L.

n. 477 Towards him they bend. 1763 CHURCHILL Poems
L 72 Here let me bend, great Dryden, at thy shrine. 1813
SCOTT Rokehy iv. xxx, Their chief to Wilfrid bended low.

1850 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. ii. ii. 11864.) 24 Science bending
before the Child, becoming childlike.

10. fig. To submit, to bow ;
to yield, give way

to ; to prove pliant, tractable, or subservient.

?<zi4po Cursor M. 1584 (Fairfax MS.) He wende bat alle

tulde til his wil bende. 1644 QCARLES Judgm. fy Mercy 146
Whose leaden souls are taught by stupid reason to stand

bent at every wrong. 1723 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Wfcs.

1753 I. 9 Under this law both kings and kingdoms bend.

1763 J. BROWN Poetry <y Mn$, 12. 207 Well attested Facts

are stubborn Things, and will not bend to general Affirma-

tions. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amusem. 92 If any excessive

paroxysms do not immediately bend before it. 1841 MACAU-
LAY Let. in Trevelyan Life (1876,) II. ix. 108 All considera-

tions as to dignity of style ought to bend to his consideration.

11. trans. To cause (a person, the temper, spirit,

mind, or will) to bow, stoop, incline, or relent.

1538 STARKEY England 24 Bend your selfe to that to the

wycn you are borne. 1583 STANYHURST Aeneis n. (Arb.i 65
Yf that prayer annye the bendeth. 1652 L. S. People's

Lib. i. 2 Seeing he will not be bended by reason. 1848
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 331 The spirit of the rustic

gentry was not to be bent. 1872 FREEMAN Norm. Conq,

'1876) IV. xviii. 156 The sight in no way bent the hearts of the

men of Exeter. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT Makers Flor. xv. 367

To ask pardon, no doubt a hard thing to bend his mind to.

12. To bend the head wface \ to lower it or direct

it downwards, by bending the neck ;
to bow the

head.

(11652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc, i, 6 With their faces bended
downwards. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg, iv. 740 Trees bent

their Heads to hear him. c 1720 S. \V ESLEY Hymn of En*

Polls 102 Bend your heads, in homage bend. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. 3. 29 He took my hand and, silently bending down
his head, kissed it.

b. intr. (for reft.} Predicated of the head.

1872 GEO, ELIOT in Cross Life III. 169 The sight of the

dull faces bending round the gaming tables. 1875 Miss
THACKERAY Miss Angel \y\. 195 The heads bend in long line.

* * Of the direction in which a thing lies.

13. trans. To turn away from the straight line

(without reference to the curve imparted) ;
to in-

cline in any direction ; to deflect, turn.

15x3 DOUGLAS sEueis ix. vi. 23 The cartis stand with ly-

mowris bendyt strek. 1563 HYLL Arte Garden. (1593) 155

(They] will in the next morrow, bee turned or bended another

way. 1661 LOVELL Hist. A nim.
<*j-
Mm. Introd., The foremost

longest [legges] are bended forewards ; but those that leap
..are bended backward. 1877 PROCTOR Spectroscope \. ir

The ray is again bent from the perpendicular.

fig. 1882 PEBODY Eng. Jrnlisnt. xvi. 123 He used gene

rally to bend conversation in such way as to avoid commj
into dispute with hib companions.
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14. intr. To have a direction away from the

straight line, to incline in any direction, to trend.

1572 MASCAL G<n>t. Cattle < 1627) 255 His groyne and snout ;

short, and beinding backcward. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy. (1810)

III. 216 The Island . . bending from him full West. 1601
j

ioLLAND Pliny I. 117 That mountaine of the one side

jendeth downe toward Euxinus. 1609 BIBLE (Douay ) i Sain.

ex. 41 David rose out of his place which did bend to the

iouth. 1730 A. GORDON Maffti's Ampkith. 267 Spikes ..

rhich stretched forward into the Arena, and . . bended to-

wards it. 1858 LONGF. Discov. North Cape xviii, And now
he land . . Bent southward suddenly.

fb. A- To tend. Obs.

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tim. 641/1 These three bend
as it were) to one, to wit, the riche men must do good, and
art with their goodes to other, and giue willingly.

1 15. trans,
(.fig?)

To turn aside or pervert from

the right purpose or use
;
to twist, wrest. Obs.

a 1555 LATIMER Serm, $ Ran. (1845) 332 Forasmuch as I

lave heard, Ecce vobiscum sum . . bended to corroborate

he same. 1562 COOPER Ansiu. Def. Truth (1850) 91 Their

successors, by little and little, bent the same name unto the

iction and celebration of the Sacrament.

1 16. trans. To incline, dispose in mind ; mostly
in pass, to be inclined or disposed to, towards ;

to

;>e prone, liable, ready ;
to be addicted, given. Obs.

1538 STARKEY England 78 Thys idulnes and vanyte, to

_he wych the most parte of our pepul ys much gyven and
jent. 1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cal. Apr. 5 Gloss.,

Aprill . . is most bent to showres. 1607
TOPSELL Serpents

782 There is not one of them so ill bent, so malapertly

<awcy, and impudently shamelesse, 1708 SWIFT Sacr. Test

Wks. 1755 II. 1. 124, I am hugely bent to believe, that when-

ever you concern yourselves in our affairs, it
ls_

certainly

"or our good. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vn. xi, Seemed
jent to extenuate.

fb. intr. To incline, lean, in mind or conduct.

1567 Triall Treas. (1850* 16 He that bendeth to folowe his

wn inclination. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1029/2 Al-

though Ket bent to all vngratiousnes.
III. To direct, aim (as a bow bent for shooting).

Cf. Jer. Ii. 3 Against him that bendeth let the archer bend
his bow.

1 17. trans. To direct, turn, aim, level, bring to

bear (cannon, forces, etc.) against, itpon, at. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 448/1 They bended agaynst the cast ell ten

courtaultes and fyftene serpentynes. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron.

III. 1095/2 They bent their ordinance against the gate.

1 595 SHAKS. John n, i. 37 Our cannon shall be bent Against
the browes of this resisting towne. 1649 CROMWELL in Car-

lyle Lett. cvii. (1871.1 II. 163 They bent their guns at the

frigate. 1801 SCOTT Cadyow Castle xxxv, With hackbut

bent, my secret stand Dark as the purposed deed I chose.

fb. To aim, couch, direct (a spear or sword).

1591 SPENSER Virg. Gnat. Iii, Each doth against the others

bodie bend His curbed steele. 1596 /". Q. i. iii. 34 So bent

his speare and spurd his horse with yron heele. 1594 SHAKS.

Rich. Ill, i. ii. 95 Thy murd'rous Faulchion ..The which

thou once didd'st bend against her brest.

fc. fig. To direct (hostile action or words)

against, on, ^ prayers j
to heaven, etc. Obs.

1577 HANMER Am: Eat. Hist. (1619*96 The persecution ..

was so vehemently bent against him. 1605 SHAKS. Lear n.

i. 48 The Gods 'Gainst Paricides did all the thunder bend.

1653 CROMWELL Lett. $ Sj. (Carl.) III. 219, I shall rather

bend my prayers for you. 1681 E. SCLATER Serm. Putney
12 All their Subtlety and Polity must be bent against them.

td. intr. (for refl.\ Obs.

a 1636 MILTON Arcades 6 This, this is she To whom our

vows and wishes bend.

18. trans. To direct, apply, or bring to bear

strenuously v one's mind, energies, etc.) on, upon.
c 1510 MORE Picits Wks. (1557* 30 A very louer beleueth in

his mynde, On whom so euer he hath his heart Ibente, That
in that person inennemavenothingnnde, Buthonorable. 157?
HARRISON England \\. iii. 11877) 79 If they bend their minds
to the knowledge of the same. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i.

v. 10 The scope . . whereunto they bend their endeavours.

1796 BURKE Regie. Peace Wks. 1842 II. 313 They bent.,

their designs and efforts to revive the old French party.

1876 GREEN Short Hist. ii. g 8 (1882) 102 A sovereign who
bent the whole force of his mind to hold together an Empire.

b. reji. To direct or apply oneself, rare.

1591 LOK in Fair's S. />

,(i845)1. 140 Whilst in the garden of

this earthly soile Myself to solace and to bath I bend. 1593
BILSON Gwt, Christ'sCn. 362 Many Bishops bent themselves

to alter the Emperours minde. 1669 BUNYAN Holy Citie

56 If any shall . . bend themselves to disappoint the designs
of the Eternal God. 1850 THACKERAY Pendennis lxxi

;
To

the completion of which he bent himself with all his might.

C. intr. (for refl.}

1697 DRYDKN Virg. Gcorg. iii. -^85 If to the Warlike Steed

thy Studies bend, Or for the Prize in Chariots to contend.

1856 KANE Arct. E.rp. II. xxvi. 258 Bending to our oars as

the water opened [we] reached the shore.

19. To be bent : to be intent, determined, re-

solved. Const, on or upon (to, for, obs.) an object
or action ;

also (arch.) to do (something).
c 1400 Cat: Myst, 1:1841 1 3 Now be we bent In this pagent

the trewthe to telle. 1561 T. NORTON Cafoin's Inst. i. 66To
bring him-to be more hedefully bent to make amendes. 1626

BACON Neiv All, 15 And was only bent to make his King-
dom and People happy. 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. W. vi. (1837)

26 The youth seems obstinately bent on finding you out.

a 1859 DE QUINCEY Wks. XIII. 49 He is .

._bent upon con-

fusing us ; and I am bent upon preventing him. 1868

MORRIS Earthly Par, n. (1870) 173 Like my fathers, bent to

gather fame. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876* II. vii. 158
A project on which the King was fully bent.

IV. Figurative uses in which '

direct, aim,' and

*bow, deflect, turn/ are combined.

20. intr. To direct oneself, proceed, turn. arch.

*399 LANGL. Rich, Ruthless in. 76 J>ei . . burnisched her

BENDEK.

beekis, and bent to-him-wardis And ffolowid him ffersly.

(-1460 To-.vtu'ley Myst. 303 (Matz.) To hir buxumly I red

that we bende. 1601 SHAKS. All's IVellm. ii. 57 Thence
we came : And . . Thither we bend againe. 1698 DRYDEN
.Eneiit vi. 438 Why to the Shore the thronging people bent.

1713 ADDISON Cato in. ii. 124 But see ! My brother Marcus
bends this way! 1813 BYRON Corsair I. xvii, He .. Down
to the cabin with Gon.salvo bends.

b. trans. To direct or turn (one's steps, course,

way, etc.).

1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 19 Hee knewe not which

way to bende his pace. 1583 STANYHUKST^V i.lArb..)24

Oure course tward Italye bending. 1667 MILTON P. L. in.

573 Thither his course he bends Through the calm Firma-
ment. 1718 POPE Iliad n. 64 To the fleet Atrides bends his

way. 1821 JOANNA BAILLIE Wallace xxii, And to the wild

woods bent his speed. 1883 M. CRAWFORD Mr. Isaacs xii.

268 Thither we all three bent our steps.

c. trans. To direct '^anything led, driven, or

carried), arch.

1583 STANYHUEST ALueis H. (Arb.) 47 To Troy ward when
first you bended a nauye. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. v. 14

Many other of great name and worth : And towards London
do they bend their power. 1746 COLLINS Ode to Peace, To
Britain bent his iron Car.

21. trans. To direct, turn, or incline (the eyes,

or ears), in the direction of anything seen or heard.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 314 b, The pearcyng
light of the Sunne . . doth blinde the sight, if the eyes be

over much bente thereunto. 1586 Let. Earle Leycester 31,

I neuer. .bent my eares to credite a tale that first was tolde

mee. 1648 MILTON Psalm Ixxxviii. 8 And to my cries. .Thine

ear with favor bend, a 1795 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc iv. 62

Every eye on her was bent. 1833 HT. MAKTINEAU Mauch.
Strike iv. 54 His eyes bent on the ground in deep thought.

V. Senses of doubtful origin.

t 22. intr. To spring, to bound.' Sc. Obs.

[Perh. related to 3, or 17.]
< 1530 LYNDESAY is referred to by Jamieson.

23. ' To drink hard ; a cant term
'

(Jnmieson).

[Perh.
' to pull, strain

'

in reference to pulling or

straining a bow (cf. 3) ;
or '

to ply, apply oneself

to' (cf. 18).] trans, and intr.

a 1758 A. RAMSAY Poems (1800) I. 215 I JAM.) Braw tip-

pony . . Which we with greed Bended, as fast as she could

brew. Ibid. ii. 73 (JAM.) To bend wi' ye, and spend wi' ye, An
evening, and gaffaw. [1860 RAMSAY Rcmin. Ser. I. (ed. 7)

47 Bend weel to the Madeira at dinner, for here ye'll get
little o't after. Cf. 18 b.]

Bendable (be-ndab'l\ a. [f. prec. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being bent ;
flexible.

1611 COTGR., Playable, pliable, bowable, bendable. 1642
R. CARPENTER Experience ill. 47 The chiefe acts of nature

in the soule are, of themselves, inclinable and bendable to

Grace. i?SS >n JOHNSON and in mod. Diets.

t Be'uded, a. Obs. [f.
BEND si.-] Striped

or banded ;
in Her. having a bend or bends ;

= BEKDY.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. 276 Five saphires bended with gold.

c 1430 Syr Getter. 4538 Hou he with the bended sheld Smote
the othre thurgh the bodie. 1573 BOSSEWELL Annorie n.

85 b, One greate difference betwene Armes Bended, and these

Armes . . For in Armes Bendee the colours contained in the

shielde are equally diuided.

Bended (be-nded), ///. a. The original pa.

pple. of BEND v., superseded in ME. by bend, bent,

but used again, from I4th c. onwards, as a longer
form of BENT (q.v. for the sense) ; it is now semi-

archaic, and used chiefly in on bended knees, etc.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. iii. (1495' 749 The
homes of a ramme ben crokyd and bended as a rounde shell.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, \. Chor. 18 His bruised Helmet, and
his bended Sword. 1660 BLOUNT Boscotel 55 And now on

my bended knees, let me joyfully congratulate His restored

Majesty, c 1790 IMISON Sch. Arts I. 73 Fix the bended

glass-pipe C air-tight into the bottle D. 1810 SCOTT Lady
ofL. v. ix, Bonnets and spears and bended bows. 1837 SIR

F. PALGRAVE Mtrcli. fr Friar iv. (1844) 176
' Gracious Sove-

reign,' replied the Chancellor, dropping off the Woolsack

upon his bended knees.

t Be-ndel, Oh. [a. OF. benJel, bandel, dim.

of bende, bande: cf. BANDEAU, BANDEL. (It is

only accidentally that this coincides in form and

sense with mod.G. bendel a fillet, OHG. bendil,

bentil,fentil, and ON. bendill a small cord.)]

1. A little band or scarf; a fillet, a ribbon.

1483 CA.XTON Gold. Leg. 244/1 She wyped it .. with a bendel

of sylke. 1537 A ct Hen. VIII in Planche' Brit. Cost. (1834)

365 Or use or weare any shirt, smock, kurchar, bendel, an-

kerchour, mocket or linen cappe, etc.

2. Her. A little bend ;
- BENDLET.

c 1325 Cocrde L. 2964 And off asur a fayr bendel. 1486

Bk. St. Alkans, Her. E j b, Littill bendys . . be calde ben-

dyllys to the differans of grete bendys.

Bender (be-ndai). [f.
BEND Z/. + -ER'.] He

who or that which bends.

1. An instrument for bending ;
a pair of pliers.

1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fyssfiyiige 14 For makynge your
hokis. .a bender, a payr of longe and smalle tongys. 1598

FLORIO, Pieratoie, a paire of benders that goldsmlthes vse,

called bowing pincers or plyers. 1833 RENNIE Alfh.
A ngling 69 The artist, of [fish-hooks] requires a hammer,
a knife, a pair of pincers, .a bender.

1 2. A mechanical contrivance for bending,

'drawing up," or setting cross-bows. Obs.

1684 R. WALLER Nat. Exper. 146 Cros-bows that are bent

with a Bender.

3. One who bends.

1396 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 9 The eugh, obedient to the

benders will. 1833 MEDWIN in Fraser's Mag. VII. 18 He
. . leads on the benders of the bow.



BENDING.

t 4. A flexor muscle. Obs.

1615 CROOKE BodyofMan 791 This muscle \vitTl the second
and third benders of the thumb. 1668 CULPEPPER COLE
BarthoL Anat. iv. viii. 165 Two Benders of the Cubit.

f5. Sc. A hard drinker. Obs. (Cf. BEND v. 23.)

1728 RAMSAY Poems (1848} III. 162 Now lend your lugs, ye
benders fine, Wha ken the benefit of wine. 1810 TANNAHILL
Poems 11846) 53 Or benders, blest your wizzens weetin

1

.

6. slang. A sixpence. (? Because it bends easily.)

1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz (1850) 68/2
' Niver mind the loss of

two bob and a bender !

'

1837 Pickw. xlii. (D.) 'Will you
take three bob?' 'And a bender,' suggested the clerical

gentleman. 1855 THACKERAY Ncwcomcs xi,
' A half-crown,

Honeyman ? By cock and pye it is not worth a bender.'

Bending (be-ndin), vbl. s/>. 1 [f. BEND v.]

f 1. Drawing tight with a string, tension. Obs.

c 1440 Frump. Par-j. 30 Bendynge of bowys, or ober lyke,

totcio.

2. Curving, crooking, flexure ; bowing, inclina-

tion, deflection.

1398 TREVISA Earth. Df P. R. vm. xxx. (1495) 342 And yf
the sonne beme . . metyth wyth a body that puttyth and

. 73 Thus long
bending of thy knee. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Course Serni.^ I. ix.

117 Rent in sunder with trees returning from their violent

bendings. 1662 GERBIER Princ. 19 To prevent the sinking

g. 1615 W. HULL Mirr. Maiestie 47 Prayer is a deuout

bending of the minde to God.

3. The place or part where such curving occurs ;

a curve, angle, corner ;
a bend

;
the spring of an

arch or vault.

1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 95 A selander is in the bendynge
of the legge behynde. 1665 MANLEY Grothis' Low-C. Wars
626 Not far from Harwarden are the bendings of the River.

1737 WHISTON JosefIms Hist. v. iv. 2 The wall . . having
its bending above the fountain.

4. Naut. The fastening with a 'bend' or knot.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grain, vii. 30 To tie two ropes
or cables together is called bending. 1829 MARRYAT F.

Mildmay v, The bending of the cable escaped my memory.

f5. The contrivance for drawing up a cross-

bow
;
= BESDEK 2. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 197/2 Bendyng for a crosbowe, bcndage.

6. (See quot.)
1816 C. JAMES Mil. Diet. 51/1 Bendings, in military and

sea matters, are ropes, wood, &c. bent for several purposes.

t Be'nding, vbl. sl>2 Ots. [? f. BEND sb* +
-ING 1

.]
Decoration with 'bends' or stripes.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. r 343 Swandyng, palyng or bend-

yng, and semblable wast of cloth in vanite.

Be'nding, ///. a.
[f.

BEND v. + -ING ^.] That

bends (in various senses of the vb.) ; curving,

curved, inclined, bowing ; flexible, pliable, supple.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 109 With hir bending bodie. 1571
NORTON & SACKV. Gorbodnc I. i. (1847) I04 Their yet greene

bending wittes. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. i. 76 A Cllffe, whose

high and bending head Lookes fearfully on the confined

Deepe. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Eclog. x. 103 Bending Osiers

into Baskets weav'd. Georg. in. 512 Some bending Valley.

1715 POPE Iliad IV. 555 To shape the circle of the bending
wheel. 1810 SOUTHEY Kehama xv. xi, Behold her go. .Along
the bending sand.

Be'ndingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] In a

curving direction or attitude, obliquely.
1658 ROWLAND Monffets Theat. Ins. 1051 [Scorpions]

which have seven or nine joints on their tails, are
the_

most

curst : many have but six, it strikes athwart and bendingly.

1839 New Monthly Mag. LV. 128 'Parson, say grace!'

Mlllingham bendingly murmured three words,

Bendlet (be-ndlet). Her. Also 6 bendelet.

[prob. f. earlier BENDEL + -ET dim. But OF. had

also bendehtte, in Bk. of St. Allans transl. bcndil

(see BENDEL, also BANDLET, BANDELET).] Asmaller

bend, containing a sixth part of the field.

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie 12 Bendelet. 1605 CAMDEN
Rent. (1637) 224 Roger Clifford.. for the bendelet tooke a

fesse Geules. 1864 BOUTELL Heraldry Hist, f, Pop. xiv.

155 They appear, .to have cotised their own silver bend with

the two bendlets.

t Be'ndly, adv. Obs. [f.
BEND sb. 1 ,

2 + -L\'2.]

1. Her. Bend-wise.

1486 Bk. St. Altans, Her. D viij a, Ther be forsothe

certan armys bendli barrit. .for ij colouris areiunyt together
in euery barre bendly.

2. (See quot.)
1552 HCLOET, Bendly, or by bendes or handful.

t Be'ndroll. Obs. Sc. A variant of BANDE-
ROLE : here perhaps used in the sense of ' the strap
of a musket,' one of the senses of F. banderole.

1598 Sc. Acts, Jas. VI, IV. 169/1 Or ells ane muscat, with

forcat, bendrole, and heidpece. 1599 Ibid. 191/1 Or ellis

ane muscat, with heid peice, foirchet, and band roll.

Be'iulsome, a. [f.
BEND v. + -SOME.] Flex-

ible.

1861 BARNES in Matm. Mag. June 134 Some softer or more
brittle or bendsome substance.

Be'ndwlse (be'ndwaiz), adv. Her. Also 7

-waies, 8- -ways. [f.
BEND sb? + -WISE.] In the

position occupied by a bend on a shield
;

in the

direction of a bend, diagonally.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry II. vi. 63 Hee beareth Azure, a

Pile waued, issuing out of the Dexter corner of the Esco-

cheon Bendwaies, Or. 1727 CHAMBERS Cy<l., Semfy..Aa
escutcheon divided bend-wise. 1864 BOUTELL Hera/dry

799

Hist. $ Pop. xviii. 289 Standards were also generally
divided bend-wise into compartments by Motto-bands.

t Be'ndwith. Herb. Obs. [probably f. BEND
sh\ + WITH : perh. another form of BINDWJTH.
The word in Promp. Parv. suggests the Sw. bcnved
'

bone-wood,' expl. as '

dogberry, wild cornel/ and
Icel. beinviftir a willow (Safix arbusctda. Vigf.),
the meaning of which is

'

bone-withy.'] The
name of a shrub of which the twigs are used to

tie up fagots, etc. Identified by Bradley with
the ^'ay-faring Tree or \\ild Guelder Rose.

(.1440 Promp. Par-s. 31 Benwyttre [1499 benewith tre].

1727 BRADLEY Fam. Dict.^ Bendivith> in Latin, Viburnum
. .they make use of its Branches to tie Faggots with. 1783
AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morel!) i f Bendwith, viburnum,

Bendy (be-ndi), a. Her. [ad. OF. bentfe, mod.F.
bandt". see BEND^.S] Of a shield: Divided dia-

gonally into an even number (usually six) of equal
divisions, coloured alternately. Bendy-wavy :

when the bends or bendlets have wavy margins.
1486 Bk.St. Allans, Her. D viij a, He bereth barri bendy,

of gowles and golde. 1610 GWILLIM DispL Heraldry v.

iii. (1660)370 He beareth Bendy-wavie of six Argent and
Azure. 1727 BRADLEY Fan:. Diet., Bendy, a Term in

Blazonry for an Escutcheon being divided Bendways into

an even Number of Partitions ; but if they are odd, the

Field must first be named, and then the Number of the

Bends. 1766 POKNY Heraldry (1787) 69 When the Shield is

filled with six Bendlets of metal and colour, it is called

Bendy; but if the number is either more or less than six,

they are to be blazoned by the name of Bendlets and their

number specified. 1864 BOLTELL Heraldry viii. 36.

Belie. Obs. Forms: i b6n, 2-4 bene, (6

? beane). [OE. bdn, b'n, cogn. with ON. b6n,
been (Sw., Da. boti) : OTeut. *b3ni-z

; perh. from

root ba- 'cry': see BAX.]
Prayer, petition, boon

; csp. prayer to God.
riooo Ags. Gosp. Luke i. 13 pin ben ys gehyred. 1160

Hatton G. ibid., pin bene is }e-herd. ("1175 Lamb. Hom.
67 Hu ma3en heo bidden eni bene. c 1250 Gen, fy F,.\~. 2511
Dat mine bene ne be for-loren, wi5 5u ben mine bones boren.

a 1300 A'. Horn, 508 Grante me a bene. 1340 Aycnb. 211

Mj bene bi ydi^t beuore J>e. [1394 NASHE Unfort. Trai:

86 Then was the maid in my grandames beanes. 1881 Miss
FOTHERGILL Kithty A'l'tt xiu, Or was it

' but a bootless bene
'

?]

b. Comb, bene-day, ? rogation-day (cf. OE. bt'n-

tld) ; bene-ti'Se, -tuHJe sb. t success in prayer ; adj.

(OE. benti'Sc, -ty8e) successful in prayer ;
bene-

rip = BEDRIPE.
c izoo Trtn. Coll. Hom. 27 We mu^en mid one worde ^ese

brie J>ing bidden, and ben bene tiSe. Ibid. 201 To lire drih-

ten . ^at he..^ife us bene tu5e. 1499 Promp. Parv. 30/2

Beneday, precare.

Bene, obs. f. BEAN, BEEX, BEX
;
obs. infin. and

3 pi. of BE v., and variant of BEIN.
*

Beneaped (b/nr-pt), ///. a. ATanf. [f.
BE-

pref. 7 + NEAP.] Of a ship : Left aground by the

neap tide, and so lying beyond the reach of high

water, until the tide flows higher.
1692 in Capt. Smith's Seaman s Gram. \. xvi. 80 A Ship

is beneaped. .when the water does not flow high enough
to bring [it] off the ground, or out of a Dock, or over a

Bar. 1868 Exeter $ Plymouth Gaz. 13 Mar., The ship was

beneaped. 1884 F. POLLOCK in Eng. lllus. Mag. Dec. 156
These [trawlers] are now and again

'

beneaped' at low tides.

Beneath. (b/hr]>\ adv. and prep. Forms : i

benipan, -neoftan, -nytSan, 2-3 bi-neo'Ben, -neo-

pen, -netten, nopen, (Orm.) -nepenn, 3 bi-neotSe,

-neope, -nefte, 3-4 bi-nepe(n, 4 -nethen, by-

nepen, -neathe, be-nype, 4-5 by-nethen, -nepe,

benepe, 4-6 bynethe, 5 byneithe, bineth, 5-6

by-, beneth(e, 5- beneath; 8-'neath. [OE. bi-

ni'9an, be-neo&an, f. bi- BE- + niSan, neoSan '

below,

down/ orig. 'from below,' earlier nwdane, ncoSone,

^OS. nithana, OHG. nidana, MHG. nidcn(c,

mod.G. nieden, f. OTeut. nipar 'lower, farther

down, down
'

: see NETHER + advb. ending -ana,

originally expressing motion 'from.
1 The be- gave

or emphasized the notion of 'where,' excluding

that of 'whence' pertaining to the simple m'San.

The modern 'neath is abbreviated from beneath.

Originally an adverb, but already in OE. construed

with dative (of reference), as a prep.]
A. adv.

1. gen. In a low position relatively to some other

place ;
in a lower position ;

low or lower down
;

downward ;
= BELOW adv. i .

(1205 LAV. 25610 Ofte wes be drake buuen: And eft

seoo5en bineooen. <*i2zs Ancr. R. 390 Brod ase scheld

buuen . . and neruh bineooen. c 1305 St. Kenelm 127 in E.

E. P. (1862) 51 On of his beste freond. .In be grounde stod

bynepe. ^1400 Destr. Troy xni. 5529 A mon fro be myd-
dell vp, And fro the nauyll by-neithe, vne an abill horse.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. S&iule iv, xxxiv. (14831 82 As well of tho

that ben bynethen as tho that ben aboue. 1602 SHAKS.
Ham. i. iv. 78 And hears it [the sea] roar beneath. 1605
Lear iv, vi. 128 To the Girdle do the Gods inherit, beneath
is all the Fiends. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc HI. 298 Pure
water in a font beneath reflects The many-colour'd rays.

f b. Lower on a written or printed page ;
=

BELOW adv. i b. Obs.

BstC/iarf. /Ethehuulfm Cod. Dipl. V. 106 Dara narnan

her beneoSan awritene standaS. 1668 CI'LPEPPER & COLE
Barthol. Anat. \. xxvii. 64 Of which see other Anatomists
..and my father Bartholinus beneath.

BENEATH.
2. With reference to certain understood points :

f a. Beneath the skies
;

in the world, on the

earth. Obs. or arch. ; expressed by BELOW adv. 2 a.

c 1250 Gen. 15-
EJC. 9 Dan sal him almightin luuen Her

bine&en and. .abuuen. 1340 HAMPOLE /-V. Consc. 5055 We
synful . . bynethe on be erlhe. 1382 WVCLIF Ex. xx. 4 In
heuene abotie, and . . in erthe benethe [so in 1611], 6-1460
Ttriuneley Alyst. 183 Sayyoure prayers here bynethe. i$a6
TINDALE John\m. 23 Ye are from beneth; I am from above.

[1875 BROWNING Aristoph. Apol. 106 Our world beneath
Shows, .grimly gross.]

b. Beneath the earth
;
in Hades, in hell.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5408 Helle bynethen . . Sal ban
be open. 1611 BIBLK Isa. xiv. 9 Hell from beneath is

mooued for thee. a 1736 YALDKN (J.) The dread abyss be-

neath, Hell's horrid mansions.

3. Directly below ; underneath.

(-1250 Gen. $ Ex. 4082 Hise hore bi-ne3e and him abuuen.
n 1300 Cursor J/. 1681 pu sal bi-neben on be side Mak, a dor
wit mesur wide. 1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr. (18841 43 Whiche

Ryft. .appereth by nethe. 1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. l'.\\.\. 186

It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven Upon the place
beneath. 1697 DRVDKN* I7irg\ Georg. in. 43 High o'er the

Gate. .The Crowd shall Cesar's Indian War behold ; The
Nile shall flow beneath. 1873 BROWSING Red Cot t. Night-c.

1639 Shaggy eyebrows elevate With twinkling apprehension
jn each orb Beneath.

b. Under some covering or surface, underneath
;

underground, under the earth.

1297 R, GLOUC. 131 Lat delue vnder be fundement, & bou
schalt binebe fynde A waterpol. 1388 WYCLTF Job xviii. 16

The rootis of hym be rnaad drie bynethe. ^1400 Dcstr.

Troy\, 1609 The water, .clensit by ocurse all be clene Cite

Of filth and offeum, throughe fletyng by nethe. 1611 BIBLE

Jcr. xxxi. 37 If., the foundations of the earth [can bej

searched put beneath. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Gwrg. in. 466

Spread with Straw, the bedding of thy fold; With Fern
beneath.

4. Lower down on a slope, or in the course of a

river, rare. Now BELOW adv. 3.

1393 GO\VER Conf. II. 161 On the mount of Parasie. .And
eke beneth in the valey. 1650 FULLER Pisgah n. 62 The

stopping of the waters [of Jordan] above must necessarily
command their defection beneath.

5. Down or lower in fortune, station, dignity,

rank, or quality, arch.
<:iooo /ELFRIC Dent, xxv'ni. 13 pu bist sefre bufan and na

beniban. ('1205 LAY. 9839 yf mi cun clembeS & bineoSen
be ibringeo. 1297 R. GLOUC. 258 An batayle at Elendone
hii smyte. .pe Kyng Bernulf was bere bynebe, & bynomeal
ys bost. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 53 pe pope, cardinalis, bischopis,
&: ober prelats be

neb_e,
are di^ciplis of anticrist. 1535

COVERDALE Dent, xxviii. 13 Thou shalt be aboue onely, and
not benethe [WvcLiF, vndur

;
1611 beneathj. 1606 SHAKS.

7V. $ Cr. i. iii. 131 That next [is disdain'd] by him beneath.

B. (with object expressed) prep.
The prepositional use of beneath seems originally to have

been introduced to express the general notion of
' lower

than,' as distinguished from the specific sense of UNDER.
But in process of time beneath was so largely used for under,
that BELOW was laid hold of to express the more general
idea. In ordinary spoken English, under and below now
cover the whole field (below tending naturally to overlap
the territory of iintfcr\ leaving beneath more or less as a

literary and slightly archaic equivalent of both iin some

senses), but especially of under. The only senses in which
beneath is preferred are 7 ('beneath contempt'), and fig.

uses of 4 (e. g.
'
to fall beneath the assaults of temptation

'

i.

f 1. gen. In a position down from or lower than.

Obs. or arch. Now expressed by BELOW prep. i.

t Beneath stair :
= below stairs.

a 900 Pol. Laws Alfred 63 in Thorpe I. 96 Gif se sconca

bib byrel benepSan cne'owe. 1205 LAY. 14985 Heo bar

bineooen hire titten ane guldene ampulle. < 1305 St. Edm,
Conf. 164 in E. E. P. (1862) 75 He was bynepe his brech

igurd faste ynou}. c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. n. 25 By-nethe
the Orisonte. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 27 For all beneath

the Moone would I not leape upright. 1631 T. POWELL
Tom A II Trades 168 The chiefest hand in preferring to any
office beneath stayer.

2. Directly down from, overhung or surmounted

by ; under, underneath.
a 1200 Moral Ode in Lamb. Hom. 87 He is buuen us and

binoben . biforen and bihinden. a 1225 A tier. R 304 Bine-

ooen us. .be wide Creole of helle. a 1520 Myrr. Onr Ladye
119 Aboue vs, bynethe vs. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. i. ii. 180

You'le be found, Be you beneath the Sky. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. ii. 737 Lands that lye beneath another Sun.

1770 GOLDSM. Dt-s. Vill. 13 The hawthorn bush, with seats

beneath the shade. 1821 KEATS Isabel \> They could not,

sure, beneath the same roof sleep. 1832 TENNYSON A udley
Crt. 78 We . . saunter*d home beneath a moon . . In crescent.

b. At the base or foot of (a wall, cliff, etc.).

1387 TREVISA Higden (1865^ 1.209 Hercules, Italus his

sone, bulde a citee. .by nebe be Capitol. 1535 COVERDALE
Ex. xxxii. 19 [He] brake them beneth [WYCLIF, at the rotes

of] the mount. 1808 SCOTT Marm. \. iii, Beneath the sable

palisade.. His bugle horn he blew. 1870 R. ANDERSON
Missions Atncr. Bd. II. viii. 61 In a frail canoe beneath a

tall cliff overhanging the sea.

3. Immediately under, in contact with the under

side of ; covered by ; under, underneath.

1611 BIBLE Deut. v. 8 The waters beneath the earth. 1697

DRYDEN l'irg.Georg,\\.(x> In Chambersoftheir own, beneath

the Ground. 1718 POPE Iliad i. 651 One hand she placed Be-

neath his beard, a 1744 Epitaph Ro>ive 3 Beneath a rude

and nameless stone he lies. 1726 DYER Grongar H. 22 bo

oft I have . . Sat . .With my hand beneath my head. 1831

R. KNOX Cloquet's Anat. y*}
The axilla is the angle or

cavity that lies beneath the junction of the arm with the

shoulder. 1816 J. WILSON City oj Plague i. I. 275 The
brown red grass Rustling beneath your feet. 1854 MRS.

JAMESON Bk. o/Th, 11877) 34 No wise man kicks the ladder

from beneath him.



BENECARLO. 800 BENEFACTION.
b. Hence: Farther from (the surface); covered

or concealed by ;
inside of, behind. More com-

monly UNDER.
17*7 THOMSON Summer 753 Thou art no Ruffian, who be.

neath the mask Of social commerce comest to rob their

wealth. 1863 E. NEALE Anal. T/t. <$ Nat. 192 Beneath
the movement of self-assertion appears the repose of self-

government. 1871 HAWEIS Mus. fy Mor. (1874) 7 The Mu-
sician's art lies beneath the surface. 1882 STANLEY Chr.
Instit. viii. 156 A woollen vest, which sometimes had be-
neath it another fitting close to the skin.

4. '

Under, as overborne or overwhelmed by some

pressure' (J.) ; often Jig. subject to, under subjec-
tion to, under the influence, action, or control of.

1297 R. GLOUC. 491 There he bro^te a) binethe horn that

were is fon. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. iii. 39 Our Country
sinkes beneath the yoake. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos.

(1701)216/2 The comprehension made by the Senses. .omits

nothing that can fall beneath St. 1719 YOUNG Busiris i. i.

(I 757) IO Elephants . , Bending beneath a weight of luxury.
1792 Munchausen's Trai'., Thou shall instant perish 'neath

my potent arm. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc iv. 402 Thou
shouldst set forth Beneath another's guidance. 1800 BLOOM-
FIELD Farmer's B., Sfringszi Brisk goes the work beneath
each busy hand. 1885 \V. C. SMITH Kildrostan 43 The
carved work mouldered fast 'Xeath the suns, and the frosts.

1 5. Lower on a slope, in a valley, etc., than
;

---

BELOW prep. 2. Obs.

1551 TURNER Herbal (1568.1 53, I went by the Rhene side

iiij miles beneth Bingen. 1667 MILTON P. L. \. 355 Her
barbarous sons . . spread Beneath Gibraltar to the Lybian
sands. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. Nwv Invent. 68 Obstructions
in all Navigable Rivers beneath the first Bridges. 1704
HEARNE Duct. Hist. I. 430 A Quarter of a Mile beneath
the Village .. is the fallen Ruines of the Tower of Babel.

6. fg. Lower in the scale of being, station, rank,

excellence, or dignity. Now commonly BELOW.
a 1000 Mrtr. Bocth. xx. 444 Hio bty swiSe fior hire selfre

beneo5an. riaooORMix 10729 To settenn be Bine|?enn bine

lahshre. ("1374 CHAUCEK Boeth. n. v. 49 It is brou^t by-
neben all bestes. c 1375 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. 1869 I.

15 Creatures bine^e men. 1611 SHAKS. Cyn>b. iv. i. ii Not
beneath him in Fortunes. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 115 That
were an ignominy, .beneath This downfall. 1711 ADDISUN
Sfiect. No. 162 p 4 Beings above and beneath us have
probably no Opinions at all. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
I. 421 Beneath them lay a large class which could not sub-
sist without some aid from the parish.

7. Unbefitting the dignity of; unworthy of, un-

beseeming, undeserving of
; lowering to.

888 K. .ELFRED Boeth. xxxvj. 5 5 Nis nan wuht benyftan
him (t.f. beneath his notice], r 1380 WYCLIF Pstudo-I-'r.

vi. ' 1880) 310 Talis bynebe bileeue. 1601 SHAKS. Tiuel, N.
v. i. 332 So farre beneath your soft and tender breeding.

1712 STKF.LF, Sf>ect. No. 53 ? 10 We do not esteem it beneath
us to return you our Royal thanks. 1767 FORDYCE Serin.

Yng. U7om. I. vi. 227 No woman, .ought to think it beneath
her to be an ceconomist. 1871 HAWEIS Mus. $ Mor. 499
Beneath the attention of serious critics. 1883 Times 23 Oct.

9 Thinking nothing beneath the notice of a man of business.

b. Lower than i^any standard of quantity or

quality}. Better expressed by BELOW.
1849 KUBKlN.SVt'. Laip$\. 10 We are none of us so good

architects as to be able to work habitually beneath our

strength. 1850 McCoSH Dir. Gwf. u. i. 118741 135 The
copies ever fall beneath the original.

f C. quasi-<7^". Obs. rare.

1607 SHAKS. Timon i. i. 43 A man Whom this beneath
world doth embrace.

D. Comb, t beneath-forth, out from beneath ;

beneath. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. Df P. ff. vii. xlvii. (1495) 259 A
stronge colde in the mouthe of the stomak . . is cause of uut

puttynge bineth forthe. c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr.
.\xvi. 56 Thyng bat longeth to be worlde . . here bynetJi
forthe. c 1467 Ord. Worcester in E, E. Gilds 373 In one of
the Chambers benethforth.

t Beiiecarlo, -icarlo. Obs. (See quot.)
1734 T. SHERIDAN in Swift's Wks. 1841 II. 724 You drink

bemcarlo wine, I drink right French margose. 1851 H.
MAYO Philos. Living \. 66 Benecarlo is a coarse-flavoured

astringent Spanish wine.

t Bene'Cking, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. BE-

pref. 6 + NECK.] Bowing the neck, cringing.
1705 Ess. Govt. 68 Oliver's, .benecking ministers pleaded

obedience to the supreme power for the time being.

Benedicence. rare. [f.
L. benedic-us (\\\

adv. benedice), or benedicfre, f. bene w*ll f -difu.\-

speaking, duerc to speak ; see -ENCE,] Xindliness
in speech.
1881 MONIER WILLIAMS in igth Cent. IX. 168 His bene-

volence, his benedicence lif I may coin a new word*, and his

beneficence.

II Benedicite (ben/dai-siti), int. and sb. ; also

4-5 bendicite, benste. [L. ; 2nd pi. imper. of
bcnedice're

c
to praise, commend,' later ' to bless,

wish well to,' f- faf well +
djcfre

**
Mpffllf, cay

In early use shortened to lentficite, lenste,]

A. interj.
1. as expressing a wish : Bless you !

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 397 He bygan benedicite with a
bolke. 1393 GOWER Conf. L 48 Benedicite, My sone. .Thou
shalt be shnve of bothe two. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. n.

iii. 39 Grace goe with you, Benedicite.

2. as expressing astonishment or remonstrance :

Bless us! Good gracious I

1374 CHAUCER Troyfas \. 780 What? Hveth not thy lady,
benedicite? 1:1386 Freres T. 156 A ! quod the somp-
npur, benedicite! what ye say. c 14*0 Sir A inadacc 647
Sir Amadas seyd Benirdicite ! Sir, leyt such wordes bee.

B. sb.

1. Invocation of a blessing on oneself or others.
1610 G. FLKTCHER Christ's Viet, in Farr S. P. (18481 55

And all the way he went he ever blest With benedicities.
1808 SCOTT Mi) rut. 11. ii, One eyed the. .swelling sail, With
many a benedicite. 1823 Qttentin D. ii, The friar an-
swered his reverend greetmg^with a paternal benedicite.

2. esp. The blessing asked at table. (The earliest

sense in English.)
a 1225 Aticr. R. 44 Ritweone mete, hwo se drinken wule,

sigge benedicite : potum nostrum films Dei benedicat. 1725
tr. Diipin's Eccl. Hist. I. v. 208 The first [prayer] at the

Beginning of the Repast . . what we call Benedicite. 1842
MRS. GORE Fascin. 109 We may repent having laughed ai

the benedicite last night at supper !

f 3. A blessing, deliverance from evil. Obs.
a 1300 Datne Siriz 193 Bendicite be herinne ! c 1314 Guy

ii'atti'. 206 Gaf him swiche bendicite That he brak his nek
ato. c 1460 'fffwtieley Myst. 85 Benste, benste, be us emang.
4. The canticle in the Book of Common Prayer,
known also as ' The Song of the Three Children.'

i 1661 Pn^crs ou Alter. Prayer-bk. 3 You will not allow
the omission of the Benedicite.

Benedict ^be-n/dikt), a. and sb. ; also 6-9
benedick, [ad. L. benedictus blessed ; see prec.]

t A. adj. .biesseg, Mlilgli, salutary ; spec, in

JfeJ. mildly laxative. Obs.

1576 BAKER Gesners Jewell of Health 2093, The Oyle
Benedick or Oyle of Tyle stones. 1626 BACON Sylva 19
Rhubarb and other Medicines that are benedict. 1657 J.
GOODWIN Triers Tried 4 That the two Commissions speci-
fied be . . benedict to the interest of the Gospel, a 1693
BANCROFT Serin. noiT.i If the more benign and benedict
medicines will not work.

fb. Priest <Vwi/7V/ :
= BEXF.T, exorcist. Obs.

1660 K. COKK Pt^cer fy Sub/. 160 No Priest, whether con-
secrate at [?or] Benedict shall forsake his Church.

B. sb.

1. A newly married man
; esp. an apparently con-

firmed bachelor who marries. [From the character

of that name in Shaks. Much Ado about Nothing]
[1599 SHAKS. Much Ado v. iv. TOO How dost thou Bene-

dicke the married man?] 1821 SCOTT in Lockhart (18391
VI. 313 Wish the veteran joy of his entrance into the band
of Benedicts. 1843 Life in West (L.) He is no longer a
benedick, but a quiet married man.

t2. 'A good saying, an honest report.' Blount

Glossogr. 1656.
t Benedi'Cted, ppl.a. Obs~ [i.'L.bened'ict-us

(see prec.) + -ED.] 'Blessed.' Cockeram 1623.
Benedictine (ben/di-ktin), a. and sb. [a. F.

bJneJictin, f. L. benedictus
; see -INE.]

A. adj. Of or belonging to St. Benedict or the

religious order founded by him.

1630 WADSWORTH Sp. Pilgr. vi. 49 [He] had a Benedictine
Monke to his Tutor. 1861 A. B. HOPE Eng. Cathedr. igth
C. 265 The chapter-house of Westminster, a Benedictine

abbey before the Reformation.

B. sb. 1. One of the order ofmonks, also known,
from the colour of their dress, as ' Black Monks,'
founded by St. Benedict about the year 529.
1602 W. WATSON Decacordon 185 Sequestred. .as. . Augus-

tines from Benedictines. 1721 Lond, Gaz. No. 5954/2 Dom
Thierry, a Benedictine, is banished the Kingdom. 1866
GEO. ELIOT F. Holt (1868140 \Vhen the black Benedictines
ceased to pray and chant in this church.

2. A kind of liqueur.
1882

J.
HAWTHORNE /W./Wi. xviii, It smelt rather like

Benedictine, but. .it was difficult to be certain about the>e

liqueurs.

Benedrctinisrn, [f. prec. + -ISM.] The

system of the Benedictines.
1826 SOUTHEY V'ind. Eccl. Atigl. 40 That Benedictinism,

and Kranciscanism, . . with their respective . . superstitions,
are no part of the Roman Catholic system. 1884 A then&itni

23 Aug. 235/3 The history of Benedictinism in England re-

quires reconsideration.

Benediction (ben/drkfan). Also 5 -dyctyou,
5-6 -diccion. [ad. L. benediction-em, n. of action

f. benedict-
;

see BENEDICT and -TJiiS.* Cf. F.

bun-diction (i6thc. in Littre, replacing 'the regular.
beneicon. beneisson, whence Eng. BENISON).]
1. The utterance of a blessing ; solemn invoca-

tion of blessedness upon a person ; devout expres-
sion of a wish for the happiness, prosperity, or

success of a person or enterprise : a. gen.
*43*-5P tr - Iligdcn (1865) 1. 377 He openethe the durre

with a benediccion, makenge the durre sure after hym,
1485 CAXTON Part's 4- /'. 118681 51 Gyue to me your bene*

dyctyon. 1552 HULOET, Benediction, benedictio. 1605
SHAKS. Lear iv. vii. 58 Hold your hand in benediction o're

me. 1752 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 204 P2 Thy path perfumed
by the breath of benediction. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Eng. V.

329 Amidst the benedictions of tens of thousands of people.
b. as officially pronounced by an ecclesiastical

functionary ; spec, the ceremony of consecration of

an abbot.

1638 Penit. G>w/xi. 116571 306 The Priest is to marry him
,

and to give the Benediction. 1670 Stasoti. Adv. Protest. \ i

|
This Catholick Religion, and Holy Cause sanctified by the

I

Popes Benediction. 1726 AYLIFFK Parergon ij.) What
i

consecration is to a bishop, that benediction is to an abbot.
1

1781 GIBBON Decl, fy F, 1 1. xlv. 671 Their choice was sancti-

I fied by the benediction of the patriarch. 1802 FOSBROOKE
I Brit. Monachisnt 1.18431 86 Between the election and bene-

diction the Abbot used the Prior's chamber.

c. as pronounced by the officiating minister at

the conclusion of divine worship.

1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Ord. Deacons i,Rubr. ), After the
last Collect, and immediately before the benediction, shall
be said these collects. 1622 SPARROW Bk. Com. Prayer
(18431 266 A most excellent and pious benediction of the

priest concludes all. 1856 LONGF. Day is Done *x, Such
songs, .come like the benediction That follows after prayer.

d. as an expression of thanks ; spec, as grace
'

before or after meals.

1671 MILTON P. K. in. 127 Of whom what could he less

expect Than ^lory and benediction that is, thanks. 1753
CHAMBERS CycL Suj>p., Benediction is still applied to the
act of saying grace before or after meals. 1806 WORDSW.
Ode Immort. 135 The thought of our past years in me doth
breed Perpetual benediction. 1818 LAMB Elia t Grace bef.

jlft-af, The form, then, of the benediction before eating ?ia.s

its beauty at a poor man's table.

e. as a service in the Roman Catholic Cfurch.
1812 P. GAUDOLPHY Liturgy CVw/. Prayers (1815 227 An

act of adoration and thanksgiving in honour of the Blessed
Sacrament of the Altar, commonly called Ber>:diction.

1853 FABER Allfor Jesus 6 Even in the church * during
Mass or Benediction, they are hard at work. 1884 ADDIS
& ARNOLD Cat/i. Dict.

t Benediction of the Blessed Sacra-
711,-nt, a rite which has now become very common in the
Catholic Church.

2. Blessing carried into practical effect, blessed-

ness ; kindly favour, grace.
1483 CAXTON Cato Ej, That we may haue his glorye and

benediccion at the end of our dayes. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W.
de W. 15311 69 We shall neuer be parteners . . of the bene-

diccyon of the whiche the sone of god spake. 1611 SHAKS.
tt'int. T. iv. iv. 614 As if my Trinkets had beene hallowed,
and brought a benediction to the buyer. 1702 Eng. Theo-

Phrast. 73 The inward joy of contemplating the Benedic-
tions of another World. 1872 RI-SKIN ForsClai'. II. xviii. 5

Has had at least some measure of Christian Benediction.

Benedictional (ben/di-kjanal). [ad. med.L.
lenedictidnalis (sc. liber\ i. e. book of benedictions ;

cf. hymnal, etc.] A book containing the forms oi

episcopal benedictions formerly in use.

1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. C/t. I. vii. ^858; 271 Jiotf, The
Benedictional of St. Ethelwold. 1849 ROCK C/t. of Fathers
IV. ii. 37 The head deacon . . gave the benedictional to the

bishop. 1879 J. SIMMONS in Lay Folks Mass Bk. 351 note,
The new words . . were rendered in the vulgar tongue, as. .

sang-boc ipsalteri, bletsing-boc (benedictional}.

Benedi'ctionary. [f.
BENEDICTION + -ART

;

cf. antiphonary^\ = prec.
1780 UODSLEY O, PL II. 57'note, Not the least mention

. . in the benedictionary of Bishop Athelwold.

Benedictive (benrdi-ktiv), a.
[f.

L. benedict-

ppl. stem of bemdtcere to bless + -IVE.]
1. Characterized by blessing ; tending to bless.
1660 GAUDEN Mtui. Bp. Brownrig 201 (L.) His paternal

prayers and benedictive comprecations. f 1746 HERVEY
Medit. (18181 Introd. 2 That the high and lofty One..
should there manifest an extraordinary degree of his bene-
dictive presence.
2. Gram. A form of the Optative Mood in the

Sanskrit verb, also called the '

precative,' the use
of which is to express wish or desire.

1841 H. H. WILSON Skr. Gram. (1847) 114 The benedic-
tive or optative mood is considered as a modification of the

potential. 1879 WHITNEY Skr. Gram. 533 The aorist has
also an optative, of somewhat peculiar inflection, usually
called the precative (or benedictive,).

Hence Benedictively adv. \Yith the force of

the benedictive mood.
t Benedi'Ctor. [Agent-noun on L. type, f. fane-

duere : see prec.] A eulogist, a well-wisher. Obs.
a 1633 T. ADAMS Wks. (1861-21 1. 179 (D.) Ministers have

. .many benedictors, few benefactors.

Benedi'Ctorv, a. [ad. med.L.
see BENEDICT and -ORY.] Of or pertaining to the

utterance of benediction.

1710 C. WHEATLEY lllustr. Bk. COM. Prayer iii. 26
That benedictory prayer of St. Paul. 1860 ELI.ICOTT Lift
our Lord viii. 400 With words of holy and benedictory
greeting. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola i. xiv, With hands out-
stretched in a benedictory attitude.

II Benedi'Ctus. [L. ; pa. pple. of benedicere

to bless : see above.]
1. The fifth movement in the service of the Mass,

beginning with the words 'Benedictus qui venit
1

;

(the name is given both to the words of the service,

and to their musical setting).
1880 GROVE Diet. Music II. 233/1 After the Elevation . .

the Choir begin the Benedictas, in soft low tones.

2. The hymn of Zacharias (Luke i. 68), used as

a canticle in the morning service of the Church of

England.
1553 Bk. Com. Prayer, Matins (Rubr.i, And after the

Second Lesson shall be used and said, Benedictits. in Eng-
lish, as followeth. 1641 S. MARSHALL Peace-Qff. God 33

Uttering a Benedictus or Te Deum laudamus.

Benecli'ght. a. Obs. or arch. Also -diht.

[ad. L. benedictus; see prec. Cf. MHO. gebeiie-

diget, mod.G. benedeiet^\ Blessed.

aiyjoCi/rsorAf. 18705 Bot|>a men salbebenedight Sal trou

in me wit-vtcn sight. t~ 1460 Towneley Alyst. 91 For ferde

we be fryght a crosse let us kest, Cryst crosse, benedyght.
ti 188 . LONGFELLOW Sontt. Mrs. Longf., Nor can in books
be read The legend of a life more benedight.

t Beliefact. Obs *. [ad. L. benefactum : see

BENEFIT.]
' A yood deed or benefit.' Blount

Glossogr. 1656.

Benefaction (ben/ise-kjanX [ad. L. betufac-

tii>n-em, n. of action f. benefacSre : see BENEFIT.]



BENEFACTION.

1. A doing good, beneficence, kindly or generous
action ;

a benefit or blessing.
a 1662 HEYLIN Laud (1668) 245 Marks of his Benefaction

we find none, in places of his Breeding. 1728 NEWTON
Chronol. Amended 15 For which Benefaction she [Ceres]
was Dei^ed after death- 1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ

(1878) 44:- What it [divine goodness] will do in the way of

positive benefaction.

2. esp The bestowal of money for a charitable

purpose ; a grant, gift, bounty, endowment.

1674 Scheffer's Lapland viii. 28 Retaining to the crown
the superintendency of the benefaction. 1779 JOHNSON
Milton in L- P. (1816) 132 This was the greatest benefac-

tion that Paradise Lost ever procured the author's descen-

dants. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, iv. (1857) 58 She was
liberal Jji her benefactions to convents and colleges.

Benefaction, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] To
endow with a benefaction. Cf. prec. 2.

1822 D \KARD Hist. Stamford in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz.

I. 199
^

I. [the Friary at Stamford] was . . further benefac-

tioned by King Edward the Third.

Benefactor (ben/farktai). Also 5 -our. [a.

L. benefactor, f. beneface're : see BENEFIT.]
1. One who renders aid or kindly service to others,

a friendly helper ; one who advances the interests

of a cause or institution, a patron.
1532 TINDALE Expos. $ Notes (1849) 71 It is not inough

for thee to loue thy benefactors only. 1605 BACON Adi:
Learn. I. vii. 5 There was not a greater admirer of learn-

ing or benefactor of learning. 1769 Jnnitts, Left, xxxv,

159 They .. have transferred their gratitude from their

parents to their benefactors. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I.

362 The greatest of all the benefactors of his city.

2. esp. One who makes a benefaction to a charit-

able or religious institution ; one who makes a

bequest or endowment.
1494 FABYAN vn, 480 Quene Philyp..the which was a

great benefactour vnto the Chanons of Seynt Stephans

Chapell at Westmynster. 1626 BACON AVw Ail. (1650! 33
These we call Dowry-men or Benefactors. 1752 JOHNSON
Ramkl. No. 197 fg, I was. .inquiring the age of my future

benefactors or considering how I should employ their

legacies. 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. 132 Whose tomb is that,

Which bears the brass escutcheon ? A benefactor's.

3. \Vith reference to the etymology : A well-

doer.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.forM. n. i. 50 Well : What Benefactors

are they? Are they not Malefactors? 1870 J. CAMERON
Phases of Th, 160 Books are to us according as we deal

with them malefactors or benefactors,

Benefa'ctorate, v. nonce-wd. [f. prec. + -ATK.]
To act the benefactor to

;
to benefaction.

1769 H. WALPOLE Corr. (.18371 II. 432 A plan for the East

window of his Cathedral which he intends to benefactorate

with painted glass.

Benefa*ctorship. [f.
as prec. + -SHIP.] The

office or action of a benefactor.

1652 BROME Jov. Crew n. Wks. 1873 III. 377 His great

Benefactorship among the Beggars. 1601 T. H[ALES] Ace.

Nnv Invent. 41 His Benefactorship to his Countrey in the

doing it at his own charge.

Beiiefactory (bcn&e"kfcri), a. [ad. med.L.

benefactori-tts, iT benefactor-em BENEFACTOR : see

-DRY.] Of or pertaining to a benefactor
;

con-

ferring a benefit ; beneficial.

1744 J. LEWIS Life Pecocke 150 Saying of special prayers
for people by name, as. .benefactory. 1884 THORLEY Far-
mers' Aim. 42 The great benefactory result from continu-

ally strewing handfuls of salt on hay . . has long been known.

Benefactress (ben/'fce-ktres). [f.
BENEFACTOR

+ -ESS.] A female benefactor.

1711 SWIFT Ifind.
Dk. Marlborough Wks. 1814 V. 397

While his gracious benefactress is contented to take up her

residence in an old patched-up palace. 1781 GIBBON Deel.

fy F. III. xlviii. 32 They basely conspired against their

benefactress. 1834 LAMB Elin, Oxford in I'ac., And pay a

devoir to some Founder, or noble or Royal Benefactress.

t Benefa-ctrice. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec,

after F. W/^l#rtt*.]~prec.
1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. 331 The pure grace and

favour of the benefactrice.

t Benefa'ctrix. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. BENEFACTOR,
after Lat. analogy: see -TRix.]

=
prec.

1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5124/4 The great Benefactrix unto
the Nations of the Earth.

t Benefa'cture. Obs. [f.
L. btntfact- ppl.

stem of benefaccre + -URE
;
as if ad. L. *benefactura^

Beneficence, benefaction.
a 1656 BP. HALT. Soliloquies Wks. VIII. 256 All these dis-

positions are but inclpsures : give me the open champain
of a general and illimited benefacture. 1777 DYCIIE &
PARDON, Benefacture* a kind, friendly, good-natured deed,
a charitable gift or donation.

t Benefeter, -our. Obs. rare. [a. OF. Hen-

fetor, mod. bienfaiteur : cf. also benefet, early form

of BENEFIT.] = BENEFACTOR.
1449 PECOCK Repr. in. ix. 333 The 5euer or benefeter.

Ibid. 511 Summe of Cristen neighhoris as ben grete to him
Eenefetouris he ou^te love in Affect and Effect.

Benefic (bftie'fik), a. ; also 7 -ick, -ique. [ad.

L. benejtc-us, f. bene well + -fic-its doing : see -Pic.]

1. Astrol. Of good or favourable influence.

1600 B. JONSON Cynthia's K<rs. v. i. 36 The fourth is the

kind, and truly benefique Eucolos. 16x8 GOAD Cefcst. Bodies

II. ii. 162 Our Venus is reckoned moist and therefore Bene-

fique. 1884 Zadkiets Aim. 40 The Moon forms benefic

aspects with the primary planets.

2. gen. Beneficent, kindly, benign.
1641 MILTON .dMrwWr'.Wks. (1851)219 He being, .of free
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power to turne his benefick and fatherly regard to what
|

Region or Kingdome he pleases. 1873 BROWNING Red
Cott. Night-c. 951 Is there not the Church To intercede

and bring benefic truce At outset? 1876 EMERSON Ess.

Ser. ii. vi. 149 As if that terrific or benefic force did not find

us then also, and fashion cities.

Bene'fical, a. ? Obs. [f. prec. -I--AI,.]
= prec.

1647 LILLY Chr. Astrol. civ. 643 Some very beneficalt

prohibition of the Fortunes intervenes. 1652 GAULE Ulag-
astrom. 92 Whether all such astronomicall demonstrations
. .be any reall proofes of beneficali and maleficall influences.

Benefice (be'n/Tis). Forms : 4 benyfice, -iss,

benefise,benfice, 4-5 benefys, 5 -fyce (bonfice\
6 benyfyce (bunfyce), 7 beni-, 4- benefice, [a.

OF. beneficej
ad. L. beneficium, (.bent well + -ficium

a doing : cf. BENEFIC.]
*t" 1. A good deed, kindness, favour

;
a grace or

'

indulgence.' Obs.

1340 HAMPGLE Pr. Consc, 5582 Agayne J?am sal Crist al-

lege .. And reherce his benefices, mare and les. c 1380
WVCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 200 panke bei God for al hismercyes
and benefices, c 1400 Apol. Loll. \ i Alle bat persewen for

swilke indulgens, or bciifices, or o^er graces. 1549 Cornel.
Scot. 20 Them that ar ingrate of the benefecis of gode.
1677 GALK Crt. Gentiles III. IOQ He can incline them .. to

performe his benefices or to inflict his punishments.

f"
2. Favourable influence or operation; advan-

tage, favour, protection, benefit. Obs. exc. Hist.

1424 Paston Lett. 4 I. 14 He schuld no benefice take by
noon proteccipn. 1-1440 Gesta Rom. xlix. 174 The kny^t
seide to the iuge,

' My lorde, I aske the benefice of [the

law].' 1685 BAXTER Paraph. Peter ii. 3 Their business

is to sell Souls to the Devil for their own worldly Bene-

fice. 1875 POSTE tr. Gains \. Introd. 24 Justinian's benefice

of inventory, . . was another fundamental change in here-

ditary succession.

b. Benefice of clergy, see BENEFIT 3 c.

1489 Act 4 Hen. I'll, xiii, Euery persone . . whiche ones

hath bene admitted to the benefice of his clergie.

f 3. Beneficial property or action (as of natural

agents or causes). Obs.

*387 TREVISA ///"(& (1865^ I. 415 Many benefices ofkynde
Bee^ now i-hidde fro manis mynde. c 1420 Pallad. tut

Husb. n. 365 The bonfice of sonne and wynde wol harde

Hem sure ynough. a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 210 Theyr
fruytes. .shall, .the more parfytly wax rype of the benefyce
of the hete. 1652 GAL'LE Magastrom. 77 Made to consist

by the stars, and to thrive, or dwindle away, according
to the benefice, or malefice, of their influences ?

f 4. A gift ; gratuity. Obi.

c 1380 WVCLIF Confession Wks. i 1880) 331 Who shuld take

ony benyfiss of be puple. 1-1440 Gesta Rom. 349 Myghty
men. .have resceived benefice, after her wille.

5. Land granted in feudal tenure, a fief. (Only
in modern legal and historical writers, as transl.

[1681 NEVILE Plato Rediv. 87 If these Benejicia had not

afterwards been made Hereditary.] 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

S){J>., Benefice was an estate in land, at first granted for

life only. .In after times, as these tenures became perpetual
and hereditary, they left their name of beneficia to the liv-

ings of the clergy. 1861 MAINE Anc. Law \\\. 11876' 229
Benefices . . were grants of Roman provincial land to be

holden by the beneficiary on condition of military service.

1867 FREEMAN Xorm.Conq. (1876) I. iii. 92 Rewarding their

followers with grants of land, in short with benefices or fiefs.

1876 DIC.BY Real Prop. \. 2. 38.

6. esp. An ecclesiastical living.

1340 Ayenb. 42 pe prouendres and \>e parosses o}>er oj?re

benefices of holy cherche. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. 33
And bigge sow benefices pluralitie to haue. 1480 CAXTDN
Chron. Eng. iv. (1520) 32 b, That no bysshop shokte be re-

ceyved into his benefyce but with the popes letters. 1392
SHAKS. Rom. $ Jnl. I. iv. 81 Then he dreames of another

benefice. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 7554 He had a small

benifice in Norfolk conferr'd on him, but could^
not pass

the Triers. 1756 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. u. xviii. 220 In

case a benefice becomes void by death. 1855 PRKSCOTT

Philip //, n. iii. 229 A tract which he published against

plurality of benefices.

7. Comb, and attrib. t
as benefice farm, -monger ;

also Beneficeless adj., destitute of a benefice.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abm. n. 76, I aduise al benefice

mongers, that haue mo charges than one, to take heede to

themselues. a 1654 SFLDEN Mirr. Antichr. 190 <R.) That

competency of means which our beneficeless precisians prate

of. 1882 Pall Mall G. 14 July 4/2 There are the contadini

who work the benefice farm.

Benefice (be'm"fis\ v. ;
also 4-5 benefise,

beny-, 6 benifice. [f. prec. sb. Cf. OF. bcneficierl\

trans. To endow or invest with a benefice or church

living.

<-i383 WVCI.IF Sel. Wks. III. 330 A worldly clerk .. is

preised and benefised among grete men. 1393 LANGL. P.

PI. C. iv. 186 Hue blesse> [MS. F (a 1500) benefiseth] ^ese

byshopys. 1494 FABYAN vn. 400 Certayne aliauntes, whiche

were rychely benyficed in Englande. 1608 T. JAMES Life

Wickliffe K iv, He had sometimes before beene . . bene-

ficed in Oxford. 1826 SOUTHF.Y in Q. Rev. XXXIV. 338
The many eminent men who have been beneficed in that

cathedral.

Hence Be'neficed///. a. holding a benefice.

( 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. i\. xxvii. 385 Benefist Men and
Chanownis. .Of bat kyrk. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's hist.

iv. 28 b, The secular Priestes : which are partly beneficed

men, that is to saye, haue benefices whereupon to Hue.

1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4034/1 The humble Address of the. .

Beneficed Clergy. 1850 LYTTON My Nwel v. x. 250 Your
father was such a respectable man beneficed clergyman !

Beneficence (b/he-fJsens). Also 6 -fycence.

[a. F. beneficence, ad. L. beneficentia, f. henefe-us :

perh. directly f. the L.]

BENEFICIAL.

1. Doing good, the manifestation of benevolence

or kindly feeling, active kindness.

1531 ELYOT GOT. ii. x. (1883) II. 112 Beneficence can by no

menes be vicious and retaine still his name. 1548 UDALL
Erasm. Par. Mark v. 24 (R.) Like as the lodestone draweth
vnto it yron, so dothe benefycence and well doing allure all

men vnto her. 1651 HOBBES Govt. <$ Soc. iii. Jj. 42 By this

meanes all beneficence . , would be taken from among men.

1790 BURKE Ft: Rev. 87 It is an institution of beneficence;
and law itself is only beneficence acting by a rule. 1853
LYTTON My Novel \'\\\. viii, What does intellectual power
. . stripped of beneficence, most resemble ?

2. concr. A benefaction, a beneficent gift, deed,

or work.
1654 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. 320 The market-place is.. re-

markable for old Hobson the pleasant carrier's beneficence

of a fountain. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling n. i. (1872) 87 Ster-

ling now . . zealously forwarded schools and beneficences.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It. Jrnls. II. 197 Distributed their

beneficence m the shape of some handfuls of copper.

t Bene'ficency. Ohs. [ad. L. beneficentia :

see prec. and -ENCV.] The quality of being bene-

ficent ; beneficence.

1576 WOOLTON Chr. Manual'70 The sixth [commandment]
commandeth justice and judgment . . beneticency and inno-

cency. 1662 FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 310 Queen's Co_l-

lege in Oxford, owing the glazing of many windows therein

to his beneficency, 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. (17161

105 Such tempers . . make beneficency cool unto acts of ob-

ligation,

Beneficent (tone-fisent), a.
;

also 7 benifi-

cent. [f.
L. *

beneficent-, whence bcncficenti-or,

compar. of bcncficus, and beneficentia : see prec.

Cf. magnificent.'} Doing good, performing kind

deeds, characterized by beneficence. (Beneficial
was previously used in this sense.) a. of persons.
1616 Kru-OKAR, Bftie/iceuf, liberall, louing. a 1677 BAR-

ROW irks. (16831 173 A most wise, most powerful!, most

beneficent authbur. 1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 917 Gentle of

speech, beneficent of mind. 1879 LEFKVRE PJiilos. \. 20

Confucius is still revered as a beneficent genius.

b. of things.
1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 5 Objects, the knowledge

whereof is .. very beneficent to Mankind. 1772 PENXANI
Tours Scotl. 11774* 38 That beneficent luminary the Sun.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 530 That disease, over

which science has since achieved a succession of glorious
and beneficent victories. 1871 R. W. DALE Commanthn. iv.

103 The Sabbath was a singularly beneficent institution.

Beneficential (b*he:fise'njal), a.
[f.

L. bene-

ficentia : see prec. + -AI..] Of or pertaining to

beneficence
;
concerned with what is most bene-

ficial to mankind.
1869 J. MORLEY in Fortn. Rev. May 533 The beneficential

moralist esteems this a particularly
virtuous type, because

it is particularly conducive to the greatest happiness of the

greatest number. Ibid. 538 The central principle of the

utilitarian or beneficential ethics.

Bene-ficently, adv. [f. prec. + -LV^.] In

a beneficent manner ;
with beneficence.

(11717 PAKSELI. Q. Anne's P,ace iR. All mortals once

beneficently great. 1797 HOI.CROFT Stolterg's Tra-j. III.

Ixxx. led. 2) 246 Airs beneficently tepid. 1852 HAWTHORNE
H7onder-bk., Mirac. Pitcher, A spot on which Heaven had
smiled so beneficently. 1875 FARRAR Silence fy V. ii. 33 Pain

comes, .to warn us beneficently of our danger.

t Be'neficer. Obs. [f.
BENEFICE sb. + -EB 1

.]

One who holds a benefice.

1621 R. BOI.TON Act 36 Hen. VI in Slat. Ireland 26 All

maner Beneficers within the said land, . . shall keepe resi-

dence continually in their proper persons in the said land.

Beneficial (.ben/fi'Jal ',,
a. and sb.

;
also 6 beny-

fyoyal;!, bunfycyal, beneflciall. [a. F. bene-

ficial, ad. L. beneficial-em, i. benefcium : see -AL.]

A. adj. f 1. - BENEFICENT. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 244 Whome . . thou hast

founde moost . . redy helper, and moost beneficiall lorde.

1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. 123
Other to whome they

haue bene beneficiale they call their frendes. 1593 BILSON

Gcrt. Christ's Ch. 301 You are so liberall and beneficiall.

1658 A. Fox IVurtz' Snrg. i. ii. 3 We ought to be beneficial

to our neighbours.
2. Of benefit : advantageous, serviceable, pro-

fitable.

1494 FABYAN Hen. Ill, an. 1262 <R.i To deuise suche

thynges as might be benyfycyall for the cytie. 1593
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. ii. 4 Not that anything is made to be

beneficial unto Him. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. ii. 7 Besides these

beneficiall Newes, it is the Celebration of his Nuptiall.
</ 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. I. i. 76 He was so entirely de-

voted to what would be Beneficial to the King. 1732 AR-

BUTHNOT Rules of Diet 346 Diluents with nitrous Salts are

beneficial. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. ii. 83 No measures

could have been more beneficial to the kingdom at large,

t b. Profitable in a pecuniary sense, lucrative.

1526 TINDALE Acts xix. 19 Not a litell beneficiall vnto the

craftes men. 1647 R. STAPVLTON Juvenal 6$ Officers, that

make use of their authority to monopolise all beneficiall

places and good bargaines. 1830 GAI.T LtOttrit T. (1849)

II. iii. 50 Finding me a beneficial customer.

3. Law. f a. Of or pertaining to a benefice ;

having a benefice, beneficed. Obs.

1591 Act Jamts I'l, (18:41 573 (JAM.) The occasion thairof

is the directioun of lettrez of horning in beneficiall materis

generallie. 1660 R. COKE Po-.ver s, Snt/. 23 Any person

. not being beneficial!, or having any spiritual! promotion.

,11859 HALLAM (in Ogilvie), An engagement was tendered

to al! civil officers and beneficial clergy.

b. Of or pertaining to the usufruct of property ;

enjoying the usufruct.

1844 .1.
WILLIAMS Real Prop, l.a-.t? (1877) 162 He is the
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beneficial owner of the property. 1863 KEBLE Bp. Wilson
v. 168 Such a formal surrender as should secure, .the lord's

beneficial interest in them. 1868 ROGERS Pol. Jiion. ix. 87
The beneficial lessees of the various monastic corpora-
tions.

B. sb. ? A letter presenting to a benefice ; a

presentation. (Johnson says
' A benefice.')

1591 SPKNSER M. Huliberd 486 How to a Benefice he

might aspire.
'

Marie, there (said the Priest) is arte indeed

. . For that the ground-v
tain a Beneficiall.

l-worke is, and end of all, How to ob-

Benefi'cially, adv. [f. prec. + -i/v 2
.]

In a

beneficial manner.

fl. Beneficently, liberally, bountifully. Obs.

1530 -i Act 22 Hen. VJII , xv, His said free pardon, .shall

be. .taken, .most beneficially . . to all . . his sayed subiectes.

1609 R. CAWDRAY in Spurgeon Treas. Dai'. Ps. xix. 1-4
As the sun with his light beneficially comforteth all the

world. 1611 COTGR., Liberalement, bountifully; benefi-

cially, with an open hand.

2. Advantageously, profitably, helpfully.
1531 Act 23 Hen. I'llI, x. 3 This estatute shalbe alweys

expounded as beneficially as may be to the destruccion and
utter avoyding of such use, intentes and purposes, c 1771
MASON in Johnson Gray Wks. (17871 IV. 300 To others, at

least innocently employed ; to himself, certainly beneficially.

1878 SEELEY Stein III. 529 France, .has influenced it [the

Greek cause] at once benevolently and beneficially.

3. Law. In the way of a beneficial owner or

interest. Cf. BENEFICIAL A. 3.

1788 J. POWELL Dez'Ues 118271 U- 249 1'ne person bene-

ficially entitled for life. 1875 POSTE Gains in. (ed. 21 430
Both the agent and the principal are beneficially interested.

1885 Law Times Rep. LI I. 650/1 The various persons

beneficially entitled under W. Plowright's will.

Beiiefi cialuess. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

t 1. Beneficent character, beneficence. Obs.

1528 ROY Sat. (Arb. ' 35 They reputed vs for haulfe goddes
and more, thorowe the masses beneficialnes. a 1568 COVER-
DALE Spir. Perle xxiv. 240 If God of his naturall loue, bene-

ficialnesseand free liberalitie geueth here, .health, strength,
richesse. 1691 MORRIS Pract. Disc. 115 The goodness and
beneficialness of the Divine Nature.

2. Beneficial quality, usefulness, profitableness.
1587 GOI.DING De Momayy\. 157 Shouldest thou not rather

commend the beneficialnesse thereof [the Sea]? 1677 HALE
Prim.Orig. Man. 5 They do not commend their knowledge
to us upon the account of their usefulness and beneficialness.

1739 Jk'RKlTT On N. T. Matt. iv. 24 note, A life of universal

serviceableness and beneficialness to Mankind. 1862 Rus-
KIN Unto this Last 46 The beneficialness of the inequality

depends, first, on the methods by which it is accomplished.

Beneficiary vbenffrjiari', a. and sb. [ad. L.

beneficiaHus : cf. F. bcncfidaire and see -AHV.]
A. adj.

1. Holding, held as, or pertaining to the holding

of, a benefice: spec, to the holding of land by
feudal tenure ; feudatory.
a 1626 BACON J. ,

To be made a feudatory or beneficiary

king of England, under the seignory in chief of the pope.

,11641 Sl'ELMAN/VW$ Tenures xxv. R. i Beneficiary ser-

vices . . done by the middling or lesser Thanes to the Kin;j

and the greater Thanes. 1682 BLRNET Rights Princes vi.

218 Not so ancient as their Beneficiary Tenures. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comin. II. 51 As if they had received their

lands from his bounty . . as pure, proper, beneficiary feuda-

tories. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages 11872- I. 147 Alodial lands

are commonly opposed to beneficiary or feudal.

2. Of a kind by which one benefits or profits, rare.

1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atmem. viii. (18521 244 His justice

. . is not to be considered as the prosecutor of a beneficiary

claim, but as an exactor from himself.

B. Sb.

1. The holder of a feudal 'benefice' ; a feudatory-
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vii. 138 Wee (being their

Beneficiaries or Free-holders for such Countries as wee held

in France'. 1654 LESTRASGE King diets. I, 121 He de-

manded from the Prince . . that he . . should repute himself

as his Beneficiary and Vassal. 1754 I-;RSKINE Princ. Sc.

Law 1 18091 '99 Tne legislature, looking upon vassals as pro-

prietors, and not merely as beneficiaries. 18x8 HALLAM
Mid. Agts 11872) I. 131 The great beneficiaries, the most

wealthy and potent families in Neustria or France.

2. The holder of an ecclesiastical living.

1641 MILTON A nimcuiv. Wks. 1738 I. 77 Your Beneficiaries

the Priests. 1726 AVLIFFE Parerg. 112 If it [a benefice] be

atmex'd to another Bt-nefice, the Beneficiary is obliged to

serve the Parish Church in his own proper Person. 1846
PRESCOTT Ferd. fy Is. 1. Introd. 39 The subordinate bene-

ficiaries of his Church.

3. One who receives benefits or favours ;
a debtor

to another's bounty.
1662 W. SCLATER Exf>. 2 Tlies;. (1627) Ep. Ded. 3, I rest,

your thankfull, and mo>t obseruant Beneficiary. 1663
BAXTER Div. Life 14 We are his Children as he is our

Father ; or his obliged Beneficiaries as he is our Benefactor.

1856 OLMSTED Slave States 606 Another young man, who
looked like a beneficiary of the Education Society. 1858
HOLLAND Titcomb's Lett. vii. 65 Content to be a beneficiary
of society to receive favors and confer none.

Beneficiate (ben/fi-Ji^t), v. Mining, [f. Sp.

benefidar to benefit, to derive profit from a mine,

-I- -ATE^.] trans. To reduce (ores).

Hence Benefl-ciatingf ///. a., Beneficio/tion, the

reduction of ores.

1871 Trans. Anter. Inst. Mining Eng. 1. 92 Such works
as beneficiate ores directly in the mining districts. 1883 \V.

BISHOP Old Mexico v. xviii. 238 His ancient beneficiating
hacienda of Regla. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Class,, Benc-

Jiciation, usually means the reduction of ores.

t Beneficie. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. benefid-um

BENEFICE.] Benefit, benign influence, favour.

c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 200 Graunte to this peple of Crist the

Beneficie of the Crosse.

[Benefioience, -ficiency, -ficient, erroneous

forms of BEXEFICEXCE, -FICENCY, -FICENT, found

passim as misprints in various books or editions,

whence the last two have been accepted by Todd,
and uncritically copied by subsequent compilers.]

f Benefi'cious, a. Obs. [f.
L. bcnefed-um +

-ous : cf. officious.]
- BENEFICENT.

1535 FISHER ll'ks. 377 So liberall and beneficious. 1610

HOLLAND Camden's Brit. 362 iD.) The Beauchamps . . ac-

knowledge Haber de Burgo. .beneficious to them.

Benefit (be-n/fit), sb. Forms : 4 benfet, byn-
fet, benfait, (//. benfes), 4-5 benefet(e, ben-

feet, beenfete, bienfait, -fet(e, 5 benefayte,
benfeyte, bienfette, -faytte, 6 beuiflt(e, beny-
fyt, bunfyte, benefact, -faict, 7 benefit(t)e,

-fict, 7- benefit. [ME. betifet, a. AFr. benfet,
= CentralFr. bienfait : L. benefactnni good deed,
kind action, lit. (a thing) well done, f. bene faclre
to do well. In ig-i6th c. the first syllable was
assimilated to the L.

;
the later change of the

second syllable to-fit seems merely phonetic.]

T 1. A thing well done
;
a good or noble deed.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. V. 621 f>e boldnesse of bi bienfetes

maketh be blynde banne. 1393 GOWER Can/. III. 187 Of
every bienfait the merite The god him self it woll aquite.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xiv. xi, Alle..that hade seen hys

bienfayttes, wer mevyd wyth grace toward hym. i8xi

LANDOR Ct. Julian Wks. 1846 II. 523 Man's only relics are

his benefits.

2. A kind deed, a kindness ;
a favour, gift. arch.

1377 I.ANGL. P. PI. B. v. 436 ^if any man doth me a benfait

[ii.r. benfeet, bienfait, -fet, C bynfet]. (1430 Life .?.'.

Katharine (1884) 27 {>e sonne and be inone . . whos bene-

fettys alle deedly creatures vse. ( 1449 PKCOCK Repr. 161

Rememoratyf syignes of God and of his Benefetis. 1526
TIN-DALE Acts xiv. 17 In that he shewed his benefaictes.

1557 N. T. iGeneva) Philfinon 14 That thy benefit shuld

not be as it were of necessitie, but willingly. x6xx ibid.

[as prec.]. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. \. ii. 37 Her [Fortune's]
benefits are mightily misplaced. 1628 HOBBKS Tftwyd.

(1822) 63 For the men which thou hast saved . . thy benefit

is laid up in our house indelibly registerd.

t b. By (occas. through) the benefit of: by or

through the kindness or favour of
; by the agency

or help of, by means of (a person or thing). Obs.

1538 STARKEY England 14 By the bunfyte and powar of

nature. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man iv. 51 By the benefittc

of the third Muscle the shoulder blade is lifted vp. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. i. i. 91 By the benefit of his wished light

The seas waxt calme. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 23 He sail

be made frie be the Kings benefue and decreit. 1709 STEELE
Tatler No. 181 F i By the Benefit of Nature . . Length of

Time, .blots out the Violence of Afflictions.

c. A benefaction (in somewhat of a legal sense).

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. I'l, v. iv. 152 Accept the Title thou

vsurp'st, Of benefit proceeding from our King, And not of

any challenge of Desert. 1594 Rich. Ill, in. vii. ip6 Take
to your Royall selfe this proferr'd benefit of Dignitie.

3. Advantage, profit, good. (The ordinary sense.)

For the benefit of: for the advantage of, on behalf

of. t To take benefit of (a thing) : to take ad-

vantage of, avail oneself of.

auntage or benefette of the matter alleged by hym. 1576
LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 209 If you minded to haue
benefit by the Roode of Grace. 1651 HOBBES Lcviath.

n. xxviii. 162 If the harm inflicted be lesse than the benefit.

1752 JOHNSON RamH. No. 199 F 2 Having long laboured for

the benefit of mankind. 1789 BEI.SHAM Ess. ix. I. 173
Government is an institution for the benefit of the people

governed. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) I. 28, I have an im-

pression that temperance is a benefit and a good. Mod.
The jury gave the prisoner the benefit of the doubt.

b. A natural advantage or
'

gift.'

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv. i. 34 Disable all the benefits of

your owne Countrie. 1613 Hen. I'llI, I. ii. 115 When
these so Noble benefits shall proue Not well dispos'd.

c. Law. The advantage of belonging to a pri-

vileged order which was exempted from the juris-

diction or sentence of the ordinary courts of law ;

the exemption itself: in the phrases Benefit of

Clergy, Benefit ofPeerage ;
see CLERGY, PEERAOE.

1488 9 Act 4 lien. I 'II, xiii. (title\. An act to take awaye
the benefytt of Clergye from certayne persons. 1718 HICKKS
& NELSON J. Kettlawll n. 56. 175 To this they Pleaded

the Benefit of their Peerage. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist.

(1876) I. ii. 58 In 1513 the benefit of clergy was entirely

taken away from murderers and highway robbers.

d. Pecuniary advantage, profit, gain.

1592 No-body ft Some-k. (1878) 336 The grand benefit you
get by dice, Deceitfull Cards, and other cozening games.
1612 DAVIES Discmi. why Irel. (17871 29 Why the King re-

ceived no benefit of his land of Ireland. 1712 STEELE

Sped. No. 310 F 2 My Estate is seven hundred Pounds a

Year, besides the Benefit of Tin-Mines. 1885 Lam Times

Rep. LI I. 706/1 The secretary transferred the benefit of hi?

contract as to three of the lots to other persons.

4. Hence in special senses : a. A theatrical per-

formance the receipts from which are given to a

particular actor, the playwright, or some other

person connected with the theatre. (First granted
to Mrs. Barry i6th Jan. 1687. Hist. Stage 1792'

29.)

[Cf. 1629 SIR H. HERBERT in Malone Eng. Stage (1821)
III. 177 The benefit! of the winters day from the kinges
company, .upon the play of 'The Moor of Venice,' comes,
:his 22 of Nov. 1620, unto gt. x6j. ex/.] 1700 STEELE Tatler
No. i F 6 Acted for the Benefit of Mr. Betterton. 1721
SWIFT Epil. to Play Wk?* 1755 III. n. 181 Actors, who at

best are hardly savers, Will give a night of benefit to

weavers? 1798 Times 3 Oct. Adi't., Royal Circus. For
the Benefit of Mr. Simpson. 1850 THACKERAY Pendennis

'i, She was going to have a benefit and appear as Ophelia,

fb. A prize in a lottery ; a winning ticket. Obs.

1694 LI-TTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) III. 384 Yesterday 72
benefits were drawn in the million lottery. 1694 Loiid.

C,az. No. 2968/2 That Benefit does belong to the Person
that shall produce a Ticket of the same Number. 17x0
STEELE Tatler No. 202 f 5 After their Number is drawn,
whether it was a Blank or Benefit. 1711 Land. Gaz. No.

4903/4 The number'd Tickets entitled to Benefits in the

Lottery. 1715 Ibid. No. 5326/3 The Tickets called Bene-
fits [carry] an interest at the Rate of 4/. per Cent, per Ann.

t C. An ecclesiastical living, benefice, endow-
ment. Obs.

1554 in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. n. App. xvi, 40 Whether
he doth bestow yearly the fift part of his benefit. 1719
D'L'RFEY Pills (1872) IV. 86 Your Benefits you'll keep,
whilst another feeds the Sheep.
5. Comb, and attrib. (only in senses 4 and 5), as

bencfil-conce>-t, -day, -night, -play ;
also benefit-

club, -society, an association whose members,

by the regular payment of small sums, are en-

titled to pecuniary help in time of age or sickness ;

alsoy?g. ; benefit-ticket, a winning ticket at a

lottery (cf. 5 b.).
18x2 Examiner n May 291/1 The ^benefit club . . forms

something of a provision against adversity. 1817 COLERIDGE
Poems in One *Benefit-Club for mutual flattery. 1759

JOHNSON in Boswell I. 342 Mrs. Ogle . . hopes by a 'benefit

concert to set herself free from a few debts. 1712 STEELE

Sfefl. No. 288 F 3 The \Benefit Days of my Plays and

Operas. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. 118121 I. 439 My play
. . could not have been ready until the end of March, A'hen

the 'benefit nights came on. 1824-9 LANDOR /mag. Coni'.

118461 I. 254 Their opera-girls vie in *henefit-nights. 1740
CIBBER Apol. (17561 I. 120 The indulgence of having an an-

nual 'benefit-play. 1845 DISRAELI S>W/(Rtldg.) 293 The
'Benefit Societies .. have money in the banks that would
maintain the whole working classes . . for six weeks. 1694
LUTTRELL Brief. Rel. 118571 HI. 382 Yesterday the million

lottery drew 66 *benefit tickets.

Benefit (be-nflit), v. Pa. t. and pple. bene-
fited, [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To do good to, to be of advantage or

profit to
;
to improve, help forward.

1549 CHKKK Jfnrt Sedit. (R.
i,
Ye be not so muche worthie

as to be benefited in anye kinde. x6n SHAKS. If'int. T. iv.

iv. 514 What course I mean to hold, Shall nothing benefit

your knowledge, a 1613 OVERBCRV Worthy Comm. Wks.

(18651 107 If ever a man will benefit himselfe upon his foe,

then Is the time, when they have lost force. 1792 Bl'RKE

Let. Dnndas Wks. IX. 283 The cause of humanity would
be far more benefited by the continuance of the trade. 1879
LL-BBOCK Addr. Pol.

fy
Editc. \. 8 A system of duties which

injures our interests without benefiting those of the colonies.

2. intr. (for re/.) To receive benefit, to get

advantage ; to profit.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, I. ii. 80 Malicious censurers,

which euer, As rau'nous Fishes, doe a Vessel! follow That
is new trim'd ; but benefit no further Then vainly longing.

1644 MILTON Ednc. Wks. 11847)98/2 To tell you therefore

what I have benefited herein. 1884 National Rev. July

720 One who has never directly or indirectly benefited a

single shilling by any humble efforts he may have put forth.

Be-nefited, fpf.
a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

1. That has received benefit or profit.

1837 HT. MARTINEAU Society in Amer. II. 102 Repayment
from the benefited parties being secured.

t 2. Carrying a 'benefit' (in a lottery). Obs.

x6o3 LI-TTRELL BriefRel. (18571 16 The othcr .5. he

devides into 250 benefitted lotts or tickets.

Beiiefiter (be-n/fitaj). [f. as prec. + -EB 1
.]

He who confers, or (more usually) derives, benefit.

1883 St. James's Gaz. 15 June, The only benefitter is the

ship-owner.

Be'nefiting, vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. + -INQ!.]

The conferring or deriving of benefit.

1594 T. B. La Frimavd Fr. Acad. II. 301 Mercie is often

taken in the holy Scriptures for . . good will, benefiting,

friendship. Mod. He returned without benefiting by the

tBene'gro, v. ? Obs. [f.
BE- prcf. 6 + NEGBO.]

trans. To make Negro ; to make of the colour of

a negro ; to blacken, darken.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. 330 If we derive the curse

on Cham . . we shall Benegroe a greater part of the earth

than ever was, or so conceived. 1650 CHARLETON Paradoxes

19 No reason . . why that particular place . . should be

benegroed and torrihed. 1658 HEWYT Serin. 109 (T.), Be-

negroed in more than Cimmerian . . darkness.

Beneit, obs. form of BENNET so. 1

t Beiie'llie, v . Obs. Forms : i beneeman,

-n6man, 3-5 bineme^n, 4 6 byneme. [OE. hi-,

beiiAman^on OTeut. \.yfe*binamjan. deriv.of bine-

men, pa. t. tenant. The ME. beneme may how-

ever be merely a variant of BENIM, with which it

coincides in use.] trans, a. To deprive '^with ?.).

b. To deprive (a person) of (a thingl, to take

away (a thing) from (a person), c. To takeaway.

893 K. /ELFRED Ores. l. x. 4 Ne mehte hie bajslondes

benicman. c 1205 LAY. 13155 jou . . bat binemest vs hours

brober. . 1325 Cacr de L. 1403. 1387 TREVISA Higden



BENEPLACIT.

(1865) I. 73 5if Paradys A-ere so hue, somtyme it schulde
- - " rd

byneme be lijt, and make be clips of fie mone. 1481 Reynard
(18441 144 Thenne shal ye byneme hym his syght. 1561

FOXE A. $ M. I. 455/2 He bynemeth Christ his Worship.

f Bene-merent, a. Obs. rare-", [f.
L. bene

well + merent-em, pres. pple. of merere to deserve.]

'That deserves well.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.

Benempt, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of BENAME.

t Beneplacit. Obs. rare ;
also -plaoity. [ad.

late L. bencplacit-um (see Vulgate Efh. 1.9) good

1642, beneplacity ; which Blount inserted in his

Glosiogr.}\ Good pleasure, gracious purpose.

1643 SmT. BROWNE Relig. Med. 130 The cause of my
salvation, which was the mercy and beneplacit [edd. 1642

beneplacity] of God. 1656 BLOUNT Gloss.. Beneplacity, that

which pleaseth well, good liking. 1658 PHILLII'S, Benepla-

citie.

t Beneplacit, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. bencplacit-

ns well-pleased ;
see prec.] Pleased, satisfied.

1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 18 God's Beneplacite wil,

commonly stiled his wil of good pleasure . . is that whereby
he decrees, effects, or permits al events & effects.

t Be:ne-pla'citure. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

as prec.

+ -URE.]
= BENEPLACIT. sb.

1662 GLANVIL Lux Orient, iv. (1682) 28 Hath he by his

holy penmen told us that either of the other ways was more

sutable to his beneplaciture ?

[Beneship. In iCth c. 'Peddelars' Frenche
'

(Harman's Caveat 83-86) = 'very good.' Ap-

parently the source of Bailey's 'Beenship, worship,

goodness.']
Beneson, obs. form of BENISON.

Benet (be-net), sb. Forms : 5 benett, benott,

5-6 benette, 4- benet. [a. OF. bcueit (mod.F.

MM?) : L. benedict-us blessed : see BENEDICT.]
The third of the four lesser orders in the Roman
Catholic Church, one of whose functions was the

exorcizing of evil spirits.
c 1383 WYCLIK Sel. Wks. (1871) III. 285 Of . . crowning of

benetis renneb be same extorsion. 1480 CAXTON Chron.

Eng. IV. 11520) 38/2 He ordeyned that he that was worthy
sholde ascende gree by gree to his ordre, fyrst benet, than

cotet, subdeacon, deacon, and than preest. 1509 Ortits I V( .

in Promp. Parv. 30 Exorcista, id est adjurator vel increpa-

tor, a benette or a conjurer. 1553-87 FOXE A. A> M. III. 125

The lowest Vesture, which they had only in taking Benet

and Collet. 1846 C. MAITLAND Ch. Catacomts 194 It is re-

lated of Huss the Martyr, that . . he was degraded from all

his orders . . and the offices of exorcist, sexton, and benet.

Benet (bftie-t), v.
[f.

BE- 6 + NET v. or sb.]

trans, a. To cover as with a net. b. To catch in

a net, ensnare, entangle ; usually fig.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 29 Being thus benetted round

with Villaines. 1614 SYLVESTER Bethnlia's Resc. iv. 60 Her

Robe, Sky-colour'd Silk, with curious Caul Of golden

Twist, benetted overall. 1860 T. MARTIN Horace 1

gaudier charms Of a girl that's both wealthy and

benet him.

Benet, variant of BENNET.

Benettle, etc. : see BE- pref.

tBeneurous, a. Obs. Also bien-, benewrous.

[a. OF. beneureus (mod.F. bienheureux}.'] Happy,
blessed. So t Benewred [ad. OF. beneure ;

see

-ED.] prec. t Benewrely adv. [cf.
OF. be-

neure(e}tnent], happily. Beneu'rte [a. OF. be-

neurete}, happiness, blessedness. (Only in Caxton.)

1483 CAXTON Cato F ij b. The beneurous or happy. -

Golden Leg. 428/3 He took the righte benewrous reste of

deth. Ibid. 426/1 Fylled with benewred auncyente of dayes.

Ibui. 428/2 He comyng benewrelye unto his laste dayes.

1480 Ovitfs Met. xill. i.x, Benewrte & honour laste her

not longe.

Benevolence (b/he-v<?lens). Forms : (-,

bienueullanca), 5-6 beneuolens, beniuolence,

benyuolence, -ens, 4- benevolence, (4-7 be-

neu-). [a. OF. benivolence, ad. L. benevolentia

well-wishing, f. benevolent-en : see BENEVOLENT.

This OF. form was a learned or semi-popular

adaptation of the Lat. word ; its genuine F. descend-

ant being bienvoillance, later -veuillance (whence
Caxton's bitnveullance), now corruptly bienveil-

lance. In Eng. benivolence was further latinized as

benevolence at an early period (if this was not

directly from L.]
1. Disposition to do good, desire to promote the

happiness of others, kindness, generosity, charit-

able feeling ;as a general state or disposition
towards mankind at large).
e 1384 CHAUCER Mother ofG.io Sauer of vs by thy bene-

uolence. 1423 JAMES I. King's Q. xcix, Hye Quene of

Lufe '. sterre of beneuolence. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. in. xn.

1 59 Of the fader . . he [Plato] sayde the power and puissaunce,
of the sone, the sappyence, and of the holy gost the bien-

ueullaunce. 1552 LYNDESAY Tragedy 125 With supporte
of sum Lordis beneuolens. 1605 THYNNE Animadv. App.

{1865* til By the . . support of your Majesties benevolence

and liberality. 1726 BUTLER Serin. Hum. Nat. i. Wks.

1874 II. 6 If there be any affection in human nature, the

object and end of w'- h is the good of another, this is itself

benevolence, or the love of another. 1781 GIBBON Decl. tf

F, III. I. 142 Benevolence is the foundation of justice. 1876

Th
wanton

803

MOZI.EV l/uiv. Semi. ix. 192 The poor and dependent
. . exercise our active benevolence.

1 2. Favourable feeling or disposition, as an

emotion manifested towards another ;
affection ;

goodwill (towards a particular person or on a

particular occasion). To do one's benevolence : to

lend one's friendly offices. Obs.

1423 JAMES I. King's Q. cviii. Though I geve the bene-

uolence, It standis noght }it in myn aduertence. c 1430
LYDG. Bochas Tab. Contents (1554) Bij, Koboam . . loste

the benevolence of his people. 1316 TINDALE i Cor. vii. 3

Let the man geve vnto the wyfe due benevolence. 1598

SHAKS. Merry W. i. i. 32, I . . will be glad to do my bene-

uolence. 1645 USSIIER Body Dhi. (1647) 284 When due
benevolence is not yielded, although there be aptness there-

unto. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. Ind. II. iv. ii. 70 His dislike

of application and control prevented his acquiring the

benevolence of his superiors.

3. concr. An expression of goodwill, an act of

kindness ; a gift or grant of money ; a contribution

for the support of the poor.
f 1425 WYNTOUN Cron.\\\. vii. 157 Recoveryd be benevo-

lens Wyth trawayle. 1583 STUBUES Anat. Abus. n. 101 To
make collections for the poore, to gather beneuolences, and

contributions of euerie one that was disposed to give. 1622

LEY in Fortescue Papers 175 What Benevolence we would

willingly bestow towardes the Palatinate. 1650 FULLER

Pisgafi 400 Convenient for such as went up to sacrifice, to

cast in their benevolence. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 58

Towards the charge whereof the companies gave great

benevolences. 1868 MILMAN St. Paul's .\t. 282 The City

of London gave first a great benevolence.

4. Eng. Hist. A forced loan or contribution

levied, without legal authority, by the kings of

England on their subjects. First so called in 1473
when astutely asked by Edward IV., as a token of

goodwill towards his .rule! Sometimes loosely

applied to similar impositions elsewhere.

1483 Act i Rick. I[I, ii. i A newe imposicion named a

benevolence. 1494 FABYAN vii. 664 He rode about trte more

parte of the lande, and vsed the people in suche fayre maner,

that he reysed therbynotable summes of money, the whiche

way 'of the leuyinge of this money was after named a beny-

uolence. c 1534 Pal. I'erg. Eng. Hist. 11. 161 Perchance very

many gave that benevolance with evil will. 1644 LD. DIGBY

. in Rushworth Hist. Cell. in. 1 1692) I. 31 The granting of

'Subsidies, and that under so preposterous a name as of a

Benevolence,-for that which is a malevolence indeed. 1661

PEPYS Diary 31 Aug. ,
The Benevolence proves . . an occasion

of so much discontent every where, that it had better it had

never been set up. 1775 CHATHAM in Parlt., The spirit

which now resists your taxation in America is the same

which formerly opposed loans, benevolences, and ship-

money in Plngland. 1875 STUBBS Canst. Hist. III. xvul.

213. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 56 Resentment was kept

alive by the benevolences and imposts which Nero now
demanded.

t Bene'VOlency. 06s. [ad. L. benevolentia :

see prec. and -ENCY.] The quality of being bene-

volent ;
also concr. a gift of money, a ' benevo-

lence.'

1540 RAVNALD Birth Mail (1634) Prol. 7 The benevolencie

and willing fauour of all. 1698 NORRIS Pmet. Disc. IV.

340 They retrench their Expenses, and withdraw their

wonted Bencvolencies. 1766 Hist. Europe m. Ann. Res-

38/1 The body of the Clergy, till very late taxed themselves

and granted to the King benevolencies.

Benevolent (b/he-vJlent\ a. Also 5 benvo-

lent, 5-6 benyuolente, 6 beneuolent. [a. OF.

benivolent, benvolent, ad. L. bene volent-em, f. bene

well + volent-em wishing, willing, pr. pple. of vtlU

to will, wish : see prec.]

1. Of the general frame or habit of mind : De-

sirous of the good of others, of a kindly disposi-

tion, charitable, generous.
1482 Monk of Eves/tarn (Arb.) 75 Redy and benyuolente

to alle men whilys he leuyd. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm.

Par. N. T. Prer. 5 Our beneuolent loue and aneccion.

1725 POPE Odyss. in. 456 Beloued old man '. benevolent as

wise. 1781 J. MOORE View Sue. ft. 11790) I. xxxix. 424 The

mild precepts of a benevolent religion. 1848 MACAULAY

Hist. Eng. I. 406 A small body of sages had turned away
with benevolent disdain from the conflict.

b. trans/, of things i Kindly, fostering.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 306 The benevolent Heat

of the Sun hath a great influence thereupon.

2. With the literal force of the Latin bene volens :

Well-wishing, well-disposed to, unto (another).

1502 ARNOLD Chron. (1811) 161 A thinge . . for the which

wee shal [be] more ben volent unto thy Holynesse. 1509

HAWES Past. Pleas, xx. v, She [Sapience] is to man ryght

benyvolent. 1667 MILTON P. L. vin. 65 Raphael now ..

Benevolent and facil thus repli'd.

1 3. quasi-**.
= BENEVOLENCE 3. Obs. (? error.)

n 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scot. vii. (1677) 54 1 Tne

Noblemen . . made offer to give a benevolent according to

their abilities.

Bene'volently, adv. [f. prec. + -I.Y-.J in

a benevolent manner ;
with benevolence.

1532 ELVOTin Gov. (1883177 It pleasid you so benevolently

to remembre me. 1543-4 /Iff 35 Hen. F///,xii, Hissubiectes

. . most willyngly and beneuolently . . do remit . . the same

summes of money. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic I. ii. (1883) 156

A debt benevolently contracted to serve a friend. 1879
Sat. A'tf. 5 July 21 He was benevolently engaged in

making catches [at cricket],

Bene'volentness. rare-", [f.
BENEVOLENT

+ -NESS.]
= BENEVOLENCE.

1736 in BAILEY. Hence in Johnson, and mod. Diets.

fBene-voler. Obs. ran- 1
. A well-wisher.

BENIGHT.

1486 raston Lett. 889 III. 327 Her benevolers willilh hir

to continue hir sute.

Benevolist (Wne-vJlist). [f.
L. benevol-us (see

prec.) + -1ST.] A professor of benevolence. Cf. prec.

1825 (title) School for Patriots and Benevolists. 1863

Scotsman 14 Au. ,
To be experimented upon . . by contend-

ing sets of sectarians and '
benevolists.

1

t Bene'VOlOUS, Obs. Also 5-6 benivol-

ous, -us, benyvolouse. [f. as prec. + -ous.]

1. Well-wishing, kindly, friendly, benevolent.

1470 HARDING Chron. xxxi. iv, Amendyng all their faultes

and errours, With all their hertcs full beneuolous. 1513

BRADSHAW St. Werturge 213 Vnclose thy succours, and

be beniuolous. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 247

Maximus . . schew him sa benivolus to the pepil. 1645 J-

G[ooDwiN] Innoc. fr Truth Tri. To Rdr.. A man of no

benevolous or friendly comportance. a 1670 HACKET Abp.
U'illiains I. 116931 66 Such as knew not the wherefore were

the more benevolous to the Arch-Bishop's misfortune.

2. Astral. Of the planets, etc. : Of favourable

influence, auspicious.
1642 SIR T. BROWNE Kelig. Med. 43 The benevolous As-

pects of my Nativity. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 86 Planets

amicall, benevolous, auspicious.

Benewith, variant of BENDWITH.

Benewrous, etc., variant of BEXEUBOUS, etc.

Benfait, -fet, -feet, obs, forms of BENEFIT sl>.

Beng, variant of BHANG.

Bengal (beng-l\ In 7 bengall. Name of

a province of Hindustan (in Marco Polo, 1298, as

Bangala; in Vasco de Gama, 1498, as Bemgala; in

Oviiigton, 1690, as Bengala; Col. Yule). Hence,

1. Applied to piece goods (apparently of different

kinds) exported from Bengal to England in the

1 7th c. : cf. Bengal Stripes in 2.

c 1680 POI.EXFEN Coll. Poems 205 Their Persian Silks,

Bengalis, Printed and Painted Callicoes . . are used for

Beds, Hanging of Rooms. 1696 LUTTKELL BriefR el. (1857'

IV. 147 A bill to be brought in to forbid the wearing of

wrought silks brought from Persia and East India, with

bengalls, callicoes, etc. 1696 Merchant's li'are-lw. 30

There is two sorts, strip'd and plain, by the Buyers called

Bengalis . . they are very fine stripes, but are of no great

use or service. 1701 Land. Gaz. No. 3740/3 All Wrought

Silks, Bengalls, and Stuffs mixed with Silk. 1755 JOHNSON

Bengal, a sort of thin slight stuff, made of silk and hair, for

women's apparel. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 141 11

mportation of silks and of Bengals, as shawls were then

called, was pronounced to be a curse to the country.

2. Comb, and altrib,, as Bengal light, a kind of

firework producing a steady and vivid blue-coloured

light, used for signals ; Bengal quince, the fruit

olMgle Marmelos. belonging to the orange family ;

Bengal root (see quot.) ; Bengal silk
; Bengal

stripes, striped ginghams, originally brought from

Bengal, afterwards manufactured at Paisley, etc. ;

Bengal tiger, the tiger proper, so called from its

abundance in lower Bengal.

fa.

name for the roots of the Yellow Zedoary. 1711 Land. Gaz.

No. 4850/3, 15 Pound of Single E 'Bengal Silk. 1875 URE
Diet. Arts I. 336 *Bengal stripes, Ginghams; a kind of

cotton cloth woven with coloured stripes, so called from the

cottons which we formerly imported from Bengal.

Bengali, Bengalee (.bengj-lz). [a. native

Bangdll!\ a. adj. Of or belonging to Bengal.

b. sb. A native of Bengal ;
the language of Bengal,

one of the Aryan vernaculars of India. So the obs.

Benga'lan, Benga'lian a. and sb. ; Benga'lio a.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgr. I. v. v. 404 The Bengalanshave a tra-

dition or fable amongst them. 1768 Phil. Trans. LVII1.

130 Having met with a Bengalian doctor. 1801 H. LEBE-

DEFF Grain. Ind. Dial. Introd. 3 My Sircar . introduced

me to a Bengallic School Master. 1848 THACKERAY ( an.

Fair lix, That gentleman would not let the Bengalee rest

until he had executed his promise. 1858 W. ELLIS Visits

Madagascar iii. 54 Bengalee or Chinese merchants. 1862

1). FORBES (title}, Bengali Grammar.

|| Bengaline (be-rjgalni). [mod.F. ; so called

from similarity to the fabric mentioned under

BENGAL I.] A new (French) name for poplin,

a mixed fabric of silk and worsted.

1884 Pall Mall G. 20 Sept. 4/1 Autumn Fashions, Benga-
line (a superior substitute for Irish poplin'.

Benge, variant of BINGE v. Obs. to bow.

t Benger(e, byngger. Obs. A corn-bin.

<- 1440 Promp. Par-!'. 31 Bengere of corne [1499 bengge],

techa \
= theca\ Ibid., Bengere of a mylle [1499 bengge],

ferrica-psia.

Bengewine, bengwine, obs. ff. BENZOIN.

BeniC (be-nik), a. Chan. Also behenic. [f.

BEN + -ic.] Obtained from oil of ben.

1873 WATTS Foivnes' Chem. 695 Benic or Behenic Acid is

a white crystalline fat. 1879 Diet. Chem., Bmie acid,

This name has been applied to two different fatty acids . .

benostearic acid, and . . benomargaric acid.

t Be'night, adv. Obs. By night, ere night.

1642 GEN. PRESTON in Carte's Coll. (1735) 120, I will not

trouble your Lordship with more benight.

Benight (.b/hai-t), v. .[f.
BE- 6 + NIGHT.]

1. trans, a. pass. To be overtaken by the dark-

ness of night (before reaching a place of shelter).

1560 DAUS Sleidane's Comm. 326 The Emperour . . was

benighted and rode at Ancker. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I.

112 When we lay in the fields or %vere benighted before

101 - a
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BENIGHTED.
we came to oure iourneis end. 1678 BUNYAN Pil.t.'r. i. I

(1862) 43, 1 am like to be benighted, for the day is almost

spent. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. xxvii. 190 A
;entleman . . would rather be benighted, than put up at

iis house. 1839 DE QUINCEY Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 II.

172 The tourists were benighted in a forest.

b. active. To involve in the darkness of night ;

reft, to hide oneself in the night, rare. arch.

'1654 GAYTON Fest. Notes n. vi. 59 She straightway dight
Her robes, & did herselfe benight, a 1691 BOYLE (J.) Those

bright stars that did adorn our hemisphere, as those dark

shades that did benight it, vanish. 1839 BAILEY Festus

(1848) vi, Benighting even night with its grim limbs.

2. To involve in darkness, to darken, to cloud.

Alsoyff., of the effect of sorrow, disappointment.

etc., upon one's face, prospects, or life.

a 1631 DONNE Select. (1840! 3 As the sundoes not set to ag-
nation . . God . . does not set to thy soul, though he benight
it with an affliction. 1651 DAVENANT Gondibert m. v. xvi,

Now jealousie no more benights her face. 1699 GARTH

Dispens. (J. ) The clouds look heavy and benight the sky.

Ibid. (17061 36 Smoth'ring Fogs of Smoke benight the

Fire.

b. To involve in intellectual or moral darkness,

in the '

night
' of error or superstition.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. City ofGod 414 Nor is the crea-

ture ever be nighted but when the love of the Creator for-

sakes him. 1692 E. WALKER Epictetns' Mar. Ixiii. Whor.c

Reason's Light Is clouded o'er, whom Error doth benight.

1712 HENLEY Spect. N'o. 396 2 These Portraitures be-

night the faculties. 1831 J. WILSON Uaimore vi. 281 What
men . . call Religion, now benighting half the earth.

3. To blind7 to dazzle
;
to deprive of vision.

1621 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. n. (1626)26 Pale sudden feare

. .in so great a light, he-nights his eyes. 1651 J. QLEVE-
I.AND] Poems 32 This Cabinet, whose aspect would benight
Critick spectators with redundant light. 1652 BENLOWES

Theoph. in. Ivi. 44 O're-fulgent Beams daz'd Eyes benight.

Benighted (bftisi-ted), ppl.a. [f. prec. 4- -ED 1
.]

1. Overtaken by the darkness of the night ;

affected by the night (obs'.}.

1575 in Farr's Stl. P. (1845) II. 516 And so are all my
lockes Bedecked . . With these benighted drops. 1810 SCOT T

Lady of L. \. xxi, He told of his benighted road. 1815

Guy M. xlviii, Some benighted fisherman, he thought.

2. fig. Involved in intellectual or moral darkness.

1634 MILTON Connis 384 He that hides a dark soul and

foul thoughts, Benighted walks under the mid-day sun.

1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh iv. 339 You poeis are be-

nighted in this age. 1863 KINGLAKE O/Vi'aii877' I- i'i. 51

He was a benighted Moslem.

fb. Involved in obscurity. Obs.

1647 WAKD Simp. Cooler 19 Seekers, looking for new
Nuntio's from Christ, to assoife these benighted question-.

Hence Beni'ghtedness.
1865 Pall Mall. G. 5 July i/z Respectable old Russell

Whi^s, on whom charges of moral corruption operate much
more powerfully than charges of intellectual benightedness.

Beni'ghteu ;b/hai't'n), v. rare. [f. BENIGHT,

app. after enlight-m : see -EX.] trans. To benight.

Hence Benrghtening vbl. sb.

1844 Black. Mai;. LVI. 787 A mere priestly delusion to

enslave and benighten mankind. 1860 PUSEY Min. Prop/:.

193 Moral benightening which seems to cast the shadow of

death over the soul.

Benighter ^b/iiai-tsjj. [f. BENIGHT + -KB i.]

One who keeps others in darkness.

1818 MOORE Fudge F'ani. Paris vi. 208, I, from my soul,

profess To hate all bigots and benighters.

Benighting, vbl. sb. [f. BENIGHT + -ING'.]

The fact of being benighted or overtaken by night

away from shelter.

^1639 W. WHATELEY Prototypes 11. xxvi. 1.1640* 90 To
meet with such kinde of accidents, as benighting. 1819 L.

HUNT Indicator, Iv'o.8 (1822) I. 60 Spenser, .seems to have

taken the idea of a benighting from Apollonius.

Beni'ghting, ppl.a. [f.asprec. + -ING 2
.]

That

benights or involves in darkness.

1649 DRYDEN Death Ld. Hastings 50 That veil which

shrouds Our day-spring in so sad benighting clouds.

Benightmare, etc. : see BE- pref.

Beni ghtment. [f-
as prec + -MENT ] The

state or condition of being involved in physical,

intellectual, or moral darkness.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. 162 Confesses their benightment
to the black paths of ignorance and error. 1850 ALISON

Hist. Europe, xcvi. 99"The benightment of superstition.

Benign (bftiai'n), a. Forms : 4-6 beuygn(e.

.-yngne, -yng(e, -ing, 4-7 benigne, -ingne, 7-

benign. [a. OF. benigne, benin: L. itnigttus
'

kindly,' prob. for bcnigenits, f. bent well + -gains

born, of kind. Cf. malignus, prtvignus ;
for the

sense L. genttlis, F. gentil, Eng. gentle ;
also, Eng.

kind, kindly, L. generostts, Gr. vfi/rafos.]

1. Of a kind disposition, gracious, kindly.
c 1320 R. BRUNNE^/f</#. 1103 Sewetenweyl how benygne

my dere sone was. c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 353 Charity

is benyngne. 1422 in Ellis Orif. Lett. II. 30 I. 96 That it

please your . . Grace of your benigne pitee and grace, to re-

leve and refresh your said pouere Oratour. Cl$y> Scot.

Poems Mil C. II. 130 Hee is fair, sober and bening, Sweel,

meek, and gentle in all thing, a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. n.

xiv. 4 It's he alone, euen he, the God beningne, That vs

instructs, in euery blessed thing. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Dr.

Exile Poems I. 7 As well As the benignest angel of you all.

fb. Gentle, meek, humble. Obs.

J377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 7 pe blostnes beth boxome speche

and benygne lokynge. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerkts T. 287

Thise am the worries that the inarkis sayde To thtl benigne,

804

verray, feithful mayde. c 1440 Gesta. Rom. xci. 419 All men
and women . . that are lowe, ande meke, ande benigne.

2. Exhibiting or manifesting kindly feeling in

look, gesture, or action ; bland, gentle, mild.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troytus in. 1753 Benyng he was to eclie in

general. 1493 Petronylla tPynson! 5 Benygne of porte,

humble efface and chere. 1342 HEN. VIII. Decl. 193 We
. . gaue . . benigne and gentyl audience to suche Ambassa-

dours, as repayred hither. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. m. 880 Be-

nigne & not blustrous Against a vanquish! Foe. 1777 WAT-
SON Philip 77(1793) II. XIII. 114 Requesens indeed had a

more benign ancf placid countenance than Alva. 1871
BLACKIU Four Phases i. 58 That when a thief takes your
cloak you should thank him, like a benign Quaker, for his

kindness.

3. transf. Of things : Favourable, kind, fortu-

nate, salutary, propitious ; esp. in Astral, opposed
to malign, malignant, etc.

a 1619 DONNE Biathan. 32 Those reasons which are most

Benigne . . ought to have the best acceptation. 1667 WATER-
HOUSE Fire Lo):d. 34 By concurrence of circumstances, be-

nign to, and corresponding with a vastative event. 1667
MILTON P. L. xn. 538 So shall the World goe on, To good

malignant, to bad men benigne. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist.

Reb. 1 1 1. xn. 262 The Government of these benign Stars was

very short. 1743 FIELDING J. mid in. x, His affairs began
to weara more benign aspect. 1853 C. BRONTE I'illetle xvi.

169 On whose birth benign planets have certainly smiled.

4. Of weather, soil, climate, etc. : Mild, salu-

brious, genial, kindly.
c 1386 CHAUCER Syrs. T. 44 fful lusty was the weder and

benigne. 1503 DUNBAR Thistle if Rose 32 Thy air it is

nocht holsum nor benyng. 1665 G. HAVERS/'. Delia Valle's

Trav. E. hid. 86 The Air becomes more healthful, sweet,

and more benigne both to sound and infirm. i772_PENNANT
Tours Scot. i 1774' 306 He sows his seed, and sees it flourish

beneath a benign sun. 1868 G. D'.'l F Pol. Sin-c. 209 The
climate is benign, even in low marshy neighbourhoods.

5. MeJ. t & Of medicines : Gentle or mild in

operation. Of food : Easily digested. Obs.

1651 tr. Dacca's Life <r Death 23 Celsus adviseth Inter-

changing, and Alternation of the Diet, but still with an

Inclination to the more Benigne. 1652 FRENCH Yorksh.Spa
vi. 64 More benigne purgatives. 1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady
n. ix. 3 (17341 208 Aromatick Medicines .. increase their

benign, and . . hinder their destructive Effects. a 1735
ARBUTHNOT < J.) These salts are of a benign mild nature.

b. Of diseases : Of a mild type ;
not malignant.

1743 tr. Ulster's Srtrf. 207 There is little or no difference

between them (certain virulent tumour?! and the benign
sort. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pat/tot. 13 Benign Diseases are

those in which the appreciable group of phenomena indi-

cates a surely favorable issue. 1878 T. BRYAN r Pract. Sniy.
I. 549 Benign tumours are of slow growth.

6. quasi-cJifo.
= BENIGNLY.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 374 Beseikand thame rycht
hartlie and benyng, For to ressaue than as thair prince and

king This Alpynus. a 1725 POPE Oifyss. xill. 63 His words

well weigh'd, the general voice approved Benign.

Benignancy (b/hi-gnansi). [f. BENIGN-ANT :

see -ANCY.] Benignant quality or manner.

,876 Gi:o. ELIOT Dan. Der. IV. Ixx. 364 M's eyes, .dwelt

on the scene with the cherishing benignancy of a spirit.

1881 Blackw. Mag. CXXIX. 186 Abraham regarded him

with an expression of imperturbable benignancy.

Benignant (bfiii-gnant), a. [A recent forma-

tion on BENIGN, or L. benignus, after malignant,
which is of much earlier standing, and has a Latin

prototype. Not in Johnson ;
nor in Bailey 1800,

though freely used by liurke and Boswell in 1791.]

1. Cherishing or exhibiting kindly feeling towards

inferiors or dependants ; gracious, benevolent (with

some suggestion of condescension or patronage).
a 1782 Maiden's Wish in Ritson Coll. Eng. Songs I. iv.

20 (T.) Defend my heart, benignant Power. 1791 BUKKE
Let. Mcmb. .Vol. Assembly Wks. VI. 45 The king . . was . .

the very reverse of your benignant sovereign. 1859 GEO.

ELIOT A. Bede 2 His glance, instead of being keen, is con-

fiding and benignant. 1875 BROWNING Aristoph. Apol. irj

Theirs would be To prove benignantest of playfellows.

2. trans/. Of things : Exerting a good or kindly

influence ; favourable, beneficial, salutary.

1790 BOSWELL Johnson IV. 314 (T.) As if its [Christi-

anity's] influence on the mind were not benignant. 1798

SOUTHEY Sonn. xiii. Wks. II. 96 For like a God thou [O Sun]

art, and on thy way Of glory sheddest with benignant ray,

Beauty, and life, and joyance from above. 1844 Item. Baby.
Ionian P'ccss\\. 183 Our destiny is settled in this world by
the benignant or malignant character of our natal star.

Beni'gnantly, adv.
[f. prec. + -IT*.] With

kindly manner or intent, graciously.

1790 BOSWELL Johnson II. 240 ijoo.) Dr. Johnson smiled

benignantlyat this. 1814 Sot THEY Roderick xiv, Benign,

antly, With voice and look and gesture, did the Prince . .

Respond. 1831 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) II. 219 Friends, who
were in life so benignantly united.

t Beni'gnate, " Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

L. benign-

tis + -ATE : cf. next.] A by-form of BENIGN.

'533 BELLENDEN Lhy in. (1822) 254 Na benignate nor

swete contenunce semit be hisproude havingis.

t Beni'gned, n. 0/>s. rare. [f.
L. benign-us or

K. or Eng. i>enign(e + -EIJ.] A by-form of BUNION.

1470 HARDING y/n.c.\iv. vi, And Atbilstanc at the daye
assigned Made liym redy the battaill to haue smitten Again
Colbrond, armed with hart benyngned.

Benignity (b/hi-gmti). Forms : 4-6 benyng-

nite, -yte, -ete, benignite^e, -yte(e, benyg-

nite(e, -yte, -ete, 5-7 benignitie, -itye. 7- be-

nignity. [ME. benignetc, a. OF. benignite, ad.

L. benignitat-cm ',

sec -rn.]

BENIM.

1. Kindly feeling and its manifestation ;
kind-

ness of disposition, or of manner. (Now attributed

to superiors or those who are venerable. )

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 483 O God . . Thpw be my
sheld, for thy benignite. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. li[i]. 5 Thou
loouedist malice ouer benygnete ; wickidnesse mor than to

which maketh up the said principall verlue called benig
nitieor gentilnes. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. li. i Out of the

riches of thy benignity. 1737 WHISTON Josephus' Antiq. vil.

iii. 3 A peculiar benignity and affection which he had to

the King. 1844 THIRLWALL Greece VIII. Ixvi. 383 It [the

senate] received him with the most gracious benignity.

1865 CARLYLE Freak. Gt. X. xxi. ix. 180 Such a fatherly

benignity of look.

b. concr. A manifestation of kindness, a kindly
or generous deed ;

a kindness, a favour bestowed.

c 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. Pref. 6 The receiuer of that

so liberal! benignitye. 1590 SWINBURN Testaments 78 Many
great and ample grants and benignities, a 1711 KEN Pre-

parat. Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 74 The Benignities which shine,

From Love divine. 1865 BUSHNELL Vicar. Sacr. in. vi. 337
They look to see it [the gospel] operate by mere benignities.

2. Of things : a. (Astral.) of a planet ;
b. of

weather, climate; c. of medicine, disease, arch.

See BENIGN.
a. 1665 GLANVTLL Seeps. Sci. xx. 130 That planet receives

the dusky light we discern in its Sevtile Aspect, from the

Earth's benignity. 1722 POPE Let. Wks. 1737 VI. 87 A star

that . . is all benignity, all gentle and beneficial influence.

b. a 1640 JACKSON Creed xn. xiii. Wks. XII. 98 No be-

nignity of native soil . . can quicken . . them. 1778 ROBERTSON
77w/. Amer.\\.\\\. 333 The fertility of the soil corresponds
with the benignity of the climate. 1814 WORDSW. Excur-

sion iv. 430 That benignity . . that warms The mole.

C. 1605 TIJIME Quersit. i. xvi. 80 The mercurials doe

exceede the antimonials in benignitie and sweetnesse. 1684

tr. Bond's .Merc. Comfit, xix. 765 The Humours are re-

duced to benignity. 1880 Syd. Soc. Lex., Benignity, a

term applied in recognition of the mildness and favourable

progress of a disease ; and also to a tumour which is not

cancerous or malignant. (

Benignly (b/hai-nli), adv. [f.
BENIGN + -LY-.]

1. In a benign manner ; kindly, graciously.
c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 44 pe mynystris owe to re-

sceyue hem benygnely and bi charite. 1528 MORE Here,

sycs m. Wks. 213/1 The gretest prelate in this realmc . .

dismissed him very benygnely. 1862 LYTTON Sir. Story 1.

j
129 Mrs. Ashleigh looked at me benignly,

f 2. Meekly, gently, humbly. Obs.

1-1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. T 35 Penitence destreyneth a

man to accepte benygnely euery peyne that hym is en-

ioyned. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xv. 57 Yf men wolde hit

[mercy] aske Buxumliche and benygneliche. 1557 PAYNELL

Barcklaye's Jitgurthe 7 He answered benygnely for the

tyme.
3. Of things : Genially, favourably, auspiciously.

111687 WALLER (J.) Yet they [eyes] so benignly shine.

1752 YOUNG Brothers I. i. (1757) II. 202 Benignly bright, as

stars to mariners. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xlvi. 2 Zephyrus,
health benignly breathing.

Benrgnness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being benign. 1731 in BAILEY vol. II.

t Beili'm, v. Obs. Chief forms : Inf. I be-

niman, 2-4 binime;u, 4-5 bynymen, 6 be-

nymme, (bynemme). Pa. t. i benam, 1-5 bi-

nam, 2-4 binom, 4-5 by-, benam(e, -naam,

-nom. Pa.fpie. i beuumen, 2-3 binume(n, 3-5

bi-, benome, -nornin, -nummen, (-, byname, 6

binomed). [A common Teut. compd. vb. : OE.

bi-, be-niman = OHG. bineman, MHG. benemen,

mod.G. benehmen, Du. benemen. Goth, bintman,

i. bi; BE- H- niman, OTeut. *neman to take : see

NIM. Little used after 1500; exc. in pa. pple.

benumen, beniim, now BENUMB, BENUMBED. See

also BE.VESIE.]
1. trans. To take away generally.
a 1000 .Metr. Boctlt. 271 pa a;r se swearta storm benumen

haifde leafa Jehwelces. H2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 143 pis

woreld hwile gifci wunne . and hwile hit eft binimo. 1297

R. GLOUC. 375 Vor he . . by nome her lond. 1436 Pol. Foetus

U859> II. is9 Alias ! oure reule halteth, hit is benome. 1480

Bk. St. Albans B ij b, Hit shall benymme hir grece.

b. with Jat. of possessor (
= from).

a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. (Gr.) 362 He us hajfb hcofonricc

benumen. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 772 Sone him was sarrai

binumen. 1382 WVCLIK Ecclns. xxviii. 19 And shal bynyme
them ther trauailes [1388 hath priued hem of her trauchs].

c 1430 Hymns I'irg. (1867) 92 (>is
word . . bmam me al my

lisl 1493 FtsttvallW. de W. 1515) 170 b, Thou benymest

the aungelles in heven their Joye. [1560 Chaucer's Boeth.

C. from a possessor
(-1250 Gen. ff Ex. 1764 [IJcwas for-dred demote timen, fro

me Sine doutres bi-nimen. c 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. T486 It

bynymeth fro man his witte. 1494 FADVAN m. Ix. 39 On*

King of Mercia . . by name & toke from them that dlgnyte.

2. trans. To rob, deprive, bereave. Const, orig.

em., later ef(1uf, from).
< 890 K. .-ELFRED Bxda in. vii. (Bosw.) He hine his rices

benam. c 1205 LAV. 8798 pat he me nolde ut dnuen, bi-

tumen me a:t ban Hue. c 1230 Hali .Meld. 35 pe care
a^ain

bi pinunge brahen binimeo be nihtes slepes. (1460 J. RUS-

SELL Bk. Nurture in Babces Bi: (1868) 14.0 pese may benym

by souerayne from many nyghtis restis. 1480 CAXTON

Chron. Eng. vil. 93/1 To benymme Edwarde of his ryght.

b Without const. : To rob ;
to spoil, ravish.



BENIMMING.
c 1250 Gen. >f Ex. 1706 Lia bar last dowterdinam, Sichein,

siSen, hire ille bi-nam. 1340 Aycnb. 23 Vdelblisse bcnini|>

god and stclt> bet his is. Ibid. 39 pise greate prela[te]s bat

benime|> and robbeb hire onderlmges. 1480 CAXTON Chron.

Eng. xcvi. -6 Euer he that was strengest bynome hym that

was feblyst.

t Beiii'iuiuing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. prec. +

-ING!.] The taking away.
a 1400 in Reify. Ant. II. 52 Pley of the fleyshis not coven-

able, but to the bynymmynge of the spiritus heretage.

Bening(ne, obs. form of BENIUN.

Benioin, -ione, -ioyn : obs. forms of BENZOIN.
|

BgnJUftlUjV""'"""^ Forms: 3 beneysun, 3-4

benesun, -nis(s)un, -nisoon, -un, 3-5 beneson,

4 benisone, -sune, benesoun, -iseun, -ysoun.

-yssoun, 4-5 benyson, 5 beneyson, benzown,

5-6 benysone, 6 bennysoun, benizon, 8-9 Sc.

bennison, 4- benison. [ME. beneysun. etc., a.

OF. beneifitn, -fan, -sson, son, -zon:L. benedic-

tion-em. Dr. Johnson says, 'not now (i755)used.
unless ludicrously.' But it is now common as a

,

poetic or quaint form of benediction^

1. Blessing, beatitude, a. That blessing which

God gives ;
a giving of blessedness.

blissed in erfie.^ idos'SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 228 The bountie,

and the benizon of Heauen To boot, and boot. 1632 BROME
.Vortti. Lasse n. iv. Wks. 1873 III. 33 Now Gods henison

light o'ye for it. 1642 JKR. TAYLOR Episc. (1647) Pref., Ihe

most glorious issues of Divine Benison upon this Kingdome.

b. That which any one receives ;
beatitude.

a 1400 R elig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. (1867) 29 pairs es be

joye of heuene, ffor pat es be benysone of be pure. 1724 |

RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 170 There is nae bennison !

like mine, I have amaist nae care. 1851 MRS. BROWNING
Casa Gnidi Wind, n, Her patriot Dead have benison.

2. The pronouncing or invocation of a blessing ;

benediction, a. gen. = BENEDICTION i. In early

usage csp. that of a father ; approaching I a.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5356 Quen he was til his ending bun I had

his brad beniscun. Ibid. 5461 His suns blessed he on ran,

He gaue ilkan seir benissun. c 1320 Senyn Sag.. (W.) 3485

Tharfore, son, for my benzown, Tel vs al now thatresown.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxxii. 12 Y drede lest he brynge on me

malysoun for benysoun. 1568 Jacob f, Esau iv. i. in Ha/1.

Dodsl. II. 230 Kill him some venison, Which brought
and dressed, he is to have his benison. 1649 JEK. TAYLOR
Gt. Exempt, in. xiv. 27. 1767 FAWKES Theocritus xvu.

(R.) Twelve noble virgins . . pleas'd the vocal benison to

shower. 1815 SOUTHEY Roderick in. 72 Short interchange
of benison As each to other gentle travellers give. 1828

SCOTT F. M. Perth xv, I have slept sound under such a

benison.

fb. ecclesiastical ;
= BENEDICTION i b. Obs.

in be end of be mes. 1387 TR -a

411 Nober he was..i-ni]t wib sacrynge and benesoun;

IS'3 BKADSHAW St. IVerburge (18481 90 They toke lycencc

and had the popes benesoun.

fir. (ironical] 1592 GREENE Upit. Courtier, Bending his

btaffeasifhe meant.. to bestow his benison.
'

; t o. Grace before meat ;
= BENEDICTION i d. Obs.

a. 1300 Havelok 1723 Thanne [he] were set, and bord leyd,

And the beneysun was seyd.

1 3. Disposition to bless ; graciousness, grace,

benignity. Obs.

c 1450 Lay-Folks Mass-Bk, F. 352, I pray him of his beui-

soun . . Sey a pater-noster for the writere.

Benivolence, -ous, obs. ff. BENEVOLENCE, etc.

Benj, variant of BHANG.

Benjamin' (be'ndgamin). Also 6-7 benia-

min. [Corruption of benjoin, earlier form of

BENZOIN, assimilated to the proper name Benjamin.]
1. Gum benzoin.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. />. Tong, Du Benjoin, Benjamin.
J599 HAKLUYT Vt>y. II. i. 260 The marchandise which be

in Pegu, are . . muske, beniamim or franckincense, etc. 1648
HERRICK Hesper. (1869) 139 Leave a name as sweet As Ben-

jamin and Storax when they meet. 1744 MRS. DELANV

Aiitobiog. (1861) II. 270 Seeds and tincture of benjamin.

1799 W. TAYLOR in Mont/i. Re-.: XXVIII. 570 Terms so

inexpressive or improper as Benjamin for Benjoin . . willssive or improper as Benamn or en

ar by simple exposure. 1851-9 HOOKER in Ailm.disappear by simpe exposure. 151-9 OOKER
Man. Set. En>i. 425 Benzoin or Gum Benjamin.

2. Benjamin tree : a name applied to three

trees: a. Styrax Benzoin, the tree from which

benzoin is obtained ;
a native of Sumatra, Borneo,

etc. ;
b. the Benzoin odoriferuni or Lindera Ben-

zoin, a North American shrub, which has an aro-

matic stimulant tonic bark, and berries yielding

an oil of similar properties ; called also Benjamin-
bush, and in U. S. Benjamin ;

a. sometimes ap-

plied to I-'icus Benjamina {Treas. Bot. 135).

1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot. 1572 The fruite of this Ben-

jamin-tree. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 619 The Benjamin-
Tree . . from the Continent of Virginia. 1777 MILLER ibid.

LXVIII. 169 Camphire and Benjamin trees are in tins

Country in great abundance. 1789 ABEKCROMBIE Pract.

Card. (1823) 321 Laurns, Laurel; comprehending the Benja-

min-Tree and Sassafras. 1812 REES Cycl. s.v. Laurns, The
true Benjamin-tree or Gum Benzoin is a species of Styrax.

1867 GRAY Bot. N. U. States 423 Lindera. BaOOUt, Spice

Bush, Benjamin Bush.

Benjamin- (be-nd.^amin'). [according to
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Brewer from the name of a tailor.] An overcoat

of a particular shape formerly worn by men. (Still

in slang or humorous use.
1

1817 T. PEACOCK \ighttn. Abbey 159 His heart is seen to

beat through his upper benjamin. 1837 LOCKHART Scott

(1839) V.59 A vastly scientific and rather grave professor in a

smooth drab benjamin. 1841 Punch I. 98. 1865 Pall Mall
Gaz. 7 Mar. 3/2 [quoting East-end slang].

Benjarry, obs. form of BKINJAUKY.

Benjoin, earlier form of BENZOIN.

t Belli. Obs. Northern form of BENCH. (Now
BINK.) Hence Benked///. a., Benking vbl. sb.

r izoo OKMIN 15231 Wibb brinne bennkessbennkedd. Ibid.

15232 For baer wass an bennkinng lah. 1330 R. BRUNNEC7/nw,
281 His benk he did ber crie : shireues, balifes he ches.

c 1340 Cursor M. (Fairf.) 5058 And on benke sete ham by.
i 1440 York. Myst. xxvi. 189, I schall buske to the benke

Where baneres are bright.

Be'liniost, a. Sc.
[f.

BEX adv. and a. + -MOST.]

Superlative of BEN, q.v. ;
innermost.

Benn, var. of BEN sb,'-'>, the Horse-radish tree.

Bennet ]
(be-net). Also 3 beneit. 5 benet,

bennett. [ME. herbe beneit, prob. a. OF. herbe

beneite (in mod.F. bcnoite), transl. I,, licrba bcne-

dicta ' blessed herb,' in It. crba bcncdctta. Ger.

benedicle, also benedictenkraut, bcnedictcnwur;.

Of herba benedicla I'latearius is ([noted in the

Ortiis Saiiiialis of 1486, as saying 'Where tlu-

root is in the house the devil can do nothing, and

flies from it
;

wherefore it is blessed above all

other herbs.' .Prior.) To what plant these virtues

were originally ascribed, and how the name was

eventually attached to Geit/n ttrbain/iii, cannot be

determined : see Prior.]

In Herb Bennet, name of a species of Avens.

Geum urbanum (N.O. Rosacex), a common Euro-

pean wayside plant with yellow flower. The

name was vaguely or inaccurately applied by early

herbalists, being given also to the Hemlock and.

according to Prior, to the Wild Valerian.

c 1265 in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 558 Iferba benedicta, herbe

beneit, hemeluc. < 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture in Babe, s

Kk. 1.1868) 184 Herbe benet, bresewort, & smallache. 1578

LYTE Dodoens 133 The leaues of . . Auens, or Herbe Ben-

net, are rough. 1653 UKQUMAKT Rabelais in. xxxi. The

Fervency of Lust is abated by certain Drugs, Plants, Herbs,

and Roots. . Mandrake, Bennet, Keckbuglosse. 1883 /.<' A';;/.

Mag. July 308 The roadside herb-bennet or common avals

is yellow, like cinquefoil.

Be'linet An earlier form of BENT, still

commonly retained in the south of England, in the

sense of
'

grass-stalk,'
' old stalk of grass.' U'ay

Bennet: the Wild Barley-grass (Hordcitin innri-

nunt). See BENT sbl Also in comb.

1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. 11681! 177 Only feeding of

them [Pigeons] . . about Midsummer before Pease be ripe,

which time they usually call Benting-time, because then ne-

cessity inforceth them to feed on the Bents or seed of

Bennet-grass. l86z BARNES Rhymes Dorset Dial. II. 85

Wither'd bennet-stems. Ibid. Ser. in. 73 Above the bennet.

bearing land. 1880 JEITERIES Hodge f, M. I. 135 The lowly

convolvulus grew thickly among the tall dusty bennets.

fBe -nnet ::i
- Obs. A fish of the African seas.

1731 MEDLEY Kolben's Cape G. Hope II. 187^ the sea

about the Cape there is plenty of the fish call'd Beimels.

1772-84 COOK I'oy. (1790) I. 322 The Bennet is near three

feet long . . the eyes and tail are red, the fins yellow, and

the scales purple with gold streaks.

Benneting, obs. form of BENTING.

Bennison, -ysoun, obs. forms of BENISON.

t Benoi'nt, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
BE- i +NOINT,

aphetic form of ANOINT.] = ANOINT.

1594 2nd Rep. faiistus in Thorns E. E. Pr. Rom. 1.1858,

III. 356 He had all benointed the walls with holy water.

f Benoom, v. Obs. Mistaken form of BENIM.

1563 SACKVILLK Ruckiiigham's Comfl. xv, His body gored
wlliche he of liefe benooms.

Beiiorth (b/"n(;-jb),
adv. yaAprep. Also by-

north. [OE. be northan, f. BE- prep, and pref.

no-pan adv. from the north; cf. beforan, be/iinJan.}

t A. adv. To the north. Obs.

1087 O. E. Chrcn., Se b[isceop] of Dunholme dyde to

hearme b;et he mihte ofer ealle be nor3an. 1535 STEWARI
Cron.Scot. II. 437 And }e in peice to bruik the laue benorth

B. prep. North of. Now only Sc.

1387 THEVISA Descr. Brit. (Caxton) 12 Tetbury that is

tbre myle bynorth Malmesbury. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron
vin. i. 18 Wardanys be-north be scottis se. 1533 Act 25

Hen. I''[II, iv, Anie place . . benorth the riuer of Humbre
1676 Row Supfl. Blair's Autobiog. x. (1848.) 206 Athpl am
other engagers be-north Tay. 1854 Blackiv. Mag. I.XXV
337 Be-north the Forth.

tBenO'te, vl Obs. [OE. bmotian f. BE- 2 +

notian, ME. NOTE, to use.] trans. To use, make
use of.

niioo O. F.. Cliron. (MS. Colt. Tiber. A. vi> an. 894 Hi-

hajfdan heora mete benotodne. 1340 Ayenb. 90 Vor be

he his benote| na^t arijt.

Benote (b/nju-t), v.-
[f.

BE- 6 + NOTE sl>.'

trans. To annotate, to make notes upon.
1767 NViLKES Corr. 11805) III. 115 He proceeded to maki

\ ery fair extracts, and afterwards to he-note them in the

foulest manner. 1837 Wnn roCK nk. Trades (1842) 244 A
work which the facetious Charles Cotton benoted and tra

vestied with poetic scraps.

BENT.

t Be-nO'thinjf, v. Obs. rare. [f. BE- 5 + No-

.UINU.] trans. To reduce to nothing, annihilate.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk H Sclv. To Rdr. ,
I had both lost aud

cnothing'd myself. Ibid. 36 Suppose this [world] to be

enothing'd, and . . another to be made.

Benott, obs. form of BENET sb. exorcist,

t Beno'tte, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
BE- 2 4- NOTTE

'. to cut round, lop, crop.] trans. To crop close.

1594 -2nd Rep. Faustus in Thorns E. E. Pr. Rom. (1858)

II. 386 These benotted him round upon his head and

.eard, which is the foulest reproach and disgrace that can

je offered unto the Turk.

Benow, dial. f. by now, by this time.

Be'lisel, sb. Sc. and north, dial. Also ben-

sell, -sail, -sail, -ail, bent-sail, [a. ON. benzla

or benzl Vigf.) bending, bent, tension, f. benda

.o bend (a bow). The spelling bent-sail is merely

conjectural. With quot. 1659 cf. Icel. taka boga

if benzltiiii to take a bow out of bcnsel.] Bending,

tension, spring (of mental faculties) ; strong bent

or determination; impetus (of a body in motion).

1513 DOUGLAS .'Ends vnl. xii. )7 Ourweltit wyth the ben-

,M of the ayris[ = oars]. 1659 DURHAM Scandal T) JAM.)
Men weary . . for our spirits are soon out of bensall. a 1602

R. BAILLIK Lett. (17751 II. 306 ijAM.', I found the bent-sail

of the spirits of some so much on the engagement. 1734

A. WELWOOU Glimpse Glory ix. 192 Surely, if you be par-

takers of his [God's] nature, you cannot but bend to him

with a strong Bensil. 1807 Si AGO Poems (Cumlvrt. dial.)

61 A hangrell gang Com with a bensil owr the sea.

Be'lisel, v. dial. Also bansel. [prob. f. prec.,

in sense of '

impetus.'] trans. To drive, knock

(abou/ ;
to bang, beat.

1674 RAY -V. C. ll''it.i. 6 Kensel, to bang or beat. 1824

Craven Dial. i. 8 Wanned her jerkin wi' a sound switching,

an bensill'd her purely. Northampton f, Staffordsh. dial.,

The child never rests : it is always being hanselled about

for something,

Benshi, -shie, variant of BANSHEE.

Benste, obs. form of BENEDICUE.

Benswine, obs. form of BENZOIN.

tBensy, v. Obs. rare. [The form suggests

UK. bcnsian to make prayer, to pray ; peril, con-

fused in form and sense with OF. beneiss-, length-

ened stem of beneir'io bless, consecrate, hallow.]

trans. To sanctify, hallow, purify.
i 1315 SHOKKHVM 50 That liy ham si.hold<: densy . . Ami

myd water bensy.

Bent >ent), rf. 1 Also bennet. [A word of

difficult history. In the sense of 'stiff-grass' or

'grass-stalk' (in which alone the variant bennet

occurs), it appears to be the representative of OE.

beonet-, found as a frequent element in proper names,

as Beonet-liak Bentley vsee Index to Cod. Dipt, xvi

Saxon. \ These names do not show the meaning ;

but beonet :-earlier *binnt (with eo as u- umlaut

of i
,
in OS. bimt Schade), is phonetically iden-

tical with O1IG. tiling, MHG. bine*,, l>:/n
'

v
str.

masc.\ mod.G. /'<.'<; 'rush, reed, stout grass grow-

ing in wet places' :-WGer. *biuut, of unknown

etymology. But distinct instances of this sense

are not found before the ifth c., while the sense of

'

grassy field or surface
'

is common in northern

writers from the earliest appearance of northern

literature. Whether this is the same word is un-

certain : it is possible enough that the pi. benli

was used for a place where ' bents
'

grew (cf. local

names like Totlty Jients near Sheffield) and that

this led to the use of the sing, tent as
'

open grassy

place.' They are here united provisionally.]

I. 1. A name given to grass of a reedy or rush-

like habit, or which has persistent stiff or rigid

stems
;

also to various grass-like reeds, rushes,

sedges, and other plants.
Britten and Holland j'lant-n. give a long list of grasses

and other plants, to which the name, either simply or with

attribute, is locally applied : by the seashore it very gene-

rally means the Sea Reed Grass, Psamma or Ammophila
arenaria, but also Carex arenaria, Elymiis arenana.

Triticuinjunceum, according to locality ; on northern moor-

lands often Junciis squarrosus, but also Xardus stricta,

etc. ; in some pastoral and hay districts Cynosurus cristatu,

I'Hendon Bent 'I, Agrostis vitlgaris; in other localities,

Phalarit arundinacea, Scirpas tacnstris, or other marsh

grasses, bulrushes, reeds, or sedges : in Chester and Wilt-

shire, the name is even given to the common heath and ling,

perhaps because they grow on bents : cf.
' heath.'

a. sing.
' bent' ; plural

'

bents.'

c- 1425 ill Wr.-Widcker, Voc. 644 Hoc gramcn, a bent.

1547 BoomKJire-'. Health ccxcix. 98 b, Use no olde Ryshes
nor Bentes in the house. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 216 Rushes

or bents. 1625 BACON Gardens, Ess. lArb.) 558 The dust of

a Bent. 1783 COWPER Task \. 22 The bents, And coarser

grass, upspearing o'er the rest. 1834 MUDIE Brit. Birds

118411 I. 293 The nest is formed of bents, or other plants

growing near the sea. a 1847 MRS. SHERWOOD Visit Grand-

papa 21 His foot caught in a bent, and he fell. 1864 SIR f .

PALGRAVE Xar/n. ff Eng. IV. 61 The bents and sedges where

the ox could not feed were excluded from the ox gang,

[cf. sense 5.)

b. collectively. Cf. grass.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 66 Bent, smal rushes, imu us. 1580

NORTH Plutarch (16761 366 He . . couered him with a great

deal of Reed and Bent. 1778 LicjmrooT /'/. Scot. I. 107

Arundo arenaria, Sea Reed-Grass, Anglis. Bent, Scotis.



BENT.

Muran, Gaulis. 1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. <y Scot. 152 It

had been the custom to pull up the bent, along spiry grass,

near the shore. 1793 BfRKK Tit. on Scarcity Wks. VII.

406 The rye-grass, or coarse bent, suffered more than the

clover. 1848 W.GARDINER Flora Forfar. 194 It [Ancmophtla
arittuiina\ is termed Bent, and. .is valuable in binding the

loose sand. 1882 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club IX. iii. 463 There
|

is a considerable ascent over ground rough with bent
|

(Xardus stricta).

f c. in //. A bundle of reed-grass. Obs.

1597 GERARD Herbal i. iii. 1633) 6, I take this last to be

the grasse with which we in London do usually adorn our

chimneys. .: and we commonly call the bundle of it hand-

somely made up for our use by the name of Bents.

2. The stiff flower-stalk of grasses. (In this

sense bennet prevails in the southern counties. 1

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Huso. (1586) 45 The time of
,

cutting of it [grass] is when the Bent beginneth to fade and
waxe stiffe, and before it wither. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II.

273 It hath certain little husks or cods hanging by small

bents. 1752 LISLE Hnsb. 308 The grass will not grow
afresh, unless the dying bennets be cut off. (Gloss.) Ben-

nets, bents, Spiry grass running to seed. 1881 JEFFERIES
Wood Magic i Then he drew forth a bennet from its sheath.

b. '

Applied usually to the old stalks of various

grasses.' Britten and Holland.

1827 KEBLE Chr. Y. 20 Sund. Trin. ii, Through withered

bents. 1848 KINGSLEY Saint's Trag. II. vii. 7 Mow the dry
bents down. 1866 Treas. Hot. 135 Bents, a common country
name for the dried stalks or culms of various grasses oc-

curring in pastures.

c. The stalks and seeding heads of two species
of Plantain (Plantago major and lanceolata} ;

in

East Yorkshire, the dry stalks of Hypochxris
radicata. Britten and Holland.
1612 CHAPMAN Widows T. in Dodslcy\\. 192 As a mower

sweeps off the heads of bents. 1655 MOUFFET BENNET
Health's linpr. 11746) 173 [Birds] that feed upon good Corn,

Bents, or wholesome Seeds.

3. In English Botany, the name of the genus

Agrostis. More fully Bent-grass : see III.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 186 Many species of Bent

(Agrostis 1

, particularly the Rhode Island Bent ^Agrostis

internipta^. 1838 LOUDON F.ncycl. Plants s. v. Agrostis,
A . vulgaris . . is the most common and earliest of the bents.

4. Star or Stool Bent, Juncits squarrosus,
Psainma arcnaria

;
Sweet Bent, Lusula campes-

tris ; Way Bent, Hordeuin murinum
; White,

or Wire Bent, A'an/ns slric/ct.

1597 GF.RAHD Herball<\6$y 73 Wilde barley, called, .after

old English writers, Way Bennet. 1620 MARKHAM Farm:
Husb. Ii. xix. 11668) 103 These mats should rather be made
of dry white bents, then of flags and bulrush.

II. 5. A place covered with grass, as opposed
to a wood ;

a bare field, a grassy plain, unenclosed

pasture-land, a heath. Of northern origin. In

ME. the stock poetic word for
' the field

'

of

battle), L. campus, due partly at least to its alliter-

ation with battle, bicker, bide, brush, busk, bleed,

bold, bale, etc. Used by some modern poets.
< 1325 E. K. A Hit. /'. B. 1675 As best, byte on )>e bent of

braken & erbes. 1:1360 Song of Merci in F.. E. P. 11862)

118 Lyouns raumpyng vppon bente. 1400 Destr. Troy
iv. 1192 Bothe batels on bent brusshet to-gedur. 1420 Siege
Rotten in Archxol, XXI. 51 Buschys, brerys, and bowys
they brent, They made hyt bare as evyr was bent, a 1500

Cheiiy Chase ii Bomen byckarte vppone the bent with ther

browd Aros cleare. 1533 STEWART Cron. Scot. 1 1858) 1. 152

Thre litill battellis buskit on the bent, a 1552 LELAND
Brit. Coll. \. 232 They mette at a bent by Bourne at a

bridge endea litle from Ludlow. 1532 LYNDESAY Dremc

919 We saw a boustius berne cum ouir ye bent. 1664
Fhddan F. ix. 84 [Three lords] Upon the bent did breath-

lesse bide. 1808 SCOTT Alarm, ix. xxv, Since Marmion
saw that martial scene Upon the bent so brown. 1858

KIXGSLEY Ode A'. E. Wind 32 On by holt and headland,

Over heath and bent.

b. To fee, go, take to the bent : to escape to the

moors or the open country, e. g. to avoid danger,

creditors, etc.

c 1450 HENRYSON Lyon 4- Minis xxxv, And he start up an-

none, And thankit them; syn to the Bent is gane. 1725

RAMSAY Gentle Slicph. i. ii, Wi' gloomin' brow, the laird

seeks in his rent ; It's no to gie ; your merchant's to the

bent. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy II. 259 Take the bent, Mr.

Rashleigh. Make ae pair o' legs worth twa pair o' hands.

6. ? A hill-side, rising ground, slope, brae. (Per-

haps because these were the localities naturally

left in permanent pasture ;
but the sense is doubt-

ful. Only in southern writers. (Cf. next word.)

1:1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 1123 And downward on an hil

under a bent, Ther stood the tempul of Marz armypotent.
'!c 1475 Sir. loive Degree 65 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 25 In to

that arber wolde he go, And vnder a bente he layde hym
lowe. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xx. ix. 365 To the left wing,

spred vnderneath the bent Of the steepe hill. 1870 MORRIS

Earthly Par. I. I. 320 Worn out, he fell beneath a woody
bent. 1876 Sigurd I. 19 They came to the topmost of

a certain grassy bent.

III. Comb, chiefly allrib., as bent-mat, -rope,

-stalk. Also bent-grass - BENT (sense i), esp.

in Eng. Bot. the genus Agrostis ; bent-land, land

covered with stiff grass, reeds, etc. ;
bent-star

[ON. storr, gen. starar, Sw. starr 'bent-grass,

carex '], the Sea Bent or Sea Reed Grass (Psamma
arenaria) : cf. sense 4.

1778 LIGHTFOOT Fl. Scot. I. 93 Agrostis canina, Brown

"Bent-grass. 1854 H. MILLER Set. t, Schnu 1858) 458 Tufts

of the bent-grass (Arundo arenaria, common here, as in

all sandy wastes). 1884 Weekly Times 19 Sept. 5/2 Flaming
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M>ent grass along the sea-shore to check the drifting by
the Sands. 1883 Birmingh. Weekly Post 1/5 A ' Golf Club

'

which . . wields its clubs on the sandy 'bentlands near Bawd-

sey Ferry, close by. 1615 MARKHAM Eng. Hausew. 11. vii.

(16681 163 'Bent Mats, where one bent or straw is laid by
another, and so woven together with a good strong pack-
thread. 1821 CLARE I 'ill. Minstr. II. 144 Slender 'bent-

stalks topt with feathery down. 1822 J. PLATTS Bk.
Curios. 523 Known to the Highlanders by the name of

muran, and to the English by that of ^bent-star.

Bent (bent), sb.~ Also 6 bente. [f. BEND v. ;

probably on analogy of words from. L. or Fr. : cf.

descend, descent, extend, extent ; F. pendre, pentc,

rendre, rente. There appears to be no sufficient

analogy for its formation from the past pple.]
1. A curved position or form ; curvature, beading

degree of curvature. Alsoy?^. (Now rare?)

1541 ELYOT Image Cart. (15491 'o For the Theatre was a

place made in the fourme of a bowe, that hath a great
bente. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry n. v. 49, I find the Bend
drawne somewhat Archwise or after the resemblance of the

Bent of a Bow. 1755 BORLASE in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 373,
I attribute it to. .the bent of the western land. 1860 Heads

f, Hats 20 With trifling modification of brim and bent and

height of crown, we retain the thing [hat] in all its offensive

characteristics !

f2. A curved part, a bend, a crook. Obs.

1572 MASCAL Gavt. Cattle (1627) 271 Hard vnto the bent

of the staple. 1607 TOPSELL l-'mir-f. Beasts 313 Overthwart

the bent of the [horse's] knee. 1653 WALTON Angler in
Make these fast at the bent of the hook.

t 3. A piece bent into a curve ; a bow. Obs.

1521 Will Pylbarmvgk (Somerset Ho.), Gown whiche I

ware every daye with a bent of velvett to the skyrte. 1588
W. AVERELL Combat Contrar. B, Their bents ofWhale bone

to beare out their bummes. 1607 MIDDLETON Michaelm.
Term I. ii. Wires and tires, bents and bums, felts and falls.

1677 PLOT O.ffordsh. 84 Clay thus pretily dispersed in the

form of a bent.

f 4. Flexure, bending, crooking. Obs.

1567 Trial! Treas. '18501, It is I that doe guyd_e the bent

of your bowe. 1590 GREENE Arcad. <i6i6> 57 With reuer-

encc and lowly bent of knee. 1642 ROGERS Naaman To
Rdr. g 2 Rather then she will come to the bent of Gods bow.

f 5. Inclination, bowing, stooping, nodding. Obs.

1584 T. LODGE Forb. ft Prise. 22 b, With . . a seemely bent,

as requiting his curtesie. 1596 CHAPM_AN Iliad n. 95 To
vow, and bind it with the bent Of his high forehead. 1713

C'TESS WINCHELSEA Afisc. Poems 231 In vain the shrubs,

with lowly bent, Sought their Destruction to prevent.

6. The condition of being deflected, inclined, or

turned in some direction ; a turn, twist, inclina-

tion ;
direction given by bending ;

cast (of the eye ,

etc. Usually _/'.
1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trib. \\. Wks. 1206/1 For a little

coumfort, is bent ynough therto for them, a 1600 HOOKF.K
i [. i The wilful bent of their obstinate hearts against it.

1601 SKAKS. Jul. C. u. i. =10, I can giue his humour the

true bent. 1611 Cvmb. i. i. 13 They weare their faces to

the bent Of the Kings lookes. 1664 J. NAI.TON in Spur-

geon Treas. Da-.'. Ps. Ixxvii. 10 The bent of it [a magnet]
will be toward the North Pole, a 1700 DRYDEN (J.) My
reason took the bent of thy command, a 1704 LOCKE

jj.)

The exercising the understanding . . leacheth the mind

suppleness, to apply itself more dexterously to bents and

turns of the matter, in all its researches. 1713 STEELE
Guardian No. 15 P i To cross the bent of a young lady's

genius. 1820 W. litvixr; ./<-/< Bk. \. 338 To follow the

bent of her own ta-te. 1875 JOWETT Pla/oted. 2} II. 281

To counteract wholly the bent of natural character.

b. csp. Mental inclination or tendency ; disposi-

tion ; propensity, bias. The usual modem sense.

1586 J. HOOKKR Cirald. Ire/. mHolinsh. II. 155/1 He saw

the bent and disposition of the carle. 1605 BACON Ad-!'.

I.earn. I. iv. 2 The whole inclination and bent of those

times. 1692 SOUTH 12 Scrm. (1697) 1. 429 Bents, and Pro-

pensities, and Inclinations, will not do the Business. 1762
H. WAI.I-OLK Vertices Anccd. Paint. < 17861 III. 83 He knew
he did not like to be a carpenter, but had not discovered

his own bent. 1840 ARNOLD in Li/effCorr. 118441 II. ix. 200

If your bent seems to be to the work of a Missionary.

c. t Phrase. To bring any one to, or have him

al, one's bent. Obs.

I575 TURBERV. Venerie 136 Such toyles and toyes as

hunters use to bring me to their bents. 1658 BRAMHALI,

Consecr. flps. iii. 59 That by this meanes they should . .

bring the Queene to their bent. 1660 BONDE Scut. Reg.
286 They would have had the King buckled to their bent.

d. Tendency of motion, course,
'

set
'

ofa current.

1648 MILTON Tenure Kings 39 The whole bent of their

actions was against the King. 1817 WORDSW. Lament

Mary Q. Scots, A sister Queen, against the bent Of law

and holiest sympathy, Detains me. 1855 M. ARNOLD Somi.

Cruikshank, Man can control To pain, to death, the bent

of his own days.

f7. That towards which an action, etc. is directed ;

aim, purpose, intention. Obs.

'579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Ded., For, not marking the

compasse of his bent, he will iudge of the length of his

cast. 1594 CAREW Hnarte's Kxam. H'its x. 11596) 141 The

Oratour . . it behooueth .to vse rules . . to the end the hearers

may not smell out his fetch and bent. 1798 MAI.THUS

Popitl. (1817) III. 297 The principal bent of this work.

t 8. Force with which a bow bent or a spring

wound up tends to spring back ; hence, impetus,

concentrated energy. F. elan. Obs.

1581 J. BELL Haddons Anne: Osor. 454 Herusheth upon
Haddon with all the bent of his Eloquence. 1690 NORKIS

Beatitudes I. 107 Such a Desire as carries in it the full bent

and stress of the Soul. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vm. 796 False

joys, indeed, are born from want of thought ;
From thought s

full bent, and energy, the true.

9. Extent to which a bow may be bent or a spring

BENTHAMISM.
wound up, degree of tension ; hence degree of en-

durance, capacity for taking in or receiving ;
limit

of capacity, etc. Now only in the Shaksperian

phrase : To the top ofoties bent, or the like.

1594 DRAYTON Idea 596 Beyond the bent of his unknowing
Sight. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. ill. ii. 401 They foole me to the

top of my bent. 1641 MILTON Reform, l. Wks. (1851) i

Suffering to the lowest bent of weaknesse in the Flesh, and

presently triumphing to the highest pitch of glory in the

Spirit. 1871 SMILES l/iarac. vi. (1876) 178 He flattered

French vanity to the top of its bent. 1875 JOWETT Plato
'ed. 2) II. 238 When you have allowed me to add ^\o.v^
(contrivance) to rex*7

! 'art) I shall be at the top of my bent.

10. Technical uses, of various origin.

1674 COTTON in Singer Hist. Cards 343 First, for cutting
be sure of a good putt-card, they use the bent, the slick,

and the breef ; the bent is a card bended in play which you
cut. 1824 T. HOGG Carnation 23 Veins of rust or oxyde of

iron . . in soil . . [are] called by farmers, till or fox bent. 1881

GREENER Gun 245 A very old smooth file, worn almost to a

burnisher, is used to finish the bents and bearings of the

lock. Ibid. 263 The sear may then be lifted on, if the

tumbler is not in bent.
T

. Bent of a hill occurs too early to belong to this

word, but it was perhaps afterwards confused with

it. See BENT rf.l 6.

Bent vbent),///. a. Also6bend(e [f. BEND^.]
1. Constrained into a curve, as a strung bow;

curved, crooked, deflected from the straight line.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns in. 575 The Bente Mone with her

hornys pale. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 28 Bent as a bowe, cxtensns.

1523 FITZHKRB. Husb. 3 A bende pece of yren. 1656 tr.

HoUef Klein. Philos. (18391 4?8 The particles of the bended

body, whilst it is held bent. 1831 R. KNOX Cloynefs Anal.

141 The two bones, .constitute a bent and horizontal lever.

1879 FARRAR St. Paul(\W$\ 402 That bent and weary Jew.
b. Bent brcna : an arched eyebrow (obs.) ;

a

wrinkled or knit brow.
< 1380 Sir Fernmb. 1074 A wel schape man was hee, With

Browes bente & e}en stoute. c 1400 Rom. Rose 861 Bent

were hir browis two, Hir yen greye, & glad also, a 1641

STRAI FORD Lett. I. 179 This bent and ill-favoured brow of

mine. 1853 Lvrrox My Xovel n. vii, The sad gaze of the

Parson, the bent brow of the Squire.

c. Forming part of the name of various modifica-

tions of tools or apparatus which have the blade,

or other part bent to adapt them to special pur-

poses : as bent-gauge, -gouge, -graver, -rasp, which

have a bent or curved blade ; bent-lever, a lever

of the first kind, whose arms form an angle with

each other, as a bell-crank lever ; bent-lever

balance, a balance having a short bent arm bear-

ing a scale, and a long weighted arm the leverage

of which increases as it ascends, ending in an index

pointing to divisions in a graduated arc.

t 2. Braced, nerved, or wound up for action ;

couched for a spring ; levelled or aimed as a

weapon, t Sharp-bent : sharp-set, hungry. Otis.

c 1330 Arth. ,y Mert. 1486 To dragouns ther layen y-bent.
. 1500 Rob. Hooil iRitsoni I. ii. 57 Robin howt with a swerd

bent, A bokeler en hes honde [therto]. 1633 P. FLETCHER

Purple Isl. n. v, Stood at the Castlesgate, now ready bent

To sally out. 1675 WYCHERLEY Country ll'ife v. 117351 95

Ceremony and Expectation are unsufferable to those that

are sharp bent ; people always eat w ith the best stomach at

an ordinary.

t 3. Determined, resolute, devoted, inclined, set.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xxvi. 116 With bent

myndes had conspired the death. 1571 ASCHAM Sclwlem.

(18631 87 The bent enemie against God and good order.

1645 RUTHERFORD Tryalff Tri. /Vz;V/i (1845)66 With a bent

affection. 1653 MRQ. WORC. Cent. Inv. 2nd. Ded. ad. fin.,

My Lords and Gentlemen, Your most passionately-bent

Fellow-Subject. 1740 L. CLARKE Hist. Bible I. ix. 579 Being
bent to have his revenge on the inhabitants of Ptolemais.

4. Directed in a course, on one's way, bound.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. i. 296 Nor must the Ploughman
less observe the Skies. .Than Saylors homeward bent.

tBe'nter. Obs. Short for DEBENTURE.

1571 EDWARDS Damon ff P. in Hazl. Dodsl. IV. 77 These

benters, I trow, shall anon get me more. Ibid. (1744) I.

281 (D.) My pouche, my benters, and all is gone.

Beuthal (be-njial). [f.
Gr. /3eV6os the depth

of the sea + -AL.] Of or pertaining to ocean-depths

exceeding 1000 fathoms.

1881 .Vat lire No. 588. 324 [They] occur in great abund-

ance in the benthal or deepest zone.

Benthamism ^e-nbamiz'm). [see -ISM.] The

philosophical system of Jeremy Bentham. an emi-

nent English jurist and writer on law and ethics,

1748 -1832, who taught that the aim or end of life

is happiness, identified by him with pleasure, and

that the highest morality is the pursuit of the

greatest happiness of the greatest number. So

Beiitlia-mic a., of or according to Bentham

(for this Carlyle has the contemptuous Ben-

thamee'). Be-nthamite sb., an adherent of the

Benthamic philosophy ; <7.-=prec. Be-nthamry,

a contemptuous appellation for
' Benthamism.'

1840 CARIYLE Heroes, v. 271 Benthamism is an eyeless

Heroism. 1863 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. 11875) Pref. n The

British nation, .has finally anchored itself, .on Benthamism.

a 1866 J. GROTE K.ram. Uiil. Philos. xv. 227 Benthamu

utilitarianism. Ibid. xvi. 247 Benthamic despotism. 1840

CARLYLE Heroes ii. 119 Benthamee utility, virtue by Profit

and Loss, a 1852 MOORE Ghost of Miltiades 54 A parting

kick to the Benthamite. 1882 Athenxum 15 Apr. 408/1



BENTINCK. 807 BENZOIN.
The too confident optimism of the Benthamites. Ibid.

28 Jan. 117/3 Summarizing and co-ordinating the work of
the Benthamite circles. 1855 s- Intuit. Morals 149 not?,
Public Eudaimonism, however, as I have described it, is

not Benthamry.
Be'ntinck. [f.

name of the inventor, Captain
Bentinck.]
1. //. Triangular courses, now superseded by
storm stay-sails ;

also used in U. S. as try-sails.
2. Beutinck-boom

;
a boom which stretches

the foot of the fore-sail in many small square-

rigged merchantmen ; particularly used by whalers

among the ice, with a reefed foresail, to see clearly
ahead. Beutinck shrouds : shrouds extending
from the weather-fultock staves to the opposite
lee-channels: not now used. Smyth Sailor's Word-
bk. 1867.
Be'iitiiiess. [f. BENTY + -NESS.] The con-

dition of being covered with bent.

Beilting (be-ntin), vbl. sli.
[f.

BENT sii.'
1 +

-INO i
: cf. nutting, bird-rusting.]

1. The going after bents [see BENT .r/'.l 2 c].

Bcnting- (bcnncting-') time : the time when pigeons,

etc., are reduced to feed on bents ; also transf,
1672 RAY Coll, Prov. (16781 49 The pigeon never knoweth

wo, But when she doth a bentmg go. 1687 DRYDFN Hind
fy P, III. 1283 Bare benting times, and moulting Months

may come. 17*5 BRADLEY Fatn. Diet, s.v. Pigeon, Be sure
to feed them in hard Weather, and in Benting-time. 1752
LISLE Huso. 320 Midsummer is the oxen and cow-cattle's

bennetting-time.
2. = BKNT sbl 2 c ; the seeding stalks of the plan-

tain (herb).
1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 357 They live upon

the seeds of weeds and bentings. 1824 KORSYTH Fruit
Trees ix. 237, I generally cover them with bentings.

t Be'iitly ,
adv. Olis. In a bent manner : a.

like a bow
; b. determinedly, with set purpose.

1552 HULOET, Bentlye lyke a bowe, arcuatim. 1645
RUTHERFORD Ttyalfy Tri. Faith (1845) 58 The malice of the

devil . . worketh as intently & bently as he can.

Bent-sail, obs. variant of BENSEL.

Be'nt-woo'd. [f- BENT///, a. + WOOD.]
1. Wood curved by machinery, used for making

furniture. Chiefly attrib.

1884 Health Exhib. Calal. 90/1 Austrian Bentwood Fur-
niture.

2. north dial. Ivy. [prob. for bendwood, \. e.

bindwood : cf. BEND sb. }

]

Benty (be-nti), a. [f.
BENT sl>. l + -y l.]

1. a. Of the nature of a rush or grass -stalk, b.

Of or pertaining to bent or bent-grass.
1597 GERARD Herball \. lit. i. 4 Slender bentie stalks.

1807 HEAURICK Arrait 124 The benty grasses, which grow
on the sea beach. 1841 LD. COCKBURN Jml. I. 305 The
gray benty colour of the always drenched pasture.

2. Covered with bent or bent-grasses.
a. 1700 in Maidment's Scot. Ball. 118681 II. 197 As he came

down by Merriemass, And in by the benty line. 1834 Brit.

Hitsli. xii. 292 Coarse benty sward. 1876 BLACKIE Songs of
Jtclig. 137 Above the benty golfing ground.

t Benu'mb, fpl- a. Obs. Forms : 5 be-, by-
nomen, benome, 6 benombe. [Orig. bentmen,
OE. benumen, pa. pple. of beniman ' to deprive,'
in phrase 'to be benome(n the power of one's

hands, etc.,' in which sense the simple word was

subseq. used elliptically. After giving origin to

the vb. BENUMB (see next), its place was taken by
the pa. pple. bemimbed. See also BENIM.]
[1393 GOWER Conf. III. 2 Altogether he is benome The

power both of hand and fete.] a 1400 Cursor M. 22829 'Tr. '

Wemmed. .on foot or honde, . .crupel, croked, or bynomen.
1474 CAXTON Chcsse 104 Peple lese her membris and be-

come half benomen. 1483 Gold. Leg, 85/3 Theyr armes
were bynomen and of no power. 1530 PALSGR. 306/1 Be-
nombe of ones lymbes, perclns. lend. 448/2 He is now
benomme of his lymmes.

Benumb (bfnvm), v. Forms : ? 5-6 benome,
6 benomme, 6-8 benum, -numm(e, 7-8 ba-

numn, 6- benumb. [A verb of late origina-

tion, f. prec. ; cf. for sense to lame, etc., for form-
ation to astound. Benumb is a bad spelling of

benitm, after dumb, limb, etc.]
1. trans. To make (any part of the body) in-

sensible, torpid, or powerless ; oiras. to stupefy or

stun, as by a blow or shock
; but now mostly used

of the effects of cold.

1530 PALSGR. 448/2, 1 benomme, I make lame or take awaye
the use of ones lymmes. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. Aug. 4
Or hath the Crampe thy ioynts benomd with ache ? 1580
NORTH Plutarch (1676) 348 The tile . . brake his neck-bone
asunder, .wherewith he was so suddenly benummed, that
he lost his sight with the blow, a 1623 SIR J. BEAUMONT
Ode Blessed Trin.

,
No cold shall thee benumme, Nor dark-

nesse taint thy sight. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. I. ii. 6 The
Organs of Sense being now benummed. 1706 ADDISON Rosa-
mond ii. vi. Wks. 1726 I. 122 The sleep of death benumbs
all o'er My fainting limbs. 1861 SWINHOES -V. China Cuinf.
370 The excessive cold benumbs all kinds of game.
2. To render (the mental powers, the will, or the

feelings) senseless or inert ; to stupefy, deaden.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882! 11.374 It rauysshid hym, and his

spirites did be-nome. 1563 Myrr.for Mag., Somerset ix.

Did ever madnes man so much benomme. 1380 SIDNEY
Arcadia 11622) 107 Mopsa was benummed with joy when

the Princesse gaue it her. 1665 GI.ANVILL Seeps. Sci. xxiv.

147 There are few but find some Companies benumn and
cramp them. 1781 GIBBON Dcct. q- F. III. liii. 303 A lethargy
of servitude had benumbed the minds of the Greeks. 1818
BYRON Ch. /far. iv. xix, Some feelings Time can not benumb.
atsol. 1667 MILTON P. L, II. 73 If the sleepy drench Of

that forgetful Lake benumme not still.

3. Jig. To paralyze.
1789 T. JEFFERSON Wks. (1859* II. 589 The accident in

England has benumbed her mediation between the Swedes
and Danes. 1825 A ittolnog. 1.78 To benumb the action
of the Federal government.
Benumbed (b/nz?-md), />/>/. a. [pa. pple. of

prec. vb., taking the place of the earlier beiioiiicn,

benome, pa. pple. of bcnim : see BENUMB ///. a.]
Rendered torpid or numb

; deprived of strength
or the power of motion by a chilling influence.

/;'/. and transf. as in BENUMB z>. i and 2.

1547 BOORDE Bri-i: IIfaith cclxxi. 90 b, The one legge and
the one arme is benomed or astouned. 1624 CAI>T. SMITH
/ 'irginia in. ii. 46 They chafed his benummed limbs. 1691
NORKIS Pract. Disc. 174 The torpid and benumm'd World.
1704 J. TKAPP AI'ra-Mnle n. i. 440 To melt the most be-
numn'd of Hearts. 1861 Gi.o. KLIOT Silas M. 12 Silas

j

Marner's benumbed faith. 1870 HAWTHORNE Eng. Nvts-
nks. (1879) II. 34 Our benumbed bodies.

Bemvmbedness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
state of being benumbed

; numbness
; torpor.

1566 DRANT Horace Sat. I. iii. G vj b, The boye through
chille benummednesse his ague worse shall gette. 1662
T. CHANDLER I'an Helmont's Oriat. 58 The deep or profound
benummednesses of the Schooles, and the drowsie distemper
of the auntients. 1701 T. FULLER Phormacop. 1 17101 57 A
Cephalic Decoction ..for prevention of.. Benummedness.
1731 BAILEY II, BetiHiiimcihii'ss, a being benummed.

Benumbing (\rfmrmufi,vbl.sl>. [f.BKXUMii ?'.]

A rendering torpid or inactive, benumbment.
1552 HULOET, Kcnitmtiiing or taken, which is a sycknes

that . . taketh awaye the sinnowes. 1/1569 KYNGESMM.L
Conjl. with Satan (1578) 45 Because of his great delight
hee taketh in sinne, the Apostle compareth it to benpm-
ming. 1671 SALMON Syn. Mcd. i. Iii. 126 Catalepsis . . is a
sudden detention or benumning both of Mind and Body.

Bentrmbing, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -INU*.]
That benumbs or renders torpid ; paralyzing.
1628 LAY i ON Sion's Plea 2 One benumming bruise of judg-

ment. 1630 J_.
TAYLOR (Water P. i U'ks. ill. 37. $ 2 The be-

numming frigiditie of Greenland. 1774 Pltil. Trans. LXV.
109 The benumbing effect of that fish. 1879 M. ARNOLD
Democracy, Mixed F^ss. ii To be profoundly insignificant
has. .a depressing and benumbing effect on the character.

Benu'nibiiient. [f. as prec. -i- -MENT.] The
action of benumbing ; the fact or condition of

being benumbed ; torpor.
1816 KIRBY & Sp. Flntoniol. 1 1843' 1 1. 357 At first a partial

benumbment takes place. 1851 BUNSEN in Alacready's
Remin. II. 388 After one century of bloody internal wars
and another ofbenumbment.

Benvenue, variant of BIENVENUE.

Benvolent, obs. form of BENEVOLENT.

Be'liward, adv. Sc. Also benwart. Inward,
towards the interior ^of a house).
c 1475 Rait/Coifyar 131 Than benwart thay yeid, quhair

branuis was bricht.

Benweed (,be
-

nwfd). Herb. [Possibly for

bindweed (cf. BENDWITH) : but the variants bun-,

bin-, bindweed, leave the etymology uncertain.]
A popular name in Scotland and north of Ireland

of the Ragweed (JSenecioJacobKO\. Also BUNWEED.
1822 GALT Entail III. 115 tjAM.) Switching away the

heads of the thistles and benweeds in his path.

Benwyt-tre, var. of BENEWITH (tree).

Benyfet, obs. form of BENEFIT.

Benyng, benyson, obs. f. BENIGN, BENISON.

Benyvolent, -ous, obs. ff. BENEVOLENT, etc.

Benzene, benzine (be-nzJn). Chcm. [f.

BKNZ-OIO (acid) + -BNE, q.v. The name originally

given by Mitscherlich in 1833 was benzin or ben-

zine, for which Liebig in 1834 substituted BENZOL.

Benzene, according to Hofmann's nomenclature,
is now generally used by chemists, but benzine is

in common use for the commercial product.]
1. An aromatic hydrocarbon, C, Ii,, the first or

simplest member of the Benzene Series, C,|H 2),_, ;

a thin, colourless, strongly refracting fluid, volatile

and highly inflammable, formed by distilling ben-

zoic acid with lime, and found in 1849 in the more
volatile parts of coal-tar ;

it dissolves fats, resins,

gutta-percha, etc., whence it is used for removing
grease-spots and cleaning gloves, as well as for

illuminating purposes. (See BENZOLINE.)
a. 1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 255 M. Mitscherlich obtained

a fluid . . to which the name of benzine is given. 1864 Q.
Jrnl. Science I. 523 Benzine has come largely into use to

supply the place of turpentine. 1875 Miss BRADDON C/OT-.

Foot xxi. 174 It is like the blood-stain on Lady Macbeth's
hand. All the benzine in the world won't take it out.

&. 1872 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 541 Benzene or Benzol

(Hydride of phenyl). .The most abundant source of benzene
is coal tar. 1878 KINGZETT Anitn. Chem. 29 Benzene.. is

capable of yielding hundreds of different substances.

2. Entering into the nameof substitution-products,
as Chloro-benzeiK, Nitro-benzene C4 H5 NO,.
3. Attrib. and Comb., as benzine-collas (see

quot.) ; benzene ring (CAew.), a name for the

ring-like arrangement of the six carbon atoms in

the formula of the benzene molecule, by which the

phenomena of its combinations are explained.
1864 Pop. Science Rev. III. 432 About 1850 impure benzol

was sold . . under the name of ben/ine-collas for cleaning
gloves, tissues. 1877 WATTS Ffnvnes' Chem. II. 419 In the

homologues of benzene, the six carbon-atoms belonging to

the benzene itself are said to form the benzene-ring, ben~cne-

intcleus, or principal chain, while the groups, CHa etc.,

joined on to these carbon-atoms, are called lateral chains.

Benzo-, before a vowel benz-. Chem. [f.
BEN-

ZOIC.] A formative of the names of substances

belonging to, or derived from, the benzene series.

Be-nzamide, C,H,NO, the amide of benzole acid,

a crystalline substance ; Benzhydrol, a camphor
obtained from oil of cassia, or one of its constitu-

ents. Be'nzidine, an organic alkali, C,, H,, N 2 ,

deposited in crystals by the reduction of azoben-

zene. Be'nzii, -lie, a yellowish crystalline sub-

stance, C 4lI| O2, formed by the action of oxidizing

agents on benzoin
; hence Be'nzilam, Be'nzilini

(Benzilinride}, products of the action of ammonia
on benzil. Benzi-lic acid, C,,!!,.. O3 ;

a salt of

which is a Be'uzilate. Be'nzin e, earliest name
of BENZENE. Be'nzoate, a salt of benzoic acid ;

hence, Be'nzoated a. Benzo-icin, an artificial

fat obtained by the action of benzoic acid on

glycerin. Be'nzone, the ketone of benzoic acid

l,diphenyl ketone), a crystalline substance. Benzo-

ni'trile, cyanide of phenyl, CrlljN, a clear,

colourless oil, smelling like bitter almonds. Ben-
zophenone ( benzoncX Beiizoyl (be'nz^il), the

hypothetical radical, C 7 HjO, of benzoic acid and
its kindred compounds ; hence, Benzoylic a.

;

Be'uzyl, the hypothetical radical, Ca II..CHS con-

tained \r\Bcnzyl'alcohol^and many other substances
;

hence, Benzylic a. Be'nzylami:ne, X .C 7H7 . H 2 ,

an aromatic base metameric with toluidine, a

colourless liquid. Be-iizylene, a hypothetical
diatomic radical, Cr H6 , found in chlorobenzyl ;

hence, Benzyle'nic a. Also in innumerable com-
binations as bcnz-aldehyde, -hydramide ;

benzo-

acctic, -carbolic, glycolic, -lactic, -tartaric, etc.

1882 Boston Jrnl. Clu-m. Feb. 13/2 It is a by-product in

the manufacture of benzaidehyde, benzoic acid, and ben-
zoic ethers. 1850 DAL'BENY*-/ toni. Tlu: viii. 244 Bciizamicit'

was regarded as a compound of a body called amidogen
(H2N) ..with the radical of benzoic acid. 1877 WATTS
FoiuHes' Chem. 815 Hippuric Acid, or Benzamidacetic Acid,
is produced by the action of benzoyl chloride on the
zinc salt of amidacetic acid.

'

Ibid. 825 Benzilic Acid is

produced by the action of alcoholic potash on benzoin. 1806
DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCVII. 18 Benzoate of ammonia,
and alum were used. 1810 HENRY Elem. Chew. 118261 II.

237 The compounds, which this [benzole] acid forms with
alkaline and earthy bases, called benzoates. 1876 GROSS
Dis. Bladder 274 Benzoated zinc ointment. 1869 ROSCOE
Elem. Chcm. 407 This is termed the Benzyl series. 1865
MANSFIELD Salts 399 Two of the atoms of Carbon in the

Benzylic molecule.

Benzoic lbenzw"'ik\ a. Chem. [f. BF.NZO-IN +
-1C. (The first of the chemical terms so formed. N

]

Of or derived from benzoin
;

as Benzoic acid,
C : H, O, (

= C8 H, .CO . OH\ a monobasic acid of

the Aromatic series, existing in large quantity in

gum benzoin, from which it was at first prepared.
1791 HAMILTON Berthollft's Dyeing\. i. i. v. 85 Benzoic

acid, or salt of benzoin. 1819 J. CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 274
Benzoic acid, formed from gum benzoin, is solid, white, and
slightly ductile, -it crystallizes in long white opaque prisms,
with a satiny lustre. 1830 LINDLEY Xat. Syst. Bot. 303 The
fragrance of some grasses . . depends, according to Vogel,
upon the presence of Benzoic acid.

Benzoin (,be
-

nz0|in, -zoin). Forms : 6 belzoin,
benjoin, bengwin, bengewyne, 6-7 -wine,

7 bengwine, benzwine, benswine, benioyu,
benjoine, benjouin.benzoine, benzion, bezoin,

7-8 benione, 6- benzoin. \Iui6tb c.benfoin, a.F.

benjoin (also benjaoy, quoted by Devic from Deter-

ville Diet. Hist. Nat. 1816), repr. Sp. benjui, ben-

juy (Barbosa 1516), Pg. bcijoim (Vasco da Gama
1498), It. benzoi (Venetian records, 1461), for *lo-

benzoi, *lo-benjuy, a.Arab.
(JjUj. ^LJ lubanjdwi

' frankincense of Jawa
'

(Sumatra), by which name
benzoin is called by Ibn Batuta c 1350 (ed. Paris

IV. 228). The lo- appears to have been dropped
in Romanic, as if it were the article. The word
was naturally much corrupted in European langs. ;

later It. forms are bclgivino, belzuino,mo<i.L. 1584

beltuinum, whence occas. Eng. belzoin. In Eng.,

benjoin was soon corrupted to BENJAMIN, which
still survives as a synonym. Benzoin, which is

farther from the original, and appears to owe its z

to the It., began to prevail c 1650. From benzoin,

was formed a 1800 the chemical term benzoic

(acid), whence at a later period benzinif, benzol,

and the numerous names of the Benzene series.]

1. A dry and brittle resinous substance, with a

fragrant odour and slightly aromatic taste, obtained

from the Styrax benzoin, a tree of Sumatra, Java,
etc. It is used in the preparation of benzoic acid,



BENZOINATE.
in medicine, unJ extensively in perfumer)'. For
scientific distinction it is now termed Gum benzoin.
Also called by popular corruption BENJAMIN.
1558 WARDE Alexis' Seer. (15681 33, An unce of Benge-

wine. 1562 TURNER Herbaln. 30 b, Belzoin or Benzoin is the
rosin of a tree. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 480 The herbe. .

(which beareth the gum Benjoinei grew there first. 1616
BULLOKAH, Benzwine, a sweet smelling gumme. 1616
SURFL. & MAKKH. Countr. Faring Your hard gums, such
as is frankincense, benjouin . . and waxe. 1653 WALTON
Angler lArb.) 42 There is an herb Bmine, which . . makes
him (the Otter) to avoid that place. 1658 ROWLAND Moiif-
fft's Theat. Ins. looo Asa dulcis. Wine and Honey,
or Benzoin dissolved in warm water. 1671 GREW Anat.
Plants I. 17 Benzoine, by Distillation [yieldeth] Oyl; by
Vstion, white Flowers. 1834 J. GRIFFIN Cht-m. Recr. 117
Gum benzoin (or benjamin i is a prime constituent of fumi-

gating pastiles. 1875 JF.VONS Money vii. 28 Cubes of benzoin,
gum or beeswax . . are other peculiar forms of currency.
2. Bat. Name of a genus of Lauraceae, of which

the Benjamin-tree of North America is the chief

species. Also called Benzoin Laurel.
1866 Treas. Bot. 135 Benzoin, a genus of Lauraceie, in-

habiting .. North America. 1875 LOUDON Abridgm. Ar-
boretum 685 The Benzoin Laurel, or Benjamin Tree.
3. C/iem. Bitter-almond-oil camphor : one of the

constituents of gum-benzoin, also frequently con-
tained in crude bitter-almond oil, whence it is

obtained as a by-product, when the oil is purified

by lime and ferrous chloride ; it is a ketone,
C, ( H,, O2 ,

of the di-phenyl group, and crystallizes
in shining prisms.
1863 WATTS Dirt. Chem. I. 559. 1880 Syd. Soc. /.:.>: s.v.,

Gum Benzoin . . contains benzole acid, benzoin, and resin.

Be'nzoinate, -.
[f. prec. + -ATE3.] trans. To

impregnate with benzoin. Hence Be-nzoinated.
1861 HULMF. Moquin-Tandm n. in. 187 Benzoinated fat.

Benzol, benzole ^be-nz^l.-zjur. [f. BE.N/.-OIC

+ the ending of ALCOHOL. The spelling -OLE,
is prob. intended to refer to L. oleum oil.]
1. Chem. (Benzol) The name given by Liebig in

1834 to what had at first been called benzine;

generally used in chemistry till recent times, when
it has been largely superseded by Hofinanu's name
BENZE.VE. (Less correctly spelt benzole?)
1838 THOMSON Cfiem. Org. Bodies 609 Mitscherlich . . lias

given the name of benzin, altered by Liebig to benzol. 1869
ROSCOK Elem. Chew. 408 Benzol ior Benzene) . . can be pre-
pared from its elements by synthesis. 1875 URL Diet. Arts
1-337 Benzole is excessively inflammable, and its vapour
mixed with air is explosive.
2. In comb., as amido-bcir.ol (

= aniline), niiro-

bcnzol: see BENZENE.
1869 ROSCOE F.lem. Chem. 409 In contact with reducing

agents, nitro-benzol undergoes reduction to aniline. Ibid.
,

.I nilinc . . is benzol in which one atom of hydrogen is re-

placed by the monad group NH*. and it is therefore pro-
perly called Amido-benzol. 1875 URF. Diet. Arts I. 338
Xitro- benzole . . odour greatly resembling bitter almonds.
3. Min. (Benzole) Dana's name for native ben-

zene or benzol, as a species of his Benzole group of
mineral '

oils
'

of the general formula C r, H,,-, ; it

has been detected in Rangoon tar.

Beuzoline (be-nz<?lni, -lin). [f.
BENZOL + -INF.

=
derivative.]

1. Chem. An earlier name for AMABINE, Cnll^X,.
isomeric with hydrobenzamide.
2. A commercial name for impure benzene, and

often for other volatile inflammable liquid hydro-
carbons, esp. for coal -tar naphtha, of which benzene
is a chief constituent, and which is used for re-

moving grease-spots, cleaning gloves, etc. Also,
less correctly, for a light hydrocarbon obtained by
the fractional distillation of crude petroleum, and
used to burn in lamps.
1874 (On the 2nd Oct. a barge carrying gunpowder and

1 benzoline
'

along the Regent's Canal in London was blown
up by the accidental ignition of the vapour of the ben-
zoline, causing much destruction in the neighbourhood*.
1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 338 Its power of dissolving greasy
matters, has caused it [benzole] to become an article of
commerce under the name of benzoline,

3. attrib. (in sense 2), as in benzoline lamp (intro-
duced about 1864).

Benzown, -wine, obs. ff. BENISON, BENZOIN.

BeO-, in OE. usually became in later times BE-,
BEE-; but the earlier spelling lingered in Early
ME., especially in the following forms:

Beo, obs. f. of BEE sbl^, and of pres. indie., subj.,

imper. and infin. of BE v.

t Beod. Obs. Also 2 bied. [OE. beod= OS.
biod, bied, OHG. biot, biet, ON. biodr, Goth.
binds : OTeut. biudo-z table, f. biud-an to offer.]
A table.

e 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. xv. 27 Of bam crumum be of hyra
hlaforda beodum feallad. c 1200 'J'rin. Coll. Horn. 228 pan
he sat at his biede f Jesus MS. horde

; Egerton MS. beode].

Be-ode, etc. : see BE- pref.
Beode, -mon, early f. BEDE, BEAD sb., BEADSMAN.
Beoden, obs. form of BID v.

Beofe, obs. form of BEHOOF.

Beoff, beoves, obs. sing, and pi. form of BEEF.

Beon, beonde, early f. ben, been, being : see BE v.

808

Beord, obs. variant of BEARD.

Beoren, obs. infin. form of BEAR .i

Beorn, early form of BERNE, Obs., man.
+ Beot, sb. Obs. [OE. biot, contr. from earlier

*bi'hat '

promise,' the original noun-form, cor-

responding to the vb. bi-, be-ka'tan : see BE-, BY-.
For the contraction cf. he'old (\-he--hald], bio, etc.

A shifting of the stress from bl'hat to bi-hcrt, on

analogy of the vb., gave the late OE. bclurt, whence
ME. BEHOTE, which is thus a doublet of beat.] A
promise, vow, threat, boast.
"
a 1000 Qedmon's Genesis (Gr.t 70 Waes him gylp forod,

beot forborsten. c 1205 LAY. 23680 His beot [so 1*50]
imaked hafde bi-foren al his du}e5e. Ibid. 24929 pat
Romanisce leoden sunden swa rseie and heore heot [1250
Jret] makie5.

t Beote(n, v. Obs.- 1

[OE. beotian f. prec.]
To boast, threaten.

ii 1000 Juliana (Gr.) 137 Hildewoman, be bu haestlice

nian-fremmende to me beotast. ( 1205 LAV. 20522 Heo
beoteden su'iSe . . bat heo wolden igrxten Cheldric.

Beoth, obs. pi. pres. indie, and imper. of BE ;.

Beoust, beowust, variants of BIWIST v. Obs.

Bepaddle, bepaid, etc. : see BE- pref.

Bepaint (b/p,
Ti-nt\ [f. BE- i -r PAINT v.}

trans. To paint over, cover, or smear with paint or

paintings ;
to paint obtrusively ; to colour, tinge.

<" IS55 HARPSFIELD Dii'orce of Hen. VI11 11878) 282 The
walls all bepainted . . with places of holy Scripture. 1567
MAPLET Gr. Forest 12 b, Black, yet bepainted with other
colours. 1502 SIIAKS. Rom. t, jnl. n. ii. 86 Else would a
maiden blush bepaint my cheeke. 1647 Bp. CORBET Poems
(1807) 14 Their colledges were new be-painted. 1831 C.\K-
LYLF. Sart. Res. I. vii, Buff-belts, complicated chains, .have
been bepainted in Modern Romance.
Hence Beparnted///. a.

1592 SHAKS. Ven. q Ad. 901 Whose frothy mouth, be-

painted all with red. 1858 CARLVI.F. Fredk. Gt. II. vi. vi. 96
A bepainted. beribanded, insulting Playactor Majesty.
Bepale, bepaper, beparch, beparody, be-

parse, bepart, bepaste, bepaw, etc. . see BE-.

Bepat (b/p^-t), v. [f.
BE- 2 -r PAT v] trans.

To pat frequently ; to strike, beat.

1676 EriiEKEDCi: Man ofMode n. i. 1684' 15 He calls me
Rogue, tells me he can't abide me

;
And does .so bepat me.

a 1841 Miss BAILLIE Eng. Minstr., Kitten, Thy clutching
fei:t bepat the ground.

Bepatched(b/"pa.-tjt),///.o. [f.
BE- + PATCH

j'.]

1. Mended with patches; wearing patched clothes.

1605 STOW Ann. 1291 Their habit was Russet, all be-

patched. l&&Sir R.dC0verley\\, 186 You ragged vaga-
bond., you bepatched and bespattered knave.
2. \Vearing

'

patches
'

on the face as an ornament.
1719 OZELL Misson's Trar. Eng. 214 (D.l In England,

young, old, handsome, ugly, all are bepatch'd till they are
bedrid. 1865 Publ. Opinion 4 Mar. 237/1 When Cleopatra
appeared bepatched in a farthingale, and Alexander wore
his helmet over a full-bottomed wig.

Bepearl ,bqrl), v.
[f.

BE- 6 + PEARL.] To
cover or set with or as with pearls. Hence Be-

pearled///. a.

1640 CAREW Poems Wks. 118241 '34 This Primrose all be-

pearl'd
with dew. 1863 GKO. ELIOT Romola n. vi, The

brilliant tints of the embroidered and bepearled canopy.

Bepelt (b/pe-lfi, v.
[f.

BE- i + PELT
v.']

trans.

To pelt soundly ;
to assail with missiles.

1622 MABBF. Aleman's 11:111011 d'Alf. i. 94 They
.shrewdly be-pelted their Pates. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P. i

H'ks. ii. 145 [They] Bepelted me with Lome, with Stones,
and Laths. 1832 Frasi-r's Mag. V. 756 The Duke . . was
hissed and bepelted. 1852 HAWTHORNE H'onder-fik.tify^
117 The children, .bepelted him with snowballs.

Bepen, beperiwigged, bepewed, etc.: see BK-.

Bepepper (b/pe-psj). [f. BE- I -t- PEPPER v.]
trans. To pelt with shot, sand, etc.

;
or with blows

thickly falling.
1613 ROWLANDS Fonr Knaves 1 18431 5= He is be-peper'd

overhead and cares. 1760 STERNE Tr. iS&M^(x8ofl)VIXI.
v. 112 Grinding the faces of the impotent, bepeppering
their noses.

t Bepe'ps, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
BE- 2 + PEPS. ?'.

dial, to throw at, pelt.] trans. To pepper.
1622 MABBF, Aleman's Guzman (f Alf. I. 233 They [the

Mosquitos] did so be-peps him.

Bepester (b/pe-stsi), v.
[f.

BE- 2 + PESTER
it.']

trans. To pester greatly, plague, vex, harass.
1600 ABI-. ABBOT Kxp. Jonah 13 When Valens the Em-

peror with his Arrian opinions, had bee-pestered much of
the world. 1885 Academy 19 Sept, 188 Since Locke has be-

pestered the human mind with his unspeakably valuable

chapter upon
'

words.'

Bephilter, bephrase, bepieture, bepieoe, be-

pierce, bepile, bepilgrimed, bepill, bepillared,
bepimple, etc. : see BE- pref.

Bepinch (b/pi-nf), v. [f. BE- i+ PINCH v.]
trans. To pinch or bruise all over.
1600 CHAPMAN Iliad xxiii. (I.) In their sides, arms,

shoulders, all bepincht, Ran thick the weals. 1612 Row.
LANDS More Ktiaues } 'el 40 Bepinch a lazie queane. 1742
JARVIS Qni.r. II. in. xvii, Sad and sorely bepinched.

I Bepink (b/pi-rjkl, v. Obs. [f. BE- i + PI.VK r.]
trans. To cut in small scollops ; to work in eyeltl-u_i

pjerce w jtn smaii holes.holes

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 39 b, Crowfoote. . His leafeis rut
about or bepinked. 1615 ROWLANDS Melaneti. Knt. ii With
poniard point his doublet He bepinke.

BEPUZZLE.

Bepiss, bepistle, etc.: see BE- pref.
t Bepi-tch, v. Obs.

[f.
BE- 6 + PITCH sb.]

trans. To cover or stain with pitch ; also fig.
Hence Beprtched///. a., Bepi'tohing vbl. sb.

IS47 L'fe 7 4tfs. Canter/-. To Rdr. E vij b, Who liued in
those pitchie tymes, and was not bepitched? 1611 COTGK..
Poixemeiit, a pitching, or bepitching. Poissard, pitchie,
bepitched. a 1618 SYLVESTER Ark 479 When th' air with
midnight shal your noon be-pitch.

Bepity (b/pi-ti), v. [f. BE- 2 + PITT v.] trans.
To pity exceedingly.
1587 TCRBERV. Trag. T. (1837) 61 But divers moe, that

there about did dwell, Bepitied those that loving hearts did
beare. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones x. ix, Mercy on him,
poor heart ! I bcpitied him, so I did.

Beplague, beplaided, etc. : see BE- pref.

Beplaster (W,plu-stai), v. Also 7-8 be-
plaister. [f.

BE- i + PLASTER
v.~] trans. To

plaster over or about
;
to cover or smear thickly.

1611 COTGR., Emplastr/. .plaistered, beplaistered ; couered
with a plaister. 1753 SMOLLETT Cl. Fathom (17841 63/2 We
Englishmen don't beplaister our doublets with gold and
silver. 1812 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr., Drury L. Hust-
ings iii, Some old harridans who beplaster their cheeks.

1865 Sat. Re-c. 5 Aug. 169 To plaster his friends with praise
in order that he in turn may be similarly beplastered.
Hence Bepla-stered ///. a., Bepla'stering.
1598 FLORIO, Pastegli . .

jplaisters
or beplaistrings. 1862

Miss VONCE Ctess Kate vii. (1880), They hurried her along
as fast as their beplastered garments would let her move.

\ Beplo-tmele, adv. Obs. [f. be- ^ BY + PLOT

patch + MEAL, OE. mat time : cf. piece-meal.]
Part by part, one portion after another.
e 1440 Pronip. Par;'. 31 Beplotmele, partic7ilariter.

Beplumed (br,p\irmd\ ppl. a. [f. BE- 7 +
PLUME

st>.] Furnished or adorned with feathers.

1582 STANVHURST sEtieis i. (Arb.) 27 Hee flitters with

wynges ful fledgj-e beplumed. 1768 STERNE Seat. Journ.
(1775) ]. 56 Be-plumed with each gay feather of the east.

1860 Miss YONGE Stokesley Seer. ix. u88o,i 260 It was the
first time Chrisiabel had seen Ida out of her beplumed hat.

Bepoetize, bepounoe, etc. : see BE- pref.

Bepommel ,b/"pmn'l), v.
[f.

BE- 2 + POMMEL
2'.] trans. To pommel soundly, drub; alsoyff.
'553 8? FOXE A. 4 M. (15961 152/2 He [Hildebrand] ..

there all to bepomild pope Alexander with his fists. 1609
ROWLANDS Or Kind Gossips 9, 1 . . got him downe, and
with my very fist I did bepommell him. 1858 THACKERAY
I'irgin. xlix. (1878) 388, Still bepommeled and stoned by
irreproachable ladies of the straightest sect of the Pharisees.

Bepowder V b/"pau-d3j),j'. [f.BE- 1 +POWDER v.]
trans. To powder over.

1583 STANYHURST sEneis iv. (Arb.) 100 Thee chase is en-
sued with passadge dustye bepowdred. 1760 STERNE Tr.

Shandy 243 Bepowdering their wigs, bepeppering their
noses. 1879 G. MACDONALD P. Faker I. xvii. 227 The ashes
of life's volcano are falling ; they bepowder my hair.

Hence Bepowdered///. a.

1742 FIKLDING Lucy in Toum Wks. 1784 III. 439 And is

this bepowder'd, becurl'd, behoop'd madwoman my
daughter? 1829 Soi-Tiirv Epist. A. Cunningham, Armo-
rial bearings and bepowdered pates !

Bepraise (b/ipr^'-zi, -v. [f. BE- 2 + PRAISE v.]
trans. To laud or praise greatly or to excess.

1774 GOLDSMITH Rctal. 118 How did Grub-street re-echo
the shouts that you raised When he was be-Rpscius'd and
you were bepraised. 1824 BENTHAM Fallacies Wks. 1843 II.

399 The same man who bepraises you when dead.

Hence Beprai'sed ///. a.
; Beprai sement

;

Beprai'ser.
1843 MIALL Nonconf. III. 457 Contented, submissive and

bepraised agriculturalists. 1831 Fraser's Mag. III. 11^
The . . puffing bepraisement of the Court Journal. II.

78 Ruin would fall not only upon the head of the pseudo-
poet, but his shivering bepraisers.

Beprank, bepreach, bepress, bepretty, be-

pride : see BE- pref.

Bepray, v. - PRAY. ^Of doubtful use.)

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 702 (Q i), I bepray you,
let me

borrow my arms again. [Q 2 and Folios, pray.]

Beprose (b^prou-z), v. [f.
BE- 5 + PROSE sb]

trans, a. To turn into prose, b. To discuss

in prose, to '

prose
'

about.

1739 MALLET I'erbal Ctit. (R.) To blast all beauty and
beprose all rhyme. 1880 SWINBL-RNE Study Sfiaks. ii. led. 2)

151 More plentifully beprosed than ever Rosalind was be-

rhymed.

Bepuddle, bepurple, etc. : see BE- pref.

Bepuff (b/pp-f), v.
[f.

BE- 2 +PUFF v."\ trans.

a. To puff or blow out, to swell, b. fig. To putt'

up, praise greatly. Hence Bepu'ffed ///. a.

1843 CARLYLF. Past ff Pr. 392 Doggeries never so diplo-

maed, bepuffed, gas-lighted, a 1849 POE Wks. 1864 IV.

303 Altering my countenance . . from its bepufied and
distorted appearance. 1860 DICKF.NS Uncomm. Trav. ix.

(P.) Even the Lord Mayor not a Fiction conventionally

bepuffed on one day in the year by illustrious friends.

t Bepu'rfurate, ///. a. Obs. [? for bepur-

purate, f. L piirpur (cf. Gr. iroptjivpfos) purple.]

Purpled, rosy-tinged, rosy-coloured.
1584 LODC;K Fiirl>. <y Prise. 303, Her daintie nose of ivorie

f.iire and sheene Bepurfurate with ruddie roses beene.

Bepuzzle (bfpz> z'l), z>. rare. [f. BE- 2 +
PCZZLE v.] trans. To puzzle greatly.
1599 NASHE Lent. Stuff? 6 A matter that egregiously be-

puzled and entranced my apprehension.
Hence Bepirzzlement, perplexing, perplexity.
1806 KNOX & JEBB Corr. I. 295 To the bepnzzlement of



BE-QUALIFY.
the ignorant, and the bedazzlement of the superficial. 1885
Daily News 21 Feb. 5/6 Stewart, .used to express to me his

bepuzzlementas to what could be the object of the campaign.

Bepyr, var. of BEAUPKRE, Obs.

Beqhweytt, obs. form of BEQUEATH.

Be-qualify (b^kw^-lifai), v. rare- 1
,

[f.
BE-

2 + QUALIFY .]
trans. To ascribe qualities to,

to celebrate the qualities of.

1600 B. JcBUOtlCyittlU0ftJltt*i iv. iii. 12 How hee doe's all

to bequahfie her !. .as if there were not others in place as. .

polite as shee.

Bequalm, etc.: see BE- pref.

t Beqnarre. Obs. [a. OF. bcquarrc, mod.
F. bfcarre ( Lat. B quadratuni) : see BEIIOL.]
Afus. Old name for the note B|J. See B II. I.

a 1350 Song in Rel. Ant. I. 292 Thu bitist a-sonder be-

quarre, for bemol i the blame. 1806 CALCOTT Afiis. Grant.
v. 57 note. The French call the Natural Beqnarre.

t Bequa-rrel, v. Olts. [f.
BE- 4 + QUARREL .]

trans. To quarrel with, find fault with, abuse.

1624 F. WHITE Repl. Fislter 165 Pontificians bequarrel vs

in this argument. 1637 H. SYDESHAM Serm. Sot. Occ. 14
Afterwards bequarrell'd by Sabellius the Hereticke . . as

being the author of Innovation.

t Bequa'sh, v. Obs. rare 1
,

[f.
BE- 2 +

QUASH v.] intr. To shake or fall in pieces, to be
shattered.

1377 LANGL. P. Pi. B. xvni. 246 The erthe . . Quaked as

quykke pinge, and al biquasht[e] be roche [1393 C. xxi.

64 The erthe quook and quashte as hit quyke were],

Bequeath (W|kw/-S), v. Forms : i bi-, be-

cwetfan, 2-5 bi-, byqueCen, -J>e(n, -the(n, 4-6
bequethe, 4-5 -qweth(e, 6 -queath(e, (5 -quete,

-wheth(e, -wete, -qwithe, -quaythe, and in-

numerable illiterate spellings in wills). Pa t.f>-

bequeathed ;
in i becwsJS, 2 -qua*, 2-3 -quetf,

2-4 -quejj, 3 -quaad, 5 -quath(e, -quaythed.
Pa. fpie. 6- bequeathed; in i beoweden, 3

-que'5e(n, 5 -quethe(n, -quette, -witt, -quothen,
-quethed. [OE. bi-, bccweSan, f. BE- 4 + rweSan
to say : see QUETHE and QUOTH. An ancient word,
the retention of which is due to the traditional

language of wills. Originally, like its radical

cwefan, a strong vb.
;
but having only weak in-

flexion since 1500. In north, dial, written in isthc.
bewhethe, and variously perverted as --u/iele, -wcth,

-withe, -wile, -wit, -quite, -quit, which show the

groping of popular etymology after some known
verb to which the derivative might be referred.]

I. To say, utter, declare.

1 1. trans. To say, utter, express in words. Obs.
(iooo Ags. Ps. Ixxxviii. 44 [-ix. 51] pan binum criste be-

cwepa'5 swiSe. c 1000 Andreas (Gr. ) 418 Gif pu pejn sie . .

wuldor cyninges, swa bu worde becwist.

fb. Of language : To express, signify, mean.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 75 Ic ou wile seggen word efter word

and permide hwat bet word bi-queb. Ibid. 133 Hwet heo

sa^e bicweoe. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 17 Alle cunne ower
crede. .beih 36 alle nuten hwat hit biqueoe.

1 2. ? To speak about in sorrow, to bewail. Obs.

(Or is this error for bigrcden, or bigreithen ?)

ciajo Gen. f, Ex. 2448 De liches beSen, And smeren, and
winden, and bi-que3en.

II. To '

say (a thing) away' ;
to give or part

with by formal declaration.

f 3. To assign, ordain, appoint, allot, give as an
attribute (a thing to a person, etc.). Obs.

^1250 Gen. ff Ex. 117 God bi-quuad watres here stede.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Sclv. 79 Yet these belongers to

body are helpful enough, wherewith to set forth the nature
of the things to which we bequeath them.
4. To make a formal assignation of (property of
which one is possessed) to any one, )

a. so as to

pass to him at once : To transfer, hand over,
make over, assign, deliver. Obs.
c 1305 Edmund Conf. 132 in E. E. P. <i862> 74 J>is catel

bat ich biquebe pis dede forto do. 1480 CAXTON Chron.
Eiif. xciv. 74 He had the reame. .sauf he byquath and yafe
it to his broder. 1595 SHAKS. John \. i. 149 Wilt thou ..

Bequeath thy land to him, and follow me? 1611 ll
r
inf.

T. v. iii. 102 Bequeath to Death your numnesse.
b. so as to pass to the recipient after one's death :

To 'leave' by will. (The only surviving sense,
for which it is the proper term.)
1066 Chart. Eaiiu'eard in Cod. Dipt. IV. 191 Swa full fre

and swa forS swa he it sainte Petre bequaft. c 1200 Trin.
Coll. Horn. 183 Gief be quike haueS aihte be were be dedcs
ierrure be he him biqueS. r 1393 CHAI'CKR Gcntilesse 17
There may noman. .Beqweythe his heyre his vertuous no-
blesse. 1418 E. E. Wilts (18821 25 Mygodys . . I be-quethe
to lone my wyfe. c 1440 Proinp. Par-:'. 31. 1440 Test.
Ebor. H. (1855) 134 A special! wille . . in wheche I have be-

quothen and sette diverse thyngys to certenn persouns.
1443 Hid. 106, 1 gyffe and bewhete . . xl s. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
(1879)23 He bequathe to his dowter all his Empire. 1530
PALSGR. 448/2 My grant mother byquaythed me a hundred
pounde. 1601 SHAKS. Jiil. C. III. ii. 141 Bequeathing it as
a rich Legacie Vnto their issue. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt.
CAr. II. vi. 28 Sums of money were .. bequeathed to the

priests. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. ii. 6 11882" 85 William
had bequeathed Normandy to his eldest son, Robert.

c. Jiff. To transmit (to posterity), to '

leave.'

1614 RALEIGH Hist, ll'ttrlti It. 415 Jacob in his blessing
prophetically bequeathed it. 1752 JOHNSON Kainl-/. No. 205
P 13'1'his narrative he has bequeathed to future generations.
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1875 SCRIVENER Led. Grk. Test. 1 1 Antiquity has bequeathed
to us nothing else that can be compared with them.

t 5. To commit tv, unto (any one) with recom-
mendation to his acceptance or care ; to com-

mend, entrust. Alsoy%-. Obs. or arch.

(-1225 Rel. Ant. I. 235 Louerd Godd, in hondes tine I

biqueoe soule mine. 1436 Test. Ebor. it. (1855) 75, I bewitt

my saule to Code Allmighty. 1591 SPENSER Virg. Gnat
633 Them therefore as bequeathing to the winde, I now
depart. 1596 DRAYTON Legends iii. 16 Let Me to Thee, my
sad Complaints bequeathe. 1700 DRVDEN Pytkag. Philos.

57 Fables 11721! 301 The judges to the common urn bequeath
Their votes. 1718 POPE Iliad vu. 399 We to flames our
slaughtered friends bequeath.

t B. gen. To deliver, bestow, give, yield, furnish.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. (1879^ 25 To whom god hath }evin and

bequebon . .paradise. 1608 Pennyless Parl. in Harl. Misc.
(Malh.) III. 72 A niggards purse shall scarce bequeath his
master a good dinner. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Seh>. 122
That which bequeaths it this slow pace.

f 7. rcfl. To commit oneself, give oneself up,
devote oneself. Obs. or arch.

1555 PHAKR SEneid in. - iv, This fleete at last . . I see . . I

did myself bequeth thereto to flee. 1652 EVELYN Statt' <]/

France Misc. (1805) 85 Gentlemen . . who generally so be-

queath themselves to this service. 1829 K. DIGBY Broadst.
Hon. I. 166 Orpheus . . bequeaths himself to a solitary life

in the deserts.

r Beqnea'th., sb. Obs. Forms : 3 byquide, 4

bekuyde, -quide, 5 beqweth, 6 bequede, be-

queth, 7 bequeath. [ME. byquide : OE. bi--

cwide, big'cwide, quotable only in sense of 'by-
word, proverb' (cf. BEQUEATH v. i), f. /'/-, emphatic
form of In'-, BE- pref. -f civide a sentence, a saying,

cogn. w. OS. quidi, OHG. chwiti : OTeut.

*qidi-z, f. qipan (OS. qttethan, qnc$ajj, OE.
cwcSan} to say ; pa. pple. (with grammatical con-

sonant-change) OE. c'weden. In later times,

gradually assimilated in form to the vb. BEQUEATH.]
1. Byword, proverb. [^Only in OE.)
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Dent, xxviii. 37 Ge forwur5a|? burh bigspell

and bijcwidas.
2. Bequest, testament, will.

1297 R. GLOUC. 384 Gret folc he sende also Fram Norman-
dye to worry, & hys fader byquide vndo. 1340 Ayenb. 38
Kueade exequitours of bekuydes. 1490 Chitrch-iv. Ace. St.

Dnnstan's, Canterb., Rec. the full of the bcqweth of Mother
Helser x.\xiij.r. iiijtj'. 1527 Lane, fy Chesh. Wills (18541 35
All the foresaid gyftes and bequedes. 1642 }<"ragt . AYi>-. in

Select. Harl. Alisc. 11793' 185 They may express more affec-

tion to one in the abundance of bequeaths.

\>.fig.
\-yiflAyenb. 112 He hit ous let : at his [Christ's] yleaue

nymynge and at his laste bequide. a 1617 BAYNT, On Epli.
ii Peace is that golden bequeath which Christ did leave us.

Bequeathable (b^law-Sab'!), a.
[f.

BE-

(JUEATH v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being bequeathed.
1655 FI-LI.F.R C/t. Hist, ix. IV. 398 Bequeatha'ble . . like

goods and Chattells. 1875 POSTE Gains \\. 287 Legacies
bequeathable to legatees who were capable of taking.

Beq.ueath.al (Wkwf-Sal). [f.
as prec. + -AlA]

The action of bequeathing.
1642 Act Harvard Coll. in ShurtlefT Records Mass. Bay

II. 30 All gifts, legacies, bequeathalls, revenues, lands, and
donations. 1861 PKARSON Early $ Mid. Ages Eng. 186
The betjueathal of folc-land would require a guarantee from
the state.

Bequeathed (b/|kw/~-5d),///. a,
[f.

as prec.

4--XD\] Left by will; fig. handed down, trans-

mitted to posterity.
1618 UOLTON Floras in. xv. 220 The late bequeathed

kingdome of Attains. 1679 Establ. Test. 21 Capable of

taming this bequeathed Fierceness.

Beq.ueath.er (b^kwrfoi). [f. as prec. + -EH*.]
One who bequeaths, a testator.

1502 ARNOLD Chron. {1811)274 Ageyn the wyll of the yeuar
or byquyether. 1638 FF.ATLY Strict. Lyndoin. w. 121 The
disposer and bequeather of the land. 1883 I,. CAMPBELL Sp.
at St. Andrws i Nov., The munificent donors and be-

queathers of large sums to the university.

Bequea'thiiig, vM. sl>.
[f.

as prec. + -INC; 1.]

The action of leaving by will
\ fig. handing down

to posterity ;
also concr. a legacy, bequest.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bnlk fy Sefo. 131 The bequeathing of
that hord of sprightfulness. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comnt. II.

491 The power of bequeathing. 1855 BROWNING Sanl Men
ff Worn. II. 123 His rents, the successive bequeathings of
ages untold.

Bequea'thment. [f.
as prec. + -MENT.] The

action of bequeathing ; usually concr. a bequest.
1607 W. SCLATER Fnn. Serm. (1629) Pref. If such vertues

were capable of bequeathment. a 1634 RA NDOLPH A myntas
in. ii. 32 Nymph take this Whistle .. 'Tis Amaryllis last

bequeathment to you. 1871 SMILES Charac. i. (1876) 24
Among the most cherished bequeathments from the past.

Bequeaue, -queue, obs. phonetic corruptions
of BEQUEATH.

Bequest (W,kwe-st). Also 3-4 biqueste, 4
byquyste, 5 bicquest, byqueste, 6 bequeste,
5 -bequest. [ME. biquyste, biqufste, prob. for
an earlier */>/rwis, bl-cwiss(e, f. />/-, accented form
of /'/-, BE- + cwis t cwiss(e

'

saying
'

: OTeut.

*qis$i-z:*qip-ti-z, f. qipan to say (cf. Sievers Ags.
Gram. 232). Bequest thus represents a type
*brqissi-z answering to the vb. *lriqip-an> BE-
QITEATH. The later change is parallel to that; of

BERAY.

BEHEST (q.v.), and the accentuation is assimilated

to that of the verb.]
1. The act of bequeathing ; transference or be-

stowal by will, or by a similar procedure.
^1300 R. BRUNNE Chron. 86 Of gour fader biqueste dome

bansalle^ese. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. ix. 94 For-thi ich wolle,
erich wende'do wryten my by-quyste. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn.
iv, Natures bequest gives nothing, but doth lend. 1848
MILL Pol. Econ. I. 259 Bequest in a primitive state of so-

ciety, was seldom recognized. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
V. xxjv. 388 When he made his bequest, if bequest we are
to call it, in favour of Rufus.

2. concr. That which is bequeathed ;
a legacy.

1496 in Blades Caxton 162 It" 1 in bokes called legendes,
of the bequest of William Caxton, xiijc/. 1553 T. WILSON
Rhet. 246 Al bequestes and goodes of suche his frendes
as dyed intestate. 1618 BOLTON F'lorns u. xx. 156 The
estate of kings, and the riches of whole kealmes comming
to them as bequests, aiid Legacies. 1790 BCRKK />. Re-.:

Wks. V. 437 Let us imitate their caution, if we wi^h to de-
serve fortune, or to retain their bequests.

t Beqne'St, v. Obs.\ also 5 bi-, by-. Pa. pple.

bequested, bequest, [f. prec. sb.]
trans. To give as a bequest, to bequeath.
1394 P. PI. Crede 69 Her money may biquest, and testa-

ment maken. 1479 Bury Wills (1850) 54 A cloos . . byfor
byquestyd toThomasmy sone. i48o//>;V/. 55, 1 byqwe^t tothe

ffryerez of Clare xxs. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
299!), Testament of peace, .gyuen and bequest to thy dis-

ciples. ify&HauntecTCastte II. 74 He broke open the papers
of Du Pin . .beqitesting him al! his estates.

fBeque'stinff, vbl.sb. Obs. Bequeathing.
1572 Rii/nnond. II il/s (1853^ 235 In wjtnesse of the be-

quc^ting of a bull of the said Adam Kirkbie.

Bequirtle, bequote, etc. : see BE-//r/
t Bequrt, v. Obs. rare- 1

. [? f. BE- 2 -t- QUIT.]
refl. To acquit oneself,

1577 ST.\Nvm-KST Descr. Irel. in Holinshed VI. Ep. Ded.,
My fast friend, .did learnedlie bequit himselfe in the penning
ofcertelne breefe notes concerning that countrie.

Beqwete, -qweth.(e, -qweythe, -qwith.e, obs.

forms of BEQUEATH.
Ber, obs. and dial form of BIRK force, impetus,
BEAU, BIER.

Beraft, obs. form of BEREFT ; see BEREAVE v.

Beragged, berailroaded, etc.; see BE- pref.
Beraid, -raied, pa. t. and pa. pple. of BKKAV.

t Berai'n, v. Obs. Forms : 3 birein, 4-5 be-,

bi-, byrein, -reyn, 5 berayn, byrayn(e, 6 be-

rain(e. [f.
BK- 4 + RAIN; cf. OHG. birfgandn*

mod.G. bcregnen, in same sense.]
1. trans. To rain upon. (Chiefly in pa. pple.)
a 1225 After. R. 344 Clones unseouwed I bireined after un-

waschen. 1388 WYCLIF F.zek. xxii. 24 A lend vncleene and
not bireyned. 1398 TRKYISA Burth. De P. R. xiv. i, Yf

good londe is bidewid or bireynid it futtef) and amende)?.
[1582 BATMAN Barth. De P. R, xiv. xlvi. 210 Also dowries be
more bedewed and berained than vallies.]

2. a. To besprinkle as with rain
;
to wet, bedew.

c 1374 CHAUCER TroyIKS \\. 1144 After that he long had
..with his teris salt hire breest byreyned. a 1547 SURREY
Pris. in Windsor 42 The tears beratn my cheeks of deadly
hew. 1567 TURBERV. in Chalmers' Eng. Poets II. 641/1
Teares. . beraine my brest.

b. To sprinkle or pour (a liquid) in drops.
{1420 Ptillad. on Husb. i. 952 Byrayne aboute uppon thi

wortes this.

Berake, berampier, etc. : see BE- /;-/!
Berande, obs. north, form of BEARING ppj. a.

Also subst. Bearer, carrier.

1-1460 Tffivneley Myst. 82 Prowde men and hygheberand.
1483 Cat/i. Atigt. 28 Berande, twinlus.

Berapt ppl. a.
[f.

BE- + RAPT, or for beraff^
BEREFT.]
1581 STUDLEV Seneca's Agamemn. 153!), Me berapt of

sence, with prickes of fury fresh yee fill.

Berar(e, obs. form of BEAKER.

t Berard, Obs. rare 1

, A viper.
ri47S in Wr.-Wiilcker I'oc. 766 Hec viscera, r berard.

Berard, obs. f. BEARHERD.
Berate (bw-t), v. [f. BE- 2 + RATE v. This

word appears to have become obs. in England, and
to have been preserved in U. S., whence we have

many i9th c. instances.]
trans. To rate or chide vehemently ; to scold.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark xv. (R.) So is the
veritie of the gospell berated and laughed to skorne of the
miscreantes. 1572 tr. Lavatents' Ghostts dyffl 158 They all

berated him for occupying his head about questions nothing
appertaining unto him. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 162 An-
tony, .fell into a furious fit of choler, and all to berated. .

Toranius. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. vi. i. (1866) 779 Never
was unlucky prince more soundly berated by his superiors.
1864 E. SARGENT Peculiar III. 290 An ancient virago, .was

berating a butcher. 1881 Boston Lit. World 22 Oct. 365/2
Berating Puritanism in his diary.

t Bera'ttle, v. Obs. rare \
also 7 beratle.

[f.
BE- 4 + RATTLE f.] trans. To rattle away upon ;

to fill with rattling noise or din ; also, to rattle

away at, assail with din.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 180 (R.I He did all berattle him.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. it. ii. 358 An ayrie of Children, little

Vases, that crye out on the top of question ; and are most
tyrannically clap't for't ; these . . so beratled the common
Stages, .that many wearing Rapiers, are afTraide of Goose-
quits.

Beray*, v. Obs. or arch. Forms : 6 beraye,
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(berey), 6-7 beray, 7-9 erroneously bewray.
Pa. t. and pa. pple. : 6-7 beraid, -raied, -rayed,

[f.
BE- 2 + RAY v. (aphetic form of ARRAY : cf.

for the sense ARRAY v. 10). Generally mis-spelt by
modem writers through erroneous confusion with

BEWRAY.] Hence Berayed ///. a.

1. trans. To disfigure, dirty, defile, befoul (with
dirt, filth, ordure).
1530 PALSGR. 449/1 You have berayed your gowne with

myer. 1570 HOLINSHED Scot. Chron. (1806) I. 296 The King
was slaine..and the bed all beraied with bloud. 1678 N.
WANLEY Wonders \. ii. 28. 470/1 When he was Baptized,
he berayed the Font. 1670 RAY Prov. (T.) It is an ill bird
that berays its own nest. 1701 DK FOE Trite.born Eng.
lishm. Pref. i, I am tax'd with Bewraying my own Nest.

1863 SALA Capt. Dangerous I. vii. 190 His Countenance
and his Raiment were all smirched and bewrayed with
dabs and patches of what seemed soot.

b. reft, and iatr.

1561 AWDELAY Frat. Vacab. 13 This knave berayeth many
tymes in the corners of his maisters chamber. 1611 COTGR.
s. v. Arc, To be beshitten ; to beray himselfe. 1649 K.
HODGES Plain. Direct. 27 The childe did bewray, that hee
would beray himself.

2. fig. To befoul, stain, disfigure ;
to asperse, to

cover with abuse.

1576 GASCOIGNE Steele Gl. (Arb. i 56 Wherein I see a quicke
capacitye Berayde with blots of light Inconstancie. 1602
Return fr. Parnass. iv. v. i Arb. I 58 Our fellow Shakespeare
hath giuen him a purge that made him beray his credit.

1863 SAI.A Cuff. Dangerous I. x. 287 [She] did so bemaul
and bewray Madam Macphilader with her tongue.

t Berayer. 0/>s. Also 7 (erron.) be-wrayer.
[f. prec. + ER l.] One who berays or defiles.

1699 COLES, Bewrayer i denier), concacator.

Berayn, obs. form of BERAIN.

Berber (bauba.!). [For derivation see BARBARY.]
A. sb. A name given by the Arabs to the

aboriginal people west and south of Egypt ; ap-

plied by modern ethnologists to any member of

the great North African stock to which belong
the aboriginal races of Barbary and the Tuwariks
of the Sahara.

1842 PRICHARD .Vat. Hist. Man 261 In the Northern parts
of Atlas, these people are called Berbers. 1883 CL-ST Mod.
Lang. Africa I. 98 Strictly speaking a Moor must be a
native of Mauritania, and a Berber, and the term could not
be applied with propriety to an Arab.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to the Berbers or their

language ; applied (often absol.} to one of the

three great subdivisions of the Hamitic group,
called also Lybian and Amazirg, containing, ac-

cording to Cust, nine North African languages.
1854 LATHAM in Orr's Circ. Si: Org. Nat. I. 367 The

Amazirg tongues are often called Berber. 1883 Cl'ST Mod.
Lang. Africa I. 104 The Berber Family of Languages is

one of striking unity.

tBe'rber. Sc. Obs. [a. OF. berbtre 'barberry,'
in med.L. berberis, which is also used as the bo-

tanical name of the genus.]
= BARBERRY.

From Bcrbcris (stem berberid-) also
;

Be r-

beral a. But., of or related to the Barberry, or

genus Bcrbcris
; applied by Lindley to the '

alli-

ance
'

including the N.O. HerbertJaccx. Be'r-

berid, any member of the natural order to which
the barberry belongs. Berberida ceous, belong-

ing to the N.O. Berbcridaccai, of which the bar-

berry is the type. Berber! deovts, belonging to

the tribe BerberiJeie. which includes the barberry.
Berbe ria, Be'rberine. a yellow bitter principle,
obtained from the barberry and other plants.
c 1440 Gaiv. ff Gologr. I JAM. i Of box and of berber, bigged

ful bene. 1878 Miss BRADDON Open Verd. xxv. 176 The
shining leaves of bay and berbens. 1866 Trias. Bot. 136

Lindley includes the order in his Berberal Alliance. 1847
LINDLEY I

7
eg. Kingd. led. 2) 421 Anonads are connected with

Berberids through Bocagea. 1852 TH. Ross llutnboldt's

Trav. II. xviii. 171 It was perhaps a tree of the berberideous

family. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 725 Berberia is an alkaloid

found abundantly in the common barberry. Ibid. 778 Con-
tains a considerable amount of berberine. 1880 Syd. Sue.

Lex., Berberin is . . given as a bitter tonic in dyspepsia.

Berberia, same as BERIBERI, a disease.

Berberry, :bery, variants of BARBERRY.
BerceauneHte. [A tradesman's perversion of

BASSINET or bassinette, whereby that word is igno-

rantly referred to the F. berceau '

cradle,' with
which it has no connexion. Bcrecauncttc is, of

course, an impossible form in Fr., and is a patent
modern instance of pseudo-etymological spelling.]
1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1250/3 Berceaunette carriage, nearly

new, must be sold. llnd. Splendid berceaunette perambu-
lator, one of the handsomest carriages ever made.

t Be'rcel. Obs. rare ; also 5 berseel, bersell,

byrselle. [a. OF. bcrscl, also bersail, -eil, in same
sense ;

f. berser : see next.] An archer's butt.

i 1440 Promp. Parr. 32 Bercel [1499 berseel], ineta. Ibid.

56 But, or bercel or byrselle [1499 bersell], jneta.

t Be'rcelet. Obs. Forms : 4 barselette,
slett, 4-5 barslet, bercelett, -selette, -slet, 5

breslet, 5-7 beroelett. [Corruption ofOF. berserct

hunting-dog, dim. of bersier huntsman ;in med.L.

bersarius), i. berser, bercer (in med.L. bersarc') to

hunt, esp. with the bow, orig. to shoot with the

bow. Thence also Ger. bersclten to shoot game, It.

bersaglio an archer's butt, whence bersagliere archer,

sharp-shooter, rifleman.] A hunting dog, a hound.

1340 Alexander 786 (Dublin MS.) Was neuer barslett in

band more buxum to hys lord, c 1400 Destr. Troy vi. 2196
Ger horn bpwe as a berslet & bi blithe seche. c 1420 Antiirs

of A rth. Hi, Wyth bow, and wyth berselette Vndurneth
the boes. -1420 Avow. Arth. vii, He [the boar] brittunt
bercelettus bold. 1679 PLOT Stajfordsh. 444 Every day for

his servant and his bercelett. .twelve pence.

Bercke, Berd(e, obs. ff. BARK v, BEARD, BIRD.

Berdash, variant form of BURDASH.

Berdyd, obs. form of BEARDED ///. a.

t Here, sb. Obs. Also 3 beare, 4 ber, 5 beyr,
6 (Sc.) beir. [ME. beare, here, apparently short

for ibere '

clamour, outcry' ; the earlier text of

Layamon has always ibere, the latter only beare.

In form, ibere is : OE. gfbtert
'

bearing, behaviour,

gesture,' OS. gibiiri, MDu. gebaar, MHG. ge-

bsere, in same sense, f. beran to bear. The history
of the change of meaning is not evident ;

but it

appears also in OFris. bsxrc 'strepitus, clamour'

(Matzner), where also the prefix ge- has been

dropped; the MDu. gebaar also meant 'noise,

strepitus,' as well as ' behaviour.' In later times

the word is only Sc., whence the spelling beir :

the mod. Eng. would have been normally bear.~\

Clamour, outcry, shouting, roaring ; the noise of

voices of men or animals.
[a 800 ('. E. Chron. an. 755 On Saes wifes jebaerum [Land

MS. ^e baeron] onfundon &es cyninges Segnas oa unstil-

nesse.J ,1205 LAY. 25828 Wanliche iberen [1250 reuliche

beares], 28162 Me mihte iheren Bruttt-n ibd'en [Bruttune
beare]. c 1330 Fhrice fy Bl. 457 Asked what here were That
hi makede so loude bore, c 1400 Rcr.vland fy Ot. 183 3elde
thi suerde to mee, & late be alle this bere. 1460 Totvneley
Myst. 249 Abyde withe alle thi boste and beyr. 1549
Compl. Scot. vi. 38 Foulis. .ande. .beystis. .maid grite beir.

tBere, i>. Obs. Also 3 ibere. [ME. beren,

short for iberen (see 1st quot.) : OE. tebstran to

bear oneself, behave = OS. gibarjan, OHG. *ga-

barjan, MHG. gebdren, gebxren, f. BERE sb.,

which see for change of sense.] inli-. To cry, roar.

Hence Be'rand ///. a.

r 1225 Juliana 53 He..iberde [7-. r. berde] as be ful wiht.

a 1300 /-. E. Psalter xxxii[i]. 3 Well singes to him in berand
Steven, c 1400 Leg. Rood^iZ-ji) 140 Beerynge as a beore-

whelp. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vii. 457 The peple beryt lyk

wyld bestis. a 1550 Cliristis Kirkc Gr. xxii, Quhyn thay
had berit lyk baitit bullis.

Bere, obs. f. BEAU, BEER, BIER, BIRR, BOAR.

Bereager, variant of BEEREGAR.

Bereall, obs. form of BURIAL.

Bereason, etc. : see BE- prcf.
Bereave (b/iv-v), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. be-
reaved

; pa. pple. also bereft. Forms: i be-

rfiafian, 2-3 bireeuien, 2 6 bireve, 3 bireave(n,
3-4 birefe n, 4-6 byreve, bereve, j berefe,
bereffe, byreeve, 6 bereeve, berive, byryve',
6-7 berieve, 7 bereauve, 6- bereave. Pa. t.,

i bereafode, 2-3 bereafde, bersefde, 2 -4 bi-

rseuede, bireuede, 4 birefte, 4-5 byrafte, 4-6
beraft(e, berefte, 5 berafft, berefte, 5- bereft,
6- bereaved. Pa. pple. 6- bereaved, bereft.

Early forms corres. to pa. t. ; also 6-7 bereiven,
6-9 bereaven. [Com. Teut. : OE. bi-, bcn-afian
= O.Fris. birav(f,a, OS. bir&bon, (MDu. beroven,
Du. berooven), OHG. biroubon, (MHG. bcroubcn,
mod.G. bcraubeii), Goth. biraubSn : OTeut. * bi-

rantSjan, f. bi-, BK- + *raiiboja, in OE. rcafian to

plunder, spoil, rob
; see REAVE ?'.]

1. trans. To deprive, rob, strip, dispossess (a

person, etc., of a possession ; the latter orig. ex-

pressed by the genitive". Since fl6.so mostly of
immaterial possessions, life, hope, etc., except in

reference to the loss of relatives by death. (In
the former case bereft, in the latter bereaved, is more
usual in the pa. t. and pa. pple.)
c 888 K. ^ELFRED Roeth. v. 3 Heo hit ne ma;^ his xe-

wittes l)ereafian. c 1205 LAY. 2896 J>us wes has kmeriche '

of heora kinge biraued [1250 bireuedj. < 1400 Rom. Rose
6671 Lest they berafte . . Folk of her catel or of her thing.
1529 MORE Can/, agst. Trib. n. Wks. 1183/2 He hadde . .

byreued hym of hys rest. 1577 HARRISON England tl. xx.

330 Beereving some fruits of their kernels. 1596 SIIAKS.
Merc/i. V. in. ii. 177 Madam, you have bereft me of all

words. 1622 HEYLIN Cosinogr. i. (1682) 104 They bereaved
the women . .of the hair of their heads, a 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 17 That angel's face hath me of
rest bereaven. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 106 It is

there bereft of all its volatile parts. 1833 H. COLF.RIDGE
Poems L 143 Ere thy birth, of sire bereaven. 1841 DTsRAEU
Amen. Lit. (1867) 222 The accident which had bereaved
the father of his child.

t b. with at for of. Obs.

ri2oj LAY. 30311 Ic hine birauien wulle'at his baren
Hue [1250 bireaue. .of his bare Hue].

c. with double object (to bereave any one a

possession), the former probably at first dative.

In the passive the impersonal object was origin-

ally the subject, but in 1 7th c. either object might
be so used. arch.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 33 Hie him bireueden alle hise

riche weden. c 1200 ORMIN 2832 Himm wass hiss spseche
. .all birafedd. c 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 503 His sleep, his

mete, his drynk is him byraft. 1530 ELYOT Gtrz 1
. i. xii, Enuy

had..bireft hym his lyfe. 1557 K. A rth. (Copland) I. vii,

Many landes that were bereued lordes, knyghtes, ladyes and
gentylmen. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. i. 85 All your In-

terest in those Territories Is utterly bereft you. 1667 MIL-
TON P. L. x. 918 Bereaue me not. .thy gentle looks, thy aid.

1806 SCOTT Wandering Willie, All joy was bereft me the

day- that you left me.
2. To rob, plunder, despoil (a possessor) ;

to

deprive of anything valued ;
to leave destitute,

orphaned, or widowed. See also BEREAVED.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 79 Ho him bireueden and ho him fer-

wundeden. (1430 Hymns Yirg. (1867) 124, I was ofte be-

reyyd. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. xiv. (1632) 763 The
King bereauving enemies, to enrich his friends. 1867 G.
MACDONALD Poeins 10, I cry to thee with all my might
Because I am bereft.

1 3. To snatch away (a possession) ; to remove or

take away by violence. Obs.

(1320 Cast. Lone 1349 pe meste strengbe he al bi-reuede.
c 1386 CHAL'CER Sompn. T. 403 Who so wold us fro the
world byreve . . He wolde byreve out of this world the
sonne. 1571 NORTON & SACKV. GorboducK. i. (1847) 132
Whome no mishap . . could haue bereued hence, c 1600
Death Jane Seymour in Evans O. Ball. (1784) II. viii. 57
He from this joy was soon bereav'n. a 1617 BAYNE On Eph.
(16581 13 When the blessings of this life are bereaved. 1:1632
WITHER Brit. Rememb. 170 Have. .1 Like lezabelli oppressed
and bereav'n The poore mans portion. 1718 POPE Iliad
xx. 549 Thy life, Echechus ! next the sword bereaves,

f b. Const, from a possessor. Obs.
i 1440 Fartonope 3267 This craft Ye haue clene from me

beraft. f 1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 109 Fro
the thyrde [knight] he berafte his sholder with the arme.

1593 SHAKS. Liter. 835 From me by strong assault it is be-

ruft . 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist, lustine 1 19 a, They wold
Itereaue kingdomes from these kings in despight of them.

Bereaved (b/rrvd), ppl.a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

Deprived or robbed ; taken away by force
; spec.

deprived by death of a near relative, or of one
connected by some endearing tie.

.- . 1200 Notes to LAY. III. 447 Kenelm kine-bearn, Lib
under borne, Heafode bireavod. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. iv.

8 What can man's wisedome In the restoring his bereaued
sense? 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth III. 333 The distraction
of a bereaved father. 1858 J. MARTINEAU Stud. Chr. 194
Who. .bids bereaved affection weep no more.

Bereavement (b/r/~-vment). [f.
as prec. +

-MEXT.] The fact or state of being bereaved or

deprived of anything ; spec, as in prec.
1731 BAILEY II, Bereavement, a deprivation or being be-

reav'd or depriy'd of anything. 1827 HOR. SMITH Tor Hill
iL.) He bore his bereavement with stoical fortitude. 1858
J. MAHTINEAU Stud. L'/ir. 197 Total bereavement and utter
death of

joy.
1866 ALGER Solit. Nat. <y Man n. 40 Be-

reavement, in its essence, is always the loss of some object
accustomed to draw forth the soothing or cheering reactions
of the soul.

Bereaven (bftfVn), ///. a. arch. Also 7

bereiven. [On partial analogy of strong vbs.]

By-form of BEREAVED, occasional in the poets.
,/ 1619 DANIEL Ode in Arb. Garner III. 620 My field, of

flowers quite bereaven. 1848 LYTTON Harold i, As shep-
herd to thy bereaven flock,

Bereaver ^b/r/'-var. [f.
as prec. + -EH*.] One

who bereaves.

1592 WVHLEY Armoric 151 Ah filching death .. Bereauer
of my sole deliueraunce. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World n. 411
The bereaver being Lord of many. 1624 W. HALL Man's
Gt. Enemy in Farr's .V. P. (1848) 199 Of soule and bodie's

good hee's a bereauer.

Berea'ving, vM, sb. Also 6 byryvinge.
[f.

BEREAVE + -ING'.] The action of the vb. BE-
REAVE in various senses. Now only gerundial.
1529 MORE Ce-mf. agst. Trib. ill. Wks. 1232/2 The byryu-

inge from vs ofour wretched worldlye goodes. cidwDRUMM.
OF HAWTH. Hist. Jos. Ill, Wks. (171 1)45 After this violent

bereaving him of his wife. 1648 MILTON Tenure A'ings Wks.
1738 I. 315 The oppressing and bereaving of Religion and
their Liberty, ftlod. By bereaving him of his only son.

Berea'ving, ///. a. That bereaves.
1621 QI'ARLES hsther (1638 ' 102 This sense-bereaving Song.

Mod. The bereaving hand of death.

f Bere-bag. ME. form of bear-bag, whether
in sense of '

barley-bag
'

or of '

bag-bearer
'

(cf.

timi-key) ; applied opprobriously to the Scotch.

135* MINOT Poems ii. 17 Bere-bag with thi boste, thi big-

ing es bare. Ibid. i. 41 He brought meni bere-bag With
bow redy bent.

Berebus, bered, etc. : see BE- pref.
t Berede, v. Obs. Forms : 3 bireede(n,

-reade(n, 3-5 bi-, byrede(n, 4-6 berede. [f.

BE- 2 + rede, READ, to advise.]
trans. To advise, inform, counsel

;
to plan.

a 1225 Leg. Katli. 1235 |>e witti Wealdent. .bireadde [v.r.

biradde] hit swa swiSe wel. c 1313 SHOREHAM Poems 7 Bote
he thorwe hys sacrament Ous thos bi-redde. c 1330 Floriee

ff Bl. 435 Ne were thai nought aright birede. c 1350 Lyric
P. 41 Anon he was byrad To werk.

b. rejl. To advise or bethink oneself, deliberate.

c 1205 LAY. 31072 Ich me birjeden [1250 bireaden] wolde of

swulchere neode. 1*13x4 Gny ll'anv, 118 Therof thou most
birede the. 1530 PALSGR. 449/2, I wyll berede me first, and
then you shall nave your answere.

Bereft (b/re-ft), ///. a. [f. BEREAVE.]



BEREND.
1. Forcibly deprived, robbed, having lost the

possession or use of; void of.

1586 BRIGHT Melanch. xvii. 105 Man transported with
passion is utterly bereft of advisement. 1596 SHAKS. Taut.
Shr. v. ii. 143 A woman mou'd, is like a fountaine troubled
. .thicke, bereft of beautie. 1699 POMFRET Love triumph,
truer Reason 194 Not quite bereft Of sense, tho' very small
remains were left. 1858 J. MARTINEAU Xlnd. Chr. 108 A
pinched and anxious mind bereft of power.

t 2. Taken away, removed, quite gone. Obs.

1531 ELYOT Gtrv. in. xxiii. Deade or birefte from the minde.
3. Deprived of a near relation, BEREAVED, rare.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth, The helpless and bereft father.

fBere-ft, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec.] By-form of
BEREAVE : to deprive.
'557 RECORUE Wlietst. Aiij, Toberefte the realrne ofsome

singulare commoditie. 1564 HAWAKD Eutropim To Rdr.
6 That Tully should, .bereft y Grecians of theyr exactnesse
in all sciences.

Berein, -reyn, obs. forms of BEKAIN v.

Berel, bereel, obs. forms of BERYL.
Berelepe, variant of BEARLEPE, Obs., a basket.

Berend (bfre-nd), v. [f. BE- 2 + REND v.} trans.
To rend or tear badly. Hence Bere'nt///. a.

1582 BRETON Dolor. Disc, in Hclicoaia I. 119 Who all

berent, dooth chaunge among the breares. 1596 \V. SMITH
Clitoris 11877! 9 Then red with ire, her tresses she berent.
1608 R. JOHNSON Stru. Champions 66 With limbes and mem-
bers all to berent and torne.

Berene, variant of BERNE, Obs., man of valour.

Bareness, variant of BURINESS. Obs.

Berengelite vbn-e-rjgebit). Min. A variety
of asphalt from St. Juan de Berengela in Peru.

Berenice's hair (berensi-s/z hea . [f. Bere-

nice, name of the wife of Ptolemy Euergetcs, king
of Egypt, (-248 B.C., whose hair, vowed by her to

Venus, was said to have been stolen from the

temple of the goddess, and afterwards taken to

heaven and placed in a constellation.] The name
of a small northern constellation of indistinct stars

situated near the tail of Leo ; formerly of the
southern star Canopus.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 34 Neither hath Italy a sight of

Canopus, named also Berenices haire. 1714 POPE Rapt-
Lock \. 129 Not Berenice's locks first rose so bright, The
heav'ns bespangling with dishevell'd light. 1868 L.OCKVER
Heavens led. 31 572 In Berenice's Hair most of the stars
are visible to the naked eye.

Berere, obs. form of BEARER.
Beres, impers. variant of BIB, v. Obs. to behove.

Beresite i be-r/sait). Min. See quot. 1879.
1849 MURCHISON Siluria xix. 454 The shaft traverses a

mass called 'beresite.' 1879 WAITS Diet. Client. I. 580
Beresite is a fine-grained granite, .occurring at Beresowsk
in the Ural.

il Beret, berret (bt-rj, be-ret). [Fr. ; ad. Bear-
nese berreto = Catal. barct, Pr. birret : late L.
birretum cap : see BIRETTA.] A round flat woollen

cap worn by the Basque peasantry ; also, a clerical

biretta, and a cap named from it.

1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Almost. Ord. (18631 211 The
four-cornered cap or beret, worn by the Augustine canons.
1862 H. MARRYAT Yr. in Sweden II. 334 With plumed beret
and costume of the time. 1864 Mag. for Young 47 Dressed
in the usual blouse and berret of the peasants. 1883 Har-
per's Mag. 684/2 His crimson beret with its cock's feather.

be_re barley + wlc dwelling, habitation, village,

place.] A demesne farm
;

= BARTON (in sense 3).
[1060 Chart. Edw.Conf. in Thorpe's Diploin Angl.(iZ6$)

382 Hoc est Uppwude cum Ravelega berewico suo.] 1809
BAWDWEN tr. Domesday Bk. 10 To this manor belong n
berewicks. 1863 Cornhill Mag., Domesday Bk. Oct. 609 A
hamlet or member of a manor was often called a Berwick
(literally, corn-farm).

Berey, obs. form of BERAY.
Berfrai, -fray, -frey, obs. forms of BELFRY.

Berg (boag), [from ICEBERG, a. Ger. cisberg
ice-mountain.] Short for iceberg: A (floating)
mountain or mass of ice

; (only used when ice is

mentioned or understood in the context).
1823 BYRON Island iv. iv, Steep, harsh, and slippery as a

berg of ice. 1830 LYELL Prine. Ceol. (18751 1. 1. vi. 106 Ice-
drifted fragments which have been dropped in deep water
by melting bergs. 1847 TENNYSON Princess iv. 53 Glitter-

ing bergs of ice. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 163 The finer
detritus which the berg carries.

b. Comb., as berg-field, an expanse of ice

covered with bergs.
1856 KANE A ret. Kxp. I. xxiii. 284 On quitting the berg,

field, they saw two dovekies in a crack.

Berg, obs. form of BARROW U
BeTgamask. Also 6 Bergomask, 7 Bur-

gomaske. [ad. It. Bergamasco of Bergamo.]
1 1. Bergomask dance : a rustic dance, framed in

imitation ol the people of Bergamo (a province in

the state of Venice), ridiculed as clownish in their

manners and dialect. Nares.

1590 SHAKS. Midi. A7, v. 360 Will it please you. .to heare
a Bergomask dance.. Come, your Burgomaske.
2. A native or inhabitant of Bergamo.
1601 MARSTON Ant. <y Mellida i. Introd., A wealthie

811

mountbanking burgomasco's lieire of Venice. 1821 BYRON
Doge of Vat. iv. ii. 295 'Tis a certain Bertram. .Doge. Ber-
tram, the Bergamask.

Bergamot J
(b5-jgam<rt). Also 7-8 burg-,

bourgamot, 8 burgemott. [App. from Bergamo,
the Italian town.]

I. 1. A tree of the orange and lemon kind
(Citrus Bcrgamia) ; from the rind of the fruit a

fragrant oil is prepared, called Essence of Berga-
mot. Also attrib., as in berganiol-orange, -tree.

1696 I. and. Gaz. No. 3196/4 A parcel of Orange and liur-

gamot Trees. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs 1 . 1 50 That which
bears the Name of the Cedre or Bourgamot. 1876 HAKLEY
Mat. Mcd. 696 The Bergamot . . is regarded by Gallecio
as a hybrid between tile orange and lemon.
2. The essence extracted from the fruit.

1766 ANSTEY Bath. Guide iii. 67 Bring thy Essence Pot,
Amber, Musk, and Bergamot. 1829 THACKERAY Bk. Snot's
Wks. IX. 380 The worthy dealer in bergamot. 1850 __
Pcndcnnis xiv. (1884) 123 A delightful odour of musk and
bergamot was shaken through the house.

t 3. Snuff scented with bergamot. Also atti ib.

1706 Songs Costume (1849) 201 A wig that's full, An empty
skull, A box of burgamot. 1715 Lend. Gaz. No. 530-1/4 Fine
Portugal. .Burgemolt, and Orangcre Snnffs. 1716 CIB&EK
Love makes Man iv. iv. 66, I first introduced myself with
a single Pinch of Bergamot. 1785 COWI-ER Task n. 452 The
better hand, more busy, gives the nose Its bergamot.
4. A kind of mint (Mcnt/ia citrata) from which

is obtained an oil, the odour of which resembles
essence of bergamot. Wild Bergamot (in U. S.),
Monardafistulosa.
1858 lloc,a Veg, Kiiigd. 575 Bergamot Mint (ill. ci/ra/al

has an odour of citron or lemon. 1866 Tretis. Hot. I. 137
Bergamot, Mcntha eilrata or odorata.

II. 5. A woven fabric or tapestry composed of
a mixture of flock und hair, said to have been
first produced at Bergamo in Italy.
1882 Hl'XK Draper s Diet. 19 Bergamot, a common tapes-

try, made of ox and goats' hair with cotton or hemp.

Bergamot -
(bougampt). Also 7 bargamot,

bergamy, -amote, -ume, burgamet, -my, 7-8
burgamot. [a. F. bcrgamatte, ad. It. berqaiiiotla.

app. a popular perversion of Turkish beg-armfidi
'

prince's pear, Bergamot
'

; cf. the German name
Furstenbirnt^ A line kind of pear. Also attrib.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Conntr. Farm 417 The best..

perrie is made of. . Bargamot. 1677 GREW Aunt. Plants l\ .

ill. ii. i A Burgamy, or other soft and sweet Pear, e 1680
Crys ofLondon in ttagford Ball. I. 115 Do you want any
damsons or Bergume Pare? 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Gcorg. n.

127 Bergamotes and pounder Pears. 1824 Miss MITKOKU
Village Ser. i. (1863) 48 A pelting shower of stony bcrga-
mots. 1868 LONGF. Fate. Fedcrigo 210 The juicy bergamot.
Bergan, -gayne, obs. forms of BARGAIN sb.

Be-rga'nder. Qrnith. Ois.oii.Jial. Forms:
7 burgander, brigander, 7-8 birgander, S

bergender, 6- bargander, bergander. [Of
uncertain derivation : pcrh. f. ME. her) shelter,
burrow (see BERRY sb.- ; and cf. bergh, berglunan,
bennan, barman} + GANDER : cf. the synonyms
burrow-duck. Da. grav-gaas. The word has how-
ever a curious resemblance to the North Fris.

name barg-aaitd (Borkum), Du. berg-ccnd, G. berg-
cnte 'mountain-duck,' the analysis of which is of
course altogether different.] An old name (ap-
parently still lingering on the Northumbrian coast)
of the Sheldrake, Tadorna vulpanser (Leach), a
bird related to the duck and goose, which inhabits
the seashore and breeds in rabbit-holes or burrows,
whence also called by some authors burrcnu-duck.
1544 TURNER Avium Hist. 23 Nostrates [i.e. Northum-

brians] hodie bergandrum nominant (margin, A berganderl.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 79 Bargander, 7'iilpanccr. 1572 BOSSE-
WELL Artnorie m. 20 The Bergander is a byrde of the kinde
of Geese, somewhat longer, and bigger then a Ducke. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 281 Of the Geese kind are the Birganders
named Chelanopeces, 1611 COTGR., Cravant, the small

Goose, or Goose-like fowle, tearmed, a Brigander. a 1682
SIR T. BROWNE Wks. (Bohn) III. 509 Burganders. .common
in Norfolk, as abounding in vast and capacious warrens. 1753.

CHAMBERS Cyel. Snpp., Bergander, a name by which some
have called the shell-drake or burrough-duck. 1783 AINS-
WORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell) I, Bergender (fowl), Ynlpanser..

A birgander (bird 1

, Vulpinser. 1879 JOHNS Brit. Birds
608 Bargander, the Sheldrake.

Bergantine : see BRIGANTINE.
1555 EDEN Decades IV. hid. (Arb.) 108 Twoo smaule

shyppes commenly cauled bergantines or brygantynes.

Bergell, -ill : see BERGLE.
i Bc'rger. Obs. rare- 1

. [?a. F. berg'ere a

neglige style of dressing the hair: see Littre.]
' A name given to a curl of hair as worn by ladies,

temp. Chas. II.' (Planche) ; 'a plain small Lock
(a la Shepherdcsse} tum'd up with a Puff.' J-'op
Diet, ififjo.

1690 EVKLVN Miindtts Mnl. 6 Nor Cruches she, nor Con-
fidents, Nor Passagers, nor Bergers wants.

Bergeret, etymol. sp. of BABGERET, Obs., pas-
toral.

llBergfall (be-rx^fal, bS'jgfgl). [Ger. berg-
fall fall of a mountain.] The ruinous fall of a
mountain peak or crag, an avalanche of stones.

1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. xiv. S 5. 180 Terrific and
fantastic forms of precipice ; not altogether without danger,

BERIBERI.
as has been fearfully demonstrated by many a '

bergfall
1

among the limestone groups of the Alps. 1862 Peaks, Passes,
ff Glae. II. x. 202 It is the wildest scene of desolation I ever
saw ; the celebrated bergfall of the Diablcrets cannot at all

compare with it.

t Bergh, bei-,e, berwe, v. Obs. Forms :

i beorxan, 2-4 ber3e(n. Also 2-3 berejen,
birejen, bure3en(),buruwen, Orm. berrshenn,
3 berwen. Pa. t. i bears, 2-3 bars, 3 barw.
Pa. pple. i borsen, 2-4 borjen, 3 Orm. borrj-
henn, borejen, iboreuwen, iboruwen, ibor-
hen. [Common Tent. : OE. beorxan (-.bergan,= OS. (gi)bergan (MDu. btrghen, Du. bergen"\,
OIIG. bergan (MUG. and mod.G. bergeif), ON.
/y'a/ya.Goth. bairgan:)1z\A.'*berg-an to protect,
shelter, to shut in for protection or preservation.]
To give shelter

;
to protect, preserve ;

to deliver,
save. (Orig. with da/., which was afterwards
treated as direct obj.).
a 1000 . Indreas (Greint 1540 Weras. .woldon feore beor-

xan. i looo Ags. Psalter xvi[i]. 8 Beorh me. swa swa man
byrhS bam aiplum on his ea^um. (1175 Lamb. Hem. 39
penne burejest bu here saule. .from ban ufek- dea3e. c 1200
Trin. Coll. lloin. 61 Min red is bat we berwen us wi5 edi
of bese bre duntes. cuoo ORMIN 4394 pu ne mihht nohht
borqhenn ben. am$A>icr. R. 162 Tu schal beon iboni-
wen. i 1250 Cen. f, Kx. 1330 Oc angel.. bar? oe child fro
Be dead, a 1300 llarclok 697 Betere us ib. . to He, And ber-
wen bothen ure Hues. Ibid. 2022 God self barw him wel.

1340 Aycub. 251 He bet him wille ber^e.
The weak pa. t. and pa. pple. bcryhcd, so fre-

quent in the Northern Psalter, are ascribed by
Matzner to a distinct vb. beryhien, berjicii, which
he compares with ON. byrgja (

= Eng. bury), but
this appears to be very doubtful : OX. bjarga has
itself weak inflexions from an early period in

Norway (Vigf.).
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xliii. [iv]. 4 Xe bar urine beryhed

bam ai. Ibid. x.\xii[ij. 17 Swikel hors. .of his might noght
beryhed es.

t Bergh, sb. Obs. [OE. bcorg, h-oi/i protec-
tion, shelter,' only in compounds as sciir-bcorg ;

f. the verb.] Protection, shelter. Hence Be'rgh-
less a., shelterless, unprotected.

|c 1000 Ags. Ps. xlv[i], i Dryhten ys ure sebeorh.l c 1250
Gen. <y E.v. 926 Din bur? and tin \vener ic ham. IHd. 3040
Al oat it fond Berries, it slo^e in oat lond.

Bergh, obs. form of BARROW st. 1 a hill.

t Be'rgher. Obs. In 4 berjere, beryher. [f.

BKKGH v. + -EU 1
.] A protector, deliverer, saviour.

(11300 I-:. L. Psalter lxi[i]. 7 He cs mi God and my
beryher al. [1598 TATE in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 5 I have
David's Psalms in very old Metre, and, in the 25th Psalm,
Bericher is used for a Saviour.]

Berghman, -master, -mote : see BEKMAN,
BARMASTEK, -MOOT.

tBe'rgier. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. f.berger peasant,

shepherd.] A peasant, a woodman.
1480 CA.XTON Ovid s Met. XL xi, And for the prouflyle

the bergier norysshed hym wel and diligently.

Bergle (baug'l). Also bergell, -gill. [Perh.
tlie same word as BERGYLT : Jamieson refers it lo

ON. berg rock.] The name of a rock-fish, the

Wrasse, in Orkney.
1803 G. BARRY Orkney 1st. 389 JAM.) The Wrasse . . has

here got the name of tergle. 1795 Statist. Ace. Scot. XIV.
314 Fish, .called in this country milds, bergills.

Bergmannite (bs-jgmanait). Min.
[f. Berg-

mann (name of a mineralogist) +-ITE.] A variety
of Natrolite, white or red in colour, occurring
massive, or in prisms, in southern Norway.
1811 PINKERTON Petral. I. 291 The most celebrated rock

of this denomination is the Grison, or Bergmanite. 1880
DANA Min. 427 Crocalite. .is a red zeolite, identical with
the bergmannite of Laurvig.

Bergomask : see BERGAMASK.

Bergy (bo-jgi), a. [f. BEEG + -yi.] A-

bounding in icebergs ; of the nature of an iceberg.
1856 KANE Arct. E.rp. I. iii. 32 The bergs which infest

this region, and which have earned for it. .the title of the
'

Bergy Hole.' 1876 DAVIS Polaris Exp. xi. 266 A con-
siderable bergy mass of ice.

Bergylt, bergnylt (baugilt). rjamieson
refers it to ON. berg rock ; cf. BERGLE.]
1. The name of a fish, the Black Goby, in Shet-

land, and elsewhere.

1809 EDMONSTONE Zctl. II. 310 (JAM.) Black Goby .. is

called bcrguylt in Zetland.

2. The Norwegian haddock or Sea Perch (Se-
bastes Norvegicnf), an arctic fish, found occasion-

ally on the coasts of Scotland.

1838 Proe. Berw. A'at. Club I. 170 Seorp.eiia nort>egien,
Cuvier Sea Perch, Penn. The Bergylt, Yarrell. 1883 Morn.
Post 20 June 6/5 Central Fish Market : A large supply of
fish, -bergylt, a,d. per Ib.

Ber^e, obs. form of BEHGH, BERHY, BARROW.
Berhegor, vaiiant of BEEREGAH, Obs.

Berhom, obs. form of BAHGHAM.

Berhyme : see BERIME.

Serial, -alle, obs. forms of BERYL, BURIAL.

llBe'ribe'ri. Med. Also beriberia. [A Cinga-
lese word, f. beri weakness: the reduplication being
intensive.] An acute disease generally presenting

102-2
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dropsical symptoms, with paralytic weakness* and

numbness of the legs, prevalent in many parts of

India.

1879 KHORZ Princ. Mcd. 84 In beriberi there is scurvy

from the first. 1884 YULE Anglo-lnd. Gloss, s.v., In 1879

the total number of beri-beri patients, .amounted to 9873.

f Bericorn. 06s. Prob. = bere-corn barley-

corn, or the variety called bigg : see BEAR sb."

1184-1355 in Rogers Agric. f, Pr. II. 173-7- See also

I. 222.

Berid, variant of BERRIED ///. a.

Beri'de (Wrei-d), v. Also 3 biride(n. [OL.
bcrldan f. BE- + ridan to RIDE.]

f 1. trans. To ride around ;
to beset with horse-

men. Obs.
a 1000 Thorpe's Laws I. 90 (Bosw.) Dzt he his san

beride. c 1205 LAV. 10739 Bruttes ba burjen gunnen bm-
den [c 1250 bi-ride].

2. To ride by the side of (ots.) ;
to ride upon,

infest.

1600 D'URFEY Collin's Walk n. (D.) Those two that there

beride him, And with such graces prance beside him. 1848

in Proc. Benu. Nat. Club. II. vi. 300 When an insect so

beridden is taken up, the mites disperse.

Berie, obs. form of BURGH, BURY.

Berie^le.berien, obs. forms of BURIAL, BURY.

Berig, obs. form of BOKOUGH.

Beriglia, berilla, obs. forms of BARILLA.

Beriing, beril, obs. forms of BURYING, BERYL.

t Berima-ncorn. Obs. [Prob. f. here, BEAR, sb?

barley, mang mixture, and corn
;

cf. BERICORN.]
A mixed crop of barley and some other grain.

t9 in Rogers Agric. $ Prices II. 177. See also I. 222.

Berime, berhyme (bfrei-m), v. [f.
BE- 4

and 6 + RIME.]
1. trans. To compose rimes about, to celebrate

in rime ; often, to lampoon.
1589 Almondfor Parrat 42 Another while hee would all

to berime Doctour Perne. .and make a by word of his bald

pate. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. III. ii. 186, I was neuer so be-

rim'd ^ince Pythagoras time that I was an Irish Rat. 1790

WOLCOTT (P. Pindari Adv. Future Laurent Wks. 1812 II.

333 Rush loyal to berhyme a King and Queen. 1824 W.
IRVING T. Trait. I. 260 Some glowing lines, in which I be-

rhymed the little lady.

2. To compose in rime, put into rime.

1801 W. TAVLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 382
The ladies

cannot endure the metre of
' Thallaba

'

. . Berime it, and they

will bepraise it.

t Beri'ne, v. Obs. rare. [f. BE- : + RINE :

OE. hrinan to touch ; cf. AT-RINE.] trans, and

intr. To touch
;

fall upon, fall.

111300 K. Horn n Fairer ne mihte non beo born Ne no

rein upon birine Ne sunne upon bischine. Harl. MS.
For reyne ne myhte byryne . . Feyrore child ben he was.

Bering e, obs. form of BEARING, BURYING.

Beringed, beringleted, berinse, etc. : see BE-.

tBeri'Sp, v. Obs. [a. Fl. berispen, in same

sense.] To censure, reprove. (Only in Caxton).

1481 CAXTON Reynard (1844) 136, I can not telle it so wel,

but that he shal beryspe me.

t Berk, v. Obs. [Variant of BARK v2 4.] trans.

To clot, make matted. Hence BERKIT///. a.

a ,550 Christis Kirke Cr. \x, Bludy berkit wes thair herd.

1641 H . BEST Farm. Bks. ( 1856] 1 1 Theire excrementes which

berke togeather theire tayles and hinder partes.

Berk- in various words : see BAIIK-.

Berkeleian (bajklranl, a. and sb. [f.
name

of Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne (died 1753), a

celebrated philosopher who denied the objective or

independent existence of the material world.]

A. adj. Of or originating with Berkeley. B. sb.

A follower or disciple of Berkeley. Hence Berke-

lei'anism, Be-rkeleyism, the philosophical opi

nions held by Berkeley and his followers.

1860 MANSEL Prolegom. Log. v. 145 Taking the Berkleian

theory in its whole extent. 1878 J. FISKE in N. Amer. Re;'.

CXXVI. 32 Materialists, as a rule, have not mastered the

Berkeleian psychology. 1804 Edin. Rev. IX. 158 The

reasoning of the Berkeleians. 1830 MACKINTOSH Progr.

Etk. Philos. 6 11862! 269 His adoption of Berkeleiamsm is

a proof of an unprejudiced and acute mind. 1864 J. H.

NEWMAN Apol. 78 The connexion of this philosophy of reli-

gion with what is sometimes called
'

Berkeleyism
' has been

mentioned. 1881 Atkeuatum 30 July I37/1 Whether the

mind will not at last be driven into actual Berkeleyisra.

t Berkyne. Obs. Also berekyn [perh. bere-

kyn, i. e. beer-kind, any kind of beer.]

1436 Pol. Poems (t8sQ) II. 169 That twoo Fflemmynges
togedere Wol undertake . . Or they rise onys, to drinke a

barelle fulle of gode berkyne [f. r. here, berekyn].

Berlady,berlaken:-see BYRLADY, BYRLAKIN.

Berlaw, -man, obs. form of BYHLAW, -MAN.

Berlepe, variant of BEARLEAP, carrying basket.

c 1330 HAMPOLE Ps. lxxx[i]. 6 Berlepe [v. r. here lepe]. .

that is a vessel in thewhilke the iwes bare mortere in egipt.

Berley, -lik, obs. forms of BARLEY.

Berlin (baulin, baili-n). [The name of the

capital of Prussia, used attrib., and transferred to

things that come or were supposed to come

thence.]
1. An old-fashioned four-wheeled covered carriage,

with a seat behind covered with a hood. [Abo

812

Betline from Fr. ;
so in Ger. Introduced by an

officer of the Elector of Brandenburg, c 1670.]

1731 SWIFT Anno. Simile Wks. 1755 IV. I. 222 Jealous

Juno ever snarling, Is drawn by peacocks in her berlm.

1746 CHESTERF. Lett. I. cxiii. 307 Your distresses in your

journey . . and your broken Berline. 1850 ALISON Hut.

Europe II. vi. 79. 75 They entered a berline which was

ready harnessed by M. de Fersen's care.

2. Short for
' Berlin wool.'

1881 Girls O-um Paper II. 420/3 Any of the Scotch fin-

gering yarns are too thin, but double Berlin, .will do.

3. Short for
' Berlin Glove': A knitted glove (of

Berlin wool).
1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz, Tuggses at Ramsgate, A fat man

in black tights, and cloudy Berlins. Itid. Astfoys,The

dirty white Berlin Gloves.

4. Attrib. or Comb., as Berlin black, a black

varnish used for coating the better kinds of iron-

ware ; Berlin blue = PRUSSIAN BLUE, or the finest

kind of it
;
Berlin castings, ornamental objects

imported from Prussia, of Berlin iron, a very

fusible quality of iron, smelted from bog-ore, con-

taining much phosphorus, and suitable for casting

figures and delicate articles, which are often lac-

quered or bronzed ;
Berlin, ware, an earthenware

of a quality which resists the action of most

chemical re-agents ;
Berlin warehouse, a shop

or repository for Berlin wool and similar fancy

wares ;
Berlin wool, a fine dyed wool used for

knitting, tapestry, and the like
;
Berlin work,

fancy work in Berlin wool, worsted embroidery.

Berlin, -ling, var. of BIRLIXG, a galley.

1815 SCOTT Guy M. v, The Highlanders, that came here

in their berlings.

I Berli'na, -inc. Obs. [It. in same sense.]

[1598-1611 FLOKIO, Berlina, Berlino [Italian], a pillerie;

Also a cucking-stool, heretofore called a tombrelj.] 1605

B. JONSON Volpone v. xii, To mount (a Paper Pinned on

thy Breast) to the Berlino. [1824 BARETTI Ital. Diet., Ber-

lina, pillory.]

t Be'rling. Obs. [ME. f. bere, BEAR sbl +

-LING : cf. ME. derling, now darling little dear.

A modern bearling formed afresh from bear is of

course possible.] A little bear, a bear's cub.

1399 LANGL. Rick. Redeles in. 96 Tho' all the berlingis

brast out at ones.

Berm (bairn). Also 8-9 berme, gbirm. [a. *.

herme, a. MDu. and Ger. berme, in mod.Du. berm,

in same sense ; prob. cognate w. ON. barmr brim,

edge, border of a river, the sea, etc.]

1. A narrow space cr ledge ; esp. in for/if, a

space of ground, from 3 to 8 feet wide, sometimes

left between the ditch and the base of the parapet.

1729 SHELVOCKE Artillery iv. 197 Round which shall be

formed a Berm or Ledge, for the conveniently ranging of

certain Paper Tubes or Cases. 1775 R. MONTGOMERY in

Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) I- 47 BV tne time we ar~

rived there, the fraise around the berme would be destroyed,

the rampart in a ruinous state. 1816 C. JAMES Mil. Diet.

(ed. 4) 248/2 Berm .. is to prevent the earth from rolling into

the ditch, and serves likewise to pass and repass. As it is

in some degree advantageous to the enemy, in getting

footing, most of the modern engineers reject it. 1850 ALI-

SON Hist. Europe X. Ixviii. 49. 335 The ladders, .enabled

them to reach an intermediate ledge or berm.
_

2. Berm-bank, the bank of a canal opposite the

towing-path. [? Actually used only in U. S. A.]

1854 N. fy Q' Ser. i. X. 12/2 [A writer from Philadelphia]

The bank of a canal opposite to the towing-path is called

the birm-bank. 1877 Engineer 3 Aug. 89/1 To lay a rail

upon the berme bank (the bank opposite the towing pathl.

i Berm(e, v. Obs. [ME. berm-en, f. berme,

BARM sb:1- An earlier form of BARM v.]

trans. To work out, as barm: to purge out.

1-1315 SHOREHAM Poems 15 Ine the foreheved the crouche

a set Felthe of fendes to bermi. c 1440 Promf. Parv. 32

Bermyn or spurgyn as ale, sputtw.

Berm(e, obs. form of BARM.

t Be'rman 1
. Obs. [OE. bserman, i. bsr BIER,

bcr-an to bear + MAN.] A bearer, carrier, or porter.

ciooo J<ELFRIC Josh. iii. 15 pa baermenn jesetton heora

fottest. c 1205 LAY. 3317 We habbet bermen '. & birles mowe.

,11300 Havelok 876 pe bermen let he alle ligge, And bar be

mete to be castel. Ibid. 885 Bermen, bermen, hider swibe !

tBe'rman 2
. Obs. rare. [f.tergAmatt,c(.Ger.

berginaun miner ;
see BARMASTER.] A miner.

1677 PLOT Oxfordfh. 59 Without the advice of ancient

and experienced Bermen.

t BeTmother. Obs. [f.
BEAR v. (OE. beran,

ME. bere) + MOTHER : possibly after Ger. gebar-

miilter, in same sense.] The womb or uterus.

1527 ANDREW Bruns-Myke's Distyll. Waters N v, Water

of nettles .. is good for the bermoder [v. r. ber mother] whan

she pussheth upwarde.

Bermuda (bainuJ'da, -mitt-da). The name of a

group of islands in the N. Atlantic ; hence a variety

of cigar, or rolled tobacco. Bermuda grass,

name in U. S. of Cynodon Dactylon, a kind of

grass growing on a sandy seashore.

t 1640 [SHIRLEY] Capt. Underwit iv.ii. in O. /Y.dBBalll.

38 1 Will you take Tobacco in the Roll ? here is a whole ship-

lading of Bermudas. 1879 A'fai Orleans Paper, An inquiry

comes to us about Bermuda-grass. Ibid. Bermuda is em-

phatically a Southern grass, .adapted to a hot climate.

Bern(e, obs. form of BAIRN, BARN, BURN.

BERNETE.

Bernacle, -icle, bernag, -nak(e, variant and

early forms of BARNACLE.
Bernard, variant of BARNARD.

Bernardine (ba-inlidin), a. Of or pertaining

to St. Bernard
i,
abbot of Clairvaux in 1115), or to

the monastic order bearing his name. sb. A monk
of this order ;

a Cistercian.

1676 BULLOKAR, Bernardines, a certain Order of Monks, so

called from their first Founder. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav.

France 41 Pass a convent of Bernardine monks. 1797 HOL-

CROFT Stoloerg's Trav. II. xlvi. (ed. 2) no One of these

temples, .is. .become the church of the Bernardines. 1864

Gcntl. Mag. CXXXIV. n. 25 The Bernardine reform soon

spread to this country.

tBerne. Obs. Forms: I biorn, 1-3 beorn, 3-6

bern(e, 'burn(e. Also 3 beam, 3-4 bieren, 4

beern(e, berene, biern(e, byern(e, buirn,

buyrn(e, beurn, bourne, borne, 4-5 beryn,

buern(e, barn(e, 5 byrne, birn(e, buirn(e.

[OE. beorn, earlier biorn (\-*berii)
'

warrior, hero,

man of valour,' hence ' man '

pre-eminently, vir,

avrjp ;
a word exclusively poetical ;

of disputed

origin. The ME. forms were very varied ; the

most common midland type in I4th c. was burn(e ;

after 1400 the word was retained chiefly in the

north, where it was a favourite term of alliterative

poetry ;
in the form berne it survived in Scotch

till after 1550. In some of its spellings it was

occasionally confounded with forms of BAIRN, and

BARON ; with the latter it was often actually inter-

changed : see quots. 1205, 1300.

Phonetically, OE. beorn ' man of valour
'

answers exactly

to ON. bjorn, gen. bjarnar,
' bear '(: OTeut. bernit-z, the

Celtic representative of which Prof. Rhys sees in the Gaulish

proper name Brennus) ;
but the ON. word has never the sense

of '

warrior,' while the OE. has never that of
'

bear.
' To this,

however, a striking analogy is offered by the case of Ot.

eofor, ON. jf/iirr C OTeut. eturo-z = 'L. ap.'r;, which

has in Old English only the sense of
' wild boar,' in ON.

only that of '

warrior, hero.' The use of the name of a

fierce animal as a fig. appellation for
'

warrior, brave,' seems

very natural, and the fact that OE. beorn belonged only to

the language of poetry and is never found in prose, suggests

that it was a word ofwhich the literal sense was lost, and only

a figurative one traditionally retained. Nevertheless some

eminent Teutonic scholars doubt the identification, borne

have considered the word to be an early variant of bearn,

BAIRN, or at least a cognate derivative of beran to BEAR.

Mr. H. Bradley has suggested the possibility of connecting

it with the British root of Beornice Bernicia, Welsh try-

neick, and of Welsh brenhin king ;
but the nature of the

connexion is not apparent.]

A warrior, a hero, a man of valour; in later use,

simply one of the many poetic words for
' man.'

Beowulf 5111 Biorn under beorge bordrand onswaf. 937

Ball. Brunanburk in O.E. Ckron., Gelpan ne borfte beorn

blanden-feax. e 1205 LAY. 16923 jEueraelche eorle & aeuer-

a:lche beorne [1250 euch eorl and barun). a 1300 Cursor M.

7 Brut bat bern [v. r. berne, baroun] bald of hand, pe first

conquerour of Ingland. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxxxix.[xl]

2 Fra ivel man ;
Fra wike bieren outake me on-an. c 1325

E. E. Allit. P. A. 616 Where wystez bou euer any bourne

abate Ibid. B. 80 Bobe burnez & burdez, be better and be

wers. Ibid. C. 302 Ay sykerly he herde pe bygge borne on

his bak. Ibid. C. 340 He brakez vp be buyrne, as bede hym
oure lorde. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1708 per as burnes were

busy bestes to hulde. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xi. 353 i>

heighe bere neither buirn \v. r. burn, barne, barn] ne beste

may her briddes rechen. ?<il4oo Morte Arth. 1391 Than

a ryche mane of Rome relyede to his byerns. r 1400 Deslr.

Troy vil. 2887 Ffairest be ferre of
^his^fre

buernes. 1:1400

1420

A

Roland^237 He bad no bern be so bold upon mold. Cl

Rowland $ Ot. 1416 Thay brittenede many a heryn. fl.

tattirs ofA rtk. x, Then this byrne braydet owte a brand,

nd the body bidus. Ibid, xiv, Quen birdus and birnys ar

besy the aboute. -1465 Ckevy Chase Iviii, A bolder barne

was never born. ^1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 310 A squire

come, and with him bernys four. 1515 Scot. r*Joo
in

Cketkam Misc. II, There was never burne borne, that day

bare him better. 1528 LVNDESAY Dremc 919 We saw a

boustius berne cum ouir ye bent,

t Be'rner. Obs. [a. OF. berner (bernier, bre-

nier) feeder of hounds, huntsman, f. bran bran ;

cf. brenerie duty to provide bran to feed the

hounds of the feudal lord ;
also med.L. bernarius,

(explained by Hearne as keeper of a berne or

'bear).'] An attendant in charge of a pack of

hounds.
a. 1425 Master of Came (MS. Bodl. 546) Every man . . saf

the berners on foote and the chacechyens . . sholde stonden

afront. .with roddes. 1601 F. TATE House/,. Ord. t.dm.11,

S7 (1876) 45, Fiftene buck houndes and one berner. l

res'dew of the doges and the other berner shal be at tl

kinges costes.

fBe'rnet. Obs. Law. In I bcernet, -nytte,

1-3 bernet. [OE. bsrnet, f. bxrnan to burn.]

Burning, combustion ; hence, the crime of arson.

Retained as a technical archaism in the Laws of

Henry I, whence in I7th c. law dictionaries.

r looo JLKRIC Gen. xxii. 9 He wudu Jelogode . . to his sunn

bairnytte. ciooo Cnufs Sec. Lams 65 Husbryce and

hairnet . .is botleas. c 1.50 Leg. Hen. Primi c. 1281 (Schmidt

4441 Quaedam non possunt emendarl, quae sunt : hus-

breche et bernet. [ In COWELL and other Law Diets, as an

obs. term.]

t Be rnete. Obs. [ad. L. wrnetum (through

mediffival form bernetum)] ? Fallow ground

ploughed in spring.
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f 1420 I'liUad. on llusb. iv. 48 Bernetea thai belli made in

Janyveer Goode tyme it is
fortp repete hem heer.

Bernoo, bernous, variants of BURNOUS.

Bernston, obs. form of BRIMSTONE.

Beret (b/Vb)> U- BE- 2 + ROB.] To rob.

1340 Ayenb. 39 Robberes . . bet berobbe> pe pilgrimes.

c 1515 BARCLAY Egloge i. 1 1570) A ij/4 He hath small reason

i ye thus berobbert arre. 1855 Si:

After. .Achilles him Berobbed of life.

II Beroe (be'nv). Zool. [a. L. Beroe, Gr. 0fpvrj,

name of a daughter of the mythical Oceanus.]

A genus of small, gelatinous, marine animals classed

by Huxley among the Coelenterata ; they swim

freely in the sea, and are phosphorescent at night.

1769 Phil. Trans. LIX. 144 The beroe is a marine animal

found on our coasts. 1835 KIRBY Hob. # Inst. A nim. I. vi.

198 [The gelatines] as well as the beroe, are said to form

part of the food of the whale. 1883 Harper's Mag. Jan.
1 8 1/2 The heroes are perhaps ihe most familiar.

tBero'gue, v. Ots. [f.
BE- 5 b + ROGUE.]

trans. To call ( one) a rogue, to abuse.

1673 CLEVELAND Wks. (1687) 236 Kick a poor Lacquey,
and berogue the Cook. 1682 2nd Plea Nonconf. 45 To hear

a zealous Ignorant be-rogue and damn the House-Preachers.

"'733 NORTH Exam. i. li. Fiss. 117 After these Intrigues,

who wonders that Hayns. .should be so berogued.

Beroll, be-Koscius, berouged, beround, be-

row, etc : see BE- pref.

Beronnen, -yn, pa. pple. of BERUN v. Obs.

Berour, obs. form of BEAREII.

Berowe, variant of BERWE, Obs., a grove.

Berrage, obs. form of BEVERAGE.

Berral, Berrer, obs. fT. BERYL, BEARER.

Berret, berretta, obs. ff. BERET, BIRETTA.

Berrghe, berrjhe, variants of BEHGH, Ots.

I Be'rrllless. Obs. [:-OE. *bergels (cf. recless

-.ri-cels), f. bergen : see BERGH v.} Salvation.

c 1200 ORMIN 7028 patt nittenn eche lifess braid Till be}}re

sawle berrhless.

Berrie. Obs. Also berie. [App. related to

OE. beru, terwes, ME. BERWE grove, mod. Bere

in Beere Regis, etc. ; but Harrington's form is not

phonetically explicable.] See quot.

1591 HARRINGTON Ariosto XLI. Ivii, The cell . . had . .Upon
the western side a grove or berrie [ed. 1634 berie ; Hal.

bosco].

Berried (be-rid), a. [f.
BERRY sb. + -ED 2.]

1. Having or bearing berries.

1794 GISBORNE Walks Forest (1796) 112 While the keen

thrush the berried twig invades. 1860 RVSKIN Mod. Paint.

V. vi. x. 99 The berried shrubs. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. ft,

Merch. II. ii. 42 Red-berried holly.

2. Formed as or consisting of a berry ;
baccate.

1824 Blackw. Mag. XV. 169 Bushes hung with berried

fruits. 1830 LINDI.EY Nat. Syst. Bot. 130 Fruit either ber-

ried or membranous. 1831 BALFOUR Bot. 550 Baccate or

berried is applied to all pulpy fruits.

3. Bearing eggs;
'

in berry.' Cf. BERRY st.^ 3.

1868 Macm. Mag. Nov. 18 Lobster-sauce . . improved by
1 berried hens,' that is by female lobsters full of eggs.

t Be'rried, ///. a. Obs. Forms : 4 beryd,

berid, 6 beryed, -led, buried, (barrowid). [f.

BERKY z/.l -t- -ED1
.]

Beaten ; threshed ; trodden,

beaten as a path.
1382 WYCLII-' Num. xx. 19 Bi the beryd [1388 comynli usid]

weye we shnlen goon. Jer. xviii. 15 Thei go bi them in

a weye not berid [1388 not trodun]. 1557 Wills fy Inv. N.

C. 1. 158 In beryed corn in the barne viijrf. 1369 Richmond.
Wills (1853)218 Haver barrowid and unbarrowed. 1570
Wills $ Inv. N. C. I. 341 Otes buried eight lode . xxs.-m
vnberied whete xiiij thraves . xxs.

tBe'rrier. Ots. [f.
BERRY v. + -ER'.] A

thresher ; a barnman.

1573 Wills f; Inv. N. C. 399 lij plewmen, j berryer, & j hird.

1721 BAILEY Berrier, a Thresher (Country Word).

Berrord, obs. form of BEARHEKU.

Berry (be'ri), rf.l Forms: I beriae, berie,

berije, berse, 2-6 berie, 3-6 bery(e, (4 burie),

6-7 berrie, 6- berry. [Found, with some variety

of form, in all the Teutonic langs. : with OE. byie
wk. fern., cf. ON. ber (Da. bxr, Sw. bar), OS. beri

(in wtu-beri), MDu. here, OHG. beri str. neut.,

MHG. ber and here neut. and fern., mod.Ger. beere

fern. These point to an OGer. *bay'o-m, as a by-

form of *basjo-m, whence Goth, basi neut. (in

weina-basi 'grape'). The i type is also preserved
in MDu. teze, mod.Du. bes, also MDu. and mod.
Du. bezie fern. The fern, forms Du. bezie and OE.
berie answer to an OTeut. extended form *basj6n-,

*bazjon-. The ulterior history is uncertain : *bayo-
has been conjecturally referred to *bazo-z BARE

(q.v.), as if a bare or uncovered fruit, also to the

root represented by Skr. bhas- to eat.]

1. Any small globular, or ovate juicy fruit, not

having a stone ; in OE. chiefly applied to the grape ;

in mod. popular use, embracing the gooseberry,

raspberry, bilberry, and their congeners, as well as

the strawberry, mulberry, fruit of the elder, rowan-

tree, cornel, honey-suckle, buckthorn, privet, holly,

mistletoe, ivy, yew, crowberry, barberry, bearberry,

potato, nightshade, bryony, laurel, mezereon, and
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many exotic shrubs; also sometimes the bird-cherry

or 'hag-berry' (which is a stone-fruit), the haw,
and hip of the rose ; spec, in Scotland and north

of England, it means the gooseberry.
c looo XLFSK Dent, xxiii. 24 Gif tu gange binnan bines

freondes wineard, et bsera berjena. c 1000 Sax. Lcechd.

III. 114 Nymwinberian be beob acende arfterobre berigian.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 276 Breres bere5 rosen & berien. c 1250
Gen. ff Ex. 2062 [A win-tre] blomede, and siSen bar Oe

beries ripe. 1 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 207 His palfrey was as

broune as is a bery. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. IV.

121 pe juse of grapes and of buries \inori\. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur xvi. x. (Globe) 385 A strong black horse, blacker

than a bery. a 1500 Songs f, Carols istfi C. 85 Ivy berith

berys black. 1590 SHAKS. Mill. N. in. ii. 211 Two louely
berries molded on one stem. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 307 For

dinner savourie fruits . . Berrie or Grape. 1793 SOUTHEY

Lyric Poems II. 149 The cluster'd berries bright Amid the

holly's gay green leaves. 1842 TENNYSON CEnone 100 Gar-

landing the gnarled boughs With bunch and berry and
flower. 1883 Birmingh. Weekly Post ii Aug. 4/7 Last

year the heaviest berry shown scaled 3idwt.
b. loosely. A coffee

' bean.'

1712 POPE Rape Lock m. 106 The berries crackle, and the

mill turns round.

2. Bot. A many-seeded inferior pulpy fruit, the

seeds of which are, when mature, scattered through
the pulp ; called also bacca. In this sense, many
of the fruits popularly so called, are not berries :

the grape, gooseberry and currants, the bilberry,

mistletoe berry, and potato fruit, are true berries ;

but, botanically, the name also includes the cu-

cumber, gourd, and even the orange and lemon.

1809 SIR J. SMITH Bot. 284 The simple many-seeded berries

of the Vine, Gooseberry, &c. The Orange and Lemon are

true Berries, with a thick coat. 1880 GRAY Bot. Text-it.

vii. 2. 299 The Berry . . comprises all simjjje fruits in

which the pericarp is fleshy throughout.

3. One of the eggs in the roe of a fish
; also, the

eggs of a lobster. A hen lobster carrying her eggs
is said to be in berry or berried.

1768 TRAVIS in Penny Cycl. II. 513/2 Hen lobsters are

found in berry at all times of the year. 1876 l-'ani. Herald

9 Dec. 95/1 A large specimen [of lobster] will yield from five

to eight ounces of
'

berry.'

4. Comb, and Attrib., as berry-bush, -pie, -tree ;

berry-bearing, -brown, -like, -shaped adjs. ; Berry

alder, Berry-bearing alder, a shrub (RhamHUf
frangula) = Alder Buckthorn ; berry - button, a

berry-shaped button.

1863 PRIOR Pldnt-n. 20 *Berry-alder, a buckthorn . . dis-

tinguished from them [the alders] by bearing berries. 1785

COWPER Task v. 82 "Berry-bearing thorns That feed the

thrush. 1611 Art Venerie 96 He seemed fayre tweene

blacke and *berrie brounde. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xvi, The
Friars of Fail drank ^berry-brown ale. 1818 RobRoy\\,
' Pleased wi' the freedom o' the ^berry-bushes.' 1702 Loud
Gaz. No. 3783/4 A . . Stuff Wastcoat with black and red
v
Berry-Buttons. 1864 Monthly Even. Readings May^ifii

:'

Berry-like galls are formed on the peduncles. 1398 TRE-

VISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. c. (1495! 666 The fruyte of the

wilde bery tree. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. II

485/2
v

Berry-shaped corpuscles seem to be appended.

Be'rry, sb.- Obs. exc. dial. [f.
OE. beorg hill :

a variant of BARROW sb. 1 (While the nom. gave
ME. beruh, term, barw, iartnu, the dat. beorgc,

with palatalized g, gave ber^e, beryhe, berye.~)\ A
mound, hillock, or barrow.

1205 LAY. 12311 Vnder ane'berh;e. 1393 LANGL. /'. PI.

B. v. 589 Thanne shallow blenche at a berghe. I553

UD^LL Royster D. n. iii. 36 Heigh derie derie, Trill on

the berie. c 1563 Tliersytes in Four O. Plays (1848) 79 We
shall make merye and synge tyrle on the berye. 1613

W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. ii. (1772) I. 56 Piping on thine

oaten reede Upon Ihis little berry (some ycleep A hiltocke'.

1807 VANCOUVEK Agric. Devon (1813) 195 Removing the po-

tatoes to the caves, heaps . .ricks, or berrys (for by all such

terms they are known in this country).

U It is doubtful whether the quotation belongs to

this or to BERRYS.
a 1700 DRVDI-N Ovid's Art Love I. 103 The theatres are

bern'es for the fair, Like ants on molehills thither they

t Be'rry, st2 Ots. Forms : 5 bery, 6 beery,

6-7 berrie, berry. [See BURROW.]
1. A (rabbit's) burrow. Hence, the spec, name

for a company of rabbits.

BERTH.

1. trans. To beat, thrash.

^1225 Amr. R. 1-88 per ?e schulen iseon bunsen \v. r.

berien] ham mil tes deofles bettlcs. 1808 JAMIESON, Berry,
to beat ; as to berry a bairn, to beat a child.

2. To thresh (com, etc.). See BERRIED///, a.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 29 Bery . . vbi to thresche. 1641 BEST
Farm. Bks. (1856) 142 Thrashers that bury by quarter-tale.

1691 RAY N. Country Wds., Berry, to thresh, i.e. to beat

out the berry or grain of the corn. 1808 JAMIESON, Berry,
to thrash corn, Roxb., Dninfr.

3. To beat (a path, etc.). See BERRIED///, a.

Berry (be-ri), v.'* [f.
BERRY sb. 1

;
cf. to apple.']

1. intr. To come into berry ;
to fill or swell.

1865 E. BUXRITT Walk Land's End 402 The wheat, oats

and barley . . were now berrying full and plump. 1873
BLACKMORE Cradock N. xxx. (1883) 167 The late bees were

buzzing around him though the linden had berried.

2. To go a berrying, i. e. gathering berries.

a 1871 Miss SEDGWICK in Life t Lett. 44, I went with

herds of school-girls nutting and berrying.

Berry, obs. form of BURY.

t Berry-block. Obs. ? A beating of the block,

a missing of the thing intended.

1603 Philotus civ, Haue I not maid a berrie block, That

hes for Jennie maryit Jock ?

t Be'rrying, vbl. stl Obs. In 7 burying, [f.

BERRY vl + -ING J
.]

The threshing (of corn).

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (1856) r32 For Buryinge of Corne.

Hence Berrying stead, a threshing-floor. BAILEY

1721.

Be'rrying, vbl. sb:- [f.
BERRY v.'- + -ING'.]

A gathering of berries. Also attrib.

1884 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 25 July, On a berrying and pic-

...13 PURCHAS Pilgr. -
. _

fish and grass and harbors in berries. 1685 R. BURTON Eng.

Einf. Amer. xiii. 165 Musk-Rats who live in holes and

Berries like Rabbits.

2. transf. An excavation ;
a mine in besieging.

1398 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas (1608) 514 Till one strict berrie,

till one winding cave, Become the fight-field of two armies.

t Be'rry, st>. Obs. [Cf. BIRR : perh. f. BERRY z;.
1

;

or, since found only in Florio and Cotgrave, an

erroneous form.] A gust or blast (of wind).
1598 FLORIO, Bijfera . . a whirlewind, a gust or berry ofwind.

1611 Folata di uento . . a gaile or berrie of winde. 1611

COTGR., Tourbillon de vent . . a gust, flaw, berrie of wind.

Be'rry, v. 1 Obs. exc. dial. ;
also bery, bury.

[ME. berien, bery, ad. ON. berja to strike, beat,

thresh = OHG. berjan, MHG. berren, beren, hern ;

repr. in OE. only by pa. pple. gebered. Cogn. w.

L. ferire to strike.]

nic excursion.

Bers, v. inipers., var. form from BIR to behove.

t BerSe. Obs. [a. OK. berche, (also barce,

Cotgr.) in same sense. Cf. terser to shoot.] A
small species of ordnance, formerly often used at

sea. = BASE sb$

1549 Coinpl. Scot. vi. 41 Mak reddy 5our cannons, .bersis,

doggis, double bersis.

Berseel, berselet : see BERCEL, -ET.

Berserk, -er (bs-isajk, -si). Also berserkar,

-ir; bersark. Cf. BARESARK. [Icel. berserkr,

ace. berserk, pi. -ir, of disputed etymology ; Vig-
fusson and Fritzner show that it was probably-
'

bear-sark,'
'

bear-coat.'] A wild Norse warrior

of great strength and ferocious courage, who fought
on the battle-field with a frenzied fury known as

the ' berserker rage
'

; often a lawless bravo or

freebooter. Msofy. and attrib.

1822 SCOTT Pirate Note B, The berserkars were so called

from fighting without armour. 1837 EMERSON Misc. 85 Out
of terrible Druids and Berserkers, come at last Alfred and

Shakspeare. 1839 CAKLYLE Chartism (18581 19 Let no man
awaken it, this same Berserkir rage ! 1851 KINGSLEY }'cast

i. 16 Yelling, like Berserk fiends, among the frowning tomb-

stones. 1861 PEARSON Early ft Mid. Ages Eng. 430 Mere
brotherhood in arms.. did not distinguish the civilized man
from the berserkar. 1879 E. GOSSE Lit. N. Europe 166 He
was a dangerous old literary bersark to the last.

Berskin, obs. form of BEARSKIN.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 1735 In bat ober bere-skyn be-wrapped

william banne. 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. (Lansd. MS. I 1284

He hadde a berskinne cole-blake for olde {Corpus berskynne,
other MSS. beres skyn].

Berst-en, obs. form of BURST and BKEST.

Berstel, obs. form of BRISTLE.

t Bersuell. Mil. Obs. [a. OF. berftiel, ber-

suel, in same sense.] A disposition of fighting-

men in a triangular phalanx with the apex towards

the enemy. (Called also in OF. coing, i. e. wedge.)

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. i. xxiv. 74 In a manere of a try-

angle that men called at that bersuell.

Berte, variant of BIRT Obs. a fish.

Bertes, Sc. var. BRETASCE, -ACHE ; cf. BARTIZAN.

Berth (b5ij>). Also 6-7 byrth, 6-9 birth.

[A nautical term of uncertain origin : found first

in end of i6th c. Most probably a derivative of

BEAR v. in some of its senses : see esp. sense 37,

quot. 1637, which suggests that berth is-' bearing

off, room-way made by bearing-off
'

; cf. also bear

off'm. 26 b. The early spellings byrlh, birth, coin-

cide with those of BIRTH 'bearing of offspring,

bringing forth,' but it is very doubtful whether the

nautical use can go back to a time when that word

had the general sense
'

bearing
'

;
it looks more like

a new formation on bear, without reference to the

existing birth.

erhaps better explained by supposing berth to be a trans-

osition of north, dial. breith=breadtn; but of this histori-

cal evidence is entirely wanting.)]

1. Naut. 'Convenient sea-room, or a fit distance

for ships under sail to keep clear, so as not to fall

foul on one another
'

(Bailey 1 730), or run upon the

shore, rocks, etc. Now, chiefly in phrases, To give

a good, clear, or (usually since 1800) wide berth to,

keep a wide berth of: to keep well away from, steer

quite clear of. Also transf. sxAfig.



BERTH. 814 BERYL.

i6z R. HAWKINS Voy. S.Sea. (1847) 117 There lyeth a

poynt of the shore a good byrth off, which is dangerous.
16*6 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 24 Watch bee vigi-
lant to keepe your berth to windward. 1627 Seaman's
Gram. xiii. 60 Run a good berth ahead of him. 1740 WOOD-
uooi'E in Hanway Tra~', (1762.1 I. 274 It is necessary to give
the . . bank a good birth. 1793 SMEATON Edystonc L. 193

diving the Lighthouse a clear birth of 50 fathoms to the
southward. 1829 SCOTT Demand, x. 383 Giving the appar-
ent phantom what seamen call a wide berth. 1854 THACKERAY
XWCOMCS II. 150, I recommend you to keep a wide berth

of me, sir. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. 1. 1. 17 To keep the

open sea And give to warring lands a full wide berth.

2. Naut, 'Convenient sea-room for a ship that

rides at anchor' (Phillips 1706) ;

' sufficient space
wherein a ship may swing round at the length of

her moorings
'

(Falconer).
1658 PHILLIES, Berth) convenient room at Sea to moor a

Ship in. 1692 Capt. Smitlis Seaman's Gram. \. xvi. 75
.-/ BtrtJL a convenient space to moor a Ship in. 1696 [PmL-
i.ii'S has both Berth as in 1658 and Birth as in Smith.] 1721

BAILEY, Birth and Berth [as above]. 1769 89 FALCONER
Diet. Marine, Evitec, a birth [expl. as above]. 1781 Westm.

Mag. IX. 327 Perceiving neither the Isis nor Diana

making any signs to follow, though both of them lay in

clear births for so doing [cf. clear bcrtk in i]. 1854 G. 11.

RICHARDSON l'nii>. Code v. led. 12)423 You have given our

ship a foul berth, or brought up in our hawse. 1858 in

Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 226 The ship . .'may . . choose her an-

chorage by giving either shore a berth of a couple of cables'

length.

3. Hence,
' A convenient place to moor a ship

in* (Phillips) ;
the place where a ship lies when at

anchor or at a wharf.

1706 PHILLIPS, Birth and Berth [see above]. 1731 UAI-

Lt.v, Birth and Berth [as in Phillips]. 1754 I'IKLDING

Voy. Lisbon. Before we could come to our former anchor-

ing place, or berth, as the captain called it. 1793 SMEATON
Edystone L. $ 266 We let go an anchor and warped the buss
to her proper birth. 1801 NELSON in Nicolas Disp, (1845)
I V. 366 That the squadron may be anchored in a good berth.

1879 CASTLE Law of Rating 75 Certain berths for the use
of :, learners.

4. Naut. *A proper place on board a ship for a

mess to put their chests, etc.' (Phillips) ; whence,
' The room or apartment where any number of the

officers, or ship's company, mess and reside
'

(Smyth,
Sailors }\*ord-bk.\.

1706 PHILLIPS s.v. Birth, Also the proper Place a-board for

a Mess to put their chests, etc., is call'd the Birth of that
Mess. 1748 SMOLLKTT Rod Rand. xxiv. (Rtldg.) 63 When
lie had shown me their berth (as he called it) I was filled

with astonishment and horror. 1836 MARRYAT Midslt. Easy
x. 30 The first day in which he had entered the midship-
men's berth, and was made acquainted with his messmate^.

b. fig. (Nauf.} Proper place (for a thing).
1732 Dt. I-'oi:, etc. Tonr Gt. Brit, (1769) I. 147 For the

squaring and cutting out of every Piece, and placing it in

its proper Byrth (so they call it) in the Ship that is in

Building. 1758 J. BLAKE Mar. Syst, 6 A hammock . . shall

be delivered him, and a birth assigned to hang it in.

C. transf. An allotted or assigned place in a bar-

racks
;
a *

place
'

allotted in a coach or conveyance.
< 1813 MRS. SHERWOOD Stories Ch. Catcch. xiv. 115 runny

Bell's berth was in one corner of the barracks. Ibid. 116

Kitty Spence was in her berth, playing at cards with her
husband and two other men. 1816 SCOTT Antiq.\, The first

comer hastens to secure the best berth in the coach.

5. Naut, A situation or office on board a ship,
or (in sailors' phrase) elsewhere.

1720 DK Fun; Capt. Singleton x. (Bohn) 130 Going to Barba-
does to get a birth, as the sailors call it. 1755 MAGI.NS
Insurances II. 115 When Sailors, .are discharged in foreign
Parts, and do not meet with another Birth there. 1840
K. DANA B,-f, Mast xxii. 65, I wished . . to qualify myself
for an officer's berth. Ibid, xxviii. 97 He left us to take
llie berth of second mate on board the Ayacucho. 1876 C.

GtiKiE Life in Woods x. 177 He hoped to get a good berth
on one of the small lake steamers.

b. transf. A situation, a place, an appointment.
(Usually a 'good' or 'comfortable' one.)
1778 Miss BURNKY Evelina xvi. (1784) 103 You have a

good warm birth here. 1781 MRS. DELANY Corr. (i86oj 1 1 1.

51, I think I could find out a berth tthe sea-phrase) for a

chaplain. 1788 T. JBPPEKBOM Corr, (1830) 412 Both will

prefer
their present births. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom

iv. 26 I'll do the very best I can in gettin' Tom a good
berth.

6. Nauf. A sleeping-place in a ship; a long box
or shelf on the side of the cabin for sleeping.
1796 T. JEFFERSON Corr, (1830) 339 Better pleased with

sound sleep and a warmer birth below it. 1809 BYKON Lines
tc> /fodgstm iii, Passengers their berths are clapt in. 1842
T. MARTIN in frattr't Afag. Dec., Just in time to secure
the only sleeping-berth in the . . .steam packet.

b. A sleeping-place of the same kind in a rail-

way carriage or elsewhere.

1885 Harpers Mag, Apr. 698/2 The traveller . . goes to

sleep in his Pullman berth. 1885 Weekly Times 2 Oct. 14/2
In the kitchens, .are a couple of berths reached by a ladder.

7. Comb, berth-boards, ? the partitions dividing
berths in a ship ; berth-deck, the deck on which
the passengers berths are arranged ; berth and
wpace (see quot.).
1833 RICHARDSON Merc. Mar. Arch. 7 The distance from

the moulding ed^e of one floor to the moulding edge of the
next floor is called the birth and space, and is the room
occupied by two timbers, the floor, and the first futlock.

1853 KANK Grinnell /-.'-v/. xxvi. (1856) 213 This condensa-
tion is now very troublesome, sweating over the roof and
berth-boards. 1856 OI.MSTED Slave States 550 Scattering
the passengers on the berth deck.

Berth O^K v.l Also 6 byrth, 7 birth, [f.

prec. sb.]
1. trans. To moor or place (a ship) in a suitable

position. Also rcjl. of the ship or sailors.

1667 PEPYS Diary 30 June, The '

Henery *. . berthed him-
self so well as no pilot could ever have done better. 1673
Cawdtit Soc, Misc. (1881) 27 We ... anchored againe, and
birth'd our selves in our anchoring posture agreed on. 1871

Daily News 30 June, There was no dry dock . . where the
monster ship could be berthed and cleaned.

b. intr. (for reft.) said of the ship.
1868 MACGREGOR Voyage Alone 57 The Rob Roy glided

past the pier and smoothly berthed upon a great mud bank.

2. trans. To allot a berth or sleeping-place to (a

person), to furnish with a berth. Usually m passive,
1845 SroctjfELER Handbk. Brit. fridiadBs^ 81 A general

cabin, where two others are berthed. 1869 Daily New$ 12

June, The lower deck, where the officers and crew are

berthed. 1876 DAVIS Polaris Exp. v. 122 Joe and Hans,
with their families, were brought down and berthed below.

3. To provide with a situation or 'place.*
1865 LESLIE & TAYLOR Sir J, Reynolds 11. viii. 365 Com-

fortably berthed in the City Chamberlainship. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 14 Nov. 5/1 All four are berthed ; not a man of the

Fourth Party is left out.

Berth, v.- Also 6 byrth. [perh. f. Icel. byrQi
board or side of a ship.] To board, cover or

make up with boards. (Chiefly in Ship-building.)
Hence Berthed///, a. boarded. See BERTHING^.
1574 R. SCOT Hop Card. (1578) 52 The chynkes creuises,

and open ioyntes of your Loftes being not close byrthed,
will deuoure theseedes of them. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s

Grant. \\. 5 When you haue berthed or brought her vp to

the planks, c 1850 Rndim. Navig, (Weale) 96 To berth up.
A term generally used for working up a topside or bulkhead
with board or thin plank.

Berth e, obs. form of BIHTH.

Bertha, berthe (b5upa, boifO. [a. F. berthe,

englished as bertha, from the proper name, F.

ficrthc, Eng. Bcrtha^\ A deep falling collar,

usually of lace, attached to the top of a low-necked

dress, and running all round the shoulders.
a 1856 ALB. SMII n Sketches ofDay Ser. i. in. i, She dresses

by the fashion books, believing berthe and birth to be words
of equal worth in the world. 1869 Athenaeum 18 Dec. 826
A Bertha of ancient point lace. 1881 Miss BRADDON As-

P/wdel x\\. 208 Neat laced berthas fitting close to modestly-
covered shoulders.

Berthage(bD'jht-d^). [f. BERTH v.^ 4 -AGE.] Ac-
commodation for mooring vessels, harbourage.
1881 Daily AVrci 25 Jan. 5/8 The new sea wall, .provides

berthage for as many as thirty vessels at once.

Berthen, obs. form of BURDEN.

Berther (bnu^j). [f.
BEKTH z'.

1 + -su 1
.]

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Wrd.-fik., Berther, he who assigns

places for the respective hammocks to hang in.

Berthierite (bo'jjnorait). Min. [Named 1827
after JlertJiier, a French naturalist.] A sulphide
of antimony and iron, occurring native in elongated
masses or prisms ;

also called Haidingerite.

Berthing 0).vij>irj), vbl. sbl [f.
BERTH z/. 1]

The action of mooring or placing a ship in a berth

or harbour.
1800 COLQUHOUN Coni;n, Thames x. 287 Jurisdiction . .

respecting the birthing or placing of Vessels.

Be'rthing, vbl, sb:- [f. BERTH v,- + -ING!.]
The upright planking of the sides and various

partitions of a ship ; csp. the planking outside

above the sheer-stroke, the bulwark.

1706 PHILLIPS, I-Urthing, a Term us'd at Sea, when the

Ship's sides are rais'd, or brought up. c 1850 Ritditn, Navig,
(Wealei 107 It is the berthing or hood round the ladder-

way. 1869 SIR K. REED Ship Build, xii. 240 A plate-
rail is fitted upon the top of the frames, and supports the

hammock berthing. 1883 Pall Mall G. 20 Nov. 7/2 An
able seaman . .fell from the maintopmast rigging, and pitched
on the berthing of the ship's side.

Berthinsek, variant of BURDENSAK.
Bertin, -yn, Sc. var. of BRITTEN v, Obs.

Bertisene, obs. form of BARTIZAN.

t Be'rtram. Herb. Also bartram. [a. Ger.

bertrani, berchtram, corruption of L. pyrefhntni,
Gr. irvp(0pov, f. nvp fire.] Obsolete name of the

Anacychis Fyrethnun, or Pcllitory of Spain.
1578 LVTE Dodocns 342 Of bastard Pelitory or Bartram. .

In trench /'yrct/irc, or Pied d'Alcxandre : in high Pouch
Bertram. 1640 PARKINSON T/teat. Bot. 858 Bertram is Pel-

litory of Spaine. 1783 AISSWORTH Lat. Did, (Morelll, }inr-

tram,/j;rM/v/7//, 1863 PKIOK Plant-it. 20 Bertram^ a cor-

ruption of L. Pyrctltrnnt.

[Bertying, error for BERTHING : see BERTH v.~

1678 PHILLIPS, Bertying a Ship, the raising up of the

Ships sides. So in BAILEY.]

Berubric, beruffled, berust, etc.: see BE-//Y/
Beru-ffiani ze

(
v. [f. BE- + RUFFIANIZK.]

trans. To call or stigmati/e as a ruffian.

1596 NASHK Sa/ron Wald. v. ii, M. Lilly and me, by
uame he beruffianizd and berascald.

t Beru'n, v. Obs. For forms see RUN v. [Com.
Teut.: OE. berinnant

a OI 1G. and Golh. birinnan,
f. bi-

% BE- 4 + rimian, to RUN.]
1. trans. To run or flow about, or over the sur-

face of ; esp, in passive phr. bcnin -with tears, with
blood \ Moody bcninucn.
a 1000 Crist (Gv,} 1176 beam, .blodiguni tcarum birutmen.

a 1300 A". Horn 654 Heo sat on ^>e sunne, \ViJ> litres al bi-

runne. < 1400 Destr, Troy xxii. 9052 Mony buernes on J>e

bent blody beronen ! 1460 Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems 11866) 246
To-ward caluery Al be-ronne with red blod. 1513 DOUGLAS
JEneis viii. iv. 31 Heidis .. wyth vissage blayknit, bludc

byrun, and bla. c 1515 Scot, jfeilde 31 in Furniv. Percy
Folio I. 213 Till all his bright armour ; was all bloudye be-

ronen.

2. To run round about, encompass.
c 1205 LAY. 1233 Pat lond is biurnon mid bsere sa;. Ibid.

26064 ArSur . . j?at treo bieorn [1250 biorne] abute. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis v. v. 13 Ane mantill . .With purpour selvage
writhin mony fold, And all byrunnyn and lowpit lustely.

Jig. a 1300 Cursor M. 8351 Wit eild i am be-runnun nou.

Berward, obs. form of BEAHWABD.
t Be'rwe. Obs. Also 5 berowe. [OE. beam

(infl. bcarivcs} grove. (The mod. repr. would be

berrffw. The nom. beam, ME. here, survives in

Bcre, Bccre, Bear, as a place-name).] A grove, a

shady place.
(-890 K. ALFRED B&da v. ii. (Bosw.i Wic mid bearuwe

ymbsealde. c 1440 Protnp. Pari<. 33 Berwe or schadewe
[1499 berowe or shadowe], wnbraculuin, umbra.

Berwham, early form of BAKGHAM.
a 1300 W, DE BIBLESW. in Wright Voc. 168 Coleret, de

quyr, beru-hames. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 33 Berwham,
horsys colere [1499 beruham for hors].

Berwick : see BEREWICK.

Bery, beryal, -lie, -el, obs. ff. BURY, BURIAL.

Beryd, variant of BERRIED///, a. Obs.

Beryl (be-ril). Forms: 3-4, 6- beryl; 4, 7-9
beril

;
also 4-6 beryll, 4-5 -ylle, 5 -ille, -ile,

-yle, -al, -el, -ell, birell, 5-6 berall, birrall,

byral, byrrall, 5-7 berill, byrall(e, 6 berral,
b trail, 8 berryl ; Sc. 5-6 berial, -tall, -yall, 6

bureall. [a. OF. berylt
beril'. L. beryllus, a. Gr.

&rjpvk\os, prob. a foreign word
; identified by

\Veber with Skr. vaiAilrya. Cf. also Arab, and
Pers. ballftr crystal. In med.L. berilliis was ap-

plied also to crystal, and to an eyeglass or specta-

cles, whence M \{(j.berille
t
mod.G. brille spectacles :

cf. branch II.]
A. sb. I. literal

1. A transparent precious stone of a pale-green
colour passing into light-blue, yellow, and white

;

distinguished only by colour from the more precious
emerald. "When of pale bluish green it is called

an aquamarine ; its yellow or yellowish varieties

arc the chrysoberyl, and, perhaps, the chrysoprase,
and chrysolite of the ancients. (The name is used

in early literature without scientific precision : it

is also doubtful if the '

beryl
'

of the Old Testa-

ment is correctly identified.)
c 1305 Land of Cokayne 92 Beril, oni.x, topasiune. 1382

WYCI.IF AY?'. XXL 20 The eijthe . beriUus. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. De P. R. xvi. xx. (1495) 559 Beryll is a stone of

Ynde lyke in grene colour to Smaragde. 1459 Test. Kbor.

(1855) II. 229 Duos lapides de byrral. 1488 Invent, in Tytler
fiist. Scot. (1864) II. 391 A ruby, a cHamant, twa uther

ringis, a berial. Ibid. A berial hingand at it. 1529 MORE
Comf. agst, Trib. i. Wks. 137/1 Some white safyre or byrall.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 613 Many are of opinion, that

Uerils are of the same nature that the Emeraud. 1811

PINKERTON Pctral, I. 41 No one has supposed that berils

are produced by fire. 1817 R. JAMESON Char. Min. 107
The hexahedral prism occurs in beryl. 1861 C. KING Ant.
Gems (1866) 38 The Beryl is of little value at our present

day.

b. In this sense beryl-stone was often used.
( 1380 WVCLIF Set. IVks. III. 102 Take a b'erille-hton and

holde it in a cleer sonne. c 1475 Gloss, in Wright Voc. 256,
Hie bcrellns, a berelle ston. 1611 BIBLE Ezek. x. 9 The
appearance of the wheeles was as the colour of a Berill

stone. 1881 ROSSETTI Rose Mary \. ii, You've read the

stars in the Beryl-stone.

f c. fig. Applied in admiration to a woman ;

cf. gem, jewel, pearl Obs.
c 1440 York Myst. xxv. 505 Hayll ! rose ruddy ! hayll

birrall clere. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 958 Now goda-
mercy, berel brytest of bewte! ^1535 LYNDESAV Satyre 132
Fair ladye SensuaUtie, The beriall of all bewtie, And por-
Iratour preclalr.

2. Min. A mineral species including not only
the beryl of the lapidary in all its sub-varieties,

but also the emerald, a variety of the beryl, distin-

guished by the presence of oxide of chromium, to

which it owes the deep rich colour, named from it

emerald-green. Beryl is a silicate of aluminium
and glucinum, and occurs only crystalline, usually'
in hexagonal prisms.
1837 DANA Min. (1868) 246 Beryls of gigantic dimensions

have been found in the United States . . one beryl from
Grafton weighs 2,900 Ibs, 1863 WATTS Diet. Chew. I. 582

Beryls are found in various parts of the world : the finest

emeralds come from Peru.

II. transferred.

f 3. A fine description of crystal or glass, used

for vases, caskets, etc., and for glazing windows.
r 1384 CHAUCKR //. Fame 1288 And oft I mused longe while

Upon these wulles of berile. c 1430 Lvix;. in Dont.Archit.
III. 121 The worke of wymlowe & eke fenestrall Wrougte
of beryle. 15*8 MS. List Jewelry^ Another coffer of byrall,

stonding upon lyons. 1530 PALSGR. 197/2 Berall, fyneglasse,
beril, 1538 LATIMER Serin. <V Rcm. (1845) 412 In plate, my
new years gifts doth my need with glass and byrral. 1577
HAKRISON England u, xii. (1877) 237 The houses were often



BERYLLIA.

glased with Bcrill. a 1625 BOYS ]Vks. (1630) 429 The cun-

ning Lapidarie, who sels a Byrall for a Diamond.
b. Used as the type of clearness, as '

crystal
'

now is. (Some may have meant the gem.)
c 1300 in Wright Lyric P. v. 25 A burde in a bour ase

beryl so bryht. c 1450 Cotnpl. Lover's L. 37 Water clere as

birell or cristall. 1549 Compl. Scotl. vi. 37 Ane fresche

reueir as cleir as berial.

1 4. A mirror : more fully called a beryl-glass.
1540 Lane. /7//s{i857) II. 151 A byrrall glasse wl a cover.

15^6 GASCOIGNF, Steele Gl. (Arb.} 54 The days are past ..

That Berral glas .. Might serve to shew aseemely favord
face.

5. The colour of beryl (pale sea-green).
1834 R. MUDIE Feath. Tribes Brit. (1841) I. 3 It. .blends

its beryl with the subdued sapphire of the horizon sky.

B. altrib. and hence as adj.
1. attrib. Of beryl ; composed of or furnished

with a beryl ; ikkvQformerlyt Of crystal.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. m, i. viii. 289 Cleere and trans-

parant like fine Birall Glasse. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot.
ii. 23 The Gemme or Berill Ring upon the finger of Cynthia.
1810 Edin. Rev. XVII, 120 The apatit accompanies beril-

emerald.

2. adj. t a. Clear as crystal, crystal-like (obs.}.

b. Beryl-like in colour, clear pale green.
c 1496 DUNBAR Gold. Tfrge 23 The rosis yong . . War

powderit brycht with hevinly beriall droppis. 1501 DOUGLAS
Pal. Hon. Prol. 53 The beriall stremis rynning men micht
heir. 1545 JOYE On. Dan. xii. GG vij, The swete clere and
byraldewe droppesof the morninge. 1857 EMEKSON Poems
178 He smote the lake to feed his eye With the beryl beam
of the broken wave.

Beryllia (beri-lia). Chcm.
[f. BERYLLIUM

;
cf.

magnesia, magnesium^ The oxide of beryllium
or glucinum, otherwise called GLUCINA.
1873 WATTS Fffiunes" Client. 375 An ignited mixture of

beryllia and charcoal.

Berylline (.be-ribin), a, [f. BERYL + -INE 1
.]

lieryl-like, beryl-coloured.
1847 in CRAIG. 1876 T. HARDY Hand Ethelb. II. xxxiii.

47 A berylline and opalized variegation of ripples.

Beryllium (btrHiym). Chcm. [f.
BERYL -f

-IUM.] A synonym for the metal GLUCINUM
;
so

called as entering into the composition of the beryl.
1863 WATTS Diet. Chem.^ Gludnum (Glycium, Beryllium).

1873 Fmunes* Chem. 375 Beryllium forms but one class

of compounds. Ibid. 375 Beryllium Chloride is formed by
heating the Metal in chlorine or hydrochloric acid gas

Berylloid (be-riloid). Crystallog. [f. L. beryll-

as, a. Gr. |3i;pu\Xos beryl + -DID.] A geometrical
solid consisting of two twelve-sided pyramids put
l>ase to base, as in the beryl.

Beryn, variant of BERNE and BAIRN.

Beryn, beryng : see BEAK v.

Berynes, var. of BURINESS, Obs., burial.

Berzelianite (bajzrlianait). Jl/fa. [f. name
of Berzelius, the celebrated chemist and mineralo-

gist.] A native selenide of copper, silver-white

with metallic lustre. With same etymology :

Berzeliite (boizHiiait), an anhydrous arsenate of

lime and magnesia, called also magnesian pharma-
colite, and Kiihnite. Be-rzeline, an obsolete

name of Berzelianite
;

also a white variety of

Haiiynite. Be-rzelite, a native di-chloride of lead,

called by Dana MENDIPITE.

Bes-, representing OF. lies- : L. fa's
'

twice, at

two times, in two ways, doubly
'

;
in Romanic, also,

with the sense of '

secondarily, in an inferior way
'

;

whence, with pejorative force,
'

improperly, unsym-
metrically, not right or straight, awry, aslant.'

Found in Eng. as bes-, be-, bez-, in besage, bcsagew,

besaicl, besantlcr, bestonrn ; bcaycl, btantler, bclif,
bevue

;
bezanthr.

Bes(e, obs. pres. indie, and imper. of BE v.

Besaar, obs. form of BEZOAR.

Besaffron, etc.: see BE-/>V/.
t Be'sage. Obs. [a. F. bcsacc, ad. Sp. bisaza

or It. bisaccia : L. bisaccia, \>\.oibisaccittm a double

bag, saddle-bags, f. bis twice + sacctts bag, sack.]
A pair of saddle-bags, carried by a pack-horse.
Hence in comb, besagc-horse ,

-man.
1526 Oi-d. /'. ffmisch. 204 The number of all the Kings

Horses, &c. . . Hack horses . . Sompters & Besage horses.
Il'ttl. 201 The six sumpter men and one Besage man.

tBe'sagUe, -agew. Obs. [a. F. besaigu?
' double axe o^ bill,' f. OF. bes : L. bis twice +
aigu sharp ; L. type bis-aclta^ A double-edged axe.

(1430 LVDG. Chron. Troy in. xxii, Thereon sette were
hesaguys also, c 1440 rartouopc 1936 On eche shulder of
steele a besagew.

t Besai-el, besaile. Obs. exc. Law. Forms :

4-5 beayell, 5 bysayeul, -sale, 6 besayle, 6-7
besaile, 7 besayel, (8 besail, 9 besael). [a. OF.
besayel, bcsaiol (mod.F. bisaieul), f. bcs-.L,. bis

twice + aycl, aiol, aicul grandfather (see AIKL) . The
earlier Kng. form was beayel from AFr.]
A grandfather's father, a great-grandfather.
r 1400 Destr. Troy 17474 His beayell aboue on J>e burnc

syde, On his modur lialfe. 1480 CAXTON Ovitt's Met.
xtll. ii, Jupiter, the god of goddes, is my bysayeul. 1586
FF.RNK Blaz. Centric 102 There is Besaile, Graumlsirf,

815

father. [1762 RUFFIIRAD Act 32 Hen. K//7, ii. 2 note,
The Tresail, that is, the Father of the Besail, or Great

Grandfather.]
b. Law. Writ of bcsaile (see quot.).
1598 KITCHIN Courts Lect (1675) 424 In a Writ of Besayle

he shall not have the View. 1641 Tennes dc la. Ley 40
Besaile is a writ that lies for the heire, where his great
grandfather was seised the day that he died, or died seised
of Land in fee-simple, & a stranger enters the day of the
death of the great grandfather, or abates after his death,
the heire shall have this writ against such a disseisor or
abator. [1865 NICHOLS Britton II. 59 Such kindred, .shall
have their remedy by our writs of Cosinage, of Ael, Aele,
Besael, and Besaele.J

t Besail, v. Obs, rare. In 5 besale. [f. BE- i +
SAIL -v., aphet. f. ASSAIL.] trans. To assail, attack.

1460 Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems (1866' 103 pai me besale both
strange styfe.

Besain, obs. form of BESEEN.

Besarnt (b/V-nt). [f.
BE- 5 + SAINT.] trans.

To make a saint of, canonize.
a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confnt. Rhcm. Ar

. T. (1618.) 658
Thumas Aquinas, whom they haue besainted unto the ninth

degree. 1646 J. HAI.L Poems i. 3 [If you] besaint Old
Jesabel for shewing how to paint. 1680 l\cjl. Libel on

Ciirse-ye-Meroz 35 Another sort of People would have al-

most canoni/d and besainted the Preacher.

Besai'nted, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

1. Canonized, credited with sanctity.
1615 CORBET Poems (1807) 14 Their colledges were new

be-painted, Their founders eke were new be-sainted. 1711
E. WARD I'nig. Krit. i. 9 Most were of some Faults at-

tainted, Whether bedevil'd or besainted.

2. Peopled with or haunted by saints.

1865 E. BURRITT M'alk Land's E. 209 Popular traditions

in this most profusely be-sainted and he-spirited county.
Besan, -sand(e, -saunt(e, obs. ff. BEZANT.

Besanctify, besauce, -scab, -scarf: see HE-.

Bes-antler, var. of BEZ-ANTLER.

Besar, obs. fonn of BE/OAR.

t Besay, v. Obs. [OE. bcsyrgan, f. BE- 2 4-

sqegan to SAY ; of. Ql-IG.bisagvn, mod.G. bcsa^cjiJ}
1. trans. To defend. (Only in OE.)
2. To declare, speak about.
c 1200 Moral Ode 112 in Lamb. Horn. 167 pe 3e lest wat

bisetiS ofte mest. r 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 173 Elch sinne
bare him seluen bist-i5, bute hit be here for5ieue.

Bescatter ^b/iskartor, v. [f. BE- i -f SCATTER.]
trans, a. To besprinkle, strew ivith, b. To
sprinkle, scatter about.

1640 FULI.KK Joseph's Coat, Darid's Rep. (1867) 219 It

with moans bescattered the skies. 1659 "''/A I"J- 1'tnoc.

(1840) 327 The Animadvertor hath bescattered his [com-
ment] everywhere with verses. 1855 SINGLF.TON Virgil III.

500 The nimble hoof bescatters dews of blood.

Hence Bescattered///. a.

1574 HELI.OWES Gucuartis Kf. (1577' 192 Although I goe
bescattered and wandering in this Courte. 1883 STEVEN-
SOU Silverado Sq. 120 The battlemented pine-bescattered
ridges.

Bescent, beschoolmaster, bescorch, bescorn,
bescoundrel, etc. : see BE-//Y/!
t BeSCra'inble, v. Oh. rare-*, [f.

BE- \-

SCRAMBLE
v.~] trans. To scratch, tear.

iu8 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\.\.i\. 104 The ragged Bramble
With thousand scratches doth their skin bescramble.

Bescratch(b/'iskne
i

tj'),v. [f.BE- + SCRATCH^.]
trans. To cover with scratches, to scratch all over.

1555 Fardle Facions \. vi. 98 He that hath this disease . .

all to beskratcheth his bodie. 1628 WITHF.K Brit. Rememb.
vi. 312 Our pleasant Fig trees, are bescratcht and dropt.

1830 DARLEY in Beanm. $ Fletchers tt'ks. (1839) I. Introd.

31 Bepierced and bescratched.

Bescrawl (b/'iskrg-l;, v. ; also 7 bescraul(l. [f.

BE- i 4- SCRAWL v.] trans. To scrawl or scribble

over, to cover with scrawling.
1641 MILTON Ch. Gwt. i. Wks. (18511 99 These wretched

projectors of ours that bescraull their Pamflets every day
with new formes of government for our Church. 1802

SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) 1. 194 Bescrawling this paper.

Hence Bescrawled/yV. a.

1880 MRS. READE BrmuH Hand $ White I. ii. 60 Freely-
bescrawled sheets of foolscap.

Bescreen (Widorrn), v. [f.
BE- i + SCREEN 7-.]

trans. To hide from sight, to screen
;

to cover

with shade, overshadow, darken.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jnl. \\. ii. 52 What man art thou,
that thus bescreen'd [(>'. i. beskrind] in night So stumblest

on my counsell. 1657 TOMUNSON Kenan's Disfi. Pref, Ig-
norance beskreens the soul. 1853 SINGLETON Virgil I. 48
Which you bescreens With broken shade.

Bescribble (b^skri-b'l), v.
[f.

BE- 2 and 4 +
SCRIBBLE v.] Hence Bescri'bbled///. a.

1. trans. To write in a scrawling hand, to scribble.

1583 SIANVHURST sEncid in. (Arb.) 84 Her prophecyes in

greene leaues mcelye bescribled. 1840 T. HOOK Fitzherb.
III. xvii. 333 The superscription was so bescribbled that
even Miss Hartley's sidelong glance could decipher nothing.
2. To scribble about

;
to scribble on. Alsoy^.

1643 MILTON Divorce n. xii. Wks. (1851) 93 That power. .

[he] hath improperly usurpt into his Court-leet, and be-
scribbl'd with a thousand trifling impertmencies. 1808 W.
IRVING Salmag, ii. (1860) 36 He be-scribbled more paper than
would serve the theatre for snow-storms a whole season.

Bescumber, bescurf
, bescurvy, bescutcheon,

etc.: see BE-/;V/.
Besee', v. Obs. or arch. [Common. Teut. :

OK. biscon, ?>est'on-QS., OHG. bise/nm, Goth, bi-

BESEECH.

saihwan : OTeut. *bisekivan, f. bt
t
BE- + ^sefatwi,

in OK. scon to SEE. which see for forms.]
I. f 1. intr. To look about, to look (in any

direction) ; to see. Obs.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gen. xviii. 2 Abraham beseah upp and jeseah

\>ri weras standende. ,1200 Moral Otic 19 in O. E.Misc.
58 Ne may ich bi-seo me bi-fore for smoke, a 1225 St.

Marker. 6 Heo biseh up on heh. a 1240 Saivles Ward* in

Lamb. Horn. 253 To. .biseon on hare grlmfule. .nebbes.

b. fig. To look /o} give heed to, attend to.

r 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 125 He bise to us and giue us . .

mihte him to understonde. a 1240 Urcisnn in Lamb. Horn.

195 Ilch mon bet to be bisihS bu }iuest milce and ore.

f2. rcfl. To look about oneself, look round. Obs.
c 1000 /KI.FRIC Gen. xxiv. 63 pa he hine beseah ba jeseah

he olfendas byder weard. c \ov>Ag$. Gos/>. Mark ix. 8 Sona
5a hi besawon hi.

b. fig. To look to oneself, take heed to oneself,
consider.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 132 Heo mot wel biseon hire, & biholden

hire on ilchere half, c 1230 Huli Meid. 33 Bisih be sell

meiden, 1297 R. GLOUC. 505 The king ne ssolde king len^
be, Then boli Thorsdai at non, bote he wolde him bet bise.

1382 WYCLIF ./!///. xxvii. 5 What tovs? bise thee. 1388
-

Acts xviii. 15 IJisee 3011 silf. 1413 I.VDG. Pylgr. So'vle \. xxi.

(18591 2 '^ That I niyghl haue leyscr to byscne my self.

1 3. trans. To look at, look to, behold
;
to see. Obs.

c 1000 Ags. Psalter Ixxix. [Ixxx.] 14 Gehweorf mi .. and
beseoh wingeard bisne. c 1175 Cott. Horn. 231 (iicf he ft-nil

were . me sceolden . . stiarne hine besie . and binde him.
(- 1250 (/c;/.

(5- AVr. 2141 [He] bad him al his lond bi^en. 1413
LVDG. Pjrfer*Sow/en, xKM 1850 152 Al these pilgrims newylle
not. .euery daye besene their owne self in a good myrrour,

b. Jig. To regard, attend to, give heed to.

a 1225 Juliana 57 Vnscli mon, liisih be hei t^odd. 1297
R. Gtorc. 456 [>re (>yngcs he mot bysee atte by^ynnyng.
a 1300 /.'. /:'. I

t

salter\. 2 Myne wordes, Laverd, with un,--,

by-se.

f 4. To see to, provide for, attend to; hence, to

deal with, treat, use (tiv// or ///). Obs.
f 1300 A". Alts. 4605 Foundelynges weore they two, That

heore lord by-sayen so. 1393 I.ANGI.. J\ PL C. xxm. 201

Lo, hou elde bt; hore ha(> me byseye. c 1425 .SVrrw Sag,
(F.JSoy Euele thai gonnen him bisen. c 1500 Prynu r in

Maskell Mon. liit. II. 45 note, Thus the! biseien foiile, nun-
lord kiiij; of grace. 1596 SI-KN.SKK F. Q., Mutab. i. ii Ah '

gentle Mole, such ioyance hath thee well beseciie.

t 5. To j>rovide, arrange, ordain, determine. Qbt,
c 1250 Got. <y A'.r, 1411 (Juan god hauecS it so bl-sen, AKe

he sendet, als it sal ben. Ibid. 1313 God sal bisen, Quor uf
3e ofreiule sal ben. 1297 R. GLOUC. 422 pe Sonday he w:i^

ycrouned . . as hysconseyl bysay. c 1305 St. Swithin 103 in

E. A'. /'. 118621 46 |>at cure louerd liit \\u\> bisc^e bat in it*

bodi schal beo ido In churche in an he}e stede.

II. Later uses of the pa. pple. Beseen, with

qualifying adv. or phrase. Two notions here come
in : i. Seen, as in 'well-beseen' = seento look well ;

2. Provided, as in 'beseen of such power.'
76. Seen, viewed; having an appearance, looking.
M7

eU-bcsccn : good looking, well favoured. Obt.
<-' '374 CHAUCICR Troylns \. 167 Meny a fressh lady, and

maydyn bryght, Full wcle byseyu. a 1450 Knt, dc la Tout-

11868)51 The squier come from a uiage that he hadde ben
atte, fresshe and iolyly beseen. 1542 UDALL J-.r.tsn..

Apoph. 283 Hymself should ryde in a chairette mosle
goodly beseen. [1678 PHILLIPS, App., Kcscy (old worcli, of

good aspect.]
7. Appearing in respect of dress, etc. ; dressed,

apparelled, appointed ; furnished. Obs. or arch.

(-1450 Flonrc <y Lcafe 169 More richly beseene, by many
fold She was . . In e\'er>- maner thing, c 1500 DuNBAR
Thistle <y Rose 45 Full hestely besene, In serk and mantill
after her I went. 1530 PAI.SGK. 423, I am besene, I am well
or yvell apareylled. 1533 in Arb. Garner II. 47 Well he-
seen in velvet. 1629 HOLLAND Cyrvpxdia 1 1632) 15 Himnelfe
also in person, all royally beseene, was present.

8. Appearing as to accomplishments; furnished;

informed, versed, read, accomplished, arch.

1393 GOWER Conf, I. 341 How that her kinges be besein
Of suche a power, c 1565 R. LINDSAY Chron. Scotl. 11728)
12 Prudent men. well beseen in histories both old and new.

1581 J. BELL //addon's Ansiu. Osor, 509 Rhetoricke wherein
he is well beseene. 1591 SPENSER Tears Mitst-s 180, I late

was wont to., maske in mirth with Graces well beseene.

1870 MORRIS F.nrthly Par. 1. 1. 380 Each seemed a glorious
queen, With all that wondrous daintiness beseen.

9. Of things, in senses analogous to 6, 7. arch.
c 1386 CHAUCER Clerkes T. 909 Thogh thyn array be badde,

and yuel biseye. 1430 I.YUG. Story Thebes 33 To a chamber
she led him..Ful wel beseine. a 1440 Sire Dcgm 1

. 1686

l'1'hejre gay gownus of grene [We]re ful schamely be-sene.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 224 Set in meddow greene
With pleasant flowers all faire beseene. a 1850 WOKDSW.
Cuckoo fy Night* Ivii, Under a maple that is well beseen.

fb. Hence Best beseeu : best attire. Obs.
1602 CAREW Cornwall

(fj-zy
I 37^1

,
The Curate in his best

beseene, solemnly receucd him at the Churchyard stile.

Beseech (b/srtj), -v. Pa. t. and pa. pplc.

besought (b/sf/'t). Forms : /;// 2 biaec-en,

2-5 bisechefi, bysech-e(n, 3-6 beseche (3

-secchen, 4 bezeche, bicheche, 5 bysuche), 6-7
beseeche, 6- beseech. Also north, and n. midI.

2-4 biaeke, 4-5 be-, by-, (4 bezeke, 5 besike,

beseyk, 5-6 Sc, beseik, 6 bezeik), 6-7 beseek(e.
Pa, t. 3 bisohte, 3-4 -sogte, -souhte, -souste, 4
bi-, bysought, -sowght, besoght, 5 -sougt, 5-6
-soughte, 5-9 Sc. besocht, 6~ besought ;

also 6-
beseeched (now regarded as incorrect), [f.

bi~ t

BK- 2 + ME. sffen, secheii, seken to SEEK. In con-



BESEECH.

trast to the simple vb., in which the northern seek

has displaced the southern seech, in the compound
beseech has become the standard form.]
fl. trans. To seek after, search for, try to get. Obs.
c 1200 Trim. Coll. Horn. 121 Uredrihten. .lokedegifhereani

understoden o8er bi-sohten him. .1300 Cursor M. 5357
Gutt,, Mi brober esau me bi-soght \C. soght, T. bisou^t,
F. be-so^t] To dyserit me, if bat he moght. c 1374 CHAUCER
Boeth. 159 J>ilk clernesse bat nis nat approched no raber or
bat men by-seken it.

t b. To seek to know. Obs.
c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 3236 He bi-so^te godes wil.

2. To beg earnestly for, entreat (a thing).
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 135 Euric neodi 5e neo bisece<5. c 1200

Trin. Coll. Horn. 157 Ech nedi be hit biseke8. c 1205 LAY.

3494 Nu ich mot bisecchen [1250 biseche] bat bing bat ich

ser forhowede. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. n. 167 Myldeliche
with mouthe mercy he by-souhte. c 1400 Destr. Troy xxix.

12138 J>is holly with hert here I beseke ! 1590 SHAKS. Mids.
N. in. i, 183, 1 beseech your worship's pardon. 1612 DEKKER,
etc. If not Good Play Wks. 1873 I. 318, O I beseeke Thy
attention to this Reuerend sub-Prior. 1641 MILTON Ch.

Dtscip. n. Wks. (1851) 59 It hath beene more and more pro-

pounded, desir'd, and beseech't. 1803 Miss PORTER Thad-
deits ii. 11831) 19 His majesty, .beseeched permission to rest

for a moment. 1885 RUSKIN Prgterita iii. 105, I besought
leave to pat him [a dog].

b. with subord. cl. or injin, as obj.
c 1205 LAY. 17043 Faire he bisecheS bat bu him to bu3e.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. C. 375 pay . . dymly biso3ten, bat bat

penaunce plesed him. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. iv. ii. 232,
I , . beseke that hyt may be enteryned and kepte to me.
1622 MABBE Aleman's Guzman d*Alf. \. 97 Both which be-

sought to be baptized. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 236 They
beseech That Moses might report to them his will,

f C. Const, of (a person). 0/>s.

? a 1400 Morte A rth. 305 [ He] of hyme besekys To ansuere
be alyeneswythausterene wordes. itfa^Mirr, Mag. Induct,
xliv. 7 And to be yong againe of Joue [he would] beseke,

3. To supplicate, entreat, implore (a person).
1:1175 Lamb. Horn. 23 He nine wile biseche mid gode

heorte. 171300 Cursor M. 15807 If i mi fader wald be-

scke, I moght . .Haf tuelue thusand legions. <~ 1350 Will.

Palcrne 1258 Lette me nou3t lese be liif 3ut lord, y be bi

cheche. c 1460 in Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems (1866) 25^ Leue lord

I bee by-seke. 1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gent. ii. iv. 100 Mistris,
I beseech you Confirme his welcome. 1597 2 Hen. IVt

ii. iv. 175, I beseeke you now, aggrauate your Choler.
1611 BIBLE Ex, xxxiii. 18, I beseech thee, shew me thy
glory. 1875 JOWETT Plato fed. 2) I. 196 Tell me, I beseech

you, what that noble study is?

f b. a person a thing. (Perhaps the person was

originally a dative.) Obs.
c 1205 LAY, 21543 IbencheS what Ardur . . at Baften us

bisohte. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3600 For to bi-seken god merci.

1340 Ayenb. 98 Vef we hym bezechib bing bet ous is guod.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. 1. 197, I beseech you a word.

c. a person that, etc.

a 1240 Ureisun 161 in Lamb. Ilotn. 199 Ich be bi-seche. .

bet bu bine blescinge . . }iue me. (1386 CHAUCER Melib.
r 270, I biseke yow. .that ye wol nat wilfully repHe agayn
my resouns. -1470 HENRY Wallace n. 317 Scho .. thaun
besocht. .schomicht thine with him fayr. 1536 WRIOTHESLKY
Chron. (1875) I. 40, 1 beseche God that I may be an example
to you all. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. i. i. 62, I beseech your
Grace that I may know The worst. 1742 JARVIS Qitix. \. n.

x, Beseeching God . . that he would be pleased to give him
the victory.

d. a person to do a thing.
c 1400 Destr. Troy xxi. 8452 Ho .besechis the souerain. .

Hir lord for to let- 1552 Hk. Com. Prayer Morn. Pr., I

pray and beseech you . . to accompany me. c 1620 A. HUME
Brit. Tong. (1865) 3 Beseeking your grace to acctp my mint,
and pardon my miss. 1647 WARD Simp. CobU-r 78 Be. .be-

seeched, not to slight gooa ministers. 1709 Tatler No. 42
P2 A Poor Man once a Judge besought, To judge aright
his Cause. 1835 BECKFORU Recoil. 183, I l>eseeched him. .

to remain quiet. 1844 BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xvi. (1862)

243 He besought the King to refuse his consent,

fe. a person of a thing, Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3258 pus he bisoght god of his grace.

(1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 60 (Lansd. MS.), We beseke

3owe of socoure and of mercye. c 1440 LONELICH Grail
xlvi. 51 Of baptesme I the beseke. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii.

212, I humbly do beseech you of your pardon.

f. a person for a thing." '
\ndb;a 1300 Cursor M. 20655 And bat bou wil bisek \v.r. be-seke,

biseche] me fore .. It sal be als tu it wille. c 1440 York
Myst. xxvi. 126 All samme for be same we beseke }ou, 1594
MARLOWE Dido \. \. 60 She humbly did beseech him for our
bane. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin. (1876) 539 The wretch, .be-

sought him for mercy.

4. intr. To make supplication or earnest request ;

to ask. arch.
a 1225 Attcr. R. 230 peo deoflen . . bisouhten & seiden . .

mitte nos in porcos. a 1300 E. E Psalter lxiii[iv]. i Here,
God, mi bede, when I biseke swa. 1340 Ayenb. 194 Hit
behoueb ham bidde and bezeche beuore er hi wylfeb a?t
do. c 1449 PECOCK Refir. Prol. i Vndirnyme thou, biseche

thou, and blame thou, in all pacience. 1552 Hk. Com.
Prayer Consecr. Dps., That he, preaching thy Word, may
. . be earnest to reprove, beseech, and rebuke. 1655 tr.

Milton's 2nd Dcf. Pop. 223 Well, I beseech, who are you?
b. Const, to or unto a person (obs.) ; ^/"(obs.)

or for a thing.
a 1300 E. E, Psalter xxix. [xxx.] 9 To be. .crie I sal, And

to mi God biseke. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 158 To Ihesus
scho bisouht. 1393 GOWKR Conf. II. 172 The Grekes to

hem beseke. 1377-99 in Hallam Mid. AflU(xty*) III. 90
The comune of youre lond bysechyn vnto youre ri3t ri^twes-
nesse. 1647 W. BROWNE Polex. \\. 298, I prayed, and with
teares besought foran end ofour contestations. 1805 SOUTI IKY
Madoc in W. v, We now besought for food.

816

t 5. To bring (a person) into (a certain state of

mind) by entreaty. Obs. (Cf. to argue into.)
rtiTiS PF.NN Life Wks. 1726 I. 173, I rather chuse to be-

seech People into that Commendable Disposition.

t Besee'di, sb. Obs. rare. [f. prec.] Beseech-

ing, entreaty, petition.
1606 SHAKS, Tr. fy Cf. i. ii. 319 Atchievement, is command ;

ungain'd, beseech, a 1625 BEAUM. FL. Bloody Bro. (T.),
The suit that Edith urges With such submiss beseeches.

Besee'ched///. a. See BESKECH v.

1646 MAYNE Serm. (1647) 16 An equality between the be-
seecher and the beseeched.

Beseecher OArtJai). Also 4-6 besecher.

[f. BESEECH v. + -ER 1
.]

1. One who beseeches
;
a suppliant, a petitioner.

1382 WVCLIF Zcfh. iii. 10 Fro thennis my bisecheris . .

shuln brynge a gift to me. 1508 FISHER Wks. \. 253 Shewe
hymselfe yrefull ayenst his subgecte and besecher. 11600
SHAKS. Sonn. cxxxv, Let no vnkinde, no faire beseechers
kill. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) I. vi. 43 He terrified

the poor beseecher into immediate silence.

2. spec. A petitioner to the king or his courts.
c 1400 Petit. Ld. Vesey in Whitaker Hist. Craven (1812)

251 Yor said besecher standeth gretely chargeably to the
execucon of., the last wille of, etc. 1448 SHILLINGFORD
Lett. (1871) 130 lugges betwene the seid Bisshop . . and your
seid besechers. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen. VII

> xxii, Youre besechers
shall ever pray, etc. 1523 Act 14 <$ 15 Hen. VIII, vi, It

shalbe leful to your said besecher.

Beseeching (bAPtjlg), vbl. sb. [f.
as prec..]

1. Earnest entreaty, intercession, supplication.
c 1300 in Wright's Lyric P. xxxiv. 95 Heo mai don us god,

thurn hire bysechynge. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxii.

198 At the prayer and besechyng of his lieges. 1872 HOL-
LAND Marl'. J'rop/t. 29 With a look of wild beseeching,
2. An earnest request, entreaty, prayer.
a 2300 E. E. Psalter xvi[i], i Bihald what mi bisekinge es.

1340 Ayenb, 98 pe bezechlnge bet he ous made . . bet wes
bet pater noster. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxxii. 251
Cuntinuel besechynges of many noble man. 1659 MILTON
Rupt. Comnnv. Wks. (1851) 403 By publick Addresses, and
brotherly beseechings. 1882 W. S. BLUNT Sonn. Proteus,
I'anitas Van.. O glorious sighs, Sublime beseechings.

f b. A plea, petition. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 39 Ualse playneres bet makeb ualse bezechinges.

Besee'Ching, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING*.]
That beseeches ; entreating, appealing, suppliant.
1704 J. '{'RAFF A/>ra-MittePro\. 3 With beseeching Hands.

'753 .SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom (1784) 173/1 In an humble and
beseeching strain. 1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey xvii. 100
Kmmot cast a beseeching look.

Besee'chingly, adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY 2

.]
In

a beseeching manner ; imploringly.
1830 MARRVAT Kings Own Hx,

' Don't talk so loud !

'

. .

said the hag, beseechingly. 1881 J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool
\. xili, Her childish face looked up at him beseechingly.

Besee'chingness (b/srtjirjnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being beseeching,
1863 GKO. ELIOT Romola xlviii, The husband's determina-

tion to mastery, which lay deep below all blandness and
beseechingness.

Beseechment (b/srtjment). [f. BESEECH v. t-

-MENT.] Beseeching, supplication.
a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks. (1863) VI. 118 Which beseech-

ment denotes .. their gracious condescension. 1880 Miss
BROUGHTON Sec. Th. II. iii. viii. 253 Casting a glance of

abject beseechment at his niece.

t Besee'ing, vbl. sb. Obs. In 4 bezyinge.
[f.

BESEE
z/.] Circumspection, consideration.

1340 Ayenb. 184 Create bebenchinge, bet is, grat bezyinge.

Besee'k, v. nonce-wd. [f. BE- 4 + SEEK v. (cf.

BESEECH iV] trans. To seek or search about.
1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hur \. ix. (1884) 46 These people

have all besought the town, and they report its accommo-
dations all engaged.

Beseek(e, obs. form of BESEECH.

Beseem (b/srm), v. Also 3-6 bi-, by-.
For forms see SEEM v. [f. BE- 2 + SEEM z/.]

fl. intr. To seem, appear, look. (Almost always
in 3rd pers.) Obs.
a 1225 Acr. A*. 148 Moiseses hond . . bisemede oSe spitel-

vuel. 1330 R. HRUNNE Chron. Prol. 152 He telles . . Alle
her lymmes how bai besemed. 1470-85 MALORY (1816) I.

191 Sir, thou beseemest well. 1586 WEBBE Eng. Poetrie
(Arb.)82 She sittes . . in a goodly scarlett brauely beseeming.
1779 MASON Eng.Gard. xiv.(R.)His manly form, Hi.s virtues

. .beseem'd no sentiment to wake Warmer than gratitude,

b. impers. with dat. obj. or to.

c 1400 Destr. Troy VH. 2886 Paris was pure faire .. full

stithe hym besemyt. 1470-85 MALORY ^rM;/r(i8i6) I. 361
Him beseemeth well of person, and of countenance, that he
shall prove a good man. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. i.

(1641) 2/1 To deep Wisdome and Omnipotence, Nought
worse beseems, then sloth and negligence.
2. To suit in appearance ; to become, befit, be

in accordance with the appearance or character of.

With dative obj. (rarely to).

a. orig. with we//, ill, or other qualification :

///. To appear or look well, etc., for a person to

wear, to have, to do, etc.

a. 1225 Juliana 55 Wei biseme5 be . . to beo streon of a
swuch strunde. ^1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 309 A poynt of

sorquydry^e hat vche god mon may euel byseme. 1393
GOWF.R I. no As though it shulde him well beseme That he
all other men can deme. 1398 TRF.VISA Barth. De P. R. vi.

vi. (1495) 193 Semely clothynge bysemyth to them well that
ben chaste damoysels. 1590 MARLOWE Edw.II^ i. i. ad fin.,

A prison may best beseem his holiness, a 1674 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. II. vi. 137 A duty well beseeming the Preachers

BESERVE.
of the Gospel. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. ii. 41 It would ill

beseem you, so young and so comely, to go further.

b. Hence, without qualification, in the sense of
* well beseem.*

i388WYCLiF/Vtf7>. xvii. 7 Wordis wel set togidere bisemen
not a fool. a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 126 Euerlastynge
holynesse bysemyth lorde thy howse. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr,
277 Sad pause and deep regard beseem the sage. 1639
FULLER Holy War in. xi. (1840) 134 Being more prodigal of
his person than beseemed a general. 1729 T. COOKE Tales
45 Her Mind beseem'd her Angel's Face. 1837 HAWTHORNE
Timce-told T. (1851) II. i. 12, I have already laughed more
than beseems my cloth. 1884 BROWNING Ferishtah (ed. 3)
61 Man acts as man must ; God, as God beseems.

3. absol. To be seemly, to be becoming or fitting,
to be meet : orig. with qualification as in 2.

c 1340 Cursor M. 8734 (Trin. ) Say me what wol best biseme.

1382 WYCLIF Rom. i. 28 Tho thingis that acoorden not, or by-
semen not. 1388 tltbr. vii. 26 It bisemyde that sich a man
were a bischop to us. c 1449 PECOCK Rcfr. 552 The re-

ceyuers wolden expende thilk good.. not other wise than it

bisemed. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. \. viii. 32 His reverend haires
. . The knight much honord, as beseemed well. 1671 MILTON
P. R. ii. 331 To treat thee as beseems. 1871 PALURAVE Lyr.
Poems 44 Silence beseemeth most.

tBesee'med,///. a. Obs. [f. prec. + -EDI.]

Having an appearance (of such a kind), appear-

ing, looking ;
= BESEEN

; esp. in well-beseemed.

(Cf. also well-behaved, well-spoken.}
a 1250 Oivl fy Night. 842 pine wordes beo^ . . so bisemed

and biliked. c 1430 Syr. Tryam. 720 Ther was no prynce
. . That was so semely undur schylde, Nor bettur besemyd
a knyght. a 1440 Ipomydon 353 Ther was non . . So wele

besemyd, doughty of hand.

Beseeming (b/srmiq), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.]

fl. Appearance, look. Obs.
1611 SHAKS. Cytnb. v. v. 409, I am, sir, The Souldier that

did company these three In poore beseeming.
2. Becoming appearance, becomingness, fitness.

c 1440 Protnp. Parr. 27 Besemynge, or comelynesse, de-

cencia. 1552 HULOET, Beseamynge, condccentia. 1580
HARET Ah'. B 557 A Beseeming or comellnesse, condecentia.

Besee'ming, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2.]

That beseems (in senses 2, 3) ; becoming, befitting,

seemly, comely.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. deW. 1531} 201 Moche besemyng it

was . . that we sholde haue suche a bysshop. 1592 SHAKS.
Rom. ff Jit I. i. i. loo Cast by their Graue beseeming Orna-
ments. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. (1632) 65 Those things
which men . . know to be beseeming or unbeseeming. 1641
M ILTON A nimadv.Wks. (1851) 236 Contented with a moderate
and beseeming allowance. 1821 SCOTT Kcnilw. xvi.Tressilian
. . made a low am! beseeming reverence.

Beseeming, besemyng, for by seeming,

seemingly : see SEEMING.

Besee'mingly, adv. [f. prec. + -1^.] In a

beseeming manner
; befittingly.

1611 COTGR., /?^trf?//^7f^,decently,comelily, handsomely,
gracefully, beseemingly. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <y Selv. Ep.
Ded., To love knowingly and beseemingly. 1866 J. H.
NEWMAN Gerontius v. 40 The Angels, as beseemingly To
spirit-kind was given, At once were tried and perfected.

Besee'iningness. [f.
aa prec. + -NEBS.] Be-

seeming quality; fitness, becomingness.
1656 J. FKRGUSSON On Coloss. 142 [It] doth not import a

dignity or worth in our walking, to recompence the Lord,
but onely a beseemingnesse. 1840 BROWNING Sordelloi. 282
Till two or three amassed Mankind's beseemingnesses.

Beseemly (b/s^-mli), a. rare. [Irregularly
formed on BESEEM v., after seemly] Seemly, be-

coming, befitting. Hence Beseemliness.
1647 W. BROWNE Polex. n. 292 Preferring false beseemli-

nesse before loyall affection ! 1742 SHENSTONE Schoolm. xxiv.

209 To their seats they hye. .And in beseemly order sitten

there. 1849 ROCK Ch. of Fathers III. ix. 264 An archi-

tectural feature . . as beautiful as it was beseemly.

Besege, etc., obs. form of BESIEGE, etc.

t Bese'kandlik, a. Obs. north,
[f. besekand,

north, form of BESEECHING/?-.///^. + -///-, -LIKE.]
Able to be besought, propitious.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxxxiv, 14 He sal.. in his hine be-

sekand-lik be \v.r. besoght sal he be] with-al.

Beseke, etc., obs. form of BESEECH, etc.

Besem, obs. form of BESOM.

t Bese'iicU, v. Obs. Forms : i besencan,

2-3 besencen, (Orm.} bisennkenn, bisenchen.
Pa. t. 2-3 bisencte, -seinte. [OE. besencan wk.

vb., f. BE- 2 + sytcan : OTeut. sanqjan, causal of

sinqan to SINK.] trans. To cause to sink, sub-

merge, plunge down, overwhelm.
971 Blickl. Horn. 33 Se be mihte bone costijend instepes

on helle grund besencean. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 6

Besenced \Rnshiv. besenked] on saes grund. c 11^5 Lamb.
How. 87 God bisencte ba be pharaon \ and al his genge.
Ibid. 107 Hi bisenche5 us on helle. c IZOOORMIN 19689 patt
mihhte hemm alle. . Inn helle wel bisennkenn. a i*a$Ancr.
K. 334 [He] biseinte [r.r. bisencte] Sodome & Gomorre.

t Bese'nd, v. Obs. [f. BE- 4 + SEND v.} trans.

To send to, to send (a message) to.

1297 R. GLouc.49i Erl Jon, is brother, bisende him al so,

& bisou^te is grace of that he adde misdo. 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. 309 For chance bat him bitidde, be kyng bus bam
bisent, I praie ?ow in bis nede, to help me with ^our oste.

Besenes, obs. form of BUSINESS.

Besense, obs. f. BECENSE : (see BE- pref. i.)

Besert, obs. variant of BEZOAR.

t Bese'rve, v. Obs. [f.
BE- 2 + SEKVE vJ]

trans. To serve diligently.



BESET. 817 BESHBEW.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 23053 Did |>air

bodis in prisun And suon-
ken |)am b.ith dai and night For to beserue vr lauerd.

Besestano, -tein, obs. variant of BEZESTEEX.

Beset (b/se-t), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. beset.
Also 1-6 bi-, by-. For forms see SET. [Com.
Teut. : OE. bi-, bes&tan ---= OHG. bisezzan (MHG.
and mod.G. besetzai), OS. bisettjan (MDu. besetten,

Du. bezetten\ Goth, (and OTeut.) bisatjan, f. bi-
9

BE- about + satjan (OE. sejtan} to SET, causal of

sitjan to SIT. Beset is thus the causal to BESIT.]
I. To set about, surround. All trans.

1. To set (a thing) about with accessories or

appendages of any kind ; to surround with things
set in their places. Now only in pa. pple.
a 1000 Beowulf2910 Swa hine fyrn-dagmn worhte waepna

smiS wundrum te'ode besette swin-licum. c izoo ORMIN 8169
Itt wass ej^whaer bisett Wi|>J> deorewurj>e staness. 1388
WYCI.IF Ecctns, xxviii. 28 Bisette thin eeris with thornes.

a 1529 SKELTON Vox Pop. Wks. 1843 II. 404 His tabell . .

With platt besett inowe. 1563 PILKINGTON Serm. Wks.

11842) 657 Many of the university . . beset the walls of the

Church and Church-porch on both sides with verses. 1598
BARCKLEY Fclic, Man in. 116031 253, I made orchards and

gardens, and beset them with all kinde of trees. 1607 TOP-
SELL Four-f. Beasts 557 They take a . . young man, whom
they dress in the apparel of a woman, besetting him with
divers odoriferous flowers and spices. 1760 J. LEE Introd.

Bot. (1776) 196 The Disk is beset with Points that are sharp
and stiff. 1834 DE QUINCEY Cxsars Wks. X. 231 A diadem
or tiara beset with pearls.

t b. more vaguely : To surround, encircle, cover

round with. Obs.

1580 LYLY Euph-ues (1636) I ij b, His face did shine as it

were beset with the Sun-beames. 1593 NASHE Christ's T.
Wks. 1883-4 IV. 207 Euen as Angels are painted . . besette
with Sunne-beames so beset they theyr fore-heads . . with

glorious borrowed gleamy bushes. 1727 BRADLEY Fani.
Diet. s.v. Distilling, It's necessary you should beset it [a

Retort], even to the very End of the Beak, with a Sort of
Stuff made of Potters Earth.

2. To set or station themselves round, to surround
with hostile intent.

a. To set upon or assail on all sides (a person).
t^ 1225 Meid. Maregr, xvii, Des houndes habbet me biset.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15783 J>ei bigon to awake And him faste

aboute biset. c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 143 Monkynde
in >o stat of innocense when he . . was not bysett wi}> enmyes.
(1440 York Myst. xliv. 55 pe Jewes besettis vs in ilke aside.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 19 b, Than he is a stryp-

plynge, all beset aboute with ennemyes. 1601 SIIAKS. TIM I.

N. v. i. 88, I . . Drew to defend him, when he was beset.

1718 POPE Iliad xvii. 148 The lioness . . beset by men and
hounds. 1873 SYMONDS Grk* Poets vii. 194 The Erinnyes,
whose business it is to beset the house of the evil-doer.

b. To invest, or surround (a place) ;
to besiege.

(Not now said ofa regular army besieging a town).
0x225 A tier. R, 300 pe buruh . . bet he heueden biset.

1297 R. GLOUC. 387 puderward he heyde vaste, And ber

castel bysette. a 1300 Cursor M. 7056 In his tyme was troy
biset. c 1380 Sir Fermnb, 3539 For be Amyral . . had be-set

be brigge aboute With strengbe and with gynne. c 1520
Adam Bel 47 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 141 Thys place hath
ben besette for you. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia in. i\-,

79 Salvages, well armed, had inuironed the house, and be-

set the fields. 1740 L. CLARKE Hist. Bible vi. 341 They
went and beset the town by night. 1871 FREEMAN fv'orni.

Cong. 11876) IV. xviii. 107 The partizans of Oswulf beset the
house where Copsige was.

C. To occupy (a road, gate, or passage), esp. so as

to prevent any one from passing.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15012 Wibharpe&pipe. .be weye bei him

bisette. 1380 BARET A Iv. B 550 All the wayes were beset with

garrisons ofenemies. 1635 N". R. tr.Camdcn's Hist. Eliz. 1.75
Morton in the meane time beset all passages of access. 1753
Life J. Frith 11829) 76 Sir Thomas More . . persecuted him
both by land and sea, besetting all the ways, havens, and
ports. 1852 M^CULLOCH Taxation Introd. 28 The mob,
which beset all the avenues to the House of Commons.

fd. To circumvent, entrap, catch. Obs.
1616 SJ/RFL. & MARKH. Cpnntr. Farm 37 Hee shall make

readie his Nets to catch Birds, and to beset the Hares.

3. Jig. To encompass, surround, assail, possess

detrimentally: a. said of temptations, dangers,
difficulties, obstacles, evil influences.

1000 Andreas iGr.) 1257 pa se hal^a waes . . earobancum
beseted. c 1200 ORMIN 12954 O mannkmn batt wass all bisett

Wibb siness bessterrnesse. a 1450 Knt. tie la Tour (18681 58
Whanne that two vices be sette one euelle delite, gladly they
bringe her maister into temptaeion. 1611 BIBLE Heb. xii. i

Let vs lay aside . . the sinne which doth so easily beset vs.

1712 ADDISON .S)Vr/. No. 441 Fi [Man] is beset with Dangers
on all sides. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela \. 73 A poor Maiden,
that is hard beset. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 240 The
difficulties by which the government was beset. 1874 HELPS
Soc. Press, ii. 18 The hopelessness which gradually besets
all people in a great town like London.

b. of the difficulties, perils obstacles which
beset an action, work, or course.

1800 CL'RRIE Life Burns dSool I. Ded. 21 The task was
beset with considerable difficulties. 1869 FREEMAN Norm.
Gwi/. (1876) II I. xii. 254 The tale is beset with contradictions.

1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 138 The difficulties that beset such
an explanation.

C. of actual enemies forming schemes against
one's life or property, rare.

1682 LUTTRELL BriefRet. 11857,' I- 202 O r lives and estates

are besett here.

fd. pass. To be possessed with devils). Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Le%. 176/1 The deuyls that Saynt Ger-

mayn had dryuen out of suche bodyes a* were biseten. Ibid.

196/3 Men that were wood and byset with deuyls.
VOL. I.

4. gen. To close round ;
to surround, hem in,

(Often with some allusion to senses 2 and 3, as in
'
to be beset by ice.')
c 1534 tr. Pol. Vcrg. Eng. Hist. (1846) 1. 57 The towne . . being

on all sides beesett with wooddes and fenns. 1642 ROGERS
Xaaman 345 Foggy clouds which doe beset the cleare sky.

1738 WESLEY Ps. cxxxix. iv, Within thy circling Arms I lie

Beset on every side. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exj>. x. (1856) 73
We are now again fast, completely 'beset.' 1870 HAWTHORNE
Eng. Note-Bits. (1879) II. 243 The mountains which beset it

round.

II. To set (in fig. sense
s

, to bestow. All trans.

*f-5. To set or place (one's mind, affections, faith,

trust, love) on or upon (any one) ;
= SET v. Obs.

fii7S Latnb. Horn. 101 Cristene men ne sculen heore
bileafe biset tan on here weonbdliche eahte. c I386CHAUCKR
Pers. T. p 532 Thay ben accursed, .that on such filthe biset ten
here bileeve. c 1440 Gcnctydcs 5021, I do very right,Though
I besette my loue on suche a knyght. c 1449 PECOCK Repr.
295 His over great trust which .. he bisetiid upon hem.

1627 Hi-. HALL Metaphr. Ps. iv, Offer the truest sacrifice

Of broken hearts, on God besetting Your only trust.

*j* 6. To employ, expend, spend (one's words,
wit, money, time, pains, study). Obs. Cf. bestow.
a 1240 Sai^lcs IVarde in Lamb. How. 249 Warschipe bat

best con biset ten hire wordes ant ec hire werkes. a 1300Dame
Sfris 274 Neren never penes beter biset. 1340 Ayenb. 214
Me ssel alneway wel do and wel besette J>ane time ine

guode workes. c 1386 CHAUCER C. T. Prol. 279 This worthi
man ful wel his witte bisette. 1*1449 PECOCK Repr, n. ix.

195 Forto bisette so mich labour and coste aboute yniagis.
i' 1560 in Haul, E. P. P. I. 207 Here ys thy penyworth
of ware

; Yf thou thynke hyt not wele besett, Gyf hyt
another.

t?. To bestow, apportion, allot, transfer; jr/Vv.

to bestow or give in marriage. Obs.
c 1230 Hali Meid. 9 The poure [wummon] bat beoS wac-

liche i5eouen and biset uuele. c 1325 C/iron. Eng. 492 in

Ritson's Met. Rom. II. 290 Thilke he delede on threo, Wel
he bisette theo. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng, cxii, Orgarus
thought his doughter shold wel be maryed, and wet beset

upon hym. 1494 FABYAN i. iv. n He beset or apoynted
to hym the Countre of Walys. 1599 BP. HALL Sat. iv. iii. 69
The beare his feirce-nesse to his brood besets.

f 8. To set in order
; arrange ;

ordain. Obs.

1413 E. E. Wills 118821 19, I, Richard 5onge, Brewer of

London, be-set my testament in thys maner, 1494 FABVAN

vi.^clxxx. 178 Than this noble prynce Edward, after thise

thinges, be set hym in an ordre. c 1500 Blffwbots Test, in

Halliw. A~Sp P. 3 Withoute tarying ye make your Testa-

ment, And by good avice alle thing well besett.

III. To become, suit. Cf. Sc. set, Fr. seoir.

f 9. To become, look well on, befit, set off. Obs.

1567 DRANT Horace De ArtcP. A iiij, Sad wordes beset a

sorye face ; thretynge, the visage grim. 1598 R. POLLOCK
On i Thess. (16161 258 (JAM.) If thou be the childe of God,
doe as besets thy estate sleep not, but wake.

fb. intr. To go well or accord with. Obs.

1599 KP. HALL Sat. i.
yi. 13 How handsomely besets Dull

spondees with the English dactilets.

Besetnieiit i^b/se'tment). [f. prec. + -MENT.]
1. The fact of begetting; concr. that by which one

is beset
; esp. a besetting sin, weakness, or influence.

1830 S. WARREN Diary Physic. (1838) II. vi. 231 To her
other dreadful besetments, Mrs. Dudleigh now added the
odious and vulgar vice of intoxication ! 1858 GEN. I'.

THOMPSON Audi Alt. P. I. xliv. 173 They yield to their

peculiar besetments. 1867 W. PKNGKLLV Trans. Devon-
Assoc. II, 36 Amongst the besetments of the cultivators .. is

that of trusting to negative evidence.

2. A condition of being hemmed in by persistent

obstacles, e.g. that of a ship enclosed in ice.

1833 KANE Grinnell Exp, xi. (1856,' 84 My journal must
give its own picture of this season of

*

besctment.
1

1861

Life H',Scoresl>y \\tyi A laughable incident occurred during
the besetment.

3. A condition of being beset by enemies.

1872 SPURGEON Treas.Dav. Ps. lix. 16 David's besetment
bySaul's bloodhounds.

Besetter b/se-tai). [f.
as prec. + -EB 1

.] One
who or that which besets.

1820 COLERIDGE in Blackiv. Mag. VII. 630 There is one
class of literary besetters who . . are highly amusing to all

but the unlucky patient himself.

Bese'tting, vbl. sb.
[f. as prec. + -ING V] The

action of surrounding with hostile intent.

1549 CIIEKE Hurt Sedit. (16411 27 The besetting of one
house to robbe it.

BeSG'tting, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That besets; esp. in the expression oesettingsin)$&&
the like, in allusion to Heb. xii. i.

1795 SOL-THEV Joan ofA re \\. 69 Retaining still . . their old

besetting sin. 1860 TRENCH Serm. Westin, Ab. xiii. 144
We have everyone of us besetting sins . . sins, that is, which
more easily get advantage over us than others. 1868 M,
PATTISON Acatkm, Org. 5. 210 The besetting danger of
endowments mental stagnation and apathy.

-| Besew*, v- Obs. For forms see SEW. [OE.
besiwian, f. BE- i +s(wian to SEW.] trans. To sew

about, sew up. Hence Besewed ///. a.

a 800 Epinal Gl. 699 (Sweet, O. E. T. Sot Opere plumario
bisiuuidi uuerci [Corbies Gl. 1450 bisiudi werci], aiioo
Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker I'oc.+y) Besiwed feoerjeweorc. < 1350
Will. Palcrne 1688 Mi^t we by coyntise com bi too skynnes
of be breme beres, and bisowe 3ou berinne. Ibid. 3117We be so sotiliche besewed in blse hides. 1393 GOWER
Conf. III. 312 The dede body was besewed In cloth of gold
and laid therinne. 1599 A. M. Gabtlhoner's Bk. Physic
185/2 The besowede two little bandes.

Besey, beseyge : see BESEE, BESIEGE.

Beshackle, etc. : see BE- pref.

Beshade ,b;"J^-d), v. [OK. bcsccadian, f. BE- i

+ scadian to SHADE.] To envelop in shade, over-

shadow. Hence Besha'ded///. a.

a looo Salomon fy Sat. (Gr.) 339 For hwam besceadeS heo
muntas and moras? 1393 GOWER III. in The highe tre the

ground beshadeth. 1423 JAS. I. Kindts O. xxxii, So thik
the bewis and the leues grene Beschadit all the aleyes that
there were, a 1606 SYLVESTER Magnif, 975. 1621 QUARLES
Argalus$P.i\\. Wks. 1881 III. 273/1 She wore A Crowne of
burnisht Gold, beshaded o're With Foggs and rory mist.

1827 CARLYLE Genn. Rom. III. 274. 1862 BARNES Rhymes
Dorset Dial. II. 125 Bezide the hill's besheaded head.

Beshadow (b/Jx'd0u), v. For ibrmssee SHADOW.

[MK. bishadewen, prob. OE. *be$ccadwian ; cf.

OHG. biscatawen, MHG. beschatewcn, Du. be-

schaduiven ; f. In-, BE- i + OTeut. (Goth.) skadw-

jan, in OK. sceadu'ian, to SHADOW.] trans. To
cast a shadow upon, to shade, overshadow

; also

fig. Hence Besha'dowed///. a.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10885 And goddes owne vertu now Shal

^e bishadewe for monnes prow, c 1320 Seityn Sag i W. >

586.

1496 Dircs fy Paup. (W. de W.) iv, v. 166/1 The croppe . .

bysshadoweth the rote for the hete of the sonne. 1558
PHAER JEneid ix. C c iij, 'I heir heads to heauen they lift . .

Beshadowyng broad the bows. iM*CexturyMa.XXVll.
47 All is so profoundly beshadowed by huge trees.

Beshag, beshake, beshawled
;
see BE-/;V/".

Beshame (b^-m\ v.
[f.

BE- 4 + SHAME sb.]

To cover with shame, put to shame.

1556 A B P. PARKER P$att&'XX.x\'in.[ix], 109 Beshame me not.

1832 TIIIKMVAI.L in rhilol. Mits. I. 490 Controversy is the
element of the learned person who has undertaken to

beshame and chastise me.

Beshan, native name of Balm of Mecca : see

BALM sb. 10.

Beshea'r, v. For forms see SHEAR v. [YVGer. :

OK. bescieran OHG. bisceran (MIIG. bcsclicrn,

Ger. and Du. bescheren^,, f. /'/-,1>E- i, 3 +sceran to

SHEAR.] trans. To shear or shave all round ;

htncc, to shear, shave, or cut clean off.

L 893 K. /KLI HKD Ofos. iv. xi. r Hie eal hiera heafod be-

scearen. c 1000 /ELFRIC Jittfg. xvi. 17 Ic na;s na^fre ge-
efsod ne na;fre bescoren. a 1300 Cursor M. 12231, I caitii

al nu am bi-scorn \Gott. bischorn].
[Still possible : at least in pa. pple. bcshor>i.\

tBeshe'd, v. Obs. Also bisched. [ME. f.

BE- 2 + SHED v.] trans.

1. To perfuse, drench, moisten, wet (with).
1382 \V\LLIF i Kings xviii. 28 To the tyme that the! weren

alle beshed with blood. 1388 Isa.\v. 10 As reyn and snow
. . lillith the erihe, and bischedith it. Esther xv. S.

2. To shed (blood).
1474 CAXTON Chess? in. iii. 11860 7 Or he had tlolieshedde

[?be shedcle] ony blood he wepte.

tBeshe-nd, v. Oh. rare" 1
, [f.

BE- 2 +
SHEND

z'.]
trans. To ruin.

<( 1300 Cursor M. 14838 Alias ! nu has he 511 bischent.

Besher, variant of BEAUSIRE, ancestor. Obs.

Beshet, ol)s. form of BESHUT v.

Beshield, etc. : see BE- pref.
Beshine (b/Jsi'n), v. For forms see SHINE.

[Com. Teut.: OK. bi-, bescinan- OFris. bischina,

OS., OHG. bisdnan (MHG. bcschtmn. mod.G.

bcscheinai}, Du. besckijnen, Goth, biskeinan : O
Teut. *biskinan\ f. ln-

t
BE- I + sktnan, in OE.

schictH, to SHINE.] Hence Beshone///. a.

1. trans. To shine about or upon ;
to light up,

illumine. Obs. bef. 1600, but used anew by Carlyle.
a looo Riddles far. ) Ixxii. 17 ponne mcc heaoosigel scir

bescineS. c 1200 ORMIN 18851, And heffhess lihht bishine}>t>
all iMannkinne bessterrnesse. a 1300 in Wright Pop. Treat.

Sc. 132 As an appel the urthe is round, so that evere mo
Half the urthe the sonne bi-schyneth, hou so hit evere go.

1387 TREVISA Iligdcn (.Rolls Ser.) VI. 293 Alcuinus byschoon
}?at lond \vi|> Hjt of his lore. 1534 LD. BERNKRS Gold. Bk.
M. Aurel. 1.1546) Q b, Whan the sonne is sette, it be.shyneth
not the world. 1831 CARLYLE Misc.d$-j\ II. 270 The world
beshone by the young light of Love. 1850 BLACKIE sEsc/iy-
lus I. Pref. 23 The sun-beshone tiers of an ancient theatre.

t 2. intr. with upon. Obs.

a 1300 A". Horn 12 Fairer ne iniste no beo born, Ne no rein

upon birine Ne sunne upon bischine.

f3. trans. To fall or light upon. Obs. rare.

1574 HELLOWF.S Gncuara's Ep. (1584' 275 Every time, that

with the cold my stomach beginneth to belke, presently I

say, a shame beshine Doctor Melgar.

t Beshriiiiig, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. prec. + -ING 1
.]

Illumination, lighting up ; ? effulgence. (See quot.)
1398 TREVISA Earth De P. R.

yni. xlii, {Lumen dijfert a

Ince, sicitt species ageiicre\ Byschinynge and lygt ben diuerse,
as species and gendir, for euery bischinynge is lyjte, but not

a3enwarde euery ly^te is bischinynge. Ibid. vin. xxviii.

340 One bishynynge comyth nat in to the substaunce of a
nother though it seme to the syghte that they ben joyned.

Beshivei', beshod, beshout, beshower : see

BE- pref.
Beshrew (b/ijrw-), v. arch. Forms : 4 be-, by-

schrewe, bishrewe, (6 bescro), 6-7 beshro-w(e,

4-7 beshrewe, 5- beshrew. [f.
BE- 2 + SHREW z>.]

f 1. trans. To make wicked or evil
;

to deprave,

pervert, corrupt. Obs.
r 1325 /Ww temp. Rdiv. II. 45 pis world is al beshrewed.

1381 WYCLIF Prov. x. 9 Who forsothe beshrewith [1388
makith schrewid ; I'ufy. depravat] his weies, shal be maad
opene. i Kings xi. 4 The herte of hym is beshrewid bi

wymmen. 1393 GOWER Conf. 1. 63 His herte is all beshrewed.
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BESHREWING. 818 BESIDES

1556 ABP. PARKER Psalter Ivi. 161 What flesh can do, though
all beshrowd, I feare no whit at all.

f2. To treat evilly, use ill, abuse. Obs.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 115 Thus they went from the

game begylyd and beglued Nether on other wyst horn they
went beshrewyd.

1*3. To invoke evil upon, to wish (one) all that

is bad, to invoke a curse on
;
to curse, objurgate,

or blame greatly, as the cause of misfortune. Obs,

1377 LANGL. P. /'/. B.iv. 168 A schireues clerke byschrewed
al ]>e route, c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Pro/. 844 Now elles,

frere, I bishrewe thy face. Quod this Somonour, and 1 bi-

shrewe me But if I telle tales two or thre Of freres. 1:1485

Digby Myst. (1882) II. 88 Hye the faster, I beshrew thi

skynne. 1533 MORE Debcll. Salem Wks. 948/2, I durste
well in the same worde iSome sayei bcshrewe hym, and
beshrowe hym agayne. 1642 FULLER Holy fy Pro)'. St. iv.

ix. 280 He hath just cause to beshrew his fingers. 1682 N. O.
Boilean's Liitrin n. 106 Trembling she lay, and in her heart
beshrewed him.

b. Now only in imprecatory expressions (be-

shrew me, thee, etc.) :

' Evil befall, mischief take,
devil take, curse, hang !

'

; also, with weakened
force,

'

plague on,' and often humorous or playful.
arch. [Perhaps not imperative, but an elliptical
form like (/) thankyou! (I}pray! (I } prithee!]
1566 T.STAPLETOX .fit-/. Untr. Jewell \\\. 63 Then beshrowe

the lyar. 1599 SMAKS. Mitch Ado v. i. 55 Marry beshrew my
hand, If it should giue your age such cause of feare. 1604

Oth. iv. iii. 78 Beshrew me, if I would do suchawrong For
the whole world. 1768 STERNE Sent. Jonrn. (17751 85 Be-
shrew the sombre pencil ! said I. 1828 SCOTT F. M.Perth ii,

Beshrew me if thou passest this door with dry lips. 1856
BRYANT Strange Lady iii, Be-shrew my erring bow !

tBeshrewing- Obs. [f. prec.] Used by
Purvey to translate refrenanlem of the Vulgate.
? Turning awry.
1388 WYCLIF Isa. ix. 14 And the Lord schal leese fro

Israel the heed and the tail, crokynge and bischrewynge,
^1382 shrewende] ether refreynyngc> in o dai.

Beshriek, beshrivel, beshroud, etc. : see BE-.

tBeshrcrmp, v. Obs. rare- 1

. ? BESHREW 3.

1547 BOORDE Introd, Knowl. 207 When they be angry,
lyke bees they do swarme

;
I beshromp them, they have don

me much harme,

t Beshu't, v. Obs. For forms see SHUT.

[ME. be-, bishet, -shut, f. bi-, BE- i +SHUT
z/.]

1. trans. To shut in, enclose, surround
;

to shut

up, confine, imprison.
a 1300 A". Alis. 5765 Hy founden many lake and pelt With

trowes and thornes byshett. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. xxu,
167 In an hous al lay-shut t and here dore barred. 1470
HARDING Chron. cxlii. iv, A lady of greate beautee she was
hold Beshet in pryson in paynes strong.

b. Jig. To include, comprise.
1340 Ayenb. 97 Ine bise zeue wordes byeb besset . . al be

summe of f?e newe laje.

2. To shut out, exclude.
c 1330 Amis $ Amil. 1907 And that brought him to that

state Stode bischet, withouten the gate.

t Besrblring, ///. a. Oh. rare. [f.
BE- +

SIB a. of kin, sF. affinity ;
cf. resembling.] Used

by Warner for : Resembling, having a likeness to.

1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. x. Iv. 246 Her selfe meane while,
false-Paradiz'd, besybbing /Esops croc . . did end her song
in woe. 1606 xvi. ciii. 405 Such bastard Courtnals serue
but Turns, besibbing Coyns of brasse.

Beside (b/sai/d), adv. &&&prep. Forms: 3-4
bisiden, 3-5 bi-side, -syde, byside, 4 bisid,

-syd, -seid, (bezide), 4-5 besiden, bysyde, 4-6
bisyde;n, besyde, 5 byside(n, 4- beside. [NIK.
bisiden, bisiden : OE. be sidan, i.e. be by, sidan

(dat. sing.) side. Found in OE. only as two

words, but by 1200 used as an adverb and preposi-
tion. Cf. the similar history of BIHALVE, which in

early times was a synonym of this.]
A. adv.

1. By the side, by one's side, f a. lit. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 12281 Eisidenheogunnen heongen cniues swiSe

longe. c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 513 To Britaigne tooke

they the righte way Aurelms and this Magicien bisyde.
c 1430 Syr Tryam. 545 Some on horsys and some besyde.
1590 A. MVN-DAY Eng. Romayne Life in Harl. Misc. v,

(i8n> 156 Kirbie, quaking when he felt the cart goe away,
looked styll how neere the end of it was, till he was quite
beside.

\ b. Side by side in rank, on a level. Obs. rare.

\-ypAyenb. 125 Hi yelt .. loue to ham bet byej* bezide,
grace to ham bet byeb benebe.

c. Hard by, close, near. arch, t Rarely of time

(see quot. 1380). Obs. (Mostly an elliptical use
of the prep., or with here-, there-, in place of

object.)
iM7 K. GLOUC. 558 po sei he J>er biside ..be erles baner

of Gloucetre. cryi+Gny Warw. 56 An abbay That was
bisiden on the way. ^1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 44 [Vulg.
Juxtaest dies perdtcionis} Bisyde Is be day of perdicioun. .

Biside, |?at is, neer is ^e day [z6xx Dent, xxxii. 35 at hand].

!5i7ToRKiNGTON/
)
/4fn(i884)2oAlitylI therbesydstondyth

an old Churche, 1798 COLERIDGE Anc.Mar. iv. x, The mov-
ing moon went up the sky. .and a star or two beside. 1805
SOUTHEY Madoc in Azt. xvi, Mervyn beside, Hangs over
his dear mistress silently.

2. In addition, over and above
\

BESIDES 2 (by
which this is now usually expressed).
1297 R. GLOUC. 92 Of (?e lond of France, and of ober londes

bisyde. 1393 GpwERCVw/ I. 30 Hem nedeth. .Of straunge
londes helpe beside. 1477 EARLRIVFRS (Caxton) Z?&/ff '44

The goode dedis that thou shalt do Lesyde. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. VI, iv. i. 25 My selfe, and diuers Gentlemen beside.

1692 E. WALKER Epictetns' Mor. xx, Now if the same Be-
haviour be your Guide, In all the actions of your life beside.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. xxiv. (1806) 143 We can marry her to

another . . and what is more, she may keep her lover beside.

1825 CARLVLE Schiller 1.11845) n It was by stealth if he read
or wrote any thing beside.

b. As an additional consideration ; moreover ;

= BESIDES A 2 b (by which now usually expressed).
1592 GREENE Art Canny Catch, in. 8 The Maide. .was not

a little ioyfull to see him : beside, shee seemed proud that her
kinsman was so neat a youth. 1663 BUTLER Hud. \. i. 1-27

Beside he was a shrewd philosopher. 1871 BROWNING
Balaiistion (1881) 148 Beside, when he found speech, you
guess the speech.
3. Otherwise, else ;

= BESIDES 3 (by which this

is now usually expressed).
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. i. 40 And one day in the week to

touch no food, And but one meal on euery day beside. 1649
MILTON Eilcon Pref. C, Rebels . . to God in all thir actions

beside. 1734 POPE Ess. Man iv. 243 To all beside as much
an empty shade. 1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague 11. i. 146
We talk'd Of thee and none beside. 1843 E. JONES Sens. $
JC-'cnt 57 And these forgetting, all beside In life will darken.

f4. On or to one side, apart. Obs. (Now ASIDE.)
a 1375 Cursor Al. 3622 (Trin.}, She went bi syde & hir

biboujt. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xi. 344 The toythir bataills

suld be gangand Bisid on std, a Hull space. ciqaoAfol.
Loll. 56 Peter tok him be side, & be gan to blam him.
c 1485 D'tgby Myst. (1882) n. 191 Goo thou . . In-to the Cyte
alytyll be-syde, 1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utop. 152 Whiles

y armies be fighting together in open feld, they a litle

beside not farre of knc-lc upon their knee?.

fb. csp. with.rtY,/tt/, leave, etc. (See ASIDE 4).

1414 BRAMPTON Penit. Ps. Ixxxvi. 33 Lust and lykyng I

sette be syde. 1436 Pol. Poems ( 1 850 ) 1 1. 187 Yeue us grace
alle sloughte to leue bysyde. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasni. Far,
Matt. i. 21 He set his elder brother besyde. a 1604 HANMFR
Chron. Irel. 17 In the end the two sonnes were put beside.

f5. Toward the side, sidewise. Obs. (
= ASIDE 7).

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 1221 Lamydon at the laste lokit besyde.

("6. By the side so as to miss, by, past, To go
beside : to pass on one side, to miss. Obs.

capstans Puerto in Babees Bk. (1868) 31 Fllle not bi

spoon lest in J?e cariage It scheede bi side, it were not com-
mendable. 1526 1'ilgr, Pi>rf,(\V. deW. 1531 ) 35 b, And where
it purppseth to go ouer the brydge, it gothe besyde, and
falleth into the dyche. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. fy Ad. 981 Vet
sometimes falls an orient drop beside Which her cheek melts.

B. prep.
1. //"/. By the side of

; hence, close to, hard by.
a. strictly. By the side of a person, animal, or

thing that has a recognized side. (The more de-

finite by the side of, by his, /ier
} etc. side, is now

often used instead, as bein^j more distinct from b.)
c 1205 LAY. 21408 per fseht Baldulf bisiden his broSer.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3873 Bisid lya al night he lai. Ibid, 1787

J>e leon suam beside be hert. 1493 Festivall^N. de W. 1515)
10 Thenne falleth his sede besyde the waye. 1526 Pilgr.

Perf. iW. de W. 1531) 155 The thefe that honge on the crosse

besyde our lorde. 1611 BIBLK Ps. xxiii. 2 He leadeth mee
beside the still waters. 1712 STEKLE Sped. Xo. 460 p 7 The
boy who stood beside her. 1727 THOMSON Summer n Be-
side the brink Of haunted stream. 1766 GOLDSM. I'ic. IV,

xxi. (1806) 125We sate beside his kitchen fire. i8i6J.WILSON
City ofPlague i. i. 319 Let me sit down beside you.

b. Less exactly : Close to, near any part of, by.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 8207 And did be sidcn t>aim laumpis

liht. ^1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 3315 That castell That the se

ran fast byside. ^"1375 WYCLIK Wks. (1880) 189 She saat

bisiden cristis feet, c 1430 lltrw Good \i'tft\ etc. 172 in Babees
Bk. (1868) 41 Please weel bi nei5boris bai dwelle bee biside.

1611 BIBLK Song. Sol. i. 8 Feede thy kiddes beside the shep-
heards tents, c 1680 BBVERIDCB Semi. (1729) II. 299 It doth
not fall upon him but beside him. 1884 L. KEITH Venetians
Loi'. II. ii You'll come beside us in the drawing room.

to. Formerly with names of towns, etc., where
we now use by, near. Obs.
ciioo Trin. Coll. How. 31 pe herdes wakeden ouer here

oref biside J?e burch belleem. 1297 R. GLOUC. ssSToatoun
biside Wircetre, bat Kemeseie ihote is. 1382 WYCLIF Gen.
xiii. 18 Abram . . dwellide biside the valey ofMambre. 1418
E. E. Wilts (18821 32 Seint Gyles beside Holbourne. 1523
LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xiv. 14 Atthepalaice of Westminster,
beside London. 1581 MARHKCK Bk. ofNotes 556 He . . was
buried a little beside the same Citie.

d. fig. (a.) Side by side with in rank, on a
level with. (^.) By the side of for comparison,
compared with.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis i. Prol. 365 Besyde Latyne our langage
is imperfite. 1843 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. (1851) I. Pref. 20

Gainsborough's power of colour .. is capable of taking rank
beside that of Rubens.

2. In addition to, over and above, as well as
;

= BESIDES B 2 (by which now usually expressed).
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3697 Bot speciel prayers with

glide entente, pat es made besyde be sacramente. c 1380
WYCLIF Se/. Wks. III. 435 For bise sixe kyndenessis bysyde
goostliche suffragies. 1558 BI-. WATSON Sev. Sacr. xxx. 191
The priest . . beside his praiers, doth minister the outwarde
sacrament of Aneiling. 1611 BIBLE Lev. xxiii. 38 Beside the
Sabbaths of the Lord, and beside your gifts. 1774 SIR J.
REYNOLDS Disc. vi. (1876) 396 Beside his master Andrea
Sacchi, he imitated Rafaelle. 1832 J. C. HARE in Philol.
Museum I. 59 Beside the planets usually seen, there are
other stars. 1879 LEWES Study Psychol. 70 Other men be-
side ourselves.

j- b. with obj. clause
;
= BESIDES B 2 b. Obs.

1631 Life Father P. Sarpi (1676) 87 The Pope, beside that
he is the head of Religion, is also a Prince.

3. Other than, else than
;
= BESIDES B 3 (by

which (his is now usually expressed).

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 41 If he haue ani bing bi syd be Lord,
be Lord schal not be his part. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
1 53 I ) 238 b, In ye whiche commaundement is prohybyte . .

all other maner of lechery, besyde the acte of matrimony.
1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribae 422 No man beside Festus,
in that fragment, doth tell us, etc. 1710 SHAFTESB. Charac, i.

3('737) I- 65 None can understand the Speculation beside
those who have the Practise. 1827 BP. HEBER Hymn, Only
Thou art holy, there is none beside Thee, Perfect in power,
in love, and purity.

j*
4. Outside of, out of, away from. Obs.

\-
a. By the side of so as to pass without contact,

by the outside of, past, by. To go beside (L.#r&-
terire] : to pass by, pass over, miss. To look

beside : to overlook, fail to see, miss. Obs.
c 1375 WYCLIF Serin. Se!. Wks. I. 15 pei tristen on rijt of

mannis lawe, and gone ofte beside be sobe. 1382 Prov,
xix. 1 1 The glorie of hym is to go beside wicke thingys [1388
to passe ouere wickid thingis]. 1627 BP. HALL Epist. iv. Hi.

341 Let vs but open our eyes, we cannot looke beside a lesson.

1629 GAULE Holy Madn. 95 Oh, doe him not the wrong to

looke beside him, for if you see him not, hee comes by to no

purpose.

fb. Of position: Outside of, out of, away from.
c 1400 Apol. Loll, i To reduce me in to be ri3t wey, if I

haue gon biside be wey in ani bing. 1555 in Strype Eccl.

Mem. III. n. App. xlvii. 143 Beside and without the com-

passe of the same Articles. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. i. 502
As of Vagabonds we say That they are ne'er beside their

way.
t C. Of removal, deprivation : Out of, away

from
; csp. with/K/, set

', pluck, etc. Obs.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par., Matt. ii. 25 Least he should
be set beside the kingdome whiche he . . held. 1551 ROBINSON
tr. Mores Utop. 133 If they by couyne or gile be wiped
beside thtir goodes. 1553-87 FOXE A. $ M. II. 384 He
put the new Pope Alexander beside the cushion and was
made pope himself. 1570-87 HOLINSHED.SV^. Chron. (1806)

II. 60 One of them taking displeasure with his father.,

stepped to him and plucking her [a falcon] beside his fist

wrong her neck. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Phitos. (1701) 2/1
Neleus Son of Cordrus being put beside the Kingdom of
Athens by his younger Brother Medon.
5. Jig. senses from 4.

a. Out of a mental state or condition, as beside

one s patience, one s gravity, one's wits
;
now only

in Beside oneself', out of one's wits, out of one's

senses; cf. F. hers de soi, Ger. ausser sick.

1490 CAXTON Eneydvs xxvii. 98 Mad and beside herself.

1526 FRITH Disp. Purgat. 175 The man was almost beside

himself, and then was he sent to Oxford. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen.
Il/, in. i. 179 Enough to put him quite beside his patience.
1611 BIBLK Acfs xxvi. 24 Festus saide with a lowd voyce,
Paul, thou art beside \Tindale besides] thy selfe, much
learning doeth make thee mad. 1716 LADY M. W. MON-
TAGUE Lett. I. vi. 20 This question almost put him beside his

gravity, 1827 HOOD Hero fy Leand. cvii, Like an enchanted
maid beside her wits. 1884 Q. VICTORIA More Leaves 399.
I felt quite beside myself for joy and gratitude.

b. Away from, wide of (a mark) ; apart from,
not embraced within (a plan, purpose, question).
1533 MORE Debcll. Salem Wks. 1021/2 He speketh al beside

the purpose. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. 1,1884) 51, I take

It, M. Proctor was beside his book. 1691 RAY Creation
i. (1704) 64 Because it is beside my Scope. 1853 ROBERTSON
Serm. Ser. in. xiii. 158 The distinction, .is an altogether false

one and beside the question. 1856 FsOUDB//&.. (1858)
I. iii. 285 The point on which the battle was being fought
lay beside the real issue. 1883 Manch. Guard. 22 Oct. 5/3

Really this question is beside the mark.

t c. Beyond the range or compass of (L.prxter] ;

utterly apart from
;
hence sometimes approaching

the sense (

contrary to.' Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 14 b, No personemay re-

ceyue . . the counseyles of the holy goost, excepte he haue

besyde nature a spirituall eare. 1548 GESTF. Pr. Mase g8
It is institute besyde Gods wrytten wordes and so contrarie

to the same, a ni^FOTHBBBV^IMtfMr. n. viii. 2(1622)281
Vertues are begotten in vs, neither by nature, nor beside

nature. ci68S SOUTH St'rt/i. (1715)462 A Lye is properly an

outward Signification of something contrary to, or, at least,

beside the inward Sense of the Mind, a 1758 J. EDWARDS
in N. Worcester Atoning Sacr. (1830) 140 Old men seldom
have any advantage from new discoveries, because these

are beside a way of thinking which they have been long used

to. 1773 JOHNSON ^.(1788 I. Ixxiii. 106 At Durham, beside

all expectation, I met an old friend.

fC. Comb. Besi'de-forth, besides-forth adv.,

moreover, further; beside-sitter, one who sits

beside, an assessor; besi'deward, 1 outside, hard

by, in the vicinity. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvn. 22 Judas Macabeus, 5e and

sexty bousande bisyde forth
' bat ben nou?t seyen here. 1548

UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke i. 17 And yet was besides-

forth an ungodly and a wicked person. 1340 Ayenb. 40
|>e

kueade bezidezitteres, bet yeueb J>e kueade redes to be

demeres. 1460 Pol. Rel. 4- L. Poems (1866) 1 16 To men J>at

in be cyte dwelle; And men
\
at dwellen be-sydwarde.

Besides (b/ssi-dz), adv. and prep. Forms :

3-4 bisides, 4 bi-, bysidis, bysydes, 5-6 be-

sydes, -is, 5- besides. [f. BESIDE + s of the

advb. genitive, here probably a northern sub-

stitute for the southern -en of bisiden. This has

been used in all the senses of BESIDE, but is now

used, in prose, only in senses 2, 3, for which it is

the proper word.]
A. adv.

1 1. By the side
;
close by, near ;

= BESIDE A i .

c 1205 LAY. 5181 Brennes [wende] bisides mid his folke of

Burguine. c 1340 Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 76 Smal sendal bisides,

a selure hir ouer. c 1440 Ctsta Rom. 114 Heer besydes is



BESIEGE.

a foreste. c 1450 LONELICH Grail xliv. 388 Josephs in that

Castel not ne was, but at anothir besides in that plas.

2. In addition, over and above, as well.

men said vnto Lot, Hast thou here any besides? 1821

KEATS Isabel liv, It drew Nurture besides, and life, from

human fears. 1863 MARY HOWITT F. Brcmer's Greece II.

xvi. 149 There are, besides, many marble slabs with long

Greek inscriptions.

b. Introducing a further consideration: As an

additional or further matter, moreover, further.

1396 SHAKS. Merch. V. n. i. 15 Besides, the lottrie of my
destenie Bars me the right of voluntarie choosing. 1682

NORRIS Hicrocles 8 Besides, God is not at all Honour'd by
the most costly oblations. 1774 BURKE Amer. Taj:. Wks.
II. 384 Besides, they were indemnified for it. 1858 BRIGHT

Reform, Sp. (18761 282 There is, besides, this great signifi-

cant fact. Mod, It is rather too late to go out; besides, I

am tired.

3. Other than that mentioned, otherwise, else.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. i. 185 Which .. leaves behinde

a stayne Upon the beautie of all parts besides, a- 1604
TILLOTSON Serin. I. i. (R.) An ignorant man, whatever he

may know besides, a 1704 LOCKE fJ.) Robbers, who break

with all the world besides, must keep faith among them-

selves. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 4 Knowledge, in which
the gentlemen of England have been more remarkably de-

ficient than those of all Europe besides.

t 4. = BESIDE A 6. Obs. (Now ASIDE.)
1611 BEAUM. & FL. Maid's Trag, v. (1679) 19 The blows

thou mak'st at me are quite besides. 1650 BULWER Antliro-

pomet. xi. 11653' 184 They never faile, or cast it besides.

1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 152/2 He was so thought-

ful, that going to put Incense into a Censer, he put it besides.

B. prep.
1 1. = BESIDE B i. Obs.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 31 Da com on angel of heuene to

hem, and stod bisides hem. a 1300 Cursor M. 16878 In a

?ard bisides be tune. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. xiii. i Jhesus. .

sat bisides the sse. 1480 CAXTON Trevisa's Descr, Eng. 6

At Stonhenge besides Salesbury. 154* UDALL Erasm.

Apoph. 316 b, I would . . make you roome here besides me,
but that I sitte in so narrowe a roome myself. 1605 STOW
Ann. 372 King Edward kept his Christmasse at Kenington
besides Lambeth. 1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (1703} 208

Hold . . your Right Hand close besides your Left Hand.

2. Over and above, in addition to, as well as.

(This and the next are the ordinary current senses.)

1535 JOYE Apol. Tindale 24 Besydis thys condempnacion
of me by hearsaye. 1553 HULOET, Besydes that, prxterea.

1557 N. T. l Geneva) Luke xvi. 26 Besydes all this, betwene

you and us there is a great gulfe set. [So 1611.] ri68oBEYE-
RIDGE Serin. 1.1729) I. 484 Besides that . . they have some

part of his word solemnly read. 1783 LD. HAILES A nc. Ckr.

Cli. ii. 50 St. Paul.. became acquainted with many Chris-

tians besides his converts. 1875 BRVCE Holy Rom, Emf.
vii. (ed. 51112 The Emperor, besides the sword . . receives

a ring as the symbol of his faith.

b. with obj. clause.

1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cal. Mar. Gloss., Besides

that the. .affection . -tormenteth the mynde. 1586 COGAN
Haven Health (1636) 97 Besides that this water cooleth all

the inward parts, it doth greatly helpe the stone. 1860 MILL

Repr. Govt. (1865) 59/2 The representatives of the_majority,
besides that they would themselves be improved in quality
. . would no longer have the whole field to themselves.

3. Other than, else than : in negative and in-

terrogative (formerly sometimes in affirmative)

sentences, capable of being rendered by 'except,

excluding.'
c 1375 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 393 No man may putt an-ober

ground bysidis bat bat is putt (So 1382 N. T. i Cor, iii. n ;

1388 outtakun ; TIND-, COVERD., Gencv., 1611, then; Rhein.

beside.] c 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. I. 22 England is well

stored with all kinde of beeastes, besides asses, mules, cam-

mels, and elephants. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxii. 116

Not the act of the Body, nor of any other Member thereof

besides himselfe. a 1716 SOUTH 12 Serin. (1717} IV. 37 The

Jews, .for ever unsainting all the world besides themselves.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. no 71 No living Creature ever

walks in it besides the Chaplain. 1758 JORTIN Erasm, I.

266 In the opinion of every one besides himself. Mod. Have

you nothing to tell us besides what we have already heard ?

1 4. = BESIDE B 4. a. Past, by. Obs.

1634 PRESTON New Covt. 2 Careful that none of this water

run besides the mill. 1639 FULLER Holy War\. ii. (1647)

232 King Philip missed of his expectation, and the morsel

fell besides his mouth. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos, (1701)

468/2 [He] proposed sophisms to the disputants, slipping
besides the sense. 1680 Observ. on ' Curse Ye Meroz '

5 No
sooner did they perceive the waters begin to run besides

their Mill, .but they turned Cat in Pan, and cursed as fast

the contrary way.

t b. Opposition : Out of, away from, off. Obs.

'537 TINDALE Exp. i John Wks. II. 183 Thou mayest
well, besides Christ, know him [God] as a tyrant, 1607 Tor-

SELL Serpents 769 ^Elianus was a little besides the way,
when he set down macrons for microns. 1641 Vind. Since-

tymniiits 7. 90 He tels us we are besides the Cushion.

fc. Of removal: Out of, away from, off. To

put besides : to put out of, do out of, deprive of.

1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utop. 41 The husbandmen . . by
coueyne and fraude . . be put besydes it. 1577 HOLINSHEI
Chron. I. 173/1 The Englishmen . . desirous . . to shake of

the yoke of Danish thraldome besides their necks ant

shoulders. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. Ii. xiv. 5(1873) 15*

Doth not only put a man besides his answer. 1654 USSHER
Ann. v. 88 That no God was able to put him besides hi

Kingdom. 1702 Eng. Theophrast. 47 An extravagant lov

. .puts the Philosopher besides his Latin.

5. fig. (from 4.)
= BESIDE 13 5.

819

t a. Out of any mental state ;
hence Besides

oneself: see BESIDE 653. Obs.

1526 TINDALE Acts xxvi. 24 Paul, thou arte besides thy
elfe. 1535 JOYE Apol. Tindale 36, I am suer Tindale is

lot so farre besydis his comon sencis. 1611 BIBLE 2 Cor. v.

3 Whether wee bee besides our selues . . or whether we bee

ober. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xxvii. (1695) 186 Our way
>f speaking in English, when we say such an one is not

limself, or is besides himself, .as if . . the self same Person

vas no longer in that Man.

t b. = BESIDE B 5 b. Obs.

1581 R. GOADE in Confer. II. (1584) I iiij b, You fall to

discoursing cleane besides the purpose. 1651 LILLY & ASH-
IOLE Autobiogr. (1774) 172 Its besides my task to write the

ife of the late King. 1699 BENTLEY Pkal. 219 Though it

>e quite besides the subject,

f c. Beyond ;
= BESIDE B 5 c. Obs.

1564 BriefExam. **b, Nothyng muste be brought into

he Churche, besides or contrary to Scripture. 1577 VAU-
TROULLIF.R Luther's Ep. Gal. 8 This thou doest besides thine

iffice; keepe thy selfe within thy bounds. Ibid. 36 If it

.each any thing besides or against Gods word. 1661 BRAM-
HALL Just. Vind. vii. 196 The Pope can do nothing in France

.either against the Canons or besides the Car.ons. 1668

DULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. A nat. IV. i. 159 Tis besides

nature. 1692 LOCKE Toleration^ iii. iv. Wks. 1727 II. 355

A model so wholly new, and besides all experience.

Besie, obs. form of BOSY.

Besiege (bftrdj), v. Forms : 3-6 bysege,

4 biseehe, 4-5 be-, bisege, 5 biseige, 7 be-

siedge, -sige, 5- besiege. [ME. bi-, by-, besege(n,

:. BE- i + sege(n, aphetic f. asege(n, ASSIEGE.]
1. trans. To sit down before (a town, castle, etc.)

with armed forces in order to capture it ; to lay

siege to, beleaguer, invest.

1297 R. GLOUC. 387 pys ost wende buderward . . And by-

seged ben castel syx wouke wel vaste. a 1300 Cursor M.

9211 Twelve monej) he biseged hit. 1:1380 Sir Fcrumb.
4275 pyn barons, . j?at so buj> be-seged on bat tour. 1382
WYCLIF Isa. xxi. 2 Stee}h vp, Elam, and bisege [T

P

. r. bi-

seche] Medeba. 1440 Gcsta Rom. 9 A certeyn Cite, .was

Diseigyd with . . enemeys of be Emperoure. 1595 SIIAKS. Jolin

II. i. 489 This Cittie now by vs besiedg'd. 1611 BIBLE i Sam.
xxiii. 8 Saul called all the people together . . to besiege

Dauid, and his men. 1671 MILTON P. R. in. 339 Agrican
with all his northern powers Besieg'd Albracca. 1844 THIRL-

IVALL Greece VII. Ix. 67 Antigonus besieged the city for ten

months.

b. Jig. and transf.
1600 SHAKS. Smut, ii. When forty winters shall be^ege

thy brow. 1601 All's Well II. i. 10 The mallady That

doth my life besiege. 1608 ARMIN Xest Ninn. 31 Having

wrung off her neck, begins to besiedge that good morsel.

2. transf. To crowd round like a besieging

army ;
to block up, hem in.

1686 Gent1. Recr. I. 101 A Planet is besieged, when he is

between the Bodies of the two . . Malevolents, Saturn and

Mars. 1717 POPE Elegy Unfort. Lady 38 Frequent hearses

shall besiege your gates. 1789 JEFFERSON Corr. (1830) 20

The people have besieged the doors of the bakers.

3. fig. To assail with importunate addresses or

prayers.
1712 STEELE Spect. No. 534 r 5 There is one gentleman

who besieges me as close as the French did Bouchain. 1737
POPE Hor. Ep. i. vii. 29 Fools with compliments besiege ye.

1830 ALISON Hist. EuropeVlll. 1. 45 The ministers were

besieged with innumerable applications for every office. 1867

PARKMAN Jesuits N. Amcr. xix. (1875)293 Pious souls, .who

daily and nightly besieged Heaven with supplications.

t Besie'gCi sb. Obs, ;
also 6 beseyge, 7 be-

seige. [f. prec. vb.] Besieging, siege.

1552 HULOET, Besiege laier, obsessor. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy.

II. 15 The besiege of Sagitta. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.

ix. xxiv. (1632) 1191 The besiegeof Inis-Kellen. 1664 Floddan
F. iii. 22 Your saults and hard besiege.

Besieged(bft*-d3d),///.. [f.prec.vb. + -ED!.]

1. Invested or surrounded by hostile forces.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 27 Besegyde, obsessus. 1603 in Shaks.

C, Praise 57 Of Helens rape and Troyes beseiged Towne.

1795 SOUTHEY Joan of'Arc vl. 158 Our foes Haply may..

quit in peace Besieged Orleans.

b. absol. The people besieged.

by surprise.

2. transf. Beset by an importunate crowd.

1866 CRUMP Banking'ii. 55 The funds, .were instantly re-

turned to the besieged bank.

Besiegement (b/srdgment). Also 7 be-

siedg-. \i.
as prec. + -MENT.] The action of be-

sieging or state of being besieged ; a\sofig.

1564 GOLDING Justine 31 (R.) Setting before their eies be-

siegement. hungar, and the arrogant enemy. 1577 Test. 12

Patriarchs (1604) 75 The Lord shall bring upon you famine,

and . . wrathful besiegement. a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks , (1865!

X. 481 An unheard-of way of besiegement.

Besieger (Wsrdjai). [f.
as prec. + -ER!.]

One who besieges.
1380 BARET A Iv. B 570 A besieger, obsessor. 1594 T. B. La.

Primaud. Fr. Acad. 313 Demetrius, surnamed the He-

sieger. 1633 H. COGAN Pinto's Tray. Iiii.(i663) 209 Permis-

sion for the Besieged to converse with the Besiegers. 1709
STEELE Tatler No. 18 F 6 The Besiegers were quiet in their

Trenches. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Eng. V. 80 The advanced

works of the besiegers were, .close to the town.

Besie'ging (Ws/'dgiij), vbl. sb. ; also 4 bi-,

5 besegynge. [f. as prec. + -ING !.] The action

of laying siege to (a place) ; the condition of

being besieged.

BESLAVER.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. iv. 2 Thou shall ordeyne ajens it a

bisegynge. 1388 Jer. x. 17 Thou that dwellist in bi-

segyng. 1560 WHITEHORNE Art Warre (1588) 93 b, The de-

fending and besieging of townes. 1611 BIBLE Ecclus. 1. 4 He
. .fortified the citie against besieging. 1801 STRUTT Sports

(y Past. u. ii. 66 Chiefly used in besieging of cities.

Besie-ging, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That besieges ; employed in a siege.

1813 Examiner 17 May 307/2 The besieging corps before

Dantzick. 1820 KEATS St. Agnes xl, The arras. . Flutter'd

in the besieging wind's uproar. 1863 HOLLAND Lett. Joneses

xv, A will as patient .. as that which a besieging army needs.

Besie'gingly, a'^. rare. [f. prec. + -LT 2
.]

Urgently, importunately.
1822 DE QUINCEY Confess. Wks. I. 270 Any particular death

. . haunts my mind more obstinately and besiegingly, in that

Besigh i.b/sai-
1

,
v. [f. BE- 4 + SIGH z>.]

To

sigh over,

rizoo [see BE- pref. 4.] 1827 CARLYLE Germ. Romance
I. 46 Besighing bis past madness.

t Besi'ght. Obs. rare. In 3 besijte, 4 besiht.

[ME. beside, f. BESEE v., and sitfe, SIGHT.] Con-

sideration, determination, ordinance.

1258 Proclam. Hen. Ill, The besijte of than to foren iseide

redesmen. f 1320 Cast. Lone 311 A braU.borw be-siht of

riht dom To strong prison was i-don.

Besil(e, obs. form of BEZZLE.

Besilver (b/si-lvaj), v. [f.
BE- i + SILVER z>.]

trans. To silver over, to cover or line with silver
;

also Jiff. Hence Besilvered///. a.

1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet, in Farr's i'. P. (1847) 61

Many streams his banks besilvered. 1800 W. TAYLOR in

Robberds Mem. I. 330 Yet how well be amalgamates and
besilvers all ! 1825 Blactm. Mag. XVIII. 436 The moon-
besilver'd casements guided us. 1864 R. BARTON Dahoinc
II. 33 Wives and Amazons, copiously besilvered.

Besin, besinge, besiren : see Jjs-Jiref.

Basing (bfti-n), v. [f.
BE- 4 + SING v .]

tt-ans.

a. To sing (into some state), b. To sing about

(a person, etc.) ;
to celebrate in song ;

to sing to.

Hence Besung (b/szrrj), ///. a.

1566 DRANT Horace Sat. x. E iv b, If the plaintife Poet

shoulde besing his muses horce. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. 1 18571

I. 239 Let him worship and besing the idols of the time.

1860 DICKENS Uncomin. Trav. iii, In the Charter which ha_s

been so much besung. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. IV. xn. i.

119 The Mountain part . . besung by rushing torrents.

t Besi'llk, v. Obs. Forms: i besinoan, 2-3
bisinken

;
Pa. t. -sank ; fa. pple. -sunken. [OE.

besincan str. vb., f. BE- 2 + sincan to SINK.]
1. intr. To sink, fall down through any substance.

c893 K. /ELFRED Oros. III. xi. 10 Sio burs besanc on eor-

ban. c 1230 Mali Meid. 33 Hwase lift ileinen deope bi-

sunken.

2. trans. To submerge. For BESENCH.
CI200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 177 pe storm bisinkeo be ship,

f Besire, a bad form for DESIIIE.

1389 Marprel. Epit. C, He besire them to leaue this order,

or els they are like to heare of it . . And ile besire you.

t Besi't, v. Obs. ;
also 4-5 bisit. [OE. besit-

tan to sit about, besiege, f. BE- i + sittan to SIT.

The primary verb, of which BESET is the causal.]

1. trans. To encamp about, besiege.
anoo O.E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1087 Secyng. .let be-

sittan bone castel. 1154 Ibid. an. 1135 Te king it besast.

2. To sit upon; to lie heavy upon ;
to weigh upon.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. n. no Hit schalbisitten oure soules

sore atte laste. 1377 Ibid. B. x. 361 It shal bisitten vs ful

soure, be siluer bat we kepen.
3. To sit properly upon (as a dress) : to fit, suit,

become. Cf. F. stair.

c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xiv. 73 This, .bisittith not his wis-

dom. ^1471 FORTESCUE Wks. (1869) 463 Yt besatt not his

magnifycence to have done otherwise. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch's Mar, 227 Affections for to change it well besits.

1614 C. B. Ghost Rich. Ill, Yeelding thoughts besit the

basest slaves.

t Beskyfte, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [f.

BE- 3 + ME.

skyfte : see SHIFT.] trans. To thrust off.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur (1817) I. 91 She coude not be-

skyfte hym by no meane.

Beslab, beslap, beslash, etc.: see BE- pref.

Beslabber, beslaber, variants of BESLOBBER.

Beslave (W,sUi-v), v. [f. BE- 5 + SLAVE.]
1. trans. To make a slave of, enslave, lit. xcAfig.
1615 BP. HALL Contcmpl. N. T. iv. iv. 198 He that, .hath

beslaved himself to a bewitching beauty. 1645 QUARLES
Sol. Recant, iv. 51 Or if thy droyling hand should once

beslave Thy glorious freedome.

2. To address as a slave, to call
' slave.'

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. n. 158/1, I will not rayle,

or rogue thee, or be-slaue thee. 1713 ADDISON Guardian
No. 153 He is now chiding and beslaving the emmet that

stands before him.

3. To fill with slaves, pollute with slavery.
1862 J. SPENCE Amer. Union 246 Texas would not have

been annexed and beslaved.

Hence Besla-ved///. a., Besla-ving vbl. sb.

1656 S. H. Gold. Law 54 Redeeming of many poor be.

slaved souls. 1641 LD. DIGBY Sp. in Ho. Com. 19 Jan. 16

Our beslaving since the Petition of Right.

Beslaver (Wiak-wi), v. [f.
BE- i + SLAVIR v.

Cf. also BESLOBBER.] trans.

1. To slaver upon or over, to bedrivel ;
to cover

with anything suggesting slaver.

1*80 Pappe it 1
. Hatchet C iii, Giue the infant a bibbe, bee
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BESLEEVE. 820 BESOM.
all to beslauers his mother tongue. 160* Retttm/r. Parnass.
i. ii. (Arb.) 14 One of your reumaticke Poets, that beslauers
all the paper he comes by. 1870 SWINBURNE Ess. $ Stud.
('875) 38 Unconscious if any reptile beslaver its base.

2. To cover with fulsome flattery.
1861 Life Ld. Bacon xxii. 498 He was ready to beslaver

Majesty infinitely.

Hence Besla'vered ///. a.

1598 E. GILPIN Skial. (1878) 5 To thinke so well of a scald
railing vaine, Which soone is vented in beslauered writs.

t Beslee've, v. nonce-wd. [BE- 6 c. + SLEEVE.]
trans. To take the sleeves from (a bishop). Hence
Beslee'ving vbl. sb.

1589 NASHE A Imond/or P. 16 a, Am not I old Ilie ego qui
quondam at y* besleeuing of a sichophant.
Besliine, beslipper, beslow, etc. : see BE-.

Beslobber (b/islp-bai), v. ; also 4-5 bislaber.

[f. BE- i + SLOBBER ^.] To wet and befoul with
saliva (

= to BESLAVER), or with portions of liquid
food escaping from the mouth ; to kiss like a

drivelling child ; hence, to kiss childishly or effu-

sively ; fig. to cover with fulsome flattery.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vm. i Tho cam sleuthe al by-slobered
[B. v. 392 bislabered] with two slymed eyen. 1828 MACAU-
LAY Hallam, Ess. \ 1851) 1. 84 The salaried Viceroy of France
. .beslobbering his brother and courtiers in a fit of maudlin
affection. 1868 Btatfciu. Mag. Aug., When a man is be-

slobbered by high and by low, In our senates and schools
deemed a light of the age.

Beslombre, beslomere, v. 06s. : see next.

Beslubber ^b/'islo'baj^^. Also 4-5 beslombre,
beslomer.

[f.
BE- i + SLUBBER v. The early be-

slom(b]er is probably merely a phonetic variant :

Matzner would make it distinct, comparing it with
' Du. slommeren to trouble '

;
but see the sense.]

trans. To wet and soil with a thick liquid ; lo

bedaub, bedabble, besmear. Hence BesUrbbered.
c 1394 P. PI. Crede 427 His hosen. . Al beslombred \v. r.

beslomered] in fen as he be plow folwede. 1587 GOLDISG
De Mornay xviii. (1617! 317 A certain common conceiuing
of God, howbeit so defaced and beslubbered. 1596 SHAKS,
t Hen, IV, ii. iv. 341 To beslubber our garments with it,

and sweare it was the blood of true men. 1621 MOLLE
Camerar. Liv. Libr. i. xv. 64 Perfumes, .wherewith he vsed
to sweeten and beslubber himselfe. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod.
Rand. iv. (1804' 14 A countenance beslubbered with tears.

1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland xi. 197 The boiling jets squirt

suddenly at one over the red beslubbered rim.

Bealur, beslurry, etc. : see BE-/AV/!
Besme, obs. form of BESOM.

Besmear (W|SmI-M), v. Forms : i bismier-

wan, besmyrwan, 3 bismeoruwien, 6 besmeere.
-smere, -smire, 6-7 besmeare, 7-8 besmeer, 6-
besmear. [OE. bismierivan, late \VSax. besmyr-
wan, Anglian btsmeruuan, f. hi-, BE- i + smicrwan, I

smerwan (pa. t. smierede} : OTeut. *snterwjan to

SMEAR, f. *snterwo-(m\ in OE. smeoru, smeru, oint-

ment, grease.] trans. To smear over or about
;

to cover the surface generally or largely with any

greasy, viscous, or sticky substance ; usually with
the notion of soiling or staining ; to bedaub.
c 1050 Gloss. Cott. Cleop. in Wr.AViilcker l*'oc, 422/14

Interlitam, besmyred. a 1225 Ancr. R. 214 Kumeo ford

biuoren his Louerde bismitted & bismeoruwed. 1535 JOYE
Apol. Tindale 50 Besmering and dawbing eche other with
dirte and myer. 1596 SPENSER /". Q. \. ii. 42 The divelish

hag. .With wicked herbes and oyntments did besmeare My
body. 1601 SHAKS. Ttvel. N. v. 55 That face of his . . was
besmear'd As blacke as Vulcan in the smoake of warre. 1777
ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1783! II. 145 They besmear their

children with the blood. 1837 W, IRVING Capt.BonnwilU
(1849) 42 He . . caused the bodies of the wagons to be . . be-

smeared with a compound of tallow and ashes.

b. predicated of the unguent or viscous matter.

a 1700 DRYDEN (I.) Her gushing blood the pavement all

besmear'd. 17*5 POPE Odyss. xxii. 329 His batter'd front

and brains besmear the stone.

c. intr. Jor refl.) To become besmeared.

1587 TURBERV. Loner confess. (R.> If face besmear with
often streames.

2. fig. To sully, defile, pollute.
1579 TOMSOX Call-ins Scrnt. Tim. 245/2 That they bee

not besmeered with any blame. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. I7, v.

219 My honor would not let ingratitude So much besmeare
it. idia T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. 10 (1619) 216 With
the black coales of enuious and slanderous inuectiues striu-

ing to besmeare them. 1867 Sat. Rev. 5 July, Ministers vie

with each other in getting themselues besmeared.

Besmeared (,b/"ismi-.id ),///. a, [f. prec. +
-ED *

.]
Smeared over, covered with anything

greasy or nasty ; befouled.

1592 NASHE P. Penilesse <ed. 2 job, Mistris Minx, .that

lookes as simperingly as if she were besmeard. c 1600

SHAKS. Sonn. Iv, Unswept stone besmear'd with sluttish

time. 1655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. x. 208/1 Thy filthy

garments, and besmeared countenance. 1805 SOUTHEY
Madoc Azt. xvi, His face, besmeared And black with gore.

Besmearer (W|smI*Tw). [f.
as prec. + -ER 1

.]

One who besmears.
1611 COTGR., Barbottilteur . .a blotter, smutter, besmearer.

Besmearing ; b^smia-rinX vbl. sb. [f. as prec.
+ -ING 1

.]
A smearing or daubing over; alsoy^-.

1580 BARET Alv. B 571 A Besmeering, or annoynting.
16x1 COTGR., Enduisetnent, a plaistering, dawbing ..be-

smearing. 1653 A. WILSOM Jas. I. Proem., The defacing
and besmearing of Virtue and Innocence.

Besmell, besmile, etc.: see }&- pref.

Besmirch (b^sinS'itf), v. Also 7 besmerch,
smyrch. [f. BE- i + SMIRCH^.] To soil, dis-

colour, as with smoke, soot, or mud ; also fig. to

sully, dim the lustre of.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. iii. 15 And now no soyle nor cautell

doth besmerch The vertue of his feare. a 1700 Bride's Bur.
in Percy R cliques III. fR.') Fair Helen's face Did Grecian
dames besmirche. 1881 Daily Tel. 14 Nov., You cannot

permanently besmirch a work of art. Time is sure to rub
off the stain. 1882 Garden 21 Jan. 33/3 The first shower
of rain would . . besmirch the velvet of their petals.

Hence Besmrrched///. a.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. y, iv. lii. no Our Gaynesse and our
Gilt are all besmyrcht. 1864 Spectator 61 8 The toiling, and
besmirched priesthood of the world. 1868 MORRIS Earthly
Par. i. ' 18701 94 In besmirched array Some met us.

Besmire, obs. form of BESMEAR.

fBesmi't, v. Obs. Also 3 biamit, 4 besmet,
5 bismyt. [f.

BE- 2 + SMIT v.] trans. To stain,

infect
^
as with disease), contaminate. (Mostlyjtig

r
.)

[971 Blickl. Horn. 85 J>u woldest symle b\>ne besmitan

t>e bu nan wiht yfles on nystest.] a 1225 Ancr. R. 214
Kume3 ford biuoren his Louerde bismitted [?'. r. bismuddet]
and bismeoruwed. 1340 Aycnb. 32 A uice huerof al (?e

wordle is besmet. Ibid. 229 pet ne is na5t besmetted ine

herte mid kueade bostes. 1480 CAXTON Trwisa's Descr.
Brit. 52 He is bismytted with their treson also.

Besmoke (Wism^'k), v. Forms : 4-5 by-

smoke, 5 bismoke, 6-9 besmoak. 7 besmoake,
6- besmoke.

[f.
BE- 4 + SMOKE ^.] trans. To

fill with smoke, to act on with smoke, to fumigate.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. liii. 11495' 813 Yf a

man bismokith the hous of the ample wyth brymstoon.
1574 HVLL Bees xv, Besmoke the hive with flaxe. 1598
SYLVESTER Du Bartas '1608 1133 Mists of Rome, That
have so long besmoaked Christendom. 1611 FLORIO, Affit-
mar>>, to besmoake, to drie in the smoake as bacon. 18*3
W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. LVI. 126 They besmoak us
with a disgusting mixture of sacrifice and frankincense.

Hence Besmo'ked///. a., Besmo'king vbl.sb.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. 5 It is wont to dirken by-smoked
ymages. 1611 COTGR., Exfumenient, a smoaking, a be-

smoaking. 1854 DICKENS Hard Times xxii. <D.t 1'he be-

smoked evergreens were sprinkled with a dirty powder.

Besmooth, besmother, besmouche, be-

smudge : see BE- prcf.
t Besmo'ttered, /// ft. Obs. rare. In 4 bi-,

bysmotered, -erd, 6 Sc. besmotterit. [A simple
smotered or smoteren does not occur : though
Chaucer has an adj. smotcrlich, which Prof. Skeat

takes as- 'dial, smutty, wanton.' The Du. smod-

deren to smut, and LG. besmaddern
t have been

compared, but do not quite answer phonetically.
The form looks like a frcq. or dim. of besmut, but

neither this nor smut is found so early. Douglas
evidently took the word from Chaucer.]
trans. To bespatter as with mud or dirt.

< 1386 CHALTEK Prol. 76 Of ffustir.n he wered a gypon Al
bismotered with his habergeon. 1513 DOUGLAS Atnris v.

vi. 124 His face he schew besmotterit.

Be-smut (b/ism*t), v.
[f.

BE- i + SMUT z>.]

trans. 'To blacken with smoke or soot* (J.), to

dirty ; alsoyf^.
1610 HOLLAND Camdens Brit, \. 154 That blot wherewith

Chalcondilas hath besmuttedour nation. 1656 EARL MONM.
Advt. fr. Parnass. 438 The flash did so singe his face,

having monstrously besmutted him.

Hence Besrmrtted ppl. a. (also said of wheat
blackened by smut\
1839 Blackw. Mag. XXVI. 33 We see the ' rara avis,'

with beak and claws begrimed and besmutted. 1837 CAR-
LYLE Fr. Re?', in. v. iii. iD.' One besmutted, redbearded
corn-ear in this which they cut.

Be-smu t

tchib/'ismz7-tj"),z'. [f.
BE- i + SMUTCH.]

trans. To besmirch.

1832 CARI.YLE in Fraser's Affiff. V. 258 Her siren finery
has got all besmutched. 1856 R. VALGHAN Mystics vi. i.

(ed. 21 I. 151 Ruffling and besmutching all his gay feathers.

t Besna're, v. Obs.
[f.

BE- 4 + SNARE z>.]

trans. To take in a snare, to entrap.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. ix. 17 God fulfilleth the part

of a Judge, as often as he besnareth [printed besnarleth]
the wicked in their wickednesse.

Besnivel, besnowball, besnuff, besob : see

BE- prtf.
Besnow (br,sni?u-). v. Forms : i besniwan,

4 bi-, by-, besnywe(n, -snewe(n, 6- besnow.

[OE. besnfaoian, f. BE- i -f snlwan to SNOW.]
trans. To snow on

;
to cover or whiten with, or as

with, snow; also fig. Hence Besnowed ///. a.

a 1000 ^LFRIC Gloss, in Wr.AViilcker I'oc. 175 Nirtguidus,
besniwod. 1340 Aycnb. 81 Non vayr body ne is bote . . ase

a donghel besnewed. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 51 He was
with yiftes all besnewed. 1597 DRAYTON Mortimer. 26 The
battered Caskes. .Besnow the soyle with drifts of scattered

plumes. 1633 True Trojans \. iii, Foam besnows the tram-

pled corn. 1849 LYTTON Cantons n. ix. xxxix, A fourth,
all besnowed and frozen, descends from the outside.

t Besp'gne. Obs. Also besognie, bessogne.

[a. Fr. bisogne,
'

bisongne, a filthie knaue, or clowne ;

a raskall, bisonian, base humoured scoundrell
'

(Cotgr.), ad. It. bisogno, cf. BESONIO.] a. A raw
recmit. b. A low worthless fellow ;

= BEZONIAX.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. Ep. Ded. 50 Against this host, and
this invincible commander, shall we have every besogne
and fool a leader? 1633'!'. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. xi. (1821)

3 i3 There were but a few Besognies amongst them. 1658
BROME Cavent Card. v. iii, Beat the Bessognes that He hid
in the Carriages.

t BeSQ'gnier. Obs. rare. An adapted form of

BESOGNE or BisoGKio,with English ending ;
=

prec.
1584 WHETSTONE Mirr. Mag., These be no bashful Be-

sogniers. 1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Problems 71 Bribing copes-
mates and incroching Bisogniers.

t Besoi'gne. Obs. Also 5 boesyngne, be-

soynye, 6 besone. [a. OF. besoigne business,
mod. besogne

= Pr. besonha, It. bisogna, fem. forms
found alongside of the masc. besoin, besonh y bi-

sogno ; see Diez, Littre.] Business, affair, ado.

1474 CAXTON Chcsse iv. ii, Thynges that aperteyne to the

counceyl & to the besoyngne of the royame. 1653 A. WILSON
Jas. /, 142 Fitted for those little besoignes of Accounts, and
Reckonings.

Besoil (b&orl), v. Forms : 3-4 bisuele,

-suyle, 5 beswyle, 4-6 besoyle, 7- besoil. [f.

BE- i + SOIL vJ] trans. To soil, stain, sully ; also

fig. Hence Besoi'led///. a.

aiyto Pains of Hell 91 in O. E. Misc. 225 And summe
he saua bi-suyled

"

as souwes . . vp to be brouwes. c 1315
SHOREHAM 108 Thys men by-spyled beth. c 1430 Merlin x.

165 His swerde all besoyled with blode of men and of horse.

a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams n. 164 The Remonstrance
. . came forth . . to besoil his Majesty's reign. 1798 SOUTHEY
Sonn. xii, Cobwebs and dust thy pinions white besoil. 1831
CARLVLE Sart. Res. in. iv, All weather-tanned, besoiled.

Besom (bf m), ,,! Forms: 1-2 besma, i

besema, 3-4 besem, 3-5 besme, 4 beesrae,

bisme, 4-5 besum, 5 besumme, bessume, be-

sowme, 5-7 besome, 6 bysom, beasome, bes-

sem, 6-8 beesom(e, 7 beesum, beasom, (6 Sf.

boosome, 7 bissome, 9 dial, bezom, bizzim,

buzzom}, 5- besom. [Com.WGer. : OE. besema t

besma (
= OFris. besma> OHG. besamo, MHG. besme,

bcsenii mod.G. besen, Du. bezem} : OTeut. *besmon-

i^not found in EGer.). Ulterior derivation obscure.]

T 1. A bundle of rods or twigs used as an instru-

ment of punishment ;
a birch. Obs. (L. fascist

^893 K. >ELFRED Oros. n. iii. 2 He. .hy. . het gebindan,
and . . mid besman swingan. a 1225 St. Marker. 5 [He]
strupeth hire steorcnaket . . ant beateth hire bare bodi with
bittere besmen. (11225 Juliana 16 J?u schalt beon ibeaten
mid besmes.

2. An implement for sweeping, usually made of a

bunch of broom, heather, birch, or other twigs
bound together round a handle ;

a broom. (Dia-

lectally. as in Scotland, the generic name for sweep-

ing implements of any material, e. g. a heather,

birch, or broom besom, a hair besom ; but in literary

Eng.
( broom

'

is now generic, and 'besom' specific.)
(-1000 Ags, Gosp. Matt. xii. 44 He gemet hyt aemtis, and

geclitnsod mid besmum [i'.r. besemum]. c laoo Trin. Coll.

Horn. 87 Mid beseme clene swopcn. 138* WYCLIF Matt.
xii. 44 Cleosid with bismes [1388 besyms]. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. De P. K. xvn. clix. (14951 708 Of the bowes and
braunches of the byrche ben besomes made, c 1440 Protnp.
Pan 1

. 33 Besme pr besowme [1499 besym], scopa. 1493
Churchiv. Ace. Walberswicke, Suffolk (Nichols, 17971 '85
A bessume of pekoks fethers. 1553 HULOET, Beasome^ Loke
in brffwmc. 1580 LYLY Euphncs (Arb.^ 309 There is no more
difference betwcene them, then betweene a Broome, and a

Beesome. 1641 H. BEST Farm. Bks. -1856; 104 Wee make
the miller take a besome and sweepe a place. 1697 POTTER

Anttq. Greece \\. iii. 11715) 208 He swept the Temple with a
Beasom of Lawrel. 1756 C. LUCAS Kss. Waters III. 51

The . . bath is scrubbed all over with a birchen beesoni.

1857 Bonn's Hanabk. Prev., There is little for the rake after

the besom.

3. fig. Any agent that cleanses, purities, or sweeps

away things material or immaterial.
c 1380 WYCLIF De Papa Wks. (1880' 468 5if he & his secte

be. .clensid wij> besumms. ^1440 HYI.TON Scala Per/. iW.
de W. 1494) i. xlviii, Swepe thy soule clene wyth the besome
of the drede of god. 1611 BIBLE Isa. xiv. 23, I will sweepe
it with the besome of destruction. 1639 FULLER Holy War
i. xix. 11840) 35 The riuer Kishon, God's besom to sweep
away Sisera's great army. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. RW. I. in.

ix. 139 With steel-besom, Rascality is brushed back into its

dim depths. i86a TYNDALL Mountaineer, iv. 30 Grandly
the cloud-besom swept the mountains.

4. fig. Anything resembling a besom in shape ;

spec, applied to a cornet.

1566 K.NOX Hist. Kef. Wks. 1846 I. 254 A comet . . called
' The fyrie boosome.' a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ck. Scot.

n. 1 1677* 94 A Comet of that kind which . . the vulgars [callj

a 6rie Bissome.

5. Applied dialectally to heath and broom, plants
used for besoms. ;Cf. broom, in its two senses.)

1796 MARSHALL f<Ttf. IV. Dez>oH.(E. D. S.\ Beesom, bizzom,

spartiitm scopariutM t the broom plant. 1864 CAPERS Devon
yV(T-., Bizzim, Heath. 1878 BRITTEN Plant-n. 26 Basam,
Basom, Bassam or Bisom, Sarothamnns scoparins.

6. Comb, and Altrib., as besom-handle, -staff, etc.;

also besom-head, Jig. a foolish or stupid person,
a blockhead, whence besom - headed ;

besom -

heath, heath used for making besoms ; besom-

rider, a witch, from the popular notion that they
rode on broom-sticks ; besom-tail, a tail formed

like a besom, a bushy tail, whence besom-tailed ;

besom-weed = BESOM 5.

1864 ATKINSON IVkitby Gloss. s.v. Bezant*
"

He's as fond as

a *bezom,' or '"bezom-headed," very foolish indeed. 1756
Phil. Trans. XLIX. 820 Erica brabantica . . Low Dutch

Heath, or *Besom Heath. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 161
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Defaming them for "Bcesom-riders or witches 1678 Lond.
Gaz. No. 1356/4 Lost or stolen, .one of the King's Setting
Dogs . . a long *beesum tail. 1695 No. 3086/4 A dark
Iron grey Mare.. Silver Eyed, and *Besome Tailed. 1578
LYTE Dodoens 628 *Bessem weede, or the herbe serving for

Bysoms. 1642 FULLER Holy <$ Prof. SI. \. iii. 368 By a
Witch-bridle they can make a fair of horses of an acre of
*besome-weed.

Besom, s&.~ Sc. [App. a distinct word from
the preceding : the two words are quite distinct

\bzrzam, bi'zam) in Southern Scotch. Cf. BYSEN.]
A contemptuous designation for a low woman.
1816 SCOTT Old Mart, viii, To set up to be sae muckle

belter than ither folk, the auld besom.

Be'SOin, v. [f.
BESOM sb. 1 Cf. to brush.]

f 1. intr. To sweep with force or violence. Obs.
la. 1400 Morte Arth. 3662 The. .wynde owte of the weste

rysses, Brethly bessomes with byrre in berynes sallies.

2. trans. To sweep. Often with away, out, etc.

1791 COWPER Odyss. xxii. 526 They cleansed The thrones
and tables, while Telemachus Beesom'd the floor. 1842 MRS.
BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets 13 Besom away the thick dust
which lies upon their heavy folios. 1866 KINGSLEY Herew.
xix. 244 He would besom you all out.

Besomer. [f. prec. + -KB1
.]

One who uses a

besom.

Besonard, obs. form of BEZOAK.

Besone, -ian, variants of BESOIGNE, BEZONIAN.

t Beso'nip, beso'gnio. Obs. [var. of Biso-

GNiOj a. It. bisogiiQ
'

need, want ; also, a fresh

needy souldier. Bisogni, new leuied suuldiers such
as come needy to the war' (Flurio). 'Applied in

derision to young soldiers who landed in Italy
from Spain ill accoutred and in want of every-

thing' (Vocab, delta Cntsca,} Hence also Sp. ^/j<?/z<7,

i
j

g. bisonho, F. bisogne. ^The conjecture that

bisogno was an It. corruption of F. bec'jaitnc,

BRIAN, is baseless.) Cf. BESOGXE.] a. A raw
soldier, b. (term of contempt) A needy beggar ;

a base worthless fellow. See BEZONIAN.

[1591 GARRARD Art ofWarre 170 A raw souldier and Bi-

sogmo.] 1603 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Commit*. 55 A base

Besonio, fitter for the spade then the sword. 1611 FLETCHER
Four PI. 28 Draw my sword of Fate on a Pesant, a Be-

sognio ! 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) 78 The soul-
diers . . who after the common custome of their profession
(except when they be besoniosi, sought to pleasure him.
1820 SCOTT Monast. xvi, Base and pilfering besognios and
marauders.

Besonnet, besoothe, etc. : see BE- pref.
t BeSOO'p, v. Obs, rare. [App. f. BE- i + soop.

earlier form of SWOOP : though the application is

not quite clear.] trans. ? To thrash, lay about.

1589 Hay any Work B, I wil so besoop you . . as al the
world shal cry shame vppon you. Ibid. 36, I will so besoop
thee, as thou neuer bangedst John Whitgift.

Besoot (b/su-t), v.
[f.

BE- 6 + SOOT.] trans.

To soil or blacken with '^or as with) soot. Hence
Besoo'ting vbl. sb.

1611 COTGR., Polslurc, a smutting, smeering, besooting.
1622 MABBE A lemon's Guzman d'Alf. i. 12 Was it fit that
hee should besoot his face with the same paintings? 1661
EVELYN Misc. Writ. 1.11805)228 This coale.. flies abroad. .

besoots all the leaves.

Besoothment (.b&w'Cm&it). rare. [f. BK-
SOOTHE: see BE-/;?/; 2.] The fact uf soothing;
its means or resulting state. OGILVIE cites Q. Ret:

t Beso'rt, v. Obs. [f. BE- -t- SORT sb. or v. ; cf.

ASSORT v.] To assort, match, or agree with; to befit.

1605 SHAKS. Lear \. iv. 272 Such men as may besort your
Age.
t BeSO'rt, sb. Obs. [? from prec. vb.

;
cf. AS-

SORT sb] vSuitable company.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. \. iii. 238 Such Accomodation, and be-

sort, As leuels with her breeding.

Besot (b/Vt\ v, [f. BE- + SOT
;

cf. ASSOT.]
1. trans. To affect with a foolish, blinding affec-

tion ; to cause to dote on\ to infatuate with.
1581 CAMPION in Confer, iv. (1584) Aaiiij b, He might be

taken with the loue of his eies towards her, to be besotted
with her. 1637 HF.YWOOD Dial. ii. Wks. 1874 VI. 118 It

shall besot thee on some sordid Swaine. 167$ Art Contentm.
viii. 5. 217 The kind aspects of the world are very enchant-
ing, apt to inveigle and besot us. 1748-1864 [see BESOTTED i.].

2. To make mentally or morally stupid or blind
;

to stupefy in mind.
1615 BP. HALL Contempl. N. T. iv. iv, Impiety is wont to

besot men. 1660 FULLER Mixt Contempl. (1841) 231 Till

they besot their understandings. 1822 HAZLITT Men ty

Mann. Ser. n. v.(iB6g) 122 Such persons are in fact besotted
with words. 1877 SPARROW Serni. xix. 249 To besot the
minds of men with ignorance and superstition.
3. To stupefy in the brain, make a sot of. (Said

of narcotics.) Also absol.
162-7 DRAYTON Aginconrt^ etc. 154 They no sooner tooke

this drinke ; But nought into their braines could sinke, Of
what had them besotted. 1692 TRYON Good House iv. xxvi,

209 Opium . . stupifying and besotting them, even as the

superfluous drinking of. .strong Drinks does. 1755 YOUNG
Centaur ii. Wks. 1757 IV. 137 Pleasure . . has an opiate in
tt ; it stupefies, and besots. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond i. xiv,
I besotted myself and gambled and drank,

Besotted (b/sp-ted), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -E.]

1. Having the affections foolishly or dotingly

engaged ; infatuated.

1580 NORTH Plutarch (16761 964 Antonius . . besotted by

j
Cleopatra, a 16x8 RALEIGH Instr. Son ii. (1651) 6 Haue . .

ever more care, that thou be beloved of thy wife, rather
than thyself besotted on her. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa
xxxii. (1811) I. 246 If you are not besotted to that man. -you
will like it. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. iii. 137 Never did
besotted lover abandon himself to wilder folly.

2. Intellectually or morally stupefied or blinded.

1634 MILTON Coinus 790 Swinish gluttony, .with besotted
base ingratitude Crams and blasphemes his feeder. 1687
Reflect, on Hind fy P. 25 The gross Ignorance and besotted

Superstition of Italy. 1877 MOZLEY Uni-'.Serm. xvi. 271 A
stupid besotted indifference to everything spiritual.

3. Intoxicated or muddled by a narcotic.

1831 SCOTT Cast. Dang, ix, You besotted villains, you
have been drinking. 183* MARRYAT N. Forstcr v, Newton
went down to rouse the besotted Thompson.

Beso'ttedly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY2.] Infatn-

atedly, stupidly, with mental or moral blindness.
1660 MILTON Free Camttnv. Wks. 1738 I. 591 Basely and

besottedly to run their necks again into the Yoke. 1849
C. BRONTE Shirley i. 4 He was. .besottedly arrogant.

Beso'ttedness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

state of being besotted
;
infatuation ; intoxication.

i6z8 BP. HALL Old Relig. u The World .. stood amazed
to see its owne slauerie and besottednesse. 1673 MILTON
True Relig. Wks. ("18511 419 Hardness, besotted ness of

heart, and Idolatry. 1862 j. LUDLOW Hist. U. S. 240 The
besottedness or demoralisation of a portion of the North.

Beso'tting, ///. a.
[f.

HESOT + -TNG-.] In-

fatuating, stupefying.
1762 FIELDING Ess. Confers. Wks. 11840) 636 The beastly

custom of besotting and ostentatious contention for pre-
eminence in their cups. 1863 GEO. 1L\.\Q-\ Romola in Ccrnh.
Mag. VI, 435 To steal over my senses like besotting wine.

Besought f.b/V-t), pa. t. and pple. of BESEECH.

Besouled (bfs<?u-id),///. a.
[f.

BE- -t- SOUL sb.

4 -ED.] Endowed with a soul, ensouled.

1843 CAKI.YLK Past $ Pr. 388 Iliisoulcd with earnest hu-
man Nobleness. 1862 SIMON tr. Dorners Pers. Christ n.

(1874) I. 199 His . . besouled humanity was not done away
with by the deification.

BesOU'ling, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING 1

.] The

endowing with a soul.
1862 SIMON tr. Darner's Pcrs. Christ \. (18751 H. 399 To

reduce the incarnation to a besouling . . of this man.

Besour, besow, bespaded, etc.: see BE-/;Y/.
Besouth (b/scurb), prep, now Sc. Also 5- 6 be-

sowth.
[f.

BE- + SOUTH : cf. be-east, be-north.'] On
the south side of; to the south of.

c 1410 Sir Clt'ges 473 A gest . .Of a knyght there be-sowth.

1530 LYNDESAY Papyngo 918 The borrow mure, Besouth
Edinburgh. 1551 RECOKDE Cost. Knowl. 11556185, 29 de-

grees besouthe the tropike of Capricorne. 1650 Act Seder.
10 Jan. 64 (JAM.) This present Act shall . . take effect for

those besouth the water of Die. 1862 M. NAPIER Life
Dundee II. 342 Perth besouth the river Earn.

Besowme, besoyle, obs. form of BESOM,
BE^OIL.

Besoyngne, -soynye, var. of BESOIGNE.

Bespall, var, of BESPAWL v. Obs.

Bespangle(b/isparrjgT,z-'. [f.BE-6+SPANGLE.]
1. trans. To set about with spangles ; to be-

sprinkle or adorn with small glittering objects.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-clb. xiii. Notes 214 Every lofty top,

which late the humorous night Bespangled had with pearle.
1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. v. 80 [Stars] to adorn and
bespangle a canopy over our heads. 1862 G. LLOYD Tas-
mania iii. 36 The genial morning dews, .that used to glisten
upon and bespangle the vernal-leaved kangaroo gra^s ?

2 fig.
1675 BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 115 Being bespangled

with holiness and clad with the royal robe of righteousness.
1800 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. X. 425 Other admirable
similies bespangle this book. 18^6 PRESCOTT Fcrd. <y Is. I.

viii. 374 The subiilties and conceits with which the ancient
Castilian verse is so liberally bespangled.
Hence Bespa'ngled///.^., Bespa-nglingz^/..^.
1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 144 Women . . sumptuously

pearled and bespangled. 1611 COTGR., Papillottemcnt^ a

bespangling. 1634 SIK T. HERBERT Trav. 118 Under a be-

spangled Canopie, the Firmament. 1848 KINGSLEY Saint's

Trag. v. i. 226 Uprushing pillars, star-bespangled roofs.

Bespankle (bJjspae'gk'l).
- BESPANGLE.

1621 QUAFLES Argalits $ P. (16781 89 Garments., be-

vpankled ore With Stars of purest Gold. 1853 G. JOHNSTON
A'rt/. His'. E. Bord. I. 227 So she tastefully . . bespankles
every branchlet and every spine with a daisy flower.

t Bespa'r, v. Obs. Forms : i besparri-an, 3

bisparr-en, 4 -sperr-en, -speren. [f.
BE- 2 4

SPAUZ/. to bolt, shut.] trans. To shut in
;
to lock up.

/JUDO in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 459 OWilate, besparradc.
a 1225 After. R. 94 Ancren bet bisparreo [i>.r. bituneoj her.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 139 And hat he spared and bi-

spered [bi-sperred, bisperde, bispared] spene we in murthe.

t Bespa'rage, v, Obs. [f. DISPARAGE, by ex-

change of prefixes (cf. distain t bestaiti}, and mistake
of sparage for the stem.] trans. To disparage.
1592 NASHE /'. Pcnilesse 'N.) These men. .should come to

besparage gentlemen and chuff-headed burghomasters.
t Bespa'rkle, v. Obs.

[f. BE- + SPARKLE v.

Cf. Bvsi'AKKiT.] trans. To bespatter, to spot.
1485 CAXTON St. Wenefryde $ The stones, -al besparklyde

with blood. 1633 AMES Agst. Ccrem. Pref. 26 He be-

sparckles the worshippers therof with disdaine.

t Bespa-rkliiig, ///. a. Obs.
[f.

as prec. +
-ING-.] Sparkling, throwing out sparks.
1648 HERRICK Hespcr. App. 449 In his desires More towr-

ing and besparklmg than thy fires.

Bespatter [Wispae'tai), z>. [f. BE- i +SPATTER.]

1. trans. To spatter over; to cover with small

spots of wet mud or anything of like consistency.
1674 Go-'t. of Tongue v. 9. 123 Those who will not take

vice into their bosoms, shall yet have it bespatter their

faces. 1844 THIRLWALL Greece VIII. Ixvi. 447 They, .were
even bespattered with mud.
2. To spatter about

;
to scatter or cast (anything)

so that it sticks in spots on surrounding objects.
1813 Examiner i Feb. 80/1 [He] had- .literally bespattered

his brains about the floor.

3. fig. To asperse (with abuse, blame, flattery,

praise, etc.). Generally in a bad sense even when

praise is in question.
1644 Jiisbop AngelofKph. 24 Bishop Halls titles of honour

wherewith he doth bespatter them. 1759 Let, to Methodists,
Bespattering with your dirty hints and innuendoes the whole

i body of its Clergy. 1819 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III. 150, I

[

shall get plentifully bespattered with abuse. 1851 RUSKIN
I Mod. Paint. I. Pref. 19 He .. bespatters with praise the

j
canvass which a crowd concealed from him. 1858 ROBERT-
SON Lt'ct. 244 Bespattered with applause.
4. j/tv. To cover with abuse

;
to vilify or

slander.

1653 A, WILSON* Jas. /, Proeme 4 If Ignorance or Malice

attempts to hack, hew, or bespatter it. 1709 STEELE Tatlcr
No. 115 "* i Punch who takes all opportunities of be>patter-
ing me. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa u8n II. xxxiii. 208, I

will convince you that I am basely bespat tu rod.

Bespa'ttered,///. a.
[f. prec. +-EU.] Covered

with small spots of mud or the like.

1667 H. MORE Dh. Dial. iii. 28 11713' 250 The whole
Keys were all bespattered with Letters. 1831 CARLYLF.
Sart. Res. n. vii, Every window of your Feeling, even of

your Intellect, as it were, begrimed and mud-bespattered.

Bespa'tterer. [f.
as prec. + ->;u

'.] One who
bespatters with mud, or abuse.

,i 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. <V Margin. (1851 ' II. 90 It de-
tiles the bespat terer, whether it hit the object or not.

Bespattering, vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. + -ING ]

.]

The action of covering with spots of mud, or the

like, thrown at an object; Qffig. with abuse.
a 1677 BARROW Scrw. Wks. 1716 I. 169 The bespattering

pur neighbours good name. 1862 Sat. Re~>. 5 July"4 Pitch-

ing the filthiest mud that he could find . . and naturally
receiving a liberal bespattering in return.

Bespa-tterment. ra/v. =prec.
1870 C. SMITH Syn, fy Antonyms, Adulation . . .-Inf. Tra-

ducemtrnt . .

bespatterment.

tBespa'ttle, v. Obs. [f. BE- i +SPATTLK z-.]

trans. To bespatter with anything dirty. Hence
Bespa-ttling vhl. sb.

1546 BALK Eng, I'otarics \\. 11550' 107 They rated hym
byspatled hym, and bysphted him. 1611 COTGR., PapUhter

. . to bespattle, or spot with durt. Papillottcment, a be-

spangling ; also, a bespattling.

fBespawl, t
p

. Obs. Also 7 bespaul, bespall.

[f. BE- i + SPAWL z\] trans. To bespatter with
saliva ; also _/?;.
1602 B. JONSON Poetast. v. i, Bespawls The conscious time,

with humours, foam, and brawls. 1641 MILTON Animad^.
iii. 63 This Remonstrant would invest himself conditionally
with all the rheum of the town . . to bespaul his brethren.

1647 R. STAFVLTON Juvenal 215 Whose slipping guests arc

ready still to fall, He doth his Spartan marble so bespall.

Hence Bespawlecl ///. a.

1612 DRAYTON Poly-oll>. ii. 33 His foame*bespawled beard.

Bespeak (b^sp/'-k), v. Pa. t. bespoke, and

(arch), -spake. Pa, pple. bespoken, bespoke. For
other forms see SPEAK. [Com. \VGer. : OE. bi~,

besprecan OS. bisprccan (Du. besprekm\ OHG.
bisprehhan (MUG. and mod.G. besprcfhett\ t

f. bi-,

BK- + sprecan (specari} to SPKAK. The connexion
of the senses is very loose ; some of them appear
to have arisen quite independently of each other

from different applications of BE-/r<?/^]
I. intransitive.

fl. To call out, exclaim, complain that. Only OE.
(.-893 K. ALFRED Oms. i. x. 6 Hu unxemetlice %c Rom-

ware oemurcnia'A & besprcca5 bset.etc. Ibid. n. iv. 7 Ond
nu ure Cristne Roma bespric<5 pa;t . .etc.

1 2. To speak up or out, to exclaim : orig. with
some notion of objection or remonstrance ; in later

times, simply, to raise one's voice, to speak. Obs.
or arch.

^1314 Guy M'anv. 185 Than bispac Otous of Pavi. To
Gii he bar gret envie. c 1440 Eric Talons 877 Then bespake
an olde Knyght, V have wondur, be goddyj. myght, That
syr Autore thus was bestedd. ^1500 Deb, Carpenters T.
in Halliw. Xng.v P. 17 Than be-spake the polyff With gret
strong wordes and styffe. 1590 MARLOWE Edw . II, in. ii,

The Earl of Pembroke mildly thus bespake; 'My lords,'
etc. 1629 MILTON Natir. vi, Until their Lord himself

bespake, and bid them go. 1791 COWPER Iliad n. roi And
thus the chief bespake.

f"
b. quasi-/r#//.f. rare* Obs.

1570 SPENSER Slteph. Cal. Feb., Whatever that good old
man bespoke.

II. transitive.

f3. To speak against : to charge, accuse
; oppose.

a 1000 Laws of Etttelb. ii. 8 (Bosw.) Hit besprecen bij.
((looo Psalms (Lamb.) xliii. 17 (Bosw.l Fram stefne be-

sprecendre. 1:1250 Gen. fy E.\~, 1444 And s^e ne bi-spac
him neuere a del. 1297 R. GLOLT C. 524 He was of churche
inome, tho clergie bispek it vaste.

f*
4. To speak about : a. To discuss, advise upon,

determine upon. (Also intr. with infin. of purpose.)
c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 91 Heo bispeken heom bitweonen Jet



BESPEAK.
heo walden ibu?en. 1*97 R. GLOUC. 200 JJo bys was syker
&

byspeke.
c 1300 K.Alis. 94 We! thrytty ygedred beoth,

And
byspekith

al his deth. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. iv.

ix. 250 She hathe traytted or bespoken for to make hym dey
other by poyson or by som other secrete dethe.

tb. To promise. Obs, rare. (Gei,versprechcn.)
< 13*0 Cast. Lone 221 For so hit was to Adam bi-speke,

And God nolde no forward breke.

5. To speak for
; to arrange for, engage before-

hand ; to *
order' (goods'.

1583 STANYHURST Aeueis n. (Arb.) 68 Theare doe lye great
kingdooms . . bespoken For the. 1602 ReturnJr. Parnass.
in. v. (Arb.) 46 A lodging bespoken for him . . in Newgate.
1688 in BUistTrfe Lett. n. 367. IV, 143 The six thousand pair
of Shoes which he bispoke at Exeter. 1709 STEELE Tatter
No. 16 ? 2 She

bespoke
the Play of Alexander the Great, to

be acted by the Company of Strollers. 1712 ARBUTHNOT
John Bull (17551 2 His tradesmen . . waited upon him to . .

bespeak his custom. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L, 255 A
new set of chains was bespoke. 1839 DE QUINCEY Murder
Wks. IV. 43 You may have . . bespoken a murder.

b. To stipulate or ask for (a favour or the like).

1677 Quest, cone. Oath of Alleg. n, I must humbly be-

speak your pardon. 1786 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (18591 " 69,
I bespeak, beforehand, a right to indulge my natural Incre-

dulity. 1818 COBBETT Pot. Reg. XXXIII. 54 With the
view . . of bespeaking a friendly reception for himself. 1846
GROTE Greece II, xxiv. 572 Whose patience I have to bespeak,

to. To request or engage (a person) to do ( some-

thing). Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. \. i. 233 Then fairely I bespoke the
Officer To go in person with me to my house. 1667 PEPYS
Diary 11877) ^

r
- 35 Who I feared did come to bespeak me

to be Godfather to his son. 1670 WALTON Lives iv. 293, I

must . . bespeak the Reader to prepare for an almost in-

credible story. 1764 SMELLIE Midwif. III. 80, I was be-

spoke . . to attend a woman in her first child.

6. To speak to ^a person), to address. (Now
chiefly %#?.)
1590 MARLOWE Edu\ II. i. iv, My gentle lord, bespeak

these nobles fair. 1597 Xorth. Mothers Bless, xiii, When
folks thee bespeaken curtesly hem grete. 1677 HALE Con-
tempt, n. 124 From this high Mountain he bespeaks Mankind.
^1703 BURKITT On A*. '/'. Luke xxiii. 31 These Christ thus

bespoke :
'

Weep not for me, but for yourselves.' 1725 POPE
Odyss. xxiv. 508 Medon first th' assembled chiefs bespoke.
1870 BRYANT Iliad II. xv. 75 The Father of immortals ..

Frowned upon Juno and bespake her thus.

7. To speak of, tell of, be the outward expression
of; to indicate, give evidence of.

1628 EARLE Microcosm. 43 His very countenance and ges-
ture bespeaks how much he is. 1671 FLAVEL Fount. Life
viii. 20 Long preparations bespeak the . . greatness of the
work. 1778 HAN. MORE Florio n. 184 Gorgeous banquet-*
oft bespeak A hungry household all the week. 1814 WORDSw -

Excurs. i. 855 But her house Bespake a sleepy hand of negli-

gence. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks, Char. iii. 65 Hamlet's
proneness to soliloquy bespeaks the reflective man.

b. with compl.
a 1704 T. BROWN Pr. Drunkenness Wks. 1730 I, 31 Tho*e

whose smiling aspect bespeaks them friends. 1763 STERNE
Tr. Shandy (18021 VI. xxxn, 356 Did that bespeak me cruel ?

1815 Scribhlcotnania 18 Symptoms bespeaking me rash.

C. To tell of or betoken beforehand
;

to prog-
nosticate, augur.
1719 YOUNG Revenge in. i, Anguish, and groans, and

death bespeak to-morrow. (11745 SWIFT (J.) They started

fears, bespoke dangers, and formed ominous prognosticks.
1851 HAWTHORNE Snow Im. (1879) 167 Circumstances that

bespeak war and danger.

tcl. (asprec.withreverseconstruction.' Obs. ran 1

.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. \\, III. 511 My tongue is so farre

from bespeaking such lands with any ill successe.

t e. To bear witness, to declare to. Obs. rare.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Sefo. 144 We have . . only reason
to bespeak us, that bulk has a least part.

f 8. To speak a person) into some state. Obs.

1604 dillants at Ordin. 19 How a young fellow was even
bespoke and jested to death by harlots.

Bespeak (W,sprk), sb. [f. the vb.] A be-

speaking ; esp. the bespeaking of a particular play
to be performed ; hence, a benefit night, when the

actor's friends and patrons choose the play.
1839 DICKENS Nick. .Y/VX-. xxiv, On her bespeak night.

. . The night of her bespeak. Her benefit night, when her
friends and patrons bespeak the play. 1880 Miss BKADDON
Just as I am Hi. 347 He had given his bespeak to the

theatre, and Mr. Montmorency was to act Claude Melnotte.

Bespea'ker. [f. BESPEAK v. + -ER!.] He who
or that which bespeaks.
1624 WOTTON Arc/tit. (1672) 51 The Bespeaker of the

Work. 1686 GOAD Cclest. Bodies i. xvii. in Infallible Be-

speakers of a showre.

Bespea'king, vbl. sb.
[f. as prec. + -ING V]

The action of speaking to, for, about, or of.

1661 Origen's Opin. in Phcenix (1721) I. i Custom, which
sends few Books into the world . . without some fair be-

speaking of the Reader. 1687 DRVDKN Hind $ P. To Rdr.,
A Preface .. which is but a bespeaking of Favour. 1711
SWIFT Lett. (17671 III. 243 The dinner was my bespeaking.

Bespe'cked, ///- a.
[f.

BE- i + SPECKED: of.

besmottertif.] Spotted or specked over the surface.

1565 GOLDINC Ovid's Met, iv. (1503) 84 The berrie is be-

spect With colour tending to a blacke. 1598 SYLVESTER
Du Bartas n. i. 11. (1641) 90/2 A Dragons skin All bright-
bespect. 1745 Phil. Trans, XLIII. 296 Broad yellow spots
[that] her whole body had been bespecked with.

Bespeckle(brispe-k'l),^. [T.BE-H-SPZCKLEZ'.]
To speckle over, to variegate with specks or spots.
Hence Bespe-ckled///. a., Bespe-cklement.
1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts 340 The colour yellowish,

but bespeckled, on the sides with blew spots. 1641 MILTON

822

Ch. Discip. i. Wks. (1851) 23 They . . bespecckl'd her with
all the gaudy allurements of a Whore. 1655 FULLER Ch.
Hist. ix. vi. 15. V. 76 A Translation . . everywhere be-

speckled with hard words. 1860 Emycl. Brit. XXL 976/2
Minute black points, .bespeckle the anterior extremity. 1883
Chamb. Jrnl. 631 [They] threw the white foam from their
bits . . to the bespecklement of the groom's hat and coat.

Bespe ctacled, ///. a. [f. BK- 7 + SPECTA-

CLES.] Having spectacles on.

1742 JARVIS Qnix. n. n. xvi. (D.i A white-veiled, lank, and
bespectacled duenna. 1848 J. H. NKWMAN Loss $ Cain 60
He was a little, prim, smirking, bespectacled man.

Bespeech, bespend, besperple, bespew : see

BE-/,V/
Bespeed (Wjspf-d), v. rare. [f. BE- 2 +

Si'KEU
^'.] trans. To speed, help on, prosper.

Hence Besped (b^spe'd), ///. a., prospered, hav-

ing got on (well or ill),

(1630 JACKSON Creed B iv. iv. vi, Men set to woo .. for
others take often opportunity to bespeed themselves. 1796
COLERIDGE To Unfort. Woman i, Myrtle leaf, that ill be-

sped Finest in the gladsome ray.
1 Bespe'te, v. arch. Forms: Inf. 3-4 bi-,

byspete, -speete, (6 bespette). Fa. t. 4 byspet,
bispatte. Pa. pple. 3-4 bispat, 4 bispet, 5 by-,
6 bespetted, <j bespate. [ME. bcspeteti, f. BE-
i + spcttn, OE. sp-A'tan to spit.]

= BESPIT.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 122 5'f i' 1

^. mis-seiS be, benc beet tu ert

eorSe. .ne bispet me be eorSe? a 1240 Orison 32 in O. E.
Misc. 140 Bi->pat bu were and al myd wowe. c 1315 SHORL-
HA.M 84 Hy.. Byspet hym that swete semblant. 1382
WVCLII- Mark xv. 19 Thei smyten his Heed with a reede, and
bispatten him. ci^S6CnAvcEE Pers, T, ? aosThanne was his

visage . . vileynsly bispet ["'. r, bespit]. 1496 Dires $ Panp,
tW. de W.i vi. .\v. 259 That blyssfull bodye . . was . . by-
spetted for our synne. 1580 BARET Ah 1

. K 576 To Bespette
one all oner. 1855 BROWNING Ch. Roland xix, Its [a

river's] black eddy bespate with Hakes and spumes.

Bespice b/"ispai's\ v.
[f.

BE- i and 4 + SPICE.]
1. trans. To .season with (or as with) spice.
1575 CHURCHYARD Chippcs (1817) 191 Sweete words did

walke, bespyest [?bespysetj with fained cheere. 1601 Hor,-
LAND Pliny xix. viii, Seasoned also and bespiced with the

costly root of the plant Laserwoort. 1611 SHAKS. IVint. T. \.

\\. 316 Thou His Cup-bearer. . might's! be-:>picea cup. 1611
RICH Honest. Age 11844) 5 So be-spiced, and be-ponderud,
that a man may well vent them the breadth of a streete.

f 2. To sprinkle as spice or seasoning. Obs.

1567 M APLKT Gr. Forest 49 b, This root . . being bespiced
or bestrewed vpon their meate . . killeth the Panther.

Bespill ,b/,spi"l'.-^'- [f- BK- i + SPILL.] Inten-

sive of SPILL.

1556 A HP. PARKER Psalter Ixxxiii, And let theyr fames
all shame bespill. a 1843 SOUTHEY Poems SJa->e-tr. II, 60
By everj- drop of blood bespilt . . Awake ! arise ! avenge !

Bespin, be.spirt. besplit, etc. : see BE- /;<>/

Bespirit (b/ispi-rit), v. Also 6 besprite.

[f. BE- 5 + Sri KIT.] trans, a. To possess with a

(familiar) spirit, b. To fill or endow with spirit.
1574 IIi-Li.owES Gucnaras Ep. ^1577) 55 The letter had

no spirit in it : but he aduised me, that he which wrote it

should be beesprited. 1862 SIMON Dorners Pers. Christ \.

118751 II. 399 To reduce the incarnation to a . . bespiriting
of this man.

Bespi't, v. arch. Pa. t. and pple. bespit. For
forms see SPIT. [f.

BE- I + SPIT ^.] trans. To
spit upon, cover or defile with spitting. Rarely
intr. with upon. (Cf. BE-SPETK.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 17771 Jesus, .was Bath bi-scurget and bi-

spit. 1382 WYCLM- Murk xiv. 65 Summe bigunnen for to

bispitte him. 1-1460 Tmvnflcy Myst. 223 Thus have thay
clight me drerely And all by-spytt me spytusly. 1546 BALE
l^ug, I'otarles n. 11550* 107 They .. byspatled hym, and
hyspitted him. 1629 GAULE Pract, The. 22 Christ was . .

crowned with Thornes, bespit vpon. 1678 HICKES in Ellis

Orig. Lett. ii. 319 I\'. 51 They railed at my black coat, for

so they called my gown, and bespit it all over.

Bespite v b/|Spart), prep. rare- 1

. Despite.
1842 R. I. WiLRKRFORCii RuttL fy Ltfciiis 96, I have had

friends who, bespite my ignorance and penury, are ready
to receive me as their equal.

Be-splash (b^splae-J), v. [f.BE- i + SPLASH v]
trans. To splash all over, to wet by splashing.
Hence Bespla'shed///. a.

1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rtn: II. 288 He besplashes and
bemires the ladies who are walking near. 1845 Whitehall
xlvi. 329 Dismounting from his besplashed steed.

Bespoken (b/jsptju-ken),///.^ Also bespoke.
[See BESPEAK

z>.]

fl. Spoken, of speech ; as in well-bespoken, Obs.

1474 CAXTON Ckcsse in. vi. (18601 Hivb, The hostelers

ought to be wel bespoken and curtoys of wordes. 1483
Gold. Leg. 387/4 A mayden wel bespoken.
2. Ordered, commissioned, arranged for.

1607 HLYWOOD F. MayHe Exch. Wks. 1874 II. 31 Here is

bespoken work. 1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann.Rw.V. 577 Which
gives to his treatise an appearance ofbespoken work. 1884
Birmingh. Daily Post 24 Jan. 3/3 Boot Trade. Wanted . .

Saleswoman, accustomed to Bespoke Trade.

3. Spoken of, talked of.

1871 BLACKIE Fonr Phases i. 5^ The much-bespoken utili-

tarianism of the most recent ethical school.

Bespot (b/'ispp't). [ME., f. BE-I+SPOTZ/.] tr.

To cover or mark over the surface with spots ; to

cover with blots or blemishes. Hence Bespo'tted

///. a.) Bespo-ttedness sb., Bespo'tting vbl. sb.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \\\. iv. 75 Whan fi byspotten and
defoulen dignites wij? hire vylenie. 1483 CAXTON G. tie fa
Tour A vij, The vessel of siluer whiche was foully bespottyd

BESPRENT.
of the donghylle. 1532 MORE Confut. Barnes vm. Wk.
802/2 Theyr continuall newe byspottyng and wrinclyng.
1622 HEYLIN Cosmogr. n. (1682) 213 Marble curiously be-

spotted. 1684 CHARNOCK Attrib. God. I. 331 It soils our
duties, and bespots our souls. i7aoRowE^w^. Stef-Mother
v. 1.78 Corn's! thou bespotted with the recent slaughter?
1814 WORDSW. E.rcnrs. vn. 788 The Danube . . like a serpent,
shows his glittering back Bespotted with innumerable
isles. i882 SIR R. CHRISTISON Auhbiog. I. xviii. 349 The
degree of the Sun's bespottedness.

t Bespou'se, v. Obs. In 2-3 bispusen. [f.

hi-, BE- + ME. spitsen to SPOUSE.] trans. To
espouse, marry.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn, 133 Da J>e . . heon bispused richtliche

to gedere. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 13 $ef he ben laaeHche
bispusede.

Bespout(brispaivt).^. [f. BE- + SPOUTZ.] trans.

To besprinkle by spouting, fg. a. To utter or

recite with pompous elocution, b. To recite to,
to plague with oratory.
1575 TURBERV. Falconrie 84 Take wine and water and

therewith bespout hir well with your mouth. 1828 Blackw.
Mag, XXIV. 591 It has been bespouted, bequoted, and be-

parodied. 1857 CARLYLE Misc. IV. 138 Woe for the age,
woe for the man, quack-ridden, bespeeched, bespouted.

t Bespray, v. Obs. rare 1
,

[f.
BE- 6 + SPRAY

sb.~\ trans. To besprinkle, bespatter. Hence Be-
spraying vbl. sb.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613* 62 Her'Alablasterwals were
all furred and fome-painted . . with the bespraying of mens
braines dung out against them.

Bespread (bf|Spre'd\ v. [ME. bi-, bcspred(en t

f. In- BE- 4, i + spreden to SPREAD v. Cf. MHG. be-

spreiteft.] trans.

1. To cover, mark, or diversify (a surface) with

(things spread over it'
; ; to spread with.

11205 LAY. 16521 He . . mid asrmen hine bi'sprsedde and
for3 hine lasdde. 1393 COWER Conf. III. 364 A see-foule she

becam,And with her wmges him besprad. c 1450 Crt. ofLove
xii, High plnacles. .With plate of gold bespredon every side.

1561 T. NOKTON Cah'in's Inst. in. 252Therareeuident foule

blots where with the workes of the holy are bespred. 1610
HOLLAND Caiiuhn's Brit. n. 32 The coasts are well bespred
with prety townlets. a 1764 R. LLOYU N'eW'Riv. Head Poet.
\\"k^. 11774* II. 68 Bespread her hospitable board With
what she had. 1871 PROCTOR Light Sc. no A wide con-
tinent bespread with volcanic mountains.

2. Said of things : To spread over, to cover by
spreading over.

1641 M. FRANK Serin, (1672) 253 When our graces ,. be-

spread and cloth this earth we carry. 1779 FORREST l?oy.
N. Guinea 207 Mats bespreading the floor of a large hall.

1832 Frasers Mag. V. 148 The 'giant graves' that be-

spread the shore of the Hellespont.
3. To spread (anything" over w upon (asurface).
1598 VONG Diana 207 But with a teint, like the Vermillion

Rose, Bespred vpon her face as white as snowe.

4. To spread out.

1557 Tottell's Misc. (Arb.)242 With armes bespred abrode.

1646 J. HALL Foertis 25 Since for thy sake so brisk they're
grown And such a Downy carpet have bespred.

tBespre'ng, v. Obs. exc. in pa. pple. be-

sprent. Forms: ibesprengan, 2-4bisprenge(n,
5 besprenge(n. Pa. t. 3-5 bi-, bysprengede,
5 besprenged, 6 besprent. Pa. pple. 3-5 bi-,

bysprenged, 4-6 besprenct, 5 bysprincte, 4-5
bi-, bespreynt, 6 besprinct, -spraynte, -sprint,

-spreigned, 6-7-spreinct,-spreint, 6- besprent.

[OE. bespryigan, f. BE- i + spr&igan to sprinkle :

OTeut. sprangjan, causal of springan to SPRING.

MHG., mod.G.jMDu., and Du. have all besprengett
in same sense. No part appears after 1600, exc.

the pa. pple., and this mostly as ppl. adj. See

BESPRING and BESPRENT v. ; also BESPRINK.]
1. trans. To sprinkle (anything) over : a. with

moisture or powder : To besprinkle, asperse.
c xooo iSVz.tr. LeaJid. 1. 100 Besprengehynemid J>am waetere.

^1175 Lamb, flotit. 73 Bi-spreng me lauerd mid buhsum-
nesse. 1388 WVCLIF Isa. Hi. 15 He schal bisprenge many
folkis. c 1430 Syr Generides 7068 Asshes with the water she

menged And her white legges al be-sprenged. 1494 FABYAS
vi. clxxxv. 185 Whome she besprent with many a salte tere.

1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xn. ci, His siluer locks with dust he
foule besprent. 1601 HOLLAND /Y/w^ II. 126 Being bespreint,

dashed, and drenched quite therewith. 1606 Sneton. 150
As himselfe sacrificed, bespreinct he was with the blond.

b. with spots or patches of colouring: To

speckle.
1388 WYCLIF Gen. xxx. 30 Spotti beestis, and dyuerse, and

bispreynt with dyuerse colour. 1486 Bk. St.Albans A viij b,

Euery tercellis braylis been bysprenged with blake speckes.

2. To sprinkle (a. substance or things) about.
a 1599 SKELTON I 'ox Pop. 182 From Scotland to Kent

This preachyng was bysprennt. Epit. Dk. Bedforde 76
Deth wyth me doloure So hath bespraynte. 1567 MAPLET
Gr. Forest 28 Insecta. .having for all this life proportion-

ably and equally besprent throughout the whole bodie.

1820 BYRON Juan v. xlvi, O'er the front There seemed to

be besprent a deal of gilding.

Besprent (besprent), ///. a. [f. prec., where

see forms.] Besprinkled.
a. with moisture of any kind, or dust.

c 1368 CHAUCER Compl. Pity 10 To Pite ran I all bespreynt
\v.r. besprente] with teres. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 269/1
Thre stones besprenct with his bloode. Ibid. 353/1 Stones

bespryncte and specled as it were with blood. I53S JOYE
Apol. Tifuiale (Arb.) 17 Euen unto the bespreigned bloude.

1561 JR. HEV\VOOD Seneca's tferc. Furetis(i=)Zi
<

' 19 My body
thus with wicked bloud besprinct. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Col.



BESPRENT.
Nov. in Morne now my muse, .with teares besprint. 1634
MILTON Coums 542 Knot-grass dew - besprent. ,i 1866
LONGF. Sir Christopher 133 His boots with dust and mire
besprent.

b. with points, or objects dotted about : Strewed.
1556 ABP. PARKER Psilter cii[i), My soule with cares was

full besprenct. 1837 WORDSW. A t Vallombrcsa, The flower-

besprent meadows. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nigkt-c.
162 The tawdry tent . . besprent with hearts and darts.

2. Scattered, strewed about.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 15 Having certain blottes be-

sprent upon it. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in. 139 He
lay upon the flowers besprent about.

tBespre'nt, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [improperly f.

prec.j trans. To besprinkle.
'573 TWYNE j-Eneid xii. Mm iv, Latinus rentes His boarie

head . . and auntient beard with durt besprentes.

t Bespri'llg, v. Obs. Forms : 4 bispringen,
4-5 -sprynge^n, 5 be-. Pa. t. 5 bysprang.
Pa. fpic. 4 bispronge(n, 4-5 by-, 5 besprong.
[A late ME. variant of BESPRENT,, in which the

strong verb spring is substituted for the causal

sprmg.] trans. To besprinkle; = BESPRENG. Hence
Bespri-nging vbl. s6.

1387 TRE VISA Descr. Brit. (Caxton 1 54 With mylke ofa cowe
that is of one yeer bespringe the welle. 1398 Barth. DC
P.R.X\. iv, Ofte as a cloude byspryngeb be erbe with drop-
pynge, he wasteb him selfe in bat bispryngynge [ed. 1581
bespringing]. 1:1420 Pallad. on Husb. I. 678 Early coct
and colde, and wyne besprong. 1487 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
291 Thou art al besprongen with the blood. 1:1575 Jacob
Sf Sonnes <Collier) 20 Their meat cloth they besprang all

with gotes blood.

tBeSprrni, v. Obs. rare. [Shortened from
BESPKINKLE, probably under the influence of be-

spring, bespreng, and esp. of the pa. pple. bssprinet,
besfrenct : see BESPRENG.] =To BESPKIXKI.E.
1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy in Farr's -J. P. 330 With Hip.

procrenes drops besprinke my head.

Besprinkle (b/ispri-rjk'l), v. Also 5 be-

sprengil, 6 by-, besprincle, -ckle, -okel. [ME.
besprengil, *besprenkel, f. BE- I and 4 + sprenkcl,
freq. of sprengcn to asperse ; besprinkle, is therefore
in form the freq. of BESPRENG.] Hence Be-
spri'nkled ppl. a.

1. trans. To sprinkle all over with small drops
(of liquid), or with powdery substance, as flour, salt.
c 1440 Gcsta Rom. (1879) 26 That was all besprengild with

his blessyd blode. 1534 MORE On the Passion Wks. 1295/2
They shoulde bysprincle the posies, .with the bloud. 1622
R. HAWKINS I'oy. S. Sea (1847) 58 To keepe cleane the
shippe ; to besprinkle her ordinarily with vineger. 1781
GIBBON Dccl. $ F. III. lii. 273 The walls were besprinkled
with holy water. 1835 PAUL Antiq. Greece I. n. iv. 8 [He]
was also thrice besprinkled with water.

b. predicated of the fluid.

1738 GLOVER Leonidasv. 657 The gory drops besprinkle all
his shield. 1872 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixvi. 14 Scarce
a drop of rain would venture to besprinkle their splendour.
2. Jig. To strew with (comparatively) small

things scattered about
; to spot, to dot ; to inter-

sperse with any elements diffused throughout.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin's hist. in. 258 All our good workes

are continually besprinckled with many filthy spottes. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. i. viii. (1686) 22 [He] hath be-
sprinkled his work with many fabulosities. 1670 EACHARD
Cant. Clergy 40 Besprinkling all their sermons with plenty
of Greek and Latin. 1841 DICKENS Amer. Kotes 11850)
54/1 Sloping banks besprinkled with pleasant villas. 1861
LADY WALLACE Msndlluokn'i Lett. 303 We.. besprinkled
each other mutually with great praise.

f 3. transf. To water, moisten (as streams). Obs.
1611 SPEED Thcat. Gt. Brit. xxx. (1614) 39/1 Val'lies be-

sprinkled with many sweet springs. 1623 FAVINE Theat.
Hon. n. xni. 202 A million of Riuers that water and be-
sprinkle France.

Bespri'iikler. [f. BESPRINKLE v. + -KB 1
.]He who or that which besprinkles.

1611 COTGR., Arroscur, a bedeawer
; abesprinkler

Bespri-nkling, vbl. sl>. [t. as prec. + -ING 1.]
The action of the vb. BESPRINKLE.
1580 HOI.LYBAND Treas. Fr. Tang, Aspersion and arronse-

iiteaf, b.sprinckling or bedewing. 1680 H. MORE Apoc
Afocal. 1 86 The besprinkling of Sheep and other Cattle
with holy \\ ater.

Besprong, pa. pple. of BESPRING v. Obs.
Bespue, variant of BESPEW : see BE- prcf. 4.
t Bespu rt, v. Obs. [f. BE- 4 + SPURT '.]

trans. To asperse or befoul with anything
spurted or spirted on

; alsoyff.
1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tim. 834 't To walke through

the myre and durt, and not bespurt himselfe. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch s Mor. 1232 The city of the Corinthians, .he hath
. .bespurted and dashed, .with amostgrievousslander. 1641
MILTON Ammaiiv. Wks. (1851) 185 To send home his
haughtinesse well bespurted with his owne holy-water
t Besptrrtle, v. Obs.

[f.
BE- 4 + SPL-BTLE.]

1. A frequentative variant of prec.
1618 BOI.TON Floras (1636) 245 Merula . . bespurtled the

eyes of love himselfe, with the blood, a 1655 T. ADAMS
Pract. ll'ts. d86ij III. 21 (D.) They sputter their venom
abroad, and bespurtle others.

2. Jig. To asperse with reproach or abuse
; to

spot or sally with vice.

1604 MARSTON Malcontent I. ii. (D.) Trot about, and be-
spurtle whomthou pleasest. 1629 J. MAXWELL tr. Herodian
77 He bespurtled his life with foule Vices.

Bespatter (W,spznaj), v, [f. BE- 4 + SPUTTER.]

823

To sputter 'anything) over; 'to dawb anything
by sputtering, or throwing spittle over it.' (J.)
1730 BAILEY, Bespatter, to spirt or flirt spittle upon.
Bespy, besquatter, besqueeze, besquib, etc.:

see

(b/"skw5ut), v. Obs.
[f.

BE- 4 +
SQUIRT v.] trans. To asperse or befoul by squirting ;

also Jig. in reference to abuse or defamation.
1611 COTGR., Fairer, to besquirt or beray with squirting.

tOtRcxt. Bal. (.884) V. 195 Celliers, that Midwife-Slut,Who Dangerfield doth so besquirt.

Besquite, obs. form of BISCUIT.

Bessant, bessaun, obs. forms of BEZANT.
Bessemer (be-s/msa). [From the name of the

inventor, Sir H. Bessemer, in 1856.] Bessemer
process : a process for decarbonizing and desilicon-

izing pig-iron so as to convert it into steel or mal-
leable iron, by passing currents of air through the
molten metal. Hence Bessemer iron, steel,
briefly Bessemer

;
and a/tiib., as in Bessemer con-

verter, JJame, maker, method, slag, etc.

[1856 Etu-ycl. Brit. XII. 574/2 The ingots derived from Mr.
Bessemer s process.) 1864 PERCY Metall. 819 Analyses, .uf
the pig-irons and Bessemer irons made therefrom. 1875 URE
Diet. Arts III. 905 The enormously high temperature de-
veloped by the action of cold air on molten cast iron in the
Bessemer process. Ibid. 907 The exact chemical character
of the spectrum of the Bessemer flame. 1HJ, 909 Good pis;

[
iron, such as that employed for Bessemer steel-making.
1881 N. Y. Nation XXXII. 404 The generic term Besse-
mer steel denotes a steel made essentially by blowing ail-

through molten iron, in a vessel called a converter. 1883
Daily AVrt'i 3 Sept. 2/7 Bessemer makers are very busy.

Besset, early Kentish form of BESHUT.
Besshe, variant of BISSE sb. Obi.

Bessome, obs. form of BESOM.
Best (best), a. and a<k'. Forms : i betost,

betast, betest, betst (3 bezst, 3-4 beist, 4-5
beste, 5 beest), 2- best. [Com. Teut. : OE. (adv.)
bfjst, earlier betest, bejost

= OFris., OS. (MDu ,

Du.) best, OHG. be^ist (MHG., mod.G. ferO.OX.
bast, bezt (Da. hist, Sw. biist\ Goth, batist, OTeut.
*batist, superlative belonging to the comp. *bati;,
BETTER, q.v. The adj. differed from the adv.

only in its inflexions; as nom. sing. masc. str.

OTeut. *batisto-z, Goth, batist-s, ON. ba-.t-r, OK.
bejest, wk. se bets/a, fxt btfste, etc. By assimila-
tion of / to following s, the word has been reduced
to best in Eng., as in all modern Teut. langs.]
A. adj. The superlative degree of GOOD : Most

good. (Goodesl, in i;ih c. in Dryden, etc., was
merely analogical ;

no such form is found in OTeut.)
I. As simple adjective.

1. Of the highest excellence, excelling all others
in quality.

a. Said of persons, in respect of physical,
mental, or esp. moral qualities; or as regards
social standing, as in

' the best people in the town.'
891 (7. E. C/iron. (Parker MS.\ Se betsta lareow be on

Scottum wa:s. ^893 K. /ELFRED Ores. v. iv. 3 Scipia, se
besta and se selesta Romana witena. alooo Crist 1012
(Gr.) /E3-eldugu5 betast. a 1075 t>. . Citron. (Laud MS )

an. 1052 Ealle pa eorlas and ba betstan menn. a 1300
Cursor .)/. 12619 t"e beste maistris of bat toun. 1382 Wvci 11

Dan. v. i, Balthasar, Kyng, made a grete fest to his best
men a thousand. (-1435 Torr. Portugal 2-;^ Beste of bone
and blood. 1591 SHAKB. Two Gent. i. ii. 102 Of many
good, I thinke him best. 1601 CHESTER in S/iaks. C.
/'raise 43 The best and chiefest of our moderne writers.
1693 W. PAYNE Pract. Disc. i. 2. 18 Some .. failures and
imperfections will stick to the best of Men. 1749 FIELDING
Tom. Jones ix. iv, I will fight the best man of you all for

twenty pound. 1848 MACAL-LAY Hist. Eng. II. 267 The
best Roman Catholic families in England. 1856 FROUDK
Hist. Eng. (18581 I. i 62 Henry VIII . . was the best rider,
the best lance, and the best archer in England.

b. Said of things, in respect of their essential

qualities.

<zi075 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1052 F,all bat sfre
betst was. 1297 R. GLOUC. 370 Edgar Abelyng bat best
kunde in Engelond adde to be Kyng. 1382 WYCLIF Gen.
xliii. it Take je of the beste fruytis of the loom!. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. ix. xxvi. (1495) 363 In the Satur.
daye men weren aournyd . . with theyr beest clothes. 1552
Bk. Com. Prayer, CtuiiHiua. (Rubr.) The best and purestWheat Bread that conveniently may be gotten. 1653 WAL-
TON Angler 179 The Pearch.-and the Pike are the best
of fresh water fish. 1751 JORTIN Serin. ^7711 VII. i. 13
Acting according to their best judgement. 1834 SOUTHKY
Dactor c\c\x. (18621 532 Best . . in the shopkeeper's vocabu-
lary . . is at the bottom of his scale of superlatives 1849
MACAI-LAY Hist. Eng. I. 172 The best years of his life.

2. Of persons : Most kind or beneficent. Of per-
sons and things : Most advantageous or suitable for
the object in view ; most appropriate or desirable.
a 1000 Beo-.i'n/f 6007 Nu is ofost betost, bat we beod-

cynmg ba;r sceawian. a 1240 Ureisnn 129 in Lamb. Horn.
197 Nun nu 5eme to me so me best a beo 5e beo. 1297 K.
GLOL'C. 504 To loki, wat were best to do. <z 1300 Cursor* 3287 He bat til bis in nede es beste. 1377 I.ANGL. P.
f I. B. v. 299 As best is for the soule. 1523 LD. BERNERS
f-roiss. I. cv. 126 It was thought nat beste to employ
his

people
then. 1569 J. ROGERS 67. Godly Lore 187 [He]

know-eth what is beste for you. 1605 SHAKS. Mach. m. iv.

4 In best time We will require her welcome. 1716 in Land.
<'"- No. 5445/3 To be sold to the best Purchas.-r. 1879

BEST.

LOCKYER Elem. Astron. iii. 28. 157 The best way to ob-

tain_a knowledge of the various constellations. Mod. eollpy.
Which of your brothers is best to you ?

3. Largest, most
; esp. in best part.

1538 Lisle Papers XI. 49 Twenty nobles, of which 1

think he doth owe the best part for his rent. 1647 W.
BROWNE Polex, i. 215 The Artillery plaid, the best of an
houre, on both sides. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece \\. x.

(1715) 293 Fiery foam . . which cover'd the best part of its
natural Azure. 1834 BECKIORD Italy II. 265, I. .rode the
best part of the way. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile xii.

318 The best part of three days.
4. In the idiomatic I, yon, etc. ItaJ best (formerly
me were best, afterwards I were best) : it would be
most advantageous for me, you, etc. For the

history see BETTER.
'' '33 Lay le Freine 107 Vete me is best take mi chaunce.

J393 ClowER Conf. II. 306 What thing him were best to do.

1483 Civn. EngU'iute (1510) Q6b, He wyste not what he
was beste to do. 1509 FISJIKR J-'rin. Stn/i. Wks. 1876 i. 292
Ooubtfull in her mynde what she werebe^t to do. 1584 Lvi.v

Ca>npaspe iv. i, He were best be as cunning as a bee. 1591
SHAKS._7^c0 Gent. i. iii. 24 Tell me, whether were I best to
send him? 1611 Cyiitb. ill. ii. 59 Madam, you're best
consider. i(n& Po-n'crf. Fa: 1

. 77 Liuia may. .resolue whether
she were best to marry againe. 1636 Afiana 102 Ignorant
of what hee was best to doe.

'559 CI'NINGHA.M Cosiiicgr. Glasse 61 You had best omit
the worke. ('1590 MARLOWE Faust (ist. versj ix. Stand
aside, you had best. 1639 MASSINGER Unnat. Combat v.

ii, Thou hadst best follow her. 1710 ADDISON Tatler No.
221 ?2 Whether I had best sell my Beetles in a Lump. 1777
GARRICK Sheridavts Sell. Scand. Prol. 21 A certain Lord
had best beware. 1608 SOCTHEY Lett. (i856j II. 52 The
'

Monthly' must needs be sore, and hail best be civil. 1877
MALLOCK .YV' AY/, i iS-S< 145, I had best not give her any.
5. Phrases and locutions. Best work : a miner'-,

term for the best class of ore. Also BKST-MAX.
To put one's best foot or legforemost : to do one's
best to get on. To tnni the best siJe oulwarJ :

to make the best appearance possible. At the

best-hand: see HAXD.
1663 PKI-YS Diary o Nov., A conceited man, and one that

would put the best side outward. 1670 COTTON Esfcriim
n. vm. 364 Espernon. .endea\onr'd nevertheless all he could
to turn the best side outward. 1840 BAKHAM In^ol. Le?.,
St. Odille vi, She set off and ran, Put her best leg before.

T.I. absol, (rarely passing into s/>.}

6. //. (formerly also sing.') The best people.
i' 1050 -Igs. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker I'oc. 466 1'restantissi.

mns, se betesta, and se fyrmesta. 1091 (>. E. Chron. .Laud
MS. 1

,
Das forewarde ^esworan xii ba betste of bes cynges

healfe. c 1205 LAV. 707 Brutus be wes cnight mid j>ane
beste. f 1325 /;. K. A/lit. P. A. 279 I-wyse quoth 1 my
blysfol beste. 1737 Foil: }lor. Efist. ii. i. 286 Observe how
seldom e'en the best succeed. 1864 TENNYSON Grandnt.
20 Only at youraj;e, Annie, I could have wept with the best.

7. sing. The best thing, point, circumstance,
element.

' JI 75 L'li'd'. llotn. 3 Heo nomt-n heore clabes and be beste
bet heo hefde. 1562 J. HKVWOOD Prov. % Epit;r. 11867* 166

Prouyde for the woorst, the best wyll saue it selfe. 1591
SHAKS. Two Gent. in. i. 349 The best is, she hath no teeth
to bite. 1597 DANIEL Civ. ll'arfs n. xxiv, We needes must
take the seeming best of bad. 1654 JESKVN On Jude (1845'
30 The best is best cheap. 171693 KII.LH.REW Chit-that \.

\, I confess bad is the best.

b. individualized, or with indef. article a.
< 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xci, All these I better in one generall

best. 1765 TIXKER Lt. Xat. I. 617 That unknown best

appointed by divine provision. Ibid. The best we may at-
tain by the road of virtue and discretion will be . . a better

best, than any we can arrive at [otherwise], 1881 Sports-
man's Year-bk. 192 [Cprtis] has accomplished bests on re-

cord at to and 20 miles. 1884 Christinas Illus. Loud.
-\VrcJ 19/3 For certainly if I have a best I have not put it on.

8. With possessive. One s best : fa. what is best
for one

;
b. the best one can (do) ; esp. in To do

one's best, formerly, the best of one's fou'er.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2456 iGott.l, pai most nede part to seke

bair beste [Fair/, to do baire best). 1423 JAS. I. Kings Q.
v. My best was more to loke Vpon the writing of this noble
man. c 1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814* 235, I

shall do the best of my power. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal.

May 225 Ne for all his worst, nor for his best Open the dore
at his request. 1585 ABP. SANDYS Serin. (1841) 112 When a
man hath done his best, he must then begin again. 1590
SHAKS. Mids. X. it ii. 145 Do thy best To pluck this crawl-

ing serpent from my brest. 1599 SANDYS EvropscSpec. 11637)
247, I have, .also, to my best, avoyded that rashnesse. c 1620
Z. BOYD Zion's Flwers 11855) 4 2 To turne to him 's our best.

1733 POPE liar. Sat. n. vi. 173 He did his best to seem to
eat. 1863 KIN<;SI.EY il-'ater Bat. j [HeJ would have done
and behaved his best.

C. Best state, point, or condition.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxxix. 6 When man seemeth
to bee at his best, hee is altogether nothing. 1828 STEUART
Plant. Guide 489 Whatever is at its best .. can admit of no
'urther improvement. 1832 At/ienxiim 197 She was at her
>est both as to voice and exertion on Tuesday last. 1871
SMILES Charae. i. (1876) i It exhibits man at his best

d. Best clothes.

1790 BURNS Tarn O'Shanter, It was her best, and she
was \-auntie. 1794 SOUTHEY Bat. Bay Eclog. ii, To go
o fair I drest . . in my Sunday's best. 1830 GALT Lawrie
T. v. viii. 11849) 227 Mr. Herbert joined me, also in his
modest best. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany xvi. 271 Little family
>arties dressed in their Sunday best.

III. Phrases. 9. With verbs.

a. To have the best (obs.), to have the best of it :

:o have the advantage in a contest, or greatest
Jossible advantage in a transaction, and hence,
':he least possible disadvantage or loss

;
so b. To
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make the best of. C. To make the best ofone s way :

to go by the most advantageous route, hence, to

go with the greatest possible speed.
a. 1503 SHAKS. 3 Hen. /'/, v. in. 20 We hauing now the

best at Barnet field. 1647 W. BROWNE Pole*, n. 343, I see

well that Polexander must have the best, .of his Enemies.

1832 MOORK U'ks. (1862* 561 Those who had the best of the

joke. 1846 BROWNING Luria \. i, You have so plainly here
the best of it. 1871 TVNDALL Fragtn, Sc. viii. 135 To con-
clude that the other had the best of it.

b- 1626 BACON i J.), Carry their commodities where they
may make the best of them. 1694 R. LESTRANGE Fables

11708) II. 75 Making the Best of a Bad Game. 1836
DICKENS Sk. Boz (C. D. ed.) 36 Accustomed to take things
as they came, and to make the best of a bad job. 1862
TROLLOPE Orley F. i. (1874) u Making the best of it for
herself.

C. 1704 ADDISON Italy 4 The next Day we again set Sail,

and made the best ofour way. vj-A Lond. Gaz. No. 5450/2
Captain Vernon was ordered . . to make the best ofhis Way
to Sheerness. 1868 FREEMAN Xorm. Cong, (1876,1 II. vii. 154
The two brothers made the best of their way towards Bristol.

10. With prepositions :

a. t At the best, at best : at the best possible

pitch, in the best possible way, manner, or con-

dition. Oh. At best: ^ taken) in the best circum-

stances, in the most favourable aspect, making
every allowance, at most. At ones best : see 8 c.

c 1315 Coerde L. 132 The wynd. .servede hem atte the be>t.

c 1386 CHAUCER Prot. 2g And we! we weren esed atte beste

[v. r. at the beste]. c 1399 Pol. Poems 1 1859) II. 6 To stere

peace oghte every man alyve. . Fforso this world mai stonden
ate beste. 1485 CAXTON Trerisa's Higden i. xxx. 11527' 31
Of whiche cleye men make erthen vessell at beste. 1586
COCAS Haven Health (1636) 169 Shell fishes be at the be>t

when the moon increaseth, as the Poet Horace noteth. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. \. iii. 171 Good Brabantio, take up this man-
gled matter at the best.

1629 H. BURTON Truth's Tri. 133 Our inherent righteous-
nesse, call it Christs merits, or what you will, is at the be^t
but as Piscis in arido. 1645 QCARLES Sol. Recant, in. 48
Thy days are ev'll at best. 1722 DE For. Col. 7<itvfr ('1840'
286 Man is a shortsighted creature at best. 1796 BURKK
Kegtc. Peace Wks. 1845 IV. 513 'Tis a random shot at be>t.

1841 MYERS Cath. Th. iv. 10. 276 External Evidence must
at the very best be but partial and secondary.

b. For the best : intended for, aiming at, tend-

ing to, the best result, f For my, /iis
t etc. best :

for my, his, etc. greatest advantage (obs.}. f/br j

best: finally; cf. 'for good (and air,' 'for better

or for worse
'

(obs.}.
r 1386 CHAUCER Melib. 7 271, I speke for youre beste.

Frankl. T. 158 Al is for the best. 6-1450 Why I can't

be Nun 156 in &, E, Poems < 1 862 ' 142, I hope hyt schalle

be for the best. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. I'I, in. iii. 170, I hope
nil's for the best 1607 Cor. iv. vi. 144 That we did
we did for the best. 1794 SOUTHLY Bot. Bay Eclog. iii, But
all's for the best.

(-(1674 MILTON (Webster;, Those constitutions .. are now
established for be>t, and not to be mended.

C. In the best = at best (see 10 a).
1602 SHAKS. Ham, i. v. 27 Murther most foule, as in the

best it is.

d. Of the best: of the best quality or sort.

(-1420 Antiers of Arth. Iv, Boke-lornut byrners and
bischoppus of the beste. 1828 C. CROKER Fairy Leg. 481
After a supper which was of the best, they embarked.

e. To the best : in the best sense, for the best.

(o&s.) Also, To the utmost effort or extent (of

one's power, knowledge, belief, etc.).

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. l^II. xxxiv. Pream., To helpe and
assiste hym to the best of their power. 1531 TINDALE K.rp.

y Notes (1849) 175 He taketh it to the "best, and is not
offended. 1843 C. BRONTE in Life 118571 \-

29 She. .will

always serve you . . to the best of her abilities. 1863 FR.

KEMBLE Resid. Georgia 132 To the best of his belief. 1885
Law Rep. XIV. Q. Bench Di~>.

8pi
There was no such in-

spector to the best of our knowledge.

B. adv. Superlative of \\"ELL.

1. \Vith vbs. In the most excellent way, in the

most eminent degree ;
in the most suitable manner,

with the greatest advantage, to the fullest extent.

(For the obs. aider-best
t
best of all, see ALL.)

c 888 K.. >ELFRED Boeth. ii, Da bereafodon selcere lust-

bsernesse ^a 3a ic him aefre betst truwode. a 1067 Chart.
Eadweard in Cod. Dipl. IV. 208 Swa freolice swa hit ic

meseolf betst habbe. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 7 penne J>u wenest

Jm scalt Hbben alre best, c 1205 LAY. 26606 t>e bezst [1250
best] bat lond cneowen. c 1380 WYCLIF De Dot. Reel. Sel.

Wks. III. 433 Ensaumple of siche deds exponej? best Crist is

lawe. c 1420 Sir Amadace xl, He that furst is inne the

feld, And best thenne Justus thare, 1596 SPENSER /". Q. \\.

I. 59 But after death the tryall is to come, When best shall

be to them, that liued best. 1602 T. SCOTT Four Parad.
in Farr's S. P. II. 315 He that knowes thee best, knowes
nought at all. 1615 BRATHWAIT Loves <z/yr. (1878) 276
A Countrie lasse best fitsaCountrieSwaine. c 1655 MILTON
Sonn. xix. Who best Bear his mild yoke, they serve him
best, i 1680 BEVERIDGE Sernt, 11729' I. 358 Cannot but. .be-

lieve it to be well done, yea the best that could be. 1715
BURNET Own Times (iS2^) I. 391 He excused himself the
best he could. 1797 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar, VH. xxiii, He
prayeth best, who loveth best All things both great and
small. 1843 MACAULAY Ess. (18501 686 The man who does
best what multitudes do welL

2. With adjs. and ///?. written (for syntactical

distinctness) with the hyphen.
a. In the most excellent manner

; as, best-

aimed, -bred, -built, -clad, -conducted, -considered,

^best-consulted (most prudent, or best-advised',

-cultivated, -dressed, -established, -grounded, -laid,

-looking, -made, -managed, best-meaning ^mosl well-

meaning , -meant, -moving, -preserved, -trained, etc.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. 29 We single you As our best-

mouing faire soliciter. a 1659 OSBORN Observ. Turks (it>-j$)

288 Queen Elizabeth ..the best consulted Monarch that
ever filled the English Throne. 1711 SHAFTESB. Ckarac.
II. 327 The best-meaning person in the world may err.

1762 HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) V. Ixx. 253 Multitudes struck
with the best-grounded terror. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II.

155 Counter to the clearest best-established principles of
reason. 1785 BURNS To Mouse vii, The best-laid schemes
o' mice an' men Gang aft agley. 1790 BEATSON Xar. fy

Mil. Mem. 241 To frustrate all our best-laid plans. 1794
COLERIDGE Relig. Musings 119 In her best-aimed blow
Victorious murder a blind suicide. 1837 LOCKHART Scott

11839) VIII. I2 The best looking of her daughters. 1844
MARC. FULLER ll'om. i<$th C. 11862' 147 The best-considered
efforts have often failed. 1856 Farmer's Mag. Nov. 384
The prizes given . . for the best regulated farms. 1863
LYELL Antiq. M^an 69 The best-preserved human skulls.

b. To the fullest extent, most : forming comb,

differing little . from ordinary superlatives ;
now

usually written with the hyphen ; as, best-accom-

plished, -beloved, -esteemed, -frequented, -known,

-loved, -read, -skilled^ etc. ; including many obs.

or arch, uses, as best able, agreeable, best-betrust

(most to be trusted), learned, nourishing, pleas-

ing, best valiant, worthy',
etc.

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 786 Let Torrent her have, For best

worthy ys he. 1526 Pilgr. Perf, (W. de W. 1531' 17 b, He
sente his. .best beloved sone into this worlde. 1571 ASCIIAM
Scholetn. \. (1863) 12 The best learned, and best men. 1579
E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cat. Gen. Argt. 2 The vsed
and best knowen name. 1596 SHAKS. Merck, I', n. ii. 181,

I doe feast to-night My best-esteemd acquaintance. 1601

Downfall Earl Huntington v. i, And you Lord Ely! and
old best-betruss'd ? 1620 VENNER Via Recta iii. 66 They
are best agreeable to cholericke bodies. 1622 BACON Hen.
VII. 124 Best-bee-trust-Spies. 1641 HINDE J. Brnen 114
The first and best, and best worthy to bee fir^t. 1685 Or-
WAY Windsor Cast., The ugliest snakes, and best lov'd

favourites there. 1724 WATERLAND Eucharist 117371 4 1

The generality of the best learned Men interpret it of the

Eucharist. 1742 JAKVIS Qitix, i. i. vii, To give me what I

am best able to bear. 1844 MARG. FULLKR W'oin. igfk C.

118621 56 Binding the emblem of faith on the heart of the

best-beloved, 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Xeighb. viii.

118781 128 Will better know what is best to know than the

best-read bishop. 1872 JENKINSON Guide J-'uff. Lakes 11879)

4 One of the best-frequented houses in the district.

c. In parasynthetic comb,
^
where the hyphen is

always used', meaning 'having the best thing of

its kind;' as, best-conditioned, i.e. best condition

+ -ed, having or being in the best condition ; so

best-graced, -humoured, -intentioned, -minded, -na-

tiired, -policied, -principled, -resolveJ, -sighted,

-tempered, etc. Best-graced (1580), best-tempered

J594\ may really belong to a., but lead to such

as best-minded (1586), best-natured (1690).
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia 144 One of the proprest and best-

graced men that euer I sawe. a 1586 in Farr's S. P. I.

75 Lest the best minded . . Bend to abuses. 1594 T. B. La
Primaud. Fr. A cad. \\. 381 Those natures that are most
moderate and best tempered. 16*7 BP. HALL Char, Virtues

<y V. 174 Blind in no mans cause, best-sighted in his owne.

1690 NOREIS Beatitudes 11692) 134 He had the Besi-

natured . . Soul in the World. 1774 GOLDSM. Rctal. Postscr.,
'1 hou best humoured man with the worst humoured muse.

1789 M. HUBER in Ld. Auckland's Corr. 11861) II. 326 The
two btst-intentioned. .of their order. 1840 CARLYLE/A'^WS
vi. 369 The best-conditioned of kings ! 1863 J. JEAFFRESOM
Sir Et'erard's Dan. 208 The best-natured fellow alive.

3. With agent-nouns, as best-u'ishcr cf. well-

wisher).
1876 Miss VONGE Womankind viii. 58 Their best wi-hers

are thankful if half are lost.

Best (best), v. colloq. [f. prec. Of dialectal

origin, from the idea of '

getting the better of,*

'having the best of it*; but the form is hardly
in accordance with the sense, which is nearly equi-
valent to the existing vb. to worst, i.e. 'to make
worst, put to the worst

'

;
cf. also to better, to make

better, improve.] trans. To get the better of, get
an advantage over, outdo

;
to outreach, outwit,

circumvent.

1863 TRAFFORD World in Ch. II. 77 As I am a staunch
Churchman I cannot stand quiet and see the Dissenters
best the Establishment. 1885 MAY in Forta. Rev. Oct. 578
The quack broker who piles up money by besting his clients.

Best, obs. f. BEAST; obs. Sc. i.based, see BARE z-J;

obs. 2nd. sing, indie, of BE v.

t Bestad, -stadde, v. Obs. Earlier form of

BESTED pa. pple. Used only in passive voice ; but

by Spenser made a pa. t. and active pple.
= BESET.

1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cal. Aug. 7 What the foule
euill hath thee so bestaddet [glass, disposed, ordered.]

1596 SPENSER /r. Q. in. v. 22 But both attonce on both sides

him bestad.

Bestab, bestamp, etc. ; see BE- pref.
Bestail(le, obs. form of BESTIAL j<M

Bestain (b/,st^-n), v. [f. BE- i + STAIN z>.]

trans. To stain ^a thing) over its surface, to mark
with stains. Hence Bestarned///. a.

1559 Mirr. Mag. 360 (R.), His skin with blood and teares
so sore bestain'd. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. iii. 24 We will

not lyne his thin bestamed cloake With our pure Honors.

1869 BALDW. BROWN />'. Myst. i. iv. 93 The blood-drops
that bestain His

steps, 1877 PLUMPTRE Sophocles 133 With
his spears all blood-bestained.

t Besta'nd, v. Obs. For forms see STAND.

[Com. Teut. : OE. bestanden - OS. bistan (Du.
bestaan\ OHG. bistan, pistantan (MHG. bestdn,

besten, mod.G. bestehen}, Goth, (and OTeut.) bi-

standan, f. /-, BE- about + standan to stand.]
1. trans. To stand by or near ; to stand over (in

solicitude) ; esp. to stand by (the dead), to unouni

for. Also absol.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Gen. xxiii. 2 Abraham hij bestod on b.i

ealdan wisan. c 1250 Owl <$ Night. 1438 He cume|> and
faref? and beod and bid, And heo bistant [?'. r. bistarte] and
oversit. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3857 )or wses Moyses sister

dead ; Dat folc . . after wune faire hire bUtod Mid terts.

2. To stand round in hostility; to beset, press
hard upon, harass.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John x. 24 Da bestodon U'ii6o Hatton

be-stoden] ba iudeas hyne uian. c 1205 LAV. 30323 Swa
bi& a bar wilde. .bistonden mid hunden. c 1320 Sir Tristr.
i. .\xxiv, Stormes hem bistode. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
(1816) II. 417 In all my life was I never thus bestood. Ibid.

II. 466 He is full straitly bestood with a false traitor.

3. To surround, encompass as a wall, water, etc.).
c 1305 LAY. 23726, I ban aitlonde J>at mid watere is bi-

stonde. Ibid, 17175 Ich wat a waerc mid wundere bi-stonde.

Bestar (b^sta-a), v. [f. BE- + STAB.] trans.

To spangle or adorn as with stars.

1612 SYLVESTER Trophies Wks. 11877-801 274 iD.), O lady-
cow, Thou shalt no more bestar thy wanton brow With
thine eyes rayes. 1851 S. JUDD Marg. m. (1871) 398 The
dandelions that bestar the grass.

Bestare, bestay, etc.: see BE-/;C/
Bestarred (b/jsta-jd;, ///. a. [f. prec. + -EDI.]
1. Spangled or studded as with stars.

c 1655 MLNNIS Oberon's Appar. in Arb. Garner 1, 18 A rich

mantle . . Bestarred over with a few Diamond drops of morn-

iiiijf dew. 1876 HLACK Madcap V. xlvi. 390 Sheltered woods,
bcstarred with anemones.

2. Decorated with the star of an order.

1860 All Y. Round^o. 52. 34 The bestarred,. .jewelled,. .

throng. 1861 SALA Tiv. round Clock 298 A crowd of . . be-

st.irred and be-ribboned ministers.

3. Ill-bestarred, for the more usual ill-starred.

a 1834 COLERIDGE Charac., Alas poor Bird ! and ill-be-

starred.

Beste, earlier form of BEAST sb. and z>. Still

often used in sense 8.

1874 H. H. GIEBS Ombre 35 When the Ombre loses bodille,
his loss is the same as if he had been Bested. Ibid. 37 If the
Defender is bested, there are of course two Bestestobe paid.

Bestead (.b/iste-d), ^.i Also 7 bested, -steed.

Pa. t. besteaded. Pa.pph\ 6 bestedde, 9 bested,
bestead,

[f.
BE- 2 + STEAD v. 1 to prop, support,

help.]
1. trans. To help, assist, relieve.

1581 SIR H. SAVILE Tacitus in. xxxii. 11591) 133 They were

thought to haue bestedde and helped Viteljius side. 1627
R. PERROT Jacobs I 'owe 56 Better able by his purse, .to be-

stead his neighbours, than they him. 1662 FULLER Worthies

(1840) I. 520 Who besteaded him with the kings favour.

1874 HOLLAND Mistr. Manse xxi. 96 Sapphire nought with-

out the red, Ruby still by blue bested.

2. To be of service or use to ; to avail.

1589 Sir F. Drake s Voy. W. Ind. iR.) Great store of dry
Newfoundland fish . . did very greatly bestead us. 1669
WOODHEAD St. Teresa \\. xix. 128 At nights , . our mantles
of thick Cloth which many times besteaded us. 1805 SOUTHEY
Madoc in Azt. xv, Little did then his pomp of plumes be-

stead The Azteca .. Against the tempered sword. i86a

CLOUGH in Macnt. Mag. Aug. 321 Thou vain Philosophy !

Little hast thou bestead, Save to perplex the head.

t Bestea-d, v. 2 Obs. [f. BE- 6 + STEAD sb.

place.] To go instead of, take the place of.

1596 NASHE Saffron ll'ald. in Hys missing of the Vni-
uersitie Oratorship, wherin Doctor Perne besteaded him.

t Bestea'l, v, Obs. For forms see STEAL.

[OE. bestelan, f. BE- + stelan to STEAL. Parallel

compounds in the other mod .Teut. langs. are Du.

besfflen, Ger. bestehlen, Da. bestixle, Sw. bestjala t

all meaning
'

to steal, rob.'] intr. (and refi.} To
steal or move stealthily (away or on}.

(7725 Laws of Ina 39 iBosw.i Gif hwa on o<Sre scire hine

bestele. f 893 K. ALFRED Ores. i. x. 4 And fc>a nihtes on

ungearwe hi on bestacl. c \\-]$ Moral Ode 15 in Lamb.Hotn.
161 Elde me is bistolen on . er ich hit wiste. 1*1380 Si>-

Fernntb. 3876 On of hem..ys by-stole awaye. 1597 DOW-
LAND Lyrics in Arh. Garner I\ . 47 Worn soul ! That liv-

j

ing dies, till thou on me bestoule !

Bested, bestead v b/,ste-d), pa. pple. Forms :

2-3 bistaUed, -et, 3-5 bistad, 4 bisted, 4-5 be-

stedd(e, 4-6 bestadd(e, 4-7 bestad, 5 bistadde,

bystedde, -stade, 6 bestade, 6- bestead, 8-

bested. [ME. bistad
>

f. bi-
t
BE- 2 + stad, later

stedj
'

placed,' a. OX. staddr pa. pple. of stettja to

stop, place : see STKD v. and /a. pple. (ME. had
also bistafted, ultimately f. ON. statir 'place,' which

might itself have become stad : cf. history of dad^
The later spelling bestead is merely due to analogy,
cf. BESTEAD it. and STEAD sb. Hence Spenser's

)
1. Placed, located, situated. Obs.

n 1300 Cursor M. 5254 Qua-so had ben be-stadd bat day,
And had pat suete meting sene. Ibid. 1045 Now adam is

in erbe bi stad. c 1300 in Wright Lyric P. xi. 38 Of al thi-.

world namore y bad Then beo with hire myn one bistad.

<~i43p*!Tyr. Tryafit. 1461 In worlde where ever he be bestedd.

1 2. Settled, constituted, arranged. Obs.
c 1300 in Wright Lyri' /*. xii. 41 So nit wes bistad, That



BESTENTED.
nomon hem ne bad huere lomes to fonde. a 1400 COT. Myst.
77 We xal make us so mery, now this is bestad.

t 3. Set about, set with (ornaments), etc. Obs.
Cf. BESET, BELAY.
1558 PHAER &neid\. M ivb, A harneys coat . . with heauy

hookes of gold bestad.

4. Beset by (formerly with, enemies), with (dan-
gers, fears, troubles).
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 3365 Wyb hys enmys he

was besledde. 1393 Gown Con/. I. 77 p'or he with love
was bestad. 1493 Festivall i \V. de W. 1515) 6 Bestad with
dethe on euery syde. 1508 R. BERNARD tr. Terence's A ndria
in. v, See you not how lam bestead by your devices. 1616

Manifest. Abf>. Spalato's Motives App. iii. 2 Bestead with
feare of a more mortal] blow. 1839 GLEIG Only Dait. (18591

icy
Bested by the dangers of a Highland sheeptrack.

5. Placed in some situation, situated, circum-
stanced

; generally with ;'//, and the like. To be

hard bested : to be hard put to it, hard pressed.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 264 Hwon we beo5 so bistaSed & so

stronge bistonden. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 1 1810) 190 J>e
brid eschele fulle hard was bisted. c 1400 Epiph. (Turnb.
1843) 145 On the all wemen wyl call When thei with chylde
ben by stedde. a 1420 OCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 704 There
rekkethe none how harde I be bystade. 1523 Lix BERNKRS
Froiss. I. cccxcviii. 690 They that were lefte behynde were
hardly bestadde. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen, !'/, n. iii. 56, I never
saw a fellow worse bestead. 1596 SPENSER /'. Q. vi. i. 4 On
his way, Uppon an hard adventure sore bestad. a 1618 J.
DAVIES in Farr's 5. P. 1 1845) I. 247 Since by ill we are so well
bestad, We cannot greeue for ill. 1730 T. BOSTON Mem.
App. 49 Luther found himself hardly bestead in the several
conflicts within his own breast, a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante %
Circ. 1.11874) '57 Poor barque, so ill bested! 1881 SHAIRP
Asp. Poetry \'i. 166 Men of his kind, .are often sore bestead,

t b. In an evil sense, without an adverb ex-

pressing it : To be in trouble, to be hard pressed ;

to be '
in hard plight set

'

(Promp. Parv.). Obs.

'393 GOWER Con/. III. 194 Whan they ben glad I shall be
glad, And sory whan they ben bestad. c 1400 Rom. Rose
1227 Were a man for hir bistadde, She wolde ben right sore
adradde. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis x. xi. 16 All efferd of thy
fatal dreidfull wordis I am bestad. 1587 TURBERV. Trag.
Titles ( 1837) 104 Shee was bestead, when that at last she sawe
Gentile there.

Besteer, bestench, etc. : see BE- pref.
Besteill, obs. form of BESTIAL.

t Beste-nted,///. a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. BE- 2 +
STENT

z>.] Distended.

1648 HERRICK Hesper., Oberon's Feast, The sag And well
bestented bees sweet bag.
Bester (,be-stM\ slang, [f. BEST v. + -ER!.]
One who gets the better of others by fraudulent
means ; a sharper.
1862 MAYHEW Crint. Prisons 46

'

Bouncers and besters,
who cheat by laying wagers.
Bestial (be-stial), si* Obs. exc. Sc. Forms :

4 beestaile, 4-5 bestayle, -lie, 4-7 bestaile
;

also 5-7 beastial, bestiall(e, -yal(l, ',7 beastal,
bestuall), 8 bestail, -eill, 6- bestial. (As sing.
6 bestyll.) [Two forms : a. ME. bestaile, a. OF.
bestaille ^sing. fern.) : L. bestialia, used in late L.
in sense of "L.pecudes cattle, beasts of the farm, pi.
neut. of bestialis adj. (see below\ f. bestia BEAST

;

P. mod.Eng. and Sc. bestial, a. OF. bestial (still in

1 7th c., now dial.), sing, of mod.F. bestiaux, later

substantive use of bestial adj., ad. L. bestialis.']
1. A collective term for domestic animals, especi-

ally of the bovine kind, kept for food or tillage.
It took the place of the OE. feoh, WE. fee; and

has, since I7th c.. been displaced in England by
cattle, but is retained in Scotland as a legal and
technical word of the farm.
o. a 1300 Cursor M. 2444 Be-twyx him and loth'his neuow

Of bestaile [Cott. fee, Fair/, bestayle, Trin. beestaile] hade
bai plente enow. 1393 GOWER Con/. II. 138 And that they
shulde also forth drawe Bestaile. 1433 E. E. Wills (1882) 95
Alle the meuable Catell of bestail that y haue in Sussex.

1481 EARL WORC. Tulle on Friendsh. Cjb, To gete them
grete plente of bestaylle. [1607 COWEI.L has Bestaile ; 1678
PHILLIPS Beastal ; 1721 BAILEY Bestail ; ots.\

fi. a 1470 TIPTOFT Cxsar xiii. (1530) 18 There was found
a great nomber of bestyall. c 1470 HENRY Wallace in. 5 Als
bestial!. . Weyle helpyt ar be wyrken of natur. 1510 Act i

Hen. VIII, x\. i Every maner of fresshe fysshe, bestyall
and wyne. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xv. 41 Leauing
the Country bare of men and be.stiall. 1631 HEYLIN Sab-
tath II. (1636) 171 Hee might . . kill and skmne his bestiall

which were fit for sale, a 1670 SPALDING Troub. Chas. I,

(1829) 96 They, .lived royally upon the corns and bestial of
the said ground. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth I. 22 It is not

my business where they get the bestial, so I get the hides.

1833 Act 3 ^ 4 Will. II', xlvi. 83 No person shall drive
cattle or bestial of any description on Sunday through . .

such burgh.
2. A single beast

; (with plural?)
1:1430 LVDG. iv. in Cleveland Wks. (1687! 388 Void of Dis-

cretion that other Beastial. a 1450 Ktit. de la Tour 11868)

103 Alle his bestailes and richesses. 1562 J. HEVWOOD
Prov. fy Epigr. (1867) 56 A good bestyll is woorth a grote.

1670 BLOUNT Laiv Diet., Bestials, Beasts or Cattle of any
sort . . generally and properly used for all kind of Cattle.

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet., Besteills. a 1788 MICKLE Ode i.

(R.) No joy, no hope it knows Above what bestials claim.

1813 Sismondi's Lit. Enr. (1846) II. xxxviii. 523 And each
lulled in his shade, The bestials sleep. 1863 J. KEBLE /?/.

Wilson viii, 280 The produce of the island, their
*
bestials

'

especially.

f Be'stial, sb." Ol>s. Sc. [Erron. form of bas-

taitle, -ail$e : see BASTILLE 2 a. ; prob. after the sub-
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stitution of bestial for bestaille in prcc. word.] A
wooden tower used in sieges.
f 1470 HENRY Wallace vil. 977 Ramsay gert byg strang

bestials [ed. 1570 butalljeil] off tre. Ibid. XL 877 On the
north syd his bestials had he wrocht.

Bestial (be-stial), a. Forms: 4-7 bestyall.e,
-iall(e, 6 beestyal, 6-8 beastial(l, (7 beastual),
.1
- bestial. [ME. : a. OF. bestial (

1 3th c. in Littre),
ad. L. bestial-is like a beast, f. bestia beast.]
1. Of or belonging to the lower animals, esp.

four-footed beasts.

1393 GOWER Con/. I. 140 To take a mannes hert aweie And
sette there a bestiall, So that he lich an oxe shall Pasture.
1470 HARDING Chron. xxxvi, Moruile, Kyng of Britaine,
was slayne . . with a fysshe bestyall of the sea. 1528 PAY-
NELL Salerne Regim. O

ij b, Bestiall fyshe as the see swyne,
dogge fyshe, and dolphin. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 64 The
scheip and nolt . . pronuncit there bestial voce. 1607 TOPSEU,
Four-f. Beasts (1673* 29 At length her parents, .found their
little Daughter in the Hears den, who delivered her from
that savage and beastual captivity. 1687 URVDEN Hind ^
/*. i. 167. 1706 PHILLIPS s.v., Bestial Signs of the Zodiack
are Aries, Taurus, Leo, and Capricornus, 1709 STEF.LE
Tatter No. 49^3 A Satyr; of Shape, part Humane, part
Bestial. 1831 CARI.VLE Sart. Res. i. v, Lurking for his bestial
or human prey.
2. transf. Like a beast in its want of intelligence ;

' below the
dignity

of reason or humanity
'

(JV ;

brutish, untaught, irrational
; rude, barbarous.

c 1400 MANDF.V. xxii. 224 Thei weren but bestyalle folk,
and diden no thing but kepten Bestes. 1-1400 Rom. Rose
6718 If a man be so bestial, That he of no craft hath science.

1484 CAXTON Chyualry 16 They gyue doctryne to the peple
laye and bestialL 1538 STARKEY England 10 Men were
brought from theyr rudenes and beestyal lyfe to thys cyvy-
lyte. 1547 BAULDWIN Alor. Philos. (Palfr.)ii. 2 There is no
nation so savage and beastiall. 1615 G. SANDYS Trar: i. 60
To please beastiall Ignorance. 1816 SCOTT Bl. Dwarf \\-

t

The slavish and bestial doctrine.

3. esp. Like a beast in obeying and gratifying the
animal instincts and sensual desires

; debased, de-

praved, lustful, cruel, brutal, beastly, obscene.
1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys 11835* 95 That he wold be so

bestyal To forsakyn hys glorye pontifical. 1509 BARCLAY
Shyp of Folys (1570) 245 Thy faythfull felowe is bestiall
dronkennes. 1594 SHAKE. Rich. ///, in. v. 80 Beastiall ap-
petite in change of Lust. 1755 YOUNG Centaur \\. Wks. 1757
IV. 267 The bestial abyss of a few years' debauch. 1878 S.

Cox Safy. Alundi i. (ed. 3' 13 Sodom was a synonym for
the most utter and bestial corruption.
4. quasi -.r. The nature of a beast or animal.
1667 H. MORE/)/?'. Dial. iii. 24(1713) 238 That more full

and sensible Sweetness of the Animal or Bestial. 1878 H.
TAYLOR Deukalwn \, iv. 36, 1 see the bestial, base unpurified.
Its hideous features smeared with filth and blood.

Be'Stialism. [f. prec. + -ISM.] The state or

condition of beasts
; irrationality.

1871 M. F. ROSSETTI Shad. Dant,; v. 52 That Bestialism
which seems to correspond to the Folly of Holy Writ.

Be*stialist. iionce-iud. One who makes a study
of bestiality.
1881 SWINBURNE in Fortn. Rer, Feb. 129 The sect or school

known among its members as the school of realists, among
men at once of sounder and more sensitive organs as the
sect of bestialists.

Bestiality bestise-liti). [ME. bestialite, a. F.

bestialite : see BESTIAL and -ITY.]
1. The nature or qualities of a beast ; want of

intelligence, irrationality, stupidity, brutality.
c 137^ CHAUCER Troylns \. 735 For that he fan ass] So dul

is in his bestialite. 1563 GRAFTON Chron. Mary an. 5 (R.i

Espiyng well the beastiality of the Fleminges his neigh-
bours.

_
1649 MILTON Eikon. xviii. Wks. (1851) 468 As

Politicians oft times, .handle the matter, there hath bin no
where found more bestialitie. 1714 ARBUTHNOT, etc. Mart.
Scribl. (J.) What can be a greater absurdity than to affirm

bestiality to be the essence of humanity? 1874 MIVART in

Contemp. Rev. Oct. 773 The great doctrine concerning the
essential Bestiality of Man.
2. Indulgence in the instincts of a beast

;
brutal

lust ; concr. a disgusting vice, a beastly practice.
a 1656 BP. HALLfiewaws 189 (L.) They tickle themselves

with the wanton remembrances of their younger bestialities.

1659 Gcntl. Call. (1696177 The sordid bestialities of the most
abject of men. 1710 Tatler'No. 241 ^4 The unhappy Con-
sort of his Bestiality. 1728 MORGAN Algiers II. iii. 241
Their Wives and Children . . [were] not safe from Bestial-

ities, even in their most retired Apartments.
b. Filthy language, obscenity.

1879 FROUDE Caesar xv, 241 Filthy verses, .about Clodius
and Clodia, ribald bestiality, delightful to the ears of
Tultv.

j-3. Unnatural connexion with a beast. Obs.
1611 BIBLE Lev. xx. Argt., Of Sodomie. Of Beastialitie.

Of vncleannesse. 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Fam. Ep. Wks.
(1711) 143 A poor miserable fellow accused of bestality.

1765 GOLDSMITH Ess. xiv. r 5 Bestiality [was] sanctified by
the amours of Jupiter.

f 4. = BESTIAL j^. 1 Obs.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 43 To keip bestialite and to manure
corne landis. Ibid. 44 Paris, .vas ane scheiphird, and kepit
bestialite on montht ydea.

Bestialize (be stiatoiz), v. [f. BESTIAL a.+

-T7E.] trans. To change into the form or nature of
a beast

; to brutalize, debase in character. Hence
Be-stialized, Be'stializing///. a.

1684 CHARNOCK Attrib. of God (1834) I. 231 The most
famous guides of the heathen world, .bestialized him [God]
in the form of a brute. 1751 Phil. Lett. Physiogn. 87 iT.

Humanity is debased and bestialized where it is otherwise.

1845 Edin. Rn>. July n While he bestializes men and

BESTIB.

humanizes beasts, he is a great moralist. 1866 FELTON
Anc.SfMod.Gr. I. vii. 114 Circe and her enchanting be-

stializing cup.
t Be'Stiallich, a. Obs.

[f.
BESTIAL sb. or a.

+ lich, OE. -He: see -LY!.]
= BESTIAL a. i.

c 1400 Test. Loue n. (R, ) These liues be thorow names de-

parted in three maner of kinds as bestialliche manlyche,
and reasonabliche.

Bestially (be-stiali), adv. Also 5 bestyally,
7 beastially. [f.

as prec. + -LY 2
.]

In the manner
of a beast or brute

; brutishly, brutally.
(-1440 Gesta Rom. xlvi. 411 Bestialle men that leuyn

bestially. 1640 Case Ship Money 23 Why the French
Pesants are so beggarly, wretched, and beastially used.

1679 J. SMITH in Jenison Narr. Popish Plot 48 How inhu-

manely and beastially.. they dyed. [1755 in JOHNSON; and
in mod. Diets.]

t Be'stiaii, a. Obs. Also 7-8 beastian. [f.

L. bestia, BEAST + -AX.] Of or belonging to the
'Beast 'of the Apocalypse (cf. BEAST 7). Be s-

tianism, the power of the Beast
; Be-stianize,

to be a follower of the ' Beast.'

1652 CULVERWELL White Stone (1661) 134 This Bestian
Empire, (for so 'tis stil'd in the Revelation,) delights only
in sensuals, and strikes at spirituals. 1660 H. MORE Myst.
dodl. 208 It does not follow, because the number of the
Beast is not upon us, that we do not Bestianize. 1601
IjEvERLEY Mem. Kingd. Christ. 9 Even as if It were the
Beastian Power. 1701 Afoc. Quest. 30 The Life, and
Beastianism, Idolatrous Supremacy, shift from one Head
to another.

Bestiarian(be:sti,e>Tian). Also beast-,
[f.

as

prec. (by Prof. Owen x
after humanitarian] A

name given to anti-vivisectionists, as ' friends of
the beast.' Be'stia'rianism, the principles of
those who uphold the '

rights of animals.'
1882 OWEN Exper. Pliys. 56 The advantage of signifying

the second group to which my present work relates by the
word '

bestiarian.' Ibid. 57 That arises from abuse of true
bestiarianism. 1883 Ai>i,-r. Naturalist Feb. 175 The anti-

vivisectionists, or beastiarians.

Bestiary (be-stiari). [ad. L. bestiarins 'a

fighter with beasts in the public spectacles,' and
med.L. bestianum a menagerie, also '

liber de
bestiis compositus,' etc., f. bestia beast : see -ARY.]
1 1. A beast-fighter in the Roman amphitheatre.

(L. bestiarius.) Obs.

1625 T. GODWIN Rom. Antig. 20 The Amphitheatre was
full of hollow passage, .for the convenient keeping of wilde

beasts, and beastiaries.

2. A treatise on beasts : applied to the moralizing
treatises written during the Middle Ages.
[1834 Centl. .Vag. CIV. i. 190 The Bestiarium in the Ash.

molean library.] 1840 WRIGHT Reliq. Antiq. I. 208 (title}
A Bestiary. 1865 Hist. Caricat. vi. 11875) 95 The earliest

Bestiaries, or popular treatises on natural history. 1871
Sacristy I. 7/1 The Bestiaries, .are natural histories of ani-
mals treated so that the peculiarities of animals shall convey
a wholesome moral.

t Be'Stiate, z: Ol>s. Also 7 beastiate.
[f.

L. bestia beast + -ATE.] To bestialize.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves \. Ixxxiv. ( 1647) 259 Drunkennesse

. . bestiates even the bravest spirits. 1639 "Jimiui Sin
Stigmat. 235 (L. t Drunkenness beastiates the heart. 1655
R. YOUNGE Agst. Drunkards 5.

Bestick (b^sti-k), v.
[f.

BE- i and 4 + STICK z>.]

Chiefly in pa. pple. bestuok.
1. trans. To stick about, to cover all over ; to

bedeck, adorn. Also_/fy.
1623 H. HOLLAND in Shaks. Wks. (ist folio) Pref. Verses,

That coffin now besticke those bayes, Which crown'd him
Poet first. 1698 FRYER in Phil. Trans. XX. 340 The Rocks
. .are bestuck with Oyster-Shells. 1838 HAWTHORNE Amer.
Note-Bks.M%-ji\\. 117 Coats of linen covered with pitch
and bestuck with flax.

2. To pierce through, transfix.

1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 536 Truth shall retire, Bestuck with
slandrous darts. 1823 LAMB Elia (1860) 106 No emblem is

so common as. .the bestuck and bleeding heart.

Bestill (bfisti-l), v. [f. BE- 2 + STILL v.]
trans. To make quiet, to still, to hush.

1770 ARMSTRONG hnit. 80 Each brook that wont to prattle
to its banks Lies all bestilled. a 1842 A. CUNNINGHAM Eleg.
Ode iR.) Commerce bestill'd her many-nationed tongue.
1871 G. MACDONALD Wks. Fancy fy linag. II. 107 The
solemn looks, the awful place, Bestill the mother's joy.

1 1n the following the quartos and mod. edd.

read distilled
; but it may belong to this with the

sense ' made motionless, stiffened, congealed.'
1602 SHAKS. Nam. i. ii. 204 Whilst they bestil'd Almost to

Jelly with the Act of feare, Stand dumbe and speake not.

Bestinch, bestink, etc. : see BE-pre/.
t Be'stious, a. Obs. rare-^. In 5 bestyous.

[f.
L. bestia BEAST + -ous.] Beast-like, monstrous.

1470 HARDING Chron. xxxvi, Then come fro the Yrishe
sea, A bestyous fyshe.

Bestir (,W|Stau), v. For forms see STIR. [OE.
bcstyrian, f. BE- 2 + sty'Han to STIR.]

1 1. ? To heap or pile (a thing) about with. (OE.)
(800 K. ALFRED Bxda ill. ii. (Bosw. ) His be^nas mid

moldan hit bestyredon and jefaestnedon.
2. To stir up,

' to put into vigorous action
'

(J.).

a. rcfl. To begin to move actively, to manifest

activity, to busy oneself.

c 1300 A'. A Us. 3078 Alle they wolde heom bysteorre,
Agayns him with ryght to weorre. c 1330 Arth. fy Merl.
6248 Bestir the and hardiliche fight. 1393 GOWER Cm/.
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BESTIRRING.
III. 295 The shipmen stood In such a fere, Was none that

might him self bestere. 1581 J. BELL Haddon's A?tsw.
Osor. 512 Not much otherwise this good man Osorius here
doth besturre himselfe agaynst the Lutherans. 1611 BIBLE
2 Sam. v. 24 Then thou shalt bestirre thy selfe, 1767
FORDYCE Serm. Yng. Worn, I. vi. 215 She bestirs herself
with the utmost activity. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Weal fy

H^oe i. 1 1 Just bestir yourself to plant your potatoes. 1867
SMILES Huguenots t-ng. vi. (i88o> 93 The townspeople ..

bestirred themselves in aid of the poor refugees.
b. trans. To rouse into activity, make active.

To bestir one^s stumps (obs.) : to move one's limbs

actively, to exert oneself: see STIR.

1549 COVERDALE Erasm. Par. Hcb. xii. i Bestyre youre
werye handes. 1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse 41 The duety of

every man in a common wealth one way or other to bestirre

his stoomps. 1581 J.
BELL Haddons Answ. Osor. 407 This

raungyng Rhetorician besturreth his stumps so earnestly.

1605 SHAKS. Lear n. ii. 58 No Maruel, you haue so bestir'd

your valour. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 59 Bestirring their

Hand and Tools, 1873 BROWSING RedCott. Night-c. 178
More need that heirs, His natural protectors, should assume
The management, bestir their cousinship.

C. intrt

1610 SHAKS. Temp. \. i. 3 Speake to th'Mariners : fall too't,

yarely, or we run our selues a ground, bestirre, bestirre.

3. To move, stir, agitate (a thing).
1813 BYRON Giaour 377 Methought Some motion from the

current caught Bestirr'd it more.

Bestirring (b^ats-rii)), vbl. sb. [f. prec. t-

-ING!.] Movement, motion, emotion.

1340 Ayenb. 263 pe wyl of skele, to huam be-longe^ moche
mayne', pogtes and his besteriinge. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk
$ Selv. 154 The tiny bestirrings of the least atoms.

Besti'rring, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -iNG 2
.]

Moving, actuating.
1628 RUTHERFORD Lett. iii. (1862) I. 40 The bestirring

power of the life of God.

Best man be-st moc-n). [Of Scotch origin.] The
groomsman or 'friend of the bridegroom' at a

wedding. So Best maid Sc., the bridesmaid or

chief bridesmaid.

1814 Discipline III. 21 (JAM.) Mr. Henry was the best
man himself. 1823 ELIZA ACTON St. Joknstoun III. 90
(JAMJ The two bridegrooms entered, accompanied each by
his friend, or best man, as this person is called in Scotland.
1861 S. LVSONS Claudia fy P. 170 Whether they had any
bridesmaids ; whether there was a best man.

Bestness v be-stnesj. [f.
BEST + -NESS.] The

quality of being best.

1557 CHEKE Let. in A scham's Scholem. t'Arb.) Pref. 5, I am
verie curious in mi freendes matters, not to determijn, but
to debaat what is best. Whearin, I seek not the bestnes

haplie bi truth, a 1659 BP. MORTON Episcop. Assert. 4 iT.i

Generally the bestness of a thing uhat we may so call it) is

best discerned by the necessary use. 1820 J. WILSON in

Mem, Chr. North ix. 327 We are now speaking not on the

question of bestness, but as to fact.

Bestock, bestore, etc. : see Ifa- pref.
Bestorm (b^st^rim), v. [f. BE- i + STORM ^.]

trans. To storm on all sides, to assail with storms
or storming. Hence Besto'rmed///. a.

1651 DAVENANT Gondibert in. vi, In Boats bestorm'd all

check at those that row. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. iv. 560 All is

sea besides; Sinks under us; bestorms, and then devours.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. in. vn. v. 363 Betocsined, be-

stormed ; overflooded by black deluges of Sans-culottism.

t BestoU'm, v. Obs. [a. OF. bcstourne-r, f.

bes- pejorative + tourner to turn.] trans. To turn

upside down, overthrow.

1483 CAXTON G. dc la Tour cxlii, Toke reason fro us, and
bestourned our wytte. Ibid. E iv b, The stenche of it . . be-
storrneth [Fr. bestoume\ all the ordre of nature.

Bestow (W|St<?u-) ( v. Forms ; 4-6 bistow(e,
5 bystow(e, 5-7 bestowe, (6 bestoe), 5- bestow.
Pa. pple. bestowed, (7 bestowne). [ME. bi-

stowen, f. bi-, BE- 2 + $towen to place, STOW.]
1. trans. To place, locate; to put in a position

or situation, dispose of (in some place), arch.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus i. 967 The god of love hath the

bystowid In place digne unto thy worthines. 1528 MORE
Con/, agst. Trib. in. Wks. 228/1 As rowmes and liuinges fal

voyde to bestowe them in. 1567 DRURY Let. in Tytler
Hist. Scot. (18641 III. 412 Bills bestowed upon the church
doors. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. ii. 48 How should I be-
stow him? Shall I put him into the basket againe? 1610
GWILLIM Heraldry in. i. <i66o) 96 Under what heads each
peculiar thing must be bestowed. 1713 POPE Iliad \x.. 284
Glittering canisters . . Which round the board Mencetius'
son bestow'd. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Night~c. 116 The
white domestic pigeon, .does mere duty by bestowing egg
In authorized compartment.
2. To stow away ; to place or deposit (anywhere)

for storage, to store up. arch.

1393 GOWER Con/. II. 84 The leed after Satorne groweth,
And Jupiter the brass bestoweth. 1494 FABYAN vn. 466
Lancastre. .bestowed suche ordenaunce as the Frenshemen
for haste lafte behynde. 1526 TINDALE LitJkexu. 17, 1 have
noo roume where to bestowe my frutes. 1590 SHAKS.
Com. Err. i. ii. 78. 1630 J. TAYLOR Gt. Eater Kent 13
His store-house, into which he would stow and bestow any
thing that the house would afford. 1853 KANE Grinnell
Exp. xxix. ( 1856) 247 Bestowing away my boots in a snugly-
lashed bundle.

3. To lodge, quarter, put up ;
to provide with a

resting- or sleeping-place. Also refl. arch.

1577 HOLINSHED Ckron. III. 813 They were all bestowed
aboord in Spanish ships. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. vi. 23 Sir,
can you tell, Where he bestowes himselfe? 1665 MANLEY
Grottus' LQT.U-C. Wars 295 To bestow the wearied men
into Garrisons. 1821 BYRON Sardan. in. i. 121 See that the

826

women are bestow'd in safety In the remote apartments.
1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. iv. iv, Shall the Refectorarius

bestow Your horses and attendants for the night.

f b. To bring to bed, confine. Obs. rare.

-1320 Sir Beves (HalHwJ 132 And Josiane, Christ here

be milde ! In a wode was bestoude of childe.

\ 4. To settle or give in marriage. Also refl. Obs.

1386 CHAUCER Reeves T. 61 To bystow hir hye Into som.

worthy blood of ancetrye. 1530 PALSGR. 452/1 He hath be-

stowed his doughter well. < 1550 CHEKE Matt. xxiv. 38

Eating and drinking, marijng, and bestowing yeer childern.
, ,

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. iv. 7 You wil bestowher on Orlando
heere. c 1670 MRS. HUTCHINSON Mem, Col. Hutchinson
(1806) 9 Only three daughters who bestowed themselves

meanly. 1714 ELLWOOD Antobiog. (1765) 100 He bestowed
both his Daughters there in Marriage.
5. To apply, to employ (in an occupation) ;

to

devote (to, of obs.} for a specific purpose.
1315 SHOREHAM 95 Thenche thou most wel bysyly, And

thy wy?t thran by-stowe. r 1386 CHAUCER Wyf'sProl. 113,
I wol bystowe the flour of myn age In the actes and in the

fruytes of mariage. 1530 PALSGR. Introd. 2 Many .. shall

also herafter bestowe theyr tyme in such lyke exercise.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Cyrnrg., Howe to be-

stowe his remedyes to the body of man. 1580 BARET Alv.
B 580 Thou haste well bestowed thy paynes. 1653 WALTON
Angler \. 39 Bestow one day with me and my friends in

hunting the Otter. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. 279 These . .

onely bestowed themselves in prayer. 1851 DIXON W.Penn
xv. (1872! 125 How he intended to bestow his day.

t b. esp. To apply money to a particular pur-

pose ;
to lay out, expend, spend. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. n. 75 In J?e stories he techeth To
bistowe byn almes. 1526 TINDALE 2 Cor. xiL 15, I will very

fladly
bestowe, and wilbe bestowed for youre soules. 1583

TL-BBES Anat. Abus. 56 But nowe it is a small matter to

bestowe. .a hundred pounde of one payre of Breeches. (God
be mercifull unto us !) 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err, v. v, u, I

would haue bestowed the thousand pound I borrowed of

you. 1611 BIBLE Dent. xiv. 26 Thou shall bestow that

money for whatsoeuer thy soule lusteth after. 1631 WEEVER
A tic. Fun. Mon. 225 He bestowed much in building.

t C. refl. To acquit oneself. Obs.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. in. i. 87. 1600 A. Y. L. iv. iii.

87 The boy is faire, Of femall fauour, and bestowes himselfe
Like a ripe sister. 1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 11633) 320

Heallassayls and him so brave bestowes, in his Fight, etc.

6- tr. (& absol.} To confer as a gift, present, give.
1580 BARET Alv. B 580 To bestowe and giue his life for

his country. 1583 STANVHURST sEtieis n. (Arh. i 45 Thee
Greeks bestowing theyre presents Greekish I feare mee.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIJl
t \\. \\, 56 In bestowing, madam, He

was most princely. 1632 BROME Novella n. i, To brag of
benefits one hath bestowne Doth make the best seeme lesse.

1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 38 FII You here pray for water,
and water I will bestow. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T.

I. i. 7 The importance that wealth can bestow. 1870 BRYANT
Iliad I. in. 83 Whatever in their grace the gods bestow.

b. Const, on, upon (<?/obs.) a person.
1535 COVERDALE 2 Citron, xxiv. 7 All that was halowed for

the house of the Lorde, haue they bestowed on Baalim.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. in. iv. 2 How shall I feast him ? What
bestow of him? 1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. Pref. 112
What freedomes on the Muses are bestowne. 1817 JAS.
MILL Brit. India II. iv. v. 205 The steadiness .. of the

English . . bestowed upon them a complete and brilliant

victory. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. vi. 4 118821 301 He be-

stowed on him a pension of a hundred crowns a year.

t c. (rarely) to or dat. pronoun. (Cf. 1541 in 5.)

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. ii. 163 You must needs bestow her
funerall. 1605 Lear\\.'\. 128 Bestow Your needfull coun-
saile to our businesses.

t Bestow, sb. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb.] Be-

stowing, lodgement, stowage.
1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxvii, They find as bad Bestoe

as is their Postage beggerly.

Bestowable (bjitdfribl), a. [f.
BESTOW v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being bestowed or given.
1882 Eraser's Mag. July 112 The greatest blessing be-

stowable.

t Bestowage, sb. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +

-AGE.] Stowage.
a 1656 BP. HALL is cited by Webster.

Bestowal (b^st^-al). [f.
as prec. + -AL2.]

The action of bestowing ;
a. disposal, location ;

b. presentation, gift.

1773 GentL Mag, XLIII. 633 If the bestowal of neces-
saries be a task fruitless as the fabled labour of Sisyphus.
1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) I. App. 660 The bestowal
of the earldom on Eric I have mentioned.

Bestowed (b/,stJu-d),///.a. [f. asprec.+-ED.]
1. Placed, located

; employed, applied, given ;

often with qualifying adv., as well-, ill-bestowed.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour Ej, Hit is wel bestowed.
a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confitt. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 178
Our Sauiour Christs friends are euill bestowed and thrust
into his scalding house. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 317 Well
we may afford Our givers their own gifts, and large bestow
From large bestowed. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Islfs v. xxi, In
silvan lodging, close bestow'd.

f 2. Filled, stowed with. Obs.
1621 R. BOLTON State Irel. 168 (Act 28 Hen. VIII\ Boates,

Scowts. .and other vessels ioden and bestowed with goods.
Bestower (b^stJu-sj). Also 6 -ar. [f. as

prec. + -ER!.] One who bestows.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. i Cor, iv. i Stewardes and

bestowars of other mennes goodes. i6ia T. TAYLOR Connn.
Titus ii. ii Gifts and good turnes haue great power to hold
mens hearts to the bestower. 1721 R. KEITH Kewj>is' Vail.
LUlies xxxi. 95 The Bestower of eternal Rewards. 1879
R. DOUGLAS Confuc. iii. 77 The. .bestower of destiny.

Bestowing (b^st^'in), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ING*.] The action of the verb BESTOW, a.

BESTREW.

Placing, stowing away, putting up. b. Employ-
ment, expenditure. C. Conferment, presentation.
1532 FRITH Mirror (1829) 277 As touching the bestowing

of thy goods. 1542 BRINKLOW Complaynt iv. (1874^ 17 Ye
shal gyue account . . for the bestowyng of your ryches. 1608
HIERON Wks. I. 751 Knowledge and discretion are Thy be-

stpwings. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 9 F 2 So hurried away
with that strong Impulse of Bestowing, that he confers

Benefits without Distinction. 1802 PALEY Nat. Theol.

(1817) 129 The bestowing of the liquor in the hogsheads.

Bestowment (b^stci'ment). [f. BESTOW v.

+ -MENT.]
1. The action of bestowing ;

bestowal.

1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will iv. v. (ed. 4^ 314 God's bestow-
ment of the benefit. 1871 BROWNING Balaust, 1536 Such
things as bear bestowment, those thou hast.

2. concr. That which is conferred ; a gift.

1837-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 118. 1856 R. VAUGHAN
Mystics in. iv. (1860) I. 81 Angels and Archangels have at

their command only subordinate bestowments.

t Bestra'Ct, ppl. a. Obs. rare 1
. [See next.]

Distracted.

1581 J. STUDLEY Seneca's Medea i23b, Bestract of wits,
with wauering minde perplext.

Bestraddle, bestraw, etc. : see BE- pref.

t Bestrau'gllt, v. and ///. a. Obs. Also 6

bestrought. [f BE- intensive + STRAUGHT (found
as early as 1520) ; cf. also astraught, distraught.
The genesis of these forms seems to have been

thus : L. distractus gave distract, and (on some

Eng. analogies) DISTRAUGHT ; thence astraiight
and STRAUGHT

;
hence be-stmught and (with refe-

rence again to distract} be stract ; finally bc-

straughtcd. Found as pa. pple. and also as pa. t.

of a vb., of which the present ought analogically
to have been bestract. But this is app. not found ;

and the later inflexions bestraughted^ -ing, imply
that bestraught was itself assumed as the present.]
1. as pa. t. of a vb. Distracted, bereft (^wits).
1580 NORTH Plutarch {1676* 278 An Oracle, .whose spirit

possessed many Inhabitants thereabouts, and bestraught
them of their wits.

2. fa. pple. and adj. Distracted, distraught.
a 1547 SURREY JEneid iv. 360 ^Eneas with that vision striken

down Well nere bestraught. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. i. ii,

'Till she, as one bestrought Did crie. 1603 HOLLAND Plu-
tarch's Mor. 459 His wits were bestraught. 1642 T. TAYLOR
God's Judgem. i. i. vii. 14 Like a man bestraught he ranne
after them. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa 11811) VIII. 248,
I have been, to use an old word, quite bestraught.

t BestraU'ghted, ///. a. Obs. rare-1
. [See

prec. ; cf. also astraughttd, distraughted."] Dis-

tracted.

a 1650 Song to Lute in Percy I. (R.) Be-strawghted hedes

relyfe hath founde By musickes pleasaunte swete delightes.

t BestraTTghting, vbl. sb. Obs. [See BE-

STRAUGHT.] Distracting, distraction (of the wits).

1585 Nomenclator s.v. Delirium, Resuerie, radotemeiit, a

bestraughtingofthe mind. 1621 MOLLE Camerar. Lit: Libr.

in. xvii. 202 The losse of ones wits, and bestraughting.

Bestraw, obs. f. BESTREW. See also BE- 6 b.

Bestreak (b^str/'-k), v. [f.
BE- i + STREAK v.]

trans. To overspread with streaks, to streak.

Hence Bestrea'ked ///. a.

Odyss. xv. 65 When the dawn bestreak'd the east. 1849
W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville 86 The animal is bestreaked
with vermilion, or with white clay.

Bestream : see BE- pref.

Bestrew(b;"|Str-), v. Alsobestrow (b;"|Strou-)>

and bestraw (obs.). Pa. pple. bestrewed ;
be-

strewn, bestrewn. For the forms see STREW.

[OE. bi-, bestrevwian, f. ii-, BE- I + stremnian to

STREW. Cf. MHG. bestriiuwen, Du. bestrooijen,

Da. bestriie, Sw. bestrii. Orig. a weak verb : the

pple. bestrewn is recent, and due to analogy.]
1. To strew (a surface) with ; to cover more or

less with things scattered about and lying flat.

Often in pa. pple. as adj.
a 1000 Job ii. 12 Ettm. 5. 38 Hi mid duste heora heafod

bestreowodon. c life Lamb. Horn. 5 Heo. .nomen^a twigga
and . . bistreweden at bane weye. c 1420 Pallad. on Hush.
in. 889 On a floor with chaf bystrowed. 1555 Fardle
Fiuiom i. v. 75 They all to bestrawe the carckesse with

salte. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. Ind. ii. 42 Say thou wilt

walke : we wil bestrow the ground. 1697 POTTER Antiq.
Greece n. iv. (1715* 231 Having bestrawed their heads with

the Fruits of Ceres. 1725 POPE Odyss. xxn. 273 Yon' fierce

man no more With bleeding Princes shall bestrow the floor.

1815 WORDSW. White Doe i. 140 The dewy turf with flowers

bestrown. 1837 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-BksAifyi) I. 40
The brook is bestrewn with stones.

b. transf. andyff.
1611 SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. (1614} 131/1 The Kingdom of

Scotland . . every where bestrewed with cities, townes, and
borrowes. 1660 T. WATSON in Spurgeon's Treas. Dav. Ps.

xxxii. i He who is pardoned, is all bestrewed with mercy.

1859 HELPS l-'riends in C. Ser. n. 1. i. 30 His daily work

thickly bestrewed with trouble and worry.

2. To strew or scatter (things) about.

1667 MILTON P. L. I. 311 So thick bestrown Abject and
lost lay these, covering the Flood. 1787 J. BARLOW Hasty
Pudding, The yellow flour, bestrew'd and stirr'd with haste.

3. Of things : To lie scattered over (a surface).

1718- POPE Iliad II. 266 Thin hairs bestrew'd his lorlong



BESTREWMENT.
misshapen head. 1794 WORDSW. Guilt $ Sorr, Wks. I. 107
In a dry nook where fern the floor bestrows, 1832 HT.
MAFTINEAU Ella of Gar, vii. 83 To sweep away the sand
and rubbish which bestrewed it.

BestreWllieilt. rare, [f. prec. + -MENT.] A
strewing about or over.

1833 Blackiv, Mag. XXXIII. 137 From beneath all their

sweet and sad bestrewments she who is their sister revives.

1845 Ibid, LVI I. 526 The call for the bestrewment of flowers.

Bestrid, bestridden, ppl. a. of BESTRIDE.

1651 H. MOKE in Enthus. Tri. (1656) 175 Like some bestrid

Pythonick or hackneyed Enthusiastick.

Bestride (b^strard), v. Pa. t. bestrode ;
also

bestrid. Pa. pple. bestridden ;
also -strid,

-strode, (8 -strodden). For other forms see

STRIDE. [OE. bi-, bestrtdan^ f. bi-, BE- 4 + stridan

to STHIUE. Cf. MHG. bestriden^ i&V)K, bestryden]
1. To sit upon with the legs astride, a. To ride,

mount (a horse, etc.). The original use.

,1000 vfei,FRic Horn. II. 136 He his hors bestrad. ^1300
K.Alis. 706 Bulsifalthat hors het..No dorste no mon him

bystryde. ("1386 CHAUCER Sir Thopas 192 His goode Steede

al he bi.strood. ^1450 Laud MS. 595 f. i The worthiest

wyght in wede That ever by-strod any stede. 1593 SHAKS.

Rick. //, v. v. 79 That horse that thou so often hast bestrid.

1630 Tink. Turuey 17, I never bestrad any one beast in my
life but a mare, a 1771 GRAY Fatal Sisters 63 Sisters,

hence with spurs of speed . . Each bestride her sable steed.

1817 BVRON Manfred n. ii. 7 The Giant steed, to be bestrode

by Death. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia xxii. 281 Ostriches ..

bestridden each by a tiny cupid.

b. To sit across (other things) as on a horse.

(i2os LAY. 28020 pa halle ich gon blstriden Swulc ich

wolde riden. iggz SHAKS. Rom. fy Jitl. ii. ii. 31 When he
bestrides the lasle pacing cloudes. 1785 COWPER Task ii.

439 Through the pressed nostril, spectacle-bestrid. 1793
SOUTHEY in Life (1849) I. 180 The driving blast, bestrodden

by the spirit of Ossian. 1822 SCOTT Nigel i, Who can say
what nose they [the barnacles] may bestride.

fig' X752 ^ p - WARBURTON Lett. Emin. Prelate (1809) 119
The Church, bestrid by some bumpish minister of state, who
turns and winds it at his pleasure. 1865 BUSHNELL Vicar.

Sacr. HI. vi. 320 The wrath that is to bridle and bestride

everlastingly His will and counsel.

2. To stand over (a place) with the legs astride ;

to straddle over, to bestraddle. Alsoy?^.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. i. ii. 135 He doth bestride the narrow

world like a Colossus. 1606 Ant. <y Cl. v. ii. 82 His legges
bestrid the Ocean. 1787 BENTHAM Def. Usury xiii. 131
Your formidable image bestriding the ground. 1872 YEATS
Growth Comni. 53 A statue, .called the Colossus of Rhodes,
is said to have bestridden the mouth of the harbour.

b. To stand over, as a victor over the fallen.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 97 b, His crucifyers

bestrydynge hym. 1719 YOUNG Rtvengt: v. ii, How I be-

stride your prostrate conqueror ! 1826 SCOTT IVoodst. ix,

He seemed already to bestride the land which he had

conquered.
C. To stand over (a fallen man) in order to

defend him ; alsoyf^. to defend, protect, support.
1580 NORTH Plutarch 236 A Romaine souldier being thrown

to the ground euen harde by him, Martius straight bestrid

him, and slew the enemie. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 192
When I bestrid thee in the warres, and tooke Deepe scarres

to saue thy life. 1605 Macb. iv. iii. 4. 1642 CHAS. I

Answ. IQ Prop, 2 They have . . bestridde Sir John Hotham
in his bold-faced Treason. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. ii. 224 As
he bestrode my Grandsire, when he fell, And all else fled,

f d. intr. To stand astride. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.) 254 His turmentours or cru-

cifyers moost unreuerently bestrydynge ouer his blessed

face.

3. transf. of things (e.g. a rainbow, bridge), trans.

1728 THOMSON Spring 203 Bestriding earth, the grand
ethereal bow Shoots up immense. 1785 COWPER Task iv. 3
Yonder bridge That with its wearisome, but needful length
Bestrides the wintry flood. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun
(1878) II. xix. 222 Bestridden by old, triumphal arches.

4. To stride across, to step across with long
strides. Alsoyf^.

( 1600 Rob. Hood (Ritson) n. x. 62 Deepe water he did

bestride. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. v. 124 When I first my
wedded Mistns saw Bestride my Threshold. 1814 BYRON
Corsair in. xix. 13 He.. Strives through the surge, be-

strides the beach. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 615, I shall

bestride the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Hence Bestrrder, Bestrrding vbL sb. and///, a.

1618 BOLTON Floras n. vi. 95 If his Sonne. .had not rescued

his Father from certaine death itselfe with bold bestriding
him. 1830 SOUTHEY Yng. Dragon II. 77 The fiercest steed

that e'er To battle bore bestrider. 1849 DICKENS Dav. Copp*
xiii, A third animal laden with a bestriding child.

f Bestri-de, prep. Obs. rare 1
. For ASTRIDE,

influenced by the vb.

1813 J. C. HOBHOUSE 'Journey 408 A marble lion .. with
the legs of a man bestride him.

t Bestri'ke, ^. Obs. rare. Also bestryke.

[f.
BE- i + STRIKE to rub, stroke ; cf. LG. bestrtken,

G. bestreichen to overspread, do over : OHG. bi-

strlhhan, f. bi- BE- i + strihhan to stroke.] trans,

To overspread, do over, anoint, smear, daub, rub

over with.

1537 ANDREW Brunsivyke's Distyll. Waters B iv b, Rounde
aboute the panne ye shal lay sande and bestryke that above
with claye. 1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593) 33 If you be-

strike the lowar part of your tree with redde Oker.

tBestri'p, v. Obs. [OE. bestrypan, f. BE- I, 2 4-

*stryp<m to STRIP ; cf. MHG. bestrouftn.] trans.

To strip clean : to deprive 0/or take away entirely.

1065 O.E. Chron. (MS. C.) Ealle \>a. bestrypte be he ofer

mihte a;t life and set lande. 1340 Aycnb. 150 pes yefj>e . .

827

trepb and kest out Je rote and Jje zenne of ire. _i6za
MABBE Guzm, d'Al/ll. 87 Be-stript of all manner of vice.

Bestripe (b^strai-p), v. [f. BE- i + STRIPE v.']

To cover with stripes. Hence Bestri-ped ppl. a.

1618 BOLTON Flams (1636) 271 As if his faire successes

were . . to be bestryped, and inter-woven with crosse acci-

dents. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 75 Vales Bestriped
with shades of green and gray.

Bestrode, pa. t. and pple. of BESTRIDE v.

Bestroke : see BE- pref.

Bestrought, var. of BESTRAUGHT v. Obs.

Bestrow, bestrewn, variants of BESTREW, -N.

Bestru't, v. In 6 bestrout. [f.
BE- 4 +

STRUT v."]
trans. To strut or walk pompously over.

1594 CAREW Tasso (1881)74 With sauage insteps some the

soyle bestrout.

t Bestru't, ppl. a. Obs. Also bestrutted.

[Cf. ASTRUT, and STRUT, whence this seems to have-

been formed on the analogy of compounds in BE-

found only in pa. pple.] Swollen.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Jfor. 632 Pappes bestruct with

_ lilke. 1648 HERRICK Oberon's Feast, Paems(iS6g) 127 He
. . eates the sagge And well bestrutted bees sweet bag.

Bestual, obs. form of BESTIAL.

Bestuck, pa. t. and pple. of BESTICK.

Bestud (b/isttf-d), v. [f.
BE- i + STTD v. ] trans.

To stud the surface of, set with or as with studs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 258 This Purple is besludded (as

it were), .with sharpe knobs pointed. 1634 MILTON Counts

734 The unsought diamonds Would so emblaxe the forehead

of the deep, And so bestud with stars. <: 1800 K. WHITE
Poems (1837) 85 The glittering host bestud the sky.

Hence Bestu'dded ppl. a.

1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. Eiij, This starre-bestudded

vaile. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 253 The ectoderm is

very richly bestudded with the thread cells.

I
Bestuur (bestw'r). [Du. ;

= government, f.

'.sturen to govern.] Government, administration
;

i. e. in the Dutch-speaking parts of South Africa.

1883 PallMall G. 12 May 8/2 Stellaland will . . be governed
by the Bestuur under the advice of Captain Trotter and
Vincent. 1885 Daily News 13 Feb. 3/2 A member of the

Go>hen bestuur.

Bestyly, bestysshe, obs. form of BEASTLY, -ISH.

Besugar, besuit, etc. : see BE- pref.

Besully (b/sjrli), v. [f.
BE- i + SULLY v.]

traits. To sully or soil badly.
a 1635 CORBET Fairef. Wind. (D.) The limber corps, be-

sully'd o'er With meagre paleness. 1820 Blackw. Mag.
VII. 190 Cheeks are besullied with unused brine.

Besumme, obs. form of BESOM.

t Besure (b/Juou), adv.phr. Obs. = Be sure;

you may be sure
;

? surely, certainly.
J 743 A !>PLETON Sernt. 95 And besure, this bids fair for a

certain Mark of a good Christian. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandi-
son III. 322 Get away as soon as you can. Besure do.

t Beswa'ddle, v. Obs. rare. [f.
BE- I --

SWADDLE v."]
trans.

1. To envelop in swaddling-clothes.
1755 P. WHITEHEAD Ep. Thomson (R.) Infant limbs be-

swaddled in the lawn.

2. To beat, thrash, 'swaddle.'

1598 FLORID, Pestare . ,\.v bang, to bebast, to beswadclle

with a cudgell.

t Beswa'k, v. Sc. Obs. Pa. pple. beswakkit.

[f.
BE- i + SWAK v.~] trans. To dash, strike.

c 1505 DUNBAR Flyting 188 Oft beswakkit with ane our-

hie tyd.

t Beswa'pe, v- Obs. rare. [OE. beswdpan, f.

be-, BE- i + miapan to sweep, brush.] trans. To

envelop, entangle.
(.980 K. ALFRED Bxda n. xii, Hi hi mid scytan besweop.

c 1175 Caff. Hotn. 239 Himselfe bi sandlice senne beswapen.

Beswarm, besweeten, beswelter : see BE-.

t Beswea't, pa. pple. Obs. Also 5 beswette.

[f. BE- 7 + SWEAT.] Covered with sweat.

c 1205 LAY. 9315 Al his burne wes bi-swaet [c 1250 bi-swat].

c 1460 Lybeatis Disc. 108 All beswette for hete. 1470-85
MALORY Art/inr(i8i6) II. 206 Her horse was all tobesweat.

1574 HELLOWES Guenara's Ep. (1577) 53 Your letters ..

come wrinckled like linnen . . besweat like a doublet,

t Beswi'ke, v. Obs. Forms : Inf. I beswiean,

2-4 biswike(n, 4 by-, beswyke(n, (bisuike,

bisquyke), 5 bi-, byswyke, (beeswik). Pa. t.

i beswSc, 2-3 biswak, (3-4 -suak\ 3-5 -swok(e.
Pa. pple. 1-3 biswicen, 2-5-swiken, 4-5 -swike.

[OE. benvican to evade, betray, deceive, = OS.

biswican, OHG. bisivlhhan (MHG. beswichtn), f.

BE- I + swicatt : OTeut. *swiqan to cease, go
away, leave off.]

trans. To betray, cheat, deceive.

971 Blickl. How. 5 Deofol . .beswac J?one aerestan wifmon.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 4 Warnia5 bset eow nan ne
beswice [1160 Hatton beswike]. a 1240 Lofsong in Lamb.
Honi. 213 bat te hope of ham bi-swoc me. t-i25O Gen. $
Ex. 3861 He ben bi-swiken. a 1300 Cursor M. 818 pe find

. .bi-suakadam. Ibid. 19231 Ilk suik it-self bisuikes. 6-1380
Sir Ferumb. 4164 Y wil }ou no^t be-swyke. 1470 HARDING
Chron. clxxviii, Sir Archibald Douglas and erle Patrike..

their kyng thought to bee swik.

Beswi-ker (in 4 bezuikere), deceiver ;
Be-

swi'kinff vbl. sb., cheating, deception.
1340 Ayenb. 23 Bezuykynges and euel red and uele o)?re

zennes. Ibid. 171 Ase his pyef, ase his mansla3(je, ase his

bezuykere.

BET.

Beswim, beswitoh, etc. : see BE- pref.

tBeswrng, v. Obs. [f.
BE- 4 + S\viKG v.]

trans. To swing about ; to hang.
1571 R. EDWARDES Damon $ P. in Hazl. Dodslty IV. 84
uch lackeys make me lack ; an halter beswinge them !

f BeSwi'Uge, v. Obs. Also 6 beswindge.

[f. BE- 2 + SWINGE v.] trans. To swinge, beat

soundly. Also_/%'.
[ciooo ^LFRIC Ex. v. 16 We Sine 5eowas synd beswung-

ene. c 1175 (see next, 2).] 1568 T. HOWELL Arb. Aniitie

(1879)45 With better words beswindge this dame, let no

perswasion lacke. 1590 GREENE Orl. Fur. (15991 5*> You
had best . .least I beswinge you.

t Beswi'lik, v. Obs. [OE. beswincan, f. BE- 4
+ swincan to toil, to labour : see SWIXK.]
1. trans. To labour for, work for. (Cf. betravel.)

[c 1000 -4gs. Gosp. John iv. 38 Ich sende eow to ripene,
beet b;tt ^e ne beswuncon [c 1160 Hatton beswuncen]. 1377
LANGL. P. PL B. VI. 216 Bolde beggeres and bigge bat mowe
her bred biswynke. 1393 GOWER Conf. I. 131 Theyhadden
that they have beswunke. ("1400 Test. Love (1560) 272/2
With sweate thy sustenaunce to beswinke.

2. To chastise, rare. (Prob. for beswinge':
i- 1175 Lamb. Hotn. in EC bet mon biswinke bene stunte

lichome for steore.

t Beswi'nkful, a. Obs. rare- 1
. Toilsome.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 188 GoS nu beonne gledluker bi stronge
wei, biswincfule, touward be muchele feste of heouene.

Beswyle, obs. form of BESOIL.

Besy, -ly, -nes, obs. forms of BUSY, etc.

Besym, obs. form of BESOM.

Bet bet), sb. Also 7-8 bett. [Of uncertain

origin ;
nor is it clear whether the sb. or the vb.

was the starting-point ;
if the sb., we may per-

haps see in it an aphetic form of ABET sb. in the

sense of 'instigation, encouragement, support,

maintaining of a cause' : see the quotation from

Spenser under ABET sb, 2. The vb. would then

be derived from the sb., as in the case of WAGEK
cb. and v. It is less easy to get from the sense of

ABET v. to that of BET v., since the original con-

struction ought then to be, not ' to bet money on

a champion,' etc., but 'to bet (i.e. abet"; a cham-

pion with money,' of which no trace is found.

See however ABET v. 4 in sense of '

to bet that.'

(The suggestion that bet is : early ME. BEOT,
'

vow, pro-

mise, threat,' has no support in the history or phonology.)]

The backing of an affirmation or forecast by

offering to forfeit, in case of an adverse issue, a

sum of money or article of value, to one who by

accepting, maintains the opposite, and backs his

opinion by a corresponding stipulation ; the

staking of money or other value on the event of

a doubtful issue
;

a wager ; also, the sum of

money or article staked. An even bet (fig.) : an

equal chance, a balance of probabilities.
(The first quotation is quite uncertain in meaning.)
[L' 1460 Toumeley Myst. 87 Ye fyshe before the nett, And

stryfe on this bett, Sichefolys never Imett.] 1592 GREENE Art
Conny catch, n. 7 Certaine old sokers, which are lookers on,
and listen for bets, either euen or od. c 1614 DKAYTON Mis.

Q. Margaret (1748) 151 For a long time it was an even bet

. .Whether proud Warwick or the Queen should win. 1646
BUCK Rich. Ill, II. 60 Might have brought the odds of that

day to an even bet. 1735 POPE Mor. Ess. I. 86 His pride
was in Piquette, Newmarket fame, and judgment at a Bett.

1818 BYRON Beppo xxvii, And there were several offer'd

any bet, Or that he would, or that he would not come. 1871
KINGSLEY in Life f, Lett. (1879) II. 271 Plenty of bets pass
on every race, which are practically quite harmless.

2. A challenge contest.

1843 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. xi. 59 A great bet. as a

gime
[at bowls] was called, came off on Cockburnspath

reen in 1807 or 1808.

Bet (bet), v. Also 7-8 bett. Pa. t. and pple.
bet ;

also betted. [See prec.] trans. To stake

or wager (a sum of money, etc.) in support of an

affirmation or on the issue of a forecast.

1597 SHAKS. -zHen. IV, in. ii. 50 lohn of Gaunt loued him

well, and betted much Money on his head. ? a 1600 Rob.

//00</(Ritson) n. xii. 105 Said the bishop then, He not bet

one peny. 1727 POPE, etc. Bathos no These on your side

will all their fortunes bet. 1849 DICKENS Dav. Copp. ii.

(C. D. ed.) 16 I'll as good as bet a guinea, .that she'll let us

go. 1876 O. W. HOLMES HCVJ Old Horse won Bet Poems

(1884) 309 I'll bet you two to one I'll make him do it.

b. absol. To lay a wager. You bet (slang,

chiefly in U. S. : be assured, certainly.

1609 ROWLANDS Knaut Chtbbes 4 At Bedlem-bowling alley

late, Where Cittizens did bet : And threw their mony on the

ground. 1628 EARLE Microcosm, xlviii. 101 He enjoys it

[gambling] that looks on and bets not. 1711 Act 9 Anne
mLond.Gaz. No. 4863/2 If such Person, .shall, .at anyone
time . . Play or Bett for any Sum. 1857 H UCHES Tom Brov.>n,

Brandy punch going, I'll bet. 1858 THACKERAY Virgin.
II. xv. 114, I don't bet on horses I don't know. 1868 O. W.
HOLMES Once More Poems (1884) 224

'
Is it loaded?' '

I'll

bet you ! What doesn't it hold ?' 1882 St. Texas Siftings

131 'Are you drunk?' 'You bet.' 'Then you move off

from here.'

t Bet, adv. (and a.} Obs. Forms : 1-7 bet

(3-6 bett, 4-6 bette). [Com. Teut. : OE. bff

= OFris. bet, OS. bat, bet (MDu. bat, bet, Du.

to-X OHG., MHG. bai, (mod.G. basz\ ON. betr,

Goth, liatis : OTeut. *batiz adv., the uninflected

comparative stem, whence was formed the adj.
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*batizon-, in OE. betera, BETTER. In the adv. the

comparative ending -is underwent the same pho-

netic changes as the formative -iz of nouns, and

was thus reduced to -e, or lost entirely before the

OE. period. (Bet, for the expected bete, probably

followed letig, sfft, etc.) About the end of the

OE. or beginning of the ME. period, betere,

the neuter gender of the adj., began to be used,

in certain constructions, in the place of bet, and,

after a long existence side by side, gradually

superseded it about 1600 : instances of bet just

before, and especially after, 1600 are archaisms.

This encroachment of betere, beter, better upon bet

began in phrases where the adj. and adv. are not

easily separated, as in hit is bet or betere (positive

'it is weir or 'good'), and gradually extended

to others ;
the final ascendancy of better was

doubtless helped by the fact that bet and other

comparatives of the same type ;e. g. leng, near}

had not the ordinary comparative sign, and were

thus less definite in expression. As in similar

cases, during the time that bet and better were

interchangeable as adverbs, bet was by compensa-

tion sometimes used for better as adjective.]

I. adv. (and predicative adj.)

1. The earlier form of BETTER, the comparative

of WELL.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxiii, Daet se hwsete majje ay bet

weaxan. a 1200 Moral Ode 15 in Trin. Coil. Horn. 220 Ich

mihte habben bet idon. 1:1205 LAY. 28560 Wha dudewurse,

no wha bet. 1297 R- GLOUC. 209 Hys men truste be bet to

hym. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vm. !23 Where do-wel, do-

bet, and do-best ben in lond. 1393 GOWF.R Con/. 1 126

One justeth wel, another bet. 1423 JAS. I, Kings Q. ci,

Sc knaw the cause of all my peynes smert Bet than my-

self 1466 Pol. Ret. ft L. Poems (1866) 109 And graunt me

grace ai belt & belt, c 1570 THYNNF. Pride f; Low!. (1841)20

No Auditor, ne Clerke of Check Can penne it bet then he.

1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie 71 We dezerue full bet then

2. 'As predicate after be ; interchanging with the

neuter adj. betere. (In quots. 1386, 1575, its adjec-

tive function is distinct.) Cf. BETTER A 4.

C1I75 Lamb. Horn. 145 Him is wel . . him is ec muchele

bet bet is ilaSed from muchele wowe. cizoa OR.MIN 5548

patt hemm babe beo be belt. <:i2o5 LAY. 870 Hit is be bet

mid us. ^1386 CHAUCER Pen. T. F 465 Therfore saith a

wise man, that ire is bet than play. 1430 LYDG. Citron.

Troy I vi, Bett were me to deye, Than hue ashamed.

c ,573 GASCOIGNE Fruites Warre 11831) 209, I termed have

all strife To be no bet than warres. a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT

Ordinary in Dodsley 11780) X. 251 Sin it may be no be

now gang in peace.

II. absol. and quasi-^i.

3. The bet : the advantage ; cf. BETTER A 8.

c 1340 Cursor M. 7642 (Trin.) WibM folke soone he met

And wistly wan of hem be bet [v. r. his dete). 1592 WYRLEY

Arnwrie 118 It seemd the Frenchmen had the bet.

4. Ones bette : cf. BETTER A 7. rare.

1494 FABYAN vn. ccxl. 281 No man I thought my bette.

t Bet, adv.- Obs. [Origin and meaning doubtful]

In Go bet. (Prof. Skeat takes it as =go better, i.e.

go quicker.)
e 1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 339 Go bet, quod he, and axe

redily what cors is this. 1:1425 Seven Sag. I P.) 1005,11

maystir made hys hor go bete, a 1328 SKELTON El. Rum-
'

'

Elynour go bet, And fyll good met.
. ~ n 71 ITT -_. ]4 ere 1S

bet go.

myng ,31 And bad Ely ,

c iool) Porl. Byrdes I48 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 174 Here i
c oo) .

. . . .

nought els with friende nor foe, But go bet peny go .

,617 Frere f, Boye 300 ibid. III. 73 Y<= hath made me

daunce, maugre my hede, Amonge the thornes, hey go bette.

Bet, obs. and Sc. pa. t. of BEAT v.1 ;
dial, form

of BEET v.

Beta ;brta). [a. L. beta, Gr. /STJTO.]

1. The second letter of the Greek alphabet, B, 0.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12425 Bot sai bou me first o betha, And

siben i sal be sai alpha.

2. In various scientific uses; tip. a. Astron.

Used to mark the second star in a constellation.

b. Chem. The second of two or more isomerous

modifications of the same organic compound, o.

Nat. Hist. The second sub-species or permanent

variety of a species, d. In various other classifica-

tions. Cf. ALPHA.
1867 CHAMBERS Astron. vi. ii. (1877) 492 Amongst th

conspicuous stars /3 Libra; (green) appears to be the only

instance. 1877 WATTS Fmoaes' Chem. II. 497 Beta-orcm is

obtained by dry distillation of usnic acid. 1877 Diet.

Chem. IV. 235 Stenhouse designated the acid obtained from

South American Roccella. .as a-orsellic, and that prepared

.from South African Roccella as /3-orsellic.

Betag : see BE- pref.

Betaght(e, -}t(e, pa. t. of BETEACH v. Obs.

Betaikin, obs. Sc. form of BETOKEN.

Betail (bfti i-l), v. nonce-tad, [on analogy of

behead] trans. To deprive of the tail.

18, . TROLLOHE (O.) [The sportsman] puts his heavy boot

on the beast's body, and there beheads and betails him.

Betailed (bmi-ld), ppl. a. [f. BE- 7 + TAIL.]

Furnished with a tail.

1760 GOLDSM. Cit. IV. iii, Thus betailed and bepowdered,

the man of taste fancies he improves in beauty. 1834 H.

MILLER Footpr. Great, ix. (1874) 165 The betailed reptiles.

Betaiiie .brt^ain). Client, [anomalously f. L.

/v/<j BEETJ-/'. + -INE*.] A chemical base (C5H,iNO2)

found in beet and mangold-wurzel.
1879 WATTS Diet. Chem. VI. 340 Betaine crystallizes in

arge shining hydrated crystals.

Betaine, betani, obs. forms of BETONY.

r Betai'iit, v. Obs. [f. BE- i + TAINT.] tram.

To tinge. Hence .short for betainted) ///. a.

1594 CAREW Tasso 11881) 60 Her beguil[d]ed lockes this

slightest wound With some few drops, such wise betainted

red, As gold growes ruddie. 1598 GREENE James 7F(i86i)

195 Where every wean is all betaint with blood.

Betake (btt/i-k), v. sir. Pa. t. betook. Pa.

pple. betaken. For forms see TAKE v. [ME. be-,

bitake(n, f. bi-, BE- + TAKE. There seems to have

been an early confusion of betake with betKce, be-

txche, BETEACH, which extended in part also to

the simple take, so that this had the sense of

'

deliver, hand over, give in charge,' not found in

ON., and not logically developed in Eng. from its

proper sense of '

seize, grasp, catch hold of, make

oneself holder or owner of.' In any case, in ME.,

betake, betok, betaken was identified in sense with

beteach, betaughte, betaught ;
and only since the

latter became obs., has betake tended to revert

toward the normal sense of take. See TAKE.]

f 1. trans. To hand over, deliver, give up, grant,

place at a person's disposal ;
= BETEACH 2. Const.

with dat. or to, zinto, etc. Obs.

c 1203 LAY. 6251 Heo scnlleS eow, bat lond bi-taken. c 1=30

Ibid. 22791 He was bi-take [c 1203 ijefen] Arthur! in stede

of hostage, a 1300 Havelok 1226 Gold and siluer and ober

fe Bad he us bi-taken be. (1400 Destr. Tray iv. 1391 Er-

cules . . Betoke hir to Telamon. 1534 MORE On Passion

Wks. 1338/2 The onely sacrifice betaken by Chryst vnto his

christen church. 1618 ROWLANDS Sacred Mem. 24 1 hen

bread he brake, And that to his Disciples did betake. 1621

c IUARLES Estlier (1638) 89 Zedechia . . Into Serajahs peace-

full hand betooke The sad contents of a more dismall Booke.

( b. To hand over to the care of
;

to entrust,

commit, give in charge to ;
= BETEACH 3. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 354 He bytoc hym Engelond, bat he yt

wel wuste To Wyllammes byofbe. a 1300 Cursor M. 1126

iG'ittJ He was noght bitan [C. bi-taght, F. beta}!, T. bi-

takel to me. c 1373 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 365 pe whiche god
had bytake to her gouernance. c 1440 Promf. Parv. 34 Be-

takyn' a thynge to anothere, committo, commendo. 1596

SFESSER /'. Q. III. iv. 28 Phcebe to a nymphe her babe

betooke To be upbrought in perfect maydenhed. 1649

SELDEN Laws En*. I. lix. (1739) no The Empress perceiv-

ing the power of the Clergy, betakes her case- to them,

f c. To give in marriage. Obs.

1382 WVCLIF Ecclus. vii. 27 Bytac a dojtir and a gret werk

thou shalt do ;
and to a wel felende man }if hyr.

t 2. To commit or commend (one), by the ex-

pression of a wish, to (God, the devil, etc.) ; often

as an apprecation or imprecation. Also in leave-

taking : To bid adieu, say good-bye. Obs.

1297 'R. GLOUC. 475 God & Seinte Marie, & Sein Denis al

so . . Ich bitake min soule. c 1386 CHAUCER Milleres T. 564

My soule bitake I vn to Sathanas. 1:1400 Apol. Loll. 24

Petre be tok Anani. .to be fend to be tormentid perpetuah.

1493 FestyvallW. de W. 1515)115 He betoke them to god &
Mary maildeleyne to kepe & wente his way. 1326 SKELTON

Magnyf. 406 Nowe to the Devil I the betake. 1642 EVELYN

Mem. (1857) III. 4 To God Almighty I betake it for sup-

port and speedy good success.

1 3. To allot, to assign ;
-= BETEACH 5. Obs.

c 1300 Cursor .If. 4001 (Giitt.) pe fiss to water als we finde,

pe foul he bitok [C. be-taght, /'. be tajt] to be wind.

4. refl.
To commit oneself, have recourse or

resort to any kind of action. To betake oneself

to one's heels : to retreat in flight, to ran away.
15. . Sc. Metr. Ps. Ivii, My soule doth her betake unto

the helpe of the. 1593 HOOKER F.ecl. Pol. I. vii. 3 When
we betake ourselves unto rest. 1398 GREENWEY Tacitus

Ann. xii. viii. (1622) 166 The enemy betooke him to his

heeles with small losse. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. m. iv. 240

That defence thou hast, betake the too't. 1684 BUNYANat eence ou as, eae .

Pilgr. u. 22 They betook themselves to a short debate.

1762 HUME//M/. Eng. (1806) III. 220 To betake themselves

to other expedients for supporting authority. 1794 BURKE
-

BETEACH.

blanched it and wrested it, and as I myself did once betake

it. 1591 SI-ENSER iV. llubberdtx) Ere that anie way I doo

betake, I meane my Gossip privie first to make.

f 7. (?) To pursue ;
to overtake. Obs.

a 1000 CLERIC Colloquy p 34 Mid swiftum hundum ic be-

t;ece \iMS. betaecc] wildeor \inseqnor /eras]. 1375 BAR-

BOUR Bruce III. 159 Now may ?e se Betane the starkest

pundelan. 1383 STANVHURST SEneis u. (Arb.) 52 When
slumber sweetlye betaketh Eech mortal person.

Betaken, -in, obs. forms of BETOKEN.

Beta-king, -vbl. sb. [f.
BETAKE + -ING i.] Taking

(obs.) ;
in mod. senses chiefly gerundial.

c 1449 PECOCK Refr. i. xx. 128 The bitaking of these bookis

. .into her vce.

Betalde, obs. pa. pple. of BETELL.

Betalk, betallow, betask, betaxed, see BE-.

t Betail, v. Obs. [a. Du. lietal-en to pay : used in

Eng. in I /th c.] trans. To pay.
1630 J TAYLOR (N.) Our host said we had foure shilling to

betall or pay. 1631 HEYWOOD Fair Maid W. I. II. i, With

one word of my mouth I can tell them what is to be-tall.

Betan;e, north, dial. f. betaken: see BETAKE.

Betan(y, obs. form of BETONT.

Beta'nglement. [f.
BE- 2 + TANGLE v. +

-MENT.] Tangled condition.

1881 J. HAWTHORNE Fortune's Fool I. ii, The riotous be-

tanglement of his brown hair.

t Betas. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. OX. beiti-ass sail-

yard, ? f. beita to make the ship catch the wind, to

tack + ass pole, yard ;
cf. windlass, in ME. wind-

as, in ON. vinddss] A sailyard.

c-i330 R. BRUNNE in Layatium III. 396 Som aforced the

wyndas, Som the lofe, som the betas.

Betassel (brtars'l), v. [f.
BE- i + TASSEL.]

trans. To hang round or decorate with, or as

with, tassels. Hence Beta'sselled, -eledppl. a.

1648 EARL WESTIII.D. Otia Sacra (18791 l6 The Lustfull

Clusters. .Betasseling Autumn. 1778 MRS. DELANY Lett.

Ser. u. II. 341 Her bridal apparel, .festooned and betassel d.

1812 Examiner 12 Oct. 653/1 One cannot be always.. de-

vising patterns, and betasselling dragoons.

Betattered sbftse-taid), ///. a. [f.
BE- i +

TATTEK v.] All in tatters, ragged.
1618 WITHER Motto Wks. (1633) 553 The beggarhest And

most betattered Pesant. a 1704 T. BROWN Wks. (1760) I.

240 (D.) She brought a gown . . bepatch'd and betatterd.

Betaughte, -tauhte, etc., pa. t. of BETEACH v.

t Betaw'der, v. 1 nonce-wd. [f.
BE- + ? TAW-

DE'T).] trans. To bedizen with tawdry finery.

(11689 MRS - BEHN~

City'^iress II. ii, Trick and betawder

yourself up, like a right City-Lady, rich but ill-fashion d.

Betayne, obs. form of BETONY.

Bete, obs. form of BEAT and BEET.

t Betea'Ch, v. Obs. Forms : Inf. I betaecan,

2 -en, 3 bittechen, -teachen, 3-4 biteche(n,

3-5 biteche, 4 byteohe, beteiche, -teyche, 5

beteche, 6 Sc. beteiche, 7 beteaoh. Pa. t. i

betsehte, 2 betahte, -tehte (-tohte, -taote), 2-4

bitaht(e, -bite, -jte, 3 biteihte, 3-5 bi-, by-,

betaght(e, -3t(e, (4 bitahut, biteched), 4-5 bi-,

by-, betau3t;e, -ht(e, -ght(e, -wght, -wt, 4-6

Sc. betaucht, -wcht, 7 beteached. Pa. pple.

analogous to pa. t. [OF. betxc(e)an, f. BE- 2 +

txc(e\an to show (:-OTeut. type *taikjan, from

same root as *taikno-, OE. tdcn token;. Cf. BE-

TAKE.]
1. trans. To show, point out.

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Luke xxii. 12 And he eow betiecd mycele

healle gedaefte.

2. To hand over, deliver, give up, yield. Const,

with dat., or to, till, unto.

a 1000 ^ELFRIC Colloquy 21 Ic beuece his am yrthlmcge.

ciooo Ags Gosp. Luke i. 2 Swa us betxhum oa be hyt of

frymSe zesawon. i 1173 /-'* H<- " Drlhten him bi-

tahte twa stanene tablas breode. etMCfU.Hem.mi
AllehibeoSbebetehte. am$Ancr.R. 300, I chulle ower

foes lond bitechen in his honden. a 1300 Cursor M. 3S39

o oer expee .

St. W. Hastings Wks. 1842 XV. 166 They sa

taking himself to flight. 1833 HT. VlKxrcmKa
v. 107 The Irish betake themselves to rebellion when stopped

in their merry-makings.

fb. intr. (for refl. Obs.

1396 SPENSER /'. Q. i. v. 28 Then to her yron wagon she

betakes. 1606 SYLVESTER Du Bar/as (1633) 320 All be-take

to flight. 1641 MILTON Ch. Cmt. n. Introd., Whether aught
was imposed me by them, or betaken to of mine own choice.

c. passim.
1601 T. WRIGHT Passions ofMinde (1620! 303 The matter

whereunto I am betaken.

6. re/I. To resort, make one's way, turn one s

course, go. (Here the notion of 'taking' or 'con-

veying' oneself becomes distinct.)

1612 WOODALL Snrg. .Vale Wks. 1653 Pref. 3 It was of

old a custome . . for the sick to betake themselves unto the

Temple of Aesculapius. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 922

Whither shall I betake me, where subsist ? 1714 ELLWOOD

Autobiog. 3 He betook himself to London 1813 L. HUNT
Feast Poets 21 So off he betook him the way that he came.

b. with obj.
=

re//, pron.
1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect. II. 307 They betook their little

quickened hearts behind the panels.
+ 6. To take ;

to take in some sense. Obs.

c 1420 PallaJ. on Hust. I. 639 The x"' day the III I away
betake And other III I enscore her place into, a 1555

LVMMICF H7.s. (i8t4-5) I- 73 (D-) ^s the blanchers have

pe mete mi moder me bi-taght. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce I. 610

The king betaucht hym in that steid 1 he Endentur. ciuo

MAUNDEV. v. 63 That is the Place where oure Lord be-

taughtentheTenComandementestoMoyses. 1513 DOUGLAS

SEncis xi. xi. 124 To ane onhappy chance betaucht n

5C

3.

e

To hand over as a trust ;
to entrust, commit,

give in charge to.

f looo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 15 [He] betaehte hym hys

a:hta 1160 Hatton G. ibid., Betacte [7'. r. betahte]. c 1205

I LAY. 11503 Ich himwulle bitaxhen [11250 bi-techej mine

kine-riche. a 1300 Cursor M. 4254> wardemsclpp of al

his aght Has putifar ioseph bi-taght [r. >: beta?t, bltaujtj.

c 1425 Seven Sag. I P. I 324 The emperour . . byddis ?ow . .

bryng with ;ow his son dere, That he betaujt Jow to lere.

1513 DOUGLAS Aineis II. xii. [xi.] 113 Our 1 roiane Goddls

Onto my feris betawcht 1, for to kelp.

4. To commit or commend (one), by the expres-

sion of a wish, to (God, the devil, etc.). As a

formula of leave-taking : To bid adieu or good-bye.

c 1314 Guy IVarw. i A> 1248 Fader, god y be biteche And rm

leue moder al-so ; For hastiliche ichil nov go.
c 1330 A mis

A Ami/. 328 Aither bitaught other heuen king And went 11

her iurne. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xv. 538 Quhen wlffis vald

thar childir ban Thai wald .. Beteche thame to the Wak

douglass. 0386 CHAUCER Melih. Pro!. 6 Now swich a

Rym the denef I biteche. 1335 Si i - Cnm Scot. ^856'

III. 6s Beteichand hir to him that Iwcht ws di-ir. 1685 >'

SINCLAIR in R. Law Memor. (1818) 124 Hebeteached himself

i strongly to God.



BETEAB.

b. Hence, by confusion, To beteach one good day :

to wish or bid one good day.
c nooGamelyn 338 Whan his gestes took her leue. . [they]

bitaughte Gamelyn god & good day. a 1440 I/xnnydon 568

They toke leve. .And bytaught the lady gode day. a 1500

Kyng t, Hermit 513 in Hazl. E. P. P. 33 Ather betaujt other

gode dey.
5. To allot, assign.
a 1300 Cursor M. 400 pe fuxol [?fu5ol] be-taght he to be

wind. Ibid. 5412 (Trin.) pat was bitaujte prestes to fede.

6. To TEACH, instruct.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15669 Quen he ha bus-gat bam bi-taght,

stil he left bam bare. 1-1435 Torr, Portugal 1664 He is of

the deville betaught.
7. in pa. fple. Related.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13222 Of hei oxspring ban es bis ion . .

Nere be-taght to mild mari.

Beteam;e, obs. form of BETEEM v. Obs.

t BeteaT, vl Obs. [f. BE- 6 + TEAK rf.] trans.

To suffuse with tears. Hence Betea'red ///. a.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia I. 81 When I lift my beteard eyes.

1635 J. HAVWARD Banish'd Virg. 44 Staring about them
with beteared eyes.

Betear, v." : see the ppl. a. BETORN.

t Betee'i v. Obs. For forms see TEE, draw,

lead. [Com. Teut. : OE. beteon (-.-biteohaii), pa.

t. beteah, belugon, pple. betoffn,
-- OHG. biziohan,

MHG. be.siehen,Gotti.bitiuhan; i.lii-, BE- + tiithan

in OE. *tcohan, teon to draw.]
1. To draw over (as a covering), to cover, veil.

c893 K. ALFRED Oros. v. vii. 2 Heora scyldas waeron be-

tosene mid [elpenda] hydum. c 1250 Gen. y Ex. 3796 Dor

[hjaueth a skie hem wel bitpjen.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 4539

He was banne to-be-toje With an hard crested serpentis fel.

2. To pull or tug at.

c 1305 LAY. 7536 And bus heo [Julius & Nennius] hit [be

sweord] longe bitu3en.

3. To employ, spend, bestow (time, pains, etc.).

rl!75 Lamb. Horn. 31 On sunn stude ber hit beoS wel bi-

tojen for cristes luue. cixo$ LAY. 13010 5e scullen. .eowre

while wel biteon. ^1250 Gen. q Ex. 3626 Here s\vinc wel

he biten.

4. To bring about, manage, arrange.
c 1205 LAY. 23253 Wselle wel wes hit bito^en pat Walwai

wes to monne iboren.

t Beteela. Obs. Also (6 beatillia), 7 bs-

teela, betille, 7-8 bettily, bettillee, bettelle,

betellee, 8 betelle, betteela. [A word without

any fixed form written or spoken, of constant oc-

currence in the East Indian trade in i7-i8thc. It

appears to be identified with the Pg. beatilha
' linen

to make white veils for women,' Sp. beatilla 'sort ol

fine thin linen
'

;
but whether this is = med.L. beatilla, j

dim. of beata a nun, a religious
'
sister' ,see Du

Cange, and cf. BATTALIA [pie]', or whether it was

originally an oriental word, which assumed that

form in Pg. under the influence of pop. etymol., is

uncertain.] A kind of muslin formerly imported
from the East Indies.

1598 W. PHILLIPS Linschoten's Trav. Ind. 28 (Y.) This

linnen . . is called . . Beatillias, Satopassas. 1685 in J.
T.

WHEELER Madras in O. T. I. 149 (Y.) To servants, 3 pieces

beteelaes. 1687 Land. Gaz. No. 2269/3, 2000 pieces of Be-

tilles Otisaeles, 1400 pieces of BetillesCalemapho, etc. Ibid.

No. 2273/7 Bettelles. 1696 Merchants IVareho. 2 Musling
called Bettilies, which is of general use for cravats. Ibid.

3 Very thin, but . . very little worse than the first Bettily that

I have mentioned. 1703 Lend. Gaz. No. 3933/4 The Cargo
. . consisting of Long Cloth, Saltampoores, Betelles. 1721

C. KING Brit. Merck. I. 310 Betellees or fine Muslins. 1727
A. HAMILTON Ace. E.lnd. I. 264 (Y.) This country [SundahJ

produced the finest Betteelas or Muslins in India,

Betee'iu, vl Obs. Also 6-7 beteeme, 7

beteam^e, betemme, (erron. beterme). [App.
f. BE- 2 + TEEM, to think fit ; but the rarity of the

simple vb., and its non-occurrence in ME. or OE.

Chough in OS. teman, OHG. lemaii raise his-

torical difficulties of which there is at present no

solution. Beteem is parallel to Du. betatnen^
'

1. trans. To think fit or proper; to vouchsafe,

grant, consent. Const, inf. or obj. clause.

1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. \. 157 (R.) Yet could he not be-

teeme The shape of any other bird than eagle for to seeme.

1641 MILTON Animadv. Wks. 1738 I. 95 He could have

well beteem'd to have thank'd him of the ease he pro-

fer'd. 1642 ROGERS Naanian 170 He cannot beteame to

promote hisMaster's with the losse of hisowne. l647WARn
Simp. Cooler 25 Gray Gravity it selfe can well beteam,
That Language be adapted to the Theme.

2. To vouchsafe, accord, grant, concede. {Const.

To beteem a person a thing, a thing to a possessor. ,

1590 SHAKS. Mids.'N. i. i. 131 Raine, which I could well

lieteeme them, from the tempest of mine eyes. 1641

ROGERS Naaiuan 53 Still I can beteame thee that same

loue, if thou wert not weary of it. 1654 TKAPP Comm. Ezra
i. 6 David, .could beteeme God more love and service then

he is able to bestow. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk Of Set-'. 108

We can no more betemme wholeness to the one, than to the

other.

b. To allow, permit (to do something), rare.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. ii. 141 That he might not beteene

[v. r. beteeme] the windes . . Visit her face too roughly.

3. To think (a person) worthy, to admit the

worth of.

1627 W. SCLATF.R Expos. 2 Thess. (1632! 221 Grace may be

emulous, is not envious ; easily, willingly, fainely beteemes

another.

829

t Betee-m, v.* 06s. rare- 1
, [f.

BE- i t TEEM v.

to empty, pour.] trans. To pour all about.

1618 T. ADAMS Geuer. Serf. Wks. I. 75 These . . beteem
their poison . . to the overthrow of all.

Beteem (tou-m), v2 ram- 1
, [f.

BE- 2 4-

TEEM, to bring forth.] trans. To give birth to.

1853 SINGLETON Virgil I. 88 Then earth with cursed birth

both Ceus and lapetus Beteems [crc'at].

Betee'iniiig, vtl. s/>. rare- 1
, [f.

BETEEM^.-

+ -ING 1
.] Copious outpouring, profusion.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixvi. 17 The parents' joy dashes

a showery tear, When to the nuptial door they come in rainy

beteeming.

Betel (brt'l). Forms: 6 betola, bettell, 6-7
bettele, 7 betele, betell, bethel, betre, bettaile,

bettle, 7-9 betle, beetle, 8 betelle, 7- betel.

[Prob. immed. a. Pg. betel (Varthema 1510), betele,

formerly also vitele, betle, beti-e, ad. Malayalam
vettila (in Tamil vettilei

;
cf. Skr. viti

'

betel').]

1. The leaf of a plant, which is wrapped round

a few parings of the areca nut .see 2) and a little

shell lime, and chewed by the natives of India and

neighbouring countries as a masticatory, b. Also

the shrubby evergreen plant (Piper betle or C.'iavica

betel, N.O. fiper(Kees)vihich yields this leaf; called

also betel-pepper, betel-vine, c. Hence comb, and

attrib., as betel-box, -carrier, -server; betel-leaf, etc.

1585 LLOYD Treat. Health N iij, Take of Cloves, .of bet-

tels, of Galingale. 1598 W. PHILIPS Linschottu's Trim. Ind.

(1864) 183 They doe nothing, but sit and chaw Leaues or

Herbes, called Bettele with Chaulke and a certaine Fruit

called Arrequa. rti6z6 BACON Syh'a 738 Betell is but

champed in the Mouth, with a little Lime. 1697 DAMPIER

I'oy. (1729) II. I. 24 The Betle of Tonquin is said to be the

best in India. 1851 R. BURTON Can 106 The Gentoo will. .

chew his betel, and squirt the scarlet juice all over the floor.

1871 MATEER Travancore 9; Betel is the dark green heart-

shaped leaf of a kind of climbing pepper plant, which grows
like hops on poles.
b. 1553 EUEN Treat. A'I-OI Ind. u\rb. < 21 The herbe called

Betola. 1606 E. SCOTT E. Indians N ij, A certaine hearbe

called bettaile. 1611 COTGR., Tnmhi, the bastard Pepper

plant called Bettle or Betre. 1633 H. COCAS Pinto's Trar.

(1663) 263 Bethel, an herb whose leaves, .these Pagans are

accustomed to chaw. 1859 R. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl.

R. G. S. XXIX. 47 note, The betel pepper . . resembles

the piper betel, or betel vine of India. 1866 'freas. Bot. 88

These nuts are rolled up with a little lime in leaves of the

belle-pepper.
C. 1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 18 The free that bears

the Betel-leaf . . growes like Ivy. 1779 FORREST 1/oy. A".

Guinea. 14 The beetle leaf, which all East Indians chew.

2. Betel nut: the nut or fruit of the Areca

Palm .see AHECA"
;
so misnamed ^by Europeans')

because it is chewed with the betel leaf. Hence

betel-nut-tree, betel-tree, Areca Catechu.

1673 FRYER New Acct. F.. Ind. 40 [Calls areca beetle, anil

t'. .]. 1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 97 Betle-nuts, 4000 nine

pence Currant price. 1697 DAMPIEK fry. (17291 I. 318 The
Betel-Tree grows like the Cabbage-Tree . . On the top of the

Tree among the Branches the Betel-Nut grows. 1772 Li).

LIVE in Weekly Mag. 117/2 The privilege of free trade in

eetle-nut being taken away. 1838 CARPENTER Veg. Phys.

370 Betel-nuts are chewed by the natives of Hindoostau.

Betel, -ll(e, obs. form of BEETLE.

t Bete'll, v. Obs. Forms : Inf. I betellan,

2-4 bitelle(n, 4 bitele, 5 betelle, 6 betele .

Pa. t. 3 bitald>, -told(e. Pa. pple. 3 bitald, s

betolde. [OE. bettflan, f. BE- i + tejlan to TELL.]
1. trans. To speak for, answer for, justify.

1048 O. E. Chrou. (Laud MS.) {tethe [Godwin] moste him-

betellan. a 1250 Owl f, Night. 263 Lust hu ich con me bi-

telle Mid rigte solhe.

2. To speak of, declare, narrate.

c 1205 LAY. 15868 3if ich . . mid soSe hit bilelle pat heor.;

talen sinde lese. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. u. viii. 128 As yhe
haf herd before be-talde.

3. To lay claim to ; to win ;
to rescue.

flK>5 LAY. 7894 Bi-8encheS eo%v ohte cnihtes to bi-telleu

eowere rihtes. Ibiii. 18099 t"' hauest Brutlond al bitald To

(>ire bond, c 1250 Gen. f, Ex. 920 Loth was fifti winter hold

Quan Abram him bitold.

4. To calumniate, deride, deceive.
^
[Perh. there

is here properly a vb. bitelen, f. OE. txlan to speak
ill of, calumniate : esp. in the last quot.]

rt25 Ancr. R. 226 He beonne mid let, birleS [v. r. bi-

telleb] him ilome. a 1240 Lofsong in Lamb. Horn. 205 pet

heo hire ne muwen bitellen. 111300 Cursor M. 6890 He. .

wrat be nam, and sett to sele, fat man suld o[)er nan bitele.

1:1460 Tmonelty Myst. 217 He shalle with alle his maw-

mentry No longere us be telle. 1567 HARMAN Caveat 67

She sayth that they be her children, that beteled be babes

borne of such abhominable bellye.

Betemme, variant of BETEKM v.' Obs.

Beten, obs. f. BEATEN, also of BEAT, BEET v.

Beter e, obs. form of BEATEB, BETTER.

Beth^e, = shall be, is, are, be 'ye): see BE v.

Bethtruk, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. BE- 2 +

THANK.] trans. To thank.

*593 BARNES Rieg. in Arb. Garner V. 412 They must climb

Into your bosom, to bethank their friend.

Bethankit, ellipt. for God be thanked (Sc.

t/iankit}, as grace after meat.

1787 BURNS To Haggis, Then auld guid man, maist like

to rive, Bethankit hums. .

Bethel be-beT. [Heb. 75TJV3 bcth-el house

of God.]

BETHINK.

1. A hallowed spot ;
a place where God is wor-

shipped ;
the pillar that marks such a place.

(See Gen. xxviii. 17.)

('1617 HIERON Wks. II. 241 Whence it is that such places
are termed Bethels, 'Gods houses.' 1641 HINDE J. Briien

xv. 50 Raising up an altar for Gods worship in his family,
and so making it a little Bethel. 1840 S. F. ADAMS Hymn
' Nearer tny God

1

iv, Out of my stony griefs Bethels I'll

raise.

2. Sometimes used ^esp. by some Methodists and

Baptists) like
'

Zion,'
'

Zoar,' 'Bethesda,' etc., as

the designation of their chapel or meeting-house ;

sometimes applied Jig., or as in
'
Little Bethel,' in

contempt, to any place of worship other than those

of the established church. Also a place of worship
for seamen a sense apparently first used in U. S.)

1840 R. DANA Be/. Mast 145 The establishment of Bethels

in most of our own seaports, .where the gospel is regularly

preached. 1863 Reader 15 Apr. 415/3 The class contemp-

tuously described as dividing its energies between business

and bethels. 1867 SMYTH Sailor i ll'tl. Bk., Bethel, Float-

ing Bethel, an old ship fitted up in a port for the purpose
of public worship. 1875 EMERSON Lett. $ See. Aims iii. 93

You may find him in some lowly Bethel, by the seaside.

Bethel, v. nonce-wd. (See quot.)

^1733 NORTH Exam, 93 (D.) In the year 1680 Bethel and

Cornish were chosen sheriffs. The former. ^.kept
no house,

but lived upon chops, whence it is proverbial for not feast-

ing lo licthel the city.

Bethel, obs. form of BETEL.

Bethenehe, -thenke, obs. forms of BETHLNK.

Betheral, -el, variants of BEDKAL, beadle.

Bethillk :b/fi-rjk),
v. Pa. t. and pple. be-

thought b/fcg-t
. In OE. bipencan, ME. bi-

thenchcn.bitJienke: for variants see THINK. [Com.
Tent. : OE. bipejican

= OS. bitlienkjan, OHG. /'-

dcnchan (MUG., mod.G., Du. bedenken ', Goth.

bipagkjan : OTeut. *bipatfijan, f. hi-, BK- -r/arjXyizK

to THINK. The sense-development may be com-

pared with that of ADVISE v. and F. aviscr.]

I. trans.

1. To think of or about, bear in mind ; to call

to mind, recollect. Obs. exc. with clause.

a looo Guthlac 1270 (Gr.) Tid is, hat |m fere and ba

,-erendu eal bibence. c 1250 LAY. 8257 Bibench bat he

. . . .

bethought. 1885 E. ARNOLD Seer. Death 10 Bethink How
those of old, the saints, clove to their word.

fb. To think upon or remember a
person).

Ofo.

c 1320 Cast. Lone 482 And to habben me bi-bouht. f 1350

Leg. Rood 11871) 19 A bi-heste he hedde Whon be tyme
w-eore folfuld vr lord him wolde bibenche. c 1449 PECOCK

Rcpr. li. v. 164 We bithenken tho persoones.

(
2. To think of, imagine, conceive. Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 25 BnSenchen mid his fule heorte \>v.

heo wulle underfon swa he? |nng. c 1386 CHAUCER Wyf'i
T. 772 He spak moore harm than herte may bithynke.

f 3. To think over (a thing) with a view to de-

cision or action ; to consider. Obs.

c 1220 Bestiary 94 Or he it biftenken can hise e;en weren

mirke. 1297 R. GLOUC. 289 Hii . . byboite hou hii myjte
best myd fe holy body do. c 1330 Will. Palernc 2747 pe
werewolf . . bibout how were best pe bestes to help. 1577

NORTHBROOKK Dicing 11843) 10 Al things which he hath

. . either intended, bythought, said, or done. 1614 R. ^ IL-

KINSON Paire Serin. Ep. Ded., Bethinking by what meanes

I might best either expresse or deserve thankes. 1647 F.

BLASD Souldiers March 32 If they should . . seriously bethink

what clemencie . . they would desire, if in the same case.

f 4. To devise, contrive, plan, arrange. Obs.

a 1225 Juliana 67 Grei3e al bat bu const grimliche bi)'en-

chen. (-1320 Cast. Lone 698 Soue berbicans . . Wib gret

ginne al bi-bouht. (.'1440 Gesta Rom. 35 Go we alle

anon to the Emperour, and be-thynke vs a remedye. 1593

SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, in. iii. 39 We bethinke a meanes to

breake it off.

t 5. To regret, repent, grudge ( =OE. ofppican.]
1682 NORRIS Hierocles 24 Neither ought we to bethink

what we spend upon them. 1687 in Lmid. Gaz. No. 2252/5

That Your Majesty may never have cause . . to withdraw or

bethink the . . Liberty given us. 1696 LOCKE in F. Bourne

Life II. xiii. 338, I can never bethink any pains or time of

mine in the service of my country.

1 6. causal. To remind (one) of, that. Obs.

1340 Ayeiio. too pis word uader |>e bebengb bet bou arl

zone.

II. refl.

1 7. To collect one's thoughts ;
to take thought ;

to recollect oneself, return to oneself. Obs.

c looo Ags. Gosj>. Luke xv. 17 pa bebohte he bine anil

cwa;5. a 1200 Moral Ode 43 in Lamb. Hi'in. 161 Wei late

ich habbe me bi-bocht. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 244/1 She

bethoughte her and prayed thus in her self. 1611 BIBLE

i Kings viii. 47 If they shall bethinke themselues. .and re-

pent. 1649 MILTON Eikou. ad. fin., The rest, .may find the

grace . . to bethink themselves and recover.

8. To occupy oneself in thought ;
to reflect,

consider, think ; also, to call to mind, recollect.

1:1205 LAY. 7664 /Elc Frensc mon be wes aht hiefd bine

seolfne bijjoht. aizz$ Aver. R. 200 5if heo hire \vel bl-

oouhte. r 1330 A rlh. q .Vert. 893 The justice him gan bi-

ihenche, And thus aposed that wenche. .11450 Knt. de l,i

Tf>ur(iS6S\s6 Eve. .ansuered to lightely withoute bethenk-

inge her. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 51 He tell yoo if I

can, when I haue belter bethought me. 1603 SHAKS. Meal.

for M. u. ii. 145, I will bethinke me : come againe to mor-

row. 1740 L. CLARKE Hist. Bible \ in. 525 Advising them lo



BETHINKING.
bethink themselves, and to take soberer measures. 1820 W.
IRVING Skctc/i Bk. I. 83 Rip bethought himself a moment.
b. with inf. (obs.J or obj. clause, esp. indirect

interrogative.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 155 Hwenne ho horn bi<Sohten bet heo

isuneged hefden. c 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. r 228 Bythynke
him wel that he hath deserved thilke peynes. 1634 HKV-
WOOD .ir/tcad lost iv. Wks. 1874 IV. 148 Bethinke thee what
Ihou vndertak'st. 1851 HELPS Comp. Solit. vi. (ed. 1874*
84 To bethink themselves how little they may owe to their
own merit.

c. with of formerly on, upon).
< 1200 ORMIN 2917 patt Godess beoww himm 3eorne birrp

Bipennkenn & bilokenn, Off all patt tatt he wile don. 1297
R. GLOUC. 368 Kyng Wyllam bybo;te hym ek of be vole,
bat was verlore. c 1380 WYCLIF IVks. (1880) 372 He by-
J>ou3te hym on bis swerde. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Stnvle v. v.

(1859) 76 Thenne I bethought me vppon the byrdes. 1603
SHAKS. Meets, for M. v. i. 461, I haue bethought me of an-
other fault. 1870 BRYANT lliad\. iv. 113 The Greeks will..

Bethink them of their country.
9. To take it into one's head, propose to oneself,

resolve. (F. s'aviser.}
ays E. E. Allit. P. B. 125 ]>e mayster him bibo?!, pat

he wolde se be semble. 1387 TKEVISA Iligden I. 139 panne
be lordes bybou^te hem . . oberwise to fiste. 1601 SHAKS.
Jul. C. iv. iii. 251 It may be I shall otherwise bethinke me.
1712 STEELE Sped. No. 264 F 5 A Fellow . . has bethought
himself ofjoining Profit and Pleasure together. 1884 COURT-
HOPE Addison iv. 58 Charles naturally bethought himself
of calling literature to his assistance.

III. intr.

10. To consider, reflect, meditate, think, arch.
c 1300 Beket 43 He moste bithenche, For he was stronge

adrad ^ut. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxiv. 63 He was goon out to
bithenk in the feeld. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Swle \. xiv. (1859)
u, I gan to bythenke tome yfeuer I had seruydony seynt.
1590 SWINBUHN Testaments Ded., Bethinking with myselfe
(most reuerende Fatheri. 1817 BYRON Manfred i. i. 167
Bethink ere thou dismiss us, ask again.

f b. with of, oft, itpon ;
=

1-4. Obs.
a izoo Moral Ode 162 in Trin. Coll. Horn. 224 He buSohte

an helle fur. c 1205 LAY. 5021 BiSenc o 5ire monschipe.
a 1300 Floriz fy BI. 428 While i bibenche of sume ginne.
1384 CHAUCER //. Fame 1176 On this Castell to bethynke.
1S97 ] PAYNK Royal Exch. 10, I wyshe. .the exchange, .to

bethinck on the wayters..on there, .soules. 1608 J. KING
Semi. 38 His Eie-liddes haue considered and bethought of
the means. 1647 W. BROWSE Polex. n. 75 He bethought
on the meanes.

IV. passive.
11. To be bethought : to bethink oneself (in senses

7, 8, 9 . See also BETHOUGHT.
c 1250 O. E. Misc. 1 66 To bidden his mike to late we beoS

bibohte. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 767 Of a myrthe I am right
now bythoght To doon yow ese. c 1420 Pallad. on Husi>.
i. 1080 It is not strange. .An hu^bonde on his baathe to be

bethought. 1605 SHAKS. Lear \\. iii. 6 And am bethought
To take the basest, and most poorest shape.

Bethinking .Lvbrrjkir)), vbt. sb.
[f. prec. +

-ING!.] The action of thinking, considering, re-

flecting, or remembering.
1340 Ayenb. 233 pou sselt louye god . . mid al bine bebench-

inge wyboute uoryet 'nge - >l I52<> Myrr. Our Ladye 246
Sorowe . that came of the bethynkynge of payne and of
dethe. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. $ Ad. 1024 Trifles vnwitnessed
. . Thy coward heart with false bethinking greeues. 1873
MRS. WHITNEY Other Girls xxi. 290 The footstep suddenly
checked ; then, as if with . . swift bethinking, it went by.

Bethlehem, Bethlem : see BEDLAM.

t Be-thlehemite. Ofis. Also Bethlemite.

[f.
BETHLEHEM + -ITE.] One of an order of monks

existing in England in the 1 3th century; they wore
a five-rayed star upon the breast, in memory of

the star which announced the Nativity of Christ at

Bethlehem. 1711 in BAILEY.

Bethorn, bethreateu, bethunder : see BE-.

Bethought ,b/>-t ,pple. and a. [f. BETHINK.]
fl. Of a thing : Intended, purposed, contrived. Obs.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 63 Beten [we] for bat we hauen

agilt her biforen. .o3er recheluste 6e is erueSer to betende,
ooer to bibohte binge be is swibe erue5er to betende.

f2. Of a person : Minded, disposed ; chiefly in

comb, with well-, ill-
y
etc. Obs.

c iw>5 LAY. 8831 Nu is min earn wel bi3oht. a 1250 O. E.
Misc. 69 Nere we nouht so ofte bicherd ne so vuele by-
bouhte. 6-1430 -Syr Tryam. 1539 Now am y welle bethoght.

Bethout, variant of BYTHOUT, without.

t Be'thphany, -ie. Obs. [ad. med.L. beth-

phania, made up of Heb. HS2 beth house, and

-phania% Gr. -<ftdvfta showing, manifestation, in

iiTKpdvfta. EPIPHANY.] A term invented by the

Schoolmen for the ' third divine manifestation
'

commemorated in the feast of Epiphany, viz. the

miracle ' in the house' at Cana of Galilee.

1635 AUSTIN Medit. 55 By three Apparitions our Saviour
was manifested this day . . the third was the Bethphama in

Dome when at a Marriage hee turned Water into Wine in

a House. .Though the Feast bee of all the three Manifesta-

tions, yet the Epiphany hatli carried away the name both
from the Theophanie and the Bethphanie. 1875 SMITH Diet.

Chr. Anti'j. I. 619/1. 1883 STALLYBRASS tr. Grimm's Tent.

Mythol. II. 586 That miracle [turning water into wine] to

which was given a special name, bethphania.

Bethral, -el, var. of BEUBAL, beadle. Hence,

Bethrelian, a. nonce-ivd.

1870 RAMSAY Remin. (ed. i8f Introd. 36 The esprit de corps
of the bethrelian mind.

tBethrall, v. Obs. rare~ }
. [f. BE- 5 +

THKALL.] trans. To enthrall, enslave.

S

830

1596 Si'LNstR /'. Q. i. viii. 28 She. .did my lord be thrall.

t BethroU'gh, prep. Obs. rare* 1
. In 5 Sc.

be throwch. [f. HE- + THROUGH.] Throughout.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vii. vi. 355 Be throwch be Land

traweland.

t Bethrow, v. Obs. rare. [f. BE- i + THROW z;.]

trans. To ' throw
'

or twist about, to torture.

1393 GOWEK Conf. III. 5, I with loue am so bethrowe . .

That I am veriliche dronke.

Bethumb (b/>-m), v.
[f. BE- i + THUMB v.]

To take hold of or mark with the thumbs. Hence

Bethu-mbed///. a.

1657 H. CKOWCH Welsh. Trav, 19 The bread and butter
so bethums. 1822 Blacfav. Mag. XI. 64 Bethumbing and
bequoting their beauties into triteness and commonplace.
1840 POE \\'. Wilson Wks. I. 420 Much-bethumbed books.

Bethump (b/>-mp), v. [f.
BE- 2 + THUMP v.]

trans. To thump soundly. Also Jig. Hence,

Bethtrmped///. #., Bethu'mping vbl. sb.

I595 SHAKS. John n. i. 466, I was neuer so bethumped
with words. 1657 H. CROWCH Welsh Trav. 6 Those stones
did so bethump her bones. 1826 SCOTT H'oodst. (1832) I. 92
Bethumping us with his texts. 1831 Fraser's Mag. III.
102 Here's a bethumping of words, with a vengeance.

Bethwack v b/, Jnvse-k), v.
[f.

BE- 2 + THWACK.]
trans. To pelt, thrash, or cudgel soundly.
1555 !-~ardlc Facions \. vi. 92 They . . haue a good sporte

to all to bethwacke it with stones. 1598 R. BERNARD tr.

Terence Andr. \. \\. (1629) 16, I will all to becurry thee, or
bethwacke thy coate. 1848 LOWELL Poet. Wks. (,1879) 143
He bangs and bethwacks them.

Bethwine .be^wain). Also bethwyn, peth-
wind. [Of unknown derivation : the second ele-

ment is perh. wind', the whole looks like a per-
version of bcnd-ivith or bind-with^\ A name
iven locally to various twining plants : a. The
jreat Hedge Convolvulus ^C. septum), b. The
Bear-bind (Polygonum Convolvulus), c. The
Traveller's Joy Clematis Vitalba].

1609 C. BUTLER Fern. Mon. (1623) iii. F iij, And then with
a small pliant Garth or Belt of Bethwyn, Bramble, Brier, or

the like, gird the Hackle close to the Hme. 1863 KINGSLEV
Water Dal'. (18781 187 There was no more hope of rooting
out them than of rooting out peth-winds \_con~'oli'nliis' . 1875
PARISH Sussex Gloss.

, Bethwine%
the wild clematis.

Betide b/tai'd;, v. Forms : 2-3 bitiden, 3-4
bi-, bytyden, 4-5 bi-, bytide, 4-7 betyd(e, 4-
betide. Pa. t. 3-4 bitidde, 4 bitide, 4-5 bi-,

bytidd, -tydde, 5 bytid, beted, 5-6 betyd, -tid,

6 -tyded, -tided. Pa. pple. 3-4 bitid, 4-5 betyd,

5-6 betid, 4-5 bi-, betyde, 5-7 betide, 6 be-

tidde, -tidd, (-tight), 7 -tyded, 6- betided, y
betid. [ME. bttide-n, f. bi-, BE- i + tide-n to

happen ;
see TIDE v.]

1. intr. To happen, befall. Only in 3rd pers.
and often impcrs.

< 1250 Gen. <y y-.'.r. 2358 Sone it was king pharaon kid Hu
Sis newe tiding wur3 bi-tid. 1297 R. GLOUC. 418 He nolde
non lenger abyde . . tydc wat .so bytyde. u 1300 Curwr M.
21723 Ha^ bitid oft mani (juar, pat IL-SS folk ouercummen
bt: mar. c 1380 WVCLIK H'ks. iiSSo) 377 J?e casis bat bityd-
den bytwene .. naaman and heli^e. f 1420 Antnrs Art/i.

i, In the tyme of Arther thys antur be-tydde. 1591 SI'ENSEK
M. Hnbberd 37 A strange adventure, that betided Betwixt
the Koxe and th' Ape. 1647 W. BROWNE Pole*. \\. 199 The
wounded man.. about to aske what was betided. 1765 H.
WALPOLE Otranto iii. (1798' =,5 The death ofmy SOD betiding
while my soul was under thk anxiety, a 1802 /V/. Rime
attrib. to T. ofEra-Id. in Scott Minstr. III. 209 Betide be-

tide, whatever betide, Haig shall be Haig of Bemerside.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 3 Who 'gan to tell

Mishaps betid upon the winter seas.

b. Const, dative object ; occas. to, unto.
c 1175 Lamb. Hont. 71 Ac }if us eni ufel bititl bonke we

gode in ure wit. r 1250 LAY. 2237 Wel ^e sal bityde. < 1386
7I//7/t'r'jf /", 264 A man wool Hlel what him schal betyde.
c 1430 Htnv Gd. Wijf tan-^tc D. 174 in Babees Bk. <i868 45
What-sum-euere J>ee bitide, Make not ^in husbonde poore
with spendlnge. 1579 SPENSER Slieph. Cat. Nov. 174 As if

some euill were to her beiight [gloss, happened]. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turks 11621' 122 Which calamitie betided
unto the Christians. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU //i//<y Vail. ix.

139 Whatever fortune betides you.
c. esp. in the expression of a wish. Now almost

exclusively in 'Woe betide !'

c 1325 E. E. Aliit. P. B. 522 Multyplyez on |?is molde, ^
inenske yow bytyde. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. 157 Er ich

wedde suche a wif wo me by-tyde. 1633 HEYWOOD Eng.
Tra~'. iv, Wks. 1874 IV. 70 A happy Morning now betide

you Lady. 1808 SCOTT Marm. m. xxiii. But woe betide
the wandering wight. 1868 G. DCFF Pot. Surv. (1868) 194
Woe betide the unfortunate shipmaster.

f2. To become of (rarely on}. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor JA 3274 For be ^is well sal i habide Quat

o mi nerrand mai be tide. 1494 FABYAN vn. ccxxii. 246
Howe so it betyde of the kynge. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///,
i. iii. 6 If he were dead, what would betide on me? 1675
HoBBES///W(i677'i 189 What is betideOf th' Argive threats.

+ 3. To fall to as a possession. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M, 403^ pir breje_r

tuain Jnun tok to red To
dele pair landes (iam bi-tuixs. . Til esau bitid ebron. c 1430
Syr Gcner. 4384 Twoo the best knightes of all oure side,
Such twoo shal neuer vs betide. 1587 BVRD Sonn. in Arb.
Garner II. 88 If I had Davids crown to me betide.

t 4. To become or befit (any one). Obs.

1554 PHILPOT Exam. # Writ. (,1842* ^27 It betideth no
man to doubt of the authority . . of thilk things. 1566 J.
STUDLEY Seneca's Medea (1581) 136 She threates our king
more then doth her betyde.

BETIMES.

5. \npa.f>ple. Circumstanced, beset, begone.
1470 HARDING Ckron. ci. vii, Then with his staffe he slewe

hym so betyd.

II catachr. To bode, betoken.
[Not in JOHNSON 1773. ] a 1799 COWPER Morn. Dream 41

Awaking, how could I but muse At what such a dream
should betide? 1850 PRESCOTT Peru (1856) II. 251 The
Spaniards doubted, .whether it betided them good or eviL

tBeti'de, sb. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. prec.] Befall-

ing, event, fortune, chance.
1390 GREENE Keuer too late (1600) 87 My wretched hart

wounded with bad betide.

fBeti'der. Obs. rare-1
, [f. BETIDE zj. + -EH'.]

That which betides or befalls ; an accident.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk * Selv. 196 "Tis clear that dark-
ness or Sun-light, are such narrow betiders of body.

t Beti'ding, vbl.sb. Obs. [f. BETIDE v. + ING i.]

Happening, occurrence.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeih. v. iii. 155 pe bytjdyng of binges y-

wist byforn is necessarie . . al fou? pat it ne seme nat J>at
the prescience brynge in necessite of bytydynge of Binges
to comen.

t Betie*, v. Obs. [f. BE- i + TIE v] trans.

To tie round, bind fast.

1578 Parad, Dainty Dm, Brj, I turne, I chaunge from
side to .side, And stretch me oft in sorrowes linkes betyde.

Betight, incorrect form of pa. pple. of BETIDE.
Betill

ve, obs. f. BEADLE, BEETLE, BETEELA.
t Beti'mber, v. Obs. [OE. hetimbr(i}an t f.

BE- i +tt'm6r(i)an to build.] trans. To build.
a looo Beowulf 6299 And betimbredon on tyn da^um

beadu-rofes beacn. [1829 SOLTHEY in Q. Ret: 362 Finan
built, or, in Saxon phrase, betimbred, a humble edifice.]

Betrmbered, ///. a. [f. BE- 7 + TIMBER
st>.]

Furnished with timber.

1848 H. MILLER First Impr. xi. (1857) 172 Its old vener-
able dwellings betimbered with dark oak,

t Beti'ine, bitime, v. Obs.
[f. M-, BE- +

titne(n to happen : see TIME ^.] intr. To betide.
a last Ancr. R. 324 5if sunne bitimeS bi nihte. Ibid. 340

UorSi pet swuch cas, and swuch auenture bitimeS to summe
monne. a 1225 St, Marker. 2 Bitimde umbe stunde ^>at

ter com ut of asie toward antioche bes feondes an foster.

1" In the following the Folio of 1623 and many
editions have be time in two words : the chrono-

logy of the verb supports their reading.
1588 SHAK^. L. L, L. iv. iii. 382 No time shall be omitted,

That will betime [be time], and may by vs be fitted.

t Beti'ine, adv. Obs. Also 3-4 bitime, 4
bityme, 4-6 betyme, 6 bytime, -tyme. [pro-

perly a phrase : ME. bi-^ by-time, i. e. by tittieJ\

1. In good time, early, seasonably.
a. 1300 Cursor J/. 4321 Bettur it es bi-time to stint pan

folu j?i prai bat es bot tint. (1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 452

fifpr
who so ?euyth a jifte or doth a grace, Do it be tyme

his thank is wel the more. 1509 HAWES Conv. Stvearers
20 Amende by tyme lest I take vengeaunce. 1595 SHAKS.
John iv. iii. 98 Put vp thy sword betime. a 1632 Br.
M. SMYTH Sernt. 274 She was very betime .. lewd or

naught.
2. spec. At an early hour, early in the day.
c 1250 Gen. <y E.t. 1088 Elles sulen he brennen and for-

faren, If he ne bi time he3e[n] waren. a. 1300 K. Horn 965
For ischal beo per bitime, A soneday bi pryme. 1558 WARDE
Ali'.vfs' Seer. (1568) 423, In the morninge betime take some
of the foresaied preservatives. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. iv.

iv. 20 To businesse that we loue, we rise betime. 1630
PAGITT Christtanogr. in. (1636) 78 Upon Saturday morning
betime.

t Beti'niely, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. BETIME, after

timely. Cf. Da. betimelig adv.] Early.
1594 CAREW Tasso (1881) 06 We see the morning ryse In

hi.s fre.-h blooming, and betimely howres.

Betimes (b/tai-mz), adv. Forms : 4 bitimes,

-tymes, 4-5 be-, bytymys, 5-6 bytymes, 6 be-

tymes, bytimes, (S-(> by times), 6- betimes,

[f. BETIME + advb. genitive -s ; cf.
oerfde, besides.]

1. At an early time, period, or season
; early in

the year ; early in life.

t 1314 Guy IVarw. 1212 Al bi times bou mi^t wende ; ^ete
no hastow ben here a moneb to bende. 1578 LYTE Dodoens
208 The flowers of the first kinde, do shewe bytimes, as in

^Iarche or before. 1611 BIBLE Proi*. xiii. 24 He that loueth

him, chasteneth him betimes. 1791 J. WILSON in Sparks
Corr. Anier. Rt~i>. (1853) IV. 388 Good principles ,. should
be laid betimes, as the foundation. 1875 HELPS Ess. 59 He
[man of business] must learn betimes to love truth.

2. spec. At an early hour, early in the morning.
1481 CAXION Reynard 43, I wil to morow bytymes as the

sonne riseth take my way to rome. 1535 Co\ ERDALE Bible

Josh. vii. 16 losua gat him vp by tymes in the mornynge.
1601 SHAKS, Twei. N. n, iii. 2 Not to bee a bedde after mid-

night, is to be vp betimes 1663 PEPYS Diary i Sept.,

Up pretty betimes, and after a little at my violl, to my
office. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth III. 59, I will ride to Perth

to-morrow by times.

3. In good time, in due time ;
while there is yet

time, before it is too late.

c 1380 WYCLIF M'ks. (1880' 372 And it wer nede bat cristis

chirche toke tente to bis word by-tymys. 1545 BRINK-

LOW Complaynt 11874^ 95 Repent betymes, and . . fall dili-

gently to prayer. 1667 MILTON P. L. m. 186 To appease
betimes Th' incensed Deitie. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. $ Exp.
Philos. II. xvii. 298 Happy those who learn this lesson be-

times. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun 11879) II. xxv. 254
It is wise, therefore, to come back betimes, or never.

4. In a short time, soon, speedily, anon, forthwith.

c 1400 Destr. Troy xiv. 5966 So hit tid horn tensiche

betymys bat day. 1593 SHAKS. Rick. //, n. i. 36 He tyres



BETINE.

betimes, that spurs too fast betimes. 1707 FREIND Pfter-

lioro's Cond. Sf. 180 We hope for a Maritine Force betimes

in these Seas.

t Beti'ne, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [f.

BE- 2 -I- tine,

late form of TIND, to kindle.] To set fire to.

1659 FULLER App. ft:j. Innoc. (1840) 612 Bishop Williams

fell foul on the books, moving they might be burned. Let

every one betine his share herein.

Betinge, betipple, betire, etc. : see BE- prej.

Betitle (WtsH'l), v. [f.
BE- 6 + TITLE.] trans.

To give a name or title to
;
to entitle. Hence Be-

ti-tled ppl. a., furnished with a title.

1654 CROMWELL Lett, f, Sp. (Carl. 1871) IV. 28 But for men

on this principle to betitle themselves, that they are the

only men, etc. 1832 CARLYLE Misc. III. 82 A milder second

picture was painted over the canvas of the first, and betitled,

Glorious Revolution. 1858 FraUt. Gt. 11865) II. VI. 111.

163 A mere betitled, betasselled military gentleman.

Betle, obs. form of BETEL, BEETLE.

Betocne, obs. form of BETOKEN.

fBetoi'l, i>. Obs. Also 7 betoyl. [f.
BE- +

TOIL sb. and v.] trans. To worry or exercise with

toil. Hence Betorled ///. a.

1622 ROWLANDS Good Netties S, Bad 36 This is better farre

then scurvy wooing, Betoyl'd about a wife, and cannot get

her. a 1683 EVELVN Hist. Rclig. (18501 I. 243 Why, then,

do we any longer perplex and betoil ourselves in macerat-

ing studies ? 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. i. iv. iii. Poor Lack-

alls all betoiled, besoiled, encrusted into dim defacement.

Betoken (b/ttf'uk'n), v. Forms: 2-3bitacnien,

bitocnen, 3 Orm. bitacnenn, 3-4 be-, bi-, by-

taken(en, -in(en, 3-6 be-, bi-, bytoken(e,

3 -on(e, 4-5 -yn(e), 4 bytokne, betocne, 6 Sc.

betakin, -taikin (?betoke), 4- betoken. [Early

ME. bitacnien, later bitok(e)nen, prob. OE. *be-

tacnian, not recorded (but cf. OHG. bizeichanSn

mod.Ger. bczeichnen, Du. betcckeneif], f. bi-, BE- +
tiicnian to signify, f. tdcn TOKEN.]
f 1. trans. To signify, mean ;

to denote, express

in words. Obs.

^"75 Lamp. Hom, 79 lerusalem bitacneS gribes sihbe.

<:i20o Trin. Coll. Hom. 17 Ich wille . . segge ou be crede

word after word, and barmid hwat elch word bltocneO.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) i. ii. n Or in other

langage or wordes betokenynge the same sentence. 1587

FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1333 When men intend

to betoken the exceeding huge greatnesse of Rome, they

terme it the triumphant Rome. 1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit.

vi. (1627) 68 When two Substantives come together, betoken-

ing divers things.

f b. absol. Obs.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. in. 232 Many that host

themselues to be Christians . . tremble at euery mention of

it [death], as of a thing betokening vnluckely and vnhappy.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk ff Selv. 200 World, may betoken

plurally or indefinitely.

t 2. To be a type or emblem of; to typify, sym-
bolize. (Sometimes with obj. clause?) Obs.

CII75 Lamb. Hom. 89 pet lomb bitacnede cristes brow-

unge. a 1300 Cursor M. 41 pis ilke tre Bytakens man . .

pis fruit bitakens alle oure dedis Both gode and ille. 1393

LANGL. P. PI. C. xx. 118 The paume . . bytokne)) trewely . .

The holy gost of heuene. c 1440 Gesta Rom. 71 pe rook . .

betokenyth okerers and false merchauntz. 1534 MORE On
the Passion i. Wks. 1331/2 Thysexcellente high sacrament. .

betokeneth also manyfold merueilous mysteries. 1667 MIL-

TON P. L. xi. 867 In the Cloud a Bow . . Betok'ning peace
from God and Cov'nant new.

3. To be a token, sign, or omen of
;
to give pro-

mise of, augur, presage.
CI205 LAY. 16008 What bitacnieS ba draken be bene

dune makeden. a 1300 Cnrsor M. 4598 pas ober seuen

nede nett Bitakens seuen yer of hunger, c 1460 To^vneley

Myst. 124 Yond starne betokyns . . The byrthe of a prynce.

1592 SHAKS. Ven. tf Ad. 453 Like a red morn, that ever yet

betoken'd Wreck to the seaman, tempest to the field. 1635
SWAN Spec. M. v. 2 (1643) 125 They betoken rain and

moist weather. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxix. (1856) 249

Everything betokened a crisis.

4. To give evidence of, point to, indicate, show.

1486 Bk. St. A loan's A viij b, And much it betokynis
hardenes. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 242 This doth betoken

The Coarse they follow did with disperate hand Fore do
it owne life. 1814 CARY Dante's Inf. VII. 114 All naked,
and with looks Betokening rage. 1863 HAWTHORNE Old
Home (1879) 302 As he talked . . he betokened in many-

ways a fine . . sensibility. 1871 MACDUFF Mem. Patmos iv.

44 This symbolic number further betokens, that the epis-

tolary addresses were designed as a directory of perpetual

obligation.

b. With of. To give indication.

1793 HOLCROFT Lavater's Physiog. xl. 203 As weak hair

betokens of fear, so does strong hair courage.

t 5. Used by Wyclif in the sense of '
set a mark

upon' (L.signarc), and 'presage, predict, prophesy.'
1382 WYCLIF Isa. Prol., And thoj . . he betocne [z>. r. be-

tokeneth] the a^eencomyng of the puple in to lewerie.

'John vi. 27 God the fadir bitokenede or markede him [ Vttlg.

signavitj.

Betokeiier (WW'Vnai)- [f. BETOKEN v. +

-F.R!.] He who or that which betokens or indicates.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay ix. 123 This worde forego

being a betokener of time, excludeth. .eternitie. 1662
_[-

CHANDLER Van ffelmont's Oriat. 332 Anatomy . . as if it

were the undoubted betokener, and healer of all Diseases.

Betokening (b;V-k'nirj), vbl. sb. [f. prec. +

-ING!.] The giving of a sign or token ; significa-

tion, meaning; emblem, symbol ; omen, portent.
c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 51 }e habbeS iberd of bis putte be

bitacninge. a 1225 Ancr. R. 50 pe blake cloo also tekeoe

831

bitocnunge. a 1400 Cursor M. 2682 (Trin.) pe werke of

circumcisyng Bere)> greet bitokenyng \GiHt. forbisimngj.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. II. vi. 103 Hys folke toke hit for

an euyll betoknynge. 1532 MORE Conftit. Ttndale Wks.

374/1 He mocketh not tbe sacramentes but the mynysters
that openeth not the betokeninges thereof. 1674 N. FAIRFAX

Bulk % Selv. To Rdr., If you .. lay their betokemngs to

the things whose names they bear.

Beto-kemng, ppl. a. [f- as prec. + -ING<]

Significant, symbolic.
1584 FENNER Def. Ministers (1587) 106 It is a signe, a

betokening signe, which men doe worship. 1646 G[REGORY]
Notes ff Obs. (1650) 109 A glorious and betokening Light
shined round about this Holy Child.

Betombled, obs. form of BETUMBLED.

II Beton (be-ton, be-tan). [F. beton :-OF. betitn

rubble, rubbish, dirt, app. a. Pr. bettm cement :

L. bitumen mineral pitch (which was used as a

cement).] A kind of concrete, composed of sand,

lime, and hydraulic cement.

1819 Pantologia, Beton, a name given by the French en-

gineers to a kind of mortar, which they use in raising the

foundations ofmasonry under water. 1877 WRAXELL Hugo's
Miserable v. xix. 12 With a coating of concrete on a founda-

tion of beton. 1883 A'. York Weekly Sim 29 Apr. 3/5 A
monolithic block of beton containing the vast quantity of

400 cubic yards.

Betoiigue (bfto-rj). i>. [f.
BE- 6 + TONGUE sli]

trans. To assail with the tongue ;
to flout, rally.

1639 AINSWORTH A-nnot. Ps. ci. 5 Hurteth with tongue

traduceth, or (as the Hebrew phrase ist betongueth. 1859

MASSON Milton I. 33 How Ben and Shakespeare betongued
each other, while the others listened and wondered.

Betony (be-tani). Bot. Forms: (i betonice),

4-6 betone, 5 betan, batany, 5-6 betany, be-

tayne, betonye, 6 bittonie, byten, bytone, be-

tain>, 6-7 betonie, 7 bettony, 5- betony. [a.

F. betoine, ad. late L. *betonia for betonica, written

by Pliny (N. H. xxv. 46) vettonica, and said by him

to be a Gaulish name for a plant discovered by a

Spanish tribe called Vettones. (Previously in OE.
in the Latin form betonica.)]

1. prop. A plant (Stachys Betonica) of the Labiate

order, having spiked purple flowers and ovate cre-

nate leaves. In former days medicinal and magical
virtues were attributed to it.

[c 1000 Ags. I.cechd. II. 58 Wyl 6n eala5 .. betonican.]

a 1275 in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 554 Bethonica, beteine. e 1375?
BARBOUR St. Baptista 760 In be prouince of be sare (

tzar?). .Quhare mene makis drink of spycery Of betone

bare is gret copy, e 1440 Promp. Parv. 34 Betayne, herbe

[1499 batany or betony], betonica. 1483 Catfi. Angl. 30

Betan, harba. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. in Promp. Parv. 34

Nesynge is caused with byten (betonica^ thrust in the

nostril. 1586 COGAN Haven Health Ixxiii. (16361 79 Be-

taine, though it grow wilde, yet it is set in many Gardens.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. iv. n. vi. (1676) 721 All which

[herbs], .expel Devils. .The Emperour Augustus, -approves
of Betony to this purpose. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 114

Wild-woad on each road we see ;
And medicinal betony.

b. Applied (with qualification) to other British

plants supposed to resemble the preceding in some

respect : St. Paul's Betony, a small species of

Speedwell (Veronica scrpyllifolia) ;
Water -

Betony, a figvvort (Scroplmlaria aqnatica) having
crenate leaves. In contradistinction to these, betony

itself was called Head Betony.
1741 Compl. Fain. -Piece I. iv. 244 Take . . Leaves of. . Lung-

wort. .Paul's Betony, Self-heal. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog.

I. 189 Head Betony (Betonica officinalis].

t Beto'rn, ppl. a. Obs.
[f.

BE- i +TORN.] a.

Torn. b. Tom about the sides, tattered.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24045 Al his flexs it was he-torn [v. r. bi-

tornie]. 1561 NORTON & SACKY. Gorbodnc iv. i. 47 Whose
hart betorne out of his panting brest. 1599 Parismus II.

(1661) 218 Her ornaments all betorn and tattered.

BetOSS (b*Vs), " [
f- BE- ! +Toss v.~\

trans.

To toss about. Hence Beto'ssed ///. a.

1582 T. WATSON Hekatotnpath. Ixxxv. ^Arb.) 121 With

grieusome wars, with toyles, with storms betost. 1592

SHAKS. Ram. >y Jnl. v. iii. 76 My betossed soule. 1630 J.

TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. n. 256/2 Man doth man within the

Law betosse. 1845 Whitehall lix. 410, I am betossed on a

sea of perplexities.

Betoure, betoyl, obs. ff. BITTERN, BETOIL.

Betowel, betowred, betrace, etc. : see BE-.

t Betra'Ck, v. Ol>s. [f.
BE- 2 + TRACK v.']

trans. To trace or track carefully. Hence Be-

tra-cker, spec, one who searches cloth for faults.

1578 in Stow Survey (Strype 1754' II. v. xx. 403/2 If the

owner thinketh his baye to be better, he doth appeal to

another company called Betrackers.

t Betra'de, bytrade, v. Obs. north. Pa. t.

bytradit, betrat. (Cf. BETRAUT.) A variant of

BETHAY ; perhaps influenced by L. tradere.

1375 BARBOUR Troy-bk. II. 849 Thy centre bow bytradit
has. e 1400 Destr. Troy xxix. 12026 The couenand to kepe
. ."pat betrat hom be toun.

Betrai(e, etc., obs. form of BETRAY, etc.

Betrail (b/,trt"i-l), t/. [f.
BE- 4 + TRAIL.] trans.

To trail round or over.

1640 FULLER Joseph's Coat (1867) 221 As loving ivy on an

oak did wind And with her curling flexures it betrail.

Betrainted : see BETRAYNTED.

t Betraise, -traish, v. Obs. Forms : 4 bi-,

betrais(e, -trayse, bitrissh, bytrassh, betreyss,

BETRAY.

Sc. betrese, 4-6 betrais(s, 5 betraisje, -trayshe,

-trasche, 6 betrassh, -traysshe, Sc. betrase. [f.

BE- 2 + tra'iss-, trahiss-, lengthened stem of F.

trahir to BETRAY, q.v.] A by-form of BETRAY,

chiefly northern.

1. trans. To deliver treacherously into the hand

or power of an enemy ;
= BETRAY i .

a 1300 Cursor M. 15272 He bat etes o mi dische, He sal

be-trais \v.r. betrays, -traye] me. c 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T.

195 He hadde be bitraysed of his disciple. 1430 LYDG.

Chron. Troy IV. xxxv, This priest. . For golde and good be-

trayshed the cytye. 1558 KENNEDY Compcnd. Treat, in

Misc. Wodrmti Sac. 136 The devyll possessit the hart of

Judas to betrais his Lorde.

2. To act treacherously towards (a person) ;
to

deceive (the trustful or innocent).

^1374 CHAUCER Troyhts v. 1780 For wommen that be-

traised be Thorwgh fals folk. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 17

Worthy crystoll off Seytoune In-to Loudon betresyt was.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 1648 In the snare I felle anoon, That hath

bitrisshed many oon. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. I. Ix, Thou

..hes..Hir sone..For till betrais awaitit heir sen prime.

3. To seize or entrap (the unsuspecting).
c 1400 Epiph. (Turnb. 1843) 136 Yf he may askape Or deth

betrasche hym with hys sodeyn rape. 1535 LYNDESAY Satyre

3282 Haif I nocht maid ane honest schift That hes betrasit

common Thift? 1583 STANYHURST /Eneis iv. (Arb.) 108 A
tarbreeche quystroune . . with phrensye betrasshed.

4. To reveal, disclose incidentally. Cf. BETRAY 6.

1:1400 Rom, Rose 1520 He therof was alle abasshed ;
His

owne shadowe was hym bytrasshed.

t Betrai-sing, vbl. sb. Obs. = BETRAYING.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2460 3e ban wel herd of Theseus

deuyse In the betraysynge [v.r. betraying] of fayre Adryane.

Betrample (Witae-mo'l), v. [f-
BE- 2 +

TRAMPLE.] trans. To affect the state of (any-

thing) by trampling ; to crush, mark, dirty with

the feet. Hence Betra-mpled ppl. a.

1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. vi. (1593' >34 A neld Be "

trampled every day with horse. 1624 F. WHITE Reply
Fisher 113 They betrample their rule with vile manners.

1866 FEI.TON Anc. ff Mod. Gr. I. xiii. 264 Olympus, thou by
robber-feet betrampled.

Betrap (b/",tra;-p), i/.
1 Obs. Also i betrasppan,

3-4 bi-, betrappe^n, 5-6 betrappe. [OE. lie-

tr$ppan, -trmppan, f. BE- i + tr^ppan to TRAP.

Cf. the later ATTRAP from Fr.] trans. To catch in

a trap, entrap, ensnare, circumvent, enclose.

a looo O. E. Chron. an. 992 (MS. C), Meahton hy bone

here betreppan [MS. F. betrappan, E. betrajppen]. a 1225

Ancr. R. 174 Beo heo bitrappet [MS. C. bitreppet] her ute.

(-1490 CAXTON Four Sons Aymon xvi. (18851 3^4 "a, ha

Reynawde, by my soule ye be now taken & betrapped !

1570 LEVINS Manip. 27 To Betrappe, irretire, circumucmre.

'575 CHURCHYARD Chippes 11817! 154 Betrapt in penfold

close. [1848 Petrie f, Stev. tr. O. E. Chron. (1853) 75 Could

anywhere betrap the army about.]

b- fig-
J393 GOWER Conf. III. 257 Her innocence to betrappe.

1556 ABP. PARKER Psalter cx\. 403 Let theyrlippes in crafty

wickednes Betrap themselfe.

t Betra-p, v* Obs. [f.
BE- i + TRAP v?\

trans. To furnish (a horse, etc.) with trappings ;

to deck, adorn, lit. and_/%.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxvu. Iviii, Wyth haute courage

betrapped fayre and gaye. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. Wks.

1883 I. 4 note, Was neuer whore of Babylon so betrapt with

abhominations. 1597 R. JOHNSON Scv. Champ. I. xii. 87 A
sable-coloured steed, betrapped with bars of burnished gold.

Betrasche, -trase, -trassh, var. BETRAISE v.

t BetraiTt, v. Obs. north. A synonym of BE-

TRAY, of unexplained form. [? betrant.']

c 1400 Destr. Troy ill. 731 So fals to be founden . .To be-

traut soche a trew, )>at be trust in. Ibid, xxvul. 11767 And
the troiens betrautid with his triet wit.

t Betra'vail, '> Obs. Also 4 bitrauel, by-

trauaile, -uaille, f -vaylle. [f.
BE- i + TRAVAIL v.]

1. trans. To work at ; to compose (a book).

1387 TRF.VISA Higden (1865) I, pis storie is bytrauailled by
cause of Brytayne. Ibid. \. xlviii. (1527) 47 b, Cyte of le-

gyons there this Cronycle was bytravaylled.

2. To work for
;
to earn by labour.

1393 LANGL. P. PL C. IX. 242 With swot and swetynge
face By-tulye and by-trauaile treuly oure lyf-lode. Ibid.

xvi. 210 For no bred bat ich by-trauaile.

3. To do violence to, to violate.

I388WYCLIF Jndg. xx. 5 Thei bitraueliden my wijf with

vnbileueful woodnesse of letcherie.

Betravel : see BE- pref.

Betray (b^tr^-), v. Forms : 3-5 bitrai(e,-y(e,

by-, betraye. 4-7 betrai(e, 4- betray. Pa. pple.

5 betrayne. [ME. bi-, bctraien, f. bi-, BE- 2 +

'traicn TRAY, a. OF. trair :-L. tradere to deliver,

hand over.]
1. trans. To give up to, or place in the power of

an enemy, by treachery or disloyalty.
c 1275 Passion Our Lord 93 in O. E. Misc., On me seal bi-

traye 'bat nv is vre yuere. ,11300 Cursor M. 16514 ludas

..come als traitur ful fals his lauerd for to be-trai. 1382

WYCLIF Jer. xxvi. 15 An ynnocent blod Jee shul betrace

a?en jou self, cllpo Destr. Troyx\v\u. 11196 The toune to

be-tray, truly, bai thoght. 1526 TINDALF. Matt. xxvi. 21

Verely I saye vnto you, that one of you shall betraye

[WvcLlF, bitraye] me. 1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 374

Lhewelyn was betraied by the men of Buelht. 1718 POPE

Iliad x. 521 Once a traitor, thou betray'st no more. 1862

STANLEY Jnv. Ch. (1877) I. xiii. 265 The faithless guardian
. . tempted to betray the sacred treasure.



BETRAY.

t b. To give up or expose to punishment. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Coin. Err. v. 90 She did betray me to my
owne reproofe. 1598 Merry H'. in. iii. 207 To betray him

to another punishment. l6o STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701)

87/1 Circumvented and betrayed to excessive Punishments.

2. To be or prove false to (a trust or him who
trusts one) ; to be disloyal to

;
to disappoint the

hopes or expectations of.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1634
'

Noe,' God said,
'
i tell till be, All

bis world bitrais me.' c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame 294 Let

us speke of Eneas How he betrayed hir alias, c 1430 \yr

Tryam. 165 (Halliw.) Syr, he sayde, for certente, Your quene

hath you betrayne. c 1590 MARLOWE Dido v. i, Why wilt

thou so betray thy sons good hap? 1791 BURKE Corr. (1844)

III. 278 People who . . betray every cause that they have

in hand. 1844 A. WELBY Poems (1867) 24 Those whom I

trust are the first to betray.

\>.fig. To prove false to, let go weakly or basely.

1614 LODGE Seneca i Without any election we rather be-

tray than bestow our benefits. i624QuARLES 70*11717)171

Worn bare with grief, the patient Job betraid His seven-

days silence. 1765 H. WALPOLE Otranto iii. (1798.1 51 Scorn-

ing, .to betray the courage he had always manifested.

t 3. loosely. To cheat, disappoint. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. ii. 146 Reuenge now goes To lay a

complot to betray thy foes, a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. Quack
Wks. I. 65 Her much wrong'd child was of its life betray d.

4. To lead astray or into error, as a false guide ;

to mislead, seduce, deceive (the trustful).

<rio L\Y 8924 He wende [pat Andr]ogius bi-traie [c 1205

swiken] hi[ne wo]lde. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 137 Had
hem bitraied with his sophistrye. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. n. 6

Yet she must dye, else shee'l betray more men. 1647 COWLEY

Miser., Bargain i, Take heed, take heed, thou lovely Maid,

n-ay man to his fall.

5. To disclose or reveal with breach of faith (a

secret, or that which should be kept secret).

"735 POPE Pro!. Sat. 298 Who tells whate'er you think,

whate'er you say, And, if he lie not, must at_least betray.

1798 FERRIAR Illitstr. Sterne v. 150 The officious doctor. .

betrayed his patient's confidence. 1848 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. 11.65 He betrayed to Barillon all the schemes adverse

to France. 1853 TEXXYSOX Maud n. v. 34.

6. To reveal or disclose against one's will or

intention the existence, identity, real character of

(a person or thing desired to be kept secret .

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. ii. 138, I do betray my selfe

with blushing. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 117 Ire, envie and

despair ..betraid Him Counterfet. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.

Georg. n. 650 Antick Vests ; which, thro' their shady fold,

Betray the Streaks of ill-dissembl'd Gold. 1759 JOHNSON
Rasseliis xv, Lest they should betray their rank by their

unusual behaviour. 1822 PROCTOR (.B. Cornwall; A Voice,

She tries to hide The love her eyes betray.

7. To reveal, disclose or show incidentally ;
to

exhibit, show signs of, to show (a thing which

there is no attempt to keep secretX

1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. iv. 426 His Bowels bruis'd

within, Betray no Wound on his unbroken Skin. 1711

ADDISON Sffct. No. 106 f 3 If he coughs, or betrays any

Infirmity of Old Age. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythal. II. 174 A
temple of this sort, which betrayed great antiquity. 1841

MYERS Catn. Til. in. 14. 51 An irreverence which betrays

an utter unconsciousness of our due position. 1856 P KOUDE

Hist. Eng. (18581 L ii. 92 No prince of the house of Lan-

caster betrayed a wish to renew the quarrel with the Church.

t Betray, sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. vb.]

= next.

1600 CHAPMAN Iliad xxtv. 74 O thou that to betray and

shame art still companion !

Betrayal (bf|tre~-al). [f.
as prec. -l- -AL 2

.]

1. A treacherous giving up to an enemy.
1816 SOUTHEY Ess. (1832! I. 354 The betrayal and im-

prisonment of Toussaint. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Com;. ( 18761

IV. xviii. 108 An attempted betrayal of the country into the

hands of an invader. Hymn The dark betrayal night.

2. A violation of trust or confidence, an abandon-

ment of something committed to one's charge.
1826 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXXIV. 346 Tempted to such

betrayal of his trust by habits of reckless expenditure. 1856

FROUDE Hist. Eng. 118581 I. iv. 292 He must justly have

resented the betrayal of his confidence.

3. A revelation or divulging of something which

it is desirable to keep secret.

1873 BLACK Pr. Tliule 23 Men . . not to be led into these

betrayals of their secret opinions.

Betrayed (b/,tr?i-d), ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ED.]

Treacherously given up or exposed.
1597 SHAKS. Lover's Ctnnpl. xlvii, That borrowed motion

. . Would yet againe betray the fore-betrayed. 1660 T. M.

Walker's Hist. Indep. iv. 2 The sacred Reliques of betrayed

Majesty.

Betrayer (br,tri-ai). Also 6-7 betraier. [f.

as prec. + -ER 1
.]

One who betrays: in various

senses of the vb.

1526 TINDALE John xiii. ii For he knewe his betrayer.

1552 HULOF.T, Betrayer, bewrayer, or trayter. 1678 WANLEY
Wond. n. xviii, Shamefacedness [is] many times a. .betrayer

of the mind. 1738 WARBURTON Div. Legal. 1. 157 Betrayers

of the Mysteries were punished capitally. 1767 FORDVCE

Serin. Yng. Worn. I. iv. 144 She met a betrayer, and lost

her honour. 1828 D'lsRAELl Chas. I, I. viii. 253 The be-

trayer of his patron in his turn was betrayed.

Betraying (bC|tr?-irj), vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. +

-ING i.] The action of the vb. BETRAY in various

senses ; betrayal.
1382 WYCLIT Wisdom xvii. n No thing forsothe is drede,

but . . betra3yng of the helpis of thojt. 1483 Cat/i. Angl. 30

A Betraynge, delatura, prodicio. 1579 FULKE Heskins'

832

Par!. 35 The conception of Sampson was a figure of the in-

carnation of Christ. loseph, of his betraying. 1647 W.
BROWNE Polex. l. 105 We will, -never more finde fault with

her betrayings. 1678 i'ag. Man's Call. 8 It were no be-

traying of the sacred principles of religion.

Betraying, pfl- That betrays.
1628 EARLE Microcosm, xliv. 96 Affectation is the most be-

traying humour. 1814 WORDSW. Excurs. vi. 163 A betraying

sickliness was seen To tinge his cheek.

Betrayment ,br,tr? -meat). rare. [f.
as

prec. + -MENT.] = Betrayal.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt, xxvii. 4 (R.) Con-

fessing him to be innocent, whose betraiment they had

bought. 1863 J. COLEMAN in Spurgeon Treas. Da-,'. Ps. lv,

Betrayment of the Messiah by one of the twelve.

jr Betraynted, fple. Obs. rare- 1
. [Of doubt-

ful formation ; perhaps an erroneous form : cf.

TRAIN v.
'

draw, drag.'] Borne or carried away.
1583 STANYHURST Ameis n. 62, I thus muttred, with roy-

strmg phrensye betraynted [Virgilfuriata mmteferebar\
Betrays(e, -traysh, var. BETRAISE v. 06s.

Betre, obs. form of BETTER, BETEL.

Betrea'd, v. In 5 bitrede. Now only in pa.

pple. betrodden. [ME. f. In-, BE- 4 + ME. treden

TREAD v.] trans. To tread over or walk upon.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xiv. ii. (1405) 45 Erthe

hyghte terra in latyn and hath that name of the ouer party

that tredyth other bitredeth the erthe. 1828 CARLYLE in

Page DeQnincey I. 279 Betrodden by picturesque tourists

t Betre-neb, v. Obs rare. [f.
BE- 2 + TRENCH.]

trans. To cut up, carve, slash.

1656 Sheph. Cal. viii, The most horrible and fearfull

butchers of hewed, and betrenched them with their glaives.

t Betre'lid, v. Obs. Pa. pple. 4 betrend, bi-

trent. [f.
BE- 4 + TREND.] To wind or draw

round ;
to encompass.

i- 1374 CHAUCER Troy/its in. 1182 Aboute a tre . . Bitrent

and writhen is the swete woodbynde. Ibid. n. 842 About

hire eyen two a purpre rynge Bytrent. c 1380 SirFrnmtb.

4006 Sorwe hym gan betrende.

Betrese, -treyss, Sc. var. of BETRAISE v. Otis.

Betreupe, obs. form of BETROTH.

Betrim (bf,tri-m), v. [f.
BE- i 4- TRIM v.}

trans. To trim (anything) about.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 65 Thy bankes . . Which spungie

Aprill, at thy hest betrims. 1812 TENXANT Attster /. in.

xxxix, Yon mastlike pole . . betrimm'd with clout. 1855

SINGLETON YirgilW. 21 With green bay Betrims his brows.

Betroth. (,b/"|tnTu-S, -tr^'J)),
v. Forms: 4 bi-

treuthien, betreujje, -troupe, -treuthy, 5-6

betrouth'e, 6 betrothe, troughth, 7 betroath,

6 - betroth. [ME. bitreutien, f. ii-, BE- 6 -t- ME.

treute, treowSe, THUTH sl>.
;
Matzner suggests after

the analogy of OE. treowsian to give one's word,

pledge. Subsequently assimilated to the form

trouthe, TROTH ;
since this is now shortened to

trpf, the same sound is by many extended to the

vb., but the historical and analogical pronuncia-

tion is as in clothe, loathe.']

1. trans. To engage (a woman) in contract of

marriage, to plight one's troth to. arch.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Sytme 1704 pou shal nat betroube

a womman wyb hande pe whylys here husbande
ys lyvande. ,

c 1315 SHOREHAM 70 5ef thou myd word. . Ary?t bitreutnest

one. 6-1380 Sir Fermnb. 2105 By be hond banne he tok

hur sone '. & be-treubede bat swete wi?!. 1416 Pol. Poems
j

(1859) II. 136 Kerry. .Of Englond kyng . . Betrouthed hath
|

my lady Kateryne. 1611 BIBLE Dent. xx. 7 What man is

there that hath betrothed a wife. 1653 HOLCROFT PrKOfltU
I 15 Having betroathed a handsome Maid, an Inheritrix. I

[1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. C/i, viii. (18581 II. 6 (transl. of

an OE. law) If a man wish to betroth a maiden.)

2. To contract two persons to each other in

order to marriage ;
to affiance. (More usually,

but not exclusively, said of contracting the female

to her future husband.)
1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 21 They had betrouthed their

doughter, to one L. Icilius. 1593 SHAKS. Rom. ty Jut. v.

iii. 288 You . . betroth'd, and would haue married her per-

force to Countie Paris. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 130 Let

Christiana look out some Damsels for her Sons ;
to whom

they may be Betroathed. 1798 FERRIAR Illnstr. Sterne v.

151 The lovers were soon after betrothed. 1839 KEIGHTLEV

Hist. Eng. II. 80 She was soon after betrothed to the

Dauphin. 1864 D. MITCHELL Sc-.: Star. 225 He was very

early betrothed to a daughter of the Contarini.

b. In the passive, now commonly used, senses i

and 2 are blended.
c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon v. 108 They'll be betrothed each

to other. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. Luke i. 26 Not married,

but betrothed.jut ueiruuicu.

3. fig. Said of God and his Church or people.

Also, said of the relation of a bishop to a church

before consecration.
1611 BIBLE Hosea ii. 19, I will betroth thee vnto me for

euer. 1726 AYLIFFE Parcrgon 195 If any Person be con-

secrated a Bishop to that Church, whereunto he was not

before betrothed, he shall not receive the Habit of Conse-

cration, as not being canonically promoted. 1860 Pcsi v

Min. Proph. 13 God made the soul for Himself; He be-

trothed her to Himself through the gift of the Holy Spirit.

f 4. transf. a. To pledge, engage, b. To pledge
or engage oneself to, to espouse (,a cause". Obs.

1566 GASCOIGNE Jocasta Wks. 11587) 102 To privat fight

they have betrotht themselves. 1575 Brief Disc. Troub.

Franckford 202 They will not slack to vowe and betrothe

their whole diligence. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado I. iii. 49

What is hee for a foole that betrothes himselfe to vnquict-

BETTER.

nesse? 1670 WALTON Lives i. 13 At that time [he] had be-

trothed himself to no religion.

b. 1658 T. WALL Comtn. Times 68 While he thought to

betroth a Deity, he betrayed humanity. 1674 N. FAIRFAX

Bulk 4- Selv. Ep. Ded., Those that have betrothed the Way.

Betrothal ,bf,tr<7u-Sal : see vb.). [f. prec. -r

-AL 2
.]

The act of betrothing; the fact of being
betrothed ; engagement for marriage, affiance.

1844 Mem. Babylon. Pr'cess. II. 103 Here, as in Assyria
and Chaldea, betrothals take place at a very early age.

1858 LONGF. M. Standish ix. 12 Softly the youth and the

maiden repeated the words of betrothal.

attrit. 1873 YEATS Tec/in. Hist. Comnt. 188 Betrothal

rings, set with pearls and gems. 1878 B. TAYLOR Deukalim
I. iii. 32 Our betrothal-kiss.

BetrO'thed, ///- a. [f.
as prec. + -ED".]

1. Engaged for marriage, affianced. Often subst.

1540 SURREY Frailtie ofBeaut ie (R. > The new betrothed

birdis ycoupled how they went. 1388 SHAKS. Tit. A. i. 286

That iustly may Beare his Betroth'd, from all the world

away. 1825 SCOTT Betrothed xxxi, [Thus] ended the trials

and sorrows of The Betrothed. 1884 L. WALFORD <jx J

Gratidfti. 171 One of the three was his betrothed bride.

t 2. Plighted, pledged. Obs.

1651 HOBBES Govt. $ Sac. xiv. 18. 226 No conscience of

contracts and betrothed faith can withhold them.

Betrothing ;b?|trou Sin: seevb.),pi/.f. [fas

prec. + INGI.] The action of giving a pledge or

engagement to marry ; affiancing. Alsoyfc.
c 1313 SHOREHAM 59 Wythoute speche and by-treuthynge,

And alle manere othe. 1552 HULOEF, Betroughthyng, or

plyghtynge of troughth betwene man and wyfe. a 1639 \V .

WHATELEY Prototypes n, xxxiv. (1640) 158 Betrothing is no-

thing but a serious promise of future marriage. 1805 SCOTT

Last Mitistr. v. xxvi, For this is your betrothing day.

Betro'thment (see BETROTH). = BETIJOTHAL.

1585 Expos. Canticles (R.) Making as it were thereby the

betrothment. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 175, I said

after Mr. Peters .. the words of Betrothment. 1847 IEN-

NVSON Princess v. 463 How the strange betrothment was to

end. 1871 HAWTHORNE Sept. Felton 11879) 50 When he

gave her the kiss of betrothment.

t Betrow, v. Obs. [f.
BK- 2 + TROW z>.] tians.

To trust.

1556 ABP. PARKER Psalter civ. 294 O hym betrow, Hys
larges note.

t Betrtrmp, v. Obs. rare. [f.
BE- 2 + TROMP v.,

a. F. tromfcr to deceive.] trans. To deceive,

cheat ;
to elude, slip from. (

= L. fallere?)

1513 DOUGLAS ^Eneis n. xii. (xi.i 105 Sche was away, and

betrumpit suthlie Hir spous, hir son, and all the cumpany.
Ibid. IV. xi. 14 Sail he. .my realm betrump on thes manelr?

Betrumpet (b;",tr-mpet), v. rare. [f. BE- 6

+ TRUMPET.] trans. To trumpet the praises of.

Hence Betru'mpeting vbl. sb.

1828 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 156 Betrumpeted and be-

shouted from end to end of the habitable globe. 1866

Remin. I. 92 All this betrumpeting of Irving to me.

t BetrU'St, v. Obs. Also 5-6 betrist. fa.

pple. betrusted ;
also 5 betrost, 6 betrust, -trial,

[f.
BE- 2 + TRUST .]

1. trans. To trust, place confidence in (a person).
c 1440 Cenerydes 3615 He was right weel betrost both ferr

and neere. 1556 ABP PARKER Psalter civ. 294 O marke hys

wyll : Hys care betrist. a IJ77 GASCOIGNE ins. (1587) 114

Not best betrust among the worthyes nine. 1649 MILTON

Eikon. 128 Maisters . . of the People that betrusted them.

2. To entrust.

1619 I. DYKE Caveat (1620) 45 If . . man . . should betrust

vs with such a businesse of weight, etc. 1702 C. MATHER

Magn. Chr. in. iv. 11852' 328 Those who are betrusted to re-

ceive men unto ordinances in churches. (71748 WATTS (J.)

Whatsoever you would betrust to your memory.

t BetrU'St, s/>. Ots. [f. prec. vb.] An en-

trusting, a trust.

1656 S. H. Gold. Law 42 This impowering him. .was only

a betrust, a redelivery being expected when exacted, lout.

43 Their engagements and De-trusts forbade.

t Betru-sted, ///. a. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -ED.]

a. Trusted, or confided in. b. Given in trust.

a 1461 Fasten Lett. 423 II. 66 Ryght reverent and most

be trusted maister. 1691 E. TAYLOR Behmen's Theos. Phil.

188 His betrusted Talents. 1693 HACKET ,/. /( illiams

n. 195 To pluck his best betrusted from him.

t Betrtrstment. Obs. rare'", [f.
as prec.

+ -IIENT.] An entrusting, a trust.

tin modern Diets.)

Be-tso. Obs. [It. tczzo^ 'A small brass

coin in Venice.' Barretti.

1641 Antiquary m. i. in Hazl. Dodsl. XIII. 460 Thirty

livres ; I'll not bate you a betso.

Bett- in various words ; see BET-.

Bettaile, obs. form of BETEL.

Bettant, var. of BATAND.

1-1400 Rowland $ Ot. 356 Thay . . Broghte hym ane helme

ofbettant.

Bett(e, obs. pa. t. and pple. of BEAT v.

Bettee, obs. form of BETTY sb. 4.

Better (be'taa), a., (sb.), and adv. Forms; 1-2

betera, 1-4 betere, 3-4 betre, 3-6 bettre, 4 be-

ter, bettar, -ur. -yr, 4-? bettir, 5 bettere, bet-

tyrer (Catk. Angl.). [Com. Teut. : OE. (sing,

masc.) tftem^ OFris. 6etei-a,OS. bctiro (,Du. betcr-,

OHO. bcijro, mod.G. besser-e\ Goth, batiza:-

OTeut. *batiz-on-, used as the compar. of g6do-z

GOOD, but itself pointing to a positive stem extant

in no Teutonic lang., and ptob. wanting also in



BETTER. 833 BETTER.

OTeut. The root bat- was prob. related to b&t- :

see BEET v. and BOOT v. Kick and Kluge have

compared Skr. bhadni-s salutary, benign.]
A. adj. The comparative degree of GOOD (which

see for phrases and idiomatic uses in which the

force of better corresponds with that of the positive

adj.) : more good.
I. As simple adjective.

1. Of greater excellence, of superior quality.
a. Said of persons, in respect of physical, mental,

or esp. moral qualities ; also, of social standing.
1^893 K.JGLFVSDOrff9, iv. ix. g 6 J>aet hie ba waeron beteran

begnas ^onne hie nu sien. 1382 WVCLIF i Kings \\. 32 He
slews two ri^twise men betere than hym self. 1506 SHAKS.
i Hen. IV, v. iv. 104, I could haue better spar'd a better

man. 1617 MORYSOM Itin, in. I. iii. 38 Fat men, as the

Northerne, are better men then those who are leane, as the

Southerne men be. 1632 MASSINGER City Mad. m. iii, Be
confident your better angel is Entered your house. 1709
STEELE Tatter No. 164 p6 Looking upon my self as no
better than a dead Man. 1856 HALLIWFLL Shaks. V. 323
A person who exceeds another in wealth is said to be a
better man than the other. 1882 J. MORISON Macautay
105 They are all no better than they should be.

b. Said of things, in respect of their essential

qualities.
c 1130 Halt Meid. 19 To jiuen ham stude & betere nome

ben sunen & dohtren. a 1300 Cursor M. 2363 3ee sa '

weind til a better land. Ibid. 12088 Till bettir theues bu
suld him wune. 1485 CAXTON Paris $ I'. 33 Yf the sayd
lewellys were better the half than they be. c 1550 BALI;

K. Johan (1838* 73 Lyke Lorde, lyke chaplayne, neyther
barrell better herynge. #1555 RIDLEY W'ks.

130
Oftentimes

the greater part oveicometh the better. 1611 COTGR., A ben
iour bon cejtvre. .as we say, the better day the belter work.

1722 DE FOE Plague (1754) 9 Coaches fill'd with People of
the better Sort. 1823 BYRON Island in. ii, Their better

feelings, if such were, were thrown Back on themselves.
a 1847 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady of M. III. xix. 86 The poor
woman had been accustomed to what is called better life.

2. Of persons and things: More profitable, useful,

or suitable for a purpose ;
more eligible or desir-

able. Of persons : Kinder, more beneficent.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 17 Betere hit is bet heo beon ispilled.

1297 R. GLOUC. 367 So f>at after betere wynd hii moste bere
at stonde. 1362 LANGL. P. PL B. Prol. 195 Better is a litel

losse ban a longe sorwe. 1:1375 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. I. 138 f*e

more bat an herd is lyke to Crist he is be better . . in pis
office. 1394 P. PI. Crede 762 A great bolle-ful of benen *

were betere in his wombe, 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. i. i. 159,
I must goe send some better .Messenger. Ibid. \\. i. 145 Oh
excellent deuise, was there euer heard a better? 1615
LATHAM Falconry (16331

1 3^ There is not a more better

thing for any new swelling. 1703 ROWE Fair Pcnit. i. i. 7

Thy better Stars Are join'd to shed their kindest Influence

on thee, 1810 HENRY Elem. Client. (1826) II. 532 We have
much better indicators of both these acids.

3. Of greater amount : a. More. b. Larger,

greater ; esp. in better half, part, etc.

a. 1587 FUMING C0K&/fcfciWWti? III. 1382/2 Wourth one
hundred and twentie pounds and better. 1603 R. JOHNSON
Kingd.tf Commw. 129 Able to furnish better then ten thou-

sand men with horse. 1630 WADSWORTH Sp. Pilgr. iii. 15
Vntill nine and better they are exercised in repeating. 1679
PLOT Staffordsh. <i686' 239 The bodies, .being better than
an inch long. 1769 GRAY in N. Xkholls Corr. (1843) 87 It

is better than three weeks since I wrote to you. 1823 SCOTT

Pt"veril\\\, Pursued by half a score of horsemen and better.

1823 LAMB Som? old Actors, Elia 399, I think it is now
better than five-and-twenty years ago.
b. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. 334, I ..shall thinke the

better halfe of it alreadie atchieued. 1586 COGAN Haven
Health (1636) 60 Let it boile untill the better part of the

liquour be consumed. 1667 MARVELL Corr. xxxvi. Wks.

1872-5 II. 81 Your businesse is the better-halfe done. 1707
FKEIND Peterboro's Cond. Sp. 197 That the Forces shou'd
be divided, and the better half march immediately into

Valencia. 1739 SWIFT Let. Wks. 1745 VIII. 376 Forced
to sell the better half of his estate. 1805 WORDSW. Prel.

v. (1850) 130 For the better part Of two delightful hours we
strolled along.

c. Hence, Better half\ orig. my better half, the

more than half of my being; said of a very close

and intimate friend (cf. 'the better part of me'
Shaks.;

' mere partem animce,'
f animse dimidium

mese' Horace; 'animce partem . . . nostrae majorem
*

Statius) ; esp. (after Sidney) used for
'

my husband
'

or 'wife
'

; now, jocularly appropriated to the latter.

Formerly also applied to the soul, as the better part
of man.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. 280 [Argalits to Parthenia, his

iuife\ My deare, my better halfe (sayd hee) I find I must
now leaue thee. \c 1600 SHAKS. Sewn, xxxix. 2 When thou art

all the better part of me. 1646 BUCK Rich. ///, n. 61 As if

33 [A ivoman to her husband] Thou dear better-half of my
soul. 121720 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) I. 274
My dear and better half is out of danger. 1742 R. BLAIK
Gram 733 The lag flesh Rests, in hope of meeting once

again Its better half [the soul]. 1842 T. MARTIN in Eraser's

Mag. Dec. 241/2, I . . shall look out for a better-half.

4. In the predicate, after bet the neuter adj.

formerly interchanged with the adv. bet, and its

grammatical character is still dubious : the posi-
tive of 'it is better to go* may be either 'it is

good
'

or '

it is well.
1

Cf. BET adv. 2. The dubiety
is still greater in elliptical expressions, as in quot.

^SSS* 1667, 1837. See below, B 3.

i- 888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xxxviii. 7 Hit is betere bait mon
VOL. I.

wrege bone scyldi^an. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark ix. 43 Betere
be is pact bu wanhal to life ga. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 49 Betre
hit is bet mon ne iknawe noht be wei. ("1386 CHAUCKR
Melib. P 180 You is better hyde youre counseil in youre
herte. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur (1817) I. 242 Whether is

me better to treate with Kynge Arthur, or to fyghte. 1553
UDALL Roister D. (Arb.)8i Better (they say) a badde sense
than none. 1667 MII.TON P. L. \. 263 Better to reign in

Hell than serve in Heav'n. 1821 KEATS Isabel xi, Better
had it been for ever so. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serin.
\. iii. 44 Better be a little too strict than a little too easy.

b. In the idiomatic /, we, you, he^ etc. had
better, the original construction was me, its, etc.

were betere (or bet} it would be more advan-

tageous for me, etc. (Cf.ffftf&&/tfri,etc.in4.) The
dat. pronoun was subsequently changed into the

nominative, 7, wet were better (perh. because in

sbs. the two cases were no longer distinguished).

Finally this was given up for the current / had
better \ should have or hold it better, to do, etc.

(Mr. F. Hall has shown that in these changes,
better followed in the main the analogy of licjer
and rather.} See HAVE.
971 Blickl. Horn. 25 Him wsere betere paet he naefre geborui
mere. cn6o Hatton Gosp. Mark ix. 42 Betere him \va:re

b;et [he] ware on sae jeworpen. a 1320 Maximon in Rcl.

Antiq, I. 122 Betere me were ded ben bus alyve to be,

1393 GOWER Con/. III. 241 Him were better go beside.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 31 Hem were beter take the furre.

1465 MARG. PASTON Lett. 534. II. 250 The Duck L=duke]
had be beter.. that it had never be don.
c 1370 A". Robt. Cicyle 55 Bettur he were . . So to do then for

hunger dye. 1470-85 MALORY Arehnr(i$,tb) I. 33 Ye were
better to give me a gift . . than to lose great riches. 1594
T. B. La Primaitd. Fr. Acad. 512 We were better to sup-

port the domesticall imperfections of our brethren. 1601

SHAKS. Tivel. N. u. ii. 27 She were better loue a dreame.
[<. 1435 Torr. Portugal 1186 Better he had to have be

away.J 1537 Thersytes, Four O. Plays (1848) 60 They had
better haue set me an errande at Rome. 1594 HARINGTON
in Xugy Ant. (18041 I. 168 Who livelhe for ease had better

live awaie [from Court]. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII^ v. iii.

132 He had better starue Then but once thinke his place
becomes thee not. 1873 JOWKTT Plato I. 15, I had better

begin by asking you a question.
c. To be better (in health, estate, etc.) : see B 4.

5. Phrases, f ( To have} the better hand*, i. e, the

upper hand,' the superiority. To be better than
one's word: to do more than one has promised.
Better cheap : see CHEAP sb.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxv. 272 The marques . . had
the better hande. 1587 WHETSTONE Cens.loy.Sitbj, iCollier)

30 Cj. Marie . . had the better hand against her rebels. 1684
T. lii;RNET Th. Eiirth II. 167 God may be better than His
word. Mod. I have usually found him better than his word.

II. absol. passing into a substantive.

6. absol. Something better; that which is better.

1535 COVBRDALB Heb. vi. 9 We trust to se better of you
[WYCLIF, We tristen of jou betere thingis]. 1594 SHAKS.
Rich. ///, in. v. 50, I never look'd for better at his hands.

1699 DRYDEN Fables Pref., If I have altered him any
where for the better. 1879 GKO. ELIOT Coll. Brcnkf. P. 485
A possible Better in the seeds of earth. T/u-o.Sitc/i\\. 51

They feed the ideal Better.

7. sb. with possessive pron. : One's superior :

a. in some personal quality or attainment ; b. in

rank or station. In the latter sense, now only in

the plural, which was however from i6th to iSth c.

often applied to a single person.
a. ^1325 Coer de L. 1650 In al Yngelond was non hys

beter. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. 1,1531) 88 To be instructe and
taught of my better. 1594 SHAKS. AW//. ///, i. ii. 140 His
better doth not breatii vpon the earth. 1859 TENNYSON
I'ivien 349 To help herself By striking at her better.

b. [c 1205 LAY. 3749 Heora sunen . . ba weren hire be-

teren.j 1432-50 tr. lligdcn Rolls Ser. IV. 325 ^ilTenge not

contrarious wordes and an^weres to their betters, c 1500 in

Babees Bk. (1868.) 25 When thi better spekes to the Do offe

thi cape & bow bi kne. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer Catech.,
To ordre myself lowely and reuerently to al my betters.

1600 SHAKS. A. V. L. u. iv. 68 Cor. Who cals? Clo. Your
betters Sir. 1712 STF.ELE Sfect. No. 266 P 4 A Squire or a

Gentleman, or one that was her Betters. 1742 FIELDING y.

Andrews iv. i, I look upon myself as lus betters. 1866

KINGSLEV Hercw. xiv. 182 She will grow as proud a^ her
betters.

8. The better: the superiority or mastery; now

chiefly in To get the better of. Alsoyi^. (Cf. BEST 9 a.)

1461 Paston Lett. 396 II. 21 The blyssyd Trinite .. send

yow the better of all your adversariis. 1586 WARNER Alb.

Eng. in. xvii. 79 Little wanted that the Brutes the better

did not win. 1630 M. GoDWVH A tinalt's Eng. 197 We al-

wayes came of with the better. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos.

(1701) 10/2 Sometimes the Medes had the better of the

Lydians. 1675 HOBBES Odyssey vm. 320 The slow has got-
ten of the swift the better. 1718 HICKES & NELSON J. Kct~
tlifivell 55 App., The worst Causes are likely to have the

better, at this way of Reasoning. 1839 THIRLWALI. Greece
VI. xlviii. 137 Prudence . . got the better of his pride.

f 9. With the better: with addition ; and more. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 163 When his father was 62 yeares

old with the better. 1690 W. WALKER Idiom. Anglo-Lat.
333 To pay what one hath borrowed with the better.

B. adv.

[The original adverbial form was BET, which sur-

vived till ^1600. See that word as to its gradual
displacement by fatter."]

1. In a more excellent way, in a superior manner.
c 1240 Lofsong in Lamb. Horn. 215 JJu wult . . don betere

bi me ben is bet ich wilni. c 1230 Gen. fy Ex. 1585 Du salt

Se betre sped. ('1394 /'. PI. Crede 95 Fond to don betere.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 26 Mak hem to drede synne & to do
bettar. 1530 PALSGR. 147, I drinke better than I syng.
1677 MOXON Mcch. Exerc. (1703) 194 The better to come at

it with the Tool. 1797 LD. NELSON in Duncan Life (1806,)

44 The sooner the better. Mod. Until he learns to behave
better.

2. In a superior degree.
(11225 St. Marker. 4 A5ct he hefde betere biboht him.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 37 pat ha . . when be beter hwat ham
beo to don. a 1300 Cursor M. 2438 He loued hir . . bet t el-

ban he did are. c i^ooDcstr. Troyxix. 8083 For to hold hym
in hope, & hert hym the bettur. 1471 Paston Lett. 681
III. 23 That shall dysse avayll him better than a CC. marc.
J475 CAXTON Jason 77 b, They had him better in grace than

zethephius. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. 115861 65
Where-by it [sage] prospereth the better. 1666 BUNVAN
Grace Ab. F 50, I better considering the matter. 1771
Jitniiis Lett. Hi. 266, I know that man much better than

any of you. 1848 MACAI'LAY Hist. Engl. I. 435 But there
were in the palace a few persons who knew better.

fb. Rather. Obs.

1340 Cursor M. (Laud MS.) 9815 His hert ought bettyr
breke in iij'

1 Then fro his byddynges to Me. 1475 CAXTON
Jason 17 b, He semed better a thing of that other worlde
thenne an humayne persone, 1801 SOUTHKV Lift 11850) II.

1 68 He.. prefers books better than official papers.
C. More, in addition, arch, and dial.

1538 BALK Thre Laives 1351 He swore, and better swore,
yea he did sweare and sweare agayne. 1830 JAMES Darnley
\ ii. 36/2 On this he wondered, and better wondered.
3. In the predicate, after he, the adv. and adj.

run together : see A 4. In some cases the adverbial

character seems more prominent.
1570 87 HOLINSHKD Scot. Chron. 118061 II. 75l I will here

i being better late than never,! set down this.

4. To be better : to be improved in health, espt

of convalescence after an illness. (In northern use,

to be well again, as in quite better, quite well again,

fully recovered." To get better : to amend, recover.

(The orig. const, was 'him is bet or better/ i. e.

it is better to or with him. See \VELL.)
i 1000 . Ijfs. GosJ>. John iv. 52 Da acsode he, to hwylcum

timan him bet wxre. c n6o J/atton G. ibid., Hym bet
wa;re \Lindisf. fy Rnshiv.^ ba:t betre htefde / 'ttlg. nielius

habuerit ; 1382 WVCLIF, He axide of hem the our, in which
he hadde betere, 1388 was amended J

1611 began to amend.]
1686 J. DAViEsin K. Ward /.i/' H. More 1 1710; 2:5 He had
been let Blood, and seem'd after it much better than before.

I745SHAFTKSB. in Lett, ist EarlMalnie$bj(ry(i%j6) 1,9 Poor
Handel looks something better. 1771 JOHNSON in Mrs.
Piozzfs Lett. 117881 I. 42 Dr. Taylor is better, and is gone
out in the chaise. 1863 T. THOMPSON Ann. Influenza 95
[He] was blooded and got better, went abroad got well.

1872 GKO. KLIOT Middlem. 118751 587 She is better this

morning, and . . she will be cheered by seeing you
again.

fb. To be the better \ to be profited or advan-

taged, arch, and dial.

1619 J. DYKE Counter}. .1620' 37 What are we the better

to know our disease? a 1620 Sel.Serm. u6doi 282 What
is man the better for eating the Sacrament, if hee eate not

Christ? Mod. Si. What the better would you be, if you
had it?

5. Comb, \\ith adjs. and pples. : usually (for

syntactical clearness) written with a hyphen, a.

With past and pres. pples. as compar. of WELL ;

as, better-advised, -affected, -balanced, -behaved,

-born, -considered, -dressed, -informed, -regulated,

-seasoned, etc.
; better-becoming, -knowing, -liking,

-looking', sometimes approaching the sense *more

fully, more.' b. In parasynthetic comb, formed
on a sb. with attribute; as, better-humoured) i.e.

\better humour} + -ed\ so better-natnred, -omened,

-principled, -ivitted, etc.

1609 NEWES in Shaks. C. Praise 87 And have parted
better-wittied then they came. 1616 SURFL. & MAKKH.
Conntr. Farme 549 To resort to the better-knowing hus-
bands. 1677 Govt. Venice 23 Such Gentlemen . . as thereby
become better-affected to the Venetian Nobility. 1680 Spir,
Pofcry 48 A great, and better i'rincipled Lady. 1697
DRYDEN I'irg. Gt'org, iv. 142 For Empire he design'd Is

better born. 1711 SHAFTESB. Cliarae. 1. 254 His better-

humuur'd and more agreeable successor. Ibid. I. 310 Grow-
ing better-natur'd, and enjoying more . . the pleasures of

society. 1792 BENTHAM Wks. 118431 X. 276 There was not
a better-behaved young woman in the whole parish, 1818

SCOTT Rob Roy x, Neglecting the minor and better-balanced
chances of the game. 1820 Abbot xxiii, To cumber our
better-advised devotions. 1826 SYD. SMITH Wks. (185911!. 113
His awe of better-dressed men and better-taught men. 1827
CARLYLE Misc. 11857' ! 2 Richter was much better-natured
than Johnson. 1833 MARRVAT P. Simple 118631 05, I was
by far the better-looking chap of the two. 1854 MRS.
GASKELL North fy S. v, To learn his change of opinion . .

from her better-informed child. 1856 Farmer's Mag. Nov.

431 A more matured and better-considered measure. 1860

GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. clxxi. 198 The move of a
better-omened man.

6. Phrases. To think better of', a. (a thing) ;

to give it reconsideration with the result of de-

ciding more wisely, b. (a person) : to form a

better opinion of him.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. ii. iii. 15 To make us no better thought
of, a little helpe will serve. 175* BP. WARBURTON Lett.

Emin. Prel. (1809) 116, I resolved to be prepared for them

l^who, by the way, thought better of it). x8za Examiner 21

Sept. 596/1 The enemy's General thought better of it,-

beat a retreat. 1884 J. HAWTHORNE in Harper's Mag. Feb.

430/1 The . . gentleman seems to have thought better of hts

contrariness. Mod. I think better of him for his present
conduct.

7. Better off, comp. of well off\ see OFF.
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BETTER.

Better, bettor (be-tai), sb. [f.
BET v. + -ER*.

As in other cases where a general agent-noun
becomes somewhat specific, the tendency is to

spell with -or\ cf. abettor.] One who makes
bets.

1600 B. JONSON Sil. Worn. i. i. (1616) 531 Able to giue 'hem
the character of every bowler, or better \ed. 1640 bettor] o*

the greene. 1628 EARLE Microcosm, xlviu 102 The betters
are the factious noise of the alley, or the gamesters beads-
men that pray for them. 1711 ADDISON Sped. 126 p 9 Not-

withstanding he was a very fair Bettor, no Body would take
him up. 1859 SALA Tw . round CfockdB6i) 182 Like the
honourable betters inside, and the thievish touts outside.

1878 H. SMART Play or Pay xi. 234 Some of the big bettors
of the Turf.

Better (be-tai), . [ME. betj)rt(n :- OE.

*b$(e)rian (only gebtfrod is found) = OFris. beteria,

Du. beteren, ON. betra, OHG. ba^iron, be^eron,
M HG. bciftern, mod.G. bessern : QTe\\t.*&attz0janf

f. *batiz- BETTEB.]
\.trans. To make better; to improve, amend,

ameliorate.

[1:897 K. ALFRED /*</. Car^204]>ascamfa^stanbio5oft mid
gemetHcre lare ^ebetrod.] 1384 WYCLIF De Eccl. v. Sel.

Wks. III. 349 Sib bei witen not who is beterid by entryng
into bes ordris. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\. xvli, I did
it to this entent that it sholde better thy courage. 1585
ABP. SANDYS Serm, (1841) 95 Granted that some rites . .

might be bettered, or omitted. 1650 GELL. Serin. 8 Aug. 48
He will improve and better the land he holds. 1711 J.
GREENWOOD Eng. Gram. 10 As to our daily borrowing
abundance of Words, I cannot think our Language is bet-
ter'd by it. 1752 HUME Ess. fy Treat. (,1777) I. 283 It is

difficult for labourers and artisans to better their condition.
a 1850 WORDSW. Sonn. i. xxv, Love betters what is best, Even
here below. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (18761 III. xiii. 311.

b. To make morally better.

1587 FLEMING Cont,Hohnshed\\\t 1351/1 Are you not re-

solued to better your life? a 1593 H. SMITH Wks. ^1867) I.

486 If we will be bettered, .by the word, we must be as new-
born babes. 1641 MILTON Cn. Got't. n. Wks. (1851) 148 In-

structing and bettering the Nation at all opportunities.
1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps vii. 8. 194 We think too much. .

of bettering men by giving them advice and instruction.

c. To make better in health
;
to make better

off in worldly condition.

1581 W. STAFFORD Exam. Cornel, ill. (18761 91 Oure
Townes myght be soone. .farre bettered. 1611 BIBLE Mark
v. 26 A certaine woman which . , had spent all that she

had, and was nothing bettered. 1633 GOUGE Comw. Heb.
xiii. 5 So great hope of bettering himself. 179* MARY
WOLLSTONECR. Rights IVom, iv. 164 Girls marry merely to
' better themselves,' to borrow a significant vulgar phrase.
1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack i, She left to better herself, and
obtained the situation of nurse.

t 2. intr. To be better, have the mastery. Obs.

(71300 E. E, Psalter xii. [xiii.] 5 Les when mi wither- win
he sai, I betred againes him ai. Ibid, Ixiv. [Ixv.] 4 Wordes
of wike bettred over us nou.

3. trans. To do better than, surpass, excel.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Pref. 15 Begrieued to see
his thing bettered. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. i. 22 Each day
still better others happinesse ! 1623 COCK FIRAM in.s. v. Isaean,

Salmon, which is . . not to be betterd in any part of the
world. 1821 KEATS Lamia 229 Jove heard his vows, and
better'd his desire. 1848 RUSKIN Mod. Painters II. m. xiv.

15. 114 It hardly betters the blocks, .in barbers' windows,

f 4. absol. To be better, to be an improvement.
1593 WARNER Alb. Eng. vm. xxxviii. (1612) 189 It betters

not to tarrie.

5. intr. To grow better, improve. Cf. BETTER-
ING vbl. sb. 2.

1839 CARLYLE Chartism H. 116 The general condition of
the poor must be bettering instead of worsening. 1883 Miss
BROUGHTON Belinda II. n. viii. 113 The day has bettered.

f Be'tterance. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

BETTER v. -r

-ANCE.] Process of bettering ;
amelioration.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \. in. 93 For their securitie

and betterance in time to come.

Bettered (be-taad), ppl. a.
[f.

as prec. -f -ED.]
1. Improved, amended, rendered more excellent.

1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. H. vi. 40 The bettered soil

answers the swain's desire. 1874 S. Cox Piigr. Ps. i. 21

Let me find a bettered world when I come back to it.

b. esp. Improved in health or condition.

1632 SIR J. ELIOT in Four C. Eng. Lett. 65, I find myself
bettered but not well. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Anr. Leigh
in. 960 They certainly felt bettered unaware, Emerging
from the social smut of towns.

2. Advantaged, that has got the better of another.
a 1659 OSBORN Observ. Turks < 1673} 343 Here the bettered

Party is left so little to boast of.

Betterer ;be-tarej). One who makes better.
i86z TRENCH Miracles i. 116 Not a betterer of the old life

of man, but the bringer in of a new.

t Be'tterhood. Obs. [f. BETTER a. + -HOOD.]
The state or condition of being better ; superiority.
1611 MARKHAM Countr, Content, i. ix. (1668) 48 In every

contention there must be a better-hood or super-excelling.

Bettering (be-tarirj), -vbl. sb. [f. BETTER z/.]

1. The action of making better or improving ;

amelioration, amendment, improvement.
-1375 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 55 Men may .. take of

hem f>ere just dettis for beterynge of f>ese dettours. 1529
MORE Comf. agst. Trih. \. Wks. 1156/1 For the bettering
of his sinful soul. 1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. \. 3 The manuring,
or bettering of all barren grounds. 1690 NORRIS Beatitudes
(1694) I. 78 Nor - Does it tend to the bettering of others.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 124 F 6 After having consulted

many Oculists for the bettering of his Sight. 1776 ADAM
SMITH W. N. I. !. viii. 86 The hope of bettering his con-

834

dition animates him. 1861 TRENCH Miracles xix. 320 It

was no true bettering of the disciples which they desired.

2. The process of becoming better
; improvement,

progress in a right direction.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xxxii, Compare them with the better-

ing of the time, a 1656 lip. HALL Occas.Med. 40(1851)48
O God, thou art not capable, either ofbettering, or of change.
1718 WODROW Corr. (1843) II. 373 Your remark upon the

bettering of my style in my History. 1872 BLACKIE Lays
Highl. IQI Not

they who err are damned ; but who being
wrong. .Refuse all bettering.
3. Bettering-house^ f -mansion, a reformatory.
1735 BERKELEY Querist Wks. 1871 III. 360 Whether there

are not such things in Holland as bettering houses for

bringing young gentlemen to order? tffoCBEVlKJPjgpRMnv
iii. 107 If they are reckon'd only Correction and Bettering
Mansions. 1854 MRS. S. AUSTIN Germany 83 Fit only for
a penal colony or a bettering-hou.se.

Bettering, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.] That
makes or grows better

; improving.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. Ixxxii, Some fresher stampe of the

time bettering dayes. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights $ Ins.
II 639 The struggling, distracted, half-blind, bettering
earth.

Be'tterish, a. Somewhat better, of somewhat

superior sort.

Mod. colloq. and in newspapers.

Betterment^be-tsament). [f.
as prec.+-MEXT.]

1. The fact of making or becoming better
;
the

condition of being better
; amendment, improve-

ment, amelioration, reformation.

1598 SYLVESTER Agst. Liberticm Du Bartas (1608) 628
What may most availe unto his betterment. 1649 BLITHE
Eng. Imprw. Imfr. (1652) 250 Why we should not . . raise

our Flax to a great betterment too, I know not. 1669
WOODHEAD St. Teresa i. 293, I find not this betterment of

my health. 1865 Miss GARY Bal. fy Lyrics 304 Each man
should live for all men's betterment.

2. spec. Improvement of property. (In U.S.)
1809 KENDALL Trav. III. Ixxiv. 160 These men. .demand

either to be left owners of the soil, or paid for their better-

ments. 1830 GALT Lctivrie T. in. i. (1849) 81 He sold off
his land and betterments in Vermont.

f3. = BETTEKNESS i; difference for the better. Obs.

1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. i. 35 It will appear there is no better-

ment 'twixt him [Pliable] and my self.

Bettermost (be'te-irmmst, -mast), a. colloq, [f.

BETTER a. t after uppermost, uttermost, etc. : see

-MOST.] Best (relatively, rather than absolutely;.
1762 Gentl. Mag. 403 Some of our Lettermost neighbours.

1849 ROCK Ch. Fathers I. ii. 141 The bettermost sort of
wine. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist I. v. 69 Men, after their

fashion, as well as women, distinguish the bettermost, and
aid him to succeed.

Betterness ^be'taint-s,. Also 5 bettirnes.

[f. BETTER a. + -NESS.]
1. The quality of being better, having more

good qualities, or excelling ; superiority.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter li[i]. 5 pou loved ivelnes ovre bet-

ternes. 1492 Act, DOM. Cone. 247-8 (JAM.) The bettirnes of
the said tercis [of land]. 1580 SIDNEY Arcad. 407 Your
vnmatched betternesse. 1607 HIERON Wks. I. 305 There is

no betternesse or precedence of one place aboue another
for the administration of holy things. 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad
ii, Comm. ^1857) 56. 1856 RUSKIN' Mod. Paint. III. iv. x.

4 An infinity of betterness above other human effort.

b. spec. Fineness of the precious metals beyond
the standard.

(-1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 287, Item for the betternes
of the golde that went to the same Rings iiijs. 1820 G.
CAREY Funds 99 If gold or silver be finer than standard,
the difference is termed betterness by the trade.

2. Improvement, amendment, betterment, dial.

1864 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss, s.v. Jiftferrtess..As for my
ailment I find no betterness in it.

Bettily, obs. form of BETELLEE.

Betting ,be-tirj>, vbl. sfi.i
[f.

BET V. + -ING!.]
The making of bets, wagering. To change the

betting, i.e. the course of the betting on an event,

put for 'the chances, the way things are going.'
1599 SHAKS. Hen. V^ n. i. 98 You'l pay me the eight shil-

lings I won of you at Betting ? 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
III. 548 Gambling and betting were his amusements. 1858
GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi. Alt. II. Ixxx. 38 It is not hiding
the head as is the wont of the ostrich and the turkey, that
will change the betting.
2. Comb., as betting-book, a book in which a

better enters his bets
; betting-house, a house

where betting is carried on; betting-man, one
who makes bets, a better, usually a professional

gambler ; betting-post, (?) a post or station for

betting-men.
1771 P. PARSONS Neivtnarktt II. 148 Let us walk a little

about the betting-post. 1855 Ess. Intnit. Morals 1=54 Making
up their lives as sagaciously as a black-leg does his betting
book. 1864 Sac. Sc. Jiev. 386 If he be a betting-man the
race-course, .calls him into the open air.

t Betting, vbl. sb2 Obs. [variant of BEETING.]
Material for a fire, fuel.

1521 Item payd for viij//. of pyche for the bettyngs to the
Cressets, viij</.

II Bettpng*. A species of Kangaroo rat, a noc-
turnal animal about the size of a hare.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 462/1 Mr. Ogilby describes (Zool.
Proc. 1831) a fourth species, Hypsifryinnns setosns, known
in the colony of New South Wales by the native name of
Bettong Kangaroo.

Bettony, obs. form of BETONY.

Bettor. 1 1. Aphetic form of ABETTOR. Obs.

BETWEEN.
1671 True Kon-Conf. 490 Having solemnly vowed a detest-

ation thereof, and a non-conjunction with all their bettors.

2. Variant form of BETTER sb.

Betty (be-ti), sb. [dim. of Bit, abbreviation of

Elizabet, -betti.]

1. A female pet name or familiar name, once
fashionable (as in Lady Betty), but now chiefly
rustic or homely. Hence,
2. Given in contempt to a man who occupies

himself with a woman's household duties. (So
MOLLY.)
3. 'A pear-shaped bottle covered round with

straw, in which olive oil is sometimes brought
from Italy ; called by chemists a Florence flask.'

Webster. (? Only in U. S. The qnot. seems to

refer to some kind of vessel ; cf. BELLARMINE.)
1725 L. WELSTED Oikagr. 12 No Bellarmine, my Lord, is

here
;
Elisa none, at hand to reach, A Betty call'd in com.

mon speech !

4. Cant name formerly given to a short bar of
iron used by burglars as a lever to force open
doors : also called & Jenny, and now aJemmy.
1700 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) IV. 687 One of the per-

sons that broke open the exchequer was taken, .he was dis-
covered by the smith who made the betty and saw. 1707
E. WARD Httii. Kfdiv. II. ix. 7 Ruffians, who, with Crows
and Betties, Break Houses. 1712 ARBUTHNOT jfohn Bull
(J.) Describing the powerful betty or the artful picklock.
1721 BAILF.V, ticttee. 1755 JOHNSON, Betty.

Betty (be-ti), v. colloq. [f. prec. sb.] To betty
about : to fuss about, like a man who busies him-
self with awoman's duties. Hence Be'ttying vbl. sb.

1851 T. PARKER in Weiss Life II. 105, I am only an old

maid in life after all my bettying about in literature and
philosophy.

Betuckered, beturbaned, betutor, betwat-

tle, etc. : see BE- fref.
Betuix, obs. form of BETWIXT.

Betulin (,be-tilin). [f.
L. bctula birch + -IN.]

' A resinous substance extracted from the outer

bark of the birch-tree (Betula alba.}, or from the

tar prepared therefrom.' Watts Diet. Chcm. 1879.
Betuline (be-tiz?lain), a. rare~ l

. [f.
L. betula

+ -IXE 1

.] Pertaining to the birch, or birch-rod.

1873 M. COLLINS Mir,mt1ti III. 22 He had been bullying
boys all his life with betuline despotism.

t BetU'mbled, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
. In 6 be-

tombled. [f. BE- 2 + TUMBLE v.] Tossed in con-

fusion, disordered.

1593 SHAKS. Liter. 1037 From her betombled couch shee
starteth.

Betumen, -line, obs. forms of BITUMEN.

t Betum, v. Obs. For forms see TURN. [ME.
f. bi-, BE- + turnen to TURN.] To turn about.
a i22$Ancr. R. 394 Biturn \K and cum ajean. a 1300 Pains

of Hell ng in O. E. Misc. 226 Seynt Poul \>o bitornd his

face. 1594 CAREW Tasso (1881) no To their aduises the
disdainefull hart, Of this audacious youth, beturning plies.

f Betwe-che, v. Obs. rare--. [? for BETEACH.]
(The context suggests 'exorcize, deliver, or rid.'

< 1450 Pol. Rel. # L. Poems (1866) 23 Dominus deus sabaot,
emanuel, be gret gods name, I be-tweche bes place from
ratones & from alle ober schame !

Between (b/|twf
-

n), prep, and adv. Forms :

a. i bi-, betweonum, -an, -twinum, -an, -twy-
num, -an, 2-3 bitweone^n, -twene(n, bitwlne,

3 bitweounen, 3-4 bituene, 4 bituine, by-
twyne, betwene. ft. i bi-, betwion, -tuien,

bitwien, -twen. -twin, between, 2 bitweon,
-twon, 2-3 bitwien, 3-4 bitwen, -tuen, (bit-

when, bepwen). a. ^. (4-5 betweyn(e), 4-6 bi-,

betwen(e, (5 bytwyen, betwyn), 5-7 betweene,
6- between. [The modern between combines two
earlier forms : a. OE. bi-, betweonum, etc., ME.
bitwenen, -twcnc ; /3. OE. bi-, between, etc., ME.
bitwen ;

see BE-. In betuitonum , Mercian be-

twinum, the second element represents an original
OE. dative *twthnum, *lweohnum. In betwcon

(only a northern form, Rushworth Gosp. bi-, be-

twion, between, Lindisf. bi-, betuien, bitwen, Durh.
Ritual bitwien, -twcn, -twin), the second element

points back, according to Sievers, through earlier

*lwi/ien, *twthon, to an orig. OE. ace. twthn (cf.

bituichn in Erfurt Gloss.). These, *twthnum,
*twtli>i, answer respectively to Goth, twcihnaim
dat. pi., and tiueihna ace. pi. neuter, of the dis-

tributive numeral tweih-nai ' two each ', a deriva-

tive of twa Two (
= L. bi-ni, for *dvi-nt ' two

each '), which appears also, but with the simple
sense of ' two

'

(nom. masc.), in OS. and OFris.

twenc, OHG., MHG. zwene (early mod.G. twim}.
Betweonum, later betwconan, gave the prevailing
ME. form bitwenen, reduced before a consonant,
and at length generally, to bitwene

;
bitwen was

mostly northern. But after 1400, when final -e

became mute, and was omitted in writing, or re-

tained only as a sign of a preceding long vowel,
both forms necessarily coalesced in betwene (

= be-

), whence mod. between. In OE. the original



BETWEEN.
construction was bi sxm tweonum

t
lit.

*

by seas

twain'; thence through constructions like fri9
freondum bi twcott 'peace friends between/ bi

twJonurn, bi fwt'on coalesced into prepositions.
(Cf. the history of tojts}-wanit to-wardt toward.}
Intimately related to between, alike in their elements, and

in the process by which these coalesced, are its synonyms
BETWIXT, in ME. te/wrr, and t BETWIXEX, t BITWIH, t Bi-

TWIHEN, tBirwEiES. Bitivih, was actually, in its origin, a
doublet of OE. between^ and betiviken an expansion of that,
on the analogy of betiveonen. Betwixen and betivix were
a parallel pair, formed on the OTeut. adj. tiviski*

'
two-fold.'

(See Sievers Misc. zur Ags. Gram. 329.) BUwih died
a iioo, bitivihen a 1300, betivi.ven a 1500 J betwixt is now
archaic, between is the living word.]

T[ Instances of the original construction :

Beowulf \-} 20 Su5 ne noro be ssbm tweonum. 971 Blifkl.
Horn. 139 And hie [Peter and Paul] gesawon be him
tweonum baet heo wjes gewuldrod. Ibid. 143 Heo bi5 swibor

gestrangod be us tweonum burh Drihtnes gehat.
A. prep.
I. Of simple position.

* Of a point.
1. The proper word expressing the local relation

of a point to two other points in opposite direc-

tions from it (i.e. if a point has two other points
on opposite sides of it, it is said to be between

them) : In the space which separates two points ;

in the direct line which joins two points ; hence,
in any line of communication which passes from
one point, place, or object, to another.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 171 NoSer on heuene ' ne on

eorde ' ac bitwien two ' on be wolcne. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 760
An o5er alter Abrarn made bi-twen Betel and Ai. 1297 R.
GLOUC. 371 At here hii gonne abyde Bytuene be water of
Trente & of Ouse. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vin.

xxiii. (1495) 335 Mystes other clowdes sette bytwene hym
and the syghte. 1535 COVEKUALE Gen. xiii. 3 The place
where his tent was at y* first, betwene Bethel and Ay
C/ELFRIC, betwux

; WYCLIF, bytwix, bitwixe]. 1592 SHAKS.
I'en. <$ Ad. 194, I He between that sun and thee. 1667
MILTON P. L. i. 387 Jehovah . . thron'd Between the Cheru-
bim. 1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome (1845) I. xxiv. 517 They . .

established themselves between the Danube and Greece.
Mod. Any station on the Inner Circle Railway between
Gower Street and The Temple.
2. fig* Used of a similar relation to two imma-

terial objects figured as lying in space ; or of a

relation, figured as spatial, to two material objects.
cx35 E. E. Allit. P. A. 140 A deuyse Bytwene myrbex

by merez made, a 1400 Cursor .!/. 723 (.Trin.) Now mon
is sett bitwene [z'.r. bitutx] two, On eiber side he hab a
fo, Bitwene sathan & his wif. 1621 BURTON Anat. Met.
i. ii. in. x, Thus between hope and fear, suspicions, angers
..we bangle away our best days. 1641 J. JACKSON True
Evang. T. in. 200 While these Sermons were betweene the

Pulpit, and the Presse. 1742 H. WALFOLE Lett. (1857) I.

128 To hold the balance between liberty and prerogative.
i 1815 Miss AUSTEN Northang. Ab. (1848) 168 The General,
between his cocoa and his newspaper, had luckily no leisure
for noticing her. 1826 DISKAEU Viv. Grey m. iv. 102 Be-
tween astonishment and fear the lady was tearless. Mod,
The choice lies between the two last-named applicants.

b. In many phrases, which see under the sub-

stantives concerned : e.g. -\ Between the beetle ami
the block ; between the cup and the lip ; between
the devil and the Dead (or deef] Sea. Between
wind and water: along the line where anything
is submerged in water or in damp soil, esp. on the

load-line of a ship, which, as the vessel tosses,
is alternately above and below the water's sur-

face.

1580 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 471 Manye thinges fall betweene
the cup and the lippe. 1613 HAYWARD Norm. Kings 274
Earle William being thus set as it were betweene the beetle
and the block was nothing dejected. 1627 CAPT. SMITH
Seaman's Gram. xiii. 60 Wee are shot thorow and thorow,
and betweene wind and water. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 22

Nothing shall come betweene cup and lip to defeat thee.

1692 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) II. 637 Having received a
shot between wind and water, [she was] forced to lye by to

stop her leake. Mod. An oaken gate-post always decays
between wind and water.

3. Of time : In the interval following one event
or point of time and preceding another.

6-1131 O. E. Citron, an. 1124 Betwepnen Cristes messeand
Candel-massse. c 1205 LAY. 24274 Bitwene bis and domes-
daei. c 1330 Amis $ Awi/.gg? He cam bitven the day and
the night. 1-1485 Digby Myst.^Mor. IVisd. (1882) 167 And
at the paroyse I wyfi be..be-twyn two and three. 1601
SHAKS. Jnl. C. n. i. 63 Betweene the acting ofadreadfull
thing And the first motion, all the interim is Like a phan-
tasma. 1790 BOSWELL Johnson (1826) I. 321 Between one
and two in the morning. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1 1. 51
Thenine months which elapsed between the death of Charles
and the commencement of the viceroyalty of Clarendon.

b. Between hands (Sc.) : in the intervals ofregular
occupation ; also = BETWEENWHILES.
f 1817 HOGG Talcs $ -VX-. II. 222 Always, between hands,

thanked Heaven for her health. 1881 J. YOUNGER Aatobiog.
vi. 54 Retiring to sit and work between hands.

4. Of the relation of a number, quantity, degree.
or quality to two others above and below it, or

-differing from it in opposite ways ; Intermediate to.

1711 STEELE Spect. No. 49 F 3 Persons . . such as are be-

tween these two sorts of Men. 1711 ADDISON Ibid. No. 108

F 3 He is now between Forty and Fifty. 17x2 PAKNELL
Ibid. No. 501 f 6 Rivulets that had a colour between red
and black. 1816 Miss AUSTEN Emnta (1849) 123 The at-

mosphere in that unsettled state between frost and thaw.

1838 ARNOLD Hist. RoinedZ^ L i* 33 Between five and

835

|

six miles from the city. 1885 Law Rep. XV. Q. Bench Div.
I 170 To the value of between 3o,ooo/. and 4O,ooo/.

K * Ofa line of motion.
5. Expressing the relation that motion along a

line bears to two points on opposite sides of it
;

as, 'to steer between Scylla and Charybdis.'
c 1205 LAY. 20948 Swa heo Ii3en setter sae . . swa longe pat

heo commen
bitwise /Englelonde & Normandie. 1535

CovERDALii Josh, xvul n The border of their lot wenteout
betwene the children of luda and the children of Icseph,
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. ii. 132 The salt rheume that
ranne betweene France and it. 1799 SOUTHEY Ebb Tide
Lyr. Poems II. 193 Yet little way they made, though
labouring long Between thy winding shores. 1812 BYRON*
Ch. Ifar. i. xxxiii, But these between a silver streamlet
glides. 1864 TENNYSON Brook 28 By thirty hills I hurry
down Or slip between the ridges.

II. Of intervening space.
* As separating or

connecting.
6. Expressing the relation of the continuous

space, or distance, which extends from one point
to another, and separates them, or of a line which

passes from one to the other and unites them.
c 1205 LAY. 30017 Nas heom bi-tweounen buten bare twa

milen. 1790 BURNS Taut O'Shantcrg We think na on the

lang Scots miles That He between us and our hame. 1858
SEARS A than. in. 280 The vast distance between heaven
and hell. 1884 Manch. Exam, 19 Mar. 4/7 A scheme was
mooted . . for a plateway between Liverpool and Manchestei .

Mod. To stretch a rope between the two rafters.

7. Used in reference to any objective relation

uniting two (or more) parties, and holding them
in a certain connexion.

<zi3oo Cursor M, 3338 f>e mariage ban did he make, Bi-
tuene Rebecca and ysaac. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und, 11777'
II. 150 A vital union between the soul and body. 1758
JOHNSON Idler No. 12 74 A marriage celebrated between
Mr. Buckram ., and Miss Dolly Juniper. 1815 Scribfrleo-

mania 197 The close alliance which has lately existed be-
tween this country and the Peninsula. 1848 MACACLAY
Hist. Eng. I. 123 A coalition was formed between the

Royalists and a large body of Presbyterians.
8. Used with the subjective relations of differei.ce,

diversity, likeness, equality, proportion, comparison.
a 1225 After. R. 70 Ancre & huses lefdi ouh muche to beon

bitweonen, 1340 Ayenb. 210 Zwych difference ase ^er is

be-tuene be cheue and be corn. 1530 PAI.SGR. Introd. 43
Dyvers other sortes of phrasys betwene our long and theyrs.

1692 E. WALKKR Epictetns' Mor., Life, Hear and Forbear,
Words which in Greek have a peculiar Elegance, there be-

ing but the Difference of a single Letter between them.

1785 PALKY *J/. Pkilos, in. in. ix, There is no comparison be-

tween a fortune which a man acquires by well-applied in-

dustry, and one. .received from another. 1802 MAR. EDGJ;-
WOKTH Moral T. (.1816) I. i. i Inequality between the rich

and the poor. 1837 NEWMAN Par. Serin, fed. 2) III. xx. 327
Is there no difference between a chance and a certainty?

* * Of motion across intervening space,
9. Expressing motion or communication from

one body or place to another.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. n. ii. 130 You must send her your
Page .. hee may come and goe betweene you both. 1629
MASSINUER Emperor ofE. \. ii, You are . . the go-between
This female and that wanton sir. 1696 LUTTRELL BriefRel.
(1857) IV. 142 All dipt money shal goe between man and
man at 5$. 2e/. per ounce. 1712 STEELE S/>c~ct. No. 263 ? 5

Two Letters which passed between a Mother and Son

lately. 1812 Miss AUSTEN Pride <$ Prej. 118461 301 Not a
word passed between the sisters concerning Bmgley. Mod.
Newspaper. Carried backwards and forwards between the

police station and the workhouse. Tenders for carrying
the mails between Great Britain and New Zealand.

10. Expressing reciprocal action or relation main-

tained, by two (or more) agents towards each other.

971 BlickL Ho>n. 221 Swylce 3a ^esceafta twa him be-

tweonan gefeohtan sceoklan. 1038-50 Chart. God-wine in

Cod. Dipl. IV. 118 [Da forew]eard 3e Godwine eorl worhte
betweonan /Elfstane abbod. .and Ledfwine preoste. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 41 HaldeS broberredeneeow bltwenen. ,1205
LAY. 22968 Feond-scipe . . bitweone twom monnen. c 1300
Bekct 281 The love that bituene hem was. c 1380 Sir
{"'crumb. 986 }>an comencede a batail newe i by-twene bes

hostes two. 1478 SIR J. PASFON Lett. 815 III. 223 Suche

cawsys as ar nowe by^unne by twyen my Lorde off

Suffolke and me. 1503 WttOTHESLKY Chron. 11875) I. 5 A
peace made betwene the Emperoure and the Kinge. 1611

BIBLE Gen. iii. 15, I will put emnitie betweene thee and the

woman, and betweene thy seed and her seed. 1779-84
HoKNE/?W(T.(i799)III.iv. 73A friendly intercourse is opened
between the most distant lands. 1857 BUCKLE Civilis. I. x.

607 To talk of sympathy existing between the two classes is

a manifest absurdity. 1875 JOWETT Plato ted. 2) I. Pref. 19
The same opposition between science and religion.

III. Of relation to things acting conjointly or

participating in action.

11. Impressing the position of anything confined

or enclosed by objects on opposite sides.

c 1175 Lamb. Hoin, 185 Hwine warpe ich me bitweone be
ilke Cannes. 1340 Ayenb. 210 pou sselt bidde God betuene

fnne teb ^et is to zigge ine bine herte. c 1380 WYCLIK ll>'ks.

(1880)
ip J?e sacrament of be auter bat men seen bitwen be

prestis npndis. 1593 SHAKS. Liter. 390 The pillow. .Between
whose hills her head entombed is. 1643 DENHA.M Coopers
//. 224 Between the Mountain and the Stream embrac'd.
i68a DRYDEN Medal 121 This new Jehu. .Instructs the beast
..To take the bit between his teeth and fly. 1853 KANE
Grinnell Exp. i. (18561 13 The Arctic Ocean is enclosed be.
tween the northern shores of Asia, Europe, and America.
12. Expressing confinement or restriction to two

(or more) parties ; especially used of privacy or

secrecy in conversation. Between ourselves : as a
matter not to be communicated to others.

BETWEEN.
c tooo Ags.Gosp. John vii. 35 pa iudeas cwaxlon betweonan

him sylfum. c 1205 LAY. 25963 per heo heom bi-tvvencn
[c 1250 bi-twine] heolden heore runen. c 1300 K. Alis. 1556
Tel me. .pryvely bytweone the and me ! 1470-85 MALORY
Art/inr (1816) II. 112 Pray him to speak with me between
us two. 1526 TINDALE John xi. 56 And spake bitwene [1611
among] them selves. 1588 J.UDALL Diotreph. (Arb.) 12
This I tel you between you and me, but I would haue it go
no further. 1711 STEKLE Spect. No. 118 F3 Between you
and me, I am often apt to imagine it has had some whim.si-
cal Effect upon my Brain. 1840 MARKYAT Poor Jack xi.v,

I was desired to ask you a question, .between ourselves.

13. By the joint action of, done by, shared in

by, belonging to ,two parties) jointly. (Some-
times said of more than two, when it is desired
to mark the participation of all the parties moie
definitely than can be done by among\ cf. 19.)
1297 R. GLOLC 32 pat heo myjte som eyres bitwene hem

for^ bringe. a 1400 Cursor M. 2443 (Laud) By-twene [r. r.

bituixj hym and his nevew lot Bestayle they had y-now y
wot. 1512 Act 4 Ifen. I'llf, xi,The heires ofthe bodies of the
seid Countesse and .. hir late Husbond deceased bytwene
iheym laufully begoten, 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 177
Betweene them they will kill the coniurer. 1785 MAC-
KENZIE Lounger No. 36 They had but one pair of silk stock-

ings between them. 1812 Miss AUSTEN Mansf. Pk. 11847'
160 \Ve brought home six brace between us. 1867 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. (1876) I. App. 776 Between the two we get a
full and consistent narrative.

14. Expressing division and distribution to two

(or more) partakers.
,

17S& JOHNSON Idler Xo. 19 ? 5 By this ingenious distribu-
tion of himself between two house*. 1771 R. HKNRY///J/. C,t.

Brit. I. i. vi. 383 The British trade was thus divided between
Marseilles and Narbonne. 1788 J. POWELL Dwises 1.1827!

11.^627 Her personal estate .. should go and be equally
divided between her said two grandsons. Mod. They had
it between them.

IV. Of separation.
15. Expressing the relation of a line to two spaces
which it separates or divides from each other.

^1385 CHAUCER L. (,'. \V. 713 There was but a ston wal
hem be-tweene. c 1400 MAUNUEV. xi. 124 l!y twyne the

Cytee of Darke and the Cytee of Rophane, ys a Ryvere.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. X. v. 176 O wall. -That stands betweene
her fathers ground and mine. 1770 BURKE Frcs. Discottt.

Wks. 1845 I. 383 No man can draw a stroke between the
confines of day and night. 1855 DICKENS Dorrit \, The
line of demarcation between the two colours.

16. Expressing the relation of motion or action

to bodies or surfaces which it forces apart, fietiutcn

the hark and the wood or tree : see BARK.
i 1000 Ags. Ps. cv. g And [5u] hi betweonum wa:tera weal-

las laiddesl. a 1120 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. noi pa
heafod men heom betwenan foran. 1642 ROGERS Xaawaii
490 Let none of them come betwetne barke and tree to defeat

your faith. 1837 CARLVLE Fr.Rw. 11872' II. n. vi. So Stand
between them, keeping them well separate. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXV. 8 1/2 The boots . . (in which the torture was ap-
plied by driving in wedges with a hammer between the
flesh and iron rings drawn tightly upon the legs).

17. Jig. To /v, come, stand between a person and

any object desired, or anything threatening him ;

between combatants, etc.

f 1325 E. I-'. Allit. /'. A. 657 Now is ber no^t in l?e worlde
rounde Bytwene vus 8: blysse. 1580 BARET Ah'. B 602 To
go betweene or to be betweene . . to make intercession ; to
let : to prohibite. 1774 BLACKLOCK Graham \. xxiv, With
pallid cheek, and trembling frame, Between the combatants
she came. 1816 I. WILSON City of Plague \. iii. 103 A
sinful wretch implores That thou would'st stand between
him and the wrath Of an offended God. 1884 W. C. SMITH
Kildrostatt 55 How could Doris come between us two?

18. After verbs and nouns of action expiessing:
a. separation, division ; b. subjective separation,
distinction, discrimination, discernment, judgement.
a- 134 HAMI-OLE Pr. Consc. 1691 Gastely ded es twynyng

thurgh synne, Bitwene God and man saule within. 1689
SELLJEN Table T. (Arb.) 71 'Twas an unhappy Division that
has been made between Faith and Works. 1848 MACAULAY
ffisi. Eng. I. 300 A complete separation between the naval
and military services.

b. 1340 Aycnl*. 82 Hi ne conne deme betuene zuete and
byter. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 32 To discerne by-
twene the inspiracyon of the holy goost and the illusyon of
the enhemy. 1593 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \. vi. 5 To judge
rightly between truth and error. 1771 yunitts Lett. Ixj. 319
The public must determine between us. 1848 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng, I. 640 In cases of felony, a distinction . .is made
between the principal and the accessory after the fact.

V. 19. In all senses, between has been, from its

earliest appearance, extended to more than two.
In OE. and ME. it was so extended in sense i,

in which AMONG is now considered better. It is

still the only word available to express the relation

of a thing to many surrounding things severally
and- individually, among expressing a relation to

them collectively and vaguely : we should not say
"

thespace lying among the three points/ or 'a treaty

among three powers,' or ' the choice lies among
the three candidates in the select list/ or 'to insert

a needle among the closed petals of a flower.'

971 BlickL Horn. 229 pa apostoli wsbron set-somne ; and
hie sendon hlot him betweonum. c 1175 Lamb. Honi. 61
And cristes wille bo us bitwon. f 1205 LAY. 26936 Heo ..

sweoren heom bitwaenen [V 1250 bi-twine] bat heo wolden.
ei 1225 Ancr. R. 358 In unkuoe londt, & in unku5e earde,
bitwhen unSeode. ^1250 Gen. <( Ex. 1601 And wulde no^t
Sat folc bi-twen Herber3ed . . ben. a. 1300 CursorM. 10244
Ga heben, he said, fra vs bituin. c 1380 Sir ferumb. 1255
By-twene hymen banne euerechon I bay lift vp bat bodi
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faste. rt 1400 Cov. Myst. 352, I xalle lelle }ow why In soure
erysprevyly Betweyn us thre. 1755 JOHNSON Diet., Bet-ween
is properly used of two, and among of more ; but perhaps
this accuracy is not always preserved. 1771 JOHNSON in

Boswell'(1826) II. 127, I. .hope, that, between publick busi-

ness, improving studies, and domestick pleasures, neither

melancholy nor caprice will find any place for entrance.
1828 SOUTH EY Ess, (1832) II. 436 Between the prior, the

boatmen, and a little offering to St. Patrick, he had not as
much money left, etc. 1885 J. Cowl-turn -V. 4-(?, Ser.vi. XII.

148/2 There were six, who collected between them 15*. $d.

tVI. 20. Bet-ween and (an adaptation oi be-

twix and\ see BETWIXT A. 3;; until, till; with

sb.

a 1400 Cursor M, 16583 (Trin.)J>ei alls nemyBt stir be cros

of bat stede Bitwene & [v. r. bituix and ; til] cure lord cri>t

was bider him self lede. /ta/.2oi8i(Fairf.)I waldewitegladli
bi-twene [v. r, tuix] & quen to take leueatte my kinnismen.

B. adv. (Mostly the preposition with object

understood.)
1. Of place : In an intermediate position or

course, midway, in the midst, lit, andyf^
r
.

890 K. ALFRED Bxda iv. ix. (Bosw.) Ne si lang fee be-

tweonum. 1205 LAY. 276 Heo wepen heore leoten pe
scucke wes bitweonen. 1297 R. GLOUC. 355 po bat water
was bytuene. 6*1430 Stans Piter 77 in Babecs Bk. (1868)

31 Schewe out bi visage, To glad, ne to sory, but kepe bee
euene bitwene. 1606 SIIAKS. Ant. fy Cl. in. iv. 12 A more

unhappie Lady ne're stood betweene. 1667 MILTON P,L. \\.

699 Roses, and Gessamin Rear'd high thir flourisht heads
between. 1795 SOUTH EY Joan of Arc VH. 216 The man of

lowly line That instant rush'd between. 1858 SEARS Atkan.
in. ii. 268 Looking into the immense vacuum between.

f 2. To go between : to act as a medium or me-
diator

;
see GO-BETWEEX. Obs.

c 1310 Sir Trlst. n. 101 A bischop yede bitvene. 1523 I.n.

BEKNERS Froiss. ccclviit. 580/1 Certayne good people of
Gaunte. .went so bytwene in this mater. 1606 SHAKS. 7V.

fy Cr. i. i. 72, 1 haue . . gone betweene and betweene, but small
thankes for my labour.

3. Of time: In the interval, at intervals.
a 1240 Ureisun 28 in Lamb. Honi. 193 Murie dreamefi

engles . . Pleie5 . and sweieS . and sinjjeS . bitweonen. a 1300
Cursor .M. 3572 f>e ncse it droppes ai bl-tuine. c 1374 CHAUCER
TroyIns v. 1086 How longe it was betweyne lhat she for-

soke hym. 1611 BIBLE Acts iii. 42 margin, In the sabbath
between. 1661 Bk. Com. Prayt-r, Priv. Baptism Ruhr.,
The first or second Sunday next after their birth, or other

Holy-day falling between. 1742 R. BLAIR Grave 589 Visits,
Like tho.->e ofangels, short and far between. 1830 TENNYSON
Merman iii, They would pelt me with starry spangles and
shells, Laughing and clapping their hands between.

4. Comb., as fbetween-lier ; f between-light,

twilight ; f between - space, + between - time,

intervening time, interval.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk # Sek>. 94 A change of the world
in the suchnessof the "between-lyers, begetting a change in

my nearness as answering that suchness. 1821 CLARE I'ill.

Minstr, I. 154 As *'iween-light was cheating the view.
a 1641 BP. MOUSTAGU Acts <y Mon. 341 In the betweene-

space of Festus his death and Albinus his succession. 1580
SIDNEY Arcadia n. 119 Those great Lords & little kings
who in those "between -times of raigning . . had brought in

. .the worst kind of oligarchic, a 1641 DP. MOUNTAGU Acts
fy Mon. 118 All that Interval and "between-time, interceding
the first and second comming of our Saviour.

C. quasi-j^.
1. Anything occupying an intermediate position ;

an interval of time.
x6iz SHAKS. ll'int. T. \\\. iii. 62 Thereis nothing tin the be-

tweenej but stealing, fighting. 1851 R. TRENCH Stead/.
Prifice xxxix, All the dreary and the dread Between Was
gone, like aught which had not ever been.

2. An intermediate size of sewing-needle.
1862 MORRALL Xcedle Making 30 The Bet weens are still

shorter than the Ground downs, half a size thicker, and with

stronger points.

Between-decks (W|twf"D|deks), adv. and sb.

[f.
BETWEEN prep. + DECK.] A. adv. In the

space or spaces between the decks of a ship.
1725 DE FOE I'oy. round World (18401 77 One or two of

them . . got between decks among our men. 1844 Regnl, fy

Ord. Army 340 No washing between decks is to take place
oftener than once a week.

B. sb. The space or spaces themselves.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (17^9) Couradoiix, between-
decks ; the space betwixt any two decks of a ship. 1840 R.
DANA Be/. Mast. xxii. 67 These between-decks were holy-
stoned regularly. 1852 Ross Humboldt's Trav. iii. 141 They
considered the between-decks of the ship as infected.

Betweenity b/itwrnlti). [A playful formation

on BETWEEN, after words from L., such as extre-

mity, vicinity : see -ITY.] Intermed iateness of

kind, quality, or condition ; anything intermediate.

1760 H. WALPOLE Corr. (1820) II. 174 (D.) The house is

not Gothic, but of that betweenity that intervened when
Gothic declined and Palladian was creeping in. 1824 ^Iiss
MITKORD / 'Ulage ( 1 863) 20 A little ruinous cottage, white-

washed once, and now in a sad state of betweenity. 1824
Q. Rev. XXXI. 167 It is really provoking to find [Miss
Mitford using] such low and provincial corruptions of Ian-

guage as '

transmogrified,'
'

betweenity,'
*

dumpiness.' 1836
SOUTHEY Lett. (1856* IV. 448 To rejoin heads, tails, and
betweenities, which Hayley had severed.

Between-whiles (Witwf-nihwaik), adv. [f.

BETWEEN prep. + WHILE.] In the intervals of

time ; at intervals.

1678 J. PHILLIPS Taverniers Trav. v. xviii. 242 Between
whiles they have Sweetmeats, Coffee, and Fruits. 1838
DICKENS Nick. AVc/t*. x\x, Regaling the social circle be-

tween-whiles. 1830 L. HUNT Autobiog. xv. (1860) 237 Be-
tweenwhiles he would walk in the garden.

b. quasi-fl^'.
1859 G. MEREDITH R . Fevertl iii. (1885) 17 A monotonous

betweenwhiles kind of talk.

Betwih, betwihen : see BITWIH, -EN.

t Betwi'ne. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. BE- i +TwiKBf.]

To entwine, twine together.
1661 HICKERINCILL Jamaica 87 There's no such joy in

this betwin'd State.

Betwinen, -urn, obs. form of BETWEEN.

t Betwi't, v. Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 betwitt.

[f.

BE- 2 + TWIT.] Emphatic of TWIT.
1661 PEPYS Diary 2 Apr. iD.) Strange how these men ..

betwitt and reproach one another with their former condition.

t Betwi'xeii, -twixe, prep. Obs. Forms :

J betweoxn, 2 bitwuxan, -twixan, -tweoxe,
-twuxe, 2-4 bitwixen, 3 bituxe(n, 3-5 bitwixe,
4betwixen,-twyxen,-twexen,4-5by-,betwixe,
(9 betwixen). [ME. bi-, betwixe(n, 1 2th c.

bitwixan, -tiuuxan, -twtoxe, pointing to an OE. *be-

tweoxan (for which the Pastoral Care ha*&etwe0jcn\

app. for earlier *l>t>-tu>eoxurn, -tiveohsum, orig. OE.
*oi-twihsum '.^-twicsujn, *-twiscum ; f. bi-, BE-

prep, + *twtscum, dat. pi. of *twisc adj., in OS.

twist, OHG. zuiski, MHG. zivisct vwisck : OTeut.

twiskjo- 'two-fold,' f. tii'a, Two-f-lsH \i.sc. The
same idea inter duos, cntre deux] was expressed
in OHG. by the dat. pi. zitiskfa, MHG. zwischen,
with a preceding prep., ttntar, itndar, in, en (cf.

mod.G. zwischcn from 'nzwischen, Du. tusscheii}.

The ordinary form in OE. was betweox (see next) ;

but bitweoxan, bitu'ixan^ became frequent ^1200,

prob. because of its analogy to the numerous other

prepositions in -an, ME. -en. P'or the subsequent
history see BETWIXT.] Betwixt, between.

t 897 K. .-ELF-RED Gregory's Past. 121 Ne sie hit 5onne na
sua betweoxn eow. c 1160 Hatton Gosfi. Matt. xxi. 25 IJeo-

tweoxe heorn. c 1175 Lamb, How. 91 Ne ber nas nan wone
bi-twuxan heo. Ibid. 115 Uitwixen godes wrecchan. ^1205
LAY. 5012 Bi-twixen hire aermes. Ibid. 30618 Kitwixe Dinan
and |^;tre J-K:. 111250 Oivl fy J*ig/it. 1747 That maister
Nichole. . Bi-tuxenusdeme schulde. a \-yyoCttrsor M. 21840
(Edinb. j Bituixin us and helleshere. t 1325 Uletr. Hom. 166
A derne priuite . . bytwixe me and the. c 1384 CHAUCER
//. Fame iFairf. MS. i 715 Betwexen heuene and erthe and
see. c 1386 Prol. 277 Bitwixe Middleburgh and Ore-
welle. c 1449 PECOCK Refir, i. xiii, 69 Bitwixe me and ^ou
. . Bitwixe Paul and the Cristen. [1865 SWINBI/KNF. Christm.
Carol 52 The manger shall be straw two spans Betwixen
kine and kine.]

Betwixt (b/"|twi'kst). pycp. and adv. Forms :

i betwihs, betweohs, -tweox, -twiux, -twyx,
-twux, -tux, (-twuxt, -twyxt), 3 bitwex, 3-5
bitwix, (4 bituex, -tuix, -tuixs, -pwex, by-
twyste, -tuixte), 4-5 betwex, 4-7 betwix, -tuix,

tuyx, -twyx, 5 bituxst, bytwex, by-twyxte, 6

betwyxte, -twixte, (R Sct betwisht, -tweesht\
5- betwixt, 7- 'twixt. [mod.Eng. betwixt, ME.
behi'ix : OE. bctweohs, -fweox, -twux, -twyx, -tux:

prob. shortened from the dative form *be-tweoxum,

-twt'ox\Li}n ; see the prec. (Cf. the shortened

woU from wolfen, also history of BITWIH.) It is

however also possible that be-tweox goes back

through *tweoksu to *faviscu ace. pi. neuter. Much
more common in OE. than the preceding. In

ME. betwix seems to have been more northern.

betwixen, betwixe, more southern ;
in the I5th c.

the loss of the final syllable of the latter finally
levelled both as betwix. Already in OE., there-

appeared occasional instances of betwuxt, -twyxt.
with a -/, either phonetic or analogical, but having
no significance. This was also rare in ME., but

after 1500 became the regular form, except in the

north, which retained bctwix, in i8th c. Sc. betwish,
betweesh

;
cf. (j. zwischcn. (ME. had occasionally

bitwixte, prob. a confusion between bitwixt and

bitwixe.} There is a late shortened form VW/JT/.]
A. prep.

1. = BETWEEN, in the various senses of that word.
Now somewhat arch, in literary Eng. and chiefly

poetical. Still in colloquial use in some dialects.

a. of local position. /. and /&".

931 Chart. sEbelstan in Cod. Dipt. V. 207 Andlang hxre-

paoes ; ftonne betweox tSa twegen wegas burh Sone lea.

a 1300 Cursor M. 725 Bi-tuix be warlau and his wijf, Adam
es stad in strang strijf. 1330 R. BHUNNK Chron. 18 Ouer
alle be londes bituex Douer & Tuede. a 1400 Cursor M.
14233 iFairf.) Be-twix ierusalem & (?is castel. .is mylis nane
bot bare xv. n 1450 Knt. de la Tonr\ 18681 ig She ansuered
hem no thlnge but bituxst her tethe. 1512 . 1, .' 4 Hen. l'/// t

xix. 14 Peynes [ pennys] beryng lyke dyuers Rowles of

Spurres betwyxte the barres of the Crosse. 163* MILTON
L'Allegro 82 A cottage chimney smokes From betwixt two
aged oaks. 1660 BARROW Euclid \. Def. iv, A Right Line
is that which lies equally betwixt its Points. 1663 BUTLER
Hud. 1. 1. 68 He could distingui>h > and divide A hair 'twixt
south and south-west side, a 1758 A. RAMSAY Poems (1844)

89 Betwisht twa's shoulders. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar.
in. vii, When that strange shape drove suddenly Betwixt us
and the sun. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. viii, If Mrs. B. had
not thrown herself betwixt us.

b. of time.
t 1250 LAY. 24274 Bituix itwene] bis and domes-

day. c 1400 Smvdonc Bab. 41 Hit bifelle by-twyxte March
and Maye. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 78 F 10 Betwixt the
Hours of Eight and Ten at Night. 1860 HAWTHORNE
Marb. Faun xxxiii, A tolerable journey betwixt now and
to-morrow noon.

c. of other relations.

C97S Rnshiv. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 25 Hi ba bohtun betwihs
heom cwa:bende \_Lindisf. betuih, Ags. Gosp. betwux, -tweox,
Hatton G. beotweoxe]. a 1300 K. Horn 345 Wib him ;e
wolden pleie Bitwex 300 selue tweie. a, 1300 Cursor M.
2443 Be-twyx him and loth his neuow Of bestaile hade bai

plente enow, c 13x5 SMOREHAM 77 Thet hoi assent By-
tuixte man an wyf. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. in. xix. 211
A generall werre . . betwyx cure kynge and yours. 1578
Fortortte Son iii. in Gude $ Godely Ball. 31 The Father did
his gude deuyde Betuix them. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. H. iv. 33
Betwixt them both, they haue me doen to dye. 1607 HIERON
Wks. I. 239 That great separation which shall be betwixt
the sheepe and the goates. 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea
11847,1 149 Betwixt threescore and fourescore leagues from
the shore. 1689 SELDLN Table T. (18471222 You must look
into the Contract betwixt him and his People. 1732 LAW
Serious C. I. led. 2) 12 Can you find any farther difference
betwixt them? 1779 J. MOORE View Soc. Fr. (1789) I. xv.
1 10 They have but three legs betwixt them. 1838 DICKENS
O. Tivist xxiii,

' Betwixt you and me, ma'am,' returned Mr.
Bumble, 'that's the great principle.' 1860 HAWTHORNE
Marb. Faun (1879) II. x. 106 The bond betwixt you.
2. In reference to more than two : in early use^
AMONG.

a, 1000 Ags, Gosp. Luke vii. 28 Betwux wifa bearnum
1000 Nat- S. Greg., Da geseah Gregorius betwuxt 5am

warum
cypecnihtas jesette. c 1000 ALFRIC Ex. xxxiv. 10

Betweohs him. a 1300 E. E. Psalter \\. 8 Bitwix my faes
al elded J. 1711 POPE Temple F. n, I stood, methought,
betwixt earth, seas, and skies. 1788 J. POWELL Devises

'18271 II. 759 Her legacy., equally to be divided betwixt
them all. 1878 G. MACDONALD Phantasies xii. 184 Betwixt
grey stones on the side of a hill.

1 3. Betwix and, betitix and, betwixt and (prob.

elliptical for betwixt this and . . . : cf. the similar

ON. milli ok] north, dial. : between this (or that)
and . . .

, until, till. a. with till; b. with sb., or

prep. phrase; c. with subord. clause. Obs.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 21 100 He lenthid his sermon, Bituix -

and til his passion.
b- " 1300 Cursor .)/. 8614 Sco slep bituix and dai. Ibid.

17322 And bad bam do him up. .in prisun state, Bituix and
efter bair sabat. 1641 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Min. Bk.

11855) 129 In caice betwixt and that they get not a supplie.
Ibid. 153 It is necessar that the haile common burdens.,
be prepared and in rediness . . betwixt and the tyme foir-

said.

C. [aiynCursprM. 1437 All bat deid bi-tuix and ban
bat iesui ras. Ibid. 11074 Al be land bat hej>en lijs, Bituix-
and [Gd'tt. by-tuix and] b-ar be sun it rijs. Ibid. (.Gott.) 16583
Betuix and ^at [Cett. til] ur lauerd crist was bedir ledd.]
Ibid. 1103 Bituixand bai be southe had sene. Ibid, 3763
Mi hert bes neuer in rest, bituixand bis lacob be slan.

B, adv.

1. Of space :
= BETWEEN i.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxviii [ix]. 7 Laverdes steven of bi-

tvvix falland low of fire. 1611 BIBLE Job xxxvi. 32 The
cloud that commeth betwixt. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
iv. 516 And leave a Space betwixt.

o.fiff. In an intermediate position or attitude.

1659 HAMMOND On Ps. cviii. 4 To the lowest and meanest
of us, and to all betwixt. 1826 BYRON CJi. Har. ai. xxxvi,
Extreme in all things ! hadst thou been betwixt, Thy throne
had still been thine, or never been.

2. Of lime : BETWEEN 3.
ti 1300 Cursor AI. 13521 Noght lang bi-tuix bot alson,

A-noper he did. 1685 DRYDEN Tkren. August. 27 With
scarce a breathing space betwixt 1697 Virg. Past. \.

19, 1 writ, and sung betwixt.

3. Betwixt and between .colloq. and dial.} : in

an intermediate or middling position ; neither one

thing nor the other. Also as adj. : Middling, in-

different, so-so.

1832 MARRYAT^V. Forster x\\v, [He] took the lease of a
house in a betwixt and between fashionable street. 1877
BKSANT & RICE Son of Vulc. i. iv. 53 She's the fool, and he';,

the knave, so it's betwix and between. 1884 Point-blank
III. xv. ^26 There are very few who marry into our sort of
set. We are just betwixt and between.

C. Comb, f betwixt-hands, be twixt- times

(obs.), between-whiles, at intervals, now and then.

,1568 tr. Let. Mary Q. Scots in H. Campbell Love-Utt.
1 1824.1 App. 24 At the leist, to dissemble so weill and to tell

hym the treuth betwix handis. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/.
Beasts 270 Neither let him drink much nor often, but be-

twixt timc>.

tBetwynde, v. Obs. [Perh. there is some
error ; cf. ATWIND to escape.] ? To escape.

I493~ I53S W. DE WORDE Commtmyc. B iij, Out of thy tene

to betwynde Mercy and loue thyn helpe were thyse.

Betyde, Betyl(le, Betymes, Betyn, Betys ;

obs. ff. BETIDE, BEETLE, BETIME.H, BEATEN, BEET.

Betyngve, obs. form of BEATING, BEETING.
( 1440 Promp. Parr. 34 Betynge [1499 instrument], instnt-

iitentittn, vtrbcraculani.

Beu, obs. form of BEAU a. fair.

Beuch, beugh, Sc. forms of BOUGH.

Beuchit, bewchit, Sc. forms of BOWED.
Beudantite (bi?7'dant3it). Min. [f. Beudant,
name of a French mineralogist, + -ITE.] A mineral

occurring in modified acute rhombohedrons, con-

taining sesquioxide of iron and oxide of lead, with

phosphoric or arsenic acid, or both. (Dana.)
Beuer, obs. form of BEAVEK.

t Beu'gle. Ohs. [Cf. Du. beugel bow, hoop,



BEUBBE.
bail ; {.buigen to bow : cf. HEGUEL.]
backed Sc., crook-backed.

In beugle-

/t 1709 in Watson Collect. Sc. Poems II. 54 (JAM.) Heugle-
back'd, bodied like a beetle.

Beuk, Sc. form of BOOK, and obs. pa. t. of BAKE v.

Beuleer, beuniformed, beurine, etc. : see BE-.

II Beurre (bgre). Also 8 berry, beury. [Fr. ;

f. beurre buttered, buttery, f. beurre butter.] A
mellow variety of pear. Also attrib.

1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece n. iii. 352 And these Pears . .

Martin Sec, Winter Beurre. 1750 MKS. DELANY A utobiog.
(1861) II. 594, I have just been gleaning my autumn fruits

melon, figs, beury pears. 1866 MRS. GASKELL Wives 4-

Dan. I. 197 She had eaten some brown beurre pears.

Beuscher, variant of BEAUSIRE, Obs.

Beute, -tie, etc., obs. form of BEAUTY, etc.

Beutefeau, beutifew, obs. forms of BOUTEFEU.

Bevapid, obs. f. bcwhaped: see BEWHAPE.
t Be'var, ? a. or sb. Ol>s. In 3 beuir, 5 Sc.

bevar. [Of doubtful origin and meaning : most

conjectures refer it to BKVER v. to tremble, shake.]
Known only in bevar hore. Since ME. hore (now
HOAK, q.v.) was both adj.

'

hoary,' and sb.
'

grey-
beard

'

i_Ger. grds), it remains uncertain whether
bevar was an adj.

'

feeble, worn-out,' or a sb.
' old

man '

or ?
'
feeble old man.'

a 1275 Prm'. Alfred 627, And jni ben beuir hore sixst be bi-

foren stonden. c 1450 HENKYSON Ag<: fy 1 'ont/t t
The bevar

hoir said to this birly berne. [1808 jAMiKSoNjjV./?/^. s.v.,
' We still say a bevir-korse for a lean horse, or one worn out
with age or hard work.']

Beverled, ///. a.
[f.

BE- 7 -* VEIL sb. + -ED-.]
Covered, or furnished, with a veil.

1583 STANYHURST ^Sneii n. iArb.1 55 With darcknesse

nightye beueyled. 1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n. f 1863'

327 Leading Miss Reid beflounced and be-scarfed and be-
velled and be-plumed. .up the aisle.

Bevel ,be'vel), a. and sb.} Forms : 7 beuell, 8-9
bevil, 8- bevel

;
in Her. 6 beuile, 7-9 bevil(e.

[App. a. OF. *bevcl, not found, but implied in the

mod.Y.bevean, bcauvcait, beiavau (in Boiste's Diet. ,

I'iveau (Littre), buveau , Cotgr., Littre, Boiste) ;
of

unknown derivation. Godefroy cites ft single in-

stance of a vb. bever, which he explains as
' Kaiser

(i. e. to slope, make slanting) : architectural term
'

;

but this seems insecure. It is uncertain whether the

adj. or sb. is earlier : the order here is provisional.]
A. adj.

1. Her. Of a line : Broken so as to have two

equal acute alternate angles ; composed of two

parallel portions joined at acute angles by an
intermediate piece, thus

1362 I,HIGH Armorie (1579) 78 b, Hee beareth party per
pale Beuile, Or and purpure . . He beareth party per Bend
Beuile, Argent, and purpure.
2. Oblique ; esp. at more than a right angle ;

sloping, slant, inclined from a right angle, or from
a horizontal or vertical position.
c 1600 SHAKS. SontL. cxxi, I may be straight though they

them-selues be beuel. 1677 MOXON Much. E.rerc. (1703; 89
The Bevil. .is used, .for the striking such Bevil lines. 1679
PLOT Stajfordsli. 368 The walls of the Chappel stand quite
bevil to those of the Church. 1733 TULL Horse-hoeing
xxii. 148 The Mortise is bevel. [See BEVEL EDGE, etc., in C. 1

B. sb. 1. A common joiner's and mason's tool,

consisting of a flat rule with a moveable tongue or
arm stiffly jointed to one end, for setting off angles.
1611 COTGR., But'eiiit, a kind of Squire or Squire-like In-

strument, hauing mouable, and compas->e, branches ; or th'

one branch compasse and th' other straight ; some call it a
Beuell. 1677 MOXON Mfc/t. E.rt-rc. (17031 89 The Bevil . .

haying its Tongue movable upon a Center, may be set to
strike Angles of any. .numbers of Degrees. 1823 P. NICH-
OLSON Pract. Build. 386 The P.evel is employed in drawing
the soffit line on the face of the bricks. 1876 HLbCKivSotigs
Relig. # Lije 221 Time 'tis none for square and bevel.

2. A slope from the right angle, an obtuse angle ;

a slope from the horizontal or vertical ; a surface
or part so sloping. In the mechanical arts, the
defined slope or curve to which timber, etc. must
be cut. (Sometimes bevel is technically applied
to any angle exc. 90 and 45.)
1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (17031 no Any sloping Angle

that is not a square, is called a Bevil. 1787 Bl'RNS Tarn Sam-
son's El, iii, Trip brethren o' the mystic level May hing
their head in wafu' bevel. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 53
The upper bevil, or projection by way of cornice for throw-
ing off the sea. 1851 RUSKIN Stones I'eil. I. xvi. 13 In
the outlook window the outside bevt:! downwards is es-
sential. 1863 WVXTER Subtle Brains, etc. 274 [It] cut the

plank to the exact size and bevil it was required to take.

3. Short for bevel-wheel (see C).
1870 in Eng. .!///. 18 Mar. 652/3 This bevel gears with a

horizontal bevel underneath the base.

C. Comb. a.nAAt/n'li.,si^ bevel-angle see quot.);
bevel edge, the oblique edge of a chisel or similar

tool ; hence bevel-edged a.
; bevel-gear, -gear-

ing, gear for conveying motion by means of bevel-

wheels from one shaft to another at an angle (usu-

ally a right angle) with it
; bevel-joint, a sloping

joint for uniting pieces of timber end to end ;

bevel-square (see B I ) ; bevel-tool, a turner's tool

with a bevel-edge for forming grooves and tapers

837

in wood
; bevel-wheel, a toothed wheel whose

working face, consisting of a frustum of a cone, is

oblique with the axis, used to work in connexion
with another bevel wheel, the shafts of the two

being usually at right angles to each other
;
bevel-

ways, -wise, adv. at a bevel.

1727-51 CHAMBMHS CycL,
~

Bcvcl-anglc is used amon^ the

workmen, to denote any other angle but those of ninety
or forty-five degrees. 1833 PHILLIPS Fam. Cycl. 1339/1
Wheels are denominated -spur, crown, or *bevel-gear, ac-

cording to the direction or position of the teeth, c 1790
IMISON Sch.Art I. 34 The Principle of 'Bevel Geer, con-
sists in two cones, rolling on the surface of each other. 1823
P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build, 120 Other modes of continuing
the length of timbers or beams is, by splicing them with a
long *bevel-joiiit.

t Be'yel, sb:- Sc. Ol>s, A staggering blow.
1603 Philottis cxxxiv, Indeid thow sail beir mee a beuell.

1715 PENNKCUIK Poems 92 (J.\M.) And gave him . . Three
bevels till he gard him beck.

Be'VCl, v. Also 8 bevil. [f. BEVEL jJ]
1. trans. To cut away or otherwise bring to a

slope ;
to reduce (a square edge) to a more obtuse

angle ;
often with away, off, etc.

1677 MOXON Mi'ch, Exert. 117031 109 Von may . . Bevil

away the outer edges of the Pannels. i8oz PALEY Nat.
Tht-ol. x. (1827) 474/2 The same rings are bevelled off at the

upper and lower edges. 1851 RUSKIN Stottt-s l
r
en. \. xvi.

ii The wall is to be bevelled on the outride so as to in-

crease the range of sight as far as possible. 1884 TKNNVSON
Bcckct 171 All was planed and bevell'd smooth again.

Jig. 1874 BLACKIE Self-Cult, 16 To bevel down the corners
of a character so constituted by a little sesthetical culture.

2. intr. To recede in a slope from the right

angle ; to slant.

1679 PLOT Staffordsh. 168 In the whole length it did not

bevel, or depart from a true level, above an inch. 1727
SWIFT Gnllr,'fr\\\. ii. 188 Their houses are very ill built, the
walls bevil, without one

right angle in any apartment. 1862
TYNDALL Mountaineer, vii. 63 At one place, however, the

precipice bevels off to a steep incline of smooth rock.

Bevele, early Kentish form of BEFJLE.

Bevelled, beveled v be-veld), ///. a. Al>o
bevilled.

[f.
BEVEL v. + -EU l

.] Made or cut to

a bevel
; sloped off. a. gen.

1757 r/iil. Trans. L. 105 The bevilled roof of the south-
west corner. 1822 IMISON Sc.ffArt 1.453 Bevdled-wheels
are much used for changing the direction of motion in

wheel-work. 1860 TYNDAI.L G/ac. n. n. 292 The precipice,
upon a bevelled *lope of which some blocks long continued
to rest. 1865 LUIIBOCK Prch. Times iv. (,1878198 Brought to
a bevelled edge.

b. spec, in Archit.
;
in Crystallog. (see quot.) ;

in Heraldry = BEVEL A I.

1840 T. Hon-; Ess. Archit. xii. led. 3' I. 123 The porch . .

affords five bevilled entrances. 1851 RLSKIN Stones Ven.

11874) L xvi. 175, I do not like the sound of the word
'splayed

1

; I always shall use 'bevelled
1

instead. 1878
GURNEY Crystal/eg. 51 An edge is bevelled when replaced
by two faces which are respectively equally inclined to the

adjacent faces.

Be'velling, beveling, vbl. sb. Also bevii-

ling. [f. as prec. + -ixa 1
.]

1. A cutting to an oblique angle ;
the oblique

angle or slant so given ;
a bevelled portion or sur-

face : esp. in Shipbuilding.
1769 1- AI.CONER Diet. Marine 1,1789', Bevelling, in ship

building, the art of hewing a timber with a proper and regu-
lar curve. 1853 KANE Griniicll K.\J>. xviii. (1856* 138 A sort

of beveling prevented the ice-mass from actual contact with
the bottom.

_ 1869 SIR E. K\LY.vSkij>bnild. .\.\. 430 Care has
to be taken in bringing the flanges to the correct bevilling.

2. Comb.) as bevelling-board (Shipbuild.)t see

quot. ; bevelling-machine. a book-binder's ma-
chine for bevelling the edges of a book-cover.
c 1850 Rudim. Xavig. (Wealei 96 Bevetling-board^ a piece

of deal on which the bevellings or angles of the timbers, etc.

are described.

Be'velling, ppLa. [f.
as prec. + -ING ^.] Slant-

ing, oblique, cut to an obtuse angle. Bevelling
edge (Shipbuilding :

* the edge of a ship's frame,
which is in contact with the skin, and which is

worked from the moulding-edge, or that which is

represented in the draft.'

1677 MOXON ;!/<</*. E-icrc. '1703191 You Saw the Kevil-

ling Angles, c 1850 Rudim. Xarig. iWealei 154 Cyphered,
a mode of joining,, .with a bevelling edge.

Bevelment (be'velment). Also bevillment.

[f.
as prec. + -MKNT.] The process of bevilling;

spec, in Crystallog., the replacement of the edge of
a crystal by two similar planes equally inclined

to the adjacent faces.

1804 R. JAMKSON Mineral. I 204 There is formed a four-
sided prism bevilled on both extremities, . .and the edge of
the bevillment is truncated. 1870 H. MACMILLAN Bible
Teach, xvi. 313 The truncatures of their [/.*.-. crystals']
angles, and the bevelment of their edges.
Bevenom, etc. : see BE- pref.
t Be'ver (brvaa), sb. Forms : 5-7 beuer, 6

beuoir. boeuer, boyuer, 6-7 boier, 7 beauer,
7-9 beaver, bever. [a. OF. before (also baivr<\

bcivere, boivre) drinking, drink, subst. use of OF.
beivre, boivre (now boire] pres. inf. : L. bibSre to

drink. (In med.L. biber, bibera, biberis.} With
sense 3, cf. the parallel OF. form beverie, beverry,
in the sense of a lunch or collation in a monastery.]

BEVERAGE.

f 1. Drink, liquor for drinking. Obs.

1451 MARG. PASTON Lett. 149 (1872* I. 201, I can gett non
ell [eels] yett ; as for bever liter is promysid me bomme.
f2. A potation, a drinking ; a time for drinking.
1499 r>-omp. Parv. 34 Beuer, drinkingc tyme, bibcrrittm,

1552 HuLot.T, lieuer, or drinckyng, or potacion. 1580
\\\w.i Alv. 1*876 A Boeuer or drinking betweene dinner
and supper. 1626 H. MASON Epicure's Fast iii. 25 Their
custome of drinking which I call a continual! Bever.

3. A small repast between meals
;

a *

snack,'

nuncheon, or lunch ; csp. one in the afternoon be-

tween mid-day dinner and supper. Chiefly dial.

1500 Ortns l~oc. in Promp. Parr. 34 noc t Merendula, a
beuer after none. 1573 COOI-KR T/iesaitr-its, Mcrenda.. a

collation, a noone meale, a boyuer. c 1590 MARLOWR
Faust, vi, Thirty meals a-day and ten bevers. 1599 HAK-
I.L'VT I 'oy. II. i, 60 As they vse lo ring to dinner or beuoir in

cloisters. 1602 FULBKCKE ztid ft. Parall. Introd. 3 The
booke of Littletons tenures is there breakfast, their dinner,
their boier, their supper, and their rere-banquet. 1650 Bi i.-

WI;R Antkropomet xxii. 246 Children of Princes, .were to be
allowed their Bevers or afternoons Nuncians. 1679 Pi.oi

Staffard&h. 286 Sent hungry with a bever to her Father in

the field. 1750 W. KLLIS Mod. IIus(\ V. iii. 146 They eat

wholly on this [cheese] and bread at one time of the day,
which they call their beaver, and this is commonly about
four of the clock in the afternoon. 1884 M. MOKKIS in Eng.
Illnstr. M'ag. Nov. 73 [At Eton], Came up from cricket in

the summer afternoons for
'

bever.'

Jig. a 1640 JACKSON Creed xi. xxxv. Wks. XI. 99 Are our
daily sermons but as so many bevers of wind whose efficacy
vanisheth with the breath that uttereth them.

t Be'ver, v. 1 Obs.
[f. prec. sb.] intr. To par-

take of bever. See prec.
1607 Lingua n. i. in Haxl. DodsL IX. 366 Your gallants

never sup, breakfast, or bever without me. 1632 SHERWOOD,
To beuer . . wllatioiuter. 1783 AINSWOKTH Lat. Diet.
iMorell) i, To beaver, ntcrendam swuerc.

t Bever X be-v3i;, v.- Ol>s. exe. itiuL [Fre-
quentative f. OE. bcoftan to tremble (see BIVE) : as

glimmer {.gleam. Cf. \A\.beveren, l)\\. bibberen to

tremble.] /;///. To tremble, shake, quiver. (Still

widely spread in the dialects."

1470 85 MALORY Arthur i. xv, And they were so coura-

gyous that many knygbtes shoke and beuerd for egrenes.
1808 JAMIESON Sc. Diet., Bwr, i'airrr, Iwscr, to shake,
tremble, esp. from age or infirmity. 1864 CAE-LRN Devon
/'re:*/;/!., BcTi'er, to shake with the cold.

Beverage (.bt-veri-d,^). Forms: 3-7beuerage,
beverege, 5 beuereche, -iche, 5-7 beuurage, 7

beueridge, beurage, beuvrage. beauvrage,
biverage, 7-8 beveridge, 8 beuverage, 4- beve-

rage. [ME. a. OF. bevragc, bitverage (mod.F.
brcitvage).*. com. Romanic formation, in Pr. beurage,

Sp. bebrage, Pg. beberagem, It. beveraggio ;
f. the sb.

bcverc, hevre (in OF. before^ see BEVKH sb.) 'drink-

ing
'

+ -A(;E : L. type *biberdticum.~\
1. Drink, liquor for drinking; esp. a liquor which

constitutes a common article of consumption.
' 1325 E. /". A Hit. P, B. 1433 Bryng hem now to my borde,

of beuerage hem fylles. (1400 MAUNDEV. xii. 141 Code
Beuerage and swete and norysshynge that is made of Gala-
melle. 1475 CANTON Jason 52 Metes delicious and with
al beuurages and drynkes sumptuous. 1611 SHAKS. IVint.
T. i. ii. 346 If from me he haue wholesome Beueridge.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 74 Sherbet-men iwho make the fore-
said beurage'. 1791 BOSWKI.L Johnson 118311 I. 297 Tea..
that elegant and popular beverage. 1870 YEATS Hist. Comm.
116 Cocoa and mate', or Paraguay tea, are the beverages of
South America.

Jig. 1647 W. BKOU NIC Pole.v. n. 309 The soules of the Em-
bassadors lay . . drown'd in that delicious bev'rage wherein
Polexander's Eloquence had throwne them.

2. fig. A '

draught' which has been brewed, and
must be drunk ; the bitter or sorrowful sequel of

any conduct. Cf. BREW.
1297 R. GLOUC. 26 A luber beuerage to here bihofbe |?ei

browe. c 1325 Coer de L. 4365 A sorye beverage ther was
browen.

f 3. Drinking, a drink or draught. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 189 Bargeyns and beuerages
'

bi-

gonne to aryse. 1628 DIGUY Voy. Medit. (1868^ 56 New
wines which were naught for beuurage. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Georg. i. 170 The standing Waters .. yield Too large a
Bev'rage to the drunken Field.

b,= BEVEH sb. 3.

1577 HARRISON England \\. vi. 1.1877) 162 We had beuerages
or nuntions after dinner.

4. spec. Various kinds of drink : a. The liquor
made by pouring water over the pressed grapes,
after the wine has been drawn off. b. West Indian
term for lemonade. C. In Devonshire, small cider.

1627 CAI'T. SMITH Seaman's Gram. viii. 36 The Cooper in

. . to . . repaire the . . hogsheads, etc. for wine, beare, sider,

beverage, fresh water. 1705 Loud. GHZ. No. 4159/4 About
5 Tun of Beveridge at 20^. per Tun. 1721 C. KING Brit.
Mcrch. I. 7 They generally drink, .a sort of Liquor they call

Beuverage i which is Water pass'd thro the Husks of Grapes
after the Wine is drawn ofT\ 1796 W. MARSHALL IV.Eng-
lufui) Beverage, water cider, or small cider. 1834 M. SCOTT
Cruise Midge (18591 389 The bottle of Lemonade or Beve-
rage as it is called in Jamaica.

T 5. A drink, or drink-money, demanded on cer-

tain occasions, as e.g. from one who for the first

time wears a new suit of clothes, etc. Now dial.

1721 BAILEY, To pay Beverage t to give a treat upon the
first wearing of a new Suit of Cloths. 1755 JOHNSON,
Beverage^ a treat at first coming into a prison, called also

garnish. 1808 JAMIESON s.v.,
' She gat the beverage o' his

Draw new coat.'



BEVEREN.
i Be'veren, -yn(e, a. Oi>s. [piob. f. BEAVER
i. 1 * -EX 1

. Cf. OHG. bibirhi, L. bebrinus, fibrl-'

mis.'] prob. Beaver-coloured, reddish-brown.
? 1400 .Morte Arl/!. 3631 Alle bare-hevvede for besye with

beveryne lokkes. t 1420 Anturs Arth. xxviii, His cue, that

gray were and grete With his beueren berd. Cf. next.

t Beverhued, obs. form of beaver-hued.
c 1340 Gav. f Gr. Knt. 845 Erode bry}t watz his berde &

al beuerhwed.

i Be'vering, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. BEVEB v.- +

-ING'.] Trembling, shaking, quivering.
1398 TREVISA Earth, de P. K. x>-u. cviii, Feueres, bat

comeb with beuerynge [lS3S sheuerynge] and colde. Ibid.

vn. x.Kxvii, Therof comyth gryllynge, beverynge, and colde.

Beverneck, -nex. Obs. Also 6 barnnecks.
Some fabric.

1567 Richmond. /F///ru853> 197 Beds, hangings of buche-

rame, and a teaster of bevernexe. 1567 Ibid. 221 A tabill

clothe barnnecks, vs.

Beveroy, variant form of BAVAKOY.
1713 Land, Gaz. No. 5185/4 A sandy colour Beveroy broad

Cloth Coat

Beverse, bevesselled, beveto, bevillain, be-

vined, bevomit, etc. : see BE- pref.

Beves, -is, obs. f. beeves, pi. of BEEF.

Bevil e, bevilled, variants of BEVEL, -EI.LED.

Bevin, obs. form of BAVIN.

t Beviss. Obs. [Etymol. unknown : see con-

jecture in Britten's O. C. and Farm. Ifi/s.']

(11722 LISLE Hitsb. H757,'259 A cow-calf would make very
pretty beef, at three years old, but, if killed sooner, they
called it

II Bevue (twv). In 8 bevew. [Fr. bevue, (.

be-, bes-, pejorative prefix 4- vne VIEW sb. Natural-

ized in 1 8th c.] An error of inadvertence.

1716 M. DAVIES At!i. lirit. I. Pref. 3 The Follies of the

Ignorant, the bevews of Government. 1813 SCOTT in Lock-
/*<*/- 1 1839. IV. 71 He will content himself with avoiding
such bevues in future.

Bevy (be-vi). Forms : 5 bevey, beuye, beue,
5-7 beuy, 6 beve, (bevvy), 6-7 beavie, beauie,
beuie, bevie, 7-9 beavy, 5- bevy. [Derivation
and early history unknown ; ME.feivy, bate answers
in form to OF. bevee, btivee 'drink, drinking' (in

mod.F., a drink of water thickened with meal for

beasts]. This seems to correspond, with difference

of conjugation (bevce : "bevala', to It. bevuta
'

drinking-bout, a draught
'

; cf. also beva '

drink,

liquor, potion, drench' Baretti) with bcva 'a beavie'

in Florio. To explain the Kng. sense, it has been

conjectured that bevy may have passed from the

sense of 'drinking-bout' to 'drinking-party,' and
to '

party
'

or company
'

generally : but of this

there is no known evidence. These old names for

companies of men and animals are however very
fantastical and far-fetched, as may be seen in the

first three works quoted.]
1. The proper term for a company of maiden."

or ladies, of rocs, of quails, or of larks.

t 1430 Bfi. Hawkyngva Rel. Ant. I. 296 A covey of per.

trich, a bevey of quayles, and eye of fesaunts. c 1470 Itors,
Skepe,tf C7. (1822) 30 A beuye of larkes, A beuye of ludyes,
A beuye of quayles, A beuye of roos. 1486 tik. St. A than*

Fvj,A Beuy of Ladies, a Beuy of Roos, a Beuy of Qunyli*.
1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sliepli. Cat. Apr. I iS^'/tfsj., They say
a Beuie of Larkes. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. '///, I. iv. 4 None
heere he hopes In all this Noble Beuy. 1667 MILTON P. L.
xi. 582 A Beavie of fair Women, richly gay. 1678 PHILLIPS
s.v. Bt-ry, The Foresters say a Bevy of Roes. 1725 Port
Odyss. vi. 98 Around, a beavy of bright damsels shone. 1725
BKAULLV Fain. Diet., Beal'y of Quails, a Term that im-

ports only a Brood of young Quails. 1808 SCOTT Marin. n.

xiv, A bevy of the maids of heaven.

2. trans/. A company of any kind
; rarely, a

collection of objects.

16036. JONSON Eiiterttn. Wks. (1692)314 A bevy of Fairies.

1611 BLAU.M.& Fl.. Kingly Uu K. v. 59 What a beavy of beaten
slaves are here? 1688 VILLIERS (Dk. Uuckhm.) Chances
Wks. (1714' no When you've purchas'd A Beavy of those

Butter-prints, a 1774 GOLDSM. Double Trans/. 53 She kept
a bevy Of powder'd coxcombs. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng,
1 1. 365 The whole bevy of renegades. 1861 A. B. HOPE Eng.
Catktdr. 164 A basilica sheltering a bevy of minor altars.

3. Comb., as f bevy-grease, the fat of a roe-deer.

1610 GWII.LIM Htraldry in. xiv. 1 1660) 166 The fat of a Roe
is termed Bevy Greace. 1616 BUI.LOKAR, Beniegrcacc, the

fat of a row Deere.

Bevyr, obs. form of BEAVEK.

Bew, obs. form of BEAU a. fair, and BOUUH.

Bewail (bAvti'l, t 1
. Forms: 4bi-, byweile^n,

-weylen, -wayle, bywaile, 4-5 biwaill, -wayle.

bywaylen, 4-6 bewayll, 6-7 bewaile, -wayle,
6- bewail, [f. BE- 4 + WAIL.]
1. trans. To wail over, to utter waitings or cries

of sorrow over, esf. over the dead. Also reft.

ciyxifC. Alls. 4395 Ded he is of sadel
y-falle;

Percienshit

byweileth alle. 1475 CAXTON Jason 18 How they bewaylled
eche other. x6ix BIBLE Jer. iv. 31 The daughter of Zion
that bewaileth herself. 1822 B. CORNWALL Flood Thess. i.

364 Pyrrha, sheltered in a cave, bewail'd Her child which

perished.
2. To express great sorrow for ; to lament loudly,

mourn. Also reft.
r 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1223 Bywaylynge ay the day

that they were borne. 1388 WVCLIF 2 Cor. xii. 21 V biweile

838

many of hem, that bifor synneden. 1549 Bk. Com, Prayer^
Commun. Serz 1

., We knowledge and bewaile our manifold
sinnes and wickednes. 1649 MILTON Eikon, Wks. 1738 I.

395 He bewails his want of the Militia. 1758 JOHNSON' Idler
No. 3^8 These miseries I have often felt and often be-
wailed. 1880 DIXON Windsor III. xiv. 128 Other bards
bewailed the dead poet.

b. To mourn or lament the want of.

1795 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc vi. 437 Then wild with joy
speeds on to taste the wave So long bewail'd.

3. intr. To utter lamentations ; to lament, mourn.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. vi. 26 For be same bing songe

bou. . byweyledest and byweptest. 1611 J. FIELD in Coryat
Crudities Pref. Verses, Tom-Piper is gone out and mirth
beivaile.s, 1820 SOUTHEV IVcslcy II. 38 Instead of bewail-

ing for him and for herself.

b. with cognate object ; see BEWAILED.
1i In the following passage, the use of bewaile is

either very forced (} suggested by the consequences
of a wreck), or it is a mere error. The suggestion
that it was meant for a derivative of wale '

to choose
'

is worthless.

159 SPENSER F. Q. i. vi. i As when a ship . . An hidden
rocke escaped hath unwares, That lay in waite her wrack
for to bewaile.

Bewailable (bnv^-labT, a.
[f. prec. + -ABLE.]

Fit or proper to be bewailed ; lamentable.
1611 COTGR., Lannoyable, bewaylable, lamentable, wo-

full, worthie of tearts. 1757 RICHARDSON in Mrs. Barbauld
Life 11804) IV- J 5S Tho the consequences .. are so very
bcwailable. 1775 AUAIR Amer. hid. 187 The Hebrew ladies
. .reckoned their virginity a bewailable condition.

Bewailed, ///. a.
[f. BEWAIL + -EDI.]

1. Lamented with wailing.
1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xxxvi, Lest my bewailed guilt should

do thee shame.

t 2. Kxpressed by wailing, wailed forth. Obs.

1624 CAPT. SMITH I'irginia v. 176 His much bewailed sor-
row for his death.

Bewailer (b/w^-bj). [f.
as prec. +-EK!.]

1. One who bewails or laments.

1614 R. TAILOR Hog lost Pearl iv. in Dodsley (1780) VI.

433 O blest bewailer of thy misery! 1710 WARD Life H.
JIort' 186 A great bewailer of the late troublesome times.

1851 MRS. BROWSING Casa Gitidi 2 Bewailers for their Italy
enchained.

2. Zool. A species of monkey, the white-throated

Sajou, also called Weeper.
1774 GOLDS.M. -V^/. Hist, 118621 I. vii. i. 508 Called .. the

Bewailer, from its peculiar manner of lamenting.

t Bewai'lful, ct. Obs. rare. [f.
BEWAIL -f -FUL,

after wai/fulJ] Wailing, mournful.

1592 HAKVI-Y f-'<n<>->- Lett. iii. 30 The bewailefull moane of
that subbing and gronini,' Muse.

Bewailing, vbl. sb.
[f, as prec. + -IKG 1

.] The
utterance of wails ; loud lamentation, mourning.
1485 CAXTON St. tt'cncfr. 3 The fader & moder . . desyred

to make bewaillyn^'cs. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 93. 1635
WITHER Lord's Prayer 11665* 82 Else his bewailings had
not proceeded from true compassion.

Bewailing, ///. tf.
[f.

as prec. -f -ING-.] That
bewails or laments. Hence Bewai'lingly adv.

1613 SHAKS. flat. I'll I, in, U. 255 Thy Ambition . . robb'd
this bewailing Land Of N'oble Buckingham. 1862 THORS-
UURV Turner II. 234 He alludes bewaillngly to the Novem-
ber fog, that stops his painting.

Bewailment. [f.
BEWAIL + -MENT.] A be-

wailing, a lamentation.

1607 BKAUMONT M'OIH. Hater in. i. Wks. 477 These lamen-
tations, these low-iie love-laycs, these bewailements. 1828
Blackw. Mag. XXIII. 33 A general bewailment of the
'

inconsistency
'

. . of human nature.

t Bewa'ke, f. Obs. [ME. lnwak(i,en, f. */'-,

HE- + WAKE ; cf. G. beiuachcn, Du. beivaken. For
the strong and weak pa. tense, see AWAKK.]
1. trans. To keep watch over ; to guard.
: 1200 Trin. Coll, Unit. 35 pe lierdes biwakeden here oref.

< 1200 OKMIN- 3339 l^Iirde^ . . t?att nihht Biwokenn |:35re
fiildes^. 1393 GOUI:R CctiJ'. II. 350 My lady .. Nis better

Denied and bewaked.
2. spec. To watch a corpse. Cf. WAKE sb.

t 1250 C.en. fy E.t. 2444 Kyipte folc him bi-\vaken xl. ni^te^
and .\1. daises. 1320 Seityn Sag. (W.) 2578 He was bi-

waked richeliche .\nd \vel faire browt on ertne.

3. To spend waking ; to watch through.
1393 CJOUEK Ccnf. II. 244 That night was wel bewaked.
4. intr. To keep awake ; to watch.
n 1450 Knt. de la Tour c. 1 1868.1 131 Magdalene . . bewaked

and wepte for her synnes.

Bewail, bewallow, etc. : see BE- pref.
Bewandered (bAvg-mlaid),///. a. ran. [f.

HE- i and 4 + WAXUEII + -ED.] t a. Made to

wander, bewildered (ofa.). b. Wandered over.

1574 HliLLowiis Cueiiara's p.p. (1577) 188, I go . . so be-

wandred in my businesse, that scarcely I knowe any man.
1863 W. UARNES I'MIHS Dorset Dial. Ser. III. 83 The stream
be-wandered dell did spread Vrom height to woody height.

Bewape, variant of BBWHAPI v. Obs.

Beware (b/\veu), ir. Forms : 2 ben war, 3-6
be war, be-war, 3-7 bewar, 3-5 be-warr, 5 by-
war, 5-6 be ware, 6 bewarre, be wayre, 6- be-

ware. [The origin of this is involved : 1. OE.
had a trans, vb. warian '

to guard, take care or

charge of,' with a compound bewarian ' to defend.'

The latter is not certainly found in ME. (where it

would have been bcwarcit) ;
the former survived as

WAHE, common till 1500 with a dative refl. const.,

BEWARE.

esp. in the imperative ware thee! 'cave tibi, take
caie of thyself, be on your guard, beware!'; and
has been retained down to the present day in

the simple imperative ware!, as 'Ware holes!*

(although in this form it has often since 1600 been
mistaken for a contraction of beware ! or an inter-

jectional use of the adjective). 2. OE. had also an

adj. wn-r '

cautus, cautious, on one's guard/ which
survived in ME. as war, ware, common in the

phrase to be ware '

to be on one's guard/ of which
the imperative be ware ! was practically

= ware
thee I aforesaid. 3. From this equivalence of

meaning, be ware early began to be treated in some

respects as a single word, viz. as a compound of
the vb. ware, thus stepping into the place of the

OE. bewarian. As early as 1300 we find it written

as one word, and even with by as the prefix, and
in 14- 1 ^th c. it often followed the verbal construc-

tions of the simple ware, even to taking a direct

object, as in 'beware that train* (^1500 in I e).

But on the other hand it was used only in those

parts of the vb. where be is found, viz. the imper.,
infin., and pres. subj. (the indie, being I am ware,
thou art ware, etc.

1

). After 1600, the verbal

aspect so far prevailed that the inflexions bewares,

bewared, bewaring, were used by good writers ;

but these have again been discarded, and beware is

now used only where be ware would be a possible

construction, viz. in the imper. (chiefly), the infin.,

and pres. subj. (rarely). The full evidence of these

statements will be found under WAHE : the follow-

ing quotations show the relations of to be ware, to

ware oneself, ware thee, ware to thee, be ware to

thee, beware thee, beware thyself, before 1 500.
(izoo Trln, Coll. Horn. 5 [He] munched us alle to ben

warre ^arof. a 1300 Cursor J/. 62 He bat stitthest wenis at

>tand, Warre hym ! his fall is nexst his hand. 1377 LANGL.
/'. PL K. v. 452 WaJ fram wanhope wolde pe bitraye.

1388 WVCLIF Ecclits. xiii. 16 Be war \_v.r. war] to thee, and
take heede. .to thin heryng- '470-85 MALORY ArtAnr(i8i6)
1 I. 399 lie you beware also what ye do. 1477 EARL RIVERS
iCaxton> Dictes n b, Ware the of the wordes of lyers. 1483
Vulgaria abs Terentio 2b, Ware thy hede thy handys or
fete. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour Giv, A woman ought to
beware herself.]

I. Without inflexions.

1. To be cautious or on one's guard, to be wary ;

to take care, take heed, in reference to a danger.
a. simply.

a 1300 Cursor M, 17432 Bot we ne be-warr \Gott. be-war}
wit-stand in time, c 1440 Prorup, Parv. 34 Be ware, caveo.

1535 COVERDALE Ecclcs. iv. 13 An olde Kinge that doteth
and cajmot bewarre in tyme to come. 1610 SHAKS. Temp.
n. i. 304 Shake off slumber and beware.

b. with of {from, with, obs.): To be on one's

guard against.
1297 K-. GLOVC. 547 Hii mi}te bewar of hor fon. c 1340

t itrsor HI. 4425 1 Fairf.), Be-war, of treson of womman. 1557
NORTH Giteuaras Diall Pr. (1582) 2693, There are such
malices from the which wee ought to beware. 1624 HEY-
wooi> Gttnaik. u. 74 From Sophists we must altogether be-

ware. ITII ADDISOX Spect. No. 128 r i Men should be-

ware of being captivated. 1711 POPE Rape Lock i. 114 Be-
ware of all, but most beware of Man. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr.
Atoitem. ix. 11852) 293 Let us then beware of self-deception.

t C. with infinitive. Obs.
c 1325 E. E.Allit. P. B. 292, I schal wayte to be-war her

wrenchez to kepe. c 1386 CHAUCER Truth u By-war ther-

fore to spume ageyns an al.

d. with clause : lest, that not, how.

1523 FITZHERB. Httsb. 21 Let hym beware, that he trede
not to moche vppon the corne. 1549 COVEHDALE Erastii.

Par. 2 Cor. 53 Beware, leste your cleannes be defiled. 1770
Jnntits Lett. xii. 219 Beware how you indulge, .your re-

sentment. 1870 MOKRIS Earthly Par. 1. 1. 376 Beware lest

. -ill thy mirth, Thou tell'st the story of thy love unseen.

e. with simple object ;=b.
t 1500 Doctr. Gd. Scruaunts inAiu. Poet, Tr. iPercy Soc.)

4 Beware that trayne, For it standeth in grete daungere.
1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. in. iii. 7 Since I am a dog, beware

my phangs. 1605 Mac(\ iv. i. 72. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Past. in. 145 Ye Boys .. Beware the secret Snake that

^hoots a Sting. 1842 LONGF. Excelsior vi, Beware the

pine-tree's withered branch ! Beware the awful avalanche !

t 2. To take care, have a care of: a. with of, Obs.

61386 CHAUCLH Frank 1. T. 813 But cuery wyf be war of

hire biheeste {i'.r. be ware, bewar j. 1611 BIBLE Ex. xxiii.

21, I send an Angel. .Beware of him, and obey his voice.

fb. with simple object. Obs.

1566 STAPLETON Ret. L'ntr. Jewel iii. 70 When the Fox

preacheth, beware your geese. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen, K/, i.

lit. 47 Prie-st, beware your Beard, I nieane to tugge it. a 1600

Rob. Hood (RitsonJ n. xii. 136 Now, bishop, beware thy

purse. 1713 AUDISON Cato iv. ii. 19 Have at thy heart.

Juba. Nay, then beware thy own.

c. with infin. or clause, arch.

a 1569 KINGESMYLL Alan's Est. xii. (1580* 80 Christ is bent

unto us, let us beware that we receive him. 1599 GREEN K

Alphonstts (1861) 245 Beware you follow still your friends

advice. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 595 The more he
varies Forms, beware To strain his Fetters with a stricter

Care, i860 [see II].

1 3. To take warning by. Obs.

c 1500 AVzi 1 Xotbr. Mayd 52 Beware by dedes dampnable.
1536 WKIOTHESLEY Chron. 11875)1.40, I beseche God.. that

all you may be wayre by me. 1581 W. STAFFORD Exam.
Cotnpl. ii. 1 1876) 65, 1 pray God this Realme may beware by



BEWARE.
that example. 1605 CA.MDF.N R?HI. (1637) 300 It is good to
beware by other mens harmes. 1700 [see IIj.

II. As an inflected verb.

1598 FLORIO, Raneditto, bewared, espied. 1606 N. BAXTER
Sidney's Ourattia Kiij, Bewaring of too hot combustion.
1661 MILTON Accedence Wks. 1738 I. 613, I had bewar'd if

1 had foreseen. 1672 NEWTON in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men
(1841) II. 316, I stirred them a little together, bewaring ..

that I drew not in breath near the pernicious fumes. 1700
DRYDEN Cock fy Fox 799 Once warn'd is well bewar'd. 1860
EMERSON Cond. Life i. (1861) 32 We beware to ask only for

high things. 1870 Echo 17 Oct., Showing the greatest re-

spect., and bewaring of the slightest insubordination.

t Bewa're, v.2 Obs. [First c 1400; f. BE- 2 +
WARE v. to spend (still in every-day use in the north) .]

trans. To lay out (money, etc.), expend, spend.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns \. 636 Th'us oght wyse men be-

ware by folis: If so thow do thy wit i.s wele by waryd. 1393
GOWER Cmtf. I. 262 If the clerk beware his faith In chap-
manhode at such a faire. c 1460 Menu March, dyd Wy/t-
betray 244 in Ha/I. E. P. P. 207 Yf thou thynke hyt not
wele besett, Gyf hyt another can be ware hytt belt. < 1460
Childe of BristfKuc 220 ibid. 119 He let never, til he had be-
wared alle the tresour his fader spared. 1472 MARK. PASTON
Lett. 689 III. 37 If ye bewar any mor money . . I shall pait
you ageyn.

Bewash, bewasted, bewater, etc. : see "RE- pref.
t Bewa've, v. Obs. Also 6 bywaif. [f. BE- i +
WAVE

.]
To blow about, to blow or waft away.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. m. xxxix, How that Eneas . . In
countreis seir was be the seyis rage Bewauit oft. 1513
&neis I.

iy. 44 Quhilk lait to fore the wyndis hed biwavit.
Ibid. vi. xiv. 42 The fervent luif of his kynd native land . .

Mot al evil rumour fra his lawd bywaif.

+ Bewayne. O/>s. rare. Also bewanje. [f.

BE- + WAIN. gain. Perh. there was a vb. of the
same form : it is even possible that we have a vb.

in the first quot] Profit, advantage.
c 1375 BARBOUR St. Ninian 754 Mene cunimis bar of lanilis

sere . . Of be pardone for be-wan3e. Ibid. 1279 Sir, }e ma
haf na bewayne Vith sanctis bis [

= bus] to mak bargane.
Bewe, obs. form of BOUGH.

Beweary, etc. : see BE- prcf.

t Bewe'd, v. Obs. [OE. bcwcddian, f. bi-, BK-
2 + wedden to WED.]
1. trans. To wed, to marry.
f zooo /ELFRIC Ex. xxi. 9 Gif he his n 's suna beweddab.

c 1205 LAY. 11033 Custance hauede ^Elene biwedded to

quene. 1513 DOUGLAS s-Krteis III. v. 74 Art thou, or na, to
Pirrhus jit bywed?
2. fig. To unite closely and intimately.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk % Sell*. 10 Bewedding to body the

things that belong to ghost. 1720 W. GIBSON Diet Horses
vii. (ed. 3) 105 They will be so much bewedded to Custom.
Hence Bewedded///. a.

c 1205 LAY. 31960 His biweddede wif.

Beweep (bAv/-p), v. Forms : i bew^pan,
2-4 biwepen, -weopen, 4-6 bi-, by-, bewepe,
7 beweepe, 6- beweep. Pa. I. 1-4 beweop, 2

biwiep, 4-6 bywepte, 6- bewept. See BEWEPT.

[OE. beitvpan^OYiis. bi'Mpa, OS. bhuDpian, i. be-,

bi-, BE- 4 -t- -ivpian, ivlpan to WEEP.]
1. trans. To weep for, weep over, deplore (the

dead, losses, sins, etc.X
c 1000 ^LFRIC Dent. xxxiv. 8 And Israhela beam hine be-

weopon britig da^a. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 39 pu scalt bi

wepen bine sunne. 1388 Y\ YCLIF Malt. ii. 18 Rachel biwep-
ynge hir sones. 1494 FABYAN vn. ccxxv. 252 The kynge
. .bewepte y1

vnskylfull dede. 1561 VERON Hunt. Purgat.
25 b, The Egiptians bewept him seventye dayes. c 1600
SHAKS. Sonti. xxix, I all alone beweepe my out-cast state.

1678 SHADWELL Timou v, I'll beweep these comforts. 1876
SWINBURNE Erccth. 81 Boast me not blameless nor beweep
me wronged.
2. To wet or moisten with, or as with, tears.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. IV. 61 Yf lukewarm hem by-wepe,

Thai wol be greet. 1530 PALSGR. 453/2, I bewepe, I slubber
a thynge with wepyng. 1587 TURBF.RV. Trag. T. (1837)
178 Which bones he long bewept with teares. 1848 KINGS-
LEY Saint's Trag. v. i. 230 And passing clouds bewept . .

Those wasted limbs.

1 3. intr. To weep. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boet/i. i. vi. 26 For be same bing songe

bou a lytel here . . byweyledest and byweptest. 1388 Wv-
CLIF Sff. xvm. 9 The kingis of the erthe schulenDiwepe,
and biweile hem silf on hir.

t Bewee'per. Obs. One who beweeps.
1388 WVCLIF Wisd. xviii. 10 Wepeful weilyng of biweperis

of ?onge children was herd.

Bewelcome, etc. : see BE- prcf.
Beweld(e, variant of BEWIELD v. Obs.

t Bewe'll, v. Obs. [f. BE- 2 + ME. u>ellen to
WELL v.] intr. To well up.
1387 TREVISA Higdtn (1865) I. ui Makeb be brook tor-

rentem Cedron wexe and bewel be more.

Beweltered (b/Ve-ltaid), ppl. a. [f. BE- 4 +
WELTER.] Besmeared by weltering (in blood, etc.\
1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. iv. (1593) 83 Beweltred in his

bloud her lover she espide. 1865 CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. VI.
xv. xi. 75 The beweltered broken harness-gear.

t Bewe'nd, v. Obs. Also i bewendan, 3-4
bi-, by-, bewende(n. [Common Teut. : OE. be-

H'lntfan^OS.fiiwendian, OUG.biventan (MHG.
and mocl.G. bewenden), Goth. Inu'andjan, f. bi-,

BE- i + OTeut. luandjan to turn, causal of windan
to WIND ; bnvend is thus the causal of BEWIND.]
1. trans. To turn round, turn away.
< 1000 Ag*. Gt'sp. Mark v. 30 He cwajo bewend to Jwere

839

menigu. a 1300 Cursor M. 825 Alkin blis was ban bi-went,
P'ra )>aim. c 1314 Guy Warn. (1849) 253 Sir Gii his stcde
biwent tho.

2. re/I. To turn oneself round.
c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. ix. 22 And se Ha:lend bewende

hyne. c 1205 LAY. 18084 Hisendliche he hine biwent. c 1314
Oy Warw. (1840) 187 Biwende the, seyd Herhaud fre.

3. intr. (for refi.}
a 1300 Body f, Soul in Map's Poems (1841) 334 Wan the

gost it scholde go, yt biwente and withstod. c 1330 Kynr
of Tars 1026 Theos fyf kynges forth bewent.

Bewept (bfwe'pt), ppl. a. arch. Also 4 bi-
wope, -weped, -wepen, 5-6 by-, bewepte. [f.

BEWEEP.] Drowned in tears
; marked or dis-

figured by weeping.
c 1320 Sciiyn Sag. (W.) 1186 He fond his emperice here

visage al biwope. (-1350 Will. Palerne 6<h Al bi-weped for
wo. c 1374 CHAUCER Traylus iv. 888 That he yow nat bi-

wepen thus ne fynde. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos iv. 24. 1531ELYOT Gar. 11580) 128 Wash cleane your visage and cyen
thus bewepte. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. II. vin. v. 337 The
Prince, all bewept and in emotion, followed his Father.

Bewest (bnve-st), <z<A'.and//r/. [OE. bewestan,
{. BE- prep. + western from the west : cf. BE-EAST.]
t A. adv. On or to the west. Obs.

1016 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.', Be westan. 1106 ibid.
a 1225 After. R. 232 Hu be holi mon . . iseih biwesten ajan
him so muchel uerde of deoflen. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (18601 y
The regions be west of Rome.
B. prep. To the west of. Now only Sc.

a 855 '. E. Chron. an. 709 Be westan wuda. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. 28936 In Inchchennane, schorl gait bewesc
Glasgw. 1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Antobiog. x. 11848)
276 The sea be-west Inverkeithing. 1883 Blncfci'. M"ag.
Nov. 636 Bewest North Berwick Law.

Bewet (bnve-t), v. Also 5 bywet. Pa. t. and
pa. pple. 4-8 by-, bewet;te, 7 bewetted. [f. UK-
2 -r \\'ET

v."\ irons. To wet profusely.
c 1400 Test. Lave i. (15601 272 b/2 The beames. .of thyne

eyen arne so bewet. 1491 CAXTON ( 'itas Pair. (W. deW.n.
xxxv. 30 a/i Saynt Anthonye . . wepte and alle bywette his
face wyth teeres. 1528 A. DALABFR in Froude Hist. En$.
(1856) II. 52 We all bewet both our faces. 1588 SHAKS. Tit.
And. in. i. 146 His Napkin with her true tenres all bewet.
1643 BrkRoUGHFS F..rf. Hostn iii. (1655) 55 As Gideons
fleece bewetted with the tempest of Gods wrath. 1718 Row E
Lucan v, The crow bewets her, and prevents the rain.

Bewet, bewit (biw-et\ sf>. Falconry. Also
;;

bewette. [Appar. a. OF. *bci<ettc, an unrecorded
dim. of bate, bne, orig. btiic, boie collar, bond,
chain, fetter : L. boia, in pi. torn collar for the
neck (of leather, wood, or iron) ;

but perh. the dim.
is of Eng. formation.] A ring or slip of leather
for attaching the bell to a hawk's leg.
1486 Bk. St. A Ibatis B vj a, Thessame letheris that be putt

in hir bellis : to be fastyned a boute hir leggys ye shall calle
Bewettis. 1575 TURBERV. Falcanric, With belles and Be-
wets, Vernels eke, to make the falcon fine. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp., Bewits, in Falconry, denote pieces of leather,
to which a hawk's bells are fastened, and buttoned to his

legs. 1875
' STONEHENGE '

Brit. Sports I. iv. i.
3
A running

noose in which the leg of the hawk together with the
'

be-
wit

'

of the bell is inserted.

Bewetye, Bewgle, Bewgrye, obs. form of

BEACTT, BUGLE, BUCGERT.
t Bewh, v. Ol>s. exc. dial. [Imitative of the

sound.] intr. To bark in a thin voice, to yelp.
1581 T. HOWELL Denises (1879! 262 A little bewhing Curre.

t Bewha'pe, v. Obs. Only in pa. pple. 4 be-

whaped, -whapped, -waped, -vapid, [f.
BE- +

whape : see AWHAPK, WIIAP.] trans. To bewilder,
amaze, confound utterly.
r 1320 Sir Bei'es 1689 The porter was al bewaped. Alas !

queth he, is Beues ascaped. 1380 Sir Feritinb. 30^7 pai bub
ne3 be-vapid. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 4 So bewhapped ami
assoted. Ibid. 378 Thus bewhaped in my thought.

t Bewha-tled, ///. a. Obs. rare.-*. [Cf. /v-

twattlc in BE- 2.] Bewildered, out of one's wits.

1641 CARTWRIGHT Siege v. iii, She looks as if she were be.
whatled.

Bewhete, -whethe, obs. ff. BEQUEATH.

Bewhig, bewhisker, bewhisper, bewhistle,
bewhite(n, bewidow, etc.: see BE- pref.
t Bewho-re, v. Obs.

[f.
BE- 5.] a. To call

whore, b. To make a whore of; to prostitute.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. ii. 115 My Lord hath so bewhor'd

her, Throwne such dispight, and heauy termes vpon her.

1623 FLETCHER Maid in Mill m. i. 9 Had you a daughter
stoln, perhaps bewhor'd.

t Bewie'ld, v. Obs. Also 3 biwelden, 4-5
by-, bewelde, 6 bewylde. [ME. biweldcn, f. In-,

BE- 2 + widen, to WIELD.] trans. To hold in

hand, rule, control, manage, handle, wield, reji.
To use one's limbs.

<- 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 25 pe holie bremnesse be shop
and biwalt alle shafte. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 377 iMS.
Hart. 3490) And may my selven nought bewelde, What for
sikenesse and what for elde. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 99/1
Thyseii.-tokeof theyr clothes.. to thende that theymyght
better & lyghtlyer bywelde them to stone hym. 1494
FABYAN v. cxxviii. no To bewelde his lande when his fader
dyed. 1530 PALSGR. 453/2, I bewylde my selfc, I styrre my
selfe. 1577 HARRISON Descr. Brit. v. (R.) Gerards staffe. .

which, .no man can beweld.

Bewig (Wwi-g), v. [f. BE- 6, 7 + WIG.] To
furnish or cover with a wig. Hence Bewi'gged
///. a. a. Wearing a wig. b. Under the influ-

ence of bureaucracy or '

red-tape.' (In Germany

BEWIND.
cue

> P'gt^il, is the symbol of official pe-
dantry or red-tape.1
1774 Watm. Mag. 1 1. 600 Suppose me now be-wigg'd and

seated here. 1851 MARIOTTI Italy vii. 416 A paltry Baden,
a bewigged Prussia. 1866 Land. Rev. 9 June 640/1 It

drives him to bewig his bald head. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
Oer. i. i. 3 An old bewigged woman, with eyeglasses pinch-
ing her nose.

Bewilder (b/wi-ldai), v. [f. BE- 2 + WILDEII,
to lead one astray, rcfl. to stray, to wander (found
1613 and common in 171)1 c.).]
1. />'/.

' To lose in pathless places, to confound
for want of a plain road.' J. arch.

1685 [see next], 1752 JOHNSON Kanibl. No. 195 3 He
was so much bewildered in the enormous extent of the town.

1772-84 COOK Voy. 11790) I. 36 An unfrequented wood, in

which they might probably be bewildered till night. 1856
KANE Arct. Exp. II. xxviii. 282 The berg that had bewil-
dered our hdniMnan.

%.f'g. To confuse in mental perception, to perplex,
confound

;
to cause mental aberration.

1684 CHARNOCK Attrib. (7^11834! I. 37 We must come to

something at length . . or else be bewildered. 1709 Poi'i:

Ess. Crit. 26 Some are bewilder'd in the maze of schools.

1742 H. HAKER Microsc. \. xv. 6^ Let no . . honest Observer
. .bewilder his Brains in following such idle Imagination^
l823 'I'- JEFFERSON Writ. 118301 IV. 372 A vain and useless

faculty, given to bewilder, and not to guide us.

Bewildered, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED

'.]
1. Lost in pathless places, al a loss for one's

way ; Jig. confused mentally.
1685 DKVDKN Lucretius n. ii 'R.i Human-kind Bewil-

der'd in the maxe of life, and blind. 1703 MAI NDRELI.
Joitrti. Jems, 117321 142 We rambled about for seven hours
thus bewildred, 1762 BEATTIF. Triumph Mel. xli, The
bewilder'd soul. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. xv, Should each
bewildered stranger call To friendly feast and lighted hall.

1843 J. MARTINEAU Chr.
Li/i-,iSsj) 384 The new generation

may grow up with bewildered vision.

2. transf. Pathless, trackless, mazy ; utterly con-
fused or tangled.
1729 M. BROWNE Pise. F.rlfg. vn. (17731 96 And oft would

to bewilder'd shades retire. 1820 KEATS }1yperion in. 9
Wandering in vain about bewilder'd shores. 1840 CARLYLE
Heroes i. 10 A bewildered heap of allegories.

Bewilderedly (b/wi-kbjdli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY^.] In a bewildered manner; in uncertainty as

to one's way or perceptions.
1846 R. (ft: Co~ i

t rlcy I. 20 The fox . . speeding bewildercdly
away. 1883 A. FORBKS Soc. Char. Australia, Asking one-
self beuilderedly how or whence they get it.

Bewi'lderedness. [t as prec. + -MESS.] The
quality of being bewildered

; bewilderment.
1847 in CRAIG; and in other Diets.

Bewildering (bAvi-kbrin\ vbl. sl>. [f. BE-
WILMEU + -INT, l.] The causing one to lose his

way ; the losing of oneself in a maze.
1806 WOHUSW. Redbreast A> B., The bird .. That, after

their bewildering, Covered with leaves the little children.

Bewildering, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING *.]
That causes one to lose his way ; mentally con-

fusing or perplexing.
1792 WORDSW. Dcscr. Sk. Wks. I. 82 At once bewildering

mists around him close. 1860 TYNTJALL Glut. i. tj 12. 90A bewildering mass of crags and chasms.

BewHderingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -I.Y-.] In

a bewildering manner
;
so as to bewilder.

1838 Knu Monthly Mag. LIII. 524 Our bark is bewil-

d'ringly blown back, forward, or sideways. 1865 Atheti&imt
No. 1974. 285/1 Bewilderingly multitudinous.

Bewilderment (WwHdaome'nt), [f. BE-
WILDER +-MEXT.] The state or condition of be-

wildering or being bewildered : a. Confusion

arising from losing one's way ;
mental confusion

from inability to grasp or see one's way through
a maze or tangle of impressions or ideas.

1820 IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 85 In the midst of his bewilder-
ment. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. 13 Thought was arrested

by utter bewilderment.

b. A tangled or labyrinthine condition of objects,
an inextricable confusion or medley.
1844 Proc. Berui. Nat. Club II. 109 The entangled bewil-

derment of oak and pine, birch and hazel. 1884 BLACK
Jud. Shaks. xxxi, What a bewilderment of light and color
met her eyes !

Bewill <

x b/wi'l), v. [f. BE- 2 + WILL ->.]
To

will. Hence, Bewrlled ppl. a.

1864 J. GROTF. Mor. Ideals 32 The past is the experienced
and already bewilled.

Bewimple, etc. : see BE- pref.
t Bewi'n, biwin, v. Obs. For forms see

Wi.v. [ME. biu'inncn, {. /'-, BE- + winnen to

Wix.] To gain, to win, get possession of.

ctiysLaittb. Horn. 41 Hwa erest bi-won reste bam wrecche
saule. c 1205 LAV. 25067 He biwon [c 1250 biwan] Rome.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 228 pe tur nis nout asailed, ne be castel, ne
be cite hwon heo beo5 biwunnen. < 1325 Chron. Eng. 465
in Ritson Met. Rcrttt. II. 289 With is nost . . Engelond to

bywynne. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 323 Of alle J>at grete
tresoure bat euer he biwan. fa 1400 MS. Cainb. v. 48. 24
pat catell was wo begon, So be-wunne was neuer non.

t Bewi'nd, v. Obs. Also bi-. For forms see

WIND. [Com. Teut. : OE. bewintlan, f. be-, bi-,

BE- i + ttiindan to WIND ; cf. Goth, biwindan,
OHG. be*Mintan, mod.G. bnvinJcn.]
1. trans. To wind (a thing) about ; to involve,

envelop with (bands, etc.).



BEWISTE.
c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Matt, xxvii. 59 Joseph genam bone licho-

man, & bewand hyne mid ctenre scytan. c 1300 Triti. Coll.
Horn. 95 J>e crisme clo8 . be be prest biwindeS bat child
mide. c 1180 Christ on Cross in E. E. P. (1862) 20 Loke to
is heued . wib bornis al be-wonde.

b. fig.
a 1000 BetKvulf 6097 lu-monna gold galdre bewunden.

r 1200 ?>/;/. Co//. Horn, ir 3et is sume parfore of unbileue
ifild . . and swo faste bunden . and swo biwunde barinne.
c 1340 Cursor M. 22492 So soiled in cure synne And al bi-

wounden now ber Inne.

2. To wind or twine oneself round.
c 1200 Trin. Call, llottt. 87 And banne ferde be fule gost .

and seuen o5re gostes . . and bitrumede bat child . . and
biwunden it. and biwalden it al. 1393 GOWER Conf. II. 295A gret serpent it hath bewounde.

Bewing, dial, form of BOWING.

Bewinged, bewinter, bewire, etc.: see BE-.

t Bewi p

st(e, biwist(e. Obs. Also i biswist,
3 biwest, buwist, beowust, beoust, bywistje,
-wyste. [OE. fri'wist, fem., f. In-, BE- i+v/isf
'

being
' = OS., OHO., wist, Goth, -uists :-OTeut.

*wisti-z 'being,' f. -aesan to be. Brwist is the sb.

answering to a vb. *bi~"we'san ;
cf. Goth. f>i-wistin

to be together, to feast, make merry, f. bi-, BE- i

+ mesaii to be, remain. This word survived longest
in the north

;
in later times the stress was shifted

to the root-syllable, as in verbal be- compounds ;

cf. behote, beat, etc. With the senses cf. BEING.]
1. Food, provision, victual, a living.
<888 K. jEuKED Koeth. xvii; He habban sceal bam bryra

jeferscipum biwiste. c 1000 /EtFRlc Osiuald'm Saints' Lii'i's

iSweet Reader 102/2281 He wolde. .him bijwiste syllan.
2. State or condition of life.

r 1200 Trin. Cell. Hoin. 133 Ooer [his] he[r] biwist. ll'til.

167 f>is holi man [Job] hadde }>re biwistes. c 1205 LAV.

17809 Lauerd hu mid be i hu beo3 bine beouste. .11300
Cursor J7. 13832 He hates to cum to vr bewist.

3. Abiding, dwelling, sojourn, living.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. limn. 149 Wumme . . bat min biwist is

tejed here swo longe. a 1225 Ancr. A". 160 He was isuilcd
buruh beouste [MS. T. ifuled burh bewinte] among men.
4. Dwelling-place, abode, habitation.
.1200 Trin. Coll. /loin. 161 Dis woreldes biwest is efned

to wastene. (-1325 Metr. Horn. 69 To heuen, that bese thi

beste bewyste. i 1375 BARBOUR .V/. Cristofor^ 269 Hame
he pas;*it til his bewist. St. Catharine 1118.

Bewit, -wytt, obs. northern fl'. of BEQUEATH.
1587 Test. Ebor. (18681 28, I bewit to the gyld of Seynt

John Baptiste in York vjs. viij</.'

Bewit (Falconry), variant of BEWET.
Bewitch b/wi-tf), v. Also 3 biwuooh, 4

biwieh. bywicch, bewycche, 5 -6 by-, bewytoh.
[ME. frhi'iccticn, f. bi-, BE- J + wicchcn :-OE.
wiccian to enchant, to WITCH, f. taicca masc., tuiicc

fem., WITCH. *J>ewicfian may have been in OK.]
1. trans. To affect ^generally injuriously;, by

witchcraft or magic. Sometimes with comple-
mental phrase denning the result.

c 1205 IJAY. 24275 Summe bokes suggeS. .bat ba burh wes
hiwucched. c 1315 SHOREHAM 71 Tha} that on bi-wiched
be. ,1400 MAUNDHV. xiv. 159 }if ony cursed Wycche . .

wolde bewycche him. 1581 J. BKLL Haddoris Answ. Osvr.

149 b, Least he hewitche into stones all the whole ancient
race of the Old Testament. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, in. iv.

70 Looke how I am bewitch'd. 1702 POPE ll'ifc oj B. 301
He had bewitch'd me to him. 1864 KIXGSLEV Rom, <y T,-ut.

i. 2 The Trolls have bewitched him.

2. fig. To influence in a way similar to witch-

craft
;

to fascinate, charm, enchant. Formerly
often in a bad sense

;
but now generally said of

pleasing influences.

1526 TINDALE Gal. iii. i O folisshe Galathyans : who hath
bewitched [\V~VCLIF disceyuede] you? 1596 SHAKS. i Hen.
llr

,
n. ii. 18, I ambewitcht with the rogues company. 1712

PARNELI. Sped. No. 460 p 6 The breeze that played about
us bewitched the Senses. 1815 Scribbleomania 165 (g) Our
author . . can never fail of bewitching the reader. 1876
GREEN Short Hist. vii. 4. 376 There was in Mary 'some
enchantment whereby men are bewitched.'

Bewitched tbftvi-tjt),///. a. [f. prec. + -ED '

.]

1. Influenced by witchcraft
; under, or having,

magical influence.

1387 TREVISA Higdea II. 423 To jeue chese bat was by-
wicched to men. 1571 GOLUING Calvin OH Ps. Ix. 5 A be-

witched drink, that bereeveth mennes myndes of wit. 1606
G. W[OODCOCKE] Ivstine 101 a, The flattering and bewitcht
enticements of a harlot. 1694 S. JOHNSON Notes Past. Let.

Bf. Burnet t. Pref. 2 There was not one drop of Wine in

it, it was all Water Bewitch't. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S.
II. xxx. 261 The bewitched persons pretended to be dumb.
2. fig. Under a fascination ; fascinated.

1579 LYLY Ettphnes. (Arb.) 103 Lucilla, either so bewitched
that she could not relent, or, etc. 1670 MARVELL Corr.
cxlvii. II. 325 At any other but so bewitched a time as this.

Bewi'tchedness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Be-

witched quality or condition. 1847 in CRAIG.

Bewi'tcher. [f. BKWITCH-I--F,RI.] One who
bewitches or charms.

1545 JOVE Exp. Dan. \. (R.) Oure . . subtyle sorcerers . .

and bewitchers. 1611 A. STAFFORD Niobe 117 (T. 1 These
bewitchers of beautie.

Bewi-tchery. [f.
BEWITCH + -EKY.]

1. Bewitching action or influence ; charm, fas-

cination ; witchery.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Into. 281 There is something further

observable in this golden Cup, wherein the force of its be-

witchery may consist, a 1716 SOUTH 12 Serin. 11717) III. 456
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There is a certain bewitchery, or fascination in Words.
1868 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-Bks. (18791 " '<>' There was

jreat bewitchery in the idea.

!. = BEWITCHMENT.

t Bewi-tchfol, a. Obs. [f. BEWITCH + -FUL.]
Having power to bewitch

; fascinating, alluring.
1631 MILTON Let. in Jffc. 11738) 1. 4 There is on the other

side ill more bewitch-full to entice away.

Bewitching ,bAvi-tfin), vl>l. s/>.
[f. BEWITCH

+ -ING 1
.] The action of influencing by witch-

craft
; enchantment, fascination.

1535 COVERDALE H 'isd. iv. 12 For > craftie bewitchinge
[Wvci.iF, desceyuyng] of lyes make good thinges darck. 1563
\\\IA. A rtc Garden. 120 It doth also greatly auaile against
all bewitchings. 1646 GAUI.E Cases Consc. 129 Some worke
their bewitchings only by way of Invocation or Impreca-
tion,

Bewi'tching, ///. a. [see -ING 2
.] That

bewitches ; enchanting ; charming, captivating.
1361 Calvin's fr'tnire Serin, ii. I R.) Such a bewitching and

furiouse madness. 1595 1
1

. EDWARDES in Shaks. C. Praise 18
H is bewitching pen. 1603 DRAYTON HeroicEp. xiii. 27 Poys'n-
ing Philters, and bewitching Drinke. 1749 SMOLLETT Regie.
I. vi, The bewitching music of thy tongue. 1827 KEBLIC
Chr. Y. 3rd Sund. Kast., In Spring's bewitching hour.

Bewrtcluiigly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LT*'.] In

a bewitching manner
; charmingly.

1673 HALLVWELL Ace. Familism 106 (T.) He is wonderful
eloquent and bewitchingly taken. 1862 Miss BRADDON L.
AndU-y xxx. 203 My lady .. smiled most bewitchingly.
1883 (;. lioiT.HTox in Harper's Mag. Dec. 94/2 The bows
rtnd the ribbons became more bewitchingly tied.

Bewi'tchingness [bftri-tjinnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] Bewitching quality.
1846 WORCESTER cites BROWNE. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist

II. xi. 219 The attitude had its bewitchingness.

Bewrtchment ,bnvi tjment . [See -MENT.]
1. The fact or power of bewitching ;

' fascina-

tion, power of charming.' J.
1607 SMAKS. Cor. n. iii. 108, I will counterfet the bewitch-

ment of some popular man. 1830 MACKINTOSH JZth. f'kilos.

Wks. 1846 I. 135 The Deductions of paradox . . the intoxica-
tion of fame . . the bewitchment of prohibited opinions.
1876 Miss BRADDON J. Haggard's D. III. 10When weighed
against the bewitchment of fair looks and winning ways.
2. The fact or state of being bewitched.
1810 COLERIDCK Friend ^d. 3) 1. 40 The evil day of his

sensual bewitchment.

Bewith (brwiS). Se. [lit.
' what one can be

with' equivalent to the Kng. Jo with ;

' To be wf
to tolerate, to bear with.' Jamieson.)] A make-
shift, stopgap, substitute.

1724 RAMSAY Ten-t. Misc. (ed. 91 I. 105 This bewith,
when cunzie is scanty Will keep them frae making din.

Bewizard, bewomanize, etc. : see BE-/;r/;
t Bewo'nder, v. Obs. [f. BE- + WO.NDEK v.

Cf.Qet.bcwutidern, Du.bewonderen, both modern.]
1. trans. To fill with wonder, or admiration

;

csf. in Bewondered.
1580 SiiiM.v . J iradia II. 184 A while we stood bewondred,

another while delighted with the rare beautie thereof. - HI.

i57 That childish stuffe . . bewonder[s] gasing eye. 1600
KAIKFAX Tasso x. xvii. 182 How he bewondred was.

2. To wonder at, regard wonderingly, admire.
1610 HEALF.Y St. Aug. City ofGod Ded. 2 But men given

to learning doe not so much bewonder your wealth or your
power, a 1628 K. GKEVILLE Czlica vi. Ixxi, My soule, you
know, onely be-wonders you.

tBewO'rd, v. Obs. rare-'1

. [For bcworth, f.

BE- 2 + WORTH v., OE. wcorSaii.] To happen,
come to pass.
1-1570 TIIVXNF. Pride ff Ltnvl. (1841) 61 Wee mused all

what would hereof beword.

t BewOTk, v. Obs. Pa. pple. bewrought.
[OE. bmyrcan, f. BE- i + uyrcan to WORK

;
cf.

Ger. bewirken, Du. bewo-kcii.']
1. trans. To work round about, to surround.
./ 1000 Beou'ifl/ 6303 Beadu-rofes beacn .. wealle be-

worhton.

2. To work, adorn, embroider ^cloth, etc.}.

ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 326 Hy . . bewind and on golde
obbe on seolfre bewyrc. rt 1450 Syr Eglain. 1152 The man-
telle and the gyrdylle bothe That rychely was bewroght.
a 1637 B. JONSON MaiqiK o/Omles ( R. ) Smocks all bewrought
With his thread.

Beworn, beworship, etc. : see BE- pref.
t Bewound ;bAv/7-nd), v. Obs. [f. BE- i +
WOUND

v."\ trans. To cover or afflict with wounds.
Hence Bewou'nding ///. a.

1556 ABP. PARKER Psalter xxxviii. 108 Bewound me not.
1612 J. DAVIES Rinse's Sacr. t6 (D.) With wounded spirit I

salute Thy wounds, O all-bewounding Sacrifice for sinne !

Bewound (Wwau'nd), pa. pple. of BEWIND.
Bewpere, -pers, -pleader, etc.

;
see BEAU-.

Bewrap (b/rse-p), v. (also in 3 biwrabbe).
[ME. f. BE- i + WRAP

v.']

1. trans. To wrap up, clothe, cover, envelop.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 260 Heo leiden hine up on heih in one

crecche, mid clutes biwrabled [C. biwrabbet]. '1350 U'ill.

Palcrne 1735 Alisaundrine . . in bat ober bereskyn be-

wrapped William. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W.) n.

(1495) 230 b/i Why he had bewrapped her halides in his
mauntell. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man v. 65 The nature of
fleshes, which so plentifully bewrapped the frame of man.

BEWRAY.
1609 J. DAVIES Holy Roode 11875) 17 Loe, a Wreath of
I homes bewraps thy Browes.
2- fig. a. To envelop, involve, clothe, b. To

cover up, conceal.
a 1430 WYCLIF Job, xviii. u (MS. S', Dredis . . schulen

bewrappe [1388 biwlappej hise feet. 1481 CAXTON Reynard
(Arb.) 71 He can bywrappe and couere his falshede. 1596
I. NORDEN Progr. rictic 11847) 54 Our conniptions .. have
bewrapped us in bondage to sin.

Bewrapped (b/roe-pt , ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
Wrapped up, enveloped ; involved ; absorbed.
1447 HOKENHAM Seyntys*. 1835) 169 Thou lyist . . Bewrappyd

in clothys of sylk and gold. 1589 R. ROBINSON Gold. Mirr.
(1850) 20 Loe thus bewrapt in viewing this prospect. 1643HORN & ROB. Gate Lang, Unl. xxi. 258 The breech he-

wrapped about with buttocks.

Bewrathed, etc. : see BK- pref.

Bewray (bnvi-), v. arch. Forms : 4, by-, be-
wreie ^n, bywryghen, biwray , 4-5 bi-, by- ,

bewrey(e, 4-6 by-, bewrie, -ye, 4-7 bewraie,
-ye, 6- bewray. [ME. bewrcien, f. BE- + wreien :

see WBAV. Probably more or less of a conscious
archaism since the i;th c.

; the ordinary modern
equivalent is expose.] Always trans.

1 1. To accuse, malign, speak evil of. Obs.
c 1314 Guy iranv. lA.) 3379 Ac biwrayed Jwu war to me,
J?erfore haue he maugre . . pat ou^t sigge bot gode of J>e.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 3879 Wikkid-Tunge hath custome ay,
Vunge folkis to bewreye.

f2. To expose (a person
1

,, by divulging his secrets,
or telling something that one knows to his discredit

or harm. Hence passing into, To expose or reveal

;the unknown doer of an acO Obs. or arch.

(-1300 A". Alls. 4116 That ye no schal me bywryghen Of
that V \vol to yow sayn. c 1330 Arth. $ Merl. 1336 Alle
the sothe sche gan hem say, And bad hem nought hir bi-

wray. c 1440 rromp. fat-! 1
. 34 Bewrethyn, or wreyyn [1499

bewreyen], prodo> rccelo, revelo. 1481 CAXTON Reynard
iArb.) 36 They were of my next kynne whom gladly I

wold not bewraye. 1510 LOVK Bonavcnt. Mirr. xiv. Eivb,
Say nat this now and bewrye me nat. 1587 FLEMING Cant.
Holinshfd\\\. 1321/2 That who so would bewraie the dooers
thereof, should haue fortie crowncs for their labour. 1603
KXOLLES Hist. Turks (16211 7 For feare to be enforced by
torments to bewray his confederates.

t b. To expose (a deception). Obs.

1548 UDALL, etc., Erasm. Par. Pref. n In bewraiyng the

iugleyng sleightes. a 1601 NOWELL in Strype Ann. Ref. I.

i. xxxix. 451 Finding therein certain notable untruths . . he
did bewray them to the auditors.

3. To divulge or reveal ^secrets) prejudicially.
c 1386 CHAIXKR 2nd Xnns T. 147 A conseil . . Which that

night fayn I wolde vn to yow seye So that ye swere ye shul
it nat biwreye. c 1440 Gesta Rom. 182 (2nd vers.), Happely
. .thou woldest be-wreye my counsaile. 1525 LD. BERNEKS
Froiss. II. cxxi. [cxvii.]345 None shulde issue out to bewray
their entreprice. 1599 Pass. Pilgr. 352 Yet will she blush
. .To hear her secrets so bewray'd. 1600 DEKKER Fortun.
109 The talke of kings none dare bewray. 1819 SCOTT Ivan-
hoe xxxiv, Villain ! . . thou wouldst not bewray our counsel ?

t 4. Less specifically : To reveal, divulge, dis-

close, declare, make known, show. Obs.
< 1386 CHAUCER Frank!. T. 226 Ne dorste he nat to hire

his wo biwreye. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy. \. ii, His entent
there can no man bewreye. c 1500 DUNBAR Tua mariit
\\'e)n. 41 Bewrie, said the Wedo, 5e weddit wemen ging
Quhat mirth ?e fand in maryage. 1576 THYNNE Ld.
Rurghky's Crest 218 The hom'd Diana chaste, is silver

brignte Whiche waninge moone dothe unto us bewraye.
1588 SHAKS Tit. A.\\.\\.-$ Write downe thy mind, bewray
thy meaning so. 16x1 BIBLE Prov. xxix. 24 Hee heareth

cursing, and bewrayeth it not.

t 5. To reveal the presence of, or expose (a fugi-

tive) to his enemies, or to justice ;
to betray. Obs.

i535Co\ERDALK/srt,xvi.3 Bewraye [WYCLIF, betrage; 1611

bewrayj not them that are fled. 1548 HALL Chron. in Ellis

Orig. Lett. m. I. 100 He . . bewrayed his guest and master
to John Milton then sherif of Shropshire. 1628 HOBBES
Thucyd. (1822) 65 He was bewrayed unto them.

6. To reveal, expose, discover (unintentionally,
and usually what it is intended to conceal) ;

= BK-
TRAY 6. a. the existence or presence of (something).
1579 LYLY Eitphucs (1636) D vj,Thy hot words bewray thy

heauy wrath. 1611 BIBLE Prm>. xxvii. 16 The ointment of
his right hand which bewrayeth it selfe. 1644 BI'LWER
Chirol. 2 The blushes of Aurora bewray the early approach
of the bright Kmperour of the day. '738 WESLEY Psalms
xxxvi. i My heart to every Vice inclin'd, The Sinner's closest

Sin bewrays, a 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. fy Marg. (18^1)
II. 168 A smoke and a crackling that bewrayed the lig-

neous and carbonaceous quality of the fuel. 1863 MRS.
C. CLARKE Shaks. C/tar. xii. 311 The mental bias in every
writer will casually bewray itself.

b. the true character of.

1535 COVERDALE Matt. xxvi. 73 Thy speach bewrayeth
the. 1585 ABP. SANDYS Sertn. (1841) 395 A mans speech
and gesture will bewray his thoughts. 1624 CAPT. SMITH
/ 'irginia in. ix. 79 The extremity of his feare bewrayed his

intent. 1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. 11851! 345 His very first

page notoriously bewraies him an illiterat and arrogant
presumer. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. App. 1.1876' 610 A
touchstone to bewray the half-learned.

C. a fact [expressed by a clause^.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. iii. 95 Our raiment And state of bodies
would bewray what life We haue led since thy exile. 1649
R. HODGES Plain Direct. 27 The childe did bewray, that hee
would beray himself. 1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's D\f.

Pop. x, Your very speech bewrays you to be a right Balaam.

t 7. To exhibit incidentally ;

= BETRAY 7. Obs.

1575 Laneham's Let. (1871*56 Nothing more bewraying
hiz age then hiz wit. 1600 TOI'KNKI.K 'J'ransf. Metum. To
Kdr. 14 This Pluto-visag'd world hell doth bewray, a 1631



BEWRAYER.
DONXE Pofms 11650) 106 O (bole, which yesterday Mighl'st
have read more than all thy books bewray. 17*3 KAMES
Elem. Crit. II. xii. 43 He never once bewrays a smile.

Bewray, erroneous form of BEBAY.

Bewrayer (,bfc?>-a.i). arch. [f. BEWRAY + -ER'.]
He who or that which bewrays or reveals.
c 1440 Promp. Pa. 34 Bewrayer of counsel, rccelator.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Mace. iv. i This Symon . . beynge a be.

wrayer of the money and of his owne naturall countre. 1598
GREENWEY Tacitus Ann. xi. xi. 153 Certaine writings, be-

wrayers of hir lusts and lasciuiousnes. 1653 GAULE Ma-
gastrom. 342 Lest they might be the bewrayers of his secrets.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 225 f 2 When a Friend is turned
into an Enemy, and a Bewrayer of Secrets.

Bewraying, vbl. sb. arch, or Obs. [f. as prec.
4 -ISO 1

.] The action of revealing or exposing.
c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. f 174 Biwrey nat youre conseil to

no perspne but if so be that ye wenen sikerly that thurgh
youre biwreyyng youre condicion shal be to yow the moore
profitable. 1553-87 FOXE A. t M. (1596) 38/2 By the be-

wraieng or confession of him. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v.

xlii. 2 By bewraying their affection towards him.

Bewrayingly, aiiv. arch, or Obs. [f. bcway-
ing pr. pple. + -LY ^.] By way of disclosing secrets.

Bewrayxuent. arch, or Obs. [f. BEWRAY +
-MENT.] The fact of bewraying, disclosure.

1864 in WEBSTER.

t Bewrea'k, v. Obs. Forms : 4-6 bewreke, 6

-wreake, -wrecke. \M3Ltewrekt, f. BE- 2 + -areke,
WREAK

v."] trans. To avenge ;
to give vent in

action to (^incensed feelings). Cf. AWREAK.
c 1325 Coer de L. 6283, I wole me off hym so bewreke.

1430 LYDG. Ckron. Troy Ii. xvi, Our iuste sorowe Compel-
leth vs . . On Troyan our harmes to bewreke. 1523 Ln.
BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxlvii. 368 He thought it shulde be a
great crueltie, if he shulde bewreke his displeasur on them. '

'559 Mirr. Mag. 120 (T.) Yet was I, or I parted thence, >

bewreckt. 15815 J. HOOKER Irel. in Holinslied II. 59/1 I

Euen with that weapon, .they will, .bewreake their malice.

Bewreath, etc.
; see BE- pref.

t Bewri'te, v. Obs. Intensive of WRITE.
1660 Z. CROFTON St. Peter's Fett. 74 Bewritten in such

sensible Acts, and legible Characters.

Bewrought, pa. pple. of BEWORK.
t Bewry, vl Obs. Also i bewre'on, bewria,

3 biwreo, by-wryen. Pa. pple. i-3be-,biwrisen,
3 bi-wrie(n, 6 bewry. [OE. bnurlon, -wrean,
-wrla for *bewrihan, f. BE- i + wn'on to cover : see
WRY Z). 1] trans. To cover up, or over

;
to overlay.

a 1000 Sal. <$ Sat. (Or. 1301 Forhu-on fealle5se snaw, foldan
behydeo, bewrih.3 wyrta ci5. < 1205 LAV. 5366 Ha luopen on
heore feire hors '. biwrijen [1250 biwrejej mid faiire palle. i

c 1300 A". A Us. 6453 Whan theo sonne to hole schyneth . .
j

his eren with, Al his body he bywryeth. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis iv. iv. 16 Ane brusit mantill of Sydony With gold
and perle the bordour all bewry [circumdata].

TO. fig.
c looo Metr. Bneth. iv. 93 Bi3 baet lease lot . . bewri^en

mid wrencum. a 1250 Oivl fy Night. 673 5if muj> wijjute
rnai biwreo }>at me be heorte noht niseo.

t Bewry, r/.2 Obs.
[f.

BE-I + WRYK^.Z^. ME.
"ivrien, O^.wri^ian to stretch.] To wrest, distort.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis x. i. 80 Quhy that ony mycht per-
vert or }it bewry 1'hy commandmentis?

tBeW'Scher, -schyre, -sher. i. Northern
form of BEAUSIRE. 2. pi. The buttocks.
?rt 1400 Moi-te Arth. 1047 His bakke and his bewschers,

and his brode lendez.

Bewte, -tee, -tiful, -tious, obs. ff. BEAUTY, etc.

Be'wter, Scotch form of BITTERN.

tBewtynes. Obs. rare. BEAUTY.
< 1511 J st /:'. Bk. Amer, (Arb. Introd. 27 All with feders

bounden for there bewtynes and fayrenes.

[Bewrunus (Hall.), error for beiaitnnc
;

see

Bex, obs. plural of BEAK.

Bey (bt
7
'), sb. Forms : 6 by(e, 7 beye, bei,

7- bey. [a. Osmanli bey
'

prince, governor,' mod.
pronunciation of beg : see BEG

sb.']

A Turkish governor of a province or district :

also a title of rank.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 168 The By who is the gouernour
of the Hand. Ibid. II. i. 176 You goe to the Bye, onely
for that he will inquire newes of you. 1649 A Icoran A iv b,

Bashaws, or Vice-Roys, Beyes, or Governors. 1687 RVCAUT
Hist. Turks I. 250 Letters sent to the young Bei at Tunis.

1768 Hist. Europe in A 1111. Krf. 27/2 The Basha of Bosnia
being joined by the Bey of Romelia. 1813 BYRON Br.
Abydos n. xxi, And wouldst thou save that haughty Bey?
Hence Beydom, Beyship.
1860 TRISTRAM Gt. Sahara ii. 37 The semi-independent

beydom of Tittery. 1867 Standard 2 Mar., We . . kept our
remarks to his titles, his colonelcy, and his beyship.

t Bey, v. Obs. Forms : I be^an, biesan, bisan,
bysan, 2 beijen, 2-4 beien, 3-4 beie, beighe(n,
beyghe(n, 4 bie, buyen, bir.en, 9 dial. bay.

[Com. Teut. : OE. Anglian bfaan,
WSax. blfgan,

blgan, bygan wk. vb. = OFris. bfja, ON. beygja
(Sw. bofa, Da. biiie^, OHG. bottgen (MHO. bongen,
mod.G. bcugoi), MDu. boghen, Goth, bangjan,
causal of biugan, bang, in OE. bilgaii, bcah to bow
(intr.). In the ijth c. there was confusion be-

j

tween this verb, and the primary bitten to Bow,
partly because both verbs began to be used both

transitively and intransitively, partly because of
VOL. I.
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the ambiguity of the letter u (
= tl or ii}, so that

biijcn might be for OE. bugan, or OE. liygan. At
length the strong verb took also a weak past
bujcde, buhde : see Bow. Bey, bay, is not found
in literature after the 141)1 c., but seems to have
survived in dialects.]
1. trans. To bend, cause to bow.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxv, Hwelcne boh . . swelce bti

began ma^e. c looo Ags. Gasp. Mark xv. 19 [Hi] heora
cneow bidden. cii6o Halt. G. ibid. Hire cneow beigdoii.a 1225 Juliana 77 WiS [bat] like ha beide hire & beah duuc-
lunge adun bihefdet to f>er eoroe. c 1230 Hali Meiti. 3 Bei
bin eare, |jat is beo buhsum to mi lare. c 1300 Beket 1529Whan i ne mai his hutte so buye. a 1325 Maximon in Rel.
Ant. I. 122 He chaunge)) al my blc, Ant bujeb me to
grounde. [1851 Cuntifrl. Gloss., Bay, to bend.]
2. intr. To bend, bow.
c Izo

!
LAY' It>51 Ah ne mot neile teien be mon be ibun

den biS. a. 1225 .V/. Marker. 7 Buh nu ant bei to me. Ibiit.
22 Ant te bodi beide . ant beh to ber eoroe. cizyt llali
Meid. 15 pat hit ne breke ne beie. c 1300 A'. A:is. 4373Theo spere was styf and nought no bcyghed.
Bey, obs. form of BOY (Fromp. Par
Beyape, variant of BE.IAPE v. 0/>s.

Beyard, obs. form of BAYARD sl/.\

Beye = both
;
see Bo.

t Beyelp, v. 0/>s. In 4 bijelp. [ME. bijclp(tin

f. bi-, BE- + jclp(cn to YELP.] trans. To talk loudly
of, boast of, glory in. Also rcfl. with of.
c 1314 Guy War-u. i A. } 1455 pat tow schalt it bi}elp noua

pat he is to de)> y-brou^t. 1393 GOVVER Cm/. III. 155 Hov.
shulde I thanne me be)

-

elpe . . of thy largesse.

Beyend(e, obs. form of BEYOND.

Beyer = of both : see Bo.

Beyete, obs. form of BEGET v.

Beyght, obs. form of BAIT.

Beyke, -ynge, obs. form of BEEK v., -ixo.

Beyl(e, obs. form of BAIL sl>.
2

,
'>.

Beyld, obs. form of BIELD, BUILD.

HBeylic, -lik v b?-lik). Also begliok. [a.
Osmanli bcgliU', /'^'//^.jurisdiction

of a begm BEY.]
The dominion or jurisdiction of a be}'.
a 1733 NORTH LiTt-s III. 84 T'o Morat he left the beylic.

1869 KAWLINSON.A nc.I/ist. 77 The modern Beylik of Tunis.

Hence Beylical //., of or belonging to a beylic.

Beylicat = beylic.
1884 Weekly Times 4 Jan. (Tunis), The Beylical doing of

justice in times past. 1884 f'till Mall G. 20 Dec. i The
beylicat was afterwards annexed.

Beyme, obs. form of BEAM.

Beyn, obs. form of BAIN a., and BKKN pa.pfle.
Beyne = both : see Bo.

Beyond -b/iyp'nd), adv. and prep. Forms : i

be-, biseondan, beiundan, 2 bejeondeu, 3 bi-

jeondei^n, bi;onndenn, 3-5 bi-, byyond e,

-jonde, bijende, 4 be;onde(n, be-, bijunde,
4-6 beyend.e, 5-6 beyonde, 6 by yonde, by-
jend, 5- beyond. [OE. be^comian, not found in

other Teut. langs. : f. /;/-, BE- indicating position

^ffondan from the farther side : OTeut. *janj-
ana, f. *jaud(\n Q}L. gcoiid across, through, be)~ond.
Cf. Goth, jaiiiil yonder) + -ana advb. suffix : cf.

BEHIND. The advb. *jaiiJ,(jaind,\geo>id. belongs
to the demonstr. pron. *jano-z, Goth, jains, OHG.
jcnfr (stemy'flK/-), OE. &con, YON. Other deriva-

tives in Gothic \tertjainar there ; jaindre thither,

jainpro thence. The literal meaning of beteondan
was thus ' on yon side, on the farther side. Used
either without (adv.) or with (prep.) an object.]
A. adv.

1. On the farther side, farther away, at a greater
distance.

c looo ^LLFRIC Gram. 232 Ulteriits, feor begeonclan. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 105 Ichaue a kniht hette Concience
com late from bi-^onde [B. bJ3unde]. c 1400 MACXDEV.
xxxi. 314 With outen ony more rehercyng of. . marvaylles
that ben begonde. c 1440 York Myst. xvii. 59 And be-yonde
is Bedleem. 1596 STENSER F. Q. in. i. 38 Lo, where beyond
he lyeth languishing. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 242 So high
a hope, that euen Ambition cannot pierce a winke beyond.
1842 TENNYSON Pal. Art 82 Beyond, a line of heights.

2. In addition, besides, over and above, rare.

1886 Law Times LXXX. 193/1 This amount and 5, his

own damages beyond, he sought to recover in this action.

B. prep.
1. Of position in space : On the farther side of.

a. of a boundary, barrier, or intervening space.

Beyond seas : out of the country ; abroad.
a 1000 >ELFRIC Dent. \. 5 Beiundane lordane on Moab

lande. c looo Ags. Gosp. John i. 28 On bebania beteondan
iordanen. 11205 LAY. 28274 Al bi5eonde berere Humbre.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 1 1396 Bi-yond bam ar wonnand nan. c 1440
Gesta Rom. i Myn husbond, quod she, is hi^ende be see.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in. vi. 180 Beyond the Riuer wee'le

encampe our seines. 1644 MILTON Editc. ad init., Both here
and beyond the seas. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round H'orldd&jo)
258 The new world beyond the hills. 1792 S. ROGERS Pleas.

Mem.\\.^\ Beyond the western wave. 1848 MACAU LAY Eng.
I. 173 From 1646 to 1660 he had lived beyond sea.

b. of an object regarded simply as a point in

space : Past, further on than, at a more distant

point or position than.

1382 WVCLIF i Sam. xx. 22 The arowis ben be;onde [1388

BEYOND.
bijende] thce. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 247 She that is

Queene of Tunis, she that dwels Ten leagues beyond mans
life. 1821 BYRON Cain \\. i. 14 Thou shall behold The
worlds beyond thy little world. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.
I. n.

_
4. iii. 296 Out of which riso the soft rounded slopes

of mightier mountains, surge beyond surge. 1873 KINCSLEV
Prose Idylls 96 While high overhead Imng, motionless,
hawk beyond hawk, buzzard beyond buzzard, kite beyond
kite, as far as eye could see.

2. Of motion : To the farther side of, farther

than, past, so as to leave behind. (Cf. 10.)
a 1075 O. E. Chron, an. 1048 Godwine eorl and Swegen

. . gewendon heom beteondan sai. c 1205 LAV. 29149 Sum
fleh bi-3eonden sa;. c 1305 St. Dnnstan 103 in E. E.P. (1862)
37 Bijundeseehedrouv

'

,

(1811)97 Drove them, .by yonde Doram. 1556 Chron. Grey
Friars (1852) 35 Barnes . . brake aways from them and went
beyend see unto Luter. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 49 Launch not

beyond your depth, but tie discreet. 1821 KEATS Lamia 429
His spirit pass'd beyond its golden bourn Into the noisy
world. 1862 SPALDING Hist. Eng. Lit. 1 1876) 372 Never able
to pass a step beyond the self-drawn circle.

o.fig.
1690 LOCKE Hmn. Lad. (1777) I. 375 It can proceed and

pass beyond all those lengths. 1797 WASHINGTON Writ.(i&z$)
213 That France has stepped beyond the line of rectitude
cannot be denied, a 1849 J. MANGAN Poems 11859) 45 All-
baffled reason cannot wander Beyond her chain. 1860 HAW-
tHOKK^Marb.Faun. ^.1,1883)47 The story of this adventure
. . made its way beyond the usual gossip of the Fore-stieri.

c. = BESIDE * a. rare.

1834 M. SCOTT in Macfav. MaS. XXXVI. 814 The excess
of her joy . . had driven her beyond herself.

td. To go beyond', to 'get round/ circumvent.
1602 Life T. Cromwell w, v. 120 We must be wary, else

he'll go beyond us. 1611 BIBLE i Thess. iv.6 That no man goe
beyond and defraud his brother in any matter. 1613 SHAKS.
Hen.

iy/S, in. ii. 409 The king has gone beyond me.
3. Towards the farther side of, farther than, past.

(With look and equivalent verbs.) To look be-

yond (qwtfi, 1597): to misconstrue, misunderstand.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. //", iv. iv. 67 My gracious Lord, you

looke beyond him quite. 1712 STKKLL
Sfect.

No. 302 F 7

Looking beyond this gloomy Vale of Affliction and Sorrow
into the Joys of Heaven and Immortality, 1768 BtATTif:
Minstr. i. iR.) Lofty souls who look beyond the tomb.
4. Of time ; Past, later than.

'597 SHAKS. 2 //tv/. //', iv. iv. 57 My griefe . . Stretches it

selfe beyond thehowreof death. (-1600 - - Sonn. cxxii, Which
shall . . remain Beyond all date, even to eternity. 1747
GRAY Otfi Eton Coll. 54 No care beyond today. 1762 Hi MI
Hist. Eng. 11826} V. xli. 228 Those who should remain be-

yond that time , . should be guilty of treason. 1816 J.
WILSON City of Plague n. it. 15, I have been kept from
home, beyond my promised hour. 1853 C. BKONTK filletfe

xx. 236 We arrived safe at home about an hour and a half

beyond our time.

& fig- Outside the limit or sphere of, past ;
out

of the grasp or reach of.

^535 COVERDALE A"ww. x.vii. 18 Yet could I not go be-

yonde y worde of the Lprde my God. 1595 SHAKS. John iv.

iii. 117 Beyond the infinite and boundlesse reach of mercie.

1596 - - i Hen. 1 1
',

i. iii. 200 Imagination of some great ex-

ploit Driues him beyond the bounds of Patience. 1597
2 Hen. //", i. iii. 59 The Modell of a house Beyond his

power to builde. 1605 HKYWOOD Ifknerwnot me Wks. 1874
I. 210 Shoemaker, you goe a little beyond your last. 1651
HOBUES Lmiath. in. xxxiii. 201 A time past, beyond the

memory of man. 1760 GOLDSM. Cit. Ii'. Ixx. (Globe) 202
It was beyond one man's strength to remove it. 1856
FROCDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 53 A detail of the working of
the trade laws would be beyond my present purpose. 1869
J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 76 Some offences . . are beyond de-
tection. 1885 SIR L. CAVE in Laiv Times' Rep. LII, 629/2We cannot go beyond the written agreement.

b. To be beyond a person (colloq.) : to pass his

comprehension.
1812 Miss AL-STEN Mansf. P. (1847.1 III. i. 280 This is be-

yond me. said he.

6. esp. with nouns expressing an action or a state

of mind, as belief, doubt, endurance, expectation,

question, etc. : Not within the range of, not ac-

cording to, past, surpassing.
1601 SHAKS. Jul.C. n.ii.ps These things are beyond all vse.

1610 Temp, \\. \. 59 Which is indeed almost beyond credit.

1692 BENTLMY Koyh Lect. iv. 135 'Tis beyond even an
Atheist's Credulity. 1701 W. WOTTON Hist. Rome 285 His
Spectacles were almost beyond belief. 1758 Bp, NEWTON
Dissert, xvii.Wks. II. 400 Adversity, .often procures friends

beyond hope and expectation. 1848 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng.
I. 197 France was now, beyond all doubt, the greatest
power in Europe.

7. Exceeding in quantity or amount, more than.

(As with above, the phrase beyond a hundred, etc.

may be the subject of a sentence.)
Vrtisoo Battle Egyngec. 238 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 102

There dyed by yonde .vii. score vpon a day. 1605 Lond.
Prodigal i. i. 220 Doth he spend beyond the allowance I

left him ? 1653 WALTON Angler i. 34 When he was beyond
Seventy years of age he made this description. 1885 Law
Rep. XXIX. Chanc. Div. 528 To an amount far beyond their
value.

8. Surpassing in quality or degree, exceeding,

superior to; more than.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. t-'It n. v. 51 The Shepherd's homely
Curds . . Is farre beyond a Princes Delicates. 1628 DIGBV
Voy. Medit. 55 Were so much beyond our vessels in sayling.
1634 MILTON Contus 813 Delight Beyond the bliss of dreams.

1749 FIELDING Tont Jones (1836) I. i. xi. 52 His shoulders
were broad beyond all size. 1873 TRISTRAM Moab\\. 35 Our
guide, looking on game as far beyond names in importance.

b. Beyond measure (advb. phr.) : more than
what is meet or moderate; exceedingly, excessively.
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BEYOND.

1526 TINDAI.K Mark vii. 37 They . . were beyonde measure

astonyed [so 1611]. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. i, ii. 90 Shrow'd
and froward, so beyond all measure. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) I. 89, I am delighted beyond measure.

9. In addition to, besides, over and above
;

in

negative and interrog. sentences almost = lixcept j

cf. BESIDES B 2 and 3.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. i. 281 Ouer and blende the citees.

1593 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. xi. 4 Somewhat beyond and
above all this. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIIIt in. i. 135 Bring
me a constant woman to her Husband, One that ne're

dream'd a loy, beyond his pleasure. 1761 HCME Hist.

Eng. (1826) II, cxi. App. 112 The Conqueror ordained that

the barons should be obliged to pay nothing beyond their

stated services. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. vi, No prospect
of breakfast beyond elemental liquid. 1851 Dixos W. Penn
xvi. (1872) 134 Beyond his labours as a preacher, he com-

posed . . twenty-six books of controversy.

10. When beyond^* farther than,' 'more than/
introduces an adverbial extension of the predicate,
the clause in which it occurs is often contracted ;

They prospered beyond other men -- '

beyond the

measure in \vhich other men prospered
'

;
/ went

a step beyond Whiston =- '

beyond the point to

which he went/
1578 Gude ff Godely Ball. 127 His bemis send he he* out

far Be;ond vther sternis all [i. e. beyond the distance to which
all other stars have sent theirs]. 1631 GOVGE God's Ar-
rows i. 29. 44 They go in inhumane cruelty beyond the

Heathen. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 805 That were to extend
His Sentence beyond dust and Natures Law. 1758 BOR-
LASE Nat. Hist. Cortnv. xix. 7. 232 The plant grows luxu-

riant beyond what we have in Cornwall, 1766 GOLDSM. I- ic.

Wakef. ii. (18061 6, I even went a step beyond Whiston in

displaying my principles. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1. 154
The discarded warriors prospered beyond other men.

C. quasi-j/;. That which lies on the other side

or farther away, the remote or distant
;
that which

ties beyond our present life or experience.
1581 SAVILE Tacitus Hist. iv. viii. 174 Beyond \jdterwra\

he honored and admired, but professed to follow the pre-
sent estate. 1835 LYTTON Rienzi x. viii, Kach is the ye.irn-

ing for the Great Beyond, which attests our immortality.

1876 MOZLF.Y Univ. Serin, iii. 47 Love . . wants a beyond,
and no being that is without this beyond can duly answer
to it as an object. 1885 J. MARTINEAU EtJt. Theory I. 281

They are the All, with no beyond.

t>. The back of beyond': a humorous phrase for

ever so far off, some very out of the way place.
1816 SCOTT Antiq. I. 37 ijAM. i You .. whirled them to

the back of beyont to look at the auld Roman camp. 1853
DE QfiNCF.Y Sp. Mil. Nun Wks. 1 1 1. 12 Which port (accord-

ing to a smart American adage 1 is to be looked for at the

back of beyond. 1883 STEVENSON Silv. Squatters 151 In

the fastnesses of Nature, forests, mountains, and the back
of man's beyond.

TJ. Comb, f Beyond-sea a. (cf.K i ), ultramarine,

outlandish, foreign ; hence t beyond-sea-ship, hu-

morously applied to a foreign prince (cf. lordship -..

1498 Will, of Petyt (Somerset Hoi, Ij paire of beyond see

shetes. 1534 Eng. Ch. Furniture 209 A paynted cloth of

beyond see werk. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 580 7'he garden
Mallow called the winter or beyond see roose. Ibid. 682

The red beyondsea Gooseberie. 1611 BKAFM. & FL. Philas-

ter iv. ii, I never loved his beyond-sea-ship. 1639 FI'LLF.R

Holy War\\\ viii. (1840) 192 Henceforward the beyond-sea
world took notice of him. 1711 J. GREENWOOD Eng. Grant.

10 Excessive Lust of Novelty . . has stung many with an
Itch of bringing in beyond-Sea words.

f BeyO'nds, prep. Obs. Only in Wyclif, as

bisendis, bisondis, byjondes. [f. prec. + advb.

suffix ~s.]
= BEYOND.

1382 WYCLIF Mark iii. 8 Fro Ydume and bi^endis [1388

bi^ondis] Jordan. 2 Cor. x. 16 Also for to preche into tho

thingis that ben by^ondes ;ou.

Beyre = of both : see Bo.

Beysaunce, obs. form of BEISANCE.

Beysc, be;3SC, obs. forms of BASK a. bitter.

Beyt(e, obs. form of BAIT.

Bez, beze : see BES- and BEZANTLEK,

Bezaar, bezahar, obs. forms of BEZOAR.

Bezaleelian, -elian (bezalrlian), a. [f.

Bezaleel, -lei, the name of the artificer mentioned

in Exod. xxxi., sometimes used connotatively.]

Worthy of Bezaleel, or of a cunning workman.

[1609 C. BUTLER Fern. Mori. v. (1623) Kiv, Their Hexa-

gonia no Bezaleel For curious Art may passe or imitate.]

1878 T. SINCLAIR Mount 289 They all are bezaleelian, skill

within skill.

t Beza*H, J
1

^.1 Obs. rare~ l
. [a. Du. bezaan

mizen sail, ad. Sp. mesana or It. mezzana mizen.]

Apparently used in Eng. in the sense of a small

sailing vessel.

1662 PEPYS Diary 5 Sept., Saw the yacbt . . set out from
Greenwich with the little Dutch bezan.

Bezant, byzant (be-zant, b/z<rnt). Forms :

3 (Ormin} be33sannt, 3-7 besand(e, 4 (//.) be-

saunce, 4-5 besaund(e, -unt(e, -wnt, bessant,

-aun, 4-9 besant(e, bezaunde, -nt, 6 beasaunte,

beisand, 6-7 (//.) basence, beazance, 7-9 bi-,

byzant, 7- bezant, [a. OF. bcsan (pi. besanz] :

L. byzantiits (sc. numimts} Byzantine ;coin), from

Byzantium, where it was first struck ; cf. Byzan-
tine. Poems c 1400 show the accentuation be'zant.']

1. A gold coin first struck at Byzantium or

Constantinople, and seemingly identical with the

842

Roman solidiis or aitrcits, but afterwards varying
in value between the English sovereign and half-

sovereign, or less. It was current in Europe from

the Qth century, and in England, till superseded

by the noble, a coin of Edw. III. There were also

silver Bezants worth from a florin to a shilling.

Used by Wyclif to translate both the Latin words

talcnium and drachma.
c izoo ORMIN 8102 He ^aff hise cnihhtess J?a FifTti} be}}-

sannz to mede. 1297 R. GLOUC. 409 Vyfty fcwusend besans,
he sende hem. rt 1300 Cursor M. 4104 par was ioseph^in
si;ruage said. For tuenti besands [?'. r. besaundes, besauntis].

r 1314 Gny }Vat~ii'. (A.t 2474 An hundred bessauns gif Y the.

1382 WYCLIF Matt. xxv. 15 To oone he jaue fyue talentis

or besauntis. 1388 Luke XV. 8 What womman hauynge
ten besauntis. 'ia 1400 Morte Arth. 3253 Bruches and be-

sauntez and ober br>
T

ghte stonys. c 1400 Roland 41 1 Tok
of the hethyn broche or bessant. 1494 FABYAN vn. 374 One
is called a bezaunde imperiall, & ye other a bezaunt ducall.

c 1500 KENNEDY Agst. Month.thankl. iii, Brotches, beisands,

robbis, & rings. 1577 Test. 12 Patriarchs (1604) 144 They
ask two basences of gold. 1611 SH-.KD Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.

vii. 32 They should pay twentie thousand Bi/ants. 1653

URQL'HAKT Rabelais I. xxxi, A thousand besans of gold.
1820 SCOTT I-.'anhoe vii, Here, Isaac, lend me a handful of

byzants. 1875 JEVOSS Money ix. 97 In Anglo-Saxon times

gold byzants from Byzantium were used in England.
2. The offering made by the kings of England

at the sacrament, or at festivals.

1667 E. CHAMBERI.AYNE St. Gt. Brit. i. 11. xii. 11743) 98
The gold offered by the King at the Altar, when he receives

the Sacrament . . is still called the Byzant. 1762 Geiitl.

Mag. 599 The King's [offering] is a byzant, or wetlge of

gold, value 3O/.

3. Her. A gold roundel representing the above

coin plain and unstamped : according to Littre,

originally signifying that the bearer had been in

the Holy Land. Also attrib.

1486 Rk. St. Allans, Her. Ciij b, This is calde a besant

cros for it is made all of besanttis . . He berith gowles a cros

besauntid. 1572 Bo8SEWEU..<4r0ft>rz 11.79 Elates are of

dignitie nexte vnto the besauntes. .whiche arealwayes of a

golden colour. 1610 GVILLIM Heraldry iv. xix. (16601 352 If

they [Roundles] be Or, then we call them Besants. 1864
BOUTELL Her. Hist, fy Pop. v. 25 In the instances of the

Bezant and the Plate.

Bezantin(e, obs. form of BYZANTINE.

Bez-antler (b?<-, b?Z|fc-ntbj). Forms : 7

bezantelier, beas antlier, beantler, 7-9 bez-

antler, bezantler, 8-9 bes-antler, 9 bees-antler,
bis-antler. [f. bez-. BES- secondary + ANTLER.
A word of unfixed form, also called bay antler,

and varied as bay-, bez-, beze-tyne.] The second

branch or start
'

of a deer's horn, next above the

brow-antler (or antler proper).
1598 MANWOOD f.a'ws Forest iv. 6 (16151 4^ Ihe Brow-

antlier.or Beasamlier. i6ioGi:it.LiM//fr<i/rt'r>'in. xiv. (1660)

168 Skilfull Woodmen describing the head of a Hart do
call the Next above there unto ti. e. the Browanteliers] . .

Bezanteliers. [1611 COTGR., SurtotdoiHiw, the beankler or

second branch of a Deeres head. .S uretitoniller . . the

Beancler of a Bucke.] 1664 POWER /i-r/. Pinks. I. n With
little branches and twigs ilike Hezanteliers) springing out of

them. 1678 PHILLIPS i App.) Bezantler, the . . next branch

of the Harts. horn to Browantler, which is the lowest. 1855
OWEN I'ertebr.An. (1868) III.6i8 Its branches are the 'tynes
. . the first or lowest branch is the '

brow-tyne,' the second

is the 'beze' or 'bez tyne.' 1874 T. BELL hri*. Qititdrnp.

349 The branches or antlers . . as the broiu-antler, bez-

antler, and royal. 1884 JEFFKRIKS Red Deer iv. 71 Above
the ' burr' came the brow-antlier, now the brow-point ;

next

the bez-antlier, now the bay.

Bezanty (b/zo/nti), ffl. a. Her. Also 7-9
bezantee. In 5 englished as besantid, be-

sauntid. [a. F. besantfc, f. besant, BEZANT.]

Charged with or formed of bezants.

1486 Bit. St. A Ihans, Her. C iij b, He berith gowles a
cros besauntid. f 1630 RISDON Snrv. Devon 192 (1810) 206
These Vaultorts bear a border bezantee in their coat -armour.

1864 BOUTIILL tier. Hist, fy Pop. xv. (ed. 3) 174 The brothers

De La Zouche severally bear gules bezantee, and azure

bezantee. 1877 L. JF.WITT Hatf-lirs. F.ng. Antiq. 194 The
lion rampant within a bordure bezanty.

Bezaor, -zar(d, -zas, obs. forms of BEZOAR.

Bezaunce, obs. form of BEISANCE, BEZANTS.
Beze : see BES- and BEZ-ANTI.EB.

; Bezeche, bezeik, obs. forms of BESEECH.

Bezel (be'zel). Forms : 7 bezell, -ill, beasel,

bizel, bezle, 7-$ beazil, 8 bezil, bazil, (9 beazel),

7- basil, bezel, 8- bezil. [a. OF. *tesel, *bezel,

in mod.F. Iriscau, bizcan (cf. Sp. /iiscD, also basilc ;

of unkno\vn origin : it may be dim. of ifs, bez, or

contain that word. (It does not represent med.L.

bisalus.) Cf. BF.LEF, BEVEL.]
1. A slope, a sloping edge or face : csp. that of

a chisel or other cutting tool (commonly bast'!.}

1611 COTGR., Bisean, a bezle, bezeling, or scuing ; such a

slopenesse, or slope form, as is in the point of an yron
leauer, chizle, &c. 1677 MOXON JMecli. Kjcerc. (J.) These
chissels are not ground to such a basil as the joiner's chissels.

1721 BAILKV, Basil \s the Sloping edge of a chissel. 1823
NICHOLSON Prnct. Build. 225 Edge-tools are sharpened, by
applying the basil to the convex surface [of a grind-stone].

2. The oblique sides or faces of a cut gem ;

spec, the various oblique faces and edges of a bril-

liant, which lie round the ' table' or large central

plane on the upper surface, comprising the 8 star-

BEZOAR.

facets, 1 6 skill-facets, and S lozenges. [Cf. Sp.
bisel

'

edge of a looking-glass, or crystal plate.']

1839-75 URE Diet. Arts II. 25 Upper skill-facets are

wrought on the lower part of the bezil, and terminate in

the girdle; star-facets are wrought on the upper part of

the bezil, and terminate in the table; lo/enges are formed

by the meeting of the skill- and star-facets on the bezil.

3.
' The groove and projecting flange or lip by

which the crystal of a watch or the stone of a

jewel is retained in its setting.'
1616 BI-LLOKAR, Bezil/. 1613 COCKERAM Bezell, the

broad place of a Ring where the stone is set. 1658 Roiv-

LAN'D Moiiffet's Ttieat. Ins. 968 In the uttermost part of the

wings, as if it were four Adamants glistering in a beazil oi

Hyacinth. 1680 Land. Gaz. No. 1499/4 One silver [watch]
. -the hours in form of Diamonds, the Out-case holes with
Bizels for the sound of the Bell. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat.

Did. iMorell) IV. s. v. Gyges, When he turned the beazil to

the palm of the hand. 1826 KIRDY & SP. F.ntomol. III. 496
The partitions that separate the lenses, or rather Bezels in

which they are set. 1877 W. JONFS Finger-ring 12 A long
oval bezel chased in intaglio.

4. Coinli. bezelwise adv., sloping, bevelled.

1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Chinmty, The Sides of the

Frame and Trap are made slope or bezelwise.

Bezel (be-zel), v. Also 7 basil, [f. prec. sb.]

trails. To grind (a tool) down to an edge ;
to cut

to a sloping edge, to bevel.

1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (1703! 185 The Chissels . . are

Basil d away on both the flat sides. 1715 DESAGDLIKRS
Fires Inipr. 122 Instead of rabbiting the Frame and Trap-

Door, let both be bezell'd or sloap'd.

Bezel(l, variant of BEZZLK v. Obs.

Bezellilig (be-zelirj), vl>l. sb. Also 7 bezeling.

f) bezilling. [f. BEZEL+ -ING 1
.]

Collective ap-

pellation of that which forms a bezel.

1611 COTGR., Hiscau, a bezle, bezeling, or scuing. 1866

BLACKMOKK Cradock .V. xxviii. No bezilling, no jewel what-

ever.

Bezenge, obs. form of BESINGE.

Bezer, obs. form of BEZOAR.

Ii Bezesteen (be-z^stm). Also 7 besestano,

bisestano, 7-8 besestein, 8 bezestan, 9 bezes-

tein. [a. (directly or throngh Fr. or It.) Turk.

,1. ;_... bazistan, originally a Pers. word meaning
' clothes market.'] An exchange, bazaar, or market-

place in the East.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Besestein, an Exchange or the

chief Market-place among the Turks. 1696 PHILLIPS, Jit-

sestano, a Burse or Exchange for Merchants. 1736 BAILEY.
Bezestan . . a Burse or Exchange. 1849 CL'RZON Visits

Mtniast. 35 Some of the bezesteins and principal bazaars are

closed at twelve o'clock. 1864 SALA '1'tv. round Clock 267
Behold the Bezesteen of borrowed money.

li Bezetta (.b/ze-ta;. [Corruption ofli.fczzetla.

dim. of pezza a PIECE of cloth
;
defined in Tom-

maseo's Diet, as
'

piece of cloth, usually of cotton,

which when rubbed gives a red stain, and is used

for rouging.']
' A dye or pigment prepared by

dipping linen rags in solutions of certain colouring
matters' Watts Diet. Chem. I. 583.

1863 WATTS Diet. Cliem. I. 583 Red bezetta is coloured

with cochineal, and is used as a cosmetic. Ibid., Blue be-

zetta. -chiefly used for colouring the rind of Dutch cheeses.

Bezil, variant of BF.ZZLE v. Obs.

Bezique (bezt-k). Also 9 bazique. [cor-

ruption of F. besigne, bisy: of unknown origin.]

A game of cards, in which the name '

Bezique
'

is

applied to the occurrence in one hand of the knave

of diamonds and queen of spades.
1861 Macnt. Mag. Dec. 138 Bazique is a game, probably

of later invention, and of quite a novel kind . . The knave

of diamonds and queen of spades together, form Bazique,
and score four. 1869 Kng. Mech. 24 Dec. 367/1 Bezique is

a very amusing game for two or four persons.

Bezle, obs. form of BEZEL.

Bezoar (brzoa, be-z0,aj). Forms : 6 besert,

bezer, 6-7 bezahar, 6-8 bezaar, bezar, 7 beso-

hard, besar, beazar, beazer, bazar, bezor, bea-

zoar, bezaor, boezar, 8 besaar, bezard, 7- y -oard,

-oart, 7- bezoar. [U&emod.L.beza/iar, bezaar, be-

zoar (bezardif11m, lapis bezoartittis) . Sf.bezaar,bezar,

bezoar, F. bczaliar, bezar, bezoar, bczoard, ad. Arab.

,j'lj bdza/ir or -jk'jL) bddizahr, ad. Per. fad-zahr

counter-poison, antidote, bezoar stone ; f. zahr

poison. In 1 7th c. Eng., as in F. and Sp., bezahar,

bezaar was reduced to two syllables, bezar, beazar,

beazer (be'zsi^, of which the mod. pronunc. would

be regularly (brzsj). The spelling bezoar '.for be-

zatir) appears to be of mod.L. origin ; it has in-

fluenced the pronunciation given in dictionaries

since the end of last century.]

t ! gen. A counter-poison or antidote. Obs. (In

later writers taken as ayfy\ use of sense 2 a : hence,

also, bezoar-sloae.)

1507 GERARD Herbal n. ccclxxiy. (1633) 969 This root

Anthora is the Bezoar or counter-poison to that Thora. 1607
TOPSELL Serpents 775 The juice of Apples being drunk, and

Endive, are the proper Bezoar against the venom of a

Phalangie. 1637 EARL MONMOUTH Rom. ttf Tarqitin 208

Valour is a kinde of Besar, which comforts the hearts of

subjects, that they may the better endure a Tyrants venome.

1750 tr. Leonardiis' Mirr. Stones 78 Every Thing that
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frees the Body from any Ailment, is called the Bezoar of
that Ailment.

b. 1658 ROWLAND Mo'ijfet's Tficat. Ins. 929 A Hornet is

the Be/oar stone for its own wound.
2. Various substances formerly held as antidotes :

spec. a. A calculus or concretion found in the

stomach or intestines of some animals, chiefly

ruminants, formed of concentric layers of animal
matter deposited round some foreign substance,
which serves as a nucleus. Often called bezoar-

stone. (The ordinary current sense.)
The original sort was the lapis bezoar oriental?, obtained

from the wild goat of Persia and various antelopes, etc. ;

the lapis bezoar occidental, obtained from the lamas of

Peru, was less valued ; the chamois yielded German bezoar.

1580 FRAMTTON Joyf. .Veius 126 The stone is called the

Bezaar, beyng . . approved good against Venome. 1585 in

Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. II. 420 Item, a besert stone. 1615
CROOKE Body of Man 230 Diuisible into many shels or
huskes like a Bezoar stone. 1622 R. HAWKINS Yoy. S. Sea
(1847) 74 The becunia, and other beasts, which breed the
beazer stone. 1638 SHIRLEY Mart. Soldier m. iv. in Bul-
len O. PI. (1882) I. 217 A true rare Quintessence Extracted
out of Orientall Bezar. 1670 J. NAKBROUGH in Burney
Discffi'. S. Sea in. xiii. (1813! 333, I had his [a guanaco's]
paunch opened to search for the Bezoar stone. 1749 Pkil.
Trans. XLVI. 120 Rhinoceros-Bezoars, which I supposed
were taken out of the Stomach or Guts of that large Animal.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (18621 I. n. iii. 307 The concretion
sometimes found in the stomach of these animals [the

chamois], called the German Bezoar. 1849 TODD Cyel.
Anat. ft Phys. IV. 85/1 The oriental bezoard, a resinous in-

testinal calculus. 1882 Catal. Museum St. Bartkol. Hosj:
I. 542 (No. 293) Section of a Bezoar, composed chiefly of
Pinic Acid. Its nucleus is a date-stone.

fb. Alleged stones or concretions of various

kinds. (Usually due to ignorance of the origin of
the prec.) Obs.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alc/i. in Ashm. v. (1652) 72 Bezoars of
the tune. 1504 BLUNDEML Exerc. \. ix. (ed. 7; 550 This stone
Bezar groweth in a concavity in manner ofa girdle about two
handfull long and three inches broad. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/'.
Beasts 100 The hart, .sendeth forth certain tears, which are
turned into a stone called 'bezahar.' 1618 Rep. E. Intl.

Comp. in Jas. Mill Brit. India 1. 1. ii. 23 On the island of
Borneo, diamonds, bezoar stones, and gold, might be ob-
tained.

1634^
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 11677) 358 The soil . .

uberous in rich Stones, as Diamonds, Chrysolites, Onyx,
Magnets and Bezoars.

t C. Applied to various medicinal preparations.
1706 PHILLIPS, Bezoar Mineral?, a Chymical Preparation
of Butter of Antimony. Bezoar-Animate, the Livers
and Hearts of Vipers dry'd in the Sun and powder'd. 1710
T. FULLER Pliarm. Extenip. 309. 1807 AIKIN Diet. Chem.,
Bezoard Mineral is a perfect oxyd of Antimony.
t 3. transf. The wild goat of Persia, the best-

known source of the calculus (2 a). In later times
called bezoar-goat ;

so bezoar antelope. Obs.

(Early writers confound bearer and beaver. )
1611 COTGR., Bezoard. . breeds in the maw of the Goat

called a Beazer. 1620 FORD Linea V. 60 Their places and
honours are hunted after as the beazarfor his preservatiues.
1670 Phil. Trans. V. 1177 The Oriental Bezoar .. being a
Savage Animal like a kid. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (18621
I. I!, lii. 308 The Bezoar goat, .is the animal famous for that
concretion in the intestines . . called the oriental bezoar.

1781 tr. Baffin's Nat. Hist. VI. 407 note, The bezoar anti-

lope . . is one of the animals which produce the bezoar.

4. Attrib. and Comb., as btsuxird-extract, etc.

1641 FRENCH Distill, ii. (16511 60 Which may be called a
Bezoard extract. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 743 The Bezoar-
like virtue of such stones. 1709 G. WILSON Ckym. i. (ed-3)
i3One Pound more of new Bezoart Spirit of Nitre.

Bezoardic, -artic (bezoiaMdik.-a'itik), a. and
sb. [ad. mod.L. bttoardiats, -arlicits

;
a. F. bezoard,

be-oart, BEZOAK ; see -1C.]

A. aJj. Of the nature of, or pertaining to, be-

x.oar
; having its properties ; serving as antidote.

1670 P/iit. Trans. V. 2082 Wont to breed Bezoardick
stones. 1713 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 39 Angelica is . .

Cordial, Bezoartick, and Alexipharmack. 1835 Penny
Cycl. IV. 361 Any substance, .thought to possess important
qualities was termed bezoardic, to indicate its value.

B. sfi. A bezoardic drug ; an antidote
;
a remedy.

1671 SALMON Syn. Med, in. xxii. 396 The Bezoartick . .'is

the present cure for all poysons and Feauers. 1684 tr.

nonet's Merc. Compit. in. 92 Guaiacum . . I have used . . as
the Bezoardick of this Disease. 1727 BRADLEY I'ant. Diet.
s.v. Bezoar Stone, All Medicines contrary to Poison are
called Bezoardicks. 1819 REES Cyel. s.v.

thing good against Poysons, iscommonly term'd Bezoardical.

t Bezonian vb&i^-nian). Obs. Also 6 bezo-
nion, 6- bi-, besonian. [f.

It. bisogiio, Sp. tisoflo

s
see BESONIO). The ending is perh. -AN, as in

Oxonian, etc.]
a. A raw recruit, b. ;as a term of contempt)

Needy beggar, base fellow, knave, rascal.

1593 NASHE P. Penilessc Wks. 1883-4 " 86 Trod vnder
foote of euery inferior Besonian. 1593 SH\KS. 2 Hen. y"l,
!v. i. 134 Great men oft dye by vilde Bezonions. 1597
2 Hen. iy, v. iii, 115 Bezonian, speake, or dye. x6iz COTGK.,
ff&MtfM[SM BESOGNE], a raskall, bisonian, base humored
scoundrel!. 1632 MASSINGER Maid ofHon. \\\ i, For half
a mouldy biscuit, sell herself To a poor bisognion. 1843
LYTTON Last Bar. i. xi, Out on ye, cullions and bezonians !

Bez tyne : sec under BKZ-ANTLEB.

t Be'zzle, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 5 besil,
6 beizle,

~
beezel, bezel, bezzel, bizle, bizel, 8

bezil, bezzil, 7- bezzle. [Late ME. besil, a. OF.
besller, besillier, be'.iller, to lay waste, ravage, de-

stroy; shortened toimoftmbesillier: sec EMUEZZLE.]
General sense : To make away with wastefully.
f 1. trans. To plunder, spoil ; to make away

with (the property of others'. Ol>s. Cf. EMBEZZLE.
(-1430 LYDG. Boclias v. xvi. (ISS4 1 '32 b, That he should

haue besiled the Of Chartage. 1394 CAREW Tasso (1881) 94
Her sweet showes and faire lookes shall beizle harts. 1611
BEAUM. & Fi.. Knt. Burn. Pest. i. iii, I have laid up a little

for my younger son Michael, and thou think'st to 'be/zle
that, c 1612 FLETCHER Woman's Prize \\. i. 115/2, I must
be shut up and my substance bezel'd. 1720 Stmo's Sun'.
iStrype 1754) II. vi. iii. 626/2 To suffer no manner of person
to bezil or purloin, .out of the said park any timber.
2. intr. To make away with a large quantity of

food or especially drink
;

to drink to excess, to

guzzle, to revel.

1604 DEKKER Honest Wli. Wks. 1873 II. 113, I wonder
how the inside of a Tauerne lookes now. Oh when shall
I bizle, bizle? 1612 T. TAYLOR Comin. Titus i. 7 (16191 '43
It is too much for a minister to lie bezelling in the delight
of his tast. 1633 T. ADAMS E.vp. 2 Peler\\. 12 (1865! 453/1
He that will be sober when others bezzle . . is branded with
the name of puritan. 1721 BAILEY, Bezzle (<i.d. to Beastle',
to guzzle, tipple, or drink hard. 1875 H'fiitly Closs. > E. D. S.

',

Bcb or Bezzle, to drink.

b. trans. To make away with or consume (drink\
waste or squander (one's money). 06s. or dial.

1617 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Trar. Wks. (1630) 78/2, 13 or
14 brewings haue beene . .stayed in the Towne, as not suffi-

cient to be beezeled in the Country. [1775 COI.LII.K Trim
Bobbin) Tnnnnns ff Meary Wks. (18621 54, I drank inch
Pint o Ele. . I cawd for another, on [ and] bezzilt tattoo.
Ibid. 55 In i'dd'n [= an ye had] bezzilt owey moor brass

inney [-than ye] hadd'n. 1875 Ltinc. Gloss. 37 Bezzle, to

waste, to squander; generally applied to drinking].

t Be'zzle, sb. Obs. rare. Also 7 bezell.
[f. prec.]

.V hard drinker, a buuser.

1592 NASHL' /'. Penilesse led. -2} 12/1 Foule drunken biv/le.

1597 ^''- HALL Sat. v. ii, The swolne bezell at an alehouse
fyre, That tonnes in gallons to his bursten paunch,
t Be'zzled,///. a. Obs. exc. dial. Also beazlcd.

[f. as prec. + -ED.] ? Wasted, spent, worn out, ex-

hausted
;
muddled i with drinking).

1604 MARSTON Malcont. (T.I, Wonder of thy errour will

strike dumb Thy bezel'd sense. 1875 PAKISH Sussex Gloss.
s.v. Beazled, He comes home tired of an evening, but not
beazled like boys who go to plough.

t Be zzler. Obs. Also 7 beazler.
[f. as prec.

+ -EH.] One who drinks much, a tippler, bouser.
a 1593 H. SMITH Serin. (1637) 473 If they had been Epi-

cures, and Libertines, and Bea/lers, God would not have
heard his prayer for them. 1601 Jaek Drum's Enter!.
11616) Aiij.(R.J The shewing home be/elers discourseIOID) Auj-lK.j l ne Kncwing home bezelers discourse,

t Be'ZZling, vbl. sb. Obs. Also 6 bezeling, 7

jezelling, bezzeling, bisseling. [f, as prec. +
ING 1.1 Drunken revelrv or dissipation, bousing.

I J-e-^.^J.lJiy , f^f.
if. VfJ.

|_1.
tlb

That drinks hard ; bousing, swilling
1617 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Trar. Wks. (1630) 80/1 Gog-

magog, or our English Sir John Falstaff were but shrimps
to thi> bez/cling Bombards latitude, altitude, and cras-
situde.

II Bhang, bang (ba'ij\ Forms : 6-9 bangue,
7-9 bang, 9 bhang ; (also 7 bange, 7-8 banque,
8 bank, 9 beng, benj, bhung). [A word widely
spread in Eastern langs. : in Urdu, and various
Indian langs., bluing, bhang, bluing ;

in Pers., bang
(whence Arab, baiij, benj] all from Skr. Manga
hemp. Its first European form was the Pg. bangue.
also the earliest form in Eng. ; bang (representing
the Pers.) has prevailed since c 1675 ; bhang has
become frequent during the present century, and is

etymologically preferable.]
The native name of the Indian variety of the
common Hemp, which in warm countries develops
narcotic and intoxicating properties. In India the
leaves and seed-capsules are chewed or smoked, or

eaten mixed up into a sweetmeat, and sometimes
an infusion of them is drunk. The name is some-
times extended to an intoxicating substance pre-

pared from the resinous exudation of the plant,
called by the Arabs hashish.

[1563 GARCIA DE ORTA Simples e Drogas 26 (transl.), All
he had to do was to eat a little bangue.] 1598 W. PHILLIPS
Linscliotctts Trav. Ind. 19 Many kinds of Drogues, as
Amfion, or Opium, Camfora, Bangne. 1621 BURTON Anat.
Mel. II. v. I. v. (1651) 392 Another |_herb] called Bange, like
in effect to Opium. 1:1645 How ELL Lett. (1650) II. 72 In
the orientall countries as Cambaia, Calicut . . ther is a
drink call'd

'

Banque,' which is rare and precious. 1673
FRYEK Ace. E. India (1598) QI (Y.) Bang (a pleasant in-

toxicating Seed mixed with Milk). 1727 A. HAMILTON Ace.
E. Ind. I. 131 (Y.) Before they engage in fight they drink
Bang. 1782 T. ARNOLD Insanity n. 254 A preparation of a
poisonous vegetable called Banque. 1838 LOUDON Encycl.
Plants 1083 The . . intoxicating Turkish drug called Bang
or Haschisch. 1859 LANG Ir'aiut. India 47, I took to opium
and smoking bluing (hemp). 1866 LIVINGSTONE Jrnl. i.

(1873) I. 29 Bhang is not smoked, but tobacco is.

Bheesty,bheestie(brsti). Also 8- beasty,
9 beestie. [Urdu blnsti, a. Ptrs. bihishti, f. bihisht

paradise ; prob. of jocular origin.] In India, the

servant who supplies an establishment with water,
which he carries in a skin slung on his back.

1781 India Gaz. 24 Nov. (Y.) With the loss of only i sepoy,
i beasty, and a cpssy. 1810 T. WILLIAMSON Vade.Mec. I.

229 (Y.) If he carries the water himself in the skin of a goat,
. -he then receives the designation of Bheesty. 1859 LANG
IVand, Ind. 63 Jehan, the bheestie's daughter, was a vir-

tuous girl. 1883 W. BAXTER Winter in Ind. ii. 22 Bheesties

pressing water out of their pigskins to lay the dust.

Bi, ME. variant of BY, a town.

Bi, freq. ME. spelling of BY prep. : the same as

Krfref.1
,
the early OE., and the ordinary ME.,

form of the prefix BE- ; under which spelling see

most of the words. Those alone are left under
Bi- which did not survive long enough to be spelt
with lie-.

Bi- pref:-, a. L. bi- (earlier diti-, cogn. with Gr.

5i-, Skr. tfo/-)
'

twice, doubly, having two, two-,'

which is in Latin a prefix of adjs., occas. of sbs.,

rarely of vbs. (c. g. biperllre* . The earliest Latin

adjs. of this type are formed by simply prefixing
/V- either to adj.- (and verb-) stems, as bifer, bi-

fidus, bijitgus, biscuits, or to sb.- .and adj.-) stems,
as bicolor, biceps, bifrons, bifnrctis, bigener ;

later

in all probability, and more evidently mere com-

pounds, are those in which bi- is prefixed to an

adj. with a thematic suffix, as bicorniger, bicitbi-

talis, bilongus,bipatcns, and these are occas. parti-

cipial in form, as Iricaintratus, bifonndttis. The
Latin sbs., ending usually in -iiuii, are formed on
the prec. adjs., or possible ones of corresponding
type, as bieimium a space of two years, biennis

lasting two years, bicliniitin, *bi<:liniis.

The prefix entered Eng. in composition, e.g. in

bigam (
= med.L. bigainus], found c 1300, bicornc,

14.20; bijront, biforked occnr late in 1 6th c. ; and
from the 1 7th c. onward, by a wide extension of

the Latin analogy, especially in its later phases,
bi- has been prefixed to any adj. conveniently indi-

cating the thing or quality which is to be described

as doubled or occurring twice, principally to those

of Latin etymology, as in biaugiilar, biiavitary,

bicenlral, bivaulted, bivoluminoits, but also to

others as biraiuy, biweekly. In modern scientific

terminology, adjs. in -ate, -ateJ are most frequently

employed, as biauriculale, bicarinatc, bilaniellale,

bipinnate, biunguiculate, bimaciilated ; and the

attrib. use of sbs. as adjs. tends to such modern
forms as bichonl, biu'hirl. (See also the form Ely-. )

J3i- is therefore used in Eng. to form ;

I. Adjectives, with the sense :

1. Having or furnished with two
, two- , as

bi-angular, -ate, -ated, -ous, having two angles ;

bibraeteate, having two bracts ; bibracteolate,

having two small bracts
; bicallose, -ous, having

two callosities
; f bicapited, bicapitate, having

two heads, two-headed
; bicapsular ; bicavitary.

having two cavities ; bicentral ; bichord, having
two strings ; biciliate, having two cilia or hairs

;

bicircular, bicoloured, bicolumnar, bieonso-
nantal

; bicorporal, -ate, -ated, -eal, having two

bodies; bioristate, having two crests
; bifacial, bi-

fanged; biglandular, having two glands ;
bimar-

ginate, bimembral, bimuscular ; binodal, hav-

ing two nodes ; binuclear, having two nuclei ;

bi-ovulate, bipetalous ; biporose, having or

opening by two pores ; bipupillate, having two

pupil-like markings ; biradiate, having two rays ;

birainy, having two rains or rainy seasons
;
bi-

spinous, bistipuled ; bitentaeulate, having two
tentacles ; bituberculate,-ated, having two tuber-

cles ; bivaseular, having two vessels
;
bivaulted

;

bivoluminous, consisting of two volumes ;

biwhirl.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 259 Peduncles *bi-bracteatc at

the forks. Ibid. 345 Scale peltate,
'

bi-bracteolate. 1572
BOSSEWELL Armorie 11. 42 [Lionsj are borne in armes . .

'Bicapited, Bicorporated, Tricorporated. 1679 PLOT StaJ-
fordsn. (1686) 196 The bicapsnlar seed vessel of Digitali*
ferrnginca, 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. 101 Nerve-
centres, .spoken of as '

bicavitary.' 1854 MAXWELL in Life
viii. 231 Full of ellipses "bicentral sources of lasting joy.
1837 BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. S 136 'Biciliate spores. 1880
Atkmsum 20 Nov. 678/3 'Bicircular Quartics. 1862 R.
PATTERSON Ess. Hist, fy Art 34 A 'bi-coloured uniform.

1884 M. RULE Eadiaeri Hist. Noi: Pref. 84 The pages are
*bicohimnar. 1861 MAX MULLER Se. Lang. vii. 251 A *bi-

consonantal root. 1839 BAILEY Festns viii. (1848) 94 Luxu-
rious, violent, ^bicorporate. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. iv.

201 Airy Signs, or Signs *Bicorporeal. 1882 R. BROWN
Law Kosmic Ord. 57 A gigantic *bicorporeal Scorpion-
couple. 1852 DANA Crust, i. 212 Fourth [joint] prominently
*bicristate, the crests thin. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's
Plianerog. F. 48 Firm, leathery . .

'
bifacial leaves. 1851

RICHARDSON Geol. viii. 315 Small "bifanged molar teeth.

1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 441 Terminal panicles, .supported
by *biglandular bracts. 18x2 J. JEBB Corr. (1834) II. 77 In
these stanzas, each line is obviously "bimembral. 1835
KIRBY Hap. $ hist. Anim. I. viii. 237 The first [order] is

*Bimuscular, having two attaching muscles. 1835 LINDLEY
J.Oti-2



BIACID.

Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 324 The cyme, .may lie "binodal, tri-
|

nodal. 1880 Times 24 Nov. 10A small *bi-nuclear, gaseous, ;

planetary nebula. 1881 Gard. Chron. No. 411. 621 Spores :

..cylindrical, "binucleate. 1858W. CLARK I'au dcrlloeven 'i
j

Zool. II. 145 Ventral fins *biradiate. 1855 MAURY Phys. ,

Geog. Sea v. 296 Bogota is within the
i
birainy latitudes.

|

1852 DANA Crust, i. 621 The preceding segment is *bi-

spinous. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. iii. 131 A ciliated

*bitentaculate body. 1849 Proc. Benu. Xat. Club II. v:

dullness overtakes, .genius at last. 1882 in Nature XXVI.
546 The formation of whirl and *bi\vhirl systems.

2. Doubly ; in two ways or directions, on

both sides
;
as bi-bisalternate (see quot.) ;

bicleft ;

bioonio, -al, conical in two directions ; biconcave,

biconstant, biconvex; bicrescentic, crescent-

shaped on both sides; bicurvate, bifusiform,

bipyramidal, birectangular, birefracting, -ive,

birefringent, birhomboidal, bi - sphero - con-

cave ; bisubstituted.

1817 R. JAMESON Char. .Win. 210 When there are two

rows of bisaltemate planes on each side, as in the *blbl-

salternate cinnabar. 1627 DRAYTON Agincourt, etc. ci6

Those sacred springs, which from the 'by-clift hill Dropt

formed. 1833 LYELL Elem. Gcol. xvii. (18741 2.9
1 Tn 's Bird

approaches the reptilian type in possessing 'biconcave ver-

tebra?. 1836 TODD Cycl. A nat. ty Phys. 1 . 409/1 A *biconcave

disc. 1880 Xaturc XXI. 289 A *bi-constant dispersion for-

mula. 1849-52 1'oooCycl. Anat. f, Phys. IV. 1438,2 When the

rays pass out from a T
bi-convex lens. 1854 J. HOGG Microsc.

II. ii. (1867) 400 Spicula having both extremities bent

alike
'

bicurvate. 1831 BREWSTER Optics xxix. 243 The

'bipyramidal dodecahedron. 1869 TYNDALL .\o!es Light

75 A 'birefracting prism of Iceland spar. Ibid. 66 This

crystal is *birefractive. 1880 Nature XXI. 204 A *bire-

fringent crystal. 1817 R. JAMESON Char. .Ifin. 202 A crystal

is said to be
"

bi-rhombpidal, when its surface consists of

. . two different rhomboids. 1849-52 TOUD Cycl. Anat. .y

Phys. IV. 1469/1 'Bi-sphero-concave lenses. 1880 CLE-

MESSHAW Wurtz Atom. Th. 303 In a "bisubstituted derivate

of marsh gas, the third substitution may take place on

either side.

3. Bot. and Zool. Twice over, re ;
i.e. having

characteristically divided parts which are them-

selves similarly divided; as BILACLNIATE, BIPIN-

NATE, BlSERRATE, BlTEKNATE, q.V.

4. Lasting or continuing for two ; occurring
or appearing every two ; as BIENNIAL, bi-

hourly, bi-monthly, biweekly.
1843 in Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. II. 247 *Bi-hourly ob-

servations. -had ceased with the first of the present year.

1879 GLADSTONE in Daily AVrcs i Dec. 6/5 Annual as op-

posed to *bi-monthty or tri-monthly budgets.

b. Occurring or appearing twice in a ; as in

bi - diurnal, bi - monthly, bi - quarterly, bi-

weekly, bi-winter, bi-yearly. (The ambiguous

usage is confusing, and might be avoided by the

use of semi-; e. g. semi-monthly, scmi-u'eekly; cf.

half-yearly )

To issue these etchings in *bi-quarterly numbers. 1885
FARRAR Camb. Bible Sell. Luke xviii. 12 The 'bi-weekly
fast of the Pharisees. .The days chosen were Thursday and

Monday. 1884 Harper's Mag. Feb. 394 '\ The mail-carriers

are making one of their
y bi-winter trips. 1879 Print.

Trades Jrnl. xxvm. 9 A *bi-yearly calendar.

C. The prec. adjs. in -/j'are also used adverbially.

1864 Et'cii. Standard 29 Oct., Sixpenny parts, to be issued

bi-monthly. 1865 Reader 12 Aug. 188/3 To b* hdd bi-

weekly, on Mondays and Thursdays.
5. Joining or connecting two ;

as Bl-ACBOMlAD,
Bi ISCHIATIC, Bl-PARIETAL, q.V.

6. Occasionally in other senses, as bimanual,

employing two hands ; BISEEIATE, arranged in two

series ; bitaurine, belonging to two bulls.

1872 F. THOMAS Dis. ll'omen 73 The practice of "bimanual

palpation. 1882 VINES Saclis' Bot. 430 The *biseriate seg-

mentation of the apical cell. 1864 E. SWIFTE in A". 4- Q. Y.

142 The 'bitaurine bellow.

II. Adverbs, verbs, and substantives ; chiefly

a. derivatives from the adjectives in I, as biconic-

ally adv. ,f. biconical in 2), bicleavage cf. bicleft

in 2), bicoloration (cf. L. bicolor and bicolourca

in i ), BIVOCALIZE v. ; but also b. substantives

formed after Latin analogies, in which bi- has the

force of '

double, two
'

;
as bimillionaire, the

owner of property valued at two millions ofmoney ;

binomenclature, double naming ; biprong, a

two-pronged fork.

a. 1881 Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV. No. 87. 390 Shell .. *bi-

conically fusiform. 1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. ,y Phys. IV.

676/2 A *bicleavage of the azygos ventral rays. 1877 COVFS
Fur Anim. iv. 120 [The! animal, .resumes its -bicoloration.

b. 1838 AVw Month. Mag. LIV. 314 The millionaire . .

becomes a *bi-millionaire. 1873 TRISTRAM Moat vii. 120

Another instance of *binomenclature, a duplicate name oc-

curring on the east side. 1872 M. COLLINS Pr. Clarice I.

xii. 114 The ancient "biprong of steel.

III. Chan. Substantives and adjectives, in which

bi- signifies the presence in a compound of twice

that amount 'usually two equivalents) of the acid,
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base, etc. indicated as present by the word to which

it is prefixed. Thus carbonate of soda was viewed

as containing one equivalent of carbonic acid, bi-

carbonate of soda as containing two. In recent

chemical nomenclature, bi- has been systematically

superseded by di-.

1863 WATTS Diet. CAem. 1. 584
'
Bi-coinpoiinds : see Di-

compounds. 1819 BRANDE Chein. v. 306 ^Bicarbonate of

Potassa is formed bypassing a current of carbonic acid into

a solution of the subcarbonate. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chein.

210 The ^bicarbonate [of soda] is chiefly used, -for the pro-
duction of refreshing drinks. 1826 HENRY Elem. Chan. II.

45 The second sulphuret, or *bi-sulphuret of tin. 1850
DAUBENY Atom. Th. x. (ed. 2) 342 *Bisulphuretted hydrogen
is . . decomposed by the action of alkalies. 1863 TYNDALI.

Heat i. 14, I wet a pellet of cotton-wool with liquid *bi-

sulphide of carbon. 1879 G. GLADSTONE in Casscll's Techn.

Eiiuc. IV. 213/1 Tartar emetic the 'bitartrate of antimony
and potash.

Biace, obs. form of BIAS.

Biacid (bai|<e-sid), a. [f. Bi- //v/- III + ACID.]
Of a base : Capable of combining with an acid in

two different proportions. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Biacromial (bai|akn?"'mial), a. Phys. [f.
Bl-

pre/2 5 -I- ACKOMIAL.] Joining the extremities of

the two shoulder-blades.

1878 BARTLEY Topiuanfs A nthrop. 83 The biacromial line.

Biacuminate (b3i|aki'min<?t ,
a.

[f. Kl-pref.-

i, 2 + ACUMINATE.] ;See quot.)
1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bit. 398 Biacuminate, two-pointed,

as malpighiaceous hairs, fixed by the middle and tapering
to each end.

Biaften, biaeften, early form of BAFT adv.

Bi-alate (bsi^'-l/t), a. [f.
Bi- fref? i +

ALATE.] Having two wings or wing-like mem-
branous expansions.
1852 DANA Critsf. II. 1360 Posterior segment bi-alate.

+ Bially, a. Obs. Her. [Suggests an OF. *bialle

j.. bi- two;, not known.] (See quots."!'

1486 /;/,-. St. A loans. Her. B v b, Byally. 1586 FERNE Blaz.

Gentrie 212 Bially, that is a barre betweene two Cheuerons.

Biangulate, -ated, -ous, etc. : see Bi-//l- i.

Biannual bsiiaruiKal), a. and s/>. [f.Ri-pref.-

4, 4 b -t- ANNUAL.] A. adj. Used as= Half-yearly.

B. sb. BIENNIAL st>. Hence Bia'nnually adv.

1877 OUIDA Puck xii. 123 Every half-year his lawyers
transmitted him .. the biannual rental. 1884 llliistr. Sydney
AV?t'j 26 Aug. 15/1 Plant out. .annuals and bi-annuals. i88z

Century Mag. XXII 1. 647 A change in the fashion of her

clothes bi-annuafly at least.

Biarchy V b3i'aaki;. [f. Bi-//-/!
2 II + -archy

= Gr. -apx'a '-
cf. monarchy .]

Dual sovereignty,

government by two.

1847 in Q:AIG. 1862 M. HOPKINS Hawaii 141 To terminate

the biarchy, and leave Kamehameha sole ruler of Hawaii.

Biarticulate (baiiaitrkirfUt), a. [f.
Hi- pref?

i J ARTICULATE.] Having two joints, two-jointed.
1816 KIHBY & SP. Entomol. (18431 II. 268 Their biarticu-

late tarsi. 1852 DANA Crust. II. 909 note.

Bias bsi'as), a., sb., and adv. Forms: 6-7

biace, ('id byess), 6-8 byas, (7 biais, biase,

biaz), 7-8 biass, byass, 6- bias. PI. biases ;

It. s-biesfio awry, in Piem. sbias) ;
of unknown

origin. The conjecture of Diez that it is : L. bifax,

bifaccm, explained by Isidore as duos habeas obtutus

looking two ways.' is rejected by later Romanic
scholars as phonetically untenable. Originally an

adjective, as in Pr.zvVz biayssa cross or oblique road ;

but early used as a sb. in French, so that the first

quotable example in Kng. is of the subst. use. The
latter became a technical term at the game of

bowls, whence come all the later uses of the

word. With pi. biases, cf. atlases, crocuses^
A. adj. (Sense i is original ;

I b and 2 appear
to be derived from senses of the sb.)

t 1. Slanting, oblique. Bias line : (in early geo-

metry) a diagonal or hypotenuse. [Cf. OF.

(Oresme, I4th c.) tine figure quarree et le dyametre

qui la traverse biais.] Obs. Cf. BIAS-WISE, -WAYS.

1551 RECORDS Pfttlnv. Kncwl. II. xxxii, By the Bias line,

I meane that lyne, whiche in any square figure dooth runne
from corner to corner. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 953 (R.) Her

oblique and byass declination. 1688 R. HOLME Acad. Arm,
u. 151 Some shells are crooked and byas.

b. spec, in dress (cf. B I ) : Cut across the texture,

slanting.
1883 Daily Xfaa 22 Sept. 3/3 A wide bias band of wall-

flower velvet. 1884 Girl's Own Paper Aug. 681/1 Plain

skirts, trimmed with fiat bias bands.

2. ' Swelled as the bowl on the biased side' J.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. * Cr, iv. v. 8 Thy sphered Bias cheeke.

B. sb.

1. An oblique or slanting line ; cf. A i. Now app.

only in the spec, sense of a wedge-shaped piece or

gore, cut obliquely to the texture of a woven fabric.

On the bias: diagonally, across the texture.

1530 PAI.S(;R. 198/1 Byas of an hose, 6ias. 1538 BALE Thre
l.aii'Cs 513 Take me a napkyn folte, With the byas of a
bolte. c 1570 LD. SKMFLE Three Ta-i'erncrs\*, Nowgifye..

BIAS.

shape it precyslie, The ellwand wald Ije grit S: lang, Gif

the byess be wyde, gar lay it on side. 1880 Melbourne Bul-

letin 29 Oct. 5/1 The clothing, .may not be cut on the bias.

1884 West. Daily Press 2 June 7/2 All skirts are. .cut with

a curved bias.

2. A term at bowls, applied alike to : The con-

struction or form of the bowl imparting an oblique

motion, the oblique line in which it runs, and the

kind of impetus given to cause it to run obliquely.
Thus a bowl is said ' to have a wide or narrow

bias,'
' to run with a great

'

or '
little bias

'

; the

player
'

gives it more '
or

'

less bias
'

in throwing it.

It is difficult to decide in which sense exactly bias was here

first used. A priori we think of the oblique line of motion :

this is favoured also by the quotations under C. and
BIAS-WISE ; yet early quotations here point rather to the

oblique one-sided structure or shape of the bowl. Formerly
bias was given by loading the bowls on one side with lead,

and this itself was sometimes called the bias ; they are now
made of very heavy wood, teak or ebony, and the bias given

entirely by their shape, which is that of a sphere slightly

flattened on one side and protuberant on the other, as if

composed of the halves of an oblate and a prolate spheroid.

1370 tr. Life 70 Abps. Canterb. Bv. inarg,, As you haue

sett youre bias, so runneth your bowle. 1596 SHAKS. Taut,

S/ir. iv. v. 25 Well, forward, forward, thus the bowle should

run, And not vnluckily against the Bias. 1643 T. GOODWIN
Wks. n86ir III. 492 A bowl .. is swayed by the bias, and

lead that is in it. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Serin, ii. 71 If it [the

Bowl] be made with a Byas, that may decline it a little

from a straight line. 1692 Soi'TH 12 Serin. 11697' I. 444 A
bowl may lie still for all its Byass. 1710 MORRIS Chr. Pru-

dence i. 22 The Bowl will run, not as the Hand directs, but

as the Bias leads. 1728 POPE Ditnciad\. 170 O thou, of

business the directing soul, To human heads like byass to

the bowl. 1753 CHAMBERS Cyd. Stiff., Bias of a bowl is a

piece of lead put into one side, to load and make it incline

towards that side. 1812 HAZLITT Men ff Manners Ser. 11. iv.

118691 89 The skittle-player bends his body to give a bias to

the bowl he has already delivered from his hand. 1851 A.

W. HARE.SVrm. viii. 1.133 Just as a bowl with a bias, if you

try to send it straight, the longer it rolls, the further it will

swerve. 1864 A thenxnm No. 1920. 209 I A bias that should

reach the jack.

b Figurative senses taken from the game of bowls.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesicw. xix. (1811 1 205 Herbosome
sleake as Paris plaster, Helde vp two balles of alabaster,

Eche byas (.Le. nipple] was a little cherrie. 1593 SHAKS.

Rich. II, ill. iv. 5 'Twill make me thinke the World is full

of Rubs, And that my fortune runnes against the Byas.

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 66 To finde a matter quite

mistaken, and goe downe the hill agaynst the byas, in the

mouth of some such men. 16x8 MYNSHUL Ess. Prison (1638)

17 To bee a bowle for ever}' alley, and run into every com-

pany, proves thy mind to have no bias. 1625 BACON Ess..

Wisd. Man's .SVytArb. ' 185 Which set a Bias vpon the

Bowie, of their owne Petty Ends. 1714 C. JOHNSON Coun-

try Lasses n. ii, Joy shall be the jack, pleasure the bias,

and we'll rowl after happiness to the last moment of life.

3. transf. An inclination, leaning, tendency, bent ;

a preponderating disposition or propensity ; pre-

disposition towards ; predilection ; prejudice.

1572 tr. Buchanan's Detect. Mary in I.trve-Utt. 118241 125

She Cometh to her own bias, and openly showeth her own
natural conditions. 1577 HOLINSHED Citron. I. 166/1 They
cease their crueltie for a time, but within a-while after fall

to their bloudie bias. 1620 QtARLES Jonah ( 1638) 38 To

change the byas of her crooked wayes. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE

Relie;. Med. u. i Though . . the byas of present practise

wheel another way. 1768 BLACKSTONE Cotnm. III. 361 The
law will not suppose a possibility of biass or favour in a

judge. 1827 HAKE Guesses 1 1859) 13 A proof of our natural

bias to evil. 1829 SOUTHEY Inscript. xlv, My intellectual

life received betimes The bias it hath kept. 1830 SIR J.

HERSCHEL Stud. .\'at. Phil. in. i. 11851' 241 If the bricks,

had all a certain leaning or bias in one direction out of the

perpendicular. 1878 LKCKY England in iStfi. C. II. vi. 179

They could have no possible bias in favour of the Irish.

(-4. Set course in any direction, ordinary 'way.'

Front or out of the bias : out of the way. To put
out ofot offone s bias : to put out. disconcert, con-

fuse, put into disorder. Obs.

1588 Marprel. Epist. 118431 5' Marke what wil be the

issue . . if you still keep your olde byas. 1600 DEKKER
Gentle Craft Wks. 1873 1. 30 Well Master all this is from

the bias, doe you remember the Shippe. Ci6iej R- JONES
Serin, in /V/i'/.r(i7o8)II. 478 Such strangeopinions as would

turn the whole world out of bias. 1642 HOWELI. For. Trav.

142 Here it will not be much out of the byas, to insert a

few verses. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 272 There

is no putting him out of his bias. He is a regular piece of

clock-work. 1752 HUME Pol. Disc. ii. 30 Superstition, which

throws the Government off its bias. 1799 WOLCOTT (P.

Pindar* Sil'Adm. Wks. 1812 IV. 266 And turn even Bishops

off from Wisdom's bias.

5. A swaying influence, impulse, or weight ;

'

any

thing which turns a man to a particular course, or

gives the direction to his measures' (J.)

1587 TURBEKVILI.E Trag. T. 1 1837) 206 That to the end he

might the maid L'nto his bias bring. 1595 SHAKS. John IT.

577 This vile drawing byas, This sway of motion, this com-

moditie. 1*42 FULLER Holy f, Prof. State iv. iv. 254 In his

prime he IWolsey] was the bias of the Christian world,

drawing the bowl thereof to what side he pleased, a 1659

CLEVELAND H'ts. 11687) 8z ' n wnat a puzzling Neutrality is

the poor Soul, that moves between two such ponderous
Biasses ! 1660 W. SECKER Nonsuch Prof. 430 The love of

God is the byas of a Volunteer. 1705 STANHOPE Faraphr.
II. 196 The Bribery and Byass of Sense and Flesh. 1851

GLADSTONE Gleanings IV. xxxix. 28 He could not possibly

be under any bias.

t b. Centre of gravity 'as that which determines
1 the direction of motion in a falling body), rare.

1674 PETTY Disc. bef. R. Soc. 126 I suppose in every atom
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. . two poles in its superficies, and a Central point within

its substance, which I call its Byas.

C. adv. [Cf. on the bias, F. en biais, tie Hais.]

1. Obliquely, aslope, athwart. Obs. exc. of dress.

1575 LANEHAM Lett. 1.1871) 25 Wold run hiz race byas

among the thickest of the throng. 1598 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas \. iv. (1641) 33/1 That rich Girdle. .Which God gave
Nature . . To weare it biaz, buckled over-thwart-her. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny xxvil. iv. (R.> The leaves be. .chamfered or

chanelled biais all along. 1616 SURFL. & MARKII. Countr.

Farm 349 It should be.. cut byas, as wedges are. 1656

FINETT For. Amoass. 32 Placed, .on the King's right hand,

not right out but byas forward. 1878 NAPHEYS Phys. Life

Women, A body-case of strong linen, cut bias.

+ 2. jig. Off the straight, awry, wrong, amiss.

To run bias oil, to : to fall foul of, attack. Obs.

1600 ROWLANDS Let. Humours Blood i. 47 His tongue
runs byas on affaires. 1606 SIIAKS. Tr. ff Cr. I. iii. 15 Euery
action that hath gone before . . Triall did draw Bias and

thwart, not answering the ayme. 1618 BOLTON FJon/s
(1636) 264 Metellus. .who always ranne bias to the mighty,
detracted Pompey. 1633 G. HERBERT CoiistaHcie vll. in

Temple 64 When the wide world runnes bias.

D. Comb, bias-drawing vbl. sb., a turning awry
or from the truth; bias-eyed a., oblique-eyed. Also

BIASVVISE, q.v.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fj Cr. iv.v. 169 Faith and troth, Strain'd

purely from all hollow bias drawing. 1883 Glasgow Wkly.
Her. 12 May 2/7 The bias-eyed sou of the sun [Chinaman]

manipulated the gummy mass.

Bias (bsi-as), v. Also 7 biace, 7-8 byas, byass.

7-9 biaas. [f. prec. sb. Cf. F. biaiser, Pr. biaisar.

In inflexions, often spelt biasses, biassed, biassing ;

though the single s is more regular ; cf. the sb.]

1. trans. To give bias to (a bowl) ;
to furnish

with a weight or bias ; cf. BIASED i .

1662 DRYDEN Wild Gallant iv. i, Your Bowl must be well

bias'd to come in.

2. transf. and fig. To give a bias or one-sided

tendency or direction to ; to incline to one side ;

to influence, affect (often unduly or unfairly).
111628 F. GREVILLE Sidney (1652) 60 To biace Gods im-

mortal truth to the fantasies of mortall Princes. 1646 S.

BOLTON A rraignm. Err. 239 Beware of being byassed with

carnall and corrupt affections. 1683 BURNET tr. More's

Utopia (1685! 122 Men whom no Advantages can byass.

a 1711 KEN Hymnar. Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 108 By Grace our

Wills may byass'd be. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 8:1

If his judgment had not been biassed by his passions. 1875

HAMERTON Intel!. Life n. iii. 66 Artists are seldom good
critics of art, because their own practice biasses them, and

they are not disinterested.

to. To incline to or towards ',
to cause to swerve.

1643 T- GOODWIN ll'ks. (1861) III. 488 We shall . . not be

biassed aside. 1712 STLELE Sped. No. 491 P 2 Without any
Vice that could mass him from the Execution of Justice.

1801 STRUTT .Sports if Past. Introd. 4 Such exercises as . .

biased the mind to military pursuits. 1862 LYTTON Str.

Story I. 216 Whether . . it was the Latin inscription . . that

had originally biased Sir Philip Derval's literary taste to-

wards the mystic jargon.

f c. To influence or incline (one) to Jo anything.

1723 DE FOE Moll Ft. (1840) 255 She soon biassed me to

consent. 1747 GOULD Eiig. Ants 93 Mr. Ray . . and other

Naturalists, are hence byassed to believe the Curiosity.

f 3. inlr. To incline to one side, to swerve from

the right line. Obs.

1622 HEYLIN Cosmogr. n. 11682^ 191 Without partiality, or

byassing on either hand. 1640 SANDERSON Sertti. II. 158

The hearts of such as byass too much that way. 1645 CV/.r

Alarum 20 Many great Patriots in the beginning have since

byased. 1687 A. I.OVELL Bergerac's Comic Hist. u. 21

That made me imagine that 1 byassed towards the Moon.

Biased (ba-iast), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

1. Of bowls : Having a bias.

1611 MARKHAM Countr. Content, i. 116151 108 Your round

byazed bowles for open grounds. 1877 Eo.-WARBURTON
Poems 15 The bias'd bowl roll'd circling to the jack.

2. Influenced ; inclined in some direction ; unduly
or unfairly influenced ; prejudiced.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarck, Rick, II, Ixxv, How byassed

all humane Actions are ! 1663 FULLER Worthies in. no If

he were a Biassed and Partial! writer. 1681 DRYDEN Al'S.

<y Ac/lit, i. 79 When to Sin our byast Nature leans. 1870
Pall Mall G. 18 Aug. 2 Abstention from biassed language.

Biasing (barasiq), vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 1
.]

1. Inclination towards one side ; propension.
1646 J. HALL Hone Vac. 7 The best course to keepe his

judgement from biasing. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. V. xin.

vii. 74 The question is intricate, and there are many secret

biassings concerned in the solution of it.

2. In needlework : A kind of work resembling
'

gathering.' 1838 Workivomajis GitUie i. i. 7.

Bi'asing,//''.^. [f.
as prec. + -ING-.] a. That

gives a bias, t b. That moves obliquely, oblique.

1658 USSHER Ann. vi. 98 The Loxodromie, or biassing mo-

lions of the stars, in the Zodiac. 1861 H. MACMILI.AN

Footn. Page -Vtzr". 242 [These] operate as biassing influences.

t Bi'asneSS. Obs. ran'." Obliquity.
1611 COTGR., Biaiseitre, slopenesse, byasnesse, oblique-

nesse, or obliquitie.

tBras-wise, -way-S,
adv. Obs. In a slanting

manner, aslant, obliquely ; also_/?f.

1540 RAYNALD Birth Man i. iii. (16341 22 Two Byasswise

descending muscles. 1551 RECOKDE Cast. A'nim't. (15561

ill A litle altering of the one side, maketh the boul to run

biasse waies. Cl6i8 J. SMYTH Bcrkclcys (1883) 149 A man
that from the font to the grave . . walked alwayes byaswise.

1660 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Schnyn, crosse, Oblique, or Byas
wise. 1702 W. J. tr. Brtiyn's Voy. Levant xxxvu. 148 I he

roof . . as not flat, but rising Bias way.
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Biauricular (Laiigri-kirflar, a. [f. Bi- pref~
i -t-AumcuLAH.] Having two auricles. Biauri-

cnlate a. the same.

1835 KIRBY Hal>. ft fust. Anim. II. xxii. 414 Heart .. bi-

auriculate. 1839 TODD Cycl. Altai. III. 991 A bi-auricular

structure of the heart, as in the Siren.

Bia'xal, = next. Biaxa-lity, biaxial character.

1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 296 Its crys-
talline symmetry is biaxal. 1869 TYNUALL Xotes Light

423 Biaxal crystals, or those which possess two optic
axes. 1864 Reader 85. 206/2 The biaxality ascribed to it.

Biaxial Jwiiue-ksial), a,
[f.

Bi- pref.- I +

AXIAL.] Having two (optic) axes.

1854 ]. HOGG Alicrosc. I. ii. (1867' 146 Topaz, a biaxial

crystal, e 1865 ]. WVLDE in Cire. Sc, I. 84/1 Nitre . . is . . a
biaxial crystal.

Bib (bib
1

, v. Forms : 4-6, 9 dial, beb, 6 bibb,
byb, bybbe, 6-7 bibbe, 4- bib. [Possibly an

adaptation of L. bib-Ire, to drink ;
but it may have

originated independently, in an imitation of re-

peated movements of the lips ;
cf. the variant bcb.~\

trans. & inlr. To drink; keep on drinking, tipple.

-1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1499 A boster on benche bibbes

t>er-of. c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 242 This Millere hath so

wisely bibbed [v.r. bebbedj Ale That as an hors he snorteth

in his sleepe. 1566 DKAXT Horace Sat. vii. Eivb, Thou
thinkes by sleepe, and bibbinge wyne, to banishe out all

woes. 1641 I'ox Borealis in llarl. .Misc. (Malh.) IV. 433
If they cannot byte of a bannock, and bibbe of the brooke.

1-1643 HOWELL Lett. n. 48 As soon a little little Ant Shall

bib the Ocean dry. 1879 BROWNING \ed Bratts 5 Folks

kept bibbing beer While the parsons prayed for rain.

to. Bib-all-night : a drunkard, confirmed toper.
1612 SYLVESTER Lacrym. Liter. Wks. (1621.1 1150 Bats,

Harpies, Sirens, Centaurs, Bib-all-nights.

Bib (.bib
1

,
sl>

]

. Also 6 bibbe, 7-8 bibb. [Prc.li.

from BIB v. ; but whether because worn by a child

when drinking (cf. Jecdci ',
or because a bib im-

bibes moisture
vSkeat), is purely conjectural.]

A cloth placed under a child's chin, to keep the

front of the dress clean, esp. at meals.

1580 BARET Alv. B 634 A Bibbe for a childes breast : a

gorget. 1589 Pappe 2u. }{atchet Ciij, Giue the infant a

bibbe. 1613 BEAUM. & FL. Captain in. v, We'll have a bib,

for spoiling of thy doublet. 1785 COWPER Task iv. 226

Misses, at whose age their mothers wore The back-string

and the bib. 1840 HOOD Kilnicuisegg xxxii, Her best bibs

were made Of rich gold brocade.

to. A similar article worn over the breast by
adults, frequently as the upper part of an apron.

Best bib and tucker: put for 'best clothes' as a

whole, properly of girls or women, but also of

men.
1687 B. RANDOLPH Archipelago 52 Before their breasts

hangs a bibb which reaches a little below their wast. 1737

G. SMITH Cur. Rflat. I. ii. 132 The Driver is dressed in

his best Band and Bib. 1865 DICKENS Aliit.Fr.lv, She

girded herself with an apron, and contrived a bib to it. 1875
Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.) 37 An' put him his beat bib-an-

tucker on, an' went to look for a place for him.

c. attrib., as in bib-apron, -cravat.

1674 DRYDEN Pro/. Open. AVic House 27 Only fools . . Th'

extremity of modes will imitate, The dangling knee-fringe

and the bib-cravat. 1750 LADY FEATHERSTONH. in Mem.
Ld. Gamlner (1861) I. li. 31 A laced bib-apron was brought
to me. 1880 KINGLAKE Crimea. VI. xi. 440 The gracious

bib-apron seemed to fold her in honour.

Bib (bib ,
sb." [from Bin.t/<.l : see qllo t. 1836.]

A fish ; the whiting-pout (Gadus hisciis).

1674 RAY Fishes 101 The Bib or Blinds. 1766 PENNANT
Zool. (1769) III. 149 The Bib (Gadns Inscus). .is esteemed a

good eating fish, not unlike the whiting in taste. 1836

YARRELL Brit. Fishes II. 159 From a singular power of in-

flating a membrane which covers the eyes and other parts

about the head, which, when thus distended, have the ap-

pearance of bladders, it is called Pout, Bib, Blens, and

Blinds. 1880 GLXTHER Fis/ies 541.

Blbacious vbi-, b3ib<Ti-j3s}, a. [f. L. bitaci-

;nom. bibax* given to drinking + -ous.] Addicted

to, or fond of, drinking ;
bibulous.

1676 BULLOKAR, Bihicious, given much to drinking. 1834

Black. Mag. XVI. 650 The middle [class are] bibacious

more than health requires.

Bibacity (bibic-siti). [f. as prec. : see -ACITV.J

Addictedness to drinking ; tippling.

1623 COCKERAM II, Outragious drinking, Bibaaty. 1642

T. TAYLOR God's Judgem, I. vii. 105 This Sinne of Bibacily

and Vinosity. 1804 T. TROTTER Drunkenness iv. 2. 1 1 1

The evils which follow bibacity.

Bibasic ;baib?-sik), a. Cliem. [f. Rl- pref- i

+ BASE st>.l + -1C.] Having two bases. Bibasic

acid : one which contains two atoms of displace-

able hydrogen ,e.g. H,SO4), and can therefore form

two series of salts, normal (e.g. K2 SO^ and acid

(e.g. KHSOj). Now more commonly Di- BASIC.

1847-9 Tool) Cfd. Anat. % Phys. IV. 80/2 The bibasic

phosphate of ammonia and magnesia. 1876 HARLEY Mat.
Mcd. 314 Oxalic acid is bibasic.

Bibation (Mbf'Jbn). [Humorously f. BIB v. :

see -ATION : cf. BTBITIOX.] Bibbing ; potation.

1830 / raser's Alag. I. 217 Wilson had lost his five senses,

only retaining that of whisky bibation. 1843 CARLYLE Peat

ff Pr. (1858) 127 He of the frequent bibations.

Bibatory : see BIBITOBY.

Bibb (bib). Naut. Also 8 bib. [variant of

BIB sbX\ A bracket under the trestle-tree of a

mast, resembling in position a child's bib.

BIBEBGH.

1779 80 COOK Yoy. (17851 II. 271 The foremast .. to'be

unrigged, in order to fix a new bib. 1867 in SMYTH Sailor's

I ford-tat.

Bibbed ;bibd), ///. a. Furnished with a bib.

1883 Sunday Mag. 483 The lady in neat white cap and
bibbed apron.

Bibber (bi'bsj). [f. BIB v. + -EK '

.]
One who

drinks frequently ; a tippler. ^Frequent io comb.,
as wine-, beer-bibber, etc.)

1536 Reined. Sedition 20 b, Bibbers wil be offended with

hym. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. 185 The subjects of

the Gout are generally . . wine, cider, and beer bibers. a 1845
HOOD Drink. Song x, Look at the bibbers of wine.

Hence Bibbership.
1670 EACIIARD Cont. Clergy 31 That would much better

fit some old soker at Parnassus than his sipping unexpe-
rienced bibbership. Alas, poor child !

Bi'bbery. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -v.] Bibbing,

drinking ;
a bibbing-house.

1653 URO.UHART Rabelais \. xl, I never eat any confection^

. .whiles I am at the bibbery. 1831 J. WILSON in Blackv.'.

Mag. xxx. 541 The high and palmy state of wine-bibbery.

Bibbing (bi-birj), vbl. sb.
[f.

BIB v. -t- -ixo ]

.]

Continued or repeated drinking ; tippling.

11400 Alexander iStev.t 154 Bacus he was braynewode
for bebbing of wynes. 1563 Homilies n. Agst. Gluttony

11859) 29^ They that give themselves . . to bibbing and ban-

queting. 1833 L. HUNT Jrnl. No. 70. 256 The bibbing of

bad water, .meets with encouragement.
to. allrib., as in bibbing-hoitsc (=tippling-house).

'587 CHURCHYARD li'orth. U'nles(iS^6 14 The Danes like-

wise, doe lead a bibbing life. 1687 T. BKOWN Lib. Const'.

in Dk. Buck/mi's. Wks. 117051 11.131 It wpu'd sound oddly
Io turn it [the Meeting-house] into a Bibbing-House.

Bi-bbing, ///. a. [f. BIB v. -t- -ING -'.]

1. That bibs ; given to drinking.
1594 CAREW Hirnrte's Exam. Wits xiv. 11596' 253 If the

^ame be gluttonous, greedy, and bibbing. 1656 Du GARD
Gate Lat. Unl. 623 Ravening and bibbing belly-gods.
l833 1'raser's Mag. VIII. 44 He is now a. .port-bibbing,

gout-bemartyred believer in the Tory faith.

2. Of things: Absorbent ;= BIBULOUS i.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple [si. v. xvii. 51 Unto a bibbing
substance down convoying. Ibid. \. xxvi, The bibbing
third draws it together nigher.

Bibble (brb'l), v. Also 6 bible, bibil, bybyll.

[f.
BIB + -LE, freq. ending ;

cf. prattle, tipple]

f 1. To keep drinking, to drink : a. Inui;.' Obs.

1583 SIANVHUKST sEneis i. <Arb.' 33 His tierce steeds . .

Xanth stream grcdilye bibled.

f b. inlr. Obs.

a 1529 SKELION Elyn. Rumining 550 Let me wyth you

hybyll. 1581 HARBECK Bk. of .Voles 326 An Eagles olde

age for necessitie, compelleth him to be ever bibling.

2. inlr. To dabble with the bill like a duck. b.

trans. To drink with a dabbling noise.

1552 HLLOEI, Bubblyng, or bybblyng in water, as ducke.-

do, amphibolns. 1861 M. B. EDWARDS Tale of H'oods n.

ii, Eider-ditrk, How pleasant it is to glide through the grass

And bibble the dew-drops as I pass !

Bibble-babble (bi-b'l,barb'l). Also 6 bybell-

babbel, byble-, bible-bable, bybble-babble.

[Intensive reduplication of BABBLE : cf. tittle-tattle,

pit-pat, etc.] Idle or empty talk ; prating. (Very

common in i6th c.)

1532 MORE Confut. Barnes \iu. Wks. 754/1, I. .will cutte

of all his bybell babbel. 1593 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super.

48 His phantasticall bible-babbles and capricious panges.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. iv. ii. 105 Endeauour thy selfe to

sleepe, and leaue thy vaine bibble babble. 1656 TBAPP

Caiuiii. Malt. xxii. 29 [The Athenians] therefore counted

all that St. Paul could say to it, bibble babble. 1701 SEDLEY
Gnimtler i. i. (1766) 205 Bibble babble, give the goose more

hay ! 1866 Reader 21 Apr. 397 Terrible philippics against

wit-frittering, froth-whipping, and vain bibble-babble.

Bibbler (bi-bbi). Also 6 bibbiler. [f.
BIBBLE

+ -ER!.] A drinker, a tippler.
J5S3 UDALL/foysterD. in. v.iArb.^ 58 1^re ye well bibbler,

and worthily may ye speede. 1566 GASCOIGNI: Supposes
Wks. 1 1587) 5 An excellent good bibbiler. 1773 Cent!. Mag.
XLIII. 196 Each idle bibbler is now such a ninny.

tBrbbles, bibles. 10bs. rare. [f.
BIBBLE v.]

Strata of clay containing water.

1747 HOOSON Miner s Diet. M iv, He comes . . from com-

mon Earth, the first into Clay, from Clay to Bibles, etc.

Bibbling (bi-blirj). ///. a. [f. UIBBLE + -IXG -.]

a. Drinking ; tippling, b. Dabbling with the bill

like a duck drinking.
1552 HULOET, Bybblyng with the byll, bibnlns. 1565

GOLDING Ovid's Met. in. (1593) 60 Little bibling _Ph>-aIe,
and Pseke that pretie mops. 1619 GOR'GES tr. Bacon's tt isd.

270 An age.. that is dull, bibling and reeling.

t Bibe'de, Obs. [OE. bebcodan, f. BE- 4-

beodan to BID.] trans. To bid, command.
c 1000 .ELFRIC Dent. iii. 28 Bebeod losue. c 1000 Ags.

Gasp. Luke iv. io He hys englum be )>e bebyt [ii6offatton

bebeot] \>xt hij \>e jehealdon. 1:1175 Colt. Horn. 225 He
[Noe] dede }>a swa him god bebead.

Bibenella, obs. form of PIMPIKELLA, a herb.

[Cf. rned.L. pipine/la, G. liibemelle = tiie same.]

1631 SPEED Prosp. Parts World 43 Silke. .dyed with cer-

taine knots of Bibenella.

t Bi'berage. Obs. ran-''. Also -idge. [ad.

med.L. biberagium, f. biblre to drink : see -AGE.]

A drink given by way of fee. Cf. BEVERAGE.

1687 England's Jests, Collector general of foys and biber-

age [v. r. biberidge].

t Bibe'rgli, Obs. [OE. bebeorgan to defend,



BIBERON.

f. BE- + lieorgan, BEUGH v.~\
trans. To protect one-

self from, ward off.

a 1000 Beowulf 2,491 Him bebeorjan He con wom-wundor-

bebodum wersan gastes. c 1205 LAY. 1462 Corineus blemte

and bene scute bi-berh \c 1250 him seolf werede].

t Bi'beron. 06s. rare- 1
, [a. I1

', biberon, f. L.

bib-cre to drink.] A tippler.

1637 BASTWICK Litany i. 19 Corporations of biberons and

tiplers.

t Biberot. Obs. (See quot.)

1706 PHILLIPS, Biberot, minc'd Meats made of the Breasts

of Partridges and fat Pullets. 1731-90 in BAILKY.

tBibesy. 06s.- [ad. L. bibesia the
< drink -

land
'

(Plautus).]
' A too earnest desire after

drink.' Bailey 1731, Vol. II.

Bibition (bibrjsn), [ad. late L. bwtion-em,

f. bibere to drink : see -HON.] Drinking.

1832 G. S. FABER Diff. Romanism (1853) Ivi, The gross

carnal sense of . . an actual bibition.

Bibitory (bi-bitari), a. rare. [ad. mod.L,.

bibitorius, i. tibit- ppl. stem of bibere to drink ;
see

-ORT.] Of or pertaining to drinking ; spec,
in

Bibitory muscle, synonym for
' rectus interims OCUli.

1696 PHILLIPS, Bibitory Muscle, the Muscle that draws

down the Eye towards the Cup when we drink. 1834

Prater's Mag. IX. 586 This is not a question amatory it

is a consideration bibatory ['<:].

Bible ;bei'b'l). Forms : 3-4 bibul, 4 bibel,

4-6 bibii;i, 5 bybulle, bybylle, 5-6 byble, 6

bybill, bybul, 4- bible, [a. f. -'bible, ijth c.

(
= Pr. tibia, Sp. and Pg. biblia, It. bibbia ;

whence

also Ger. bibel, Du. bijbel, all fern.) -.-late L.

biblia fern, sing., for earlier biblia neut. pi., the

Scriptures, a. Gr. rot &iB\ia, lit.
' the books,' in

later Christian writers spec.
' the canonical books,

the Scriptures.'
The Gr. /3i0Aia was pi. of /3t/3Aiov, dim. of 0i0Aot (i. the

inner bark of the papyrus,
'

paper
'

;
2. a paper, scroll, roll,

or book:, which had ceased to have a diminutive sense, and

was the ordinary word for
'

book,' whether as^
a distinct

treatise, or as a subdivision of a treatise, before its applica-

tion to the Jewish and Christian Scriptures. In reference

to the former, see Ta (Ji/SAia ra oyia 'the holy books, in

i Mace. xii. 9 : in Clemens Alex, probably, and Ongen (lit

70an>ieiii\:iv.,ed. Lomm. 1. 168)1:223, certainly, Ta0i0Aia

include the N. Test, books. In Latin, the first appearance

of biblia is not ascertained. Jerome uses bikliothcca for the

Scriptures, and this name continued in literary use for

several centuries. W biblia, Becker, fatal. BiUioth.Anti,,.

42 has a 9th c. example i see also those under sense i below '

;

but the evidence of the Romanic langs. shows that biblia

must have been the popular name, and have been treated

as a fern, sing., much earlier than this. The common change

of a Lat. neuter pi. into a fern. sing, in -a. (as in arina, bat-

talia, folia, gaudia, gesta, opera, etc.) was in the case ol

HHia facilitated by the habit of regarding the Scriptures

as one work. In OE. biblijfecc alone occurs; in Anglo

Latin HHia. and bibliothfca interchange in the nth c. cat:

logue of the library of Lindisfarne; in the 131)1 c. catalogue

of the Durham books only biblia. occurs.]

1. 1. The Scriptures of the Old and New res

lament. < Sometimes in early use, and still dial,

used for the Old Testament ; e.g. 'neither in the

Bible nor the Testament.')
lions Catal. Lindisfarne (Becker Catal. Bilillolh.Anti,/

1721 Unum bibliam in duobus voluminibus. .Bibliotheca, 1C

est vetus et novum testamentum in duobus libris. izoo

Catal. F.ccles. Diiuflnt (ibid. 256' Unam bibliam in IV

macnis voluminibus. .aliam bibliam in duobus voluimnlbus.

a 1300 Cursor .If. 1900 As pe bibul \~: r. bibil, bibel, bible

sais. 1330 R. BKUNNE Cliroit. 290 pe bible may not li

, 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems 179 Like as the bibylle rehersitn

,528 MORE Hcresycs I. Wks. 154/1 He lerned the articles o

Ins beleue in the byble. 153 RASTEU. Bk. Pnrgat. 1. 1, Ne>

ther of the bokys of the olde byble nor of the news testa

ment. 1587 GOLDING De Moriiay xxiv. 357 Certame bookes

which we call the Bible or Olde Testament. 1798 SouTHEY

/r Kdog. v, Is that the charity your Bible teaches I 1850

PBESCOTT Mexico I. 363 [They] carried with them the sword

in one hand and the Bible ill the other.

b. A copy of the Scriptures.

1468 SIR J. PASTON Lett. 592 II. 329 As for the Byble that

the master hath, I wend the uttermost pryse had not passyd

v mark. 1539 COVERDALE Let. Cromwell in Built (Bagsler I

Pref. 18 License and privilege for the sale of his Bibles and

New Testaments. 1704 NELSON Fest. , Pasts .xvul. (1739'

2-7 To force from Christians their Bibles. 1852 H. COTTON

Edit. Bible Fref. 8 Mutilated church Bibles.

C. A particular edition, or a copy of it.

JS38 COVERDALE Let. CnmfWfllia Bible i Bagster) Pref. 16,

I may know your pleasure concerning the annotations ot this

Bible. 1644 EVELYN Mem. (18571 I. 120 They are described

in some of St. Hierom's bibles. 1833 Penny Cyct. IV.,374/2

This [Geneva] edition is often called the Breeches Bible

on account of a rendering given in (Jen. in. 7 1842 MACAIT-

LAY Fred. Gt., Ess. 118541 659/2 To Frederic William, this

huge Irishman was what a brass Otho, or a Vinegar bible,

is to a collector of a different kind.

2. Hence fig. A text-book, an authority (of re-

ligion, politics, etc.) ; a sacred book.

1804 SoUTiitv in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor I. 517 w
Annual, .bids fair to become my political bible. 1856 EBBS-

SON Eng. Traits Wks. 1874 II, The poets who have con.

tributedto the Bible of existing England sentences ot

guidance. 1883 M. WILLIAMS Relig. Thought Ind. 11. -^

This phase of the Brahmamcal system has for Us special

bible the sacred treatises called Brahmanas.

+ 3. transf. A large book, a tome, a long treatise.

1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xv. 87 Of |fls matere 1 myBte make

a longe bible. 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame 1334 Men myght

make ofhem a bible xx". foote thykke. 1542 UDALL Eraim.

846

Apophth -05 a, WVien he had read a long bible writen and

ent to hym from Antipater. 1629 'L. BOVD Lust BattfII6^
IAM.), I would gladlie know what a blacke bible is that
, ,_ . M 1 .!, w^^t. f,f tlio 7,i-l.-crl

vhich'is called ook of the wicked.cs cae, te oo o .

II. A collection of books ;
a library. [One ol

he senses of Gr. 0ij8Aia : not cited by Du Cange
n med.L. ; but cf. the converse use of bibliotheca

n sense oibiblia^\

1382 WYCLIF 2 Mace. ii 13 He makyage a litil bible [Vul-

gate MUiothccam] gadride of cuntrees bokis. c 1425 in Wr.-

iilcker Vac. 648 Bibleoteea, bybulle. 1483 Catli. Angl.

i A Bybylle, biblia, bibliotheca.

III. Comb., chiefly attrib., as Bible-composition,

distributor, -lore, -matter, -reader, -seller, -student,

tone, -version ; ar.d Bible-bearing, -reading, adjs.

Also Bible-class, a class for the study of the

Sible; Bible-oath, a solemn oath taken upon
:he Bible ; Bible-press, bibble-, Naut. a hand

rolling-board for 'cartridges, rocket-cases, etc. ;

Bible-reader, a reader of the Bible; also, like

Bible-woman, one employed to read the Bible
rrom house to house.

1624 BP. MOUNTAGU App. Cacsarem in Forster Sir J. Eliot

I 256 Saint-seeming, "bible-bearing, and hypocritical.

1820 SOUTHEY Wesley I. 47 They were called, in derision,

the Sacramentarians.
* Bible -bigots, Bible -moths. 1698

CONGKEVE Way World v. ii. ID.) So long as it was not a

Bible-oath, we may break it with a safe conscience. 1839

THACKERAY Virginians (1876) 539 He would take his bible

oath of that. 1874 M. ARNOLD in Contemp. Reu. Oct. 806

These two things achieved by us . . for the -Bible-reader s

benefit. 1849 STOVEL Introd. Cannes Necess. 53,
1 he de-

mands of its Bible-reading members. 1863 M. L. WHATELY

Ragged Life Egypt xi. 99 This 'Bible-reading continued

for several months. 1707 Lond.Gaz. No. 4342/4 Robert

Whitled-'e,
*
Bible-seller, at the Bible in Creed-lane. 1853

LYNCH Self-Iiiipm: (1859) 43 No 'Bible-student can mis-

take Christianity.

Bible-Chri'stian.
1. A Christian according to Scriptural standard.

1766 Wl SLEY Jrnl. 31 Oct., A real Bible Christian. 1788

_ Wks. (18721 VII. 203 The Methodists, .were one and all

determined to be Bible-Christians.

2. The name of a Protestant sect founded in

1815 by William O. Bryan, a Wesleyan preacher

in Cornwall ; chiefly in the south-west of Eng-

'i86o WiiAiKLYCww.-//. Si: .18641 267 Still more ob-

iectionable is the title of Bible-Christians assumed by a sect.

i860 Vb-NABi-ES Isle Wight 389 The ' Bible Christians, or

'

Hryanites,
1 were peculiarly active in gathering congrega-

tions in the outlying hamlets.

Bible-cle-rk. a. A student of the Bible.

b. spec. The title of a class of students in certain

colleges at Oxford, having the duty of reading the

lessons in chapel, and of saying grace in Hall.

1626 BERNARD Isle ofMan ted. 10) 12 Thus Hue and Cne

i. written by the Bible-clarke. 1650 J. COTTON Sing. Psalms

-,i In some Cathedral! Churches, .the Bible-Clerks doe sing

their Chapters out of the old and New Testament. l672

WOOD Li/l- 118481 112 The bible-clerks of Merton Coll.

Bi-bleed, -bloody, -blot : see BE-BI.EED, etc.

Bibler (bsi-bba . [f.
BIBLE + -ER'.] fa. A

student or reader of the Bible, t b. A Bible-clerk.

C. Sc. One of the older scholars in a Scotch

country school, so called because the Bible was

their class-book.

1538 COVERUALE N. T. Ded., New-fangled fellows, English

biblers, coblers of divinity. 1569 in Etonia,,a^6y 220 Ihe

Bibler's office seems to have been to read a portion ot Scrip-

ture in the hall at dinner. In the accounts for 1569 there

is a charge
' for making ii halfpaces in the haw e for the

1

n, vi.
1

1625 tr. Gonsahnos Sp. Inqnis.
Bybelers to stand upon, vj. iu*3 n . ^<' *~" "

--.'
- "'

_p
170 Many would scornfully. . tcarm him a good Blbler. 1883

NASMYTM AntMog. ii. 20 The Bibler's Seat
1

is marked

[i. e. a seat on the Castle rock to which the. bigger boys used

to climb],

Bibless 0'Wes', Without a bib.

1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. in. iv. 27 Bibless and apronless.

t Bi'blet. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. BIBLE + -ET, ? dim.]

' A book, or ? library.

1188 WYCI.II-- F.zra v. 17 Now therfor if it serneth good to

the king, rikene he in the biblet {v. r. biblet, tfiat is. the

hiok ofcroiiicling, biblet of eronyclis; 1382 libranc ;
Lat.

Hl<liotlieea\ of the king.

Biblic (bi-blik), a. ]0bs. [ad. med.L. bitlu'-us,

f. biblia or Gr. /3c'0Aos.] -=next.

1684 N. S. Crit. En,;. Edit. Bible App. 294 A late \V nter

. .in his Biblic Inquisitions. 1723 tr. Dnfin's I:ccl. Ilist.l.

v i So Biblick Exercitations. cl8n KUSELI Lect. Artvt.

(1848) 443 The Biblic expression. .' the Ancient of Days.

Biblical ;bi-blikal), a. [f. as prec. -r -AT,.] Of,

relating to, or contained in, the Bible.

1700 PORSON Lett. Travis 305 (T.i Augustine and Jerome

corresponded upon biblical subjects. 1849 MACAL'LAY llist.

Fug I 331 Deeply versed in biblical criticism.

Biblica-lity. noiice-iad. [f. prec. + -ITY.J

Biblical quality ;
concr. a biblical matter or fact.

1851 CARLYLE Sterling i. xv. 125 He would study theology,

biblicalities.
,

.. _ ...

Bi'blically, adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY^.] In bib-

lical style, according to the Bible.

1838 G. S. FABER Inquiry 475 Conrad . . might . . be ig-

norant of the biblically-recorded circumstance.

Biblicism (bi-blisu'm). [f.
BIBLIC + -ISM.]

Adherence to the letter of the Bible.

1851 CAKLYLE Sterling in. vi, As rampant as Biblicism

BIBLIOGRAPHY.
was in the Seventeenth Century. 1874 tr. Omterzec's Clir.

Dogmatics 223 Biblicism, or idolatry of the letter.

Biblicist '.bi-blisist). [f.
BIBLIC + -IST.] A

professed adherent of the letter of the Bible.

1837 G. S. FABER Justification 276 The speculations of

the Schoolmen were strongly opposed by the Biblicists o(

the Old Theology. 1862 West. Re-J. XLI. 78 The extrav-

agant claims of Biblicists with more zeal than discretion.

Biblicize (bi-blisaiz', v. [f. as prec. + -IZE.]

trans. To subject to the Bible. Hence Bi'bli-

cized ppl. a.

1865 Pall Mall G. 23 Sept. 10/1 The more recent creed of

the biblicized Chinese.

Blblico- (bi-bliktf), comb, form of BIBLIC, -AL,

as in biblico-literary a., relating to the literature

of the Bible ; biblico-poetic a., of or relating to

scriptural poetry ; biblico-psychological, etc.

1800 Month. Mag. X. 433 Under his biblico-poetic banner.

1863 TREGELLES in N.
<j- Q. Ser. in. III. 342 His bibhco-

literary preparations. 1869 R. WALLIS Dehtesch Blbl.

Psycho!. 15 A biblico-psychological investigation.

BibllO- (bi-bli|0), repr. Gr. /3i0AJo- stem and

comb, form of 0i0\tov book. In compounds
formed in Greek itself, as bibliography, 0iA.io-

ypa<j>'ta ;
and in many of mod. formation, as bibho-

ifo/tj', biblioklept, bibliophagist, etc., some of which

are merely pedantic or ponderously humorous.

Biblioclasm ^bi-blio|kke:z'nO. [f. BIBLIO- +

Gr. -KA.ao>os breaking.] Destruction of books, or

of the Bible. Biblioclast (-klcust; [Gr. -K\aarr,^

breaker], a destroyer of books, or of the Bible.

(Little more than nonce-words.)

1864 T. GRIFFITH Plea Scripture 8 The Biblioclasm of the
'

higher criticism.' 1884 Athenxiini 7 June 724 Made bon-

fires of the Maya and Aztec manuscripts. .May these bishops

expiate their crimes in the purgatory of biblioclasts .

Bibliognost (bi-bli|<%n<?u:st, -^st). ^..y.tnUta-
"iwste, f. BIBLIO- + Gr. jvwarijs one who knows.]

One who knows books and bibliography. Hence

Bibliognostic a.

,11824 D'ISRAELI Cnr. Lit. (18391 HI. 343 A bibhognoite

is one knowing in title-pages and colophons, .and all the

miimtia; of a book. 1863 Sat. Km: 505 A priggish bl

gnostic air. .~,

Bibliogony (bibli^-gJni). [f.
BIBLIO + Gr.

-yovia generation.] The production of books.

1843 SOUTHEY Doctor I nterch. xiii. (D. i The various schemes

of bibliogony . . devised for explaining its phenomena.

Bibliograph (bi-bli,ograf). [prob. a. F. bib-

liographe, ad. Gr. /3i^Xio7pai/>os book-writer.]

BIBLIOGRAPHER.
1815 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 263 Mr. Ticknor is. .

the best bibliograph I have met with. 1872 J. HATTON

I'all. Poppies I. ix. 118 You find the old bibliograph in some

corner'of the room, amidst a heap of books.

Bibliographer (biblinrgrafaa). [f.
as prec.

4--ER1.]

1 1. A writer of books, a copyist. Oos.

1656 Bi OLNT, Bibliograplier, a writer ofbooks, a Scrivener.

1761 KENNING Eng. Diet., Bibliographer, one who write;

or copies books. , .

2. One who writes about books, describing their

authorship, printing, publication,
etc.

.814 DIBDIN Bibl. Spencer. I. Pref. 6 One of the most

celebrated ofmodem Bibliographers. 1869 BUCKLE Civilis.

II. viii. 480 Antonio the most learned bibliographer Spam
ever possessed. ,

Bibliographic (,bfcbli|<7gne-fik),
a. U- Or.

/3i/3Xto7pu<;>-os (see above) + -1C : cf. I. bib/iogmpti-

iqae, perh. the immediate source.] Of or pertain-

ing to bibliography. '847 in CRAIG.

Bibliographical, [f-
as prec.

+ -AL ]

Of, relating to, or dealing with bibliography.

1802 DIBUIN Introd. Class. Advt., The English Nation. .

is without a Bibliographical and Typographical Dictionary.

1868 PATTISON Aeadem. Orf. S 4- "7 An assistant qualified

by professbnal bibliographical knowledge.
(

Bitbliogra-phically, adv. [f. prec + -LY -.j

With respect to bibliography.
,824 DiroM l.ibr. Cemp. 40 There is little, blbliograpln-

cally speaking, which can be advanced on the subject.

Bibliographize (bibli^-grafsiz),
v. [f.

as

prec + -i/.] trans. To write a bibliography of

1824 I IIBDIN Libr. Comp. 770 To bibliographise the articlt

Voltaire. 1881 Daily Xeu's 15 Feb., Catalogues are cata-

logued and bibliographies are bibhographi.sed.

Bibliography (bibli,(rgrafi) [a^Gr.
fl^A.u-

ypaibia book-writing : cf. F. l>il>lwgrafhie.\

f 1. The writing of books. Obs.

1678 in PmLLir* (App.)

2 The systematic description and history o

books, their authorship, printing, publication,.

1814 JDiBi.iN 'EM. Spencer. I. Pref. 5 The Study of Biblio-

graphy in this countryis perhaps in its infancy. 1854 ALLI-

BONE Diet. Eng. Lit.Pttf. 5 Some other manuals of a simi-

lar character are very defective in bibliography. 1870

E ILKSON ?". * Solit. viii. 168 The annals of bAliography

afford many examples of the delirious extent to which book-

fancying can go.

3. A book containing such details.

,838 HALLA'M Hist. Lit. I. i. iii
; 184 note, No such 1

appears in any of the bibliographies.

4. A list of the books_of a particular author,



BIBLIOKLEPT.

printer, or country, or of those dealing with any

particular theme ;
the literature of a subject.

1869 W. ROWLANDS (title) Cambrian Bibliography. 1879
R. H. SHEPHERD (title) The Bibliography of Ruskin. 1882

Nature XXVI. 26 The literature or bibliography of the

species of the Orthocerata.

Blblioklept (bi-bli,0klept). [f.
BIBLIO- -t-Gr.

K\eirTij$ thief.J A book-thief. Brbliokle pto-

ma*niac, a book-thief regarded as insane.

1881 Athenaeum 25 June 842/3 Besides the direct biblio-

klept there is the indirect thief, who borrows and never re-

turns the book. 1881 A. LANG Library 53 Catherine de
Medici, .was a biblipklept. Ibid. 46 A great Parisian book-
seller who. .was a bibliokleptomaniac,

Bibliolatry (bibli^-latri). [f.
BIBLIO- + Gr.

\arpeia worship.] a. Extravagant admiration of

a book. b. Excessive reverence for the mere letter

of the Bible. Bibliolater [cf. idolater], one

who entertains such excessive admiration or reve-

rence. Biblio latrist = prec. Bibliolatrous a.,

given to, or characterized by. bibliolatry.
a 1763 BYROM Bp. Glister's Doctr. Grace, If to adore an

image be idolatry. To deify a book is bibliolatry. 1826 C.

ROBINSON Diary (1869) II. 330 Coleridge had convinced him
that he was a bibliolatrist. 1847 DE QUINCEY Protest. Wks.
VIII. no They .. charge upon us Bibliolatry, or a super-
stitious allegiance an idolatrous homage to the words, to

the syllables, and to the very punctuation of the Bible.

Ibid. 116 It leaves the dispute with the bibliolaters wholly
untouched. Ibid. 135 Bibliolatrous madness. 1865 ELLICOTT

Destiny Great. Pref. 6 Interpretations of scripture, .narrow
and bibliolatrous.

Bibliology (bibli|fl6d:5i). [f.
BIBLIO- + -LOGY,

Gr. -\oyia discourse.] a. Scientific description of

books, book-lore
; bibliography. b. * Biblical

literature, doctrine, or theology' ;"VYorcester 1859).

Bibliological (bhbli^iV'd^ikal), a. [f. prec. +

-TCAL], of or pertaining to bibliology. Biblio 1 -

logist [see -IST], a professed student of bibliology.
1807 SOUTHEY Life (1850) III. 108 There is a sort of title-

page and colophon knowledge in one word, bibliology.
Lett. (18561 II. 34 'Prince Arthur' .. in which I design

to give the whole bibliology of the Round Table. 1843
Doctor Interch. xviii. (D.) Careful investigation by the most
eminent bibliologists.

Bibliomancy (brbii,0|me:nsi). [f.
BIBLIO- +

Gr. juHTffa divination
;

cf. F. bibliomancie]
Divination by books, or by verses of the Bible.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Bibliomancy . . amounts to

much the same with what is otherwise called sortes biblicae

. . F. J. Davidius, a Jesuit, has published a bibliomancy.
1864 A'. < Q. Ser. in. V. 195/2 Bibliomancy or Divination

by Books, was known to the ancients under the appellation
of Sortes Homericse and Sortes Virgilianae. The practice
was to take up the works of Homer and Virgil, and to con-

sider the first verse that presented itself as a prognostica-
tion of future events.

Bibliomane (bi-bli^m^n). [a. F. bibliomane,
f. BIBLIO- -f Gr. -f^avrjs mad.]= BIBLIOMANIAC sb.

a 1824 DISRAELI Cur. Lit. (1866) 503/1 A bibliomane is

an indiscriminate accumulator. 1827 DE QUINCEY M'ks.

XIII. 235 The regular literator or blackletter bibliomane.

Bibliomania (bfebli|0|m!iri&}. [f.
BIBLIO- +

Gr. pavia madness, after F. bibliomanic] A rage
for collecting and possessing books.

[1750 CHESTERF. Lett. 220 II. 348 Beware of the Biblio-

manie.] 1809 DIBDIN (title) Bibliomania, or Book -madness ;

containing some account of the history, symptoms, and cure
of this fatal disease. 1835 T. HOOK G. Gurney (1850) II, i.

153 The bibliomania which appeared to engross my friend.

Bibliomaniac ^bublii^im^'niEek), sb. and a.

[f. prec. + -AC.] A. sb. One affected with biblio-

mania. B. adj. Given to bibliomania
;
mad

after books
;
also= next.

1816 SCOTT Antiq. iv, The most determined, as well as
earliest bibliomaniac upon record . . Don Quixote de la

Mancha, 1865 RUSKIN Sesame 75 If a man spends lavishly
on his library, you cail him mad a biblio-maniac. 1834
Fraser's Mag. IX. 146 Biblio-maniac and genealogical in-

quiry. 1883 At&tnxum 17 Nov. 629/3 The bibliomaniac
Ptolemies.

Bibliomaniacal (-mansrakal), a.
[f. prec.

+ -AL!.]
1. Of, relating to, or characterizing, a bibliomaniac.
1816 SCOTT Antiq. iii. note^ This bibliomaniacal anecdote

is literally true 1861 National Rev. Oct. 275 Societies

vRoxburghe. .Camden &c.). .tainted with bibliomaniacal ex-
clusiveness.

2. = BIBLIOMANIAC a.

1822 SCOTT Nigel xxiv, The bibliomaniacal reader. 1856
J. STRANG Glasgow <y Clubs 249 A few bibliomaniacal ac-

quaintances.

Bi:blioma'nian, a. and sb.
[f.

BIBLIOMANIA
+ -AN.]

= BIBLIOMANIAC.
Hence Bi blioma nianiam, bibliomania.

1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trump. 67 A hint which has not
been thrown away upon our Bibliomanians.

Bibliomanism (bibli^-maniz'm). [f. as BIB-
LIOMANE + -ISM.]

=-- BIBLIOMANIA. So Biblio--

manist, a bibliomaniac.
1820 Blachiv. Mag. VII. 693 During the highest rage of

Bibliomanism. 1823 LAMB Lett. xiv. 132. I. .am not biblio-

manist enough to like black-letter, a 1828 BEWICK in Cen-

tury Mag. XXIV. 663 The whimsies of the bibliomanists.

Bibliopegy (bibliifp/d^i). [f.
BIBLIO- + Gr.

-TTjjyiu, f. injy-Tvvat to fix.] Bookbinding as a fine

art. Bibliopeglc (bi:bli|0|pe*dgik), a., of or per-

847

taining to bookbinding. Bibliopegist (bibli^'-

p/d^ist), a bookbinder. Bibliopeffl'stic a., of,

relating to, or befitting a bookbinder. Biblio-

pegistical a.,
=

prec.
1885 Pall Mall G. 10 Sept. 15 The Exhibition of what is

known as bibliopegy. i88z Bibliographer II. 15 The hand-
somest of covers by the first of bibliopegic artists. 1824
DIBDIN Lihr. Comp. 591 The choicest morocco coverings of

Charles Lewis, the renowned bibliopegist. Ibid. 605 The
workshop of that bibliopegistical Corypnseus. 1882 Times
18 July 4/4 A fine specimen of bibliopegistic skill.

Bibliophagist (biblijfffidgist). [f.
BIBLIO- +

Gr. -<f>ayos devouring + -1ST.] A devourer of books.

So Bibliopha'gic a.

1881 Sund. at Home 27 Aug. 552 That eminent biblio-

phagist, and printer of scarce tracts. 1884 Ibid. May 329
Men of enormous bibliophagic appetite.

Bibliophil(e (bi-bli^fil). [a. F. bibliophile, f.

BIBLIO- + Gr. <f>t\os friend.] A lover of books ;

a book-fancier; also as adj. Blftliophi'lic a.,

of or pertaining to a bibliophile. BibliopMlism
(biblii^rfiliz'm), the principles and practice of

a bibliophile. Biblio-philist, a. bibliophile.

Bi'bliophili'stic <?., of or befitting a bibliophilist.

BibliopMlous bibli,frfil3s), a., addicted to

bibliophily. Biblio phily [F. bibHophilie}, love

of books, taste for books.

1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 780 The work . . has been re-

printed by the Society of 'Bibliophiles at Paris. 1883 Pall
MallG. 12 Oct. s/i A *bibliophil, an autograph and print
collector. 1883 American VI. 25 A

A

bibliophilic rarity and
treasure. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 4 Manias which some-
times., bring disgrace upon the good old cause of 'biblio-

philism. 1883 Daily News i Mar. 5/1 This quaint rule of

"bibliophilistic morality, 'no harm in stealing a book if he
does not mean to sell it, but to keep it.' 1882 STEVENSON
Men $ Bks. 277 Odd commissions for the *bibliophilous
Count. 1883 Athen&um 2 June 702/2 The old reputation
of France as the true home of elegant ^bibliophily.

Bibliophobia (brbli^ifJu-biaX [f.
BIBLIO- +

Gr. -(pofiia. dread.] Dread of, or aversion to, books.

1832 DIBDIN (titled, Bibliophobia, remarks on the present
languid and depressed state of Literature.

Bibliopoesy (-pJwfsi). [f. BIBLIO- + Gr.

TToitjffia making.] The making of books.

1832 CARLYLE in Froude^ 7/^(1882* 310 Bibliopoly, biblio-

poesy in all their branches are sick, sick, hastening to death.

Bibliopole (brbH^pJul). [ad. L. bibliopola,
Gr. &t(3\ioTrw\r]st

f. 0t0\io-v book + irw\Tjs teller,

dealer.] A dealer in books, a bookseller. Bib-

liopolar (-pju-lai), Bibliopolic (-p^rlikXBr'blio-
po'lical a., of or belonging to booksellers ; hence

Bi-bliopo-lieally adv. Bibliopolism (bibli (
<r-

ptfliz'm), the principles or trade of bookselling.
Biblio-polist, a bookseller (i6thc.). Bi=bliopo-
li'stic a., of, pertaining to, or befitting a book-

seller. Bibliopoly (bibliip'ptfli), Bibliopolery
(brbli|0p0:lri), bookselling.
1775 JOHNSON in Baswell (i%%t) III. 220 He. .kept a shop

in the face of mankind, purchased copyright, and was a

^bibliopole, Sir, in every sense. 1826 DISRAELI l'it>, Greyn.
xi. 55 The ancient and amusing ballad purchased, .of some
itinerant ^bibliopole. 1822 BYRON in Moore Life (1866) 485
The *bibliopolar world shrink from his Commentary. 1825
Blacfav. ftlag. XVII. 477 It shows some *bibliopolic liber-

ality. 1856 MASKON Chatterton n. iii. (1874) 187 The "biblio-

polic powers of Paternoster Row, 1823 HONE Anc. Myst.
Pref. 10 To a *bibliopolical friend I am indebted for the
notice of the Castle of Good Preservance. 1834 Fraser's

Mag. X. 363 The ^bibliopolically baptised C'ontarina Flem-

ing or the Wondrous Tale of Alroy. 1792 S. WHYTE in

Hone Table Bk. I. 128 Initiation into the mysteries of

"bibliopolism and the state of authorcraft. 1813 SHELLEY
in Contemp.^ Rev. (1884) Sept. 388 With all the pomp of

empirical 'bibliopolism. 1541 Guydon's Quest. Cyrurg. ad.

fin., Henry Dalbe stacyoner and *byblyopolyst in Poules
churche yarde. 1852 HAWTHORNE Blithed. Rom. xvii. (1879)

171 A novel purchased of a railroad
"
:

'bibliopolist. 1824
DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 340 A constant ingress and egress of

*bibliopolistic Mercurii. 1831 Fraser's Mag. IV. 4 Simi-
lar complaints . . from the highest qiiarters of *bibliopoly.
1881 RUSSELL Hcsperothen I. 63 *BibIiopolery and biblio-

mania are rather rampaglous in America.

Bibliotaph. (bi'Dli^taef). [a. F. hibliotaphe, f.

BJBLIO- +Gr. ra<po$ tomb.] One who buries books

by keeping them under lock and key. So Biblio-

ta'phic a., Biblio'taphist (Crabbe).
a 1824 DISRAELI Cur. Lit. (1866) 503/1 A bibliotaphe

buries his books, by keeping them under lock. 1880 St.

James's Gaz. 5 Nov. 14 The last species of '

enemy
'

treated

of by Mr. Blades, is the *

bibliotaph
'

or book-burier.

Bibliothec (bibli)^J>ek), a. and sb. [f. next.]

Belonging to a library or librarian; sb. a librarian.

burgess of St. Andrews been capable of winning his bread
by learning save one, and that was their present bibliothec.

Bibliothec, library : see BIBLIOTHEQUE.
II Bibliotheca (bi:bli|<?|brka). [L. bibliothcca

library, collection of books, ad. Gr. &t&\to6r]f(i]

book-case, library, f. &t(3\iov book + &$*!} reposi-

tory; used also by Jerome, and after him, com-

monly in med.L., for the BIBLE, being evidently
in earlier literary use than hiblia : hence OE. bib-

BIBULATE.

liopccc was the original name of the Bible in Eng.]
a. (in OE.;; The Scriptures, the Bible, b. mod* A
collection of books or treatises, a library, c. A
bibliographer's catalogue.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Test. (Gr.) 16 Hieronimus ure bibliobecan

^ebrohte to Ledene of Greciscum bocum and of Ebreiscum.
ibid. 14 Se saltere ys an boc on o'sere bibliobecan. a 1824
DTsRAELi Citr. Lit. (1839) HI- 344 Literary bibliotheques
{or bibliothecas) will always present to us . . an immense
harvest of errors. 1879 MACLKAR Celts viii. 133 The Old
and New Testaments, in the form of a Eibliotheca, or

Bible.

Bibliothecal (bi:bli|fj|brkal), a. [ad.L./'/iV/tf-

tkccalis.] Belonging to a library.
1811 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rer, LXIV. 131 The Biblio-

thecal shelves of pedants.

f Bibliothecar. Obs. Sc. Also mod., in Er.

form, bibliothccairc. [See next.] A librarian.

1581 N. EURSK Dispot. 97 a ijAM.t Anastasius, bibliothecar

of the Kirk of Rome. [1839 D'!SRAELI Cur. Lit. 11866) 502/2
The bibliothecaire is too delightfully busied among his

shelves.]

Bibliothecary (bibli|^'])/kari), sb. and a.

[ad. L. bibliothcCil>'ius,-um ;
see BIBLIOTHECA and

-ART 1
. Cf. F. bibUothccaire^\

fl. A library. Obs. [
= 'L.*bib!iothcca>infn.'\

1553-87 FOXF, A. fy M. I. 5/r Taken out of the Popes
bibliothecary, a suspected place.

2. A librarian. [
= 1- bibliothecdrms^\

1611 CORYAT Crnditifs^j'j Mr. James Gruterus the Princes

Bibliothecarie. 1700 in Misc. Cur. 1 1708) III. 400 II Signior
Abbate Bencini, Bibliothecary of the Propaganda.

B. adj. Of or belonging to a library or librarian.

1820 Blackiv. Mag. VIII. 252 These biographical jewels
should not lie locked up in a bibliothecary cabinet.

Hence Bibliotheca'rian a. and jr$.s=prec.

1685 tr. Bossuct's Doctr. Cath. Ch. Advt. 7 M. 1'Abbe

Gradi .. Bibliothecarian of the Vaucan. 1701 Lond. Ca.:.

No. 3708/4 Ecclesiastical Historian's and Bibliothecarians.

1716 M. DAVIES Ath. Brit. III. 92 A third well orderd

Bibliothecarian Closet of Medals.

II Biblioth&que- In 6 biblyotheke, 7 bib-

liotheicke, -theke, -thec, thek. [a. F. biblio-

thtque* ad. L. BIBLIOTHECA ; formerly quite natu-

ralized in Eng. (with -)vk, J>ek), but now again
treated as French (b/bb'^itfk).]
A library ;

a collection of books or treatises.

1549 BALE Concl. Leland's Itin. (T.) He [Alcuinus] muche
commendeth a biblyotheke or library in Vorke. 1601 HOL-
LAND Pliny II. 523 Asinius Pollio, by dedicating his Biblio-

theque, containing all the bookes that euer were written.

a 1631 DONNE Aristcas 16 How many thousand volumes he-

had gotten together in his Bibliotheicke. 1657 COLVII.

Whigs Supplic. (1751) 67 Tho' with these two ye join in one

The bibliothec of Prester John. 1755 JOHNSON in Bosivell

(1816) 265, I intend in the winter to open a Bibliotheque.

fig. 1685 SIR G. MACKENZIE Rclig. Stoic xi. 105 In the

bibliotheck of his head.

Bi'blism [f.
BIBLE + -ISM.] Adherence to the

Bible as the sole rule of faith.

1879 M. ARNOLD Equality, Mixed Ess. 77 The mind-

deadening influence of a narrow Biblism.

Biblist ^bsi-blist, brblist). [f.
BIBLE + -IST.]

a. One who makes the Bible the sole rule of

faith, b. A biblical student.

1562 A. SCOTT New Y. Gift Queue, And ar bot biblistis

fairsing full their bellie. 1653 in Phenix (1708) II. 320 The
Biblists . .confess that a Man may not pray for the Holy
Spirit as he ought. 1836 CDL. WISEMAN Sc. < Relig. II.

x. 207 All the pretended improvements of modern biblisis.

Biblodge, biblodke, var. of BEBLOODY v. Obs.

Biblus, -OS (^bi-blps, -f?s). Also- byblus.

[L. biblus, Gr. jSt'Aos.] The papyrus or paper-
reed

;
the inner bark of this plant.

1656 COWLEY Dai'ideis r. Wks. 1710 I. 316 Some writ in

tender Barks . . Some in Beasts Skins, and some iri Biblos

Reed. 1863 Lo. LYTTON Ring Amasis I. n. i. v. 261 Some
crumbling byblus or papyrus. 1875 SCRIVENER Ztr/. G. T. 8
'

Bring with thee the books '(of the biblus wpapyrus plant).

t BibO'd. Obs. [OE. bebod, f. bebeodan, BIBEDE

(pa. pple. bebodcn} to command.] Commandment.
c 1000 Afs. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 38 Dis ys bast mseste and b^t

fyrmyste bebod. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 221 Gif |ni JMUine bis

litle bebdd to brecst. c\\i$Lamb. Horn. 125 iJis is min
bibode and min heste, bet $e luuian eou.

Bibo-rate. Chem. : see Bi-/;r/.-' III.

Bibosity (bib^siti). [f.
L. Mbds-its fond of

drink +-ITY.] Capacity for drinking.

1825 Blackii>, Mag. XIV. 528 Vast ideas of stupendous
bibosity.

t Bibu-fenn, bibtrven, adv. Obs. [f. />/-, BE-

+ bufcn, OE. biifan, later BOVE. If this had sur-

vived, it would have become BEBOVE.] ABOVE.
.1200 ORMIN 17970 He ^att fra bibufenn comtn.

t BlbtTgli, v. Obs. [OE. tctiigan, f. BE- +

hitman to Bow.] trans. To avoid, abandon.
a 1000 RUne (Gr.) 609 Ne meahte he ba geh5u bebujan.

c 1205 LAY. 8193 Al bat folc lie bi-heah. IHd. 10569 /Euere

aelcne ut-la3e ^e liis lond hadde bi-bo5en.

Bibulate, i>. [A bombastic or humorous dimi-

nutive from L. bib-fre to drink, with reference to

BIBBLE, BIBULOUS.] irons. To bibble or tipple.

So Bi'bulant a. and sb.. Bibula'tion sb.

1767 A. CAMPBELL Lexiph. (1774) 29 I bibulated [it]. 1828

Blactfw. Mag. XXIV. 866 We bibulate gin and \vaterwith

the housekeeper. 1883 Boston /3Vrrt/<^Corresp., Bibulants

will even buy alcohol, dilute it and drink it. 1882 St. James's



BIBULOUS. 848 BICKER
Gas. 12

Apr. 5 The extraordinary capacity for bibulaiion

displayed by the regular soldier. /

Bibulous (bi-birflas), a. [f. L. bibttl-tts freely
or readily drinking (f. bibtre to drink) + -ous.]
1. Absorbent of moisture.

1675 EVELYN Terra. (1729) 18 If the Soil be exceeding
bibulous. i79oCowpF.R Odyss. 1. 138 With bibulous sponges
those Made clean the tables. 1827 FARADAY diem, Manip.
ii. 43 Remove the excess by bibulous paper.
2. Addicted to drinking or tippling.
1861 THORNBURY Turner I. 116 The .. irregular hours of

a careless bibulous age, had undermined Girtin's health.

3. Relating to drink.

1825 Blackiv. Mag. XVII. 322 Unskilled in bibulous lore,

if he knows not the value set upon the claret of Ireland.

Hence Bi'bulously culv.

1858 DE QUINCEY Goldsm. Wks. VI. 226 The arid sands
lhat bibulously absorbed all the perennial gushing* of Ger-
man enthusiasm.

Biburien, variant of BEBURY r. Obs.

Bicachen, Bical, see BECATCH, BECALL.

Bicalcarate (baikae-lkareir, a. [f. Bl-/;v/;
2 I

+ CALCABATE, f. I,, cahar spur.] Furnished or

armed with two spurs.
1876 HARLEY Mat, M?d. 381 Anther, .bicalcarate at ba^c.

Bicallose, -ous, Bicapsular : see Bi-/;v/;
2 i.

Bicameral (baikce-meral), a, [f.
Bl- prefZ I

+ L. camera chamber + -AL!
;
L. had bicamcrdtus^\

Having two (legislative) chambers. Bica merist,
an advocate of two legislative chambers.
a 1832 HF.XIHAM is cited by WEBSTER. 1863 Sat, Rev. 140

[This] reduced our Houses to two, and.. created that 'bi-

cameral' system which the rest of the world has been con-
tent to imitate. 1872 FREEMAN Growth Eng. Const, ii. (1876)
07 The form of government which political writers call /*/-

cameral. 1884 GOLDW. SMITH in Contcmp.Rrt'. Sept., The

only
valid argument in favour of the retention of the House

of Lords is, in fact. tli difficulty which the Bi-Camerists
find in devising any [substitute].

Bicarbide,-onate,-uret,elc.:seeBi-//-^III.
Bicarinate .bsikrc-rincM;),^. Bot.

[f. \li-pref."
i +CAKIXATE, f. L. carTna keel.] furnished with
two keels or axial ridges. So Bica'rinated.

1872 OLIVER Ekiti. Bot. App. 310 The pale .. bicarinate

with indexed margins. 1880 Jrul. Linn, Soc. XV. 226
Shell, .conical, with bicarinated contracted whorls.

Bicas, by chance: see CASK.

Bicast(e, obs. form of BECAST.

Bicaudal (.baikg-dal ,
a. [f. Bi- pref:- \ +

CAUDAL, f. L. caitda tail.] Having two tails.

Bicause, obs. form of BECAUSE.

t Bi'CChed, ///- a. Obs. Also 5-6 byched,
6 bychyde, biched. Origin (see below) and

precise meaning unknown : in general the sense
1

Cursed, execrable, shrewed,' suits the context.
a 1400 Alexander i Stev.) 165 [The basiliske] A strajtill and

a stithe wonne stinkande of elde, And es so bitter, and so

breme, and Vncchid in himselfe, That, .quat he settes on his

si5t, he slaes in a stonde. a 1400 Cw. Myst. 395 Paste, har-

lotys, go youre gate, And brynge me that bychyd body, I

red. 1522 Worlde fy Ckylde \ Roxb. C ij b, That bychyde
Conscyence. 1533 MORE Apol. xxii. Wks. 884/2 Helpe
me vp agayne with this bichede burdayne & lay it in my
necke. DcbelL Salem v. Wks.94i/i Anye of the blessed

byched newe brochcd bretherhead . . playnelye proued
heretikes.

b. Bicched bones', opprobrioualy applied to dice.

(71386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 328 This fruyt cometh of the

bicched bones two, tTorsweryng, Ire, falsnesse, Homycide
[So 2 AfSS.\ 2 read hicche, i becched, ll'r. bicchid]. (-1460

TowneleyMyst. 241, 1 was falsly begylyd withe thise byched
bones, Ther cursyd thay be. Ibid. The byched bones that

ye be, I byd you go belt.

[Bicchcd appears rather early to be certainly referable to

BITCH in an opprobrious sense, from which moreover the

formation is not easily explained (for shrewed there was a
verb to shrew.) The conjecture has been offered that it

was a contracted form of ME. bhvicced l bewitched' ;
but

for this no evidence or analogy has been found. In bicched

bones applied to dice, some have suggested a corruption of

Du. bikkel 'knuckle-bone, astragalus, cockal, bone-play-
thing, dice, marbles,' Ger. bickel

'

ankle, ankle-bone, astraga-
lus, die, dice' ; this is possible, but would suppose an Eng.
series "bikkel,*bicckel, btcchff, bicc/tfd\>Qi\z, ofwhich the most

important links are neither represented nor accounted for, and
it would only show assimilation of^bikkel to the opprobrious
bicched

i leaving the latter unexplained. That bicched bon?
could be for a Du, *bikkcd been ' bone picked with holes
or pips,' is highly improbable: moreover, this would not
connect the expression with Du. bikkel, since the latter

(whether or not connected with bikkcl a pickaxe, hikkcn
to pick, or notch) certainly did not mean ' bjne picked with

holes,' but was a name of the ankle, and of the astragalus or

knuckle-bone used in play, long before it passed over to
dice. See Grimm s. v.J

Bice (bais), a. and sb. Forms : 4-5 bis, 5-6
byce, 6 byse, bysse, bisse, bize, 5-7 bise, 6-
bice. [a. F. bis brownish-grey, dark-coloured= Pr.

bisr It. bigio ;
of unknown origin : see Diez and

Littre. From the combination azitr bis dark blue,
' blew byce/ vert bis dark green,

'

green bice/ bice

was erroneously transferred in Eng. to blue or

green pigments, and the shades of blue or green
which they yield.]

t A. adj. Brownish grey, dark grey. Blcwe-

bis\ dark or dull blue. Obs.

1330 R. BRUXNE Chron. 230 At Westmynstere he lis

toumbed richely, In a marble bis of him is mad story.

c 1450 Sloane MS. 73 If. 201 b, Triste wel b* it is not lapus
lazuly, but it is lapis almanie of whiche men maken a blewe
bis azure.

B. sb. (also attrib?) 1. Short for blewe bis
' blue

bice
'

: indicating a shade of blue obtained from

smalt, duller or inferior to ultramarine or azure,
with which however it was often loosely identified.

r 1430 LYDG. Bockas iv. xv. 11554) 116 There is a difference

of colours . . Twene gold and gold, atwene bis and asure,
All is not gold that shineth bright. 1490 Will ofBnkivcll
(Somerset Ho.),Canapie colowrid with goold and bise. 1519
HORMAN l

r
nlg. 81 b, Scryueners write with blacke, redde,

purple, gren, blewe or byce. 1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel
;

1158 The margent was illuniyned with golden rallies And
byse. 1598 FLORIO, Tiirchino, blue, azure, watchet, or bisse

colour. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siipp., Bit? . . of all bright
blues . . is the palest in colour.

2. The pigment which yields this colour, pre-

pared from smalt
;
also a green pigment (green

/nee) made by adding yellow orpiment to smalt.

1548 HALL Chron. 605 The Florishyng Bise was com-
|

parable to the riche ammel. 1573 Art Linnning 4 Grincle
j

azure or bi/e on a painters stone with clene water. 1634
'

J. l!.\l E A/j'xf. Xntitre 132 Colours to be used . . blew and

greene Bi*e. 1676 NV.wros in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men
11841) II. 391 Red and blue powders las Minium and Bicei.

j

1875 URE Diet, Arts I. 341 Bice, a light blue colour pre-

pared from smalt. There is a green bice prepared by
mixing some yellow orpiment with smalt.

Bicentenary vksise'iit/nari, -sent/'nari), a. and
sb. [f. BI-//V/".- i + CENTENARY, ad. L. centcnariiis

consisting of or relating to a hundred, f. cenlfni

a hundred each. As to the form and pronuncia-
tion, see CENTENARY.] A. adj. Consisting of

or relating to two hundred (in use. confined to !

years, as if confused with bicentennial). B. sl>.
\

Used for : The bicentennial, or two hundredth anni- I

versary (of an event
;
also attrib.

1862 Conp-eg. Yeiir Bk. 72 The 241(1 day of August, 1862 !

the Bicentenary day of the ejectment of 2000 ministers. 1872
Daily .Y( -7<-.r 18 June 5/5 The bi-centenary of Czar Peter's

birth. 1884 Athenxjtnt 4 Oct. 441/2 The bicentenary fes-

tival of the founder of Danish literature.

Bicentennial (baisftite'nial), . and sb.
[f.

Hi- pref.~ 4 + CENTENNIAL, f. I.. *centennium (cf.

l<ienniiitii\ space of a hundred years.] A. adj.

Occurring every two hundred years; lasting two j

hundred years. B. sb. - BICENTENARY (and ety-

mologically more correct than that word).
1883 Harfit'r's Jfiitf. Dec. 160 'T Bicentennial of German

Colonisation in the United States.

Bicephalous (baise'fabs), a. [f. Bi- pref.- i

-l- CEPHAI.OUS, f. Gr. KdpaXri head.] Two-headed.
1803 WIM.OUGHBY in A", fy & Ser. ni - HI- T 7 Two other bi-

cephalous monsters. 1869 Snt. Kti'. 13 Feb. 215 The bi-

cephalous calf, .of the showman.

Biceps (boi'Sups). a. and sb. [a. L. biceps, bi-

(ifit-, i. bi- two + -ceps
= caput head.]

A. adj. Having two heads or summits; spec.

applied to muscles (see Ii).

1634 RKAD Boily (ifMan 77 The i. muscle of the cubit,
c.-ild Biceps. 1717 BERKELEY in Fraser Life (1871) 588 In
Strabo's time it [Vesuvius] seems to have been neither bi-

ceps, nor to have had a hollow. 1863 READE in All V.
Round 3 Oct. 123/2 A gentle timidity that contrasted pret-
tily with her biceps muscle.

B. sb. A muscle with two heads or tendinous

attachments
; spec, that on the front of the upper

arm, which bends the fore-arm ;
also the corre-

sponding muscle of the thigh ;
the former of these

is often humorously referred to as the type or

standard of physical strength.
1650 READ Muscle's ofBody, The ulna is tended by two

[muscles], to wit, biceps and brachiaeus internus. 1865
Daily Tel. 8 Nov. 4/5 The training which gives him back
his healthy sleep, his appetite, and his biceps. 1873 MIVART
I'.lein. Autit. viii. 293 The biceps is the well known muscle
used in flexing the arm.

t Bicha lit. v. Obs. [f. bt-, BE- 4 + CHANT.]
trans. To enchant, bewitch.

i 1330 Art/i. ft Merl. 721 And the eldest [soster] to bi-

chaunte Vong mannes loue for to haunte.

t Bicha-rre, biche'rre, v. Obs. Korms :

i beeerr-an, -cierran, -eyrraii, 2-3 bicherr-en,
2-4 bicharren, 3 bichearr-en, bicheorr-eii.

[OE. becyran, f. BE- i-t-OE. fp-raii. ciyran to

turn ; cf. OHG. liikfrjan, mod.G. Mchrcn.']
1. trans. To turn, turn round. vOnly in OE.)
a 1000 Boeth. Afttr. xiii. 156 Wonne hio ealles wyrS utan

becerred.

2. To turn from duty or right; to pervert, seduce.
a iioo O. E. Chi-on, iCotton MS. i an. ion ^Ifmser hi be-

cyrde (>e se arceb' ^Elfeah ir jenerede a;t his life, c 1200
Trin. Call. Horn. 105 Jeh |ie deuel mu5e man bi-charre, he
ne mai no man neden. 1:1305 Old Age in E. /,'. /'. 11862)

140 Ic wene he be bi-charred bat tmsteb to 3u(>e.

3. To entice, wile.

1175 Lam/'. Ham. 53 purh be sweate smel of be i:hese!
he bicherreo monie mus to be stoke.

Bich(e, obs. form of BITCH and PITCH.
Biched : see BICCHKD.
Bicherm : see BE- pref.
Bichloride (baiiklfwraid). Client, [see Bi-

{reft
III.] A compound in which two equiva-

:nts of chlorine are combined with a metal, etc.

1810 HENRY Ekm. Chew, (1826) II. 136 Bi-chloride of

mercury, .is a violent poison.

Bichop, obs. form of BISHOP.

Bichotoraously.erroneously f. DICHOTOMOCSLT.
1830 LISDLEV Xat. Syst. Bot. 204 Cymes, branched bi-or

trichotomously.

Bichromate (bsiikr^-nVt). Chem. [see BT-

pref,* III.] A salt containing two equivalents of

chromic acid, e.g. the Bichromate ofpotash, used in

photography and other arts
;
whence Bichro*-

mated, Bichro'matized ///. a.

1854 SCOFFERS in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 447 Heating bi-

chromate of potash to whiteness. 1869 Echo 15 Dec.,
The bichromated gelatine. 1870 Eng. Mech. 14 Jan. 428/3
A second bichromatised film is poured upon the first.

Bicipital .boisi-pitaT, a. [f.
L. bicipit- (see

BICEPS) + -AL 1
.]

1. Having two heads
;
= BICEPS a.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ej>. 77 The bicip[i]tall muscle
of either parties arme. 1843 J. YvtutUtSOM Sivedenborg 's

Anhn, Kingd. I. ii. 59 Sometimes a bicipital muscle.

2. Of or pertaining to the biceps (muscle
1

).

1831 R. K.NOX CloqnefsAnat. 207 The bicipital tuberosity

Bicipitous (bsisi'pitos), a.
[f.

as prec. + -ous.J

Having two heads or terminal extremities.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. v. 141 Bicipitous Ser.

pents with the head at each extreme. Ibid. 140 A bicipi-

tous conformation.

Bick, Sc. form of BITCH, female dog.
1808 in JAMIESOX. 1826 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks,

1855 I. 217 See how the wee hick is worrying him again
now.

Bicker bi-kai ,
$1^ Also :; biquere, 6 bi-

quour. [Sc. form of BEAKEK.] 'A bowl or dish

for containing liquor, properly one made of wood.
1

Jamieson. Formerly, a drinking cup of any ma-
terial

;
in modern Scotch applied also to vessels

made of wooden staves for holding porridge, etc.

1458 Will of Rnsscl (Somerset Ho.), Meum biquere ar-

genti. C1505 DUNBAR Test. Kennedy 47 But and I hecht

to tume a Bicker, a 1774 FERGUSSON farmer's Ing. Poems
118451 37 The cheering bicker gars them glibly gash. 1814
SCOTT Rob Roy xxiv,

'

It will be a heavy deficit a staffout

o' my bicker, I trow.' 1884 17. P. Mag. July 337 Coopers
found employment in making or mending

' bickers
'

for

brose or porridge.
b. attrib. and comb.

t
as biclicrfult bickermakcr.

1813 W. BKAITIE Tales 37 ijAM.) A brow"n bickerfu' to

quafT 1823 Scon Pirate I. 265 <JAM.) A bickerfu' of meal.

1851 J. M. WILSON Tales Borders\\\\. 162 He followed
ihe profession of a cooper or bicker-maker.

Bicker brkai
,
sb.~ Forms : 3-4 biker, 4-5

bekir, bikre, bykkyr, 4-6 byker, 5 bekur,
bikir, -kyr, bykere, bykker, bikkar. 6 bikker,
bikar, 6- bicker. [ME. biker, like the associated

verb bikcren, of uncertain origin : nor can it be
said whether the sb. is derived from the verb or

vice versa. So far as evidence goes, the sb. appears
earlier, and might, as in battle^ quarrel, skirmish,
be the source. On the other hand, the verb has

the form of a frequentative, as in sputter, totter,

flutter, etc., which is in favour of its priority.
Matzner and Skeat would see in it the freq. of the

rare and somewhat doubtful bike
'

1 to thrust,

strike with a pointed weapon,
1

noted under BEAK v.

3, q.v. The obs. Welsh bicra is not native.]

1. Skirmishing ;
a skirmish, encounter, fight ;

exchange of blows.

1297 R. GLOVC. 538 Bituene the castel of Gloucetre &
Krumefeld al so Ther was ofte biker gret, & muche harm
ido. c 1400 Destr. Troy xx. 8363 Mony bold in the bekur
were on bent leuit ! 1440 Promp. Pa-rv. 35/2 Bikyr of fyt-

ynge [1409 bykere or feightinge], pngna. iS3 PALSGR.

198/1 Bicker fightyng, csccirtno^'che.

2. esp. An encounter with missiles ; anciently an

attack with arrows
;

in later Sc., a street or school

fight with stones and the like.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 547 Twenty he had yat nobill

archars war. .On Wallace sett a bykker bauld and keyne.
r 1505 DUNBAR Cold. Tergc 145 A wonder lusty bikkir [v. r.

bikar] me assayit. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 322 With
tha stanis thir stalwart carlis strang Ane bikker maid. 1810

SiRA.Bos\VKLL/uf/A 164 From hand and sling now fly the

whizzing stones..The bicker rages. 1861 J. HANNAY Ess.

fr. Q. Rev. 371 He went to the High School, and joined in

the street fights called bickers.

3. Quarrel, contention ; angry altercation.

1330 R. BRCSNE Chroii. 79 Gospatrik bat suffred biker, he

reft bobe lond & libti. (-1385 CHAVCF.R L. G. \V. 2661 If

thou sey nay we two shul have a bekyr [?'. r. byker, biker,

bekir, bikre, bykkyr]. 6*1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 46 f>e

bolder in bikir y bidde him bataile. 1883 Academy 15 Sept.

175/2 The rise and progress of the colony, its bickers with

autocratic Governors and Chief Justices.

4. Noise as of contention, rattle of light guns,
sound of a rapid stream descending over a stony

channel, etc. Cf. BICKER ?'. 4.

1870 Daily AVri -,v 7 Dec. ,
No bicker of mere field artillery.

1872 HLACKIK Lays Highl. 47 Leap the white-maned foun.

tains With lusty bicker to the vale below.

b. Sc. A short rapid run.

1785 BURNS Dr. Hortibookv, Leeward whyles, against my
will, I took a bicker.

Bicker 'bi-kai;, v. Forms: 4-5 bi-, byker(e,

4 bi-, bykkir, -yr, 4-6 beker, -ir, 5 bekyre, bikre,

bickre, bycoer, -ker, bykre, -kir, bykker, -kyr,



BICKEREH.

byger, 6 becker, bikker, -ar, 5- bicker. [See

BlCKKB S/'.]

1. intr. To skirmish, exchange blows ;
to fight.

1330 R. BRUNNK Chron. 256 pan is tyme to bikere with he

kyng of France. 1393 LANGL./
3
. /Y.C.xxm. 78Ther toabyde

and bykere ajeyns beliales children, c 1440 Promp. Pan'.

36 Bekeryn or fyghtyn, pugno, dimico. 1630 J. TAYLOR

(Water P.) Wks. I. 100/1, I have bickered with the French

at Brest and Deepe. 1635 N. R. tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz.

in. 231 After they had bickered together a little while, .and

neither of them hurt, they dranke a carowse and so parted
friends. 1848 KINGSLEY Saint's Trag. n. xi. 138 Slaughtered

bickering for some petty town.

f b. Said esp. of archers and slingers, before

battle was joined. 06s.

1:1400 Destr. Troy xvn. 7400 Paris .. With his bowmen
full bold bykrit with the grekes. 1:1470 HENRY Wallace

iv. 556 Ynglis archaris . . Amang ye Scottis bykkeryt with

all thair mycht. c 1505 DUNBAR Gold. Terge 194 Thay . .

bikkerit vnabaisitly : The schour of arowis rappit on as

rain. CIS34 U.Pol, t-'erg. Eng. Hist. (1846) I. 67 Bee fore

hand strokes thei firste bickered with dartes and slinges.

C. fig.
1593 Bacchus Bouiitie in /far/. Misc. (1809) II. 264 Bicker-

ing with the broth of bountiful! Bacchus. 1647 W. BROWNE
Pole.r. u. 46 They (passions] have not such ability as to

bicker with absence.

f2. trans. To attack with repeated strokes ; esp.

to assail with missiles. Obs.

1352 MINOT Poems 51 A bore es bqun Sow to biker. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce IX. 152 Thair archaris . . thai send To bykkir
thame. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10685 pan he braid out a brand,
bikrid hym hard, a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. xix, The busch-

ment haill about him brak And bikkerit him with bowis.

3. intr. To dispute, quarrel, wrangle.
01450 Chester PL (1847) II. 51 All againste us boote he

not to becker. 1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair v. iii, You'd
have an ill match on't, if you bicker with him here. 1641
MILTON Cli. Discip. n. Wks. (1851) 46 Though their Mer-
chants bicker in the East Indies. 1753 Miss COLLIER Art
Torment. 157 To keep on bickering on this irksome sub-

ject, till you have put her in a passion. 1859 TENNYSON
Enid 1174 Tho' men may bicker with the things they love.

4. transf. Applied to the making of any rapidly

repeated noisy action, suggesting the showering
of blows, as the brawling of a rapid stream over

a stony channel, the pattering of rain, etc.

1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. iii. 26 Glittering streamlets

of the glen, Where bickers the burnie. 1855 TENNYSON
Brook 26 And sparkle out among the fern, To bicker down
a valley. 1874 HOLLAND Mistr. Manse1 v. 33 The swallow

bickered 'neath the eaves.

b. Sc. To make a short quick run
; describing

the rapid vigorous action of the feet. Cf. pelt, she.p.

1792 BURNS Wks. II. 404 The dreary glen through which

the herd-callan maun bicker. 1879 JAMIESON s. v., I met
him coming down the gait as fast as he could bicker.

5. poet. Applied to the quick movement of flame

and light: To flash, gleam, quiver, glisten, ^.flicker.
1667 [see BICKERING///, a. 3]. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab ix.

154 The restless wheels. .Whose flashing spokes Bicker and

burn to gain their destined goal. 1827 KEBLE Clir. Y. Ma.

trim., Those fires That bicker round in wavy spires. 1859
TENNYSON Enid 1298 She saw Dust, and the points of

lances bicker in it. 1876 BROWNING 1'acchiarotto 150 And
bicker like a flame.

Bickerer (bi-k3raj\ [f. prec. + -ER 1
.]

161 1 COTGR., Escarmouchcur, a bickerer, skirmisher. 1755

inJoHNSON.

Brokering, vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. -I- -ING 1

.]

1. Skirmishing, a skirmish.

1297 R. GLOUC. 540 Ther was ofte bituene horn gret biker-

ing. 1494 FABYAN vil. 373 Atwene theym were had many
bykeringes and skyrmysshes. 1530 PALSGR. 197 Beckeryng,
scrimysshe. 1622 HEYLIN Cosmogr. n. (1682) 198 The first

bickering between the Soldiers of Caesar and Pompey.
1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. n. Wks. (1851) 55 Then was the

Warr shiverd . . into small frayes and bickerings, a 1763
BYROM 3 Black Crows 19 Disputes of ev'ry size . . from

bick'ring, up to battle. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876)
I. iv. 229 Smaller wars and bickerings still went on.

2. \Vordy sparring, wrangling, altercation.

1573 G. HARVEY Letter-pit. (1884) 5 Ful oft hath he bene
at gud whot bickerings with sum others. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. VI, I. i. 144 If I longer stay, We shall begin our

ancient bickerings. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 54 The
Tears a poor Wife might shed in matrimonial Bickerings.
1821 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1867) I. 349 The parchment bicker-

ings of Doe and Roe. 1882 E. GOSSE Cray iv. 81 The . .

bickering which went on in the combination-room.

Brokering, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2.]

1. That bickers ; wrangling, contentious.

1808 J. BARI.OW Columb. x. 60 With bickering strife in-

flame theirfurious bands. 1811 SCOTT Roderick I. xxxv, From
court intrigue, from bickering faction far. 1843 CARLYLE
Past ff Pr. (1858) 80 Such waste-bickering Saxondom.
2. That makes a bickering sound.

1789 D. DAVIDSON Seasons 156 (JAM.) The once bick'ring
stream, .low-growling, runs. 1821 JOANNA BAILLIE Elder

vii. 3 Rattle the windows withTree xvii. 3 ] i bickering hail.

3. Coruscating, flashing, quivering.
1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 767 Smoak and bickering flame,

and sparkles dire. 1786 tr. Beckfonfs 1 'at/iek\ 1868) i i2Tlieir

bickering sabres. 1825 SCOTT Talism. (18541 475 Spread
not the flax before a bickering torch. 1876 FARRAR Marll>.

Serm. xxxiv. 343 Who . . played with the red fire and the

bickering flames.

Bickerment (brkaimentX [f. as prec. +

-MENT.] = BICKERING ;b.
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1586 WEBBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 46 Dreery byckerments
of warres. 1682 HUNYAN Holy War 91. 25 Thus the bicker-

ment went awhile : at last theypassed from words to blows.

1876 BLACKIE Songs Rclig. ff Life 142 The priesthood, .rent

the ears O' the fevered time with fretful bickerment.

Bickem (bi'kajn). Forms : 6 byoorne, 8

bickhorn, 9 bickorne, 7- bickern. [a. F. bi-

gorne (
= Sp. vigornia, It. bicornia] : L. bicorma,

pi. of bicornis two-horned, f. bi- two + cornu

horn.] orig. An anvil with two projecting taper

ends ;
later (under the influence of popular ety-

mology ;
see BEAK-IKON) applied to : One such

taper end of an anvil.

1547 SALESBURY Welsh Diet., Eingion gyrioc, a bycorne.

1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (1703) 3 A Black Smith's Anvil

. .is sometimes made with a Pike, or Bickern, or Beak-iron,

at one end of it. 1781 J. T. DILLON Trar. Spain 145 They
have no other word in the Spanish language for a bickhorn,

or a bench vice, than Vigornia. 18x4 Arckzol. XVII. 292
And nails with a bickorne.

Bickiron, obs. form of BEAK-IRON.

Bi-clagged, -dart, -clepe, come, etc. : see

BE-CLAUGKD, etc.

Bicolligate (baikjrlig^O, a. [f. Bi-/?Y/.
2 2 +

COLLIGATE, ad. L. colligStus bound together.] In

Ornith. of the anterior toes of birds : United by
a basal web ; web-footed. 1847 in CRAIG.

Bicoloured,-ooneave,-vex: seeBi-/>r/
2
1, 2.

Biconjugate (bsik^ndgWg/t), a. [f. fti-pref?
2 + CONJUGATE, ad. L. conjtigatus united, paired.]

Twice paired : applied e.g. in Bot. to a petiole

that forks twice.

1847 in CRAIG. 1880 GRAY Bot. Text-lk. 398.

Bicoi'Jl :bai-k(7Jn ,
a. ;and sb.} [ad. L. bicornis

two-horned, f. bi- two + cornu horn, prong.]
A. adj. Having two horns or horn-like pro-

cesses. B. sb. A two-horned animal ; cf. unicorn.

[1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. S-upp., Bicortie us, or two-horned

bone, in anatomy, the same with the os hyoides.] 1823 LAMB

Elia, I'is. Horns, Bicorns, Tricorns, and so on up to Mine-

corns. 1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. t, Phys. IV. 209 The di-

vided and bicorn uterus. 1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 426
Rhinoceros Etruscus is aUo bicorn.

t Bico'rne. Obs. rare- '. In 5 byoorne. [a.

OF. bicornc : L. bicorn-is (see prec.) two-pronged

(fork).] A two-pronged fork, a pitchfork.
^1420 Pallad. i. 1161 Crookes, adses and bycornes.

Bicorned (.bsi-tyund'', a. [see -ED.]
= BICORN.

1606 SYLVESTER CohiwHes'Wks. 1879 I. 379 In form ofRam
with golden Fleece they put The bi-corn'd Sigrie. a 1652

BROME To Potting Pr. (R.) Your body being revers'd did

represent (Being forked) our bicorned government. 1859
TODD Cycl. V. 614 The. .In-corned condition of the uterus.

BicornOUS (bsikjT'jnas', a, [f.
as prec. + -oi's.]

Two-horned ;

= BICORN.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. (1650) 263 The letter Y,

or bicornous element of Pythagoras. 1690 R.VY Philos. Lett.

(1718) 232 Alpinum luteum is. .only bicornous. 1851 BAL-

FOUR Bot. 625.

Bicornute (bsi-k^mi/rt), a. [f. Bi- preff i +

COHNUTE, ad. L. cornntns horned.] = BICORN.
1880 in GRAY Bot. Text-Ik. 398. 1881 Jrnl. Linn. Soc.

XVIII. 312 The peculiar bicornute labellum.

Bicorporal, -ate, -eal: see ~&\- prefP i.

Bicrenate {bai|kn
-

nit), a. Bot. [f. Bi-/?r/.2

3 + CRENATE.] Of (leaf-) margins : Crenate or

scolloped, with the scollops themselves crenate.

1835 LINDLF.Y Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 358. 1870 BENTLEY
Bot. 152.

Bicrescentic, -cristate: see BT- /><?/'- 2.

Bicrural (b3i|kru-ral), a. [f.
Bi- pref?. 1 +

CRURAL, f. L. criis (crftr-) leg.] Two-legged.
1847 in CRAIG.

Bicuspid (baikzrspid), a. and sl>. [f.
L. bi-

two + cuspid-em point, spike, CfSP.] A. adj.

Having two cusps or points. B. sb. A premolar
tooth in man. Bicu'spidate [see -ATE]

= prec. adj.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. II. 533/1 From being
more decidedly divided into two lips [this valve of the heart]

is termed bicuspid. 1873 MIVART Elem. Anat. vii. 252 The
fourth and fifth teeth of the lower jaw are called bicuspid
molars. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. S-urg. 1 . 579 The enamel

on the bicuspid. 1847 CRAIG, Bicnspidate, having two

points. 1870 HOOKLK Stud. Flora 417 Beak bicuspidate.

Bi-cweBe, obs. form of BEQUEATH.

Bicycle (bsi-sik'l), sb. [mod. f. {first in Fr.) Bl-

pref.2 II. + Gr. KUKA.O? circle, wheel.] A machine

for rapid riding, consisting of a saddle-seat sur-

mounting two wheels, to which the rider commu-
nicates motion by means of treadles ;

a two-

wheeled velocipede.
1868 Daily Neivs 7 Sept., Bysicles and trysicles which we

saw in the Champs Elysdes and Bois de Boulogne this

summer. 1869 MRQ. HARTINGTON in Daily News 14 May,
The practice of riding or driving upon bicycles does not form

any part of the examination of the Civil Service Com-
missioners. 1882 Pall Mall G, 20 June 5/2 The bicycle trade

is particularly brisk.

Bi'cycle, v.
[f. prec.] To ride on a bicycle.

1869 [cf. BICYCLING]. 1883 Harper's Mag. Apr. 692/2

Many enterprising souls, .would have, .bicycled, or canoed.

Hence Bi'oycler, Bicyclian, Si-cycling.
1869 Latest News 5 Sept. 15 (paragraph heading}, Bicy-

cling. 1876 B. RICHARDSON in Good Wds. 716 Rowing,
or gymnastics, or bicycling. 1880 Scribn. Mag. Feb. 497

BID.

Bicyclers sped along its shore. 1880 J. G. DALTON Lyra
Bicyclica, Bicyclian bards. 1884 Harpers Mag, Jan. 304/2

You wish to be a bicycler.

Eicyclic (baisi-klik), a. [f.
BICYCLE sb. + -ic.J

Of or connected with bicycles. So Bioyclical.

1876 Daily Kcws 8 Nov. 5/3 Parties of bicyclic enthusiasts.

Bi'cyclism. [see -ISM.] The practice or art

of bicycling.
1876 WorldV. 12 That tie pins ultra of snobbishness

bicydism. 1881 Philada. Rec. No. 3466. 2 Great and valu.

able principles are emphasized by bicyclism.

Bicyclist (bai-siklist). [see -1ST.] One who
rides a bicycle.
1876 Daily Ne-ivs 8 Nov. 5/2 Bicyclists sometimes make

themselves a dangerous nuisance. 1881 Philada. Rec. No.

3466. 2 The bicyclist realizes, .the old myth of the Centaur.

Bicycular (baisi-kiwlai'.a. [f. BICYCLE, after

vehicular] Of the nature of a bicycle or pertain-

ing to bicycling.
1869 Set. American 20 Feb. 117 Her skilful management

of the bicycular velocipede. 1886 Cyclist 21 Apr. 618/2

Matters bicycular appear to be progressing . . in Norway.

Bid bid), v. sir. Pa. t. bad bade, (bsed),

bid. Pa. pple. bidden, bid. Here there are

combined two originally distinct verbs ;
viz.

A. Btodan
; beden, bede. Forms : I tteodan,

2-3 beoden, 3-5 beden, 3-6 bede, 4-5 beede,

7 dial. bede. Pa. t. sing, i be"ad, 2-3 bead, 2-4

bed, 3-4 bedd, 4-5 bede; also 3-6 bod, 4-6
bode. //. I budon, 2~3buden; also 3-4 bedde(n,

4 bede, beode, 5 beede ;
also 3-4 boden, 5-6

bode. Pa. pple. 1-6 boden, 4 -in, -un, 4-5 -yn,

bode, 5 bodden, -yn, 6 bouden, bod, 9 dial.

bodden, Si. budden.
B. BidJan ; bidden, bidde ;

biJ. Forms : i

biddan, 2-5 bidden, (2-3 biden. 3 bedden),

3-6 bidde, 4-6 bydde, ',4 bedde. bide), 4-5

bidd, 4-6 byd, (5 byde), 4- bid. Pa. t. sing, i

beed, 2-9 bad, 3-5 badd, 4 baad, 4-6 badde,

(6 Sc. bald), 4- bade ;
also 3-6 bed, 4 bedd, 5

bede, Sc. baide
;
also 6 bidde, bydd, 7-9 bid.

pi. I beedon, 2-3 beden, 3-5 bede
;
also 3 bad-

den, 45 baden, 4-9 bad, bade; also 6-9 bid.

Pa. ffie. 1-5 beden, 3-5 -in, -yn, ;y)bede, 4-5
bedun, 4 bedd

; 3- bidden, (4 -in, 5 bed,

byden, 6 bad), 7-9 bid.

[A. OE. bcodan, bead, budon, boden,
- OS. biodan

(MDu. and Du. biedett), OHG. biotan ;MHG. and

mod.G. bietett), ON. in'oSa, (ioth. innJan (pa. t.

baup, budum, pple. budans' : OTeut. *beudan ' to

stretch out, reach out, offer, present,' hence 'to

communicate, inform, announce, proclaim, com-

mand '

; pre-Teutonic *bheudh-, cogn. with Skr.

budh to present, and perh. with Gr. uvO- for ifuS-)

in m6ia6cu 'to inform oneself.' From the pa. pple.

boden was derived the sb. boda messenger, whence

the vb. bodian to BODE, announce. The normal

ME. forms were bede(n, pa. t. bead, bed, beed, pi.

buden, pa. pple. boden. But by form-levelling, the

pa. t. had also pi. beden, bai(e from the sing. : and

later also botl(e, by assimilation to the pa. pple.

B. OE. bidJan, bxd, bxdum, Mfr, = OS. biddian

(MDn. and Du. bit/Jen), OHG. and mod.G. bitten,

ON. bitlja, Goth, bidjan (pa. t. baf>, bid-urn, pple.

bidans) : OTeut. *bidjan, assigned to a pre-

Teutonic *bhedh- ' to press
'

(cf. Skr. badhate to

press), whence the senses
'

to ask pressingly, beg,

pray, require, demand, command.' (Osthoff would

connect bidjan with Gr. TTEI'AU.) The normal ME.
forms were biddeji, pa. t. bad, pi. beadcn, bede(n,

pa. pple. beden. By form-levelling the pa. t. had

also occasionally sing, bead, bed, becd, and at length

pi. baden, bade, bad; and the pa. pple. became

bidden, whence also a later pa. t. bid.

C. Thus the sense 'command' had been de-

veloped in both verbs already in OE. The past
tenses were further confused in form in ME. The
result was the frequent substitution of the forms

of one verb for the other, in other senses also, and

their total confusion after 1400-1500. As a whole,

the forms of biddan, bid are those which survive

in literary Eng., but in the dialects these are quite

mixed, in such conjugations as bid, bad or bod,

bodden or budden. Senses survive from both verbs,

though mostly archaic, or in certain unanalysed

phrases, as to 'bid farewell,' 'bid a truce,' 'bid

fair '; the chief modern use is that of ' bid at an

auction,'
' bid for voles or support.' which belongs

to bede. The senses of 'invite' and 'order' are in

every-day use in the north, but archaic in southern

speech, where ' bid him do it
'

is regularly made
'
tell him to do it." Particular forms of the pa. t.

and pa. pple. are preferred with particular senses.]

A. Senses originating from OE. btodan, ME.

bede, but taking eventually the form bid).
The Me quotations are marked o, the lid quotations j3.
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I. To offer, present.

t 1. trans. To offer. Obs. in the general sense.
o. a. 1000 C&dmoris Gen. (Gr.) 2435 Hafa arna bane ftara,
3e 5u unc bude. c iooo >ELFRIC /?*/, xx. 10 Beod him aerest
sibbe. a 1225 After. R. 156 Heo wule . . asein be smitare
beoden uorS hire cheoken. a 1240 Urcisun in Cott. Horn.
201 pu beodest bin elning al wiS-ute bone, c 1250 Cc. <^-

Ex. 1069 Loth hem bead is dojtres two. a 1300 Cursor M.
12360 Leons. .bede til him bus bairseruise. c 1386 CHAUCER
Clerkes T. 304 Thilk honour that ye me bede. c 1440 York
Myst. ix. 170 Som bote us bede.

. ci25o 6V. # .r. 2653 He bad Sis child brennen to
colen. c 1430 How Gd. Wijf ^att^te p. 32 in Babees Bk.
(1868) 39 If ony man biddij? f>e worschip, and wolde wedde
bee. ci43S Terr. Portugal 794 A knyghtes dowghttyr
wase hym bed.

f b. intr. with dative infin. Obs.
a. <zii25 Ancr. R. 390 He . . bead for to makien hire

cwene of al bet he ouhte.

t C. spec, (trans.} To offer (treatment) ; intr. to

offer to act. Obs. With dat. of person.
a. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 pet uuilc mon seal beoden oSre

alswa he wile bet me him beode. 1314 Chart, in Arnold
Chron. t I nyl suffer, y' ony man you any wrongis beed.

2. trans, f To bid ^any one) battle, arms : to offer

battle to, challenge to fight. Obs. To bid defiance
(still in use). (With pa. t. bade, pple. bidden?)
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 7472 Ilk da! he come .. and batail

bede [v.r. bed, bedd] wib sli[k] manace. c 1330 A', of Tars
1018 Uppon the soudan thei beode bataile. f 1450 LONE-
LICH Grail K\\\. 517 Asens the miscreantz bataille to bede.

B. 1570 Marr. IVit. $ Sc. iv. i. in Hazl. Dodsl. II. 364
When you feel yourself well able to prevail, Bid you the
battle. 1590 MARLOWE -2nd Pt. Tamburl. \\. ii, An hundred
Kings, .will bid him arms. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit, vn,
xlv. 371 Edmund . . two dayes after at Brentford bad them
battaile. 1626 MASSINGER Rom. Act. iv. i, We, undaunted
yet . . bid defiance To them and fate. 1639 FULLER HolyWar n. xxxvi. (1840) 98 Whom he bade battle, and got the

day. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 15 That spirit which
had bidden defiance to. .the House of Valols.

f b. ellipt. To challenge, defy. Obs.
a. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vn. 103, I trow he suld be hard

to sla, And he war bodyn all evynly.
t c. To bid the base : to challenge to a run at

prisoners' base
; hence fig. Obs. See BASE sb?

#. 1591 SHAKS, Two Gent. i. ii. 98 Indeede I bid the base
for Protheus.

3. trans. To offer (a certain price) for, to offer

as a price one is prepared to givey^r. (Sometimes
with dative obj. of person : 'you bid me too little.')

II In this sense the pa. t. and pa. pple. are now
bid

; Scotch writers retain the past, bad, bade> used

by Dr. Johnson.
a. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 213 pe sullere loueS his bing

dere . . pe be^er bet litel bar fore. 1297 R. GLOUC. 378 He
sette hys londes to ferine wel vaste Wo so mest bode yore.

#. c 1470 HENRY Wallace n. 38 For a strak he bad hym
grottis thre. 1530 PALSGR. 454/2 You bydd me money and
fayre wordes. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \\. ii. 372 There was. .no
mony bid for argument. a 1704 T. BROWN Two Oxf.
Scholars Wks. 1730 I. 9 If I . . farm out my Tythes, my
Parishioners will bid me half the worth of them. 1751
JOHNSON Rambl. No. 161 no [They] bade her half the price
she asked. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Each $ Allm. 37 Starving
thousands . . bid their labour against one another for bread.
Mod. Who bids five shillings for this lot?

b. intr. (eltipt.} To offer (any one) a price, to

make an offer (for a thing^, as ' to bid at an auc-
tion.' To bid against (a person) : to compete with

(him) in offers. Often Jig. as in
' to bid for the

Irish vote.' Also with indirect pass., To be bid

for ; and with complemental object, To bid (a

thing) up : to raise its price by successive bids.
. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. \\\. vii. 71, I bid for you, as I do

buy. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. I. 90 Masters bid against
one another in order to get workmen. 1777 SHERIDAN Sch.
Scand. v. iii, I stood a chance of . . being knocked down
without being bid for. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 669
The intolerant king and the intolerant church were eagerly
bidding against each other for the support of the party.
1851 J. M. WILSON Tales Border XX. 256 Some other in-

dividuals bade, and the bodes had arrived at ,14,000. 1864
BURTON Scot. Abr. 11. 264 They bade them up until they
reached 10,000 livres.

4. intr. To bid fair : to offer with reasonable

probability, to present a fair prospect, seem likely.

Orig. with for and object ; now also with infin.

(With pa. t. bade, pa. pple. bidden?)
j8. 1646 S. BOLTON A rraignm. Err. 360 Two things would

bid fair for it, if not wholly accomplish this desired ac-
commodation. 1738 J. KEILL^W/W. CEcon. 14 The Bones of
alt the Parts, .seem to bid the fairest for Solidity. 1786 T.

JEFFERSON Corr. (1830) 4 The present reign bids fair to be
a long one. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.(\%j6) Ill.xiv. 334
The proposed expedition, .bade fair to be successful.

II. To announce, proclaim, threaten.

f 6. To proclaim, announce. Obs. exc. in one or

two arch, phrases, as *to bid the saints' days ':

see 1725. In Bid the banns, it is doubtful whether
the original sense was 'proclaim,' or ' ask* as in 7 ;

the phrase seems to go back only to the i6th c.,

and thus exists only in the # form.
a. i/ 1000 Guthlac (Gr.) 716 Geacas gear budon. c 1340

Cursor M. 13363 (Fairf.), A bridale was her bodin an. 1398
TREVISA Bartk. De P. Jf.xii. viii, [The stork] is messanger
of spryngynge tyme, and in hire comynge sche bedejj [1535
tokeneth, Lat. pnedicat] nouelte of tyme. .1440 Morte
Artk. (Roxb.) 2 A turnement the kinge !ett bede.

y3. 1483 Cath. An&l. 31 To byde halydayes, Indicerc.

1599 lit 1
. HALL Sat. iv. i. 124 Go bid the baines and point

the bridall day. 1622 SPARROW Bk. Com. Praytr(\f&\) 150
Upon the Sundaies before these Fasts, the Priests . . bid
the solemn Fast. 1735 POPE Odyss.xvn. 148 The herald . .

To bid the banquet interrupts their play. 1725 tr. Dupin's
Eccl. Hist. i6M C. I. v. 67 This Custom of bidding the Pass-
over on the Day of the Epiphany. 1603 Const. $ Canons
Ch. Eng. 64 Ministers solemnly to bid Holy-days.

t b. To proclaim, declare, threaten (war). Obs.

Preserved in to bid a truce (\njig. sense).
a. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 49 Now is Eilred biried, bat

mykelle wo beade [/r/M/bade].
p. c 1590 ist Pt. Jeronimo in Dodsley (1780) III. 77,

I bid you sudden wars. 1596 CHAPMAN Iliad i. 155, I was
not injur'd so liy any Trojan, that my powers should bid
them any blows. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in Azt. iii, At this

late hour, When even I shall bid a truce to thought.

\ 6. To make known, indicate, declare. Obs.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 8026 (Gott.*, pat stede Pat him was

bodin in his bede. .1450 Syr Gener. 1160 The Quene ..

most nede To Generides nir folie bede.

B. Senses originating from OE. biddan, (after-

wards occasionally expressed by forms from bede].

III. To ask pressingly.
7. To ask pressingly, beg, entreat, pray.

T" a. trans, with ace. of person and genitive of

thing ;
with dative of person and ace. of thing ;

passing into two objects. Obs.

^893 K. ALFRED Oros. vi. xxxiv. 4 Hi hiene baedon

ryhtes jeleafan and fulwihtes ba:3es. 971 Blickl. Horn. 21

Ne bidden we urne Drihten by.ses la:nan welan. a iooo
Andreas iGr.) 353 pa . . Andreas ongann merelio^ndum
miltsa biddan. c lift Lamb. Horn. 13 }e. .helpes

me biddaS.
r izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 139 A maiden bad tekmgehis heued.
c 1305 Sf. Edivard in E. E. P. (1862) 106 Me ne scholde him

Doping bidde.

b. To press, entreat, beg, ask, pray (a person).
Const, for a thing, or inf., sitbord. cl.t or object sen-

tence
;
also simply, to pray to (God, saints, etc.).

(iooo Ags. Gosp. John iv. 31 His leorning-cnihtas nine
bccdon [Knshw. bedon] and bus cwrudon. f

1^175
Lamb.

Horn. 17 Bide hine luueliche btt he be do riht. 11240
Lofsong in Lamb. Horn. 207 Ich bide be . . bi be bornene

crununge. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2509 For godes luue get bid
ic gu . . wi5 gu ben mine bones boren. 1297 R. GLOUC. 337
Icham Swythyn, warn bou byst. a 1300 E, E. Psalter Q\[\\.

19 And a kalf in Oreb maked bai, And baden be grave.
c 1300 Bcket 1085 And wepinge ech halewe bad : hir help
forto beo. ^1314 Guy ll'ar~,v. <MS. A.) 1628 Ich be bidde,
par charite pat (?ou this bodi vnder-fo. c 1374 CHAUCER
Troylus in. 826, I bidde god I neuere mot haue loye.

f*
c. To ask, beg (a thing) ;

to ask, beg, or pray
for. Const, simply, or of, from a person, etc. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 21 Se biinda . . basd his eajena leohtes.
( iooo A^s. Gosp. Luke xiv. 32 He sent aerynd-racan and
bitt sibbe. Matt. xx. 20 Sum binge fram him biddende.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hom, 103 Forlet bine sunnes . . and bide
milce berof. c 1250 G<fn. <y Ex. 301 1 Moyses bad meSe here
on. ' 1300 Beket 1678 Thider ich wole wende And bidde
mi mete for Godes love. ^1330 Roland <y \f. 534 Roland . .

PO bad leue to fijt. ^1340 Cursor M. 19054 (Trin.) He bad
of hem som gode. < 1420 Chron. Vilod. 65, To haue of God
what yl he bedde. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis xi. xv. 55, I ask
na trophe . . Nothir byd I therof spulge nor renown. [1678
PHILLIPS App., To Bid a boon told word), to ask a Boon.)

f d. intr. To beg, entreat, pray ;
to offer prayer.

Const, simply, for a person or thing, subord. cl.

or with so, thus, etc. Obs.

071 Blickl. Horn. 19 He . . ^corner ba;d baet Hailend him
miltsade. c\vj$Lamb. Horn. 17 Bide for him duwamliche.
Ibid. 167 He is wis be beet and bit and bet bi-fore dome.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 228 Ure Louerd sulf . . teche5 us to bidden,
' Et ne nos inducas in tentationem.' c 1300 Beket 423 We
biddeth nigt and dai For the. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vn. 68
He bat beggeth or bit but if he haue nede, He is fals. 1387
TREVISA Higden (1865) I. 115 Criste went ynne ful ofte for
to bidde and praye. c 1400 Prymcr in Maskell Mon. Kit.
II. ii Prele for the peple : bidde for the clergie. 1458 in

Dont. Archil. III. 43 Now every good body that gothe on
this brige, Bid for the barbour gentil Jeffray.

t e. trans, (with cognate obj.) To bid a bene,

bone, bede, prayer, etc. : orig. to pray, or offer

a prayer ; later
'

to move the people to join in

prayer/ as in BIDDING PRAYER, arch.

<:ii75 Lamb. Horn. 67 Hu magen heo bidden eni bene.
c 1305 St. Christoph. 71 in E. E. P. (1862) 61 pu most . . to
churche go : &bi beden bidde also. ^1375 WVCLIF Serm.
Sel. Wks. II. 270 Men bidden to God "per preier. .1386
CHAUCER Milleres T. 455 Stille he sitt, and biddeth his

preyere. c 1400 ROM. Rose 7374 A peire of bedis eke
she bere Upon a lace, alle of white threde, On which
that she her bedes bede. c 1420 Avotv. Artk. xiii, To
Jhesu a bone he bede. 1535 COVERDALE Jer. vii. 16 Thou
shall nether geue thankes, nor byd prayer for them.
1562 J. HEYWOOD Frov. fy Epigr. (1867) 108 Commaundid
By his Curate his pater noster to bid. 1621 BOLTON Stat.
Irel. 134 (Act 28 Hen. VI1I\ [They] shall bid the beades
in the English tongue. 1764 GRAY in Mason /.i^ (ed.2) 381
And bidding his beads for the souls of his benefactors.
[*&S9 JEPHSON Brittany \\. 15, I observed persons 'bidding
their beads,' or engaged in silent devotion.]
a. Forms from OE. beoden. Obs.
cixso Gen. % Ex. 3169 Quat-so he boden .. Egipte folc

hem lenen oat. a 1300 Leg. J?dwf(i8fl) 22 Bede him bat
ich deie mote. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 29 pat he wild bede
his bone, vntille >e Trinite. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. ix. 96
5if Dobest beede [v. r. bede. bidde] for [hem], c 1380 WYCLIF
Wks. 11880) 167 Bi louynge & bedynge as who wold selle a
worldly bing. c 1440 Morte A rth. (Roxb.) 90 An holy man
had boddyn that bone. 1691 RAY N. C. Words, Bid, Bedc

t

to pray.
8. To ask (any one) to come, to invite (to a

feast, wedding, burial, etc.). arch, but common
dial.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 414 Ane beggare..bet bede men to feste.

n 1300 Cursor M. 7250 Sampson was to be bridal bedd.

ri3oo K. Alis. 5823 Alisaundre, and his meygnee, Comen,
and badden hem entree. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. in. 56 Al be
riche retynaunce. .Were bede [v.r. beden, ibede, boden] to
bat brudale. 1483 CatA. Angl. 31/1 To byd to mete, Ittvi-

tare. 1577 NORTmtoaEE^Timif(1843) 102 They vsed com-
monly to bidde their guestes a whole yeare before. 1580
BARET Ah>. B 644, I was bidde to an other place to dinner.
1611 BIBLE, Zeph.\. 7 He hath bid his ghests. Luke xiv.

9 He that bade thee and him. 1632 BROME North. Lasse
I. i. I hope you'l see our Marriage. I sent indeed to bid

you. <zx8io TANNAHILL Kebbuckston Wed., I'se warrant
he's bidden the half of the parish. 1842 TENNYSON Sisters

iii, I made a feast
;

I bad him come.
The double sense of bid is played on in Shirley's Wedding

i. i, where Belface asks his servant Isaac whether he has in-

vited the guests : Isaac. I have commanded most o' them.

Belf. How, sir? Isaac. I have bid them, sir.

a. Forms from OE. beoden. Obs.
r.-i2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 159 We ben alle boden bider.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. 11. 54 Alle be riche retenauns . . were
boden [i'.r. bede, a-bede] to be bridale. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 209/2 Gladder therof than he were boden to a
feste. 1541 ELYOT Image Gov. 96 She bode the emperour
unto a supper. 1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg, de Invent. 11. vi.

45 b, He was boden to a banket. 1864 ATKINSON Waitoy
Gloss, s.v. Bid, I nivver was bodden.

9. In to bid welcome^ adieu, farewell^ good fye,

good morning, the original notion was probably
that of 'pray,' 'invoke,' or 'wish devoutly'; the

phrases are now used without analysis, 'bid' being
little more than =

'say, utter, express.'
a 1300 Cursor M. 15060 [Vr lauerd] biddes be welcum

hame. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowle n. Ixv. (1859' 59> I Dad
hym adyeu. 1485 CAXTON St. Wenefryde 9 She toke leue
of this holy man and bad hym fare well. 1379 SPENSER
Shtph. Cat. Sept. i, I bidde her God day. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. //, i. iv. 32 A brace of Dray-men bid God speed him
well. 1632 MILTON L'Allegro 46 At my window bid good
morrow. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 27 p 4 He'll bid adieu to
all the Vanity of Ambition. 1844 Mem. Babylonian Pr'cess
II. 311, I now. .respectfully bid the British public farewell.

a. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso vn. xiii. nq, I bod the court fare-

well.

C. Senses originating independently from the

two verbs. (Now referred in form to biddan.)
IV. To command, enjoin.

10. To command, enjoin, order, tell with autho-

rity. (Still literary; also in every-day use in the
north

;
but in the south colloquially expressed by

tell, as 'tell him to sit down,' for 'bid him sit

down.')
a. with personal obj. (sometimes absent), and

clause with that, or object sentence.
a. 9.71 Blickl. Hom. 15 pa fore-ferendan him budon bst

He swigade. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vi. xxiv. (14951
215 It is boden that they, .sholdenot slepe. 1598 SYLVESTER
Du Bartas (1608) 385 And then he bod . . That daily once
they all should march the round About the city.

$. c iooo ^LLFRIC E.v. xxxiii. 12 Du bitst me bzt ic Isede
ut tis folc. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hom. 41 He. .bit us. .bat we
shule bis notien. 1297 R. GLOUC. 29 Ich bidde be Sey me
al clene bin herte. a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS.
2 He byddes . , bat bay here and lere bise ilke sex thynges.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. 50 Another [commandment] bydes
thou shall not swere. a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 89 The
same Pope ordeyned and badde that so yt shulde be done.
x$93 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. i. 164 Obedience bids I should not
bid agen.

b. with personal obj., and infin.

a. c 1200 Trin, Coll. Hom. 87 J>is Ia5e sette ure drihten
bi be patriarche abraham, and bed him holden hit. c 1250
Gen. <y Ex. 3544 Aaron and vr . . boden hem swilc Showtes
leten. a 1300 K. Horn 504 Horn he dubbede to kni^te . .

And bed Him beon a god kni3t. ^1375 WYCLIF Serm.
Sel. Wks. I. 259 As God hab bodyn hem to do. c 1400 Destr.

Troy n. 389 The Kyng . . Bede his doughter come downe.
1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxtoni Dictes 57 He that wil holde his

peas till he be boden speke is to be preysed. 1529 MORE
Com/, agst. Trib. iv. Wks. 263/1 Who hath not bod them
do wel. 1592 WARNER Alb. Eng. vm. xli, 199 He bod me
buy thy loue.

)3 . c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 109 Godes lage bit ec mon wurSie
efre his feder and his moder. nzoo Trin. Coll. Hom. 139
pe king . .bad binden him ' and don him into prisune. a 1300
Cursor M. 3177 pe angel, .bade him. .tak A scepe his sacri-

fice to mak. 11470 HENRY Wallace iv. 763 He . . baide

hyr haiff no dreide. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 40 The maister
bald the marynalis lay the cabil to the cabilstok. 1581
MARBECK Bk. Notes 91 Christ bidde the Church to baptise
in the name of the Father, the Sonne and the holie Ghost.

1592 SHAKS. ROM. fy Jul. n. v. 83 Thou . . bad'st me bury
Loue. 1684 BUNYAN Filer. 11. 71 [He] bid them turn aside.

1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 171 F 10 He . . bad me cant and
whine in another place. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Briery Cr.
ii.

24_
Bid them begone. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair vii,

Having wakened her bedfellow, and bid her prepare for de-

parture. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvii. 73 The
two Earls were, .bidden to be diligent. 1876 GREEN Short
Hist. i. 3 Custom bade him blow his horn.

c. with the thing bidden as obj., with or without
dative of person. (Formerly used also in sense of
' to order

'

goods, dinner, etc.)
a. c iooo Ags. Gosp. John xv. 17 Das bing ic eow beode ;

baet ge lufion eowjemaenelice. 1393 GOVVER Conf. Prol. 1. 12
When Criste him self hath bode pees, c 1400 Rom. Rose
2721 Whanne Love alle this hadde boden me.

. 071 Blickl. Hom. 39 Ne bced he no bxs forjwn be him
Eenig pearf waere. a 1300 Cursor M. 12639 Pat J>ai comaund
wald or bide . . he dide. c 1375 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks.
II. 229 He is not dispensour of service bat God hab beden.



BID.

1401 Pol. Poems (1859) H. 35 How might ye for shame
pray the pope undo that the Holy Ghost bit. 1559 Mirr.
Afag., Worcester viii, Did execute what euer my king did
byd. 1610 SHAKS. Temp, \. ii. 195 Hast thou, Spirit, Per-
formd to point, the Tempest that I bad thee. 1632 MAS-
SINGER City Mad. in. i, A chapman That in courtesy will

bid a chop of mutton.

d. with personal obj. only ;
treated at length as

the direct obj.
a. c 1430 Life St. Katharine (1884) 19 Than Adrian bap-

tized hir as our lady had bode hym. 1541 ELYOT Image
Gov. (1556) 143 b, So philosophic beadeth you.
#. a 1300 Cursor M. 5202 Quat art bou me beddes sua?

1375 KARUOUR Bruce VI.QI Thai did as he thame biddin had.

1483 Ctitk. Angl. 31/1 To bydde, admoticre. 1535 COVER-
DALE 2 Kings iv. 24 Do as I byd the. 1599 SHAKS. Muck
Ado in. iii. 32 He will not stand when he is bidden. 1601

All's Well iv. ii. 53 He be bid by thee. 1647 SANDEKSON
St'rrti. II. 216 They that were about Him, though bidden
and chidden too, could not hold from sleeping, c 1680
BEVERIDGE Serm. (1729) I. 529 Nobody . . bad him.

e. with no object ; often with so, as, and the
like.

&. a 1000 Beowulf"2467 Druncne dryht-guman d<55 swa
ic bidde. a 1300 Cursor M. 387 He baad, and it was don.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 2069 Haf God in mynde . . Als be

prophet biddes.

f 11. To bid not to do, to forbid, interdict, ban.
a, and j8. c 1400 APol. Loll. 31 As be olde Testament to

be redars, so is bcdun to dekunnis to prech J?e newe. Ibid.

45 Till bu lefe J?is f?at (?u art bodun bi bo bidding of Crist,
what bing bat bu werkyst is vnjjankful to be Holi Goost.
i6zz HEYLIN Cosmogr. in. (1673! 104/2 And by so doing did
bid entrance unto the rest, till it were removed.

t Bid, v.2 Obs. exc. dial. Also bidde. [A
variant of BUD, behod, behoved. Still in mod.Sc.
as a present tense.)]

= Must (by moral obligation,

logical or natural necessity).
a 1300 Haiielok 1733 Of the mete for to telle, Ne of the

metes bidde I nout dwelle; That is the storie for to lenge.
[Mod. Sc. (Roxb.)

' The man bid be a fuil to gang on that

way.'
'
It's a bid-be,' i. e. a must-be, a natural necessity.]

Bid (bid), sb.
[f.

BID vl 3.] The offer of a

price, the amount offered
; spec, at an auction.

1788 T. JEFFERSON Corr. (1830) 342 He. .thought to obtain
a high bid by saying he was called for in America. 1837
Penny Mag. i Apr. 124 The salesman rapidly naming a
lower price until he gets a bid. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle
Tom xii. 101 Half-a-dozen bids simultaneously met the ear
of the auctioneer.

Jig. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. Il.lxxvii. 31 This
time it will be a *

bid
'

between two opposite political parties.

t Bi'd-ale. Obs. Also 5 bede-ale. [See BID
v. 8 and ALE.] An 'ale' or entertainment for

the benefit of some person, to which a general
bidding or invitation was given.
c 1462 in N. $ Q. (1865) VIII. 436/1 None hereafter.. shall

make or procure to be made, any Ale commonly called
' Bede Ale

'

within the lib 1? nor within this Towne. 1534
Act 26 Hen. VIll> vi. ( 5) No person, .shall, .within Wales
. .gather or leuie any Commorth, Bydalle, tenauntes ale, or
other collection or exactions. 1656 BLOUNT, Bid-ale is when
an honest man decayed in his estate is set up again by the
liberal benevolence and contribution of friends at a Feast,
to which those friends are bid or invited. 1733 NEAL
Hist. Purit. II. 246 The Justices assembled at Bndgwater
ordered That no Church Ale, Clerk Ale, or Bid Ale be
suffered. 1857 TOULM. SMITH Parish 504.

Bidaw, early form of BEDAW.
Bi'dcock. 'The Water-rail.' Halliwell.

1613 DRAYTON Polyolb. xxv. 107 The pallat-pleasing Snite
The Bidcocke, and like them the Redshanke.

Biddable (bi-dab'l), a. Also bidable. [f.

BID + -ABLE. Of Scotch origin.] Ready to do
what is bidden, obedient, willing, docile,
1826 J. WILSON Noct. Ainbr. Wks. 1864 I. 259 Judicious,

regular . . and biddable contributors. 1848 DICKENS Dom-
bey fC. D. ed.) 61, 1 never saw a more biddable woman. 1863
H. KntOUJtY&XCVfuAdtf xliv. (1864) 265 A more gentle and
biddable invalid . . can hardly be conceived.

Hence Brddableness, Bi'ddably adv. Sc.

Biddakil, obs. form of BINNACLE.
Biddance (bi-dans). [f. BID v. + -ANCE, Ro-

manic suffix: cf. ABIDANCE.] Bidding, invitation.

marriage to attend.

Bidde, obs. form of BED.

rBidde'liaii, -e'llian, Bidellian. Obs.
exc. Hist. A follower of John Biddle (died 1662),
styled the father of the English Unitarians.
1780 KIPPIS Biogr. Brit. II. 307/2 Hote t The adherents to

Mr. Biddle were called BiddelHans ; but this name was lost
in the more common appellation of Socinians, or, what they
preferred, Unitarians. 1882-3 SCHAFF in llcrsoe's Ewycl.
Rel. Kiunvl. I. 296.

Bidden, pa. pple. of BID and BII>E.

Bidden (bi-d'n), ///. a. [f. BID + -EN
'.]

In-

vited ; commanded, ordered.

1614 KING Vitis Paint. 12 And Christ must bee a bidden
guest. 1637 MILTON Lycidtts 1 18 The worthy bidden guest.
1718 Pan Iliad v. 890 On the bright axle turns the bidden
wheel of sounding brass. 1837 CAKLYLE Fr. Rev.

(1872)
III.

i. i. 2 Where Force is not yet distinguished into Bidden and
Forbidden. 1875 Lane. Gloss. < E. D. S.) 38 Bidden-wedding
(N. LancJ, a wedding to which it was formerly the custom
in North Lane, to invite the whole country-side,

Bidder (bi-dai). [f. BID v. + -KB 1
.]

1 1. One who asks or begs ; bidders and beggars

851

is frequent in P. Plowman, referring to those who
made a trade of begging. Obs.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. Prol. 40 Bidders [?>.r. bydderes] and

Beggers faste a-boute eoden. 1393 Ibid. C. x. 61 Beggers
and bydders beb nat in [bat] bulle.

2. One who commands or orders.

_ 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3679 Onence be bidder It standes
in nede. 1638 SHERWOOD, A bidder, commandenr.
3. One who invites, or delivers an invitation.
1548 UDALL, etc. Krastn. Par. Matt. xxii. 4 They agayne

neglected the bidder. 1705 STANHOPE Faraphr. III. 205On the Bidder's Part every Circumstance conspires to
magnify his Condescension. 1876 U'kitby Gloss. Pref. 9 To
the burying the parish clerk was the usual Bidder.
4. One who makes an offer for a thing, esp. at a

public auction ; alsoy?^. (The usual sense.)
1685 Lond. Gnz. No. 2050/4 The Bidder to advance 6</.

per Gross upon each bidding. 1702 Ibid. No. 3832/4 To bu
sold to the highest Bidder. 1710 STEELE Tatlcr No. 195
P 5 This over-stock of Beauty, for which there are so feu-

Bidders. 1776 GIBBON Dccl. $ F. I. 109 The Roman world
was to be disposed of to the best bidder by public auction.
1868 M. PATTISON Academ. Org. 5. 203 The Universities
will be the only bidders for such eminent qualities.

Biddery, variant form of BIDEI,

Biddikil, obs. form of BINNACLE.

Bidding
1

(brdirj), vbl. sb. [f. Bin v. + -m: 1
.]

1. The offering of a price for an article
;
a bid.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8819 (Gott. i Bot for na biding [r. r. be-

ting, beding, profur] bat bai bide Ne miht bat do it stand in

stede. 1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2050/4 The Bidder to advance
6rf. per Gross upon each bidding. 1863 GKO. ELIOT Komola
(1880) I. i. i. 15 Let me have the bidding for that stained
suit of yours, when you set up a better. 1878 BLACK Gr.
Past. 310 He had listened to one or two of'the biddings.

t 2. The action of asking pressingly, of begging
or requesting ; request, desire, entreaty. Obs.
a 122$ Aucr. R. 108 Er ben bet biddimge arere eni

schaundle. ' 1340 Cursor M. 7131 (Trin.) pat bruyd was of

biddyng bolde, Sampson al be sobe hir tolde. 1340 Ayenb.
104 No bing ne is zuo diere y-boijt ; ase bet me hep be

biddinge.

t 3. The action of praying ; prayer. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. 280 poru byddynge of Seyn Dunston, ys
soule com to blys. 1340 Ayenb. 219 Moyses ouercom
amalec . be his holy biddinges. c 1440 Prontp. Parr. 35
Byddynge or praynge, oracio* dcprecacio^ supplkacio.
4. Invitation, summons.
1810 TANNAHILL Kcbbuckston Wed., We a' got a bidding,

To gang to the wedding. 1869 Tunes 18 Aug., The Pope
sent a bidding to the Patriarch of Constantinople . . the
Patriarch returned a distinct refusal.

attrib, 1863 Miss SEWELL Chr. Names II. 401 The beed-
stick bidding-stick, or summons to the muster.

5. A command, order, injunction. To sit any
ones bidding (Sc.) : to neglect his order to go.
a 1300 Cursor J\f. 3093 pi biding wil we do ful fayn. 1398

TREVISA Rurth. DC P. R. xv. .\xix. (1495) 499 By byddynge
of his fader. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 34 b, I

haue not founde the disobedyent to my byddynges.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well 11. v.Q3, I shall not breake your
bidding, good my Lord. 1634 RUTHERFORD Lett, xliii. (18621
I. 132, I would, .swim through the water ere I sat His bid-

ding. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. 11876) I. App. 790 What-
ever Godwine did he did at the bidding of his lord.

6. Bidding of beads, beads-bidding ; bidding of
prayers, bidding prayer. As to these expressions
there has been a series of curious misapprehensions.
The original meaning down to the Reformation
was *

praying of prayers,' i. e. saying of prayers,

praying ;
cf. BID v. 7 e. From an early date in

the Christian church, it was the custom to request
the prayers of the faithful in behalf of certain

persons and things ;
and in the i6th c., in England,

forms of allocution or direction to the congrega-
tion, telling them whom and what to remember in
*

bidding their beads' or 'prayers
'

were authorita-

tively put forth. As bid in the sense of '

pray
'

was now becoming obsolete, the meaning of the

expression was forgotten after the Reformation,
and bid taken in the sense of 'order, direct,' so

that in the reign of Elizabeth the '

bidding of

prayers
'

was applied to the allocution itself, as if

= 'the directing or injoining of prayers.' With
the later use of the vbl. sb. as a gerund directly

governing an object, we have in the i;th c.
' the

form of bidding prayers' or 'prayer' (=preca-
tionem hortandi} ;

and later still, a misunder-

standing of the grammatical construction in this

phrase has given rise to the vulgar error of calling
this exhortation to the people (in which 'concio-

natores populum hortabnntur ut secum in precibus
concurrat* Sparrow Collect. Articles, 1671) 'the

bidding- prayer,' as if it were itself a kind of prayer
qualified by the attribute '

bidding.'
^1175 Lamb. Horn. 69 J>urh festing and Jmrh wacunge,

and ec burh ibodenesbiddunge. [1349 in Coxe Forms Bid.

Prayer n Ye shulle stonde up and bydde your bedys . .Ye
shull also bydde for the stat of Holy Cherche, etc.] 1535
Act 27 Hen. VIII, xxv, In al . . their sermons, collacions,
biddinges of the beades. 1539 HILSEY Primer, An order
and form of bydding by the Kynges Commandment. Ye
shollprayefor the whole congregasion, etc. 1563 Homilies
ii. Idolatry (1859) 236 For the*whlch [the cross] they pray
in their beads bidding, a 1746 LEWIS in Cpxe Forms Bid.

Prayer Pref. 12 Two ancient forms of bidding the bedes or

praying the prayers on Sundays and Holyday* 1349, 1483.

BIDE.

c 1550 fnjunct. Edw. VI. in R. Clone. (Heatn) 624 The
fourmc ofbiddyng of the common prayers. Fyrst you shall

pray for the whole congregatyon of the true chrysten and
catholyke churche ofChryste. And specyally for the churche
of Englande and Irelande, etc. 1559 Injunct. D iv, The
fourme of bidding the prayers to be used generally in this
uniforme sorte. Ye shall praye for Christs holy catholic
church, etc. 1622 SPARROW /.'Xr. Com* Prayer (\fo\\ vyj This
form of bidding Prayers is very ancient. 1680 Old Puritan
Detect. 5 A Form . . of Bidding Prayer, wherein the Priest
was not to speak to God, but only to the people, exhorting
them to pray instantly for such and such persons and things.
1685 STILUHGFL. Orig. Brit. iv. 224 At the Bidding of
Prayers, which was a direction for the People what to pray
fur in their private Devotions. 1732 NEAL Hist. Purit,
I. 49 The custom of bidding prayer, which is still in use in

the Church, is a relick of Popery. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt.
Chr. II. vni. 126 What they call bidding prayers, or an
exhortation to pray for such and such things. 1885 Oxford
Univ. Cal. 31 The Form of Uidding Prayer before the Latin
Sermons.

1753 CHAMHERS Cycl. Stiff., We have a form of these bid-

ding-prayers in the apostolical constitutions. 1840 COXK
J'ornis Bid. Prayer Pref., A concise view of the history of
the Bidding Prayer. 1879 WAGE Bampt. Lcct. vi. 157 The
bidding prayer read at the commencement of these Lectures
is but an echo of this ancient supplication. 1885 Public
Opin. 9 Jan. 36/2 That there should not be wanting, in the

language of the bidding prayer, a due supply of fit persons
qualified to discharge the functions of Royally.

Biddy 1
(brdi). [Familiar abbrev. of BRIDGET.]

Used chiefly in U. S. for an Irish maid-servant.

Biddy -
(bi-di). Obs. exc. dial, [Of uncertain

origin : it has been variously conjectured to be an
instinctive sound used in calling chickens, a form
of Gaelic bideac/i

*

very small,' and the same word
as prec. Cf. CHICKABIDDY.] A chicken, a fowl.

Also dial., a louse.
1601 SHAKS. Ttocl. N. in. iv. 128 To. Why how now my

bawcock? how dost y chuck. Mai. Sir. To. I biddy,
come with me. 1875 Lane. Gloss. (E.D. S.), Biddy ^ a louse.
1881 Isle of Wight Gloss. (E. D. S.), Biddy or Chickabiddy,
a chick. 1884 Harpers Mag. May 930/2 When a biddy
wished to sit, she was removed at night upon the nest.

Bide s bsid), v. Forms: i bidan, 2-6 biden,
3- bide ; also 3-6 byde(n, 4 bidde, 5 ,SV. byd.
Pa. t. i b&d, pi. bidon, 3-5 bad^e,//. 2-4 biden,
3-6 bod, 4-5 bood, 5 boode, 6-7 boad, 3- bode ;

6 bid, 7- bided; also north. 3-4 badd, 3-6 baid,

4 badde, 5 bayd, 6 bed, 8 bade. Pa. ppk, 1-4
biden, 4-; bidden, 6 bid

;
also 3-4 biden, 4-6

bydden, 5 beddyn, 6 byden, 9 dial, bodden.

[Com. Tent. : OE. bidan (pa. t. bad, bidon
; pple.

biden) = OS. btdan (MDu. Mdtn\ OHG. bttan

(MHG. bitan, mod. dial. G. beiten), OX. biQa,

Goth, bcidan: OTcut. *bidan to wait. Mostly
replaced in mod.Eng. by its compound ABIDE, but

regularly preserved in northeni ling, and Sc., and
also employed by iQth c. poets, partly perhaps as

an archaism, partly as an aphetized form of abide.']
I. intr.

1. To remain in expectation, to wait. Often with
an adverbial adjunct of time. (Chiefly northern,
but used by modern poets.)
c 1000 Affs. Ps. lv[i]. 6 Swa min sawl bad. a 1300 Cursor

M. 10991 Quen bai had beden til bai war irk J?ai com barn-
self in-to )?e kyrk. c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 982 Ones ho
bluschet to be bur5e, bot bod ho no lenger. a 1400 Sir
Perc. 569 The childe thoghte he longe bade That he ne
ware a knyghte made. 1483 Cat/i. Angl. 31 To Byde, <vr-

pectare. 1634 MALORY Arthur (1816) II. 307 He shall re-

ceive by thee his health, the which had bidden so long.
1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xxiii,

' Bide a wee, bide a wee,' -said

Cuddle. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 435 Will you not bide

your year as I bide mine? 1865 DICKENS Mtit. 1-r. xvi,
' Bide a bit.'

fb. Const, for, to\ on, upon (north.). Obs.
a 1300 Vox $ 1^01/135 Ich hedde so ibede for the. 1609

SKENE Reg. Mag. 124 Except he fraudfullie absent him-
selfe, and in that case, he sal be bidden vpon. .be the space
of fourtie dayes.
2. To remain or continue in some state or action ;

to continue to be (something), arch.
c 893 K. -/ELFRKD Oros. m. iii. 3 Seo eorbe giniende bad.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. ciii[iv]. n Bida5 assan eac onburste. a 1300
Cursor M. 1907 Veil he baid seuen dais in rest. c. 1340 Ibid.

19836 (Trin.) In orisounhe lay and bode. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr.
Svwle v. i. (1859) 68 Ful longe there I boode in my torment
and peyne. <r 1530 Jacob <y 12 Sonncs (Collier) 12 Rachel
bod long barrain. 1611 BIBLE Rom. xi. 23 If they bide not
still in vnbeliefe. 1633 P. FLETCHKR Purple Jsl. vi. xliv,
And thirstie drinks, and drinking thirstie bides. 1871 R.
ELLIS Catullus viii. 10 Nor follow her that flies thee, or
to bide in woe Consent.

b. To bide by (rarely at) : to stand firm by,
adhere to, stick to, maintain, f To bide upon : to

dwell or insist upon (a point).
Obs.

1494 FABYAN vi.cciv. 214 For this [battle] was so strongly
bydden by, that men coude nat iudge whiche parte had the

better. 1526 TINUALE Mark x. 7 And for this thingis sake
shall a man leve father and mother and byde by his wife.

1536 SIR R. MORYSON in Strype Eecl. Mem. I. App. Ixxii,

Many things, .which be both truly spoken and cannot but
do good being bydden bye. 1559 KENNEDY Let. in Misc.
Wodrovj Soc. (18441 266 He gaif me neyir answir to my
wryttingis, nor }it baid at his sayingis. 1611 SHAKS.
Witit. T. \. ii. 242 To bide upon 't : thou art not honest.

1847 TENNYSON P'ccss v. 316 Worthy reasons why she should
Bide by this issue.

Cf. To be a bidden by, prop, abidden by. to be
107-2
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maintained; also </z^. undoubtedly, we may be

sure.

1549 LATIMER Serm. bef. Ediv. VIy v. (Arb.) 133 To be a
bidden by he would have done much good in that part.
3. To remain in a place, or with a person, as

opposed to going away ; to stay. Often with the

idea of remaining behind when others go. arch.

893 K. ALFRED Oros. ii. v. 5 7 ponne he bar leng bide.

[c looo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 38 GebidaJ* her and waciaj>
mid me.] c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 149 Wuo is mi soule bat
ich bide here swo longe. a 1300 Cursor M. 16744 Durst
naman wit him bide. 1483 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 34
Y thought to haue byddyn ther m the same place tyl
the mornyng. 1515 BARCLAY Ecloges i. (1570) Av/4 Better
were for suche to have bid at home. 1560 ROLLAND Crt.
Venus n. 399 He baid . . Vpon that hill . . Him to refresche.

1596 SPENSER F.Q. vi. xi. 40 So there all day they bode, till

light the sky forsooke. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol.
Anat. i. ii. 3 Such as dive and bide long under the Water.

1857 EMERSOX Poems 89 Who bides at home, nor looks
abroad. 1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. 68 While we bided
on that flowery down.
4. Of things : To remain, be left. To let a thing

bide : to leave it where it is ; to leave it alone for

the present, to let it stand over.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 449 pa^ J?e kyste in the cragez

wern closed to byde. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. K. xix.

Ixxix. (1495^ 913 Vf they byde in the stomak they torne sone
to fumosyte and corrupcion. c 1470 HENRY Wallace v. 166

A gret power at Dipplyn still thar baid. 1581 MARBECK
Bk. of Notes 154 Heauen and earth shal sooner perish, then
one iot bide behind of that he hath promised, a 1631 DONNE
Poems (1650! 72 Waters stinke soone, if in one place they
bide. 1866 KINGSLEY Here-u>. iv. 97 We will let the crow
bide.

5. To remain in residence; to sojourn, dwell,
reside, arch.
c 1280 Fall 4- Passion 40 in E. E. P. (1862' 13 Nedis lie

most wend to he! !e . . here he most bide an dwelle. c 1386
CHAUCER Cokes T. 35 This ioly prentys with his maister
bood [v.r. bode]. 1482 Monk of Evcsham\ Arb.) 26 Than
bode with hym a certeyn brother. 1591 SPENSER M.
Hubberd 400 The world, in which they booties bpad. 1621

BURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. in. 11651) 258 Some . . will know . .

what God did . . Where did he bide. 1667 MILTON P. /,.

in. 321 All knees to thee shall bow, of them that bide In

Heaven, or Earth, or under Earth in Hell. i798CoLKRiDr,E
Ane. Mar, v. xxv, The spirit who bideth by himself In the

land of mist and snow. 1821 JOANNA BAILLIE Met. Leg. %

Lady G. B. xii. 9 Many his wants who bideth lonely there.

II trans.

6. To wait /or, await. Now only in the phrase,
To bide one's time : to await one's opportunity.
1950 Lindisf. G. Matt. xi. 3 OSer we bidas. 971 Blickl.

Jloni. 7 Drihtnes engel bide)> binre ge^afunga. c 1230 Halt
Meid. ii Eauer bide his grace. ^1325 E. E. Allit. P. K.6^z
We byde be here. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. cxviii. [cxix.] 166,

I bod thin helthe ^iuere, Lord. ciqvQAvow. Arth. xxii,

Atte Tarnewathelan Bidus me Sir Gauan. 1513 DOUGLAS
.'Ends vn. x. 122 Now at thedurdeyd redy bydis me. 1611

BIBLE IVisd. viii. 12 When I hold my tongue they .. shal

bide my leisure. 1853 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. lli.xvii. 218.

i They bide their time and then suddenly present them-

selves. 1873 SMILES f/uguenots Fr. i. ix. > 1881,' 191 They held

their peace and bided their time.

7. To await in resistance, to face, encounter, with-

stand ; -ABIDE 14.
[a 1000 Bcowulf^2j,i Se be r xt s;ccce geb;'id wig-hryre

wri3ra.J c 1340 Gaw. ff Gr. Knt. 376 He baldly hym bydez.

1480 Robt, Dt-ryll 23 None durst hym byde there at all.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. \. cccxxxix. 532 Some of the

capitayns wokle that thenglisshmen shulde be byden, and
some other sayd nay, bycause they were nat strong ynough
to abyde them that were fresshmen. 1664 Floddnn F. ix.

83 Yet for defence they fiercely frame And narrow dint with

d;mger boad. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby v. xxxii, They dare not,

hand to hand, Bide buffet from a true man's brand. 1877
BRYANT OJyss. v. 583 Two men and three, in that abundant

store, Might bide the winter storm.

t 8. To await submissively, submit to. Obs.

t 1205 LAY. 4721 pet ne sulde he nauere ibiden be while

be he mihte riden. 1400 }'-utazne ty Gaiv. 545 The kynges
wil wald he noght bide, Worth of him what may bityde.

f 9. To endure, suffer, bear, undergo ;
= ABIDE 16.

Obs. exc. dial.

t- 1200 Trin. Coil. Horn. 33 Ne wot no man hwat blisse is

be naure wowe ne bod. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3105 Manige oor

so^e on Hue bead, c 1400 Sir Perc. 627 The sorowe that

the kinge bade Mighte no tonge telle. 1530
PALSGR. 454/2,

I can nat byde this payne. 1601 SHAKS. 'Iwcl. N. n. iv. 304
There is no womans sides Can bide the beating of so strong
a passion. 1671 MILTON P. R. \. 59 Wherein we Must bide

the stroak of that long threatn'd wound. 1748 THOMSON
Cast. Indol. i. xxii, Who bides his grasp will that encounter
rue. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xl, I wonder how younger folk bide

it I bide it ill.

t b. To bide oitt\ to endure to the end. Obs.

1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. 85 I. 217 To bide out the seige.

10. To tolerate, endure, put up with
;
= ABIDE 1 7.

f 1250 Gen.
<J-
Ex. 1594 If iacob took her also a wif, Ne

bode ic no lengere werldes lif. 1323 E. E. Allit. P. K.

32 For he . . May not byde f>at burne. 1810 TANNAHILL
Poems (1846) 25, I cou'dna bide the thought. 18x6 SCOTT

Antiq. xii, I could never bide the staying still in ae place.

1884 TENNYSON Becket 84 Tho' I can drink wine I cannot

bide water, my lord.

t Bide, byde, sb. Obs. [f. prec. vb.]

1. A dwelling, dwelling-place, habitation.

a 1300 Salomon $ Sat. (1848) 273 Ne make be nout for \>y

to wrobt, I?a3 bou byde borewe. ci43S Terr. Portugal
1463 With wyld bestis to have byde.

2. Delay, stay.
a looo Riddles [v. 3 iGr.) Hwilum mec min frea . . on bid

\vrice5. a 1300 Cursor M, 1761 Quen al was tift was Jar na

852

bide, J>e stormcs ras on ilka side, c 1385 Leg. Roodiityi)
113 Vp he rase wib-outen bide.

Bidel, obs. form of BEADLE.

Bidele, ME. form of BEDEAL.

t Bide'me, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. bi-, BE- + ME.

dcmen : OE. deman to DEEM.] trans. To condemn.
a izoo Moral Ode 107 in Lamb. Hont, 167 Ech Mon seal
him solue ber biclepie and bidemen.

Bident (bai'dent). [ad. L. bident-em (nom.
bidens] adj.

'

having two teeth, two-pronged, forked/
sb. ' a two-pronged fork, a sheep or other animal
for sacrifice whose two rows of teeth are complete,*
f. bi- two + dentem tooth.]
1. An instrument or weapon with two prongs.
1675 COTTON Poet, ll'ks. (1765) 232 The blust'ring Aeo for

his Bident. 1850 LAYARD Nineveh, V. 94 A half-moon, a
bident, and a horned cap.

2. A two-year-old sheep, rare.

1881 THUHN in Academy No. 491. 252 The timid bident
has usurped the place of the bellower.

Bidental (baide-ntal), a. [f. L. bident-em (see

prec.} + -AL'.] 'Belonging to a Fork, or Instru-

ment with two teeth.' Bullokar, 1676.
il Bide'ntal, sb. Rom. Antiq. [L. bidental, f.

bident-em (see BIDENT), according to some called

from the forked lightning (see bidental = fulmen
bifidum in Du Cange), according to others from
the bidens or sheep sacrificed at its consecration.]
A place struck by lightning, consecrated by the

haruspices, and enclosed. Also /*.

1692 COLES, Bidental. .aKo a place where sheep were sacri-

ficed, 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v., Festus represents
the bidental as a temple, where sheep of two years old were
offered in sacrifice. 1794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 29, I

would only set up the bidental at the bookseller's door at

Wimbledon. 1873 BLACKHQRR CraatocfcN. xxvii, The scene
of his ruin and despair, the ' bidental

'

of his destiny.

Bidentate, -ated (baide-nU>t, -ed), a. [f. L.

bidcnt-eni (see BIDENT) + -ATE.] Having two teeth

or tooth-like processes.

t Bide*nted a. = prec.
1756 P. UROWNE Jamaica 321 The seeds are all bidented.

1826 KIRBY & SP. EntomoL III. xxxii. 314 The male man-
dible is more bidentate at the apex than the female. 1828

SOUTHEY Life (1850) V. 366 A fork bidented, and a trenchant
knife. 1866 TATE Brit. Mollusks iv. 76 The unciui of
Limax agrestis are bidentated.

Bidential .baide-njal), a. [f. L. bident-em (see

BIDENT) -t- -IAL.] Two-pronged.
1730 SWIFT Let. Gay 10 Nov., Ill management of forks

is not to be helped when they are only bidential.

Bider (bai-doj). [f. BIDE v. + -ER*.] One who
stays or remains.

1535 STKWART Cron. Scot. Ill, 440 [Seldom is"! ane myri-

ding tulsear in ane battell bydar. 1577 NORTHBROOKE Z>*r/w-

(,1843! 95 Saint Paule admonisheth women to be byders
and tariers at home.

Bidery, variant of BIDRI.

Bidet (b/dg, bide't). [a. F. bidet pony; of

unknown origin : cf. OF. bidet' (Godefroy) to trot.

In i6th c. the F. word meant also some small kind

of dagger. (The Celtic comparisons made by Dit-z

and Littre are rejected by Thurneysen.)]
1. A small horse.

1630 B. JOSSON Cklprid. Wks. (1838' 656, I will return to

myself, mount my bidet, in a dance, and curvet upon my
curtal. 1828 DISRAELI Chas. /, I. ii. 18 Then there are thanks
for two bidets which Henry sends him. 1863 SAI.A Capt.

Dangerous II. vi. 202, 1 trotted behind on a little Bidet.

2. * A vessel on a low, narrow stand, which can be

bestridden
'

>Syd. Soc. Lex.} for bathing purposes.
Bid-hook, variant of BEAD-HOOK.
1607 DKKKKK fCnts. Conjur. (1842) 43 He has split one of

his oares and broken his bid-hook. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-Bk.y Bid-hook, a small kind of boat-hook.

Bidigitate (baidrd^iteit), a. [f.
BE- f>ref,~ i

+ DIGITATE, f. L. diitits finger.] Having two

digits, fingers, or finger-like processes. Bidi'gital
a. = prec.
1852 DANA Crust, i. 649 Small bi-cl imitate sacs. 1881

MIVART Crt/"io3 The bkeleton of the fore-lew - - is divisible

into a tri- and a bi-digital series, placed side by side.

Biding (bai'diij), vbl. sb. [f.
BIDE p.+

-ijrGl.]
1. Awaiting, expectation ; remaining, tarrying.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4708 And men sal wax dry ..

for lang bydyng ^ar-in. 1483 Cath. Angl. 31 A Bydynge,
c.vpcctaci0i perseuerancifi. a 1657 SIR J. BALFOUR Ann.
Scot. (18251 II. 315 His longe delay and bydinngout. i86a

MARXKS Rhymes Dorset Dial. II. 182 But bldin up till dead
o' night, .do soon consume The feace's bloom.

f b. foncr. The object of
expectation.

Obs.

138* WVCLIF yer. xiv. 8 Thou biding \_Vulg. expectatio]
of Irael, his wuieour in tyme of tribulactoun.

2. Stay, residence, dwelling.
^1400 Cov. Alyst. 22 In erthliche paradys withowtyn wo

I graunt the bydyng. 1653 MILTON Ps. v. n Evil with thee

no biding makes. 1713 Rows J. S/wrc \. ii, At Antwerp has

my constant biding been. 1866 [see 3],

fb. concr. An abode, dwelling, habitation. Obs.

1600 HAKLUYT I'oy. Ill 809 (R.) They brought us to their

hidings about two miles from the harbprpugh. 1605 SHAKS.
Leariv.vi. 228 I'll lead you to some biding, a 1687 COTTON
I'oy. Irel. i. 66 Three miles ere we met with a biding.

3. attrib., as biding-place, place of abode.

1557 PAYSELL Barclay's Jngarth 17 b, They had no cer-

tayne bydinge place. 16*6 MILTON Dcatk Fair Inf. 21

BIELD.

He. ,1'nhoused thy virgin soul from her fair hiding-place.
1866 MRS. WniTNtv L. Goldtlvwaite i, How many different
little biding-places there are in the world.

Bi'ding, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.] Lasting,

continuing, enduring. (Now usually ABIDING.)
1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. ii, And though the ginning be

but casuell The biding frete is passingly cruell. 1536 LYN-
DESAY Ans-M. Kyngis Flyting 38 Ueleif richt weill, it is ane
bydand gam. 1633 W. STHUTHER True Ha.pp. 5 We have
need of some biding substance to supply these losses.

fBi-dowe. Obs. rare- 1
. [Referred by Prof.

Skeat (Notes to Piers Plowman) to med.L. bidu-

bium, 3. bill-hook or bush-hook 'which has been

conjectured to be of Celtic origin, from Gaulish
*vidu wood ; others have compared Welsh bidog

dagger : but the meaning and derivation are alike

uncertain.] ? A weapon of some kind.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. .XL 211 A bidowe or a baselard he
beri}j be his side.

Bid-prayer = Biddingprayer : see BIDDING 6.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. (R. > He lays by the text for the

present and., addressed himself to the bid-prayer.

II Bidri, bidree, bidry (bi-dri). Also 8-9
biddery, bidery. [(jrdu nan, f. Bidar or Bedar
a town in the Nizam's dominion in India.] An
alloy of copper, lead, tin, and zinc, used as a

ground for inlaying with gold and silver, in the

manufacture of Bidri- or Biddery-wan.
1794 Europ. Mag. 209 You may have heard of Bidry Work.

1813 Ann. Reg. 499
7i The alloys for the gurry and the

Ijiddery ware. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 341 Bidery does not

rust, yields little to the hammer, and breaks only when
violently beaten. 1883 Daily AV;w 3 July 2/2 The '

bidri
'

ware is now almost as well known in England.

Bidrep;e,-ripe, var. BEDBII', Obs., boon service.

t Bi'dstand. Obs. [One who bids travellers

stand and deliver.] A highwayman.
a 1637 B. JONSON is cited by Halliwell. 1863 SALA Capt.

Dang. II. vii. 225 Rogues, Thieves.. Bidstands, and

Clapper-dudgeons, -infested the outskirts of the Old Palace.

Biduous (brdiw|3s}, a. [f.
L. bidu-nm space of

two days (f. bi- two + dies, ditt- day) + -OUS.]

Lasting for two days. 1866 in Tn-as. Bat.

Bidweolien, early form of BEDWELE v. Obs.

Bie, obs. form of BEE rf.2, BDY, By.

Bief e, obs. form of BEEF.

Bieften, early form of BAFT.

Biel, obs. form of BEAL, BOIL sb.

Bield (bHd), sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I

byldo, 4-5 beld'e, 5 beelde, 6 beald, 5-7 beeld,

4-9 beild(e, 5- bield, (6 belli, bele, beale, 8-9
biel). [CommonTeut. : OE. b$ldo, in WSax. bifldo,

byldo boldness, courage = OHG. baldi, MHG. belde

confidence, feeling of security, Goth, balfici boldness,

confidence : OTeut. *balpjon-, n. of quality from

*balpo-z, Goth, balfis, OHG. bald, OE. bald, beald,

BOLD. The evidence appears to show that mod.Sc.

bield, beild is the same as the ME. belde, the con-

nexion being through sense 3. But the matter is

not without difnculty,and the derivation of Sc. bield

has been sought elsewhere, esp. in connexion with

build, though without much success.]

f 1. Boldness, courage. Obs.

(-890 K. ^ELFKED Bztla i. vii, He sceolde 3a byldo anes-

cian. a 1300 Cursor J/. 12237 A barn wit-uten beild [f. r.

beilde, belde]. c 1340 Caw. <y Gr. Knt. 649 Quen he blusched

berto, his belde neuer payred. 1470 HARDING Chron. clxxxv.

iv, His brother bastard, with strong beeld, Had putte hym
out.

f 2. Confidence, assurance, feeling of security ;

hence, comfort. Often in alliterative connexion

with bliss. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 605 A land o lijf, o held, and blis, [>e quilk
man clepes paradis. c 1325 Alctr. Hoin. 162 This tronchoun
for relic scho held Al hir lif, with worschip and held. Ibiii.

166 Ic haftinte werdes, mensc, and belde. f 1400 Mclayiu
324 With mekill blysse & belde.

1 3. Resource, help ;
often in alliterative con-

nexion with bate (BOOT) ; succour, defence, relief.

r 1325 Mctr. Hcnr. 7 Mankind in prisoun he held, Witk
outen help, wit outen belde. c 1360 J 'aterday \n E. E. F.

(1862* 136 Vnswere I schal, Whi god sent suche men boote

and belde. c 1440 Hone Flor. 1721 A woman dyscown-
fortyd sare, Wythowten bote or belde. 1535 STEWAKT
Cron. Scot. 1 1 . 549 Mony berne wist nother of bute no beild .

1570-87 HOLINSHED Scot. Chron. (1806) II. 51 Quhan Kings
and princes hes na other beild bot in thair awin folks.

) b. A means of help or succour. Obs. (Often

transferred to a person. )

111300 Cursor M. 20815 Ogain bat fa scho be vr beild. .

c 1353 MINOT Foetus vi. 27 Alweldand god . . He be his held.

1425 WYNTOUS Cron. vn. vi. 15 He wes be Beld of all hys

kyn. c 1440 Bone Flor. 762 Sche cryed to hym . . Thou be

my fadurs belde.

f4. Resource against hunger; 'cheer, sustenance.

(OnlySc.) Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS &neis xu. ix. 50 His fader eyrit and sew

ane peice of feild, That he in hyregang held to be his beild.

1552 LVNDESAY Monarche 1087 For fude thow gettis none

uther beild Bot eait the herbis upone the feild.

5. a. Refuge, shelter, b. A place of shelter.

(Only Scotch and north, dial.).

(-1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fat. 82 Ho ran restlesse, for hec
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wist of no bield. 1513 DOUGLAS ^Eneis n. x. (ix.) :6 Hecuba
thidder..for beild Ran all in vane. 1570-87 HOLINSHEU
Scat. Chron. (1806) I. 8 The Scotishmen call it [Cromarl
haven] beill of shipmen. 1594 Scat. Poems j6th C. II. 35=
Argyll . . Wpone ane hill had tane beild. 1600 FAIRFAX
Tasso II. Ixxxiv. 36 This is our beild, the blustring windes
to shun. 1691 RAY -V. Country Wds. 7 Beeld, shelter. 1792
BURNS Wks. II. 397 Better a wee bush than nae bield. Ibid.
III. 216 Jamaica bodies, use him weel, An' hap him in a
cozie biel. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxv,

' The oppressors that
hae driven me to tak the heather-bush for a bield.' 1822
W. NAPIER Pract. Store-farm. 117 The most valuable.,
shelter, .is derived from the bield of a close, well built, stone
dike. 1864 ATKINSON WhMy Class., Bield, a shelter or
shed. * A bit of a bield in a field neuk.'

C. A lodging, dwelling ; a den.

1570 LEVINS Manif. 207 A Beale, den, spelunca. 1585
Asl'. SANDYS Serin, iii, The fox will not worry near his
beeld \ji.r. bele], 1815 SCOTT Gny M. viii,

' There's thirty
yonder . . that ye have turned out o' their bits o

1

bields.'

Bield (bf Id), v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : j biel-

dan, byldan, beldan, 2-5 belden, Orm. beol-
denn, 3-5 beld(e, 5 bylde, beilde, beelde, beled,
beyld, bild, 6 beald. 7-9 beal, 4- beild, bield.
Pa. pple. beld, beild, bealed, bield. [Com.
Teut. : OE. (Anglian) btfdan, (\V.Sax.) bie_ldan,MJan-OS. beldjan, OHG. balden, MHG. belden,
Goth, balfjan

'
to make bold,' f. OTeut. *balf-oz

BOLD. The sense-development in ME. was evidently
influenced by that of the cognate sb. (see prec.),
which it closely follows. In senses I and 2, ME. had
another vb. of precisely the same meaning, beahlen,
balden, balden : OE. bcaldian (see BOLD v.)

;
but

the latter never got the senses of '

protect, shelter.']
fl. trans. To make bold, encourage ; to confirm.

.''897
K. ALFRED Past. Care xviii. 128 Ne tyht nan man

his hieremonna mod ne ne bielt [r. r. bilt] to gastlicum
weorcum. 993 Byrktndf, 200 Swa hi bylde forS beam
JElfnces. 1:1200 ORMIN 2614 WibbiwhillcmahhtTobeoldenn
itt and strengenn. 2745 }>urrh Godess millce beldedd.
a 1225 Alter, /?. 162 Ure Loucrd sulf stont ber bi be uihte,
and beldeo [v.r. bealde'5] ham. ^1330 Lai Le Freine 231
The abbesse her gan teche & bcM. 1:1400 Destr. Troy
x. 4541 Of the Bisshopbo buernes beldid were ben.

t 2. intr. To grow bold or strong ;
to be bold,

have confidence. Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 135 Long myght he not regne, ne
oil his llf belde. a 1400 St. A lexius ( Laud i 29 As he bigon
to Belde And was i-come to monnes elde. a 1500 MS. Ilarl.
1701, If. 64 (Halliw.) Thys mayde wax and bygan to beldo
\V eyl ynto womans elde.

3. trans. To defend, protect, shelter. Sc. and
north, dial.

c 1300 in Wright's Lyric P. iv. 24 He shal him birewen
that he hire belde. c 1400 Yuiaint$ Gaw. 1220 None es so
wight wapins to welde, Ne that so boldly mai us belde.
i 1440 York Myst. i. 35, I beelde be here baynely in blys
for to be. 107 We bat ware beelded in blys, in bale are
we nowe. 1470 HARDING Ckron. cxl. vii, Kyng Philip coward-
ly with royall hoste hym beld. 1570 LEVINS Manif. 208 To
Beald, succour, admnbrare, protegere. ? a. 1600 Felon So~^
of Rokcty, The fryar leaped . . Anil bealed him with a tree.
1828 SCOT i /'. M. Perth xii, That . . bielded me as if I had
been a sister.

4. intr. ,for/?.) To find refuge, protection, or
shelter

; to shelter oneself; to lodge, dwell. In
this sense possibly confused with BUILD, ij.v.)
c 1400 Destr. Troy xiv. 5864 And bowet fro the batell . .

(for to beld hym on be bent, & his brethe take. ? 111400
Morte Arth. 8 Ewyre to belde and to byde in blysse with
hyme selvene. Ibid. 1242 Thi baronage, that bieldez thare-in.
i 1400 Melaync 1496 Under the cante of a hille Oure
Bretons beldis & bydis stille. c 1440 York Myst. i. 61 All

blys
es here beeldande a-boute vs. xxxii. i Pees, bew-

scheres, I bidde you, bat beldis here aboute me. c 1460
TauntUy Myst. 135 Alas ! Where may we beyld!
f5. transf. To cover, cover over. (Only Sc.)
a 1455 HOLLAND Houlat xix. 9 Braid burdis & benkis, our-

beldwith bancourisofgold. c 1493 OUNBAR Tua Mariit
Wemcn 164 Now sail the byle all out brist, that beild has
bem so lang. c 1550 SIR J. BALFOVR Practicks 618 To see
the ship tyit and beiled.

t6. To sustain, nourish, feed. Obs.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace XI. 43 This land is purd off fud that

suld ws beild. 1513 DOUGLAS JEncis i. xi. 21 Fyfty dami-
celhs . . I'o graith the chalmeris, and the fyris beild.

Bield, ///. a. Sc. Also biel.
[f. prec. verb.]

Sheltered, comfortable, cosy.
179* BURNS Bessie f, Spin. Wheel i, And haps me biel

and warm at e'en. 1795 MACNEILL Will f, Jean gz Neat
and bield, a cot-house stood.

Bieldinsf(bHdirj\f. sb. north. Alsojbeel-.
beyldyng. [f.asprec. + -IXG'.] Protect ion; shelter.
11440 York Myst. i. 38 In bis blis sail be }hour beeldyng.

^1460 TiKvneley M. 122 That I may have som beyldyng
by In my travaylle. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. 117331 "
198 Nae beilding can she [the hare] borrow In Sorrel's field.

t Bie'ldly, a. Obs. north, dial. In 5 beyldly.
[f. BIELD sb. + -LV

I.] Of the nature of a shelter.
c 1440 York Myst. XLI. 336 Welcome to thy beyldly boure.

Bieldy brldi), a. Si: Also S beildy, biely.
[f. as prec. + -T 1

.] Affording shelter.

!I7J8 RAMSAY Poems II. 485 (jAM.l Beildy holes when
tempests blaw. 1789 D. DAVIDSON Seasons 176 (JAM.1 An'
Spring peeps cautious on the biely braes. 1822 SCOTT Nigel
xxvii, When I came here first.. England was a bieldy bit.

Bi-emarginate : see Bi- 3.

Bien, variant of BEIN. ; obs. f. of BUY.
Biend, obs. form of BEND sbj-
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Bienfait, -volence : see BENE-.
t Bie'ttnal. Obs. [ad. late L. biennal-e (sc.

officiuin}, neuter ofbiennulis of two years ;see next\]
The saying of masses for a departed soul during
the period of two years.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. VIM. 156 Bienals \v.r. biennales, by.

ennalsj and Trienals and Busschopes lettres.

Biennial (boiie'ntal), a. and sb. [f. L. bienni-s
of two years, bienni-um space of two years ^f.

bi-

two + anntis year) + -AI..] A. adj.
1. Existing or lasting for two years ; changed

every two years.
1621 Howlil.r. Lett. I. i. xii, The Duke is there [at Genoa)

but Biennial, being chang'd every two years. ^1711 Kr;N
Hymnoth. Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 12 Biennial Stores they
[ants] treasure under Earth. 1854 WOODWARD Mollnscei.

(1856) The land-snails are mostly biennial.

b. esp. of plants ; see B.

1691 RAY Creation i l_p, Some, .very Ions lived, others
only annual or biennial. 1755 Gentl. Mug. XXV. 69 The
common hemlock i> biennial. 1805 KNIGHT \nPhil. Trans.
XCV. 262 Annual and biennial plants.
2. Recurring, happening, or taking place once

in every two years.
'75 JOHNSON Kamtl. No. fu r 6 Whom he condescend*

to honour with a biennial visit.

B. sb. fiot. A plant which springs from seed
and vegetates one year (or growing season), and

flowers, fructifies, and perishes the next.

1770 WARING in Phil. Trans. LXI. 38=; Biennials .. arc
the natural.. product of such places. 1815 Kncycl. Brit.
fed. 51 III. 610 Of the esculent kinds, the cabbage, savoy,
carrot, parsnip, beet, onion, leek, etc., are biennials.

Bie'unially, adv. [f. prec. + -LV-.] Every
two years ;

once in two years.
1775 BURKED/. Cone. Ani'-r. Wks. III. 98 Through \vho.--e

hands the acts pass biennially in Ireland, or annually in the
colonies. 1820 Scoi i .-JM^iv, The Professor's cast-off suit,
which he di>r>arts with biennially.

I! Bienseance (b/ffl|S^iafls). [Fr., f. liienseant,
{. bicn well + scant, pr. pple. of stair to befit.

Rather common in Eng. use about end of iSth
and beginning of igth c.] Decorum

; propriety.
[1665 BOYLE (>av. AY//. 116751 I'ref. 20 The Laws of

Decorum or. as the French call it Kien-seancc.] 1788 ll'al-

poliana Ixviii. 34 Those northern countries are rigid in the
oirnseance. 1818 SCOT r Rob Roy xiv, Bred in a country
where much attention is paid, .to Henseamc. 1823 BYRON
yuan xiv. Ixvii, At least as far as biense'ance allows.

II Bieiiveiuie. Obs. Also 5 beneveneuew, 6

bienveneu, 6-7 benvenue,
- bienvenu. [Fr.

(b/n\vn/V), f. bicn well -t- venue, coming. For-

merly as frequent in Eng. use as atlicu.]
1. \\elcomc.

1393 GOWER Cotif. I, To ben upon his bienvenue The firste,
which shall him saltie. (-1440 York Myst. xxx. 280 Now
bene-veneuew,beuscher,What boodworde haste bou brought?
1599 NASHK Lent. Stuffc tD.', I having no great pieces to

discharge for his ben-venue. 1629 MASSINGER Picture n,

ii, They have, .given him the bienvenu.

2. A fee exacted from a new workman.
1793 Ann. Reg. 251/1 The compositors demanded of me

Bienvenue afresh.

Bier (b!i). Forms : I beer, ber, 2-3 bsere,
2-6 bere, 3 bare, 4-7 beer(e, j-6 .SV. beyr, 5-7
bear(e,6 beir(e, 6-7biere, fi-bier. [Com.Teut. :

OE., WSax. bxr, Anglian ber, = OS., O1IG. bara

(,MHG. Mrt, mod.G. bakre), OTeut. */>e'>-d fern,

f. beran to bear; cf. OX. barar fern, pi., also
BARROW. The modern spelling (since 1600) ap-
pears to be due to imitation of the F. form bicrc,
ad. OHG. bara (cf. Pr. bera, It. bara \\

f 1. A framework for carrying ; a handbarrow ;

a litter, a stretcher. Obs. exc. Hist.

,890 K. yELFRED.Rr</<!v. xix.iBosw.i.Onhisbegnahandum
on bsere boren WKS. c 975 K itshu'. G. John v. 8 Aris & j;inim
bere 5ine & gaa. 1300 Beket 899 I bare in barewe other in
bere. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Mace. iii. 27 They toke him vp
and bare him out vpon a beare.

1583 STANYIH.-RST ^.ncis iv.

( Arb.) 108 On beers her softlye reposing, c 1600 SHAKS. Sotitt.

xii, Sommers greene all girded vp in sheaues Borne on the
beare with white and bristly beard. 1851 TURNER Dom.
A reh. \. iv. 140 Horse litters or beres were also in use.

2. The movable stand on which a corpse, whether
in a coffin or not, is placed before burial

; that on
which it is carried to the grave.
T 1000 A7f(Gr.l873 And ^efarenne man [hij Brohton on

bxre. CX20O ORMIN 8167 All the baere wass biles^ed With
hseten gold and silferr. a 1300 Cursor M. 20703 Four of
bapostles ber be bere. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Sam. iii. 31 Forsothe
Dauid folwide the beere [Cov. bere). 1565 JEWEL Repl.
Ifarding 116111 211 Whosoeuer was chosen Bishop there,
should come to the Beare, and lay his Predecessours hand
upon his head. 1611 BIBLE 2 Saw. iii. 31 King Dauid him.
selfc followed the biere. Luke \\\. 14 Hee came and
touched the beere. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. i. 7
Feretra or Beers ofWood. 1703 MAL-NDRF.I.I. Joitrn. Jerus.
ico He had seiz'd the Bier. 1877 BRYANT Lit. People Snom
303 Following the bier, Chanted a sad and solemn melody.

b. Put for the corpse on the bier. rare.
1506 SPENSER Astroph. 149 The dolefulst beare that euer

man did see, Was Astrophel.
3. transf. A tomb, a sepulchre.
1513 DOUGLAS JEncis in. i. 116 To Polidorus wp a beir

We ereckit. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 600 Tukc the
Scottis in the feild war slane, To Crissin bereis in the tyme
thame buir. 1596 SrENSER /'. (?. in. iii. ii He was surprisd,

BIFID.

and buried under beare. 1808 SCOTT Jfarw. i. Introd., Drop
upon Fox's grave a tear, 'Twill trickle to his rival's bier.

t 4. To bring to, on, or upon (one's) bier : to

bring to the grave or to death, to put to death ;

\n passive, to meet one's death, die. Obs.
1:1480 Childe Bristawe 132 in E. P. P. (1864) 116 Sone,

now y pray the, myn attourney that thu be, when y am
broght to bere. 1513 DOUGLAS jneis x. x. 138 This Dar-
dane prince Sa mony dotichty corpsis brocht on beyr. 1530
LYNDESAY Papyngo 405. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Suffolk
xvi, Through privy murder we brought him to his beere.
1HJ. Mempr. v, When I had my brother brought on beire.

5. Comb, and Attrib., as bier-currier ; f bier-

balk, a balk in a field where there is a right of way
for funerals ; bier-cloth, a pall ; f bier-right,
an ordeal in which a person, accused of murder,
was required to approach the corpse, and clear
himself on oath

; fbier-tree, the frame of a bier.

1563 Homilies 11. Rogation Wk. iv. (1640) 2-57 Where their
ancestors left of their land a broad and sufficient *beere-
balke to carry the corps to the Christian sepulture. 1654
TRAPPL>;WW. Job xxxiii. 22 His life, .to the

'

Bier-carryers,
say the Tigurines. 1549 Invent. Ch. Goods in Norfolk
Arckxol. (.1865' VII- 34 Itm ij *beer clothes, whereof the
on is of blacke worsted, the other of canvasse. 1693 Land.
Ga=. N o. 2845/4 Two black

'

Bier Cloths. 1828 SCOTT f. M.
Pert/I II. 237 1 have heard of the *bier-right, Sir Loui..
c 1440 Bcne Flor. 1350 Broght hym home on a rbere-tree.

Bier, olj. form of REAR, BEEH, Bum, BUYEB.

Bierd, variant of Brim, Obs., lady.

Bierdly, bierly, variants of BuntDLY a.

Bierlin, variant of BIRLING, a galley.
Biern, -en, variants of BERNE, Obs., warrior.

Bies, variant of BYMS, Obs., fine linen.

Bieste, biestings, obs. ff. BEAST, BEESTINGS.

Bieu, obs. form of BEAU a. fair.

Bieves, obs. form of beeves, pi. of BEEF.

Biewaie, obs. form of BY-WAY.
Bifacial, bifanged: see Bi-/;r/>' i.

Bifarious i,b3ife>rios\ a. [f. I., bitari-u.' two-

fold, double.]
1. Two-fold, double, ambiguous, arch, or Obs.
1656 BLOUNT Clossogr., Bifarious, that which may be

spoken two ways. 1707 E. WAKI.) Hud. R,-dk'. II. \n. ;

Some strange, mysterious Verity In old bifariou> Prophesy.
77 Month. Re"\ 18 'J'o exercise her bifarious talents.

2. Kot. Hanged in two rows.

1846 DANA .?<'//;. 1 1 348' 645 Polyps seriate, or bifariou-.

1876 HARLJ.Y
Mat. Meti. 380 Turmeric. Leaves bifarious.

Bifa'riously, adv. [f. prec. + -I.Y-.] In a

bifarious manner : a. In two ways ; ambiguously.
b. In two rows. Bifariously pubescent in Boi.\

having the hairs on each internode ranged in tun

opposite rows at right angles to the rows on the
two adjacent internodes.

1657 TOMLINSON Rcnou's Disp. 556 Polypody must be
bifariously prepared. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 268 Ve.
rontca arvensis. .branches, .bifariuusly pubescent.
-r Bife-l-e, v. Obs. [Com. \VGcr. : OE. be-

fto/an=OS. and OflG. biftlhan (MUG. bevclhcn,
"mod.G. bcfchlen, MDu. and I)u. bcvdcn), {. bi-,

BE- +felhan, in ON. fe/a to hide, bury, entrust,

Goth./7/( to hide, bury. An important vb. in

Ger. and Du., but early lost in Eng.]
trans. To commit, entrust, consign, grant.
f looo .-J.v.t. Ps. Ixxii. 14 ll.txiii. 18] pu him for imvite, yfcl

befele. i 1175 Lainlt. tloin. 123 On hellc be we weren in

bifolen burh ure eldra gull.

Bifer (.bai-fsj). [a. L. bijcr adj. 'bearing fruit

twice in the year,' f. bi- twice + -j'cr bearing.] A
plant which produces fruit or flowers twice a year.
BiferoUS (bi-feros\ (7. [f. as prec. + -oi's. Cf.

F. bifcrc.'] a. Bot. Bearing fruit or flowers twice
in a year. b. Crystallog. (see quot.)
1656 in BLOUNT C.le-ssogr. a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts

70 Some are biferous and triferons which bear twice or
thrice in the year. 1816 K. JAMESON Char. Min. (1817) 220
Biferous (bijcre*, when every angle and edge suffers two
decrements. Example, Biferous grey copper-ore.

Biffin v bi'fin). Also beefen, -in, -ing, beaufin.

[A dial, pronunc. of beefing, f. BEEF, in reference
to the deep red colour of the apple ; see -m;.
The spelling beaufin has been fabricated to give
colour to a fictitious derivation from F. beau
beautiful +y? fine.]
1. A variety of cooking apple, cultivated espe-

cially in Norfolk.

1794 GODWIN Cal. Williams b Frost-bitten cheeks, as red
as a beefen from her own orchard. 1829 PtACuCK Mis/.
Elphin 180 This archetype of a Norfolk beetin. 1834
Penny Cycl. II. 190/1 For drying, the Norfolk Beaufin.

1844 DICKENS Cliristm. Carolfa Norfolk Biffins, squab and
swarthy, setting off the yellow of the oranges and lemons.
2. A baked apple, of the preceding variety,

flattened in the form of a cake.
1822 KIICHINER Cook's Orac. 500 Dried Biffins from Nor-

folk. 1837 Artu Montli. Mag. XLIX. 555 Beat his enor-
mous head as flat as a biffin. 1858 R. HOGG I'eg. Kingd.
308 Baked in ovens, and flattened in the form of round
cakes, they [apples] are called Beefings.
Bifid (bai-fid, bi-fid

,
a. Also 8 biffld. [ad. L.

bifidus, i. bi- two + fid-, stem aifindere to cleave,

split.] Divided into two parts by a deep cleft or
notch. Bi'fidly aJv., in a bifid manner.



BIPIDATE. 854 BIG.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Atiini. <y Min. Introd., Amongst ser-

pents, .the tongue is. .bifid in the end. 1766 Phil. Trails.

LVI. 213 A land tortoise in which was found a biffid wind-

pipe. 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE Catincx. Phys. St. (1849) 44
The bifid tail of the comet. 1849 Pr/x. Benu, Nat. CM II.

371 Bifidly divided at the apex.

Bifidate (.bi-fid^t), a.
[f. prec. + -ATE.] A bad

variant of prec. 1847 in CRAIG.

Bifidated, a. [f. as prec. -t- -ED.] = prec.
1755 in JOHNSON ; hence in mod. Diets.

Bifidity (bai-, bifrditi). [f.
BIFID + -ITY.] The

quality of being bifid.

1870 ROLLESTON Atiiitl. Life 106 Antero-posterior bifidity.

Bi'fidous, bifi'deous, a. Obsolete by-forms
of BIFID.

ll,
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Bifilar (baifai-lli), a. [f.

Hi- pref* i +FILAK,
f. L. fil-um thread + -AK.] Fitted or furnished

with two threads
; spec, applied to apparatus for

measuring minute distances or angles ;
also for

suspending a body so that it has a very slight
directive force in a definite plane, with a view to

the measurement of minute forces, etc. Bifi'larly

adv., in a bifilar manner, by means of two threads.

1870 R. FERGUSON Elcclr. 26 Gauss's bifilar magnetometer.
1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. I. 435 The Bifilar

Suspension . . was used also by Gauss in his bifilar magneto-
meter for measuring the hori/ontal component of the ter-

restrial magnetic force. 1884 /larder's Mag. Sept. 644/1 A
copper disc suspended bifilarly.

Bifistular (baifvstirflaj), a. [f. Bl- prcf? i +

FISTULAK, f. L. fistula tube.] Having two tubes.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 224 Lobelia Dortmanna ;

leaves all radical, submerged, subcylindrical, bifistular.

Biflete, v., to flow round : see BE- prcf. 4.

Biflorate (bsiiflo^-rciti, a. [f.
as next + -ATE.]

- next. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Biflorous (boijflo 'T3s), a.
[f.

mod.L. bijlor-us
two-flowered ;f. Hi- + flor-cm flower) + -ous.]

Bearing two flowers or blooms
;
two-flowered.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxv. 357 Tangier Pea, an-
other of the biflorous section. 1880 GRAY Rot. Text-bit. 399.

t Bi'foil. Obs. Herb. [ad. med.L. Infolium, f.

fa- tv/o +fo/inm leaf; cf. trefoil, cinquefoil."] Obs.

name of the Twayblade JJstera ovala).

1633 GKRARD Herbal, 11. Ixxxvii. 402 Of Twayblade, or
herbe liifoile. 1860 MAYNE Mcd. Li:r. 121.

Bifold vbai-fould), a. [f. V,\- pref.* + FOLD.]
Double, twofold

;
of two kinds, degrees, etc.

1609 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. v. ii. 144 \Qo. t O madnesse of dis-

course, that cause sets up with and against it selfe, Hy-
fould authority, [i Fol. By foule authorise. Globe lii-fold

authority !] 1818 J. BROWN Psyche 85 Like Janus with
his bifold faces. 1876 EMERSON Ess. Ser. i. vii. 186 The
scholar shames us by his bifold lie.

Bifole, obs. form of BEFOOL.

Bifoliate vbaifJu-liA), a.
[f.

mod.L. bifoli-iis

two-leafed (f. Bl- -t-fofitn/i leaf) + -ATK.] Having
or consisting of two leaves.

1836 I'cnny Cycl. V. 251. 1870 BF.NTLKY Bot. 164 A leaf is

said to be binate, bifoliate, or unijugate, if it consists of

only 2 leaflets springing from a common point.

Bifoliolate (baifo
n
-li*lit), a.

[f.
V,\- pref? i

+ mod.L. foliol-uin, dim. of folium leaf + -ATE.]

Having or composed of two leaflets ; see qnet.
1835 I.ixnu.Y Introd. Sat.dSjS) II. 360 Bifoliolate, when

ill leaves the common petiole is terminated by two leaflets

growing from the same point.

Bifollicular : see ~Bi- pref.* i.

Bifor, -an, -en, obs. forms of BEFORE.

Biforate (baifo >-r/t, bi-forc't), a. [f. Hipref.- I

+ FOBATE, ad. 'L.foratus pierced.]
'

Having two

openings' (Gray Bot. Tcxt-bk. 1880) ; having two

perforations, as the anther of the rhododendron.

1842 in BRANDE.

Biforine (brforain). Bot. [f. L. bifor-is having

folding doors or two openings (f.
hi- tvfo+foris

door) + -INK.] A minute oval sac found in the

green pulpy part of some leaves ;
so called from

discharging its contents by an opening at each end.

1842 in BRANDK. 1870 BENTLEY Bot. 34 Such cells have
been called Biforines.

Biforked ;bai-fikt), a. [f.
Bl- prcf? I +

FORKED.] Having, or divided into, two forks,

branches, or peaks ;
= BIFURCATE a.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 20 The same ppsteriour Pro-

cesse of the second Vertebre is clouen or biforked. 1685
MORDICN Grog. Rcct. 198 A steep biforked mountain. 1873
LONGF. Aftermath Prel. 72 [Birds that] flying write upon
the sky the biforked letter of the Greeks. 1878 BROWNING
Poets Croisic xlviii, The biforked hill betwixt.

Biforni (barf^im), a. [ad. L. bifonnis, f. bi-

two+for//ia shape, form.] Having, or partaking

of, two distinct forms.
1816 R. JAMESON Char. Miti. (1817) 202 A crystal is said

to be bi-form, when it contains a combination of two re-

markable forms. 1825-36 MONTAGU tr. Bacon's Sap. I/i'f.

(1860) 209 Of a Inform figure, human above, half brute

below. 1864 SWINBURNE Atalanta 1253 The biform bull.

Bi'formed, a. [f. as prec. + -ED.]
=

prec.
1586 WARNER Alb. Eug. in. xviii. 81 Hi-formed Janus.

607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 437 The Epithets of a Mule

are . . dirty, Spanish, rough, and bi-formed. 1656 in BLOUNT
Ghssogr. \ wid in mod. Diets.

Bifo'rmity. [f.
as prec. + -ITY.] Biform nature.

1611 COTGR., BiformitCt biformitie, double forme. 1642 H.
MORE Song ofSoul i. in. Ixx, Strange things he spake of
the biformity Of the Dizoians.

Biforme, obs. form of BEFORE.

t Bifb'rnys, adv. Obs. [
=

beforn-es, f. beforn,
BEFORE + -es of advb. genitive.] Before, in front.

i 1420 Pallad. on Huso. vn. 43 This teeth wol bite hem so
that beth bifornys And fere hem in.

Bifront (bai-fnmt", a.
;
also 7 byfront. [ad. L.

bifronl-em, f. bi- two + front-em ;nom. frons)
forehead, face.] Having two faces or aspects ;

double
;

absol. = Janus.
1598 MARSTON rignial. i. 141 This lanian-bifront hypo-

crisie. 1640 T. CAREW Poems 1 1 1 But, Byfront, open thou
no more, In his blest raigne, the temple dore. 1658 COKAINE
Poems (1669) i The bifront hill. 1880 SWINBURNE Card. Cy-
tnodoce 244 One sheer thread of narrowing precipice Bifront.

Bifrontal bsifrp-ntal), a. = prec.
1876 HUMPHREYS Coin Coll. Man. xxi. 259 Bifrontal Janus.

Bifro'lited, a.
[f.

as prec. -f -ED.]
=
prec.

1598 MAKSTON Pigmal, i. 137 Yee vizarded-bifronted-

lanian rout. 1680 ^Protest. Petit, agst. Popery in Ro.rb.

Ball. (iSSi) IV. 207 A bi-fronted Conscience. 1817 GODWIN
Matntcv. II. 106 The bifronted imputation of cowardice
and treachery.

Bifurcal (baiffvjkal , a. rare. [f. L. bifurc-us

two-forked, two-pronged + -AI,!.]
= BIFURCATE a.

1861 V.KH.UK CloisterHh. III. 145 A little bifurcal dagger
to hold the meat.

Bifurcate (baHwke't), v. [f. med.L. bifurcat-
us two-forked (cf. BIFURCOUS and -ATE) ;

at first

only in the pa. pple., which is also generally used

as an adj.] To divide into two forks, branches,
or peaks : a. trans.

1615 CROOKE Rody of Man 905 The utter of these two

vneqvall branches, .is presently byfurcated.
b. intr.

1831 R. KNOX Clognet's A nat. 746 Sometimes, at its ter-

mination, it [Vena Azygos] bifurcates.

Hence Brfurcated, Brfurcating ///. a.

1615 CROOKE Kody ofMan 977 The spinall processes of the

necke are byfurcated. 1811 PINKERTON Petrol. II. 345
Which renders the summit of Etna properly bifurcated.

1845 I)AK\VIN I'oy. ~\'af. xx. (1873) 478 [The] atoll is divided

by a bifurcating channel. 1833 TH. Ross Hitmboldt's Tral'.

III. xxv. 17 The northern branch of the bifurcated river.

Bifurcate baiSrikA), a. [f. med.L. bifarcat-
us : see prec.] =BIFOHKED : see also quot. 1880.

1835 LINDLEY Introd. Hot. (18481 I. 342 The filament, .is in

Crambe bifurcate. 1880 GRAY Bot. Text.-bk. 399 Bifurcate,
two-forked. . But it may mean Itisfiircatiis, forked and again
forked.

Bifurcation V
baifjkc7i 'j3n\ [n. of action f.

BIFURCATE v. : see -ATION.]
1. Division into two forks or branches (viewed

either as an action or a state!.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 93 A byfurcation or di-

vision of the roote into two parts. 1879 RUTLEY Stud.
Rocks ix. 79 A bifurcation of the rays is no longer induced.

*> fiS-
1849 GHOTK Greece \\. xlv. marg.^ Bifurcation of Grecian

politics between Sparta and Athens. 1876 DOUSE Grinnn's
Law App. E. 206 An incipient bifurcation of meaning.
2. concr. a. The point at which the division

into two forks takes place, b. The bifurcating
branches or one of them.

1615 CKOOKK Body ofMan 905 The greater and vtter part
of that byfurcation . .descendeth along the Hrace. 1761
STILICS in /'/'/. Trans. LV. 263 The tube, -lessens gradually
as far as the bifurcation. 1855 MAI'RY Phys. C,cog. Sea ii.

128 To regard them as bifurcations of the Gulf Stream.
1860 MOTLEY Xcthcrl. 11868) II. ix. 23 The island.. at the

bifurcation of the Rhine and the Waal.

Bifu'rcous, a. Wbs.- Q
[f. L. bifurc~us two-

forked (f. Bi- i twice + furca fork) + -ous.]
=

BIFURCATE a.

1656 in ULOUNT Glossogr, 1847 in CKAIG and mod. Diets.

Bi'furked, a. A mixture of biforked and bifur-
cate.

(-11563 HALE Set. ll-'ks. (1849) 44 ^ne disciples of Anti-

christ with their bifurked ordinaries. 1879 DIXON Windsor
II. i. 5 His beard . . was bi-furked and short.

Big,
sb. Obs. exc. dial. Also bigg, bigge.

[Denv. unknown. (Some refer it to BIG a.\ some

compare Cornish begelt Breton bcgcl the navel.)]
1. A teat. Now dial.

1573 TUSSKR Husl'. xxxiii. (1878) 74 Lamb, bulchin, and

pig, geld vnder the big. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 558 With
bigs or dugs. 1705 HK Ki-;HiNGiLL/'r/<.',j/-CV. n. v. 48 If they
had suckt in the Whimsie from the Bigg with their Mother's
Milk. 1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet., Bigg, a Pap or Teat in

some Country Places. 1875 Lane. Gloss. (E. I). S. Big, a

teat, where the 'familiar' was said to draw blood from the

body of a witch.

f2. A boil. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND /V/y II. 444 Good for the swelling piles

and bigs. 1646 GAULK Cases Consc, 6 If you will not admit
a

big,
or a boyl.

Big (big), a. Forms: 4 byge, 46 byg(g,
bygge, 4-7 bigg(e, 3- big. [ME. bigt bigg, bigge,
first known in end of i3th c. in writers of North-

umbria and north Lincolnshire : hence perh. of

Norse origin ;
but its derivation is entirely un-

known. (See Skeat ; E. Mailer's suggestion that it

may be short for BIGLY a. is not favoured by the

history of the senses
;
but the latter is itself uncer-

tain, and the arrangement here may require change.)]
1 1. Of living beings : Of great strength or power ;

strong, stout, mighty. Obs. L. validits, potens.
#1300 Ha-velok 1774 Bernard stirt up, \>a\. was ful big.

1353 MINOT Poems vi. 29 To batail er thai baldly big.
rtI375 Joseph Arim. 452 A-non tholomers men ' woxen fe
biggore ; Sone beeren hem a-bac * and brouhten hem to

grounde. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 216 Bolde beggeres and
bigge J>at mowe her bred biswynke. 1:1400 Destr. Troy
vni. 3971 A felle man in fight, fuerse on his enimys, And in

batell full bigge. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur (1816) 11.367
Within four or five days, sir Launcelot was big and strong
again. 1530 PALSGR. 306/1 Bygge of strength, robitste,

Byjjge of power or myght,///. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V,
iv. ii. 43 Bigge Mars seemes banqu'rout in their begger'd
Hoast.

fb. Powerful in resources, rich, wealthy. (Cf.
OE. rice.} Obs. rare.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1460 Now er we bigg \v. r. riche],
now er we bare.

t 2. Of things : Strong, stout ; stiff; forceful,

violent, vehement. (This passes into the sense of

'great,' cf. 'a great or violent storm.*) Obs.

(1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 43 Ful bygge a boffet. Ibid. A.

374 Much J>e bygger }et watz my mon. c 1400 Destr. Troy
xv. 6548 Big was the batell vpon bothe haluys. 1477 EARL
RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 84 He is of bygge & strong corage.

1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 10 Bigge and styfFe grounde, as

cley, wolde be sowen with bigge stufife, as beanes. 1574
HYLL Weather vii, The redder the Rainbow appeareth,
even so much the bigger doth the winde ensue. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 349 Farewell the bigge Warres That
makes Ambition Vertue !

3. Of great size, bulk, or extent ; large. (The
first appearance of this sense is doubtful. Quot.

1386 probably, 1490 possibly belong to i.)

[c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 548 Ful byg he was of brawn and
eek of bones. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xv. 60 The grete

cytees and bygge townes. 1494 FABYAN v. cxxxi. 114 Pre-

cious stones of a great bygnesse and value.] 1552 HULOET
Bigger parte or syde, bona pars. 1580 BARET Alv. B 648
The Epistle was as bigge or as great as a booke. ifi97

SHAKS. 2 //t'. /K, in. ii. 277 Care I for .. the stature, bulke,
and bigge assemblance of a man? 1642 MILTON Apol.
Smect. Wks. (1851) 305 The biggest and the fattest Bishop-
rick. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Reft. iv. iii. (1675) 185 For the loss

of the biggest Fortune in the East. 1719 W. WOOD Sun*.
Trade 220 In a Condition to have a bigger Trade. 1816

BYRON Ch. Har. HI. xcili, The big rain comes dancing
to the earth. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 489 Apt at arms and

big of bone. 1884 JESSOP in igM Cent. Mar. 389 Big ships,

big hotels, big shops, big drums, big dinners.

b. csp. Grown, large, tall, grown up.
1552 HULOET, Bygge to be, or waxe of stature lyke a man.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. iii. 128 lie run away Till I am bigger,
but then He fight. 1653 WALTON Angler 133 The Salmon
. . never grows big but in the Sea. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq.
<y Merck. I. iv. 127 After some years of bullying by big

girls . . Amy . . became a '

big girl' herself.

C.
*

Having comparative bulk, greater or less.'

1547 BOORDE Introd. Know!. 198 Sardyns . . a lytle fyshe
as bydg [?bygg] as a pylcherd. 1570 DEE Math. Pref. 21

The vnskillfull man, would iudge them [Sun and Moon]
a like bigge. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jnl. i. iv. 55 She comes
In shape no bigger than an Aggat stone. 1642 MILTON

Apol. Smect. Wks. (1851) 311 Seeming bigger then they are

through the mist and vapour. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty
xi. 85 Statues .. bigger than life. 1847 TENNYSON Princ.

iv. 7 No bigger than a glow-worm shon,e the tent.

d. quasi-fl</z>.

1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593! 7 Made more fruitfull and

plenttfuller or bigger yeelding. 1658 ROWLAND Mouffefs
Theat. Ins. 028 The Hornets . . dig their nests bigger and

bigger, as the family growes greater and greater. 1871
MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 48 Such enormities bulked big in

the vision of the father.

4. Great with young, far advanced in pregnancy ;

ready to give birth. Const, ivith, rarely of.

1535 COVERDALE tfos. xiii. 16 Their women bygg with

childe. 1593 DONNE Saf, iv, Like a big wife . . ready to

travail. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. \. i. 39 His gentle Lady Bigge
of this Gentleman. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 7 F 3 One of

our female companions was big with child.

5. transf. andy?^. Filled, full so as to be ready
to burst out or bring forth ; distended, swoln

;

teeming, 'pregnant* with.

[1380 BARET Alv. B 648 Bigge vaines standing out.] 1598
SHAKS. Merck. I'. \\. viii. 44 His eye being big with teares.

1672 DRYDEN Cong. Granada 11. i, Shining Mountains big
with Gold. 1713 ADDISON Cato \. i, Th' important day, big
with the fate OfCato and of Rome. 1790> BURKE Fr. Rev. 79
The mind of this political preacher . . big with some extra-

ordinary design. 1876 BLACKIE Songs Relig. % Life 169
Fateful moments, Hig with issue.

6. Full in voice or sound, loud, f To speak or

talk big*, to speak or talk loudly, or with full

voice. Obs. (Cf. also 8 b.)

1581 J. BKLL Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 360 b, They, .fashion

theyr voyces bigge like olde men. 1591 SPENSER l-'irgiFs

Gnat, ii, This Muse shall speak to thee In bigger notes.

1656 DL'GARD Gate Lat. Unl. 701 The voice of striplings,

before they begin to speak bigg. 1709 Col. Records Penn.

II. 501 It was necessary to talk bigg 8: sound aloud that

useful! Language. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 1390 [He] cried

out with a big voice.

7. Of high position or standing ; great, im-

portant. (Colloquial or humorous, for great.}

1577 HOLINSHKU Chron. III. 1146/1 Such . . vtterance, as

pulled manie teares out of the eies of the biggest of them.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 555,
'
I Pompey am, Pompey sur-



BIG.

nam'd the big.' 1670 PRNN Liberty Cause. Wks. I. 446 Let
no Man therefore think himself too big to be atlmonish'd.
1879 TKOLLOPE Thackeray 50 Thackeray had become big
enough to give a special eclat to any literary exploit.
8. Haughty, pompous, pretentious, boastful.

1570 ASCHAM Sckolem, (1863) 43 To the meaner man . . to
seeme somewhat solemne, coye, big, and dangerous of looke.
1581 J. BKI.I, }Iaddon's Amrw. Osor. 495 b, Not dasht out of
countenaunce for any bygge lookes. 1624 MASSINGER Raic-
gado i. iii, For all your big words, get you further off. 1705
STANHOPE Paraphr. I. 243 All such big Pretensions are false
and groundless. 1862 BURTON Ilk. Hitnter n. 142 A mere
platitude delivered in the most superb climax of big words.

b. esp. in the quasi-oaWi. use, To talk, look big.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. n. ii. 230 Nay, looke not big, nor

stampe, nor stare. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. Matt.xvm, How
big soever he now look and talk. 1741 MIDDLF.TON Cicero
II. vii. 248 Pompey . . always talked big to keep up their

spirits. 1812 Examiner 5 Oct. 631/2 He heads his troops
and looks big.

B. Comb., chiefly adjectives. 1. General : a.

parasynthetic, as (of size or bulk) big-bearded,

-bodied, -boned (also -bone obs.), -bosomed, -bulked,

-wombed; (of sound, etc.) big-mouthed, -voiced,

worded; also big-wordiness sb.
; b. quasi-a</z</'.

with ppl. adjs., as big-lnizzing, -looking, -made,

-sounding, -swollen.

1857 HUGHES Tom Brawn I. v, A great "big-bearded man.
1611 SPEED Thectt. Gt. Brit. ix. (1614) 17/1 *Many bigge-
bodied streames. 1610 ROWLANDS Martin Mark-all iVA
stout sturdie and "bigbone knaue. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv.

iii. 46 *Big-bpn'd men, fram'd of the Cyclops sixe. 1818 SCOTT
Urt. Midi, iii, Handcuffs . . too small for the wrists of a man
so*big-boned. i599MARSTON.S'a\ Villanie n.vi. 201 Ye "^big-

buzzing little-bodied Gnats. 1885 G. MEREDITH Diana I. v.

118 He wasa *big-chested fellow. 1634 Malory s Arthur
(1816) I. 360 A young man, and a *big made. 1642 MILTON
Apol.Smect.\\\i.s. 1738 1. 125 It was *big-mouth'd. he says;
no marvel, if it were fram'd as the Voice of three Kingdoms.
1874 F. HALL in N. Amer. Kn'.CXIX. 328 The gratuitous
"big-wordiness of Sir Thomas Browne and Henry More.
2. Special combinations: big-bellied ., havinga

large belly, corpulent ; pregnant ; big-endian a.

(humorous}, pertaining to the large end (of an egg) ;

also sb.
; big-horn, a species of sheep inhabiting

the Rocky Mountains. Also in various colloca-

tions which have come to have specific force, as big
drum, big game, big toe; big coat (Sc.), an

over-coat; big daisy, the Ox-eye daisy, and similar

flowers
; big dog, a watch dog ; also Jig. ; big

trees, the Sequoias or Wellingtonias of the Sierra

Nevada, N. America. See also BIG-WIG.
1561 STOW Eng. Citron, an. 1087 (R.) [William Rufus] was

. . not of any great stature, though somewhat *big bellied.

1670 BROOKS Wks. (18671 VI. '74 A *big-bellied mercy, a
mercy that has many thousand mercies in the womb of it.

I7II ADDISON Sped. No. 127 r 6 Waddling up and down
like "big.bellied Women. 1794 BURNS ll'ks. III. 299 A 'big-
bellied bottle's a heav'n of care. 1752 in Scots Mag. (17531
June 290/2 The said Allan Breck had no y

big coat on. 1884
Gd. Words June 400/1 He was "big-dog" to a disorderly
house. 1726 SWIFT Gttllh'er iv, The books of the *Big-
endians have been long forbidden. 1832 CARLYI.E in Eraser's
Mag. V. 254 Its dome is but a foolish "Big-endian or Little-

endian chip of an egg-shell compared with that star-fretted
Dome. 1864 Spectator No. 1874. 627 Versed in wood craft
and the destruction of *'biggame.' 1849 W. \Vrt&G Astoria
240 The *bighorn is so named from its horns

; which are of
a great size, and twisted like those of a ram. 1883 Harper's
Mag. Jan. 193/1 The

' '

big trees
'

proper are confined to cer-
tain groves on the western flank of the Sierra Nevada.

Big, bigg (big), v. Obs. exc. north, dial.

Forms: 3-5 bigg(en, (3 biggeun), 4 big(en.
4-6 byg(e, 5 bygg(en, 4- big, bigg. [ME.
biggen, iygge, a. ON. byggja to inhabit, dwell in,

build, cognate with OE. biiian to dwell, inhabit,

cultivate, from same root as BE.]
1 1. trans. To dwell in, inhabit. Obs.
riwo E. E. Psalter xxxvili]. 3 (Miitz.) Big be erbe \Vulg.

inhabita terram] and best fede in his riches.

1 2. intr. To dwell
;
to have an abode. Obs.

CI200 ORMIN 12734 Lef maj^stre, wrh-Ere biggesst tu. 1330
R. BRUNNE Citron. 339 Biside his brober to bigge. Hid.
330 To biggen in pays.
t3. refl. (and passive}. To place or locate one-

self, take up one's position. Obs.

^1352 MINOT Poems vii. (1795) 35 Bigges him right by
Jowre side. 1400 Destr. Troy v. 1598 With barburs biggetm bourders of the stretes. ^1485 Digby Myst. (1882! in.

2024 pou hast byggyd be here among spynys.
4. trans. To build. Still in Sc. and north, dial.
a 1300 E. E. Ps. Ixviii. 36 God . . sal . . bigge be cites of

Jude. ciyzAllit.P. B. 1666 I haf bigged Babiloyne. 1375
HARBOUR firitce v. 453 To byg the castell vp agane. (1440
I'romp. Pan*. 35 Byggyn, or bildyn, edifico. 1458 Test.
F.bor. II. 225 The chapell . . bigged and made be the said
sir Thomas. 1609 SKENE Keg. Maj. 83 Gif ane man . . hes
there bigged houses and biggings. 1646 Row Hist. Kirk
(
1^842)

12 Down with those crow nests, else the Crowes will

big in them againe ! 1869 WAUGH Lane. Sk. 205 in Lane.
Gloss. , They bigged yon new barn. 1884 U. />. Mag. Apr.
156 Bigging the fold dyke.
5. transf. andyff. To erect, rear, pile up.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter'xxvii[i]. 5 In bairhand-werkes bam for-

do. And noght big bam bou salt als so. c 1430 LYDG. Min.
Poeis( 1 840) 264 Thy place is biggyd above the sterrys cleer.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis iv. xii. 73 This funeral] fire with thir
handis biggit I. 1663 SPALDING Troitb. Cfias. /, (1829* 14
Seats of deals, for the purpose bigged of three degrees.

1716 in WodrffW Corr. (1843) II. 134 A young lad ..was
bigging corn in the wain.

855

f6. To construct, form, fashion. Obs.
r 1325 K. E. A Hit. I'. C. 124 Hit may not be bat lie is

blynde pat bigged vche yje. 1430 LYDG Citron. Troy \\. x,
So ryche coloures byggen I ne may.
Big, variant of BIGG, barley.
II Biga (bai-ga) Rom. Antiq. [L. ; later form

of bigx, contr. from bijugte, (. In- two +jug-um
yoke, collar.] A two-horsed chariot.
1830 LEITCH Mailer's Anc. Art 245. 253 A biga, the

king therein. 1857 KIKCII Anc. Pottery (1858) II. 202 A man
standing in a biga.

t Bigale, v. Obs. Also i begalan. [OE.
begalan, f. ~BE-+ga/cm to sing, GALE

z;.]
trans.

To charm with incantations, etc.
; to enchant.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 193 Gyf hwylc yfel ditde man burh
a:mgne a;fbancan oberne begaleb. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Haiti.

197 And te londes-men hire bigaleS. ci-m^Lay. 19255 Heo
bigolen bat child mid galdere swioe stronge.
t Bi'gam(e, . and sb. Obs. Also 5-6 by-
game,

[a.
OF. bigame, ad. med.L. bigamus, f. A/-

two, twice + Gr. -701/105 married.] Having at the
same time two wives or husbands, sb. A man
or woman so married. In Eccl. Law applied also
to one who marries a second time.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1528 Lamech . . was be first o Hue pat

bigam was wit dubul vijfe. a 1460 PECOCK in Lewis Life
286 (T.) St. Paul's ordaining that a bigam should not be a
deacon. 1491 CAX.TON Vitas Pair. (W. deW.n. cxvii. 1403/1
In the sayd cite was a man bygame. 1502 Ord. Crystal
jI/OTlW.deW.liy. xxi(i5o6)234lfhewere..excommunycate,
bygame, illegittime.

II Bi'gama. Obs. rare- 1
. [med.L., fem. of

BIGAMUS.] A woman living in bigamy.
1597 WARNER A K. Eng. SEneidosyio Greater'is thewonder

of your strickt chastitie, than it would be a nouell to see

you a Uigama.

Biga'mic, a. Of or belonging to bigamy.
1868 .\Kvspaper, Not with any bigamic intentions.

Bigamist (bi-gamist). [f. as BIGAMY + -1ST.]
A man or woman living in bigamy : a. in the
usual acceptation ; cf. BIGAMY i. Hence Bigam-
i'stio a.

a 1631 DONNE Sephiagint 202 (T.) Lamech the prime biga-
mist and corrupter of marriage. 1840 THACKERAY Paris
Sk. Rk. 118721237 Old La Vauballiere was a bigamist. 1834
Eraser's Mag. IX. 332 He had actually gone through a
bigamistic sham with her.

b. in Keel. Law; cf. BIGAMY 2. Ol>s. exc. His!.
[1656 Bi.ofNT Glossogr,, Bigamist, he that hath marryed
two wives.] 1726 AYLIFFE Parerg. 116 Much less can a

Bigamist have such a Benefice. 1844 LINGAKD Anglo-Sa.r.
Cltr. (1858' II. i. 17 The bigamist, though he were a widower
. . was excluded . . from the rank of bishop, etc.

Bigamous (bi-gamos), a. [f. med.L. bigam-ns
(see BIGAM) +-ous.] Living in bigamy; involv-

ing bigamy. Bi'gamonsly adv., so as to commit
or involve bigamy.
1864 Times 17 Aug. (reviewing 'Enoch Arden'l, Arden's

bigamous wife. 1866 Standard 2 June 7/4 He deserted
her and contracted a bigamous marriage. 1882 Ibid. 14
Oct. 2/7 Charged with bigamously intermarrying with
one L .

II Bi'gamus, a. (sb.) Obs. PI. bigami. [med.L.]= BIGAM(E.
<" "375 Wvci.iF.SV/. 11'lis. (1869) I. 87 Crist was not bigamus

ne brake not his matrimonye. i543BERTHELET J-Jr/
1

4 Eaw. /,

Concerning men twise maried, called Bygamy. fisssHARrs-
FIELD Divorce Hen. VIII, 11878) 43 So doth he dispense
with a bygamus. 1706 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. i6M C. 1 1. 395
Tonsured Clerks, provided they be not Bigami.

Bigamy (brgami). Forms: 3-7 bigamie, 4
bygamye, 6 bygamy, 6- bigamy, [a. F. bigamie,
{. bigame : see BIGAM(E and -Y.]
1. Marriage with a second wife or husband

during the lifetime of the first ; the crime of having
two wives or husbands at once.
c 135 Getr. ff Ex. 449 Bigamie is unkinde Sing, On engleis

tale, twie-wifmg. i'i386CHAUCER Wi^
fJ/J

7^54 OfshrewedLamech and his bigamie. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (18581 5

Lamech, that broute in first bigamie. 1660 STANLEY Hist.
Phihs. (1701) 97/2 The occasion, whereupon the Athenians
. . allowed bigamy, c 1725 POPE Mart. Scrirl. xiii, A suit

against Martin for Bigamy. 1884 Pall^Mall G. 4 Mar. 3/2
Bigamy cases seldom have any legal interest for lawyers
at the present day.

b. (Usedyff. or loosely.)

1635 J. TAYLOR {Water P.I Old Parr D j, Each man had
many wives, which Bigamie, Was such increase to their

Posterity. 01658 CLEVELAND Gen. Poems 11677) 7 But is

this Bigamy of Titles due! Are you Sir Thomas and Sir
Martin too?

2. Eccl. Law. Re-marriage after the death of
a first wife (or husband) ; marriage of, or with,
a widow (or widower). Obs. exc. Hist.

[1345 Act [in Rastell 1557) 18 Edm. Ill, ii, De trier par
enquestes ou en auter maner la bygamie. i 1528 MORE
Con/, agst. Trib. m. Wks. 229/1 The forbidding of bigamy
by y wedding of one wife after another. 1343 GRAFTON
Cont. Harding: 504 It is . . a greate blemishe to the sacred
maiestie of a prince . . to bee defiled w' bigamy in his first

mariage. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. II f, m. vii. 189 Seduc'd . . To
base declension, and loath'd Bigamie. 1752 FiKLDiNG^/rAY>
vi. vii, I shall not enter into the question concerning the

legalityofbigamy. Ourlawscertainlyallowit. i86sNicHOLS
Rritton 11.25 note, Bigamy (in the ancient and proper sense
of the word) involved the loss of the benefit of clergy.

Bigan(e : see BEGIN and BEGO.

Biga'pe, v. Obs. rare-', [f. bi-, BE- +

BIGG.

ME. gapcn to GAPE; cf. Du. begapen, Ld. he-

gajfcti.~\ trans. To gape or stare at.

01225 Leg. Kalh. 1262 J>es keiser bigapede ham, as mon
bat bigon to weden.

Bigarreau, -roon (bi-garou:, -n7-n). Also 7

biguar, 7-8 bigarro, 7-9 biguarreau. [a. F. li-

garrcau, pi. -eaux, I. bigarr,' variegated. Bi-

garroon stems to be an Eng. change.] The large
white heart-cherry, one side of which is pale
yellow, and the other red. See also quot. 1859.
1675 Phil. Trans. X. 494 Cherry of that kind which we

call Kigarreaux. 1688 HULME Armory n. iii. 49 The Biguar
Cherry is a fair kind. 1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Compl.
Card. I. 73 The backward Cherries or Bigarros. 1719 LOU-
DON & WISE (

'ffiirfl.
Card. 87 The Biggaro, or Heart.Cherry,

is a Fruit both firm and crackling. 1859 LOUUON Encycl.
Gard. 4485 At the present time all the heart-shaped cherries
which have the flesh firm . . arc arranged under the head of

Bigarreaux. 1875 M. COLLINS Sweet fy Tu>. I. I. xii. 166
Under the great bigaroon cherry-trees.

t Bi'gate, <z. (sif). [ad. L. HgStus. {. biga : see

BIGA.] !A coin) bearing the figure of a biga.
1600 HOLLAND Li-.y xxxm. xxiii. 838 Hee had. -of silver

coine in bigate pieces [L. bigdti~\ 532000. 1656 BI.OUNT

C,lnssogr. , Bigat (I'igiifiis} was a piece of Roman silver Coyn.
Bi^eme, v. : see BIYF.ME.

Bigemiual (bai l dje-minal'), a.
[f. Bi-/n/a 6

+ GEMISAL, f. L. gentians twin.] Existing or

arranged in two pairs; spec, in Pays, applied to

the corpora quadrigemina of the brain, lying be-
neath the cerebral hemispheres.
^1836 TODD 1,'ycl. Ann', f, Phys. I. 583/1 Their medullary
fibres . .enter the bigeminal bodies. 1870 RoLLESTOM^mi?/.
Life Introd. 53 The bigeminal hollow optic lobes.

Bige'minate (-in.'it", a.
[f. as prec. + GFMIX-

ATE, ad. L. geminatus doubled, f. geminus twin.]
= prec. (Chiefly in Bot.) Also Bige'mijiated
///. a. (See quot.)
1817 R. JAMESON Char. Min. 205 Bi-geminated calcareous

spar is a combination of two rhomboids and two dodeca-
hedrons. 1835 LINDLEV Introd. Hot. (18481 II. 361 [De-
compound leaves are] bigeminate, when each of two secon-

dary petioles bears a pair of leaflets.

Bigener (bai-dj/haj). Bot. [a. L. bigencr, f. bi-

two + gencr- (nom. gcints) kind.] A cross or

hybrid between two genera.
1835 LINDI.KY Inlrod. Bot. (18481 II. 242 Bigener-,, that is

to say mules between different genera. 1883 A"^///n-X\\TI.
570 \ true bigener.

+ Bige'iierous, a. Obs.
[f. as prec. -i- -ous.]

Partaking of two genera or species ; hybrid.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xxv. 11660) 255 A bigenerotn

beast of unkindly procreation. 1688 HOLME Armory n. 208

Bigenerous Creatures, Monsters by Natures Generation.

tBi'geng. Obs. rarc~\ [OE. bi'gcng 'wor-

ship, cultus,' the subst. form belonging to began, in

sense of colfre to worship : see BKGO^.] Worship.
c 1000 ^El.FRlc Gram. xi. 79 Cultlts, bigeng. c 1175 Lamb.

Horn. 119 We beoS burh crist to heouene ibroht, }if we his

bigenge haldao.

Bigent, variant of BEJAN.

Bigential (baiidje-njal), a.
[f.

Bi- prcfl I t

L. gent-cm race + -IAL]. Composed of or contain-

ing two races or
peoples.

1846 WORCESTER cites N. Amer. Rev.

t Bige'rn, v. Obs. rare. [f. bi-, BE- 2 +girn,
GRIN to snare.] trans. To ensnare.

ci^ooApol. Loll. 64 per oune fmdingis. .bi gernyn hem bat

bey may not out.

t Bige'teii, bi',eoten, i'. Obs. Inf. i be-

Se'otan, 3 bijeoten. Pa. t. i bese'at. Pa. pplc.
i begoten, 3 bigoten, -joten. [Com. \VGer. :

OE. bigeotan, begcotan
= OS. bigiolan (Du. bc-

gieten), OHG. bigiolan yMHG. begiei,cn t mod.G.

bfgieszcn), f. /;;'-, BE- I + giutan, in OE. geotan to

pour. (The mod. form would be Iv-ycet.)']

trans. To pour about or over ; to suffuse.

rtiooo O. E. Chron. an. 734 Swelce he wa;re mid blode

begoten. a 1225 "Juliana 27 pat ha al were bigoten of be
blode. a 1240 6Vz7t'/t-s Warde in Latnb. Horn. 261 Ich iseh

be apostles, .bigoten al of unimete blisse.

Bigeten, -3e(o;ten, -jiten, obs. ff. BEGF^.

Bigg, big (big). Sc. and dial. Also 5 byge,
6 bygg(e, (-7 bigge. [a. ON. bygg barley (Da.
byg, Sw. bjng), corresp. to OE. beow grain:
OTeut. */>cnwo-m, f. Old Aryan root *bheu to

grow, to be (whence BE
; cf. Gr. <f>u<u. Skr. t/iii].']

1. The four-rowed barley, an inferior but hardier

variety of the six-rowed or winter barley (Hor-
dcum liexastic/ioit), of rapid growth, and suited to

inferior soils and more northern latitudes. (Jlarlcy
is generic ; bear includes the six-rowed and four-

rowed kinds
; bigg the four-rowed only. But bear

interchanges in local use, now with barley, now
with bigg.)
c 1450 in Wr. -Wiilcker I'oc. 726Hoc exaticum, nee mixtilio,

byge. 1547 If't'tts <V Invent. N. C. (1835) 127 I gyue to

George Bayts a chaldre of Bygg & a chalder of hauer. 1562
TURNER Herbal n. (1568) 16 The seconde kinde is called in
Latin Hordeum Tetrastichum, in Englishe, bigge barley or
beare or bigge alone. This kind groweth muche in ye North
country. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 118 Bigge, corne. hordenm
qnadratni. 1633 Acts Durham High Contmiss. Crt. 57
And did violently Carrie awaie the tieth beare or bigge. 1845



BIGGAND.
Statist, Ace. Scotl. XII. 453 Oats & bear or big with a little

barley, are the kinds of grain. 1882 Proc, Bcrw* Nat, Club
IX. 444 Used for husking big, or four-rowed barley.
2. attrib., as in bigg-barley, -market, -riddle.

1597 GERARD //fr&z/. i. xliv. 2. 64 Called . . of our English
northerne people . . Big Barly. 1864 Sat. Rev. 29 May, Most
strangers would be inclined to think that the '

Bigg Market
'

meant the large one. 1446 Wills % Inv. N, C. (1835) I. 95
Item j whetridell, j bigridell.

Biggie, obs. form of BIG.

t Bi'ggand, ppl. a. Obs. [north, dial. pres.

pple. 01 BIG vJ] Building ;
sb. a builder.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxvii[i]. 22 J?e stane whilk biggand
forsoke. [a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxlvi[i]. 2 Biggand ieru-

^alem oure lord.]

tBigge. Obs. rarc~ '. [Of unknown etymology
and doubtful genuineness, like most of the words
in the list quoted.] An alleged name of the hare.

6-1300 Names of Hare in Wright ReL Ant. I. 133 The
hare, the scotart, The bigge, the bouchart.

Bigge(n, obs. form of BUY.

t Biggel. Obs. Apparently the Nyl-Ghau.
1745 PARSONS Qitadr. in PkiL Trans. XLIII. 465 Among

the Horses in the St.ibles of the Viceroy of Goa, he saw a
Beast called a /*'/*/, a creature much about the Colour and
Bigness of a Rain-deer. 1771 PENNANT Synop, Qitadr. 29
Antilopc TragocameliiS) Biggel.

Biggen (bi-g'n), v. Obs. exc. dial. [f. BIG a.+
-EN^. Perh. sense 3 was the earliest.]
1. trans. To make big ; to increase, enlarge.
1643 TUCKNRY Balm ofG. 35 Our sinnes . . are very great,

and if circumstances can biggen them, of the largest size.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Sefo. 185 Those things feed and
biggen us. 1862 Miss CHARLESWGRTH Minist. Children \\.

22, 1 can biggen them a bit when they get too small.

2. intr. To become big, to increase in size.

1649 BUIHE Eng. Improv. Iwpr. 11652) 53 All waters

biggen the further they run. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <$

Sell-. 127 Some bigning or growing. 1701 STFEI.E Ckr. Hero
(1711) 45 His great heart, .rose and biggened in proportion
to any growing danger that threatened him. 1830 GALT
Laurie T, \\ vii. (1849) 222 My heart biggened in my bosom.

t 3. To recover strength after confinement, dial.

Obs. Cf. BIG a. i. Hence Brggening vbL sb.

1674 RAY N. C. H'ds. 6, I wish you a good biggening.
1721 BAILEY, Biggenningi the Up-rising of Women after

Child-Birth. Country Word.

Bi'g'g'er, sb. Obs. exc. north, dial. Also big-
gar (e. [f.

BIG v. + -EB 1
.] A builder.

c 1440 Bone Flor. 8 The furste byger of Anteoche. 1552
ADP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 28 Ane biggare can nocht
make ane evin up wal without direction of his lyne.

Bigger (bi-gai), a., compar. of BIG. Also sb.

One who is bigger ; a superior in size.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Prat'. 4- Epigr. (1867) 39 His blggers or
betters. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Acts xiv. 22 nofe t As if they
should translate . . Maior of London, the Bigger of London.
1869 .MRS. WHITNEY Hitherto iv. 50 Its own capacity to

take in sunshine as fast, in proportion, as its biggers and
betters.

Bi'ggermost, a. dial. = Biggest.
1803 S. PEGGE Anecd, Eng. Lang. 102 The biggermost

man in the parish.

t Bi'ggerness. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec. +

XESS.] The quality of being bigger ; larger size.

1674 PETTY Disc. be/. R. Sec. 27 Wetting of Sails . . doth
make the Sail, as it were, bigger; which biggerness may be
known and measured.

Biggin 1
(bi'gin). Also 6 begin, byggen, 7

biggon, -ging, 6-9 biggen. [a. F. otguin child's

cap. See BEGCINE, note.]
1. A child's cap.
1530 PALSGR. 198/1 Byggen for a chyldes heed, beguyne.

1532 MORE Confitt. Tindale Wks. 577/2. 1639 MASSINGF.R
Uiinat. Combat iv. ii, Would you have me Transform my
hat to double clouts and biggings? 1755 Connoisseur No.
80 '1774) HI- 7 1 Such a store of clouts, caps . . biggens . . as
would set up a Lying-in Hospital. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe
xxviii, My brain has been topsy-turvy . , ever since the biggin
was bound first round my head.

b. Taken as the sign of infancy.
1609 B. JONSON Sil. Wont. in. vi, [You have] beene a

courtier from the biggen, to the night-cap. 1638 QUARI.ES
Hieroglyph, iii. 215 How many dangers meet Poor man be-
tween the biggin and the winding sheet.

2. A cap or hood for the head, a night-cap ;
also

the coif of a Serjeant-at-law.
1562 BULLEVN Bk. Simples 10 a, Put into a Forhead clothe

or Biggen. 1589 Pappe iv. Hatcfot Bijb, [His] head is

swolne so big, that he had neede send to the cooper to make
him a biggin. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV> iv. v. 27 Hee whose
Brow (with homely Biggen bound) Snores out the Watch of
Night. 1610 MARKHAM Master^, n. xvii. 245 Make the
horse a biggen of canuase to close in the soare. 1639 City-
Match iv. vii. in Hazl. Dodsley XIII. 288 Ha' made him
barrister, And rais'd him to his satin cap and biggon.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xvii, Reduced . . to biggen and
gown, in a night brawl.

f 3- The amnion enveloping the foetus. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Agnelicre . . called by some Midwiues, the

Coyfe, or Biggin of the child ; by others, the childs shirt.

Biggin 2
. [See quot.] A kind of coffee-pot con-

taining a strainer for the infusion of the coffee, with-
out allowing the grounds to mix with the infusion.

1803 Gents. Mag. LXXIII. 1094 Mr. Biggin some years
ago invented a new sort of coffee pot which has been ever
since extensively sold under the name of coffee biggins.
1817 Specif, of Ogle's Patent No. 4173, for Improvements
in tea and coffee pots or biggins.

' The tea or coffee being put
into the canister, placed within the pot or biggin, the boil-

856

ing water is then poured upon it, and the extract is fil-

tered through the strainer into the exterior pot or biggin.'
a 1803 MOORE in Mem. fy Corr. (1853* I. 97, I had yester.
day a long visit from Mr. Biggin . . By the bye it is from
him the coffee biggins take their name,

t Bi'ggined, a. Obs. Wearing a biggin.
1607 R. C tr. Stephens'* World Wond. 235 To see a man

bigginned with a hood vpon his head. 1655 tr. Francion
24 This old Biggin'd ape?

t Bi'gging, vbl. sb. dial. [f. BlG V. -f -ING 1
.]

j*l. The fact of dwelling; sojourn, stay.
c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 718 Long bigging is here no?t god.
b. Dwelling-place, habitation, home. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3163 Do was non biging of al egipte
Hchles. c 1400 Epiph. (Turnb. 1843) 156 Bryng hus all to
that bygyng bryghth. < 1425 Ema re 709 When he come to
his byggynge, He welcomed fayr that lady yynge.
2. The action of building, north, dial.

c 1440 Promp. Paw. 35 Byggynge, or beeldynge, edifi*
catio t stntctitra. itpj Lane. <y Chcsh. J-Fiy/.f (1854)34 Suffi-

ciant reparations and bydgynges of bowses. < 1550 SIR J.
BALFOUR Practices (1754) 34 tfor the bigging, mending and
reparatioun of paroche kirkis. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. iv, Prae-

torian here, Praetorian there, I mind the bigging o't.'

3. concr. A building, an edifice
; also, an out-

building as distinguished from a house, north, dial.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1774 pe bigginnes fel bath hey and lau.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy xxxv. 13452 Betwene the biggyng
on be buerne & be burgh rlche. c 1440 Promp. Parr. 35
Byggynge. .cdificiitm. 1533 BELLHNDEN Liry v. (1822)432
Magnificent housis and biggingis. 1681 BLOUNT Glossogr,,
Biggin %

or Bigging in the northern parts is used for a
fair house or Gentlemans Seat. 1790 BURNS Capt. Grose
iii, By some auld houlet- haunted biggin' Or kirk de-
serted by its riggin'. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley xxx. 442
About to fall asleep wi' the length of the sermon and the
heat of the biggin'. 1876 GRANT Burgh Sch. Scot. \. \. 25
Certain houses, crofts, bigcings, lands and gardens.

Bvggisli, a.
[f.

Bicr a. + -ISH.] Rather big.
a 1626 \V. SCLATKR Exp. 2 TJiess. (1632} 150 The volumne

growes biggish. i867CARLYLE^?CTHi.(i88i)I. looAbiggish,
simple house on the sands.

t Bi'ggit, ///. a. Obs. Sc.
[f.

BIG ^.] a. Inhab-

ited, cultivated (obs.}. b. Built, erected, north, dial.

1375 BARBOCR Bruce xiv. 383 Quhen thai come in biggit

land, Wittale and mete yneuch thai fand. 1815 SCOTT
dty J/. III. 150 i JAM. i

' Bred in biggit wa's.'

Bi'ggouet. Sc. [Dim. of BIGGIX; cf.OF./v^w/-
ncf in same sense.] A woman's cap or headdress.

1725 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. \. ii, Good humour and white

bigonets shall be Guards to my face, to keep his love for

me. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. xxiv f The queen tore her big-
ijonets for perfect anger.

Bight (bait). Also 4 byjt, 5 bycht, 6 byght,
7 beight, 7-9 bite. [OE. byht bend, masc., cor-

rcsp. to MLG. bucht (whence niod.G. bucht '

bay,

bight,' mod.Uu. bocht, also Da., Sw. bitgt} : OTeut.

*buhti-Zy f. bfigan to Bow. OE. byht 'bend* ap-

pears to occur in Cod. Dipl. 538 and App. 308. It

is to be distinguished from the poetic byht abode,

corresp. to ON, bygti, from byggja to dwell, in-

habit. See also BOUGHT sb^\
1. A bending or bend

; csp. an angle, hollow, or

fork in the human or animal body ;
a corner.

?967 Cod. Dipl. 538(Bosw.>, Andlang norbgeardes 3a^t hit

cymb in 5one byht. r 1340 Gati*. ^- Gr. Knt. 1349 Bi be

Ly3t al of be by^es. r 1400 Rcl. Ant. I. 190 In the by?t of
the harme. 1523 FITZHKRB. Husb. S 132 Drcsse the wodde
and bowe it clene and cutte it at euery byghte. 1674 RAV
^V. C. Words., Bt-ig/it of the Elbow : Bending of the Elbow.
Cheshire. 1721 BAILEY, Bight [of a Horse] is the inward
bent of the Chambrel : also the bent of the Kne^s in the

Fore-legs. [So in subseq. Diets.]

2. esp. The loop of a rope, as distinguished from
its ends

;
the part between the ends.

1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) 132 With our cap-
sten [wej stretched the two byehtes. 1769 FALCONKK Diet.
Marine (1780*, Bight > the double part of a rope when it is

folded, .as, her anchor hooked the bight of our cable. 1812
Examiner 9 Nov. 720/1 The bite of a whale-line having . .

caught his leg. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple (1863) 242 To
put the little beast into the bight of a rope, and tow him
overboard. 1875 BUCKLAKD Log-bk. 290 Catch him round
the neck with the bight of a rope.
3. A bend or curve as a geographical feature,

e.g. an indentation in a coast line, a corner or re-

cess of a bay, a bend in a river, etc.

1481 in Ripon Ch. Acts 344 Sleningford Bygh. 1555
EDEN Decades W. Ind. (Arb.) 381 In the byght~of a bay.
1622 HAWKINS Voy. S. Sta(i&4j) 180 We found presently in
the westerne bight of the bay a deepe river. 1725 DE FOE
Voy. round World (t&4p>} 146 In the very bite or nook of
the bay there was a great inlet of water. 1852 CONYBKAKIC
& H. St. Paul (1862) I. v. 135 The town was situated on
a bight of the coast. 1876 MORRIS Sigurd \\. 165 The bight
of the swirling river. Ibid. \\\. 326 Far off in a bight of the
mountains.

b. transf. anclyS^.
1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. <$ Eng. I. 30 Bights and

bends in the great stream of Time. 1878 Masgue Poets 121
Larded with talk and tallow In the bight of the afternoon.

4. The space between two headlands, a bay,

generally a shallow or slightly-receding bay; spec.
in the Bights of Benin and Biafra, and the Austra-
lian Bight ; also transf. a bay-like segment.
1555 EDEN Decades II'. Ind. (Arb.) 380 There is a byght

or bay as thowgh it were a harborowe. 1725 DE FOE Voy.
roujtd World ( 1 840) 194 We ran boldly into the bay, and
came to an anchor in that which they call the Bite, or little

bay. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789"*, Bight, is also a

BIGOT.

small bay between two points of land. 1833 M. SCOTT Toin
Cringle xvii. 1,1859) 447 The glowing mirror of the calm bight.
1864 D. MITCHELL Wet Days Ett^fw. 43, 1 see there is a

bight of blue in the sky. 1878 K. JOHNSTON Africa xi.( 18841
15 Fernando Po, near the head of the Bight of Biafra.

1879 STEVENSOX Trar. Cevennes 190, I spied a bight of
meadow, .in an angle of the river.

Bigin(e, -ne, bigirde, obs. f. BEGIN, BEGIRD.

Biglandular : see Bi-/r^2 j.

Biglot (bai-glpt), a. rare. [f. Br-/n/.-6-4-
Gr. y^wrra, tongue, language ;

cf. Gr. diy\coTT05 J

Kng. polyglot.'] In two languages, bilingual.
1883 N. fy Q. 29 Sept. 254/2 The biglot edition, .is a trans-

lation into Italian, .with the Latin text in parallel columns.

t Bi'gly, a. Obs. Also bygly, byggly. [f.

Bra v. to inhabit + -LY!.] Habitable, fit or

pleasant to dwell in
; hence gen. pleasant.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 962 Bryng me to J>at bygly bylde,
& let me se by blysful bor. * 1440 York JMyst. vi. 42 To
byggly blys we bothe were brought. (71440 BfffU Flor. 220
He wyll dystroye thy bygly landy-s. r 1450 HENRYSON
Btitdy Scrk 13 Scho wynnit in a bigly hour, On feld wes
none so fair, [a 1803 Erlington i. in Child Ball. i. (1882)

lOT/i He has built a bigly bower, An a' to put that lady in.]

Bigly (bi-gli), adv. [f. BIG C. + -LYA]
f 1. \Yith great force or violence

; firmly,

strongly, violently. Obs.
c 1325 E. E. Altit. P. C. 321 J?e barrez of vche a bonk ful

bigly me haldes. c 1400 Destr. Troy xiv. 6035 Knyt hpra
with cables .. And bound horn full bigly on hor best wise.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur fi8i6) I. 416 So roughly and so

bigly, that there was not one that might withstand him.

1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider <y F. Ixxviii. 140 A serius argu-
ment : Whether I should Hue or die, was biglie bent.

2. Loudly, boastfully, haughtily, pompously.
1532 MOKE Confut. Tindale Wks. 397/1 And bereth it out

bigly w' shameles deuelyshe heresie. 1585 ABP. SANDYS
ScrM. (1841) 104 Goliah thought bigly of himself. 1602
WARNER Alb. Eng. IK. xlvi. 218 Oftentimes Authorise lookes

biglier than a Bull. 1741 JOHNSON Debates in Par/. (1787)
II. 246 Talking bigly, indeed, of vindicating foreign rights.

1846 LANDOR Exam. Shaks. Wks. II. 299 He spoke as bigly
and fiercely as a soaken yeoman at an election feast.

Bigness (bi-gnes). [f. BIG a. + -NESS.]
1. Large size or bulk.

1494 FABYAN v. cxxxi. 114 Most precious stones of a great

bygnesse and value. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. XXXVIH.
viii. 197 A poynted dyamonde of mervaylous bygnes. 1614
MARKHAM Cheap Husb. \. \. 116681 4 Not grosse with much
flesh but with the bignesse of his bones. 1827 HARK Guesses

(1859* 381 Bigness with the bulk of mankind is the nearest

synonym for greatness. 1878 TAIT & STEWART Unseen
Univ. ii. 85 But we must not be terrified at mere bigness.

b. Jig. Haughtiness, pompousness, swagger.
1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan. Pref. 57 The worldly bigness

and downbearing Dominion of a tyrannical Clergy. 1847
L. HTNT Men, li'ofnen, fy Bks. II. i. 15 A puffed and un-

easy pomp, a bigness instead of greatness.
2. Size, magnitude, bulk (.large or small).
1529 RASTELL Pastyme (1811) 105 They be of one bygnes.

1667 MILTON P. L. n. 1052 This pendant world, in bigness
as a Starr. 1779 JOHNSON Blake Wks. IV. 375 Seven forts

with cannon proportioned to the bigness. 1826 K.IRBY $
SP. Entomol. III. xxtx. 78 The bigness of a large pea.

tl Bignonia (bignJu-nia). Bot. [Named by
Tournefort after the Abbe Bignon, librarian to

Louis XIV.] A genus of plants, N.O. Bignonia-
cete, natives of hot climates, remarkable for the

beauty of their trumpet-shaped flowers. Hence
Bignonia-ceous, Bigno-nial a.

[1700 TOURNEFORT hist. Rei Herb., Bignoniamappellavi.]
1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 391/2 The . . Bignonia, many species
of which are common in our gardens. 1865 PARKMAN
Huguenots iv. 52 The scarlet trumpets of the bignonia.

t Bigold. Obs. rare~ l
. Bot. [perh. f. BY- in

sense of '

inferior' + GOLD.] The Corn Marigold.
1636 GERARD Herbal Supp., Bigold, Chrysanthemum

St'getntn. 1863 PRIOR Plant-n. 21 Bigold> tinsel, false gold,

applied to a plant that is not the genuine Golde.

Bigot (bi-gat, -(?/), sb. and a. [a. K. bigot, of

unknown origin : see below.] A. sb.

fl. a. A hypocritical professor of religion, a

hypocrite, b. A superstitious adherent of religion.
1598 SPEGHT Chaucer, Bigin, bigot, superstitious hypo-

crite [1602 adds or hypocriticall woman]. 1653 URQUHART
Rabelais \. xl, He is no bigot or hypocrite. 1656 BLOL-NT

Glossogr., Bigot i Fr.l, an hypocrite, or one that seems much
more holy then he is, also a scrupulous or Superstitious
fellow. 1664 H* MORE Myst, hiiq, 436 One part of their

Church becomes Sotts and Bigots.

2. A person obstinately and unreasonably wedded
to a particular religious creed, opinion, or ritual.

1661 Cow LEV Cromwell Wks. II. 655 He was rather a

well-meaning and deluding Bigot, than a crafty and mali-

cious Impostor. 1741 WATTS Imfr<n>. Mind \. Wks.

(1813) 14 A dogmatist in religion is not a long way off from
a bigot. 1844 STANLEY Arnold II. viii. 13 [Dr. Arnold] was
almost equally condemned, in London as a bigot, and in

Oxford as a latitudinarian.

b. transf. vOf other than religious opinions.)
1687 CONGREVE Old Bach. i. v, Yet is adored by that bigot

Sir Joseph Wittol as the image of valour. 1838 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. i. vii. 14 I. 395 Lord Bacon, certainly no bigot
to Aristotle. 1863 KINGSLEY Water-l>ab,v\. 290 The children

of Prometheus are. .the bigots, and the bores.

3. Comb., as bigot-maker.
a 1720 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. d753> II. 155 The

best of all the Bigot-makers that ever I read of.

B. adj. [Often merely atirib. use of sb.]

1623 LD. HERBERT in Ellis Orig. Lett. \. 298 III. 164 The
most common censure, even of the bigot party. 1680 DRV-



BIGOTE.
DEN Kind Kj>r. Ep. Ded., In a Country more Bigot than
ours. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. Ixii, The crazed Tory, the
bigot Whig. 1844 KINGLAKE Eothen xxvii. (1878) 345 Old
bigot zeal against Christians.

tin OF. Bigot appears first in the romance of Girart de
Roitssillon (i2thc.) as the proper name of some people, ap-

parently of the south of Gaul. Hence already in the i/thc,
it was suggested by Caseneuve, that it might be an OF.
form of Wisigotkus, Visigoth ; the relations between the

Visigoths of Toulouse who were Arians, and the Franks
who were Catholics, being such as readily to attach to the
name of the former the connotation of 'detestable foreigner'
or 'foreign heretic.' But modern Romanic scholars find

phonetic difficulties, besides that there is no evidence that
the name Wisigothi was preserved in the vulgar tongue.
Slender support to some connexion with the Goths is sug-
gested by the med.L. form Bigotki (Du Cange). Whether
the Sp. bzgote, moustache, is in any way connected, can-
not be decided. According to Wace bigoz, bigos was
applied opprobriously by the French to the Normans,
which shows that the word had then acquired some conno-
tative force ; the legend that it originated in the refusal of
Hrolf or Rollo to kiss the foot of Charles the Simple, when,
in the words of the i2th c. chronicler, 'lingua Anglica \\ ! !)

respondit Ne se, bi gof, quod interpretatur Ne Per Deum
'

(No by God !), is absurdly incongruous with facts. The
opprobrious sense in Wace was certainly not that of '

super-
stitious' or 'hypocrite,' as in later F. and Eng. ; materials
to show how the latter was developed are wanting, but
there is evidence to show that the feminine bigote was sub-

sequently applied in opprobrium to the Beguines (see Be-
guta^ Bigutta, in Du Cange) : our first quotation identifies

bigot with bigin or beguine. In early times the word be-
came a Norman family name as in Roger Bieod earl of
Norfolk.]

II BigO'te. [Sp.] The moustache.
1623 MABBK Alemans Guzman (fAlf. it. 332 It seeming

perhaps unto them that . . the bearing their Bigotes high,
turn'd vp with hot yrons . . should be their saluation and
bring them to heauen.

Bigoted (brgated), a. Also 7-8 big(g)otted.
[f. BIGOT 4- -Eo2. (In i7th c. pronounced&tr#^/.)]
Obstinately and blindly attached to some creed,

opinion, or party; unreasonably devoted to a sys-
tem or party, and intolerant towards others.

1645 EVELYN Mem. (1857) 1. 192 Though the least bigoted
of all Roman Catholics. 1682 S. PORDAGE Medal Rev. 136
One bigotted in the Romish way. 1759 DILWORTH Pope fyA bigotted Jacobite. 1848 H. MILLER First hnpr. vii. 107
His bigoted, weak-minded sister, the bloody Mary. 1875
H. E. MANNING Mission H. Ghost ix. 236 We are thought to
be intolerant and bigoted, because we will keep no peace
with heresy.

b. Const, to.

a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. Antients Wks. 1730 I. 22 Men who
are biggoted to the opinions they have imbibed under their
teachers. 1781 Miss BURNEY Cecilia iv. v. '17831 199 Mr.
Harrel has been so strangely biggotted to his friend. 1816
BYRON Ch. Har. n. xliv, So nursed and bigoted to strife.

Bi'gOtedly, adv. In a bigoted manner.
1831 J, WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XXX. 405 Your notions

. .are as bigotedly aristocratic as ever.

t BigO'tic, a. Obs.
[f. BIGOT + -ic.]

* BIGOTED.
So Bigo'tical a., Bigo'tically adv. t Brgotish a.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iii. 38. 177 Some noble
and generous truth which the bigotick religionists endeavour
to smoother and oppress. Ibid. I. i. 19. 18 Some Bigotical
Religionists. Ibid. i. iv. 15. 274 Bigotically zealous for the

worship of the gods. 1652 EVELYN State France Misc.
Writ. 118051 82 The Roman CathoHcks of France are no-

thing so. .bigotish as are. .the Recusants of England.
t Ergotism. Obs. [a. F. bigotisme.] Bigotry.
1681 HiCKERiNGiLL Vind. Naked Truth n. 24 "Tis this

Bigottism that undoes us. 1705 Priest-cr. i. (1721) 52
The additional Bigotism of Sabbathising,

t Brgotly, adv. Obs. [f.
BIGOT a. + -Ly2].

1646 BAiLLiE^w<7^a/^{i647)Pref.A.2 a.The most of the
Cantons are bigotly popish.

Bigotry (bi-gatri). Also 7 bigottry. [a. F.

bigoterie, f. bigot : see -BY.] The condition of a

bigot ; obstinate and unenlightened attachment to

a particular creed, opinion, system, or party.
171674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xiv. (1706) III. 423 The

present Duke was with more than ordinary Bigottry zealous
in the Roman Religion, a 1755 WATTS (J.) Bigotry to our
own tenets. xSooT. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) IV. 319 We see
the bigotry ofan Italian to the ancient splendor ofhis country.
1876 GREEN Short Hist. vii. 6 (1882) 406 The bigotry of
Philip was met by a bigotry as merciless as his own.

b. concr. A specimen or act of bigotry.
1715 BENTLEY .SVrw. x. 351 These Bigotries were yet with-

out any mixture of Craft and Knavery.
Bigurdel, -gyrdel, variants of BYGIRDLE, Obs.,

a moneysack.
Bigurt, obs. form of BEGIRT.

Bigwig (bi'gwigX [f.
BIG + WIG, from the

large wigs formerly worn by men of distinction or

importance.] A man of high official standing, or
of note or importance, {humorous or contemptu-
ous.} Hence Bi-g-wig-g-ed///.^., wearing officially
a big wig ; Bigwi'ggedness, Big-wi-gg'ery,
Bigfwi-ggism, official display of importance.
1791 SOUTHF.Y Lett. (1856) I. 12 Though those big-wigs

have really nothing in them, they look very formidable.

1815 Scribbh-oniania 221 As poet-translator, no big wig
ranks stouter. 1865 TROLLOPS Helton Est. vii. 75 Some
big-wig has come in his way who is going to dine with him.
1862 MRS. H. WOOD Channings iii. 17 If any big-wigged
Lord Chancellor could take away the money. 1884
Athenxnm 38 June 831/3 Characteristic big-wiggedness ..

pervades many of these pages. 1855 Ilouseh. li^t/s. XII.
250 All this solemn bigwiggery these triumphs, ovations,
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sacrifices, orations. 1871 GEO. ELIOT Middlcm. (1878) I. n.

265, I didn't like.. so much empty bigwiggism.

Bigyle, obs. form BEGUILE.

Bi; : see under BIT-.

t Biha'lve, -en, -CS, adv. an&prcp. Obs. [OE.
be healfe

'

by (the) side,' a phrase construed with
a dative

; treated in ME. as an adv. and prep. The
ME. ending -en seems due to form-association
with words like beforcn, betwixen, etc., in which
the -en was historical

; -cs imitated the advb. geni-
tives. Cf. BESIDE, bisiden, BESIDES (perhaps the
direct model for bihalven, bihalves}]
A. phrase. By the side, beside.

a 1000 Metr. Boeth. xxix. 43 (Gr.l Be healfe heofones
pisses. Byrhtnoth 152 Him be healfe sto'd hyse un-
weaxen cniht. Ibid. 318 Be healfe minum hlaforde.
B. adv. Beside, near, by.

c 1205 LAV. 571 pe bi-halues were. Ibid. 8170 Enne hend-
licne mon pe >er stod bi-haluen. c 1305 St. Katherine in
K, E. P. 11862) go Heo stod bihalues and bihuld.

C. prep. Beside, close to, by.
f 1205 LAY. 8436 Enne gume . . him bihalfues. Ibid. 9311

Bihaslues ban fihte.

t Bihalven, v. Obs. [f. bi-, ~&t.-+halvc, HALF,
side : cf. OHG. behalbon surround.] trans. To
surround on all sides.
c 1250 Gen. #r fcx. 3355 Harde he bi-halucn 5er moyses.

a 1300 Ha-'flok 1834 A red thei taken hem bitwene, That he
sholde him bi-halue, And brisen.

Biha'rite. Min. [f. the Biharberg, in Hun-
gary, where found.] A hydrous silicate of mag-
nesium and aluminium, of yellowish, green, or
brown colour, and greasy feeling.

Bihate, variant of BEHATE.
t Bihea-ld, v. Oh. [f. bi-, BE- i + ME. hcald-

en.] trans. To pour over, to sprinkle.
<* 1225 Leg. Kath. 1400 p.'et tes meiden moste .. wi5 hal-

wende wettres bihealden [-.'. r. biheolden] ham alle.

t Bihe'de, v. Obs. Pa. t. and pple. bihedde.

[OE. behjtlan, f. BE- + hi'dan to HEED
; cf. OFris.

bih&da (Du. beholden, LG. h-AoJcn),OHG. bihuo-
tan (mod.G. bchuten)]
1. trans. To take notice of, notice, perceive.
c 1205 LAY. 27672 pe eorl bat bihredde, an heorte him wes
unnede. Ibid. 28398 Ar5ur bat bihedde, be king wes abol3e.
2. To pay attention to, take care of.

c 1250 LAY. 25900 Ich was hire fostermoder and faire hire
bihedde

; 1205 uostredde]. 12x400 in Ret. Ant. II. 225
Thorou wyldernesse ich ladde the, And vourty }er bihedde
the.

3. To guard against.
a 1250 Oiul % Night. 635 Hwat can bat ^ongling hit bihede

^if hit misdeb hit mot nede.

4. To procure or prepare (for), offer, give (to).
c 1205 LAY. 12101 Melga nom Oriene. .and scorne hire bi-

hedde. 4-1420 Chron. V'ilod. 1113 Wherforc be kyng by
hedde hym no grace.

Biheet(e, -hete, -hight, hi}t, hote, etc. : see

BEHIGHT.

Bihelve, obs. form of BEHALF.
. Obs. Forms: i behoefe, behefe,

3 biheue. [OE. behefe, earlier bih6efe :*bihofio-,
adj. f. *bihof- BEHOOF, meaning 'of behoof, of use.']

Profitable, useful, needful.
c 975 R'tshw. Cosp. Mark xi. 3 CweoSas Sartte drihtne bi-

hoefe \Lindisf. behoflic] z-el ned-5arf is. nooo Ags. G.
Luke xiv. 28 pa and-fengas be him behefe synt. a 1225
Juliana 46 Nis nawt be biheve.

tBihe'VC, sb. Obs. Forms: i behefe, 3 biheue.

[subst. use of prec. adj.] Behoof
; advantage.

a 1225 A ncr. R. 96 Vor moni vuel ich iseo berinne, & none
biheue. c 1320 Cast. Love 1425 Ac heore doute was vre
bi-heue. c 1320 Assutnp. Virg. 676 He wist he was to godes
biheue.

t Biho'fth(e. Obs. Forms : 2-3 bihofbe, 3

bihoupe, biofte, byef pe, 3-4 byofbe, 4 byhofpe.
[f. OE. bi-, behofian to need, BEHOVE + -TH.] Need,
behoof; use, service.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 19 To bere saule bihofSe. c 1250 Gen.
tf Ex. 1408 Rebecca wile ic hauen, To ysac-is bi-ofte wile
ic crauen. 1297 k. GLOUC. 348 To hys byefbe. Ibid. 354
To Wyllammes byofpe. 1393 LANGL. P. Pt. C. xm. 187
To mannes byhofthe. a 1400 Eng. Gilds 354 To here owne
by-ofbe.

t Biho";i-en, v. Obs. [OE. beho&ian, f. BE- i

+ hogian to think, consider : see HOWE
z<.] trans.

To be anxious about, be careful for.

a 1000 Benedict. Rule 58 (Bosw. i Beho^ian, solicitum esse.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 113 De lauerd seal bihoh^ian bet he
habbe godes fultum. c 1205 LAY. 17369 liruttes. .heore godc
wepnen

'

wurSliche bihojeden.

+ Biho'we, v. Obs. [OE. behawian, f. BE-+OE.
hawian to look, view.] trans. To view

;
to see.

ciooo Ags. G. Matt. vii. 5 pu liccetere .. behawa [1160
Hattm behawe], .bat mot of |>ines broSur eagan. 1330 R.
BRUNNF Chron. 11165 iStratm.t pe folk to bihowe.

Bihynde, Bii, obs. f. of BEHIND, BOY.
Biis, bijce, bijs, var. BTSS, Obs., fine linen.

Bi-ischiatic (bai^iskiix-tik), a. 1'hys. [f.
Bi-

prcf? j + ISCHIATIC, f. Gr. \.a\iov hip-joint.] Join-
ing the two hip-joints.
1878 BARTLEY tr. Tofinarfs Anthrop. ii. 83 The biischi-

atic line, or width of the seat.

II Bijou (r>r.?). PI. bijoux. [F. bijou ( i6th c.

BILABIATE.

in Littre) : prob. a. Breton bizou, formerly besou
'

ring with a stone' (cf. Cornish bison '

finger-ring
'

in 1 3th c.), f. Bret, biz, bez= Cornish I/is, bys, bes,

Welsh bys finger. See other conjectures in Diez,
Littre, Scheler.] A jewel, a trinket ;

a '

gem
'

among works of art. Also attrib.

1838 MACAULAY Let. in Trevelyan Life (1881! 269 The
bijou of his gallery. 1868 Miss BRADDON Dead-Sea Fr. II.
i. 3 Owner of. . the bijou house in Park Lane. 1876 GEO.
ELIOT Kan. >er. in. xx. 154 The farthing buckles were bijoux.

II Bijouterie (bz3-t?n). [Fr.; f. prec. + -erie

see -BY. The -t- is analogical.] Collective appel-
lation for jewelry, trinkets, and articles of vertu.

1831 DISRAELI Yng. Duke (1878) 317 The furniture, and
the bijouterie, produced a most respectable fund. 1863
R. BURTON Abeoftuta I. io6The bijouterie was coral, in neck-
laces and wristlets.

Bijugate ;b3i-d,z,iKgeit), a. [f. Bi- prcf.
2 + L.

jagat-tis yoked.]
1. Of a coin : Bearing two heads side-facing, one

overlapping the other.

1725 W. Sit-KELEY in Mem. (18821 I. 87 Bijugate coin of
Carausius.

2. 'I wo-paircd,
'
as a pinnate leaf of two pairs of

leaflets' (Gray Bot. Text-bk. 1880).
1846 in WORCESTER.

BijUgOUS (bai-d.^gas, bi-), a. [f. L. l>ijug-t<s

yoked two together (f. /)/'- tv/o+jttgum yoke) +

-OUS.]- BIJUGATE 2. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 252.

Bik, Bikalle, see BIKH, BEOALL.

Bike (baik), sb. north, dial. Also 5-9 byke, 6

byik, byk, 8 beik. [Etymology unknown. The
sense '

bees' nest
'

is the original ;
hence a con-

jecture that it represents an OE. bcoc, contr. from
*bt'ow{c '

bee-dwelling,' but the phonetic repr. of thnt
would have been bekc, beck. The sense '

building
'

(4) is apparently erroneous ; some, assuming it to

be the original, compare big, bike with dig, dikc.\
1. A nest of wasps, hornets, or wild bees, as dis-

tinct from the hive or skep of domestic bees. Also,
the whole nestful of bees ; a swarm.
a 1300 Cursor M. 76 Suettcr . . bon hony o bike, c 1460

Tau'tielt'y Myst. 325 Wormes shaile in you brede as bees
dos in the byke. a 1500 MS. Cott. Caiig. A. ij. 109 ( Halliw. i

A byke of waspes bredde in his nose. 1536 BELLENUKN
Cron. Scot. (i8ji) II. 271 Ane tod was ouirset with ane bike
of fleis. a 1758 RAMSAY Foetus 11844)89 Like bumbcus fVae
their bykes. 1790 BURNS Tarn O'Slianttr, As bees bizz
out wi' angry fyke, When plundering herds assail their byke.
1883 BLACK Black Bothy v, They had thoroughly dug out
that wasps' byke.
2. Jig. A place likened to a bees' nest, e.g. a

subterranean retreat or '

hole,' a well-filled store-

house.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis vm. iv. 26 Jone fendlych hole . . A
hellis byke, quhair sonnis bcme nevyr schane. 1806 R.

JAMIESON /'/. Ballads I. 293 JAM.) Nocht but a house-wife
was wantin' To plenish his weel foggit byke.
3. Jig. Applied contemptuously to a swarm of

people ; a teeming crowd, a '
crew.'

1552 LYNDESAY Monarchy 5803 In that court sail cum
monyone Off the blak byik of Babilone. 1785 BURNS Jolly
Beggars, The glowrin' byke. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xii,
A bonny bike there's o' them ! 1818 Rob Roy xxvi, A
bike o' the maist lawless unchristian limmers that ever dis-
turbed a douce, quiet . . neighbourhood.
t 4. ?

' A building, a habitation.' Jamieson. Obs.

(But the quotation may mean '

populous centre,'
or ' swarm of men.')
r 144 Gaiit

<$ Gologras. n. viii, Mony burgh, mony bour,
mony big bike ; mony kynrik to his clanie cumly to knaw.

f 5. (See quot.) Obs. or local.

1771 PENNANT Tour Scotl. 11794)202 The corn is thrashed

put and preserved in the chaff in bykes, which are stacks
in shape of bee-hives, thatched quite round.

Bike, v. Sf.
[f. BIKE sb.] To swarm like bees.

1805 A. SCOTT Poems 16 (JAM.) The lads about me biket.

Bike, obs. form of BEAK v.

Bikeche, variant of BEUATCU.

Biken, obs. form of BEACON, BECKON.

t Bike'nned, pa. pple. Obs. rare, [f.bi-, BE- +
ME. kennen to beget : cf. AKENNED.] Begotten.

rt 1250 Creed in Rfl. Ant. I. 234 Datt of de holigost biken-
nedd was.

Biker, bikkyr, obs. ff. BEAKEU, BIOKKK.
II Eikh. Also bik, bish. [Hindi, Nepali, bikh,

Bengali, bish poison : Skr. m's/ta poison.] The
poison of various species of Aconite, esp. Aconi-
tum ferox ;

also the root or plant yielding it.

1830 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. 7 The root o'f the Aconitum of

India, one of the substances called Bikh, or Bish, is a most
virulent poison. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 88/1 The dreadful
Bikh or Bish of Nepaul, the Aconitum /ero.t.

(The same name is given by the natives to the

effect of the rarefied atmosphere at great heights
in the Himalaya, which they attribute to poisonous
exhalation from the ground or from plants.)

Biknaw, bikome, etc. : see BEKNOW, etc.

Bil(e, obs. form of BILL.

Bilabial vlil<?'-bial), a. =next.
1862 DANA Man. Geol. i. v. 160 Having a bilabial form.

Bilabiate v*il^ i-
l>i|A), a. [f. BI-//Y/2 i +

LABIATE, f. L. labi-a lip + -ATE'.] Two-lipped.
10S



BILACCHE.
1794 MARTYN Rmisscan's Bot. x\x\. 479 The nectaries are

bilabiate. 1839 TODD Cycl. Anat. t, Phys. II. 113/2.

t Bila'cche, v. Obs. Pa. t. bela(u)ght. [f.

bi-, BE- + ME. LACCHE to take.] To take away.
[riooo Ags. Gosp. Mark ix. 18 Swa he hine sel;ec3.j

c i5o Gen. 4- A-r. 773 Sone him was sarray bila^t.

Bilaciniate (bailasi-niift I, a. Bot.
[f.

Bi- //</.-
3 + LACINIATE, f. L. lacinia lappet, flap.] Of
leaves : Doubly laciniate ; i. e. divided into flaps
or lappets which are themselves similarly divided.

Bila niellar. a. = next.

1852 DANA Crust, n. 1035 The organ has a bilamellar ter-

mination.

Bilamellate, -ated (bsilas-metet. -?'tr, a.

[f.
BI- pref- i + LAMELLATE, f. L. lamella, dim. of

lamina thin plate.] Having or consisting of two
lamella; or small thin plates.
1846 WORCESTER cites BRANDE. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora

260 Verbascum . . stigma undivided or biiamellate. 1876
HARLEY Mat. Med. 476.

Bila'tninar, a. = next.

Bilaillinate, -ated ( bailee -min^t, -filed), a.

[f. 'Bi-pref.- i + LAMINATE, f. L. lamina thin plate.]

Having or consisting of two thin plates.
1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. % Phys. III. 568/1 The fascia

on reaching its anterior edge, is bi-laminated.

Biland, variant of BYLAXD Obs. peninsula.
Bilander (bi lands!, bai-landaj). Also 7 bil-

lander, 7-9 bylander, 8 belande, belandre,
billinder. [ad. Du. bij/andcr

' a vessel with one

large mast, sailing on the coast,' 'a lighter,' f. Du.
bij BY -i- land LAND. Adapted in Fr. as bjla>ijre.~]
A two-masted merchant vessel, a kind of hoy, dis-

tinguished by the trapezoidal shape of the main-
sail

; used in Holland for coast and canal traffic.

1656 "title'* The Opening of Rivers for Navigation .. a
Mediterranean Passage by Water for Billanders of thirty
tun, between Bristol and London. 1666 Loud. Go.:. No.
37/4 Here are three small Inlanders from Bruges in Flan-
ders. 1676 TEMPLE Let. Wks. 1731 II. 351 Their baggage
is already laden in a By-lander in this Canal. 1687 DRYDEN
Hind q- P. i. 128 Like bilanders to creep Along the coast.

1731 BAILEY, Belandr, btltindre. 1755 Mem. Caft. P. Drake
II. iii. 62, I agreed for a Billinder, which is a kind of Dutch
Vessel. 1833 SOUTHEY .Yarn/ Hist. Ens;. IV. 295 In little

boats and bylanders to steal along the shore by night.

t Bi-lary, a. Obs. = BILIARY.
1681 tr. Willis Med. IVks. Voc., Bilary, belonging to

bile or choler. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. The bilary pore.

Bilateral (baiU-c'tcral;, a.
[f. V,\-pref:- 1,6 +

LATERAL, f. L. later- ;nom. latus) side.] Of, per-
taining to, affecting, or arranged upon two sides ;

disposed on opposite sides of an axis.

1775 ASH Bilateral, Having two sides, both by the
father and mother's side. 1854 H. MILLER Footpr. Creat.
ix. (18741 162 That bilateral symmetry of the skeleton.

b. Law. Pertaining to or affecting two parties.
1818 COLF.BROOKE Obligations I. 16 Contracts are either

unilateral or bilateral. 1850 ALISON Hist. Europe^, xxvii.

99. 78 Bound to perform the other side of the bilateral

engagement.
Hence Bila-terally adv., in a bilateral manner,

on both sides. Bila-terali:sm, Bilatera'lity,
Biln/teralness, bilateral condition, arrangement
on opposite sides of an axis.

1849 MUHCHISON Silnria App. D. 540 Growing bilaterally
and branching regularly. 1875 POSTF. Gains \. led. 21 Introd.
8 A judgement may be bilaterally penal . . may both im-
poveri-h the defendant and enrich the plaintiff. 1852 TODD
Cycl. Anat. f, Phys. IV. 850/1 The idea of bilateralism is by
no means included in our definition of symmetry. 1880
Nature XXI. 262 The phenomenon of bilateralness in the

prothallia of ferns.

t Bilau-h, -lau;, v. Obs. Forms see LAUGH.
[Com. Teut. : OE. bihlifhhan, -hle.lt/ian

= OHG.
bihlahhian (MHG. and mod.G. belaclscn, Du. be-

lagclien), Goth, bihlahjan to laugh at, deride, f. bi-,

BE- 4 + hlahjan, in OE. hlifhhan, to LAUGH.]
trans. To laugh at

; mock, deride.
a 1000 Gttthlac >Gr.) 1331 Huru ic swi5e ne bearf hinsiS

bihlehhan. 1297 R. GLOUC. 64 Atte laste ys tricherie wel
lutel he by lowj. a 1300 K. Horn 681 J?e fys me so by-
laucte [-lauhtej pat ichnawt ne kaucte.

Bilaw, obs. form of BY-LAW.
Bilbaoeatch : see BILBOQUET.
Bilbergia, variant of BILLBERGIA.

Bilberry, billberry (bi-lberi). Also 7 bil-

bery. [App. of Norse origin ; cf. Da. bolle-

bifr, f. bolle (used separately for bilberry) + tier

BERRY. (The prigin of Da. bolle is unknown ; the

suggestion that it is : ON. bollr BALL is phonetic-
ally improbable, since this gives Sw. boll, Da.

bold.]']

1. The fruit of a dwarf hardy shrub ( Vaccinium

Myrtillus), abundant on heaths, on stony moors,
and in mountain woods, in Great Britain and
Northern Europe ; the berry is of a deep blue

black, and about a quarter of an inch in diameter.
So called chiefly in the Midlands ; other names
are WHORTLEBERRY and BLAEBERRY. The name
is applied also to the plant, and used attrib.

'577 DEE Retat. Spir. i. (1659) 171 The cloth, Hair-colourd,
Bilbery juyce. 1594 BARNFIELD Aff. Sheplt. u. xii, Straw.
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berries or Bil-berries, in their prime. 1598 SHAKS. Merry
W. v. v. 49 There pinch the Maids as blew as Bill-berry.
1810 WORDSW. Dtscr. Lakes i

11823) 29 The bilberry, a
ground plant, never so beautiful as m early spring. 1821
CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 87 In misty blue, Bilberries glow
on tendrils weak. 1860 TYNDALL Giac. I. 6. 45, I lay down
upon the bilberry bushes.

2. Applied with or without qualification to other

species of Vaccinium
;

e. g. in Britain to the Great

Bilberry or Bog \Vhortleberry (V. uliginosum).
1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot. 1455 Vaccinia nigra fructu

inajore. The greater Billberry. 1859 R. BURTON Centr.

Afr. in Jrnl. R. G. S. XXIX. 84 Garlands of small red
bilberries. 1864 WEBSTER s.v., The species of American
bilberry are referred to the sub-genus En-vacciniiim.
Hence Bi'lberrying

1

vbl. sb., gathering bilberries.

1859 W. COLEMAN IVoodlditds (18661 92 A party of rustic
children ' a bilberrying.'

Bilbo 1
ibi-lbon). Forms : 6 bilboa, 6-7 bilboe,

-bowe, 7 bilbow, 6- bilbo. [App. (as stated by
Blount in 1656} from Bilbao in Spain, long called
in Lng. Bilboa. ' Bilbow blades

'

were, according to

a marginal note to Drayton Agincoitrt (1631'; p. 10,
' blades accounted of the best temper." Cf Da-
mascus blade. Toledo blade. The swords of Bilbao,

according to Moll's Ceogr. 1701, 'are famous over
all Europe.']
1. A sword noted for the temper and elasticity of

its blade. Now only Hist.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. v. 112 Compass'd like a good
Bilbo in the circumference of a Pecke, hilt to point. 1603
DRAYTON Odes xvii. 81 Downe their Bowes they threw And
forth their Bilbowe.s drew. 1625 MARKHAM Souldiers Ac-
cid. 2 Sharpe and broad S\vords (of which the Turkic or Bil-

boe are best'. 1826 SCOTT li'oodst. iii, My tough old Knight
and you were at drawn bilbo. 1860 J. KENNEDY RobofBcr.vl
xv. 174 We shall come to bilbo and buff before long.

b. Often used as the proper name of a sword

personified ; esp. that of a bully or swash-buckler.
1676 Sn ADWELL Libertine i. Wks. 1720 II. 106 Stand, you

dog !. .I'll put Bilbo in your guts. 1749 ABP. RHYS Spain
(1760! 20 Bilbo is an humourous term for a Bully's Sword.

C. Phrase. Bilbo s the word.
1687 CONGREVE Old Bach. ill. vii, Bilbo's the word and

slaughter will ensue. 1713 Guardian No. 145 Bilbo is the

word^remember that and tremble. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin.
xxxvii. 294.

2. transf. I One who bears a bilbo. (Doubtful.')
1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. i. i. 165, I combat challenge of this

Latine Bilboe. 1690 CROWNE Enr. Frier v 41 This bilboe
has shew'd more brains then our Statesmen do.

3. Attrib. and Comb., as bilbo-blade, -man, -mettle,
-smith

; bilbo-lord, a bully, swash-buckler.
1392 GREENE Disfut. Wks. Grosarti X. 236 Let them doe

what they dare with their *bilbowe blades. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr.,

"
Bilbo blade from Bilboa.. in Spain where the

best blades are made. 1621 FLETCHER Wild-G. Chase in.

i, That this "bilbo-lord shall reap that maidenhead That
was my due. 1611 BEAUM. & FL. King $ A"i? \'ing\. 59
You are much bound to your

y Bil-bow-men. 1632 B. JON-
SON in Brome Sortli. Lasse Pref. Verses, An honest ^Bilbo-
Smith would make good blades.

Bilbo-. PI. bilboes .bi'lkraA Also 6 bil-

bows, 7 bilbowes, bylboes. 8 (comb.) bilboo-.

[Of uncertain derivation. It is usually, like the

prec., referred to Bilbao, on the alleged ground
that many of these instruments were manufactured
there, and shipped on board the Spanish Armada,
for the confinement of English prisoners expected
to be made

; but the word occurs in English many
years before 1588.] A long iron bar, furnished
with sliding shackles to confine the ankles of

prisoners, and a lock by which to fix one end of the
bar to the floor or ground.
1557 in Hakluyt's Voy. I. 295, I was also conueyed to
leir lodgings . .where I saw a pair of bilbowes. 1591 J.

HORTOP i\~arr. in Arb. Garner V. 316 Whom he presently
commanded to be set in the bilbows. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \.
ii. 6 Me thought I lay Worse then the routines in the Bilboes.

1723 MRS. CENTLIVRE Basset-Table I. i. 205 For every fault
that she commits, he'll condemn her to the Bilboes. 1879
SALA in Daily Tel. 26 June, The . .prisoner kneeling to show
how . . the bilboes and the neckstocks were put on him.

b. attrib.

1772-84 COOK Voy. (1700) V. 1597 Carrying with him the
shackle of the bilboo-bolt that had been put about his leg.

Bilboquet (bilboke-t'. Corrupted forms in

sense 2, t; bilboketeh, -catch, bilbaocatch, bil-

verketch, biblereatch. [a. Fr. bilboqiict, in same
senses and various intermediate ones

;
in OF. billc-

boquet, -banquet, ofdoubtful origin: seeDiez, Littre.]
f 1. 'A cord or line, having at either end, and in

the middle, n sticke fastened vnto it wherwith
Gardeners measure out their beds.' Cotgr.
1616 SC'RFL. & MARKH. Conntr. l-'arni 256 For round

workes, you must haue an instrument, commonly called the
Gardners Bilboquet. 1688 R. HOLME Acad. Armory 11.

118 A Bilboquet, an Instrument made of Lines and sharp
pointed Sticks or Iron Pins, to square out Beds.
2. The plaything called Cup-and-ball ; the game

played with it, which consists in catching the ball

either on the cup or spike end of the stick.
[A typical example of popular etymology is afforded by

the corruption of -gitet = ket, to ketch, catch, so as to asso-
ciate it with the action of the game; in Bilbao catck we
have the more deliberate perversion of pseudo-scholarship.)
1743 WALTOLE Lett. //. Maim 11834) I. Ixix. 253 To set

BILEWHIT.
up the noble game, of bilboquet. 1801 MAR. EDCEWORTH
GoodFr. Gov. (1832) 109 Bilboquets, battledores, and shuttle-
cocks. 1808 JANE AUSTEN Lett. 11884* II. 26 Bilbocatch, at
which George is indefatigable, tin Month. Mag. XXXIII.
26 He made great use of a bilbao-catch note, said to have
come hither from Bilbao, in Spain, and thence to have its

name) or ivory cup and spike. 1832 HONE 1 'ear Bk. 1297 To
the hautboy succeeded the bilbo-catch, or bilver-ketch.

1875 PARISH Sussex Gloss., Bibler-catcli.

Bilcock (bi-l,kpk). A bird : the Water-rail.
1678 RAV Willugliby-sOraith. 314 The Water-Rail, called

by some the Bilcock or Brook-Ouzel. 1841 Penny Cycl.
XIX. 283/1 The . . Bilcock . . of the modern British.

Bild, etc., obs. form of BUILD, etc.

t Bi'lder. Obs. rare. A kind of horse, a nag.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 71 A Bilder, horse, egmtlas, eqitila.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. xii. I. 48 That suffer your bilder
[Fr. conrtand\ to fail you, when you need him most.

Bilders ^bi-ldaas). Herb. Forms : 5 byllerne,
billure, 6 bylders, bilders, 6-8 belders

; mod.
dial, bilders, billers, bellers.
A name given by the old herbalists to some

water plant or plants, cmciferous or umbelliferous

(perli. Helosciadiiim or Nasturtium"]. In modern
dialects applied locally to Water Cress, co. Deny ;

Water Dropwort '^(Enant/ic crocata), Cornwall;
Cow Parsnip, Devon. See Britten and Holland.
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 36 Byllerne, watyr herbe, bentla.

Roy. MS. A. vi. f. 69 b in Promp. Par-j. 36 note, Bilhtra, an
herbe that me clepyth billure. 1543 ELVOT Diet., Lauer,
an herbe growyng in the water, lyke to alysaunder, but
hauyng lesse leaues. Some do call it bylders. [1548 COOPER
Bibl. Eliota, bilders ; 1573 Thesaurus, belders.] 1598
FLORIO, Gorgoglicstro, of some called . . belders, or bell-rags.

Bildge, obs. form of BILGE.

Bile (bail), [a. F. Hie, ad. L. bilis.]
1. The fluid secreted by the liver, and poured

into the duodenum, as an aid to the digestive pro-
cess. It is bitter, of a brownish yellow colour,

passing sometimes into green, and of a highly com-
plex structure. (It was one of the ' four humours

'

of early physiology, and was, till the beginning of
the 1 8th c., commonly termed choler.)
1665 G. THOMSON Med. Ignor. 147 Blood, Bile, Phlegme

and Melancholy. 1700 DRVDF.N Cock f, Fox 147 These
foolish Fancies.. Are certain Symptoms. .Of boiling Choler,
and abounding Bile. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 267
Livers of Animals, because of the Bile which they contain
1810 HENRY Elem. Cliem. 11826) II. 441. 1861 HuLMEtr. Mo
ynin-Tandon n. m. iii. 95 Bile, .is secreted by the liver, and
is received into a special receptacle termed the gall-bladder.

b. Excess or derangement of the bile.

1803 PITT in G. Rose Diaries (1860) II. 10, I am . . quite
free both from gout and bile.

2.y%-. Anger, ill temper, peevishness. Cf. CHOLER,
GALL, SPLEEN.
1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy viii, His bile was raised by

this parade and display in a lad. 1838 HALLAM Hist. Lit.
1. I. iv. 45. 289 After all this bile against those whom the
royal bird represents.

ii. Black &i\e atrabilis, choler adust, or melan-

choly, the fourth of the ' humours
'

of early physio-
logy ;

see ATRABILE.
1797 GODWIN Enquirer i. x. 88 He had been . . accumulat-

ing. .black bile.

4. Lomb. and Attrib., as bile-cell, -cyst, -duct, etc. ;

bile-pigment, one of the colouring substances of
bile ; bile-stone, a calculus formed in the gall-
bladder, a gall-stone.
1674 GREW Anat. Trunks in. ii. 17 In the Liver, it were

hard to say, which is a Blood-Vessel, and which is a Bile-
Vessel., if it were not for the Contents of them both. 1774
E. DARWIN in Phil. Trans. 346 The bile-duct was tied be-
fore it was taken out of the body. 1796 Zoon. n. 4 Where
these bile-stones are too large to pass. 1880 J.W. LEGS Bile
87 In health no bile-pigment can be detected in the blood.

Bile, obs. f. BOIL tumour, and BUILD.
Bilection, variant of BOLECTION, a moulding.
Bilefy, obs. form of BILIFV.

Bilemun, etc. : see BY-.

t Bile nge, a. Obs. rare- 1

. [Only in Ormin,
taking place of OE. Zflpige, i. ge- prefix + Ipige,

secondary form of lang long: OTeut. *langjo-,
Cf. bilong, BELOXG a. for OE. getting.] Belonging,
related to (with dat.).
.1200 ORMIN 2230 Bitwenenn |?att ludisskenn beod patt

lacob wass bilenge.

Bilek, biloc, biloken, biluken, etc.: see BE-
LOOK and BELOUKE.
Bileue, -leve, variants of BELEAVE v. Obs.

t Bile'ven. Obs. rare- 1

, [perh. for biliven,

pa. pple. of BELIVK, to remain
; perh. a plural sb.]

That which is left
; remainder, remains.

i 1250 Gen. tr KJC. 3154 De bi-leuen brennen he bead.

t Bi'lewhit, i' Obs. Forms: i bilewit(e, bilwit,
i -2 bylewite, 2 bylehwit(t), 3 bilewhit, -ehwit.

[Etymology doubtful : prob. f. OTeut. "bili-, cogn.
w. Olr. bil good, mild, and found in OHG. billich,
mod.G. billig just, reasonable + WIT

; giving the
sense 'mild of wit or mind.' Cf. G. bilwiz 'a

good friendly house-spirit.' Grimm Germ. Myth.
(,ed. 4) III. 137 (Eng. ed. II. 473), and BII.LT-

BLIND. The interpretation 'white of bill,' like a

young bird (f. OE. bile + hwlf), was current at an
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early date, as shown by 1 2th c. spellings; cf. F.

bec-jaune, G.gelb-scknabel, though these are depre-
ciative rather than laudatory; and it must be noted
that the earlier spellings had not hwit, but wite.]
Mild, gentle, clement

; innocent, simple.
890 K. /ELFRED Bxda iv. xxiv. in Sweet Reader 50 Swa

swa he hluttre mode and bilewite ond smyltre willsum-
nesse Dryhtne oeowde. 4:950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xi. 29
Biluit [ic] am. [^975 Ruskiv. G. mild, c\<xx>Ags. G. bil-

wite, v.r. bylewite, c 1150 Royal MS, bylewit, c 1160 Hat-
ton bylehwit.] C97S Rits/tiv. G. Matt. x. 16 Bilwite swa
swa culfra. [c 1000 Aes. G. bylwite, c 1150 Royal MS. byle-
witte, c Jl6o Hatton bylehwitte.) 1123 O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. 1041 He wxs swi5e god man and swioe bilehwit.
c 1200 ORMIN 6654 Shepisshe ci bilewhit, All clene off ille

bohhtess. a 1225 St. Marlter. 22 pe engles. .sungen on hire
bodi bilehwit and blesceden hit.

Bilge (bild,? ), sb. Also 7-8 bildge, billage.

[Prob. a corruption of BULGE, ad. OF. boulge
= mod.F. bouge, shown not only by the occurrence
of BULGE and BULCH as synonyms of BILGE, but
also by the fact that bouge in F. still means '

bilge
'

both with reference to a cask and to a ship.

Billage must be a further corruption, due to the

rarity of the ending -Ige in Eng. ; this form seems
in later times to be preferred where the word de-

notes a measure, from form-association with ton-

nage, stowage, and other abstracts in -age.']
1. The bottom of a ship's hull, or that part on

either side of the keel which has more a horizontal
than a perpendicular direction, and upon which
the ship would rest if aground ; also the lowest
internal part of the hull.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis v. iv. 78 The mychty kervell schud-
derit . . Doun swakkand fludis ondir hir braid bilge of aik.

1692 in Capt. Smith's Seaman s Gram. i. xvi. 75 The Bilge,
the breadth of the place the Ship rests on when she is a
ground. 1696 PHILLIPS, Inllage of a Ship is the breadth of

the_ Floor when she lies aground ; and billage-water is that
which cannot come to the pump. 1786 COWPER Odyss. xv.

579 She pitched headlong into the bilge Like a sea coot.
1866 Daily Tel. 7 Nov., We were only blown over on our
other bilge, and remained fast.

b. The foulness which collects in the bilge.
1829 SOUTHED O . Newman iii, To breathe again the air

With taint of bilge and cordage undefiled. 1856 EMERSON
Eng. Traits ii. 35 Nobody likes to be . . suffocated with
bilge, mephitis, and stewing oil.

2. The 'belly' of a cask or other vessel of similar

shape; cf. BELLY 10, n.
1513 DOUGLAS sEiteis n. i. n Of chost men. .thai tuik Ane

greit numir. and hid in bilgis derne Within that best. 1797
NELSON in Nicolas Disp. VII. 143 The great weight of
stores laid on the casks . . has pressed the bilges.
8. Comb, and Attrib., as bilge-block, -board, -coaJ,

-keelson, -plank ; bilge-fever (see quot.) ; bilge-
free a. (of a cask), stowed so that the bilge does
not come in contact with the floor

; bilge-piece
= BILGE-KEEL

; bilge-pump, a pump to draw off

the bilge-water ; bilge-stringer, a shelf or line of
beams running round the bilge ; bilge-ways (see

quot.). Also BILGE-KEEL, -WATER.
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-Ik.,

*
Bilge-fever, the illness

occasioned by a foul hold. 1869 SIR E. REED Skip-build.
ii. 47 The iron-clad frigates of our Navy . . have numerous
. .*bilge-keelsons. 1880 Times 25 Dec. 7,5 The vessel
rolled

'

deeper' than before the removal of the *bilge-pieces,
the increase of the ballast, etc. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-
kit.,

*
Bilge-planks, certain thick strengthenings on the inner

and outer lines of the bilge. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann.
Q. Neigh, xi. (1878) 226 It's better . . to keep a look-out on
the "bilge-pump. 1869 SIR E. REED Sliip-bicild. i. jo The
butts of the angle-irons forming the fore and aft *bilge-
stringers, were not sufficiently connected. 1769 FALCONER
Diet, Marine (1789) Hiijb, The "bilge-ways or cradles,
placed under the bottom, to conduct the ship . . into the
water whilst lanching.

Bilge, v. [(. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To stave in a ship's bottom, cause her

to spring a leak.

'557 A. JENKIKSON in Hakluyt Voy. I. 333 The Trinitie
came on ground . . and was like to be bilged and lost. 1658
USSHER Ann. 662 Kuphranor . . had bilged and sunck one
of the enemies ships. 1762-9 FALCONER Stiipiur. in. 642 A
second shock Bilges the splitting vessel on the rock. 1836
MARRYAT Midsk. Easy xxxi, It was one of the Sicilian go-
vernment galleys bilged on the rocks.

2. intr. (for rcfl.) To suffer fracture in the bilge ;

to be broken or stove in, spring a leak.
Also^i,'.

1728 MORGAN Algiers n. v. 301 The Ships . . were running
ashore and bilging on the Rocks. 1748 ANSON Voy. n. iii.

146 She struck on a sunken rock, and soon after bilged.
1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 223 On which
an heroic life . . may bilge and go to pieces.
3. trans, and intr. To bulge or swell out.

1807 VhtzcovwHAgric. Devon (1813) 369 These narrow ways
are . . by the traffic of the lime-carts, bilged, and forced out
upon their sides. 1849-52 TODD Cfct. Anat. I, Phys. IV.

941/2 The whole apparatus is capable of bilging outwards
in the movements of respiration

Bilged, ///. a. In 6 Sc. bilgeit. [f. BILGE sb.

+ -ED^.] Having a large bilge ; broad-bottomed.
1513 DOUGLAS ALneis n. iv. [iii.] 65 Alkyn portage quhilk

was hidder brocht In barge or bilgeit ballingare our se.

Bilge-keel (bHdjj-kfl). See quot. 1850.
c 1850 Ruditn. Nai'ig. (Weale) 97 Bilge-Keels, the pieces

of timber fastened under the bilge of boats or other vessels,
to keep them upright when on shore, or to prevent them

859

falling to leeward when sailing. 1884 E. FISHBOL'RNK in
Pall Matt G. 23 Sept. 2/2 A large number of our ships have
deep bilge-keels to reduce their rolling propensities.

Bilge-water . The water that collects in the

bilge of a ship through leakage or otherwise, and
becomes disgustingly foul and noxious.
1706 PHILLIPS, Bildge-Watcr, that water which .. cannot

come to the Well in the Ship's Hold. 1751 S.MOLLE i r Per.
Pic. Ix, May I be bound to eat oakum and drink bilge-
water for life. 1840 R. DANA Kef. Mast ii. 3 That inex-

pressibly sickening smell, caused by the shaking up of the
bilge-water in the hold.

t Bilgres. Obs. A plant : perhaps = BILDEKS.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL lit. A'lir/nre in Unices Bk. (1868) 185

Scabiose, Bilgres, wildflax, is good for ache.

Bilgy (bi-ldji). [f. BILGE sb. 4- -y '.] Charac-
teristic of a bilge : e. g.

' a bilgy smell.'

Bill- (bsili), combining form of the L. bills

bile, used in various compounds and derivatives,

csf. in the names of bile-pigments ; as Uli-cyanin,
-rubin, -verJiit, etc. Hence also Bilia'tion, 'the

production or secretion of bile.' SyJ. Soc.Lex.iSSo.
Bili'ferous a., producing bile. -|- Ei:lifioa'tion,
the action or proct-ss of making bile, f Bi'lify, v.

to form bile ; Bi'lifying-///. a. bile-forming.
1880 J. W. LEGO Kile 49 Bilicyanin they always find in

human gall-stones. 1878 GAMGEK tr. Hermann's P/iv*.
'ed. 2' 138 Yellow bile becomes green through the oxida-
tion of bilirubin to biliverdin. 1836-9 TODD t yd. Anat. ff

Phys. II. 483 '-2 In many insects .. the biliferous organs
consist of fluid sacs. 1692 SIR 'J'. BLOUN'T A'.vs. 113 The na-
ture of sanguification, Bilincation, Separation of Urine.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 526 So much Vinegar must
be added, .as will correct that bilefying faculty.

Biliary (bi Han't, a. [ad. F. biliaire; cf. mod.
L. biliaris, and see -AUY-.]
1. Of or pertaining to the bile.

1731 ARBUTHNOT AHimats'i. 4 Voracious Animals, .have
the Biliary Duct inserted into the Pylorus. 1827 CARLYLE
Misc. (1857) 51 Derangement in the biliary organs.
2. BILIOUS 2.

1837 CARLYI.E Fr. Ret: 11871! III. vi. vi. 234 The biliary
face seems clouded with new gloom. 1860 Remin i. 97
Not sanguine and diffusive he, but biliary and intense.

tBili'bre. Obs. rare. [ad. L. bilibra, f. bi-

two + libra pound.] A weight of two pounds.
1382 WYCLIF Rev. vi. 6 A bilibre of whete, that is a U'cy^t

oftwopound, for oo peny, and thre bilibres of barly for oo

peny.
Bilif, -liue, var. ff. of BYLIKE, Obs., sustenance.

Bilimbi (bili-mbi). Also 8 blimbi, 9 bi-

limby, blimbing. fTamul bilimbt^ Malay bi-

limbing, Cingalese tilin.] A tree (Averrhoa lli-

limbi, N.O. OxaliJacex') , growing in India and

Ceylon, which yields a juice used by the natives
for the cure of skin-diseases ; also its fruit.

1772-84 COOK l
r

oy. 1 1790) I. 247 There are fruits of various

kinds, and particularly the blimhi, which has a sharp taste,
and is a fine pickle. 1852 F. NEALE Resid. Siam xii, To
see the fruit trees . . the callacca, and the bilimby, the cus-
tard apple and the pomegranate. 1866 Treas. Bot. 112
Averrlwa Bilimbi, the Blimbing.

t Bi'liiuent. Obs. Forms : 6 beliment, belle-

mentte, billament, billemeute, billyment,
bylli(a)ment, 6-7 billiment(e, 7-8 billement,
S biliment. [aphetic form of ABILIMEXT, HABILI-

etc.) ; used in specific senses of that word.]
1. gen. An ornamental article of (female^ attire,

an ornament worn by women ;= HABILIMENT 6.

\c 1530 LD. BERNL-RS Artti. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 8 Pyers . .

bought for them abylementes and jewelles.] 1589 Lane.
Wills f 1861) 155, I give unto my said wiefe all her chaynes
of goolde. .billimentes and all apparell. 1611 COTGR., Dor.
lot, a iewell, or prettie trinket, as. .aglet, button, billement,
etc. wherewith a woman sets out her apparell, or decks
herselfe. 1720 Stmu's Snr-.'. 'ed. Strype 1754) 1 1. v. ix. 270 i

Many Biliments, Chains, Tablets, Buttons, and such like

which were commonly worn. 1721-90 BAILEY, Billentents

[i.e. the Habilliments], Ornaments and Cloaths of a Woman.
2. spec, in i6th c. : 'The attire or ornaments of a

woman's head or neck : or a bonnet : a French
hood : a paste or such like.' Baret Alvearie, 1 580.
' The jewelled fronts of the ladies' head-dresses, as

we see them in the portraits of Queen Anne
Boleyne, etc.' J. G. Nicholls.

[1555 Fardle Facions n. vii. 161 The abillementes of their
heades are much like the frontlettes that their Magi doe
weare.] a 1553 UDALL Royster D. n. iii. (Arb.i 35 We shall

go in our frenche hoodes. . In our tricke ferdegews and bil-

liments of golde. a 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars ' 1852) 43 Thene
[1539] beganne alle the gentylwomen of Yngland to were
Frenche whooddes with Dellementtes of golde. 1583 GOLD-
ING Calvin on Dent. Ixxvii. 472 Women weare billiments of
gold, and other costly attyres vpon their heades. z6zi
COTGR. , Bavotet, a Billiment, or head-attire, worne by the
women of Picardie.

3. Biliment lace : an ornamental lace used in the
1 6th c. for trimming.
1578 Inv. Jos. Backhouse in Draper's Diet. 187 Lace s,d

to orf per dozen, vij doz. and a d. of bylliament, Ss. . .

x owncis of sylke bylliment, 12$. 1588 Lane. Wills (1861)
139 One velvett jerkin laid one w"> billim' lace. 1600
Queen's Wardrobe in Nichols Prorr. Q. Eliz. III. 501 One
frocke of clothe of golde . . with a billament lace of Venice
Golde.

Bilimien, -limpen, etc. : see BE-.

BILK.

Bilin (bsi-lin). [f. BILE + -is.] A gummy pale
yellow mass, formerly considered to be the prin-

cipal constituent of the bile.

1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. f, Phys. IV. 844/2 Bilin and
biliary colouring matter. 1872 HUXLEY Phys. v. 122 Bilin
. . is a mixture of two acids in combination with soda.

Bilinear (baili-niSi), a. rare.
[f.

V,\- pref." 6

+ LINEAR, L. /Tnea line.] Of, pertaining to, or
contained by, two ^straight) lines.

1851 MANSELL Praleg. Lof.(iS6o^ 24 There is no difficulty
in understanding the meaning of the phrase

'

bilinear figure
'

. .though the object is inconceivable.

Bilingual vbaili-rjgwal), a.
[f.

L. bilin^u-is

speaking two languages (f. bi- t\\o+tingtia tongue,

language) + -AI,!.]
1. Having, or characterized by two languages.
1862 ANSI ED Channel Isl. 543 A constitution of bilingual

i>!ands. 1871 EARLE Philol. $ 2j Cock-boat is probably a
bilingual compound.
2. spec. Of inscriptions, etc. : Written or in-

scribed simultaneously in parallel versions in two
different languages. Also quasi-.t<!>.

1847 GROTE Greece n. xxxiv. IV. 352 The inscriptions were
bilingual, in Assyrian characters as well as Greek. 1869
BAI UU-IN Preh. Xations viii. 11877! 340 The bilingual stone
of Thugga. 1881 Athcnxuin i Oct. 433/3 Our bilinguals
are as yet scanty.
Hence Bili'ng-ually a,/-'., in two languages.

So Bili-ng-uar a. - BILINGUAL. Bili-ngui'st, one
who speaks two languages. Bill ng'uous a. =
BILINGUAL.
1871 EARLE Philol. S 77 Not an unfrequent thing in Chau.

cer for a line to contain a single fact bilingually repeated.
1839 I'raser's Mag. XX. 202 The bilinguar monument of
Rosetta. 1884 Pall Mall G. 4 Jan. 3/1 A genuine bilin-

guist is as rare a prodigy as a two-headed calf. 1730 BAILEY
Uilingnoits ; Iwhence also in mod. Diets. '.

t Bilio'Se, a. Ol>.<. [ad. L. Inlies-us.]
-= next.

1710 Phil. Trans. XXVII. 34 The Biliose Liquor . . being
of a whitish yellow colour.

Bilious ^bi'lias), a. Also 6 bilius, bylyous,
7 bileous, 8 biliose. [ad. F. bilicux : L. bllios-

us, f. blli-s BILE : see -ous.]
1 1. Of, pertaining to, or connected with, the

bile ;- BILIARY. Obs.
I54 I R- COPLAND Gaylcn's Tcrap. 2 G ij b, Cankers cometh

of bylyous excrementes. 1651 Ci'Ll'lilTEK Astrol. Jitd^em.
Dis. 11658) 133 Caused bycholerick or bilious matter. 1697
DOWNING Disord. Horned Cattle 35 This medicine . .

cleanses the bilious passages.
2. Of diseases and temperament : Affected by, or

arising from, too great a secretion of bile, or

from bilious derangement.
1651 BIGGS AV;.- Disp.-]* Bilious diseases. 1671 H. STL'BBK

Dej. PhUbot. 36 His natural habit, be it bilious, melan-
choly, or phlegmatick. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rides of Diet i.

245 An excellent Drink in bilious Feveis. 1826 DISRAELI
Vi"'. (rrey iv. v. 159 Rise in the morning as bilious asa Ben-
gal general. 1842 DICKENS Lett. (18801 1. 67.
3. Choleric, wrathful, peevish, ill-tempered.
1561 T. FORTESCL-E Forest 11571' 52 A great note of tem-

perance is it not to wa.xe or bilius or angrie for the injurie
that is done us. 1662 FULLER Worthies *iit,& III. 374 Here
bilious Bale lets fly without fear. 1866 Sat. Rev. 20 Jan.
76, i The outpouring of a bilious cynicism.

Biliously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] In a bilious

or ill-tempered manner.
1865 Pall Mall G. 27 July n/i He wishes heartily if not

biliously that some biped English boas might come to the
same fate.

Bi'liousness. Bilious quality or condition
;

Jig. peevishness, ill-temper.
1821 DE QUINCEY Confess. I. 67 The suffering from bilious-

ness. 1884 GEN. GORDON "Jnil. Kartonm 8 Oct., I hope
Stewart will cut out all this biliousness.

Bills, obs. form of BYLES, a game.
Biliteral (baili-teral), a.

[f.
Bi- pref:- i +

LITERAL, f. L. lltera or liltera letter.] Having
or consisting of two letters ; quasi-J/'. a linguistic
root consisting of two letters. Bili teralism, a
biliteral condition of language.
1787 SIR W. JONES Anaiv. Disc. iv. (1824) I. 43 It is the

genius of the Sanscrit . . that the roots of verbs be almost
universally biliteral. 1863 R. TOWNSEND Mod. Ceom. I. 2
The former or biliteral notation is. .more convenient. 1874
SAYCE Compar. Philol. ii. 78 The so-called biliterals are . .

the result of phonetic decay. 1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang.
x. 212 The supposition of an original biliteralism.

Bilk (bilk), sb. [Of uncertain origin ; nor can
it be determined whether the sb. or the vb. was
first in use. The verb was at first a technical term
in the game of Cribbage, where it interchanged
with balk

;
hence a conjecture that it may have

originated in a mincing pronunciation of the
latter. Blount's assertion that the word is Arabic
is altogether erroneous

;
and the derivation

' from
Moeso-Goth. bi-laikan to mock, to deride,' given
in some diets., belongs to a pre-scientific age.]
1. Cribbage. A balking or spoiling of an adver-

. sary's score in his crib.

1791 J. WILLIAMS (A. Pasquin) Cribbage 63 To assist your
own Crib better, or to throw a greater bilk into that of your
adversary Ibid. 65 A King is, in general, a great bilk with
almost any other card.

1 2. A statement having nothing in it. Obs.

1633 B. JONSON T. Tub i. i, Tub. He will have the last
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BILK.

word, though he talk bilk for 't. Hugh. Bilk ! what's that ?

Tub, Why, nothing : a word signifying Nothing ; and bor-

rowed here to express nothing. 1681 BLOUNT, Bilk is said

to be an Arabick word, and signifies nothing : cribbage-
players understand it best. 11733 NORTH Exam. i. iii.

f 139. 213 Bedloewas sworn, and, being asked what he knew
against the Prisoner, answered, Nothing. . Bedloe was ques-
tioned over and over, who still swore the same Bilk. Ibid.

\. iii. p 46 The Words in a common Acceptation are a meer
Bilk, and signify nothing.
3. A hoax, a deception, a ' take in.' ? Obs.

1664 BUTLER Hud. n. in. 376 Spells, Which over ev'ry
month's blank-page In th' Almanack strange Bilks presage.

1694 CONGREVE Double Deal. in. x, There he's secure from

danger of a bilk. a. 1733 NORTH Lives I. 260 After this bilk

of a discovery was known.
4. A person who bilks or cheats

;
a cheat.

1790 SHERIDAN in Stteridaniana iocj Johnny W Iks,

Johnny W Iks, Thou greatest of bilks. 1836 MARRYAT
JapJtet ix, The wagoner drove off, cursing him for a bilk.

t Bilk, a. Obs. [See prec.]
a 1733 NORTH Exam. i. iii. F 10. 129 To that and the

Author s bilk account of it, I am approaching.

Bilk (bilk), v. [See BILK sb.]

1. trans. In Cribbage : To balk or spoil any one's

score in his crib.

1651 CLEVELAND Poems 24 So many Cards, i'th stock, and

yet be bilkt ? 1680 COTTON Compl. Gamester viii, If he find

no Games in them, nor help by the Card that was turn'd up,
which he takes into his hand, then he is bilkt, and some-
times it so happens that he is both bilkt in hand and crib.

1791 J.WILLIAMS (A. Pasquin) Cribbage 65 Bilking the Crib
of your adversary is a very essential part of the game of

Cribbage . . any cards which are not likely to make sequences,
are proper cards to bilk your adversary. 1850 Bonn's
Hand-bk. Games,

'

Baulking* or 'bilking' the crib.

2. To balk (hope, expectation) ;
to cheat, deceive,

betray.
1672 MARVELL Rek. Tramp, i. 27 When we have search 'd

all over, we find ourselves bilk'd in our expectation, a 1683
OLDHAM Wks. ty Rent. (1686) 48 Hope- often bilkt, and

Sought Preferment lost. 1774 Westm. Mag. II. 145 Hap-
less woman . . Bilk'd while she's young, and ancient with-

out friends! 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. II. xv. 351 Native
talents at work . . to bilk their consciences, and salve their

reputation. 1829 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 293 Fate . . may
be to a certain extent bilked.

3. To 'do (a person) out' of (his due) j
to cheat,

defraud ; to evade payment of (a debt).

1672 LOCKE in Fox Bourne Life I. v. 268 A man that had
bilked one of the most considerable men of the place. 1692
LUTTRELL BriefR el. (1857) II. 412 Beleiving the persons
therein would bilk the coachman, a 1704 T. BROWN Praise

PffvertyVfks. 1730!. 98 A. .scoundrel who knows no pleasure

beyond, .bilking bauds and coaches. I733DE FoEOV. Jack
(1840* 198 We bilked the captain of his ransom money. 1766
New Bath Guide vi. 1 1807) 40 'Tis hard to be bilk'd of our

fare. 1785 COWPER Tiroc. 327 His skill . . In bilking tavern

bills. 1833 MERIVALE Rom. Rep. viii. (1867) 224 In bilking
a creditor or negotiating a loan.

4. To elude, evade, escape from,
'

give the slip to.

1679 R. W. Cram-veil's Ghost 2, I bilkt my Keeper, and. .

Once more I mount my Native Soyl again. 1713 Guardian
No. 124 1 1756' II. 159 The country lass ! who, her cow bilking,
leave.s her milking, For a green gown on the grass. 1720
GAY Poems 117451 H- 64 She scorn'd to bilk her assignation.
1826 SCOTT Woodst. xxviii, I bilked Everard m order to

have my morning draught. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond u. i.

161 T'other recollected how a constable had been bilked.

Bi'lked. [f. prec. + -ED'.] Also bilkt.

Cheated,
' done out

'

of one's due or expectation.
1682 DKYDEN Mac Fl. 104 Bilkt stationers for yeomen stood

prepar'd. (J.) The pleasing sight Of your bilk'd hopes.

Bilking, vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. + -ING 1

.]
The

action of cheating or '

doing out
'

of one's due.

1687 T. BROWN Saints in Upr. Wks. 1730 I. 77 A pack of

vermin, bred up to . . bilking of their landladies. 1756

Gra^s-Inn Jrnl. I. 177 The . . bilking of Waiters at Places

of Entertainment.

Bi'lking, ///. a- [f- as prec. + -ING 2
.] Balking,

disappointing, cheating.
1731 FIELDING Lottery ii. Wks. 1784 II. 140 Dear Madam,

be not in such a passion, I am no bilking younger brother.

Bill (bil\ j.i Forms: 1-7 bil, 5-6 byl, bylle,
bille. i- bill. [Com. WGer. : OE. &'/,/>/// neut,

sword, falchion = OS. bil, the same, OHG. bill

neut. (MHG. bil neut, mod.G. bille fern., pickaxe)

prob. :-OTeut. *biljo-(m (with "WGer. // for lj\
connected by some with Skr. bhil to split, cleave.

Applied to various cutting weapons and imple-

ments, the relations of which to each other are

not satisfactorily ascertained. (Ger. beil
%
OHG.

btkalj is an entirely different word.)]

f
1 1. A weapon of war mentioned in OE. poetry,

a kind of broadsword, a falchion. Obs. (^Prob-

ably passing with modified shape into sense 2.)
a xooo Beowulf^4126 ^Efter billes bite, c 1050 Ags. Gloss,

in Wr.-Wulcker Voc. 376 Chalibem, bill. 1205 LAY. 1740

per wes bil ibeat I ber wes balu muchel. [1867 FREEMAN
Norm. Cotiq. (1876) I. v. 273 note y The bill here (in Death of
Briktnotk\ spoken ofwas a sword and not an axe.]

2. An obsolete military weapon used chiefly by
infantry; varying in form from a simple concave

blade with a long wooden handle, to a kind of

concave ax with a spike at the back and its shaft

terminating in a spear-head ;
a halberd.

Distinct forms of bills seem to have been painted or var-

nished in different colours ; hence the black and brown bills

of the i6th and lyth centuries.

c 1300 A'. Alis. 1624 With longe billes . . They carve heore

860

bones. 1465 MARG. PASTON Lett. 518 II. 215 The ten-

auntes . . havyng rusty polexis and byllys. 1495 Act \\

Hen, VII, Ixiv. Pream., Armours Defensives, as.. Bowes,
Billes, Hauberts. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, HI. ii. nSDistaffe-
Women manage rustic Bills. 1598 BARRET Tkeor. Warres
i. i. 2 Inveterate opinion . . touching blacke bils and bowes.

1603 DRAYTON Bar. Warres 11. xxxvii, Wer't with the

Speare, or Browne Bill, or the Pike. 1813 SCOTT Trierm.
i. xiii, When the Gothic gateway frown'd, Glanced neither
bill nor bow. 1834 PLANCHE Brit. Costume. 33.

b. A similar weapon used by constables of the

watch till late in the i8th cent. Also attrib.

1589 Pappe -w. Hatchet (1844) 28 All weapons from the

taylors bodkin, to the watchmans browne bil. 1599 SHAKS.
MuchAdo\\\. iii. 44 Haue a care that your bills be not stolne.

1616 FLETCHER Cust. Country n. i. 9, i. Off. He was still in

quarrels, scorned us Peace-makes, And all our bill-authority.

1799 S. FREEMAN Tcnvn Off. 176 Every watchman carries

a staff with a bill fastened thereon.

3. Short for BILL-MAN.

1495 HEN. VII. in Ellis Orig. Lett. I. n. I. 21 For . . an
archer or bille on horsback \\\)d. by the day. 1513 HEN.
VIII. in Strype EccL Mem. I. n. App. i. 4 A hundred able
men . . wherof threescore to be archers and forty bills on
foot. 1532 HERVET Xcnophons Househ. (1768) 35 Billes,

and archers, the which folowe their capitaynes in good arraye.

1825 SCOTT Talism. x, A strong guard of bills and bows.

4. An implement used for pruning, cutting wood,

lopping trees, hedges, etc., having a long blade

with a concave edge, often ending in a sharp hook

(cf. BILL-HOOK), and a wooden handle in line with

the blade, which may be long as in the hedging-

bill, or short as in the hand-bill. (The form of the

'bill
'

varies greatly in different localities.)
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 106 Falcas-

trum> si|?e, -uel bill. 1481 CAXTON Reynard xxxiii. i The
men. .cam out with stauys and byllis, with flaylis and pyk-
forkes. 1552 HULOET, Byl called a forest bil, or bushsitne.

1570 Wills <y Inv. N. C. (1835) 334 Ij paire of wood skeles,

one bilstaffe iiijs. 1/1604 HANMER Citron. Irel. (1633) 103

Having a forrest Bill on his shoulders. 1643 W. GRKENHILL
Axe at Root 19 It is not Falx, a Bill or Hooke, to chop off

some Armes or Bowes. >74<> SOMERVILLE Hobbinol ii. 80

And with his crooked Bill Cut sheer the frail Support. 1862

TRENCH Monkfy Bird xxxiii. Poems 28 The woodman's glit-

tering bill.

f 5. A digging implement ;
a mattock or pickax.

[(-1050 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 361 Bidubiuni*

warm, bill.] c 1323 Pol. Songs (1839) 151 Than y sulle mi
bil ant my borstax. c 1400 Ywaine fy Gaw. 3223 Thai had

broght bath bill and spade. 1468 Medulla Gram., Fosso-

rintn t a byl or a pykeys. 1483 Cuth. Angl. 31 A Bille (a

Byll or a pyco*,$) t f(?ss(>riitm, ligo.

6. Comb. tEill-hager ,?) ; BlLLlUN, q.v.
c 1460 Tmuncicy Myst. 85 Both bosters and bragers God

kepe us fro. . From alie by lie hagers with colknyfes that go.

Bill, sb;- Forms : 1-4 bile, 4 beele, bil, 4-5
bylie, 5-6 bille, 6 byll, 4- bill. [OE. bile

?masc., not found elsewhere in Teut. ; prob.:
OTetit. *bili-, and possibly a derivative of the

same root as BILL sb^\
1. The horny BEAK of certain birds, especially
when slender, flattened, or weak.
In Ornithology, beak is the general term applicable to all

birds
;
in ordinary language beak is always used of birds of

prey, and generally when striking or pecking is in question ;

beak and bill are both used of crows, finches, sparrows,

perching birds and songsters generally, bill being however
more frequent ;

bill is almost exclusively used of humming-
birds, pigeons, waders, and web-footed birds.

a looo Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 318 Rostrum, bile.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. How. 49 Dune ne harmed none fugele ne
mid bile ne mid fote. 1387 TREVISA Hiedcn Rolls Ser.

II. 421 J?e bryddes woundef* hem wi> hire grete beeles.

(-1440 Promp. Parr. 36 Bylle of a byrde, rostrum. 1486
Bk. St. A [bans A vj b, Ye shall say this hauke has a large
beke . . And call it not bille. 1563 B. GOOGK Eglogs (Arb.)

109 To moue the Byll and shake the wings. 1601 DENT
Pathiv. Heaven Dd, As the Eagle renueth her bill. 1642
HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb,) 80 Noah's dove brought the

branch of Olive in her Bill. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 454
The duck tribe are distinguished by the breadth and de-

pression of the bill. 1862 WOOD Nat. Hist.ll. 3 A pecu-
liar horny incrustment, called the beak or bill. This bill

is of very different shape in the various tribes of birds.

b. The horny beak of the Platypus.
1847 CARPENTER Z<W. 317 (Ornithorhynchits) Its muzzle

is converted into a bill, closely resembling that of a duck.

fc. To hold (one} with his bill in the water \

to keep him in suspense. Obs. Fr. tenir le bee

dans feau, Littre.

1579 TOMSON Calvin s Scrm. Tim. 1041/1 What meant
God to holde the fathers with their billes in the water (as

wee say) so long, and sent not the Redeemer sooner ?

f 2. trans. The beak, muzzle, or snout of other

animals ; the human mouth or nose (cf. BEAK).
a xxK'ELFKicG7<MJ. in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc.i&Promitscida*

ylpes bile vcl wrot. c 1330 Poem temp. Edw. II. 353 Ne
triste no man to hem, so false theih bethin the bile, c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 2654 To hewe J>e Sarasyns bobe bok & bil.

i6xx SHAKS. /'//. 7'. i. ii. 183 How she holds vp the Neb,
the Byll to him ! a 1625 BOYS U'ks. (1630)498 A third most
resembled his progenitors, having his fathers bill and his

mothers eye.

3. A beaklike projection; a spur, tooth, spike.

Applied to some narrow promontories, as Portland

Bill, Selsea Bill. Nattt. in//., see quot. 1850.
1382 WYCLIF Zech. iv. 12 The two eris . . of the olyues that

ben bysidis the two golden bilis \Vnlg. rostra aureaj. 1388
Isa. xli. 15 A newewayn threischynge, hauynge sawynge

bilis. <ri4oo Destr. Troy xv. 6407 He braid out a brond
with a bill felle. 1770 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) I. 43

BILL.

Beak, or Bill (rostrum), a long projecting appendage to some
seeds like the beak of a bird, c 1850 Ritdim. Navig. (Weale)

97 Bills, the ends of compass or knee timber.

4. Naut. The point of the fluke of an anchor.

Hence Bill-board, a board fastened edgewise to

the side of a ship for the bill of the anchor to

rest upon ;
also a board to protect the timbers of

the ship from being damaged by the bill when
the anchor is weighed.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) Bill, the point or ex-

tremity of the fluke of an anchor. 1825 H.GASCOIGNE Nav.
Fame 51 Another tackle on the Bill they place. <rx86o H.
STUART Seaman's Catech. 70 What are the bill-boards for?

For the flukes of the anchors to rest on. 1875 BEDFORD
Sailor's Pocket Bk. x, (ed. 2) 364 The strain is applied . . on
the palm, at a spot which, measured from the extremity of
the bill, is one-third of the distance between it and the cen-

tre of the crown.

5. Comb. Bill-fish (Belone truncata), a small

anadromous sea-fish of N. America. Also called

Sea-pike, Silver Gar-fish, etc. ; t bil-fodur, ? bill-

fodder ; bill-twisted a., having a twisted bill.

1782 P. H. BRUCE Mem. xn. 424 The sea hereabouts [Ba-
hamas, etc.] abounds with fish unknown to us in Europe . .

bill-fish, hound-fish, etc. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1858 His bag
wi|j his bilfodur wijj be best be lafte. 1649 G. DANIEL Tri-
narch To Rdr. 148 From some Trees Byll-twisted Barnacles,

ripen to Geese.

Bill (bil), st.3 Forms: 4-7 byll(e, bille, 6-7
byl, bil, 4- bill. [ME. bille, in AFr. bille, (An-

gloL. billa, an alteration of L. bulla in its me-
diaeval sense. In cl.L.,<^///Azwas 'a bubble, a boss,
a stud, an amulet for the neck'; whence, in med.L.,
' a seal

'

esp.
' the seal appended to a charter,' etc.

;

thence, transf.
* a document furnished with a seal

'

e g. a charter, a papal
' bull" ; and, by extension,

any official or formal document,
' a bill, schedule,

memorandum, note, paper.' It was in these latter

senses that bulla became in England billa, bille.

Being a word of common use (see Du Cange),
bulla was probably pronounced with ii, passing
into Eng. y, i

; though no direct evidence of this

has been found.]
fl. A written documenr-(originally sealed), a

statement in writing (more 6^ less formal) ;
a

letter, note, memorandum (cf. BILLET sb.) Obs. in

general sense, but retained in numerous legal and
commercial terms : see 10.

[H. KNYGHTON Cftron. in. i. an. 1272 Decanus Lincoln!-

ensis proposuit unam billam excusatoriam. ] c 1374 CHAUCER
Troylus II. 1081 Scripe nor bill . . that touchith suche

matere, Ne bring me none ! 1393 GOWER Conf. III.

304 But eche of hem to make a bille He bad and write

his own wille. 1414 E. E. Wills (18821 55 I . . declare

my last will in bis bille. 1425 Paston Lett. 5 I. 21, I send

you, closed in this bille the copie of un frendly lettre.

c 1460 Stans Puer 92 in Bailees Bk. 11868) 32 Go, litel bille,

bareyn of eloquence, Pray yonge children that the shal see

or Reede, etc. 1511 Act 4 Hen. VIII, xi, Every thing . .

expressed in this bill of peticion. 1531 W. T. Epist. John
10 It is called, .an Epistle because it is sent as a letter or a

byll. 1599 HAKLUYT /-Vy. II. i. 25 To cast ouer the wals into

the campe of the Christians, certaine bils written in Hebrue,
Greeke, and Latine. 1717 SWIFT Furth. Ace. E. Cttrll

Wks. 17^5 III. i. 156 To whom he gave the following bill

of directions, where to find them. 1755 MAGENS Insurances
II. 122 A Bill containing the Reasons of the Citation shall

be left with the Person that is summoned, or at his House.

t b. A letter or
'
bull

'

of the Pope. Obs.

1450 MYRC 709 All bat falsen the popes lettres or billes or

scales, c 1500 Locke Lorelles B. 7 The pope darlaye hath

graunted in his byll That euery brother may do what he

wyll.

t C. A writing circulated reflecting upon any

person ; the analogue of the later printed pamphlet
or lampoon. Obs.

1424 Paston Lett. 4. 1. 13 Manaces of deth . . maden . . by
. . billes rymed in partye. 153* MORE Confut. Tindale

Wks. 622/1 By sclaunderous bylles blowe abrode an euyl

noughty tale. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. (1877) 273 Au-

gustus had written a great ragmans rewe, or bille, to be

soung on Pollio in derision ana skome of hym by name.

"553 87 FOXE A. tf M. (1596) 812/2 Many billes and rimes

were set forth in diuers places against them.

fd. A deed. Obs.

1548 FORREST Fleas. Poes. 95 And then I dare to this Byll
sett myhande. c 1590 MARLOWE Faust. v.74Consummatum
est

;
this bill is ended. 1613 R. C. Table Alph., Scedule,

obligation, or bill of ones hand.

t 2. A formal document containing a petition to

a person in authority ;
a written petition. Obs.

[i3l Liter Custnul. (Rolls Ser.) 379 Come ils eientrequis

parmlle a voz Justices eiraunz en la Tour de Loundres re-

medie dun tort.] 1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. xm. 247 Hadde iche

aclerke batcouthe write I wolde caste hym [the pope] a bille.

1413 JAS. l.King'sQ. Ixxxii, A warld offolk . .With billis in

thaire handis, of one assent Vnto the luge thaire playntis to

present. 1555 Fardle Facions l. v. 56 In the morning . . it

behoued him to peruse al lettres supplicacions, and billes.

1681 NEVILE Plato Rediv. in That no Parliament should be

dismist, till all the Petitions were answered ; That is . . til!

all the Bills (which were then styled Petitions) were finished.

1728 POPE Dime. n. 89 All vain petitions . . Amus'd he

reads, and then returns the bills.

fb. A supplicatory address (not necessarily in

writing) ;
a prayer, supplication, request. Obs.

(1386 CHAUCER Doctor's T. 166 Doth me right upon this

pilous bille, In which I pleyne upon Virginius. c 1430

LYUU. Bockoi vi. i. (1554) H5 b, This was the bille which y



BILL.

John Bochas Made unto Fortune. 1570 Scot. Poems ibth

C. II. 234 Diligent to heir the pure mannisbill.

f c. To put (up) a bill: to present a petition.

1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. V. 141 The bishops at

Nicaea, putte up billes to be emperour. 1414 BRAMPTON
Penit. Ps. xxviii. 1 1 And mekely puttyth to the this bylle.

1450 Paston Lett. I. 153, I cend yow a copy of the bylle

that my Lord of Yorke put unto the Kynge.
3. The draft of an Act of Parliament submitted

to the legislature for discussion and adoption as

an 'Act.' Historically, this has passed through
the senses of a. A petition to the Sovereign, as in

sense 2 ; b. A petition, containing the draft of

the act or statute prayed for; c. The draft act

without the petitionary form, as is now the case

with all Public bills, or such as affect the interests

of the public generally. Private bills, i.e. such

as grant relief to or confer privileges upon indi-

viduals or corporations, are still introduced in the

form of petitions. The nature and scope of a

bill is expressed by such phraseology as
' a bill to

reform the representation of the people,' 'a Bill of

Indemnity,' a ' Reform Bill,'
' Manchester Water-

works Bill.'

[1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 45 Thenne cam pees in-to par-

lement and putte vp a bylle, How bat wrong wilffulhch

hadde bus wif for-leyen. 1484 Act I Hen. VII (1780) X.

App. 103 Item rrusedam alia Billa . . cum cedula eidem an-

nexa exhibita fuit coram Domino Rege in Parliamento prai-

dicto.] 1512 Act 4 HIM. VIII, viii. Pream., To putte forth

certeyn bylles in this present parliament. 1577-87 HARRISON

England It. viii. (1877) 176 The clerke of the parlement,
whose office is to read the billes. 1598 SHAKS. Merry IV.

II. i. 29 He Exhibit a Bill in the Parliament for the putting
downe of men. 1709 London Gaz. No. 4534/1 A Mes-

sage to the House of Commons . . to desire the^
House

to come up . . to be present at the passing the said Bills

into Acts. 1798 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) IV. 217 Con-

gress has nothing of any importance before them, except
the bill on foreign intercourse. 1813 Purl. Deb. in Examiner
21 May 328/1 [He] moved, that the Insolvent Debtors' Bill

be re-committed. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy Bk. Prop.
Law xxi. 163 The bill . . passed the House of Lords. 1884

GLADSTONE in Standard 29 Feb. 2/7 We knew . . that the

Bill must remain a Bill, and could never have become an

Act of Parliament.

f 4. Law. A written statement of a case ;
a

pleading by the plaintiff or defendant (but gene-

rally by the former), e.g. a bill of complaint in

Chancery; an indictment. Obs. exc. in certain

phrases, chiefly, To find a true bill, to ignore the

bill, said of a Grand Jury, whose duty it is, in

criminal Assizes, to declare that there is, or is not,

sufficient evidence to justify the hearing of a case

before the judge and ordinary jury.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. xv. 172 Both partyes writen here Causes in

2 Billes. c 1480 Black Bk. Admiralty (Rolls) I. 305 [Les

querelles et billes de lappellant et du deffendant seront

plaidees a la court.] Irausl. The quarell and the billes of

the appellant and of the defendant shall be pletid in the

Court. 1495 Act ii Hen. VII, vii, Justices, .have auctorite

. . to here and determyn the reherced causes . . upon bill

before theym. 1531 Act 23 Hen. VIII, xv, Anyaccion, bill,

or playnt of trespace. 1607 COWELL Interpr., Bille is..

a declaration in writing, that expresseth either the gnefe
and the wrong that the complaynant hath suffered, by the

party complayned of, or els some fault, that the party com-

playned of, hath committed against some law or statute of

the common wealth. Ibid. Ignoramus, is a word properly

vsed by the Grand Enquest . . and written vpon the bill.

1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 89/1 Anytus . . procured
Melitus to prefer a bill against him. 1788 J. POWELL De-vises

(1827) II. 485 SirT.Plumer, M.R.. .accordingly dismissed

the bill.

b. Scotch Lau>. Any summary application by

way of petition to the Court of Session.

f5. A written list or catalogue, an inventory.

Obs. exc. in specific combinations.

31340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. (1866) 7 The abbotte tuke bat

byll pat bay ware wrettyn in and lukede thareone. a 1400

Co-j. Myst. (1841) 41 Synne..scrapyth hym out of lyvys

bylle, That blyssyd book, a 1500 E. E. Misc. (1855) 64

Thay schalle be wryttyne in a bylle. 1523 LD. BERNERS

f'roiss. I. xviii. 26 Than the knyghtis . . made a byll of their

horses, and suche other stuffe as they had lost. 1605 SHAKS.

Macb. in. i. 100 Whereby he does receiue Particular addi-

tion, from the Bill, That writes them all alike.

j- b. Afed. A list of drugs, etc. to be mixed to

form a medicine, a medical prescription or recipe.

1529 MORE Comf. agst. Trib. \. Wks. 1142/2 After the

billes made by the greate physicion God, prescrybynge the

medicines hymselfe. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. xliv.

(1612) 209 Physicians bylles not Patients but Apothecaries
know. 1663 BUTLER Hud. \. \. 603 Like him that took the

Doctor's Bill And swallow'd it instead o' th' Pill. "754

SMELLIE Midiuif. III. 540 The Apothecary., went home
to bring the bills.

c. Naut. A list of persons appointed to duties.

1830 MARRYAT Kings Own xiii, Turn the hands up to

muster by the quarter-bill. 1840 R. DANA Be/. Mast xxin.

69 Each man had his station. A regular tacking and wear-

ing bill was made out.

d. J'ypogr. A scale or list of the proper quan-

tities of each letter required for a fount.

1824 I. JOHNSON Typorr. II. 29 We will now give .. a re-

gular bill, perfect in all its sorts. 1875 URE Diet. Arts III.

640 Typefounders have a scale or bill, as it is called, of the

proportional quantity of each letter required for a fount,

6. A note of charges for goods delivered or

services rendered, in which the cost of each item

861

is separately stated; also known as a bill of

parcels.
In modern use, confined in this sense to the professions

and the formal demand for payment is made by a state-

ment of account
'

sent in when the money is due. Bill is

however often loosely used for
'

invoice,' and vice versa.

out ofHum. iv. v, Farewell, good haberdasher. Well, now,
Master Snip, let me see your bill. 1671 Lex Taliimis 10

Apothecaries Bills, which . . amount to very great Sums.

1712 Land. Gaz. No. 5079/3 Several other Notes and Bills

of Parcels. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. Iv, I did myself
Che pleasure of discharging the bjll. 1837 DICKENS Pickw.

x, Call a hackney-coach directly, and bring this lady s bill.

1 7. A label. Obs.

1474 CAXTON Clusse 130, I haue put on eche keye a bylle

and writyng. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. ii. 131 Three proper

yong men . . With bils on their neckes.

8. A written or printed advertisement to be

passed from hand to hand ^hence also called hand-

bill), or posted up or displayed in some prominent

place ;
a poster, a placard.

1480 CAXTON C/irou. Eng. ccxiii. 199 The scottes made a

bylle that was fastned vpon the chirche dores of seynt

petre. 1563 GRINDAL in Strype Life (1821) 122 [They] did

then daily, but especially on the holidays, set up their

bills, inviting to plays. 1599 SHAKS. Mncli Ado i. i. 39 He
set vp his bils here in Messina, and challenged Cupid at

the flight. 1621 MOLLE Camtrar. Liv. Libr. iv. xv. 291 It

was cried to be hired or sold, and Bils were set up to that

purpose. 1666 PEPYS Diary (1879) IV. 193 Walked . . Co the

Temple thinking to have seen a play . . but there missing

of any bills concluded there was none. 1678 N. WANLEV
Wond. vi. xxix. 619/2 Bills set upon the Church-doors to

inquire for things lost. 1710 ADDISON Taller No. 240 P 6

To be seen both upon the Sign where he lived, and in the

Bills which he distributed. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver n. 11, Put

out bills in the usual form, containing an exact description.

1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz iii, A newly-posted bill informed us

Che house was again
' To Let.'

t b. An announcement to be publicly read. Obs.

1642 Scots Scouts, Disc, in Plumix (1732) I. 464 One Sun-

day, at one Mr. Shute'sParish Church, a Bill was delivered

Chat John Commonwealth of England, being sick of the

Scots Disease, desires the Prayers of the Congregation.

1727 SWIFT Furth. Ace. E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. i. 155 She

privately put a bill into several churches, desiring the

prayers of the congregation for a wretched stationer.

9. ;More fully Bill ofExchange) A written order

by the writer or 'drawer' to the 'drawee' (the

person to whom it is addressed) to pay a certain

sum on a given date to the '

drawer,' or to a third

person named in the bill, known as the '

payee.'
A true bill of exchange is given in consideration of value

received land this is usually stated upon the bills but a bill

is sometimes drawn, not against value received, but merely
as a means of raising money on credit, and is then known
as an Accommodation Bill (see ACCOMMODATION 8'.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. VI. (1599)237 The merchants mak-

ing difficultie. .to accept the billes of exchange that were

sent out of Fraunce. 1661 PEPYS Diary 27 Mar., I did get him

to promise me some money upon a bill of exchange. 1682

SCARLETT Exchanges 23. 1713 STEELE Guardian No. 2 He

gave me a bill upon his goldsmith in London. 1768 BLACK-

STONE Comm. II. 466. 1809 R. LANGFOKD Introd. Trade

20 An Inland Bill is when the drawer and person drawn

upon live in the same country or kingdom. 1848 THACKE-

RAY Van. Fair xviii, His bills were protested ;
his act of

bankruptcy formal. 1880 B. PRICE in Frascr's .Mag. May
668 Bills impart a valuable convenience to trade . . they bor-

row the goods without payment for a time more or less long.
- t b. Loosely used for : A promissory note. Obs.

Hence, Bill of debt or bill obligatory: a bill ac-

knowledging a debt and promising to meet it al

a specified date. Also applied (with specification)

to various promises to pay at a future date, or at

sight, issued by Banks, and by the Government

cf. BANK-BILL, EXCHEQUER BILL.

1613 DEKKER Bankrouts Banq. Wks. 1884-5 HI- 37 1

Next, came in Bils obligatory, a thousand in a cluster.

1685 BAXTER Paraphr. Philemon 19, I here give thee a Bil

under my hand, that I will repay all that he oweth thee.

1711 Lond. Gaz, No. 4869/3 Navy, Victualling, Ordnance

and Transport Bills. 1721 King's Sp. 19 Oct. in Lond. Gaz

The Navy and Victualling Bills are at very high Discount

10. With specification : Bill of fare, a list o:

dishes to be served at a banquet, or which may
be ordered at a restaurant (in the latter case with

the prices attached), a 'menu' ;
often fig. a pro-

gramme ;
bill of health, an official certificate

given to the master of a vessel sailing from a por
liable to infection, stating whether at the time o

sailing any infectious disease existed on board 01

in the port (hence a clean bill : one certifying

total absence of infection ; suspected or totuhec

bill, foul bill) ;
also a similar document required o

travellers in some foreign ports ;
bill of lading

an official detailed receipt given by the master o

a merchant vessel to the person consigning th(

goods, by which he makes himself responsible fo

their safe delivery to the consignee. This docu

ment, being the legal proof of ownership of the

goods, is often deposited with a creditor as secu

rity for money advanced ;
cf. CHARTER-PARTY

BILL.

bill of mortality or weekly bill, a periodically

mblished official return of the deaths (later, also

jf the births) in a certain district ;
such a return

jegan to be published weekly by the Lqndon

Company of Parish Clerks in 1592 for 109 parishes

n and around London ;
hence this district (the pre-

cise limits of which were often modified) became

mown as ' within the bills of mortality
'

;
bill of

sale, a written instrument effecting a transfer of per-

sonal property; spec, a document given as security

or money borrowed, authorizing the lender to seize

the property in case of the non-payment of the

money by a specified time t bill of sight, per-

mission from the custom-house officers to land

joods for inspection in their presence, when, from

want of precise information, the consignee is un-

able to enter them accurately ;
bill of store (see

quots.) ; f bill of sufferance (see quot). Also

bill of attainder, attorney (
= letter of attorney),

bil! of conformity, credit, debt, discharge, exceptions,

indictment, payment, receipt, remembrance, review,

rights, etc. for which see these words.

U577-87 HARRISON England n. xv. (1877! 272 Which "bill

'of dishes] some doo call a memorial!.] 1636 MASSINGER

llashf. Lo-Mrs Prol., 'Tis no crime . . To please so many
with one bill of fare. 1748 MRS. S. HARRISON House-kprs.
Packet.lik. Pref., The Bill of Fare is a new and admirable

contrivance. 1861 MRS. BEETON Bk. tloiisch. Managem.
954 A menu or bill of fare should be laid by the side of

each guest. 1644 EVELYN Mem. 12 Oct., Having procur'd
-

'bill of health ' without which there is no admission at any
,vne in Italy) we embarq'd on the i2th. 1753 HANWAY

j fav. (1762) I. v. Ix. 279 Upon his giving us a bill of health,

I went on board. 1851 M'CuLLOCH Diet. Comm. 1084 Were
the said bills of health clean, unclean, or suspected? 1599

HAKLUYT II. n. 44 We . . caused one of them to fetch vp
his 'bils of lading. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram, xiii

62 Come aboord . . with their . . cocket, or bils of loading.

1875 JF.VONS Money (1878) 207 A bill of lading entitles the

legal holder of it to certain cases or packages of goods.

1645 Bp HALL Reined. Discontent. 26 Pleasure dies in the

birth, and is not therefore worthy to come into this 'bill

of Mortality. 1681 Loud. Gaz. No. 1651/4 The second of

September was taken up within the Bills of Mortality, a

Deal Box. 1698 CONGRKVK Way ofW, in. xv, We could

have the gazette . . and the Weekly Bill. 1709 STEELE

Tatlcr No. 54 ? 7 Living within the Bills of Mortality.

1724 Abstr.Act 10 Geo. I. in Lond. Gaz. No. 6270/7 All Cho-

colate.. must be brought to be stamped, .within the Weekly
Bills in 14 Days. 1854 THACKERAY Xcwcomes viii. He was

as scrupulously whited as any sepulchre in the whole bills

of mortality. 1608 DEKKER Batman. Loud. Wks. (Grosart)

III. 150 By "bils of sale .. get the goods of honest Citizen.,

into their hands. 1765 Phil. Trans. LV. 46 He sold the

boy to his present master . . I saw the bill of sale. 1875

BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Bk. led. 21 225 The Bill of Sale is

the instrument by which a Vessel is transferred to a pur-

chaser. 1832 M'CuLLOCH Diet. Comm. 147 The East India

Company are authorised . . to enter goods by "bill of sight.

1670 BLOUST La-M Diet., 'Bill of Store, is a kind of Licence

granted at the Custom-house to Merchants, or others, to

carry such Stores or Provision as are necessary for their

Voyage Custom-free. 1833 Act 3 Will. IV, Hi, It shall be

lawful to re-import into the United Kingdom . . any goods
. . which shall have been legally exported . . and to enter

the same by bill of store. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet. ,
*Bill of

sufferance, is a Licence granted at the Custom-house to a

Merchant, to suffer him to trade from one English Port to

another, without paying Custom.

11. Comb, and Attrib., as (in sense 8) bill-

poster, -sticker, -sticking, -patched, etc. ; (in sense 9}

bill-book, -broker, -broking, -discounter, -holder,

-trade
; (in sense 2) t bill-maker ;

bill chamber

(sense 4), a department of the Scottish Court of

Session, to which suitors may repair at all times

(including vacations) in emergencies requiring sum-

mary proceeding ;
bill-head (sense 6), paper ruled

for a tradesman's bills, having his name, etc. printed

at the top.
1774 HENLEY in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 426 A large book

ruled in the manner of a 'bill-book, used by tradesmen.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Vandcrput f, S. iv. 58 The "bill-

brokers can tell how nearly the debts of different countries

balance each other. 1764 WESLEY Jrnl. 2 July (1827) III.

179 That wretched trade of 'bill-broking. 1857 Sat. Rer>.

Ill 345 To create a fortune by banking, brewing, or bill-

broking. 1866 CRUMP Banking 135 A very common custom

amongbankers . .who style themselves'bill-discounters. 1847

C ADDISON Contracts li.v. i (1883) 783 Securities, .avail-

able to the "bill-holders if both drawer and acceptor become

insolvent. 1529 MORE Snpplic. Souls Wks. 302 They had

leuer see theire "bylmaker burned, than their supplicacion

spedde. IS99 M.iaOTOSSm Villanie III. ix. 218 Th' Ape. .

is as malecontent As a 'bill-patch't doore. 1864 'l lines 24

Dec., A corps of "bill-posters, painters, etc., to put adver-

Cisements on the prominent rocks. 1774 Westm. Mag. 11.

323 "Bill-stickers, pickpockets, and chimney-sweepers. 1862

SHIRLEY N?tfx Crit. 2. 117 Written in large and prominent

Cype, like that employ'd by "bill-stickers. 1864 h ealm: 23

Mar. 6 With . . the progress of civilisation, "bill-scicking has

expanded into bill-posterism. 1791 WESLEY H Its. 1872 V 1 1 1.

309 That base practice of raising money by coming notes

(commonly called the "bill-trade).

Bill, sl> rare. [For heel, beeal, dial, form of

BELL,BELLOW.] Bellowing; the boom ofthe bittern.

1789 WORDSW. Even. Walk 21 When first the bittern's

hollow bill Was heard.

Bill (bil), z*- 1 U- BILL -f^- 1 ] trans - To work

at or on with a bill ;
to hoe, hack, chop, lop.

cmaPromp. Parr. 36 Byllen wythe mattokys, ligonizo,



BILL. 862 BILLET.

marro. 1647 H. MORE Ad Paron. Poems 319 Busily bill-

ing the rough outward rinde. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle
xix. 534 A small footpath that had been billed in the bush.

Bill, v-'2 Forms : 3 billen, 4 bilen, 5 byll-en,

-yn, ;t>ollyn), 7 bile, 6- bill. [f. BILL sb.-]

fl. intr. To strike with the bill ; to peck. Obs.

c 1220 Bestiary 82 in O. E. Misc. 3 Danne o5 he [the

eagle] to a ston, and he billeS Ser on, billed til his bee biforn

haueo 5e wreng3e forloren. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R.
xn. xxxii, The sparow . . biteb and bileth [1535 byllyth] for

to haue nestesof swalowes. c 1440 Pronp, Parv. 36 Bollyn
or jowyn [v.r. byllen or iobbyn] wythe the bylle as byrdys,
rostra, a 1678 MARVELL Unfort. Lover 51 As one cormorant
fed him, still Another on his heart did bill,

t b. trans, with out, away, etc.

1496 Dives ff Paup. (W. de W. ) iv. iii. 163/1 She [the Pelly-

cane] beteth & bylleth and casteth them out of her company.
2. To stroke bill with bill (as doves).

1592 SHAKS. Ven. $ Ad. 366 Like two silver doves that sit

a-billing. 1637 HEYWOOD Dialogues 309, I observ'd but late

Two Turtles bill, and either court it's mate. 1687 DRYDEN
Hind $ P. in. 950 Voracious Birds, that hotly Bill and
breed. 1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 20 Two
doves billing upon the roof above.

3. transf. To caress, make show of affection ;

usually (of reciprocal action) to bill and coo.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. in. ii. 60 What, billing againe? 1678
BUTLER Hnd. in. i. 687 Still amorous, and fond, and billing,

Like Philip and Mary on a shilling. 1712 STEELE Sped.
No 300 F i Tom Faddle and his pretty spouse wherever

they come are billing at such a Rate. 1854 THACKERAY
Newcotnes I. 295 Jenny and Jessamy . . billing and cooing
in an arbour.

Bill, f -
:i

[f. BILL
sl>;->]

f* 1. trans. To enter (in a bill, book, catalogue,

account, or reckoning). Obs.
c 1305 Leg. Holy Rood (1871) 138 Pardoun in book is billed.

1615 L!P. HALL Content. (1645) 58 There is none of all our
cates here, but must be billed up. 1629 H. BURTON Babel
no Beth. 52 The Authours billed and catalogued by Brierly.

1656 JENKYN On Jttde^ 18451 85 The impenitent are billed and
booked by God, and at length God will call in his debts.

b. 71 S. To enter in a railway book or way-bill ;

to
'

book.'

1867 Vermont Rep. XL. 326 The station agent, .billed the

plaintiff's good:- through to C. 1881 Chicago Times 16 Apr.,
There were four hundred cars of grain billed to St. Louis:

1883 St. James's Gaz. 15 Mar., It was a young lady ..

about nineteen years of age, and billed from Selma, Ala-

bama, to New York.

f2. To enter i^a person) in a list (e.g. of soldiers

for service), to enroll. Obs.

1460 CAPGKAVE Chron. 118581 278 And officeres inquired
whi he was so bold for to bille hem. 1542 UDALL Erasm.

Apoph. 190 a There was one persone bewraied, that had
billed hymself in the noumbre of the dckefolkes. 1567 GRIN-
DAL Let. Wks. '1843' 292 He might bill three or four grave
men, whereof her Majesty mi^ht make choice. 1633 I.

ADAMS Exp. 2 Pet. ii. 3 As if they were booked, enrolled,

and billed to this confusion.

t 3. To make (one) the subject or object of a

bill ; to libel, lampoon ; to indict ; to petition. Obs.

c 1450 Pol. Poems (18591 II. 228 Yt is myche lesse harme
to bylle thanne to kylle. 1537 State Papers Hen. VIII, I.

547 We haue neither billed any suche nomber of persounts
. . ne purpose to call uppe any oon perspune. 17^8 RAMSAY
IVks. (1848) III. 137 Poor Pousies . . bill'd the judge, that

he wad please To give them the remaining cheese.

4. To announce or advertise by bill.

1694 R. L'KSTRANGE Fables cccc. led. 61429 A Composition
that he Bill'd about, under the name of a Sovereign Anti-

dote. 1871 Daily Xcivs 21 Mar., At the Opera to-night
Flick uncl Flock is

*

billed.' 1884 Manch. Exam, i Oct. 5/5
|

The leading feature of the Pall Mall Gazette '

special '. . so

loudly billed to-night.

5. To plaster over, occupy, or crowd with bills.

1851 ffoustk. IVds. II. 601 All traces of the broken win-

dows were billed out, the doors were billed across. 1884

Harper's Mag. Sept. 509/2 The . . agent thought this town
. . would be a good place for his man, and so he '

billed
'

it.

Bill, obs. Sc. form of BULL.

Billable (brlab'l), a. rare~ l
. [f. BILL v* +

-ABLE.] Liable to be served with a bill ; indictable.

1579 Rep. Commis. Border Causes in Egerton Papers 234

Certifying such as shall resett the same upon their ground,
that they shalbe billable for their so doing.

Billage 'bHedg), sb. A variant of BILGE.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii. 4 A ships Uillage
is the breadth of the floorewhen she doth lie aground. 1708
HARRIS Lexicon Techn. t Bildge, of a Ship, i.-> the bottom of

her Floor .. and Billage is the breadth of her Floor when
she lies aground.

Bi'llage, v. [See prec.] To BILGE.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ix. 41 The ship may
.. Billage on a rocke. 1628 DIGBY Voy. Medit. 43 My
boate was billaged and all of vs tumbled in the sea.

Billament, variant of BILIMENT, Obs.

Billander, obs. form of BILANDER.

t Bi'llard. Obs. or dial. [Derivation unknown :

it is not easy to connect it in sense with F. billard

slick with a knob or hook.]
1. The Coal-fish, a fish allied to the Cod ; cf.

BILLET sb$
i66r RAY Itin. (1760^ 173 There are the same sorts of Fish

taken at Whitby as at Scarborough ; and some others they
named to us, as Dabs, Billards. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Supp.>Billardt in ichthyology, an English name for the young
fish of the coal-fish . . up to a certain size. 1865 COUCH
Brit. Fishes III. 84.

2. (See quot.) [probably distinct from I.]

1669 WORLIDGE Sy&t. Agric. u68i) 322 Billard is in some

places used for an imperfect or Bayard Capon. 1674 RAY |

S. <$ E. C. H'tis. 59 Billard, a Bastard Capon. Suss.

Billards, obs. form of BILLIARDS.

Billbe'rgia, bilbe'rgia. [Named after
j

Billberg, a Swedish botanist.] A genus of orna- I

mental and fragrant epiphytes (N.O. Bromeliactai), \

natives of the forests of tropical America.
1858 Penny Cycl. snd Supp. 66/t Billbergia, a genus of

plants .. all natives of South America. 1882 Garden 17

June 428/2 The cultivation of Bilbergias is so very simple.

Billberry, variant of BILBERRY.

Billed, ///. a. [f.
BILL sbl and 2,] Furnished

with a bill ; having a beak, spike, etc. (Usually
in composition, as long-, broad-, soft-billed, etc.)

1399 LAXGL. Rich. Redelcs. iii. 37 All billid breddis J>at be

bough spareth. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xi. xiii. 20 The weill

stelit and braid billit ax. 1582 D. INGRAM Narr. in Arb. Gar.
ner V. 257 It is bigger than a goose, billed like a showeler.

1625 BACON Goodness, Ess. (Arb. ) 201 A longe Billed Fowls.

1770 G. WHITE .$V/<8tff* xxxvi, Hard-billed birds subsist on
seeds. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 385 Dentirostres, or

toothed-billed Birds, which are characterized by a notch or

tooth near the extremity of the upper mandible.

Billement(e, variant of BILIMENT. Obs.

t Bi-ller. Sc. Obs. [? a. F. better, in i6th c. also

be/Her ram.] ? A ram.

61560 A. SCOTT Moneth May, In May gois damosells

and dammis In gardynnis grein to play lik lammis, Sum at

the barris thay brace tike billers.

Billers, variant of BiLDERS.

Billet (bi-let ,
sl>. 1 Forms: 5 bylet, 5-6 bil-

lette, 6 billot, billotte, ; bullet, 6- billet.

[ME. and AF. billcttt, AngloL. billttta, dim. of

billa, billc, BILL sb$ (But billcte occurs also in

continental OF., apparently as a variant of bnllde,

in med.L. bulletin, dim. of L. bttlla ;
and this may

have contributed to the Eng. form.)]

f 1. gen. A short written document
;

a small

paper, notice, or note
;
a label. Obs.

[1317 in Dugdale's Monast. Angl. I. 654 Secundum quod
continetur inquadam billetta inter sigillum & scriptum ante

consignationem affixa.] .1440 Promp. Pan'. 36 Bylet,
scrowe U 1

. r. Bille], matricnla. 1495 Act ii Hen. K/7, x.

. 2 Acquietaunce, writynges, billes, or billettis, wherby it

mayappere. .[that] theseid Cornmyssioners. .have receyved
the soinme. 1555 Fardle Fdcioux ffr iv. 142 Thei caried

vppon their foreheades . . pretie billettes of Paper . . these

were called their Philacteries.

tb. A bill of fare. Obs. rare.

1577 HARRISON England ii. xv. (18771 27 2 Which bill [of

dishes] some doo call a memoriall, other a billet.

2. spec. A short informal letter, a '

note.' arch.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. v. (1599) 218 Writing to him
billets and letters full of office and humanitie. a 1674
CLAKKNDON Hist. Kef'. III. x. 58 The King . . receiv'd little

Billet>, or Letters . . without any Name, which advertised

him of wicked designs upon his life. 1712 STEELE Spcct.
No. 306 ? 2 The Lady., writ this Billet to her Lover. 1807
T. Jti i-EHSON Corr. (1830) 78 Once in a winter, he usually
wrote him a billet of invitation to dine. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. II. 49 Carrying billets backward and forward

between his patron and the ugliest maids of honour. 1877
MERIVALE Row. Trinmt'. viii. 166 They thrust billets into

his hand, inscribed
'

Brutus, thou sleepest.'

f 3. A written permission to enter a theatre,

public place, etc. ; an order, a pass. Obs. or arch.

1697 C'tess D'Auney's Trav. (1706) 33 Although I had a

Pa^port . . I was oblig'd to take a Billet from the Toll-

House. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris 335 The conductor exa-

mined the billets of admission [to the catacombs]. 1823
LAMB Ella Ser. i. xvi. (1865^ 124 A pretty liberal issue of

those cheap billets in Brinsley's easy autograph.

4. Mil. An official order requiring the person to

whom it is addressed to provide board and lodging
for the soldier bearing it. (/The ordinary modern

sense.) Hence billet-master, the official whose

duty it is to make out billets ; billet-money, the

cost of quartering soldiers ; also fig. Every bullet

hasitsbillet (i.e. its destination assigned) : only those

are killed whose death Providence has ordained.

1644 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. II. 649 That no Billet shall

be granted upon any of the Inhabitants without their con-

sent. 1723 Land. Gaz. No. 6152/3 His Officers and Soldiers ;

who were by those Billets dispersed into Quarters in several

Parts of the Town. 1811 WELLINGTON Let. in Gurw. Disp.
VII. 140 A Billet is a legal order from a competent autho-

rity to the person to whom it is addressed to provide lodging
for the bearer of it. 1640-4 King's Sp. in Rushw. Hist*

Coil. in. (1692) I. 614 That which is owing to this County
for Billet-Money. 1765 WESLEY Jrnl. 6 June, He never re-

ceived one wound. So true is the odd saying of King Wil-

liam, that 'every bullet has its billet.'

t 5. A voting-paper used in voting by ballot.

Act of Billets (Scotch Parl. 1662) : a measure by
which the twelve persons excepted from the King's

Indemnity were to be chosen by secret voting.
1627 Lisanderff Cal. ix. 195 Three billets were made with

their three names which were all put into a cask. 1676 W. Row
Contn. Blair'sA utobiog.^ya That . . unjust,unreasonable, and

illegal Act of Billets, c 1690 LMIBBItDAUE&Mc6 in Macken-
zie Mem. 85 Some Republicks use the Billet, or the Ballot,

in giving places. 1781 J. MOORE yitw See. It. (1790^ I. xi.

121 Each elector . . throws a little billet into an urn . . On
this billet is inscribed the person's name.

|]
6. A bank-note. [French ; used by Carlyle for

local colouring.]
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. v. iii. 207 Billets of a new Na-

tional Bank.

\ See other senses which may belong here, at the

end of BILLET sb.~

Billet, sb? Also 4-6 billette, 5 bylet, 5-6
belet, 6 byllet, 8 billot, [a. F. bilUtte (OF.
billete], and billot, diminutives of bille 'trunk of

a tree, length of round timber'
;
in 12th c. med.L.

billa and billits 'branch, trunk of a tree' : of un-

known origin. '^The Celtic derivation given by Lit-

tre and others is erroneous. The alleged Irish bille
' trunk of a tree,' is only one of the innumerable fig-

ments of O'Reilly's Dictionary. "Whitley Stokes.)]
1. A thick piece of wood cut to a suitable length

for fuel.

[1361 in Rymer's Faedera VI. 316 Quatuor Milia Billeto-

rum . . Emi & Provideri.] c 1440 Promp. Parv. 36 Bylet,

schyde, tednlu. 1635 W. AUSTIN Mcdit. 36 Surely many
stickes together, burne more vehemently, then a single
Billet. 1748 ANSOS l>'oy. ii. ii. 133 Some of our men. .were

employed in cutting down trees, and splitting them into

billets. 1846 PRESCOTT Ferd. % Is. II
y. 349 He slept on

the ground with a billet ofwood for his pillow.

\\*. collect. Wood so cut for fuel; billet-wood. Obs.

1465 Mann. $ Househ. Exp. 482 Payd.fore a cartfulle

of belet at Eltam, ijj. \\\}d. 1539 FABYAS vn. 705 The

maipr . . solde to the poore people billet and faggot> by the

peniworthe. 1642 CHAS. I in Let. Student Oxf. i Where
. . was fuell and billet enough. 1664 EVELYN Syfaa (1679' 27
The smaller trunchions .. make billet, bavine, and coals.

f C. Fire-wood of size regulated by law. Obs.

1502 ARNOLD Chron. (i8u> 98 Item that euery Esex belet

of one [shide] contayn in lengith with the Carf iij fote and
half of assise and in gretnes in y

6 middes xv inches. 1542 3
Act 34-35 Hen. VIJI, iii, The vntrewe lengthe and quan-
titie of faggotte talwood, and billette. 1581 LAMBARDE
Eiren. \\. vii. (1588) 208.

2 A (thick) stick used as a weapon. ^Single
billet: single stick.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. iv. iii. 58 Or they shall beat out

my braines with billets. 1613 BEAUM. & FL. Captain
ii, i. ss/i Fighting at single billet with a barge-man. [1741
RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 88 Nan .. was taking up a
billet to knock me on the head.]

3. A small bar of metal, t a. A bar
'

or ingot
of gold or silver, b. Of iron or steel : see quot.
[i353 -^f- 27 Edw. Ill, ii. 14 Plate dargent, billettes

dor et tut autre maner dor.] 1670 BLOC NT Law Diet.,

Billets ofGoldt Wedges or Ingot* of Gold. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Gloss. : Billet i. Iron or steel, drawn Irom a pile,

bloom, or ingot, into a small bar for further manufacture.
2. A small bloom. 1883 DailyNcivs 8 Oct. 2/5 In Bessemer
steel . . hoops and billets are somewhat easier to buy.

4. Arch. An ornamental moulding used in Nor-

man architecture, consisting of short cylindrical

pieces placed lengthwise at regular intervals in

hollow mouldings ;
sometimes in two or more rows,

breaking joint. Also attrib.

1835 T. HOPE Hist. Ess. Arc/tit. xiiL (1840) I. 139 Never
e.\tended beyond the jejune form of the lozenge .. or the

zig-zag, and the billet. 1870 F. WILSON Ch. Lindisf. 69
Their billet ornamentation and its chequered shade. 1879
SIR G. SCOIT Lect. Archit. II. 86 The chamfers of a string
or label relieved with the billet or short piece of roll left

projecting from them at intervals.

5. //. The excrements of a fox.
v
cf. BILLETING 3.)

^1 The following senses belong doubtfully to this

or the prec. word.

6. Her. A bearing of the shape of a rectangle

placed on end. (Variously conjectured by early

writers to represent a folded letter, a brick, and

cloth of gold.)
1592 WYRLEY Annorie 153 A siluer fes 'tween many bil-

lets gold. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry iv. v. d66p> 279 This

Billet in Armory is taken for a paper folded up in form of a

letter. 1724 Ibid. (ed.6jDict., Btlltt*,,Tmm Heraldique

says, most Authors take them for Bricks- 1717-41 CHAMBERS

Cytl-t Billets, in Heraldry, are supposed to represent pieces
of cloth of gold or silver. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos 11877)

II. ii. 24 The eleven argent billets on their azure shield.

t 7. transf. and/^. Obs.

1548 HALL Chron. (1809)613, xii persones all ridyng on

coursers barded and apparelled in white Sattin and blacke

broched with gold and silver with cuttes and culpynes
muche after tawny and blacke Sattin Billottes. c 1600

G. WYATT in Cavendish's llfolscy (18251 H- 200 So many
cross billets of cunning polities, surmounted by the guiding

providence of God.

8. Saddlery, a. A strap which enters a buckle.

b. A pocket or loop which receives the end of a

buckled strap.
1481-90 Hmvitrd Honseh. Bks. 195, Ij. peyr of brode

reynys, and ij. new bellet-thongs. 1794 W. FELTON Car-

r/<ni'u8oi) I. 137 The tassels, the plated buckles, and the

leather billets. Ibid. 138 The tassel, and the billet and
buckle to complete it, is also y.

9. Comb, and Attrib., as billet-dealer; -wood, etc. ;

billet-head, a piece of wood at the bow of a

whale-boat, round which the harpoon line runs ;

also
' a carved prow bending in and out, contrari-

wise to the fiddle-head (scroll-head)
'

Smyth Sailor s

Word-bk.\ billet moulding = BILLET sb.~ 4.

a 1625 FLETCHER Noble Gent. in. i. 35 There's not the

least of the *billet dealers But have it in measure delicate.

1840 R. DANA Be/. Mast xxxv. 134 The cornucopia which

ornamented her *billet-head. 1851 RUSKIN Stones Ven, I.

xxiv. 3 What is called the Norman >
billet moulding. 1759

B. MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eng. II. Norf. 70 A Fire of clean

*l3illet-wood. 1772 Phil. Trans. LXII. oo*Billet-wood for

fewel.



BILLET.

Billet, sli.z Also billlt. [perh. a corruption
of BILLARD ; perh. the correct form, and identical

with prec. word.] A coal-fish, when one year old.

Cf. BILLARD i.

1769 PENNANT Z<w/. III. 153 They [the fry of the coalfish]
are called at Scarborough Parrs, and when a year old, Bit'

lets. 1832 J. COLE Scarbor. Guide 108 The principal fish . .

for sale are . . parr, billits, cole fish. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
Catal. 10 Mounted Lines for. . Billet, and all surface fish.

Billet (bi'lcit), v. Also 7 billit, billett. Pa. t.

and pple. billeted,
[f.

BILLET sb.i]

t 1. trans. To enter in a list ; to enroll. O/>s.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. iii. 48 The Centurions, and their

charges distinctly billetted. .and to be on foot at an houres

warning. 1618 Select. Harl. Misc. (17931 2 "8 He billetted

the said pioneers for several ships. 1629 R. HILL Pathiv.

Piety I. Pref. 1 1 Blessed and billeted up be they in Heaven.
2. To assign quarters to (soldiers) by a note or

ticket ; to quarter (troops) in, at, on, upon, with.

1599 NASHF. Lent. Stitffir(iB-ji) 10 For ten weeks together
this rabble-rout, .are billetted with her. 1604 SHAKS. Oth.

11.111.386 Go where thou art Billitcd. ,11674 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. I. i. 33 They refused to suffer the Soldiers to be
billetted upon them. 1849 MACAUI.AY Hist.. F.ng. I. i. 85
Companies of soldiers were billeted on the people.

b. gen. To assign or appoint quarters to
;

to

locate. (With 1837 cf. BILLET rf.i 4.)
1606 SYLVESTER Dn Bar/as, Colt/Hints iv. n. ii. 643 In

what bright starry Signe, th' Almighty dread, Dayes
Princely Planet's dayly billeted. 1650 R. GELL Semi. 15We finde the twelve Tribes . .billeted according to the four

Quarters of heaven. 1837 DICKENS Pick-lit. x\x, Shots. .

cast loose upon the world and billeted nowhere.

f c. To give quarters to, lodge. 0/>s.

1637 QUARLES-Y<V;,>' Wks. 1881 III. 15 Sorrow is the Guest
Which I must entertaine, and billet in my brest.

f 3. intr. (for re/I.) To have quarters. Oh. rare.
1628 in Parr's Lett. 400 iL.) He billets in my lodgings.
4. trans. To serve (a person) with a billet.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xxiv, 'Conscripts!' said the
woman of the house. .'I am billeted full already.'

f5. To select by billet (see BILLET .?/>.' 5); to

ballot. Obs.
c 1690 SIR G. MACKENZIE Mem. Aff. Scotland 75 Lauder-

dale..askt the King. 'What if they billet me, Sir?'. .Then
Lauderdale told him that he was billeted.

II Billet-doux (brkd/r). [Fr. ;
= sweet note.]A love-letter. (Now usually jocular?)

1673 DRYDEN Marr. a let Mode n. i. 261 He sings and
dances en Francois, and writes the billets doux to a miracle.
i688 VII.LIERS iDk. Buckhm.) Efi. Julian Wks. 7.705 II.

94 Strephon's Billet douxe's have made them sport. 1712
POPE Rape Lock i. 138 Here files of pins extend their shin-

ing rows, Puffs, powders, patches, bibles, billet-doux. 1848
THACKERAY Van. Pair iv, To see whether there was a
billet-doux hidden among the flowers.

Billete, -ette, -etty (bi-leti). Also 6 bil-,

billettie, 9 billeted, biilette'e. [a. F. billett, in

same sense, f. billet : see BILLET sb:- ;.]
Her. Charged with billets : see quot. 1 766.
1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie n. 27 He bcareth quarterly,

Sable and Argent engrayled, Billettie. 1766 PORNY Her-
aldry (1787) Gloss., Billetf, Billetty . . is used in blazoning
Billets that exceed ten. 1864 BOUTELL Heraldry Hist, f,

.Pop. vii. 33 A field scmce of Billets is Billetee.

Billeted (bi'leted),///. a.
[f. BILLET v. and

s/>.~]

1 1. Furnished with billets or strips of metal. Obs.
1626 T. H. Caiissin's Holy Crt. 189 The Cymball was . .

composed of thinne plates of brasse, with certayne small
barres of iron, fastned, and crosse billeted in the plates.
2. Quartered by billet.

1628 Moundcford MSS. in Forster Cr. Remonstr. 221 The
billeted souldiers. 1866 Morn. Star 12 July, In Saxony
each billeted soldier pays five silbergroschen.

Billeter. [f. BILLET v. + -ER.] a. An officer

who makfes out billets, fb- A soldier with a
billet, f c. One who selects by billet : see BILLET?, c,.

1640-4 in Ruslni'. Hist. Coll. III. 11692) I. 206 Officers or
Billiters of Souldiers, dead or run away. 1643 BRAMHALL
Wks. 1842-4 III. 450 So soon as he was gotten into Hull to
fill their house with billetters. 1663 W. SHARP in Laudcrd.
Papers (1884) I. 127 The billeters may be disappoynted.

Billeting (bi-letirj), vbl. sb. [Consists of what
are really different words f. BILLET v. and sb.]
1. The quartering of soldiers by billet.

1640 Petit, to King'm Harl. Misc. n8n) VII. 215 Your
subjects burdened with . . billeting of soldiers, and other
military charges. 1810 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. VI. 72As long as the system of billeting continues.

t 2. Selection by billet or voting-paper. Obs.
1662 R. LAW Mem. (1817) 12 An act of billating, by which

he would have cut off some nobles in the land from all

public trust. 1662 W. SHARP in Laudcrd. Pap. 11884) !

Ivi, The billeting being agreed to in the articles yesterday.
3. See quot. (Cf. BILLET s/>. 2 5.)
1706 PHILLIPS, minting, (among Hunters!, the Ordure, or

Dung of a Fox. [So in BAILEY and later Diets.]
4. Billeting-roll (Iron-working), a set of rollers

for reducing smelted iron to the form of bars.

BilletleSS, a. Without a billet.
1868 Once a H'k. No. 14. 300 A billetless bullet from the

old flint rifle.

Bill-fish : see BILL sli.2

Billful .bi'lful). As much as fills a bird's bill.

1616 Sl-RFL. & MARKH. Conntr. Farm 718 Giue her a birds
bill full foure times a day. 1863 BUCKLAND Cur. Nat. Hist.
Ser. n. 329 He takes a billfull of mud.

Bill-hook f hi-l,hukV [f. BILL rf." t HOOK sb]

863

A heavy thick knife or chopper with a hooked

end, used for pruning, cutting brushwood, etc.

1611 COTGR., Riverean . . a Welsh hooke, or hedging bill

made with a hooke at the end. .we call it a Bill-hooke. 1837
HOWITT Rur. Life vi. xviii. (18621 608 The billhook of the
Midland counties, with a back edge as well as a front one.

1857 S. OSBORN Qitedah ix. 118 Each carried a sharp bill

hook, with which to cut his way through the underwood.
Billiards (biiySidz), sb. pi. Also 6-7 halli-

ards, 7 billards, billiars, billyards. The sing.
billiard is used only in comb, (see 2). fa. F. bil-

lard. OF. also billart, the game ;
so named from

billard ' a cue.' orig.
' a stick with curved end, a

hockey-stick,' dim. of bille piece of wood, stick :

see BII.LKT si>.~ and -ABD. In Eng. introduced only
as the name of the game, and made pi. as in

draughts, skittles,bowk, vaA. other names of games.]
1. A game played with small solid ivory balls on

a rectangular table having a smooth cloth-covered
horizontal surface, the balls being driven about,

according to the rules of the game, by means of

long tapering sticks called cues.

1591 SI'ENSEK M. HtMcrd'%03 With all the thriftles games
that may be found . . With dice, with cards, with halliards.

1598 FI.ORIO, Trucco, a kinde of play with balles vpon a

table, called billiards. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy C7. n. v. 3 Let
it alone, let's to billards. 1611 COTGR., Billiard, a short
and thicke trunchion, or cudgell : hence, -the slicke where-
with we touch the ball at billyards. 1712 ARBL-THNOT John
Bull 11755* 5 ^" sot, says she, you . . spend your time at

billiards, etc. 1873 BENNETT & CAVENDISH Billiards 2 No-
thing is known about Billiards prior to the middle of the
sixteenth century.
2. Comb, and Attn'b., as billiard-ball, -dub, -cue,

-player, -room, -sharper, -sharping, -stick
;
billiard-

cloth, fine green woollen cloth used for covering
billiard-tables ; billiard-maoe, or t -mast, a rod
furnished with a head or knob used to propel the
ball in billiards

; billiard-marker, a person who
marks the '

points
'

made by eacli player, and keeps
account of the progress of the game ; also, a

counting apparatus for registering results ; so

billiard-marking ; billiard-table, the large table

on which the game of billiards is played; usually
12 ft. by 6, covered with fine green cloth, sur-

rounded by a cushioned ledge, and provided with
six

'

pockets
'

at the corners and sides for the re-

ception of the balls.

a 1637 B. JONSON Celeh: Charts, And cheek . . Smooth as
is the *billiard-b;ill. 1871 TVNDAI.L Fragw. Sc. (ed. 61 II.

xv. 408 Not all the sense of pain or pleasure in the world
could lift a stone or move a "billiard-ball. 1775 SHERIDAN
Rivals n. i, Seven, .waiters, and thirteen ^billiard-markers.

1785 CoWPER Task iv. 221 What was an hour-glass once Be-
comes a dice-box, and a 'billiard-mast [1806 -mace] Well
does the work of his destructive scythe. 1848 THACKERAY
I'an. Fair viii, Tall doors with stags' heads over them,
leading to the 'billiard-room and the library. 1865 Pall
MallG. ii Aug. 2/2 He meant to climb in the world to all

that was pure and heroic by "billiard-sharping. 1817 COLE-
RIDGE Biog. Lit. 1.1817) 52 When, .the "billiard-stick strikes
the first or white ball. 1677 EVELYN Mem. 10 Sept., The
gallery is a pleasant, noble room : in the . . middle, is a
'billiard-table. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 5474 Bowling-
Greens, "Billiard-Tables, and such like Places. 1867 BAKER
-Vile Tribal, viii. 190 An immense tract of high grass, as
level as a 'billiard-table.

Billie, variant of LILLY i.

Billimente, variant of BILIMEXT. Obs.

Billinder, obs. form of BILANFIER.

t Billing, vbl. sl:.i Obs.
[f.

BILL z-.i + -ING 1.]

Working with a bill or mattock
; hoeing.

c mo 1'romp. Pan'. 36 Byllynge of mattokys, ligonizacio.

Billing (bHirj), vbl. sb* [f.
BILL v* + -ING!.]

1 1. The pecking of a bird. Obs.

c\6At>Promp.Pan>,T,b Ryllyngeof byrdys, restrains, 1598
FLORIO, Imbeccata. .an embilling, a billing or feading. 1599
Rroughton's Lett. i. 6 The billing of such filthie garbage.
2. The caressing of doves

; kissing; love-making.
1587 WARNER Alb. England\\ xxxi. 116121 153 First blend

they heards, and forthwith lips, and after billing fell To
other Sport, c 1630 DRUMM. OK HAWTH. Poems Wks. 1 1711)
2t Come, let us teach new billing to the dove. 1732 FIELD-
ING Miser l. iii, Here's fine billing, and cooing, I warrant.

1815 L. HUNT Feast ofPoets 10, I never much valued your
billings and cooings.

Billing, vbl. sl>* [f. BILL z.s + -ING i.] The
action of entering in a list, enrolling, indicting,

lampooning, etc.

1884 Munch. Exam. 14 Nov. 5/4 The proceedings in con-
nection with the billing of the Sheriffs.

Billing, ///. a. [f. BILL v* + -ING 2.] That
bills or caresses like a pair of doves.

1720 GAY Espousal, Let me be The billing dove, and
fondling lamb to thee. 1729 T. COOKE Tales, etc. 67 Hear
the billing Turtles coo. 1801 MOORE The Kiss. Give me,
my love, that billing kiss I taught you.

Billingsgate .bi'linsg^it). Also 3 Bellinges-
Sate, 7 Sellings gate, Belin'sgate, 7-8 Billins-

gate. [The proper name (presumably from a

personal name Billing'} of one of the gates of

London, and hence of the fish-market there estab-
lished. The 1 7th c. references to the

'

rhetoric
'

or
abusive language of this market are frequent, and
hence foul language is itself called '

billingsgate.']

BILLON.

1. One of the gates of the city of London
; the

fish-market near it
; the latter noted for vitupera-

tive language.
11250 LAY. 15070 And ladde to Londene. .bisides Bel-

linges-jate [c 1205 Baizes-]. 1585 PILKINGTON Exp. Ne/icm.
(1841) 345 The gates of cities have their names . . of them
that builded them, as Lud-gate and Billings-gate, of Lud
and Billinns. 1658 R. NEWCOL'RT Title .'(Jap Lone/., Bil-

lings gate Founded by Belen y 23"" Brittish Kinge. 1672
MARVELL Reft. Transp. i. 167 There is not a scold at Billins-

gate but may defend herself. 1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-
cr. I. (1721) 56 The Rhetorick of Billingsgate, viz. Lying
and Slandering. 1795 WINDHAM Speeches Parl. 118121 I.

266 The scolding of a fishwoman in Billingsgate. 1848
THACKERAY I'an. Fair xiii, Mr. Osborne . . cursed Billings-
gate with an emphasis worthy of the place.

b. att>'ib. (in reference to language.)
1652 CULPEPPER Eng. Physic., With down-right Billings-

gate-Rhetoric. 1726 AMHERST Tcrrx Fil. x. 48, I know

j

nothing that he is fit for, but Billinsgate sermons. 1750
WESLEY H'lts. (1872) IX. 87 Low, Billingsgate invectives.

2. Scurrilous vituperation, violent abuse.

1676 WYCHKKLKV PL-Dealer in. i. 11678) 35 With sharp
Invectives //"/'</. (Alias Belin'sgate i. 1710 SHAFTESB.
Cfiarac. (1737) III. ii. 15 Philosophers and Divines, who
can be contented to. .write in learned Billinsgate. 1799 T.
JEFFERSON ll'rit. 11859) ^ 2^9 We disapprove the constant

billingsgate poured on them officially. 1867 FREEMAN Norm.
ContT. 118761 1. App. 625 This is mere Billingsgate.

t o. A clamouring foul-mouthed person, a vulgar
abuser or scold. Obs.

1683 TRYON H'ay to Health 480 Neither have we any
Billings-gates, all that sort of People are our hewers of

Wood and drawers of Water. 1715 ov.'es' Trag. in

Yorksh. Anthol. (1851) 18 Words not fit for a Billingsgate.
1721-90 BAILEY, Billingsgate, a scolding impudent blut.

Hence t Billingsgate v. rare. t Billings-
ffatry, scurrilous language.
1673 Remarks upon Rein. 56 (Boucher A great deal of

Billingsgatry against poets. 1715 A. LITTLETON Lat. Diet.,
To Billingsgate it. Arripcre tualedictiim ex trii'io.

Billion (bi'lyan). [a. F. billion, purposely
formed in i6th c. to denote the second power of a
MILLION .by substituting Bi- pref:- for tlie initial

letters), trillion and quadrillion being similarly
formed to denote its 3rd and 4th powers. The
name appears not to have been adopted in Eng.
before the end of the i ;th c. : see quot. from Locke.

Subsequently the application of the word was

changed by French arithmeticians, figures being
divided in numeration into groups of threes, instead
of sixes, so that F. billion, trillion, now denote
not the second and third powers of a million, but
a thousand millions and a thousand thousand
millions. Kng. retains the original and etymo-
logical use.]
1. In Great Britain: A million millions. (

= Fr.

trillion.')

1690 LOCKF. Hum. Unrl. n. xvi. $ 6 But to show how much
distinct names conduce to our well reckoning, let us see all

these following figures in one continued line :

Nonillions Octillions.. Trillions Billions Millions Units
S573 2 4. 162486.. 235421, 261734, 36814 9, 623137.

The ordinary way of naming this number in English, will
be the often repeating of millions of million-; of millions,
etc. it 1711 KEN Prcpar. Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 67 A Star.,
will run, Of Miles a Billion round the Sun. 1778 MASERES
in Pliil. Trans. LXVIII. 897 A billion, or the square of a
million. 1870 PROCTOR Other Worlds ix. 200 The aggre-
gate weight of the various meteoric systems, .must be esti-
mated by billions of tons.

2. In U. S. yas in France" : A thousand millions.
1864 See WEBSTER, s.v. Numeration.

Billionaire ,bily3ne>.i). [f. prec., after mil-

lionaire] The possessor of property worth a
billion or more of the recognized standard coin of
the realm

; (see next).
1861 O. W. HOLMES Elsie I", vii, One would like to give a

party now and then, if one could be a billionnaire. 1865
E. LOTT Gflfiien F.gypt 7 The billionaire merchant Prince.

Billioiiism (bi'lyaniz'm). nonce-tad,
[f. as

prec. + -ISM.] The financial position ofa billionaire.
1861 O. W. HOLMES Elsie V. vii, Billionism, or even mil-

lionism, must be a blessed kind of state.

Billionth (bi-lyanb), a. and sb.
[f.

as prec. +

-TH.] A. adj. The ordinal adjective corresponding
to

'
billion.' B. sb. The billionth part.

1778 MASERES Convcrg. Series in Phil. Trans. LXVIII.
900 The billionth root of 10 will be =1.000,000,000,002, 302,
585,093. 1865 DRAPER Int. Dc-.'el. Europe xxv. 607 The
vibrations which thus occasion light are, at a mean, 525 in
the billionth of a second.

Billman (bi'lma-n). [f. BILL rf. 1 + MAN.]
a. A soldier armed with a bill. b. A watchman
similarly armed, c. A labourer using a bill.

1530 PALSGR. 198 Bylman in a batayle, halebardier. 1552
HULOET, Byll Ttaea,falcarius. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Hist.
I. xxiv. (1591) 15 Cocceius Proculus, a bilman of the Garde.
1604 DEKKER Honest IVh. Wks. 1873 II. 163 Enter Constable
and Bilmen. 1606 SYLVESTER Captaines 242 A sort of lusty
Bill-men, set . . to fell a Cops. 1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past.
H.i.62 Four thousand whifllers and billmen. 1861 DIXON.&IC<W
iv. 17 The Bowmen of Cressy, the billmen of Boulogne.

Billon (bi'lan). [a. F. billon ' debased metal,'

originally certainly meaning
' mass '

(Littre), i. e.
'
1'or et 1'argent en bille,' bullion, f. bille, BILLET

of wood, etc. : cf. BILLOT. F. billon is cogn. w.



BILLOT.

Pr. billo, Sp. vellon, It. biglione, med.L. billi-oncm.

In Eng., of modem adoption from French, where
its sense-development has not been clearly traced ;

it had at one time the sense now expressed by Eng.
bullion, med.L. bullionem, and the two words have

mntually influenced each other, though they are

distinct in origin : see BULLION'.]
1. A mixed metal used in coinage, consisting of

gold or silver with a preponderating admixture of
a baser metal. Also attrib.

1727 CHAMBERS Cycl., Billon, Billio, in coinage a kind of
base metal either of gold or silver, in whose mixture copper
predominates. Note. We don't find 'tis naturaliz'd among
us : but the necessity we are frequently under of using it in
the course of this work, requir'd its being explain'd. 1797
Encycl. Brit. s.v. Billon, Gold under twelve carats fine, is

called billon of gold. 1876 MATHEWS Coinage xxii. 231 For
-Martinique, .small coins of silver and gold washed billon

were struck in Franee during parts of the last century
2. esp. An alloy of silver with copper, tin, or

other base metal, in which the latter predominates.
1819 RF.ES Cycl. s.v. Billon, The writers on numismatic

science appropriate the term billon to signify metals of cop-
per alloyed with a very small quantity of silver. 1852
WRIGHT Celt, Rom. f, Saxon (1861) 378 Of these Rich-

borough coins . . fifteen [are] of billon or debased silver. 1883
Antiquary July, James III. .issued several denominations
of billon coins, as placks, half-placks, farthings.

Billot (bi'bt). [a. Fr. billot a wooden block.]
1. Obs. form of BILLET sb. 2

2. ' Bullion in the block or bar previous to being
coined.' 1846 in WORCESTER; and in mod. Diets.

Billow (bHcra), sli. Also 6 bellow(e,6-; billowe.

[Not known bef. 1550, but may have been in dial.

use. App. a. OX. bylgja billow (in Da. bdlge, Sw.

b'olja) ; cf. MHG. bulge ; OHG. *bulga and OE.
*lylge are not found

; f. com. Teut. belgan to

swell, swell up : see BELL vX\
1 1. The swell on the ocean produced by the

wind, or on a river or estuary by the tide. Obs.

1560 jKNKiNSONin Hakluyt Voy.(ic$&\ 358 And much adoe
to keepe our barke from sinking, the billowe was so great.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World I. iii. 13 That branch of Indus
. .[is] so large and deepe, and by reason thereof so great a
billow, as it endangered his whole Fleet.

2. prop. A great swelling wave of the sea, pro-
duced generally by a high wind ; but often used as

merely = Wave, and hence poetically for
' the sea.'

1552 HULOET, Bellowe or waue of water. 1566 GASCOIGNE
Jocasta in. (1575) 99b, His barke with many a billowe
beaten. 1596 SPENSER Prothal. 48 The gentle stream, .bad
his billowes spare To wet their silken feathers. 1601 SHAKS.
Jul. C. v. i. 67 Why now blow winde, swell Billow, And
swimme Barke. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xlii. 7 All thy waues, and
thy billowes [WVCLIF flodis, COVERD. waterflouds] are gone
ouer me. 1712 HUGHES Sped. No. 467 f 2 The Waves and
Billows thro' which he has steered. 1799 Scotland Descr.
(ed. 21 12 The appulse of the billows of the open Atlantic.

1817 WOLFE Burial Sir J. Moore, The foe and the stranger
would tread o'er his head, And we far away on the billow.

b. fig. esp. of death as an overwhelming flood.

1592 tr. Juntas on Re?>. xii. 18 And provoke the nations
that they might with their furious bellowes toss up and
down. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. in. 15 Till the last strong
billow stops the breath. 1857 HEAVYSEGE^a/(i869) 429 The
billows black of death's deep gulf.

3. transf. A great wave of flame, air, sound
; a

body of men sweeping onward, etc.

1677 MILTON P. L. i. 224 On each hand the flames, .rowld
In billows, leave i' th' midst a horrid Vale. 1854 RUSSELL
The War xxvi. fed. 17) 173 Huge stately billows of armed
men. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. 25. 183 Billows of air. .rolled

over us with a long surging sound. 1872 BLACKIE Lays
Highl. 104 Let the billow of your paeans To Dunolly's tower
be borne.

4. Comb. xs\& Attrib., as billow-crest, -roll, -swell,
billmv - I/eaten adj.; billow -bred a., reared or

brought up on the sea
;
billow-rife a., full of, or

beset with many, billows.

1597 MIDDLETON in Farr's -S
1

. P. (18451 H- 536 The swans
forsooke the quire of billow-roule. 1749 WEST Pindar in

hnson Life Wks. IV. 202 The billow-beaten side Of the
foam-besilver'd main. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 229 Upon
the billow-crest hang these.

Billow, v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To rise in billows
; to surge, swell.

1597 DRAYTON Mortimer. 94 A poole of tears . . Billow'd
with sighes, like to a little maine. 1655 H. VAUGHAN Siltx
Scittt. 39 When his waters billow thus, Dark storms and
wind Incite them. 1794 COLERIDGE Dest. Nations, Ocean
behind him billows. 1868 TENNYSON Lucretius 31 A riotous
confluence of watercourses Blanching and billowing in a
hollow of it.

2. fig. and transf. To surge, swell, undulate, roll

with wavy motion.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves i. xxxvi. (1647! no Vexations when

they daily billow upon the minde. 1713 YOUNG Last Day
in. 249 It soars on high, Swells in the storm, and billows

through the sky. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc v. 120 The
yellow harvest billow'd o'er the

plain. i86< G. MACDONALO
A . Forbes xviii. 75 A laugh . . billowed and broke thro' the
whole school. 1871 ROSSETTI Last Confess. 407 The pain
comes billowing on like a full cloud of thunder.

Bi'llowiness. [f.
BILLOWY + -NESS.] Undu-

lating nature
;
succession of crested elevations.

1826 CARRINGTON Dartmoor Pref. 12 The singular bil-

lowiness of the ground causes . . some delicious varieties of

light and shade.

J
f

on the head with a billy. 1872 BADEN POWELL A'rw Homes 48
Men travelling about . . invariably carry their billy or quart
tin pot, wherein to make tea. 1873 URE Diet. Arts III.

1165 The stubbing machine, or
billy.

1881 Cheq. Career
361 To cook dampers. .and boil a 'billy' are works of art.

2. Comb. In names of animals, plants, etc., mostly
local : as billy-biter, the Blue Titmouse

; billy-
button, local name of the Bachelor's Button, Field

Scabious, Double Daisy, Red Campion, and various
other plants ; billy-wix, the Tawny Owl. Billy
roller, the wooden roller of a stubbing

'

billy
'

(see

quot.\ See also the following words.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 4/1 Draws back his hand . . well

pecked by the irritated matron. Hence he calls it
'

Billy
Biter.' 1834 Blacks: Mag. XXXV. 297 Down came on his
head, .the patriotic billy-roller. 1875 URE Diet. Arts III.
1166 This is the billy-roller, so much talked of in the con-
troversies between the operatives and masters in the cotton-
factories, as an instrument of cruel punishment to children,
though no such machine has been used in cotton-mills for
half a century at least.

Billyards, obs. form of BILLIARDS.

Billy-blin(d (brli-bbind). Sc. [Of uncertain

origin : see BELLY-BLIND.]
1. In ballads, the name of a benevolent household
demon or familiar spirit. (See ChilAEng. &Sc.Bal-
laJs I. 67, Grimm Teut. Myth. (Eng. ed.) II. 473.)
a 1802 Willie's Ladye xiv. (in Scott Minstr.

>,
Then out and

spak the Billy Blind, He spak aye in a gude time, a 1806
R. JAMIESON Pop. Ball. II. 130 (JAM.) Up it starts the Billy
Blin, And stood at her bed feet.

2. The game of 'Blind-man's-buff'; = BELLY-
BLIND. Hence, Billyblinder, he who blindfolds
the chief actor in this game ; jig. a. hoodwinker.
1822 HOGG Perils Man III. 387 (JAM.) Ay weel I wat

that's little short of a billyblinder.

Billyboy (bi-liboi). [Derivation unknown : it

has been conjecturally compared with BILANDEB
;

also with BULLY-BOY.]
'A Humber or east-coast boat, ofriver-barge build,

and a try-sail ; a bluff-bowed north-country trader,
or large one-masted vessel of burden.' Smyth.
1855 R. KNOX E. Yorksh. 62 Small flat-bottomed sloops

called Billy-boys or Humber-kcels. 1879 Hertf. Merc.

864

Billowing (bi-lonjn. ),///. a.
[f. BILLOW v. +

-ING*.] Rolling or rising in billows
; undulating.

1718 PRIOR Solomon in. 129 The billowing Snow. 1812
SIR R. WILSON Diary I. 42 The background . . was formed
by billowing mountains. 1854 DE QUINCEY Joan ofArc
Wks. III. 242 The fiery smoke rose in billowing volumes.

Billowy (bHonil, a .
[f.

BILLOW rf. + -Y '
.]

1. Characterized by billows.
c 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. v. 345 The billowie ocean. 1798

Anti-Jacobin 21 May (1852! 142 Biscay's billowy bay. 1865
GEIKIF. Seen, A> Geol. Scot. ii. 75 Crests and troughs of a
billowy sea.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of billows.

1791 HUDDESFORD Salniag. i. 24 And elevate his tremh.
ling mast Above the billowy precipice. 1860 TYNDALL
Glaf. I. 4. 36 The . . horizon of the lake presented a billowy
tumultuous appearance. 1884 W. C. SMITH KiUrostan 87
The bounding sea. And billowy roll of life.

3. transf. Cf. BILLOW sb. 3.

1726 THOMSON Winter 273 O'er the hapless flocks . . The !

billowy tempest whelms. 1789 COLERIDGE Nose, On bil- I

lowy flames of fire I float. 1847 L. HUNT Men, Women, fy
Bks. I. viii. 133 The great blue billowy domains of heather.
4. comb. ;advb. and parasynthetic.)
1855 BROWNING Mfn ?f Worn., Last Ride, Some western

cloud All billowy -bosomed. 1876 SWINBURNE Erechth.
fed. 2) 45 Broad strength of billowy-beating war.

Billy i, billie bi-li). Sc. and north, dial.

[Of unknown derivation. (It has been compared
with BULLY and G. buhle, but to little purpose.}]
1. Fellow

; companion, comrade, mate.
c 1505 DUNBAR In secreit place 31 Be nocht our bosteous

to 5our billie. ? a 1750 Graeme fy Be-.vick in Scott Minstr.
(1812) II. 292 Your son. .is but bad, And billie to my son he
canna be. 1786 BURNS Let. J. Tennant, My auld school-

fellow, preacher Willie, The manly tar, my mason Billie.

1808 Cumbrian Ball. xlii. 96 My billy Aye thought her the
flow'r o' them aw. 1863 ATKINSON Provinc. Danby, Billy,
a comrade, familiar acquaintance.
2. 'Fellow,' in the wider sense (familiar).
a 1774 FERGUSSON Hallwfair, Here chapman billies take

their stand And show their bonny wallies. 1790 BURNS
Tarn O'Shanter, When chapman billies leave the street.

1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxv,
' There I met wi' Tarn o' Todshaw,

and a wheen o' the rest o' the billies on the water side.'

3. Brother. (The corresponding feminine is tittie.

Both are now considered rude.) Hence Billyhood,
brotherhood.

1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733* I. 22 His minny Meg
upo' her back Bare baith him and his billy, a 1748 Dick
O' the Co-j] ii. (in Scott Minstr.), Johnie Armstrang to
Willie did say

'

Billie, a riding we will gae.' 1818 HOGG
Brownie II. 31 (JAM.) That's a stretch of billyhood that I

was never up to afore.

Billy
2
(bi-li\ [f. Billy, familiar perversion of

Willie, hypocoristic or pet form of \Villiam : cf.

Bobby = Robby = Robert.'}
1. A term applied to various machines and im-

plements : as, a. a slubbing or roving machine
;
b.

a highwayman's club
;
c. an Australian bushman's

tea-pot. Cf. uses of BETTY, JACK, JEMMY, JENNY.
... r-7" A J-. J ^ T __/. TT-. _ _ .- - . f

BIMACULATE.
i Mar. 2/7 The large tanned-sail barges, sometimes called

billy-boys, . . coming from Rochester or other places on
the Kentish coast. 1884 Mekalah viii. 116 The pay was
too small to entice a youth, who owned a vessel, a billy-
boy, and oyster pans.

Billycock (bi-likpk). [App. the same as bully -

cocked, used 1721, prob. meaning 'cocked after the
fashion of the bullies

'

or hectoring blades of the

period : see BULLY and COCKED.] A colloquial
term for a round low-crowned felt hat worn by men,
and sometimes also by young women. Also attrib.

1721 AMHERST Terr. Fil. No. 46. 246 He [the Oxford
' smart '] is easily distinguish'd by a stiff silk gown . . a flaxen
tie-wig, .a broad bully-cocked hat, or a square cap of above
twice the usual size. 1862 Life among Colliers 35, I was
told to take off my bonnet, and tie a billy-cock (wide-awake .

tight down. Mod. Newspaper. She. .is masculine from the
crown of her billycock hat, to the point of her )aced-up
double-soled boots.

Billy-goat (bHigJt). [f. Billy (a male name)
+ GOAT.J Familiar term for : A male goat.
1861 T. PEACOCK Gryll Gr. 108 There is nothing to eat in

Greece but tough billy goats. 1882 Standard n Feb. 3/2
Hair turning grey, hazel eyes, billygoat beard.

Billyment, obs. form of BILIMENT.

Bilobate (baila^beH), a. [f. Bi- pref? I t-

LOBATE, f. mod.L. lobus, Gr. Xo/3c!s.]
= BILOBED.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxi. 293 The petals are . .

bilobate. 1877 COUES Fur Anim. iii. 77 Bilobate tips.

Bi'lobated, a.
[f. as prec. + -KD.] =next.

Jl. IV. 85 No

LOBED.] Having, or divided into, two lobes.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 214 They . . contain each a bi-

lobed kernel. 1880 BASTIAN Brain 97 The Brain of the
Crab is represented by a rather small bilobed ganglion.

Bilobular (bailp-birflaj), a.
[f.

Bi- pref:- -4-

LOBULE + -AR.] Having, or divided into, two
lobules or small lobes.

1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. 4- Phys. V. 540/1 Slightly cleft so
as to indicate a bilobular tendency.

Bilocation (baikk?-Jan). [f.
Bi- pref? II +

LOCATION.] The fact or power of being in two

places at the same time.

1858 FABER Life Xavier 336 It was in fact a case of bilo-

cation. 1871 TVLOR Prim. Cult. i. 404 The word '

biloca-
tion' has been invented to express the miraculous faculty of

being in two places at once.

Bilocellate (baihrsekn), a. [f. ,\-prefl I +
loccllus, dim. of loculus: see next.] Having, or

divided into, two minute cells.

1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 6. 254 The cells of anthers . .

are bilocellate.

Bilocular (b3il?-ki;?laj.), a.
[f.

Bi- pref.- I +
LoctJLAR, f. L. loculus, dim. of locus place.] Hav-

ing, divided into, or consisting of two cells or

small receptacles.
1783 DAVIDSON in Phil Trans. LXXIV. 455 The germen

is. .bilocular. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. # Phys. I. 107/2 The
molluscous classes, .[have] a bilocular heart.

Bilo'Culate, a. [f. as prec. ; see -ATE 2.]
=

prec.
1874 JONES & SIEV. Patlwl. Anat. 365 This kind is of

more frequent occurrence than the biloculate.

BUong, obs. form of BELONG.

Bilooghe, obs. form of BELOW.

Bilpqnial (bailou-kwial), a.
[f.

Bi- prefZ II +

-loquiaT, after colloquial^ Speaking with two
different voices.

a 1810 C. B. BROWN Carwin (1822) I. 135 The confession
of my biloquial powers.

Bilociuist (bi-Ukwist). [f. Bi- pref? II +

-loquist ;
cf. ventriloquist.] One who can speak

with two different voices.
a i8o C. B. BROWN (title) Carwin, the Biloquist. 1884

Sat. Rev. 12 July 54 As a biloquist Mr. Maccabe's powers
are very considerable.

Bilouen, -lufen, -luuen, etc., obs. ff. BELOVE.

II Biltong (bHtfrj). Also (corruptly) beltong,
bell-tongue. [S. African Dutch, f. bil buttock +
long tongue,

' because it is mostly cut from the but-

tock, and in appearance somewhat resembles a

smoked neat's-tongue' (Changuion).] Strips of

lean meat ^of antelope, buffalo, etc.) dried in the sun.

1815 A. PLUMTRE Lichtenstein's Trav. II. 77 He lived al-

most entirely upon dried mutton and biltong. 1863 BALD.
WIN Afr. Hunting in, I. .converted the most of them into

bell-tongue. 1879 ATCHERLEY Boerland 149 Cut up into

strips, and hung to dry on the tree for biltong.

Bilverketch: see BILBOQDET.

t Bi'lwise, a. Obs. App. bill-wise wise or clever

of mouth, as opposed to poll-mad.
1577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. in Holitish. II. 12/1 Marcus

Cicero, .perceiving his countrimen to become changelings,
in being bilwise and polmad, and to sucke with the Greeke

[tongue] the conditions of the Grecians, as to be in words

talkative, in behaviour light.

Bilyne, variant of BLIN v. Obs. to cease.

tBrlynge. Obs. rare- 1

. [Cf. OE. bile beak
of a ship.] ? The beak or prow of a ship.
? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3664 The bilynge and the beme

brestys in sondyre.

Bimaculate, -ated (baimarkirfltt, -'ted), a.

[f.
Bi- pref.

% I + L. maciilattis spotted, f. macula

spot.] NTarked with two spots.



BIMANA.

1769 PENNANT Zool. III. 205 Bimaculated Wrasse. 1848
C. JOHNS Week at Lizard 333 Bimaculated Duck.

II Bimaiia (bi-mana, bsi--), sb. pi. Zool. [mod.
L. neut. pi. of *bimanus two-handed (sc. animalia) ,

the latinized form of Buffon's bimane, f. L. hi- two
+ mantis hand.] Two-handed animals : Cuvier's

name for the highest order of Mammalia, of which
man is the type and only species.
[1766 BUFFON Hist. Nat. XIV. 18 Faisons pour les mains

un nom pareil a celui qu'on a fait pour les pieds, et alors
nous dirons avec verit et precision que 1'homme est le seul

qui est bimane et bipede. 1785 SMELLIK Transl. (1791)
VIII. 52 We might then say that man was the only biped
adMvWMEf.1 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 353/2 Class Matn-

rnifcrcs. Order I. Biniana, Man. 1871 DARWIN Desi .

Man I. vi. 190 The greater number of naturalists . . have
placed man in a separate order, under the title of Birnatin.

Bi'manal, a. Zool. = BIMANOUS.

185? TODO Cycl. Ana/. $ Phys. V. 172/2 The bimanal ..

Reptiles. 1882 OWEN in Longman's Mag. I. 67 The high-
est (Caucasian) variety of the Bimanal order.

Bimane (barman). Zool. [a. F. bimane
;
sec

BIMANA, to which this supplies a singular.]
A two-handed animal

; one of the Bimatia.
1835 KIRBV Hob. $ hist. Anhtt. II. xvii. 215 He [man] is

the only Bimane. 1880 Libr. Univ. Kneivledge III. 632
Bimanes, including mankind.

Bimanous ibhnanss, bsi-), a.
[f. mod.L. bi-

man-us or F. bimane + -ous.] a. Two-handed.
b. Of or belonging to the Bimana.
1832 L\-ELL/V/;/r. Geol. 11.15 Transformed into bimanous

animals. 1878 BARTLFV tr. Topinard's Atit/irof. ii. 79 The
anthropoid ape . . is bimanous, but he has the assistance of
his hands in walking.

Bimarginate, Bimembral : see Bi- fre/.- \ .

t Bima'rian, a. Oh. rare-",
[f. L. bimari-s

(see BIMAIUXE + -AN.]
' Of or pertaining to two

seas.' Bailey 1731, vol. II.

t Bima-rical, a. 'Of two seas.' Coles 1692.
1721 in BAILEY, etc.

Bimarine (baimarj n), a,
[f.

L. bimaris (f. hi-

two + mare sea) after marine.'] Between two seas.

iSsaGROTE Greece n.lxxiv. IX. ^-^note, The bimarine road
or region [Gr. TJJI* an<f>iaAoi'].

t Bima tical. Ol>sr
[f. L. bimat-us the age

of two years.]
'Two yeeres space.' Cockeram 1623.

Bi-matter, obs. form of UY-MATTEB.
Bimbo (bi-mbo). A kind of punch.
1880 Barman's Man., Bimbo is made nearly in the same

way as Arrack punch, except that Cognac brandy is sub-
stituted for arrack. [See also BUMBO.]

Bimeane, -mene, obs. ff. BEMOAN.
Bimedial (bsimfdial), a. (and sf>.) [f. Bi-

pref.t -t- MEDIAL, f. L. medi-tis middle.]
fa- Algeb. .See quot. 1557.) Obs. b. Gcom.

The sum of two medial lines ; a medial line being
the geometric mean between two incommensurable
lines, which have commensurable squares.
'557 RECORDS Wlutst. Ppiv, The nombers that be com-

pounde with +, be called Btmediattn . . And if the Bime-
dialles haue all their nombers and partes of one denomina-
tions, then bee thei called onely by their general name
Bimedialles. But if their partes be of 2 denominations, then
are thei named Binomialles properly. Howbeit, many vse
to call Binomialles all compounde nombers that haue -K
1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid x. Ixvii. 278 A line commensurable
in length to a bimediall line, is also a bimediall lyne and of
the selfe same order. 1727 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Bimedial,
When two medial lines, as AB and BC, commensurable
only in power, and containing a rational rectangle, are

compounded ; the whole AC shall be irrational, and is

called a first bimedial line. [So in later Encycl.]

t Bime'lden, v. Obs. rare-*, [f. bi-, BE- +
ME. mc!ift:ti:OE. mcldian to indicate, inform

against, betray. Cf. Ger. bemcliien.] trans. To
inform against, betray.
a 1300 Siriz 37 (Matz.) Bote on that thou me nout bimelde,
Ne make the wroth, Min hernde willi to the bede.

Bimeii. Obs. rare- 1
. [ME.: f. bimencn =

BEMOAN.] A complaint, a lament.
c 1250 Gen. <v Ex. 2894 [He] to god made hise bimen.

t Bime-nsal, a. Obs.-" [f. BI- prcf* 4 + L.
mcnsis month.]

'

During the space of two moneths.'
Bullokar 1676.
t Bimensical. 'Two moneths space.' Cockeram.
Bimeridian (ha^meri-diari), a. [(. Bi- fref.2

4, 6 -r MERIDIAN.] Belonging to, or recurring at,

midday and midnight.
1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. vi. 169 Before accepting as probable

bimeridian influences.

Bimestrial (teime-strial). a.
[f.

L. bimcstri-s

(f. bi- two + mensis month) + -AL'.] Of two
months' duration

; occurring every two months.
1846 WORCESTER cites Q. Rev. 1870 LOWKLL Among my

Bks. Ser. n. (1873) n An office which the Florentines had
made bimestrial in its tenure.

Bimetallic ^aimftce-likV a. [ad. F. bimttal-

lique, {. bi- two, twice, double + metallique METAL-
LIC : used for the nonce by M. Cemuschi in ad-

dressing the Soc. of Pol. Econ. in Paris, on Jan. 5,

1869; and in its Eng. form in his paper, 'Silver

Vindicated,' read before the Social Sc. Assoc. at

Liverpool in 1876, after which it was universally
adopted as the proper word for the system in
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question.] Of, pertaining to, or using a 'double
standard

'

of currency, i. e. one based upon the two
metals gold and silver, in opposition to a mono-

Eng. Iranst. '

Hi-metallic Money ..- ..~

bearing on Monetary Crises in Germany, France, England
and the United States.' 1876 S. WILLIAMSON Let. S. Smith
19 We may find no satisfactory adjustment, .without adopt-
ing a dual or bimetallic standard. 1877 S. HOKTON Silver
Gold 149 The relative amounts of the stock of Bi-metal

" '

metallism which prevails among us.

Bimetallism (baime-taliz'm). [f.
as prec. +

-ISM.] The system of allowing the unrestricted

currency of two metals j.g, gold and silver) at a
fixed ratio to each other, as coined money.
1876 H. CERNUSCHI Silver Vind. 9 The Anglo Indian Ex-

change, thanks to French bi-metallistn, would still be at
its old level. 1881 Times 7 May, If bimetallism be adopted,
the ratio of gold and silver apparently should be i to 15^.

Bime'talllSt, sb. [ + -IST.] An advocate or

supporter of bimetallism. Also attrib. or as adj.
1879 Sat. Rev. 20

Sept. 355 Mr. Gibbs and all reasonable
bi-metallists admit this. 1885 D. HARBOUR Biwctalluw
Introd. 12 The bimetallists. .advocate a system of currency
which has the advantage of rendering the market ratio of
gold and silver nearly constant.

Bimillenary (bsimi-I/nari). [f. Ui-/;r/- II

t- MILLENARY, f. L. miUenanus containing a

thousand.] Properly (like millenary} an adj.,

meaning : Of or pertaining to two thousand, two
thousand strong ; but taken to express : A space of
two thousand years (for which bimillennium or

some derivative of it would be the proper term
1

.

1850 J, H. NKVVMAS Diffic. Anglic. 130 To testify the very
truth of revelation to a fallen generation, or rather to al-

most a In-millenary, which has been in uninttrrmittent

traditionary error.

Bimodulus '.bsim^-difflifs). Math. [f.
Bi-

pref.- II + MODULUS.] The double of the modulus
of a system of logarithms. Bimo'dular a., of or

pertaining to the bimodulus.
1881 Xature XXIII. 379 A bimodular method is one

founded on the familiar proposition, that if the bimodulus
. .be multiplied by the difference and divided by the sum
of two numbers, the result would be approximately the
difference of their logarithms. 1881 Athengewn 12 Feb.

237/2 An Improved Bimodular Method.

t Bimo'ng, bymo'ng, prep. Obs. [A parallel
form to AMONG, IMONG; f. bi

t be, Bv prep. + mong,
apheticf. IMONG, OE. #*## 'mingling, concourse,

crowd/] Among.
a 122$ Attcr. R. 102 pu ueir bimong wummen. 11225

St. Marker, i Bimong worldliche men. (-1300 in Wright
Lyric P. ix, 35 Baloynge mengeth al by-mong.

Bimonthly, Bimuscular : see Bi- /;<?/;- 4, i.

Bin bin), sb. Forms : i binn e, 2-8 binne,
4-6 bynne, byn, 5-7 bene, 7-8 binn, i- bin.

[OE. ?rinn(e str. fern.
(

manger, crib, hutch, bin.'

In later times a good deal confused with Hi\<;.

Franck compares Du. beitn, MDu. fritnue fern.
*
fish-cauf.'

Others would refer OE. binn(e directly to late L. I'ftina,

applied to various vessels or receptacles, among others to a
'

hamper
'

and a ' vivarium
'

for fish, and apparently identi-

cal with benna, given by Festus as a Gaulish name for a
kind of vehicle icf. Welsh ben 'cart, wagon

1

), inferred to

have been a wicker- or basket-cart, which sense, with that of
'

panler for pack-horse,' 'large creel,' etc., is preserved in

It. I'fina wicker-work sleigh, dung-cart, F. bentie 'grape-
gatherer's creel, fish-cauf, basket-cart for charcoal,' bannt
panier, basket-cart talso mod.G. bentie, Du. ben tie, &.', large
basket, adopted from Fr., It., or med.L.). If OCeltic benna

orig. meant a wicker-work panier iwith or without wheels \

a root *ben-> */- to twist, plait, may as Franck suggests
have been common to Celtic and Teutonic. (See Diez, Du
Cange benna, in Littre, Scheler benne, in Franck /<, beitn.\\

1. gen. A receptacle (prig, of wicker- or basket-

work): still used dialectally and technically in the

most diverse senses, as seen in the following quota-
tions.

1570 LEVINS Mantf.i A Binne, scriniitut viurinenw. 1676
WORLIDGE Cider 116911 101 The boards that descend from
the hopper or bin. 1787 W. MARSHALL Rural Econ. E. NorJ.
iE. D. S.I Hitis, applied provincially to the receptacles of
straw in a farm-yard ; cow-cribs. 1802 J. SIBBALD Citron.

Sc. Poetry Gloss. (JAM.) Binne, a temporary inclosure or

repository made of boards, twigs, or straw-ropes for con-

taining grain or such like. 1863 MORTON Cycl.Agric.^ Bin
or Bine, a space in a barn partitioned off at the side : also
a wooden receptacle of any kind.

The following are the chief specific uses :

t 2. The receptacle in a stable for the provender
of the beasts

; the manger or crib
; loosely (?) a

stall. Obs. exc. Idial.
c 950 Lindisf. Cosp. Luke ii. 7, And eft S^be^ hine in binnae

[RnsJiU'. t Ags., $ Hatton G. binne]. 971 Rlickl. Hani, n
Arweorjnan we Crist on binne asetene. a 1000 ^ELFRIC
Colloq. Q. 8 le sceal fyllan binnan oxan mid hlg. ("1305
Leg. Rood ^1871) 145 Beestes gan Belwe in eueri binne.
a 1400 t'07 1

. Myst. 159 In a bestys bynne Bestad in a stalle.

< 1425 Leg, Rood 21 1 God was borne with beest in bynne.
3. A receptacle for holding corn, meal, bread,

fruit, and other articles of consumption : a hutch.

Also, in later use, for dust (tiust-bitt), coal, or other

things requiring storage for a time.

BINAKIOUS.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 595 Wei cowde he kepe a garner and

a bynne. 1481-90 HOWARD Househ. Bks. 407 A pece of

tymbir for the bene in the pantrey iijrt'. 1580 BARET Alv.
B 700 A Binne or place to put bread in. 1648 HERRICK
Poems (1869) 267 A little bin best fits a little bread, a 1682
SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 43 They put up their corn in grana-
ries and binns. 1695 KENNETT Par. Antiq. Gloss, s. v.

A&uruta, Bin, or Bing, a Safe, an Aumbry or Cupboard in

a Buttery or Lardar. 1871 J.WALSH ('Stonehengc';//^f
xiii. (1877) 193 A bin for oats, beans, and chaff.

4. A partitioned case or stand for storing bottles

in a wine-cellar; /raj/!wine from a particular bin.

Also attrib.

1758 T. WARTON in Idler No. 33 p 5 To remove the five-

year-old Port into the new bin on the left hand. 1828
KIRBV & SP. Entomol. III. xxix. 80 Piled on their sides like
bottles of wine in a bin. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmer's F. 405
His richest beeswing from a bin reserved For banquets.
1872 LEVER Ld, Kilgobbin Ixix. 380 He tasted that '

bin.'

b. in a forcing-house for plants.
1861 DKI.AMER Kitch. Card. 104 Though less convenient

than the open bins, it is a good plan for economizing space.
5. A large receptacle used in hop-picking. (Cf.

Fr. bcnne ' hotte a 1*usage de vendangeurs.')
1737 MILLER Card. Diet. s. v. Lnfulns t

A long square-
Frame of Wood call'd a Binn, with a Cloth hanging un
Tenter-hooks within it, to receive the Hops. 1880 7V/;/ ( -j

10 Sept. 9/5 Merry parties of pickers round the bins. 1883
J. STRATTON J-fofs .5- Hop-pick. 20 The hops are picked into
Dins or baskets.
*'
By confusion of spelling^ BiN'fj.

1695 KENNETT Par. Antiq. Gloss, s.v. Abitnda, A Binne
of hides or skins is in some countries a quantity for common
sale, consisting of thirty three skins or hides.

Bill, v. ff. prec. sb.] trans. To stow in a bin.

1841 MARRYAT Poaiher xxxviii, You may bottle- and bin
it here. 1844 R. E. WARBUKTOX Hunt. Songs> Sauyer v,
We binn'd him like a bottle of old Sherry in sawdust.

t Bin, binne, adv. and prep. Obs. Forms; i

binnan, (north, binna, bionna), 2-3 binnen, 2

binnon, 3 binnenn, 2-4 binne, 4-5 bynne, =,

byn. [Com. \YGer. : OE. binnan, binna = OFris.

binna, OS. *binnan ;MDu., Du. binnen^, OHG.
binnana, binnan (MHG., mod.G. binnen} \*bi-
innana, f. bi-, BE- of position + OTeut. *innana

,in Goth, and OHG. within, from within, f. in

prep. + -ana advb. suffix. Both adv. and prep. :

the Litter in OE. with dat. and ace. motion. ;Cf.

BEX.}]
A. adv. Within, inside. Hence fbinward adv.

(-950 Lindisf, G. Matt, xxxiii. 25 Binna fulle sint nednima
\Riishw. binne, Ags. G. innan]. John xx. 26 TJoeron

oegnas hi^ binna [Rnshu>. bionnaj. 1123 O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS. I an. 1122 Ealle [>a ger^umes ^>e ha;r binnen wjeron.
c 1205 LAY. 5920 Binnen lieo i-wenden. ('1325 E. E. Allit,
P. B-452 pat \>e burne bynne lorde byhelde J>e bare erj>e.
t 1425 Si-t'ett .Vrt,^ . ( P. 3058 He lokyd both forth and bynne.

JB. prep. 1. \Vithin, inside of; in, into.
1000 Ags. Gosfi. John xi. 30 Ne com se ha?lend binnan

J>a ceastre. c 1175 Cot!. How. 225 pa |>e binnon J>ane arce
were, a 1250 P?-o?'. Alfred 24 in O. E. Misc. 133 Swich mon
mai . .ofte binnen bine burie blibe ucnden.
2. Of time : Within, in the course of, during.
< 1000 Ags. Gosp. John ii. 19 Ic hit arsere binnan |>rym

dagum. c 1 175 Cott. Horn. 235 Eft bine fece and |?es jare
and la^e swioe acolede. c 1250 Gen. Ex. 1731 Ten si5e>.

5us binnen .vi . ^er. (-1400 J 'waine ty Gaw. 1214 Byn this

fowretenyght.

Bin, obs. and dial, form of been, pa. pple. etc,

of BE v.
t and obs. f. BEX, peak.

Bin-|/>r/!, treated as a euphonic form of Bl-

pref t
used before vowels. Not found in L. : it

seems to have originated in Fr. with the word
binoclc, which was probably formed from L. bim
two together, a pair of (boves bim' a pair of oxen

yoked together). From binocle. binocular, bin-

has been extended in English to other words, esp.
chemical compounds (see ~R\- prcf.-\\\\ as bin-

acetate, biniodidc, binoxalatc, binoxide (for which
Fr. has bioxyde}. The phonetic analogy of a- an,
co- con-, has probably influenced this Eng. use.
1808 WOLLASTON in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 100 The com-

mon binoxalate, or salt of sorrel. 1810 HENRY Elem. Chem.
(1826) II. 107 Binacetate of copper, c 1860 FARADAY Forces
Xa-t. iii. 3. 195 note, Binoxide of nitrogen, c 1865 J. WVI.DI-:
in Circ. Sc. 1. 375/1 The proto-, and biniodide.

Binacid (binre
-

sid), a. ? Obs. = BIACID.
1808 WOLLASTON in Phil. Tram. XCVIII. 99 Examples

of binacid salts.

Binacle, obs. form of PINNACLE.
c 1325 Coer de L. 4150 Thomas, .another stone i-slong To

Ser Mahouns habitacle, And smot out a gret binacle.

Binacle, obs. form of BINNACLE.

Binal (bai-nal ,
a. [mod.L. binalis twin, f. L.

bin-i two together, a pair : see -AL.] Twin, double,
twofold.

1658 FORD Witch Edmond. \\\. ii. Wks. (18111 457, I have
'em already. .Binal revenge, all this. 1806 W. HKRSCHEL
in Phil. Trans. XCVL 227 Periodical binal revolution of
stars about a common centre of gravity.

Binam, obs. pa. t. of BENIM.

t Bi'narchy. Obs. [a. F. binarchie (Cotgr.),
f. L. (/-/" twin +-#;r//fY, ultimately Gr. -op^t'a rule :

form influenced by monarchie^\-^\\^,c^.\.
1656 in BLOUST Glossogr. 1678-96 in PHILLIPS.

t Biua-rious, a. Obs.- = BINARY.
1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1721 in BAILEY, etc.
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BINARY.

Binarium : see BINARY sb.

Binary (bai-nari), a. and sb. [ad. L. binari-us,
f. bint two together.]
A. adj. Of, pertaining to, characterized by, or

compounded of, two ; dual : a. gen. Binary sys-
tem (.of classification) : one by which each group
and sub-group is perpetually divided into two, the
one with a positive and the other with a negative
character, till individuals (or general are reached.
1766 CROKER, etc. Compl. Diet., The ciibitus . . is composed

of a binary number of bones. 1835 W. SVVAINSON Geogr. &
Class.Anim. 250 Binary- or dichotomous systems, although
regulated by a principle, are among the most artificial

arrangements that have been ever invented. 1885 J . LECKY
in Proc. Philol. Soc. 19 Dec.

,
A stress-group might have a

ternary effect when only containing two syllables, and a
binary effect when containing three.

b. in Music. Binary measure : that which has
two beats to a bar. Binaryform : the form of a

movement which is founded on two principal
themes or subjects.
1597 MORLI;Y Introd, Mus. Annot., That circle, .with the

binarie cipher following it, signified the lesse moode perfect,
and time vnperfect. 1609 DOL'LAND Ornithoj*. MU-rol. 50
The Song is. .[to] end in a Binarie measure. 1782 BURNEY
Hist. Mns. II. v. 454 Al! measure was then, as at present,
reducible to two standards of proportion, the Ternary and
Binary, or perfect and imperfect, which we now call Triple
and Common Time. 1875 OL'SELF.V JMits. Forms 70 Handel's
longer airs are written in. .the ancient binary form.

C. in Astron. Binary stars or system : two stars

or suns, one of which revolves round the other, or
both of which revolve round a common centre.
1802 W. HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. XCII. 481 The binary

sidereal system which we are now to consider. 1878 LOCKYER
Star-gnz. xxiv, The binary stars, those compound bodies,
those suns revolving round each other.

d. in Chein. and Jlfin. Binary compound : one

consisting of two elements. Binary theory : that

whicli considers all acids as compounds of hydro-
gen with a radicle simple or compound >s H + Cl,
H + XOj), and all salts as similar compounds with
a metal replacing hydrogen (as K + Cl, K + NO3).

1812 SIR H. DAVY Chun. Philos. Pref. 12 Acidiferous sub-
stances, .and their binary combinations with oxygene. 1833
I.YELL Princ. Geol. III. 365 Mica-schist . . is a binary com-
pound of quartz and mica. 1863 WATTS Diet. Cfifrn. I. 42
In i3i6 Dulong proposed the theory, since known as the

binary or hydrogen-theory of acids.

e. in Crystal/eg. (See quot.)
1816 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (18171 216 A crystal is named

binary, bibinary, tribinary, when it experiences one, two,
or three decrements by two rows.

f. in .Mat/i. Binary arithmetic : a method of

computation in which the binary scale is used,

suggested by Leibnitz. Binary scale : the scale of

notation whose ratio is 2, in which, therefore, i of

the ordinary (denary) scale is expressed by I, 2 byio,
3 by 1 1, 4 by loo, etc. Binary logarithms : a system
invented by Euler for use in musical calculations,
in which i is the logarithm of 2, and the modulus
is i'4426gT.
B. st.

1. A combination of two things ;
a couple, pair,

'two'
; duality. ? Obs.

1460 CAPGRAVE Citron. 3 Make eke thre binaries. As for

the first, think that ye be mad of to natures body and
soule. a 1619 FOTHERBY Athffju. ii. x. 4 (16221 307 If you
desire to make Two, or a Binary. [1627 BACON Syk'a 608
This same Binarium of a Stronger and a Weaker . . doth
hold in all Living Bodies.] 1782 BURXEY Hist. Mns. I. 65
The Alpha, or unit, .and the Beta, or binary. 1837 Frasi-r's

Mag. XVI. 405 The invariable opposition .. of the binaries

of boats and Anubises.

2. Astron. A binary star or system. Cf. A c.

1868 LOCKYER Heavens 351 The elliptical or oval form of
this binary [$ in Ursa Major], 1882 AthtntKum 27 May
670/1 Binaries, or stars known to be physically double.

Biliate (baiw't), a. [ad. mod.L. bindt-us {cf.

late L. eomiinSius), f. L. bint: see BI.VAL.]

Arranged in couples. Bi'nately adv., in pairs.

1807 J. E. SMITH Bot. 176 Binattim,^ binate, is a fingered
leaf consisting of only two leaflets, as in Zygophyllum. 1857
BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 119. 147 The binate ramification.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 4 Leaves binately pinnate.

Binaural ^bin-ral), a. [f.
BIN- (or L. him

two by two) + AUBAL, f. L. auris ear.] Of or

pertaining to one's two ears ; used with both ears,

as the binaural stethoscope.
1881 LE CONTE Light 265 A kind of binaural audition,

by means of which we judge imperfectly of direction of
sound. 1881 Nature XXV. 208.

Bind (bsind), v. Pa. t. and pple. bound
(bound). Forms: I bind-an, 2-4 bind-en, 2-7
binde, (3-6 bynd(e, 4 bynd-en, 5 -yn), 3- bind.
Pa. t. sing'. 1-6 band, 1-5 bond, (3-5 bonde,

4-5 boond(e, 4-6 bande, bounde), 5- bound,
(7 binded; Sc. band, ban') ; //. I bundon, 2 3

-en, 3 -e, 3-4 bounden, (4-5 bonde(n, 5-
bound, (nort/i. 4-5 bande, 5- band, ban'). Pa.

pple. i~4bunden, (1-2 jebunden, 2-3 ibunde(n,
3-4 ibounde(n, 4 ybounde(n, 6 ybound), 4-
bounden, 4-6 bounde, 5- bound, (also 3-4
bonden, 4 -in, boundoun, 4-5 boude, -yn.
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boundon, -yn, 4-6 bownde(n, 5 bowndene,
-yn(e, 6 -on, 7 binded ; north. 4-6 bundin, 5

-yn, bwndyn, 6-7 bund, 5- bun). [Com.Teut.:
OE. bindan, pa. t. fowrf (&pn(t), pi. bundon, pple.
fanden^QS. bindan (MDu.. Du. binden\ OFris.,
ON. &W<i (Sw. zWa, Da. lrinde\ OHG. bintan

(MHG., mod.G. Hndtn\ Goth, bindan, pa. t.

band, bundwn, pple. bitndans
; cogn. with Skr.

bandh : Aryan *bhcndh to bind. As in other words
with -nd, the originally short vowels of bind,
bunden (still retained in the north, dial., as in

the cognate langs.) have been lengthened and

diphthongized in midl. and south. Eng. The north,

dial, also retains the original past form band
(which it has extended to the pi.), while in the
standard speech band was supplanted already in

the i ^th c. by bound, proper to the pi. and to the

pa. pple.] General sense : To make fast with a

band or bond.

I. To tie fast.

1. trans. To make fast with a tie
;
to fasten, tie up.

[c 1000 ^LFRIC Gen. xiii. 24 He..nam Simeon and band
hine beforan him.] < 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2216 Do bre5ere seckes
hauen he flit.. And bunden 5e muSes. 01300 Cursor M.
15871 His bend bai band and ledd him forth. 1535 COVER-
DALE Gen. xxii. 9 Abraham, .bande his sonne Isaac, layed
him on the altare, 1562 J. HF.VWOOD Proz: fy Epigr. (.1867)

7 Fast binde fast finde. 1804 ABERNETHY Snrg. Observ. I.

215 The fascia, whicli binds it down in its situation. 1855
THACKERAY Rose

<5- Ringx\i\, They . . bound his legs tight
under his horse.

b. To tie fast to 'on, upon}.
1205 LAV. 16684 Samuel .. lette nine swie Pterke to ane

stake binde [1250 bynde]. 1480 CAXTON* Chron. Eng. xcv.

75 They, .take pyeces of tunder and of fire, and bonde it to
the sparwes fete. 1611 BIBLE Dent. vi. 8 Thou shall bind
them for a seal upon thine hand.

c - fa
1382 WYCLIF Prov. vi. 21 Bind hem bisili in thin herte.

1563 Mirr, Mag, Induct, xxxviii, To this poore life was
Miserie ybound. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. City of God 438
To binde incomprehensible effectes to the lawes of nature.

1720 OZELL I'ertot's Rom. Rep. II. xiv. 328 To bind Csesar
faster to their Interest. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. \\. xxx, Dis-

trust, and grief, Will bind to us each Western Chief. 1866
EcceHows\\. led 4) 166 To bind men to their kind.

d. csp. said of spiritual or ecclesiastical bind-

ing. (In reference to Matt. xvi. 19.)
(-975 Rush. Gosp. Matt. xvi. 19 Swa hwet swa bu bindes

on eorSan jebunde bi5on and in heofunum. ri2oo Trin.
Coll. Hon. 65 Al bat prest binde3 soSliche bu3 ibunden.

(71340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 3850
' Alle bat bou byndes in

erthe,' says he,
'

Sal in heven bunden be.' 1340 Ayenb. 172
He ssel zeche zuch ane confessour bet conne bynde and
onbynde. (-1400 Apol. Loll. 28 If ilk prest mai vse be key
. .to assoile him, or ellis to bind him fro grace. 1611 BIBLF,

Matt. xvi. 19 Whatsoeuer thou shalt bind on earth, shall

be bound in heauen.
f See also Branch IV.

2. esp. To make fast (any one) with bonds or

fetters
;

to deprive of personal liberty, make a

captive or prisoner.
971 Klickl. J/mn. 23 Hie hine swungon, & bundon, &

spxtledon on his on.syne. nzoo Trin. Coll, Horn. 23 He
ferde in to helle and . . bond be deuel. 1382 WYCLIF Jer.
xxxix. 7 He . . bond [1388 boond] hym in gyues. Matt.
xiv. 3 Forsothe Eroude helde Joon, : bounde hym, & putte
him in to prisoun. 1535 COVKKDALE tsa. Ixi. i V 1 I might
. . open the preson to tht^tn that are bounde. 1697 DRY-
DEM I'irg. Gcnrg. \\'. 574 Surprize him first, and with hard
Fetters bind. 1742 POPF, Dnnciad iv. 32 Too mad for mere
material chains to bind. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2t I. 318
My father bound him hand and foot and threw him into
a ditch.

b. fig. Said of sickness, sin, passion, affection,

intellectual embarrassment, a magic spell, etc.

[r 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xiii. 16 pas abrahames dohtor be
satanas eband nu eahtatyne sear.] ciaoo Trin. Coll.
Horn. 63 penne bie we bunden of \\l5erfulnesse. -71225
Ancr. R. 408 Luue bint so ure Louerd. 1382 WYCLIK Luke
xiii. 16. c 1400 Destr. Troy XXHL 9542 Achilles, .lay in his

loge all with loue boundon. f 1450 York Bid. Prayer in

Layfolks Mass Bk. 70 We sail pray, .for all baes bat er bun
m dette or in dedely syn. 1634 CANSE Necess. Sffttf, (1849*

174 The magistrate (say they), .hath no power to bind the
conscience. 1853 LYTTON My Nm tfl\\\\. ii, The magician
will release the fair spirit he has bound to his will.

^| See also Branch IV.
II. To tie about, bandage, gird, encircle.

3. To tie (a knot obs.} ; hence fig. to conclude

(a story obs,, a bargain or agreement), to make
(any contract^ fast or sure, f To bind an end

{Naut.} : to finish up (obs.}.
a 1300 Sarmun 53 in E. E. P. ("1862) 6 pe last word bint

be tale, c 1320 Sir Tristr. i. v, A forward fast thai bond.
c 1375 HARBOUR Bruce x. 825 That cunnand band thai se-

kirly. i^nDcclar. Lordis Qua>-rel (Dalzell) II. 274 Syne
with his Burrio band ane new mariage. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. yj, v. i. 16 The sooner to effect, And surer binde
this knot of amitie. a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Scot.

(1655) 7 None of the Subjects should bind up a league to-

gether. 1677 Act Frauds xvii, Give something in earnest
to bind the bargain. 1883 T. HARDY in Longni. Mag. July
250 A shilling is passed to bind the bargain.
4. * To hinder the natural flux of the bowels, to

make costive.' J. Cf. to confine.
\c\otpAgs. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker I'oc. 342 Astringentts,

gebindende.] 1597 GERARD Herbal \. xxix. 2. 40 It heat-
eth moderately and bindeth. 1626 BACON Sylva 10

BIND.

Rubarb hath manifestly in h . . parts that bind the body.
1683 SALMON Land. Disp. \. \. (1702) n/i Hyacinth! ..

bind the Belly. 1815 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 5) IV. 197/1 The
fruit [Medler-tree] ..is somewhat austere, and binds the
bowels.

5. To bandage (the body, etc. with something) ;

to put a bandage on ;any part of the body ; to
' swaddle' a child, to * wind

'

a corpse.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xi. 44 Hys nebb was mid swat -line

gebunden. c **}$ Lamb. Horn. 121 Summe J>er weren bet

hise3anbundan. a *yCursor M. 11236 Wit suilk [clathes]
sco suedeld him and band. 1382 WYCLIF John xix. 4oThei
token the body of Them, and bounden it in lynnen clothis.

1694 SALMON latrica i. v. 284/1 To bind her Belly with a
large swathing-band. 1837 Penny Mag. No. 335 A schoppe
. . bound his eyes and led him to where the court was sitting.

1838 S. COOPER Snrg. Diet. 691 This graduated compress is

then to be bound on the part with a roller.

6. ' To cover a wound with dressings and band-

ages.' J. Usually with up.
c 1175 Lamb. Honi. 79 An helendis Mon. .bond his wun-

den. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvii. 70 [The Samaritan]
embawmed hym and bonde his hed. 1382 WYCLIF Luke x.

34 He comynge n>3 bond to gidere his woundis, 1490
CAXTON Eneydos Ii. 145 He made his thye to be dressed
and bounden vp. 1568 BIBLE (Bishops') Hosea vi. i Hee
hath wounded

ys,
and hee will binde vs vp. 1594 SHAKS.

Rich. Ill, v. iii. 177 Giue me another Horse, bind vp my
Wounds. 1786 T. JEFFERSON Corr. (18301 50 Who can so

softly bind up the wound? 1816 CRABBE Eng. Synon. 161/2
A wounded leg is bound but not tied ; a string is tied
but not bound.

7. To fasten round, to gird, encircle, wreathe

^the head, etc. with something ; something about,
round the head, etc.).
riooo ^LFRIC Lw. viii, And band his heafod mid clabe.

c 1386 CHAUCER Re?z<es T. 33 His typet y-bounde aboute
his heed. 1552 HULOET, Bynde vp, as a woman doth her
heade. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 333 Bound with

Triumphant Garlands will I come. 1607 Cor. i. iii. 16
His browes bound with Oake. 1697 DKYDEN I'irg. Past.
vni. 89 Bind those Altars round With Fillets. 1704 POPE
Windsor For. 178 A belt her waist, a fillet binds her hair.

1870 TENNYSON Holy Grail 159, I, maiden, round thee,
maiden, bind my belt.

8. To secure with a border or edging of some

strengthening material, as a box or jewel with

metal, a garment with braid, etc. ;
also _/?*.

c 1380 WYCLIF ll'ks. (1880) 349 Hem fallen cbarite to bynde
her schelde in ordre. 1464 Iitr. Dk. Suffolk in Dom. A rehit.

III. 113 A gret standard of the chapell bounde with ierne.

1535 COVERDALE Ecclns. xiv. ii A worke.,set with costly

precious stones, all bounde with golde. 1667 MILTON /'. L.
xi. 881 A flowrie verge to binde The fluid skirts of that same

I watrie Cloud. 1682 DRYDEN Mac /'/. 64 Close to the walls
which fair Augusta bind. 1808 R. PORTER Trav. Sk. Rtiss.

<$ Swcd. ii. (18131 I- I 7 A sort of low beef-eater hat bound
with yellow. Mod. Silk binding to bind coats and vests.

XII. To tie together, to unite.

0. To tie :,a number of things') so as to hold

them together, or to form them into a single mass ;

esp. to tie up (sheaves of corn).

ciooQAgs. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 30 GadriaSserest bonne coccel,
and bindaS sceafmaelum. a 1*25 Ancr. R. 254 Heo schulen
beon ibunden togederes. 138* WYCLIF Matt. xiii. 30 Gedre
?ee to gedre dernels, and byndeth hem to gidre in knytchis
[1611 binde them in bundels] for to be brent. 1580 BARET
Ah\ B 686 To binde with osiers or twigs, as hoopers do.
1611 BiiiMv /*!. cxxix. 7 Hee that bindeth sheaues. 1632
MILTON Allegro 87 Her bow'r she leaves, With Thestylis
to bind the sheaves. 1750 FRANKLIN M'ks. 11840)238 Bind

i the pieces of glass together from end to end with strong
I silk thread, a 1832 CRABBK Posth. Tales Wks. 1834 VIII.

j

162 What time the reaper binds the burden'd sheaf. 1861

]

(). W. HOLMES Elsie {', xxviii, Old Sophy..bound up her

long hair for her sleep.
ahsol. 1770 A. YOUNG Tour N. Eng. I. 189 A man fol-

lows every two scythes to bind.

t>- fig-
1568 BIBLE (Bishops') i Sam. xxv. 29 The soule of my

lorde shal be bounde in the bundel ofthe liuing. 1697 DRY-
DEN I'irg. Past. iv. 20 The jarring Nations he in peace
shall bind. 1785 T. JEFFERSON Corr. 118301417 Friendships
which had bound their ancestors together, c 1854 STANLEY
Sinai ff Pal. ii. (1858) 116 The situation of Palestine is

remarkably bound up with its future destinies.

10. To cement (pattidea] together, or cause them
to cohere in a firm mass.
/ziooo Exon. 78 a (Bosw.) Hrusan [AfS. hruse] bindej>

wintres wtfma. a 1300 Cursor M. 355 (>is elementz bat al

thinges bindes Four er bai. c 1440 Ane. Cookery in Honseh.
Ord. (1790' 435 Qwhen the sawse is bounden to the felettes,

then take horn out of the pot. c 1760 SMOLLETT Blue ey'd
Ann 3 When Lyblan sands are bound in frost. 1787 WIN-
TER Syst. Huso. 218 Stiff and loamy soils, which become
hardened and bound. 1871 RL-SKIN Fors Clav. II. xvi. 10

That rain and frost of heaven ; and the earth which they
loose and bind. Mod. To bind the loose sand.

b. intr. (for reji.} To stick together, cohere in

a mass.

1674 GREW Luctation ii. 15 Their Alkaly binds in with
some preternatural Acid in the Stomach. 1677 PLOT Ox-
Jordsh. 240 Soiling it [chalk land] with the best mould.. to

keep it from binding. 1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (1703) 37
The Mettal running close to the Spindle will bind on that

place. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 179 F8 A spacious Walk
of the finest Gravel, made to bind and unite so firmly.

1838 N. PATERSON Manse Card. in. 210 The coarse [gravelj,
it is true does not bind.

c. intr. Hawking. To grapple or close with.

1575 Ti'RBERv. Falconry 255 As diuers times it happeneth
to the falcon, .when they binde togither in the ayre. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 76 Nothing flieth in the aire that they
will not bind with. 1826 SEBRIGHT in '

Stonehenge' Brit.



BIND.

Sports i. iv, i. 10 When_one of the hawks seizes his prey,
the other soon binds to him.

11. trans. To fasten together the sheets of (a

book), and put it into a stiff cover. Technically
'binding' is covering with leather, vellum, or other
durable material

; though in ordinary language
we say

* bound in cloth. A book is half-bound
when it has a leather back, and the sides covered
with cloth or paper.
la. 1400 Morte Arth. 3317 The sexte had a sawtere sem-

liche bowndene. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys 11874) i. 20
I haue them [my books] in great reuerence. . Full goodly
bounde in pleasaunt couerture. 1588 Marprel. Epist. tArb.i

34 That no Byble should be bounde without the Apocripha.
1637 Decree Star-Chamb. 7 in Milton's Arcop. (Arb.) 13
No person . . shall bind, stitch, or put to sale, any such booke.

1727 SWIFT Further Ace. E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. i. 156 He
always binds in sheep. 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. \\. 113 A
huge tome, bound In brass and wild-boar's hide.

b. To bind np ; i.e. together into one volume.
1650 R. STAPYLTON Strada's L<no C. \Varrcs iv, 95 It i*

printed, and bound up with her life. 1682 GREW Anat.
Plants Ep. Ded., An Animal is.. several Plants bound up
into one Volume. 1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ n. xvi.

(1878) 183 The fragment on Hades, formerly bound up with
the works of Josephus.
12. Hedging. To interlace stakes with edder.
I5a3 FITZHERB. Hitsb. 11534) 54 Set thy stakes within H.

foote and a halfe together, excepte thou haue very good
edderynge, and longe, to bynde with. Ibid. The better
the stake wil be dryuen, whan he is we! bounden.
13. transf. To fasten together or connect in

various ways, as to harness a horse or chariot

(o6s.\ to fasten parts of dress (poetic), to connect
distant places (rket.} \ and in various^, uses.

153S COVERDALE Ecclus. vii. 8 Bynde not two synnes to-

gether. Ex. xiv. 6 He boiuide his charetts fast [WY-
CLIF, ioynede the chare]. 1611 BIBLE Micah \. 13 Bind the
chariot

^to
the swift beast. 1720 GAY Ep. T. Sn<nv t A

sharpen'd skewer cross his bare shoulders bound A tattered

rug. 1836 O. W. HOLMES Poems, My Aunt, She strains
the aching clasp That binds her virgin zone. 1855 MOTLEY
Dutch Rep. (1884) I. 3 To bind by watery highways with
the furthest ends of the World, a country disinherited by
nature of its rights. 1860 KEBLE Hymn ' The voice that!
Thou didst bind two natures In Thine eternal bands.
IV. To restrain or unite by non-material bonds.

(Closely connected with the/%*, uses of i, 2, from
which these senses spring.)
14. To tie, restrain, confine, restrict by a non-

material bond or force of any kind.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 23748 We ar bunden vnder bair au. 1330

R. BRUNNE Chron. 35 pe Walsch men he band With homage
and feaute. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. n. ii. 90 When poy-
soned houres had bound me vp From mine owne knowledge,
1647 CAMPION Art Descant, n. 27 No Tune, .can have any
grace or sweetness unless it be bounden within a proper
Key. 1713 DERHAM Phys. Theol. vin. ii, The great Con-
triver of Nature is not bound up to one Way only. 1838
MACAULAY in Trevelyan Life (1876) II. vii. 14, I have no
official business to bind me.

15. To tie ;a person, oneself) up in respect to

action ; to oblige by a covenant, oath, promise or

vow. Const, to, from, an action, to do something.
a 1235 Ancr. R. 6 Hwoa se. .bihat hit God alse heste to

donne, heo bint hire berto. ^1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars
47 He bynt him to perpetuall obeisaunce. c 1440 \~ork

Myst. xxxii. 217, I will me bynde to be your man. 1535
COVERD. Numb. xxx. 2 Yf eny man .. sweare an ooth, so
that he binde his soule. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. 71 A Cove-
nant, if lawfull, binds in the sight of God, without the
Oath. 1654 EARL ORRERY Parthenissa 11676) 640 What I

bind my self from now, I will abjure for ever for your sake.

1832 CHALMERS Pol. Econ. v, A landed proprietor may
bind himself to a future payment, in a written deed.

fb. intr. (for reft.} To agree, pledge oneself.

1470 HENRY Wallace\\. 927 Than bund thai thus; thar
suld be no debait. -1817 HOGG Tales fy S. II. 215 He
would voluntarily bind for it.

16. trans. To oblige or constrain with legal

authority.
1463 Paston Lett. 473 II. 133 Your certificat. .shall bynd

any of the parties to sey the contrary. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
i W. de W. 1531) 161 For the lawe of the chirche. .byndeth
vs to synge or saye our seruyce diligently. 1583 STASV-
HURST Mneis n. lArb.) 48 What law can bynd mee, to be
trew to so wycked a countrey? 1775 JOHNSON Tax. no
Tyr. 45 Whether the English laws could bind Ireland. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 375 Every parish was bound to

repair the highways which passed through it.

17. To subject to a specific legal obligation.
a. To make (a person or estate) liable for the

payment of a debt, or fulfilment of an obligation.

Usually passive : To be made or become surety.
1462 Mann. $ Househ. E*p. 149 My mastyre and Thomas

Howe are bowndyne. .to my lord of Esex, Ix. //. 1596 SHAKS.
Merch. V. \. iii. 5 For the which, as I told you, Anthonio
shall be bound. 1650 T. B[AYLEY] Worcester's Apoph. 69
Offering to bind her estate for the repayment. 1727 SWIKT
Wonder of W, Wks. 1755 II. 11. 54 He has hardly one ac-

quaintance, for whom he hath not been bound. 1772 ?>l.\c-

KENZIE Man of \Vorld\\. ix. (182^ 476, I will become bound
to make up all your losses.

b. To lay under obligation to answer or pro-
secute a charge (usually to bind over1

to appear^
etc.), or gen. to perform a stated act or pursue
a line of conduct.

1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Matriin.^ Yf any man . . will be
bound, and sureties with him to the parties. 1592 GREENE
Art Conny-tatch. n. 12 They were apprehended, and bound
ouer to the Sessions at Westminster. 1642 FULLER Holy %

867

Prof. St. iv. xii. 299 He is not to be bound to the peace.
c 1702 J. P. New Guide Constables 106 Such Parents may
be bound over . . to answer their sad default. 1837 DICKENS
Pickw. xiii. 109 The Mayor .. declared he would .. bind
them over to keep the peace.

C. To bind one (over) to his good behaviour.
lit. and fig.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 40 Till the Lord binde the soule to
her good behaviour. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 79 It pre-
tended to bind books to their good behaviour. 1760 Life
ofCat 108 Sufficient .. to bind him down to his good be-
haviour. 1820 SOUTHKY Sir T. More I. 142 The members
would virtually be bound to their good behaviour. 1855
MACAULAY Hist, Eug. III. 559 He thought it unjust ..to
bind him over to his good behaviour.

d. colloq. / dare, or will be hound : I undertake
the responsibility of the statement, I feel certain.

1557 NORTH Gtienara's Dialt Fr. (1582) jgpb, I dare
be bound, .he shal not want infinit troubles. 1589 T/u-si's

Martiniany. Introd., He bee bounde hee shall not loose his
labour. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. iii. 18, I dare be bound
hee's true. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Conq. \: ii, I'll be
bound that no soul here can budge a foot to follow yon.
1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tow xxviii, Vou've been stealing
something, I'll be bound.

18. To be bound: to be under obligation, to have
it as a duty, moral or legal, to do something.
c 1360 Deo Gratias in E. E. P. \ 18621 125 To bonke and

blesse hym we be bounde. c 1386 CHAUCKR Knts. /'. -'91
Thou art ybounden . . To helpen me. 1484 CAXTON City-

ualry 15 So moche arle thow more bonde and bounden
to be good. 1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 522 That she is bound
in honor still to do. 1607-12 BACON Counsel, Ess, lArb. >

318 Princes are not bound to communicate all matters. 1771
Junins Lett. liv. 283, I am not bound to assign the.. mo-
tives of his. .hatred. 1852 M'CuLi-ocH Taxation n. i. 158
Government, .is bound to treat all its subjects alike.

19. To engage or unite in matrimony.
1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. 40 He wild him bynd to som berdc

in boure. 1382 WYCLIF i Cor. vii. 27 Thou art boundyn
to a wyf. 1580 BAREI Ah 1

. B 1027 Moreouer I am bounde
to my wife. 1600 SHAKS. A. I". L. v. iv. 59 As mariage
binds and blood breaker. 1807 CRABBE Par. fifg. i. 358
To bind in law, the couple bound by love.

20. To indenture (any one) to a master, or to

a trade, as an apprentice or learner ; to apprentice.
Sometimes with out or over.
c 1500 in Halliw. Nugy P. 20 The preste that bounde me

prentys. i$86in Wadley's Bristol Wills (i%$&\ 251 Twenty
shillings to John Stinchcome yf he be bownde. i6ozLt/e T.

Croans-ell \. \\. 80 Had I bound him to some honest trade.

a 1672 WOOD Life 118481 89 note, Imploying the yearly pro-
fits, .in binding forth apprentices into othtr parishes. 1710
STEELE Tatler No. 196 ?3 [I] have bound him to a Shoe-
maker. 1845 STEPHEN Laws Eng. II. 250 Apprentices are

usually bound out by their friends; though their own con-
sent Is essential. 1848 THACKERAY I'an. Fair\\

}
Rebecca

. .was bound-over as an articled-pupil,

21. To attach to (a person) by ties of duty,

gratitude, affection, etc.

1530 PALSGR. 362, I am bownden to no man. 1595 SHAKS.
John in. iii. 29, I am much bounden to your Maiesty.
1634 W. WOOD Xeiv Eng. Prosp. Ded. Note, The good
assurance of your native worth, .hath so bound my thank-
full acknowledgement. 1682 Pt-pys* Diary VI. 147, I am
infinitely bound to my friends . . for their thoughts of me.

1765 BURKE Corr. 1.1844) I- 7* The way in which you take

up my affairs binds me to you in a manner I cannot ex-

press. 1828 SCOTT F. J\I. Perth II. 181 Simon Glover, to

whom the Fair City is so much bounden.

Bind ^baincl), sb. Also 4-6 bynde : see BINE.

[f.
BlXD V.]

1. Anything used to bind or tie ;
a band or tie.

Our Ladys binds (obs.) : confinement at child-

birth. Cf. BEND sh.\ i d, BAND sb.\ \ c.

a 1000 Cod. Dip. <Kemble) VI. 133 (Bosw. ', Hio an Ceol-

drybe hyre betstan bindan. c 1400 Bidding Prayer in York
Manual 1,1874) App. 221 Wymmen bat bethe in oure lady
byndes.

b. A connecting timber in a ship.
1803 Hull Advert. 9 Apr. 2/1 The ship, .had new binds

and new top sides. 1833 RICHARDSON Merc. Mar. Arch.
6 The best place for the upper bind is about i of the mid-

ship height.
c. Music, ' A curved line ^also called tie

placed between two notes of the same degree ;
to

denote the continuance of the sound, during the

value of both, instead of the repercussion of the

second note.' Grove Diet. Afus. 1880. Also ap-

plied by some to the BRACE or ACCOLADE.
1880 GROVE Diet. Mn$. I. 242/2 The employment of the

bind is a necessity whenever a sound is required to be of
a duration which cannot be expressed by any single note.

2. A twining or climbing stem of a plant ;
a

flexible shoot, a. esp. The climbing stem of the

hop-plant, b. Used to name varieties of the hop,
*& grey-bind, red-bind, white-bind. Now BINE.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. C. 444 God . . ded growe of bat soyle

t>e fayrest bynde.. bat euer burne wyste. 61440 Protnp.
Pan'. 36 Bynde, a twyste of a vyne. 1792 Centl. Mag.
Apr. 343 Hop Stalks or Binds. 1815 Encycl. Brit. III. 618
Bind, a country word for a stalk of hops. [See BINE.]

3. Hence, used as the name of certain climbing
plants that wind round the stems of other plants
or trees, f a. Honeysuckle or WOOD-BINE, b. =
BINDWEED {Convolvulus and Polygonuni).
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 36 Bynde or Wode bynde, corrigiola,

viiella. 1575 GASCOICNE ll'ks. (1587) 189 Tares and Byndes
can pluck good grayne adowne.

1878
BRITTEN & HOLLAND

Plant'H.) Common Bind, Convolvulus [wild].

BINDER.

4. Indurated clay, occurring between coal-strata.

1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 297 Indurated clay, which the
miners commonly call clunch, and when much mixed with
calx of iron, bind. Ibid. 301 Black shale, iron stone, shale,
blue bind. 1844 H. HUTCHINSON Pract. Drainage 173 Red
clay and skerry or bine. 1864 Derby Mere. 7 Dec., The
fall of bind suddenly liberating a quantity of bad air.

b. A thin stratum of shale or stone.

1748 /'/:;/. Trans. XLV. 126 The upper Pillars .. lying
between two Binds of Stone like Seams of Coal.

5. A measure of quantity in salmon and eels.

1477 Si: Act Jfis.J/f.nsQ-j\ 76 Of the bind of Salmond.

1487 Ibid, 131 The Barrel! bind of Salmound sould. .con-
tein the assyse and mesour of fourteene gallonis. 1667 K.

CHAMBERLAYNB St. Gt. Brit. \. \\\. ii. 11743' J 54 ^e ' s have
25 to the Strike

;
10 Strikes to the Bind, a 1728 KENNLTT

Gloss. iMS. l,an>d. 1033! A Bind of eels.. consisted of ten

sticks, and every stick of twenty five eels. [In mod.
Diets.]

6. Capacity, measure, limit, si/e. Ahoon my bind'.

beyond my power. Sc. Cf. BEND.
'551 Acts Mar. xi. <JAM.) The wylde Guse of the greit

bind, ii-s. 1560 Ron AND Crf. I'enns i. 122 His hois they
war. Of biggest bind. 1823 SCOTT St. Rattan's i, Their bind

\\asjust a Scots pint over-head, and a tappit-hen.

t Bindbalk. Obs. rare. A tie-beam.
< 1425 I'oc. iii \Vr.-\Vdlcker I'ot: 668 Trapecula, a bynd-

balk.

tBi'ndcorn. Herb. Obs.
[f.

BIND v. + CORN.]
Black or Corn Bindweed {Polygonum Convolvulus}.
1577 HoLiNsntDC/m;. II. 16/2 It will bring foorth weeds,

bindcorne, cockle, darnell. 1580 BAKET Ah-. B 1424 Ren-
ning Bucke, or binde come, .like vnto withwinde.

t Bind-days. Obs. Days on which tenants

were bound to render stated unpaid service to their

feudal lord
; boon-days,

1664 SIELMAN Gloss., Frt'i.arij>. .vulgo bind dayes. 1706
PHILLIPS,

'

Bind-Days, See Precaria^'

t Brnded,///. a. Obs. rare. [A weak pa. pple.
of BTXIX] Bound together, connected.

1650 J. GREGORY] XottstfObs. Pref. 7 That invisible Har-
mony and binded dLscord of the Parts.

Binder Ibai-nda-i). [f. BIND v. +-EH*.]
I. Of persons.

1. gen. One who binds. (See senses of the verb.)
a looo Riddles iGr. 1 xxviii. 6 Ic com bindere and swingere.

a 1300 Ua-'dok 2050 Bynderes loue ich neuere mo. c 1450
Glass, in \Vr.-\Vtilcker I'oc. 688 ///V ligator, a bynder. 1651
HOBBES Goi't. fySoc. \-\\\. 4. 129 The binder supposes him that
is bound not to be sufficiently tyed by any other obligation.
1846 TRENCH fitcls. Lcct. Ser. n. vi. 235 The true binder

up of the bleeding hurts of humanity.
2. spa', a. A bookbinder.
1556 CJiart. Stationers' Comp. in Entick London ij66} IV.

227 Any. .printer, binder or seller of any manner of book?.

1705 HICARNE Diary 1,1885) I. 57 This was discovered by the
binder. 1862 BURTON Bk.-kunter \, 26 There are binders
who have immortalized themselves.

b. One who binds sheaves behind the reapers.
1611 CHAPMAN Ilicitt xviir. <J.t Three binders stood, and

took the handfuls reapt From boys that gather'd quickly
up. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth. 159 One man follows
the two binders, to stook the corn. 1870 BRYANT Iliad
\\\\\. II. 226 Binders tied them fa>t With bands, and made
them sheaves.

c. 'One who undertakes to keep a mine open/
\Veale Diet. Terms 1849.

II. Ofthir.gs.
3. Anything used to bind

;
a band, bandage,

etc. ; in J/^/., a piece of calico or a special appa-
ratus used in obstetric surgery.
1695 MOTTEUX St. Oloris Morocco 94 Nothing on their

Heads but a single Veil or Binder. 1787 MRS. TRIMMER
(Econ, Charity 79 Plain linen cap-;, with binders herring-
boned with coloured cruel. 1861 Year-bk, Med. <$ Surg.
359 The use of the obstetric binder. 1868 Daily Neivs
3 Sept., The binder and wimple were placed on the head
[of a nun]. 1885 Cheshire Gloss. (E. D. S.), Binders^ nar-
row strips of thick hempen cloth . . put round cheeses . . to

prevent them bulging,

b./A.. (C(. 4.)

1621-31 LAUD Sri 1
. Scrtil. 11847) 99 Justice and judgment

is the greatest binder up of a State. 1627 Bp. HALL Mcdit.
ff I'au'S ii. 29 Performance is a binder. 1643 CARYL Sacr.
Covtt 5 A Covenant is a binder of affection.

4. A connecting piece that holds the several

parts of any structure together ; as, a. A long pliant
with or branch used in fencing, etc. (cf. BIND v. 12);
b. Carpentry. A tie-beam or binding joint ; c. A
principal part of a ship's frame, such as keel,

transom, beam, etc.
;
d. A long stone that passes

quite through a wall, and gives support to the
smaller stones, a ' bond

'

stone.

1642 FvLL&sffolyfPro/'.Si.m.xiaL 212 Though batche-
lours be the strongest stakes, married men are the best
binders in the hedge of the Commonwealth. 1666 J. SMITH
Old Age fed. 21 207, I compare, .the Sinews or Nerves to
the binders of the hedge ; which fasten and unite all the
other parts. 1842 GWILT Arc/lit. 11876) 601 By the I4th
century the system of girders, binders, and joists was per-
fected. 1845 Proc. Bent'. Nat. Chit II. 122 It makes an
admirable binder of the moveable sands.

5. In various technical applications :

a. A band of straw, etc. for binding sheaves of

corn ; b. A contrivance attached to a reaping-
machine to bind up the grain as cut into sheaves ;

e. An appliance attached to a sewing-machine for

putting binding on cloth; d. Weaving. A lever

fixed in the shuttle-box to arrest the shuttle and
109 - 2
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prevent its recoil ;
e. A detachable cover or bind-

ing for unbound magazines, music, papers, etc.

i'86s Morn. Star 30 May, A policeman produced a steel

binder belonging to a sewing machine.

f 6. Med. Anything which produces astriction

or constipation of the bowels. Obs.

1528 PAYNELL Salertte Regitn. N iv, Hit scoureth away
the dropsye. .neuer the lesse it is a bynder. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. n. iv. i. i. (1651) 364 They would prescribe.,
binders for purgatives. 1678 SALMON Ne^u Land. Disp. t.

vi. (1702) 140/1 Where binders and strengthners are used.

f 7. Anything which causes bodies to adhere or

stick together ;
a cement. Obs.

1678 SALMON New Land. Disp. m. xii. (1702! 416/2 The
Bone-Binder . . speedily glews broken Bones together. 17*7-

51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Elements, The elements of metals

. .and sulphur as the binder, or cement.

8. Comb., as binder's - board, hard smooth

pasteboard used in bookbinding.

Bindery (bai-ndari). [f. prec. + -v : see -ERY.]

A bookbinder's workshop or establishment. (First

in use in U. S.)
1828 In WEBSTER. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 449/1 s.v. Ameri-

canism ; Bindery, meaning
' a place where books are bound

. .is not a bad word. 1879 Academy 1 1 Oct. 265 The bind-

ery at the Boston Public Library. 1882 Encycl. Brit. s. v.

Libraries, Provision . . for work-rooms, librarians' offices,

cataloguing rooms, and a Bindery.

Binding (bai-ndirj), vbl. sb. [f. BIND v. + -ING 1.]

I. Abstract.

1. The action of the vb. BIND in various senses.

a 1240 Lofsong in Lamb. Horn. 207 Ich bede be . . bi his

nimunge . and bindunge. < 1440 Pnmip. Parv. 36 Bynd-

ynge, ligacio. 1517 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michael's, Stort-

ford 35 Pd. for flower and woode for the bynding of the

books, \}d. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Sacrifice xii, I suffer

binding, who have loos'd their bands. 1651 HOBBES Goi't.

b Soc. xvii. 25. 324 What binding and loosing, or remit-

ting and retaining of sinnes, is, admits of some scruple. 1706

PHILLIPS, etc., Binding\\n Falconry) signifies tiring or when
a hawk seizes [cf. BIND v. g c]. 1832 C. HOWARD Set. farms
8 By . . large sheaves, and tight binding. 1881 GREENER
Gun 257 The wood screws, .are always soaped before turned

in, to prevent their binding in the wood.

b. Engagement for service, or as an apprentice.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 194/1 The binding is to a carpenter
for six years. 1858 Lond. Rev. Oct. 42 At the annual bind-

ings [for service].

2. The state or condition of being bound (in

various senses of the vb.).

1:1380 WYCLIF De Dot. Eccl. Sel. Wks. III. 431 Byndyng
to siche signes lettib fredpm of Crist. 1620 VENNER Via

Recta vii. 115 In case of binding they are best to be eaten

before meate. 1632 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 83 What
think ye to take binding with the fair Corner-stone, Jesus?

t 3. A quantity bound up ;
a bundle, bunch. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF i Sam. xxx, 12 Twei byndyngis \Vitlg. Hga-

tura] of dried grapis.

II. Concrete.

4. That with which anything is bound ;
a bond,

band, bandage ;
a fastening.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxxiv. [cxxv]. 5 Heldand in bindinges

Laverd lede sal. 1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. xvii. xlv.

(1495* 629 The tame cucurbita. .byndyth it self wyth certen

fastnynges and byndynges as a vyne dooth. 1607 TOPSELL

Four-/. Beasts 379 The same bindings being again bound

upon the wound., infect it. 1611 BIBLE Dan. v. 6 The joints

\_marg. bindings or knots] of his loins were loosed.

5. spec. a. The strong covering of a book,

which holds the sheets together, and protects the

volume.
1647 CRASHAW Steps Temp. 61 A little volume, but great

book . . the rest of a rich binding. 1709 STEELE Tatler

No. 80 F i Provided always, that the Binding be of Oh es-

Skin. 1787 BURNS Book IV'orm i, Spare the golden bind-

ings. 1854 N. fy Q. IX. 423 Receipt for varnishing the

binding of old books.

b. A protective covering for the raw edges of

a fabric ;
the braid or other material of this.

1598 FLORID, Cordicella,* little cord, .an inkle, a binding.

1747 Gentl. Mag. XVII. 284 The boys and girls hats are

white, and tied round with red binding. 1885 Price List,

Bindings. .Silk, zd. per yard.

C. Arch. & Shipbuilding. A band of masonry
and brickwork ;

a connecting timber, etc.

1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 10
^Plankes,

bind-

ings, knees, boults. 1730 A. GORDON Maffei s A ntpltil. 223
The three Fascia or Bindings, which serve as a Parapet.
c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 97 Bindings, the iron links

which surround the Dead-Eyes. 1884 Congregational
Year Bk. 401 The ceiling of roof over the nave is. .divided

by arched bindings.

6. Attrib. and Comb., as binding shrub, binding

factory ; binding - cloth, fancy cloth (usually

dyed and stamped muslin) for covering books ;

binding-guide, a contrivance fitted to sewing-
machines for adjusting the binding to the material

to be bound ; f binding-Tuesday, the Tuesday
in Hocktide, the second Tuesday after Easter.

(See also the ppl. adj.)

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Retama, a kinde of binding
shrubbe or broome, Genista. 1664 SPELMAN Gloss, s. v.

Hocday, Alii in hac celebritate alios obsident, capiunt, ligant

(praesertim viros fceminai) atque hide, binding Tuesday, i.

Diem Martis ligatoriam appellant. 1845 STRUTT Sports
*

fast. iv. iii. 350 [tr. Spelman].

Bi'nding, /// [f-
as prec. + -INU-.]

1. That binds together or up ; causing or tending
to cohere ; astringent, styptic.

868

SuH.r& MARKH. Countr. Farm 539 As for the mixt soyles,

if they be binding, as the clayes. 1824 LOUDON Cycl. Garden,

g 1958 Choosing the best coloured good binding gravel.

2. fig. Obligatory, restrictive, coercive.

1611 BIBLE Num. xxx, 13 Euery binding othe to afflict

the soule. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Clir. II. ix. 224 No
promise made to an heretic is binding. 1859 MILL Liberty

iv, Laws of conduct binding on ourselves and on all others.

3. Comb, (some of them perh. from the vbl. sb.),

as binding-joist, a joist resting on the wall-

plates and carrying other joists ; f binding-note,
a bind or tie in musical notation ; binding-plate,
one of a series of iron plates used to 'strengthen

or arm a puddling-furnace ; binding - rafter, a

longitudinal timber lying upon the principals of

a roof and enabling them to support the covering ;

binding-screw, a screw used in various instru-

ments for purposes of clamping or adjustment.
1677 MOXON Mecli. Exerc. (1703) 132 The 'binding Joysts

marked cc. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT Lect. Arckit. I. 266 The
beams and 'binding-joists are shown. 1782 BURNEY Hist.

Mm. 1 1. 454 Semicircular marks, called "binding-notes, and

slurs. 1875 URK Diet. Arts II. 997 Bolted upon both sides

to the cast-iron "binding plates of the furnace. 1842 GWILT
Archil. Gloss.,

*
Binding Rafters, The same as Purlins.

cri86s J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 258/1 From these springs
the two wires proceed, ended by

'

binding-screws.

Bindingly (bai-ndirjli ,
adv. [f. prec. + -LV^.]

In a binding manner ;
so as to be obligatory.

1851 G. S. FABER Many Mansions 10 Nothing is bindingly
to be received and believed as an Article of Faith, unless, etc.

Bi'ndingness. [f- as prec. + -NESS.] Bind-

ing or obligatory quality.
1874 SIDGWICK Meth. Ethics viii. 87 The truth and bind-

ingness of. -these current rules.

Bi'ndle. Sc. [Cf.OE. bindele a binding, a tying.]
' The cord or rope that binds anything, whether

made of hemp or of straw.' Jamieson.
Bindweed (b3i

j

nd,wfd). Bot. Also 6 bind(e)-

weede, bynd-, 7 binde-, 9 bine-, [f. BIND v. +
WEED. ;Perh. sometimes for BINDWITH.)]
1. The English name for the species of the N.O.

Convolvulus : as Greater Bindweed (C. sepium),
Lesser Bindweed (C. arvensis), Seaside Bindweed

(C. Soldanella).
1^48 TURNER Names ofHerbcs (1881! 30 Conuoluulus is

:d . . in english wythwynde or byndeweede. 1562
Herbal \\. 128 Byndweed . . is as it wer an vnperfyt worke
of nature lerning to make lilies. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH.
Countr. Farm 531 Bind-weed, both great and small, do pro-

ceed partly of drinesse. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell)

i, Sea bells, sea bind weed, or withwand, Soldanella. 1814
WORDSW. E.vcitrs. i. 761 The cumbrous bind-weed, with its

wreaths and bells.

zttrib. 1855 TENNYSON Brook 203 The fragile bindweed-
bells and briony rings.

2. Applied dialectally or vaguely to various other

climbing plants, as species of Smilax, Honey-
suckle, Taunts, etc. See also BINWEED.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvi. xxxv, Like unto Ivie is that

giant

which they call Smilax, or rough Bindweed. 1671
ALMON Syn. Med. 111. xxii. 432 Smilax. . Bindweed ;

it opens
the belly, disolves hard swellings.

3. Black, Corn, or Ivy Bindweed, Polygonuin
Convolvulus; Blue Bindweed, Bittersweet or

Woody Nightshade.
1617 B. JONSON Vis. Delight, The blue bindweed doth

itself infold With honey-suckle. 1794 MARTYN Ronsseaits

But. xix. 261 Black Bindweed, .frequent weed among corn.

Bindwith (bai-ndiwib). Bot. [f. BIND+\VITH;E
a flexible twig: cf. BENDWITH.] A name given

by some recent writers (perhaps erroneously) to

Clematis I'italba, or Traveller's Joy.
1797-1804 MILLER Card. Diet. led. Martyn'. 1863 PKIOK

Plant-n. 21 Bind-iuith, a with used to bind up faggots, the

Traveller's Joy.

Bi ndwood. Bot. Also binwood. ff. BIND
+ WOOD.] Scotch and north Eng. name for Ivy ;

also occas. for Honeysuckle.
i79oTEl.KORD in Burns' Wks. I. 370 The rocky how Where

binwood bushes o'er them flow. 1808 JAMIESON Sc. Diet.,

Bind"Mood, the vulgar name for ivy.

Bine bsin). Also 45 bynde, $-9 bind. [A
dial, form of BIND sb., recently adopted as the

literary form in the following senses.]
1. A flexible shoot of any shrub, a shoot of the

year's growth ; the flexible stem of a climbing plant.
1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813' 186 When the crop

is heavy, the lower parts of the bines [of vetches] will be
less inviting than the upper part. 1880 Standard 12 Nov.,
The first frosts .. shrivel the bines of white bryony. 1880

JEFFERIES Gr. Feme F. 194 A trailing bine of honeysuckle.
b. spec. The climbing stem of the hop.

1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Hop Card., When you find

the Binds very vigorous, .you must forbear giving them any
more Earth. 111845 HOOD Ode R. Wilson, What Kentish
boor would tear away the prop So roughly as to wound,
nay, kill the bine? MbtTnmyWHjOivMrJ /''- 112 When
burr and bine were gather'd. 1884 G. ALLEN in Longm.
Mag. V. 43 The

'

fly '. .on hops, is an aphis specialized for

that particular bine.

c. Hence, used to name varieties of the Hop ;

e.g. ll'hile-bine (formerly -bind, corruptly -vine].

BING.

1732 MILLEH Card. Diet. s.v. Lufulus, The grey Bind. .

is a large square Hop. 1835 Penny Mag. 453 The hop-plant
. .has several varieties, such as the red-bind, the green-bind,
the white-bind. 1866 Treas. Bot. 602 Several varieties are

known, the finest of which are the White Bines, etc.

2. Entering into names of plants : e. g. WOOD-
BINE. Cf. BIND sb. 3.

Bine, obs. form of BIN, within.

Binervate (bainsuv^'t), a.
[f.

Bi- pref." i +

NERVATE, f. L. nerv-us NEIIVE.] Having two

nerves : applied a. in Bot. to leaves having two

longitudinal ribs ;
b. in Ent. to insect-wings sup-

ported by two nerves only.
1842 in BRANDE Diet. Sc.

Binethe, obs. form of BENEATH.

Bineweed, variant of BINDWEED.

Bing (bin), si/.i Also 5-6 bynge, 6-7 binge,

byng, 7 bingg. [a. ON. bing-r masc. 'heap';
cf. Sw. binge masc. 'heap.' Da. bing has the

sense not of 'heap,' but of 'bin'; and in Eng.

bing has also been used dialectally for BIN in

various senses since the ifth c. In Da. this change
can only be explained by transference of the name
from a '

heap' to the place where a heap is con-

tained ; the Eng. use of bing for bin may be partly

of Danish origin, but is prob. largely due to pho-
netic contact of the two words.]
1. A heap or pile : formerly of stones, earth,

trees, dead bodies, as well as of corn, potatoes,
and the like, as still in northern dial.

1513 DOUGLAS ^Eaeis iv. ix. 45 Of treis thow big a bing
To be a fyre. Ibid. IV. vii. 80 Lyk emetis gret Quhen thai

depulje the meikle bing of quheit. 1528 LYNDESAY Dream
ii. 173 The men of Kirk ly boundin into byngis. (11547

SURREY /Eneid iv. 529 Like ants when they do sppile
the

bing of corne. 1787 BURNS Brigs ofAyr 27 Potato-bings are

snugged up frae skaith Of coming Winter. 1880 A ntrim f,

Oman Gloss. (E. D. S.), Bing . . a heap of potatoes in a field

covered with earth : a heap of grain in a barn.

2. spec. A heap of metallic ore, of alum ;
a

definite quantity (8 cwt.) of lead ore.

cl. Brit. III. 619 Bing in the alum-works denotes
, ., .

*
.,. . i_- ._ j ,Q-f.

year eighty workmen raised 12,000 bings of ore in this mine.

b. Bing ore (or simply bing) : the best lead ore.

1679 PLOT Stajfordsh. ( 1686) 166 The best [lead-ore] being
call d Bing. 1851 TAPPING Maxima's Chron. Gloss., Bing
. . ore is the Derbyshire mining term for the purer, richer,

and cleaner part of the fell or boose.

3. = BIN, in various applications. Now dial.

c 1325 Metr. Horn. 97 King hafs riueli gold in bing. c 1440
3
romp. Pan'., Bynge, theca, cnmera. 1539 Indent. Ber-

wick Castle mArchaol. XL 440 In the pantre, a large bynge
jf okyn tymbar with 3 partitions. 1575 TURBERV. Venery
28 Prety little Binges or basketts of woodde to put theyr

jreade in. 1617 MARKIIAM Caval. v. 6 In . .the stable shall be

)laced close bmggs or hutches for the keeping of prouender.

1695 KKNNETT Par. Antiq. Gloss, s.v. Abunda, The Cistern

nto which they throw their crystallized Allpm, for the water

.o drain from it, is call'd a Bing. 1775 E. BASEY Oiset-'.

Wines 82 To cover the Bottles in the Bings with Saw-Dust.

1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-Bk. lE. D. S.), Bing, a

place railed off from the cow-house in which fodder is kept.

4. 'The kiln of the furnace wherein they burn

their Charcoal for the melting of metals.' Kennett

Par. Antiq. 1695.
1658 RAY Itin. 11760) 127 Then they carry it [silver ore]. .

to each Smelter's several Bing, where it is melted with Black

and White Coal. 1674 Prep. Tin Coll. 123 Throwing on

Charcoal, then upon that Black Tin, and so interchange-

ably into a very deep bing I which they call the houseX

5. Comb, t Bing-ale ; f bing-brine, brine of

a pickling trough ; bing-hole vsee quot.) ; bing-

plaee, bing-stead. the place to which the 'bing'

or round lead ore is brought to be crashed ; also,

a place for ashes.

1735 PKGGE Kmticisms lE. D. S.l, 'Bing-ale, the liquour

which the fermor of a parsonage gives to the fermours..

when he has gathered their tythe. 1745 W. THOMPSON R .

N. Ad-voc. (1757) 9 ""Bing Brine .. composed of the entire

Juices of the Flesh and Salt, when boiled.. is of a sweet

Smell, and quite transparent. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,
*
Binr-holc, a hole or shoot through which ore is thrown.

1653 MANLOVE Lead Mines 129 To fine such. .as. .digg or

delve in any Mans 'Bing-place. 1747 W. HoosoN Miners
Diet. Bijb, ^Bingstead, the place where the largest and

best of the ore. .is thrown. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 198

Cinders are thrown .. into a *
Bing-stead in the court-yard.

II Bing, sb? Obs. [Chinese bing, dial, form of

ming, the name of a Chinese character often de-

noting the leaves of the tea-plant, and especially

the tender leaves or leaf-buds. Prof. Legge.] A
kind of tea.

1701 Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1205 The Bohe . . is the very

first bud gather'd . . The Bingtea is the second growth in

April. 1721 Land. Gaz. No. 5934/3 One Chest Bing per

Carnarvan.

Bing (birj), v^ To pile or put up in a bing.

1513 DOUGLAS rfLneis vm. Prol. 57 The burges byngis in

his buith, the broun and the blak. 1822 Blackw. Mag. Dec.

(JAM. l The hairst was ower. .The 'tatoes bing'd.

Bing, v.~ dial. Also byng. intr. Of milk :

To begin to turn sour, to be on the turn.

1867 HARLAND Lane. Folk-lore 165 in Lane. Glass. (E.



BING. 869 BIO-.

D. S.) The milk U byngcd or will not churn, though a hot

poker has been used to spoil the witchery, [cf. BLINK.]

t Biug, #. ;1 Obs. [Slang. ? Gipsy.] intr. To go.
1567 H.XRMAN Cot-neat 84 Bynge a waste, go you hence.

1609 DEKKKK Lanth. fy Catuilc-Lt. Wks. 1884-5 HI. 198
And bing we to Koine vile. 165* BROMK Jov. Crew iv. ii. 431

Bing awast, bing awast. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxviii,
*

Bing
out and tour, ye auld devil.' 1822 iVigctxxiii,

' You shall

be carted for bawd, .and bing off to Bridewell.'

Binge, ^- -^ Also 6 bynge, 8 beenge, 9
beenje. [Of late formation, app. with a feeling
for the initial sound of bow, bend, beck, and the

closing sound of cringe ; cf. whinge. The dial.

binge to soak ^Lincoln.) appears to be a different

word.]
intr. To make a low obeisance, to curtsey ; also

to fawn, cringe. Bingeing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1562 A. SCOTT ,V. Yerc Gift Queue, Thay bad thame bek
and bynge at deid mennis banes, 1712 ARBUTHNOT John
Bull H. iv. (1755) 51, I mun stand becking and hinging, as I

gang out and into the hall. 17*4 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc.

(1729) 17 The Maiden blusht and bing'd fu' law. 1805 J.
NICOL PottHt I. 187 (JAM.) Beenjin slaves ca' them divine.

1879 JAMIESOS Sc. Diet. s. v. /?&, 'A great deal of beck-

ing and beenging
'

is a phrase still used among the vulgar.

Binge, sb. Sc. In 5 bing, 6 benge, 7 beinge.
[f. prec. vb.] A servile bow or obeisance.

1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. 24 iQuod heel with many
bing and many becke. 1535 STEWART Cnm. Set?/. III.

105 With mony benge and bek, He salust him. 1681 R. LAW
Mem. (1818) 190 With many a scrape, beck and beinge.

Single-bangle (bnjg'lbse'rig'l), . dial. [A
reduplicate formation from BANIJLE

2;.] Fickle,

vacillating, irresolute ; cf. shilly-shally.
1825 R. WARD Tremainc II. xxvi. 234 He is but a bingle

bangle man. .no good will come on him.

Bingo vbi'rjga). [App. a humorous formation
from B. for 'brandy' (cf.

(
B. and S.') and STINGO.]

A slang term for brandy.
1861 HUGHES Tom Br<nvn Oxf. xxxiii. (D.) Some soda

water with a dash of bingo clears one's head in the morn-
ing.

Biligy (bi-rji), a. north, dial. [f. BINU v.- + -Y.]
Said of milk : In the incipient, stage of sourness.

1857 MRS. GASKELL C. Bronte (1857) * 7 The milk, too,
was often

*bing_y,' to use a country expression for a kind
of taint which is far worse than sourness. 1884 Cheshire
(rfoss. (E. D. S.\ Bingy^ a peculiar clouty or frowsty taste
in milk. The first stage of turning sour.

t Bi'lihead Obs. A kind of fresh-water fish
;

perh. the Bull-head or Millers-thumb.
1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. iv.iv. (1588 1450 Angling isexcepted,

and so is the taking of Smelts, Loches, Mmews, Binheads,
dudgeons, and Eeles.

Binimo^n, var. BENIM v. Obs. to take away.
t Bi'nity. Obs. mre~ l

.
[f. L. bini two by two

+ -ITY ; cf. trinity^ A pair.
1575 LANEHAM Let.dfyi) 54 What a sort of frcendly bini*

tt-ez we oour seluez doo consist & stond vpon, Fyrst, oour
too feet, too legs, too knee?, so vpward.
Bink (bhjk\ Sc. and north, dial. Forms : 3

bonnk, 3-5 benfe/e, 3-4 bine, binck, 4 bengk,
bynk, 5 bynke, 4- bink. [Later form of ME.
fott&^'BKBQR sb.~\

1. A bench or form to sit on ;
= BENCH i.

c 1200 ORMIS 15231 Wibbbrinne bennkessbenkedd. a 1300
Cursor M. 5321 He kist and sett on bine him bi \Gott.
binck, Fairf. benk, Trin. benche], 1375 BARHOUR Bruce
vn. 238 The gud vif on the bynk sytand. {.1440 York
Myst. xxvi. 188, I schall buske to be benke. a 1548 Thrie
Priests Peblis 24 (JAM.) Hal binks ar ay slidder. 1603 Philo-
tns xvii, His wyfe may ay sit fonnest doun, At eyther burde
or bink. 1855 IVhithy Gloss, s.v., The summer binks, a
benched alcove or summer-house in a garden.
2. A seat of justice ;

= BENCH 2.

1330 R. HRUNNE Chron. 58 At London at be benke schewe
^erpin askyng. (71460 Tcnvneley Myst. 317 When ye were
set as syres on bynke. 1862 Histop Frov.Scot.dz For faut
o' wise men fools sit on binks.

3. A shelf; particularly, along flat slab of stone
fixed to a wall, used either as a, seat or as a shelf ;

also, a plate-rack ; a dresser.

1535 Richmond. //'///$ (1853) 12 A cobbord with a dys-
bynk.

_ 1657 COI.VIL Whigs Snpptic. '1751) 67 The Good-man
keeps it, as we think, Behind a dish, upon the bink, 1816
SCOTT Antiq. xxvi, Ony thing, .frae the roof-tree down to a
crackit trencher on the bink. 1818 Hrt. Midi, xiv, Nor
the bowies put up on the bink. 1864 ATKINSON Whitby
(.iloss-i Bink) a bench. Upon those of stone at cottage
doors, the fresh scoured milkpails and other dairy uten-
sils are oft seen placed to dry and sweeten.
4. A bank (of earth) ;= BENCH 6.
c 15,00 DUNBAR Flytingtfy Na fowlis . .amangis tha binkis

Iliggis, nor abydis. 1807 HEADRICK Arran 153 On putting
ilown a bore in moss binks, water spouted up.
5. = BENCH 7, BANK sbl 7.

1679 PLOT Staffordsk. (1686) 136 A Workman in another
Bink hard by fear'd the roof would have fallen in.

f 6. = BING, in sense of BIN. Obs.

1534 Eng. Ch. Furniture 190 A bynke to ley colis in.

T! In south of Scotland = BIKE, wasps' nest.

Bi'nman. Also binsman. The man in charge
of a bin during hop-picking.
1883 J. STRATTON Hops $ Hop-pick. 31 The pickers are

divided into companies . . the chief of which is the binman,
who is commonly the pole-puller. 1884 Sunday Afag, Sept.
578/2 The 'bin-man', .is alone permitted thus to go back-
wards and forwards.

Binna, Sc. form of be not : see BE v.

Binnacle (bi'nak'l). Forms : a. 7 biticle,

bittake, -kle,-kell, biddikil, 7-8 bittackle, ?-(>

bittacle; &. 8- binacle, binnacle. [The cur-

rent binnacle first appears after 1750, as a corrup-
tion of the earlier bittacle (still found 1839), ap-
parently ad. Sp. bitdcufa) bitdcora ' a place where
the compasse or light is kept in a ship

*

( Minsheu),
or Pg. hitacola, cogn. w. It. abitacolo> Pr. abitacle,

hafntacle, F. habitacle : I,, habitdculiun habitation,

lodge, f. habitare to inhabit. (A direct adoption
of F. habitacle^ and subseq. shortening to bittack in

Eng., is phonetically less probable.) The i7th c.

biddikil appears to be a transitional form.]
A box on the deck of a ship near the helm, in

which the compass is placed.
1622 RCC&Z: Ship Bristol in Arb. Garner IV. 584 Watch

the biticle, attend the compass. 1627 GAIT. SMI in Sea-
man's Cram. ti. n A square box nailed together with wood-
den pinnes, called a BUtacle, . .and in it alwaies stands the

Compasse. 1664 I. MATHKK Remark. Prwid. 11856) 65
The compass in the biddikil. 1762 FALCON I-.K Ship'^r. n.

458 Companion, binnacle, in floating wreck, With com-
passes and glasses strew'd the deck. [1769 Diet.
.1 faring (1789) F2 This is called bittaclc in all the old sea-

books.] 1836 MARRVAT Midsh. Easy xiii, Then they wciH
aft to the binnacle again. 1839 Phant. Ship xli, The. .

shrine of the saint at the biitacle. 1870 R. FKHGUSON
Elcctr. 24 To place pieces of soft iron or magnets in the
immediate neighbourhood of the binnacle.

b. attrib.

1834 II. MILLER Scenes $ Leg. xxviii. 1 1857) 422 In invent-

ing binnacle lamps. 1856 OL.MSTKD Slave Stales 142 The
binnacle-compass was a sort of fetish to him.

Binn-an, -en, obs. forms of KIN, within.

Binny (bi-ni;. Ichthyol. The barbel of the Nile

(Borbus bymii}.
Binocle (bi'n^k'l). [a. F. binocle ( =It. bino-

colony f. L. bJnl two each + (7c//~ eyes.] A field-

glass or opera-glass having tubes for both eyes.
1696 PHILLIPS, Binocle (Fr.>, a double Prospective glas>. .

to see at a distance with both eyes at the same time-. 1721
in BAILEY. 1871 Echo 18 Jan., My friend took his umbrella
and I my binocle.

Binocular (binp'kirflaj), a. and sb.
[f. L. Irini

two each + ocuti eyes + -Ait ; cf. F. binoculaire^\
1 1. Having two eyes ; binoculate. ? Obs.

1713 DKRHAM Phys. Thcol. vm. Hi. 1 1754*361 Mo^t animals
are binocular, Spiders for the most Part octonocular.

2. Performed by or adapted to both eyes.
1738 R. SMITH Opticks 387 A binocular telescope. 1876

FOSTER Phys. in. ii. (1879) 509 Binocular vision .. affords us
a means of judging of the solidity of objects. 1879 RLTLKY
Stud. Rocks vii. 47 Many observers prefer to work with
binocular microscopes. 1879 ROOD Chromatics 160 Bino-
cular mixture of colours produces more or less lustre.

B. sb. ( Short for binocular glass?) A field-glass
or opera-glass in the use of which both eyes are

employed in viewing an object ;
a BINOCLE. Also

applied to a binocular microscope.
1871 M. COLLINS J/n/. $ Merck, III. iv. 114, I shall keep

this binocular. 1877 W. THOMSON I'oy, Challenger \. \. 15
One of Smith and Beck's binoculars is more convenient
for observing . . large foraminifera, by reflected light.

Binocularity (binpkitflaeTiti). [f. prcc. +

-ITY.] Binocular quality or conditions; simul-

taneous employment of both eyes.
1854 f. HOGG Microsc. i. ii. 11867) 1J 3 Obtaining binocu-

larity with the compound achromatic microscope. 1881 l.i,

CONTE Light 120 Perception of depth of space, so far as
this is connected with binocularity.

BinO'CTllarly, adv. [f. as prec. -f- -LY-.] By
the simultaneous employment of both eyes.
1881 Lie CONTE Light 146 Where we . . binocularly per-

ceive depth of space.

Binoculate (bin^-ki/n^t), a.
[f.

as BINOCULAR
+ -ATK-.] Having two eyes. 1847 in CKAIG.

Binodal: see Bi-/;v/^- i.

Binom, -nume^n, etc. : see BEMU v. Obs. to

take away.
Binomial (bain^u-mial), a. and sb. [f. late L.

binomi-ns (see BIXOMY) + -AL 1
; cf. F. binome.}

A. adj.
1. Math. Consisting of two terms ; see B. />Y-

nomial theorem : the general algebraic formula,
discovered by Newton, by which any power of
a binomial quantity may be found without perform-
ing the progressive multiplications.
1570 I3iLLiNGSLEY Enctid x. xxxvi. 258 If two rational!

Hues commensurable in power onely be added together:
the whole line is irrationall, and is called a binomium, or a
hinomiall line. 1706 PHILLIPS s.v., A binomial Quantity or

Root, i. e. a Quantity or Root that consists of two Names or
Parts joyn'd together by the Sign + as a+l>, or 3 + 2. 1725
J. KERSEY Algebra 137 Production of Powers from Roots
Binomial, Trinomial, etc. 1870 BOWEN Lagic xii. 410 The
Binomial Theorem . . Is a true Law of Nature according to
our definition.

2. Having or characterized by two names
;
=

BINOMINAL.
1656 in BLOL-ST Glossogr. 1850 Card. Chron. 404 The

binomial system adopted in every department of science
since the days of Linnaeus. 1880 HUXLEY Crayfish 16 Th
terms of this binomial nomenclature.
B. sb. An algebraic expression consisting of

two terms joined by the sign + or : formerly

only when connected by + . (Cf. binomium, BI-

NOM Y.)

1557 RECORDE Whi-tst. Ppiva, The nombers that be
compounde with + be called Bimedialles. . . If their partes
be of 2 denominations, then are thei named Binomialles

properly. Huwbeit many vse to call Binomialles all com-
pounde nombers that haue +. 1720 RAPHSON Arith. 223

The Binomial a - - '-
, or + &, 1806 HUTTON Course Math.

3
I. 214 To extract any Root of a Binomial.

t Bino'mical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ICAL.]
' Of

two names.' Coles 1692.
Binominal (bainjnninal), a. [f. L. binomin-is t

{. bi- two + nomin- (nom. nomen) name + 'AL 1
.]

Having or characterized by two names, esp. those
of genus and species in scientific nomenclature.
1880 GUNTHER Fishes 10 Applying binominal terms to the

species. 1881 Trans, k'ict. lust. 24 In this way the bi-

nominal system is growing.

Binominated(bainp-miiu'itt'd;:,rt. [f. Hi-/;r/-
+ L. nofticn name, nominat-us named : cf. nomiti-

<?/tv/.] Having or bearing two names.
1857 ^'- LOWER ng. Surnames led. 4} II. App. 170 A bi-

nominated person.

Bino'miuous, a. [f.
L. bindmin-is (see Bi-

NOMV') + -ii us.]
= prec.

1612 T. JAMES "Jesuits Dmvncf. 52 Hee wa^ binominous ;

sometimes called Rob. Parson^, sometimes Rob. Cowbuckc.
1662 FULLER Worthies n. 274 Many of them arc binomin-
ous. [In mod. Dicta.]

t BiiiO'mious, a. Obs. [f. late L. binomiit*

(see BI.NCMV, + -ors.]
* Uf two names.

1

Coles 169 J.

tBi'noniy. Also 6-7 in L. form binomium.
[ad. mod.L. bindmiits, -tun, in algebraical use in

1 6th c., but common in late Latin in the general
senseof' having two personal names

1

; seeDuCange.
For this, the classical L. word was binotftinis '. bi-

nomiits may be compared with hoinidda\ BINO-
MIAL sb.

1571 DIGCES Pantotn. Y ij b, An irrationall called Bino-

mium, retaining proportion to the side, as
^/--^-j-i

vnto i.

Ibid. Ccja, His conteyned Icosaedrons side is an irrational]

IJinoinye. ///(/. Cciijb, By reduction of the former Tn-
noniye to a Hinomye. 1670 NKWTON in Rigaud Corr. Sc.

Men 11841' II. 298 The extraction of cubic roots out of

imaginary binomiums.

Binomial ^bain^umal). Math.
[f.

Bi- pref
II + NOKMAL.] (See quot.)
1848 SALMON Anaiyt. Gcow. (1865) 353 The normal per-

pendicular to that [the osculating] plane . . being normal to

two consecutive elements of the curve, has been called by
M. Saint-Venant the Binormal. 1857 PRICK /;//. Calculus
]. 512 The former [line] has the distinctive name of bi-

nomial.

||
Binot b/iw). [F.] ^Xot in Kng. use.

1825 LOUDON Ent.ycl. At;n\; 2620 The binot is almost
the same thing as the double mould-boarded plough.

Biiioternary (bauwtauniiri), n.
[f.

L. bin!

two by two + I'EKXAKY
; cf. 1'. binoternaire^\

Combining binary and ternary characteristics.

1817 R. JAMESON llaiiys Crystnllog, in Min. 217 Bino-

ternary (&inotemaire\ whun there is one [decrement] by-

two, and the other by three rows.

BinotonOTIS (.bainrt^naa), a. [f.
L. bini ^see

BIN-) + /ott-us, Gr. TOI/-OS TONE + -ous
;

? aftei

monotonous.] Consisting of two tones or notes.

1802 G. MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. tL.) During the breeding
season their [the Lesser Pettychaps] binotonous cry is in-

cessant. 1847 in CRAIG.

Bilious (boi'nss), a. ff. L. bin-i+ -ous.]
BlNATE. 1832 in WEBSTER.

Binoxalate, Binoxide : see BIN-.

f Bint, binte. Obs. (Meaning and derivation

doubtful : cf. Du. bindte 'joint, crossbeam.')
1629 S'hertogenbosh 21 The French were .. very busie,

: making that night three bints of their Gallery neere the

I great Sconce, ibid. 28 The ninth binte of the other Gal-

lery on the South side of the said Bulwarke,

Binuclear, -ate: see Bi- /;<,/.- i.

Binweed, corruptly Bindweed : see BUNWEED.
Binwood, variant of BISDWOOD.

Bio- (b^i'o^ rcpr. Gr. /3io- stem and comb, form

of &ios
'

life, course or way of living' (as distinct

from ^007 'animal life, organic life'). Hence, in

compounds formed in Greek itself, as biography,

fiioypa(pia. ; and in modem scientific words in which
bio- is extended to mean 'organic life.'

Bio-bibliogra-pliical a., dealing with the life

and writings of an author. Bioblast [Gr. /3Aa<7Tos

sprout, germ], (Biol. a minute mass of amorph-
ous protoplasm having formative power. Biocc-n-

tri a., treating liie as a central fact. Bioclie'inic,

-al a., pertaining to the chemistry of life. Bio-

dyna'tnic, -al a.
t of or relating to biodynamics.

Bioclyna-mics, that part of biological science

which treats of vital force, or of the action of

living organisms. Biogen v seequot.). Bio'gfiiosy,

a proposed general term for the ' life-sciences.'

Biokine'tics (see quot.). Biolytic a., life-

destroying. Biomagne-tic a., of or pertaining to

animal magnetism. Bioma'gnetism, animal mag-
netism. Bio'meter, a measurer of life. Bio*-



BIOCELLATE.

metry, the measurement of life
;
the calculation

of the average duration and expectation of life.

Biophysio'logist, an investigator of the physio-

logy of living beings. Broscope, a view of life ;

that which affords such a view. Biosta-tic, -al a ,

of or pertaining to biostatics. Biosta'tics, that

part of biological science which treats of structure

as adapted to act, as distinguished from biodynamics
or biokinetics.

1809 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) II. 162 This collectanea may be

formed into a biobibliographical and critical account. 1880

A thenxiim 25 Dec. 845/3 O e more instalment will complete
the biobibliographical part. 1869 WALLIS Delitzsch's Bibl.

Psyehol. 273 To substitute for Scripture a knowledge of that

biochemical process. 1874 LEWES Prob. Lifeff Mindl. 129
The biostatical and the biodynamical i. e. the considera-

tion of the structure ready to act ; and the consideration

of the structure acting. 1882 E. COUES Biogcn 11884) C'2

The substance of the soul, to which I apply the name
'

biogen,' seems to correspond closely to what Prof. Crookes
calls the

'

fourth state of matter
'

; . . It is the
' od

'

of Prof.

Reichenbach. 1883 C. A. CUTTER (Boston) Classif. Nat.
Sci. 4 In Bipgnosy the specials [Phytognosy, Zoognosy]
contain subdivisions brought together in a group for con-

venience of treatment. 18.. LONG in Education 111.587 Bio-

kinetics will consider them [organisms] in the successive

changes through which they pass during the different stages
of their development. 1865 Reader 25 Feb. 213/1 A life

table . . is an instrument of investigation ; it may be called

a biometer, for it gives the exact measure of the duration of

life under given circumstances. 1882 Pop. Sci. Monthly
XXII. 169 The eminent biophysiologist, William B. Car-

. BAVLEY (title] Bagman's Bioscope : Variousp
V
enter. 1824 W. BAVLEY (title] Bag
iews of Men and Manners. 1874 LEWES Prob. Life

Mind I. 115 These may be classed 'by a serviceable^
exten-

sion of the term Statics) under the heads of Biostatics and

Psychostatics. 1885 A thenxmn 28 Feb. 285/1.

Biocellate (baiip-seUit), a. [f.
Bi- /><?/.- i +

OCELLATE, ad. L. occllatiis marked with eyelets,

f. ocellus eyelet, dim. of oculus eye.] Marked with

two small eye-like spots, as a butterfly's wing.
1847 in CPAIO.

Biofte, var. f. BIHOFTHE. Obs.

Biogenesis (.bswid.^e-msis). [f.
Gr. 0to-, Em-

-I- 7i/(ffis birth, production.] (See quot.) Hence

Bioge'nesist, one who holds the theory of bio-

genesis.
1870 HUXLEY Addr. Brit. .-1-s.xv. in Nature 15 Sept. 401

The hypothesis that living matter always arises by the

agency of pre-existing living matter . . to save circumlocu-

tion, I shall call the hypothesis of Biogenesis. 1878 TAIT

& STEWART Unseen Univ. vii. 243 To receive the law of

Biogenesis as expressing the present order of the world.

Biogeiietic (bai^idjjfoe'tik), a. [f.
as pvec. +

Gr. *yfi/fTi*os, f. yivtffis; see prec.] Of or per-

taining to biogeny.

Biogeuist (bsiji-dgftust). [f. next + -1ST.] One
skilledin biogeny.

BiogeilV (baifdjftii). [mod. f. Gr. /3io-, Bio-

-t -yevfia birth.]

1. The history of the evolution of living organisms.
1879 tr. llaeckets Evol. Man I. 6 Biogeny 'or the history

of organic evolution in the widest sense'.

2. = BIOGENESIH.

1870 HUXLEY Crit. >, Addr. x. (1873) 233 If the doctrine

of Biogeny is true, the air must be thick with germs.

Biograph (baivgruf), so. rare. \C,i,biography,
and pnotograp/i.] A biographical sketch or notice.

1865 K. BURRITT Walk Land's End 8 The thoughts sub-

mitted on the subject of biographs.

Brograph, v. rare. [f. prec., after photograph ;

or \ deduced from biog>'aph-er]

1883 Kendal Merc, f, Times 19 Oct. 5/1 It will be . . im.

possible to
'

biograph
'

these great men, without, etc.

Biograpb.ee (baipgrafr). [Formed as the

correlative of BIOGRAPHER : see -EJE.] One who is

the subject of a biography.
1841 Black. Mag. XLIX. 757 The family .. are too

nearly connected with the biographee. 1879 Athcnxuin

29 Nov. 687/1 There is too much of the biographer in it,

and not enough of the biographee.

Biographer (bai^grafaj). [f.
BIOGRAPHY (or

its Gr. source) + -EB (cf. astronomer} : taking the

place of the earlier biographist] A writer of bio-

graphies, or of the '
life

'

of a particular person.

1715 ADDISON Freeholder No. 35 (175') 2 9 Grub-street

Biographers . . watch for the Death of a great Man. 1790

BOSWELL Johnson (1831) I. Introd. 48, I flatter myself that

few biographers have entered upon such a work as this

with more advantages, a 1849 H. COLERIDGE North.

Worthies (1852) Introd. 18 He would be a local biographer.

1853 MILMAN Lat. Chr. vin. viii, The seven or eight con.

temporary biographers of Becket.

Biographic (baiiogne-fik), a. [f.as BIOGUAPH

+ -10 : cf. Gr. -jptupiK-os of or pertaining to writing.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of biography.
1:1794 WoLCOTTfP. Pindarl Bozzy f, P. Wks. I. 352 He

now could meet more biographic scrap, a 1859 DE QUIN
'

,

CEY Benlley'Vlte. VI. 178 A biographic record. 1879 K\K

t. Paul 1. 206 The biographic retrospect in the Epistle

to the Galatians.
RAR St.

.

Biographical (b3i|0gra-fikal), a. [f. as prec

-I- -AL. J Of, relating to. or dealing with biography
1738 OLDYS Life Ralegh Wks. 1829 I. 13 As the biograph

ical fry who follow have nibbled out of him. 1747 Biogr

870

Britan. Pref. 13 In this Biographical Dictionary. 1860

Sat. Ri-,\ I X. 301 This is the true biographical temper.

Biogra'phically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

After

the manner of. or with reference to, biography.
1760 STERNE Tr. Shandy II. viii. 57 This plea, tho' it

might save me dramatically, will damn me biographically.
^ 1849 H. COLERIDGE North. Worthlessly:) Introd. 19 The
Tacts of the same life may be considered either biographi-

cally or historically.

Biographist (bsii/vgrafist). [See BIOGRAPHY :

.ml cf -IST.]
-= BIOGRAPHER.

1662 FULLER Worthies iii, The Biographists of these

Saints. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT Makers Flor. i. 30 Wanton

jiographists assailed her with . . slanders.

Biographize (bsiiC'gtS&iz), v. [f.
as BIO-

GRAPHY + -IZE.] trans. To write a biography of.

1800 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I. 115 As a Latin poet, I bio-

BTaphise him. 1868 Spectator 14 Nov. 1340 The Royal

Family of England has been quite sufficiently biographized.

Biography (bsifgi&fi). [This word and its

numerous connexions (see above) are recent. No

compounds of the group existed in Old Greek : but
j

fSwypatpla
'

writing of lives
'

,f. /3i'o-t life 4-
'-

fhus, biographia, were used in mod.L. before any
words of the group appeared in Eng., where bio-

graphist was used by Fuller 1662, biography by

Dryden 168.',, biographer by Addison 1715, bio-

graphical by Oldys 1 738 ; all the others are later.

It is doubtful whether biographist was formed

directly from the Or. elements, or after mod.L.

biographus ; biography appears to have been an

adaptation of L. biographia. The first appearance
of biographe, biographic in Fr. is not recorded ; so

that their immediate relation to the Eng. words is

not yet determined.]
1. The history of the lives of individual men, as

a branch of literature.

1683 DRYDEN Life Plutarch ( 1712') 55 Biographia, or the

History of particular Mtns Lives, conies next to be con-

sidered. JHii. 59 In all parts of Biography . . Plutarch

equally cxcell'd. a 1724 FIDDKS Life Wakey Introd. 15

That Distinction or particular Branch of History, which is

termed Biography. 1803 SCOTT in Lockhart xl, Biography,
the most interesting perhaps of every species of composi-
tion. 1883 HALLIWELL-PHILLIPPS LifeShaks. Pref. i, At the

present day, with biography carried to a wasteful and

ridiculous excess.

2. A written record of the life of an individual.

c 1791 WOLCOTTIP. Pindar) Boz;y <y P. (18121 361 Bid her a

poor biography suspend, Nor crucify through vanitya friend.

1814 PINKLKTON I'oy. XVII. Index, Biography of Haller.

1883 HAU.lwELL-PHlLLirraZ.iWAafo. Pref. 12John Aubrey
..was the author of numerous little biographies.

b. Comb.
86o Sat. Rev. IX. 301 If it had come from the hands of

a regular biography-monger.
3. transf. The life-course of a man or other living

being ; the '

life-history
'

of an animal or plant.

1854 H. MILLER Foalpr. Crcat. xv. (1874) 268 In studying
the biography, if I may so express myself, of an individual

animal. 1883 HALi.iwELL-Pnil.uprs Life Sltaks. Pref. 3

The scanty records of the poet's biography that yet remain.

Bio-graphying, vbl. sb. [f. prec. : cf. speechi-

fying] The writing of biographies.
1858 CAKLVLK Fredk.

(it.
1 1. x. ii. 579 Endless writing and

biographying. .about this man.

Biologic (baiielpArik), a. [f.
BIOLOGY + -ic.]

Of, belonging to, or of the nature of biology.
1864 H. SPEXCEK lllitstr. L'niv. Progr. 374 The biologic

history of the supposed new continent. 1884 J. B. THOMAS
in Homilelic Monthly June 532 Features so conspicuous in

the biologic realm.

Biological (baiioV'djikil), a. [f. prec. + -AL.]

Of, or relating to, biology or 'quot. 1874) 'electro-

biology.'
1859 G. WILSON /;. Forbes ii. 43 Natural History., the

biological half of natural science. 1874 CARPENTER Ment.

Phys. (1876) 555 The psychical phenomena manifested during
the persistence of the Biological state. 1877 W. THOMSON

I'oy. Challenger I. i. 5 The physical and biological condi-

tions of the sea-bottom.

Biolo'gically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] In a

biological manner ;
with reference to biology.

1875 -V. A mer. Rev. CXX. 255 Human nature, either

biologically or psychologically considered. 188. G. ALLEN

yignettes, Fall of Year, Africa . . cut almost in two, biolo-

gically speaking, by the. .Sahara.

Biologist (bsiip-loditist). [f.
BIOLOGY + -IST.]

One who studies biology or quot. 1874) a 'pro-
fessor

'
of '

electro- biology."

1813 J. STANFIELD Biography ii. 57 If the Biologist (should

a distinctive term be allowed) come not to his study with

the same spirit of impartiality that is required from the

Biographer. 1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. 11876) 551 In the

public exhibition of professed Biologists. 1879 WRIGHT
Aaiin. Life 2 The Biologist has to study both Plants and

Animals.

Biologize,;
1

[f.
BIOLOGY + -IZE. In sense i,

referring to
'

electro-biology.'] Hence Bio-logized

///. a., Biologizer.

1 1. trans. To mesmerize. Obs.

1862 LVTTON Sir. Story 26 A select few, whom he first fed

and then biologued. 1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. (1876)

BIPALMATE.

553 The Mind of the Biologized 'subject' seems to remain

entirely dormant. Ibid. The relationship between the

Biologizer and his
'

subject.'

2. itttr. and trans. To cultivate biology ;
to deal

with biologically.

Biology (baiflodji;. [mod. f. Gr. 0t'o-s life

+ -\o-jia discoursing (see -LOGY) ; according to

Littre invented by the German naturalist Gott-

fried Reinhold (Treveranus) in his Biologic 1802,

and adopted in Fr. by Lamarck in his Hydrologie
1802 ; it was used in Eng. by Stanfield in 1813,
but in a sense directly repr. Gr. /3i'os 'see Bio-), and

/3io\o-vos
' one who represents to the life.']

fl. The study of human life and character. Obs.

1813 J. STANFIELD Biography Introd. 12 There exists
1

,

what might be called biology, as well as biography.

2. The science of physical life
;
the division of

physical science which deals with organized beings
or animals and plants, their morphology, physio-

logy, origin, and distribution ; sometimes, in a

narrower sense = Physiology ;
see Rolleston Brit.

Assoc. Rep. 1870, ii. 96.
1819 LAWRENCE Led. Man ii. (1844) 42 A foreign writer has

proposed the more accurate term of biology, or science ofhfe.

1847 WHEWELL Fhilos. Induct. Sc. I. 544 The term Biology
. .has of late become not uncommon, among good writers.

1880 A. WALLACE Id. Life i. i. 9 One of the most difficult

and interesting questions in geographical biology the

origin of the fauna and flora of New Zealand.

(3. =' ELECTRO-BIOLOGY,' or 'animal-magnet-

ism,' a phase of mesmerism.
1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. 118761 551

' Electro biology,'

or '

Biology
'

(as it came to be very commonly designated). .

became a fashionable amusement in some circles, at ordinary

evening parties.

Biolytic, -magnetic, etc. : see Bio- pref.

Bioplasm (bai'Oiplxzm). Biol. [f. Bio- + Gr.

r\aafM. a thing moulded.] Prof. Beak's term for :

The germinal matter of all living beings ; living
'

protoplasm.'
1872 BEALE Bioplasm i. 14 As the germ of every living

thing consists of matter having the wonderful proper-

ies already mentioned, I have called it germinal matter ;

ut the most convenient and least objectionable name for it

is living plasma or bioplasm. 1881 Spectator 30 Sept. 1251

A bit of bioplasm, or a minute parasitical organism.

Hence Biopla'smio a.

1872 NICHOLSON Biol. 71 Bioplasmic matter is colourless,

transparent, and apparently wholly destitute of structure.

1883 WRIGHT Dogm. Sceptic. 12 Bioplasmic theories.

Bioplast (bai'Oiplaest). Biol. [f. Bio- + Gr.

7rAac7T-ds moulded, formed.]
A small separate portion of Bioplasm generally

less than the thousandth of an inch in diameter.

(Beale).
1883 WRIGHT Dogm. Scept. 9 Lionell Beale, who originated

the valued method of staining red all bioplasts in living

tissues. 1884 HAVWARD in Daily AVzcs 19 Sept. 7/3 Some
maintaining that the germs were vegetable spores, whilst

others assert that they were animal bioplasts.

Hence Bioplastio a.

1877 SAINTSBURY in Academy 10 Feb. 112 The third

volume, where a Woman's College and a bioplastic professor
are introduced.

Biordinal (b3i,p-jdinal), a. (sb:< Math. [f.

Bi- pref? II + OBDISAL, f. L. ordo, ordin-, rank,

order.]
A adj. Of the second order.

1853 DE MORGAN Camb. Philos. Trans. IX. iv. 2 It is de-

sirable to invent single words to stand for the phrases
' of

the first order,'
' of the second order,' etc. I propose prim-

ordinal, kiordinal, etc. The word differential may be dis-

pensed with, since these adjectives are understood to apply
to differential equations only.

B sb. A linear differential equation of the

second order : see ORDINAL.
1881 SIR J. COCKLE in Athena-uin 268 [Paper entitled]

'

Supplement on Binomial Biordinals.'

Biorlinn, variant of BIRLIKG.

Biostatic, biotaxy, etc.: see Bio- pref.

BiO'tic, a. rare. [ad. L. biotic-us, a. G. PHVTIKUS

pertaining to life, f. #ios life.]

1 1. Of or pertaining to (common ) life, secular.

1600 J. MELVILL Diary 118421 131 The quhilk to serve for

all those biotik matters, I thought well to be heir insert.

2. Of animal life
;

vital. So Bio'tical.

1874 MARTIN Kelts Min. Profit. I. 408 The idea that

there is a biotic rapport between man and the larger do-

mestic animals. 1847 CARPENTER in Todd Cycl. Anal, fr

Phys. 1 1 1. 151 Organization and biotical functions arise from

the natural operations offerees inherent in elemental matter.

1882 Pop. Sc. Monthly XXII. 168 The phenomena of irrit-

ability, assimilation, growth, and reproduction, which we

may comprehensively designate as biotical.

Biotite (bai-toit). Min. [after Biot, a French

mineralogist.] Hexagonal or magnesia mica.

1862 ANSTEU Channel hi. n. x. led. 2' 259 note, The ordi-

nary varieties of mica (not biotite". 1878 LAWRENCE Cotta s

Rocks Class. 21 The geological area of biotlte.

Bioue, obs. form of BEHOVE.

Biouae, biovac, obs. forms of BIVOUAC.

Bipalmate (bsipaHm^t), a. Hot. [f.
Bi- pref.'

3 + PALMATE, f. L. palma palm (of the hand).]

Doubly or subordinately palmate : applied to

compound leaves having a palmate arrangement



BIPARIETAL.

on secondary petioles which are themselves palm-
ately arranged on the primary petiole.
i8&t in WEBSTER. 1878 MASTERS Henfrey's Bat. 63 Bi-

or tripalmate leaves are very rare (.Araliacex).

Biparietal (barparai'/tal), a.
[f. Bi-//.2 5

+ PARIETAL, f. L. farict-em wall.] Joining the

two parietal bones of the skull.

1857 [see BITEMPORAL]. 1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. <$ Phys.
V. 183/1 The bi-parietal diameter of the foetal head.

Biparous (bi-paras), a.
[f.

Bi- />/? 2 + L.

-parus producing (parpre to produce) + -ous.]

Producing two at once (in time or place).
1731 in BAILEY II. 1880 GRAY Bat. Tcxt-bk. 399 Biparous,

as a cyme of two rays or axes.

t Biparta-tion, Obs, f. BIPARTITION.

Biparted (baipa-jted), a.
[f.

Bi- pref? I or 6
+ PART, -KD

;
cf. following words.] = BIPARTITK.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. fret, in Holinshcd II. 5/2 His
arnies and ensigne . . were biparted, being of two sundrie

changes. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. iv. xx. (1597) 93 Our
byparted crowne, of which the Sloyetie is mine. 1725
BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Umbone, An Umbone which they
call double-pointed, or biparted, as in the Peony.

Bipartible (bsipautib'l), a.
[f.

L. bipartire
after L. partibilis.~] Divisible into two parts.
1847 in CRAIG. 1880 in GRAY Bot. Text-bk. 399.

Bipartient (baipautient), a. and sl>. [ad. L.

bipartient-em, pr. pple. of bipartire to divide into

two parts, bisect, f. hi- two +partire to divide.]
A. adj. That divides into two parts.

1678 in PHILLIPS. 1857 FALCONER in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Sac.

318 The longitudinal, mesial, bipartient cleft.

B. sb. A number which divides another into two
equal parts, without leaving any remainder.
1819 REES Cycl. s. v., Thus 2 is a bipartient to 4.

Bipartile (baipSMtoil), a.
[f. L. bipartire 'see

prec.), after L. par/His.} = BiPAKTiBLE.

8^7
in CRAIG.

Bipartite (baipa-Jlsit), a. Also 6 bipartite,
bypartite. [ad. L. biparfitiis, pa. pple. of bipar-
Ure

;
see BIPAKTIEJTT.]

1. Divided into or consisting of two parts.
1574 NEWTON Health Mag. Pref. i Such indications [are]

bipartite and devided into two panes, that is to witte

Conservation, and Preservation. 1603 FULBECKE Pan-
dectes 3 A bipartite diuision of the yeare into winter and
sommer. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. viii. 2 (1643) 386 A bi-

partite hoof. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 307/2 A correspond-
ing gland, .of large size and bipartite.

b. Divided between or shared by two.
1618 BOLTON Floras I. ix. 22 The authoritie . . should bee

now but from yeere to yeere and bipartite. 1658 W. BUR-
TON Itin. Anton. 65 This bipartite, or joint-power.

C. Bot. Divided into two parts nearly to the

base.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1872 OLIVER F.lem. Bot. 11. 162 Observe
also the. .bipartite calyx of Common Furze.

2. in Law, of a contract, indenture, etc. : Drawn
up in two corresponding parts, one for each

party.
1506 Bury Wills (-&y>) 106 My present testament and last

will bipertite. 1392 WEST Symbol. I. 47 These deedes
indented are not only bypartite . . but may be tripartite.

Bipa'rtitely, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] In a

bipartite manner ; in or into two parts.
1656 DuGARD Gate Lat. Unl. 584 A Man is divided bi-

partitely into Soul and Body.

Bipartition (bsipaiti-Jan). [n. of action f.

bipartire : see prec. and -TION.] Division into two
parts ; (viewed either as action or result).
1652 SPARKE Prim. Dcvot. (1663) 321 These imitating fire

..may easily be conceived to spread into a bipartation.
1684 T. BL-RNET Th. Earth 284 The form, qualities, and
Legist, xviii. i note, Done in the way of bipartition, di-

bipartition of the primaeval earth. 1865 W. PALGRAVE
Arabia I. 352 The fact of the great bipartition of the Arab
race is certain.

t Bipatent, a. Obs. [ad. L. bipatcnt-cm, f. bi-

twice, in two ways +pa/?nl-e>/i lying open.]
'

Open
on both sides.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.

i Bipe'clie, Obs. Forms: i bepaecan, 2-3
bipeohe(n. J'a. t. 2-3 bipehte. Pa. pple. I be-

paeht, 2-3 be-, bipaht, -pauht, 3 bipeiste. [OE.
bcpsecan, f. bi-, BE-+/ara to deceive.]
trans. To cheat, deceive, delude.
c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. ii. 16 For bam be he bepx-ht wzs

fram bam tungel-witejum. 1154 O. E. C/iron. (Laud MS.i
an. 1132 Te king was welneh bepaht. c 1200 Trin. Coll.
Horn. 213 In chepinge man bipeched o5er. a 1300 fragt/i.
Sev. Silts in E. E. P. (1862) 19 per is mani man bipeijte.
Hence f Bipe'ching vbl. sb., deception, fraud.
riaoo Trin. CM. Horn. 213 J>e grune of hindre . bat is of

bipeching.

Bipectinate, -ated (bsipe-ktinfit, -^ted), a.

[f. Bi- pref.- I + PECTINATE, f. ~L. pecten, pectin-em
comb.] Having two margins toothed like a comb.
1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anal, t, I'liys. II. 892 The bipectinated

antenna; of many moths. 1870 ROI.I.JCSTON Anint. Life 40
The four bipectinate gills.

Biped (bsi-ped), s/i. and a. [ad. L. biped-cm, f.

bi- two +pcdem (nom. PCS') foot
;

cf. F. biphic.]
A. sb. A two-footed animal.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Kp. in. iv. 114 Neither biped

nor quadruped oviparous have any [stones] exteriorly. 1609
TYSON Orang-Oiit. 91 Our Pygmie is . . tho' a Biped, yet of

871

the Quadrumanus-kind. 1814 Miss MITFORD Village Ser.
i. (1863) 39 Those fastidious bipeds, men and women.
B. adj. Having two feet

; two-footed.
1793 SOUTHEY Nondcsc. i. Wks. III. 59 His drivers goad

the biped beast. 1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. IV.
1297/1 The purely biped progression of Man.
Bipedal (bai-p/dal), a. [ad. L. bipedalem two

feet long, f. bi- two +pedcm (pa) foot. The modern
senses are derived from prec. sb.]
t ! Two feet long. Obs. rare.
c 1420 1'allad. m llusb. vi. 185 Erik bipedal chaneled

bryng on lofte.

2. Having two feet, two-footed, biped.
1607 TOPSELL Fom-.f. Beasts 425 Three kindes of Mice, of

the which some are called Bipedal or two-footed. 1760
Life ofCat 106 His bipedal fellow-creatures. 1830 LYKI.L
Prmc.Geol.(i&js) 1. 1. ix. 153 These bird-reptiles, .were more
or less completely bipedal.
3. Of, pertaining to, or caused by a biped.
1833 LYELL Elem. Geol. xxi. (1874) 371 The bipedal im-

pressions are for the most part trifid. 1872 NICHOLSON
Palxont. 467 Man is distinguished . . by his . . bipedal pro-
gression.

Bipedality (batpidse-Hti). [f. prec. + -ITY.]
The quality of being two-footed.

1847 LEWES Hist. Philos. (1853) 301 Rationality, morality,
bipedality, and all the other substantial attributes. 1882
Academy 15 July 41/2 Personality no more 'involves'
mortality, .than it involves bipedality.

f Bipeda-neous, a. Obs.-" [f. L. h'pedanetis.]= BIPEDAI,. Blount Glossogr. 1656.
f Bipe*dioal(I, a. Obs.- 'Two foot long.'
Cockeram 1(123.

Bipeltate (baipe-lWt), a.
[f.

Bi- pref? i +

PELTATE, ad. L. pcltatus ;
f. L. pelta, a. Gr. irtA-n;

shield.] Having a defence like a double shield.

184^6
in BRANDF.

Bipeimate, -ated (bsipe-ndt, -cited), a.
[f.

Bi- pref* i + PEXNATE, ad. L. pennatus, f. penna
feather, wing.] Two-winged.
1713 DERHAM Phys. Tlieol. vm. iv. note, All bipennated

Insects have Poyses joyn'd to the body.

Bipenniform , b3ipe-nif(>.im), a.
[f. Bl-/;v/. I

+ PEKNIKORM.] Feather-shaped on both sides.

1842 E. WILSON Anat. I'ade M. 136 Or bipenniform, con-
verging to both sides of the tendon.

Bipartite, obs. f. BIPARTITE
;

cf. L. bipertirc.
Bipetalous: see ~Ki- pref:* i.

f Biphyllous, a. Obs. rare-',
[f. ~Bi-pref.- i

+ Gr. <pv\\-ov leaf + -ous.] Two-leaved, bifoliate.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 153 A very small exterior bi-

phyllous cup.

t Bipi-l(en, i<. Obs. [f. BE- 3 + ME. pihn to

PEEL.] trans. To deprive of the peel or bark.
Hence Biprliung -vbL jA, peeling.
a 1225 Ancr. A*. 148 Heo haueo bipiled mine figer. Ibid.

150 Vor \>e uormeste bipiliunge. -nis buten of prude.

Bipinnate (baipi-n^t), a. [ad. mod.L. bipin-
natus : see Bi- pref.- 3 and PINNATE, f. pinna
wing.]
1. Doubly or subordinately pinnate ; see quot.
1794 MARTVN Rousseau's Bot. xxi. 301 The leaves are

doubly winged or bipinnate. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. \.

vii. 77 A leaf becomes twice pinnate (bi-pinnate) when the
common petiole, instead of bearing leaflets, bears secondary
petioles upon which the leaflets are pinnately arranged.
2. Zool. Having feathery appendages in opposed

pairs.
1856-8 W. CLARK I'an der Hoevens Zool. II. 63 Tail . .

without spur, bipinnate above. 1868 WRIGHT Ocean World
vi. 142 Pennatula . . with polypes on bipinnate wings.

Bipi'nnated, a. [f. as prec. + -ED,]
=
prec. i .

1842 RICHARDSON Geol. (1856) 182 Leaves bipinnated.

Bipinnatifid (baipinortifid), a. not.
[f. Bi-

Pref* 3 + Pi-VN'ATiFiD.] Of leaves : Pinnatifid,
with tlie primary lobes or pinnce themselves simi-

larly divided. So BipinnatipaTted, -paTtite,
Bipinna'tisect, -se'cted.

1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 83 Leaves .. sinuate-pin-
natifid, or bipinnatitid. 1870 BENTLEY Bot. 153 If the
divisions are themselves divided in a similar manner to the
iamina itself, the leaf is said to be bipinnatifid, bipinnati-
partite, or bipinnatisected.

Biplicate (bi-p-, bai-plik<?tt), a.
[f. 'Ri-pref.-

2 + -plicate, ad. L. plicatus folded.] Twice folded.
1861 in HENSLOW.

Biplicity (bai,plrsfti). [f. Bi- prcf? II
; cf.

duplicity.'] Twofold state or quality.

1751
in BAILEY II ; whence in mod. Diets.

Bipolar ,b3ip<T"-laj\ a.
[f. Bi- pref? i +

POLAR.] Having two poles or opposite extremities
;

in Phys. applied to nerve-cells connected with the
nerve-fibres by two prolongations.
1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. ff Phys. V. 282/1 The vaso-gang-

lions of the eel . . are bipolar. 1865 MANSFIELD Salts 4
This bipolar, two-membered system.
fig. 1810 COLERIDGE Friend ix. (ed. 3! III. 171 Philo-
sophy being necessarily bipolar. 1873 E. WIIITK Life in
Christ in. xix. (1878) 254 The Divine Nature is reveak-d
as bi-polar, or of double aspect.

Bipolarity (baipulos-riti). [f. prec. + -ITY.]
Bipolar quality or state.

BIRCH.

Printed at Zweibrlicken (Deuxponts, Biptnitinm)
in Bavaria, in the latter half of the i8th c.

Biporose: see ~&i-prcf.- i, 2.

t Bipre-ne, -preoue, v. Obs. [ME. f. hi- BE-

pref. 2 +pretm-en to PREEN.] To pin, or nail fast,
to fasten down.
cizjs Signs Death loin 0. E. Misc. (1872

> lot Leyf> be on
be"re . And bi-preonej> be on here . And doj> be ine putte.

Bipuuctate (IwipP'ijkWt), a. [ad. mod.L.
liipimctatus, f. hi- twice + punctatus pointed.]
Having or marked by two punctures or points.
1864 in WEBSTKR.

BipUUCtual (bsipznjktifml), a.
[f. Bi- pref?

i + PUNCTUAI., f. as in prec.]
=

prec.
1731 in BAILKV ; whence in mod. Diets.

Bipupillate, -pyramidal : see Bi- pref.
2 i.

Biquadrate (li|kwo-drcit), a. and sb. Atath.

[t.~tii-prcfi + QUADRATE, ad.l^.quadratus squared.]
The square of the square (power or root) ;

the fourth

power in arithmetic and algebra j= BIQUADRATIC.
1706 PHILLIPS, Inquadrate,. .the foul ih Power in Arith-

metic and Algebra. 1806 HLTTON Course Math. I. 171 Its

. .cube (a'5 }, or biquadrate (a 1
!. Ibid. I. 203 The biquadrate

root of i6rt* 96a
: u'+ 2i6<7 ,v : 2i6rt-t- s

-i-8i.r*.

Biqua^drate,
' Math. [f. prec.] trans. To

raise (a number) to its fourth power.
1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 70 Performed by squaring, cub-

ing, biquadrating, etc. of the terms.

Biquadratic b3i|kw(Tdroc-tik),ff.andrf. Math.

[f. Hi- prcf? + QUADRATIC : see prec.]
A. adj. Pertaining to the square of a square, or

fourth power, of a number.
Biguadratit conation: an equation in which the unknown

quantity is raised to the fourth power. Itiqitadratic para-
bola '. a curve of the third order, having two infinite legs
tending the same way. Biquadratic mot : the square rout
of the square root (of a number).
1668 PKLI. in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men I. 132 The Latin

paper concerning biquadratic equations. 1694 /'////. Trans.
XVIII. 70 By extracting .. the Cubick, Biquadratick
Roots, etc. of the Terms. 1804 YOL-XC in Phil. Trans. XCV.
74 Determined by the solution of a biquadratic equation.
B. sb. a. The fourth power of a number, b.

A biquadratic equation.
1661 PELL in Rigaud Corr. Sci. ATcn I. 132 This biquad-

ratic hath not four possible roots. 1727 CHAMBERS Cycl.,
Biqitadratick, the next Power above the Cube. 1798
WOOD in P/iil. Trans. I.XXXVIII. 369 In cubics and hi-

quadratics, the imaginary roots were found to be of this

form, a+ ^/ -ff1 . 1838 HALI.AM /fist. Lit. I. i. ix. 5 5 The
method of solving biquadratics.

Biquarterly : see \\\- pref* 4.

Biqueste, biquethe : see BF.IJ-.

Biquintile (bsi.kwi-ntail, -il). Astro!, [f.
])i-

prcf.- + QITIXTILE.] An aspect of the planets, when
they are distant from each other twice the fifth

part of a great circle, that is, 144 degrees.
1647 LILLY Chr. Astral, iii. 32 Kepler, .hath added some

new ones [aspects], as follow . . A Biquintill Bq consisting
of 144 degrees. 1686 GOAD Celcst. Bodies i. ii. 30 The Bi.

quintile will look for some Respect. 1727 in CHAMQI RS

Cycl.', and in mod. Diets.

Biquour, obs. form of BICKER sb^

t Bir, v, Obs. impcrs. Forms : Prcs. i byrefl,

,', burj), birj), 4birt, birs, beres.bers. Pa.t. \ by-
rede, 3-4 burd(e, bird(e, byrd. [OE. byriuu
impers. (more usually retyrian), cogn. w. OX.
byrja, OIIG. pttrjan. MUG. baren, biini to lift or

hold up, MDu. biiren, borcn, Du. ieuren to lift :

OTeut. *bnrjan ;
f. root her- BEAR. Franck con-

nects the primitive sense of '

lift, raise' with that

of OE. tebyridn (Jyriati), Ger. gebiihren, by sup-

posing the latter to have been orig.
' to arise, come

up (as an event), occur, happen, befall, fall to as

an occurrence, whence "fall to as a share, right,

duty, etc." '] To fall to, pertain, belong ;
to

behove, be proper.
1950 Lindisf. G. Mark iv. 38 Ne to 8e tiyreS {Riulm:

E-

:

byre5] b;et we sie dead? ^975 Rnshiv. G. Matt. xii. 4 pa
ne byrede him [Lindisf. neron fcelefed, Ags. G. naerun
m alyfede] to etanne. ^71300 Cursor Al. 17164 Birt be

thine apon mi pine, e 1325 Metr. Ham. 2 On the bird be
his mast thouht. Ibid. 10 Forthi bers us trow thaim. Ibid.

84 Wei birs us blis the denvorthelye. c 1375? BARBOUR St.
Martha 152 Me byrd be blyth pat sycht to se,

Bir, obs. form of BIRR.

Biradiate, -ated: see Bi- pref? i.

Birall, -ell, obs. forms of BERYL.
BiramOUS (bahvi-mss), a.

[f.
Bi- pref.- i +

L. ramns branch.] Two-branched.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. vi. 276 Biramous swimming

feet. Ibid. 277 The first pair of biramous appendages.
t Birb. Obs.rare~'L

. A minute barb or beard.

1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821) 183 Their . . birbs as
stiff and as strunt as bristles.

Birbine, variant form of BEARBINE.
1860 PIESSE Lab. Chew. Wond. 113 Wild roses and bir-

bine, two stragglers of my walk.

Birch (baatj), sb. Forms : a. i bero, beoro
?beoreh), byre. /3. i birciao, byrce, biroe,
3-6 birche, ts-6 byroh(e. 4- biroh

;
north. 4-5

byrk(e, 4- birk. [OE. had two forms : (i) berc,
beorc str. fern. ~- ON. bjprk (Sw. bjiirk, Da. birk) :



BIRCH. 872 BIRD.

*far<i- str. fern.; ^2) OE. bierce, byrce, birce,
in Epinal Gl. birciae, wk. fein. = OHG. bir\i}cha
(MHG., mod.G. bit-he) :-OTeut. *liirkjdn- wk.

i fern., a derivative of *berk&- (cf. the two forms
. bdkA- and bokjSn- BEECH). An Indo-Germanic tree
. name : OAryan *bhcrgo-,.*bhcrga- : cf. Skr. bhurja
a species of birch, Lith. bcrias, OSlav. brtza. The
OE. birce gave ME. birche, mod. birch ; the north-

ern form birk reaches to Morecambe Bay and
Lincoln : cf. CHURCH, KIRK.]
1. A genus of hardy northern forest trees (Bctula\

having smooth tough bark and very slender branches.

a. esp. The common European species (B. alba]
which grows from Mt. Etna to Iceland, and from
Greenland to Kamtschatka, and is distinguished

among the other forest trees by its slender white
stem ; its twigs, bound in bundles, have furnished

brooms, and the 'birch' for flogging. Also called

Lady Birch, Silver B., White B.
; the \\ eeping or

Drooping Birch (B. pcnduld} is a variety.
(In OE. Vocabularies berc, birce, translate both L. betitla

and populns. i

a 700 Epinal Gl. 132 (also^"^4- Cott. , Bet[nl}a t
berc arbor

dicitiir. 792 Popiilus, birciae [Ct'rflns birce]. a 1000

Riine-poei 18 Beorc by3 bleda leas, a 1000 /KLFRIC Gloss,

in Wr.-Wulcker Vtv. 138 Popiilus, byre. Betithts, byre.
L 1000 Sajr. Leeclui. II. 332 Nim teps rinde . . berc rindc.
c 1050 Wr.-Wiilcker I'oc. 361 Betuliis, byrce. 469 Popii-
1ns, byrce. -1300 A*. Alis. 5242 Beches, birches of the
fairest. 1375 BAKBOI'R Bruce xvi. 394 Byrkis on athir syde
the way. c 1386 CHAI/CKK Knts. T. 2063 As oke, fir, birch,

aspe, alder, holm, poplere. 1398 TRF.VSSA Barth. De P. K.
x\n. clix. 114951 708 Therwyth houses ben swepte and
clensyd . and many called this tree Byrche. 1551 TURXKK
Ht?rbal(i$f&\ 66 Byrche . . serueth . .for betynge of stub-
borne boyes. 1577 B. GOOGK Heresbach's llnsb. (1586) 102

Birch . . is a tree very meete for woodes. 1801 SOUTHKV
Thalaba XI. xxiii, The Birch so beautiful, Light as a lady's
plumes. 1839 SOL'THEY Sir T. More I. 121 Directly oppo-
site there are some . . steps of herbage, and a few birch. 1830
TKNXVSON- Dirge i, Shadows of the silver birk Sweep the

green that folds thy grave. 1874 BI.ACKIE Self-Cult. 42
The fragrant breath of birches blowing around him.

b. Dwarf Birch \B. naiiii , a low wiry shrub
found on Scottish moorlands and in continental

Europe and North America ; Paper Birch or

White B. of America (B.papyracea), a North
American species, so called from the brilliant white
colour of the bark, of which the Indians build

birch-bark canoes
; Cherry Birch ft. Icnta), also

called Sweet Mahogany, or Mountain B., a na-

tive of N. America, with fragrant lea\ es. Numerous
other species are known : and the name is popu-
larly applied to other genera, as the West Indian
Birch Burstra gummifera, NO. AmyriJacciv].
1875 HIGGINSON Yng. Folks' U. S. Hist. iii. 17 The canoe

was made of the bark of the white-birch.

e. The wood of this tree.

a 1400 Sir Ptrc. 772 A fyre brynnande Off byrke and of
akke. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 262 Birch is also

a very common wood.

d. The plural birks is often used in the north

in the name of a wood or grove of birches.
a 1724 D. MALLET Song

' The Birks of Endermay.' 1794
BUKNS Birks Aberfeldy, Let us spend the lightsome days
In the birks of Aberfeldy. 1855 Whitby Gloss., Birks, a

coppice or small wood in which the growth chiefly consists

of birches.

2. A bunch of birch-twigs bound together to form
an instrument for the flagellation ofschool-boys and
of juvenile offenders; a birch-rod.

[.1440 Rone Flor. 1518 He bete hur wyth a yerde of

byrke. 1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. I. iii. 24 The threatning

twigs of birch.] 1648 HERRICK Upon Pagget, Hesp. (1869'

67 Pagget, a school-boy, got a sword, and then He vow'd
destruction both to birch and men. 1730 SWIFT Sheridan 's

Sitbm. Wks. 1755 IV. i. 260 I've nothing left to vent my
spleen But ferula and birch. 1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. u.

iii, Were he [the Schoolmaster] to walk abroad with birch

girt on thigh. 1835 MARRYAT Joe. I'aithf. v.

3. A canoe made of the bark of the Canoe or

Paper Birch [Bctula papyracea).
1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 129 Never use the word

canoe, .if you wish to retain your selfrespect. Birth is the
term among us backwoodsmen. 1884 E. HALE Christmas
in Narrag. i. 10 To paddle a birch across the lake.

4. Comb, and Attrib., as birch-broom, -kiunvc,

-leaf, -stalk, -tree, -wand, -wood; birch-fringed,

-shaded, adjs. ; birch camphor, a resinous sub-

stance obtained from the bark of the Black Birch

(B. nigra} ;
birch oil, an oil extracted from the

bark of the birch, and used in the preparation of

Russia leather, to which it gives its smell
;
birch-

rod = BIRCH 2
; birch-water, the sap obtained

from the birch-tree in spring ; birch-wine, wine

prepared from birch-water.

1762 CHURCHILL Glwst n. 306 Hark ! something scratches

round the room ! A cat, a rat, a stubb'd * birch-broom. 1796
MRS. GLASSE Cookery xxii. 348 Scrub them well with a little

*birch-broom or brush. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. iii, That
it [the soul] .. could be acted on through the muscular in-

tegument by appliance of ''birch rods. 1879 Act 42-3 Viet.

xlix. 10 Such young person to be. .privately whipped with
not more than twelve strokes of a *birch rod by a constable.

1530 PALSGR. 198/1 *Byrche tree, boulliav. 1876 GRANT
-i4rgh Sfh. Scot. n. v. 196 Striking some on the hand with

a *birch-wand. 1663 BOYLE Usefulness Nat. Philos. it. iv.

103 The great commendation . . given to this *"Birch-water.

1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. HoHsckpr.{\y]%} 325 Boil twenty
gallons of *birch water. 1681 Land. Gaz. No. 1616/4 *Birch-
Wine rightly prepared, and made of the Sap of Birch
Trees. 1853 LINDLEY I'eg. Kingd. led. 3* 252 *Birch Wine
has a popular reputation as a remedy for stone and gravel.
1849 SOL-THEY Corn-pi. Bk. Ser. n. 615 Horns made uf

*birch-wpod. 1860 G. H. K. J'ac. Tour 135 The old "birch-
woods still linger here and there.

Birch, v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To punish with a birch rod
;
to flog.

[Not in RICHARDSON; nor in TODD 1818.] 1830 MARRYAT
King's ihi'H xlvii, Like a school-boy ordered up to be
birched. 1845 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs v, At Eton . . he was
birched with perfect impartiality.
2. To drive (knowledge) into (a boy) by flogging.
1883 American VI. 214 Greek and Latin were birched into

them while they were young.

Birchen (bJrjtpn), a. Forms: 5-6 birkin,
byrchen, -in, 6-7 birchin, 7 burchin, 5- birchen,
(north.} birken.

[f.
liiRCH sit. + -EN 1

.] Of, per-

taining to, or composed of birch ;
of or pertaining

to the birch used in flogging.
<: 1440 (ra-w. fy Gofagrasi. 3 1 Matz.)Birkin bewis about boggls

and wellis. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Ark.) 41 Two birchen
trees. 1536 TINDALE ^-^.(1573) 166 We say of a wanton
child, .he must be annpymed with byrchin salve. 1^56 |.

HEYWOOD Spider # F. iii. 19 Our maide with hir birchin
broome. 1611 BEAU.M. & FL. Knt. Burn. Pestle iv. 64 And
now the Bui-chin Tree doth bud that makes the Schoolboy
cry. 1749 FIKLDIXC; Tom Jones v. xi, Unless you had the
same birchen argument to convince me. 1808 J. MAYNK
Siller Gun 28 i JAM.) Birken chaplets not a few* And yellow
broom. 1833 l-'rascrs Mag. VII. 137 Boyhood sheds its

flood of birchen tears. 1865 PARKMAS Champlain\K. (1875)

300 Canoe-men, in their birchen vessels.

Bi'rching, vbl. sb. ff. BIRCH v. + -IXG 1
.]

A
whipping with a birch rod, a flogging, t To send
one to Birching (Birchin, Birchen} Lane : i. e. for

a whipping (with a punning reference to Kirchin

Lane in London). Nares.
n 1845 HOOD To I. Walton 33, I poked his rods aiul Hues

in the lire, and his father gave him a birching.

Bird
.;
barer . Forms : 1-5 brid, i north, bird,

3-5 bridd, 3-6 bryd, 4-5 bridde, bred(e, 4 berd.

4-6 byrd(,e, 5 brydde, 5-7 birde, 5- dial, brid,

5- bird. PI. birds : formerly briddas, -es, -is,

ys, -us
; birdas, -es. [ME. byrd, bryd: OE. brid

masc. (pi. briddas}, in Northumbrian bird, birdas

offspring, young,' but used only of the young of

birds. There is no corresponding form in any
other Teutonic lang., and the etymology is un-

known. If native Teut., it would represent an

original *bridjo~z : this cannot be derived from

BROOD, BREED, and even the suggestion that it

may be formed like these from the root *bru- (see
BKOOD" appears to be quite inadmissible.]
1 1. 1. orig. The general name for the young of

the feathered tribes
;

a young bird
;

a chicken,

eaglet, etc.; a nestling. The only sense in OE. ;

found in literature down to 1600; still retained in

north, dial, as (
a hen and her birds.

1

rtSoo Corpus Gl. (O. E. Tc.rts) 1687 Putins, brid. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Luke ii. 24 Twa turtlan o55e twegen culfran
briddas [Lindisf. fy Ritshw. birdas, Hatton briddes]. a noo
in Wr.-Wiilcker I'oc. 318 Pnllus, cicen od5e brid. c isoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 49 Duue fedeS briddes. a 1300 /:. H.
Psalter Ixxxmjiv]. 4 And be turtil [findes] . . a neste par he
mai with his briddes [WYCLIF, briddis, bryddis] reste. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xi. 348 Some, .bredden, and brou5tenfortn
her bryddes so al aboue be grounde. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W.
de \V. 1531) 13 He. .cheryssheth vs, as the egle her byrdes,
1592 WARNER Alb. Eng. vm. cxli. (1597' 200 The Pellicane
theare neasts his Bird. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, \\. i. 91
That Princely Eagles Bird. 1822 GALT Entail Ixv, The
craw thinks its ain oird the whitest.

fb. The young of other animals. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Matt, xxiii. 33 5e eddris, and eddris briddis.

1398 TREVISA BartIt De P. K. xii. v. (1495)415 In temperat
yeres ben fewe byrdes of been [

= bees]. Ibid. xin. xxvi.

(1495* 458 All fysshe .. fede and kepe theyr byrdes. .1440
Gesta Rom. \. vii. 16 A serpent made his nest . . and bro5t
forthe his briddis there. 1591 BRUCE n Serm. Yviija (JAM.)
They wald ever be handled as Tods birds. 1397 ^ c* 7 7as>
I, 1427 (title} The Woolfe and Woolfe-birdes suld be slaine.

f C. transf. A young man, youngster, child, son.

Obs. (In later times onlyy?^. : cf. chick, chicken.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 22381 [Anticrist] bat ilk warlau bridd

[Fair/, warlagh brid, Trin. bulke fendes brid]. Ibid. 9811
Qua-sum on sinlk a bird [Jesus] wald thine \G6tt. brid].

(-1330 Amis *f Amil. 15 The berdes bold of chere. 1559
Homilies i. Good H'ks. IT. (1859) 54 To follow his own phan-
tasie, and (as you woulde saye) to fauoure his owne byrcle.

1566 KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 125 His bastard byrdis
bear some witness. 1571 Scot. Poems i6t/i C. (1801) II. 280
Thea dispard birds of Beliall.

d. A maiden, a girl. [In this sense bird was
confused with bitrdc, BURD, originally a distinct

word, perhaps also with brydde BRIDK ; but later

writers understand it as tig. sense of i or 2.]

111300 Cursor M. 7131 [Delilah] Jwit birde [v.r. bride,

bryde, bruyd] was biddande bald. Ibid, 10077 [Mary] bat

blisful bird [v.r. berde, byrd, buyrde] of grace. < 1325 /'.

E. AlliL P. A. 768 Maskellez bryd >at bry?t con rfambe.

r 1400 1 "TI /< *> Ga'ii>. 3313 That he ne might wed that bird

bright, c 1485 Digby Afyst. (1882) in. 356 }e bewtews byrd
[Luxuria], I must yow kysse. 1611 SHAKS. C^wi. iv. ii. 197
The Bird is dead That we haue made so much on. 1804

CAMPBELL Ld. Ulliris Dan. vi, And by my word ! the

bonny bird In danger shall not tarry. 1816 SCOTT Old.
Mart, xli,

'

Peggy, my bonny bird/, .addressing a little girl
of twelve years old.

2. Any feathered vertebrate animal : a member
of the second class (Aves} of the great Vertebrate

group, the species of which are most nearly allied

to the Reptiles, but distinguished by their warm
blood, feathers, and adaptation of the fore limbs
as wings, with which most species fly in the air.

Now used generically in place of the older name FOWL,
which has become specialized for certain kinds of poultry,
and by sportsmen for wild ducks and wild geese. In this

sense, bird^ ME. Md, is found in the south c 1300 ; it ap-
pears to have been extended from the young of birds (sense
i) at first to the smaller kinds, Chaucer's 'smale foules.'

So late as a century ago, Dr. Johnson says 11755-73) 'In
common talk fowl is used for the larger, and bird for the
smaller kind of feathered animals'; and this distinction
still obtains to some extent dialectally. (In Scotland large
birds e. g. hawks, herons, are '

fowls,' small birds, as well as

chickens, are '
birds. 'j A further process of specialization

(cf. the histories offowl, deer^ beast^ seems still to be in

progress in regard to bird) as witness its technical use

by game-preservers (sense 3).

a 1225 Amr. R. 102 Eni totSMe ancre . . )>et bekeS euer
utward ase untowe brid ine cage. Ibid. 134 peos briddes
habbeS nestes. c 1385 CHAUCER L, G. IV. 1753 On morwe,
whanne the brid began to'synge. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De
I 1

. K. v. xxviii. ( 1495) 138 Amonge birdes the popyniaye
and the pellycan vse the fote in stede of an honde. c 1432-50
tr. Higden (1865) I. 99 A brydde callede fenix. 1475 Bk.
Noblesse 59 By augures and divinacions of briddis. 1526
TINDALE Matt. viii. 20 The bryddes of the aier have nestes.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. I'llI, iv. i. 89 The Rod, and^Bird of

Peace, and all such Emblemes. 1631 T. POWELL Tom All
Trades 166 As free as bird in ayre. 1770 M. BRI'CE Cuckoo
v Sweet bird ! thy bower Is ever green. 1798 COLERIDGE
Anc. Mar. v. He loved the bird that lo\ed the man Who
shot him with his bow. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cxiv, The
happy birds that change their sky To build and brood.

3. Sport. A game bird
;
with game-preservers

spec, a partridge, jig. Prey, object of attack.

1506 SHAKS. Tarn. Skr. v. ii. 46 Am I your Bird, I meane
to shift my bush. 1609 DKKKER Lanth. $ Candle-Lt. Wks.
1884-5 HI- 243 The Bird that is preid vpon, is Money.
1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle, The lieutenant, .was my bird,
and I had disabled him by a sabre-cut. 1877 Daily News
1 Oct. 5/1 It is impossible to avoid admiring the bird for

although the partridge has usurped the designation, after

all the pheasant is a bird which can inspire such master-

pieces of felonious skill. Mod. Reports from the northern
moors say the birds are very wild.

4. In various_/^. applications, chiefly from sense

2
;
as in reference to the winged or noiseless flight,

or soaring of birds ;
to their confinement in cages

(cf. GAOL-BIRD) ;
to their song; to the Latin rara

avis rare fowl, rarity. Arabian bit'd phoenix.
1588 Marprel. Epist. tArb.i 30, I hope to see you in for a

bird. 1593 Pass. Morrice 79 She song ere long like a bird

of Bedlam. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II', v. v. 113 We beare our
Ciuill Swords. .As farre as France. I heare a Bird so sing.

1606 Ant. <y Cl. iii. ii. 12 Oh Anthony, oh thou Arabian
Bird ! 1610 . Temp. iv. i. 184 Prosp. This was well done

(my bird', t 1799 Miss ROSE in Rose Diaries -1860; I. 212

There were strange birds getting about my father. 1833
MARRYAT/'. Simple xxxix, A little bird has whispered a
secret to me. 1875 B. TAYLOR Faitst I. xvi. 159 There must
be such queer birds however.

6. Phrases, t A bird of one s own brain : a con-

ception of one's own. -f The bird in the bosom :

one's own secret or pledge, one's conscience.

Birds of a (- one) feather \ those of like character.

\John Greys bird '.see quot.).

1550 HALL Chron. 2 Saiyng, when he was diyng ; I haue
saued the birde in my bosome : meaning that he had kept
both his promise and othe. c 1575 GASCOIGNE Fruites
It'arre cxxxi, The Greene knight was amongst the rest

Like John Greyes birde that ventured withe the best. 1580
in Hazlitt Proi\ 11869) 2^3 Perceiving them to cluster to-

gither like John Graves bird, nt dicitur, who always loved

company. 1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr, Acatt. n. 523, I

take it to be a bird of their owne braine. 1600 HOLLAND

Livy xxvi. xl. 615 As commonly birds of a feather will flye

together. 1608 D. T[UVILL] Ess. Pol. <$ Mar. 90 b. A prying
eye, a Hstning eare, and a prating tongue are all birds of

one wing. 1633 D. LUPTON Lond. ff Carbon. 57 The Tayler
and Broker are Birds of a feather. 1757 W. THOMPSON R. A'.

Advoc. 13 note, Birds of a Feather flock together. 1818

SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxii, I trow thou be'st a bird of the same
feather. 18*0 Abbot viii, Thou hast kept well, .the bird

in thy bosom.

6. In many proverbial expressions.
c 1440 Genfrydes 4524 Some bete the bussh and some the

byrdes take. i$3 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 145* Who may
have a more ungracious lyfe Than a chyldis bird and a

knavis wyfe? a 15*9 Agst. Ganteschc 197 That byrd ys
nat honest That fylythe hys owne nest, c 1530 R. HILLF.S

Com.-pl. Bk, (18581 140 A byrde yn honde ys better than

three yn the wode. c 1530 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture 579 in

Babees Bk. 118681 98 A byrd in hand . . is worth ten flye at

large, c 1600 Timon iv. 11.11842) 62 Tis well. An olde

birde is not caught with chaffe. 1653 ASHMOI.E Theatt.

Chew. Ixii. 225 A Chyldys Byrde, and a Chorlys Wyfe,
Hath ofte sythys sorow and mischaunce. 1655 GURNALL
Chr. in Arm. 118451 46 Man. .knows not his time, .he comes

when the bird is flown. 1656 HOBBES Liberty, etc. (1841)

1 17 T. H. thinks to kill two birds with one stone, and satisfy

two arguments with one answer. 1823 GALT Entail Ivi, It's

a foul bird that files it's ain nest. Prov. The early bird

catches the worm-

II. In combinations.

7. With some defining word connected by of, as

bird of Jove, the eagle ;
bird of Juno, the pea-



BIRD.

cock ; also, a hnwk
;
bird of paradise, a bird

belonging to the family Paradiscidn*, found chiefly
in New Guinea, and remarkable for the beauty of
their plumage ;

Bird of passage, any migratory
bird

; bird of Washington, the American Eagle
(Falco lencoccphalus) bird ofwonder, the phoenix.
1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, v. v. 41 The Bird of Wonder dyes,

the Mayden Phoenix. 1620 MELTON Astrobg. 21 Impostors
. . like the Birds of Wonder, flye the light of the Citie.

[1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims \\. vii, They brought vs . . two
Paradice Birds.] 1638 WILKINS Nm> World \. (16841 "75
The Birds of Paradise, .reside Constantly in the Air. 1667
MILTON /*. /,. xi. 185 The Bird of Jove, stoopt from his aerie
tour. 1733 POPE Song Person QiuiL, See the bird of Juno
stooping. 1791 E. DARWIN Hot. Gard. n. 26 note. The arrival
of certain birds of passage. 1850 Jrnl. hid. Archifel, IV.
182 The birds of paradise are natives of New Guinea, 1868
WOOD }[omes without //. xxviii. 532 The well known Bald-
headed Eagle, sometimes called the Bird of Washington.
8. General combinations : a. objective with pres.

pple., vbl. sb., or agent-noun, as bird-alluring,
'

ing, -echoing, -fancier, -netting, -seller, -stujfcr,

-stuffing-tenting, b. instrumental, a&bird-conjnrcr,
-divination, -diviner, -ridden, ) -speller, c. para-

synthetic and similative, as bird-eyed, -fingered.
d. attrib. (of or pertaining to birds", as bird-

architecture, -chorus, -flight, -music
; (connected

with the scaring, catching, selling, or training of

birds), as bird-boy, -fair, -man, -net, -pole, -shop.
Also bird-like, adj.

1653 WALTON Angler -s\. 206 This 'Bird-Angler standing
upon the top of a steeple to [catch swallows]. 1742 FIELD-
ING y. Andrews II. x,

*
Bird-batting, .is performed by hold-

ing a large clap-net before a lanthorn, and at the same time

beating the bushes. 1850 Hoitseh. H'ds. I. 545 You shall be

*bird-boy when the sowing season comes on. 1580 HOLLY-
BAND Treas. Fr. Tang., Pippf, a little pipe the which *bird
catchers doe vse. 1687 R. LESTRANGE Ansiv. Diss. 7 The
Skill and Address of 'Bud-catching. 1381 WYCLIF Dent.
xviii. 14 Thes gentils . . *brydd coniurers and dyuynours
heren. Jer. xxvii. g Sweueneres, and *brid deuyneres.
1670 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. in. 68 Now this *Rird-divina-
tion was gathered chiefly by the flying or singing of Birds.

1590 PasqitiTs Apol. l. Ciij, The fellowe is 'bird eyed, he
startles and snuffes at euery shadow. 1773 HARRINGTON in

Phil. Trans. LXIII. 283 The "bird-fanciers will not keep
them. 1587 GOLDING De Mot-nay xvii. 270 Reteyning no-

thing. .of her "birdlike nature. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der.
viii. Ixi. 550 His "bird-like hope, .soared again. 1697 Lond.
GHZ. No. 3269/4 At Black Joe's, the German 'Bird-man . .

canary-birds. 1729 M. BROWNE Pise. EcL'g. viii.
(i77_3' 119

The Fisher on the green-sea.deep, And *Birdsman in the
osier copse. 1796 MORSE Ainer. Geog. II. 17 The *birdmen
or climbers . . bringing away the birds and their eggs.
'533-4 --1ft 25 Ifen. VIII, vii, By means of any wele, butte,
net, *berd net of heare. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xiv. 4

Birdspellers and other heathen soothsayers. 1835 BECK-
FORD Recoil. 163 These *bird-ridden dominions. 1861 Du
CHAILLU Eaitat. Af>: xv. 274 After dinner ^bird-stuffing
goes on. 1864 Times 18 May,

' '
Bird-tenting

'

in England
means shooting birds or scaring them away . . in Australia . .

preserving birds with the most assiduous care.

9. Special comb. : bird-call, an instrument for

imitating the note of birds, in order to attract or

decoy them
;

Bird- (or bird's) cherry, a wild
fruit tree or shrub (Primus Padus] bearing a
small astringent drupe ; but formerly, the Wild

Cherry (/'. Aviiini} ; Bird-fly, a fly ^Ornithomyia)
which lives under the plumage of birds

; bird-

fountain, a glass vessel of special construction
for caged birds to drink out of; t bird-gaze,

auspice ; fbird-gazer, an augur ; bird-mouthed
a., having a mouth like a bird ; hence, unwilling to

speak out, inclined to mince matters (o/is.'] fBird-
nut, a variety of walnut

; bird-organ, a small

organ used in teaching birds to sing ; Bird-pepper,
kinds of capsicum (C. baccatum and fmtesccns) ;

bird-seed, canary-seed, hemp, millet, plantain,
or other seeds given to caged birds

; bird-spit,
a spit for roasting birds on, ^ftg. a rapier ;

bird-
witted a., lacking the faculty of attention, flitting

fromsubject to subject. Also BIRD-BOLT, BIRD-CAGE.
a 1625 FLETCHER Bl. Brother iv. ii, Tis Pippeau That is

your "bird-call. 1773 BARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LXIII.
272 Easily imposed upon by that most imperfect of all in-

struments, a 'bird-call. 1597 GERARD Herbal
'

\\\. cxxx. 9
The Birds Cherry-tree, or the blacke Cherry-tree, .vsed for
stockes to graft other Cherries vpon. 1863 KINGSLEY
Water Hab. (ed. 2) 15 The *bird-cherry with its tassels of
snow, c 1865 LETHUBY in Circ. Sc. I. no/i Constructed
on the principle of the "bird-fountain. 1587 GOLDING De
Mornayxxn. 335 Cato wondered how two *Birdgazers could
meet . . or looke one vpon another without laughing. 1610
HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod T1,6 They [the disciples] were
not 'bird-mouthed unto him [Christ]. 1837 GALT in Eraser's
Mag. XVI. 24 I am not deemed ''bird-mouthed on peremp-
tory occasions. 1676 WORLIDGE Cyder(\f*)i\ 227 Called the

^Bird-nut, from the resemblance the kernel hath to a bird,
with its wings displayed, .after the nut is slit in the middle.

1786 P. BROWNE Jamaica 176 'Bird
Pepper.

The capsule
and seeds, .are used by most people in these colonies. 1607
Miseries Rtif. Marr. in Hazl. Dodsl. IX. 563 Put up your
*bird-spit, tut, I fear it not. 1605 BACON Adv. Learning
11. (1861) 228 If a child be *bird-witted, that is, hath not the

faculty of attention, the Mathematics givelb a remedy
thereunto. 1658 USSHER, Ann. vi. 360 [He] proved . . but
a "bird-willed man.
10. Combinations of bird's (chiefly similative) :
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a. gin. i
as bird's-beak moulding ,see quot.) ;

bird's-mouth, an interior or re-entrant angle cut

out of the end of a piece of timber.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 191 Fitted . . to its

hearings, and to the newel, with a re-entrant angle, or
bird's mouth. 1862 RICKMAN Goth. Archit. 15 The mo.st

complex of all mouldings is the birds-beak. 1876 GWII.T
Archit. Gloss., Bird's-bcak moulding, a moulding which
in section forms an ovolo or ogee with or without a fillet

under it followed by a hollow.
b. esp. in plant-names ; e.g. Bird's bill, Tri-

gonclla omithorhynchus ; Bird's bread, the .Small
Yellow Stone-crop (Sedum acre) ; Bird's eggs,
the Bladder Campion (Si'fcne injtata) ;

Bird's
Orchis

; Bird's Pease
; Bird's tare, a species

of Arachis
; Bird's tongue, applied to numerous

plants, usually in reference to the shape of their

leaves, as the Greater Stitchwort {StcUaria holo-

sfea), the Common Maple, Scarlet Pimpernel,
Great Fen Ragwort (Scnecio patudosus), Ornitho-

glossum ; also the fruit of the ash-tree. See also
Bum's EVK, BIRD'S FOOT, BIRD'S NKST.

1597 GERARD Herbal i. cxiii. 11633) 213
* Birds Orchis.

The flowers . . like in shape unto little birds, with their

wings spread abroad ready to fly. 1713 J. PETIVER in Phil.
Trans. XXVIII. 211 Winged "Birds Pease or Ochre. 1597
GERAKD //(V<W Table Supp., 'Birds Tongue is Stitch-wort.
Ibid. n. clxi, Knot grasse is called .. in the North "Birds

tongue. 1770 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1830.) III. xix. 939
Senceio palitdosus. *Bird's-tongue Groundsel.

Bird vbaid), v. Also 6 bryd. [f. prec.]
1. intr. To pursue birdcatching or fowling.
1576 GASCOIGNE Steel Gi. Epil., Till they have caught the

birds for whom they bryded. 1580 BARKT Alv. B 707 To
birde, foule, or hauke.

1 2. To bird off\ to
'

pick off' with a musket, etc.

(as a sportsman a bird). Ol>s. rare.

1700 RVCAUT Hist. Turks iii. 151 Their Men wading over
a marshy Ground . . sticking in the Mire, were birded oft"

and killed with Musquet-shot.

Bird, pa. t. of BlB v. Oh. to pertain, befit.

t Bi'rd-bolt. Obs. Also 6-7 burbolb, 7
birdboult.

[f.
Bum sb. + BOLT.] A kind of

blunt-headed arrow used for shooting birds.
c 1440 Pronip. Pan 1

. 50 Brydbolt or burdebolt, ef>itiliiinr.

^1553 UDALL Royster D. (1869) 43 Mery. He hath in his
head, distance. As much braine as a burbolt. 1601 SHAKS.
Tivel. N. i. v. 100 To take those things for Bird-bolts, that

you deeme Cannon bullets. 1659 in Burton Diary (1828)
III. 541 You can never make a bird-bolt of a pig's tail.

1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. viii. 209 The wooden headed
bird.bolts of the Middle Ages.

b. atlrib., as in birdbolt-shot.

1553-87 FOXF. A. ff A/. (1596) 1887/1 Only one, which was
a byrdbolt shot off. 1626 BACON Syh'a 249 Some Bird-bolt

shot, ur more, from the River of Seane.

Bird-bolt, variant of BURBOT sb.

Bird-cage (b5-jd,kt
T
id^). [f.

BIRD sb. + CAGE s/>.]

1. A cage or coop for a bird or birds. Hence
Bird-cage-like a.

1490 Test. Ebor. III. 57 Dej lez bird-cage. i66z GERIUKR
Princ. 17 Those who seem to have had for Models Bird-

Cages. 1784 COWPKR Ace. Hares in Poetns u8n) II. 425 I

was cleaning a bird-cage while the hares were with me.

1663 GKKIUKR Connsel 46 Fit for substantial Structures,
but not usual in Lime and Haire Birdcage-like-Huildings.
c 1662 EVELYN Lett, to T. ('/tiffing in Memoirs, etc., Rare
Beasts & Fowls . . presented to bis Majesty, & which are

daily sent to his Paradise at St. James's Parke. 1691 MOSKS
PITT Cries of the Oppressed 105, \ built a great House in

Duke street, just against the Bird-Cages in St. Jame's Park.
[Hence the name Birdcage H'alk.}

2. Sporting. The paddock at the Newmarket
race-course in which horses are generally saddled.

1884 Sf. fames' Gaz. i May 7/1 All the favourites were

brought into the birdcage.
Brrd-dom. nouce-wd. [f. as prec. + -DOM.]

Birds collectively ;

' the feathered creation.'

1884 G. FENN Sw. Mace i. 5 All bird-dom breaks into song.

t Birde. Ol>s. [App. short for *jcbirde : OK.

gebyrd'o
'

birth, lineage '; cf. BntTH (of which
Matzner and Stratmann treat this as a variant'.]
1. Birth; offspring. (ME. instances doubtful.)
[u 1000 Crist (Gr.) 65 WitRan cyjxlon Cristes ^ebyrd.]

a 1225 Acr. fi. 158 pauh J?e engel Gabriel hefde his burde
[other MSS. burot] ibocked. a \yxtCursor M. 20281 (Gott.)
lie l>at I bare, ^at blisful bird \Cott. brid, Land breth, Trin.

bir|?e. But see BIRD sb. ic.J

2. Family; nation.

((890 K. ALFRED Bxda ii. vii. (Bosw.*, Of Ssere cynelican
^ebyrdo.] < izoo ORMIN 2052 An |>att wass off hire kinn, &
all off hire birde. Ibid. 8358 Far till Issraa;less land Inntill

pin a^henn birde.

Birder (baudaj). [f. BIRD v. + -ER 1
.]

1 1. A bird-catcher, a fowler. Obs.

1481-90 Htnvard HoaseJi. Bks. 379 My Lord gaff to a
bynler of the Queries xx. d. 1551 TURNER Herbal \. Fvb,
Byrders. .lynie the twyggesandgo a batfolynge wyth them.
1623 BRETON Strange Xt"ives(ifyfa 13 And like good birders

kindly knew a Bunting from a Larke.
2. A breeder of birds.

1827 CARLVLE Germ. Rom. III. 151 His father . . who in
winter had been a birder.

3. A local name for the wild cat.

1864 Xorthainpton Herald 2 July, In the woods of Rork-
ingham and liurghley, it is known by the name of birder.

Bi*rdery. nonce-wd*
[f.

BIRD sb. + -ERY.] A
collection of birds ; birds collectively.

BIRD'S-EYE.

1831 Black*. Mag, XXX. 260 The Birdery of North
America, it may be said, belonged to him.

Brrdhoocl. rare.
[f. BIRD sb. +-HOOD.] The

state or condition of a bird.

1884 Cent. Mag. XXVIII. 483 The vigor of waxing bird-
hood thrills my throat.

Birdie (baudi). [f. BIRD sb. + -IE, -Y-*.] A
little bird, a dear or pretty little bird.

1792 RI;RNS Braes o' Ballochmyle, Ye birdies dumb, in

with'ring
bowers. 1864 TENNYSON Sea Dreams 281 She-

sang this baby song. What does little birdie say In her
nest at peep of day?
Birdikin (bS'idikin). rare.

[f. prec. + -KIN,

dimin.] A little bird.
a 1864 THACKERAY is cited by WEBSTER.

Birding (baudirj), vbl. sb. arch. [f. BIRD v.]
1. The action or sport of bird-catching or fowling.
1S^9 J- SANFORD Agrippajs I'an. Artcs 122 An other

exercise of Hunting, which is termed Fouling, or Birding.
1605 YKRSTE<;AN Dec. Intell. iii. < 1628163 The great pleasure
hue tooke in his youth in birding. 1729 M. BROWNE Pise,

l-'.clog, viii. 11773) no Two Swains who are exercised in

Birding. [1852 THACKERAY Esmond i. iv. Lord Castlewood
would take the lad . . a-hunting or a-birding.]

b. fig. and fransf.
[1-1460 T&uweley Myst. 79, I have.. of hir byrdyng hir

upbrade, And she not gylty is.J 1624 FLETCHER Rule a
ll~i/e\. i. (1776155 Do you go a birding for all sorts of

people? 1636 in Burton Diary (1828) I. 178 They .. go
a birding for sheriffs every year. 1708 MRS. CENILIVRI:
linsie Body i. i, A birding thus early !

f 2. A taking aim, as at a bird. Obs.
a 1678 MARVELL Loyal Scot, LHe] entertains . . his timr,

- . With birding at the Dutch.
3. attrib.

1588 Lane. $ Chesh. Wills III. 12 To Robt. Lcftwiche
my birdinge piece with a little borne ilaske. 1598 SMAKS.
Merry II7. iv. ii. 59. 1613 J. [DENNVS] Angling in Arb.
Garner I. 153 Like to the pellet of a birding bow. 1669 J.
ROSE Eng. I 'ineyard 1,1675) 28 When the fruit is of the si/e

of birding-shot. 1673 Lond. Gaz. No. 751/4 A plain Birding
Gun, in a Red Leather Case. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxxv, To
crack off his birding-piece at a poor covey of partridges.

Birding, -yne, obs. forms of BURDEX.

Birdinsek, obs. form of BURDEXSAK.
Birdless (ba-jdlt-s). [f.

BIRD sb. + LESS.]
Void of birds

;
deserted or unfrequented by birds.

1508 Balaitc in Sibbald's Scot. Poetry I. 155 A birdless

cage ; a key withouten lok. 1797 HOLCKOFT Stolberg's
Tra"\ (ed. 21 II. Ixiii. 426 The Greeks gave it the appella-
tion of Aornos : or birdless.

Birdlet boudlet;. [f.
as prec. + -LET.] A

little or tiny bird.

1867 LONGK. Dante s Purg. xxxi. 61 The callow birdlet.

Bird-lime ^baudloim),j. [f.
as prec. + LIMK sb^\

A glutinous substance spread upon twigs, by
which birds may be caught and held fast,

(-1440 /V<w/. J\ir--. 50 Brydelyme, vise us. 1578 LYFK
Dodoens -j^i With the barkes of Hulme they make Bird-

lyme. 1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 368 It would draw out into

lung tough strings, like Bird-lime. 1863 THORNBURY True
as Steel II. 152 Love .. is like birdlime; the more we
struggle, the more entangled our wings get.

b. fig. and fransf. Also attrib.

1562 A. SCOTT .V. J 'ere Gift, Kirk-mennis cursit substance
semis sweet Till land-men, with that leud burd-lyme are

knyttit. 1626 T. H. tr. Canssin's Holy Crt. 86 O what a

strong birdlyme U a benefit ! All generous birdes are taken
with it. 1705 VANBRUGH Confcder. v. 2 That birdlime
there stole it. Ibid. in. ii, My rogue of a Son has laid his
birdlime fingers on it.

Bi'rd-lime, v.
[f. prec. sb.] trans. To smear

or catch with (or as with) bird-lime. Hence Bird
limed///- a -

1580 HOLLVBAND Trfas. Fr. Tongt Engine, birdlimed.
1618 HOLYDAY Juvenal vi. 100 It bird-limes her poor hus-
bands lips. 1791 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Rights of Kings
Wks. 1812 II. 427 Some .. bird-limed Fly. 1802 SOUTHKV
Lett. 11856) 1. 195 If. .any very desirable house were vacant
..that would perhaps birdlime me.

Bi'rd-limy, a. [f. as prec. + -Y*.] Of the nature
of bird-lime ; sticky.
1658 ROWLAND Monjfet's Theat. Ins. 1069 They smeer it

over with a birdlimy glutinous spittle.

Birdling ^ba-jdlirj). [f.
BIRD sb. + -LINO.]

A little or young bird, a nestling.
1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh 250 Nestled birdlings.

1878 Masque Poets 36 The birdling in the tree.

Bird-nest : see BIRU'S-NEST.

Bird's-eye, sb. and a. Also bird-eye.
I. sb. 1. A name given to several plants with

small round bright flowers.

a. A species of Primula (P.farinosa] having
pale lilac flowers with a yellow eye ; formerly
called Birdes cycn, and now also more fully Bird's-

eye Primrose. The American Bird 's- eye is a

kindred species (P. pusilla).
b. Germander Speedwell {Veronica cham&drys^.

c.Speciesof^/^;//j(moreusuallyyy/^^a/V^i').
d. Robert's Geranium, and many other plants

locally: see Britten and Holland.

1597 GERARD Herbal ii. cclxi. 638 In the middle of euery
small flower appeereth a little yellowe spot, resembling the
eie ofa bird, which hath mooued the people . . to call it Birds
F.ine. 1731 MII.LEK Card. Diet., Adonis, or Flos Adonis,
Bird's- Eye, or Pheasant's-Eye. 1771 Ibid. Primula (Fa-

rinosat, called Birds' eyen. 1859 C. JOHNS Flowers Field
465 l^erom'ca Chamxdrys. A well-known plant, which,

110



BIRD'S-FOOT. 874 BIRLE.

under the popular names of Blue Speedwell and Birds-

eye, is a favourite with everyone. 1868 BURGESS OldEng.
Wild Fl. 104 The Bird's eye Primrose is . . somewhat like

an auricula. 1885 Longm. Ma%. 311 Blue Veronica, .some-
times called germander speedwell, sometimes bird's-eye.
2. A variety of manufactured tobacco in which

the ribs of the leaves are cut along with the fibre.

1861 SALA Tin. round Clock 40 A pipeful of the best Bristol

Bird's-eye.
II. attrib.

3. Of or belonging to a bird's eye ;
as in Bird^s-

eye view : a view of a landscape from above, such

as is presented to the eye of a bird
;
a perspective

representation of such a view ;
also fig. a resume

of a subject.
1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertite's Aneal. Paint, (1786) II.

145 It exhibits an almost birds-eye view of an extensive

country. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 96 A bird-eye landscape of

a promised land, a 1797 Let. Wks, 1845 V. 148 The go-
vernment . . have . . as it were a bird's eye view of every-

thing. 1859 C. BARKER Assoc. Pri'tic. i. 2 Presenting a

r^siefti/ or bird's-eye view of a subject.

4. Marked as with bird's eyes ; spotted. Bird's-

eye limestone : a lower Silurian rock of North

America, with eye -like markings. Birdes- eye

maple : the wood of the sugar maple when full of

little knotty spots, used in cabinet-making. BirJ*$-

eye Primrose, Tobacco: see 2, 3.

1665 PEPYS Diary (1879; III. 156 My wife very fine in a
new yellow bird's-eye hood, as the fashion is now. 1689
Lond. Gaz, No. 2440/4 A third [pair of stays] of Olive co-

loured Birds-eye Silk. 1841 THACKERAY Yellowpl, P, 22

He wore a white hat, a bird's-eye handkerchief, and a cut-

away coat. 1837 HAWTHORNE Anier. Note-bks. (18711 I. 81

Finished off with bird's-eye maple and mahogany.

Bi-rd's-foot, brrd-foot.
1. Applied to objects having the shape of a

bird's foot, as various plants, a. A small yellow
vetch {Ornithopus) ;

b. A small fern Cheilanthcs

radiata' ; c. = Bird's-foot Trefoil.

1578 LYTE Dodoens 486 Birdes foote is lyke to . . the wilde

vetche, but far smaller. 1794 MARTYX Rousseau's Bot. xxv.

366 The wild species [Lotus corniculatus\ is called common
Bird's foot. 1859 Miss YONGE T. Thumb xiv. 91 There the

scented thyme . . the glowing bird's-foot, and the tufted

milk-wort grow. 1865 GOSSE Land fy Sea (18741 Among
Ferns of humbler pretensions, the pretty little Bird-foot.

2. Bird's-foot 7'rcfoil or Lotas \ a yellow legu-
minous plant '.Lotus cornicnlatus], a native of

Britain
;
also applied to other species. So Bird's-

foot Fenugreek, Bird's-foot Violet.

1833 Proc. Bcrw, N'at. Club I. 29 Lotus decinnbcns^

Spreading J!ird's-foot Trefoil. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower.
PI. II. 97 Trigonella ornithopodiaides, Bird's Foot Fenu-

greek, .a very little plant .. and bearing very small yellow
flowers. 1882 Garden 29 Ap. 286/2 The Bird's-foot Violet

[is] one of the sweetest flowers we have seen.

3. Bird's-foot star, sea-siar ; an echinoderm re-

lated to the star-fish.

1855 KINGSLEY Glane its (1878) 167 The bird's foot star

(Paintipes mcmhranaceiis} . . crawling by its thousand

sucking-feet . . a pentagonal webbed bird's foot, of scarlet

and orange shagreen. 1862 ANSTED Channel Isi. n. ix.

(ed. 2} 237 The Cribclla, the sun-stars . . and the birds' foot

sea-star, are all represented.

Bi'rd's-nest, bird-nest, s/>.

1. (Usually two words) : The nest of a bird
;

spec, the edible nest of certain species of swallow
found in the Chinese Sea. Also attrib.

,
as in

birtFs-nest soup.
1599 SHAKS. Much Ado n. i. 229 A Schoole-boy . . oner-

ioyed with finding a birds nest. 1760 GOLDSM. Cit. Jl^.

xcvii, I am for a Chinese dish of bear's claws and bird's

nests. 1865 LONGF. Hiaw. Introd. 25 In the bird's-nests of

the forest. 1864 R. REID Glasgmv $ Env. 354 The [cotton]

yarns . . were imported in globular balls, pretty similar to

a bird's nest, and got the name of Bird-nest Yarns. 1871 M.
COLLINS Mrg. fy Mcrch. II. iii. 82 Ideas .. as strange to

an . . Englishman's brain as bird's-nest soup to his palate.

2. A cask or similar shelter fixed at the mast-

head of ships in the Arctic regions to protect the

man on the look-out
;
a crow's nest.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-Ik.

3. A name given to several plants : a. The
Wild Carrot (or its concave umbel) ;

b. Mono-

tropa Hypophitys c. = Bird's-nest Orchid.

1597 GERARD Herbal i. cccxci, Wilde Carrot . . The whole
tuft is drawne together when the seede is ripe, resembling
a birdes nest, whereupon it hath been named of some Birds
nest. Ibid. i. cvi. 176 Nidus avis, Birdes nest, .hath many
tangling rootes platted or crossed one ouer another verie

intricately .. It is esteemed a degenerate kinde of Orchis.

1848 W. GARDINER Flora Forfar. 84 Wild Carrot. This
Is the origin of our garden carrot, and is sometimes called

Bird's nest. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. V. 200 Order.

Orchidex . . (Common Bird's nest). 1870 HOOKER Stud.
Flora i. xliv. 12 Monotrofia, Bird's-nest . . a saprophyte
feeding on decayed vegetable matter.

4. Bird's-nest fern, a name given to various

exotic ferns from their habit of growth ; Bird's-

nest Orchid (Neottia Nidus-avis\ a plant, wild

in Britain, entirely of a brown feuillemort colour.

1858 W. ELLIS Vis. Madagascar xi. 285 The large bird's

nest ferns might sometimes be seen at the end of the trunk
of a dead tree. 1875 Miss BIRD Sandwich Isl. (18801 82

The glossy, tropical-looking bird's-nest fern, or Asplenium
Nidus. 1887 GoodWords^ Dec. 791/1 The Birds'.Nest Or-
chid wears the livery of withered leaves.

Bi'rd*s-ne:st, bird-nest, v. [Inferred
from the gerund bird's nesting, which was much
earlier in use ; cf. nutting, to mit^ etc.] intr. To
search for bird's nests.

1856 ]. GRANT Black Drag, xlvi, A thicket of fir-trees, in

which I had often bird-nested. 1875 A. HOPE My Schoolboy
Fr. 148 They went to birdnest in the morning. 1877 Hon.
Jlfiss Ferrard II. ii. 227 A solitary magpie, birdsnesting.

Brrd's-ne:sting, bird-nesting, vbl. sb.

[f. BIRD'H NEST sb. + -ING!; cf. nutting.'] The
action or occupation of searching for birdVnests.

1772 BARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LXII. 314 note, Birds-

nesting is confined almost entirely to hedges, and low shrubs.
1806 DUNCAN Nelson 9 He. .went out a bird's-nesting. 1881
Alacm. Mag, XLIV. 347 Where is the schoolboy who has
not a strong love for bird-nesting?

b. attrib. and ppl. a.

1848 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 273 A man . . whose bird-

nesting days were spent in the woods near Gilford. 1859
HELPS Friends in C., Ser. n. II. viii. 157 Not that he is a
birds'-nesting boy.

t Bi rcl's-iiie, -nye. Obs. {Nye for EYE, as

in my nye = myn eye \ An obsolete vulgar term
of endearment ; cf. pig's-nie.
1661 R. DAVENPORT City Night -C. n. inZ?<&&v(i78o)XI.

289 Oh, my sweet birds-nie ! What a wench have I of thee!
Ibid. 306 iVythee, sweet birds-nye, be content.

Eire, obs. form of BYRE.

Bireade, -rede, birein: see BEKEDE, BERAIN.

t Bire'dien, v. Obs. [ME., f. bi-
t
Tte- + redien

to make READY.]
1:1205 LAY. 4198 We scullen OUR bi-redien.

Bireme (barn'm), a. and sb. [ad. L. biremis,

adj. and sb., f. bi- two, twice + remits oar.] A.

adj. Having two banks of oars. B. sb. A
galley having two banks of oars.
1600 HOLLAND Livy vn. vi. 1399 iwfc, The forme of a

bireme gaily. 1662 J. BARGRAVE Pop? Alex. I'll. (18671
118 Their byremes & tryremes being but pitiful boats. 1697
POTTER Autiq. Greece in. xivi 1715* 125 Betwixt an Unireme
and Bireme, consisting of a Bank and a Half. 1858 RAWLIN-
SON Herodotus I. 290 note, Biremes were probably a Phoe-
nician invention.

t Bire'liie, v* Obs. [ME., f. bi-, TtE-+rcwen:
OE. firemen (in \VSax. hricman, hryman) to cry

out.] trans. To call out at.

c 1200 Trin, Coll. Horn. 29 Nu shalt [Jni] . . biremen him
ml3 euel wordes.

Biretta ibire-ta). Also 6 berretta, barretta,

9 beretta, birretta. [a. It. berretta and Sp. bir-

reta {
= Pr. berreta, barreta, F. barettc}, found

beside the masc. forms Pr. birrct, Beam, berrcto,

Catalan barct, F. beret: late L. birrctum cap, f.

bin-its (byrrims) a cloak or cape of silk or wool,

prob. ad. Gr. irvppos flame - coloured, yellow.]
The square cap worn by clerics of the Roman
Catholic Church ; that of priests being black, of

bishops purple, of cardinals red.

1598 BP. HALL Sat. iv. vii. 52 Or his berretta [1599 Bar-

retta] or his towred felt. 1865 Pall Mall G. 3 Oct. u Near
his church, he should of course wear the beretta or priest's

c;ip. 1881 Athenaeum 21 May 693/2 He has a black shock
of hair escaping under a red biretta.

tBiretl'sy, v. Obs. Forms ; i behr6owsian,
2 bireusien, 3 bireowsen, Orm. bireowwsenn,
-rewwsenn, bi-, byreusy(e. [OE. bchrcowsian,
f. "Bib* + hrtowsian to be sorry : cf. MHG. berin-

wescn, beriusen to be sorry for.]
1. trans. To be sorry for, repent of ,a sin, etc.)
(iooo /ELFRIC Grant, xxxiii. 207 Pa-tntere, behreowsjan.

c life Lamb. Horn. 97 pa ^et heore sunnan bireusia<5. ciioo
ORMIN 13631 BirewwseJ>)> inn hiss herrte . . hiss missdede.
i" 1315 SHORFHAM 43 Ac senne . . To bi-reusy he proveth.
2. To feel sorry for, have pity on i^a person).
ri275 Sinners Beware 341 in O.K. Misc. 83 t>e milde and

J>e clene . . NulleJ> heo neuer ene By-reusy ne bimene.

t Bireu'sing, vhl. sb. Obs. Also i behr^ow-
sung, 2 bireusinge, bireusunke, 3 bireousinge,
-unge, birewsunge. [f. prec. + -1NG 1

.] Repent-
ance, compunction, ruth.
iiooo ./ELFIUC Grant, xxxiii. 207 Paenitentia^ behr^ow-

sung. (izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 49 Bireusinge of ure fule
sinnes. a 1225 Ancr. R. 372 pe uormeste bitternesse is bi-

reousunge & dedbote uor sunne.

j Birewe, v. Obs. Forms : 3 bireowen,
birewen, 4 birue, 4-5 birewe, 5 biriwe. [ME.
bireowtn, birewcn, f. bi-, BE- 4 + reowen, rewen :

OE. hreowan to RUE.]
1. trans. To repent of, rue ; also impers.
c 1200 ORMIN 4506 Whase ma^^ . . innwarrdli^ bireowenn

itt. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xn. 250 pough }?e riche. .birewe

j?e tyme pat euere he gadered so grete and gaf . . so litel

2. To feel sorry for, pity (a person).
^1300 in Wright Pop. Treat. Sc. 137 Thu makest the se

t
= so] he3 her, and noman nelt bi-rue. c 1449 PECOCK /?*/*?-.

ii. xvii. 253 V schal neuere biriwe 3011.

t Birewness. Obs. Only in 3 bireaunesse.

[f. ME. rewnesse, after the prec. vb. Cf. MHG.
beriuwenisse^] Commiseration, compassion, ruth,

pity.
a 1225 A tier. R. 66 Uor }>\ jjict [he]. ,J?urh ^e bireaunesse

crie Crist inwardliche merci uor ou.

Birgand(er, obs. form of BERGAXDER.

Birges, obs. form of BRUGES (satin).

Birie^n, Biriel(e, obs. ff. BL-RGH, BURY, BURIAL.

Birimose (baiTaim^o's), a.
[f.

Bi- pref* i +

RIMOSE, ad. L. rimosus full of cracks.] 'Opening
by two slits.' Gray Bot. Tcxt-bk. 1880.

t Biri'pe, v. Obs. [ME., f. bi-, BE- + ripen :-
OE. ripan to REAP.] trans. To pluck the fruit of.

a 1300 E. E. Psaltcr\xx\\. 13 [Ixxx. 12] And bi-ripe it [the

vineyard] alle J>at gane for-bi |?e wai.

t Biri'Se, v. Obs. [ME., f. bi-
t
BE- + Arisen

= ONorthumb. n'sa, short for gerlsa, Q&,tertsan
to become.] To become, befit ^only in 3rd pers.).
c ivj<La.nib. Hom. in Wisdom biriseS \veran and clenesse

birisao wifan. c 1205 LAY. 9821 pingges ^>e birise6 \c 1250

bi-come})] to seiche kinge.

Birk, -en, -in, north, forms of BIRCH, BIRCHEN.

t Bi'rken, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec.] trans. To
beat with a birch-rod, to birch.

Chr. Relig. Appeal Bar Reason 91 (U They . . bir-

kened those they met with, from the rump to the crown of

the head.

Birkie (bauki, Sc. be'rki), sb. and a. Sc. Also

birky. [Connexion has been suggested with ON.

bcrkja to bark, boast, which might do for the

sense, but the form is uncertain.]
A. sb. 1. A familiar or jocular term for a man,

often connoting self-assertion, crustiness, or the

'having a mind of his own' ; sometimes slightly

depreciatory
= '

strutting fellow,' but often, like

'fellow,
1

'carle,' 'chield,' without definable force.

1724 RAMSAY Poems (1800192 (JAM.) Spoke like ye'rsell,

auld birky ; never fear. 1795 BURNS A Man's a Man iii,

Ye see yon birkie ca'd 'a lord,' Wha struts, an' stares, an' a

that. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. x\\ t Folks may speak out

afore they birkies now. 1836 J. MAYSE Siller Gun in

Chambers' Hum. Sc. Poems 126 Auld birkies, innocently
slee, Wi' cap and stoup.

2. A game at cards,
'

Beggar-my-neighbour.'
1777 BRAND Pop. Antiq. 11849) H- 396 - l8z7 J- WILSON

Noct.Ambr. Wks. 1855 1.302 Catch me at the cards, unless

it be a game at Birky, for I'm sick o' Whust itself.

B. adj. Somewhat irrepressible, active, spirited.
1821 Ann. Par. Dalmailhig 40 (JAM.) Kate, being a

nimble and birky thing, was . . useful to the lady. 1822

Steam-Boat 38 i JAM. A gay and birky callan, not to be set

down by a look or a word. 1830 GAI.T Laivrie T. vi. viii.

i (1849) 289 A very fashions trade that of school-maistering
cither hardy lasses or birkey boys.

t Birl, v. Obs. [Etymology unknown
; perhaps

two words : with the latter quot. cf. PlRL.] trans.

To prick, pierce, or stab ;
to cover with punctures.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy xxn. 9061 Mony birlt on the brest, &
thebacket>irlet. 1552 HuLOET,Birled,powldred, or spangled,
claims [ed. 1572 clanatus}.

Birl (bad, Sc. bir'l), v. Sc. [A modern word:

apparently onomatopoeic ; having probably asso-

ciation with birr, whirr
t whirl, hurl, and Sc.

dirt, pirl, in all of which there is a reference to

vibration or rotation and its sound.]
1. intr. To move on with rotatory motion, as a

rifle bullet
; alsoyff.

1789 D. DAVIDSON Seasons 39 (JAM.) Now through the air

the auld boy birl'd.

2. To revolve or rotate rapidly and with cha-

racteristic noise.

1790 MORISON Poems 6 ijAM.) The temper pin she gi'es a

tirl, An' spins but slow, yet seems to birl. 1806 R. JAMIESON
Pop. Ball, II. 356 (JAM.) Coming frae the hungry hill, He
hears the quernie birlin.

3. trans. To cause anything to rotate rapidly ;

to spin (a coin in the air or on the table) ;
hence

to toss a coin on the table as one's contribution

to a joint fund, to contribute one's share.

1724 RAMSAY Poems I. 262 Now settled gossies . . Did for

fresh bickers birle. 11774 FERGUSSON CaulerOyst. Poems

(1845)8 There we adjourn wi' hearty foulk To birle our bodies.

1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxviii, I'll pay for another .. and
then we'll birl our bawbees a' round. i879jAMiESON Sc.

Diet. s.v. Btrl, Children put half-pence on their fingers to

birl them . . in the low game of Pitch-and-toss.

Birlady, -lakin : see BVBLADY, -LAKIN.

Birlaw, obs. form of BYBLAW.

t Birle, sb. Obs. Also i byrele, byrle, 2-3
birle, 3 borle, (Orm.) birrle. [OE. byrele, byrle,

str. masc., of uncertain etymology (perh. for earlier

byreli OTeut. type *burilo-z, f. bcran to BEAR).
The ON. byrli 'cupbearer,* byrla 'to pour out/
were prob. adopted from OE.] One who pours
out drink

;
a cupbearer, butler.

a iooo Re0wul/v$^ Byrelas sealdon win of wunder-fatum.
c iooo /ELFRIC Gen. xl. 20 paera byrla ealdor. c 1200 ORMIN
14053 Ace wel J?e birrless wisstenn. rx2o$ LAY. 24604 Beduer,
has kinges h.x3e birle [rx2>o borle, and so always].

Birle (bs.il), V. Obs. except dial. Forms : i

byrlian, 3 ( Orm.} birrlenn, 3-4 birlen, 5 bryllyn,

5-6 byrle, 6 birll, 8 birle (9 dial, burl), 6- birl.

[OE. byrelian, f. byrele : see prec.]
1. To draw or pour out (drink, to QfJorBKy one\
a iooo Cnthlac (Gr.) 840 J>one bitran drync, bone Ewe fyrn

Adame geaf, byrelade bryd Keon - fxzoo ORMIN 15396

puss birrlebj? defell & hiss peww A^ werrse & werrse
drinnchess. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Whs. III. 45 pei drinke . .

and birlen it to opere men. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 292 Sche

byrlyd whyt wyne and rede. cigioSKELTOS Elynonr RUM.
268 Dame Elynour entrete To byrle them of the best. 1548
HALL C/tvon. (1809) 605 Bacchus birlyng the wyne which by



BIRLEB.
the Conduyte.sin therth ranne to all people. 1851 N.ffQ. Ser.
I. III. 204/2 'Told me to burl out the beer . . and I burled
out a glass and gave it to him.' 1875 Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.)

40
'

Birl out th' beer.'

2. To supply or ply with drink.
a 1225 Anc. R. 226 He beonne mid tet, birlcS him ilome.

a 1325 Mttr. Horn. (18631 121
T'?*

111 birleshe thaim wit waikeru
[win], a 1800 Earl Richard iii. in Scott Minstr., She birled
him wi' the ale and wine.

3. iiifr. To carouse
; trans, to drink and pass

^the cup). (A modern pseudo-archaism.)
ft xSpo Ballad Sir P. Spetis i, Hie sits oor king in Dum-

fermline, Sits birlin at the wine. 1816 SCOTT Old. Mart, x,

Hirliug the brown bowl wi' the fowler and the falconer.
1818 Rob Roy xiy, The twa loons that did the deed birling
and drinking wi' him.

tBi'rler. Obs. or dial. Also burler. [f.
BIBLE v. + -Ell 1

.] One who pours out drink.
1:1440 Pronip. Parv. 51 Bryllare of drynke, or scherikare

[1499 drinkshankere], propitiator. < 1450 in Wr.-Wiilcker
Fr. 685//K- exelerarius, byrler. 1857 WRIGHT >;V(., Birler,
the master of the revels at a bidding-wedding in Cumber-
land. 1873 R. FERGUSON Ciiinberltt. Gloss., Barter, who
carries round the ale at the festivities in the Lake district.

Birlet, variant of BCKLET, a coif or kerchief.

Bi'rlie, bi'rley. Sc. A corrupted form of

BVKLAW, used in comb, birley-oourt, birlie-man.

(See also BUBLEY-.)
1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 74 Birlaw courts, the quhilks are

rewled be consent of neighbours. 1609 VLuH&Admtm. in
IVotlr. Soc. Misc. 587 Birlay Courtis. 1750 C. CAMPBELL in
Scots Mag. 11753) 454/2 I think it is quite right to have birlie-
men. 1791-9 Statist. Ace. Scot. IV. 512 (JAM.) Crawford
This_ towne consists of above 20 freedoms. This little re-

public was governed by a birley court, in which every pro-
prietor of a freedom had a vote. 1798 D. GRAHAM Hist.
John. C. Wks. 1883 II. 102 The good man being a sworn
birley-man of that barony. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xlii, Jamie
Howie, wha's no fit to be a birlieman, let be a bailie. 1866
Proc. Bc-nv. Xat. 261 Birley Courts, in the traditions of
the Borders a name for any particularly stormy meeting.

Birling (ba-jlin), vbl. sb. Obs. exc. dial. [f.

BIBLE v. + -ING 1
.]

The action of drawing or

pouring out liquor ; alsoy?^.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxiv. 7 [Ixxv. 8] Clialis of clere

wyn that is, birlynge of rightwis dome, c 1440 Promp.
Pant. 51 Bryllynge of drynke, propitiatio. 1818 Scon
Br. Lamm, xxiii, The Tod's-hole, an house of entertain-
ment where there has been mony a blithe birling.

II Birliim (Merlin). Forms : 6- birling, 7-
birlin, 8 birline, bierlin, 9 berlin, birlinn,
biorlinn. [Gaelic birlinn, bierlinn.'] A large-

barge, or rowing boat, used by the chieftains of
the Western Islands of Scotland.

1595 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 236 Running their

t
alleys, boats and birlings into a little harbour, a 1639
POTTISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1677) 468 With a number

of Birlings (so they call the little vessels those Isles-men
use\ 1793-9 Statist. Ace. Scot. VI. 292 He . . kept always
a bierlin or galley in this place with 12 or 20 armed men,
ready for any enterprise. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xl, A place
where their berlins and galleys, as they ca'd them, used to

lie. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. VI. Ixv. 39 No single chief
should keep more than one birling. 1883 STEWART Nether
Lochaber Ixi. 398 Receiving in return an eight-oared
birlinn.

Birmbank, variant of BERMBANK.
Birme, obs. form of BABM.

Birmingham (,b5-iminhaem). A town in

Warwickshire, in England. Used as a nickname
for the supporters of the Exclusion Bill in 1680

;

cf. ANTI-BIBSIINGHAM. Also, Birmiughamize, to

artificialize, make up artificially. Cf. BRUMMAGEM.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 343 In allusion to their

spurious groats, the Tory party had fixed on demagogues
who hypocritically affected zeal against popery, the nick-
name of Birminghams. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits v. 102
The manners and customs of society are artificial made-up
men with made-up manners; and thus the whole is Bir-

minghamized.

Birn 1 (bom). Mus. [a. Ger. him pear, from
the resemblance in shape.]
Mus. The portion of a clarionet or similar musical

instrument into which the mouth-piece is inserted.

Birn- (boan, Sc. bern). Sc. The charred stem of
burnt heath, whicli remains after moor-burning.
Hence Birny a., abounding in birns.

1713 PENNECUIK Poems 25 ijAM.) Toasting bannocks at

the birns. 1848 W. GARDINER Flora Forfar. 88 The fuel

used for boiling the water is either peats or birns. 1789 IX
DAVIDSON Seasons 4 (JAM). O'er the birny brae.

Birn(e : see BERNE, BL-RM v. and sb.

Birneist, obs. form of BURNISHED.

Birnie, birny, variant of BYRNIE, Obs., cuirass.

Birostrate, -ated (.bairfstrc't, -ed), a. [f.

Bi- pref.- i + ROSTRATE, ad. L. restrains, f. ros-

trum beak.] Two-beaked
; having a double beak

or two beak-like processes. 1847 in CRAIG.

Birotate .bsirju-uit), a. [f. Bi- pref:- i +
ROTATE a., f. L. rota wheel.] Two-wheeled.
1880 Scrihier's Mag. XIX. Feb. 483 The birotate chariot.

Birr (bai, Sc. berr). Forms : 4 bur, burre, biro,

4-6 bir, 4-5 bure, byre, 5 byrre, ber(e, beere,

beare, 5-6 byr, birr, 7 burr(e, beir(e, biere,

7-8 birre, dial, beer, 9 bir, dial, ber, 8- birr,

[a. ON. byrr favouring wind (Sw., Da. tor fair

wind, foul gale) : OTcut. *burjo-z (or buri-z), f.

875

beran to bear. Sense 3 is, in part at least, of

independent origin, imitating the sound which it

names, and is to be compared with BUHK.]
fl. A strong wind

; esp. one that carries a vessel
on. Obs.

i 13*5 Conception in Metr. Horn. Introd. 17 The bir it blew
als he wald bid. t 1325 E. E. Allit. P. C. 148 pe bur
ber to bit baft, J>at braste alle her gere. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 1*488 Thai .. puld vp hor sailes, Hadyn bir at here
backe.

2. The force of the wind, or of any moving
body; momentum, impetus; rush. To take or

fetch one's birr : to gather impetus for a leap by
a short run or (

ram-race.'

1382 WVCLIF Isa. v. 28 His wheles as the byre [1388 feer^
nesse] of the tempest. Matt. viii. 32 Loo ! in a greet
hire, al the droue \vente heedlynge in to the see. la 1400
Morte Artk. 3662 Brethly bessomes with byrre in berynes
sailles. c 1450 LONELICH Grail \\v. 419 And to hire he ran
with a ful gret ber. 1580 SIDNEY A rendin 54 Carried with
the Beere of violent loin,-. 1609 HOLLAND Ainin. Marcel.
xxn. viii. 197 And giving way backward fetch their fee><j

or beire againe. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Sautter, II rectile four
mieux sanlter, He goes backe to take burre, or to leape the
better. 1790 BURNS'Election Ball, iii, Thus I break atTwi'
a' my birr. 1867 K. WACOM O'.vd Blanket ii. 37 in Lnne.
Gloss.

t Thae'd no need to come i' sich a ber.

t b. A charge in battle
;
an attack, a fight. Obs,

e 1340 Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 290 I schal bide j?e fyrst bur, as
bare as I sitte. 1382 WVCLIF 2 Saw. ,\i. 23 We, the bure
made [Vulg. iinpettt facto], pursueden hem into the 5ate.
t 1400 Destr. Troy 11141 All the bent of bat birr blody be-
ronnen. c 1440 Bone Flor. 659 Garcy . . arayed hys batels
in that bere.

c. A thrust, a violent push or blow
; also^.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. />. A. 176 Such a burre myst make inyn
herte blunt, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1244 A ^onge knight . . suet
to be Duke With a bir on J>e brest, bat backeward he ?ode.
1830 GALT Lawrie T. in. xvi. (1849* 137 Dashed my head
with such a bir against the branch of a prostrate tree.

d. Bodily force exerted against anything, might.
4:1340 Gaiv. <y Gr. Knt. 2261 With alle be bur in his body

he ber it on lofte. 1382 WYCLII-' Jnines iii. 4 Shippes..
ben born aboute of a litel gouernayle, where the bire [////

fetus\ of a man dressinge shalwole. 1674 RAY X.C. IVds. 5

Beer, Birre, Beare, force, night. W^iVAawv/y&wrtChesh.),
with all my force. 1823 GALT Entail III. vii. 70 Ye need na
inair waste your bir about it.

e. Force of pronunciation, energetic utterance.

1825 LD. COCKBURN Mem. ii. 133 What the Scotch call the
Birr . . the emphatic energy of his pronunciation. 1827 J.
WILSON Xoct. Ainbr. Wks. 1855 I. 118 Just such a voice
. . in its laigh notes there's a sort of birr . . that betokuns

power. 1883 W. JOLLY J. Duncan x.\\i. 181 He told Charles
the story with great birr.

3. An energetic whirring sound, such as that

of a moor-fowl's flight, the running-down of a

clock, or the vigorous trilling of the letter r.

1837 R. NICOLL Poems (1842) 82 The birr o' Scotland'^

spinnin'-wheel. 1856 STRONG Glasgow \ Clufrs 207 Never
did a Parisian badaud rattle the R with greater birr. 1876
SMILES Sc. Natur. viii. (ed. 4) 136 The birr of the moorcock
and the scream of the merlin.

Birr (barr), v. [f. prec.] intr. To emit a whir-

ring noise
;

to move rapidly with such a noise.

Hence Bi'rring///. a.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis ix. i.\. 134 Ane gret staf slung, byr-
rand wyth felloun wecht. 1786 BURNS Tain Samson's El.

viii, Rejoice ye birring paitricks a'. 1791 A. WILSON Laurel
Disp. Poet. Wks. 125 The lasses' wheels, thrang birring
round the ingle. 1802 A. CAMPBELL in Tales Borders \,\%^"\

I. 157 They were both seated in the gig, and birring it on

merrily towards Carlisle.

Birretta, variant of BIRETTA.

Birse (bois, Sc. bers), sbl Sc. Forms : i byrst,

4brust,6byrs^s,birs. Pl.birses; also6-7byrss.

[In i6th c. birs, birss, for earlier bint : OE. byrstt

cogn. with OHG. burst> bursti, ON. burst (Sw.

borst, Da. borste)
(
bristle.' Only Sc. in later times.]

1. = BuiSTLE. (To lick the bii-sc : to pass a small

bunch of hog's bristles through the mouth as is

done on being made a * soutar of Selkirk.')
ti 700 Epinal Gl, 905 Seta t byrst. c 1000 Sajf. Leechd. I.

156 Swylce swinene byrst. (ri33 Konland ^ F. 860 No is

worb be brust of a swm. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vm, iv. 181

The rouch byrsis on the brest and crest Of that . . beist.

1721 J. KELLY Sc. Pro?. 338 (JAM.) The souter gae the sow
a kiss; 'grumph,' quo she, 'its a' for the birse.' 1724 RAM-
SAY Ever-Green (1761) I. 253 Knichts of the Birs and
Thumble. 1815 SCOTT in LocWuirt xxxvi. (1830) V. 123 I am
still puzzled to dispose of the Birse. Note. A birse or bunch
of hog's bristles forms the cognizance of the Sutors. 1882

Society 14 Oct. 5/1 Mr. G. O. Trevelyan . . will require to
'

lick the birse
'

at Selkirk.

b. Short hair of the beard or body.
a. 1572 Ksox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 147 Many of thame

lacked beardis . . and tharefore could not bukkill other by
the byrse. 1786 BURNS Addr. Beelzebub, They lay aside all

tender mercies, An' tirl the hallions to the birses.

2. Jig. In the phrase To set up the birse, etc. :

Temper, rage, anger, in allusion to animals that

bristle up when irritated.

1622 Course Confonnitie 153 (JAM.) Now his birse rise

when he heareth the one. 1816 SCOTT Antiij. xxi, He wad
set up the tother's birse, and maybe do mair ill nor gude. r

1830 GALT Lawrie T. m. xi. (1849) I22 To smooth the
j

birsses of their husbonds. 1871 GUTHKIU Speech Westm.
Hotel 19 July, This set up my birse.

Hence Birsit a. Sf., bristled, bristly.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis vn. i. 35 The birsit baris and beris

in thair atyia Roring all wod.

BIRTH.

Birse, v. Sc. [Sc. variant of briz BRUISE.]
trans, a. To bruise, crush, b. To press, push.
1513-75 Diura. Occnrr. 118331293 Borne to jybbit, bccaus.

he wes birsit with the buttis [the 'Boots']. 1790 SHlRREr
roeiits 348 (JAM.) For they're ay birring in their spurs
"^hare they can get them. 1879 JAMICSON s.v. Birse, I saw
Sisyphus . . Birzing a heavy btane up a high brae.

Birse, s6.- Sc. Also 9 birz. [as prec.]
a. A bruise, b. 'The act of pressing ;

the pres-
sure made by a crowd.' (Jamieson.)

i SIR A. WVLIKi8zi III. 292 (AM.) My brother has met wi'

ontusion.vere birz and

Birsle .bs-Js'I, S<: be-rs'l), v. Sc. Also 6 brissle,

brissil, byrsle, 7 north, dial, brusle. [Deriva-
tion and etymological form uncertain : the mod.
Sc. is bii-sle, but i6th c. Eng. had brissill, and

j;th c. nurth. dial, bruslt^
trans. To scorch (the surface) with radiant heat

;

to toast hard
; alsoyf^-. Hence BiTsled///. a.

1513 Dot:<;LAS .-Ends vii. xiii. 36 Feill echirris of corn tliik-

^'rowiny, Wyth the new sonnys heit byrsyllit. Ibid. VII. i.\.

109 Blunt styngis of the byrsillit [1553 brisMllit] trc. 1691
RAY North Co. H'tis.. Brush, to dry ;

as
'

the sun trusks
the hay'; and '

I'ritsL-d pease,' parch'd pease. 1716 ll'od-

rttw Corr. (18431 II. 137 He was sorry he got not the old

clog's bones to birsle in the flames. 1818 Miss FEKHIER
Marring II. 132 Than ye maun sit an' birsle yoursels afore
the fire at hanie. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xvi. 11859?
4^9, I trained best on birsled peas and whiskey.

Bi-rsle, sb. Sc. [f. prec.] A hasty toasting
or scorching' ,Jam. ; the toasted or scorched
surface (of a potato, etc.).

Birst, birstit, obs. forms of BURST.

Birsy (bsusi, .5V. be-rsi), a. Sc. [f. BIU.SE rf.l +
-Y

'.]
= BRISTLY, BHISTLIXG lit. scnAJig.

1513 DOUGLAS <-F.n<:is x. iv. 127 The monstre. .With byrsy
body. 1810 TANNAHII.L Po,:nts '1846.' 145 His black birsie
beard. 1836 Scot. Month. Mag. July 183 The creature was a
birsie bodie.

t Birt, burt. Obs. Forms : 6 birte, byrte,

burte, 7 byrt, berte, 6-8 birt, burt. [Deriva-
tion and etymological form uncertain : written

also I'ril e, brut, brytte, BRET, q.v. Cotgrave has
' bertonneau a bret or turbot. Norman.' This may
be related.] A fish identified with the Turbot.
1552 HuLotT, Byrte, fyshe, rhoinfais. 1573 in Nichols'

Prcgr. Q. Eliz. I. 362 Item, for a burte . . 3^-. 8^. . . for two
brites . . 6s. 1620 VENNER I'ia Recta iv. 74 Turbut or Birt

is meetly pleasant to the taste. 1678 R. HOLME in Bal'ccs

Bk. 1:868) 157 note, He beareth A/ure a Birte (or Burt, or
Berte 1

. 1706 PMILLTIS, Bret, Brut, or Burt, a Fish of the
Turbot-kind. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. iMorell' n,

Rhombus^ a fish called a birt, or turbot.

Birth (bajjj), sb.\ Forms: 3 biirfle,//) birfie,

3-4 burjje, birjj^e, 4 byrpe, burp, berpe, (brip,

breth,) 4-5 burth(e, birthe, 4-6 byrth'^e, 5

bryth, 6-7 berth, 3- birth. [Early ME. byrf(e,
burt e, birp'^e, probably, since the form is foreign
to OE., a. OX. *byr6(i]r str. fern. ,OSw. byrp. Da.

byrj , genit. burSai- (on which Icelandic formed
a new nominative bitrftr masc.); {j&ti\. ga-baitrps
: OTeut. *(ga-)burpi-zt

f. the stem oiber-cm to

BFAK, with suffix -pi- . Aryan -ti-s, cf. Ski.

bhrtis, Olr. britli). The OTeut. word had shift-

ing stress, and consequently, according to Verner's

law, p and d interchanged in the inflexion : in ON.
and Goth, these were levelled under /, but in

\VGer. under d Jligh G. /), in OS.giliitni, OHG.
gibttrt, burt ;MHG.. mod.G. gebiirt , QfiL.iebyrd.
The latter was prob. the source of ME. BIRDE,

burde,
'

race, descent
'

;
but could hardly be that

of birth, unless the latter was assimilated to sbs.

in -/, -pe, or influenced by ON. For the final -i of

ME. byrpe, cf. ME. derpe a. ON. dyrS, and see -TH.]

1. The bearing of offspring. Viewed as an act

of the mother : a. Bringing forth, giving birth.

Now chiefly in
' several young) at a birth.

a 1300 Cursor J/. 10575 Quen Anna was cummen to time
of birj?, Sco bar J>at maiden. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxxv. 17 For
the hardnes of birth [1388 childberyng] she biganne to

perishe. 1593 SHAKS. 2 lien. I'l, iv. ii. 147 By her he had
two children at one birth. 1631 MILTON Epit. M'chess.

Winchester 67 Who, after years of barrenness The highly-
favoured Joseph bore . . And at her next birth . . Through
pangs fled to felicity. 1749 FIKLDING Tom Jones II. ii, The
birth of an heir by his beloved sister. 1787 GARTHSHORE
in Phil. Trans. LXXV 1 1. 357 The lady . . produced at one
birth eight perfect children. 1881 W. GREGOR folk Lore
N.E. Scot. 4 One . . wished God speed to the birth.

f b. Conception or gestation. Obs.

c 1375 WVCLIK Serin, cxxvii. Sel. Wks. II. 7 Bo)>e in birl>e

in wombe and in birjje of Je wombe.

C. Viewed as a fact pertaining to the offspring :

The fact of being born, nativity, beginning of in-

dividual existence, coming into the world. To

give birth to : to bear, bring forth (offspring).
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hont. 47 On f>e ehteSe dai efter his

bur^e. c 1250 Gen. ff /;.r. 1484 De fader luuede esau wel

for firme biroe & swete mel. a 1340 HAMI-OLF. Pr. Cause.

2193 Better es (?e day of dede pan be day of burthe. c 1387
CHAUCER t\[other ofGod 74 The birthe of Cryst our thral-

dom putte vs fro. 1595 SHAKS. John III. i. 51 At thy birth,

deere boy, Nature and Fortune ioyn'd to make thee great.

1732 Port; Hor. Sat. n. it. 97 Why had not I in those good
110-2



BIRTH.

times my birth ? 1855 TENNYSON Maud \. xix. iv, Mine by
a right, from birth till death.

2. jfe Of things : Origin, origination, com-
mencement of existence, beginning.
[1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 521 When great things labour-

ing perish in their birth.] 1611 VV'int. T. iv. iv. 80 Not

_.npire. 1789 B .

xvii. 17 Offences which owe their birth to the joint in-

fluence of indolence and pecuniary interest- 1875 HAMERTON
Intell. Life x. viiL 376 The birth of a powerful idea.

3. The product of bearing, that which is born ;

offspring, child ; young (of animals), arch. (Cf.

AFTERBIRTH.)
a 1400 Cursor M. 10886 tTrirO For bi of be beb born a

burb. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 433/2 The moder shold be

delyuerd of hyr byrthe. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. Il\ iv. iv. 122

Vnfather'd Heires, and loathly Births of Nature. 1647

CRASHAW Poems 129 Saturn, .devour'd that birth he fear'd.

1703 FARQUHAR Ittconst. in. 1 17281 43 The woman's birth was

spirited away. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 120 F 5 Others

hatch their Eggs and tend the Birth, 'till it is able to shift

for it self. 1883 W. G. BLACK Fotk-Med, viii. 128 The next

birth will be a ooy.

fb. That which is borne in the womb; fruit

of the womb.* Obs.
c 1*50 Gen. $ Ex. 1697 Rachel non birSe ne nani. 1500

Will of Treffry, Cornwall (Somerset Ho.*, I bequeth to

the byrth being in the bely of Elyn Danyel. 1535 COVER-

DALE Jtr. xx. 15 That the byrth might not haue come out,

hut remayned still in her. 1657 W. COLES Adam in, Eden
liv, It expelleth the dead Birth.

t c. collect. Children, offspring. Obs.

1614 CHAPMAN Odyss. viu. 337 When you come To ban-

quet with your wife and birth at home.

d. fig. Of things : Product, creation,' offspring.'

1625 BACON Innovations, Ess. (Art). ) 526 Innouations, which
are the Births of Time. 1697 DRYDEX I'irg. Georg. i. 196
The fruitful Earth Was free to give her unexacted Birth.

1742 YOUNG -\7. Tk. n. 476 Teaching we learn ; and, giving,
we retain The births of intellect. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildro-

sttin 66 It was a foolish jest, The birth of vacant brains.

f 4. A race, a nation. (transl. L. natio.] Obs. rare.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxviii[ix]. 10 And in berthes un-

knawen be, Bi-fore oure eghen JJat we se. Ibid, cxlix. 7

In birthes wrekes for to do.

5. Parentage, lineage, extraction, descent ; csp.

rank, station, position inherited from parents.
a 1240 ll'ohunge in Cott. Horn. 269 Noblesce and hehnesse

of burSe. ^1374 CHAUCKR Boeth. in. vi. 78 Al be linage of

men bat ben in erj>e ben of semblable burbe. 1599 SHAKS.
Much Ado \\. i. 172 She is no equall for his birth, a 1687
PETTY Pol. Anth. x. 11691' 115 To live according to their

Birth and Breeding. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No. 201 F 9
A young man whose birth and fortune give him a claim to

notice. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece xii. II. 94 Marriages con-

tracted between parties of unequal birth.

b. spec. Good family, noble lineage.
1595 SHAKS. John\\.\. 430 If loue ambitious fought a match

of birth. 1752 HUME Ess. fy Treat, (i 777 I. 96 Birth, titles,

& place, must be honoured above industry & riches. 1876

J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. \. iv. 201 There is nothing men
more pride themselves on than birth.

f c. transf. One born in such a position. (Cf. 3. )

1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xi. Ixii. 270 Such Births as she not

else must loue, but as they licens't are.

f 6. Nature, kind, sex
;
natural character. Obs.

c 1230 11ali Meld. 13 f>Is mihte . . athalt hire buroe i lie-

nesse of heuenliche cunde. 1-1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. vi.

E"'"he

norisse hiscorage vnto vices and forlete his proprc
. 1382 WYCLIF Wisd. xiv. 26 The mischaunging of

:[i6n changing of kinde, />-. sexe]. 1558 Q. ELIZ. in

Strype Ann. Re/. I. n. App. vi. n Her highness, l>eyinge a

woman by birthe and nature. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jnl.
u. iii. 20 Nor ought so good, but strain'd from that faire vse,

Reuolts from true birth.

7. Conditions or relations involved in birth.

n. 12826 Teucro . . pat was brother
(-1400 Destr. Troy xx

irthe t

1001 A fo

. .

of birthe to pe bold Thelamon. 1697 DKYDEN sEncid

by birth to Troy's unhappy name. 1816 J-

WILSON City of Plague n. iii. 346 By my very birth I am
a creature sinful as yourselves. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2

V. 31 He was an Athenian by birth, and a Spartan citi/en.

f 8. First (firme) birth : rights of primogeni-
ture ;

BIRTHRIGHT. Obs.
c 125 Gen. fy Ex. 1497 Dat ic din firme birSehe gete. Ibid.

1501 Firme bir5e was wurSi wune 5e fader dede 8e firme

sune. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. II. ;oi pe furst<

f 9. Nativity ;

' fortune
1

as influenced by the

aspect of the planets at the moment of birth. Obs.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. i. 34 A cunning man did cal-

culate my birth, And told me that by Water I should dye.

10. Thcol. in phr. New birth : regeneration.
1535 COVERDALE Tit. iii. 5 He saued vs by the fountayne

of the new byrth. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. /W. v. l. i The Church
is to us that very Mother of our new birth. 1678 R. BARCLAY

Apol. Quakers v. 24(1701) 175 The New Birth cometli

not by the outward Knowledge of Christ. 1875 H. E. MAN-
NING Mission H. Ghost \. 16 Baptism confers a new birth.

11. (See quot.)
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Countr. Farm 141 In the paine of

the bellie [of a horse], which some call the Birth, you shall

take the seeds of wild Rue, etc.

12. attrib.
'

native, natal/ and in comb. : a. re-

lating to sense i , as birth-carol, -city, -date,

-hour, -land, -note, -pang, -peal, -robe, -song, -spot,

-stead (obs.), -struggle, -throe, -toton, -year, also

BIRTHDAY. Bi RT H PLACE
;
birth -brought', -favouring,

876

-strangled adjs. ;
b. in sense of *

belonging to one
|

from birth,' as birth-blindness, -blot, -mark, -name,

-poison (
= original sin\ -sin, -tongue, BIRTH-

RIGHT; c. with astrological reference, as birth-

planet, -sign, -star.

1864 Soc. Sc. Rev. I. 302 A case of *birth blindness. 1589
WAKNEK Alb. Eng. vi. xxix. 142 Whose *birth-brought
Nature. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. iii. 190 That

Angelicall "birth-Caroll of our blessed Lord- 1593 SHAKS.

Lttcr. 537 Worse than a slavish wipe or 'birth-hours blot.

1580 NORTH Plutarch (16761 150 A certain *birth-marke he

had upon one of his lipsjike a little wart. 1821 BYRON Sardan.
1 1. i. 66 Tis thy natal ruler thy 'birth-planet. 1528 TINDALE
Doctr. Treat. (1848) 301 By the reason of original sin, or

'birth-poison, that remaineth in him. 1562 39 Articles i.\.

(title) Of Original or "Birth-sin. 1842 H.E. MANNING Serm.

1184811.8 All that lies wrapped up in his *birth-sin. 1566
DRAST Horace Sat. I. vii. E b, What unstable starres, what

~byrthe-sygnesoncehehad. 1641 J.JACKSON TrueEvang. T.

ii. i4o[Homer] whom nine Cities strove about, which should

be his 'birth-spot. 1583 STUBBES Anai.Abus. \\. 64 Neither

fate, destonie,
v
birthstar, signe or planet, a 1300 Cursor J/.

22092 Right sua sal be feind . . ches him a ^birth-sted i-wiss.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. i. 30 Finger of *Birth-strangled Babe.

1837 CARLYI.E Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv. 164 And so, with death

Lpayringe
of the birtne tonge is by cause ol twey tmnges.

13. Special comb.: t birth-bearing, parturition;

f birth-brief, a genealogical table, a family i

tree; f birth-child, child by birth ',in a place), ;

native
; f birth-cord, the umbilical cord ; t birth-

gazer, -f birth-lotter, a calculator or caster of

nativities; birth-puffed a., proud of one's descent;

birth-roll, a list of persons born in one place ;

birth-root, the Trillium ercctum or Indian Balm ;

birth-state, condition by birth ; birth-stool, a

stool for assisting in parturition ; f birth-tide -

BIRTH-TIME.
,1 1300 Pains of IIt'll 135 in O. E. Misc. 215 Slowyn here

cliilder in "burpberyng. 1708 J. CHAMBERLAYNK St. Gt.

Brit. II. n. iv. (1743) 374 All.. Legitimations, *Birthbrieves,

Presentations, etc. 1608 SHAKS. Per. iv. iv. 41 The earth

Hath Thetis 'birth-child on the heavens bestow'd. c 1630
RISDON Sun: De-con 104 (1810"* oo Very notable hath this

town been for her birthchild Wmefride. 1586 T. B. La
Printand. Fr. Acad. (1594' 40 marg., Sorcerers, magitians,
and * birth gazers. 1549 CHALQNKK Erasm. Moriae Enc.

Ajv, An evident argument and token of good lucke, as

these *byrthlotters saie. 1861 MAINE Anc. Law iv. (18761

94 The current language concerning the * birth-state of

men. 1627 DRAVTON Agincourt, etc. 154 Bring forth the

*Birth-stoole. a 1240 WohuHge in Cott. Horn. 277, I bi

burfltid. a 1631 DKAYTOS Dudley to Lady J. Gray(R.)
No ominous star did at thy 'birthtide shine.

t Birth., sb Ol>s. [Perh. the same word as

prec. with the general sense of 'bear'; perhaps
a. ON. byrQr burthen : the derivation being the

same.] Burthen, weight, ? bulk.

c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. \. xiii. i7(jAM.)Thare liwyis bowys
all for byrtht. 1513 DOUGLAS dSrteis v. iii. 31 The busteus

barge. . Sa huge of birth a cetie semit sche. 1535 STEWART
(><>. Scot. II. 246 For birth and wecht, hir furing wes >o

hie, With thame ilkane scho sank into the se.

Bi'rth, v. rare. [f.
BIRTH ^.l; the ME. vb.

may be birthen^\ intr. To have birth, be born.

c 1250 Gen. ^ Ex. 1471 He wro^ten and fi^t, QueSer here

sulde biroen bi-foren. 1863 J. H. STIRLING Secret Hegel \.

147 It is difficult to perceive how I am related to it, how I

birth from it, or decease into it.

Birth, obs. form of BERTH.

Birthday (b-rjbd -i). [f.
BIRTH i + DAY.]

1. The day on which any one is born ;
also Jig-

that ol" regeneration ; transf. (of things), the day
or date of origin or beginning.
1580 BARET.4/C-. H 711 The daye that the citie was first

founded on, the birth day. 1599 DAVITS in Fair's S. P.

(1845) I. 102 We. .That haue bene euer from our birth-day
blind. 1709 STKELE Tatler No. 130 P 10 The Anniversary
of the llirth-dayof this Glorious Queen. 1784 Cow PER Task
i. 18 The birthday of Invention. 1858 SEARS At/ian. viii.

68 Now therefore comes the second birthday of man.

2. The anniversary or annual observance of the

day of birth of any one
;
sometimes spec, that of

the sovereign.
[c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 6 On Herodes gebyrd-dage].

1382 WYCLIF Mark vi. 21 Eroude in his birthe day [1388

birthdai] made a soper to the princes. 1579 Fu.Kii Refitt.
Rastel 796 To celebrate his Martyrs byrth day. 1601

SHAKS. Jttl. C. v. i. 7 1 This is my Birth-day; as this very-

day Was Cassius borne. '755 Connoisseur No. 117 This
suit . . was made up for a noble lord on the last birthday.

1859 TENNYSON Enid 633 A costly gift, .given her on the

night Before her birthday.

3. attrib. and comb., as birthday card, gift^ present,

wish, etc. ; birthday-book, a book in diary form

with spaces for recording birthdays ; tbirthday('s
mind, the commemoration of a birthday ;

birth-

day suit, a dress worn on the King's birthday.
1606 HOLLAND Snetf>n. 265 Because he had celebrated the

Birth-dayes-minde, of Otho the Emperour. Ibid. 101 His

birth-day-mind \natalcin SHUW] falling out in the time of the

Plebeian games. 1727 SWIFT What Pass. Lond. Wks. 1755
III. 1. 184 So many birth-day suits were countermanded the

next day. 1830 GEN, P. THOMPSON Excrc. (1842' I. ^14 The
time that a birthday ox takes in roasting. 1868 W. COLLINS
Moons 1. 1 i87i> 61 Your uncle's birthday gift.

t Bi'rthdom. Obs. rare*, [f. BIRTH i +

-DOM.] Inheritance, birthright.

BIRTLE.

1605 SHAKS. Matl>. iv. iii. 4 Let vs.. like good men, Be-

stride our downfall Birthdome.

t Bi'rthel, a- Obs. [f. BIRTH + -EL.] Fruit-

bearing.
c 1250 Gen. I? Ex. 119 Ilk gres, ilc wurt, ilc birSheltre, His

owen sed beren bad he.

Birthen, -an, obs. forms of BURDEN.

tBrrthful, a.. Obs. rare. [f.
BIRTH' +-FUL.]

Prolific, productive.
\&-$Cath.A>igl. 33 Birthfulle,/rfs. 1596 1 DALRYMPLE

Leslies Hist. Scat. 11884-5) 9 The ane parte lyeng to the

South is mekle birthfuller, throuch fertilitie of the ground.

t Bi'rthhood. Obs. = BIBTHIJOM.

1653 T. WHITKIELD Treat. Sinf. Men ix, 42 That Jacob
should get the birth-hood and blessing.

Birthing, variant of BERTHING vbl. sb.

Birthless ,ba-jbles\ a. [f.
BIRTH 1 + -LESS.]

a. Abortive, b. Without the advantages of ' birth.'

1649 OWES Serm. Wks. 1851 VIII. 234 Their plots have

proved tympanous and birthless. 1859 TROLLOPE Dr.
Thorne 238 Poor Mary was such a birthless foundling.

Birthnight (ba-ibnait). [f. BIRTH* + NIGHT.]
1. The night on which any one is born.

1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 506 The Angelic Song in Bethlehem

neW, On thy birth-night. 1849 SOUTHEY Coin.-pl. Bk. Ser.

n. 420 The fire, .was extinguished on the birth-night of the

Prophet.
2. ' The night annually kept in memory of any-

one's birth
'

(J.).
1628 DRYDEN Relig. Laid Pref., Now they celebrate

Queen Elizabeth's birthnight. 1798 T. JEFFERSON in Har.

pcrs Mag. 1,1885) Mar. 536/2 Subscription for Genera!

Washington's birth night 5 D. a 1843 HOOD Sea of Death,

They lay in loveliness, and kept the birthnight of their

peace.

t 3. spec. The evening of a royal birthday (see

BIRTHDAY 2] ; the court-festival held thereon. Obs.

171* BUDGELL Sped. No. 277 P 9 That you may not be

surprised at my appearing a la mode de Paris on the next

Hirth-night. 1730 SWIFT V'ind. Carteret Wks. 1755 V. n. 181

To . . dance at a birth-night.

b. attrib.

1712 POPE Rape Lock I. 23 More glitt'ring than a Birth-

night Beau. 1800 MAR. EDGEWORTH Belindas, The crape

petticoat of her birthnight dress. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi.,

Dropped a curtsy as low as a lady at a birth-night intro-

duction.

Birthplace (b5u))pU
7i
s). [f.

BIRTH' + PLACE.]
The place where a person \atfig. a thing) is born.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. iv. 23 My Birth-place hate I, and my
loues vpon This Enemie Towne. 1789 BfRNS Farm:
Highlands i. The birth-place of valour, the country of

worth. 1814 WORUSW. Excitrs. in. 90 How gracefully that

slender shrub looks forth From its fantastic birthplace !

1849 W. IRVING Goldsm. 19 In this house Goldsmith was

born, and it was a birthplace worthy of a poet.

Birthright (bs-j^reit). [f.
BIRTH! + RIGHT.]

1. Right by birth
;
the rights, privileges, or pos-

sessions to which one is entitled by birth ;
inherit-

ance, patrimony. (Specifically used of the special

rights of the first-born.)

1535 COVKRDALE Gen. xxv. 31 Sell me this daye thybyrth-

right. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I-'I, u. ii. 62 Be we the first That
shall salute our rightfull Soueraigne With honor of his

Birth-right to the Crowne. 1651 HOBBES Lfi'iath. 11. xxi.

1 10 Their Private Inheritance and Birthright. 1718 POPE
Iliad, xv. 185 Our elder birthright and superior sway. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 445 The prince whom a faction . .

had tried to rob of his birthright.
attrit. i6u T. HODGES Hoary Head Cr. 18 Jacob, .got

the birth-right blessing. 1810 SCOIT Lady ofL, n. x, In

Scotland's court, thy birthright place.

fig. 1684 R. WALLER .Vat. Ejcper. To Rdr., Among all

the Creatures of Divine Wisdom, the Birthright doubtless

belongs to the Idea of Truth.

2. Native right ; lot to which birth entitles.

1659 MILTON Civ. Fewer Wks. 1738 I. 555 The new Birth-

right of every true Believer, Christian Liberty. 1719 W.
WOOD Sim: Trade 296 Freedom ofTrade is their undoubted

Birth-right. 1810 COLERIDGE Friend 11865' 157 The laws of

the land are the birth-right of every native. 1875 FARRAR
Silence r I", viii. 136 Work is the best birthright which man
still retains.

Birth-time (ba-jhtaim). Also 3 birde-, 3-4

bur-, buyr-, burpe-. Date or moment of birth.

1207 R. GLOUC. p From oure Lordes btirJM time to l>c

worldes ende. Ibid. 443 Oure Louerdes burtyme. .' 1300

Lifeofjesus 295 (Matz.l pet obur buyrtyme l>at scholde

beo \K> he gan hem fiat lere. a 1564 BECON Com.-pl. Holy
Script. Wks. (1844) 302 If they did perceive in the birth-time

that it was a boy. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marble Faun u879) I.

xviii. 183 The birth-time of Christianity.

Birthun, obs. form of BL-RDEN.

Birthwort (b5-j(-,wMt). Bot. [f. BIRTH 1 +

WORT.] The genus of shrubs ARISTOLOCHIA.

fIS481VRNER Names Herh-s 1 1881) 15 Astrolochia or round

hertworte.] 155' - Herbal (15681 43 A ristolochia rotunda

may be called in Englyshe. -round byrthwurte : because

it helpeth wymen to brynge furth theyr byrth. 1712 tr.

Fomet'i Hist. Drills I. 44 The long Birthwort is a Root

like a Radish. 1861 DELAMEK Fl. Card, no Birthwort

Aristolochia.

Bi'rthy, a. .SV. [f.
BIRTH! + . v l.]

Prolific.

1680 R. LAW Mem. (1818) 159 The last year's crop . . was

not birthie.

t Bi'rtle. Obs. Korms : 5 birtylle, byrtyl, 6

brytyl. A sweet apple. Also in comb, birth-tree.

1483 Cath. Angl. 33 A Birtylle, malomellriin', a Birtylle

tre, waloinelliis. 1500 Orlus YK., Malaiiiellns. a hrytyl

Ire. [1847 HALLIWUJ., Birtlc, a summer apple. J orksli~\



BIS.

Biry, etc., obs. form of BUBY, etc.

II Bis, adv. [Fr. and It., a. L. bis twice.] En-
core, again : used a. in Music as a direction that
a phrase or passage is to be repeated, b. Twice

;

calling attention to the occurrence of a number,
word, etc., twice.

1819 REES Cycl. s.v. Bis, The word tis placed over such
passage,, .implies that the whole is to be repeated. 1837
CARLVLE Fr. Rev. (18721 III. HI. vii. 127 Marat like a
musical /'is repeating the last phrase. 1877 F. HALL Eng.
Adjs. in -able 48 See for the verb, pp. 175 d>is\ 302.

Bis-, fre/.l The prec. adv. used in late L., Fr.,

It., before s, c, or a vowel, in place of Bi- pref.- ;

hence occas. in Eng., as in bisaci-oiiiieU=^i-

ACROMIAL, bisalteniate alternate in two ways.
Bis-, pref.-, Chem., abbreviation of BISMUTH, used

in comb., as bisethyl, C 2 IIjBi, bistriethyl, etc.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 596.
Bis : see BICE, BYSS.

Bisaccate (baisie-lwit), a. [f. Bi- pref.- I 4

SACCATE, f. L. saccus bag.] Having two sacs, or

pouches. 1864 WEBSTER cites LOLUON.

t Bisalt (boi-sglt). [f. Br- pref? Ill + SALT.]
1810 HENRY Elem. Chem. (1826) II. ix. no This certainly

does away with an anomaly, .that all the salts of copper are
bi-salts, or contain 2 atoms of acid united to one of base.

t Bisa'nnual, a. and s6. Obs.
[f. Bis- + AN-

NUAL.] = BIENNIAL.
1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet., Scatious . . are call'd Bis-An-

nual, hardy plants, by reason they seldom Flower til] the
Second Year after Sowing and then Dye. Ibid, s.v. Herb,
Which bear the Name of Bis-annuals.

Bisa'ntler. [variant of BEZANTLEK.] The
second branch of a deer's horn.

1863 KITTO & ALEX. Cycl. Bib!. Lit. 99/1 Barbary stag

distinguished by the want of a bisantler.

t Bisairmple, v. Obs. [f. hi-, BE- 6 + saumplc,
ME. form of SAMPLE.] To moralize (about) ; bring
forward 'instances' in illustration, palliation, etc.
a IMS .Jncr. R. 88 BisaumpleS longe abuten uor te beon

be betere ileued. Ibid. 316 Schrift }et schal beon naked :

pet is, nakedliche imaked, and nout bisaumpled feire.

Bisawe, variant of BYSAWE, Obs., proverb,
t Bisay, bisey, v. Obs. [f. hi-, BE- 2 + sayn,

sewn : OE. s&gin to cause to sink = OS. segjan,
OHO. sfigan : OTent. "saigjaii, causal olsigan to

sink.] trans. To cause to fall or stumble, to entrap.
< tzoo Trin. Coll. Hum. 213 BiswikeS her aiSer oSer, and

j

beo banne bisaid hi J>e grune of hinder. Ibid. 215 Mid fele

folde
g^runen be werse hine biseid and henteth.

ii Biscacha (bis,ku-tja). Zool. Also biz-,
vis-, [a. Sp. biscacho.] A species of the Chin-
chillidiv, a burrowing rodent of South America.
31837 BENNETT in Penny Cycl. VII. 88/1 The Biscacbas

live in society, in burrows. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. % 235
The burrows of the Viscacha are also inhabited by. .small

owls._ 1859 DARWIN Orig. Sfcc. xiv. 11878' 379 Of all Rodents
llie bizcacha is most nearly related to the [Nlarsupials.

Biscainer, obs. form of BISCAYNEK.
t Bi'scake. Obs. Also 7 biskake. [f. biscuit

and cake.~\
= BISCUIT.

1657 TO.MLINSON Kenan's Disf. 171 Little long masses of
bread.. which they commonly call Biskakes. 1681 Loud.
Caz. No. 1606/4 William Marshal, a Sea-Biscake Baker.

Biscayan (bi-skeian), a. Also 7 biscan, 8
biskaine. [f. Biscay + -AX.] Belonging to, or
characteristic of, the province of Biscay ;

also as sl>.,

an inhabitant or native of Biscay. So Biscayanism
(6 biscamsm), the Basque language. Biscayen
[ad. F. biscaicn], a. A long heavy musket, tirst

used in Biscay ;
b. One of its balls (see quot).

Biscayner (Biskiner, Biscainer, Biscayneer ,

a native of Biscay, a Biscayan ship.
1634 MASSINGER I'ery ll'mn. i\ . iii, Almira. What country

are you of? Antonio. A Biscan, lady. 1769 PENNANT Zool.
III. 39 The cargo of two great Biskaine ships. 1873 URE
Diet. Arts II. 936 There are three varieties of this forge fin
which malleable iron is obtained directly from the ore], the

Catalan, the Navarrese, and the Biscayan. 1596 NASHI;
Unite With Yon Wks. iGrosart) III. 78 Biscanism the most
barbarous Spanish. 1812 Examiner 14 Sept. 581/2 He was
struck on the shoulder by a Biscayen. [bid. 588/1 A Bis-

cayen is a cannon ball of a small calibre. 1601 J. KEVMOK
Dutch Fish, in Plieuix II. 225 Fish taken by the .. Bis-
cainers. 1813 Sismondi's Lit. Europe (1846.1 I. xii. 342
From the wicked Biscayneer.

Biscent, -sohent, obs. pa. pples. of BESHEND.
Bisceop, bischop, obs. ff. BISHOP.

Bischadwe, and other obs. vbs. in Bi- : see BE-.

t Bischvrn, v. Obs. Also 3 biscunien. bisu-
nien. [ME., f. bi-, BE- 2 + schunicn to SHUN.
The mod. repr. would have been besliun.'] trans.
To shun, avoid (a thing' ; also with refl. pron.
tizoo Moral Ode 132 in Lamb. //fin. 169 Wi8 bet be

mihle helle pine bitlien and bisunien [Egerttm US, bi-

scunien]. auytPrm.AyrtJ&t'mO.E.Misc.m From
Icsynge (m be wune And alle vnbewes )>u be bischune.

Biscoct, -cot, obs. forms of BISCUIT.

t Biscot, v. Obs. rare- 1

. [a. F. biscoler.]
trans. To caress amorously.
1653 URVIHART Rabelais n. xxiii, Wheresoever they

should biscot and thrum their wenches.
I Bi'scot, s/>. Obs. [f. SCOT = payment : the

prefix is doubtful : see the authorities cited.] A

877

fine formerly exacted from the owners of marsh
lands for failure to repair banks, ditches, etc.
1662 DUCDALE Hist. Embanking and Drain/lit; Fens 254 a.

1691 BLOUNT La-.u Diet, s.v., And if lie should not by a
second day given him, accomplish the same ; then he should

Sty
for every Perch ijj, which is called Bi-scot. 1790

AIT.EY, Biscot. a Fine.. to be paid on Default of repairing
of Banks, Ditches, etc.

I- Biscotin. Obs. [a. F. biscotin, ad. It. bis-

cottino little biscuit, f. biscolto: cf. BISCUIT.] A
kind of sweet biscuit made of flour, sugar, eggs,
etc.

1727 BKADLEV Fain. Diet. s.v. Gimliets, Bake 'em in the
same manner as you do Biscotins. 1819 Htinqitet 17 Biscuit,
bisk, and biscotin Swam in one indescribable tureen.

Biscuit (bi'ski-t". Forms: 4 besquite, 5 bys-
qwyte, -cute, 5-6 bysket, 6-8 bisket, b'-

biiseuit. i^Also, casually, 6 biskett, -kette, -ked,
-kitte,-kott,-ky, -quette, -quite; 6-;bisquet; 7

bisquett, bisoot, -coct.) [a. OF. I2th c. bcscoil,

I3th c. bescuit, i6th c. liiscut, mod.F. biscuit, a
common Romanic word

(
= Pr. bcscueil, Cat. lies'

ctiyt, Sp. liKcocho, Pg. biscuto, It. biscotto] on L.

type *biscoctum (panem), bread ' twice baked.'
from the original mode of preparation. The
regular form in Eng. from i6th to iSth c. was
biskcl, as still pronounced ; the current biscuit is

a senseless adoption of the mod. French spelling,
without the Fr. pronunciation.]
1. A kind of crisp dry bread more or less hard,

prepared generally in thin flat cakes. The essential

ingredients are flour and water, or milk, without
leaven

;
but confectionery and fancy biscuits are

very variously composed and flavoured. Even the
characteristic of hardness implied in the name is

lost in the sense 'A kind of small, baked cake,

usually fermented, made of flour, milk, etc.' used,

according to Webster, in U. S.

1330 R. BRUNNE Cliron. (1810* 171 Armour bei had plente,
& god besquite to mete, c 1440 Promp. /'/-. 48 Bys-
avryte. .discactus. 1555 Fardle I-'acwns n. vii. 159 Their
daiely fopde . . is hard Bisquette. 1569 CRAWLKY Sofli. Di:
Watson ii. 169 The bread was such as was prouided to seme
at neede, or in warres, for it was Bisket, that is twice baked.
and without leauen or salt. 1595 SIR J. GILBERT in N. fyQ.
Ser. in. (1864) Feb. 109/1, 1400 tones off corn too be bakyd
ynto bysky. 1600 SHAKS. A. }". /.. n. vii. 39 As drie as the
remainder bisket After a \ oya^c. 1697 DAMPIL R / ~oy. 117291
I. 303 Bread of fine Wheat Flower, baked like Bisket, but
not so hard. 1755 JOHNSON, Bisket: see liiscin. 1770
FITZ. HENRY Observ. Bareitis Jonrn. i, 90, I call for a bis-

ket and a glass of Madeira. 1860 All Y. Round No. 6.;.

302 Munching an Abernethy biscuit.

2. Pottery. The name given to porcelain and
other pottery-ware after having undergone the
first firing, and before being glazed, painted, or

otherwise embellished ; also//;'.
1791 E. I) \H\VIN Bat. Giird. I. 87 The kneaded clay refines,

The biscuit hardens, the enamel shines. 1864 I. HARIORD
Rceoll. Wilberforcc i. 21 'What an interesting' creature is

Dunn! he is formed of the finest biscuit.' 1880 Cn. M.
MASON Forty Shin's 158 Potter's 'Biscuit

1

is the dough
after it has been made into vessels and baked.
3. Comb, and attrib. a. attrib., as (in sense i )

biscuit-bag, -/>o.\; -cast, -figure, -manufactory, -sack,

-worm; (oi the colour of a biscuit, light-brown "i,

as biscuit satin
; also dry-biscuit-jest, -rogue ; \\n

sense 2) biscuit-body, -china, clay, oven, stage, state,
ware. b. objective, as biscuit-baker, -baking,
-beater, -cast, -make/-, -making, -throw, -toss (cf.

STONE'S THROW), c. parasynthetic and similative.

as biscuit-brained, -colonrcJ, -like, -shaped.
1837 CARI.YLE Fr. Rm. I. in. viii. 132 A sinking pilot will

fling out . . his very
*

biscuit-bags. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No.
4332/8 Caleb Claggett, 'Biscuit Baker. 1863 I.. SIMPSON
llandbk. Dining it. led. 3) 27 Biscuit bakers . . hold a middle
path between pastry cooks and confectioners. 1783 WEIK.-
WOOD in Phil. Tnins. LXXIII. 285 Mixed with porcelain
'biscuit body. 1886 Times 24 Feb. 9/6 Constructing the
biscuit-box redoubt under fire at Gubat. 1833 KANE Crin-

nftl E.\-p. xlix. (18561 461 Within short "biscuit-cast. 1862
MAYHEW Crim. Prisons 129 As white as slabs of 'biscuit-
china. 159^ B. JONSON Ei'. Man out Hum. Grex 157 [He]
breaks a drie *bisquet-jest, Which . . He steepes in his owne
laughter. 1836 Tom) Cycl. Anal, ff rhys. I. 746/1 The
rough

'

biscuit-like surface of the bone. 1835 Penny Cyel.
IV. 452/1 Our description of "biscuit-making. Ibid. The
largest 'biscuit-manufactories are those, .for supplying the

navy. 1620 FLETCHER Fr. Lawyer \\.\. 58 Ze dry 'bisket

rogue I 1779 JOHNSON Drake Wks. IV. 410 A sail made of
a "bisket sack. 1884 rail Mall G. 8 Apr. 4 '2 In dinner and
evening dresses the biscuit colour is equally popular. An
evening dress of 'biscuit satin. 1863 Daily Tel. 3 Nov. 5/5
It is fired for about sixty hours . . and is then in what is

called the
' '

biscuit
'

state. 1813 MAKKYAT P. Simple (1863)
340 Running the brig within "biscuit-throw of the weather
schooner. 1782 WEDGWOOD in Phil. Trans. LXXII. 307
The kiln in which the *biscuit ware is fired. 1798 COI.K-
RIDGE Ane. Mar. \. xvii, The mariners gave it ^biscuit-
worms.
4. Biscuit bread. Formerly used as = BISCUIT.
c 144 Promp. r,ir;: 37 Byscute brede, biscactiis. 1553

EDKN Decades II'. tn,l. i. in. lArb.) 77 The vytayles (espe-
cially the byskette breadei corrupted. 1616 SUKFL. &
MARKH. Countr. Farm 583 Hhysitians appoint bisket bread
for such as are troubled with rheumes. 1684 tr. Ballet's
Mere. Compit. x. 364 Adust humours, which are increased
by Biscoct Bread.

BISEHIAL.

Hence Brscuiting vbl. sb., the first baking of
earthenware or similar material.

I.7 1
/';"'"' 6 Jan., This first burning is technically termed

'

biscuiting.'

Biscutate (baiiski/7-ttit., a. [f.
~Ki- pref* I, 6

+ SCUTATE, ad. L. sctltdtus, f. scutum shield.]
Having two shields; resembling two bucklers.
1838 LOUIION Kueycl. PI. Kisciitclla, Silicle flat, biscutate.

II Bise b/z, b/z). Also 6 bisa. [a. F. bise, in

same sense. Also found in med.L., Pr., Pied-
montese bisa ; OIIG. />isa. MUG. bise, mod.Ci.,
Swiss bise, beiswina, Breton /</;. Origin and na-
tive lang. unknown : Diez (s.v. J">/y'' } and Sclieler

incline to refer il to bis dark, blackish. In mod.
Eng. only an alien French word.]
A keen dry X. or I\"XE. wind, prevalent in

Switzerland and the neighbouring parts of France,
Germany, and Italy.
a 1300 Hd-.'clok 724 That it ne bigan a wind to rise Out of

the north, men calleth bise. 1594 GHKENE Look. Class,-
11861) 134 Our sails were split by Bisas bitter blast. 1834
MRS. SoMEKVILLE Conne.v. Pliys. Si\ x.xvi. 11849) 292 '1 ne
cutting north wind called the bise in Switzerland. 1885
RUSKIN Prxtcr. n. 38 The bise, now first letting one feel
what malignant wind could be.

Bise, obs. f. BICE.

Bisect ;b3ise-kt), v. Also - bissect. [Appar-
ently of Eng. formation, from bi-, bis- two + scct-

ppl. stem of secure to cut : ef. intersect, etc.]
1. trans. To cut or divide into two equal parts.
,The earlier and usual sense.)
1646 SIR T. BKOWNK I'seaa. Ff. 292 The rationall Hori/on

..bissecteth the Globe into equal! parts. 1660 BARROW
Euelid\. x,To bisect a right line. 1879WALL ACE Anstralas.
xviii.

^47 Borneo is nearly buected by the equator.
2. To cut in two, divide into any two parts.
1789 BI-.NTIIAM I'rini. Legist, xviii. S 56 The logical whole

. .has been bisected in as many different direction-, as were

necessary. 1853 GKOTE Greece II. Ixxxv. X I. 249 Attacking
them while thus disarrayed and bisected by the river.

3. intr. To divide in two; to fork.

1870 Daily .Vcii'j 5 Oct., On Ihe cliansscc just before it

bisects, is a village named Belle-Croi.v.

Bise'cted, ///. a.
[f. ]irec. + -KD.]

a. Divided into two (usually e']tial) parts, b.

Forked (as a road).
1656 in BLOUNT Glosstigr, 1794 T. TAVLOR ftiitsaniii.,

III. 5 The bisected road belonging to the I'hocen-e>. 1806
HUTION Course Math. 1.312 The two other Sides including
the Bisected Angle. 1880 GRAY Bet, Text-l'k. 399 Bisected,
completely divided into two parts.

Bisection ,b3isL-kJan\ [n. of action f. BISECT r.,

after I., scctioncm
; see -HON.]

1. Division into two equal parts.
1656 tr. f/Mcs's /:/<. Pliilos. (18391 j"7 By perpetual

bisection of an
an^le. 1837 VV'III.UKI.I. Hist. Indnet. Si.

II. --09 Continued bisection and other aliquot subdivisions.

2. Division into any two parts.
1822 FIE Qi.iNCEYOw/i. 11862197, I \\ished to bisect tin-

journey . . such a bisection was attained in a clean roadside
inn. 1876 }'.. MELLOK /'riestft. iv. 182 The theory which re-

quires the bisection of the chapter into two unequal parts.

3. Division into two branches ; forking.
1870 Ptiily .ViTi'.v 5 Oct., It stands a little to the south of

the great chatissee from Met/ to Saarlouis and Saarbruck,
while as yet the bisection has not taken place.

Bisectional (baise'kj^nal ,. [f. prec. -t -AL'.]
Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of bisection.

Bise-ctioually adv., by bisection, so as to divide
into two equal parts.
1809 TKOUGHTON in mi. Trans. XCIX. 109 How to

render the usual divisions of the quadrant bisectional. ///',/.

no Contrived the means of dividing bisectionally.

Bisector '.bsise-ktaj, -t(Jj). [f. BISECT v.] One
who or that which bisects

;
a bisecting line.

1864 AVrt<rW- 5 Oct. 483/2 The internal and external bi-

sectors of the angle. 1883 PROCTOR in Kiimvlcdge 6 July
14/2 The bisector of the vertical angle.

Bisectrix (bsise-ktriks). [f. prec. : see -TRIX.]

prec.; sfcc. in biaxial polarization, the line

bisecting the angle between the two axes of polar-
ization (

= /inca bisectrix).

1854 DANA Min. Introd. 20 A line bisecting the . . angle
between these optical axes is called a bisectrix.

Bisee, Bisege, -seige : see BESEE, BESIEGE.

Bisegment .baise-gment). [f. BI-//V/!- +
SEGMENT : the sense follows that of BISECT.] One
of the two equal parts into which a line or other

magnitude is divided. 1847 in CKAIC,.

Biseke, biseme, obs. ff. BESEECH. BESEEM.

Bisemar\e, -mere, obs. forms of BISMEB.

Bisen, variant of Bisso.v and Bvstx.

Bisench, bisend, etc., see BE-.

Biseptate (bsise-pt^t), a. [f. Bi -pre/:- i +

SEPTATE, f. L. septum enclosure, wall.] Having
two septa or partitions.
1871 Si. COOKE Fungi < 18741 40 Similar biseptate spores.

Biserial (baisl-rial), a. [f. Bi- pref.- 6 +

SERIAL, f. L. series SERIES.] Arranged in two
rows or series. Bise riatc .-,-. prec. Bise riately

adv., in biseriate order, in a double row.

1839 Proe. Her-.f. \at. Club I. n/) Suckers of the arms
biserial. 1870 RoLLLbTON Anitn. Life 144 Biserial rows of



BISEERATE. 878 BISHOP.

ambulacra! ampullx. 1846 DANA Zoopli. (18481 215 With
cellules interruptedly uniseriate, and occasionally biseriatc.

Ibid. 223 Septa biseriately cellular.

Biserrate (baise-nrit), a. [f. Bi- fref:- 3 +

SERKATE, ad. L. terrains notched like a saw, f.

serra saw.] Notched like a saw, with the notches
themselves similarly minutely notched.

1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bat. II. 358 When these teeth are
themselves serrate, we say biscrmte. 1870 BENTLEY Bot, 252.

II Biset (bizf, bi-zet . [a. Fr. bisel, f. Ms dark-

grey, greyish brown.] The wild rock-pigeon.
1834 R. MUDIE Feather. Tribes 118411 I. 74 Hiset, a kind

of fancy pigeon. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 370/1 The ring
pigeon, .and the rock pigeon or biset \Colittnba livia).

BisetOUS vbaisJ-tas), a.
[f.

f$i- pref.- + L. siela,

seta bristle -I- -ous. (L.had bisclus-a. and selds-us. )]

Having or furnished with two sctse or bristles. So
Biseto-se a. the same.
1842-53 BRANDE Diet. Sc., Bisetous, in Zoology, when an

animal or part is furnished with two bristle-like appendages.
1847 CRAK;, Bisetost.

t Bi-SCXed, a. Obs. [f. Bi- preft I + SEX.]
Of both sexes. So Bise'xous.
1606 SYLVESTER Dit Farias 1 1608*267 Our bisexed Parents,

free from bin, In Eden did their double birth begin. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 149 That the whole species or
kinde should be bisexous. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

Bisexual (boise-ksiwal, -_pual) ?
fl.

[f. BI-/;Y/:-'
i + SEXUAL, f. \**sexus^\ Oftwo bexes ; spec, having
both sexes in the same individual.

i8z4 COLERIDGE Aids Refl. ('18481 I. 204 The very old

tradition of the homo androgymts, that is, that the original
man . . was bi-sexual. 1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. V,
1 1 6/2 In all the bisexual Crustacea the ova are fecundated
while still within the body of the female parent. 1880 GRAY
Struct. Bot, vi. 3. IQI A flower which possesses stamens
and pistils is BisexuaL

Bisexua'lity. [f. prec. + -ITV.] Bisexual

quality or condition.

1859 T'IDD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. V. 595/2 The element.> of
the male, as well as of the female, reproductive apparatus,
without any true exhibition of bi-sexuality.

Bi-sgay. dial. [var. of BESAGCE.] Somerset-

shire name for a double ax. having the two faces

opposite and transverse to each other.

Bish, variant of BIKH.

Bishemel, obs. form of BECHAMEL.

Bishop bi'Jap), sh. Forms : i biscop. -sceop,

seep, 2-3 biscop, 3-6 bischop, 4-5 bisshop, 3-
bishop. Also i biscob. 2 bish-, bisshup, 2-3
biscopp, bisscop, -kop, .1-4

byssop, 3-7 bishoppe, 4 bisschop e, -oppe,

bi^s)shope, -opp, -up, busschop, 4-5 byschop,
4-6 bisch-, bisshopp, busshop, bysshop, bi-

shope, -opp, 47 byshop, 5 bis-, byschope.
-oppe, -upp, -yp, buschop(e, 5-6 bysch-.

bysshopp, -ope, -oppe, 6 bischoipp, biszhop,

-oppe, bushopp ^e, byshe-, bys-, bysshopp ^e,

6-7 bisshope, bushop, 7 biship, busschope.

[OE. biscop (also in North. biscob\ bisceop, biscep.
an early adopted word (cf. OS. hiskop, MDu.
bisscop, Du. bisschop,, OHG. biswf, //V0/"(MHG.,
mod.G. bischof\ OX. biskup (Sw biscop, Da. bisp\
a. Romanic *biscopo or vulgar L. (e}biscopus : L.

episcopusj a. Gr. iiriGKOiros overlooker, overseer, f.

fir* on + -atcoiros looking, (TKOTTO'S watcher ; used in

Greek, and to some extent also in Latin, both in

the general sense, and as the title of various civil

officers ; with the rise of Christianity it gradually
received a specific sense in the Church, with which
it passed into Slavonic, Teutonic, and Celtic. With
the form biscopo, biscobo, which passed into Teutonic,

cf. also It. vescovo, OF. tv-^/tft
1

, Pg. bispo, Pr. vcsqite,

bisbe. Cf. Bisp.]
1. A spiritual superintendent or overseer in the

Christian Church.
a. Used in the New Testament versions to render

the Gr. word eniffKoiros, applied to certain officers

in early Christian churches, either as a descriptive

term, or as their actual title. In \Vyclif, the

Khemish, and Revised Versions, the Gr. word is

so rendered in every instance; but in the other

versions from Tindale to 1611, it is in Acts xx. 28

(where applied to the Trpfaf3vTpot or
'

elders
'

of

Ephesus) rendered '
overseers.

1

Also applied to

Christ, as descriptive of his office. '^Sometimes

applied by those who do not recognize the epi-

scopal order, to their pastor or chief elder, but only
as a descriptive term, or as identifying his office

with that of the New Testament '

bishop.
1

)

i38z WYCLIF Acts xx. 28 Al the folk in which the

Hooly Cost sette $ou bischopis. [TINDALE oversears, CRAM-
MER ouersears, Geneva Ouersears, Rhem. bishops, i6n
ouerseers, 1881 bishops (marg. or overseers'.] i Peter
ii. 25 $e ben conuertid now to the sheperde and bischop of

;oure soulis [1881 the Shepherd and Bishop (marg, or

Overseen of your souls]. ' 1383 Sel. Wks. III. 310 Crist

veriest bischop of alle. 1535 COVKRDALE Phil. \. i Paul &
Timotheus . . vnto all the sayntes . . with the Biszhoppes &
mynisters. 1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib. Proph. vii. 130 The Holy
Ghost hath made them Bishops or Over-seers.

biasop, 3

i868 LIGHTFOOT Philippians 03 It is a fact now generally
recognized by theologians of all shades of opinion, that in

the language of the New Testament the same officer in th-
Church is called indifferently 'bishop

1

Tn'a<eoir and 'elder'
or 'presbyter' irpe<r/3iiTepo.

b. spec. In the Eastern. Western, Anglican, and
other churches of episcopal order : A clergyman
consecrated for the spiritual government and direc-

tion of a 'diocese,' ranking beneath an archbishop
(where these exist) and above the priests or pres-

byters, and deacons. (This is the sense in which
the word passed with Christianity into all the Teu-
tonic langs., and thus the earliest sense in

English.;
Bishop in Partibns Unfidelinin} in R. C. Ch., one dignified

with the title of a bishopric, whose district or diocese is in

the possession of Infidels or heretics; originally applied to
those expelled from the Holy Land by the Saracens.

< 897 K. yEi.FREu Gregory's Past, i Hatton MS. i ^Elfred

kynmg hate3 gretan Wa:rfer3 biscep. 1121 O. E. Chron.
984 i Laud MS.i Her forSferde se halja biscop ASelwold.
c 1175 Cott. Horn, 237 Archebiscopes . and bi scopes. 1297 R.
GLOUC. 376 Hehuld. . Byssopes&abbotestohyswylleechon.
L 1380 WYCLIF ly'ks. 417 Bischops. .shulden not amersy pore
men. 1473 WARKW. Chron. 3 The Kyng put oute of the

Chauncelerschepp the Bysshope of Excetre. 1548 PATTF.N

Expcd. Siotl. Arb. Garner III. 68 That venemous aspis

. . the Bishop of Rome, c 1600 XORDKN Spec. Brit. (17281

32 Former times afforded Cornwall a peculiar Bushop. 1641
SMECTVMNUL-S Viiut. Ansu',% 16. 2u8 King James of blessed

memory said, no Bishop, no King : it was not he, but others
that added, .Vi; Ceremony, no Bishop. 1738 BOLINCBR. On
Parties 170 Another Man wears. . Lawn Sleeves, and sits in

a purple Elbow-Chair, to denote that he is a Bishop. 1733
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s.v. Bishop^ By the canon law. a

bishop in partibns is qualified hereby tu be a coadjutor of
another bishop. 1844 LIXGARU Angw-Sajc. Ck. (1858) I. iv.

133 These ministers [of religion] were at first confined to

the three orders of bishops, priests, and deacons. 1882 F *. K-

KAR Early Chr. I. 529 James lived to furnish the nearest

approach to a bishop to be found in the Apostolic age.
t 2. h-ansf. Formerly applied to : A chief priest

of any religion; e.g. a chief priest or High Priest of

the Jc\vs, a Roman pontiff ('high
1

or 'principal

bishop
'

=pontift:x maxunits
,
Mohammedan Ca-

liph, etc. Obs.
c 893 K. /ELFHKD Oros. \. iv. i Lucinius Crassus . . wa:s

<--ac Romana Seldesta biscep. (950 Lindisf. Go$p. Mark xv.

1 1 Da biscobas Sonne ^eegedon done Sreat. c 1200 ORMIN
1022 Te biscopp sellf Wi|?}> blod . . \>xr shollde cumenn.
1382 WVCLIF Mark xv. n Forsuthe the bischopU stireden
the cumpenye of peple, that more he schulde leeue to hem
Barabas. 1447 BOKKNHAM Scyntys qt) At that tyme byschop
was isakar In the temple. <r 1460 Tounu-lcy Myst. 57 Now
am I set to kepe . . Byschope jettyr sheiie. 1541 PAVNKLI.
CatHint: xvii. 24 b, P. Sdpio, the hyghe bysshope . . slewe
Tiberius Gracchu>. 1586 T. B. La Printand, Fr. Acatf.

597 The caJiphaes of the Sarasins were chiefe bishops in

their religion. 1600 HOLLAND Liry xxn. ix. 4376, Tlu-

Colledge of the Bishops or Prelates \pontiftcnm\ 1615
HKDWELL Arab. Trndg. Sultan, The Byshop of Egypt i^

called the Souldan. 1647 ^- SIAPYLTOS Juvenal 101 Sup
positions children, bishops pull'd From the foule lake.

f 3. As a literalism of translation :

a. Overlooker, inspector, watchman.
1592 AxDREW KS g6St'rw, v. 118431516 No pinnacle so high

but the devil is a bishop over it, to visit and overlook it.

b. for L. cfistofus in its most common civil

sense of: Superintendent or overseer of the public

victualling. [Cf. Charisius in Roman Digest,
'

Epi-

scopi qui pnysunt pani et ceteris vcnalibus rebus

qtuc civitatum populis ad quotidianum victum usui

stint.'
1

]
1808 Month. Mag. XXVI. mo They gave away corn, not

cash ; and Cicero wa made bishop, or overseer, of this

public victualling.

4. Applied ludicrously to the chief of the company
in the ' Festival of Fools.

1

Cf. the Boy Bishop of

St. Nicholas Day : Brande Pop. Antiq. I. 232.
1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past. iv. iii. 303.

5. One of the pieces in the game of chess, having
its upper part carved into the shape of a mitre;

formerly called archer, and in still earlier times

ciljln or aitfyn.
1562 ROWBOTHAM in Archacol. XXIV. 203 The Bishoppes

some name Alphins, some fooles, and some name them
Princes; other some call them Archer*., 1581 SIDNEY Def.
Pocsic 1 16221 520 Giuing a peece of wood the reuerend title

of a Bishop. 1656 F. BEALE Chesse-play 2 A Bishop or

Archer, who is commonly figured with his head cloven. 1801

STRUTT Sports ff Past. iv. ii. 275 The alfin was also deno-
minated, .with us an archer, and at last a bishop.
6. ' The little spotted beetle commonly called

the I^ady-cow or Lady-bird.' Ray S. <C* E. Country
}Vds. 1674.
1875 PARISH Sussex Dial. s.v.,

'

Bishop, Bishop-Barnabee,
Tell me when my wedding shall be ; If it be to-morrow day,
Ope your wings and fly away.
t 7. .SeequoO Obs.
1611 FLORIO, Fungo . . that firy round in a burning candle

called the Bishop.
8. A sweet drink variously compounded, the

chief ingredients being wine, oranges or lemons,
and sugar ; mulled and spiced port.
1738 SWIFT H'oni. -who cry Oranges Wks. 1755 IV. i. 278

Well roasted, with sugar and wine in a cup, They'll make a
sweet bishop. 1700 BOSWELL Johnson (1831) I. 235 A bow!
of that liquor called bishop, which Johnson had always
liked. 1801 COLKHIDGK Poems II. 160 Spicy bishop, drink
divine. 1834. CAMTBEI.L Mrs. S&tamt II. viii. 191 Un-
acquainted with the language of taverns, Miss Burney made

. . . .

ilk a *bisshopse & ilk a priourie. 1650 R. STAPYLTON
Strata's Lo^c-C. Warrcs \. 18 He appointed fourteen Cities

her King exclaim, in an early scene,
'

Bring in the Bishop !

'

and the summons filled the audience with as much hilarity
as if they had drank of the exhilarating liquor.

9. Articles of attire: a. A bustle (U.S.}. b. A
smock or all-round pinafore worn by children

(north. dial.\
a 1860 The Bustle (Bartlett>, I sing the bishop, alias the

bustle, a 1860 SAXE Progress (Bartlett) If, by her bishop,
or her 'grace

'

alone, A genuine lady or a church is known.
1874 E. WAUGH in Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.l Here; tak him,
an wesh him ; an' put him a den bishop on.

10. Comb., as bishop-coadjutor^ -commissioner,
-scat, ~see

; Bishops' Bible, the version of the

Bible published in 1568 under the direction of

Abp. Parker
; Bishop's court, an ecclesiastical

court held in the cathedral of a diocese ; bishop-
designate (see quot); bishop-elect, a bishop
elected, but not yet consecrated ; bishop's length
(Painting), a certain size of canvas.

1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 375/1 The instructions . . were, that

they should adhere to the ^Bishops' Bible. 1883 Manck.
Guardian 18 Oct. 4/6 The representative clergy and laity. .

assembled in conference, .under the presidency of *Bishop-
coadjutor Ryan. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.^ *Bi$hop-

dcsigned <.designatu$i denoted a coadjutor of a bishop, who
in virtue of his office is to succeed at the incumbent's death.

1883 FREEMAN in Longm. Mag. II. 488 The
*

Bishop Desig-
nate is one who has simply received a letter from the Prime
Minister, which as yet makes no difference whatever in his

actual legal or ecclesiastical position. 1844 LIXGARD.^ /<?-

Sa.r. Ch. 11858' I. ii. 86 The two *bishops-elect gave satis-

faction. (-1870 H'htsorff Xeu>ton'sAdvt., Bishop's J length,

4 ft. 8 in. by 3 ft. 8 In. ; whole length, 7 ft. loin, by 4ft. loin.

1330 R. BRUNSE Chron. 248 pe olde chartres & titles . . Of
ilk a *bis
trata's
. for ^Bishops-sees.
b. Plant-names : bishop's-cap, the genus J//-

|

tclla or Mitre-wort
; bishop's elder bishop-

: weed ; bishop's - hat, Epimediwn alpinitm ;

bishop's-leaves, \Yater Figwort (Scrophulcina

aqitatica*- ; bishop's weed, bishop-weed, a name
for the genus AMMI

;
also .'Kgopodium ; biohopf'a

wort, Wood Betom-, Stachys betom'fa ; also Devil-

in-a-bush, Nigella damascena.

1839 LONGF. Voices of ,\7. Prel. viii, When ..^Bishops-

caps have golden rings. 1597 GERARD Herbal \\. ccxliv. 715
Called in English Water Betonie, in Vorkeshire ^Bishops
leaves. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap. Hush. \. Table, Ameos,
Comin royal, is a Herb of some called Bulwort, *Bishops-
weed,or Herb-william. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. III.

26 Order Umbellifera. .(Common Gout-weed, or *Bishop's-
weed. c 1000 Sa.\\ Leechd. I. 2 Betonica J>st is 'biscopwyrt.
1-1450 Roy. MS. 18 A. vi. f. 68 in Promp. Par-c. 34 wte,
[Betony] also clepyd *byschuppyswort. 1863 PRIOR Plant-n,

23
*

Bishop's-wort, .is now. .applied to the Devil-in-a-Bush.

Hence Brshopful a. (cf. worshipful, masterful}.
i Bi-shopist, an adherent of episcopacy. Bishop-
less a., without bishops. Bishoplet, -ling, a

little or petty bishop. Bishopship, the office or

dignity of a bishop, t Bishopwick = BISHOPRIC.
1866 NEALE Seq. $ Hymns 116 Oye, His chosen sen-ants,

in bishopful array. 1590 J. DAVIDSON AY//. Bancroft in

Wodr. Soc. Misc. 516 This sort of the generation of Bishop-
ists. 1662 FULLER Worthies II. 560 'D.i LandarT . . lay

Bishopless for three years, \1nfi Fra&er*& Mag. XVIII. 546
The doctor was totally ignorant of this custom, ours being
a bishopless land. 1878 All I". Round q Nov. 449 What a

bishoplet it must have been that presided there. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 141 Byshopship, episcopatus. 1641 MILTON Ch.
Gort. iii. Wks. (18511 no The superiority of Bishopship.

1837 CARLYLK Fr. Rev. 118571 ! ' v"- 258 The abolition

of Most-Christian Kingship and Most-Talleyrand Bishop-
ship. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 121 Bishopwick, diocesis.

Bi'Shop, z-'-
1 arch. [Q^.bisceopian to exercise

the office of a bishop, f. bisceop BISHOP.]
1. To administer the rite of confirmation to (a

person) ; to confirm, arch, or Obs.

c 1000 Thorpes Laws II. 348 (Bosw. i Se bisceop bi^gesett
. .to bisceopsenne cild. c 1315 SHOREHAM 5 Wanne the bis-

schop, bisschopeth the, Tokene of marke he set on the.

1393 LANGL. /'. PL C. xvm. 268 [Christ] baptisede, and

don. 1786 J.
ROBERTS Life 29 How many of them have

been bishop d ?

b. jocularly. To confirm.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. x. liv. 11612) 241 Why sent they

it by Felton to be bishoped at Paules? 1648 HERRICK

Hesper. I. 87 'Tis good confirm 'd, for you have bishop't it.

1700 DRYDEN Cytnoti J- Iph. 243 He .. chose to bear The
name of fool confirm'd and bishop'd by the fair.

2. To appoint to the office of bishop.
1549 LATIMER Serm. bef. Edw. V/ vArb ) 138 mare., Thys

bathe bene often tymes. -sene in prechers, before they were

byshoppyd. 1641 MILTON Prel. Episc. 6 This tradition of

Bi-shopmg Timothy over Ephesus was but taken for granted.
1861 Sat. J\ft'. 23 Nov. 537 There may be other . . matters

to occupy the thoughts of one about to be bishopped.

3. To supply with bishops.
1865 Daily Tel. 6 Dec. 5/3 Italy would be well bishoped

if her episcopacy, .did not exceed fifty-nine.

4. To bishop it : to act as bishop.
1655 FULLER Ch, Hist. ix. ii. 12 mtirg.^ Harding and

Saunders bishop it in England. Ibid, xi. ii. 7 He
bishoped it over all the Romish Catholiques.

5. To let (milk, etc.) bum while cooking. In

allusion to the proverb 'The bishop has put his

foot into it.' north, dial.



BISHOP.

[a 1536 TIKDALE Wks. 166 (T.) If the porage be burned to,
or the meate ouer rested, we say the bishop hath put his
foote in the potte or the bishop hath played the cooke, be-
cause the bishops burn who they lust and whosoever dis-

pleaseth them. 1641 MILTON Animadv. i tD.) It will be
as the bishop's foot in the broth. 1738 SWIFT Polite Conv.
\, (D.) This Cream is burned too why Madam, the bishop
ha

Bi'shop, v.~ [f. the name of persons who
initiated the several practices.]
1. (fans. To file and tamper with the teeth of (a

horse) so as to make him look young ;
to improve

his appearance by deceptive arts.

1727 [see BISHOPING-]. 1840 E. NAPIER JHVMCS $ $. For.
Lands I. v. 138. I found his teeth had been filed down and
bishoped with the greatest neatness and perfection. 1884
Illust. Loud- News 23 Aug. 171/2 To bishop . . a term . .

signifying the use of deceptive arts to make an old horse

appear like a young one.

2. To murder by drowning. [From one Bishop
who, with a confederate, drowned a boy in Bethnnl
Green in 1831, in order to sell his body for dis-

section.] \0bs.

1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. 201, I Burked the papa, now I'll

Hishop the son. 1864 A thenxum 559/1 We have '
to Burke

'

and *
to Bishop."

Bishopdom (brjapdsm). Also 6 -dome. [f.

BISHOP + -DOM
; cf. OE. bisceopdom bishopric.]

1 1. = BISHOPHOOD. Obs.
a 887 O. E. Chron. an. 660 Wine heokl bone biscepdom iii

jear. 1635 J. SKIDMORE in Lee Valid. Anglic. Ord. (1869)
86 He

giyeth power of bishopdom to the party consecrated.

2. Episcopal order
; episcopate ; also cotter.

bishops collectively.
1641 MILTON* Anititndv. Wks. (1851) 194 The succession,

and divine right of Bishopdom. 1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann.
Rev, V. 578 A real bishopdom prevails in the allied sect.

1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. xxxix. 150 Bishop-
dom is up in arms.

1 3. The personality of a bishop. Obs.

1589 Marprcl. Epit. (1843' 4 The Puritans . . Crushe the

very braine of your Bishopdomes. 1589 Hay any Work
(184^)

60 Though they have none of your Bishopdomes.

Bishopess (bi-Japes). [f. BISHOP .*A +-ES.S.]
1. The wife of a bishop. (Only a nonce-word."
1672-5 COMBER Comp. Temple \ 1702) 240 The Councils of

that age call their Wives by the name of (Episcopal the

Bishopess. 1748 MRS. DKLANY Life $ Corr. 489 We..
found the bishop and his bishopess very well. 1885 Q. Rw.
July 184 note, Sophia did not take the title of Bishopess or
even Princess of Osnabruck.
2. A female- or she-bishop. (Here used jestingly.)
1854 THACKERAY Nwcotnfs I. 30, I enclose you a rude

scrap representing the bishopess of Clapham. 1880 Macnt.
Mag. Dec. 149 Can you conceive such a thing as the notion
of a bishopess?

Bisliophood vbi-/9phud). Forms: 1-3 -had(e,

3-5 -hed(e, 4-5 -od, -hode, 4- -hood. [OE.
bisceophad\ cf. -HOOD, -HEAD.] The office, condi-

tion, dignity, or rank of a bishop.
r 1000 Ags. Ps. cviii[ix]. 8 His bisceophad brucan feondas.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21248 For his liuelade Siben ban toke he
bischophade. 1382 WYCLIF i Tim, Prol., The apostle.,
techith of the ordynaunce of byschophood. c 1383 Sel.
Wks. III. 315 He mynistride [J/.S\ mysurde] be ordreof bi-

schopod. c iqobApol. Loll. 2 He bat dcsirip bischophed,
he desirib a good werk. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. xvi. 380
OfTicis of bischophode or louder preesthode. 1849 ROCK Ch.

of Fathers IV. ii. 47 Before he may reach the bishophood.

Bi'slioping, vbL sbl [f. BISHOP v. 1 + -ING 1.]

tl. The action or rite of confirmation, arch.

cii7S Lamb. Horn. 101 Heom com to be halja gast burh
heore bisceopunge. c 1315 SHOREHAM 7 Cristendom, and

bisschoppynge. ^1535 MORE Wks. (1557*378 That they call

confirmacion, y* people call bishopping. 1732 NEAL Hist.
Punt. I. 505 Bishoping of children, Organs, etc. 1884 C/ir.

CortiMoniit. 13 Nov. 63/2 A considerable time often elapsed
between the baptism and the bishopping.

2. colloq. The performing of the duties of a bishop.
1857 TROLI.OPE Barchester T, (i86i> 28 The archdeacon

. . really understood the business of bishoping.

Brshoping, vbl. sb [cf. BISHOP z>.2] The
deceptive treatment of the teeth of horses.

1727 BRADLEY Fam. Dict.s.v. Horse, This way of making
a Horse Jook young is . . called Bishoping. 1847 VOUATT
Horse viii. 200 A method of prolonging the mark in the
lower nippers, .is called bishoping.

Bishoplike (bijbp^aik),^., adv. [see -LIKE.]
A. adj. Like a bishop \formcrly, of or pertaining

to a bishop, episcopal.
[f 890 (see BrsHOPLvX] 1544 Snppl. ///. VIII, 28 This . .

worldely byshoplike estate. 1584 FESNFR Def, Ministers
41 387) 73 Bishoplike Jurisdiction. 1641 PRYNNE Antip. 260
A Bishop Hke application. 1868 FREEMAN Xornt. Cong.
(1876) II. vii. 114 The new prelate did nothing bishoplike*

B. adv. After the manner of a bishop.
risss HAKFSFIKLD Dh'orce Hen. F///, (1878) 115 He did

full well and bishoplike. 1621 P. BAYNKS Dioces. Tryall
Pref. 3 Telling him very bishoplike, that it were a good
turn to lay him by the heels for so doing.

Brslioply, a. [f. BISHOP s/>. + -LY ! :-OE.

bisceoplic.} Episcopal .

< 890 K. /ELFRF.D Bxda v. xviii. i Bosw.) Daet biscoplice lif.

' 1475 Found. St. Barthol. Ch. \. vii. (1886) 55 Bysshoply
auctoryte. 1549 LATIMER Serin, bef. Edw. VI iArb.^ 25

Byshoplye dutyes and orders. 1600 HOOKER Efd. Pol. vu.
iv. 3 The same kind of bishoply power. 1642 SIR K. DF.R-
ING Sp. Relig. 88, I never liked the bishoply injunrtions.

879

Bishopric (bi-Japrik). Also formerly -rice,

-riche, -rich, -rick,-rik. [OE. hisceoprice, i.bisceop
+ rice realm, province. Cf. ON. biskups-riki.]
1. The province of a bishop ; a diocese.

890 K. /ELFRED Bxda \\. vii. (Bosw.)Mellitus fengtoSam
bisceoprice, CH$Q Gfoss. in Wright Voc. 87 Diocesis uel

Parochia, biscopriche. 1297 R. GLOUC. 417 pe byssopryche
of Salesbury. 1533-4 Act 25 ///. F//7, xx, Archebishop-
riches and bishopriches. 1777 WATSON Philip //, 11839) 107
The regular clergy still continued to complain as loudly as
ever of the new erection of bishoprics.
2. The office or position of a bishop.
1394 /'. PI. Crate 360 t>ey bi^e^ hem bichopryches

' wib
bagges of goldc. 1565 JKWKL RepL Harding u6n> 166
To him Bishopricke was first piuen in the Church of Christ.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 89 7 A vertuous woman should
reject the first offer of marriage as a good man does that
of a bishoprick. 1790 BI:RKE /';. Rev. Wks. V. 271, I know
well enough that the bishopricks . . are sometimes acquired by
unworthy methods. 1851 KINGSLEY Yeast xiv. 276 They
promised him something some prince-bishopric, perhaps.
f3. Overseership, office, for (ir. \maKwti?. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor l\It 18892 Anober most haf his biscop-rike,

1382 Wvci.ip^r^i. 20 Another take the bisshopryche of
him. 1535 COVEHDALK //'/</., His bis/hoprike another take.
1611 //'/(/., His Bishopricke \niarg. office : or, charge] let

another take. [1881 Revised ibid., His office [warg. Gr.

overseership] let another take.] 1592 Bi-. ANDREWES 96
Serin, v. 1 1843! 515 He may see Ananias, .buying his bishop-
ric for money.
+ 4. High-priesthood : see BISHOP 2. Oh.
1480 CAXTON Chron. F.ng. \. (1520) 6b/i Heleazar suc-

t:eded in the bysshopryche.

t 5. The seat or residence of a bishop. Obs.

1623 LISLE sElfric on O. .5- A'. T. 35 He entertained him
. .at y* bishopricke.

t Bi'shopry. Obs. Sc. [f. BISHOP + -uv.]
a. = BISHOPRICK. b. Episcopacy.
1535 LVNDESAY Satyre 3045 That thair be giuen to na man

bischopries. 1665 BROWN Apologet. Relation 35 (JAM.) They
did protest against bishopry and bishops.

Bishopstool (bi-j3p,st/7l\ [OE. bisceopstol

bishop's seat : see STOOL.] The throne, seat, or

see of a bishop. Obs. since I3th c., but taken up
by some recent historical writers.

4:1065 Chart. Eadweard in Cod. Dipt, IV. 197 Be Sone
bisceopstol jestaSeloSon. ^11300 O. E. Misc. 145 Wes . .

imaked ber [at Bath] Bisscop stol. 1868 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. ("18761 II. App. 604 The Bishop had his see, his

Bishopstool, in some particular church. 1876 GREEN Short
Hist. i. 3 (1882) 31 The old bishop-stool of the West-
Saxons had been established, .at. .Dorchester.

Biside, Bisie, obs. ff. BESIDE, BUSY.

t Bisi'liquOUS, a. Obs.
[f. Bi-/;r/2 I + L.

siliqtta pod.] Two-podded.
1731 BAII.EY II. Bisiliqtnts (Bot.\ plants . . whose seed is

contained in two distant pods succeeding one flower, as in

.. Periwinkle, etc. Hence 1775 ASH, Bi$iliqnoits\ and in

mod. Diets,

Bisin e, -sink,-sit : see BYSEX. BKSIXK, BE.SIT.

Bis-ischiatic, a. = BI-ISCHTATTC.

1857 Bn.LOCK Cazeaujf' Midivif. 32 The bis-ischiatic space.

Bisk ,bisk\ sb. Forms : 7 biske, 8-9 bisque.
bisk. [a. F. hisqm crayfish soup.]

a. A rich soup made by boiling down birds, etc.

b. spec. Crayfish soup.
1647 R.STAPYLTON ynrcnalz6-j Beccafico. .oneof the great-

est rarities they [the Italians] can put into a bisk or ollio.

1715 Pancirollns' Rermn Mem. I. iv. x. 181 A Bisk of
all sorts of Fish. 1731 BAILEY, Bisk, Bisque [in Cookery],
a rich kind of pottage, made of Quails, Capons, fat Pullets,
and more especially of pigeons roasted. 1741 Conipl. Fani.-
Piece i, ii. 138 To make a Risque of Pidgeons. 1882 MRS.
H. REEVE Cookery xiii. oo Bisque or Crayfish Soup.
t Bisk, v. Obs. [No etymology known : perhaps

an error of Calamy's, followed by Southey.]
u 1732 E.CAI.AMY Nonconf. Mem. 581 (B'ouchen To be bisk 'd,

as I think the word is, that is to be rub'd over with an inky
brush. 1847 SOUTHEY Doctor chap, extra, i D.) The chapter

. .has not been bisked hut semiramised.

Bisk, variant of BISQUE.

Biskaine, biskake, bisket, etc. : see BISC-.

Bismar (bi-smii . Sc. dial Also bismer.

-more, bysmer. bissimar. [a. Da. bismer, OX.
bismari steelyard; in LG. of tLolitein Ztesemer, Sw.
besmar \ a Slavo-Lithuanic word

;
in Lettish bes-

mens, bcsmers, Lith. bezmenas, Russ. bezmcn, Pol.

bczmian.]
1. A kind of steelyard used in the north-east of

Scotland, and in Orkney and Shetland.
1805 G. BARRY Hist. OrfrttcydSoB} 220 The bysmer is made

use of for ascertaining the weight of butter, oil, salt, wool.

1814 Statist. Ace. Scot. VII. 563 (Kirkwallt The instru-
ments they have for the purpose of weighing, are two in

number; and the one of them is called a pundlar and the
other a bismar. 1880 TYLOR in Accuiemy 18 Sept. 204/1 A
rude kind of steelyard or bismar, to weigh out pounds of
cheese with.

2. The fifteen-spined stickle-back : ;see quotA
1805 BARRY Hist. Orkney 289 I'IAM.) The Fifteen-spined

stickleback \gasterostfns spinachia* is here denominated
the bismer, from the resemblance it is supposed to bear to
the weighing instrument of that name. 1859 YARRRLL Brit.
Fitfats I. 101 Bismore.

Bismarine (biunilrrn), a. rare. [f.
Bia-4

MARINE. L. mannus, f. mare sea.] Between or

washed by two seas.

1806 C. S. FABI-R Gen. $ Connect. View (1808) II. 191 In
the same bismarine region.

BISMUTH.

t Bisme. Obs. [aphetic form oiabismc, ABYSM.]
An abysm ; a deep pit.

1513 DOUGLAS /Ends \ i. v. 3 Fra thine strekis the way . .

Deip onto hellis flude . . With holl bismc, and liidduui
swelth wnrude. 1663 CKRBIKK Counsel 51 I'or burning of
Bricks . . Noblemen care not to make a Bisme in their
Parks.

Bisme, bismeoruwe, obs. ff. BESOM, Bisso.v.
BESMEAR.

t Bi'Smer, sb. Obs. Also i bysmer, -mor,
bismor, 3-4 bisemar, busemare, 3-;; bis-, bys-
mar.e, 4 bissemare, busmar, 4-6 bismere, 6

(
Si:.''

bysnieyr, bismeir. [West Germanic : OE. bis-

mer, -or str. neut.), identical with OHG. bismer

'ridicule,' f. /'/, BY (in its strong or accented form
+ -smer, which Schmeller connects with MIIG.
sinier a smile, laughing, smiercii to smile. Others
have compared OHG. sincro, OE. sincorn y OTeut.
*stcr~i'o- in, fat, grease, butter,' which seems, on

phonetic as well as other grounds, less probable.]
1. Shame, disgrace; reproach, mockery; scorn.

(893 K. .'Ki.ikKn Oros. in. vii. i Sen stow [Caudine
Forks] jewenrb s\vi)>e m.tre . . for Romana bismere. c 1175
Ltinil'. llotn. yi \>:\

seicien ba iudeiscen men a bismer, pas
men beod mid miste fordrencte. a 1225 Ancr. R. 132 He
lauhweo hire to bisemare. c 1325 K. E. Allit. P. B. 65 \

t>enne (>e burde byhynde be dor for busmar lajed. t 1386
CHAL'CI>.R Reeves T. 45 As fid of hokir. and of bissemare.
r 1460 Ltiiitt/nl 923 Thy barouns di yveth the to bj'smare.
2. A reproach, taunt, insult.

971 Hlickl. Hoin. 23 He . . eel ba:ni nnlaedum ludeum
mani^ l>ysmor ^ebrouade. 1393 LAM;U P. /'/. C. xxli. 294
Bold of abydyng busemares to suftren.

3. A person worthy of scorn
;
a lewd person, a

pander or bawd. Cf. BESOM 2.

a 1300 O/?-\,v- .17. 22029 Anticrist. ,al be born, .of bismer
brem and bald, a 1400 Co-.'. Myst. (18411 140 Se this bolde

bysmare \volde presume, Ageyn God to preve his my^ht.
1513 DOUGLAS /Ends iv. Pro!, igi. 7/7't/. vm. Prol.

72 Get ane bysmeyr ane barn, than all hir blys gane is.

1535 LYNDESAY Satyrs 4234 That bismair, war scho thair,
withoutin dowt Out of hell the Devi!! scho wa!d dintj out.

t Bi'Siner, v. Ubs. Forms : I bysmerian,
bysm-, bismrian, bismaeriaia, bysmorian,
bysmrijan, 2 bysmerian, 4 bismere. [OK.
bysmcrian, f. prec.]
trans. To treat with scorn, mock, deride, insult.

.- 1000 Ags. C,i>sp. Mark iii. 29 Se be oone halsan gast by-
smerafi [f/attoH bysmerieo], cxi6o lluttvn G. Matt, xxvii.

41 Eac bare sacerde ealdres hyme bysmeredon. 1340
.-lyt'ti/

1
. 22 [pe proude] bisemereb and scorne} 1 be guode men.

Bismethyl: see Bis- prcf. Client.

ii Bismi-llah. [Arab. idJIj bi-sm-illah'j

'

in the name of God.'] In the name of Allah or

God
;
a common Mohammedan exclamation.

1813 BYRON GiaMtr 568 They reach the grove of pine at

last: Bismillah ! now the peril's past. 1850 TiiACKHiAV
rendennis liii, He . . is all for trie sack practice. Bismillah '

t Bi .smlng, ///. a. Sc. Obs. ! Abysmal.
1513 DOUGLAS sKneis vn. vi. no Pluto .. reputtis That

bismyng belch haitudl to se.

Bismite (bi'smait, biz-). Min. [f. BISM(UTH +

-TTE.] The native oxide of bismuth, called also

bismuth -ochre, an earthy, or foliated mineral, of

yellowish or dirty white colour.

Bismite, bismoke, etc. : see BE-.

Bismuth vbi-smi")>, biz-). Also 7 bismute,
bismuto, bismu'tum, 8 bizmuth. [a. Ger. bis-

muth
;
the present Ger. form is un'smut/i or wismut,

a reversion to wissimith, the form in which the

word first occurs in G. Agricola (1629 , though he
latinized it as biseinrttnm. Derivation unknown.]
One of the elementary bodies

;
a reddish white

metal, found native, and also in combination in

numerous ores ; it is brittle and melts at a low

temperature. (Chemically, Bismuth (Bi* is closely
allied to ANTIMONY, and is. in different combina-

tions, a triad and a pentad. Its chief use in the

arts is as an alloy ; the oxide and some salts are

used in medicine.)
Acicnlar B.= AIKINITK, also called neeiUe-ore\ \Bitttt-r t]f

R., bismuth chloride ; I-'lcrwers of B., an efflorescence of
the oxide on minerals containing metallic bismuth ; Magis-
tery of B., White /?., the subnitrate or basic nitrate of bis-

muth, used as a paint and cosmetic under the name of
Pearl White, Pearl Powder; Regains of B.. an old name
for the metal ; Telluric B. (see z ; Mineral />'. , Native B.,
bismuth occurring as a brittle mineral in crystals, etc.

1668 WH.KINS Real Char. 66 Imperfect kinds of Metal . .

used for Makingof Pewter, being of shining brittle substance:

7>Ysw/V, Tin-glass. 1674 Phil. Trans. IX. 189 In the moun-
tains of Sudnos in Bohemia there was some years ago found
a metal, by them called Bismuto. 1678 PHILLIPS, Bismiitiun,
that which is called Tinglosse, differing both from Tin and
Lead. 1755 Gcntl. Mag XXV. 454 It perfectly resists the

destructive power of lead, bismuth, and the antimonial

semi metal. 1870 R. FKRGUSON Elcctr. 42 Among diamag-
netic substances is bismuth.

b. attrib. Of or combined with bismuth, as bis-

muth alloys, compounds, eres, salts, etc. ; esp. in

Cltcm., in systematic names of compounds, as bis-

muth carbonate, pentoxide, silicate, trisiilphide ;

and in Min.. bismuth-blende, native silicate of

bismuth or EDLYTITE
; bismuth-glance = Bis-



BISMUTHAL.
MUTHINITE

; bismuth-nickel, a native ore of bis-

muth and nickel in union with sulphur, = GR'r-

JJAUITE ; bismuth-ochre, the native oxide of bis-

muth, = BISMITE
; bismuth-silver, a native alloy

of bismuth and silver, Ag., Bi, = CHILENITE
; bis-

muth-tellurium {telluric bismuth}, a native alloy,
Bi 2Tej ,

= TETRADYMITE.
1847 E. SEYMOL-R Severe Dis. I. 8, I recommended the

bismuth mixture. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chcm. I. 597 A bis-
muth-silver from the mine of San Antonio, Chili. 1869
Daily .Ven'S 12 June, Those wondrous demoiselles with low
hair [and] bismuth eyebrows.
Bismnthal (bi-snrity&l, bi-z-mirfbal), a.

[f.

prec. -i- -AL.] Of or pertaining to bismuth.
So -f Bi'sniutliane, Davy's name for chloride of

bismuth. Bi'smuthate, a salt of bismuthic acid.

Bismuthic 'bismi^-bik), a., of bismuth, applied
to compounds in which bismuth combines as a

pentad, as bismuthic oxide, Bi, O.A . Brsmntliide

(Cliem.), a primary compound of bismuth with
another element or an organic radical, as bisnmlh-
ide of potassium or of ethyl; (Jlfi'n.) Beudant's
name for a family of minerals of the bismuth type.
Brsmuthiiii', a compound of bismuth having the

structure of an amine, as trielhyl-bismuthim (cf.

ARSINE) ;
also = Bismu'thinite (Mfn.), native

sulphide of bismuth, or bismuth-glance, a lead-

grey lustrous mineral, isomorphous with stibnite.

Bi'smuthous a., combined with bismuth as a

triad, as bisiimthous oxide, Bi, O3 . Bi-smutite,
BismutMte :'Min.

'

,
the nati\e hydrous carbonate

of bismuth, Bi 2 C, of various forms and colours.
1812 SIR H. DAW Chetn. Philos. 407 It has been called

butter of bismuth. It may be called bismuthane. 1799
KIRWAN Geol. F.ss. 428 Bismuthic, cobaltic, arsenical py-
rites. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Ciir. .SV. Chem. 469 The
peroxide of bismuth, or bismuthic acid. 1881 AtnefUiltni
12 Nov. 634/3 1 be synthesis of bismuthous iodide.

Bison (bai-ssn, bi'san, bi'zan). PI. 4-6 in Latin

form, bisontes, bisountes ; sing. 7- bison.

[Adopted, directly or through F. bison, 'Cotgr.
1611) from L. bison (pi. bisontes}, ad. OTeut. *wi-

sctnd, wisund str. masc., the native name, in OHG.
taisunt, -ant, -int, MHG. wisant, -cut, -en, MGer.
wesaat, OE. wesend, ON. visundr, pi. visundar
with i afterwards lengthened). The Old English
wesend having been long obsolete, the word has
come back to us through Latin, in which guise it

can hardly be looked upon as Eng. before the

1 7th c., and has become familiar only in con-

nexion with the American Bison. It is in Minsheu,
Coles, Phillips 1678-1 706, and Kersey ; but not in

Cockeram, Blount, Bailey 1721-90, Johnson, nor

Richardson 1836-55 : it was added by Todd to

Johnson, 1818. Etymologically bi-san is the most

correct, but bsi'ssn is the prevailing pronunciation.]
The name of two species of Wild Oxen, which
some naturalists separate from the genus Bos, and
make a distinct genus Rison or Bonasus.

1. orig. A species of Wild Ox (Bos Bison Gesn.,
B. bonasus Linn.), formerly prevalent in Europe,
including Great Britain, and still existing in a

protected state in forests of Lithuania. (This was
the fiiaoiv of Pausanias and Oppian, the Huvaoos
of Aristotle and vlilian, the bfson and bonasus of

Pliny and Solinus, the bison of Seneca and Martial
;

pi. bisontes, in later writers visontes, vcsontes, bis-

sontes. It is now sometimes called the Aurochs,
a name belonging rightly to the extinct Bos Urus,
the Urus of Coesar. See the exhaustive article

IVisunt, in Schade, Altdeutschcs \Vbch.)

1398 TREVISA Earth. DeP. R. xv. xxx. (1405) 499 There ben

many bestes of dyuers kynde in Berne [
= Bohemia] as beeres,

hartes . . bubali and bisontes. Ibid. xv. Ixxxiii. (1495) 521
In Karinthia ben many beers, bysountes and other won-
derful beestis. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny n. 323 Those neat or

bufiles called uri or bisontes. 1611 BIBLE Dent. xiv. 5 The
pygarg \ntarg. bison], and the wild ox, and the chamois.

1617 MIN-SHEU s.v. Bison, a wilde oxe, great eied, broad-

faced, that will neuer be tamed. 1661 LOVF.LL Hist. Anitn.

4- Afin. 23 Hereto may be referred the Bison : and Ure-
oxe. 1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat. Hist. 203 In the forests of
Lithuania there yet linger a few herds of another enormous
ox, which at one time roamed over the whole of Europe,
including even the British Isles the European bison.

2. The North American species B. Americanus,

popularly called '

Buffalo,' which roams in vast

herds over the interior of the continent, chiefly in

the neighbourhood of the Rocky Mountains.

[1693 RAV Synops. Animal. 71 Bison . . hujusmodi bovem
aliquando vidimus in vivario regio Westmonasteriensi unde
allatum nescio ; ni forte ex Florida regione Americana.]

1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist. II. 12. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist.
./Jwr. (17831 II. loyThe bison of America. 1810 CAMI-HELL
Poems II. 16 We launch'd our quivers for the bison chace.

1841 CATLIN A". Anrer. Ind. (1844) I. iv. 24 The buffalo lor

more correctly speaking bison) is a noble animal, that roams
over the prairies. 1877 J. ALLEN Ainer. Bison 449 The height
of the American bison, .is found to be sixty-six inches.

t Bisocne. Obs. Also 3 bisockne, -sokne.

[ME., an analogical formation upon bescchen, be-

880

seken, BESEECH, after the relation that some, SOKEN,
OE. s6cn, already bore to sechen, seken, SEEK.]
1. Beseeching entreaty.
a 1325 Attcr, R. 376 puruh Marie bone & bisocne was

water . . iwent to wine. 1297 R. GLOUC. 495 Ac thoru
bisokne of the king delayed it was jute.
2. Visiting, frequenting, attendance.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 45 Ne beo in hire nabing iwrat bute

chirche bisocnie and beode to criste.

II Biso'gnio, bisogno. Obs. [a. It. bisogno
' need

; also, a needy fellow, a raw recruit' ; also

in Sp. bisoiio, Pg. bisonlio, in same sense.] Early
form of BESONIO, BEZONIAN.
1591 GARRARD A rt Warrc 170 The name of a raw souldier,

and Bisognio. 1598 BARRKT Theor. ll'arres 11. i. 17 Many
inconuemences and disorders which rawe Bisognios will

commit. Ibid. Gloss. 249 Bisognio or Bisonnio, a Spanish
or Italian word. 16x2 CHAPMAN ll'iddtKve's T. Plays 1873
III. 17 Spurn'd out by Groomes like a base Bisogno. 1636
ABP. WILLIAMS Holy T. (16371 21 ^ Being as yet Gods Bi-

sognos, as it were, Tyrones Dei.

Bi'sonant, a.
[f.

Bi- pref:*- \ + SONANT, ad.

L. sonanlem sounding.] Having two sounds.

1876 F. Doi-SE Grimm's L. 16. 31 Which attributes to

the
primitive aspirates a bisonant and oscillating character.

Bisonian, obs. form of BEZONIAN.

Bisou^te, obs. pa. t. of BESEECH.

t Bisp, sli. O/'s. Also bysp, bissp, bysb. [A
phonetically contracted form of biscop. BISHOP, in

early ME. : cf. mod.Da. liisp with ON. liskup,
Sw. biskop ; also Pg. /</>/<>.]

= BISHOP.
ii 1300 Ptission Oitr Lord 76 in O. E. Misc. 39 pe byspes

and be maystres hi were swibe wroth. Ibid. 471 pe bispes
of be LJywes seyden Pilatus to. \Biscop occurs in sing, in

this poem.] 1330 R. BRL-XNF. Citron. 114 Thurstan sent his

sond, tille a bissp [printed bissh] sauuage, Ranf of Orkeney.
Hence Bisprlche, -ryche = BISHOPRIC.
a 1300 Shires fy Hiindr. in O. E. Misc. 145 pis bispryche

u-es hwylen two bispriche. \Biseopryclu-' also occurs.]

t Bisp, bysp, bysb, v. 0/>s. [Cf. prec.] trans.

To bishop, to confirm.
c 1450 MYHC 158 Do bat they I-bysbede were. Tyl the bys-

chope haue bysbede hyt.

Bispel, variant of BYSPEL, Obs., parable.

Bisperre : see BESPAR v. Obs. to shut up.

Bispinose, -ous: see Bi- pref.- i.

Bisque 1

(bisk). Also 7 biseaye, 8 bisk. [a.

F. bisque, of same meaning ; of unknown origin.
Littre compares It. bisca a gaming-place, a

'

hell.']

1. Tennis. A term for the odds which one player

gives the other in allowing him to score one point
once during the 'set' at any time he may elect.

Also in Croquet: An extra turn allowed to a weaker

player.
[1611 COTGR., Biscay?, a vantage at Tennis. Bisque, a

fault at Tennis.] 1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr., and 1678 PHILLIPS,

Bisque (Fr.t, a fault at Tennis. 1679 SHADWEI.L True
ll'idoiv I. Wks. 1720 III. 124 We'll play with you at a bisk,
and a fault, for twenty pound. 1721 BAILEY, His!;, Ittsqnc,
odds at the play of Tennis ; a stroke allowed to the weaker

player. French. 1872 PRIOR Croquet 56 Mr. Hale made
the happy suggestion of adopting the bisque as a means of

equalizing a strong and a weak player. 1874 HKATH Crt>.

ijnet PI. 77 Example of how to take the Bisque.
2. fig. f To have a bisque in one's sleeve : to have

something to fall back upon, another resource,

another string to one's bow. To give one fifteen,
etc. and a bisque: to give him long odds, to '

leave

him nowhere' in a contest or comparison.
1713 Flying-Post 24 Nov. 26 He (like a compleat Poli-

tician) reserves always a Bisk in his sleeve (a Phrase we
Tennis-players use). 1717 BULLOCK Worn, a Riddle II. 18

Before the game's up, I have a Bisk in my sleeve, an appeal
to the House of Peers. 1881 Sat. Rev. 30 July 136/2 If

alliteration be a mark of study and finish, the latest school

of English poetry can give Byron thirty and a bisque.

Bisque-, [f. BISCUIT.]
1. ? BISCUIT (bread).
2. In Pottery, = BISCUIT 2 ; also a variety of un-

glazed white porcelain used for statuettes, etc.

1664 EVELYN Sylva (1776)610 Be sure never to carry your
Bottle and Bisque into the field without your Style and
Tablet. 1864 Daily Tel. 28 Sept., He had. .seen vast num-
bers of statuettes in plaster of Paris and in bisque.

Bisque, variant of BISK, soup.
Bisquet;te, -quit(e, obs. forms of BISCUIT.

Biss, var. of BYSS v.Obs. to sing to sleep.

Bisschop(e, -choppe, -cop, obs. ff. BISHOP.

t Bisse '. Obs. [a. med.L. (also OF.) bisse, L.

bes two thirds of an as, etc., explained as be-is -

binae partes assis.] Two thirds.

I398TRF.VISA Earth. De P. R. vm. xvii. (1495) [The mone]
abydeth in euery signe ii dayes & vi houres and bisse. Ibid.

And full endyth his course in xxvij dayes and viij houres.

t Bisse -. Obs. rare. [a. OF. bisse, bisce, bische,

mod.F. biche hind, doe.] A female deer, a hind.

1-1450 Veneryde Twety\nRel.Ant.\. 154 Bestesofvenery?
Sire, of hertis, of bisses, of bukkes, and of doos.

t Bisse 3
. Obs. rare. Some odoriferous sub-

stance. [Watts Did. Chcm. I. 597 has ' bissa-bol

a gum-resin from Arabia, resembling myrrh.']
1608 R. JOHNSON Seven Champ, n. C iij b, As though ihe

heavens had rained downe showers of Campheare, HISSL- nr

Amber greece.

Bisse, obs. form of BICK, BYSS.

BISTEP.

Bisseling, bissemare : see REZZLINO, BISMEH.
t Bi'SSet. Si: Obs. [a. F. bisette 'plate of gold,

silver, or copper, wherewith some k hides of sluffe

are striped' (Cotgr.). Cf. Littre.] Lace or bind -

I

ing of gold, silver, silk, etc.

1561 Invent. (1815) 154 (JAM.), Thre curtenis of cram-

|

mosie dames, .enrichet upoun the seames with a litle bisset

of gold. Ibid. 221 And wrocht with small silver bissettis

wantand bodeis. 1568 in Chalmers Life Q. Mary (18181
I. 285, 300 elns of small silken bissetis.

tBisse'xt. Olis. In 4-6 bisext(e, 6 (bisex\
bysext. [ad. L. bi,s)sexlus (dies\ f. Ms twice -t-

sextus sixth, the name given to the intercalary day
inserted by the Julian calendar every fourth year
after the sixth day before the calends of March,
or 24th of February.] prop. The intercalary day
in leap-year ;

but also taken as = BISSEXTILE.
1398 TKKVISA Bartli. De P. Ji. IX. iii. (1405) 348 The

Bisexte is gaderynge of eyghtene hoxires whyche comyth in

thre yeres wyth syxe houres of the fourth yere to make a
ful daye . . and the yere Bisextilis hath that name. 1530
ELVOT Cm', i. xxv. 11883) 265 Hisext, called the lepe yere.

if>i&Sheph. Kal. {1656))!, In four years, there is one Bysext.

Bissextile (bise-kstil), a. and sl>. [ad. L.

bi(s)sexti/is (aninis), i.e. (the year) of the bisscxtits :

see prec.]
A. adj. Containing the bissexius or extra day

which the Julian calendar inserts in leap-year.
Bissextile day (

= L. bissextus dies ; see above).
[1398 The yere Bisextilis (see prec.i.] 1594 BLUNDEVII.

Exerc. m. l. xli. led. 7) 355 The Bissextile or leape yeere,

containing 366 dales. 1696 WHISTON Tit. Kartft n. 11722)

158 The Julian Calendar . . intercalates the Bissextile Day
immediately after the Terminal!.-!. 1768 BLACKSTONE Cotnni.

II. 140 In bissextile or leap-years. 1854 ToMLlNSoN--/rrtwV
Astron. 189 Thus 1600 was bissextile, 1700 and 1800 were
not so.

B. sb. Leap-year.
1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. IV. v. (1588) 491 The Bissextile (or

Leepe yeere) which hapneth once in every foure yeeres.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 586. 1834 MRS. SOMKRVILLEOWW^U-.
Pys. Sc. xii. 95 If in addition to this, a bissextile be sup-

pressed every 4000 years, the length of the year will be

nearly equal to that given by observation.

Bissh- : see BISH-.

Bissie, bissy, obs. forms of BUSY.

Bissome, obs. form of BESOM.

t Bi'ssoil, fl. Obs. Also i bisene, 1-4 bisne,

4 bisen, 5 byson(e, bysora, 6 bysome, bisme,

7beasom, beeaome,(0rM. </;/. beesen, beezen.)

[OE. 'JS'orthumb.) bisene, a difficult word, of doubt-

ful etymology. Comparison with Du. bij-zienJ

short-sighted, lit.
'

near-seeing, seeing (close': by,'

has suggested that it was a corruption of blscondc,

{. hi-, BY + seoniie seeing. Another suggestion is

that the original form was bisene, f. hi- pref. +

(gc}sicnc, -sync, -scne manifest, conspicuous, visible.

See Skeat. The former explanation has various

etymological difficulties ;
the latter appears to

fail in the sense, since 'visible close by' is not
= '

seeing only close at hand,' still less = '

blind.']

1. Destitute of sight ;
blind.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosf. Matt. ix. 27 Gefyljdon hine tuoeje
bisene. c 1250 Gen. <y E.r. 2822 Quo made bisne, and quo
lockender

1

ciQXtChron. yilod. 682 A byson mon dwelt

fast hym by ; pe whyche hadde ben bleynte alle his lyve.

1548 UDALL Krasm. Par. Mark viii. 22 Not poreblynde,
or a litell appayred, and decayed in sight, but as bysome as

was possible to be. 1552 HULOET Blynde or beasom borne,

ca'cigenns. 1559 Mirr. Mng. 478 As thou art bisme, so are

thy actions blind.

b. In the following the sense is peril. : Purblind.

a 1250 Owl <$ Night. 243 A dai thu art blind other bisne.

1-1450 in Rfl. Ant. II. 240 Now the bysom ledys the

bleynde. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. 11. i. 70 What harme can your
beesome Conspectuities gleane out of this Charracter.

2. ? Blinding.
1601 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 529 [The mobled queen] Threat-

ning tbe flame With Bisson Rheume.

t Bi'SSOn, v. Obs. rare. In 7 bizen, byzon. [f.

prec.] To make blind. Only in ppl. adj. Bissoned.
< 1600 DAY Begg. Bediull Gr. iv. 2 Peace; heaven may-

give my byzon'd eyes their light. 1674 RAY A". C. M'(trds 6

'Bisfii'd, blinded.

t Bissttrsolid. Math. Obs. rare. [f.
L. bis

twice, double + SURSOLID.] The second or double

sursolid, the seventh power of a number.

"557 RECORDE Whttst. H iv. a, Those nombers . . com-

monly are called bsursolides, or bissursolides. that is, se-

conde sursolides, or double sursolides.

Bissyllable. Obs. = DISSYLLABLE.

1389 PL'TTENHAM F.ng. Poesie (Arb.)82 Toeuery bissillable

they allowed two times, and to a trissillable three times, and

to euery polisillable more.

Bist, obs. or dial. = art : see BE v.

Bistard, obs. form of BUSTARD.

Bistare, bister, -sterre : see BESTAKE. BESTIR.

t Biste'ke, v. Obs.
[f. In-, BE- 2 -r stckc, STEEK

to fix, shut ; cf. Du. and LG. besteken, mod.G.

Iiestechtii.] trans. To shut (firmly).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 62 pan heo muhten bisteken dea5 her vte.

a 1240 San'lfs H'linle 247 Alle . . bisteken brute.

t Biste'p, v- Obs. [ME. bisteppen, f. l>i-, BE-

+ steppcit to STEP.] intr. To step, walk, go.



BISTIO-HE.

(71225 Aucr. R. 174. Vor beo heo bistepped ber ute.

t Bi'stighe. Obs. rare.
[f. bi-, BY prep. +

stijt path ; see STYE.] By-way, by-path.
ri34oSiioRKHAM /J

j. xxii[i]. 3 in U'ycliJ's Bible Pref. 4 The
bisti^es of ri^tfulnes.

t Bisti'iit, v. Obs. [ME. bistinten, f. />/-, BE- 4
+ stinten to be dull or weary, to slacken ; cf.

STINT.] trans. To cause to slacken, to check.
c 1300 A". Ait's. 1183 Was nere lambe in no land lower of

chere . . pen was be blonk to be beurn |>at hym bistint,

Bistipuled: see Br-/;v/^ i.

Bistort (bi-stf7.it). [(a. F. bistorte', ad. L. bis-

torta, f. Ms twice + for/a twisted, fern. pa. pple.]
1. A species of Polygonnm (P. bistorta]^ named

from the twisted form of its large root, bearing
a cylindrical spike of small flesh-coloured flowers

;

also called Snakeweed. See ADDERWORT.
1578 LYTR Dodoens 21 There be two sortes of Bistorte . .

the Great Historic fand] the Small Bistorte. 1712 tr. Pmnet's
Hist. Drugs I. 44 Bistort is a Plant that has a Root roll'd

upon itself. 1872 H. MACMILLAN True Vine v. 180 The
common bistort . . is supposed to have bloomed on Calvary,
and to have been sprinkled with the drops of blood that fell

from Christ's side. Hence the pink stains on its white
flower-heads, and the dark blotches on its green leaves.

2. Surgery. = BISTOURY.
1655 CuLPEFPER Riverins vi. vil. 143 Open the imposthume

with a crooked incision Knife called a Bistort.

Bistoury (bi-stari, bi-sturi). Also 5 bystorye,
8-9 bistory, 9 bistouri. [a. OF. bistorie (in
sense i), ad. mod.F. bistouri (in sense 2 : origin
uncertain : see Littre. (Said in some books to

be from Pistorium, now Pisioja ; but this is merely
a conjecture from the similarity of the words.)]

'[ 1. A mediaeval weapon, a large knife or dagger.
1490 CAXTON Enpydos xvi. 65 Eneas had a bystorye or

wepen crysolite, as it were a lityl swerde crosseles.

2. Surgery. A scalpel ; made in three forms, the

straight, the curved, and the probe-pointed (which
is also curved).

1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 133 An Incision made with a

Bistory. 1764 SMEI.UK Midivif. I. In trod. 31 He must . .

amputate with a bistory. 1804 ABBRNETHV Sur%. Obsew,
214 They were divided by the crooked bistoury. 1859 K.

MAHONEY AY/. Father Front ii. 546 The surgeon's bistouri.

1873 TRISTRAM Monb v. 92 Screwing my courage to use a
bistory.

Bistre (bi-stoj). Also bister, [a. F. bistre, in

same sense : see below.] A brown pigment pre-

pared from common soot ; the colour of this.

1727-51 CHAMBERS CycL, Bister, or Bistre, among; painters
..a colour made of chimney-soot boiled, and afterwards
diluted with water. 1808 SOI/THEY Lett. (1856) II. 58 One
set, of six folios, is lettered in gold upon bister. 1853 KANK
Grinncll

E.rf>.
xlix. (18561467 A dark sky, something be-

tween the bistre of the frost-smoke and the indigo of our
thunder clouds at home.

b. attrib. and in comb.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxix. (1856) 241 The frost-smoke
is all around us in bistre-colored vapor. 1862 THORNBCKY
Turner I. 79 Published in aqua-tinta, in imitation of bistre
or India-ink drawings. 1881 Nature XXIII. 223.
[In form, bistre comes near to a series of Teutonic words,

ON. bistr angry, knitting one's brows, Sw., Da. bister

angry, fierce, raging, grim, Du. bijster bewildered, LG.
blester having lost one's way ; also

'

dark, dismal, gloomy
'

Fliigel, Of these Franck takes the Flemish bijstlfr as ap-
parently the most etymological form, and would refer it to
an OTeut.

'
:

ln-stinri with the notion of
*

deranged, disturbed,
amazed.' Ifthisbethe derivation, these words can hardly be
related to the Fr. bistre, as they might be if 'gloomy,
dark' were the radical notion. Mr. H. Bradley compares OF.

hence the notions of 'dismal, gloomy, grim, raging, etc.'

might be plausibly derived; but historical evidence as to
connexion between the various words is wanting.]

Bistred (bi-staid), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED2.]

Stained with or as with bistre.

1876 Miss BROUGHTON Joan xx. 186 A keener look in her
stained and bistred eyes.

Bistrete, bistrood : see BESTREW, BESTRIDK.
t Bi'SUlc, a. (and si'.} Obs. Also 7 bisulk(e.

[ad. L. bisulcus two-furrowed, two-cleft, f. bi- two
+ sulcus furrow.] A. adj. Cleft in two ; spec.

having a cloven hoof. B. quasi-.r/>. A cloven-
hoofed animal.

1650 BULWIE ^wMrtjAww/. xiv. 142 The tongue of man
is not double, or trisulke or bisulke. 1661 LOVEI.I. Hist.
Anim. fy Afi'ti,, Those that are horned, are commonly
bisulks. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 850 The Cloven-hoofd
are either Bisulc . . or Quadrisulc.
So Bisu Icate, Bisu Icatecl, Bisu'lcous a., in

same sense.

1833 LYKLL Elent. Geol. xvi. (1874) 256 Tracks of the
Anoplotherium with its bisulcate hoof. 1839-47 TODD Cycl.
Anat. ff Phys. III. 241/2 Feet bisulcate. 1637 TOMI.INSON
Renou's Disp. 468 A Scorpion hath .. arms and fore-cleyes
bisulcated. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxv. 5.

175 The Swine . . being bisulcous . . is farrowed with open
eyes as other bisulcous animals.

1

Bisu-lieii, v. Obs. [f. BE- T + sitfan, OE.
sulian to pollute, soil ; perh. in OE. : cf. OHO.
bisullan, MHG. besidn] To pollute, make filthy.
riaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 37 J>an he fulle ben, [he] buulieC

hem on be fule floddri of drunkenuesse.

Bisuyle, obs. form of BKSOIL.
VOL. T.
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t Biswe'ligh, V. Obs. Pa. pple. bisuelid.

[f. bi-, BE- 2 + ME. swcljen, OE. switfgan, sivqlgan
to SWALLOW.] To swallow up.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16484 (Gcittj, Alias ! bat be erd be time

bat i was born ne had bisuelid me.

Bisy, biszhop, obs. forms of Brsv, Bisnor.
Bit (bit), jtf.l Forms; 1-4 bite, 3-5 bytt, 4

byte, 4-6 byt, bitte, 6 bytte, 7-9 bitt, 6- bit.

[Com. Teut. : OE. bite str. masc.,
*

bite, biting/
OFris. bit, bile, biti, OS. biti, (MDu. bete, Du. beet},

OHG., MHG. bi^ 'piece bitten off,
1

mod.G. bisz
'

biting,' ON. bit
'

bite, biting* (Sw. bett, Da. bid, bidcn
'

bite ') : OTeut. */>///-c str. masc., f. Intan to BITK.

As will be seen on comparing the next word, there

were two OTeut. sbs. derived from this verb, of
which the senses 'act of biting,

1

'piece bitten off,'

were not uniformly distinguished in the different

langs. In OE., bite 'act of biting, bite/ and bita

'piece bitten off, morsel, bit.' were distinct, but
both became bTte, bit in ME., and both are now
bit, so that they can be distinguished only by
tracing the history of their senses. In the general
sense the former is now represented by the later

sb. BlTE, but bit is retained in numerous specific

uses, esp. that of the biting part of a tool.]

1 1. Biting ;
what one bites. All Obs. or dial.

fl. The act or action of biting ;
a BITF. At a

bit : at one bite
;
also _/?. Obs.

(893 K. /Ei.FREn Orcsiiis \. vii, (Jiucttas comon o for call

|>;et land . . mid fyrsmeortenclum bilum. c 1000 .SV?.r. Lci\hd.

1.370 Hundes heafod eha;rned to acxan . . J>a wedendan
bitas xeliR?leb. ^1300 Cursor M. 8500 Adam .. thorn a
bitte [v.r. bitt, bite, bit|broght all in blam. (-1300 A'. .-/

5436 Her bytt envenyrned was. 1440 Prawp. Parr. 37
Bytt, or bytynge, inorsns. 1577 tr. l>ullhigers Decades
(1592) 735 The fretting hit of the tooth of sin. 1639 1'Yi.LKn

Holy War in. xviii. (1647) 138 He. .requested their aid

only for forty days, hoping to chop up those Albigenses
at a bit. 1653 WALTON Angh-r 55 You may, if you .stand

close, be sure of a bit, but not sure to catch him.

1* k. Jig. The ' bite
'

or *

sting' of death, disease,

etc.
; hence, To be ones bit: to be inimical or

destructive to one, Obs.
c 1175 Lnil>. Horn. 123 Morsns tuns ero infornc . . bu

helle ic wulle beon bin bite, n 1225 Ancr. R. 288 peonne
he . . bit dea3es bite, c 1449 Pi COCK Rff>r. n. x. 204 A bitte

to belle \inferni inorsns\. 1609 BIRI.K 1 1 >ouay) Hoscn xiii.

14 Thy bitte wil I be
"
hel.

t 2. transf. The cutting or jienetrating action

of an edged weapon. Obs.
a 1000 /h'ffU'iilf 4126 /F.fter billes bite blod-fa^ swefe5.

a 1000 Fata Apvst. (Gr.l 34 purh sweordes bite. (-(1225

/-*.. Kath. 2436 Ich abide her be bite of svvordes eggt*.
c 1400 Destr. Troy xv. 6494 Two speirus . . of fell bite.

fb. A catching hold with a sharp edge; grip.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy xi. 4702 pai . . cast ancres with cables

]>at kene were of byt.

f 3. The action of biting food
; eating ; grazing.

Hence \ bit-grass. Obs.

1523 FITZHERB. Ster7'. 4 The whole commen is his owne,
and his tetiauntes haue . . onely bytte of mouthe with their

catell. a 1600 in Risdon's Sierv. Devon 308 fiSioiqi^ Bitt

grass for all hys beasts. 1624 SAXDKRSON Serm.(i6&i) I. 244
An heifer . . goini; alwayes at full bit. 1635 2 Serm. .St.

Paul's i. 57 An idle servant, .good at bit, and nothing else.

4. Food to bite, victuals. Chiefly dial.

1719 Scot.Presbyt. Eloq. 36 (JAM.) He desires no more in

the world, but a bit and a brat; that is only as much food
and raiment as nature craves, a 1845 Hoon Sweep's CV;//.,
Here's a precious merry Christmas; I'm blest if I can earn
either bit or sup ! 1863 KINGSI.KY H'ater Bub. \. 41 Some
oTie will give me a bit and a sup,

II. The '

biting' part of anything.
f 5. The cutting blade or edge of an edged tool,

ax, spade, etc. (obs.} : the point of a pickax.
c 1330 A rth. <y Aferl. 4808 The Bite was to fot long, c 1400

Destr. Troy xvi. 7316 With the bit of his blade . . He clefe

hym to the coler. 1660 SHABROCK I 'cgetables 109 Get a

strong hoe, of P good broad bit. 1677 GREW Anat. Seeds
iv. 14 The Lobes . . are shaped like the Bitt of a Spade.
1747 HOOSON Mhier s Diet. C) Sij, We strike or hit . , with
the Bit or Point of the Hack.

6. The biting or cutting end or part of a tool ;

spec, the movable boring-piece of a drill (e.g.
brace and bit, stock and biO, or a similar tool for

use with the ratchet, drilling machine, boring
machine, etc. ; the borer for clearing the vent of
a gun ; the cutting-iron of a plane, the nipping
parts or jaws of tongs, pincers, and similar tools.

1594 PLAT Jt-wcll-ho. i. 27 A long Auger or Percer, with
seuerall large bittes which he may put on and take off at
his pleasure. 1677 MOXON Mech. E.verc. (1703) 94 The
Gimblet . . hath a Worm at the end of its Bitt. 1693 LISTER
in Phil. Trans. XVII. 869 The superlative hardning of
the Heads and Bitts of Tools. 1^69 FALCONER Diet.
Marine (1789) K, The bit, or priming-iron, is a kind of large
needle . . serving to clear the inside of the touch hole. 1823
P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 253 The Stock is accompanied
with several bits, or cutters, made of steel. 1881 GREENER
Gun 234 The fine-boring bit . . tends in a great measure to
set the barrel tolerably straight.

b. Comb., as bit-brace t -holder^ -stock.
1881 Mechanic 266. TOO The bit-brace or stock-and-bit is

the . . principal tool in the second division of boring tools.

7. The part of a key. at right angles to the
barrel or shank, which grips the levers of the lock.

BIT.

1644 MS. Lonth (Lincoln?) ChurcJiiv. Ace., For one new bit
for a key &,d. 1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (1703) 24 To every
Ward on the Plates, you must make a Slit, or Ward in the
Bit of the Key. 1853 A. HOBBS Locks v. (18681 58 Bit or
Bitt, is the name given, somewhat indefinitely, either to
the whole flat part of a key, or to the small stepped por-
tions of it,

8. The mouthpiece of a horse's bridle, consisting
of the metal bit-month, and adjacent parts, to

which the reins are attached. (It is not clear

whether the word in this sense signifies that which
the horse bites, or that which bites or grips the
horse's mouth. OE. had bitol bridle,frscnnm ;

ON.
bitttllt bitill bit of a bridle; the Da. is bid, Sw. bettt

Du. gebit, Ger. gclrisz.}

1-1340 dnv. # Gr. Knt. 2310 With be barbe of bu bitte bi

pe bare nek. c 1385 CHACCER L. G. IV, 1208 The fomy
brydil with the bit {"'. r. bitte] of gold. (-1440 Prowp.
Parv. 37 Bytt of a brydylle, Infatitm, 1613 SHAKS. Hen.
I'll!, v. iil. 23 Stop their mouthes with stubborn Hits
& >purre 'cm. 1731 BAU.I-V Dicf.

t
Bitt [with Horsemen],

in general signifies the whole machine of a bridle, as the

bit-mouth, the branches, the curb, the sevil holes, the

tranchefil, and the cross-chains; sometimes it is used only
for the bit-mouth in particular. 1850 .MRS. BROWN INC;

Pronieth. Int. I. 160 Steeds that love the bit They champ al.

b. fig.
1562 J. HEYWOOD Frw. fy Epigr. (1867^ 139, I wyll brydell

the with rou^h byt, wife, a 1649 DRUMM. or HAUI n. Wks.
8/1 Not feeling honour's bit, nor reason's rein. 1789 Woi.-
COTT (P. Pindar) tt'ks. (1812) II. 118 Now calmly Camden
takes the bit, And trots so mildly under Master 1'itt.

C. trausf. A like contrivance in any apparatus.
1660 MK<_>. WOROKSTER H r

itter-Cflfiiw, Engine 15 The ..

Knyine [ha^J A >Mm or Stern with Bitt and Reins, where-
with any Child may . . controul the whole Operation.

d. To draw bit : to stop one's horse by pulling
at the reins ; hence fig., to stop, slacken speed.
To take the bit in his teeth (of a horse) : i. e. so that

it cannot hurt the mouth
; hence, to become un-

manageable, to be beyond restraint ; alsoy?".
1600 Am 1

. ABBOT Exf>. Jonah 521 Neither yet taking
the bit perversely in his teeth. 1664 Brn.KR Hud. n. in.

560 And fur three years has rid your Wit And Passion with-
out ilrawiiift Bit. 1782 COWPKR Table Talk 685 Spend-
thrift, .never drawing hit. 1857 RTSKIN Pol. Kcon. Art 28
If he takes the hit fairly in his teeth.

e. t'owb., as bit-bridle, -maker, -mouth -rein.

1577 HEU.OWES Giwitara's Ep. 72 Alexander the Great did
write unto Pillion his Bit maker. 1676 Lond. Gnz. No.
1078 '4 A brown leather Saddle . . and a Bitt Bridle. 1766
KNTICK I*ondon IV. 73 This company of I.oriners or Bitt-

makers. 1833 Rcgul. Instr. Cavalry \. 44 The bridoon is

to be taken in the >ame manner a-; the bit reins.

9. techii. Applied to parts of various mechanical

contrivances; e.g. the copper head of a soldering-
iron ; a. short sliding piece of .tube in a cornet

for modifying the tone
;
the joint connecting the

stretcher and rib of an umbrella
;

the earlike

projections above the bowl of a spoon.
1703 Lond. Gas. No. 3895/4, 7 Silver Spoons, no Marks,

but branched on the tops, and theoutsidcs of the Bits, etc.

Bit, sb.~ Forms : i bita, 2 bite, 3-6 byte, 6

bytte, 6- bit. [Com. Teut. : OE. bita wk. masc.,

morsel, bit -OFris. bita, OS. *lnto> (MDu. bete,

Du. beet bit, morsel;, OIIG. bizzo biting, MHG.
bizze, mod.G. bisse, bissen piece bitten off, bit, ON.
bitt bit, mouthful (Sw. /'//, Da. bid bit, morsel):
OTeut. *biton- wk. masc., f. Mtan to bite. As to

the relation of this to BIT jvM, see that word;
both became in ME. bite, mod.Eng. bit, so that

the two words can now be separated only in sense.

In the strict sense of 'the portion bitten off,' the

later sb. BITE is now used.]

f-
1. The portion of food bitten off at once; as

much as is taken in the mouth at once
;
a mouth-

ful ;
- BITK sb. 4. Obs.

c looo Ags. Gosp. John xiii. 27 pa refter bam bitan [Hatton,
bite] satanas code on hyne. 1297 R. GLorc. 207 And
yspyted hym boru out myd an yrene spyte, And rostede in

f>ys grete fure to abbe be folle byte. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.
xvin. 200 J?e bite bat pel eten. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 148
Bit, buccella^ minntal. 1590 SIT.NSKR /'. Q. i. viii. 41 His
bare thin cheekes for want of better bits. 1622 FLETCHKR
S^an. Curate II. iv. 33 He'll eat but half-a-dozen bits, and
rise immediatly. 1665 BOYI.E Oceas. Reft. iii. ad fin., When
we dip them in vinegar, we may, for sauce to one bit, devour
alive a schole of little animals.

fb. A bite or mouthful of grass for cattle. Obs.

1523 FITZHKRB. Hmb, 70 And there be to moche grasse
in a close, the cattel shall fede the worse, for a good bytte
to theerthe is suffycyente. iSTpToMsox Calvin Serin. Tint.

151/2 The verie asses may haue a bit there, as we say in

common prouerbes.

This passes into the sense of:

2. Morsel, small piece (of food\ without actual

reference to biting. Hence dainty bit, tit-bit, etc.

(i2oo ORMIN 8640 He badd tatt ;ho shollde himm ec An
bite bradess brinngenn. c 1550 Scot. Poems i6M C. II. 197
Gif God was made of bits of breid. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L.
i. i. 26 Dainty bits Make rich the ribs, but bankerout the
wits. ri6z6 Dick ofDevon \. ii. in Bullen O. PI. II 15

England that yeare was but a bit pickd out To be layd on
their Kinges Trencher. 1684 BUNVAN Pilgr. ii. 67 Come,
said Christiana, will you eat a bit? .1850 Arab. Nts.

(Rtldg.) 615, I had not had a bit of meat for a long time
in my house. 1860 TVNDALI, Glac. I. ii. 80 We had not
a hit of bread nor a drop of wine left.
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BIT. 882 BITE.

By extension to other things :

3. A small piece formed by cutting, breaking, or

other process ; a morsel, a fragment.
1606 SHAKS. TV. < Cr. v. ii. 159 The fragments, scraps,

the bits, & greazie reliques. Of her ore-eaten faith. 1611

COTGR., Pincette, a shred, bit, morsell, iranmocke ; a small

parcel!, or peece. 1694 SALMON latrica \. \. 303/1 Cut also
the root of Peony into little bits. 1716-18 LADY M. W.
MONTAGUE Lett. I. x. 35 There is not the least bit of linen
to be seen. 1838 COOPER Snrg. Diet. 1470 To remove [from
the wound] any extraneous matter, such as gravel, bits
of glass or china.

b. By bits : a little at a time. Bit by bit :
=

prec.,

gradually, piecemeal ; also attrib. and quasi-j/'.

t At bits and starts: irregularly, intermittingly

(cf. by fits and starts).
1396 SPENSER F. Q. iv. ii. 33 Workes of heavenly wits

Are quite devourd, and brought to nought by little bits !

1624 GATAKER Transnbst. 176 His grace is not consumed by
bits. 1632 SHERWOOD, By bitts, /ar morceanx. 1704 SWIFT
T. Tub 11768) I. 142 He writ it in a week at bits and starts.

1849 HARE Par. Serin, n. 189 To pick it up in this way bit

by bit. 1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. i. ii. 45 This sort of

bit-by-bit reform, going on for six hundred years.

4. A small portion or quantity, a little (of any-

thing material or immaterial). Also applied to

complete objects, viewed as portions or samples
of a substance. To give any one a bit of one's

mind: (colloq.) to express one's candid ^and un-

complimentary: opinion of his conduct, etc.

1740-61 MRS. DELANY Life <$ Corr, (i86ij III. 239, I shall

be only allowed bits and scraps of time for it. 1787 'G.
GAMBADO* Acad. Horsem. (1809) 20 Nothing now is to be
seen but bred horses ; every apprentice must bestride a bit

of blood. 1815 SCOTT Gity M. xi, There was never a pret-
tier bit o' horseflesh in the stable o' the Gordon Arms. 1859
JEPHSON Britanny xv. 244 Picturesque little bits of scenery.
1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (18761 I. App. 696 The vigor-
ous little bit of English. 1873 H. SPENCER Stud. Sociol.

vii. 1 1877) 154 The peasant was called from his heavily-bur-
dened bit of land. 1876 TREVELYAN Mataitlay II, ix. 122
This bit of criticism shews genuine perspicacity. 1864 LD.
CAMPBELL in Times 12 Apr. iHoppe) He had given the
house what was called a '

bit of his mind
'

on the subject.
b. ellipt.
1862 ASSTED Channel Isi. \. iv. (ed. 2) 63 The rocky bits to

be seen at the back of Herm. 1879 FURNIVALL Rep. E.

Eng. Text Soc. 6 The Preface has an interesting bit. .about

Wine-growing in England.
c. Used depreciatively or pitifully in Sc. and

north Eng., as in 'bits of children' = poor little

children. Also in colloquial Eng., in singular, as
( a bit of a coward' = somewhat of a coward ;

' a
little bit of a place'

= a place comparatively petty.
1677 RUTHERFORD ;//. Ixxix. (1862)1.201 What is behind

. . but that sinners warm their bits of clay houses at a fire of
their own kindling. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxvi, When Ailie

has had her new gown and the bairns their bits o' duds. 1855
CARLVLE in Froude Life (1885) II. xxii. 170 Thy bits of
debts paid. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. no As to washing
its bits o' things. 1885 Illustr. Lond. AVrw 9 May 491/1 A
bit of a landslip somewhere down the line. 1885 Munch.
Exam. 28 May 5/3 If Kiel proved himself to be a bit of a
coward.

5. colloq. A very small measure or degree, a jot,

a whit
;
used advb. in the expressions a bit : a

little, somewhat, rather; not a bit: not in the

least, not at all
; every bit : entirely, quite.

1675 COTTON Poet. Wks. (1765', I had not wrong'd the

Gods a bit. 1719 T. GORDON Cordial Lent' Spir. 174 An
Aspect every Bit as terrible. 1749 FIELDING Tom "Jones ix.

vi, He loves her not a bit the worse. 1860 GEO. ELIOT Mill
on Fl. ii. II. 71 You should have sent me to school a bit

more. 1865 TROLLOPE Belton Est. iii. 26 The old tower out
there. It isn't changed a bit ! 1869 TREVELYAN Horace at
Univ. Athensfa He sings a sparkling song, can write a bit.

1885 Illustr. Lond. News 14 Feb. 184/1, I am a little bit

afraid of him.

6. colloq. A short while ; a short space of time.

1653 WALTON Angler 211 There we sit For a bit Till we
fish mtangle. 1794 GODWIN Cat. Williams (1849) 86,

'

I

think we may as well stop here a bit.' 1800 MAR. EDGE-
WORTH Cast. Rackrcnt Wks, 1832 I. 70

'

It's no time for

punch yet a bit.* 1884 P'cess Alice Mem. 41, I cannot tell

you what pleasure it has been to have that dear child a
little bit.

b. Sc* The exact point or 'nick' of time.

1785 BURNS Addr. Deil xi, When the best wark-lume i'the

house . . Is instant made no worth a louse, Just at the bit.

7. Sc. A small piece of ground, a 'spot.'
1814 SCOTT Wav. III. 237 It's a bieldy enough bit. 1816

Antiq. xxv, What gars ye stop [digging] now? ye're
just at the very bit for a chance. 1879 JAMIESON Sc, Diet.
s. v., He canna stan' in a bit [i. e. still, in one spot].

8. In reference to money:
a. Thieves slang. Money. Cf. BITE sb. 5.

1607 DEKKER Jests to make Merie Wks. (Grosart) II. 328
If they, .once knew where the bung and the bit is . , your
purse and the money. 1608 Behn. Lond, III. 122 To
learne . . what store of Bit he hath in his Hag. 1831 Mirror
17 Nov. 333 Coiners . . 7'ulgns t Bit-makers.

b. Applied in the Southern States of N. America,
in the West Indies, etc., to small silver coins

forming fractions of the Spanish dollar, or (when
these are obsolete) to their value in current money.
Last century the bit was generally the old Mexican real

i of a dollaror about 6%d. sterling ; later values assigned are
a half pistareen or

-jiy
of a dollar, y*y of a dollar, and (in

some colonies,' the value of i\d. sterling.

1683 Col. Rec. Penn. I. 85 Their Abuse to y" Governing
in Quining of Spanish liitts and Boston money. 1730

SOUTHALL Bugs 8, I would give him . . a Bit, (a Piece of

Spanish Money, there current at Seven-pence Half-Penny).
1780 COOK Voy. {1785* I. 18 The meat is . . sold for half a
Bit (three pence sterling) a pound, c 1782 T. JEFFERSON
Antobiog. Wks. 1859 ! APP- l6

.5
Tne tenth [of the dollar]

will be precisely the Spanish bit, or half-pistareen. a 1848
MARRYAT A'. Reefer Hii, I. .gave my sable nursesa handful
of bits each. 1883 Century Mag. XXVII. 29 With six bits

in his pocket and an axe upon his shoulder.

c. colloq. A small coin or 'piece' of money, the

value being generally named, as seven-shilling bit

(an obs. Eng. gold coin), sixpenny^ font-penny,
and threepenny hit. In slang =-

fourpence.
1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay ii, A seven shilling bit would

be thought handsome.

9. In Scotch bit is used for hit of ('a bit bread' ;

cf. Ger. ein Stuck Brod) t
and for bit of a ('a bit

bairn',' ;
in the latter use it approaches the nature

of an adj.
=

little, tiny, small.

1785 BURNS Cotter's Sat. Nt. in, His wee bit ingle blinkin
bonilie, 1787 BEATTIE Scotticisms 13 A bit bread, a bit

paper. A bit of bread, a bit of paper. 1816 SCOTT Antiq.
vii, I heard ye were here, frae the bit callant ye sent. 1883
J. HAWTHORNE in Harpers Mag. Nov. 926/1, I can take
a bit draw of the pipe.

10. Comb. Bit-wise, little by little, a bit at a

time, piecemeal.
1832 AUSTIN Jitrispr. (18791 U- I0^4 Codified law does not

adapt itself to the successive wants of successive ages so

easily as law made bit-wise.

t Bit sb:* Obs. Forms : I byt, bytt, 2

butte, 3-5 bitte, 4 bit. [OE. byt(t) str. fern.,

cogn. w. OX. bytta pail, MDu., MLG. butte (Du.
butt LG. btit, biit water-bucket, cask

; adopted,
at some period, from med.L. buttis, Imtta (cf. It.

bottet Sp., Pr. bola, F. botte, bottle}, of uncertain

origin : see Diez, LiUre, Scheler. OE. had also

byden fern., a butt, cogn. w. OHG. butina, MHG.
bitten, bute, mod.G. butte, adopted from med.L.

butina, *budina, dim. of butta. The phonetic
forms show that these words are not Teutonic.
Cf. BUTT, BOTTLE.] A leathern bottle or flask ;

the uterus or womb
;
a fire-bucket.

c 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker l-'oc. 336 Utert byt
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ix. 17 Ne big ne doo niwe win on
ealde bytta..gyf hi doft, ba bytta beo3 tobrokene. 1/1200
in Wr.-Wiilcker I'oc. 552 Uter, butte. < 1230 Hali Mcid.
35 Inwi5 bi wombe swelin be bitte [v, r. buttej. c 1467
E. E. Gilds 382 That the bitters be redy with hur horses
and bittes to brynge water . . when eny parelle of fuyre ys.

Bit (bit), v .
[f.

BIT
^.1]

1. frafts. To furnish with a bit, to put the bit

into the mouth of
v
a horse'

;
to accustom to the bit.

1583 GOLDING Cafain on Dent. clvi. 962 Wee be as coltes
that were neuer sadled nor bitted. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng.
xii. Ixxii. (1612) 298 Till when the Horse was neuer back't
nor bitted. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xxxix, The horses were not
trained to the regular pace . . nor did they seem bitted (as

it is technically expressed) for the use of the sword.

2. fig. To curb" restrain.

1824 COLERIDGE Aids Kefl. (1848) I. 82 It is not women
and Frenchmen only that would rather have their tongues
bitten than bitted. 1858 BRIGHT fr'or. Po/. t Sp. 11876)468 At
the Revolution the monarchy of England was bridled and
bitted.

Bit, pa. t. and pple. of BITE v.

Bitacnie, bitaght, etc. : see BE-.

Bitale, variant of BYTALE, Obs. t parable.

t Bita'lt, v. Obs. rare~\ [ME., f. bi-, BE- +
talten : OE. tealtian to shake.] trans. To shake.

^1325 E.E.Allit. P. A. 1160 But of bat nuint I watz bitalt.

Bitamen, obs. form of BJTUMKN.

t Bita'velen, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. bi-, BE- +

TAVKLEN, ?to talk.] To overthrow (in argument
1

).

a 1225 Let;. Kath. 1284 An anlepi meiden, wiS hire anes
mud, haueo swa biteuelet [r-. >. bitaulet ow], itemet, and
itelet.

Bitch (bit/), sb\ Forms: i bicce, bicge,

3-4 bicche, 4 bycche, biche, 5 bych(e, (begch),
5-6 bytch;e, 9 Sc. bich, 6- bitch. [OE. biccc,

elsewhere in Teutonic only in ON. bikkja : it is

altogether uncertain what is the relation of the

two words, whether they are cognate, or if not,
which is adopted from the other. If the ON.
bikkja was the original, it may, as shown by
Grimm, \>c ad. Lapp, pittja : but the converse is

equally possible. Ger. betze, petze i^only modern),
if related at all, must be a germanized form of

bitch. The history of the F. biche bitch, and biche

fawn, and their relation, if any, to the Eng. word,
are unknown. There is a Sc. form bick sometimes
affected in the pronunciation of sense i, to avoid
association with sense 2.]

1. The female of the dog.
< 1000 /ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker l

f
oc. 120 Canicula,

bicge. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 362 Biccean meolc. ^1300
K. Alis. 5394 Comen tigres many hundre ; Graye bicchen
als it waren. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. III. 141 He
fonde a bicche jeue J>e childe souke. 1398 Earth. De P.
R. XYIII. i. (1495) 742 The bytche brmgeth forth blynde
whelpes. 1542 BRINKLOW Complaynt xxiv. (1874) 63 As
chast as a sawt bytch. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. v. u A
blinde bitches Puppies, fifteene i'th litter, a 1680 BUTLER
Rent. xvii. (1759) 12. 1842 LEVER Handy Andy ii. 14 All
the dogs are well, I hope, and my favourite bitch.

b. The female of the fox, wolf, and occasionally
of other beasts ; usually in combination with the
name of the species. (Also as in sense 2.)

I555 EDEN Decades W. Ind. in. n. (Arb.) 144 The dogge
tiger beynge thus kylled they . . came to the denne where
the bytche remayned with her twoo younge suckynge
whelpes. 1569 SPENSER Sonn. vii. a 1687 COTTON Aemid
Burlesqued (1692) 70 I saw Mischievous bitchfox Helena.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones x. vii, We have got the dog fox,
I warrant the bitch is not far off. 1820 SCOTT Monast.
xxxvi, As if ye had been littered of bitch-wolves, not born
of women. 1825 Bro. Jonathan III. 265 The whelp of a
bitch-catamount.

2. Applied opprobriously to a woman
; strictly,

a lewd or sensual woman. Not now in decent use
;

but formerly common in literature.

? a 1400 Chester PL (1843) 181 Whom calleste thou queine,
5 J. STILL Gamut. Gitrton n. ii, Comeskabde biche ? 1575 . . ,

out, thou hungry needy bitch. 1675 HOBBES Odyssey xviu.

310 Ulysses looking sourly answered, You Bitch. iyia AK-
BUTHSOT John Bull^175519 An extravagant bitch of a wife.

1790 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Adv. Fnt. I^aitreat Wks. 1813
II. 337 Call her Prostitute, Bawd, dirty Bitch. 1833 MARRYAT
P. Simple (1834) 446 You are a . . son of a bitch.

b. Applied to a man (less opprobrious, and
somewhat whimsical, having the modern sense of

'dog'). Not now in decent use.

a 1500 E. E. Misc. (1855) 54 He is a schrewed byche, In

fayth, I trow, he be a wyche. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones
xvii. iii, Landlord is a vast comical bitch.

3. Comb, and attrib., as (sense i) bitch-puppy,

-whelp ; (sense 2) bitch-babyt -clout, -daughter',

-hunter, -son
; t bitch-daughter (obs.), the night-

mare
;
bitch-fou a, (Sc.}, as drunk and sick as

a bitch,
*

beastly
'

drunk.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. 218 Come fforthe, thou hore, and

stynkynge ^byche-clowte. 1483 Cath. Angl, 31 PC *Bych-
doghter, epialta, noxa. 1786 BURNS Interv. Ld. Dare, I've

been . . bitch-fou 'mang godly priests. 1787 HUNTER in

Phil. Trans. LXXV1I. 255 My Lord Clanbrassil purchased
a *Bitch-puppy. t: 1330 Arth. $ Mcrl. 8487 *Biche sone !

thou drawest amis, c 1480 Gloss, in Wright Vac. 251 Hec
catula> a *byche qwelpe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 220 The
A

bitch-whelpe that commeth of the first litter.

Bitch, sir* Mining. Also biche, BECHE, q.v.

1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. s. v. Boring, For drawing up
the Rods, we have, to hold them, an Iron Instrument called

a Bitch, and, for unscrewing them, two more we call Dogs.
i88t RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Biche, a tool ending below
in a conical cavity, for recovering broken rods from a bore-
hole.

t Bitch, z1
-

1 Obs. [f. BITCH sbl sense 2.] intr.

a. To frequent the company of lewd women, b.

To call any one '

bitch.'

1675 C. COTTON Poet. Wks. (1765) 177 Jove, thou now art

going a Bitching. 1687 Aeneid Burl. 11692) 43. vjoyRamb.
h'nddle'Caps 6 In wonderful Rage went to Cursing and
Bitching.

Bitch, v.- [perh. f. BITCH sb.1 sense i.]

1. trans. To hang back. rare.

1777 BURKE Letter in Corresp. (1844) II. 157 Norton
[Speaker] bitched a little at last ; but though he would re-

cede, Fox stuck to his motion.

2. trans. To spoil, to bungle.
Mod. colloo.

' What a mess he made of it ! he thoroughly
bitched the business.'

t Bi'tchery. Obs. [f. BITCH sb.^ + -ERY.]
Lewdness, harlotry.
153* MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 648/1 Such manage is

very vnlawfull lechery and plain abhominable bychery. 1599
MARSTON Sco. I'iltanie i. iv. 188 He will vnhne himselfe
from bitchery. a 1704'!'. BROWN Wks. (1760) III. 94 (D.)
The roguery of their lawyers, the bitchery oftheir paramours.

Bite (bait), v. Pa. t. bit (bit). Pa. pple.
bitten (bi-t'n) ;

also bit. arch. Forms : Inf.
1-2 bitan, 2-4 biten, (4-6 byte, 6-7 bight), 4-
bite. Pa. t. 1-4 b&t, 3-5 bot, 4-5 boot, 4-6
(and 9 dial.} bote,. (5 boghty ; 7- bit; //. i

biton, 2-4 biten
;

also sing. 4 bett, bited, 5
bete ;

Sc. 4 bayte, 6 bait, 6- bate. Pa. pple.

1-4 biten, 4byten, bittin, (ybite, ibyten), 8-9
bit, 7- bitten. [Com. Tent: OE. bitan, pa. t. bat,

biton, pa. pple. biten = OS. bitan (MDu. bften,

Du. bijten), OFris. ttta, ON. bita (Sw. bita, Da,
bide\ QHG.Mwn ,MHG./'/V, mod.G.ms*),
Goth, beitan* pa. t. bait, bitum, pple. bitam\

OTeut. *bttan, cogn. w. Skr. bhid-, L.y&/- (findtre)
' to cleave, split.' Originally inflected like write

;

but since i6th c. the regular pa. t. bote, still

used in Lancashire, etc., has been superseded in

standard Eng. by the form bit, which ^though it

has the original vowel of the plural; is not a con-

tinuation of that form, but formed either after the

pa. pple., or on the analogy of some other verbs

of the same class.]

I. Said of the teeth.

1. trans. To cut into, pierce, or nip (anything)
with the teeth.

To bite is the function of the front teeth (incisors and
canines) ; the back teeth (molars) chew, crush, or grind.
a 1000 Beowulf \ffi He gefeng hra3e. .slipendne rinc bat

ban-locan. rti4ooC'07>. Myst, 11841129 Adam ffor thou that

appyl boot Agens my byddyng. < 1420 Anturs Arth. xliii,

The burlokkest blonke ther euyr l>ote brede. a 1500 in

Kctrosp. Rev. (1853* Nov. 104 The .ipputle that Adam lx;tt.



BITE.

1526 I'ilgr. rerf. (W. de W. 1531) 208 b, He that dolh byte
a thynge dothe not vtterly destroye it but mynysshe it.

1592 SHAKS. / 'en. $ Ad. 316 He stamps and bites the poor
flies in his fume. 1733 SWIFT On roetry 90 Re mindful,
when invention fails, To scratch your head and bite your
nails.

b. with adverbial complement. To bite away
or off: to remove or detach by biting. To bite

through, asunder, in two, etc. : to divide by biting.
r 1250 Gen. Pf Ex. 2926 Here aldre heuedcs he of hot.

' *374 CHAUCER Roeth. n. vi. 53 pis free man boot of hys
owen tunge, and cast it in be visage of bilke woode tyraunte.
1460 CAPGRAYE Ckron. (1858) 178 His bed was byten fro the

body. 1480 Kolit. Dciylli^ in Hazl. E. /'. P. 1. 225 Hys teeth

grewe so peryllousslye, That the norysshe nypples he bote
a waye. a. 1529 SKELTON P. Sparowe 302 '] he selfe same
hounde .. Myght byteaspndre thythrote. [1861 E. WAUGH
Rirtlc Cartels T. u His wife bote her tung i' two.] 1870
GEO. ELIOT Armgart. ii, Truth has rough flavours if we
bite it through.

c. with cognate object.
c 1320 Cast. Love 1343 A gret bite he bot of helle.

2. intr. or absol. in same sense. Const, of, on,

upon (obs.). To bite at : to make an attempt to

bite, to snap with the teeth at.

c 1175 Lamb. Ham. 123 Ne nom he na alle . . ah ane dale
alswa me bit of ane epple. a 1300 Cursor M. 18732 He
. . fat neuer o bat appel bate. 1398 TREVISA Barth. Oe P.
R.

y.
xx. (1495) 126 Sharpe teeth growen or the brode teeth .

for it nedyth to byte rather than to grynde. c 1450 Knt. dc
In To:tr<i868) 148 She bote upon the appille. 1396 SPENSER
State Irel. 46 [They] byte at the dugge from which they
sucked life. 1668 PEPVS Diary n Feb., [It] makes me mad to
see them bite at the stone, and not at the hand that flings it.

3. tram. To wound or lacerate with the teeth.
a 1000 Riddles (Gr.) Ixvi. 4 jEghwa .. biteS mec on bxr

lie. c 1300 A'. Alls. 5435 Hy biten [fa. t.] bothe man and
hors. 1340 Ayenb. 66 pe felle clog bet byt and beberkb
alle bo pet he may. ri4oo Ilestr. Troy xxix. 12150 Scho
bete hom bitturly with hir bare teth. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
(1879) 399 The grewhonde . . grevously bote hym. 1557 A".

Arthur (Copland I in. v, The whyte brachet bote hym by
the buttocke and pulled out a pece. 1640 SHAKS. Temp. n.
ii. 10 Sometime like Apes, that moe and chatter at me, And
afterbiteme. ijttGowsu.Sh-gyMad'no^Thedog. .Went
mad, and bit the man. 1845 FORD Handtk. Spain i. 42
The last man is the one the dog bites.

b. with cognate object.
1607 TOPSELL Serpents 613 The Spider . . biteth into his

bead a mortal wound.
C. fig. (cf. wound, sting, prick.}

_
c nooORMiN 15580 Hatlufe towarrd godess hus Me bitebb

i min herrte. c 1325 Mctr. Ham. 105 I'enanz bites man ful
sare. 1531 ELYOT Gov. \. ix. (1557124 Hym a lytle chydyng
sore byteth. 1649 FULLER Just Man's Fun. 18 An affrighted
conscience . . biting of them. 1675 HOBBES Oiiyss. vm. 186
So much your words me bite.

d. absol. or intr.
c 1380 WYCI.IF Sel. in-s. III. 440 Lettib [be houndis] bobe

to berke and to byte. 1530 PALSGR. 456/1 A woman can
defende her selfe no better than to scratche and byte. 1580
NORTH Plutarch (16761 829 A dead man biteth not. 1591
SPENSER M. Hubbcrd 424 Yet spite bites neare. 1647 MAY
Hist. Parl. i. vii. 73 Would faine be at something were like
the Masse, that will not bite ; a muzzled Religion. 1720
WATTS Dili. $ Mar. Songs xvi, Let dogs delight to bark
and bite. 1855 MACAULA.Y Hist. Kng. IV. 666 It was better
to die biting and scratching to the last.

4. trans. To 'sting' as a serpent, or an insect
that sucks blood.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5955 . Gott.) Hungri (lies . . bat bath bai

bat bath man and best. 1382 WYCLIF Pro-.', xxiii. 32 It

[wine] shal bite as a shadewe eddre [iS3SCovERD. it byteth
like a serpent. So 1611]. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 113/4
Saynt machaire kylde a flee that bote hym. 1335 COVERDALE
Numb. xxi. 6 Fyrie serpentes. .which bote \Genev. and 1611
bit] the people. 1730 SOUTHALL Bugs 19 This Sucking the
Wound . . is what we improperly call biting us. 1793 T.
BBODOU Calculus 185 He employed more than three thou-
sand vipers, and caused to be bit more than four thousand
animals. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust I. v. (1886) 64 We crack
them [fleas] and we crush them, At once, whene'er they bite.

t 5. trans. To go on nipping (portions of food),
to nibble

; to eat. Obs.

(TI2O5 LAY. 15340 Ne moste he nauere biten mete. . 1250
Bestiary 262 Ne bit }c nowt 5e barlic beren abuten. 1590.

SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 23 As gentle shepheard. .Markes which
doe byte their hasty supper best.

t b. absol. or intr. Const, on, upon. Obs.

5:1386 CHAUCER Par,/. Prol. 36 Her at this alestake I

wil both drynke and biten on a cake. 1533 COVERD. Micali
iii. 5 When they haue eny thinge to byte vpon. c 1620 Z.
BOYD Zim's Flo-.vers (1855! 49 He. .Shall, .neither have to
bite, nor yet to sup. 1640 Br. HALL Chr. Moder. (Ward)
28/2 Fain to bite upon beans to keep himself from sleeping.
t c. trans. Of liquid food : To taste, to drink.

.

a J5 Ancr. TV. 364. (11300 A". Horn 1130 No beer nal-
hch ibite Bote of coppe white. (11300 Havclok 1731 No
page so lite, That euere wolde ale bite.

6. intr. Of fish : To seize or snap at the bait of
the angler.
1653 WALTON Angler 86 He thought that Trout bit not

for hunger but wantonness. Ibid. 131 He will bite both at
the Minnow, the Worm, and the Fly. 1711 ADDISON Spcct.
No. 108 P 2, 1 intend to . . see how the Perch bite in the
Black River. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Polit. Econ. 29 The
angler . . in the early morning . . when the fish will bite.

b. fig. To take or be caught by any bait.

1752 CARTE Hist, Eng. III. 247 The council bit eagerly at
the proposal. 1786 T. JEFFERSON Corr. (1830) 51 Do not
bite at the bait of pleasure till you know there is no hook
beneath it.

1 7. To bite in : to repress (what one has to say);
to restrain (one's feelings, etc.). Obs.

883

i6o8 lip. HALL Epist. i. v, How manly he could bite. in his
secret want

; and dissemble his over-late repentance. 1630
Cases Cause, 380 Content to bite in their hidden griev-

ances.

II. Said of other things.
8. trans. To cut into or penetrate as a sharp-

edged weapon. Alsoyf^.d 1000 Kiddles iGr.) Ixxxviii. 13 Blod ut ne com . . beah
mec heard bite sti8-ecj; style, c 1374 CHAUCER Anel. % Arc.
270 The swerde of sorowe byte My wooful harte. (11430
Syr. Eglatn. 490 Ther was no knyfe that wolde hym byte.
1611 SHAKS. ffntt. T. \. ii. 157 My Dagger imizzel'd, Least
it should bite it's master. 1700 DRYDEN Mcleagcr *>

A.
86 No sounding ax presum'd those trees to bite. 1839 TFN-
NYSON Enid 573 Who heaved his blade aloft, And crack'd
the helmet thro', and bit the bone.

b. absol. or intr.
a looj Beoivnlf'5150 Sio ecg ewac bat unswiSor. e 1314

Guy Warm. 123 He hem smot With his (auction that wele
bot. c 1386 CHAUCER Kijrs. T. 150 poruhe oute his armour it

wil kerue and bite, c 1400 Kpiph. (Turnb. 1843) 743 Gret
axes, .full scharpe bytond. 1533 STEWART Crau. Scot. II.

35 The fedderit tlanis . . Outthrow thair birneis bait. 1398
SHAKS. Merry W. n. i. 136, I haue a Sword : and it shall
bite vpon my necessitie. 1842 MAC.U.I.AY Battle Lake
Reg. viii, Camerium knows how deeply The sword of Aulus
bites.

t c. Const, iii, into, to, of, on, upon, Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 7513 pet swerd in bat. c 1340 Ga-M. ff Gr. Knt.

426 pe bit of be broun stel bot on pe grounde. (-1386
CHAUCER Knts. T. 1776 The jelous strokes on here helmes
byte, c 1430 Syr. Tryaitt. 1221 To hys herte hys spere can
byte. 1596 SPENSER /'. Q. n. v. 7 There the steel stayd not,
but inly bate Deepe in his flesh. 1634 Malory's Arthur
(1816.) II. 255 There would no sword bite on him, no more
than upon a gad of steel.

9. trans, and intr. To cause a sharp smarting
pain (to) : as a sharp stroke, a blister, caustic, etc.

(1325 E. E. Allit. 1\ C. 373 Heter hayrez bay hent bat
asperly bited. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 359 Fro lenten to
lenten He lat hise piastres bite. 1485 Digty Myst. (18821
m. 735 Thys hard balys on pi bottokkys xall byte ! 1394
LYLY Moth. Bomb. i. i. 73 These medecines bite hot on great
mischiefes. 1637 RUTHERFORD /,<. Ixxxiv. I. 215 Our crosses
would not bite upon us if we were heavenly-minded.

b. To make (the mouth, throat, etc.) smart.
T552 HULOET, Bite as . . ginger and peper the tonge.

1580 BARET Alv. B 731 This mater biteth me by the
stomacke. 1803 R. DALLAS Hist. Maroons I. iv. 92 Offer-

ing a .. man .. his choice of wine or rum .. he chose the latter,
with this answer :

' Oh ! Sir, any thing that bites the throat.'

t C. intr. To have a '

nip
'

; to taste of. Obs.
1713 I. and. f, Countr. Bre-M. 1.11742) 47 It makes the Ale

bite of the Yeast.

10. trans, and absol. To affect painfully or injuri-

ously with intense cold, ^.frost-bitten.
1532 HULOET, Bite, as frost biteth the grasse. 1353 EDF.N

Treat. New Ind. 19 The! are nether bytten with colde in
winter nor burnt with heate in somer. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.
n. vii. 186 Freize, freize, thou bitter skie that dost not bicht
so nigh as benefitts forgot. 1609 DEKKER Gills Honi-tlt.
Wks. 1884-5 U. 219 Vnlesse that Freezeland Curre, cold
winter, offer to bite thec. 1866 TENNYSON Window, Frost
is here And has bitten the heel of the going year.
11. trans, and intr. To corrode, or eat into, as a

strong acid or other chemical agent ;
to act upon

chemically as a mordant.
1623 FAYINE Tlieat. lion. 11. xm. 236 An Antique inscrip-

tion, but bitten and worne with age. 1677 MOXON Afech.

Kuou.i ^.L.ij-^/&ji. 4^0 L i lose niies wnicn are not in-
tended to be bit any deeper must now be stopped up. 1875URE Diet. Arts II. 286 The sal-ammoniac, .has the peculiar
property of causing the aqua-fortis to bite more directly
downwards. 1879 CassclCs Techn. Educ. IV. 299/2 The
workman immerses the articles . . in this solution, until the
acid no longer

'

bites
'

the metal.

b. To bite in in Engraving: to eat out the lines
of an etching on metal with an acid.
1821 CRAIG Lect. Drawing vii. 401 The cracks, .when bit

in, form, .the grain of the work. 1875 URE Diet. Arts II.

283 Diirer's etching appears to have been bitten in, or cor-
roded with the acid at once.

C. reft, (fig.)
1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Dcr. II. xxix. 238 A man whose

slight relations with her had . . bitten themselves into the
most permanent layers of feeling.
12. trans, and intr. Used to express the proper

or improper action of various tools, implements,
and parts of mechanism, in gripping or taking hold,
either by penetrating or by friction, a. Of a

plough : To run too deeply into the ground.
b. Of a file, saw, etc. : To make an impression
upon (the substance), c. Of an anchor : To enter
and take hold of the bottom, d. Of the wheels of
a locomotiveand other parts ofmachinery depending
for their effectiveness upon friction : To '

grip
'

the
rails or surface, e. Of a skate on the ice.

1323 FITZHERB. Hust. 4 A reste balke is where the plough
byteth at the poynte of the culture and share, and cutteth
not the ground cleane to the forowe. 1633 SWAN Spec. M.
vi. (16431 291 Of such hardnesse that the file can scarcely
bite it. 1762 tr. Duhamel's Ilnst. i. ix. led. 2! 49 If the
share is apt to bite, or run too deep into the ground. 1769
JALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), To bite, to hold fast in the
ground ; expressed of the anchor. 1840 J. R. JACKSON
Mia. *r Uses xxvi. 308 So hard that a steel tool will hardly
bite upon it. 1864 Daily Tel. 23 Dec., The engines did not
bite, owing to the 'greasiness' of the metals. 1883 Har-
per's Mag. Jan. 192 His anchor biting in the golden sand.

BITE.

1884 .-iiuulay .l/(iA-. May 307/1 The oil . . prevented the
driving-wheels from '

biting.'
f. Typogr. (see quot.)

1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. 521 He examines whether the
frisket bites ; that is, whether it keeps off the impression
from any part of the pages. 1882 Print. Times 15 Feb. 36/1
13- fig- (.trans, and intr.) To take hold of (the

mind, etc.), seize, impress, come home to. arch.
c 1323 E. E. Allit. P. A. 356 py prayer may his pyte byte.

1332 FRITH Mirror (1829) 273, I will allege another text of
the wise man, which shall . . bite them better. 1333 Joyi.
Apol. Tiud. 18 This reason did so byght Tindal and stoke
so fast upon him. 1642 ROGERS Nauinan 198 That worship
which bites not the spirit, is most specious to the eye. 1627
tr. Bacon's Life ff Death (16511 24 Those thoughts, which
seeing they are severed from the affairs of the world, bite
not. 1864 .Maim. Mag. Oct. 467 Speaking of Algebra, in

comparison with. .Geometry, he [Chalmers] said, ."he could
not take to it, for he could not make it bite like the other.

1 14. trans. To speak sharply or injuriously against;
to calumniate (cf. backbite) ;

to carp at.

'

intr. To
find fault sharply or severely, speak bitterly, jibe.
1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. 335 Here now be grele despite . .

pat to ber bak, gan bite of Scotlond be clergie. 1586 T. 1!.

La Primaud. 1'r.Acad. To Rdr., Seeking out what to bite
at, and to reprehend in other mens works. 1603 VEHSTEGAN
Dec. Intel!. 11628) Pref. Verses, If Knuie bite what thou
hast here set foorth. 1683 J. BARNARD Life Heylyn 40 It
does not become any Son of the Church, .to bite and snarl
at the Name of Protestant.

15. trans, (colloq.) To deceive, to overreach,
'take in.' Now only in passive. Cf. BITE sb. y.
1709 STF.ELI; Tatler No. 12 He has bit you fairly enough.

1732 POPE Ef. Bathurst 143 The judge shall job, the Bishop
bite the town. 1798 W. HUTTON A ntabiog. 31 The work-
men saw my ignorance, and bit me as they pleased. (11847
MRS. SHERWOOD J.aiiy ofManor V. xxxii. 330 Both parties
had been in some degree bitten in the reciprocal attempt to
deceive each other. 1832 THACKERAY Esmond m. iii. 340
Miss Beatrix was quite bit (as the phrase of that day wasl.
Mod. phrase. 'The biter bit.'

16. Phrases, f To bite upon the briJlc : to champ
the bit like a restless horse, to wait impatiently.
To bite the <hist, ground, sand, etc.: to fall i'n

death, to die. To bite the lip, or (obs.) upon
the lips : to press the lip between the teeth, in

order to restrain the expression of anger or mirth,

t To bite one's tongue : to hold it between the teeth
so as to repress speech (cf. 'to hold one's tongue').
\To bite the thumb at: 'to threaten or defie by
putting the thumbe naile into the mouth, and with
a ierke (from the upper teeth) make it to knack,'
;CincK. s.v. A'iqiit.} ; to give the '

fico,' to insult,

f To bite the teeth : to gnnsh or grind them, t To
bite one's ear or one by the car, i. e. as a sign of

fondness, to caress fondly.
1314 BARCLAY Cyt. ty Uplondyshm. (1847)41 These cour-

tiers. .Smelling those dishes, they bite upon the 'bridle.
1600 AUP. ABBOT >/. Jonah 342 Bite upon the bridle, that
. .he may be wiser afterward. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. 11. 55
May his fellow warriors. .Fall round him to the earth and
bite the *dust. (11771 GRAY 1'oeuis, Ode viii, Soon a Kin
shall bite the "ground. 1813 BYRON Giaour xxii, The fore-
most Tartar bites the ground ! 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 155
Philip bote on his *lippe. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 84 His
body was to-bolle for wratthe bat he bote his lippes. 1473
CAXTON Jasan (1477) 52 He frowned .. and bote on his

lippe. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, m. ii. 113 He bites bis lip,
and starts, Stops on a sodaine. 1820 KEATS Isabella x\ii,
And many times they bit their lips alone. 1718 POPE Iliad y.

51 First Odius falls, and bites the bloody 'sand. i5O2SnAKs.
Ron:, q Jul. i. i. 58 No, sir, I do not bite my "Thumbe at

you sir: but I bite my Thumbe sir. 1393 2 Hen. 17, i.

i. 230 So Yorke must sit, and fret, and bite his ^tongue. 1533
COVERDALE Lament, ii. 16 Thine enemies .. bytinge their
"teth sayenge : let vs deuoure. 1592 SHAKS. Koin. f, Jul.
II. iv. 81, I will bite thee by the *earc for that iest. 1610
B. JONSON Aleh. ii. iii, Slave, I could bite thine Ear. 1611
COTGR.

,
Mordre I'oreille a, as much ^flatter ou caresser

mignonnement, wherein the biting of th' *eare is, with some,
an vsuall Action.

Bite (bait), sb. Also 5 byte. [f. BITE v. Taking
the place of BIT sb.\ and 2

, in several of their

original and more literal senses, first in I5th c. in

sense I, and at various later dates in the other
senses. (As BIT was earlier spelt bite, with short

I, it is not possible always to distingvush the two
words, at the period when bite was coming in.

N

]
1. The act or action of cutting, piercing, or

wounding, with the teeth
; alsoyf^.

1499 I'ronif. Pan'. (Pynsom, Byte, inorsus. 1570 LEVINS
Manip. 150 A Byte, tnorsus, rictus. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg.
Georg. n. 522 Their venom'd Bite {durique vinennm Dentis].
1733 POPE Prol. Sat. 106 Of all mad creatures . . It is the
slaver kills, and not the bite. 1799 SoUTBXYKvifCnKaJ.ll,
King Crocodile, .show'd his teeth, but he miss'd his bite.
Mod. Provb. His bark is worse than his bite.

b. The keen cutting effect of a harsh wind.
1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan., A thin scattering of sleet in the

air which gave a peculiar edge to the bite of the wind.

c. The action of a machine indenting metal, etc.

1876 E. CLARK Japan 192 Stamping machines . . closed
upon each of them [blank coins] with a '

bite.'

d. The corrosive action of acid upon the metal

plate in etching.
1873 URE Diet. A rls 1 1 . 286 If .. the engraver finds that

the acid has acted as he wishes, he has secured what is

technically termed ' a good bite.'

e. A downward jerk of a horse's head.

Ill- 2



BITEABLE.
1861 WHYTE-MELVILLE Market Harb. xii. (ed. 12) 98

' Hold up, you brute,' he added, as Hotspur made an egre-

gious 'bite,' that nearly landed him on his nose.

2. The biting of food or victuals ; concr. food to

eat ; chiefly in the phrase bite and sup.
1562 ]. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 34 One peny . .

That euer might either make me bite or sup. 1816 SCOTT
Old Mart, vi, There's puir distressed whigs enow about the

country will be glad to do that for a bite and a soup. 1861

Miss BRADDON Trail Serp. vi. vi. 301 He had lain con-
cealed for fourteen days without either bite or sup.

b. The biting of grass ; herbage to bite.

1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 618 Little seeds, each whereof
cannot throw up herbage enough to make a bite for a sheep.

1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 302 It. .gives sheep a good
bite early in the season. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. viii. 216 They
are then a^ain turned out as soon as there is a bite of grass
in the spring. 1881 Daily News 4 June 5/5 Grass lands
were terribly backward; there was little bite for cattle.

3. Angling. The seizure of the bait by a fish.

1653 WALTON Angler 169, I have knowne a very good
Fisher angle . . for three or four dayes together for a River

Carp, and not have a bite. 1836 MARRYAT Mids/i. Easy vi,

I have another bite., ah ! he's off again. 1863 BURTON />Xr.

Hunter 102 The chance of these excites him, like the

angler's bites and rises, and gives its zest to the pursuit.

4. A piece bitten off (usually to eat); a mouthful.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 476 To mak him remeid,
Or him support with ane byte of gra breid. 1784 MRS. A.
ADAMS Lett. (1848) 203 Although he longs for a morsel, he
has not yet agreed for a single bite. (71817 Ballad 'Susan
Pye

y

xx. ibid. 472/2 Tell him to send one bite of bread.

1827 SCOTT Two Drovers Take it all, man take it all

never make two bites of a cherry.

j-
5. Thieves' slang. Cash, money. Obs. Cf.

BIT sb* 8 a.

1532 Dice Play (1850) 30 So proud .. because he hath

gotten a new chain, .and some store of byte. 1592 GREENE
Dcf. Cojiny-catch. Wks. 1881-3 XI. 44 Some, .would venter
all the byte in their boung at dice.

6. A wound made with the teeth.

1736 BAILEY, Bite, an hurt made by the teeth. 1766
GOLDSM. Elegy Mad Dog, The man recovered of the bite,
The dog it was that died. 1830 TENNYSON Drennt Fair
Worn. 160 Thereto [her breast] she pointed with a laugh,
Showing the aspick's bite. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 400/1
The bite of a rabid animal generally heals up like that of a

healthy one,

7. The grip or hold of an edge surface in various

mechanical contrivances. Alsoy?^.
1865 MASSON Rec. Brit. Philos. iii. 176 His system.. may

have lost its bite upon the British mind. Alod. In wet
weather sand is sprinkled under the wheels of a locomotive
to increase their bite upon the rails.

8. Typogr. A blank left in printing through the

accidental covering of a portion of the 'forme' by
the frisket.

1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. in Savage Diet. Print, s.v.

Bite, If the frisket is not sufficiently cut away, but covers
some part of the form, so that it prints on the frisket, it is

called a bite. 1882 BLADES Caxton 130 In
'

Speculum Vita;

Christ!
' we actually find

' a bite,' half of the bottom line re-

maining unprinted.

f 9. slang. An imposition, a deception ; what is

now called a 'sell'; passing from the notion of

playful imposition or hoax, to that of swindle or

fraud. Obs. (Cf. BITER, 2.)

1711 STEELE Spect. No. 156 F 2 It was a common Bite

with him, to lay Suspicions that he was favoured by a

Lady's Enemy. 1726 AMHERST Terrse Fil. ix. 43 Sharpers
would not frequent gaming-tables, if the men of fortune

knew the bite. 1755 M. MASTERS Lett. % Poems 260 What
the witlings term'd Bite in the Spectator's time is now
call'd Humbug. 1815 SCOTT Guy J/. iii, What were then
called bites and bams, since denominated hoaxes and quizzes.
1860 Sat. Rev. 14 Apr. 475/2 That form of practical joking
which in the time of

' The Spectator,' was known as a bite

. .in the popular slang of the day, is designated
' a sell.'

b. A sharper, a swindler : see also quot. 1846.
1742 FIELDING Miss Lucy (1762) 176 Is this wench an

idiot, or a bite? marry me, with a pox ! a 1787 S. JENYNS
in Dodsley III. 169 The fool would fain be thought a bite.

1846 BRACKENRIDGE Mod. C/tiv.zi The jockeys suspected
that the horse was what they call a bite, that under the

appearance of leanness and stiffness, was concealed some
hidden quality of swiftness.

10. slang. A nickname for a Yorkshireman.

(Origin disputed: see Daily News 11 Sept. 1883;
Yorksh. /Vj/9jan. 1884.)
1883 Daily News 4 Sept. 5/6 The great and puissant race

known indifferently as '

tykes
'

or
'
bites.'

11. Comb, bite-beast (nottce-wd.) t a beast that

bites ;
bite-free a., free from, or not liable to,

bites ;
Biteless a., that does not bite, unbiting.

1730 SOUTHALL Bugs 30 They will no longer think them-
selves bite-free. 1850 BLAVKiEsEst/ty/Hs 1. 163 A torpedo,
that with biteless touch Strikes numb who handles. 1877
BROWNING Agaman,, Calling her the hateful bite-beast.

1884 Century Mag. XXVII. 780 Speechless and biteless,

Biteable, bitable (bei-tab'l), a. rare. [f.

BITE v. + -ABLE.] That may be bitten.

1483 Cath. Angl.^/i BUeabylle, morsalis.

Biteach., -teche, van 'of BETEACH v. Obs.

f Bi'tel a. Obs. [ME., prob. representing an

OE. *bitol
'

mordacious,' f. bitan to BITE ; cf. elol,

drincol, etc.] Biting, cutting with a sharp edge.
> 1200 ORMIN 10073 Wij?b bitell wraechess axe. 4:1205

LAY. 19503 Mid bitele stelen

Bitel(e, -le, -yl, obs. forms of BEETLE, BETELL.

Bitemporal (baite-mporal), a. [f. Bi-/n?/.
2

884

5 + TEMPORAL, i.tempora (sb. pi.) temples.] Join-

ing the two temporal bones.

1857 BULLOCK Cazcaitx
1

Midivif. 221 The transverse
diameters are two . . the Bi-parietal, and the Bi-temporal.

Biten, -teon, variants of BETEE v. Obs.

Biter (bsi-tai). [f. BITE v. + -ER 1
.]

1. One who or that which bites. (See the vb.)
c 1300 Names ofHare in Rel. Ant. \. 133 The hare. .The

gras-bitere, thegoibert. 1496 Bk. St. A Ivans, Fysshynge 28

A stately fysshe . . a stronge byter. 1594 CAREW Tasso

(1881142 A biter at the backe, of such quaint wayes As when
he carpeth most, he seemes to prayse. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f,
Beasts 445 Otters are most accomplished biters. 1696 J .

EDWARDS Exist. Proz 1
. God n. 22 These biters, these cut-

ters, are made with a very acute edge. 1870 SPURGEON
Treas. Dav. Ps. vii. 15 This biter who has bitten himself.

2. spec. A deceiver ; one who amuses himself at

another's expense ; a sharper. (Obs. exc. in 'the

biter bit,' a traditional quotation.)
1680 COTTON Compl. Gamester 333 Shoals of huffs, hec-

tors, setters, gilts, pads, biters, etc. . .may all pass under the

general appellation of rooks. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 47
F8 An ingenious Tribe of Men. .who are for making April
Fools every Day in the Year. These Gentlemen are com-

monly distinguished by the name of Biters. 1712 STKELK
ibid. No. 504 3 A Bitur is one who thinks you a Fool, be-

cause you do not think him a Knave. 1812 COMBE (Dr.

Syntax) Picturesque xix, To think we have so little wit, As

by such biters to be bit. 1885 Illustr. Land. News 14 Nov.

492 1-2 An excellent instance of ' the biter bit
' was furnished.

Biter, obs. form of BITTER.

Biternate ^bsito-in^t), a .
[f. BI-//Y/.- 3 +

TEKNATE.] Doubly or subordinately ternate
;
see

quot. 1870. Hence Bite*rnately adv.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxi. 304. 1870 BENTLEY Boi.

1 66 If the common petiole divides at its apex into 3 partial

ones, each of which bears 3 leaflets, the leaf is termed bi-

ternate. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 167 Leaves biternately

pinnate.
p

l" Bite-sheep. Obs. Forms : 6 bitesheepe,

byteschiep, 7 bite-shappe, 6-7 bite-sheep, [f.

BITE v. + SHEEP sb. Cf. Ger. bciszschaf^ bcischaf^\
A once-favourite pun upon bishop, as, if= One who
bites the sheep which he ought to feed. Also attrib.

1S53~87 FOXE A. <V M. II. 466 Ye are become rather bite-

sheeps than true bishops. 1575 Leg. Bp. St. Androis

iDalyell) II. 313 Then to the court this craftie lown, To be
a byteschiep maid him boun. 1683 J. BARNARD Life Heylyn
184 Your Bishops are bite-Sheep, Your Deans are Dunces.

t Bithe'CChe, v. Obs. \ be-, bipeccan. Pa. t.

i -peahte, 3 -J>ehte, -Jjsehte, -pahte. [Com.
\V(ier. : OK. bip$cc(e'an

= OS. bithckkjan, OFris.

bithekka, bidckka, OHG. bidecchan (MHO. and

mod.G. bcdcckeri ; f. />/-, BE- + OTeut. *pakjan

(ON. pekja, OE. p$ec(ean] to cover, THETCH.]
trans. To cover over ; to bedeck.
(iooo GnthlfU. 1255 J?ystrum bibcahte. < 1205 LAV. 19216

Al mid pa:llc bi-ba;ht [c 1250 bi-behte]. Ibid. 22338 Ar6ures
men weoren mid wepnen al bi-behte.

Bitheism (baijw'iz'm). rare. [f. Bi- pref;- II

+ THEISM.] A recognition of two deities (i. e. a

good and an evil).

1884 L. TOLLKMACHE Stones of Stumbl. 83 notC) At bot-

tom, every such system is Bitheism.

Bithink, bithoght, etc. : see BETHINK, etc.

t Bithre*t(t, ///. a. Obs. rare. [f. /'/-, BE- +
ME. threten to THREAT.] Menaced, threatened.

(11300 Cursor M, 10102 Wit thrin fas bi-thrett.

tBitliri'Jlg,^. Obs. Only in pa pple.: 1-3 be-,

biprungen, 3 bipronge(n. [OE. bepringan, f.

bi-> BE- i +pringan to THRONG
; cf. MHG. be-

dringen.'] trans. To throng about, to press hard.

c vxtoElent: 1245 (Gr.) Ic wa;s. .bysgumbej>rungen. c 1200

ORMIN 14825 Wip)? waundrajj bi^rungenn. <ri2O5 LAV.

0435 Per binnen wes Aruiragus xrmlkhe bibrungen [1250

bi]proiige],

t Bithynch, bethunch (
v. Obs. [f. />/-, BE-

2 + pitnclicn, OE. pyncan, THINK v2 Cf. Ger.

bediinkt^ inipcrs. To seem right or good.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 346 Sum lutel hwat he mei leggen on pe

3if him so bi6uncheo.

Biticle, obs. form of BINNACLE.
t Biti'g-lit, pa. pple. Obs. rare. In 3 bitijt,

bituht. [Cf. BETEE, TIGHT.] Clad, attired.

a iaso Oivlfy Xight. 1013 Hi goj> bituht [MS. Cot. biti^t]

mid ru^e felle.

Bitime, -s, var. of BETIME, BETIMES.

Biting (bai'tirj\ vbl. sb. [f. BITE v. + -ING 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. BITE in its various senses.

c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 33 A per [in helle] is waning and gram-
ing. .and feonda bitinga. c 1440 Promp. Pam. 37 Bytynge,
tnorsura, 1534 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. 11546)

Eviii, It is like the bitynge of a madde dogge. 1577 tr.

Bnilitiger's Decades (1592)48 The enuenomed bytinges of
the Serpents. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling ii. (1880) 70 The
fish begin to slacken in their biting.

b. Jig.

1382 WVCLIF Isa. Prol. 224 Opene to the bitingus of manye
men. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. xxvi.ii495) 136 By
the sharpenes and bytynge therof ache bredyth in the

synewe of felynge. 0-1440 HYLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W.
1494) i. xxxiv, Bityng of conscience. 1627 J. DOUGHTY Serm.
(1628) 17 Hence those bitings and censures against others.

t 2. The wound made by a bite ; the part bitten.

1527 ANDREW Brnn$ivyfce's Distyll. Waters Cjv, Cloutes
wet therin and layd upon the bytynge. 1607 TOPSELL

BITT.

Serpents 788 Spiders applyed and laid upon their own
bitings . . do heal and help those hurts. 1669 WORLIDGE
Syst. A^ric. (1681) 192 The same it will effect on the bitings
or stingings of Snakes . .and on the bitings of mad Dogs.
3. Biting in (cf. BITE v. n b).
1821 CRAIG Left. Drawing vii. 390 The corroding with

the aquafortis is also called biting in. 1822 IMISON Sc. ft

Art II. 428 The biting-in of the plate is the most uncertain

part of the process.

Bi'ting, fpl. a. [f. BITE v. + -IKG^.]
1. That bites (in the various senses of the vb.).
(i 1300 Cursor M, 5954 Hungre flees, sare bitand. 1483

Cath. Angl. 33 Bytynge, tnordetis, tnordtix. 1607 HIERON
IVks. 1. 234 A sharpe axe, which hath a byting edge. 1607
TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 445 It hath very sharp teeth, and
is a very biting Ueast. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. 114 The
bitingest and tightest screw in London.
2. That causes pain or smart ; keen, pungent.
1340 Ayetib. 143 pet zed o mostard is wel smal. .hit is wel

strang and wel bitinde. 1552 HULOET, Bytynge. .asgynger
or Peper. 1579 K. K. in Spenser s Sheph. Cal. Feb. 231
The byting frost nipt his stalke dead. 1802 SOUTHEY 77m-
laba x. vi, Louder grows the biting wind. 1843 DICKENS
Ckristtn. Carol i. 12 It was cold, bleak, biting weather.

b. In names of plants : Acrid, hot, pungent.
1597 GERARD Herbal n. cccxxvii. 890 White Clematis or

Biting Periwinkle. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. II. 324
The Biting Stonecrop.
3. That wounds the mind or feelings ; stinging,

caustic ; bitter, painful.
6-1374 CHAUCER Boetjt.

in. vii. 79 Of whiche children how
bitynge is euery condicioun. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 105 pel are

..glosandist flaterars & bitandist bacbitars. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry W. v. v. 178 To repay that money will be a biting
affliction. 16x1 RICH Honest. Age 118441 29 They will say
wee are too bitter, too byting, too satirical!. 1711 SWIFT
Lett. 11767) III. 187, I writ him lately a biting letter. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones i. xiii, So biting a calamity. 1868

FKT;KMAX Norm. Conq. 11876) II. vii. 129 Full of the insolent

and biting wit of their nation. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton
xii- 171 Casting about for some biting epigram.

Bi'tingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY -.] Ill a biting

manner
; bitterly, sorely ; caustically, acridly ;

keenly, penetratingly.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. vii. 59 pat ober man answered[e]

a^ein ful bityngly. 1562 JEWEL Apol. Ck. Eng. iv. vi. (1845)
74 To utter these things more bitterly, and bitingly, than it

becometh divines to do. 1673 HICKERINGILL Greg. Greyb.

302 With teeth bitingly set. 1705 Priest-cr. IV. (1721)
211 To be bitingly wise as Serpents. 1873 GEIKIE Ct. fee

Age xxx. 427 Every wind . . is bitingly cold.

Bitle, obs. form of BEETLE.

Bitless (bi ties), [f. BIT si. 1 8 + -LESS.] Not

having a bit.

1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas (1621) 102 The. .bit-less Horse
I ride. 1859 Black. Mag. Sept. 270/1 With his bitless

halter. Ibid. 271/1 The Anazeh, bitless, and almost reinless.

t Brtling. [f. BIT sb:- + dim. -LING.] A very
small bit, a particle.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk. <$ Selv. 56 The cleavesom bitlings

of body, .can never make up an Immensity.

Bitogen,-}e(n,-wen, pa. pple. of BETEE^. Obs,

Bitok, Bitoken : see BETAKE, BETOKEN.

t Bi'top, a. Obs. rare-'', [f. Bl- freft + TOP.]
\Yith two tops.
1681 Coi TON Poet, ll'ks. ( 1 765) 338 She took a greater Leap,

against her Will, Than Pegasus from t'other Bi-top Hill

Bitorn, -tourne, obs. forms of BETURN.

tBitotrgllt,/><z. //&. Ohs. rare. [Cf. BITIGHT.]

Attired, arrayed.
c 1314 Guy Warm. (1840) 232 With armes the maiden him

had bitought.

Bitour(e, obs. form of BITTERN.

Bitraie, -traise, -trap, etc. : see BE-.

Bi-tri- '^O^^^L), pref. compounded of Bl- pref?
and TRI-, expressing a possibility of either a double

or triple degree of the conformation specified ; as

in bitripartite, divided into two or three parts,

bitripinnatifid, bitriseptate, etc.

1845 LISDLEY Sch. Bet. iv. (1858) 28 Leaves tripartite, or

bi-tripartite. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. (1855) 182 Leaves bi-

tripinnatifid. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora (1878) 490. 1871
M. COOKE Fungi 11874) 40 The spores are bi-triseptate.

t Bitru'fle, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [ME., f. bi-, BE-

4 + tniflen to TRIFLE.] trans. To befool, delude.

c 1225 A ncr. K. 106 peos ant oSre trufles (iet he bitrufleS

monie men mide.

t Bitru'in, v. Obs. Forms : i betrymian, 2

betremien, 3 bitrum(i)en (). [Late OE. be-

trymian, f. BE- i + *trymian, earlier tryiiiman to

strengthen, fortify, f. trum firm, strong. Cf. the

earlier OE. ymb-trymman, ymb-trymian. The
sense passed from that of '

fortify all round
'

to

that of ' surround
'

simply, and '

beset, besiege.']

trans. To surround, beset.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xix. 45 pine fynd be betrymia(>.

Ibid. xxi. 20 ponne je geseoS hierusalem mid here betry-

mede \Hatton betremed]. 111225 St. Marker. 6 Helle

houndes. .habbeS bitrumet me. a 1225 Leg. Katlt. 1659 A
burh. .al abuten bitrumet wi5 a deorewurfte wal.

Bitt, usually in pi. bitts (bits). Naut. Also 6

beetes, 7-9 bits. [Derivation uncertain: some

form of the word is now found in most European

languages, but its history is not clear in any : in

Fr. bitte, Sp. bita. It. bitta
;

cf. med.L. bitus a

whipping-post,
'

lignum quo vincti flagellantur
'

Erfurt Gloss. In Sw. beting, Da. beding ;
LG. and



BITT. 885 BITTER.

Du. betingt
(Jer. bating (perh. from Sw.) 'bills';

with which cf. OE. Iwting, beting
* a cable, a rope,

anything that holds or restrains.' Cf. also ON.
biti 'a cross-beam in a house or ship, transtruinj

according to Vigfusson, the same word as biti bit,

mouthful = OE. bita, BIT sb.-

(Franck concludes that the word is of Teutonic origin,
and from the root of bltan to bite.)]

One of the strong posts firmly fastened in pairs
in the deck or decks of a ship, for fastening cables,

belaying ropes, etc. ; generally used in the plural.
The chief pair, the riding bitts, are used for fasten-

ing the cable while the ship rides at anchor; others

are the topsail-sheet bitts, carrick-bitts, wind-lass

bitts, etc. Also attrib.j as (nil-head, -pin.
1593 P- NICHOLS Drake Revived in Arb. Garner V. 509

Two or three yonkers, which were found afore the beeles.
1612 WOODALL Sttrg. Mafc Wks. (1653) 398 A Cable as it

was running out of the bits of the ship (as the Sea-men
terme it). 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram, ii. 10 The
Bits are two great peeces of timber, and the Crospeece
goeth thorow them. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (17891,

Tonr-et-choqite^ a weather-bit of the cable, or a turn and
half-turn about the bits. 1836 MARRYAT Midsk, Easy ix,

Jack stood.. not far from the main bitts. (,'1850 Rndini.
Navig. (Weale) 07 Bitts. .It consists of two upright pieces
of oak, called Bitt-Pins, when the bitts are large, or of

knees, when the bitts are small, with a cross-piece fastened

horizontally near the head of them. 1869 SIR E. RKED
Shipbuild, xv. 276 To keep the bitt in its proper position.

Bitt (bit), v.
[f. prec.]

trans. To coil or fasten (a cable' upon the bitts.

1769 [see BITTING vbt. sb'*.] 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xv,
See it [the Cable] double bitted. 1840 R. DANA Bcf. Mast x.

24 The chain is then passed round the windlass, and bitted.

b. Settlor's slang.
1833 MARRYAT P. Simple in, Come, Mr. Bottlegreen,

rouse and bitt. 1836 Midsk. Easy (18631 130 'Come,
Easy, you are not on board now. Rouse and bitt.'

Bittacle, obs. form of BINNACLE.

Bittayne, obs. form of BETONY.
Bitted (bi'ted) ,ppl.a. [f.

BIT ^.1 + -ED-'.] Var-
nished with or having a bit.

<ri4ao Pallad. on Hush. \. 1162 And double bited axe* for

thees thornes. < 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. x.xi. 8 The key,
Bright, brazen, bitted passing curiously.

Bitten, (bi-t'n), ///. a. [pa. pple. of BITE v.]

1. Cut into, pierced, or wounded with the teeth.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, v. iv. 64 Youths that . . fight for

bitten Apples. 1789 J. O'DONNEL in Mcd. Commun, II.

290 His face on the bitten side was. .swelled.

2. fig. Infected, seized with a mania.
1847 L. HUNT Men, Cornell, $ fi. II. vii. 89 Readers not

bitten with the love of verse. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau II.

186 Readers of the Social Contract, and. .bitten by its dog-
matic temper.
3. Often combined with instrumental sbs., as

frost-, hunger-, vice-bitten (-bit], etc.

1599 H.C. in Grcenkatns Wks. To Rdr., The thirstie
soule . . Or hunger-bit. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681)
93 The leaves, .before they are frost-bitten. 1754 RICHARD-
SON Grandisoti VI. xxvii. 164 A man vice-bitten.

t 4. actively. Having bitten, biting. (Used with

qualifying adverb : ct. fair-spoken,} Obs. rare.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Counfr. Farm 674 They [Grey-

hounds] are of all dogs the sorest bitten and least amased
with any crueltie in their enemie.

Bitter (bi-tai), a. and sb.^- Forms: 1-4 biter,
i- bitter. (Also I bitor, -yr, bittor, 3 Qrm.
bitterr, 3-5 bittir, -ur, 4 byter, 4-5 byttyr,
4-6 bytter, 5 -ir, -ur, bittyr. Definite 1-4 bitre,

1-5 bittre.) [Com. Teut.: OE. biter = OS. and
OHG. hittar, ON. bitr (MDu., Du., MHG., mod.G.,
Sw., Da. bitter], Goth, (with different vowel)
baitrs

; prob. f. root of bttan to BITE, with the

original meaning
(

biting, cutting, sharp,* but
within the historical period only used of taste,
and in modern use no longer even '

biting
*

or
'
acrid' in taste : see sense i.J

A. oiij.

1. One of the elementary sensations of taste proper
(i.e. without any element arising through the

nerves of touch) : obnoxious, irritating, or un-

favourably stimulating to the gustatory nerve
;

disagreeable to the palate ; having the character-

istic taste of wormwood, gentian, quinine, bitter

aloes, soot : the opposite of sweet ; causing
' the

proper pain of taste' (Bain'.
1000 GutMac iGr.) 840 pone bitran drync. c 1175 Lamb.

Horn. 129 Det weter of egipte . . J>e wes sur and bitere.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6349 Water bitter sum ani brin. c 1400
MAUNDEV. viii. 99 A lytille Broke of Watre, that was wont
to ben byttre. 1591 SHAKS. Tjvo Gent. \\. iv. 149 When I

was sick, you gaue me bitter pils. 1626 BACON Sylva 21
The Second [water will have] more of the Tast, as more
bitter or Biting. 1756 BURKE Subl. fy B. Introd. Wks. I. 100
All men are agreed to call vinegar sour, honey sweet, and
aloes bitter. 1868 BAIN Aleut. $ Mor. Sc. i. ii. 38 Taste
proper comprehends sweet and bitter tastes . . The acrid
combines the fiery with the bitter. 1884 Cornft. Mag. 628
Bitter things in nature . . are almost invariably poisonous.

*> fis- Unpalatable to the mind
; unpleasant

and hard to 'swallow* or admit.
1810 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 166 Some bitter truths,

respecting our military arrangements.

2. fransf. Of anything that has to be '
tasted

'

or

endured : Attended by severe pain or suffering ;

sore to be borne; grievous, painful, full of afflic-

tion.

971 Blickl. How. 229 pu me ne syle on Jone biterestan
deaS. 1-1205 LAY. 9685 Her heo sailed ibideii bitterest alre

baluwen. c 1340 Cursor M. 4827 (Trin.) For bittur hongur
|?at is bifalle. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy vi. 2502 Soche bargens
are bytter |?;it hafe n bare end. 1583 STANYHUHST sEficis
ii. (Arb.) 65 Soom Greeks shal find yt bitter, before al we
be slaghtred. 1828 SCOIT /''. J/. Perth xxvi, The time of

separation now approached. It was a bitter moment. 1839
THIRWALL Greece VII. 285 For Eurydice she still reserved
what she thought a bitterer death. 1850 THNXYSON In
Afew. vi, That loss is common, would not make My own
less bitter, rather more.

b. To the bitter end: to the last and direst

extremity ;
to death itself. .So commonly used :

but the hi>tory is doubtful : see BITTEU sh^
3. Hence, of a state: Intensely grievous or full

of affliction ;
mournful

; pitiable.
t 1485 Digby Myst. in. 997 Thys sorow is beytterar fwin

ony galle. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. iii. 89 Nor can I vtter all

our bitter griefe. 1611 BIBLE Job iii. 20 Wherefore is light

giuen to him that is in misery, and life vnto the bitter in

soule? 1816 WQRDSW, White Doc n. 115 Concealing In
solitude her bitter feeling.

t b. (

Sour/ morose, peevish. Obs.

aiz2$Ancr. R, 118 A^ein bittre ancren Dauid sei'5 )>is

uers.

4. Expressing or betokening intense grief, misery,
or affliction of spirit.
c 1230 flali Meiii. 43 Marie Magdalene wi'5 bittre wopo

bireowseQ hare guiles. ''1330 Art/i. .y Mcrl. 1018 His
moder .. swithe bitter ters lete. 1611 Hi BI.K Gen. :xxvii. 34
Esau.. cried with a great and exceeding bitter cry. 1650
R. STAPYLTOK Stradas Loiu-C. Warrcs it. 29 No com-
plaints were bitterer then the Abbots and Monks. 1853
KINGS LEY Hygatia iv. 4- Bursting into bitter tear>. 1884
(title] 'The Hitter Cry of Outcast London.'

t 5. Causing pain or suffering ; injurious, baleful,

cruel, severe. Obs.
a 1000 Bcffivnlf^-]-] Draca. .heals ealneymbefengbiteran

banuni. a. 1225 St. Marker, ii pet balefulle wurm ant );<_'t

bittre best. a. 1300 Cursor AL 697 pe nedder was no^lit
bitter. 1330 R. BRUNNE Cliron. 35 He tok bittere E^trild,
dukes douhter Orgare. 1603 SHAKS. ^Icas.for M. iv. ii. 81

It is a bitter Deputie. 1635 N. R. Camdcns Hist. EUz, \\.

183 The government of the French was bitter.

b. of instruments of torture.
a 1225 Juliana 17 I beaten wiS bittere be>men. 1596

SHAKS. i Hen. IV> \. \. 27 Nail'd For our aduantage on the
bitter Crosse.

6. Characterized by intense animosity or virulence

of feeling or action ; virulent.

971 Blickl. Horn. 25 Onbaemde mid b;cre biteran a;fc>te.

1377 T.ASGL. /'. PL V>. xvm. 64 For a bitter butaille . . Lyf
and deth in (?is derknesse her one fordoth her other. 1382
WYCLIF James iii. 14 If }e han bittir zeel, or cniiy, and
striuynges ben in ^oure hertis. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in.

44 No medium betwixt not loving and bitter hating. 1737
WHISTON Josephus* Hist. ii. iii. i Sabinus. .made a bitter
search after the kings money. 1838 MACAULAY in Trevclyan
Life 1,1876) I. vii. 9 In politics a bitter partisan. 1848
Hist. E'ig. I. 446 The bitter animosity of James.

b. Const, to, against.
1382 WYCLIF Col. iii. 19 Men, loue ^e 5oure wyues, antl

nyle ?e be bitter to hem [1611 against them]. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. ff Cf. iv. i. 67 You are too bitter to your country-
woman. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Tale of Tyne i. 20 She had.,
been bitter against them.

7. Of words ;or the person who utters them) :

Stinging, cutting, harsh, keenly or cmellyreproach-
ful, virulent.

(1175 Lamb, ffo'ii. 95 He ne remde ne of bitere speche
nes. c 1200 ORMIN 9786 Fulle off bitterr spa:che. 1589
PUTTENHAM Etiff. Pocsie (Arb.) 41 To taxe the common
abuses and vice of the people in rough and bitter speaches.
1600 SHAKS. A. V. L. in. v. 69 As fast as she answeres thee
with frowning lookes, ile sauce her with bitter words. 1605

Lear i. iv. 150 A bitter Foole ! 1611 BIBLE Job xiii. 26
For thou writest bitter things against mee. 1712 ADDISON

Sfect. No. 433 p6 They would reproach a Man in the most
bitter Terms. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. '18571 1- J 24 Faust is no
longer the same bitter and contemptuous man.

8. Of wind, cold, etc. : Sharp, keen, cutting,
severe; hence of the weather: fittingly cold.
1600 SHAKS. A. y. L. n. vii. 184 Freize, freize, thou bitter

skie. 1667 BOYLE Orif. Fonnes ^QitaL, The Night proving
very bitter .. I found the Glasse crack'd..by the violence
of the Frost. 1697 DRYDEN Virg* Georg, HI. 466 To fend
the bitter Cold. 1796 MORSE A trier. Geog. 11.308 The
frosts are consequently bitter in winter. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.
Rev. (1871) III. v. ii. 180 A cold bitter drizzling rain. 1875
M. PATTISON Casanbon 255 He caught his death in the boat
on a bitter Palm Sunday.

B. qiiasi-j.l
1. That which is bitter

; bitterness, lit. andyfr.
a 1000 Elene (Gr.) 1245 Weorcum fah, synnuni asa;'led,

sorsum Kewalad. bitrum sebunden. a 1240 Lofsong in
Lamb. Hom. 215 Euer bi3 Set swete abouht mid twofold of
bittre. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 99 pat al my breste Belief

"

for bitter of my galle. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xxi, A
httle bitter mingled in our Cup, leaves no relish of the
sweet. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones in. vi, Surfeited with the
sweets of marriage, or disgusted by its bitters. 1830 TENNY-
SON Dream Fair Worn. 286 All words , . Failing to give
the bitter of the sweet.

2. A bitter medicinal substance : now usually in

pi. BITTERS, q.v.
1711 SWIFT //. (1767)111. 101, 1 still drink Dr. Radclifie's

bitter. 1711 1'ind. SactimereII 63 He. .might, .beprovok'd

to mix a little Bitter with his Wine. Mod. Camomile yields
a useful bitter.

C. Comb, : see after the adv.

Bitter (brt3i),a</z/. Forms : 1-4 bitre, bittre,

bitere, 4 bittere, byttere, 2- bitter. [OE. bi-

tere, bitre, f. BITTEK a. with which it is now identi-

fied in form.] = BITTKKLY : arch.
t poet., and dial.

971 Blickl. 11ofn, 195 Hit wcorbebfx: swij>e bilere for^olden.
<i 1300 Sarmun xxxvii. in E. E. P. (1862) 5 pou salt hit rew
bitter and sore. 1393 LANGL. /'. PL C. xvn. 220 The biter-

our he shal a-bygye bote yf he [wel| worchc. 1602 SHAKS.
Hani. i. i. 7 Tis bitter cold, And I am sicke at heart. 1721
GIBBER Donb. Gallant \. Sp. 63 [.A servant says] 'my Lady's
bitter young and gamesome.' 1824 CAMPBELL Wound.
Hussar, How bitter she wept o'er the victim of war! 1886

SiiiVENsos Dr. Jckyll\\\\. 73 [A butler says] 'Tim drug i->

wanted bitter bad, sir.'

Bitter-, and adv. in combination.

1. adverbial and parasynthetic, as Inllcf-lntiu^

^biting bitterly), bitter-blessed^ -hearted, -hcarted-

iittss, -pungent , -rinded, -tasted, -li'ell.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones iv. ii,

'

Bitter-biting Kuriu.

1786 JiuRSS Daisy iii, The ^bitter-biting north. 1848 Kix'.s-

LKY Saint's Tr-ig. \\. xi. 135 The day I found the *bitter-

blcsMxl cross. 1775 ADAIK Anicr. hu1. 277
J
l!itttr-hearted

foes. Ibid. 43 Their word, which express.es
'

sharp,' convey.s
the idea of *bitter-heartedness, 1884 HKOUMNG I-'crishtali

3 Sage-leaf is ^bitter-pungent. 1831 CARLYLK Sart. fies. n.

ii. 107 A prickly, 'bitter-rinded stone-fruit. 1850 MKS.
BROWSING Poems 1 1. 71 He laughed out

'

bitter-well.

2. (adj.} In many names of plants and other

productions, some merely denoting a particular
bitter variety of that to which the name is properly

given, bitter almond, bitter bay, bitter beer,
bitter oak ;

in others specifying a distinct plant
or substance, as bitter-apple; bitter - ^ourd}
bitter-ash, a \Vcst Indian tree, Sitnaritba extelsa \

bitter-blain, a name given by the Dutch Creoles

in Guiana to / 'andellia diffitsfc ,
Treas. liot. j ;

bitter-cress, a book-name for the genus Carda-

niine, and esp. the species C\ ainara
; bitter-cup,

a cup made of quassia wood to impart some of its

bitter principle lo water poured into it
;
bitter-

cucumber or bitter-gourd, the Colocynth (Ci~
trullus Colocynthits ,

a plant of the gourd family,
which furnishes a well - known cathartic drug ;

bitter-damson, a \Yest Indian tree, Simaruba
amara

;
bitter earth, magnesia ;

bitter-fitch

{^-bitter-vetch} ;
bitter herb, the British plant

Erythrwa Centatirium ; bitter-king, a tree,

Soulamca ainara, of the Eastern Archipelago, ex-

cessively bitter in all its parts ; bitter-nut, the

Swamp Hickory, Carya amara, of North America ;

f bitter-salt, obs. name of Epsom salts ; bitter-

spar, a mineral, a variety of dolomite; HITTEH-

SWEET, q.v. ; bitter-vetch, a book -name for species
of LatJiyrus and / 'uia formerly Qrobus ; t bitter-

weed, obs. name of species of poplar, also, a

N. American species of wormwood
; bitter-wood,

the timber of a tropical American genus of trees

Xylopia, or the trees themselves ; bitter-wort,

species of gentian, esp. the Fell-wort (G. amarclla).
1632 MASSINGKK CityMad. iv. ii, Quite forget their powders
And *

bitter almonds. 1865 ^lont.Star 23 June, He gave the
bearer half an ounce of powdered colocynth common 1 y called

'bitter-apple. 1755 SMOLLETT Quix. (1803) 1.98 Crowned
with garlands of cypress and ^bitter-bay. 1871 M. COLLINS

Mrq. <y Merch. I. vi. 161, I supped on. .cold beef and *bitter

beer. 1876 HAKLKV Mat. Mcd. 675 '"Bitter cups turned out
of the wood are used as a ready means of furnishing the in-

fusion. 1551 TUKNKR Htrbalr iva,
*
Bitter fitches, or bitter

tares. 1585 LLOYD Treas. Health G iv, Decoctyon of Liche-

peasen or *bitterfitch. 1755 Gent1. Mag. XXV. 408 If we
plant cucumbers . . near the *

bitter-gourd, the fruits of the
first will be as bitter as gall. 1843 PORTLOCK Geol. 214
*Bitter spar, or Brown spar, occurs in small but well-defined

crystals. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. -y *'!//. 44 The simples
are Vineger, Betony . . *bitter vetch with \Vine. 1878 in

BRITTEN & HOLL. Plant-n. 45 Fir, satigh, and ^bitterweed.

1597 GERARD Herbal c. 4. 352 Named in English Felwoort
Gentian; *Bhterwoort ; Baldmoyne, and Baldmoney.
t Bi'tter, sb? Obs. [f. BIT j.3 + -ER!.] One
who has charge of a ' bit

'

or fire-bucket ; a fireman.
c 1467 E. E. Gilds 371 That the Bitters be redy when eny

parylle of fuyre ys. Ibid. 382 That the bitters be redy with
hur horses and bittes to brynge water.

Bi'tter, $b2 Natit.
[f.

BITT + -EK (prob. as in

header, rounder, cropper, whopper}.'] (See quot.)
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. vii. 30 A Bitter is but

the turne of a Cable about the Bits, and veare it out by
little and little. And the Bitters end is that part of the
Cable doth stay within boord. 1630 J. TAYLOR ll'ks. (N.*
To let fall an anchor, which being done, the tide running
very strong, brought our ship to so strong a bitter, that

the fast which the Portugals had upon us brake. 1867
SMYTH Sailers Word-bit. 103 A ship is 'brought up to a
bitter

' when the cable is allowed to run out to that stop . .

When a chain or rope is paid out to the bitter-end, no more
remains to be let go.

Hence, perh. bitter eiid\ but cf. BITTER a. 2 b.

Mod. If he refuse to come to terms, we will fight it out to

the bitter end.

Bitter ibi-tsul, v. 1 [ME. Mt(e)n\n :-OE.
iiiterian,l.l>iter, BITTER a.;

- OHG. /d/-z,MHG.
bittern to be bitter.]

1 1. iittr. To be or become bitter. (Only in OE.)



BITTEBFUL.

897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. 425 Dsette us bilerije siu

hreowsung.
2. trans. To make bitter

; fig. to embitter (Mis.).

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 23 A lutel ater bitteret[h] muchele

swete. ^1225 Ancr. R. 308 Uour Binges, }if me benched. .

inuwen makien him to seoruwen, & bittren his heorte.

u 1619 FOTHERBY Atlu-om. i. xii. 5 (1622) 132 Men in sad

taking, bitter'd with affliction. 1623 H. SYDENHAM Serm.

Sol. Occ. (1637) 309 Shall I bitter venue, & sweeten vice?

1713 Lottd.
<$ Country Breiv. I.U742) 7 Such hasty Dryings,

or Scorchings, are also apt to bitter the Malt. 1815 Eiuycl.
Brit. (ed. 5! IV. 131 This plant [Bog-bean] is used in the

north of Europe to bitter the ale.

Bitterbump, var. of BUTTEKBUMP, bittern.

t Bi'tterful, a. Obs. [f.
BITTER sb. + -FUL.]

Full of bitterness.

a. 1500 Lament. Mary Magd. 53 (Chaucer's Wks.) Re-

membryng this bitterfull departing. 1532 HULOET, Bytter-

ful, orfullofbytternes. 1618 Sheph. Cal. \ 1656) xlviii, Pilate

condemned him to the most bitterfull death.

t Bi-tterhede, biterhede. Obs. [f. BITTEB

+ -hede, -HEAD : cf. Da. bitterhcd] = BITTERNESS.

1340 Aycnb. 28 pe moub of be enuious is uol of corsinge
and of biterhede.

Bi'ttering, '' [f. BITTER + -ING i.] A pre-

paration used to adulterate beer
;
= BITTERN sb.'l 2.

1864 in WEBSTER.

Bitterish (bi'tarij),
a. Rather or somewhat

bitter. Hence Bi'tterishness sb.

1605 TIMME Qnersit. II. vii. 141 The bitterish Guaiacum.

1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 194 The Water . . tasted a little Bit-

terish to the Palat. 1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anal, ff rhys. IV.

858/1 A slightly bitterish sensation is produced. 1702
FLOYER in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 064 Its.. taste, which is

crude and styptic, with a bitterishness in the Seed.

Bitterly (bi-taili), ailv. [ME. bit((]erliche,-like,

OE. biterllce, f. biter, BITTER a. + -lice, -liche, -LY-.]

In a bitter manner; with bitterness. (See the

senses of BITTER .)

i- looo Ags. Gosf. Matt. xxvi. 75 Petrus .. code ut, and

weop biterlice [z>. r. bytyrlice]. <:i2oo ORMIN 9726 Forrbi

toe Johan wibp hemm Full bitterrli} to m^elenn. c 1250
Gen. fy Ex. 3896 Hem cam wirm-kin among, Sat hem wel

bitterlike stong. c 1275 Serving Christ 56 in O. E. Misc. 92
Hwo ysayh euer bHsse byterluker ibouht. c 1400 Gamelyn
198 And bigan bitterly his hondes for to wrynge. c 1440
Bone Flor. 1628 A scharpe knyfe . . That bytterly wolde

byte. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, I. iv. 7 The Northeast wind
Which then grew bitterly against our face. 1611 BIBLE

Ruth i. 20 For the Almightie hath dealt very bitterly with

me. 1709 ADDISON Tatler^Sv. 152 P 12 Achilles is not more

bitterly lamented among us than you. 1847 GROTE Greece

n. xlv. 11862) IV. 94 Exiles.. bitterly hostile to Athens. 1856
FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii. 265 He complained bitterly

of the Italians. 1865 TROLLOPE fielton Est. xxii. 263 It

came on to rain bitterly, a cold piercing February rain.

Bittern \bi-tam), sb\ Forms : a. 4 botor,

-ur(e, 5 botore, -oore, -owre, butturre, -ir, 5-7

butor, 6 buttour, buttur, -our, buture, 7 bew-

ter, boter. 0. bitoure, biture, 4-5 bi-, bytore,

betoure, 5 betore, -owre, bytturre, 5-7 bittor,

6 bi-, bytture, bittarde, byture, byter, bytter,

6-7 bitter, bitour, byttour, 6-8 bittour, 7 byt-

tur. 7. 6 bittorn, 7 bitturn, -erne, -orue, 7-
bittern. (Also dial. 7- bitterbump, BUTTERBUSIP.)

[ME. botor, a. OF. butor, of obscure origin, per-

haps related to rare L. bution-ein in same sense.

(The med.L. butorius, bitorius are f. the mod.

langs.) The Eng. forms in byt-, bit- prob. represent
Fr. ii. The Fr. had a fem. butorde, with which cf.

i6th c. Eng. bittarde. The final - in i6th c. bit-

torn, mod. bittern, is due to some mistaken analogy:
cf. alder, aldern, elder, eldern, etc. The mod.L.

zoological name botaurus, is an adaptation of the

OF. and ME. botor, with a reference to a fanciful

derivation from bos taurns, taunts being applied

by Pliny (x. xiii), to a bird that bellows like an ox,

and the bittern being called laureau fetang,

boeuf de tnarais, tneerrind, nioosochsc, and similar

names in many langs.]
A genus of grallatorial birds (Botaurus}, nearly

allied to the herons, but smaller, spec. The species
B. stellaris, a native of Europe and the adjoining

parts of the Old World, but now rare in Great

Britain on account of the disappearance of the

marshes which it frequents. It is noted for the
' boom '

which it utters during the breeding season,

whence its popular names mire-drum, and bull of
the bog, and the scientific term botaurus (see above),
o, p. [c 1000 in Wr.-Wiilcker I'fc. 131 Bitorius, pintortts,

wreuna. (App. some mistake, l] c 1*330 A rth. $ Merl. 3130

Swannes, pecokes and botors. c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's T.

1 16 As a Bitore ['!'. r. bytore, bitor, betoure] bombleth in the

Myre. 1388 WYCLIF Isa. xiii. 22 And bitouris [1383 }ellende

foules; Viilg. ultlla; ; 1611 wild beasts of the islands] schulen

answere there, c 1420 Liber Cocornm (1862) 35 To wodcok,

Hiype, curlue also, The betore in fere with horn schalle goo.
t 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (1840) 202 The botoore that etith

the greet eel. 1486 Bk. St. Albans Fvj, A Segeof betouris

a 1529 SKELTON Ph. Sparwe 432 The bitter with his

bumpe. 1530 PALSGR. 202/1 Buttour a byrde, bntor. 1533-4
Act 25 Hen. VIII, xi. 5 Euery egge of euery bittour,

heroune, or shouelarde. viii</. 1543 TRAHERON Vigo's Chi-

rurg. n. ix. 42 Cranes, geese, bittardes. 1627 P. FLETCHER
Locusts l.viii, Their hoarse-base-hornes like fenny Fittours

sound. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxv. 4 That

886

a Hittor imiketh thai mugient noy^e, or as we terme it

Humping ly putting its bill into a reed.

y. 1515 KARULAY Kglog. ii, The partriche, plover, bittorn

itnd heronsewe, 1611 UIBLE Isa. xxiv. n The cormorant
and the bitterne shall possess* it. 1638 SUCKLING Aglaura
in, i, A Bittonie whooping in a reed is better music. 1641

J.JACKSON True Ei-ang. T. iii. 209 The Hawk hath struck

down the Bitturn. 1770 GOLDSM. DCS. I'ill. 44 The hollow-

sounding bittern guards its nest. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. \.

xxxi, And the bittern sound his drum, Booming from the

sedgy shallow, a 1857 LONGF. Snnr. on Hills 18 The noisy

bittern wheeled his. .way.

Bittern (bi-tam), sb2 [f.
BITTER a. (peril.

dial, form of bittering).]
1. The mother water or lye which remains after

the crystallization of common salt from sea-water

or the brine of salt-springs. It contains sulphate
and chloride of magnesium, bromine, iodine, etc.

1682 COLLINS Salt in Eng. 54 The Rittern in Refining of

French Salt, is a Liquor separated from it, that resembles

Sack in Colour, but Gall in Tast. 1810 HENRY Elem. Chem.

I. 415 The uncrystallizable part called bittern. 1879 G.

GLADSTONE Salt in Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 354 The de-

liquescent and non-crystallisable ingredients constitute, .the

bitterns which drain from the stacks ofsea salt. 1883 Know-

ledge 15 June 354/2 The . . bittern is employed as a source

from which other substances are prepared, as. .bromine.

b. attrib.

1755 HALES in Phil Trans. XLIX. 327 The saline spirit

arises chiefly from the bittern salt. 1772 MONRO ibid. LXII.

30 Sea salt mixed with a bittern and oily matter.

2. A name applied to bitter substances used for

different purposes ; spec, (also biltcrin, littering}

an old trade name for a mixture of quassia and

other drugs employed in adulterating beer.

1775 ADAIR Amer. Ind. 403 The water is sufficiently im-

pregnated with the intoxicating bittern.

Bitterness (brtaanesV [OE. biternysj f. biter,

BITTER + -NESS.] The quality or state of being
bitter : a. to taste ;

b. to the mind or feelings ;
c.

deep sorrow or anguish of heart ;
d. animosity,

acrimony of temper, action, or words ;
e. intensity

of frost or cold wind.

971 Blickl. How, 115 pes middanjeard flyhb from us mid

mycelre biternesse. c 1000 &LVRIC Ex. xv. 23 Mara . . fcet

ys on ure Lyden biternys. c 1200 Trin. Coll. How. 45 Mirre

for ure biternesse. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. xxxviii. 15 In the

bitternesse of my soule. Rom. iii. 14 The mouth of

whom is ful of cursyng, or ivariyng, and bitternesse. 1477
EARL RIVERS iCaxtonj Dictcs 68 The bittrenesse of the aloe

tre. 1535 COVERDALE i Sain. xv. 32 Thus departeth the

bytternesse of death. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /F, i. ii. 198 You
measure the heat of our Liners with the bitternes of your

gals. 1617 MARKHAM Caval. i. 4 All the bitternesse and

sharpenesse. .of the Winter. 1711 STEELE $#:/. No. 262 f 6

The Bitterness of Party. 1732 AHBUTHNOT Rules of Diet

i. 249 A small degree of Bitterness, extremely agreeable to

the Stomach. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xxxiii, A sentiment of

bitterness rose in his mind against the government. 1851
TJixoN IV. Pcnn xxvi. (1872) 237 A prince who had tasted

the bitterness of persecution.

t f. concr. A trait of bitterness, anything bitter.

1382 WYCI.IK Job xiii. 26 Thou writist a^en me bitternessis

[1611 bitter things]. 1790 G. \VM.KKR Sent/. II. xx. 104 The

disappointments, vexations, and bitternesses of life.

Bitters (bi-taiz), sb. pi. [f. BITTER j/;. 1] Bitter

medicines generally, as Peruvian bark, quinine, etc. ;

spec, alcoholic (or other) liquors, impregnated with

the extract of gentian, quassia, wormwood, orange

peel, etc. and used as stomachics, anthelmintics,etc.

(Also in singular: see BITTER j/J 2.)

1713 Guardian No. 131 (1756) II. 188 1'wo hogsheads of

bitters. 1784 J. SIMS in Mcd. Commun. I. 422 He took

vomits, purgatives and bitters. 1822 J. FLINT Lett. Amer.

54 Some Americans drinking their morning's bitters (spirits

with rice, wormwood, or other vegetable infusion). 1836
HOR. SMITH Tin Trump. I. 16 Misfortunes are moral bitters,

which frequently restore the healthy tone of the mind. 1880

New Sya, Soe. Lc.\\ s.v. Bitters, Medicinal substances ..

distinguished into the aromatic, pure, and styptic bitters.

Bitter-sweet (bHai (sw/~t), a. and sb.

A. adj. Sweet with an admixture or aftertaste

of bitterness, fig. agreeable or pleasant with an

alloy of pain or unpleasantness.
1611 COTGR., Amer'dou.r, a bitter-sweet apple. 1633 Row

LEY Match Midn. in O. PI, VIII. 373 (N.) Till then adieu,

you bitter-sweet one. 1641 MAISTERTON Serm. 18 Bitter-

sweet delights, or pleasures mixt with pain. 1749 FIELDING
Tom Jones v. iii, To compose a draught that might be

termed bitter-sweet. 1855 BRIMLEY Ess. 92 It awakes all

the fountains of bitter-sweet memory.
B. sb.

\. A thing which is bitter-sweet ;
sweetness or

pleasure alloyed with bitterness.

1386 CHAUCER Chan. Yeoni. Prol. & T. 325 Vn-to hem it

Is a bitter-swete. 1627 FELTHAM Resolves 295 'Tis some

thing like Love, a kinde of bitter-sweet. 1878 SYMONDS
Sonn. M. Angela xl, A bitter-sweet sways here and there

my mind.

2. A kind of apple.
1393 COWER Conf. III. 281 Lich unto the bitter swete, Fi

though it thenke a man first swete, He shall well felen ai

laste, That it is soure. 1483 Cath. Angl. 33 A Bittyrswete
amarimcllnm, nitisct'itin. 1552 HLLOET, Apple called a

bytter swete, ainarimcllttin, 1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet, s.v

Cyder, The best sort of Cyder. . made of. .the Bitter-sweet

3. Herb. The \Yoody Nightshade, Solannnt Did
camarct) a. common snrubling plant in Britain. (A
translation by Turner of the med.Latin name.)

1568 TURNER Herbal in. -2. 1597 GERARD Herbal Iviii. 27

BITUMINATE.
litter sweete bringeth foorth wooddie stalks as doth the

fine. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. ill. xxii. 390 Bittersweet

elps the Jaundies. 1821 CLARE I 'ill. Minstr. II.igSRamp-
ng woodbines and blue bitter-sweet. 1882 Times 6 July
0/4 The bitter-sweet is a twining shrub with scarlet berries.

t Bi'tter-swee'ting. 06s. [f. prec. + -ING ]
.]

'he Bitter-sweet Apple. (In Shaks. allusively.)

1592 SHAKS. Rom, fy Jul. n. iv. 83 Thy wit is a very Bitter-

weeting, It is a most sharpe sawce.

Bittil(l, bittle, obs. forms of BEETLE.

Bitting (bi'tirj), vbl. sb. 1 [f. BIT z/. + -ING 1.]

The putting of the bit in a horse's mouth.
1611 COTGR., E}itbouclicincnt . .the bitting, or bridling of a

orse. 1833 Kegnl. Instr. Cavalry I. 83 On first bitting, the

'ridoon is to be used.

Comb, bitting-rigging (Saddlery*', a bridle, sur-

ingle, back-strap, and a crupper placed on young
lorses to give them a good bearing. (Knight.)

Brtting, vbl. sb?
[f.

BUT v. + -ING 1
.]

Naut.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789', Tour de bitte an cable,

turn of the cable about the bits ; the bitting of a cable.

t Bi'ttlock. Olis. [f. BIT sb. : the rest is doubtful ;

:f. next, for which it may be an error.] A frag-

ment, a small piece.
i. a 1400 Cluster PI. i. 124 [Call] after Trowle And byde
ym some of our bittlockes.

Bittock >, brisk), north, dial. [f. BIT sb. +-OCK,
dim. suffix.] A little bit, a small piece or portion.
1802 J.WiLSON (Congletoni MS. Let. to J. Boucher, Bit-

daily, that lies a bittock farther to the west.'

Bittonie, -y, obs. forms of BETONY.

Bitter, -our, etc., obs. ff. BITTERN, the bird.

Bitts, sli. Naut. : see BITT sb.

Bitueijen, var. form of BITWIHEN, betwixt.

Bituen.-tuex, -twix.obs.ff. BETWEEN, -TWIXT.

Bitumen, pa. pple. of BETEE v. Obs.

t Bitume, v. Obs. rare. [f. bitume, obs. form

of BITUMEN.] To smear or spread with bitumen.

1601 SHAKS. Per. in. i. 72 We have a chest beneath the

latches, caulk'd and bitumed ready. Ibid. in. ii. 56 How
close 'tis caulk'd and bitumed [Other edit, bottomed].

Bitumen (biti'men, brtirfmen). Forms : 5

bithumen. bethyn, (betune), 6 betumen, 7 bi-

tamen, biturn(e, bittumen, bytumen, 6- bi-

tumen, [a. L. bitumen (stem bitfimin-). Cf. F. and

It. bitume, Pg. betume, Pr. betum, Sp. bettin, from

which some of the obs. Eng. forms were taken.]

1. Originally, a kind of mineral pitch found in

Palestine and Babylon, used as mortar, etc. The
same as asphalt, mineral pitch, Jew's pitch, Bitu-

men judaicum.
1460 CAPGRAVE Chrmi. 30 A vessel of wykyris, filled the

joyntis with tow erde, cleped bithumen. 1480 CAXTON Ovid's

Met. xv. iv, The . . bethyn & sulphur brennyng. 1577 J.

FRAMPTON JoyJ. Ncwcs 6 Betumen which is a kind of Pitch.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1. 101 Asphaltites, or the lake of Sodom
. .bringeth forth nothing but Bitumen. 1609 BiBLE(Douayl
Cm. vi. 14 Thou.. shall pitch it [the arke) within, and with-

out with bitume. 1610 HOLLAND Catnden's Brit. I. 519

Coles, being of the nature of hardned Bitamen. 1656 BLOUNT

igly

l849~GROTE Greece II. Ixx. 118621 VI. 239 [The Wallof Media]
was of bricks cemented with bitumen.

2. In modern scientific use, the generic name of

certain mineral inflammable substances, native

hydrocarbons more or less oxygenated, liquid,

semi-solid, and solid, including naphtha, petroleum,

asphalt, etc. Elastic bitumen : mineral caoutchouc

or Elaterite.

1605 TIMME Quersit. i. xiii. 52 There are also manie kindes

of. .bitumen. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. vi. 116431 297 Naphtha,
is a liquid Bitume. 1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (1703) 243

Morter used . . at Rome, .called Maltha, from a kind of Bi-

tumen Dug there. 1833 Penny Cycl. IV. 473/2 Elastic bitu-

men is soft and elastic like caoutchouc. 1857 PACK Aac.
Te.-ct-bk. Geol. xx. 11876)441 The bitumens naphtha, petro-

leum, asphalt have been long known and used in the arts.

3. A pigment prepared from asphalt.

1855 J. EDWARDS Paint, in Oil 26 Bitumen . . is Asphal-

tum ground in strong drying oil . . for the painter's use.

1 4. Used by Turner, for the sap of the birch-tree.

1551 TURNER Herbal (1568) Fvb, The frenche men seth

out of it a certain iuce or sue otherwise called bitumen.

5. attrib.

1816 SHELLEY ,4fc/w 85 Bitumen lakes. 1837 CARLYLE

Fr. Rev. III. in. i. 150 Here lay the bitumen stratum, there

the brimstone one.

Bitumene ;bi-tWmi). Chem. [f.
BITUM-BN -t

-ENE, suffix of the hydrocarbon class.] Name

given by Berthelet to the least volatile of the

hydrocarbons obtained by passing benzene vapour

through a red-hot porcelain tube. Watts/>/. Chem.

1873 FOWNES Chem. 758 Bitumene, a blackish liquid, re-

mains in the retort at a dull red heat, and solidifies on

cooling.

Bituminate (biti;7-mint'
i

t),z'. [f.
L. bituminal-

ppl. stem of bituminare, to treat with BITUMEN.]
Hence Bitvrminated ppl. a.

+ 1. trans. To cement with bitumen (as mortar).

1628 KELTHAM Rtsokvs i. xlvi. (R.) The bituminated walls



BITTJMINIFEROTTS.
of Babylon. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Bituminated, soldered
or done with bitumen.
2. To convert into or impregnate with bitumen.
1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. \\. 294 Trees carbonated, or bitu-

minated sometimes repose on Coal. Ibid. 297 A bituminated
clay.

_
Ibid. 319 This carbonaceous part would never be

bituminated and converted into coal if real bitumen were
not present.

Bituminiferous (bititt'minHeras), a.
[f. L.

bitiimin- + -(I)FEKOUS.] Yielding bitumen.
1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. xiv. 259 Bituminiferous and Cupri.

ferpus
Sand. 1857 PACE Adv. Text-Ik. Geol. xiv. (!876>25i

Caking or coking coal, a highly bituminiferous sort.

Bituniinization (bitu?min3iz,?ijsn). Also
bitumeuization. [f. next + -ATION.] The process
or state of conversion into bitumen.
1804 in Phil. Trans. XCIV. 407 The process of bituminiz-

ation (if I may be allowed to employ such a term). 1884
aorta's Mag. Mar. 522/1 Hard jet is of two distinct forma-
tions, being both wood and petroleum, now in a high state
of bitumemzation.

Bituminize (biti-minaiz), v. Also bitu-
meuize.

[f. L. bitumin- + -IZE.] trans. To con-
vert into, or impregnate with, bitumen

; to cover
or varnish with bitumen. Hence Bitu'minized,
Bitujminrzing/jZ)/. adjs.
1751 STACK in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 273 Wax bituminized

by burning. 1816 Edin. Rev. XXVI. 165 Trunks of bitu-
minized wood. 1854 H. MILLER Footfr. Great, x. (18741 193
Injured by compression or the bitumenizing process 1861
GLADSTONE m Times 3 May 6/3 This is a bftumenized pipe.
Bituminoid (bitiK'mmoid), a.

[f. as prec. +
-oil).] Approaching the character of bitumen.
1878 GREEN Coal v. 167 It differs very widely from the

adjoining bitummoid portions.
t Bitu:mino'se, o. ? Obs. [ad. L. bituminos-

us, f. bitiimin- BITUMEN : see -OSE.] = BITUMINOUS.
1691 RAY Creation (1714) 87 They [the waters! are . . bitu'

nunose.

Bituminous (biti-minas), a. Also 7 -enous.
[a. F. bitumineux, ad. L. bituminos-us : see -ous.]
1. Of the nature of or resembling bitumen, con-

sisting of or containing bitumen. (Sometimes with
reference to the 'burning lake' of Hell.)
1620 VENNEH Via Recta Introd. 8 Which rise from sul-

phurous, bituminous, or metalline places. 1649 JER. TAYLOR
Gt. kxemp. ii. x. 133 The liquid flames of pitch and a bitu.
minous bath. 1667 MILTON /'. L. xn. 4I The Plain, wherein
a black bituminous gurge Boiles out from under ground
the mouth of Hell. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. I. 279 In
Seleucia . . there was a like bituminous eruption 1826
bcorr Woodst. xvi, Others swore they had smelt savours of
various kinds, chiefly bituminous. 1830 M. DONOVAN Dom.
Earn. 1. 135 This coal . . has a bituminous fracture.

D. spec, in the scientific or technical names of
various minerals, manufactures, etc., as bituminous
coal, limestone, schist, shale ; cement, mastic.
1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 219 Bituminous shales. 1842MILLERp. R. Sandst. ii. (ed. 2) 55 Dark-coloured bitumin.

ous schist. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 755 The bituminous or
black cement for bottle-corks consists of pitch hardened bv
the addition of resin and brick-dust. Ibid. Ill no Bitu.
minous limestone . . containing various hydrocarbon com-
pounds, diffusing by the action of fire a bituminous odour.
1879 CaiSfU

s Techn. Educ. I. 67 Bituminous coals . . burn
. .with a brilliant flame.

t 2. ? Cemented with bitumen. Obs.
1658 J. BURBERY Christina Q. Swedl. 112 The walls

are strong and bituminous and abound with ancient towers!
J- fig- (Cf. sulphurous.)
1878 N. Amer. Rev. 329 It is only about a hundred

years ^smce Jonathan Edwards dropped his bituminous
rhetoric upon the tender sensibilities of the unconverted.
tBltu'n, v. Obs. Forms: I bet^uan 2-5

bit"(2n' -tumen(K). [OE., f. if. Kv- + ty,mn
(:-*OTeut. tnnian), f. tiin enclosure, TOWN cf
Du. betuinen, OHG. bizunen, MHG. beziunen~\
trans. To enclose

; to shut up.
<riooo Ags. Gosp. Matt xxi. 33 Sum hiredes ealdor wxs,se plantode wm-Serd and betynde hyne. < ,175 Lamb. Horn.

83 fe muchele lauerd. .bitunde him solue in ane meidenes
innebe 1225 Ancr. R. 164 Ancren wise, bet habbeS wel
bituned ham Mem be helle leun. 1250 LAY. 19191 Je bisne
castel I bituneb swijSe faste.

Biturn(en, obs. form of BETURN.
Bituxe(n, -tweoxe, -twixe(n, -twuxe

variants of BETWIXEN prep. Obs.
t Bitwei-es, frep. Obs. [ME. for Hilwihes,

*Mwi)es, f. bitwih, betweoh + genitival -cs : it is the
-wform corresponding to bilueij-cn : see BITWIHEN- 1= BETWIXT, BETWEEN.

7 in Hazl - * p- p- s Hie herde

t Bitwih, prep. Obs. [OE. Anglian bi-, betwlh,Saxon betwlh, -tweoh, -twuh, -tuh, -twioh, -twyh
I. bi-, K\s.prcp. + fKiih, etc., prob. shortened from

tne^
old accusative form *twthn (twihn, tiucohn

;

tunhen, twihoii) mentioned as one of the sources
ofBETWEEN. The original construction of twih is
seen in the phrase mid m,c twih 'amid us twain

'

i.e. between us'
; from a parallel In (<-) twih,

bi twih, came the combined betuiih. In bitwuht,
the -/ must have been added on the analogy of
betwixt. Only in OE.

; superseded in ME by the
expanded form BITWIHEN.] = BETWIXT, BKTWKKX.

i 888 K. TELFRED Boeth. xxxix. 13 Sio sunne and se mona

887

habbab tpdzled butwuht him bone daes and ba niht. cBo3Ons. I. m. i Betuh Arabia and Palestina. c 950 Lindisf.
Gasp. Luke x. 3 Ic sendo iuih sua lombro bituih (Riish-M.
bitwih] ulfum. a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxviii. 104 Betweoh him.
t Bltwrhen, -twihe, prep. Obs. Forms :

2 bitwihan, 2-3 bitwiheu, 3 bitueijen, -twije,
-tuh(h)eu, -tuh(h)e, -twhwe. [Hrst found in
1 2th c. as bitwihan

; it took the place of OE.
bitwih, of which it was apparently a later exten-
sion, in accordance with the analogy of behuix,
betwixan, between, betweonan. The variant hi-

tueijen appears to have been influenced by twejen
TWAIN; cf. also BITWEIES.] = BETWIXT, BETWEEN.
f 1175 Lamb. Ham. 37 He is iset bi-twihan god almihtinand be. c 1203 LAY. 784 Lute be us bi-tueijen lid. Ibid

20947 Bitwise Anglelonde and Normandie. a 1240 SaniesWarde m Colt. Horn. 255 Bituhhen heard ant nesche,bltuhhe wa of bis world ant to moche wunne. a 1250 O'.l
f, Night. jMy Maister Nichole. . Bitwihen us deme scliule

Bityl, Bityme, obs. forms of BEETLE, BETI.ME.
Biuucinate (baiic-nsin^t), a.

[f. Bi- pref:- i

+ UNCIXATE, ad. L. uncinatus liooked, f. minis
hook, barb.] Having two hooks or barbs.
1852 DANA Crust, n. 905 liiuncinate at apex.
Biungniculate (b3i|ngwi-kitffcit), a. [f. Bi-

prtf.* i + UNGUICULATE, f. L. unspticulus, dim. of
ungms nail, claw.] Having two little claws.
1852 DANA Crust, n. 935 The outer [branch] . . at apex

bi-unguiculate, claws recurved.

Bi-unial (bai|i-nial), a. [f. Bi- />-?/- 6 + L.
un-us one + -(I)AL.] Consisting of two (e.g. optic
tubes) combined in one.
1883 Eng. Mechanic 6 Apr. 104 The expensive lanterns

oi the bi-umal and triple types.

Bi-u-nity. ! O/>s.
[f.

Bi- pref.* II + UNITY.]A unity or oneness of two members or parts.
1646 Game at Scotch f, Eng. 8 This unity, .admits of no

addition ; for so the property of that Bi-unity were lost.

$iurne,-an,-on,pa. t. & pple. of BEKU.N v. Obs.

Bivalency (bi-valensi). Chem.
[f. next

; see
-E.VCY.] The quality of being bivalent.
1880 CLEMENSHAW IVurte' Atom. The. 181 The bivalencyof certain metals.

Bivalent (bi-valent), a. Chem.
[f. Bi- pref.1

III + -valent, ad. L. valentem, pr. pple. of valcre
to be worth.] Combining with two atoms of an
element or radicle

;
also divalent.

1869 Eng. Mechanic 12 Nov. 198/3 The elements are
classified as . . diatomic or bivalent . . as sulphur 1880
CLEMENSHAW Wvrts! Atom. The. 121 Mercury, cadmium
and probably other bivalent metals.

Bivalve (bai-vsslv), a. and sb.
[f. ~R\- prcf.* I

+ VALVE, ad. L. valvst. folds of a door, foldin"-

doors.] A. adj.
fl. Having two leaves or folding parts, as a

shutter or door. Obs.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 271 Great bivalve wooden Windows.
A. tool. Having two shells united by a hinge.1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. f, Min. Introd., Fishes which

are. .bivalve, as the Chama, oister, pectines. 1756 C LUCAS
Ess. M atcrs III. 123 Several small bivalve shells. 1848 CAR-

SS^f*ii *?*C
f
&*;33 The ligament which holds togetherthe shells of the bivalve Mollusca.

3. Bot. (A seed vessel) Having two valves.
1737 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Chelidonium mains, Themi ** " *** n. . \~rit ituvtiiur,.

J
lowers .

;
are succeeded by many bivalve Pods. 1794MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 191 The capsule bivalve.

f. sb. 1. pi. Folding-doors. Obs. exc. Hist.
1832 CELL Pompeiana I. ii. 22 Doors seem to have been

called bivalves where only formed of two folds.

2. Zoo!. A molluscous animal having a shell

consisting of two halves joined together by an
elastic ligament at the hinge, so as to open and
shut like a book : such as the oyster, mussel, etc.
Also the shell of such animal.

"i

6*3 '"'' Trm's- XIV- 507 Distinction of shells intoUni-
valves Bivalves and Turbinated. 1771 Itid. LXI. 230 Four
. . species, like the sea bivalve. z847 CARPENTER Zool. 876
Lamelhbranchiata . . To this group belong all ordinary bi.
valves. 1865 1 YLOR Early Hist. Man. viii. 192 The refuse-
mounds consist of oysters, mussels, and other bivalves.
A. hot. A bivalve capsule or seed-vessel.

Bi'valved, .
[f. as prec. + -ED.] = BIVALVE a

a. in Zool.
; b. in Bot.

a. 1755 Cent!. Mag. XXV. 31 A shell is said to be bi-
valved when it consists oftwo parts or leaves. 1872 NICHOL-SON Palxont. 159 Small Bivalved Crustaceans
b. 1852i E. HAMILTON Flora Homo-op. 185 A thin bi-

valved, white, ligneous shell (endocarp).
Biva'lvian. rare. = BIVALVE sb. 2

1863 RUSSELL Diary North S, S. 274 We went into oneof the great oyster saloons, and ..had the opportunity of
tasting those great bivalvians.

Bivalvous (baiv.-e-lvos\ a.
[f. BIVALVE +

-OUS.]
= BlVALVK a.

1696 Phil. Trans XIX. ,88 Testaceous Animals of the
turbinated and bivalvous kinds. [In mod. Diets.]
Bivalvular (bame-lvudfa), . (and sl>.] [f
m-f*e/a i + VALVULAR.] = BIVALVE : a. \nZoel
also quasi-rf. ; b. in Bot.
a. 1677 PLOT Oxjordsh. 100 The bivalvular Conchx, such

as Cockles. 1,7 Bivalvulars. .found with theirshells apart.
b.. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. fiat. 294 Those species of

Panicum that have the lower /lower neuter and hivalvular
Bivaulted: see Bi- firefi i.

BIVOUAC.

t Bive, v. Obs. p'orms : I bifian, befian,
byfian, beofian, 3 beouien, buuien, biuien.
[Com. Teut. : OE. bifian = OS. bitoii (MDu., Du.
beven], OHG. hibln :MHG. biben, mod.G. bebcn\
OX. bifa :-OTeut. *tiliai-, identified by Kluge
with Skr. bibhlmi, reduplicated pres. of Mi to fear.
Cf. BEE, BEVEK v*] intr. To shake, tremble.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxv. 6 J>a wudas bifodon

c 1000 Acs. 1's. xcv[i]. 9 For his ansyne steal eorSe beofian.
c 1160 Ilattoti Gasp. Matt, xxvii. 51 Syo eorSe befode [r- r
byfode), and stanes toburston. c 1205 LAY. 23530 Burhmen
gunnen beouien [1250 buuie]. Ibid. 28084 Pa gon ich to
bimen . swulc ich al fur burne. (-1250 Gen. * Ex. 2280 Wot
1C oor mon oat he ne biue^.

Biventer (bsive-ntaj'. Phys. [f. BI-/;Y/-' II
+ L. venter belly.] A muscle, distinguished by its

two bellies or bulges ; esp. the digastric muscle
1706 in PHILLIPS. 1740 B. MARTIN Ritl. Tec/awl, xi. led. 2)

371 Muscles, .as the Biventer, which hath two Bellies. 1843
J. WILKINSON Siuedenborg s Anim. Kingd. I. ii. 62 The
biventer, or digastricus. .arises from the incisure under the
mastoid process.

Biventral (bsive-ntral
1

,
a. Phys. [f.

Bi-

preft i + VENTBAL ; see prec.] Having two
bellies; digastric.
1706 in PHILLII-S. 1839-47 TODD Cycl.Anat. Sf Phys. III.

689/2 Behind the amygdala is the biventral lobe

t Bive'ntrous, a. Phys. Obs. [See prec.]
Having two ventricles.

1702 W. COWPER in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1182 All Animals,that have Biventrous Hearts.

Biverb (bsi-vaib). rare.
[f. Bi- pref* + I..

verbum word.] A name composed of two words.
1831 SIR W. R, HAMILTON in LifeW&z) I. 457 [In a letter

to Lord Adare] My dear Adare ij-ou see that . . your name
is

no_t
with me, a biverb any longer).

Biyerbal .bsiva-jbai;, a. rare.
[f. Bi- preft

6 + VERBAL
; cf. prec.] Relating to two words

;

punning.
1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. xxiv. 411 This biverbal allusion
Bivial bi-vial

,
a. J'hys. [f. BIVI-UM + -AI.I.I

Of or pertaining to the bivium.
i87

_7
HUXLEY Anat. IHV. An. 570 The bivial ambulacra.

Bivious (bi-vias;, a.
[f. L. bivi-us having two

ways or passages ;f. bi- two -i- via way; + -ous.]
That leadeth (two) different ways' (T.); having

or offering two ways or courses.
a 1644 QUARLES I'irgui M'id. m. i, I stand even balanc'd

. . Beneath the burden of a bivious brest. 1682 SIR T
BROWNE Chr. Mar. [17561 86 In bivious theorems .. let
virtuous considerations state the determination 1710 I

AUBREY Surrey IV. 189 This Vault is bivious.

II Bivium ;bi-viym . Phys. [a. L. Inmtim a
place where two ways meet ; see prec.] The two
hinder ambulacra of Echinoderms.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inn. An. ix. 570 It is possible in anyof the Echimdea, to separate the three anterior ambulacra

as the tnaitim, from the two posterior, the bii'ium and
in the fossil genus Dysaster, this separation of the ambulacra
into trivium and bivium exists naturally.
Bivocal (bairon-kal). [f. ~B\-pref2 II + VOCAL,

ad.
L.^

vocalis adj.
' of the voice, vocal,' sb. ' a

vowel,' f. vox VOICE.] A combination of two
vowels, a diphthong. Bivo'calized///. a., placed
between two vowels.

1813 J. C. HOBHOUSE Journey 1098 Vossius. .the principal
advocate of the ancient bivocals. 1876 DOUSE Grimm's L
App. D. 199 1 he softening process clearly originated . . in
the interior or bivocahzed position.

Bivon, variant of BEFONG v. Obs. to grasp.
Bivouac (bi-vwsek, bi-vwiaek). Forms: 8 bi-

ouac, bihovac, biovac, 9 bivuack, bivouack,
(bivouake), bivouaque, 8- bivouac. [In Dic-
tionaries since c 1 700, but hardly in use before the
French War : a. F. bivouac, bivac, generally said
to have been introduced during the Thirty Years'
War. It has with probability been referred to a
dialectal (Swiss) Ger. beiwacht, according to Stalder,
Versuch eines Schweiurischen Idiotikon (1812)
II. 426, used in Aargau and Ziirich to denote the
patrol of citizens (Schaanvachc) added (beigegeben}
to assist the ordinary town watch by night at any
time of special commotion. This remaining of a
large body of men under arms all night explains the
original sense of bivouac.]
1. Mil. Originally, a night-watch by a whole

army under arms, to prevent surprise ; now, a

temporary encampment of troops in the field with
only the accidental shelter of the place, without
tents, etc. ; also the place of such encampment.
1706 PHILLIPS, Biouac or Bihovac, an extraordinary Guard

perform d by the whole Army, when . . it . . continues all night
under Arms., to prevent Surprize, etc. fo Raise the Bioz'ac
is to return the Army to their Tents, or Huts, some time
after break of Day. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Bionac,
bivouac, iimac. .is formed by corruption from the German
".ueytuacht, a double watch or guard ; Trtvoux. 1755 JOHN-
SON, Biovac, bihovac, iivonac [as in Phillips].

' Not in use.'
1772 SIMES Milit. Guide, Biorac, a night guard, performed
by the whole army, when there is any danger from the ene-m

?-' '*M,,
Wl:LLINGTON in Uiirw. Disp. VIII. 21 The bivouac

which Hill quitted this mornimj appears to be an excellent
situation for the cavalry to-morrow. 1813 Examiner
7 June 356/1 (transl. from French!, The army had taken its



BIVOUAC.

bivouaques. 1850 PRESCOTT Peru II. 151 Almagro, afraid

of stumbling on the enemy's bivouac. 1885 Times 16 May
7/1 Our troops recrossed. .and went into bivouac.

fig. 1839 LONGF. Ps. Life v, In the world's broad field of

battle, In the bivouac of Life.

2. transf. An encampment for the night in the

open air ; a camping out.

1853 DE QUINCF.Y Sf. Mil. Nnn 6. n Withered leaves,

which furnished to Kate her very first bivouac. 1872 C.

KING Sierra. Nev. iii. 49 Morning dawned brightly upon
our bivouac among a cluster of dark firs.

Bivouac, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. Mil. Of troops : To remain, esp. during the

night, in the open air, without tents or covering.

Also To be bivouacked: to be so posted or dis-

posed.
1809 SIR J. MOORE To Ld. Castlereagh 13 Jan., In two

forced marches, bivouacing for six or eight hours in the

rain, I reached Betanzos on the ipth
instant. 1813 J.

CROKER in Croker Papers 11884) I. iii. 61 The Carrousel,

where about 2000 Prussians are bivouacked. 1882 PEBODV

Eng. Journalism xxii. 180 As if the British army were

bivouacked on the Hog's Back.

2. transf. To rest or pass the night in the open air.

1814 SCOTT Wai'. II. i. 8 These distinguished personages
bivouacked among the flowery heath, wrapped up in their

plaids. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. 3. 29 That night we bivou-

acked together.

Hence Bi'vouacking vbl. sb.

1812 Examiner 7 Dec. 771/2 Night bivouacings are very

injurious. 1861 C. ANDERSON Okavango Riv. xvii. 192
\Ve could not have selected a worse spot for bivouacking.

Biw- : see BEW-, BYW-.

t Biwai-t, v. Obs. [f. In-, BE- + WAIT
;

cf.

AWAIT .]
a. trans. To watch, look at. b. intr.

To look about or out, be circumspect.
(11250 Owl f; Night. 1322 Hwat canstu wrecche ping of

steorre Bute bat u biwaitest \_MSS. bihaitest] hi feorre.

c 1456 How wise Man taught Son 92 in Hazl. E. P. P. \.

173 Thou wyse bywayt, and wele awyse.

Biway, biword : see BY-.

Biweekly, Biwhirl : see Bi- pref.
z

4, i .

Biweile, biweep, etc. : see BEWAIL, etc.

t Biwe're, v. Obs. Forms: i bewerian, 2-3

biwerien. [OE. bewyian = OHG. biwarjan, /'/'-

werjan, MHG. beweren, mod.G. bewehren, f. ii-,

BE- + OTeut. warjan, OHG. viarian, iue_rian, ON.

verja, OE. wyian to defend, protect : see WERE.]
trans. To defend, shield, protect.
riooo CLERIC Ex. ii. 17 f>a aras Moises & bewerode ba

maidenu. < 1175 Lamt. Horn. 115 He seal biwerian wide-

wan and steopbern. a 1250 Owl ff Night. 1126 J>u . . mid

bine ateliche sweore Biwerest mantle corn from deore.

t Biwe -

rn(e, v. Obs. [f. bi-, BE- + WERN v.

to refuse.] trans. To refuse or deny.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowle i. xv. (1859) 14 Was neuer done

yet, to whom it was biwernyd.

t Biwe'VC, z.' Obs. Forms: 1-2 bewsefan,

(2 bewafen), 3 biwefen, -weauen, -waeiuen,

3-5 bi-, byweuen, -vert. [OE. bewsefan
= Goth.

biwaibjan, f. be-, bi-, BE- I + waibjan, in OE.

'uxfan to wind.]
1. trans. To wrap up, envelop, clothe.

c 1000 CLERIC Gen. xxiv. 65 Heo nam rabe hyre waifels

and bewafde hi;;, c 1205 LAY. 28475 Me hire hafd bi-wefde

mid ane hali rifte. (-1314 Guy Warm. 303 Poverliche he

was biweved.

fig. CI205 LAY. 130 Mid wintrehe wes biweaued. -1273

in O.E. Misc. 55 Fort ye beon byweued of heueliche myhte.

2. To entwine, weave.
c 1300 A". Alis. 4085 The croune, of gold byweved, He set

on his fadir heved. c 1400 Rowland f, Ot. 1202 With golde

abowte it was by-wevede.

tBiweve, v. z Obs. [f. bi-, BE- + ME. weven

to twist, hurl : see WEVE.]
1. trans. To whirl or drive away.
01300 Cursor M. 24109 Mi soru .. Biweft bat wordawai.

2. intr. To hurry away.
< 1205 LAY. 30856 ForS he bi-wafde, pene pic he bilaefde.

t Biwi'hele, v. Obs. Also biwijelien. [f. bi-,

BE- + ME. wiylien :-OE. ivigelian to soothsay.]

To overcome by witchcraft ;
to bewitch.

c 1205 LAY. 969 Heo wlle8 us biwijelien [c 1250 bi-cheorre]

purh heora wiSere craftes. a me, Juliana 56 Wenestu bat

we beon so e5 to biwihelen [v. r. biwihelin].

t Biwi'le, T. Obs. Also 4 bi-, bywylen. [f.

bi-, BE- i + WILE v. Cf. BEGUILE.] trans. To
overcome with wiles, ensnare, beguile.

285--
2425 Alle bay were biwyled With wymmen.

t Biwi't, v. Obs. Pa. t. biwiste, -wuste.

Pa. pple. biwist, -wrist. [OE. beiuitan, f. bi-, BE-

+ OE. witan to look.] trans. To look after, keep,

take charge of, guard, protect, keep in safety.

c 1000 /ELFRIC St. Oswald in Sweet Reader 97/76 An Sa:s

cyninges be^na 3e his Eelmessan bewiste. eilwZjwt*.
Horn. 23 pu scoldest heo [bi limen] biwiten al swa clenliche

swa crist ha be bitahte. c 1275 Pass. Our Lord 538 in

O. E. Misc. 52 Hyne biwusten knyhtes voure ober vyue.

11 Also found with strong inflexions, apparently

by form-association : see next, and cf. AT-WITE.

CI20S LAY. 13028 He..spxc wiS baene abbod i be bat

munster biwat. Ibid. 20505 Twa hundred scipene . ber

weoren wel biwitene.

888

t Biwi'te, v. Obs. [A strong vb. : cf. OE.

gc-u>ita>i to depart.] intr. To go, go away.
c 1300 A'. Alis. 5203 That no man ne shulde y-wite,

Whiderward hy were biwite.

t Biwi"ti(e, v. Obs. Also biwittien, -wit-

ejen, -wlttejen. [OE. bewitian, f. bi-, BE- i +
laittian : see WITIE.] trans. To watch over,

observe, guard, keep.
riooo Bewnlfz&fo Da [nicras] on undern mael 'oft be-

witisaS sorhfulne si5 on saesl-rade. c 1200 Trill. Coll. Horn.

195 De deuel. .is gredi uppen woreld richeise . .and }iephini
to biwitiende. c 1205 LAY. 27108 Bi-halues he sende..wel

iwepnede men ' bene wude to bl-witte}en.

fBiwla-ppe, v. 0/is. [A confusion of bcwrafpe
and lap, ME. lapfcn.']

= BEWHAP.
1388 WVCLIF Job xviii. ii Dredis. .schulen biwlappe hise

feet \v. r. bewrappe].

t Biwre'HCh(e, v- Obs. [OE. bewrejtcan, f.

BE- i + wre_ncan to WRENCH.] To cheat, deceive.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 92 5e schulen iseon alle bes deofles wieles i

hu he biwrencheS & bicherreS wreches.

Biwreo, -wrien, var. BEWRY v. Obs. to cover.

t Biwri-xle, i>. Obs. [ME., f. bi-, BE- i +

WKIXLEX, OE. wrixlan, -ian, to change.] trans.

To change, transform.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 262 He. .scheawecS him to ou flesliche

and licamliche i5e messe, biwrien [biwrixlet] bauh, in oSres

like under breades heouwe. Ibid. 310 He is him sulf al

biwrixled, & bicumen, of Godes child, bes deofles beam.

II Bixa (bi'ksa). [Native name in Central

America.] A genus of small trees, natives of

tropical America, from the fruits of one species

of which (B. orelland) the dye anatta is prepared.

Hence Bixin, a. The colouring principle of

anatta
;
b. A variety of anatta of greatly increased

colouring power.
1879 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 600. 1880 Syd. Sac. Lex. s.v.

[Bixwort,
' an herb,' is apparently an error of

some kind, in Phillips 1706, and Bailey's Folio of

1730, whence copied by Johnson and modern dic-

tionaries. It is unknown to the herbalists.]

Biys, var. of BYSS ' fine linen.' Obs.

t Bi3ule, v. Obs. [for bi-jiihele(>i, f. bi-, BE- +

jii/iele(n
:-OK. *^

!

ogelian,
in gjogclcre a juggler,

cogn. w. OHG.gouguIdri, mo&.Q.gau&Zer.'] trans.

To BEGUILE.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 268 Vor bet is hisunwrench. .bet he haueo

monie holi men grimliche bijuled. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1054

purh wiheles & wicchecreftes wurcheS Sume wundres &
bi^uleS [T

(
. r. bi}uli5] nnwiten.

Bizant, Bizantine, obs. ff. BEZANT, BYZANTINE.

Bizarre (biza-J, or as Fr. l'za-r'), a. and sb.

Also 7 bizare, bizarr. [mod.Kng. (i 7th c.), a.

F. bizarre 'odd, fantastic,' formerly 'brave, soldier-

like' ;
cf. Sp. and Pg. bizarro 'handsome, brave,'

It. bizzarre 'angry, choleric,' dial. Fr. (Berry)

bigearrer to quarrel. Littre suggests that the

Spanish word is an adaptation of Basque bizarra

beard, in the same manner as hombre de bigote

moustached man, is used in Sp. for a ' man of

spirit' ;
but the history of the sense has not been

satisfactorily made out.

1667 EVELYN Mem. (1857* III. 161 We have hardly any
words that do so fully express the French, .naivete, ennui,

bizarre, concert ..emotion, defer, effort, .let us therefore las

the Romans did the Greek) make as many of these do hom-

age as are like to prove good citizens.]

1. At variance with recognized ideas of taste,

departing from ordinary style or usage ; eccentric,

extravagant, whimsical, strange, odd, fantastic.

a 1648 LD. HERBERT Life, Her attire seemed as bizare as

her person. 1668 DRYDF.N Maid. Queen Pref., The Orna-

ment of Writing, which is greater, more various and bizarre

in Poesie than in any other kind. 1757 HUME Stand. Taste,

Ess. (1875) I. 270 Ariosto pleases; but not. .by his bizarre

mixture of the serious and comic styles. 1825 SCOTT Talism.

(1863) 42 Such oddity of gestures and manner as befitted

their bizarre and fantastic appearance. 1879 FARRAR St.

Paul I. 352 The bizarre superstitions by which he was sur-

rounded.

b. esp. At variance with the standard of ideal

beauty or regular form ; grotesque, irregular.

1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 577 The bizarre wooden cuts of

Caxton. 1851 RUSKIN Stones Ven. I. xi. 14 If the arch

be of any bizarre form, especially ogee. 1861 N. WOODS
Pr. Wales in Canada 359 The Capitol is a bizarre Grzco-

American building which runs much to windows.

c. absol. or quasi-rf.

1850 LEITCH tr. Mullet's Anc. Art 99 An intentional

striving at the bizarre. 1851 R. WORNUM Exhib. a Lesson

in Taste 5/2 In the Renaissance [architecture], we have. .

a prevalence of the bizarre and a love of profusion of parts.

2. Hort. Applied to variegated species of garden

flowers, as tulips and carnations. Often as sb.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 343/2 Bizarre tulips have a yellow

ground marked with purple or scarlet of different shades.

1883 At/ieiixnin 30 June 825/3 The 'streaked gillyflower'

is the clove so crossed as to become a '

bizarre.

i| Bizarrerie (bz'za-rer/, biza-reri). [F. bhar-

rerie.~\ Bizarre quality.

1741-70 Lett. Mrs. Carter (1808) 207 The bizarrenes which

arise from the mixture of good and bad which makes up

BLAB.

the composition ofmost folks. 1828 SCOTT Tapestr. Chamber,
Rich in all the bizarrerie of the Elizabethan school. 1844
For. Q. Rev. XXXIII. 60 Bizarreries. 1858 BAGEHOT Lit.

Studies II. 194 The bizarrerie of Mr. Dickens's genius.

Bizcacha variant of BISCACHA.

Bize, obs. form of BICE.

Bizel, -le, obs. forms of BEZEL, BEZZLE.

Bizygomatic (bri'zigOTnsrtlk), a.
[f.

Bi-

fref.
2

5 + ZYGOMATIC.] Joining the two zygo-
matic arches.

1878 BAKTLEY tr. Topina.rd's Anthrop. n. ii. 252 The
maximum transverse or bizygomatic diameter of the face.

Bizz, -ard, -ie, Sc. ff. of Buzz, BUZZARD, BUSY.

Bla(a, Blaad : see BLAE, BLAH, BLADE.

Blab (blseb), j/'.i Forms : 4-7 blabbe, fi-

blab. [The history of blab and blabber, and

the question of their mutual relations, if any, is

very obscure. Blabbe sb. 'chatterer' occurs in

Chaucer c 1374, and is very common thenceforth;

blab sb.
'

chatter, loose talk
'

is in Tale ofBeryn

(^1400), but has not been found elsewhere before

the iGth c., when appears also blab vb.
' to chatter'

(1535), followed in course by its agent noun

blabber. But the vb. blabber is earlier than any
of these; it occurs in Piers Ploughman (1362),

and is (with its deriv. blabberer) very common in

Wyclif; the facts thus forbid us to take blabber

as a frequentative derivative of blab vb.
;
while

no analogy exists for the formation of either (of

the only two early words'! blabbe sb., blabber vb.,

from the other. It would be hardly justifiable to

assume blat>be to be a I4th c. abbreviation of blab-

berer. For forms akin to blabber in other langs.

see that word. With blabbe we have to compare
a sb. labbe 'revealer of secrets, blabber,' in Chaucer,

and a vb. labbe of same age in P. Ploughman, with

pple. labbyng
'

blabbing, open-mouthed,' also in

Chaucer, identical with ODu. laiien to chatter

'garrire' Stratm.). Blabbe might be a mixed

form due to association of labbe and blabber ;
but

may also be purely onomatopoeic. Cf. BABBLE.]
1. An open-mouthed person, one who has not

sufficient control over his tongue ;
a revealer of

secrets or of what ought to be kept private; a

babbler, tattler, or tell-tale ;
used also of the tongue.

(Exceedingly common in ifith and 1 7th c.
;

un-

usual in literature since c 1750.)

ri374 CHAUCER Troylus 111.251 Proverbis canst thi self

ynow, and wost Ayenst that vice for to bene a blabbe. . 1440

Promp. Par-,: 37 Blabbe, labbe. wreyare ofcownselle,////;/M,

anubicus. 1496 Dhvs , fan/. (W. de W. i v. iv. 199/2 Thou

shalt be noo tale teller ne blabbe to defame man or woman

falsely. 1535 COVERDALE Prov. xvi. 29 He y' is a blabbe of

his tonge, maketh deuysion amonge prynces. 1577 HOI.IN-

SHKD Chron, IV. 933 Now I will plaie the blab. 1583

STANYHURST ^Eneis iv. (Arh.l 105 Fame, the blab vnciml.

1600 HEYWOOD 2 Earn. H', 148 This tongue was never

knowne to be a blab. 1656 DUGARD Gate Lat. Unl. 644.

197 A long-tongued blab, uttering the secrets committed to

him 1671 MILTON Samson 491 To be excluded all friend-

ship, and avoided as a blab. 1853 C. Auchester I. 290

Miss Lawrence is a blab. 1869 SPURGEON J Ploiighm. Palk

42 Some men are quite as bad blabs as the women.

2. Loose talk or chatter ; babbling ; divulging

of secrets.

< 1400 Beryn 3022 Leve thy blab, lewd fole ! 1548 HAIJ.

Chron. Rich. Ill an. 2 If he had taryed styl, the duke had

not made so many blabbes of his counsail. a 1604 HANMER
Chron. Irel. (1633! 127 Thus the blabbe of his tongue,

turned to his confusion. 1679 Oteerv. last Dutch Wars 8

You with your blustring blabs. 1863 W. WHITMAN Elem.

Drifts 2 All that blah whose echoes recoil on me.

t 3. ? as adj. Incontinent of speech. Obs.

ISS2 HULOET, Blabbe, linguax. 1590 GREENE Mourn.

C,,mn. (16161 20 Fame is blab. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Kartas

(1621) 250 Phrenzie, that makes the vaunter insolent ;
Ine

talk-full, blab.

4. Comb. See after BLAB v.

t Blab, st>? Obs. exc. dial. [A variant of

BLEB, BLOB.] A bubble ;
a blister, a swelling.

1656 TRAPP Comm. Acts viii. 9 Such a blab the devil had

blown up there, as a small wind may blow up a bubble.

1861 RAMSAY Kemin. v. (ed. 18) 115 I've had .. the blahs

[note, Nettle-rash].

Hence Blab-lipped = BLABBER-LIPPED.

c 1430 Chester PI. (1818) 41 If any blabb-lipped boyes be

in my way They shall rue it by mighty Mahowne 1591

HARINGTON Orl. Fur. XLIII. cxxviii, Blab-hpt, beetle-browd,

and bottle-nozed.

Blab, v^ Also 6-7 blabb;e, (fi blobbe).

[App. f. blabbe, BLAB sb. 1

; prob. under the influ-

ence of BLABBER .]
To talk or utter as a blab.

) 1. trans. To utter with open mouth ; usually

with out. Also absol. To talk much or ineptly ;

to chatter, babble,
' blether.' Obs.

i5 COVERDALE Pro?: xv. 2 A foolish mouth blabbeth out

notnmgt but foolishnesse [1568 Bishops', bableth ;
1611

poureth out, marg. Heb. belcheth or
bubbleth]^ 1570 LE-

VINS Rlaaif. i Blab, garrire, multiloqui 1598 DELONEY

Jacke AVW>. vii. 87 He blabbed out this broken English.

2. trans. To open one's mouth about (a thing

better kept in"
;
to tell, or reveal indiscreetly.

1583 STANYHURST ^Eneis n. (Arb.) 48, 1 do hold yt lawful



BLAB.
. .to blab theyre secrecye priuat. 1589 Pappe m. Hatche
a nij b, He blabb all, and not sticke to tell. 1591 Trout
Raigne A'. John u6n) 22 Must I recount my shame, Blal
my misdeeds? 1612 R. CARPENTER SoulesSent. 101 To blal
or blaze a dead mans follies. 1620 Smetnain Arraign'd
(1880) 28 What will not women blab to those they love 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela I. 38 It will be said I blab every thing
1834 PRINGLE AJr. Sk. xiv. 459 One of the Boors . . after
wards blabbed the real facts of the transaction. 1848MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 179 This pushing talkative divine
who was always blabbing secrets.

b. Often with out (forth, abroad).
1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Matt. xiii. 44 He blabbeth i

not abrode to others. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 822 Hi
blabbed not out all the conspiracy. 1633 Camden's Hist
Eliz. in. 269 He had blabbed forth somewhat to the preju
dice of the King. 1741 R BLAIR Grave 433 Oh ! that some
courteous ghost would blab it out. 1869 DIXON Tffivet

(1870) II. xiv. 141 He blabbed out the secret to his priest.
3. intr. To talk indiscreetly about what should

be kept secret, to reveal or betray secrets.
1601 SHAKS. Tmel. N. i. ii. 63 When my tongue blabs,

then let mine eyes not see. 1733 SWIFT Poetry Wks. 1755
IV. I. 188 If you blab, you are undone. 1747 B. HOADLY
Suspic. Husb. in. ii, Mum's the Word, I never blab 1865
CARLYLE Fred. Gt. IV. n. i. 18 His Brother . . had blabbed
upon the Prince. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i.

(1873) 202 We certainly should not have guessed it, if he
had not blabbed.

4. trans, (transf.) To reveal otherwise than by
talking ;

to betray, bewray.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, \\\. i. 154 Beaufords red sparkling

eyes_blab his hearts mallice. 1646 J. HALL Poems \. 14 His
age is blab'd by silver haires. 1654 E. JOHNSON Wond.-mkg
Provid. 103 Least his watry eyes should blab abroad the
secret conjunction of his affections.

5. Comb., as blab-mouth, -tongue.
1600 S. NICHOLSON Acolastus (1876) 14 O blab-tongue

Tantalus, why dost not eate? 1683 CHALKHILL Thealma
t, Cl. 34 Report, the blab-tongue of those tell-tale times.
1865 Washington Star?*) Apr., Such a shallow-pated blab-
mouth.

tBlab,z<. 2 Obs.
[f. BLAB sb? cf. BLEB, BLOB.]

trans. To swell, make swollen (the cheeks).
Hence Blabbed///, a.
1601 HOLLAND //;'}> I. 427 Some of them looke pale, with

a paire of Haggle blabd-cheekes. 1719 RAMSAY Content Wks.
1848 I. 148 [She] Blabs her fair cheeks till she is almost
blind. Poor Phillis' death the briny pearl demands
Blab-lipped : see after BLAB sb.*~

Blabber (blse-bai), sb. [f. BLAB v. + -Bill.]
One who blabs

; one who reveals secrets, a tell-tale.

"557 NORTH Gueuara's Diall Pr. (1582) 943, He was . . a
great blabber of his tongue. 1624 HEYWOOD Captives v iii

in Bullen O.Pl. IV, Peace, fellowe Godfrey. I'l now play
the blabber. 1793 'J'. JEFFERSON Writ. (18301 IV. 491 The
indiscretion of this blabber. 1841 D'lsRAELi Amen. Lit.
(1867) 236 Time, that blabber of more fatal secrets.

tBla'bber, a. Also 5 blabyr, 6-7 blaber.
[First in comb, btabyr-lyppyd, in the Catholicon

1483, 'Ax Prompt, c 1440 having the earlier babbyr-
lyppyd, used also by Langland 1377 (see BABBKR-
LIPPED). But there was also a 15-1 7th c. form
blab -lipped (see BLAB

sb:'-'), which is of more
simple explanation : cf. BLOB, BLOBBER, BLUBBER,
BUBBLE, all expressing the sense of swelling or

inflation.] Swollen, protruding ; said of the lips
(e.g. of negroes'), and sometimes the cheeks.
1552 HULOET, Blabber lyppes, cfimissa latra. 1610 HOL-

L*N
.

D Camden's Brit. i. 530 The divels of Crowland, with
their blabber

lips {labiis tendentious], a 1627 MIDDLETON
Xf. Gipsy iv. iii, She has full blabber cheeks. 1687 SHAD-
WELL Juvenal 108 What ugly blabber-lipps had he ! 1833COLERIDGE in Eraser's Mag. VII. 177 A waxy face and a
blabber lip. [In Poems III. 87 (1834) 'blubber lip.'J
Hence Blabber-lipped ppl. a.

['377, 1440, "607; see BASHER-LIPPED.) 1483 Cath. Angl.
33 Blabyrlyppyd, troccus, labrosns. c 1485 Digoy Myst
in. 927 Ye..blabyr-lyppyd bycchys. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
xi. xxxvn, Others againe who are blabber-lipped are named
in Latme Labiones. 1653 GREAVES Seraglio 101 The most
. . blabber-hpped, and flat nosed girles that may be had
through all Egypt. 1704 Land. Ga:. No. 4034/4 Run away
. .a short Negro Man. .blabber Lip'd. .long Heel'd.
t Blabber, v. Obs. Forms : 4 blaberen, blai-
beren, 5 blaberyn, -veryn, blabir, -yr, 5-6 bla-
ber, 6 blabbar, 7 -or, 6-7 blabber. [ME. bla-

beren, late 1 4th c. Words of similar form appear
in other Tent, langs. : cf. ON. blabbra (cited by
Rietz), Da. blabbre to babble, gabble, Sw. dial.

blaffra to prattle, G. blappern (Grimm), flappern
to blab, babble, prate. But the evidence is not
sufficient to show whether any of these were ac-

tually connected with the English word, or whether
they agree only in being natural expressions of
the action involved, which seems to be essentially
that of producing a confused repetition or combina-
tion of labial (b} and lingual (/, r) sounds. It
is noteworthy that in the earliest instance quoted,
blaberde varies in the MSS. with babelcd, bablide,
etc. : cf. BABBLE. See further under BLAB.]
1. intr. To make sounds with the lips and tongue

as an infant (cf. sense 3) ;
to speak inarticulately

or indistinctly ;
to babble, to mumble.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 8 So I blaberde [:'. r. blaberid,
-

babelide, -ed, bablide] on my Beodes. 1382 WYCLIF I Esdr.
Prol., The tunge kut of it shal blaberen. c 1505 KENNEDIE
Flyting 344 And blaberis that noyis mennis eris to here
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'53 PAI.SGR. 456 My sonne dothe but blabber yet, he ca
nat speke his wordes playne. a 1800 Balla,i ' LJ. Ingram
xxi, ,n Child's Ballads m. 131/2 A' was for the bonnie bab
1 hat lay blabbering in her bleed.

b. trans.

1:1505 DUNBAR jSyv/i'tfj-112 Fairar Inglis..Than thowcan
blabbar with thy Carrik lippis.
2. intr. To chatter, babble, talk idly or senselessly
c 1375 WYCLIF Strut. Sel. Wks. I. 376 pei blaiberen bu

for defaute of witt. a 1400 Cm: Myst. 164 Boys now blab
eryn. c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 53 pat ober cristen peple
presume not to blaber ajenst cure goddes. c 1440 PromtParv. 37 Blaberyn, or speke wythe-owte resone, Hatera
1483 Cath. Angl. 33 To Blabyr, blaterare.

b. trans.
; also with out, forth. Cf. blab, blurt

1:1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 168 Prestis . . blabren out ma
tynys and masse.. wib-outen deuocion and contemplacion
llnd. 73 pei prechen not cristis gospel.. but blaberen forbe
anticnstis bulbs. 1580 SIDNEY .d rcadia iv. 417 Did blabber
out what he had found. 1624 A. H. in J. Da-'ies' ly'i-s

(1878)11. 81 And blabber forth His Funerall, in Rimes.
to. To move the tongue between the lips in

mockery. Obs. Cf. BLEAR v.-

"53 PALSGR. 4sl5 '
' ' al)<!r> I Put forthe the lyppe, as one

dothe his tonge in his heed, .his tonge blabred in his heed,
Je taboye. 1611 COTGR., Baboyer, to blabber with the lips
to (amble, to falter. 1629 Sclioale Gd. Manners (Halliw.)lo mocke anybody by blabbering out the tongue is the
part of. . lewd boyes.

t Bla'bberer. Obs. One who blabbers.
^1375 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 234 For to speke as

blaborers may take here.

t Bla'bbering,^/.^. ^.BLABBERS. + -ixr.i.]
Inarticulate, imperfect or foolish speaking; babble.
. ".375 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. 1 . 1 27 And so to blaberynge
in bis speche mannis voicis ben not sufficient, a 1400 Car:
Myst. 384 Ces now youre blaberyng in the develis name.
1513 DOUGLAS JEneis Prol. 33 This ignorant blabring im-
perfyte. 1793 T. TAYLOR Afuldiis (1822) 234 The vain
blabbering of that iniquitous knave,

t Bla'bbering, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING
-'.]

Speaking inarticulately or irrationally; babbling.
(-1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xl. 88 (Gibbs MS.) He bat is

vnknowynge and blaberynge. c 1430 Hymns I ~irg. (1867) 108
pat blaberyng are wib obes blent. 1509 BARCLAY Shyf of
J-otys (1570) 38 Blabbering fooles superfine of language
'549 Compl. Scot. vi. 38 Blaberand eccho.

Bla'bbing, vbl. sb.
[f. BLAB v. 1 + -ING l

.] In-
discreet talking; publishing or revealing of se-
crets.

1602 WARNER All: Eng. xn. Ixxv, For his blabbing him
to her the which had had his Ring. 1716 ADDISON Free-
holder No. 9 (1751) 52 Many here wish you would forbear
blabbing. 01791 WESLEY Husl: f, Wives iii. 8 Wks. i8u
IX. 67 Be strange to one whom experience has convinced of
blabbing. 1878 SEELEY Stein II. 536 Blabbing of secrets.

Blabbing (blarbin),///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING*.]

That blabs or publishes secrets.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. i. i The gaudy, blabbing, and
remorsefull day. 1637 MILTON Camus 138 The blabbing
eastern scout, The nice morn. 1705 HICKERINGII I Priest.
Cr. n.viii. 85 This blabbing and talkative old Fellow. 1855
TENNYSON Maud n. v. vi, Curse me the blabbing lip.

tBla'bbish, a. Oh. [f. BLAB sb. + -isnl.J
Of the nature of a blab, given to blabbing.
1604 T.WRIGIIT Passions iv. i. 119 So simple and blabbish.

Blabery, obs. form of BLAEBERRY.
Blaeche, obs. form of BLATCH, blacking.
Black (blick), a. Forms : i blaee (def. blaoe),
1-4 blao, 2-6 blake, 3-5 blak, 5 blaak(e, 4-7
blaeke, 5- black. [OE. blsc, blac (def. blace}= OHG. blah-, black- ^in comb.) ; a word of diffi-

cult history. In OE., found also (as the metres
show) with long vowel blace, blacan, and thus con-
fused with bide shining, white : OTeut. *<Va/'X'0- (see
BLAKE), as is shown by the fact that the latter also
occurs with short vowel, blSc, bliicum

;
in ME. the

two words are often distinguishable only by the

context, and sometimes not by that. (Cf. *',?.) ON.
blakkr is not an exact phonetic equivalent, but, if

native, points to an OTetit. *blakko- (for blakiw :

see Kluge Beitr. ix. 162). Sievers suggests that the

original Teutonic types were *bl:kno-, *blakko'-,

subsequently levelled to blA'ko-, blako-, blakko-,

giving the OE. and ON. words ; in this case
*l>l&k-no- might be pa. pple. of a vb. *bl:vkan to
:>urn (cogn. w. Gr. <p\ty(iv}, and the original sense

burnt, scorched.' Cf. BLATCH, which points to an
OTeut. *blakkjo-, from blakko-. In Eng. black has
quite displaced the original colour-word SWART,
which remains in the other Teutonic languages.]

I. literal. The proper word for a certain quality
jractically classed among colours, but consisting
optically in the total absence of colour, due to
he absence or total absorption of light, as its op-
>osite white arises from the reflection of all the

ays of light.
1. As a colour pertaining to objects, even in full

ight: Absorbing all light; 'of the colour of
night

'

(J.; ;

' of the colour of soot or coal'
;

' of
he darkest possible hue'

; swart. (Perfect black-
ness being a rare attribute of objects, those from
he surface of which very little light is reflected
are commonly called black.)

BLACK.

Beo-.vulf 3606 Hrcfn blaca heofenes Wynne. c8oo K.JEl-
FRED Bxda n. xvi. (Bosw.) He hzfde blac feax, and blacne
andwhtan. c 1000 /KLFRIC Gram. vi. 12 Niger corims, blac
hrem. c 1205 LAY. 17699 Ane blake claoe. c 1300 K. A Us.
6259 Al blak so colebrond. (71380 Sir Fernml'. 2461 pan
lai he bar so blac so pych. 1382 WYCLIF Sonf Sol. v. 1 1

Blac [1388 blake] as a Crowe, c 1440 Promp. Par-.: 38 Blak
mger, ater. c 1440 York Myst. xlviii. 143 In helle to
dwelle with feendes blake. 1536 WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (t875)
1. 51 Hattes of blake velwett and whyte feethers. 1588
SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 266 To look like her are Chimney-
sweepers blaeke. 1611 BIBLE Matt. v. 36 Thou canst not
make one haire white or blaeke. 1674 R. GODFREY Inj. $Al: Physic 71 She had been in the black Box (meaning
the Coffin) e're now. 1710 J. CLARK Rahanlfs Physique
(1729) I. 223 The Black Body, .absorbs and choaks all the
Kays. 1807 ROBINSON Archxol. Grzca v. v. 425 They puton mourning garments, which were always black. 1842
TENNYSON Gardener's D. 28 That hair More black than
ashbuds in the front of March. 1885 LD. BLACKBURN in
Times 9 July 3/2 It has been observed . . that no number
of black rabbits would ever make a black horse.

b. Of a very dark colour closely approaching
black.
c 1420 Liber Cocortiin 7 Take black sugur for mener menne .

1718 POPE Iliad i. 608 The priest himself. .Pours the black
wine. 1853 C. KNIGHT Once upon 7Y;c 11859) 417 On eveiy
road-side was what was familiarly termed 'the black ditch

'

In every alley was a lesser black ditch. 1859 JEPHSON
Brittany i. 3 The blackest of port-wine.

c. Having an extremely dark skin
; strictly ap-

plied to negroes and negritos, and other dark-
skinned races

; often, loosely, to non-European
races, little darker than many Europeans.
890 [see i]. amsAncr. K. 234 Blacasabloamon. 31225

St. Martlet: 10 Muchele del blaccre ben euer eni blamon.
c 1380 Sir Fermnb. 2785 Among be Sarsynz blake. 1553EDEX Treat. NC-M Ind. ( Arb.) 14 The bodyes of men begin
to waxe blaeke and to be scorched. 1591 SHAKS. 'J'-.^o Gent.
v. n. 12 Blaeke men are Pearles, in beauteous Ladies eyes.
1666-7 PEPYS Diary 27 Jan.. Her little black boy came by
him. 1782 India Gas. 30 Mar. ( Y.i The black officers. . were
drummed out of the cantonments. 1842 PRICHARD Nat.
Hist. Man 24 Forrest says the Pappua Caffres are as black
as the Caffres of Africa. 1856 OLMSTF.D Slave States 141Ihe 'old Ab' was manned by one black boy, sixty years old.

d. fig. Of or pertaining to the negro race.

^

1852 T. HUGHES in J. Ludtom's Hist. U. S. 342 The
black law,' by which coloured people were excluded from

the territory. 1885 STEVENSON Dynamiter 152 The black
blood that I now knew to circulate in my veins.
2. With the names of various objects prefixed,

by way of comparison, as coal-, jet-, filch-, raven-
black.

1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxxvii, My mistress eyes are raven-
black. 1710 Land. Caz. No. 4782/4 Stolen or stray'd .. a
cole black Horse. 1771 P. PARSONS Newmarket II. 89 On
his head, observe the jett-black glossy velvet cap.
3. Characterized in some way by this colour.
a. Having black hair

; dark -
complexioned.

(Cf. the surnames Black, Blackie.\ arch, or Obs.
a 1067 Chart. Eadiueard in Cod. Difl. IV. 242 And JE\(-

wynes jherde Se blake. (-1190 Vita S. Godrici 510 (1845)
417 Mulier pedissequa. .cognomento Blache, id est Nigri,
mercenana. (-1375 HARBOUR Bruce xix. 556, I died me sair
for the blak dowglass. 1604 SHAKS. Ot/i. n. i. 133 How if she
be Blaeke and Witty? 1661 PEPYS Diary 30 Apr., Took upMr. Hater and his wife . . I found her to be a very pretty
modest, black woman. 1715 R. NELSON A Kemfis' Chr.
Exerc. vii. 13 The Fair, the Black, the Learned, the Un-
learned, do all pass away. 1815 Hist. Uni-i: Camb. I. 144ihe portrait in the Master's lodge represents him as a
landsome black man.

b. Wearing black clothing, armour, etc.

1298 [see BLACK MONK], c 1305 Edmund Conf. 184 in E.
E. P., Blake mpnekes he se}, As hit crowen and cho3en
were, a 1400 Sir Perc. 49 The rede kynghte ne the blake
1750 CARTE Hist. Eng. 11. 73 Clement . . retained only 200
lorse and 2000 foot of the black bands so called from their
>eing clad in mourning. 1877 BROCKETT Cross t Cr. 154Ihe black, or monastic clergy.
4. Characterized by absence of light.
a. Enveloped in darkness

; dark, dusky, swart.
1393 GOWER Conf. I. 81 The blaeke winter night, r 1400Rom. Rose 5359 The blak shadowes. 1595 SHAKS. John v.

vi. 17 Heere walke I, in the black brow of night. 1637 MIL-
TON Camus 61 In thick shelter of black shades imbower'd.
790 BURNS Tarn O'Shanter 69 That hour, o' night's black

arch the key stane. 1840 R. DANA Bef. Mast x, The rain
ell fast, and it grew black. 1883 J. PARKER Apost. Life II.
08 Storms howling down the black chimney in the blacker

night.

b. Of deep water, clouds, the clouded sky, etc. :

Reflecting and transmitting little light; dark,
ombre, dusky, gloomy.
'"'374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. ii. 153 f>e nyjt ne wibstondebnat
o hym by be blake cloudes. c 1400 Viuaine 4- Gaw. 369
The wederwex than wonder blak. i6ti BIBLE i Kings xviii.

5 The heauen was blaeke with cloudes. 1626 BACON Syh-a
874 Water of the Sea. .looketh Blacker when it is moved,
nd Whiter when it resteth. 1646 BUCK Rich. Ill, in. 84
'he young Princes were imbarqued in a Ship at Tower
vharfe, and conveyed . . to Sea, so cast into the Blaeke deeps.
818 BYRON Juan i. Ixxiii, The blackest sky Foretells the
eaviest tempest.
5. Deeply stained with dirt

; soiled, dirty, foul.
a 1300 Havelok 555 In a poke ful and blac. < 1384
CHAUCER H. Fame 1637 But ne [i. e.Eolus] Toke out hys
lake trumpe of bras That fouler than the Devill was
387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. V. 229 Blake flokkes of
cottes [ttlri Scotorum frtfcs]. Mod. Proverb. Rime. I'd
ather have black hands, and plenty of meat, Than never
uch white ones, and nothing to eat.

6. Black is used in naming varieties or species
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BLACK.

of animals naturally distinguished by this colour,

as black bear, beetle, duck, rat
;

also varieties or

species (or what are popularly so considered) of

plants characterized by darkness of stem, leaf, etc.,

as black bindweed, hellebore, parsley, spleenwort,

etc. See these and the like under the generic names

BEAR, BEETLE, BINDWEED, HELLEBORE, etc.

Ii 7. In ME. it is often doubtful whether blac,

blak, Make, means '

black, dark,' or '

pale, colourless,

wan, livid
' = OE. blac ;

see farther under BLAKE.
c 1205 LAY. 19890 ^Lnne stunde he wes blac t and on heuwe

swi5e wak. Ane while he wes reod. a 1240 Salutes Wardt
inCott. Ham. 249 His leoc deaSliche ant blac and elheowet.

c 1325 E. E.Allit. P. B. 747, I am bot erbe ful euel, & vsle

so blake. c 1330 Roland , V. 434 [Charlemagne was] of a

stern sight, Blac of here and rede of face. (He had '

la che-

velure belle
'

(Martin, from Eginhard.l] 1420 Antnrs of
Arth. ix, Alle bare was the body, and blak by the bone.

II. fig.
8. Having dark or deadly purposes, malignant ;

pertaining to or involving death, deadly ; baneful,

disastrous, sinister.

1583 STUBBES A nat. A bus. u. 22 Many a black curse haue

they of the poore commons for their doing. 1599 SHAKS.

Hen. V, u. iv. 56 That black Name, Edward, black Prince

of Wales. 1640 HABiNGTONCas/nrn ii. n.xxxii, The blacke

edict of a tyrant grave. Ibid. II. u. xi. By Fate rob'd even

of that blacke victory. 1713 STEELE Guardian No. 18 7 i

Think it madness to be unprepar'd against the black mo-

ment. 1738 H. WALPOLE Catal. R. Ant/tars (1759) I-.H
2

The throne, .usurped by the Queen's black enemy, Philip.

1821 BYRON Sardan. v. i. 195 That's a black augury !

9. Foul, iniquitous, atrocious, horribly wicked.

1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. (1588) App. ,
You wil haue a blacke

soule..if yon doe not the sooner forsake the Queene..and
her heresies. 1592 GREENE Groats. Wit (1617) 33 Black

is the remembrance of my blacke works, c 1600 J. DAVIES

Farr's .V. /'. I. 255 Red Seas to drowne our blacke Egyp-

Lett. clix, I shall never be guilty of such black ingratitude.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvn. vii, Concealing facts of the

blackest 'dye. 1839 BAILEY Festus v, Die with the black

lie napping on your lips.

10. Clouded with sorrow or melancholy ; dismal,

gloomy, sad.

1659 HAMMOND On Ps. xlii. 9 What a black gloomy con-

dition am I now in? 1715 BURNET Own Time (1766) II. 234

ile had also very black fits of the spleen. 1809 J. BARLOW
Colunit. i. 16 The slow, still march of black despair.

b. Of the countenance, the ' look
'

of things,

prospects : Clouded with anger, frowning ;
threat-

ening, boding ill
;

the opposite of bright and

hopeful.
1709 STANHOPE Parapkr. IV. 190 When the Face of affairs

looked blackest and no glimpse of Comfort appeared. 1832

HT. MARTINEAU Each $ All ii. 25 His countenance was

black as night. 1840 E. ELLIOTT Corn-Law Rhymes 119

The crew will no longer regard my child with black looks.

c. Hence To look black : to frown, to look

angrily (at or upon a person).
1814 Miss AUSTEN Mansf. Pk. (1870 I. vi. 50 My brother-

in-law . . looked rather black upon me. 1855 THACKERAY

Rose ff Ring xv, Black as thunder looked King Padella at

this proud noble. 1853 BROWNING Frti Lippo, The monks

looked black.

11. Indicating disgrace, censure, liability to

punishment, etc. Cf. BLACK BOOKS, BLACK LIST,

etc. Often accompanied by some symbol actually

black, as in quot. 1840.
1612 BHINSLEY Liui. Lit. 286 To punish by a note, which

may be called, the Black Bill. 1:1830 A. PICKEN Chang.
Charlie When mounted . . on the top of the black stool, he

seemed . . delighted. 1840 DICKKNS Barn. Rndgc viii, Write

Curzon down, Denounced . . Put a black cross against the

name of Curzon.

III. Phrases and combinations.

12. Phrases. To say black is anyone's eye (eyebrow,

nail, etc.) : to find fault with, "to lay anything to

his charge (? obs.) Black in the face : having the

face made dark crimson or purple by strangulation,

passion, or strenuous and violent effort.

1328 ROY Sat. (1845) They eate their belies full . . And
none sayth blacke is his eye. 1589 Hay any H'ork 36 If

you were my chaplains once, I trowe John Whitgift. .durst

not once say blacke to your eies. 1675 BROOKS Gold. A ty

Wks. 1867 V. 250 He knew that the law could not say

black was his eye, and that the judge upon the bench would

pronounce him righteous. 1720 Vade-mcc. Malt-\\'orms 1 1

None can say that black's his eyebrow to him. 1749 FIELD-

ING Tom Jones ix. iv, I defy anybody to say black is my
eye. 1789 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ep. Falling Minist. Wks.

1812 II. 121 Swore himself black in the face. 1828 CARR

Craven Dial. II. 2 'Thou cannot say black's my nail'..

Cni tu nihildicas vitii. Ter. 1836 DICKENS 1'ickw. v, Mr.

Winkle pulled.. till he was black in the face. 1870 LOWELL

Study Wind. 67 Though we should boast . . till we were

black in the face.

13. Black and blue, orig. blak and bla, blak and

bio, of which the present form is a corruption

arising when bio became obsolete after 1550. The

proper black and blae remains in the north, though

often supplanted there also by the literary form.

esp. Of the human body : Discoloured by beating,

bruising, or pinching, so as to have black and
' blue' or livid bruises : as to beat (any one\ black

and blue. Also absol.

stically .

b. sb. Black characters upon white paper ;

riting. In ;f under, black and white: in writing

in print. ,Blackon white is afanciful alteration.)

890

a 1300 Cursor HI. 8073 Four sarzins. .Blac and bla [Trill.

blak and bio] als led ]>ai war. c 1314 Gny Warm. (A.I 506

pe leches ben to him y-go, Gy bai finde blaike and bio.

c 1460 Tcnvneley Myst. 206 Belt hym blak and bloo. 1552

HULOET, Beaten blacke and bloo, siiggilatns. 1563 HYLL
Arte Garden. (1593) 68 The black and blewe of a stripe.

1663 BUTLER Hud. \. ii. 942 Flew To rescue Knight from

black and blue. 1690 Land. Gaz. No. 2577/4 His right Eye
black and blue with a Blow. 1785 BURNS Twa Herds xii,

Aft hae made us black and blae. a 1845 HOOD Happy Nem
Year xii, He's come home black and blue from the cane.

14. Black and tan (of a kind of terrier dog) :

Having black hair upon the back, and tan (yel-

lowish brown) hair upon the face, flanks, and legs.

Also ellipt. as sb.

1863 KINGSLEV Water-Bab. vi. 272 Out jumped a little

black and tan terrier dog. 1884 Harper's Ring. Aug. 464/1

A jealous little black-and-tan stood by.

15. Black and white : a. adj. Having a sur-

face diversified with black and white.

1878 STEVENSON Inl. I'oy., Black-and-white cattle fan-

tastically marked.
characters upon

wr
or inp. ,

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado v. i. 314 Moreouer sir, which in-

deede is not vnder white and black, this plaintiffe here, .did

call me asse. a 1656 BP. HALL Rent, Wks. (1660) 136 We
stay not till we have gotten it under black and white. 1712

STEELE Sped. No. 286 ?3 Give us in Black and White your

Opinion in the Matter. 1830 GALT Lawrie T. iv. x. (1849!

180 A confirmed black and white agreement. 1845 CARLYLE

CrowH'e/liiS-ji) IV. 117 In Authentic black-on-white against

them. 1866 W. COLLINS Armadale iv. xv, The whole story

>f her life, in black and white.

C. Art. (A sketch or drawing in) black or dark

tint on white paper, or with white colour used.

1885 Athenxmn 21 Feb. 251/1 Pictures and drawings in

black and white.

16. Often prefixed to other adjectives of colour,

indicating a blackish shade of the latter, as black-

brown, -grey, etc.

iiooo /ELFRIC Class, in Wr.-Wiilcker I'oc. 152 Ferriigo,
blac purpur. 1462 Test. Etor. II. 254 Unum equum co-

loris le blak -gray. 1683 Land, Gaz. 2037/4 Stolen or strayed
. . a black-brown Gelding. 1844 KINGLAKE Eothen xxvii.

118781 343 A long low line of blackest green. 1863 BROWN-
ING Pippa P. i, Its black-blue canopy seemed let descend.

1877 G. NEVILE Horses xv. 105 A black -chestnut will clip

the same colour he was before.

17. quasiWz/. with an adj., as in black babbling,

babbling maliciously, slanderous; black boding,
of ill omen, inauspicious ; black fasting, endur-

ing a very severe fast ; blacklooking, etc.

1624 QUARI.KS Job 11717) 168 Earths "black-babling

daughter (she that hears And vents alike, both truth and

forgeries'. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. iv. 8 'Black-boding man
Receives, not suffers, death's tremendous blow. 1664 l-'lod-

dan F. vii. 66 "Black fasting as they were born. 1824 SCOTT
St. Rattan's xvi, To sit for ten hours thegither, "black

fasting. 1854 J. ABBOTT Napoleon (18551 I.xx. 328 He was

a little, "black-looking man.

18. In parasynthetic comb., as black-aproned,

-backed, -bearded, -berried, -bodied, -bordered,

capped, -coated, -coloured, -cornered, -edged, -fa-

voured, -footed, -go-toned, -hafted, -haired, -headed,

-hearted, -hilled, -hoofed, -legged, -lipped, -margined,

-plumed, -robed, -skinned, -staled, -throated, -visaged,

etc., etc. Most of these are later than i6th c. :

their number may be increased indefinitely, and

they may have derivatives, as blackheartedness.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. A', in. ii. 387 For aye consort with

"blacke browd night. 1871 Meinterfor Paris 1 1. 67 A sort

of "black-coated Mephistopheles. 1528 PAYNELL Salcrne

Regim. Fiv, "Blacke colered wyne. 1607 SHAKS. Timan
\. i. 47 When the day serues, before "blacke-corner'd night.

1865 Miss YONGE Clever Wom. of Fain. I. i. 5 Hurry to the

drawing-room, and tear open the "black-edged letter. 1681

Land. Gaz. No. 1668/4 A middle siz'd, "Black Favour'd

[man], c 1400 Dtstr. Troy vni. 3780 Telamon truly was a

tulke full faire, "Blake horit. 1771 BURKE Pownqfjliria
Wks. X. 122 Whether a "black-Haired man or a fair-haired

man presided in the Court. 1774 G. WHITE Selborne xii.

106 The great "black-headed titmouse. 1863 Times 10 Apr.,
The *' black-hearted traitors

'

of the North . . worse than the

"'black-hearted miscreants' of the South. 1871 MORLEY
Crit. Misc. Ser. I. (1878) 250 Downright malignity and
"blackheartedness. 1815 SCOTT Ld. of Isles II. xxii, The
"black-stoled brethren. 1860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour 126

Hearing the hoarse cry of the v black-throated diver. 1631
WEEVER Anc. Fnn. Mon. 238 An house of "blacke veyled
Nunnes. 1710 Loud. Gaz. No, 4695/3 This William Charl-

ton is a "black visag'd Man. 1628 FKLTHAM Resolves (1647)

41 Styx, and "black-wav'd Acheron.

19. Specialized comb. (For such as black cattle,

black coal, black draught, etc. see CATTLE, COAL,

DRAUGHT, etc.) Black-apronry, the wearers ol

black aprons, the clerical and legal professions ;

black-band, an earthy carbonate of iron found
"~

the coal measures, and containing coaly matter

sufficient for calcining the ore ; t black bowl, a

drinking bowl ; f black canon, a canon regular

of St. Augustine ; black character = BLACK-

LETTEK ; black-coat, a depreciative term for

clergyman, parson ; t black-choler, one of the

four humours of early physiologists, melancholy
see CHOLER ; Black Country, parts of Stafford-

shire and Warwickshire grimed and blackened by

BLACK.

the smoke and dust of the coal and iron trades ;

black-crop, a crop of peas or beans as opposed
to one of corn ;

black damp, the choke-damp
of coal mines : see DAMP ; black-fellow, an Aus-

tralian aboriginal ; t black-gown, a collegian or

learned man ; black-heart, (for black HEAUT-

CHERRY), a dark sort of cultivated cherry ; t black-

nood, a non-regent member of the senate of

the University of Cambridge ; f black humour,
black choler, melancholy: see HUMOUR; "|*

black

literature, that printed in
' black letter

'

; black

quarter, a disease of cattle (
= BLACK-LEG i) ; black

rent, black mail, an illegal tribute ; black-seed,
a popular name of the black Medick ; black-sole

(Sc.)
- BLACKKOOT ; black strap (or stripe), an

inferior kind of port wine, also a mixture of rum

and treacle taken as a beverage ;
black sugar (Sc.),

Spanish or Italian (liquorice) juice; Black Watch,
the 42nd Highland regiment of the British army

(see quot.) ; black-wort, a popular name of the

common Comfrey (Symphytum officinale^.

1832 MAGINN in lilackw. Mag. XXXII. 427 The absurd

etiquette which prevents [them] from following any pro-

fession save the Army, the Navy, "Black-apronry, and

Black-leggery. 1857 PACE Adv. Tcxt-bk. Geol. xiv. (18761

252 Admixture of coaly matter which confers on these

"black-bands their especial value. 1863 SMILES Indust.

Biog. 160 The "Black Band ironstone. 1509 HAKES Past.

Pleas, xxix. 136 He never dranke but in a fayre "blacke

boule. 1568 Like to Like in Hazl. Dodsl. III. 324 From

morning till night I sit tossing the "black bowl, a 1672

WOOD Life (18481 156 The abbey there, originally built for

"Black Canons. 1722 J. STEVENS Addit. Dtigdale's Monast.

11.69 By reason of their black Habit, worn over their white

Surplices . . generally call'd either "Black Canons, or Canons

of St. Augustin. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 177 r6 Books

. .printed in the "black character. 1627 R. PERROT Jacob's

I'o-w 52 Let us take heed how these "blackcoates get the

day of us. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, i, You are the "black-

coat's son of Knocktarlitie. 1870 EMERSON Sac. $ Solit. ix.

197 The "black-coats are good company only for "black-

coats. 1834 J. C. YOUNG Mem. C. M. Young (1871) 212 In

the densely-populated "black country. 1864 Daily Tel.

12 Dec., By night the "Black Country blazes up lurid and

red with fires which, .are never extinguished. 1831 TVER-

MANS BENS, l-'oy.tf Trav. II. xxxvii. 158 In his opinion, the

best use which could be made of ' the
'
black fellows

'

would

be, to shoot them all. 1865 Intel!. Observ. No. 37. 15

Panther-like approach of the "Blackfellow. 1710 TOLAND

Rejfl. SachevercltsSerm. 12 That great Company of "Black-

Gowns, commanded in chief by . . Doctor Lancaster. 1833

TENNYSON Blackbird 7 The unnetted "black
^hearts

ripen

dark . . against the garden wall. 1797 Camb. Univ. Calend.

147 The Non-Regents or "Black-hoods are those who have

taken their master of arts' degree five years or upwards.

quarter,' or inflammatory fever. 1533 Catena. Carew MSS.
(Rolls Ser.) No. 39 The "black rents and tributes which

Irishmen by violence have obtained of the King's subjects.

l6ia SIR J. DAVIES Why Ireland etc. 179 To abolish the

"black-rents and tributes exacted by the Irish upon the

English colonies. 1827 HAI.LAM Const. Hist. (1876' III.

xviii. 359 The inhabitants . . were hardly distinguishable

from the Irish, and paid them a tribute called "black-rent.

1863 PRIOR Plant-n. 24
" Black-seed, the Nonesuch, from its

black head of legumes. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sliepli. III. ill,

This too fond heart o' mine . . a 'black-sole true to thee. 1785

GROSE Did. I'ulg. Tongue,
":Black strap, bene carlo wine,

also port. 1821 Blackm. Mag. X. 105 What champaigne is

to homely "black strap. 1823 LOCKHART Reg. Dallon i. x.

60 Do they give you good "black strap at Oxford? 1841

ORDERSON Creol. i. 5 The planter being content to . . make

STEWART -V*. Highlanders in. J The 42nd Highland Re-

giment .. was originally known by the name of "Black

Watch. It arose from the colour of their dress. 1830

SCOTT Tales Grandf. Ixxiv, Another measure . . was the

establishment of independent companies to secure the peace

of the Highlands . . Black soldiers as they were called, to

distinguish them from the regular troops, who wore the red

national uniform. 1871 P'CESS ALICE Mem. 12 Sept. (1884)

-.73 We did not sec the 42nd Highlanders, the *' Black

Watch,' to-day. 1597 GERARD Herbal u. cclxxiv, It is called

. .in English, Comfrey . . of some kmtbacke, and Black-

woort. 1611 in COTGR.

Black, sb. [The adj. used absol. or elliptic-ally.]

1. Black colour or hue. It may have a plural, as

in
' different blacks,' i. e. kinds or shades of black.

amsAarr. X. 282 Biholden euer his blake & nout his

hwite. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. iW. de W. 1531) 229b, Knowe
what whyte is, and it is soone perceyued what blacke is.

1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal t, Tri. Faith (1845) 56 All his

blacks are white. 1831 CRAIG Lect. Drawing in. 175 We
must take black and white into our list, as colours with

the painter though not with the optician. 1856 RUSKIN

Mod. Paint. IV. v. iii. 14. 45-

2. A black paint, dye, or pigment. In senses a,

b, see also BLECK, BLATCH, BLETCH.

t a. Black writing fluid, ink. Obs. Black and

White : see BLACK a. 15, b, c.

,nooo Canons A". Edgar in Anc. Laws II. 244 And we

la-raS bat hi . . habban blaec & b6c-fel to hedra gerzdnessum.
f 1000 CLERIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 164 Incanstimi

Tel atramentwn, blaec.

b. A preparation used by shoemakers, curriers,

etc. for staining leather black.

1661 LOVEI.L Hist, Anim. fr Min. 277 Shoemakers black

with vineger.



BLACK.
c. A black pigment, dye, or varnish

; many
different preparations are used by artists, as ivory
black, lamp black, Spanish black, etc. ; in the in-
dustrial arts several black varnishes and pigments
are similarly distinguished, ^Berlin blafk, Bruns-
wick black.

'573 HULOET, Blacke, called paynters blacke, atramentumtectormm 1381 Act 23 Eliz. ix. 3 Clothes . . dyed with a
galled and mathered Black. 1670 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Ess,
75 Dyers in the making of their Blacks, use not Alom but
Vitriol. !8is Specif. J. Taylor's Patent No. 3020. 2 Bones
converted either into ivory or bone black. 1846 G. WRIGHT
Scimiif Knmul. 46 Ivory black is . . ivory or bones
thoroughly burnt, and afterwards ground, c 1860 WINSOR &
NEWTON Handbk. Water-Col. 31 Lamp Black is not quiteso intense, nor so transparent, as that made from ivory.
3. A particle of some black substance, a black

speck; a. spec, the dark-coloured fungus which
attacks wheat, smut.
'303 R. BKUNNE Ilandl. Synne 1 1869 Yche blak, y dar wel

telle pat hyt was a fende of helle. 1607 TOPSELL Fmir-f.Kcasts 259 They have also little blacks in the middle of
their teeth. 1613 MARKHAM Eng. Housew. (1660) no You
shall take the blacks of green Corn either Wheat or Rye
1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. I. s. v. bean. The black of a
bean, Hilum. 1883 Gd. Words 735 Who has not observed
the smut, or blacks, among corn ?

b. A small particle or flake of soot, a smut.
Usually in plural.
c_i8i6 yg. Woman's Cow/:. 196 Let the blamange settle

before you turn it into the forms, or the blacks will remain
at the bottom. 1843 F. PAGET Pageant 84 She carefullycovered over, .any articles that were likely to be damaged
by blacks. 1862 GOULBURN Pers. Relig. m. viii. (,873 ) 2231 he blacks of the world have settled down upon it. 1865DICKENS Mat. Fr. II. 149 If you see a black on my nose,
tell me so.

1 4. The dark spot in the centre of the eye. the
pupil. Obs.

1387 TRKVISA Uigdea Rolls Ser. II. 189 J>ese hauen in
euenche

yje tweie blakkes. 1398 Barlh. De P. X. v. vii
H495) "3 ihe blacke of the eye syttyth in the mydle as a
quene. 1541 R. COPLAND Gnyiion's Quest. Chirurg., In the
region of the blacke of the eye. a 1648 DIGBY (J.) As bigas the black or sight of the eye.
5. Black fabric or material.
a. Black clothing, especially that worn as a

sign of mourning, in which sense the plural was
formerly used, as still in Lowland Sc. (Blacks, in
modern use, sometimes = black or dress trousers.)
(1400 Rom. Rose 4759 And eke as wel be amorettes In

mourning blacke, as bright burnettes. c 1500 Merck. * Sou
in Halhw. JVuga P. 28 Fadur, why appere ye thus in
black ar not yowre synnys foryevyn 1 1580 NORTH PI,,-
lurch. (1656) 20 Ten moneths . . was the full time they used
to wear blacks for the death of their fathers. 1636 FEATLY
i loots Myst. xix. 247 Neither are all that weare blackes his
mourners. 1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Efisc. I. iv. 17 Some to
Ministers, as Cassockes,Gownes. .Canonical! Coats.Blackes
1699 LuTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) IV. 557 The King .. has
ordered all his subjects to goe into black. 1748 RICH-
ARDSONC/ar/M<i(i8 I ilVI.s2 Whom dealest thouwith for
thy blacks? 1862 THACKERAY Philip I. 174 My old blacks
show the white seams so, that you must . .rig me out with
a new pair.

b. pi. Hangings of black cloth used in churches,
etc., at funerals

; funereal drapery.
1608 MIDDLETON Mad World n. ii, I'll pay him againwhen he dies m so many blacks ; I'll have the church hung

round with a noble a yard. i6n COTCR., Littre . . the
blacke wherewith the vpper part of a Church is compassed
at the funerall of a great person. 1711 J. DISTAFF Char,
.^acknverellw

16 The Company of Upholders are not able to
turnish Blacks enough for the Deceased.

o. Often in comb., as black-robed.
1602 WARNER A Ib. Eng. x. Ivi. 250 The black-clad Scaffold

1863 Miss WHATELY Ragged Life Egypt iv. 23 Her black-
robed female relatives support her on each side. 1870MORRIS Earthly Par. I. i. 375 Her friends black-clad and
moving mournfully.
6. = Black man or woman.
a. A man of 'black' skin

; an African negro, or
Australasian negrito, or other member of a dark-
skinned race. In this sense it appears to be a
translation of Negro, which was in earlier use.
1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims ix. xiii. j. 1570 The mouth of

the Rmer [Gambra], where dwell the Blackes, called Man-
dmgos. 1679-88 Seer. Sent. Moneys Chas. f, Jas. (1851) <;8
I o Randall M Donnell, for a black his s'l Ha* bought of
him, sol. 1682 BUNYAN Holy War 20 This giant was one of
the Blacks or Negroes. 1789 GEORGE PR. WALES in Corn-
waUVCorr. II. 29 (Y.) The Adaulet of Benares, .now held
by a Black named Alii Caun. 1803 Ann. Rev. III. 289 They
exclude from suffrage the blacks and the paupers. i86
OLMSTED Slave states !29 The free black does not in
general, feel himself superior to the slave.

t b. One of a band of poachers who went about
their work with blackened faces. Obs. attrib. in

black-act, a severe law (9 Geo. I. xxii) against
poaching, trespassing, etc.

1722 Act n Geo. I, xxii, Whereas several ill-designing and
disorderly Persons have of late associated themselves under
the name of Blacks. 1785 G. WHITE Scltorne vii, The
Waltham blacks, .committed such enormities, that Govern-
ment was forced to interfere with that severe and sanguinary
Act called the Black Act. 1809 TOMLINS Lam Dirt sv A
virtual repeal of the punishment inflicted by the Black Act.

+ C. A black-haired person. Obs.
< 1686 Yng. Mans C. in Ro.rt. Ball. II. 558 The pleasantSlacks and modest Browns, their loving Husbands please.
t d. A mute or hired mourner at a funeral. Obs.

891

1619 FLETCHER M. Thomas in. i, I do pray ye To give me
leave to live a littlelonger : Ye stand before me like my Blacks.

/. In various elliptical applications : a. Typo^r.
(see quot.) b. Chess & Draughts. The player
using the black or coloured pieces, c. Archery. A
shot which hits the target in the black ring sur-

rounding the inner white circle.
1882 Print. Times 15 Feb. 36/1 Blacks is a term appliedto any mark on a sheet made by pieces of furniture, catches

etc rising to the level of the form. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII
?/' /j S

,
four* move w-is a very bad one. 1882

Standard 31 Aug. 6/4 The Vice-President's Prize to ladies
for most blacks.

Black ;bliKk), v. Forms: 3-4 blak-en, blak -

k-in, black-en, 3-6 blake, 5 blak-, black-yn
5-7 blacke, 7- black,

[f. BLACK
a.~]

1 1. intr. To be or become black. Obs.

u "i
1

!

22
? y"lia'M 48 fat him eoc euch neil & blakede of

be blode. c 1340 dinar M. (Trin.) I4747 To blake \Cott.
Waken] bo bigan her brewes. ^1380 Sir Fenimb. 2-588Wanne be nyjt gynt blake. a 1400 Syr Percy?. 688 Now
sone . . salle wee see Whose browcs schalle blakke ! c 1460
Jmneley Myst. io7 So my browes blaky To the doore
wylle I wyn.
2. trans. To make black

; now esp. to put black
colour on. Cf. BLACKES.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 155 The wyte the vayrer hyt maketh,And selve more hyt blaketh. c 1386 CHAUCER Monkes T.

141 ill that his fleisch was for the venym blaked. <ti4oo
Syr Percyv 1056 1 hare he and the sowdane salle mete, His
browes to blake. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, i. 6 Everycoriar shall well and sufficiently corie and blacke the said
Lether tanned. 1630 R. STAPYLTON Strada's Low-CWarres ix. 26 Having blackt his face, and died his hair.
1748 I< RANKLIN Wks. (1840) 207 The paper will be blacked
by the smoke. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dam. Anmsem. 49 Crown-
glass, blacked on one side. 1842 TENNYSON Simeon Sty I.

75, I lay. . Black'd with thy branding thunder.
b. spec. To clean and polish shoes and other

black leather articles with BLACKING.
ISS7 NORTH Guevara's Diall Pr. (1582) 369 a In varnishing

hys sword and dagger, blacking his bootes. 1684 Fore's

z
'

{ 9 7 CausinS his shoos to be blacked. 1812 T.& H. SMITH Rej. Addr. ii. ^873) ,2 My uncle's porter,Samuel Hughes, Came in at six to black the shoes.
t c. To drape with black. Obs.

1664 LAMONT Diary 25 Nov., The isle being blacked
with a number of dependants on the pall of black velvet.
A. trans, a. To draw or figure in black.
1840 BROWNING Sardello iv. 374 The grim, twynecked

eagle, coarsely blacked With ochre on the naked wall
b. To black out : to obliterate with black.
1850 BROWNING Christmas Eve Wks. 1868 V. 175 If he

blacked out in a blot Thy brief life's pleasantness. 185GEN. GORDON Lett. 121 The Russian censor who blacks out
all matter that is displeasing to the Government.
4. fig. To stain, sully ;

to defame, represent as
'
black.' (Usually blacken:-,
c 1440 Promp. Pan,. 38 Blackyn' or make blake, vitutero

'"crepo 1625 FLETCHER Nt. Walker n. 216 Thy other sins
which black thy soul. 1683 D. A . A rt Converse 16 To black
his repute, a 1845 HOOD Trumpet xxx, Not that elegant
ladies, .ever detract, Or lend a brush when a friend is
blackd.

1 5. intr. To poach as one of the ' Blacks
'

: see
BLACK sb. 6 b. Obs. rare.

1789 G. WHITE Selborne vi, As soon as they began black-
ing, they [the deer] were reduced to about fifty head.
Comb, t black-shoe (boy)= SHOE-BLACK.
1732 FIELDING Covcnt Card. Jrnl. No. 61 A rebuke given

by a blackshoe boy to another. 1746 W. HORSLEY 77,,-
J'ool (17481 I. 5 [He] reduces himself to the Level of High-
waymen, Footmen, and Black-shoe Boys.
t Bla'ck acre. Law. Obs. An arbitrary name

for a particular parcel of ground, to distinguish it

from another denominated ' white acre
'

; a third

parcel being, when necessary, similarly termed
'green acre' (

=
parcel a, parcel b, parcel c). The

choice of the words '

black,' 'white,' and '

green
'

was perhaps influenced by their use to indicate
different kinds of crops.
1618 COKE On Litt. 148 b. 1698 [R. FERGUSSON] Vieiu

Eccles. 10 Foolish comparisons, of . . the Exchanging of
Black-Acre by A for White-Acre from B.
Hence Black-acre, v. Obs. to litigate about

landed property. (Wycherley's Double Dealer has
a Mrs. Blackacre, a litigious widow, whose name
may be immediately alluded to in the quotation.)
1731 MRS. DELANY Life $ Corr. 67 She is now gone to

town, black-acreing,, to her lawyers.

t Black-a-lyre. Obs. A fabric. See LYRE.
Blackamoor (blarkarm>i, .mo-j). Forms : 6

blake More, Blaeke Moryn, black a Moore,
6-7 blacke Moore, blaokmoor(e, 7 Black -

Moor(e, -More, -moor, black Moor, Black-
more, -moore, Blaekemore, Black-a-Moore,
Blaek-amoore, blaekeamoore, 7-8 Blackamore,
Blackamoor(e, 7- blackamoor. [

= BlackMoor,
a form actually used down to middle of iSth c.

Blackamoor is found 1581 : of the connecting a no
satisfactory explanation has been offered. The
suggestion that it was a retention of the final -e of
ME. black-e (obs. in prose before 1400) is, in the

present state of the evidence, at variance with the
phonetic history of the language, and the analogy
of other black- compounds. Cf. black-a-viscit

'.]

BLACKBALL.
1. A black-skinned African, an Ethiopian, a

Negro ; any very dark-skinned person. (Formerly
without depreciatory force

; now a nickname.)
1347 BoORDK Introd. Knmvl. 212, I am a blake More

borne in Barbary. 1348 THOMAS Hal. Gram., F.thioto a
blacke More, or a man of Ethiope. 1532 HUI.OET, Blacke
Moryns or Mores. 1581 T. HOWELL Deuiscs (1879) 184Like one that washeth a black a Moore white 1300 SANDYS
hurofz Spec. (1632) 239 Shee is painted like a blackmoore.
1604 DEKKEK Honest in. Wks. 1873 II. 98 This is the
Blackamore that by washing was turned white. 1606
SHAKS. Jr. f, Cr. 1. 1. 80, I care not and she were a Black-
a-Moore. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World i. 95 The Negro's,which we call the Blacke-Mores. j63 i BRATHUAIT EK
Gfntleiu. (1641) 308 The Blackmoore may sooner changehis skin, the Leopard his spots. 1666 PEPYS Diary (18791VI. 46 For a cook maid we have used a blackmoore. 1702
<-. MATHER Magn.. Ckr. in. m. (18521576 The instruction of

A
I??^

r
,

blacl:am rcs. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. Lett.
Ap. 26 -le first day we came to Bath, he. . beat two black-a-
moors. 1836 R. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) 1. 271 As far below
the reality as a blackamoor is unlike the sun.

b. attrib.

1380 SIDNEY Arcadia 36 A Coach drawne with fotire
milke white horses, .with a black-a-Moore boy vpon euery
horse. 1676 HOUSES Iliad i. 403 To Blackmoor-land the
Gods went yesterday. 1706 Land. Gas. No. 4238 8 A
Blackamore Man called Ca:sar. 1716 Ibid. No. ,434/3 Run
away. . a Black Moore Boy.

t c. Blackamoor s teeth : cowry shells. Obs.
1700 W. KING Transactioneer 36 He has Shells called

blackmoprs Teeth, I suppose .. from their Whiteness. 1719W. WooDSurv. Trade^i, Known by the Name of Cowrie'
amongst Merchants, or of Blackamore 's Teeth amontr other
Persons.

2. fig. A devil.

.1663 COU-LEY Cut. Coleman Si. iv. vi, He's dead long
since, and gone to the Blackamores below.
3. attrib. Black-skinned, quite black.
1813 J. FORBES Orient. Mem. I. 525 The first blackamoor

pullen I ever saw was here : the outward skin of the fowl
was a perfect negro. !8s6 CAPERS Poems led. 2) 90 Some
blackamoor rook.

t Blackamo'rian, sb. and a. Obs. [f. BLACK
+ MOBIAK (in Coverdalc\] Ethiopian. Xegro
iSi&Pilgr. /Y^W.deW. 1531)780, Outof'the chirche

P-OU blacke moryan, out of the chirche thou man of ynde
(11563 BALE iW. ]fks. 118491 177 When the blackamorian
change his skin, and the cat of the mountain her spots
1631 HEYWOOD FMaide IVest Wks. 1874 II. 328 To the
black a Mornan king.

Black art. [Probably
' black

'

refers primarily
to the dark and secret nature of the magician's art,
or to the popular belief in the association of the
magician with the devil; but the name is also
associated with the me&.L.nigromantla, corruption
of nccromantia

(
= Gr. ViKpo^an-rtia, {. vmpus dead

body), as if this contained L. nigcr, nigro- black.]
1. The art of performing supernatural acts by

intercourse with the spirits of the dead or with the
devil himself

; magic, necromancy.
c 159 MARLOWE Fanst. ix. 53, I have heard strange re-

)ort of thy knowledge in the black art. 1611 COTGR
Nigromiuice, mgromancie, coniuring, the blacke Art. 1674R. GODFREY l,,j. $ Ab. Physic 178 He useth Astrology,(which the Vulgar call the Black Art). 1773 SHERIDAN
KlVBlSl.il, I d as soon have them taught the black art as
their alphabet ! 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic iv. (1833) 69A native of Pistoia, who cultivated the black art.

T 2. Thieves' slang. Lock-picking, burglary. Obs
1391 GREENE Conny-Catch. n. Wks. 1883 X. 72, I can set

downe the subtiltie of the blacke Art, which is picking of
lockes. 1608 DEKKER Belinan Loud. Wks. 1884-5 III i '7
I his Blacke Art. .is called in English Picking of Lockes.
Hence, f Blaok-aTtist, Obs., a necromancer

t Blaok-a-rtship, Obs. nonce-wd.
1620 SYLVESTER Lit. Bartas (1877-80) 408 (D.) Those

Black-Artists that consult with Hell. 1697 MOUNT-TORT
Fausttai, ad fin., I came only to ask your Black Artshipa Question. 1823 CARI.YLE Schiller it. (1845) 66 Spectres
..the terror-struck black-artist cannot lay them,

t Bla'ck-a-top, a. Obs. Black-headed.
1733 BAILEY Eras,,,. Collag. (1877) 31 (D.) Can you fancy

that black -a-top, snub-nosed, . .paunch-bellied creature?

Black-a-vised (blarkavalst), a. north, dial.
Also -viced, -vised,

[f. BLACK a. and F. vis
face

; perh. originally black-a-vis, or black o' vis
;

but this is uncertain.] Dark-complexioned.
11758 RAMSAY Poems (i&oo) II. 362 (JAM.) A black-a-vic'd

snod dapper fallow. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart. xi. 1848 C
BRONTE J. Eyre (1857) xvii, I would advise her black aviced
suitor to look out. 1881 BLACK Sunrise (ed. 51 III. 99 The
fat black-a-vised Italian.

Bla'ckback. A species of sea-gull ; the black-
backed gull (Lams mannas').
1853 KINGSLEY Wcstm. Ho. xxxii. (D.) The great black-

backs laughed querulous defiance at the intruders. 1863e '..

Augj Mer and shearwater, blackback andRcadc, .

herring-gull.

Black-ball, bla-ckball, si.-

1. A composition, also called heel-ball, used by
shoemakers, etc., and also for taking rubbings of
brasses and the like.

1847 in CRAIG.

2. A black ball of wood, ivory, etc. put into the
urn or ballot-box to express an adverse vote;
hence, an adverse secret vote, recorded in any way.
1869 Spectator 3 July 779 They have exercised precisely

the same right which is exercised by every man who drops
112-2



BLACKBALL.
a blackball into the urn. 1884 Harper's Mag. June 148/2
Three blackballs used to make a gentleman wince.

Blackball (blsrkbgl), v. [see prec.]
1. To exclude (a person) from a club or other

society by adverse votes, recorded by the placing
of black balls in the ballot-box, or in other ways.
1770 MRS. DELANY Lett. Ser. ll. I. 262 The Duchess of

Bedford was at first black-balled, but is since admitted.
1826 DISRAELI VK: Grey iv. i. 135, I shall make a note to

blackball him at the Athenseum. 1880 BESANT & RICE

Seamy Side xi. 83 There are no rules in this club . . nobody
is ever blackballed, nobody is ever proposed.
2. To exclude from society ; to ostracize, taboo.

1840 MACAULAY Clive, Ess. (1854) 534 The Dilettante

sneered at their want of taste. The Maccaroni black-

balled them [' nabobs '] as vulgar fellows. 1861 Crt. Li/e

Naples 88 All foreigners are not to be blackballed.

3. To blacken with black-ball.

1818 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 92 With big black-

balled whiskers under his nose.

Hence Bla'ckballer, Blackballing vbl. sb. and

///. a.

1869 Spectator 3 July 779 The biackballer declines to as.

sociate with the person blackballed, if he can help it. 1826

SCOTT in Lockhart 11839) IX. 43 Here is an ample subject
for a little blackballing in the case of Joseph Hume. 1865
Times 23 Aug., The most inexorable blackballing club.

Bla'ck-bean, v. Obs. [f. black beans, used

instead of black balls in balloting.]
= BLACKBALL v.

1829 T. C. CROKER Leg. Lakes I. 94 Geoffry Lynch of

Drummin, who was black beaned at the Club-room. 1838
Neiv Month. Mag. LIII. 122 To have ruined half a score

of tailors, .does not black-bean, in the very best company.

Blackberry (blarkberi).
1. The fruit of the bramble (Kitbiis frutifosus)
and its varieties. This being almost the commonest
wild fruit in England is spoken of proverbially as

the type of what is plentiful and little prized.
! 1000 /ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker I'oc. 139 Flaiti, ncl

mori, blaceberian. e 1250 Gloss, ibid. 558 Mitrnw, blake-

berie. c 135 Will. Palerne 1809 Blake-beries bat on breres

growen. a 1420 OCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 4715 He settethe

not therby a blakberie. 1555 EDEN Decades IV. hid. in.

viii. (Arb.i 172 Bramble busshes bearynge blacke berries or

wylde raspes. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 265 If Reasons
were as plentie as Black-berries, I would giue no m:m a

Reason vpon compulsion. 1713 GAY Past, vi, Blackberries

they pluck'd in deserts wild. 1852 Card. Chron. 3 A real

novelty . . in the form of what is called a White Blackberry.

b. altrib.

1378 LYTE Dodocns vi. iv. 661 The Bramble or Blacke

berie bushe. 1580 BARET A h'. B 1 1 n Bramble, the blacke

bery tree. 1846 SOWERBY Krit. Bot. (1864! III. 164 Who. .

has not in his day, been a Blackberry-gatherer? 1847 HAL-
LIWELL Diet., Blackberry suinmcr, the fine weather . . at

the latter end of September and the beginning of October,
when the blackberries ripen. Ifants. 1880 BESANT & RICE

Seamy Side xxiii. 290
' Real jam, blackberry-jam.'

2. The trailing shrub which bears this fruit
;
the

bramble.

1579 LANGHAM Card. Health '1633', Bramble breer or

Blackberry. 1688 R. HOLME Acad. Armoriew. ngSpinous
or thorny shrubs. .Bramble, Blackberry, Rose. 1849 MRS.
SOMF.RVH.LE I'liys. Geog. II. xxvi. 163 Of the seven species
of bramble which grow at the Cape, one is the Common
English bramble or blackberry.

3. Now, in the north of England and south of

Scotland, the Black Currant (Ribes nigruin}, the
'

blackberry
'

of sense I being there called ' Bramble-

berry
'

; formerly in some localities the Bilberry, or

Blaeberry ; also, according to some, but perhaps

erroneously, the sloe or fruit of the Blackthorn.

1567 MAI'LET Gr. Forest, The blackberie tree is after his

sort bushy bearing that fruite that eftsones refresheth the

Shepherde. 1597 GERARD Herhil(i6^y 1417 We in Eng-
land [call them] Worts, Whortleberries, Black-berries, Bill-

berries. 1721 BAILEY, Black-berries . . the Berries of the

Black-thorn. 1783.-\INSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell)u. Vac-

cininm, a blackberry, as some say. 1852 Card. Chron. 54

In speaking of blackberries about Kelso, black currants are

understood. 1885 Scot. Border Rec. 6 June, The red cur-

rant and blackberries have suffered somewhat.

Bla'CkbeTrying, till. sb. [Really formed

directly on BLACKBERRY sb^ but coming to be

treated as a gerund, implying a vb. to blackberry.
See NUTTING.] The gathering of blackberries.

1861 J. BENNET Winter Medit. i. i. (18751 35 The days
when they go blackberrying. 1885 Miss YONGE Two Sides

Shield i, We never had such a blackberrying.

Blackbird (blarkbajd). [The only Biitn in

an earlier sense (before crows and rooks were in-

cluded) which is black (or rather dark brown\]
A well-known European song-bird, a species of

thrush (^ferula tunius, L.). In North America
the name is given to other birds, e. g. the Gracula

quiscala, and Oriolus (Agelaius} phreniceus.
1486 Bk. St. A loans Dja, For the blacke bride and the

thrushe. 155* HULOET, blacke byrde or owsyl, tiirdiis.

1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Countr. Farm 729 The strongest
and stoutest bird that can be, is the Blacke-bird. 1766
PENNANT Zool. (1768) I. 412 The blackbird continues in Italy
the whole year. 1879 JEFFERIES Wild Life S. County 131
In glass cases are . . a white blackbird, and a diver. Nursery
Rime, Four and twenty blackbirds baked in a pie.

b. loosely Songster.
1634 MASSINCF.R V

r
ery Worn. in. i, You never had such

black-birds.

2. Jig. Cant name for a captive negro or Poly-
nesian on board a slave or pirate ship.

892

1881 Chequered Career iSu The white men on board knew
that if once the

'

blackbirds
'

burst the hatches, .they would
soon master the ship.

Bla'Ckbirding, vbl. sb. [f. prec. sb. (sense z>

but implying a vbj The kidnapping of negroes
or Polynesians for slavery. Also as ppl. adj.

1883 Academy 8 Sept. 158 [He] slays Bishop Fattcson by
way of reprisal for the atrocities of some '

black-birding
'

crew. 1884 Pall MallG. 19 Aug. 2/2 Years ago blackbird-

ing scoundrels may have hailed from Fiji.

Black board, blackboard. A large wooden

board, a tablet of papier-mache, etc., painted

black, and used in schools and lecture-rooms to

draw or write upon with chalk.

1823 PILLANS Contrib. Cause Educ. (1856) 378 A large

blackboardservedmypurpo.se. On it I wrote in chalk. 1835
Musical Libr. Supp., Aug. 77 The assistant wrote down the

words ..on a blackboard. 1846 Rep. inspect. Schools I.

147 The uses of the black board are not yet fully developed.

Black book.
1. An official book bound in black.

1624 BEDELL Lett. xi. 141 The Copie of the record of

Doctor Parkers Consecration . . which . . you saw in a blacke

Booke. 1815 Encycl, Brit. (ed. 5' III. 261/1 He keeps the

black book of receipts, and the treasurer's key of the treasury.

1823 T. LANE Stud. Guide Lincoln's Inn 122 Curious regu-
lations, .are to be found in their Black Books.

2. The distinctive name of various individual

books of public note, referring in some cases to the

colour of the binding.
a. Black Book of the Exchequer-, a book pre-

served in the Exchequer Office, containing an

official account of the royal revenues, etc. at the

time of its compilation 'J
c 1 1 75)*

1479 Mem. Ripon (1885! II. 158 In libro . . nuncupate
blakboke. 1561 STOW Eng. Chron. an. 1176 (16151 154 This

yeere was compiled a booke of the orders and rules of the

Exchequer, nowe commonly called there the Illacke booke.

1605 CAMDKN Rem. 6 It is written in the Blackebooke of the

Exchequer, that our Auncestors termed England, a Store-

house of Treasure, 1631 T. POWKLL Tom All Trades 169
Search the Blacke Booke in the Exchequer.

b. Black Book of the Admiralty : an ancient

code of rules for the government of the navy, said

to have been compiled in the reign of Eclw. III.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine 11789', Olcron. .a code of. .

rules relating to naval affairs . . formed by Richard I . . are

still preserved in the black book of the admiralty.

3. An official return prepared during the reign of

Henry VIII, containing the reports of the visitors

upon the abuses in the monasteries.

1581 T. NORTON Let. in Dugdale Warn.'. (1730^ II. iiii,

T. Cromwell, .having, .thus searcht into their lives, which

by a Black Book, containing a world of enormities, were

represented in no small measure scandalous. 1815 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 5) III. 641/1 The black-book of the English mon-
asteries was a detail of the scandalous enormities practised
in religious houses. 1878 DIXON Hist. Ck. Eng. I. v. 341.

4. A book recording the names of persons who
have rendered themselves liable to censure or

punishment.
1592 GREENE Black /Iks. Messenger Wks. 1881-3 XI. 5

Ned Brownes villanies .. are too many to be described in

my Blacke Booke. 1593 SI-KNSKK Sont-t. x, Al her faults in

thy black booke enroll. 1657 RKKVE God's Plea 20 This

Day-book will prove a black-book to him. 1716 AMMLHSI
Terrx Fit. 115 The black book is a register of the univer-

sity, kept by the proctor, in which he records any person
who affronts him, or the university; and no person, who is

so recorded, can proceed to his degree. 1816 C. J AMI-IS Mil.

Diet. led. 4* 57/2 The black book is a sort of memorandum
which is kept in every regiment to describe the character

and conduct of non-commissioned officers and soldiers.

b. t To be in the black hook(s : to be in disgrace.
To be in (any one's] black books : to have incurred

his displeasure, to be out of his favour.

1785 GROSE Diet. I 'nig. Ton^nc, s.v., He is down in the

black book, i.e. has a stain in his character. 1881 PAYS
From Exile 89 This unfortunate youth is so deep in your
black books.

5. A book of the ' black art,' of necromancy.
1842 BAKHAM Ingot. Leg., Raising the Devil, A 'Magi-

cian
'

. . has brought him [Cornelius Agrippal and his terrible
' Black Book

'

again before the world.

Black-browed (blork,bruud), ///. a. Having
a dark brow or front ; frowning, scowling.
1590 SHAKS. Mitts. JV. in. ii. 387 They, .must for aye con-

sort with blacke browd night. 1687 DRVDKN Hindfy P~ in.

1144 Black-brow'd, and bluff, like Homer's Jupiter. 1826

Sheridaniana 317 Sheridan was dining with the black-

browed Chancellor. \WfaAthcmeum i Apr. 421/3 A ruffian

is not of necessity a black-browed, .scoundrel.

Black cap, bla-ck-cap, bla-ckcap.
1. Black cap : spec, that worn by English judges
when in full dress, and consequently put on by
them when passing sentence of death upon a

prisoner.
1838 DICKENS O. Tivist\\\, The jury returned. .The jud^e

assumed the hlack cap.

2. One who wears a black cap or head-dress.

1856 J. GRANT Bl. Dragoon v, The old blackcaps frowned

terribly at. .this fashion.

3. Blackcap : A name given to various birds

having the top of the head black ; esp. by English
writers to the small bird also called Blackcap

Warbler, Curruca (or Motacilla) ati-icapilla.

Also applied locally to : a. Several species of

Parus, as /'. major the Great Tit, /'. paluslris the

BLACKENER.

Marsh Tit, P. ater the Cole Tit, and in U. S. P.

atricapillus the Blackcap Tit, or Chickadee ;
b.

the Black-headed Bunting ; c. the Black-headed

Gull ;
d. the Stonechat ;

and casually to others.

1678 RAY IVil/ughoy's Ornith. 241 The Marsh Titmouse
or Black-cap, Ibid. 347 The Pewit or Black-cap, called in

some places, the Sea-Crow and Mire-Crow. 1768 PENNANT
'/,ool. II. 262 The black cap is a bird of passage, leaving us

before winter. 1789 G. WHITE Selborne (1853) 145 The
black-cap has. .a full sweet deep loud and wild pipe. 1802

G. MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. (1833) 350 Great Black-headed

Tomtit, Blackcap. Ibid. 415 Black-bonnet, Black-cap,

prov. names for the Black-headed Bunting, Emberiza
schcetiiclus. 1863 \'ng. England Aug. 127 In Wiltshire

I have heard the red-backed shrike . . called the black cap.

1883 G. ALLEN in Knowledge 25 May 304/1 Blackcaps are

above everything hangers-on of civilisation.

4. Black-cap pudding : a boiled batter pudding
into which a handful of currants or raisins is

dropped before boiling, which sink to the bottom,
and form a black capping when the pudding is

reversed out of the basin or mould.
I&22 KlTCHlNER Cook's Orach 517.

Blackcock (bla-kikpk). The male of the Black

Grouse or BLACK GAME.
1427 Scot. Acts Jos. I (15971 i8 Patricks, plovers, black -

cockes. 1753 Stewart's Trial App. 21 He would make
black cocks of them, before they entered into possession, by
which the deponent understood shooting them. 1815 SCOTT
Ld. Isles v. xiii, The black-cock deem'd it day, and crew.

1832 Proc. Ber-M. Nat. Club I. 5 The blackcock \Tetrao
tetrijc) was heard harshly calling to his mates.

Black currant. The fruit of the Kibes ni-

gruin ; also the shrub. Often used attrib., as in

black-currant jam, jelly, tea, mine, etc.

1768 WALES in Phil. Trans. LX. 119 These shrubs consist

of willows .. gooseberry, and black currants. 1769 MRS.
RAFFALD Engl. Housekpr. 1 1778) 211 To make Black Cur-

rant Jelly. 1836 DICKENS St. Boz ii. (1850) 5 Anonymous
presents of black-currant jam, and lozenges.

Black death : see DEATH.

Black dog.
1 1. A cant name, in Queen Anne's reign, for a

bad shilling or other base silver coin. Obs.

1706 LUTTRELL in Ashton Reign Q. Anne II. 225 The Art

of making Black Dogs, which are Shillings, or other pieces
of money made only of Pewter, double Wash'd. 1724 Swll r

Draper's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n. 44 Butchers' half-pence,

black-dogs, and others the like.

2. fig. Melancholy, depression of spirits ; ill-

humour ; (in some country places, when a child is

sulky, it is said ' the black dog is on his back ').

1826 SCOTT in Lockhart (1839) VIII. 335 A great relief

from the black dog which would have worried me at home.
1882 STEVENSON AVic Arab. Nts. II. in He did not seem

to be enjoying his luck . . The black dog was on his back, as

people say, in terrifying nursery metaphor.

Black drop.
1. Med. A dark-coloured liquid medicine, chiefly

composed of opium, with vinegar and spices.

1823 BYRON Juan ix. Ixvii, A quintessential laudanum or

'black drop.' 1878 Cycl. Med. Xyil. 844 Black drops,

Godfrey's Elixir.. etc. all contain opium.
2. Aslron. A dark drop-like appearance observed

at solar transits of Venus and Mercury immediately
after apparent internal contact at ingress, and be-

fore it at egress, giving to the planet a pear-shaped

appearance, elongated towards the sun's edge.

1869 E\ DUNKIN Midn.Sky-252 The formation of the black-

drop . . was very clearly observed at . . Greenwich. 1878
NEWCOMB Pop.Astron. n. iii. 189 Father Hell's black drop,

seen before the limbs [of Sun and Venus] were in contact.

Blacked (blrekt), ///. a. [f.
BLACK + -ED!.]

Made or coloured black, blackened.

ia ABP. HAMILTON Catech. 122 Gif thai see thair face

blekkit. 1716 ADDISON Drummer v. Mourning paper, that

is black'd at the edges. 1813 SCOTT Guy 31. Iiii, Do you
see that blackit and broken end of a sheeling?

Blacken (bte-k'n), v. [ME. tlakn*(n, blackone(n

f. BLACK a. + -EN.]
1. intr. To become or grow black. ///. and fig.

,i 1300 Cursor M. 17430 To blacken ban bigan bair brous.

c 1400 Destr. Troy. xxn. 9134 Blaknet with bleryng all Mr
ble qwite. Ibid. xxvi. 10706 All blackonet his blode, & hU
bie chaunget. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 17 p 2, I . . believe

that rain will fall when the air blackens. 1871 MORLEV
Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. 11878) 193 It may blacken into cynicism.

2. trans. To make black or dark. ///. andy%>.

1552 HULOKT, To make blacke, or blacken, denigro. a 1645)

DRLMM. OK HAWTH. Jos. V, Wks. (1711) 85 Calumnies, thp'

they do not burn, yet blacken. 1660 Trial Regie. 45 To
draw up that Impeachment so, as to Blacken Him. 171*

STEELE Sped. No. 518 F 2 You ought to have blackened the

edges of a paper which brought us so ill news. 1863

KINGSLEY Water Bab. vi, The Birds . . blackening all the air.

Hence Bla-ckened ///. a., Blac'kening vbl. sb.
.

and ///. a.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 15 Corrumping cold and blakning. 1513

DOUGLAS /Ends III. i. 122 Crownit. .with the bleknyt cipres

deidlie bewis. 1660 Trial Regie. 55 The Blackning of the

King. 1723 PorF. Odyss. vu. 161 Some dry the black nmg
clusters in the sun. 1793 HOLCROFT Lal'ater's Physiog.

xxix. 144 SmellfutiRus views all objects through a blackened

glass. 1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. xxiv, The blight and black-

ening which it leaves behind. 1841 MIALL Nonconf. II. 249

More than they fear a blackened reputation.

Bla'ckener. [f. prec. + -ER'.] He who or

that which blackens.

1632 [see next]. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa. (iSiil VII.



BLACKER.

364 A partial whilencr of his own cause, or blackener of
another's.

Bla'cker. [f. BLACK v. -t--Eiil.] One who or

that which blacks.

1631 SHERWOOD, A Blacker, or Blackener, noircisseiir.

1882 Punch i Mar., An elderly lady had had her boots

blackt, And gave to the blacker a nice little tract.

Blackey, var. of BLACKY, a black man.
Black eye.
1. An eye of which the iris is black or very dark-

coloured
; esp. as a mark of beauty, a dark lustrous

eye ; hence Black-eyed a.

<z 1667 COWLEY Lover's Citron, ix, Black-eyed Bess, her

viceroy-maid. 1775 SHF.RIDAN Duenna i. v, Egad, a very
pretty black-eyed girl ! 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 363/2 The
Mongolian variety : characterised by olive colour . . and
black eyes. 1842 TENNYSON Ufay Queen ii, There's many
a black black eye, they say, but none so bright as mine.

2. A discoloration of the flesh around the eye
produced by a blow or contusion.

1604 DEKKER Honest Wh. 11. Wks. 1873 II. 122, I doe
not bid you beat her, nor giue her blacke eyes. 1819 BYRON
Juan. n. cxii, Just like a black eye in a recent scuffle.

Bla'ck-face. One who has a black face; n
black-faced sheep or other animal.

1844 w - H. MAXWELL Sports f, Adv. Scotl. i. (1855! 21
We . . added a black-face to our sea-stock. 1879 WRIGHT-
SON Sheep in Cassell's Techu. Educ. IV. 321/1 The Ulack
Faces are found on the moors of Yorkshire.

Bla'ck-faced, a.

1. Having a black or dark-coloured face. Also_/?:,
r
.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. II I, i. ii. 159 Black-fac'd Clifford shooke
his sword at him. 1773 G. WHITE Selbornc Ivi. 11851) 172
The black-faced poll-sheep have the shortest legs. 1878
TENNYSON Q. Mary ii. i. 54 The black-faced swains of Spain.
2. Of things: Dark, dismal, gloomy.
1592 SHAKS. V"gH. $ Ad. 773 This black-faced night, desires

foul nurse. 1611 R. CHESTER Ann. C,t. Brit. (1878* 70 The
Sunne did frowne, Fore-shewing to his men a blacke-fac t day.

Black fish.
1. A name given to several varieties of English

and American fishes; e.g. the Black Ruff (a kind
of perch), Centrolophus fomfilus (a kind of mack-

erel), Tauioga Americana (a species of wrasse).
1754 BORLASE Corn-Mall 271 Black ruffe, synonym Black-

fish. 1861 J. BLIGHT Week Land's End 142 During the
mackerel-season the blackfish of Gesner, Coryphzna Poin-

pilns, is not of rare occurrence.

2. A small species of whale.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 398 Black fish, a sort of whale
' of about five tons weight.

'

1879 WALLACE .-I ustralas. 428
The people of Solor. .capture the small whales called black-
fish,

3. A name given to salmon just after spawning.
Hence Black-fisher, one who catches salmon
when in this condition. Black-fishing, the taking
of such salmon ; especially applied in Scotland to

their capture at night by torchlight, whence the
term is sometimes explained.
1808 WALKER Prize Essays II. 364 (JAM.^ The salmon in

these states are termed in our acts of Parliament, AW and
Black Fish. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 363/1 The females are
dark in colour and are as commonly called black-fish. 1809
St. Patrick III. 42 (JAM.) Ye took me aiblins for a black-
fisher. 1848 Life Normandy (1863* II. 55 Black-fisher . . is

the name given to the poachers who kill salmon when they
are out of season. 1794 h'orfar Statist. Ace. XII. 294
( JAM.* Black-fishing is so called because it is performed in

the night-time, or perhaps because the fish arc then black
or foul. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. ii, The holding of a black-fish-

ing, or poaching court.

Black flag. A flag of black cloth, used with
some reference to death or deadly purpose : e.g. as
a sign that no quarter will be given or asked, as
the ensign of pirates, and as the signal of the
execution of a criminal. Also in flur. applied to
the pirates of the Chinese Sea, the opponents of
the French in Tonquin, etc.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 7 The black-flag was set vp,
which signified there was no mercy to be looked for. 1840
MARRYAT Poor "Jack xliv, I would hoist the black flag.

Black foot.
1. The name of a tribe of North American Indians.
1842 PRICHARU An/. Hist. Man 404 The Black-feet are a

very powerful and numerous people.
2. Sc. A go-between in a love affair ; a match-

maker.

1814 Saxon fr Gael I. ifu (JAM.) Thinkin' ye might be
black-fit, or her secretar. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xxxiv, I could
never have expected this intervention of a.proxcncta, which
the vulgar translate blackfoot, of such eminent dignity.
1830 GALT Lawric T. vn. ix. (1849) 344.

Black friar. A member of the order of Do-
minican friars, founded at the beginning of the
1 3th century by St. Dominic, so called from the
colour of their uress.

t 1500 God speed Plough 55 Then commeth the blak freres.

1530 PALSGK. 198/2 Blacke frere, jacobin. 1556 Ckron. Grey
Friars (1852) 95 The bysshopp of Rochester, Morys, that
was some tyme a blacke freere. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vi.

III. 269 Of these, Dominicans were the first friars which
came over into F,ngland anno 1221 . . they were commonly
called Black friars, Preaching friars, and Jacobin friars.

1786 Ann. Reg. 210/2 He was originally a Black-friar.

Hence, in//., the quarters of these friars in various
cities and towns, e. g. the part of London where
their convent was.

893

1583 PLAT Divers .Vtw E.\-p. 11594)32 An expert Jeweller,
dwelling . . in the Black friers. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, it.

ii. 139 The most convenient place, that I can thinke of For
such receipt of Learning, is Black-Fryers.
Black game. Black Grouse (Tctrao lelrix),

of which the male is called BLACKCOCK, and the
female grey heit.

1678 RAY Willnghby's Ornith. 173 The Heathcock or Black
game or Grous, called by Turner the Morehen. 1787 G.
WHITE Selborne vi. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy vii, The law

against unauthorixed destroyers of black-game, grouse, par-
tridges, and hares. 1879 Daily Sen's 12 Aug. 5/1 The
Twentieth when black game are (legally! fair game.

Blackguard vblarglid;, s/'. and a. (Written
6-8 as two words, 7-8 with hyphen, 8 -y as one

word.) [lit. Black Guard, concerning the original
application of which there is some doubt. It is

possible that senses i and 2 began independently
of each other

;
or the one may have originated in a

play upon the other, black being taken with a differ-

ent sense ; it would be difficult to assign priority
to either. It is even possible that there may have
been a guard of soldiers at Westminster called the
Black Guard, or that, as some suggest, the attend-
ants or torch-bearers at a funeral, or the link-boys
of the streets, may have had this name.]
The following quotations, including the earliest

known, show this uncertainty : they may belong
to ascertained senses, but cannot be certainly
located :

1532 .J/.S". Chnrch'M. Ace. St. iVarg, Wcstw. (Receipts for

burials', Item Receyvid for the lyce'ns of iiij. torchis of the
blake garde \-]d. 1568 FULWELL Like -vil to like B iij, Thou
art serued as Harry hangman captain of the black garde.
Nay, I am serued, as Hainan, etc. 1578 H. KII.LIGREW in
Cal. Stale Pap., Dam. Add. Rolls Ser. 530 A woman has
been murdered in Court by the black guard [cf. p. 532 certain

soldiers, for the murder of a woman were condemned to die].
1621 BURTON Anat. Aid. i. ii. i. ii. 11651! 42 Inferiour to
those of their own rank . .as the black guard in a Princes
Court. 1633 SHIRLEY Tri. Peace 280 There rush in a car-

penter, a painter, one of the black guard.
A. sb. I. A body of persons.

1 1. The lowest menials of a royal or noble house-

hold, who had charge of pots and pans and other
kitchen utensils, and rode in the wagons conveying
these during journeys from one residence to an-

other
; the scullions and kitchen-knaves. Obs.

1535 Sm W. Fnzwiu.iA.MS 17 Aug. in Cal. State Pap., Two
of the ring-leaders had been some time of the Jilack Guard
of the Kings kitchen. 1579 FULKK Refill. Kastcl 779 They
ought not, nor yet any of the scullerie or blacke garde.

j

1612 WEBSTER White Devil i, A lousy slave, that . . rode
|

with the black guard in the dukes carriage, 'mongst spits
! and dripping-pans. 1631 BRAITHWAIT Whimsies 56 In pro-
j gresse time, .sheefollowes the court ; and consorts familiarly

with the black-guard. 1678 HUTI.FK Hud. in. i. 1407 Thou
art some paltry Black-guard Sprite, Condemned to drudgery
in the night.

t b. Those who held a similar position in an

army ; the servants and camp-followers ; the rabble
of irregular hangers-on and followers. Also/fy. Obs.
1560 JEWEL Corr. Cole iii, Haue the learned men of your

side none other Doctors? for alas these that ye alleage-.are
scarcely worthy to be allowed amongst the blacke garde.
a 1640 DAY Par!. Bees iv. u88n 29 Such silken dowries.
When wee with bloud deserve, share our reward We held
scarce fellow-mates to the blacke guard. 1640 FULLER*
Joseph's Coat 1 1867*46 The black guard of Romish traditions,
which lag still behind. 1654 TRAPP Comm. Ps. xviii. 13 Ye
have lyen among the Pots, black and sooty, as the black
guard of an army. 1702 Eng. Thcophrast. 8 The Muses
Black-guard, that like those of our Camp, have no share in
the Danger or Honour, yet have the greatest in the Plunder.

t 2. A guard of attendants, black in person, dress,
or character; a following of 'black' villains. Obs.

15*3 FOXE A. A> .!/. 11583' II. Soi The Blacke gard of the
Dommike friers . . were not all mute, but laide lustily from
them. 1583 FULKE Defence x. 386 Pelagius, Celestius, and
other like heretics of the devils black guard. 1609 DEKKI:R
Laath. ff Candle-Li. Wks. 1884-5 HI. 214 The great Lord
of Limbo did therefore commaund all his Blacke Guard that
stood about him, to bestirre them. 1676 HALE Contempl.
97 An Apostle, one of the twelve, he it is that conducts this
black Guard. 1705 HICHERINGILL Priest-Cr. it. iii. 28 This
Black-guard fJaylors and Hangmen] is the only Life-guard
of a High-flown, Persecuting .. Ceremony-monger.
t 3. The vagabond, loafing, or criminal class of

a community ; the blackguardry. Obs.

1683 in A'. <y Q. Ser. i. (1854! IX. 15/2 A sort of vicious idle
and masterless boyes and rogues commonly called the Black-
guard, .do usually haunt and follow the Court. 1688 SIR J.
KNATUHBUI.L Diary in .V. <y Q. Ser. in. 11864) VI. 2/2 For
fear of some of the black guard of Canterbury that had
horsed themselves, and had been padding on the road ever
since Sunday. 1704 in Stmv't Surv. led. Strypel I. xxvi,
Such who are commonly known by the name of the Black
Guard, who too commonly lived upou Pilfering Sugar and
Tobacco on the Keys, and afterwards became Pickpockets
and House Breakers. 17*8 TUCKER Lt. Xat. II. 143 How
prevent your sons from consorting with the blackguard?
t b. esp. The vagrant children of great towns

;

the 'city Arabs,' who run errands, black shoes,
etc.

1715 NELSON.-/ ddr.Pers.Qual. 214 The distressed Children
called the Black-guard, /lid. App. 53 The Children com-
monly call'd, Blackguard Boys, are destitute of all manner
of Provision for Instruction. 1725 DE FOE Everybody's Bus.
20 Above ten thousand wicked idle pilfering vagrants . .

called the black-guard, who black your honour's shoes, etc.

BLACKGUARDLY.
1736 I'.AILLY, Black-guard, dirty tatter'd lioy.-, who ply the
Streets to clean shoes.

II. An individual.

t 4. A guard or soldier black in person, dress,
or character. Alsoy?^. Cf. 2. 0/>s.

1563 R. BAKER in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 133 The Caplein
now past charge of this brutish blacke gard. 1696 BROOK-
HOUSE Temple Open. 6 Satan . . placed his Black Guards
there. 1745 Loud. Mag. 391 He was oblig'd to set up his

corps of Black-Guards to escorte him to and from the Senate.

1 5. A soldier's boy ;
a street shoe-black

;
a

'

city Arab' picking up a living by blacking boots,
and other jobs, or in less honest ways. Obs.

1698 BUYER Fr. Diet. (1719), Goujat, a soldiers boy, a

Black-guard. 1723 SWIFT Wood's Petit. Wks. 1755 IV. i.

285 The little black-guard Who gets very hard His half-

pence for cleaning your shoes. 1785 GKOSE Diet. 1'iilg.

Tongue, Black guard, a shabby dirty fellow ; a term satd

|

to be derived from a number of dirty tattered and roguish
hoys, who attendedat the horse guards . . St. James's park,
to black the boots and shoes of the soldiers, or to do any
other dirty offices, these, .were nick-named the black guards.
6. One of the idle criminal class ; a '

rough
'

;

hence, a low worthless character addicted to or

ready for crime
;
an open scoundrel. (A term of

the utmost opprobrium.
1736 HERVEY Mem. Geo. II, I. 284 This step so strength-

ened his majesty's enmity that 'scoundrel, rascal or black-

guard
'

never failed of being tacked to his name. 1773
HARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 259 If the singing of
the ploughman in the country is . . compared with that of
the London blackguard. < 1780 BURNS Tiua Dogs, And
cheat like ony unhang'd blackguard. 1830 MACAULAY
Bif'iyan, A man whose manners and sentiments are decidedly
below those of his class deserves to be called a blackguard.
1836 M.\KRYAT Midship. Jiasyx, You impudent blackguard,
if you say another word, I'll give you a good thrashing.

7. A name for a kind of snuff. Also called

Irish blackguard.
[The story runs, that I.undy Foot, the Dublin snuff-mer-

chant, when a shop-boy, made a mistake in the preparation
of some snuff, for which his master called him an 'Irish

Blackguard' : but the n'istake turning out a fortunate one,
the new preparation obtained the name given to its author.

|

1792 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar 1 Odes K. Z0//- Wks. 1812 III.

155 An ounce of blackguard or a yard of cloth. 1812 I..

HUNT in E.cantiner 12 Oct. 643/1 Knowing the snuff to be
real blackguard. 1871 I-'ORSTKR in Lit. World 370/1 Taking
in moderate quantities the snuff called Irish blackguard.

B. altrib. or aJj.

fl. Of or pertaining to the shoe-black or street

Arab class. Obs. ^In 1670 applied to a link-boy.)
c 1670 EARL DORSET Song

' Dorinda's sparkling wit,' Her
Cupid is a blackguard hoy, That runs his link full in your
face. 1724 SWIFT Drafter's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. ir. 91 What
is written we send to your house by a black-guard boy.
'" I 73S Direct. Ser-eants, Cook, Let a blackguard boy be

always about the house to send on your errands. 1822 H.
MACKENZIE Life I[ome, Idle and blackguard boys bawl
through the streets.

2. Of or pertaining to the dregs of the com-

munity ; of low, worthless character ; brutally
vicious or scurrilous

; blackguardly.
1784 CouNWALLis Corr. (1859) I. vi. 166 The Duchess of

Devonshire is indefatigable in her canvas for Fox
',
she was

in the most blackguard houses in Long Acre by eight o'clock
this morning. 1786 BURNS I'.arncst Cry ff Pr. viii, A
blackguard smuggler right behint her. 1788 WOLCOTT i P.

Pindar) Peter's Pens. Wks. 1812 II. 13 Instead of that vile

appellation, Devil, So blackguard, so unfriendly, and un-
civil. 1818 BYRON ?l. Wks. 11846)397/2, I have heard him
use language as blackguard as his action. 1857 HUGHES
Tom liro~(.'n viii. (1871) 163 Marking certain things as low
and blackguard.

Blackguard .blre-gaid), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. iutr. To act the blackguard (sense 3, 6) ; to

'

loaf,'

play the vagabond.
1786 BURNS Holy Fair ix, An' there a batch of wabster

lads, Blackguardin frae Kilmarnock, For fun this day.
2. /raits. To treat as a blackguard ;

to abuse or

revile in scurrilous terms.

1823 COBBETT Weekly Reg. XLVIII. 642/2 You, in your
quality of Saint, may claim a right to becall and to black-

guard, as much as you please, any portion of the rest of
mankind. 1837 SOLTIIEY Lett. 118561 IV. 518 The 'Monthly
Review,' .. turned against me afterwards and literally
blackguarded

' Madoc.' 1872 LEVER Ld. Kilgobbiit x.xl.

(1875} 130 I'd bear a deal of blackguarding from the press.
Hence Blackguarding vol. sl>. (see above).

Blackguardism (bUvgiudiz'm). [see -ISM.]
1. The characteristic behaviour or manner of a

blackguard ; blackguardly conduct, ruffianism.

1813 ltdiii. AY:'. XXI. 283 There is a tone of blackguard-
ism both in his indecency and his profanity. 1828 MACAU-
l.AY llallam, f$. (2854) 1. 87 This, .blackguardism of feeling
and manners. 1869 Atkmfum 28 Aug. 265 The black-

guardism which is making horse-racing . . detestable.

2. Blackguardly language.
1799 T.JLI FERSON ll'n'f.dSy^ IV. 281 They wish to hear

reason instead of disgusting blackguardism. 1827 Blaeku'.
Jlag. XXI. 754 The revolting scurrilities, and brutal black-

guardism . . heaped upon Lord Eldon.

Bla'ckguarclize, v.
[f.

as prec. + -IZE.] trans,

rare. To reduce to the condition of a blackguard.
1846 Blaekw, Mag. LX. 594 At last we became . . a good

deal blaekguardiseain our taste.

Bla'ckguardly, a. and adv. [f. as prec. -t- -LY.]
A. adj. Characteristic of a blackguard ; ruffianly,

brutal ; scurrilous, 'low.'

1847 in CRAIG. 1863 DICEY Federal St. II. 17 The essen-
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tially blackguardly nature of the . . war. 1881 Miss YONGK
Lads -V L. v. 177 The most blackguardly boys in the place.
B. adv. After the manner of a blackguard.

1827 SCOTT in Lockluirt (1839^ IX. 146 Want of that article

blackguardly called pluck.

Bla'ckguardry. [see -BY.] rare. The com-

munity ofblackguards ;
= BLACKGUARD sb. 3.

1853 Bhti Aw, Mag. LXXI V. 669 The impertinent question
at one time current amongst the blackguardry of London.

Black-head ,blark,hed).
1. A name given to various black-headed birds ;

e.g. a kind of white pigeon with a black head, the

Black-headed Gull
' Larus ridibitndus^

,
etc.

1658 ROWLAND Mottjfet's Theat. Ins. 1088 Meal-worms ..

seem to be bred to catch black-heads and Nightingales.
1741 Compl. Fam. Piece \\\. 512 The Black-Head is a white

Pidgeon with a black Head. 1806 P. NEILL Tour Orkn, <y

Shctl. 201. 1844 W. H. MAXWELL Sports % Adv. Scott, xx.

"855) *74 What obliging birds the blackheads are !

2. Angling. A variety of the Marsh-worm.
iSys'STONEHENGK' Brit, Sports i. v. ii. 3 A variety of this

[the marsh! worm . . is called in Scotland the Klack-head.

3. //. Name for the Reed Mace ( Typha latifolia*,.

Black-hole, Black Hole. ; Beside obvious

application to any dark hole or deep cell :)

1. Mil. The punishment cell or lock-up in a

barracks ;
the guard-room. (The official desig-

nation till 1868.)
(The name has become historic, in connexion with the

horrible catastrophe in 1756 at the black hole of the bar-

racks in Fort William, Calcutta, into which 146 Europeans
were thrust for a whole night, of whom only 23 survived till

the morning. )

1758 }. HOLWEI.L Black Hole Calcut. 8 The guard . . or-

dered us to go into the room at the southernmost end of the

barracks, commonly called the Ulack-Hole prison. 1758 |.

BLAKE Plan Mar. Syst. 49 What happened lately in the

black-hole at Bengal. 1816 C. JAMKS Mil. Diet., Mack-
hole-t a place in which soldiers maybe confined by the com-
manding officer . . In this place they are generally restricted

to bread and water. 1844 Regut. fy Ord. Army 121 Con-
finement to the Black Hole ..to be reserved for ca>es of

Drunkenness, Riot, Violence, or Insolence to Superiors.
1868 Ibid. ^789 note, The term lock up room and black hole
is to be abolished.

2. gen. A place of confinement for punishment.
^Often with allusion to that at Calcutta.'

1831 A. WATTS House-Hunt., The bed-chambers (the

black-holes of her establishment). 1848 THACKERAY I'nn.

h'air ii, Do you think Miss Pinkerton will come out and
order me back to the black hole ?

3. The deep dark pool under a waterfall ; as
' the Black Hole at Aira Force.'

Hence Black-hole v., lo confine to the black-

hole.

1866 /W/ .I/,*//. C;. 9 He was blackholed fur twelve hours.

Blacking (blce-kinX vbl. sb. [f. BLACK v.]
1. The action of making black by applying some

substance.

1609 DOLI.AND Ornithop, Microl. 45 The blacking of the
Notes. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dow. Awuson. 49 This black-

ing may be effected with the smoke of a lamp.

t 2. The unconsumed carbon of llame
;

*

lamp-
black/ Obs.

1594 PLAT Jewell~ho. in. 72 The blacking of a Lampe
U'mpered with oyle.

fS. Any preparation used for making black, as
* shoemakers' black,' which is a stain used to

blacken the originally brown leather.) Obs.

1571 Buchanans Detect, Mary in H. Campbell's Lovc-lctt.

Mary^ Q. Scots (1824) 127 As it were washed with sowters

blacking. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treat, Fr. Tong.^ Encre t ou
noire peinctnre . . blacking. 1603-4 Act i Jas /, xx. 2 It

shall . . be lawful! . . for any of the Companie of Plaisterers
. . to lay and use Whitinge, Blacking, Red Leade. 1611

COTGR., A"<7/V, blacke colour ; blacking.

b. spec. A preparation forgiving a shining black
surface to boots and shoes.

1598 FLORIO, Folligine, blacking for shooes. 1712 STEELE
Spcct. No. 461 F 13 The ingenious Authors of Blacking for

Shoes, Powder for colouring the Hair. 1814 MOORE Parod.
Let. vi. 94, Like the vendor of Best Patent Blacking.

C. attrib., as in blacking ball
',
bottle

',
brush

,
manu-

facturer, etc.

1753 Scots Mae. Oct. 490/2 My pumps were varnished . .

with the new German blacking ball, t 1860 H. STUART
Seawans Catcch. 8 1 Scrubbing brush, and blacking brushes.

t Bla'Cking, sb. dial. A black pudding.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Hulk <fy .SV/t 1

. 159 Thus shall we sort out

eternity .. as the Darbyshire huswife does her puddings,
when she makes whitings and blackings and liverings.

Blackish, (blirkij^, a. [f. BLACK a. -r -IBM.]
Somewhat black ; inclining to black.

1486 Bk. St . Albans B iij, As longe as yowre hawkes fete

\Yt blakysh and rough: she is full of grece. 1611 BIBLE
Job vi. 16 As the streame of brookes . . Which are blackish

by reason of the yce. 1803 HATCH ETT in Phil. Trans.
XCIII. 65 A blackish-brown colour. 1884 BROWNING Perish-
tali 109 Till blackish seems but dun, and whitish grey.
Hence Blackishly adv., Bla'ckishness s/>.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr, Tong.^ Noircissnrc^ black -

i ".finesse. 1627 GRKW Anat. Plants vii. 17 By their Black-
ishness well enough remark'd. 1670 H. STUBBE Plus Ultra

r.(7 But the blood turned blackishly-red.

Black Jack, bla/ck-jack.
1. A large leather jug for beer, etc. coated ex-

ternally with tar. 1 Obs.

1591 NASHE Prognost. 24 Cuppes, Cannes, pots, glasses,
and black iacks. 1619 Pasqnils Palin. (1877) 157 The

great blacke lack well fild with Sack. 1645 MILTON
Coiitst. Wks. (1851) 367 Hee runs to the blackjack, fills his

flagon, spreds the table, and sens up dinner. 1672 DAVENANT
Unfort. Lavi-rs (16731 121 He looks as if he had a black

Jack under His Cloak. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xxii, Ale which
he brought in a large leathern tankard or black-jack.
[' Used under this name at Winchester College in 1840.*
C. R Mount.]
2. A miner's name for zinc sulphide or blende.

1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. N iij b, It is most commonly
found in hard Veins and Pipes, some do call it Black-Jack.
1762 Gcntt. Mag. 400 Blende, called by the miners black-

jack or mock ore, 1812 SIR H. DAVY Client, Philos. 373
Zinc is procured . . from blende or black-jack.

3. U, S. A shrubby kind of oak {Qiterciis nigrc? .

1856 OLMSTED Slave States 383 The gray beech, and the

shrubby black -jack oak. 1863 Times 16 June The intrench-
ments and abbatis in the black jack thicket. 1879 TOURGEE
1'ooCs Err. xv. 75 The wide fire-place, in which the dry
hickory and black-jack was bla/ing brightly.

f4. Sc. A black leather jerkin : see JACK. Obs.

1513 Dour, LAS sEneis vni. Prol. 99 Some garris wyth a

ged staf to jag throw blak jakkis. 1820 SCOTT Monast. x,
With their glittering steel caps, and their black-jacks.
5. A popular name of the mustard beetle.
1886 Standard 24 May 2/1 The mustard beetle (Phxdon

betul&\ commonly known as the Black Jack.

Black lead, black-lea'd, bla-cklead.
tl. A black ore of LEAD. Obs.

2. The ordinary name of the mineral called also

plumbago or graphite ;
a substance of greyish-

black colour and metallic lustre, consisting of

almost pure carbon with a slight admixture of
iron

; it is chiefly used (made into pencils) for

drawing and writing, and for giving a black me-
tallic polish to iron-work. (The name dates back
to days before the real composition of the substance
was known.
1583 PLAT Divers AVw Exp. ('1594') 39 Some . . draw

thereon with blacke lead. 1610 HOLLAND Caindcn's Brit.
i. 767 That minerall kind of earth or hardned glittering
stone (we cal it Black-lead 1

. 1612 I!RINSLI;Y Lud. Lit. 47
Note them with a pensil of black lead. 1683 PETTUS Fleta
Min. n. Lead, Of late it [black lead] is curiously formed
into cases of deal or cedar, and so sold as dry pencils. 1732
DE FOE, etc. TourGt. Brit. 11769' III. 320 The Black-lead
is found in heavy Lumps, some of which arc hard, gritty,
and of small Value, others soft and of aline Texture. 1866
RUSKIN Eth. Dust. 18 There is a little iron mixed with our
black lead.

b. This substance in the form of a pencil.
1656 DUJARD Gate I.at. Unl. 725. 225 Have with you

alwayes a table-book (or black-lead and paper'. 1832 CAK-
LYLE in Frasers Mag. V. 390 Boswell is there with ass-skin
and black-lead to note thy jargon.

c. Writing done with a black-lead
pencil.

1667 PEPYS '18771 ^*- 276 Having done it without looking
on my paper, I find I could not read the black-lead.

d. A preparation of inferior quality for domestic
use in polishing grates and other cast -iron utensils.

a 1849 CHAMBERS Inform. People II. 788/2 Stove-grates
are cleaned with black-lead mixed with turpentine.
3. Attrib. and Comb, (bla'ck-lead), as black-lead

ft'ft, ptiiiil, study, etc. ; t black-lead comb, a

comb used to darken the hair.

1655 CI-HSALL Chr. in Ann. ix. 3 (1669) 145 He could
not bear the sight of his own grey hairs, and therefore used
a "black-lead-comb to discolour them. 1716 SWIFT Progr.
Beauty Wks. 1755 III. n. 166 To think of *black-lead combs
is vain. 1612 BRINSLKY Lud. Lit. 247 Being noted with a
line with a 'blacklead pen. 1687 M. CLIFFORD .Vi>/c.v

Dryden ii. 5, I . . put up my * Black Lead Pen. 1677 MOXON
Mech. E.rerc. (1703* 36 With a 'Black-lead Pencil, draw a
line from that Mark to the second Mark. 1790 BOSWELL
Johnson (1831) I. 162 He had marked the passages with a
"black-lead pencil. 1813 Examiner 17 May 311/2 S. Terry
. . 'black-lead-maker. 1862 THORNBURY Turner I. 87 His
. . *blacklead studies of trees.

Blacklea'd, black-lea'd, v. [f. prec.] trans.

To colour or nib with black-lead ; to trace or draw
in black-lead. Hence Black-lea'ded ///. a.,

Black-lea-ding vbL sb,

1839 C. BRONTE Let. 21 Dec. in Life, I am miiLh happier
black-leading the stoves. 1861 PVCRQYI Agony Paint (iftfo}

1 54 The same hands that had black-leaded the grate, c 1865
O. GORE in Circ. Sc. I. 220/1 Zinc deposits spread over
blackleaded surfaces. Ibid. 234/1 The mould may., be pre-
pared . . by blackleading.

Bla-ck-leg, -legs.
1. A disease in cattle and sheep which affects the

legs. (Ketter black-legs^}
(11722 LISLE Observ. Hitsb. (17571 347 They have a dis-

temper in Leicestershire frequent among the calves, which
in that country they call the black-legs . It is a white
jelly settling in their legs, from whence it has its name of

black-legs. 1884 nius.tr. Sydney Netvs 26 Aug. 15/2 A
cattle disease, known as blackleg, is stated to have killed a
number of cattle in the Mount Alexander district.

2. A turf swindler; also, a swindler in other

species of gambling. (Formerly also black-legs.}

[As in other slang expressions, the origin of the
name is lost : of the various guesses current none
seem worth notice.]
1771 B. PARSONS Newmarket II. 163 Tbe frequenters of

the Turf, and numberless words of theirs are exotics every-
where else ; then how should we have been told of hlack-

l*'g$i and of tffivn-tnps, . token-in, beat-hflllfnv, etc. 1774 R.
CUMBERLAND Note of Hand n. i, Gentlemen of the turf;
what sort of gentlemen are they ? Francis. Tht^e fellows
are gamblers, black-legs, sharpers. 1812 Examiner 1 4

Sept. 591/1 Any blackleg or pickpocket in the land. 1813
Ibid. 17 May 319/1, I was . . posted as a black-legs. 1857
THACKERAY EK^. Hum. v. ^1858) 245 You see noblemen and
black-legs bawling and betting in the Cockpit.
3. A local name of opprobrium for a workman

willing to work for a master whose men are on
strike. (Also called black-neb.}
1865 Pall Mall G. 29 Oct. 7 If the timber merchants persist

in putting on '

blacklegs/ a serious disturbance will ensue.

4. Sc. = BLACKFOOT, a match-maker, rare.

Hence (in sense 2) Black-le-g-gery, Blackle-g
1-

ism, the profession or practice of a black-leg.
1832 MAGINN in Blacfav. Mag. XXXII. 427 From follow-

ing any profession save the Army, the Navy, Black-apronry,
and Black-leggery. 1882 Pall Mall G. 9 Dec. 20 The two
baronets resemble each other only in cowardice, spite, and
blackleggery. 1845 Blackw. Mag. LVIII. 204 There was
a fair amount of black-legism on both occasions.

Bla cklet. [f. BLACK sb. + -LET, dim. suffix.]
A tiny speck of soot or dirt.

1861 WYNTFR Soc. Bees 25 Those finer blacklets that

invisibly permeate the air.

Bla'ck-letter, black letter, bla-ckletter.
1. A name (which came into use about 1600) for

the form of type used by the early printers, as dis-

tinguished from the * Roman *

type, which subse-

quently prevailed. A form of it is still in regular
use in Germany, and in occasional use (under the

name of 'Gothic' or 'Old English') for fancy

printing in England.
1640-4 Charge agst. Abp. Canterb. In Rushworth Hist.

Coll. in. (16921 I. 115 His diligence to send for the Printer,
and directing him to prepare a Black Letter, and to send it

to his Servants at Edenburgh, for Printing this Book. 1712
ARBUTHNOT John Bulln. vii. n 727160 The Seven champions
in the black-letter. 1871 KAKLI-: Philoi. Eng, Tong. g 99
The form which is known to us a> ' Black Letter,' and which
was hardly less rectilinear than the old Runes themselves.

2. That which is printed in this type.
iSit BYRON Hintsfr. Hor. 101 <?/<, This is the millennium

of black letter. 1860 HAWTHOHNK Marb. Faun I. xxiv. 263
lake a page of black letter, taken from the history of the

Italian republics.

3. attrib. (Usually with hyphen, or as one word.)
1791 MAXWELL in Bo^well Johnson an. 1770, He loved . .

the old black-letter books. 1800 Rnsos Rob. Hood \\. iv,

From an old black-letter copy. 1808 W. IRVING Salmag.
xviii. (1860) 410 There was a certain black-letter dignity in

the name. 1820 Sketch Bk. II. 90 He was a complete
black-letter hunter. 1845 LD. CAMPBELL Chancellors (1857)
IV. Ixxiv. 6 Not much of a lawyer compared with the black-

letter men of these days. 1855 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. III.

31 He scornfully thrust aside, .all that blackletter learning.
1862 BURTON Bk. Hunter i. 18 He was not a black-letter

man, or a tall-copyist, or an uncut man. 1864 Rcader 23

July 105/1 The collection of black-letter ballads.

4. Black letter day : an inauspicious day ; as

distinguished from a red letter (or auspicious) day:
the reference being to the old custom of marking
the saints'-days in the calendar with red letters.

1757 SMOLLETT Reprisals ii. 11777) 135 O ! the month of

November, She'll have cause to remember, As a black letter

day all the days of her life.

Hence Black-lettered///, a.

1820 Scorr Abbot xxxii, Endeavouring . . to fi.\ her . . at-

tention on the black-lettered Bible which lay before her.

Black list.
1. A list of persons who have incurred suspicion,

censure, or punishment ; cf. BLACK a. 1 1 .

1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. x. Wks. (1851 ) 228

If ever Charles his Posterity recover the Crown - . you are

like to be put in the Black List. 1774 MRS. A. ADAMS Lett.

(18481 36 Mr. Boylston and Mr. Gill the printer, are held

upon the black list.

2. fig. A list of bad cases.

1853 KANE Grinnell /T.r/. xxxi. (1856) 267 Eight cases of

scorbutic gums were already upon my black-list.

Hence Bla-ck-list v. t to enter in a black list.

1718 HICKKS & NELSON J. Kettl*~ivell\\\. 10. 212 This

Method of Black- Listing had its original from a certain

notion. Mod. Newspaper^ S. was expelled and black-listed

last night.

Blackly (blarkli), adv.
[f.

BLACK a. + -LY*.]
In a black, gloomy, or frowning manner ; darkly,

gloomily, dismally.
1563 Mirr. Mag. (Induct.^ Ivi, With visage grym. sterne

lookes and blackeley hewed. 1639 FULLER Holy War
y.

xi.

(1840) 262 This project so blackly blasted with perjury-.

a 1824 CAMPBELL Dead Eagle 38 His shape distinct Wa:-

blackly shadow'd on the sunny ground- 1876 GEO. KLIOT
Dan. Der. iv. xxx, The pool blackly shivering.

t Bla'Ck-mack. Obs. A blackbird.

1519 HORMAK I'nlgaria 101 10 The blackmacke or an

osyll [werH/a] fleeth alone. 1598 FLORIO, Merula, a birde

called a black-mack, and ow/ell, a mearle, a black-bird.

Black mail. Also black -mail, blackmail.

[f.
MAIL rent, tribute.]

1. Hist. A tribute formerly exacted from farmers

and small owners in the border counties of Eng-
land and Scotland, and along the Highland border,

by freebooting chiefs, in return for protection or

immunity from plunder.
1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 98 Qubay takis oner

sair mail, ouer mekle ferme, or ony blake maillis, fra thair

tennands. c 1561 R. MAITLAND Thievis Liddesd. vi, Com-
nioun taking of blak maill. 1567 Scot. Act Jos. /-'/, 11597'

xxl, Diuers subjects of the Inland, takis and sittis vnder their

assurance, payand them black-maill, and permittand them to

reif, herrie, and oppresse their N ichtbouris. 1601 A ct 43 Eliz.



BLACK-MAIL.

xiii, Sundry of her Maiesties louing Subiects within the sayd
[4 northern] Counties, -have been mforced to pay a certaine
rate of money, corne, cattell, or other consideration, com-
monly there called by the name of Blacke maile. 1707
Addr.fr. Cnmorld. in Loud. Gaz. No. 4334/2 There is, now,
no Debatable Land to contend for ; no Black Mail to be
paid totheLeadersoftheRobbers, as a Ransom. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Coinm. IV. 263. 1814 SCOTT ]Vav. I. 222 The bold-
est of them will never steal a hoof from any one that pays
black-mail to Vich Ian Vohr. 1873 STUBP.S Canst. Hist.
II. xvi. 344 Preferring to pay blackmail to the Scots.

2. By extension : Any payment extorted by in-

timidation or pressure, or levied by unprincipled
officials, critics, journalists, etc. upon those whom
they have it in their power to help or injure.
1840 MACAU-LAY Clive, Ess. (1854) II. 503 Even the wretched
phantom who still bore the imperial title stooped to pay
this ignominious black-mail. 1860 Mus. HARVEY Cruise
Claymore II. ?i6 Arabs infesting the country, and levying
blackmail on all passers-by. 1863 LONGF. liinfs Killing.
36 Marauders who, in lieu of pay, Levied black mail upon
the garden beds.

1 3. Law. Rent reserved in labour, produce, etc.,
as distinguished from 'white rents,' which were
reserved in ' white money' or silver. Ol's. (Coke's
and Blackstone's explanation of reJditiis nigri,
which Camden appears to have taken for rents in

'black money' or copper.)
1605 CAMDEN Rent. 205 Black money (what that was I

know not, if it were not of Copper, as Mail! and Blnck-
mailll. 1642 COKE Inst. 11. Magna Ch. viii, Work-days,
rent cummin, rent corn, etc. . . called Kedditns nigri, black
maile, that is, black rents. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 42.

Black-mail, v.
[f. prec.] trans. To levy

black mail upon ;
to extort money from by in-

timidation, by the unscrupulous use of an official or
social position, or of political influence or vote.
1880 L. OLIPHANT Gileail ix. 265 The sheikh . . black-mails

travellers. 1882 W. WEEDEN Soc. La-.u Labor 176 The
chief . . would protect and blackmail him.
Hence Black-mai'ler, Black-marling vbl. sb.

and///, a. (modern words referring chiefly to the

levying of BLACK-MAIL in sense 2.)
1868 N.York Herald

2.) Apr., The Quixotic enterprise of
the lobbyists and blackmailers. l879j. HAWTHORNE Langh.
Mill 108 Were I to lose all my fortune, I could, by turning
black-mailer, ensure a permanent income twice as large.
1884 Pall Mall. G. 27 Feb. 4/1 Introducing a system of
blackmailing even worse than that which prevailed before.

1884 Ifarter's Maf. Mar. 567/1 The black-mailing vixen.

Black mark. A black cross or other mark
made against the name of a person who has in-

curred censure, penalty, etc. Alsoy?^.
1845 DISRAELI Sytil (M$ 129 Who's pushing on there?

I see you, Mrs. Page. Won't there be a black mark
against you ? 1874 BLACKIE Self-Cult. 60 Note such a fellow
. with a black mark, as a disloyal and disaffected subject.
Hence Black-mark v.

1873 MASSON Driimm, ofHamth. xiii. 278 Ostracise and
black mark all who do not come into their confederacy.
Black Monday, black money : see MONDAY,
MONEY.
Black Monk. A monk of the order of St.

Benedict, so called from the colour of the habit
worn. See MONK.
1297 R. GLOUC. 433 fe priorye . . of blake monekes. 1517

TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 10 The Monastery of blake
monkys callyd Seynt Nicholas De Elio. 1722 J. STEVENS
Addit. Dugdale's Monast. I. 169 The Benedictine Monks
in England, who were callVl Black Monks.
Black moor, more : see BLACKAMOOR.
Bla'ck-moutli. A black-mouthed person or

animal
; Jig. a foul-mouthed person, a slanderer.

1642 Land. Afprent. Dal. in ffarl. Misc. (Malh.l V. 307As some blackmouths have uncharitably belched out against
us. 1656 TRAIT Comm. John ix. 28 Every black-mouth cast
dirt upon Christ's disciples.

t Black-mouthed (-muu-cSd), a. Having a
black mouth

; Jig. slanderous, calumnious.
'595 Politnantcia (18811 33 Blackemouthed enuie. 1633

T. STAFFORD Pat: Hib. iii. (1821) 256 Blacke mouthed raiF
ing Rabshakeh. 1689 Loud. Can. No. 2427/4 One black
brindled Bull-Hitch . . Black Mouth'd. 1697 Snake in Cr
(ed. 2) 281 AM the Hlack-Mouth'd and Hellish Venom.
Blac'k-neb. dial. [See NEB, beak, bill.]
1. A popular name for various black-billed birds,

as the Crane and the Common Crow.
1802 G. MONTAGU Ornith. Did. (1833! 47. 1837 MAC

GILLIVRAY Hist. Brit. Birds I. 516. 1884 Chamjr. Jrnl.
29 Mar. 204/2 Swarms of diminutive

'

black nebs.'

t 2. Sf. A person charged with democratic sym-
pathies at the time of the French Revolution. Oh.
1816 SCOTT Antii/. vi, Take care, Monkbarns ! we shall

set you down among the black nebs by and by. 1821 GAI.T
Ann. Parish 269 (JAM.) Many of the heritors considered me
a black-neb. 1864 M<KAY Hist. Kilmarnock 107.

Blackness (Ute-knte), [f. BLACK a. + -NESS.]
The quality or state of being black.

'" '34 CursorM 8077 (Fairf.) Foure sarasinis con )>ai mete
. ,0/haln blakneshit wasselcoubis. 1382 WVCLIF Nalmm ii.

10 The face of alleas blacnesseof a pott. i6o6SHAKS. Ant. (<f

Cl. i. iv. 13 The Spots of Heauen, More fierie by nights
Blacknesse. 1611 BIBLE Jade 13 The blacknesse of darke-
nesse. 1710 H. BEDFORD VinJ. Ch. Eng. 35 The different
blackness of the Ink. 1712 ADDISON Sfect. No. 459 p 13The Blackness and Deformity of Vice. 1856 KANE Arct.
K.vfl. I. xv. 167 You steer through the bl

'

jf greater blackness.

Black nob, ox : see NOB, Ox.
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t Bla'Ck-pot. Obs. Also blaokpot, black
pot. A beer-mug ^cf. BLACK-JACK) ; a toper.
c 1590 GREENE Fr. /lucon v. 122 I'll be Prince of Wales

over ail the blackpots in Oxford. 1636 HEVWOOD Love's
Mistr. ii, lugg, what's shee but sister to a black-pot. 1818
SCOTT ///. Midi, xxxii, A whole whi.skin, or black pot of
sufficient double ale.

Black Prince.
1. A name given (apparently by i6th c. chron-

iclers) to the eldest son of Edward III. [As to

the origin of the appellation, many guesses are

current, but published sources afford no evidence.]
1563 GRAFTON Chron. (15691 324 Edward prince of Wales,

who was called the blacke Prince. 1587 HOLINSHED Hist.

Eng. 348 b. 1599 SHAKS. Htn. (-', n. iv. 56 All our Princes
captiu'd, by the hand Of that black Name, Edward, black
Prince of Wales. 1611 SPEED Tlu-nt. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. an.

1329 By-named (not of his colour, but of his dreaded acts in

battelli the Blacke Prince. 1688 J. BARNES Hist. Kdiu. II f,
i. iii. 5. 46 Sirnamed by the French le Neoir, or the Black-
Prince. [But cf. 1724 COSTE fcss. de Montaigne i. i. (1836)
I. 3 note, Edouard, prince de Galles, que les Anglois nom-
mentcomnHine'mcMittheMic-^/r/j/a'. J 1762 HUME///'?/, ling.
11770) II. xvi. 513 Denominated the Black Prince, from the
colour of his armour, a 1854 K. M. STEWART Lond. City T.

Q. Phillipa xvi. 139 The surcoat of black velvet emblazoned
with three white ostrich feathers, and the motto '

Ich Pien,'
which gave rise to the epithet of the Black Prince.

t 2. The prince of darkness, the devil. Obs.

1589 R. HARVEY PI. 1'erc. 7 To entitle those Hrv'imc .w-
taries of the lilaeke Prince, with the name of traytors.

Black pudding. (Also with hyphen.) A
kind of sausage made of blood and suet, sometimes
with the addition of flour or meal.
1568 FI-I.WKI. Like to like B j, Who comes yonder puffing

as wliot as a black pudding. 1634 Hnvwoun Maidenh.
lost in. Wks. rS74 IV. 142 We will haue..sixe Black-Pud-
dings to bee serued vp in Sorrell-sops. 1664 BUTLER Hml.
M. in. 380 In Lyrick numbers write an Ode on His Mistress

eating a Black-pudden. 1873 K. SMITH Foods 80 Sausages
and black puddings.

Black Rod. Short for Gentleman Usher of
the lilack Rod ^so called from the black wand
surmounted by a golden lion which he carries as
his symbol of office). The chief Gentleman Usher
of the Lord Chamberlain's department of the

royal household, who is also usher to the House
of Lords and to the Chapter of the Garter. Also,
a similar functionary in colonial legislatures.
1632 in SHEinvoon. !646EvANCE Noble Ord. i Ely is com-

mitted to the Black Rod. 1668 MARVELL Corr. ci. Wks.
1872-5 II. 257 The Lords, .sentenced Sir Samuel Barnardis-
ton.. to pay 300 //. fine, and be under black rod without
baile till he payd it. 1724 Loud. Ga:. No. 6284/1 The Black
Rod kneeling held the Gospels. 1861 HI'GUKS Tom Brazil
O.rf. I. iii. 40 Lords and ladies in waiting, white sticks or
black rods. 1865 Times 25 Aug. (Quebec), The Usher of
the Black Rod . . was directed, after the manner of St.

Stephen's, to summon the members of the Lower House.

Black salts. In the old potash -
making

process : Wood ashes after lixiviation and evapor-
ation; impure potassium hydrate. Hence Bla-ck-

salter, one who makes black salts.

1880 E. KIRKE Garfield 6 Our future President became
prime-minister to a black-salter. 1881 TIIAYER Log Cab.
to White Ho. x, Potash . . in its crude state, was called
'

black-salts.
1 The manufacturer of the article was called

a
'

black-salter.'

t Black sanctus. Obs. A burlesque hymn or
anthem

;

'

rough music.' See SANCTUS.
Black sheep : see SHEEP.

Blacksmith, (blarksmib). A smith who
works in iron or black metal, as distinguished from
a 'whitesmith' who works in tin or white metal.
1483 Act\ Rich. ///, xii. i Artificers of the said Realm

. . Bladesmiths, Blacksmiths, Spurriers, Goldbeaters, c 1500
Cockc LorelCs B. 9 Brydel bytters, blacke smythes, and
ferrars. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 31 F 3 Having got a Black-
Smith of Lemnos to make her Son's Weapons. 1813 Parl.
Debate in Examiner 24 May 326/2 If this should be de-
cided to be a valid marriage, the poor Gretna green Black-
smith would be ruined. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. n. 19 A clever
blacksmith can make a nail red-hot by hammering it.

Hence Bla'cksmithing sb.

1830 GALT Lamrie T. n. i. (1849) 43 For blacksmithing a
prime hammer. 1861 Du CHAIULU Equal. Afr. xxvi. 464
In their blacksmithing operations. 1876 GEO. EI.IOT Dan.
l)cr. IV. Ivii. 169 If he doesn't like the blacksmithing.

Black-snake.
1. A name given to several dark-coloured snakes

;

as in U. S. to the Coluber constrictor and C.

Alleghaniensis ;
in Jamaica to the Natrix atra.

1688 J. CLAVTON Virginia in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 135
The Black Snake, is the largest I think. 1802 BINGLEY
Anim. Biog. (1813) II. 462 The black snake, .able to fasci-
nate birds. 1883 Harper's Mag. Oct. 708/1 None of my
venomous acquaintances . . black-snake, whip-snake, coral-
snake, or viper.

2. U. S. A long whip-lash.
1883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 495/1 The. .drivers trudged be-

side them, .cracking huge
'

black-snakes' at the animals.

t BLvcksome, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
BLACK +

-SOME.] Of black character, dusky, darksome.
1597 TOFTE Laura in Alba. (1880) Introd. 29 Like to the

blacksome night I may compare My Mistres gowne.
Bla-ck-tail.
1 1. A sea fish not identified ; the ii(\avovpos,

melaiiurus, of ancient writers. Obs.

BLAD.
1661 LOVEI.L Hist. Anim. % Mia. 232 Black-taile, Milan-

itnts. .Was counted a poore fish.

2. A name for certain varieties of the perch.
1734 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 516 Perca

marina, canda nigra, the Black-Tail.

Bla'ck-thom (blarkjyjn).
1. A common thorny shrub, bearing white flowers

before the leaves and very small dark purple plums;
called also the Sloe \Prunus sfinosa^ ; the name
is probably due to the dark colour of the naked
branches, with which the white flowers strongly
contrast. Its wood is prized for walking-sticks.
1388 WVCLIF Dan. xiii. 58 V'ndur a blak thorn [1381 plum

tree]. 1496 lik. St. Attain, I-'ysshynge 8 Take a fayr
shote of blacke-thorn

; crabbe tree
; modeler. 1578 Lvi i

Dodoens VI. xlvii. 721 The wilde Plumme tree, Blacke
thorne, and Sloo tree. 1634 HABINGTON Custara n. 2. xix.
Love shall in that tempestuous showre Her brightest bios-
some like the blacke-thorne show. 1842 TKNNYSON May
Queen ii. 8, I >h;dl never see The blossom on the black-

thorn, the leaf upon the tree. 1882 Garden 8 Apr. 241/1
One of the best flowering shrubs we knuw is the double,
flowered Blackthorn.

b. A walking-stick or cudgel made of tin' stem
of this shrub.

1849 W. H. MAXWELL Stories Waterloo, An hundred
blackthorns rattled above my head.

C. at/rib., as in blackthorn leaves, -winter.

1789 G. WIIM-K Settami- 118131 II. 292 Blackthorn . .usu-

ally blossoms while cold N.K. winds blow
;
so that the hai sh

rugged weather obtaining at this season, is called by the

country people, blackthorn-winter. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's
xv, Tea, madam ! 1 saw none. Ash leaves and lilack-thoin
leaves were brought in.

2. U. S. A species of hawthorn {Crativgns to-

incntosa\ also called Pear-thorn. Webster 186.),
and Miller Plant-n. i8S^. In W. Indies, a species
of Acacia (A. l''arnesiana}.
Black vomit. The dark matter vomited in

the last stage of yellow fever
; also, the fever

itself. See VOMIT.
Bla'ck-wash. Also black wash.
1. Med. A lotion composed of calomel and lime-

water
; grey lotion.

1818 A. COOPER Surf. fiss. I. (ed. 31 166 Under the black-
wash poultice. 1854 j- SCOFFERN in On's Cir, . Si. Ch.-m.
495 The lotion known in medical and surgical practice, as
the black ^<asli.

2. Any black composition used for washing over
and blackening. (Also blacl;u>ash.''
1861 I'imes 12 July, The blackwash was removed from the

paintings; bad taste and want of means caused tin- white-
wash to be left. [See next.]

Bla-ckwasli, r.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To wash or colour with a black liquid.
i 1770 Used by H. WAI.POLE. 1861 Times 12 July, The

Gueux .. whitewashed the facades. But they also black-
washed the paintings of Van Kyck and Memlinc.
2. Jig. To blacken the character of; to asperse,

calumniate. ;Cf. whitewash.')
1869 ST. CI.AIR & BR. Kai<l. Bulgaria Pref. 7 The Rayah

has been too much whitewashed, .whilst the Turk has been
too much blackwashed by his enemies. 1875 HELPS Sof.
Press, xii. 1 60 He 'black-washes', .the whole human race.

Bla ck-wood, blackwood. A name ap-
plied in different parts of the world to various
trees and their timber : in New South Wales,
Acacia tnelanoxylon ; East Indies, Dalbcrgia lati-

folia ;
St. Helena, Melhania inclanoxylon ; West

Australia, Acacia fenninervis. (Miller English
Plant-names.")
1631 SPEED Prosp. Fam. Parts World 43 Cedars, Pal-

metoes, Black-wood, White-wood. itonPhil. Trans. XVII.
621 The. . Blackwood of those of Barbados. 1779 FORREST
Voy. N. Guinea 381 They carry to China great quantities
of blackwood, which is worked up there into furniture, &c.
1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. India I. 9 Sissoo (or blackwood
trees). 1883 Miss BRADDON Gold. Calfx\. 144 The pretty
carved Indian tea-table a gem in Bombay blackwood.

Blacky (blarki), sli. colloq. Also blackie, -ey.

[f. BLACK, with -v*, dim., as in Tommy]
1. A black, a negro : often used without the article

after the fashion of a proper name. Cf. darky.
1815 MOORE Efist. Tom Crib t Aye, even Blackey cries

shame. I8S4THACEERAY Neit'comes I. 35 He swore he would

Blacky vblae-ki), a.
[f. BLACK a. + -v

1.] Some-
what black, blackish.

1594 CAREW 'fossa (1881) 75 From his fell mouth such
blacky belches came. 1877 Hon. Miss Ferrard 1. vii. 234
Of jute and blacky-brown silk.

Blad, -r/'- 1 St. [f. BLAD v.] A firm flat blow.
a 1715 Jacobite Relies II. 139 (JAM.) They lend sic hard

and heavy blads, Our Whigs nae mair can craw, man. 1789
D. DAVIDSON Seasons 79(jAM.)Whagiedthem monyadonsy
blaad. .that day.
Blad (blad), sb? Sc. Also blaud. [Pos-

sibly the same as prec., or at least from BLAD v. :

thus there is also dad vb. to beat, thump, and dad
a large piece, a '

thumping
'

piece.] A fragment,
portion, piece, bit, or lump.
c 1527 STEWART Soiitars A nslv. in Ei'ergret-n I. 121 Grit

blads and bitts thou staw [
= stole] full oft. 1574 J. MEL-

VILL AtttaHef. (18421 33 He [John Knox) was lyk to ding
that pulpit in Wads. 1573 in Thomson's Inrcnl. 187 (JAM.)



BLAD.

Take the fyve bladdis of tapestrie. 1785 BURNS znd

Ep. Lapraik iv, I'll write, and that a hearty blaud, This vera

night. 1824 SCOTT Redgaunt. xi, Dougal would hear no-

thing but a blaud of Davie Lindsay. 1842 Black. Mag.
LI. 181 Dabs of gum, blads of orange, and lumps of putty.

Blad, v. Sc. Also 8 blaud. [prob. onomato-

poeic.] trans. To deal a blow to, to slap heavily.

1524 Vision xiv. in Evergreen \. 220 Theyil jade hir and
blad hir Untill scho brak hir Tether. 1786 BURNS Ordination

ii, He's the boy will blaud her ! 1837 R. NICOLL Poems
i io, I like the healthfu' gale That blads fu' kindly there.

Hence Bla'dding ;also blauding), ///. a.

1785 BURNS Ep. J. M. Math i, The shearers cowr To shun
the bitter blaudin' show'r.

Bladder (blse-dai). Forms: i ble'dree, (bl^dre),

bleedre, -ddre, 3-4 bleddre, 4-5 bleddere,

bladdre, 5 bled-, bladdyr, bladdur(e, Iblowre,

5-6 bledder, 6 blader, bladdare, 6-7 blather,

(Sc. 6 bleddir, 8- blather, blether), 5- bladder.

[Com. Teut. : OE., WSax. blsedre, blieddre, Anglian
bledre, wk. fem. = OSax. *blddra, (MLG. blader,

bladder, MDu. bl&der(e, Du. blaar, Flem. bladder),

OHG. bl&tara V
MHG. bl&tere, bl&ttere, mod.G.

blatter), ON. bliiSra (Sw. blciddra, Da. blxre) :-

OTeut. *b!&-drSn-, {. verb, stem bl- to BLOW + -drSn

suffix denoting instrument, cogn. w. Gr. -rpa,

-rpov. The dialectal variation in OE. bledre,

blxdre, remained in the ME. bledder, bladder (both

having the vowel shortened by position" ; blather,

blether (still used in Scotland) may represent the

ON. form, but is more probably an instance of

the fluctuation of d and 9, in conjunction with r,

seen in comparingya//;^, mother, feather, hither,

with ME. fader, moder,feder, hiderj]
1. A membranous bag in the animal body.
a. orig. The musculo-membranous bag which

serves as the receptacle of the urinary fluid secreted

by the kidneys. Called also urinary bladder.

a 700 Epinal Gloss. (O. E. Texts] 1077 Vessica, bledrae.

Corpus Gl. 2101 Vesica, bledre. fiooo Sax. Lcechd. I.

360 Wi5 blaiddran sare genim eoferes blasdran mid bam
micgan. 1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. v. xliv. (1495) 161

Euery beest that gendryth hath a bladder. Ibid. VII. Iv.

268 Yf they come of the bledder. c 1420 Pallad. on Hitsb.

I. 54 Yf langoure in thaire bledders ought awake. 1519
HORMAN / 'nig. iii. 32 The payne of the stone that Cometh

1607
Boar. .The blatherof a Goat. 1718 Pop?; Iliad\. 88 Between
the bladder and the bone it pass'd. 1782 BURNS Death
Poor Mailie 64 For thy pains, thou'se get my blather. 1783

Sc. Drink xvii, May gravels round his blather wrench !

1842 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. 541 The Bladder is an ob-

long membranous viscus of an ovoid shape.

b. Any membranous bag in the animal body ;

usually with distinctive adjunct, as gall-, air-,

swimming-bladder.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. fy Min. 232 A bladder in them

full of spawn. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. n.

vi. 106 The first bladder of the Heart. 1797 BAILLIE Morb.
Anat. (1807) 250 The gall-bladder is sometimes distended

with bile. J847 CARPENTER Zool. 527 In the organisation
of Fishes . . the swimming bladder is situated in the ab-

domen. 1869 NICHOLSON Zool. xxv. (1880) 250 Rotifera. .

In the hinder part of the body, .is a sac or vesicle, which
is termed the '

contractile bladder.'

t 2. A morbid vesicle containing liquid or putrid
matter ;

a boil, blister, pustule. Obs.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Ex. ix. 9 On mannum and on nytenum beoS

wunda and swellende bteddran. c 1000 Sa.r. Leechd. I. 86

Uncufmm blaedrum 5e on mannes nebbe sitta3. 1388 Wv-
CLIF Ex. ix. io Woundis of bolnynge bladdris weren maad
in men & in werk beestis. 1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 62 A
bladder full of water two inches longe and more. 1577 Ii.

GOOGE tferesoach's Hnsb. 11586) 167 All swelling as it were

with little blathers. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. v. i. 24 Dirt

rotten livers, .bladders full of imposthume. 1607 TOPSELI.

Four-f. Beasts 419 The pimples or bladders which arise in

the bites of a Shrew. 1880 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v., Bladder it:

the throat, old American term for cynanche.
b. (see quot.)
a 1722 LISLE 0tew.//7M*.d757)343(E. D.S.) A distemper

that falls on a bullock in the spring . . which they
in their

country call the bladder
;

the bullock will be taken with

a swelling of his lips, and running of his mouth, and swelling
of his eyes, and running of them.

3. The prepared bladder of an animal, which

may be inflated and used from its buoyancy as a

float
;
also as the wind-bag of a simple kind of

bag-pipe, as a receptacle for lard, etc.

a m$Ancr. R. 282 A bleddre ibollen fill ofwinde ne duueS
nout. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 2181 Crete blowen bladdyrs
he brake And thay gave a gret crake, a 1520 Myrr. Our
Ladye 17 Though hys harte were stretched out. .as a blather

full of wynde. 1595 SPENSER Col. Clout 717 Bladders

blowen up with wynd, That being prickt do vanish into

noughts. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VI.'I, in. ii. 359 Little wanton

Boyes that swim on bladders. 1717 LADY M. W. MON-
TAGU Lett, xxxvii. I. 145 As if a foreigner should take his

ideas of English music from the bladder and string. 1782
WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) yd Ode to R.A.'s, Learn to squeeze
the colours from the bladders. 1783 COWPER Task i. 585

With dance, And music of the bladder and the bag. 1862

MRS. BEETON Cookery Bk. 194 Put it [lard] into small jars

or bladders for use.

4. The substance of a sheep's or ox's bladder

used for air-tight coverings.
1769 MRS. RAFFALD F-ng. Hoiisfttpr. (1778) 347 Tie them

896

down with a bladder and paper over it. 1796 MRS. GLASSE

Cookery xviii. 294 Cover them close with a bladder and
leather. 1827 FARADAY Cheni. Manip. xviii. 477 Moistened
bladder is in constant requisition.

5. A filmy cavity full of air, a vesicle, a bubble.

1702 Lotnt. Gaz. No. 3776/4 Looking-Glass Plates . . free

from Bladders, Veins, and Fowlness. 1761 CHURCHILL
Rosciad 870 Behold the pipe-drawn bladders circling swim.

1856 Enquire Within (1862) 82 If little bladders appear, it

has attained that degree.

Q.fig. Anything inflated and hollow, like a blown-

p bladder.

1589 Pappe iu. Hatchet (1844) 27 A bladder of worldlie
vinde which swells in their hearts. 1627 SANDERSON Serin.
'.. 283 Prick the bladder of our pride. 1649 G. DANIKL
Trinarch., Rich. II, clxxvii, Hee . . With former Titles

swolne, vnwillingly Would loose that Bladder. 1734 POPE
Donne Sat. iv. 205 Such as swell this bladder of a court.

b. An inflated pretentious man ;

' a wind-bag.'
1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tijn. 279/2 Them that are

larebraines and bladders full of winde. 1616 R. C. Times'
'-Vhis. iii. 1115 Thou bladder full puft vp with vanity. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Rudge Ixii, My friend the noble captain
he illustrious general the bladder.

7. Bot. a. The inflated pericarp of some plants.
1578 LYTE Dodoens m. xc. 444 The flowers bring foprth

rounde balles, or blasted bladders. 1867 BAKER Nile Tribut.
i. 30 This vegetable silk is contained in a soft pod or
jladder about the size of an orange.
b. A hollow vesicle occurring as an appendage

of several plants, as the genus Utricularia, and
various sea-weeds. Cf. AIR-BLADDER.
1789 LIGHTFOOT Flora Scot. II. 904 Bladder Fucus . . In
he disc or surface are immersed hollow sphaerica! or oval

\ir-bladders. 1854 BALFOUR Bot. 973. 473 Bladderworts
,o called on account of the utricles or bladders con-

nected with the leaves. 1875 DARWIN Insect. PI. xvii,

The real use of the bladders is to capture small aquatic
animals.

t 8. ? A plant. Obs.
a 1500 in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 568 Bernla, Bleddere. [fic-rtila
= 'a herb, called also cardamine.']

9. Attrib. and Comb., as bladder chops ;
bladder-

less, -like, -puffed, adjs.

1549 LATIMER Serin, bef. Edw. VI, (Arb.) 66 These bled-

der puffed vp wylye men. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of
God 607 All the bladder-like humors of vaine glory. 1611

\Votn. is Weather Cock IV. ii, in Hazl. Dodsl. II. 67 Thy
jladder-chops and thy robustious words. 1698 J. PETIVER in

Phil. Trans. XX. 324 A turgid bladder-like Pod. 1847 TODD
Cycl. Anat. fj Phys. III. 253/2 The bladder scirrhus of Dr.
Benedict is nothing more than this form of hydatid disease.

881 Jrtil. Botany X. 28 Bladderless and thick-leaved.

10. Special comb., as bladder-angling, fishing
with a hook fixed to an inflated bladder ; bladder-

brand, a local name of the Bunt
; bladder-cam-

pion, the common book-name of Silcne infiala,
from the inflated calyx ; bladder-fern, a fern of

the genus Cystopteris, from their bladder-like in-

dusia ; bladder-fish, apparently a variety of the

globe-fish, Tetraodon ocellatus ; bladder-glass,
a glass vessel covered at one end with a piece of

bladder, for showing the atmospheric pressure, by
the bursting in of the bladder when the air is

exhausted from the vessel
;

bladder - green, a

green pigment obtained from the Common Buck-
thorn {Rhamn-its catharticus), sap-green; bladder-

herb, a name of the Winter Cherry, from its inflated

calyx ;
bladder-hole (see quot.) ; bladder-kelp

(
= bladder-wrack) ; bladder-nose, a species of

seal ; bladder-nut, the fruit of a kind of shrub,

Staphyleapinnata, contained in bladder-like pods;
also the shrub itself; bladder-plum (see quot.) ;

bladder-pot, English name of the 1 hysolobium,
a species of Leguminosce of South-west Australia ;

the American Bladder-pod is Vesicaria Shortii;

bladder-seed, English name of the Physospcr-

nnnn, from the loose outer coating of the unde-

veloped fruit ; bladder-senna, the Colutca arbo-

rescens, so called from its distended pods, and the

fact that its leaves are sometimes mixed with

senna leaves ; Sutherlandia frittescens, a showy
shrub of the Cape of Good Hope is found in

English gardens under the name of the Cape
Bladder - senna ( Treas. Bot) ; bladder - snout

(
= bladder-wort) ; bladder-tangle (

= bladder-

wrack) ; bladder-tree, the North American spe-
cies of the Bladder-nut tree (Staphylea trifoliata) ;

bladder -weed (
= bladder- wrack) ; bladder-

wort, a genus of water-plants, Utricitlaria [of
which the word is a mod. transl.], distinguished

by the small bags on roots, stems, and leaves,

filled with air, which keep them afloat during the

period of flowering ; bladder-wrack, a species of

sea-weed (f'ums vcsi(ulosus~\, with air bladders in

the substance of the fronds.

1883 Gd. Words Nov. 736/1 Bunt.. is known by various
names . . as smut-balls,

'

bladder-brand, stinking-rust, &c.

1770 in Phil. Trans. LX. 526 The. .property of rendring
the poison of the *bladder-fish .. more virulent. 1854 J.

SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. -SV. Chem. 296 If a bladder-glass
. .be laid flat on the plate of an air-pump . .the full force of

atmospheric pressure will take place externally on the tense

membrane. 1830 LINDLEY Xat. Syst. Bot. 114 The green
colour known under the name of 'Bladder-green. 1789

BLADE.
MILLS in mi. Trans. LXXX. 97 Higher up the hill is an
hard chert, with a kind of "bladder-holes. 1835 KIRBY
Hab. <$ lust. Anini. I. ix. 294 [Periwinkles] appear to make
the *

bladder-kelp . .a kind of submarine pasture. 1578 LYTE
Dodoens vl. Ix. 735 Of the "Bladder Nut. 1741 Compl.
Fain. Piece n. iii. 374 Several otherTrees and Shrubs, .are

now in Flower, as.. "Bladder Nut. 1869 MASTERS Veg.
Tera-t. 465 The stone of plums is occasionally deficient, as
in what are termed *b!adder-plums ;

some of these, con-

sisting merely of a thin bladder, are curiously like the pods
of Colutea. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxv. 360 Com-
mon * Bladder-Sena has an arboreous stem. .It grows twelve
or fourteen feet high. 1857 KINGSLEY Two Y. Ago I. 259
Every sea-snail crept to hide itself under the "bladder-

tangle. 1815 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 5) IV. 90/1 Common
*
blad-

der-wort, or hooded milfoil, grows in stagnant waters. 1839
G. FRANCIS Eng. Flora I The curious *Bladderwort, the

roots of which are furnished with little air bags. 1789
LIGHTFOOT Flora Scot. II. 904

* Bladder Fucus or Common
Sea Wrack. 1810 Edin. Rev. XVII. 146 The prickly tang
. -often grows intermixed with the *bladder-wrack.

Bladder, v. Also 6 blader, 7 blather, [f. prec.]

f 1. intr. To swell out like, or into, a bladder.

c 1440 in Halliw. Nugx P. 66 Avaryssia ys a souking sore,
He bladdyrth and byldeth alle in my boure. 1543 TRAIIK-

RON Vigo's Chirnrg. II. x. 23 Everye. .pustle that bladereth.

f2. trans. To inflate; to puff up, swell out.

1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. II. Iviii, A hollow globe
of glasse . . She full of emptiness had bladdered. Ibid. i.

Ixxii, Bladder'd vp with pride of his own merit, a 1625
BEAUM. & FL. i. H. (Halliw.) Fame Gathers but wind to

blather up a name. 1640 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. JV,
xxiv, To amuse the world, and bladder out Light Braines.

Ibid. Rich. II, xv, Bladder'd with Ambition.

3. To put into a bladder, as
' bladdered lard.'

Hence Bla'ddered///. a., Bla'ddering vbl. sl>.

and///, a.

1633 P. FLETCHER Efisa i. xxvi, Lest these goods might
swell my bladder'd minde. 1672 DRYDEN Conq. Granada
V. i. 168 'Till they have burst the bladder'd Cloud. 1697

Vergil Ded., They affect greatness in all they write :

but it is a bladdered greatness. 1885 Pall Mall G. 3 Sept.

4 A line of glittering bladdered olive-green seaweed. 1612

WOODALL Surg. Mate (1653) 32 Bladderings of the skin.

Bla'dderdash. (A mixture of bladder and

balderdash)
1826 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 221 His Spital

sermon.. the most empty bladderdash that ever attempted
to soar without gas.

Bladderet (blse-daret). Phys. rare. [f. BLAD-
DER sb. + -ET.] A small bladder ; a vesicle.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 200 Many vesicles or blad-

derets. 1656 DUGARD Gate Lat. Unl. 230. 63 The longish
bladderet of the gall. 1883 W. JOLLY Lift J. Duncan xvii.

172 The utricles or bladderets that give it its name.

Bladderskate, obs. form of BLETHERSKATE.

Bladdery (blse-d3ri),a. [f. BLADDER^. + -\'l.]

1. Of the nature of a bladder
;
thin and inflated ;

inflated and hollow, lit. andyf^.
1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxv. 370 A berry.. with a

bladdery pulp. 1810 CRABBE Borough ix, Th' entangled
weeds . . upborne on bladdery beads. 1831 Eraser's Mag.
III. 343 Bladdery laudations. 1870 HOOKKR Stud. Flora

51 Calyx bladdery-
2. Abounding in bladders or vesicles.

1798-9 COLERIDGE Lines to Lady ii, In dim cave with

bladdery seaweed strewed. 1880 BROWNING Pan ft Luna
60 The bladdery wave-worked yeast.

Bladdry, -ie, variant of BLATHERY St.

Blade (bl<?'d). Forms: I bleed, 4-5 blad, 5

bladde, blaad(e, blayd, 6 blaid, 3- blade.

[Com. Teut. : OE. bleed, neut., (pi. blado, bladu) =
OFris. bled, OS. blad (MDu. blat, Du. blad, LG.

blad), OHG., MHG. blat (mod.G. blatt), ON.
lilaS (Sw., Da. blad) :-OTeut. *blado-(m ; perh.

a ppl. formation (with suffix -io- do : Aryan -t6-)

from OTeut. verbal stem *blo-, sue BLOW v?,

cognate with 'L.Jlos. The long vowel in ME. and

modern Eng. appears to be derived from the

oblique cases and plural, blad-es, blad-o, made in

ME. into bla-des, bla-de. The I5th c. northern

spellings blayd, blaid, and Chaucer's dissyllabic

blade, bladde, require explanation. The sense-

history is notable : in German blatt is the general

word for '

leaf,' hub being the foliage collectively

of trees ;
in Norse ' herbs or plants have blaS,

trees have /an/'; but in OE. //o/is the general word

for ' leaf and '

foliage
'

; Hied occurs only once,

(as it happens, poetically, in the brad blado of the

plant of wickedness", and this sense is quite absent

in ME., while that of the 'blade' of an oar (also

in OE.), of a sword or knife, is frequent. ^It
would

almost seem then that the modern ' blade' of grass
or corn is a later re-transfer from ' sword-blade

'

;

while in regard to corn, there is some reason to

suspect influence of med.L. bladum, OF. bled corn,

wheat ;
at least these were evidently supposed to

be the same word. The mod.Sc. 'cabbage-blade'
also is prob. not directly connected with the OE. ;

but Norse influence may possibly have contributed

to a retention of the vegetable sense in the north.]

I. Of plants.
1. The leaf of a herb or plant ; originally per-

haps (as in Icelandic) applied to those of all herbs,

while /ca/was used of the foliage of trees. Now



BLADE.

applied dial. (e.g. in south of Scotland) to a
broad flat leaf, as the outer leaves of cabbage or
lettuce, the leaves of rhubarb, tobacco, etc. ;

in

literary Eng. only poetically and vaguely for 'leaf.'
a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. (Gr.) 994 Brad blado. 1785 BURNS

Dr. Hornbook xix, In a kail-blade, .send it. 1864 SWINBURNE
Atalanta. 1357 The low lying melilote And all of goodliest
blade and bloom that springs. 1877 BRYANT Lit. People ofStum 350 In shape like blades and blossoms of the field.

2. spec. The flat lanceolate leaves of grass and
cereals

; esp. such as spring from the root and
appear first above ground ; also the whole of such
plants before the spike or ear appears. (Cf. 4 :

botanically the leaves of grass are all
'

blade.')
c 1450 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker Vac. 583 Pestnca, the blaad

of corn or a strawe. 1523 FITZIIERB. Hiisb. 84 Redwheate
..is the greatteste corne, and the brodeste blades, and the
greattest strawe. 1577 B - GOOGE HereshacKs Hush. I. 27The eare..fyrst appeareth enclosed in the blade. 1397GERARD Herbal \. xl, From whence shoot foorth grassie
blades or leaues. 1611 BIBLE Mark iv. 28 First the blade,
then the eare, after that the full corne in the eare. 1670
Janna Ling. xii. 92 Corn raiseth it self up into a blade.
1727 SWIFT Gulliver n. vii, Who ever could make two ears
of corn, or two blades of grass, to grow . . where only one
grew before, would deserve better of mankind . . than the
whole race of politicians. 1849 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. i. ii.

(1866) 37 Disappointed at the delay which ensues before the
blade breaks the soil.

b. In the blade : while there is as yet only blade
or leaf, not yet in the ear. Alsoy?^-.
1584 R. SCOT Disc. Witchcr. i. iv, Transferee corne in the

blade from one place to another. 1589 Pappe a/. HatchetD uj b, Vnripened youthes, whose wisedomes are yet in the
blade. 1601 SHAKS. Airs WcllM. iii. 6 Naturall rebellion
done i th blade of youth. 1834 PRINGLE Afr. Sk. xiv. 472His corn was in the blade. 1847 TENNYSON Princess i. 31,
I had been, While life was yet in bud and blade, betroth'd.

t C. The grassy leaves of other endogens. Olis.

1578 LYTE Dodoens II. xxxvi. 195 The small floure Deluce
hath narrow long blades, almost like the leaues of the right
Gladyn. Ibid. v. Ixxiii. 640 Onyon hath leaues or blades
almost hke garlike. 1583 LLOYD Treas. Health Qj, Take
borage and leke blades. 1611 GUILLIM Heraldrir in. x. 115The field is sable, three Lilies slipped, their . . blades argent.

fd. Corn, growing corn, corn-crop. Obs. [Taken
as a translation of med.L. bladum, F. bled, tile.}
1553 EDEN Treat. New hid. (Arb.) 26 Nere vnto the citie

of Caigui groweth plentie of blade and ryce. 1555 De-
cades W. Ind. n. ix. (Arb.) 130 Lykewyse blades, settes,
shppes, grasses, suger canes.

t 3. ?A pointed shoot or 'spire' of any plant. Obs.
CI440 Anc. Cookery in Honseh. Ord. (1790) 445 Take the

blades of fenell. c 1440 Pnmp. Parv. 37 Blade of an herbe
[1409 blad or blade], tirsus. 1552 HULOET, Blade of a
chiboll or oymon, talia. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 8 Blade of
an herb, talia, 1634 T. HORNE Janna Ling. Index post.,
1 he blade of an hearb, talea.

f b. Applied by Grew to the 'style' of compo-
site flowers. Obs.

1674 GREW Anat. Plants v. 20 The Sheath, after some
time, dividing at the top, from within its Concave the Third
and innermost part of the Suit, sc. the Blade, advances and
displays itself.

4. Bot. The broad, thin, expanded part of a leaf,
as opposed to the petiole or foot-stalk

; the lamina
or limb

; also the corresponding part of a petal.
1833 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 260 The Blade . . is

subject to many diversities of figure and division. 1870HOOKER Stud. Flora 52 Petals with an appendage at the
base of the blade. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. i. i. 5 Foliage-
leaves, .consist of petiole and blade, or of blade only; the
blade being spread out horizontally.

II. Of other things.
6. The broad, flattened, leaf-like part (as distin-

guished from the shank or handle) of any instru-
ment or utensil, as a paddle, oar, battledore, bat,
spade, forceps ; from that of a paddle or oar (a
very ancient sense) extended to the parts of a
whale's tail, a paddle wheel, or screw propeller,
which act similarly upon the water.

<

i
IOO<l/ELFR 'c Glass - !n Wr--Wiilcker Voc. 167 Palmula,

roores blaid. c 1050 Ags. Gloss, ibid. 182 Palmula, arblaxi.
1674 PETTY Disc. off. R. Sac. 59 Suppose, that the Oars re-
main the same length, but that the Blade be doubled 1770
ROBERTSON in Phil. Trans. LX. 321 The tail, as in all the
whale tribe, was placed horizontal a little forked

; the blades
were of a wedge shape, and fourteen feet from tip to tip
1835 TODD Cycl. Anat. , Phys. I. 224/2 Seized between the
blades of a forceps. 1854 G. B. RICHARDSON Univ. Code v.
7602 How many blades have you to screw propeller 1 1880
V. L. CAMERON Fat. Highw. II. xiii. 274 A spade with a
blade the size of the palm of one's hand. 1886 HOLM is
Mortal Antif. n, Their blades flashed through the water.

b. The front flat part of the tongue.
1877 SWEET Handbk. Phonetics 2 Of the tongue we dis-

Imguish . . the '

blade
'

which includes the upper surface of
the tongue immediately behind the point.

' Lower blade
'

implies . . the lower . . surface. Ibid. 48 A blade consonant
rather advanced.

6. The thin cutting part of an edged tool or
weapon, as distinguished from the handle.
1330 R. BRUNNE C/iron. i. 350 Caliborne, bat gode brond

. .Ten fote longe was ben be blade, c 1386 CHAUCER Ktales
r. 10 And of a swerd ful trenchaunt was the blade, c 1450
Nominate in Wr. -Wiilcker ^.'735 Sindula, a blayd [among
parts of a knife]. 1530 PAI.SGR. 198/2 Blade of a knyfe
almnelle. i6n BIBLE Judges iii. 22 The haft also went in
after the blade. 1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (1703) 114
Pricker. Is vulgarly called an Awl : Yet. .it hath most com-
monly a square blade, which enters the Wood better than
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a round blade will. 1720 Land. Gaz. No. 5852/12 Lost . .

..Sword.. the Bladealittlerusty. 1831 J. HOLLAND^/<Z;</
Metals I. 280 A penknife blade is formed at two heats
1849-32 TODD Cycl. Anat. f, Phys. IV. 913 The blade ofth
sutonal tooth. 1880 BiRDwooD/rf. Art II. 3 The blades o
Damascus .. were in fact of Indian iron.

7. The blade being the essential part of such

weapons etc. is often put for the whole, esp. in

poetry and literary language.
c 1323 . E. Allit. P. B. 1 105 Nauber to cout ne to kerue

with knyf ne wyth egge, For-by brek he be bred blade
wythouten. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 618 A long surcote o
pers vp on he hade [v.r. haade, hadde] And by his syde lit
baar a rusty blade [so 4 MSS. ; v.r. blaade, bladde]. 1460
2'<nuneley Myst. 40 The shynyng of youre bright blaydo I

gars me quake for ferd to dee. 1583 STANYHURST sEneis I

(Arb.) 23 Theyre blades they brandisht. 1399 SHAKS. Mjicl
Ado Y. i. 190 You breake ie;,ts as bra^gards do their blades
1776 GIBBON Dec!. % F. 1. 13 He drewhis sword . . a short well
tempered Spanish blade. 1832 MACAU LAY Armada 28 Ho
gunners, fire a loud salute : ho ! gallants, draw your blades

b. fig. (Cf. weapon.)
1692 A. PITCAIRNE Babell?%i He did his trustie tongue

unsheath . . It was a bjade that he could trust. 1735 OLDYS
Life RaleiRh Wks. 1829 I. 384 Cecyll .. play'd a smooth
edge upon Ralegh throughout the trial

;
his blade seemed

ever anointed with the balsam of compliment or apology.
8. a. A broad flattened bone or part of a bone,

as the cheek blades, jaw-blades; esp. the flat, tri-

angular-shaped bone of the shoulder called the
shotilder-blade or blade-bone, the scapula ; also th_

corresponding bone of the fore leg of animals.
b. One of the scythe-shaped plates in which
whalebone occurs.
a 1300 lta-,'elok 2644 Bi the shudre-blade The sharpe

swerd let wade. 1398 TREYISA Barth. De P. R. \-. xxvi. (1495)
135 Sholder blades ben. .hight blades for they ben shape as
a broele swerde. ^35 COYERDALE Tab. vi. 3 Take him by
the cheke blade, and drawe him to the. 1600 CHAPMAN Iliad
v. 577 Atrides' lance did gore Pylemens shoulder in the
blade. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. i. 20 Nor put up Blow, but
that which laid Right worshipful on Shoulder-blade. 1802
BimuY XonM. Biag. (1813) II. 22 A Whale, the longest
blade of whose mouth measures nine or ten feet. 1878 J.MARSHALL Anat. Artists 17 The two scapula;, shoulder
bones, or blade-bones.

9. Used of other things ; as a blade of mace.
1653 WALTON Angler 158 Mixt, with a blade or two of

Mace. 1677 MOXON Mecli. Exerc. (1703) 231 Put the blades
of the Quadrants into two Slits. (11718 PENN Tracts Wks.
1726 I. 498 That he ever took . . one Clove, Nutmeg, Blade
of Mace, or Skain of Silk .. I utterly deny. 1825' S. & S.
ADAMS Compl. Servant 97 Put a blade of mace, and a
quartered nutmeg into a quart of cream. 1836 KANE Arct.
E.tp. II. i. 17 Take a blade of bone, and scrape off all the
ice from your furs.

10. Senses of doubtful origin : a. Arch.
1851 Diet. Archit., BlaJt; a word sometimes applied,

as well as Back, to the principal rafter of a roof 1879
Shropshire Gloss. (E. D. S.), Blade, that timber in a roof
which goes at an angle from the top of the '

king-post
'

to
the beam of the '

principal.'

f b. A staff, pole, shaft. Also found as blede.

1359 Wills Sf Inv. N. C. (1853) 170 Two long wayne blayds
..9 ashilltresse and a plowe. 1627 JACKSON Creed vn. xviii.
12 To receive the prize, or (as the original word imports)

to snatch it from the blede or staff whereto they run.

t c. Blades a spindle for winding yarn upon.
f "475 Glass, in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 794 Hoc girgillnm, a

bladys. Hie virgillus, a yerwyndylleblad. 1330 PALSGR.
184 I'm-s tounuttes, a payre of wyndynge blades. Ibid.
646, I ontwyne yarne of the spyndel or blades. 1552
HULOET, Blades or yarne wyndles, an instrumente of hus-
wyfery, girgillus, valutariiim.

III. Applied to a man. [Prob. connected with
senses 6, 7, though whether as a fig. use of these,
or as a wielder of a blade, does not appear from
the 83 earliest quotations examined.]
11. A gallant, a free-and-easy fellow, a good

fellow ;

'
fellow ', generally familiarly laudatory,

sometimes good-naturedly contemptuous. (The
original sense is difficult to seize : Bailey 1 730
says, 'a bravo, an Hector; also a spruce fellow,' a
beau '

; Johnson
' a brisk man, either fierce or gay,

called so in contempt.') (Now colloquial or slangy :

in literature, chiefly a reminiscence of last century.)
1592 SHAKS. Rom. <j Jul. n. iv. 31 By lesu a very good

blade, a very tall man. 1640 NABBES Bride n. i, Go carry
the blades in the Lion a pottle of Sack from me. 1658
USSHER Ann. 159 Sending for such.. as he knew to be
blades, and had good hearts and head-peeces of their
owne. 1667 PEPYS Diary (1879) IV. 354 As the present
fashion among the blades is. 1703 HICKERINGILL Priest-
Cr. it. v. 57 These are the Blades must do all, though
they do all ill. 1760 Land. Mag. XXIX. 224 Gentlemen of
the town, as a sort of Blades may be well y'clep'd. 1818
COBBETT Resia. U. S. (1822.1 354 A blade whom I took for a
decent tailor.

b. usually taking force and colour from an
attribute :

comical, fantastical, cynical, crafty, knowing, saucy,
worthy, old, young, etc.
c 1600 Rob. //0<W(Ritson) n. vi. 73 This is a mad blade

the butchers then said. 1629 FORD Lover's Melanch. i. ii.

(1839) 4 He's an honest blade, though he be blunt. 1646LVKLYN Mem. (1857) I. 243 A true old blade, and had been
a very curious virtuoso, etc. 1649 C. WALKER Hist. Indef.
n. 184 I hose free spirited Blades whom Oliver raised
into a Mutiny. 1682 N. O. tr. Boileau's I.ntriit i. Argt. 2

BLADING.
Three swashing Blades. 1714 ELI.WOOD Aittobiog. (1765)
143 These two Baptists were topping Blades. 1726 AM
HERST Terra I'll. 185 [In] All-Souls college one afternoon,
several jovial blades . . were sitting there over a pipe and a
bottle. 1779 JOHNSON Lett. II. ccxviii. 75 When we meet
we will be jolly blades. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, i, Two
dashing young blades. 1822 W. IRVING Braceb. Hall ix. 75He was one of the most roaring blades of the neighbour-
hood. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge v, He's a knowingb ade. 1837 SIR F. PALGRAYE Norm. $ Eng. II. 443 The clever
old crafty blade spoke out with.. a thorough knowledge.

c. sometimes with local or official attribute.
^1626 Dick of Devon n. i. in Bullen O. PI. II. 26 My

Devonshire blade, honest Dick Pike. 1638 SUCKIIN<; Gob-
lins in Fragm. Am. (16461 35 [He] askes much after cer-
tame Brutish blades, One Shakespeare and Fletcher. 1663
Hist. Craimoillm Select, llarl. Misc.( 17931 367 [Cromwell]
packs up a juncto of army blades . . who constitute a high
court of justice. 1735 CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 406 Exposed
to any sudden attempt from, .the Buckinghamshire blades.
1882 J. GREENWOOD Tag, Rag q Co. xiii. 106 Adventures
of a keen \ orkshire blade.

IV. 12. Comb, and Attrib., as blade-forger,
-metal, -mill, -smith, etc.; blade-like, -vise adj. and
adv.

; also blade-bone, the shoulder-blade, the

corresponding bone of animals and 'joint' of meat ;

blade-fish, one of the Ribbon-fishes (Trichiurus
Upturns}.

i678 MARYELL Life Wks. 1776 III. 463, I shall have the
sweet 'blade-bone broiled. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil in. iv, A
deformity occasioned by the displacement of the *bladebone
1831 J. HOLLAND Man,,f. Metals I. 300 Hammers, .used bythe 'blade-forgers. 1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. ,5- Phys. V. 157/1The shaft being long and ^blade-like. 1645 MILTON Colast.
Wks. (1851) 357 The men of Toledo had store of good

*
blade-

mettle, c 1400 Dfstr. Troy v. 1592 Bochers, *bladsmythis
baxters. 1569 ll-'illsf,- Inv. N. C. 1. 11835)301 John Tedcastle
of Gatisheid, M,laidsmith.

Blade ,bl,
T d\ v.

ff. prec. sb. Cf. Ger. blatten
in sense i.]

1. trans. To take off the blades (senses i, 3\ dial.
c 1440 I'romp. Pan:. 37 Bladyn hcrbys, or take away the

bladys, detirso. 1818 Etiiii. Mag. Sept. 155 (JAM.) When
she had gane out to blade some kail for the pat. 1880
Antrim $ Down Gloss. (E. D. S. ), To Blcuie mangles, to
take the outside leaves off growing mangolds.
2. To provide with a (cutting) blade.
c 1440 Promp. Pars. 37 Bladyn haftys, stindnlo. 1801

W. TAYLOR in Mcmth. Mag. XII. 590 To blade the prow of
the gondola of embassy.
3. intr. To put foith blades or leaves.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny XVIIL xvii, Otherwise the corn would

never spindle, but blade still, and run all to leafe. 1633
P. FLETCHER Elisa n. xxxv, Down falls her glorious leaf,and never more it bladeth. 1869 BLACKMOKE Lorna D. iv,
Grass was blading out upon it.

1 4. To blade if : to fight. To blade it out : to

fight a matter out with the sword. Obs.
1571 R. EDWARDS Damon $ P. in Dodsley (17801 I 194

Rather than I wyll lose the spoyle, I wyll blade it out.
'389 Pappe 7<>. Ha.tcliet 15 None dare blade it with thee.

Bladed (bl^-ded),///. a.
[f. BLADE + -ED.]

1. Formed as a blade, lanceolate.
1578 LYTE Dodoens n. xxxvii. 195 The stinking flagge or

Gladyn hath long narrow bladed leaves.

2. Having, producing, or abounding in blades.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. i. i. 211 Decking with liquid pearle

the bladed grasse. 1687 DRYDEN Hind % P. i. 225 Nor
bladed grass, nor bearded corn succeeds. 1737 THOMSON
Summer 57 From the bladed field the fearful hare limps,
awkward. 1814 WORDSW. E-fcnrs. I. 740 The soft and
^laded grass, Springing afresh.

b. Her. Having blades distinctly tinctured.
1611 GUILLIM Heraldry in. ix. in He beareth .. three

Wheate stalkes, Bladed and Eared.
3. ? Enclosed in the blade, not yet in full ear.

(Cf.
'
in the blade

'

;
and see discussion in Furness.)

1605 SHAKS. Mace. iv. i. 55 Though bladed Corne be lodg'd,
xnd Trees blown downe.
4. Stripped of the blades.
161 1 COTGR., Porrean sectil, the cut Leeke . . bladed Leeke.

Mott. Sc. A bladed cabbage.
5. Having a blade, as an oar, a sword, etc.

1837 New Month. Mag. XLIX. 477 The broad bladed
pear. 1839 Men: Mar. Mag. (1860) VII. 17 The Prince
was supplied with a three-bladed fan.

6. Min. Having a structure characterized by long
larrow plates.

Bladelet (bU-i-dlet). [see -LET.] A small blade.
1839 TODD Cycl. Anat. e, Phys. V. 288/2 The corresponding
econdary veins on the opposite side of the bladelet

t Bla'der. Obs. [f. BLADE + -EK.]
1. A maker of blades

;
a blade-smith.

1398 STOW Sum. xxviii. (1603) 247 Ordinances, .made be-
wixt the Bladers, and the other Cutlers. 1766 ENTICK
London IV. 357 Smiths, forgers of blades, and therefore
ailed bladers.

2. The user of a blade ; a swordsman.
1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 398 That the sanctuaries
hould be a safegarde. .not to bladers and cutters.
3. Comb., as three-blader = three-bladed (.knife).
1870 Daily ffnos 12 July, Fancy the embarrassment of. .

aving to cut anything with a twenty blader.

Blader, obs. form of BLADDER.

Blading v blri'dirj), vbl. s/>.
[f. BLADE v. + -ING i.]

1. The shooting out into blade ; sprouting.
IS48UDALL, etc. Ercam. Par. Lnte\\\\, In the first bladyni;

t perished 1633 T. BAILEY Life Fisher i. (1655) 7 The
lademg of the B leld.

t 2. Fighting with blades or swords. Obs.
1577 HOLINSHKD Descr. Irel. in Chron II. 17/2 Hemaketh
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BLADISH.

blading his dailie breakefast. a 1624 Bp. M. SMITH Serin.

(1632) 278 Whence are quarrels, blading, wounds without

cause ?

Bladish (bl,?idij"), a. rare. [f. BLADE sb. +

-I3H.] Of or belonging to a ' blade
'

; blade-like.

1819 R. RABELAIS Abeittard fg Hel. 15 That old beaux
with bladish tricks.

Blady (bli-di), a. [f. BLADES. + -Y!.] Charac-

terized by a blade or blades
;
blade-like.

1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xix. (1748) 333 The blady grass

unwholesome . . and harsh. 1645 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxiv.

(1658) 267 How should a bone here be hollow, there be

blady. ^1758 J. DYER To Aaron Hill 41 With curling
moss and blady grass o'ergrown.

Blae (bl<>, bll3, bb"), a, (sb.) Obs. exc. Sc. and

north, dial. Forms : 3-5 bla, blaa, 3 bloa, 3-6

bio, 4 blowe, 4-6 bloo, 5 bloe, 6- blae, (dial.

1 bley, 9 blay, bleea, 7- blea). [ME. bio, bloo,

in north, dial, bla, blaa, a. ON. bid (sing. masc.

bldr) dark blue, livid (Sw. bla, Da. blaa blue),

cogn. w. OHG. blao :-*l>law (MHG. bid, blawer,

mod.G. blau), MLG. bld(w, OFris. bldw, bl&u

(MDu. bla, bl&u, Du. blaauw\, OE. (rare) blow (or

lilseiu, whence blsKUien :bldiuin):OffxA. *blwo-z

blue. The German bldw was adopted in Ro-

manic (med.L. blavus, OSp. blavo, Pr. blau, lilava,

F. bleu), whence it also passed into Eng. in the

form blew, now BLUE, with the sense '

cseruleus,'

while bla, bio retained the ONorse sense ' lividus.'

The midland and southern Eng. form was bio, bloe,

which survived till the i6th c.
;
but the word is

now only northern Eng. and Sc. in the forms blae,

blea, bleae, bley, blay. (These dialects have also

blue in its ordinary sense, distinct from Mae.)']

A. adj. 1. Of a dark colour between black and

blue; blackish blue ;
of the colour of the blae-berry

( Vaccinium Myrtillus) ;
livid

; also, of a lighter

shade, bluish grey, lead-coloured. (Sometimes

perh., in early writers, simply = Blue.)
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 637 Rein-bowe, men cleped reed and

bio. 1330 R. BRUNXF. Ckron. 173 pe sailes. .som were blak

bio, Som were rede & grene. c 1375 '! BARBOUR St. Justine

733 Blae pic gert & brynstane bla. c 1384 CHAUCER //.

Fame 1647 Suche a smoke gan out wende . . Blak bloo

[y. r. b!o] grenyssh swart rede, c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 40

Bloo, coloure, lividus, luridus. c 1460 Towneley Myst.

224 My barne. .Bete as bio as lede. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis

vii. xiv. 10 That wondrus monstre, wyth wyd chaftis bla.

1365 GOLDING Ovid's Met. HI. (1593) 56 Licking with his

bio And blasting toong their sorie wounds. 1641 BEST
Farm. Bks. 99 It is usually a blea, flinty, wheate . . the

meale of it is of a darkish, bley, and flinty colour. 1781

J. HUTTON Tour to Caves Gloss. (E. D. S.), Blea, a lead

colour. 1796 J. MARSHALL Yorksk. (ed. 21 II. 65 The blue,

blow, or lead-coloured flax provincially,
'

blea-line.' 1833

Smuggler 34 Knee-breeches and blay-thread stockings.

1875 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s.v. Bleea, As bleea as a whet-

stone. [Hence, the names of the Blea or Blae Tarns, in

Langdale, Eskdale, and Borrowdale, of Blea Water in

Mardale, and the Bleas byUllswater, in the Lake district.]

b. esp. Applied to the complexion or colour of the

human body, as affected by cold, or contusion :

Livid. Hence black and blae, now altered to

black and blue : see BLACK a. 13.
? a 1200 Leges Quat. Burgorum (Acts Par!. Sc. I.) Si quis

verberando fecerit aliquem blaa et blodi [cf. transl. 1609].

c 1300 in Wright Lyric P. xxix. 86 Ant thi bodi colde, thi

ble waxeth bio. a 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5260 Alle bla

and blody als he ban was, When he deyhed for mans tres-

pas. a 1400 Isumbras 311 Made his flesche fulle blaa!

cny> Hymns to Virg. (1867) 10 Hise sidis bloo and blodi

were, a 1529 SKELTON Prayers Wks. I. 140 Thy body wan
& bio. 1609 SKENF. Reg. Maj. 130 Gif ane man strikes ane

other, and makes him blae and bloudie. 1709 M. BHUCE

Soul-Con/, ii (JAM.) You will stand with a blae counten-

ance before the tribunal of God. 1785 BURNS Twa Herds

xii, Aft ha'e made us black and blae, Wi' vengefu' paws.
Mod. Sc. Blae wi' cauld.

Hence t bias-making.
\$&Aoerd. Reg. V. i6(jAM.)Conwict [=convicted] for the

blud drawing, blamaking & strublens.

c. Applied to the colour of the sea.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. C. 134 Blowes bobe at my bode vpon
bio watteres. c 1400 Emare 318 in Ritson Metr. Rom. II,

The water so bio. 1503 HAWES Examp. Virt. x. 180 Ner

lettynge of this water bio.

2. Of the weather : Bleak, sunless. [From the

prevailing colour of the landscape.]
1513 DOUGLAS SEneis vn. Prol. 130 The mornyng bla, wan,

and har. 1789 BURNS Ep. J. Tetmant 3 This blae eastlin

wind. 1818 Edin. Mag. 503 (JAM.) It was in a cauld blae

hairst day. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. 1 1. 1 19 Though floods

of winter bustling fall Adown the arches bleak and blea.

t 3. Dark, black : only in the early comb, bla-

mon, BLOMAN ' a blackamoor
'

[ON. blama&r].

f 4. Tawny. Obs. rare.

31400 Gloss, in Rel. Ant. I. 8 Fulvus, bloo.

5. Dingy-coloured,
'

grey,' as opposed to white

unbleached. [So OSp. blavo, though = F. bleu

meant '

yellowish grey.']

1869 Dublin Gen. Advert. 24 Dec., Twilled and plain white

calico sheets, .blay ditto.

B. sb. A bluish grey indurated clay occurring

in thin slaty strata.

[c 1440 Promt. Pan:. 40 Bio erbe, argilla.} 1724 FRASKR

in State 345 (JAM. I The mettals I discovered were a coarse

free stone and blaes. 1757 PMl. Trans. L. 145 Anothei
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mineral that the miners call blaes is a cliffery stratum of a

jlueish colour. ?i8n Statist. Ace. Hebrides 149 (JAM.)
31ae (which is a kind of soft slate).

Blae, Sc. form of BLEA v. to bleat.

Blaeberry (bl^-beri, bli--1. Also (5 blabery),
i ble-, 9 blea-, blay-, bleeaberry. [f.

BLAE +

BERRY : in ON. blether, Sw. blabdr, Du. blaabar.']

1. The common name in Scotland and the north

of England of the BILBERRY or whortleberry (Vac-

cinium Myrtillus}. Applied to fruit and plant.

[1483 Cath. Angl. 33 A Blabery.] 1562 TURNER Herbal
I. Lj, Takyng the bleberries or hurtel berries, a 1758
RAMSAY Poems (1800) II. 107 (JAM.) Gif I could find blae-

ierries ripe for thee. 1822 BEWICK Mem. 256 The creeping

roundlings, the blea-berry, the wild strawberry, the hare-

jell. 1861 GEIKIE in Gd. Words Feb. 76/1 Yonder pastoral

'lens, where we boys were wont to gather blaeberries and

unipers. 1862 Corn. Mag. V. 457 Branches loaded with

:he tiny purple blae berry, the bloom yet fresh on them.

2. Also applied to cognate species.

1853 KANF- Grinnell Exp. xix. (1856) 143 Here I saw the

jleaberry (vaccinium uliginosuin] in flower and in fruit,

1861 Miss PRATT Flmver. PI. III. 353.

tBlEed-fast, a. Obs. [OE. bled-feest,
f. blsed

prosperity + -fsest, -FAST.] Prosperous ; glorious.
a looo Beowulf 2602 Heo . . abreat blaed-fajstne beorn.

1205 LAY. 6986 BlasS-fest king. Ibid. 10100 He wes swiSe

ikeofsest.

Blae'neSS. north, dial. (Frequent in ME. in

the form blonesse.) [f.
BLAE + -NESS.]

' Blae
'

quality; lividness as of a wound or stripe.

1382 WYCLIF Ex. xxi. 25 Wounde for wounde, blones for

blones. 1398 TRF.VISA Earth. De P. R. v. xvii. (1495) 122

Bloones of lyppes. Mod. Sc. The blaeness of his lips.

t Blaff
,
v. Obs. [perh. a. Du. and LG. blaffen,

an imitative word (cf. BAFF v.) : cf. also ME
wlaffai in same sense.] To bark (as a dog).
1699 CAPT. COWLEY I'oy. (17291 6 Seals, which would rise

iut of the water, and blafFlike a dog.

Bla'flum, sb. Sc. Also bleflum, blephum,
blawflum, blafura. Deception, imposition, hoax.

a 1661 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1765) i. ii. (JAM ) Many . . when

they go to take out their faith, they take out a fair nothing
. . a bleflume. a 1662 R. BAILLIE Lett. (1775) I. 201 (JAM.)

All his act was but a blephum. 1788 E. PICKEN Poems 63

(JAM.) Fine blaw-flums o
r

teas That grow abroad. 1880

PATTERSON Antrim fy Down Gloss. (E. D. S., lllaftum,

blafum, nonsense ; something said to mislead.

Hence Blaflumry, blaeflummery.
1819 A. BALFOUR Campbell I. 328 (JAM.) A' that blaeflum-

mery that's makin sic a haliballoo in the warld.

Bla'flum, v. Sc. trans. To impose upon.
1728 RAMSAY H'ks.fAif,) I. 221 The chair Which bears him

to blaflum the fair.

Ii Blague (blag), sb. [Fr.] Pretentious falsehood,
'

humbug.'
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. (1857) II. in. v. vi. 313 The largest,

most inspiring piece of blague manufactured, for some cen-

turies. 1865 Day of Rest Oct. 580 That is all blague. 1886

HUXLEY in Pall Mall G. 13 Apr. 13/2 It believes in shibbo-

leths and sentimental blague.

I! Blague, v. [F. blaguer, f. the sb.] To tell lies.

1883 Century Mag. 743 She laughed and said I blagued.

Blaik(e, var. BLAYKE a. bleak, pale.

Blai'keii, v. Sc. [f. prec.] To make pale.

1570 Sempill Ballatcs (1872) 50 Paill of the face, baith

blaiknit, blude and ble.

Blain (bl?in). Forms : I blejen, 3 blein(e,

3-5 bleyn(e, 3-8 blane. 5-6 blayn(e, 6-7 blaine,

6- blain. [OE. blegen str. fern.,
-- MDu. Heine,

Du. blein, LG. bleien, Da. blegn ;
OTeut. form

possibly *blegand- : cf. OHG. blehin-ougi
'

lippus.']

1. An inflammatory swelling or sore on the sur-

face of the body, often accompanied by ulceration ;

a blister, botch, pustule ; applied also to the erup-

tions in some pestilential diseases. Cf. CHILBLAIN.
c looo Sax. Leechd. \. 380 Wi3 ba blejene jenim nijon

segra and seorS big faeste. a 1225 St. Marker. 18 Barst on

to bleinen beet hit aras up oueral. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3027
Blein on erue and man. 1382 WYCLIF 70/'ii, 7 He smot lob

with the werste stinkende bleyne [1388 wickid botche,

COVERD. sore byles]. c 1440 Bone Flor. 2024 The fowlest

mesell bredd Of pokkys and bleynes bloo. 1529 MORE
Comfort agst. Tribulat. in. Wks. 1224/1 Yf his fynger dooe

but ake of an hoate blaine. 1544 ASCHAM Toxoph. lArb.) 49
A litle blayne. .in his finger, may kepe him. 1583 STUBBES
Aflat. Abas. (1877) 96 It bringeth ulcerations, scab, scurf,

blain. 1612 WOODALI. Surg. Hale Wks. (1653) 332 The third

manifest and demonstrative sign of [the Plague] . . is the

Pestilential Blain. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 180 Botches and
blaines must all his flesh imboss. 1850 LAYARD AYtW/z
vii. 154 Children . . covered with discoloured blains.

Jig. 1866 Land. Rev. 10 Mar. 276/1 Some moral blain has

suddenly broken out on. -a fair character.

2.
' A distemper incident to beasts, consisting in

a bladder growing on the root of the tongue

against the wind-pipe, which at length swelling,

stops the breath' (Chambers Cycl. 1727-51).

f Jamieson's sense 'A mark left by a wound,' is

apparently erroneous.

3. Comb, tblain-grass,? clover; fblain-worm,
some parasitic insect

; alsoyTf.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 35 Blaynegrasse, trifolium. 1657

BKOME Queen v. viii. 123 Are you so tart, Court Blain-

worm? 1658 ROWLAND Moujfet's Theat. his. looo In Eng-
lish it [the Buprestis] is called a Blaimvorm, or Troings.

a 1722 LISLE Husb. (1752) 342 If the blain-worm be broken

in the mouth of the cow . . he knows no cure for it.

BLAME.

Blaill, v. [f. prec.] trans. To affect with blains
;

to blister. Hence Blained///.a., Blarning vbl.sb.

[c looo Sax. Leecltd. II. 4 Wij> jeblejnadre tungan.] 1394
P. PI. Crede 299 Nou han bei bucled schon for bleynynge
of her heles. 1830 GALT in Fraser's Mag. I. 269 The re-

coiling boughs had. .sorely blained. .his cheeks.

Blaise, -ze, Blait, Sc. var. BLAZE, BLATE, BLEAT.

Blait, obs. form of ELATE.

Blaithrie, -dry, variants of BLATHEKY.

Blak, obs. form of BLACK and of BLAKE.

t Blake, a. Obs. exc. dial. Also 3-4 blae,

blak. [Chiefly northern : probably therefore, since

OE. d remained in the north as a (e. g. ake, stane,

'are), blake was the direct phonetic descendant

of OE. bide pale (in early southern ME. bloc,

BLOKE), a common Teut. adj.
= OS. bile, O'S.blcikr,

OHG. bleili, OTeut. *b!aiko-z shining, white, pale, f.

root of blikan to shine, BLIKE. Cf. the synonyms
BLEAK, BLEYKE, BLOKE. In Eng. the notion of
'

shining,' i. e. white from excess of light, passed

entirely into that of 'pale,' i.e. white from deficiency

of colour, dead white. This added to the formal

confusion with BLACK, since ' dark
'

and '

pale
'

alike express deficiency or loss of colour.]

1. Pale, pallid, wan : implying deficiency or loss

of colour, esp. of the ruddy hue of health, or of the

full green of vegetation ;
of a sickly hue : thus

passing on one side into 'ash-coloured, livid,' on

another into ' withered yellow,' whence sense 3.

(Many early instances of blake may be examples of blak

black, with final e inflexional or phonetic, the context leav-

ing the sense uncertain. Some early forms written blae.

Hall, also stand for blak, blake, and belong here. See

what is said under BLACK of the confusion of the forms of

blxc and bide, already in OE.)
i 1205 LAY. 1888 Whil heo weoren blake.. whil heoweoren

nede. 19890 ^Enne stunde he wes blae . . while he wes

reod. 4-1400 St. Alexius (Cott.) 236 So was he lene and

blake of hewe. c 1420 A nturs A rth. Ii, Thayre blees weren

so blake. Alle blake was thayre blees. c 1420 Pallad. on

Hush. i. 187 The vynes blake awaie thowe take, eke greene
And tender vynes kytte. 1530 PALSGR. 306 Blake, wan of

colour, c 1596 King- f,-
Barter 7 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 4

Blake kow heydys sat he apon.

2. Yellow. (Current in north England, from

Cumberland to the Humber; but app. unknown in

Scotland, and in the Eng. midlands.)

1691 RAY N. C. Wds., Blake, Yellow, spoken of Butter

and Cheese. As blake as a Paigle. 1851 Cumberland
Gloss, s.v., As blake as a marigold. 1864 ATKINSON Whitby
Gloss. s.v., As blake as butter. 1877 Holderness Gloss. 30
Blake [Hornsea and Bridlington], of a light yellow colour.

t Blake, v. Obs. Forms : I blaoian, 2-3

blakien, 3-4 blaken, 3-5 blake.
^
[ME. blake(n,

was app. the north, repr. of OE. blacian to become

pale, f. blae shining, white, pale : see BLAKE a.

The normal southern form would have been blokien,

bloke(n, of which there are a few I3thc. instances:

see BLOKE v. In spelling, this vb. was confounded

with blakien, blaken to grow black or dark (see

BLACK v.) ; and at length became obs., its place

being taken by bleyke(n, bleike(n from ON. and by
the cognate bleke(n and BLEACH.]
1. intr. To become pale.
1205 LAY. 19799 His neb bigon to blakien [1250 blokie].

Ibid. 7524 He ne blakede no. a 1225 St. Marhar. 9 Hire

bleo bigon to blakien. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 183 po
Normans . . of contenance gan blaken. c 1460 Bone Flor.

579 Hur ble beganne to blake.

?2. trans. To make pale.
(Doubtful : Miitzner's example belongs to BLACK v. 2.)

Blake, early ME. form of BLACK a. and v.

\ Blakeberyed. Obs. Used by Chaucer with

uncertain meaning. Skinner in I7th c. suggested
' sent to the realms of darkness

'

;
others would

connect it with BLACKBERRY.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. Prol. 78, I rekke neuere whan they

been beryed, Though that hir soules goon a blakeberyed

[so 5 MSS., Lansd. a blakberied, Petw. o blakbuned].

Blakenes^s, obs. f. of BLACKNESS.

Blaky, obs. form of BLEAKY.

Blamable : see BLAMEABLE.

Blamange, -manger, obs. forms of BLANC-

MANGE.
Blame (bU'm), v. Also 3-4 blam, 3-6 blamen,

(5 Ca^Vowblasmen). [a. OF. bldmer,blasmer( = Pr.

and OSp. blasmar, It. biasimare (\-blasimare) to

blame) :-late L. blasphcmarc to revile, reproach,

ad. Gr. $Kaa$i\\Ltiv to BLASPHEME ;
introduced into

L. in the lang. of the New Test. The phonetic

changes in blasphemarc, biasimare, blasmar, bias-

mcr, blamer, blame, and the modified sense, are

due to the continuous popular use of the word
;

the original form and sense are reproduced in the

learned or semi-popular blasphemed]

1. trans. To find fault with ;
to censure (an ac-

tion, a person for his action) : the opposite of to

praise.
CI200 Trin. Coll. //>/. 73 Drede letteS be mannes shrifte

. .swiche men blamed be prophete on be sealm boc. a 1225

Ancr. R. 64 Ne he ne cunne ou nouSer blamen \?:r. lastin,



BLAME.
laste] ne preisen. c 1386 CHAUCER Man Lames T. 8 Thow
blamest crist, and seist ful bitterly, He mysdeparteth
richesse temporal. 1483 CAXTON Cato Biij, Thow oughtestnot to blame ne dyspreyse other. 1523 LD. BEKNEES f'roiss.
I.clxxxvi. 221 Of this aduenture the prouost was greatly
blamed. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Slir. in. ii. 27 Goe girle, I can-
no^ blame thee now to weepe. 1633 HEYWOOD .;< Trav
in. i. Wks. 1874 IV. 43 Who can blame him to absent him-
selfe from home? 1676 RAY Corr. d84 8) 123, I had not
blamed him had he acknowledged his authors. 1737 DE
FOB Syst Magic I. iii. (1840) 84 All they can blame him
for. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 77 To blame the revo-
cation of the Edict of Nantes. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)
I. So We blame our fathers for letting us be spoiled,
t 2. To address with rebuke ; to reprove, chide,

scold. Obs.

1297 R GLOUC. 163 Bi fore hym he lette brynge ys men& bi gan hem faste blame. 1382 WYCLIK Luke viii. 24 Andhe risynge. blamyde the wynd, and the tempest of watir
1483 CAXTON G dc la Tour Fivb, She shalle not make
herself to be blamed ne to be bete. 1528 MORE Hcresycs
i. Wks. 116/1 Ihe good kinge Dauyd . . blamed his folishe
wife. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Jack Cade v, No reproche can be
to much to blame her.

t 3. To bring into disrepute or discredit. Obs.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. iii. n This ill state .. To which

she for his sake had weetingly Now brought herselfe, and
blam d her noble blood. 1611 BIBLE 2 Car. vi. 3 Giuing no
TB5!e '" y thi"g> that the ministery be not blamed.
1 4. 1 o charge ; to accuse (of, wil/i a fault, etc.).
^1340 Cursor JIT. 13027 (Trin.) He coom to blame be kyng
of synne. c 1400 MAUNDEV. vi. 69 A fayre Maiden was
blamed with wrong, and sclaundred, that sche hadde don
rornycacyoun. 1483 Cath. Angl. 34 To Blame, accusart,
culpare. 1583 GOLDING Calvin OH Dcut. viii. 44 So would
men blame him of unfaithfulnesse. 1649 DKUMM. Jas Iff
Wks.

(1711) 61 He is blam'd of avarice.
5. To lay the blame on, reproach ; to fix the

responsibility upon ; to make answerable.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1102 To blam be broiber was bam laith

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 158 Wherof full ofte netheles A king
is blamed gilteles. 1481 CAXTON Reynard i. viii. (Arb.) 14
I shold be blasmed yf they dyde you ony harme. 1601
bHAKs. Airs H'ellm. vi. 54 That was not to be blam'd in
the command of the seruice : it was a disaster of warre.
1651 HOBBES Leviath. in. xl. 255 Blaming sometimes the

policy,
sometimes the Religion. 1711 ADDISON Sptct. No.

89 ? 2 She has no Body to blame for it but herself 1835Praia's Mag. XI. 617, I call this bad management, and
1 blame it upon you.
6. The dat. infin. to blame is much used as the

predicate after be. In the i6-i7th c. the to was
misunderstood as too, and blame taken as adj. =
blameworthy, culpable.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 232 [He] is swuSe to blamen. 1393LANGL P. PI. C. IV. 308 If yt be payed prestliche the payer

is to blame. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, n. ii. 13 The Kingmine Vnckle is too blame for it. 1596 i Hen. Ilr
,
m i

177 In faith, my Lord, you are too wilfull blame. 1631W. SALTONSTALL Mayds iv, Perhaps Potentia wanted to be
blame. 1633 HEYWOOD Eng. Trav. in. Wks. 1874 IV rf
I he Girle was much too blame. 1633 HARINGTON Epigr. ,.

84 b, Blush and confesse that yol be too too blame, c 1710LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. xciv. II. ,54, I am not so much
to blame as you imagine. 1873 JOWETT Plato led. 2) I. 93,
1 was to blame in having put my question badly.Blame (bU-im), sb. Also

..5-4 blam. [a. OF.
bl&me, biasmer

(
= Pr. biasme, OSp. biasmo. It. bia-

simo), on Romanic type *l>lasimo, f. *blasimare :

L. blasphemdre : see prec. Cf. L. blaspheinus, Gr.
#AaCT0!)^os adj.

'

blasphemous, reviling.']
1. The action of censuring ; expression of dis-

approbation ; imputation of demerit on account of
a fault or blemish; reproof; censure ; reprehension
ct.E.E.Allit.P. B. 43 With mony blame, ful byggea boffet, peraunter. 1393 GOWER Conf. I. 347 Thus more

and more arose the blame Ayein Egiste on everv side
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 8 Moche worthy blame is
that chrysten man. 1709 STEELE & SWIFT Taller No. 67?i2 1 he contrary to Fame and Applause, to wit, Blame
and Derision. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii. 282
Kven Henry himself he [Latimer] did not spare where he
saw occasion for blame.

t b. The condition of being blamed. Obs.
CI230 Hali Meid. 33 WiS unworS ne wi3 nuel blame

<' '374 CHAUCER Ann. # Arc. 278 And putte yowe in
sclaundre nowe and blame.

t 2. A charge, an accusation. Obs.
c 1340 Cursor M. 19335 (Trin.) Wol Je dryue on vs be blame

pat we haue slayn him wib wronge. 1382 WYCI.IF Titus
11. 3 Not bacblteris, or seyinge fals blame on othere men.
< 1386 CHAUCER Man La-.ves T. 542 Immortal god bat saued-
est susanne ffro false blame, c 1450 Merlin 121 She was
ledde to be brente for a blame that was put upon hir
1581 SIDNEY^/, /VV,V(Arb. 71 The blames laid against
It [Poesle], are either false or feeble.

3. Blameworthiness, culpability ; fault, arch.
1297 R. GLOUC. 432 py louerd ssal abbe an name . . vayr

wybout blame. ^1314 Guy Warm. 1737 Gij of Warwike. .

a kmjt he was wib-outen blame. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De
f-. A. i. xix, He enticeth or enflameth vnto crymes and
blames. 1586 WARNER All,. Eng. n. ix. (1597) 38 Oftner
tnougnt she it more blame not to haue erred so. 1601
Snt.KS.Atfs IVellv. iii. 36 My high repented blames Deere
soueraigne pardon to me. 1611 BIBLE F.fhes. \. 4 That we
should be holy and without blame before him. 1859 TEN-
NYSON Mcrl. s, Viv. 648 Is thy white blamelessness ac-
counted blame?
4. Responsibility for anything wrong, culpability;

esp. in to lay tlie blame on, to bear the blame.
1393 GOWER Conf. I. 76 The blame upon the duke they

aide. 1542 UUALL Erasm. Afopli, 62 b, I am not in the
blame, quoth he, but Dionisius. 1580 BARET Alii. B 777Ihe faulte and blame is in thee. 1665 MANLEY Gntius'

899

Lmu-C. Warns 87 He . . casts the blame upon the Prince
o Aurange. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau I. 274 He took all the
blame on himself. 1883 FROUDE Slwrt Stud. IV. 53 Theylaid the blame of the quarrel on the archbishop's violence.
to. ? Injury, hurt. Obs.
1549-62 STERNHOLD & H. Ps. 1. 15 Then call to me When

ought would worke thee blame. 1596 SPENSER /-'. O. ,. ii.

iSGIauncmg down his shield from blame him fairly blest

niameaole, blamable (bU-i-mab'l), a. [f
BLAME v. + -ABLE. cf. F. bldmable, and see -BLE.]
V\ orthy to be blamed; giving cause for fault-findingor reproach ; faulty, culpable ; reprehensible.
1387 TREVISA Higden vi. xxv. I am noujt blamable ne

gllty m bise binges. 1530 PALSGR. 306/2 Blameable, coulp.atle 1586 W. WEHBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 55 It is their
toolysh construction, not hys wryting that is blameable
1711 AUDISON spect. No. 256 p 2 In the blameable Parts of
his Character. 1784 FRANKLIN Autotiag. Wks. 1840 I 104My conduct might be blameable. !848 MACAULAY Hist.
ling. I. 160 Such feelings, though blamable, were natural
1857 KUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art 36 One fault which is un-
necessary, and therefore a real and blameable fault.
Hence Bla'meableness, bla'mableness.
1654 WHITLOCK Manners Eng. 505 (T.) Without the least

blameableness. 1684 J. GOODMAN IVint. Even. Conf. 3 (R >

If he had not freedom of will . . there could be no blam-
ableness. 1838 ARNOLD Life* Corr. II. viii. 123 The degree
ofblameableness in those who do not embrace this belief

Blameably, blamably (bU'i-mabli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LV ^.] In a blamable manner

; culpably.
1726 AYLIFTE Parcrg. 181 A Person, that is maliciously or

blameably absent. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. xiv. (1806' 60
Blameably indifferent as to doctrinal matters. 1836 Erasers
TT^'

^ 458 Blamably democratic in tone.

Blameful (bli-mful), a.
[f. BLAME + -FIL.]

1. Imputing or conveying blame or censure;
blaming, fault-finding.
f 1386 CHAUCER Mclibeus F 161 He bat is Irous and wrob,as seith Senek, ne may nat speke but blameful thynges.

1860 RusKiN Mod. Paint. V. ix. xii. 4, I never saw him
look an unkind or blameful look; I never knew him let
pass . . a blameful word spoken by another.
2. Fully meriting blame

; blameworthy ; guilty
<ri43o WYCLIK Estlicr xvi. 6 iMSS. I. & S.) Malicious men

gessynge othere men bi her owen kynde blameful. < 1430
Life St. Katherine (Gibbs MS.) 106 For be blameful]
cnaungeablenesse of be queene. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. III. i.

11. 119 Is not the causer of the timelesse deaths.. As blame-
full as the Executioner. 1738 GLOVED Leonidas x. 95 To
die, uncalled, is blameful. 1838 .\Vru Month. Mag. LIV
374 Now Venus screen us !

'

sobb'd the blameful dame.
Hence Bla-rnefully adv.. Bla'mefulness.
c 1400 Afol. Loll. 112 Ne man schuld blamfuly bi idulnes
bring him silf to swilk nede. 1642 MILTON Apol. Smect

Wks. 1738 I. 130 Those who. .blamefully permitted the old
leven to remain.

Blameless (bl^-mles), a.
[f. BLAME + -LESS.]

fl- Exempt from censure or blame; free from
charge or reproof ; uncensured. Obs.
.1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xi. 306 Neyther is blamelees be

bisshop ne be chapleyne, For her eyther is endited. 1326
1 INDALE Matt. xii. 5 The prestes in the temple breake the
saboth daye and yet are blamlesse. So 1611.
2. Giving no cause for blame

; undeserving of
reproach ; faultless, guiltless.
IS35 COVER-DALE Titus i. 6 Yf eny be blamelesse, the bus/-

bande of one wife. .A Bisshoppe must be blamelesse. 1641
J. JACKSON True Evang. T. n. 124 The blamelesse be-
haviour of the Christians. 1831 DIXON W. Penn xxviii.
(1872) 262 John Hough, a man of blameless life. i8 TEN-
NYSON Merl. f, l/iv, 162 The blameless King.

b. Const, of.
1611 BIBLE Josh. ii. 17 Wee will bee blamelesse of this

thine oath. 1747 MALLET Amynt. t, Theod. i. 9 Blameless
still of arts That polish to deprave.
t 3. Not imputing or containing blame. Obs.
1595 SPENSER Col. Clout 749 Blame is. .more blamelesse

general), i hen that which private errours doth pursew.

Bla'melessly, adv. In a blameless manner.
1611 COTGR., IrrepreltensiHewent . . blamelesly, vnre-

prouably. 1643 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. 1738 I. 256 As
blamelesly as They in Heauen. 1861 MILL Utilit. v. 66
Ihat any law, judged to be bad, may blamelessly be dis-

obeyed.

Bla'iuelessiiess. Blameless quality or con-
dition.

1670 BAXTER Narrative m. 35 A man of the Primitive
sort of Chnstians for Humility, Love, Blamelessness. 1754EDWARDS Freed. Will\\'. iii.(ed. 4) 293 The notion of plainand manifest Blamelessness. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets iii.

77 The soul be restored to its pristine blamelessness.

Blamer (bl^-mai). [f. BLAME v. + -ER!.] He
who blames or finds fault ; a censurer, reprover.
1387 WYCLIF Isa. I. 6 My face I turnede not awei fro the

blameres [at increpantiltus\. 1566 T. STAPLETON Ret. Untr
7w/Ep., Blamers shoulde allwaie be Blamelesse. ci6lo
DONNE To C'tcss Bedford iii, Blamers of the times they, amers o e mes tey
mard. 1867 SWINBURNE Ess. $ Stud. U875) no Casual
raisers and blamers.

Blameworthy (bV'i-mwMo'i), a. Worthy or

deserving of blame, culpable.
1387 TKEVISA Higden vi. xxvii, Bote he was i-founde

blameworby in his answere. c 1440 Promp. Pan: 38 Blame-
worthy, enlpabilis. 1533 MORE Afol. xi. Wks. 869/2, 1 am not
greatlye blame woorthye therein. 1699 BURNET 39 Art.
xvii (1700) 167 All men are so far free as to be praise-worthyor blame-worthy for the Good or Evil that they do. 1876 JGROTE Eth. Fragm. iii. 58 Every action which is wrong or
blameworthy.
Hence Bla'meworthiness.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 15 The blame-worthinesse is,

that to heare them, he rather goes to solitarinesse. 1754

BLANCH.
EDWARDS Freed. Will iv. xiii. (1762) 282 The nature of
Blame-worthiness or Ill-desert. 1868 BROWNING King *
* "355 Blame I can bear, though not blameworthiness.

Blaming (bl^i-mirj), -vbl. sb. [f. BLAME it.] The
action of the verb BLAME

; censure, reproach.
1382 WYCLIF Jol, xxiii. 4 My mouthe I shal fille with blam-

yngis.
1393 GOWEH Conf. 1 1. 176 In blaminge of the Grekes

feith. 1613 R. C. Table Alf/i. (ed. 3), Castigation, chas-
tisment, blaming.
atirit. 1583 Yoxv.A.<!rM. 337 The Captayne..in blam-

ing wise sayde vnto hym : Did I not, etc.

^Bla-ming,/X.a. That blames. Hence Bla'm-
irigly adv., with imputation of fault.
1832 CARLYLE m Eraser's Mag. V. 380 Speak blamingly of
Carteret being used as a dactyl.'

Blamischere, obs. form of BLEMISHEK.
Blamon, var. of BLOMAN, Obs., negro.
Blan(ne, pa. t. of BUM v. Obs. to cease.

Blanc, obs. form of BLANK.
II Blanc (blan). [F. blanc white : see BLANK.]
1. White paint (esp. for the face). Cf. BLANCH sb. i .

1764 MRS. HARRIS in Priv. Lett, is! Ld. Malnieslmry I.
112 She . . would look very agreeable if she added blanc to
the rouge instead of gamboge. 1869 Pall Mall G. 29 Sept.10 tattooed blue with woad instead of being smeared with
rouge and blanc. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. C/icm. 222 Barium
Sulphate is used as a paint, and the precipitated salt is
termed btancjixe.
2. A rich stock or gravy in which tripe, etc. is

stewed.

3. See BLANK.
Blancard (blanjkiid). [a. F. blancard (also

blanchard'), f. blanc white + -AM>.] A kind of
linen cloth manufactured in Normandy, the thread
of which is half bleached before it is woven.
1848 in WEBSTER.

Blanch (blcmj), sb. [partly from BLANCH a.

(or its French source), partly from BLANCH v.]
fl. White paint, esp. for the face. Obs. Cf.
BLANO i.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 520 This . . serueth to make an
excellent blanch for women that desire awhile complexion.
Ibid. 529 I heir blanch of cerusse for complexion 1610
roLKINGHAM Art of Survey i. xi. 35 Woad and Blaunch
would haue a strong ground.
1 2. A white spot on the skin. Obs.
1607 TOI-SELL Serpents 765 In the neck thereof are two

blanches. 1609 .Man in Moonc (1849) 38 Ulcers, filth and
blanches, will breed upon you.
3. Mm. 'Lead ore mixed with other minerals.'

Raymond Mining Gl. 1881.
1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. Mij, They break by followingsome Blanch of Ore or Spar.

Blanch, a. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 4-6
blauneh(e, 4- blanche, 6- blanch ; Sc. 7 blensch,
blenshe, 7- blench, [a. OF. blanche, fern, oiblanc
white; see BLANK. Occurring originally only
where the fern, would be used in French.]
f 1. White, pale. Chiefly in specific uses, as

blanchfever, blanch powder, blancli sauce. Obs.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 40 (Matz.) He wedded be dukes

doubter, faire Einme be blaunche. c 1374 CHAUCER Troyfus
i. 916 And some bow seydist had a blaunch feuere. 1393GOWER Conf. III. 9 Tbanne cometh the blanche fever With
chele. c 1420 Liter Cocoruin 28 Blaunche sawce for capons
6 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture in Bailees Bk. 11868) 122
Aftur sopper, rested apples, peres, blaunche powder, yourstomak for to ese. 1473 CAXTON Jason 17 Affayted with
the blanche feures. 1386 COGAN Haven Health 116361 125A very good blanch powder, to strow upon rosted apples.
2. Her. White, argent.
1697 Land. Gaz. No. 3287/4 Robert Dale, Gent., Blanch-

Lion Pursuivant. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. iv. xxx, For
who . . Saw the blanche lion e'er fall back ?

3. Blancli, He. blench; more fully blanch farm,
blench ferine [OF. blanche ferine] ; according to

Spelman and Coke, Rent paid in silver, instead of

service, labour, or produce ; in Scottish writers
extended to a merely nominal quit-rent, not only
of money, as a silver penny, but of other things, as
a white rose, pair of gloves, pair of spurs, etc. paid
in acknowledgement of superiority.
1609 SKENE R eg. Maj. 36 Frie tennents, haldand their lands,

be blenshe ferme. [1627 SPELMAN 232 Firma alt'a, ea est
quae argento penditur, non pecude.] 1642 COKE fust. n. 19
Redditus albi, White rents, blanch farmes, or rents, vul-
garly and commonly called quit rents . . called white rents,
because they were paid in silver, to distinguish them from
work-days, rent cummin, rent corn, etc. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Com/it. 11.42. 1864 Glasgmu Daily Her. 24 Sept. , Changing

.... .*.,,*. avwf wiuo^yiv Lstnij it t-r. 24 oepi. , v^iianging
the tenure of the castle . . to free blench farm, for payment
of a penny silver, if asked only.
1602 K. JAS. I Law Free Man. in Life (1830! I. ix. 294The King changeth their holdings from tack to feu, from

ward to blanch, etc. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 31 Gif anie
man hes lands haldin in frie soccage (in tlensch or few).
1670 BLOUNT Lain Diet. s. v., To hold Land in Blench, is, by
payment of a Penny, Rose, Pair of Gilt Spurs, or such like

thing, if it be demanded ; In name of Blench. 1799 J.
ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 45 The blanch, feu, and other
casualties of superiority payable to the crown. 1814 SCOTT
Wav. in. 8 The holding of the Barony of Bradwardine is

of a nature alike honourable and peculiar, being blanch
1868 Act 31-32 Viet. ci. 6 The lands are. .to be holden of
the grantor in free blench.

b. as adv. = In blench.
1828 TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 254 A grant of land

. . either for military service or to be held blench for the

113-2



BLANCH.

payment of a nominal feu-duty. 1860 J. IRVING Dum-
nartotish. 386 The coronatorship of the County to be held

blench of the crown for one penny.

c. So blanch duty, blanch holding, blanch kane ;

blanch ho/den adj.

1634-46 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 345 All blench holden

lands. 1723 W. BUCHANAN Fain. Buchanan (1820- 245

Payment of four pennies of blench-duty if demanded. 1753

Scots Mag. XV. 49/1 To change all ward holdings of the

principality of Scotland into blanch holdings. 1754 ERSKINE

Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 150 Blanch-holding, .is that whereby
the vassal is to pay to the superior an elusory yearly duty,

as a penny money, a rose, a pair of gilt spurs, &c. merely

in acknowledgment of the superiority, Ho/nine albxjinnx.

1872 E. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 137 note, The obligations

. .commuted for a money payment, known as Blanche Kane.

Blanch (blanf), v. 1 Forms : 4-6 blaunche,

5 blawnche, blanch-yn, 6 blanche, 7 blaunch,
6- blanch. [a. F. blanch-ir to whiten, f. blanc

white. Cf. also BLANK v.]

1. trans. To make white, whiten : chiefly, in mod.

use, by depriving of colour ; to bleach. Alsoy?^.
? a 1400 Morte A rt/i. 3040 Chirches and chapelles chalke

whitte blawnchede. 1607 DEKKKR Sir T. Wyatt 126 Pa-

tience has blancht thy soule as white as snow. 1727 BRAD-

LEY Fan:. Diet. s.v. Guiacnm, The Salt of Guaiacum, which

you may blanch by calcining it with a great Fire in a Cru-

cible. 1805 SOUTHEY Sladoc in W. viii, His bones had now
been blanch'd. 1859 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) VII. Iv.

15 Age had blanched his hair. 1875 BROWNING Aristoph.

Apol. 120 All at once, a cloud has blanched the blue.

b. To make (metals) white : in Alchemy by
'albation,' or 'albincation' ;

in techn. use, to tin.

1582 HESTER Seer. Pkiorav. in. civ. 130 Orpiment . .

doeth blanche all mettals. 1710 PALMLK Proverbs 102 Like

them that pass base money, blanch it to cover the brass.

1728 RUTTY Tin-Platcs in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 635 Till

. . you would tin them, or in the Term of Art, blanch them.

c. To remove the dark crust from an alloy

after annealing.
1803 Phil. Trans. XCIII. 187 Gold alloyed with one-

twelfth of silver . . may be stamped without being annealed ;

it consequently does not require to be blanched.

2. Cookery. To whiten almonds, or the like, by

taking off the skin
;

hence (as this is done by

throwing them into boiling water), to scald by a

short rapid boil in order to remove the skin, or

for any other purpose.
1398 TKEYISA Btirth. De P. K.XMl. cix, They [Hazel-nuts]

engender moche ventosite, yf ^ey ben etc with be small

skynnes ; jjerfore. .it is good to blaunche hem in hoot water.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 38 Blanchyn almandys, or ober lyke.

deattw, decortico. 1530 PALSGR. 456/2 He can blandysshe
better., than blanche almondes. 1681 CHETHAM Angler's
Vade-in. xxxix. 5 (16891 257 Before you put on the Sawce,
blanch off very neatly the skins of the Pearch and Tench.

1769 MRS. RAKFALD Eng. Housekpr. (17781 88 Blanch your

tongue, slit it down the middle, and lay it on a soup plate.

1796 M RS. GLASSE Cookery v. 41 After boiling your palates

very tender . . blanch and scrape them clean.

b. humorously. To strip.

1675 COTTON Poet. Wks. (1765) 261 Come, Ladies, blanch

you to your Skins.

3. To whiten plants by depriving them of light,

so as to prevent the development of chlorophyll.
1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. 116811 169 If you have a de-

sire to have them white, or blanch them, (as the French term

it), .you may cover every Plant with a small Earthen-pot, and

lay some hot Soyl upon them. 1807 J. E. SMITH Phys.
Bot. 206 The commo:i practice of blanching Celery. 1861

DELAMER Kitch. Card. 73 Blanching the shoots by a cover-

ing of sweet earth.

4. To make pale with fear, cold, hunger, etc.

i6osSiiAKS. Macb. in. iv. 116 Andkeepe the natural! Ruble

of your Cheekes When mine is blanch'd with fuaie. 1791

COWPER Iliad in. 41 Fear blanches cold his cheeks. 1857

RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art 17 The famine blanches your lips.

5. To give a fair appearance to by artifice or sup-

pression of the truth
;
to palliate, to ' whitewash.'

Now only with over (with reference to i b.).

1549 LATIMER Plonghers (Arb.) 37 Blanchers.. that can

blanche the abuse of Images. 1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven

165 Howsoeuer you mince it and blanch it ouer. 1611

SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. ill. xlv. 373 The Author, .blancheth

the matter, saying, that he died a natural! death. 1641

MILTON CA. DiscTp. \. (1851) n To blanch and varnish her

deformities. 1709 SACHEVERELL Serin. 15 Aug. 10 Men.,
that . . can Hypocritically Blanch and Palliate. . Iniquities.

1880 RUSKIN Lett. Clergy 367 To take the punishment of it

[wrong], not to get it blanched over by any means.

6. intr. To turn or become white (chiefly by
loss of colour! ; to bleach ; to pale.

1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 12 If wax blanches in the sun.

1839 MARRYAT P/taut. Ship, xxix, Their cheeks blanched.

1862 BRIGHT Amer. Sp. (1876) in Left the bones of her citi-

zens to blanch on a hundred European battlefields. 1863
TENNYSON Boadicea 76 As when the rolling breakers boom
and blanch on the precipices.

Blanch, (blanj), v.- [A variant of BLENCH,
which see for the derivation and history.]

1 1. trans. To deceive, cheat, bilk. Cf. BLENCH

v. i . To blanch of: to cheat or do out of. Obs.

1592 WARNER Alb. Eng. vii. xxxix. 193 But so obscurely

hath beene blancht of good workes elsewheare done. 1602

Hid. xn. Ixxi. (1612) 296 Dallying Girles . . that intertaine . .

All Louers . . And hauing blaunched many so, in single life

takepride.

f 2. To shut the eyes to, leave unnoticed, shirk,
' blink' (a fact) ;

to pass without notice, miss,

omit. Obs. (Cf. BLANCH z>.l 5.)

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. 69 In Annotacions . . it is ouer

900

vsual to blaunch the obscure places, and discoarse vpon the

playne. 1618 RALEIGH Prerog. Par!. (1628) 52 You blanch

my question, and answere mee by examples. 1638 SIR H.

WOTTON in Four C. Eng. Lett. 53, I suppose you will not

blanch Paris in your way. 1671 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III.

240 Whether I am to blanch this particular ?

3. intr. To shrink, start back, give way. arch.

(Later users apparently mix it up with BLANCH z/.l

6, in sense of ' turn pale, change colour for fear.')

1572 in Neal Hist. Purit. (1732) I. 285 'Tis no time to

blanch. 1632 MASSINGER& V.Fat. Doviryu.i, What ! Weep
ye, soldiers ? Blanch not ! 1640-1 LD. DIGBY Parl. Sp. a

Feb. 1
3
A man of a sturdy conscience, that would not blanch

for a little. 1870 EDGAR Runnymede 126 The saints forbid

that I should ever blanch at the thought of battle.

4. trans. To turn (anything) off, aside, or away ;

in Venery, to 'head back' the deer in his flight.

1592 LYLY Galatliea H. i. 231 Saw you not the deare come
this way . . I beleeve you have blancht him. 1627 F. E.

Hist. Edw. II, (1680) 117 He would not blaunch the Deer,
the Toy! so near. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece II. i. 310 When
he [the deer] swarves, or is blanched by any Accident. 1793
SMEATON Edystone L. 323 The lantern was secured by . .

the Cornice ; which, when the sea rose to the top of the

house, blanched it off like a sheet. 1875
' STONEHENGE

Brit. Sports, i. x. i.

t Blanch, .
a Obs. [App. worn down from

blandish ,like blench from BLEMISH .} ;
but ap-

proaching certain senses of both BLENCH v. 1 and

BLENCH v. 2
,
with which it was probably con-

founded.] intr. = BLANDISH v. 2.

1572 R. H. Lavaierus Ghostes (15961 19 b, Men which

blaunche and flatter with us, are alwayes suspitious. a 1587
FOXE Serni. 2 Cor. v. 10 If I shoulde say that nothing therein

were amisse, I should indeede blanch and flatter too much.

1612 BACON Counsel, Ess. (Arb.) 326 Books will speake

plaine, when Counsellors Blanch [in adiilationein lapsuri\.

t Bla-nchard, -art, <*. Obs. [a. OF. blatuh-

art whitish, bordering upon white, also as name of

a white horse ;
f. blanc, Ma>u-/i-\\hite ;

see -AKD.]
White

;
a white horse

;
often as a quasi-proper

name. (Cf. bayard = bayhorse.)
c 1440 Generydes 2458 Vppon my stede blanchard thu

ridest here. 1:1440 G,KU. <r Gal. ii. 19 (JAM.) On stedis stal-

wart and strang, Baith blanchart and bay.

Blanche, obs. form of BLANCH.

Blanched .blunft). a. [f.
BLANCH Z;.! + -ED.]

1. Whitened (now, chiefly, by loss of colour).

1401 Pol. PocinsdSsg) II. so Blaunchid graves ful of deoV

bones. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. xn. xxxi, Her loath-

some face, blancht skinne and snakie hair. 1820 KEATS St.

Agnes xxx, Blanched linen, smooth and lavendered.

b. Blanched copper : an alloy of copper and

arsenic (cf. BLANCH v. i b.).

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turitfs (1621) 1203 A cup of blancht

copper.
2. Whitened (as almonds) by removal of the

skin
; peeled.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862' 28 Take blanchid almondis
and small horn grynde. a 1666 A. BROME Horace's De
Arte /'.(i67i) 391 Him that buys chiches blanch't.

3. Of plants : Whitened by exclusion of light.

1793 T. BEDDOES Calculus 199 Blanched plants lose their

green colour, and become whitish and sickly. 1834 MRS.
SOMERVILLE Connex. Pliys. Sc. xx vii. ( 1 849 1 301 They [ Plants]
are found in caverns almost void of light, though generally
blanched and feeble.

4. Pale with fear or other emotion, hunger, etc.

1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth I. 50 They looked on each other

with fallen countenances and blanched lips.

f5. ''Colourless, feeble
;
or ? perverted. Obs.

1553-87 FOXE A. 4- ^/.( 1596) 86/a Now markelgood reader)
what blanched stufie here followeth.

t Blancheen. Obs. [f.
F. blanc, blanche

white.] ? White flour of fine quality.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 564 A Modius of meale comming

of the French Siligo, called Blancheen, or Ble-blanch.

Blancher 1
(bla-njai). Also 6 blauncher,

branchar, 7 -er. [f.
BLANCH v.1 + -EK.]

1, He who or that which blanches or makes white.

1852 D. MoiR Miner Pent Wks. 11.171 The tottering step,
Proclaimed Time's ravages, blancher of the hair.

2. spec. One who blanches metals or money (see

BLANCH v. 1 i b. and c.).

1578 Ord. R. Househ., 2 Eliz. 256 The Mynte . . Bran-

chars 2 ; fee apeece I3/. 6s. 8d. 1647 HAWARD Crown Rev.

23 Two Blanchers [in the Mint]. 1728 RUTTY in Phil.

Trans. XXXV. 635 Kept, .a Secret by the Blancher. 1766
ENTICK London IV. 342 Melters, blanchers, moniers.

b. A chemical agent used for blanching.
1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. iii. in Ashmole (1652) 39 In Mai-

gams, in Blanchers and Citrinacions. 1594 PLAT Jevuell-ho.
I. 20 The Alcumists giue a blauncher vnto Venus with the

salt of Tartar. 1667 BOYLE Orig. Formes <y Qltat., To make
Blanchers for Copper.
Bla'iicher J

- Forms : 6 blawnsher, blawn-

sherr, blawnshere, blaunsher, 6- blancher.

[f. BLANCH v.'2 + -EK.]

j

4 1. One who causes to turn aside
;

a perverter ;

an obstructor, hinderer. Obs.

1549 LATIMER Plonghers (Arb.) 33 Not for the continu-

aunce of the Masse as the blaunchers have blaunched it and
wrested it. Ibid. 36 Certeyne blanchers longyng to the

markette, to lette and stoppe the lyght of the Gospel.

f 2. Venery. A person or thing placed to turn

the deer from a particular direction. Obs.

1535 R. LAYTON in Ellis Orig. Lett, Ser. n. II. 61 Gether-

yng up part of the said bowke leifis . .to make him sewells

or blawnsherrs to kepe thfc deere within the woode. 1580

BLAND.

SIDNEY A rcaditi 64 Zelmane was like one that stood in a tree

waiting a good occasion to shoot, and Gynecia a blancher,

which kept the dearest deere from her. 1602 WARNER Alb.

Eng. ix. li. (1612) 230.

3. One who starts or balks at (any thing).
a 1659 OSBOBN Q. Eliz. Wks. (1673) 465 So as the wall-eyed

blanchers at them [ceremonies] were followed more out of

reproach than approbation.

t Bla'lichet. 06s. Also blaunehette. [ME.,
a. OF. blanchet dim. of blanc : see -ET.] White
flour or powder for the face.

c 1175 Lamb. Hotn. 53 Heo smurie5 heom mid blanchet

bet is bes deofles sape. c 1330 R. BRUNNE (MS. Bowes) 20

(Halliw.) With blaunehette and other flour, To make thaim

qwytter of colour.

Blanchet, obs. form of BLANKET.

Blanchimeter (blanji-mttai). [f. BLANCH +

-METER.] An instrument for measuring the blanch-

ing power of chloride of lime and potash; a

chlorometer. 1847 in CRAIG, etc.

Blanching (blo.-njirj), vbl. sb} [f. BLANCH z>.
J
]

The action of making white : see the vb.

1600 HOLLAND Livy XL. 1091 b, The polishing, blaunching

and whiting . . of the temple of lupiter. 1657 Phys. Diet.,

Blanching, is the separation of the skins and hulls from

divers seeds and kernels. 1868 SEYD Bullion 545 The fur-

naces for . . blanching are on the first floor.

Bla'iiching, vbl. sl>:- [f. BLANCH z>.
2 + -mo 1

.]

1 1. Telling of falsehoods. Obs.

1581 J. BELL Haddon'sA ra>. Osor. 73 These blasphemous
flatteries, detestable and horrible blaunchyngs. Ibid. 155

Your impudent usage in lyeng and blaunchyng.

f 2. Shirking, evasion. Obs.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 529 [Balaam] should have returned

home, and abhorred his blanching with Gods command.

Bla'iicliiug, ///. a. [f. BLANCH w.i + -iNG2.]

Whitening ; becoming white.

r 1800 K. WHITE Poet Wks. (1837) 77 When old age shall

shed Its blanching honours on thy weary head. 1847 TEN-

NYSON Princ. ii. 182 On the blanching bones of men.

Blanck(e, obs. form of BLANK.

Blancket, obs. form of BLANKET, BLUNKET.

Blancmange, -manger (blama-n^, -m?-n,^,

-ma-i'ij). Forms : 4 blancmanger(e, blank(e)-

manger(e, bla-, blam-, blan-, blaumanger,

blamyngere, 5 blanc maungere, blaunche-,

blonc-, blawemanger, blanger mangere, 6

blowmanger, 7 bla-, blanch-, blanck-, blanke-

manger, 8 blomange, 9 blamange, 8- blanc-

mange, -manger. [In I4th c. blancmanger, a.

OF. lilanc-manger (earlier -mangier]., lit.
' white

food or dish,' f. blanc white + manger to eat, eat-

ing, food. Blanc fell already in 14* c. to blam-,

bla-, blatt-, later blawe-, blow-, bio-, bla-, and

manger was in i8th c. abridged to mange. The

present spelling is a half attempt at restoring the

French, but the pronunciation is that of the iSth c.

blomange, blamange, often garnished with a French

nasal, by those who know French.]

fa. Formerly: A dish composed usually of

fowl, but also of other meat, minced with cream,

rice, almonds, sugar, eggs, etc. Obs.

b. Now : A sweetmeat made of dissolved isin-

glass or gelatine boiled with milk, etc., and form-

ing an opaque white jelly ; also a preparation of

cornflour and milk, with flavouring substances.

1377 LANG. P. PI. B. xili. 91 pat neither bacoun ne braune '

blan[c]inangere ne mortrewes Is neither fisshe [ne] flesshe

but fode for a penaunte. .1386 CHAUCER Prat. 387 (for

blankmanger [v.t: blankemangere] that made he with the

beste 1420 Liber Cocorum 19 Blanc maungere of fysshe.

c 14180 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture in Sacees Bk. u868) 165 Two

potages, blanger mangere, Also Icly. 1483 Cat/i. Angl.

34 Blawemanger, pepontis. 1530 Ortus I'oc., Blowmanger.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 680 Their blamangers, jel-

lies, chawdres. 1626 BACON Syk'a 48 Blanch-Manger or

Jelly. 1769 MKS. RAI KALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 195 To
make Blomange of Isinglass. 1772-84 COOK Voy. (1790) I.

54 Its flavour was something like blanc mange. 1801 \V ot.-

COTT (P. Pindar) Ep. Ct. Rvniford Wks. 1812 V. 137 Soap-

suds to Syllabubs and Trifles change, And Bullocks' Lights

mange from the mould.

c. fig. (cf. 'flummery.'
1

)

1790 BURKE Corr. (1844) III. 157 Whenever that politic

prince made any of his flattering speeches . . when he served

them with this, and the rest of his blanc-mange, of which

he was sufficiently liberal.

t Bland, J*. 1 Obs. [a. ON. bland, inphr. I blana

in union, together, whence ME. in bland: cf. OE.

bland mixture, f. stern of BLAND z.']

In phr. In bland: in mixture, in union, a. adv.

together; b. prep, among.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 885 pay blwe a buffet in blande

bat banned people, c 1340 Giro,. $ Gr. Kilt. 1205 Bobe quit

and red in-blande. a 1400 Alexander (Stev.) 2786 In batail

. .in-bland with be Grekis.

Bland (blznd), sb.~ [a. ON. blatida (fem.) a

mixture of fluids, spec.
' a beverage of hot whey

mixed with water,' Vigfusson : cf. OE. 6/atid (neut.)
'

mixture.'] The name in Orkney and Shetland of

a beverage made of buttermilk and water.

1703 M. MARTIN Descr. W. hies (1716) 374 Their drinking



BLAND.
of bland fin Shetland]. 1732 DE FOE, etc. Tour Gi. Brit
(1769) IV. 337. 1822 SCOTT Pirate vi. (D.) She filled a small
wooden quaigh from an earthen pitcher which contained
bland, a subacid liquor made out of the serous part of the
milk. 1837 R. DUNN Ornith. Ork. t, Shet. 13
Bland (bUend), a. [ad. L. bland-us soft,

smooth, caressing.]
1. Of persons, their actions, etc. : .Smooth and

suavein manner
; mildly soothingorcoaxing; gentle.

i6Si PEPYS Diary 12 Sept., With some bland counsel of
his. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 855 With bland words at will.
1774 GOLDSM. Retal. 140 His manners were gentle, comply-
ing, & bland. 1801 SOUTHEV Card Ferrand. n. iii, Win-
ning eye and action bland. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I.

93 Bland satire on his friends. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
III. 439 A bland temper and winning manners. 1878 BLACKGreen Past. xv. 120 A bland and benevolent face.
2. Of things : Soft, mild, pleasing to the senses ;

gentle, genial, balmy, soothing.
1667 MILTON P. L. \. 5 Temperat vapours bland. 1820

KEATS At. Agnes xi, The sound of merriment and chorus
bland. 1872 C. KING Sierra Nev. vi. 122 The air was bland,the heavens cloudless.

b. Of medicines : Mild, unirritating. Of food :

Not stimulating. (Cf. quot. 1667 in 2).
1836 TODD Cycl. Aunt. , P/iys. I. 671/2 A very small force

only is requisite to cause bland fluids to follow the course of
Wood. 1876 DUHKING Dis. Skin 92 Bland oils are service-
able in softening scales and crusts. 1878 HOLBROOK HypBrain iii The food should be bland.

If quasi-auW*. (in poetry).
1596 SPENSER Hymn to Beauty 171 That base affection

which your eares would bland Commend to you by Loves
abused name. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poets Vow II, They
clasping bland his gift.

t Bland, vl Obs. Also blonden. [Common
Teut. str. vb. : OE. blandan, blfiidan, pa. t. blcond,
pple. t/atuien^OS. blandan, OIIG. blantan, ON.
(and Sw.) blanda, Goth, blandan, baibland, blan-
dans, to mix. Only once exemplified in OK., and
in ME. superseded by BLEND v* The two later
instances here may be accidental

; if genuine, they
perh. represent the ON. rather than the OE. vb.]
trans. To mix, intermingle, blend.
a looo Riddles (Gr.) xli. 59 Swe'tra, bonne bu beobread

blende mid hunije. c 1340 Caw f, Gr. Knt. 193, Blande[n]
al of blaunner were bobe al aboute. c 1420 Liter Cocoriim
24 Blonde hit with mylke and put alle in panne. 1515
DOUGLAS Mtuil in. ix. 83 Elude blandit with wyne.
t Bland, v.- Obs. Also blaund, blond, [a.OF. bland-ir : L. blandiri to soothe, flatter : see

BLANDISH.] trans. To soothe, flatter ; a by-form
of BLANDISH.

f 1315 SHOREHAM 73 Ac blondeth. c 1505 DUNBAR ' Schir
ytnmemtir' 77 Nor jit with benifice am I blandit.
-Bland, var. of BLEND(E. Obs. pa. pple.
\ Blanda'tion. Obs. rare. [app. carelessly

formed from BLAND v.- (or ? BLAND a.) + -ATION 1
1. Flattery.
1605 CAVDEN Rem. (16371 3*5 One had flattered William

Longchampe . . with this blandation.
a. A deception, illusion.
1612 CHAPMAN Widmucs T. v, For the corpse, sir. .there's

no body ; nothing. A mere blandation
;
a dcceftio visits.

TBlan'der. Obs. rare. Only in ME. form
blondere. [f. BLAND v~ + -ER.] A flatterer.
1340 Ayeiib. 60

pe blonderes byeb be dyeules noriches.
Ihit. 61 Huanne f>e blondere defended and excuseb and
wryeb be kueades and |>e zennes of ham bet he wyle ulateri.

Blandiloquence (bloendi-Wkwens). rare. [ad.
L. blandiloijuentia, {. blandi-loquent-em smooth-
talking ; cf. next and -ENCE.] Smooth speech, flat-

tering talk. So Blandiloquent a. - next.

- 5
6
??,

i

,1,
I
!'-

T ''7<w "''- '779 T. TWINING in Parr's Wks.
,1828) VIII. 264 Even the blandiloquence of Mr. Bland isnow converted into railing. 1863 Pall Mall G. g May 0/2He swallows a great quantity of blandiloquence.

tBlandi'loquotls, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. blan-
diloqu-us f f. blaiuius BLAND + stem of loqui to
speak) + -ous.] Smooth-speaking, flattering, fair-

spoken. So (in same sense) Blandilcvquious a.

[f. L.
blandiloi/uiuni.']

l6l
li

T-
,

DAMS Blac>" D"'- 44 Though he flatter . . and
give blandiloquous proffers. 1689 T. PLL-NKET Char. CdCommand, i As hath that Blandiloquious Colonel R
t Blandrloquy. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. blandi-

loqunitii]
'
] (altering speech.'

1623 in COCKKKAM. 1699 in COLES.
t Bla-ndiment. Obs. Also 6 blandimente
blandymente. [a. Q?.blandiment,tA.'L.bla.ndt-
mentum; see-MEM.] By-form of BLANDISHMENT
f 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. GoodMann.(^10 ) Aj, Sweete blao-dlment of wordes amiable, c 1510 MORE Picas Wks. 4/2Womens blandlmentes. 1569 NEWTON Cicero's Old Are

1 hese blandiments of pleasure.
b. fig. Soothing or healing action. (So L.)

1684 tr. Bmtf, Merc. Comfit, xiv. 509 Upon the firstK andiment of the Fomentation the pain grows milder
t Bla-nding, vbl. sb. Obs.

[f. BLAND v? +
-ING!.] Flattery, blandishment.

i 1315 SHOREHAM 14 That he may nau?t y-weid be With
b anding ne with boste. 1340 Ayenb. 10 pet is /enne of
blondmgge, o^er of lozengerie.
t Bla-nding, ppl. a. Obs. [f. as prec. (--ING*.]

Flattering, blandishing.
c 1313 SHOREHAM 59 The fend Wyth hys blaundynge stevene.
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Blandish, (bla/ndi/;, v. Forms : 4 blandise,
-isshe, -ische, blaundise, -isshe, bloundise,
-iss, 4-6 blaundysh, 5 blaudysh(e, -yss, -yssh
blaundish, -iss, -yssh, 6 ? blandesh, Sc. blan-
dyis, 5- blandish, [a. F. blandiss- lengthened
stem of blandir :-L. blandiri to flatter, f. blandu
smooth, soft : see -ISH *. Rare in 1 7th and 1 8th c.

Johnson says
'
I have met with this word in nc

other passage' than the quotation from Milton
(see BLANDISHED).]
1. train. To flatter gently by kind words o

affectionate actions, to coax
; to act upon with

caressing action or complaisant speech ; to cajole
1305 [see BLANDISHING vbl. so.] 1:1430 LYDG. Boc/,as i

vn:. (1544) 15 b, She can them blandishen with her flaterv
c 1530 Proverbs in Pol. Rel. f, L. Poems (:866) 31 Allso re
pelle that seruavnte that vsith to blaundysh the 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa II. xi. 68 You must then blandisrhim over with a confession, that all your past behaviour
was maidenly reserve only. 1831 CARLYLE i'ar/. Res. n v
by this fairest of Orient Light-bringers must our Friend be
blandished. 1837 - Fr. Rev. II. ,. vn. ii. 353 'To blandisldown the gnmness of Republican austerity.

To. fig. Of things.
'758 J. G. COOPER Aristifpns \. (R.I In former days a

country life . . Was blandish'd by perpetual spring.
&. tntr. (absol.) To use blandishments; to act or

speak with gentle allurement or flattery.
1340 HAMPOLE Psalter i. i He spekis of crist & of his

iolouers, bloundisand til vs. Ibid. xc. 13 The dragoun. that
bloundisswith the heuyd and smytes with the tayle. c 1786
CHAUCER

Parsons
T. 302 If he flatere or blandise [v.r.

blaundise, blandisshe, blaundisshe, blandische] moore than
hym oghte for any necessite. 1612 DKAYTON Poly-olh xiii
220 How shee blandishing, By Dunsmore drives along
t a. trans. Fo offer blandly (cf. to smile thanks';
c 1630 DBU.M.W OF HAWTII. Wks. n Though they [flowers]sometime blandish soft delight, a 1638 R. JAMES Wks.

(iBSo) 254 I hat knew not how to menace speare, Or blan-
dish words that ravish sense,

t Bla-ndish, sb. Obs. rare. Blandishment
C 1475 found. St. Bart/,01. I. ix. d886) 91 When with flater-
ynge blandysh, a goodwhyle she hadde ilateryd.

Bla-ndished, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ED'.]

Invested with flattery or blandishment.
1671 MILTON Samson 403 With blandish'd parleys femi-

nine assaults.

Blandisher (blarndijaj). [f. as prec. + -ER!.]One who blandishes, a flatterer.
1611 COTCR., lUandisseur, a blandisher, gloser, soother.

Blandishing (blse-ndijirj), vbl. sb.
[f. as prec.+ -ING 1

.] Blandishment, flattery.
'1305 St. Kntli. 165 in E. E. P. (1862)94 Al bi blandisiiveNe bi tourmentz ne schulle ene fram him myn hurte

brmge. a
1340^

HAMPOLE Psalter ii. 3 Dispise we thaire
CAXTON Curiablo

. aer . 3 spse we tare
undlsynges & thaire manaunces. 1485 CAXTON Curial

ID, Fayr langage. .or blandysshing of llaterers. 1648 lo-.
BEAUMONT Psyche vi. iii. (T.) Double-hearted friends/who.^
blandishmgs 1 ickle our ears, but sting our bosoms

Bla-ndishing, ///.. [f. as prec. + -iNu-.]
Softly Mattering, soothing, coaxing.
c '374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. i. 30 pe see . . calme and blaun.

c ysriing wib smobe water. 1483 CAXION Gold. Leg. 117/2
Iheblaundissyngwordtsofwymen. IS66STLDLEY Seneca's
*

;''
(I 58"'35 With countnaunce bright and blandishing.

1840 DlCKSmHumfkrey, Clack 48 Would the blandishingenchanter still weave his spells around me
Blandishment (blarndijme'nt). ff as prec
+ -MENT : cf. OF.

blandissement.]
1. Gently flattering speech or action

; cajolery
.591 S-^SER

M. Ilubberd ,274 He gan enquire . . of the
1- oxe, and his false blandishment. 1622 BACON tlcnry YI1Wks (1860) 477 He .. would use strange sweetness andb andishments of words. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 128 f 4Nature has given all the Arts of Soothing and Blandish
ment to the lemale. 1880 L. STEPHEN Pofe iv. 96 He was
not . .inaccessible to aristocratic blandishments.

fig- Attraction, allurement, toner. Anything
that pleases or allures.

'SMG^vf-Mt- Glasse (1861! 142 Bear hence these
wretched blandishments of sin (Taking off his crown and
robe). 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 609/1 If any ex-
ternal blandishments happen, they increase not the chief
good. OnyKmnnnWiHtcrMcdit. ii.xi. 369 His thoughts
. . were ever on the blandishments of imperial Rome.
tBla-nditude. Obs. rare.

[f. L. blandiu BLAND
a. + -TUDE

; but with reference to BLANDISH.]
I 1

lattering or blandishing behaviour
; blandness.

1689 T. PLUNKET C/uir. Gd. Command. Ded., Yet shall
you meet with . . Rubs, Censures, Cavils, and base blandi-
tude. 24 Blanditude Desert shall overthrow.

Blandly (blse-ndli), adv.
[f. BLAND a. +-LY*.]

In a bland manner; with gently flattering or sooth-
ing words or actions

; mildly, gently, pleasingly
1827 CARLVLE Misc. (18571 1. 7 It is seldom so much rugged

f.
1

?/.^
c?" so Wandly attempered. 1853 C. BRONTE

yilbtte i. 2 lime always flowed, .blandly, nTe the glidingof a full river through a plain. 1863 LANDOR Heroicldylls

couch"'
nendb whom bhe lookt at blandly from heJ

Blandness (blaj-nclnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS ]
I he qmhty or state of being bland; suavity, mild
or soothing quality.
1846 BROWNING Luria it.

i, This hating people, that hate
each the other, And in one blandness to us Moors unite.a ,850 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. V. 82 Envy was disarmed bythe blandness ofAlbemarle's temper. 1862 G. WILSON ReligL Item. 10 What water is among liquids, in blandness,
neutrality, and indifference, nitrogen is among gases.

BLANK.

Blane, pa. t. of Bi.i.v v. Ol>s. and obs. f. BLAIN.
Blank (bterjk), a. Forms : 5-7 blanke, 6-7

blanck(e, 7-8 blanc, 5- blank.' [F. blanc white,
a common Romanic adj. (Pr. blanc, blanca, Sp.
bianco, Pg. braneo, It. bianco, med.L. blancus), a.
OIIG. blanch (MUG. blanc) :-OTeut. *blanko-z
shining, referred by etymologists generally to the
verbal stem HLINK, as a nasalized form of blik- in

bltkan, OHG. blichan, OK. bllcan to shine. But
*blink, *blinch is not actually found in any of the
old dialects

; and the origin of *b/anko-z thus
remains obscure.]
1. White (obs., and chiefly in specific uses, e g.

blank plumb white lead, blank falcon a ' white
hawk,' i.e. one in its third year) ; pale, colourless.
c 1325 Caer de L. 6526 A robe i-furryd with blaun

['! blaunc)and nere.
^1440 Protnp. Para. 38 Blanke plumbe [A'. //.

blavmblumbe, 1499 blawnblumb, otherwyse called whyle
lede.] a 1500 in AW. Ant. I. 108 Tempur blank chalke,
plum or ceruse, with gleyre. 1562 LEKJH Aruiorie (1597)
133 b, I he Herchaught .. in a chemise blanke, powdredand spotted with mullets Sable. 1575 TUHHKHV. /.
1-alaaay 212 The blancke falcons are llegmaticke. 1615LATHAM falconry 11633) 25 In your blanke Hawks. 1667MI..TON /'. L. x. 656 To the blanc Moone Her office they
prescribcl. 1726 THOMSON Winter 124 Rising slow, Blank,
in the leaden-colour'd east, the moon. 182! BYRON JuanK
n

X
'r f

lk e 'x'

y was not made to blast their hair.A Oi paper, tie. : Left white or '

fair'
;

not
written upon, free from written or printed charac-
ters,

'

empty of all marks
'

(J.) ; said also of orders,
cheques, deeds, and official documents left with an
empty space for special signature or instruction

;

not 'filled up.' See 10.

.1547 LYNDESAY Trag. Cdl. Belaiin 121 Ane paper blank
his Grace I gart subscrive. 1598 KHAKS. Merry W. n. i.

77, I warrant he hath a thousand of these Letters, writ with
blancke-space for different names. 1687 Land. Caz. No.
2209/4 A Copy-Book of Letters, .about one half of it beingBlank paper. 1708 Ibid. No. 4499/3 His Grace sent him a
blank 1 assport. 1712 AUDISON Sfsct. No. 549 i When I
look upon the Creditor-side, I find little more than blank
Paper. 1853 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 178 Requesting the
King to send a blank safe conduct in the largest terms.

b. Const, of.

1842 TENNYSON St. Simeon 156 That God hath now
sponged and made blank of crimeful record.

c. In blank: without names specified.
1836 KENT Coiiim. Amtr. Law xliv. (18731 H'- 89 A note

endorsed in blank is like one payable to bearer 1845
bTEi-HKN Lams Eng. II. 129 Policies being made in blank,
that is, without specifying the names of the persons, for
whose benefit they were made. 1861 GOSCIIEN For. Exc/i.
37 Bills which are technically said to be drawn in blank.
3. gcu. Empty, without contents, void, bare.
1748 THOMSON Cast, liulol. i. xxix, Wide o'er this amplecourts blank area. 1840 HOOD UpR/tineMtg] 245 The

figure, .strode forth into the blank darkness. 1849 KUSKIN
Sev. Lamps 201 The blank lancet arch on the one hand,and the overcharged cinquefoiled arch on the other 1855LAIN Senses $ Int. n. ii. 6 The blank sensation of the
naked body is owing principally to the deprivation of
ouch. 1856 DOVE Logic Ckr. l-'aith v. i. i. 261 Issuingout of a universe in which there was only blank space.
b. Blank practice : practice with ' blank

'

or

empty cartridges (see 10,.,. .

1873 MORLEY Kousscan I. 66 Rousseau .. changed the
)lank practice of the elder philosophers into a deadly affair
>f ball and shell.

4. fig. Void of interest or event
; vacant, 'having

mthing in it ;

'

as a blank look-out.

1729 BUTLER Scrm. Wks. 1874 II. 181) Various kinds of
musemelits . . serve to fill up the blank spaces of time
803 BRISTED Pedest. Tour II. 481 They . . suffered us to
alk Irish to ourselves all the evening, without the least

Herruption, so that we had but a blank night of il 1867REEMAN ffmu. Coiu,. 11876) I. App. 753 A year which the
-hromcles leave quite blank.

b. Void of result, unsuccessful, fruitless, nu-

atory ; amounting to or producing nothing.
>SS3 UDALL Roystcr D. n. ii. (Arb.) 34, I weene I am

a prophete, this geare will prone blanke. 1627 E. F. Hist.
hdm. //, ( 1680) 47 The King doubles his pace homewards ;

instead of I rmmph, glad he had got loose from so imminent
a danger . . This blank return filled the Kingdom with a
fretting murmur. ^(a^Lanc. Tracts 165 The two Colonells
being blank in their treaty, spent their stay in wise in-
structions. 1699 EOYER />. Diet. (1753., A blank (or bad)
come-off, Uiu mccliante defaitc. 1832 EC-.-WARBURTON
Hunt. Songs n. (1883) 7 The man .. Whose heart heaves
a sigh when his gorse is drawn blank. Ibid. 163 But I felt
India d m my inmost mind, To wish for a blank day.

c. Of the face or look : Void of expression, ex-

pressing no attention, interest, or emotion; vacant.
1859 TENNYSON Elaine 816 While he roll'd his eyes Yet

blank from sleep. 1884 MRS. EWING Story Short Life i,

Lady Jane s face was blank because she was trying not to
laugh. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan i. iii. 85 To look
with blank fixed gaze at these old books.
5. Of persons : (Looking) as if deprived of the

faculty of speech or action
;

' shut up,' utterly dis-

concerted.discomfited, resourceless, or non-plussed ;

now chiefly in To look blank : cf. prec.
1542 UDALL Erasm. Apofh. 61 a, Beeyng confounded and

made blanke in a disputacion of a certain feloe. 1580 BARET
Alv. B 781 These fellowes be blanke or out of hart and
courage. 1649 MILTON Eilam. 184 The Damsell of Bur-
gundy at sight of her own letter, was soon blank. 1652
BP. HALL In-ns. World m. 3 How blank must Mose,
needs have looked to see his great works patterned by



BLANK.
thoM presumptuous rivals! 1467 Mi: N OL s s'

Mr. '' -\stonie\l stixxl and lilank. 1711 Aln>i-oN
N -Pi l'|s-n this 1 lookcd very blank. 1717

'rHOMSON SMNMrr ic\to The blank awi slants sceni'd. Silent,

to ask. whom Kate would next demand. 1853 KIN

rVr/M/M xi. i u The two old men looked at each other

with blank and honor-stiickcn taccs.

6. Of emotions : Prostrating the whole faculties ;

unrelieved, helpless, stark, sheer.

1634 Mn IVN C."M*S 4;..-
\ that dashed brute

violence With sudc, 1-17 1\

: i4>
'

I'is all blank sadness, or continual tears. 1800

W. IKUNG A'wAvt i ; I'lank lerrvr reigned
o\ei the comiuunity. 1837 OK K \. V, Gil

each other with countenances of blank disniav. 1875 H \vbK-
-. vu. ;g, I well remember the blank de-

spair v

7. ...Y. Pure, unmixed, utter, downright, sheer,

absolute Kwith a negative or privative force\

'839 IV tOiiNctv
'

'

.- \\ 'vs. iSr.- IV. jo The blank

iiupos.si'..i!iues of I illiput. 1856 s. s ! \\iii.

.-.-- I'he t-evl sandstones cvnl:as. -ly
with the

v whiteness. 1871 FAKKVK "- 54 'I'he

i:o\eisialisls-

tb Mere. bare, simple
IS9 N!S . Wks . 10.; None is

-,- no mainlen-
. ^4.- .' .'./. \. i\.

\Vs_s. in :
:'.-

t
vn that pawnc ..

t you would cure hisjcalousKT

8. : verse without rime; tff. the

. c petit Aiuetet or u;uimed heroic, the regular
mea>-.::c c". 1

:-.^'.:sh
diamatic a!:d epic poetry, first

used i
1

'-
'. S'.'.ney ;.iicd 154?^.

1389 N u. v i he swel-

se. itxjj SH A .-

e freely ; or the-

:. s. \ l739CHfs-.-xv. .
'

I. \v
- -ire called blank verges. 17^84

c . ; Dec.. Blank \e:>e is susceptible ot a
verse in rhyme.

iS-4 SAW \'wftgr. * .?. O..: greatest
'^^e .-ec:l w.'.L'.e:! i:'. Ma::k verse.

b. t : .

1-40 \V. HOKS -." : Rebus-Men.
"cr^.

9. . .
-

. djs,
tSSx H. Jvx^s \\\M. It was her habit to

5
j

v. .-.ses. x88a .'.

.-4 HI. r.; Hie blank-eyed i

10. In varioos specific collocations : as

.i blank Acceptance, blank cheque, one not

h.\M:'.; '.he amount tilled ui : blank bar. .1 1"...'.

.-':-. ::: a:-. Action of Trespass is put in to

compel th. to a>.-:g:'. the certain place
where the Trespass was committed' s

t"io.

.":..-. 1070^ : blank boiicl. a bond in which a

lor the creditor's :-.ame ; blank
charter, a I give:: :o *.he agents v'

,
. wi'.h power to till it

up as they pleased : b. . .:.) to do as one

s; blank credit, 'an authorised peniv.s-

i;ive,~ 10 c.r.i\* 0:1 ar. .

~
/.rr.i l. 1 a certain

: blank indorsement, a bill

in which tie indorsee's name is omitted. Also .in

sense .^ blank-cartridge, a cartridge containing
no ball: blank-door

,
.-(-. i.\ an imitation ot a

. blank-tire, a tire without a flange ; blank-

toolinj -
;

see BUSH 14: blank-

window, an imitation-window. Also Blank-
form : see Bl_ist.

-H ; point blank : see FOIST.

xSaO . Hay -10 .- I"--.-- w.irVi::es wc-

loadeii with 'blank cartrk^vs. 1398 .V;V.- c -.?.'^^'. (.'.'..

in Kfr. A vgi. s>Vr^t { 'f:. : -ii I 4- : l>uadam alba charta

vocata *Blankechlrtre . . quod utique Regis Richanii in

posterum causa exitii magna ruit. 1313 Stuics. /Ti *. //,

i. :v. 4? O--r Su -surates at home snail hane *BIanke-

charters. xsaj DOXN-E 5~*f. iii. That God hath with his

hand Sign'ofungs 'blank-charters, to kill whom they hate.

tB. qnasi-*/p. Absolutely, unreservedly. O&s.

1677 Tutru Lft. Wks. 17:1 Ii" 434 The Allegations on
etcher side are blank contrary one to the other.

TniV blsenk\ si. Forms : 6-7 blanc, blanke.

blanck e, 7- blank, [f. prec. The senses con-

sist of a number of absolute or elliptical uses of

the adj., not mutually connected. ^The arrange-
ment here is chiefly chronological.')]

fL A small French coin, originally of silver, but

afterwords ofcopper ; also a silver coin of Henry V
current in the puts of France then held by the

According to Littre, the French ilmt
worth 5 deniers. The application of the

name in the iTth c. is uncertain. Ots.

.11399 AmtD CAnm. iiSxi) 14 YeUyng tberof by yere
_-

-

at thedM and an archer alwey tor a bank of hir money.
For they wenden al had hen heres. 1513 L^-

aeablankeofFraance.
Hxuons Gm*~mii Cm*. KH He did rather leaoe he
woode TiEoile. then abate one blanke of his price, ifa*
ST.^i nnirfU 4.5 Candies n stiaers a rjcond. an Egge two

Bumn Lxa Ditt., Blasts, a bade of

by King Henry the Fifth, in the parts of
.-.-. -. ---..- . -'-
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was because, .this of SiKei, was in name distinguished by
the colour. iTSjOi.vvpt KstV, .'. X*//., Rltttk also denotes a
small copier coin, torinerly current in France, at the rate

of live dcnicis 1'onriiois. 1863 Spring ft 3*1*. i* LafttiH*l
.<i A -i^cie dollar, or

'
blank,' as they call it here, will

rouse the apathy and greeAl of a Lap when paper currency
will have no erVect.

3. The white spot in the centre of a target ;

hence //<-. am-thins; aimed at, the rans;e of such aim.

x4 .-"in Ha<l. [\\ist. II. 35 Pink and drink,

andalso al the blank. And many sports mo. 1508 ISAKKt r

Tk^fr. H\irrts Itt. i. 35 To cause them to leuell, ami dis-

charge at the blancke" ihervof. x837d>t. \Visvvi.\\ FKH.
Onui ( ; Koine, ihe \ery blank and aim of

ts parti.-anship in our country.
Cf. the follow inj; with b, as illustrating its origin :

i6oj ^HAKS. fttvtt. iv. i. 4^ iGlobe 1 As level as the c.union

to his blank Transports his poi>onecl shot. 1604 I V>fr. tit.

i\. i--^, I haue stocnl within the blanke of his displeasure.

b. ' Level line mark for cannon, as point-blank,

c.|ual to Soo yarvls.' Smyth \u'.\'r's ll'ni.-fk.

: -4- '. .'/lie. XV It. ;is Fired at the liellorfc, which

Capt. Harrington . . did not return \bcinj; but just within
blank".

t 8. A nonplus. Ch.
154* t'pALL Knism. Aft'fA. 61 a, Aristippus was nothynj;

i;rvucxl to take a blanke in disimtacion. 1548 I'i'VLL. etc.

Krmsm. flmr. Acts vi. to The inwanie criefe .. whiche thei

had conceiue\t for the blancke they wcr put unto. 1580 LYLV
K*AkiVi u\rb.> W-- Such a place, as turned them all to a

4. A lottery ticket which docs not yarn a prize.

1567 in Kempe /.,'j.v.Vv MSS. , iS.;j' iJf A verie rich I.ol-

terie. .without anv blancks. 1607 SHAKS. t'.-'. \. ii. to It is

I Ots to I.l.i-.^cs. My name hath touch't your eares. 1779
}. MOOKS .' .. .-' .'. 11. ncv, 4" All the tickets he had in

v had proved blanks. 1844 \V. IKVISG 1'. /"'.:. . I i

\\ hen one :-'.* .::.-.": .:

5. A blank space in a written or printed document.
. 1570 .'.-4

-

pf. .v. Atjt.-xs in X.'.'. l'.\-iKs tc-M (.'. II.

;4.:. I sail leive blankis for to imbrew thanie. 1631 S:.:r

:..(.> i.s.s? no Warrantes. .withblankes for names
: .i:u! c.cle!'A'.i:u. . 1677 ^' VKVt ' ! '

\Vk-. I. 5,5 Which blanck .. shall l>c tilled up with the

Christian name of such K.::!.; 01 vjr.een. .t 1745 >
' rile a psi'oer full .LS I used to do ; and yet 1 w ill

of half a:i inch from you. .: 1859

j
V. i ;? b'ull powers must be sent .

; for the names of the plenipotentiaries.

b. 1'rov isional words printed in italics ^instead

of blank spaces
1

in a bill before rarliament. beinj;

matters of practical detail, of which the final form

. i in Committee.
1817 .-".;-.. ,\..j.v.' ss ; .- lr-e blanks of ihe bill were then

ri"ed up in ihe committee. 1863 H. Cox .'i.-.'. I. i\. t?- l-i

-on.;h the bill (in comniittee), won.is printed in

s-.' s;a::c.. un'.css .-' Reeled to.

t6. A document, 'paper.' or 'form' with spaces
left blank to be tilled up at the pleasure of the

person to whom it is ^ivcn !-.-. a blank charter
1

,

or as the eye::: may c'.stermine : a blank form.

1586 r. 1'.. L
-

: '-.ccitie of Athens
wa- constrained u nde a V'.ar.ke for capiti:'

peace. 1553 SHAKS. R - ^so And daily new
ves. K-::euolences, and I wot

not what. 16x1 FtACM. vV KL. J/a.-.:'* /"'.(.;. \. iii. Throw
him the biank. Me'.a:'.:ius. write in that Thy choice. 1711

No. 4>i; 7 Vhe several Blanks.. are printed
. .at the Crown and Scepter. 1780 J. Rfc'tD in Sparks (.".-.

Amsr. A-.T-. MJ.S: 111. .- ; \Ve have furnished the Com-
.'. returns, aud

directed them to send us a weekly account,

b. An empty form without substance ; any-

thing insit;niticant ; nothing at all.

a 1700 IVv.-tx .1. She has left him The blank of what he
was. 1704 PVNN in .- : .1/Y--Y. IX. y>3 People

[
:-.e with Mm a blank, he being

er-:or. 1742 \ ol NO A.'. T-t. n. Sc> No blank, no
trifle, nature made, or meant. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, i,

.
- amount to blank his losses to blank his funds

to blank '.ea\ ::-^ a .-..x-.ce of blank in his favour.

7 i A \-acant space, place, or period ; a void.
1601 SHAKS. ."r-.v.'. .V. n. iv. 113 D*k*. And what's her

history? ':'.: A blanke. my lord. tUfj MILTON /\ L. in.

43 For the Book of knowledg fair Presented with a Uni-
versal blanc Of Natures works to mee CApung'd and ras'd.

1739 FK.\NKUX . A\"ks- 1840 111. 535 The remainder of
that day was wasted . . The next was a blank likewise. 1793
LD. SriNCEi in LJ- A*:kl*xJs C*rr. (iS6i> III. 134 The
interval till then will be a complete blank in my life, c 18x5
I. HtSLor Si-itt. S*.~r. S**t. vii. The blanks in family circles

Sffd again. 1876 MoiUiY i'fr. Strm. vi. 14^ The future

is a blank, or a dark enigma to them.

8. Blank verse ; cf. BLASK a. 8.

X58 GKISE M~*f*. WTts. ii5i-3 VI. 37 Lest .. they
bewaile in weeping biankes the wane of their Monarchic.

tttrj FEX.THAJI Kfsir&ts L but. Wks. 116771 toS, I hold it

better put in Prose, or Blanks. 1793 SOCTHET AtfWncr. L
Wks. III. 58 In Miltonic blank bemoothU 1809 BYECS
Rtns 4 Rtv. bt. Rhyme and blank **;" an equal race.

9. .l/t'i-i. A piece of metal, cut and shaped to

the required size of the thing to be made, and

ready for the finishing operations ; tsp. in Coixagt,
the disc of metal before stamping.
1596 T. BVKEI, Entry Q. !.*>., Braid blancis hangabove

than- ecs With jewels of all histories. cigs in Rnding
Ant. Cfimffr ted. 3} III. 433 The Blanks for Farthings
cast. 179 CHAXZEIS >i S*ff., U*i, in coinage, a
plate, or piece of gold, or silver, cut and shaped for a coin,
but not yet stamped. 1831 ). Hou.ua> .V***f. MttmM L
3oi The'blanks for wood screws are generally forged by the

Bailors. li GXXXXXK Cm 196 The blank [for a cartridge

case] is..forced by a

BLANKET.

10. The jTiTi^ji^ of a grain.
1680 MOKPI-N tAvc. AY. .'. uc^st j7g '1'he Monyers Divide

the Terit into --4 Hlanks. 1735 BKADLKY f-'atH. Diet. II. S.V.

... The Moneyers subdivide the i;rain thus: 34
I'lanks make i Perrot ; 20 Perrols i Dwu ; 24 Dwits i

Mile ; so Mites i grain.

11. In the game of dominoes : A piece which

is without points on one or both of its divisions.

12. A dash written in place of an omitted letter

or word. Thus, - - Esq. of Hall, read

t'laat Flank Esquire of Blank Hall. Cf. DASH.

Blank ybl.vrjkX t'. Forms : 6 blanck(e, 6-7
blaiike, 6- blank, [f. prec, Cf. OXKr. Mankir,

-</uir, F. HaiK/iir, OCat. blanquir to make white.]
The senses are mixed up with those of BLANCH v.

and -', and BLEXCH, ULENK, BLINK.

1 1. trans. To make white, whiten ; to make pale.

1483 C.\\ io\ i-'. ..-V .'. I\>ur liv, A baronnesse. .the whiche
.is men soide blanked and J>opped or peynted her self. 1605
S\ i \ KSI FK /'* -rS'ar.'aj- i. vi. 1621' i ig His brow Was never

blankt with pallid fear. 1651 BtNLowts Tktvfk. IX. li, The
coral die is blankt at lips so red.

2. To put out of countenance ; to nonplus, dis-

concert, 'shut up.' Cf. BLASK 115. arch.

1548 I'l'UL, etc. Erasm. r*r.M.irk \\\. ;$ The Saduceis
were put to a foyle and blanked. isft7 GOLFING D< Mimtay
\v \. 4~4 At thii R. Elie/er was blankt and held his peace.
1611 Col UK., />\ya*c . . a doult, noddie ; one that's blankt,
and hath nought to say. when hee hath most neexl to speak.

CsH/utcr -.-* tfsmsiHg, to disgrace, confound, puzle,
blanke him ; to put him out of countenance, or, driue htm
to a Non-plus. 1653 I'Kot. HAKT A'.i.

A
c:'.i:V 1:07 1. 179 If I

do not blank and sravel you . . and put you to a non plus.
xUo Scon . ; .-,v.- xviii. Which fairly blanked the bold visage
of Adam Woocicock.

3. To frustrate, make void, invalidate, bring to

nought, disconcert v plans. etc.\ ii/vA.

1566 T. SiAFLtTON Kft. 1'ntr. 7.-av//. iv. 104 To dasel

the Readers e>~es withall, or to blancke his . . Argument.
1596 SrtxsKK S.'att Irtl. Wks. [861 ,^'.

i All former pur-

poses were blancked. I<Q} CLEVELAND T AU. Hlfttl
And thus, .blanks the Reckning with their Host. 1814 SCOTT
II'.::-. II. i. Their sports blanked by the untoward accident.

t4. To turn away. <Av. (.Cf. BLANCH :-.- 4.'

1640 VOKKI I "/i- //.'. 49 This unexpected aversion

blanckt the Scots. 1659 GACDEN Tears C*. 139 Nor are

V>eople lo be blanked or scared from any thing which they
list to call their Religion.

5. To render blank or void ; to veil from sight.

i7*3-S CHI KCHILL i;,'H,im in. Poems II. 30 When dreary

Night .. blank'd half the Globe. x88x Miss BKADDON

Asf*. III. 331 An obelisk . . blanking out earth and heaven
with its gigantic form.

b. To indicate bv a blank or dash
v

.

1789 btNTHA.v Wks. SL. 189 Dele /V-i;..i/, I doubt it is

hardly safe ; or blank it thus /" i^al.

T
c. Blank (often printed .but read 'blank')

is also, for decorum's sake, substituted lor a word
of execration.

x873 C. READE Simfltt&t xxiii. Blank him ! that U just

like him; the uneasy fool ! 1878 MKS. EOWACES ?.-.' iii.

_-_
' the colonel of the regiment !' exclaims Mark..

' Blank the colonel of the regiment 1

' With slow unmistak-

able gusto she lingers over the morws-yllable
'

Blank.'

f 6. intr. To be disconcerted ;
to blench ; to

shrink back. Off.

1655 GCRXAU. CAr. it Arnt. xiii. a u66c/ 49/1 If thou

canst . . blank no more than a cold suitor doth, when he

hears not from her whom he never really loved. 1641
ROC.EKS -ViMBa 413 But these would shed the bloud of

such and no whit blanke.

t 7. (,!) To blanch = to strip off the skin. Ots.

1515 I. ROBSON &vt. Fitld in dutlam Mix. II. We
blancked them with billes, through all their bright armor.

Blanked ,blxnkt\ ///. a.

1 1. \\hitened, made white. 0Ar.

.11519 SKELTON Elr*. Ritm. in H*ri Mix. (Malh.> III.

4-9 She hobbles like a goose, with her blanked hose.

t2. Nonplussed. Ots.

x6tx Corc-K. s. v. COMBS. D<i karixttfmtttrs iwt rtuwiu,

blanked, grauelleU, or driueu to a Non-plus.

Blanket i.bU-nket\ s/>. Forms : 4 blanket,

4-6 blankette, 5-7 blankett. 6-7 blanquet.
blanchet. blancket, .v- blanket, [a. Of.MattAftt,

Hatttfiutie blanket, t tia*f white + dim. suffix -tttt ;

see Ma*tkitus, -nut in Dncange. Cf. BLVXKCT.

(.The Tkarnas Blanket to whom gossip attributes

the origin of the name, if he really existed, doubt-

less took his name from the article. ]

fL A white or undyed woollen stun" osed fot

clothing. Ots.
. ijoo?**'ii7BIakwasliiscopeabove: his cartel whit

blanket, c I4aa A /n .-I rtk. xxix. Her belte was of bfen-

ket . . Beten with besandus, and bocult fill bene. c 1440

Prrmf. P*rv. 38 Blankett, fawngelle, ln~U>a. [1866

ROCEXS Agric. Frita I. nii. 575 Blanket heing nndyed
staff. IHJ. 576 Blanket, or coarse woollen doth, was woven
at Witney nearly 500 years ago.)

2. Alarge oblong sheet of soft loose-woollen cloth,

used for the purpose of retaining heat, chiefly as

one of the principal coverings of a bed ; also for

throwing over a horse, and, by savages or destitute

persons, for clothing. Tossing i a Uanktt was a

rough irregular mode of punishment.
jkafcrr-t are now also made of cotton, of paper, etc.

Tat. t~. 1. (1836. 23. Ij. Bntheamma cam nno
P. PI. C . *S4 Noker blankett in



BLANKET.
has bed. 1444 Tett. F.lor. II. (1855; in A pair of blanket-
ti. IJ7 SHAKS. 2 lien. IV, n. iv. 241 A rascally Slaue,
I will tone the Rogue in a Blanket. 1606 HOU.AN;>
Sutkm. 17 Annot., A light blanquet or quilt. 1639 J. W.
tr. Guiberft Ckar. PkysU II. 66 Three or foure Uancheu
of Cotton hemmed. iMi DtyocN jt/a<r f'l. 4* The like
was ne'er in Epsom blankets tost. 1711 Iivix.hu. Sfett,
No. 150 pj Had Tully himself pronounced one of his Ora-
tions with a Blanket about bis Shoulders. 1713 Simat
Guardian No. 72 (1756) I. 319, I have . . more than once
seen the discipline of the blanket administred to th-: of-

fenders. 1*76 JF.VOKS /.Ofar /Viw. ; JV,ple are so ac-
customed to use blankets to make themselves warm that
they are surprised to ice blankets ostd to keep k* cold.

*> fiH-
itc* SHAXS. ^/o<-<. i. v. 54 Nor Heaoen peepe through the

Blanket of the darke, To cry, hold, hold. 17** WOLOTJI
<P. Pindar; Orfr /?. /J CW. v. Wks. 1812 I. 23 The black
blanket of Old Mother Nizht. irf CAU.YI.I-. jVw. ii ;7
I. 215 The blanket of the Night is drawn asun-Jrr.

3. Phrase* : A u>et blanket : a person or thirjjj
that throws a damper over anything, a* a wet
blanket smothers fire. Born on the ivrm% side of
the blanket: said of an illegitimate child.

1771 SMOUJCTT Jiumfh. Ct. 11. 185 D.j I didn't CM
the wrong side of the blanket, girl 1*1$ Scon^ -V. I.

83 (D. /
' r rank Kennedy,' he said,

' was a gentleman, i

on the wrong tide of the blanket.' iy> GM.I La-j.'rir '/'.

HI. *iii- (184', J2S, I have never felt such a wet blanket
before or syne. 1*79 H. SH-.KCZS /."ate </ AMi
rw He [a melancholy man] u called a wet blanket.
4. Printing. A woollen cloth used to cover the

platten, to as to deaden and equalize iu pressure.
rf4 J. JOHHOK TV^r. JI. (,: U most be of

fine broad-doth, or kerseymere. 1*46 />//. A^trat^iA mat. u The platten is therefore covered with a pit*.!: of
thick woollen doth called the blanket.
5. '.Seeqnot)CM C JAMF.S MiL Diet. led. <

tj*p Made of coarse paper steeperf i f salt-

petre, which, when dry, are aga> reposition of
tallow, resin, and sulphur. t, bed only in 6re-fchps.
6. trans/. A laver of blubber in whales.
tk Woou in Lmtm. Mag. V. 548 The layer of

. .cafed by whalers the Ualket.'
7. Attrit. and CwnA, as llanitel-^, -rialft,

-making, etc. ; f blanket - lore, illicit 'amour* ;

blanket-luioe ; blanket-weed (see cu^j.;.
# KA*zXfrf. ^.r>. I. xrL ijsSkiitta.-
S K. ELTOT #W in Eyor's CV-

fflket doth for hhnVrttci. < 1*63 Title t/ha&Ll A
tme description of 'Blanket Fair c>.

'

Thames in
*e of d* Great JVjst. 16*9 G. DAJCIIX 'Ir^utr,.k ,

RitM. II. cavi. Sock *Blanket-Lw. 1*57 KVMU /W.
rf L 72 It k *Uanket-makinj and tailoring we
people to work at. Of* H. JOHJHO. ^rt r.

Alft 113 learning we had no bC be ordered a fine
"Itaktt piece 'to be OO off the entire ode of the araBaldh lUntoMD Jrnuv G&M., Zi<atkct-il*Kti, sluices in

'

ikeu are bid, to cttca tfce fate bat heavy
,""\B. etc, i* tie sfime fatrnnj wer

.

... . .
. __,.-

larfy the gree.Umj weed Oadoubcri, k
wd-' iTit i^. Gki. Ko.4fa

-..: ..->..-.
- -

-

.

Bla-nk*t,r Pa. L and pple. -etexL [itbeiL .-row.'. To ecwer with or as wit a blanket
**>S < **T Lemrn. m. so My five De grie widb I
BJanlBrr VJin,elfeaIl 7_baki boots, tffe p.

2. Yachting. To oowcr a ydit with the fail of
aaoAer pMriag to windward; to take Hie wind

.- :-.- .

^b g.^. hi, irfct
HyAeaa*,*.

a T- . ^- . ui.^ , .
-Mtiiai ii i

* B-J" *K WK. v. ir. <jfe* <* WeeTI base

?ir"~^bll>2>!tr*elL ^wHHnEw-aw*-*.

:

;

:

:^^:^.--v..
Blaafc^(tte^tee4Xjfc. ttfe.]
l-Cc^adwJt^erwnppcdiBorMiiafciieL

in /,//" ^ Crr. VI. 203 T)ie projected expedition </f !);
lilankTUeri.

t Bla-uketer. Ofo. A blanket-maker.
1677 I'ix/i Ox/ordih. rf. Hie Blajifceler^, wherv^f there

'

.-

.
,

at kau l}jreev,ore in t},is 'J own lWil;,;yJ. iw /,"//'/.

/ No. < ;^j/4 John Brvykf., o( Witney . . and Itwinai

Blanketing 'Uyrrjlc-tiij;, ;//.
[f. liLANKM.]

1. Material for blankets
; i>upp]^

of blarjkeU.

1677 J'L'r; (Jxf</rdih. *< N'> jyla'.*; yf- j:

n'Aoriously wljile.i-,. .Witncy. iTjs/'W. 7rj. XXX/X.
42 A /iirrv* Kin;; ofthi'.k BlanLetting. 1439 ('. JJ>m u
Adamut l-ixul 42 ly-ive Ni^hl'

4
,

pjujjy blai Eel ;- i%7->
M<CAitmT <7im 7"/w IJ.**vii. ; <7 '. , '""^,
ptovMioM. .were destr'yyed in vi

2. Takmjj the wind out of the kail* of a yaclit by
paining to windward of it f.'f. ^;;.>,^K^.^ ?y. 2.

18*3 Timet 27 Au^. ^/^ '/"}.: Mar/.-
gave the Neptur>e a bhu,>'.

3. The punishment o.' ;. Ua/jk'rt.

1577 H'>;j'.-vHK.% <:kr>*i. 11. ;7 J-

.... , x , .. ,

J^zi :
. '1 hi'rry u.\^ s <"'

K Uank^ir/ir; f'^r Wa.t;- /I :.i re bee! . / :

with. ^< 7S4 f ;i . -, /,; *,,^ W,/rat II

Sir, may i j 1808 H >-. . I'vtadill)
Amfal, 11,

^-.
'J f.* <_-.-.'.* -,'

4. Mining. Tht catd ;

a blanket-sluice
;
the

1884 Athtnrum v .'.':

.
.....

BLa-nketless, .

.'.. J.

BLA817.

iSS 'l>Hirv/N 'A/x WtllinglM n; Will, I,!: ..

-,'
-- - iWi J rl7'/K './' '. l<" / \ \ ;','/ tf)

al'A'JT iit'/fe wil'J tlutfj tl*:jr own ^vn>": bl^ire fii'* 'yf a

l**rd 'yf '..

2. Iran:/, of ' lotvlneHK
'

of colour ; '.f. ;;/nre.
1884 <, H.I:-. //..,/,, .

.,/, 'j'K

woaienkind ''j'J ic.' - / -

Blare, '^ A j/att-- of hajr :

'' eamoflx/i
'

;
>;//.//: <f<w.//// i>///

Blaring '- i

. ,'.
/'/ ;'/. [i.hi.f.i-t.i,-.

. i<,i.J

' 1440 /-//// /-<,. <.,;-, /./,.,,./,,

//elm, r^4i J:; i 'if,. /,/ ,

&^Whttl,y Itt',;?, I'.ln , , ,, -

'^7V ]'*''''' Witd /.l) ',,<-'; :-^ 'J !

: ;'

2.
//

'
i -.-. -. .

1837 '/rain', Maf '/.. \ .,;
'

'. jy v,
.

I -t4/.
'

.

.,",.'. ..
.

Blaring, //v <

||^,,..,. ryud ri' '..'' ,' :
-

' '

' ^'^/' H -

.'
:

''" "
.

/ . .

2 /-'//< / .'::'. . . : ': urin
,w. /./-, ...

,.,...

Blarney
-';'.-/ .'

1 J . i j -^C > v.

ittk* Ij'lll? 'j ft ^ .

Blankety
Jr-^lit-. J: ;

-

BlaukiBh fl .. _' ,
a.

[f.
KJ./^-K a. - .--;:

]

Somewhat blank ; htace W: :/..'//,/,./,., '

;.

', ,-:^-

. .
,

,

t Bla-nkle, 2. [f. K
........

ISJ r

Blankly -
.. [f fe./.jtK a. ~ -LI *

]
1. In a blank rns

pasviv:
i**3 > KV -.;- /A:.' /.,.x VJJJ '.- 7tej wen

.. 1*7 M-.,

%

2. .Starkly, tta

(13 L>.Kt /.. ,

;-.. 1870 fc. ;. i:. fc t.v {-.-.'.l. Trial <>. }:

3. Poiut-Uank, fia-.iy, oal

aliS I-" V IT MiKk
'

-,-s. -^ -.

BlanVmanger, obt.
'

.
[f. .

Blank quality or condition.

!*$ Fraur't Maf. XI,L ;vj 1 er, ruW.tr
between tie Itutre of tt.. ,

;

'
;

.'..,
'

, , . / .,/ , ,.

:

"** '

Bla'rney, ;

' '

'-'"\
" '

-

b. '.v '.'

*oj
' '

,

' '

- -
.

<-:
.>X y/i, Jj-. 1 .,

;

- -

Bla ra7e<l 'y
,

,-. .

1*m*jT, o:.- .
.

- Bl* r

t7tt4 i . 2'v"> BlunsuwOi*'
'

i ,

iflVJ '
.

/>*/ ' .' .

'>-
'

-
, .....

Blann'e, pa. t
Blanquet, obs. form c

.

-

t ]
j-raur.

''+

Bla. o

S^rjT^T fc??J:^ * <^r

'X'

^^^Stss^--" wane 2 . t--. x -,
/ .. '

-

; -,;,...
...

>i>,.]
L A i -

?lM$I,/> ir;'::*'ft.'.-s*r. yr -f
'

-.

JOK. a ixtt, / .

:-fT- '.U** M*)4f**. f.

/' ...
2. Vs.-

X TzfxfSj.-* '/. t* 'J

weatier.

.

' ^ H,l~**<: 'sria-! -f'.

'

I ---.ii : f bteKXL, C bl*r,
-Sr- bleir, fr-9 blair, %- blar*. fldeoua
and sense with MDn. Wz/o, I/J. /oroi <Uarrtn,

at iopod in the older (tares of V

gcaeaftr takes a* aa MBtattve wori Cf. fcii
.]L intr. To rear wii proVjojed kosnd in ww-.nuy .

*at*W; tobeflowasacaE Ncnr ciwKfWto/
40 KAorrra, r wewi, U4M Cier**1 ^aoue Ujt -5^..- '/...-.. v^

->^t/ rr 4 T wvraia" aivv
M*>t J '- "

'

* --J.-jf. IK,
- jed fcr ery vjrvw. j ,U. vi

UW.-.J -put- . . :auw; / iJa, My
."

. - t ...... .
.
- . "& '

'

i

" - MM*V.|* tjydrvi. f. kjrm. -,-s , }$&**.

.'> X-si.~Tkg* at <lrhieVM WefeT rfw L r *-': " ^

T UMT, rf if i mnff*m
'

rf*i
"'* "' *'S,< *' v u cat,

l.TvUaniiiKa'.vw.wigw. *^_*
to* ^* It'KrTjwr Z^/4 /^M<- >.

ear

. [>r : ><s

by ewrmeat, a B.VJ L v-

-4. TeJ>4yrlta>,aarr im/
-: --

'

.--: :
:

BLajrt r.i KAeik] The
-

, -:., ,-..; , -...--i ,; ,-, ,

tnvJL toe:, -

-:.,-: -

.
. , .* r 7*nr M. l&oi, A Srte 'M^'-i to

- - - - :,...-.-,., ,...-....XA K. f.<~*4S.;. j..r,t Ka, kwsvii aan :<
Cmtanf. ILei * *ma*m '

..- .. ....'.
'

':-



BLASH. 904 BLAST.

1. A dash or plash of liquid, as when rain appears
to fall in sheets ;

a mixture of blow and splash.
[i725cf, BLASHY.] 1805 A. ScOTTJfcrMKf Poems 36 ijAM.)

Where snaws and rains wi' sleety blash. 1827 J. WILSON
Noct.Ambr. Wks. 1. 156 A snaw storm came down frae the
mountains, .noo a whirl, and noo a blash.

2. Watery atoff ;
said of very liquid mud, poor tea,

watered milk. fig. Wishy-washy talk. dial.

1835 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. 1883) I. 52 Dear Mother, excuse
all this blash. 1864 ATKINSON IVhitby Gloss. s.v.,

'

It's al!

blash,' or
'
blish blash'; nonsense. Mod.Sc. No proper

meal ; only a blash of tea.

3. A gash or smash due to a blow
;
a bash.

1860 G. H. K. I'ac. Tour 169 A. .skull, with a tremendous
blash across it.

4. A broad flash ; a blaze flashing up.
1875 Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S. ), Blash> a sudden flame. Ibid.,

Blash-boggart , a fire-goblin, or flash-goblin ; that is, a

goblin that flashes and disappears. It is more commonly
used figuratively, and is applied to persons who are fiery,

wild, or strange in appearance.

Blash (bloej), v. dial. [f. as prec.] trans. To
dash a quantity of liquid ; to dash (a thing) broadly
with liquid, intr* To plash, to splash heavily in,

work in, water.

1788 PICKEN ToCmvslip Poems 91 (jAM.)Whan. .blashan

rains, or cranreughs fa*. 1861 Fam. Herald 16 Feb. 672
' How much water does your mistress . . put in our. .milk ?

'

' I'm sure,' replied the rogue,
'

I don't know, .she just blashes
it in.' 1864 ATKINSON IVhitby Gloss.) Blash, to splash with
water. Also in sense of going or having gone to sea. 'What
he has got, he has blash'd for,' as property obtained by a

seafaring life.

Bla*shy, a. dial. [f. BLASH ^. + -Y 1
.]

1. Of or characterized by sudden heavy showers ;

heavily splashy.
1725 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. i. ii, Thick-blawn wreaths of

snaw, or blashy thows. 1863 Robson's Bards of 7'yxe 487
The day was drizzly wet an' drear, And blashy under feet,
man. 1864 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss, s.v., Blashy weather.

2. Consisting too much of liquid ; watery, thin.

1820 Bliukii.'. Mag, Nov. 154 ijAM.) Thae blashy vege-
tables are a bad thing. 1857 CHAMBERS Inform, People II.

677 When a young man .. fills his stomach with a great
blashy meal. 1864 ATKINSON IVhitby Gloss, s.v., Blashy ale.

Blason, obs. form of BLAZON.

t Blasphema'tion. Sc. Obs. [ad. L. blas-

phcmation-em (in Tertullian), f. blasphe?narc^\
1. Insult, reviling, calumniation.

1533 BEI.LENOEN* Liry n. 118221 176 To the mair schame
and blasphemacioun of Romane linage. 1538 LYNDKSAY
Papyfigo 881 Thay . .bostit hir, with blasphematioun. a 1560
HOLLAND Crt. I'emts iv. 182 Caus Ladeis to get blasphema-
tioun.

2. Blasphemy.
1549 Compl. Scot. xvii. 155 Ther blasphematione of the

name of god corruptis the ayr. 1552 Aisi'. HAMILTON
Catcck. 284 It can nocht be said without blasphematioun.

t Blasphe'matory, a. Obs. [f.
on type of a

L. ^blasphematdri-us, f. blasphemator : see prec.
and -ORY : cf. F. blasphcmatoirel\ Blasphemous.
1611 COTCR., Blaspkcmatoire, blasphematorie, blasphem-

ous. 1725 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. loM C. I. VH. i. 285 He
would have no part in their Blasphematory Doctrine.

t Blaspliematour. Obs. Also 6 -ature. [a.

V.blasphemateur, &&.\3.\.z'L.b!asphcmdtdr-cm J agent
noun f. blasphemdre : see below.] A blasphemer.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg: 431/3 Swerars and blasphema-

tours. 1581 N. BURSE Admon. Deform. Kirk Scotl., That
drunken blasphemature.

Blaspheme (blasfrm\ v. Forms : 4 bias-

feme(n, 5 -yn, (blasefleme), 7 blaspheam, 4-
blaspheme. [ME. blasftmt-n, a. OF. blasfeme-r

(
= Pr., Sp. blasffmar)) ad. L. blasphemd-re, ad. Gr.

&\aff<pr)ntftv to speak profanely, f. Pkafftyijpos evil

speaking, blasphemous (-$77/10$ speaking). Trans-

ferred to L. in the Vulgate and eccles. writers, and

preserved liturgically in the modern langs. The
same word became popular in late L. in sense of
*

revile, reproach,' whence Romanic *blasimdre, It.

biasimare, Pr. blasmart F. blasmer^ blamer, Eng.
blame ^\

1. intr. To utter profane or impious words, talk

profanely. Const, against (in \Vyclif also in, upon}.
1340 Ayenb. 30 Ha . . blasfeme^ aye god and his haljen.

1382 WYCLIF Mark iii. 29 He that shal blasfeme a^eins

[1611 blaspheme against] the Holy Gost. Sel. IVks. III.

170 3if freres by gabbingis blasfeme upon Crist. Ibid. 349

pei blasfemen in Crist, c 1440 Gesta Row. 381 Then the

soule began to blasefleme. 1595 SHAKS. John m. I. 161

Brother of England, you blaspheme in this. 1711 ADDISON

Sped. No. 99 P 7 One may tell another he whores, drinks,

blasphemes. 1821 BYRON Cain i. i. 35 Blaspheme not ;

these are serpents' words. 1835 J. G. DOWLING Lett. Dr.
Maitland 17 They, .blaspheme against the precious cross.

2. trans. To speak irreverently of, utter impiety

against (God or anything sacred.)

1382 WYCLIF /sa. i. 4 The! blasfemeden the hoeli of Irael.

1526 Pilgr, Perf. (W. de W. 1531)4!}, They not onely de-

spysed hym, but also they blasphemed the holy goost.

'593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /''/, m. ii. 372 Blaspheming God, and

cursing men on earth. 17^5 BUKKF, Let. Wks. VII. 350 He
is ready to blaspheme his God, to insult his king. 1872
RUSKIN Eagle's N. 240 New foulness with which to blas-

pheme the story of Christ,

3. gen. To speak evil of, revile, calumniate, abuse.

c 1386 CHAVCER Somfn. T. 475 As that this olde cherl

with tokkes hoore Blasphemed hath oure booty Couent eke.

1605 SHAKS. Mocb. iv. ill 108 Since that the truest Issue
of thy Throne . . do's blaspheme his breed. 1654 EARL
ORRERY Parthen. 11676)327 As soon as this fatal news came
to Pacorus's knowledge, he blasphem'd them for it. 1725
POPE Odyss. xiv. 462 While those who from our labours heap
their board, Blaspheme their feeder and forget their lord.

1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 119 So they blaspheme the muse !

T b. intr. To rail, to utter words of abuse, rare.

a 1592 GREENE Arbasto vi, Doralicia chafed much In her

choller, blaspheming bitterly both against me and her sister.

t Blaspheme, a. and sb^ Obs. Also 4-5 blas-

fem(e. [a. F. blaspheme, ad. L. blasphemus, ad.

Gr. y3A.a<7</>i7/xos ; see prec.] A., adj. Blasphemous.
1382 WVCLIF 2 Mace. x. 4 To barbaris, or heithen, and

blasfeme men. c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Aftrr. xxxiv. 66
(Gtbbs MS.

i, To haue stoned hym as blaspheme [1530 a

blasphemer].
B. sb. A blasphemer.

1382 WVCLIF.SV/. IVks. III. 347 Shulden siche blasfemes be
stoned to deeb. 1401 Pal. Poems (t'&y^ II. 93 The Phari-

sees, pursuwed Crist to the dethe, ^e, callid hym a blasfeme.

t Blasphe'iue, sb.- Obs. [a. K. blaspheme (in
1 2th c. also blafcmc : L. blasphemia BLASPHEMY.

(In Chaucer also accented bfa'fpheme.}] The
earlier word for BLASPHEMY.
1384 CllAUCfiR Env. Scogan 15 In blaspheme of thegoddis?

c 1386 Pard. T. 265 Cursed forswerynges, Blaspheme
of crist, mansclaughter. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531)

138 With many suche blasphemes and prouocacyons to im-

pacyence. 1583 T. WATSON Poems (Arbj 153 Vet glorious
heauns,

*

pardon my blaspheme.

t Blasphemely, adv. Ol>s. In 4-5 biasf-. [f.

BLASPHEME a. + -LY-.] Blasphemously.
-1380 Serin, agst. Mir.~Pla.ys in Rel. Ant. II. 55 And

therefore blasfemely thei seven, that siche pleyinge doith

more good than the word of God. 1395 PURVEY Retnonstr.

(1851' 45 Principlis . . applied blasfemeli to a synful man.

f Blasphement. Obs. rare. Blasphemy.
1544 BALE Chron. Sir J. Oldcastcll'm Harl. Misc. (Malh.i

I. 249 Romish blasphement long hyd in the darke.

Blasphemer (blcisfrmaj). Forms: 4 blas-

femer(e, blasphemour, -femour, 5 blasfemare,
6- blasphemer. [a. OF. blasfemeor. -eur (AF.
-our',, in nom. blasphemcrc : L. blasphemator

-em] One who blasphemes.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 505 This false blasphemcur

that charged me To parte that wol nat departed be. c 1400
Apol. Loll. 27 pus was Crist callid a synnar blasfemer.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Mace. ix. 28 That murthurer and blas-

phemer of God. 1770 BURKE Prcs. Discont. Wks. II. 298
A common slaughter of libellers and blasphemers. 1870
R. ANDERSON Missions Amer. Bd. III. xx. 348 The recent

blasphemer cried out in agony.

Blasplie'meress. rare. [a. OF. blasphemer-
esse see -ESS.] A woman who blasphemes.
1548 HALI. Chron. 158 A diabolicall BlasphemeresseofGod.

Blaspheming (blusfrmirj), vbl. sb.

1. The uttering of blasphemy ; profane speaking.
c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 30 f>e blasfemynge whiche she

spake a}enst his goddes. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. fy Upland-
yshnt. (1847) 26 There is blaspheming of Gods holy name.

1648 JENKYN Blind Guide iv. 105 Take heed .. of blas-

pheming.
f2. Railing, calumniation. Obs.

1677 GALE Crt, Gentiles II. m. 18 Blasphemings of each
others reputation.

Blasphe*ming, ppl. a. That blasphemes.
1569 SPENSER / 'isioiis i, The vile blaspheming name. 1605

SHAKS. Macb. iv. i. 26 Liuer of Blaspheming lew. 1805
SOUTHEY Mndoc in Azt. x, These blaspheming strangers.

Blasphemous (blcrsf/mas), a. Also 6 blas-

phemose. [f.
L. blasphem~iis ;see BLASPHEME a.)

+ -ous, or perh. immed. a. OF. blasphemers ^

AF. -ous. Marlowe and Milton accented it, after

L., blasphemous]
1. Uttering or expressing profanity, impiously

irreverent.

1535 COVERDALE Iso, Iviii. 9 Yf thou . . ceasest from blas-

phemous talkinge. 1590 MARLOWE 2nd Pt. Tawbiirl. n. i,

And scourge their foul blasphemous paganism. 1667 MIL-
TON /'. L. v. 809 O argument blasphemous, false and proud !

1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. ix. 187 John, .pronounced
it to be a . . blasphemous doctrine. 1871 MORLEY J 'oltaire

(1886) 42 The history of a prolonged outrage upon these

words by blasphemous and arrogant persons.

1 2. Abusive, slanderous, defamatory. Obs.

1604 SIR D. CAHLF.TON in Winwood Mem. II. 52 (L.) Stone
was well whipped in Bridewell, for a blasphemous speech,
' that there went sixty fools into Spaine besides my lord

admiral and his two sons.' 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. i. 43 You
bawling, blasphemous incharitable Dog.

Bla'spliemously ,
adv. [f. prec. + -LY *.] In

a blasphemous manner; impiously, profanely.
1531 FRITH Jitdgnt. Tracy (1829) 245 Against the which

many men. .have blasphemously barked. 1611 BIBLE Luke
xxii. 65 And many other things blasphemously spake they
against him. 1665 WTIIIKR Lortfs Prayer 99 A woman,
blasphemously termed her self the Virgin Mary, a 1745
SWIFT (J.) He would blasphemously set up to controul the

commands of the Almighty. 1874 SPURGEON Treats. Dai'.

Ps. xcviii. 5
' This infectious frenzy of psalm-singtng,' as

Warton almost blasphemously describes it.

Bla'sphemousness. [f. as prec. + -NFSS.]
The quality of being blasphemous.
1854 DUFF in Life xxi. (1881) 342 Such God-defying

blasphemousness.

Blasphemy (bkrsf/mi). Forms : 3 blas-

phemie, 4 blasfemie, -y'e, blasfamye, blasse-

femy, 4-6 blasphemye, (5 blaseflemy), 6-7
blasphemie, 7 blasfemy, 5- blasphemy. [ME.
blasfemie^ blasphemie, a. OF. blasfemie, a learned

adaptation of L. blasphemia : Or. ^Kaa^^ia
slander, blasphemy, abstr. sb. f. ^Aaa^T/^oy BLAS-
PHEMOUS. In Spenser accented blasphe'my .F. Q.
vi. xii. 25). Cf. BLASPHEME j.-]
1. Profane speaking of God or sacred things ;

impious irreverence.

<iX225 A tier. R. 198 pe seoue5e hweolp is Blasphemie.
pisses hweolpes nurice is }>e bet swere8 greate o5es. c 1325
/i. E. Allit. P. B, 1661 penne blynnes he not of blasfemy on
to blame \te dry^tyn. 1488 CAXTON Chast. Goddes Chyld.
46 Some haue fallen in to blasphemie whiche ben they that

speken unhonestly of god. 1526 Ptlgr. Perf. (W. de W.
15311 n8b, Mocyons of infidelite, and blasphemyes. 1659
MILTON Civil Power in Eccl. Causes Wks. 1738 I. 548
Blasphemy or evil speaking against God maliciously. 1768
BI.ACKSTONE Comin. IV. 59 Blasphemy against the Al-

mighty, by denying his being or providence. 1853 ROBERT-
SON Serin. Ser. iv. v. (1876.1 64 It is all blasphemy; an im-

pious intrusion upon the prerogatives of the One Absolver.

b. fig. (against anything held *

sacred.*)
1605 BACON Adi'. Learn. \. ii. 9 (1873) 17 He was well

punished for his blasphemy against learning. 1873 MORLEY
Rousseau I. 165 You are drawing an indictment against
nature, no trifling blasphemy in those days, 1875 HAM-
KRTON Intell. Life ix. i. 302 This doctrine sounds like

blasphemy against friendship.

f 2. get?. Slander, evil speaking, defamation. Obs.

1656 WHALLEY in Burton Diary (1808; I. 103 To speak
evil of any man is blasphemy, a 1656 BP. HALL Tracts

5 Blasphemy, .is a blasting the fame or blaming of another.

f b. trans/. A thing evil spoken of, an occasion
of evil speaking. Obs.

1609 BIBLK tDouay) Ezek. v. 15 Thou shall be a reproch,
and blasphemie.
3. Comb.
1828 E. IRVING Last Days 68 A blasphemy-enduring ear.

t Blasphemy, a. Obs. [perh. f. ME. BLAS-
PHEME sb.~ + -Y.] Blasphemous.
c 1384 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 158 A more blasphemye ground.

Ibid, i But on this blasphemye heresie schullen alle cristene

men crien out.

Blast (blast), sb. Forms : 1-3 bleest, 3- blast,

4 blest, 6 (Douglas} blist, 4-6 blaste. [Com.
Teut.: OE.Wffj/ str. masc.^OHG. Mlf/,ON. blfatr
:-OTeut. *bl&s-tu-z str. m. ; f. OTeut. *bl&san t

(Goth, -blesan, ON. bldsa, \VGer. Masan} to blow :

see BLAZE v.- Cf. ^.Jta-tu-s. (The original long
vowel was shortened by position in ME.)]
1. A blowing or strong gust of wind.
a 1000 C&dwon's Ex. 290 (Gr.) Sae grundas sub wind for-

nam bae^weges blaest. a 1300 in Wright Pop. Treat. Sc.

136 A dunt other a blast of grete miste. 1340 Ayenh.
203 Be zuych blest and be zuych w>-nd. c 1374 CHAUCER
Troylus ii. 1338 Reed that boweth dowen with every blaste.

c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 38 Blaste of wynde, JJatns. 1573
G. HARVEY Lctt.-bk. (1884) 34 Two March blasts. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 1336 Those that fortune ad-

vanceth by the favour of her blastes. 1697 DRVDEN Virg.

Georg, i. 325 Frosts and Snows, and Bitter Blasts. 1840
R. DANA Bef. Mast xxxiv. 132 Broken by the blast of a
hurricane. 1847 LONGF. Ev. ii. m. 184 Blown by the blast

of fate like a dead leaf over the desert.

2. A puff or blowing of air through the mouth
or nostrils ;

a breath. Obs. or arch.

<ri25o Gen. $ Ex. 201 His licham of erSe he nam, And
blew Sor-in a Hues blast, c 1325 Cocrdf L. 1779 Unnethe
he might draw his blast. 1387 TREVISA Higden (1865) I

223 A lanterne brennynge alway,M no man couthe quenche
wi|> blast noj?er wi(? water. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.

Acad. n. 567 As when we breathe, we make a blast. 1611

BIBLE Ex. xv. 8 With the blast of thy nostrils the waters

were gathered together. 1642 T. TAYLOR God's Judgem. i.

n. xxvi. 276 Breathing his last blast. 1741 MIDDLETON
Cicero (1742) III. 304 The empty blast of popular favor.

fb. Angry breath, rage. Obs.

1535 COVERDALE yd. viii. 2 Whan he had sayde this,

their blast was swaged from him.

3. The sending of a continuous puff of breath

through a wind-instrument, so as to make it sound ;

the blowing (of a trumpet, or the like) ; hence, the

sound so produced ; any similar sound. Also_/5^.

^1205 LAV. 10926 pa wes bemene blxst. a 1300 Cursor
M. 18075 Par come a steuen als thoner blast, n 1340 HAM-
POLE Pr. Ctisc. 4990 When (>ai here |e grete bemes blast.

< 1400 Destr. Troy xi. 4614 Iche buerne to be bun at the

blast of a trumpe. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, i. xiv, Of a

great horne I harde a royal blast. 1513 DOUGLAS /Ends
\\. vti. Lvi.] 31 Wpsprang the cry of men and tnimpis blist

[c/angoraitc titbarnm\ 1611 BIBLE Josh. vi. 5 When they
make a long blast with the rammes-horne. 1667 MILTON
P. L. xi. 76 Th' Angelic blast Filld all the Regions. 1782
HAN. MORE Daniel \\\. 114 Were thy voice Loud as the

trumpet's blast. 1851 D. MITCHELL Fresh. Glean. Wk<.

11864) -304 The postilion had given two blasts on his bugle,

t b. fig. Boasting : cf. the phrase to blcnv one's

own trumpet. Obs.

1494 FABVAN v. cxl. 127 To kele somwhat theyr hyghe
corage, or to oppresse in partye theyr brutisshe blastis.

f
1

C. At one blast '

(
L. itnojlatn} : at once, at the

same time. For a blast : for once.

c 1380 Sir Fernntb. 2487 Hure homes J>ai gunne ^o to

blowe t ful many at one blaste. 1579 TOMSON Calvin's Scrm.

Tint. 94/2 Let vs glorifie him . . and that not onely for a

blast, but let vs continually preach and set forth the praises

of God. 1638 T. WHITAKER Blood ofGrape 57 Both indeed

at the first view or blast will seeme to shake both my
foundation and edifice also. 1790 BEATSON Nov. $ Mil.



BLAST.
Mem. I. 193 Plunging a number of gallant men at one blast
into eternity.

fd. A company (of huntsmen). Obs.
1486 Bk. St. Alkans Fvija, A Blast of hunters.
4. A strong current of air produced artificially.
ai6i8 RALEIGH Kern. (16441 '37 The Organ hath many

Pipes, all which are filled with the same blast of wind. 1667MILTON P. L. i. 708 As in an Organ from one blast of wind
Tc many a row of Pipes the sound-board breaths. 1837
FARADAY Ckem. Manif. iv. 97 By which the blast was to
be thrown in.

b. spec. The strong current of air used in iron-

smelting, etc.

1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 482 To give very strong and last-

mg Blasts for Iron Forges. 1715 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v.

Steel, As soon as the Coal is thoroughly kindled . .give the
Blast. 1875 URK Diet. Arts II. 945 The blast is conducted
through sheet.iron or cast-iron pipes . . into the tuyeres.
Hence c. In blast, at or infill! blast : at work, in

full operation. Out of blast : not at work, stopped.
1796 MORSE Amer. Gcug. I. 652 At present there are four

or five furnaces in the state that are in blast. 1832 HT
MARTINF.AU Hill f, Vail. vii. 114 The day when yonder
furnaces are out of blast will be the day of your ruin. 1854
J. ABBOT Napoleon (1855) I. xxvi. 412 All the foundries of
France were in full blast. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. ff It.
Jrnls. II. 143 The organ . . was in full blast in the church.
1874 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ixxxviii. i. IV. 130 They burned
perpetually like a furnace at full blast.

t 5. The sudden stroke of lightning, a thunder-
bolt. Obs.

1650 MRS. HUTCHINSON Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846' 351
He.. died by a blast of lightning. 1751 FRANKLIN Lett.
Wks. 1840 V. 224 The end entered by the electric blast
points north.

6. A sudden infection destructive to vegetable or
animal life (formerly attributed to the blowing or
breath of some malignant power, foul air, etc.).
a. Blight ; also an insect which causes blight.
b. spec. A disease of the sugar cane. arch, or
Obs.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Huso. (1586) 29 b, To preserve
it from blast and mildew. 1702 C. MATHER Magti. Chr. \:
iv. (1852) 316 Our wheat and our pease, fell under an unac-
countable blast. 1750 G. HUGHES Barbados 245 It [the
sugar-cane] is liable to one disorder hitherto incurable, the
Yellow Blast. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 435 The Blast.
This insect . . is generally pernicious to all the plants on
which it breeds. 1815 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 51 III. 658/2 Blast
is also used in agriculture and gardening, for what is other-
wise called a blight.

C. transf. and Jig. Any blasting, withering, or

pernicious influence ; a curse.

1547 BOORDE Brev. Health C2ib, A Blast in the Eye.
'559 T. BRYCE in Farr's .S. /'. (1845) ' i?6 When shall thy
spouse and turtle-doue Be free from bitter blaste? 1659
HAMMOND On Ps. xxxiv. 14 Must needs be the forfeiting of
God's protection, and bring his blasts and curses. 1727 DK
FOE Eng. Tradesm. (1745) I. xiii. 101 Turns the blessing
into a blast. 1752 JOHNSON Kambl. No. 204 f 2 Resistless
as the blasts of pestilence.

d. A dialectal name of erysipelas, e. A flatu-

lent disease in sheep.
1845 W. BUCHAN Domest. Med. xxv. 202 The country

people . . call this disease [erysipelas] a blast, and imagine
it proceeds from foul air, or ill wind.

t 7. A blasted bud or blossom
; blasted state.

1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 190 Thou shall hang like a
blast among the faire blossomes. Itid. 196 As in all gar-
deins, some flowers, some weedes, and as in al trees some
blossoms, some blasts. 1793 SOUTHEV Occas. Pieces i, Thy
youth in ignorance and labour past, And thine old age all
barrenness and blast.

8. A '

blowing up
'

by gunpowder or other ex-

plosive ; an explosion.
1635 J. BABINGTON Pyroteclm. Ivi. 63 Holding your head

under the horizontal line of your Piece, for feare the blast
annoy you. 1748 ANSON Voy. i. vii. 72 The blast was oc-
casioned by a spark of fire from the forge. 1853 KANE
Grinnell Exp. xxxiii. (18561 285 A noise like a quarry blast,
explosive and momentary.

b. The quantity of gunpowder or other explo-
sive used in a blasting operation.
1885 Daily News i2Oct 5/2 When Hallett's Reef in Hell

Gate was destroyed . . the blast was the largest ever used.
9. Sc. A smoke (of tobacco). Cf. K. James's

Counterblast to Tobacco (1604).
Mod. South Sc. He takes his blast after dinner.
10. Comb, and Attrib., as (in sense i) blast-borne,

puff; tin sense 3) blast-horn ; (in sense 4) blast-

bloomery, -cylinder, -engine, -machine, -meter; also
t blast-bob, the stroke of a blast of wind

; blast-
fan, a fan for producing a blast of air

; blast-

hearth, a hearth for reducing lead-ore
; blast-

hole, the hole by which water enters a pump,
the wind-bore

; blast-pipe, in a locomotive, a pipe
conveying the steam from the cylinders into the
funnel and so increasing the draught.
1860 W. FORDYCE Hist. Coal no Besides the orifice or

chimney at the top, there were two openings, one large in
front, the other of smaller dimensions behind, for the inser-
tion of the bellows pipe. Such was the "Blast Bloomery.
1582 STANYHURST ^Eneis Iv. 'Arb.) no Thee boughs frap
whurring, when stem with "blastbob is hacked. 1830 TEN-
HYSON Poems 124 "Blastborne hail. 1875 URE Diet. Arts
II. 949 There are 3 "blast-engines .. They have 96-inch
blast- and 40-inch steam-cylinders. 1879 Cassell's Techn.
Educ. IV. 339/2 To. .blow either hot or cold air through it

by means of a "blast-fan. 1844 Camp ofRefuge 1. 27 Sound,
ing all the *blast-horns on the house-top. < 1865 J Wvi DK

VOL. I.

905

in Circ.Sc. I. 315/1 The combustion, .is rapidly effected by
means of the *blast-pipe of the cylinder.
Blast (blast), v. Also 3, 7 blaste. [f. the sb.]
1 1. intr. To blow, to puff violently. Obs.
<ri30o K. A Us. 5348 Dragouns .. grisely whistleden and

blasten. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 397/3 Ther came a grete
multytude offendes blastyng and roryng. 1530 PALSGR.
457/ 1 To blaste with ones mouthe or with belowes 1768Ross Helenore 23 JAM.) Twa shepherds out of breath,
Kais d-like and blasting.

t b. trans. To blo%v (out, forth, abroad} ; to
breathe (out), utter loudly, proclaim. Obs.
1536 LATIMER Serm. be/. Convoc. i. 35 Counterfeit doctrine,which hath been blasted and blown out by some. 1548HALL Chron. Hen. VI. an. 14 (R.) They blasted emongest

themselfes, that the Calisians would leaue the town desolate
1631 WEF.VER Anc. Fun. Mon. 712 The winde . . whereby
this fire was. .blasted abroad.

c. nonte-wd. To emit blasts.

1842 DICKENS Amer. Notts (1850) 14/1 The engine which
had been clanking and blasting in our ears incessantly for
so many days.

t 2. a. intr. To blow (on a trumpet or other
wind instrument), b. trans. To blow (a trumpet,
etc.). c. with the hearers as object. : To din or
denounce by trumpeting. Obs.

1384 CHAUCER H. Fame :866 Toke his blake trumpe faste
And gan to puffen and to blaste. 1530 PALSGR. 457/1 He
blasted his home so hygh that all the wodde dyd shake.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. q Cf. iv. viii. 36 Trumpetters With brazen
dinne blast you the Citties eare. 1858 POLSON Law $ L.
J 97

'

Blasting you at the horn,' 'poinding your estate.'

3. intr. To boast, 'blow one's own trumpet.' Sc.
1814 Saxon $ Gael I. 100 (JAM.), I am no gien to blast.

T" 4. a. trans. To blow (/), inflate, b. intr.

(for reft.) To swell up. Obs. exc. dial.

1578 LYTE Dadocns i. xcv. 137 The same herbe . . slaketh
the [bowels] whan they are blasted vp and swollen. Ibid.
II. xxv. 177 A yong Catt whereunto I haue giuen of these

5. trans. To blow up (rocks, etc.) by explosion.
1758 BORLASE Nat. Hist. Cornwall xv. i. 161 The miner

is generally obliged to blast the rock. 1858 FROUDE Hist.
Eng. III. xv. 314 His shallow schemes were blasted to atoms.
1859 HAWTHORNE Fr. f, It. "frills. II. 279 The ledge of rock
had been blasted and hewn away.
6. (dial.) To smoke (tobacco). Cf. blow. (The

usual word in S. Scotl.)
II. To blow on perniciously.

7. trans. To blow or breathe on balefully or

perniciously ; to wither, shrivel, or arrest vegeta-
tion

;
to blight. Said of a malignant wind, light-

ning, flame, and (formerly) of a 'malignant' planet.
1532 FRITH Mirror (1829) 277 By blasting thy fruits, or

such other scourges. 1576 LAMBARDE Pcramb. Kent (1826
271 This lately advaunced building was blasted with flame.

1580 BARET Ah'. B 786 To be Blasted or striken with a
planet. 1623 MILTON Death Fair Inf. i, O fairest flower,
no sooner blown but blasted. 1634 T. JOHNSON Farcy's
Chirurg. xxvin. (1678) 682 Every body that is blasted or
stricken with lightning. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Past. n. 84
Southern Winds to blast my flowry Spring. '1862 STANLFY
Jeu>. Ch. (1877) 1. ii. 38 The fertile vale of Siddim was blasted
with eternal barrenness.

8. transf. and fig. (Blasting withers up the

brightness, freshness, beauty, vitality, and promise
of living things : hence) a. To blight or rain

(hopes, plans, prosperity).
1639 FULLER Holy War in. iv. (1840! 121 Oftentimes heaven

blasteth those hopes which bud first and fairest. 1759
ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. I. it. 90 The death of Henry blasted
all these hopes. 1834 PKINGLE Afr. Sit. x. 338 My personal
prospects in the colony were for the present entirely blasted.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 397 When heinous sin earth's
wholesome purity blasted.

b. To bring infamy upon (character, reputation) ;

to discredit effectually, ruin, destroy.
1596 DRAYTON Leg. iv. 21 Would you forbeare to blast Me

with Defame. 1660 WINSTANLEY./. Worthies (1684) 174
So hath this worthy Princes fame been blasted by malicious
traducers. 1713 STEEI.E English. No. 5. 31 This Query. .

is designed to blast the Memory and Title of King William.
1769 jnnins Lett, xxxiv. 148, I did not attempt to blast

your character. 1877 CONDER Bos. Faith iv. 194 To blast
this evidence with suspicion of untrustworthiness.

t c. To affect injuriously or perniciously with.
1605 CAMDEN Rein. (16371 166 Some of thegreates't Romans

were a little blasted with this foolerie. 1750 JOHNSON Rambl.
No. 157 ^6, I was blasted with sudden imbecility.

d. To strike (the eyes or vision) with dimness
or horror, arch.
a 1771 GRAY Poems (1775'! 24 He saw; but blasted with

excess of light, Clos'd his eyes in endless night. 1803 Miss
PORTER Tkaddeus ix. (1831) 83 Wherever he turned his eyes
they were blasted with some object which made them recoil.

1817 COLERIDGE Sibyl. Leaves (1862) Still Edmund's image
rose to blast her view.

t 9. intr. To wither or fall under a blight. Obs.
1580 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 236 The Easterly winde maketh

the blossomes to blast, a. 1618 RALEIGH in Farr's S. P. (1845)
I. 235 Tell Beauty how she blasteth. c 1630 RISDON Surv.
Devon 44 (i8io< 51 This bud soon blasted in the blossom.
10. trans. To strike or visit with the wrath and

curse of heaven ; to curse. Often in imprecations.
1640-4 in Rushworth Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 130 Blasted

may that tongue be, that shall, .derogate from the glory of
those Halcyon days. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. iv. 3 His
enemies.. blasted him as a man of blood. 1706 ADDISON

BLAST-FURNACE.
Rosamond i. i, My wrath like that of heav'n shall . . blast her
in her Paradise. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. iii, Callingon their Maker to curse them, .blast them, and damn them.

b. absol. To curse, to use profane language.
1761 Gentl. Mag. 130 On they go . . swearing, blasting,

damning.
-blast [ad. Gr. /3\no-T-ot sprout, shoot, germ],

used as the second element in technical terms,
esp. in Biology, in sense of 'germ, emliryo' as in

epiblast, mesoblast, and hypoblast ; cf. BLASTODERM.
Blasted (bla-sted), ///. a.

1. Balefully or perniciously blown or breathed
upon ; stricken by meteoric or supernatural agency,
as parching wind, lightning, an alleged maliynant
planet, the wrath and curse of heaven ; blighted.
1552 HULOET, Blasted come. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in.

iv. 71 A blasted Sapling, wither'd vp. 1605 Macb. i. iii.

77 Vpon this blasted Heath you stop our way. 1667 MILTON
P. L. x. 412 The blasted Starrs lookt wan. 1727 THOMSON
Summemyt Stretched below A lifeless groupe of blasted
cattle he. 1830 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom xxxvi. 318 A black
blasted tree.

2. transf. and_/7^. ; cf. BLAST v. 8.

1742 COLLINS Ode to Fear, Lest thou meet my blasted view.
1762 HUME ///... (1806' V. Ixix. 168 The blasted credit
of the Irish witnesses. 1853 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 548
Driven . . from public life with blasted characters.
3. Cursed, damned. In low language as an ex-

pression of reprobation and hatred.
1682 DRYDEN Medal 260 What Curses on thy blasted Name

will fall. 1750 CHESTKRF. Lett. 8 Jan. 118701 169 Colonel
Chavtres . . who was, I believe, the most notorious blasted
rascal in the world. 1874 PUSEY Lent. Serin. 79 Balaam,
after the success of his blasted counsel. 1884 Gd. H'ords
Nov. 767/1 Jim Black states that the '

blasted
'

railway has
done away with those journeys.

II Blastema .bljest/'ma). PI. blaste-mata.

[a. Gr. @\daTtj/M a sprout, also, in Hippocrates, a
morbid humour causing scab or disease, f. vbl. stem
/3Aao-Tf-, ,8An<TTa- to sprout, bud.]
1. Biol. The primary formative material of plants

and animals
; protoplasm. Now applied spec, to

the initial matter or growth out of which any part
is developed.
1849 TODD Cycl. Altai. $ Phys. IV. 100/2 The structure-

less fluid just referred to is termed blastema. 1853 OWEN
Sk<!l. f,- Teeth 5 The primitive basis, or '

blastema,' of bone
isasubtransparent glairy matter. 1879 tr. De Quatrefagis'Human Spec. 124 Adam, who sprang from a primordial
blastema called clay in the Bible.

transf. 1870 HUXLEY Lay Serm. xiii. 118741 309 A nebu-
lar blastema.

2. Bot. The budding or sprouting part of a plant ;

the thallus of a lichen.
1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bk. 399.

Blaste'mal, a. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of or per-
taining to blastema.
1849 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. IV. 102/1 The blastcmal

elements within the vessels.

Blastema tic, a. [f. as prec. -f -ic.] prec.
1879 Syd. Soc. Lex., Blastentatic mass, a name given by

some, .to organs still in a state of imperfect development.
Blaster (bla-stai). [f. BLAST v. or (in sense

7) sb. + -EU!.]
1. One who blows or emits blasts.

1664 COTTON Poet. Wks. (1765) 18 You there [Boreas],
Goodman Blaster. 1854 BLACKIE mBlackw. Mag. LXXVI.
261 lhat fiery blaster, Typhon.
1 2. A trumpeter. Obs.

1573 LANEHAM Let. 1 1871) 33 Triton, Neptunes blaster.
3. He who or that which blights, or ruins.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Vitlanie, To Detract. 165 Vile blaster
of the freshest bloomes on earth. .Detraction. 1760 FOOTE
Minor i. i, Dead to pleasures themselves, and the blasters
of it in others.

f4. One of a sect of free-thinkers in Ireland about
1738. Obs.
c '738 AY/. Irish Comm. Relig. in Fraser Berkeley vii.

254 Loose and disorderly persons have of late erected them-
selves into a Society or Club under the name of Blasters.
5. One who blasts rocks.
1776 PENNANT Tour Scotl. (17901 III. 34 A blaster was

kept in constant employment, to blast with gunpowder the
great stones. 1884 Pall Mall G. 10 Oct. 8/2 A rock blaster
. -explaining the working of a dynamite cartridge.
6. An iron Lorer used for rocks to be blasted.
7. Anything designed to produce a blast or

draught of air.

1830 M. DONOVAN Dom. Eeoti. I. 353 The smoke and soot
. . are carried up the funnel over the mouth of the oven, the
ascent being promoted by laying a blaster over the mouth :

the blaster is a large piece of sheet-iron.

8. dial. (Sc.) A smoker.

Blasterand, obs. Sc. form of BLDSTSBINO.
t Bla-sterous, a. Obs. rare. In 6 -terus.

Blasting, blighting.
1383 STANYHURST /Eneis n. (Arb.) 53 Corneshocks sindged

with blasterus hurling of Southwynd whizeling.

Blastful (bl<rstful\ a. [i BLAST sb. + -FDL.]
Full of or exposed to blasts of wind.
1883 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 520 Breezy hills and blastful

mountains.

Bla-st-fivrnace. A furnace in which a blast
of air is used ; spec, the common furnace for iron-

smelting, into which a blast of compressed and
highly heated air is driven by a blowing-engine.
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1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4241/2 A new Invention of Smelting
. . of Black Tin-Ore into White Tin . . in a Blast Furnace.

1827 FARADAY Chew. Manip. iv. 94 The wind-furnace may
generally be replaced with advantage by the blast-furnace.
1860 \V. FOKDYCE Hist. Coal, etc. 116 The blast furnace
consists of two truncated cones, united at their bases.

Blastid (bloe-stid). Palseont. [f. Gr. P\aaT-6s

sprout, bud; cf. BLASTEMA.] (See quot.l
1877 Li; COSTE F.lem. Cecil. (18791 299 Stemmed Echino-

derms, or Crinoids may be divided into three families, viz. :

i. Crinids; 2. Cystids; 3. Blastids. Hid. 301 Blastids..
had a bud-shaped body, with five petalloid spaces, .radiat-

ing from the top, and reaching halfway down the body.
Bla stide. Biol. [f. Gr. /SAaor-ds germ + f'5o>-

resemblance.]
' The clear space in each segment

of a dividing impregnated ovum, which precedes
the appearance of a nucleus

'

(_Syd. Soc. Lex. 18801.

Bla'stie. Sc. rare.
[f.

BLAST v. + -IE, -Y 4

dim. suffix.] A little blasted creature; a dwarf.

1787 BURNS To Louse vii, Ye little ken what cursed speed
The blastie's makin !

Blasting vbkrstin), vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. + -ING '.]

( 1. The production of blasts of wind or breath.

1535 COVERUALE Isa. Ivii. 16 Y'' blastinge goeth fro me,
though 1 make the breath. Fs. xvii. 15 At the blastinge
& breth of thy displeasure.

f b. Flatulence ; breaking of wind. Olis.

c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 304 in Babees Bk. (18681

136 Alle wey be ware of by hyndur part from gunnes blas-

tynge. 1579 LANGHAM Curd. Health 116331 =8 Windinesse,
belching, and blasting of the stomach and belly.
2. The blowing of a wind-instrument.
1862 Guardian 23 Apr. 403/3 The ruthless blasting of horns

and beating of drums.
3. Withering or shrivelling up caused by atmo-

spheric, electric, or unseen agency.
I53S COVERDALE Hagg. ii. 17, I smote you with heate,

blastinge & hale stones. 1352 HULOET, Blastynge or Sear-
ynge, as of corne, herbes, fruite, and trees. 1607 HIERON
Wks. I. 452 In thy husbandry, blasting may vndoe thee.
1616 SURKL. & MARKH. Canntr. Farm 313 Blasting, which
is a corruption happening to hearbes and trees by some enill

constellation. i66g\VoRLiDGEi>rf. Afric.ti6&i< 15 Blasting
hath commonly been mistaken for Mildew. 1870 H. MAC-
MILLAN Bible Teach, vi. 114 Blasting and mildew . . had no
place in the Divine ideal of a pure and holy %vorld.

fb. A similar affection of the animal body. Obs.

1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) i, To heale inflama-
tions, blastings and swellings of the eyes. 1607 TOPSI-.I.I.

Four-f. Btas'.s 378 The fat. .doth keep the skin of the face
free from all blastings and blemishes. 1661 LOVF.LL ///.*-.'.

Anim. S[ Min. 43 It cureth shrinking of the joints, and
blasting.

c. fig. and tratisf.

1677 GILHN- Dzmmwl. (1867! 286 They have also so great
a blasting upon their understanding.
t 4. Calumnious whisper ;

scandal. (Cf. next
word quot. 1603.) Obs.
a 1628 F. GREVILLE Sidney (1652^ 89 Saves Sir Francis

Drake from blastings of Court. 1663 Sun'. Aff. Nethcrl.
169 About which matter there are not a few blastings and
Factions.

5. The operation of blowing rocks to pieces ;

also its result or material produce.
1824 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II. 317 Blasting . . the applica-

tion
_of the explosive force of gunpowder, in opening or

rending rocks. 1885 R. CHRISTISON Autobiog. I. iv. 96
Finding prehnite among the blastings of a trap cliff.

6. Comb, and Attrib. (sense 5), as blasting-diargt,
-fuse, gelatine, -powder, -tools

; blasting-needle,
a taper piece of mUal to make an aperture for a
fuse

; blasting-oil, nitroglycerine.

90fi

>glycerine. 1884
Pall .llall G. 5 Sept. n/i An article on the manufacture of
dynamite and nitre-glycerine, and. .the still more powerful
1

explosive of the future' blasting gelatine.

Blasting, ppl. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 2.]
1. That blasts, in various senses of the vb.

;

blighting, striking with baleful effect, defaming, etc.

1591 I'ERCIVALL Sf. Diet., Serena, the blasting aire..
sideratio. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.fot M. v. i. 122 A blasting
and a scandalous breath. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 929 The
blasting volied Thunder. 1810 SOUTHEY Kihama in. ii, Is
he left .. alone, To bear his blasting curse? 1861 GEN.
P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxlv. 131 Every blasting
abomination to be raked up in the middle ages.

2-jfe Boastful. (Sc.)
1786 Har'st Rig. in Chambers Pop. Scot. Poems (1862) 44

When in a blasting lift.

Blastmeiit (blcrstment). [f. as prec. + -MENT.]= BLASTIXS vbl. sb. (sense 3).
1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. iii. 39 In the Morne and liquid dew

of Youth, Contagious blastments are most imminent. 1803
BBISTED Pedest. Tour II. 368 The pestilential blastments
of contagion. 1817 COLERIDGE Prel. Zafolya ii. Wks. IV.
103 False glory, thirst of blood and lust of rapine. .Shall
snoot their blastments on the land.

Blasto- (bla.'st0), repr. Gr. Pkaaro- stem and
comb, form of P^aaros sprout, germ. Used as
the first element in many technical terms, chiefly
in Biology, with the sense of '

germ' or ' bud.'
Thus Blastoc.vrpous a. Bot. [Gr. napnos fruit],
of the nature of a seed which germinates before

escaping
from the pericarp. Bla-stocele (-sfl),

[xeAi's spot], the germinal spot. Bla stocheme
(-kfm), [oxw vehicle], a Medusa in which a

generative body is developed in the radiating
canals. Bla-stochyle (-kail), [xCAos juice], the
clear mucilaginous fluid in the embryonal sac of
the ovule of plants. Bla'stocosle (-s/1) [/toiXos

hollow], the central cavity which forms in the
ovum after segmentation. Blastoco'lla, Bot.,

\KuX\a. glue], the gummy substance which coats
certain buds, as those of the horse - chestnut.

Bla-stocyst (-sist), Blastocystinx (-si-stinks ,

[*u<7T<s bladder, Kuem-vf little bladder], the ger-
minal vesicle, BLASTODERM. Blastodisc, the

germinal disc of the ovum of birds. Blasto-
ge-nesis, reproduction by buds. Blasto-geny
(-C'ds/

v
ni , Ha-ckel's term forthe evolution of bodily

form, the 'germ-history of persons.' Blustc -

graphy, the scientific description of the buds of

plants. Bla stomere (-ml-M
1

, [Gr. /'/>< part], each
of the segments into which the impregnated ovum
at first divides. Bla-stophor (-<tfoj , [Gr. -^opos
-bearing, -bearer], a more or less centrally placed
portion of the spermatospore, which is not used

up in the process of division to form spermato-
blasts, but serves to carry these

; hence Blasto--
phoral a., as in blastophoral cell. Bla stophore
(-(iffoaj), Bot., Richard's name for the part of the

embryo with a large radicle which bears the bud.

Blasto-phyly (^.fili , [Gr. <pv\j; tribe], Hteckel's
term for the 'tribal history of persons." Bla-sto-
pore [TO/WS passage], the orifice produced by the

invagination of a point on the surface of a blastula,
or blastosphere, to form the enteron. Bla-sto-
sphere, a name for the impregnated ovum, when
after segmentation, it has acquired a blastoccele
and blastoderm. Blastostro-ma [Gr. cn-puipa a

stratum, a bed], the germinal area. Bla'stostyle
[arZ\os pillar], a stalk upon which gonophores or

generative buds are developed in the Hydrozoa.
1877 HL-XLEY Anat. hiv. An. iv. 213 The central cavity

of the body of the embryo Taenia simply represents a bias-
tocoele. 1883 Knowledge 24 Aug. 123/2 A mass of nu-
cleated cells . . within which there is a cavity or "blastoccele.

1876 Encycl. Brit. led. o) IV. 81 The "blastocolla, which
covers the bud. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Im'. An. Introd. 16

Tracing the several germ layers back to the 'blastomeres of
the yelk. 1881 Jrnl. Microsc. Soc. Jan. 147 There are two
kinds of 'blastomeres, the larger f,,rm the lower half of the
egg, the smaller ones the upper half. 1880 HUXLEY Cray-
Fish iv. 409 Its external opening termed the "blastopore.
1877 Anat. In-'. An. iii. 131 In some 'blastostyles . .

the ectoderm splits into two layers.

Blastoderm ,blarst0d.:um). Biol. [f. BLASTO-
-I- Gr. Sepfta, Sip/tar- skin.] The germinal skin or
membrane surrounding the yolk in the impreg-
nated living ovum, and constituting the superficial
layer of the embryo in its earliest condition. It

divides into two and afterwards thrue layers of
cells (the epiblast, mcsoblast, and hypoblast : cf.

-BLAST), from one or other of which all the parts
of the new animal are developed.
Hence Blastoderma'tic, Blastodc'rmic a., of

or pertaining to the blastoderm.
1859 TOUD Cycl.Anat. f,Phys. V. 46/1 A layer of nucleated

organised cells, named by Pander Blastoderm or germinal
membrane. 1877 HUXLEY Anat In-'. An. iii. no The
cells of the blastoderm give rise to the histological elements
of the adult body. 1881 MIVART Cat 319. 1836 TODD
Cycl. Anat. ff J'Ays. I. 786/2 The arteries begin to show
themselves . . in the substance of this same blastodermic
lamina. Ibid. IV. 975/1 In one germinal membrane or
blastodermatic vesicle. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. An. iv.
200 The homologue of the blastodermic disk or vesicle.

Blastous (blae-gtw), a.
[f. Gr. /SAQO-T-OS (see

above) + -ous : cf. . t/asteux.] Belonging to a

germ or bud ; germinal.
1880 in Sy.i. Soc. Le.r.

Blasttlle (blnc-stiwl). [dim. (on I,, type) f. Gr.

#A.a<7T-c.] A small germ ; a blastosphere.
1882 C. K. PAUL in igtA Cent. Oct. 515 We may trace their

development from the first organic blastules.

Blasty (bla-sti), a. [f. BLAST rf. + -Yl.]
1. Characterized by blasts of wind

; gusty.
1583 STANYIIURST ^neis in. lArb. i 84 On a suddeyn thee

doors winds blastye doe batter. 1870 HAWTHORNE Eng.
Note.Bks. (1879) II. 160 This bleak and blasty shore. 1872Mem. R. Paul ix. 98 An unsteady blasty wind.

f2. Causing blight ; blasting vegetation. Obs.
1667 BKALE in Phil. Trans. II. 424 [Giving] notice of a

blasty Noon (it being then a Sultry weather!, and within
a day or two shewing the proof upon the Cherry-blossom.
Blasyn, blasynge, obs. ff. BLAZE, -INO.

t Blat. Obs. An adaptation of L. BLATTA.

Bla-tancy. [f. BLATANT, after forms from L.
sbs. in -antia : see -ANCY.] Blatant quality.
1610 FOLKINGHAM Art o/Svrvfy To Rdr. 3 Who can be

secured from base carping Blatancie ? 1884 Punch i Nov.
213 Birmingham blatancy.
Blatant (bUi tant), a. Also 6-7 blattant.

[Apparently invented by Spenser, and used by
him as an epithet of the thousand-tongued monster
begotten of Cerberus and Chimara, the 'blatant'
or 'blattant beast', by which he symbolized

BLATE.

calumny. It has been suggested that he intended
it as an archaic form of bleating (of which the
i6th c, Sc. was blaitand\ but this seems rather

remote from the sense in which he used it. The
L. blatlre to babble, may also be compared. ;The
a was probably short with Spenser: it is now
always made long.;]
1. In the phrase 'blat(t^ ant beast*, taken from

Spenser (cf. F. Q. v. xii. 37, 41 ; vi. i. 7, iii. 24, ix.

2, x. i, xii. advt., xii. 2) : see above.
1596 SPENSER/". Q.v. xii. 37 Unto themselves they[Envie

and Detraction] gotten had A monster which the blatant
beast men call, A dreadful feend of gods and men ydrad.

vi. i. 7 'The blattant beast,' quoth he,
'

I doe pursew/
1602 Return fr. Parnass. v. iv. (Arb.) 69 The He of
Dogges, where the blattant beast doth rule and raigne.
1636 FITZ-GKFFREY Bless. Birthd. (1881) 128 That blatant
beast So belched forth from his blaspheaming brest. a 1658
CLEVELAND Gen. Poems (1677) 60 Cub of the Blatant Beast.

1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 596 The blatant beast . . with his

unbridled tongue. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har. \. xxvi. (Orig.
MS. i, Then burst the blatant beast [note, a figure forthe
mob], and roar'd, and raged. 1856 Miss MULOCHJ. Halifax
icd. 17) 340 He was one of the most ' blatant-beasts' of the

Reign of Terror.

2. Jig, Of persons or their words : Noisy ;
offen-

sively or vulgarly clamorous
; bellowing.

1656 BLOI NT Glossogr.^ Blatant, babling, twatling. 1674
MABVELL Reh. Transp. \\. 371 You are a Blatant Writer and
a Labrant. 1821 SOL'THEY Vis. Judgem. x. Wks. X. 223
Maledictions, and blatant tongues, and viperous hisses.

1872 BAGEHOT Physics $ Pol. (1876) 92 Up rose a blatant
Radical. 1874 H. REYNOLDS John Bapt.v\\\. 515 A blatant,
in>olent materialism threatens to engulf moral distinctions.

b. Clamorous, making itself heard.

1790 COWPER Odyss. vii. 267 Not the less Hear I the
blatant appetite demand Due sustenance. 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Rotnola (1880) I. ir. .\.\ix. 359 An orator who tickled the
ears of the people blatant for some unknown good.
1866 \V~HIPPLE Char. $ Charac. Men 166 All agree in a
common contempt blatant or latent. 1867 J. MACGREGOR
/ \>y. Aloneb} A mass of human being whose want, .misery,
and filth are . . patent to the eye, and blatant to the ear.

3. Bleating, bellowing (or merely, loud-voiced).
1791 COWPER Iliad xxm. 39 Many a sheep and blatant

goat. 1866 J. ROSE Eel. fy Georg. I'irg. 69 Rooks rejoicing,
and the blatant herds.

b. Noisily resonant, loud.
1816 SCOTT Old Mori, xiv, A blatant noise which rose be-

hind them. 1867 Cornh. Mag, Jan. 30 The vibrating and
blatant powers of a hundred instruments.

t B. as sb. One who has a blatant tongue. Obs.
1610 FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey Introd. Poem, Couch

rabid Blatants, silence Surquedry.

Blatantly (bl^-tantli), adv.
ff. prec. + -LT2.]

In a blatant manner.
1851 R. BURTON Goa 292 Sated with the joys of the eye

and mouth, you .. inquire blatantly what amusement it

has to offer you. 1878 Miss BRADDON Ofen Verd. vi. 47 A
stone sun-dial with a blatantly false inscription to the effect

that it recorded only happy hours.

t Blatcll. Obs. Forms : 5 blacche, 6 blatche,
blache. [ME. blacche. answering to an QfL.*blsecc t

not found, but pointing to an OTeut. *blakkjo- or

*blakkjd- t f. *b/akko- ' black' : see BLACK a., and
cf. BLACK sb., BLEACH sb*, BLECK, and BLETCH.]
Blacking. Hence Blatch-pot, blacche-pot.
a 1500 Metr. Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 628 Attramentori-utn

(blacchepot 1

, stint attromenta(, blacche}, sed atrmu blacke).

1519 HORMAN Vnlg, 81 b, Wrytters ynke shulde be fyner
than blatche [tectiits 'esset sntorio}. 1552 HULOET, Blache
that shomakers vse Atramentttm sutorium,

t Blatch, v. Obs.
[f. prec. : cf. BLACK v.,

BLEACH v.-, BLETCH
v.~\

trans. To smear with

blacking or other black substance.
I 1205 LAY. 17700, Iblacchcd he ha;fede his licame swulc

i-.miiu- of cole.] 1587 J. HARMAR tr. Beza's Serm. 195 (R.)
No man can like to be smutted and blatched in his face.

1607 Schcfl. Disc. agyf. Antichr. n. ix. no It is with the
enimies crosse that we are blatched.

Blate (b\e>t, dial. blt
T
t, bliat), a. Sc. and north,

dial. Also 6 blait, 7 bleat(e, bleit. [Found in

Sc. late in 1 5th c. It answers phonetically to

OE. bldt livid, pale, ghastly ;
but the connexion

of meaning, though possible, is not attested by
the evidence. The general sense since iCth c. is
'

blunt,' 'not sharp or ready' in feeling, courage,

discernment, manner, action, etc. (Connexion
with OE. bleat miserable, wretched, is not justi-
fied : still less with bli-af soft, weak, timid. These
words gave blctc, blethe, in ME.)]
tl. Pale, ghastly. (In OE. In the second

quotation the sense is quite uncertain : cf. sense 3.)
c 1000 in Cod. Verifll. i. (1843) 63 Hungres on wenum

hlates beodgsestes. c 1450 HENRYSON Mor. F'abl. 34 The
fauour of thy face, For thy defence is foule and disfigurate,
Brought to the light, biased, blunt, and blate.

1 2. Void of feeling, physically insensible, feel-

ingless. (Perhaps, like a dead body\ Obs.

I5J3 DOCCLAS &neis I. viii. 129 The Phenitianis nane sa
blait breistis hes. a 1548 Tkrie Priests PcHis in Pinkerton
(1792) I. 29 (jAM.l In sa far as the saull is forthy Far
worthier than the blait body.
1 3. Void of spirits, abashed, having the courage
blunted or daunted, spiritless, timid. Obs.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. 1 1. 632 Als blait and basit as ane
scheip. Ibid. 639 So blunt, so blait, berand himself so law.



BLATE.
i 1560 ROLLANU Crt. Venus Prol. 55 Soft, blait, and blunt,
of curagon.
4. Not 'sharp' in discernment, stupid.
[1513 see BLATELY.] 1581 N. BURNE Dispnt. 96 b (JAM.)

As the Italianis had bene sa blait, that thay culd nocht
discerne betuix ane man and ane woman. 1811 Statist.
Ace. Nairn Pf .Iforuy (JAM.) Blate, easily deceived.

t5. Blunt in manner, curt. Obs.

1663 in Spalding Troub. C/ias. I. (17921 I. 143 (JAM.) They
got a bleat answer, and so tint their travel.

6. Bashful, backward, esp. from natural diffi-

dence or awkwardness ; slow to come forward or

assert oneself; diffident, sheepish, shamefaced.
c 1600 Rob. //tw/(Ritson) i. iii. 40 If they have supt e'er

I come in, I will look wondrous blate. 1674 RAY N. C.
IVds. Coll., A toom purse makes a bleit Merchant. Scot.
Print. 1725 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. I. i, Be nae blate, Push
bauldly on and win the day. 1787 BURNS Ep. Mrs. Scott
i When I was beardless, young, and blate. 1808 Cnmbr.
Ballads xxix. 67 1' God's neame step forret ; nay, dunnet
be bleate. 18*3 SCOTT Qnentin D. II. xiv. You are not
blate you will never lose fair lady for faint heart. 1865
Cornh. Mag. Mar. 328 He's 'no blate,' as they used to say
in Scotland, and made himself quite at home to-night.

f7. Of a fight, a market: Dull, slow. Obs.

1597-1603 MONTGOMERY Poems (1821) 46 But ?it his batill
will be blate, Gif he our forss refuse. 1768 Ross Heleiwre
55 (JAM.) Gang hame again? Na, na, That were my hogs
to a blate fair to ca'.

Hence Bla'tely adv., Bla-teness.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis Prol. 251 The last sax buikis of

Virgill . . Caxtoun sa blaitlie lettis ourslip. i8z3 GAI.T
Entail III. iii. 41 It will be ill put-on blateness.

Blate (bUTl t), v. rare. [A late word, perhaps
arising out of BLEAT (sense 2 b), influenced by
BLATANT. Bleat was formerly pronounced (blft),
as in great.']
trans, and intr. To babble, prate, give mouth

(about), talk blatantly.
1666 PEI'YS Diary (1879) IV. 46 He blates to me what has

passed between other people and him. 1878 GILDER, Poet
ff Master 38 They peddle their petty schemes, and blate
and babble and groan.

Blate, var. of BLEAT, cry like a sheep.
t Bla'terate, v. Oh.-',

[f.
L. blaterat- ppl.

stem of blaterare to babble : cf. F. blaterer and

BLATTER.]
' To babble or talk vainly.' Bullokar

1676.
Elateratioii (bla'tar/i-Jan). Also blatt-. [ad.

late L. blateration-em, n. of action f. blaterare:
see prec. Cf. BI.ATTEK

v.~\ Babbling chatter.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Klateration, vain-babling, flatter-

ing in speech. 1864 R. BURTON Dahame\\. 260 Heralds
proclaimed the royal titles with normal blateration.

t BlaterOO'n. Obs. Also blatt-. [ad. L. bla-

tero, -onem babbler, f. blaterare.'] A babbler.
< 1645 HOWELL Lett. 11650) II. 117 I hate such blateroons.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Blateroii, or Blatteroon, a babler,
an idle-headed fellow.

fBlathe, v. Otis. rare- 1
. ? To cry out.

1640 J. GOWER Ovid's Fes/, vi. 127 The poors young child
for help and soccour blathed.

Bla'ther, v. To talk voluble nonsense : see
BLETHER.

Blather, variant of BLADDER.
Bla'therskite. A blustering, talkative fellow

( U. S. colloij.) : sec BLETHERSKATE.

Bla-thery, si. and a. Si: Also bladarie,
bladdrie, bladry, blaidry, blaithrie. [Etymo-
logical form and history uncertain : perh. a deri-

vative of BLADDER, and more properly spelt blad-

dery. It has with less likelihood been referred to
BLETHER to speak nonsense.]
A. sb. Something unsubstantial, hollow, or de-

ceptive ; flummery ; phlegm from the bronchial
tubes.

1501 R. BRUCE Serm. (JAM.) The inward heart is full of
bladarie, quhilk bladane shal . . multiply thy torments.
i6os MONTGOMERIE Poems (1821) 75 This barme & blaidry

buists up all my bees. 1703 D. WILLIAMSON Serm. Ire/. Gen.
Ass. 42 It was a fair horse that came into Troy, but there
was meikle blathery in his Belly which the Trojans saw not.

1709 M. BRUCE Soul Confirm. 23 (JAM.) Nothing . . but
bladdrie instead of wholesome food. 1721 J. KELLY Scot.
Proverbs 296 Shame fall the gear and the blad'ry o't.' 111758
RAMSAY Poems 11800) I. Life 44 (JAM.) Frae ilka vice and
blaidry free.

B. adj. Unsubstantial, rotten, trashy.
1708 M. BRUCE Led. 28 (JAM.) A 4th sort of blathrie ware

we_bring to Christ's grave, is a number of ill-guided com-
plaints. [1863 ATKINSON Oanby Provinc.

, Bladdry, muddy,
dirty. 1875 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss. i.E. D. S.), Blathery
. .

'

It's blathery walking.']

II Bla'tta. [L.] Also anglicized in 7 blat.

1. By Roman writers and their translators ap-
plied to various insects shunning the light : a

kind of moth, mite, or beetle. Vaguely and

empirically used by 1 7th c. writers, but at length
specialized as the generic name of the Cockroach.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 370 Two or three of these flies

called Blatta: sodden in oile, make a soueraigne medicine
to cure the eares. 1658 ROWLAND Mottffet's Theat. Ins.

998 There are three sorts of Blatta; ; the soft Moth, the
mill Moth, and (lie unsavoury or stinking Moth. Ibid. The
worms of the belly some call Bla_ttae. Cardanus in one
place calleth the worms that breed in meal or bran, Blatta:.
.. The Blatta is an Insect flying in the night, like to a

907

Beetle, but wanleth the sheath wings. 1796 STEIXMAN
Surinam (1813) II. xxiii. 179 Destroyed by the blata or
cockroaches. 1816 KIRDY S: Sp. .//. 118431 I. 222 The
all devouring Blatta or cockroach. 1830 LYELL t'riac. Ceo/.

(1832) II. 148 The devastation of the ants and blattx.
2. Purple ; purple silk.

1658 Row LAND dloiijffcfs Tlu-at. Ins. 999 Much variety of
opinion there is.. of the colour of the Blat Moth, or the
Blattean colour. For if these Insects . . are the Blatta:

truly so tailed, why should not the black be the Blat colour,
rather than red purple colours? 1876 ROCK Text. Fakr. v.

39 The costly purple-dyed silks called
'

blatta.'

t Bla'ttean, a. Obs.
[f.

L. blalte-iis purple
+ -AN.] Purple.
1658 ROWLAND Mouffet's Tiffat. tns. 998 The Blattean

colour is died with worms which come out of the grain of
Cockle, out of whose bloud is produced a . . colour, not
black, as some think, but a bright purple or scarlet.

Blatter (blse-tai), v. Also 6-7 blotter. [In
sense i,ad. L. blaterare to talk idly, babble, prate,
perhaps partly through F. blaterer. But the u.-e

of the word is probably largely influenced by its

phonetic suggestiveness of forcible and repeated
noise : cf. batter, chatter, clatter, patter, and bl-

words expressing impetus, like blow, blash, blast]
1. intr. To speak or prate volubly. (Also with it.)

"'555 LATIMER Serm. f, Ren:. 118451 358 Procuring also
certain preachers to blatter against me. 1579 FULKE lies-
kins' Par!. 224 Boyesandgirlcs can blatter it against Christes

presence in the sacrament. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor.
193 If peradventure it [the tongue] . . will blatter out and
not tame within, we might bite it. 1656 CROMWELL Lett.
V Sp. (Carl.) Sp. 17 Sept., It is to be clamoured at, and
blottered at. 1865 PUSEY Eiren. 375 They blatter . . that
the Church forms new dogmas at will.

b. trans. Often with out, abroad.
1556 ABP. PAKKER Psalter xciv. 294 They blatter out

euen what they list. 1590 C. S. Rig/it Rclig. 16 Hee blot-
tereth out his owne traditions. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. Ep.
Ded. 51 What the brazen head Blatters abroad. 1645 G.
DANIEL Poems Wks. II. 101 Noe matter tho' Ignorance
blatter Follie. 1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-Cr. n. ii. 21 Be not
rash with thy Mouth, to blatter out any thing before God.
2. intr. Tohurryorrush with clattering noise. (Sc.)
1790 A.WILSON To W. Mitc/ietl Poet. Wks. 1 1846' 1 13 Mown

the brae, It blatter 't wi' a blash I' the burn that day. 1840
HOGC; Tales ^ Sk. VI 53 Maxwell's feet blattered down the
lowest stair. 1862 J. BROWN Ifor,? Snbsec. Ser. in. (1882*
202 The snow blattered in his face.

Blatter (blartai), sb. St. [f. prec.] A volley
of clattering words, or sound of rapid motion.

_i8i6 SCOTT A ntiq. ix, 'Oot cam sic a blatter o' Latin about
his lugs, that poor Rab Tull . . was clean overwhelmed.'
1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi x. 211 Hundreds of turtle dove -

rise, with great blatter of wing.

Blatteration, variant of BI.ATERATIOX.

Blatterer (.bke-taioa). [f.
BLATTER v. + -EK'.]

A voluble prater or babbler ; a blusterer.

1627 SCLATKR Expos. 2 Thess. (1632) 206 Blatterers and
bablers in prayer they would make us. 1867 .V. }'. Nation
3 Jan. 2/2 All the famous blatterers and swindlers.

Blattering, vbl. sb.
[f. as.]:rec. + -INU'.]

1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3', Blattering, vaine bablint;.

Blattering (blartsriij), ///. a. Sc.
[f.

as prec.
+ -I.NG-.] That blatters.

1721 RAMSAY Poet. IMs. 11848) III. 72 The blatran hail-
stones. LyricP., Odefr. Hor., The blattering winds dare
nae mair move.

Blatteroon, variant of BLATEROO.V. Obs.

Blau, obs. form of BLOW.

Blaud, variant of BLAD. Sc.

Blaunc, Blaunch^e, -er, Blaundish, etc.,

obs. ff. BLA.VK, BLANCH, -EH, BLANDISH, etc.

Blaunchmer,blaundemere: see BL.U:NNEH.

t Blau'ndrell. Obs. Forms: 5 blawnd(e -

relle, blaunderel(le, 6 blaundrelle, (brandrel),
7 blaundrell. [a. OF. blaiidurel the apple now
called '

calville blanc.'] A kind of white apple,
formerly in much repute.
r 1440 Promp. Parv. 38 Blawndrelle, frute \v.r. blaun-

derel], tnclonis. a 1483 Lib. Nig. Edw. J I' in Hoitseh. On/.
(1790)82 Pourveyours of blaunderelles, pepyns, and all other

fruytes. 1494 FABYAN Citron, vn. 605 Quynces, blaunder-
ellys, peches, and other fruytes. 1611 COTGR., Blandureaii,
the white apple, called in some part of England a blaundrell.

t Blau ildsore. Obs. A dish in cookery. Cf.

Warner Antiq. Culin. (1790) 55.
i43-5 Gregory's Chran. 170 The thyrde course of thys

ryalle feste . . Quynsys in composte. Blaundsore. c 1631
Turn. Tottenham 268 in E. P. P (Hazl.) III. 95 Bell

clapurs in blawndisare, With a nobull cury.
t Blau-nner. Obs. Forms : 4 blaunner, -ier,

5 blauner
; also 5 blaundemere, blaunohmer.

[app. blaitn(n)er was the same as blaundemerc,
which in its turn suggests a Fr. *blanc de mcr
'sea white,' though the application of the name
seems to be lost.] A species of (? white) fur used
to line hoods, etc.

c 1330 Syr Degarri 701 i Halliw.) He ware a cyrcote that
was grene ; With blaunchmer it was furred, I wene. c 1340
Gaiv. $ Gr. Knt. 155 A mere mantile abof . . With bly^e
blaunner ful bryjt, & his hod bobe. 1460 Lybeatts Disc.

117 in Ritson Metr. Rom. II. 6 Sche was clodeth in Tars,
Rownie and nodyng skars, Pelured wyth blauner. Ibid.
128 in Furniv. Percy Fol. 11.420 (Matz.i Cladd all in greene
and Burred with bfaundemere.

Blaunsher, obs. form of BLANCHEB.
II Blanwbok (blau-bpk). [Du. bhauwbo/t, f.

BLAZE.

i'laauw blue + bok buck, he-goat.] A name given
by the Dutch settlers to a large Antelope (A.

lencof/info) in South Africa, on account of the
effect produced by its black hide .showing through
its ashy-grey hair.

1786 tr. .Sparrman's Voy. II. 219 The blaauw-bok is also
one of the large species of gazel. 1832 Penny Cycl. II. 88/1
The Blauwbok . . is six feet in length.

fBla-ver, v. Obs. rare. A variant of BLABBEH.
1461 I'astoii Lett. 402 II. 28 He and hys wyfe and other

have blaveryd here of my kynred.

Blaw, north, and He. form of BLOW.
Blawnche, blawnsher, obs. ff. BLANCH, -EH.

Bla'WOrt. S(.
[f. bla, BLAE + wort herb, plant.]

The name in Scotland of two plants : the Harebell

(Campanula rotundifolia), and the Corn Blue-
bottle ( Ccntaitrea Cyanits '. Cf. BLEWART.
1728 RAMSAY Poet. Wks. 11848) III. 137 Of colour like a

blawart blue, a 1774 FI;KGUSSON' Poems < 1845) 35 Kun ai
blue's a blawort \VY straiks. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's II.

165 (JAM. I His poor wizened houghs as blue as a blawart.

Blay, variant of BLEA v. to bleat.

Blay, bley (bU
7
'). Also 7 (rare", blea. [OK.

blsie ;\vk. fein.^ is cogn. w. Ger. blei{K)e, MDtt.

bleie, mod.Du. blei: OTeut. -'I'laijon. Franck
thinks it may be derived from the same root as

(ier. blei lead, and Oli. b/co, BLEE, complexion.]
The name of a small fish, the bleak.
ciooo .KLFHic(r7(?^. in Wr. -Wiilcker I ~<>c. iSoGobi<>, blat^e

1611 COTGR., Able, a blay, or bleake, fish. 1720 SCtKv'f Sitr-'.

'ed. Strype 1754) II. v. xxvii. 479 '2 No such person shall
within the said bounds or limits fleet with any Blay net.

1787 BEST Angli'iifted. 2)4 Alburnus, the Bk-ak or Bley.
1822 IMISON Sc. tf Art II. 336 The blay, or bleak fish which
is very common in the rivers near London. 1849 A idcnia
Sore, II. 47 We have taken bley : the nets are all loaded.

Blay, -berry, dial, variant of BLAK, -BERRY.

Blaying, bleying, vbl. sb. [See BLEA.] The

bleating of lambs or kids
; crjiiig of children.

tBlayk(e, Obs. Also 3-4 bleikie, 5 bloyko.

[ME. bleik, a. OX. bleikr shining, pale, cogn.
w. OE. Mac, OS. blcc MI)u. Mvc, Du. blcek'-,

OHO. bleih (MHG. and mod.G. blcich\ :-OTeut.

*blaiko-z, f. the stem oib/ikan, pa. t. blaik, to shine.

Cf. the synonyms BLAKE, BLEAK, BLOKE.]
a. Pale. b. Yellow.

it 1300 Ilai'clok 470 That weren for hunger grene and
bleike. (11325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 27 Blomez blayke S: blue
& rede. 1440 Promp. Parv. 39 Bleyke of coloure, pallidns.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 198 Blayke,Jlatius.

Blayle, obs. variant of BRAIL.
1622 R. HAWKINS ^'oy. S. Sea (18471 188 His sayles ..

pre\ ented with martnets blayles and caskettes.

Blayn^e, obs. form of BI..U.Y.

Blaze (bit" 1

/), jY'.l Forms: i bltese, 1-7
blase, 3blass,6- blaze; north, and ^.3-6 bles

v e,

4 blose, 6 bleis(e, bleiss, 7
- bleeze. [OE.

blase, blsese, wk. fern., chiefly in sense of 'torch'

(OTeut. type *blason-), is cogn. w. MHG. bias

neut, a torch, with OHG. blass, mod.G.iiiass 'pale,
whitish' (originally 'shining'), and with BLAZE.fi.-

The northern forms with e probably originated in

a lengthening of the vowel of OE. blase^
f 1. A torch, firebrand. Obs.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 126 Lainpas, blase.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xviii. j ludas. .com byder mid leoht-
fatum & mid blasum. 1160 Hatton C. ibid. Blesen, z-. r.

bleosum. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis\\. x. 87 Thefeirfull brandi>
and blesis of hait fyre, Reddy to birne thi schippis. 1535
STEWART Cron. Sept. I. 332 Sa mony bleises into the tyme
hes brint Of pik and tar.

2. A bright glowing Hame or fire. In a blaze

(on blaze obs.) : on fire, in flames.
<i 1000 Gnthlac \Gr. J 648 In bEelblxsan. 61205 LAY. 2859

In bere temple he lette beornen enne blase of fure. 111300
Cursor M. 8877 Vte o bat tre it brast a blese (.other MSS.
blass, blase) pat brent bam al wit-in a rese. 1377 LANGI.. /'.

PI. B. xvil. 212 A torche, The blase bere-of yblowe out.

1393 GOWER Conf. II. 244 They setten all on blase. 1513
DOUGLAS .Eneis vi. ix. 129 A fell bleiss of thundir. 1612
T. TAYLOR Coinnt. Titus ii. 12 It is as fire in straw, a blase

and away. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 331 A few
withered dry sticks, with which they made a blaze. 1857
WILLMOTT Pleas. Lit. xi. 46 The strongest blaze soon goes
out when a man always blows and never feeds it.

b. (slang.) filaus : pi. referring to the Haines

of hell, used in several forcible expressions, as

the blazes ! Like blazes : furiously, impetuously.
To (the) blazes : to perdition,

' to the deuce
'

;

used in imprecations.
1838 DICKENS O. Twist 91 What the blazes is in the wind

now? 1845 DISRAELI Sybil (Rtldg. > 284 She sets her face

against gals working in mills like blazes. 1853 DK QUINCEY
Sp. Nun Wks. 1862 III. 84 The horse . . went like blazes.

t C. A '
flash

'

(of lightning
1

, a moment. Obs.

1590 GREENE Never too late (1600) 71 Lightning, that

beautifies the heauen for a blaze.

3. fig. A sudden kindling up of passion as of

a fire
;
a violent outburst.

[a 1240 Ureisun in Lamb. Honi. 185 Ontend me wib be
blase of J?i leitinde loue.l 1593 SIIAKS. Rich. II, n. i. 33
His rash fierce blaze of Ryot cannot last. 1606 Tr. ff

Cr. iv. v. 105 Hector in his blaze of wrath subscribes To
tender obiects. 1646 BUCK Rich. Ill, \. 15 The Blaze of
Ambition. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 4 ! 10 There is danger

114-.'



BLAZE.

lest the blaze of charity .. should die away. 1874 STOUGH-
TON Ch. ofRev. xii. 279 Which fanned the Lower Hou^e
into a blaze of resentment.

4. Brilliant light, brightness, brilliancy ;
a glow

of bright colour.

1564 HARRINGTON To Isabella Markham 4 Eyes that

mock the diamonds blaze. 1586 M. ROYDON Elegy 169 in

Spenser's Wks. 1842) V. 283 The blaze whereof when Mars
beheld. 1671 MILTON Samson 80 O dark, dark, dark, amid
the blaze of noon, 1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba. x. xiv, The rich

geranium's scarlet blaze. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II.

587 The theatres were . . one blaze of orange ribands.

fis* a. = BLAZING STAR 2, cynosure.
*579 LVLY Euphues (Arb.) 102 Thy beautie hath made

thee the blaze of Italy.

b. Glory, splendour, brilliant display.
1579 LYLY Euphues 180 'Beauty, where is thy blaze?'

1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 369 P 8 A most glorious Blaze of

Poetical Images. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xcviii, Sadness

flings Her shadow on the blaze of kings. 1875 JOWETT
Pta'o ied. 2) II. 169 Enveloping in a blaze of jests the most
serious matters.

c. Clear or full light, as of noon.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (18111 I. i. 3 Now to your re-

gret, pushed into blaze, as I may say. 1869 LECKY Europ.
Mor. II. i. 64 The blaze of publicity. 1879 FARRAR St.

Paul 1883)150 In the full blaze ofcontemporary knowledge.
6. Comb., as blaze-trailing.
1809 J. BARLOW Cehtmb* vii. 231 Blaze-trailing fuses vault

the night's dim round.

Blaze i,bl(7'z), sb.- [Appears first in I7th c. ;

no corresponding form occurs in OE. or ME.
But clearly identical with OX. blesi 'white star on a

horse's forehead,' MDu. blesse, Du. btes, mod.G.

bliisse, blesse^ all in same sense, from stem bias-,

blaz- shining, white; cf. OHG. blass whitish,MHG.
bias bald, mod.G. blasz pale. It is possible that

the ON, word was adopted in north, dial., and
thence passed at a later date into general use ;

but the Du. or LG. form may also have been

introduced as a technical term c 1600.
(In either case the spelling has to be explained : the

regular repr. of ON. blesi would have been blese^ bleeze
',

if

this occurred in north dial., it would be identical with the
northern form of BLAZE', and might, like it, be made blaze

in the literary language ; if adapted from Du. or LG., blaze
must be a phonetic spelling.)]

1. A white spot on the face of a horse or ox.

1639 DE GREY Compl. Horsem, 23 If the blaze be not too
broad. 1650 FULLER Pisga/i iv. vii. 128 A black bull, .with

a fair square bla/e in his forehead. 1685 Loud. Gaz. No.

2030/4 A black Mare about 12 or 13 hands high, having a
Blaze in her right Eye. 1858 HUGHES Scour. White flors-.-

17 If it wasn't for the blaze in her face, and the white feet.

1884 Black w. Mag. Aug. 170/2 Herefords with great 'blazes'

of white on their honest faces.

2. transf. A white mark made on a tree, generally

by chipping off a s'ice of bark, to indicate a path
or boundary in a forest

;
also a track indicated by

a line of such marks. ; First in U.S.)
1737 WESLEY Wks. (1872! I. 68 We then found another blaze

and pursued it. 1813 MRS. ScMiHMBLPEHNICK tr. C. Lan-
celot s Tour (18:6' I. 123 A little blaze here and there, on

particular trees, is the only direction. 1820 SOUTHEY We$~

ley I. 123. 1822 DE QUINCEY Confess. (1862) 243 A blaze

of white paint upon a certain elite of the trees marked out

by the forester as ripe for the axe. 1830 GALT Laivrie T.

viii. iii. (18491 365 We had come to the sixth mile blaize, a

boundary mark on a pine. 1885 Pali MallG. 7 May 4/2
Tracked by the land surveyor's blazes on the huge trunks.

Blaze ,bl7'z), z>. 1 Forms: 3 blas-ie(n, 4-5
blas-sn, 5 -yn, 4-6 blase, 5-7 blaise, -ze, 6-

blaz3; Sc. 5-6 blese, 6-7 bleise, 8- bleeze.

Pa. /. and pple. blazed, [f. BLAZE sl>. 1 : no cor-

resp. vb. in OE., or in any other Teut. lang.]
1. intr. To burn with a bright fervent flame.

Often with away, forth ,
out. To blaze tip: to

burst or flash into a blaze.
a 1215 A ncr. R. 296 Al bet hus blasie uor<5 er me lest went.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xx. 185 A kyx o^er a candele fat
caunt ha'-> fuyr, and blase}?, 1393 GOWEH Conf. I. 258 The
sparke . . blaseth out on every side. 1513 DOUGLAS sEtifis

xii. iv, 30 The altar blesand of hayt fyre. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 36 Blase, efflammare. 1718 POPE Iliad n. 369 We
raised Oar verdant altars, and the victims blazed. 1790
BURNS Tarn O'Skant., Fast by an ingle bleezing finely.

1813 SCOTT Kokeby n. xx, When that spark blazed forth to

flame. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. 16. 106 In one of these

[clefts] a pine-fire was soon blazing briskly.

b. transf. Said of the place lighted by the blaze.

1876 GREEN Short His*, vii. 6 (:88a) 408 The streets of
London blazed with bonfires.

2. trans. To cause to blaze, to give to the flames.

rare. To blaze up : to set a-blaze.

c 1485 Dtgby Myst. (1882)111. 745 They beblasyd both body
and hals. c 1525 SKELTON Replyc. 294 Doutlesse ye shall

be biased And be brent at a stake. 1865 Sat. Rev, 16 Dec.

754 If some new Guy Faux were to succeed in blazing up
the Houses of Lords and Commons.
3. intr. To burn with the fervour of devotion,

excitement, or passion : said of persons and their

feelings. To blaze up : to 'fire up' in wrath.
aiS Ancr. R. 426 Luue is Jesu Cristes fur bt he wule

bet blasie in vre heorte. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. xx. 188 Til

pe holy gost by-gynne to glowen and blase. 1593 SHAKS.
\Htn. VI, v. iv. 71, I need not adde more fuell to your fire,

For well I wot, ye blaze to burne them out. 1841 D'!SRAEU
Amen. /,//. (1867) 306 His anger too easily blazed forth.

1878 SEELEY Stein. 111.528 Stein .. blazed up, and there

was an exchange of hot words.

908

4. To blaze out (.trans.) : to cause to flare away,

j

to exhaust in a blaze of passion or excess (arch.} ;

(inlr.} to go out with a flare, subside from its blaze.

1779 JOHNSON Rochester, L. /'. (1816)179 He . .'blazed out
his youth and his health in lavish voluptuousness. 1814
DIBDIN Libr. Cotnp. 718 He blazed out his life. 1884 I* pool.

Daily Post 27 June 5 The temporary excitement . . had
blazed out, and numbers were leaving the House.
5. intr. To shine like flame or fire; to shine

brightly, glitter, be resplendent. Also withyfoY/;.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxi. 243 Tho )>is barn was ybore

br biased a sterre. 1398 TREVISA Btirth. De P. R. XVI. iv,

(1495) 553 It is kyndly that shynynge of metall blase the

more yf they be shynyd wyth other lyght. 1667 MILTON'
P. L. i. 104 Eyes That sparkling blaz'd. 1718 POPE Iliad
n. 527 The dreadful aegis . . Blazed on her arm. 1831
CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. ix, But Half-men, in whom that

divine handwriting has never blazed forth. 1835 LYTTON
Ricnzi ix. i. 371 Robed in scarlet that literally blazed with

gold. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile xxi. 608 The sun blaz-

ing over head.

b. trans, with cognate object.
1667 MILTOX P. L. x. 65 The Father . . on the Son Blaz'd

forth unclouded Deitie. 1697 COXGREVE Mourn, Bride \.

iii, All conspired to blaze promiscuous light,

6. intr. To shine or be conspicuous with brilliancy

of character, splendour of position or talents,

grandeur, renown. Also with out.

1387 TREVISA Higdtn Rolls Ser. I. 5 Blase> and schineb

clerliche be ri}t rule of bewes. 1639 FULLER Holy War n.

xxx. (1840) 89 The less his fame blazed, the more his devotion

burned. 1756 BURKE SiM. S, B. Wks. I. 170 In this de-

scription . . the terrible and sublime blaze out together. 1859
HELPS Friends in C. Ser. n. I. i. 20 To blaze out into a suc-

cessful marriage. 1865 CARLYI.E Fredk. Gt. I. in. iv. 158
Cardinal Albert Kur-Mainz . . blazes widely abroad, in the

busy reign of Karl V.

f 7. trans. ' To dazzle or daze with light ; fig.

to blind. Obs.
c 1450 HENRYSON Moral Fables 34 The fauour of thy face,

For thy defence is foule and disfigurate, Brought to the

light, biased, blunt and blate. 1570 Piththy \<ite Papists
(Collier) 15 As thogh Ye would the People blase, And make
them think I did not wel : this said he without maze.

8. intr. To bla~*e away: to fire continuously with

guns or artillery ; Jig. to work at anything with

enthusiastic vigour (colloq.\ CS.firi au'ay.
1826 Sheridaniana 331 Sheridan blazed away, right and

left. 1843 DICKENS in Life 141 I went at it again, and . .

blazed away till 9 last night. 1857 LIVINGSTONE vii. 140
We . . blazed away at the lions,

Blaze ^bl<?>z),z>.
2 Forms: 4-jblas-en,5blasin,

-yn, 6-7 blase, 6- blaze. Pa. t. and pple. blazed

(pa. pplc. once in 6 blasen ; cf. Ger. geblasen,
Du. geblazeit blown). [In sense I apparently the

same word as ON. blasa. to blow (as the wind,
with the month, bellows, a trumpet", OHO. blasan

(MHO. and mod.G. bliisen], MDu. and Du. bl&zen,

Goth. -M,'san (in uf-blesan to blow up, puff up) :

OTeut. *blxs-an, 1. root */</- (Aryan *bhle-, L.

Jld-re: see BLOW) with suffixal -s- (perhaps from

the present stem) taken into the root. The verb

(*blses-an) was not preserved in OE., where it

was represented only by the derivative sb. blxs-t,

BLAST 'blowing.' The ME. vb. was prob. a. OX.
blasa (unless direct connexion with LG. or Du.

blasen, bl&zen, can be traced'. Its later history is

confused with that of BLAZON, evidently through

associating the infinitive bias-en with the pre-

existing sb. blason, BLAZON '

shield, heraldic

shield.' The proper senses of blaze and blason,
acted and reacted upon each other in the i6th c. :

see senses 3-6, and BLAZON v. 4-6. In later uses

of sense 2, there may also be often traced an
association with BLAZE z\i, as if to 'blaze abroad,'
were to '

expose to the full blaze of publicity.']

t 1. To blow (e. g. with a musical instrument) ;

to puff. Also with out. Obs.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame (1866) With his blake clarioun
He gan to blasen [?'. r. -yn, -in] out a soun As lowde as

beloweth wynde in helle. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 78
They [beer and wulf] conne wel huylen and blasen, stele

and robbe. 1535 [cf. BLAZING//*/. </.-!

2. trans. To proclaim (as with a trumpet), to

publish, divulge, make known.
1:1450 [see BLAZER'-'.; 1541 BARNES Wks. 11573) 198 Then

were you first of all, assoyled of your allegyance, and that
absolucion was blasen and blowen, preached, and taught,
throughout alt the world. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasitt. Par.
Pref. 11 In blasyng the Antichnstian decrees. 1580 SIDNEY
Arcadia II. 227 What ayles this ardour To blase my onely
secrets? 1588 GREENE t'andosto (1843) 14 This proclamation
being once biased through the country. 1613 HEYWOOI
Site. Age in. i. Wks. 1874 III. 139 Through all our Ebbes
and Tides my Trump hath blaz d her. 1753 FOOTE Eng.
in Paris n. (1763) 26 The Secret might soon be blaz'd.

1823 SCOTT Pweril (1865) 37 What I have to tell you is

widely blazed. 1859 TENNYSON Vivien 593.

b. \i\\h.abroad (forth ^about}. The prevalent use.

1552 HULOET, Blase abrode,/;cMVo. \&+BriefExant.'**\\\i
Rather to be lamented . . then to be biased abrode in wordes.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C n. 11.31 The Heauens themselues blaze

forth the death of Princes. 1611 BIBLE Mark \. 45 He went

out, and beganne to publish it much, and to blase abroad
the matter. 1622 WITHER in Fair's S. P. (1848) 220 I know
. . his worth To be the same which I have bla?'-d forth.

1791 BOSWELI- Johnson (1816* II. 346 notf, Fearing . . that

BLAZER.
I bhuuld blaze it abroad in his lifetime. 1824 \V. IRVING
T. Trav. I. 335 The affair was blazed about next morning.

fc. with clause : To spread the report that. Obs.

1553-87 FOXE A. ff M. (1684) II. 47/1 They falsely accuse

him, which blaze, that he began with plausible matter. 1578
T. N. tr. Cong. W. India, 90 Fame flew abroade, blazing
that Mutezuma feared the Christians,

f d. To decry, defame, hold up to infamy. Obs,

1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 6 Minos was alwayes blazed

and disgraced throughout all the Theaters of Athens.

t3. To describe heraldically, to BLAZOX. Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 38 Blasyn or dyscry armys, describe.

1530 PALSGR. 456 He can blase armes as well as any
herault. 157* BOSSEWELL Armorie \\. 24 His Armes are

thus to be blazed . . He beareth a Shielde Argente, etc.

of
1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. v. 1 1628) 120 Our mixed manner

biasing
. a
laze

. absol. Obs.

ing armes in broken French and English put to-

gether, a 1628 F. GREVILLE Sidney (1652) 44 What He;
' '

[can] blaze their Arms without a blemish ?

1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie 163 Able to blaze b^* all those

waies . . whereby Armes were euer blazoned.

fc. (_fig.} To blaze one s arms, was used in sense 2

^to publish, celebrate, describe. Obs.

1573 G- HARVEY Letter-bk. (1884) 17 A veri frend . . hath
dun rni arrand and blasd mi arms abrode. 1579 TOMSON
Calvin's Sfrt/i. Tint. 735/2 Let their armes bee biased, that

euery man may detest them.

4. \\ith mixture of senses i and 3.

fa. To describe, set forth with eclat, celebrate.

[1553 DOUGLAS sEneis xm. Prol. 165 And forthirmore, to

blasin [J/^\ nad blason] this new day, Quhay micht di-

scryue the birdis blisful bay?] 1566 T. STAPLETON Ret. Untr.

Jewell iii. 131 Haue you . . biased out the Apostle of that

people, with these Charitable Titles : Hypocrite, etc. ? 1574
tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 15 This title agreeth to god only,

according as he blazeth himselfe by it saying : I am God
almighty, a 1635 CORBET Poems (1807165 He . . that would
write And blaze thee thoroughly, may at once say all, Here
lies the anchor our admiral.

t b. To describe pictorially, depict, portray. Obs.

1579 E. K. in Spenser s Sheph. Cal. Ep. Ded. i They
use to blaze and portraict .. the .. lineaments. 1642 R.

CARI-F.NTER E^per. vr. vii, 169 In blazing the Transfigur-
ation of Christ, they put it off without any blazing figure,
without a transfiguration of words.

f5. To paint or adorn with armorial bearings
or heraldic devices; to BLAZON. Obs,

1620 Union !m r
. 18 One hanginge table blazed w' h armes.

f 6. To emblazon, poet. rare, (in quot. /*.)

1813 SCOTT Rokcby iv. xvi, High was Redmond s youthful
name Blazed in the roll of martial fame.

Blaze, v$ [f.
BLAZE sb.-] trans. To mark

trees) with white by chipping off a piece of bark.

Also to indicate > spot or path) by such marks.
1812 J. HENRY Camp. agst. Quebec 24 A path tolerably dis-

tinct, which we made more so by blazing the trees. Ibid.

Blazing every carrying-place. 1850 Frasers Mag. XLI.
22 The settlers . . blazed roads through the woods, by chip-

ping the bark off the trees. 1859 HOLLAND Gold F. iii. 42

Plunge into the eternal forest that sleeps in front, and blaze

the trees. 1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark Cant. II. xiii. 366
We ' blazed

'

very many of the largest with our hatchets.

Blazed,///- a. 1 rare. [i. BLAZE r. 1

] Set in

flames ; fig. inflamed.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Crtat, xi. i. 97 Or Orall

and Vocall [Organs], bleared and blazed from the Hell-

inflamed tongue.

Blazed, ///. at [f. BLAZE v.-~\ Published,
made famous.

1590 SPENSER Afuiopvtntos 266 Her blazed fame. 1671
MILTON Samson 528 The sons of Anak, famous now and
blazed.

Blazed (bl^zd), ///. a.'* [f. BLAZE sb* and ^.3]

1. Having a blaze or white mark on the face.

1685 Land. Gaz. No. 2030/4 A Brown bay Gelding .. blaz'd

down his Face. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Dict.s.v. H0ne> He ib

prized far That is Cole-black, and blazed with a Star.

2. U.S. Of trees: Marked with white by cutting

off a patch of the bark. Of a path or boundary
line : Indicated by blazed trees.

1737 WESLEY tt
r
ks. (1872) I. 68 A line of blazed trees, (that

is, marked by cutting off part of the bark). 1822 I. FLINT

Lett. Amcr. 154 To follow the blazed lines marked out by
the surveyor. 1883 BRET HARTE Carquinez viii. 176 At

right angles with the 'blazed' tree.

Bla'zeless, a. \Vithout blaze or flame.

1820 Bltick-.i'. Mag. VII. 176 A bright but blazeless fire.

f Bla-zen, v. Obs. A by-form of BLAZE v. 1

1716 M. DAMES A then. Brit. II. 74 Had not the Repre-
sentation . . prov'd abortive, and expir'd like a blazemng
Star.

Blazer 1
;bl^-za.i;. [f.

BLAZE V.1 + -ER 1
.]

1. Anything which blazes or shines ; as a comet

(ofis.), or {familiarly} a very bright day.
'(1635 CORBET Poems (1807) Thus we leave the blazers

coming over. 1875 Miss BRADDON Hostages Fort. I. iii. 88

The day . . a blazer, cloudless blue.

b. A light jacket of bright colour worn at

cricket or other sports.
1880 Times 19 June, Men in spotless flannel, and club

'blazers.' 1885 Durham Univ. Jrnt. 21 Feb. 91 The latest

novelty . . for me river is flannels, a blazer, and spats.

Bla-zer 2
. Also 4 blasour, 5 -eyr, 5-6 -er.

[f. BLAZE Z/.- + -ER 1
.]

1. One who proclaims or publishes ; a
'

trumpeter.'
ci45/a Test. Love i. (1560) 280 b/r Tho loveden blasours,

tho curreiden glosours, the welcomeden flatterers. 1552
, HULOET, Blaser ofbruite or fame. x6i7HiERON Wks. (1620) II.

I

354 A blazer of ihut worth & excellencie which is in God.



BLAZERY.
a 1618 RALEIGH Maxims St. in Rein. u66i) 74 To have
their blazers abroad to set out their virtues.

1 2. A blazoner. Obs.

1486 Bk. St. Albans K iv b, The blaseyr shall . . blase the
colowre sentri. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay iii. (1617) 37 The
first blazer of their Pedegrees.

Bla'zery. [f. BLAZE sti.l or zv.l + -EBY
;
cl.finery.]

Splendour, adornment
; jewellery.

1883 Harper's Mag, Mar. 520/2 Buy . . the biggest dia-
mond ring . . and wear such blazery wherever you go.

Blazing (bl<?i-zirj), vbl. jAl Also 5 blasyuge.
[f. BLAZK v.l + -ING '.]

a. A flaming, burning, b. Shining, splendour.
<: 1440 Promp. Pan: 38 Blasynge or flamynge of fyr i,

Jlaminacio. 1563 Homilies n. Excess. Appar. (1859) 316
The more thou garnish thy selfe with these outward blazing*.
1639 FULLER Holy War\. ii. (1840) 2 A fading comet, whose
blazing portended the ruin of that nation. 1839 G. WILSON
E. Forbes iv. 99 No needless blazings of phosphorus.

Bla-zing, vbl. sb*
[f. BLAZE v.-^-i-s^.']

1. a. Proclaiming or 'trumpeting.' b. Boasting.
1563 Homilies n. Idolatry (1859) 237 Blasphemous bold

biasing of manifest Idolatry. 1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd.
7 The blazing of Womens slender praises. 1628 FEI.THAM
Resolves i. Ixxx. (1647) 248 The blazings of the proud will

goe out in a stench and smoke,

t 2. = BLAZONING. Ol>s.

ci44o Promp. Pan: 38 Blasynge of arrays, descripcw.
1486 Bk. St. Alkans, Her. A j, Folowyth the Blasyng of all

maner arrays. 1530 PALSC;R. 165 Blason, a blasyng or dis-

cryvyng of ons armes. 1383 GOLDING Calvin an Dent. \.

56 Some painted picture or biasing of armes.

Bla-zing, vbl. st.t
[f. BI.AZE vJ] The marking

of trees by chipping off a patch of the bark.
1818 COBBETT Resiit. U. S. (1822) 273 We soon lost all

appearance of the track . . and of the '

blazing' of the trees.

Bla-zing, ///. 0. 1 In northern ME. blesand
;

for other forms see the vb. [f. BLAZE z/.l + -ING ^.]
1. Flaming with force.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 3706 Ofbrennynge fyre a blasyng bronde.

'513 UOL-GLAS .-Ends xin. ix. 103 The blesand torchys
schayn. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 728 Blazing Cressets fed With
Naphtha and Asphaltus. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III.

340 The sight of the blazing dwellings.
fig. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom xxxiii. 299 She . . fixed
a glance blazing with rage and scorn on the driver.

2. Shining vehemently ; bright-coloured, glaring.
1387 TKEVISA Higdcn Rolls Ser. VI. 297 Gay blasynge

clones. 1415 Ord. ll'/iittington's Alms-ho. in Entick
London IV. 354 That the overcloathing. . be dark and brown
of colour, and not staring ne blaising. 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair i, Horses in blazing harness. 1855 DICKENS
Dorrit i, A blazing sun upon a fierce August day.

\i.fiS .

1576 LAMBARDE/Vra;. Kentdfofr 134 The fame thereof
is . . above all other most biasing and glorious. 1596
SPENSER F. Q. \. iv. 8 Her bright blazing beautie.

3. l-'enery. Of scent : Very strong ;
as opposed

to a cold scent, i.e. a weak one.

i875'STONEHENGE' Brit. Sports i. n. i. 2. 142 They . .can
hunt a cold scent, and yet with a blazing one they run
breast high.

Bla-zing, ///. a.-
[f. BLAZE v.- + -ING -.]

fl. Blowing. Ol's.

'535 COVERDALE Wisdom xvii. 18 Whether it were a
blasynge wynde, or a swete song of y byrdes.
t b. Boastful (?

'

blowing their own trumpet ').

1533 TlNUALEsliuw. to Mare's Dial. Wks. III. 107 The
bjasmg hypocrites. 1549 COVERDALE Erasnl. Par. 2 Cf:
xii. i i Let them never so muche with their blasyng wordes
boaste themselves.

Blazingly (bU^-zirjir, adv. [f. BLAZIXU///. <z'.

t- -LY-.] In a blazing manner.
1830 Frastr's Mar. II. 434 The interior . . was blazingly

illuminated. 1874 MASSON Three Devils 313 The lesson . .

may be enforced, less blazingly perhaps, but still clearly

Blazing star.
fl. A comet. Obs.

1502 ARNOLDS Chron. (iSn) 36 This yere . . a biasing
Sterre. 1587 FLEMING Cont. Holinslied III. 344/1 In the
moneth of Maie . . a biasing starre appeared, descending in
the north-west, the beard whereof streamed into the south-
east. 1601 SHAKS. AlCs Well i. iii. 91 And wee might haue
a good woman borne but ore euerie blazing starre, or at an
earthquake, 'twould mend the Lotterie well. 1640-1 Lu. J.
DIGBY Sp. in Ho. Cent. 9 Feb. 7 I looked upon it . . with'

terrour, as upon a Commet, a biasing starre. 1711 AUDI-
SON Spcct. No. 127 p 5 The same Prognostication as the
Tail of a Blazing Star. 1761 FALCONER Shifwr. in. 563
Advances to the sun some blazing star.

2. fig. The brilliant centre of admiration
; cyno-

sure,' 'star.' arch.

1460 Pol. Rel. f, L. Poems u866> 54 Heyle blasyng starre
withowte peere ! I beseche the as thou art moder of mercy.
1559 Mirr. Mag., Mmvtray's Ban. xiii, Proud I that would
alone be blasyng sterre. 1611 BARKSTKU Iliren (1876) 106
Her beauty like a blazing starre admired. 1634 S. R. Nohlc
Soldier in. i. in Bullen O. PI. (1882) I. 201 But that I must
be held Spaines blazing Starre. 1818 SCOTT ffrt. Midi.
xlviii. She has been the ruling belle the blazing star the
universal toast of the winter.

1 3. = BLAZE s/>2 i.

1705 Land. Gaz. No. 4183/4 A bay Gelding. .3 white Feet,
a Blazing Star.

4. The popular name of three different North
American plants : Alteris farinosa, Chanuxlirium
lutiuiii, and Liatris squarrosa.
Blazon (bl<?''z'n), sl>. Forms : 4 'blasoun,

blasen, 4-7 blason, 5 Si. blasowne, 6- blazon,

[a. F. blason (found in other Romanic langs., as

90S)

Sp. blason, Pg. brasiio, It. Uasoiie, Pr. bltzo, blizo}.

By Diez and Littre referred to a Teut.word identical

either with Eng. BLAZE sb. 1 llame, with BLAZE sb.-

a conspicuous mark, or with Ger. blasen to blow
(BLAZE v*;, OHG. bldsd a trumpeter. But the

original meaning of OF. blason was not, as these

conjectures assume, 'glory' or 'proclamation,' or

even ' armorial shield,' but simply
' shield

'

in the

literal sense. This is proved by the earliest quota-
tions in Fr. and Eng., and by the derived OF. sense
of '

shoulder-blade.']
I. Proper senses.

1 1. A shield used in war. Obs.
c 1340 Ga-M. f, Gr. Knt. 828 His bronde ft his blasoun

bohe bay token. In 1400 Marti Art/t. 1860 Blasons blodc
and blankes they hewene. ; 1425 WYNTOI N Crott. vm.
xxxiii. 21 Willame of Spens percit a Blasowne. [see also 2.]

2. Her, A shield in heraldry ; armorial bearings,
coat of arms

; a banner bearing the arms. (The
first 3 quotations connect this with sense i.

. ^1325 Coerde L. 5727 In his blasoun, verrayment, Was
i-paynted a serpent, c 1350 Will. Palerne 3572 IVreth in
his blasoun of a brit hewe a wel huge werwolf' wonderli
depeinted. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xu. 179 A ful bolde
bacheler '

I knewe hym by his blasen.
I575 TURBERY. I'encry iii. 7 The authour of that booke

which amongst other things gaue this blason to the hounds
of that Lords kennel. 1605 CAM DEN A*em. 11637 (228 The first

Christians used no other blazon in their shields then the
name of Christ and a crosse. 1720 WELTON Snff. Son ofGod
I. vii. i^S To stamp their Escutcheon with a Blazon of the
most high Descent t.) future ages. 1814 SCOTT I.d. of
Isles in. xx, With St, George's blazon red. 1832 MACAULAY
A nnada 20 Slow upon the labouring wind the royal blazon
swells.

fig. 1601 SHAKS. Tied. N. i. v. 312 Thy tongue, thy face,

thylimbes, actions, and spirit, Do giue thee liue-fold blazon.

b. Si~. Law. The badge of office worn by a

king's messenger on his arm. (Jamieson.;
1773 KKSKINK hist. Law Scot. iv. iv. 33 (JAM.) The libel

will be cast, if it do not expressly mention that the me-..

senger . . displayed his blazon.

3. Description or representation, according to

the rules of Heraldry, of armorial bearings.
1610 GUILI.I.M Heraldry i. ii. 116601 13 Bla/on is taken . .

strictly for an explication of Armes in apt and significant
terms. 1667 E. CiiA.MiiKKLAYMc St. Gt. Brit. i. n. ii. (1743'
53 The blazon of the Arms of Great Britain . . is as follows.

1722 A. NISBET (title) A System of Heraldry . . With the
1 rue Art of Blazon, according to the most approved Heralds
in Kurope. 1864 BOUTELI. Heraldry Hist, f, Pop. xix. 301.
The earliest blazon of a Royal Banner . . occurs ill the Roll
of Caerlaverock.

II. The following show more or less influence
of BLAZE v?
4. transf. A description or record of any kind ;

esp. a record of virtues or excellencies.

1577 HELLOW ES Gnettara's J-'ant. Ep. 60 It doth not seeme
to me a man may haue better blason in his house, than to

be, & also descended of, a bloud vnspotted. c 1600 SHAKS.
Sonn. cvi, In the blazon of sweet beauties best. 1631 B.
JONSON A'rw Inn \. iii, Fair mien, discourses, civil exer-
cise, And all the blazon of a gentleman. 1748 THOMSON
Cast. Indol. ii. Ixiii, Beyond the blazon of my mortal pen.
1854 PATMORE Angel in Ho. n. n. iv, Their many gentle
virtues miss Proud virtue's blazon.

5. 'Show, divulgation, publication' Johnson ;

^BLAZING vbl. sb.- i.

1602 SIIAKS. Ham. i. v. 2t But this eternal! blason must
not be To eares of flesh and bloud. a 1734 NORTH Examen
I. ii. p 141 If the facts are not true .. the adverse Party
soon make a Blazon of them abroad.

*!\ ?Cf. prec.quot. from Hamlet, and BLAZE sb.T- 4.
1857 SEARS A titan, vi. 56 The prophet could not bear the

sudden blazon, and fell as one dead beneath the too ardent
effulgence.

Blazon (blJi-zan), v.
[f. prec. sb., or directly

from F. blasonner (similarly f. F. blasoif in use
in 1 5th c. As shewn under BLAZE v.-, that vb.
was in earlier use in this sense

;
and in the i6th c.

the two words acted and reacted on each other :

cf. 4-6 below, and senses 3-6 of BLAZE v.- Indeed
so far as the evidence goes, the non-heraldic senses
are the earlier, though the heraldic use of blasyii
(BLAZE v.- sense 3) in the Promp. Parv. makes it

likely that blazon in sense I may go back to c 1 500.]
I. Heraldic, and extensions.

1. trans. To describe in proper heraldic language.
Also absol.

1586 FERNE Bias. Gentrie 202 If this following be blazoned
by you. 1610 GLTLLIM Heraldry i. i. 5 To blazon is to ex-
presse what the shapes, kinds, and colour of things born in
Armes are together with their apt significations. 1775 T.
WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry I. 455 They pretend to blazon
the arms painted in the glass windows. rt\$Scribbleomania,
303 In the same hook we find the exact arms properly
blazoned of Semiramis, Queen of Babylon.
2. To depict or paint (armorial bearings t accord-

ing to the rules of heraldry.
1570 Scmfill Ballates 118721 65 With Guldis and Rukis,

blasmt equalhe Is the auld armes of the Hammiltounis.
'593 * * Mon. Ch. Durli. (1842*, Having his armes
venc excellence blasoned in fine coulored glasse. 1864
SKEAT tr. U/i/ancTs Poems 381 In colours bright and fair,
Kach warrior's name and scutcheon is duly blazoned there.

1875 FURNU ALL in Tliynne's Animadv. 98 The arms of the
Chancellor are blazond at the hack of the title.

BLAZONING.
b. //nits/, andy?^. To paint or depict in colours

;

to illuminate, set off or set out with line colouring.
6oo GAKTH Dispcns. i. 15 She blazons in dread Smiles

|

her hideous form. 1772 FLETCHER Logica Gene-: 41 The
I Christian virtues which blazon his character. 1812 BYRON

Ch. liar. i. iii. Nor all that heralds rake from coffined clay
Can blazon evil deeds, or consecrate a crime. 1851 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. II. in. I. v. 5 Their effect is oftentimes deeper
when their lines are dim, than when they are blazoned with
crimson and pale gold. 1871 R. KLLIS Catullus l.xiv. 51 A
broidery, .whose curious art did blazon valour of heroes.

3. To inscribe (anything) icifA arms, paintings,
names of distinction, set forth in colours, or in some
ornamental way; to adorn as with blazonry.
1813 SCOT T Triertn. in. xix, A hall, whose walls so wide

Were blazon'd all with feats of pride. 1827 Snrg. Dau.
i. 24 The door itself was blazoned with the name of Gideon
Grey, M.A. Surgeon, &c. &c. 1862 MRS. BROWNING /', >-,,,/

Recruit viii, And blazon the brass with their names. 1866
MOII.I.Y Dnti-li Rep. n. iii. 166 The blood-red flag of the
'Sacred office '.. blazoned upon either side with the por-
traits of Alexander and of Ferdinand.

b. fi^'. To adorn or give lustre to (as great
names fittingly illuminated adorn a genealogical
roll or record'.

1815 Scribbleotiitinia 130 note, One more individual shall
blazon my page. Ibid. 197 One of the greatest men that
ever blazoned the annals of painting.

II. Related also to BLAZE v.-

4. To describe fitly, set forth honourably in words;
-= BLAZE v.- 4.
1513 DOUGLAS sEncis i. Prol. 329 By him perfitlie blasonis

he All wirschep, manheid and nobilite. 1592 SHAKS. Kent.
<V Jul. n. vi. 26 If the measure of thy ioy Be heapt like mine,
and that thy skilMie more To blason it. 1824 CAMPBELL
Theodnc 90 Glowing pages, blazoning forth The fanck'i
image of his leader's worth. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE .S'A,//->.

Char. xv. 384 Xo herald more eloquently blazons the kingly
attributes and virtues.

5. To publish vauntirigly or boastfully, boast of.

(Cf. BLAZI.M; vbl. sb.-,ppl. a.-

1534 Lu. BERNERS Cold. Bk. M. Anrel. '154') Q iij, I wold
neuer blasen loue with my tongue. IHd. livij, And there we
blason and boste. 1549 Compl. Scot. 14 ther is diuerse
men that can blason the veyris in the tauerne. or at the fyir
syde, amang the vulgar ignorant pepil. 1807 W. IKMXG
Salinag. 11824} 124 My friend I.auncelot is not a man tu

blazon any thing. 1812 SOUTHEY Essays 18321 t. 133.
6. To proclaim, make public, 'trumpet

'

; BLAZE
v:~ 2. Also \\'it\\ fort/i, out. Often in a bad sense.

1577 HAN.MKK Ant: Eccl. Hist. (1619' 215 To be silent, and
not to blason at all so hainuus an offence. 1591 SPENSKI;
TearesMuses 102 To blazon out their blames. 1681 BAXIEH
Apol. ^onconf. Min. 18 To blazon and aggravate our suf-

ferings. 1731 FIELDING Mod. Hnsb. iv. i, A common trick
. .to blazon out the reputation of women whose virtue you
have destroyed. 1845 Lu. CAMPBELL Chancellors (1857; II.

xxxiv. 106 That the Queen's shame. . might not be blazoned
on the journals. 1863 KINGI.AKE Crimea II. ix. 1,4 To
have it blazoned out to the world.

b. with compl.
n 1619 FOTHERBY Atlaoiii. i. xiii. 3 116221 138 He, whom

you blazoned to be immortall.

Blazoned (bLJi-zsnd), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED).]
1. Painted with a heraldic device.

1830 PKAED Poems 1 1865) I. 176 Far from me is the ga/ing
throng, The blazoned shield, and the nodding plume.
2. transf. and Jig. Conspicuously or brilliantly-

displayed; proclaimed, celebrated, 'trumpeted.'
1762 FALCONER Shipwr. i. 132 Blazon'd glories spread

from zone to zone. 1855 TENNYSON Ode H'cltin^ton 56
Bright let it be with his blazon'd deeds. 1870 DISRAELI
Lothair xxviii. 126 There would be a blazoned paragraph
in the journals.

Blazoner (bUi-zanai). [f.
as prec. + -Eiti.J

1. One who blazons arms
; a herald.

1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie Ded., Our new conceited Bla-
zonners, which haue borrowed onely their lights at the
lamps of two late English Armorists. 1610 GUILLI.M He-
raldry n. vi. 62. 1611 COTGR., l-'air .. the grayish colour
of some eyes ; also, that which our Blasonners call Verry.
1728 S. KENT Banner Displ. 1 1. 764 Some Blazoners hold . .

that then such Bearing is more aptly termed Parted pit-
Cross. 1815 Encycl. Brit. led. 51 X. 399,! There is a sort
which blazoners call assumptive arras.

2. transf. One who records or sets forth with
commendation

; one who proclaims or '

trumpets.'
1603 FLOKIO Montaigne t. xxv. (r63 2i 86 If I were a great

blazoner of mine owne actions. 1796 BURKE Let. Noble Ld.
Wks. VIII. 37 These historians, recorders, and blazoners of
virtues and arms.

Blazoning (blJi-zanirj\ vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. +

1. The art of describing heraldic devices.
1610 GL-ILLIM Heraldry i. ii.6 In Blazoning you must vse

an aduised deliberation before you enter therunto. a 1586
CAMPION Hist. Ircl. (1633) x. 32 His skill in Masoning of
armes.

2. The painting of heraldic devices; coiicr. a

heraldic device.

'11649 DRL-MM. OF HAMTH. Consid. to Part, Wks. (1711)
185 Without the -bar in the blazoning of his arms. 1828
TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 321 On the shield of Prince
Henry . . there is no appearance of any heraldic blazoning.
1852 Miss YONGE Cameos (1877) II. xxxi. 327 Subtletiej,
representing Catherine's patron Saint, blazonings, or her
motto and Henry's.

b. = '

Illuminating.'
1843 LYTTON Last Bar. i. v. 68 The blazoning of missals.
3. The action of proclaiming or publishing.
'533 BELLLNDEN Lhy n. 202 The blasoning and predica



BLAZONING.
cioun of his luffing. 1642 R. CARI'ENTER E-rpcr. v. vii. 243Be not so

larg^e
in the blazoning of your due Obedience.

Bla'zonillg, ppl. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING-.]

That paints or describes heraldic devices.
1864 BURTON Scot Alir. II. 814 Man is a blazoning

animal.

t Bla-zonize, v. Obs. [see -IZE.] To celebrate.
1614 Sea. Venus 1,1876) 22 Whose loue may. . blazonize thy

wanton sports.

Bla'zonment. [f. as prec. + -MENT.]
1. Blazoning, setting forth in bright colours.
1883 Gd. Words 238 The. .chapel, with its lovely reredos

and its blazonment of colour.

2. The action of proclaiming or publishing.
1876 GEO. ELIOT Van. Dcr. v. xxxvi. 332 A blazonment of

herself as the infelicitous wife who had produced nothing
but daughters.

Blazonry (bUi-zsnri). [f. as prec. + -RV.]
1. The description or depicting of heraldic devices.
1622 PEACHAM Compl, Gcntl. xv. 1 1634) 158, I purpose not

heere to enter into a large field and absolute discourse of
Blazonry. 1829 SCOTT Denumol. iii. 98 Those who practise
the art of blazonry.

2. A heraldic device, or collection of heraldic
devices ; armorial bearings.
"1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Disc. Impresas'Wki. (1711)228
The old impresa or arms, blazonry of the house and family.
1805 SOUTHEY Modai- in IV. x, Madoc approach'd, and saw
tile blazonry. 1845 CARLYLE Cromwell s Lett, f, Sf>. (1873
I. 19 The Cromwell blazonry . . has given place to Montague
blazonry.

\>.fig.
1830 BLACKIE sEschylus II. 273 Broidered vestments torn

in many a shred, Grief's blazonry. 1877 FARRAR My Youth
xxxiv. 342 To make you . . read on your souls the heraldic
blazonry of their high origin from God.
3. Jig. Display by brilliant colouring, selling

forth with artistic skill.

1814 SOU-IHEY Roderick iii. 14 That vision floated still

Before his sight with all her blazonry. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis.
/'tin's led. 5) 173 The blazonry, in stone or canvass, of the
exploits that have wasted their blood and treasure. 1878
-Mus. STOWE Poganuc P.m. 19 No pageants, no sights, no
shows, except the eternal blazonry of nature.

t Bla'zure. Obs. = BLAZON sb. 3, BLAZOXKY.
1523 I.D. BEKNEKS Froiss. I. cclxxxi. 421 The blasure of

his armes was goules, two fesses sable, a border sable.

Blazy (,bU
7
i-zi;,o. [f. BLAZE J^.I + .Y.] Full of

blaze, blazing.
1838 P. PARLEY Tales ab. Chrhtm. xxxii. 293 A great

blazy fire. 1850 CLOUGH Remains 118691 L '7 In the

grimy or the blazy period, in the imprisonment or de-
liverance of the gases.

Ble, obs. f. BI.EA sb.
; var. BLEE, Obs., colour, etc.

-ble, a. OK. -bit :-L. -bilem, nom. -bili-s, suffix

forming verbal adjs., with the sense 'given to,

tending to, like to, fit to, able to
'

;
as in sta-bili-

'

like, fit to stand.' After consonant stems, -ibi/i-,

as vend-i-tiK-, vinc-i-bili-; after stems ending in

a, e, i. o, u, -abili-, -ebili-, -ibili-, -dbili-, -ubili-, as

hondrd-bili-, dele-bili-, scpelt-bili-, no-bili-, voln-
bili-. Some of these L. words lived on into OFr.,
e.g. noble, amable, fleble, meuble ; later, these .be-
came models for the extensive adoption of others
from the Latin of literature. Many of both sorts

were from lath to I5th c. adopted in Eng. from
Fr., and here served as models for the direct adop-
tion or formation of others from Latin, a process
which has gone on to the present day. By far tlie

most numerous of the -bit words are those in

-able. In L., -abili- adjs. arose only from verbs
in -are

; but, in Fr., all pres. pples. in -ant may
give rise to an adj. in -able, and as -ant is now
the universal form of pres. pple., -able is the uni-

versal form of the adj. suffix as a living element
;

-Me being only a fossil survival in words from L.
like horrible, possible, visible, not directly attached
to a living Fr. verb. When the verb lives in Fr.,
a modern adj. in -able has always taken the place
of the earlier -ible form, as in vendable, croyablc,

preferable, for L. vendibilis, credibilis, *pn\feribilis.
But in Eng. there is a prevalent feeling for retaining
ible wherever there was or might be a L. -ibilis ;

while -able is used for words of distinctly Fr. or

Eng. origin, as conceivable, movable, speakable.
Hence, where there is a verb in French and English,
as well as in Latin, English usage is distracted byv
conflicting and irreconcileable analogies. Thus in

the compounds of -fer, L. fero, Latin analogy K-
vpxtea prefcrible, referible (Walker, Rliym. Diet.},

sufferible ; French example gives preferable, >efer-
able

;
Fr. and Eng. analogy snfferable (cf. suffer-

ing) ; Eng. analogy (cf. refer-ring] gives referrable
(Bailey), conferrable. deferrable; 'there is also a

mongrel spelling referriolt, sanctioned by Dr. John-
son, but defensible on no analogy. So with the
variant spellings adinittable, -ible, tractable, con-

tractible, parlable, -ible. These discrepancies no
mere etymological grounds can settle ; though their

number might be lessened by following French pre-
cedent, and extending -able to all words having a

910

verb i with the same accent , in Eng. ,
til us adinittable,

contractable, corruplable, exhaustable, voidable, etc.,

leaving -ible in credible, intelligible, legible, possible,
etc. See -ABLE, -IBLE. The omission or retention
of a final e mute before -able is also to a certain
extent optional. In words directly from L. it is

etymologically absent, as in excusable, declinable ;

in words from Eng. (beside cases where it must be

orthographically retained after c, g, as peaceable,
changeable, chargeable, the latter also in Fr.), there-

is a prevalent feeling for retaining the t in mono-
syllables, as tameable, nameable, saleable, which
otherwise would have their meaning obscured (e. g.
tamable, namable, salable}. This produces am-
biguity of form in such words as blamable (F.
bldmable,) blameable, movable, moveable, lovable,

loveable, sizable, sizeable, etc. As much reason can
be given and as much authority cited for one spel-

ling as for the other, and until a reform of Eng.
spelling is made, the double form of these words
must continue. In words of English formation, a
final consonant is usually doubled before -able.

when doubled in the pres. pple., as clubbable, bidd-

able, deferrable. As to the meaning, Palsgrave
(1530) says (p. 302):

' Of every adjectyve partyciple . . in ant may be formed
an adjectyve by chaungynge of ant into able, as of muant,
niuable ; hautrant, honorable^ ',

. . whose signifycacion may
serve bothe actyvely and passively, as luuable, apte or mete
or able to chaunge, or. .to be chaunged ; honorable apte or
mete or able to honour or. .to be honoured. . In this thyng
the french tonge is moche more parfyte than our tonge is,

for where as they may forme of every partyciple in their

tonge an adjectyve endyng in ble, in our tonge we have
none suche, but must nedes use circumlocution by . . apte,
mete, or able, and our inrinityve mode ; save that we have
admitted as well adjectyves of the frenche tonge endyng in
able and ible, as commendable, visible,' etc.

As here stated, adjs. in -bili-, -ble, were originally
active (and neuter) as well as passive. Many uf
the former exist in Eug., e. g. capable, comfortable,
suitable, agreeable, conformable, companionable,
durable, equable; but the majority have become
obsolete or remain only with a passive force, as in

credible, audible, flexible, which is also the only
use of -able as a living formative, e. g. bearable,

eatable, likeable, preferable, insufferable, saleable.

For exhaustive treatment of these words see F.
Hall Eng. Adjectives in -able; London 1877.)
Blea (bU), sb. rare. Also 8 ble>. [Perh.

from blea, BI.AE a. in sense of '

livid, pale.'] The
young wood of a tree under the bark ; the albur-
num or white wood.
1730-6 BAILICY (/o/.) Ble, Blea, Blee (in Chirurgeryi, the

inward Bark of a Tree, or that Part of the wood, which was
last form'd. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitppl. s.v,, While the
Mea remains yet soft . . it may maintain a feeble vegetation.
1830 J. G. STRUTT Syh'a. Brit. 20 The blea and the inner
bark.

t Blea, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 blay, 7 bley,
blee

; 8-9 Sc. blae. [Prob. imitative of the sound ;

perhaps with associations of bleat, blab, blabber, etc.

Jamieson compares F. beler, L. baldre : cf. OSlav.

blejati to bleat, also Gr.
^Ar/xao/iai

\ bleat, B^iJXV
bleating, with the same initial sound. Variously
pronounced in dialects (bit

7
, bll*, bl/).]

intr. To bleat as a lamb or kid ; to cry piteously
as a chikl. Hence Slaying, bleying vbl. sb.

1568 Jacob ft Esau iv. vi. in Hazl. Doitsley II. 237 Me-
thinketh I hear a young kid blea ! 1581 SIDNEY Astr. q
Stella ix, Tell her in your piteous Maying Her poor slaves

unjust decaying. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 242 In their

sleepe, they seeme to low or blea, and thereupon they be
called Sea-calues. 1617 F. MORYSON /tin. in. I. i. 10 The
bleying of Sheepe. 1623 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Merry Wk.
( 1885) 15 Cocks did crow, and lambs did bleat and blee.

Blea, -berry, obs. form of BLAY, BLAE, -BEHBV.
Bleach (blftj), sb.l Also in 4 bleohe. [Sense

i is perh. the same as OE. blxco paleness, f. bide,

Mac, shining, pale. Sense 3 is directly from the
vb. : cf. 'a wash.']
f 1. Whiteness, paleness. Obs.
c 1050 Colt. Cleop. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker Voc. 465 Pallor,

bteco. 1400 Pol. Ret. $ L. Poems (1866) 255 Brest & hert
was bete to bleche.

good
3. An act of bleaching ; as ' a thorough bleach

in the sun.'

4. Comb. (See BLEACH v. I) as bleach-croft, -field,

-green, -grounds, --uorks, -yard. Cf. BLEACHIKG.

i r4/i The workmen employed at a neighbouring bleach-
green. 1815 Encycl. Brit. led. 51 III. 678 Who has large
'bleach-grounds at Glasgow. 1818 COBBETT Resirl. U. S.
(x8n) 296 Some oil of vitriol works near to my *bleach-
works. a 1788 MRS. DELANY Life f, Corr. (1861) III. 515
This place is.. much enriched with *bleach yards,

t Bleach, J*.- Obs. Also [5 blek(e], 5-6 bleohe,

BLEACHED.

bleeche, bletche. [A derivative of BLACK, but
the etymological formation is obscure. ME. bleche

looks like the southern form of blek, bleke in same
sense, prob. identical with Icel. blek, Sw. tlak, Da.
blxk blacking, ink : see BLECK. But it may go
back to an OE. bl^ce or bhece : see BLACK. Bleech,
bleach are later spellings of bleche. But bletche

implies a ME. blecche, OE. *bleece, parallel to

BLATCH, ME. blacche, OE. *blxcce, on the OTeut.

types *blakjo- and *blakkjo- : see BLACK.]
1. Any substance used for blacking ; e. g. ink,

soot, lamp-black, and esp. shoemakers' or curriers'

black used for leather.

[c 1440 Promp. Parv. 39 Bleke, atramentum. c 1483
Cat/i. A lift. 34 Blek.] a 1500 in Wr.-Wulcker Voc. 566
Atramcntum, anglice, bleche. 1530 PALSOR. 199/1 Bleche
for souters, attrantent, 1576 BAKER Gesner's Jewell of
Healtk 101 b, Shoemakers yncke or bleeche. 1580 BARET
Alv. B 794 Courriors bleach, .atrametitiini sutoriuin. 1611

COTGR., Attrament, inke ; or bleach for Shoemakers.
Snye, soot of a chimney ; any bleach.

t 2. Hence, in the old '

Compaynys of beestys
[etc.]' the term for, A company of sutors. Obs.
1486 Bk. St. A tbans F vj b, A Bleche of sowteris, a Smere

of Coryouris, a Clustre of Grapys.
t Bleach, a. Obs. Also 4-5 bleohe. [ME.

bleche was prob. the continuation of OE. blsec,

variant form of tide shining, white, pale (usually

explained as : OTeut. *blaiki-z and *blaiko-z

respectively
1

.]

1. Pale = BLEAK a. i .

*34 Ayenb. 53 Al huet bou art bleche and Ihene. 1393
GOWEK Con/. II. 210 She is pale and bleche.

2.= BLEAK a. 2.

1598 FLORIO, Piaggioso, medowie, large, bleach, heldie.

1655 FULLER CA. Hist. i. vi. 4 A bleach barren place.

Bleach (bb'tj), z/.l Forms: I blsecan, 2-5
blechen, 6 bleche, bleaehe, 8 bleeeh, 6- bleach.
See also the (northern) form BLEAK. Pa. t. and

pple. bleached (bl/tjt) : in ME. blajte, blajt, bleyjt:
cf. teach, tajt, teijht, now taught. [Com. Teut. :

OE. Uac(e)an wk. vb. ^ OX. bleikja, OHG. bleichen

:-OTeut. *blaikjan to bleach, f. *blaiko-z, blaiki-z

white : see prec. and BLAKE a.]
1. trans. To whiten (linen, etc.) by washing and

exposure to sunlight, or by chemical processes.
ri2oo Tria. Coll. Horn. 57 Sume bereS clene clo5 to

watere to blechen. a 1225 After, ft. 324 Wule a weob beon,
et one cherre, mid one watere wel ibleched. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 39 Blechen clothe \v. r. blekyn], Candida. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. v. ii. 916 When . . Maidens bleach their summer
smockes. 1632 MASSINGER City Mad. iv. iv, Some chand-
lers daughters, Bleaching linen in Moorfields. 1727 POPE,
etc. Art Sinking 108 Say that his linen was finely spun,
and bleached on the happy plains. 1832 BABBAGE Econ.

Manitf. vi. led. 3) 41 Bleaching linen in the open air.

b. fig. To free from stain, purify, sanctify, rare.
1868 HEAVYSEGE Saut 428 She may still live, be bleached

with pious sighs, And showers of tears.

2. gen. To blanch or make white, to deprive of

colour, esp. by exposure.
1583 S i ANYHURST .-Eiteis ii. (Arb.) 58 [The adder] his

slougth vncasing, hym self now youthfulye bleacheth,
1662 DRYDEN WiU Gall.

y.
i. (1725) 156

' To have me Face
bleach'd like a Tiffany with thy Brimstone.' 1791 BURNS
Lament EarlGlencairne ii, His locks were bleached white
with time. 18x0 SCOTT Lady ofL. in. v, The bones of men
. . bleached by drifting wind and rain. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.
Rer. (1872' I. v. ix. 179 His old head which seventy-four
years have bleached.

b. To make pale with fear, etc.

f 1760 SMOLLETT Ode to Indep. 8 Immortal Liberty, whose
look sublime Hath bleached the tyrant's cheek.

3. intr. To become white, whiten
;

to become

pale, pallid, or colourless.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. IV. iii. 5 The white sheete bleaching

on the hedge. 170^ AUDISON Tatler No. 154 P n Virgil. .

describes some Spirits as bleaching in the Winds. 1853
KANE Grinttell Exp, xxxi. (18561 266 To see the faces
around him bleaching into waxen paleness, c 1865 LETHEBY
in Circ. Sc. I. 98/1 Different kinds of wax bleach with dif-

ferent degrees of facility. 1865 Miss BRADDON Sir Jasper i.

I. 22, Bones of travellers bleaching amongst the yellow sand.

TO. fig. To become free from stain, be purified.
'799 SOUTHEY Wks. III. 63 The poor souls that bleach. .

In that great Purgatory crucible. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. i.

xxi. (1865) 167 Where does the taint stop? Do you bleach
in three or four generations ?

Bleach, - Obs. [f.
BLEACH sb:2

-,
or perhaps

cogn. with it, and repr. an OE. *blsecean. Cf.

BLETCH v.] trans. To blacken, make black.
1611 COTGR., PoisU. . smeered, bleached, begrymed

with
soote, Noireir, to blacke, blacken ; bleach, darken.

Bleach v* (? misprint) for bealch = BELCH.
1557 NORTH Giteuara's Diall Pr. (1582} 102 b, To bleaehe

and breake wind after his surfette.

Bleached (binft), ///. a. Also 4-5 blast,

bley;t ;
see the vb. [f.

BLEACH vl -t- -ED.]
Whitened (esp. by exposure to light and air),

blanched
; pale.

1:1323 E. E. Allit. P. A. 212 Her ble more blajt )>en
whallez bon. 1384 CHACCKR Former Age 45 No down of
fetheres ne,no bleched shete Was kyd to hem. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. De P. R. xvn. xcvii, Than be bred is sode, bley}!,
andboukid. a i^ooAA:rafi^er(Stcv.) 54 As bla^t ere thaire

wedis As any snyppand snaw. 1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart.
Fj b, Vnto my bleached cindars she might come. 1845



BLEACHER.
DAKWIN I'ay. Xat. iv. 118791 68 Bleached bones of horses.

1833 KANE Grinuell E.rp. xxix. (1856) 240 The bleached
faces of my mess-mates. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bed? 87
Her little store of bleached linen.

Bleacher (Uftfaa), [f. as prec. + -KB'.]
1. One who bleaches.

1550 COVF.RDALE Spir. Perl? vi. (1588) 75 The dier, blecher,
or the laundresse. 1703 VAN LEUWENHOEK in Pkil. Trans.
XXIV. 1526 A Bleecher cast Water with his Scoop. 1850
MRS. JAMESON Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 382 Wool-combers,
bleachers, and fullers. 1863 J. MURPHY Comm. Gen. \. 26.

2. A vessel used in bleaching.
1883 Cfntiiry Mag. XXVI. 812 Poured into the bleachers
boxes with perforated bottoms.

Bleacliery (blftjari). [f. as prec. + -EBY.] A
place where bleaching is done.

1714 I-'r. Bk. Rates ipi No Bleechers shall receive into
their Bleecheries any Linens which are not so mark'd. 1816
W. PHILLIPS Mineral. (1823) Pref. 49 Chloride of lime con-
sumed in the bleacheries of Britain.

Bleaeh-ferm, erron. form of blench-farm : see

BLANCH a. 3.

Bleaching (blrtjirj), vbl. sb.\
[f.

BLEACH v. 1
]

I. The art or process of whitening or cleansing

by washing and exposure, or by chemical agents.
1552 HUI.OET, Bleachynge, insolatio. 1598 SHAKS. Metty

IV. iv. ii. 126 Behold what honest cloathes you send forth to

bleaching. 1878 HUXLEY Pkysiogr. 109 It is this oxygen
. .which is the really active agent in bleaching.

t 2. A bleachery. Obs.

1677 VARRANTON Engl. Iwprov. 135 There are.. by the
River Avon side, convenient places to make Bleachings.
3. Attrib. and Comb., as bleaching-croft, -Jiclil,

fluid, -ground, -liquor, pcnudcr; bleaching-clay
(see quot.).
1818 SCOTT Roll Roy xxi, The large open meadow which

. -serves at once as a bleaching-field and pleasure-walk for
the inhabitants. 1822 IMISON Sc. ff Art II. 161 The ration-
ale of the bleaching processes. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU 1'an-

dcrpiit ff S. v. 85 In yonder bleaching ground. 1854 J.
SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 422 Commercial bleach-

ing-powder, or so-called chloride of lime. 1865 Athensenin
No. 1957. 584/1 The bleaching-crofts of Lancashire. 1881
RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Bleaching-clay, Kaolin, used with
si2e, to whiten . . cotton goods.

t Blea-ching, (vM.) s6* Obs.
[f.

BLEACH v:~\

(Shoemakers') blacking.
c 1500 Cocke Lorelli-s />. i The currier and cobler . . orTred

Cocke a blechynge pot.

Blea-ching, ppl. a.
[f. BLEACH vl + -ING -.]

a. That bleaches or whitens : fig. cleansing,

purifying, b. Becoming white from exposure.
1884 J. COLBORNE W'ith Hicks Pasha 204 The ground . .

was strewn with the bleaching bones of the slain.

' Blead. Obs. [OE. blsed^. masc. = OHG.
M?/:-WGer. *blad :-OTeut. *blxdu-z, (. stem blie-

Bi.ow: cf. \-,.flatu-s] Blowing, breath, inspiration.
r 890 K. >LFRED Bxda IV. iii, Mare hlxd windes. a 1000

CVNEWULF Plurnix 549 (Gr.) l>urh ga-stes blaid. CUJS
Lamb. Horn. 97 He mid his oleade on-ealde eor8lichen
inonnan heortan.

Blead, obs. form of BLEED.
Bleak (blfk), sb. Forms : 5 bleke, 7 bleake,
7- bleak. [The I5th c. bltke points to an un-
recorded OE. *bliece weak fern. = ON. bleikja, OHG.
/'/(.';V7ia: OTeut. *blaikjSn- f. *Maiko- white, shining :

see next word. But the only known OE. name is

bl&fe, BLAY, which is not directly connected with

bleak; and it is possible that bleke was from ON.,
although bleyke, blayke would then have been the

expected form.] A small river-fish, called also the

Blay (Leucisftis alhinnts) ; and scientifically the

genus to which it belongs ;
also an allied sea-fish.

1496 Bk. St. Albaiis, Fysshyngt' 32 The bleke is but a
feble fysshe, yet he is holsom. 1597 BRETON Wit's Trenchw.
(1876) 7 Little fishes, as Bleakes, Roches. 1653 WALTON
Angler 205 There is also a Bleak, a fish that is ever in mo-
tion. 1655 MOUFFET & BENN. Health's Improv. (1746) 237
Bleaks of the Sea, or Sea-Bleaks . . are as . . wholesome, as

any Carp. Ibid. 269 Bleys or Bleaks are soft flesh'd, but
never fat. 1787 BEST Angling 59 The bleak, on account of
its eagerness to catch flies, is called by some, the river
swallow. 1880 Grs-THER Fishes 604

' Bleak
'

are numerous
in Europe and Western Asia, fifteen species being known,
the common Bleak is found north of the Alps only.
Bleak (blfk), a. Forms : 6 (bleke in blckc-ly)

bleeke, 6-7 bleake, 7- bleak. [A form (not
found before the i6th c.) parallel to the synonym-
ous bleche (bleach), bleyke (blayke), Hake, bloke, in

earlier, and partly in contemporary use. Its exact
relation to these normal forms is not easily deter-

mined. Bleke, bleak may have been the northern
form oU'leclie, BLEACH a. ; cf. BLEAK v. BLKACH v.

;

but there is no evidence of its having originated in

the north. It is also possible that it was a i6th c.

spelling of bleyke, blayke, from ON., or even of the
northern dial, bloke

;
or that it resulted from a

blending of bleach, with bleyke or blakc. Cf.

BLAKE, BLEACH, BLEYKE
<z.]

I 1. Pale, pallid, wan ; deficient in colour, esp.
deficient in the ruddy bloom of health, or the full i

green of vegetation ;
of a sickly hue : also used

like pale to modify other colours (see b). Still dial.
\

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pitas. I. 198 b, [She] began to recoloure i

her bleake and pale face with a vermilion teinte and roseall
j

911

rudde. 1578 LYTE Dodoens i. xlviii. 69 The iloures be ..

more pale or bleaker. 1597 GERARD Herbal \. xxxv. i. 4 S

This Iris hath his flower of a bleake white colour. 1625
HART Anat. Ur. \. iv. 43 She was of a whitish bleake
colour, and of a cachecticall disposition. 1633 G. HERRKkr
Church-rents ii. in Temple, Calamities Turned yourruddie
into pale and bleak. 1840 FORBY Norf. ff Stiff, li'ds.,
Rkck is still used in Norfolk to signify pale and sickly.
b. 1578 LYTK Dodoens i. Ixxix. 117 Small pale or bleake

yellow rloures. Ibid. n. xxvi. 277 Sometimes a bleeke or

faynt yellow. 1629 J. PARKINSON Farad, in Sole xc. 388 Of
a faire bleake blew Colour, and in others pure whiU1

. 1665
76 RAY l-'lora 78 The flowers are of a bleak ash colour.

2. Bare of vegetation ; exposed : now often with
some mixture of sense 3, wind-swept.
1538 [see BLEAKLY]. 1574 R. SCOT Hop Gan/.dsjSi 3 Many

. .lay their Gardens very open and bleake to the South. 1608
SHAKS. Per. m. ii. 14 Our lodgings, standing bleak upon the
sea. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. in. 543 The bleak Mcotinn
Strand. 1750 JOHNSON RamH. No. So s Bleak hills and
leafless woods. 1783-94 BI.AKE Songs Exp., Holy ThursJ.
10 Their fields are bleak and bare. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trar.
I. 44 On a bleak height in full view.

b. In transferred use. rare.

1764 GOLDS.M. Tra-;*. 167 Where the bleak Swiss their

stormy mansion tread. 1862 MRS. BROWNING Musical In*.
iii. in Last Poems 55 With his hard bleak steel.

3. Cold, chilly ; usually of wind or weather.
1595 SHAKS. John v. vii. 40 To make his bleake windes kisse

my parched lips. 1671 MILTON P. R. n. 72 Scarce a shed
. .to shelter him or me From the bleak air. 1795 SOUTHKY
Joan ofA re II. 267 The cold wintry wind Blew bleak. 1814
WORDSW. Excitrs. i. 888 In bleak December, I retraced this

way. 1858 HAWIHORXE Fr. % Ital. Jt-nls. I. 3 The wind
was bleak.

4. Jig. Cheerless, dreary.
a 1719 ADDISON (J.I Bleak and barren prospects. 1834 H.

MILLER Scents fy Leg. xiv. 11857' 212 His course .. lyin^
barely beyond the bleak edge of poverty. 1846 KEBLE
Lyra Innoc. (1873^ 126 Firmest in the bleakest hour.

5. quasi.-adv.

1596 SPENSER /'. Q. i. ii. 33 Where Boreas doth blow full

bitter bleake.

t Bleak (bUk\ v. Obs. Forms : ? blek-yn,
bleke, 6- bleak. [Strictly we have here 2 or even

3 formations. In sense i, bleak is the normal
northern form of BLEACH v. 1

;
in 3 it is treated as

a direct derivative of BLEAK a.
;
sense 4 is a variant

of BLEACH v.2
, ME. bkcchc to blacken.]

I. 1. To make white or pale by exposure lo

light ;
= BLEACH, vl i, 2.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DeP. R. xvn. cxvii, pe bred is sode,
Ueyjt [1495 blekyd, 1535 bleked] and boukid. c 1440 Prmnf.
Pan'. 39 Bleyk clobe or qwysters [r

1

. r. blechen clothe,
blekyn], candids. 1612 WOODAI.L Surg. Mate Wks. (165 j>

215 As white wax is made of yellow wax, by the bleaking
it in the ayr.
2. intr. To grow pale ; to pale ;

= BLEACH, z'.l 3.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas (16411 108/2 The Bedlam

Bacchanalian froes, Who. .Bleaking and blushing, panting,
shreeking, swouning. TnfAusiajt Blushing and bleak-

ing, betwixt shame and fear.

II. 3. trans. To chill or ? make livid with cold.

1605 HEYWOOD Knovj not me Wks. 1874 I. 291 Tis better
to be bleakt by winters breath, Then to be stifled vp with
summers heat.

III. 4. To blacken, darken ;
= BLEACH v. 2

1611 COTGR., Haler. .to bleak, or make swart, a thing, by
displaying it in a hot Sunne.

t Bleaked, ///. a. Obs.
[f.

BLEAK v. i + -ED.]
Made pale, bleached.

1548 UDALL, etc. Krauu. Par. Re-.', vi. 8 (R.t Pale and
j

bleaked for very sorrow and heuynes.
I Blea'ker. Obs.

[f.
BLEAK v. 4.] ^See quot.) I

1611 COTGR., Ternisseur, bleaker, blemisher, discolourer.

i Blea-killgr, abl. sb. Obs. [f.
BLEAK v. i.]

Bleaching. Also attrib., as in bleaking-house.
a 1627 MIDDLETO.N No H'it, etc. IV. ii, Left at Shoreditch,

as a pledge For rosa solis, in a bleaking house.

Bleakish fblrkij), a.
[f.

BLEAK a. + -ISH'.]
1 1. Rather pale. Obs.

'S79.STL-DLEY SctKca'sIliffal. (1581)67 A faynting fallow-

pale his bleakish cheekes disgrace.
2. Rather bleak or exposed.
1862 Times 18 Feb. 9/2 Kingsdown and Lansdown two

bleakish heaths in the West of England.

Bleakly (blrkli), adv.
[f. as prec. + -I,Y-.]

fl. Palely. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Pallement, palely, bleakly, wanly.
2. In a bleak or exposed situation.

1538 LELAND Itin. V. 90 Standing veri blekely and object
to all Wynddes. 1798 PENNANT Hindoostan II. 353 The
lake is. .situated bleakly. 1857 MRS. GASKELL C. Bronte I.

iv. 61 The moors, stretching bleakly and barely far up from
the dwelling.
3. Coldly, chilly.
'795 COLERIDGE Soldier's Wife in Southey Lyr. P. II.

140 Bleakly the blinding snow beats in thy hagged face.

Bleakness (blrknes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being bleak

; chilly bareness.
1600 F. WALKER tr. Span. Maiuleville 136 a, The bleeknes

\frinted bleetenes] of this wind, .is cause that, .the Rivers,
ponds, and Lakes are all frozen. 1695 WOODWARD Nat.
Hist. Earth n. (1723' 81 The great Bleakness and Cold of
those Countryies. 1851 NICHOL Archil. Heav. 27 The
awful bleakness of space.

Bleaky (blrki), a.
[f. BLEAK a. ; cf. chilly,

H'liity, blacky, goody, and similar forms.] Inclin-

ing to BLEAK (in senses 2 and 3\
1687 DRYDEN Hind t, P. in. 612 Bleaky plains, and bare

BLEAR.

unhospitable ground. 1695 HLACKMUHI; J'>. Arth. iv. 203
Bleaky Continents and frozen Isles, a 1701 SKDLKV IV;--

gil's Past. Wks. 1722 \. 313 Ye hleaky Winds ! your wonted
Rigour spare. 1797 UIKNS D<ath K. Dnndas, Lone on
the bleaky hills,

Blear (bll-u\ a. Forms: 5-6blere, 6-7 bleare,
7 bleer e, 7- blear. [ME. Mere, an epithet of the

eyes : this and the cognate verb are of uncertain

origin. There are no corresponding words in OK.,
and the only cognates in other Teutonic langs.
are the mod.G. bkrr soreness of the eyes, I,G.

blarr*0gedt bleer-ogcd blear-eyed. S\v. plira, Da.

plire to blink, leer, can hardly be connected. Though
the vh. appears in our quotations before the adj.,

the form of the words and general analogies make
it probable that the vb. was formed on the adj.]
1. Of the eyes or sight : Dim from water or other

superficial affection.

1398 TRKVISA flart/i. DC P. K. vni. xxi. 14^5' 333 The
syglite of a candyll is seen wythout lette of an eyeuiat H
hole, but of a blere eye it is nat seen wythout lykenes^e ami
shape of a nianere rayne bowe. 1547 KOOKOK Bret', Health
ccv. 70!), Ulere eyes which is when the under lyd of the eye
U subverted. 1561 DAUS tr. Kullingcr on Apoc. (15731 60
A medicine .. to lay to sore and blere eye^. 1621 HTRTON
Anat, Mel. i. ii. 11. i. (16511 71 It causeth bleer eyes. 1840
THACKFKAY Paris Sk.-Bk. 18721 49 Her eyes grew watery
and blear. 1843 AINSWOXTM Tower Land. 118641 47 \\\*

eyes were blear and i;la^^y.

fig. 1641 MILTON Lit, Dlscip. i. 11851) 30 If our under-

standing, .be blear with gazing on other false gli>ierin.^>.

2. transf. Dim, misty, indistinct in outline-.

1634 MILTOX Comn$ 153 To cheat the eye with blear illu-

sion. 1809 J. BARI.OW Colnmb. i. 596 The blear ice. .sheds
a dazzling glare. 1830 AIRD in Blacfav, Mug. XXVI11.
813 On the blear autumn eves, When small birds shriek
adown the wind.

Hence BLEAR-EYED a. q.v, ; blear-witted, having
the mental faculties dimmed.
1599 l'>. Joxsox EV. Alan out of Hum. v. ii, They wen-

\-ery l>lear-witted, i' faith, that could not discern the gentle-
man in him.

Blear, sb. rare. [? f. the adj. or vb.] Blearing,
clearness ; in //. blcaredness of eyes, bleared eyes.
1603 Philotns vi, I think ane man sir, of 30111- ^eiris, S'ould

not be blyndit with the bleiris. 1868 BTSHXKI.L Sena.
Lk'ing Snbj. 125 The blear of our ^in.

Blear bll -i
,

z-.l Forms: 3 bleri, 4-6 blere,
6 bier (blirre), 6-7 bleer,e, bleare. 6 - blear.

[The ME. forms point to an OK. *bkrian or

*blicrian intr. in sense i, f. the adj.; but no such
form is known : see BLEAR a. Cf. also BLUR.]
f 1. intr. To have watery or inflamed eyes, to be

blear-eyed. .Said also of an albino. > Obs.
a 1300 Old Age in E, E, P. (18621 149, I stunt i stomcre,

I stomble . i blind, 1 bleri. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. \.

For she. . Unwarely can do blere a marines eye. 1483 ( 'at/i.

sl flg!- 34 To Blere, lippirc^ /////A\v;r. -1560 Roi.i.Axn
Crt. l'cnns\\. 667 Quhat may jone fell freik be, [that] With
the quhite herd and scarlat ene dois bieir? 1570 LEVINS
Manip, 209 To Bleare, lippirc,

b. with complemental object.
1649 G. DANIF.I, Trinarch., //<. V, clxxxvii, The new-

raised morne dike Eyes ill-wak'ti Blears through the Deaw
faint Raies.

2. trans. To dim (the eyes^ with tears, rheum, or

inflammation; to dim the vision of.

1340-1525 Uee BLF.ARFD]. 1528 MORE Heresycs in. Wks.
206/2 The brightnesse blered myne eye. 1530 J'ALSGR. 457/2
His eyes be so bleared with drinkyng that they be as reed as
a fyrret. 1606 SYLVESTER Du liartas 116411 2/2 The Suns
bright beams do blear the sight Of such as fix'dly gaze
against his light. 1728 T. SHERIDAN Fersins iii. (17391 45-
I used to find out Ointments to blear my Eyes. 1851
LOXGK. Gold. Leg. i. Iviii, He . . bleared his eyes with books.

b. To blur i^the countenance) as with tears.

(-1400 Destr. Troy 9132 The teris . . blaknet with bleryng
all hir ble qwite. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Ret: II. in. i. vii. 170
The Earth smiles not on us, nor the Heaven ; but weeps
and blears itself, in sour rain. 1861 TEMPLE & TREVOR
Tnnnhanscr^ That tremendous Doom . . Shatter'd the super-
stitious dome that blear'd Heaven's face to man.
3. (fig.} To blear the eyes : to deceive, blind.

'

hoodwink,'
* throw dust in the eyes.' Very com-

mon in i6th c.

< 1325 Coer dc L. 3708 So queyntyly to blere myn eye.
c 1386 CHAUCER Maunc. T. 148 For al thy waytyng, blered
is thin ye. a 1400 Octouian 1387 For to blere the Soudanes
ye Queynte lesynges he gan to lye. 1537 T. CROMWELL in
Froude Hist. Eng. III. 229 You have bleared my eyes
once. Your credit shall never more serve you so far to
deceive me the second time. 1596 SHAKS. Taut. S/ir. v. i.

120 While counterfeit supposes bleer'd thine eine. 1714
ELLWOOD A ntobiog. 220 To blear Mens Eyes with Fopperies.
1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxxix,

'
I want nane o' your siller . .

to make ye think I am blearing your ee.
1

1860 MOTLEY
AVMrfr/. (1868) I. iii. 91 Henry III was seeking to blear the

eyes of the world.

t b. In the same sense the simple vb. was used.

'53 PALSCR. 457/2, I bleare, I begyle by dissymulacyon,
[1570 LEVINS Alanip. 142 To blirre, fallere.\ 1613 SIR E.
HOBY Connter-sn. 14 Blearing his Reader, that these are
but worme-eaten sayings. 1642 T. TAYLOR God's Jttdgem.
i. i. xvii. 54 He was so besotted and bleared with them.

t Blear, v.~ Obs. Forms : 4-7 blere, 5 bleere,
6 bleare, 6- blear, [app. distinct from the prec. :

perhaps onomatopoeic, but naming a gesture rather
than a sound, though some inarticulate sound may
have originally been implied. Cf. BLARE v.] intr.



BLEARED.

To protrude the tongue in mockery. Also To

blear with the tongue, trans. To blear (out) the

tongue (at, against, upon).
a 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 2226 And grymly gryn on hym

and Were, c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867 > 60 While bou art a

child With bi tunge on folk bou bleere. 1481 CAXTON A ey-

<j/(Arb.) 86 The asse . . bleryd, grennyd and songe. 1530

PALSGR. 457/2, I bleare with the tonge. Ibid. The knave

bleareth his tonge at me. 1535 COVERDALF Isa. Ivn. 4 \ pon

whom gape ye with youre mouth, & bleare out youre

tonge? ISSO Spir. Perlc xxix. 115881 279 Not once to

blear or to open their mouths against it. 1605 Br. ANDREWES
Serm. ii. 173 Wagging their heads, writhing their mouths,

yea blearing out their tongues.

*I Cf. the following, and BLARE v.

1616 T SCOTT Christ's Polit. 7 All that the silly sheep

can do, is only to bleare and bleate a little with his tongue.

Bleared (blljd), ///. a. Forms : 4 bleried,

4-5 blerid, 4-6 blered, 5 bleryd, bleryed, (Sc.)

bleirit, 6 blerde, bleered, 6-7 bleard, 8 (Sc.)

bleerit, 6- bleared, [f.
BLEAR v.'1 -t- -ED.]

1. Of the eyes : Dimmed with tears, morbid

matter, or inflammation. Alsoyf^. ;
see BLEAR v. 1

3.

c 1340 Ga'.u. * Gr. Knt. 962 pe tweyne yjen were, .sellyly

blered 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A v. 109 Bitel-brouwed with

ttt-ei blered {-'. r. blerid.e] eisen. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxix. 17

Lya was with blerid eyen. 1525 Ln. BERNERS Froiss. II.

x 21 Kyng Robert of Scotlande . . with a payre of reed

blered eyen. 1579 GOSSON Sell. Abuse (Arb. i 27 Searching

for moats with a pair blearde eies. 1792 BURNS Duncan

Gray, Duncan . . Grat his een baith bleer't and Win . 1848

LYTTON Harold i. 307 The witch . . looking into her face

with bleared and rheumy eyes.

2. Said of the face or person : Blurred with run-

ning from the eyes ; blear-eyed.

1500 Ort. I'oc. in Promp. Pan: 39 note, Lippus dicitur. .

blered of the eye. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. I'., in. n. 59 '.
th

bleared visages come forth to view The issue of th exploit.

1793 BURNS Meg o' the Mill ii, The Laird was a widdiefu ,

bleerit knurl.
'

1863 KINGSLEY ll'ater Bab. viii. (1878' 369

Mr. Grimes so sooty and bleared and ugly.

t 3. fig. Mentally blinded, deceived. Obs.

1549 CHEKE Hurt. Scdit. (1641! 31 So much blered, that

you did think impossible things.

Blearedness (bli-*mes). [f. prec. + -NEBS.]

1. Bleared condition.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DeP. R. xvn. clxxxv. (14951 726 The

dronklew mannes . . eyen ben full of whelkes and pymples
and of bleryednesse. c 1475 Found. St. Barthol Hasp. n..

i.

(1886) 8 1 This man putte a syde bleriednes of yen. 1563

T. GALE Antidot. n. 36 It amendeth the blearednes, and

consumeth the teares.

transf. 1881 W. RUSSELL Ocean Free L. I. v. 195 There

was a haziness about the azure, a blearedness resembling

the film on a sick man's eyes.

2 fig Affection of the mental or moral vision.

1678 R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers \. 21. 165 The Bleared-

ness of the Eyes of our Minds. 1831 S. JUDD Margaret
HI. (1871) 401 Will unkindness, fraducement, insinuation,

bleardness never cease?

Blear-eyed (bll-Tisi-d), a. [f.
blear eye -t- -ED.]

1. lit. Having blear eyes.

1382 WYCLIF Lev. xxi. 20 If crokid-rigge or bleereyed

[1388 blereijed]. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xx. 306 porw smoke

and smorbre . . Til he be bier-eyed ober blynde. 1526

Piter. Per/. (\i. de W. 1531' 153 b, Lya was Here-eyed, &
myght not se clerely. 1362 TURNER Herbal n. 133 1 he

iuice [of Aygrene] . . is good for them that are blare eyed.

1642 T. TAYLOR God's Judgcm. I. I. ii. 3 Those who. .bem t

bleare eyed and tender sighted are ratherdazled and dimmed

by the Sunnes beames. 1787 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Wks.

1812 I. 458 The wrinkled blear-eyed, good old Granny.

2. fig. Having the mental vision dimmed ;
dull

of perception, short-sighted.

1561 T NORTON Calvin's Inst. in. xvii. 11634) 395 The

judgement of God farre surmounteth the bleare-eyed sight

of men. 1581 J. BELL It'addon's Amw. Osor. UI That
bleare eyed dulnes. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 340

Men quickly hated this blear-ey'd Religion.

Hence Blear-eye'dness.
c 1440 Promp. Pan: 39 Blerydnesse [1499 Were iyednesse],
,,-^.j. l6jl COTGR., Chacie, bleare-eyednesse ; a run-Mtiifa. 111 OTGR., a, -

ning, or waterishnesse of the eyes. 1653 GAUDEN Hierasp.

96 That darkness and bleareyedness, which prejudice and

perverseness carry with them. 1877 WRAXELL I'. Hugo s

Miserable! I. Contemporary admiration is blear-eyedness.

Bleariness (bli*>-rines). [f.
BLEARY + -SMS.]

= BLEAREDNESS.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vi. xxi. (14951 211 wyne.. .

dooth awaye webbes and blerines of eyen. 1468 Medulla

Gram, in Cath. Angl. 34 Lipfihida, blerynes off the eye.

1831 Blackw. Mag. XXXI. 118 The small bleanness of

their opaque optics.

Blearing (bli^rin), vol. sl>.^ [f.
BLEAK w.1]

1. The condition of being bleared, blearedness.

1541 UDALL Erastn. Apoph. 59 a, Lippitudo Atticae, that

is, the bleryng of Attica.

2 The action of making blear ; fig. deception.

ci-$6 CHAUCER Reeves T. n Ful wel coude I the quyte

With bleryng of a prowd mylleres ye. c 1400 Destr Troy

9134 The teris bat trickilt on her tryet chekes .. blaknet

with bleryng all hir ble qwite.

8. trans/. The guttering of a candle ; as re-

sembling the rheum which blears the eyes.

1-05 BERKELEY in Fraser Life (18711 509, I know not what

mote fitly to compare it to than to the bleanngs of a candle.

t Blearing, vel. st.* 06s. [f.
BLEAR p.* +

-ING'.] The protruding of the tongue or making

of mouths in mockery.
e 1440 Promp. Pan: 39 Bleryngc or mowynge wythe the

mowthe, valgio..
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Blea'rness. arch, or Obs. [f.
BLEAK a. + -NESS.]

Blearedness (of the eyes).

1543 TRAHERON Vigo's Chirurg. n. ii. 50 Blerenes of the

eyflfddes. IS8S LLOYD Treas. Health A), There shal

many be troubled with blernesse. 1748 legetms Distemp.

Horses 157 A great Blearness of the Eyes.

Bleary (bli^-ri), a. [f.
BLEAR a. (or ? sb.) + -i '.

In the 1 4th c. quot. all MSS. save one read blered,

-id, -yd : so that blery is of slight authority ; but

cf. BLEAKNESS.] More or less blear of the eyes.

1307 LANGL. P. PI. C. vn. 198 He was bytelbrowed and

baBerlupped with two blery eyen. 1655 Francion 24 The

glutinous quality of that blearie humour. 1770 ARMSTRONG

Imitat (1859) 82 He with bleary eye Blazons his own dis-

grace 1810 TANNAHILL Poems (1846) 117 The comers were

cheery, the gangers were blearie. 1830 Blackw. Mag.
XXVII. 436 His little red bleary eyes.

Bleary (bll--ri), sb. rare- 1
. (See quot.)

1812 J. HENRY Camp. agst. Quebec 65 Boiling a bleary,

which was no other than flour and water.

Bleat bl/t), v. Forms: i blsetan, 3 Omt.

bleetenn, 4-5 blete, 6 Sc. blait, 6-7 bleate,

blate), 7 bleet, 7- bleat. [Com. \VGer. : OE.

blivtan = OHG., MHG. bluzcn, mod.Du. blaten :-

WGer. bl&tan, of imitative origin : cf. mod.G.

bloken ;
also OSlav. bhjati to bleat, and see ELBA.]

1. intr. To cry. as a sheep, goat, or calf.

a 1000 Riddles (Gr.) xxv. 2 Ic . . blate swa gat. ciooo

/ELI-RIC Gram. xxii. 129 Seep blit. c 1200 ORMIN 1315 Itt

[lamb] cann cnawenn swibe wel Hiss moderr ba;r ;ho btete)>t>.

,11300 f: E Psalterlxn-.n Schepe bat blete. litgCfrnfl.
Scat. vi. 39 The scheip began to blait. 1611 SHAKS. Hint.

T. I. ii. 68 We were as twyn'd Lambs, that did . . bleat

the one at th' other. 1735 SOMERVILLF. Chase in. 30 The

mournful Ewe Wanders perplex'd, and darkling bleats in

vain. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. liedc 60 Our friends the calves

are bleating from the home croft.

b. trans, (with cognate object.) Also Jo bleat

out : to give forth with a bleat.

1719 LVURFEY/W&(i872> IV. 337 The tender Flocks their

Pasture mourn, and bleat a sadder Moan. 1864 SWINBURNE

A talanta 936 Let her .. stretch her throat for a knife, Bleat

out her spirit and die. 1871 Ii. TAYLOR Faust I. v. (Chandos)

61 An old he-goat . . Should his good-night in lustful gallop

bleat her.

2. transf. Used contemptuously of the human

voice.

,71563 BECON Jewel of Joy Wks. (18441 4*9 Nourishing

many idle singing-men to bleat in their chapels. 1569 t.

HAKE Nevies J'mules Churchy. F vj, Thus bleate the Popish

Balamites. 1869 HEAVVSEGE Saul 3 12 Jf she bleats now,

Why, 'tis her nature, and the gift of women.

b. trans. To give mouth to, babble, prate. L-f.

BLATE.
1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. vi. (1851) 165 \ on,

who bleat what you know nothing of [Lat. qlii ea tlatis}.

0. Used of sounds likened to the cry of a sheep.

1880 HOWELLS I'ndisc. Country viii. 123 Their bells were

bleating everywhere.

Bleat (b\X,sb. Also 4 blet, 6 Sc. bleit, 8

blate. [f. prec. vb.] The cry of a sheep, goat,

or calf.

[1382 WYCLIF Ps. lxxvii[i], 70 Fro the aftir berende Wet he

toe hym [1388 fro bihynde scheep with lambren; Vulg. it

postfatantes accepit </].]
1590 SHAKS. Much Ado v. iv. 51 A Calfe . . Much like to

you for you haue iust his bleat. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.

in 826 The Rivers, and their Banks, and Hills around, \\ ith

Lowings, and with dying Bleats resound. 1798 SOUTHEY

Occas Pieces iii, His barkings loud and quick Amid their

tremulous bleat. 1842 TENNYSON Ode Memory v, The live-

long bleat Of the thick-fleeced sheep.

b. transf. Any similar cry ; spec, that of a snipe.

1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab. 131 The owl's hoot and the

snipe's bleat and the fox's bark.

C. A similar sound made by the human voice.

rieosDuNBAR/Tv^ 204 Thaybickerit the with monybae
and bleit. 1799 Month. Re-.: XXIX. 142 The inarticulate

vulgarity, the calf's blate of those speakers.

Bleat e, obs. form of BLATE Sc.

Bleater vblftw). [f.
BLEAT v. + -EB'.]

1. An animal that bleats, as a sheep, calf, etc.

1567 MORTON Gl. Bull in Harl.Misc.(iSu\ VII. 536 Some

calves with blacke faces, as blacke soule and hys fellowes

common bleaters. 1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 568 Swift o er

the lawns the little bleaters bound. t8o8 JAVIESON, Bleater,

BLECK.

SPENSER Col. Clout 955 To draw their bleating flocks to

rest. i6siCALDERWoOD///.A7rA(i843ni.i57 Ihequeene
and her bleeting preests. 1884 BLACK Jlid. Sluiks. xxxi,

Lambs, with bleating oratory, craved the dams comfort.

t Bleaunt. Obs. Forms : 4 blihant, -and,

blehand. bleaunt, bleeaunt. [ad. OF. bliaut,

-and, bliat, earlier blialt ;
found also in other

Romanic langs., Pr. blial, bliau, bliaut, blizaut,

Sp., I'g. Mai, medL. blialdns, bliaudus, blisaiidiis.

an article of dress, a tunic worn both by men and

women often richly embroidered ;
also in MLG.

bliant, blyant. MHG. blialt, bliat a silk gold-stuff

for clothes, bed-covers, etc. Of uncertain origin :

see Diez and Mahn. The appearance of the n in

the English and MLG. is unaccounted for. Bleaimt

for *bliant, may be compared with ME. geaunt=-

ffiattt.]

A kind of tunic or upper garment ;
also a rich

stuff or fabric used for this garment.
c HI4 Guy Warn: (Turnb.) 208 His blihant he curf, his

schert also, c 1320 Sir Tristr. I. xxxviii, In o robe Tristrem

was boun . . WTUof a blihand broun The richest that was

wrought. Ibid. \. xli, In blehand was he cledde. c 1325,.
E At/it P. A. 163 A mayden . . Blysnande whyt watz hyr

bleaunt. c 1340 Can: e, Gr. Knt. 879 A mere niantyle. .Ot

a broun bleeaunt enbrouded ful ryche. a 1400 Alexander

(Stev ) 167 A blewe bleaunt obove brade him all over.

Blel) (bleb), ib. Also 7 blebb. [app. like

BLOB and BLUBBER, from the action of making a

bubble with the lips. In relation to blob, b/cb

expresses a smaller swelling ;
cf. top, tip, etc.]

1. A blister or small swelling on the skin ; also

a similar swelling on plants.

1607 TOPSEI.L Fmir-f. Beasts 319 Wingals. .be little swell-

ings like blebs or bladders, on either side the joynt. 1677

PLOT Oxfordsh. 174 The blebs or blisters we find on the

leaves of many Trees and Shrubs. 1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin

228 Blebs may occur in the place of vesicles.

fig. 1651 MORE Enthns. Triumph (1656) 180 \ou blebs

of venery, you bags of filth !

2. A bubble of air in water, glass, or other

substance at some time fluid.

1647 H. T&OKK Smg ofSoul Notes 165/2 Dancing blebs

and bubbles in the water. 1716 DESAGULIERS in thil.

Trans. XXIX. 447 The Lens ought to be without Veins

or Blebs. 1861 FURNIVALL San Groat (Roxb.) Pref. 8

A . . green vessel . . showing by a Web in it that it was of

glass.

3. A vesicular body.
.775 ELLIS in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 15 note, The cell-like

divisions . . are only a row of single blebs of pith. LLA
*:

TON ibid. 105 From the surface oozes out a gum in round

blebs. 1880 J. E. BURTON Handbk. MidwKxs\ 38. 25 Ihe

ovum, or egg, is at first a little bladder, or bleb.

Bleb, v- [f- prec. sb.] To furnish with blebs.

1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 84 While big drops ..bleb

the withering hay with pearly gems.

Bleberry, obs. form of BLAEBEBRY.

BleTjbV (ble'bi), a. Full of blebs or bubbles.

,754 LEWIS in Phil. Trans. XLVIII.6S7 The mass, when

te awns e e a . , ,

the cock snipe, Ettr. For. ; denominated from its bleating

sound. 1855 SINGLETON / 'irgil 1 . 87 Plunge the flock of

bleaters in the healthful stream.

f2. Thieves' slang: (see qnot.) Obs.

1609 DEKKER Lantharne Wks. 1884-5 III. 290 They that

are Cheated by lacke in a Boxe, are called Bleaters.

Bleating (blrtirj^, vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. + -ING l

.J

The crying of a sheep, goat, or calf; also

contemptuously said of human utterances.

1398 THEVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. xlvi. (1495) 807 A kydde

knowyth and sekyth his moder wyth bletyng. 1578 Glide

f, Godlie Ballates (1868) 163 Sing on guk, guk, the Mating

of zour queir. 1611 BIBLE Judges v. 16 To heare the bleat-

ings of the flocks. 1781 COWPER Convert. 588 Known by

thy bleating, Ignorance thy name. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth

III. 343 The brute beasts in their lowing and bleating.

b. attrib. i passing into the ///. a.)

'773 G WHITE Seloorne xxxix, In breeding time the cock-

snipes make a bleating noise. 1834 J. FORBES Laennrc s

Dis. Chest 429 The voice, having the bleating character

strongly marked.

Bleating, ppl- <* [f- as Prec - + -TNG^.J inat

bleats; also jig.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sena. Sel. Wks. I. 139 Bletyng sheep. tJ9S

I7tA LEWIS m t nil. J ran*. --*.*-. ** w/ *.>

rold appeared very porous, Webby, of a dull grey colour.

1880 DANA Mineral. 431 lit] fuses to a white Webby glass.

Blec(c en, obs. f. BLESS v. 1

Blecere, var. form of BLECHURE.

t Bleche, Obs. [a.
north.F. blechier^OY.

blecier (mod. blcsscr, whence the later BLESS v?)

to wound.] trans. To wound, hurt, injure.

IMO A yenb 40 Sacrilege is huanne me brecb, ober bleche)),

. . jie holy binges. Ibid. 147 Huanne me smit bane uot :

be moub zayb, bou me blechest.

Bleche, -er, obs. forms of BLEACH, -ER.

tBlechure. Obs. Also 5 blecere. [a.ONF.

blecheiire, OF. bleceiirc, (modF. blcssure), wound,

from bitchier, blecier, blcsser to wound: see

BLECHE.] A wound.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 109/4 Thys hurte and blechure of

thys peple. Itid. 303/4 In al cure hurtes, blechures and

sores, c 1500 I'artcnay 3572 Without hurt or blecere any.

Bleck sb. Obs. exc. dial. Also blek(e, blecke.

[The OE. blttc looks like the adj. blsc, BLACK,

used subst. If so, ME. blek(e must be unrepre-

sented in OE., and correspond to ON. MB* ink

(Sw. black. Da. blxk ink), OTeut. type *blakjo,m,

(. *blak- BLACK.]
1. Black fluid substance ; spec, ink (flto.) <

a PrePa-

ration used by curriers and shoemakers for black-

ing leather (also called bletch, blatch, bleach)

(obs.) ;
black grease round an axle or other re-

volving part, north, dial.

\cyjo K. EADGAR Canons (Anc. Laws II. 244) V. e laerao

bit hi . . habban btec and bocfell to heora jerxdnessum.

I0oo ^ELFR.C Gloss. Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 164 hicaust-um vel

a,et,,m , btec.) ri44 /''"'/./"'
39 Bleke[H99

blecke], atramcntuni. 1483 Cat/,. Angl. 34 Blek att>a

men attrammtimi. c 1503 DUNBAR ' This Nycht in my

Sl-i't>' vii 'Fy' quod the Feynd, 'thou [sowttar] sains

of blek, Go clenge the clene, and cum to me.' 1570 LEVINS

Manit. 47 Blecke, bleche, atramentnm. 1855 U'hitby Gloss.,

Bleck, the dirty-looking oil or grease at the axle of a cart-

wheel. 1876 in Mid. Yorhsh. Gloss. 1877 in Holderness

Glass., etc. .n .

2 Soot or smut, a particle of soot, (btill sc.)

c ,590 A. HUME Ef. C. Moncrief, The Censor is impropre

to correck, That in himself has ony kmde of bleck.

3 a. A blackamoor, b. A blackguard, motive.



BLECK.
4. Comb., as f Bleck-fat

(
=

vaf), blek-pot, a
vessel for holding

'
bleck.'

1468'.Medulla Gram, in Cat/,. Angl. 34 Atramentarium,an ynkhorne or a blek poe. 1483 Cat/,. Angl. 34 Blek potte,
attramentoriH,,:. 1562 Richmond. Wills (1853) 156 In a
litill house, stocks of a bedde and bleckfatts.

Bleck, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 blekkyn
5-6 blek. Pa. t. 6 Sc. blekkit. [App. f. blek
BLECK sb. : but cf. the parallel BLETCH v., of
which this may be the northern form, going back
to an OE. *%r :-OTeut. *Hakjan, f. *blako-

BLACK.]
1. trans. To make black

; esp. to blacken with
ink, soot, tar, or the like. Still in north, dial.
1382 WYCLIF yob xxx. 30 My skin is bleckid up on me

' ?44 P"'"f-
>'"'-' 39 Blekkyn wythe bleke [1499 blackynwith blecke], atramento. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 47 To blecke

bletch, mgnm. 1646 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 440 It was
his comfort on his death-bed that he never blecked nor
disfigured the well-favoured face of the Kirk of Scotland.
Mod. Sc. How hae ye blekkit yeir face 1

2. To enter or inscribe with ink
;
to write

f 1460 Townchy Myst. 311 Thus told I youre tax, thus ar
my bokys blekyt. c 1570 Leg. Bp. St. Andrew in Scot.

flSK, if* ? n
',34

Not all the paper of this towne, And
blek[k]it baith vnder and abone, May had the half that he
hes done.

3. fig. To blacken morally, to make or declare
guilty ;

to defile. (Still dial.)
< 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 211 Bobe partis ben bleckid

with bis synne. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 715 Quhitheror nocht he wes thairof to blek. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON
Catech. (1884) 139 Syn . . that fylis and blekkis our saulis.

U 4. Here perhaps representing ON. blekkja
'

to
impose upon, deceive,' = OE. blencan to BLENCH.
IS73 Sege Edinb. Cast, in Scot. Poems i6tA C II TO? Sen

ye are wairned, I wald not ye were blekkit.

t Ble'ckert. Obs. [Evidently containing
BLECK sb. : cf. bleck-fatt, Meek-pot.]
1562 Richmond. Wills (,853) 152 A bleckert vjj. viiirf. iijcoldrons and a kettill xxxiijj. iiijrf. ,388 Inv. T. Atkinson,

Kendal, Itm a bleckart liijs.

Bled, bledd(e, blede : see BLEED.
Bledderte, obs. form of BLADDER.
t Blede. Obs. [OE. bUed, bled (bl&J) str. fern

'

flower, blossom, fruit
' = OHG. bluot, MHG blttot

pl; bluett, Ger. blute :-OTeut. *bl$di-z fern root
bio- in BLOW, BLOOM, etc.

; cogn. with Olr. bU-th,
'L.fio-s] A flower, blossom

; fruit.

975 Rush Gosp. Matt. vii. 17 Yfel bonne treow yflewestmas zWbhed bereb. <riooo Sax. Leechd. II. 228 Senirn

f>reo
croppan laures bleda. c 1205 LAY. 28832 6a bleden

[c 1250 bledes] uorS comen. a 1250 Omit, Nirtit 1042 He
is wod bat soweb his sed par never gras ne spring)) ne bled.
1300.Ilymn Virg m Trin. Coll. Horn. 256 Of be sprongbeo edi blede be hoh gost hire on be seuj.

Bledsed, -sung, obs. forms of BLESSED, -ING.
Blee (bl; ). arch. Forms : i blio blioh

bl<5o(h, 1-4 bleo, (3 bio), 3-9 ble, 4-7, 9 blee,'
(6 bleye). [OE. bleo (blioh, tSeafhK) str. neut. =
OS. bli, OFris. bli, blie, north.Fris. lilay :-OTeut
*bltjo-(m colour, hue. (Not connected with BLAE,
BLUE.) A purely poetical word in ME., which
gradually became obs. in the course of the i6th
or early in the I7th c. (not in Shakspere) but
being frequent in ballads and metrical romances,
it has been used by one or two modern poets.
Cf. dial. BLY, thought by some to be a survival
of

ble.']

1. Colour, hue. arch.
.'888 K./ELFRED Boeth. xv, Ne seolocenra hrasla midmisthcum beowum hi ne gimdon. a looo Metr Boeth.

xxxi. 7 Habbao blioh and far bu ungelice. c 1000 JEmicA amh XL 7 Hwites bleos swa cristalla. c 1250 Gen. * Ex
749 A water of loShc ble. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A 76 Asblwe as ble of ynde. I46o Lybeai.s Disc. 458 In armes
bryght of ble 1623 LISLE &lfric on O. $ N. T. Ded o
Greene, Red, Yellow, Blew, Of sundry blee" more sad, or
light, in grame 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 57 The
captain, young Lord Leigh, with his eyes so grey of blee.
2. Colour of the face, complexion ; visage, arch

,',',

T
,

MS Si ' Mar'"r- 9 Hire bleo bigon to blakien. 1-1240
WohuHgt 269 Jif hit to bi blisfule bleo mihte beo euenet

'I32? I'

' AIM - P ' A ' 2I2 Her ble nlore bla3' Mwhallez-bon. ,-1440 York Myst. xxviii. 259, I will nomore be abasshed For blenke of thy blee. oieoo (J/9
.6/4 c.} Chester PI. II. ,87 Wher il my bleyeTat was
so bnghte? ISS7 Tottelts Misc. (Arb.l 100 Who nothingloues in woman, but her blee. 1613 T. ADAMS Spirit. Vrv>
42 Of a fresher blee than Daniel. ? a 1700 Lovers' Quar-rel* Hazl. E.P P. II. 253 Ladies tL been so bright'

t 3. fransf. Appearance, form. Obs.aim Salomon
(, Sat (,848) ,44 Hu moniges bleos bi3

a^t deofol. c 1330 Arth. 4 Merl. 1988 Where that Merlindede him se In o day in thre ble.

Bleea, -berry, dial. var. of BLAE, -BERRY
Bleeaunt, variant of BLEAUNT, Obs., a tunic
Bleeche, -er, etc., obs. forms of BLEACH, -ER
Bleed (blfd), v. Pa. t. and pple. bled. Forms

i bl<dau, 3-5 blede (6 Sf. bleid, blead, bleth^
7 bleede, 6- bleed, fa. t. i bliSdde, 2-5 bledde'
3 blede, 3-5 bledd, 7 bleeded, 3- bled.' Pa pple
1-4 bldded, 7-8 bleeded, j- bled. TOE bffyan
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:-OTeut. *b/Mjan to bleed (whence also ON.
bMa, inod.G. blutcn), f. OTeut. *M$do(m BLOOD 1

I. intr.

1. To emit, discharge, or '
lose

'

blood
; to drop,

or ran with, blood. Said of a person or animal,
a part of the body, a wound, etc.

iooo Salomon * Sat. 144 Bledab idran. ^1205 LAY.
7523 Pat hajfed [hasfde, 1230 heued] bledde. < 1300 K
Al,sa,mdcr 5845 His woundes bledden. 1460 CAPCRAI'E
L/mm. (1858) 162 lhei..founde the Prince bledying, and
the Sarasine ded. 1596 SIIAKS. Aferc/i. V. iv. i. 258 To stophis wounds least he should bleede to death. !6o7 DKKKERIV/,. SaMMWks. 1873 II. 264 They are no common
droppes when Princes bleede. 1658 A. Fox Wnrtz" Snrg v
353 1 he wound bleeded vehemently. 1713 BUKNKT Oivn/<.- ( I766) II. 2,7 He fell a bleeding at the nose ,828SCOTT V,,to Grand? S

,

er - " *>"<- -53A Bleeding to death
from the loss of his nght hand.

b. The body of a murdered man was supposed
to bleed afresh when the murderer approachedand thus to reveal his guilt : hence, of a crime':
to lilecd=-\.o come to light (obs.').
[1391 Murder Ld. Banrgfi iCollier) 10 Wheranto he wasno sooner approched . . but his wounds bled more freslilie

then when they were first giuen ; whereby the people in the
house . . made foorth to search, for surelie they supposedthe murtherer was not farre off. !628 KARLE Microcosm v
13 His fear is, lest the carkass should bleed.] c 1645 HOWFI i'

ii
l

u
5

,

'

,'

3I The murdering of her Marquis of Ancre
will yet bleed, as some fear.

e. The heart bleeds, used fig. to express great
anguish, sorrow, or pity. So to bleed inwardly.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylusn: Prol. 12 For whiche myn hertenow right gynneth to blede. 1607 SIIAKS. Tinion i. ii. 211,

1 bleed inwardly for my Lord. 1610 Temp. i. ii. 63 O myheart bleedes lo thmke oth' teene that I haue turn'd you
to. 1792 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 24 My heart bleeds for the
poor emigrants, whose case is truly deplorable. 1860 KINGS-
LEY Misc. II. 349 What heart would not bleed for a beauti-
lul woman in trouble.

2. To lose blood from severe or fatal wounds
;

to be severely wounded in battle, or the like ; to
shed one's blood or die by bloodshed.
a 1300 Haoehk 2403 Crist J>at wolde on rode blede. 1077LANGL. /'. PI. B. xix. 103 So comsed ihesu, Tyl he had allehem bat he fore bledde. a 1400 Sirlsiunb. 621 Wei a sevene

score garte he blede. <ri4oo Dcstr. Troy 14044 He . . bat
b ed for our Syn. 1601 SHAKS. y,il. C. ii. i. 171 Casar must
bleed for it 1732 POPE Ess. Man ,. 81 The Lamb thy riotdooms to bleed to day. 1787 J. BARLOW OrationM 7,,/y10 1 hose who bled in so glorious a field. 1839 THIRLWALL
Greece II. 349 1 hose who had fought and bled in the cause
fig. 1663 PEPYS Diary i Apr., The King's service in the
meantime lies a-bleedmg.
3. Of plants : To emit sap when wounded.
1674 GsswAnat. Trunks n. i. I2 The Trunk or Branch

of any Plant being cut, it always bleeds at both ends, a 1711KEN Blondma Wks. 1721 IV. 526 The Trees . When in
their Sterns a wound is made, In od'rous Balsam bleed away
1796 C. MARSHALL Gardening xu. (1813) 160 Cutting branchesor shoots in summer is apt to make them bleed as it is called
t*. 1 o lose blood medicinally' (T.). Obs (now
To be bled.)

1623 HART A tut. Ur. n. iv. 73 , I caused him bleed oftner
then once. 1697 J. D.m Tutchin SearcAffenesfyA.il Goe
Bleed, use Hellebore, and shave thy head
o.fig. a. Of com, etc. To bleed well: to give

a large yield, dial.

1641 BEST./. /y/b.(i856> M3 Alt such times when corne
bleedes not well. 1691 RAY N. C. ]Vds. 8 Corn Bleeds well ;when upon threshing it yields well. 1786 HaSst Rig in
Chambers-.Pop. Sf. Poets 51 It should bleed weel, and mak
prime food Frae 'neath the flails. 1808 in JAMIESON.

O. Of persons : To lose or part with money to
an extent that is felt

; to have money drawn or
extorted

; to <

pay through the nose'for. colloq.1668 DRYDEN E-.vn. Love iv. i, He is vehement, and bleeds
on to fourscore or an hundred. 1680 COTTON in SingerHist. Lara's 337 They will purposely lose some small sum
at first, that they may engage him the more freely to bleed
(as they call it). 175, SMOLLETT Per. Pic. Ixvi, To whom
he was particularly agreeable, on account of his .. bleeding
freely at play. 1848 THACKERAY fan. fair xiv A Cit?
man, immensely rich, they say. Hang those City fellows,
they must bleed. 1883 Manchcst. Even. Nms 23 June 2/2Men who give bills have to bleed for the accommodation.
O. Said of blood, etc. : To drop, flow, ooze forth
c 1305 Song Mercy in E. E. P. (1862) 120 Myn herte blood

for be gan blede. 1713 POI-E Windsor For. ,93 For me thebalm shall bleed, and amber flow.
D. with away, into : To pass by bleeding

rr
S
Wh"h

K
n 5

','"

>" v - iv - 24- Retaining but a quantity of
life, Which bleeds away, euen as a forme of waxe Resoluethfrom his figure 'gainst the fire. ,650 KL-LLER Pisgah^1 his wound, whence so much precious wealth did bleed forth
.865 BL-SHNELL 1, icar. Sacr. ,v. ii. 5,7 If the good that is
in him will get into men's bosoms, it must bleed into them

/. \\ ith cognate obj. : To emit as blood

T

" I3 ^'pT^7- l6" 5 For I* mikel blod h' tied. ,377
RrfT R r

B - x 'x ' 32 Of h^ blode bat he bledde onRode 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 233/3 Hys hede was al tobrused andlledde moche blood. .6^7 DRYDEN VirgGTorrill. 759 Roapy Gore, he from his Nostrils bleeds
b. transf. of other liquids.

1611 SHAKS. mnt.T. v. ii. 96 Shee did (with an Alasi Iwould fainesay, bleed Teares ; for I am sure, my heart weptblood 1667 MILTON /. L. vi. 33, Nectarous humour, .suchas Celestial Spirits may bleed. ,763 CHURCHILL Proth

ft"''""'
P en

;;
;,"9 And the grapeTleed a nectar yet

nwnv hi f^h i, n
V
'^\" Le"''' CatiS'- C866) =73 Thyt.iny hills shall bleed their purple wine.

8. fig. To appear bleeding, to be as red as blood.

BLEEDING.
1833 BROWNING Pauline 17 Her . . lips which bleed Like a

mountain berry.
II. trans.

9. To draw or let blood from, esp. surgically.
c 1430 Syr Tryani. 686 For at the justyng wolde y bene. .

My body for to blede. c 1500 Spirit. Remed. in Halliw.A iiga- P. 67 For us thou letteste thy breste be bled. 1674R. GODFREY Inf. f, Alt. Physic 102 Her Husband was
Bleeded by an Apothecaries order. 1737 POPE ffor. Epist
II. 11. 197 That, from a patriot . . Have bled and purg'd me
to a simple vote. 1804 ADERNETHY Snrg. Observ. 177 As
he was perfectly well he was but slightly bled.
10. To drawer extort money from, colloq. Cf. jb.
1680 COTTON in Singer Hist. Cards 343 When they intend

to bleed a coll to some purpose . . they always fix half a
score packs of cards before. 1849 THACKERAY Pendcnnis

ll"\
'

-'ove ' sir
' y u've bled that poor woman enough.

11. Nant. To bleeJ the buoys : to let the water out.
1833 MARKYAT P. Simple vi,

'

And, Mr. Chucks, recollect
this afternoon that you bleed all the buoys.' Bleed the
boys ! thought I, what can that be for

1 12. To make bloody, to smear with blood.
1634 Malory's Arthur (-&Tf,\ I. 309 Sir Tristram he bled

both the upper sheet, and the nether sheet, and pillows
Bleeder (blr-dai). [f. prec. + -ER!.]
1. One who draws blood.
'788 H. WATSON in .Wed. Coiinnun. II. 276 These accidents

.. seldom hurt the reputation of the bleeder. 1823 Liutlia 11860)226 Submits to the scythe of the gentle bleeder
lime. 1848 THACKERAY I'an. Fair Ixi, The bleeders and
cuppers came.
2. Alcd. A person subject to haemophilia, i.e.

disposed by natural constitution to bleed.
1803 OTTO Med. Kepos. VI. 3 Some persons . . suppose theycan distinguish the bleeders . . even in infancy. 1884 lirit

Alcd. Jr,il. in Standard 4 Apr. 3/5 Free blood in the knee-
joints of a bleeder.

Bleeding J)lf-din\ vbl.sb.
[f. BLEED + -i.\(;l.]

1. The flowing or dropping of blood (from a
wound, etc.); hemorrhage.
f 1385 CHAUCER /,. G. W. 849 Thou shalt feele as well the

blood of me As thou hast felt the bleeding of Tit,be 1708
TREVTSA Barth. De P. A'. XYII. cxxxvi. (14951 693 Powder
of drye roses staunchyth bledynge at the nose. 1617HIERON Wks. II. 309 Bleeding of the person slaine, at the
presence of the murtherer. 1828 SCOTT /'. M. Perth (1860)
i ref. 15 He . . applied some lint to stop the bleeding.

b. Of plants: The emission of sap (from a wound).
Also attrib., as in bleeding-season.
1674 GREW Anat. Trunks, n. i. 8 The Bleeding of Plants

. .properly enough expresses, The eruption ofthe Sap out of
any \ essels. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 161 The Bleed-
ing of the V me. 1882 VINES Sachs' Hot. 677 The phenome-non known as the 'bleeding' of wood cut in the winterA Drawing or 'letting' of blood. Also attrib.
CI440 Promp. Parv. 38 Bledynge, sanguinacio, JJeoto-

tomia. Ibid. 39 Bledynge yryn, Jleototomiuin. 1541 R
COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Mj, What is bledyngor blode lettynge. 1670 COTTON Espernou m. xn. 647 His
Physician resolv'd upon a Bleeding. ^1783 W. ST.\HK in
Med. Commun. I. 383 Bleeding is the appropriated remedy
for a cough. 1837 HOGG F.ttr. Shep. Tales III 35 The
butcher came up with his bleeding-knife.
.fig. '79* SOUTHEY Lett. Spain f,- Port. 427 This bleeding
is more dreadful, because the Holy Office is the bleeder!
1850 ALISON Hist. Europe II. viii. 54 In the language of
the times . . a new bleeding was required for the state

Bleeding, ppl. a.
[f. BLEED + -ING a.]

1. Losing or emitting blood, or transf. sap.
I225 Ancr. R. 118 Bledinde mon is grislich 1398 TRE.

VISA Barth. De P. K. v. xxii. (1495) 129 A bledynge wounde.
1703 ROUE Ulysses iv. i. 1706 That poor bleeding King
1787 WINTER Syst. Huso. 45 Thistles .. cut close to the
ground, are destroyed by scattering soaper's ashes over the
bleeding stumps.

b. Running or suffused with blood.
c 1305 Leg. XtmiaSji) 133 Bounden . in bledyng bondes.

'J
95

, ?
H
-^

S - 7"'"' " ' 304 Whose sonnes lye scattered on
trie bleeding ground.
2. fig. a. Full of anguish from suffering, deep

pity, or compassion.
i59 SPENSER F. Q. i. vii. 38 These bleeding words she

gan to say. 1397 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xlii. 2 With bleed-
ing hearts. 1628 FF.LTHAM Resolves i. Ixi. (16471 180 Gala-
mines that challenge a bleeding eye. 1687 N N Old
Popery Compassionate and Bleeding Thoughts. I7i3 (7uar-

,'j u 3I (I756) '' I34 A" those good-natured offices that
could have been expected from the most bleeding pity.

b. metaphor. Obs.

1397 S 1"*5
-.^"-;"^ Compl. 153 Experience for me manybulwarkes builded Of proofs new bleeding, a 1674 CLAREN-

DON Hist. Re/,. I. v. 387 Cruelty.. of which (hey even-
day received fresh and bleeding evidence.
3. fig. and transf. Said of nations devastated bywar or the like, etc. Also, as in BLEED j; b
i DRYDEN Even. Love iv. i, This is the Folly of a

bleeding Gamester, a .674 CLARENDON Hist. Keo. I. v. 537Ine relief of bleeding and miserable Ireland 1689 LUT
TRFLI. lirie/Rcl (,857) I. 503 The bleeding condition of
Ireland. 1863 MARY HOWITT tr. /'. Bremer's Greece I i

9 Greece herself, bleeding and exhausted after her efforts
in the War of Liberation.

4. quasi-m/f. (Cf. 2 b.)
1607 SHAKS. Timoti i. ii. 80 So they were bleeding new

my Lord, there's no meet like 'em.

5. Comb, bleeding-heart, the popular name
for several plants ; e.g. theWallflower (Cheiranthus
Cheiri), the Aristotclia peJuncularis, Colocasia
csculmta of the Sandwich Islands, Dicentra for-
mosa, and a variety of Cherry (Miller) ; bleed-
ing root - BLOOD-ROOT.
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BLEEZE.

1714 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 64 The root call'd the Bleeding
Root, curing the Jaundies. 1863 PRIOR Plant-n. 24.

Bleer ve, Bleet, obs. forms of BLEAR, ELITE.

Blee}, obs. pa. t. of BLOW v. 1

Bleeze, Sc. form of BLAZE sb. and .l, used in

all their senses. The verb is also used (by Scott)

in a sense which appears to be influenced by
BLAZE v.% : To declaim, talk loudly.
1816 SCOTT OldMart, xxxv, Ye're bleezing awa about mar-

riage. 1818 Rob Roy xxvii, Ye're no to be bleezing ami

blasting about your master's name and mine.

Bleeze, v* Sc. trans. To turn ;milk) a little

sour, to '

blink.' Also intr. Jamieson.

Bleezy (bb'-zi), a. Sc. [cf. prec.] Affected in

the eyes, as by alcoholic excitement. Jamieson
has also Bleezed, explained as ' a little flustered.'

1830 GALT Lawrie T. vil. vii. (1849) 282 A red face and

bleezy eyes. 1833 Fritter's Mag. VI I. 622 Their faces grew
red, and their eyes bleezy.

Blefede, bleft(e, pa. t. and pple. of BELEAVE v.

Obs., to remain.

Bleflum, obs. form of BLAFLUM, Sc.

Blehand, var. of BLEAUNT, Obs., a tunic.

Bleib, Bleid, obs. forms of BLEB, BLEED.

Bleike, a. and v. : see BLEYKE.

Bleine, obs. form of BLAIN.

Bleinerite (-blai-nerait). Mm. = BINDHEIMITE.

f Bleise. Obs. rare~ 1
. ?A blay or bleak.

1598 FLORIO, PescfiL-relto, a fish called a bleise.

Bleise, bleit, obs. ff. BLAZE, BLATE, BLITE.

Blek, bleke, blekk, var. BLECK. Obs. or dial.

Blek(e, obs. form of BLEAK a. and v.

Ble'llum. $'<". A blab or blabber.

1790 BURNS Tarn o' Shanter 20 A bletherin, blusterin,

drunken blellum.

f Ble'ly, adv. Obs. rare. [A worn down form
of BLETHELV.] Willingly, cheerfully.
^1380 WYCLIF Wks. (18801 417 An-oJ>er fend |>at wole

blely robbe pore men. c 1440 rartonope 771 He wole not

blely aspyed be.

Blemish (ble-mif), v. Forms: 4 blemyss, -iss,

-ess, -ysoh, -ysh, 4-5 blensch, blench, 5 blem-

issh, -esh, -ysch, 5-6 blemyssh.e, 6- blemish.
Pa. t. s.nApple. blemished, in 4 blemest(e, -yst, 5

blemschyd, 6- blemisht. [a. OF. blcmiss-, ex-

cended stem of blemir (also blesmir, blaismir, in

Pr. blasmar, blesmar) to render livid or pale, f.

blaisme, blesme, bleme '

livid, pale,' of uncertain

origin : see Diez, Littre. The syncopated forms

bleniifhyJ, blensch, caused partial confusion with

BLEACH : see senses 2, 5.]

fl. To hurt, damage, do physical damage or

injury to, deface. Obs.

1-1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1421 Wine. .Breybed vppe in to

his brayn & blemyst his mynde. c 1350 IVill. Palerne 2471
Bihuld aboute on his bodi sif it blenched were. ? a 1400
Morte Artft. 2578 He bet es blemeste with bis brade brande.

1494 FABVAN Chron. vn. ccxxiii. 249 Such holdes and

castellys, as the Scottis by theyrwarrys had blemysshed and

apayred. Ibid. vii. 386 The towne of Boston was greatly
blemysshed with fyre. 1571 DIGGES Pantont. i. xxxv. L iij,

Blemishing all the . . lines . . drawen with black lead or
such like, that you maye easely put oute or rase awaye.
1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts 129 He cut off his tail. . Being
demanded why he so blemished his beast, etc.

t 2. To dim or darken (the eye-sight). Obs.

E Promp. Parv. 39 Blenschyn [1499 blemysshen],
o. 1496 Dives fy Paup. iW. de W.) IV. x. 173 They

,'sshe theyr eye in lokynge ayenst the sonne. 1526

Pilg. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 297 My corporal eye. .shall be

blemysshed or derked by the reason of the lyght. 71677
Lover's Quar. 82 The salt tears blemished his eye.

3. To mar, spoil, or injure the working of.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 11840) 14 Pite blemeshithe the

swerd of rightewisnes. a 1355 LATIMER Serm. fy Rem. 1 1845)
261 Ye do blemish the annunciation of the Lords death till

he come. 1625 SIR H. FINCH ^^7^(1636} 338 That the people
be not . . troubled . . nor the peace blemished. 1635 WENT-
WORTH in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 276 III. 282 To overthrowe
or at least to blemishe the proceedings. 1856 FROUDE Hist.

Eng. (1858) I. iii. 253 An expedient, which though blem-
ished in the execution, was itself reasonable and prudent.

fb. To disconcert, put out. Cf. BLENCH z/.i 5.

1544 BALE Chron. Sir J. Oldcastell in Harl. Misc. (Main.)
I. 264 At this, the archbishopp and hys companye were not a

lytle blemyshed.
4. To impair or mar the beauty, soundness, or

perfection of; to damage.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. 223 Alle blemyshed is thi ble. 1530

PALSGR. 457/1, I blemysshe, I hynder or hurte the beautye
of a person. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. ii. 128 These eyes
could not endure y

l beauties wrack, You should not blemish

it, if I stood by. c 1746 HERVEV Medit. ff Contempt I. 183
Without blemishing their Beauty, or altering their Nature.

b. To impair morally or ideally; to sully,

stain, spoil.
c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. 1. 178 Coveitise of wickede

preestis blemyshi^ hem. 1593 HOOKF,R Eccl. Pol. Pref. i.

3 Let not the faith . . be blemished with partialities. 1660
BOYLE Seraph. Love 2 That the extraction of your free-

dom may no ways blemish it. 1735 OLDYS Raltigh Wks.
1829 I. 270 Nothing . . that might blemish reputation.
1866 HOWELLS Venet. Life (1883) II. xx. 163 The admix-
ture of ruffianism which blemishes most loafers.

C. To cast a slur upon, asperse, defame, dis-

credit, disable. Obs. exc. in J.aw.

914

1414 BRAMPTON Penit. Ps. xlvii. 18 Ne with here tungys

blemysch my name. 1593 BILSON Govt. Christ's Ch. 394
To blemish and reproch so many. 1649 MRS. HUTCHINSON
Mem. Col. Hntchinson (1846) 341 Blemish not a man that is

innocent. 1699 DRYDEN To J. Driden 31 Not that my
verse would blemish all the fair. 1715 BURNET Oivn Time
II. 331 Anything that would . . blemish the management of

the treasury. 1768 BI.ACKSTONE Contm. II. 291 Whether
a man should be permitted to blemish himself, by pleading
his own insanity.

f 5. intr. To turn pale, change colour, blench.

(Cf. mod.F. bit-mir.} Obs. rare. Cf. BLENCH v

1530 PALSGR. 457/1, 1 blemysshe, I chaunge colour . . Sawe
you nat howe he blemysshed at it.

6. A hunting term: see quot. and cf. BLEMISH
sb. 4.

1573 TURBERV. Venery 104 Blemishing against or over the

slot or viewe of the deare. 1792 W. OSBALDISTON Brit.

Sportsm., Blemish, a hunting term, used when the hounds
or beagles, finding where the chase has been, make a proffer
to enter but return.

Blemish vble-mij), sb. Also 6 blemysh,

bleamish(e. [f.
the vb.]

1. Physical defect or disfigurement ;
a stain.

(Used spec, of the mark of injury to a horse, as the

scar of a broken knee.)
1535 COVERDALE Tob, XL 13 Then beganne the blemysh to

go out of his eyes, like as it had bene the whyte szkynne of

an egg. Lev. ix. 3 A calf and a shepe, both . . without

blemysh [WYCLIF, wemme, wem; 1611 blemish], 1579 LANG-
HAM Card. //<M/Mu633)97 Face spots, or blemishes, anoint

with the iuice of the roots. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. fl
r

,
u. iii.

34 Speaking thicke (which Nature made his blemish'. 1718
freethinker No. 37. 270 One never sees the least Blemish
of ink upon his Nails. 1827 HARE Guesses Ser. n. (1873) 500
Nothing hides a blemish so completely as cloth of gold.

2. transf. A defect, imperfection, flaw, in any

object, matter, condition, or work.
1555 Fardle Facions i. i. 23 A moste blessed life without

bleamishe of wo. 1611 BIBLE Pwf, 8 Some imperfections
and blemishes may be noted in the setting foorth of it. 1771

Juntas Lett. xlv. 244 The minor critic . . hunts for blemishes.

1863 H. ROGERS J. Howe (ed. 21 Pref, 5 The work has now
received a careful revision, and it is hoped that ..such
blemishes are removed. 1869 J. MARTINF.AU Ess. II. 222

The divine light is without blemish.

3. Jig. A moral defect or stain ;
a flaw, fault,

blot, slur.

1526 Pilgr. Pref. (W. de W. 1531) 64 A blemysshe, which
semeth to disteyne all his verities. 1580 BARET^/I'. B 796
A bleamishe in ones good name. 1598 BARRET Thcor.

Warres n. i. 27 No blemish vnto any Gentleman to serue
as a common souldier in the Captaines squadron. 1611

SHAKS. Whit. T. i. ii. 341 He giue no blemish to her Honor,
none. 1656 BRAMHALL, Replic. i. 51 Some abuses are ..

rather blemishes than sinnes. 1859
TENNYSON Vivien 681

If they find Some stain or blemish in a name of note.

f4. Vcnery. (See quot.) Obs.

1575 TURBERV. Venery 94 The same huntsman shall go
backe to his blemishes immediately. Ibid. 114 Blemishes
. . are the markes which are left to knowe where a deare
hath gone in or out. 1627 TAYLOR (Water P. } Wks. (1630* i.

93/1 Blemishes, Sewelling, Auant-laye, Allaye, Relaye . .

and a thousand more such Vtopian fragments of confused
Gibberish. 1656 in BI.OUNT Glossogr. 1721-90 in BAILEY.

Blemished (ble-mijt),///. a. Also 6- blem-
isht. [f. BLEMISH v. + -KD.] Damaged or dis-

figured ; marred by defect, flaw, or stain ; spoiled.
^1440 Promp. Par?. 39 Blemschyde [1499 blemysshed],

obfuscatus. a 1450 Knt. de la 7tf7-(i868) 25 She might not
for shame shewe her visage, it was so foule blemisshed.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, in. vii. 122 The corruption of a
blemisht Stock. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Tititsi. 8 No blind
or blemished person might come. 1863 M. ARNOLD Ess.

Crit. v. (1875) 222 He died and has left a blemished name.

Blemisher (ble-mifai). [f. as prec. + -EB 1
.]

He who or that which blemishes.

1423 JAMES I King's Q. cxl, He that suld of hir gude fame
Be blamischere, 1594 GREENE Look. Glasse (1861)124 Noc-
turnal cares, ye blemishers of bliss. 1630 BRATHWAIT Eng.
Gent1. (1641) 5 A great darkener and blemisher of the inter-

nal glory and beauty of the mind.

Blemishing (ble-mijin), vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. +
-ING 1

.] The action of the verb BLEMISH
; physical

or moral impairment.
1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowle v. xiv. (1483) 109 Withouten

blemysshynge. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (1835) 120 Wyth
out blemyssyng of my virgynyte. 164^5

TOMBES Anthropol.
2 Evill . . tending to the . . blemishing of the Christian

profession. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl, s, v. Abatement, [In
heraldry] Diminution, is the blemishing any part by adding
a stain or mark of diminution.

Ble'inishiiig, ///. a. That blemishes.

1603 VLOV.IO Montaigne {1634)502 Blemishing deformities.
1868 GEO. ELIOT Sp. Gypsy \. 89 Fedalma's soul Was free

from blemishing purpose.

Blemishless (ble-mijles), a. [f.
BLEMISH +

-LESH.] Without blemish.

1583 BABINGTON Commandm. 429 Our blermshlesse God.
1850 NEALE Med. Hymns i$$ Spotless, blemishless, eternal.

Blemishment (ble-mijment). [f. BLEMISH +

-MENT.] Damage, injury ; flaw; impairment.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. n. 36 For dread of blame and

honours blemishment. 1640-4 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in.

(1692) I. 96 To the great dishonour of this Kingdom, and
blemishment to the Government thereof. 1884 Laiu Times
i Mar. 322/2 That a man should allege . .he was not of sane

memory in blemishment of himself,

Blemmatrope (ble-matrJup). [f. Gr. tfAcMM"

look, glance, f. ft^firftv to look + rpOTros turning, f.

rpfirttv to turn.]
' An apparatus for illustrating

BLENCH.

the various positions of the eye' (Catal. Sd.Appar.
S. Kensington, 1876).

f Ble'inmere. Ote. rare. ? A plumber.
(1420 Chron. Vilod. 3644 Mony werkemen he sette to

amende bat chirche . . & masonus & carpenters & blem-

meres also.

t Blench, sb. Obs. Also (in sense i) 3-4
blenk, blenc. [f.

BLENCH ^.l Cf. BLENK sb?}
1. A trick, stratagem. To do or make a blenk or

blench : to play a trick.

a 1*50 Owl $ Night. 378 He [the fox] haveb mid him
blenches ^arewe. a 1300 Havelok 307 Hope maketh fol

man ofte blenkes. c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1201 pe kyng
. . a counsayl hym takes . . A blench for to make. 1330 R.

BRUNNE Chron. 274 pe Scottis now ^>ei benk of gile. .How
bei mot do a blenk tille Edward & hise. 1340 Ayenb, 130
And uerliche makeb his blench.

2. A turning of the eyes aside, a side glance, rare.

c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. ex, Most true it is, that I haue lookt

on truth Asconce and strangely : But by all aboue, These
blenches gaue my heart an other youth.

Blench, a., Sc. form of BLANCH a., where see

Blcnch-farnij etc.

Blench (blenj), z>.l Forms: 2-3 blenchen,

3 (blinche), 3-5 blenche, 4- blench. Pa. t. 3-4
bleinte, 4 bleynte, blynchid, 4-5 blent. [A
word or series of words of very obscure history.

Sense i is evidently : OE. blqncan to deceive,

cheat ^ ON. bUkkja (-.blenkja} to impose upon,
which point to an OTeut. type *blankjan, assumed
to be the causal of a strong *blinkan to BLINK ;

but, as no trace of the latter occurs in early times,

the origin of bfyncan is thus left uncertain. The
northern form was BLENK, q.v. The sense-develop-
ment is involved, from confusion of blenk and

blink, of blench and blanch
, prob. also of the pa. t.

blent \i\\hblent pa. t of BLEND z/.i, and other causes:

little can be done at present except to exhibit the

senses actually found in use.] To cheat, elude,

turn aside. Related to BLENK and BLINK.

j*
1. trans. To deceive, cheat. Obs.

a 1000 Be monna tn&de 33 (Gr.) WrenceS he and blenceS.

1175 Lamb. Hotn. 55 Abuten us he is for to blenchen.

[c 1400 Dcstr. Troy vi. 2483 Let no blyndnes you blenke.]

2. intr. To start aside, so as to elude anything ;

to swerve, 'shy'; to flinch, shrink, give way.
(i2os LAY. 1460 Corineus bleinte. a 12*5 Ancr. R. 242

pe horse J>et is scheouh, & blencheS uor one scheadewe.
a 1250 Oit'l fy flight, 170 Ich am war, and can well blenche.

^1386 CHAUCER Knt's T. 226 Ther with al he bleynte and
cride A ! 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. in. xvii, [Rays
that] passeth not alwey forbe ryjte, but blenchej> [1582

swarue] sum whej>er of be streite wey. c 1500 Partenay 4268

Apart Gaffray . . Somwhat blent, the stroke . . passing by
With hym noght mette. 1553 BALE Gardiner's Obed. C vij.

He obeyeth truly, which . . blenchet not out of the waye of

Goddes commaundementes. 1603 SHAKS. Meas./or M. iv.v.

5 Hold you euer to our speciall drift, Though sometimes

you doe blench from this to that As cause doth minister.

a 1625 FLETCHER False One rv.iv, Art thou so poor to blench
at what thou hast done? 1808 SCOTT Marm. vi. xii, Foul
fall him that blenches first. 1876 EMERSON Ess. Ser. i. xi.

262, I blench and withdraw on this side and on that.

f b. Of a ship : To turn or heel over. Obs.

fi 1300 K. Horn 1411 (>e schup bigan to blenche.

3. trans. To elude, avoid, shirk
;
to flinch from ;

to blink. [The first quot. perhaps in form belongs
rather to BLINK.]
[c 1300 Beket 2184 He nas nojt the man that wolde : his

hevea enes withdrawe, Ne fonde for to blinche a strok.]

1663 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 142 He now blenched what
before, .he affirmed to me. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. I. v. 100

Will not suffer me to blench his merits.

1 4. trans. To turn aside or away (the eyes). Obs.

c 1400 Roland 402 He kest up his browes & blenchid his

eye. [c 1400 Melayne 570.] See BLENK v. 3.

f 5. trans. To disconcert, foil, put out, turn aside.

Cf. BLENK v. 4. Obs.

[a 1400. See BLENK i>. 4.] 1485 CAXTON Trevisa's Higden
iv. xxxiii.(i527) 181 The enemyes wereblente thrughgoddes
myghte. 1577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. in Holinshed\l.
16 Heere perchanse M. Cope may blench me, in replieing
that Anguis may be construed generallie. 1602 CAREW
Cornwallt Carrying vp great trusses of hay before them to

blench the defendants sight & dead their shot, a 1640 JACK-
SON Wks. (1844) VIII. 122 Being blenched in his right course

by the shadow.

6. intr. Of the eyes: To lose firmness of glance,
to flinch, quail. [The first quot. may belong to 2.]

[c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (1840) 215 This royal bridde . .

Blenchithe never for al the cliere light.] i? BURKE
Amer. Tax. Wks. II. 404 That glaring and dazzling influ-

ence at which the eyes of eagles have blenched. 1837
Hownr^r. Life u. .(1862)150 His eyes seemed to blench

before her still fixed gaze.

Blench, - [A variant ofBLANCH v.1 (The con-

fusion is partly phonetic, as in BLANCH, BLENCH a. ;

partly of sense, since, with fear, the cheeks blanch,

the eyes blench.)]
1. intr. To become pale.
1813 HOGG Queens ll'ake 26 Where the vexed rubies

blencn in death, Beneath yon lips and balmy breath. 1840
BARHAM Ingot. Lfg. 286 That little foot page he blenched
with fear.

2. trans. To whiten, make pale. rare.

1839 BAILEY Festns (ed. 3) 16/1 The northern tribes Whom
ceaseless snows and starry winters blench.



BLENCH.

Blench., v?, obs. variant of BLEMISH q. v.

Blencher (ble-nfai). [f. BLENCH v^ + -EK!.]
1 1. A person or thing employed to turn or

frighten away, e.g. a scarecrow : in Hunting, one

placed to turn the deer from going in particular
directions. Cf. BLANCHED. Obs.

1531 ELVOT Gcrv. i. xxiii. (1883) 247 The good husbande . .

settethe upcloughtesorthredes, whiche somecall. .blenchars
. . to feare away birdes. 1575 TURBERV. Veitery 192 To set

up bleinchers or sewels (which are white papers), a 1625
FLETCHER Love's Pilgr. II. i. 8/2 Hurt those That stand but
by as blenchers.

2. One who blenches or flinches.

1873 MORRIS Love is enough 55 No blencher in battle.

Blenching (ble-n/in), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ING 1

.] The action of the verb BLENCH: t &
Turning to one side, swerving, shying ; fb. turning
away of the eyes (? blinking, winking) ;

c. flinch-

ing, quailing, loss of courage.
'393 GOWER Conf. III. 8, I stonde still, withoute blenching

of mm eye. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. n. v. (1495* 32
Angels . . beholde streyght . . in god . . wythout blenchynge
of theyr even. Ibid. xn. xxxix. (1495) 436 The reremous
fleeth in the eue tyde wyth brekynge and blenchynge and
swyfte meuynge. 1868 DORAN Saints fy Sin. II. 186 He-
saw without blenching the rope by which he was to be
strangled.

Ble'liching, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING ^.]

Causing the eyes to turn away or flinch.

1833 MRS. BROWNING Promcth. Bound Poems (1850) I. 186
Let him now hurl his blenching lightnings down. Grief
ibid. I. 326 Under the blenching, vertical eye-glare Of the
absolute Heavens.

Ble-nchingly adv. = blanchingly. see BLENCH v. -

1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 476 This mask of me
(Against which, years have beat thus blenchingly With their
rains !>

Blencorn, var. of BLEND-COKN : see BLEND sb. 2.

t Blend, v.1 Obs. Forms : I blendan, 2-4
blenden, 3-5 blende, 4-6 blend. Pa. t. 1-3
blende, 4 blent(e. Pa. pple. 1-4 blend, 3-4
i-blend, 4blende, 4-5 i-blent, blente, 5 i-blende,
blended, 3-7 blent, 6-7 arch, y-blent. [Com.
WGer. : OE. blyuian = OFris. blenda, OS. *blen-

dan (MDu. blenden}, OHG. blentan (MHG., mod.
G. blenden) : OTeut. type *blandjan

' to make-

blind,' a factitive verb apparently formed with
ablaut upon the adj. blind-, since no trace is found
of a strong vb. blindan. See BLIND. (The pa. t.

blent coincided with that of blench
; whence some

confusion in sense i b.)]
1. trans. To make blind : a. permanently.
la iioo O. E. Chrdtt. an. 1036 Man hine blende, and hine

swa blindne brohte to 5am munecon. a 1225 Juliana 48
Ich habbe i-blend men. c 1386 CHAUCER Millcrcs T. 622
With that strook he was almost i-blent.

b. temporarily, e.g. with bright light : To dazzle.
r888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxvin. v, Se dffi blent . . hiora
a-vui. 1297 R. GLOUC. 407 pe smoke . . him ssolde boj>e

stenche and blende. 1377 LANCL. /'. PI. B. v. 502 And
thorw the li}te. .lucifer was blent, a 1529 SKELTON Image
Hypocr. Wks. III. 236 A virgin ffayre and gent That
hath our yees blent. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. \\. lii. 35 The
swownd which him did blend. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xn.
Ixxxvi, What hath thy eiesight blent ?

2. Jig. To blind the understanding, judgement,
or moral sense ; to ' throw dust in the eyes

'

of.

f zaooORMiN 4525Gredi;mes5e. .blendebbmannessheorrte.
a 1300 CursorM. 819 (Giitt.l pe feind had adam blent, c 1386
CHAUCER Pcrs. T. f 603 Envye blendith the hert of a man.
1450 MYRC 370 Thus wyth the fende he ys I-blende. 1579
SPENSER Sheph. Cat. Apr. 155 Ah foolish boy, that is with
loue yblent. 1391 Yirgits Gnat, xxxix, Feare and yrc
Had blent so much his sense.

3. To put out of sight, hide, conceal.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. ii, Under coloure was the
treason blente.

Blend (blend), v.'2 Forms: 3-4 blend-en, 5-7
blende, 4- blend, (5 blyude, 5-6 blenne, 6

blynne, blente). Pa. t. 3-5 blend(e, 5- blent,
blended. Fa. pple. 3-5 blend, 4 blende, blente,
4- blent, 6- blended, (8 arch, yblent). [ME.
blend-en wk. vb., appears (-1300, at first in northern
writers. Evidently akin to BLAND sb. mixture, and
the OE. strong vb. bland-an, ON. blanda (Sw.
blanda, Da. blande] to mix : see BLAND v. But
the ME. vb. (however the change of vowel may
be explained) can hardly have been a continuation
of the OE. blandan, since this was all but obsolete

already in OE., while blenden was a common
word from the I4th c. More probably the latter

was an adoption of the ON. blanda (which
though originally strong, had subsequently weak
inflexions) ; the change of vowel may also have
been due to the ON. sing, present blend, blendr:
whether any association with BLENDE.! (with which
it entirely coincides in forms) or other extraneous
influence contributed, does not appear. But later

identification with BLEND v. 1 is shown by the
occasional use of blynde for this verb also. The
1 6th c. blenne was either phonetic, like the converse

len, lend, or deduced from the pa. pple. blend.']

915

I. trans.

1. To mix, to mingle : a. things material
;

b.

things immaterial. Obs. exc. as in d, or with some

colouring from the other senses (esp. 4).
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 16768 Vinegre & gall be jews blend.

Ibid. 18019 (Gutt.) Aisel haue i blend wid gall. 1-1400
Dcstf. Troy 3492 To se . . the blode . . blent with the erthe.
<- 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 50 Grynde tansy, bo iuse owte
wrynge, To blynde with bo egges. 1530 PALSGR. 457/2
Wyll you blenne wyne and ale togyther? 1585 LLOYD
Treas. Health B vij, Putte therm . . whyte Lead and
Common Salt, and blynne them well together. 1601 HOL-
LAND Pliny 1 1. 394 These beeing dried in the Sun .. they
vse to blend with bean fioure. 1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady
II. ix. 3 (1734) 208 Opiates .. blended with small propor-
tion of . . Aromatick Medicines.
b.

_
c 1400 PL'S tuny stand (Turnb. 1843) 155 Were luf and

charite with hus blend, i 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 108 pat
blaberyng are wib obes blent.

t c. To mingle with a company or crowd. Obs.

1-1325 E.E. Allit. P. A. 385 In blysse I se be blybely
blent. I579TOMSON Calvin sSerm. Tim. TOIO/I These back-
sliders y

l haue beene blended amongcst vs. 1713 STEELK
Englishm. No. 6. 39 We are blended with the Nobility.

d. To mix (sorts of spirits, tea, wines, etc.), so
as to produce a certain quality.
?rti4po Chester PI. n. (1847) 82 All mashers, minglers of

wyne in the nighte Brewinge so blendinge againste daye
lighte. 1583 STUUBES Anat. A/ius. 11. 25 [Vintners] make- of
one hogshead almost two . . by mixing and blcnting one
with another, and infusing other liquor. Ibid. 28 To inter-
mix and blente the good and naughtie wooll togither. 1884
I'all Mall G. 5 Sept. 6/2 A number of brands (varied by the
blending of the tobaccos).

f 2. To mix or stir up (a liquid) ; hence some-

times, to render turbid, pollute, spoil, destroy ;

sometimes, to agitate, trouble : to disturb (joy,

peace, beauty, weather).
a 1300 Cursor M. 13767 par-in was won for to descend

Angels be water for to blend. 1384 CHAUCER Truth 4 I'rees
hathe envye and wele is blent over al. c 1593 SPENSKR
Sonn. Ixii, These stormes, which now his beauty blend, Shall
turn to calmes. 1594 GRF.ENE Look. Glasse (1874) 137 When
mildest wind is loth to blend the peace. Ibid. (1861) 124 My
Hesperus by cloudy death is blent. 1396 LODGE Marg.
Amer. 65 Thy sap by course of time is blent.

fb. Applied (according to ancient physiology
to disturbance or agitation of the blood (from
its supposed normal state of rest) : pass, and intr.

To rush, flow
; also active, To shed. 0/>s.

i 1300 CursorM. 17333 Pilate was bar, his blod was blend,
Quen he wesscn had his hend. c 1340 Ga-M. f, Cr. Knt.
2371 Alle be blode of his brest blende in his face, c 1460
Tffwncley Rlyst. 225 To be in payn thus broght, Thi blessid
blode to blende.

3. To mingle intimately or closely with.

1591 SPENSER At. Hubberd 1330 Thy throne royall [is]
with dishonour blent. 1788 J. POWELL Daises (1827) 11-95
If a testator has blended his real with his personal fund.
1800 WoROSW. Hart-leap Well n. xxi, Never to blend our
pleasure or our pride With sorrow of the meanest thing that
feels. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Komola lii. (1868) 405 It blent itself
as an exalting memory with all her daily labours.

4. To mix (components) intimately or harmo-

niously so that their individuality is obscured in

the product ; esp. of qualities, properties, effects,
etc. ; now the most frequent trans, use.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. i. v. 257 Tis beauty truly blent,

whose red and white, Natures owne..hand laid on. 1662
FULLER IVortkies (1840) II. 261 Providence hath so wisely
blended the benefits of this county, that . . it is defective in

nothing. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 128 P n Their Virtues
are blended in their Children. 1816 BYRON Ch. Har. in.

xxix, Rider and horse, friend, foe, in one red burial blent.

1835 LYTTON Rienzii. in. 13 In one of those wide spaces in

which Modern and Ancient Rome seemed blent together.
1848 Harold i. i. 4 In that beauty were blended two
expressions. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. ix. 2. 610 A common
persecution soon blended the Nonconformists into one.

f 5. To mix up in the mind, regard as the same,
confound with. Obs. rare.

1780 COXE R nss. DiscoT. 1
. 74 Six islands . . to the North

West of the Fox Islands . . must not be blended with them.
II. inlr.

6. To mix, mingle ; esp. to unite intimately, so
as to form a uniform or harmonious mixture.

( 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1788 Bobe his blod & his brayn
blende on be clobes. c 1340 Cursor M. 5690 Moses sagh bai
dide ham wrange & sone he blende ham a-mange. .1400
Dcstr. of Troy xxiv. 9642 The bloberond blode blend with
the rayn. 1713 YOUNG Last Day in. 251 Cities and desarts
in one ruin blend. 1792 WORDSW. Descr. Sk. Poet. Wks.
I. 83 All motions, sounds, and voices . . Blend in a music
of tranquillity. 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus Ixviii. 18 She
whose honey delights blend with a bitter annoy.
7. To pass imperceptibly into each other by

assimilation or confusion of contiguous parts, esp.
in reference to colour. To blend away : to pass
away by blending.
1812 I. WILSON Isle ofPalms\. in Oh ! ne'er did sky and

water blend In such a holy sleep. 1820 IRVING Sketch Ilk.
I. 9 In Europe, the features and population of one country
blend almost imperceptibly with those of another. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. i. 27. 196 The distant peaks gradually
blended with the white atmosphere above them. 1862 DARWIN
Fcrtil. Orchids v. 159 The division between them, in this
their leading character, blends away.
Blend, sb.

[f. prec. vb.] A blending ;
a mix-

ture formed by blending various sorts or qualities
(e.g. of spirits, wines, tea, tobacco, etc.).
1883 Academy 14 Apr. 253/2 It resembles a blend made by

BLENK.
imitating the later style of Lever and the earlier style of

Lord Beaconslield. 1885 Pall IMallG. 28 Sept. 2/1 Public-
houses, with flaming bills in their windows announcing . .

the sale of American Blend.

I BleiicKe. Also bland. Obs. pa. pple. of
BLEND v. 2 Also used as adj.

- BLENDED.
1300 [see BLEND v.'' 2 b.] 1571 Wills $ Inv. N. C. (1835)

352, Xxx" boles of maid malt being halff bland. 1616 SURFL.
& MARKH. Countr. Farm 93 Take two parts straw, and one
part hay, and mix it together, which is called blend fodder.

1679 PLOT Staffordsh. (1686) 161 The third sort of Iron . .

they call blend-metall.

2. esp. in blend corn, bleneorn, wheat and rye
sown and grown together; blend-water, a urinary
disease of cattle (Chambers Cycl. Supp. 1753).
1523 FITZHEKB. Ilusb. 34 Vppon that ground sowe blend

corne. that is both wheate and rye. 1583 Wills q- Inv. N.
C. n. (1860) 78 In bygge 8/. In ottes 4O/. In blandcornc
407, 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Countr. Farm 550 You shall
not lead your blend-corne so soone as you doe your cleane
Wheat, or your cleane Rie. 1798 W. HUTTON A utolnog. 1 1 A
sixpenny loaf of coarse bleneorn bread. 1855 WhilbyGloss.
Blende (blend). A/in. Also 8 blend, [a. Ger.

blende, from blenden to deceive : so called ' be-
cause while often resembling galena, it yielded no
lead' (Dana) ;

= blendendes c>~ '

deceiving ore
'

(Grimm). Hence also called pseudogalena, and

sphalerite from cr^aAtpos deceitful.] Sulphide of
zinc occurring as a native crystalline mineral.

1683 [cf. BLENDY]. 1733 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Blende..
called by some mock-lead. 1780 Specif. M. Sanderson's
Patent No. 1243. 3 Decomposed or calcined blend. 1812
SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 373 Zinc is procured from
blende by a similar operation. Ibid. 377 In the blendes or

supposed sulphurets of /inc. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem.
230 The chief ores of zinc are the sulphide or blende, etc.

b. ? Formerly used of other metallic sulphides,
or worthless ores. (Cf. HORNBLENDE.)
1781 J. DILLON Trav. Spain 271 There is no doubt but

that it is cobalt, of which that state is the blend.

Ble'nded,///. a. [f. BLEND z/.2-t-ED.] Mingled,
intermixed.
1621 H. KING Sermon 26 A blended mixture of the quali-

ties. 1636 MILTON State Lett. Wks. (1851) 375 The confus'd
and blended havock of Fire and Sword. 1796 BI-RKK AY*;/! .

Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 370 Flowing in one blended stream.

1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 175 The blended hymn of past,
present, and future.

Blender (ble-ndaji. One who or that which
blends ; an implement for blending pigments.
1872 C. KING Sierra Nev. x. 208 He neatly rubbed up the

white and sienna with his 'blender.' 1884 /'.;// Mall G.

5 Sept. 6/2 A blender [of tobaccos] is born not made.

Blending (ble-ndiij), vbl. s/>.
[f.

as prec. +
-INC. 1.] The process of mixing intimately ;

the

resulting state
;
a harmonious mixture.

1793 Act. Geo. Iff, civ. 25 in Oxf. f, Cam/: Enactm.
109 The blending of money belonging to different Colleges.
1816 BYRON Ch. Har. in. xlvi, A blending of all beauties.

1855 // 'hitby Gloss., Blcndings, a minglement of beans and
peas. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. ii. 6 (1882) 88 This blending
of the t\\ o races.

Ble'uding, ///. a. That blends.

1642 W. PRICE Sermon 41 The Text may be meant of a

blending mixture in Religion. 1812 Examiner 30 Nov.
763/2 Gradations . . soft and blending. 1873 TRISTRAM Moali
iii. 50 Parted, .without any blending belt of . . scrub.

Bleudous (ble-ndas), a. A/in.
[f.

BLENDE +

-ous.] Pertaining to or containing blende.

1847 in CRAIG.

Blendtire .ble-ndidi). rare. Blending, mixture.

1701 Afisiu. P. Hurly's Vind. 6 The blendure and con-
junction of things at some distance from each other.

1806-31 A. KNOX Rem. (1844) I. 55 The aristocratic cha-
racter has been injured by a neutralizing blendure.

Blendy (ble-ndi), a. [f. BLENDE + -Y.] Con-

taining blende.

1683 PETTUS Fleta Min. I. (1686) 290 Lead oars . . taken
from flinty, blendy, or mountainous places.

fBlenge, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [cf. blend and

menge to mingle.] trans. To mingle, mix up.
.
'573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 190 Backbiting talk that flatter-

ing blabs know wily how to blenge.

Blenheim (ble-nem, -inv. Name of the Duke
of Marlborough's house, near Woodstock, Oxford-
shire

; used to distinguish, a. A breed of spaniels ;

b. Blenheim Orange, a golden-coloured apple.
1851 MAYHEW Land. Lab. n. 62 (Hoppel A good fancy

breed of King Charleses' or
'

Blenheims.' 1879 JEFFERIF.S
Wild Li/t; S. County 173 In the fork of a great apple tree
a Blenheim orange trie missel-thrush has built her nest.

1882 Garden 13 May 321/1 The Blenheim Orange is not a
good bearer when young.
t Blenk, v. Obs. Forms : 4 blenken, 4-7

blenk. Pa. t. 4 bleynte, blenkede, blenkyt,
-it, blenknyt, 4-6 blenked. Pa. pple. 5 blent.

[Partly the northern equivalent of BLENCH v., part-

ly the earlier equivalent of modern BLINK, pre-

sentingthe etymological difficulties of both words.]
I. = BLENCH.

1. trans. To blind, deceive, cheat ;
= BLENCH i.

fi 1000 BlenceS [see BLENCH i]. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2483
Let no blyndnes you blenke.

2. intr. To start aside, so as to elude anything ;

to flinch, swerve
;
= BLENCH vl 2.

c 1300 Cursor M. 7668 [Saul] ban hent a sper scarp to stair
him bpru vnto be wau, bot dauid sagh and blenked lau [v.r.
blenkid, blenched bis}. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 115 For

115-2
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bise ne salle }e blenk, bpt hold vp ber honoure. a 1330 Otuel
460 He wolde haue smiten otu\vel, & he blenkte swibe wel,
And roulond smot be stede broun.

3. trans. To turn aside, raise (the eyes, eyebrows) ;

BLENCH t>.l 4.
c 1400 MELAYNE 570 He wolde noghte say

'

good morn-
ynge,

1

ne ones his browes blenke.

4. To cheat, disappoint, disconcert, bilk ; or ? to

turn aside or away. rare.
?<i 1400 MortcArth. 2858 We salle blenke theire boste, for

alle theire bold profire.

5. trans. To make pale, to blanch. Cf. BLENCH v .
2

c 1400 Melayne 1359 A newe tydynge That blenkede all

his blee. a 1600 Felon Some Rokeby, The Sewe . . rudely
rushed at the freer That blynked all his blee.

II. = the later BLINK.
6. intr. To shine, glitter, gleam.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synnc 428 A nyjt whan bou

slepys . . Before by yjen hy t blenkys. c 1340 Gaw . ty Gr. Knt.

799 Vp on bastel-rouez, bat blenked ful quyte. 1375 BAR-
BOUR Bruce vm. 217 The sone . . That blenknyt on the

scheldis braid. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 349 Bemes
bricht blenkand on euerilk bench. 1605 in Foxe's A. fy M.
(1684) III. 942 The Sun blenks often hottest to foretel a

following showr.

7. To glance, cast a glance, give a look ; to look

up (from sleep) ;
= BLINK 3, 4 a.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 3111 pei lokede a boute & bleynte bi

hinde be busch & sei^en. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vl. 633 The
King . . blenkit hym by And saw the twa-some. Ibid. vn.

203 The kyiiL^ blenkit vp hastely, And saw his man slepand
him by. c 1450 HENHYSON Mor. Fab. 83 The Wolfe was
ware, and blenked him behind. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon.
i. 326 Backwert he blent to give them knawledging. a 1625
JAS. I. in U'Isradi Cur. Lit. (1866) 174/1 Scarshe, but at
stolen moments, having the leisure to blenk upon anypaper.

Blenk, s/>.
1 north, f. BLENCH, trick, stratagem.

t Blenk, sb.z north. Obs. [f.
BLENK v. ; now,

like the vb., represented by BLINK.]
1. A sudden gleam of light.
c 1340 Cursor M. 19648 (Fairf.) No}t a blenke mu}t he se.

1513 DOUGLAS SEneis vn. ix. 113 The bricht mettell . . Qu-
haron the son blenkis betis clere.

2. A glance of the eye ; usually, a bright, cheer-

ful glance.
c 1440 York Myst. xxviii. 259, I will no more be abasshed

for blenke of thy blee. c 1450 \Visd. Sol. in Ratis Rav. 21
Na wys men suid behald the bewte of women that thai be
nocht tan with thar suet blenkis. 1533 STEWART Cron.
Scot. I. 31 The }oung virgeins with blenkis amorus.

t Ble'nking, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. BLENK v. +

-ixti.lj Glancing, blinking.
t 1450 HICNRYSON Test. Creseide, The swete visage and

amorous blenking.

Blenne, obs. form of BLEND v*
Blennioid (ble'niioid), a. and sb. A. adj.

Allied to the BLENNY. B. sb. A fish of this kind
1865 Reader No. no. 143/2 Fishes which resemble at first

Gadoids or Blennioids.

BleilllO-, blenil-, a. Gr. &\iwo-s, /3AtWa,

mucus, in which sense it is extensively used in

combination in Pathology ;
as in Blennoge'nic,

Blenno-genous <;., generating or producing mucus.
Ble'nnoid a., resembling mucus. Blennor-
rha/gia, Bleimo-rrhcea (,-rra), discharge of

mucus ; hence Blennorrha'gic (-ne-d^ik), Blen-
norrlio'ic a.

1859 Toon Cycl. Anal, fy Phys. V. 617/2 Catarrh or blen-

norrhcea of the mucous membrane. 1861 BUMSTEAD Ven.
Dis. (1879) M2 Five of these cases were not blennorrhagic.

Blenny (ble-ni). [ad. L. blennius (in Pliny),
f. Gr. /3Aei/i/os; so called from /3Aewos slime, in

reference to the mucous coating of its scales.]
A genus of small spiny-finned fishes, of which

several species frequent the British coasts.

['753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., The common Blennius of

authors. 1769 PENNANT Zool. III. 173.] 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist.dMn) II. m. i. 295 The Blennius or Blenny. 1863 H.
PENNELL Angter-nat. 394 Viviparous fishes, such as the

Sharks, Blennies, etc.

Blensoh, obs. form of BLENCH, BLEMISH.

Blent, ///. a. [f. BLEND v.%] Mingled.
1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlcm. xliii, The habits of the different

ranks were less blent than now. 1876 Dan. Der. vm.
Ixiii. 566 That blent transmission must go on.

Blent, obs. form of BLEND vl (Perhaps sense 2

is meant by the following :

1530 PALSGR. 457/2, I blentc, I lette or I hynder . . This
terme is to moche northerne.

t Blent(e, obs. pa. t. and pple. of BLENCH,
BLEND, BLENK, v.

Bleo, Bleoman : see BLEE, BLOMAN.

Blepharo- ble-faw), a. Gr. 0\t<papo-v eyelid ;

used in numerous terms of Pathology, etc. : as

Blepharitis, inflammation of the eyelids. Ble'-

pharopla sty, the operation of supplying any
deficiency caused by wound or lesion of the eyelid ;

hence Ble-pharopla-gtic a. Ble'pharospasm,
spasm of the orbicular muscle of the eyelids.

Ble'pharostat, an instrument for fixing the eyelid

during operations in the eye. (Syd. Soc. Lex.)
1872 F. THOMAS Dis. Wotttcn 137 The same relation which

blepharospasm [bears] to the lids. 1875 H. WALTON Dis.

Eye 332 Blepharospasm, by which the eyelids are violently
and persistently closed.

Blere, obs. form of BLEAK.

Bles, obs. form of BLAZE sb.

ii Bles-bok (ble-sbpk). Also bless bok, ble'ss-

buck. [Du ,
f. ties blaze on forehead + bok goat.]

A South African antelope, the Gazella albifrons.
1824 BURCHELL Trav. II. 33^ The Blesbok is so called

from having a white mark on its forehead. 1869 E. GRAY
Guide Brit. Museum 2 The Blessbok, Hartebeest, and
Sassaybe of South Africa. 1879 ATCHERLEY Boerlattd 73
The bless-buck, a larger antelope than the [spring-buck].

Blesce, obs. form of BLESS v.i

t Ble'sche, v. Obs. Also 3 blessen, blissen.

[ME. bleschen, blessen, identical with MDu. bles-

sc/ien (mod.Du., and LG. blusschen) to extinguish
or quench, taken to represent an OTeut. *bi-

laskjan, f. bi-, BE- + laskjan, OHG. lesken to

quench, extinguish (MHG., MLG. and late MDu.
lesschen, mod.G. Ib'schen), causal of OHG. leskan

(MHG. leschen, mod.Ger. also loscheri) to 'go out
'

as fire. How it came into ME. does not appear.]
trans. To quench, extinguish ; fig. to put a stop

to, blot out.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 553 So cam on werlde wreche and

wrake for to blissen swilc sinnes same. Ibid.^k^ Fier is

on hem bisiden list . . Moyses it blessede wio his bede.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 39/2 Bleschyn, or qwenchyn [1499
blesshyn], txtulguo.
Hence Bleaching vbl. sb.

c 1440 Proinp. Pan'.
, Bleschynge, or qwenchynge of fyre.

Blese, obs. f. BLAZE sb. 1 and BLESS z/.
1

t Blesrloqnent, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L.

*blizsi-Ioqiient-em, I. bl&sus lisping, stammering +

loquent-em speaking.]
'

Broad-spoken, or that

speaks stammeringly. Blount Glossogr. 1656.
Thence in PHILLIPS and BAILEY.

Blesome, obs. form of BLISSOM.

Bless (bles), z.l Forms : I bloedsian, bld-
sian, bl^tsian, 2 bletsien, bleteeen, blecen,
bleccen, 2-3 bledsen, bletsen, ( Orm.} blettcenn,
blettsenn, 2-4 blescen, 2-5 blessen, 3 blet-

seijen, bleaci, blicen, 3-4 blixen, blissen, 4
blisee, blis, blist, 3-7 blesse, bliss e, 5blysoh(e,
blyssh(e, 5-6 blysse, 7- bless. Pa. t. and pple.

blessed, blest (arch, and poet.} ; in i bl^dsod,
bleisod, 2-3 bledsed, 2-5 bletsed, bleeeed,
blesoed, bliseed, 2- blessed, 5- blest. [OE.
bloedsian, Hcdsian, bletsian: not found elsewhere in

Teutonic, but formed on the OTeut. type *blodiso-

jan, f. *bloilo-m (OE. blod) blood : cf. OE. mildsian,

miltsian, ME. MILCE, to be mild, show pity ; also,
for the formation, OE. ricsian to rule = OHG.
richison : OTeut. *rtkisojan, f. *rtk-s, Goth.
wits ruler, king. (An equally satisfactory deriva-

tion of blttsiaii, if it were the original form, would
be from blot sacrifice, on O.Teut. type *bl6tis6jan ;

but besides that bloedsian actually occurs earlier,

the change of tis to is is phonetically natural,
while the reverse is not.) The etymological

meaning was thus ' to mark (or affect in some

way) with blood (or sacrifice); to consecrate'.

But the sense-development of the word was greatly
influenced by its having been chosen at the Eng.
conversion to render L. bencduere, and Gr. tv\oytiv,
which started from a primitive sense of '

speak
well of or to, eulogize, praise,' but were themselves
influenced by being chosen to translate Heb.

~|"n, primarily
' to bend,' hence 'to bend the knee,

worship, praise, bless God, invoke blessings on,
bless as a deity.' Hence, a long and varied series

of associations, heathen, Jewish, and Christian,
blend in the Eng. uses of bless and blessing. Senses

4-6 arise mainly from bencJicere, tv\o-fiiv. At a

very early date the popular etymological con-

sciousness began to associate this verb with the sb.

BLISS 'benignity, blitheness, joy, happiness,' which
affected the use of both words (see esp. senses 7,

8). and led to occasional ME. spelling of the vb.

with /', y.
The/a. t. and pple . are now generally spelt blessed, though

always pronounced Ablest) in modern prose ; the pple. may
be pronounced (ble'sedi in verse, or liturgical reading. As
an adj. iW?w*</(ble'sed) is now the regular prose form, but the
archaic blest is frequent in verse, and traditional phrases as

e.g. 'the Isles of the Blest.']

Orig. meaning (prob.), To make 'sacred' or 'holy'
with blood ; to consecrate by some sacrificial rite

which was held to render a thing inviolable from

profane use of men and evil influence of men or

demons. (The streaking of the lintel and door-

posts with blood, ExoJ. xii. 23, to mark them as

holy to the Lord and inviolable by the destroying
angel, was apparently the kind of idea expressed
by bldedsian in pre-christian times. Cf. also the

history of the Latin words consecrare and sacri-

ficium?) Hence, in historical use :

I. To make sacred, consecrate, hallow.

1. trans. To consecrate (a thing) by a religious

rite, the utterance of a formula or charm ; in later

times by a prayer committing it to God for his

patronage, defence, and prospering care, as in to

blessfood, to ask God's blessing on it (cf. 5).
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 26 Se Htelend nam hlaf and

hyne bletsode and braec. c xaoo ORMIN 17193 patt waterr
ban iss att te funnt Blettcedd wibb Codes wordess. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xi. 229 Tyl he blessed and brak be bred
bat bei eten. 1:1400 Apol. Loll. 30 If be prest sacre Crist
wan he blessib be sacrament of God in be auter. a 1593
H. SMITH Sertn. 1.1637) 3?6 Before thou hast blessed it with
prayer, thou hast no promise it shall prosper. 1596 SHAKS.
Merck, y. m. ii. 79. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerent, iv.

iv. 20 It was behoofefull for their cause, distinctly and
severally to blisse those Elements. 1649 MILTON Eikon.
Wks. 1738 I. 427 Where the Master is too resty, or too rich
to.. bless his own Table. 1798 SOUTHEY Bp. Brttno\1\is.
VI. 149 And now the bishop had blest the meat.

f b. To consecrate (a person) to a sacred office.

1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) J>a was he [Henry II] to

king bletcsed in Lundene. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 563 And
was blessud Abbas in b1 same place. Ibid. 1 168 pen was
Alfyne y blessud Abbas of b1

plase.
2. spec. To sanctify or hallow by making the sign

of the cross ; usually as a defence against evil agen-
cies, esp. refl. and absol. To cross oneself, arch.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John viii. 48 Ahne bloedsade ue usic

I'd saegnade \ntistransl. t7/"nonne bene dicimus nos?] a 1225
Ancr. R. 290 Breid up bene rode stef, & sweng him a^ean
a uour halue bene helle dogge. pet nis nout elles bute
blesce be al abuten mid te eadie rode tocne. 1:1500 Yng.
Children's Bk. in Babees Bk. (1868) 17 Aryse be tyme oute
of thi bedde, And blysse bi brest & thi forhede. 1562 J.
HEYWOOD Prov. <y Epigr. (1867! 91, I nother nod forsleepe
. .nor blisse for spirites. 1577 HOLISSHED Citron. I. 157/2
Blesse your eies with the signe of the crosse, and trie

whether you can see that I see. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais
i. xxxv, When they heard these words, some, .blest them-
selves with both hands, thinking, .that he had been a devil

disguised. 1719 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. II. xlvii. 47,
I fancy I see you bless yourself at this terrible relation.

b. To bless oneselffrom : see 3 b.

t c. To bless into, out : to change into, cast out,

by making the sign of the cross. Obs.

1534 MORE Passion Wks. (1557) 1273/1 When the dyuell
fyrste casteth any proude vayne thoughte into our mynd. .

let vs forthwith make a crosse on our breast, and blesse it

oute. 1589 NASHE Pasquils Ret. Wks. 1885 1. 93 One Pope
or other, .blest me into a stone to stoppe my mouth.

d. Not to have a penny to bless oneself with : in

allusion to the cross on the silver penny (cf.

Ger. Kretizer}, or to the practice of crossing the

palm with a piece of silver.

1557 NORTH Gneitara's Diall Pr. (1619) 625/2 The pesti-
lence ofpenny, .he hath in his purse to blesse himself with.

1562 J. HEYWOOD PrffV. fy Episr. (1867) 73 He had not . .

one peny to blisse him. 1861 GKO. ELIOT Silas M., I have
not a shilling to bless myself with.

t e. humorously (with allusion to holy water.

1609 Man in tlie Moone 1 1 Bless his beard with a bazen
of water, least he burne it.

f3. To protect or guard, save, keep//w (evil) :

said of God, supernatural influence, a charm or

prayer ; also loosely of other things. Obs.

c'ii75 Lamb. Horn. 59 From alle. uuele he seal blecen us.

1543 BECON ffcw V. Gift Wks. (1843) 315 With such I love
not to meddle. God bless me from them ! 1594 NASHE
Un/ort. Trav. 43 Kisse the ground as holy ground which
she vouchsafed to blesse from barrennes by her steppes.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, m. iii. 5 God blesse the Prince from
all the Pack of you. 1596 SPENSER_ F. Q. \. ii. 18 Glauncing
down his shield from blame him fairly blest. 1632 MILTON
Penseroso 83 Or the bellmans drowsy charm To bless the
doors from nightly harm. 1646 FULLER IVoiinded Consc.

(1841)349 God bless you and yours from fire. 1650 BP.
HALL Cases Consc. 181 Doubtlesse, the Devill is a most
skilful! Artist . . but God blesse us from imploying him. 1855
KINGSLEY Wcstiv. Hoi ii. (Traditional Spell)

'

Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and John, Bless the bed that I lie on.'

) D. refl. To guard oneself ,with God's help)

from, keep out of the way of, give a wide berth to,

shun, eschew. (Sometimes, probably, by crossing

oneself, as in sense i.) Obs.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. m. xix. 411 If thilk doctor . . hadde

blessid him silf fro this, .perel. 1530 PALSGR. 458/1, I wyll
never medle with hym, if I may blesse me from hym. 1549
CHALONER Erasm. Morix Enc. E ivb.Whiche ofyou woulde
not lothe and blisse you from the company of suche maner
a man. 1618 RALEIGH Rene, 1 1644) 97 From Suretieship, as

from a Man-slayer, or Enchanter, blesse thy self. 1622

FLETCHER Span. Curate \. i. 27 Blesse yourselves from the

thought of him and her. 1651 MORE Enthiis. Triittnpfr.

(1656) 172 Bless thee from madness, Tom, and all will be

well. 1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fatlwm (1784) 137/2 He blessed

himself from such customers.

II. To hold or call holy ; to extol as holy (see

Isa. vi. 3, Rev. iv. 8), divine, gracious.
4. To call holy ;

to extol, praise, or adore (God)
as holy, worthy of reverence.
a looo Ctfdmon's Daniel 400 (Gr.) We Sec bletsiad, Faeder

xlmihtig. cioooAgs. Psalter xcvfi]. 2 SingaS nu drihtne

and his soorie naman bealde bletsiaS. t 1173 Lamb. Horn.

57 pi nome beo iblecced. c 1305 Deo Gratias in E. E. P.

(1862) 125 To ^pnke and blesse hym we be bounde. 1382
WYCLIF Jus lii. 9 In it we blessen God the fadir, and in it

we cursen men. 1593 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. iii. 4 The
Creator .. alone to be blessed, adored and honoured of all

for ever. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. II. xxxi. 189 The subject of

Magnifying and Blessing, being Power. 1825 J. MONT-
GOMERY Hymn 'Stand up and bless' 6 Stand up and bless

the Lord, The Lord your God adore.

5. esp. with an added notion of thanksgiving or
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acknowledgement of gracious beneficence or good-
ness : To praise or extol with grateful heart

;

' to

glorify for benefits received
'

(J.)

a. orig. God or his attributes.
c loco Ags. Gosp. Luke i. 68 Gebletsod [Lindisf. gebloed-

sad] si drihten israhela god, forbam be he geneosode. 1382
WYCLIF ibid. Blessid be the Lord God of Israel, for. .[CRAK-
MER, Praysed be], f 1440 York Myst. xii. 217 Blest be bou
ay, For be grace bou has me lente. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W.
de W. 1531) 251 To laude and blesse god for his goodnes.
1596 SHAKS. Tom. Shr. iv. v. 18 Then God be blesst, it is

the blessed Sunne. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc ii. 309, I

. -blest my God I was not such as he. 1843 NEALE Hymns
for Sick 44 But Thy Love Oh give me grace to bless It

every hour !

b. other influences, e.g. one's stars, one's fortune
or luck, the day of one's birth, etc. Now generally
in a more or less ludicrous sense : To thank, at-

tribute one's good fortune to.

c 1440 Ywaine Sf Gaiv. 3344 Folk . . blissed the time that he
was born, a 1845 HOOD Pauper's Christmas Carol iii,

Ought not I to bless my stars? 1846 Punch IX. 13 Let
me bless my prudence.

c. persons : see 6 b, which sometimes passes
into 'praise or extol with grateful regard.'

III. To declare to be supernaturally favoured ;

to pronounce or make happy.
6. To pronounce words that confer (or are held

to confer) supernatural favour and well-being.
a. Said of a superior,!. e. of one entitled to speak

in God's name, a priest or sacred person (e.g.
Balaam, Moses), an aged or dying parent (e.g. Isaac,

Jacob) ; also of God himself. When said of men,
the sense has passed into that of officially or pater-
nally commending to divine protection and favour.
c lopo jELFRic Gen. xxvii. 4 Bring me bait ic ete, and ic be

bletsi^e ser bam be ic swelte. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark x. 16
Da beclypte he hi, and his handa ofer hi settende bletsode
{Lindisf. gebledsade, Ritsfnv. gibletsade, Hatton bletsede]
hi. c 1*05 LAY. 32157 Me and mine wiue! he seal blet-

sei^en & scriue. a 1300 Cursor M. 637 God ham blesset
and bad ham brede, and multiply, c 1383 WYCLIF Sel.
Wks. HI. 323 J)ei cursen hem bat God blisseb. 1388Numb, xxiii. n What is this that thou doist? Y clepide
thee that thou schuldist curse myn enemyes, and a^enward
thou blessist hem [1382 blessest to hem], <ri4io LOVE
Bonavent.Mirr. xv. 38 (Gibbs MS.), After he hadde i blessed
hem wente vppe ajayne to heuene. 1349 Bk. Cam. Prayer,
Confirm., Then shal the Busshop blisse the children, thus
saying. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. m. vii, Stood prompt to
bless or ban.

b. Of one not a superior : Piously to invoke
God's blessing upon, to commend gratefully and

affectionately to God's favour, to load with one's
devout good wishes ; to speak well of and wish
well to.

1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. (1810) 97, I blisse Anselme ber-
fore. c 1330 Amis ty Ami/. 344 Men blisted him, bothe bon
and blodTThat euer him gat and bare. 1613 SHAKS. Hen.
VIII, in. i. 54 To taint that honor euery good Tongue
blesses. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 821 So disinherited how
would ye bless Me now your Curse ! 1712 STEELE Spect.
No. 264 p i The Fatherless . . and the Stranger bless his un-
seen Hand in their Prayers. 1742 W. COLLINS Ode vi, By
all their country's wishes blest. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem.
cxix, I .. think of early days and thee, And bless thee.

7. To confer well-being upon ;
'to make happv ;

to prosper, make successful' (J.): orig. said of
God

;
in later use also of men and things, but

generally with an implication of their conferring
instrumentally a divine blessing. (Here the as-

sociation of bless with bliss becomes apparent.)
a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 2357 (Gr.) Ic Ismael estum wille

bletsian. a 1300 Hymn to God 16 in Trin. Coll. Hom. App.
258 Louerd >u vs blesce. 1388 WYCLIF Gat. xxxix. 5 And
the Lord blesside the hows [1382 to the hows] of Egipcian
for Joseph. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Matrim., Look, O
Lord, mercifully upon them from heaven, and bless them.

1578 Glide q GodlieBallates(iS6Z)(i5 Blis, blissit God, thir
iftes gude Quhilk thow hes geuin to be our fude. 1596
HAKS. Merck. V.

ly.
i. 186 It [mercy] is twice blest, It

blesseth him_ that giues, and him that takes. 1597 2
Hen. IV, i. ii. 248 Heauen blesse your Expedition. 1697
DRYDEN Virg, Georg. iv. 729 But she return'd no more, to
bless his longing Eyes. 1718 POPE Iliad \. 144 When first

her blooming beauties bless'd my arms. 1813 BYRON Giaour
1115, I have possess'd, And come what may, I have been
blest. 1848 THACKKRAY I'an. Fair xxxi,

' God bless the
meat,' said the Major's wife, solemnly. 1850 LYNCH Theo.
Trin.v. 88 To say that good gives pleasure seems poor ex-

pression of the truth that it blesses us.

b. To make happy witk some gift : orig. of
God as the giver ; also of persons or things. (In
the first example, blitsian may be really ^ MiSsian,
BLISS.)

Charter of Osivulf (Sweet O. /;. T. 444) >aett<

fr.
v. (Arb.) 30, I will blesse your eares with a very pretty story.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. 11. i. 124 You may thank your selfe . -

That would not bfesse our Europe with your daughter. 1650
BAXTER Saint's R. in. (1654) 4 Return him hearty thanks
upon my knees, that ever he blessed his Word in my mouth
with such, .success. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull 11755) 30
Mrs. Bull . . blessed John with three daughters. 1767 FORDYCE
Serin. Vug. Worn. I. i. 14 Are you . . blest with parents?
1839 BAILEY Festus i, To bless him with salvation.

8. /Y/?. To account or call oneself supremely

917

happy ;
to congratulate or felicitate oneself, with,

in, that.

1611 BIBLE Jcr. iv. 2 The nations shall blesse themselues
in him, and in him shall they glorie. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
Bulk t Sclv. To Rdr., I . . blisst my self that I was there.

1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. (1879) 246 Old men have blessed
themselves with this mistake. 1839 BAILEY Fcstns iv, To
. . bask, and bless myself, Upon the broad bright bosom.

; Iii ME., and above all by Wyclif, bless was
construed with to, app. in imitation of bencdicere
alicui of the Vulgate.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17890 To cure lord iesu crist Je blisse.

c 1380 WYCLIF Scrm. Sel. Wks. 1 1. 249 Cristenc men shulden
blesse to pber bat pursuen hem here. 1382 Gen. i. 21 And
God . .

bjisside to hem, seiynge, Growith, etc. Ibid. xii. 3,
I shal

blis^to
thoo that blissen thee.

IV. Exclamatory, elliptical and ironical uses.

9. In exclamatory invocations and ejaculations
of surprise ; a. in sense 3, as God bless me ! ellipti-

cally bless me! bless (also save) the mark! (see

MARK), b. in sense 7, as (God) bless you!
a. 1590 SHAKS. Mills. N. iv. ii. 14 A Paramour is(God blesse

vs) a thing of nought. 1646 MILTON Sonn. xi. 5 Cries the stall-

reader, 'Bless us! what a word on A title-page is this !'

1709 STEELE Taller No. 25 T 10 Bless me ! Sir, there's no
Room for a Question. 1752 MRS. LENNOX Few. Quix. I.

m. v. 161 ' Lord bless me, madam '* said Lucy, excessively
astonished. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Ctiuz. v. 50 'Bless my
life !

'

said Mr. Pecksniff, looking up. 1849 Dav. Copp.
xii. 138

' Bless and save the man '

. .

' how he talks !

'

1851
RUSKIN King Gold. Riv. i. (1856) 12

'

Bless my soul !' said
Schwartz when he opened the door.
b. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. i. 77 God blesse my Ladies, arc

they all in loue? 1732 FIELDING Miser v. i. (17751 67 Bless
her heart ! good lady ! 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xxix,
Bless you, my child, bless you ! 1872 RUSKIX Fors Clar.
II. xx. 8 The Colonel might have said '

Bless you, my
children,' in the tenderest tones.

10. Hence, To bless oneself: to ejaculate
' God

bless me !

'

or other exclamation of surprise, vexa-

tion, or mortification.

1615 T. ADAMS Black Din'. 71 He . .would blesse himselfe
to think that so little a thing could extend itself to such a
capacity. 1665 PEPYS Diary i Apr., How my Lord Trea-
surer did bless himself, crying he could do no more, etc.

"111. In many senses (esp. 5 b, 7, 8, 9, 10) bless

is used euphemistically or ironically for a word
of opposite meaning,

'

curse, damn,' etc.

1812 Miss AUSTEN Mans/. P. xviii, Could Sir Thomas
look in upon us just now, he would bless himself. 1838
DICKENS c>. Twist xiii, An emphatic and earnest desire to
be ' blessed

'

ifshe would. 1878 H. SMART Play or Pay viii.

(ed.j) 156 Fuming, blessing himself, dashing himself.

V. Comb., as f blcss-bcggar, a thing to bless a

beggar with, (ironical.)
1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1860) 33 My quarter staffe, is

it not a blesse-begger thinke you?
t BleSS, v.'2 Obs. Also 4-6 blyss(e, bliss,

[a. F. blesse-r : OF. bkcier to injure, wound : cf.

BLEOHE. Often associated with BLESS v. 1
, either

humorously or in ignorance. (The sense of the
second quotation is doubtful : cf. BLESS D.3

N

] To
wound, hurt; to beat, thrash, drub.
[c 1325 Coerdc L. 546 Whenne I hym had a strok i-fet, And

wolde have blyssyd hym bet. ^1350 Will. Palerne 1192
[He] blessed so wib his bri}t bront aboute in eche side

bat, what rink so he rau}f he ros neuer after.] 1526 SKELTON
Magnyf. 1641, I have hym coryed, beten and blyst. 1545
ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.l 145 As thoughe they woulde tournc
about and blysse all the feelde. 1575 j. STILL Gainm. Gnrtcii
in. iii, Tarry, thou knave. . I shall make these hands bles>
thee. 1577 HELLOWES Gucnara's Fam. Ep. 237 When he
did leuell toshoote, he blessed himselfe with his peece, and
killed them with the pellat. 1612 SHELTON Quix. I. iii. 173
That of the Battle . . when they bless'd your Worship's
Cheek Teeth.

t Bless, vJ Obs. Also 6 blesse, bliss. [Much
affected by Spenser : perhaps taken from such a
use as that quoted from William of Paleme under
BLESS v.-

; perhaps, as others think,
'

to flourish as

in making the sign of the cross' : cf. BLESS z/.
1 2

(quot. 1225), also 3 (quot. 1596). In any case it

can hardly be an independent word.] trans, and
absol. To wave about, brandish

;
also trans, to

brandish round an object with a weapon''.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. v. 6 They . . burning blades about

their heades doe blesse. Ibid. I. viii. 22 His sparkling blade
about his head he blest. Ibid. vi. viii. 13 And with his club
him all about so blist. That he which way to turne him
scarcely wist. 1600 FAIRFAX Ttisso ix. Ixvii, His armed
head with his sharpe blade he blest.

t Bless, sb. Obs.
[f. BLESS .'; but perhaps

confused with BLISS
sb.'] A blessing.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 45 The viii beatitude,,
otherwyse called the viii blesses. 1725 POPE Odyss. xv. 202
This promised bless.

Bless, obs. form of I ! 1. 1 > .

Blessbok, -buck, var. of BLES-BOK, antelope.
Blessed, blest (.ble-sed, blest), ///. a. [f.

BLESS z/.l + -ED. For the forms and pronunciation
see note under BLESS

z/.]

1. Consecrated, hallowed, holy ; consecrated by
a religious rite or ceremony.
c I

*! .
Tr'' Coll. Horn. 25 Bledsed be pi name on us,

saHctilcetur nomen tnum. a 1300 Cursor M. 21677 pat
blisced lambs blod. 1504 Will'm RifonCh. Acts 295 Afore
the blissed rode. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (1852) 95 A
proclamacion for the blyssyd sacrament. 1578 Cade 4-

BLESSEDLY.
Gcdlic Ballatcs (1868! 177 Manage is ane blessit band.
1688 STRADLING Serin. 195 Who receive him worthily in the
Blessed Sacrament. 1839 MARRYAT Pliant. Ship i, I . .dipped
my finger in the blessed water. 1855 BROWNING Holy Cross
Day, Blessedest Thursday's the fat of the week.
2. That is the object of adoring reverence, ador-

able, worthy to be blessed by men.
c 1230 /fali Meid. 47 Ihesu crist leue be burn his blescede

nome. a 1240 Lofsong in Colt. Hom. 209 t>urh bine eadi
flesche and bine iblescede blode. c 1380 WYCLIF Serm.
(Sel. Wks.) I. 131 Crist . . in his blessid passioun. a 1400
Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. (1867) 39 In his Godhede
so blyschede. 1493 Petronylia 32 Oure blessyd lorde Iesu.

1556 Will'm Ripon Ch. Acts 361 Our blissed lady saunte
Mary. 1656 H. MORE Antid. Ath. ill. x. (16621 119 Crying
out,

'

Blessed God, what's here to do.' 1868 Bp. WORDS-
WORTH Hymn, 'Hark, tlit sound of Holy voices,' In the
Beatific Vision Of the Blessed Trinity.
3. Enjoying supreme felicity; happy, fortunate.

bleste that euer bare chylde. c 1410 OCCLEVE Mother of
God 24 Among all wommen blessed thow be. 1592 SMAKS.
yen. <v Ad. 466 Blessed bankrupt, that by love so thriveth.

16^0 HOWELL Dodona's Gr. (1645) 69 The blessedst of mortal
Wights. 1790 BURNS Tarn o' Skantcr, Kings may be blest,
but Tain was glorious. 1875 JOWETT Plato ied. 2) I. 14 If
to beauty is added temperance, then blessed art thou.

b. Enjoying the bliss of heaven, beatified (cf. f).
1475 lik. wo&ksse 3 Men . . whiche as verray trew martirs

and blissid souls have taken theire last ende by werre. 1572
R. H. Lavatcriis' Ghostes (1596) 102 Cselum Empircum . .

which they say is the scale ordeined for the blissed sort.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n. vii. 38 And there lie rest, as after
much turmoile A blessed soule doth in Elizium. 1667 MIL-
TON P. L. in. 136 The blessed Spirits elect.

c. absol. The beatified saints; those in paradise.
c izoo Trin. Coll. Hom. 173 Cume3 ibledsede and undcr-

foS eche lif. 1331 ROBINSON tr. Morc's Utop. 118691 148 It

were anvnconvenient thinge that the blessed shoulde not be
at libertie to goo whether they woulde. 1675 DRYIJKN
Aurcngz. I. i. 144 T' augment the number of the Bliss'd
above. 1810 SoyTHEY Kckatna xn. i, The joys which
Heaven hath destin'd for the blest. 1863 TENNYSON Wages
8 She desires no isles of the blest, no quiet seats of the just.
4. Bringing, or accompanied by, blessing or

happiness ; pleasurable, joyful, blissful.

1458 IMS. Christ's IIosp. A bingdon in Dom. A rckit. 111.41
Another blissed bcsines is brigges to make. 1526 Pile;''.

Pcrf.W. de W. 1531) 150 There foloweth the moost blessed
effecte. 1660 PEPYS Diary 23 May, The Royalle company
by themselves [dined] in the coach, which was a blessed

blessed unconsciousness and ignorance of childhood.

b. Of plants and herbs : Endowed with healing
virtues

; hence in plant names ( Lat. bcnedictiis),
as blessed rose, ?the peony; blessed thistle,
Caniuns bcnedictus

; (erroneously) C. Marianus.
1563 HVLL^J?-^ Garden. 11593' Io2 The stalk, .beareth bi.i;

and reddish flours, of some named the blessed Rose. 1578
LYTE Dodoens iv. Ixx. 532 This Blessed Thistell is sowcn
in gardens. 1602 Metamorph. Tobacco (Collier) 44 The
blessed Thistle and Herbe-grace Had lost their names,
and been accounted base. 1608 SHAKS. Per. m. ii. 33 The
blest infusions That dwell in vegetives. 1863 PRIOR Plant-n.

24 Blessed thistle . . from the milk of the Virgin having
fallen upon its leaves, as she nursed the infant Jesus.
5. Euphemistically or ironically used for

'

curseii
'

or the like.

|cf. 1526 Br.J. CLERK Let. i3Sept. in Brewer Lett.f, I'a.

IV. 1109 Circa istud benedictum divortium.] 1806 WIND-
HAM Let. in Speeches (1812) I. 77 As one of the happy con-

sequences of our blessed system of printing debates, I am
described to-day, .as having talked a language directly the
reverse of that which I did talk. 1865 tr. Spohr's Aittobieg.
I. 221 The whole of the members, .must attend every blessed

evening in the theatre.

6. quasi-a<iW<. Blessedly.
c 1600 SHAKS. Soiin. xcii, Whats so blessed faire that feares

no blot.

7. Comb, as blessed-making.
1657 R. CARPENTER Astrology Proved Harmless 36 The

benign and blessed-making Aspect of God
t Ble'SSedfal, a. Obs. Also blestfui. [t.

prec. + -FUL: an unusual formation.] Full of bless-

ing, either as imparting it or as enjoying it.

^1300 Cursor J/. 11234 (Oott,) J?at bl[i]ssidful birth in

betheleem. C 1400 Lay-Folks Mass-Bk, App. iii. 123 pi.-,

hooly and blessydful sacramente. r 1400 Epiph. (Turnb.
1843) 123 Unto the.. we clepe and call, Thou blestfui quern.-.

1556 VERON Godly Sayings (1846) 153 That blessedful and
;\ erlastynge lyfe. a 1618 RALEIGH Pifgr. (1651) 136 Thai
happy blestfull day.

Hence Ble-ssedfully adv., Ble-ssedfulness.
a 1500 in Wright's Songs q- Carols (1847) 22 (Matz.) The

braunch so blessedfully sprong. 1526 TINDALE Rom. iv. 6
David desscribeth the ble^edfulnes ofa man. [So in 1557.]

t Ble'sseclhede. Obs. [f. BLESSED + -hede,

-HEAD.] Blessedness, beatitude.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6852 A land of blissed-hede. /biff. 23372

Fourten blUced hedes. 1340 Ayettb. 97 Virtue of zope
blyssedhede.

Blessedly (,ble-sedli), adv. Also blestly. In

a blessed manner ; fortunately, happily.
1388 WVCLII- Gen. xxx. 10 Lya seide, Blessidly. c 1420

Chron, I'ilod. 2711 Blessedlocurre .. he ladde hurre lyff.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. n. i. (1634) 104 To make him
live well and blessedly. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. i. 63 Blesbedly
holpe hither. 1640 FULLER Abel Rediv. '1867) I. 35 By



BLESSEDNESS
John Huss Jerome was blestly aided. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela I. lii. 383 All blessedly met once more ! 1870 SPUR-
GEON Treas. Dav. Ps. xl. 10 Blessedly blended in the gospel.
Blessedness (ble-sednes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The state of being blessed, esp. with
Divine favour

; felicity ; beatitude. Also concr.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17080 Qua mai tel be teind part be

blisced-nes o be ! c 1400 Epiph. (Turnb. 18-13) "4 We may
not haue full the blessednes Ofthi vysage nor of thi presence.
a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 73 Delyuered from the seuen dedly
synnes . and so to come vnto the seuen blessednesses. 1613
SHAKS. Hen. VIII, iv. ii. 66 He . . found the Blessednesse of
being little, c 1746 HERVKY Mcdil. (1753) II. 18 An Ante-
past of eternal Blessedness. 1823 LAMB ELia (1860) 305, I

haveaquiet homefeeling ofthe blessedness ofmy condition.

b. Single blessedness : used by Shaks. to express
' divine blessing accorded to a life of celibacy

'

;

hence (more or less jocularly), the unmarried state.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. \, i. 78 Earthlier happie is the Rose
distll'd, Then that which withering on the virgin thorne,
Growes, Hues, and dies, in single blessednesse. 1823 LAMBEHa (1860) 109 She was one whom single blessedness had
soured. 1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz 1 1850) 265/1 Single blessedness,
as baohelors say, or single cursedness, as spinsters think.

c. Used as a title of honour. Cf. holiness.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals I. in. 94 The Popes began to

usurp the Titles of Holiness, and Blessedness. 1848 KINGS-
LEY Saint's Trag. n. iii. 78 The Landgrave Lewis With
humble greetings prays his blessedness To make, etc.

Blesser (ble-sai). One who blesses.

1577 VAUTROL-LLIER Luther's Ep. Gal. 120 Abraham had
him for hys blesser and Sauiour. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Holy
Living (1727) 87 The. .blesser of the action.

Blessful, etc., obs. or improper f. BLISSFUL, etc.

Blessing (ble-sin), vbl. sl>. Forms : I bled-

sung, bletsung, -unge, 2 blescunge, bles-

sunge, 3 (Orm.) blettcing, bliscing, blesing,
blising, 3-4 blessyng, 4 blissinge, bluseing,
blys(s)yng, blisteing, 3-6 blessinge, blissing,

4 -6blissyng,blyssinge, blessynge, 6blyssynge,
4- blessing, [f. BLESS v. l + -ING'.]
1 1. Hallowing, consecration. Obs.

1070 O . E. Chron. i Parker MS.) Swa Thomas to bamtiman
a^ean ferde buton bletsunga. ( 1205 LAY. 13261 Na man. .

bat mihte blessinge don in [1250 vppe) ban kinge.
t b. The making the sign of the cross

; crossing
oneself. Obs.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. f, Epigr. 118671 91 This busy blis-

sing and noddyng. 1563 FOXE in Latimer's Serin, tf Rein.

118451 Intrpd. 23 The fashion of their mass . .with such . .

kissing, blissing, crouching, becking, crossing, knocking.
2. a. Authoritative declaration of divine favour

and countenance, by God or one speaking in his

name
; benediction

; passing into b. Invocation of
divine favour by any one. c. The form of words
used in this declaration or invocation.
" 85S O. E. Chron. an. 813 i Parker MS.) Mid bledsunge

[Laud MS. bletsunge] 3a?s papan. a 1131 IHd. an. 1123 Se
papa, . sende him ham Sa mid his bletsunge. c 1250 Gen. %
Kx. 1568 Fader dere, bidde ic 5e, Sat sum bliscing gif 3u
me. 1297 R. GLOUC. 421 He }af hym hys blessyng, & al

hys tresour berto. c 1315 SMOREHAM 57 The signe hys of

thys sacrement The bisschopes blessynge. c 1380 WYCLIF
Sel. Wks. III. 453 Blyssyng's of bischopis, it is a feyned
bing. 1549 Bk, Cam. Prayer, Commun. Ruhr., The Priest
. . shall let them depart with this blessing. 1610 SHAKS.
Temp. v. i. 179 All the blessings Of a glad father, compasse
thee about. 1678 N. WANLEY Wonders vt. xxvii. 613/2
Having taken a blessing from the Priest, he enters the
house. 1837 Ann. Reg. 9 July 77 The dean now read the
collect and the blessing. 1838 T. JACKSON Early Metho-
dists (1846) I. 380 He gave them his dying blessing,

t d. //. The beatitudes pronounced by Christ.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. viii. 96 There . . our Lord sat, whan he

preched the 8 Blessynges. 1588 A. KING Canisiits' Catech.
1 86 These quhilk S. Ambrose callis our Lords beatitudes
and blissings.

fe. A charm, spell, incantation. Obs.

1572 R. H. Lauaterus Gkostes (1596* He that is super-
stitious vseth some blessing (as they call it) to heale his

Horsses disease.

3. The bestowal of divine favour and prospering
influence ; favour and prospering influence of God.
c 825 Vest. Psalter iii. 9 Dryhtnes is haelu, & ofer folc Sin

bledsung oin. 971 Blickl. Horn. 51 He us sendeb ufan his

bletsunga. c IZOO()KMIN 4019 Dribhtin harttle }ifenn himin
Swillc blettcing. 1:1380 WYCLIF Wks. 11880) 41 Wib be

blissyngof god. 1562 J. HEVWOOD Prov. <t Epigr. (18671 55
Out

(

of gods blessing into the warme sunne. 1601 SHAKS.
All's Well n. iii. 97 Blessing vpon your vowes. 1789 BURNS
John Anderson i, But blessings on your frosty pow. 1881
FLOR. NIGHTINGALE Nursing ii. 25

' With God's Blessing he
will recover,' is a common form of parlance.

b. In this sense we now say
' to ask a blessing

'

on food
; though

'
to say a blessing' or ' the bless-

ing of meat
'

originally belonged to 2.

1738 WESLEY Wks.(\*i*i\.lj Mr. Kinchin told them, .that

gentleman would ask a blessing for them. 1838 T. JACKSON
Early Methodists (18461 1. 387 At breakfast, dinner, etc., he
never asked a blessing sitting. 1884 Harper's Mag. Mar.
562/2 The child said blessing.
4. A beneficent gift of God, nature, etc. ; any

thing that makes happy or prosperous ; a boon.
1340 Ayenb. 97 flise zeue |>inges touore yzed byeb ycleped

blyssinges, uor by makeb man yblyssed "me bise wordle . .

and more yblyssed ine be obre. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Scnule
iv. xx. (1483)65 My blissing in to payne retourned is. 1613
SHAKS. Hen. F///, n.iii^oEminence, Wealth, Soueraignty;
Which, to say sooth, are Blessings. 1634 MILTON Comus
772 Nature's full blessings would be well-dispensed. 1709
ADDISON Taller No. 100 r i Wealth, Honour, and all other
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Blessings of Life. 175* JOHNSON Rantbl. No. 204 F 2 Wilt
thou not partake the blessings thou bestowest? 1844 Ln.
BROUGHAM Brit. Const, iii. (1862) 52 The blessings of a regu-
lar and tranquil government. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 21

V. 165 Aged relatives are a blessing to the good. Mod.
Colloq. What a blessing to be rid of them all !

t b. A gift or favour bestowed, a present. (A
Hebraism of Bible translation.) Obs.

1382 WYCLIF i Sam. xxv. 27 Wherfor tak this blessynge
[1611 blessing] that thin hoond womman hath brou;t to
thee. 1611 BIBLE z Kings v. 15, I pray thee, take a bless-

ing of thy seruant.

5. The rendering of grateful adoration. Now
chiefly gerundial, as ' in praising and blessing God.'
1382 WYCLIF Rev. v. 12 The lomb that is slayn is worthi

for to take . . honour and glory and blessing. 1393 GO\VF,R

Con/. I. 271 All was thanking, all was blessing, a 1586
SYDNEY in Fair's S. P. (1848) I. 60 When from their lippes
most blessing flows.

0. A euphemism for : A curse.

1878 H. SMART Play or Pay iv. (ed. 3) 68 Richardson's
name rose once to his lips, coupled with a blessing of du-
bious import.

Blessing,///, a. [f. -INGS.] That blesses.

1659 HAMMOND On Ps. xiii. i The blessing beames of thy
countenance. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 429 With
his small blessing voice the hushed air thrilled.

Ble'ssingly, aJv. In a way that blesses.

1836 MRS. BROWNING Poems (1850) I. 257 While you par-
don me, all blessingly, The woe mine Adam sent.

Blessum, obs. form of BLISSOM.

Blest, pa. t. and pple. of BLESS z/.i

Blester, obs. form of BLISTER.

Blestly, obs. form of BLESSEDLY.
Blet (blet ,

v. [Adopted by Lindley from F.

blett-ir ' devenir blet,' f. blet, blette '

sleepy
*

as an

over-ripe pear.] intr. To become '

sleepy/ as an

over-ripe pear, a special form of decay to which

fleshy fruits are subject. Hence Ble'tting vbl. sb.

1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 257 After the period
..of ripeness, most fleshy fruits undergo a new kind of
alteration ; their flesh either rots or blets. Ibid. Bletting
is . . a special alteration. 1864 Reader 21 May 653 The de-

composition . . of the pericarp begins with fermentation,
and, after having passed through the intermediate stage of

bletting [to use Dr. Lindley's word], ends in the total ob-
literation of the cellular structure.

Blet, sb.
[f. prec. : in Webster (where the only

authority cited is Lindley's use of the verb). But
this would not give

' A decayed spot on fruits,' as

erroneously stated, but, That form of decay which
is commonly called

'

sleepiness
'

(in which there

are no external spots to indicate the change).]
Blet, obs. form of BLEAT sb.

I Bletch(e, sb. Obs. rare. \BUtche, :6th c.,

implies a ME. *blccche, OE. *blyce, OTeut. *blakje-,
from *blako- BLACK : cf. BLATCH and BLEACH sb-.

in same sense. (It may also be the southern form
of northern Hek. blcck.)'] Shoemaker's blacking.
1570 LICVINS Manip. 88 Bletche, atramentitm.

t Bletcll, v . Oi>s. rare- 1
,

[f.
BLETCH sb., or

repr. a ME. *blccchen, OK. *blej:c(e)an, OTeut. type
*blakjan ; cf. B'.ATCH and BLACK.] To BLACK.
1570 LLVINS Manip. 47 To Blecke, bletch, nigrare.

t Ble'tchy, a. Oi>s. [f. prec. sb. + -v.] Smutted
with '

bletch
; inky, sooty, dirty.

1520 WHITTINTON Vulg. (15271 25 Thou blurrest and blot-

test them as thou wert a bletchy sowter \atratnetttosi
sarctoris}. 1633 J. CLARKE Tiuo-f. Praxis 43.

+ Blete, a. Obs. In i bl<at, 3 blete. [Com.
Teut. : OE. bleat ? miserable, naked, =OFris. blat

miserable, MDu., Du. bloat naked, poor, OHG.,
MHG. blot,, mod.G. bios: naked.] Naked, bare.
a loooGitthlac 963 (Gr.l Done bleatan drync deopan deab-

we^es. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 57 Bare, And .. blete. Ibid.
616 Treon wel grete, Mid bicke bo}e no bing blete.

Blete, var. of BUTE.
t Blethe, a. Obs. In i blea*, 3 blelS.e. [Com.

Teut. : OE. blcaS weak, gentle, timid = OS. l>l$fi

(MDu. /./A/6', Moot, Du. MooJ),OHG. blddi (MHG.
blade, mod.G. blade weak", ON. blautr soft, weak,
Goth. *blaufs (in blaufjan to make of no force) :

OTeut. *blaufi-s. without force, weak.] Spiritless,
timid.
a 1000 R iddlcs xli. 1 5 (Gr.) Ic eom to Son bleaS 5x1 mec mzg

grima abregan. c 1205 LAV. 23620 And moni ;cnne gode
wifmon iwhorht to bleoere widewe. c 1*50 Gen. ff Ex. 3907
Fri^ti nam for5 3is folc and ble5.

t Ble'thely, adv. Obs. [ME. blethli, in form
a deriv. of BLETHE, but apparently associated, in

later use at least, with BLITHE.] a. Gently, kindly,

graciously, benevolently, b. Blithely, gladly, fain.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11958 lesus wel blethli wald bai warn.

(-1300 Vox f, Wolf 171 in E. P. P. (1864) 63 Tho he
herde speken of mete, He wolde bletheliche ben thare.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 184 Many has lykyng trofels to

here, And vanites wille blethly lere. (1380 WYCLIF Serin.
Sel. Wks. 1 . 107 Jesus blebeli dide mercy whan he was clepid
David sone. c 1430 Hmv Wiftaught D. nin. P.P. (1864)
180 Blethely 5eue thi tythys . . The pore men at thi dore
. ._5eue hem blethely of thi good.

Blether, blather (ble-Sai, blarSai), v. Sc.

and north, dial. Also (?) 6 blother. [ME.
blather, a. ON. blaSra to talk stupidly, f. blaSr

nonsense. Blather is the etymological form,

BLEYKE.
blether being Sc. and north. Eng. (like gether =
gather etc.). But in mod. Eng., the word is

generally accepted as Scotch (from Bums, Scott,

Carlyle, etc.) and in the Scotch form. In U. S.

blather appears to be more frequent.
1. intr. To talk nonsense loquaciously.
1524 A. SCOTT Vision xix, And limpand Vulcan blethers.

[1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 1049, I blunder, I bluster, I blowe
and I blother. ] 1787 BURNS Holy Fair viii, Some are busy
blethrin Right loud that day. 1867 E. WAUGH OwdBl. iv. 89
in Lane. Gloss., He blether't abeawt religion. 1884 Punch
i Mar. 102 Fluent folly may maunder and blether.

b. trans. To babble.
1810 TA^NAHILL Poems (1846) 145 She blethered it round.
2. intr. To cry loudly, to blubber, dial.

1863 MRS. TOOGOOD Yorksh. Dial, s.v., What's thou
blethering at ? child. 1855 WhMy Gloss. , Blether, to blub-
ber, to weep aloud.

Blether, blather (ble-Sai, blae-Saj), sb. [f.

prec., or a. ON. blatSr nonsense.] Voluble talk
void of sense.

1787 BURNS Vision iv, Stringin blethers up in rhyme, For
fools to sing. 1843 MRS. CARLYLE in Lett. I. 257 Untor-
mented by his blether. 1863 Tyneside Songs 36 'Mang the
noise and the blether. 1865 Richmond (U. S.) Exam, in
Mom. Star 3 Feb., All the eloquence and all the blather
in the world will not alter the facts.

Blethering (ble-Sajirj\ vbl. sb. [f. BLETHER v.

+ -ING !.] Voluble senseless talking ;
=

prec.
a 1834 COLERIDGE Cholera cured Wks. 1847 II. 143 So

without further blethring, Dear Mudlarks ! my brethren !

Ble'thering, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

Volubly and foolishly talkative.

1759 /-'orditn Scotichron. II. 376 (JAM. t Blyth and bletber-
and. 1790 BURNS 7'am o' Shunter 20 A bletherin, blusterin,
drunken blellum. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xiv, Listening to
twa blethering auld wives. 1864 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss.
s.v. Blethering, A coarse blethering fellow.

Ble'therskate, bla-tlierskite, dial, and
U. S. colloq. [f. BLETHEK v. + SKATE in Sc. used

contemptuously. The Scotch song Maggie Lauder,
in which this word occurs, was a favourite ditty in

the American Camp during the \Var of Inde-

pendence (J. Grant Wilson, Poets and Poetry of
Scotl. I. 82) ; from this, bletherskate or, as more

commonly used, blatherskite, became a familiar

colloquialism in U. S.] A noisy talkative fellow ;

a talker of blatant nonsense. Hence also a vbl. sb.

Blatherskiting ; Bletherumskite (Ir. dial.) =
BLETHER sb.

c 1650 F. SEMPILL Maggie Lauder i, Jog on your gait, ye
bletherskate [i: r. bladderskate]. 1825 C. CROKER Tradit.
.S". Ireland 170 He was, as usual, getting on with his
bletherumskite about the fairies. 1848-60 BARTLETT/4wfr-
icanisins 35 Blatherskite, a blustering, noisy, talkative
fellow. 1864 WEBSTER, Blatherskite (' Local U. S.'). 1864
Spectator No. 1884. 906 A muddle-headed '

bletherskite
'

called Colorado Jewett. 1880 Echo 28 Dec. 3/5 What is ex-

pressed by the slang word '

blatherskiting,' consumed three
of the five days.

Ble'tonism. (See quot.) Hence Ble'tonist.
1821 Month. Mag LI. 315 Bletonism is a faculty of per-

ceiving and indicating subterraneous springs and currents

by sensation
; the term is modern, and derived from a

Mr. Bleton, who for some years past has excited universal
attention by his possessing the above faculty.

Bletsien, blettcen, -sen, obs. ff. BLESS.

Bleve, var. of BELEAVE v. Obs. to remain.

t Ble-vindeliche, adv. Obs.
[f. blevindt, pr.

pple. of bleven, BELEAVE, to remain, continue +

LY-.] Perseveringly.
1340 Ayenb. 141 Wib guode wille and bleuindeliche. Ibid.

208 Diligentliche and. .bleuindeliche.

t Ble'ving(e, vbl. sb. Obs. [see BELEAVING.]
a. Remaining, b. Persevering.
Blew, bleu, pa. t. of BLOW v.

Blew(e, obs. form of BLUB.

Ble'wart. Sc. rare, [prob. = blatwort, f. BLAEIJ.

4- WOBT : cf. BLAWORT.] The Germander Speed-
well {Veronica chamatdrys], Britten and Holland.
1821 HOGG When Kye cotncs Haute, When the blewart

bears a pearl, And the daisy turns a pea.

Blewits (bl'K'iits). [prob. f. BLUE, in reference

to the colour : cf. F. bluet, applied to various

flowers.] A kind of edible mushroom.
1830 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 7) IV. 192 note, This

species [Agaricits violaceus} . . is sold in Covent-Garden
market under the name of Blewits, for making catsup. 1871
M. COOKE Fungi 11874! 91 Lepista personata used to be sold

in Covent Garden Market under the name of blewits. 1883
Gd. Words 589/2 Chantarelles, and morells, and blewitts.

t Ble'xter. Obs.-" [for blekster, f. BLECK v.]
One who blackens.

( 1440 Promp. Part'. 39 Blextere, obfitscator.

Bley, var. of BLAY, BLEB.

Bley}t, obs. form of BLEACHED.

t Bleyke, bleike, a. Obs. [ME. bleik, a. ON.
bleikr shining, white. See BLAYKE.] Pale.

a 1300 Havelok 470 For hunger grene and bleike. c 1440

Protnp. Pan'. 39 Bleyke of colour, pallidus.

t Bleyke, bleike, v. Obs. [f. prec. adj. ; cf.

the analogy of BLAKE a. and v. But ON. had

bleikja to whiten, bleach, f. bleikr pale.]
intr. To become pale ;

= BLAKE v. I.



BLEYKSTER.
' 1327 Poem Times ofEd-M. 11. in Pol. Songs 397 Thanne

gan bleiken here ble. a 1473 Play Sacram. 477 Now am
I bold with batayle him to bleyke [rime-wd. stryke].

t Bleykster. Obs.
[f. prec.] A bleacher.

c 1440 I'romp. Parv. 39 Bleystare or wytstare [A", bleyster,
H. bleyestare or qwytstare ; 1499 bleykester or whytster],
candidarius. 1499 525 (Pynson\ Whytstar or blykstar.

> Bleymes. Obs. [a.F.to//c(Wa?VcinCotgr.),
of same meaning, identified by Littre, etc., with
I'llme adj. pale : see BLEMISH.] (See quot.)
1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet., Bleymes, an Inflammation

between the Sole and Bone of the Foot of a Horse towards
the Heel. Ibid. This sort of Bleymes may be presented by
keeping his Feet clean and moist, etc.

Bleyn ve, obs. form of BLAIN.

Bleynt(e, obs. pa. t. of BLENCH v.

t Bli'chening, sb. Obs. rare- 1

, [perh. vbl.
sb. from *blichen, a southern form oibllkne, BLIK-
EN, to become pale. Cf. BLIGHT.]
Mildew, rust, or blight in corn.
. 1420 I'allad. on Husb. I. 827 For blichenyng \rMgine\

and myst take chaf and raf, And ley it on thi lande.

Blick(blik). [a.Ger. blick shining, sheen.] 'The
brightening or iridescence appearing on silver or

gold at the end of the cupelling or refining process.'
Raymond Mining Gloss. 1 88 1 .

Bliessom, obs. form of BLISSOM.

Blife, var. of BELIVE.

Bligh, bliht, obs. forms of BLITHE.

Blight (blait), sb. Also 7-8 blite. [A word of
unknown origin, which entered literature, appa-
rently from the speech of farmers or gardeners,
in the i yth c.

; literary men were at first doubtful
as to its proper spelling, and seem to have thought
of the plant BLITE.

(Among suggestions as to its origin are : that it is some-
how related to BLICHENING above ; that it may possibly re-

present an ON. *bleht-r, the antecedent of Icel. lilettr

919

1. gen. Any baleful influence of atmospheric or
invisible origin, that suddenly blasts, nips, or de-

stroys plants, affects them with disease, arrests
their growth, or prevents their blossom from '

set-

ting'; a diseased state of plants of unknown or
assumed atmospheric origin.
1669 WORL.DGE Syst. Agric. viii. 3 (1681) 159 Spoiled by

the various mutations of the Air, or by Blights, Mildews etc
1697 DHVDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 468 With Klites destroy my
Corn. Palamon t, Arc. II. 59 So may thy tender Blos-
soms fear no blite. 1699 GARTH Dispens. vi. 78 Their blissful
Plains no Elites, nor Mildews fear, a 1700 TEMPLE Miscell ,

Gardening Wks. 1720 I. 188 [not in ed. 1690] A Soot or
Smuttmess upon the Leaves [of Wall fruit]..! complained
to the oldest and best Gardeners, who . . esteemed it some
Blight of the Spring. 1720 GAY Poems (1745) II. 87 Fade
not with sudden blights or winter's wind. 1737 MILLKR
Card. Diet. (R.) Blights are often caused by a continued
easterly wind. 1812 J. WILSON Isle ofPalms iv. 762 Flow-
ers . .Unharm'd by frost or blight.
2. Specifically applied to : a. Diseases in plants

caused by fungoid parasites, as mildew, rust, or
smut, in corn. (App. the earliest use.)
1611 COTGR., Bruhm, blight, brancorne ; (an hearbe).

1671 SKINNER Elymol., Blight, idem quod milldcTv qua:
fruges corrumpit. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 434Wheat . . very much smitten with the bligh[t], or rust, as it is

generally called in this neighbourhood. 1830 LINDLEY Nat.
Syst. Bat. 337 The blight in corn, occasioned by Pucciuia
graminis. 1859 W. COLEMAN Woodlands (1866) 75 If a tuft
of this blight as it is called be closely examined.

b. A species of aphis, destructive to fruit-trees.
[Cf. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v.,The common People. .

are well satisfy'd that Blights are brought by the East Wind,
which brings or hatches the Caterpillar.] 1802 PALEY Nat.
Theol. xxvi. (1819) 423 What we call blights are oftentimes
legions of animated beings. 1882 Garden n Feb. 99/2 The
worst insect enemy to the attacks of which the Apple is

liable is what is termed the American blight. 1883 Contem/t.
Rev. Oct. 561 It thinks there are some '

blight
'

among the
blossoms at the top, and if there are it will eat them.

C. A close hazy overcast state of the atmosphere,
which sometimes prevails in summer or autumn
1848 LYTTON Harold iv. 194 In that smoke as in a blight

the wings withered up.
3. Applied to affections of the face or skin : a.
An eruption on the human skin consisting ofminute
reddish pimples,

' a form of Lichen urticatus.'
1864 in WEBSTER. 1880 in Syd. Sac. Lei.
b. Facial palsy arising from cold. Syd. Soc. Lex.
c. Blight in the eye : extravasation of blood

under the conjunctive membrane.
4. transf. and fig. Any malignant influence of

obscure or mysterious origin ; anything which

t occasions,

ijuirer i. v. 35 Genius . . may . . suffer an untimely blight.
1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. VI. Ixx. 212 A strange mysterious
punishment, which seemed like a blight or judgement of a
higher power. 1884 Fartii. Rev. Jan. 79 The withering
blight of Turkish rule.

5. Comb., as blight-beetle.

1852 T. HARRIS Insects New Eng. 79 This insect, which

may be called the blight-beetle, from the injury it

attacks also apple, apricot, and plum trees.

Blight (blait), v.
[f. the sb.]

1. trans. To affect with BLIGHT (see the sb.,
sense i).

1693 J. WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. 212 It then
blasts Vegetables, ..blights Corn and Fruits, and is some-
times injurious even lo Men. 1727 BRADLEY Fain Dift
s.v. Blight, Some do conjecture, that it is the East Wind of
itself that Blights. 1803 K. ANUERSON Cnmtcrld. Ballads
70 She bleets the cworn wi' her bad e'e. 1834 PKIXGLK
Afr. Sk. iv. 186 A sharp frost .. blighted all our early pota-
toes. 1842 TENNYSON Poet's Mind 18 There is frost in your
breath Which would blight the plants.

b. transf. of parts of the body.
1811 SCOTT Roderick v. li, Blighted be the tongue That

names thy name without the honour due.
2- f'S- T. exert a baleful influence on

;
to de-

stroy the brightness, beauty, or promise of; to nip
in the bud, mar, frustrate.

A
,

I

.

>
.

DISON Sffct - No - 457 f 3 It [Lady Blast's whisper]

1832
privation of rank., which blights so many prospects

~

1863
GEO. ELIOT Rmwla n. iv. (1880) 1 1. 44 The delusion which
had blighted her young years.

Blighted (bbi-ted), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED 1

Affected with blight ; blasted.

1664 mi. Trans. I. 28 Vegetables growing on blighted
Leaves. 1674 RAY 6'. E. Co. tt\ls. 59 Blighted corn, blasted
corn. Sussex. 1730 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 5 ! 17 A blighted
spring makes a barren year. 1853 MACAULAY His/. Eug.
III.38o I he blighted prospects of the orphan children 1857
S. OsnoRNf,-rfa/i iv. 56 The aged trunk of a blighted tree

Blightening,///. a.
[f. assumed vb. *l>lillicit.']

1743 MAXWELL Impr. Agric. 266 (JAM.) Blightning winds

Blighter (bbi-tai). Anything that blights.
1822 Di. QUINCEV Can/ess. 11886) 16 Old age . . is'a miser-

able corrupter and blighter to the genial charities of the
human heart, a 1845 HOOD Spring ii, The Spring ! . . I find
her breath a bitter blighter !

Blighting .blartin), vbl. sb. The action of
the vb. BLIGHT

; the fact of being blighted.
1669 WOKLIDGE

Syst. Agric. (16811 214 Very much differ-

ing from Mil-dews is the blighting of Corn, the Mil-dews
. .happening only in dry Summers, when on the contrary
Blighting happens in wet. 1693 EVELYN De la Quin>.
Compl. Gard. Diet., Iltig/t[t)ing is said of Flowers or Blos-
soms, that shed or fall without knitting for Fruit

Bli'ghting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -INU *.] That
blights ; blasting, withering.
1796 COLERIDCK '

Pang more sharp' 50 One pang more
bhghtmg-keen than hope betrayed. zSos SOUTHKY

'

Madoc
in W. ix, Cold winds.. and blighting seasons. 1830 I'RES-
COTT Pern II. 35I Pining, .under the blighting malaria.

Slightingly (bbitinli),<z,fo. [f. prec. +-1.Y ^.]
In

a_ blighting manner
; with blighting influence.

Blihand, -ant, var. of BLEAUNT, Obs., a tunic.

t Blik, blike, v. Obs. In i blioan ; 3
blikien, blykyen, 4 bliken, blikken. [Here
there appear to be two or more cognate forms : (i ;

OE. bllcan to shine, gleam, a com. Teut. str.

vb. = OS. blikan ;MDu. bliken, Du. blijken to

look, appear), OHG. (in comp.) -blihhan VMHG.
blichen, mod.G. -blcichen}, ON. blikja str. vb:-
OTeut. *blilt-an 'to shine, gleam,' pointing to

Aryan *bhlig- : cf. OSlav. bli-sk-a/i to sparkle, Gr.

tp^iytiv to burn, L. fulgcre to shine. (2) The
cognate ON. blika (wk. v.) found beside the str.

blikja to shine, glitter : cf. Sw. blicka, also MDu.
and mod.G. blicken to glance, Du. blikken to

twinkle, turn pale. The early ME. blikien points
back to an OE. *blician wk. vb.. answering to
ON. blika]
intr. To shine, glisten, glitter.
a 1000 Sol. ff Sal. 235 (Gr.) Du . . Jesihst Hierusalem weallas

blican. c 1205 LAY. 27360 Isejen . . sceldes blikien. a 1225
St. Marher. 9 His lockkes ant his longe berd blikede al o
gold. ^-1300 Wright's Lyric P. xvi. (1842) 52 Hire bleo

blykyeth so bryht. 1:1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 603 Bry^t
blykked }>e bem of be Erode heuen. 1340 Alex. % Dind.
411 Hur face to enoine, For to bliken of hur ble

tBli'ken, -ne, v. Obs. [ME. blykne(n, a.

ON. blikna to become pale, inchoative deriv. of
vb. stem blik- : see prec.]
1. intr. To turn pale.
1-1323 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1759 penne blykned be ble of be

bryjt skwes. a. 1400 Pol. Rel. tf L. Poems 224 His lippes
shulle bliken.

2. To shine ;
=

prec. vb.
ri325 E. E Allit. P. B. 1467 For alle be blomes of be

bo?es were blyknande perles.

Blimbi(ng, variant of BILIMBI.
t Blin, blinn, v. Obs. Forms : I blinn-an,

3 blinnen, (bline, 4-5 bilynne, bylynne, blym,
6 blinn, blene), 3-6 blinne, (4-6 blyne, blyn
3-7 blynne), 3-8 blin. Pa. t. I blann, 2-3
blaun, 4-5 blan(e, 4-8 blanue, 6 blinned'.
Pa. pple. blunnen, blun (rare). [OE. blinn-an
str. vb., syncopated from *bi-linnan = OHG. /</'-

linnan to cease, leave off, f. bi- BE- pref. + OE.
and com. Teut. linnan to cease (found in Goth,
in af-linnan to depart, and in ON. linna wk. vb.,

BLIND.

to leave off, cease, stop), ME. linnen : see LINK v.
In the 14-1510 c. the resolved form bi-, ly-lynne
(not preserved in OE.) frequently occurs.]
1. intr. To cease, leave off, desist.

\c 950 Lindisf. Gasp. Matt. xiv. 32 Geblatm ba;t wind.] c 1250
<.,en._ f, Ex. 1963 Nile he blinnen. -1325 /;. /:. Allii.V. A. 728
per is be blys bat cannot blynne. 1330 R. BKUNSE C/iron.
48 Neuer he blanne. (-1386 CHAUCKK Chan. Yem. Pro!, q
Tt 618 Til he had torned him, couthe he nought blynne
<'J43

Hmtia l-'irg. (1867.1 Co His childhode WynnesWhanne he is fourtene ;eer olde. 1537 Afytncr of -Muiist
258 in Hazl. /;. 1'. /'. III. IIO My litell brother blinned
nought, Ere their horse was home brought. 1642 H.
MOKE Song ofSoul i. in. vi, The heavy hammers never blin
1729 Old Song in Ramsay T,-i:-t. Misc. 18 The Minstrels
they did never blin. ,(1763 in Child /iallads III. (1885' 53/1
I ill he had oretaken King Estmere, I wis he never blanne.

b. Const, of (about, on, from"), in/In, witli lo.
11 1000 Cat. 1',-ricll. I. (1843) 8u f>a;r |>u . .wuldres blunne.

i I200OKM1N 14564 Ne blann ilt noliht to rej^nenn. (11300
LitrsvrM. 265 Nou of bis projouge wi! we bline. //'id.

14089 (Kairf.) A-boute seruise dide ho neuer blyn. (11460
Towneley Myst. 255 Of shynyng blan bothe son and moyne.
1567 I'URBERV. 1'ofins in Chalmers Knt;, Poets II. 589']And from their baltaile blin. 1587 T,;,,'. '/'. (1837) 199Her teares did never blin To issue from hur cristali eyes.a 1765 liallad '

Glasferimi
'

iii. in Child Ballads in. dSSs'
138/1 Strike on, Glasgerrion, Of thy striking doe not blinne.
2. trans. To cease from, stop ; put a stop to.

(-1314 Guy IVarw. (1840! 255 Of alle night he no blan
ndemge. (1460 Towmlty Myst. 133 This chyld . Alle
baylle may blyn. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. IN. v. 22 Nalhemore. .

Did th' other tu o their cruell vengeaunce blin. 1601 Death
EarlHmttittgt. v. ii. in Ha/1. Dodsl, VIII. 320 She never
would blin telling, how his grace Sav'd, etc.

8. intr. To delay, tarry, stay.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20204 I-anger bline mi i ne may. 1500

GREENE Poems (i860 303 When in the Balance Dunlin.-
leman blins.

4. To cease speaking, keep silence.
a 1300 K. E. Psalter xxvii[i]. i Mi God, ne blinne fra mi-.

xjoatfl. 3 For I blan [Vulg. tacni\.

t Blin, sb. Obs.
[f. prec. vb.] Ces-ation, end

;

delay, fail. (In phr. without \en blin.}
(i 1300 Cursor M. 881 Sco me bedd, wit-outen blin. //:</.

1897 [pe done) come again, wit-outen blin. [1863 SAI v

Capt. Dang. I. i. 8 Of sins likewise without blin, and
grievous ones.]

Blinche, obs. form of HI.EXCH v. (or BLINK v.).

Blind (bbind), a. Forms : i- blind, (4 blynt,
4-6 blynd e, 4-7 blinde, 8 Sf. blin'). [A com
Teut. adj.: OK. <W,/=OS. blinJ (MDu. blint(J\
Du. blind), ON. blindr (Da., Sw. blind\ OHG.
blint, (MUG. b/int(,i), mod.G. blind}, Goth.
blinds : OTeut. *blinJo-z, of which the Aryan
form would be *bhlcndh- : cf. Lith. blcndza-s blind,

I. Literal.

1. Destitute of the sense' of sight, whether by
natural defect or by deprivation.

c looo Afs. Gosp. Mark x. 46 Barlimeus sxt blind wi6 bone
'ex Wffidla. ri2ooORiN 1859 He wass aness wurrbenn

xvi. 5 Blynd folke runne gadding hither and thither like
mad Bedlems. 1618 LATHAM 2nd Bk. Falconry (1633) 50
After the old Prouerbe, Who so blinde, as he that will not
see? 1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. iv. (1721) 238 Hittee
Missee, happy go lucky, as the blind Man kill'd the Crow.
1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 464 p s Jupiter. .left him to strole
about the World in the blind Condition wherein Chremylus
beheld him. 1839 MASSON Milton I. 737 Galileo, frail and
blind.

b. Temporarily deprived of sight, as when daz-
zled with a bright light.
1483 CAXTON Cato F ij, Lyke hym whyche is blynde of

the rayes of the sonne.

c. Used punningly of a needle : Eyeless.
a 1800 COWPER Manual more anc. Art of Poetry, The

smaller sort, which matrons use, Not quite so blind as they.
d. absol. A blind person, esp. as//. Those who

are blind, as a section of the community.
"looo Afs. Gosp. Matt. xx. 30 And ba saiton twejen blinde

wia bone wej. 111300 Cursor M. 13527 Wit bis blind bar
can he mete. Ibid. 14370 Crepels gan, be blind haf sight.
1611 BIBLE Matt. xv. 14 If the blinde lead the blinde, both
shall fall into the ditch. Mod. The Royal Asylum for the
Blind.

e. (attrib. of prec.) Of, pertaining to, or for the
use of the blind as a class : as blind asylum.
1881 Durham Unh: Jrnl. 12 Nov., The question of blind

education. 1882 Pall Mall G. 8 June 7/2 The requirements
for the blind scholarships are similar.

II. fig. Without perception.
2. Of persons, their faculties, etc.

; also transf.
of things: Lacking in mental perception, discern-

ment, or foresight ; destitute of intellectual, moral,
or spiritual light.
fiooo Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 17 Eala Je dysejan and

blmdan. ,1200 ORMIN 16954 Unnwis mann iss blunnt and
blind, a 1340 HAMTOLE f'r. Consc. 240 Four thynges .pat
lase a mans wy tt blynd. c 1385 WVCIJF.SWIM. Sel. Wks. 1 1 .

30 Blynde jugement of men. 1594 T. B. La Pritnaiid. Fr.
Acad. n. 2 They are called blind in holy scripture, that
haue not the true knowledge of God. 1*43 MILTON 7V-
trach. Wks. (1851)273 The blindest and corruptest times
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of Popedom. 1775 SMKRIDAN Duenna n. ii. 201 How blind
some parents arc ! 1877 MOZLEV Univ. Serin. \. 8 That
would be a blind and mistaken inference.

b. Const, to {in obs.).
1662 GERBIER Brief Disc. (1665)8 Surveyours who . . are

blind in the faults which their Workmen commit. 1759
FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 368 The assembly chose . .

to be blind to the artificial part of his speech. 1856
TREVRLYAN in Life Macaulay II. xiv. 460 To be blind to
the merits of a great author.

c. Blind side : the unguarded, weak or assailable

side of a person or thing, weakness
; also, formerly,

the unsightly or unpresentable side.

1655 GuRNALLC'/;?-. in Artn.(i%^ 27 The imperfect know-
ledge Saints have here is Satan's advantage against them:
he often takes them on the blind side. 1711 SWIFT Lett,

(1767) III. 147 This is the blindside of my lodging out of
town

;
I must expect such inconveniencies. 1884 Chr.

World 4 Sept. 657/1 The forts which they were enabled . .

to approach on their blind side.

3. Undiscriminating, for which no reason can be

given ; inconsiderate, heedless, reckless.

c 1340 Cursor M, 4116 (Trin.) To haue her wille blynde
r 1450 Crt. of Loi'e cliii, Blind apetite of lust. 1615 BSD-
WELL Mokam. Imp. \\. 65 The Disciples . . became blind
and fearelesse. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty xi. 91 The
blind veneration that generally is paid to antiquity. 1822
HAZLITT Table-t. I. xi. 254 Self-will and blind

prejudice.
1854 DICKKNS Hard T. v. 14 Who came round the corner
with such blind speed, a 1859 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng, V.

254 His enemies struck at him with blind fury.

b. Purposeless ; fortuitous, random.
1873 BROWNING RedCott. Night-C, 177 Service that's blind

and objectless A servant toiling for no master's good.
4. Not possessing intelligence or consciousness

;

acting without discernment.

1692 BKNTLEY Boyle Led. vi. 198 It is the Product not of
blind Mechanism or blinder Chance. 1853 MAURICE Proph.
fy Kings ix. 152 It is Will and not a blind necessity which
rules in the armies of heaven. 1865 MOZI.EY Mirac. vii.

292 note, Throughout the whole realm of nature blind agents
or physical laws have been discovered.

t5. That blinds or misleads: false, deceitful. Obs.

1393 GOWER Conf. I. 73 He. .with blinde tales so her ladde
That all his will of her he hadde. 1526 /Y/^r. Pt-rf.^ His
blynde prophecyes and deceytfull myracles. 1559 Mirr.
Mag,, Jack Cade v, 3 lustly called false and blynde.

III. Transferred.

6. Enveloped in darkness
; dark, obscure, arch.

,/ 1000 Be Domes Dtege 230 Sauwle on Hje On blindum
scrasfe byrna5 &. yrnao. a 1300 Cursor M. 3463 Bituix vn-
born a batel blind. 1571 tr. Buchanans Detect, Mary in

H. Campbell's Lore-left. Mary (18241 152 Go hide yourself
in a blind hole. 1606 HOLLAND Sitt'ton. 237 Meeting noe
bodie [they] searched . . everie blind earner. 1650 R, STAPYL-
TON Stradas Low-C. Warres vin. n The blind and dark-
some night. 1666 PKPYS Diary (1879)^ ' 94 The little blind
bed-chamber. 1809 J. BARLOW Cohtmb. in. 251 Dark fiend,
that hides his blind abode.

fb. Not lighted, having its light extinguished
or cut off. Blind lantern : a dark lantern.

1393 LANGL. P. PL C. xx. 228 5e brenneb, ac 56 blasej>
nat 'and ^at is a blynde bekne. 1581 B. RICHE Farewell
MIL Profession (1846) 168 One of these little Lanters, that

thei call blinde Lanterns (because thei tourne them, and hide
their light when they listeX 1591 in De Foe Hist. Ch. Scot.

Addend. 56 Two Candlesticks with Two Blind Candles.

i7O5*HicKERixGU.L Priest-Cr. n. v. 55 They adore the bare

Altar, and blind Candles.

7. Dim, as opposed to bright or clear; dim, like

faded writing ; indistinct, obscure. Now mostlv/F^.
c 13*5 E. E. Allit. P. A. 83 J>e sunnes bemez bot bio

blynde. 1398 TREVISA Rarth. De P. R. xvi. xlvii. (1495^

569 We vse to call al manere of precyous stones, that ben
not precyous and shynynge, blynde. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron.
Scot. (1821) I. 254 Auld bukis. .writtin craftly on rude and
hard parchement ',

bot thay wer sa blind, we micht nocht
reid ilk tent wourd. 155* HI'I.OET, Blynde letters or wryt-
ynges, endues liters. 1852 HAWTHORNE Grand/. Chair
n. iv. 20 Written in such a queer, blind . . hand.

b. of a road or path : (see quot.)
1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxii, Let him look along that blind

road, by which I mean the track so slightly marked by the

passengers* footsteps, that it can but be traced by a slight
shade of verdure from the darker heath around it, and

being only visible to the eye when at some distance, ceases
to be distinguished while the foot is actually treading it.

1820 Monast. xxiii. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. <V Schm. i. i A
blind pathway, .winding through the stunted heath.

c. Used of a letter indistinctly or imperfectly ad-

dressed. Blind man, officer, reader, a post-office

employe who deals with such letters.

1864 W. LEWINS Her Maj. Mails 204 The 'blind Letter
Office' is the receptacle for all illegible, misspelt, and mis-
directed or insufficiently addressed letters or packets. 1883
Pall Mall G. 20 Aug. A few specimen letters which have
recently racked the brains of the 'blind readers' at the
Post Office. 1885 Pall Mall G. 13 May 5 The ingenuity of
the 'blind' men of the Post Office.

8. Out of sight, out of the way, secret, obscure,

privy. With blind alley cf. n.
c 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Yem. Prol. <$ T. 105 Lurkynge in

hernes and in lanes blynde. 1557 NORTH Gittnaras Diall
Pr. (15821 4093, Feasting . . their secret friends in gardeins
and blind tauerns. 1583 STANYHURST SEneis it. (Arb.t 66

Through crosse blynd allye we iumble. 1660 BLOUNT
Boscobel n. (1680) 13 To a blind Inn in Charmouth. 1661

PEPYS Diary 15 Oct. To St. Paul's Churchyard to a blind

place where Mr. Goldsborough was to meet me. 1814
SCOTT Wa^. xliii, Bailie Macwheeble having retired to . .

some blind change-house.

b. Of a way or path : the notion of '

secret, ob-

scure/ is often mixed up with those of *
difficult to

trace, confused or confusing, intricate, uncertain.'
a. 1593 H. SMITH Wks. (1866-7) ' 2 '8 Like a mark ofknow-

ledge in the turnings that lead unto blind by-ways. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turks (16211 316 He .. went by certaine
blind wayes through the mountains and woods. 1634 MIL-
TON Cottius i8r In the blind mazes of this tangled wood.
1719 DK FOE Crusoe (18581 357 Inaccessible, except by
such windings, and blind ways, as they themselves only
who made them could find. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II.

in. 76 Through blind ways of the wood he went.

9. Covered or concealed from sight.
1513 DOUGLAS &neis MI. x. 100 Blynd rolkis of Libie.

1555 EDEN Decades W. hid. 1. 1. (Arb.)66 Thekeele. .ranne

vpon a blynde rocke couered with water. 1614 MARKHAM
Cheap. Hitsh. To Rdr., By evry high-way side or blinde
ditch. 1650 R. STAPYI.TON Strata's Low-C. ll'arres 47 The
place was full of blind Pits covered over with Rubbish. 1796
MORSE Atner. Geog. II. 631 Surrounded with blind rocks,
sunk a few feet below the water. 1882 Standard 16 Nov.
3/5 The ditches, overgrown with long grass and trailing

brambles, were very
'
blind.'

10. Having no openings or passages for light.

a. Arch. Of walls, etc. : Without windows or

openings ; (a window or door) walled up.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 516 The Cloister . . shut

in on everie side with high and blind wals. 1736 CARTE
Ormonde \. 273 Some of the inhabitants who let the rebels

into the place through an old blind door that was broke

open for them. i8zo L. HUNT Indicator No. 38 118221 I.

297 This tower, .seemed as blind as it was strong. 1870 F.

WILSON Ch. Lindisf. 41 The north walls of both nave and

vestry were blind. 1874 PARKER Illustr. Goth. A rehit. i,

iii. 61 In.. Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford, .the clerestory
window has a smaller blind arch on each side of it.

b. Of hedges and the like : Too thick or leafy
to be seen through.
1718 POPE Iliad xi. 595 Some huntsman. .From the blind

thicket wounds a stately deer. 1863 Spring $ Sum. Lap-
land 54 The hedges were getting too blind for hunting.
11. Closed at one end. So blind alley in its

present sense : for early use see 8.

[1662 DRYDKN Wild Gall. n. i. (1725) 113 He must meet
me in a blind Alley.] 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol.
A nat. i. 303 Yet could I not . . find the Anastomoses of Vena
Cava and Vena Porta open, but all blind. 1678 SALMON
NCT.V Land. Dispcns. 818 They are of use in the blind

Alembick. 1724 SWIFT Irish Maniif. Wks. 1755 V. n. 7 A
hedge-press in some blind-alley about Little- Britain. 1847-9
TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. IV. 736 The cxcum towards its

blind termination. 1878 JEFFERIES Gamekpr. at H. 116
Cross-passages, 'blind holes and 'pop' holes.

b. Blind holes in ^Mechanics : holes not coin-

cident in plates to be riveted together.
1869 SIR E. REED Shipbuild. x. 194 The greater number

of what are termed blind, or half-blind, holes are found in

the edges.

12. Of plants : Without buds or eyes, or without
a terminal flower. Blind bud, one that bears no
bloom or fruit, an abortive bud.

1884 J. E. TAYLOR Sagac. fy Mor. Plants 70 Should such
(lowers fail to be crossed, no fruit is borne, and the flowers
are then blind. Mod. These asters have turned out '

blind.'

13. Blind story, one without point.
1699 BF.NTI.EV Phal. Pref, 64 He insinuates a blind Story

about something and somebody. 1762-^1 H. WALPOLK
I'ertue's A need. Paint. (1786) II. 75 This story which in

truth is but a blind one.

f 14. transf. from sight to sound. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxxi. (1495) 942 The
blynde voyc stynteth soone 'and is stuffyd and dureth not

longe : as the sowne of erthen vessel!.

IV. Combinations.
15. General, as blind-born

',
-hearted

;
blind-

dntnk (Sc. bliif-fon\ so intoxicated as to see no
better than a blind man.
r 975 Rush. Gosp. John ix. 32 E^o 5ass blinda-borones.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 178 J>u ert blind iheorted, & ne isihst nout
hwu pu ert poure naked of holinesse. a 1300 Cursor M.
13601 5e sa i Pat blind-born man was he. 1720 WELTON Siiff.
Son ofGod II. xxii. 610 The poor, Blind-Born Man.
16. Special comb., as blind area (Arch.}, a

clear space around the basement wall of a house ;

blind-axle, one that turns but does not move any
other part of the mechanism, ^dead-axle , blind-

ball, the Puff-ball (Lycoperdon bovistd\, a fungus
containing dust which is supposed to blind the

eyes ; blind-beetle, a popular name for beetles

which are apt to fly against people, esp. by night ;

hence blind-bcetledncss
; also, a small beetle {band

in rice ;
blind -blocking, -tooling (Bookbind-

ing\ ornamental impressions on book-covers pro-
duced by heated blocks, or tools, without gold-
leaf; blind-fish, the Amblyopsis spelwus, a fish

without eyes found in the Mammoth Cave of Ken-

tucky; blind-gallery (see BUND a. 10); blind-

harry (*&".), blind-man's-buff; blind-hazard, a

game at cards ; blind-hob, some game unknown ;

blind-hookey, a game at cards
; blind-level (see

quot.) ; + blind-mouse, the mole
;
also the water

shrew-mouse ; blind-shaft, a winze ; blind-shell

(Artillery}, a shell containing no powder, also one
that fails to explode when fired ; blind-spot, the

spot on the retina which is insensible to light ;

blind-story (Arch.}) a triforium or series of arches

telow the clerestory of a cathedral, admitting no

light ;
blind tooling = blind-block ing \

blind-

window, ?a window that admits no light; an

arch of the blind-story. Also BUND -COAL, -GUT,

-HEAD, -NETTLE, -WOKM, q.V.
1649 LIGHTFOOT Battle iv. Wasp's N. (1825) 389 If you

must shame any body for *blind beetledness, 1880 GUNTHF.R
Fishes 618 The famous

*
Blind Fish of the Mammoth Cave

in Kentucky . . is destitute of external eyes. 1816 SINGER
Hist. Cards 263 We are informed the modern name of this

game [Bankrout] is "Blind Hazard. ^1845 MRS. BRAY
Warleigh xvii. (1884) 135 In the servants' hall, playing at

*blind hob and hot cockles. 1862 THACKERAY Philip II. 100
Victimized by his own uncle .. at a game called *' blind

hookey.' 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,
* Blind lerel, i. A

level not yet connected with other workings. 2. A level

for drainage, having a shaft at either end, and acting as an
inverted siphon. 1607 TOPSEI.L Four-f. Beasts 563 It

hunteth Moles or 'blinde Alice. 1770 PENNANT Zool. IV. 83
It [the water shrewmouse] is called, from the smallness of

Its eyes, the *hlind mouse. 1864 Daily Tel, 4 May, The
day was closed with. .*blind shells for the purpose of com-

pleting the tallies of ranges. 1872 HUXLEY Phys. ix. 219
So long as the image, .rests upon the entrance of the opti<;

nerve, it is not perceived, and hence this region of the

retina is called the *blind spot. njioMYLN Vitx Dunkcld.

Episcop. in T?ar\it* Gloss. Goth. Arch. 1.57 Construxit usque
secundos arcus, vulgariter le *blyndstorys. 1848 RICKMAN
Goth. Archit.lntroA. 18, There is a passage in trie thickness

of the wall of the clerestory as well as in the triforium

or *blind-story. 1847 L. HUNT Men, Women, 4- Kks. II. vi,

78 The charms of., tall copies, and *hlind tooling. 1506

Bury Wills (1850) 107, I byqueth toward the makyng of ij

*blynde wyndowes in the seid monasterij. .x//.

Blind (blaind), v. Also 4-5 blynd(e. Pu. t.

and pple. blinded : pple. in 4 blind, iblind, ($

blynyd). [f.
BLIND a., first in ME. : taking the

place of the earlier equivalent BLEND v.1
;
or rather

perhaps to be viewed as a phonetic variation of the

latter, caused by assimilation to the adjective.]

1. trans. To make blind, deprive of sight : a.

permanently.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7246 {>ai blinded him and prisund bath.

c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 40 Blyndyn, or make blynde, cxceco.

a 1450 Syr Eglam. 318 To the yeant he gafe a sowe And
blyndyd hym in that tyde ! 1753 HANWAY Trav. I. v. Ixxvi.

347 Ali was taken prisoner and blinded. 1875 MAINE Hist.

Inst. ii. 37 He had been accidentally blinded of one eye.

b. temporarily, e.g. by dazzling with a bright

light, or by bandaging the eyes : To render in-

sensible to light or colour.

1388 WYCLIF Ecclus, xliii. 4 The sunne blyndith i^en. 1530
PALSGR. 458/1 This great light blyndeth my syght. 1633
MASSINGER & FIELD FatalDoiu. iv. iv, Fear nothing, I will

only blind your eyes. 1827 HOOD Hero <$ L. xlv. His eyes
are blinded with the sleety brine. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. \.

5. 38 The effect . . upon the eye is to blind it in some degree
to the perception of red.

2. fig. To close the eyes of the understanding or

moral perception ;
to deceive,

* throw dust in the

eyes' of (persons and their faculties), refl. To
shut one's (mental) eyes to.

^1300 Cursor M. 17452 To man Jat couaitis has blind.

1382 WYCLIF Ex. xxiii. 8 3iftes, that also blynden wise men.

1538 BALE Thre Lawes 970 To blynde the rulers and de-

ceyve the commynalte. ion BIBLE z Cor. iii. 14 But their

mindes were blinded. 1720 OZELL tr. I'ertofs Rom. Rej>.
II. ix. 92 A great Presumption blinded him from seeing his

own Incapacity. 1729 BUTLER Semi. Wks. 1874 II. 123
Good-will to another may . . blind our judgement. 1775
SHERIDAN Duenna in. vi. 224 How jealousy blinds people !

1856 FROUDE Hist, Eng. I. ii. 98 Wolsey could not blind

himself to the true condition of the church.

3. To put out of sight, hide, conceal ; make diffi-

cult to see or trace.

c 1340 Cursor M. 21357 (Fairf.) J>e iewes hid hit efter-sone

fra cnsten men hit to blinde. 1709 C. PLACE in Bibl. Topogr.
Brit. III. 106 The way [is] cunningly blinded by diversions.

1813 SCOTT Rokehy \\. iv, Oft doubling back in mazy train,

To "blind the trace the dews retain. 1821 KEATS Lamia 373
Wherefore did you blind Yourself from his quick eyes.

f b. To hide from the understanding, to obscure ;

to represent as obscure. Obs.

1622 HEYLIK Cosmogr. HI. (1682! 166 Those d&sarts which

Ptolomy blindeth under the name Terra Incognita, a 1700
STILLINGFL. (J.> The state of the controversy .. he en-

deavoured with all his art to blind and confound.

t4. To come in the way of; to intercept. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE ffandl. Synne 12152 Oure shryfte Je

cleuyl blynde)?. r 1450 LONEUCH Grail\\\. 174 From here

schepis we scholen hem blynde.

5. To deprive things") of light ; to darken.

a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Lady Errant \. iii. (1651^ 10 They
have laid aside their Jewels, and so Blinded their garments.
a 1700 DRVDEN (J.) Such darkness blinds the sky. 1847 J.

WILSON C/tr. North (1857) 1. 146 Let the honeysuckle, .band

unchecked a corner of the kitchen-window.

b. To dim by excess of light ; to eclipse.

1633 P. FLETCHER Pise. Eclog. vi. iL.) Her beauty all the

rest aid blind. 1842 TENNYSON Tithonns 38 Thy [Aurora's]
sweet eyes, .blind the stars,

6. Gunnery. To provide with blindages.
1850 ALISON Hist. Europe XIV. Ixxxvii. 4 Extraordinary

precautions, .to render nugatory the effects of a bombard-

ment, by blinding the ships . . with turf, wet blankets, anil

. . other articles. 1870 Standard 12 I>ec., Guns blinded

with iron mantelets.

7. intr. To be or become blind or dim. arch.

^1305 Old Age ix. in E. E. P. (1862) 149, I blind, I bleri.

riaas E. E. Allit. P. B. 1126 Ho blyndes of hie. 1822

B[ii>iX)KS Brides Trag. \\. iv, Thy bright eye would hlind

;it sights like this !



BLIND.

Blind (btoind), sl>. Also 4 blynde, 6 blynd,
6-7 blinde. [f. BLIND v. (? or adj.}']
1. Anything which obstructs the light or sight.
1702 C. MATHER Magn. Ckr, VH. iv. (18521 522 Blinds to

keep . . light from entring into the souls of men. 1768
ELACKSTONE Comm. II. 402 If I have an antient window
overlooking my neighbour's ground, he may not erect any
blind to obstruct the light. 1815 BYRON Parisina xvii,
To bind Those eyes which would not brook such blind.

2. spec. A screen for a window, made of woven
material mounted on a roller, of wire gauze, etc. ;

used to prevent the entrance of too much light,
or to keep people from seeing in. Venetian blinds :

those made of light laths fixed on strips of web-

bing.
1786 tr. BcckfortTs Vathck (1868' 19 The women . . flew to

their blinds to discover the cause. 1788 LD. AUCKLAND
Co?-r, (1861) II. 67 The making visits, .is done in a carnage
with blinds. 1855 DICKKNS Dorrit i, Blinds, shutters, cur-

tains, awnings were all closed and drawn.
3. A blinker for a horse

;
cf. 8.

4. Fortification* A blindage.
1644 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. II. 739 Massey caused a blind

to be made across the street. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4692/1
We had thrown up some Blinds to cover our Men, 1802
C. JAMES Mil. Diet. s.v.

f 5. Any means or place of concealment. Ohs.

1646 SHIRLEY On Death ofC. Dalby, So will they . . sleep
Till the last trumpet wake 'em, and then creep Into some
blind. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. 11806,1 III. 52 The watchful

shepherd, from the blind, Wounds with a random shaft the
careless hind.

6. fig. Any thing or action intended to conceal
one's real design ;

a pretence, a pretext.
1664-94 SOUTH \-2Scrm. II. 208 A Practice, which duly

seen into, and stript of its Hypocritical Blinds, could not, etc.

1713 STEELE Guardian No. 150(17561 II. 263 Her constant
care of me was only a blind. 1732 SWIFT Wk$, (1841) II. 127
These verses were only a blind to conceal the most dangerous
designs of the party. 1833 COLERIDGE Table-t. 14 May,
There is one sonnet [of Shakspeare's] which, from its in-
congruity, I take to be a purposed blind.

tY.Afatf. A spritsail [
= Du. Mindc\. Obs.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 20 With fuksaill, top-
saill, manesall, musall, and blynd.
8. C 'omb. chiefly attrib., as (in sense 2) blind-cord,

-pulley, -roller, etc. ; ^in sense 3 blind-halter,
-winkers ; blind-bridle, a bridle with blinkers.

1711 Land. Gaz. No. 4875/4 Galled on both sides of her
Head with a blind Halter. 1866 YouATT Horse v. ,1872)

113 Last of all, the blind winkers. 1881 Mechanic 714
How to make a blind-roller. 1883 CABLE Dr. Sevier vi,A
quarter circle of iron-work set like a blind-bridle.

Blindage, [f- prec. +-AGE.] A screen or other
structure used in fortification, sieges, etc. to protect
from the enemy's firing ; a mantelet. BLIND sb, 4.
1812 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Di$f>. IX. 196 Troops are well

protected from the effects even of the heaviest fire of shells,

by what are called blindages. 1882 E. U'DoNOVAN Merv
Oasis II. xxxiii. 69 The Turcomans having constructed

blindages in connection with their huts.

t Blinda'tion. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ATION : cf.

ttanjati0n.]~ftiJ3fVJ3SQ, BLIND sb. 4-6.
1588 J. HARVEY DiscourshcProbL 52 The pretended cloke

of Incubus, or such like glo/ing blindation. 1617 COLLINS
Def. Bp. Ely 11. vii. 260 That's the blindation. a 1734 NORTH
Rxttm, i. iii. p 106. 196 These Authors. . build up Blindations
before one of the foulest Knots of Inquiry that ever defiled

the Sun's Light.

Blind-Coal. Non-bituminous coal, or anthra-

cite, which burns without flame.
1802 PLAYFAIR Illnstr. Mutton. The. 148 Coal may exist

without bitumen as in the instance of blind-coal. 1831 J.
HOLLAND Manuf. Metals I. 129 Blind-coal is used in the

smelting establishments in the South of Wales with great
advantage. 1849 J. JACKSON Minerals xxii, Anthracite.,
called in Staffordshire, Stone coal, in Scotland Blind coal.

Blinded (bbi-ndOd;, ppl.a. [f. BLINDS, and
sb. + -ED 1

.]

1. Made blind, deprived of sight or light.
1596 SPENSER Astroph., Thest. 134 The blinded archer-boy.

iSai CLARE I'ill. Minstr. I. 198 Each eye.. In blinded
slumber closes.

2. fig. Having the understanding darkened
; de-

luded ; deceived, benighted, foolish.

1535 COVERDALE Numb. xiv. 44 They were blynded to go
vp to the toppe of the mountaine. 1558 KNOX first Blast
(Arb.) 49 The approbation and consent of a blinded multi-
tude. 1660 BAXTER Call Uncotm. Pref., Thou art a blinded
Atheist. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. 118321 178 The blinded Papists.
3. With the window-blinds drawn down.
1709 ADDISON Tatter No. 120*5, I found the Windows

were blinded. 1876 Miss YOSGE \Vomank. xxx. 267 The
drawing-room is left blinded and tenantless.

4. Provided with blindages.
1877 Daily News 22 Oct. 6/1 Its summit was surrounded

with breastworks, ditches, rifle-pits, and blinded batteries.

1884 GEN. GORDON Let. 24 Aug. in Standard 24 Feb. (1885)

5/7 Our steamers are blinded and bullet-proof.

Blinder (bbi'nd9i\ sb.
[f.

BLIND v. + -KU 1
.]

1. He who or that which blinds. Alsoy^.
1587 GOLDING De Mornay ii. (1617* 22 The same Sunne is

the lightner of our eyes. .and. .the blinder of them. iSzg
CARLYLF. in Froude Life (1882 1 II. 75 To the bodily eye
Self is a perpetual blinder.

2. A blinker for a horse. (Chiefly in U.S.^

1809 J. BARLOW Columb. x. 414 Shake off their manacles,
their blinders cast. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits v. 92 In

common, the horse works best with blinders. 1860 TWIST-
RAM Gt. Sahara ii. 39 The blinders, worn for show ant I not
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for use, as none of them reached forward as far as the
horse's eyes.

Blindfold ,;bl3i-mlf<?Ul ,
v. Forms : 3 blind-

felleu, 4 blyndfelle(n, blynfelle, 5 blynd-
fellyn, -feyld, blynfelde, 6 blyndfell, -felde,

blindfield, blyndfold, 6- blindfold. Pa. pplc.
3 iblindfelled, 4 blindfelled, -feld, blynd-
-folde, blynfeld, yblyndfalled, 5 blynd'e 1 -

fellyd, -fylde, 5-6 blynd e felde, 6 blind-
-filded, -fielded, 6- blindfolded. [ME. blind-

fellc(n to strike blind, f. fellcn to strike, FELL
;

occurring mostly in the pa. pple. Hindfellcti, -feld,

-fnhl, -fyldc, whence the -d was, in the ijth c., er-

roneously admitted into the stem ofthe vb. Hence
the 1 6th c. perversion blindfold, associated with the
notion aifolding something round the eyes, which
had come to be the common use of the word.]
1 1. trans. To strike blind

; to blind. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19615 Blinfeld [-'. r. blenfelled, hlindfeld,

blyndfolde] lie was als he sua lai. c 1320 R. BRVXXE Clmrn.
54 He suore . . |>at neuer Alfred his broper (rorsh him wasdede
No blynfeld, no slayn. c 1440 Promp. Par.'. 40 Blyndyn.or
make blynde. Blyndfellen, idem e.st.

2. To coyer the eyes, csp. with a bandage.
alzz$Ai>cr. R. 106 He |)olede. .^et me hine blindfelledc. .

pauh bu bin eien. . blindfellie on eor3e. 1388 Wvci.ir Luke
xxii. 64 And thei blynfelden hym, and smylen hU face. 1483
Cath. Angl. 35 To BIyndfeyld [blyndfelle], rv/,,/r. 1494
FABVAN vi. ccx. 225 She was blyndefeltle^ lad vnto the place.
(1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Good Mann. 11570) C iv, Here eyne
blindfielded. 1526 TIXD.M.K Luke xxii. 64 And blyndfolded
hym. lyAfilfr.Perf.fVf. de W. 1531 259 V' cloth with y
whiche our Sauyour was blyndfelde. 1530 I'.M.SGR. 458, I

blyndefelde one, I cover his sight. 1599 Li/,' Sir T. Mori-
in Wordsw. Keel. Biog. (18531 II. "7 He tooke a napkin . .

wherewith he blindfolded his own eies. 1727 SWIFT ll'onder

fl/U'wid. Wks. 1755 II. it. 58 He.. gives any person leave
to blindfold him. 1835 AXSTER Faust 314 They bind and
blindfold me.

3. _/?. To darken the understanding or judgement.
1581 MARBECK Rk. \~otcs 1037 They are blindfolded, they

are snared. 1674 AU.EN D,mg. F.vtlins. 60 If Prejudice do
not blindfold you. 1790 BTRKI: l-'r. A',T'. 344 They, .blind-
fold themselves, like bulls that shut their eyes when they
push. 1879 H. GEORGE 1'rogr. f, r<r<'. n. iv. 11881) 125 Men
ignore facts when blindfolded by a pre-accepted theory.

Bli nclfold, n. Forms : see prec. (in pa.

pple.
'

: also 5-6 blynfeld e, blyndfeld(e, blind-
field e, blyndefielde , blyndefolde. 6blyndfild,
7 blindefold, 6- blindfold.
1. Having the eyes bandaged so as to prevent

vision. (Rarely attrib.
;
often culvb.'-

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 88/1 He fonde them on thi-yr
knees and blyndfeld. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. tisb, Shall
some gentilman playe blyndefolde at the chesse. 1555 EDKN
Decades II'. litd, (Arb.t 347 They can in maner go thyther
blyndfielde. 1768 TUCKER /./. Nat. 1 1. 606 He that follows
another blindfold. 1792 S. ROGERS Plias. Man. I. 36 And
turned the blindfold hero round and round.

b. frajisf.

1593 SIIAKS. Kick. //, i. iii. 224 My inch of Taper will be
burnt and done, And blindfold death not let me see my sonne.

2. fig. With the mind blinded
;

without per-

ception ; without forethought, heedless, reckless.

Cf. BIJXD a. 3.

(1450 DC Dt'ziiiL-villc's Pilgr. in Cath. Angl. 35 Of bailn

thaterblynfeldeand eras blynde. 1570 B. GooGE/V/. J\ingit.
\. 3, But blyndefielde every man must take, whatsoeuer he
settes out. 1592 SHAKS. I'en. ft Ad. 554 With blindfold

fury she begins to forage. 1687 DRVDEN Hind fy P. i. 324
The blind-fold blows of ignorance. 1878 MORLEV Crit.

Misc. Ser. i. 158 Sailing blindfold and haphazard.

t3. Dark. Cf. BUND a. 6. Obs.
1601 YAHINGTOS T'.w Traj. Prol. 7 in Bullen O. PI. IV,

Each stately streete, And hlinde-fold turning.

Bli'lldfold, sb .
[f. the adj. : in sense 2 leaning

upon FOLD
.r/'.]

1 1. That which is blindfold. Obs.

1643 Myst. Jniif. 14 Where blindfold is the onely play.

2. A bandage over the eyes ; Jig. anything which
takes away perception or judgement.
1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hiir n. v. 106 To the excellences

of other peoples the egotism of a Roman is a blindfold.

Bli'udfolded, ///. ". [f-
BLINDFOLD v. + -ED

'.]

= BLINDFOLD a.

1579 E. K. in Sfftiler's Sheph. Cal. Mar. 89 GfossfHe is de-

scribed . . to he blindfolded. 1661 BURXEV Kcpfi. iwpop 131
Blindfolded ludges. 1730 A. GORDON Majfci's Amp/lit. 250
Those who did any thing in a blindfolded manner. < 1860

C. S. BROOKS Marullo in Casqnet Lit. (1877) I. 390/2 To
tell his story to the blindfolded girl.

Bli'lidfoldedness. Blindfolded condition.

1863 SALA Citfl. Datig. I. x. 295 That Blindfoldedness of

Ignorance.
Bli'ndfolder. [f.

BLINDFOLD z>. + -ER'.] One
who blindfolds or hoodwinks.

(71649 DRL'.MM. oi' HAWTH. Speech \Vks. (1711) 219 The
malicious blind-folders. 1861 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt.
P. III. clxiii. 180 The political blindfolders.

Bli'lidfolding, vbl. sb. In 3 -fellunge, fal-

lunge. [f. as prec. +-INI;!.] The action of cover-

ing up the eyes ; hoodwinking ; the apparatus used
in the action ; the state produced.
a 1225 Alter. K. 96 Uor hore blindfallunge. Ibid. 188

Godes pinen . . buffetes, spotlunge, blindfellunge. 1583
GOLDING Calvin on Dent. xvi. 94 Lustes and likings . . bee
as blindfoldings to keepe vs from seeing God. 1793 !' BED-
DOES Math. Kind. 65 Actual blind-folding and muffling.

BLIND-MAN'S-BUFF.

Blrndfoldly, atfo. rare. [f. BLINDFOLD a. +
-M'.~] In a blindfold manner, blindly.
1642 J. EATON Honey-combe 218 The matter, which they

daily, like Parrots, doe blindefoldly prattle of.

t Blrndful, a. Obs. rare. lilind, blinded.
1621 SYLVESTER Mottoes 74 Man. .brute and blindefull.

Blind gut. [See BLIXD a. n.] One of the
intestines closed at the lower end ; the cxcitm.

1594 T. B. La Primand. fr. Acad. \\. 350 The first of
these great ones is called the blinde gut, because . . it hath
but one way, both to receive in, and to let out the matter
received. 1758 J.S, Le Dran's Obstrv. Sitrg, (1771,1 Bb
2 b, The blind Gut, so called from being perforated at one
Knd only.

t Bli'ud-head. Obs. A cover for an alembic
or retort

;
a retort with such a cover.

1662 R. MATHEW Unl. Aich. 108. 176 Put on a blind

head, and let it stand in ashes, or Balneo Maria. 1667
BOYLF. Or/g. Formes <y Qua!., A Glasse Jiody, with a blind
head luted to it. 1736 I'AILF.Y llonsh. Diet. 129 Clap on a

blind-head, lute it well. 1743 Lond. fy Country Brew. iv. 305
Hops that have been, .stewed on Purpose in a blind Head.

tBlindhead, -hood. Obs.
[f.

BLIND a.+
-HEAD, -HOOD.] Blindness.

'* 1340 HAMPOLK Psalter xcvi. 2 Til ill men, cloudy &.

myrke in syn, for thaire blynhede, he semys myrk.

Blinding bloi-ndiij ,
vbl. sb. [f.

BLIND
?'.]

1. The action of making blind.
1868 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. 118761 II. vii. 79 So striking

an event as the blinding of an Emperor.
2. ftg. Darkening of the mental or moral sense.
c 1380 WYCLIF/W.W. n.Y.Sel. Wks. 111.439 Love of God

is quenched bi blyndyng of be world, c 1449 PKCOCK Rcfir.
\ . xv. 563 Pointis of wicchecraft and blindingis, 1705 STAN-
HOPE }\iraphr. I. 37 The blinding of Passion.

3. = BLINDAGE.
1829 Si( 17 Sept. i '5 It was proposed . . to cover the low

batteries with a strong blinding.

Bli'nding, ///. a.
[f. as prec. -r -INC -.] That

blinds. (See the vb.)

1784 BURNS M"inter i, The blinding ?>leet and snaw. 1860
GOSSK l\om. X,it. Hist. 42 A dense fog of blinding sand.

Bli-ndingly, adv.
[f. prec. +-LV 2

.]
In a

blinding manner
;
so as to blind.

1849 HARE Par. Serin, II. 153 The darkness which lay
blindingly on the heart.s and souls of mankind, Moil. A'ws-
paper, The snow flying blindingly.

Blindisli (bbi'ndij ,
a. [f. BLIND a. + -ISH 1

.]

Somewhat blind.

1611 I-'LOKIO, Cecntiente^ blindish, dinime of sight, 1636
.-IridJia 230 'Tis a

passion something blindish. 1855 BROWN-
ING .V(V/ <y H'oin. I. 179 An old dog, bald and blindish.

( Blindled,///. a. nonce-wet. Darkened.
1606 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas \. i. 1 1641* 5/2 Or whether else

some other Lamp he kindled Upon the Heap 'yet all with
Waters l.lindled'.

Bli'ndless, a-
[f.

BLIND sb. + -LFHS.] Of r

window : J laving no blind.

1853 C. BRONTE Villette xx. (D.) The high blindless win-
dows. 1859 TKNNYSON KMid 71 The blindle^s casement.

Bli lulling, sb.
[f. BLIND a. + -ux<; : cf.

weakling^ A blind j)erson.

1549 J. PONKT Dcf. Marr, Priests 44 God. .hathescattred
those blyndlynges to their vtter confusion. 1563-87 FOXE
J. <y M. II. 310 A sort of blindlings.

Bli'iidliiig, -lings,
'

. north, dial. Forms:

3 blindlunge, 6 -lingis, -lings, -ling, -lynge.

9 Se. blin,d,lins. [f.
BLIND a. + -LING(S advb.

si/ffijc.] Blind-wise, blindly, heedlessly.
a 1225 St. Marker. 15 Ich habbeablend ham bat ha blind-

lunge ga5. 1513 DOUGLAS sEttets n. vii. (vi.] 74 Quhen
blindlingis in the battell fey thai fycht. 1544 BALE Citron.

Sir y. Oldcastetl in Hart. Misc. I. 275 They wilL.leade

you blindelynge into hell with themselues. 1858 M. POR-
TF.oi'S Sonter Johnny 31 Blinlins did the carline speak it.

Blindly ^blarndli , adv. [f. BLIND a. + -LY 2
.]

1. In a blind way ; after the manner of the blind ;

fig. without foresight or reason, deludedly.
4893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. x. 6 Hu blindlice monejebeoda

sprecaS ymb bone cristendom. rijjBo Wye LI F Antecrist
* Meynff 152 If be puple . . folowe hem blyndly. 1504
SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. v. 24 The Brother blindely shed the
Brothers blood. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Eclog. vi. 52 How
Seas, and Earth, and Air and active Flame. .Were blindly
gather'd in this goodly Ball. 1832 CARLYLF, in Frasers Mag.
V. 399 Whigs struggling blindly forward, Tories holding
blindly back. 1855 LONG p. Hiaw. Introd. 96 Groping
blindly in the darkness.

f 2. Dimly, indistinctly. Obs. Cf. BLIND a. 7.

1686 Land. Gaz. No. 2168/4 A Dun Gelding. .R. B. blindly
upon the same Leg.
3. Without an opening. Cf. BLIND a. \\.

1872 HUXLEY Phys. viii. 202 The scala media .. at its

opposite end terminates blindly.

t Bliiidnicin. Now written as two words.
c 1525 C/iron. ting. 769 in Ritson's Metr. Ront. II. 302 Ant

a bhndmon hede sihte. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado n. j. 205
You strike like the blindman.

Hence Blind man's ball, a local name of the

Puff-ball fungus, or Blind-ball ; see BLIND a. 16.

1812 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1830) IV. 349.

Blind-man-buff, v. nonce-wet, [f. next, in its

earlier form.] trans. To blindfold, hoodwink.

1705 HICKKRINGILL Priest-cr.i\'.(ij2i\2O() The best Engine
that ever Priest-craft invented, to Blind-man-buff the silly

Laiety.
Blind - mail's - buff (blafcud msenz bzrf).

Also 6-7 blindman-but\e, (-buffet, -bough,
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BLINDNESS. 922 BLINKED.

-bluff,) 7-9 blindman's-buff.
[f. BLIND-MAN +

BUFF = buffet, blow, stroke.]
1. A game in which one player is blindfolded,

and tries to catch and identify any one of the others,

who, on their part, push him about, and make sport
with him.
1600 ROWLANDS Let. Humours Blood iv. 64 At hot-cockles,

leape-frogge, or blindman-buffe. 1628 GAULE Pract, The.

(1629) 231 Others make him [Christ] no better then their

Pastime, at no more discreet a Sport then Childs, or Fooles
Blind-man-Buffet : Prophecie imto us, ivho is he that smote
tkee ? 1634 J. TAYLOR (Water-P.) Gt. Eater A'enf, Gregorie
Dawson, an English-man, devised the unmatchable mystery
of Blind-man-buffe. 1696 Month. Mercury VII. 55 They
oblig'd him to play with 'em at Blindman-Buff. 1766
GOLDSM. Vic. W. xi, Mr. Burchell . . set the boys and girls
to blindman's buff. 1866 R. CHAMBERS Ess. Ser. i. 186 The
whole parlour put into disorder by blind man's buff.

2. fig.
1590 Three Lords Land., He to my stall; Love, Lucre,

Conscience, blindman buffe to you all. 1643 BKAMHALL
Serpent Salve i We desire to see what they have done,
before we go to blindman's buffet one with another. 1648
C. WALKF.R Hist. Indcp. \. 55 Me thinks, .we are compelled
to play at blind-man-bough for our lives. 1837 CARLYI.F
Fr. Rev. I. vi. iii. 278 Government by Blind-man's-buff.

Blind man's holiday. A humorous phrase
for the time just before candles are lighted, when
it is too dark to work, and one is obliged to rest

or 'take a holiday '; formerly used more widely.
1599 NASHE Lent. Stujfe in Harl. Misc. VI. 167 iD.)

What will not blind Cupid doe in the night, which is his
blindmans holiday. 1611 in FLORIO. 1796 PT-.GGE Anonym, iii.

18 The twilight, or rather the hour between the time when
one can no longer see to read and the lighting of the candle,
is commonly called blindman's holiday. 1866 Aunt Judy's
Mag. Oct. 358 At meal-times, or in blindmun's holiday,
when no work was to be done.

Blindness (bbi-ndnts). [f. BLIND a. + -NESH.]
1. Blind condition

;
want of sight.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Dext. xxviii. 28 Sende J?e Drihten on . .

cyon of syghte. -1440 Promp. Paw. 40 Blyndnesse, ceci-

tas. 1611 BIBLE Dent, xxviii. 28 The Lord shall smite
thee with madnesse and blindnesse. 1671 MILTON Samson
196 That which was the worst now

lea.^t
afflicts me, Blind-

ness. 1859 MASSON Milton I. 717 Galileo's blindness had
become total.

2. fig. AVant of intellectual or moral perception;
delusion, ignorance ; folly, recklessness.

971 Blickl. Horn. 23 J>et we onjyton ba blindnesse ure

albeodij;nesse. ^1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr, (1866) 19 A
nakede mynde. .of iTiesu. .withowtten lyghte of knawynge
in resoune, es bot a blyndnes. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. iW. de
W. 1531) 243 b, Tempestes of desperacyon or blyndnes of

mynde. 1611 BIBLE Rom. xi. 25 Blindnesse in part is hap-
pened to Israel. 1796 Br. WATSON Apot. Bible 209 The
blindness of your rage. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. (1847) Pref. n
A host of petty jealousies, blindnesses, and prejudices.

f 3. transf. Concealment. Ohs. rare.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in, ii. 8 Muffle your false loue with
some shew of blindnesse.

Blriid-nettle. Herb. [f. BLIND a. 1 2
; from

its wanting the characteristic stinging quality of
nettles proper.] The Dead-nettle

;
also the Hemp-

nettle and Hedge Nettle or Wood Woundwort.
< 1000 ELFRIC Cram. 311 Archangi-lica, blindnetle. 1398

TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxciii. (14951 730 The deed
nettyll or the blynde nettyl. 1578 LYTE Dodoens i. Ixxxviii.

131 At this present time it is called.. in English Blinde
Nettel. 1736 BAILEY Hoitsek. Diet. 113 Blind Nettle, .is of
a heating, drying, digestive and incisive quality. 1878
BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n.

t Blinds. Obs. (See quot.)
1674 RAY SmeItingSilv. 118 1'here is a white Fluor about

the vein which they call Spar and a black which they call

Blinds. This last covers the vein of Care, and when it ap-
pears they are sure to find Oare.

t Blindwharved, pple. Obs. In 4 blynt-
wharuet, blynwherued. [f. BLIND a. +wherven t

wharven to turn.] Blinded, blindfolded.

-1320 Cast. Love 1146 His ejen weore blynt-wharuet bo.

Blind-worm (bl3rnd,wzum). ZooL [Cf. Da.
blindorm : so called from the smallness of its eyes.]
A reptile {Anguis fragilis} also called Slow-worm.

(Formerly applied also to the Adder.)
("1450 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker Voc. 706 Hec scutula, a

blyndworme. c 1480 Ibid. 766 Idrust idra, matrix, a blynd-
wurme. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. ii. n Newts and blinde
wormes do no wrong. 1712 H. SLOANE in Pkit. Trans.
XXVII. 491 We caused a Whelp to be bit.. by a Blind-
Worm. 1763 Brit. Mag, IV. 352 He was stung by a blind-

worm, for so they call them here. 1773 PENNANT Tours
Scotl. (1774) 240 Any kind of serpent except the harmless
blind worm. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. \\\. v, There the slow
blind-worm left his slime.

Blink (blirjk), v. Forms: (4 blynke), 6-7
blinke, 7 blynck, 7- blink. [In ME,, only as

an occasional variant of BLENK, esp. in Robert of

Brunne
;
and perh. in the form blinche (once, in

Bekef), also in a sense of blench. Otherwise ex-

clusively mod. English (since c 1575). It coincides

in its late appearance, as well as in form and

sense, with MDu. and mod.Du. blinken, mod.Ger.

blinken, the origin of which is equally obscure.

They are conjecturally regarded as nasalized forms

of the stem blik- to shine (see BI.IKE), but no

satisfactory account can be given of their late

appearance. In ME., blenke was used regularly
where blink now takes its place : see BLENCH,
BLENK,]

I. To deceive, elude, turn away.
1 1. trans. To deceive. Obs. rare. [For ME.
BLENCH vl i, BLENK v. i.]

1303 R. HRUNNF. Handl. Synne 4169 We Englys men beron
shulde bynke pat enuye us nat blynke.

f2. intr. To start out of the way, so as to elude

anything ;
= BLENCH v^ 2, BLENK 2. Obs. rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7626 (Gott.l poru he had his bodi born
Ne had he blinked him biforn [r

(
. r. blenked (2), blenched],* trans. To avoid, flinch from.

Cf. blinche c 1300 in BLENCH v. 1
3.

II. To move the eyelids, twinkle, peep, wink.

)
3. intr. To look, look up from sleep, open the

eyes. [Only in this author; otherwise BLENK v. 6.]

1303 R. BRI-NNF. Handl. Synne 5675 Pers of hys slepe gan
blynke, And gretely on hys dreme gan bynke.
4. To twinkle with the eye or eye-lids. In

various shades of meaning which run into one
another: in the earlier, the notion of 'glancing'
predominates ;

in the later, that of '

winking.'
a. To glance, cast or let fall a glance-, have

a peep ;
to look with glances (and nut steadily).

1590 SHAKS. Mids.N.\.\. 178 Sweet and louely vvall, Shew
me thy chinke, to blinke through with mine eine. 1592
JAS.VI. in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 236. III. 163 Turne your
eyes a littell. .to blinke upon the necessaire cace of youre
Friend. ('1650 Ld. ofLearnc 428 in Kurniv. Percy Folio
I. 197 Rather, .then all the gold that ere I blinket on with
mine eye. 1729 in Ramsay's Tea-t. Misc. 16 On him she
did na gloom, Hut blinkit bonnilie.

b. To look with twinkling eye-lids, as one half-

awake or dazzled with light.
1600 J. LANE Tom Tel-troth 132 It blinds the sight, it

makes men bleare-eyd blinke. 1806 COI.KKM,<,K Christabel
n. xxii, A snake's >niall eye blinks dull and shy. 1850 MKS.
STOWK Uncle Tom ix. 77 Holding thu candle aloft, and
blinking on our travellers with a dismal and mystified ex-

pression. 1861 MRS. NORTON Lady La G. iv. 176 The babe
. .with tender eyes Blinks at the world a little while, and
dies. 1863 Miss UKADDON J. Marchmont 1 1 1. i. 2 A brown
setter, .lay upon the hearth-rug, .blinking at the blaze,

C. To shut the eyelids momentarily and in-

voluntarily ;
to wink for an instant.

1858 M. POKTEOUS Pouter Johnny 30 Or silly mortal blinks

an ee. 1865 DICKENS Mnt. Fr. 269 London was blinking,

wheezing and choking, 1876 FOSTKR Phys. \\\. v. (1879* 544
When we stimulate one of our eyelids with a sharp electri-

cal shock, both eyelids blink.

5. To cast a sudden or momentary gleam of

light ;
to twinkle as a star

;
to shine with flicker-

ing light, or with a faint peep of light ;
to shine

unsteadily or dimly.
1786 Bi-'HNs Ep. J. Smith ii, Ev'ry star that blinks aboon.

1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. \. 378 Where blinks through
paper'd panes the setting sun. 1821 CLARE Vill. Alinstr. 1.76
As stars blink out from clouds at night. 1828 SCOTT /'. AT.

Perth 1 1. v. 164 The very tapers are blinking, as if tired of
our conference. 1871 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxx. 398 The
sun was. .blinking on the windows.

6. trans. To shut the eyes to ; to evade, shirk,

pass by, ignore: orig. a sporting phrase.
1742 FIELDING J. Andrews i. xvi. 118151 39 There's abitch

..she neyer blinked a bird in her life. 1811 BYRON Hints

fr. Hor. 555 Dogs blink their coveys. 1823 DE QUINCEY
Lett. Editc. i. (18601 20 Children, however, are incidents
that will occur in this life, and must not be blinked. 1859
GEO. ELIOT A. Bede 114 It was no use blinking the fact.

b. \Vith at (improperly).
1857 SEARS A than. vi. 43 Why have these passages, .been

blinked at and ignored?
7. trans. To turn (milk, beer, etc.) slightly sour.

[The origin of this use has been sought in the

glance of an evil eye, the '

blinking' of milk being
formerly ascribed to witchcraft ;

also in the effect

of lightning, since thunder generally* blinks' milk.]
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Conntr. Farm 589 Bottle ale . .

must not only be coold sufficiently, but also blynckt a little

to giue it a quick & sharp tast. 1689 Gazophyl. Anglic, s.v.

To blink beer; a word frequently used in Lincolnshire.

1713 Lond. fy Conntr. Bmu. iv. (1743! 263 They are apt to
blink or give a little sourish Taste to their Drink.

b. intr. To turn slightly sour.

a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open. (1677) 91 There let the wort . .

stand till it begin to blink and grow long like thin syrup.
1769 MKS. RAFFALD Kng. Honsekpr. (1778) 317 Wine .. if

you let it stand loo long before you get it cold . . summer-
beams and blinks in the tub.

f i 8. trans. To cause one to blink ; to blindfold.

[A pseudo-archaism in Landor.]
1846 LANDOR fijcant. Shuks. II, 278 He who blinketh the

eyes of the poor wretch about to die doeth it out of mercy.
1853 KANE Grinnell Kxp. xli. 11856) 376 With the sun ..

blinking my eyes.

Ii 9. See BI.ENK v. 6-7.

t Blink, J/'. 1 Obs. [f. BUNK v. i, and like it

in ME. only in Robert of Brunne, for the BLENK,
BLENCH of his contemporaries.]
1. A trick, stratagem ;

= BLENCH, BLENK, sb. i.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 4185 He shal bynke or to

do |>e a wykkede blynke.
2. //. Boughs thrown to turn aside deer from

their course ; also, feathers, etc. on a thread to

scare birds. Cf. BLENCHEH.

1611 COTCR., Briseesi boughes . . left in the view of a
deere, or cast ouerthwart the way to hinder his running. .

Our wood-men call them, Blinkes, 1611 MARKHAM Countr.

Content, i. xi. (16681 59 They are like blinks, which will ever
chase your game from you. 1625 f*arew. Husb. 96 The
nearer that these Blinkes. .come to the ground, .the better
it is, lest the fowle finding a way to creep vnder them, begin
not to respect them.

Blink iblirjk), sb? Forms: 4 blynke, 6 blinck,

7 blinke, 7- blink,
[f.

BLINK v. 3-4; like which
it is found in ME. in Robert of Brunne, where

contemporaries used BLENK.]
1. A sudden or momentary gleam of light from

the sun, a fire, etc. ; a slight flash
;
a peep of light ;

a twinkling gleam, as of the stars ; a gleam of

sunshine between showers: also/0*/. 'glimmer.'
1717 Protest. Mercury 5 July 6 A terrible Fire, .caus'd. .by

a Blink of Fire that issuedfrom some adjoining Chimney, and
lodg'd in the Thatch. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Alidl. xi, Creep out
of their holes like blue-bottle flies in a blink of sunshine.

1833 WORDSW. Sonn. vii, Not a blink Of light was there.

1834 R. MUDIE Brit. Birds (18411 1. 323 The blink of reddish

orange displayed by the flirt of the tail. 1855 BROWNING
Statue $ Bust, In a bed-chamber by a taper's blink.

b. fig. A 'glimmer* or 'spark' of anything
good. c. A brief gleam of mental sunshine.

1303 R. BRI/NNK Handl. Synne 4449 pe leste boghte. .pat
of godenesse hadde any blynke. 1730 T. BOSTON Mem. vi.

132, I sometimes have blinks of great joy. a 1752 R.
EKSKINK in Spurgeon Treas. Dai 1

, Ps. ci, I will sing of my
blinks and of my showers. 1833 -^- SCOTT TomCringle xix.

(1859) 542 >
1 shall always bless heaven for my fair Blinks.

2. A glance (usually, a bright, cheerful glance) ;

a glimpse. (Chiefly Si:}

1594 CAREW Tasso 11881) 7 Lookes downe, and in one
blinck, and in one vew, Comprizeth all what so the world
can shew. Ibid. 95 Her eyes Sweet blinck, 1715 Let. in

Wodrow Corr. (18431 II. 6& We have had a sweet blink at

the sacrament last Sabbath. 1790 BCRNS Tarn O'S/ianter,
For ae blink o* the bonnie burdies. 1816 SCOTT Old Alort.

xxxvii, I wish my master were living to get a blink o't. 1839
BAII.KY Festns xviii. 11848) 185 By the blink of thine eye.

3. transf. The time taken by a glance ;
an in-

stant, the twinkling of an eye; = Ger. Augenblick.

(Chiefly .SV.)

u 1813 A. WILSON Hog>nenact
The liquor was brought in

a blink. 1827 SCOTT Two Drovers, Stay Robin bide a
blink. 1864 H AWKER Quest Sangraal 24 Whole Ages glided
in that Blink of Time.
4. = ICK-BLINK : a shining whiteness about the

horizon produced by reflection from distant masses
of ice. Also, loosely, a large mass or field of ice,

an iceberg.
1772-84 COOK Voy, (1790) V. 1854 A brightness In the

northern horizon, like that reflected from ice, usually called

the blink. 1818 Edin. Rev, XXX. 17 The blink from packs
of ice, appears of a pure white. 1837 MACDOL-GALL tr.

Graa/i's Greenland 80 During the three hours we took to

pass this blink, it calved about twenty times. 1856 KANT,
Arc/. E:cf. I. v. 49, I ascended to the crow's-nest, and saw
. .the ominous blink of ice ahead.

Blink (blirjk\ a. Also 7 blinck. [Cf. BLINKED.]
1. Of the eyes : Habitually blinking. Hence

blink-eyed a.

1823 THACHKR JrnL Ainer. Rev. 320 It was the doctor's

misfortune to have one blink eye.
c 1590 MARLOWE -znd Pt. TantbnrL i. i. The blink-ey'd

burghers heads, a 1695 WOOD Life u 8481 220 A blinkeyed
bookseller in Cheapsicfe. 1693 Lond. Gas. No. 3041/4 Blink

Ey'd, high Nos'd.

2. Of milk, etc. : Slightly spur.
Cf. BLINK v. 7.

1883 C. F. SMITH SoMthernisms in Trans. Amer. Philol.

Soc. 45 Blink milk,
' milk somewhat soured.' West I'ir-

ginia.

Blinkard (bli-nkardX Also 6 blincarde,

blinkarde, blenkard.
[f.

BLINK V. + -ARD.]
1. A reproachful name for one who habitually

blinks or winks
;
one who has imperfect sight.

c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Good Afann, 1

1^70)
B j, An one eyed

blincarde. 1580 BARET Ah>. 6819 A Blinkarde, he that hath
such eies that the liddes couer a great part of the apple.

1665 Char. Holland in Hurl. Misc. 11745' V. 575 Among
the Blind, the one-ey'd Blinkard reigns. 1688 R. HOLMK
Armoury \\. xvii. 427 Blinkard or Blinking, is to have the

Eye-lids ever moving: so that there is no perfect sight.

1786 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar)/?^ to R.A.'sn. Wks. 1812 1.

157 Yes Blinkards : and with Lustre shine.

b. transf. A star that shines dimly.
1627 HAKEWILL Apol. m. vii. 2 In some

parts
wee see

many glorious . . starres . . in some none but blinkards and
obscure ones.

2. Jiff. One who lacks intellectual perception.
15*3 SKKLTON Garl. Lanrel I. 610 Brainles blenkards that

blow at the cole. 1855 KINGSLEY Wtstw. Ho. (1861) 180

Calling himself an ass and a blinkard. 1882 BLACKIE in Gd.

Words Oct. 640 A race of blinkards, who peruse the case

And shell of life, but feel no soul behind.

1 3. One who ' shuts his eyes' to what is happen-

ing, who blinks facts. Obs.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. xiv. 82 So as God should

play the blinkard or shut his Eyes.
4. t&trib. or adj., usuallyy^

1

.

a 1529 SKKi.jonBaMtfs 24 Thou blinkerd blowboll ; thou

wakest to late. 1652 URQUHAKT Jewel Wks. (1834! 254 Look
out with both their eyes, and have no blinkard minds. 1837
CARLYLE Misc. 118571 'V. 92 A blinkard precipitancy.

Blinked, ///. a.
[f.

BLINK v. + -ED.] Affected

with a blink or blinking.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. in. ix. 5 And keepe continuall spy

Upon her with his other bHncked eye.



BLINKER.

Blinker (blrgkw). [f. as prec. + -KK '.]

1. One who blinks ; a blinking or purblind person.
1636 ABP. J. WILLIAMS Holy Table (1637) 219 He was but

a bunker, and saw . . but with half an eye. a 1704 T.
BROWN Cupid titnt'd T. Wks. 1730 I. 113 What does our

sly graceless blinker? 1835 BROWNING Paracel. i. 20 As
earnest blinkers do Whom radiance ne'er distracted.

b. One who casts blinks or sly glances. Sc.

1786 BURNS Ep. to Mayor Logan x, The witching, cursed,
delicious blinkers Hae put me hyte.
2. //. A kind of spectacles for directing the sight

in one direction only, so as to cure squinting, or for

protecting the eyes from cold, dust, etc.
;

= GOGGLES.
1732 M. GREEN Grotto 10 (R.I Bigots who but one way

see Through blinkers of authority. 1803 UKISTED Pede&t.
Tour I. 38 A little fellow, with blinkers over his eyes. 1851
THACKERAY Eng. Hum. iv. (1858) 205 Who only dare to look

up at life through blinkers.

b. Leather screens attached to a horse's bridle

on each side, to prevent his seeing in any direc-

tion except straight ahead.

1789 W. GILPIN Tour Lakes II. 154 (R.) On being pressed
by her friends.. to go to court; 'By no means,' said she,
' unless I may be allowed to wear blinkers.' 1861 MUSGRAVE
By-Roads 174 An old female hostler, who gave us neither

cruppers, blinkers, or breeching.
3. The eye. (slang.}
1816 'Quiz,' Grand Master i. n A patent pair of goggle

winkers, Conceal'd from public view his blinkers.

Hence Bli'iikerless a. (sense 2 b.)

1872 Daily Xcu<s 23 Oct., Fleet blinkerless horses.

Bli'nker, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To put
blinkers Q\\\ fig, to blind, hoodwink, deceive.

1865 W. PALGRAVE Arabia I. 140 But Telal was not so

easily to be blinkered, and kept to his first judgment.

Blinking ^blrrjkirj), vbL sb. [f. BLINK z.]
1. The action of the vb. BLINK in its various senses.

1875 JOWKTT Plato ted. 2) III. 84 Something they are able
to behold without blinking. 1878 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser.

i. 248 There is no blinking of the eyes to the part which . .

sordid or foul circumstances play in life,

2. spec, in Brwuing\ The operation of giving a

sharp taste to beer by letting the wort stand for

some time. Also of beer : Turning sour during
fermentation. ^Cf. BLINK v. 7 and 7 b.)

1713 Lond, fy Countr. Brew, iv. (1743* 271 Souring of the

Grains, or what some call Blinking or Charing, is pre-
vented. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet, s.v. Brewing, In the
North of tngland . . they let their first Wort stand in their

Receivers till it is very clear, .which they call Blinking.

Bli'nking, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING-.]
1. Looking with twinkling or half-open eyelids ;

winking ; weak-eyed.
1568 T. HOWXLL Arb. Andtic (1879) 29 A Furious God ;

an Archer blincking boy. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. n. ix. 54
The portrait of a blinking idiot. 1718 POPE [Had n, 264
One eye was blinking, and one leg was lame. 1870 MORRIS
Earthly Par. III. iv. 39 Stood with blinking gaze Before a
fire's unsteady blaze.

b. Sc. Glancing pleasantly.
1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733' I. 90 Blinkin daft Bar-

bara M'Leg, Ibid. II. 119 His blinkan eye and gate sae
free. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xvii, Guided by one of these blink-

ing Ganymedes.
2. Shining dimly or intermittently, twinkling,

flickering.
1681 COTTON Poet. IVks, (1765) 327 By a blinking and

promiscuous light. 1785 BURNS Cotter's Sat. Xt. Hi, His
wee bit ingle, blinkin bonilie. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk.
I. 233 A solitary lamp to throw its blinking rays athwart
his effigy.

3. Blinking Chickwetd\**^LB$Vi& 2.

1775 LIGHTFOOT Flora Scot. (1789) up.
Blrnkingly, adv. '\Yith blinking eyes.
1876 Miss BRADDON J. Haggard II. 15 The sisters . . re-

garded him blinkingly, like owls in a zoological collection.

Blinks (blirjks). [f.
BLINK

j/;.]

1. A nickname for one who blinks.
1616 HoUTDAV/VraMi 298 And winks At him, whose sight

is bad, calling him blinks.

2. Herb, The Water Chickwced, or Blinking
Chickweed, JWontia fontana.
1835 HOOKER Brit, Flora 59 Water Blinks. 1863 PRIOR

Plant-it. 25 Blinks or blinki'ig-chicfruved, from its half-

closed little white flowers peering from the axils of the

upper leaves, as if afraid of the light.

Blinky ^bli-rjki), a. Inclined to blink.

1861 RUSSELL in Times \i June (L.) One's eyes became
quite blinky watching for the flash.

i Blirre, sb. Obs, rare. [Origin uncertain :

prob. a variant of BLEAK z/.l] A deception.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 142 A Blirre, deceptto.

t Blirre, v. Obs. [see prec.] To deceive.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 142 To Blirre, faitt-rc.

Blirt (bla.it). v. north, dial. [prob. an onomato-

poeic word nearly identical with BLUKT: with the

bl-
t cf. blffw^blast) blash, etc. ;

with the rest, cf. spirt *

squirt, expressing the forcible emission of liquid.]
To burst into tears, weep violently ; disfigure with

tears.

1721 in Kelly Sc. Prtn: 397 (JAM.>
'
111 gar you blirt with

both your een.' 1879 JAMIESON Sc. Diet.,
'

She's a' blirted

wi' greeting.' Fife.

Blirt, sb. [f. prec.]
1. An outburst oftears,asuddentitofweeping. (St.)
'? 1796 BURNS Braiv Lads ofGala /K. iii, The lassie lost

a silken snood, That cost her mony a blirt and bleary.

923

2. A short dash of rain coming with a gust of

wind. (Sc. and Nazi/.)
1810 [.see BI.IKTY.] 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-fik., Blirt,

a gust ofwind and rain.

Bli-rty, blirtie, a. north, [f. prec. + -Y.4]
Characterized by blirts or gusts of wind and rain.
1810 TANNAHILL Poems (18461 16 O poortith is a wintry

day! Cheerless, blirtie, can Id, and blae.

Blisceji, obs. form of BLESS e-.
1

Bliss (blis), sl>. Forms : i blio's, blids, bliss,
blis

; 3-7 blisse, 4-6 blysse, blis, 6- bliss ;

occas. 4-7 blesse, bless. [OE. bliSs ^acc. blifoc)
str. fern. -OS. blidsca,blitzea, blhza : OTcut. type
*bttpsj&- f. *bttpi-s, Goth, blcips, OS. /,//////, OK.
blide blithe, joyous + suffix -sja-, standing, after

dentals, for original -tjA (cf. L. fatitia). Goth,

has, instead, the parallel form <*/#-<:/: OTeut.

*blip-in-. In later OE. by assimilation and vowel-

shortening bli'Qs became bliss, blis, ME. blisse'. cf.

mildness, clemency, ME. milze, milce, inilse. The

meaning of bliss and tliat of bless have mutually
influenced each other since an early period ;

cf.

BLESS v.^
; confusion of spelling is frequent from

the time of "Wyclif to the 171!! c. Hence the

gradual tendency to withdraw bliss from earthly
*
blitheness' to the beatitude of the blessed in

heaven, or that which is likened to it.]

f 1. Blitheuess of aspect toward others, kind-

ness of manner ;

;

light of one's countenance-,'

'smile.' (Only in OE.'
a 1000 Mcir. Birth, ii. 30 Hi me towendon heora bacu

bitere and heora blisse from.

2. Blitheness; gladness; joy, delight, enjoyment:
a. physical, social, mundane: passing at length
into b.

971 Blickl. Horn. 3 Maria Gentle bone Drihlen on blisse.

a 1000 Cotton Psalm 1. 99 (Gr. l Sa:le mi blidsc me, bilewit

dryhten. c izoo Trin. Coll, Honi, 115 Hie weren swo
bliSe J>at hie ne mihten mid worde here blisse tellen. c 1340
Cursor M. 1013 i'1'rin.) Mony obere blisses elles, Floures |vu i

ful swete smelles. ^1380 WYCLIF Serin, Sel. Wks. II. 234
Two blessis ben, bles.se of be soule and blisse of \>e bodi.

c 1386 CHAUCKK Man flaw's T. 1021 This glade folk lo

dyner they hem sette ; In ioye and blisse at meiu I lete

hem dwelle. ^1450 Knt. dc la Tour (i 868 '55 She lost allu

worshipe, riehesse, ese, and blysse. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Scot. III. 268 Tha touch rillingis, of blis that war full bair.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 17I, i. ii. 31 And all that Poets faine of

Blisse and loy. 1667 MILTON P, L. iv, 508 These two Im-

paradis't in one anothers arms., shall enjoy thir fill Of bliss

on bliss. 1806 WORDSW. Ode Immortality 86 Behold the

Child among his new-born blisses. 1841 L. HUNT Seer

(1864) 54 He does not sufficiently sympathise with our
towns and our blisses of Society.

b. Mental, ethereal, spiritual : perfect joy or

felicity, supreme delight ; blessedness. (Early in-

stances difficult to separate from prec.'
fiiyS Lamb. Horn. 15 Blisse and lisse ic sende. a 1300

Cursor M, 605 A land o lijf, o beld, and blis, l>e quilk man
clepes paradis. c 1380 WYCLIF Serin, Sel. Wks. I. 142 To
lyve evere in blis wibouten peyne. 1483 CAXTON G. de la

Tour Fiij, The grete reame of blysse and glory. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen, yf, v. v. 64 The contrarie bringeth blisse, And is a

patterne of Celestiall peace. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \.

xxii. 13 To them whose delight .. is in the Law .. that

happiness and bliss belongeth. a 1649 DKUMM. OF HAWTH.

Cypr. Grove Wks. 31 O only blest, and Author of all bliss.

Ibid. 26 All bless returning with the Lord of bliss. 1667
MILTON P. L. viu. 522 The sum of earthly bliss Which I

enjoy. 1747 GRAY Ode Eton Coll., Where ignorance is

bliss, 'Tis folly to be wise. 1764 GOLDSM. Trai>, 62 May

father
bliss, to see my fellows blest. 1875 B. TAYLOR Faust

. xii. 141 The purest bliss was surely then thy dower.

C. esp. The perfect joy of heaven ;
the beatitude

of departed souls. Hence, the place of bliss, para-

dise, heaven.

971 Blickl. Horn. 25 We ma^on . . ece blisse geearnian.
a 1225 Juliana 21 Ich schal bliSe bicumen to endelese

blissen. aryao Cursor M. 17972 Fro helle toparadys batblis.

c 1384 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 344 He [the popel is not bles-

std in bis Hf, for blis fallib to the tof?ir lyf. 1509 HAWLS
Examp. I'irt. i. 12, I wyll . . brynge thy soule to blesse

eterne. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI* in. in. 182 By the hope I

haue of heauenly blisse. 1607 WALKINGTON* Opt. Glass 65
The soul is.. wrapt up into an Elysium and paradise of

blesse. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 607 Far other once beheld in

bliss. 1781 COWPER Truth 301 The path to bliss abounds
with many a snare. 1871 I\IORLEY Voltaire (1886) 255 Any
one who accepted them in the concrete and literal form pre-
scribed by the church, would share infinite bliss.

d. concr. A cause of happiness, joy, or delight.
a 1000 Ags. Ps, tSpelm.) xxxi. 9 (Bosw.) Dii cart blis min.

( 1386 CHAUCER Nonnes Pr. T. 346 Wommau is marines

Ioye and a! his blis. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem, xcvii. 26 A
wither'd violet is her bliss.

f 3. Glory. (Translating gloria and wAcos.) Obs.

i 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 115 Quts est iste rex glorif*
hwat is }>is blissene king, a 1300 Cursor M. 8100 {>e king
o bits. 1387 TREVISA Higden II. 363 Hercules is i-seide

of heros pat is a man, and of cleos bat is blisse ;
as bey

Hercules were to menynge a blisful man and glorious.

J

1 4. A bliss of birds : a blithe singing, a 'choir.'

< 1430 LVDC;. Min. Poems 228 A blysse of bryddes me batl

abyde, For cause there song mo then one.

5. Comb. a. objective, as bliss-giving,
bliss-

making adjs. ; b. adverbial, as bliss-bright.
1610 HKAUR St. Aug. Citie of God 309 This blesse-af-

BLISSOM.

fording pood. 1645 V>\\ HALL Content. 103 The blissc-

tnaking vision of God. 1839 UAILKY Festits xiv. (18481 147
The

^ bliss-bright stars. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. II.

xxvii. 184 The bliss-giving 'yes.'

t Bliss, v. Obs. Forms: i bliSsian, blisaian,
-ijan, 2blissien.3 bliscen, :

vblescien), O/'w.blis-

senn, 3-4 bliss(en, 4 blesse. [OE. blidsian,
I'lissian = OS. blidsean, blizzen, f. Mitis, bliss sb.

Now blended in the verb BLESS.]
1. intr. To be blithe or glad, to rejoice.
('897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xlix. 385 Hlid^a, cniht,

on dmum gioguShade, c 1000 *4gs. Gosp. Luke ,\v. 9 Blys-
sia5 mid me. a 1225 Ancr. R. 360 Gif we bolicft mid him,
we schulen bliscen mid him. 1377 LANGL. /'. Pt. B. xii. 187
Wei may be barne blisse [C. te.i't blesse] bat hym to boke sette.

b. refl.
< 1175 Lamb. Ifom. 33 Ne mei nan man. . blissien him mid

bisse wordle. [a 1225 Ancr. R. 358 Blesciec* ou ^ gledieS.]
2. trans. To give joy or gladness to orig. with

dative) \ to gladden, make happy, (In i6~i7th c.

blended with bless.}
a 1000 Hymns vii. 34 (Gr.' Du engla God eallum blissast.

( 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. To gladicn, and to blissen u<.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12779 (Gott.J To blissen J?aim vte of bair

wa. 1594 CONSTABLE Diana vi. x, She stands wotlesse
whom so much she blisseth. 1636 FITZ-GF.I-TRAY Holy
Transport. (1881.1 189 To thee, who coin'st from heauen to

blisse the earth.

Bliss
( e, obs. form of BLKSS 77.'

Blissen, var. of BLESCHKN v, Obs. to quench.
Blissful ^bli'sful), a. Forms : 2-4 blisful(le,

4 -uolle, blysfol, 4-6 -ful, blesful^l, blesseful^l,
6 blisseful 1, blisfull, 7 blissfull, blessful, 3-
blissful. [f.

BLISS sb. + -FIT,.]
1. Of persons : Full of bliss, joyful ; happy or

joyous in the highest degree.
a 1240 Sevwfas IVardc in Lamb. }/tvn. 259 Hu he sit l^lis-

ful on his fader riht half. 1386 CHAUCER l-'rankel. T. 362
() blisful artow now thou Dorigen, That hast thy lusty
housbonde in thyne Armcs. 1388 \\'YCL IK fci'dt'S. \\. 3 V
demyde hym, that was not borun ^it. .to be blisfnlere than
euer eithir. 1646 CKASHAW Steps Temp. 65 Let the blessful

heart hold fast Her heavenly armful. 1863 TKNNYSON
tl-'c/c. Alc.vandra 27 Blissful bride of a blissful heir.

2. Of things : Full of or fraught
with bliss.

< 1175 Lamb. Haiti. 77 pe engel hire brohte )>e blisfulle

tidinge. ('1385 CHATCKK /,. G, 11'. 682 From that blisful

our. 1589 GRMF.NK Alenaph. (1616) 47 To turne my blisse-

full sweet to balefull sowre. 1667 MILTON /'. L. i. 5 Till

one greater Man Restore us, and regain the blissful Seat.

1776 GIRHON Dccl. <*? }'. I. 205 To live with Ormusd in a
blissful eternity. 1881 MOKLEY Cobdcn I. 14 All blessed by
nature with a kind of blissful mercurial simplicity.

I 3. Blessed, beatified; sacred, holy. Obs.
a 1225 St. Marltt'r, 21 Beo bu a iblescet and ti blisfule sune

iesu crist. ^1300 CursorM. 8906 pe lauerd of hole, bat bli-.fi.il

ng. 1340 Aycnl>. 186 peblisuolleblode of Iesu Crist. 1496
'/:'t-.s- ^- Panp. \. (W. de W.t liii. 93 '2 Marye MagdaJeyn

nnoynted the blysful fete of our lorde Ihesu. 1534 Li>.

HKKNEHS Gold. Dk. M. Aarcl. (15461 M iijb, It is ordeyned
by the holy senate, by consente of blisfull men.

f4. Glorified, transfigured; cf. BLISS sb.$. Obs.

1387 [see KLISS sb. 3]. 1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. K. vm.

.\1, A bodi bat is blisful [L. glorijicat}t$\. Ibid. xiv. xliv, In

toppe of |>is mounte oure Lorde schewid him selfe blysful.

f 5. Having power to bless. Obs.

1598 FI.OKIO Diet, Kp. Ded. 4 I.aie then your bhsse-full

handes on his head (right Honorable).

t Bli-ssfulhed, blisfulhede. Ol>s. [f. prec.

4- -hcdc, -HEAD.] Blissful condition, joy, beatitude.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter i. i Beatits -,'ir . . Highland blis-

fulhed til rightwise men. ^1340 Cursor M. 6852 (Trin.t A
londe of blbfulhede. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Saii'k u. xii. 1 1 8591

46 Al bounte, beaute, joye and blysfulhede.

Blissfully (bli'sfuli), adv. [f. as prec. + -i.v -.]

In a blissful manner, happily, joyously.
a 1225 A'icr. R. 360 }if we wulle5 a domesdei blissfuliche

arisen, a 1300 Cursor M. 9117 A quile regnd king salamon
IJIisfulli ouer al ^at land. 1489 CAXTON Faytes o)A. iv. vii.

246 The sowles ben blysfully in paradise. (11711 KHN
Aiiaiyucs Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 462 Wrapt Blissfully with

(lot! below. 1820 KEATS St. Afiles xxvii. Blissfully haven'd
both from joy and pain. 1884 Harper's Mag. Sept. 648/1

Blissfully ignorant.

Blissfuliiess (bli'sfnlnfe). [f.
as prec. +

NESS.] The quality or state of being blissful
;

joyfulness, happiness.

fulnesse. 1580 SIDNF.Y Arcadia (1622} 3 It is not for me to

attend so high a blissefulnesse. 1633 FOKD Broken If. \.

iii. (R.I My better stars, that ofier'd me the grace Of so

much blissfulness. 1858 NHALE Rcraanl tie Ht. 19 In bliss-

fulness and mirth. 1871 PALGRAVK Lyr. Poems 71 A peace
more deep disclosed its blissfulness.

Blissing, obs. f. BLESSING.

Bli'SSless, a. [f.
BLISS sb. 4- -LESS.] Without

bliss
; hapless, miserable.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. 352 So many have come to my
Missless 1"!. 1591 KYD Span. Trag. iv. in Hazl. Dadsley
V. 155 Barren the earth, and blissless whosoever Imagines
not to keep it unmanur'd !

Blissom V bli-s3m), a. [a. ON. bla-sma adj. (a

ewe or goat) in heat ; ODu. blesme (Kolkar).] Of
a ewe : In heat. (See (juot.)
1668 WII.KINS Real Char. it. ix. 2. 234 Carnal, fleshly,

blissom, clicket, proud. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v.
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BLISSOM. 924 BLITHELY.
Ewt t Ewe is Bliessom, a Term peculiar to SheephertU,
signifying that the Ewe has taken Tup.
Bli'SSOIU, v.

[f. as prec.]
1. trans. Of a ram ; To couple with a ewe ; to

tup. In/ajj. said of the ewe.
1432-50 tr. Higden Rolls Ser. II. 303 Jacob putte the

roddes . . afore the si$hte of schepe when thei scholde be
blissomede. 1483 Catk. Angl. 34 To Blessum, aridare.
15*3 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 37. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Conntr.
Farm i. xxv. in One Ramme will serue to blesome fiftie

Ewes. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. ; 1721 in BAILEY, and in
later Diets.

2. intr.
' To caterwaul, to be lustful.' J.

Hence Blrssoming vbl. sb.
t Blrssomed///. <i.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxvii[i]. 70 Of after-blismed, [Vulg.
de post faetantes}) him name he. 1721 BAILEY, Blissoming,
the Act of generation between a Ram and a Ewe. 1766
RIDER Diet, s.v., To go a blissoming is to desire the Ram.
Blist, var. of blyschit (see BLUSH v.) ; obs. form

of BLEST, of BLESS z/.i, and Buss sb. ; obs. Sc.

form of BLAST.

Blisteing, obs. form of BLESSING.

Blister (blrstai), sb. Also 3 blester, 6 blus-

ter, blyster. [ME. blester, blister, perh. a. OF.
blestre ('tumeur, bouton,' Godef.), also blo$tre\

the double form may be explained as an adoption
of ON. bldstr, dat. blmstri

*

swelling,' also 'a blast,

blowing/ f. bldsa to blow (whence also mod.Sw.

blasa, Ger. blase, blister;. The i6th c. variant

bluster suggests the MDu. or Flemish bluyster

(Kilian), which points to earlier *blustra, from
same root (cf. ON. blistra to whistle). An OE.
blaster, blester or blyster, cogn. with the OX. or

Du., might have been expected, but is not found.]
1. A thin vesicle on the skin, containing serum,

caused by friction, a burn, or other injury, or the

action of a vesicatory.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6011 (Gott.i Bile and blester [-'.r. blister],

bolnand sare. ? a 1500 Flower <y Leaf lix, For blisters

of the Snnne brenninge, Very good . . ointmentes. 1523
KITZHERB. Hush, 61 There is a blyster rysen vnder the

tounge. 1561 HoLLYBL'sn Horn. Apoik. 22 b, Good . . agaynst
blusters or reed pustuls. 1664 DRYDEN Riv, Ladies in. i.

(1725) 216 This Hand would rise in Blisters shouldst thou
touch it. 1810 HENRY Elem. Chem. II. 371 Acetic acid,

thus prepared . . raises a blister when applied to the skin.

1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 83 Your wet ropes And
clumsy oars, .give blisters first And then a horny hand.

2. A similar swelling, containing fluid or (more
usually) air, on the surface of a plant; on metal

after cooling, a painted surface, and the like.

1597 GKRARD Herbal in. cxvi. (16331 H^o On these leaves

..grow blUters or small bladders. 1671 RAY Pkilos. Lett,

(1718) 97, I had thought that the Kermes-berry had been a.

Blister of the Bark of the Oak. 1678 Ripley Reviv'd 155
Our compound in this heat riseth in blisters. 1799 G.
SMITH Laborat. 1. 148 The paste would be cloudy and full

of blisters. 1885 Athenaeum 30 May 704/2 Nor is this

cracking all the mischief which has lately befallen this

picture, .there is rather a targe blister.

3. Med. Anything applied to raise a blister
;
a

vesicatory.
1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chtrurg., And the

blysters potencyall cauteres be applyed. 1758 WHYTT in

Phil. Trans. L. 570, I advised a blister to be applied. 1875
H. WOOD Therap. (1879) 561 Blisters are especially useful

in inflammations of serous membranes.

4. Comb., as blister-beetle, -fly, an insect used

for raising blisters, spec, the Spanish fly (^Cantharts
vtsicatoria,

; blister-copper, copper having a

blistered surface, obtained during smelting just
before the final operation ;

hence attrib. blister-

copper ore
; blister-plant, a name for different

species ofRanunculus, esp. R. acris, R. sceleratits ;

blister-plaster, a plaster for raising a blister
;

blister-steel, steel having a blistered surface,

obtained during the process of converting iron into

shear-steel or cast-steel
;
attrib. blister-steelfurnace.

1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1843! I- 3 1 If tne apothecary
cannot distinguish a. .*blister-beetle from a Carabus. 1861

J. PERCY Metall. I. 325 The *blister-copper is tapped into

sand-moulds. 1875 URE Diet. Arts (ed. 7) I. 3<j8
*Blister

Copper-ore, a botryoidal variety of copper-pyrites. 1862

COLEMAN Woodlands 23 The brilliant
*
Blister-fly . . is only

very sparingly met with in this country. 1796 WOLCOTT
(P. Pindar) Sat. Wks. 1812 111.390 He Gileads Balm; but

you a*Blister-plaster. 1837 BREWSTER Magnet. 319 Needle
of shear steel received a greater magnetic force than those

of *blister steel. 1880 C. M. MASON Forty Spires 65
When the bars are removed from the furnace they are in a
blistered state ; they are known as *blister-steel. 1831 J.

HOLLAND Mannf. Metals I. 230 When the iron has ab-

sorbed a quantity of carbon in the *blister steel furnace.

Blister (bU-stai% v. [f. prec.]
1. trans. To raise blisters on. Also absol.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Qitfst. Chiritrg., Those that

blyster make no scarre. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 324 A south-
west blow on yee and blister you all ore. 1624 CAPT. SMITH

Virginia in. vii. 69 The Axes, .blistered their tender fingers.

1776 WITHERING Bnt. Arrangem. 11801) III. 496 It is very
acrid, and easily blisters the skin. iSaa SCOTT Nigel xxiii,

Patients might be bled, cupped, or blistered. 1841 S. LOYUK
Handy Andy ii. 18 I'll slap at him. .I'll blister him. 1866

J. H. NEWMAN Gerontius iv. 33 Ice which blisters may be
said to burn.

fig> *63 SHAKS. Mtas.for M. \\. iii. 12 Who, falling in the

flaws of her own youth, hath blistered her report. 1605
Maib, iv. iii. ir This tyrant whose sole name blisters our

tongue. 1884 BROWNING Feri&ktak (.1885) 33 Abominable
words which blister tongue.
2. transf. To raise blisters on (iron bars, etc.) in

the process of conversion into steel.

3. intr. To be or become covered with blisters.

1496 fik. St. Album, l-'ysshyngc 3 He blowyth tyll his

lyppes blyster. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. \\. It, 33 If I proue
hony-mouth'd, let my tongue blister. 1734 ATWELL in Phil.
Trans. XXXIX. 399 The Wound has blister'd. 1799 J.
ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 168 The bark blisters and rises

from the reed. 1821 Cook's Oracle (ed. 3,1 92 Otherwise it

[roast sucking-pig] will be apt to blister.

f 4. To rise in or as a blister. Obs.

1644-7 CLEVELAND Char. Land. Dinrn. 11677) 102 ^)ur
Modern Noble Men; those Wens of Greatness, the Body
Politick's most peccant Humours, Blistred into Lords.

Blistered ^bli-staad), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
1. Affected with blisters, covered with vesicles.

1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593* 116 This hearb .. healeth
the blistred lungs. 1886 STEVENSON Dr. Jekytt i. 4 The
door, .was blistered and distained.

b. Of steel, etc.: cf. BLISTER sb. 4.

1750 FRANKLIN H'ks. 118401 225 Sometimes the surface . .

of the needle, .appears blistered. 1821 R-TuHNBR/Jirw&W.
Arts ff Sc. 227 The iron combines with a quantity of carbon,
and is converted into blistered steel. 1870 Eng. Mech.
18 Feb. 547/3 Blistered

'

copper is recognised by . . being
covered with scales uf the oxide.

2. Ornamented with puffs, pulled.
1592 NASHE /'. Pcnilcssc Wks. 1884 II. 391 His back . .

blisterd with light sarcenet bastings. 1613 SHAKS. Hen,
F///, i. iii. 31 Short blistred Breeches.

Blistering (,bii-sUrirj), -vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ING 1

.] The action or result of the vb. BLISTKK.

1563 HYLL.4 r/ Garden. 115931 95 The same water helpeth
. .the blistering of the mouth. 1660 HP. HALL Rent. Wks.
188 Not a scorching and blistering but.. full torrefaction.

1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 195 P 2 Blistering, Cupping, Bleed-

ing are seldom of use. 1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy ii,

\ ou'll get sm:h a blistering from me. 1863 KINIJSLEY Water
Bab. iv. 172 Bullyings, Dumpings, Blistering!, Bleeding^.

Bli'stering, ppl. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING*.] That

causes blisters. Hence Bli'steringly adv.

1563 TUKNKR Herbal ii. Diija, Wythout blystringe miis-

tarde plasters. Ibid. T vj a, Byting and very blystrinj;.

1859 TKNNYSON Enid 1364 Till she. . Had bared her forehead
to the blistering sun. 1877 SPL'RGEON Treas. David Ps.
cxxx. i In the chamber of despair, the floor of which i^

blisteringly hot.

Blistery (bli-stari ,
a. [f. BLISTER sb. +-Y'.]

Characterized by blisters.

1743 Lond. <y Country finiv. \\. 329 When such frothy
black blistery Head is first, .put into the small Beer. 3843
CARLYLE Pastfy Pr. 11858' 98 A little blistery friction on the
back ! 1845 XUWBOLU in Jrnl. Asiat. Soc. Bengal XIV.
283 Lined with blistery and stalactitic hematite.

Elite (bbit, ?also blit',. Herb. Also 6 blete,

bleit, blyte, blittes, 6-7 bleet, (8-9 blight), 7-9
blit. [ad. L. blititm orache, spinach, a. Or. &\irov
'

perh. strawberry blite, or amaranth blite '.]

Book-name for various plants of the N.O. Chcno-

podiaces?'. esp. \VildSpinach (C.flonus-Ifenricus},
Aniaranthus blitit>n t various species of Atriplex,
and the genus Blititm (STRAWBBKBY BLITE).

Formerly also for Garden Spinach.
c 1420 Pallad. fn Hush. \\, 291 Iche erthe ywrought nowc

blite wol multiplie. 1551 TURNER Herbal (1568' I. Fvili,
It may be called in englyshe a blyte or a blete. 1586 COG AN
Haven Health Ixxxiv, (1636) 87 Kleet is used for a Pot-
hearbe among others. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 76 Bleets
seeme to be dull, vnsauorie and foolish Woorts, hauing no
last nor quickncsse at all. 1727 BRADLEY Fatn. Diet. s. v.

Abscess^ (Jive 'em Lettice or Blites chopped small. 1796
C. MARSHALL Garden, xix. (1813) 350 Mulberry blight, or
more properly blite . . whose fruit resembles a red unripe
mulberry. 1853 SOVER Pantrofih, 68 Blit was eaten boiled,
when nothing better was to be had.

Elite, obs. form of BLH;HT.

Blithe (bUiiT, a. (sb. and adv.} Forms : 1-3
bli'6"e, (3 bliht, bligh), 4 blij>(e, blype, (bli3e, 5

blyde), 3-7 blith, 3-8 blyth, 4-9 blythe, 3-
blithe. [Com. Tent. : OE. hlifa^ OS. Mtti (MDu.
Hide, Du. blijdi, blijt LG. Wide, blyde , OHG.
(MHG. blide), ON. blfor mild, gentle, kind, (Sw.,
Da. blid\ Goth, bleifs kind, merciful :-OTeut.

"blipi-z ; possibly f. verbal stem */>// to shine, but
no cognates are known outside Teutonic. The
earlier application was to the outward expression
of kindly feeling, sympathy, affection to others, as

in Gothic and ON.
;
but in OK. the word had come

more usually to be applied to the external mani-
festation of one's own pleased or happy frame of

mind, and hence even to the state itself.]

A. adj.

f 1. Exhibiting kindly feeling to others
; kind,

friendly, clement, gentle. Obs.
fiiooo Elene 1317 (Gr.) Him bij> engja weard milde and

blifle. c 1340 Aft*. <$ Dind. 624 God is spedeful in speche
Bof> blessed & blybe. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 2342 Your biddyng
to obey, as my blithe fader. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 151/46
Blythe, blandus.

t b- fig- (Of the waves.) Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Psalter w\\\\. 28 pay&a swygla3, bliSe weorbab.

2. Exhibiting gladness ; jocund, merry, sprightly,

gay, mirthful. In ballads frequently coupled with

gay. R.ire in mod. Eng. prose or speech.
a 1000 CitdiHOHS Poems) Christ 739 i.Gr.j Hleahtrc

a 1300 Cursor M. 7255 Quils bai war blithest at J>at fest.

Ibid. 11066 When John was borne also swyj?e His frendes
was ful gladd and blij?e. c 1470 HENRY Wallace 11. 222 Yhe
birds, blyth as bellis. 1616 UULLOKAR, Blith, merry, frolicke,

joyfull. 1632 MILTON Allegro 24 So buxom, blithe, and de-

bonair. 1725 POPE Odyss. xx. 199 Magnificent, and blithe,
the suitors come. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1766) V.

277 Emily ; good girl ! quite recovered, and blyth as a bird.

if&Campaigns 1793-4 !' v"i- 53 Forth we instantly sallied,
so blythe and so gay. 1807 CRABKE Par. Keg. in. 957 Thus
brides again and bridegrooms blithe shall kneel.

b. transf. of things. (More common.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 828 Alle blurded bat was for-wit bli^.

c 1340 Caw. fy Gr. Knt. 155 With blype blaunner ful bry^t.
1621 BEAL-M. it FL. Thierry q- Theod. v. i, A bonny coun-
tenance and a blithe. 1808 SCOTT Mann. \. x, A blithe salute
The minstrels well might sound. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, I.

i. iv. 50 Blithe sounds of festal music. 1857 H. REED l*eet,

Eng. Poets xiii. II. 136 The rightful gayety of those blithe

early years.

3. Of men, their heart, spirit, etc. : Joyous, glad-
some, cheerful ; glad, happy, well pleased. Rare
in Eng. prose or colloquial use since i6th c., but

frequent in poetry ;
still in spoken use in Scotland.

971 Blickl. How. 7 Blibe mode heo sang, c loop ^ELFKIC
Ex. xviii. 9 pa WEBS lethro bli&e for eallum Sam Jjingum 8e
Drihten dyde Israhela folce. c 1205 LAY. 1636 He was
swiSe bliSe for his muchele bi5ate. .1386 CHAUCER Knts.
T. 1020 With good hope and herte blithe, c 1440 York
Myst, xv. 86 Breder, bees all blythe and glad. 1599 SHAKS.
Hen. K, n. iii. 4 Bardolph, be blythe. 1663 in Spalding
Troub. Chas. /, 1^1829* 25 Blyth to win away with his life.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 625 To whom the wilie Adder, blithe

and glad. 1715 ROWE Lady J, Gray iv. 117461 217, I trust

that we shall meet on blither terms. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort.
114

' I'm blythe to hear ye say sae,' answered Cuddie. 1871
MORLEY Voltaire (1886' 49 His spirit was blithe and its fire

unquenchable. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus ix. ii Know ye
happier any, any blither?

t 4. Yielding milk. Obs. or 1 efta/.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Blith (Brit.i, that yeelds milk.

milky. 1669 \VoRUDGKSyst.Agric. 322 Blith, yielding Milk.

B. sb.

fl. A blithe one : cf./air. Obs.
a 1548 Seng) MurningMaidin xvii, Into my armes swythe

Kmbrasit I that blythe.

f 2. a. Compassion, mercy, good-will ;
b. Glad-

ness, mirth, pleasure, delight. Obs.
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 354, & sech hys blybe ful swefte
& swybe. 1:1400 Destr. Troy 2196 Ger horn bowe as a
berslet & bi blithe seche. c 1420 Liber Cocorunt 36 Coloure
hit with safrone, so have bou blythe. t' 1450 Bk. Cnrtasye
47 in Babees Bk. (18681 300 Loke thy naylys ben clene, in

blythe, 1585 Will A. Robinson, Kendall Somerset Ho.) To
William Pott wyfe for hir greate blythe of drinke.

Q.adv. [OE. blide.'] fa. Kindly, benignantly.
Obs. b. Blithely, cheerfully.

t looo.-J^s. P$- liv. [Iv.] 17 pu me milde and bli5e. .ahluttra.

(11300 Cursor M. 11635 lesus loked on hir blith. c 1435
Torr. Portugal 338 The chyldyr namys I wolle telle blythe.

\$&Bk.St. Albans E vij b, Themantphismayster spekyth
full blyth. 1785 COWPER faithf. Bird ^ They sang, as
blithe as finches sinj^.

D. Comb., as blithe-hearted, ^blithdikt, blithe-

looking adjs.
1370 Scnipill Ballates (1872) 77 Ze plesand Paun & Pa-

pingaw Cast of zour blyithlyke cullour. 1848 LYTTON
Harold xi. vii, Leofwine, still gay and blithe-hearted. 1848
DICKENS Dombty iC, D. ed.i 47 A blithe-looking boy.

I Blithe, Obs. [f.
the adj.: a later formation,

instead of OE. bliftsian. blissian, BLISS.]
1. intr. To rejoice, to be merry ;

= BLISS v. i.

a 1300 Cursor vl/. 17870 (Gott.) Adam .. bigan J?an forto

blith [v. r. to glade] in hast. 1563 SACKVILLE Cotn6l. Dk.
Buckhm. 108 Take hede by me that blithd in balefull blisse.

2. trans. To make blithe, gladden, delight; =
BLISS -v. 2 and BLITHEN.

<" 1400 Destr. Troy 2554 Hit blithct all the buernes \>a.i

aboute stode. :-;-}" Proinp. Pan'. 40 Blythyn or welle

i_her>
r

n, e.vkillcro. 16*7 FELTHAM Resolves \. Ixxxi. Wks.

11677) 124 Hope Hatters Life.. She blythes the Farmer.

Blitlieful (.bbi-Sful', a.
[f.

BLITHE sb. or ?a.

+ -FUL ; cf. blissful.]

1 1. Kindly, friendly. Cf. BLITHE a. i. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4078 Ne wald )>ai apon him sei . . with

blithful ei. Ibid. 8547 And. .spak wit blithful ["'. r. bltsful]

chere. 01300 E. E. Psalter cxi[i]. 5 Blithefull man he es

for-^i.

2. Joyous, joyful ;= BLITHE a. 2, 3.

1530 I.YNDKSAY Papyngo 627 Edinburgh . .Within quhose
boundis rycht blythfull haue I bene. 1648 HuUUCK^MMM
(1869)!. 245 Live here blithefull, while ye may. 1837 Blackw.

Mag. XLII. 552 That blitheful noise.

Bli'thefully, adv. Joyously, cheerfully.
1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 26 Feb., He sallies out more or

less blithefully.

Blithely (blai-ffli),^/^. Forms: i blioelice, 2

blySelice, 2-3 blujjeliche, blio'eliche, 3 blifte-

like, blithlik, -li, 3-4 blythly, blitheliche, 4

bly-, bli]?ely. 4-5 blithly, 6 Sc. blyithlye, -lyke,
6-8 blythely, 6- blithely, [f.

BLITHE a. + -LY-.]

fl. With kindness, benignantly. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Go$p. Luke xix. 6 Da efste he and hine blibe-

lice onfengc. c 1400 Destr. Troy xxii. 9109 There the body
of the bold blithly was set, Of honerable Ector, as I ere said.

1592 GREENL: Poems 137 Astraea . .'Can blythely comfort me.

2. In a blithe manner ; joyfully, joyously, merrily;

gladly.
f 1175 Lamb. Horn. 23 pu gast to chirche bluMiche.

( 1*30 Halt Mtid. 3 pat.. heo him ase fader be bliSeluker

lubini. a 1300 Cursor M. 3243 Itlithli, sir, it sal be don.



BLITHEMEAT.

jly
awaukens the morrow. 1794 SOUTHEY Lyric P., Tallymen,
Returning blithely home. zSzo SCOTT Motuist. x, I listened

blithely enough.
Bli'themeat. ? Obs. &. An entertainment

provided upon the birth of a child
; the dainties

then partaken of.

1681 in R. Law Mem. (18181 191 (JAM.) Sabbath days
feastings, blythemeats, banqueting*. 1823 GALT Entail I.

xxxiii. 295, I hope, poor thing, she'll hae an easy time o't,
and that we'll hae blithes-meat before the sun gangs doun.

t Bli'themod, a. Obs. [OE. HiStmid, f. bliSc

BLITHE + i/M disposition, Moou.] Of blithe

mood ; of cheerful disposition.
I0s O. E. Chron. (Cott. MS.) Was a bli3e mod bealuleas

kyng. c 1105 LAY. 29701 pa wes he ful bliSemod.

Bli.th.eu (bbi-S'n), v. [mod. f. BLITHE a. +
-EN 12

: cf. gladden] trans. To make blithe.

1824 GALT Rothclan II. v. ix. 255 To blithen the morning
with cheerful reveillies. 1830 Lalvrie T. in. xv. 11849)
134 Glimpses of merriment. . which blithen the fire-side.

Blitheuess (bloi-Snes). [OE. bliditts, -nys :

f. bliSe, BLITHE + -nes : see -NESS.] The state of

being blithe ; joyousness, cheeriness, merriness,

happiness. (Orig. a synonym of bliss.)
c xooo Sax. Lccckd. III. 212 Wineard wyrcen bli5nysse lif

getacnad. a 1275 Prov. Alfred in O. E. Misc. 105 He i?

your teares, and put on againe your former blithenesse,

1735 RAMSAY Gent. Shcpk. v. iii, What double blytheness
wakens up this day. 1874 HARDY MaddingCrtnvd II. i. 14
Troy's blitheness might become aggressive.

t Bli'ther. Ola. rare. [f. BLITHE v. + -EK J
.]

One who makes blithe ; a gladdener.
a
1455

lloiilate xxiv, Hail, blyther of the Bapteist.

Blithesome i,blai-Ssm ;,,
a. [f. BLITHE a. +

-SOME : cf. gladsome.] Cheery.
1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 89 The blythsome

Hndal. 1794 SOUTHEY Botany-B. Eclog. ii. Blithesome as
the lark. 1862 LYTTON Sir. Story II. 176 The solitudes of
that blithesome and hardy Nature.

Blitter, dial. f. BITTERN : cf. BOG-BLUTTEB.
1788 BURX.S My Hoggic ii, But the howlet cry'd frae the

castle wa' The blitter frae the boggie.

Bliue, obs. form of BELIVE adv. quickly.
Blizzard (bli-zaJd). (7. S. [A modern word,

prob. more or less onomatopoeic ; suggestive words
are blow, blast, blister, bluster : the Fr. lilesser to

wound, has also been conjectured, but there is no-

thing to indicate a French origin. As applied to

a 'snow-squall,' the word became general in the

American newspapers during the severe winter of

1880-81
;
but according to the Milwaukee Repub-

lican 4 Mar. 1881, it had been so applied in the

Northern Vindicator ^Esherville, 111.) between
1 860 and 1870. It was apparently in colloquial
use in the West much earlier ; but whether Col.

Crockett's use of it in 1834 (sense i) wasyfy., taken
from the stifling blast, or was the earlier sense, and

subseq. transferred to the blast, is not determined.]
1. 'A poser. (Not known in the Eastern States)'.

Bartlett. v ? perh. a fig. use of 2, as if a blast

they could not stand, a 'slider', 'choker',' settler'.)

1834 CROCKKTT Toitrdwn East 16 1 Bartlett) A gentleman
at dinner asked me for a toast ; and supposing he meant to
have some fun at my expense, I concluded to go ahead,
and give him and his likes a blizzard.

2. A furious blast of frost-wind and blinding
snow, in which man and beast frequently perish ;

a '

snow-squall '. Hence Bli'zzardly, Bli'zzard-
ous a.

1880 Let. 29 Dec., fr. Chicago in Mauc/i. Even. News,
24 Jan. 1881 The thermometer was 17 degrees below /ero
last night, and it was blowing abliz/ard all the time. 1881
Standard 22 Jan. 5/1 The region [Manitoba] is swept by
those fearful blasts known as '

blizzards
'

which send the

'poudre ', or dry snow, whirling in icy clouds. 1881 ^V. Y.
Nation 184 The hard weather has called into use a word
which promises to become a national Americanism, namely
'

blizzard '. It designates a storm l.ofsnow and wind i which
men cannot resist away from shelter. 1882 Contcmp. Rtv.
Sept. 350 Those bitter

'
blizzards

'

so justly dreaded by all

who have to do with live block. 1883 f,et. in Advance i

Mar., Driving snow, with very blizzardly tendencies.

tBlO, a. Obs. Also bloe, bloo, blow o. [The
midland and southern form of the word still pre-
served in north.Eng. and Sc. as blae, blea : OX.
bid livid. Bio died out in literary Eng. during
the i6th or 17th c. : for the etymology and senses,

see BLAE.] Blackish blue, livid, leaden-coloured.

(In early writers sometimes = BLUE.)
c 1250 Gen. <$ E.r. 637 Rein-bowe, men cleped reed and

bio. c 1314 Guy IVanu. (A.) 341 Tristor he hete wijj be berd
blowe. ^1325 E. E. Allit. P. C. 221 In bluber of be bio

Hod. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. in. 97 Al to bio [C. iv. 125 blewe]
askes. 1-1430 Pol. Kel. f, L. Pnenis (18661 206 Nowe Iigi3t

he ded bobe blok and bio. c 1440 J'ramf. Pan'. 40 Bio

erbe, argilla. 1526 SKEI.TON Magnyf. 2080, I wax bothe
wanne and bloo. 1530 PAI.SGR. 306/2 Bio, blewe and grene
coloured, as ones body is after a drie stroke. 1565 GOLDING
Ovid's M-t. in. (I593 1 56 Licking with his bio and blasting

toong their iurie wounds. 1652 KipLtY Comp. Akli. in Ash-

925

mole 188 The Crowys byll blue as lede. 1788 \V. MARSHALL
Yorksli. 11796) II. 65 The blue, blow, or lead-coloured flax.

Hence Bio-wipe, a bloworstrokecausingabruise.
1622 K. CALMS Slat. Stiut-rs (1647* 169 Ifone be presented

in a Ltd Court for a Blowipe or any other personal wrong,
t Bleached, ///. a. Obs.

['.'
a corruption or

modification of BLOTCHED.] Blotched with yellow
or white, variegated ; hence bloachcd-ltavcd a<lj.

1715 BRADLEY Fain. Ilict. s.v. Phyllyrca, The plain
Phyllyrea, and the bloach'd leav'd one, are very quick
Growers.

176^ H. T. CKOKKR Diet. Arts ff Sc. III. s. v.

Varugatian, 1'hose leaves whose middles are variegated
with yellow or white, in spots, are called bloached.

Bloak, variant of BLOKE, slang, man.

Bloamon, var. of BLOJIAN, Obs., a blackamoor.

Bloat, sb. [? from BLOAT a.- or .-]
' A hammer

swelled at the eye.' Raymond Mining Gloss. 1881.

Bloat (blout), a.i Also ,v-6 blote, 7 bloate.

[The spelling bloat occurs in this sense earlier

than in that of next word, with which this is often

identified, though in the present state of our know-

ledge it is safer to keep them distinct. The ME.
blote is perhaps identical with OX. b/aul-r in the

sense ' soft with moisture, soaked, wet
'

;
or from a

parallel form 'blot-: cf. the ME. vb. blotite, OX.
blolna to soften, moisten (see BLOTE.N), also Sw.
bliil soft, moist, yielding. But it would also answer
in form to OE. lildt 'livid, pale', though this

sense is less likely. .Sense z recalls OX. blan/r

fiskr, i.e. 'soft fish', applied to 'fresh' fish, but

in Sw. blotJisk, to 'soaked' hsh
v
\ igf-\ Though

evidence of actual connexion is wanting, it is

conjectured that the Eng. 'bloat herring' is, in some

way, identical with these, and means, etymologi-
cally, either

'

soft
vmoist) herring ',

in opposition
to 'dried', or else 'soaked, steeped herring', in

reference to part of the process of curing the

herrings so termed. \\\Act 18 Chas.II.u. ' bloated
'

is opposed to 'dried', and it is explained by
Blount as 'half-dried'; but most of the quota-
tions give it as meaning (in actual use; 'smoked ',

(smoking being an important part of the process .

One at least (1613 below) appears to identify it

with '

puffed up ',
and thus with sense 2 of the next

word, whereas Sylvester, in 1616, says
'

Herrings
shrink in bloating'; but moist herrings are natu-

rally plumper than those more thoroughly dried.

See also next word, and BLOAT v. '

]

1 1. ? Soft with moisture (or ? livid, pale). Obs.

f 1300 Of Mt-n Lifx\\\. in E. E. P. 11862) 154 5e suiters

[?.?iVrj-= sutorsJ. .wijj }our blote hides of selcujj beslis.

2. Bloat herring : a smoked half-dried herring,
cured by the process described in BLOAT v. '

;

a bloated herring, a bloater. Also a term of

contempt for a human being. ? Obs.

it 1586 SIDNEY Rented, for Love 65 iGrosart II. 176' Her
compound, or electuary, Made of okle linge or caviarie,

Blote herringe, cheese. 1602 DKKKER Stltirofit, 245 Bloatti

herring dost heere? 1613 OVERBURY -^ ll'ijc 116381 177
He'l bee puft up to your hand like a bloat Herring. 1621

li. JONSON Mtis<]itc Augurs, You stink like .so many bloat-

herrings newly taken out of the chimney ! 1661 Pi-:i'ys

5 Oct., To the Dolphin, and there eat some bloat herrings.

Bloat ^bl<?ut), a.- Forms : 4 bloute, 6-7

blowt(e, 7- bloat. [Apparently distinct at fust

(as an Eng. word) from the prec., since the earlier

form of that was blote, but of this blout ; though
of parallel origin, and, since the 1 7th c., identified

in form, and often associated in meaning. ME.

blout, bl<ni't, was the regular adopted form of ON.
blautr- soft (as a baby's limbs, a bed, silk

;
see

Vigf.) ;
cf. Sw. blot

'

soft, yielding, pulpous, pulpy'.

The later form bloat does not answer phonetically
to blout, />l(Ki't, yet its modern use is largely ow ing
to the ' blowt king

'

of Hamlet having been

printed 'bloat' by editors since Warburton, 1747;
G. Daniel had also spelt the word in this way
(-1640-50. Possibly BLOAT a. 1 in

' bloat herrings
'

I

(found as early as 1602) was in the I7th c. a much
better known word than this, and being, rightly or

|

wrongly, identified with it, influenced its form.

It is to be noted that BLOAT v., and its derivatives

BLOATED, BLOATIXO, are all of earlier use as ap-

plied to the herring, than in senses connected with

this word. Sense 2 is a natural enough extension

of i
;

but it may have been influenced by asso-

ciation with blow, blown ; the mutual influence of

this and the prec. since 1600, cannot be settled

without more definite knowledge of the exact

notion at first attached to ' bloat herring '.]

f 1. Bio-ate, bloute : t Soft, soft-bodied, flabby,

pulpy; passing into '

puffy, puffed, swollen*. Obs.
c 1300 Havelok 1910 He leyden on . . [blows] . . He maden

here backes al so bloute Als he[re] wombes, and made hem
rowte Als he \veren kradel-barnes. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in.

iv. 182 Let the blowt king tempt you againe to bed. [So all

the Quartos, exc. Q i, where wanting; the Folios read

blitnt.\ 1603 H. CROSSE Virtues Cottritrw. (1878) 145 The
body I say is subiect to so much pestilence . . the face

BLOATED.
blowtt:, puft vp, and stuft with the flockc-s of strong
beere.

2. Bloat : Puffed, swollen, inflated, esp. with

self-indulgence. Hence bloat -faced adj. (In
modern writers an echo of Shakspere's word since

that has been written bloat. FLOATED occurs in

the same sense from 1664.1
1638-48 (',. DANIEL Eilog. iii. 83 The foolish rites Of bluat-

fac'd Bacchus. 1649 Trinarch., licit. /', ccxcii, The
Bloat Face of Kusticitie, bmuggs, looking in A Mirrour.
1747 [WARBURTON printed bloat for blowt and blunt in

Hamlet.) 1832 niackw. Mag. XXXII. 661 The bloat and
ugly villain. 1857 HK.U VSEGE Saul 1 1869' 332 To fetch a
calf or sheep, That its bloat master may it .stick and slay?
1861 TKMPLI-, -S: TF\OK Tannhiiuscr n From foul embrace
Of that bloat Queen.

b. transf.
l^SS Q 1- \KLKS I'.mH, \. Imoc., Scorn, scorn to feed uii

thy old bloat desires. <? cf. bloat herring. >] 1646 G. DANIEL
/Vw//jr Wks. 1878 I. 89 What I Iuo.se 01 win To bloal

opinion, that below my fate I ever \alue.

Bloat,?'.
1 Also 7 blote. [App. f. KLOAT <z.',

with the sense 'to make bloat'.]
trans. To cure (herrings) by a process which leaves

them soft and only half-dried. This is now done by
leaving them in dry salt on a floor for .'4 hours,

washing in fresh water, spitting, and smoking them
over an oak fire for a period varying from ^4 hours
to 3 or 4 clays, according to the time they are to

be kept before being eaten. (Earlier authorities*

speak of their being steeped for a lime in brine

before smoking ; which has to be remembered in

discussing the original meaning of bloat.}
Bloated herrings are opposed to dried or red herring,

which art; left in dry salt for 10 days, and smoked for 14

days, whence their deep colour and shrivelled dryness.
1611 (,'<>TI;K., Fitnitr, to .. bloat, besmoake, hang, or drie

in the smouke. 1618 FLETCHER Is/, /''cess ii. i. 102, I ha\<j

mure smoke in my mouth then would Blote a hundred her-

rings. i68z J. COLLINS Suit $ Fishery 109 Of Bloated and
Uryed Fish. These the Fishmongers say are bloated as ful-

loweth, to wit, they sink them 3 or 4 hours in a Urine, .and
then hang them up a drying in Chimnies.

Bloat, v.- [app. f- BLOAT a.- : its identity with
or distinctness from the prec. depends of course

upon the relation of the two adjectives.]
1. trans. To blowout, inflate, swell, make turgid.
Also absol.

1677 DUVJJKN Circe Prol. 25 Encourage him, and bloat
him up with praise, That lie may get more bulk before he
dies. 1711 AnnisoN

S^ct'f. Xo. 127 7 6 To see so many
well-shaped innocent Virgins bloated up, and waddling up
and down like big-bellied Women. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s. v. A/i/.s/rtjr/'/V, Of epi>pasticks, there are .some which ..

swell and bloat the skin. 1748 Cm.s'i I-:KI'. Lett. II. clviii.

64 All malt-liquors fatten, or at least bloat. 1815 Encycl.
Brit. III. 549 Butchers have a kind of blast or bellows. . by
which they bloat or blow up their meat when killed. 1834
H. MII.U.R Scenes y f.fff. xvi. 11857' 24 Dead bodies ..

bloated by the wafer. <t 1878 STIRLING-MAXWELL in Edin.
AYsv. No. 323. 19 Kxcess, both in eating and drinking . . had
bloated hi.*, cheek.

2. intr. To swell, become swollen or turgid.
a 1735 AKHLTHSOT ij.' If a person of a firm constitution

begins to bloat. 1813 T. JEFFERSON Corr. 11830) 221 N<>
man knows what his property is worth, because it i>

bloating while be is calculating. 1839 Eraser $ Mttg. XIX,
94 Who shut me up In darkness., to fatten, swell, and
bloat.

Bloated ;blJ-ted), ///. <z.i [f.
BLOAT v.\ -r

ED.] Of fish : Cured by the process described in

Ui,OAT v.l; half-dried in smoke.
1648 HLKKICK Obcron's F. Poems (j86g> I. 127 A newt's

stew'd thigh, A bloated earwig. 1666 Act 18 Chas. //, ii,

Any Ling, Herring, Cod or Pilchard, fresh or salt, dried or

bloated. 1670 BLOUNT L,aiv Did., Bloated Fish or Her-

ring . . are those which are half-dried. 1753 CHAMBERS
CycL Sttfp. s. v., Bloated herrings are made by steeping
them in a peculiar brine, and then hanging them in a chim-

ney to dry, 1830 M. DONOVAN Dont. Econ. II. 239 A new
flavor., in which that of a bloated herring is sometime-,

distinguishable.

Bloa'ted, ///. .-
[f.

BLOAT v.~ + -ED.]
1. Of the body, face, etc. : Swollen, puffed up,

turgid ; esp. as describing the effect of gluttony
and self-indulgence.
1664 H. MoKE,.l/yjtf. luifj. 475 Disguised in some uncoutli

habit with circumcised crowns, and moaped or bloated

looks. 1711 F. FULLER Mcd. Gymn. 56 A Bloated Habit
of Body. 1713 Guardian No. 17 (17561 I. 79 The tender

fool has wept till her eye> are swelled and bloated. 1782
COWPER Prog. Err. 405 Bloated spiders. 1820 KEATS St.

Agues -\.\.\ix, The bloated wassailers will never heed.

2. transf. and fig. a. Of things : Swollen, in-

flated, crammed ; overgrown, of excessive size.

1711 II 'crt-nfclsiits Meteors of Stile 235 He affected the

Kloquence of bloated and high-sounding Words. 1785
COWPER Task i. 739 His overgorged and bloated purse.

1846 PKHSCOTT Ferd. <y Is. III. xvi. 194 The bloated mag-
nificence of succeeding monarchs. i86a DISRAELI in Han-
sard Ser. in. CLXVI. 1426 Those bloated armaments which

naturally involve states in financial embarassments. 1879
GEO. ELIOT Thco. Such ii. 47 Its bloated, idle charities.

b. Of persons or their attributes : Swollen with

pride of rank or wealth ; puffed up, pampered.
1731 SWIFT To Gay Wks. 1755 IV. i. 169 A statesman . .

A bloated minister. 1863 STANLEY Jew. Ch. xiii. 311 The
bloated pluralists of the mediaeval Church. 1868 J. H.

BLUNT Rff. Ch. Eng. I. 355 The ' bloated aristocracy
'

of a

republican ideal.
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3. Comb.> as bloated-bellied adj.

1875 B. TAYLOR J-'aust I. xxi. 180 Is't the salamander
pushes Bloated-bellied through the bushes?

BloatedneSS (blju-tednes). [f. prec. + -NKSS.]
Bloated quality or state.

1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. x. xiv. 538 Unsound blotedness
and ventosity of Spirit. 1732 ARBUTHNOT On Diet ii. iR.)
Bloatedness, scorbutical spots, c 1875 HKSANT & KICK Harp
% Cr. xx. 209 To paint the bloatedness of our prelates.

Bloater (bwta"tai). [f. BLOAT a.1 * -KB; app.
like the vulgar deader^ liver, four -

ivkeefar.]
A ' bloat

'

or bloated herring : see BLOAT a.1 , v^
1832 S. TYMMS Family Topogr. III. 142 Herrings, at Yar-

mouth where the method of curing is unrivalled, called
' Yarmouth bloaters.' 1871 M. COLLINS J/Vy. <y 3Terek. II.

iv. 97 He had been breakfasting on a bloater. i88z BUCK-
LAND Xotes Anint. Life 202 Real Yarmouth bloaters are

herrings very slightly salted, and smoked for three or four

hours only.

Bloating ,bl<7-tirj\ vbl. sbl [f.
BLOAT z/."i +

-ING 1
.]

The process of curing (fish) by smoking
for a short time ; the preparation of bloaters.

1616 SYLVESTER Tobacco^
Raft. 499 Herrings, in the Sea,

are large and full, But shrink in bloating, and together pull,

Bloa'ting, vhi. sh:~ [f. BLOAT z-.- + -ING 1.]
'A

puffing up or inflation of the exterior habit of the

body, lodged chiefly in the adipose cells.' Cham-
bers Cycl. Supp. 1753.

Bloa'ting, ///. a. That bloats or (?) blotches.

1759 W. WII.KIE Epigon. \. (1769^ 106 His crooked form
he reared With horror pale, with bloating clay besmeared.

t Bloa'ty, a. Ofo, rare. [In this and the prec.
it looks as \ibloat were confounded with blot, and

'bloated' taken as 'disfigured with blotches'.]
1705 HICKERIXGILL / V/V.T/-CV. ii. viii. 76 Dashing out

those bloody and bloaty Colours, wherewith Superstition
has pourtrayed and arayed him [the Creator].

Blob ',blpb;, sb. Also 9 .SV. blab. [The vb. ap-

pears in ijth, the sb. in i6th c. Like BLEB, ex-

pressing the action of the lips in producing a

bubble. Some feeling of association with BLOW

may have helped the formation or perpetuation of

the word. Cf. BLAB, BLOBBER, BLUBBER.]
1. A bubble. 0/>s. exc. north, dial.

1536 HKLLENDEN Cron. Scot. 11821) I. p. xliii, Gif thay be

handillit, thay melt away like ane blob of waiter. 1570
LEVINS Mattip. 154 Blob on the water, hulla. 1863 MRS.
TOOGOOD Yorksh. Dial., Watter-blobs, bubbles of soap and
water made with a pipe by children. 1875 tt'hitby Gloss.

i E. D. S.) Bleb or Blob t a bubble.

2. A pimple, pustule, north, dial. Also //^.

1597 LOWE Chintrg. 116341 82 Little blobs upon the skin,

produced of an ebulition of the blond. 1614 Sco. I'enus

11876) 32 O filthy blob and staine.

3. A drop or globule of liquid or viscid substance.

1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. H. ii, Her een the clearest

blob o' dew outshines. 1823 GALT Entail I. xxiii. 201

Haud it [a humble bee] till I takeout the honey blob. 1857
HL-GHES Ton BrtrH'ii iii, The letter was . . stuck down with

a blob of ink. 1866 ARGYLL Reign nf Law ii. led. 4) 120

Animals which are mere blobs of jelly.

b. Applied to a soft round fruit, as a goose-

berry ;
also dial, to globular or drop-like flowers,

as the Globe-flower, Foxglove, etc.

(-1750 LD. BALMEKINO in Ramsay Kemin. led. 18) 254 Gie
me a ha'porth of honey blobs [yellow gooseberries!. 1868

HOLME LEE B. Godfrey xlix. 275 The scarlet blobs [=cher-
ries] that they . . loved.

4. A small rounded mass of colour.

1863 Reader 31 Oct. 502 In the design one of the wrestlers

\\<\ destitute of eyebrows, .but adorned with compensating
blobs of hair upon the forehead. 1872 HLACK Adv. Phaeton
v. 54 A little blob of strong colour. 1880 BIRDWOOD Ind.

Art II. 9 Worthless gems which have no value as precious

stones, but only as barbaric blobs of colour.

5. A solid oval mass of iron forming the base of

one of the iron beams or posts which support the

deck of a ship.
1863 Thucs 19 Mar. 14/2 The tee, the beam, and the blob

were made separately in lengths, and then welded together.

6. fig. A pouting lower lip.

1762 COLLINS Afisc. 122 iHalliw.) Wit hung her blob, ev'n

Humour seem'd to mourn.

b. slang phrase. On the blob : by word of

mouth. Cf. BLAB.
1851 MAYHEW Land. Lab. I. 311 Those [professional beg-

gars] who ' do it on the blob
'

thy word of mouth i and those

who do it by
'

screwing ', that is, by petitions and letters.

7. Comb.) as blob-cheeked, -headed adjs.

1552 HULOBT, Hlobbe cheked, hnccones. 1553 T. WILSON
Rhet. 78 b, A man with a bottell nose, blobb cheaked.

1865 Morn. Star 8 May, A blob-headed man with mauve-
coloured hair.

Blob, Chiefly north. Also 6 blab, [cf.prec. sb.]

1. trans. To mark with a blob of ink or colour;
to blot or blur.

1429 Si. Acfs Jos. I, II. 17/2 Swa bat Jjai lialde \>c forme

of the breif. .& l>e nocht rasit na blobit in suspect place.

1599 PORTER Angry U'tnn. Alnngd. (1841*91 She will not

haue one of those pearled starres To blab her sable meta-

morphosis. 1609 SKKNI-: AVc. Maj. 114 Gif the libell or

summons is blobbed, or rased in suspect places.

2. intr. To rise in a bubble or bubbles.

1855 IVhitby Gloss., Blob, to boil or bubble up like water,
when anything acts upon it by plunging or otherwise.

3. intr. ? To produce blobs or bubbles
;
to '

flop'

in the water.

1875 Whitby Gloss. (E. D. S) Blot t to plunge into the

water. 1884 Kfafku'. Mag. Mar. 346/1 The wretched trout

. .blobbing and jumping on the stream.

Blobbed, ppl.a. [f. BLOB^. + .ED^.] Affected

with pimples or swellings.
1486 Bk. St. Albans Cvj h, When thou seeth thy hauke

vppon his mouth and his chekis blobbed.

Blobber (bl^-bar), a. [A variant of BLABBER,

peril, influenced by BLOB.]
Of the lips: Thick, swollen, protruding. Hence

blobber-lipped a. Cf. BLUBBER a.

1593 J'uss. Morricc 83 She was monstrous blobber Hpt.

1674 GRI:W <J.t A blobber-lipped shell seemeth to be a
kind of mussel. 1685 DnvniiN Lucretius Misc. Wks. (1760'
II. 457 Hanging blobber lips but pout for Kisses. 1692
R. LESTRANGB Fttbles, \. (1714* i Some will have his Person
deformed .. Klobber-Lipp'd. 1818 filacfav. Mag. III. 282

Lazy streams of delight from their blobber lips falling.

Blobber, obs. and dial. f. BLUBBER sb. and v.

Blobby (blp-bi), a.
[f.

BLOB ^. + -vV| Cha-
racterized by blobs ; resembling a blob.
1882 Garden 10 June 399/3 A delicious hunch of Pinks . .

fringed petals- blobby flowers. 1884 American VII. 253
Flat and blobby fragments.

Blober, -ure, -yr, obs. forms of BLUBHKR.

t Blo'b-tale. Obs. [f. blob, var. of BLAB + TALE.
Cf. the combs, in BLAB v.^ 5.] A tell-tale.

a 1670 HACKKT Abfi. Williams 11. (16921 67 These blob-

tales, when they could find no other news to keep their

tongues in motion, laid open our Bishop for a malignant.

Bloc, variant of BLOKE a. Obs. pale ; black.

t Blo'CCUZ. Obs. [a. 1 6th c. F. bloats
^
now

blockhaitS) BLOCKHOUSE.] Afortification,a bulwark.
1600 HOLLAND Livy vm. xxv. 2gge By certaine skonces

and bloccu/es [mnnimentis} betweene the enemies fortes

and forces, one part was cut from the other.

Block blfk), sb. forms : 4-5 blok, ; blokke,

5 7 blocke, 6 block. [In sense i, app. a ME.
adoption of F. bloc, of same meaning ;

but in

senses 17-20 taken directly from BLOCK T. OF. bloc

is, according to Diez and Littre, a. OIIG. bhh

(MUG. bloch* mod.Ger. block} in same sense

(MDu. bloc, Du. blok, MLG. block, Sw. block, Da.

blok}, the origin of which is uncertain. Grimm
and others identify it with MUG. bloch, OHG.

j

biloh (M Du. beloc, bclokc}
'

closure, obstruction,
|

t-hut place,
1

referred to bi-Iukan, f. liikan to close,

shut. Kluge considers it a distinct word, and

possibly related farther back to balk BALK.]
I. A solid piece of wood.

1. A log of wood
; part of the trunk of a tree,

a stump.
< 1305 J.eg, A''W 118711 141 \V~hon crist was knit with

corde on a stok His bodi bledde a-^ein (?at blok. 1393
(IOWKR Conf. \. 314 This king, .made . .Of grete snides and
of blockeN Great tire. 1481 ('\\ION Reynard (fab.) yj They
. . drewe hym ouer stones and ouer blocke^ wythout the

village. 1552 Hi i.OKI, Hlocke, trnncns. 1594 T. B. La
Primand. />. A- ad, n. 131 [Xol more motion or feeling
then is in a blocke or stone. 1830 DISKAKLI Home Lett. x. I

84, I looked at the wood fire and thought
of the blazing

blocks in the hall at Bradenham. 1884 FROI:I>K Carlyle II.

xxiii. 176 Silting paiient on a big block huge stump of a

tree-root.

b. Often used in similes as a type of inertia,

senselessness, stupidity. Cf. sense 15 : also POST.
c 1410 Sir (,"leges 440 He yaffe the styward sech a stroke,

That he fell dovn as a bloke. 1678 Ripley Reviv'd 383
They are as stupid as Blocks. 1718 POPE A nth. Sncccssio

10 When you like Orpheus, strike the warbling lyre, Atten-
tive blocks stand round you and admire. 1875 BUCKLAND
Log-Bk. 68 As deaf as a block.

f c. contemptuously. An idol, a 'stock
1

.

1563 87 Fox i : . / . <y J/. 1 1 596) 1 340/1 H is great Gud was not

exalted . .ouer the aultar, nor his blocke almighty sc-l seemely
in the roode loft.

fd. Contrasted with 'straw' in some obsolete

proverbial phrases. Cf. sense 1 1 : also BEAM and
MOTE. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. {W. de W. 1531) 93 Lest of a strawe we
make a blocke. 1551 CRANMKK AIIIW. /'/. i,ardiner 201

(T.) You can spy a little mote in another mans eye, that

cannot see a great block in your own. i$6a J. HKYWOOD
Prov. * Epigr. (1867) 76 Ye stumbled at a strawe, and lept
ouer a blocke.

t 2. The stump or trunk of a figure without the

limbs.

1535 COXF.KDALE i Sam. v. 5 The block laie there ouely.

3. A large solid piece of wood, of which the top
or surface is used for various operations :

a. A piece of wood on which a butcher chops
his meat, or on which firewood is cut, or which is

used for beetling or hammering on, or otherwise

in various mechanical crafts. Between the beetle

and the block : see BEETLE* i c.

c 1485 Digby Myst, (1882^ i. 157 If I fynde a yong child I

shall choppe it on a blokke. 1766 ENIICK London IV. 65
Stalls for butchers, with .. blocks. 1849 DICKKNS Dav.

Copp. x\x, He looked such a very obdurate butcher as he

stood scraping the great block.

b. The piece of wood on which the condemned
were beheaded or mutilated.

1541 Act 33 Ifen. VIII> xii. 18 The serieant . . shal bring
to the said place of execucion a blocke with a betill a staple
6 cordes to bmde the saide hande vpon the blocke. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen. /K, iv. ii. 122 Some guard these Traitors to

the Block of Death, a. 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Kch. (1704)

.

C. Barber s block : a wooden head for a wig.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury 11. xviii. 464 A Finishing

III. NIV. 384 He laid down his head upon the Blo*.k. 18*9
H. NKKI.E Lit. Rein. 25 The sovereign who sent Raleigh to

the block. 1876 GRHKN Short Hist. vii. i (18821 34 i H
was by bills ofattainder . . that the great nobles were brought
to the block.

c. A stump by which to mount, or dismount

from, a horse. Alsoy?^.
1614 MARKHAM C/;tvr/ Hush. i. ii. (1668) 12 Observing to

mount and dismount at the block only, a 1659 OSBORN
Obscrv. Turks iii. \ 1673' 265 The promoters of Sedition, are

seldom found to take Horse at any other block than what

they perceive the People aptest to stumble at. 1841 OR-
UKRSON Creol. viii. 76 [He] rode dashingly up to the block.

d. The stump on which a slave stood when

being sold by auction.

1853 Chamb. Jrnl. Oct. 39 Boy mounts the block . . the

auctioneer kindly lends him a hand. 1866 BRYANT Death
Slavery vii, There shall the grim block remain, At which
the slave was sold.

e. A falcon's perch.
1844 Proc. Benv. Nat. Club. II. 97 The hawk, .was soon

receiving . . a good meal of beef upon her block.

4. A piece of wood or other substance on which

something is moulded, shaped, or fashioned ; spec.

a. A mould for a hat.

1575 GASCOIGNK llcarbes, ll'cedcs^ etc. Wks. 1*587! 154 A
coptanke hat made on a Flemish block. 1604 DFKKER
Honest ll'/t. i. xiii. Wks. 1873 II. 79 We have blpckes for all

heads. rti68o BI:TI.KR Rcm. (1750) II. 217 His Head is,

like his Hat, fashioned upon a Block. 1858 HAWTHORNE
Fr. % It. Jrnls. I. 81 Wolsey's hat. .might have been made
on the same block.

Hence b. fig. Shape, style, fashion (of hat).

1580 T.YLY Eitphttcs (Arb.) 323 A hat of the . . best block

in al Italy. 1599 SHAKS. Mitc/i Ado \. i. 77 He weares his

faith but as the fashion of his hat, it euer changes with ye

next block. 1612 ROWLANDS More A'/iaftcs Yet 6 Hats of

newest blocke. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xxv, A beaver hat of the

newest block.

for a wig.
. inishing Block

is a Wooden head set on a Stand, on which the rounds of

hair are sowed on the Cawl. 1754 Connoisseur No. 36 Their
heads . . have worn as many different kinds of wigs as the

block at their barber's, .f 1843 SOUTH KY EJ>. A. Citnning-
hatn Wks. III. 318 From such a barber .. was that por-
trait made, I think, or per adventure from his block.

d. trans/. A head, (slang.}

1635 SHIRLEY Lady ofPicas, u. i, Buy a beaver For thy
own block.

e. generally. A substratum or core.

1691 RAY Creation i. (1704) 119 To serve as a Form or

Block to sustain the succeeding annual Coat.

5. Mechanics. A pulley or system of pulleys
mounted in a case, used to increase the mechanical

power of the ropes running through them ; em-

ployed esp. for the rigging of ships, and in lifting

great weights. They take various names from

their shape, position, or use, asfiddle block, sister

block, etc.

1622 MALYNES^4wf. Law-Merck. 143 Damages sustained

by bad Hookes, Ropes, Blockes, or Lines.
_ 16*7 CAPT.

SMITH Seaman s Gram. v. 19 Blocks or Pullies are thick

peeces of wood hauing shiuers in them. 175* SMEATON
Tackle in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 494 An inconvenience

arises, if above 3 pulHes are framed in one block. 1762
FALCONER Shipivr. \\. 58 Thro' rattling blocks the clue-lines

swiftly run. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. II. 236 The stump
of a mast, with a few ropes and blocks swinging about.

b. Naut. phrase. Block and block (see quot).
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. v. 19 When we hale

any Tackle or Haleyard to which two blocks doe belong,
when they meet, we call that blocke and blocke. ^769 FAL-

CONKR Diet. Marine (1789) IHock and block, the situation of

a tackle when the two opposite blocks are drawn close to-

gether, so that the . . power becomes destroyed.

6. A piece of wood which acts as a support :

a. Carpentry. A square piece of wood glued into

the angle at a joint to strengthen it
;
= BLOCKING 3.

b. A piece of scantling for elevating cannon ;

called a whole, half, or quarter block, according
to its thickness.

c. A frame to support the end of a log in a

saw-mill.

d. Carriage-making (see quot.).
1801 V.I.TQW Carriages I. 120 Those platforms, raisers, or

blocks, are added to a carriage, either as matter of neces-

sity or appearance . . their use is to elevate and support the

budget, boot, hind foot-board, and springs.

7. A piece of wood on which lines, letters, or

figures are engraved, in order to be printed from it

in ink or colours on paper, calico, etc., or to be

stamped by pressure on any yielding surface.

1732 S. PALMKR Hist. Printing vi. (title}, An enquiry into

the first books printed on blocks of wood. 1727-51 CHAMBERS

Cycl. s. v. Cutting, The cutters in wood begin by preparing

a plank or block. 1780 R. BUKROW Comp. Ladies Diary 6

Engraving wooden blocks for printing pictures with the

letter-press. 1837 WIIITTOCK Rk. Trades (1842) 94 \Calica-

printer] They have from the earliest period used blocks and

stencils to produce the pattern. 1880 Print. Trades Jrnl.

xxx, 10 Printed in four colors, from engraved blocks.

8. Various solid pieces of wood about a ship :

see quots.
c 1850 Rndim. Navig. i Weale^ 97 Block, the large piece of

elm out of which the figure is carved at the head of the ship.

Blocks for building the ship are those solid pieces of oak

timber fixed under the ship's keel, upon the groundways.
Blocks for transporting the ship are two solid pieces of oak

or elm, one fixed on each side of the stern above the taff-



BLOCK.
rail, and a snatch with a large score cut each way in the
middle, a 1856 LONC.F. Build. Ship 95 Thus, said he, we will
build this ship ! Lay square the blocks upon the slip.

t9. The peg or 'hob' aimed at in throwing
quoits ; the 'Jack' at bowls. Obs.
1598 FLORID, fSnttiro, a maister or mistres of boules or

coites, whereat the plaiers cast or play : some call it the blocke.
II. A bulky piece of any substance.

10. gen. Any solid or compact mass of matter
with an extended surface.

I530PALSGR. 199/1 Blocke of tynne, simnm Jestain 1577HARRISON Descr. Brit. v. 12 These huge blocks were or-
demed and created of God. 1670 I. CI.ARIDGE Sliepli. Ban-
bury s Rules (1744) 38 A block of this kindof stone as big as
a large rolling stone. 1758 BORLASE Nat. Hist. Cornwall
xv. 18. 182 The metal when hardened is called a block of
tin. 1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 166 Granite is most commonlyfound in huge blocks. 1813 Gentl. Mag. LXXXIIT. i.

609/2 A square block of masonry has been raised to support
the stone. 1860 TYNDAI.I. Glac. i. 2. 17 The more solid
blocks of ice shoot forward in advance of the lighter debris.

ta. A large quantity of anything dealt with at
once. Hence In block : in the mass, as a whole,' wholesale'

;
= Fr. en bhf.

1876 HOLLAND Sev. Oahxxiv. 331 The combination began
by selling large blocks of the Stock for future delivery
1876 GLADSTONE in Contemp. Re-: June 3 Puritans, .who
rejected in block the authority of creeds.

"

11. A lump of wood, stone, or other matter,
that obstructs one's way ; a bar

; fig. an obstacle
or obstruction. Now only in stumbling-block.a 1500 Songs It, Carols i$/A C. (Wright) 81 (Matz.) Alemak many a mane to stombyle at the blokkes i? G
HARVEY Lett.-Bk. (1884) 32, I tould him there was a certain
block in the wai. 1597 J. PAYNE Royal Excli. 38 At which
common block many weakelings do stumble 1649 Sn DKN
LawsKng. i. xv. (1739) 29 This was . . a block in the way of
Prelacy, and a clog to keep it down, a 1718 PFNN LifeWks. 1726 I. 2 A Block in the Way to Preferment. 1845
S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Kef. I. 531 By maintaining these
passages he laid a stumbling block in his own path.
12. spec. a. A mass or lump of rock or stone in

its natural or unhewn state. Erratic Mock, a
boulder transported by physical agencies far from
its native site.

1847 TENNYSON Princ. vii, All her labour was but as a block
Left m the quarry. 1851 RUSKIN Stones ;';. (1874) I i in
i he glacier stream's] of the Lombards and . . Normans left
their erratic blocks wherever they had flowed. 1872 JEN-
KINSON Guide Eitg. 0*0(1870)149 The Bowder Crag from
which the immense block has fallen, is directly above.

b. A solid piece of stone, etc., prepared for

building purposes ; also the '
bricks

'

with which
children build toy-houses.
c 1854 LONGF. Builders iii, Our to-days and yesterdays

Are the blocks with which we build. 1883 R. L. STEVENSON
Chtlds Garden 63 Block City, What are you able to build
with your blocks, Castles and palaces, temples and docks?
1 13. A whetstone. Obs.

1592 GREENE Groalsw. Wit (1617) 28 He serued but for a
blocke to whet Robertoes wit on.

14. A compact or connected mass of houses or

buildings, with no intervening spaces ; (esp. in
U. S. and Canada) the quadrangular mass of build-

ings included between four streets, or two ' avenues
'

and two streets at right angles to them. b. A
portion of a town or space of ground so bounded,
whether occupied by buildings or not.
1851 House!,. Narrative Mar. 69 The blocks, .are rapidly

filling up by the erection upon them of large houses 1855Act !8-i9 Viet. cxx. 74 A group or block of contiguoushouses . . may be drained more economically . in combin-i-
tion. 1882 FRF.EMAN in Long,,,. Mag. I. 89 American towns
are built in blocks. 1884 Boston (Mass.) Journal 12 Sept ,When the matinee between brother and sister had closed
Hlossum was about two blocks away.

III. Figurative senses.

15. A person resembling a block or log ofwood :

a. in unintelligence: A blockhead, b. in want
of feeling : A hard-hearted person.
"'553 UiHLLRffyslcrD. in. iii. Ye are suche a calfe, suche

an asse, such a blocke. 1601 SHAKS. Jut. C i. i. 40 You
Blockes, you stones, you worse than senslesse things 1682
N. O. tr. Boileau's Lutrin n. 16 See how the Stupid Block
stands mute, and moping ! 1803 RKISTED Palest. Tour II.
661 In vain we endeavoured to move the compassion of
these two blocks in female shape. 1810 TANNAHILI. Poems
(18461 88 The greatest dunce, the biggest block.
16. Phrases. A chip of the (same or) old block :

a piece of the same stuff; a descendant reproducing
the qualities of a parent or ancestor. As dea/
(etc.) as a block : (see I b.) To cut blocks with a
razor: (a metaphor describing absurdly incongru-
ous and futile application of abilities or means: 13*).
1617 SANDERSON Serm. I. 283 Am not I a child of the

same Adam, a vessel of the same clay, a chip of the same
block, with him? 1655 LESTRANGF. CAas. /, 126 Episco-
pacy, which they thought but a great chip of the old block
Popery. imGoLDHI. Retal. 42 'Twas his fate unemployed
or in place, sir, To eat mutton cold and cut blocks with a
razor.

IV. Senses from BLOCK v.

1 17. ' A scheme, contrivance ; generally used
in a bad sense.' (Jamieson.) Sc. Obs.
1513 DOUGLAS sEtitisv. xi. 12 Rolling in mynd full mony

cankarit bloik.

1 18. A bargain, bartering, exchange. Sc. Obs.
1568 Sempill Satiates (1872) 232 Abydand on sum mer-

chand blok. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. cxx. 11862) I. 300

927

What a sweet block was it by way of buying and selling, to
give and tell down a ransome . . for grace and glory to
dyvours ! 1800 Ballad ' Fair Isabcll' xvi. in Child's Hal-
lads in. (1885)216/2 So many blocks have we two made, And
ay the worst was mine.

19. A blocking up. a. An obstruction or stop-
page of traffic or progress, b. The obstruction
of the free passage of a bill through the House of
Commons : see quot.
1860 W. CLARK I'ac. Tmirig Naples is the only continental

capital which is liable to blocks. 1863 Cor,,/,. Mat;. Feb.
l.ije Maii-of-War, It is after you have become lieutenant,
that the block' makes itself felt. 1882 I'a/l.MallG. 14 July
2/2 What is the practical effect of the notice that a bill will
be opposed which is what is known as a block? Simplytins that it prevents any stage of a bill being taken during
d.l the last ten minutes of a morning sitting, or (2) the las'l
fifteen minutes of a Wednesday afternoon sitting, or (31
afler half-past twelve o'clock at any other sitting.

c. Block system (on Railways) : a system by
which the line is divided into short sections, having
at the end of each a signal, and a connexion
with the electric telegraph, so worked that no
train is allowed to pass into any section till it is

wholly clear
; thus securing an absolute interval

of space between successive trains. So block signal,
block signalling, block instrument, etc.

1864 Realm 29 June i The only remedy for the danger is
the adoption ofwhat is technically called the

'

block system
'

1865 Lmid. Rer. 18 Mar. 309 Mr. William Henry Preece . .

recommends the adoption, in connection with the electric
telegraph, of the '

block system
'

of ensuring the safety of
railway trains. 1882 Oracle 20 May 313 The method of
working electric block-signals. . Mr. Tyer produced his first

block-signalling instrument in 1852. ///,/. A modification
of the single needle as a block instrument.
20. Cricket. The position in which a batsman

blocks balls; that in which he holds his bat in
front of the wicket before striking, otherwise
called the centre ; hence block-hole (or shortly
block), a mark made in the ground to indicate this

position.
Mod. The ball pitched right in his block. He asked the

umpire to give him block.

V. Attrib. and Comb.
21. at/rib, or adj. Taken in the block, aggre-

gate, lump.
1864 LD. LYTTELTON in Morn. Star 22 Jan. 3/6 The first

cost requires a block sum, which, .is just what the workinu-
classes cannot command.
22. General comb., chiefly attrib., as block-coal,

-ice, -shot, -stone
; (sense 5) block-maker, -pulley,

-sheave, -strop ; block-faced, -like adjs.
1751 SMOLLETT Per. 1'ic. u 77 g> I. v . 37 A squinting,
block-faced, chattering piss-kitchen. 1881 Chicago Times

4 June, *Block ice is never created in the river 'rapids to
clog or impede machinery. 1561 J. HEYWOOD Seneca's
Hercules 11581) 16 Her head from "blocklyke body gone
Is quight. 1861 L. NOBLE Icebergs 85 Numbers of block-
like bergs. ,11687 PETTY Pol. Aril/:. (16901 78 Many Arti-
sans, .are employed upon Shipping: viz. Painters, 'Block-
makers, Rope-makers. 1793 SMEATON Kdystonc L. 1-2
note, An ingenious blockmaker at Plymouth. 1884 Har-
per's Mag. Jan. 220/2 The block-maker and sail-maker
each a sixteenth. 1864 CHAMBERS Bk. of Days II 684
[Brunei's] plan for making "block-pulleys for ships by
machinery. 1883 Fisheries Kxhib. Cat. 42 Projectile
Anchors, Cone *BIock Shot to throw Rove Rope or Mes-
senger Line. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT Lcct. Archit. I. 270 If
he used *blockstone . . he studied to use [it] so as to look
well. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine ( 1789 > K iij, It is bound
with a sort of rope-ring . . which is called a 'block strop.
2d. Special comb. Block-battery (see quot.) ;

block-brush, a bunch of BUTCHER'S-BROOM, used
by butchers to clean the blocks, and borne in the

insignia of their Company ; block-chopper, a
workman who trims a block of stone

; block-
cutter, an artificer who cuts in relief the blocks
used in printing or engraving (see sense 7' ; block-
flute (see quot.) ; block-furnace = BLOOMEBV ;

block-letters, printing-types of large size cut out
of wooden blocks ; block-machine, a machine for

making the 'blocks' associated with 'tackle' in

ships; so block-machinery; block-ornament
(slang) = BLOCKER 3 ; block-pate ^ BLOCKHEAD

;

block-printing, printing from wooden blocks,
instead of movable types, as in the BLOCK-BOOKS,
now also used for printing calico, paper-hangings,
etc. ; so block-printed a. block-ship, a shipmoored to block the entrance to a harbour, an
old man of war used as a store-ship, etc. ; block-
tin, see TIN; t block-wheat, buckwheat
1802 C. JAMES Mil. Diet. (1816) 54/1

'
Block-hattcry in

gunnery, a wooden battery for two or more small piecesmounted on wheels, and moveable from place to place
1883 Stonemason Jan., It is then trimmed lor scalped) into
shape by men called

'

'block-choppers ', who adroitly wield
heavy axes. 1859 CHADWICK in Smiles Iforkmen's Earn-
ings (1861) 2i Block -cutters and printers in calico-printing.
1852 SEIDEL Organ 91

*
Block-flute . .is a flue-register some-times open, sometimes stopped, and. .imitates the tone of a

flute. 1851 MAYHEW Lmid. Laoour I. 52 They buy 'block-
ornaments . as they call the small dark-coloured pieces of
meat exposed on the . . butchers' blocks. 1598 R. BERNARD
JcrtMce, 16071 251 To be called a "blockpate, a dulhead,an asse, a lumpish sot. .816 SINGER Hist. Cards 75 note,Ihe Portuguese Missionaries on their first visit to Japan

BLOCK.
in 1549, found the art of *block printing in use there. 1883Standard 26 Jan. 3 '2 Mere 'block-printed papers. 1801

'('
sf- 1;"''"/"

in -'"" Reg- 113/1 There was not on board
their Block ships a single surgeon. 1611 COTGR., Drageeaux cheraux, 'blocke-wheat or holimong.
Block (\>\pV),v. [z.Y.b/oqHc-r ( ijth c. in Littre),

of same meaning, f. bloc BLOCK sl>., the orig. sense

being apparently to put 'blocks' in a way; but
in later senses, 8-n, directly from BLOCK

rf.]
1. trans. To obstruct or close with obstacles (a

passage). Predicated either of the personal agent
or of the obstructions, \\sojtg.
[(.1425 WY.VTOUN Cron. vn. Prol. 21 Swa my wan-wvtA matere gud suld block or spyle.J 1645 QUARLES \SW

Ktcant. v. 24 All his ways Are blokt with troubles 1862
STANLEY Jni: Clt. (1877) I. xi. 208 The mouth of the cave-
was blocked by huge stones. 1881 Chicago Times 12 Mar
I he Illinois Central Road is again blocked.

b. with up.
1580 NORTH Plutarch u 656' 926 They shut and blocked up

all the ways from the one sea to the other, with mighty
great pieces of timber across. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840.
I. iv. 65 1 blocked up the door . . with some boards i8
Hi. MARTINEAU Br. Creek iv. 91 Were the avenues of the
temple blocked up?
2. To shut up or in by obstructing ingress and

egress, to prevent access to or exit from. Predi-
cated of the agent or the obstruction, as in i .

1630 PHVN-N-K Gnt A'o Impostor g Blocking vp their 'hearts
against the Lord. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrmcsu. S 22. 160
Blocking up people within narrow compasses. 1733 Swift's
(#.{17661 II. 187 We are throwing down a parcel ofwalls

that blocked us up every way. 1853 KANK Grinnell E if
xxn. (1856) 178 Our little harbor was completely blocked
in by heavy masses [of ice].

3. sjicc. To blockade, invest. [So F. Mocjiicr]
1591 UNTOS Corr. 30 All Poictou is reduced . . excepte

Poictieis, by the Prince Conty, who hath also blocked that.
1796 NELSON in Nicolas Disf. 11845) II- 228, I ought not to
have less than four Vessels to block the Port. 1871 BROWN-
ING Salami. 103 Back must you, though ten pirates blocked
the bay '.

b. usually with up.
1639 MASSINI;KK Uiiuat. Combat I. i, Our navy should be

blocked up. 1709 STEELE Tatlcr No. 40 to The Block-
ade of Ohvenza was continued .. it is at present so closely
blocked up that, etc. 1790 BEATSON XIK: ft Mil. .Mem I

334 The British fleet, .bombarded and blocked it up by sea'
1839 TIURLWALL Greece II. 303 The danger of being de-
feated and blocked up in Salamis.
4. To obstruct the way or course of.
iS6S BUSHNELL F/rar. Saer. m. iii. 238 One [attribute in

tjodj totally blocking another, and refusing to allow a step
of movement till it has gotten its complete satisfaction 187=;
J. HEATH Croquet-flayer if, A ball is blocked when anotheT
ball lies in the way. 1884 Baston MAm.i Jrnl. 20 Dec 2/2
1 heir little game was blocked.

5. Cricket. To stop (a bair with the bat. so as
merely to protect the wicket, without attempting
to hit so as to score runs

; also absol.

\mGentl.Mag. Nov. 568 The modern way of blocking
every ball at play. 1827 E. NEALE Living t, Dec,,! : 6S I've
heard of him. Blocked well best long stop in Fngland
1837 DICKENS Picim. (1847) 55 'i He blocked the doubtful
balls, missed the bad ones, took the good ones 1879 W f;
GRACE in Cricketer's An,,. 32 When you hit, bit hard

; when
you block, do not be deterred from using vigour even in
this movement.
6. Parliament. To prevent or postpone the pas-

sage of a bill
; spec, to give notice of opposition

to a bill in the House of Commons, which pre-
vents it from being taken after half past twelve
(midnight). (See BLOCK sb. 19 b.)
1884 MR. SPEAKER in Times 4 Apr. 6 The term '

blocking
'

is a colloquial expression recognized in this House 1884UK. ST.,ALBAHsinC,./,v;//. A'.v. Aug. 171 The House of
Lords, by blocking the Bill, has denied to two million per-sons the right of having votes.

7. intr. To bargain. Sc.

(-1570 Leg. Bp. St. Andrews in Scot. Poems \(,th C II
334 Eftir that he had long tyme blockit, With grit diffi-
cultie he tuik thame. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. cvi. (18621 I

269 God forbid that there were buying and selling and
blocking for as good again, betwixt Christ and us.
8. trans. To shape on a block : see BLOCK sb. 4.
1622 ROWLANDS Gd. NeWfS^Badn His hat new block'd.

[1637 HEYWOOD Roy. King m. iii, The haberdasher will
sooner call us blockheads than block us.]

b. To hammer smooth or into a particular
shape on a block.

1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metals I. 338 The saw is once
more submitted to the hammer., but it is now termed
blocking. 1884 Law Times Rep. LI. 274/2 The hammer-
ing carried on in the process of tin blocking. Mod. Block-
ing-down, in silver manufacture, is the first process when
the article has to be made from a flat piece ofmetal.

C. To emboss the covers of books by pressure
with a device from a block.
1869 G. DODD Diet. Manuf. 38 In blocking, the tools are

ixed into a frame to form a device for the whole cover of a
book; it receives the name of gold blocking or blind block-
ing according as gold is or is not used.

9. To sketch out, mark out roughly (work to
be finished afterwards); to lay out, plan. Now
usually with out

; also in.

1585 JAMES I. Kss. /WV(Arb.) 55, I tuke earnist and
willing panis to blok it [this short treatise]. 1652 URQL-HART
Jewel Wks. (1834) 264 Which designe, though intended
essayed, and blocked by many others. 1837 LOCKH.\RT
i<r<J (1839) III. 15 The latter Cantos having .. been merely
blocked out when the first went to press. 1881 Academy



BLOCKADE. 928 BLOCKISH.

8 June 33/2 The head .. seems scarcely to belong to the
rather rudely blocked limbs; but it is a nice little picture.

1884 LADY MAJENDIH Out of Element I. viii. in Pictures

blocked in roughly.
10. To cut out or make into blocks.

1863 SMILES hiditst. Biog. 305 Making wooden wedges
used in pitwork, and blocking out segments of solid oak

required for walling the sides of the mine. Mad. Coal is

always blocked from the bottom of the seam.

11. To support or fit with blocks of wood.
1881 Mechanic 765 When the top of any table of this

kind is a fixture, it is generally blocked, that is to say reel-

angular blocks of wood . . are glued at short intervals into

the angle formed by the meeting, etc.

Blockade (bl?k^-d). [f.
BLOCK v., on the

pattern of words in -ADE from Fr. The Fr. equi-
valent Mocns dates to i6th c. Blockade sb. must

have been used before 1684, when the vb. appears.]
1. The shutting up of a place, blocking of a

harbour, line of coast, frontier, etc., by hostile forces

or ships, so as to stop ingress and egress, and pre-

vent the entrance of provisions and ammunition, in

order to compel a surrender from hunger or want,

without a regular attack. Paper blockade : one

that is declared by a belligerent party to exist,

but is not effective.

1693 Mem. Ct. Teckcly m. 55 This Blockade was turn'd

into a formal Siege in the beginning of March. 1775 R.

MONTGOMERY in Sparks Con: Anier. Rev. (1853) ' 4^5 Were
a blockade alone to be the measure adopted. 1836 MAC-
GILLIVRAY tr. Hitmboldt's Trav. iii. 42 On account of the

blockade by the English. 1863 I,D. RUSSELL Let. Mr. Mason
( Bernard 293' The Declaration of Paris was in truth directed

against what were once termed '

paper blockades', that is,

blockades not sustained by any actual force, or sustained

by a notoriously inadequate naval force. 1880 W. E. HALT.

Internal. Law \ 1884) 339 What is called pacific blockade

has been used as a means of constraint short of war. 1885
Times 20 Feb. 5/1 The coast is really only patrolled at

intervals. The use of the word ' blockade
'

is, therefore, an

abuse of the term.

b. To raise a blockade : to withdraw the in-

vesting forces, or to compel them to withdraw.

To break a blockade : to enter a blockaded port by
force. To run a blockade : to enter or leave a

blockaded port by eluding the blockading force,

esp. for the purpose of conveying supplies, or

carrying on trade.

1810 WELLINGTON in Gun*. Disp. VI. 349 To induce him
to raise the blockade of La Puebla. 1869 Ovtrfamt Monthly
47 (title} How we ran the blockade.

2. transf. A blockading force
;

a party of block-

ade-men.
1881 FLKF.T Glimpses Ancestors Ser. I. 84 The chief boat-

man of the Blockade was killed.

3. transf. xcAfig.
1742 POPE Dimciacl iv. 191 Broad hats and hoods, and

caps, a sable shoal ; Thick and more thick the black blockade

extends. 1833 MACATI.W IV'alpole's Lett. ,
Ess. 11854' I. 26y

The blockades laid by the Duke of A. to the hearts of the

Marquise de B. and the Comtesse de C. 1835 T. HOOK (,'.

Gurney I. iii. iL. I This was a blockade which even the in-

genuity of the wit could not evade. 1881 Chicago Times
12 Mar., The snow blockade told more severely in the pro-

duce trade. 1881 Ibid. 16 Apr. [A railway accident] causing
a blockade of the road for several hours.

4. Attrib. and Comb., as blockade force ;
block-

ade-man, a member of the force employed to

prevent smuggling ;
a coastguardsman ; block-

ade-run, -running, the action of running a

blockade ; blockade -runner, a vessel which runs

or attempts to run into a blockaded port ;
the

owner, master, or one of the crew of such a vessel.

(These words obtained special notoriety during the

American War of Secession, when many British

ships were engaged in running the blockade of

Richmond and other southern ports.
1882 FLEET Glimpses Ancestors Ser. i. 83 A "Blockade

force of 40 men. Ibid. 82 Constant conflicts between the

'blockade-men and the smugglers. 1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz
1 1850) 214 Blockade-man after "blockade-man had passed the

spot, wending his way towards his solitary post. 1863 St.

James's Mag. VIII. 346 My first and last "blockade run.

1878 N. Anier. Rev. CXXVII. 381 The English 'blockade-

runners passed through the American blockading squadron.

1879 Casselfs Techn, Educ. IV. 371/2 Steel was. .used^
ex-

tensively in 'blockade-runners' built during the American
civil war.

Blocka'de, z'- [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To subject to a blockade as an incident

of war ; to beset by a hostile force, so as to prevent

ingress or egress.
f 1680 in Somers Tracts I. 471 Those who were set to

blockade the Castle. 1684 Scanderbe^ Redr.'. v. 05 To
quarter round about Caminiec, and strictly Blockade that

place. 1781 T. JEFFERSON Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 299 The enemy
are . . blockaded by land. 1836 MACGILLIVRAV tr. Hum-
boldfs Trav. xx. 294 The port was . . strictly blockaded.

1880 MCCARTHY Own Time III. \liii.289 A state cannot

blockade its own ports.

Z. (/-a/is/, andyff. To block up, obstruct.

1733 PorE Kp. Bathurst 57 Huge bales of British cloth

blockade the door. 1814 SCOTT Wat: xxxvii. All precau-
tions to blockade his view were . . abandoned. 1846 PRES-

COTT Ferrf. ^ Is. II. xix. 185 Every avenue to the hall was
blockaded.

Blocka'ded, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -F.D.] Invested

with a blockade; completely beset, blocked up.

1846 ARNOLD Hist. Rome II. xxviii. 114 note, A besieged
or blockaded army. 1850 ALISON Hist. Europe V. xxxiii.

9. 487 A blockaded port is to be understood only when
such a force is stationed at its entrance as makes it

dangerous to enter.

Blocka'der. [f.
as prec. + -ER 1

.] One who
blockades ;

a blockading vessel.

1849 GROTE Greece it. 1. VI. 317 To repel with spears and
darts all approach of the blockaders. 1863 Glasgow Her.
8 Sept., All the blockaders are hung up for want of coal.

Blocka'ding,///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING *.] That
blockades ; besetting.
1708 Citron, in Ann. Reg. 85/2 The general of a blockading

|

army. 1844 THIRLWALL Greece VI 1 1 . Ixiv. 284 The block- I

ading squadron.

Blockage {bilked.?), [f.
BLOCK sb. + -AGE : cf.

F. blocage] A blocked (up) state ; obstruction.

1874 GLADSTONE in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 669 The mutila-

tions and blockages of the fabrics. 1883 Pall Mall G.

There was a blockage in the traffic.

Blo'ck-book. [f. BLOCK sb.] f a A book of

wooden tablets. Obs. b. A book printed from

engraved wooden blocks.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Rook, Block Hooks .. those

written on wooden planks or tablets, smoothed for that pur-

pose with an ascia, and a plane. 1816 SINGER Hist. Cards

109 These Block books excited the idea of the invention of

moveable characters. 1859 l-'.ncycl. Brit. ted. 81 XVIII.

522 The design and execution are very superior to those of

the St. Christopher and the block-books.

Blocked ;bVkt),///. a.
[f.

BLOCK v. + -ED.]
Shut up by obstructions, blockaded, obstructed,

stopped in a course ; shaped on or with a block,

roughly shaped ;
furnished with blocks.

1856 KANE Arct. Exp. I. xxx. 408 A square, blocked-out

aspect, [see BLOCK r 1

.]

Biocker (blp-ksi' . [f. BLOCK v. + -ER 1
.]

One
who blocks, spec, in Shocmaking and Bookbinding.
1609 SKKNE Reg. Maj. Table 69, Fishers, Forestallers,

Regraters, Sutours, Kemesters, Bfoccers. 1866 L ond. Rev.

27 Oct. 459/2 There are various epithets for shoemakers. .

there are welters . . clickers, blockers, runners, &c. 1884
Pall Mall G. 4 Jan. 10/1 A biocker, in the employ of Messrs.

, bookbinders. 1884 Manch. l:xam. 8 Aug. 5/7 The
inveterate biocker.

2. A tool for blocking.
1407 Test. Ebor. I. 347 Lego Petro apprenticio meo j.

chipax . . j. blokker, j. twybyll.
3. colloq. A small piece of meat placed for sale

on the butcher's block, as opposed to the 'joints'

hung on hooks.

1848 Fraser's Mag. XXXVII. 396 Forced to substitute a
' biocker' of meat, with its cheap accompaniment of bread
and vegetables, .for poultry and rump-steaks.

Blockhead (bl<>-klu-d). [f.
BLOCK sb. + HEAD.]

T 1. A wooden head, a wooden block for hats or

wigs ; hence, a head with no more intelligence in

it than one of these, a blockish head. Obs. (This
would now be written block head or block-head^)

1549 [implied in BLOCKHEADED], 1589 Hay any H'ork B.
The ofspringes of your pwne blockheads. 1607 SIIAKS.

Cor. li. iii. 31 Your wit . .'tis strongly wadg'd vp in a blocke-

head. a 1680 BUTLER Rem. (1759) I. 217 To maintain their

own Hypotheses, Broke one another's Blockheads, and the

Peace. 1698 VANBRL-GII Proz'. ll'i/e v.
y,
How long would

my blockhead have been a-producing this 1

2. Hence, One whose head is blockish or
' wooden' ;

an utterly stupid fellow.

I549(jo\ ERD.\LK/ira$m.rar. t Ctfr.xi. 14 A blockheade that

bathe loste the judgemente of nature. 1593 NASHE Christ!

T. 69 b, Bee he the veriest block-head vnder heauen. 1668

CULPEPPER & COLE Rnrtlwl. Aunt. i. xxiv. 59 Block-heads
and dull-pated Asses. 1712 BfnGKLL Spect. No. 307 F 12

Being dismissed as an hopeless Block-head. 1875 JOWETT
Plato fed. 2j I. 222 He might think me a blockhead, and
refuse to take me.

t B. adj. Blockheaded, stupid. Obs.
1606 in Bullen O. PI. .18841 HI- 32 The block-head heart

of a woman. 1705 HICKKKINGILL Priest-cr. iv. 239 Oh ! the

Block-head World we live in ! 1719 D'URFEY fills (18721
IV. 2 All such Blockhead fools.

Hence Blo-ckheadess. noncc-wd. [see -KXS.]
A female blockhead.

1827 LADY MORGAN C?Rrieni A- 077. IV. 361 All the

blockheads and blockheadesses think themselves printable.

Blockheaded (bl<>-khe:ded>, a. [f.
BLOCK-

HEAD (sense i) + -ED ;i

.] Having a 'block-head' ;

obtuse of intellect, dull, stupid. Of persons

(rarely their productions). Hence Blo:ckhea'ded-
ness.

1549 OLDE Erctsm. Par. Ephes. Prol. C iij, Blockehead--d

asses, .doublefaced frendes. 1594 CARF.W Hnarte's Exam.
Wits xiii. (1596* 233 He is block-headed and dull. 1657
FLATMAN Cordial 1/2 See, how the block headed Multitude
wonders ! 1702 Etig. I'hcophrnst. 377 Old men are only

great block-headed boys with beards. 1860 Miss VONCK
Stokesley Seer. viii. 118801 252 My father said I was too

block-headed to beat navigation into.

1716 M. UAVIES in Ath. Brit. II. 168 The loudest piece
of blockheadedness, and the last shift of Dunces.

Blockheadish 'blp-khe'dif), a. [see -ISH.]

Of the nature of a blockhead ; stupid, obtuse.

Hence Blo:ckhea-dishness.

1833 Fraser's Mag. VIII. 741 A dull, proud, prosy, block-

headish person. i863CARi.vLE in Froude Life II. xxvi. 280,

I feel myself to have become foul and blockheadish. 1656
KARL MONM. Advt. fr. Parnass. 405 By their supine
blockheadishness.

Blockheadism [bljrkhedlim). [see -ISM.]

The characteristic action, conduct, or condition of

a blockhead ; stupidity.
1753 SMART A'otes to Hilliad\R..) Though now reduced to

that state of blockheadism. 1823 Blackiv. Mag. XIV. 698
One of the most delightful pieces of self-satisfied block-

headism. 1843 CARLVLE Past <y Pr. 46 They set no

quackeries and blockheadisms anywhere to rule over us.

t Blo'ckheadly, a.. Obs. [f. as prec. + -LT'.]
Of or pertaining to, or like a blockhead ; stupid.
1612 CHAPMAN H'iMmues T. Dram. Wks. 1873 III. 18

Vour blockheadly tradesman. 1693 SHADWELL Volunteers

iv. Plays 1720 IV. 467 This is made up by some block-

headly Fellow! 1694 ECHARD Pianttis 4 What a block-

headly question . . for a Deity to ask?

Blockhouse (.blfkhuus). [Common since

cijjoo: of uncertain history. The Ger. equivalent
blochhaus

(
einen steinen Blochhaus') is quoted

by Grimm 1557 and 1602 ; the Du. blokhms is in

Kilian i 99 ; Fr. Hocus, generally considered to

be the same word, and orig. in same sense, is

quoted by Littre in the i6th c. (cf. BLOCCCZ). Su

far as evidence goes, the Eng. is thus the earliest ;

but we should expect it to be of Du. or Ger.

origin. In any case the sense was not originally

(as in modem notion] a house composed of

blocks of wood, but one which blocks or obstructs

a passage. The history and age of the Ger. block-

liaus and F. blocus require more investigation.]

a. orig. A detached fort blocking or covering
the access to a landing, a narrow channel, a

mountain pass, a bridge, or other strategical point.

b. In later use : An edifice of one or (formerly)

more storeys, constructed chiefly of timber, loop-
holed and embrasured for firing.

1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, i. i Nother pile blokhouse ne

Bulwork is made to greve or annoye theym at theyr land-

yg- '538 I.ELAND 'itin. III. 21 There is a Klok House
and a fair Pere in the Est side of the Peninsula. 1550
LEVER Xerm. 94 Block houses and bulwarkes, made and

kepte..for the saue garde of thys realm. 1577 HOLINSHED
i'lirm. III. 946/2 All the havens to be fensed with bulworks,
and blockehouses. 1597 GERARD Herbal xli. 4. 257 It . .

groweth by the blockhouse of Tilberie. 1615 G. SANDYS
Trav. 210 At the end of the peir stands a paltry blockhouse

furnished with suitable artillery. 1712 Lond. Gaz. No.

5014/1 The Highway between Highgate Gatehouse . . and
Barnet Blockhouse. 1813 WELLINGTON Disp. X. 502 A
strong stone block house which served as a head to the

bridge. 1816 C. JAMES Mil. Diet. 54/1 Block-house, .a kind

of wooden fort or fortification, sometimes mounted on rollers,

or on a flat-bottomed vessel, serving either on the lakes or

rivers, or in counterscarps or counter -approaches. 1859
TURNER Dom. Arc/lit. III. II. vii. 322 Calshot Castle is one

of the block-houses erected by Henry VIII. to defend the

coast. 1878 BLACK Green Past. xliv. 356 A curious little inn

which had originally been a blockhouse against the Indians.

c. slang. A prison.
[cf. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia III. xi. 85 To stop the dis-

orders of our disorderly Theeues .. built a Blockhouse. 1

1796 GROSE Diet. 1'tilgar Tcnigue, Block Houses, prisons,

houses of correction, &c.

d. A house of squared logs of timber.

1857 Penny Mag. VI. 437 Block-houses, which are built

of blocks, or squared logs of timber. 1878 LADY HF.RBERT

ir. Hulmer's Ramble I. ii. 18 The Backwoodsman who be-

gins by building a blockhouse.

2. transf. and_/ff.
1559 3/irr. Mag., Rudacke i. 7 Bloudshead a blockehouse

to beat away ill. 1615 Cnrry-c.for Cox-c. v. 230 The Scrip-

ture is a sufficient shelter against Atheisme, were the Block-

houses of your M iracles battered to the ground. 1856 KANE
A ret. F.xp. I. xxix. 385 Flour, beans, and dried apples make
a quadrangular blockhouse on the floe.

Blo-cking, rl>l. s/>. [f.
BLOCK v. or sb. + -ING 1.]

1. The action of the vb. BLOCK.

1637 [see BLOCK j'. 7]. 1659 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 69

The besieging of Manheim, and the blocking of Franken-

dale. 1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4242/1 Orders . . for the close

blocking up of that Place. 1850
' BAT

'

Cricket Manual 31

It was totally useless for blocking. 1864 Times 13 Oct.,

Detained by the blocking up of the line. 1870 Daily AVwi
6 Sept. 5 The blocking of Bazaine at Metz.

attrifr. 1884 Pall MallG. ^ Apr. 3/1 Mr. Warton ..has

returned to his blocking habits.

2. The product of this action ;
the thing blocked.

1585 JAMES I. Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 21, I haue put in, the

French on the one side of the leif, and my blocking on the

other. 1853 KANE Grinnell E.tp. xvii. (18561 130 The square

blocking of the rugged precipices.

3. Carpentry, etc. (see quots. and cf. BLOCK v.ll.)

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 192 With blockings glued

in the internal angles. 1876 GV.-ILT Encycl.Anhit., Gloss.,

Blorkiiifs, small pieces of wood fitted in and glued to the

interior angle of two boards or other pieces, for the purpose

of giving additional strength to the joint. 1883 Harper's

Mag. 937/2 The blocking is knocked away.

4. Blocking-course or blocking :

' the plain

course of stone which surmounts the cornice at

the top of a Greek or Roman building : also a

course of stone or brick forming a projecting line

without mouldings at the base of a building.'

Gloss. Goth. Arcliit. 1845.
1760 RAPER in Phil. Trans. LI. 815 The height of the

blocking was probably intended for 2 Roman feet. 1859

Encycl.Brit. III. 508 liMing course, a deep but slightly

projecting course in an elevation, to act as cornice to an

arcade or to separate a basement from a superior story.

Blockish (blc-kif), a. [f.
BLOCK sb. + -ISH.]

1. Of the nature of a block.



BLOCKISHLY. 929 BLOOD.

1565 CALFHILL AHW. Treat. Crosse (1846) 20 The blockish

Images, the dead Crosses. 1869 LOWELL Cathedral Poet.
Wks. (1870* 446 Fear, That makes a fetish and misnames it

God (Blockish or metaphysic, matters not).

2. Like a senseless block in the want of appre-
hension ; excessively dull, stupid, obtuse.

a. of persons.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Lnke iii. 7 The grosse and

blockishe ignoraunte multitude. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay
ix. 136 With the allowance euen of the blockishest. 1680
HICKERINGILL Meroz 38 To Gull the Blockish English. 1756
WESLEY Wks. (1872) X. 489 We see . . dull, heavy, blockish

Ministers. 1868 NF.TTLESHIP Browning i. 23 While the
other seems morose and blockish, this man is kindly.

b. of personal qualities, productions, etc.

a 1555 RIDLEY Wks. 225, I will make it evident how
blockish and gross your answer is. 1670 MILTON Hht.
Eng. iv. Wks. (1851) 172 Left only to obscure and blockish

Chronicles, 1741 OLDYS Eng. Stage v. 63 Blockish Stu-

pidity,
as in Rusticks. 1835 BROWNING ParaceIs. 101 Whose

innate blockish dullness.

3. Blocklike in form
; roughly blocked out, rude,

clumsy.
1880 SWINBURNE Stud. Shaks. \\. (ed. 2) too Such a blockish

model as this. 1880 GRANT WHITE Every~Day Eng. 205
Our speech would be clumsy, the forms of our thought
blockish.

Blo'ckisllly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY^.] In a

blockish manner ; stupidly, dully.

1553 GRIMALDE Cicero's Offices i. (1558) 57 That, .nothing
blockishly or carterly wee do. 1590 C. S. Right Relig. 9
So blockishly blind. 1650 A. B. Mntat. Pulewo 14 Block-

ishly impudent. 1734 A. WELWOOD Glimpse Glory 167 What
Sweetness before I experienced blockishly and in Part.

Blo'ckishiiess. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being blockish
; gross stupidity or dull-

ness.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin s hist. i. v. 9 Such is our grosse
blockisshenesse. 1610 HOLLAND Catndens Brit. \. 109 O
desperate dulnesse, and blind blockishnesse of mind. 1651
FULLER Abel Rediv., Melancthon 235 Wonder at the insul-

sitie and blockishnesse of the man. 1702 C. MATHKR Magti.
Chr. iv. ii. 42 Extreme blindness and blockishness.

t Blo'Cknian. Obs. A watcher, a coast-guard.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 20 Blockman, speculator.

Block tin : see TIN.

f Blo'ckwood. Obs. name of LOGWOOD.
1581 Act 23 Eliz. ix. i Stuff called Logwood, alias

Blockwood. 1619 DALTON Cottntrey Just, xviii. (16301 48

Concerning the using of Logwood alias blockwood in dying.

1667 Lond. Gaz. No. 133/4 Two small Vessels, one . . of 40.

Tuns, with Block-wood and Iron.

i Blok. Obs. [Cf. OHG. biloh, MHG. block an

enclosure (Matz.).] An enclosed space.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. C. 272 Til he blunt in a blok as brod

as a halle.

Bloke (bl<?uk), sb. slang. Also bloak. [Origin
unknown: Ogilvie compares 'Gypsy and Hind.

hke a man.'] Man, fellow.

1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour III. 397 iHoppei If we met
an old bloke we propped him. 1862 KINGSLKV in Macin.

Mag. Dec. 96 Little better than blokes and boodles after

all. 1865 Miss BRADDON in Temple Bar XIII. 483 The
society of the aged bloke is apt to pall upon the youthful

t Blok(e, bloc, a. Obs. [The normal ME.

repr. of OE. blac : OTeut. *blaiko-z, f. the stem of

blikan, blaik to shine. But the OK. blxc
t
BLACK

had also a long-vowel form blac~t which would also

give ME. bloke ; and in the few known instances it

is difficult to say which is the sense. Cf. BLAKE.]
Pale

;
also (by confusion of forms) black, dark.

< 1200 Trin. Coll. How. 171 pe unbileffule men bkumeS
in be fure swo bloke and swo eiseliche and swo ateliche,
bat bi hundredfealde [ben] grisluker ban ani niht beoster.

; Hgi^t he ded bobe

t Bloke, v- Obs. In 3 blokien. [Obs. southern

form of BLAKE v., OE. blfaian, f. blac pale : see

prec.] intr. To turn pale.
,1250 LAV. 19799 His neb bi-gan to blokie [1205 his neb

bigon to blakien]. c 1275 Signs Death in O. E. Misc. 101

[Hjwenne bin heou blokep And bi strengbe wokeb.

f BlO'kne(n, v. Obs. [ME. southern form

Qiblakncn, BLAKEN : cf. BLAIKEN.] = prec.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 4 Thl body arise schel, Of deithe nam-

more to blokne.

t Blo'iuaii. Obs. Also 3 bleo-, bloa-, blamon,
4-6 blooman. [f. BLO a. + MAN : corresp. to and

perh. ad. ON. bldmaSr in same sense. The north-

ern form was blamon, a later literary Eng. form
BLUEMAN. Hence mod.Welsh blowmon, blcwmon

negro.] A black man, negro ;
a blackamoor.

c 1205 LAY. 25380 Of Ethiope he brohte J>a bleomen. a 1225
Ancr. R. 236 Blac asa bloamon. a 1225. S7. Marker. (1862!
10 Muchele del blaccre then euer eni blamon. a 1300 Cursor
M. 2118 ^G6tt.) Indie, .lijs mast into be south bar beblomen
[v. r. blamen] mast er couth. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De /*.

R. m. xxiv. (1495) 73 Ethyopia, bloo men londe. Ibid. vnr.

xxii, pe londe of bio men [1535 bloo men ; 1582 bliew men].
a 1400 Octouian 1406 The stede was broght out of stable :

The bloman hym ladde with a cable.

Blomange, obs. form of BLANCMANGE.

Blomary, -ie, obs. forms of BLOOMERY.

Blom(e, obs. form of BLOOM.

j*
Blo'ininer. Obs. rarc~ l

. ? Uproar, confusion.

a 1529 SKELTON Elynour Rum. 407 Among all the blom-

mer, Another brought a skommer.

VOL. I.

Blond, bloilde (bl^nd), a. and sb. Forms:

5 blounde, 7- blonde, 8- blond, [a. F. blond,
blonde yellow-haired,

' a colour midway between

golden and light chestnut' (Littre),
= Sp. blondo. It.

biondo:'mt(\.]_J.b!ontfns) bhtndtts yellow (explained
in a passage quoted by Du Cange

l

flavus qui

vulgo dicitur blondus"
1

}. Origin uncertain : see

Diez and Littre. In English used by Caxtoa

(in form blounde} ; reintroduced from mod.Fr.
in i7lh c., and still so far treated as French, as

to be usually written with final e when applied
to a woman, esp. substantively, a blonde

;
other-

wise commonly written blond like the Fr. mascu-
line.

Cf. OE. blanden-feaxi blondcn-fcax having mixed or

grizzly hair, grey-haired, old
;
also bcblonden^ given in Bos-

worth as '

dyed ', both from blondan to mix, BLAND 7'. Hencu
Du Cange, s.v. Blnndi<s

t conjectures the original sense to

be '

dyed ', the ancient Germans being accustomed to dye the
hair yellow.]

A. adj. Properly (of the hair) : Of a light

golden brown, light auburn
;
but commonly used

in sense of light-coloured,
*
fair

1

, as opposed to

'dark', or 'brunette', and extended to the com-

plexion of those who have hair of this colour.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. xvii. 103 The rayes of the sonne
make the heer of a man abourne or blounde. 1484 Ryall
5/t.OVfThey arrays theyr heer lyke wynimen and furce it

to be yelowe, and yf they be blacke, they by craft e make
them blounde and abourne. 1683 EVELYN Mem. (1857) II,

192 Prince George of Denmark . . had the Danish counten-

ance, blonde. 1798 Life Cath. II. (ed. 21 I. iv. 426 A fine I

blond head of hair, 1834 CAMPBELL Life Mrs. Siddons II.

ii. 55 A delicate mid blonde beauty. 1860 Gix>. ELIOT Mill
on Fl. v. iv. 306 If the blond girl were forsaken.

\>. of flowers, poet.
c 1865 M, ARNOLD Thyrsi's xiii, Red loosestrife and blonil

meadow-sweet.
c. Blond\c lace: see B 2.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 11815' 84, I missed three

quarters of blond lace, r 1840 LADY BLESSINCTON Sk. 3-

Fragm. \i\Casquet Lit. 1 18771 1. 216/2 Wore my new Parisian
robe of blonde lace.

d. Comb,, as blonde-coinplexioneJ, -locked, adjs. ;

blond-metal, a variety of clay ironstone of tht-

coal measures.

1831 J. HOLLAND J/a/// Mefalsl. 33 In the neighbourhood
of Wednesbury is dug that peculiar species of iron ore called

blond metal. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. AY;-. II. i. xi. 73 That little

blonde-locked too hasty Dauphin, c 1880 GRANT ALLEN
Angfo~Setx. Brit. 56 \Ve know that the pure Anglo-Saxons
were a. .blonde-complexioned race.

B. sb.

1. A person with blond hair; one with light ur

'fair' hair and the corresponding complexion ; esp.

a woman, in which case spelt blonde.

i8zz Edin.Rev. 199 Brenda, the laughing blue-eyed blonde.

1833 Penny Cycl. s.v. Albinos, The blonds of the European
race. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Ani. Break/. -t. 212 Negative
or washed blondes, arrested by Nature on the way to be-

come albinesses.

2. (More fully blonde lace} : A silk lace of two

threads, twisted and formed in hexagonal meshes
;

orig. of the colour of raw silk, but now white or

black : see quot. 1882. Now usually written

blonde, as always in Fr. (sc. dentelle}.
c 1755 MRS. DELANY in Harpers Mag. (18841 J u l>

-

260/1
A French cap . . of blond. 1760 Lond. Mag. XXIX, 389

Raving about gauze, Blon, Brussels, and ruffles. 1766
ANSTEY Bath Guide iii. 87 Fringes, Blonds, and Mignioneu.
1828 MOORE Prop. Gynyocr. Wks. 118621 549 Burdens in

blonde, and Brougham- in bustles. 1882 BECK Draper's
Dict.s.v.i Blonde laces were first made in 1745, and being
produced from unbleached silk, were known as 'Nankins'
or 'Blondes'.

b. attrib. Of blonde.
1816 SCOTT Antiq. vi, Triple blond ruffles. 1837 CARLYLI:

Fr. Rev. III. i. viii. 78 Beautifullest blonde-dresses and
broadcloth coats.

Blond, obs. variant of BLAND v.

Blonder, -dre, obs. ff. of BLUNDER.

Blonder, -ding, var. of BI.AXDER, -DING. Obs.

Blondine, a. rare' 1
. [a. F. blondin, -c, It.

biondino] Diminutive of BLOND.
1866 CARLYLE Ratlin.^ E. Irving 265 The milky, smaller

blondine figure.. was Emerson [TennentJ.

Blo'ndness. [f.
BLOND a. + -NESS.] Blond

quality ; lightness of complexion or hair.

1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlcm. xvi. (D.) With this infantine

blondness.

t Blo'uess. Obs. [f. BLO a. + -NKSS.] Blackish

blue quality ; lividness
; also, a wound of that

colour made by a blow : see also BLAENESS.
1382 WVCLIF Ex. xxi. 25 Wounde for wounde, blones for

blones.

t Blonk. Obs. Forms: i blanca, 3 blank,

3-6 blonk. [OE. blanca, blonca, def. form of

*/<: = OHG. blanch white (cf. OHG. blanc ros

white horse, and the neut. w\). planchaz,planchiz,
used subst. in same sense), meaning properly 'white

horse*, but used as a poetic synonym for 'horse*

generally. Cf.ON. blakkr poet, for a horse (Vigf.).]
Poetic word for

* horse
*

; steed.
t i 1000 Beownlf 1716 Beornas on blancum. c 1205 LAV.

5862 LihteS of eowre blanken [1250 hors]. Ibid. 13512

Fortiger haehtc his sweines sadeli his blonken [i25ostedes].

(1350 H'ill. l\i/ernc 3326 pe nobul blonk bat him bar.

c 1440 Gaiu.tf Gologr. ii. 19 (JAM.) Berybroune wes the blonk.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 478 Mony bald man of his

blonk wes borne.

Blonket, variant of BLUNKKT.

Bloo, var. of BLO Obs.
t
blackish-blue.

Blood 'b\v(\\ sb. Forms : I blod. 2-5 blod (J),

4-6 blode, 4- blood. Also 4 blodde, 5 bloode,

6-7 bloude, 6-8 bloud, 6 bludde, blud ; Sc. 4-6
blud, 5-8 blude, 8-9 bluid, Sc. n.e. dial, bleid,
bleed. [Com. Tent. : OE. /VoV = OFris., OS. blfal

(LG. blod, ] )u. bloed
,
OHG. bl6tt bhtot (mod.Gur.

blut\ ON. bm (Sw., Da. blod], Goth, btip :-

OTeut. *bI6do(in t answering to an Aryan type
*bhlato

'

m, not found with a suitable sense outside

Teutonic, there being no general Aryan name for
' blood

'

; doubtfully referred to verbal rout bio-

'blow, bloom', whicli suits the form, but is less

certain as to the sense. Like some other words in

OE. long <>',
blood has undergone more than the

normal phonetic change ; this would have left it

(bl/7d), riming with food, wooed \ early in lOth c.

the vowel was shortened (bl//d, blud), as in good,

wood, and this subsequently changed to v (blzxl),

as iny/Wi/nnd Sc. :<W= wood, etc.]
I. Literally.

\.prop. The red liquid circulating in the arteries

and veins of man and the higher animals, by which
the tissues arc constantly nourished and renewed ;

also (by later extension) the corresponding liquid,
coloured or colourless, in animals of lower organ-
ization.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John vi. 55 Min blod is drinc. a noo
O. E, Chron. an. 1012 His h.ilige blod on Sa eor&an feoil.

c 1175 Lamb. How, 187 pi blud isched on l^e rode, a 1300
Cursor J\1. 9999 It es rede als ani blod. r 1360 Song Mercy
in E. E. P. 118621 120 Myn herte blood

' ran from me
doun. ('1440 Promp. Part 1

, 40 Lilode. 1483 Cttth. Angl.
35 IJluJe. 1538 WRIOTHESLEY Ch>r->i. 11875' I. 90 \'t wa^. nu
bloude. 1563 J/cwiiu's n. Rebellion 1. 118591 558 No shedder
of our bloods. 1580 BARET Ah. B 840 Bludde, sangnis.
1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 48 We shall repent each drop of

Mouth 1611 BHILK Lc\', xvii. 14 \'e shall not eat the

blood of no maner of tlesh : for the life of all flesh is the

blood thereof. 1654 TKAIT Couun. Ps. iv. 3 The bloud of a

Swine misht not be offered in Sacrifices. 1711 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4793/1 On the i6th the I51ood of St. Januarius was ex-

posed as usually. 1786 BURN'S Wks. III. 21 But feels his

heart's bluid rising hot. 1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon
n. i. 38 The blood, or nutrient fluid, is a liquid of a more
or less intense red.. at other times it is almost colourless,
as in most of the invertebrated animals.

b. I'lcsh and blood', the distinctive character-

istics of the animal body ;
hence = '

humanity' as

opposed to
'

deity or disembodied spirit '. See

FLESH.

t c. To the blood: through the outer skin, 'to

the quick ',
till the blood flows

; alsoy^. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor J/. 16230, I rede men. .bete him to be blod.

1662 PEPYS Diary 10 Oct., I could not get on my boots,
which vexed me to the blood.

t d. To Id blood (in Surgery) : to open a vein so

as to let blood flow from the body ;
to bleed ;

also transf. to shed the blood of, to put to death.

With indirect passive, 'he was let blood '. arch.
iiooo Sax. Lecchd. III. 184 iMona se 3ridda..nis na god

mona blod lastan. 1483 Cath. Angl. 35 To latt Blude,

fleobotomare. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (\V. de W. 1531' 107 b,

Spared not to suffer hym selfe to be let blode. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. \\. \. 186 Is the soule sicke? . . Alacke, let it bloud.

1594 Rich. Ill, in. i. 180 His ancient Knot of dangerous
Aduersaries To morrow are let blood at Pomfret Castle.

1614 MARKHAM Cheap Hitsb. \. i. 116681 7 It is good whilst

a horse is in youth . . to let him blood twice in the year. 1679
Jesuites Ghostly Ways 7 She was the next morning early
to be let blood. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet s.v. Garden,
Let them Blood in the Neck-Vein, r 1819 KEATS Ode to

Fanny i Physician Nature ! let my spirit blood ! O ease my
heart of verse and let me rest.

e. Formerly used in oaths and forcible ejacula-

tions, as God's blood! Christ's blood ! 'S blood!

and Blood! (cf. V wounds, Zoi'NDS.)
a 1541 WYATT Defence Wks. 1 1861 1 Pref. 39 God's blood, the

King set me in the Tower. < 1590 MARLOWI; Faust (2nd

vers.) 1028 Blood, he speaks terribly ! 1599 SHAKS. Hen. J',

iv. viii. 10 'Sblud, an arrant Traytor as any es in the Vni-
uersalt World. 1607 HCYWOOD Worn. Kilde Wks. 1874 II.

115 Sblood sir I loue you. 1762 STERNE Tr. Shandy V.
xxi. 89 Blood an 'ounds, shouted the corporal. 1823 BYRON
Juan vm. i, Oh blood and thunder! and oh blood and
wounds ! These are but vulgar oaths.

2. fig. and transf. Applied, always with con-

scious reference to prec., to liquids or juices in

some way resembling or suggesting it, as a. to a

blood-like juice ;
b. poet, to the water of a river

personified ;
c. by partially scientific analog)', to

the sap of plants.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xlix. n He shal wasshe . . in blood of a

grape his mantil. 1607 SHAKS. Timon iv. iii. 432 Go,
sucke the subtle blood o' th' Grape. 1807 J. E. SMITH

Phys. Bot. 45 It [the sap] is really the blood of the plant,

by which its whole body is nourished. 1842 C. JOHNSON
Farmers Cycl. s.v. Aortal^ The elaborated juice or blood
of plants. 1854 B. TAYLOR Poems Orient (1866) 138 I from
the flood Of his own brown blood Will drink to the glory
of ancient Nilus ! Ibid. 162 Golden blood of Lebanon,

117
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3. Blood shed ; hence, bloodshed, shedding of

blood; taking of life, manslaughter, murder, death.
ciooo &LFRIC Gen. iv. 10 Dines broSor blod clypaS up to

me of eorfian. 1382 WVCLIF /sa, i. 15 joure hondis ben ful

of blod. 1593 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. Pref. ii. 5 Either my
blood or banishment shall sign it. a 1604 HANMER Chron.
Irel. (1633) 122 Bent to blood and villany. 1609 BIBLE

(Douayi NaJmm iii. i Wo to thee o citie of blouds, a 1639
W. WHATELEY Prototypes n. xxix. (1640) 144 Beware of
Blouds. 1648 Resol. Officers of Part. Anuy, That it is

our duty, .to call Charles Stuart, that man of blood, to an
account for that blood he has shed . . in these poor nations.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 99 F 7 An Affront that nothing
but Blood can expiate. 1866 FKLTON Anc. fy Mod. Gr. I. xi.

205 Then blood doth blood Demand. 1878 MORLI-.Y Crit.

Misc. (.18861 1. 107 The true inquisitor is a creature of policy,
not a man of blood by taste.

b. Often used in the Bible and theological

language for blood shed in sacrifice ; csp. the

atoning sacrifice of Christ.

c 1000 -ELFRIC Exod. xxiv. 8
J>is ys J?a:re treowSe blod be

Drihten eow behet be eallon bison sprsecon. 1382 WVCI.IK

Ex, xxiv. 8 This is the blood of the boond of pees, that

the Lord couenauntide with ^ow [1611 the blood of the

Couenant], 1382 Ephes. ii. 13 ^e that weren sum tyme
ferr, ben maad nj*3 in the blood of Crist [1611 by the blood
of ChrUtl. 1644 Direct. Publ. Worship 26 The new Testa-

ment in the bloud of Christ. 1842 CHALMERS Lect. Romans
Ixxix, The sin.. now washed away by the blood of a satis-

fying expiation.
c. The guilt or responsibility of bloodshed.

c 1000 Ag$, Cosp. Matt, xxvii. 25 Sy hys blod ofer us, and
ofer ure beam. 1382 \\'VCLIF Ler. xx. ii Thurg deth dien

thei bothe ; the blood of hem be vpon hem. 1611 BIBLK
Matt, xxyii. 25 His blood be on vs, and on our children !

Josh. ii. 19 His blood shalbe vpon his head, and we will

bee guiltlesse.

II. Properties, attributes, and states of body or

feeling connoted by blood. (Often derived from
earlier superficial or erroneous notions of its cha-

racter and action.)

t4. The vital fluid
; hence, fat vital principle, that

upon which life depends; life. f b. For the

blood ofhim : for the life of him, though his life

were involved. Obs.

1x1300 Cursor M. 21462 His blod to sell. 1535 COVERDALR
Ps. Ixxi. [Ixxii.] 14 Deare shal their bloude be in his sight.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jitl. in. i. 188 He slew Mercutio.Who
now the price of his deare blood doth owe. 1679 Trial
Wakeman 83 These mens Bloods are at stake. 1694 R
LKSTRANGE Fables 12 A Royston Crow.. could not for his

blood break the shell. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (18271
VI. xv. 18. 299 This silver was no other than the blood of

nations, lyip Christmas Entertainm. \. (1884* 51 He coukl

not get over the Stile for the Blood of him.

5. The supposed seat of emotion, passion ;
as in

'

it stirs the blood ',

'

it makes the blood creep
'

or
* run cold ',

' his blood is up ',

' my blood boils
'

;

whence, Passion, temper, mood, disposition ;
em-

phatically, high temper, mettle
; anger. Very

frequent in Shakspere : now chiefly in certain

phrases, as To breed bad or /// blood \ to stir up
strife, cause ill-feeling. In cold blood: not in the

heat of passion, deliberately.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5054 Quen \>c tan be tober sei Na wight

moght bair blodes lei. a 1330 Otncl 70 Tydinges. .pat n-

moeuede al here blod. 1526 Pilgr. /'erf. i,\V. de W. 15311

37 b, Theyr blode and imajiinacyon is sore troubled. 1596
SHAKS. Merck. V. I. ii. 20 The braine may deuise lawes for

the blood, but a hot temper leapes ore a colde decree. 1597
2 Men. //*, iv. iv. 38 When you perceiue his blood enchnd

to mirth. 1605 Lear iv. ii. 64 Were't my fitness To Itt

these hands obey my blood. 1626 MASSINGER Rom. Actor
iv. ii., Carry her to her chamber, -till in cooler blood I shall

determine of her. 1646 BUCK Rich. ///, 11.61 High in bloud
and anger. 1704 SWIFT Baft. Hks. (1711) 232 Hot words

passed . .and ill Blood was plentifully bred. 1787 T. JEFFER-
SON L'orr. (1830) 273 It would not excite ill blood in me.

1823 LAMB Etia, Poor Relat. t
Bad blood Twas] bred. 1868

FRKEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) II. viii. 271 The taking away
of human life in cold blood. 1879 FROUDE Csesar vii. 65
The blood of the people was up.

6. The supposed seat of animal or sensual ap-

petite ; hence, the fleshly nature of man.

1597 SHAKS. Leer's Compl. 162 Nor gives it satisfaction

to our blood, That we must curb it upon others proof. 1610

Temp. iv. i. 53 The strongest oathes, are straw To th' fire

ith' blood.

7. Hunting phrase, In blood', in full vigour, full

of life. Out of blood-, not vigorous, lifeless. (As

applied to hounds the expression refers perhaps to

the tasting of blood.)
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. ii. 3 The Deare was. .sanguis in

blood, ripe as a Pomwater. 1596 i Hen. /F, iv. ii. 48
If we be English Deere, be then in blood. 1781 P. BECK-
FORD Hunting ^1802) 308 When hounds are out of blood,

there is a kind of evil genius attending all that they do. .

while a pack of fox-hounds well in blood, like troops flushed

with conquest, are not easily withstood.

III. Race and kindred as connoted by blood.

8. Blood is popularly treated as the typical part
of the body which children inherit from their

parents and ancestors ; hence that of parents and

children, and of the members of a family or race,

is spoken of as identical, and as being distinct

from that of other families or races.

Blue blood: that which flows in the veins of old and aristo-

cratic families, a transl. of the Spanish sangre aznl at-

tributed to some of the oldest and proudest families of

Castile, who claimed never to have been contaminated by

Moorish, Jewish, or other foreign admixture; the expres-
sion probably originated in the blueness of the veins of

people of fair complexion as compared with those of dark
skin. Fresh blood: the introduction in breeding of a new
strain or stock not related by blood to the family ; fig. new
members or elements, with new ideas and experiences, ad-
mitted to a society or organization.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xi. 193 For alle are we crystes
creatures. .And bretheren as of o blode. r 1440 Gcsta Rom.
i. xlii. 141 The othir too bethe bastardes, and not of his

blode. 1543 EARL OF ANGUS Let. in Tytler Hist. Scot. 1 1864)
III. 8 note, Considering the proximite of blude that was
betwix us. 1608 Yorkm, Trag. \. ii. 199 You are a gentle-
man by many bloods. 1611 BIBLK Acts xvii. 26 [God j

hath
made of one blood all nations of men. a 1631 DONNE Poems
(1658) i And in this flea pur two blouds mingled be. 1734
POPE Ess. Man iv. 201 Your antient but ignoble blood Has
crept thro' Scoundrels ever since the Flood. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Comnt. II. 203 So many different bloods is a man
said to contain in his veins, as he hath lineal ancestors. 1776
GIBBON DecL fy F. I. 34 The pure blood of the ancient
citizens. 1834 MAR. EDGEWORTH Helen xv. iD.) One [officer]
. .from Spain, of high rank and birth, of the sangre azitl,
the blue blood. 1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome I. ii. 25 A mixed
race in which other blood was largely mixed with that of
the Latins. 1879 FROI'DK Caesar y\. 120 A young nobleman
of the bluest blood. Klod. You want some fresh blood to give
new life and activity to your society.

9. Hence, Blood-relationship, and csp. parentage,

lineage, descent ; also in a wider sense : Family,
kin, race, stock, nationality. Blood royal or the

blood: royal race or family.
Whole blood: race or relationship by both father and

mother, as distinguished from that of half blood
^
relation-

ship by one parent only. Hence concr. half-blood: one
whose blood is half that of one race and half that of an-

other, e.g. the offspring of a European and an Indian.

(1250 Gen. <5-
Ex. 1451 He was bigeten of kindeblod. ^1400

Dcstr. Troy 6226 His brother of blud. f 1430 Syr Tryam.
430 Sche was of gentylle blude. 1513 MORE Edw. V. (1641*

5 The Queene or the Nobles of her Bloud. 1602 WARNKR
Alb.Eng. xi. Ixvii. (16121 284 This Ladie also of the blood,
and heire vn to her Father, A mightie Prince. 1605 VERSTK-
C;AN Dec. Intell. Ded., Your Maiestie is descended of the
chiefest bloud Royall of our antient English-Saxon Kin^s.
1650 R. STAPYLTOH Strapids Lo~u-C. Wars in, 6 Anthony of

Bourbon . . being the first Prince of the bloud. 1697 POT TER

Antiq. Greece i. viii. (1715) 40 The distinction .. between
those of the whole, and those of the half Blood of Athens.

1798 Bay A mer. Law Rep. (1809) I. 109 Covenant to stand
seised cannot be supported except by consideration of blood.

1807 CRABBK Par, Reg. in. 528 They proved the blood, but
were refused the land. 1810 CULEBROOKE Hindu Law
Inherit. 180 The distinction regarding the whole and the
half blood is contradicted, etc. 1820 ScoTT Alonast, xiii,

The old proverb , .

' Gentle deed Makes gentle bleid
'

(with

play on sense i.t. Proverb. Blood is thicker than water.

10. concr. Persons of any specified 'blood* or

family collectively ;
blood -

relations, kindred,

family, race.

1382 \Vvci.iF Scl. W'ks. III. 515 Alle lordis and ladles and
here blod and affinite. 1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Sazvle iv. xxxi.

114831 80 His kynrede that is the royal blood of the reanie.

1475 Bk. Xoblesse 2 Arthur, king of the Bretun bloode. 1595
SHAKS. John in, i. 301 Danl. Father, to Amies ! Blanch.

Vpon thy wedding day? Against the blood that thou hast
married? a 1649 DKTMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Scot. (1655) 2

He being now matched with the Royall Blood of England
in Marriage. 1681 URYDEN Abs. # Achit. 641 By that one
Deed Enobles all his Blood. 1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome I.

107 He [Brutus] had loved justice more than his own blood.

1884 \V. C. SMITH Kildrostan 66 Your ancestors were . .

mated with the best blood of the land.

f b. A family descended from a common an-

cestor
;
a clan or sept. Obs.

1612 DAVIES ll'/ty Ireland {ijty\ yg Five principal bloods,
or septs, of the Irish, were by special grace enfranchised.

c. To fitn in the (formerly a blood: i.e. in a

family or race.

1621 SANDERSON Serm. I. 178 Tempers of the mind and
affections become hereditary, and < as we

say)
run in a blood.

1641 MILTON C/i. Govf. iv. \Vks. '1851) 112 Unlesse we shall

choose our Prelats only out of the Nobility, and let them
runne in a blood, a 1703 BCRKITT On A*. T. Matt. xiv. 5

Cruelty runs in a blood. 1774 SHERIDAN Rivals iv. ii, Tell
her 'tis all our ways it runs in the blood of our family.
11. More particularly : Offspring, child, near re-

lative, one dear as one's own offspring. Formerly
in sing., with pi. bloods.

(-1374 CHAUCER Troylits ii. 545 Now beth nought wroth,
my Blode, my nece. 1525 Lp. BERNERS Froiss. II. ccxlii.

[ccxxxviii.] 748 To se suche difference within y* realme, and
bytwene his nephues and blode. 1682 DRYDEN Mac Fi. 166
Thou art my blood where Jonson has no part. 1741 H.
WALPOLE Corr. I. 99 I have so many cousins, and uncles,
and aunts and bloods that grow in Norfolk.

b. (Own)JUsk andblood: near kindred, children,
brothers and sisters. See FLESH.
12. Blood worth mention, good blood ; good

parentage 01 stock. (Cf. BIRTH s&.1 5 b.) a. Of
human beings; Noble or gentle birth, good family.
1393 GOWER Con/. III. 330 They be worthy men of blood.

1526 Pil&r. Per/. lW.de W. 1531 '92 Bostynge hym selfe of
his auncestres and kynrede, or of his rychesse or blode. 1642
FULLER Holy fy Pro/. St. v. xix. 436 Others were upstarts,
men of no bloud. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI J<mrti. France fy It. I.

97 Blood enjoys a thousand exclusive privileges. 1855 MAC-
AU LAV Hist. Eng, III. 209 The highest pride of blood. 1860
KMERSON Cond. Life y. (1861* 104 The obstinate prejudice
in favour of blood, which lies at the base of the feudal and
monarchical fabrics of the old world.

b. Of bred animals : Good breed or pedigree.
1817 J. SCOTT Paris Revisit, fed. 4} 188 That quality which

maybe termed the nobility ofanimal nature ; which is called

blood, and game, in the inferior creatures. 1846 EG.-WAR-

BURTON fftmi. Songs, Gros-l'eneitr, In horses and hounds
there is nothing like blood. 1859 Blaekw* ^Ing. Sept. 269/1
The limbs . . of a cleanness and beauty of outline enough
alone to stamp blood on their possessor.

c. attrib. Also ellipt. blood= blood-horse.
1800 A. CARLVLE Antobiog. iii. 11860) 146 A couple of

grooms leading four fine blood-horses. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy
vii. A bit of a broken-down blood-tit condemned to drag an
over-loaded cart. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 228 A politely

spoken highwayman on a blood mare. < 1865 R. SUL-
LIVAN Lady Betty's Pocket-bk.^ A spark of quality, who
drove four bloods.

13. To restore in or to blood', to readmit to for-

feited privileges of birth and rank those who by
attainder of themselves or their ancestors lie under
sentence of 'corruption of blood'

;
see ATTAINDER.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. l'I, in. i. 159 Our pleasure is, That
Richard be restored to his Blood. 1633 T- STAFFORD Pac.
Hib. iii. (1821* 47 His Vncle Sir Edmond is not restored in

blood. 1752 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 192 r-j A kind of restora-

tion to blood after the attainder of trade.

IV. A person.

f 14. [from i.] One in whom blood flows, a

living being. Obs.
r 1250 Gen. <y Kx. 1192 A Shusant plates of siluer god Gaf

hesarraSat faireblod. a 1300 Cursor Af. 1055 pis
abel was

a blissed blod. c 1314 Guy \Varw. (1840,1 154 Thou fel trey-

tour, unkinde blod. 1381 WYCLIF Dent, xxvii. 26 That he

smyte the souleof the innocent blood.

15. 'A hot spark, a man of fire' J. ; a 'buck*,
a '

fast
'

or foppish man, rake, roisterer. [Gene-
rally appearing to arise out of sense 5, but in

many cases associated with sense 12 as if = aris-

tocratic rowdy.] Obs. in Great Britain except as

a reminiscence of last century.
1562 KULLEYN Sicke J\fett

t fyc. 73 a, A lustie blood, or a

pleasaunte brave young roister. 1595 SHAKS. John ii. i. 278
As many and as well-borne bloods as those. 1622 BACON Hen.
I'll,49 The Newes. .put diuersYoung Bloods into such afurie.

1749 H. WALPOLE Corr,\i?~$j] 1. 140 Anecdotes of the doctor's

drinking, who, as the man told us, had been a blood. 1763
Hrit. Mag. IV. 261 The buck and blood [suppose wisdom
to consist) in breaking windows and knocking down watch-
men. 1774 Uui.hSM. Authors Bed-Ch. 4 The drabs and
bloods of Drury-lane. 1824 W, IRVING T. Frav. I. 341 I now
. . became a blood upon town. 1848 THACKERAY P'an. Fair
x, A perfect and celebrated 'blood' or dandy about town.
1882 Harper's Afag. Mar. 490 The [privateers] were com-
manded and manned by the bloods of the city [ofNew York].

b. '

Young Mood* no longer implies a rake or

'fast' man, but simply a youthful member of a party,
who brings to it youthful freshness and vigour; cf. 8.

1862 Sat. Rt-v. 8 Feb. 159 To give the young bloods of the

present day a notion of what the Northern Circuit was in

the year 1825. iX3&&Manch.ExaM. i3julys/6 The younger
bloods in the Iri:-h party are looking forward with eager
delight to the occurrence of a scene.

V. Technical senses.

f!6. A disease in sheep and in swine. Obs.

1523 FITZHEHB. Hush, ti 48 There is a sicknes among shepe
. . called the bloude. 1741 Compl. I-'am.-I'iece in. 495 The
Klood in Sheep . . we take to be a sort of Measles or Pox.

Ibid. 501 The IJlood in Swine, or the Gargut, as some call

it. 1787 WINTER Sjfsf. Hnsb. 223 A disorder [in swine]

generally called tin this part of the country) the blood.

17. A commercial name for Ked Coral.
1861 HI*LMK tr. Moyuin-Tandon n. in. ii. 88 Five varieties

of Coral are known in commerce . . i, the Froth of Blood ;

2nd the Flower of Blood ; 3rd, 4th, and 5th, Blood of the

first, second, and third quality.

VI. Comb, and Attrib.

18. General combinations (These being formed at

will, only a few samples are given) : a. attributive,

as (sense i ) blood-beat, -ciratlation, -clot, -corpuscle,

-drop, -mark, -spot, -stream
; (senses 3, 4) bhod-

ficld, -rite, -sacrifice, -spirit, 'trade, -value ;

(senses 8, 9) blood-affinity, -bond, -brother, -bro-

therhood, -descendantsi -feud, -friend, -kinship,
-name. b. objective, with pres. pple., n. of agent
or action, as (sense i) blood-circulating, -spfiltr,

-spilling, -sprinkling, -sweating ; (senses 3-4)

blood-hwing, -offering, -monger, -seller, -ivreaker;

(sense 5) as blood-curdling, -stirring, hence -stir-

ringness. c. instrumental and locative, as (sense i)

blood-bedabbled, -besprinkled, -bubbling, -discoloured,

-drenched, -dyed, 'filled, -flecked, -frozen, -gushing,

-plashed^ -tinctured ; (senses 3, 4) blood-bought,

-cemented, -defiled, 'fired, -polluted, d. parasyn-
thetic and similative, as blood-coloured, -faced,

-httedy etc.

1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. x. 278 The seventh degree
of ^blood-affinity is the limit. 1621 QUARLKS Argalns&P.
(16781 119 She prostrate lay Before their *blood-bedabled
feet. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I'l, v. i. 117 O *blood-bespotted

Neopolitan. 1601 YARRINGTON Two Lament. Traj. n. v. in

Bullen O. PI. IV, His dissevered ^blood-besprinkled lims.

1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal $ Tr. Faith (18451 178 ^Blood-

bonds, nature-relations are mighty. 1779 COWPER Hymn,
' There is a Fountain ', A *blood-bought free reward. 1879
TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. IV. 668/1 In which [apartment]
are located the "blood-circulating organs. 1818 CARLVLE
Surf. AYs. in. vii, A "blood-circulation, visible to the eye.

1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. if- Phys. V. 562/2 The 'blood-clot

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /'/, in. ii. 61 Might. . 'blood-consuming
sighes recall his Life. 1875 B. TAYLOR Faust II. HI. 171

With "blood-discolored eyes. 1823 BYRON Island in. iv,



BLOOD.

"Blood-drops, sprinkled o'er his yellow hair. 1873 SYMONDS
Grk. Poets vii. 227 Hound not Those "blood-faced, snake-
encircled women on me. 1858 FROUDE HJst. Eng. IV. xviii.

8 A *blood-feud, deep and ineffaceable divided the Douglases
and the Hamiltons. 1535 COVERHALE Matt, xxvii. 8 Wher-
fore the same felde is called the *bloudfelde vnto this daye.
1645 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. 1878 II. 9 Though the *blood-
fir'd Ruffian, ragemgcome. 1596 SPENSER F.Q. i. ix. 25 Yet
nathemore . . Could his *blood-frozen heart emboldned bee.
a 1711 KEN Hy. Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 57 *BIood-

gushing Veins, a 1849 MANGAN Poems (1859) 121 That lone

flower, *blood-hued at heart. 1535 COVERDALE Mark v. 25
There was a woman which has a *bloudeyssue twelue yeares.
1883 A. LANG in Contemp. Rev. Sept. 410 Exogamy is the

prohibition of marriage within the supposed
*
blood-kinship,

as denoted by the family name. 1827 BYRON Sardan. I. ii.

238 That *blood-loving beldame, My martial grandam,
chaste Semiramis. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer I. 163 In the
fourth and fifth of the divisions in the Trojan Catalogue
Homer specifies no ''blood-name or name of race whatever.

1725 POPE Qdyss. i. 40 A 'blood-polluted Ghost. 1602
WARNER Alb. Eng. XL Ixv. 279 Not of the Samoeds . .

*blood- Rites wil we tarry. 1801 MOORE Ring\\\. 221 He
saw the y

blood*scrawled name. a. 1674 CLARENDON Hist.
Rel>. III. xi. 204 They had .. terrified the People with

"Blood-Spectacles. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxvi, Honour is

a homicide and a *blood-spiller. 1585 ABI>. SANDYS Serin.

(1841) 257 We shall behold nothing but rape, spoil, 'blood-

spilling. i86t GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. IILcxliv. 128

Keeping down the *blood-spirit unhappily inherent in all

mankind. 1860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour 118 There is many a
broad :

blood-spot in your country. 1880 SAINTSBURY in

Academy 4 Pec. 397 This same quality of 'blood-stirring-
ness, c 1205 LAY. 28359 ^urren ^a stanes mid ban blod-
stremes. < 1240 Lofsongm Lamb. Horn. 207 In his *blod-

swetunge. 1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. ci. 2

It is all the same where the war is, so the *blood-trade
flourishes. 1880 BROWNING Muleykeh 9 Ten thousand camels
the due, ^Blood-value paid perforce for a murder done of
old. 1382 WYCLIF Josh. xx. 5 Whanne the ;'bloodwreker
hym pursue.
19. Special comb.: f blood-band, a bandage for

stopping bleeding; blood-baptism, in reference to

the early Christians, the martyrdom of converts
who had not been baptized ; blood-bath, 'a bath
in warm blood . . . supposed to be a very powerful
tonic in great debility from long-continued diseases,

&t^(Syd.Soc. Lex. s, v. Bath} ;
also (as in Ger., Du.,

Da., Sw.) a wholesale slaughter, a. massacre; blood-
bay a., a reddish bay (colour) ; f blood-boltered

///. a., clotted or clogged with blood, esp. having
the hair matted with blood; [see BALTKU] ; f blood-
bulk (cf. BULK.

; f blood-craft, murderous plot ;

j" blood-eyes, blood-shot eyes ;
blood-fine, a fine

paid as whole or part compensation for murder ;

blood-flower {Bot.\Hixmanth us
; blood-frenzy,

a frenzy for shedding blood, homicidal mania
;

blood - hot, excited for bloodshed ; f blood-

hunter, one who tracks the authors of crimes of

blood, one who tracks criminals
; f blood-pud-

ding, a black-pudding ; blood-rain, rain which
has acquired a red colour ; also an appearance
produced by the rapid growth of a minute plant
which has been referred to the Alga

1

, Palmclla

prodigiosa (Treas. Bot.) ; blood-raw a., (of meat)
so lightly cooked that the blood remains red and

liquid ; blood-ripe a., (of fruit) so ripe that the

juice has become blood-coloured, hence blood-
ripeness ; f blood-run a., bloodshot

;
blood-

sausage, a black-pudding; f blood-shrunk a.,

having the blood or vital principle dried up,
withered ; blood-stick (see quot.) ; blood-tree

(Bot.), Croton gossypiifolittni ;
blood-vein, a kind

of moth {Bradyepctes aniataria) ; f blood-weed
(Bot.\ a species of Polygomtm ; f blood-wipe,
a wound, also a kind of small club or truncheon ;

blood-wood
;
a name applied to several foreign

trees, e.g. in Jamaica Gordonia Immatoxylon, in

Norfolk Island Baloghia lucida, in Australia va-

rious species of Eucalyptus, in India Lagerstramia
reginx, ; blood-worthy a., sufficient to warrant
bloodshed ; blood-wound, a wound from which
blood flows, as distinguished from one in which
the skin is not broken.

a. izi$ A Her. R. 420 Ne 'v
blod-bendes of seolke. 111400

Morte Arth. 2576 Us bus have a *blodebande. 1837 CAK-
LYLE Fr. Rev. I. vi. iii. 277 A Great Personage worn out by
debauchery was believed to be in want of "Blood-baths.

1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. vi. 454 The marriages of
Emma would seem to have required a "blood-bath as their

necessary attendant. 1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4521/4 Stoln . . a
*blood-bay Mare. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. i. 123 Now I see 'tis

true, For the *

Blood-bplter'd Banquo smiles vpon me. 1848
MILLER First hnpr. ii. (1857) 23 The old *blood-boltered
barons. 1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1596) 711/1 His *bloudbulke
was broken py reason they had so vily beaten him and brused
him. 1575 TUKBERV. Bk. V'cncric 129 Up to the mydryffe
betweene the * Bloudboulke and the sides. 1561 DAUS tr.

Bulliiijrer on Apoc. (1573) 225 b, Fornications, wonderful

surfeiting, *bloudcraftes and counselles. 1607 TOPSELL Ser-

pents 695 An Kye-salve against the whitenesse and *bloud-

eyes. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. y Eng. I, 489 The Were
or "bloodfine for every Dane who had been killed. 1880 HUR-
TON Reign Q. Anne III. ,\v. 80 The *blood-frenzy called in

the East running amuck. 1865 KINGSLEY Herw, xviii. 227
He would not allow his men to enter the city while they
were "'bloodhot. 1794 GODWIN Cal. Williams 262 The sor-

did and mechanical occupation of a v

blood-hunter. 1583

931

PLAT Divers new F.xper. (1594) 13 Boile this bloud.. until

it come to the nature and shape of a
'

bloudpudding. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela I. 94, I hope to make my hands as
red as a "Jilopd-pudden. 1866 BERKELEY in Treas. Bot. I.

150 One curious point about the fungous *Bloodrain..
when cultivated on rice paste. 1882 GEIKIE Tcxt-bk. Geol.
in. ii. i. 2. 326 Rain falling through such a dust-cloud
mixes with it, and. .is popularly called

'v
"blood-rain. c 1590

MARLOWE l-^anst. iv. 9 He would give his soul to the devil
for a shoulder of mutton though it were * blood-raw. 1871
M. COLLINS Mrg. <y Merck. III. xi. 249 An aged mulberry-
tree .. overladen with ^blood-ripe fruit. 1826 E. IKVING

Babylon II. 325 The vine of the earth, which hath brought
her grapes to 'blood-ripeness, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist.
Rcb. II. vii. 342 When the eyes of the mind, no more
'blood-run with passion, did discern things right. 1634
FORD Perkin Warb. \, \, (1839) 99 Sending to this *blood-
shrunk commonwealth A new soul. 1872 YOUATT Horse
xxii. 458 A 'blood-stick apiece of hard wood loaded at one
end with lead is used to strike the fleam into the vein. 1885
LADY BRASSEY The Trades 112 The '"blood-tree.. when
wounded, sends forth ajuice like blood. i8o2j. RENNIE />'/(/-

terflies andM. 115 The '

Blood Vein . . appears ;it the end of

June. 1611 COTGR., Playe> a wound, bloudwipe, sore cut.

1661 RAY Itin, (1760) 144 A small Mace for the Water-Bailiff;
also another little one called the 'Blood-wipe, which they
use in parting of Frays. 1880 SILVER Handbk.Australia 275
'"Blood-wood and turpentine both hard and durable. 1828
SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXXVIII. 575 In their opinion, the
differences between the Roman Catholic and the Protestant
are what they call "bloodworthy. 1841 TYTI.KK Hist. Scot.

(1864) III. 238 The bodies of both . . were unscathed by fire

or powder, and. .no "blood-wound appeared on either.

Blood (bl^d), v. [f. prec.J
1. trans. To cause blood to flow from

; esp. in

Surg. t to 'let blood', to BLEED (which is more
common),
1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. vii. Ixx, His horse he bloods,
& pricks a trembling vein. 1746 \V. THOMPSON R. A". Ad~'f>c.

(1757*41 They [slaughtered oxen] are neither sufficiently

blooded] nor dressed in any tolerable manner. 1780 JOHNSON
Lett. II. ccxliv. 158 Yesterday I fasted and was blooded,
and to day took physick and dined. 1840 DICKKNS Bam.
Rndge Ixxxii, Being promptly blooded .. he rallied. 1857
LIVINGSTONE Trav. xii. 223 They had scruples about eating
an animal not blooded in their own way.
tb. transf. To let sap flow from ^trccs\ Ol>s.

1623 Althorp J/,V. in Simpkinson tt'ashingtons Pref. 50
Nov. 22 To Dunkley for. .one dale bfouding trees^oo oii.

2. To wet or smear with blood. ? Ol>s. or dial.

c 1593 SPENSER Sonti. xx, Let none ever say, That ye were
blooded in a yeelded pray. 1691 SHADWELL Scowrers\\. i.

359 She has scratched and blooded me all over, ci 1700
DRYDEN Fables (J.) Reach out their spears afar, And blood
their points. 1749 FILLDINC; Tom Jones vii. xii, Having
blooded his waistcoat. 1862 BORROW Wild Wales II. 31
One of the hardest battles which ever blooded English soil.

3. I'cnery. To give a hound its first taste, or sight
and smell of the blood of the game it is to hunt,

Also/^.
1781 P. BECKFORD Hunting (1802) gj Here they are blooded

to fox. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. s'3 It was most im-

portant . . that his troops should be blooded.

f4. To raise the blood of, i.e. to make eager
for combat or bloodshed, to exasperate; csp. soldiers

at the beginning of a fight. Obs.
1622 BACON Hen. VIf.(].) The auxiliary forces of French

and English were much blooded one against another. 1677
Gffi't. Venice 61 The consideration of a Sequin . . for every
Turks head they bring in has . . blooded them against those
Infidels.

Blooded (blo'ded), a.
[f. BLOOD v. or J/>. + -ED.]

-V 1. Stained with blood. Obs.

rizijo LAY. 26811 Blodede feldes, falewede nebbes. 1637
EARL MoHMOUTH Rom~'h<s <$ Tarqvin 155 Rather to haue
his hands blouded than his head crowned.

2. Having (hot, cold> or other) blood.

1805 W. SAUNDERS Min. Waters 14 Greater. . in the warm,
than in the cold blooded animals. 1835 MARRYAT Olla
Podr. xiv, Being . . all cold-blooded animals.

3. Of horses : Of good breed.

1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. Ixii. 241 A few tho-

roughly-blooded [horses) of the English breed. 1858 O. W.
HOLMES Ant. Breakf.~t.(T&6$\ 14 Let me beg you . . not to

speak of a '

thorough-bred' as a '

blooded' horse, unless he
has been recently phlebotomised. 1883 A. S. \\.\RU\' Butyet
Worn, 118 He had in his stables .. blooded animals of the

purest race.

t Bloo'der. Obs. [f. BLOOD Z/. + -BB!.] He
who or that which draws or lets blood.

I398TREVISA Bartlt. De P.R. vii. xxix. (1495) 244 Sanguis*
saga is a bloder other a leche.

BloO'd-guilt. [f. BLOOD + GUILT, after next.]
The guilt of unrighteous bloodshed.
1882 F. HARRISON Crisis in Egypt 9 It would be blood-guilt

iu this country to enforce these guarantees at the cost of
war.

BloO'd-guilty, a.
[f. as prec. + GUILTY.]

Guilty of bloodshed
; responsible for the murder

or death of any one.

1597 DRAY-ION Mortimer. 34 Murthered by her owne blood-

guiltie hands. 1795 SOUTHKY Joan of Arc ix. 24 That
proud prelate, that blood-guilty man. 1858 GEN. P. THOMP-
SON Audi Alt. I. Ivi. 221 Look at Spain . . and see whether
no solemn lesson has been read to the blood-guilty.
Hence Blood - grui'ltiness, blood -

guilt. So
also Blood-gni'ltless a., guiltless or innocent of
bloodshed or murder.

1535 COVEKDALE Ps. \. [li.] 14 Delyuer me from bloudgylty-
nesse o God. 1649 MILTON Eikon. xix. Wks. 11851) 478 Hee
hathconfess'd . . the bloodguiltiness ofall this Warr to lie upon
hisownhead. 1753H. WAI.VOLE Lett. H. Mann (1833) III.

40 (D.J 1 am glad you have got rid of your duel blood-guilt-

BLOOD-IRON.
less. 1884 Weekly Times 10 Oct. 3/3 It would be blood-

guiltiness.

BloO'd-hea:t. The ordinary heat of blood in

the healthy human body, commonly marked in

thermometers at 98 6 Fahr., though really rising
in the interior of the body to 100. Also^/F^.
i8iz TV. HUNT in Examiner z-, May 322/2 It has a knack. .

of being at blood-heat. 1849 TODD CycL Anat. fy Phys. IV.

115/1 Fibrin .. subjected to a blood-heat, begins to change
into matter, such as that now described.
attrib. 1868 Lessons Mid. Age 48 The opinions we held

so feverishly, .in the blood-heat season of youth.

Bloo'dhound.
1. A large, very keen-scented dog (Canis sail-

guinarius\ formerly much used for tracking large

game, stolen cattle, and human fugitives. There
are three important breeds, the English, Cuban,
and African.

i 1350 li'ill. Pederne 2183 Sei}e blod-houndes bolde. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 40 Bloode hownde, motosus. 1483 Caf/t.

Angl. 35 A Blude hunde. 1548 HALL Ckron. Rich. ///, an.

3. 26, i Pleiyng the partc of a good blood hunde. 1624 CAM.
SMITH Virginia II. 32 They follow him like bloud-hounds.

1774 GULDSM. Nat. Hist. II. 166 The bloodhound was a

dog of great use & high esteem among our ancestors. 1820
KEATS St. Agues xii, The wakeful bloodhound rose, and
shook his hide.

2. fig. applied to men : A hunter for blood.
a 1400 Morte Arth. 3641 And gere theme brothelichL-blenki.',

alle }one blod-hondes. 1550 COVKRDALE Spir. Perie xi.

Wks. 1844 I. 1-28 Manasses . . was a very bloodhound and
a tyrant. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxiii, The blood-huund>
of the law were so close after inc.

3. attrib.

1820 HYRON Mar. Fal.\\. ii. 248Tohave setThebloodhound
mob on their patrician prey. 1864 Times ij Nov., Possess-

ing an almost bloodhound instinct in following up the very
faintest tracks.

Bloodied \, bio-did), ///. a.
[f.

BLOODY v. +

-Enl.] Made bloody ; smeared with blood.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. //', i. i. 38 A Gentleman. .That stopp'd
by me, to breath his bloodied horse. 1631 HEVI.IS Hist. St.

George 256 Raging with bloudied swords. 1814 SCOTT Ld. <>/
/sles vi. xxxv, Broken plate and bloodied mail. 1871 Ros-
SETTI Staff$ Scrip xx.xii, His bloodied banner crossed his

mouth.

f Bloo-dierly, adv. Obs. \ti.formcr-ly] A rare

and obsolete formation for: More bloodily.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. li. (16121 230 A bloodier Law

vsde bloodierly was never heard or shall.

f Bloo'diful, a. noncc-u'd. Full of blood,

bloody.
1583 STANYHVRHT SEneis \. (Arb.i 29 Bluddyful altars.

Bloodily .bl^dili ,
adv.

[f.
I-LOPDY a. + -LY*.]

In a bloody manner (see senses of the adj.) ; with
blood (shed- ;

as blood (obs.}; bloody-.
1565 JEWEL Repl. Harding \ 16111 248 Christs Blood i> not

Really or Bloodily Present. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. iv.

92 Mine Enemies To day at Pomfret bloodily were Imtcher'd.

1649 t' 1 '- HALL Cases Conse. (1650* 95 This false and bloodily
uncharitable ground. 1654 GATAKER Disc. Apel. 69 All of
that Religion ar blood ilie minded. 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones xi. ix,

' You are always so bloodily wise,' quoth the
husband. 1780 BURKE Spch. Bristol Wks. III. 384 Bloody
executions (often bloodily returned >. 1830 G. S. FABER Diff.
Romanism 386 Christ.. who once, upon the altar of the

cross, offered himself bloodily. 1861 PEARSON Early $ J\f.

Ages Eng. 170 The Welsh were bloodily beaten back.

Bloodiness ,bl-ciines ;. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
1. Bloody state or condition.

1591 PKRCIVALL Sp. Diet., Ensangre)itamiento t bluddine.i.

a 1617 HIE RON IVks. \ 1620) II. 472 The brine, .to be purged
from the bloudinesse it hath sucked out of the flesh. 1617
MARKHAM Cavat. vi. 9 And bloodines of sides [of a horse].

2. Sanguinary quality, tendency to bloodshed.
1610 HEALEV St. Aug. Citie of God 784 What goodnesse

they changed into bloudinesse. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist.
Rcb. III. xr. 156 War . . carried on . . with some circum-
stances of bloodiness. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N. T. Acts
xv. 29 Do nothing that . . savoureth ofcruelty and bloodiness,

Blooding ^bto'dirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

BLOOD
z/.]

1. The letting of blood, bleeding; wounding
with loss of blood.

1597 LOWE Cltyrurg. 11634) 369 Blouding, which the
Greekes call Phlehotomia. 1651 \\ ITTIE tr. Primrose's Pop.
Err. iv. 255 Bloodding is never good for a Flegmatick man.

1741 MONRO Anat. (ed. 3) 68 Surgeons, .trust to the Blood-

ing. 1852 JAMES Pequinillo I. 97 The young baronet . . re-

ceived, himself, a far more severe blooding.
attrib. 1685 Land. Gaz. No. 2079/4 A Chesnut Marc.,

with a swelling on her neck, about her blooding place.
2. The action of giving hounds a first taste of

and appetite for blood (see BLOOD v. 3).

1875
' STONEHENGE' Brit, Sports \. \\. iv. 5. 175 The ne-

cessity for blooding the hounds is the. .most immediate ob-

ject of cub-hunting. 1876 WHYTE-MELVILLE Katerfelto
xxv. 273 The honour of blooding a pack of hounds.

t Bloo'diiig, sb. Obs.
[f.

BLOOD sb., app. after

puddingy cf. BLACKING, LIVERING.] A black-

pudding.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. 89 Oure mete now begyns . . Two

blodynges, I trow, a liveryng betwene. 1562 Apol. Priv.
Masse ( 1850^ 10 Will ye inhibit the folks to eat bloodings,
or pigeons, or capons, such as are killed by stifling? 1639
HORN & ROBOTHAM Gate Lang. Unl. xxxvi, The pudding-
maker, .maketh puddings and sawsages. .chitterlings, liver-

ings, bluddings. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell) i, A
blooding, or blood pudding, apexabo.

t BloO'd-i:ron. Obs. [f. BLOOD sb. + IKON sb.~\

ig blood ;
a lancet.An instrument for letting
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BLOODISH.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 40 Bloodeyryn, bledynge yryn. 1451
Invent, in Test. Ebor. III. 118 De blode yrens et launcettes

in j case. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 58 Take a bloud yren . .

and smyte hym bloudde on bothe sydes.

t BloO'dish, a. Obs. [f. BLOOD + -ISH.] Of
the nature or appearance of blood.

1530 PALSGR. 306/2 Blodisshe, sanguinolent. 1547 BOORDE
Brev. Health Ixxiii. 23 Yf the blode do come frome the

lyver the urine is clere blouddyshe.

t BloO'd-le:S, sb. Obs. In i blodl8es(s, 4
blodles ; [OE. f. blod blood + Isss letting :-O
Teut. *ls-si-z, for *l$t-ti-z, i. l&tan to let. Cf.

OE. blod-lsetan. to let blood.] Letting of blood.

c 1000 Sax. Leeclul. II. 146 Blodlaes is to forganne fiftyne

nihtum a:r hlafmsesse. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser.

VI. 115 pe nynbe day after his blodles \post phlebotomiam}.

Bloodless (blo-dles), a. [f.
BLOOD sb. + -LESS.]

1. Without blood ; hence, lifeless ; alsoyff.

(ZI22S St. Marker. 18 Blodles ant banles, dumbe ant

deaue. 1552 HULOET, Bloudles, or wythout bloude. 1394

SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. ii. 7 Thou bloodlesse Remnant of that

Royall Blood. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz' Surg. m. xm. 256

These things . . do befall wounds, exiccated by the Suns

heat.. insomuch that they are left bloudless. 1881 Inter-

nat. Rev. XI. 76 A slave to a dry and bloodless system.

b. Pale from a diminished supply of blood to

the surface of the body ; pallid.

1592 SHAKS. Yen. ff Ad. 1037 Overcome by doubt and
bloodless fear. 1593 2 //<. K/, in. ii. 162 A timely-parted

Ghost, Of ashy semblance, meager, pale and bloodlesse.

1718 POPE Iliad xm. 365 He stands . . a bloodless image of

despair. 1871 PALGKAVE Lyr. Poems 45 She knotted her

hands behind her In a knot of bloodless gray.

2. Not attended with bloodshed.

1601 SHAKS. 7Vv/. N. n. v. 117 Silence like a Lucresse

knife : With bloodlesse stroke my heart doth gore. 1604
HIERON IVks. I. 569 How can a masse a pardon bring, Sith

'tis a bloud-lesse offering? 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III.

xiii. 119 A bloodless victory.

Hence Bloo'dlessly adv., Bloo-dlessness.
1820 BYRON Mar. Fal. v. iii. 48 She . . Shall . . bloodlessly

and basely yield Unto a bastard Attila. 1863 LE FANU House

by Churchy. (ed.2 III. 174 Glaring bloodlessly at the justice.

1883 Miss BRADDON Gold. Calf xxvm. 329 Hands almost

transparent in their bloodlessness.

t Blood-let, ///. a. Obs. In 3 blod-leten [from
the phrase to let blood: see BLOOD sb. i d.] Bled

(surgically".
a 1225 Ancr. R. 260 Two maner men habbeS neode uorte

eten wel, & drinken wel swinkinde men, & blod-letene.

Blood-letter (blo-dtetai). [OE. blod Isetere

see prec.).] He who or that which lets blood.

c 1000 J^LFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 117 Fleboto-

inaritts, blodla;tere. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 40 Bloode latare.

1612 WOODALL Snrg. Mate Wks. (1653^ 19, I have seen the

like once done by an ignorant blood letter. 1840 HOOD
Up Rhine ro It's a self-acting blood-letter.

Blood-letting (blo-dle^tirj). [see prec.] The
action or process of letting blood ; phlebotomy.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 14 J>e uttre riwle . . of ower werkes, & of

ower blod letunge. 1:1400 Poem Blood-lett. in Rel. Ant. I.

189 Maystris that uthyth blode letyng. 1623 COCKERAM
Pklebotomie, bloud-letting. 1631 WITTIK tr. Primrose's

Pop. Err. iv. 236 There are many that . . use purging and

bloud-letting every yeare. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880)

1 34 The evils of bloodletting arise from its spoliative effect.

b. fig.
1883 Scotsman 6 Sept. 5/3 Exacting the fines incurred . . a

form of bloodletting which would be at once wholesome

Blood-like (blo-dlsik), a. [f.
BLOOD sb. -t- LIKE.]

1. Resembling blood.

1-1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vii. v. 184 fe Mone all rede wes
sene Blwd lyk. 1855 BROWNING Serenade at Villa, Blood-

like, some few drops of rain.

2. Like one of good blood
;
like a blood (horse).

1885 BelCs Life 15 June 1/3 A brown horse, .with immense
bone and muscular development, and fine blood-like style.

t BloO'dling. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -LING.] A

black-pudding or blood-pudding.
1598 FLORIO, hisangiiinacci, bbodlings, or blood-pud-

'

t Bloo'dly, a. Obs. rare. [ + -LYl.]
= BLOODY.

1575 Brief Disc. Tnnbl. Franckford (1846) 45 This

bloudly, cruell and outragious attempt. 1391 HORSEY
Trav. (1857) 257 The race of that bloudly generacion.

Bloo'd-mo:ney. [f- as prec. + MONEY.]
Money paid as the price of blood : a. A re-

ward for bringing about the death of another ;

money paid to a witness who gives evidence lead-

ing to the conviction of a person upon a capital

charge, to. Money paid to the next of kin as

compensation for the slaughter of a relative.

1535 COVKRDALE Matt, xxvii. 6 It is not laufull to put
them in to the Gods chest for it is bloudmoney. 1818 COB-

BETT Resid. U. S. (1822) 228 Spies and blood-money bands.

1862 H. MAKHYAT } 'ear in Staeden I. 160 [She] received a

thousand marks of pure silver as blood-money for the mas-

sacre of her husband and her two sons. 1862 R. PATTERSON

Ess. Hist, fy Art 186 The village benefited by the blood-

money that was brought home; the Zemindar, or headman,
was paid a tribute or hush-money. 1862 MARY E. ROGERS
Dom. Life Palestine 295 He was . . condemned to pay a

certain sum, as '

blood-money,' to the heirs of the deceased.

Blood-red (blirdre^d), a. Red like blood.

1297 R. GLOUC. 313 An robe . . of blodrede scarlet, c 1440

Sir Gowtlur 452 in Utterson E. P. I. 180 God sent Sir

Gowghter . . A blode rede stede, and armour bryght. 1657
N. BILLINGSLY Brtichy.Martyr, xxvi. 94 A blood-red comet

with a flaming beard. 1827 HEBER Hymn St. Stephen'.

932

Day, His blood red banner streams afar 1835 KINGSLEY
Heroes v. 61 Drinking the blood-red wine.

Bloo'd-rela'tion. [see RELATION.] A per-

son related (to another) by birth or consanguinity ;

a kinsman. Hence Blood-rela-tionship, con-

sanguinity, kinship ; alsoy?f.

1846 GROTE Greece i. xx. II. 113 Cousins, and the more

distant blood-relations. 1837 MARRYAT Olio. Podr. xxxiv,

Blood relationship has nothing to do with it. 1878 BELL tr.

Gegenbauer's Comp. Anat. 5 The Blood-relationship of Or-

ganisms or Phylogeny.
Bloo'd-re-lative. = prec.
1863 HAWTHORNE Our Home I. 26 They . . announced

themselves as blood-relatives of Queen Victoria.

BlOO'd-root. A popular name of several

plants: t'jr/>.
the Torment.il (/V^rt/& Tori/ientilla);

Crimson Crane's Bill ( Geranium sanguineuni), and

Red Puccoon (.Sattguinaria canadensis) of N.

America.

1578 LYI E Hodocns 48 The sixth [kind of Geranium] is

called Sanguine roote, or Bloud roote. 1722 DUDLEY in

Phil. Trans. 295 Remedies for the sting of a Rattle-

snake ; among others, .is a Root they call Blood-root. 1865
PARKMAN Champlain ix. (1875) 307 The white stars of the

bloodroot gleamed among dank, fallen leaves.

Bloodshed xblz>-d|Jed), sb. (a.] [f.
the phrase

to shed blood.]
1. The spilling or shedding of blood ; slaughter.

1536-40 Pilgrim's T. 396 in Thynne Animadv. App. 88 For

by bloud-shed they hop to be kepyd in stall. 1541 Act 33
Hen. Vl/f, xii. (title*, An acte for mourder and malicious

bloudshed n-ithin the courte. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 139
P 7 He took the French Lines without Bloodshed. 1876
GREEN Shart Hist. vi. 3 (18821 295 The accession of

Henry the Seventh ended the long bloodshed of the Civil

Wars.

\ 2. A single act of bloodshedding, a slaughter,
a murder. (With plural.) Obs.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. iv. (1617) 167 Mutuall combus-

tions, bloud-sheds and wastes. 1620 J. WILKINSON Coroners

-V Slierifes 67 A sherife may inquire of blood-sheddes
in his turne. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Mtin. Ii. x. 226 The
violent bloodsheds of the Papists upon the Protestants.

'(- 3. The shedding or parting with one's own
blood

; orig. said of the death of Christ, who in

voluntarily submitting to death is said to have
' shed his blood' for the salvation of men. 1 Obs.

7^1500 Chester PL I. (1843) 6 His scourginge, his whip-

pinge, his bloude shedd and passion. 1587 GOLDISG De
Mornay xxxii. 513 The countries are conquered to Jesus
Christ by tho>e fewe Disciples preaching his bloudshed and

shedding their owne. 1869 BLACKMORE Lortui ^D. ii. (ed.

12) 10 He came up to me- with a piece of spongious coral-

line to ease me of my bloodshed.

j 4. BLOOD-SHOT sb. and adj. Obs.

1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Ctnnpit. m. 68 Who. .hath not suf-

fered the least Taraxis lor Bloud-shed) in his Eye. 1702
Land. Gaz. No. 3853/4 Had a little Bloodshed in the inside

Corner of his right Eye.
1658 A. Fox IVnrfz Surg. n. ix. 82, I undertake to heal . .

wounded Eyes and eye-lids, though they be never so much
bloudshed. 1697 Land. Gaz. No. 3254/4 Light grey Eyes
often Bloodshed.

Bloodshedder (bl-d|fod3Jt). One who sheds

blood, one who commits slaughter ; a murderer.

1530 TINDALE Pract. Prelates Wks. II. 264 A cruel and

unrighteous bloodshedder. 1611 BIBLE Ecclns. xxxiv. 22

Hee that defraudeth the labourer of his hire, is a blood-

shedder. 1862 MAYHEW Crim. Prisons 145 The blood-

shedder who was passing the prison yard moodily.

Bloodshedding (blz'-dije^dirj),
vbl. sb.

1. The shedding of blood, slaughter. .

a 1225 Ancr. R. 50 Mid hore blodshedunge irudded 8:

ireaded, ase be martirs weren. 1297 R. GLOUC. 548 |>erafter

com muche blodssedinge. 1494 FABYAN v. Ixxxvi. 64 The

Kynge whiche is cruell and full of blode shedynge. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen. I'l, iv. vii. 108 These hands are free from

guiltlesse bloodshedding. 1868 GLADSTONE Juv. Mmidi x.

(1870) 384 With respect to blood-shedding, the morality of

the Greeks of Homer was extremely loose.

f to. The shedding of one's own blood
;
submis-

sion to a bloody death. Cf. BLOODSHED 3. Obs.

a 1533 FRITH Disput. Purgat. (1829) 136 Jesus Christ ..

hath delivered us through his blood-shedding. 1583
STUBBES.-I ><(!/. Abits. n. 116 V' precious death, passion, blood-

shedding, and obedience of Christe Jesus.

Blood-she'dding, ppl. a. rare. That sheds

blood, that causes death by bloodshed.

1633 Costlie Whore iv. iii. in Bullen O. PL, The halter,

poyson, or bloodshedding blade. 1826 E. IRVING Babylon II

VII. 183 To deliver them with a blood-shedding vengeance.

Bloodshot (ble-dijp/), a. and sb. [Shorter
form of BLOOD-SHOTTEN (shot being the later form

of the pa. pple.).] A. adj.
1. Of the eye : Over-shot or suffused with blood ;

having the exposed part of the eyeball more or

less tinged with blood from inflammation of the

blood-vessels of the conjunctiva.
[1553 HULOET, Bloudeshot in the eye.] a 1618 RALEIGH

Rein. (1664) 124 Those whose Eyes are blood-shot, a 1679
T. GOODWIN Whs. (1865) X. 149 As we say of the eye that it

is blood-shot, so we may of the heart that it is sin-shot.

1720 GAY Poems U745* I- 44 Pale cheeks and blood-shot eyes
her grief express. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. no His eyes
were bloodshot ;

his cheeks pale and livid.

2. jig. and transf.
1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hum. i. (1858) 43 What fever was

boiling in him, that he should see all the world blood-shot?

1879 Q. Rev. Apr. 412 The papal scare assumed a novel and
a bloodshot hue. [Cf. BLOODSHOT v. quot. 1593.]

BLOOD-STRANGE.

t B. sb. [The adj. used absolutely.] Obi.

^ 1. An eflusion of blood, resulting from infiain

mation of the conjunctiva of the eye.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 582 Very profitable for the

bleardness or bloud-shot of the eyes. 1671 SALMON Syn.
Med. I. Iii. 128 Ophtalmia, Inflamation of the Eyes, is that

which is called by some Blood-shot.

-) 2. An effusion of blood in any other part. Obs.

1611 COTGR., Engdeure, a chilblane; or, the bloud-shot

which cold settles, and congeales, vpon the fingers.

t Blood-shot (bltf-djf't), v. Obs. Also7blood-
shoote. [App. the original form was blood-shot,

from the adj. without analysis (cf. to blind) ;
blood-

shoot being a later
' rational' alteration founded on

analysis, as we might from panic-stricken deduce

a verb to panic-strike] To make blood-shot.

III. 423 This sad spectacle, Which blood-shootes both mine

eyes. 1643 Answ. Ld. Digby's Apol. 22 All that might
bloud-shot other mens eys.

Blood-shotten (blo-djf>
:t'n\ a. (sA.) arch.

[An instrumental combination like panic-stricken,

blood-stained, f. shotten, pa. pple. of SHOOT v. ;

thus meaning
' shot

'

or suffused with blood.]
A., adj. Earlier form of BLOOD-SHOT : now arch.

'.'1307 Communyc. i\V. de W.) Bij, My ghoostly eyen..
ben bfodeshotten with fleshly luste. 1544 PHAER Regim.
Lyfe (15461 Cvj, A wete cloute thereof., healeth blood-

shotten eies. 1641 LD. J. DiGBY.5>. in Ho. Com. 21 Apr. n
Let us take heed of a blood-shotten eye of Judgement.

1850 B. TAYLOR Eldorado xliii. (1862) 431 My eyes . . were

strongly blood-shotten.

t B. sb. = BLOOD-SHOT sb. Obs.

1578 LYTE Dodoens II. xxvi. 279 It is good against the

webbe and bloudshotten of the eyes.

Hence f Bloo'd-sho:ttenness.

1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. (1659) 60 Bring down such a

Rheume and blood-shottennesse into mens eyes. 1684 tr.

Bond's Merc. Comfit, xm. 391 Pain of the eyes, Inflam-

mation, Bloudshottenness.

t BloO'd-shO:tting, vbl. sb. Obs. Also 6

-shoting, 6-7 -shooting, [f.
BLOOD-SHOT v., and

similarly varied in form.] = BLOODSHOT sb. I.

1578 LYTE Dodoens, Good agaynst the bloodshoting of the

eyes. 1579 LANGHA.M Card. Health (1633) 568 Apply it to

the eyes . . to stop the flux of bloud of the same, or blood-

shooting. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 42 To cure, .the bloud.

shotting or red streaks, in the white [of the eies].

Blood-spavin : see SPAVIN.

Blood-stain (bl-dst?'n), sb. [An attrib. comb,

of BLOOD and STAIN sb.
;

cf. blood-stained] A
stain or discolouring mark made by blood.

1838 DICKENS O. Twist (1850) 257/2 Whether it is a wine-

stain, fruit-stain . . or blood-stain. 1864 Derby Mercury 14

Dec., Species of plants and animals which put on the ap-

pearance of blood stains.

So Blood-stain, v. [A poetic formation, deduced

from blood-stained] To stain with blood.

1816 BYRON Siege Cor. xxii, Your fellows, -in a fiery mass,

Bloodstain the breach through which they pass.

Blood-stained (bl-dstt
T|nd), a. [An instru-

mental comb. : see BLOOD sb. VI, and STAINED.]
Stained with blood, lit. andyff.
1396 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, i. iii. 107 Swift Seuernes flood . .

Blood-stained with these Valiant Combatants. 1725 Poi'E

Odyss. xv. 301 The blood-stain'd exile, ever doom'd to

roam. 1870 BRYANT Iliad x. I. 303 O'er his shoulders threw

the blood-stained hide.

Blood-stone (bl-dston).
1. A name applied to certain precious stones

spotted or streaked with red, supposed in former

times to have the power of staunching bleeding,

when worn as amulets
; particularly the modern

HELIOTROPE, a green variety of jasper or quartz,

with small spots of red jasper looking like drops

of blood ;
also the heliotrope of Pliny,

' a leek-

green stone (prase or plasma) veined with blood-

red (jasper), the latter so abundant as to give a

general red reflection to the whole when it was

my bloode stone. 15 an. az. o. 20404 .

._

Necklace of Green Blood-stones. 1747 DINGLEY Gems in

Phil Trans. XLIV. 505 The Blood-Stone, is green, veined

or spotted with red and white. 1874 WESTROPP
free.

Stones 51, 113. 1879 CasselCs Tec/in. Educ. IV. 309/2 The

opaque [stones], white and coloured, such as the opal, the

sardonyx, the agate, the onyx, the blood-stone.

2. Hematite, a red iron-ore. (Perhaps only m
Diets., as a verbal rendering of hematites, applied

by Pliny also to the gem : see HEMATITE).

1864 in WEBSTER. 1880 LEWIS & SHORT Lat. Dict.,Hzma-
tites bloodstone, a kind of red iron-ore.

BlOO'd-strange. Herb. [Skinner suggested

'as \i=blood-stringt, from its checking bleeding

(a. stringendo sanguinem)
'

;
and Parkinson speaks

of its use as a styptic : but -strange, -stringe, can

hardly have been taken, for the nonce, from L.

stringere. It may possibly be a corruption of ME.

sirenf
'

string, tie' ; hardly of early ME. strenge
'

strength, force ', or of staunch. The word looks

rather like an Eng. adaptation of a German or



BLOOD-SUCK.
Dutch name : cf. Ger. haritstrenge morbid retention
of urine, dysury, to which *btutstrenge would be
analogous, though no evidence of its use has been
found.] An obsolete name of the Mousetail (Afyo-
surus minimus}. Found in the Ilerbals since

Lyte, but apparently never in popular use.
1378 LYTE Dodocns i. Ixv. 96 It is called in English Mouse

tayle and Bloud strange. 1397 GERARD Herbal xcv. S 4
346 Mousetaile is called . . in English Bloodstrange. 1640
PARKINSON Theat. Bat. 501 Blood-strange, I think cor-
ruptly from blood-staying. 1863 PRIOR Plant-n. 25.
t Bloo-d-suck, v. Obs.

[f. BLOOD sb. + SUCK
v.']

trans. To suck blood from
;
said of leeches. Also

fig. To extort money from, rob by extortion.
1541 R. COPLAND Cnydon's Quest. Chiritrg., Howe oughthe to be ruled that hath ben blode sucked. 1392 GREENE

Upst. Courtier in Harl. Misc. (Malh.i II. 245 Thus blood-
sucketh he the poore for his owne priuate profile.

Blood-Sucker (bls-ds:k9.i). [f. BLOOD sb. +
SUCKER : cf. prec.]
1. An animal which sucks blood

; esp. the leech.

'A87
T*"'ISA Higdeti Rolls Ser. IV. 243 Virgill bicwe a

goldene blood soukere in to be botme ofa pitte. 1333LLYOT Cast, Hcltli (1541) 61 Evacuation by wormes founde
in waters called bloudde suckers, or leaches. 1379 LANU-
HAM6a/. ffeait/i (1633) 66 If one haue drunke a Horse-
leech, or Bloudsucker. 1698 VAN LEEUWENHOEK in Phil
f-ratis. XX. 174 A small Gnat, of that sort that . . are no
Blood-Suckers. 1840 E. NAPIER Scenes f, Sp. For. Lands
I. Pref. 32 The blood-sucker, a large kind of lizard, though
perfectly harmless, is so called from his ferocious appear-ance and bloodstained countenance.
t 2. One who draws or sheds the blood of an-

other ; a blood-thirsty or blood-guilty person. Obs.
1561 DAUS tr. Bnllingcr on. Apoc. (1573)92 He hath re-

serued this time to hymself, when he will reward the bloud
suckers. 1377 tr. Bellinger's Decades (1592) 3 t 5 The
seuenth bloud-sucker after beastlie Nero, was Decius
a 1639 CLEVELAND On O. P. Sick in Craik II. 31 Fall Thou
subtle bloodsucker, thou cannibal !

3. Jig. One who extorts or preys upon another's
money or substance ; an extortioner

; a sponger.
1668 R. LESTRANGE Vis. Quev. 1 17081 13, I . . cast my Fve

upon a certain Tax-gatherer .. ask 'd the Devil, whether
they had not of that sort of Blood-suckers among the rest,
in their Dominions. 1724 SWIFT Wks. (18411 II. 3 While
there is a silver sixpence left, these blood-suckers will
never be quiet. 1857 S. OSBORN Qucdah xx. 276 A float!]]"
population . . of pirates and those bloodsuckers who lived
upon them.

Bloo'd-SU:cking, -M. sb. and///, a. [cf.prec.]
1393 SHAKS. 3 Hen. l-'f, iv. iv. 22 The rising of blood-

sucking sighes. 1601 YARRINGTON Two Lament. Traj. n.
11. m Bullen O. PI. IV, Blood-sucking Avarice. ^48 Hunt-
mgofFo.-c 17 Cannibals., compar'd with the Blood-sucking
Sectaries, lose the style of cruelty. 1683 Addr. fr. Boston
in Lotld. Caz. No. 1857/3 Not contented with the Blood-
sucking ofa Monarch so matchless Merciful. 1836-9 T<mi>
Cycl.Anat. s, Phys. 11.907/2 The mouth is formed .. as in
the blood-sucking Diptera.
t Bloo'tl-sxi pper . Obs.

[f. BLOOD sb. + SUP v.]A blood-thirsty person. (Frequent in i6th c.)
1524 S. FISH Sufplic. Bcgg. 11529) 5 A cruell, denelisshe

bloudsupper. 01363 BALE Set. Wks. (1849)324 Killed by
these unsaciate blood-soupers for his truths sake
Blood-thirst (blirdJiSJst). Thirst for blood,

eagerness for bloodshed.
1387 Mirr. Mag., Malin xii, Bloudthirst cryes for ven-

geaunce, at his hand. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofCrd
11620) 91 Svlla's. .intollerable pride and bloud-thirst. 1882
I.. BRACE Gcsta Chr. 273 It could control, .the passions and
hate and blood-thirst of men.
t Bloo'd-thlrster. Obs. One who thirsts

for blood
; a bloodthirsty man.

1360 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 251 b, The cruell coun-
selles of bludthirsters. 1364 HAWARD Eutropius 95 He de-
meaned hymselfe wyth great cruelty, and as a bloudthyrster.bo

tBloo'd-th:irsting///. a. = next.
a 1617 HIERON \Vlts. I. 20 The malicious and bloud-thirst-

ing humour ofCain. 1642 S. ASH Best Refute 7 Blood-thirst-
mg Saul 1763 CHURCHILL Duellist m. 68 (D.) Assassination,her whole mind Blood-thirsting, on her arm reclin'd.

r Bloodth.irsty(bl-db5:jsti),a. [see THIRSTYIZ.]
Thirsting for blood, eager for bloodshed.
1535 COVEKDALE Ps. xxv. 9 O destroye not my soule with

the synners, ner my life with the bloudthurstie. 1381 MARBECK Bk. o/Notes 753 God will abhorre those bloudthirstie
and deceiptfu 1 men. j639 G. DANIEL Ecclus. xxii. 86 Some
busines for blood-thirsty Swords. 1809 SYD. SMITH H'fo.
(1807)1. IDo Ihe rage of an insane and bloodthirsty faction
Elence Bloo'dthi:rstily, Bloo'dthi:rstiness.
1880 J. HAWTHORNE E. Qncntin, etc. II. 12 Gentlemen

..wore long swords with basket hilts, and were blood-
thirstily polite in using the same. 1649 Bp. REYNOLDS Serin
Hoseam. pThebloudthirstinesseof the Leech. i862SniRi FYA ug;e Crit. 5. 209 Even the bloodthirstiness of Alva could
not rival his master's.

Blood-vessel (bl/rdve:sel). One of the flexible
tubes (veins or arteries) in the bodies of animals
which convey the blood throughout the system.
1694 SALMON Ulrica i. v. 244/2 Some of the Blood-vessels,
riienv the ArN>rif- ninct K Vm-il. ___o T *....

. . 2 ome -,
chiefly the Arteries . . must be broken. 1718 J. CHAMBKR-
I.AYNE Relig. Phi/os. (1830) I. iv. 3 A Tun'cle full of Blood-
vessels ; that is of Veins and Arteries. 1836 DICKENS Sk.
Soz v. 19/1 She burst a bloodvessel one mornin', and died.

BloO'd-warm, a. As warm as blood ; of the
normal temperature of blood in the body.
'377 B. GOOGE llerestach's Huso. (1586) 130 b, Seeth them

together, .and give it him bludwarme in the morning. 1719
HAUKSBEE Phys.-Mech. Exper. Supp. 255, I caus'd some
Water to be heated about Blood-warm.

933

b-A'
1837 EMERSON Misc. (1855) 94 This writing is blood-warm.
Blood-Wlte (bhrdwait). Also (incorrectly)

-wit. [OE. blodu'itc, f. blod blood + mite punish-
ment, penalty, fine.]
1. A penalty for bloodshed : a. in Old English
Law, A fine for shedding blood, to be paid to
the alderman or king, in addition to the were-
gild, or legal value of the life destroyed, paid to
the family of the person killed.

(a 1000 Laiut. Ps. xv. 4 (Bosw.i Of blodum oSSe of blod-
wituni.] 1228 Mem. Ripon 11882) I. 52 Blodcwyt. 11250
Gloss. Lina Terms in AW. Ant. I. 35 Blodwite, quite de
sane espondu. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 67 Bludeweit hes na
place within burgh. 1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 263 Wite. .

is a Punishment or Mulct, as in our words occurring in old
monuments, Blod-uite, Fritlaaite, and the like 1754
EKSKINE Prime. Sc. Lam (1809) 45 He might, by our later
practice, have judged, .in riots and bloodwits. 1814 Scui ]

W^M'.xIym, The bloodwit was made up to your ain satis,
faction by assytbment. 1876 GREEN Skori Hist. i. 2 The
blood-wile or compensation in money for personal wrong.

D. generally. A penalty for murder.
1881 CLOUSTON Aral,. Poetry Introd. 27 In the Sunnat

the amount of the bloodwit was increased to one hundred
camels. 1882 J. PAYNE 1001 .lights II. 202 That my son's
head be paid with the bloodwit of Sherkan's head only.
2. fontcxtually. a. The right of levying the fore-

going fine. b. The privilege of exemption from il.

a 1067 Chart. Eadwcani in Cod. Dipt. IV. 2:6 Ic an heom
Oerofer sacc and socne. .and blochvile and werdwite. 1641Termes de la Ley 42 Bioodwit, that is, to bee emit of
amerciaments for blood-shedding.

Blood-WOrm (M-d\vwm). a. A small bright-
red earth-worm used by anglers, b. The scarlet
larva of a genus of crane-Hies (Chirouomus) found
in rain-water cisterns and pools.
1741 Coiupl. Fain-Piece n. ii. 350 They will bite freely at

the small Red-worm called the Blood-worm. 1799 G. SMI i n
Laboratory II. 280 In the winterseason, die fittest baits for
the New River are bloodworms. 1833 J. RENNIE An^lin^-
37, I mean here water blood-worms, and not the smaller
bright red earth-worms sometimes so named in books on
angling. 1840 BROWNING Sordetlo II. 289 Circling blood-
worms, minnow, newt, or loach.

Blood-wort (blfdw;>.it). [f. as prec. r \\'OUT.]A name applied to various plants having red
roots or leaves, or popularly supposed to stanch
blood or to draw blood. Among these are the
Bloody Dock (Ritinex saitguineus), the Dwarf
Elder or Dauewort(Az/(i Ebit/its); also Bumet
(Sangutsorta officinalis), the American Blood-root
(Sanguinaria canadensis), and genus Heemodoruiii.
11250 Gloss, in Wright I'oc. 140 Bursa pastoris, san-

guiuarie, blodwurt. 1538 LELAND [tin. V. 4 A certen
Bloodeworth grewith ther wher the Bloode was shedde.
ISS2 HLLOKT, Bludwort herb, or that which stoppeth bloud.

ja
LYTE Dodocns in. xlv. 380 This herbe is called ..in

Enghshe Walwort, Danewort, and Bloodwort. 1671 S M -

MON Syn. 3led. m. xxii. 405 Lapathiim Sanfuiitenm . .

Bloodwort, cleanses the blood much. 1812 WITHERING
(\,.;

Ar>'a" t''- dSjo) II. iv. 235 Sangnisorta officinalis.
Wild Burnet, Bloodwort. 1872 ROSSETTI Ho. ofLife dSSz)
h, With tear-spurge wan, with blood-wort burning red.

Bloody (bltf-di), a. and adv. Forms : i blodis,
j

3-4 blodi, 3-7 blody, (4 blode, bloide), 6bloud-
die, bluddie, -y, 6-7 bloudie, -y, bloodie, 6-
bloody. Sc: 5 bludy, 6 bludie, 8-9 bluidie, -y.

[Com. Teut. : OE. Modi's
= OFris. blodich, OS.

llddag, -ig (Du. blocdig), OHG. tlttotag (MHO.
blitotec, mod.Uer. blittig], ON. bloSitg-r, -ig-r:
OTeut. *blodago-s : see BLOOD and -Y.]
A. adj.

1. Of the nature of, composed of. or like blood.
a 1000 /ELIRIC G7.. in Wr.-Widcker I'M: 113 Dissenteria,

blodjs utsiht. ^1240 Lofsong in Lamb. Horn. 207 Bi his
blodie swote. .Bi his blodi Rune bet ron inne moniestuden.
c 1440 Prontp. Pan'. 40 Blody, sanguinolentus. 1526 Pilgr.
Pcrf. (W. de W. 15311 260 In great agony he swet blody
droppes. 1813 F.ncycl. Brit. led. 5) III. 461 Some authors
speak of bloody baths, .prepared especially of the blood of
infants. 1818 BYRON CA. liar. iv. cxlii, Here, where Mur-
der breathed her bloody steam. 1875 B. RICHARDSON Dis.
Mod. Life 15 The phenomenon called, in early times,'

bloody sweat,' has been disputed.
b. Pertaining or relating to the blood.

1716 M. DAVIES Dissert. Physick 4 in Athen. Brit. Ill,
Ocsalpinus had a proper Opportunity to speak at large of
that Bloody discovery [i. e. of the circulation of the blood].
2. Covered, smeared, stained, with blood

; bleed-

ing.
a 1117 O. E. Cliron., WearS se mona lange nihtes swylce he

eall blodlg ware. 1297 R. GLOUC. 311 Here ys pat knyf al
blody. <II400 Re/iff. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 85 His bludy

. .
.

woundes was reuthe to see. 1330-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII
To be beten with whippes . . tyll his body be blody. 1503SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, n. v. 71 My Teares shall wipe away these
bloody inarkes. 1636 H. MORE Antid. Atli. in. ix. (1662) 117
Dirty bloody spots. 1737 GRAY Bard I. iii. 48 Weave
with bloody hands the tissue of thy line. 1800 WINDIIAM
f' \K (

336.That scuffle, amongst Englishmen,W
i. D

Ve termmated m a black eye or a bloody nose.
b. Bloody grave : the grave of one who has

died by bloodshed, f Bloody hand, in Forest-law
(see quot. ; cf. RED-HAND(EU) ; in Heraldry, the
armorial device of Ulster, derived from the O'Neils ;

hence borne by baronets.
1800 Scon Eve St. John xli, By Eildon tree, for long

BLOODY.
nights three, In bloody grave have I lain. 1885 Sat. Xev.
^5 Apr. 525/2 Gordon sleeps in his bloody grave.
1598 MANWOOD Lames Forest xviii. S 9 Bloudy hand

is, where a man is found coursing in the Forest, .and is anymanner of way nnbrewed with bloud, or, that is found im-
brewed with bloud. .in the Forest, although he be not found
Hunting or coursing there. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.,
Bloody Hand, one of the four kinds of trespasses in the
king s forest. 1833 MAKRYAT Pacha, i, The bloody hand in the
dexter chief of a baronet. 1832 Homck. IVds. V. 8 One
sunbeam, coming through a grimed window, and illumin-
ating a bloody hand. There had been a murder done there.

1874 Student's Hunif xx. 367 Hence baronets bear on their
shields the arms of Ulster, a bloody hand.
3. Of animals, or parts of their bodies : Having

blood in the veins; containing blood, anil, or Obs.
1398 Tm-:vis,v^/-W. Z><? /"./?. xvm. cviii. (1495)850 In all

beestes that haue blody lounges is a bledder. 1395 Sinus.
JoAil iv. ii. 210 Slaues, that take [KinqsJ humors for a war.
rant, lo breake within the bloody house of life. 1607
I'OPSELL Serpents 597 A Serpent [is] . .a Bloudy Beast with,
out feet. 1818 Art Prcseru. Feet 53 The bloody corn . . is

|

apt to yield blood on the first touch of the knife.
4. Accompanied by or involving the flowing or

spilling of blood.
< 1383 CHAUCER L. G. H; 1388 Or hadde in arrays manye

a blodi box. J53o PALSGU. IQ.,/I Blody mensyn sickenesse.
1603 SHAKS. Mad. n. iv. 23 Is't known who did this more

j

then bloody deed? c 1620 Z. BOVD Zion's Flowers '18551
|

155 Our bloody blowes assuredly he feeles. 1828 CARLYLE
Misc. 118571 I- 94 Their bloody idolatry, and stormful un-

1 tutored energy. 1853 KINGSLEV Hfpatia xxi, I have
offered for years the unbloody sacrifice to Him who will

perhaps require of me a bloody one.

b. esp. Attended with much bloodshed and
slaughter ; sanguinary.
1593 BILSON Gout. Christ's CA. 306 The bloudie stormes of

tyrants. ^97 HOOKER Eecl.Pol. v. xlviii. 10 A bitter and
a bloody conflict. 1678 N. WAXI.HY Wonders v. i 102
I hat long and bloody War in the Empire of Germany.
1711 ADDISON apect. No. 70 F 4 The Poet .. describes a
bloody battle and dreadful Scene of Death. 1848 MACAI.T.AY
Hist. Eng. 1. 227 The most bloody day of the whole war.
5. Of thoughts, words, etc. : Concerned with,

portending, decreeing bloodshed.
i225 Alter. A'. 288 Ruben, bu read beof, bu blodi delil

c 1300 Bfket 537 Alto blodi was that word : and deore il

was 1-001151. ^1384 CHAUCER //. l-'amc 12,9 That rnaken
blody soun In trunipe, beme, and claryoun. 1561 T NOR-
TON Calvin's Just. Pref., Without hearyng the cause bloody
sentences are pronounced against it." 1610 SHAKS. Temp.
iv. i. 220, I do begin to haue bloody thoughts. 1766 PORXY
Heraldry m. (1777.23 A print of the bloody Warrant for
the execution of K. Charles I.

6. Addicted to bloodshed, blood-thirsty, cruel ;

tainted with crimes of blood, blood-guilty.
15*3 Br. lios-NEK in Foxe A. $ M. 1254/2 They reporte me

to seek bloud, and call me bloudye Boner, t 1577 NORTH-
BROOKE Dicing(i%^) 179 Howe the blouddie Papistes mur-
ther and slaughter in all places rounde aboute vs our poore
brethren. 1611 BIULE Ps. v. 6 The Lord will abhorre the
bloodie and deceitful! man. 1681 Addr.fr. Radnor in
Loud. Ga;. No. 1671/4 The Factious Schismaticks, and
Bloody Romanists. 1793 WINDHAM Speeches Par!. (1812) I.

278 Ihe administration of the bloody Robespierre. 1833
DICKENS ChiUs Hist. Eng. xxx, As Bloody Queen Marythis woman has become famous, and as Bloody Queen .Marx-
she will ever be remembered with horror and detestation'
1862 Sat. AVi'. 8 Feb. 154 Our native bloody villains.
/. Of the colour of blood, blood-red.
1391 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv, 61 Yorke. Now Somerset

w-here is your argument? Sam. Here in my Scabbard
that Shall dye your white Rose in a bloody red. 1671 LandGai. N o. 627/4 A Bloody Bay Gelding, . . was stollen out of
Stamford Fields. 1735 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 280 Near the -
spot where this accident happened, an anchor was imme-
diately dropped, and a red buoy .called the bloody buoy)
fixed to it. 1798 COLERIDGE Auc. Mar. n. vii, The bloodysun at noon, Right up above the mast did stand. 1823
LOCKHARTO>. Ballads, Moor Col. iv, His banner. .Whereon
revealed his bloody field its pale and crescent moon.
t 8. Allied by blood. (In Langland, with fig

reference to the blood of Christ.) Obs.
136* LANGL. /'. PI. A. vn. 196 Heo beobmy blodi breberen,for god bou^te vs all. [Also B. vi. 10

;
xi. 195 ; C. ixf 17.)

9. dial. Of good blood, well descended.

1877
PEACOCK ,/. Glass. (E. D. S.), He comes of a

bloody stock ; that s why he's good to poor folks.

10. In foul language, a vague epithet expressing
anger, resentment, detestation

; but often a mere in-

tensive, esp. with a negative, as ' not a bloody one\
[Prob. from the adv. use in its later phase 1
1840 R. DANA Bef. Mast ii. 2 You'll find me a bloody

rascal. Ibid. xx. 61 They've got a man for a mate of that
ship and not a bloody sheep about decks ! 1880 RUSKIN
I-ictwnPairtfF. s

<
29 The use of the word 'bloody

1

in
modern low English is a deeper corruption, not altering the
lorm of the word, but defiling the thought in it.

B. adv. 1 1. Bloodily ; with blood. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 10424 Buernes on be bent blodv be-

ronen.

2. As an intensive : Very .... and no mistake,
exceedingly ; abominably, desperately. In general
colloquial use from the Restoration to c 1 750 ; now
constantly in the mouths of the lowest" classes,
but by respectable people considered 'a horrid
word ', on a par with obscene or profane language,
and usually printed in the newspapers (in police
reports, etc.)

' b y '.



BLOODY.

beginning of the iBlh c. The phrase
'

bloody drunk
' was

apparently='as drunk as a blood' (cf. 'as drunk as alord');

thence it was extended to kindred expressions, and at length
to others ; probably, in later times, its associations with

bloodshed and murder (cf. a bloody battle, a bloody butcher*

have recommended it to the rough classes as a word that

appeals to their imagination. We may compare the preva-
lent craving for impressive or graphic intensives, seen in the

use of jolly i awfully', terribly', devilish, deuced, damned,
ri/iAiiro- vftftlilur flrtfttrjiitllr c/rtlllr ill V. th-tetlfti'rillt' . titC.

(JrUltlllC llllklMOII UI llrfS bUUUVJUVU 111! 11.- ~

1676 ETHEREDGE Man ofMode \. i. (1684 9 Not without

he will promise to be bloody drunk. 1684 DRYDI.N Prttl.

Seathertu's Disappoint::!. 59 The doughty Bullies enter

bloody drunk. 1693 SOUTHERNS Maid's last Pr. II. ii. 31

not SICK, my Gear l ne replica louay aiu*. */4
ARDSOX Pamela III. 405 He is bloody passionate. I saw
that at the Hall. 1743 FIELDING H'ed. Day m. vi, This i.-,

a bloody positive old fellow. 1753 FOOTE Eng. in Pans
n. (17631 29 She's a bloody fine Girl.

C. In combination.

1. Obvious combinations, as bloody-black ; chiefly

parasynthetic, as bloody-backed, -eyed, -faced, -hand-

ed, -hearted, -minded, -sceptred, with their deri-

vatives, as bloody-mindedness ;
also others some-

what analogous, as bloody-intended having bloody
intentions ;

or adverbial, as ^ bloody-trying .crying

for blood) ; ^bloody-hunting (hunting for blood).

1824 SCOTT Rcdgaicntlet ch. xv, They have the *bloody-
backed dragoons . . with them. 1772 CULLUM in Phil.

Tram. LXII. 466 Half a pint of a "bloody-black water in

Ihe thorax. (11617 HIEHOS ll'ks. II. 317 They are all

'bloudy-crying-sinnes, and such as to which belongs an es-

peciall wo. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II', I. iii. 22 In a Theame
so 'bloody fac'd, as this. 1821 MYRON Sardan. iv. i. 115 A
..bloody-eyed, And 'bloody-handed, ghastly, ghostly thing.

1654 GATAKER Disc. Apol. 91 How poor a curb .. to keep
men from being 'bloodie-hearted, and bloodie-handed.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in. iii. 41 Herods 'bloody-hunting
slaughter-men. 1606 Bk. Com. Prayer, Prayer tfh A'or'.,

The most traiterous and bloody-intended Massacre by Gun-

powder. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, IV. i. 36 Yet let not this

make thee be 'bloody-minded. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. vii.

< 1873) 140 When the old 'bloody-minded tyrant is gone to his

long account. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 214 What a dif-

ference between the straight-forward *blopdy-mindedness
of Orestes and the metaphysical punctiliousness of the

Dane. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. iii. 104 O Nation miserable !

With an untitled Tyrant, "bloody Sceptred.

2. Special combinations : f bloody fall, an ail-

ment of the feet similar to chilblains; f bloody
flux (formerly jtix^,, dysentery ;

hence bloody-
fluxed a

; bloody nose beetle, the popular name
of Tiinarcha (see quot.) ; t bloody-water, a dis-

ease, hxmattiria.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 76 The angry chilblanes and

bloudy-fals that trouble the feet in the night season. 1473

WAHKW. Chron. (1839) 23 Unyveraalle feveres, axes, and

the blody flyx. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 441

'Bloudy rluxe. 1611 BIBLE Acts xxviii. 8 The father of

Publius lay sicke of a feuer and of a 'bloody-flixe. 1706 tr.

Lemery's Treat, l''oods II. vi. 161 They make use of its [the

sheep's] suet inwardly taken to stop the* Bloody -flux. 1615

HP. HALL Cmilcmfl. .V. T. iv. iii, It was free and safe for

the leper and 'bloody-fluxed to touch thee. 1826 KIRBY &
Sr. Entomol. III. 142 In that of the "bloody-nose beetle

that segment is bifid. 1847 CARPENTER Zoel. 660 The
Timardia larjigata . . emits a reddish yellow fluid from the

joints when disturbed; from which circumstance it is com-

monly known by the name of the Hloody-nose Beetle. 1734

AHBUTHNOT in Swift's Lett. (1766) II. 205, I had forborn [to

ride] for some years, because of
*
bloody water.

b. In popular names of plants, as bloody

ringer, the Foxglove ; bloody man's finger, the

same
;

also the Arum or Wake-Robin ; bloody
rain -Blood rain (see BLOOD sb. 19); bloody
dock (Kumex sanguiaeas) ; bloody twig, the

Dogwood {Cornus sanguinea)', bloody warrior, a

dark Wall-flower. (See Prior, Britten and Hol-

land.)
1758 BORLASE A'at. Hist. Cornwall xix. 9. 235 The

bloody sea-dock. 1838 Econ. Vegetation 156 The '

gory

dew,' Palmella criienta, and
'

bloody rain,' Lcpraria her-

rnnuu. .are referrible to these humble and harmless tribes

of vegetation. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. III. 108 The
branches were so red, so like twigs of coral, that . .its name
of Bloody Twig, .seemed appropriate.

Bloody (blydi), v.
[f.

the adj. Not etymo-

logically identical with OE. (ufllodtgian, -blod-

gian (in jrd c. blodeke, with suffix -eg-, -ek-) which

preceded in the same sense.]

1. trans. To make bloody by causing to bleed

or by smearing with blood.

(a 1000 Beomiil/S3jB He geblodegod wearS sawul-driore.

it 1225 Ancr. R. 418 Ne mid breres ne ne biblodge [ '/".

blodeke] hire sulf.) 1530 PALSGR. 458/1 Thisparker blodyeth
his clothes. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hit. xxi. (18211 421

No man did bloody his sword more than his Lordship did

that day. 1814 CARY Dante iChandosi 122 There came I,

Pierc'd in the heart . . And bloodying the plain. 1820

SOUTHEY in Life ft Corr. (1849) I. 4 The sword which was

drawn (not bloodied, I hope) in this unlucky quarrel.

b. trans, and fig. To make blood-red ;
to stain

with bloodshed.

1647 W. BROWNE Pole*. \. 197 His shield was black in

many places, and the rest bloodied with the long tresse of a

Comet. 1655 J. JENNINGS Elise la Nor the only instrument

934

of these tragick businesses, the which bloodies the course of

this History.

f 2. To exasperate ;
= BLOOD v. 4. Obs.

1633 T. ADAMS E.rp. 2 Peter i. 14 Saul, being so bloodied

against David, .became as unmerciful to himself.

Bloody- bones (blwdi|b<7:nz). Formerly
-bone. A phrase used, generally in conjunction
with Rawhead, as the name of a bug-bear to terrify

children; alsoyf^. 'bug-bear, terror.' (Possibly
associated with the apparition of a murdered man

supposed to haunt the scene of his murder. )

c 1550 ll'vll of Dciiyll (Collier) 13 Our faythfull Secre-

taryes, Hobgoblyn and Blooddybone. 1598 FLORIO, Mani
..imagined spirits that nurces fraie their babes withall to

make them leaue crying, as we say bug-beare, or els rawe
head and bloodie bone. 16*2 FLETCHER Prophetess iv. v,

But now I look Like Bloody- Bone and Raw-head, to

frighten children, a 1680 BUTLER Kent. (1759) I. 77 To ter-

rify those mighty Champions, As we do children now with

Bloody-bones. 1817 T. JEI-TERSON Corr. (1830) 301 Han-
cock and the Adamses were the raw-head and bloody bones

of Tories and traitors. 1830 T. HAMILTON C. Tlwrnton

(1845) 393 As if he had come back from the wars a mere raw-

head and bloody-bones.

Bloom (bl/7m), s/'. 1 Forms : 3-4 blom, 3-6

blome, 4-6 S<-. blwme, 6 bloume, .SV. blume, !

6-7 bloome, 7- bloom. [ME. bloin, blame, only
]

northern (or north, midl.) ;
a. ON. blom neut.

' a

flower, bloom, blossom ',
and bloini masc. '

bloom,

prosperity ',//.' flowers, blossoms', the latter = OS.

bloino masc. (MDu. bloeine, I)u. bloein fern.), OHG.
bluoino masc., bluoma fern. (MUG. bluoine masc.

and fern., mod.G. blume fern.), Goth, bloina m. :

OTeut. *l>l$mon- m., from the vb. stem *blo-
' blow '. with the suffix -//ton- of nouns of action.

The OE. bloma (masc.). in form the same word, had

only the sense of BLOIIJI sb.'*, the sense
' flower' be-

ing expressed by bUslm, blostma, blosnia, BLOSSOM.]
1. The blossom or flower of a plant. (Not ex-

tended like
' flower' to a whole '

flowering plant ',

and expressing a more delicate notion than ' blos-

som ', which is more commonly florescence bearing

promiseof fruit, while 'bloom 'is florescence thought
of as the culminating beauty of the plant. Cherry
trees are said to be in blossom, hyacinths vn bloom.)

t 1200 OKMIN 10773 Na/arxb bitacnebb uss Onn Enng-
lissh brodd and blome. 1-1325 E. E. A I/it. P. B. 1467

Alle )ie blomes of be bo}es were blyknande perles. 1373
BARUOUK Bruce v. 10 The treis begouth to ma Burg-

conys and brycht blwmys al.-ua. < 1440 Pivinp. Par-.'. 40
Blome flowre.y/or. 1326 Pilgr. Perf. iW. de W. 15311 296
The fruytes of the holy goost . . be more lyke . . to be called

blomes and floures than fruytes. 1570 Sempill Ballates

(18721 77 Thou grene Roismary hyde thy heid, Schaw not

thy fair blew blumis. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 25 How the

Bee Sits on the Bloom extracting liquid sweet. 1697 DRY-

DEN Virg. Georg. i. 27^} If od'rous Blooms the bearing
Branches load. 1770 GOI.DSM. DCS. I'ill. 4 Parting sum-

mer's ling'ring blooms. 1882 l!azaar 15 Feb. 173 To pre-

serve cut blooms for some length of time.

t b. (fig.) To bear the bloom : to flourish. Obs.

1330 K. I'RUNNK Chron. 322 pei were born in Rome alle be

Cofumpneis, pat kynde bare be blome, riche men & curteis.

c. collect. Blossom, flowers, florescence.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9328 pe wand bar lef and frut and blom.

a 1400 Sir Isiunb. 1 76 Playe the with the blome. 1667
MII.ION /'. /,. III. 43 Not to me returns Day, or the sweet

approach of Ev'n or Morn, Or sight of vernal bloom. 1821

SHELLEY Proineth. Unb. i. 840 The yellow bees in the ivy-

bloom. 1878 GILDER Poet ft Master 14 Not yet the orchard

lifted Its cloudy bloom to the sky.

d. In bloom : in flower, flowering, blossoming.
1644 FARY Cods Severity (16451 8 Blossomes that he all

in a bloome, as we say. 1735 OLUYS Life Ralegh Wks. r829
I. 383 Like some flowers which are sweeter in their fall than

others in their bloom. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 182 It

was the month of May. when every thing was in bloom.

1864 TENNYSON Islet 32 For the bud ever breaks into bloom
on the tree.

e. Iransf. of persons. Cf. 'flower'.

a 1300 }[a-,'elok 63 He was Engelondes blome. c 1460

Tmvneley Myst. 81 Welcom, Mary, blyssed blome. e 1750
SHENSTONE Elegies iv. 32 The frailty of so fair a bloom.

1871 R. KLLIS Catullus Ixiv. 4 A chosen array, rare bloom

of valorous Argos.
2. fig. State of greatest beauty or loveliness,

most flourishing condition or season, prime, per-

fection.

c 1323 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 577 More haf I of ioye & blysse

here-inne, Of ladyschyp gret & lyuez blom. 1599 SHAKS.

Much Ada v. i. 76 Despight . . His Male of youth, and

bloome of lustihood. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. i64F3While
her Beauty was yet in all its Height and Bloom. 1742
POPE Duitciad iv. 513 Poor \V., nipp'd in folly's broadest

bloom, Who praises now? 1850 LEITCH tr. Mfiller's Anc.

Art 159 The real bloom of this art was past when the

Romans conquered the East. 1875 HAMERTON Intell. Life
vi. i. (1876) 195 The bloom of perfect manhood.

3. The crimson tint of the cheek ; flush, glow.
.

1752 FIELDING Amelia Wks. 1775 X. 136 Miss Bath had
not only recovered her health but her bloom. 1793 T.

BEDUOES Consumption 117 That vermilion bloom, which. .

is the harbinger or attendant of an incurable disease. 1847
TENNYSON Pritie. iv. 364 Over brow And cheek and bosom
brake the wrathful bloom. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883)

332 Those simple, faithful natures which combine the glow
of courage with the bloom of modesty.

b.<r. Suffusion ofglowing colour over a surface.

BLOOM.

1832 L. HUNT Sir R. Esher (1850) 142 The colours of the

awnings over head struck down a bloom over the whole
scene.

4. The delicate powdery deposit on fruits like

the grape, plum, etc., when fresh-gathered, and on

certain plant-leaves. (So called perh. from prec.)
[Cf, Song. Meet me in the evening When the bloom is on

the rye.) a 1639 [see BLOOMY a. 1
3.] 1678 [see Bloom,

coloured in 7]. 1755 JOHNSON, Bloom, the blue colour upon
plums and grapes newly gathered. 1860 DELAMER Kitek.

Card. (1861) 156 Tying grapes in muslin bags assists their

ripening. .The pity is, that the taking them off spoils the

bloom. 1882 VINES Sacks' Bot. 99 Very frequently the wax
extends . . over the cuticle . . constituting the so-called
' bloom '

on fruits and some leaves. 1883 P. FITZGERALD
Reereat. Lit. Man 170 And before the end of those weary
hours the bloom is off the rye he is stale and stupid.

b. fig. Freshness, delicate charm or beauty.
To take the bloom off (a thing) : to deprive it of

its first freshness or beauty.
1777 JOHNSON in Bosivell (1831) I. 159 It [the Plan of

Dictionary] would have come out with more bloom if it had
not been seen before by any body. 1859 HELPS 1-riends in

C. Ser. II. I. 182 The bloom of his regard would be rubbed off.

c. In various spec, senses, e.g. The yellowish de-

posit on well-tanned leather, the powdery appear-
ance on newly-struck coins, the fluorescence exhi-

bited by petroleum, etc. Cf. BLOOMING vbl. sA. 1 2.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 38/2 This bloom [on leather]

consists of the finer portion of the gelatin from the interior

of the skin. 1882 Pliarmaceut. Jrnl. 343 Petroleum hav-

ing a bloom or fluorescence. 1884 Times i Mar., The
1 bloom

'

on the wall . . around the actual spot of the explo-

sion, was sufficient to show that the material used was not

gunpowder. 1885 Eng. Mech. 20 Feb. 532 Until the bud
is covered with '

bloom', or the so-called ellagic acid. 1885
Cornh. Mag. Mar. 281 That coating of indigo and gypsum
which imparts [to tea leaves] the bloom so highly prized in

the European market.

5. A fine variety of raisin.

1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 274/1 Different kinds of raisins ;tre

distinguished . . as muscatels, blooms, sultanas. 1875 URE
Diet. Arts III. 692 These are muscatels or blooms.

6. Used attributively to denote a certain appear-
ance or state assumed by sugar in the process of

clarifying and refining.

1825 S. & S. ADAMS Coinpl. Servant 113 It may then be

boiled to any degree you please, as smooth, bloom, feathered,

crackled, and caramel.

7. Comb, and Attrib., as bloom colour, -jiinder,

hour, -stem ; bloom-bright, -coloured, etc., adjs.

Also bloom-fell, a plant ; according to Britten

and Holland, Lotus corniculalus.

1833 TENNYSON Hesperides, A slope That ran Abloom-

brignt into the Atlantic blue. 1797-1804 BEWICK Brit.

Birds I. ri2 The breast, belly and sides are of a fine pale
rose or vbloom colour. 1678 Land. Gaz. No. 1273/4 The
Hood lined with * bloom-coloured Silk. 1799-1824 Prize

Ess. in Highl. Sac. Trans. III. 524 (JAM.) Ling, deer-hair,

and "bloom-fell, are also scarce. 1840 BROWNING Sordello III.

345 Her ivory limbs are smothered byafall, *Bloom-flinders,

and fruit-sparkles, and leaf-dust. 1850 LYNCH Theo. Trill.

xi. 208 The maiden . . in the *bloom-hour of her life.

Bloom (blm), sb? [:
OE. bttma in same

sense ;
identical in form with the word for

' flower
'

in the other Teut. langs. (OS. Mdmo, etc. : see

BLOOM rf. 1 ), but the history of the sense is not

ascertained. No examples of the word have been

found between OE. times and the end of i6th c.]

1.
' A mass of iron after having undergone the first

hammering.' Weale. spec. An ingot of iron or

steel, or a pile of puddled bars, which has been

brought, by passing through one set of '

rolls ',

into the form of a thick bar, and left for further

rolling when required for use.

a looo In Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 141/36 Afaua, daS, nc/bloma.

1584 [cf. HI.OOMERY]. 1674 RAY Iron Work 127 At the Finery

by the working of the hammer they bring it into Blooms

and Anconies. 1679 PLOT Staffordsh. (16861 163 They work

it into a bloom, which is a square barr in the middle, and

two square knobs at the ends, one much less then the other,

the smaller being call'd the Ancony end, and the greater

the Mocket head. 1719 Glossogr. Nova, Bloom, in the

Iron-Works, is a four-square Mass of Iron about two Foot

long. 1845 A'c/ Statist. Ace. Scott. VI. 79 An extensive

forge for the manufacture of blooms was erected.
_

1862

Times 12 Aug., Lord Dudley presents numerous specimens
of fractured blooms and bars. 1881 Academy 6 Nov. 350

It may possibly be a ' bloom
'

from a prehistoric foundry.

1882 Engineer n Feb. 133/1 The blooms from the hammer
are then heated and rolled down to make puddled bar.

H 2. Sometimes improperly applied to the ' ball
'

or mass of iron from the puddling furnace which

is to be hammered or shingled into a bloom.

1865 Derby Mere. 15 Feb., An immense bloom of iron,

looking like a huge egg, and weighing 5 cwt., showing the

state of the iron as delivered by the furnace. 1875 URE
Diet. Arts II. 1013 The bloom or rough ball from the

puddle-furnace. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. I. 410 After

pig-iron has been puddled, the 'blooms', as the masses of

iron are termed, while still white-hot from the puddling

furnace, are dragged to the helve.

3. Comb., as bloom-shearing; bloom-hook, an

implement used for handling heated blooms ; so

bloom-tongs ; bloom-smithy, a forge or smithy

where blooms are made.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 459 This kind of charcole serueth

only the Bloom-smithies and furnaces. 1831 J. HOLLAND

Maniif. Metals I. 18 At the suppression of the bloomanes (or



BLOOM.
iron smithies) the tenants charged themselves with the pay-ment of tins rent, which is called Bloom Smithy, or Wood
rent. 1884 I,,:f. f,. Mack. Re,,, i Dec. 6719/2 A large bloom-
sheanng machme, capable of cutting steel blooms
t Bloom, sb.Z Olis. rare- 1

. [App. connected
with BLOW z/.i

; cf. BLOOMY a.a] A hot wind
,699 DAMPIER I'ay. I. 529 I have always observed' thebea-wmds to be warmer than Land-winds; unless it bewhen a bloom, as we call it, or hot blast blow from thence
Bloom (bb?m), z/.i Forms: 3-5 blome(u (4

Sc. bleume), 5 blomyu, blume', 5-6 blome,
bloume, 6bloome, (7 blowm, 8 Sc. 'blume) 7-
bloom. [ME. blomcn, f. BLOOM rf.l]

_

1. intr. To bear flowers; to be in flower, come
into flower; to blossom.
c ,350 Gen. Sf Ex. 2061 Orest it blomede, and sioen bar ge

beries ripe. 1300 Cursor M. 10743 pat his wand suld
blome. ,398 TRKVISA Bart/,. DC P. K. xvil. Ixiv. (1495) 641In 1 hessaha feildea that beenes growe in ben eerid whan the
beenys bloume. c ,440 Promfi. Parv. 40 Blomyn.yfow,flo-
escor. ,53FiTZHF.RB. H,,sl,. ii24 Hasell. .begynnethtoblomeas soon as the lefe is fallen. 1667 MII.TON P. L. m. ,,, AFlour which once In Paradise.fast by the Tree of Life Beganto bloom ,727 BRADLEY Pam. Diet. s. v. Coriander, ThisWant . . blooms in July and August. 1821 SHELLEY Pramclh.Unt. i. 170 Blue thistles bloomed in cities.
2 - fig- and

trails/. To come into full beauty ;
to

be m fresh beauty and vigour ;
to flourish.

'

c ,200 ORMIN 3636 Godess beowwess blomenn ajj Inn alle
g
RA f

'r-M
eS
t V42

?
>''"'nls C''- 245 in Leg. Rood

218 Achilde bat choislychees In maydenes blode to blome.
IS'3 UOUGLAS /Eneis xi. xii. 103 Forgane the speris so
bustuus blomyt he. ,590 GREENE Fr. Bacon (1830^ 42 For
fancie bloomes not at the first assault. 1738 Guxn&m&bu
l. 224 With all my honours blooming round my head 1750
JOHNSON Ramtas xxviii. (1787) 81 The daughter begins tobloom before the mother can be content 'to fade. 1831
CARLYLF. Sart Res. n. vi, Life bloomed up with happinessand hope. ,87sJowETT Plato (ed. 2! II. 486 Your beauty
'

o ugu
W

?.
y>JUSt

,

as
,
your true selfis beginning to bloom.

1878 H. H. GIBBS Ombre 2 Quadrille also has faded awayor blooms only m some old-fashioned nooks of England.
o. trans. To bring into bloom; to cause to

flourish. Chiefly y?"-. Obs. or arch.
1502 GsvemfHrns 108 Each fair thing that summer

bloomed. 1597 HOOKER Eccl.Pol. v. iii. 4 Rites & customs
. .in their first original beginnings when the strength of vir-
tuous, devout, or charitable affection bloomed them. ,6,,
BIBLF Nimd, xvu. 8 The rod ofAaron . . brought forth buds,and bloomed blossomes. ,667 MILTON /'. /,. iv. 2Io The
Iree of Life .. blooming Ambrosial Fruit Of vegetableGold. ,742 \oi-NG A7. Th. ix. 385 Tenderness divine..
1 hat planted Lden, and high bloom'd for man A fairer Eden
4. intr. lo glow with warm colour.
l86oTYNDALL Glac.i. 11.75 Heaps of snow . . as the day

advanced, bloomed with a rosy light. 1884 C/irislm. Graphic
4/2 A little salon, in which a circular iron stove bloomed red-
hot all round.
5. trans. To give a bloom to ; to colour with

a soft warm tint or glow.
a'iB*i KxATaAtttmmas While barred clouds bloom the

soft-dying day. 1844 TuppER/Vm Philoi. (1852) i 7gThe eve
is bright with trust, the cheek bloomed over with affection
O. techn. To cloud a varnished surface. (See

quot., and cf. BLOOMINB vbl. s/>l 2.)

1859 GULLICK & TIMES Paint. 214 Whatever varnish maybe employed . . a current of cold or damp air, which '

chills
'

or blooms them [paintings] should be avoided.

Bloom, v*
[f. BLOOM sl>?] To hammer or

squeeze the ball or lump of iron from the puddle-
furnace into a ' bloom '

; to shingle.
1875 Urn Diet. Arts II. 1012 To prepare the puddle balls

for the rolling mills, they have to undergo the process of
shingling or 'blooming;' this is effected either by thehammer or by the squeezer : the latter has almost entirely

superseded the former.

Bloomage (Mw-mMa). [f- BLOOM rf.i + -AGE i
;

cf. leafage.} Blooms or blossoms in the mass
1

C
J3*J' AUDIS M'?"1

;-
Ef/< d879) 66 Rushing throughlavish bloomage of the brake.

Bloomary, variant of BLOOMERY 1.

Bloomed (blwmd, poet, -ed), (///) a [fBLOOM sb. and v. + -ED.] Covered with, bearing!
or having bloom ; in bloom. Also fig.
c ,505 DUNBAR Got,/. Targe 55 Hard on burd vnto the

blomyt media . . Arnvit sche. 1523 FITZHERB. Sun: xxxvi.
(1539)54 Whan it is full bloomed. 1646 CRASHAW Stets to
lemf. 29 A mouth, whose full-bloom'd lips . . are roses
1830 IatmtmiKK0U. Arab. Nts. ii, Rustling thro' Thelow and bloomed foliage.

Bloomer 1
(bls-mai). [f. BLOOM z>.i + -EK I.]

1. A plant that blooms (in some way).
1730-6 BAILEY Bloomers, blooming buds. 1882 Garden 7

Jan. 8/2 those that have a tendency to be shy bloomers are
paced in the lightest part of the house. 1885 Harper's

bloom
? England white rose, a perennial

2. Comb, bloomer-pit, a tan-pit or large vat in
which hides are treated with a strong infusion of
tanning liquor or ooze

; a '

layer.'
Bloo'iner ::

. [After Mrs. Bloomer, an American
lady who introduced the costume.]
1. (More fully Bloomer costume, dress) : A style

of female attire consisting of a short skirt a'nd

long loose trousers gathered closely round the
ankles. So attrib. Bloomer principles, movement.
1868 READE Trite Leme IL iv. 154 At sight of Miss Cour-

tenay in a Bloomer he was ravished. 1875 Miss BIKD
Santho, 1st. (1880) 85 Deborah looked very pi.iuame in a
bloomer dress of dark blue.

2. A woman who wears this dress.
l868 RF

:
AnE T>'">' Love II. ii. ,53 She then burst out cry-

Mr Reinakf
"" "" advantaSe ">e Bloomer took over

3- A kind of hat with a broad brim worn by ladies.

Hence Bloo'merism, the principles of Mrs.
Bloomer as to female costume
1857 C. RKAIJE Course True l.mv II. ii. ,34 She was

pretty far gone in bloomerism. ,882 LAI.V HARHKRTON

sHl'fh t'^"'"'
"' Ma""- M"g - XI 'V ' "56

'

Hloomerism
'

still lurks in many a memory.
Bloomery 1

, -ary (bl/7-marn. Forms: 6-7
blomarie, 7-8 blomary, 7- bloomery, -ary ffBLOOM ^.^ + -EBY, -ARY.] The first forge in an
iron-works through which the metal passes after
having been melted from the ore, and in which it
is made into blooms.
1584-5.Act 27 Eliz. xix, Any maner of Yron Milles Fur-

naces, Hammer, Finarie, Forge or Blomarie. ,672 PKTTV
i (,

'' 3?4 Therc are in Ireland . . above twenty forgesand bloomenes ,693 LISTKK in Phil. Tram. XVIL 866
I hose Bars which are wrought out of a Loop, taken up out
of the Finnery Harth, or second Forge, are much better
Iron than those which are made in the Bloomary or first
Harth. ,762 H.LIOT ibid. LIU. 56 It is wrought or smelted
in a common bloomary. 1851 TURNER Don,. Archil. II
Introd. 30 1 he bloomeries of Furness . . were in full opera-tion in the thirteenth century. ,866 JEVONS Coal Quest. leA
2)217 When the charcoal bloomary and forge gave place to
the coke blast furnace.

Bloomery *. ,,once-d.
[f. BLOOM rf.i + -ERY ]A collection or place full of blooms.

,832 J. WILSON in Klatkw. Mag. XXXI. 864 Leading yousometimes into a greenery of glade, and sometimes into a
bloomery of sweet-briars.

Blooming (bl-mirj), -M. sbl
[f. BLOOM v.l]

1. The action or state of coming into or beintr
in bloom. Also_/%'.
1398 TRKVISA Harth. DC P. R. xvn. xcvi. (,4951 663 All

codware louyth water tofore the blossom and dnnesse after
the blowmynge. C 1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTK. 'F,fa (1711)12 \
virgin in the blooming ofher prime. ,684 ScanderbefRediv
i. 2 To know the first Bloomings of a 'free which has yieldedsuch happy Fruit. ,709 POPE Ess. Crit. 501 Like some fair
nowr. . I hat gayly blooms, but ev'n in blooming dies.

t b. concr. A blossom, inflorescence. Obs.
,622 WITHER Mist,-. Plnlar. (1633) 590 Low Sall'owes on

whose bloomings Bees doe fall. 1657 W. COLES Adam in
haen Ix, Small heads, .which are the bloomings or Flowers

c. attrib., as in blooming-time.
,398 TKEVISA AW//;. DC P. /f.'xvn. clxxvii.(i4Q 5 ) 7I 8 Vyneshaue a specyall euyll whan they ben spronge wyth euylldewe or reyne in blowmyng tyme. ,883 C. MONK HOUSE in

-y
a'1e'"y N - 577- 358/3 A true, if not a complete, view of

tnghsh song-writing in its blooming-time.
2. Painting. A cloudy appearance on a varnished

surface, esp. of a picture. Cf. BLOOM v. 6.

,859 GULLICK & TIMES Paint. 204 The vehicles of the oil
painter subject him to innumerable perplexities by their bad
drying, change of colour, cracking, and blooming. ,879C assess '1 cchn. Educ. IV. 222/2 Spotting, blooming, pin-
holing.

Bloo-ming, vbl. sb*
[f. BLOOM ZV-' + .JNGI.]The reducing of cast- or pig-iron into 'blooms.'

18,2 SIR H. DAVY Cfiem. Phihs. 392 In the process for re-
ducing cast iron into malleable iron called bloomin". ,87,J rails. Amcr. Inst. Mining Eng. I. 203 This first reduction
or blooming is usually done in this country in a TO-inch
3-high rolling mill.

altrit, ,884 Imf. f, Mac/,. Ret*, i Dec. 6719/2 Adjacent to
this, .the roughing mill, together with a. .blooming mill

Bloo'ming, ///. a.
[f. BLOOM z*.l + -ING 2.]

1. That blooms, or is in flower.
,664 EVELVN Kal. Hort. (1729) 2,9 Old unthriving or

over-hastily blooming Trees. ,728 THOMSON Spring 10
When Nature all Is blooming and benevolent. ,866 GEO.
ELIOT F.Holt 3 Pots full of blooming balsams or geraniums.
2. Jig. In the bloom of health and beauty, in

the prime of youth ; flourishing.
,675 DRYDEN A urengz. i. i. 77 That Character . . Of Valour,which in blooming youth he gain'd. ,774 T. BLACKLOCK

Graham n. xiv, His blooming bride. ,853 MACAULAY Hist.
Eng. IV. 329 Again England was given over; and again
the strange patient persisted in becoming stronger and more
blooming.

b. Of things : Flourishing, full of fair promise.
c ,375 ? BARBOUR St. Adrian 232 His hart wes ful of bleu-

mand bhs. a ,674 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. III. xi. 155 Their
blooming hopes. ,684 Scatidcrbeg Rediv. \. 6 [He] gave in
early Youth all the blooming Presages of a growing Hero

c. Bright, shining.

,
ISJ3

I
??

UC
;
L
^
S ^""s *' xv- I2 In broone sangwane weill

dycht Abuf hys onkouth armour blomand brycht. 1870
CUNNINGHAM Brit. Paint. I. 285 Who purchased blooming
works, which were destined to fade in theirpossession 1847TENNYSON Priiic. vi. 129 Wan was her cheek With hollow
watch, her blooming mantle torn.

td. Of style: Florid, flowery. Ol>s.

'i

68? F. SPENCE House Medici 360 Machiavell . . whose
stile is so blooming and correct that it's tax'd with being toohmcal and tawdry.
1 3. That produces blooms or blossoms, rare
1587 ruwrav. Trag. T. (,837) 284 By meanes of heatemixt with the blooming raine.

I! 4. slang. Full-blown
; often euphemistic for

BLOODY (sense 10) or the like. Cf. BLESSED (5).

JS^S^L Mag' XLVI - ' Oh
' >'011 blooming idiot !

t85 .VotoMM 20 Aug. 5/4 You asks me no bloomin' imper'int
questions, an I tells yer no bloomin' lies.

BLOSSOM.
5. Blooming Sally

[
i.e. sallow}, a Willow-herb

(Epilotrium atigiislifoliiim, rarely It. Mrsataur
Hence Bloo'mingly adv., Bloo'minguess.
183, hlackw. Mag. XXIX. 809 As bloominely beautifulas at the tune of her marriage. 1859 O. MEREDITH Son- ofLmtrtmmOna a in. 9 July I. 30 -shall I live bloom-

mgly .' baid she. ,847 CRAIG, ISloomingness.
Bloomless (bl/7-mliisl, a.

[f. BLOOM s/,.l +
-LESS.] Without bloom or blossom

; flowerless
1593 G. FLETCHER /,/,,' U 8 7 6> 14 Like bloomelesse buds,too base to make compare. 1622 WITIIKH Prayer Uabak..Lloomlesse shall the hg-tree bee. ,860 C. PATMORK l-'aithfJar hi'er, Among the bloomless aftermath.

Bloomy (bI/7-mi), a.'
[f. as prec. + -\\]

I

1. Full of blooms or blossoms, flowery fuel
,593 DRA"< S- iv. Wks. (,793, 594/r 'The bloomybrier, c ,640 MILTON .S. ,, O Nightingale that on yonbloomy spray Warblest at eve. ,7,0 PHILIK, Pastoral] vi.

24 I he bloomy Season of the Year is nigh. ,828 STERI INC-
I'-ss. ff laics 118481 11. 199 Over meadow and bloomy bank.
2. fig. Blooming, in the beauty or flower of

youth.
1651 DAVKNAN. C.ondibcrt in. m.

iii, Thou who. thy
bloomy bride.

Lead st to some temple. ,725 po ,,E Qdytl.
i

x. 331 On his bloomy face Youth smil'd celestial. 1807

was*/ g' "' 35<i WhRt !f
'
"' b th

'
" fe

'

s bloom
>- lk"*

tb. Of language: Flowery, florid. Obs
1685 F SPENCE Home Medici 282 He top'd him . . by

strewing his discourse with bloomy, flourishing expressions
A. Covered with bloom, as a plum ;

of the colour
of this bloom.
a ,639 T. CAKEW Inquiry iii, In bloomy peach, in rosy budThere wave the streamers of her blood. ,700 URVDFN Flmm-r

J-
/.. 343 I lorence satin, flowered with white and green -\nd

fora shade betwixt the bloomy gridelin. 1844 HOOD tfatmietf
II. xxn, Showers of bloomy plums. 1860 T. MARTIX Horace

1 KU
,
u
,
nd cumbers . . with their sides of bloomy

green. ,88, MRS. H HUNT Child,: Jer,,s. 40 A soft bloomy
colour, like corroded old copper.
4. Comb, bloomy-down, Sweet William Dian-

thns barbatus}, Britten and Holland

|-Bloo-my,.- Obs. [app. BLOOM jW + .y!.]
()1 the nature of a Bloom

\sb.'-'>) ; Hot, close.
l6

?i V:XN'KR yia Kc '- t" Introd. 5 The north winde mightin the Summer passe in, to coole the bloomie aire. 1681
.;
-AM ILL Saad,,cis,n,is n. 99 The room was presently tilledwith a bloomy noisome smell, and was very hot.
b. quasi-V. After the manner of a bloom

.620 VENNER I'ia Recta 116501 225 You must beware tint
the room be not bloomie hot.

Bloones : see BLAENESS, BLOXKSS
Bloosme, obs. form of BLOSSOM.
Blooth, variant of BI.OWTH. bloom.
Bloother, dial, variant of BLI-BBKH.
Blore (blo.'j), sb. airli. [app. related to blow,

/'last; but the form does not seem capable of
etymological explanation ; perhaps it is partly
onomatopoeic (an 'expressive word,' Johnson .

The last quot. is of course an echo of Chapman,who was exceedingly addicted to the word.]
Aviolent blowing, a blast or gust ;

alsoJi^. stormy
breath, bluster.

<-,44o YorkMyst. xxvi. ,88 Byde me here bewchere Ormore blore be blowen. ,539 Mirr. Mas . 838 Hurried head-
long with the south-west blore. 1598 CHAPMAN fliadix s Thewest wind and the north .. join in a sudden blore. 1616- <>lHszns 306 lake heed that no ungentle blore The
torch extinguish. ,755 JOHNSON, Blore, act of blowing;Wast

; an expressive word, but not used. ,872 BLACK'K

uT'biofe
' 9 ' Ca"'e darklinS From the west with

b. transf. The air. [L. aura.}
c 1614 CHAPMAN Odyss. iv. 1138 She. through the key-holeofthe door, Vamsh'd again into the open blore.

Blore, v. Obs. exc. dial. [A variant or parallelform of BLARE.] intr. To cry, cry out, weep ; of
animals, to bleat, bray, bellow.
c ,440 Promp Parv. 40 Bloryyn or wepyn, flora, flea.

,86S Cornh. Mag July 38 [The peasant] possesses a series
of imitative sounds for the cries of various animals Cattle
are said to 'blore,' and sheep-rout.' ,877 PEACOCK Lincoln.
t,loss., Blore, to bellow as oxen do

; to cry loudly : commonlyused with regard to children.

Blosme, Blosmy, obs. forms of BLOSSOM, -v.
Blossom (blp-sam). Forms : i blostm, blost-

ma, 1-2 blosma, 2-4 blostme, 2-5 blosme, 3
blossem, Orm. blosstme, 4-5 bl'ossum, 4-8
blossome, (5 blosle), 6 bloosme, blossum(m,
7 blosom, 4- blossom. [OE. blostm str. masc.,
bUstma, blosma wk. masc., cognate w. MDu. and
Du. bhesem, MLG. blosem, blossem

; cf. also ON
btimst-r masc. Generally referred to the same
root as BLOOM (bio-) ; some consider bios- an ex-
tended stem = L. fos, for- ; others with greater
probability take the -st as well as -m as a

suffix.]
1. 'The flower that grows on any plant, previous to

the seed or fniit. We generally call those flowers
blossoms, which are not much regarded in them-
selves, but as a token of some following produc-
tion.' (J.)

Bhstma, thstntwas the OE. word for 'flower', previous
to the adoption of ON. Helm (BLOOM), and OF. //or flur
(! LOWERI. See BLOOM sb. 1

a. An individual flower (with plural).



BLOSSOM.

971 Blickl. Horn. 7 Mid eallum missenlicum afeddum
blostmum sy se Cristes brydbur gefrKtwod. c 1000 Sax.

Leechd. I. 236 Genim bysse ylcan wyrte blostman. < 1175

Lamb. Horn. 109 Iliche (>an treo be bere5 lef and blosman .

and nane westmas ne bereS. a 1225 Ancr. R. 276 Breres

bere5, rosen, & berien, &b!ostmen. c i38sCnAUCERZ.G._/K
143 Thebraunches fulof blosmes softe. 1600 SHAKS.^.!"./-.

Ii. iii. 64 Thou prun'st a rotten tree, That cannot so much as

a blossome yeelde. 1667 MILTON /'. L. IV. 148 Blossoms and

Fruits at once of golden hue Appeerd. 1756 BURKE Snbl.

\ B. Wks. I. 209 An orange-tree, flourishing at once with

its leaves, its blossoms, and its fruit. 1822 BYRON Heav. <$

Earth i. iii. 730 Yet quivers every leaf, and drops each

blossom.

b. collectively. The mass of flowers on a fruit-

tree, etc. (Cf. BLOOM sbl \ c.) Hence in blossom.

a 1300 Cursor M, 8256 Was neuer tre suilk blossem bare.

a 1400 MorteA rth. 6 ( Roxb.) Hyr rode was rede as blossom on

brere. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 41 Elosme, or b!ossum,/>o/K.

1789 MRS. PIOZZI Jourti. France I. 120 One plum tree have

I seen in blossom. 1878 B. TAYLOR Denkalion in. i. 107, I

go with the flying blossom, as I came with the flying seed.

O. fig. (by simile.)

1789-94 BLAKE Songs Exp., Lit. GirlLost 34 O the dismal

care That shakes the blossoms of my hoary hair. 1842

TENNYSON (Euan? ;6 He prest the blossom of his lips to

mine. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. I. 18. 130 Nature, .showered

down upon us those lovely blossoms of the frost [snow-

crystals].

2. Jig. a. An attribute, product, or token, com-

pared in its character to the preceding.
< 1230 IIall. Uleid. ii Meidenhad is te blosme pat beo ha

eanes fulliche forcoruen ne spruleo ha neauer eft. 1596

SPENSER F. Q. vi. Introd. iv, Amongst them all growes not

a fairer flowre Then is the bloosme of comely courtesie.
|

1692 URYDEN St. Knrtinont's Ess. 259 Which takes away |

all the Blossom of the good they do us. 1775 SHERIDAN I

Duenna}, iii. 192 The rich blossoms ofmy daughter's beauty,
j

1843 PRESCOTT Mexico n. i. (18641 67 The first blossoms of

that literature which was to ripen into so rich a harvest.

b. One lovely and full of promise.
i 1440 York Myst. xxxvi. 138 Alias ! bat bis blossome so

bright Vntrewly is tugged to bis tree. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. iv.

ii. 72 Sweet blowse, you are a beantious blossome sure. 1591

i Hen. (7, iv. vii. 16 There di'de My Icarus, my Bios-

some, in his pride. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. v. 79 My babe,

my blossom, ah, my child.

C. A stage of development whicli answers to

that of blossom. CL flower, bloom.

a 1225 Ancr. A'. 192 Ine blostme of ower 5U\ve3e. 1602

SIUKS. Ham. I. v. 76 Thus was I .. Cut offeueninthe Bios-

somes of my Sinne. a 1656 Bp. HALL Kern, li'ks. 11660) 8

Mine hopes nipt in the blossome. 1662 J. BARGRAVE Pope
Alex. I'll. (1867! In the blossom of his popedom, he did one

of the worthiest actions of his life.

3. ttchn. a. Mining. 'The oxidized or decomposed

outcrop of a vein or coal-bed, more frequently the

latter.' (Raymond Mining G/oss.) b. The colour

of a horse whose hairs are white interspersed with

sorrel or bay, peach-colour ;
a horse so coloured.

4. Comb, and Attrib., as blossom-ball, -bough,

time ; blossom-bearing, -bordered, -bruising, -laden

adjs. ;
blossom-faced a., having a red bloated

face ;
so blossom-nosed ;

blossom-headed a.,

(of a parrot) having a rose-coloured head.

1864 TENNYSON Aylmer's F. 87 He . . Had . . to pleasure

Edith. .Made 'blossom-ball or daisy-chain. 1847 1'rinc.

v. 353 Above the garden's glowing "blossom-belts. 1839
BAILEY Festus xix. (1848) 197 'Blossom-bordered, silvery

paths, a 1845 HOOD Depart. Siiiiiitf., Under the hawthorn's

*blossom-bough. 1784 COWPER Task v. 141 "Blossom-

bruising hail. 1859 TENNYSON I'ivien 131 Foot-gtlt with all

the *blossom-dust of those Deep meadows. 1865 DICKENS

Mtit. Fr. iv. ix. Half a dozen "blossom-faced men. 1867

JEAN INGELOW Dreams came true 1, The
*
blossom-laden

trees. 1713 Lond. ff Countr. Br. in. (1743) 166 'Blossom-

time is accounted dangerous for brewing. 1860 J. KENNEDY
Horse Slwe R vii. 89 Up to the "blossom-time of life.

Blossom (blfsam), v. [OE. bUstmian, ME.

blosme(n, f. prec. sb. Cf. Du. blocsemen, and

BLOOM i'.,
FLOWER v,"\

1. intr. To put forth blossoms, bloom, flower.

c 890 K. ALFRED Bxda v. xii, (Bosw.l Dais blostmiendan

feldes. c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 218 Though I be hoor 1

fare as dooth a tree That blosmeth er bat fruyt ywoxen bee.

c 1440 Promp. Part'. 40 Blomyn, or blosmyn. 1527 ANDREW
Brunsiuyke's Distyll. Waters A ij b, Whan it begynneth to

blossome. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. II. iv. 383 Fruites that blossome

first, will first be ripe. 1704 POPE Spring t,? Now hawthorns

blossom, now the daisies spring. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard.

587 Huge trees that branch'd And blossom'd in the zenith.

1882 VINES Sachs' Bot. 935 Parasites and saprophytes . .

which vegetate below and blossom above ground.
2. transf. toAfig.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 140 Sithen bei blosmed obrode in

boure to here shriftes. 1388 WYCI.IF Ps. lxxi[i]. 16 Thei
schulen blosme [1382 floure] fro the citee, as the hey of erthe

doith. 1613 SHAKS. Ifen. VIII,̂ in. ii. 353 This is the state

of Man ; to day he puts forth The tender Leaues of hopes,
to morrow Blossomes, And beares his blushing Honors
thicke vpon him. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. i. 458 'Tis Beauty
always in the Flowre That buds and blossoms at fourscore.

1847 LONGF. Ev. i. iii, One by one . . Blossomed the lovely

stars, the forget-me-nots of the angels.

b. Const, into.

1852 LONGE. Gold. Leg.i.iS They make the dark and dreary'

hours Open and blossom into flowers. 1884 Itlancli. Exam.
27 Oct. 5/3 The historic craft of the barber, .has blossomed

into an art.

Blo'ssomed, ///. a. [f. BLOSSOM sb. and v. +

-ED.] Full or covered with blossoms ;
in full

bloom, opened into flower.

936

c 1374 CHAUCER Par!. Fonles (MS. Ff. . 183 A garden saw

I full of blossummede bowes. 1503 HAWES Examp, Virt.

iii. 32 A royall tre With buddy's blossomed of grete beaute.

5S93 BARNES Elegies in Arb. Garner V. 455 The blossomed

Hawthorn, white as chalk. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village

Ser. I. (1863) 79 Bright tufts of blossomed broom. 1830 TEN-

NYSON Circumstance? Two graves. .Wash'd with still rains

and daisy-blossomed.
fig. 1645 QUARLES Sol. Recant, ii. 20 Thus fool d with vain

pursuit Of blossom'd happinesse that bears no fruit. 1862

B. TAYLOR Poet's Jrnl. (18661 67 The fragrance of a blos-

somed heart.

Blossoming (bV'ssmirj), vbl. sb. [f.
as prec.

+ -mo '.] The putting forth of blossoms, coming
into flower

; blooming, flowering.
CI440 Promp. Pan:. 41 Blosmynge, or blossummynge,

frondositas. a 1821 KEATS To Moon 34 In the summer tide

of blossoming, i860 RUSKIS Mod. Paint. V. 327 Colour is

. .especially connected with the blossoming of the earth.

fig. 1602 FULBECKE ist Pt. Parat. 18, I desire greatly to

knowethe originall and first blossoming of other seignories.

attrib. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.forM. \. iv. 41 Blossoming 1 ime

That from the seednes the bare fallow brings To teeming

foyson. _

Blo'ssoming, ///. a. [f.
as prec. +-IN Z

.]

That blossoms or puts forth flowers; flowering,

blooming ; dsafig.
1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy I viii, When euery bushe is freshe

and blosomynge. 1579 SPENSER Shepli. Cat. May 8 Bushes

with bloosming Buds. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. e, LI. iv. xn. 23

[They] melt their sweets On blossoming Caesar. 1828 SCOTT

P.M. Perth III. 109 Confidence in the blossoming virtues

of his successor.

Blossomless (hlp-asmles), a. [f.
BLOSSOM sb.

+ -LESS.] AVithout blossoms.

1837 \'ew Month. Mag. LI. 115 Budless, and blossomless.

1845 T. COOPER Purgat. Suicides (1877) 16 Weeds huge and

dank. And blossomless as stones.

Blossomy (bl^-sami), a. tdsapoet. blosmy.

[f.
as prec. + -Y 1

.] Covered or adorned with blos-

soms ; flower)'.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troyltis n. 772 With blosmy bowis grene.

i- 1386 Mcrcli. T. 219 And blosmy tree nys neither drye

ne deed. 1798 COLEKIDGF. Nightingale 79 On blosmy twig

still swinging from the breeze. 1824 Miss MITFORD I illage

Ser. i. (1863131 That bit of grassy and blossomy earth
;
.is

very dear to me. 1831 ALFORD in Aj/e (1873) 68 The bios my
groves of paradise.

jig. 1858 C \RLYLE Frfdt. Gt. II. x. i. 570 Leafy, blossomy

Forest of Literature. 1877 BLACKIE iris,- Men Gr. 93 What

he knew he sung With blossomy phrase.

Blot (.blft), .r/'.
1 Also 4-6 blotte. 5-7 blott,

rt blote. [Appears first in I4thc.: no correspond-

ing form is known outside English, and the word

may be really connected with PLOT, or may unite a

notion of spot with some words in */-. It has

been compared with ON. blettr blot, stain, plot,

spot of ground. Da. plet spot, blot, stain ; and with

Ger. blets, Goth,flats patch of cloth : but no normal

phonetic relation to these words can be affirmed.]

1. A spot or stain of ink, mud, or other dis-

colouring matter ;
a disfiguring spot or mark.

'13*5 [see 2]. 1-1440 Promp. Parr. 41 Blotte vpon a

boke, oklitum. 1530 PALSGR. 158 l-'nf paste, a blotte made

with ynke. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, II. i. 64 Inky blottes and

rotten Parchment bonds. 1714 GAY Trivia M. 172 Whose

dashing Hoofs . . mark, with muddy Blots, the ga/ing Squire.

1866 R. M. BALLANTYNE Shift. Winds xi.li872> no A glob-

ule of ink, which fell on the paper . . making a blot as large

as a sixpence. 1876 E. JENKINS Blot Queen's Head 31 I he

ruthless hand had painted in an ugly black crown, which . .

only looked like a great blot.

b. An obliteration by way of correction.

1704 SWIFT T. Tub Author's Apol., Which he could have

easily corrected with a very few Blots. 1788 BURNS Let.

clxvii. Wks. (Globe) 437 Glance over the foregoing verses

and let me have your blots.

C. transf. Any black or dark patch, especially

as contrasted with light suironndings ; also, any-

thing that sullies or mars a fair surface, a blemish

or disfigurement.
1578 LVTE Dodoens in. cxiii. 306 It taketh away the hawe

or webbe in the eye & al spottes or blottes in the same.

"595 SHAKS. John in. i. 45 If thou . . wert grim, Full of vn-

pleasing blots, and sightlesse staines. 1634 MILTON Counts

133 When the dragon womb Of Stygian darkness . . makes

one blot of all the air. 1730 THOMSON Autumn 1143 Dis-

tinction lost ; and gay variety One universal blot. 1823

LAMB Elia Ser. i. xxii. 11865) i9> I have a kindly yeanling
towards these poor blots [little sweeps]. 1853 KANE Grin-

nell Exp. xix. (1856.1 148 There are the black hills, blots

upon rolling snow. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xix. 262

That plain gilt cross . . is rather a blot, is it not?

2. Jig. A moral stain
;
a disgrace, fault, blemish.

1:1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 781 Vnblemyst I am wyth-outen
blot, c 1386 CHAUCEK Parson's T. 936 But lat no blotte be

bihynde, lat no synne been vntoold. 1583 STARKEY Eng-
land 193 Thys . . ys a grete blot in our pollycy. 1671

MILTON Samson 411 O indignity, O blot To honour and

religion ! 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 61 Do these

theorists . . mean . . to stain the throne of England with the

blot of a continual usurpation? 1876 GREEN Short Hist.

iv. 3 (1882) 186 The execution of Wallace was the one blot

on Edward's clemency.

b. Imputation of disgrace ; defamation,

1587 Mirr. Mag., Forrex iv. 7 Without the blots of ever-

lasting blame. 1605 Ttyall Cher-, iv. i. in Bullen O. PI.

III. 324 Of all that ever liv'd deserv'd she not The worlds

reproch and times perpetuall blot. 1728 YOUNG Lave

Fame v. (1757) 139 If on your fame our sex a blot has

thrown, 'Twill ever stick, thro' malice of your own.

3. Comb., as blot-book (St.] blotting-book ;

BLOT.

blot-sheet (ScS, a sheet of blotting-paper ;
blot-

headed adj.
1857 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. 11883) II. 313 She will find Mrs.

Cook's bill in my blot-book. 1866 R. M. BALLANTYNE

Shift. H'inds. xi. (1872) 106 The Bu'ster stood by with the

blot-sheet, looking eager, as if he rather wished for blots.

Blot, sb-2 [Origin conjectural : the sense sug-

gests Da. blot, Sw. blott bare, naked, uncovered, Du.

bloat naked, exposed (cf. blootstellen to expose), if

the history of backgammon should support such an

origin. (The word is not used as a sb., nor app.

in this special sense in any of these langs.)]

In Backgammon : An exposed piece or ' man

liable to be taken or forfeited ; also, the action of

so exposing a piece. To hit a blot : to
' take

'

the

piece so exposed.
1598 FLORIO, Caccia, a hunting, a chasing . . Also . . a blot

at tables. 1599 PORTER Angry ll'om. A/nxf.(l&Ul 12 You
neuer vse to misse a blot, Especially when it stands so faire

to hit. 1672 WYCHERLEY Love in Wood v. v, Tho' I made a

blot, your oversight has lost the game. 1880 Boy's own Bk.

620 The frequent occurrence of this taking of a blot gives an

adversary a great advantage. ^

b. fis;.
An exposed or weak point in one s

procedure ;
a fault or failing ; also, a mark, butt.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. IV, 367 Vpon termes

gave over in the Sett, For Orleance, had the Dice, to save

his Blott. 1698 DRYDEN /Eneid Ded. lj.1 He is too great a

master of his art, to make a blot which may so easily be hit.

1734 Pol. Ballads <i86o> II. 248 Its faults . . have taught

him the wit, The blots of his neighbours the better to hit.

1781 COWPKR Hope 558 The very butt of slander, and the

blot For every dart that malice ever shot. Mod. Here the

critic has undoubtedly hit a blot.

Blot (bVO, v^ [f.
BLOT rf.']

1. trans. To spot or stain with ink or other dis-

colouring liquid or matter ;
to blur.

rl440 Promp. Pan: 41 Blottyn boky-S oblitero. 1530

PALSGR. 458, 1 blotte as a writer dothe with an yvele penne,

ie barbouille. 1698 DRYDEN ^Eneid n. 293 His holy Fillets

the blue Venom blots. < 1750 SHENSTONE Elegies in. 8 And

blots the mournful numbers with a tear. 1837 DICKENS

Pickw. x, His note-took, blotted with the tears of sympa-

thising humanity, lies open before us.

b. absol. To make blots.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys 11835) 27 Evene as he [my pen]

troth he doth blot. 1570 ASCHAM Sfhalem. <Arb.) 116 Like

pennes ouer full of incke, which will soner blotte, than

make any faire letter at all. 1612 BRINSLEY Lnd. Lit. 29

Inke. .which wil not run abroad, nor blot.

c. intr. To become blotted, contract a blot.

1860 TRENCH Serin, ll'estm. Abb. xiii. 144 The soul in

this resembling paper which, where it has been blotted once,

however careful the erasure of the blot may have been, there

more easily blots and runs anew than elsewhere.

d. trans. To write with blots or blottesquely.

1870 LOWELL Among my Bts. Ser. i. (1873) 242 Trammels

and pot-hooks which the little Shearjashubs and Elkanahs

blotted and blubbered across their copy-books.

2. To cover (paper) with worthless writing;

to disfigure, arch, or Obs.

1494 F <\BYAN vn. 592 Whose oppinyons, for the heryng of

them shuld be tedious & vnfruttefull, I therfore wyll nat

w' them blot my booke. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. in. 11. 253

Heere are a few of the vnpleasant'st words That euer blotted

paper. 1607 TOPSELL Fohr-f. Beasts 367, I spare to blot

much paper with the recital of those things. <!i6sa J.

SMITH Sel. Disc. i. 14 They are not always the best men

that blot most paper.

b. To paint coarsely, to daub. (Cf. BLOTTESQDE.)

1844 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. Pref. 67 Cattermole . . began his

career with finished and studied pictures, which never paid

him ;
he now prostitutes his fine talent . . and blots his way

to emolument and oblivion.

3. fig. a. To cast a blot upon (good qualities or

reputation); to tarnish, stain, sully, arch, or Obs.

1566 T. STAPLETON Ret. Untr. Jewfl Ep., And Blotted your-

selfe so much, intending to Blemish your Adversane. 1596

SHAKS Tarn. Shr. v. n. 139 Vnknit that thretanmg vnkmde

brow . . It blots thy beautie. 1644 MILTON Judgm. Bncer

Wks. (1851) 301 To do me honour in that very thing, wherein

these men thought to have blotted me. a 1718 ROWE (J.)

Blot not thy innocence with guiltless blood.

absol. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 241 She passes prayse,

then prayse too short doth blot.

f b. To stigmatize, calumniate, throw dirt at.

1581 E. CAMPION in Confer. (1584) Aaij, Neyther doeth

Paul blotte the holy Ghost when he saide that he was rndis

sermone. 1595 SHAKS. John ll. i. 132 Theres a good

mother, boy, that blots thy father ! 1611 BIBLE / ref. 2 He
hath been blotted by some to bee an Epitomisle.

4. To make a blot over (writing) so as to make

it illegible to obliterate, efface. ( Usually with out.)

io PALSGR. 458/2 Who hath blotted out this worde.

1542-3 Act 34 tj 35 Hen. I'lll, i, Persons, hauinge anie

bibles . . with anie suche annotations or preambles shall . .

cutte out or blotte the same, in such wise, as they cannot

be perceiued nor red. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. 11, I. in. 202 My
name be blotted from the booke of Life. 1709 STEELE &
ADD Taller No. 75 F 8 By Culture, as skilful Gardmers

blot a Colour out of a Tulip that hurts its Beauty, a 1784

JOHNSON in BawtS (rty) I. 307 He submitted that work

to my castigation ; and I remember I blotted a great many
lines. 1859 TENNYSON I'ivim 328, I took his brush and

blotted out the bird.

absol. 1737 POPE Hor. Epist. n. i. 281 The last and greatest

art, the art to blot.

5. fig, Jo efface, wipe out of existence, sight, or

memory ;
to annihilate, destroy. (Usually with out.)

156! T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. i. 19 Vtterly to blot and de-

face it out of mennes remembrance. 1611 BIBLE Acts to.

19 Repent yee therefore . . that your sins may be blotted



BLOTCH.

t"'n '? i!""
10" 7" XL 8s" Not to blot Ollt man-

kind. 1836 FWKJDB AW. Eng. (.8581 I. ii. ,78 One, the
tragedy of whose fate has blotted the remembrance of her
sins. 1875 Bnxxifeb Rom. E,p. vii. led. 51 n 3 As the
Persianmonarchy had been blotted out by Alexander

b. To put out of sight, obscure, eclipse; also/f
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''""' *.d- l84 Like mis'y ^Pours when
they blot the sky. 1718 ROWE Lncan's Pliarsalia I.(R.) Themoon Was blotted by the earth's approaching shade.
1780 COWPER Table F. 270 No shades of superstition blot
the day. 1862 WISE New Forest, Neither sea nor sky is
seen nothing but a dense haze blotting everything
8. To dry with

blotting-paper.
1854 W. COLLINS Hide t, Seek I. 214 (Hoppe) Here Mr.

Thorpe carefully blotted the first page of the letter.

Blotch, (bljrtj). [A comparatively recent word,
with no cognates outside Eng. App. an ono-
matopoeic modification of BLOT, for which it is

commonly used
dialectally : the sound seems to

express a broader spreading blot, of the nature of
a patch. But in sense i there may have been as-
sociation with the earlier BOTCH. The suggestion
that it is a variant of BLATCH 'blacking', finds
no support in the history of either word.]
1. An inflamed eruption, or discoloured patchon the skin

; a pustule, boil, or botch.
1604 [see BLOTCHED). 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Ckym. 72In its road it leaves its character of Spots, Stains, Blotches

Buboes^
L leers &c. in. .the skin. 17,, ADDISON Spect. No.

V Dealing those Blotches and Tumours which break out
in the Body. 1740 CH EYNE Regime,, Pref. 34 The Diseases
of Infancy are generally Scabs, Blotches and Blains overhe t ace, etc. 1866 ROGERS Agric. 4. Prices I. xv. 293 Darkblotches appear on the skin.

fig. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. II. 199 Which showed that
they regarded Gentiles as worthless, and even Proselytesas little better than a blotch on the health of Israel.

D. spec. A disease in dogs.

^Aanali SpartiagVl. 265, I found his haunches ex-
hibited appearances of a disease . . termed the '

blotch '.

^. A large irregular spot or blot of ink, colour,
etc.; a dab or patch.
1768 TUCKER Lt.Nat. II. 396 To brush off the soil . . and

SL^B W gath"
'?

P"chy blotch upon the surface.
1807 SIR R. WILSON m L,fe II. vii. 83 The snow fell in largeblotches. 1870 H. MACM.LLAN Bible Tench, x. 20, Its leaves
are covered with brown unsightly blotches. 1873 MOGGRIDGKAnts $ Spiders ii. 76 Four blotches of paler colour.

b. fig.
= BLOT 2.

C. transf. A rude clumsy daub
1860 SMILES,S,-lJ-hclp iv. 7 , The artist .. attempting to

produce a brilliant effect at a dash, will only produce a blotch
a. A shapeless object.

1872 BROWNING Fifine Ixxix. 17 Catch the puniest Andas you nip the blotch 'twixt thumb and fingernail, etc
d. = BLOT (of ink). (North of Eng. and Scotl N

,

1863 ATKINSON Provinc. Danby, Blotch, a blot, in a copy,
book, or on a clean piece of paper. Blotch fafer, blotting
paper. [Cf. BLOTCHING, BLOTCHY.]
Blotch (bl?tj), v.

[f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To mark or cover with blotches.
1604 [see BLOTCHED). 1774 GOLDSM. Hist. Earth v. 79 Thetail is. .irregularly barred and blotched with an obscure ash

colour ,853 KANE GrhmM Exf. xxxii. (,856,281 Agreat
plain, blotched by dark, jagged shadows i86< BARIVGOULD Were-Molves vl 7s Its walls were blotched with lichen"
*. -ELOTV.I (Common m Scotl. and north of

ling as ' He has blotched two pages of his book.'l
Cf. BLOTCHING, BLOTCHY.
Blotched (blpt/t), ///.. [f. prec. vb. + -ED.]

Marked, discoloured, or covered with blotches.
'

blister'a* bodies cafe"
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252 "'"""""-in officinalis, Leaves . . alwaysblotched with pale green.

Blo-tching, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -IXQI ] The
action of marking with blotches

; discolouring
fjfjSfmff T. Long's Patent No. 869 A machine for'thc

blotching, printing . . colours on . . calicoes, etc. 1872 DAN \

b concr. Botch, disfigurement, smudmnrr
M *

Z1'-
Fr

f
dk- Gt' IX - xx - ' 6 R^d him with aMap , and divine for yourself what the real names are outof the inhuman blotchings made of them

Blo-tching, ppl. a. That makes blotches.

k5J- |

N
>"'."' 32 Owing to the spread of a shallow

blotching, blundering infectious information
'

everywhereand to the teaching of catechisms and phrases at schools

Blotchy (bl<rtji), a.
[f. BLOTCH sl>. + -Y i

1
Characterized by blotches or

blotching.
1824-9 LANDOR/FX-I. (1853) 1 1. 107 Slim, straddline blotchv

writers. ,860 All Y Round 545 The vaults themselveshave, .got blotchy and bepimpled.
t Blote, blot. Obs.

[? Connected with blow in

blow-fly, fy-bhwn. (The sense can hardly be ex-
plained from OE. bldt 'livid, pale', to which the
form answers.)]
The egg or larva of flies and other insects
1657 S. PURCHAS/W. Flying-Ins. 44 The Kings [i. e. queen-

bees) do at certain seasons cast forth worms in multitudesas flies their flye Holes. Ibid. 48 As the blotesof the flyesare nourished by the flesh wherein they are blown, did
11. 314 If the Bees be few, [Moths] will breed their blots
in their combes.
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Blote, obs. form of BLOAT. BLOT.
I Bloten, blotne, v. Obs. rare. [a. ON.

hlotna to become soft or moist : see BLOAT.]tram. To soften or moisten
; to anoint

ci-jtoMetr Ho,,: (,862 i

,7 Scho wiped his feet wit her

TM
' ' k' '" "laim wit smersles suete.

-Blether, obs. form of BLUTHEU.
Blotless (bip-tles), a. [f. BLOT ^.1 + -LESS.]W ithout blot or stain

; pure, immaculate

OM
l

W,^''"'
e
r
r^L

,

1 - (I8 202 Cleaner than ever was anyone, Blottles of blude and bone. 1664 Floddan F. v /, 5
Knowing his blotless blood unblam'd. 1885 Manch. Guard.
28Aug. 5 Clean and blotless pages.
Blotted (bitted!, ppl. a.

[f. BLOT v. +-ED.]
Spotted or stained with ink, etc.

; blurred.
'499 fiviiif. Pam. 41 Blottyd, oblitteratus. iO7THYKNK

^-"'csf,
Ar,,:smA,i,;m<dv.(it,6y Introd. loo And for. 'the

blotted and rude wrytinge, I craue your Lordship -ilso to
passe yt ouer. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 160 r The
blotted manuscripts of Hilton now remaining. .876BncKiF
bmgs Rchg. $ Lift 201 Gorgeous Nature's pictured show
Is now a blotted book.

b. Jig. Soiled, tarnished, stained.
IS? SPENSER /' Q. ii. i. 20 Now therefore Ladie . . see the

salmng of your blotted name. 1817 JAS. MILL lirit. lud
11. iv. ix. 304 Consideration of his services, blotted by
offences, yet splendid and great.

Blotter (bljrtsj). [f. as prec. t- -F.R!.]
1. One who, or that which, blots.
a. A scribbler, a sorry writer; b. One who

stains or defiles
; c. Blotter out : a quencher ex-

tinguisher, annihilator.
1601 CORNIVALLVKS Ess. xv, These blotters of paper a i6HARSNET .$>,.,. in Stuart's S.-rm. (1656) 131 ,L.) Thou

tookest the blotting of Thine image in Paradise as a blemish
to 1 nyself ; and Thou saidst to the blotter, Because thou
hast done it, on thy belly shall thou creep. 1827 HOOD"'"> * L Ixxxiv, Blank Oblivion Blotter-out of light.
^. A thing used for drying wet ink-marks, as a

piece of blotting-paper or a blotting-pad.
1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet., Borrador, a blotter, a blott-

'c
S Pv

a
^
e
,

r
^ J

?59
R. BLRTON Ceutr. Afr. in Jrnl. Gcoer.

i>K. XXIX 78 Paper-soft and soppy by the loss of glazingacts as a blotter. !884 Boston Lit. World ,g Apn nz 2
His pen spluttered . . and he used no blotter.

"

3. ' A term applied in counting-houses to a waste-
book' (Craig 1847) ; also to a rough copy ofa letter.

Blotter, obs. form of BLATTER v.

Blottesque (bl^te-sk;., a. [f. BLOT v . + -USQUE,
after grotesque, picturesque, etc.] Of painting:
Characterized

by blotted touches heavily laid on.
fig. of descriptive writing. (It belongs to the
'phraseology' of Art-Criticism.)

"fh"
D
"'tt

ATM 3 Jan ' 2/2 The Lands P<= is powerful
/ n","

a
r ,'?

d blottesq"e manner. 1885 Spectator 24 Jan.
u?/i 1 he fashionable blottesque school, wherewith modern
painters smear their way to 'emolument and oblivion

'

1886
AiAatammigJme 808/3 The manner of relation [of the
novel] might not inaptly be described as blottesque

b. quasi-rf. A roughly-executed picture, a daub.
1882 F. G. FLEAY in Jrjil. F.dm. May 146 To produce

showy Moresques for framing in drawing-rooms
Hence Blotte-squsly adv., with blottesque effect
1886 KI-SKIN in I'all Mall G. ,9 Jan. 2/1 Putting my pen

rabb sh
Ug C needless ' and blottesquely through the

Blotting (bl?-tin), vbl. sb. ff. BLCT v. + -IXG
'.]

1. The action of the verb BLOT
; concr. a blot

smear, obliteration.

CI440 Promp. Parr. 41 Blottynge, otlitteracio. 1542 3
A< t 34-35 Hen VII1, i, The blotting or cutting out ofinie
quotacion. 1656 Artif. Handsomeness (1662) 47 The most
accurate pencils were but blottings which presumed tomend Zeuxis or

Apelles works. 1791 BOSWELI. Jolmsoti
liBji) 1. 350 Blottings, interlineations, and corrections.
1842 BROWNING Waring m , There were certain jottings
Stray-leaves, fragments, blurrs and blottings.
2. Blotting out : obliteration of writing, etc.

;

also, effacement, destruction, annihilation.
1808 SYD. SMITH Piymleys Lett. Wks. 1859 II. 150/2 [No]one of his conquered countries the blotting out of which

would be as beneficial to him. i86j MILL Refr Gwt 117
1 he virtual blotting out of the minority is no necessary or
natural consequence of freedom. 1879 CALDERWOOD/J//W
ft Jiram 306 A blotting out of impressions.
3. Comb., as blotting-book, a book consisting

of leaves of blotting-paper for drying the ink of
letters and the like

; also, a rough note-book in
which entries of transactions are made as they
occur, a waste-book

; blotting-oase, a case or
cover enclosing blotting-paper ; blotting-pad, a
pad consisting of a number of sheets of blotting-
paper joined at the edges, used for the same pur-
pose as a blotting-book. Also BLOTTINO-PAPER
i8S7 VV. COLLINS Dead Secret (1861) 21 She signed these

"a 'nc'-Presscd them hurriedly over the

Blo-tting, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING2.1 That

blots or smears.
1828 LAMB Corr. ccxviii. 522 The blotting pen.Hence Blo-ttingly adv.

blottm^
AUDFN HU '

rasf- '* S That P. which now writes

Blo-tting-pa:per. A bibulous paper made
without size, used to absorb superfluous ink
1319 HORMAN Vlg. 8ob,Hlottynge papyr serueth to drye

BLOW.
weete wryttynge lest there be made blottis or blurris. 1612
BRINSLEY L,,d. Lit. 29 Each to haue a blotting paper to
keep their books from soyling, or marring vnder their
hands 1755 MAUDUIT in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 207 It is
less bibulous than the common blotting paper

Blotty (blp-ti), a.
[f. BLOT fi.i + .Yi.] Dis-

figured with blots
; dauby.

as'the
S
Mar"''

"' "5/Z [Those Picturesl Hotty and hasty

Bloubred, obs. form of BLUBBERED.
Blou;e, obs. form of BLOW, BLUE.
Blough, variant of BLUFF a.

t Blought, a. Obs- [Deriv. and meaning un-
certain : see

rj
not. Cf. BLOAT a.*] 'Swollen, plump.1611 COTGK. s.v. Gins, Bled glas, blought wheat. 1632

bHERWoop s. v. Wheat, Blought wheate, ilcdglns, louzelle
tozclle. [1611 COTGR., ToHztllc, fine wheat, white winter
wheat ; a head of smooth wheat, which hath an vpri-ht
stalke, and a very white graine.J
t Blou'ghtv, a. Obs. rare >. [var. of prec 1

Swollen, bulky.
1620 Br. HALF. If,,,,. Mar. Clerx . ,. 2 One dash of a

penne might thus mstly answer the most part of his
Uoughtie volume,

Bloume, obs. form of BLOOM.
Blounchet, obs. form of BLANCHED
Bloure, var. of BLKKE Obs. blister.

Blouse (bluuzX [a. mocl.K. blouse (pron. blz')
of obscure etymology: see Liltre and Scheler.]
1. A light loose upper garment of linen or cotton

resembling a shirt or smock-frock
; properly ap-

plied (as an alien term) to the well-known 'blue
blouse of the French workman, but in England
sometimes used loosely to designate more or less
similar garments.
[1834 PLAXCHE lirit. Costume 89 A garment called Hiaut

oreCratis, which appears to have been only another name
lor the surcoat or super-tunic . . In this bliaus we may dis.
cover the modern French House, a tunic or smock-frock 1

1840 IHACKERAY Paris Sketch Bk. ,,872) 6 Another has a
shooting dress, a third has a blo^e. 1873 J. CfKTis Hist
'"g- 153 The lower classes wore a blouse or kind of small
frock, made of canvas or fustian. 1879 KINGSTON A nstralianMr. 11. ii A blue blouse, tied with a sash around the waist
A. transf. A French workman.
1865 G BERKELEY Life II. 281 No wealth of gold would

tempt a blouse to risk a charge from an old boar at such
close quarters. 1872 TjeenxParisiansxi.. (iS 7 8> II p 2 ,Ue Mauleon came on a group of blouses.
3. Comb., as blouse-like adj., blouse fan ier.
1874 BOUTKU, Arms f,- Arm. 107 The body armour is a

long, narrow, blousc-like garment. 1883 Myras Jr,,l Aui
Narrow box-pleated blouse paniers.

'

Blouse, Blousy, variants of BLOWZE, BLOWZY.
Bloused ,blauzd), ppl. a.

[f. prec. + -ED-.J
Wearing a blouse, dressed in a blouse.
1850 KINGSLEV Alt. Locke xxxiii. (D.i There wasa blousedand bearded Frenchman or two. l96o All V. Sound Via 54

>9, i have seen baby London short -coated, and frocked ami
>reeched, and jacketed, and bloused.

Blout (bluut), sb. Sf. [App. onomatopaic
cf. blow, blast, blash, etc.]
1. The sudden breaking of a storm

; a sudden
downpour of rain, hail, etc., accompanied by wind
vflk Harvest Rig in Chambers Hum. Sc. Poems 1 1862) 12

'' or
,

tl
?.
a

.i'.
lout Wl11 soon b laid, And we may hap us inour

plaid, fill it blaws ower. 1804 TARRAS Poems 63 (JAM )Vernal win s, wi bitter blout, Out owre our chimlas biaw
2. LLgoiits (of blood).
1827 J. WILSON Noct. Amtr. Wks. 1855 I. 3i 8 Wringing

ier hauns as if washin them in the cleansin dews free the
ilouts o blood.

t Blout, a. Sc. Obs. Also blowt. [Cf Du
bloot naked, bare, ON. blant-r soft, wet. The
ON. accounts best for the form, but the Du. ao-rees
in sense.] Naked, bare, desolate.
1513 DOUGLAS jEneis vii. Prol. 65 Woddis, forestis, wyth

nakytbewis blout, Stud strypyt of thair weyd in every hout
Ibid. XL xvn 8 The baneris left all blowt and desolait Ibidxm vi. 227 Planys. .blowt of bestis; and of treis bayr
Blouse, obs. form of BLOAT.
Blou-ter. Sf.

[f. BLOUT si.] A blast of wind

TO?.nilf
U
!jr

<*rT^ (

iAMJ
An '

n
lew a maikless Mouter.

Blouth, si,. [ ? Cf. BLOWTH.]
1643 LiGHTFOOT Gleaning* (164%) 10 He had liazzarded their

lives ..both of them [mother and new-born child] being in
their blouth and blood..

Blouze, obs. form of BLOWZE
Blow (bl<7n), v \ pa . t . bJew pa ,eblown (also in sense 29 blowed\ Forms- i

blawan, 2-3 blawen, (2 blauwen\ blouwen,
3 bloawen, 5 blowen, blowyn, 3-7 blowe, =.-

blow; (north.", 3-4 blau, 4-6 blawe, 3- blaw
la. t. i bleow, bl<5w, 2-3 bleu, 4 blwe, bleej,
Wes, 3-5 blu, 5 blue, 4-6 blewe, 4- blew.
Also 4 blowide, 7 blowd, blowede, 6-blowed
Pa. pple. i blSwen, blouen, 4-7 blowen, 6-7
blowne, 7- blown; also 4 y-blowe, blowun,
blowe, 4-6 i-blowe, 7 blouu; north. 3 blaun 4
blawun, 4-5 blawen, 6 blawue, blawi'n.blaue'n,
blaw, 6- blawn. Also 6- blowed. [OE. bid-van,
pa. t. Mcmv, pple. blawen, elsewhere as a strong vb'
only in OHG. bl&(h}an (pa. pple. bl&han, tldfi, -
Goth, type *blaian, *baibld, OTeut. ?*#;a

IIS



BLOW.

cogn. w. L.fid-re to blow. (In OHG. this, like

other verbs with ai in Gothic, passed into the weak

conj. blaen, bl&hen, blajen, blawen, bl&n, MHO.
bfejen t blaewen, blsen, Ger. blaken.) In OE. only
in a few senses: see I, 2, 14; but an immense

development of sense and constructions has taken

place in middle and modern Kng., and in later

times distinct senses have influenced each other,

or run together, in a manner difficult to exhibit

in a linear series.]

I. properly. To produce a current of air ;
to

set in motion with a current of air.

*
intransitively.

1. intr. The proper verb naming the motion or

action of the wind, or of an aerial current. Some-

times with subject it
t
as '

it blows hard ', and often

with complement, as (
it blew a gale, a hurricane'.

To blow great guns : to blow a violent gale. To

blow up : to rise, increase in force of blowing.
c xooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xii. 55 ponne se 3eseo3 suoan bla-

wan. cii75 Lamb. Horn. 167 Lutel he hit scaweo . . hu
biter wind "per blawe5. a \zz$Ancr.R. 124 }if a wind bloweS
alutel touward us. a 1300 Cursor M. 532 WyndM blaws o

loft. 1382 WYCLIF Ecctus. xliii. 22 The cold northerne wind

blee? [1388 blew], 1530 PALSGR. 130 // nenfe, it bloweth.

1580 BARET A i~c. B 829, I turne sayle that way as the winde

bloweth. 1653 WALTON Angler 208 Heark how it rains and
blows. 1697 DRYDBK t-'irg. Georg. in. 549 All the Wests
Allies of stormy Boreas blow. 1785 BURNS Cotter's Sat.

Nt. ii, November chill blaws loud wi' angry sugh. 1793
SMF.ATON Edystone L. 313 It blowed very hard, especially

on the night of lighting. i8oz Gofv. MORRIS in Sparks Life

ff Writ. (1832) III. 166 Straws and feathers .. show which

way the wind blows. 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack x, The

gale had blown up again. 1854 H. MILLER Sc/i.$ Sc/im, 1 18581

14 It soon began to blow great guns.

2. To send from the mouth a current of air

(stronger than that produced by ordinary breath-

ing) ; to produce a current of air in any way, e,g.

said of bellows. (Cf. sense 7.)
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xx. 22 pa bleow he on hi and cwaeS to

him under-foS h.ilins gast. (11300 Cursor M. 12540 He. .hent

his hand and bleu ^ar-in. 1382 WYCLIF Ezek. x\\. 31 In

fier of my wodnes Y shal blowe in thee. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) 263 b, She waueth with her wynges and
so bloweth, that by her mouynge she engendreth an hetc

in them. 1572 GASCOIGN'E Wks. 11587) i My lights and lungs
like bellows blow, a 1620 J. DYKE Set. Serin. (1640' 63 When
the word is preached, then the Bellowes blowes to kindle

the fire. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 176 Serrous or

jarring motion like that which happeneth while we blow
on the teeth of a combe through paper. 1715 DESAGULIERS
Fires Intpr, 42, I blowed upon the Thermometer. (21856
LONGF. Vill. Kta(ksmith 14 You can hear his bellows blow.

b. To blow hot and cold : (fig^ to be or to do

one thing at one time, another at another
;
to be

inconsistent or vacillating. (In reference to one

of jtsop's Fables.)
J577 tr - Bullingers Decades '1592^ 176 One which out of

one mouth, doeth blowe both hoat and colde. 1638 CHIL-
LINGW. Relig. Prof. i. ii. 113. 95 These men can blow
hot and cold out of the same mouth to serve several! pur-

poses. 1690 W.WALKER Idiom. Anglo-Lat. 61 With the

same breathto blow hotand cold. [1694 R.LESTRANGE./'Vzi/fJ

(J.) Says the satyr,
'

If you have gotten a trick of blowing
hot and cold out of the same mouth, I've e'en done with

ye.] 1866 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. v. v. 750 Being constantly
ordered * to blow hot and cold with the same breath.'

f 3. To make a blowing sound
;
to hiss, whistle.

1340 Ayenb. 32 pe childe |>et ne dar guo his way vor be

guos bet blauj>. < 1420 Avow. Art/t. 64 Alle wrothe wex
that sqwyne, Blu, and brayd vppe his bryne. 1535 COVFR-
DALE Zech. x. 8, I wil blowe [1611 hisse] for them & gather
them together.

4. To -breathe hard, pant, puff. To blow out ; to

be winded. (Cf. sense 8.)

c 1440 Erie Tolons 442 in Ritson Met. Rom. III. in The

thrydd fledd, and blewe owt faste, The erle ovyrtoke hym at

the taste. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis xii. xii. 234 At sic debait that

bayth thai pant and blaw. 1530 PALSGR. 458/2 He bloweth

lyke a horse that came newe from galoppyng. 1608 ARMIN
Nest Ninn. (1842) 23 They puft and they blowede, they ran

as swifte as a pudding would creeps. 1718 POPE Iliad n.

465 Each spent courser at the chariot blow. 1847 TENNY-
SON Prittc. v. 20 The huge bush-bearded Barons heaved
and blew.

b. To breathe
;
to take breath, dial. To bl

short', (of a horse) to be broken-winded.
t' 1440 I 'ork Myst. xxxi. 142 Nowe gois a-bakke both, and

late t>e boy blowe. 1523 FITZHERB. Hush. 84 Pursy is a

disease in an horses bodye, and maketh hym to blowe shorte.

1647 WARD Simp, Cobler 36 They gave him such straynes
as made him blow short ever since. 1786 BURNS To Auld
Marc Thou never lap, and sten't an' breastit, Then stood to

blaw. 1860 HOLLAND Miss Gilbert ii. 29 I'll sit here and

blow, till he comes around.

5. Of whales, etc : To eject water and air from the
' blow-holes ', before taking in fresh air

;
to spout.

1725 DUDLEY in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 261 Once in a

Quarter of an Hour, .they are observed to rise and blow,

spouting out Water and Wind, and to draw in fresh Air

1779 FORREST I'oy. N. Guinea 128 Many porpoises blowing
near us. 1851 H. MELVILLE Whale xlvii. 239 The Spe
Whale blows as a clock ticks.

6. To utter loud or noisy breath, to bluster : a
To boast, brag (chiefly dial.)\ b. To fume, storm,

speak angrily (chiefly colloq.}

ciqooApol. Loll. 97 Blouing veynly wibfleschll wit. ,1420
Avow. Arth. xxiii, I, Kay, that thou knawes, That owt

of tyme bostus and blawus. 1519 Four Elements In Hazl.

Dodsley I. 41 Why, man, what aileth thee so to blow?

789 BURNS Tom Glen iii, He brags and he blaws o' his

Tiler. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char. x. (1876) 270 He
.ias been blowing and storming about this drum. 1873
TROLLOPE Australia xxv, In the colonies, .when a gentle-
man sounds his own trumpet he '

blows.' 1878 Cornh. Mag.
fune 680 ' My sister ain't the best,' the child declared,

'

she's

.Iways blowing at me.'

fl dial. To smoke a pipe : see 9 b.

* * causal uses of the preceding.
7. Beside the expressions to blow 'with bellows^

and the betfans bl(nu (see 2), one is said to blow the

bellows, i. e. to work them so as to make them blow.

1440 Leg. Rood 11871) 85 Scho blew be belise ferly fast.

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xxxvi. xxiii, Afrycus Auster made
surreccion, Blowyng his bellowes by great occasion. 1577
S^OKTHBROOKF. Dicing (1843) 81 Many which lacke armes

may worke with their feete, to blowe smithes bellowes.

1880 GROVE Diet. Mtts. II. 577 The four bellows are blown
.n a manner which we here meet with for the first time.

f b. fig. To blow the bellows : to stir up passion,

strife, etc. Obs. (Cf. to blow the coals, 17 b.)

1596 SPENSER /". Q. n. iii. 9
He cast for to . . blow the

aellowes to his swelling vanity, a 1657 SIR J. BALFOUR
Ann. Scot I. (1825) II. 263 The bischopes blouing the bel-

lowes, and still craying fyre and suord.

8. (causal of 4.) To cause to pant, to put out of

breath : usually of horses.

1651 DAVF.NANT Gondibert \\. xliii, From thence,well blown,
e [i.e. Stag] comes to the Relay. 1760 Hist, Europe in

Ann. Keg. 24/1 They came up five miles on a full trot with-

out being blown. 1771 P. PARSONS Newmarket I. 108 How
much water, given to a horse before he starts, will blow
him. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xii, Move steadily, and do not

let the men blow the horses. 1859 Blacktv. Mag. Mar. 306/1
The Russians . . were . . pretty well blown in the pursuit.

* * * trans, (with the air, breath, etc., as obj.)

9. trans. To breathe out, emit, produce (a cur-

rent of air, breath, etc.) with the mouth ; to give
forth by breathing; also to force or cause to pass

(a current of air) through, into, -upon, by other

means. Alsoy*^.
1175 Lamb. How. 75 pan dejjliche atter

'

}>et J>e aide

Duel blou on adam. Ibid, 99 [Crist ableow ^ana hal^a

gast ofer ^a apostlas]. c 1375 WYCLIF Antccrist iTodd 148

pei blowen on hem a stynkand bre^e. 1382 Wisd. xv.

ii That ble? [1388 blowide] in to hym a lifli spirit. 1509
HAWKS Past. I leas, xxxvi. iii, A fende. . Blowyng out fyre.

1591 SCI:NSER Bellays R nines Rome xxvi, Where colde

Boreas blowes his bitter stormes. 1651 HOBBF.S Leviath. \\.

i. ii, Good thoughts are blown into a man by God. 178,4

J. ADAMS Diary Wks. 1851 III. 388 If inflammable air

were blown through the pipe. 1842 LONGF. Wreck Hesf>.

19 Ho blew a whiff from his pipe. 1866 HUXLEY Phys.
iv. (1869) 96 If a pipe be now fitted into the bronchus, and air

blown through it.

b. To smoke (tobacco) ;
also intr. (dial.) But

to blow a cloud is a common figurative expression
for to smoke a pipe.
1808 in JAMIESON, Toblaw Tobacco; to blaw. r 1855 HAW-

THORNE Mother R'gby's Pipe i, Smoke, puff, blow thy cloud.

10. To blow off: (trans.} to allow (steam or the

like) to escape forcibly with a blowing noise
;
also

fig- t Set "^ of (superfluous energy, emotion, etc.
1

)

in a noisy way ; intr. (for reft.) of steam, gas, etc. :

to escape forcibly.
1837 MARRYAT Dog-Fiend y\+ The widow .. sat .. fuming

and blowing off her steam. 1865 JEVONS Coal Quest, (ed. 2)

65 Carburetted gas. .is liable to blow off and endanger the

lives of hundreds of persons. 1884 Chr. Common-it'. 24 Jan.

348/1 Blowing off their superfluous energy in singing and

shouting.

1 11. To utter : also with out. Most frequently
in a bad sense : To utter boastfully, angrily, etc.

To bloi.v into one's car: to whisper privily. Obs.

1375" BARROPR Bruce iv. 122 The gret bost that it [pryde]
blawis. c 1380 WYCLIF Three Tracts i. 69 Censuris J>at J>e

fend blowej* ias ben suspendis and interdicyngis). c 1380
Sir Fernmb. 5421 pan wax \>e. Amyral glad. .& gan to blowe
bost. .1440 HVLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494^ n. xlii,

Blowynge psalmes& louynges to Jhesu. ifyftCoinpl.Scot.
vi. 38 That samyn sound as thay beystis hed blauen. a 1563
BECON New Catech. Wks. (1844) 344 He blowed out many-
furious and unseemly words. 1642 T.TAYLOR God's Jitdgcin.
1. 1. xii. 35 Threats were blowne out on every side against the

Faithful. 1652 COTTERF.LL Cassandra (16761 iv. 61 These

things which rnalitious Roxana blew into Statira's ears.

* * * * trans. To drive or transport by blowing.
12. trans. To drive or carry (things) by means

of a current of air
;

also Jig. Const, simply, or

with preps, or adverbs of direction, as away, down,

from, off,
to

y etc.

a 1300 Cursor HI. 22922 Pof his bodi al war brint, And
blaun ouer al f>e puder tint, c 1300 K. A Us. 5630 The wynde
you may theder blawen, In le.sse than in twenty dawen.

1382 \\*\CI.IF Mat. i. 13 5e han blowe it awey. r 1400 Dcstr.

Troyigfa [pai] were blouen to J?e brode se in a bir swithe.

1577 HANMER^W^. Eccles. Hist.( 1619) 174The heate ofperse-
cution was blowne against vs. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, in.

i. 84 Looke, as I blow this Feather from my Face, And
the Ayre blowes it to me againe. 1597 2 Hen. IV,
iii. 90 I''al. What winde blew you hither, Pistoll ? Pist. Not
the ill winde which blowes none to good. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg, Georg. in. 217 Winnow'd Chaff by Western Winds is

blown. iTia ADDISON Spect. No. 269 p 7 The Wind . . blew
down the End of one of his Barns. iSfi^Tvt-OR Early Hist.

Alan. iii. 38 What children call 'blowing a kiss.' 1870 F
WILSON Ch. Lindisf. 68 The roof was blown off.

b. intr. (for rcfl.} To be driven or carried by
the wind ;

to move before the wind. Same const,

BLOW.

1842 TENNYSON Goose 51 Her cap blew off, her gown blew

up. 1842 Day-Dream 141 The hedge broke in, the banner

)lew.

C. To blwv over (formerly in perf. to be blown

over} : (of storms or storm-clouds) to pass over a

}lace without descending upon it ; to pass away,
come to an end ; alsoy?^. of misfortune, danger, etc.

Also To blow offva same sense.

1617 J. FOSBROKE Englands Warn. (1633) 25 When the

storm is blown over, they return to their old bias again.

1641 SMECTYMNUUS Vind. Answ. 13. 131 This cloud will

:oone blow over. 1692 SOUTH 12 Serttt. (1697) I. 564 Do
they think that . . this dreadfull Sentence [shall] blow off

without Execution? 1794 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life <$

Writ. (18321 II. 399 The affair is blown over. 1850 ALISON
Hist. Europe VIII. liv. 18 The danger had blown over.

13. trans, (fig.} To proclaim, publish, blaze,

spread abroad, about, (out obs.\ etc.

c 1205 LAY. 2702 1 packing ofPeytouwe, har[d]mpn iblowen.

1384 CHAUCER//. Fame 1139 And her fames wide yblowe.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis <ad fin.) Direction 129 Thy fame is

3law, thy prowes and renoun Dyvulgat ar. 1541 Act

33 Hen. VIII, xxi, They shal not openly blow it abrode.

1603 KXOLLES Hist. Turks (16211 429 These news.. being
alown out of the campe into the citie. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe
II. xi. 199 As soon as Richard's return is blown abroad. 1859
TENNYSON Guinevere 151 A rumour wildly blown about.

II. To act upon an object, by blowing air into,

upon, or at it.

* To bloiv a musical instrument.

14. trans. To make (a wind-instrument) sound.

(Formerly also with up, out.} To blow ones o^im

trumpet : (Jig.) to sound one's own praises,to brag.
b. To sound (a note or blast) on or with an in-

strument. C, To sound the signal of (an alarm,

advance, retreat, etc.) on an instrument, d. Pre-

dicated of the instrument.
r 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vi. 2 Ne blawe man byman be-

foran }>e. c 1200 Trin. Coll. How. 115 pe bemene drem fc>e be

angles hlewen. r 1384 CHAUCER //. fume 774 Whan a pipe
is blowen sharpe The aire ys twyst with violence, r 1450
LYDG. Mer. Jnissa 171 Pryd gothe beforen And schame

comythe aftyr, and blawythe home. 1490 CAXTOS Eneydos
xlvi. 139 They . . blew vp their trompettes for to gyue a

sharpe sawte. 1335 COVERDALE i Mace. iii. 54 They blewe
out the trompettes. 1611 BIBLE Psalm Ixxxi. 3 Blow vp
the trumpet in the new Moone. Ibid. Hosea v. 8 Blow yee
the cornet in Gibeah. 1842 TENNYSON Pal. ofArt 63 The
belted hunter blew His wreathed bugle-horn,

b. c 1340 Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1141 Blwe bygly in bugler bre

bare mote. 1486 Bk. St. Al&ataKv b, I ij. metis shall ye blaw
booth lowde and .-hill, c 1600 Rob. Hood (KitsonMi. ix. 60

L<-t me have my beugle horn, And blow but blasts three.

1793 BURNS Soldier's Ret. i, When wild war's deadly blast

was blawn. 1843 CAROLINE Fox Jrnls. II. 12 Though he

has blown so loud a blast.

C. c 1320 Sir Tristr. i. xlviii, pe tokening when J>ai blewe.

c 1420 Antnrs ofArthnre v. 10 The king blue a rechase.

1552 HULOET, Blowe the Retreate in battayle. 1561 DAUS
tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) Pref. 5 The Deuill . . bloweth

the onset. 1634 Malory's Arthur (18161 I. 112 Then king
Arthur blew the prize, and dight the hart there. 1621

BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 398 Wee must goe blow the Seeke,
and cast about againe. a 1641 Acts <$ Mon. (1642! 385
He tels they were Grecians born, .where, when, upon what

termes, you must, if you will, goe blow the seek. 1805
SOUTHEY Madoc in Azt. xviii, Ye blow the fall too soon 1

d. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI* \. ii. 43 Let the general!

Trumpet blow his blast. 1667 MILTON P.L. i. 540 Sonorous
mettal blowing Martial sounds. 1761 BEATTIE Ode to Peace
ii. 3 The hoarse alarms Her trump terrific blows.

15. intr. a. Of a wind-instrument : To give forth

a sound by being blown. Also with up (obs.).

ai22$Ancr. R. 210 pe engjene bemen..}>et schulen. .bi-

uoren ^e grureful dome grisliche bloawen. a 1340 HAMPOLE
Pr. Consc. 4677 pe beme f>at blaw sal on domsday. c 1430

Syr Tryam. 1092 The kyng . . herde a bewgulle blowe !

'535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 181 All the trumpettis blawand

vp in tune. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. i. iii. 256 Trumpet, blow

loud, Send thy Brasse voyce through all these lazie Tents.

1647 FANSHAWE Pastor Fido (1676) 52 But list a little, doth

not a Horn blow? 1875 O. W. HOLMES Old Camb, Poems

(1884! 306 Our trumpets needs must blow.

b. Of the blower: To sound a blast.

c 1205 LAY. 8054 pe king lette blawen & bonnien his ferden.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce in. 484 Ouhen he hard sa blaw and

cry- ^1400 Destr. Troy 1308 pe kyng. .henttes his home
and hastily blawes. 1523 LD. BURNERS Froiss. 410 At
the houre of ix. theyr mynstrels blewe vp on highe. 1530
PALSGR. 459/1 He bloweth in a trompet. 1602 Return fr.

Parnass. n. v. (Arb.) 29 There is an excellent skill in blow-

ing for the terriers. i6xz BIBLE Jndg. vii. 18, I blow with

a trumpet, a 1882 LONGF.M. Angela, Blow, ye bright angels,

on your golden trumpets.

C. Of the blast or note : To sound.

1599 SHAKS. Heti. I', in. i. 5 When the blast of Warre
blowes in our eares. 1852 TENNYSON Ode Wellington iii,

Let the mournful martial music blow.

* * To blow afire, and the like.

16. trans. To direct a current of air against (any-

thing) so as to cool, warm, or dry it. Sometimes

with complemental words expressing the effect of

the action, as to bltnu (something") dry.

1398 TREVISA BarfA. De P. R. xv. cxxxviii. (1495) 539
Stones ben dygged and ben strongly blowen wyth fyre and
torne to brasse and metall. 1566 DRANT Horace Sat. ix.

E iij, All the reaste mightblow their nayles. isgaSnAKS.J'V;/.

<V Ad. 52 To fan and blow them dry again she seeks, a 1659
CLEVELAND Newsfr. Newcastle 120 And in embroidered

Buck-skins blows his Nails, 1841 MARRYAT Poacher xxiv.

The winter was cold . . and he blew his fingers. 1850 TENNY-
SON hi Mem. Ixxli, Blasts that blow the poplar white.



1581 Let. in
Tytler

Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 41 After every
effort to 'blow the coals/ as he [Bowes] expressed it. 1670

BLOW.
17. esp. To direct a current of air into (a fire), in

order to make it burn more brightly. Also with up.
a vyiaHavelok gi^Y wile . . The fir blowe,an ful wele maken,

1530 PALSGR. 458/2 Where be the bellowes, I praye the,
blowe the fyre. 1611 BIBLE Isa. liv. 16 The smith that
bloweth the coales in the fire. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows
iv. xiii. 391 Yet were .. the sparkes of that fire so blowne
up, as dazled the eyes. 1677 MOXON Mech. Exert: (1703)

7 The Phrase Smiths use . . is, Blow up the Fire, or some-
times, Blow up the Coals. 1781 HAYLEY Tri, Temper \.

374 Chemic fires, that patient labour blows. 1830 tr. Arista-

pkanes
1

Acharn. 29 The sparks, blowed with a favourable

puff of the bellows, leap aloft.

b. fig. To blow the coals or the fire : to stir up
or promote strife

; to fan the flame of discord.

very
xpressed it. 1670

. VII. 309 The Chancellor . . had also

help'd to blow the fire. 1725 RAMSAY Gent, Sheph. iv. i, To
thole An ethercap like him to blaw the coal.

c. To blow out : (a.) trans, to extinguish (a

flame) by a current of air ; (.) intr. to be ex-

tinguished by a current of air.

1377 LANGL. /'. Plow, B. xvn. 212 As bow seest some
tyme sodeynliche a torche, The blase l>ere-of yblowe out,

1596 SHAKS. Tarn, Skr. n. i. 136 Though little fire growcs
?reat with little winde, yet extreme gusts will blow out tire.

1617 P. BAYNK in Spurgeon Treas. David Ps. cxix. 29 As
candles new bloun out are soon bloun in again. 1665 BOY LI;

Occas. Reft. (1675) 353 A Candle., inclos'd in a Lanthorn
. . is in less danger to be blown out. 1839 DICKENS Nick.
Nick, viii, Squeers. .opened the shutters and blew the candle
out. 1842 TENNYSON Goose 49 The glass blew in, the fire

blew out.

1 18. fig. To excite, inflame, arouse, fan (feeling,

passion, discord, etc. ; rarely, a person to some

feeling or action). Usually with up. Obs.
A 1225 After. K, 256 }if be uepnd bloweS bitweonen ou

eni wreQ0e. 1654 G. GODDARD in Burton Diary (1828) I.

93 These two interests, .being constantly blown up by the
enemies beyond the seas. 1677 YARRANTON Engl. Improv.
To Rdr., They . . blow up a War betwixt England and
Holland. 1720 OZELL Vcrtofs Rom. Rep. I. n. 118 Find-

ing the People were blown up again to their former Ani-

mosity. 1776 GIBBON DecI. $ F, I. vi. 127 Some trifling
accident blew up their discontent into a furious mutiny.
19. In Metallurgy, To blow in : (trans.} to put

a blast furnace in operation. To blow out: to put
a blast furnace out of blast, by ceasing to charge it

with fresh materials, and by continuing the blast,

until all the contents have been smelted. Also said

intr. of the furnace.

1864 Daily Tel. 26 Oct., It was a question . . of allowing
half the furnaces in the district to blow out. 1881 Sat. Rev.
\ May 565, 127 new furnaces have now been blown in. 1885
Law Titnes LXXIX. 188/2 A few workmen only were kept
on until the furnaces could be blown out.

f20. trans. To cast (of molten metal). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6503 A goldin calf bar-of bai blu. 1483

CAXTON Gold. Leg. 61/3 They haue made to them a Calf
blowen and haue worshyped it.

* * * To clear (a pipe, etc.} by blowing.
21. trans. To clear from mucus or other adherent

matter by sending a current of air through ; as, to

blow the nose, to blow eggs, gas or water pipes,
c 1532 DEWES in Palsgr. 906 To blowe the nose, le mouchcr.

a 1613 OVERBURY Char. Wks. (1856) 129 He hath learnt to

cough and spit, and blow his nose. 1795 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar)
Pindar. Wks. 1812 IV. 209 He blows his mean pug-nose.
1828 W. SEWELL Oxf. Prize Ess. 80 Socrates . . had done
what he rarely did, washed, put on a pair of shoes, and
blown his nose. 1880 WOOD in Boy's Own Paper 24 Apr.,
Do not worry yourself about blowing the eggs at the time.

Mod. The plumber will try whether the obstruction can be
removed by blowing the pipe.

* * * * To inflate by blowing.
22. trans. To swell (up or ottt} by sending a

current of air into; to inflate, puff up.
c 1420 Libtr Cocornm (1862) 26 J>e skyn J>ou opon . . blaw

hym with penne ; penne ryses bo skyn before, c 1425 SUTCH
Sag. (P.) 1523 Hys body was al to-blaw. 1550 BALFOUR
Practicks 379 Challenge of Fleshouris. .That they blaw the

flesh, and cause it seme fat and fair. 1674 RAY N. C. Wds.
48 Tharm . . guts prepared, cleansed and blown up for to
receive puddings. 1770 A. YOUNG Tour N. Eng. I. 65 Boys
blowing bladders. 1875 JOWETT Plato <ed. 2) III. 38 Because
a man has blown himself out like a bladder.

b. To form or shape by means of inflation, as

to blow bubbles, glass. Const, simply, or up, out.

1589 Pa^peiv. Hatchet Diiij, Not like to glasse mettal,
to be blowne in . . fashion of euerie mans breath. 1660 BOYLE
New Exp. Phys.-Mech. ii. 40 Glass bubles, such as are wont
to be blown at the flame of a Lamp. i86j TYNDALL Light
ii. (1873) 66 Spending his days in blowing soap-bubbles.
1875 URE Diet. Arts II. 659 The bulb of glass being put
into the mould, and blown while very hot.

(23. ./?. To inflate or puff up (a person) with

pride or vanity. Also absol. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF i Cor. iv. 19 The word of hem that ben
blowun with pride. viii. i Kunnynge blowith, charite
edifieth. c\^y*Hymns Virg. (1867) 115 Charite, .Neblowen
is with pride. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 147
Croesus . . he perceived to be blowen and puft up with pride.

1651 HOBBES Leviafh. n. xxv. 135 When they blow one
another with Orations. 1715 BUKNET Own Time (17661 II.

78 Blown vp with popularity. 1718 HICKES NELSON J.
Kettlewell\\\. no. 462 Never Capable of Blowing up his

Mind with the least Vanity.

*t"
k- fig> To inflate, enlarge, magnify ;

to make

(a thing
1

: appear greater or grander than it really

939

is. Also, To invent a report of. Usually with

up. Obs.

1536 STARKEY Let. in England 118711 Life 37 Blowyng vp
thatauthorytewyth such arrogancy. 1666 PEi'YS/?zary( 18791
IV. 198 That we at Court do blow up a design of invading
us. 1699 BENTLEY Piuil. Pref. 6, I had no apprehension.,
that the Business could have been blown to this Hight.
1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 39 F 6 A vulgar [sentiment] that
is blown up with all the sound and energy of expression.

* To explode by blowing.
24. Irans. To shatter, destroy, or otherwise act

upon by means of explosion. Const, with various

adverbs of direction, esp. up ; also with such

phrases as to atoms ; in technical use often simply
to bloiv, like ' to blast *.

IS99 SANDYS Enropx Spec, (1632) 76 They may .. blow
uppe the mines of their adversaries. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in.

iv. 209, I will delve one yard below their mines And blow
them at the moon. 1605 Act 3 Jets. /, iv, That more than
barbarous and horrible attempt to have blowuen up with

Gunpowder the Kinge Queene Prince Lordes and Com-
mons. 1679 88 Sccr. Serr. Moneys Chas. fy ^as. 11851) 50 To
Thomas Silver, Gunner, fora reward, .in blowing up several

buildings, and suppressing the late fire. 1709 STKKLE Taller
No. 80 F 9 One of our Bombs fell into a Magazine . . and
blew it up. 1799 J. KOHKRTHON Agric, Perth 366 The small

expence of blowing a few yards of rock. 1801 WELLINGTON
in Gurw. Di$p. \. 361 After blowing open the gates, c 1880
GRANT Hist. India I, Ixxv. 399/1 The breaching guns ..

were blown in the touch-hole.

b. To blow any ones brains cut : to shoot him

through the head (with fire-arms). Cf. BRAIN sb. i b.

1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xiv, If they attempt an escape, blow
their brains out.

25.
fig. 7'o blow lip : fa. to destroy, put an

end to
;
to ruin. Obs.

1660 SIR H. FINCH in Cobbett Part. Hist. (18081 IV. 146
He could not think any thing more dangerous than the

writing this Book.. it blew up this parliament totally, and
damned the Act of Oblivion. 1746 CHESTERF. Lett. II. ccili.

270 A despatch with less than half these faults would blow
you up for ever. 1791 J. HAMPSON Man. H'cslcy I. 105 It

was reported, that the college censors were going to blow

up the Godly Club.

b. To scold, rail at. colloq.

1827 LVTTON Pelham Iv. (L.) Lord Gravelton. .was blow-

ing up the waiters. 1882 B. RAMSAY Recoil. Mil. Serv. I.

iii. 55 He began to blow me up for not having provided
quarters for his men and horses.

26. intr. To undergo explosion; to go to pieces

by explosion; to erupt. Usually with up. fb.
transf. To give way, collapse.
1694 Loud. Gaz. No. 2994/3 Two Magazines blew up. 1783

PAGE in Phil. Trans. LXX.IV. 13 The work . . from the

weight upon one part only, might have blown. 1863 KINGS-
LEY Water-bab. vi. 242 The mountain had blown up like a
barrel of gunpowder.

c. To blow out (see quot).
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss,, Blow-out. . a shot or blast

is said to blow out when it goes off like a gun and does not
shatter the rock.

III. Senses of doubtful position.
27. trans. To expose, betray, inform upon.

(Formerly sometimes blowup.} Nowj/a^. Cf. 30.

i*fl$Appius fy I'irg. in Hazl. Dodslcy IV. 136 Was all well

agreed? did nobody blow ye? 1702 VANBRUGH False Fr.
iv. ii, So ! she's here ! . . Now we are blown up ! 1742 RICH-
ARDSON Pamela IV. 275 Thou deserves! to be blown up,
and to have thy Plot spoiled. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch

(1879) II. 1035/1 So near was the great secret being blown.
c 1805 MAR. EDGEWORTB U7ks. (Rudg.) I. 185 He was afraid

that the mulatto woman should recollect either his face or

voice, and should blow him. 1821 LOCKHART I'alcrino I. xi.

202 The time is not yet come to blow his private doings.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xliii, I wasn't going to blow the

gaff [ = let out the secret].

b. absol. To tell tales, 'peach '. ,See also 30.)
i? 1859 L. HUNT Country Lodging in Ceutytfft Lit. (1877)

I. 42/1 D n me, if I don't blow. . 1 11 tell Tom Neville.

28. Said of flies and other insects : To deposit
their eggs. [This sense is apparently connected with

old notions of natural history. It has nothing to

do with the notion of blowing or inflating meat.]

j- a. trans, (with 'blotes' or eggs as obj.) Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 49 Worms . . which are not

bigger then such as flyes blow in rotten flesh. 1657 S. PUR-
CHAS Pol. Flying-Ins. 44 They [bees) then blow in it [a cell of

the comb] a thing less then, or as little as a flye-blote.

tb. absol. or intr. Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. ii. 67 As Sommer Flyes. .that quicken
euen with blowing. 1657 S. PURCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins. 44
The matter in which they [bees] blow or breed is something
that they gather of the flowers. 1692 T. WAGSTAFFE Vind.
Chas. I, xh. 83 It is the Nature of Flies to be ever buzzing, and

blowing upon any thing that is raw, 1771 GUI. LET in Phil.

Trans. LXII. 350 This blows in the ear of the corn, and

produces a worm.

c. trans. To deposit eggs on or in (a place) ;

to fill with eggs. Cf. FLY-BLOWN.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 409 These summer flies Haue

blowne me full of maggot ostentation. 1610 Temp. in. i.

63 To suffer The flesh-flic blow my mouth. 1650 B. Dis-
collim. 50 When Eagles are deplum'd, the flyes will blow
their breech.

t d. with up. rare. Obs.

1650 FULLER Pisgah n. viii. 172 No wonder if Worms
quickly devoured him [Herod], whom those flesh-flies had
blown up before. [A word-play on sense 23.]

29. Used in imprecations: To curse, 'confound',
1

hang*, vulgar. (The pa. pple. is blowed.}

BLOW.
1835 MAKRYAT Olla Podr., If I do, blow me ! 1881 Daily

Tel. 28 Jan., 'Isn't it rather risky?' I asked. * Blow risks,
1

he
answered. 1882 Three in Norway xxiv. 207 Retributive

justice be blowed 1

30. To blow upon (a person or thing) has been
used in various senses (see a.) ; among others : To
take the bloom off

;
to make stale or hackneyed ;

to bring into discredit, defame
; also, to tell tales

of, inform upon, expose (cf. 27). With indirect

passive, To be blown upon (see b.). In this latter

sense the simple blow also occurs trans, (see c.)
a. ?<zi4Qo Morte Arth. (18191 47 A monge hem all be

fore the dese He bloweth oute vppon the quene, To haue
hys ryght. 1470-85 ed. 16341 MALORY Art/irtr(i8i6) II. 438
Then Sir Gawaine made many men to blow upon Sir

Launcelot, and all at once they called him * False recreant

Knight !' 1808 JAMIESON Diet. s. v. Blaw, To Elaw out on
one, formally to denounce one as a rebel by three blasts of
the king's horn at the market-cross of the head-borough of
the shire ; an old forensic phrase. 1876 J. WEISS ll'it, Ham.
Slmks. ii. 51 Why . . does she not blow upon the doctor ?

b- c 1645 HOWELL Lett. i. 6 (1726' 277, I thank you for

the good opinion you. .have of my fancy of Trees : It is a
maiden one, and not blown upon by any one yet. 1678
NORRIS Misc. '1699} 325,1 wave these, and fix upon another
account less Blown

upon. 1679 PENN Addr. Prof. App. 2^6
A Man of Wisdom, Sobriety and Ability . . if a Dissenter,
must be blown upon far a Phanatick. 1708 MRS. CENT LUKE
Hitsic B^ody n. ii. (17491 36 If I can but keep my Daughter
from being blown upon 'till Signior Babinetto arrives. 1711
ADDISON Sped. No. 105 PS He will, .whisper an Intrigue
that is not yet blown upon by common Fame. 1712 Ibid. No.
464 ? i, I am wonderfully pleased when I meet with any
Passage in an old Greek or Latin Author, that is not blown
upon. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones x. ii, The reputation of
her house, which was never blown upon before, was utterly
destroyed. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain \. 7 If once blown
upon, no one would employ them. 1848 MACALLAY Hist.

Lng. II. 48 The credit of the false witnesses had been blown
upon. 1877 A. M. SULLIVAN ,\'ew Ireland xxiii. 276 They
had got word that the plot was 'blown upon' by some traitor.

C. 1864 DK. MANCIIESTKR Crt. % Soc. Eliz, to Anne I. 80
Puebla's character had been somewhat blown.

t 31. To blow a bowl or in a bowl : to tipple, to

be a habitual drunkard. Obs.
c 1500 ttlowbol's Test, in Halliw. Xugx P. i Many a throw

Of good ale bolys thathe had i-blowe. 1515 BARCLAY Eglog.
\. '1570' A iv/3 To blowe in a bowle, and for to pill a platter.
K5 Phrase-key, l> abroad, about 13 ; b away 12 ;

b bellows

7 ;
b brains out 24 b ;

buwl 31 ; b bubbles 22 b; b coals 17 ;

/> down 12 ; b eggs 21 ; b fire 17 ; b flies' eggs 28
;
b from 12

;

/' glass 22 b ; b great guns i
;
b hot and cold 26; /'in (fur-

nace 1

19; b into 9 ;
b into one's ear ii ; b nose 21

;
b off 10,

12, 12 c; b out 4, ii, 13, 14, 17 c ( extinguish', 19 ifurnacej
22 ( inflate 1

,
26 c

;
b over 12 c ;

b short 4 b ; b through 9 ;

b to 12 ; b to atoms 24; b trumpet 14; o up i, 14, 15, 18,

22-3 ( inflate 1

, 24-6 (= explode,', 25 b ( scold. 1

, 27, 28 d ; b

upon 9, 30.

Blow- in combinations as blow-tube, blow-bowl,

blow-coal, etc. : see after BLOW sb~

Blow (blJ), v;- 1'a. t. blew (bl/7, bl !

/7). Pa.

pple. blown (bl^n). Forms : i blowan, 2-5
blowen, 3-7 blowe, 6- blow. Pa. t. i ble"ow, 3

bleou, (bloude). Pa. pple. i (5e)blowen, (3-4
blowe), 6- blown. [OK. blowan

t 3rd sing, blcwp,

pa. t. blcow, pa. pple. blowen, represented in the other

XV.Ger. langs. by weak vbs., OS. blojan (MDu. and
Uu. bloeien}, OHG. bhtojan ^MHG.^//V(/t'/;, bliien,

mod.G. bliiheri}, pointing to an OTeut. str. vb.

Abidjan, from root blo*t cogn. with L. ftos, floretn

flower, fldrere to bloom ; cf. BLOOM, BLOSSOM,
BLADE, BLEDK. Already in OE. the pa. t. coin-

cided with that of blawan^ BLOW v.i, and in MK.
the two verbs ran together in form.]
1. intr. To burst into flower; to blossom, bloom.
c looo Sax. Leectid. I. 98 Donne heo grew5 & blewS.

,1200 Trin. Coll. Hoin. 177 Trewes growen, blouwen and
bereS blostmen. c 1205 LAV. 2013 Bi-heold he bene wode hu
he bleou [1250 bloude]. ^1400 in Househ. Ord. (179^)

472 April, May, and June, while that trees blowen. 1578
LYTE Dod&ens v. xxi. 578. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. i. 249,
I know a banke where the wilde time blows. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vii, 319 These scarce blown, Forth flouribh't thick
the clustring Vine. 1697 DKYDEN Virg. Past. in. 83 The
Blossoms blow ; the Birds on Bushes sing. 1855 TENNYSON
Daisy 16 Here and there. .A milky-bell d amaryllis blew.

b. transf.
c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 69 Now seib he, he loued me

to longe, For myn heer bigynneb to blowe.

2. Jig. To flourish, bloom
;
to attain perfection.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry m. ix, no Our flowry youth. .It

growes, it blowes, it spreds it sheds her beauty in one day.
1675 DRYCEN Attrengz. Prol. 33 Wit in Northern Climates
will not blow. 1830 TENNYSON Talk, Oak 76 In these latter

springs I saw Your own Olivia blow.

3. trans. To cause to blossom, lit. orjig. ? Obs.

11645 HABINCTON Elegit viii, The enamour'd Spring by
Kissing blows Soft blushes on her [the rose's] cheek. 1745-6
MBS. DiiLANY Autobiog. (1861) II. 417 Houses built up
for blowing auriculas. 1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Karly Less.,
Rosamond ^1827) 158 Directions for blowing bulbous-rooted
flowers.

Blow (blJu), sbl Forms: 5 Sc. and north.

blaw, 6 bloe, 6-7 blowe, 6- blow. [First found

in 1 5th c., the earliest instances being Sc. and north.

Eng. with form blaw. Origin doubtful.

(The etymology of blow has been naturally sought in the
stem of the OTeut. vb. *bleuivan, Goth bliggivan to beat

(which is not related to L. Jttgere), in OHG. btittwan,
MHG. bliuiven^ mod.G. blduen 'to beetle, batter, beat,
drub '(whence blauel a beetle), MDu, and mod.Du. blon*
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BLOW.
wen 'to beat, thrash, drub

1

, now esp. 'to brake or swindle
flax or hemp' (whence blomvel a brake for flax*. The OK.
cognate would have been *bleou>an, but of this no trace is

found, and it is not easy on any theory to understand its

giving rise to a substantive in the isth c. without ever

appearing itself. It is still less likely that an English sub-

stantive could be formed from the Du. blouiven or its Ger.

equivalent, when there is no such substantive in these

langs. i* Du. bloiue' in J. is a figment.)
Another suggestion which suits the form and accounts also

for the early So. and north. English variant blenu, is that

this is the same word as BLOW sl.- t or at least, like it, de-

rived from BLOW z>.>. The difficulty is, that, as to the sense,

early uses of the word do not indicate any such origin,
while historically, BLOW sb.'* (.in its own undoubted senses)

is of later appearance. The analogy of Fr. soutflet, also,

in which a word for
' a blow with the flat of the hand

'

arises

out of the vb. soitffler
*

to blow wind ', though striking at

first sight, proves on examination of the history of souffivt
to be merely superficial.)]

1. A stroke, esp. a firm stroke ; a violent appli-
cation of the fist or of any instrument to an object.
c 1460 Tnvneley Myst. 195 Bot I gif hym a blaw my hart

wille brist. tri47O HENRY Wallace i. 348 He gat a blaw,
thocht he war lad or lord, That proferryt hym ony lychtly-
nes. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxin.

xviij, Upon the side I

gave him such a blow That I right nere did him overthrow.

1555 Fardle Fetcions \\. xii. 279 The Bjshoppe [in confirm-

ing], .giueth hym a blowe on the lefte chieke. 1590 SHAKS.
Com. Err. in. i. 56 Well Rtrooke, there was blow for blow.

1611 BIBLE Ps. xxxix. 10, I am consumed by the blowe of

thine hand. 1643 BUHROUOHES Exp. Hosea iv. 11652) 66 It

is not the last blow of the axe that fells the oak. 1754
RICHARDSON Grandison IV. iv. 28 Before hard blows are

*truck, that will leave marks. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. 17.

3 1 7 A loud dull sound, liku that produced by a heavy blow.

1866 KINGSLEY Hcreim. xiii. 178 He felled him with one
blow.

b. Jig. Cf.
' stroke \

1605 SHAKS. Lear \\. vi. 225 A most poore man, made tame
to Fortunes blows. 1609 Ei'. Worn, in Hum. \\. \. in Bullen

0. PL IV, Ye are a wag, Flavia, but talk and you must
needes have a parting blowe. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson 97
The hard blows which the great man had given me. 1883
FROUHE Short Stud. IV. i. ix. 100 A direct blow at the

authority of the young king.

2. Jig. A severe disaster, a sudden and painful

calamity ; especially as sustained or felt by the

sufferer, a sudden and severe shock.

1678 N. WANLEY Wonders v. i. 94. 467 2 The Hungarian^
. .received from the Turks that terrible blow. 1841 MACAU-
LAY in Trevelyan Life II. ix. 130 His death will be a terrible

blow. 1847 L. HUNT Jar Honey 11848) Pref. 10 They have
never recovered the blow given them by the invidious

heaviness of the Puritans.

3. ' An act of hostility.' J.) Usually in pi. blows
'

combat, fighting, war ',
in the phrases to be at

blows, come (or go}, fall to blows, exchange blows.

593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. f-V, n. iii. 81 Come, leaue your

drinking, and fall to blowes. 1606 Ant. <y Cl. n. vi. 44
When Caesar and your Brother were at blowes. 1647 W.
BROWNE Polcx. n. 226 Wee.. wished for nothing else then

to be at blowes with our enemies. 1651 HOBBES Lci'iatli.

1. v. IQ Their controversie must either come to blowes, or

be undecided. 1848 MACALLAY 7/iW. Eng. I. 322 Too young
to have themselves exchanged blows with the cuirassiers

of the Parliament. Ibid. 556 There was reason to fear

that the two parties would come to blows.

4. Phrases.

a. At a blow, or at one blow : by one stroke ;

fig. by one vigorous act ; suddenly ;
at once.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, v. i. 50, I had rather chop this

Hand off at a blow. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg. in. 365 To
redeem his Honour at a Blow. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. xi,

What it is at one blow to be deserted by a lovely and

fascinating creature. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine 42 Each had
slain his brother at a blow.

b. fig. To strike a blew : to make an attack,

take vigorous action. So, To strike thefirst blow.

Without striking a blow : without a straggle.

1790 BEATSON \av. /j Mil. Mem. II. 211 A good blow

might be struck here. 1812 BYKON CA. liar. n. Ixxvi, Who
would be free, themselves must strike the blow. 1848
MACAULAY Hist. En/;. I. 261 But neither side dared to strike

the first blow. Ibid. 542 Deputies, without whose consent

no great blow could be struck.

5. Comb., as blow-giver, -reach, -striking.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. John xviii. iR.) Our Lord

Jesus might .. haue letted this blowgeuer. 1586 T. B. La
Priinaiid. Fr. Acad. 54 To submit themselves willinglie. .

without blowe-striking. 1871 Member for Paris II. 17

[He] was within blow-reach of them.

1 This may have some association with BLOW sl>.-

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Skr. i. ii. 209 A womans tongue, That

giues not halfe so great a blow to heare, As wil a Chesse-

nut in a Farmers fire.

Blow (bl<?")> sb.* [i.
BLOW v. ' Not certainly

found bef. 1 7thc., which separates it from BLOwjvM]
1. A blowing ;

a blast.

a. of the wind. To get a blow : to expose one-

self to the action of a fresh breeze.

1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (17011 8/1 The Etesian (yearly
winds . .beginning the blow from the North. 1777 W. DAL-
RYMPLE Trav. Sp. ff Part, xliv, Rain or blow. 1840 R. DANA

Bef. Mast iv. 8 The first blow that I had seen which could

really be called a gale. 1857 R. TOMES Amer. in Japan i.

31 The '

Mississippi', in doubling the Cape of Good Hope
. .escaped any very heavy blow, altho' hardly a week passes

without a gale from some quarter. Mod. colloq. Went down
to Gravesend by the steamer to get a blow.

b. of whales.
<i 1851 F. COOPER in Cast/net Lit. (18771 V. 211/1 There is,

the blow of a whale. 1853 KANE Grinncll ExJ>. xxxix.

940

(1856) 359 I* had more of voice mingled with its sibilant
' blow

'

than I had ever heard.

C. of a wind-instrument ; of the nose.

1723 STLELL Cause. Lovers i. i. (1735) 16 You went to din-

ner., when the great Blow was given in the Hall at the

Pantry-door. 1835 MARRYAT Jac. FaitJif. iii
;
The aston-

ishing effects of a blow from Domine Dobiensis's sonorous
and peace-restoring nose. 1840 DICKENS Dav. Copp. v,
' Have a blow at it [a flute] *,

said the old woman coaxingly.

( d. of gunpowder, or other explosive. Obs.

1694 Lend. Caz. No. 2994/3 Hearing some guns go off

first, and presently after several Blows. 1720 Stow's Sur:'.

(ed. Strype 1754) I. n. iii. 375/2 This Church was. .ruined by
a lamentable Blow of 27 Barrels of Gunpowder.
2. fig. A boast ; vaunting, boastfulness.

1684 Roxb. Bal. (1885) V. 464 They followed their blows,
In Musick and Gaming, and acting of Shows. 1883 igt/i

Cent. Nov. 848 Colonial blow, bounce, and impudence.
3. The oviposition of flesh-Hies or other insects.

1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xix. 24,
I much fear lest with the

blows of flies His brass-inflicted wounds are fil'd. 1875
HOUGHTON Sk. Brit. Insects 114 By depositing its eggs (fly-

blows), [cf. FLY-BLOW.]
4. Metallurgy.

' A single heat or operation of

the Bessemer converter' (Raymond Mining Gloss.

1881) ; also the quantity of metal dealt with at a

single operation.
1883 Daily News 20 Sept. 2/1 Instead of blows of three or

four tons, we have now to deal with twelve to fifteen tons.

Blow- in comb.

For convenience of reference all the combinations

are treated here, although those under 3, certainly,

and 2, apparently, are formed from the verb.

1. Witfi adverbs, denoting actions ;
as blow-

down, a gust of wind and smoke down a chimney;
blow-out, an outbreak of anger, a quarrel ; a/so, a

'good feed
1

, feast, entertainment (slang}; blow-

up, an explosion ; fig. a disturbance, a quarrel.
1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 52/1 Chimney Can for curing

a *blow-down. 1826 SCOTT in Lockhart 11839* IX. 44 At
dinner we had a little *blow-out on Sophia's part. 1840 K.

DANA Bef. Mast xxvi. 87 They had a grand M>low-out,and
..drank in the forecastle, a barrel of gin. 1856 K. PAGET
O-vlet of Ou'lst. 174 Such a jolly 'blow-out as there was
when the Bishop was here. 1813 LD. CASTLKKEAGH /.et.\n

Sir R. Wilson Diary 11861 > II. 201 W. and he must not have

any connexion together or there will be a 'blow up. 1834

J. WILSON .\'oct. Am6r.(i86^) IV. 133 O'Connell and Little-

ton had a "blo\v-up and abused each other like pickpockets.

2. \\ith sb., qualified by blow- (the verb-stem) in

sense of '

blowing ', or * that blows
'

or
*

is blown ',

as blow-ball, the globular seeding head of the

dandelion and allied plants ;
also fig. ; blow-

cock, a cock or tap by which to blow off

steam ; blow-george (see quot.) ; blow-gun
BLOW-PIP.E 2; blow-line (Angling}, a fishing line

of the lightest floss silk, used with the living

fly, so web-like as to allow the wind to blow it

out over the stream ; blow-post, a system of

conveying letters and parcels by pneumatic tubes ;

blow-tube - BLOW-PIPE 2
;
also a tube used in

glass-blowing ; blow-valve, the snifting valve of

a condensing engine ;
blow-well (see quot.) Also

BLOW-HOLE, BLOW-PIPE.

1578 LvTii Dozens \. xvt. 568 Condrilla hath ..double

flowers; the whiche past, they turue into rounde "blowballes,
like to fine downe or cotton. 1640 SIIIRLKY Impost, iv. ii,

I'm your blow-ball, Your breath dissolves my being, a 1670
HACKET Abp. Williams u. 11692) 90 Shake him from his

stalk, like a downy blow-ball. 1885 Standard 28 May 6/3

Joint of "blowcock of boiler gave way. 1871 Trans. Atner.
Inst. Mining Eng. I. 303 Ventilated in the driving by a
*'blow george

'

ihand-fan'. 1864.4 //***#/ No. 1929. 504,'.:

The *blow-gun, thro' which short poisoned arrows are pro-

pelled by the breath. 1857 KINGSLEY Two I'. Ago Introd.

(D.) Great anglers .. who could do many things besides

handling a
v
blow-line. 1867 K. FRANCIS Angling ( 1876)260

Having baited the hook as in blow-Hne fishing. 1881 Daily
News 8 Nov. 5/5 A writer, .advocates the extension of the

"'blow-post.' 1885 Pall Mall G. 5 Mar. 4/1 In Paris the

blow post is being steadily developed. 1871 TYLOR Prim.
Cult. i. 60 Nearly the same may be said of the *blow-tube.

! 1854 -V. ff O. Ser. I. IX. 283/1 Natural springs in the northern

slope of the Chalk in Lincolnshire . . called *blow-wells,
which may be considered as naturally Artesian.

3. With sb., which is the object after blow ,in the

sense of
* one who blows'), as blow-bottle, blow-

bowl, a habitual drinker, tippler, sot ;cf. BLOW z.l

31) ; fblow-coal .Jig-}, one who stirs up or pro-
motes strife (cf. BLOW v. 1

ifb); f blow-point, a

game (see quot. 1801).
1580 BARET Alv. A 270 A common haunter of alehouses. .

an aleknight : a tipler. .a *blowbottell. 1530 PALSGK. 190/1
*
Blowhole, ynroigne. 1622 H. SYDF.NHAM Strut. Sol. Occ.

(1637*262 These are.. the common v
blo\v-coales in Kccle-

siastick tumults. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia n. 224 How shep-
heards spend their days At *blow-point, hot cockles, or

else at keeles. 1640 SHIRLEY Hum. Courtier \. iii, Do not

j

trust the Archduke; he cozened me at blow-point. 1801
' STBUTT Sports fy Past. iv. iv. (1876) 513 Blow-point was

probably blowing an arrow through a trunk at certain num-
bers by way of lottery.

Blow (b!0), sb$
[f.

KLOW v.- : of recent origin.]
1. A state of blossoming ; bloom ; chiefly in

phrases in bloi*.', infull b/&w, etc.

1759 B. STILLIXGFL. in Misc. Tracts (17621 149 The wood-
anemone was in blow. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth
216 When the plants are in full blow, and before their

BLOW-HOLE.
flowers begin to fade, a 1845 HOOD Two Peacocks ofB. viii,

I were sorely vext To. .cut short the blow Of the labt lily I

may live to grow.

D.jjg:
'753 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) I. ii. 4 Her beauty

hardly yet in its full blow. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch

(1879) II. 1031/1 This amour was in full blow about the

time. 1834 MAR. EDGEWORTH Helen 236 She is not out

of blow yet, only too full blown rather for some tastes.

2. A display of blossoms ; fg. a display of any-

thing brilliant.

1710 ADDISON TatUr No. 218 F4 Such a blow of tulips, as

was not to be matched. 1857 H. MILLER Test. Rocks i. 49
It exhibits no rich blow of colour.

3. Manner, style, or time of blossoming. Alsoyf^.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) V. 285, I have . . added

to it all the flowers of the same blow. 1857 H. MILLER
Test. Rocks xi. 500 Flowers of richer colour and blow.

4. Blossom.

1797 DOWNING Disord. Horned CattU 31 Take Fox-glove
blows. 1866 Morn, Star 2 Oct., The blow of the cotton-

wood borne by the winds of spring.

Blowe, variant of BLO a. Obs. livid, blue.

Blowed, occasional pa. t. and fpie. of BLOW v. 1

Blowen. slang. Also blowing. A wench, trail.

1812 J. H. VAUX Flask Diet., Blffii-'en, a prostitute; a
woman who cohabits with a man without marriage. 18*3
BYRON Juan XI. xix,With black-eyed Sal ihis blowing'. 1851
KINGSLEY }'cast xi, A short simple service .. that might
catch the ears of the roughs and the blowens.

Blowen, obs. pa. pple. of BLOW z/.l

Blower 1
(blJ"

-

aj). [OE. bld'aere, I. bldwan
to BLOW! : see -En 1

.]

1. gen. One who, or that which, blows. Usually
followed by of (the object blown).
1897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past, xxxvii. 268 Idel wats se

Mawere. ciyoSirTristr. !. xlix, The best blower of horn.

1545 I.tidUtw Churcklv. Accts. (1860) 21 To the blower of

the organs. 1775 Phil. Trans. LXV. 67 An expert blower
of the German flute. 1871 TENNYSON Last Tcmrn. 540
O hunter, and O blower of the horn.

2. spec. A marine animal which 'blows' (see

BLOW z;.
1
5 ; e.g. a whale.

1854 BUSHNAN in Circ, Sc. I. 140 The common cetaceans,

popularly known as blowers.

3. A mechanical contrivance for producing a cur-

rent of air; e.g. a plate or sheet of metal fixed

before a fire to increase the draught.
1795 Specif. Crook *t Germans Patent No. 2032 The

blower was let down close to the top of the grate, so that

no air could pass otherwise than through the grate. 1869

Eng. Meek. 24 Dec. 344/1 It can . . be hung in front of the

fire to act as a blower. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,

Blinver, a fan or other apparatus for forcing air into a
furnace or mine. 1885 laatick. Exunt. 21 July 8/1 The
sweepings [were] . . put through the blower instead of the

winnower.
"issure

current

of air escaping through a fissure in a glacier.
1812 IMISON Sc. ff Art II. 59 It is disengaged from fissures

in the strata, .called by the miners Hmuers. 1860 TYXDALL
Giac. 87 While cutting away the surface further, I stopped
the little 'blower'. 1862 SMILES Eiiginters III. in The

explosive gas was issuing through a blower in the roof of

the mine with a loud hissing noise. 1866 Reader 21 July

67 1
' Blowers

'

as they are called in the north of England
. .streams of inflammable gas issuing from the ground.

5. Jig. A boaster, dial, and in /. S. and colonies.

1863 MANHATTAN in Even. Standard 10 Dec., General

Grant . . is not one of the ' blower
'

generals. 1864 Spectator
22 Oct. 1202 i Notorious among our bar and the public as

a ' blower '.

6. Coin!', with various adverbs (cf. BLOW v.>), as

blowerforth, in, up.
>SS J- COKE Debate Her. Eng. f, Fr. (1877) 121 Blowers

forth of fayned fables. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well i. i. 13-.- Blesse

our poore Virginity from vnderrniners and blowers vp. 1635
SWAN Spec. M. v. } 2. 1 76 The winds . . the blowers in of rain.

Blower-, [f.
BLOW^.- + -EB!.] A plant which

blows or blooms. (Cf. bloomer.}

1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, xx. 11813' 402 Biennials and

perennials, if late blowers, may yet be transplanted.

Blowess, variant of BHIWZE sb.

Blow-fly (bl<i-n3i). [f.
BLOW z>.' 28 + FLY.]

A recent popular name of the Flesh-fly.

1832 T. HARRIS Insects New Eng. 490 Various kinds of

flesh-flies, blow-flies, house-flies. 1858 Sat. Rev. 20 Nov.

500/2 Liniucus said . . that a blowfly would consume the car-

case of a horse faster than a lion. [According to Kirby
and Spence, L. said ' three flesh-flies and their progeny '.]

Blow-hole (blJu-hJul . [See BLOW t>.' 5.]

1. Each of the two holes (constituting the nostrils)

at the top of the head in whales and other cetaceans,

through which they breathe or ' blow'.

1787 HUNTER in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 380 The blow,

holes are two in number in many, in others only one. 1822

I. PLATTS Bk. Curios. 205 A double opening, called the

spout-holes, or blow-holes. 1861
J.

LAMONI Seahorses v.

75 They give one spout from their blow-holes, take one

breath of fresh air. .and then they are all down.

f2. =AlK-HOLE 2. Obs.

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. Xfia Invent. 96 Certain defects in

Cast-lead, .called by the Plumber Blow-holes.

3. A hole through which air or gas escapes ;

spec, for the escape of foul air from underground

passages, of steam from railway tunnels, etc.

1875 Miss BIRD Sandwich 1st. (18801 56 An intermittent

jet of lava, .kept cooling round what was possibly a blow-

4. An escape of inflammable gas through a fis

in a coal-mine ; the fissure itself ; a similar cur



BLOWING.
hole. 1883 Pull Mail G. i June, The erection of the blow-
holes on the Bmbaakawnb 1884 Ibid. 15 Mar. 2/2 Can no
doubt 'construct' the Parks Railway without blowholes.
4. A hole in the ice to which whales and seals

come to breathe.

Blowing (bl<J"-irj;,zV..r*.l [f. BLOW Z/.I+-INQ!.]
1. gen. The action expressed by the vb. to BLOW.
c 1000 ^LFRIC Judges vii. 16 (Bosw.f Heora byman him

to Sacre blawunge. 1398 TREVISA Bartli. D>> P. R. xvn.
clvii. (1495^ 708 Wyth blowynge of wyncle. a 1422 Lc
Vencry de Twety in Ret. Ant. \. 153 Ye shul change your
>peche and blowyng booth too. 1621 SIR R. BOYLE in Lit-
more Pap. (1886) II. 17 My 2 new (furnaces . . had flier to
begin theer blowing put into them. 1710 PALMER Proverbs
178 This impious blowing upon other people's reputations.
X 799 J- ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 279 Saving . . boring and
powder, .avoiding the trouble and danger of blowing.
2. Breathing ; hard breathing ; esp. of animals.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 75 Hore loking, hore blawing, horc

smelling, heore feling. 1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. xvm.
ciii. (1495)847 Brockes holdeth in the brethe and blowynge.
1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 5 87 Broken wynded, and pursyfnes,
is but shorte blowynge. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Bnfido^
the puffing and blowing of a horse. 1815 SCOTT City .If. xlv,

Listening for the blowing of an otter. 1883 G. DAVIES Nor-
folk Broads xix. (1884) 143 Until they see the '

blowing' of
an eel, as the bubbles issuing from the mud are termed.

tb. Swelling, tumefaction. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvi. Ixxxvi. (1495) 582 The
saphire hath singuler vertue to swage blowynge.
3. The oviposition of flesh-flies, and formerly of

other insects, fb. concr. The 'blote' or egg of a

flesh-fly or other insect (obs.].

1558 Bp. WATSON Sev. Sacr. xxiv. 153 A fleshe Hye. .wyll
leaue fylthy blowinges in the fleshe. 1577 HOLINSHED Citron.
III. vi. 229 Beyond the seas . . they stampe and streine their

combs, bees, and young blowings altogither into the stufie.

1616 SURFL. 8: MARKH. Coittilr. Fann 320 Bees are bred of
Bees, either of their blowings, or some other matter of their

generation. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. ix. 209 The
blowings of Flies, and almost all kind of Insects.

4. Blowing up, an explosion ; colloi]. a scolding.
1772 Phil. Trans. LXIII. 44 The blowing up of a maga-

zine of gun-powder. 1839 HALIBURTON Letter-bag Gt. West
iv. 42, 1 would give him a good blowing-up. 1874 MRS.WOOD
y. Ludlinu Ser. I. xxv. 448, I.. received a good blowing up
from Mr. Brandon for my pains.
5. Comb., as blowing-cylinder, the air-cylinder

of a blast-engine ; blowing-engine (
= blowing-

machine ; blowing-furnace, a blast furnace used
in glass-working ; f biowing-house, a tin-smelt-

ing house ; blowing-iron, -pipe, -tube (Glass-

working', an iron tube used in blowing glass ;

blowing-machine, any mechanical contrivance for

producing a blast of air.

1875 URE Diet. Arts II. 654 A blowing furnace for blow-

ing the pear-shaped balls . . into large globes. 1674 RAY
Prepar. Tin Coll. 120 The black Tin is smelted at the blow-

ing house with Charcoal. 1873 URE Diet. Arts III. 1005
Formerly in Cornwall nearly all the tin was smelted in
blast-furnaces ; these works were called blowing-houses.
1855 tr. Labartc's A rts Mid. Ages ix. 352 Gathers with the

blowing-iron a small quantity of white glass.

Blowing, -vbl. sb.-
[f.
BLOW v.- + -ING 1.] The

action of blossoming or blooming, fb. A bloom
or blossom : also Jig. (obs.~).

1:1380 WYCLIF Scrm. Sel. Wks. I. 220 J>e blowinge of bes

fruitys must faile. 1578 LYTE Dodaens 692 Clustering
togither lyke the cattes tayles or blowinges of the Nut
tree. 1609 C. BUTLER Fern. Man. (16341 58 At the blowing
of Palm . . they [wasps] fly abroad for food. 1660 E. WATER-

advertised in our newspapers.

Blowing, ///. 0. 1
[f.

BLOW z;.l + -ING*.] That
blows (see the vb.) ; esp. windy.
Blowing adder, snake, a snake of Virginia,

remarkable for inflating and extending the surface
of its head before it bites.

1:1175 Lamb, Horn. 87 Eislic swei . and blawende beman.
1604 Friar Bacons Proph. 2po in Hazl. . P. P. IV. 278
No butcher now can keepe His flesh from blowing flies.

1678 Land. Caz. No. 1365/1 His Majesties Ships, .are kept
in this Harbor by the blowing weather. z688 J. CLAYTON
in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 134 The Blowing-Snake, an abso-
lute Species of a Viper. 1794 NELSON in Nicolas Disp.
(1845) I. 411 It had the appearance of blowing weather.

1845 Card. Chron. 107 Blowing-Sands, .or hills ormoveable
sand which are accumulated by the winds. 1870 SWINBURNE
Ess. ff Stud. (1875) 347 With rounded mouth and blowing
hair. 1884 Public Opinion 5 Sept. 305/1 The blowing adder
was formerly common in . . Orange County, New York.

Blowing, ///. rt.
2

[f. BLOW #.- + -ING-.] Blos-

soming, in bloom.
917 Blickl. ffont. 57 Faejerness . . swylc bes blowenda wudu,

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 629 One small Thicket . . Of blow-

ing Myrrh and Balme. 1835 WORDSW. Death C. Lamb,
Green, untrodden turf, and blowing flowers.

Blowing, variant of BLOWEX sb.

Bio-wipe, a blow causing a bruise : see BLO.

Blowm, obs. form of BLOOM v,

Blown ;blJun), ///. a. 1
[pa. pple. of BLOW z/.1]

1. Fanned, driven or tossed by the wind.
155* ABP. HAMILTON Catech. 286 Saiffit, swa as be ane

blawin fyre. 1746 COLLINS Ode Liberty 70 To the blown
Baltic. 1862 ANSTED Channel Isi. iv. xx. (,ed, 2* 462 Blown
sea-sand covers the soil.

2. Out of breath.

1674 MARVELL Reh, Trans/. \\. 33 And chase the blown

941

Deer out of their Heard. 1735 SOMKKVIU.I; Chase in. 461
NTow the Mown Stag. . Has measur'd half the Forest. 1873
BLACK Pr. Tkitle x. 162 Too blown to speak.
1 3. Stale, flat, that has lost its freshness; tainted.
1600 ROWLANDS/?/. Humours Blood vi. 75 Blowne drinke

is odious, what man can disiest it? 1640 BH. HALL Episc.
n. x. 139 Sume blowne ware out of the pack of his Recog-
nitions.

4. Breathed out, whispered, hinted.

1604 SHAKS. Oi/i. in. iii. 182 When I shall turne . . To such
I

exufilicate, and blown \_Fol. blow'd] Surmises.
5. Inflated

;
swollen

; formed by inflation. Also

l>lown-up.
<ri425.SViv.SXir.'P.'2iSi Grete blowen bladdyrshe brake.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II', iv. ii. 53 How now blowne lack'.'

how now Quilt? 1618 BOLTON Floras III. v. 183 Floting on
a blowne Bladder. 1830 M. DONOVAN Dam. Econ. I. 93
Too quick a heat of the kiln expels the water from the malt
in a state of steam, with such force as to burst the grain.
This is called blown malt. 1831 BRKWSTER Optics xii. 100
The thinnest films of blown glass. 1870 SWINBURNE Ess. fy
Stitd, (1875) 347 A boyish torch-bearer with blown cheeks.

b. Jig. Inflated with pride or the like. arch.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 154/3 Ambrose can not be so
blowen and [sjwollen as thou arte. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. iv.

26 No blowne Ambition doth our Arnies incite . 1866 KINGS-
LEY HcrtTM. i. 37 More of a blown-up ass than thou art

already.

Blown,///, a:- [see BLOW v.-'] In bloom
; that

has blossomed. Cf. FULL-BLOWN.
1000 &a.v. Lecch/i. II. 146 Oeblowenne wyrta. ft 1250

Owl $ Nigkt. 1636 pe nihtegale .. hupte uppon on bluue
ris. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. A> Cl. ML xiii. 39 The blowne Rose.
1841 TENNYSON Lotos-Katm 47 Petals from blown roses on
the grass. 1865 SWINBURNE Poems f, Ballads, Match 5
Blown fields and fiowerful closes.

Blow-pipe, blowpipe, [f.
BLOW v. 1 + PIPE.]

1. a. A tube through which a current of air or
other gas) is blown into a flame to increase the

heat, for the purpose of fusing metals, etc. ; especi-

ally employed in chemical experiments, analysis,
etc. (Hence, often attrib., as in blowpipe analysis,
character, flame, b. Glass-blowing. A tube by
means of which the molten glass is blown into the

required shape.
1685 BOYLE Effects ofMotion iv. 36 A small crooked pipe

of metal or glass, such as Tradesmen . . call a Blow-pipe.
1763 DOUGLAS in Phil. Trans. LVI1I. 185 The flame of a
candle was directed to it by means of a blow-pipe. 1830
HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. ii. vi. 118511 162 These great
masses are made up of watch-glassfuls, and blowpipe-beads,
r 1865 }. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 396/2 Much art is required in

using the blow-pipe. 1868 DANA Min. Introd. 20 Physical
and Blowpipe characters. 1879 WATTS Diet. Ckeni. I. 616
A blowpipe flame of great power.
2. A long tube through which American Indians

and other races propel arrows or darts by force of

the breath.

1825 WATERTON H'and. .V. Amcr. i. i. 89 They will, .send
the poisoned dart from the blow-pipe true to its destination.

1840 MARRYAT Olla Podr. iRtldg.i 291 Like an arrow from
the blow-pipe of a South American Indian.

Blowre, variant of BLUKE, Obs.

Blowse, -sed, -sy : see BLOWZE, BLOWZED, -Y.

Blowt, var. of BLOUT. Obs., naked.

Blowt(e, obs. form of BLOAT a?
t Blowter, v. Obs. [Cf. BLUTHKK, BLOUTEK,

BLUTTER.] intr. To blubber
; to weep effusively.

AGN. STRICKLAND Queens Scat. 11851) II. 257 Derided the

tears, which he [Duke of Norfolk, 1560] elegantly terms the

blowtering, of Mary of Lorraine.

t Blowth. Obs. exc. dial. Also ; blouth, --

(s.w.dial.) blooth.
[f. BLOWZ/.- + -TH: cf.growth.] \

Blowing or blossoming ; blossom, bloom.
160* CAREW Cornwall in Wither Prosop. Brit., The tree

Which forth this blooth hath brought. 1614 RALKICH Hist.
World I. 155 The seeds and effects . . were as yet but poten-
tial!, and in the blowth and bud. 1769 Month. Rev. XI.II.

185 The thorn's first blowth. 1859 CAPERN Ball, q Songs
129 The furze-blooth on the hill. 1862 BARNES Rhymes
Dorset Dial. II. 95 A zummer hedge in blooth.

Blowy (bl0-i), a.
[f.

BLOWZ/.I + -Y!.] Char-
acterized by blowing.
1830 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. iv. (1863) 269 It was a

raw blowy March evening. 1840 WILLIS Loitering* III. 239 I

A very cold, blowy and rough night. 1864 LD. PALMERSTON
in Daily Tel. 26 Aug., I had at one time nearly 1,000 acres I

of blowy sand where no blade of grass grew.
Blowze (blauz). Also 6 blowesse, 6 7

blowse, 7 blouze, 8 blowz, 6- blouse. [Of un-
known origin : cf. various Du. and LG. words with
the sense of ' red

'

or
'
flushed

'

under BLUSH ; but
some of the uses appear to be influenced by BLOW
v. l

Perhaps originally a cant term. Cf. BLOWEX.]
) 1. A beggar's trull, a beggar wench

;
a wench.

'573 TUSSER Hnsb. (1878) 43 Whiles Gillet, his blouse, is

a milking thy cow, Sir Hew is a rigging thy gate or the

plow. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. iii. iv. ii. (1651! 628. I

had rather marry a fair one, and put it to the hazard, than
be troubled with a blowze. 1631 BRAITHWAIT Whimzies 144
His

bonny blouze or dainty doxie, being commonly a col-

lapsed tinker's wife or some highway commoditie taken up
upon trust. 1639 FORD Lady's Trial in. i. 266 Wench is your
trull, your blowze, your dowdie. 1648 HERRICK Hesfer.
(1869) 278 Yet he'll be thought or seen, So good as George-
a-Green ; And calls his blowze, his queene. 1709 Ratnbl.

Fuddle-Cups 8. 1719 D'UKFEY Piiltdljt) I. 5 That keeps
a blowz And beats his spouse.
2. 'A fat, red -faced, blotcd wench, or one

BLUBBEK.
whose head is dressed like a slattern.' Bailey
'73 1

; >a ruddy fat-faced wench.' J. b. Hence
blowze-like adj.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv, ii. 72 Sweet blow^e, you are a

beautious blossome sure. 1600 HI.VWOOD i Edw. /r,Wk>.
1874 I. 60 My Besse is fair, And Shores wife but a blowze,
compared to her. 1628 WITHER Brit. Rcniemb. vi. 644
Their flaring curies about their shag shorne browes Doe, of
the fairest Lady, make a blouse. 1632 HEYWOOD Iron Age
11. i. i. \Vks. III. 364 Asfayre a blowse As you, sweete Lady.
1647 Li-t. in Harrington Xng;e Ant. iL>6 The xvuman.

bravest prized, now blou/e-like woud appear.

Blowzed (blauzd), a. Also blowsed. [It has
the form of a pa. pple. of a vb. to blowze, in the

sense of 'to make blowzy* : cf. prec.]
1. Rendered blowzy in the face

;
excited

;
dis-

ordered in dress or hair ; dishevelled, lVuw/y.
1766 (Joi.DSM. Vic. IV. x, I don't like to see my daughter-,

trudging up to their pew all blowzed and red with walking.
Ibid, xi, My eldest daughter was hemmed in and thumped
about, all blowzed in spirit^, and bawling for fairplay.

1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 260 Huge women blowzed with
health and wind and rain And labour. 1884 Lougut. Ma&.
June 175 The cook came out with tolerably

' blowzed' hair.

t2. /M^'Wfl/Xseequot.). Obs.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa uSm VIII. .xli. 156 The paint
lying in streaky seams not half blow/ed off, discovering
coarse wrinkled >kins.

t Blowzing, a. Obs. [In form a pr. pple. ol

a vb. to li/oi-.'ze : cf. prec.] Tending to be blowzy.
1753 RICHARDSON Grandison 117811 V. ix. 48 Aunt Nell,

who has naturally a good blowzing north-country com-
plexion, turned as pale as ashes, a 1851 JOANNA BAILLIE iO'.

That blowzing wig uf his.

Blowzy (bluir/i), a. Also blousy, blowsy.
[f. BLOWZE + -Y 1

.]

1. Like a blowze ; having a bloated face ;
red

and coarse-cornplexioned ; flushed-looking.
1778 MAD. D'AKBLAY Diary fy Lett. I. 149 Thinking her-

self too ruddy and blowzy, it was her custom to bleed herself

three or four times against the Rugby race.-. 1787 WOLCOIT
(P. Pindar> To Laureate Wks. 1812 1.476 Large-red-polI'd,
blowzy hard two-handed jades. 1880 Blackit.'. Mag. Feb.
221 Like a common-place blowzy dairymaid.
2. Of hair, dress : Dishevelled, frow/y. slatternly.
c 1770 T. KKSKINI-: The B&rber in Peel. Regr. u8io' ^8

Long his beard, and blouzy hair. 1854 THACKERAY AV7c< oina,

I. 137 Smiled at him from under her blowsy curl-paper-.
3. Coarse, rustic.

1851 HKI.I-S Ccmp. Solit. v. 118741 64. I cannot fancy the

blowsy wisdom of the country.

t Bloysterous, a. ;Cf. boisterous, blusterous.

1568 T. HOWELL Ncive Sonets (1879' 144 Do bloysterou^
blastes that blow, compell to hoyse thy sayle.

Blub, v. [A variant or parallel form of BLOB
:,-.]

1 1. 1. trans. To swell, puff out with weeping
or otherwise. Obs.

1559 J//Vr. Mag. ii2 My face was blown and blub'd with

dropsy wan.

t 2. intr. To swell, protrude. Obs.

1684 SOUTHERNS Disappointm. n. i. Wks. (1721
' 101 Her

eyes and lips, see how they blubb and pout.
II. 3. Short for BLUBBER v. in sense 4. \colloq.

1804 TAKKAS Poems 124 i JAM.) Your cheeks are saebleer't,
and sae blubbit adown ?

tBlub,. Obs. An attrib. use of BLUB v.. chiefly
used in combination (cf. knock-knee

1

d~] with sense

'Swollen, puffed, protruding', as in blub-chteki,

lips ;
whence in <ym\). blub-cheeked, blub-faced, etc.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turkes 116211 775 Blub cheeked, antl

exceeding red faced. 1620 PHELTON Qnix. III. x. 64 A
Country Wench . . blub-fac'd, and flat-nosed. 1679 SHAD-
WKLL Trut: Widow n. Wks. 1720 III. 147 Vou have a pretty
pouting about the mouth . . and fine little blub-lips.

Blubber (

,bl'b3J), st>.
1 Also 4 bluber, 4-6

blober, 5 blobure, blobyr, blubbir, 7 blobber,

(bloother^. [ME. blober, bluber sb., blubrcn.

blober vb. are both found in i4th c. : it is uncer-

tain which was of prior formation ; perhaps the

verb. Being so much earlier than blob, blub, they
cannot be extensions of the latter

;
but are prob.

onomatopoeic, from the action of the lips in making
a bubble, or imitating various bubbling sounds or

motions of liquids. Cf. the parallel BLABBKK.
There is also a dial. Ger. blubbern, said of water

casting up bubbles, and a LG. blubbern in herftt

blubbern to babble or (

blether'. See other analo-

gous forms in Wedgwood. The relation to bubble is

seen also in the fact that in north, dial.
' bubble'

is used for the vb. in senses 3, 4, as Sc.
' to bubble

an' greit' to blubber and weep.]
f 1. The foaming or boiling of the sea. Obs.
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. C. 221 In bluber of be bio flod

bursten her ores. Ibid. C. 266 How fro fx: bot in-to Jw
blober watz with a best lachched.

t 2. A bubble of foam or air upon water. Obs.

exc. dial.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 40 Blobure [1499 blobyr], burbuliittti.

c 1450 HENRYSON Test. Crcs. 192 And at his mouth a blubbir

stode of fome. 1530 PALSGK. 199/1 Blober upon water,
hn'tgillis. State, Lesli? of Peuiis 136 ijAM.1 That he has
seen blubbers upon the water, .that by blubbers he means air-

bubbles. 1830 FORBY East. A ngl. Gloss., Blubber, a bubble.

3. A jelly-fish or Medusa, also called sea-nettle.

i6oa CAFEW Cornwall 34 b, There Swimmeth also in the

Sea, a round slymie substance, called a Blobber, reputed
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noysome to the fish. 1775 DAI.RYMPLE in Phil. Trans,
LXVIII. 393 There were many blubbers in the ship's wake,
which made a very luminous appearance. 1835 MARRYAT
Jtu. Faitkf. xxxi, The sailors call them blubbers, because

they are composed ofa sort of transparent jelly.

4. The fat of whales and other cetaceans, from
which train-oil is obtained.

1664 P/ul. Trans, I. 12 The Oyl of the Blubber is as clear
and fair as any Whey. 1666 Land, Gaz. No. 47/1 She. .had
in her about twelve hundred weight of Bloother for Oyl.
1671 RAV in Phil. Trans. VI. 2275 The fat, which ..our
Seamen call the Blubber. 1746 W. THOMPSON R. N. Advoc.
' T 757 f 43 Not properly Flesh, but Slush, or Blubber, like

Whales Blubber. 1870 YEATS Hist. Connn. 281 In a large
whale the blubber will weigh thirty tons.

5. The action of blubbering or weeping.
1835 Bro. Jonathan I. 85 Jotham . . whose every breath

was a hoarse blubber. 1865 CARLYLE l''redk. Gt. III. ix. xi.

180 All In a blubber of tears.

6. Comb, and Attrib, (chiefly in sense 4), as

blubber-boat
', -cask, -chopper, 'fork, -oil, -room^

-ship \ blubber-fed adj. ; also, blubber-guy, a

large rope, or '

guy', suspended between the fore

and main masts of a whaler, to assist in securing
and supporting the carcase of a whale

;
blubber-

lamp, a lamp which burns blubber-oil ; blubber-
spade, a spade-like knife used by whalers.

1835 SIR J. Ross N.-IV. Pass. vi. 83 We passed a blubber
cask. 1849 52 TODD Cycl. Anat. <y Phys. IV. 1316/1 The
f.it, blubber-fed .. Esquimaux 1856 KANE A ret. Exp. II.

11.29, 1 carried in our blubber-lamp. 1884 Gd, Words Jan.
40/2 A wooden jetty, a blubber-boat, and a pile of casks.

Bltrbber, sb;~ One who blubs.

1832 CARLYLK in Prater's Mag. V. 393 The purfly sand-
blind lubber and blubber, with his open mouth, and face of
bruised honeycomb.

Bltrbber, a. [Altered from the earlier BLAB-
BER. BLOBBEB. probably under the influence of

blub and blubber sb.] Swollen, protruding ; esp.
said of the lips. (Often with hyphen.)
Hence blubber-lipped, -cheeked a.

1667 UAVENANT & DRYDEN Tempest in. iii, My dear

Blubber-tips; this observe my Chuck. 1677 L,ond. GHZ.
No. 12II/4 Henry Blomfield . . of a ruddy complexion,
having full blubber lips very remarkable. 1690 Ibid. No.
255/4 George Crockeford . . with short black Hair ., and
Blubber-Lipped. 1711 J. GREENWOOD Eng. Gram. 178
Blubber-cheek't. 1825 SCOTT Talism. (1863) 106 A Negro,
is he not. .with black skin . . a flat nose, and blubber hpsV
n 1845 HOOD Doves <$ Crows Hi, Stretch ev'ry blubber-
.nouth from ear to ear.

Blubber (bltf-bai;, v. [Fur forms and ety-

mology see the sb.]

1 1. intr. To bubble, bubble up ;
to give forth a

bubbling sound, as a spring, boiling water. Obs.
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B, 1017 Bio, blubrande, & blak, vn-

bly^e to ne^e. c 1340 Caw. <y Gr. Knt. 2174 pe borne [
=

rivulet] blubred ^erinne, as hit boyled hade. 1750 R. PUL-
TOCK Life P. Wilkins xii. .18831 38 2 My kettle . . had been

boiling, till hearing it blubber very loud . . I whipped it off

the fire.

2. trans. +a. To allow (tears) to bubble^r/A,
to give copious vent to (tears). Obs. b. To utter

or cry out with copious tears and sobs.

1583 STVBBES Anat. A bus. (1877) 108 Blubbering foortti

seas of teares, 1590 GREENE Never too late (1600,1 26 The
teares trickled down the vermilion of her cheeks, and shee
blubbred out this passion. 1720 GAY Poons 11745) II. 63
She thus begins, And sobbing, blubbers forth her sins.

1749 FIKLDING Tom Jones xvn. iii, Western, whose eyes
were full of tears .. blubbered out 'Don't be chicken-
hearted '.

3. inlr. To weep effusively ; to weep and sob

unrestrainedly and noisily. (Generally used con-

temptuously and in ridicule for 'weep'.)
c 1400 Test. I*&vc n. (15601 283/1 Han women none other

wrech . . but blober and wepe till hem list stint. 1530
PALSGR. 458/1, I blober, I wepe, je pleure. a 1553 UDALL
Royster D. in. iv, What, weep? Fie for shame! And
blubber? 1563 PHAER sEneid ix. Bbivb, Shee blobbryng
still, and kindlyng further greif. 1605 B. JOSSON Volpone
n. vij. Wks. (1616) 477 What, blubbering ? Come, drie those
teare.-,. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. xliv. (1804) 292 He
blubbered like a great school-boy who had been whipt.
i8a6 SCOTT Woodst. iv, Phtebe Mayflower blubbered heartily

forcompany. i8S7Ht'GHEs Tom Brawn viii.(i87i) 179.

4. trans. To wet profusely or disfigure (the face)
with weeping; to beweep. Also^". (The notion

of 'swell with weeping' is later, and influenced

by BLUBBER a.}
1584 GREENE Card ofFancy Wks. 1882 IV. 164 Whome

he found all blubbered with tears. 1596 SPENSER !'. Q. n. i.

13 Her face with teares was fowly blubbered, a 1631 DONNE
Serr/t. Iv. 553 God sees Teares in the heart of a man before

they Blubber his face. 1638 SUCKLING Aglaura v. i. (1646)
56 The pretty flowers blubber 'd with dew.

b. transf.
1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. I. (18731 242 Tram-

mels and pot-hooks which the little . . Elkanahs blotted
and blubbered across their copy-books.

Blubbera'tion. = BLUBBERING : see -ATION.
i8ia H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr. (18331 J 55 They sung a

quartetto in gtand blubberation.

Blu'bbered, ///. a. Also 6 bloubred. [f.

ULUBBEB v. + -ED.] Flooded with tears; said of

the eyes, cheeks, face ; in later usage also, swollen
and disfigured with weeping.
C157S Cambyses in Hazl. Dodslcy IV. 208 With blubb'red

eyes into my arms I will thee take. 1591 SIENSLR Daphn.

551 Did rend his haire, and beat his blubbred face, c 1630
DRUMM. OF HAVVTH. lv

r
ks. 51 A blubber'd band Of weeping

virgins. 1718 PRIOR Poems 96 Dear Cloe, how blubber'd
is that pretty Face ? 1860 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun (1878)
I. vii. 86 Representing the poor girl with blubbered eyes,

t 2. Loosely used for BLUBBER a. : Swollen ;
a.

said of thick protruding lips. Obs.

1634 Si RT. HERBERT Trav. 14, I omit their flat noses, and
blnbberd lips, bigge enough without addition. 1697 DRYDEN
I'irg. Eclog. in. 35. 1714 GAY Skeph. Week m. 39 Her
blubber'd Lip by smutty Pipes is worn.

fb. Jiff. Inflated like a bubble. Obs. rare.

1699 POMFRET Poents (1724) 72 S well'd with Success and
blubber'd up with Pride.

Blubberer (bl^-bara-i). [f. as prec. + -EH 1

.]

One who blubbers or weeps violently.
1786 tr. Bedford's Vathek (18681 29 Without the counsels

<-f that blubberer. a 1848 MARRYAT R. Rteffrxxjdt The
blubberer in the smock-frock.

Blu'bberincr, vbl. sb. [f. as
prec.

+ -Ufa1.]
The action of weeping profusely and noisily.

1580 NORTH PIittarc/i (1676) 172 Lamentations made at

the funerals of the dead, with blubbering and beating tliem-

selues. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. xi, 22 He was

angry, and said . . Cease your blubbering. 187* DARWIN
Emotions vi. 156 Paroxysms of violent crying or blubbering.

Bltrbbering, ppl. a. Also 4-5 bloberond.

[f. as prec. + -IXG-.]

fl. Bubbling, gurgling (like a spring). Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 9642 Till the bloberond blode blend

with the rayn. 1646 CRASHAW Steps to Temp. 33 At my
feet the blubb'ring mountain, Weeping, melts into a foun-

tain, 1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland xxi. 363 The bottom of

this is also full of little blubbering springs.

2. Shedding tears profusely (obs.) ; weeping and

sobbing noisily and unrestrainedly. A contemp-
tuous expression for 'weeping'.
1581 NEWTON Sffieca's Thebais 49 b, My trickling teares,

my blubbring Eyes, may put you out of doubt. 1753 JANK
COLLIER Art Torment, 46 Begone out of my sight, you
blubbering fool. 1862 Sat. Rev. 13 Sept. 3^1 The some-
what scornful astonishment which is aroused in the unde-

veloped Knglibh mind when it is first called upon to sym-
pathize with the blubbering demigods of Ilium.

Hence Elirbberingly culv.

1835 BECKFORO Recoil. 116 Donna Inez was called . . and
embraced by his right reverence most blubberingly. 1844
TuiM'KR Crock ofG. xxv. 202 She .. kept calling blubbcr-

irjgly
for

'

Simon, -poor dear Simon'.

Bltrbberous, rt.^BLUBJSEK a.

1863 SALA Caf>t. Dang. II. ii. 65 They went Raving Mad,
gnawing tlitir Tongues and poor blubberous Lips to pieces.

Blubbery (blc-b^ri), a.
[f.

BLUBBER sb. + -Y 1
.]

Of the nature of (whale's) blubber. Also_/#.
1791 E. DAKWIN Kot t Card. i. 44 Spears and javelins

pierce his blubbery sides. 1853 LAN DOR Last Fruit (18531

345 Democracy is the blubbery spawn begotten by the
drunkenness of aristocracy. 1880 Daily Tel. 20 Sept., The
gelatinous and blubbery surface of the whale's body.
Blu'cher. [Named after the Prussian com-
mander Field-Marshal von Blu'cher (bliix

y
er), but

commonly mispronounced (blu'tfw) or (bl'kaa).]
1. A strong leather half-boot or high shoe, the

actual pattern varying with the fashion.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. \. ili. (1838' 25 Ink-bottles alter-

nated with . . tobacco-boxes, Periodical Literature, and
Blucher Boots. 1854 THACKERAY Newcomes I. 130 My
own bootmaker wouldn't have allowed poor F. B. to ap-
pear in Bluchers. 1859 Sat, Rev. 19 Feb. 220/2 If they
[ ladies] will trample on us with a hobnailed blucher.

2. (See quots.)
1864 Soc. Sc. Rcz>. I. 406 The railway companies recog-

nize two oth^r classes of cabs, called the 'privileged '. . and
the 'Blucher*' named after the Prussian Field Marshal
who arrived oh ihe field of Waterloo only to do the work
that chanced to be undone. 1870 Athenaeum 5 Mar. 328
Non-privileged cabs, which are admitted to stations after

all the privileged have been hired, are known as Bluchers.

t Blu'dder, v. Obs. Perhaps = To blunder ;

perh. To talk stuff; cf. BLETHER, BLUTHER. (Much
used by Bale.) Hence Bhrddering///. a.

1553 BALE Vocacyon in Hart, Misc. <Malh.) I. 359 The
blinde bludderinge papistes. 1554 Declar, Banner's Ar-
fult-s xxxvi. (D.) This bussard, this beast, and this blud-

tlering papiste.

Bladder, variant of BLUTHER v.

Blude, Sc. and north, dial, form of BLOOD.

t Blude-black. Obs. rare- 1
. (See quot.)

1647 LILLY C/ir. Astral, viii. 60 The Bat or Blude-black,
Crow, Lapwing. I? for ttinde b[l\ack.}

Bludgeon (blardgan). [Not found before the

1 8th c. : origin unknown.
Blogon (with g ->) is quoted by Dr. Whitley Stokes from

the Cornish drama Origo Mitndi I? 141)1 c.i, but its rela-

tion to the English is uncertain. Other Celtic etymologies
sometimes proposed are on many grounds untenable. A
Du. vb. bludscn to bruise, has also been compared ; and it

has been suggested that the word is of cant origin, con-
nected with olood,\

A short stout stick or club, with one end loaded
or thicker and heavier than the other, used as a

weapon.
1730 BAILEY, Bludgeon, an oaken stick or club. 1755

Gentl. Mag. XXV. 135 These villains . . knocked him down
with a bludgeon. 1798 in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1862) III.

413 They were attacked by nine men . . armed with swords
and short bludgeons. 1818 SCOTT //r/,./I//V//.u873) 59 Scarce

any weapons but .staves and bludgeons had been yet seen

among them. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xvHi. 103
Called by the annalists the parliament of bats or bludgeons.

b. Comb, bludgeon-mau, one armed with a

bludgeon ; bludgeon-work, fighting with blud-

geons, hand-to-hand fighting.
1707 W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. XXII. 528 Assisted by

the bludgeon-men ofsome powerful faction. 1813 WELLING-
TON Let, 5 Aug. in Gurw. Disp. X. 602 The battle of the
28th was fair bludgeon work.

Bltrdgeon, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To strike or

fell with a bludgeon or similar weapon.
1868 DORAN Saints $ Sin. I. 295 Such a preacher, .would

be bludgeoned into a mummy. 1884 Pall Mall G. 15 Oct.

3/1 To bludgeon an opponent who has a sharp tongue.

Blu'dgeoned, a. [f. BLUDGEON j. + -

Armed with a bludgeon, or with bludgeons.
1780 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 194/2 They had a blud-

geoned mob waiting for them in the street. 1831 Eraser's

Mag. IV. 505 The bludgeoned fury of the rabble.

Bhrdgeoner, -ee'r. [f. as prec.+ -EBVEEK.]
One who uses, or is armed with, a bludgeon.
1852 Bluckiv. Mag. 224 Those brutal bludgeoneers. .go out

. . in gangs to poach. 1855 TROLLOPE Warden xiv. 144 Old
St. Dunstan with its smiting bludgeoners has been removed.

Blu(e, obs. pa. t. of BLOW z/.i

Blue (bl, bl;, a. Forms : 3 bleu, 3-8 blew,
4 blu(e, bluw(e, 4-5 blwe, 4-6 blewe, 7- blue.

[ME. blew, a. OF. bleu y a Common Romanic
word (=-Pr. blau, blava, OSp. blavo. It. dial.

biavo, med.L. blavus], ad. OHG. or OLG. bldw-

: OTeut. blwo-z blue, whence also ON. bid-, like-

wise adopted in ME. as bla> bio, now BLAE. The

corresponding OE. form bldw (or*<W#tf) is known

only in Erfurt Gloss. 1152,
*

blata, pigmentum :

haiii-blauuin*, and the derivative blikwcn (ibld-

?i'/0-)
'

perseus '. But neither of these survived

into ME., where their place was supplied by the

adoption of ON. bld
t
in sense of '

lividus', and of

F. bleu in sense of f c&ruleits'. The OTeut. blxwo-

was perh. cognate with \-,.fldmis yellow (though
bldwO'Z would be the expected Teutonic form),
the names of colours having often undergone
change in their application ; thus OSp. blavo was
'

yellowish-grey '. (The guess that bl&wo- was
derived from the stem *bliuwan, Goth, bligg-
wan to beat, as

'

tiie colour caused by a blow'
is not tenable.) The present spelling blue is very
rare in ME., and hardly known in i6-i7th c. ; it

became common under French influence only after

1700. In pronunciation, nearly all the diction-

aries still recognize (bli/7), but the more easily

pronounced (bl; is general in educated speech.]
I. Properly.

1. The name of one of the colours of the spec-
trum

; of the colour of the sky and the deep sea ;

cerulean.
a 1300 [.see BLUE sb. i]. c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 423 Art

bou pe quene of heuenez blwe. 1366 Test. Ebor. (1836; I. 81

Unam robam blue. 1394 Ibid. I. 198 Un drape de blew

.saye. 1381 WvcLiF L'.r. xxvi. 14 Another couertour of blew

skynnes. c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr$. T. 636 And by hire beddes
heed she made a mewe, And couered it with veluettes blewe

[v.r. blue, bluwe]. 1486 Bk. St. Albans A ij b, It hade
need to be died other green or blwe. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
94 Blewe, ceruleus. 1596 SPENSER Astroph. 185 The gods
..Transformed them.. Into one flowre that is both red
and blew. 1669 BOYLE Contn. Nrtv Exp. \. xliv. (1682) 153
Between blew and green. 1718 POPE Iliad y.\.

1^5
And to

blue Neptune thus the goddess calls. *797 COLERIDGE
Christabel \. Concl., The blue sky bends over all. 1855
DICKENS Dorrit i, A sea too intensely blue to be looked at.

1884 W. SHARP Mart/is I'oues, etc. 142 Bluer than bluest

summer air.

b. Said of the colour of smoke, vapour, distant

hills, steel, thin milk.
1601 SIIAKS. Ham. v. i. 277 The skyibh head Of blew

Olympus. 1718 POPE Dunciad in. 3 Him close she cur-

tain'd round with vapours blue. 1809 J. BARLOW Columb.
vn. 400 His blue blade waved forward. 1831 LYTTON
Godolph. xxxiv, That chain of hills . . stretched behind . .

their blue and dim summits melting into the skies, a 1859
DE QUNCEY Wki. (1863) II. 14 Skimmed or blue milk being
only one half-penny a quart in Grasmere. 1860 DICKENS
Uticomtn. Trav, xi. 107 Sails of ships in the blue distance.

c. Said of a pale flame or flash without red

flare
(as of lightning, etc.) ; e. g. in phr. To burn

lue, which a candle is said to do as an omen of

death, or as indicating the presence of ghosts or

of the Devil (perh. referring to the blue flame of

brimstone ; see De Foe, Hist. Devil ch. x.).

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill-, v. iii. 180 The Lights burne blew !

It is now dead midnight. 1601 Jul. C. i. iii. 50 The
crosse blew Lightning. 1611 BKAUM. & FL. Knt. Burn.

Pestle, Ribands black and candles blue For him that was
of men most true. 1649 BP. REYNOLDS Serin. Hosca. \. 54 In

a mine, if a damp come, it is in value to trust to your
lights, they will burn blew, and ditnme, and at last vanish.

1726 DE FOE Hist. Devil x, That jno^t wise and solid sug-

gestion, that when the candles burn blue the Devil is in the

room. 1824 BYRON Juan xvi. xxvi, His taper Burnt, and
not blue, as modest tapers use . . Receiving sprites.

d. Said of the veins as they show through the

skin. Cf. blue blood (see BLOOD 8).

1606 SHAKS. Ant, fy Cl. n. v. 29 There is Gold, and heere

My blewest vaines to kisse : a hand that Kings haue lipt.

1845 BROWNING Bishop orders Tomb, Some lump . . of lapis

lazuli .. Blue as a vein o'er the Madonna's breast. 1885



BLUE.
MRS. OLIPHANT Madam II. xxvi. 50 Blue veins showing
distinctly through the delicate tissue of his skin.

e. Often taken as the colour of constancy or un-
changingness (? with regard to the blue of the sky
or to some specially fast dye). Hence true blue
(Jig.) : faithful, staunch and unwavering (in one's
faith, principles, etc.) : sterling, genuine, real. See
also 6 b.

a 1500 Balade agst. Women Uncomt. in Stow's Chaucer
(1561) 34 To newe thinges your lust is euerkene. In stede
of blew, thus may ye were al grene. 1672 WALKER Parian
30 in Hazl. Eng. Prov., True blue will never stain. .674N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Seto. ,7, It being true blew Gotham
or Hobbes ingrain d, one of the two. 1703 HICKERINC.LI.

H 7
P

'

,'-

8
? ?he

-

ld Beau is r <=-BIew, to the
Highflown Principles [ofj King Edward's First ProtestantCh"rc

jl; 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. ,. s.v. Slue.
1. 1 he particular shade is expressed by words

prefixed, as clear, dark, deep, intense, light ; azure,
indigo, lavender, plum, sky, slate, ultramarine,
violet

; also by arbitrarywords, as Prussian, Berlin
royal, navy. See also BLUE s/>. 2.

14,5 Test. Etor. (1836) I. 382 Lectum de worstede de lightblewe etsadde blewe. ?<-,475 Sqr. lone Degre in Do,,:.
Arc/at. II 140 Damaske whyte and asure blewe. 1500HAWES Past. Pleas, xv.li. xii, Velvet, al ofIndy blewe. 161?
<-OTG

, C ouleurperse, skie-colour, azure colour .. light blue.
PEACHAM C//. Gentl. ,. xxiii. (1634) 78 That which

o
C
/i- u

ye C0 'our or heavens-bkw. 1882 Garden 18 Mar
183/3 Rich azure blue, dark blue. .violet blue, rich blue.
8. Livid, leaden-coloured, as the skin becomes

alter a blow, from severe cold, from alarm etc =
obs. BLO, and dial. BLAE. Black and blue: see
BLACK a. 13, BLAE i b. Cf. also BLUE EYE
1393 LANGL. P. PIC. iv. 125 pat fur shal falle and for-

brenne al to blewe [,377 bio] askes The houses and behomes of hem bat taken 3yftes. c 1485 Digby Myst. (,882)
.. 340, I shuld bete you bak and sidAyll if were blewe

II nil: U S"U"1- 1740 SMOLLETT Kott. Kami.
rj 3f, y

,

"gers
c.
ramPed ar>d my nose . . blue. 1814 SCOTT

Q "Jj
sles v.xxvi, His trembling lips are livid blue

rf. Jig. Affected with fear, discomfort, anxiety
etc. ; dismayed, perturbed, discomfited

; depressed
miserable low-spirited ; esp. in phr. To look blue.aim fun* (slang) : extreme nervousness, tremulous
dread.

y " 6 Than answerit Meg full blew

,0-oke-btt^SEte^-df&,:ne came to t the poor Lad look't Blew. 1783 AINSWORTH
tj !f } ?

' V 1 v ' Bl"e< He looked v y blue upon it,
valdeperturbatusfuit. 1840 DISRAEL, Cirr. w. Sister
(1886) 15 Great panic exists here, and even the knowin^
ones, .look very pale and blue. 1861 Sat. Rev. 23 Nov 5-4

raH H
nCOU

w
er
V',

e miserable Dr- Blandling in what is
called . a blue funk. 187, MAXWELL in Life 1:882) xii 382
L-ertamly gAMpM- Seos is the Homeric for a blue funk. 1883"a
zl'

rS g- Mar' I3o /1 r not a bit bll>e ver the pro-

t 4. Of the colour of blood
; ? purple Obs

,483 CM. ^/. 35 Blew [A. blowe], blodin's.
11. transf. andyf^.

5. Dressed in blue
; wearing a blue badge.

,598 B. JONSON Ev. man in Hum. n. iv, We that are Blue-
waiters. ,605 ARMIN Foole upon F. (,88o) 42 Blew John,that giues Food to feede wormes. ,647 MAY Hist. Parl. ,

'

J/
2

.,.

e
k'
ew auxiliary Regiment. ,709 Land. Gaz. No

r , '? Tt ? ?
of th(

;
blue *'t-Guards. ,883 READE

litjor 1 at t, Gainsborough s blue boy.
b. Slut Squadron : one of the three divisions

made of the English Fleet in the i;th c.
,665 Land. Gaz. No. 3/3, 17 or 18 sail of English Men of

j & fe v S1uadr n'- ?689 Ibid. No 2467/4 This

SSCfc fft^S /
*"** Admiral f the Blue Squadron,sailed from .. //,/. ,703 /W(/. No 8 6/ y. ^ ^ ^

Esq. [,s advanced] from Rear-Admiral of the Blue to be
'* j i r

the same Squadron. ,840 Penny Cycl. XVI,60 Admirals of the red, white, blue/squadrons bear a

LTga..anfmast"
^ f **"^ a' '' mai

C. Blue was formerly the distinctive colour for
the dress of servants, tradesmen, etc., also of
paupers, charity-school boys, almsmen, and in
Scotland of the king's almoners or licensed beg-
gars ; cf. blue apron (see 13), BLUE-BOTTLE, BLUE-
COAT, BLUE-GOWN.

d. See BLUE sb. 9.
6. Belonging to the political party which, in any

particular district, has chosen blue for its distinc-
tive colour. (In most parts of England the Con-
servative party.)

thl
8
^o5

I

^h
EU/%T SV

i<;<"-<'S86>35,
I .. have gained

3^s?a^5:h2'JSSpromise to vote blue. Ibid. lii. 297 This was a blue demon"stration a gathering of the Conservative clans.
D. True blue : (see above i e) specifically ap-

plied to the Scottish Presbyterian or Whig party
in the 1 7th c. (the Covenanters having adopted\blueas their colour in contradistinction to the royal
red) ; but also with any use of blue, as in quot
1 860 where it = '

staunchly Tory '.

,663 BUTLER Hud. i. i ,QI For his Religion it was fit Tomatcn his Learning and his Wit; 'Twas Presbyterian true

943

Blew 1785 BURNSA ntlwr's Earn. Cryxm, Dempster, a true
blue Scot Ise warran. ,818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. (1873) 75A tough true-blue Presbyterian, called Deans. 1860 TROI -

LOPE trainley P. i. ro There was no portion of the countymore decidedly true blue.

7. Of women : Learned, pedantic. See BLUE-
STOCKING. (Usually contemptuous^
1788 MAD. D/ARBLAY Diary (1842) IV. 219 Nobody would

have thought it more odd or more blue. ,813 MAR EDGE-
WORTH'Patron. II xxvi. 1,7 They are all so wise, and so
learned, so bl,u. 1834 SoUTHiiy Doctor xv. (1862) 37 A Lady
. . bluer than ever one of her naked, woad-stained ancestors
appeared.

. 1842 DICKENS ,4 r. AW(i85o) 38/2 Blue ladies
there are, m Boston 1864 Spectator No. 1875.660 A clever,sensible woman, rather blue.
8 - fig- Often made the colour of plagues and

things hurtful. Cf. senses i c., 3 b., and BLUE
DEVIL.

,74=i YOUNG Nt.,TA.v. IS7 Riot, pride, perfidy, blue vapoursbreathe. 1742 R. BLAIR Grave 628 Racking pains, And
bluest plagues, are thine. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet
(Morell) is. v. Blue, It was a blue bout to him, istud illi
fatalefmi. 1847 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., Black Mo,,sg,,et
II. xv, I hose mischievous Imps, whom the world Has
strangely agreed to denominate '

Blue.' 1856 BRYANT OnA evmt. Country \, The mountain wind.. Sweeps the blue
streams of pestilence away.
9. colloq. Indecent, obscene. Cf. BLUENESS 4.
10. Phrases

(colloq.). Till all is blue : said of
the effect of drinking on the eyesight. By all that's
blue : cf. Fr. parblcu (euphem. for pardieu )

^
6l6

i,

R
'j
C ' f""'/^- v. 1835 They drink . . Vntiil their

adle heads doe make the ground Seeme blew vnto them.

nnr
?

l -S^
r
\ ,

M"g ' ^VI1;,313 Cracking jokes and bottles,until all is blue. 1840 MARSYAT Poor Jack xxiii, 'The
black cat, by all that's blue !' cried the captain 1860 BIRTLETT D 'LETT Did. Amer., Blue '. . a synonym 'in 'the tippler"'*
vocabulary for drunk '. To drink '

till all's bit
' '

exceedingly tipsy.
Till alfs Blue : carried to the.utmost' a phrase"borrowed

,867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bt, s..

,
--

-.- ..'led to the utmost a phrase borrowed
from the idea of a vessel making ont of port, and gettin
into blue water.

III. Comb.
11. General combinations : a. qualifying the

names of other colours, as blue-green, -grey, -lilac,
purple, -roan, -violet, -white

; also BLUE-BLACK
'

-855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 2II His eyeballs, flashing witha blue-green glare. ,859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede 6, The keen
glance of her "blue-grey eye. ,882 Garden 2 Dec. 481/2Ihe colour vanes from a deep "blue-purple to a bright
violet-purple. ,687 /,,/. fia,. N . JLJ A Mare Of
blue roan colour. ,88, Daily News 24 Feb. 3-1 A blue

roan . . which won at Oxford last summer. ,870 ROOD
Chromatics ix. 122 The three fundamental colours red
green, and 'blue-violet.

b. parasynthetic and instrumental, as blue-
aproned [f. blue apron + -ED 2], -backed, -blooded,
-blouscd, -chequed, -coloured, -faced, -flowered,
-haired, -laid [see LAID], -lined, -mantled,-stained,
-throated, -veined, -washed, -winged; blue-glanc-
ing, -glimmering.
,640 BP. HALL Chr. Moder. 33/1 A separatist, a *blue-

aproned man, that never knew any better school than his
shop-board. ,63, CLEVELAND Poems 51 On ?. W. 17 A fair

A 'blue-backed gull, and a curlew. ,863 KINGSLF.Y Water
/,^.m. 129 Like an old "blue-blooded hidalgo of Spain.
,8,5 SCOTT Guy M. xxxix, The Dominie, taking his 'blue-
checuued handkerchief from his eyes. ,858 W. ELLIS Visits
Madagasc. xi. 280 The little . . 'blue-flowered lobelia ap-
peared m great abundance. ,647 H. MORE SmgofSmlnm. I. xxii, The Sun, the Moon, the Earth, *blew-glimmeringHel. ,634 MILTON Comma) This isle . . He quarters to his
blue-haired deities. ,855 KINGSLF.Y Heroes v. 167 Posei-don the blue-haired king of the seas. c,86s J. WYLDE in

nij'r *,
I5

-
3

'-

1
V,
ream and *blue-laid paper. ,658 MAYOld Couple i. i. mDodsley (1780) X. 448 The blushing rose,

blue-mantled violet. ,86z ANSTED Channel fsl. n. ix (ed a)
205 note, The 'blue-throated warbler (Sylvia suecica} maybe named as a rare visitor. 1593 SHAKS. Ven. f, Ad. 135Ihese blue-veined violets, whereon we lean. ,797 COLE
RIDGE Christabel I. ix, Her blue-veined feet unsandal'd
were. ,878 GEO. ELIOT Coll. Break/. 60 A 'blue-winged
butterfly.

12. Used more or less descriptively and distinc-
tively, in forming the names of natural objects :

a. Animals, as blue -back, a species of bird
blue-breast, the Blue-throated Redstart or War-
bler

; blue bull, the Nyl-gau or Nhilgai of India
;blue oat, a Siberian cat valued for its fur

; blue'
cooks, the Salmo albus

; blue fox, a variety of the
Arctic fox, and its fur; blue hawk, (a.) the Pere-
grine Falcon (F. peregrinus) ; (/,.] the Ring-tailed
Harrier (Circus cyan;us\, also called blue glcdeand blue kite

; blue-head, a worm used as bait
blue poker, a kind of duck, the Pochard

; blue-
poll, the Salmo albus

(
= blue oocks) ; blue-rock

a kind of pigeon ; blue-throat, a bird, the Sylvia
suecica

; blue tit, the Blue Titmouse ;
= BLUE CAP

4; blue-wing, name of a genus of ducks. Also
blue goose, jay, linnet, shark, etc.; and in the
names of many artificial angling flies, as blue dun
blue gnat, blue jay, etc. Also BLUE-BIRD, BLUE-
BOTTLE, BLUE-CAP, BLUE-PISH.

1883 Century Mag. Sept. 684/1 The blue^back's 'nest 'was
scarcely a foot from the ground. 1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland
324 We disturbed a 'blue Arctic fox. ,884 Daily News 27

BLUE.
Oct. 2/i Costly fur, such as sable, blue fox, otter, or beaver
,875 STOHEHETOK Brit.Sports ,. v. xi. 6 3 . 3,2 The Marsh-worm or 'Blue-head is found in moist .. localities. 1530I ALSOR. 9,1 Ihe *blewe kyte, fault ferdrier. 1780 G.WHITE Selbmie xbv. in, I readily concur with you in sup-
posing that house-doves are derived from the small 'blue
rock pigeon ,863 H. KIXCSLEY A. Elliot, A cage contain-
ing nve-and-twenty 'blue-rocks'. ,845 Card. Citron. 86Ihe robin . . seems to fear the 'blue-tit.

b. Plants, as blue-berry, the name of various
species of Vacciniu,,,, especially the American V
forymbosum ; blue-blaw, blue-cup, Ccntaurea
cyanus ;

= BLUEBOTTLE i
; blue chamomile or

blue daisy, the Sea Starwort, and other blue
composite flowers

; blue-gage, a kind of plum ;

blue-grass (f/.S.), 'various species of Carex'
(Miller Plant-names) ; also WIRE-GRASS, Poa
compressa, of N. America

; blue gum (tree), the
Eucalyptus globulus of Australia

; blue -hearts,
hitchnera amcricana

; f blue-pipe, the Lilac;
fblue poppy (dial.}, BLUEBOTTLE i

; blue rocket,
Aconitum pyramidale ; blue tangles, Vaccinium
frondosum ; blue-weed, Viper's Bugloss, Echium
vulgare. Also in numberless specific names, as
blue Crane's-bill, etc. See also BLUEBELL, BLUE-
BONNET, BLUEBOTTLE.
,773-84 COOK Voy. (1790) VI. 2181 'Blue-berries, black,

berries cran-berries, and crow-berries. ,883 Harper'sT T r?
3/
J*
We are Casting now upon blue-berries.

,578 LVTE Dodocns n. xiii. 161 This floure is called . . of
lurner blew bottell, and 'Blewblaw. ,60, HOLLAND Pliny

iii
9
li

S00ner hath the Rose Plaied his Part, but thebew-blaw entereth the stage. ,6,1 COTCR., Slaveries,Hew bottles, Blew blawes, Corne-flowers. ,597 GERARDHerbal Ixxxvu, 334 Women that dwell by the sea side,call ,t.. blew Daisies, or 'blew Camomill. ,88, MisshRADDON Asp/,. II. 95 The purple bloom of grapes and*b ue-gages. ,879 SIR G. CA^I-BELL Black f 1Y/, i< The
blue grass of Kentucky is famous

; though it is not blue at

oi r/
gree

.

n> and ver
>' like our common natural grassOS* Harper's Mag. Oct. 715/1 The blue-grass country is

reached by traversing central Virginia and Kentucky, /bid.
719/2 The blue-grass . . is not blue at all . . It is

'

blue lime-
stonegrass properly. 1808 HOME in Phil. Trans. XCVIII
305 Ihe tender shoots of the 'blue gum tree. ,845 DARWIN
( oy. Aat. iix. (,873) 435 The trees with the exception ofsome of the Blue-gums. 1884 i9M Cent. Feb. 321 The Euca-
lyptus glebnlus or Blue Gum tree of Australia, has a special

^'^of^ntagomsing
the spread of malaria. ,697 J. PETI-

Pipe Tree.

c. Minerals, as blue asbestos = CROCIDOLITE
;

blue-billy (see quots.) ; blue copper, blue mala-
chute, = AZURITE ; blue copperas, blue stone,blue vitriol, sulphate of copper (see VITRIOL^

;blue felspar, blue spar, = LAZULITE
; blue iron

= VIVIANITE
; blue lead (see quots.) ; blue

metal, name given by the workmen to a sulphideof copper obtained during the process of copper-
smelting ; blue slipper, local name of the Gault
clay. Also blue Verditer, etc. See also BLUE-JOHN
f,865 LETHEBY in Circ.Sc. I. ,18/1 Carbonic acid, cy-

anogen, and sulphuretted hydrogen, are extracted from the
gas ; these combine with the lime, and produce a com-
pound, which is technically termed "blue-billy. ,88, RAY-
.MONO MimngCloss., Blue-billy, the residuum of cupreous
pyrites after roasting with salt. Ibid.,

'
Blue-lead (pro-nounced like the verb to lead), the bluish auriferous graveland cement deposit found in the ancient river-channels of

California ,875 URE Diet. Arts I. 407 'Blue Lead aname used sometimes by the miners to distinguish galenafrom the carbonate, or white lead. ,88, Daily News A
great deal of the most charming scenery of the UnderclirT
...

is due to the freaks of what is locally called the ' *blue
slipper. ,883 Knowledge i June 323/2 Crystals of pure'Milestone (sulphate of copper, CuSOA ,770 WATSON in

o i zr '.

LX ' 332
"Blue vitrio1 ' corrosive sublimate.

,856 Farmers Mag. Jan. 90 The qualities of blue vitriol
used for soaking wheat.
13. Special combinations or phrases, f blue

apron, one who wears a blue apron, a tradesman;
blue blanket, the banner of the Edinburgh
craftsmen

; fig. the sky ;
blue blood (see BLOOD

8) ; blue dahlia, an expression for anything
rare or unheard of; blue disease, a popu-
lar name for Cyanosis ; blue fire, a blue light
used on the stage for weird effect

; hence at-
tnb. sensational (cf. sense I c); blue flint (see
qnot.) ; blue heat, a temperature of about 550
Fahr., at which ironwork assumes a bluish tint ;

blue jacket, a sailor (from the colour of his

jacket) ; esp. used to distinguish the seamen from
the marines; blue jaundice (

= blue disease);
blue laws, severe Puritanic laws said to have
been enacted last century at New Haven, Con-
necticut, U. S.

; hence fig. ;
blue light, a pyro-

technical composition which burns with a blue flame,
used also at sea as a night-signal ; blue line (in
Tennis), the service-line (so coloured) ; blue
mantle, the dress, and the title, of one of the four
pursuivants of the English College ofArms; blue
Monday, (a.) the Monday before Lent ; (t.) a
Monday spent in dissipation by workmen (cf.
Ger. der blaue Montag ) ; blue moon

(colloq.'] a
rarely recurring period ; blue-mould, -the mould'of



BLUE.

this colour produced upon cheese, consisting of a

fungus, Aspergillus glaucus ; hence blue-moulded,
-moulding a.

;
blue ointment, mercurial oint-

ment ; Blue Peter, a blue flag with a white

square in the centre, hoisted as the signal of im-
mediate sailing; hence, in ]Vhist, The playing a

higher card than is needed, as a signal or '
call

'

for trumps ;
blue pill, a mercurial pill of anti-

bilious operation ; hence blue-pilled a. ; blue
point (see POINT) ;

blue pot, a pot made of a
mixture of clay and graphite, a black-lead crucible

;

blue ruin (slang}, gin, usually of bad quality ;

blue water, the open sea. See also BLUE-BEARD,
BLUE-BOOK, etc.

1726 AMHERST Terry Fil. xliii. 230 For, if any saucy
"blue apron dares to affront any venerable person . . all

scholars are immediately forbid to have any dealings or
commerce with him. 1599 JAS. I. Basil. Doron (1603) 51
If they in any thing be controlled, up goeth the ^lew-
blanket. 1780 \titk\ Historical Account of the Blue Blanket
or Craftsmen Banner, with the Prerogatives of the Crafts of

Edinburgh. 1828-41 TYTLER Hist. Scotl. 11864) 1 1. 224
Calling out the trained bands and armed citizens beneath
a banner presented to them on this occasion (1482] and de-
nominated the Blue Blanket. 1726 DE FOE Hist. Dc-cil i. v,
We must be content till we come 'tother side the Blue-
blanket, and then we shall know. 1875 C.L. KENNEY J

^1.309 Many persons living
English auxiliaries were termed "Blue Flints by the peasants
of Vendee, from the unusual colour of the Hints in their

musket-locks. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 328 The iron
came to about, or rather above, a "blue heat. 1879 Casscll s

Techn. Educ, IV. 400/1 A temperature known as a blue or
black heat. 1830 MARRYAT King's Own ii, Every "blue
jacket

'

would walk over. 1859 L. OLIPHANT Elgin's Mian.
China I. 128 The ladders . . were soon swarming with ma-
rines and bl ue-jackets. 1876 E.MKRSON Ess, Ser. i. viii. 204
Simple hearts . . play their own game in innocent defiance uf
the 'Blue-laws of the world. 1805 NKLSON Disp. (1846) VII.
57, I had rather that all the Ships burnt a '

blue-light. 1833
MARRYAT P. Simple 118631 5 1 "Blue lights and Catharine
wheels . . all firing away. 1616 BL'U.OKKR, *Bleivmantlc,
the name of an office of one of the Purseuants at armes. 1766
ENTICK London IV. 27 The four pursuivants . . are Roiigt:-
croix, Bluemantle, Rougedragon, and Portcullis. 1814
SCOTT W'av. ii, A tie which Sir F.verard held as sacred :is

either Garter or Blue-Mantle. 1885 Harpers Mag. 873-'!
The workman getting sober after his usual

*'
blue Monday '.

1876 Miss HKADDON J Haggard's Dau. xxiv. 246 A fruit

pasty once in a 'blue moon. 1869 E. YATKS II 'recked in Port
xxii. 242That indefinite period known ;tsa

' blue moon '. 1664
Phil. Trans. I. 28

"

Blew mould and Mushromes. 1863 Cornh.
Mag.i Roundab. Papers xxvii, Carps . . with great humps of
blue mould on their old backs. 1864 C. O'Dowo Men ^
Worn. 7 The Austrians, as Paddy says, are

'

blue-moulded
for want of a beatin. [The expression is usually

' blue-

mouldy for want of a bftting'.J 1876 Daily Xeu>s 3 Nov.
55 If this [bad weather] continues there is a danger ofus all

getting blue-moulded. 1823 BYRON Juan xi. Ixxxiii, It is

time that I should hoist my* 'blue Peter', And sail for a new
theme. 1862 MAYHEW Crim, Prisons 23 At the foremast
head . . the ' blue Peter

'

was flying as a summons to the
hands on shore to come aboard. ^1875 Beaton's Handy Bk.
Games 358 Since the introduction of Blue Peter, the ne-

cessity of leading through your adversary's hand has be-
come less and less. 1794-1824 D F

!SRAF,LI Cur. Lif. t
Med.

ff Mar., The most artificial logic . . may be swallowed with
the ""blue pill, or any other in vogue. 1861 E. MAYHKW
Dogs 102 A few years ago .. blue-pill with black draught
literally became a part of the national diet. 1871 PLAXCH
A". Christmas, There are blue devils which defy blue
pills. 1827 FARADAY Chetn. Manip. iv. 85 The . . crucibles
for this purpose are known by the name of *blue-pots. 1819
MOORE Epist.fr. T. Cribb 15 One swig of ^Blue Ruin is

worth the whole lot ! 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. x. 334
This latter [Potheen] I have tasted, as well as the English
Blue-Ruin, and the Scotch Whisky. 1833 MARRYAT P,
Simple 11863) 202 When we once are fairly out of harbour,
and find ourselves in "blue water.

i,
s/>. [the adj. used absol. or elliptically.]

1. Blue colour. (It may have a plural.)

(18611 258 Right Coventry blue. <ii6s6 Bp. HALL Occns.
Medit. (1851) 59, I do not like these reds and blues. 1810
HENHY Elem. Chem. (1826) I. 224 Its solution . . first reddens,
and then destroys, vegetable blues. 1821 CRAIG Led.
Drawing v. 270 Begin with the blue of the sky. 1846
RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. n. i. vii. 21 The blue of distance,
however intense, is not the blue of a bright blue flower.

2. A pigment of a blue colour: usually with
some defining word prefixed, as Prussian, French,
cobalt, smalt, ultramarine, royal.
1862 Handbk. Water-Col. iWinsor & Newton) 19 French

blue or Imitative Ultramarine. 1862 Lond. Rev. 26 July
87 Another highly valued and brilliant variety of Prussian
blue, commercially known as Turnbull's blue.

b. spec. A blue powder used by laundresses.
1618 ROWLANDS Nt. Raven (1620) 34 Set her to starch a

band, (I vow tis true] She euer spoyles the same with too
much blew. 1800 .Van Ana. Direct. 231 Walton & Mitchel,
Blue-makers, 10 Silver-street. 1812 KITCHINKR Cook's Oracle
500 As much powder Blue as will lie on a sixpence.

3. Blue clothing or dress ; spec, a kind of stuff.

1482 CAXTOX Chron. Eng. cell. 321 The kyng . . clad in
blewe. 1527 MS. Invent. T. Cronnvrll, A rydyng cote of
browne blewe weltyd with tawney vellet. 1611 BIBLE Ezek.
xxiii. 6 The Assyrians . . Which were clothed with blew.

1721 C. KanSrtt. Men*. 1 1. 06 Plunkets, Violets, and
Blues, formerly made in Suffolk. 1759 1!. MAHIIN .Vat.
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Hist. Eng. II. 53 Needham . . which had a good trade
once for Blues and Broad Cloths.

4. Elliptically, for blue species or varieties of

animals, objects, or substances, the nature of which
is, explained by the context, e.g. one of the blue
butterflies (Polyomma/iis* ;

a blue artificial fly used
in angling ; a blue potato, etc. ;

blue china, etc.

1787 BEST AnfUKf^A, 2) 115 The sky-coloured blue . . is

a neat, curious, and beautiful fly. 1838 DICKENS Mem.
Grhnaldi ii. 22 Capturing no fewer than four dozen Dart-
ford Blues. 1845 Morn. Chron. 22 Nov. 5/2 The potatoes
were salmons and blues. 1860 GOSSE Rout. Nat. Hist . 5 On
the . . open downs the lovely little

' blues
'
are frisking in

animated play. 1884 IHd. Nov. 833/2 Bits of old Nankin
' blue '.

5. a. The sky ; b. The sea.

1647 H. MOKF Sotig ofSoul II. App. Ixxxvii. 99 Ne any
footsteps in the empty Blew. 1738 WESLKY J'salms cxlvii.

iv, Thru' the etherial blue. 1821 BYRON Cnin II. i. 144 Oh, how
we cleave the blue ! 1850 TENNYSON In Mettt. cxiv, Drown'd
in yonder living blue The lark becomes a sightless song.
1861 L. NOBLE Icebergs 63 Far out upon the blue were

many sails. 1876 GKO. ELIOT Dan. l)er. IV. liv. 102 Where
one may float between blue and blue.

Q. = Blne Squadron (see BLUE a. ~, b .

1703 [see BLUE a.. 5 b]. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Ad-
miral, Thus we say the Admiral of the red, the Admiral of
the blue. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson 72 Sir Horatio Nelson, as
rear-admiral of the blue, carried the blue flag at the mizen.

7. //. Applied to various companies of troops,

distinguished by wearing blue. a. The Royal
Horse Guards, in 1690 distinguished from b as

the ' Oxford Blues', from their commander, the

Earl of Oxford, b. Dutch troops of \Villiam III.

c. The troops of the French Republic of 1792.
1766 WRSLLY yrnl. 16 July, A whole troop of the Oxford

Blues, .kept them in awe. nl* EjeatMtner 12 Oct. 652/2 The
Blues are about to embark for Spain. 1813 WELLINGTON
Let. in Gurw. /)/$/. X. 69, I have been appointed Colonel

|

of the Blues. 1848 MACAULAY///*!
1

. P.ng. xvi, While vainly [

endeavouring to prevail on their soldiers to look the Dutch
j

Blues in the face, ilntf. I. 294 Another body of household '

cavalry distinguished by blue coats and cloaks, and still

called the Blues, was . . quartered in the neighbourhood of
the capital. 1878 TRIMEN Regiments Brit. Army 12 It was
also known as the ' Blue Guards

'

during the campaign in
|

Flanders 1742-45, and is now commonly called ' The Blues '.

j

8. As the colour worn by a party or faction I

.identified with different principles at different

times and places) ; hence, transf. an adherent of

j

such party. Also true blue : see BLUE a. i e, 6.

7S5 Gaitl. .Wag. XXV. 339 The blues being in the old

interest, and the yellows in the new. 1762 Ibid. 442
Honest true blues, a staunch, firm, chosen band. 1790
BURNS Election Ballad ix, As Queensberry blue and buff
unfurl'd. 1835 DISRAELI Cnrr. :u. Sister ( 18861 35 Labou-
chere has picked up many blues my colour). 1881 MORLEY
Cobden I. 91 Making citizenship into something loftier and
more generous than the old strife of Blues and Yellows.
9. Light blue and dark blue have become the

distinctive colours of the representatives both of
Eton and Harrow Schools, and of Cambridge and
Oxford Universities, in their rival athletic contests.

So the ' Dark Blues' denote Oxford men or Harrow
boys ;

'

to win his blue', or 'to be a Blue', is to be
chosen to represent his University or School in

rowing, cricket, etc.; 'an old Blue' is one who
has rowed or played in an inter-University contest.

1879 Daily News 7 Apr. 3/2 At the Creek . . the Light
Blues were all but clear of their opponents. 1882 18 Jan.

'

2/2 Ainslie, of Oriel . . may be successful in winning his
blue. 1883 Standard 8 May 3/7 There are five

' Old Blues'

playing. Ibid. 19 June 3/8 He has .. received his 'blue'.

1884 Q. Re-.: No. 316. 485 What [Eton] boy who has ' won
his blue', etc.

10. A 'Blue-coat boy'; a scholar of Christ's

Hospital.
1834 W. TROLLOPE (title) Christ's Hospital, with Account

of the Plan of Education . . and Memoirs of Eminent Blues.

11. Short for '

blue-stocking '.

1788 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary (18421 IV. 219 His literary pre-
ference of reading to a blue. 1813 BYRON Br. Abydos Ii, v.

note. Perhaps some of our own '
1'lnes

'

might not be worse
for bleaching. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 203 The company
ofvillage literati and village blues. 1832 DISRAELI Cnrr. iv.

Sister 118861 6 There were a great many dames there of dis-

tinction, and no blues. 1849 Miss MI-LOCH Ogilvicsu.tifyy
12 Every one talked of her as a '

clever woman ' ' a blue '.

b. transf. Female learning or pedantry.
1824 BY_RON Juan XVT. xlvii, She also had a twilight tinge

12. The blues for
'

blue devils^: depression of

spirits, despondency, colloq.
1807 W. IRVING Saltitag. (1824) 96 In a fit of the blues.

1887 Harper's Mag. Dec. 55 Come to me when you have
the blues.

13. Archery. (The second ring from the centre
of the target is coloured blue.
1882 Standard 31 Aug. 6/4 The prize for the lady making

the most blues., was won by Mrs. E., who made eight
blues. Ibid. The Lady Paramount's prize for most blues.

Blue, v. [f. the adj.]
.1. trans. To make blue

; spec, to heat (metal so
as to make it blue.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas (16211 466 Plaid the painter,

when hee did so gild The turning globes, blew'd seas, and
green'd the field. 1727 MATHER Yng. Man's Comp. ->oa To
Blew Skins. 1816 W. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XLI. J2 He
rivets coats of mail, Or the bright sword-blade in his oven '

BLUE BONNET.
blues. 1855 BROUNINC. Statue t, Bust, The blood that
blues the inside arm. 1881 GREENER Gun 253 Any amateur
may blue by placing the pan of charcoal upon a fire, and
burying the work to be blued in it.

2. To treat (linen) with blue (see BLUE sl>. i b).
1862 Land. A\T-. 16 Aug. 154 The articles of dress. . being

well starched, blued, and rough dried.

1 3. To cause to look blue, (or ? to blush). Obs.

1719 OZF.LL tr. Misson's Trav. Eng. 170 (D.) This action
set many of the company a laughing, which very much
blew'd the Countess.

1 4. intr. To blush, {slang.') Obs.

1709 STEELE & SWIFT Taller No. 71 r 8 If a Virgin
blushes, we no longer cry she Blues.

Bluebeard (bl;7-b!jd\ A personage of popu-
lar mythology, so called from the colour of his

beard. References are frequent in literature to the

locked turret-chamber, in which hung the bodies
of his murdered wives.
1822 DE QUINCEV Confess., That room was to her the

Blue-beard room of the house. 18 . . CARLYLE (in Brewer)
The Bluebeard chamber of his mind, into which no eye but
his own must look. 1854 BADHAM Halient. 29 About half
a mile from the town [Naples], are certain Bluebeard-looking
towers . . erected for the purpose of snaring wood-pigeons.
t Blue-beat, v. Obs. rare- 1

. To beat black
and blue ;cf. BLUE a. i).
a 1626 W. SCLATER Three Serin. (1629) 9 Therefore S. Paul

kept his body in subiection, and, that he might keepe it

vnder, blue-beate it.

Blue bell, blue'-bell. [see BELL jj.i 4.]
The popular name of two widely different flowers.

1. A species of Campanula ( C. rotitndifolia]
which grows on open downs, hills, and dry places,
and flowers in summer and autumn, with a loose

panicle of delicate blue bell-shaped flowers on
slender peduncles. This is the ' blue bell of Scot-

land *, and of the north of England, and of the

Elizabethan herbalists. Usually bl^be*!, or as

two words.)
1578 LYTE Dodoens n. xxiii. 174 Blew Belles [with a figure

of Campanula] whan their plante beginneth first to spring
up. . haue small rounde leaues. 1783 AINSWORTH La:.
Diet. iMorellj i, Blue bells, or bell flowers, Campanula_flore
c&rnleo. 1795 BURNS Their Groves rf sweet Myrtle ii,

Where the blue-bell and gowan lurk. 1837 LOCKHART Scott

(1839! VII. 178 He had scrambled to gather blue bells and
heath flowers, a 1872 W. MILLER The Blue Bell in Poets $
Poetry of Scotl. 1877 II. 340 For glaumorie is round the
sweet blue bell.

2. In the south of Eng. generally and in many
modern Eng. poets: ^bl;7'bel) a bulbous-rooted

plant, Scilla nutans (Hyacinthus non-scriptus
Linn.), growing in moist woods and among grass,
and flowering in spring, with a nodding raceme
of drooping narrow bell-like flowers.

(Those who call this 'blue-bell* or 'bluebell', generally
call the other '

hair-bell
'

or '
hare-bell '.)

1794 MARTYN Rousseau s Bot.x\\\\. 250 The Wild Hyacinth
or Blue-Bells of the European woods. 1802 SOUTHEV
'J'kalaba iv. xxiii, Amid the growing gruss The blue-bell

bends, the golden king-cup shines, And the sweet cowslip
scents the genial air. 1846 KEBLE Lyra Innoc. iv. vii. 121

Forest bluebells in a row Stoop to the first May wind.

1851 MARY HOWITT Sk. Nat. Hist. 83 The nodding Blue-
bell's graceful flowers, The Hyacinth of this land of ours.

Blur-bird.
1. A small perching bird allied to the Warblers

{Motacilla sialis Linn., Sylvia sialis Wilson, l\ry-
thaca M'ilsonii Swainson), common in the United

States, where it appears in early spring, taking its

departure in the autumn. Its upper part is sky-
blue ; breast and throat reddish-chestnut.
1688 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Tram. XVII. 096 A Bird they

call a Blew-bird, ofa curious azure colour, about the bigness
of a Chafinch. a 1813 A. WILSON (title) The American
Blue-Bird. 1846 LONGF. Not always May i, The blue-bird

prophesying spring. 1881 J. HAWTHORNE f~ort.Eooli.y.x\\\\ t

Blue-birds, with a flash of sky on their backs.

2. ?A species of albatross (Diomedea fuliginosa
'albatross of China,' Penny Cycl.'].

1731 MEDLEY Kolbens Cape G. Hope II. 152 The descrip-
tion . . of the Cape Blue-bird.

Blue-black, a. and sb.

A. adj. Black or dark with a tinge of blue.

1853 Q. Rw. Mar. 309 The coarse blue-black locks of the
North American squaw. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq, $ Mtrch.
II. i. ii Face closely shaven, chin blue-black where the
beard was . . repressed.

B. sb. A pigment of this colour.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Bitild. 416 Blue-Black is the
coal of some kind of wood burnt in a close heat. 1857
RUSKIN Elem. Drawing 41 Take cakes of lake, of gam-
boge, of sepia, of blue-black, of cobalt.

Hence Blue-blackness.
1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hur n. iv. 96 A bank of blue-black-

ness over in the west which they knew to be mountains.

Blue bonnet, -bo'nnet. [cf. BLUE-CAP.]
1. spec. A broad round horizontally flattened

bonnet or cap of blue woollen material, formerly
in general use in Scotland. Hence Blue-bcrn-
neted a.

1682 "2nd Plea Xonconf. 4 In a Jesuit's long Robes, and a
Scotish blew Bonnet. 1859 MASSON Milton I. 667 The
blue-bonneted and plaided peasantry of the shires.

2. transf. A blue-bonneted peasant, or soldier.
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxvi, Rob soon gathered an unco



BLUE BOOK.
band o' blue-bonnets at his back. 1820 Monast. xxv,When the Blue Bonnets came over the Border.
3. A Scotch name of species of Centaurea. as the

Bluebottle
; also of species of Scabious and other

round-headed blue flowers.

1863 MARG. PLUES Rambl. Wild Fl. 168 The com blue
bottle . . Its brilliant colour entitles it to its Scotch appella-
tion of Blue bonnet. The French call it bluet.
4. Dial, name of the Blue Tit-mouse ;

= BLUE-CAP.
Blue 1

book, blue'-book. A book bound in
blue

; now spec, one of the official reports of Par-
liament and the Privy Council, which are issued
in a dark blue paper cover.
I75 ASHMOLE Hist. Ord. Carlervl 155 The second ofthese

Books is called the Blue Book
; so called, being bound in

Blue velvet; it begins with the first year of Queen Maryand ends at the :8th of King Jac. i. 1824 {title] The RoyalBlue Book [published by T. Gardiner & Son, Princes St 1

1845 DISRAELI Sybil (,8631 185 On another table were ar-
ranged his parliamentary papers, and piles of blue books.
fig. 1881 SEELEY in Macm. Mag. XLV. 51/1 History

is the great Blue-book of the statesman.
b. U. S.

' A printed book containing the names
of all persons holding office under the government
of the United States, with their place of .birth,
amount of salary, etc.' Bartlett Dict.Amer. ( \ 860"'.

Blue-bottle.
1. The common name for the Blue Corn-flower

{Centaurea cyanus).
1551 TURNER Herbal \. N iv, Blewbottel groweth in the

corne. 1611 FI.ORIO, Battisegala, the weed blewbottle,
Corneflower, or hurtsickle. 1672 T. JORDAN Land. Tri in
Heath Grocers' Comf. (1860) 494 Grain . . intermingled with
yellow flowers, Blew-bottles and erratick Poppies 1704MARTVN Rousseau's Jial. xxvi. 402 Line Bottle whose
beautiful blue colour would have attracted regard, had it
been rare. 1863 PRIOR Plant-n. 26.

b. Applied vaguely to other blue flowers
1656 RIUGLEV Pract. Physic 118 Made of the flowers of

Succory or Blew-bottles. 1884 W. MILLER Plant-n. 15Blue Bottle, Scdla nutans, Centaurea cyanus, and various
other blue flowers.

2. A nickname for a man in a dark blue uni-
form, as a beadle or policeman. Also attrib.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II', v. iv. 22 {Addressing a beadle} I

will haue you as soundly swindg'd for this, you blue-bottle
[at Fol. blew Bottel'd] Rogue. 1607 Miseries EnforcedMarr in Hazl. Dodslcy IX. 47, How now, blue-bottle, are
you of the house 1 1864 SAI.A in Daily Tel. 13 Sept., Caught
in his own toils by the bluebottles of Scotland-yard.
3. Bluebottlefly : a fly (Musca vomitoria) with a

large bluish body ; the Meat-fly or Blow-fly.ri720 PRIOB'.Flies Poems (1741) 158 A Fly upon the
Chariot-Pole Cries out ' What Blue-bottle alive Did ever
with such fury drive?' 1817 BYRON Beppo Ixxiv, Hummin
like flies around the newest blaze, The bluest of bluebottles
you eer saw. 1822 W. IRVING Rraccb. Hall II. 199 The
buzzing of a stout blue-bottle fly

Bluebuck, transl. the Dutch name BI.AI-WBOK
1834 Penny Cycl. II. 88/2.

Blue--cap. [Cf. BLUE-BON.VET.]
1. A cap of blue material

; formerly worn by
servants and tradesmen (see BLUE a. 5 c.) ; the
' blue bonnet' of Scotchmen. Also attrib.
1674 FI.ATMAN Belly God 114 The Kentish Pippin's best,

I dare be bold, 1 hat ever blew-cap Costard monger sold
3. transf. One who wears this head-dress ; f a

Scotchman, a BLUE-BONNET (obs.).
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II', n. iv. 392 Well, hee is there too

and one Mordake,and a thousand blew-Cappes more 1627
B. F. Hist Edm. II (1680) 39 (D.) A rabble multitude of
despised Blue-caps encounter, rout, and break the flower of
England. 1663 in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793) 367 The precipi-
tate blue-cap . . would needs fall upon them at Dunbar.
0. dial. A salmon in its first year, a grilse ;

so
called because it has a blue spot on its head.
1677 in Ray's Corr. (1848) 127 These [salmon] have a

broad blue spot on their heads, and are therefore called
Blue-caps. 1865 COUCH Brit. Fishes IV. 220 In the west
of the Kingdom the name of Blue cap is applied by some
fishermen to the Salmon in the first year of its growth.
4. The Blue Titmouse (Parus cxrtiteus).
1804 WORDSVV. Kitten f, Falling L. 64 Where is he that

giddy sprite, Blue-cap with his colours bright, Who was
blest as bird could be. 1837 MACGILLIVRAY Hist. Brit,

fiirds^
II. 43r Blue Titmouse . . Blue-cap, Blue bonnet, etc.

5. The Blue Corn-flower
;

= BLUE BONNET 3.
1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 131 Till summer's blue-caps

blossom mid the corn.

6. A kind of ale.
1822 KITCHINER Cook's Oracle 60 The Irishman loves Us-

quebaugh, the Scot loves Ale called Blue-Cap.
t 7. A kind of stone. Obs.
1679 PLOT Stafford*!,. (1686) 158 A sort of stone from its

colour call d blew-cap, good for nothing
Blue coat, blue'-coat.
1. Formerly the dress of servants and the lower

orders
;
hence of almoners and charity children.

,,,'/
l6o Dis'r. Emperor i. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 169

I hou that has worne thy selfe and a blewe coate To equall
thryddbareness. l6iSE.\RLE Microcosm, liv. 117 Hisamient
beginning was a blue coat, since a livery.
2. One who wears a blue coat

; e.g. an almsman,
a beadle

;
a blue-coated soldier or sailor.

'593 SHAKS. i Hen. l"I, i. iii. 47 Draw men . . Blew Coats
to Tawny Coats. 1598 E. GILPIN Skial. iiS 7 8i 52 A. .swag-
gering blew-coate at an ale-house doore. 1608 DEHKI R
StJmaxLond.'Vflu. 1885 III. 149 This counterfeit Blew-
coate, running in all haste for his masters cloake-bag. 1699
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BENTLEV Phal. 222 That the fame.. could so soon reach
Phalariss ear in his Castle, through his Guard of Blue-
coats. 1862 iSat. Re-.'. 8 Feb. 159 The admiral became
gracious and condescend, ng to his brother bluecoats.

a. attrib. (for qnot. 1821 cf. BLUE-STOCKING.)
<*i53 G. DANIEL Idyll v. II5 In Blue-Coat Philosophy.a 1704 I . BROWN Pleas. Kp. Wks. 1730 I. no The blue coat

infantry. 1821 BYRON Juan iv. cix, The blue-coat misses
ol a coterie.

3. (More fully Blue^oat boy) : A scholar of a
charity school wearing the almoner's blue coat.
Of these schools there are many in England ; the
most noted being Christ's Hospital in London,
whose uniform is a long dark blue gown fastened
at the waist with a belt, and bright yellow stock-
ings. So attrib., as in Blue-coat Hall, Hospital
1665 PEPYS Diary i June, We . . saw all the funeral'

which was with the blue-coat boys and old men, all the
Aldermen, and Lord Mayor. 1691 Wooo^lM. O ran I

/i64 Among the blew coats in Ch. Ch. Hospital. 1701 Di-
FOE I'rue-born Eng. i. (1703) 13 From Blewcoat Hospitals
J
7
fj ni

' ' 4920/-J A General Meeting . . will be
held at Blue-coat-Hall in Christ's-Hospital. !86i NICHOLSON
Annals of Kendal 195 The Blue Coat School and Hospital
. . Ine advancement of the Charity and maintenance of the
blue-coat boys.

Blue'-COated, a. Wearing a blue coat
1691 WOOD At/i. O.von. II.Agi Hi- . . became Teacher oi

the Blew-coated-children in Ch. Ch. Hospital. 1820 SCOTT
Abbot xxi, A pair or two of blue-coated serving-men
Blue devil.
1. A baleful demon (cf. BLUE a. 3, 8).
1616 R. C. Times' M'histle vii. 3443 Alston, whose life hath

been accounted evill, And therfore calde by many the blew
devill. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bits. Ser. I. 11873! 364 He

. . keeps a pet sorrow, a blue-devil familiar, that goes with
him everywhere.
2. fig. in pi. Blue devils : a. Despondency, de-

pression of spirits, hypochondriac melancholy.
1787 [see Blue devilism below], 1798 G. COI.MAN (titlet

Blue Devils, a Farce. 1800 W. RHODES Bom. F,,r. i. (18361
8 Do the blue devils your repose annoy ? 1810 T. [EFFERSON
// rit. (1830) IV. 144 We have some-thing of the blue devils
at times. 1823 BYRON Jnaii x. xxxviii, Though six days
smoothly run, The seventh will bring blue devils or a dun.

b. The apparitions seen in delirium tremens.
1822 COBBETT Resid. U. S. 42 Just the weather to give

drunkards the 'blue devils'. 1830 SCOTT Dcmotwl. i. 18
I hey, by a continued series of intoxication, become subject
to what is popularly called the Blue Devils.

Hence Blue-de-vilage, Blue-de-vilism.
1787 BURNS Lett. Ixviii. Wks. (1875! 355 In my bitter hours

ot blue-devihsm. 1816 KLPHIXSTONE in Ediu. Ke-j (1884!
July, He styles Childe Harold exquisite blue-devilaee
Blue eye.
t a. = BLACK EYE 2 (cf. BLUE a. 3). f b. A blue-

ness or dark circle round the eye, from weeping or
other cause, c. An eye of which the iris is blue.
1552 HULOET, When a wife hathe a blewe eye, she sayth

she hath stombled on hir good man his fyste, snggillatio
Imor. 1600 SHAKS. A. V. L. m. ii. 393 A leane cheeke
. . a blew eie and sunken, a 1639 S. WAKD Serin. 150 (D. i

To whom are wounds, broken heads, blue eyes, maimed
limbs? 1735 POPE Mar. Ess. 11. 284 When those blue eyes
hrst open'd on the sphere. 1820 SCOTT Ivan/we iii, His face
was broad, with large blue eyes.
Hence Blue -eyed a., now in sense c.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. I. ii. 269 This blew ey'd hag, was hither

brought. 1656 COWLEY Find. Odes (1669- 2 The blew-eyed
Nereides. 1736 THOMSON Liberty iv. 670 Strong And yellow-
hair d, the blue-ey'd Saxon came. 1868 WOOD Jfames
without II. xxviii. 531 The pretty Blue-eyed Yellow Warbler.

Blue-eyed grass : Sisyrinchium Bennudianum.
1884 W. MILLER Plant-n.

Blue'-fish. [f. BLUE a. + FISH.]
a. A fish, a species of Coryphxna, found about

theBahamas and onthecoast ofCuba. b. (See quot.)
1734 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 318. 1782 P.

H. BRUCE Mem. xn. 424 The sea hereabouts [Bahamas)
abounds with fish unknown to us in Europe, .parrot-fish,
blue-fish, sucking-fish. 1848-60 P.ARTLETT Diet. Amer.,
Bine-Fish (Temnodon saltatorl, a salt-water fish of the
mackerel order, but larger in size. 1873 Echo 1 1 Mar. 2/2
Large quantities of halibut, bass, blue fish, flounders, and
weak fish are also caught. 1880 GLNTHER J-'is/ies 447.
Blue gown, blue'-gown. [cf. BLUE-COAT.]
fl. A blue gown was : a. 'The dress of ignominy

for a harlot in the house of correction' (Nares)';
b. The dress of an almoner, in Scotland of a king's
bedesman or licensed beggar. Obs.
1604 DEKKER Hottest Wli. Wks. 1873 II. 165 Your Puri-

tanicall Honest Whore sits in a blue gowne. 1787 BURNS
Ep. J. Rankine iv, It's just the blue-gown badge an'
claithing O' saunts.

2. One who wears this dress : in Scotland, a
king's bedesman or licensed beggar, who wore the
dress as a badge. Also attrib.
1816 Scorr Autiq. xxiv, 'Edie Ochiltree, nae maister

your puir bedesman and the king's ', answered the Blue-
Gpw-n. Ibid, xxxvii, Here has been an old Blue-Gown com-
mitting robbery !

Blueing, bluing (bl-iq), vbl. sb. [f. BLUE .]
1. A making blue

; spec, the process of giving a
blue colour to metals. Also attrib., as bhieinf-pan
1766 CHOKER, etc. Diet. Arts $ Sc. (17681 I., Blneine of

Metals is performed by heating them in the fire, till theyassume a blue colour. 1851 Art Jrnl. Catal. Gt. Ex/tit.
63/3 The [sword-J blade, .combines embossing with en^rav-
ing.blueing.andgilding. !884 F. BRITTEN Watch ft Clock,,,.
34 I he articles to be blued are placed in a blueing pan.

BLUE RIBBON.
2. In U. S., A substance that gives a blue tint,

laundresses' blue.

Blueism(bl-iz'm). Also bluism. [f. BLUE<T.
-I- -IS.M.] The characteristics of a '

blue' or '

blue-

stocking' ; feminine learning or pedantry.
1822 Blackw. Mag. XII. 589 What was heroism with our

Chatham, was but blueism and cant in De Stael a 1841 THOOK Man ofMany Fr. (U.) He had . . fallen a victim to
her beauty and blueism. 1848 Eraser's Mag. XXXIX. 542She had prejudiced him against bluism in women.
Blue'-John.
fl. = AFTER-WORT. Hence fig. Obs.
1672 MARVELL Reli. Transf. I. 82 His Defence was but the

blew-John of his Ecclesiastical Policy, and this Preface the
1'ap-droppings of his Defence. 1683 SALMON Duron Med
i. 242 Brewers Afterworts, or Wash, called

'

Blew-John '.

2. A local name of the blue Fluor-spar found in

Derbyshire.
1772 GILPIN Lakes Cumberland 11788) II. 217 It is

known in London by the name of the Derbyshire dropBut on the spot it is called Blue John, from the beautiful
blue veins which overspread the finest parts of it. 1840HUMBLE Diet. Geol. f, Klin. (1843) s. v., The blue-John or
luor spar mine near Castleton in Derbyshire.

Bluely, adv.
[f. BLUE a. + -L

1. With a blue colour or tinge.
1647 H. Horn SoitgofSoul u. App. xciv. Then blewlypale,

then duller still, till perfect dead. 1818 KEATS Kiidym i

605 Her hovering feet, More bluely vein'd .. Than those of
sea-born Venus. 1844 HOOD Hannted Ho. Ixiii, The taper
burning bluely. 1852 D. MOIR Graves ofDead i.

f2. Badly, with bad success; only in phrase To
come off bluely. Obs.
(-1650 2nd .\arral. late Parl. in Select. 11art. Misc.

1,1793) 425 Vet [he] . . came off bluely in the end. 1653 L'K-
gUHART Rabelais iv. xxxv, He still came off but bluely
by reason of the Care and Vigilance of the Chitterlings
1710 T. WARD Eng. Kef. i. 67 (D.) We shall come off but
blewly here. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morelli i, Bluely
[badly], male. He came off but bluely, male res success!/.

tBlue'man. Ubs. [AlateformofBLOMAH, due
to the original identity of bio, BI.AE, and BLI;E.]A negro ;

= BU.MAX.
1387 TKEVISA Higden Rolls Ser. I. 157 f>e men of be lond

[Ethiopia] bat beb blewe men. Ibid. VI. 379 pe Blewman
chaungeb nou 3 t lijtliche his skyn. 1468 Mann. $ llmseh.
E.i-p. 578 Richard Fyrthyng, a blewmane.

Blueness (blw-nes). Forms: ;; blunesse,
5-7 blewnes, 6-7 blewnesse, 8- bl'ueuess.

[f.
BLUE a. + -NESS.]
1. The state or quality of being blue, blue colour.
1600 I-'AIRFAX Tassn YL xc, His azure robe the orient blew-

nesse lost. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 3^ The., fine
thin Klueness given to the first Milk. 1882 HDWELLS in

Lmigm. Mag. I. 51 A. .sky, , of more than Italian blueness.
2. The quality or state of being livid, as a

bruise
;
the mark of a bruise.

1 1491 CAXTON 15 Oes in Blades Cax/on 353 The blewnes
of thywoundes. 1577 tr. Bnllinger's Decades (15921 47 And
with the blewnesse of his stripes are we healed. 1678 OTWAY
1'riendsltip in Fash. 14 Ay, and then that blewness under
the eyes.

3. fig. The quality of a blue-stocking; feminine

learning or pedantry.
1881 M. A. LEWIS Two Pretty G. III.

.; 7 They might go
in for some other line fastness, or blueness, or music.
4. Indelicacy, indecency. (Cf. BLUE a. 9.)
1840 CARLYI.E Diderot, Ess. 240 (L.) The occasional blue-

ness of both [writings] shall not altogether affright us.

Blue'-nose. '.Chiefly in U. S.)
1. A purplish potato grown in Nova Scotia.
1837-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. 1861 lllustr. Land. A'mu

15 Jan. 564.

2. A nick name for a native of Nova Scotia.
1837-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) Pref. 7 When blue:

nose hears that, he thinks he's got a bargain. i84z Unileti
SVrr'. Mag. 11. 328 Of the nation of Bluenoses.
3. A kind of clam shell-fish.

1883 Leisure Hour 252/1 The coarsest is the mud clam, or
blue nose.

Blu'er. [f. BLUE v.} One who blues metal.
.
'747 Gcntl. Mag. XVII. 101 The gun-makers' business ..

is divided into 21 different branches .. viz. barrel-forger,
brich-forger . . bluer [printed bleur].

Blue ri-bbon, riband.
1. A ribbon of blue silk worn as a badge of
honour

; esp. the broad dark blue ribbon worn by
members ot the order of the Garter.
1651 Let.fr. France in I'roc. in Parl. No. 116. 1800 The

Queen [of France] hath sent to the Count of Doignion
jromismg him the staffe of the Marshall of France, and of a
blew Ribbon. 1690 TEMPLE Ess. Health Wks. 1731 I 274A White Staff will not help gouty Feet . . nor a Blue Rib-
band bind up a Wound so well as a Fillet. 1867 MORLEY
Burke 56 Rising to thunderous denunciations of '

the noble
ord in the blue ribbon.'

2. The greatest distinction, the most distin-

guished place, the first prize.
1848 DISRAELI in Harper's Mag. Aug. (1883) 340/2

' You
do not know what the Derby is '.'

'

Yes, I do. It is the
ilue Ribbon of the Turf.' 1875 POSTE Gains I. 7. 37
1'he blue ribbon of the profession should never be conferred
on any lawyer who had antiquarian notions of constitutional
law. 1883 Standard 21 May 2/1 The Blue Riband of the
Turf is destined to go to Heath House.
3. A small strip of blue ribbon worn by certain

abstainers from alcoholic beverages, as a means of
mutual recognition, and as a public indication of
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BLUE-STOCKING.

their principles ;
hence to take the blue ribbon. Blue

Ribbon Army, the association of such Total Ab-
stainers. Hence Blue-ribboner, Blue-ribbon-

ism, Blue-ribbonist, Blue-ribbonite.
1878 Christian 16 May (heading} Gospel-Temperance in

Hoxton A 'Blue Ribbon Army.' 1882 Society n Nov.

22/2 He has joined . . the Blue Ribboners. Ibid. 30 Dec.

20/1 [It] would make even a blue-ribbon man think kindlily
of spirits. 1884 Graphic 9 Aug. 134/2 At an hotel it might
be supposed that most people have taken the Blue Ribbon.

1885 Athcnsittn 31 Oct. 567/3 Such forms of extravagance
as ritualism and blue-ribbonism. 1885 C. LOWE Life Bis-

march II. 488 Not his the heart that could be cheered by
blue-ribbon liquors.

Blue-Stockillg (blK'st^kirj). sb. [As an at-

tributive phrase, with the sense of '

wearing blue

stockings ', this is found as early as the 1 7th c.

(see i a.) ; in its transferred sense it originated in

connexion with re-unions held in London about

1 750, at the houses of Mrs. Montague, Mrs. Vesey.
and Mrs. Old, who exerted themselves to substitute

for the card-playing, which then formed the chief

recreation at evening parties, more intellectual

modes of spending the time, including conversa-

tion on literary subjects, in which eminent men of

letters often took part. Many of those who at-

tended eschewed '
full dress' ; one of these was

Mr. Benjamin Stillingfleet, who habitually wore

grey or ' blue' worsted, instead of black silk stock-

ings. In reference to this, Admiral Boscawen is said

(Sir W. Forbes Life ofBcattie (1806) I. 210 note]
to have derisively dubbed the coterie

' the Blue

Stocking Society' (as not constituting a dressed

assembly). The ladies who supported the reform

were at first called Blue Stockingcrs, Blue Stocking

Ladies, and at length, about 1 790, when the actual

origin of the term was remembered by few, Blue

Stockings, in later slang abbreviated to fncs.']

1. attrib. Wearing blue worsted (instead of black

silk) stockings ; hence, not in full dress, in homely
dress, (contemptuous.

a. Applied to the 'Little Parliament' of 1653,
with reference to the puritanically plain or mean
attire of its members.
a 1683 Autobiog. Sir J. Bramston (18451 89 That Blew-

stocking Parliament, Earebone Parliament, a companie of

fellowes called togeather by Cromwell, the armie and councell

thereof pickt out for the purpose.

b. Applied depreciatively to the assemblies that

met at Montagu House, and those who frequented
them or imitated them.

[1757 MRS. MONTAGUE Let. in Qoran LadyofLast C. 11873)

He
i
Mr. Stillingfleet] has left off his old friends and his blue

stockings. 1780 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary (1842) I. 326 Who
would not be a blue stockinger at this rate ?] 1791 BOSWELI.

Johnson viii. 86 These societies were denominated Blue-

stocking Clubs. 1885 F. Crss E. Barnet 113 A member of

the. . Blue Stocking coterie.

c. Hence, Of women : Having or affecting

literary tastes ; literary, learned.

1804 Edin. Rev. IV. 219 To hear blue-stocking ladies

jingle their rhymes. 1824 MACAULAY Misc. Writ. (18601 I.

127 The travelled nobles and the blue stocking matrons of

Rome.
2. = Blue Stocking lady : orig. one who frequented
Mrs. Montague's 'Blue Stocking' assemblies;
thence transferred sneeringly to any woman show-

ing a taste for learning, a literary lady. (Much
used by reviewers of the first quarter of the igth c.

;

but now, from the general change of opinion on

the education of women, nearly abandoned.)
1790 WOLCOTT (P. Pindan To Apollo Wks. 1812 II. 277, 1

see the band of Blue Stockings arise, Historic, critic, and

poetic Dames. 1807 Edin. Rev. X. 192 This would scarcely

go down . . even among the blue stockings of Montagu
house. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. II. vii. 168, I have an utter

aversion to bine-stockings. I do not care a fig for any
woman that knows even what an author means. 1858 DK
QUINCEY AuloHog. Sk. Wks. 1862 I. xiii. 353 note. The
order of ladies called Bluestockings, by way of reproach,
has become totally extinct amongst us.

b. allrib.

1832 Edin. Rev. LV. 521 A blue-stocking contempt for

household cares. 1859 DE QUINCKV if'ks. (1863' II. 133
A blue-stocking loquacity.

3. ' The American Avocet (Recurvirostra ameri-

fana). A common bird in the Northern states.'

Bartlett Diet. Amer.
Hence (from sense 2) Blue-stocking v. (nonce-

wd.\ Blue - stocking'd a., t Blue - stockinger

(see above in I b), Blue-stockingish a., Blue-

stockingism, Blue-stockingship.

1784 H. WALPOLE Corr. 11833) IV. 381 [To Hannah More)
When will you blue-stocking yourself, and come amongst us?

1818 Blaclav. Mag. III. 286 The tawdry blue-stockingship
of a young lady from the manufacturing district. 1820 IHJ.

VIII. 99 Blue-stockingism was in its cerulean altitude.

(1822 J.WILSON in Byron's H^ks. (18461 232/2K0rV, The women
. .are blue-stockingish. 1824 SCOTT St. Konan's xxxii, That

d d, vindictive, blue-stocking'd wild cat. 1858 DE QUIN-
CEY Antobiog. Sk. Wks. 1862 II. v. 316 The utter want of

pretension, and of ail that looks like Bluestockingism, in the

style of her habitual conversation.

Bluet, -ett. Also 3 blouet. [Strictly two

946

words: I. a. F. bluette, fern. dim. of bleu, blene,
\

'blnetteduRhin, basse laine d'Allemagne' (Boiste),
in med.L. bluctum, blue/him 2. a. F. bleuct, bluet,

in same sense, masc. dim. of bleu]
T 1. A kind of woollen cloth of bluish colour. Obs.

[a 1300 Chron. de Mailros in Gale Rer.Angl. Script. I ',-/.

(16841 1. 236 Inter suosdomeslicoscontentus eratamictu ros-

seti, inter majores terra; rarp Scarleti, frequenter vero bloui
vel burneti amiciebatur indumento.] 1437 Bury ll'ills

(1850) 10 Item lego Gilberto Skut xx*. et togam meam de

bluett fun-'. [1866 ROGERS Agric.fy Prices I. xxii. 575 Bluett

is quoted by the yard, and by the pannus or piece.]

2. The Corn Bluebottle (Centaurea Cyamis).
Also applied to other blue flowers, as in U. S. to

Oldenlandia cxrulca,
' a delicate little herb pro-

ducing in spring a profusion of light blue flowers

fading to white, with a yellowish eye' (Gray), and

to a species of Bilberry ,
/ 'actinium angustifoliunt).

1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet., Blue-Batik, or Bluet . . grows
amongst Wheat and other Corn.

Blueth.. nonce-ii'd. Blueness.

1754 H. WALPOLE Corr. (1820) I. 347 (D.) Now in the

height of its greenth, blueth, gloomth.

Bluey (blft'i), a. and sb.
[f.

BLUE a. + -Y 1
.]

A. adj. Inclined to blue
;
more or less blue ;

also as adv.
1802 SOUTHEY Thalaba n. v, The lips were bluey pale.

1830 Blaclt-M. Mag. XXVIII. 26 Pale bluey bodies.

B. sb, \n Australia) : A bushman's bundle, the

outside wrapper of which is generally a blue

blanket.

Bluff (blz>f), a. Also 7 rarely blough. [A
nautical word of uncertain origin : it has been

compared with an obsolete Du. blaf (given by
Kilian 1599, in blaf acnsicht broad flat lace, blaf

van vorhoojJ, rendered by L. fronto
'

having a

broad forehead'). This appears to be identical

in sense with the Eng. word
; but, outside Kilian,

nothing is known of it.]

1. Presenting a broad flattened front
; csf.

a. Of a ship : Opposed to sharp or projecting.

having little
' rake' or inclination, nearly vertical

in the bows.

1627 CAPT. SMnHSeaman's Gram. ii. 4 Ifherstem[/r/ta/
sterne] be vpright as it were, she is called Blufife, or Blufle-

headed. Ibid, xi. 55 If shee haue but a small Rake, she is

so bluffe that the Seas meet her . . suddenly. 1674 PKTTY
Disc. />ef. R. S,v. 29 The chief cause, why short, bluff, un-

dermasted Yes^ls >ail cheaper than others. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (17891 G iij, The former of these is called by
seamen a lean, and the latter a liltij/f\x>v.: 1861 G. BERKE-
LEY Sportsm. If. Prairies ix. 149 The steamer brings her

bluff bows alongside. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's II 'ord-bk.
, Letin,

used in the same sense as clean or sharp; the reverse uf

/////or Huff in the form of a ship. 1873 Brit. Q. Re-.'. Jan.,
Shorter and bluffer, but handier ships.

b. Of a shore or coast-line :

'

Presenting a bold

and almost perpendicular front, rather rounded

than cliffy in outline.' Smyth Sailors W-'onl-bk.

1658 R. FRASCK North. Mem. (1821) 165 The pleasant
banks of Hay . . where . . the water runs most on a level,

and the banks very blough. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine

(17891 Giij, Cote en (core, a bluff or bold shore. 1772 84
COOK Voy. (17901 V. 1823 An elevated bluff point, which we
called Rock Point. 1791 COWPER Odyss. v. 486 The rude

coast a headland bluff Presented. 1849 MTRCHISON Siluria

vii. 129 This rock frequently forms bluff cliffs. 1872 DANA
Corals ii. 144 Every variety of slope, from the gradually
inclined bed of corals to the bluff declivity.

t C. Of a broad face or forehead of men or

animals. Obs.

1664 Phil. Trans. I. 12 The he.id pretty bluff, and full of

bumps on both sides. 1687 DRYDEN Hind f>- P. in. 1144
A son of Anak for his height . . Black-browed and bluff,

like Homer's Jupiter. [Cf. sense 2.]

f d. transf. To stand bluff: to stand firm or

stiff. ? Obs.

1777 SHERIDAN .SV/f. Seand. n. iii. 255 That he should ha\e
stood bluff to old bachelor so long, and sink into a husbaml
at last.

2. Jig. Of persons and their manner, actions, etc. :

a. in an unfavourable sense :

'

Big, surly, blus-

tering' ( [.) ;
toned down in later use into '

rough,

abrupt, blunt', and so into b.

1705 MRS. CKNTLIYRP. Gamester I. 141 As bluff as a mid-

night constable. 1742 Pol. Ballads 11860) II. 278 Cock

your great hat, strut, bounce, and look bluff, a 1745 SWIFT
Dan Jackson's Reply Wks. 1755 IV. l. 259, I maul'd you,
w hen you look'd so oluff. I762H. WAI.POLK I'ertne's A need.

Paint. (17861 I. 136 That capital picture .. of Henry VIII.

. .The character of his majesty's bluff haughtiness is well

represented. 1788 Reiirinisc, vii. 55 A bluff Westphalian
accent. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthns. ix. 241 Martial arrogance
. .fanatical /eal, and. -bluff devotion. 1848 LYTTON Harold
viL 156 Finally wound up with a bluff

'

Go, or let alone.'

b. Good-naturedly blunt, frank, or plain-spoken;

|
rough and hearty ; usually giving the notion of

personal power or energy exhibiting itself in an

abrupt but good-natured way. (Perhaps the shift-

ing of sense is due to the notion attached to the

designation
' Bluff King Hal' : cf. 1762 in a.)

1808 SCOTT Mann. vi. xxxviii, That bluff King Hal the

curtain drew. 1819 Ivanhoe xxxii, I greatly misdoubt

the safety of the bluff priest. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch lik.

II. 370 A bluff but not unpleasant countenance. 1827
LYTTON Pelhiau xxxvi, A bluff, hearty, radical, wine mer-

BLUFF.

chant. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) II. xiv. 240 The po-

tentate dealt with England in a bluff, kingly, Tudor-like

way. 1865 Sat. Re-,: s Aug. 181/1 Typical of bluff down-

right honesty.

3. Comb., as bluff-bowed, bluff-headed see sense I a) ;

bluff-head, a bluff headland, the top of a bluff;

alsoyff. as a term of contempt (cf. blockhead).

1699 DAMPIER 1'iy. III. 137 When we came abreast of the

Bluff-head, .we had but 7 Fathom. 1794 J. O'KEEFE Wild
Oats I. i, How dare you sit in my presence, you bluff-head ?

1823 BYRON Island n. xxi, From the bluff-head . . I saw her

in the doldrums. 1833 T. HOOK Parson's Dan. III. vii. 423
As short and as bluff-bowed as a collier, or as sharp and as

choppy as a wedge. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bit., Bluff-

headed, when a ship has but a small rake forward on, being
built with her stem too straight up.

Bluff :
blrf ;, sl>l

[f.
BLUFF a.] A cliff or head-

land with a broad precipitous face. (First used in N.

America, and still mostly of American landscapes. 1

1737 WESLEY Whs. (1830) 1. 63 Savannah stands on a flat

bluff, so they term any high land hanging over acreek or river.

1776 L. MclNTOSH in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rer. '1853) 1. 150 A
bluff or sandhill thirty feet high or more above the water.

1830 LYELL Print. Geol. xv. (1850) 211 The. .boundaries of

the alluvial region, .consist of cliffs or bluffs, which on the

cast side of the Mississippi are very abrupt, and are under-

mined by the river at many points. 1837 W. IRVING Capt.
Bonne-.'ille (18491 45 The wild and picturesque bluffs in the

neighborhood of his lonely grave. 1842 TENNYSON Gold.

1 'ear 76, I heard . . the great echo flap And buffet round

the hills from bluff to bluff. 1865 GEIKIF. Seen. /$ Geol. Seat.

vii. 188 Bold bluffs, that mark the limits of an ancient shore.

Bluff, sb:- Obs. or dial. [Belongs to BLUFF v.l :

analogically with bridle, bit, blind, cover, either

the verb or the sb. might come first and give rise

to the other
;

here the accessible evidence is in

favour of the priority of the verb, though, in the

obscurity of the etymology, certainty is not at

present possible.]
1. A blinker for a horse.

1777 DARWIN Squinting in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 88

Bluffs used on coach-horses. 1881 EVANS Llicestenh, Gloss.

(E. D. S. ) Bltift, anything used to cover the eyes, such as a

blinker for a horse, a board fastened in front of the eyes of

a bull or cow to prevent its running, the handkerchief used

to bandage the eyes in blind-man's-buff, etc.

2. slang.
' An excuse.' Mayhew Land. Labour

1.217 in a list of slang words). ? A false excuse

intended to blindfold or hoodwink, a ' blind".

3. The action of bluffing at cards, in the game of

poker; see BLUFF v.1 and cf. BRAG. Hence, chal-

lenging or boastful language or demeanour, not

intended to be carried out, but merely 'tried on'

with the design of frightening or influencing an

opponent who allows himself to be imposed upon

by it. First used in U. S.)

1848-60 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., Bluf, a game of cards.

So in WEBSTER 1864. 866 Harvard Mem. Biographies
I. 400 It is a very magnificent game of Bluff that we are

playing. 1883 L'pool Daily Post 22 Jan., The whole is a

bluff to influence the . . election next week. 1883 Pall Mall
G. 3 Nov. i/i A bold bit of play in the game of bluff .. be-

tween St. Petersburg and Sophia. 1884 Boston(U.S.) Jml.
25 Sept., The offer was only a bluff.

Bluff, Z'. 1
[Immediately related to BIUPP sb*

' a blinker for a horse', which, as it appears later

than the verb, was presumably named from it,

though the reverse is also possible. The ety-

mology is quite unknown : the meaning
' blind-

fold, hoodwink' does not appear to have any

possible connexion with BLUFF a. or slil ; the

word is probably one of the numerous cant terms

(see BAM, BAMBOOZLE) which arose between the

Restoration and the reign of Queen Anne. Sense 2

had certainly originally the same meaning ;
but it

looks as if recent users imagined a connexion with

Bn'i F a. orrf. 1
, and made it mean 'to blindfold

or hoodwink by assuming a fictitious bold front'.]

1. trans. 'To blind-fold or hood-wink'. Bailey.

1674-91 RAY -V. C. H'ds., Bluff, to blind-fold. 1706 in

PIHLI IPS. 1721 in BAILEY : [so in all edd. to 1800. Not in

JOHNSON, nor in ASH.] 1881 EVANS Lcicestersh. Gloss.

(E. D. S.) s.v. Bluft,
' Ah'm glad yew'n got that theer bull

o' youm blufted.'

2. In the game ofpoker : To impose upon (an

opponent) as to the value of one's hand of cards,

by betting heavily upon it, speaking or gesticu-

lating or otherwise acting in such a way as to

make believe that it is stronger than it is, so as to

induce him to
' throw up' his cards and lose his

stake, rather than run the risk of betting against

the bluffer. (Of U. S. origin.) Hence, transf. of

other wagering, political tactics, international

diplomacy, etc. To bluff off-,
to frighten off or

deter (an opponent" by thus imposing upon him

as to one's resources and determination.

1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 29 Sept., How can you hope to

'bluff' those who are such consummate masters of the game
of brag ? 1871 Daily Neva 4 Jan., The great point .. is the

shutting in of Paris, and the '

bluffing off' of France. 1885

N. York Weekly Sun 13 May 2/7 He went his whole heart,

soul, and pocket on three aces and was bluffed by his op-

ponent with a pair of trays.

3. fulr. To practise or attempt the imposition



BLUET.

described in 2
; to assume a bold, big, or boastfu

demeanour, in order to inspire an opponent will
an exaggerated notion of one's strength, deter
mination to fight, etc.
1882 Sat. Rev. I July 4 Nor is a Government always t<

be reproached because when it bluffs it fails. Sometime
a great country is entitled to take the benefit of anciem
policy of courage, and to see what effect it can produce bythe mere terror of its name. MtoLoHgin. Mai;. Sept. 408 Bjsheer bluffing m other words, by lying. 1884 St. fames'&M 12 Jan. 4/1 There seems little reason for one party to
keep on bluffing

'

when the other party has '

called '.

Hence Blirffable a., capable of being imposed
upon or influenced by bluffing.
1885 Sat. Rev. 30 May, The whole thing is . . a game ol

bluff against a player who is known to be bluffable

Bluff, V.- Olis. or dial. [? Onomatopoeic, asso-
ciated with blow, puff. According to Halliwell,'A tin tube through which boys blow peas is in
Suffolk called a "bluff".' Cf.BLouGHT,Bi.ouuHTY.]
intr. To swell out, become distended.
a 1722 LISLE AW.. (1757) 483 Pigs would bluff & swell

much with their feeding the first six or seven days
Bluff, v.s rare.

[f. BLUFF a.]
trans. To make bluff, raise bluffly.

i $&! ,
BAKLOW Columt. I. 643 Where dread Niagara bluffs

high his brow.

Blu'ffer. [f. prec. verbs.]
tl.

' An Host or Landlord. Country word.' Bailey
1721-1800; Ash 1775; Halliwell 1878.
2. One who bluffs at poker, etc.

Bluffly (blp-fli), adv. [f. BLUFF a. + -LT
-'.]

1. With a bluff or bold face, abruptly.
1870 Daily News 28 Dec., The lofty summit of Noisy. .

standing bluffly up against the horizon.
2. Abruptly, bluntly, offhandedly.
1794 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Kami, for Oliver Wks. II. 427Turns bluffly from the charms that taste adores. 1853HAWTHORNE Blitlud. Rom. \. x. ,go 'You shall do no such

thing said Hollmgsworth, bluffly. 1883 Standard 18
May 3/2 Both canvases present us with bluffly picturesque
figures.

Bluffness (blo'fnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
Abruptness ; bluntness of manner, offhandedness.
1863 MBS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char. xvii. 419 His soldierly
l

j?"if/I, '5?
S fras"''s Jfa

f- Oct - 434 He told his storywith all the bluffness of a sailor.

Bluffy (blzrfi), a .
[f. BLUFF sl>.^ + -Y.]

1. Full of bluffs, precipitous.
1872 BLACKiE^jAVf-^Clifr.andbay.and bluffyfore-

land. 1883 Century Mag. Sept. 707 The Penobscot winds
around the bluffy headlands.
2. Rather bluff, inclining to bluffness.
1844 TUPPER Crock o/G. xxii. 176 A fat, sturdy, bluffy old

woman.

Bluish (bl-ij), a. Forms: 5 blewyssh, 6
-isshe, 6-8 -ish, 6- bluish, 8- blueish. [f.BLUE a. + -ISH!.] Somewhat blue.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. xix. (1495) 875 The

colour is blewe or blewyssh. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng, iv.
(K.) Her snowish necke with blewish vaines. I7 1z tr. Pomefs
Hist. Drugs I, Tending to a little blewish Colour. 1713KOWE J. Shore v. Wks. 1792 II. 180 A waving flood of
blueish fire. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. u. 7. 261 Thin milk, when
poured upon a black surface, appears bluish.

b. Comb, modifying other colours, as bluish-
trown, -green, -purple, -red, -white, etc.; also
bluish-coloured.

1769 SIR J. HILL Fan,. Herbal U8i2) i The leaves are
of a bluish green. 1792 Genii. Mag. LXII. i. 113 The
capitulum is . bluish brown. 1836 TODD Cycl. A,fat. *
I"*?*- I. 443/2 A bone . . exhibits a bluish-grey colour 1858W ELLIS Visits Madagasc. viii. 199 The dark bluish,
coloured original limestone.
Hence also Blu-ishly adv., Blvrishness.
1611 COTGR., Lividite, roannesse, bleakenesse, palenesse

blewishnesse. 1790 WEDGWOOD in Phil. Trans. LXXX
313 Ihe usual bluishness, arising from the iron alwaysfound in the common acids. 1875 HOWELLS Foregone Concl.
4 That transparent blueishness, which comes from much
shaving of a heavy black beard.

Bluism, var. of BLUEISM.

Slumbering, vbl. sb. [? Onomatopoeic.] Rum-
bling, lumbering noise.

iSSS J. HEYWOOD Spider $ F. iii. 13 What is this buz.
^ynge, bmmbennge, trow we : thunder?
Blurae, obs. form of BLOOM.

tBlund, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [cf. ON. bluiula to

doze.] intr. ? To stagger, to flounder,

as a
3
halk'

E ' Allit' P' C' 272 Til he blunt in a blok ** brod

Blunder (bb-ndaa), v. Forms : 4-5 blondren
blundren, 5 bluudir, -yr, 5-6 bloudre, -er
blounder, bluudre, 7- blunder. [ME. blondren;
of uncertain origin : a good deal depends upon
whether the ME. -on- here, as often ;cf. wonder,
sunder), stands merely graphically for --, or is

etymological. In the latter case an explanation
of blomler as a frequentative of blond, BLAND v., to
mix, would well account for the transitive senses.
The suggestion that it is a frequentative from Icel.
blonda to doze (Sw. blunda to shut the eyes), suits
the intransitive senses, but is otherwise doubtful;
cf. however BLUNIJ. Perhaps there are really two

947

distinct verbs, with their later senses affected by
each other.]

I. To confuse, confound.
1 1. trans. To mix up or mingle confusedly ; to

confuse, disturb ; to make (water) turbid. Obs.
CI440 York Myst. xvi. 4 Blonderand her blastis, to blaw

vi'A, v S I
?3

PAL5G1! - 458/2 I blonder, Je pcrturlv
. . Who hat blondred these thynges on this facyon? 1586FERXE blaz. Gentrie Ded., The whole . . frame of this
earth seemeth blundered and confounded with the innu-
merable Cataloguesof Interpreters. 1638 BAKER tr. Jlalsat',
'-"' ' VI. U654) 75, I blunder the water of all Rivers I
cross.

fb. To confound, distract (in understanding),
i n'L

I4 ?
Mm

'f
c Art1'. 3976 'Blyve,' sais thies bolde mene

ihow blondlrs bi selfene.' 1740 DITTOS On Resurrect. 63
(K. I bo as by any means whatsoever to blunder an adversary.

f C. To put out of order, derange, injure. Obs.
1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe K. fas. (1818) 15 The lokes ver so

blundnd, that thay nethir couth ne myght shut hit fa doorj.
^. lo confound vin one's mind) stupidly.a 1699 Si ILLINGFL. (J.) He blunders and confounds all these

together 1842 S. R. MAM LAND Remarks g That ingeniouswriter also blunders him with Arnold of Brescia.
II. To move, act, or perform, blindly or stupidly.

3. intr. To move blindly or stupidly; to flounder,
stumble. Often with on ; also to blunder one's way
along ;

and in senses partaking of 7, as to blunder
into, against.

if 13
,

86
&iAuctR L/<""- Vem - ProL 'V r- 8 i Bayard the

blynde, That blundrcth \r.r. blondreth] forth, and peril
castcth noon. 1320 WHITTINTON Vulg. (1527) 2 Wandre
Jloundryng as a blynde man. a 1700 UKYDEN Pal. $ Arc.

' 435 The sot . . blunders on and staggers every pace. 1766
-Vc-m Bath Guide i. 67 To see them blund'ring by my side.
1838 HAWTHORNE Fr. f, It. Jrnls. I. 79 We had blundered
into the carnage-entrance. 1869 PARKMAN Disc. Gt. West
v- 11875) 55 A large fish . . blundered against Marquette'scan?e - '869 Vs.Ee.nm Norm. Con,,. (1876,1 III. xii. 175 They
.. blundered on hopelessly through the unknown .. country .

1880 Miss BIRD Japan II. 143 The horses had to blunder
their way along a bright, rushing river.

b. fig. To flounder, stumble.
1641 MILTON C/,. Discip. i. Wks. u8 5D 30 Bhnidring upon

the dangerous and suspectfull translations of the ApostatAqm a. 1728 YOUNG Love Fame v. (1757] 132 Puzzled learn-
ing blunders far behind. 1735 POPE ProL Sat. 186 He who
now to sense, now nonsense leaning, Means not, but blunders
round about a meaning. 1817 BYRON Beppo xxvii, He had
somehow blunder'd into debt. 1871 Lou ELL Study Wind.

,A tempest is blundering round the house.
c. To blunder upon : to come upon by a blunder

or '

fluke'.

1710 H. BEDFORD Vind. Ch. Eng. 78 Our Discoverer has
. happen d to blunder upon the truth. 1798 WOLCOTT
P. Pindar) Tales Hoy Wks. !8t2 IV. 418 Who never so
much as blundered on a bon-mot.

d. trans. To blunder out : to produce by mere
blundering or blind action.
1678 CUDWORTH lutell. Syst. i. v. 679 The Ihings of the

world . . not . . made by the previous counsel, contrivance,
and intention of any understanding Deity, .blunder'd out
themselves, one after another, according to the train or
sequel of the fortuitous motions of matter.

t4. intr. To deal blindly and stupidly. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Vein. Pro!, ff T. 117 We blondren i

v.r. blondern, bloundren, blundren, blundere] euere, and
pouren in the fuyr. 147! RIPLEY Comp. Alch. v. xli. in

'

\shrn. (1652) 157 These Phylosophers . . Medlyth and blon-
dryth wyth many a thyng.
5. trans. To utter thoughtlessly, stupidly, or by a

blunder, to blurt out. Usually with out.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 35 To Blundir, [A. blundyr, b/andior}.
370-87 HOLLINSHED Scot. Chron. (1806) II. 81 The same
jegan to be blundered from one to another of the train.

387 Censure lay. Subiect (Collier) 28 He blundered forth
us prognostication. 1701 SWIFT Mrs. Harris' Petit. Wks.
755 III. II. 61 Before I was aware, out I blunder'd ;

' Par-
on, said I. 1733 SMOLLETT Qui.r. 11803) II. 33 Sancho
lundered out' Then, in good faith, Mr. Licentiate,' etc.

6. re/I, (in sense of 3 or 7.)
a 1632 J. SMITH Set. Disc. iii. 51 Herein all the Epicureans

. . do miserably blunder themselves.

7. intr. To make a stupid and gross mistake in

doing anything. To blunder away (trans.) : to
throw away, lose by blundering : cf. to fool away.
1711 SWIFT Lett. (1767) III. 101 See how I blundered, and

left two lines short. 1792 .1 need. I! '. Pitt I. ii. 36 The wretch
that, after having seen the consequences of a thousand
errors, continues still to blunder. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Month.
Mag. XII. 588 Mr. Fox has never blundered away the in-
terests of his country. 1833 TENNYSON Charge Lt. Brigade
12 The soldier knew Some one had blunder'd.
8. trans. To mismanage, make a blunder in.

1803 WELLINGTON in Owen Disp. 789 They must have
blundered thai siege terribly. 1816 SCOTT Anthj. vi, The
banker's clerk, who was directed to sum my cash-account,
blundered it three times. 1876 HUMPHREY Coin Coll. Man.
xxvi. 391 Inscriptions blundered by the die engraver.
rCocKERAM (1623) has 'Blunder, to bestir ones selfe.'

Blunder (blo-ndai), sb. Forms : 4 blondyre,
5 blondre, blonder, blundur, 6 blounder, 4-
blunder. [app. f. the vb. : though extant in-
stances of the sb. are earlier.]

tl. Confusion, bewilderment, trouble, disturbance,
clamour. Obs. (The early quotations are vague
in sense : the latest shade off into 2.)
1:1340 Ga-a: (, Gr. Knt. 18 Oft bobe blysse and blunder

Ful skete hatz skyfted. c 1373 1 BAKBOUR St. Theodora 542
Pat wald bring me in sik blondyre. c 1440 York Myst.

BLUNDERHEAD.
.v.vxiii. 94 With his blure he bredis mekill blondre. < 1430
Sst

\

J
'''"'.

rs '" Kfl- A "t. I. 322 Amonges men of holy
chirch, thai maken mochel blonder, c 1460 Towneley Myst.
30 I shalle make ye stille as stone, begynnar of blunder.
1319 HORMAN l-'ulf. 270 Hoste that is out of araye and in
a blounder scatered. 1600 HOLLAND Livy x. xlii. 383 He
heard a confused crie and blunder [clainorriit} in the citie
find. xln. 1124 The bruite was also blowne to Rome, and
blunder there was of the death of Eumenes. 1774 GOLD-
SMITH Retal. 21 Then, with chaos & blunders encirclingmy head, Let me ponder.
2. A gross mistake

; an error due to stupidity or
carelessness.
The words of Talleyrand as to the murder of the Due

d hnghien
'

ces paroles stoiqnement politiques,
"
C'est plus

quun crime, c est une fame " '

iLucien Bonaparte Mem
an. 1804 (18821 I. 432) have been englished, 'It is worse
than a crime, it is a blunder,' and are often quoted or al.
hided to.

1706 PHILLIPS, Blunder, a mistake, fault, or oversight
1711 SJWIPT Lett. (17671 III. 209 The twenty pounds I lend
you is not to be included

; so make no blunder. 1726 DF
Foaffut. Devil i. v. (1840' 63 Another mistake, not to call
it a blunder. ^48 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 239 The mime,
rous crimes and blunders of the last eighteen years 1863EARL DERBY in Part. 3 May, If the Confederate authorities
had directly or indirectly sanctioned this assassination . . it
would be on their part worse than a crime, it would be a
blunder, a iS67 BUCKLE Misc. Wks. (1872! I. 25 Ingrati-
tude aggravated by cruelty must . . be a blunder as well as
a crime.

'1729 WOOLSTON Disc. Miracles 1.28 Nowadays dull and
foolish and absurd stuff we call Bulls, Fallings and Blunders.

Blunderbuss (blo-ndaibs). Also 7 bivm-
derbush, --S -bus. [ad. Dn. donderbus with same
meaning, f. dander thunder + bus gun (orig. box,
tube) ; perverted in form after blunder (perhaps
with some allusion to its blind or random tiring}.]
1. A short gun with a large bore, firing many

balls or slugs, and capable of doing execution with-
in a limited range without exact aim. ;Now super-
seded, in civilized countries, by other fire-arms.";
1634 G.AYTON I-'est. Notes iv. xi. 244 In the antient wars,

before these Bernards, Blunderbusb.es, Peters. 1657 Coi VIL
Whigs Supplic. (1751 ) 25 A blunderbush hang'd at his hack,
Jt terrible report and crack. 1682 LUTTRELL Brief Rcl.
(1857) I. 164 Two of which fired two blunderbusses at him
charg'd with several! shott. 1774 MRS. DELANYii/i A- Corr
Ser. II. (1862.) II. 60 Lord Berkeley., attacked by a High-
wayman_. . shot him with a blunderbuss. 1808 SYD. SMITH
Plymleys Lett, x, A tithe procter in Ireland collects his
tithes with a blunderbuss. 1863 KIXGSLEY Water-Bab, viii.

329 A tremendous old brass blunderbuss charged up to tin-
muzzle with slugs.
2. transf. -\ a. A blustering noisy talker (obs.).

b. A blundering fellow, a blunderhead.
1683 --I'ls-.u. Dk. Buckhm. on Lib. Consc. 23 Securing the

Person of his Prince, and the Peace of his Country from
Religious Rumbalds, and Conventiding Blunderbusses.
1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Dcf. Pop. Pref. 11851) 18
Not such a hair-brain'd Blunderbuss as you. 1706 Rsfl
on Ridicule 129 Those blunderbusses that talk loud and
long. 1768 TUCKER Lt. Xat. I. 475 He must be a num.
skull, not to say a beetle, nor yet a blunderbuss.
1 3. ? A blunder

; trouble. Obs. rare.
1736 AMHERST Terra: Fil. xlviii. 259 More horrors still

'

Yea, verily ! & a new blunderbuss into the bargain
4. ottrib.

1864 R. BURTON Dalwme II. 76 The Agbary or blunder-
buss-women are the biggest and strongest of the force.

Blu-nderbuss, v. To shoot with a blunderbuss.
1870 Daily NKVS 4 June, The risk of being pistolled or

blunderbussed by a patriot.

Bhruderbussed, a.
[f. prec. sb. + ED 2

.]
Armed with a blunderbuss.
1831 H. D WOLFF Pict. Sp. Life (1853) 30 The blunder-

bussed guard.

Blunderbussier (bl:ndaibosiau). rare, [see
-IEK.] A man armed with a blunderbuss.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. 302 (D.) Some of the blunderbussiers

of the Rye.

Bhrndered, ///. a.
[f. BLUNDER v. + -EI>I.]

fl. Mixed, muddled, turbid. Obs. exc. dial.
1855 Whitby Gloss., Blunder'd, render'd thick and muddy

as liquids appear when the sediment is shaken up.
2. Done or made wrong by blundering; bungled.
1880 H. N. HENFREY in Antiquary No. i. 20/1 Pennies

of this type with blundered legends . . I have noted eight
different blundered reverses. 1884 Athenxum 26 Jan. i2f/3A Saxon orDano-Saxon penny with a blundered legend."

Blunderer (blo-ndaraj). [f. as prec. + -ER).]
fl. One who flounders about blindly in his

work
;
a blind or stupid worker. Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Pan: 41 Blunderer or blunt warkere, htbe-

factor, hcbeficus. 1323 Carl. Laurel (R.) What blundrer
is yonder that playeth diddil? 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst.
853 Meer Blunderers in that Atomick Physiology.
2. One who makes gross mistakes by incompe-

tence or negligence.
1741 H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Maim (1834) I. xiii. 4! 'Take

care you don't get my old name.' 'What's that?' 'Blun-
derer.' 1782 COWPER Progr. Err. 539 Your blund'rer is a,
sturdy as a rock. 1833 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 87 At
best a blunderer, and too probably a traitor.

Blu'nderful, a.
[f. BLUNDER sb.

; cf. wonder-
ful] Full of blunders.

1881 Acailemy No. 502. 449 As to spoken English, every,
body knows how slovenly and blunderful that is.

Blunderhead (blo-ndajhed .

[f. BLUNDER^.
or v. + HEAD : probably an alteration of the earlier
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BLUNDERING.

dundtrheaii, as blunderbuss represents dander-bus.]
A blundering muddle-headed fellow.

1697 VANBRUGH Relapse iv. i. (1730) 72 My Fellow's a
blunderhead. <i 1704 LESTRANGE (J.) This thick-skulled

blunderhead. 1884 Academy 22 Mar. 199 That order of

good-natured blunderheads wherein certain lady novelists

..delight.

Hence Blu*nderhea:ded a., blundering, stupid,
muddle-headed ; Blu*nderhea:dedness.
1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 418 The blunder-headed fellow had

laid the white-stone plates. 1835 SIR J. Ross N.-W. Pass.
Ivi. 720 With the blunderheadedness of men on such occa-

sions, he assured me that I had been dead two years.

Blu'iideriug, vbl. sb.
[f.

BLUNDER v. + -ING *.]

fl. Bungling or stupid action. Obs.

,1440 Promp, Parv. 41 Blunderynge or blunt warkynge,
kebefacdo.

t 2. Confusion, disturbance. Obs.
c 1526 SKELTON Magnyf, 406 I hate this blunderyng thou

dost make.

3. The making of gross mistakes.

1857 TOULM. SMITH Parish 169 There is no check on care-

lessness or blundering.

Blu'ndering, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING -.]

f a. Blindly staggering, b. Making or character-

ized by gross mistakes.

1367 TREVISA. f/igden Rolls Ser. II. 169 pemen beef? to fore

be dede blondrynge [L. importUMO\ and hasty. 1710 H.
BEDFORD V'ind. Ch. Eng. 184 His blundering account of it.

1828 SCOTT F\ M. Perth III. 175 A piece of blundering
valiancy. 1861 WRIGHT Ess.Arckafol, II- xxii. 226 Blunder-

ing citations and erroneous interpretations.

Blunderingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LV-.] In

a blundering manner.

1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. n. ii. 248 This king . . is

mentioned, blunderingly, by I.anghprn. 1838-9 HALI AM
Hist. Lit. I. i. ii. 30 A calendar . . blunderingly ascribed

"I. iii.

perceived how blunderingly she had acted.

to Roger Bacon. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist II. iii. 46 She

t Blu'nderkill. Obs. rare.
[f. BLUNDER, taken

in sense of ( blunderer
1

+ -KIN.] A blundering fel-

low, a muddlepate.
1596 NASHE Saffron Walden Ded., Two blunderkins hav-

ing their braines stuft with nought but balderdash.

t Blu'nderly, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

BLUNDER sb.

+ -LY*.] Clumsily or badly made.
1746 in Leisure Hour 11880) 23 The front window . . \va>

a great blunderly thing.

Bhrndersome, a.
[f. BLUNDER sb. + -SOME.]

Of the nature of, or tending to. blunders.

1837-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. < 1862' 225 You should know
all about fixin' the sails the right way for the wind - if you
don't, it's blundersome.

Blunesse, obs. form of BLUENESS.

Blunge (bhmdgX v. Pottery, [app. onoma-

topoeic : with a feeling for plunge, and perhaps
for blend, bludgeon, blow, or other bl- words.]
trans. To mix (clay, powdered flint, etc.) up with

water. Hence Bhrnging vbl. sb.

1.1830 Potter's Art, First we blunge 'amalgamate and
blendi the liquid flint And moisten'd clay . .With wielded

paddle-staff a blunger call'd) Until the blended matter, all

afloat, Thin slip becomes. 1832 G. PORTER Porcelain 36
The mixing of the clay, which is called blunging, is effected
in a trough. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Ecluc. XH. 346 For pot-

tery, .the clay is what is termed '

blunged' that is beaten

up in tanks of water by means of powerful revolving arms
or cutters.

Blunger (bkwdgai). [f. prec. + -ER 1

.]
An

appliance for blunging ; formerly
' A long, flat,

wooden instrument, with a cross handle at the top'

(HalHwell) ;
now an apparatus driven by power.

c 1830 [see BLUNGE]. 1879 J. YOUNG Ceram. Art 67 The
ingredients are mixed in a 'Blunger'. 1883 BINN Worcester
Porcelain Wks. 17 Several vats, containing blungers, which
are worked by machinery.

Blunk, sb. St. [Cf. BLUNKET.] In//. 'Linen
or cotton cloths which are wrought for being
printed ; calicoes

'

(Jamieson).
1830 Chamb. Jrnl. (1836) 31 Dec. 392 That Catrine blunks

wad hae a chance To tak the lead ; Nocht like them can be

got frae France Sae cheap an' guid.

Blunk, v. Obs. or dial. [app. a corruption of

BLENK or BLINK.]
fl. intr. To turn aside, blench, flinch, shrink. Obs.

1655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. ix. 2 (16691 S^/ 1 The pre-
sumptuous sinner . . goes on & never blunks. 1680 HICK-
ERIKGILL Meroz 27 That can swallow Oath upon Oath, .and
still their Consciences blunk no more than a piece of Brass?

2. (trans.} St. 'To spoil a thing, to mismanage
any business' ; Jamieson).
Blunk, variant of BLONK, Obs., steed.

Blunker (blzrrjkai). St.
[f.

BLUNK sb. or ?z>.]

'One who prints cloths' (Jamieson).
1815 SCOTT Guy M. iii, Dunboy is nae mair a gentleman

than the blunker that's biggit the bonnie house down in

the town.

tBlu*nket,- andj^. Obs. Forms: 5-7 blanket,
6 bluncket, blancket, bloncket, bloncat, 7

blonket, 5-8 blunket. [It is uncertain whether
the adj. sense gave its name to the fabric, or whether
the name of the fabric was transferred to its colour.

The original form of the word is also doubtful,

though bhtnket is both the earliest and by far the

most frequent. This makes it doubtful whether it
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can have been an adoption of OF. blanquet, var.

of blanchet, dim. of blanc white (and thus origin-

ally the same as BLANKET), a derivation which

would to some extent suit the sense.]

A. adj. Grey, greyish blue, light blue.

1488 Lord High. Treas. Accts. (JAM.) For x elne and j

quarter of blanket caresay to be hos. c 1534 Pol. l-'erg.

Eng. Hist. (1846) I. 74 The! weare called Pictes . . ether of

their bluncket heres, ether of certaine marckes made with

whot irons, a 1552 LELAND Brit. Coll. III. 138 Caesius,

gray of colour, or blunket. 1552 HULOET, Blancket coloure.

cmius. 1579 SPENSER Sheph, Cal. May 5 Our bloncket

liueryes [floss, graycoates] bene all tosadde. 1611 COTGR.,
Couleur 'perse, skie colour. Azure colour, a Blunket, or

light blue. 1622 PEACHAM Compl. Gentl. (16611 155 Blanket

colour, i. e. a light watchet. 1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden

cxxxv, Gilloflowers of such variable colours . . Horseflesh,

blunket, purple, and white. 1783 AINSUOHTH Lat. Diet.

Caesius, gray, sky-coloured, with specks of gray blunket.

B. sb. A fabric presumably of light grey or blue

colour ; possibly the same as BLANKET sb. i.

c- 1440 Gaw. <y Galar. ii. 3 fJAM. ) Here belte was of blunket.

1541 Aberd. Reg. JAM. i Three elln of bloncat. 1600 Queen*
Wardrobe in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz, III. 506 One rounde
kirtle of white clothe of silver chevernd, with bluncket, with

lace of golde.

Blunt v
bl*mt

,
a. and sb. Also 3 Orm. blunnt,

5-6 blont. [Etymology unknown : found in Ormin

ci2oo, in a sense which has suggested some con-

nexion with OX. blunda to doze, blunda aitguw
to shut the eyes, blundr dozing, sleep ^Vigfusson .

It has been proposed to explain the form as a con-

tracted pa. pple. for blunded, btund, OX. blundati,

blundat ; but pa. pples. in -nt from -n<! are not

found so early as 1 200 ; Ormin has none. And
this would hardly give the required sense, since

blunda was intransitive in ON., and the pple.
could hardly exist there. Other suggestions are

that blunt might be some kind of side-form of

blind, oranasalized deriv. of an OTeut.root *bhtt-,

whence OX. blaut soft, weak, mod.G. blosz naked,
Fris. blat, bleat naked, OK. bleat wretched. But

in the present state of the question these are mere

conjectures, having no contact with the history of

the word.]
A. adj.

1. Dull, insensitive, stupid, obtuse: said, it ap-

pears, originally of the sight, whence of the per-

ceptions generally, and the intellect. (Now gene-

rally with some antithesis to sharp, as in sense 2.)

c izoo ORMIN 16054 Unnwis maun iss blunnt, & blind Off
herrtess eshe sihnbe. (1325 E. E.Allit. P. A. 176 Such
a burre myjt make inyn herte blunt, c 1386 CHAUCER Pers
T. P649 Undevocioun thurgh which a man is so blunt, and
. . hath such a langour in soule, that he may neyther rede
ne synge in holy chirche. {-1440 Promp. Parv. 41 Blunt
of wytte, hebcs. 1594 CAREW Hnarte's Exam. Wits ( 1616)

319 Others, who of ordinarie are borne blunt and void of

mdgement. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. x. 47 All wtre his earthly
eien both blunt and bad And through great age had lost their

kindly sight. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, Induct. 18 The blunt

Monster, with vncounted heads, The still discordant, wauer-

ing Multitude. 1766 JOHNSTONK in Phil. TVvww.LvII. 125
The feelings are by no means acute, but blunt and confused.

1824 CAMPBKI.L Love <V Madn. 30 111 can your blunter feel-

ings guess the pain. 1846 RuSKIN Mod. Paint. I. n. in. i. 3
They are but the blunt and the low faculties of our nature.

2. Of an angle, edge, or point : Xot sharp, obtuse.

Of a tool or weapon : \Vithout edge or point.
For this notion blunt is now the proper word ; and this is

also now the leading literal sense, which tends to influence
the other senses.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xn. xviii. (1495' 426 The
capon is morecowarde of herte. .liis spores ben made blonte.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 41 Blunt of edge. 1530 PALSGR. 306/2
Blont nat sharpe, rabatu, agasse. 1562 TUBMEB Herbal \\.

M iij a The poyntes of the leues wer blunter. 1594 BLUN-
DEVIL Ejcerc, n. fed. 7) 119 The middle letter doth alwayes
signifie the angle propounded, bee it right, sharpe, or blunt.
1611 BIBLE Eccles. x. 10 If the yron be blunt. 1753 Scots

Mag. June 280/1 A blunt pencil. 1885 Where Chinese*
Drive 140 The hatchet was too blunt to be of any service.

b. tramf. to the effect.

1656 COWLEY Davideis iv. 144 Its least and bluntest stroke.

1562 J. HKVWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. 1 1867)210 Great diffrence
betweene blounte woordes and sharp swoordes. 1635
QUARLESJW<V. v. (1718,1 311 Lord, whet my dull, my blunt
belief. 1831 HEIDIGER Didon. ix. 270 Invention's blade is

made sharper, and not blunter, by much use.

1 3. Barren, bare. Obs.

'553 DOUGLAS sEneis (ed. 1710) xin. vi. 227 The large
plains .. Stude

bfaatJJf&S'. $ ed. 1874, blowt]ofbeistis and
of treis bare. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. xi. 9 Merchants . .

Arrived in this isle though bare & blunt T' inquire for

slaves. 1599 PORTER Angry Wont. Abingd. (1841) 22 Our
blunt soyle offords none such.

f 4. Rude, unpolished, rough, without refine-

ment. Obs. or arch.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. vii. in Ashm. (1652) 106 In Eng-
lish blunt and rude. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis \. Prol. 314
Thocht myne be blunt his [Vergil's] text is maist perfyte.
1530 PALSGR. 306/2 Blont in maners or rude rude. 1655
FULLER Hist. Camb. (18401 152 This blunt preaching was
in those dark days admirably effectual. 170* POPE Jan. <y

May 742 Tho' not in phrase refin'd ; Tho' blunt my tale.

c 1760 SMOLLETT Ode Indcp. 57 He steel'd the blunt Bata-
vian's arms. i8a6 SCOTT IVoodst, viii, His demeanour was
so blunt as sometimes might be termed clownish.

BLUNTER.

fb. Rough, harsh ; unfeeling, unsparing. Obs.

1592 SHAKS. fV. 3- ,4rf. 884 The blunt boar, rough bear

or hon proud. 1593 3 Hen. I V, \. i. 86 Trowest thou . .

that Clarence is so harsh, so blunt, vnnaturall ?

5. Abrupt of speech or manner; plain-spoken;
curt ;

without delicacy ; unceremonious.

1590 GREENE Xt-ucr too late (1600) 51 One blunt fellow

amongst the rest that was plaine and without falshood, told

her the whole cause. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V
t
\\. viL 185 By

his blunt bearing he will keepe his word. 1633 K. LONG
Barclay's Argents (1636) B iv a, A rude and blunt people,
wont to call a Figge a Figge, and a Boat a Boat. 1704
POPE Ess. Crit. 577 Blunt truths more mischief than nice

falsehoods do. 1797 MRS. RADCLII~FE Italian xiii. (1824)
606 Be pretty blunt with them if they want to come in here.

1865 TROLLOPS Belton Est. iii. 27 He was blunt in his bear-

ing, saying things which her father would have called

indelicate and heartless. 1871 DIXON Tower III. xxviii.

312 The blunt and earnest speaker . . was Cromwell.

6. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic, as blunt-angled,

-edged, -ended, -headed, -hearted, -nosed, -pointed,

-sighted, -witfed; adverbial, as blunt-spoken\ blunt-

file, a file with very little taper ; blunt-hook, a

surgical instrument used in midwifery ;
blunt-

point, a tool used in aquatinting ; blunt-sharp a.,

sharp but not pointed with malice ; f blunt-worker,
a blunderer ; f blunt-working, blundering.
1551 RECORDE Pathiv. Knowl. n. xiii, A *blunte angeled

triangle. 1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. 4- Phys. I. 312/2 'Blunt-

edged bills. 1845 DISRAELI Sybils 1863' 61 A selfish husband,
at once sharp-witted and 'blunt-hearted. 1772 FORSTER in

Phil, Trans. LXIII. 151 Thecommon*blunt-nosedSturgeon
of Germany. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 203/2 Kvery line of the

design is . . gone over with an instrument called a *blunt

point. 1613 HAYWARD Xorm. Kings 150 Colomannus the

eldest, who was lame, bunch-backed, crab-faced, '''blunt-

sighted. 1662 FULLER Worthies 11840' II. 464 Excellent at
v

blunt-sharp jests, and perchance sometimes too tart in

true ones. 1878 BLACK Green Past. iv. 34 Something more
than "blunt-bpoken . . a trifle too anxious to tread on people's
corns. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I7/, in. ii. zio Blunt-witted Lord,

ignoble in demeanor. 1:1440 Promp. Parv. 41 Blunderer
or *blunt warkere, //t"<V/rtcAw. Ibid. Blunderynge, or *blunt

warkynge, hebefaccio.
B. j.

fl. A blunt sword for fencing, a foil. Obs.

1611 COTGR. s.v. Per. Batre lefer, to play at blunt, or at

foyles. 1694 SIR W. HOPE Siyordsm. Vade Mec. 25 The
only Safe and Secure Play, with either Blunts or Sharpes.
2. A size or make of needle.

1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metals II. 360 The latter

[needles with broken points] are generally repointed as

blunts. 1862 MORRALL Xeedle Making 39 The Blunts are

half a size thicker and a size shorter than Betweens, and
have still stronger points, being suited for the heaviest work,
such as bed-ticks, shoe-binding, stay-making, etc.

3. slang. Ready money.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Blunt, money. 182380017

in Lockhart\ 1839) VI 1. 99, 1 willremit the blunt immediately.

1838 DICKENS O. Twist 202/1, I must have some blunt

from you to-night, a 1845 HOOD Tale Trump, xx, You
must fork out the blunt.

Blunt, v. Also 4-5 blont. [f.
BLUNT .]

1. tt-ans. To dull, or make less sharp (an edge or

point).
I398TREV1SA Barth. De P. R. xvi. xliv. (1495) 568 Whan

the cgge of yren is dulled and blonted. 1580 HOLLYIAHD
Treas. Fr. Tang s.v. Reboucher, To blunte the edge or

point of a thing. 1596 DRAYTON Legends i. 610 That Blade
. .Was too much blunted. 1713 SWIFT Cadenus <$

V. Wks.

1755 III. n. 3 Cupid now . . blunts the point of ev'ry dart.

a 1860 G. P. MORRIS Poems ted. 15! 61 Let us by this gentle
river Blunt the axe and break the quiver.

b. To weaken the sharpness of (anything acid

or corrosive) ;
to neutrali/e partially ;

to dilute.

1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 257 They operate ^by
blunt-

ing the Acrimony of the Salts. 1771 J. S. Le Dran's Obseri'.

Surg. ted. 4) 48 To touch it with the mercurial Solution . .

blunted with common Water. 1787 WINTER Syst. Husb.

333 It did not effervesce in, nor blunt the acidity of vinegar.

c. intr. To become dull of edge or point.

1684 BUNYAN Pilgr, n. 174 Its edges will never blunt. 1805
SOUTHEY Madoc in W. vn, The flint-edge [will] blunt and
break.

2. trans. To make dull (the feelings or faculties).

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, \\. iv. 27 Blunt not his Loue.

By seeming cold, or carelesse of his will. 1683 BURNET
tr. Mores Utopia 49 Necessity and Poverty blunts them,
makes them patient, and bears them down. 1835 SIR J.

Ross N.'H'.Pass. xvii. 270 Our long conviction of the in-

evitable event had blunted those feelings. 1866 GEO.
ELIOT Felix Holt u868) 20 The mother's love is at first

an absorbing delight, blunting all other sensibilities.

f 3. To blunt out orforth ; to utter bluntly or

abruptly. Obs. Cf. BLUKT.
a 1535 MOKE Wks. U557) ?6/J It were paradventure good

rather to keepe a good silence thyself than blunt forth

Blu'nted, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED 1

.]
Made

blunt ; having point or edge dulled ; llBOjCf'
1677 MOXON Meek. Excrc. (17031 349 With the blunted

point of a Needle. 1697 DRYDEN fir?. (1806} III. 249 Part

New grind the blunted axe. 1853 F. HALL in Leslie's Misc.

II. 176 A man whose moral judgment has become altogether
blunted. 1871 PALGRAVE Lyr. Poems 14 The blunted souls

by lust defiled.

t Blu'nten, v. Obs. rare. [f.
BLUNT a. Cf.

sharpen.} trans. To blunt, take off the edge of.

1615 J. STEPHENS Ess. fy Char, in Halliw. Ckaract.-Bks.

171 Good for nothing but to blunten a Cheaters pollicy.

Blu'iiter. [f-
BLUNT v. + -Eit 1

.]
One who

blunts or dulls.



BLUNTING.
1609 W, M. Man in Mooiie in HulIUv. Charact.-Bks. (1857)

87 He is his owne beauties blemisher, his wittes blunter.

Blu'nting, z-/>/. sl>. [f. BLUNT v. + -ING!.] The
action of making or of becoming blunt

; anything
in which this action is realized.

1611 COTGR., Esfoititi'inent) an vnpointing ;
a blunting ;

a breaking the point of. 1656 Artif. Handsomeness 72 Not
impediments or bluntings, but rather as Whetstones, to set

an edge on our desires. 1870 Eng. Meclt. 7 Jan. 397/2 We
. . remarked this blunting of the . . horn.

Blu'utish (blo-ntij), a. [f. BLUNT a. + -ISH.]
Rather blunt, somewhat blunt.

1578 T. PROCTER Gorg. Gallery in Heliconia I. 182 To
Bluntish blocks I see I doo complayne. 1713 DEKHAM Phys.
Theol. To Rdr. 5 He hath represented It as tubular, or
bluntish at the Top. 1880 WATSON in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV.
yy Apex bluntish, and a little obliquely rounded.
Hence Blu'ntishness.
1691 WOOD Ath, O.ron (1815) II. 582 An honest bluntish-

ness, far from court insinuation.

Bluntly (bltf-ntli), adv. [f. BLUXT a. + -LY-.]
1 1. Stupidly ; with dulled perception ; without

quickness of wit. Cf. BLUNT a. i. Obs.

*557 Tottell's Misc. ^Arb.) 136 For he that blontly runnes,
may light among the breers. 1583 STANYHLRST .-Ends n.

(Arb.) 45 Al our senses weare . . bluntlye benummetl. 1711
C. M. Lett, to Curat 75 You may guess how bluntly I

look'd, upon being taken up so sharp.
2. Without a sharp point or edge ; obtusely.
1578 LVTE Dodocns \\. ciiii. 290 Leaues bluntly iagged

rounde about the edges. 1768 PARSONS in Phil. Trans.
LVIII. 193 Bluntly serrated. i8zi HOOKKR Flora Scot.
n. 22 Pileus deep buff, bluntly conical.

3. Rudely ; without ceremony or delicacy ;

abruptly, curtly.
'579 TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tim. 796/2 Because we come

bluntly to it. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv. 36, I can . . deliuer a
plaine message bluntly. 1617 HIERON {('&. (1620) II. 415
Neuer fall bluntly to any religious dutie which God re-

quires. 1741 H. WALPOLE Lett. //. Mann (1834) I . x. 32
They bluntly refused to go. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule xvii.

269 Ingrain had come prepared to state harsh truths bluntly.

Bltrntness. [f. BLUNT a. +-NESS.]
fl. Dullness of wit, stupidity. Obs.

1483 Cath. Anet. 35 A Bluntnes, cbititdo. 1623 COCKE-
RAM, Hebetude, bluntnesse, dulnesse.

2. Obtuseness or dullness of point or edge.
1530 PALSGR. 199/1 Bluntnesse of any edged toole. 1655

GURNALL Chr. in Arm, xiii. 1 1669) 92/2 His worldly employ-
ments do not turn the edge of his affections, & leave a blunt-
ness upon his spirit. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. ty E.\p. Pkilos.

III. xxxi. 243 Rounded with a fine bone . . which causes a
sufficient bluntness or rolling edge.
3. Rudeness, absence of delicacy or refinement

;

abruptness of manner or address, curtness.

1605 SHAKS. Lear \\. ii. 102 Who bailing beene prais'd
for bluntnesse, doth affect A saucy roughnes. a 1674
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. III. x. 36 The bluntness and posi-
tiveness of the few words he spoke. 1751 FIELDING Amelia
Wks. 1775 X. 124 Bluntness, or rather rudeness, as it com-
monly deserves to be called, is not always so much a mark of

honesty as it is taken to be. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple t 1863)
237 The bluntness with which he used to contradict and
assert his disbelief of Captain Kearney's narratives.

Blirnty, -ie, a. Oh. or dial. [f. BLUNT .]

1. Of blunt nature or tendency.
1598 YONG Diana 206 Thou that art of bluntie lead, Strike

thou some womans hart so dead In cruell hate, that she
shall neuer feele The sense of loue.

2. as sh. A stupid fellow
; one not sharp of wits.

1768 Ross Helenore 36 (JAM.) I . . like blunty sat. 1794
BURNS Ofor otic an twenty ii, Theysnool mesair, andhaud
me down, And gar me look like bluntie, Tarn.

Blur i.bly-0, sb. Forms : 6-7 blurre, 7- blurr,
blur. [Blur sb. and vb. appear about the middle
of the 1 6th c. : their mutual relation is doubtful,
and the origin of both unknown : they have been

conjecturally viewed as a variant of BLEAR, and

may perhaps be onomatopoeic, combining the effect

of blear and blot. The mod.Sc. is 6/ore.']

1. A smear which partially obscures, made with
ink or other colouring matter, or by brushing the
surface of writing while still wet.
1601 HOLLAND Pttny 1 1. 306 With it a man may wash away

any blots or blurs of ink. 1640 QUARLES Enchirid. in. xiii,
He that clenses a blot with blotted fingers makes a greater
blurre. 1665 PEPYS Diary (1879) III. 151, I minded it so
little as to sleep in the middle of my letter to him, and com-
mitted forty blotts and blurrs. 1705 in Perry Hist. Coll.
Amer. Col. C/i. I. 178 The Blots, Blurs, and Defacements
of many of the Pages. 1871 BROWNING Pr. Hohenst. 392
Why keep each fool's bequeathment, scratch and blurr
Which overscrawl and underscore the piece?

2. fig. A stain which bedims moral or ideal

purity, a blemish
;
an aspersion on character.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xviii. 144 Sette a great
blurre on myne honestie. 1593 SHAKS. Liter. 222 This blur
to youth. 1641 MILTON Ch. Discip. i. Wks. (1851) 21 These
blurs are too apparent in his life. 1866 Cornk. Mag. May
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The place from a distance, compared with the surround-
ing country, was a blur and a blemish as it were. 1883
Contemp. Rev. June 784 Many a blur of human error.

3. An effect like that of blurred writing or paint-

ing ;
an indistinct blurred appearance ; indistinct-

ness, confused dimness.
1860 EMERSON Corf. Li/e(i86S) 281 The fine star-dust and

nebulous blur of Orion. 1870 LOWELL Study Wittd. 39
The vast blur of a north-northeast snow-storm. 1873 HROWN-
ING Red Cott. Wig/it*. 878 The face, to me One blurr of
blank.
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Blur (.Mai), v. [See prec.]
1. trans. To obscure or sully vwhat has been fair)

by smearing with ink or other colouring liquid.
1592 LYLV Midas iv. ii, To blurre his diademe with blood.

1612 R. CARPENTER Settles Sent. 54 His . . black bcoke,
blurde and blotted with the register of sin. 1650 FULLER
Pisgah iv. ii. 20 A full paper blurred over with falsehoods.

1884 BROWNING Fcrishtah 1 17 Blacks blur thy white ?

b. intr. To make blurs in writing.
1622 MABBE Alcwau's Guzman D'Alf. n. 134 My pen

did so blur, that I did despaire, to come off cleanly with it.

1689 EVELYN JAw. 1 18571 1 II. 314, 1 see how I have blurred:
but tis not worth the writing fairer. 1878 BROWNING Poets
Croisic xxxvii, Over the neat crowquill calligraph His pen
goes blotting, blurring.
2- fig- To stain, sully, blot, or blemish the purity,

beauty, or truth of (anything) ;
to disfigure, be-

foul, defile, asperse.
XS93 SHAKS. -2 Hen. VI, iv. i. 39 Neuer yet did base dis-

honour blurre our name, But with our sword we \\ ip'd away
the blot. i6oz - - Ham. in. iv. 41 Such an Act That blurres
the grace and blush of Modestie. 1663 HUTLEK Hitft. \. iii.

876 Sarcasms may eclipse thine own Hut cannot blur my lost

renown. 1674 FLAT.MAN To Orinda 3 A weeping evening
blurs a smiling day. 1794 SULLIVAN l^iciu A*/. V. 28 Irish

history, blurred . .with extravagancy and fable. 1825 COLE-
RIDGE Lett.) Cowers, etc. 11.237 The human face divine is

blurred and transfigured by being made the impress of the
mean and selfish. 1885 \V. C. SMITH Kitdrostan 74 To blur
a father's memory.
3. To bin)- out : to efface (writing, etc.) by blur-

ring it. To blur over: to put out of sight, or

obscure by a blur. Mostly /^
1581 J. BLI.I. Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 13 If the lively autho-

ritie of the holy scriptures have so utterly quasshed and
blurred out this bald ceremonie. 1621 QUAKLKS Esther
(16381 123 And from remembrance blurre his Generation.
1642 MILTON Apol. Sntect. Wks. 1738 I. i-i To blur over,
rather than to mention that public triumph. 1663 SIR G.
MACKENZIE Relig. Stoic \\\. '1685) 54 Blur the names . . out
of the Book of Life. 1690 LOCKE Hum. i'lid. i. iii. (1695125
Concerning innate Principles, I desire these Men to say,
whether they can, or cannot . . be blurr 'd and blotted out.

1863 ALCOCK Capit. Tycoon I. 159 A constant tendency to
blur out distinctions.

4. To make indistinct and dim, as writing is by
being blurred. Alsoy%-.
1611 SHAKS. Cymh. iv. ii. 104 Time hath nothing Murr'd

those lines of Fauour Which then he wore. 1681 Ess. /'tan-
<V Truth Ch. 2 The Blurring these Impressions. 1859 TEN-
NYSON Guinevere 5 One low light . . Blurr'd by the creeping
mist. 1871 RoaSETTl Stream's Stcr. viii, Thine eddy's rip-

pling race Would blur the perfect image of his face.

5. transf. To dim (the sight or other senses, the

perception, or judgement), so that they no longer
receive or form distinct impressions.
c 1620 Z. BOYD Zions Flowers (1855* 1 12 Feare . . blurres

your senses. 1791 COWPER Iliad xx. 392 With shadows
dim he blurr'd the sight Of Peleus' son. 1871 ROSSKTTI
Staff fy Scrip xxvii, Our sense is blurr'd With all the chants
gone by. 1878 MOHLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. i. 264 Social equitym which charity is not allowed to blur judgment.
6. Comb., as f blur-paper, a writer who merely

blurs paper ;
a scribbler.

1603 FLORID Montaigne n. xxxii. (16321 404 Scriblers and
blur-papers which now adayes stuffe Stationers shops.

Ii Cf. BLARE, BLORE v.

1611 CmciR., Graillcr, to winde a Home hollowly; to
blurre a Trumpet.

i Blure, bloure, blowre, sb. Obs. [App.
from root of BLOW v. : cf. BLADDER.] = BLADDER
sit. 2

\ blister, swelling.
(1440 York Myst. xi. 294 Grete loppis ouere all bib lande

bei flye, That with bytyng makts mekill blure [Tffivneley
Myst. viii. 294 Where thay byte thay make grete blowre].
,1460 TowneIcy Myst. 310 So many Thus broght I on blure.
a 1499 GARLANDIA Eqniv. in Prontp. Parv. 43 Bulla,
tumor, laticmn^ i.e. aquaruut, a bollynge or a bloure.

t Blurre. Obs. ? = prec. ; cf. also BLUK, BLOW,
BLORE.
1526 SKKLTON Magnyf. 1194 Mary, as thou sayst, he

gaue me a blurre.

Blurred (bli>id), ///. a. [f. BLUR v. + -ED 1
.]

1. Smeared with or as with ink, as when wet

writing is rubbed or brushed.

1553 DK. NORTHL'MB. in Four C. F.ng. Lett. 22 To whom
I have also sent my blurred letters. 1660 W. SECKER
Nonsuch Prof. 189 There is no removing of blots from the

paper by laying upon it a blurred finger. 1790 BURKK l<'r.

KW. Wks. 1842 V. 167 Paltry blurred shreds of paper about
the rights of man. 1875 STUBDS Const. Hist. II. xvii. 625
The writing of the fourteenth century is coarse and blurred.

2. Stained, sullied, befouled.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xii, A Country' all blurr'd
and blotted. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aitr. Leigh vm. 362 His
cheeks all blurred with tears and naughtiness.
3. Made indistinct and dim like blurred writing.
1701 Land. Gaz. No. 374^/4 The W. a little blurr'd. 1842

DICKENS Amer. Notes (1850) 132/2 A blurred lithograph of

Washington. 1878 BLACK Green Past. vii. 54, I don't know
. .what blurred image or idol he had in his mind.
Hence Blurreduess (bl^'jdnes).
1864 FURNIVALL in Reader 22 Oct. 511/2 The frequent

blurredness [of the type] and missing of dots and strokes in

this reduction.

Blurrer (,blTar\ [f. BLUR v. + -ER.] He who
or that which blurs.

1681 RYCAUT Critick 117 Their tongues [turned to] blur-
rers of fame.

Blurring blirrin\ vbl. sb.
[f. BLUR Z/.+-ING '.]

The action of the vb. BLUK.

BLUSH.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 393 [The I'aiK.-r] would not hold

inke. .and was euermore in danger of blurring and blotting.
^ 1638 MEDE Wks. iv. xxix. 784 Everlasting mending,
blurring, and pausing at every sentence to alter it- 1864
SIR F. PALGRAVE JW;. % Eng. III. 440 The blurring of
the lime, on the greensward.

Bltvrring, ///. a. [see -ING-.] That blurs.

1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Guidi Wind. 88 For men to

spit at with scorn '.> blurring brine.

Blurry ;blrri), a. [f.
Bi.uu sb. + -Y'.] Full

of blurs; faultily indistinct in features.

1884 Leeds Mercury Wkly. Supp. 15 Nov. 1/6 The tutti

music was wanting in tone . . and the execution was fre-

quently very blurry.

Blurt .bl/Xit), v. [app. a modern onomatopoeia,
expressive of a discharge of breath or fluid from
the mouth after an effort to retain it ; with the hl-

elemcnt, cf. blow, blast, blash, etc.
;
with the rest

cf.
sjbttt'fj spirt, s<iiiirt, etc. : see also BLIKT.]

1. intr. To emit the breath eruptively from the

mouth
;
to snort in sleep. Also trans, with out.

Now dial.

l6tl
CUTCR,_, Sonjflcr Ics c/ion.r en dormant, to puffc, ur

a 1825 MS, Poem (JAM.; He
blortit an' startit.

blurt out pu fifes, in sleeping, a 1825 .

f2. To make a contemptuous puffing gesture
with the

lips, to puff in scorn, to *

pooh '. Obs.

a. intr. Also with indirect pass, to be blurted at.

1596 Ediv. Ill, iv. vi. (X.) All the world will blurt and
hcorn at us. 1601 SHAKS. Per. iv. iii. 34 None would look
mi her But cast their ga/L-.> on Marinas face; Whilst our^
was blurted at. 1611 IM.OKIO, Boccheggiarc . . to make
mouths or blurt with ones lips. 1654 GAVTON fast. Notts
i\ . xvii. 259 The other part . . siiee/e and blurt . . make
mouths, and fiowt in Spanish posturo.

b. trans. To treat contemptuously.
1621 FLKTCIILK ll'ild-G. Chase 11. U, I never was 50 blurted,
Nor ever so abused. 1(1663 SANDERSON Scrtti. 11681) 92
1'arHed and Blurted by evi:ry lewd conipaniun.
3. trans, (commonly with out} : To utter abruptly,

and as if by a sudden impulse ; to ejaculate im-
i pulsively ; to burst out with.

IS73 f>- HARVEY Lettcr-bk. (18841 9 Blurting out sutth
ieblsa.s he had gottin togither for the nons. 1656 H. MOKH
Enthits. Tri. (1712) 35 Blurting out any garish foolery tliai

comes into tlieir mind. 1768 TUCKER Lt, Nat. II. 566
Sometimes people will blurt out things inadvertently, which
ifjudgment had been awake it would have suppressed. 1773
GOLDSM. Stoops to Cfn</. it. i, To blurt out the broad staring
question of, Madam will you marry me. 1848 MACAULAV
Hist. Eng. II. 180 They arc fortunate if they possess an in-

discreet friend who blurts out the whole truth. 1854 MRS.
GASKELL North $- S. v,

'

Papa is going to leave 1 1 cl^toni;
' '

she blurted forth. 1876 BI.ACKIK St>Hg$ Jtt'tfg: fy Life 147
To blurt a dash of broad-cast Scottish truth, Athwart his

lisping lips.

Jig. 1611 TOLRNELR Ath. Trag. i\ . iv. 124, I should ha'
done't slily without discouery, and now I am blurted upon
'em before I was aware.

b. absol.

1641 MM.TON Anintadv. Wks. (1651 1 189 To blurt upon the
eares of a judicious Parliament with such a . . Proem.
4. transf. To thrust out abruptly.
1818 Rt'ligio Cterici 52 Fled is the genuine Muse, and in

her place A brisk pretender blurts her shameless face.

5. To burst out into weeping. (Cf HLIHT.
1843 W. CARLETON Traits I. 139 Able-bodied spalpeen-,

blurting, like overgrown children, on seeing their own blood.

Blurt (blwt), sb.
[f. the vb. : see also BLIKT.]

fl. An eruptive emission of breath from the

mouth, esp. as expressive of contempt. Obs.

1580 NORTH Plutarch 11676* 633 Meaning to give (Jassan-
der a slampant and blurt. 1611 FLORID, Chiccherc, a. .blurt

with ones mouth in scorne or derision.

2. An abrupt impulsive utterance or outburst.

1865 CAKLYLK Fredk. Gt. VI. xvi. ix. 245 This blurt of La
Mettrie's goes through him like a shot of electricity.

Blurt, adv. and int. [The verb-stem used with-
out const., as in ' to go bang',

'

to cut bang off'.]
A. adv. lilurting, with a blurt.

1698 VANBRUGH Prw. Wife in. iii, When they cuine blurt
out with a nasty thing in a play.

t B. interj. An exclamation of contempt ;

'

pooh !

* ' a fig for !

'

See BLURT v. 2. Obs.

1592 LVLY Midas n. ii. 21 Blirt to you both. 1602 Mn>-
DI.KION (title) (N.) Blurt, Master Constable. 1604 DKKKEK
Honest Wh, Wks. 1873 II. 22 Blurt on your sentences.
1606 in .A". Riding Records \ 18831 ' 37 Will. Forde fined for

using evill speeches to the Constable saying
'

Blirt, Mr.
Constable '.

Blu'rting, vbl. sb.
[f.

BLUKT v. + -iNG 1
.]

Tfl. The contemptuous abrupt emission of breath

from the lips (obs.}. b. The uttering of words

abruptly and heedlessly.
1598 FLORIO, Sniorjia^ a mowing, a mocking, or pish with

ones mouth . .a blurting.

Blurting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -INU-.]
a. Bursting forth in short sudden puffs, b.

Making abrupt unexpected utterances; impulsively
communicative.
1850 MRS. BROWNING Drama Exile Poems I. 87 Shall

the horse's nostrils steam the blurting breath. 1863 GF.O.

ELIOT Rotnola in. xiv. (1880) II. 156 He would be suddenly
blurting and affectionate. 1872 Middlftn. v. 187 The
blurting, rallying tone with which he spoke.

Blush (bl[), z>.
7 Pa. t. and pple. blushed,

blusht (blz>Jt
. Forms: 4 6 blusche, blusshe,

4 blosche, 4-5 blysche, 5 blushe, 6 bluss, 6-



BLUSH.

blush. (Rare pa. t. in 5 blist blyscht;. [Evi-

dently related to a series of words found in Old
Norse and Low German, but not known in OHG.
or Gothic, pointing back to a stem *bli~tsi- from

verbal root *blus- in sense of 'burn, glow, be red
1

.

Cf. OE. *blysian in ablisian to blush, ablysttng,

ablysgitng
' redness of confusion, shame', with

MDu. bldzdn, blozen (from earlier bleuzen}, Du.
bloztn to blush, bios (formerly bletts) blush, MLG.
blosen, bloschen ; also OE. blysa wk. masc., blysige
wk. fern., ON. blys neut. '

torch' (Sw. bloss torch,

blossa to blaze, Da. bins torch, blitsse to blaze, to

blush), LG. blitse flame, bliisen to set on fire,

bhusteren to inflame, glow, become red. The
nearest relatives of ME. blusche, bhsthc, blysche,

are app. MLG. bloschen, LG. blusken (ftrem. IVb.

I. 105} : and its antecedent form is perhaps to be

found in OE. blyscan, bliscan
'

rutilare' (in the

Aldhelm Glosses, Monc Q. und F. 355): but its

comparatively late appearance in ME., apparently
first in the north, its various vowel-forms, and the

doubtful relations of the senses, esp. sense 2, all

combine to leave the history of the word very
obscure. OE. blyscan, bliscan, has also been con-

jectured to be for *blicsian, from root *blik- lo

ehine, in which case it would not be related to the

blusi- words, nor to ME. blusche, (The Da. de-

ponent blues to blush, may also be compared.)]
(The order of the senses is uncertain ; with I and

2 cf. BLINK.)

\\.intr. To shine forth. \\\\ allit. poetry.) Obs.

c 1340 Gaiv. >y Gr. Knt. 1817 pat bere blusschande beme/,
as j>e bry^t sunne. t~ 1400 Destr. Troy 4665 The bremnes
;ibatid ; ofusshit the sun,

t 2, To cast a glance, glance with the eye, give
a look, (in allit. poetry.) Ofis.

L 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 998 Ho blusched hir bihynde, ha^
hir forboden were. /^/rt

r

.C-343pe bonk bat he blosched to.

& bode hym bi^yde. la 1400 M&rte Art/t. 116 The kynge
blyschit one the beryne with his brode eghne. t

1

1400
Yu'aine % Gaw. 3163 The lioun bremely on thani blist.

1:1400 Destr. Troy 1316 He blusshed ouer backeward to |?e

brode see. c 1450 Merlin xvi. 259 [Thei] ne wiste no worde
till sodeinly thci blusshed vpon a grete parte of saisne;..

b. To blush to the earth : to glance to the earth,

i.e. to fall face downwards.
c 1450 Merlin vii. 120 The stroke descended on the horse

. . and ydiers and his horse blusshet to the erthe. Ibid.

137 Thei smot so v of the first that thei metten that thei

blushit to the erthe.

C. To blush on : to approach in look or appear-
ance. Cf. BLUSH sb. 3.
c 1530 LD. HKRSEKS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. 118141 381 A lyghte

kyrtell of chau ngeable vyolet tartorne, somewhat blusshynge
on a red coloure.

3. intr. To become red in the face, (usually) from -

shame or modesty; to * colour up'. Often with I

compl. to blush red, etc., also with cogn. object.
c 1450 Crt. Love clxxii, Shamefastnes was there . . That

blushed red, and durst not ben aknow She lover was. 1514
BARCLAY Cyi. fy Uplondyshni.{\\i^ n Anone she blusshed,

revolvynge in her mynde . . That it was token of to great
carnall lust, c 1532 LD. BERNERS f/aon 550 She changed
coloure and blussyd as rudy as a rose Ibid. 286 He
blusshed in the face for the gret yre that he was in. 1588
SHAKS. Tit. A. v. I. 122, What canst thou say all this and
neuer blush? 1611 BIBLE Jcr. vi. 15. 1667 MILTON P. L.\u\.

511 To the Nuptial Bowre I led her blushing like the Morn.

1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 545 And virgins smiled at what they
blushed before.

1765) yunfits Lett. xxxv. 153 That prince.,
used . .to blush for his . . ignorance. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth
III. 53 Catharine blushes a blush of anger. 1872 DARWIN
Emotions xiii. 311 The young blush much more freely than
the old. Women blush much more than men . . The ten-

dency to blush is inherited. 1882 BESAXT All Sorts 137 She
blushed a pretty rose red.

fig- '7SO GRAY Elegy xiv, Full many a flower is born to

blush unseen.

fb. To look on with a blush. Obs.

1393 SHAKS. Liter. 1339 Blushing on her.

C. trans. With extended force: To express, ex-

hibit, make known by blushing. Chiefly poetic.
159Z WARNER A Ib. Eng.\\\\. xii. 201 She blush't out beauty.

1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 595 He blush you Thanks.

1651 KULLEK Abt-l Ketiiv. 224 Many unworthy Schollars

. . whose scarlet Gowns might seeme to blush the wearers

Ignorance. 1800 MOORK Anacreon Ixiii. 4 The boy, who
breathes and blushes flowers '. 1855 TENNYSON Maud xvii.

16 Pass the happy news, Blush it through the West.

d. To make or turn into, out oj\ by blushing.
1636 R. DURHAM in Ann. Dubrcnsia (1877) 55 Whom

chast Diana blusht into a beast. 1660 FULLER Mijet Con-

tempi, f 184 i,i 188 They will blush themselves out of their for-

mer follies. (71848 MAKKYAT R. Reefer xx, /should blush

myself black in the face.

4. feg. To be ashamed. Const, inf., at or for.
1530 PALSGR. 459/1* J blusshe, I waxe ashamed. i$&3

STUBBES Anat. Abits. n. 33, I blush to tell you. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. VI, n. iv. 48 Be thou milde, and blush not at my
shame. 1692 BLNTLEY Boyle Lect. vii. 241 So monstrous
an Absurdity, as even They will blush to be charged with.

'734 BOLINGBR. in Swift's Lett. 11766' II. 190, I do not
blush to own, that I am out of fashion. 1701 BURKE Corr.

'1844) III. 332 As one of the people, I blush for what has
followed. 1871 FREEMAN /fist. Ess. Ser. i. iii. 76.

5. trans/. To become or be red, or roseate.

950

1679 Est. Test. 38 If our streets . . should blush with the I

blood of Massacred Protestants. 1697 DKVDEN Virg.
'

Gtorg. n. 601 Trees of Nature . . with red Berries blush.

1791-1824 DISRAELI Cur. Lit. 11866)523/1 Hills. .blushing
with vines. 1866 B. TAYLOK Thrrf Baltimore Poems 401;

The streets. .Blushed with their children's gore. 1866 ALGEH
Solit. ,\'af. fy Man i. 19 \Vhole orchards of apple-blossoms
blush in correspondence.

6. trans. To make red.

1593 SHAKS, 2 Hen. VI, m. ii.
167^

Ne're returneth, To
blush and beautifie the Cheeke againe. 1747 T. GIBBONS

Elegy xiii. in Doddridge Col. GatwturA.pp, 11.216 ARobe
of spotless White, But where the Saviour's flowing Vein
Had blu.sh'd it with a sanguine Stain. 1820 KEATS St.

Agnes .\.\iv, A shielded scutcheon blushed with blood of

queens and kings.

Blush. bl#p, sb. (a.) [f.
the vb. : cf. Du. bios.]

A. sb. 1 1. A gleam, a blink. Obs.
c 1340 Caw. # Gr. Knt. 520 A blysful blusch of be bry^t

sunne, 1661 BUKNKY K'p. -iwpoi'4 Their Prerogative, which
is not a blush from the people, but 'tis a beam resultant from
Gods Majestic, and reflects upon the people for their good.

2. \ glance, glimpse, blink, look. Obs. exc. in

phr. at, on, etc. thc^ first blush : at the first glance.
it 1375 Joseph A rim. 657 Afttir be furste blusch we ne

mi^te him biholden. f 1530 LD. BERXERS Arth, Lyt. Bryt.

11814) 494 As the emperour loked in at a windowe . . he had
a blushe of Florence, a 1563 HALE 6V/. irks. < 1849) 572 The
two horns are like the lambs horns at ablush. 1583 STUBBKS
Anat. Al>its. n. 7 Hir Grace is . . able at the first blush to

discearne truth from falsehood. 1611 Br. ANDREW us Serin,

yatinity vi. Wks. i84r I. 94 Vidimus. And that not . . 'at

a blubh', passing by; but had a full sight. 1624 BKDKLL
Lett. v. 82 This discourse hath a prettie shew at the first

blush, a 1641 I!i'. MuuNTAt;u Acts
<$

Mon. 402 Looking
pale, wan, and meagre, that men might say of them, at the

blush, This man fasts to day. 1838 G. S. FAUKR Inquiry
308 The very vagueness of the allegation . . may well, even
on the first blush, induce a full presumption that, etc. 1844
DISKAU.I Coni)ig&l>y n. i. 58 At the first blush, it would seem
that little difficulties could be experienced.

\ 3. A look, appearance, resemblance. Obs. exc.

dial. In Bk. St. Albans a 'company' of boys.
[1486 Bk. St. Albatts Fvib, A blush of boyes.J 1620

X. BRENI Hist. Connc. Trent 116761 204 Which followed . .

without any blush of absurdity. 1640 FULI.KH Joseph's Coat

11867' : 3 Reports relish of their relators, and have a blush
and a smack of their partial dispositions, [1824 Craven
Dialect 15 Shoe wod a hed a feaful blush of her mother.]

4. The reddening of the face caused by shame,

modesty, or other emotion.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. fr'f, in. iii. 97 Bewray thy Treason
with a Bki-ili. 1599 Hen. /', v. ii. 253 Put off your
Maiden Blushes 1718 POPE ItiaJ iv. 403 The hero's waniith

o'erspread Hi- cheek with blushe.-. 1828 WOKDS\V. Triad^

Hut her blushes are joy-flushes. 1876 dt;o. ELIOT Dan.
Dcr. III. xxxv. 37 A blush is no language : only a dubious

flag-signal which may mean either oftwo contradictories.

b. To put to the blush : to cause to blush, put
to shame.

1649 SELDEN Laics fng. \. iv. 11739' 10 They do it with
that solemn reverence as may put all the Christian world to

the blush. 1711 J. DISTAI i Char. Don Sacheverellio -i It has

put to the blush . . the best Performances of an Apelles.

1858 HAWTHORNE />. ty It. Jrnls. 11873^!. ii Puts Londun
to the blush, if a blush could be seen on its dingy face.

5. tratisf. A rosy colour or glow, as that of the

dawn
;
in \vider sense, a flush of light or of colour.

1590 GRKENK Arcadia (1616) 70 Pleusidippus .. seeing
Samela come foorth like the blush in the morning. 1618
1>) KKI-K Ow/cs Alman., And the Vintners latisses must
haue a new blush. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 184 Aire sud-

denly eclips'd, After short blush of Morn, a 1773 LvTrKi.-
TON Uncertainty \. iR.) And light's last blushes ting'd the

distant hills. 1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Monast. Ord. 11863)

31,1 The little cemetery . . all one blush of roses.

B. adj. ;or the sb. used attrib.\ Of the colour

of a blush.

1633 Gerard's Herbal \\. Ixviii. ^57 A pale purple tend-

ing to a blush colour. 1665-76 RAY /-'farafa Flowers.,

white, a little "inclining to blush. 1699 WAFER in Phil.
Trans. LV. 51 Some tincture of a blush or sanguine com-
plexion. 1882 Garden i Apr. 223/2 Blossoms of a delicate

blush tint.

C. Comb., as blush-pink, -white; bhtsh-iolourtii,

-tinted, -compelling aqjs. ; blush-rose, a variety of

rose of a very delicate pink.
1626 BACON Syfc'ti 513 Blossomes Blush-Coloured. 1713

J. PKIIVER in Phil. Tran*. XXVIII. 37 Beautiful Blusli-

coloured Flowers. 1811 W. SPHSCEK Poems 71 Pillow'd on
her blush-rose bed. 1818 K i A i s F.ndynt. \. 619 Blush-tinted

cheeks, half smiles, and faintest sighs. 1882 Garden 18

Nov. 451/3 Large, broad-sepaled flowers, blush-white.

Blusher (blpjai). [f.
BLUSH v. +-ER 1

.] One
who blushes or exhibits a sense of shame ;

a thing
which blushes, i.e. is red or roseate.

1665 BOYLK Occas. RcJJ. v. vii. 116751 320, I envy not
Arabia's Odours, whil'st that of this fresh Blusher [a Nose-
gay] charms my sense. 1872 DARWIN Emotions 315 A lady,
who is a great blusher.

t Blu'sliet. Obs.
[f. BLUSH sb. + dim. -ET (app.

confined to B.Jonson).] Little blusher; modest girl.
1625 B. JONSON Stapl. News 11. i, Though mistress Baud

would ?peak, Or little blushet Wax be ne'er so easy, a 1637
Wks. 11692) 319 Go to, little Blushet, for this, anan,

Vou steal forth a Laugh in the shade of your Fan.

Blushful (blo-Jful , a. [f. BLUSH sb. + -FUL.]
1. Full of blushes, apt to blush, modest, bashful.
i6iiCoTc;R. ( I'ergongnen.v . . shameful!, shame-fac'd, bash-

full, blushfull. 1794 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Rwl.for Olh>,-r

Wks. II. 154 Thou sly and blushful maid. 1871 M. COLLINS

Mrq, $ Mcrch. II. 130 Amy's shy, quiet, blushful face.

BLUSTER.

1 2. Calling for a blush, shameful. Obs.

1656 TRAPP Connn. Matt. xvi. n Ignorance under means
is a blushful sin.

3. trans/. Blush-coloured, rosy, ruddy.
1804 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) in Beauties Eng. Poetry \. 135

The bewy . . hides beneath a leaf its blushful hue. 1877
BLACKIK Wise Men 66 The blushful peach.
Hence Blu'shfully adv., Blu'shfulness.

1873 M. COLLINS Syr. Silclwsters I. xii. 167 Silvia's bosom
was blushfully buttoned. 1613 HKYWOOD Braz. Age ii. ii.

Wks. 1874 III. 185 Let me in your face Reade blushfull-

nesse and feare.

Blushiness (blzrjmesu [f.
BLUSHY + -NESS.]

The quality of being given to blushing.
1865 >S. PHILIP AV' York> The peculiar blushiness of

pretty servants when they have a message to deliver to nice

gentlemen.

Blushing bl^'JIn), vbl. sb. [f. BLUSH -v. +
ING i.] The action of the vb, BLUSH.
1581 R. GOAUE in Confer, n. (1584' Liij b, Worthy of hiss-

ing, and of blusshing too. 1648 JLNKYN Blind Guide i. 6

Even the sectaries read it with blushing. 1663 J. SPENCER

Prodigies (16651 J 46 As the bltishings of the Evening. 1872
DAKWIX Emotions xiii. 310 Blushing is the most peculiar,
and the most human of all expressions.

Blirshing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING-.]
1. Thai blushes ; modest.

1613 R. C. Table Alph. ^ed. 31 Bashfull, blushing, or

-hamefast. 1764 GOLDSM. Trar. 408 The modest matron,
and the blushing maid. 1803 JANK PORTER Tkaddeu* xlvii.

428 Her blushing eyes were shedding tears of delight.

2. Ruddy ;
roseate.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, in. iii. 63 The blushing discontented
sun. 1648 HERKICK Hesper.^ To P/tillis, The blushing
apple, bashful pear. 111721 PRIOR Garland iR.i The dap-
pled pink and blushing rose. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in W.
.\iv, Antic trees Shone with their blushing blossoms.

t 3. Causing blushes, shameful. Obs.

1625 BACON Ess. Fricndsh. (Arb.i 181 Things. .Gracefull

in a Frends Mouth, which are Blushing in a Mans Owne.

Blu'shingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LV-.] With

blushing ; modestly ;
as if ashamed.

1598 FLOKIO Diet. Kp. Ded. 3 Made me blushinglie con-

fesse my ignorance. 1693 ViLLiERSiDk. Buckhm.j Chances
Wks. 117141 171, I must blushingly beg leave to say, etc.

1884 Harper's Mag. Nov. 914/2 Blushingly conscious of the

admiring eyes that followed her.

Blushless s bl/rfles), a. [f. BLUSH sb. + -LESS.]
Without a blush, unblushing; impudent, shameless.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Picas. I. 60 With blushles face and
\ nstaied penne. 1608 TOLKNEUR Rev. Trag. in. v. 80 Some
darken'd blushlesse Angle. 1635 QUARLES Entbl. i. viiL

117181 34 But bold-fac'd mortals in our blushless times Can
sing and smile, and make a sport of crimes, a, 1743 SAVAGE
ll'ks. II. 123 ijod.) Not blushless Henley less abash'd ap-

pears. 1886 BLACKIK tt'hat does Hist. Teach 31 Aristocratic

Poland did this in a much more blushless way than demo-
cratic Greece.

Hence Blu'shlessly adv.

1604 MARSTON Matcont. i. i, Contested blushlessly he loved

you but for a spurt or so.

Blushy. (bl^'Ji), a.
[i.

BLUSH sb. + -Y 1
.]

a. Blush-coloured; b. Suffused with blushes.

16*6 BACON Sylva 507 Blossomes . . of Apples, Crabbs,

Almonds, and Peaches, are Blushy, and Smell sweet. 1666

G. HARVEY Consump. (J.) A blushy colour in his face. 174*
A. ASTON BriefSitppl. Colley Cibbcrq Black sparkling eyes.
and a fresh blushy complexion. 1865 S. PHILIP AVw York

140 She answered, .with a very pleasant blushy smile.

Blusne, var. of BLYSNK v. Obs. to shine.

Bluster (blz>-stej), v. Also 4-5 blostre, 4-6
blustre, 6 blaster. [It is very doubtful whether

the obsolete ME. sense i has any connexion with

the later word in the other senses. With the former

Matzner compares the LG. blustern, blistern ' to

flutter or flap the wings in alarm like a frightened

dove, etc.', which perhaps may be a parallel ono-

matopoeia. The 1 6th c. word has evident relations

both in form and sense with the verbs BLOW,
BLAZE z/.

2
, and BLAST : cf. especially OX. blastr sb.

'blast, breath, blowing, hissing' with the form

blasterand in G. Douglas (=. BLUSTERING///. <z.).

Prof. Skeat also compares an East Frisian bltistern

to bluster, from bliisscn to blow, akin to blasen ;

and it is worthy of note that the Sc. pronunciation
is (bl/Vster). But evidence is wanting as to the

actual introduction of the word about 1500.]
I. The ME. verb.

fl. inti'. To wander or stray (or ? to rush)

blindly or aimlessly. Obs. Cf. BLUNDER v. 3-

c*3*S E. E. Allit. P. B. 886 pay blustered as blynde as

bayard watz euer.
1377

LANGL. P. PL B. v. 521 Ac }ere
was wy}ie non so wys pe wey bider couthe, But blustreden

[1393 blostrede] forth as bestes ouer bankes and hilles.

II. The modern verb.

2. t'ttfr. Of the wind : To blow boisterously or

with stormy violence. Also said of water agitated

by wind or flood.

1530 PALSGR. 459/1 This wynde blustereth a pace. 1579
GOSSON Apol. Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 65 The wynde blustereth

about the hilles yet can not remove them from their place.

1621-31 LAUD Serni. (1847) 207 If God provide not a fence

for this light of justice against the winds of temptation that

bluster about it. 1725 POPE Odyss. xii. 342 Loud wind*
I arise, Lash the wild surge, and bluster in the skies. 1842
I TENNYSON Dream Fair Worn. 38 When to land Bluster the

!
winds and tides the self-same way. 1863 BARING-GOULD Ice-

\ land 118 The winter storms began to bluster up the glen.



BLUSTER.
b. fig. of the storm or tempest of the passions

1549 COVERDALE Ernsin. far. James 25 Whan the storme
of sorowes cometh blustreing in. 1645 Bp. HALL Content.
109 Inc. .passions which daily bluster within us.

0. trans. To blow about, disarray, dishevel.
rare, f To bluster down ; to blow down with
violence (obs.}.
16.. Seasonable Serin. 26 iT.) Doth the devil by a tern-

pestuous gust, bluster down the house ? 1876 G. MERFDITH
BeancJi. Career II. iii. 42 A south-western autumnal galemade threads of Cecilia's shorter locks .. blustering the curls
that streamed .. from the silken band.

f3. intf. Of persons : To blow, breathe hard.
1530 PALSGR. 459/1 He blustereth as thoughe he had

laboured sore.

t b. Of a wind-instrument : To blow or blast

boisterously. Obs.

i59o RANDOLPH in M'Crie Life Knox u. 41 Six hundred
trumpets continually blustering in our ears.

1 4. trans. To utter with a blast, or with stormy
violence and noise. Usually with out orforth
"'535 MORE Wks. 374 He bloweth and blustereth out at

last his abhommable blasphemy. 1548 CRANMER Catech. 2 -
Ihese more then deuylish swerers. .do blowe & bluster oute
ofthevr vngodly mouthes such blasphemies. 1604 T. WRIGHTfassmis iv. i. no Foolish mouths, .bluster foorth follies.
5. tntr. Of persons : To storm or rage boisterously

;

to talk with inflated violence
;
to utter loud empty

menaces or protests, to hector, play the bullya 1494-1631 .[see BLUSTERING -M. it. '
=]. 1633 T. ADAMS

sfSeK sis'v
herC st^ s

S"
de

' Mustering through the
streets, a 1688 VIUJBRS (Dk. Buckhm.) Milit. Co/& Wks
(1775) 128 Sir John .. swore and bluster'd like a hero inone of our modern tragedies. ,, ^90 Bp. HOPKINS lr/ks
739 (R.) When they storm and bluster at the difficulties of
salvation 1773 JOHNSON Lett. 79(1788) 1. 136 Boswell blus-
tered, but nothing could be got. 1835 MARRYAT Jac Fait/if
xxix, Monsieur Tagliabue stormed and blustered. 1866
F
H W

"
i

' V'f' 6>' "' ix ' IS - He fCleo") "uld 'a"-'and bluster on the bema.
b. trans. To force, or drive, by blustering.1661 FULLER (Webster), He meant to bluster all princesinto a perfect obedience. 1753 RICHARDSON Uraadism (178! .

1. 11. s We have . blustered away between us half a scoremore of her admirers. 1867 E. YATF.S Forl. Hofe xxviii, Theone point on which he could neither satisfy himself by a
feeling of pity, nor bluster himself into a fit of indignation
Bluster (bl^-stai), sl>.

[f. prec. vb.j
1. Boisterous blowing ; a rough and stormy blast
1583 STANYHURST^WS i. (Arb.) 21 Thee northen bluster

aprochmg 1 hee sayls tears tag rag. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T
M,',',"'

4 Io0 a grim'y. And threaten presentblusters. 1667 MILTON P. /,. x. 665 To the Winds they set
1 hir corners, when with bluster to confound Sea, Abe. and
Shoar. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa. (iBir) II. 130 Could we
but direct the bluster, and bid it roar when, .we pleased.

tb.yf"-. Tempest of wrath, blast of envv etc
1607_

SHAKS. Timou v. iv. 41 The bluster of thy wrath
1665 MANLEV Gniiuif Z.OW-C. U'anvsEp. Ded., Able to
bear up against the Malevolent Blusters of Envy

e. fig. A noisy and stormy commotion ; a
violent disturbance.
1656 H. MORE Antid. At/,. ,17121 Pref. n The laying or

preventing the usual blusters of Christendom. .773 CRMDOCKin Goldsm.
Stops

to Cong. Epil., In town I'll fix my station

CM**?,
t0
T >

e
? x-^'f

'" the nation - I876 BI--KMOR,:

and terror
footman . . ran in a bluster of rage

2. The boisterous blast of a wind instrument, or
any similar sound.
1724 SWIFT Promcth. Wks. 1755 III. 11. , s , The bra?en

trumpets' bluster l868 HAWTHORNE A,Her. Note-M*
(1879) II. 156 Ihe locomotive, .making a great bluster
d. Boisterous inflated talk, violent or angry self-

assertion, noisy and empty menace, swaggering
1 }" 7+ LES ANCE <J.) A coward makes a great deal more
bluster than a man of honour. 1728 MORGAN Airier* I
Pref. , In spite of all the Blusters of the. . Ignorant ,'840LARLYLE Heroes v. 301 Mirabeau has much more of bluster ;a
noisy, forward, unresting man. 1868 M. VKmsoxAcadeui

Org.^
i. 7 A great deal of foolish bluster was talked about

interference with private property.
4. Comb., as f bluster-master, a great blusterer
a 1670 HACKET^/. Williams H. (16921 99 A book pub.hshd by a bluster-master, .call'd, A Coal from the Altar
Bluster, obs. form of BLISTER.
Blustera-tion. dial, and

colloq. [f. ULUSTFH
v. + -ATKW.] A blustering, bluster.

8o3 R. ANDERSON CnmMd. Ballads 73 He . talks o'
stocks and Charley Fox, And makes a blusteration 1864WEBSTER says 'colloq. U. S.'

t Blu-stered, ///. a. Obs. (See the vb.)a 1662 R. BAILLIE Lett. I. 125 (JAM. i, I read to them out of
my blustered papers that which I sent you of Arminianism.
Blusterer (bl-stsroj\ [f. BLUSTER v. + -ER i.]One who or that which blusters.
a. One who utters loud empty boasts or menaces

;

a loud or violent inflated talker, a braggart.
1597 SHAKS. Lover's Comfl. 58A reverend man . . Sometime

a blusterer, that the ruffle knew of court, of city 1624UATAKER Tratisubst. 68 You see what substantiall proofes
this great Blusterer hath brought. 1712 STEELE Sftct. No.
484 p 5 \V e live in an age wherein a few empty blusterer?.. . %. ... MM ".j^v. HMiciciu rt icw empty OlUsterei'.^
carry away the praise of speaking. 1833 LAMB Elia (iMol
401 Milton has made him at once a blusterer, a giant, anil
a dastard. 1836 Fnaa'lMag. XIII. 19, A mixture of the
blusterer and the sneak.

b. A blustering wind.
1877 BRYANT Among Trees 18 When he, The exhausted

Bluslerer, flies beyond the hills?

951

Bin-storing, -M. sb.i
[f. as prec. + -ISG i

.]
1. Boisterous blowing of the wind

; tempest.
,
"53 PA'-SGR. IM/I Blustryng of wyndes, be/umrdii. 1577
i- i" "/'

r * D<*<l<* 'IS92) 4M Then sodeinly came a
whirlwind with a wonderful! storme and blustering.

* AT- Ol a person : Raging, storming ; violent
or turbulent speech ; noisy and windy talk

; loud
swaggering insolence.
<!i494 HYLTOX Scala Per/. ,ed. W. de W. i u. xlv, The

soule dredeth no more the blustrynge of the fende, than

o 'T'^, of a
,

mous - "SO* COOPER Amu: DC/. Truth
118501 Quietly and calmly, without storming or tempestuous
blustering at you. 1628 EARLE Microcosm. Ixiii.VJS His
labour is meer blustering and fury. ,63! R. H. A rrair,,,,,.
II hole Great, xvm. 326 These tossings, tumblings, bluster-
"?S

S
. bickerings . . of the unruly passions. i 7I i \DDISON

AffCt. No. 40 P 5 Their Swelling and Blustring upon the
Stage. 1837 CVRLYLF. Fr. Re,: I. i. v,. v. ,84 That thickmurk of Journalism, with its dull blustering
t Blustering, vbl. sb? Obs.
1400-1560 Test. Lm,e i. (I56o) 273 b, Truly in the bluster,

ing of her look she yave gladnesse and comfort suddainlv
to all my wits.

Blu-stering, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -IXG-'.]

1. Blowing boisterously ; stormy, tempestuous.
'513 DOUGLAS /Ends I. iii. 15 Ane blusterand [ed 1553

blasterand] bub, out fra the northt brayin" 1579 SPENSER
Stefk, Cat. Dec. I32 His blustring blast eche coste 'doth
scoure. 1633 C,. HERBERT Temple go While blustring windes
destroy the wanton bowres. 1747 HERVF.Y Mcdit. * Can-
tem/,1. 11818' 134 If the., flowers should presume to come
abroad in the blustering months. 1878 BLACK Green P,i<t
xvin. 14

. These moist and blustering November days.2 -A'- Tempestuous, stormy; turbulent.
.1587 BRYSKETTJW<*. 3f,,sc Thestylis 78 Whose blustring

sighes at first their sorrow did declare. 1633 Bp. HALL
exts 503 The blustring and unsteady state of all

. unseay state o a
these earthly Kingdoms. 1656 - Ken,. II 7cs. , 16601 140C.ods Spirit leads not in a blustring and hurrying violence!
o. \ lolent in speech and demeanour

; loud-talk-
ing, self-assertive, hectoring, boastful, swaggering.
1632 WHARTON Rothmamts Chirom. Ded 2 The Blustriii"

noise of an Empty Title. 1770 Jmmis Lett, xxxviii. ,87bUCh . .were the blustering promises. j884 Sat. Rev. 14 June
760/2 A turbulent and blustering diplomatist

Blu-Steringly, aJr.
[f. prec. + -LY *.] In a

blustering manner.
1352 HUI.OET, Blowe vehementlye or blusteringelye a 1714M. HENRY ll'ts. (1835. 1. ,45 To do it blusteringly. i8

/raters Mng. XII. 269 Silently, not blusteringly and
boisterously, or with threats.

Blusterous V bl-star3s), a. Also 6 blusterus
bloustreous, ; blustrous. [f. BLUSTER sb. + -ous.j
1. Boisterous, rough, stormy.
1548 UDAI.L, etc. Krasut. Par. Luke vi. 48 (R.) Agaynste

any bloustreous storme or teinpeste. iMSKAKs.Pfr.mA 28
Mild may be thy life ! For a more blustrous birth had never
Ijabe. 1841 MARRYAT /WfcH, A blusterous windy night.

O; Jig-
V lolent, truculent

; given to blustering.
1663 BUTLER Hud. i. in. 880 Benigne, and not blustrous

Against a vanquish! Foe. 1866 Sat. Jim 21 Apr. 473 His
rude and blusterous wrath. 1877 MOTLEY BarnK'eld II
xvn. 232 A certain blusterous gentleman.
Hence Blirsterously, adv.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. I.vke xxiv. 37 If lyke perillbad bloustreously come upon theim. 1576 N EWTON tr / em-

nies Comflex. (1633) 149 Northerne blasts (which some-
lime blusterously blow in the Summer season).

Blustery (blaster!), a. Also blustry. ff
BLUSTEH sb. + -Y'.]
1. Boisterously blowing.
1804 JAGO Beauties Eng. Poetry I. 120 The blustry tempestand the chilling snow. 1874 ALDRICH Prud. Pal/r. xvii It

was a blustery, frosty morning.
2. fig. Stormy, noisily self-assertive, swaggering
1850 CARLYLE Latt.-day P. v. 4 ,. 1858 - Fredk. Gt. ,H.

xn. I. 211 He seems to have been of a headlong, blustery
uncertain disposition. Ibid. xn. x. IV. 236 The once very
haughty, blustery, and now much-humiliated man
tBlu'ter, a. Obs. 'Dirty' .Halliwell.

.

r
'SS,?"'' !

'<[<"
i iRitson) i. iii.' 171 That we two can be

dung With any bluter base beggar, That has nought but a

'"'I'M -r
I7t

4 ^ > 'SA
\,^'u'

/ - J/"''' ll"3' I. 89 And there
will be Tarn the blutter With Andrew the Tinkler, 1 trow ]

Bluther (bl-Sw), v. &. and north, dial.
Also blether, bludder. [An onomatopoeic word,
of similar formation to BLUBBEK, with which it
is often synonymous, though perhaps expressingmore specifically the sound of air and liquid in the
mouth, nose, and throat : cf. also BLETHER, and
esp. its form blather in Skelton. Wedgwood com-
pares, as of similar formation, LG. plodern to
sound like water gushing, Bavarian phidern to
guggle like water gushing out of a narrow open-
ing (cf. MUG. bltdtm to nish, rustle) ; also mod
Ger. plttudtrn, Bav. Modern, plodern, LG pl&dern
to gabble, jabber, chatter. See also bloother as a
variant of BLUBBER (of the whale).]

/

1
'fi"

//;

l
'

I ,?'
56 wind -bells in water', Jamieson.

(rather the bubbling sound made in doing so 1
J. tit/r To cry with a voice smothered with

tears and sobs; to blubber. To blather out trans )
to weep out.

wer?
7
H
V ' CL

u
A
h
D P

y,'"i 3
? 'J*"-' H a<:lit"S 'f he had

seen, He would have bluther'd out his een.
d. trans. To make wet. mucous, and foul with

weeping, etc.

BO.

1637 RITHERFORD Lett. cv. (18621 I. 207 Christ hath
wiped a bluthered face which was foul with weeping. 1708Ross Helmare 28 JAM.) His een . .bluddert now with strypesof tears and sweat. 1790 A. SHIRREF Poems 42 (JAM.! Anddrunken chapins bluther a' his face.

4. To blur and disfigure (writing, etc
N

with
wetting Jamieson) ; alsoyfj-.

r
'7

,

Z
? ,

R WALK
.ER Remark. Passages 57 (JAM.) That his

faithful contendmgs for. . reformation, should be blotted and
bluthered with these right-hand extrcams, and left-hand
defections.

HenceBhrthered///.a. (see above), Bhrther-
ment Jial. (in IVhitly Gloss.'].

"t" Blll'tter, v. Ol>s. [Of onomatopoeic origin,
with association of blurt and other bl- words ;

!

and perh. of titter, mutter, etc. Cf. also blatter
1 splutter, sputter]

trans. To give hasty utterance to, to blurt out.
1680 BAXTER Call,. Couuiinn. (1684- 12 If the Minister

should blutter out any Krrour or Undecency. 1705 HICKER-
HiGll.LPriest.fr. iv. (17211 227 Let not thine Heart, .blutter
any thing before God.

Blw-, see BI.U-, BLOO-.

tBly. Of>s. exc. dial. Also 7 blye. [Stillcommon in eastern and S.E. dial. : perh. a variant
of blee ; though the phonetic relation is not clear.]
'Likeness, resemblance' (Halliw.), look, aspect,
species, character.

1615 W HULL Mirr. Maieslie 81 The indignities which
the tumultuous lewes wrought against our Lord were of
this blye. 1847-78 in HALLIWELL (as East,;;,:. 187? PAR-
RISII Sussex Dial. 19. I see a bly of your father about you,
Bly- in numerous words

;
see BI.I-.

Blykstar : see BLEYKSTEK.
t Blym, v. Obs. Also blyym. [prob. error for

blyym
-
blyfin : see BLITHE

v.~] To gladden.
r 1440 Prtiuif. r,in>. 40 Blym, or gladde, or make glad

L/T. blyym or glathyn in herte, 1499 blithen or gladen],
Blype. Se. [Of unknown etymology : cf

FLYPE.] A pellicle, shred.

1787 BURNS Ilall:>-,MC ,, xxiii, 'Till skin in blypes cam
haurhn' Aff 's meves that night

tBlysne, v. Obs. Also 4 blusne. [ME
blysn-en, an inceptive deriv. of verb-stem blys- to
shine

; see BLUSH.] intr. To shine, to .deam

bleaunf ^/f^"'*'
''' A ' ' 6j E1 >'snande lvh^ 'at2 "JT

Ibid. B. 1404 Erode banercs bcr-bi blusnande of gold.

Blyve, var. of BELIVE adv. and v.

t Bo, a. (fron.} Obs. Forms : Norn, and Aff
masc. i besen, 2-3 Onn. be 5 ;en, 3 bieien
beien

v e, beine, beie, beye, 4 baye, bayne,
beyne ; fern., in ME. common and neuter, i bfi,
2 ~3 ba, 3 boa, 3-4 bo, 5 boo ; neuter, i bu
Genitive. \ bes vr)a, 2 beira, 2-4 beire, 3 beyre,
4 beyer ; Dative. I ba"m, bsem, 3 ba. [OE'
begen, ba, bu, answer to Goth, noiii. masc bai
neut. ba, ace. masc. bam, dat. bairn, the stem beinga Gothic ba-, OTeut. bo-, which occurs also with
a prefixed element in Skr. u-bha-, Gr. a^-cpa- L
am-bt; OSlav. o-bo-, both. In the other Teutonic
langs. (exc. for the ONT

. gen. pi. beggja^ this simpleiorm is replaced by one with a suffixal extension :

see BOTH.] The earlier word for BOTH.
a. as simple adjective.

riooo Sax.Leechd II. 258 Micel sar on bam sidum.
< 1205 LAY. 9804 A ba [< 1275 bobe] halue. c J27S Ibid 22588His sones beine. a 1250 Owl f,- Night. 990 bat ut berstebn ViinfM B^O 0-... 71^^^, .,'\r_,** \__ ,

u
^?ie

b. in concord or apposition with a pronoun
fiooo Ags. ft^. Matt. xx-. ,. His feallaS beSen on anne

pytt. r 1175 Laml: //,. 103 Hi ba habbeS unafillendliche
gredmesse .-1200 ORMIN 15091 Jfett Hall 3he Frofre Cast
Patt cumebb off hemm bejaena c 1205 LAV. ,4811 Hali menheo weoren bauen

U; "75 beiene]. 1297 R. GLOUC. 284 SeynEdward and Aeldred, bat kynges were beye. a 1,00 Flori-
* ?' 73D .

3e sch"lle deie 'ogadere bo. c 1325 Chron. Ear
348 in Ritson Met. Rom. II. 284 Hy wefe bevne vfond
ciyyArt/:. * Merl. ,529 Ther* thai gun to rest baye
1387 TRKVISA Higden ,,865) I. 4I9 There were Merlvns

sxe

b^ielr
ed alle beyne - I4s M C 3 in^

C. gen pi. cure, jure, here beyre : of us, you,them both. Cf. ure calra, ourc aller, etc. in ALL D 4

beira
78

i.
***" H""' " f>e .

feder
' and his s"ne and heore

C. 1" IfAnd
45
d
5
eml tr! \S^ ^S^fi

d. absol.
a. 1000 Elcne 889 (Gr.) Gador bu samod lie and sawl. c 1205LAY. 281 pact boa sculde fallen : fader & his moder. Ibid

mlr
52 am f

lC"7S beienel slae *'er Passe ' and Gillo-

Hali Meid. j Codes brude & his freo doliter,

n
for b"to

gederes ha is.

e. Frequently strengthened by the addition of
two : OE. bd twa, tutu, ME. bo tu>o, of all genders
[Cf. It.

a>nliiiiite..~\
a looo Cxdmon's Gen. 765 (Gr.) Sorjedon ba twa, Adam
A l-'lf' A"f k

E' C'tro"- an ' 87' (Laud MS - XSeredand
^Elfred

his broSor . . hi butu seflymdon. <- 1205 LAY
2399 Mid childe heo weren ba twa ic 1275 bo>e two], a .225Ancr. X. 112 Heo sleateS adun boa two hore earen
tBo, conj. Obs. In 1-3 ba. [The neuter



952 BOARD.

or common form of prec. used with an<t. The
transition to the conjunctional use is seen in Bo a.

d. quots. 1000 and 1205, and in 1225 here. See

BOTH.] The earlier word for BOTH.
a 1125 Ancr. R. 22 SiggeS Pater Noster & Ave Maria, bo

biuoren & efter. a m$ Leg. Kath. 50 Poure ba riche
comen ber. a 1240 Saiutes IVard? in Lamb. How. 247 Ha
\vi5 eie ant wi5 luue. c 1300 in Wright Lyric /'. xviii. 58
Thin werkes bueth bo suete ant gode.

Bo, boh (I*?"), int. Also 6-7 boe, 7 bough.
[A combination of consonant and vowel especially
fitted to produce a loud and startling sound ; cf.

L. bo-are, Gr. Qod-ftv to cry aloud, roar, shout.]
An exclamation intended to surprise or frighten.

1430 LYDG. Smyth $ Dame 407 in Hazl. E. P. P. III.
216 Speake now .. And say ones, bo. 1575 CHURCHYARD
Chippcsd.%-1-]) 153 Beyond the reach of common peoples boe,

1672 K. WILD Poet. Licent. 26 The Pope's Raw-head-and-
bloody-bones cry Boh Behind the door ! 1829 SCOTT De-
monol. \\. 178 We start and are afraid when we hear one

cry Boh ! 1855 BROWSING Holy-Cr. Day, Boh, here's Bar-
nabas !

b. Proverbial phr. To say or cry
* bo

'

to a goose,

(also occas.) a battledore-, to open one's mouth,
speak.
1588 Marprel. p. (Arb.t 43 He is not able to say bo to a

goose. 1621 lip. MOUNTAGU Diatribse 118 The clergy of this

time were, .not able to say bo to a battledore. 1624 Gagg
To Rdr. 8, I could say . . not so much as bough to a goose.
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. Hv, I could not say Bo to a
goose. 1864 Miss YONGE f'/V-w A"rt/(-vii. 125 Dear me, Mary,
can't you say bo to a goose ! 1866 BLACKMORF Cradock N.
xxx. '1883* 166 Bob could never say

' bo
'

to a gosling of
the feminine gender.

t BO, v. Obs. rare.
[?

f. prec.] ittfr. To cry
' bo

'

; hence, to shout (at, against, on}.
?fi5O5DusBAH Tiia Mariit M'on. 276 Weil couth I.,

with a bukky in my cheik bo on him behind.

Boa (b0wa). Also 5 boua, 5-6 boas, 6 boath.
PI. boas (oecas. in Lat. form bose). [a. L. boa

(Pliny N.H. vm. xiv), of unknown origin : Pliny
and St. Jerome derived it from bos an ox, for

different reasons.]
1. Zool, A genus of serpents native to the tropi-

cal parts of S. America, distinguished for their

large size and immense muscular strength. They
are destitute of poison fangs, and kill their prey
by constriction or compression. Popularly the

name is extended to all the large serpents of similar

habits, including the Pythons of the Old World.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xviii. i.\. 14951 759 Enidris

that is a water adder, .many men call it Boua, for the dyrte
of an oxe U remedy therfore. Ibid. 761 Boas . . hath that

name Boas of Bos : an oxe. .and settyth hymselfe gylefully
to the vdders of the beestys that ben full of mylke and
htickyth and sleeth them. ifinCoCKERAM in, Boa, a Serpent
of that bignesse, that being found dead, there was a childe
found whole in his belly. 1804 Phil. Trans. XCIV. 71,
I was shown . . in the Hunterian Museum, two colubers, and
three boae. 1815 MOORE Lalla R., Veiled Proph. in, Not
the gaunt lion's hug, nor boa's clasp. 1836 Penny Cycl. V.

20/2 The bose have a spur on each side of the vent. 1860
GOSSE Rom. -V<7/. Hist. 123 The American species belonging
to the genus Boa, and those of Africa and Asia to Python.
fig. 1822 W. IRVING /?rwrtV'. ///*// 11849 193 It was the lion

of trees perishing in the embraces of a vegetable boa.

t 2 Her. The representation of a serpent used

as a device or portion of a '

charge \ Obs.

1572 BossF.wELL,4r;;/<>r;V n. 63 P. beareth, Gold, a Boath.

Sable, betwene two barres Gemewes Azure. * Boas' is a

Snake in Italic, great of bodye.

3. A snake-like coil of fur worn by ladies as a

wrapper for the throat.

1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz (1850) 225/1 Ladies' boas, from one
shilling and a penny half-penny. 1837 HAWTHORNE Twice-
told T. 11851) II. xii. 190 Red cheeks set off by quilted
hoods, boas, and sable capes. 1870 YEATS Nat, Hist. Contm.

276 The tail is used in the manufacture of boas.

4. Comb., as boa-form a. t of the shape of a boa.

1849 MRS. SoMERViLLE/Vys. *). 11862; 459 Known species
of serpents. .Fresh-water 33, Boaform 15.

Hence Boa'd///. a. t provided with, or wearing
a lady's boa.

1831 Blackiv, Mag. XXX. 967 Furred, muffed, and boa'd,
Airs. Gentle adventures abroad.

Boa-constrictor (b^'a k/nstrrktoi). [f.
BOA

+ L. constrictor y onewho squeezesordraws together.]
1. The specific name of a large Brazilian serpent

of the genus Boa, of which it was supposed by
Linnaeus to be the largest species ; though this is

not the case, the name (partly no doubt from its

meaning) has taken hold of the popular fancy as

that of the largest and most terrible of the serpents,
and is commonly applied to any great crushing
snake, whether a Boa or Python.
[1788 LINS^US Syst. Nat. I. in. 1083 Boa, (3) constrictor,

rex serpentnm.\ 1809 GEN. P. THOMPSON Let.fr. Sierra
Leone 26 Jan., The Boa Constrictor is described by the
Natives and our Colonists with evident marks ofthe magnify-
ing power of fear. 1811 L. SIMOND Tonr <$ Resid. Gt. Brit.

(1817) II. 252 The boa Constrictor is a gigantic Snake. 1836
Penny Cyct. V. 27/1 The name of Anaconda, like that of
Boa Constrictor, has been popularly applied to all the larger
and more powerful snakes. 1872 BAKI:R Nile Tribnt. x. 161

We came upon a fine boa-constrictor (python).
2. fig.
1826 n ISRAELI yiv.Grey iv. 1.138 [His letters] are..

perfect epistolary Boa Constrictors. . I myself have suffered
under their voluminous windings. 1848 H. ROGKRS Ess.

(1874) I. vi. 320 He feels himself within the coils of a great
logical boa constrictor.

Hence Boa-eonstrretorish, -constri'otorlike a.

1835 CLOUGH Poems fr Prase Kern. (1869) I. 58 All the

physic which has lengthened the doctor's bill to a most

ijoa-constrictpr-like size. 1881 Black. Mag. July 123 Many
a boa-constrictorish adventurer . . victualling himself for

many days to come.

Boad, obs. f. BODE v., and pa. t. of BIDE.

Boak, obs. and dial. f. BOLK, BOKE, BULK.

Boal(e, obs. form of BOLE and BOWL.

Boaling, variant of BOLING. Obi.

Boan, boand, obs. ff. BONE, BONED.
1591 NASHF. P. Ptnilesse (1842! 6q To dig a pit. .right in

the way where this big boand gentleman should passe.

II Boanerges (bflbSnSMdgiz), proper name.
Also 4 Boenarges, Boonerges, 6 Bonarges.
[a. Or. fioavepyts (J/rt/'>t iii. 17), probably repre-

senting Heb. y}~\ '33 Kney regfsli (or its Ara-
maic equivalent^, explained as ' sons of thunder

'.]

The name given by Christ to the two sons of
Xebedee. Hence, often as a sing. (pi. -cs, -esses),

a loud vociferous preacher or orator.

1382 Wvcur Mark iii. 17 He putte to hem names Boon-

erges [1388 Boenarges, COVKRD. Bonarges, 1611 Boanerges].
a 1617 HIERON H'ks. II. 465 The crying out of some Boan-

erges, some sonne of thunder. 1650 Ij. DiscollintiniHtn 26
So wise . . as to chuse no more Boanerges, but such as are

right and true lieliasty. 1667 H. MOKK Dh. Dial, v. v.

11713)416 Thunderstruck by the powerful Boanergesses of
ihe Gospel under the last Vial. 1680 Apocal. Apt*.
1869 R. S. HAWKER Cornish Ballads 28 Loud laughed the

listening surges . . You might call them Boanerges Frum
the thunder of their wave.

coitil*. 1881 MoRLEY C0&&ff II. 371 The politicians who
most disliked what une ofthem called Boanerges- Liberal ism.

Hence Boaue'rgism, f BoaneTgy [see -i*M,
T 3

], loud oratory, vociferous denunciation.
1861 SALA in Temple Bar III. 25 He turned away from

cant, and howling Boanerffism. 1778 Saints 18 Boanergy
on Mobs to make Impression.

Boantliropy (bj0,a.-n|m*pi). [f. Or. froi'iv-

OpojTT-as (f. $ous ox -r avOpanros man) -t- -V ;i
; cf. mis-

anthropy.] A form of madness in which a man
believes himself to be an ox (see Daniel iv. 33).
1864 Pl'SKV Lt-ct. J>a>iit'l vii. 427 The exact form of the

disease, which would be fioanthropy, I have not found any
notice of. 1866 AthcHziun No. 2004. 303/2 The traditions

of kunanthropy and boanthropy.

Boar (btVu). Forms: 1-3 bar, 3-7 bor, 4-7
boor, boore, bore, 5-7 boare, 7- boar. Also

3 Lay. beer, ber ; north. 4 bar, 4-6 bare,
6 baire. bayre. [Known only in \V.Ger. : OE.
h:r = OS. iff (-SWIH), MDu. and Du.teer; OHG.,
MUG. her, mod.G. bar, on OTeut. type *hairo-:.

Ulterior etymology unknown ; cf. Russ. borovii

Boar.]
1. The male of the swine, whether wild or tame

(but uncastrated).
c 1000 .ELFRIC dram. viii. 27 After, bar. 111121 O.E.

ChroH. an. 1086 He forbead ba heortas swylce eac ba baras.
a 1300 Havelok 1989 Was neuere bor bat so faunt so he
fault banne. c 1325 E. K. Allil. P. B. 55 For my boles S:

my borez arn bayted 8: slayne. 1377 LAN<;U /'. PL B. xv.

294 Noyther here, ne bor ne other best wilde. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. De P. R. xviii. Ixxxvii. 114951 836 The wylde male
swyne ben callyd Boores. 1513 DOL-GLAS sEncis xill. iii. 21
As quhen that the fomy bayr hes bet With his thunderand
awfnll tuskis gret. 1523 FITZHERB. Hitsl>. 121 Let them be
bores and sowes all, and no hoggcs. 1607 SHAKS. Timon v.

i. 168 Who like a liore too sauage, doth root vp His Coun-
tries peace. 1697 DRVDEN I 'irg. Georg. \\\. 625 The bristled

Rage Of Hoars. iSaoW. IKVISC Sltetc/i-Iik. II. 114 The old

ceremony of serving up the boar's head on Christmas day.
b. The flesh of the animal.

1:1460 J. KI-SSKI.I. Bk. \nrtnre 489 in Halves Bk. 11868'

147 Venesoun bake, of boor or othur venure. 1878 MORLKV
Diderot II. 9 Savoury morsels of venison or boar.

C. spec. Wild Boar : usual name of the wild

species (Sits Scrofa] found in the forests of Europe,
Asia, and Africa.
c 1205 LAV. 16094 Pat beo3 a wilde bar [t- 1275 bor]. a 1225

Ancr. R. 280 pe wilde bor ne mei nout buwen him. c 1400
Dfstr. Tray 6523 As wode as a wild bore. 1595 DUNCAN
Append. EtytHol. (E. D. S. i / 't'rres, porcns non castratits,
a baire; nper, a wilde baire. 1671 MILTON Samson 1138
Bristles . . that ridge the back Of chaf 'd wild boars. 1863
LVELL ^ tititj. Man 23 The tame pig .. had replaced the
wild boar as a common article of food.

d. Jig. (or iicraldifally} applied to persons.
1297 R. GLOUC. 133 Cornewailes bor . . bat was Kyng

Arthure. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. v. 2 In the stye of the
most deadly Bore, My Sonne George Stanley is frankt vp
in hold. 1651 Proc. in far/. No. 122 The Wild Boare of

Antichristianity.

2. Comb., as l>oar-dog, -hound, -html, -hunting,
-pig, -skin

; t boar-cat, a male cat, a tom-cat ;

boar's-ears (a corruption of dear's ears'), a plant
- AURICULA 3 ; boar's-foot, a plant, Hellebonis

viridis (cf. bears-foot) ; f boar-frank .seequot.; ;

boar-seg (dial.) - boar-stag ; boar-spear, a spear
used in boar-hunting ; f boar-staff (

= boar-

spear) ; boar-stag (dial.), a castrated boar;
boar-thistle, ?^ a corruption of bur thistle, com-

mon name of CarJiius laticeolatus, the Spear
Thistle, also of C. anvusis.

1607 TOPSELL Fsiir-f. Beasts 87 The males will kill the

young ones, if they come at them like as the *liore cats.

1797 liKYDGEs Homer Travestie II. 293 Scratch and bite and
tear and kick Like two *boar-cats hung 'cross a stick. 1792
OSBALDISTONE Brit.Sportsm. 431 All dogs whatsoever, even
from the terrible *Boar-dog to the little Flora, are all one
in the rirst creation. 1880 HARTING Ext. Brit. Anim. i. 96
In olden times the enclosure in which the Boars used to be
fattened was termed a *' Boar-frank.' 1884 LAHV BRASSEV
in Gd. Words May 316/1 Close by her was an enormous
"boarhound. 1843 MRS. H. GRAY Tour Sepitl. Etriiria iv.

193 There are friezes representing *boa_r-hunts. 1768 HAMIL-
TON in Phil. Trans. LIX. 20 His Sicilian Majesty takes
the diversion of *boar-huntinj;. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II-', 11.

iv. 250 Thou whorson little tydie Bartholmew *Bore-pigge.
1747 .Vi /u'fi/c Equip. Men of ll'ar 36 A strong, fat, well,

grown *Boar Pig. 1686 Lond. C,az. No. 2114/4 A large

j

black ''Boar Skin, lined with new Canvas. 1465 MARC;.

IPASTON
Lett. 503 II, 189 Imprimis, a peyr briggandyrs, a

salet, a 'boresper. 1600 HOLLAND Lhy xxv. ix. 552 k,
Nicomenes thrust him through with his borespeare [vena-
bulo\. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xviii. 123 Snatching his boar-

spear from the wall . . Martin Waldeck set forth. 1579 NORTH
Plniarch 400 Perswading them to use the pyke and shielde,
in steade of their title target, speare, or *borestaffe. 1714
Let. in I'/iil. Trans. XXIX. 64 A Thistle call'd the *Boar-
Thistle ; very short and prickly.

t Boar, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] Of swine : To
copulate, to be in heat, trans, and inlr.

1528 PAVSF.LI. Salt-nit- Regitn. G ij, Hogges . . that hath
nat boorred a sowe. 1607 TOPSELI. Fonr-f. Beasts 523 In

years that will prove moist, they will ever be boring. Ibid.

519 \Ve in English call it
'

Bearing '.

Boar, obs. f. BORE, BCOR.

Board (boajd), sb. Forms: 1-7 bord, (4-6
borde), 4-7 boord, (?-6 boorde, beurde, 6-7
bourd, () boarded, 6 board ;

north. 4-8 burd, 4-7
burde, 4 Sc. buird, 6- Sc. brod : cf. BRED. [A
word or agglomeration of words of complicated

history, representing two originally distinct sbs.,

already blended in OK, and subsequently reinforced

in ME. by French uses of one of them, and possibly

by Scandinavian uses of one or both. (I) OE.
had bonf1 neut. '

board, plank, shield, ? table ', a

Common Teut. str. neut. sb., = OFris. and QS.bord

(MDu. bort -i/e, Du. board ' board ', bord
'

shelf,

plate, trencher'), MIIG.and mod.G. bort' board',
Goth, baurd in folabaurd

' foot-stool ', ON. bo>6

'board, plank, table, maintenance at table' (Sw.
and Da. borJ table) : OTeut. *bord-o(ni, repr.
an Aryan *bhrJhom, Skr. '"brdham : see BRED sb.

1

2) OE. had bord- 'border, rim, side, ship's side", j
esp. in phrases fnnan, ulan bordes, also a Common
Teut. sb., orig. str. masc. but often also (by con-

fusion with bord^) neuter: cf. OS. bord masc.

(1 neut.), MDu. bort, boort -de, Du. boord masc.,

'border, edge, ship's side', OHG., MHG. bort

masc., mod.G. bord masc. (and neut.)
'

margin,
border, ship-board ', OX. borC neut. '

margin, shore,

ship-board
'

(Sw., Da. bord '

ship-board ') :

OTeut. *bord-oz side, border, rim. (3) Relation-

ship between these two words is uncertain :

Franck suggests that bord* is a ppl. form from

vbl. root ber- to raise, representing an Aryan
*bhrtos '

raised, made projecting '. But the

two were associated and confused at an early
date : in most of the Teutonic langs., some of the

senses of the masc. word, in ON. and perh. in OE.
all of them, have gone over to the neuter. It is

certain that the sense 'side or board of a ship'

belongs to bord-
;
so proh. did that of ' shield ',

the original sense being 'rim, limb, or border

of the shield'; the sense 'table' is doubtful.

(4) The \VGer. bord* masc. '

border, edge, coast,

side, ship's side
'

was adopted in Romanic, giving
med.L. bordits. It., Sp., Pg. bordo, F. bord. In

the ME. period, and subsequently, the French use

of the word has in return greatly influenced the

Eng., so that certain modern uses and phrases of

board are really from French. It is also possible

that the development in ME. was in some points

v
see branch II.) due to Scandinavian uses.]

I. A board of wood or other substance. [OE.
bord^ : OTeut. bordo(ni]
1. A piece of timber sawn thin, and having con-

siderable extent of surface ; usually a rectangular

piece of much greater length than breadth ;
a thin

plank. Rarely used without the article, as in

made of board, i. e. of thin wood.

Technically, board is distinguished from flank by its

thinness : it ought to be more than 4 inches in width, and

not more than 2$ in thickness, but is generally much thinner.

c 1000 ^LLFRIC G?n. vi. 14 Wire Se nu zenne arc of ahea-

wenum bordum. c 1300 A". Alis. 6415 Al so hit weore an

oken bord. 1375 BARBOCR Bruce iv. 126 Fyre all cleir Soyn
thron the thik burd can appeir. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xn

239 He shop be ship of shides and of bordes. c 1440 York

Jlfyst. viii. 97 To hewe bis burde I wyll begynne. 1335
COVERDALE Zeph. ii. 14 Bordes of Cedre. 1596 SHAKS.

Merch. I', i. iii. 32 Ships are but boords. 1611 UOfMAttl



BOARD.
xxvii. 44 Some on boords, and some on broken pieces of the
ship. 1661 S. PARTRIDGE Double Scale Proport. 36 A plain
Superficies, as a Board or Plank. 1716-8 LADY M. W.
MONTAGUE Lett. I. xxxviii. 149 Covered . . with boards to
keep out the rain. 1798 SOUTIIEV Ballads, Cross Roads 25
I hey carried her upon a board In the clothes in which she
died. 1826 J.WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 122 The
cheeks never muve, nae mair than gin they were brods.
1881 Mechanic 50. 146 Floor boards are, or ought to be,
an inch in thickness. Boards are generally distinguished
as half-inch board', 'three-quarter board', etc.

b. A flat slab of wood fitted for various pur-
poses, indicated either contextually, or by some
word prefixed, as ironing-board, knife-board, etc.,
the backing, burnishing, cutting, gilding boards,
used by bookbinders, etc., the bare boards (of a
floor). So BACK-BOARD, etc.

1552 HULOET, Bourde or shelf whervpon pottes are sette.
a 1837 GR. KENNEDY Anna Ross 144 Lying on a board to
keep her figure straight. 1845 ELIZA ACTON Mod. Cookery
xvi. (1852) 336 Dust a little flour over the board and paste-
roller. 1864 TENNYSON Grandmoth. 79 Pattering over the
boards, she comes and goes at her will. 1866 HOLME LEE
Sliver Age 128 Laces fresh from the ironing-board.

c. spec, in //. The stage of a theatre ; hence
in various phrases. Cf. STAGE.

<i 1779 GARRICK in Boswell Johnson (1848) 490/1 The most
vulgar ruffian that ever went upon boards. 1815 Scribbleo-
mania 120 To gain a footing upon the theatrical boards
1838 DICKENS Mem. Grimaldi i, He was brought out by
his lather on the boards of Old Drury. 1883 Fortn. Re-'.
470 One of the most honest actors that ever trod the boards.
2. A tablet or extended surface of wood, whether

formed of a single wide board, or of several united
at the edges.
Used e.g. for educational purposes (black board\, for

stretching paper on in drawing, for moulding, for modelling,
for kneading or making pastry on (take-board, pcu,te-board\,
for arithmetical calculations (see ABACUS', for reflecting or
reinforcing sound (soimding-board), for standing on (foot-
board), for springing or diving from (spring-board, diving-
board), for temporarily closing an aperture, chimney-place,
window, etc., etc. Also extended to tablets of other material
e.g. papier-mache, similarly used.

b. esp. (
=

notice-board.) A tablet upon which
public notices and intimations are written, or to
which they are affixed.
To keep one's name on the boards : to remain a member

of a college (at Cambridge).
r 134 Cursor M. 16684 Abovyn his hed . . a borde was

made fast There-on was the tytle wretyn. c 1400 Ywaine
if Gam 186 A burde hung us biforn. .nowther ofyren ne
of tre. 1566 KNOX Hist. Rtf. Wks. 1846 I. 227 Compelled
to kyss a paynted brod (which thei called ' Nostre Dame').
1636 BACON Sylva 145 The strings of a Lute, .do give a
far greater Sound, by reason of the Knot and Board and
Concave underneath. 1691 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def.
Pop. vn. Wks. (1851) 179 Go on, why do you take away the
Board [aiactmi] '! Do you not understand Progression in
Anthmetick? 1847 TENNYSON Print. II. 60 Which [statutes]
hastily subscribed, We enter'd on the boards. 1870 F
WILSON Ch. Lindisf, 100 On a board amidst the firs, is a
second notification. 1883 Daily Tel. 15 May 2/7 This hit
[at cricket) caused three figures to appear on the board.
1885 free Ch. Coll. Calendar 21 The matriculation takes
place in the Senate Hall at times indicated on the Board at
the gate.

c. spec. The tablet or frame on which some
games are played, as chess-board, draught-board,
bagatelle-board, backgammon-board ; the frame
used for scoring at cribbage. Often fig.
1474 CAXTON Chesse 6 The maner of the table, of the

chesse borde. 1647 WARD Simp. Coblcr 67 They will play
away King, Queen. .Pawnes, and all, before they will turn
up the board. 111674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. (1704) III.
xv. 497 There is scarce any thing but pawns left upon the
board. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 217
I cannot help suspecting that, board for board, we cribbage-
players are as well amused as they [chess-players] 1880
DISRAELI Endytn. viii. 35 The Tories, .were swept off the
board.

3. A kind of thick stiff paper ; a substance formed
by pasting or squeezing layers of paper together ;

usually in combinations, as pasteboard, cardboard,
mill-board, Bristol board, perforated board.
1660 Act 12 Clias. II, iv. Sched., Boards vocat.Past.

boards for bookes.

4. Bookbinding. Rectangular pieces of strong
pasteboard used for the covers of books. A book
in boards has these only covered with paper; if they
are covered with cloth it is in cloth boards

;
if with

leather, parchment, or the like, the book is

bound. Formerly (still occas.) the boards were of
thin wood, as ' an ancient tome in oaken boards '.

. '533 MOKE Apol. iv. Wks. 850/2, I wil be bounden toeate
it, though the booke be bounden in boardes. 1533-4^^
25 Hen. VIII, xv. i Printed bookes. .bounde inbourdes,

.
, . . .

,some in lether, and some in parchement. 1349 Bk. Com.
Prayer (Colophon), [To] sell this present booke. .bounde
in paste or in boordes. 1790 SCOTT in Lockhart (18391 '

233 The bookseller, .had not one in boards. i&yAthenzum
No. 241. 375 Published in a neat pocket volume, cloth
boards. 1852 Hottseh. \Yds. VI. 290 A little drab volume
in boards. 1883 Fortn. Rev. Apr. 495 In the case of really
good books,

' boards
'

should always be regarded as tem-
porary inadequate coverings.

II. A table. [A doubtful sense of OE. bord; but
common already in I2thc. Cf. ON. borS, used
also as in sense 7, Sw., Da. bord]
t 5. gen. A table. Obs. (exc. in specific senses )
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4*1' Ps- <SPeIm -> Ixviiilix). 23 (Bosw.) Geweorbe
bord o33e mese [mrnsa] heora beforan him. a 1300 Cursor
** '4733 [lesus] bair hordes ouerkest, bair penis spilt.c 1400 4/p Loll. 57 pe auteris of Crist are maad be bordis
of chaungis. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1657 There were bordis
full bright.. of Sedur tre fyn. -1470 HENRY Wallace n.
279 bche gart graith up a burd . . With carpetts cled. 1771P. PARSONS Newmarket II. 24 That board of green cloth,the billiard-table.

(With the following cf. also sense 2 c.)
b. Above board : open, openly, in the sight of

all the company; see ABOVE-BOARD. Similarly
t Under board : secretly, deceptively (obs.).
1603 SIR C. HKYDON Jnd. Astral, ii. 67 After the fashion

of mgglers, to occupie the minde of the spectatour, while
in the meane time he plaies vnder board. 1620 R CAR-
PENTER Conscionatle Chr. (t62 3 > 118 All his dealings are
square and above the boord. 1686 W. DE BRITAINE Hum.

,I ,lr?
v

,''

74 Keep formal y above board, but Prudence
and Wisdom under Deck. 1841 L. HUNT Seer II. (1864) 61
All . . was open and above-board.

c. To sweep the board (at cards): to take all
the cards, to pocket all the stakes.
1680 COTTON in Singer Hist. Cards (1816) 346 He who

hath five cards of a suit.. sweeps the board. 1711 POPEA ape I.oi k in. 50 Spadillio first .. Led offtwo captive trumps,and swept the board. 1822 SCOTT Kigcl xxi, 'Tis the sitting
gamester sweeps the board.

6. spec. A table used for meals ; now, always,
a table spread for a repast. Chiefly poetical, exc.
in certain phrases, esp. in association with bed to
denote domestic relations ; see BED I c. f God's
board : an old name of the Lord's table, or Com-
munion table in a church, f To begin the board:
to take precedence at table.
a 1200 Moral Ode 307 in Lamb. Horn. 179 Be-fore godes

borde ci20o Trin. Coll. Horn. 93 Mi bord is maked.
Cumeato borde. a izx$Aticr. K. 324 Hwon gredie hundes
stondea bmoren be borde. 1340 Ayenb. 235 Hi serueb
at godes borde. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 52 Fful ofte tymehe hadde the bord bigonne. (-1440 Gesta Rom. (18701
259 Afor mete, whenne the hordes er sette and made
redye. c 1430 Sir Beues (j88 7 ) 1957 Palmer, thou semest
best to me . . Begyn the borde, I the pray. 1484 Ripoti
Ch. Acts (Surtees Soc.) 162 Here I take the, Mar.
garet, to my hanfest wif, to hold and to have, at bed and
at burd. 1326 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 10 With
humble & reuerent loue go to the borde of god 1553Primerm Liturgies Ed, f/. (1844) 375 Pray we to God the
Almighty Lord. . To send his blessing on this board 1361
HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 27 a, And when thou wilt rysefrom the borde or supper. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 38 In-
viting a friend to his bourd. 1636 FEATLY Claris Mysl.
340 lo present ourselves at the Lord's board. 1813 SCOTT
Ld. of Isles n. xvii, Gleaming o'er the social board. 1862
1 ROLLOPE Orley F. viii. (ed. 4) 56 He looked at the banquetwhich was spread upon his board. 1869 FREEMAN Norm
Cony. (1876) III. xi. 12 The wife whom he had once driven,
away from his hearth and board.

b. ? A wooden tray. (Cf. sense 2.)
1c 1475 Sar. lowt Degre 464 There he them warned. .To

take up the hordes everychone. .Full lowe he set hym on
his kne, And voyded his borde full gentely.
7. transf. Food served at the table

; daily meals
provided in a lodging or boarding-house according
to stipulation ; the supply of daily provisions ;

entertainment. Often joined with bed or lodging.
[Cf. ON. vera a ior5i melt to be at board with.]
c 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Yem. Prol. t, T. 464 Sche wolde

suffre him no thing for to pay For bord ne clothing. 1463MARG. PASTON Lett. 505 II. 193 He payth for hys borde
wykely xxrf. 1466 Mann.

<j. Househ. Exp. 211 For v.

mennesbord..ij.r. xrf. 1375 Brief Disc. Trout. Franckford
1846) 145 In a great deale off dett..for their necessary
bourde. 1636-46 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) Pref. 26 Till I
suld see how his burd suld be payit. 1836 OLMSTED Slave
States 47 Let them find their own board.

b. The condition of boarding at another's house.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Gen. Poems (1677) 29 Or break up

House, like an expensive Lord, That gives his Purse a Sob
and lives at Board. 1632 FIELD & MASS. Fatal Dow. iv.
i, \ oung ladies appear as if they came from board last week
out of the country.
8. A table at which a council is held

; hence, a

meeting of such a council round the table.
1573-6 Lansdoiune MS. 21 in Thynne Animadv. (1865)

Introd. 53 Called before the highe boorde of thee counsell.
a 1674 CLARENDON (L.) Better acquainted with affairs than
any other who sat then at that board. 1702 Lond Ga~
No. 3840/1 One of the Clerks of Her Majesty's Board of
Green-Cloth. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth 1 1. 5 Taking a place
at the council board. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng I 44 ~

J2S "?w King, .took his place at the head of the board.
Ibid. II. 75 His gloomy looks showed how little he was. . oos sowe o
pleased with what had passed at the board.

b. Hence : The company of persons who meet
at a council-table ; the recognized word for a body
of persons officially constituted for the transaction
or superintendence of some particular business in-
dicated by the full title, as Board of Control, B. of
Trade, B. of Commissioners, B. of Directors, B. of
Guardians, Local (Government) Board, Sanitary
Board, School Board.
1613 SHAKS. Urn. I'm, I. i. 79 The Honourable Boord

of (.ouncell. 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. in Pltanix
o

7 7) L I9 In the ordinary course of the Board. 1712bTEELE Sfect. No. 478 ? 14, I would propose that there be
a board of directors. 1780 BURKE Sp. Econ. Reform Wks.
1842 1. 249 We want no instructions from boards of trade,or from any other board. 1796 ^title) Report of the Board of
Health, at the first annual Meeting, May 27. 1804 Han-

BOABD.
sard's Parl. Deb. I. 1168 By command of the Master
General and Board of Ordnance. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist
11, 'Bow to the board,' said Bumble. Oliver, .seeing no
board but the table, fortunately bowed to that 1848MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 195 The treasurer had been
succeeded by a board, of which a Papist was the head.
1863 H. Cox Instil, in. ix. 732 It is carried into execution
by local Boards.

9. Any piece of furniture resembling a table;
with various defining words, as dressing board
a. dresser, sideboards, side table

; also, the platform
on which tailors sit while sewing, etc.

1400 Test. Ebor. (1836) I. 260 Unum platyngborde. .vj.brade hordes beste in domo. 1601 F. TATE Househ. Ord.
Ediu. 11. (1876) 68 Every messe that commeth from the
dressing bourd. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. n. 162 By trade
a tailor, .again he'd mount the board.

III. A shield. [OE. bord* : if orig.
' border

'

or 'rim'.]
1 1O. A shield. Obs.
a looo Elene 1 14 (Gr. I pair wjes borda gebrec. c 1203 LAY.

9283 His gold ileired bord. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5827 He
hit hym so hetturly. .on the shild, bat he breke burgh the
burd. 1335 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 457 Content he wes
. .On fit to fecht withoutin ony hors, Doublet alane, with-
outin ony bourd.

IV. A border, side, coast. [OE. bord*
; lost in

ME. and replaced by F. bord.}
11. The border or side of anything ;

a hem
;
an

edge ; a coast. Obs. exc. in seaboard, sea-coast.
(-897 K. /ELFRED Gregory's Past. Pref. 2 (Sw.) Hu hi

sibbe mnnn hordes gehioldon. .and hu moil utan hordes
lare hider on lond sohte. c 1340 Ga:u. $ Gr. Knt. 150
Spures vnder, Of bry3t golde vpon silk hordes, c 1420 Pal-
lad. OH Hnsb. iv. 149 In other place a borde of hem [plants)
let make. 1313 DOUGLAS ^S>teis xi. ii. 36 Twa robbis Of
rich purpour and styf burd of gold. 1533 STEWART Cron.
Scot. I. 369 Out of Denmark be se burd mony myle. 1600
DYMMOK Ireland 11843) 34 The approaches, .should be.,
carryed to the board of the counterscarp. 1874 MAHAFFV
Soc. Life Greece viii. 243 To venture down from the hill
forts to the sea board.

V. A ship's side. [OE. bord- : reinforced by
OF. bord, and perh. by ON. bor$, Da. bord.]
12. Nant. The side of a ship. (See ABOARD.)Now only in phrases, as -vithin board, without

board
; over (the') board, over the ship's side, out of

the ship, into the sea ; weather-board (see quot.).
(See also the following, and cf. LARBOARD, STAR-
BOARD, etc.)
a 1000 Czdmm'sGcti. 1354 iGr.l Da be-utan beo|> earce

bordum. c 1203 LAY. 1518 \e cume je neauer wi3uten
scipes bord. c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. C. 211 Berez me [Jonah]
to fe borde & babebes me ber-oute. la 1400 Morte Arth.
1699 Broghte us . . to Bretayne . . with-in [sjchippe-burdez
(-1420 Chron. Vilod. 867 Fast by be shippus bord. c 1430
Syr Gener. 364 Shuld cast hem ouer the ship bord. 1470-8";MALORY Arthur (1816) II, 328 They came within board
1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis in. x. 21 And within burd hes brocht
1 hat faithfull Greik. c 1532 LD. BERNERS Huon 478 Huon
..stode lenynge ouer the shyppe bord beholding the see
1630. WADSWORTH Sf. Pilgr. v. 38 They, .brought vs from
the Prow to the board of the Gaily to helpe them in rowing
1650 1. FROYSELL Gale o/Opport. (1652) 31 The MarrineFs
they cast him over Ship-board. I829MARRYAT F. Mildmay
x, I . .kept. . my anger within board, c 1850 Rndim. Navig
iWeale) 160 Without-board, without the ship. Within-board
within the ship. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Weather-
board, that side of the ship which is to windward.

b. By the board: (down) by the ship's side,
overboard, as To slip by the board :

'
to slip down

a ship's side' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.}. To
come, go, etc. by the board : to fall overboard, to
go for good and all, to be '

carried away '. To try
by the board: to try boarding. Also/^.
1630 J. TAYLOR iWater P.) Wks. m. 4oA In this fight their

Keare-Admirals Maine Mast was shot by the boord. 1666
Lond. Gaz. No. 60/3 Our Main-stay, and our Main Top-
Mast, .came all by the board. 1666 PEPYS Diary n Feb
I he storms, .have driven back three or four of them with
their masts by the board. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 4098/3 All
her Masts came by the board. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy
(1863) 210 Captain Wilson, therefore, resolved to try her
by the board. 1856 LONGF. Wreck Hesp. xix, Her rattling
shrouds, all sheathed in ice, With the masts, went by the
board. 1859 A utobiog. Begrar Boy 14 Every instinct and
feeling of humanity goes by the board. 1875 WHITNEYLy? L "g. vi. 103 A class of grammatical distinctions
which have gone by the board.

c. On board: on one side, close alongside (ofa ship or shore) ; also as prep., short for on board
of. (See also 14.) To lay (a ship} on board: to

place one's own ship alongside of (it) for the pur-
pose of fighting. To run on board (of), tofall on
board (of) : lit. to run against, fall foul of (a ship) ;

fig-, to make an attack, fall, upon (a person or
thing). On even board with : exactly alongside
with

; fig. on even terms with,
'

square
'

with.
c 1503 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 55 Hard on burd vnto the

Jlomyt medis. . Aryvit scho. 1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentl.
1641) 35! Hee hath kept himselfe on even boord with all
he world. 1655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. i. (1669' 2/1 His
lungry soul for want of better food, falls on board upon the
Devil's chear. 1677 L*d- Gaz. No. 1202/3 The Glorievx
. .laid the Arms o/Leyden on Board, which took Fire and
was burnt. 1707 Ibid. No. 4380/3 We saw. .a cluster of 5or 6 Ships on board each other. 1720 DE FOE Capt. Single-ton iii. 40 Keeping the coast close on board. 1797 NELSON
in A. Duncan Life (1806) 41 The San Nicholas luffing up, the
San Josef fell on board her. 1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay
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iii, A large, .frigate ran on board of us. 1860 Merc. Mar.
Mag VII. 172 It is better to keep the land on board as far

as Solitary Isle.

d. Hoard on board, (corruptly) board and board,
board by board: side by side, close alongside of

each other. [
= Fr. bord a bord i4th c. in Littre,

also ON. borti vi8 borS.']
c 1450 LONELICH Grail xxxix. 370 It [a shipe] aproched so

ny, Tyl bord on bord they weren. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World
v. i. 6 When they were (as we call it) boord and boord,
that is when they brought the Gallies sides together. 1634
W. WOOD New Kng. Prosp. i. i, Roome for 3 Ships to come in

board and board. 1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3278/3 A Fight of
several hours Board by Board. 1761 Chroti. in Ann. Reg.
64/2 The Ships were board and board three different times,
which occasioned great slaughter on both sides.

1 13. (poetically in OE. ) A ship. Obs.
rt 1000 Elene 238 (Gr.) Bord oft onfeng . . ySa swengas.

a 1000 Gnomica 188 iGr.) He . . druza5 his ar on borde.
c 1335 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 470 Bryngez pat bryjt vpon borde.

14. On board (^beside the technical sense in 1 2 c)

has now, in common use, the meaning: On or in

a ship, boat, etc. ; into or on to a ship. That this

expression is elliptical, is witnessed by the fuller

form on ship-board (cf. ME. ' within schippe
burdez

'

in 12), and the construction 'on board

of the ship ', or
' on board the ship

'

(where it is

perhaps often supposed that
* board

* means the

deck}.
On board appears to be a later expansion (cf. afoot, on

foot') of ABOARD, a-bord
>
and this to have been taken directly

from Fr. a bord, as in aller ou monter a bord, ctre a bortf,

short for an bord du vaissean, in which bord '

ship's side
'

comes contextually to be equal to 'ship' itself. Similar

phrases are used in other modern Teut. langs., as Du. aau
boord, Ger. an bord, Sw., Da. om skihsbord. Although
on borde occurs poetically in OE,, and vpon borde in MK.,
in sense of *

in, upon ship', these appear to have no his-

torical connexion with the later a-board, which begins about

1500, and on board, which appears late in the i7th c.

1688 LUTTRELL Britf Ret. (1857) I- 45 Sir John Nar-

borough . . died on ship board. 1705 ADDISON Italy 6 A
Capuchin who was on Board with us. 1768 TUCKER Lt,
\at. II. 528 The common sailor will not return on board.

<-i8oo P. HOARE Stwgt On board of the Arethusa. 1835
MARRYAT Jac, Fa it/if. i, He went on shore for my mother,
and came on board again. 1840 Poor Jack xxiii, The
captain, .had his grog on board.

b. On boards used as prep, fat on board of.

1693 Loud. Gaz. No. 2847/3 They , . put on board her 10

French Men. 1711 Ibid. No. 4887/3 From on Board Sir

Edw. Whittaker, off the Lizard. 1720 DE FOE Capt.
Singleton xvi. 270 Nor would we let any of our men go on
board them, or suffer any of their men to come on board us.

1847 GROTE Greece n. xlvii. IV. 189 They were placed un
board a fleet. 1875 JOWETT Plato led. 21 I, 74 This man
Stesilaus has been seen by him on board ship.

C. transf. (in U. S.). In or into a railway train,

tram-car, omnibus, etc.

1872 MARK TWAIN Innoc. Abr. xii. 79 Once on board, the

train will not start till your ticket has been examined. 1881

Daily News 7 Sept. 5/4 { U. S. Corrcsp. i The train started

at 6.30, having on board Mrs. Garfield and her daughter.

1883 Harper s Mag, 847/1 She . . found herself . . on hoard
the other train.

15. Naut. Sideward direction , in reference to the

ship's course) ;
the course of a ship when tacking.

To make boards : to tack. To wake short boards :

to tack frequently. Also in some_/%r phrases, as

j*
To sail on another board : to take another course

of conduct. Cf. TACK.
[Of Fr. origin : cf. Fr. virer de bord to turn the ship's

side in another direction ; coitrir des bords to tack. Cf.

STARBOARD and LARBOARD used as directions in reference

to a ship's course.]

1533 BELLKNTDEN Liiy i. (1822) 73 Seing her husband wes
dede, scho began to sail on ane uthir burde. 1535 STKWAKT
Cron. Scotland (1858) 1. 17 Thai salit. .Ay be ane burd fyve
dais and fyve nycht. 1596 SIR F. VERE Comm. 30 Making
still toward them upon one board. 1685 COTTON Montaigne
III. 456 To this and that side I make tacks and bords.

1772-84 COOK I'oy. (1790) IV. 1404 We passed the night in

making short boards. 1837 MARRYAT Dog-Fiend xlii,

Standing in.. to make a long board upon the next tack.

1862 Harper's Mag. (1884) Jan, 229/1 The tendency was
to give her a stern board [/. e. to sail her stern first]. 1875
' STONEHENGE

'

Brit. Sports n. vin. i. 5 The vessel will do
it in two boards if there be room in the channel.

VI. In Coal-mining.
16. The name given in some colliery districts to

each cutting or excavation in the direction of the

working in the method called
*

board-and-pillar',
or '

post
- and - stall

'

work; 'a passage driven

across the fibres or grain of the coal '. New-
castle Mining Terms.
[Found in beginning of i8th c. : the coal was then dragged

from the '
face in sledges over wooden boards or deals laid

down as *

ways'. It is suggested that board thus came to

mean '

way ',

'

passage.' Cf. Boardivays Course in 18.]

1708 Complcat Collier, A yard and quarter wide for a

headways, .and out of this it is we turn off the boards or
other workings for every particular hewer. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XV. 247 A series of broad parallel passages or bords
about eight yards apart, communicating with each other

by narrower passages or
'

headways '. 1860 FORDYCE Coal,
etc. 32 The hewers working at the face of the bords or the

pillar workings. 1875 URE Diet. Arts III. 326 Working
with pillars and rooms or boards, styled post and stall.

(There are ' narrow-boards ',

'
travelling-boards ',

' stow-
boards ', the

' mother's gate or common going board ', etc.

R. Oliver Heslop, Corbridge.)

VII. Comb, and Attrib.

17. General comb., chiefly attrib., as (sense i)

board-lining, -work ; board-built^ adj. ; (sense 6)

board-end, -head, -knife ; (sense 8) board-house^

-minister, -officer, "room.

1837 HAWTHORNE Amcr. Note-Bits. (1871) I. 46
*Board -

built and turf-buttressed hovels, a 1652 BROME Danioiselle

iv. i, A *Boordsend-King, a pay-all in a Tavern. 1820

SCOTT Abbot xxiii, Take thy place at the board-end, and
refresh thyself after thy journey. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett.

civ. (1862) I. 264, I wonder what He meaneth to put such
a slave at the "board-head, a 1758 RAMSAY Poems (1844)
82 Sat up at the boord-head. 1772 WILSON in Phil. Trans.
LXIII. 62 The *Board-house, which is a large building for

the use of the *board -officers, c 1440 Promp. Parv, 44
*Boordeknyfe, mensacnla. 1530 PALSGR. 200/1 Borde knyfe,
covtcav de escuier. 1879 JEFFERIES Wild Life in S. County
159 The same*board-lmingof the window. 1801 HUNTING-
TON Bank of Faith 30 They were *

board-ministers, or

ministers belonging to the board. 1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz i,

A miserable-looking woman is called into the "board-room.

1825 Bro. Jonathan I. 8 The snow . . driving thro
1

every
nook and crevice of the *board-work.

18. Special comb, board coal, a kind of coal

resembling wood in its markings ; board-fellow,
a companion at table, a messmate ; f board-form,
a trapezium ; t board-land (see BOBD-LAND) ;

board-man, a man who carries advertisement

boards, a * sandwich man '

;
board - measure,

superficial measure applied to boards ;
board-

money = BOARD-WAGES
; board-nail, a spike or

large brad ; board-rule, a scale for finding the

superficial area of a board without calculation ;

f boardstock, a piece of timber to be sawn into

boards; boardway's course, 'the direction per-

pendicular to the cleavage of the coal
1

(Coal-
trade Terms, Northld. & Durh. t 1851). Also

BOARD-CLOTH, -SCHOOL, -WAGES.

1760 MILLF.S in Phil. Trans. LI. 537 That which they
call the wood coal, or "board coal, from the resemblance
which the pieces have to the grain of deal boards. 1811

J. PINKERTON Petral. I. 596 Straight flat pieces, three or

four feet in length, which are called board-coal. 1382
WVCLIF Judg. xiv. ii The! souen to him "bordfelawis
thretti. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 102 Be you
once more bed-fellows and board-fellows. 1551 RF.CORDE
Pathiu, Knowl. i. De/., Called of the Grekes trapezia, .may
be called in englishe "borde formes. 1884 Cassell's Fain.

Jfag. Dec. 32 The announcements were borne by a gang of

unhappy "board-men, 1656 H. PHILLIPS Parch. Patt. (16761

142 Draw the like line for "Board measure. 1809 R. LANG-
FORD Introd. Trade 62 * Board Money, and Small Charges.
1866 ROGERS Agric. fy Prices I. xx. 498 The spike or *board-
nails of the records. 1619 SIR R. HOYI.E in Lisnwre Papers
(18861 I. 217, 240 tymber trees .. wherof most is squared
and reserved for *boordstocks. 1623 E. WYNNE in Whit-
bourne Newfoundland 105 Wee got home as many boord-

stocks, as afforded vs aboue two hundred boords.

Board (boXul^ v. Forms: 4-6 borde, 5-7
bord, 6-7 boord, bourd, 6 boarde, Sc. burd, 6-
board.

[f. prec. sb. : cf. F. border ;
in senses 4

to 9 influenced by F. aborder. Cf. ABORD.]
I. Related to board=*\fa of a ship, coast.

1. trans, a. To come close up to or alongside (a

ship), usually for the purpose of attacking ;
to

lay on board, or fall on board of. b. In later

use, To go on board of or enter (a ship), usually
in a hostile manner.
1494 FABYAN vn. 450 So cruelly assaylyd yl

they were
horded or they myght be rescowyd. 1530 PALSGR. 460/1, I

bordeashyppe. . Jabordci'tienauirg, 1601 SHAKS. Tivcl. N.
v. i, 65 This is he that did the Tiger boord. 1672 Lond.
Gaz. No. 700/4 The Cambridge boarded one of the biggest
of them, having beaten all her Men from the Decks, but. .

did not venture to let any of her Men enter her. 1706 Ibid.

No. 4204/3 A. .Privateer came up with her . . boarded her,
and lash'd her fast, in which manner they fought two hours.

1797 NELSON in A. Duncan Lift- (18061 43 In boarding the
San Nicholas . . we lost about seven killed. 1882 HAMLEV
Traseaden Hall II. 251 The English vessel had. .grappled
the enemy and finally boarded her, the boarding party being
led by the captain.

fig. 1580 LYLY Euphites 333 Ladyes pretende a great
skyrmishe at the first, yet are boorded willinglye at the last.

fc. intr. To board with (in sense a.) Obs.
c 1460 FoRTEScVE,Ati$.fyLzfn.Af0ri. (1714)45 All the Kyngs

Navye schall not suffice to bord with Caryks, and other grete
Schippis. 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) I02 W fi "^
taken the Vice-Admirall, the first time shee bourded with us.

d. absol. (in sense b.)
X753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. ir. xvi. 70 Their general

practice is to board immediately. 1803 in Nicolas Dip.
Nelson V. 186 note, Lieutenant Jone=, in boarding, was
mortally wounded. 1846 ARNOLD Hist. Rome II. xl. 575
To enable their men . . to decide the battle by boarding.

2. trans. To go on board of, embark on.

1597 WARNER Alb. Eng., &neido$ 325 Hee boording his

Shippes . . left Carthage. 1883 H. M. KENNEDY tr. Ten
Brink's E. E.Lit. 232 The fisherman prepares a ship, which
he boards with his wife and children.

b. transf. (in U.S.) To enter (a railway train,

etc.) ;
to enter in a hostile or forcible way.

1879 Good Words Jan. 50 The tramps had boarded a
train 50 miles away.

f 3. trans. To put or take on board ship. Obs.

154* in flarl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 243 A great nombre of the

Spanyardes beyng caryed and horded. 1593 P. NICHOLS
Drake Revived in Arb, Garner V. 558 Boarding and stowing
our provisions.

4. Jig. To approach,
' make up to *, accost, ad-

dress,
'
assail

*

; to make advances to. Cf. ACCOST.
a 1547 EARL SURREY ALneid iv. 395 At length her self

bordeth Aeneas thus. 1580 LYLY Eitphues (Arb,) 332 Phi-
lautus . . began to boord hir in this manner. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. n. ii. 5 Whom thus at gaze the palmer gan to bord
With goodly reason. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xix.Txxvii, With
some courtly tearmes the wench he bords. 1642 R. CAR-
PENTER Experience i. Med. in. 56 When the body is. .borded

by a sicknesse. a 1726 VASBRUGH False Fr. i. i, 97 What
. . do you expect from boarding a woman . . already heart and
soul engag'd to another?

5. intr. Of a ship : To tack ;
to sail athwart

the wind on alternate sides, so that the general
course is against the wind. Also to board to and

again, to board it, to board it up.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grant, ix. 39 This we call

boording or beating it vp vpx>n a tacke in the winds eye.
a 1631 DONNE Serm. (1839) IV. 307 It is well .. if we can
beat out a Storm at Sea with Boarding-to-and-again. 1682
WHEI.ER Jonrn. Greece in. 286 They resolved . . to bord it

till Morning. 1692 in Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. i. xvi,
To make a board, or board it itp, is to turn to Windward.

t6. trans. To border on, approach; intr. to lie

close by, border upon.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. \\. xi. 43 The stubborne Newre [Nore],

whose waters gray By faire Kilkenny and Rosseponte boord.
1610 P. HOLLAND Camdetis Brit. I. 242. 1636 FAMES Iter
Lane. 4 In a wan fainte paleness boarding death.

II. Related to board thin wood, etc.

7. trans. To cover or furnish with boards. To
board over : to cover with boarding. To board

itp : to close with boarding.
1530 PALSGR. 460/1 Let your parlour be boorded. 1677

MoxON Jfe&. --rm\ ('1703) 153 The Floors being Boarded.

1885 HOWELLS S. Lapham I. iii. 77 Many of the house-
holders had boarded up their front doors. Ibid, iv. 89 The
floors were roughly boarded over.

f b. To put in a coffin ;
to bury. Sc. Obs.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 687 Syne in Tynmouth ..

Tha burdit him thair richt solempnitly.

c. Bookbinding. To bind (a book) in boards.

1813 SCOTT Let. in Lockhart (1839) IV. 51 The demand
for these continuing faster than they can be boarded. 1857
BUCKLE in A. Huth Life I. 132, I should prefer having the

whole impression boarded at once.

III. Related to board=\sfo\ti regular meals.

8. trans. To provide (a lodger, etc.) with daily
meals

;
now generally to supply with both food and

lodging at a fixed rate. See also BOABDIXG vbl. sb. 7.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. ^, n. i. 35 We cannot lodge and board
a do/en or fourteene Gentlewomen. 1662 FULLER Worthies

(1840) III. 308 In his own house he boarded and kept full

four and twenty scholars. 1724 Lond. Gaz. No. 6265/4 At
Mrs. Grandmaison's School . . young Gentlewomen are

Boarded.

9. intr. To have stated meals as a lodger at

another person's house
;
to be supplied with food

and lodging at a fixed rate ; to live with a family
as one of its members for a stipulated charge.
'55* J- HEYWOOD Spider $ F. Ixiii. 48 To paie for boord,

where euer this flock boords. 1667 PEPYS Diary (1879) IV.

332 My boy's time, when I boarded at Kingsland. 1712
STEELE Sfect. No. 296 F 6 Gentlemen and Ladies, who
board in the same House. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsmith
xxxiv. 324 He had engaged to board with the family.

10. causal. To place at board. So to board out.

1655 Francion 69 He. .boorded me with the Master of the

College at Lysieux. 1876 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. n.

203 The boys were boarded among the dames of the village.

Mod. Many workhouse children are now boarded out with

cottagers.

Boardable (bo^-jdab'l), a.
[f. prec. + -ABLE.]

That can be boarded, as a ship ; fig. that can

be approached or accosted; approachable, affable.

1611 COTGR., Abordable, affable, abbordable, approach-
able, boordable. [In mod. Diets.]

Boardage, obs. form of BOKDAGE.

t Boa'rd-clotll. Obs. or north dial. Also

5 borclothe. A cloth used to cover a table, a

table-cloth.
c uoo Trin. CoU. Horn. 163 Hire bord cloSes ben makede

wite. 1411 E. E. Wills (1882) 19 A boorde clobe with ,ij.

towelles of deuaunt. c 1505 DUNBAR Flytine 206 Thy burd
claith neidis no spredding. 1552 HULOET, Bourde cloth, or

carpet. 1839 Citmberld. <$ Westmoreld. Dialogues 13 Spin
tow for bord claiths en sheets.

Boa'rded, ///. a. [f. BOARD v. + -ED i.]

1. Made of or furnished with boards or planks.
1444 Test. Ebor. (18551 II. 100 Lego eidem optimum bor-

detbed in le withdrawyng-chaumbre cum curtens pendenti-
bus circa idem. 1557 UOORDE Sleep in Babees Bk. (1868)

248 Nor lye in no lowe Chambre, excepte it be boorded.

i66a GERBIER/V/WT. (1665)29 The first Stories ought rather

to be vaulted than boarded. 1769 PRIESTLEY in Phil. Trans.

LIX. 65 A dry boarded floor. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson's

Fun. 13 A boarded partition, .was erected.

2. Bound in boards.

1842 Penny Mag, XI. 381 A boarded book is attached to

its covers, .by the boards being pasted to the blank leaves.

3. Provided with board (i. e. stated meals) as a

lodger at another person's house.

1884 H. M. STANLEY in Pall MallG. 8 Aug. 1/2 Boarded

justice would soon become mockery.

Boa'rden, a. Obs. [f.
BOARD J&+-W*.]

Made of boards.

1454 Test. Ebor. {1855)1!. 173 Yborden bed that I lye in.

ri47o HRNRV Wallace iv. 509 Burdyn durs and loks.

1485 Inv. in Kipon Ch. Acts 365 Borden bedde.



BOARDEN.
t Boa'rden, t>. Obs. [L as prec. + -ES

-'.] /nw/.t.
To floor or lay with boards.
1552 HULOET, Bourden, or make of bourdes. 1641 Btsi
k'ij ,f'

<l856)
,
24 The roome "heare the wooll lyethhoulde allwayes bee bordened under foote.

Boarder (booudai). Forms : 6-7 boorder,6 bourder, Sc. buirdir, 7 border, 7- boarder'
[f. BOARD v. + -ER

1.]
1. One who boards, or has his food, or food and

lodging, at the house of another for compensation ;

one who lives in a boarding-house or with a family
as one of its members, at a fixed rate. Spec, a
boy who boards and lodges at a school, as dis-

tinguished from the day-boy who comes and goes
daily, and the day-boarder- who remains at school
for dinner, but goes home at night.
"53 PALSGR. 199/2 Boorder that gothe to horde, com-

mensal. 1576 NEWTON tr.Lemnie's Complex. (1633)43 Some
bchoole.masters . . pinch their poore Pupils and Boorders by' R - SETO "ist - * * ^ K't- Clinto,,

' ' - - --.. .".
IJ u. ^It/'. ^glllttC

tafers(iWy^o.
128. 45 Hes preceis price of his buirdirs

sitting at tabill is tuo hunder merk. ,740 J. CLARKE rfw.><//! 190 A Boarding-school, where none but Boarders
are received. ,882 J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool i. xiv, Thiswoman..did not pretend to know who those hoarders of
hers really were.

2. One who boards (an enemy's) ship.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (17891 Fiij b, If the boarder

is repulsed. ,797 NELSON in A. Duncan Life (,8061 41
Calling for the boarders, [I] ordered them to board ,862
IHORNBURY-Turner I. 337 The French., closing their lower-
deck port, for fear of the boarders.
3. One who puts the boards on books.
'882

,-P<"'
/
->' A-< i =8 Dec' 5/2 'Boarders', or they who

board books, stitchers, and other toilers.

Boarder, var. of BOURDER Obs. a jouster.
Boa-rding, vbl. sb.

[f. BOARD v. + -INS i.]
1. Naut. The action of coming close up to, or

of entering (a ship), usually in a hostile manner.
JS9' RALEIGH Last Fight Rev. 21 The voleis, boardingsand entnngs. ,69, LonJ.Gaz. No. 2719/3 He thrice le!

pulsed the Enemy, who boarded him, but at the fourth
boarding was taken. ,80, NELSON in A. Duncan Life (18061
196, I directed the attack to be made by four divisions of
boats, for boarding.

t 2. The action of approaching or accosting
,S4 St. Papers Hen. VIII, XI. 49 The bordyng of th-

Emperour soo playnly in the matier of the warri. ,636
HEALEY TTuofkrait. 49 A troublesome boarding and as-
saulting of those, with whom we have to doe.
t3. Naut. The act ion of tacking. Obs.
a ,6,8 RALEIGH Royal Nary 10 That shee stay well, when

boarding and turning on a wind is required.
"

4. The act of covering or furnishing with boards
;

the mass of boards so used, a structure of boards.
,552 HULOET, Bourdinge, or ioynynge of bourdes together.

,663 GERBIER Counsel 22 The hording . . is much subject to
rott. ,847 GROTE Greece (1862) HI. xli. 460 The wooden
palisades and boarding, .took tire.

5. Currying. The treatment of leather with a
grammg-board. (See Ure Diet. Arts III. 07 )
,870 Eng. Meek. ,, Feb. 534/3 When dry, repeat the

boarding, and you will have a good Memel grain ,88-;

SSKf J/
'l
4>'J

an - 278/I The <boar(ling' makes them
[hides] very pliable.

6. The supplying of stated meals; the obtaining
of food, or food and lodging, at another person's
house for a stipulated charge.
,53'-.Dial. J-aws Eng. n. xxiv. (1638) 102 To pay for the

chamber and boording a certain summe, etc. a ,667 COWLEY
College Wks. 1710 II. 621 For the lodging and boarding of
young scholars. ,86, Rebel War Clerk's Diary (1866; 2551 he boarding of my family comes to more than my salary.
7. Comb., as (sense i) boarding-brand, -bridge,

-netting (a netting put round the ship to hinder
the enemy's attacks), -pike; (sense 4) boarding-
shop; boarding-book, a register for recording
particulars of every ship boarded (Smyth Sailors
IVord-bk.} ; boarding-house, a house in which
persons board

; boarding-out, the obtaining of
stated meals at another person's house

; the placing
of destitute children in families where they are
treated as members. Also BOARDING-SCHOOL.
,875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket-bk. vi. (ed. 2) 223 When

boarding foreign men-of-war the 'hoarding book should
not be taken on board. ,8,4 BYRON Corsair i. vii Be the
edge sharpened of my 'boarding-brand. ,878 Bosw. SMITH
Carthage 105 Had they been less afraid of the *boarding-
bridges, [the left wing] must ere this have been victo-
nous. ,823 BENTHAM Not Paul 355 The priests, in whose
boarding-house he was. ,837 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note.
bus. (1871) I. 71 A nice, comfortable, boarding-housetavern without a bar. ,883 Harper's Mag. Jan. SA, I
was calling on a . . friend in a high and narrow city boarding-
house. ,833 MARRYATP. Simple <.iM-$ 252 The "boarding
nettings were tied up to the yard-arms, and presented H
formidable obstacle to our success. ,863 FAWCFTT Pol
t.eon. iv. vi. (1876) 608 The 'hoarding-out system has latelybeen engrafted on our poor-law. ,886 Pall Mall G. i Jan
4/1 Boarding-out.. means the placing in select homes, and
with select foster-parents, destitute healthy children under
the age of twelve years. ,80, Hist. Europe in Ann. Set'.
269/1 Our men were provided with 'Boarding-pikes, toma-
hawks and cutlasses only. ,835 MAXRYAT Pacha \, We
??l

*ViJ?*S ,

with boarding-pikes. ,842 Penny Mas .

Al. 378 Ine boarding-shop' . . wherein all the operationsare conducted for binding books in cloth boards.

Boa-rding, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

- -,. -., ,.v,, i,,. mwM , nur ; vjHi, cost wnli'fiwould have retained short o (cf. frost) ; but from a word of
later (foreign) introduction. Its phonetic analogues are the
Romanic words in -ost, with the o lengthened in later Eng.,coast roast, toast lust post, which would lead us to expectan UK taster; but of this no trace has been found. ]

1 l. Loud noise of the voice, outcry, clamour.
rrjoo A". Alls. 5290 Now ariseth cry and boost AmongAhsaunders cost Of scorpiouns and addres. c ,330 ArtA. |
,'C A'-

47 P thai sterten with gret bost, Euerich kingwith a! his ost. ,377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 247 And whether
: lister to breke? lasse boste it maketh, A beggeres

955

1. That boards (a ship).
,797. HOLCROFT Stollvrg's Trav. (ed. 2) IV. xci. ,63 The

boarding Romans. ,829 MARRYAT F. Mildmayv, He had
not been of the boarding party.
2. That boards in another person's house.

iv / ^ KS
',

Sl
'9 J

OE
P

Pilot's Wife in Casquet Lit. (1877)l v. 7/2 She despised these boarding people

Boa-rding - school. A school in which
scholars are boarded as well as taught. Also attrib
ifrnLond.Gaz. No. 1180/4 In Oxford there is set up a

Boarding School for young Gentlewomen iby John Waver
Master in the Art of Dancing). ,7,3 SWIFT Cadenus and
V. 767 A blockhead with melodious voice In hoarding,schoolscan have his choice. ,8,2 Examiner 28 Dec.
027/1 tvery.. boarding-school miss. ,884 Pall Mall G
of view

History treated from the boarding-school point

Boa'rdless, a.
[f. BOARD sb. + LESS.] With-

out a board or table.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xn. 201 But sitte as a begger horde-
less (t. bordles] bi my-self on be grounde
Boardly, anglicized spelling of BUIKDLY a. Sc
c 18,7 HOGG Tales fy Sit. VI. 105 Interposing his boardlyframe between the combatants. ,88, Autotiog. 7. Younger

xi. ,16 A crying Shame to talk of hanging a boardly Mail
BoaTd-school. [f. BOARD sb. + SCHOOL.]
tl. A boarding-school. Obs.
I
.74,-f-

CLAKKK Ednc. Youtk (ed. 3) 204 To have a Board-
school in his House.
2. A school under the management of a School-

board, as established by the Elementary Education
Act of 1870. Also attrib., as in Board-school mis-
tress, education, etc.

1873 FAWCETT in Hansard 17 July. I would far sooner
that the child were attending the Board school. ,882
BESANT All Sorts i. (1884) 15 In Well-dose Square, next
to the Board Schools.

Boa'rd - wa-ges, board wages. Wages
allowed to servants to keep themselves in victual.
*$39 f

f<"<sel,.Ord.(i-i<jo}2ii Bills ofallowance, .for Wagesand Boardwages. ,557 Order of Hospitals Fvi. 1602
SOUTHERNE Wales Exc. I. i. Dram. Wks. (1721) 270 Starve
under the tyranny of a Housekeeper, and never know the
comfort of boardwages again. ,695 CONGREVE Love forL. 1. i. 12 If you please, I had rather be at Board-wa-^es
,873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 46 They are on board wages
Boar-fish (boo-jfij). A fish (Capros aper,Zeus aper] akin to the Mackerel

; so called from
the shape of its snout, which is turned up
,,836 Penny Cycl. VI. 274/2 The boar-fish, .may be dis-
tinguished by its mouth being more attenuated and pro-
tractile. ,86, BLIGHT Week Laud's Endiy> Off the Runnel
Stone, the boar fish, Zens Aper, though an exceedinglyrare British fish, is abundant.
Boarish (boo-rij), .

[f. BOAR rf. + .KHi.]
)f or pertaining to a boar; resembling a boar

;

sensual
; cruel. (As borish was a former spellingof both bearish and boorish, the two were often

confounded ; and it is hard to say to which word
many passages ought to be referred.)
JSSo BALE Apol. 65 Ye beastlye boryshe buggerers. ,593NASHB Christ s 'I'. 57 a, Therefore we call a leatcherSus

&
e
n
SM

!',?
boansh companion. ,643 MILTON Divorce ix.

Wks. (1851) 45 A grosse and borish opinion. ,645 Sacred
Ota-etal 21 His Boarish Tusks, his huge great Iron fangs.
,7,8 PENN Life Wks. 1726 I. 33 To have expected this

Boarish Fierceness from the Mayor of London ,814 IWILSON in Black. Mag. XXXV. 1003 Boarish bristle and
leonine hair.

Hence Boa'rishly adv., Boa'rishness. (For-
merly often confused with boorishly, -ness.)
a ,563 BECON Cast. Comfort Wks. (18441 558 The wicked

papists, which so boarishly sweat to maintain their usurped
power. ,682 H. MORE Annot. Glamiilfs Lux O. 55 The
roughness and boarishness of his style.

Boarship (bc<>rfip). humorous, [see -SHIP.]The personality of a boar.

,79? SOUTHEY Lett. Spain f. Port. (1799) 140 His boarshipremained unhurt, and was suffered to go to his den.

Boar-spright, obs. variant of BOWSPKIT.
Boart, variant of BORT.
Boas, obs. form of BOA.
Boast (b<Just), sb. Forms: 3-7 bost, 4-6

boste, 4-5 boost, 6 Sc. boist, 6- boast. [ME.
bost sb., bostut vb. are both found before 1 300 : their
mutual relation and origin are unknown. (The
Celtic words, Welsh bostio, Gael, bbsd, etc., which
nave been hastily assumed as the source, appear to
be merely adopted from English.) Various conjec-
tures and comparisons may be seen in Wedgwood,and E. Miiller, but nothing to purpose.The phonetic history of toast, showing ME. long d sur-
vivmg as mod. Eng. long d (aa) in north, as well as standard
Kng., shows that toast is not;-OE. 'hist, which would
have given north. ME. tast, mod. baist (cf. ehaist, maist
Sc. for ghost, most) ; nor :_OE. *bost, which would have
S1Vew f '' north ' *"<; nor: OE. 'tost whi. h

BOAST.
in an yren-bounde coffre ! c 1385 CHAUCER L. G.

,.-. 'H*? v>Ppe lvith uten noyse or boosts, c ,430
Fr'-j ('

il
\

< HaIllw -> 8 Maxent then with grete boste,Made nur to be bownde to a poste. ,8,3 WHITAKER P
iTi-'"'-,?:

8
? ""'''' Baost

> a noise; a provincial word
still familiar in the midland counties,

t 2. Speaking big, threatening, menace, north.
,375 BARBOUR Bruce IX. 23! Thair'bosthas maid me hailland fer. c ijSoTmntcky Myst. 178 For his bost be not

felTfor b s?
7 RV Wallace *' 3^9 Scho wald nocht

(18681 01 5our bludie boist na syith can satisfie. 1600
I. MELVILL Diary (1842! 54 He could nocht be broken be
bost.

_ 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. ci. (1862) I. 258 Slip not
from it [the truth of Christ] for any hosts or fear of men.
d. 1 roud or vain-glorious speech ;

tall talk
'

;

vaunt, brag ; the expression of ostentation.
c 1300 Song 92 in E. E. P. (1862) 132 Vr bost vr brae i,home ouerbide. c ,462 in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. I 15 The

King maketh right grete bostes of you for the truest and
the feithfullest man that any Christen Prince may have
,6,, SHAKS. Cymb. v. v. ,62 The swell'd boast Of him that
best could speake. 1709 STEELE & ADD. Taller No. 9 . p 2One of the Gentlemen, .told me by Way of Boast That
there were now seven Wooden Legs in his Family 1871
I- REEMAN Nor,,,. Cono. 11876) IV. xviii. 266 They soon
found such a boast was vain indeed. ,884 Ciiun E S

iv. 282//I If they cannot make Sd their boasts.
t b. Ostentation, pomp, vain-glory. Obs.

,297 R GLOUC. 258 pekyng..bynomealys bost. a ,300CitrsorM. 6224 Quen [pharaon] had mad al bun his ost,He went wit mikel prid and bost. 6-1325 E. E. Allit P
B. 179 As for bohaunce & bost & bolnande priyde. ,387
lREVisA///^.(RollsSer.)VI.,67 Guthlacusbeconfessour
forsook armcs and be boost and pompe of his world, c 1440
Gesta So,,!.(i879 ) 1,9 When thow forsakist the devil, &al
his bostys, & pompis.

c. ' A cause of boasting, an occasion of pride
the thing boasted.' J.
"593 SHAKS. Liter. 1193 My resolution, love, shall be thyboast ,737 Pori: Hor. Epht. n. i. 7 Edward and Henry,now the boast of fame. ,792 A,teed. W. Pitt II. xxix. 125It is my boast, that I was the first Minister who looked

for it [merit]. ,848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 332 Those
divines who were the boast of the universities and the
delight of the capital.
4. Phrases, f To blow (a) boast : to boast, brag

(cf. BLOW, BLAST, BLAZE). To make (one's] boast :

to boast of, to glory in ; also absol.
; so f To shake

boast: cf. L. jactari.
I37S BARBOUR Krace iv. 122 The gret bost that it fprydelMams, c ,385 CHAUCER /.. G. W. 267 Mak of ?oure trouthe

in loue no host ne soun. ,509 BARCLAY Shyf of Folys
U570) 45 He shaketh boast and oft doth him auaunte Of
fortunes fauour. ,550 LYNDESAY Meldrmn 266 Thair was
into the Inghs oist Ane campiotin that blew greit boi-t
a ,560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus in. 341 Blaw furth Jour boist
busteous. ,6,1 BIBLE Ps. xxxiv. 2 My soule shall make
her boast in the Lord. ,850 TENNYSON In Mem. xl. vii, How
often shall, .she. .bring her babe, and make her boast.

Boast (b(?ust), z;.l Forms ; 4 bost(en, 4-;
boost(e, 5 boaste, 5-6 boste, 6 Sc. boist, 6-7
bost, 6- boast. [See the

sb.'] The primary sense
was prob.

'

to lift up one's voice
',

'

speak with a
loud voice '.

I. To threaten.

1 1. intr. To utter a threat, to threaten. Also
with cogti. object of the thing threatened. Obs.
ciyxK.Alis. 2597 They hostodyn. . Alisaundres bed of

to smyte. ,5,3 DOUGLAS &aeis n. xi. (x.) 119 The tree
branglis, hosting tojhe fall. ,352 Aur. HAMILTON Catech., . 12 BP. AMILTON atech.
28 Punitions .that God m haly scripture bostis and schorls
aganis all the brekans of his commandis. c 1610 SIR I

rch-

ganis all the brekans of his .

Mm.rn.Mtm. (1683) 70 She boasted to marry the A
duke Charles.

f 2. trans. To threaten
; to bully, terrify. Sc.

1513 DOUGLAS Ariel's x. xiv. 122 Quhat wenys thou so to
e ray and bost me ? ,533 BELLENDEN Li-y i. (1822) 101And sum time begun to boist hir with deith. 1582-8 Hist

?"'"i
S

ti"
(^ 4) I37 He was boistit with 'oirtour unles

he should tell. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal $ Tri. Faith
(l845) 371 Yonder standeth our Creator boasting us and
therefore we will obey. ,736 MBS. CALDERWOOD Jrnl v
(1884) 147 Some others near him boasted him for it.

II. To speak ostentatiously.
3. intr. To speak vaingloriously, extol oneself

;

to vaunt, brag ;
to brag of, about, glory in. (SoTo boast it : to practise boasting. )

c IJAO Cursor M. 22289 iTrin.) pat an ticrist. .he sal mendo of him to boost Ouer alle obere to preise moost. 1377LANGL. P. PI. B. n. So To bakbite and to bosten and be'e
fals w.tnesse CI420 Avon. Art/,, xxiii, I, Kay, that
thou knawes That owte of tyme bostus and blawus 1587Mirr. Mag., Stater v. 5, I neede not of honour or dignitie
boast. 159, SHAKS. i Hen. VI, m. iii. 23 Nor should that
Nation boast it so with vs. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xliv. 8 In Godwe boast all the day long. 1655 Theofhania 80, I can never
consent that [he] should boast in any favor of mine 1711ADDISON Siect. No. 73 f 2 He has not much to boast of.
1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, x. (1862) 131 To boast of
the honours enjoyed by their remote ancestors.
4. refl. in same sense. [Cf. Fr. se vanter.]a 1300 Cursor M. 17983 lesu. .pat boost him goddes sonc

to be. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 92 pat he boost him silf in his dede
,477 LARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 86 To preyse and boste
him self of his goode dedis. 1326 Pilgr. Per/. (W de W
1531) 92 Whan he bosteth hymselfe to haue yt whiche he
hath not. 1335 COVERDALE Ps. li. i Why boastest thou thy-
self . .that thou canst do myschefe? ,611 BIBLE Prov, xxvii
i Boast not thy selfe of to morrow. Ps. Iii t Whyboastest thou thyselfe in mischiefe, O mightie man 1 i7
JOHNSON m Boswell (,8,6) I. 242 That dream of hope, in
which I once boasted myself. ,876 GREEN Short Hist

120-2



BOAST. 956 BOAT.

ii. 6 (1882) 88 The descendants of the victors at Senlac
boasted themselves to be Englishmen.
5. trans. To extol; to speak of with pride or

ostentation ; to brag of, vaunt.

a. with obj. clause^ usually with that. ;? orig.

intrans?)
c 1380 \VYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 53 To booste not bat we ben

of holy chirche. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxxni, No \ Time, thou
shalt not bost that I doe change. 1718 POPE Iliad \\. 577
We. .guess by rumour, and but boast we know. 1873 MOR-
LEY Rousseau I. 234 Voltaire boasted that if he shook his

wig, the powder flew over the whole of the tiny republic.
D. with simple object.

*543 GRAFTON Contn. Harding 524 When the duke be-

ganne fyrste to prayse and boaste the Kyng. 1603 B. JON-
SON Sejanus v. xxiv. 63 Forbeare, you thinges . . To boast

your slippery height. 1671 MILTON P. R. \. 409 Who
boast'st release from hell. 1734 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827)
II. n. 2. ii He boasted his having vanquished the enemy.
6. To display vaingloriously or proudly, arch.

1590 GREENE Orl. Fur. (1599) 23 Kinde Flora boast thy
pride. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. # Achit. 162 Would steer too

nigh the Sands, to boast his Wit. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ.
Jerus. 11732) 126 A short Chain cut in Stone; of what use
I know not, unless to boast the Skill of the Artificer. 1777
SIR W. JONES Pal. Fortune 28 In vain, ye flowers, you
boast your vernal bloom.

7. Jig. To possess as a thing to be proud of,

to have to show.
1697 DRYDEN Virg. Eclog. vin. 10 Whatever Land or Sea

thy Presence boast. >795 SOUTHKY Joan of Arc iv. 463
A humble villager, who only boasts The treasure of the
heart. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. xxvi, The clematis, the
favoured flower, Which boasts the name of virgin-bower.
1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xiii. 8 He boasts but a pouch of

empty cobwebs.

Boast, r.- [Of uncertain etymology: Y.bosse

swelling, relief, as in ronde bosse
'

full relief, has
been suggested ; but with little apparent fitness.]
1. Masonry. To pare stone irregularly with a

broad chisel and mallet.

1823 [see BOASTING rbl. sb:*] 1876 SIR E. BECKETT Build-

ing 167 More trouble is taken to work the stone with small
chisels, .than it would take to

'

boast' (as they call it) into
a fairly level surface.

2. Sculpture. To shape (a block) roughly before

putting in details.

Boasted (bJu-sted), ppl. a.i [f. BOAST z/.i +

-ED!.] Vaunted, bragged of.

1667 MILTON P. L. \. 510 Heav'n and Earth Thir boasted
Parents. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. 11876' IV. xvii. 43
As illustrating the boasted clemency of William.

Boa'sted, ///. #.2
[f.

BOAST v* + -ED*.]

Rough-hewn with a broad chisel.

1884 Congregational Year Bk. 400 The best white Holm-
firth ashlar and wallstones, clean boasted.

Boaster *
(bJu-sUi;. Forms : 4 bostere,

booster, bostour, boosteere, 4-6 boster, 5

boister, bostare, bostoure, 5-6 boastar, 6

bostar, 6- boaster,
[f. BOAST 2/.1 + -ER 1

.] One
who boasts : f a. a loud talker (pbs.} ; b. one who
threatens (obs.} ; C. one who extols his own deeds
or excellences, a braggart, vauntcr, arrogant person.
1:1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1499 Now a boster on benche

bibbes ber-of. CI375 WYCLIF Antecrist, in Three Treat.

(Todd) 131 pei chesen to hem boosters sotil men & sly^e,
riche, proude, & Japers. la 1400 ChesterPL 106, I wotte, by
this bolsters beare That tribute I muste paye. 1580 BARET
Alv. B 064 A craker, a boster, a glorious personne. 1747
LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett, xxxviii. III. 63 Complainers
are seldom pitied, and boasters are seldom believed. 1758
JOHNSON Idler No. 14 p 9 The boaster, .blusters only to be

praised. 1870 SPURGEON Treat. Dav. Ps. ix. 6 He plucks
the boaster's song out of his mouth.

Boa*ster 2
(b^-sta-i). [f.

BOAST Z.^ + -ER I
.] A

broad-faced chisel used by masons in making the

surface of a stone nearly smooth.
1876 in GWILT.

Boastful (bJu-stful), a. [f.
BOAST sb. + -FUL.]

1. Of words or actions : Full of boasting.
c 13*5 Coer de L. 3827 Bostful wurdes for to crake, c 1440

Bone, Flor. 270 My doghtur gete ye noght, For all yowre
bostefull fare. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. IS, iv. Cho., Steed threat-

ens Steed, in high and boastfull Neighs. 1867 EMERSON
Lett, fy Soc. Aims vii. (1875) 171 We have had enough of
these boastful recitals.

2. Of persons, or things personified : Given to

boasting, ostentatious, self-praising. Const. *', of.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. I. 2 pis riche man was boostful

in speche. 1486 Bk. St. A Ibaus, Her. A v a, That he be not
to bostfull of his manhod. 1779 JOHNSON L. P. Wks. 1816
X. 20 Boastful of his own knowledge. 1859 W. WHITMORE
C. Marlowe 10 Time wears to dust the boastful monuments.

f3. ? Menacing. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Sam. xii. 31 [David] sawede the puple of

it, and ladde about upon hem boostful yren carris.

Boa'Stfully, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In a

boastful manner ; vauntingly.
c 1430 Life St. Kath. (Gibbs MS.) 55 Wher yn bostfully

she enhaunceth hir self. 1845 LD. CAMPBELL Chancellors

(1857) III. Ii. 4 Observing boastfully, 'We inherit all our

genius from our mother '.

Boa'stfulness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being boastful.
1810 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 168 With all the boastful-

ness of national prepossession. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul I. 8

Driven, .to an appearance of boastfulness of which the very
notion was abhorrent to him.

Boasting (.b^-stin;, vbl. sb. 1
[f. BOAST z/.! +

-JNG 1
.]

1. Ostentatious or vainglorious speaking.
^1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 408 J?e gospel tellij> of

bostmg of a proude man. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
oo b, lactaunce or bostynge, ypocrisy or fayned holynes.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. i. 23 Topping all others in boasting.

1830 TENNYSON Poems 32 Is not my human pride brought
low? The boastings of my spirit still?

f 2. Threatening, menacing language. Obs.
1600 J. MELVILL Diary (1842) 68 He braks out in coler &

besting.

Hence t Boa'stingful a. 1552 in HULOET.

Boa'sting, vbl. sb*
[f.

BOAST v.'2- + -iNG 1
.]

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 581 Boasting; in stone-

cutting, paring the stone irregularly with a broad chisel

and mallet ; m carving, the rough cutting of the outline,
before the minuter parts.

Boa'sting, ///. a. [f. BOAST v. 1 + -ixc 2
.]

1. That boasts or brags.
1552 HULOET, Boastynge or that doth boast, glortosus.

1602 N. BRETON Mothers Bless, xiv, A boasting tongue is

like a heard-mans home. 1769 BURKE Pres. St. Nat. Wks.
II. 117 After all the boasting speeches, .of his faction.

f2. Threatening. Sc. Obs.

1646 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 324 Whilk occasioned the

King to writ doune a verie sharp and boasting letter. 1820

SCOTT Abbot Note L, Lindesay was arrived m a boasting,
that is, threatening humour.

Boa'stiugly. [f.
BOASTING ///. a. + -LY2.] In

a boasting or bragging manner, boastfully.
1552 HULOET, Boastynglye^/ivwvt'. 1561 NORTON Calvin's

Inst. Pref. [They] doo boastyngly sett oute to sale their

owne woorke. 1785 BURKE Sp. Nab. Arcot's Debts Wks.
IV. 272 He boastingly tells you, that he has seen, read,

digested, compared every thing. 1862 TROLLOPE N. Atner,
I. 73, I do not say thU boastingly or with pride.

t Boa'stive, a. Obs. rare. [f. BOAST z;.i +

-IVE.] Given to boasting, boastful.

(11763 SHEXSTONE Wks. fy Lett. (17681 I. 278 How must
his felluw streams Deride the tinklings of the boa^tive rill.

Boa'Stless, a, rare. [f. BOAST sb. + -LESS.]
Without boasting.
1632 QUARLES Dii>. Fane. iv. xciv. (1660) 170 A boastlesse

hand ; A Charitable purse. 1727 THOMSON Summer 1644
Diffusing kind beneficence around, Boastless.

Boaston, var. of BOSTON, a card-game.
t Boa'sty, a. Obs. ? Clamorous ;

boastful.

a 1300 in Wright's Pop. Treat. Sc. 138 Hynder and bosti

y-nou^, hardi and wel he.

Boat ^bJ"t). Forms: 1-3 bat, 4 bot, 4-5
boot, (4-6 boote), 4-7 bote, 6-7 boate, (6 botte,

boitt, 7 Sc. pi. bottes), 6- boat ;
north. 4-6 bate,

5-6 bait, bayt, (5//.bat(t)is). [OE. bdt: the sub-

sequent phonetic history in Eng. is perfectly normal ;

but the origin of the OK. word, and its relation

to forms in other languages presents difficulties.

OE. bdt (unless onomatopoeic) must have been either the

regular representative of an OTeut. *baito-, (--), or an

adoption of a word bdt from some other language. (i> The
chief relevant fact in Teutonic is that ON. had also btit-r

in the sense ' small boat ', whence regularly Sw. bat, Da.
band '

boat'. But the OE. and ON. words were not cog-
nate, since the ON. form corresponding to OE. bdt would
have been *bett-r, while the OE. form corresp. to ON. bdt-r

(=OTeut. *bto-) would have been *bzt, 'bet, giving mod.

Eng. *beet. In one of the two langs., therefore, bdt- must
have been adopted from the other : the accessible evidence
is on the whole in favour of its priority in OE. This is further

favoured by the actual occurrence in ON. of a neuter sb,

beit '

boat
'

{Hdvamdl st. 90, etcJ, which, exc. in gender,
is the required form corresponding to OE. bdt, from OTeut.
*baite-. It is therefore highly probable that the OE. bdt
is original, and bdtr an ON. adoption of it. (a) In any case
the absence of the word from continental West Germanic
is remarkable ; here an OTeut. *baito- would have given
OS. bet, Du. beet, OHG.&r^, Ger. beisz ; an OTeut. *bto-
would have given OS. bat, Du. baat

t OHG. bdz, mod.G.
basz. No such forms exist ; on the contrary, mod.Du., LG.
and mod.G. have actually boot : of these the Ger. word is

a recent adoption from LG. or Du. boot, found in early M Du.
c 1*50, the d of which can be accounted for only by its

adoption from early ME., or from Scand., at a date when the
d of these langs. had already become (pi. (3) A stem bat' or
batt- must have had an early diffusion in Romanic : cf. F.

bateau, OF. bate!, Pr. batelh, Cat. batell, Sp. bate?, It.

batello (Florio), now battello, diminutives from a primitive
~"bato,batto (the latter actually used in It. in >en.se of 'small
sea-vessel '), OF. bat ' small boat

'

found in i2thc. ; med.L.
had also bdtus, battus, the former app. only in English
documents, the latter (as well as batellits) continental.
But no etymology of these is found in Romanic; on the

contrary Diez can only refer them back to OE. bdt \ this is

extremely improbable ; and the difficulties are only a little

lessened by substituting ON. bdtr as the presumed source.
Moreover this derivation requires

*bdtits as the original

type, while the form really indicated by OF., med.L., and
It. is *battus. Unless the latter could be a neben-jform of
bdtus (cf. It. tutto, beside L. totus, Sp. todo etc.), it could

hardly have any etymological connexion with English-
Norse bdt-. A Celtic source has been frequently attributed
to both the OE. and Romanic words ; but Celtic scholars
now know that the cited OWelsh bat, Welsh bad, is

merely an adoption of the OE. word. (4) Franck points
out that, in MDu., boot fern, meant ' cask ', as in mod.Sc.
meal-boat *

cask, barrel, tub", prob. identical with F. botte,
Pr. and Sp. bota t It. botte, med.Lat. bota, butta, BUTT;
and suggests that this may bear at least upon the Du. and
LG. boot : it is true that words of general sense like '

vessel ',

vaisseau, and specific words like
' tub ', have been applied

to ships and boats ; but besides that no vestige of any such
sense as 'cask, tub', etc. appears either in ON. or OE.
bdt t these last could in no way be connected in form with

bota, botta, or butta. (5) The conclusions at present tenable

are, therefore, that apparently there was an OTeut. *baito-,

preserved only in ON. beit and OE. bdt; that the latter

was also adopted in ON. as bdt-r, and that either from

Eng. or Norse the word was adopted in Low Ger. and
Dutch, as b6t, boot. But that the Romanic batto, bato, and
its family, arose out of the English-Norse word is very
doubtful.]
1. A small open vessel in which to traverse the

surface of water, usually propelled by oars, though
sometimes by a sail.

891 O.E. Chron. (Parker MS.) pric Scottas cuomon to

^Elfrede cyninge on anum bate. Ibid. 1046 (Laud MS.) His
sciperes wurpon hine on J>one bat, and..reowan to scipe.
a 1225 Juliana 60 Buten brugge ant bat. 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. 156 Philip. .To bootemad him bone, c 1340 Cursor
M. 13280 (Fairf.) Petre & Andrew.. laft )>aire batis [Cott.

scipps, Cott. schippis] twin. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce m. 408 Na
bait fand thai. 1423 JAS. I King's Q. xvii, My feble bote full

fast to stere and rowe. 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis IV. xi. 8 Othir

schip or bait. 1552 LYNDESAY Monarche n. 3O3Q Twoo
thousand boittiswith hir schocareis. 1591 SHAKS. iHen. VI,
iv. vi. 33 To hazard all our Hues in one small Boat. 1616
R. C. Times' Whis. v. 2266 Being olde, One foote already
within Charons bote. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. vii. vii,

The boat came close beneath the ship. 1850 TENNYSON
In Mem. cxxi. iv, The market boat is on the stream.

b. Extended to various vessels either smaller

than, or in some way differing from, a 'ship'; esp.
small sailing vessels employed in fishing, or in

carrying mails and packets, and small steamers.

(Sometimes applied to large ocean steamers,

though these are more properly 'steam ships '.)

1571 HANMER C/trmt. Irel. (1633) 140 Some thirteene

:s out of Waterford. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3888/4 Boatsbot
to Convoy Letters and Pacquets between England and the
Islands of Barbadoes, Antego, etc. 1764 TLXKER in Phil.

Trans. LIV. 83 At King-Road . . the officers observed the

king's boat to float suddenly. 1861 SALA Tiv. round Clock

14 Boats from Hartlepopf, Whitstable, Harwich, Great

Grinibby, and other English seaports .. They are all called
' boats ', though many are of a sue that would render the
term 'ship', .far more applicable. 1880 Whitaker 's Alman.
Advts. 22 White Star Line . . the Boats are uniform and vary
very little in point of speed. Mod. To take the boat to

Gravesend. Waiting at Margate Pier for the ' husbands'
boat

'

on Saturday afternoon.

c. With qualifications : as COCK-BOAT, FERRY-

BOAT, GUNBOAT, STEAMBOAT, etc., q.v.
d. Phrases. To take boat : to embark in a boat.

To have an oar in another s boat, in every boat, etc.

(fig. : to meddle with other people's affairs, to be

a busybody. To be in the same boat (fig.) : to be
in the same position or circumstances. To sail in

the same boat (fig.) : to pursue the same course, act

together.
1548 HALL Chron. (1809) 2^9 Duke Charles of Burgoyne . .

would nedes have an Ower in the Erie of Warwickes boate.

1576 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 179 Thomas Becket

secretly tooke boate at Rumney. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron.
II. 173 The pope must have his ore in everie mans bote, his

spoone in everie mans dish. 1584 HUDSON Judith iii. 352
(D.) Haue ye pain? so likewise pain haue we ; For in one
boat we both imbarked be. 1668 R. LESTRANCE Vis. Quev.
(17081 30 Medlers .. that will have an Oar in every Boat.

1857 HUGHES Tom Brown 131
' But my face is all muddy ',

argued Tom. '

Oh, we're all in one boat for that matter.'

2. A vessel or utensil resembling a boat in shape :

a. A dish used to serve sauces, etc. in.

1684 Loud. Gaz. No. 1990/4 A Silver Tankard . . and a silver

Boat and silver Spoons. 1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery iii. 18

Make some good apple-sauce, and send up in a boat. 1834
D. Fox Pregnancy 102 The child should be obliged to re-

ceive its food in this manner, instead of from a spoon or

boat. 1875 Chamb. Jrnl. No. 133. 13 There being some
sauce in the boat.

b. ' The vessel that holds the incense before it

is put into the censer.' Lee Direct. Angl. 353.
3. Comb., chiefly attrib., as boat-bedding, -builder,

-building, -head, -hire, -keeper, -load, -pole, -race,

-racing, -rawing, -shop, -side, -song, -work ; boat-

green, -less, -like, -shapeJ adjs. ; boat-fashion, -wise

advs. ; also boat-bone, a bone of the carpus and

tarsus, os naviculare
; boat-bridge, a bridge of

boats ; boat - chain, a chain by which a boat

is moored ; boat-cloak, a large cloak worn by
officers on duty at sea

; )
boat-haw (see quot.) ;

boat-hook, an iron hook and spike fixed at the end

of a long pole, by means of which a boat is pulled

towards, or pushed off from, any fixed object ;

boat-house, a house communicating with the

water, in which boats are kept ; boat-insect, the

BOAT-FLY ; boat-launch, a place or contrivance

for launching a boat ; boat-master, the captain
of a boat ; boat-plug, a plug in the bottom of a

boat to let water out when on shore ; boat-rope

(see quot.); boat- setter, a steersman; boat-

shell, the genus Cymba of molluscs; boat-slide,
a double inclined plane (with rollers), over which
a boat may be drawn, instead of passing through a

lock; boat-slip boat-launch ; boat- tail, a genus
of birds (see quot.) ; boat-train, a railway train

timed to meet a boat, a tidal train ; t boat-ward,
a boat-keeper ; boat-wright, a boat-builder. Also

BOAT -BILL, BOAT-FLY, BOATFUL, BOATSWAIN,
BOAT-WOMAN, q.v.



BOAT.

1613 CROOKE Body ofMan 1007 The outside of this * Boatc-
bone is large, round and sinuated . . It . . endeth into an in-
ternal! narrow processe [Fig. 10], resembling the prow of
a ship. 1679 BEDLOE Popish Plot 19 A Fire, .which began..ma 'Boat-Builders-yard. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. i. v
(1876) 57 'Boat-building has not hitherto required anv great
division of labour. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. ,44 All hid in
a captain s *boat-cloak. 1821 SHELLEY Fugitives One
boat-cloak did cover The loved and the lover ij66 EN-

TICK London IV. 365 The church.. took its.. name from a
ooat-hatv, or boat-builders-yard. 1832 TENNYSON L. Shat-

lott iv. 24 As the 'boat-head wound along, The willowynils and helds among, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 45 'Boothyr
potomium. 1673 HOBBES Odyss. (1677) 188 Somewhat else
boat-hire to pay. i6it COTGR., Havet..a. 'boat-hooke, a
pole haumg a hooke at th' ende. 1840 R. DANA Bef. Mast
xxiii. 71 The bow-man had charge of the 'boat-hook and
painter. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i, (1863) oo A pointof view presenting the 'boat-house, the water, the poplars.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789)

*
Boat-Keeper, one of

the rowers, who remains . . to take care of any boat. 1792Gentl. Mag LXII. i. 270 The natives, .stole away the cut-
ter one night, murdered the 'boat-keeper who was in her
1872 I AUNT Sh. Guide Thames 41 There is a 'boat-launch

l?"
6

;
-"consists ofa serieso f rollers down an incline. 1884St. Nicholas II. 373 Left 'boatless on a desert-isle. 1630

DRAYTON Noah's Flood (R.) His [the swan's] 'boat-life
breast. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. II. 75/2 \
person havinga heavy 'boat-pole in his hands. 1861 HUGHES
lorn Brown Oxf. I. xui. 244 To get a man into trainingfor a boat-race now-a-days. 1882 BLACK Shandon Bells
x u > At the Be" Inn at Henley, when all the confusion of
the boat-races was about. 1831 DISRAELI Yng. Duke
Ihere was no end to 'boat-racing. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Sea-mans Gram. vi. 28 The 'Boat rope is that which the shipdoth tow her Boat by, at her sterne. 1840 MARRYAT Poor
,,% 7''yT

*boatsetter dodged him. 1871 ALABASTER
Wheel ofLaw 269 'Boat shops . . moored in close lines on
OI
VL T

smaller canals. 1882 TAUNT Sh. Guide Thames
4 Iffley Lock, .a new 'boat slide on the mill stream saves
waste: of time for small boats. 1886 Act 49 Viet, xvii 7ine Commission may construct .. any pier, quay 'boat-
slip, or landing-place. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi xlvi The
. .melancholy 'boat-song of the rowers, coming on the ear
with softened and sweeter sound. 1868 WOOD Homes with.<mtH.m, 473 A group of birds, .scientifically known as
Qiiacalmae. They are also called *

Boat-tails because
their tail-feathers are formed so as to take the shape ofa
canoe. 1884 Pall Mall G. 3 Apr. 8/1 He proceeded at once
to Victoria by "boat train, c 1425 WYNTOUN Croii. vi. xvi
63 Scho a 'Batward eftyr bat Tyl hyr spowsyd Husband
gat. 1697 DAMFIER Voy. (1729) I. 29 Canoes.. are nothingbut the tree itself made hollow 'Boatwise. 1767 W. LEWIS
Statins fhebaidvi. (R.) Vessels boat-wise form'd. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 45 'Botwryhte [1499 botewright], navict,-
lar,us ,606 Wily Beguiled in Hazl. Dodsley IX. 308, Iam a boat-wnghts son of Hull.

Boat (bout), v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To place in a boat ; to carry in a boat.
To boat tfie oars : see quot. ; cf. to shit oars.
1613 SHERLEY 7><K/. Persia 19 [They] left me not vntill I

was boated. 1681 Discourse of Tanger, 22 The Horses
were boated ashore. xSio J. T. in RisdoH's Surv. Devon
Introd. 33-1 herubble boated out of thetunnel. 1849 Blackw.
Mag. LXVI. 697 I was going to be boated off to a trans-
port, c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 6 To. .toss their
oars and boat them. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., To

boat
a"' " t0 CCaSe rowing and lay the oars in the

1 2. intr. To take boat ; to embark. Obs
1610 J MELVILL Diary (1842) 670 No small concourse of

people to sie thame boat.

3. intr. To go in a boat, to row
; to conduct

a freight-boat (U.S.).
1673 RAY Journ. LO-M C. 19 We boated to Antwerp. z842lENNYsoN E. Morris 108 The friendly mist of morn Clungto the lake. I boated over, ran My craft aground. 1861

Sal. Kev. 14 Dec. 612 There is a large mass who well
managed, go on reading, and who form friendships and
boat and ride, and enjoy the sweet spring oftheir life. 1871M. COLLINS Mrq. 4- Merch. III. xiii. 301 They .. boated
on the river.

b. To boat it (in same sense).
1687 Addr. Thanks 10 [They] would Boat it over to Lam-

beth. 1813 SOUTHEY Life Nelson II. ,,o Nelson himselfsaw the soundings made, .boating it upon this exhausting
service, day and night, till it was effected. 1833 KAN*
Grmnell E.rp. vi. (1856) 45 They boat or sledge it from post

4. To go in a boat upon, sail upon, navigate.
1740-99 [see BOATED.] 1830 CARLYLE Latter-day Pam/>h

\ - 32 Said river, .can be waded, boated, swum, etc.

Boatable (btfu-tab'l), a.
[f. BOAT v. or sb. +

ABLE : app. first in U. S.] Navigable by boat.

a&LS&P Descr- Pti'iiylv. Wks. 1782 IV. 315 The
Schuylkill being an hundred miles boatable above the Jules
1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 536 The boatable waters of the

Allegany. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 383 Wherethe tidal waters flow, and are always boatable. 1864 MARSHMan $ Nat. 420 A boatable channel.

Boatage (bovted^). [f. as prec. + -AGE.]
1. Carriage by boat

; a charge or customs paid
on such carriage.
1611 COTGK., Droict de Kivage, shorage, or boatage ; the

custome, or toll for wine, or other wares, put vpon, or
brought from, the water, by boats. 1810 J. T. in Risdon's
Surv. Dwon Introd. 31 Sixpence a ton per mile, even if we
include the boatage. i86 OLMSTED Cotton Kingd. I. 17
Longhaulage and boatage to market.

t2. Boats and similar craft collectively. Obs.
1662 FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 304 He cut a passage

into the river Petteril, for the conveyance of boatage into
the Irish Sea..

Boa't-bill. [f. BOAT sb. + BILL rf.2] A genus
of birds (Cancroma) belonging to the Heron tribe;

957

esp. the species C. cochlearia of South America, so
called from the shape of its bill.

1776 P. BROWN lllustr. Zool. 92 The Boat-Bill. 1636 Penny
Cycl. V. 28/2 The common boat-bill is about the size of

BOB.

. . oa- s aout te sze o a
domestic hen 1862 WOOD Nat. Hist. Birds 678 The veryremarkable Boat-bill Heron inhabits Southern America
Boated (b<ju-ted), ///. a.

[f. BOAT sb. + -ED.]J urnished with boats
; navigated by boats.

17401 H. WALPOI.H Corr. (1820) I. 50 Our little Arno is not
boated and swelling like the Thames. ,799 W. TAYLOR in
Robberds Mem. I. 268 To bepraise the boated lake
Boa'ter. rare.

[f. BOAT v. + -EB
l.] One who

rows or manages a boat : a. a canal-boat man
;

D. one who goes a boating for pleasure.
itoS-lyr Session Records 14 Jan., Johne Boyd, boaterand his wyfe. 1883 Athenxum 22 Dec. 822 i A Thames-

side subject, with boaters loitering at the bank. 1884 G
SMITH , Pall Mall G. 8 Apr. 1,% Interfering with the
boaters and their earnings.

Boatewe, obs. form of BOTEW, a kind of boot.

Boa't-fly. [f. BOAT sit.']
A species ofwater-bug

(JVotonetta glaum), whose body resembles a boat.
i?S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Huff., Koat-Jly, a water-insect, .he

swims, says .Moufet, on his back. 1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat
Hist. 15 1 he merry little boatflies are frisking about backs
downwards, using their oar-like hind feet as paddles.
Boatful (hatful). PI. boatfuls, formerly

boatsful. [f. BOAT sb. + -FUL.] The quantity or
number which fills a boat.
1652 Season E.vp. Netherl. 9 Loader) by Boats full. 1873SYMONDS Grk. Poets ix. 289 A boatful of careless person'!883 Contmf Rev. June 85, Whole boatfuls of women.
xsoatn, obs. form of BOA, BOTH.

Boating (b^-tin), vbl. sb.
[f. BOAT sb. and v.]

1 1. Boats, in a collective sense. Cf. shipping Obs
1610 J MM.VILL Diary (18421 707 Taking the first con-

venient boitemg com by waiter to Westminster. Ibid. 711We tuik boittmg the 2 of July.
2. The action of going by boat, or of rowing ;now esp. rowing as an amusement.
1788 FALCON-BRIDGE Afr. Slave Tr. 18 Another mode of

procuring slaves . . by what they term boating. .The sailors
. .go in

Jjoats up the rivers, seeking for negroes. 1856 K<xi
o ''TJ,^' I% 'x ' ?2 We came to the end of our boatin-
1874 BLACKIE Self-Cult. 45 Boating . . is a manly and cha-
ractenstlcally British exercise.

b. attrib.

1833 MARRYAT Olla Podr. v, We were on a boating ex-
pedition. 188! W. E. NORRIS Matrim. I. 290 To change
his boating flannels.

t3. A punishment in ancient Persia, in which the
offender was tied down in a boat, and left to
perish, or be eaten by vermin.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suff.

Boa-ting, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -I.\G -'.] Ad-

dicted to boating.
1884 J. HATTON in Harper's Mag. July 229/2 Celebrated

as boating men.

t Boation (bou<?i-Jan). Obs. [n. of action f. I..

boart to bellow : see -ATION
.] Bellowing, roaring.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. in. xxvii. 142 Whether the
large perforations .. may not much assist this mugiency or
boation.

lJI3D^m,tsfAja.-T*eoi 11727. 133 To send their
Minds at great Distances, in a Short Time, in loud Boations.

Boatman (botmsen). [f. BOAT sb. + MAN.]
1. A man who manages a boat.
1513 DOUGLAS .Kneis vi. v. 41 This sorofull boitman. 1314

hiTZHERB. Just. Peas (1538) 39 Enquere of botemen, and
bargemen. 1600 C. BUTTON Disce Mori xxix. (1838) 297 Do
not as boatmen are wont, who row one way but look
another. 185$ SINGLETON Virgil II. 105 The boatman from
the Stygian wave. 1871 MORLEY I'oltaire (1886) 78 Meetinga boatman one day on the Thames.
2. = BOAT-FLY.

'5*
1 E. NEWMAN Hist. Insects 106 The boatman dives

under the water, occasionally coming to the surface for a
supply of air. Ibid. 267 Water-boatmen or Notonectites
t Boa-tmanage. Obs. [f. prec. + -AGE.] The

occupation of a boatman ; charge for his services.
ijzoStmu'sSnnr. (Strype 1754) II. v. xxii. 421/2 Any boat-

man . . that taketh more for Boatmanage . . than is ordained.

Boa-tmanship. [f. as prec. + -SHIP.] The
art of, or skill in, managing a boat.
1812 J. HENRY Camf. agst. Quebec 56 What skill in boat-

manshnj ! 1863 G. MACDONALD A. Forbes xli. 184 They
greatly improved his boatmanship.
t Boa'tsman. Obs.
1. A boatswain.
1349 Compl. Scot. vi. 40 The master of the galiasse gart

the bolts man pas vp to the top. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Lean
Merch. 135 The persons that are in a Ship may bee thus
in order . . The Master of the Ship, the Pilot, the Masters
mate, the Ship-wright or Carpenter, the Boats-man, the
Purser, the Chirurgeon, the Cooke, and the Ships boy
2. = BOATMAN i.

1308 W. PHILLIP Linschotcn's Trav. in Arb. Garner III
30 Some of the boatsmen were Indians. 1684 DRYDKN
Ovids Met. xv. Fables (1700) 520 Boatsmen, through the
Water, ihow To wond'ring Passengers the Walls below.

Boatswain (bJu-tsw^'n, usually byu-s'n).Forms : 5 botswayne, 6 boteswayne, -son.
boateswayne, 6-7 boteswaine, boatswaine, 7
boteswau, boateswaine, -son, batsuein, boat-
swayne, -son(ne, 7-8 boson, 7- boatswain,
[f. BOAT + SWAIN, a. ON. sveinn boy, lad, servant.
The alleged OE. *bdt-swan is app. a figment.]
1. An officer in a ship who has charge of the

sails, rigging, etc., and whose duty it is to summon
the men to their duties with a whistle.
11430 Pilgrim's Sea-Vay. 21 in Stacions fioK(i86j) 38Bestowe the boote, bote-swayue, anon. 1463 Mann *

Househ. E.rp. 191 To the botswayne of the Mary Talbot a
latest c 1500 Cockc Lonlfs B. 1,843) M The bote swayneblewe his whystell full shryll. 1610 SHAKS. Temt. I i 10Good Boteswaine haue care: where's the Master? 1635BKERETON Trav. (1844) 165 Boatswain, corruptly called
boseon. 1635 J. HAYWARD BanisKd l-'irg. 172 Obeying the
boatsonne. !68s DRYDEN Albion *, Alb. n. Wks 1725 V
396 The merry Boson from his Side His whistle takes'
1762-9 [ ALCONER Shipwr. i. 694 Thrice with shrill note the
boatswain's whistle rung. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 125

o
v
r
essel China-bound, And wanting yet a boatswain.

2. The Arctic Skua Cataractes parasiticus;'.
1835 SIR J. Ross N.-W. Pass. iii. 40 We also saw. 'many

ot the birds called boatswains. 1876 DAVIS Polaris E rp xvi
378 On the i 4th, Joe shot a bird called a boatswain.
o Comb, boatswain's-mate, a boatswain's de-

puty or assistant; boatswain-bird 'see quot.).
1632 Proc. in Par!. No. 170 A Boatswains mate if. isi

1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay xi, Among our killed, was a
Dutch boatswain's mate. t867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-hk
Boatswam-bird, Phaeton xthereus, a tropical bird, so called
from its sort of whistle. It is distinguished by two Ion-
feathers m the tail, called the marling.spike.

Boa't-woman. [f. BOAT sb. + WOMAN.] A
woman who manages a boat.

i843SoUTFinvC>;//--/V. Kk. Ser. n. 316 Perhaps Spenserremembered the portrait of Idilnesse when he so beautifully
pamtecUhe wanton boatwoman. 1883 Harper's Mag. Oct.
674/2 The most famous boatwomen are the girls o'f the
parish of Rattvik.

Boaty (bf"i'ti}, a. colloq. [f. BOAT sb. + - v '
: cf.

horsey] Fond of or given to boating.
,

1886 Mclialah 66 Mchalah is quite of another kind She
is more boaty than you are.

Bob ,bpb), sti.l [Of unknown origin : Ir. baban
tassel, cluster. Gael, baban, babag, have been com-
pared. Some of the senses are from Bon v.l]
1. A bunch or cluster (of leaves, flowers, fruit,

etc. . Hoi-lh. Still in Scotland the name for a

bunch, nosegay, or small bouquet of flowers.
c 1340 Ga-.a. K, Gr. Knt. 206 In has on honde he hadde a
hoi bobbe. ,-,400 MS. Lincoln A. i. 17. f. 4= ,Halliw..
Vv ith wondere grete bobbis of grapes, for a mane myateunnethez here ane of them. 1-1460 Totuuelcy Ifyst 118\ bob of cherys. 1483 Cath. Angl. 36 A Bob of grapys,
i i"'

V

; ?'^8 '"' r"-' Pr'':sts PcUis 21 (JAM.) The Kinc
the bob of birkis can wave. 1370 LEVINS Manip. ,

A bobbe
of leaves, frondetum. A bob of flowers, Jloretitm 1807HOGG Mount. Bard 198 (JAM.) The rose an' hawthorn sweet
1 11 twine, lo make a bobb for thee. Mod. Sc. To gathera bob of primroses.

1 2. A rounded mass or lump at the end of a rod
or the like ; a knob. Obs. in general sense.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 252 [Lobsters'] homes. '.haue a

round point or bob at the end. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's
Gram. xiv. 66 A Rammer is a hob of wood at the other end
to ramme home the Powder, a 1659 OSBORN Misc. (1673) 580
Instead of an unsightly Bob, to form a sharp comely Bone

D. spec. The weight at the end of a pendulum.
1732 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 519 A pendulum . . at the end

of which is the bob or weight. 1828 H UTTON Course Math.
II. 222 A portable pendulum, made of painted tape with a
brass bob at the end. 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ n
xvii. 139 A pendulum, .though unaffected in its movements
by a change m the weight of the bob, alters its rate of
oscillation when taken to the equator.

c. The plummet or weight on a plumb-line ; the

shifting weight on the graduated arm of a steel-

yard (dial.) ;
a beam or other oscillating part in a

pumping engine (dial.).
1832 MRS. OWE in Life (1854) 288 There is here the largeststeam engine, perhaps, in Europe; when I entered the

room, I went up to see the immense beam or bob. 1867Dvmsatl Astrotl. without Math. 16 Seeing how much the
plumb bob is pulled aside by the attraction ofa mountain
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Bob (Cornwall), a triangular
frame, by means of which the horizontal motion imparted
from an engine is transformed into a vertical motion of the
pump-rods in a shaft.

1 3. An ornamental pendant ; an ear-drop. Obs.
1648 GAGE West [nd. xii. (1655) 57 Their bare, .brests are

covered with bobs hanging from their chaines of pearls. 1733
FIELDING Quixote in Eng. i. iv, Two bobs that my wife
wears in her ears. 1734 MRS. DELANY Life fy Corr. I. 432A green diamond to hang as a bob to her necklace. 1773
GOLDSM. Stoops to Coin], in, i, My cousin Con's necklaces,
bobs, and all.

4. A knot or bunch of hair such as that in which
women sometimes do up their back hair

; also, a
short bunch or tassel-like curl : cf. bob-curl. Hence
(b.) bob-peruke, -periwig, -wig, a wig having
the bottom locks turned up into

' bobs
'

or short

curls, as opposed to a '

full-bottomed wig
'

; often

(c.) abbreviated to bob.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. xviii. $ 118. 463 A Peruque. .

with a Curled Foretop, and Bobs. This is a kind of Travel-
ling Wig, having the side or bottom locks turned up into
Bobs or Knots, tied up with Ribbons. Ibid. A Campaign
Wig, hath Knots or Bobs ior a Dildo on each side) with a
Curled Forehead. Mod. The old lady has her hair twisted
up in a bob.
b. 1683 Lond. Gnz. No. 2076/4 John Rixon . . wears a

light bob Wigg. 1686 Ibid. No. 2175/4 A light coloured close
Coat and a brownish Bob-Periwig. 1688 SHADWELL Syr.
Alstitia II. i. 36 Bob peruke. 1753 Scots Mag, Oct. 490/2,
I . . procured a brown bob perriwig. 1840 DICKENS Barn.
Ritdgc 12/1 His three-cornered hat and bob-wig.



BOB.

C. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury 463 A short Bobb, a Head
of Hair, is a Wig that hath short locks, and a hairy Crown.

1704 STEELE Lying Lover iv. (1747) 56 What shall I do for

Powder for this smart Bob? 1752 FOOTE Taste i. i. 17 Let

your Bob be bushy, and your Bow low. 1815M AR. EDGEWOKTH
Patron. (1832) I. xx. 339 A decent powdered doctor's bob.

5. A horse's tail docked short
;
a short knob-like

tail.

1711 Lond. Caz. No. 4934/4 A high bob unusual in Horses.

1721 DUDLEY Moose-Deer in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 166 He
has a very short Bob for a Tail.

6. A knob, knot, or bunch of coloured yarn,

ribbons or the like
;
a weight on the tail of a kite.

1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. xxix. 142 An old . . chair. .

fringed around with . . worsted bobs. 1837 HOGG Ettrick

Sheph. T.lll. 265 Capering with her bobbs of crimson rib-

bons. 1849 LOWELL Biglow P. Wks. (1879) 165 To delay

attaching the bobs until the second attempt at flying the

kite. 1861 RAMSAY Remin. n. 121 A broad Scottish blue

bonnet, with a red
' bob '

on the top.

7. A bunch of lob-worms threaded on pieces of

worsted, somewhat like a small mop, used to

catch eels. Called in East Anglia a bab or clod.

1660 HEXHAM Du. Diet., Penren, to take Eeles in the

night with a bob of wormes. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric.
(i68it 260 When you perceive by moving of your Bob, that

the Eels do tug at it. 1882 Black'.*.: Mag. Jan. 99 It is

only occasionally it takes the 'bab', the bunch of worms

strung on worsted with which the eel-babber works. 1883
G. C. DAVIES Norfolk Broads xxxi. (18841 243 The babber

sits in his boat through the night, with a short rod in each

hand, and every now and then lifts the bab a little.

8. A small roundish or knob-like body : t a.

A seed vessel of flax or other plants (obs.). b. A
lump or nodule of clay used by potters.
1615 MARKHAM Eng. House*iv. n. v. (1668) 132 The round

bells or bobs which contain the seed [of flax]. 1679 PLOT

Stiiffbrdsh. (1686,1 124 Pieces of clay called Bobbs for the

ware to stand on, to keep it from sticking to the Shragers.

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Hemp, Breaking off from

the stalks, the round bells or Bobbs that contain the seed.

1866 HOWELLS Venet. Life iii. 35 A small pot of glazed
earthen-ware having an earthen bob.

t 9. An insect : a. The grub or larva of a beetle

used as bait for fish. b. A beetle : chiefly in

comb., as black-bob, blind-bob (a\.sofig?). Obs.mdial.

1589 Pasquits Ret. D iiij, It is neither losse of liuing nor

life, nor so blind a bob as Blind Asse, that will scare a

Caualiero. a 1613 J. DENNYS Angling in Arb. Gamer 1. 176
Yellow bobs turned up before the plough are chiefest baits.

1*53 WALTON Angler 62 A Bob which you will find [under

cow-dung] . . and in time will be a beetle. 1713 Lond. <y

Country Brew. iv. 1 1743* 259 A further Account of the Wevil
. .At Winchester, they call this Insect, Pope, Black-bob, or

Creeper. 1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 19 Bobs . . are worms
as big as two maggots, have red heads, 1790 G. WHITE Sel-

borne \Blatta orientalise, Her house was overrun with a kind

of black beetle, or as she expressed herself with a kind of

black-bob [cockroach]. 1792 OSBALDISTONE Brit. Sportsm.
662 All sorts of worms are better for being kept, except
earth-bobs.

10. Comb., as bob-curl, ?a short curl like a

tassel ; bob-jerom, a bobwig ; bob-pendulum,
-balance, a pendulum or balance with a bob or

bobs ; bob-periwig, -peruke, -wig : see 4. See

also BOB-TAIL.

1685 Lond. Caz. No. 2017/8 A large Gold Watch . . with

a Steel Chain and a Bob Pendulum. 1701 Ibid. No. 3710/4
Stolen . . 2 Silver Minute bob Pendulum Watches. 1701
Ibid. No. 3717/4 Lost . . a Silver Pendulum Minute Watch
. .with a Bob Ballance. 1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia ix. i.

(D. ) To suppose a young lady of fortune would marry a man
with a bob jerom. 1867 Miss BROUGHTON Cometh up as

Fl. xi. 106 Mamma in a sad coloured gown, with bob curls.

II. 11. The refrain or burden of a song (? as if

a pendant to each stanza). To bear a bob : to take

up the refrain, join in the chorus.

1606 Choice, Chance, etc. (1881) 69 Can beare the Bob,
while other play and sing. 1692 LESTRANGE Fables 283 (1708)

I. 299 To Bed, to Bed will be the Bob of the Song. 1752
FIELDING AmeiiaWks. 1775 XI. 121 We'll sing it next Sun-

day at St. James's Church, and I'll bear a bob. 1788 Lond.

Mag. 398 The real ass . . bore a-bob in the chorus.

b. (In modern writers) The short line (often of

2 syllables only) at the end of the stanza in some

old forms of versification ;
sometimes it introduces

riming lines in a distinct measure, called the WHKEL.

1838 GUEST Eng. Rhythms (1882) 573 The bob is a very
short and abrupt wheel or burthen. 620 Of all the wheels

known to our language, the most important are those

fashioned on the bob, that is on the short and abrupt wheel,
which came into fashion during the I2th and i3th centuries.

621 The simplest kind of bob-wheel consists of the bob,

and a long verse following, and riming with it. 1842 ROB-
SON Three Metr. Romances Introd. 19.

t Bob, sb2 Obs. [f.
BOB z>.l, to befool, cheat,

make sport of; possibly a. OF. bobe deception,

mocking (fairs fa bobe faire la mone, Godef.),

f. OF. bober, the source of BOB .l] A trick, de-

ception, befoolment. To give (any one) the bob :

to mock, make a fool of, impose upon.
1528 SKELTON Image Hypocr. iv. Wks. II. 444 To blinds

us by bobbes. 1589 Pappe m. Hatchet (1844) 14 The vile

boy hath manie bobbes, and a whole fardle of fallacies.

1589 GREENE Menaph. (Arb.) 85 He smiled in his sleeve

to see howe kindely hee had given her the bobbe. 1682

Nciv Nausfr. Bedlam 39 When the Pope and his Party
shall give him the bobb.

2. This runs together with the fig. use of BOB sb?

in the sense of '

taunt, bitter jest, scoff'.

958

Bob iVb), st>* [f. BOB v*]
|

fl. A blow with the fist; a firm rap. Dry \

bob : a blow that does not break the skin. Obs.

1571 ASCHAM Sdiolem. (Arb.) 47 So cruellie threatened,
j

yea presentlie some tymes with pinches, nippes, and bobbes,

and other waies. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet (1844) 21 Glue
j

thee as many bobs on the eare, as thou hast eaten morsels. <

(11604 CHURCHYARD in Nichols I'rogr. Q. fiz. III. 437

They feel fowl bobs that for their bucklars strives. 1616

SURFL. & MARKH. Cotintr. Farm 711 Give him many adrie

bob. a 1626 Bp. ANDREWES Serin, ( i 856) I. 261 They . . then

gave Him a bob blindfold. 1721 CIBBER Rival Fools in. ad

fin., I only find Bobs, Blows and Noise In my poor Wooing.

1 2. Jig. A 'rap' with the tongue, a sharp rebuke,

a '

rap over the knuckles' ; often (by uniting with

the sense of BOB sb.-\ a taunt, bitter jest or jibe,

scoff. (Also dry bob as in i.l Obs.

1571 Damon f, P. in Dodsley(i874> IV. 81 You are like to

bear the bob, for we will give it. 1580 LODGE A HS-M. Gossan

19 Here is the greatest bob I can gather out of your booke.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. u. vii. 55 Hee, that a Foole doth very

wisely hit, Doth very foolishly, although he smart, beeme
senselesse of the bob. 1606 Sir G. Goosccappe v. i. in Bullen

O. PI. III. 75 Marry him, sweet Lady, to answere his bitter

bob. 1611 COTGR., Ruadc seiche, a drie bob, jeast, or nip.

1709 Kambl. Ftiddle-Cups 7 Keep your Flirts to your self,

and your merry dry Bobs. 1731 BAILEY, Dry a,aTaunt
or Scoff, a 1734 NORTH E.vam. n. v. r 164 So here is a Bob
for the Court, and they deserve it.

3. A light or elastic blow as with anything re-

bounding; a tap. (Influenced by next word.)
1611 COTGR., Mnntonniere, a chocke, or bob vnder the

chinne.

; Hence perh. blind-bob, an old name of biota-

man s-lntff: cf. BOB v. 1
3.

1783 AINSWORTH Lai. Diet. s. v. Myinda, Bond-man-blind,
blind-bob.

Bob (bob ,
sb.l [f. BOB v.-(]

1. An act of bobbing, or suddenly jerking up
and down ; a light rebounding movement.

2. A Scotch name applied to some dances.

c 1550 WEDDERBURN Godly Ballatfs, Popische Mes, Dustilit

and Bob-at-evin Do sa incres. 1727 RAMSAY Wks. II. 252

If ye'll go dance the Bob of Dunblane. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi. xl.

3. A curtsy.
1825 Bro. Jonathan I. 138 With a bow, or a bob. Mod.

The village girls made a '

charity bob
'

as they passed.

Bob (bpb), sbf> Bell-ringing, [perh. connected

with BOB sb.*}
' A term used by change-ringers

to denote certain changes in the working of the

methods by which long peals of changes are pro-
duced." Treble bob is a method in which the bells,

and more especially the '

Treble', have a dodging
course. A bob minor is rung upon 6 bells, a bob

triple upon 7, a bob major upon 8, a bob royal

upon 10, a. bob maximus upon 12. (Grove Diet.

Alusic s.v. Change?)
1671 Tiiitinnalogia Pref. Verses (title) Upon the Presenta-

tion of Grandsire Bob To the Colledge-youths By the Author
of that Peal. [bid. 102. 1677 F. S[TEDMAN] Campanologia.
82 Upon six bells there are also single and double Courses,
viz. twelve changes in every single Course, as in Grandsire

Bob, etc. and twenty four changes in every double Course,
as in Colledg Bob, etc. 1702 Campanologia Impr. 26 The
word Extream we must confess is the most proper Signifi-

cation, in regard to the Change, but there is now and for

me time has been a word call'd Bob, instead of Extream,

.illage steeple. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. vi. iii. 336 A dis-

tracted empty-sounding world ; of bob-minors and bob-

majors, of triumph and terror. 1872 ELLACOMBE Bells oj
Ch. iii. 43 Perhaps the most remarkable is one of 12,000
Treble bob royal which was rung in 1784.

Hence Bob-ma'joring. nonce-wd.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. (1873) V. 139 Huge huz/ahing,

herald-trumpeting, bob-majoring bursts forth from all Prus-

sian towns.

Bob (bpb), sb.r> An apparatus for polishing sil-

ver, plated goods, or other burnished metal surfaces,

consisting of a disc or discs of leather or cloth,

or a wooden disc with a tuyere of buff leather,

revolving rapidly on a spindle, and used with or

without emery-powder, sand, etc., according to

the class of work in hand.

1879 Cruielfs Techn. Ednc. IV. 414/1 They will first be
' bobbed

'

. . the finishing
' bobs

'

are made of a number of

loose discs of cloth placed close together and threaded on

the spindle like an old fashioned mop, the spoon is pressed

against the soft pad, dressed with grease and fine powder.
1881 GREENER Gitn 252 The bobs and laps should be driven

by steam power, as is the case in Birmingham.

Bob (bpb), J/'.' A pet form of the name Robert.

Hence, perhaps, the use of the word, in various

combinations, denoting persons : as dry-bob, a

boy (at Eton) who devotes himself to land-sports,
as cricket, football, etc. ; wet-bob, one who de-

votes himself to boating ; light-bob, a soldier

of the light infantry, or of a light company.
1721 MRS. CENTLIVRE Platan. Lady Epil., Some Cheap-

side-Bobbs too trudge it to our play. 1844 W. H. MAX-
WELL Sports f; Adv. Scotl. xxxv. (1855) 282 Me, that never

. . listened to a light-bob. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair" *
:d from his

L. C.
xxiv. (1853) 192 Mr. Stubble, as may be supposed fro

size and slenderness, was of the Light Bobs. 1865 W.

BOB.

Etoniana xi. 172 Of course a '

dry-bob
'

boats occasionally,

and a ' wet-bob
'

plays cricket. 1886 Sat. Rev. 27 Mar. ' Re-

formed Eton,' We are not even informed whether he is a

wet bob or a dry bob.

Bob (bpb), sb.s slang. [Origin unknown
;

in

OF. bobe was a coin, apparently about I? pence

(deniers) of the 14th c. : see Godef. But its survival

in Knglish slang is very unlikely.] A shilling.
1812 J. H. VAL-X Flash Diet., Bob, or Bobstick, a shilling.

1837 DICKENS Picbur. 11847) 35 1/2W y u take tnree bot> '

1840 T. HOOK Fitzherbert 1 1. vi. 1 50, 1 haven't a bob to pay
for the hire of these skates. 1864 A thenzmn 558/3 J

Bob
'

is thought to have first distinguished the shilling in Sir

Robert Walpole's time.

Bob, s6.'\ var. of BUB, Obs., storm, gust.

Bob, a. [In sense app. due to taking bob in

bobtail as an adj. : cf. BOBBISH.]
1. Cut short (as a horse's tail; ; bobbed.

1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4571/4 A Mare, .with a grisled Mane
and Tail full bob.

2. slang. 'Lively, 'nice'. Cf. BOBBISH.

1721 CIBBER Refusal \. sp. 109 Yesterday, at Marybone,
they had me all Bob as a Robin. 1864 Miss YONGE Trial

".113* That's a nice girl'. .' Bobber than bobtail '.

t Bob, v. { Obs. [ME. bobben, i-jth c., a. OF.

obe-r to befool, mock, deceive ; cf. Sp. bobo fool.]

1. trans. To make a fool of, deceive, cheat.

c 1320 Seuyn Sages (W. '

2246 Tha bobbed the pie bi night.

i 1380 WYCLIF Dominion Wks. (1880) 291 pe fend may hide

mennes wittis & bobbe hem in here resoun. c 1430 LYDG.

Min. Poems 261 Bete and eek bobbid by fals illusioun. 1567
TURBERV. Pretie Epigr. iR.) To play her prancks, and bob
the foole the shrowish wife begon. 1612 Pasqitil s Night-

Cap (1877) 70 I'le not be bob'd with such a slight excuse.

aljl6 SOUTH 12 Semi. III. 100 The Devil stands Bobbing
and Tantalizing Men's Gaping hopes with Some Preferment

in Church, or State. 1725 SWIFT Wood's Petit. Wks. 1755
IV. i. 285 And so you may daintily bob him.

b. To bob of, out of: to cheat (out) of. To bob

off: to get rid of by fraud.

1605 Tryall Chev. l.i. in Bullena PI. 10.273, 1 had rather

dye in a ditch than be bobd ofmy fayre Thomasin. 1606 SHAKS.

Tr. fy Cr. in. i. 75 You shall not bob vs out of our melody.
a 1652 BROME City Wit in. iv, If you could bob me off with

such payment. 1676 Packet Adv. Men of Shaftesbury 8

Had I been bobb'd out of All.

C. To take by deception, to filch.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. i. 16 Gold, and lewels, that I bob'd

from him.

2. To make sport of, mock, flout. Also intr.

with to.

1382 WYCLIF i Esdr. \. siThei werenbobbendehisprofetus.
jfcr. xxxviii. 19 The! bobbe to me [1388 thei scorn me].

3. Comb, f bob-fool, fbob-her, t bob and hit,

names of games or forms of diversion
;
to flay bob-

fool with, to make a fool of, to befool. (But these

may belong to BOB v.'^)

1599 GREENE Alphonsus Wks. 1831 II. 49 Do they think

to play bobfool with me? 16x1 COTGR., Savate . . the play
called Bob and Hit, or Hodman Blind. 1631 Celestinaxv.

162 Thou hast plai'd bob-foole with mee, by thy vaine and

idle offers. 1702 Burlesque of R. Lestrange's Vis. Quevedo
269 Useful and skilful Knight at Bob-her.

Bob (b?b), v:* [ME. boben, bobben, found in the

1 3th c. ; of uncertain origin ; perhaps onoma-

topoeic, expressing the effect of a smart, but not

very weighty blow. In its frequent early applica-
tion to the buffeting of Christ, there may have

been association with BOB v.1 sense 2.]

fl. To strike with the fist, to pommel, buffet. Obs.

c 1280 Fall ff Pass. 59 in E. E. P. (1862) 14 He was

ibobid an i-smitte . an hi spette in is face. 1432-1450 tr.

Higden Rolls Ser. I. 241 [The slave in the triumphal car]

scholde bobbe besily the victor. 1493 Festh-all (W. de

W. 1515! 172 Our moost benygne savyour . . was bobbed,
buffeted and spytte upon. 1531 ELYOT Go?'. I. vii. (1557) 20

If anye man hapned . . to shewe hymselfe to be wery, he was

sodeynly bobbed on the face by the seruantes of Nero.

1578 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 508 Thou wast

. . buffeted, blindfolded, bobbed with fists. 1605 ARMIN
Foole upon F. (1880) 23 The fellowe . . got the fooles head

vnder his arme, and bobd his nose.

f 2. To strike with any thing rounded or knobbed.

e 1400 Destr. Troy 7316 With the bit of his blade he bobbit

hym so. 1389 NASHE Martins Months M. 2, I haue. .bobde

them with their own bable. [Still in dialect use. )

3. To rap or tap with a slight (usually elastic)

blow.
a 1745 SWIKT Wks. (1841) II. 361 When you carry a glass

of liquor to any person., do not bob him on the shoulder.

Mod. (Parlour Game) '

Brother, I am bobbed'.

4. To cause (anything) to rap or bounce against,

at, etc. This sense blends gradually with BOB v2
1612 SHELTON QnLv. I. Pref. 13 There is nothing else to

be done, but to bob into it some Latin Sentences. 1748

RICHAKUSON Clarissa (18111 V. 377 An unfledged Kite^..

wanting to swallow a chicken, bobbed at its mouth by its

marauding dam. 1840 W. IRVING Wolferfs R. (1855) 185

Bobbing their cups together, as if they were hob-or-nobbing.

Mod. Wasps bobbing their heads against the window pane.

Bob (bf)b), z.3 [Used since the i6th (? I4th) c.

Apparently onomatopoeic, expressing short jerking

or rebounding motion. There is an obvious associa-

tion with certain senses of BOB si.1 , esp. those of

the ball of a pendulum, plummet, tassel, pendant,

all of which ' bob' when moved ;
but it is doubtful

whether this is original or subsequent. There is

also contact with the senses of BOB .-]



BOB.

1. intr. To move up and down like a buoyant
body in water, or an elastic body on land;
hence, to dance ; to move to and fro with a similar
motion, esp. said of hanging things rebounding
from objects lightly struck by them.
[1386 CHAUCER Manciples Prol. 2 A litel toun, which that

yclepecl is Bobbe upand down Vnder the Blee in Caunterburv
weye.J avaftCkrfttisKirktGr.^ Platefutehebobitupwith
bendis, For Maid he made requiest. 1611 CORYAT Crudities
64 Many tassels bobbing about. 1623 COCKERAM m, Tanta-
lus, hath Apples bobbing at his nose. 1719 D'URFEY Pills
(1872) II. 271 The fruit was bobbing at his chin. 1704 HFR-
SCHEL in /-/by. Trans. LXXXV. 54 Solid bodies fobbing
up and down in a fiery liquid. 1830 Gent 1. Mag. Jan. 40/2With what consummate craft he bobbed in and out as to
office 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. f, It. Jrnls. (,872) II. 164 A
postilion . . bobbing up and down on the offhorse. 1872BLACK Adv. Phaeton ix, A bottle bobbing about in the sea.

D. lo bob for apples, cherries, etc. : to snatch
with the mouth at apples, or other fruit, floatingon water, or dangling from a string, the fruit in
either case generally eluding the mouth of the
would-be captor.
1823 LAMB Lett, xviii. 175, No. 92 may bob it as she likes

but she catches no cherry of me. 1858 Sat. Rev. 31 July
98 Like a schoolboy who fruitlessly bobs in the tub ofwater
after the apple.
2. intr. To move up or down with a bob or slight

jerk ; spec, curtsy. Also, with cognate obi., To hob
a curtsy.
<zi794 Old Song, When she cam ben she bobbit. 1848

I HACKERAY Van. Fair i, Bobbing, and curtseying and
smiling. !873 BLACK /V. Tlmlex. 156 The servant, .bobbed
a curtsey to her. Mad. He bobbed down, and the stone
missed him. The end of the pole bobbed up and struck me.
3. trans. To move (a thing) up or down with a
bob or slight jerk. Cf. BOB z>.2 4.
1685 Abridgm. Eng. Mil. Discip. 67 Take care not tobob UD the Spear of your Pike. 1818 KEATS Endym. I. 201

Dolphins bob their noses through the brine. 1843 DARWIN
Voy. .Vat.m. (1879)56 The Carrancha takes little notice
except by bobbing its head.
4. Comb, (sbs.), as bob-apple, a game in which

children bob for apples, either floating in water,
or suspended ; bob-cherry, a game in which the
player tries to catch with his teeth a cherry sus-

pended at the end of a string ; t bob-ehin, one
who bobs his chin

; bob-fly, in angling, a second
artificial fly that bobs on the surface of the water,
to indicate the position of the end-fly; f bob-
wood, a bob or float used with a harpoon

959

pa
R

"u^-^.itiiy . . icaLiies at once two nonie virtues
atience and constancy. 1885 Pall Mall G. 15 July 10 Lord
Robert Montagu . . described Government, upon the questionofReform, as

'

playing at bob-cherry with the nation '. 1614 B
JONSON Earth. Fair, Keepe it during the Fayre, Bobchin.'
'832 E. JESSE Gleanings Nat. Hist. Ser. I. 300 You can easilynnd the *bob-fly on the top of the water, and thus be sure
that the end-fly is not far off. 1883 Century Max 378 He
looped on for dropper, or bob-fly, a ' Lord Baltimore '. .607DAMPIER New I'oy. (1699) I. 35 At the other end of his staff
ttor a Harpoon] there is a light piece of wood called 'Bob-
wood, with a hole in it, through which the small end of the
staff comes.

Bob (tyb), .4 Also 9 dial. bab. [f. BOB ji.l 7 ]
intr. To fish (for eels) with a bob. (Hence

humorously, 'to bob for whales'.)
1614 MARKHAM Cheap Hast. (1623) 178 Other wayes . . to

take Eeles, as. .with bobbing for them with great wormes.
1672 DAVENANT Vac. in Land. Wks. ^673) 290 All day onThames to bob for Grig. I766 H. WAL" LEV<-/. GrantsWks. 1798.II. 94 Ihese giants .. seldom come down to the
coast; and then I suppose only to bob for whales. 1833
FrasersMag. VII. 54 He. .bobs and dibbles till he hook!
his

prey.. 1883 G. C. DAVIES Norfolk Broads iii. U 884 ) 22
1 he eel is the support of numbers of fishermen, who ' bob '

for it with bundles of worms threaded on worsted.
D. fig. To seek to capture or obtain by artifice ;

to '
fish for '.

1672 DAVENANT Wits Wks. (1673) 183 He lies not there Tobob for Griggs, but to bob for the People. 1840 E NAPIERStna* Sf. Far. Lands II. v. j63 Even captains are not

of ears
eVery ' ^ b bS aW3y "' 'hem f r a Couple

Bob (bpb), adv. The verb stem of Bosz/,2 or 3

used to denote sudden action.

1673 MARVELL Reh. Trans/:. II. 253 Turne but over the
'

Leaf and you meet full bob;
'

Reverendissimo in Christo
Patri et Domino.' ,872 BAKER Nile Trihit. ii. 32 Bob '

and away it went.

II Bobac (bou-bak). Also boback, bobak. [Pol.
fabak.] A burrowing-squirrel found in Poland
and adjoining countries, called also Polish Marmot
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. II. 261 This animal [marmot] is

found in Poland under the denomination of the boback
.KDK !

NGLI;v^. Biog. (1813) I. 387 The burrows which
tne Uobacs torm in the ground, are constructed obliquely.
Bo'badil. Name of a thrasonical character

in Ben Jonson's Every Man in Hum., used to
designate a blustering braggart who pretends to
prowess. Hence BobadHian, Bo'badiaish ailis
Bo-badHism.

B
I

l7IrF',
P
u
ARSONS Xemmarket I. 82 Stay, stay, my good

Bobadil, I have not done with you yet. c 1778 Conquerors
34 Such valiant Bobadils are caress'd and knighted. 1830Blachu. Mag XXVII. 735 This bluster and braggadocio,these burly Bobadilisms. 1832 Fraser's Ma<. V 163 A

Bobadilish bulletin. ^37 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. in. iii. 1451 hat Bobadilian method of contest.

Also 4-5 bob(b)aunoe.
|a. 0* . bobance (also boban, -ant] arrogance, pomp :

cf. Pr. bobansa of same meaning. See Diez.]
Boasting, pride, pomp.
CI325 E.E.Allit.P. B. 179 Bobaunce & bost & bolnande

priyde c 1380 SirFerumb, 383 Y .. am y-come wyb be to fist '.oral bygretebobbaunce. c 1386 CHAUCER WifesProl.lte
Lerteinly I sey for no bobance, Yet was I neuere withouten
purueiance Ofmanage. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccxcix.
693 * or all the great pride and bobance that they were of
before. I534 _ Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) A a vj b, Howoften we trust the bobance of this world

b.
eoncr.va.pl.

'

Pomps and vanities.'
1475 *. Noblesse 80 Escheweng alle costius arraiementis

of clothing, garmentis, and bobauncees.

tBoba-n(t. Obs. [a. OF. boban, bobant, in
same sense : see prec.] Pride, boasting; = BOBANCE.
c
l^\ G"y Warm (A.) 2816 pe riche soudan, So prout he

is & of so gret boban. 31450 Knt. de la Tour U868) 38Not haumg her herte to the bobant of the worlde c 1480CAXTON Saoui ofAymon viii. 193 By this boban, Roulandeand Olyver ben mounted in to so grete pride that, etc.
t Bobbed, ///. a. Obs.

[f. BOB Z^ + .EI>I]
Struck with the fist ; ? swollen with blows.
. '573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 206 What bobbed lips, what
lerks. what nips ! [but t blobbed.}
Bobbed (bpbd), a. [f. BOB j.i+-ED2.] Fur-

nished with a BOB (in various senses) ; formed into
a bob

; cut short (as a horse's tail).
1658 J. ROBINSON Eudoxa m. 130 Frogs, .are. .metamor-

phosed into another shape . . from tailed to bobbed. 1675

606 // V/N
' 999//4 A Wh

'-
6 Mane shorn

' white Ta!1 bob'd

tBo-bberi. Obs.
1. A deceiver.

[f. BOB?/.',
2 +-ER i.]

1542 UDALL Erasm. Afofh. 6 a, Those persones he pro-nounced woorthie to be accounpted deceytful, bobbers of
menne, whiche by fraude dyd make eche manne beleue, etc.
A. A mocker, one who taunts.
1576 NEWTON tr.Lemnie's Complex .(1633) i6oThe Choler-

icke are bitter taunters, dry bobbers, nipping gibers, and
scornefull mockers of others.

Bobber 2
(bp-baj). [(Two or more words) f.

BOB Z/.3,
4 + _EB, 1.]

1. He who or that which bobs up and down or
in and out

; spec, a float used in angling, also the
bob-fly (see BOB z>.3 4).

1837 LOCKHART Life Scott (1839) IX. 247 To catch one
trout . . with the fly and another with the bobber 1881
Harper s Mag. Oct. 654 You can see the bobber dance upon
the ripples.

2. One who bobs for eels. (In East Anelin
called 6ali6er.)
1882 Blackvi. Mag. Jan. 99 The bunch of worms strung on

worsted with which the eel-babber works. 1883 G C
DAVIES Norfolk Broads [see BOB sb.^ 7).
3. dial, and slang. A fellow-workman, mate,

or ' chum '. Cf. BOB sb.1
1860W WHITE Round Wrekin 34 Bobber being the earn-

valent of chum. 1871 Daily News 19 May, As he sells

'^r
Se

'i-
bu>'ers or their ' bobbers '

carry them off.

Bobbery (bfrbari). slang. [According to Col.

Yule.jind others, an Anglo-Indian representation of
Hind! Bap re ! O father

!,
a common exclamation

of surprise or grief. Forby has it in 1830 as East
Anglian dialect

; and it has been plausibly (as to
the form) referred to Sp. boberia folly; but the
evidence for its origination in India is decisive.]
Noise, noisy disturbance,

' row '.

1816 'QUIZ
' Grand Master (Adventures in Hindostan)

XI. 48 Ihe muse now blushes to disclose The bobbery that
here arose. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xxvii, There'll be a

a, jTi
m

il P'S-sty. before ]one- '867 SMYTH Sailor's
Word-bk., Bobbery, a disturbance, row, or squabble a term
much used in the East Indies and China. 1879 Punch
17 May 227, I might in quiet hold my own, And not go
kicking up a bobbery.

Bobbin (bp-bin), rf. 1 Forms: 6 bobbyn, 6-8
bobin, 7- bobbin, [a. F. Mine 'a quil for a
spinning wheele

; also a skane or hank of gold or
silver thread

'

(Cotgr. 161 1) ; origin unknown : see
guesses in Littre and Diez.]
1. An article round which thread or yarn is

wound, in order to be wound off again with facility,and as required, in weaving, sewing, etc.
a. 'A small pin of wood, with a notch, to

wind the thread about when women weave lace
'

J
(A cylinder 3 or 4 in. long, like athickish pencil )b. A wooden or metal cylinder, perforated so as
to revolve on a spindle, having a flange or ' head

'

at one or both ends (according to the purpose for
which it is adapted), used to receive thread or yamand glve it off byunwinding, in the processes of spin-
ning, warping, weaving, frame-work knitting, etc
c A small spool for receiving the thread, placedwithin the shuttle, in some sewing machines

_

d In many parts of England : An ordinaryreel or 'spool', on which sewing cotton, silk
etc. are wound for sale and use, having the form
of a small wooden cylinder, with a broad edge or
rim at both ends.

BOBBINNET.
"53 PALSGR. 199/1 Bobbyn for a sylke woman, bobin

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1220 Turned in maner of
spindles or bobins, as folke spin or twist therewith. 1662
tCLLER W- __ Worthies i. 246 Bone-lace it is named, because firstmade with bone (since wooden) bobbins. 1729 PULLEIN in
flnl. frans. LI. 23 The old method of reeling the silk over
a bobin. 1736 SHERIDAN in Swift's Lett. (i 768i IV. 165 If
my skin were dry, my bones would rattle like a bag of
bobbins. 1869 PAI.LISER Lace vii. no The oftener the bob-
bins are twisted the clearer and more esteemed is the Valen-
ciennes. 1876 J. WATTS Brit. Manuf. III. 136 It draws
rat the cotton, twists it, and winds it upon a bobbin.
e. A reel round which wire is coiled in electrical

instruments.

1870 R. FERGUSON Electr. 41 The thread, .is wound round
a slender movable bobbin. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (ed. 6)
II. xvi. 441 The bobbins, in which the currents are induced.
2. ' A fine cord in haberdashery

'

( Beck Draper's
Diet.) ;

' round tape' (Webster).
1578 [BECK Draper's Diet, s.v., In 1578 we find

'

Skotish
bobm sylke ,

and 'bobbing' appearing in an inventory of
that date in conjunction with twine and thread] 1641MILTON Anmadv. Wks. (1851) 191 To rumple her laces, her
frizzles, and her bobins. 1843 LVTTON Last Bar. n. i, Tied
with bobbins of gold thread. 1866 BLACKMORE Cradock N.

x Q 3 5
p !?J?

thern baS- -wash leather tied with bobbin.
td. i>f. I he seed-pod of the birch. (Jamieson."
(1562 A ScoTT*/VwM of May, To bring in bowis and

birkin bobbynis.
4. A rounded piece of wood attached to a string,which passes through a door, and is fastened to

the latch, so as to raise it. Hence bobbin-latch.
Little Red Riding-hood (ed. 1820)

'

Pull the bobbin and
the latch will go up'. Little Red Riding-hood pulled the
bobbin, and the door opened.
5. Comb., as bobbin-mill, -turner; bobbin-lace,

lace made on a pillow with bobbins
; bobbin-

stand, a frame for holding the bobbins of a weav-
ing- or spinning-machine; bobbin-winder, a
contrivance for winding thread, etc. on a bobbin

;

T bobbin-work, 'work woven with bobbins', f
See also BOBBIN-NET.
1681 GREW Muse,,,,, (J. ) Not netted nor woven with warpand woof, but after the manner of bobbinwork. 1857 MRSGASKELL C Bronte I. 68 A bobbin-mill . . where wooden

reels were made. 1886 Pall Mall G. 23 Aug. 4/2 Born at
1 routbeck . . he served his time to the trade of bobbin-turner.

Bobbin, sb.- dial. [Cf. BABBIN : but can it be
the same as prec. ?] A small bundle or fagot of
fire wood.
Kent. dial. Buying wood, making it up into bobbins, and

then selling it for fire-lighting.

Bo'bbin, v.
[f. BOBBIN rf.l] To wind on bob-

bins. Hence Bo'bbining vbl. sb.

iStoGlasgWJ U'eeklyHer. 5 May 8/5 Rope yarn bobbiningmachine wanted, 4, 6 or 8 spindles.

Bobbinet, var. of BOBBIN-NET.

Bo-bbing, vbl. sb. Also (in sense 3) babbing.
[Several words, f. BOB v. in various senses.]
1. Beating, striking ; also fig. the giving of a

sharp
'

rap
'

in speech. (See Bon st.3 2.) Hence
bobbins-block.
.526 Pilgr. Per/(W. de W. 1531) 250 b, With spyttynges,

bobbynges, and other turmentes many and dyuerse i8PHAER /Eneid v. N iij, Loude their brests w' bobbings
rings.

.
1575 &ASCOIGNE Wks. (1587) 296 A bobbing blocke',a beating stocke, an owle. 1692 Poems in Burlefque 4 Toleave off Stumming for dry Bobbing.

2. Movement up and down ; dancing, curtsying-
etc. (See BOB v.s).

u?n 7^ 'u
H

,

erd CM' Sc' S""fs U - "4<jAM.) Wi' bobbing
!j

lle
?

s
!l
a
,

nks are sa>r. '832 HT. MARTINEAU Each andAll v. 62 There was plenty of bobbing from the girls i86s
Englishman* Mag. Oct. 310 Bees . . making a ceaseless
bobbing in the flowers.

3. Fishing for eels with a bob. (In East Anglia
babbing, which also signifies a method of catching
crabs ; see quot. 1867.)
1653 W. LAUSON Seer. Angling in Arb. Garner I. 195Ihere is a third usual way to catch Eels, called

'

Bobbing
'

1673 MARVELL Reh. Transf. n. 105 This grave and ponder-ous creature may like Eeles be taken and pull'd up onlywith bobbing. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Babbing an
east-country method of catching crabs, by enticing them to
the surface of the water with baited lines and then takingthem with a landing net.

Bo-bbing, ///. a. [Several words, f. BOB v. in
various senses.]
1 1. Mocking, flouting, satirical. Obs.
1605 CAMDEN Rem. 22 With these bobbing rimes.
t2. Striking. Obs.
1567 STUDLEY Seneca's Hippolytus (1581) 65 Dash out on

mee thy bobbing bolt.

3. That bobs up and down or from side to side
;

dancing ; curtsying.

? T? ,
DRVDEN (J.) Jewels, rings, and bobbing pearls.Pluck d from Moors' ears. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr I 72

Bobbing rabbits, wild and shy. 1868 Gd. Words July 445He took off his hat to bobbing apple-women.
b. BobbingJoan : an old dance-tune. Bobbing

John: a nickname of the Earl of Mar in 1715,
referring to his behaviour to successive dynasties.

'

1756 Hop Garland (N.I Strike up Bobbing Joan Or I'll
break your fiddle. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., Nell Cook
Moral, Don t let your Niece sing

'

Bobbing Joan
'

1

Bobbin-net, bobbinet (b?-bin,net, bp-bi-
net). [f. BOBBIN + NET.] A kind of machine-



BOBBISH.

made cotton net, originally imitating the lace

made with bobbins on a pillow. Also attrib.

1832 BABBAGF. Emit. .Ifaim/, xxxiii. (ed. 3) 350 The bobbin-

net machine occupies little space. 1836 Scenes ofCommerce

217 The frame net lace, or bobbinet, is a recent invention,

manufactured by machinery. 1884 S!uMs' Mercant. Cir-

citlar 19 Mar. 270/2 The increasing supersession of pillow-

made lace by lace bobbinet made by machine power.

Bobbish (bfbij), a. dial, and slang. [Cf.

BOB a., BOB v.'i] Well; in good health and spirits.

1813 [cf. BOBBISHLY]. 1819 SCOTT in Lockhart xliv. (18421

394, 1 trust you will find me pretty bobbish. 1839 DICKENS

Nick. Nick. Ivii,
' The cows is well, and the boys is bobbish.

1851 DE QUINCEY Ld. Carlisle on Pope Wks. XI 1 1. 5 Finding

himself
'

pretty bobbish
'

on the morning after the memor-

able night in the Black Hole of Calcutta.

Hence Bo'bbishly adv. Well, fairly, briskly.

1813 SCOTT in Lockhart x. (Chandosl 223 The book has

gone off here very- bobbishly. 1819 ibid. xlv. IV. 285 V ou

will find me tooking pretty bobbishly.

Bo'bble (Vb'l), v. folloq. [frequentative
of

BOB v? (see -LE), helped by onomatopa-ic sug-

gestiveness : cf. also BOBLE, BABBLE, BUBBLE.]

intr. To move with continual bobbing.
1812 W. TENNA'NT A nster F. i. xxxvi, Hobbling, hobbling

round, and straining hard for Mag.

Bo'bble, sb.
[f- prec. vb.] The movement of

agitated water.
1880 BESANT & RICE Seamy Side xxviii. 236 Outside

Swanage Bay there is always what the jocose captain of the

Heather Bell calls a 'bit of a bobble'. 1884 SI. James s

Gaz. 22 Mar. 6/2 There'll be a pretty bobble up across tide

afore we get under the land.

Bobby (bp-bi), sl>.

1. Pet form of Bob, familiar perversion o\ Robert.

2. [Hence probably in allusion to the name of

Mr. (afterwards Sir) Robert Peel, who was Home

Secretary when the new Metropolitan Police Act

was passed in 1828.] A slang nickname for a

policeman. See also PEELER.

1851 MAYHEW Loud. Labour :6 (Hoppel He could muz/le

half a dozen bobbies before breakfast. 1877 BESANT ,-t

RICE Son of I'ulc. n. xxiii. 367 [He] might have been killed I

only that the bobbies interfered. 1884 L. J. JENNINGS in
|

Croker Papers II. xiv. 17 Frequently when the constables

made their appearance . . they were hooted and insulted,

mobs following them crying out 'crusher',
' raw lobster ',

'

Bobbies', and ' Peelers'.

Bo-bby, z<. Obs. rare. !=BoBz>.' 2, or BOB v.- i.

14 . .VS. Addit. 11748 f. 145 iHalliw.) The clooth byfore

bi eyen to, To bobby \>K [Christ] bay knit hit so.

Bob-cherry : see BUB &:' 4.

t Bobet, sl>. Obs. [f.
BOB sb? or v.- ;

with

the suffix cf. bttffit] A blow with the fist, a cuff.

c 1340 Cursor 31. 16623 (Trin.) Siben in his honde bei sett :

a muchel greet rede And to him pleiden a bobet : & bad

him say in dede Whiche of hem jaf be stroke, c 1440 Pmmp.
Pan: 41 Bobet, callafa, collafus. 1530 PAI.SGH. 199/1 Bobet

on the heed, cm*p de poin%.

t Bobet, v. Obs. [f. prec.] tram. To strike

with the fist
;
to cuff. Hence Bobetting, vbl. sl>.

c 1440 Promp. Par-,'. 41 Bobettyn, collaphizo. Bobet-

ynge, collafizacio.

Bob-fool, Bob-her : see BOB .i 4.

Bobinet, var. of BOBBIN-NET.

t Bo'ble, v. Ol>s. To babble. [But cf. also

BOBBLE, BOBBLE.] Hence Bo'bling///. a.

c 1530 BARCLAY Behaving in Church, These fooles . . Are

chatting and bobling as it were in a fayre. 1566 STUDLEY

Sntcas Agametntum (15811 156 There the head doth lye,

With wallowing, bobling, mumbling tongue.

Bobolink (ty-Wliqk). Also boblinepln,
-lin-

con, boblink, (bob-o-linooln, bob-o-linkhorn,

Audubon). [app. at first Bob Lincoln, or Bob o'

Lincoln, a free rendering of the note or call of the

bird.] A North American singing-bird (Dolicho-

nyx oryzivonts), which appears in the northern

states in spring, and returns southwards at the end

of summer. Called also Reed-bird and Rice-bird.

1796 MORSE Atner. Geog. 1. 210 Boblincoln. 1809 W. IRVING

Knickerb. (1861) 75 In the merry month of June . . [when]

the luxurious little boblincon revels among the clover blos-

soms of the meadows. 1840 - Wolfert's R. (1855' 2
?,.
Ihe

happiest bird of our spring . . is the Boblincon, or Boblmk,

as he is commonly called. 1849 T. PARKER Wks. VII. 243

Who listen to the whippoorwill and the bobolink. 1855 in

life W. Irving IV. 163 The history of the boblink, or bob-

o-lincoln. 1879 LOWELL Poet. irks. 372 The bobolink has

fBobolyne. Obs. rare. [Cf. BOB v\ also

Sp. bobo fool.] A fool, a gaby.
a 1528 SKELTON Image Hypocr. iv. Wks. II. 445 Be we not

bobolynes Sutch lesings to beleve.

Bob-sled, Bob-sleigh.. U. S. A sled or

sleigh, made of two short sleds or sleighs coupled

together ;
used in drawing logs from the forest to a

river or public road, and for various other purposes.

1848*60 in BARTLETT.

Bobstay. [f-
BOB (uncertain in what sense) +

STAY rf.]
' A rope used to confine the bowsprit

of a ship downward to the stem . . . [Its use] is to

draw down the bowsprit and keep it steady ;

and to counteract the force of the stays of the

fore-mast, which draw it upwards.' Falconer

Did. Marine (1769).

960

1758 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 78/1 They . . passed the end of

the inizen top sail sheet through the enemy's bobstay. 1840

and then haul the topmast forward again.

b. attrib., as in bobstay-collar, -hole, -plate.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Bobstay-collars . . are al-

most entirely superseded by iron bands. Ibid., Bobstay-

holes, those cut through the fore-part of the knee of the

head, between the cheeks, for the admission of the bobstay ;

they are not much used now, as chain bobstays are almost

universal, which are secured to plates by shackles.

Bob-tail, [f.
BOB sb} + TAIL.]

A. Properly two words (ly-b t?'l) : The tail (of

a horse) cut short.

[Must be earlier than 1577: when the vb. occurs.] 1667

Loud. Gaz. No. 211/4 A fine light Bay Stone-horse . . with

his Mayne shorn, and a bob tail. 1720 Ibid. No. 5818/4 A
brown Nag . . with a Bob Tail.

B. attrib. (bp'bte'l). Having a bob tail.

1605 SHAKS. Learm. v\. 73 Hound or Spaniell, Brache, or

Lyra : Or Bobtaile tight [tike] or Troudle \Qg. trundle]

taile. 1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay xxiii, The bob-tail Cur.

1848 LOWELL Biglma P. i, Trainin' round in bobtail coats.

l8&3Philadelph. Even. Star 13 Feb. 3/4 Bob-tail Courtesies

. .The old familiar bob-tail cars.

C. sl>. (b^'bte'l).

1. A horse or dog with its tail cut short.

1676 Land. Gaz. No. 1115/4 A white Mare, and a black

Nag . . both Bob-tails, a 1843 SOUTHEY Ep. A . Cunningham
Wks. III. 309 Mongrel and cur and bob-tail, let them yelp,

t b. A kind of arrow : see quot.

1544 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb. > 126 Those that be lytle brested

and big toward the hede called by theyr lykenesse taper

fashion . . and of some merrye fellowes bobtayles.

t2. trans/. A contemptible fellow, a cur. OPS.
^

1619 FLETCHER M. Thomas n. ii. 390 lie not be bob'd i'

th' nose with every bobtail.

f 3. (See quot.) Obs.

1583 HIGINS Jntmis' Komcmlator 533 iD.) Cousins by

manage, or kinred fas they commonly terme ill by bobtaile.

4. collectively. [Perh. referring to 2 and 3.]

Tag-rag and bob-tail, or tag, rag, and bob-tail:

the common herd, the rabble. See TAG.

z659-6o PEPYS Diary 6 Mar., The dining-room, .was full

of tag, rag, and bobtail, dancing, singing, and drinking.

1785 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ode to R. A's ii. Wks. 1812 I. 80

Tagrags and Bobtails of the sacred Brush. 1800 COLQU-

HOI-N Comm. Thames ii. 75 That lowest class of the com-

munity who are vulgarly denominated the Tag-Rag and

Bobtail, c 1817 HOGG Tales f, Sk. V. 255 The tag-rag and

bob-tail part of the citizens of Edinburgh. 1820 BYRON
Blues II. 23 The rag, tag, and bobtail of those they call

' Blues '. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rndge xxxv,
' We don't take

in no tagrag and bobtail at our house.'

Bobtail (b(rbU
7
'l), v. [f. prec.] trans. To

dock the tail of ; fig. to cut short, shorten, curtail.

'577 STANVHURST Descr. Irll. in Holinshed\\. 28^A noble

man, having a surpassing good horse . . did bobtaile him, least

anie ofhis friends . .should crane him. a 1680 BrTLER Rem.

(1759) II. 168 He is very just to the first Syllables of Words,
but always bobtails the last. 1700 Songs Costume (1849!

179 This Cloak .. bobtayl'd the gown, Put prelacy down,
And trod on the mitre to reach at the crown.

Hence Bob-tailed a. [f.
vb. or sb.], with tail cut

short
;
short-tailed.

1640 King fy Korth. Man 62 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 295 His

bob-tailed dog he out did call. 1702 Loud. Gaz. No. 3850/4
A clubbed bob-tail'd black Mare. 1863 HAWTHORNE Our
Home I. T9 The bob-tailed coat and mixed trousers consti-

tuted a very odd-looking court-dress.

Bob-white ;b<rb|hw3itX [So called from its

note.] A popular name of the common partridge
of North America (Odontophonis Virginianvs).
1864 in WEBSTER. 1883 Century Mag. Aug. 483/1 Of all

the game birds of America, none is better appreciated by
the sportsman than little Bob-white.

Bob-wig : see BOB sl>} 4.

Boc, boc-land, etc. : see BOOK sb.

Boc, obs. pa. t. of BAKE v.

II Bocage. [mod.F. bocage (beka'g" wood :

OF. boscage^ Woodland : a by-form of BOSCAGE.

1644 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I- 68 Whole fields, meadows,

bocages. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. (1876) III. xii. 147 The
men of the bocage and the men of the plain.

II Boca/1 (boka'l, bflu'kal). [mod.F. and Sp. bocal,

related to late L. baucale, ad. Gr. /Sav/mAis vessel

for cooling liquids in, 0avHa\iov narrow-necked

vessel. Cf. It. boccalc, and Ger. pokal.] A glass
bottle or jar with a short wide neck.

[1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 8 There are now fourteen French

ships in our mole, the greatest part of which are laden with

bocalas.] 1847 in CRAIG; and in mod. Diets.

II Boca'ne. Obs. [Fr., f. the name of the in-

ventor, Bocan, dancing master to Queen Anne of

Austria.]
' A stately figure-dance, much esteemed

in the 1 7th cent.' Littre.

a 1701 SEDLEY Grumbler HI. i. Wks. {1766^ 225 You would
have a grave, serious dance, perhaps ? . . the courante, the

bocane, the sarabande ?

f Bo'cardizing, ppl. a. nonce-wd, [f. next :

see -IZE.] Forming awkward or bad syllogisms ;

reasoning awkwardly.
1652 H'oman's Unit', in Watson Sc. Poems ill. 103 Her

bocardising Captions are, From nov, or else from Trore.

Bocardo, bokardo (bokaudo). [In med.

I., the logical term goes back to the 1 2th or ijthc.

BOCION.

On the question of its relation to senses 2, 3, there

appears to be no evidence : the conjecture has been

offered that the prison may have been named in

jocular reference to the impossibility of directly

reducing this mood to the First Figure, or because

it was considered an awkward form of the syllogism

to get out of. The mutual relation of senses 2

and 3 is also uncertain : so far as the evidence

goes, 2 may be a specific use of 3, or 3 a generalized

application of 2. If the prison was named from

the scholastic term, there would be an appro-

priateness in the name being first given in Oxford.]

1. Logic. A mnemonic word, representing by its

vowels the fifth mood of the third figure of syllo-

gisms, in which the premisses are a particular

negative and a universal affirmative, and the conclu-

sion a particular negative, the middle term being

the subject of both premisses : thus some M is

not P ; all M is S ; some S is not P.

1509 BARCLAY Shyppe of Folys (1874) I. 144 Another

comyth in with bocardo and pheryson. 1838 SIR W. HAMIL-

TON Logic xxii. I. 443 Bocardo, which . . was the opprobrium
of the scholastic system of reduction. 1870 BOWEN Logic

204 Baroko and Bocardo have been stumbling-blocks to the

t 2. The name of the prison in the old North Gate

of the city of Oxford, pulled down in 1771.

1535 R. LAYTON in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. i. 210 Wee haue

set Dunce [Duns Scotus] in Bocardo, and haue utterly ban-

ished him Oxford for ever, with all his blynd glosses. 1555

LATIMER Let. ibid. III. n. App. xxxvi. 99 An epistle sent by
.Mr. Latimer to all the unfayned lovers of Godds trewthe

owte of a prison in Oxenford, called Bocardo. 1694 STRYPE

Abp. Cranmer in. xi. 341 And so Cranmer was returned to

Bocardo, and the other two [Ridley and Latimer] to other

IS no more. 1074 ivi. IJLKKUS " ** ^i v~. .... ji

His brother, who was confined in Bocardo, the famous old

prison-gateway which formerly stood at the top of Corn-

market Street. 1875 M. PATTISON Casatibon 415.

f3. A prison, dungeon. In phr.in,inio (to]ocarcto.

"53S 11'he 1uot - f thi!
:
date 'n 2

>
maV POSS' D1>' nave tne

general sense of 'in prison']. 1550 LATIMER Serm. bef.

Ed'.o. 1 7,232 Elias had preached Gods word ..Was not

this a seditious fellow? was not this fellows preaching a

cause of all the trouble in Israel ? Was he not worthy to

be cast into bocardo or little ease? 1583 STI-BBES Anat.

Abas. Kvijb, If he have not to satisfie aswel the one as

th'other then to Bocardo goeth he as round as a ball, where

he shalbe sure to lye until! he rotte. 1653 ROB. BAILIE

The Dissuasive . .vindicated (1655) 62 For myself, I care

the less to be cast in these Bocardo's. 1709
Let. to Ld

M[ayor] 6 Your Lordship cou'd. .not put him in Bocardo.

Bocare, obs. f. BOOKER, scribe.

Bocasin (bp-kasin). Also 5 bokesy, 6-7 boo-

casin(e. [a. Sp. bocacl cotton stuff used for lining,

(also of its Fr. form boccasin (Cotgr.), now bou-

cassin}, a. Turk.
^^=-j>.

*&"'" r
(J^J*. *%'

hasl cotton cloth (Kieffer el Bianchi).]
' A kind

of fine Buckeram, that hath a resemblance of taffata,

and is much used for lining.' Cotgj.
1485 In-.: in Ripon Ch. Acts 366, viij ulnae de blakke

bokesye . una toga lyned cum bokesy. 1611 COTGR., Boc-

casin, Boccasin. 1714 French Bk. Rates 36 Boucasin-stuff

per Piece of 12 Ells. 1721 BAILEY, Boccasine, nne Buck-

ram, a sort of Linen Cloth. 1755 JOHNSON, Bocasine [as in

BAILEY] ;
and in later Diets.

II Bocca (bo-kka, bfkl). [It. ;
= ' mouth .]

1. A circular opening in a glass-furnace, through

which the melting-pots are inserted and withdrawn.

1709 G SMITH Laborat. 1. 167 The mouth of a glass fur-

nace is called the bocca. 1832 G. PORTER Porcelain 159

The openings, .serving for the introduction of the materials

and for the removal of the melted glass, are called boccas.

2. (See quot.)
1881 Pop. Sci. Monthly XIX. 51 The active bocca or mouth

of Vesuvius. p

Boccarella (bokkare-lla, b(*are'la). [It.,

dim. of prec.] A smaller opening on either side

of the ' bocca
'

in a glass-furnace.

1799 G SMITH Laborat. 1. 167 On each side of the bocca,

is a smaller hole, or boccarella. 1832 G. PORTER I'orcelam

!58 Sometimes called a boccarella, but more generally by

the familiar name of nose-hole.

Bocche, Boccher, obs. ff. BOTCH, BUTCHER.

t Boce 1
. Ots. Ichthyol. [ad. L. box, pi. bSctS,

the name of a fish in Pliny (N.ff. XXXII. xi.) ;
cf.

Fr. bocque a '

great-eyed Cackerell fish
'

(Cotgr.).]

An acanthopterygian fish (Bex or Boops vulgaris],

also called Bogue (family Sfaritfc),
found in the

Mediterranean, and rarely on the British coast.

1617 RIDER Diet., Boces, small fishes so called, Letico-

mxnidts. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufp. , Boce, the name given

by Aristotle, and many other of the antient Greek writers

to the fish commonly called by authors boofs.

tBoce 2
. Obs. [a. OF. bos wood, bush.] A

by-form of BUSH.

1482 Monk ofEvtsham (Arb.l 40 A full depe valeye and a

derke set with bocis and brackys on euery syde.

Boce, obs. form of BOOSE, Boss, BOTCH.

Boehchare, obs. f. BOTCHER.

Booher, -or, bochsar, etc., obs. ff. BUTCHER.

Booht, obs. form of BOUGHT.

t Bo'cion. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. mod.L. bocium,



BOCKEREL.
f. F. boce : cf. Boss si.l, BOTCH rf. 1

] A glandular
swelling in the neck.

1547 BOORDE Breu. Health xlv. 22 Bocium or Nauta be
the latin wordes. In English it is a swelling the which
doth grow in the throte and in the necke. .naturall bocions
commonly chyldren hath, .accidental bocions commeth to
age or by myschatmce.

Bock, bock-land, etc. : see BOOK sb.

Bock, var. of BUCK and BOLK v. to belch.

Bockeler(e, bocler, obs. ff. BUCKLER.
t Bo'ckerel, bo'ckcret. Obs. [Origin un-
known : cf. BAWREL, BAWRET.] Names said to be
given to the male and female, respectively, of a
kind of long-winged hawk.
l653 WALTON Angler 12 The Gerfalcon and Jerkin the

Bockerel and Bockeret. 1672 RAY 1'kilos. Lett. (1718,1 113
There are, besides, .a Boccarell, and a Boccaret. They are
the Names of the Male and Female, 1721- 1800 in BAILEY.
Boeket, obs. form of BUCKET.

Bockey (ty-ki). [Bartlett compares Du. bokaal
(see BOCAL), of which it may be diminutive form.]' A bowl or vessel made from a gourd. A term
peculiar to the city of New York and its vicinity

'

Bartlett Diet. Amer. (1860).

Booking (bp-kirj). [f. the village Backing ir

Essex.] A kind of coarse woollen drugget or baize
'759 B. MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eng. II. Essex 23 Bays o

which this Village has a peculiar Sort, called Bookings
1848-60 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., Backing, a kind of baize o
woollen cloth, .used to cover floor or to protect carpets.
Boclo, bocull(e, obs. forms of BUCKLE.
tBo-c-leden. Obs. [OE. Me book + //.-

laden, Latin, hence, literary language: see LEDEN.'
Book-Latin, the Latin language ; afterwards book-
language.
a! looo O. E. Chron. Introd., Her sind on bis iilande fit

Sebeode, Englisc, and Brittisc and Wilsc, and Scyttisc, and
Pyhtisc, and Boc Leden. c liKLami. Horn. 117 Episcopus
is gerkisc noma bet is on hoc leden speculator, cizoo Trin.
Coll. Hani. 151 lacob on boc leden is ideped under-plantere
Bocsom, -um, obs. forms of BUXOM.
t Bo'CSpell. Obs. [OE. boc book + OE. spell

story.] A history or narrative.
CI20S LAY. 17487. Ibid. 19423 Nu ich be wulle tellen a

)>issen boc-spa=llen [c 1275 bisse boc-spelle].

t Bo-CStaff, -stave. Obs. [OE. bocstxfcor-
resp. to OS. Westat (MDu. boekstaf\, OHG. bttoh-
stab (MHG. buochstap, mod.G. buchstabe), ON
bdkstafr (Sw. bokstaf. Da. bogstav). Cf. Goth!
*bokastafs,

'
letter (of the alphabet)', i.bok writing,

tablet, book + staf- staff, letter
; according to some,

orig. 'beech-staff', but see BOOK. This interesting
old word, still in full use in continental languages,
survived in English only to the I3th c., when it was
superseded by Utter. Its modern form would have
been bookstaff or

buckstaff, as a connexion with
book was or was not explicitly retained.] A letter

(of the alphabet).
a 1000 Elene 91 (Gr.) Se blaca beam bocstafum awriten

c izoo ORMIN 4305 Writenn o Grickisshe boc Rihht wibb
bocstafess sexe.

_
c 1205 LAY. 7637 Feole cunne boc-stauen

x oere hike wes igrauen [not in later text].
Bodd- see Bon-.

Boddle, variant of BUDDLE, corn marigold.
Bodder, Boddom, obs. f. BOTHER, BOTTOM.
Bode (txwl), si.i [Com. Teut. : OE. boda =

OFris. boda, OS. bodo (MDu. and Du. bode), OHG.
boto (MHG. and mod.G. bate), ON. idSf :-OTeut.
*bodon-, f. bod- stem of beitd-an : see next.]
One who makes an announcement ; a herald, a

messenger. Obs. from 1 2th c., but recently affected

by some writers on OE. history.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxvi. i, pu be eart boda and for.

rynel oaes soban leohter. 1:1175 Colt. Horn. 219 Angcli
(boden), archangeli (hahboden). 1613 R. C. Table AM
(ed. 3), Bade, a messenger. 1848 LYTTON Harold m. i. 40
Fast . . went the bodes and riders of the Earl. 1872 E
ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. n 4 The Beadle.. the Bode or mes-
senger of the Court. 1880 Blackiv. Mag. Mar. 344 Their
bodes brought the news of the landing at Pevensey.
Bode (b(7d\ st? Also 1-4 bod, 6 boad.

[Com. Teut. : OE. bod (chiefly northern forgebod;
cf. btbod), neuter = OFris. bod, OS. gibod (Du. ge-
bod), OHG. gabot, (mod.G. gebot, hot), ON. tod
(Sw., Da. bud) :- OTeut. *gaboda(m, f. bod- pa.
ppl. stem of bcudan to offer, etc., see BID

.]

1 1. Command, order, behest. Obs.
a 1000 Hymns vii. 109 (Gr.) We. .bine bodu brajcon 1205

LAY. 30121 pat bod wes ihalden. c 1340 Caw. f, Gr. Knt.
852 pere were boun at his bode burnez in-noje.
t 2. Message, tidings. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 27999 He brohte boden swiSe gode. c 1330A rth, % Aferl. 2046 A bod coin fram the sarrazin. c 1450

LONELICH Grail xliv. 340 Thanne cam he to be messengers
. .and of here bode 3af hem answeryng. 1637 RUTHERI oRn
Lett, clxxvii. (1862) I. 419 His bode is ever welcome to me
be what it will.

1 3. Premonition, omen, augury. Obs.
(-1374 CHAUCER Part. Fmles 343 The owl eke, that of

death the bode ybringeth. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgr. I. iii. xvii.
285 It was a good bode and happie presage. '1632 SHIRLEY
Love in Maze Epil., If no fate Have an unlucky bode.
4. Presentiment, foreboding, arch.
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1387 FLEMING Contn. Holinsaed III. 1338/1 With better
boad of lucke and lot, receive thou now the same. 1857HEAVYSEGE SaulliS6g) 2r4 Down black bodes, false flies.

5. An offer of a price, a bid. Still in north, dial.

5 "oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 213 pe beggere [ = buyer] ecneS
his bode. 1394 p. PI. Crede 716 [Friars] bene at lone and
at bode As burgeses vsithe. 1790 BURNS Lett. 62, I re-
tused fifty-five shillings for her, which was the highest bode
I could squeeze. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxxix, 'Ye should
never tak a fish-wife's first bode.' 1853 READE C. Johnslone
03 Half-a-crown was his first bode.

t 6. ? Prayer, petition. Obs. cf. BEDE.
c 1175 Lamt. Horn. 65 Wenne seal bos bode [v.r. beodel

us god don.

t Bode, sb* Obs. Forms : 3-4 bod, 4-6 bode;
north. 4-5 bad, 4-6 bade, (4 baide, 6 beed).
[Not found in OE., and either formed at a later
time on BIDE, on the analogy of abide, abode, or
an aphetic form of ABODE itself. In later use
chiefly Sc., in form bade, baid.] Biding, tarrying,
waiting, delay. But bode : without delay.a 1300 Cursor M. 2485 An auter [abram] raised wit-outen
bad. Hud. 2535 Wit-outen baide. c 1330 tt'ill. Patent
149 Boute bod he braydes to be queue. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce vi. 403 [He] gert arme his men . . forouten baid. c 1440Bone 1-lor. 1018 Than was there no lenger bode xo=
STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 213 He dressit him . . But ony baid

J593
PEELE Chron. EJiti. 1. (1874) 384 Make thou thy bode

In resolution to revenge these u-rongs.

tBode, sfi.* Obs. [Origin and standing un-
certain : see note in Cath. And] A pole or perch
1483 Cath. Angl. 36 A Bode; Jala.
Bode (boad), s.l Forms: I bodij(e)an, 1-2

bodian, 2-4 bodien, 4, 7 boden, 6-7 boad(e,
4- bode. [OE. bodian, f. boda messenger; cf.
ON. bo'Sa of same meaning.]
1 1. trans. To announce, proclaim, preach. Obs.
mooo Hymns x. 23 (Gr.) Bododon englas, pjet acenned

was Crist on eorSan. cjooa Ags. CM/. Matt. xxiv. 14 pis
godspel byo bodod [c 1160 1-fattmi G. boded) ofer ealle
eoroan. a IZ2S Leg. Kath. 1480 Men schal beoden & bodien
hit ouer al.

fb. absol. To preach (the gospel). Obs.
cipoo Ags. Gasp. Matt. iv. 17 SySSan ongan se Ha-land

bodian, and cwedan, DoS daed-bote. Ibid. Mark v 20 He
ongan bodlMan [,- 1160 Hatton G. bodijen] on decapolim.
1:1175 Lamb. Horn.

^93 [Hi] bodeden mid ane speche.
1 2. To proclaim authoritatively, decree, order,

bid, command va person) that. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 23730 LeteS blawen bemen and bodien mine

monnen bat aiuer ale god mon to niht wakien. a 1225 St
Mar/ier. 17, I bidde ant bodie bat tu wurche mi wil.
3. To announce beforehand, foretell, predict,

prognosticate, presage, arch.
a looo Elene 1141 (Gr.) past was oft bodod feor a:r beforan

fram fruman worulde. cnys Cott. Ham. 235 Hi. bodeden
ures hlafordes tocyme. aiMp Owl% Night. H5 5 Otherthu
bodes huses brune. .Other thu bodes cualm of orve 1676
BULLOKER, Bode, to foretel, or prognosticate. 1715 POPE
Ilmd i. 132 Prophet of plagues, for ever boding ill ! 1771FRANKLIN Autotwg. Wks. 1840 I. 79 There are croakers in
every country, always boding its ruin.

4. Of things : To give promise of, be indicative
of, betoken, portend.
1387 TREVISA Higden (1865) II. 293 It bodid grete merite

and
yertue. 1483 Cath. Angl. 36 To Bode, fortendere.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. 1. 1.69 This boades some strange errup-
tion to our State. 1650 R. STAPYLTON Strada's Lmu-C
Warres in. 60 All things seemed to boad a Civill warre.
1822 BYRON Werner n. i. 248 So much haste bodes Right
little speed. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. 5. 37 That lingering
rosy hue which bodes good weather.

b. csp. (with well or ill) To give good or bad
promise, to augur well or ill.

aijoo DRYDEN(J.), Whatever now The omen proved, it
boded well to you. 1832 WHATELY Let. in Life (1866) I

159, I can see nothing that bodes well to the Church Estab-
lishment : I fear its days are numbered. 1870 DISRAELI
Lothair Ixxxiv. 454 Some think this bodes ill for the Church,
t c. To signify, typify. Obs.

I387TRF.VISA Higden Rolls Ser. III. 13 Solomon's temple,
bodede holy chirche \itifig lira prxsentis ecclesix].
5. To have a presentiment of; to forebode

'generally evil).

1740 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 80 My presaging mind
jodes horrid mischiefs. 1850 BLACKIE /Eschylns II. 220
*.nd my soul, dark-stirred with the prophet's mood, Bodes
nothing good.

Bode, v.- Sc. [prob. f. BODE sb? 5 = to make
i

' bode
'.] trans. To bid for, make an offer for.

Scotch Adage, Bode a robe and wear it, Bode a poke and
)ear it.

Bode, early var. of boSe, BOOTH, and of BODEN.
Bode = behoved, pa. t. of Bus v.

Bodeful (b<wdfnl), a.
[f. BODE si:- + -FUL. A

modern formation (not in Todd, Richardson, or
Craig 1847) very frequent in modern poets and
essayists.] Full of presage, boding, ominous.
1813 SCOTT Kokeby vi. xxi, Over Redesdale it came, As

oodetul as their beacon-flame. 1832 Fraser's Mas; VI
92 The pause was bodeful. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Reii I i'
ii. in. 55 A sign and wonder; visible to the whole world;Mdeful of much. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. I.

1873) 186 The voice of the bodeful bird.

Bodega (bodfga). [Sp. ;
=
wine-shop :- L.

apotheca, a. Gr. a-noffriKi] depot, store.] A wine-
hop in Spain ; recently adopted as a specific name
or a cellar or shop for the sale of wines only.

BODGE.
1876 Vineyard to Decanter iS The bodega, .unlike the

English idea of a wine cellar, is a large building above
ground. 1879 ESCOTT England I. 162 Wine-shades, bode-
gas, and saloons abound both above and under ground
[in Liverpool]. 1885 Manch. Examiner 14 July 5/3 An
enterprising firm of wine merchants have popularised their
specialities by the multiplication of bodegas.

Bodekyn(ne, obs. form of BODKIN.
Bodel, Bodelich, obs. form of BODLE, BODTLT.
Bodement (bou-dment). [f. BODE z>.l + -MENT

(Romanic suffix;.]
1. An omen, augury, presage.
1605 SHAKS. Afacb. iv. i. 96 Who can impresse the Forrest

bid the Tree Vnfixe his earth-bound Root ? Sweet boad-
meiHs, good. 1613 Pp. HALL Holy Panegyr. 61 It was a
lust bodement of his future greatnesse.
2. Foreboding, presentiment.
i6$zLifeG. mticrsinffarl.JIfisc.CMalh.jV. 321 Whetherhe had never any secret bodements in his mind ? i8zo H.

COLERIDGE Poems II. 303 Bodements sweet of immortality.
t o. Signification. 0/>s. rare.

1658 W. BURTON Itin. Anton. ^ua Faustinas in the Latine
..having the bodement or signification of felicity, or favour.
4. Prophecy, prediction, prognostication.
1826 -Miss MiTFORD;7//^t-Ser. ii. (1863)368 The blessed

sun himself may have been rash enough to contradict her
bodements. 1833 COLERIDGE Poems II. 367 Her deep pro-
phetic bodements.

t Bo'den, v. Obs. [Extended form of BODE v.l :

see -EN. Much used by P. Holland.] = BODE z;.l

, "S?
1

,

D-": "' Bullingcr on Afoe. (15731 19 b, Any euill or
tearful spirit, bodemng any misfortune. 1600 HOLLAND
Lay VII. 270, I dread to boden what it may import. Ibid
xxix. 736 As if they bodened and foretokened by their
arrival that they were come for a new pillage.

Bo'den,///. a. Sc. Forms: 5-9 bodin, 6 -yn,
boidin, 7 boddin, 9 boden. [Boden occurs in
the Scottish Acts from 1429 in the sense of 'ac-
coutred, armed '. The form is that of the pa. pple.
of BID, and it has been conjectured that in the for-
mula '

all boden in feir of weir
'

it meant origin-
ally either '

offered
'

or 'summoned by proclama-
tion'

; but if this was so, it is difficult" to account
for the change in the use of the word. (The sense
suggests some connexion with bonn, BOUND, 'ready,
prepared '.) See FEIR.]
t i. Provided with arms, accoutred, armed. Obs.
[cf. 1375 BARBOUR JBruce viii. 103, I trow he suld be hard

to sla, And he war bodyn all evynly.] 1429 Scot. Acts
Jas. /. (1597) 122 Ilk Karronne. .sail see and ordaine his
men to be bodin, as is before written. And gif he dois not
this, .the Schireffe sail raise of ilk jeaman then not bodin
as is foresaid, a wedder. Ibid. 123 Burgesses of twentie
pundes in guds salbe bodin with hat, doublet, or habirgeon.
f 1505 DI-XBAR Dauncc 36 Bostaris, braggaris and barganeris
..All bodin mfeir of weir. 1513 DOUGLAS ^Eneis vn. xii. 126
for thai wald be lycht bodyne ay to ryn. 1535 STEWART
(.ran. Scot. II. 644 Weill boidin with bow, buklarand brand
1639 His Majesty's Prod. Scotl. 6 Great troups and bands
of men, all boddin in fear of war, with guns and pistolets.
[1820 SCOTT Mmast. xxxiii, Bodin in all that effeirs to war
1828 _ F. M. Pert/i I. 20 Bodin in effeir of war.]
2. Provided, furnished, fitted out, prepared ;

dressed. Usually with well or ill.

c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vii. ix. 213 The Bysch'apys, and
the gret Prelatis. .thai war better bodyn to pay. .11774
T ERGUSSON Election Poems (1845) 40

'

Where's Johnny
gaun, T hat he's sae gaily bodin ?

'

1776 RAMSAY Sc. Prov.
32 (JAM.) He s well boden there ben, that will neither borrow
nor lend. 1806 in R. Jamieson Pop. Ballads I. 293 (JAM.)His pantne was never ill-boden.

Boden, obs. pa. pple. of bede, BID, and BIDE.
Boder (b^u-dsj). [f. BODB .i + -BB.I] One who

or that which bodes.
(-975 Riishm. Gosp. Luke ix. 33 Bodere [Limit's/, bodare= V"lg. praeceptor], god is us her to wosane. 1602 E.

WALKER Epictetns' Mor. xxiii, You should suppose This
Bodercould Futurity disclose. 1846 LANDOR Hellenics Wks.
H. 485 The sunny circles, .boders of a storm.

Boder, obs. form of BOTHER.
t Bo'deword. Obs. exc. dial. [f. BODE sb? +
WORD. Only northern.]
fl. Commandment, behest. Obs.
<ri200 ORMIN 4377 pa tene bodewordess. city, Gen. $Ax. 361 For Ohu min bodeword haues broken, a 1300 E

E. Psalter ii. 6 (MStz.) Spelland his bodeworde.
f 2. Message, announcement. Obs.
c 1250 Gen. S, Ex. 2880 Codes bode-wurd bringe ic. c 1325

Metr. Horn. 44 Hotl sain Jon bodword broht bald. He was
ryt Crates messager. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xv. 423 Of this
avow soyne bodword was Brocht till schir lames ofdouglass.
CTjfioTowiuUy Myst. 58 Gladly they wold me greyf, If I

syche bodworde broght. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vn. vi. 4 Of
peax and concord bodword brocht agane. a 1700 Ballad
Batt. Harlaiu' Sent nae bodword back again.
3. Premonition, presage.
1832-53 Whistle-binltie (Sc. Songs) Ser. in. 84 Sae brawa

mornm gae a bodeword fell, That some wanchance was no
that far awa.

t Bodge, sbl Obs. or dial.
[f. BODGE v. : cf.

BOTCH sb.*]. A clumsy patch ; a botched piece of
work.

t-tfoPappe w. Hatchet (1844) 20 You shall blush at yourowne bodges. 1598 FLORIO, Sbozzi, bodges, or bunger-like
workes. 1877 PEACOCK North Lincolnsh. Gl., Bodge a
botch, a clumsy patch.

t Bpdjfe, sb:- Obs. Also 6 bogge. A measure
used in selling oats, etc. ; app. about half a peck.
1520 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., iij busshellis
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BODGE.

& iij bogges of benys. 1631 B. JONSON Kca> Inn i. v. Wks.

(1692) 726 To the last Bodge of Oats, and Bottle of Hay.

1683 Rob. Conscience in Harl. Misc. I. 50 Their bodges,
which for half-pecks go, They vowed at my head to throw,

t Bodge, v . Obs. or dial. [An altered form of

BOTCH v.
;

cf. gntdge from grutch]
1. trans. To patch or mend clumsily.

1552 HULOET, Bodge or botche olde clothes. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 156 To Bodge, sarcire. 1870 [in Lciccstersh,
Nth. Lincolnsh., Shropsh., and other dial. Glossaries].

2. To bodge up : to put together clumsily ;
to

botch up, to do or make up in a clumsy fashion.

1578 T. WHITE Sena. St. Panles Cross 33 To bodge up a

house which will never abide the trial. Ibid. 47 A disease

is but bodged or patched up that is not cured in the cause.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. 55 b, They, .that bungle andbodge
vppe wicked verses. 1881 Daily Ne-.us 31 Aug. 2/2 Gaps
bodged up by the rudest of post and pole barriers.

Bodge, obs. or dial. f. BADGE v?, BUDGE.

t Bodged, ///. a. Obs. or dial. [f.
BODGE v. +

-ED l.]
Made up clumsily, botched.

1519 HORMAN I'nlgaria in Promp. Parv. 42 Thou hast but

bodchydand countrefeat Latten, imaginarie Hmbratilisqiie

figure. 1569 J. SANFORD Agrippas K<7. Aries 12 b, With

bodged verses to delite the eares of fooles.

Bodger '. Obs. or dial. [f.
BODGE v. + -ER 1.]

One who '

bodges
'

;
a botcher.

modern dialects.]

Bo'dger -. Obs. or dial. [
? = BADGER sby\

? A travelling dealer, a pedlar.

1736 W. ELLIS New Exper. Husl. 49 (E. D. S.i The

sheep-bodgers or dealers. 1810 CRABBE Borough v. Wks.

1834 III. 108 The warmest burgess wears a bodger's coat.

t Bo'dgery. Obs. Botched work, bungling.

1592 NASHE Strange News Bivb, Doe you know your
owne misbegotten bodgery?

t Bo'dging, vbl. sb. Olis. Also 6 and 9 dial.

bogging, [f.
BODGE v. + -ixo 1

.]

1. The action of patching clumsily.

1633 SANDERSON Serm. a.lA ul. iii. (16811 II. 36 The Bodg-

ing in of a course Shred into a fine garment.

2. Botching, bungling.
1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. 107 To turne the prose of the

Poets into the Poets owne verse, without any bodging.

Bodice (ty-dis). Forms : 6-7 bodies, 8-9

boddice, 7- bodice. [A variant of bodies (see

BODY 6), retaining the earlier sound of final -s, the

original phrase being
' a pair of bodies

'

;
even

with the spelling bodice, the word was formerly

(like pence, mice, dice, truce) treated as a plural.]

1. Formerly. An inner garment for the upper

part of the body, quilted and strengthened with

whalebone (worn chiefly by women, but also by

men) ; a corset, stays ; freq. called apair of bodies

(bodice} = 'a pair of stays '.

1618 FLETCHER Loyal Subj. 11. i. 31 If the bones want

setting In her old bodies, a 1637 B. JONSON Elegie Ix.

(1854) 829 The whale-bone man That quilts those bodies I

have leave to span. 1674 GREW A nat. Plants v. 3 A Flower

without its Empalement, would hang as uncouth and taudry,

as a Lady without her Bodies. 1679 LfTTRELL Brief Kel.

-,,,,- ;ish Bodice. 1779 JOHN
SON Pope'L. 'P. (1787) I V. 91 [Pope] was invested in boddio

made of stiff canvass, being scarce able to hold himself erect

till they were laced.

TO. fig.
1732 FIELDING Caveat Card. Jrnl. No. 55 His sentiment,

when let loose from that stiff boddice in which it is laced.

1855 MACAITLAY Hist. Eng. xviii. (1872) III. 303/1 It was

never, .found politic to put trade into straitlaced bodices.

2. The upper part of a woman's dress, a tight-

fitting outer vest or waistcoat, either made in a

piece with the skirt or separate (cf. BODY sb.) ;

also, an inner vest worn immediately over the stays.

1566-7 Free. Treas. in Chalmers Mary (1818) I. 207 Of
ormaise taffatis to lyne the bodies and sclevis of the goune
and vellicote. 1625 FLETCHER Fair Maid n. ii. 35 Nothing
but her vpper bodies. 1682 WHELER Journ. Greece \. 64

They wear a Bodies of Red or Green Velvet. 1712 STEEI.E

Spect. No. 276 F 3 He keeps me in a pair of Slippers, neat

Bodice, warm Petticoats. 1873 BLACK Pr. of Thnlt vii. 98
She wore a tight-fitting bodice of cream-white flannel.

3. Comb, and Attrib., as bodice hand, bodice-

maker, -seller.

1672 R. WILD Declar. Lib. Consc. 2 A neighbouring
Bodies-maker, that whistles a Psalm-tune. 1684 Land.

Gaz. No. 1580/4 Mr. John Nichols Bodice seller at the

Falcon on London Bridge. 1701 Ibid. No. 3758/8 At Mr.

Cade's, a Bodice-seller. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 40 T 12

The taylors and boddice-makers of the present age.

Bodied (bfdid), ///. a. [f.
BOD ir + -ED.]

1. Having a body or trunk; usually with an

adjective, forming a parasynthetic comb., as big-

bodied, ABLE-BODIED, etc.

a 1547 SURREY SEneid iv. 582 Like to the aged boysteous
bodied oke. 1590 SHAKS. Coin. Err. iv. ii. 20 He is deformed

Ill-fac'd, worse bodied, shapelesse euery where. 1625

PIRCHAS Pilgrims II. 1421 The women in Camienitz goe
with their Coates close bodied. 1662 FULLER Worthies

(1840) II. 339 He [unicorn] is commonly pictured, bodied

like a buck. 1729 T. COOKE Tales, Propos. etc. 121 Light

body'd Cranes. 1875 BLACKMORE C. Vanghan xv. 49 Of
moderate stature, gauntly bodied, and loosely built.

b. Having substance, strength, consistency, etc.

962

1611 SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. x. (1614) 19/1 Springs.,

gathering stil strength with more branches, lastly grow
bodyed able to beare ships into the land, c 1645 HOWELL
Lett. (1650) 1. 372 The most firm, the best bodied, and lasting-

est wine. 1666 EVELYN Diary (1827) II. 260 Drebbell, in-

ventor of y boedied scarlet.

2. Endowed with material form or being ;
made

corporeal or material ;
embodied.

1646 J. HALL Poems 39 Ne're a body'd nothing shall per-

ceive How we unite, how we together cleave. 1840 CARLYLE
Heroes iii. 140 Bodied or bodiless, it is the one fact important
for all men : but to Dante, in that age, it was bodied in fixed

certainty of scientific shape. 1855 BROWNING One Word
More, in Men ff Worn. n. 240 Like the bodied heaven in

clearness Shone the stone.

t Bo-dify, v. Obs. [f.
BODY + -FY.] To embody.

1685 Roxo. Ballads (1885) V. 541 Arch-Angels sure, leaving

their glorious Sphere, Once more themselves have Bodified

and here Resolve as English Nobles to appear.

t Bo'di3licll. Obs. rare. [A compound used

by Ormin ;
f. bodi^, BODY -f LICH, body ;

also used

by him separately as synonymous terms.] BODY.
c 1200 ORMIN 16294 Cristess hall?he bodijlich. Ibid. 16340

Adam.. Off whamm I toe mi bodijlich.

+ Bo'dikiii, Bodikie. Obs. Also bodkin,

[dim. of BODY : see -KIN 2
, -KIE.]

1. A diminutive body ;
a corpuscle, an atom.

1668 CI-LPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Ana/. II. vi. 106 Small

Boddikies or indivisible Particles of the Blood . . If any
reliques of the said Eodikies did remain. 1721-1800 BAILEY,

Bodykin, a little body. Obs.

2. (God's, ads) bodikins! bodkins! (bodlikins /)

God's dear body ! : an oath. Cf. BODY, 4.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. II. iii. 46 Body-kins M. Page. 1602

Hani. n. ii. 554 Gods bodykins[ty. Bodkin] man, better.

J733 FIELDING Qrti'.r. in Eng. n. viii, Odsbodlikins . . you
have a strange sort of a taste. 1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom

(1784) 63/1 As for the matter of dress, bodlikins !

Bodiless (ty-diles), a. [f. BODY + LESS.]

1. Having no body, no material form or being ;

incorporeal ;
without substance, unsubstantial,

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. n. ii. (I49S 1 27 Angel is

substancia intellectuall alway mouable. free and bodylesse.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's ftist. m. 266 A vain bodylesse
shew of fayth doth not iustifie. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. ill.

iv. 138 This is the very coynage of your Braine, This Bodi-

lesse Creation extasie Is very cunning in. 16:0 W. FOL-

KINGHAM A rt Surrey II. vi. 58 Gum-water, very thinne and

bodilesse. 1733 SWIFT Legion Club Wks. 1755 IV. i. 203

Phantoms bodiless and vain. 1868 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser.

iv. xxix. 221 Man becomes for ever a bodiless spirit.

2. Wanting the tnmk ;
trunkless.

1587 Censure loya.ll Stibj. (Collier) 9 My eies saw their

traiterous harts burned, and bodilesse heads aduanced to

view. 1810 SOUIHEY Kehanui XL viii, Two winged Hands
came in, Armless and bodyless. 1831 BlaclfU'. Ma%. XXIX.
219 The bodiless cherubs on our churchyard stones.

Hence Bo'dilessness.

1869 R. WALI.IS Delitssch's Bibl. Pyscliol. 513 In contra-

diction to. .bodilessness.

Bo 'dilize, v. nonce- Tad. [suggested by spiritual-

ize^ trans. To make corporeal or material.

1843 SoL'THEY Doctor clxxxiv. (D.) Unless we endeavour

to spiritualise ourselves . . age bodilises us more and more.

Bodily (ty-dlli ', a. Also 3-5 bodili, 4 bodi-,

bodylich(e, 4-6 bodely, 4 bodeli, 6 bodelie,

bodyly;e, 7 bodilie. [f. BODY + -LY!.]

tl. Of the nature of body, corporeal, material,

physical ; as opposed to spiritual. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 428 Wit angel bat es gastli, And with

man bat es bodili. a 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3129 Som
clerkes, bat spekes of purgatory Says bat be fire bare is

bodily, And noght gastly als be saule es. c 1449 PECOCK

Repr. II. xvi. 243 The bodili heuen and hise seid bodili

parties. 1528 MORE Heresyes I. Wks. 152/2 That any bodily

thyng should drawe an other without touching. 1633 EARL
MANCH. Al Mondo 178 There are three bodily Inhabit-

ants already gone to heaven. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <$

Sell*. 198 The World, .that bulk of bodily beings we see.

2. Of or belonging to the body or physical nature

of man. flodily fear : alarm for one's personal

safety, apprehension of physical harm.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12929 (Gott.) Bodili fode. c 1325 E. E.

A Hit. P. A. 477 With bodyly bale hym blysse to byye.

c 1380 WYCLIF De Pseucto-Freris Wks. (1880) 305 Bodihche

chastite is ofte broken. 1454 Ii. E. Wills (1882) 132 Beyng
in good bodely helth. 1494 FABVAN vi. clxxxi. 179 The

bysshop. .myght departe thens without bodely harme. 1651

HOBBF.S Leviath. n. xxvii. 155 The fear, .of corporeall hurt,

which we call Bodily Fear. 1711 BUDGELL Sped. No. 161

?5 Fatigues of bodily Labour. 1785 REID/;//. Powers 276

My memory is not limited by any bodily organ. 1837

DICKENS J'iclnv. xl,
' I'm in bodily fear.' 1838 Nich. Nick.

xxi. Bodily illness is more easy to bear than mental,

f b. Real ;
actual ; physically carried out. Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. ii. 5 What euer [counsels] haue bin

thought one in this State That could be brought to bodily

act, ere Rome Had circumuention.

f c. Bodily oath :
= CORPORAL OATH. Perhaps,

originally, an oath taken on the consecrated host

or '

body
'

of Christ ;
but used also of oaths taken

with a '

bodily touch
'

of other sacred things. Obs.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 190 The bodelye ayth thai maid

him with gud will. 1639 Council Rcc. in Inverness Courier

(18841 25 Oct. 3/4 The said A. B. has givine his great and

bodielie aith.

f 3. Solid ;
of or pertaining to a solid. Obs.

1557 RECORDE Whetst. Ciijb, Thereof be thei named

bodily nombers, or sound nombers. The leaste of them all

is commonly called a Cube. 1570 BILLINCSLEY Euclid Xl.

Introd. 312 Jn these bookes following he entreateth of..

BODKIN.

bodely figures : as of Cubes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1. 20That

they [clouds] be thicke, grosse, and of a bodily consistence.

Hence t Bo'dilihe-de, Bo p

diline:ss, corpore-

ality ; Bo'dily-wise adv. , corporeally, in the body.
c 1440 HYLTON Scala. Perf. (W. de W. 1494! n. xxxiii,

The kynde of god that is . . ferrest fro bodily hede. 1587
GOLDING DeMornayxiv. 205 It behoueth the same [Soule]

to be altogether bodylesse it selfe : for had it any bodyli-
nesse at all, it could not receiue any body into it. 1869
LYNCH Chunk fy St. 24 \Ve cannot be in the country and
in the town at the same time bodily-wise.

Bodily '.bp'dili ,
adv.

[f.
as prec. + -I.Y 2

.]

fl. In the manner of, or with regard to, the

body; corporeally .often = '

unspiritually '). Obs.

c 1370 Lay-Folks Mass-Bk. App. iv. 630 God bat di^ed

vppon be tre, bat be prest receyuede bodile. 1394 P. PI.

Crude 619 All bo blissed beb bat bodyliche hungreb. c 1440
LONELICH Grail iRoxb.) I. 450 Of man that in this world

lyveth bodily. 1579 FULKE Heskins' Parl. 323 It fedde the

faithfull, not onely bodily, but also spiritually. 1685 BAXTER

Paraph. N. T. Mark vi. 53 That we could as bodily believe

and trust him for our. .Souls.

2. In or with the body ;
in the flesh ;

in person.
c 1440 Three Kings (1885) 26 pe tyme was to-come bat he

schulde ber appere bodelich. 1578 THYNNE Let. mAnimadv.
Introd. ( 1865} 59 Since I ame. .barred bodely to approcbe your

presence. 1640 SIR E. DERING Prop. Sacr. (16441 45 Christ

. . bodily present. 1803 SOUTHEY Wks. VI. 173 This is our

father Francisco, Among us bodily.

3. transf. \Vith the whole body or bulk,
'

body
and all

'

; all together, in one mass, as a whole.

1793 SMEATON Edystme L. 322 The seas came in bodily
over the Barbican wall. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 4

As if that, over brake and lea, Bodily the wind did carry'

The great altar of St. Mary. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Iff
Kile xviii. 520 A full-length portrait of Seti I., cut out

bodily from the walls of his sepulchre.

Bodiment (V'diment). rare. [f.
BODY +

-MENT.] Giving of form or body ;
embodiment.

t873 G. C. DAVIF.S Mount. $ Mere iv. 25 No alive and

outward bodiment.

Bodin, var. of BODEN ///. a. Sf. provided.

tBo'diness. Obs. rare. [f.
BODY + -NESS.]

The state or quality of having bodily form ;
cor-

poreity, material condition.

1398 TREVISA .Bar//*. De P. R.\m. xl, In what maner wise

bey beb medlid togederes, askes and water, be water abideb

in his bodiness [1535 corporalnesse]. 1674 N. FAIRFAX

Bulk ft Selv. loo A least billing is made as much for cleav-

ing, if it had but a wherewith to be cloven; its leastness,

not its bodiness forbidding it.

Boding (bou-din), vbl. sb. [f.
BODE vl + -IHO.]

1 1. Annunciation, proclamation, preaching. Obs.

c looo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. 41 His dydon dajdbote on

lonas bodunge. c 1160 Hattan G. ibid., Bodiunge. ctl75
Lamb. Horn. 89 Godspelles bodunge.

2. Premonition, presentiment; concr. prognostic,

omen, portent.
1297 k. GLOUC. 428 pe taylede sterre, bat gret bodynge ys.

1398 TRE\ ISA Bartk. Di P. R. xvui. i. 11495) 737 Beestes

haue redynesse of wytte in bodynge of chaungynge of tyme
and wedders. 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. /'///. (1878)

280 A sorrowful boding of the. -mischief that.. did after-

ward chance. 1768 GOI.DSM. Good Nat. Man. v. i, I have

had some boding of it these ten days. 1810 WORDSW.

Scenery Lakes (1823) 115 A Shepherd accustomed to watch

all mountain bodings.

3. Prediction, prophecy (generally of evil).

1668 '1't-an.f.Let. Wks. 1731 II. 169 Too much entertained

with ill Bodings and Complaints. 1817 COLERIDGE Sibyl.

1 eaves 1 1862) 188 Better fate be thine And mock my boding !

1833 Hr. MARTINEAU Brooke F. iv. 54 Norton, .would listen

to no evil bodings.

Boding (.boo-diq), ppl a. [f.
BODE v.i + -ING-.]

That bodes ; presaging, portending, ominous.

1593 SHAKS. I'm. >) Ad. 647 My boding heart pants, beats,

and takes no rest. 1594 Rich. Ill, v. m. 228 The

sweetest sleepe, And fairest boading Dreames. 1702 ROWE
A mo. Step-Moth. I. i. 434 Spight of my boding fears.

a 1771 GRAY Poems (17751 53 No boding Maid of skill

divine Art thou. 1785 COWPER Task i. 205 The boding owl

That hails the rising moon. 1824 W. IRVING T. Ira-.: II.

257 Listening to the boding cry of the tree toad.

Hence Bo'dingly adv.

1839 LOWELL Siimia. Storm Poet. Wks. (1879)81 All is so

bodingly still. 1866 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. IV. iv. 619 Sorrow-

fully and bodingly Mansfeld withdrew to consult again.

t Bo-diship. Obs. rare. [f.
BODY + -SHIP.]

Corporeality, material substance or condition.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 53 All bodiship, with those

its belongers which make it sensible unto us.

Bodken,-kin,variantsofBAUDEK:ix,Wj-., cloth.

Bodkin (bodkin). Forms : 4 boidekyn, boy-

tekyn, bode-, boydekynne, 4-5 boyde-, bode-

kyn, 5 boddekyn, 6 boddkynne, botken, -kin,

bodkyn, bodkine, 7 (boidkene), 5- bodkin.

[Of unknown etymology' : the orig. form in Eng.

was boydckin, boidekyn, in 3 syllables. The form

naturally suggests a dim. in -kin: but no primitive of

the required form appears in Eng. or other related

language. The phonetic history is also difficult.

(In default of finding it elsewhere, the derivation has been

sought in Celtic. The Welsh bido'gvn
'

little dagger', fixed

on by some, must be discarded, both because it is accented

on the penult, and because the ME. word was itself adopted

in Welsh as faytkin ; but some still think it possible that

boyJckin may have originated in some kind of corruption

of Ir. bideog, Gael, tioitag, Welsh bidog dagger, i]

1 1. A short pointed weapon ;
a dagger, poniard,

stiletto, lancet. Obs.



BODKIN.
1386 CHAUCER Reeves T. 40 Slayn of Symkyn Wilh panade

or with knyf or boidekyn [-J. r. boydekyn, boytekyn,
Boydekynne]. c 1430 LYDC. Bockas vi. xii. (title], Victorious
Julius Ciesar . . was murdred with bodkins. 1477 EARL
RIVERS (Caxton) Dictti taQrut ofhis disciples tooke a bod-
dekyn & prikked him in his feete. 1535 Cov ERDALI: i Kings
xviii. 28 They, .prouoked them selucs with knyues & hot-
kens [i6n lancets]. 1347 SALESBURY Diet. En?. A Welsh,
Bmytkin, a bodkyn. 1580 SIDNEY A rcadia 276, I .. doe defie
thee, in a mortall affray from the bodkin to the pike vp-
ward.

_

1602 SHAKS. Ham. III. i. 76 When he himselfe might
his Quietus make With a bare Bodkin. 1657 TRAPP Cental
hstlier iv. 3 This was now a bodkin at their hearts. [1850MRS. JAMESOK\ Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 137 The longbodkin with which those wicked Jews pierced his side.]
4. A small pointed instrument, of bone, ivory,

or steel, used for piercing holes in cloth, etc.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 42 Boydekyn or bodekyn, sutticttla,

perforatormm. 1555 Fardle Facions 11. x. 212 About the
poincte of the chmne the! haue a feawe heares as it ware

?,? i '!!

wlth Bodkins. 1589 Pappe no. Hatchet (1844) =8Wee challenge him at all weapons from the taylors bodkin
to the watchmans browne bil. 1602 PLAT Delirhtes forLadies HI. xxx, Make little holes in the Cow-cumber first
with a wodden or bone bodkin. 1609 A. CRAIG Poet
Kecreat. 4 Who according to the antient customs hath bored
his eare with a boidkene. 1785 REID Int. Powers n xix
325 A spire at a very great distance seems like a point of a
bodkin.

3. A long pin or pin-shaped ornament used bywomen to fasten up the hair.
S8oBARET^/. B875Abodkineorbigneedle to crest the

heares discriminate. 1635 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) in Harl.
Misc. IV. 218 Women's masks, busks, muffs, fans, perri.
wigs, and bodkins. 1714 POPE Rape Lockv. 95 Then in a
bodkin grac d her mother's hairs. 1716 LADY M. W. MON-
TAGUE Lett. x. 1.32 Their hair is. .set out with three or four
rows of bodkins (wonderfully large, that stick out two or
three inches from their hain. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xvii, Sheundid from her locks a silver bodkin around which theywere twisted .864 LONGF. King Olaf vm. viii, 'Tis the
bodkin that I wear When at night I bind my hair. 185!D. WILSON Preh Ann. II. in. iv. 1,8 A rude bodkin of bone
. . employed in fastening the dress.

t b. A frizzling-iron. Obs.
1580 BARET Ala. B 874 A bodkine or fine instrument that

women curie their heare withall . . a friseling iron.

4. A needle-like instrument with a blunt knobbed
point, having a large (as well as a small) eye, for

drawing tape or cord through a hem, loops, etc

kii?s
4
e

P
e
PE KafeLoc/e " I28 Wedg'd whole ages in a bod-

5. Printing. An awl-like tool used to pick out
letters in correcting set-up type.
1846 Print. Apparatus Amateurs 17 The bodkin is used

to pick out such of the types as are misplaced.
6. transf. (colloq.) A person wedged in between

two others where there is proper room for two only:
esp. in phr. to ride or sit bodkin.
[1638 FORD Fancies, i. (1811) 186 Where but two lie in a

bed, you must be bodkin, bitch-baby must ye?l 1708Loves ofthe Triangles 182 (L.) While the pressed bodkinT
punched and squeezed to death, Sweats In the midmost
place. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair II. 24, (Hoppe), He's
too big to travel bodkin between you and me. 1872 FLOR
MONTGOMERY Thrnm Together n. 62 The three called ahansom outside, and Cecily, .sat bodkin.
7. Comb, and Attrib., as bodkin-case, bodkin-

work; bodkin-wise adv.; bodkin-beard, a
pointed, dagger-shaped beard.
a.1529 SKELTON Elytumr R. Prol. 82 Scarfes, feathers

andswerds, Andthm bodkin beards. .391 Ixvi E*dj,m. ,

.irso Whether I shall frame the bodkin beard or the bush.
1563 GOLDING Ovid's Met. iv. (1593)07 Both his shankes do
grow In one round spindle bodkin-wise with sharpned
point below 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth I. 41, I win have nomore

close_hugs
no more bodkin work.

Bo'tlkin, v. [f. prec.] trans. To make a bod-
kin of, squeeze in as a bodkin ; cf. BODKIN sb 6
1791 GIBBON Let. 3, May in Mem. (,839) 354 If you can

bodkin the sweet creature into the coach
'

Bodkin, (Ods bodkins!) var. of BODIKIN.
Bodkin, bodkin-work, variant of BAUDEKIN.
Bcvdkinize, v. BODKIX v.

.1833 HOOK Parson's Dau. n. v. 202 Seat him in the car-
riage bodkmized between the two fair ladies.

Bodle '

(b<H'l). Sc. Also 7 bodel, bawdle, 8
boadle, 8-9 boddle. [Reputed to be from the
name of a mint-master Bothwdl; but no docu-
mentary evidence is cited.] A Scotch copper coin
of the value of two pennies Scots, or (c 1600) one
sixthof an English penny; the smallest coin; hence
like farthing, etc., in the phrase not to care a bodlc

SS? ?;.?
A'"'at- l ''""w I2 Whom thev valued n<"

really at the estimation of 200000 Scotch bawdies. 1688 R
H.OUn.Ar*unny ni.il 29/2 A Bodel, three of them makesan half penny English, c .730 HURT Lett. N. Scott. (,8,8)
i . 42 1 he bridge is . . maintained by a toll of a bodle. 1820SCmAMftn It was not that I cared a brass bodle for hisbemson or malison either. .834 H. MILLER Semes A Lee
xix. (,SS7 ) 279 All the placks and boddles of the party.
Bodle, obs. f. BUDDLB, corn-marigold.
'557 TL-SSER 100 Points ffusli. Ixxx, Bodle for barley noweede there is such.

n, bjrdli.an). [f. the name of
r 1. Bodley, who in 1597 restored and refounded

the Library of the University of Oxford.]
a. adj. Of or pertaining to Sir T. Bodley or the

Library bearing his name
; hence b. quasi-**

963

The Oxford University Library; also colloquially
called Bodley. C.Jig. and transf.
l663 COW-LEY ?"!<* f, ss. (1669) 7 The mysterious Lib-

rary, 1 he Beatifick Bodley of the Deity. 1710 H. BEDFORD
Vina.(,/,. E,,g 45 The Bodleian Copies of the Articles.
1862 WHYTK MELVILLE Ins. Bar. vi. (ed. 121 297 The richest
mental food the Bodleian itself can afford. 1884 SPURGEON
C lew ofMaze 33 It is a million-times magnified Bodleian
of teaching.

Bodom, -ery, obs. form of BOTTOM, -BY.
t Bo'drag(e. 06s. Alsobodrak(e,bordrag(e.

[prob. a corruption ofsome Ir. word : cf. buaidhreadh
molestation, disturbance (O'Reilly), buaiire, tumult
(Stokes\] A hostile incursion, ii raid. Hence,
in same sense, BojYjdraging.
1537 St. Papers Hen. VIII, 1 1. 480 The castelles be not for

our defence agaynst ther stelthe and bodrakes. 1586 J.HOOKER Cirald. Irel. II. 172/2 Nothing liking the outrages,
bodrages, and villanies dailie practised by Barrie, Condon,and others. 1595 SPENSER Col. Clout 3,5 No nightly bod-
rags, nor no hue and cries. 1596 F. Q. n. x. 63 Yet oft
annoyd with somlry bordragings.

Bodword, var. of BODEWOKD 06s.

Body (b(>-di;. Forms: i bodig. 3 bodij, 3-4
bodi, bode, 3-7 bodie, 4-6 bodye, 6 bod'ey,
3-body. [OE. bodig neut., elsewhere in Teut.

only in OHG. potah, botah, MIIG. botich, -cdi,
potih str. masc. '

body
'

; cf. mod.Bav. dial, bottech
the '

body
'

of a chemise, Grimm. The word has
died

put
of Ger., its place being taken by leib, orig.'

life ', and kiirper from Lat. : but, in Eng., body
remains as a great and important word.
Since Ger. botah, potah, with final h, is not the exact

phonetic equivalent of OE. iotfig, there is ground for sup-
posing that the word has been adopted in both from some
foreign source. E. Miiller connects Mali with totakka
fern., mod.G. tottich masc. 'cask, tub, vat', identified by
Wackernagel with med.L. butica= Gr. a!rt>0>j/o,. But there
does not appear to be any clear way of connecting the two
words, (tick s conjectural derivation from bliadh. '

to bind'
is out of the question. Gaelic liodhaig is from Eng.i]

I. Ihe material frame of man (and animals' 1

.

1. The physical or material frame or structure of
man or of any animal

; the whole material organ-
ism viewed as an organic entity. (In Biol. some-
times also used of plants.)

890 K. /ELFRED Bzda in. xiv. (Bosw.) Was Oswine se
cynmg on bodice heah. c 1200 ORMIN 4773 Hiss bodi?
All samenn, brest, and wambe, and bes, and cnes, and
fet, and shannkess, etc. a I3oo Cursor M. 869 Our bodis
ar now al bare. 1480 CAXTON Ckroii. Eng. Ixxviii. 64 He
shold come fyght with hym body for body. 1323 LD. BER-
NERS Froiss. I. civ. 186 To fight body to body, or power to.. u . .. ilJU A ^, ii^iji uuuy LU uuuy, or power u
power 1557 F. SEAGER Sch. Vertue 676 in Batees Bk. (1868
347 Thy bodie vpnghte, Thy fete iuste to-gether. 1665-9BOYLE Occas. Re/I. iv. xi. (1675) 174 A Lark, lighted amongsome clods of Earth . . of the colour of her Body. 1752
JOHNSON Rambl. No. 208 Ho A. body languishing with
disease. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 870 The common Oyster
..always appears inclined to adapt its shell to the form
of the body. 1881 HUXLEY in Nature XXIV. 346 The body
is a machine of the nature of an army, not of that of a
watch, or of a hydraulic apparatus. Of this army each cell
is a soldier, each organ a brigade.
1875 DAWSON DawiiofLife viii. 214 Their bodies like those

ofplants . . show tendencies to spiral modes of growth. 1878HUXLEY Physiogr. 222 The individual cells of which the
body of the plant is made up.

(In early use almost always applied to that of
man : hence)

b. often contrasted with the soul.
a 1240 Lofsongm Cott. Horn. 205 pauh bet were nere i be

bodie be wil was in be heorte. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De
P. R. ix. i. (1495) 345 The body meuyth as the soule woll.
1:1450 LONELICH Grailxlu. 1,2 Bothe body & sowle dis-
troyed 3e be. 1651 Let. in Proc. Parliament No. 81. 124,A great comfort to the godly, both to their soules and
bodies. 1732 POPE Ess. Man i. 268 All are but parts of one
stupendous whole, Whose body Nature is, and God the
soul. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmer's Field 377 The foul adul-
teries That saturate soul with body. Mod. ' A hard struggle
to keep body and soul together.'

c. The corporeal or material nature or state of
man, the material body and its properties.
c 1200 ORMIN 15124 To clennsenn beBjre bodij swa Off all

be bodi; smne. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. xii. 2 Wher in body,wher out of
body,

I woot not, God wool. i6n ibid.
Whether in the body, I cannot tell, whether out of the body
I cannot tell. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (16761 4 This Phcea
was a woman robber, .and naught of her body. 1816 SCOTTOld Mart, vi, While we are yet in the body. 1869 GOUL-
BOL-RN Purs. Holiness ix. 78 By

'

the body' is to be under-
stood the mass of matter which we carry about with us
with all the various animal properties that belong to it.

'

2. Short (or euphemistic) for 'dead body' corpse
c 1280 Fall* Pass. 76 in E. E. P. (1862) ,4 losep of arii

mathie . .nem bat swet bodi adun, an biriid hir in a fair plasa 1300 Cursor M. ,4309 And quar haf yee his bode laid?
<:I400 Destr. Troy 7:50 fai.. brent vp the bodies vnto bare

SkSt A
'535 COVERDALE i Kings xiii. 24 The lyon stode bythe body [1382 WYCLIF careyn, ,388 deed bodi]. ,595 SHAKS.

John v. vn. 99 At Worster must his bodie be interrU 1619CROOKE Body ofMan ,9 Choose a bodie that is sound and
vntainted, and either hanged, smothered, or drowned. i8HOOD Dead Robbery 'n, To steal a body. 1855 TENNYSMaua i. l. 5 In the ghastly pit long since a body was found.
3. Applied symbolically or mystically to the

bread in the sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
[l3ff.Snwt.Ster, in Lay-Folks Mass-Bit. 1,8 The sacre-

ment of the auter, cristes owen bodi in likeness of brede.l
1382 WYCLII.- Matt. xxvi. 26 Take jee, and ete; this is my

BODY.
bodi. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Commlm. Exhort., The holycommunion of the body and blood of our Saviour Christ
1562 39 Articles xxviii, The Body of Christ is given, taken,and eaten in the Supper, only after an heavenly and spiri-
tual manner. 1579 KLLKE Heskins' Parl. 82 He caried
the Lords body in a wicker basket, c j88o J. CASDLISH
Sacnantnt, 98 All who believe in Him receive that one
body that was broken for all.

1 4. Used in oaths and forcible ejaculations, as
body ofme .', body of our Lord!, God's body ! by
cocks body!, etc. Obs. Cf. BODIKIN.

' '530 REDFORDE Play \l'it f, Sc. 1,848) 7 Oh the bodye ofme ! What kaytyves be those. 1573 AYw Custom n. ii. in
Hazl. Dodsley III. 32 Body of our Lord, is he come into the
Country? 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. i. 29 Gods body ! the
turkeys in my pannier are quite starved. 1613 Hen
I III, v. 11. 22 Body a me : where is it >. 1695 CONGREX K
Lovefor L.u. v. 35 Body o' me, I have a Shoulder of an
Egyptian King, that I purloin'd from one of the Pyramids1828 SCOTT F. M Perth (,8601 9

'

Body of me '

exclaimed
Simon, I should know that voice !

'

II. The main portion ; the trunk.
5. The main portion of the animal frame, to

which the extremities, etc. are attached
;
the trunk.

Opposed to the members or limbs; also to the
head, esp. as the seat of intelligence and guidance.
rtSoo Epinal ff Erf. Gloss. 947 (O. E. Texts) Spiua, bodei.

iu- iT^'",-
' l891 st'", bodes. i 1000 Afs. Voc. in Wr.-

Wulcker f- oc. 265 Truncus, bodi?;. c 1000 /ELFRIC Minster
Horn. 203am Sax. Lcechd. III. 355 He nsfdon bztheafod
to bam bodige. 1382 WYCI.IK Ephes. iv. 16 Crist the heed

;

01 whom al the body sett to-gidere, and boundyn to giderc
by ech loynture of vndirseruyng. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI,
iv. vn. 26 When the Fox hath once got in his Nose,Hee le soone Imde meanes to make the Body follow, c 1600L TESS SOUTHAMPTON in S/talts. C. Praise 40 All heade and
veri lltel body. 1840 THIRLWALL Greece VI I. Iv. 86 A bodywithout a head, unable either to act or to deliberate 1867K IRAN-CIS Angling x. (1880' 364 Body, orange-yellow,
merging into, .burnt sienna at the shoulder.

D. The main stem, trunk, stock, of a plant or tree.
1523 I' ITZHEKO. Huso. ,33 Cut the boughe on bothe sydesa fote or two foote from the bodye of the tree. ,609 C

BUTLER Fem.Mon. ii. (,623) Ej, Boughes hanging out alone
from the bodies. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 183 Cu.
Climers. .With crooked Bodies, and with Bellies deep.
to. 1 he wood under the bark. L. corpus. Obs.

1603 R. JOHNSON Kingd. % Commia. 167 The black rinde
of a certaine tree, .betweene the bodie and the barke., . e oe an te are.

. fig. In biblical or theol. language, The body
of Christ : the Church of which Christ is the head.
CI200 ORMIN ,555 Swa batt tej? shulen alle ben An bodia

and an sawle And Jesu Crist himm sellf shall ben Uppo batt
bodi 3 haefedd. 1382 WYCLIF Ephcs. iv. 12 And he 5af summe
otnell aposths, summe forsoth prophelis. .into the work of
mynistene, into edificacioun of Cristis body. 1535 COVER.
DALE Col. i. ,8 And he is the heade of the body\ namelyof the congregacion. 1611 BIBLE t Cor. xii. 27 Now yee are
trie body of Christ, and members in particular.
6. The part of a dress which covers the body, as

distinct from the arms
; also the part of a woman's

dress above the waist, as distinguished from the
loose skirt. A pair of bodies ; see BODICE
1585 With* tnv. N. C. 118601 II. 1,4 One petticote of

house-wyfe clothe . . An upper bodye of durance. i6n inHeatnGwcw Camp. (,869)92 That none should wear, any-
body or sleeves of wire, whalebone or with any other stiff-
ing. 1696 J. F. Merchant's Wareho. 38 Cut of Ell i off ofone of 'he half bredths . . which take for the body of yourShifts. 1698 LASSELS Voy. Italy II. 288 Twelve breast and
back pieces i like womens close bodies '. 1868 Q. VICTORIA
Lije in Highlands 124, I and the girls [were] in royalb
SS
w
?
r
!
skms and shawls over black velvet bodies.

/. The main, central, or principal part, as distin-
guished from parts subordinate or less important ;

the part round which the others are grouped, or to
which they are attached as appendages, etc.
ciooo Sax.Lecchd. I. 402 Nim bonne ba:t saed sete onb*s sules bodi5 .

_ J595 SHAKS. Johun. ii. 1,2 Neuer such a
powre..Was leuied in the body of a land. 1670 COTTON

fflf'nY t 35
'f?

e b dy Of the EmWem was a figureof the Duke himself. 17,9 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I. xx 355
. /** ^c. i UE. ^rusue 11040; I. XSHe got into the body of the tree. 1790 BL'RKE Fr.

234 Ihe body of all true religion consists., in obedien
he will of the Sovereign of the world. 1863 H Cox Instit

'

~, .
""- uiiu. JOLI^ n. \^ox jnscit

11. x. 562 Crimes committed at sea, or on the coast out of the
body of any County. 1874 BOUTELL A rms 4- A rm. ix. 173Ihe body of the blade.

8. spec. a. The middle aisle, or the whole nave,
of a church, b. The part of a vehicle fitted to
receive the load. c. In Fortification (see quot.
1862). d. The shaft of a pillar, e. The reso-
nance box of a musical instrument, f. In Anat.
The main portion of a bone, esp. of one of the
vertebra-, g. The main portion of a document, as
distinguished from the introduction or preamble,
and esp. from an appendix, a codicil, or other

supplementary matter.
1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 30 To the werkis of the body of

the Pansshe Chirche. 1523 Fn ZHERB. Hush. 5 The bodyeof the wayne of oke. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer, Commun
Rubric, The Table, .shall stand in the body of the church
1559 ABP. HETHE in Strype Ann. Ref. I. n. App. vi. 7 The
body of this acte touchinge the supremacy. 1580 BARET
Alv. 6871 The bodie of a pillour, betweene the chapitreand the base. 1661 BRAMHALL Just Vind. iv. 80 The in-
croachments . . mentioned in the body of that law 1666
PEPYS Diary (1879) VI. 68 There I do find a great many
ladies sitting in the body of a coach. 1712 PRIDEAVX
Direct. Ch.-wardens (ed. 41 24 In the City of London the
Parishioners repair the Chancel as well as the Body of the
Church. 1736 KING in Swifts. Lett. (1768) IV. ,79 The
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BODY.

tracts.. may be printed by way of appendix. This will
|

be indeed less trouble than the interweaving them in the

body of the history. 1831 R. KNOX Cloquet's Altai. 17

In every vertebra, there are distinguished a body, seven

processes, four notches, and a hole. 1862 TROLLOPE Orley
F. i. ied. 4> 2 The body of the will was in the handwriting \

of the widow, as was also the codicil. 1863 F. GRIFFITHS
j

Artil. Man. ied. 91 262 The Body of'the place', (at JSttCtifttt)

consists of the work next to, and surrounding the town, in

the form of a polygon, whether regular, or irregular. 1878
H. H. GIBBS Ombre Pref. 7 Bringing the supplementary
Chapter into the body of the Book.

h. Naut. The hull of a ship ; the section of

this as viewed from different positions.
1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent. 22 The whole Bodies of

their Ships under Water. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine

(17891 Dijb, The fore-body of the ship, i.e. before the mid-
;

ship-frame. ci&y> Kudim. Navig. (Weale) 09 The figure
j

of a ship, abstractedly considered, is supposed to be divided I

into different parts, . .to each of which is given the appella-
tion of Body. Hence we have the terms Fore Body, After
Body, Cant Bodies, and Square Body. Thus the fore

Body is the figure, or imaginary figure, of that part of the

ship afore the midships or dead-flat, as seen from ahead.

. . The Square Body comprehends all the timbers whose
areas or planes are perpendicular to the keel and square
with the middle line of the ship ; which is all that portion
of a ship between the cant bodies.

9. The main portion of a collection or company ;

the majority ; the larger part, the bulk of anything.

1599 SHAKS. Muc/iAdo i. i. 287 The body of your discourse

is sometime guarded with fragments. 1603 KNOLLES Hist.

Turkes (1621) 1359 The bodie of the Turkes armie followed

bihinde. 1678 N. WANLEY Wonders v. ii. 64. 471/2 The
main body of the Empire. 1732 NEAL Hist. Purit. I. 19

The Body of the inferiour Clergy were disguised Papists.

1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 166 The great body of the

people leaned to the royalists. 1856 FROUDE Hist, Eng.
(1858) I. i. 66 Under Henry [VIII] the body of the people
were prosperous.

1 10. The vessel inwhichasubstance tobedistilled

is placed ; a retort. (There appears to have been

a reference here to spirif.} ? Obs.

1559 MORWYNG E-L'onyw. i Moist thinges put into a body
ifor so do they cal the bigger vessel from whence the vapour
is lifted up) by the force of heate are extenuated into a

vapour. 1594 PLATT Jfiuetl-ko. n. 3 Put them into your

Eot,

or body. 1641 FRENXH Distill. \. 11651' 28 Put this

read into a Glass-body, and distill it in Balnea. 1721-1800
BAILKV, Body an Chymistryi is the Vessel which holds the

Matter in distilling the Spirits of Vegetables.

11. Typefounding. The breadth of the shank of

the type, which is the same throughout the fount,

while' the thickness varies with the letter (e.g.

I and \V) ; hence, size of type.
1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. ii. n The several bodies

to which printing letters are cast, .are nineteen in number.

III. Personal being, individual.

12. The material being of man, as the sign and

tangible part of his individuality, taken for the

whole ; the person. Chiefly in legal phrases.

1.393 GOWER Conf. Ill, 208 She hath her owne body

feigned, For fere as though she wolde flee Out of her londe,

1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Matrimony t \V\\.\\ this Ring I thee

wed. .with my body I thee worship. 1603 KNOLLES Hist.

Turkes (16211 870 An armie .. consisting of most choice

bodies. 1652 Proc. Parliament No. 135. 2100 A Warrant
in the nature of a Habeas Corpus.- to bring without delay
the body of the same prisoner. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4695/3
A barbarous Murder was committed on the Body of Mr.

Henry Widdrington. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v., A
man is said to be bound or held in Body and goods ; that

is, he is liable to remain in prison ; in default of payment.
1822 SCOTT Nigel xxvii, Two pages of the body.

b. Heir of the body ; an heir who is a direct

descendant.
a 1626 BACON Max, fy UsesCom. Law^i. Theheires males

of his body. 1732 NEAL Hist. Purit. 11822) I. 12 An act

of Parliament for settling the crown upon the heirs of her

body. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm, II. 114 As the word.heirs
is necessary to create a fee, so, in farther imitation of

the strictness of the feodal donation, the word body, or

some other words of procreation, are necessary to make it

a fee-tail. 1788 J. POWELL Devises (1827) II. 469 You
here find a child described as an heir of the body.

13. A human being of either sex, an individual.

Formerly, as still dialectally, and in the combina-

tions ANY-, EVERY-, No-, SOME-BODY, etc., exactly

equivalent to the current '

person* ; but now only
as a term of familiarity, with a tinge of compassion,
and generally with adjectives implying this.

1297 R. GLOUC. 489 Thebestebodi of the world in bendes
was ibrou^t. c 1340 Cursor M. 3360 (Fairf.) A better body
drank neyuer wine. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 258 Ac
blame bow neuere body and bow be blame-worthy. 1475
CAXTON Jason 90 Euery noble body ought soner chese deth

thene to do . . thing that sholde be ayenst their honour.

15315 COVERDALE Ps. xiii[i]. i The foolish bodyes saye in

their hertes : Tush, there is no God. 1539 Bury Wills 157,
I will that my executors gyve . . in breade to uij poore bodies

j d. 1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. \. iv. 105 Tis a great charge
to come vnder one bodies hand. 1653 WALTON Angler 56
It shall be given away to some poor body. 1693 LOCKE
Educ. 143. iv, One angry body discomposes the whole

Company. 1771 SMOLLETT Humpk. Cl. 11815) 2* The
countess was a good sort of a body. 1777 SHERIDAN Trip
Scarb. in. iv. Wks. 505 What do you din a body's ears for?

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Loom and Lugg. \. ii. 17 His wife

was a more tidy body.

IV. A corporate body, aggregate of individuals,
collective mass.

14. Law. An artificial
'

person
*

created by legal
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authority for certain ends
;
a corporation ; com-

monly a corporation aggregate, but also applied
to a corporation sole (cf. quots. 1641, 1642). Al-

ways with denning adj. body corporate, body politic.

1461 Act i Edw. IV, i. 4 Any Fraternitie, Guild, Com-
panic, or Fellowship, or other bodie corporate. i$a8 PER-
KINS Prof. Bk. i. 64 (16421 30 A bodie politique, as a

Major and Comminaltie. 1641 Tertnes d? la. Ley, Bodies

Politique are Bishops. Abbots, Priors, Deanes, Parsons of

Churches, and such like, which have succession in one

person onely. 1642 MILTON Argt. cone. Militia 27 The
King is a body politick, for that a body politique never

dieth. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 467 These artificial

persons are called bodies politic, bodies corporate, or cor-

porations. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 46/2 For the purpose of

maintaining and perpetuating the uninterrupted enjoyment
of certain powers, rights, property, or privileges, it has been

found convenient to create a sort of artificial person, _

or

body-politic, not liable to the ordinary casualties which

.affect the transmission of private rights, but capable, _by
its constitution, of independently continuing its own exist-

ence. This artificial person is in our law called an incor-

poration, corporation, or body-corporate.
b. Body politic has also the wider sense of

' or-

ganized society '.

1634 CAXNE Necets. Separ. (1849' l8
.5
To lcn ' t themselves

together in a spiritual outward society or body politic.

1701 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. i. vi. 11852! 82 With mutual

consent they became a body-politick, and framed a body
of necessary laws and orders. 1839 YEOWELI, A nc. Brit. Ch.

via. 77 Associations and bodies politic within the church.

c. spec. The body politic : the nation in its

corporate character ; the state. (Orig. there ap-

pears to have been, in this use of body, a reference

to the headship of the sovereign.)

1532-3 Act 24 Henry l*'I[I, xii, This Realm of England
is an Empire . .governed by one supreme Head and King. .

unto whom a Body politick, compact of all Sorts and

Degrees of People . . been bounden and owen to bear a

natural and humble Obedience. 1593 HOOKER Eccl. Pol.

(Pref.i v. 2 A law is the deed of the whole body politic.

1636 HEALEY Epictetiis Man. x.\xi. 40 But what place
shall I hold then.. in the body politicke? 1782 V. KNOX
Ess. fi8i9) I. xii. 69 All conduct extensively injurious to

individuals, is injurious to the body politic. 1874 REYNOLDS

John Bapt. ii. 116 Radical changes in the body-politic.

d. ,Ct" L. totitm corpus reipublics.}
1570 Act 13 Eliz. xviii. Pream., Beneficial Causes.. to

insue to the Body of this Common Wealth. 1625 BUKGES
Fers. Tithes 20 The Lawes. .enacted by the King and the

whole Body of the Kingdoms.
15. Anumber of persons taken collectively, usually

as united and organized in a common cause or for

common action, as for deliberation, government,
business; a society, association, league, fraternity.

1689 BURNET Tracts I. 71 There are three different Bodies

or Leagues. 1732 LEUIARU Setlios II. IX. 271 The Governor
. .had not time to form a defensive body. 1848 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. I. 165 It is seldom that a man inrolls himself

in a proscribed body from any but conscientious motives.

1852 BRIGHT Let. in Speeches 118761 552 Grants of public

money to any public body. 1866 LIDDON Bantpt. Lect. \.

(18751 10 That little Body the disciples of Christ, and nucleus

of His future Church. 1880 Chr. Leader 588/3 A preacher
of the U. P. body.
16. An organized collection of fighting men act-

ing together ;
a force. (The most general term

that can be so applied.)
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, i. iii. 66, I thinke we are a Body

strong enough (Euen as we are) to equall with the King.

1651 Proc. Parliament No. 84. 1278 Leaving moving
bodies behind to prevent their designes. 1693 .'/'" Ct.

Tcckely n. 151 Some pierced even to the Body of Reserve.

1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V, V. iv. 390 Escorted by a body
of horse. 1839 THIKLWALL Greece III. 117 The Athenians
. .sent abodyof troops togarrison it. 1849 MACAULAY Hist:
Eng. II. 4 The bodies now designated as the first six regi-

ments of dragoon guards, etc.

17. Jmore loosely) An assemblage of units cha-

racterized by some common attribute, and thus

regarded as a whole; a collective mass: a. of

persons.
1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus' Dcscr. Germ. vi. 269 The Seni-

nones . . by their great body, they take themselues to be the

head of the Sueuians. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 10 A whole

Body (consisting ofnumber of Persons 1

. 1677 C. HATTON in

Corr. (18781 152 The clergy did not goe in a body. 1755
JOHNSON in Bosivcll (1831 ) I. 275 We might go and drink tea

with Mr. Wise in a body. 1832 Hr. MARTINEAU Life in

Wilds viii. 100 All formed in a body to go and meet the

new arrivals.

b. of things.
1593 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \. xiv. 4 The entire body of the

Scripture. 1796 BUKKE Let. liable Ld. Wks. 1842 11.259
Since the total body of my services. -have obtained the ac-

ceptance ofmy sovereign. 1874 MAHAEFY Soc. Life Greece*.

309 This large and respectable body of opinion. 1875 WHIT-
NEY Life Lang. x. 181 The High-German body of dialects.

18. A comprehensive and systematic collection

of the details of any subject ;
an arranged whole

of information; hence, a pandect (cf. L. corpus

juris} ; a text-book.

[Cf. i593inprec.] 1647 COWLEY Mistr., The Soul iii, If

she do near thy Body prize Her Bodies of Philosophies.

1652 NEEDHAM tr. Seldens Mare Ct. 169 Whether they
comment upon the bodie of Justinian. 1659 MILTON Hire-

lings 92 Som wholesom bodie ofdivinitie as they call it. 1699
BENTLEY Plial. 361 A Body of Laws. lynAuoisoN Spect.
No. 121 F 8, I could wish our Royal Society would compile
a Body of Natural History. 1830 HERSCHEL Nat. Phil.

III. vi. (1851) 352 Digests and bodies of science. 1860 ABP.

THOMSON Laws Tit. Introd. 10 Science is a body of prin-

ciples and deductions, Art is a body of precepts.

BODY.

V. Transferred from the material part of man
to matter generally as opposed to the immaterial.

19. A separate portion of matter, large or small,

a material thing ; something that has physical ex-

istence and extension in space: a. in common

language and Physics.

Heavenly bodies : (in modern use) the masses of

matter that exist away from the earth, the sun,

moon, planets, comets, meteors, stars, etc. ; orig.

a phrase of the astro-alchemists, applied to the

seven ' bodies celestial': see 22 a.

c 1380 WYCLIF De Dot. Eccl. Sel. Wks. III. 437 pe bcmes
of be sonne . . bat shyneb freliche in bodyes. c 1391
CHAUCER Astro!. 15 To knowe the altitude of the sonne or

of othre celestial bodies, a 1568 COVERDALE Hope Faithf.
xiv. (1574) 91 A wal is a body. 1586 T. B. La Primaua.
Fr. Acad. 19 A bodie is a masse or lump, which, as much
as lieth in it, resisteth touching, and occupieth a place.

1642 ROGERS A',ii/<j 348 Cannot the Lord, .restraine the

influence of the upper bodies from the lower at his pleasure?

1678 CUDWORTH Inttll. Syst. Pref., The onely Principles of

Bodies, are Magnitude, Figure, Site, Motion,
_

and Rest.

1752 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 207 P 9 All attraction is increased

by the approach of the attracting body. 1754 SHERLOCK
Disc. '1759' I. iv. 159 The Magnitudes and Distances of the

heavenly Bodies. 1841 Liebig's Lett. Chem. vi, The ultimate

particles of bodies, or atoms, must occupy a certain space.

b. viewed metaphysically.
1636 tr. IIabbes' Elem. Philos. (1839* 102 A body is that,

t'hich having no dependance upon our thought, is coincident

or coextended with some part of space. 1785 REID Int.

Powers iS6 What we call a body, is only a bundle of sensa-

tions. 1846 MILL Logic \.
iii. 7 A body, .may be defined,

the external cause to which we ascribe our sensations.

C. spec. In Physiol. often forming the base of

nomenclature, as pituitary body, pacchionian body.
1866 HCXLEY Phys. (1869) 143 Nothing certain is known

of the functions of any of these bodies [the ductless glands].

Ibid. The spheroidal bodies called corpuscles of ike spleen,

. .consist of a solid aggregation of minute bodies.

t 20. Geom. A figure of three dimensions ; a

solid. Regular body: one of the five Regular Solids.

Obs. in modern Geometry.
1570 DEE Math. Pref. 3 A" thicke Magnitude we call a

Solide, or a Body. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid i. def. xvi. 3 A
superficies being moued maketh a solide or bodie. 1635 J.

BABISGTON Geometry 42 The cube, .is accounted one of the

five regular bodies. 1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. I. 215 The
five Regular Bodies . . These bodies were called Diatonic,
because they were said to have been invented, or first treated

of, by Plato, a 1864 tr. H-'eisbach(Vf.~)Th<: path of a moving
point is a line, that of a geometric body is another body.

21. A compact quantity or mass; amount; bulk ;

quantity.
1650 FULLER Pisgah 388 Ezekiels Temple had not the

.

same body with Solomons, but greater. 1663 GERBIER
Counsel 38 A proportionable Body to the . . weight it is to

bear. 1772 Town fy Country Mag. 161 A large body of land,

extending thirty miles up the Coofaw river. 1828 HUTTON
Course Math.ll. 139 Bodyis the mass, or quantity ofmatter,

in any material substance. 1849 MuRCHlsoN.Sy/Kr/avi. (1867)

108 Another body of igneous rock lies subjacent. 1855 BAIN

Senses t, Int. 11. ii. i ( 1864) 224 A large body of light. 1878

HUXLEY Physiogr. 40 A body of cold air.

22. A distinct form or kind of matter :

fa. Alchemy and Astro!. The Seven bodies

terrestrial : the seven ancient metals answering to

the seven
'

heavenly bodies
'

(the sun, moon, and

five old planets). Obs.

c 1386 CHAL-CER Chan. Yem. Pro!. $ T. 267 The fourc

spirites and the bodies seuene. The bodies seuene eek loo

hem here anoon, Sol gold is, and luna silucr, we threpe,

Mars yren, Mercuric quik siluer we clepe, Saturnus leed,

and lupiter is tyn, And venus copir, by my fader kyn.

I393 GOWER Con/. II. 84 The bodies, whiche I speke of

here, Of the pianettes ben begonne.

b. Chem. and Mitt. Any kind of 'substance ,

simple or compound, solid, liquid, or gaseous.

Simple bodies : the chemical elements ; Compound
bodies: the substances formed by their combination.

1594 PLAT Jcwell-ho. i. 13 Niter, and other Aromaticall

bodies, a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 12 A gummous body
and dissoluble in water. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth

(1723) 7 The said Metallick and Mineral Bodies. 1724
WATTS Logic 16 They supposed the heavens to be a quint-

essence, or a fifth sort of body. 1831 BREWSTER Optus
xxiii. 204 Crystallised bodies, such as nitre and arragomte.

1841 Liebig'sLett. Chem. iv. (1844)63 The employment of

symbols enables the chemist to express . . the constitution

of every compound body.
23. abstractly (in Metaphysics, formerly also in

Physics'). That which has sensible qualities, or

is perceptible by the senses ; matter ;

' substance '.

1668 WILKINS Real Char. 413 Spirit. The Opposite to

which . . is Body. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 49 He that

will undertake to prove that there is something else in the

World besides Body, must first determine what Body is,

for otherwise he will go about to prove that there is some-

solid, and consequently separable parts, and a power of

communicating Motion by impulse. 1762 KAMES Ele"(-
Crit. (1833) 475 Every substratum of tangible qualities is

called body. 1794 J. HUTTON Philos. Light, t;c. 288 Body
in the abstract . . must be inert. 1870 BOVVEN Logic ill. 55

We cannot think of body without extension.

\ 24. Substance, as opposed to representation,

shadow, etc. ; reality. Obs. or arch.

1382 WYCLIF Col. ii. 17 Whiche ben schadowe of thingis

to come ; forsoth the body is of Christ, c 1386 CHAUCEK



BODY.

xjf'T*'
T' 552 Parfourned hath the sonne his Ark diurneNo lenger may the body of hym soiurne On thorisonte.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. m. ii. 26 To shew Vertue her owne
Feature, and the verie Age and Bodic of the Time, his
forme and pressure. 1702 Eng. Theophrast. 327 Men suffer
themselves to be enchanted with the shadow and appearanceof a thing whose real body does not so much as affect them.
^o. 'Substance' or substantial quality, as opposed

to
insubstantiality, thinness, weakness, flimsiness,

or transparency: said of colours, wine, paper
textile fabrics, etc.
c 1643 HOWELL Lett. (1650.; I. 37, In Greece there are no

wtnes that have bodies enough to bear the sea for lone
voyages. 1733 Diet. Polygraph, s. v., To bear a body, a
term us d of painting colours . . capable of being ground so
fine, and mixing with the oil so intirely, as to seem only a
very thick oil of the same colour. 1784 J. BARRY Lect. Art
yi. 11848) 216 Those colours without body which are more
immediately considered as transparent. 1831 H. Mo
Philos. Living \. 66 The vintages, differ in fulness of bodv
and lusciousness. 1839 GUU.ICK & TI.MBS Paint. 10 Less
liable to be affected by damp than colouring with more bod\
or substance. 1862 Times 12 Aug., Staffordshire canno
produce fine-grained iron equal to theirs in body, i. e. in it

power of standing the fire.

fig. 1824-8 LANDOR Imag. Com. (t846) 80, I hate both
poetry and wine without body. 1884 Spectator 4 Oct. 1 304/1
Metaphor and language . . meant to conceal the want o
DOdy in the thought and emotion beneath.
26. Main substance ; fundamental constituent.
1787 WINTER Syst. Husb. 109 Every soil must contain as

sufficient a body for those manures to act upon. 1873
I ORTNUM Maialica i. 3 The characteristics of the soft wares
a?oEaSte r y Which may be scratched with a knife.
ta/. Aletaph. An entity, a thing which has real

existence
; an agent or cause of phenomena. Obs.

1387 GOLDING De Mornay ii. 21 To drawe some peculiar
good . . out of another bodies workes . . as out of Poyson
health., from the night, rest. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos
1701) 326/1 The Soul is a Body, because it maketh us to be
living Creatures. Ibid. 326/2 Night and Day are Bodies.
Voice is a Body, for it maketh that which is heard

; in a
word, whatsoever is, is a Body and a Subject.
VI. Comb, and Attrib.

28. simple attrib. Of body, physical, material.
1200 [see ic]. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk f, Selv. 112 Afresh

tram of hangers on in the body kind.
29. General combinations: a. objective with

pr. pple., vbl. sb., or agent-noun, as body-bending,
-breaking, -curer, -killing, -maker, -making, -wear-
ing ; b. attributive : (a} pertaining to the human
body, as body-armour, -being, -blow, -ease, -gar-
ment, -medicine, -play, -plague, -sin ; (b) reserved
for personal attendance or use, as body-carriage,
-chariot, -coach, -coachman, -physician, -servant,
-slave, -valet, also BODY-GUARD; (c) in various
senses of body, as body-bolt, -girth, -lining, -scent,
-wall

; body-wise adv.
1828-41 TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 322 A breastplateand back-piece, etc. . . formed . . the 'body-armour. <r 1652

J. SMITH Set. Disc. iv. 105 If all 'body-being in the world
were destroyed. 1857 HUGHES Tom Broiun ii, That 'bodv-

Tl --KSW ""girded. 1886 Rifou Chron. 4 Sept.
3/5 The body bolt of the phaeton suddenly gave way and
the occupants were thrown out. 1333 FRITH Answ. More
(1820) 443 I hey believe not in his 'body-breaking and blood-
shedding. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 54 Wheels of 'bodv
carriages 1704 Loud. Gaz. No. 4052/1 Her Majesty'sBody Chariot. I7O2 Ibid. No. 3862/1 Then Her Majesty
habited in Purple . . in her *Body Coach drawn by 8 Horses
1733 Swift's LeU.(i1S&) IV. 135 Were his majesty inclined
to-morrow to declare his 'body-coachman his first minister.
1398 SHAKS. Merry W. m. i. 100 Soule-Curer, and *Body-Curer. 1546 BALE Eng. Votaries II. (1550) iv b Four
nished the Clery there with such possessions and "body-
ease. 1870 EMERSON Sec. , Solit. i. 14 Dressed in arts and
institutions as well as in 'body-garments. 1725 DE FOE
Voy round World ^ ) , 35 Wrapped round her very
tight, like a body-girt to a horse. 1761 STERNE Tr. ShandyIII. iv. 14 Your jerkin . . and the 'body-lining to it. 1611

n"A?'' "* U844) 37 The" haue we those '"at be
called Body-makers. I*** Birmingham Daily Post -2, Jan.
3/3 Coachmakers Wanted, an experienced Bodymaker
for first-class work. 1544 LATIMER Wks. 1845 II. 48i The
popish consecration, which hath been called Gods 'bodv
making 188, Gmtl Mag. CCL. 163 Ready equally for
mind-play or "body-play. 1873 STONEHENGE '

Brit. Sports
i. I. vn. S 8 Few retrievers can hit off the *body-scent of a
dead cock. 1760 STERNE Tr. Shandy led. 2) II. v. 34 Besideswhat he gained . . as a "body-servant, a 1*40 Ureisun inLamb Horn. 1 89 Wasche mine fif wittes ofalle *bodi sunnen

_ - --~j ?
' u "j ucaeeni LU ine oruie creation.

JU. Special comb. : body-bag, a bag to sleep
in

; body-chamber, the outer and largest chamber
of a shell occupied by the body of the animal

;

body-cloth, a cloth, or rug, to cover horses or
other animals

; body-clothes, -clothing, clothes
for the body ; body-coat, a coat fitting more or
less closely to the body, fa dress-coat; body-
colour, a colour that has consistency, or body,
in distinction from a tint or wash (cf. 25) ; a
colour rendered opaque by the addition of white ;

body-hoop, a hoop securing the arris pieces of
a made mast

; body-horse (still dial.), a shaft-
horse

; body - lifter = body - snatcher ; body-
louse, a species of louse, Pediculus carport's,
which infests the body of the uncleanly ; body-
plari, in Shipbuilding, an end elevation of a
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ship, showing the breadth, contour of the sides,
timbers, etc.; body-snatcher, one who secretly
disinters dead bodies in churchyards for the
purpose of dissection, a '

resurrectionist
'

; so

body-snatching, -stealing ; f body-stead, the
nave of a church

; f body-spirit = esprit de corps ;

body-tube, the main tube forming the body of an
organ-pipe; body-whorl, the last and largest
whorl of a shell, containing the body of the mollusc.
1885 Harfer's Mag. Apr. 82o/! A fur over-coat and "body-

bag. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca (18561 79 The "body-chamber is always very capacious. 1685 Land. Gaz No
2021/4 Occasioned by the hindermost Buckles of a 'Body-
Cloth. 1706 Ibid. No. 4212/4 A white Streak down the
-Side occasioned by 'Body-Clothes. 1753 HANWAY Trav.
(1762) II. i. ix. 46 They cover their cows with "body-cloths
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth v, God-a-mercy, wench, it were
hard to deny thee time to busk thy body-clothes. 1856KANE Arct. Exp. II. xvi. 168 Blankets were served out as
the material for 'body-clothing. 1820 T. MITCHELL Aris-
toftt. I. Introd. 62 His ring, his seal, his "body-coat his
perfume-box, his upper and under mantle. 1784 J. B\RRV
Lect. Art vi. 11848) 215 Employing stiff "body colour on a
white ground. 1859 GUI.LICK & TIMES Painting 107 The
difficulty of calculating when 'wet' the difference of tone
the body-colour will assume when dry. c 1430 LVDG. Min
Poems 201 A belfry for the 'bodyfaunt. 1597 BACON Coalers
Good b Evil! x. lArb.l 154 The "body-horse in the Cart,that draweth more then the forehorse. 1832 SOUTHEY
I? j rr"''

XLVn - 517 Not coming from a professional
body-hfter. 1861 RAMSAY Rcmin. Ser. n. 133. 1575 J.STILL Gamm. Gnrton. u. iv, She went as brag as it had

Den a bodelouce. a 1652 BKOME Crt. Beggar Kpil., \s
bnske as a Body-lowse in a new Pasture. 1861 HULME tr

Mequat-TanioH u. \\. i. 294 The Body !Or Clothes i Louse
..was for a long time confounded with the former [the Head
Louse]. 1:1850 Rudim. Xa-jig. (Weale' 137 The flan of
projection, commonly called the 'body plan, which exhibits
the outline of the principal timbers, and the greatest heightsand breadths of the same. 1834 SIR F. HEAD Bubbles ofBrunnm 126 Any one of our "body-snatchers would have
rubbed his rough hands. 1863 Reader 22 Aug., At that
time (1827-28).. "'body-snatching 'became a trade. 162?
Resal. C/i. Cartmell in Sat. Rev. (1884) 5 July 14 The
bodystead of the Church shall be decentlye repaired. 1704W. TAYLOR in Month. Rev. XIII. 30 He endeavoured to

inspire the senate with a 'body-spirit. 1880 S. WARREN
Grave Doings in Casfaet Lit. (1877) V. 185/1 My. .exploit
in the way of "body-stealing. 1854 BUSHNAN in Circ. Sc.
(1865) I. 283/2 The air., passes out in undulating move-
ments from the "body-tube. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca
118561 toi The last turn of the shell, or 'body-whorl is

usually very capacious.

Body (bf>-di), v.
[f. prec.] trans.

1. To furnish or provide with a body ; to embody.
CI449 PEcocK/vi'/r. 245 We. .holden now cure God to be

bodili and to be Bodied in a Maner which no Cristen man
kan at the ful comprehend. 1621 BOLTON Stat. Irel. 315
(an. ii Elh.) His head sundred from his bodie . . and
bodied with a stake. 1634 HABINGTON Castara 14 In some
fatre forme of clay Myself I'de bodied. 1656 COWLEY
Davideis n. Wks. 1710 I. 353. 1858 SEARS Athan. in. x. 335The state where every man's

reaj and dominant life is . .

bodied and robed according to its intrinsic quality.
t 2. To give body, consistence, or strength to.

lit. smAfig. Ol>s.

1363 T. GALE Antidot. n. 41 Boyle them .. vntyll they
)ee well bodyed and incorporate together. 1657 ^^f Satyr,
u

BOER.
1. A guard for the person (esp. of a sovereign or

dignitary) ; a retinue or escort.
a 1735 ARBUTHXOT Wks. II. 107 <JOD. i Several bees gowith him, as a bodyguard. 1738 F. MOORE Trav. II. 404

(JOD.) Iroops. .with increased pay and exclusive privilegesunder the denomination of bodyguards. 1768 TUCKER Lt.
Nut. II 182 That body-guard of Popery the Jesuits. 1820
bcoTT Abbot xxi, A page is a formidable addition to my
body-guard of females. z822 BYRON Werner \. i. 676 I'll

promote you to the ranks In the prince's body-guard. 1847GROTE Greece (1862) III. xlii. 513.
fig- 1858 J. MARUNEAU Studies Chr. 72 Defended by a
body-guard of passions.
2. A soldier of the body-guard, a guard's-man.
1861 W. SARGENT Andre 350 The. .execution, .of one of

the body-guards.

Bodyhood (bjrdihud). [f. BODY sb. + -HOOD.]The quality of having a body or of being body.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Hulk f, Selv. 12 Upon the account of our

ammalities or beghostcd bodyhood. Ibid. 46 Not only th-
thmgs of body are given to things not body, but even body-hood it self is. t839 BAILEY l-'estus xx. -1848) 254 Spirit

,

lives : And gloriously falsified are all Earth's caverjied
i prophecies of bodyhood.

Bodying (bp-d^in), vbl. sb. [f. BODY v. +
-ING 1

.] The action of the vb. BODY : embodiment.

Puppy 43 Bodying each word with active emphasis.
to. To draw up or form (troops, etc.) into a

Dody, to form in a body. ^Also intr. for re/I.) Obs.
1651 Proc. Parliament No. 80. 1215 The Earl of Sunder-

-ind . . hath bodied above 500 of his tenants, & other people
under his jurisdiction. Ibid. No. 104. 1603 But we could
not hear of any bodying considerably, so that we could
onely disperse severall parties. 1633 GAUDEN Hierasp. 14
Bodying into small Corporations.
4. To bodyforth : a. to represent to oneself as
n bodily form ; to give mental shape to.

1390 SHAKS. illiiis. N. v. i. 14 Imagination bodies forth
he forms of things Vnknowne. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xiii,
The bean-ideal which Dame Glendinning had been bodying
brth in her imagination. 1855 BAIN Senses ff Int. m. iv."
16 The power of bodying forth or realizing what is de-

Bribed in language, is one of the meanings of Conception.
b. To put (.an idea) into outward shape or

tangible form, to exhibit in outward reality.
1800-24 CAMPBELL Chaucer ff Windsor i Long shall thou

flourish, Windsor ! bodying forth Chivalric times. 1835
LYTTON Rienzi iv. i. 191 Wonderfully did her beauty . .

body forth the brightest vision that ever floated before the
eyes of Tasso. 1840 CARLYI.E Heroes iv. (1858) 277 The
spiritual will always body itself forth in the temporal his-

tory of men.
c. To represent ;

to symbolize, typify.
1846 K.EBLEL)'rafxfff. (1873) 54 One bodies forth a Virgin

form Holding aloft a Cross of might. 1879 CHURCH Spenser
iv. (1883) 90 The allegory bodies forth the trials which
beset the life of man. 1883 Spectator No. 2874. 958 Both
as egotist and as patriot M. de Lesseps bodies forth the

-ING 1
.]

1641 FR

.

d. To indicate, betoken.-
1831 SCOTT Kenilw. xvii, A sharp, lively, conceited ex-

presslon of countenance, seemed to body forth a vain hair-
brained coxcomb.
5. To body out : to give body or a body to

; to
fill out (a skeleton), to clothe (a mind) with
bodily form.

1839 BAILEY Festus xxii. (1848) 285 If thus they bodied out
I he immortal mind. 1883 Academy 20 Oct., To body-outthe meagre accounts of Thucydides.

Body-guard (bp-di,ga^d). [cf. F. garde du
corfs.']

---,. .'RENCH Distill, v. '1651) 163 Vapours of Nitre
being neer to congelation, and bodying. 1841 MIALI. Nan-
conf. I. 401 The bodyings forth of that intelligence which i,
contained in the public mind.

Bo-dylet. nonce-wd. [After armlet, etc. : see

-LET.] An ornamental ring for the body.
1870 LUBBOCK Orig. Chillis, ii. (1875) 55 The 'savage also

wears necklaces and rings, bracelets and anklets, armlets
and legleis even, if I may say so, bodylets.

Bo'dy-like, a. and adv. Also 6 bodilike.
[f. BODY sb. + LIKE.]
A. adj. Like a body ; real, solid.

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid xi. def. 26. 320 The figure of
he parallehpipedon, which appeareth more bodilike.

fB. adv. In bodily form, bodily. Obs.
1663 in Spalding Trout-'chas. 1. 11829) 33 This monster wai,

seen body-like swimming above the water. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
Bulk ff Seh'. 29 It might then be cut a pieces body-like.
Bodym, obs. form of BOTTOM.
t Bodysome, a. Obs. [see -SOME.] Corporeal.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk f, Seh: 17 We and all body-some

Beings.

Boe, obs. form of BOUGH, Bow, and Bo int.

Boec, Boef, obs. form of BOOK, BEEF.
BceluneilisJll (bo'meniz'm). Commonly Beh-
menism. The doctrines taught by Jacob Boehme,
a German mystic and theosophist (i 5^5-1624) ;

so Bcehmenist, Boehmenite.
1636 MORE Euthus. Tri. (1712! 49 Ranters and Quaker^

took their original from Behmenism and Familism. 1655
I
BAXTER Quaker's Cateck. Pref. C iij b, I could tell you of

|
abundance of Popery that the Quakers and Behmenists
maintain. 1824 COLERIDGE Aids Rejl. ied. 2) 135 By any
favouring the errors of the . . Behmenists. 1846 Byron's
Wks. 668 note, [founder of the sect called Behmenites].
Boel, obs. form of BOWEL.
Boeotarch (brctaik). [ad. Gr. ffowrdpx^, f.

(SoiuiT-ia Boeotia + -O/JXT ruler : cf. F. Beotarqiic]A chief magistrate of the Boeotian league.
a 1822 SHELLEY (Edipus Tyr. Advt., Before the duties

I had been repealed by the Bceotarchs. 1838 THIRLWALL
Greece V. xxxix. 108 The yearly term for which he held
his office of Bceotarch had expired.
Boeotia (bz^u-Jia'. A district of ancient Greece

proverbial for the stupidity of its inhabitants ;

1786 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ep. Bosiuell Wks. 1794 I. 313A dim Breotia reigns in every skull. 1884 Harper's Map.
Nov. 895/2 Essex appears to be looked on as the Bceotia
of England.
Hence Boe'otize v., to become or make Bceotian.
1789 PARR Wks. (1828) VII. 410, I live quite in Bceotia,

;
and Bceotize daily. 1846 GROTE Greece (1854) I. 183 These

j

inhabitants of Orchomenos, before it became bccotised.

Bceotian (b/|Ju-Jian), a. and sb.
[f. prec. + -AN.]

A. adj. a. Of Bceotia. b. Dull, stupid.
'58 MARSTON Pigmal. ii. 142, I dull-sprightedfat Boetian

Boore. 1809 BYRON Bards $ Ke-j. 82 To be misled By
Jeffrey's heart, or Lambe's Boeotian head. 1831 CARLYLE
Sart. Res. in. i, The earnestness and Boeotian simplicity. .

with which that
'

Incident' is here brought forward.
B. sli. a. A native of Boeotia. b. A stupid

j

clown, a 'thick-head'.

1649G.DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. (-', lix,These Trencher-Sts.;
full-paunch't ^Boetians, Contemne all Bodies bred in purer

j

Ayre, As Atticke leanness. 1821 LOCKHART Valerius II. x.
! 296 An opportunity . . which I should have been a Bceotian

indeed
had_

I neglected. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece VIII. 465.
BoeO'tic (b/iftik), a. [ad. L. Baoticus, ad. Gr.

BoioiTiKos Boeotian.] --prec. adj.
1678 CUDWORTH Intel/. Syst. 741 The Dull Bceotick Air

had too much Effect upon him. 1851 JELF Greek Grain.
ii. ii 10. 9 The dialects then are . . The Doric, as spoken
by the Dorians, The Bceotic, by the Boeotians. 1869 Eng-.
Afet/i. 19 Mar. 577/3 A. .man ofa very blunt Bceotic dull wit.

II Boer (bu-u). Formerly boor. [Du. boer ' coun-

tryman, peasant, farmer', the same word that in

a general sense is spelt BOOB. The latter was
formerly used also for the Dutch settlers in South

|

Africa, but in more recent times the Du. spelling
boer has been appropriated to this sense.]
A Dutch colonist in South Africa engaged in



BOG.

agriculture or cattle-breeding. (In recent news-

paper language, the name has been applied espe-

cially to those of the Transvaal and other districts

beyond the British dominions.)
[See earlier quots. under BOOR 2 b.] 1834 PRINGLE Afr* Sk.

\. 127 Tall Dutch-African boors, .were bawling in Colonial-
Dutch. Ibid. iv. 182 To begin the world respectably a* a
Vei Boer, or grazier. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. ii. 29 The
Boers of the Cashan Mountains . . The word Boer simply
means ' farmer ', and is not synonymous with our word boor.

1865 TVLOR Early Hist. Man. i. 1 1 Such a story . . would
be naturally referred to the Dutch boers.

Boe-rdom, the community or state of the Boers.
1884 Pall Mall G. 15 Oct. 6/1 Boerdom develops faster

than British progress.

Boe-spritte, obs. form of BOWSPRIT.

t Bo'ethe'tic. Obs. rare- 1

.

f. {3orj0{-fat to help.] Helpful, curative.
1660 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. (1701) 164 Medecine i^ of five

kinds ; Boethetick, removeth disea^e.

Boezar, obs. form of BEZOAR.

Boff, Bofet, boffet, obs. ff. BUFF, BUFFKT.

Bog (.bpg), sb.'1 Forms: 6-7 bogg, bogge, 7

boghe, 6- bog. [ad. Ir. or Gael, bogack a bog, f.

(^soft, used in composition in the sense of 'bog',
as bog-luachair bulrush. In Scotland apparently
from Gaelic, in England from Irish.]

I. 1. A piece of wet spongy ground, consisting

chiefly of decayed or decaying moss and other

vegetable matter, too soft to bear the weight of any
heavy body upon its surface ;

a morass or moss.
c 1505 DiNBAR<ry?rtwc.$ Dog 15 Cha.-and cattell through

a bog. a 1552 LELAND Brit, Coll. 11774* II. 545 They..
fledde alle, and Icvyng theyr Horses, tooke tbe Marresis,
or Bogges. 1599 PHAKS. Hen. l^, in. vii. 61 They that ride
so., fall into foule Boggs. 1611 SPEED Thcat. Gt. Brit.

(1614) 143/1 Certain places [of Ireland] .. which of their

softnesse are usually termed Boghes. 1631 Star Chanib.
Cases (18861 34 The Country of Ireland is full of boggs on
the ground and mists in the aire. 1667 MILTON P. L.
n. 592 That Serbonian Bog Betwixt Damiata and mount
Casius old, Where Armies whole have sunk. 1751 CHAM-
BERS Cycl. s.v., The inconveniences of Bogs are. .that they
are a great destruction to cattle : they are also a shelter to
Tones and Thieves. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. in. xiii, The
trembling bog and false morass. 1846 M cCuLLOCH Ace. Brit.

Empire \ 1854* I. 325 The.se bogs are included under the

general designation of the Bog of Allen.

b. (without //.) Bog-land, boggy soil.

a 1687 PKTTY Pol. Anth. 11690) 2 Bos may by draining
be made Meadow. 1846 M cCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire
11854) I. 269 A large extent of hill pasture, moor, and bog.
1861 Times 29 Aug., Long brown gaps of stagnant-looking
bog, where the piles of neatly-cut turf were stacked out in

rough black cones.

C. fig. (Cf.
'

fog'.)
1614 Bp. KING Vitio Palat. 30 Quagmires and bogges of

Romish superstition. 1787 BURNS To Miss Ferrit r'm
t
Last

day my mind was in a bog. 1840 C. DICKENS Barn. Rudgc
1849) 331/1 He wandered out again, in a perfect bog of un-

certainty. 1878 MORLEV Diderot I. 331 The Serbonian bog
of dramatic rules.

II. Attrib. and Comb.
2. General comb., as bog-bred adj. ; -hay, -///,

-plant, -stalker, -turf, -water, -way.
1850 MARG. FULLER Worn, iqth C. (1862^ 324 Becau.se

that *bog-bred youth .. tells you lies. 1799 J. ROBERTSON
Agric, Perth 222 In general

v
bog hay . . is about one third

inferior in quality to that from sown ^rass. 1820 SCOTT
Abbot xvi, The kelpie must flit from the black "bog-pit.

1854 S. THOMSON WildFl. in. 118611 138 Our common 'bog-
plants, a 1758 RAMSAY Avv(i8oo) II. 338 Ill-bred 'bog
stalker. 1866 CABLYLE J?#wi'. I. 205 A gush of *bog-water.
1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. iii.(ed. 12) 12 Before coming to

the black 'bog-way.
3. In many names of plants growing in bogs :

as Bog Asphodel, Cinquefoil, Pimpernel, etc.
;

bog bean, bog nut, or bog trefoil, also called

BUCKBEAN ; bog berry, the Cranberry ; bog
moss, various species of Sphagnum, by the growth
and decay of which bogs are chiefly formed ; bog
myrtle, Sweet Gale (Myrica Gale} ; bog orchis,
Malaxis paludosa ; bog pink, Lady's Smock
(Cardamine pratensis} ; bog rush, Schcenus nig-
rleans \ bog violet = BuTTERWORT {Pinguicufa},
1881 G. ALLEN in Academy i

made room for *bog-asphode

Bpt. xvi. 176 Marsh Trefoil,
discover itself to you immediately. 1857 HUGHES Tom
Brown i, What the *bog-bean and wood-sage are good for.

1858 ELIZ. TWINING Led. Plants 345 Our marsh *Bog-bean
which I described to you as an intensely bitter herb. 1884
Q. VICTORIA More Leaves 290 Bonnets with a black cock's

tail and "bog-myrtle.
4. Special comb. : bog-blitter, -bluiter, -bum-

per, provincial names of the Bittern ; bog-butter,
a fatty hydrocarbon found in the peat-bogs of

Ireland; bog-deal bog-pine ', bog-down, Cot-

ton-grass (Eriophorutn} ; bog-earth, earth com-

posed of, or largely mixed with, peat ; bog fir

= bog pine; bog iron, bog iron ore. a brittle,

porous variety of brown haematite found in bogs;
bog-jumper, (local] the Bittern

; bog-land, marshy
land, a boggy country ; humorously, Ireland, hence

bog-lander; bog manganese , see quot.) ; t bog-

mine, bog-mine-ore, bog ore = bog iron ore j

t bog-mire, a quagmire ; bog-mould = bog-

81 G. ALLEN in Academy 13 Aug. 113/3 A Httle marsh. .

e room for
*
bog-asphodel. 1704 MARTYN Rousseaiis

Bot. xvi. 176 Marsh Trefoil, Buckbean or *Bogbean will

bogge, sb* Obs. [Possibly a variant of

'G 'terror, bugbear', found in I4th c. :

966

earth ; bog oak, the wood of oak preserved in a
black state in peat-bogs, etc.

; bog-pine, pine-
wood found buried in peat-bogs; bog-spavin,
an encysted tumour on the inside of the hock of a

horse ; bog-timber, bog-wood, the trunks of

trees found buried in peat-bogs.
1815 SCOTT Gtty M. i, The deep cry of the *bog-blitter,

or bull-of-the bog. 1866 Inverness Courier 4 Jan., The
bittern of British Zoology ; provincially the *bog-bumper
and mire-drum. 1863 WAITS Diet. Chcnt. I. 617 *Bog-
butter, a fatty substance found in the peat-bogs of Ireland.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. <$ Kxp. Pltilos. IV. xlvii. 301 Touch
the needle with a piece of "bog-down, or a cork ball. 1865
Pall Mail G. 24 Oct. 5 Cloth made of bog-down (Anglicc,
cotton grass 1

. 1787-8 Botan. Mag. II. 46 Soil, a mixture
of loam and *bog earlh. 1769 HARRINGTON in Phil. Trans.
LIX. 33 Why these "bog-firs may be found in places where
there is no such tree at proem. 1789 MILLS in Phil. Trans.
LXXX. 89 *Bog iron ore is met with in the mosses. 1690
DRYDEN Prol. to Prophetess 31 Men without hearts, and
women without hose. Each bring his love a

'

liogland captive
home. 1730-6 BAILKY Viet.,

'

Bog-Landers^ a nick-name
given Irish-men. 1755 W. MOFFAT Irish Hudib., A bunch
of three-leaved grass Called by the boglanders sham-
rogues. 1873 URE Diet. Arts III. 200 Wad, or *Bog
Manganese, is the old English name of the hydrated per-
oxide of manganese-. 1590 R. PAYNE Dt-scr. Ircl. (1841)
6 There is . . greate plentie of Iron stone, and one sort

more than we have in England, which they call *Bogge
myne. 1762 EMOT in Phil. Trans. LI 1 1, 56 Add some
bog mine ore, which abounds with cinder. 1624 CAPT.
SMITH Virginia \\. ^2 They slew my men, and tooke me
prisoner in a "Bogmire. 1834^

Brit, Hush. I. 414 When
brought to the decayed condition of A

bog-mould, or rich

earth. 1857 PARSONS in Phil. Trans. L. 398 This is called

'bog-oak, or bog deal, well known to country people in

many places. Mad. An extensive manufactory of bog-oak
ornaments, as bracelets, brooches, etc. 1772 PENNANT Tours
Scotl. 11774) 2I 9 That species of iron called *bog-ore. 1842
S. LOVER Handy Andy xxxv. 336 A torch made of *bog-
pine. 1631 BRATHWAIT Whintzies 76 His stable is a very
shop of all diseases; glanders, yellowes. .'bogspavings, with
a myriad more. 1802 D. BLAINE Veterinary Art (ed. 2*499
Bog Spavin, This is only a bursal enlargement of the mu-
cous capsule on the inner side of the hock. 1807 VANCOUVER
Agric. DiTon 11813! 52 These morasses are found frequently
to abound with 'bog-timber. 1828 SCOTT P.M. Perth III.

107 A piece of lighted *bog-wood which he carried in a
lantern. 1883 Longnt. Mag. in. 48 A generation ago the

old art of carung bog-wood was revived in Dublin.

tBO;
bugge,
of. BOGLE, BOGGLE, and BOGGARD.] A bugbear, a

source of dread. To take bog : to BOGGLE v. i, 2.

Cf. BOGGLE j/.

1527 St. Papers Hen. /'///, I. 206 Against whom .. it

shal not a Htel conferre, that this man be a bogge. 1656
SANDERSON Serni. 11689) I2 Men wno make no conscience
of a lye, do yet take some bog at an Oath. 1676 ETHEREDGK
J/rt of Mode i. i. 11684' 5 Farewel Bogg.

t Bog, & (X'-
:i
) Obs. exc. dial. [Derivation un-

known. In Derbyshire, Lincolnshire, etc. the

dialectal form is hug. pronounced (bug\]
A. adj. Blustering, bold, proud, saucy.

1592 WARNER Alb. Eng.\\\. xxxvii. 11612! 184 The Cuckooe,
seeing him so bog, waxt al>o wondrous wroth. 1642 ROGERS
Xaainan 18 Thy bog and bold heart to be abashed. 1691
RAY S. <y E, Countr. IVds. 90 Bogge ^ bold, forward, sawcy.
So we say, a very bog Fellow. 1693 G. FIRMIS Dai'iss'

Vind. iv. 32 A bog fellow, forward to put forth himself.

B. sb. Brag, boastfulness. dial.

1839 C. CLARK y. Noakes, fyc. 3 Their bog it nuver ceases.

Bog, sh.l vulgar, = BOG-HOUSE, latrina.

Bog (bfg), v.l
;

also 7 bogg, 8 bogue. [f.

BOG j<M]
1. trans. To sink, submerge, or entangle, in a

bog. Also _/!.
1641 MILTON Animadv. Wks. (1851) 238 Whose profession

to forsake the world . . boggs them deeper into the world.

1730 T. BOSTON Mem. i.\. 245, I mistook the way and bogued
my horse through the moss beyond R. 1865 J. LUDLOW
Epics Mid. Ages II. 194 He is unskilled ..and succeeds
in bogging his cart.

b. ^passive.) To be bogged', to be sunk and en-

tangled in a bog or quagmire ; also = sense 2.

1603 [see BOGGED]. 1743-7 N. TINDAL Contn. Rapins
Hist. (1751) 1. 136 His horse was bogged on the other side.

1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth I. 63 Any other horse and rider

must have been instantly bogged up to the saddle-girths.

1841 ARNOLD Let. in LifeffCorr. (1844) II.x. 304, 1 hope to

see some of my boys and girls well bogged in the middle of

Bagley Wood.
2. intr. (for re/?.} To sink and stick in a bog.
a 1800 Trials Sons Rob Roy <i8i8' 120 ijAM.) Duncan

Graham in Gartmore his horse bogged ; that the deponent
helped some others to take the horse out of the bogg.

t Bog, r-- Obs. [possibly related to BOG a.]
trans. To provoke.
1546 St. Papers Henry VIII* XI. 163 If you had not

written to me . . we had broken now, the Frenchmen bogged
us so often with departing. 1553 GRIMALDE Cicero's Offices
in. 115581 164 A frenchman whom he [Manlius Torquatus]
slewe, being bogged \provocatus\ by hym.

Bog, v$ [A low word, scarcely found in litera-

ture, however common in coarse colloquial lan-

guage. Cf. BOGGARD- and BOG-HOUSE.] intr. To
exonerate the bowels ; also trans, to defile with

excrement.

Bog, Boge, early form of BOUGH, Bow.

Boge, Boget, obs. form of BUDGE, BUDGET.

BOGGLE.

Bogen, obs. pa. pple. of Bow v.

Bogey, variant of BUGIE, BOGY, BUDGE, fur.

Boggard 1

, -art v b?-gaad, -ait). Also 6 bug-
gard, 8 bag-. [A word in popular use in West-

moreland, Lancashire, Cheshire, Yorkshire, and
the north midlands, and of occasional appearance
in literature since ^1570. Evidently related to

BOGGLE, BOGLE, and BOG $b.- : if the status of the
last-named were more assured, it would be natural

to see in bogg-ard a derivative with the augment-
ative suffix -AUD

;
or if the occasional variant

bugganl could be assumed as the etymological
form, it might stand in the same relation to BUG.
See BOGLE.]
1. A spectre, goblin, or bogy; in dialectal use,

esp. a local goblin or sprite supposed to * haunt
'

a particular gloomy spot, or scene of violence.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 30 A Boggarde, spectrum, c 1730
BuKTZfft, N. Scotl.(i&\%\ I. 227 All that quarter of England
is infested with boggarts of all sorts. 1821 MRS. V, HEELER
Westmorld. Dial. 39 Sic a terrable boggart as I beleev
nivver onny van saa befoar. 1855 IVhitby Gloss. , Boggle,
Boggart, a fearful object, a hobgoblin. 1857 in Bohn's
Handbk. Proverbs 152 He thinks every bush a boggard.

b. fg. A bugbear, a source of dread.

1575 BrifffDi&c. Troubl. Franck/ord (1846) 160 Nor be
such buggarddes to the poor, yff they may not beare the

bagge alone. 1616 Roliocke's Hist. Passion 132 (JAM.)
Hell is but a boggarde toscarre children.

1 2. An object real or imaginary at which a

horse shies or 'boggles'. Obs.

1617 MARKHAM Cat-nl. n. xii. 112 How to correct a horse
that is skittish, and fearefull and findeth many boggards.
1639 DE GREY Cotnpl. Horscm. 28 The horse will .. stare

and see boggards in his keepers face. 1725 BRADLEY Fam.
Diit. II. a.v. Horses, It betrays a weak, slight and unneces-

sary Starting, or finding of Baggards. \M/$St&nd&rd i Jan.,
When a horse takes fright at some object unobserved by its

master the vulgar opinion is that it has seen the boggart.]

tBo'ggard-. Obs. ff.
BOG. vJ] A privy.

1552 HULOET, Siege, Jacques, bogard, or draught, latrina.
1628 SHIRLEY Witty Fair iv. vi. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler

76 He [the DevilJ thought it wisdome to keep the land

[Ireland] for a Boggards for his unclean spirits.

Bo'ggarty, a. north, dial. [f. BOGGART + -Y.]
Haunted by boggarts.
1867 Cornh. Mag. XV. 744,

'

I darena come up the lone
moor by night, for 'tis a very boggety bit.'

Bogge, variant of BOG, BODGE sb*

Bogged (Vgd), ppl. a.
[f.

BOG z/.l + -ED.]

Plunged or entangled in a bog ; bemired. Also_/5.
1603 B. JONSON Sejanus iv. (.1692) 142 Bogg'd in his filthy

Lusts. 1854 HOOKER Hiwal. Jrnls. II. xxx. 323 My ele-

phant got bogged in crossing a deep muddy stream.

Bo'gger. dial. See quot. So Bo'gging vbl. sb.

1858 M. PORTEOUS Souter Johnny 18 It was then the

custom for the country shoemaker, like the tailor, to go to

the house of his employer, and there do his work. This

practice was technically called 'bogging', and on such
occasions the accommodating bogger would make shoes for

the whole family.

t Bo'ggify, v. Obs. rare. [f. BOGGY a. + -FY.]
To make bogg)'.
1649 BLITH Eng. Improt-. Impr. viii.(i653) 43 Such Mills

. .as are kept up, or dammed so high, as that they boggifie
all the Lands that lye under their Mill-head.

BoggineSS (bp-gines}. Boggy quality.
1649 BLITHE Eng, Improi'. Imbr. (1653* 37. 1670 SHARROCK

Vegetables 87 Bogginess. .breeds the rush and other incom-
modities. 1885 Standard 2 Apr. 5/2 The '

haughs' are wet,
almost to

t Bo'gging, vbl. sb. Obs. [perh. an obs. spelling
of bodging: see BODGER, BADGE v*~\ Peddling,

hawking ; going up and down as a dealer ; alsoyf^.
1554 PHII.POT Exam, fy Writ. (1842) 308, I would they

would, .leave bogging of heresies to their own damnation
& decaying of many. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 64 The
bu^ie bogging of the divell alwaies.

t Bo'ggish, a.1 Obs. [f. BOG a. + -ISH.] ? In-

clined to bluster or brag ; puffed up ;
bold.

Hence Bo'ggishly adv., in a vaunting manner.

1-1440 Promp. Pan<. 42 Boggyschyn [A'. H. boggysche.
1499 boggisshe], tumidits. c 1350 Will. Paleme 1707 And
bogeysliche as a boye busked tope kychene. c \t^QProtnp.
Parv, 42 Boggyschely, tumide.

t Bo'ggish, a?
[f.

BOG j//V] Of boggy nature.

1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. xxi. (1821) 416 On the front

a boggish Glyn.

Boggle (b^'g'l), v. Also 6 buggcll, 7 bogle.

[app. i. boggle, var. of BOGLE a spectre, (such as

horses are reputed to see). In later times there has

been a tendency to associate the word with bungle,
which appears in sense 4, and in the derivatives.]

1. intr. To start with fright, to shy as a startled

horse ;
to take alarm, be startled, scared at.

1598 CHAPMAN Iliad x. 420 They [steeds] should not with

affright Boggle, nor snore. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well\. \\\.

232 You boggle shrewdly, euery feather starts you. 1638
SUCKLING Brennoralt iv. i. 35 Thou . . boglest at every

thing, foole. 1655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. xiv. 221/1 Ba-

laam .. spurs on his conscience ithat boggl'd more than

the Asse he rode on). 1678 R. LESTKANI;E Seneca's Mor.

(1702) 426 We Boggle at our own Shadow.*., and Fright one
another. 1769 WESLEY in Wks. (1872) III. 373 The shaft-

horse then boggled and turned short toward the edge of

the precipice. 1865 Miss BRADDON Doctor's Wife x. 93

Boggling a little when she turned the corners.



BOGGLE.
2. To raise scruples, hesitate, demur, stickle (a/,

occas. about, over, etc., or to do a thing).
n 1638 Alr.DE ll'ks, r. xxxvii. (1672) 202 A Sound and

Loyal heart is not that which boggles and scruples at small
sins. 1667 PEPVS Diary (1877) V. 241, I find the Parlia-
ment still bogling about the raising of this money. 1681
CHETHAM Anglers I'ade-m. xxxix. 13 (1689) 287 They
would not bogle to give tooo sesterces. 1692 R.LESTRANGK
Joseplms' Ant. v. x. (1733) 125 He never shrunk or boggled
for the matter, a 1734 NORTH Exam. n. iv. ? 115 He bog-
gled at first against testifying at all. 1798 MARY Wou.-
STOKECR. Posth. Wks. IV. Ixviii. 8 Since you boggle about
a mere form. 1868 BROWNING Ringfy Book ix. 1378 Nor do
thou Boggle, oh parent, to return the grace. 1876 GRKKN
Short Hist. vL 6. 336 One, who was known to nave bog-
gled hard at the oath.

8. ' To play fast or loose' J. ;
to palter, quibble,

equivocate.
a 1613 OVERBURY A H'i/e (1638) 219 He doth boggle very

often, a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Skiamachia Wks. (1711)
199 Are ye not afraid to boggle thus with God Almighty 't

a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. \\-jo4\lll. xi. 206 He boggled
so much in his answer, that they would be of opinion that,
etc. 1816 HAZI.ITT Modern Apost., They have never
sneaked nor shuffled, botched or boggled in their politics.
4. To fumble, bungle, make a clumsy attempt.
[1536 LATI.MER Serm. $ Rent. 118451 373 If

' have one
there to help me, I shall do the more good ;

if not I shall

buggell myself as well as I can.) 1833 C. Aiichestcr II. 9He boggled at the lock for a minute or two, but at last

admitted himself. 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope vii. 169 He uses
only one epithet, but it is the right one, and never boggles
and patches.

t 5. trans. To cause to hesitate, to scare, rare.

1663 Flngelliim or O. Crmxvell (16721 155 This bogled at
first three quarters of them.

Boggle (bp-g'\\sf>. [f. prec. vb.]
1. The act of boggling as a horse, t To lake

boggle : to shy with fright, to take alarm.
1660 G. FLEMING Stemma Sacr. 3o"They had taken boggle

at some State overtures. 1814 Craven Dial. 22 Hisskaddle
tit, glentin its ee up at me, took boggle, maad a girt flounder,
an ran back.

2. Demur, scruple, objection, difficulty, fuss
;

chiefly in to make toggle. Ots. or arch.

1667 PEPYS Diary (18791 IV'. 459 The Dutch do make a
further bogle with us about two or three things. 1768
TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 140 The plain man makes no boggle
at the ideas of creation, annihilation, or vacuity.
3. A bungle. Bogglc-de-botch, boggledy botch

(colloq.) : a complete bungle, a ' mess '. See
BOTCH v. and sb.

1834 MAR. EDGEWORTH Helen xxvi, A fine boggle-de-botch
I have made of it. 1841 GRE.SLF.Y C. Lever 21 What a boggle
he did make of it to be sure. 1862 Sat. Rtv. XIII. 121

Jones of the 43rd, who got into that boggle in Armenia.

Boggle, dialectal variant of BOGLE, goblin.

BO'ggled,///. a.
[f.

BOGGLE v. + -ED.] Clum-
sily attempted, bungled. Cf. BOGGLE v. 4.
1877 LYTTEIL Landmarks I. iv. 32 Catnstraddin . . being

clearly a boggled form of Ketnpn-stadrin.

Bo'ggler. [f. BOGGLE v. + -EB!.] One who
boggles or hesitates

;
a stickler.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. % Cl. m. xiii. no You haue beene a

boggeler euer.

Boggling (bp-gliiil,
t'/'/. sb.

[f. as prec. +
-ING 1

.] The action of the vb. BOGGLE.
1640 SHIRLEY Arcadia, n. i, Leave Your bogling & your

trim-tram tricks. 1656 R. ROBINSON Christ all 117 He keeps
a huge bogling, he doth exceedingly dodge with Jesus
Christ. 1834 C. GRFATLI.E Mem. Get>. //', (1875) III. xxiii.

79 He made a great boggling ofreading his petition.

Bo'ggling, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -mo2.] That

boggles; starting with fright ; stickling; bungling.
1645 W. LITHGOW Siege Newcastle 11820) 15 Like unto

Calabrian Females with their bogling bushs. ai683OLDHAM
Sat. Jesuits Wks. (1686) 10 Nice bogling consciences. 1870
Miss BHOUGHTOx/fcrfdi Rose 252, I can mend stockings in
a boggling, .sort of way.

Bogglingly (bp-glirjli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LT -.]

In a boggling manner.
1863 All V. Rounds? [He] slowly and bogglingly reads

. . what has been written for him to say.

t Bo'gglish, a. 0/>s. [f. BOGGLE sb. + -ISH.]
Inclined to BOGGLE ; skittish.

1656 .-i rtif. Handsomeness 172 Nothing is more sly, touchy
and boglish.

Boggy (b<rgi), a. [f.
BOG sb. + -T 1

.] Of the
nature of, or characterized by, bog ; swampy.
1586 J. HOOKER Girald. frcl. in Holinshed\\. 168 Passed

through the boggie mounteine of Slewlougher into Kerrie.

1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spa ii. 5 Drunk up by some boggie,
spongious earth. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 939 Quencht in a
Boggie Syrtis, neither Sea Nor g>od dry Land. 1727
BRADLEY Fain. Diet. I. s.v. Fir tree, Venice and Amster-
dam are built on Piles ofthis timber driven into boggy Places.

1871 JF.NKINSON Guide Enf. Lakes (1879! 104 Composed of
rocky hillocks and boggy hollows.

fig. 1644 QUARLES llarnaliasandB. 44 Let me drain my
boggy soul from those corrupted inbred humours.

b. transf. Of a soft, spongy consistency ; flabby.
1664 H. POWER Ejcp. Pliilos. I. 66 Carried with the Bloud

. . up into the Brain, and there by that lax and boggy sub-
stance are imbibed. 1852 Eraser's Mag. XI.V. 639 The
flesh boggy to the touch.

Bogh, boghed, etc. : see BOUGH and Bow v.

Bo'g-house. dial, and vulgar, [see BOG-

GARD?.] A privy, 'a house of office' J. So bog-
shop.
1705 HICKERINGII.L Pritst-Cr. ii. v. 48 The Jaques, the

967

Bog-house or House of Office, c 1714 ARBI'THNOT, etc.,
M. ScriMerus I. xiv, He cast them all into a bog-house near
St. James

1

. 1761 Brit..Mag. II. i6j They had found the
mtrails of a body in the bog-house.

Boghsom, obs. form of BUXOM.
Boght, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of BUT.

Bogie (bou-gi). Also bogy, bogey. [A northern
dialect word, which has recently been generally
diffused in connexion with railways as applied to
the plate-layer's bogie, but especially in sense 2.

Of unknown etymology: notwithstanding absurd
stories in the newspapers ^invented ad ran], it

has ,as the sense might show" nothing to do with

BOGY, which is not a northern word.]
1. north, dial. A low strong truck upon four

small wheels, also called trolly, hurly, etc.
' A

kind of cart with low wheels and long shafts, used

by masons to remove large stones' Peacock Lons-
dale G/oss.] ;

'a rude contrivance for moving
heavy articles, consisting of a simple plank on
low wheels' (f.anf. G/oss.). csf. in Newcastle,
A strong low truck (about I ft. high) on 4 small

wheels, used, since r 1817, for transporting a single
cask or hogshead from the quay to the town

;
also

a flat board with 4 very small wheels on which lads

career down steep banks or roads, as in the Cana-
dian sport t>i tobogganing. Hence, in general use,
the low truck used by platelayers on a railway.

< 1817 [Remembered in Newcastle by living witnesses".

1835 A. GILCHRIST in Robson Ranis of Tyne (18631 4'6 In
Dean Struct, when carts or when bogies came down.
1840 T. WILSON I'oenrs 11872) 91 A kind u' hearse on bogie
wheels. 1869 .V. t, Q. Ser. iv. IV. 570/1 In Scotland in the

engineering works they have a small carriage, .which they
call a 'bogie.'.. I find it has been known by that name
for fully 60 years. 1874 Trans. A HUT. Inst. Mining Eng.
II. 82 The slag may be allowed to deposit itself in layers
in the trnck or bogie, placed underneath the rolls. 1885
Birmitig/uiHt Wkly. Post 26 Sept. 4/7 This work has often
had to be done with a plate-layer's bogie, propelled by
feet touching the road. (See R. Oliver Heslop, in .\V7<--

cfistlc Daily Journal, i Nov. 1886.)

2. A low truck or frame running on two or

more pairs of wheels and supporting the fore-part
of a locomotive engine or ihe ends of a long railway-

carriage, to which it is attached b> a central pivot,
on which it swivels freely in passing curves

;
a

revolving under-carriage.
1844 Specif. J.li'righfs Patent, No. 10173 Constructing

railway carriages by supporting the bodies near the ends
on two eight-wheel, six-wheel, and four-wheel bogies or

revolving under-carriages. 1865 Railway AVfi's 2 Dec. 579
The Kissell Bogie . . for Locomotive Engines, so much
prized on American and foreign Railroads. 1878 F. \Vn.-
LIAMS Midi. Raiki.: 665 The new Midland passenger car-

riages . . rest on t\vo six-wheeled bogies. 1879 CasselCs
Techn. F.ditc. XL 307 In some engines the front part, instead
of being mounted on a single pair of wheels, is supported
on a '

bogie
'

or truck with two pairs.

3. at/rili., as in bogie car, carriage, engine, tnifk
;

bogie-barrow = sense i ('known in Fife for sixty

years or more ', Prof. \V. Wallace).
1843 Proe. Inst. Civil Eng. 99 What is termed a '

bogie
'

engine, having a four-wheeled truck to support one end of
the boiler, whilst the other end rests upon the driving wheels.

1851 Specif. C. Ctnvpcrs Patent No. 13705 Improvements
in the fore carriages, or as they are sometimes called

'

bogy
frames,' of locomotive engines. 1869 Fng. Mech. 19 Nov.
236/1 These engines are constructed with a bogie truck.
1880 Birmingham IVltly. Post z Oct. 1/6 He was in the last

compartment of the last bogie carriage.

Bogie, variant of BOGY.

Bogle (bJn-g'l). Forms : 5-6 bogil(l, 7 bo-

gell, 8- bogle ; 7-9 north. Eng. boggle. [Of the
various names bogle, boggard, boy, applied to a

goblin, bogle is the earliest known, being common
in Scottish literature since 1500. In the present

century its use by Burns, Scott, Hogg, and others
has introduced it into English literature

;
but the

special English form seems to be boggle (with
short o as in BOGGARD), found in north. Eng.
dialects from Cumberland to Lincolnshire. The
derivation of the whole group is uncertain : the

primitive may be boggc, BOG sb. 2
, and this may be

a variant of btiggf, BUG
; which is not improb-

ably a. Welsh hog (
= bg) ghost, bugbear, hob-

goblin. The form of bogle, boggle, would still

remain unexplained : it is perhaps worth while to

compare Welsh kogiul (= bwgwl) 'terror, terri-

fying' (whence bygylu bvgirl/i to terrify), and
bygel (or bugail} nos a hobgoblin of the night : see
Buo. But there are also German words of similar
form and meaning, bogge and boggel-mann

' a bogy,
a bogle': so that uncertainty attaches to the
source. Cf. BOGGARD.]
1. A phantom causing fright ;

a goblin, bogy, or

spectre of the night; an undefined creature of

superstitious dread. (Usually supposed to be
black, and to have something of human attributes,

though spoken of as /'/.) Also, applied contemptu-
ously to a human being who is 'a fright to behold'.

BOGUS.
c 1505 DUN-BAR Tna mariit M'cm. in The luif blenkis of

that bogill, fra his blerde ene. 1535 STKWART Cron. Scot,
III. 134 Like ane bogill all of rat land banis. 1646 R.
BAILLIE Anabapt* (1647) 44 The Uevils are nothing but

only boggles in the night, to terrific men. 1752 Scots

Mag. 11753) Sept. 451/1 There used to be bogles seen. 1790
UL KXS Tam oSJianter, Whiles glow'ring round wi* prudent
cares, Lest bogles catch him unawares. 1808 Cumbrian
Ball. iii. 8 A boggle's been seen wi" twee heads. 1814
SCOTT It 'a-; l\\i, I played at bogle about the bush wi'
them. 1822 BEWICK Mew. so, I had not . . got over a belief
in ghosts and boggles. 1824 BYRON Juan xi. Ixxii, A sort
of sentimental bogle, Which sits for ever upon memory's
crupper. 1832 SUUTHEY Lstt. (1856.1 IV. 281 Boggles and
Barguests are the only supernatural beings we hear of in

these parts [Keswick]. 1864 TI.NNYSON North. farincr\\i\,
Theer wur a boggle in it, I often 'eerd un mysen.
2. Jig. and transf. a. A bugbear (not a phantom" .

b. A thing unsubstantial, a mere phantom.
1663 LAUDKRDALK in Papers 11884) ' cv >- ^S, I have

written so much that I doe feare my hand shall grow a bug-
beare, or as we say heir a bogell. 1792 BURNS Despondency
iii, The sillie bogles, wealth and state, Can never make
them eerie.

3. tratisj. A scarecrow. (In common use in north.)
1830 (!.-\LT /,rt7i >-/( T. vii. ix. (1849; 343 Holies made of

clouts. 1884 Gii. Words May 324/2 Potato bogles or scare-

crows . .vary in size, .and dress, in nearly every parish.

Hence Bo:gle-bo- [see Bo.] = BOGI.K; Bo'gle-
dom, the realm or domain of bogles.
1603 riiilotits ii, Quhat reck to tak the Rogill-bo, My

bonie burd for anis. 1678 COLKS Lat. Dht., lioggh-be
..an ugly wide-mouthed picture carried about with May
games, 1730-6 BAILEY, Boggle-boe^ a bugbear to fright
Children, a scare crow. ?<zi8oo Rhymes in Proc. Reru:
Nat. Clnb I. v. 148 The bogle bo' of Billy Mire Wha kills our
bairns a'. 1860 (1. H. K. / 'ac. Tour 171 Donald ! Donald !

keep out of the regions of bogledom.

Boglet (bfgU'-O. [see -LET.] A little bog.
1869 liLACKMOitr: Lonia D. lix. 11872! 399 Tufty flaggy

ground, pocked with bogs and boglets.

Bog-shop, vulgar equivalent of BOG-HOUSK.

Bogt, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of BUY.

BO'g-trot, t'.
[f.

BOG sb.l -f TROT r. : app. due
to the earlier formation BOG-TROTTER.] intr. To
trot over bogs ;

to live among bogs. Hence Bo'g-
trottiug /</. sb. and ///. a.

ti 1734 NORTH E.vttm. n. v. 14 11740' 323 Better . . to bog-
trot in Ireland, than to pirk it in Preferment no better
dressed. 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. M". II. Ixviii, Rock advises
the world to beware of bogtrouing quacks. 1839 STONE-
HOUSE Axholine 308 It required very great care in stepping
from tuft to tuft, which in Ireland, is called bog-trotting.

Bog-trotter (fyrg-tr^to.i). [f.
BOG s/>. +

TBOTTEB.]
1 1. One accustomed to make his way across

bogs, or to run to bogs for refuge. Oh.
1700 RVCAUT Hist. Turks III. 276 Being very nimble and

active, and a kind of Bog-trotter, Achmet escaped over a
Marsh. 1755 JOHNSON, Bog-trotter, one that lives in a
boggy country.
2. spec. Applied to the wild Irish in the i7th c.

;

continued in the i Sth c. as a nickname for Irishmen.
1682 Phihtnax Misopappas, Tory Plot n. 18 An idle

flam of shabby Irish Bogtrotters. a 1733 NORTH Lives
1. 406 His friends wore termed Bog trotters, wild Irish, or,
which means the same thing, Tories. 1753 SMOLLETT CV.
Fathom (1784) 80/1 A beggarly Scot, and an impudent
Irish bog-trotter. 1773 JOHNSON Lett. 79. I. 132 Moss in

Scotland is bog in Ireland, and moss-trooper is bog-trotter.
1855 MAC.M-LAY Hist. Eng. IV. 712 Two Irishmen, or, in the

phrase of the newspapers of that day, bogtrotters.

Bogus (b^u-gas), (j/'.
1
) a. [A cant word of U. S.,

about the origin of which many guesses have been

made, and 'bogus' derivations circumstantially
given.
Dr. S.Willard, of Chicago, In a letter to the editor of this

Dictionary, quotes from the Painesville (O/tin) Telegraph
of July 6 and Nov. 2, 1827, the word bogus as a sb. applied
to an apparatus for coining false money. Mr. Eber D.
Howe, who was then editor of that paper, describes in his

n the succeeding numbers of the paper. Dr. Wiflard
considers this to have been short for tantrabogus, a word
familiar to him from his childhood, and which in his father's
time was commonly applied in Vermont to any ill-looking
object ; he points out that tantarabobs is given in Halli-
well as a Devonshire word for the devil. BOGUS seems
thus to he related to BOGY, etc.]

1 1. sb. An apparatus for counterfeit coining. Obs.
1827 Paincmille Tel. (Ohio} 6 July, That he never pro-

cured the casting of a Bogus at one of our furnaces. Ibid.
2 Nov. The eight or ten boguses which have been for some
time in operation.

2. adj. Counterfeit, spurious, fictitious, sham :

'

originally applied to counterfeit coin' (Webster).
1852 HUGHES in J. Ludlow Hist. U. S. 338 This precious

house of representatives the bogus legislature, as it was
at once called. 1857 Boston Daily Courier 12 June, The
learned Judge took occasion to manifest his abhorrence of
the use of slang phrases . . by saying that he did not know
the meaning of '

bogus transactions '. 1866 Cornh. Mag.
Nov. 582 A mere juggle, or as Americans would say, a
'bogus' parliament. 1874 M. COLLINS Frances III, 80

They've got some good money, as well as bogus notes. 1877
R. GIFFF.N Stock Exch. Securities 65 A bogus Company . .

instead of paying dividends to its Shareholders, goes into

Liquidation. 1878 BLACK Green Past. xxv. 202, I am not
going to spend a penny in a bogus contest.



BOGUS.

Bogus (twu'gss), sb.1 U. S. [Has been con-

jectured to be ad. F. bagasse sugar-cane refuse;

but perhaps is the same word as prec.]
' A liquor

made of rum and molasses.' Bartlett Diet. Amcr.

Bogy, bogey (bou'gi, . Also boguey, bogie.

PI. bogies. [Found in literature only recently ;

old people vouch for its use in the nursery as early as

1825, but only as propername ;
sense i). Possibly

a southern nursery form of bogle, boggle, and bog-

gard, or going back like them to a simpler form
,

which, as mentioned under BOG and BOOLE,
j

may be a variant of bitgge, BUG '

terror, bugbear,

scarecrow'. But in the absence of evidence, posi-

tive statements concerning its relation to these

words cannot be made. (That they are connected

with the Slavonic bog 'god', is a mere fancy from

the similarity of form, without any evidence.)]

1. As quasi-proper name : The evil one. the devil.

1836-40 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., Witches' Frolic, But hears

the words ' Scratch' and 'Old Bogey' and 'Nick'. Ibid.

(1840) 322 Then Boguey 'd have you sure as eggs is eggs.

1840 GEN. P.THOMPSON Excrc. n842lV. 88 To admit to

evidence such as avow their credence in
'

old Bogie '. 1851

THACKERAY Eng. Hum. v. (18581 239 The people are all

naughty and Bogey carries them all off. 1865 E. CLAYTON
Cruel Fort. III. 85 I'll put out the light and go away, and

leave you all by yourself with Bogie. 1879 M. CONWAY
Demonol. I. I. iii. 16.

2. A bogle or goblin ;
a person much dreaded.

1857 S. OSDORN Qucdah ii. 1 7 Malay pirates . . those bogies

of the Archipelago. 1863 KIXCISLEV H'ater Bab. 11878) 19

On the top of each gate post a most dreadful bogy. 1863

BARING-GOVLD Iceland 118 The sheepwalks have got a bad

name for bogies.

3. fig. An object of terror or dread ;
a bugbear.

1865 Daily Tel. 27 Nov. 2/3 Reform is not a bogy to cheat,

but a blessing to recognise and regulate. 1878 A7
". A incr.

A'T'. 135 Men. .who discover bogies in every measure.

Hence Bo'gydom, the domain of Old Bogy.

Bo-gyism, the recognition of bogies. Bogy-

pho'bia, dread of bogies.
1880 Daily Tel. 2 Dec., A sulphurous odour . . suggestive

of bogeydom. 1876 Atlienxiiw 14 Oct. 495/3 The author

seems to be a spiritualist, or, at least, to have a leaning to

banshees and bogyism. 1872 LIVINGSTONE in DailyAw
29 July, I am not liable to fits of bogiephobia.

Bogy, var. BOGIE, obs. form of BUDGE sb., fur.

Bogyll, obs. form of BUCKLE.

Boh, variant of Bo int., obs. form of Bow.

Bohea bohf ,
a. and sti. Also S bohee. [ad.

Chinese Wu-i(shan) the ll'u-i hills in north of

Fuhkien. Morrison gives 'Bohea Tea, vu i cha

'<r/(a = tea), and Edkins, Mandarin Gram. 89, says

that the Fuhkien dialect uses b for u> or r. By
some iSth c. writers accented bo'hea.]

A. adj. Of the Wu-i hills, whence black tea

was first brought to England ; applied also to tea

of similar quality grown elsewhere.

1704 STEF.LE Lying Lol'er II. 1 1747) 36 Set Chairs, and the

Bohea Tea, and leave us. 1718 QUIHCY Compl. Disp. 116

Bohee Tea. --This is one of those things which Luxury has

introduced into Diet. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 607 The

infusion of the leaves of the same plant, which . . is like

common bohea-tea.

B. s/>.

1. = Bohea tea. The name was given in the be-

ginning of the 1 8th c. to the finest kinds of black

tea ;
but the quality now known as ' Bohea' is the

lowest, being the last crop of the season.

1701 J. CUNNINGHAM I'oy. Cliusan. ii. in Pliil. Trans.

XXIII. 1205 The Bohe (or Voiii, so call'd of some Moun-

tains in the Province of FokienL.is the very first bud

gather'd in the beginning of March. 1727-8 MRS. DELANY

Life t; Corr. (1861) I. 172 Tea of all prices Bohea from

thirteen to twenty shillings, and green from twelve to

thirty. 1852 M'CuLLOCH Diet. Comm. 1290 The black teas

. . beginning with the lowest qualities : Bohea, Congou,

Souchong, and Pekoe.

2. An infusion of this tea taken as a beverage.

1706 ESTCOURT Fair Examp. i. L 10 To dine at my Lord

Mayor's, and after Dinner be entertain'd with a Dish of_
Bohea by my Lady Mayoress. 1714 POPE Rape Lock iv.

156 In some lone isle, or distant northern land.. Where

none learn ombre, none e'er taste bohea ! 1728 YOUNG Lo-je

Famevi. (1757)152 How two red lips affected Zephyrs blow,

To cool the Bohea, and inflame the Beau. 1841 L. HUNT
Seer (18641 19 Thy unsophisticated cup of bohea. 1851

THACKERAY Eng. Hum.v. 118581 273 Richardson s goddess
was . . fed on muffins and bohea.

Bohemia (bohrmia).
1. A kingdom of central Europe, forming part of

the Austrian empire. (Earlier forms were Boeme,

Berne, Bceme, Bohem, Bo/icmy.}
c 1440 PECOCK Repr. i. xvi. 86 The hoole rewme of Beeme.

1527 ANDREW Brunsiukye's Distyll. Waters B i b, Bohemy

glas 1641
' SMECTYMNUL-S

' Aunv. (16531 Post. 91 In Bohem,

with the Schismeof the Hussites. 1836 Penny Cycl.V . 55/1

The circuit of Bohemia is estimated at about 810 miles.

2. Gipsydom : see BOHEMIAN sb. i.

1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. $ Merck. I. i. 25 Bohemia wanders,

3. The community of social 'Bohemians', or

the district in which they chiefly live. So F. la

boheme. [Both in Fr. and Eng. taken from the

use of BOHEMIAN sb. 3.]
1861 THACKERAY Ad-.: Philip v. in Cornh. Mag. Feb. 186

968

What is now called Bohemia had no name in Philip's young

days, though many of us knew the country very well. A
pleasant land, not fenced with drab stucco, like Tyburma
or Belgravia, etc.

Bohemian (bohrmian), a. and s/>. [f. prec. +

-AN. The transferred senses are taken from French,

in which boheme, bohemicn, have been applied to

the gipsies, since their first appearance in the

1 5th c., because they were thought to come from

Bohemia, or perhaps actually entered the West

through that country. Thence, in modern French,

the word has been transferred to
'

vagabond, ad-

venturer, person of irregular life or habits', a sense

introduced into Eng. by Thackeray.]
A. si:

1. A native of Bohemia.

1603 SHAKS. Mens. for M. iv. ii. 134 A Bohemian borne :

But here nurst vp & bred. 1845 S. AUSTIN u. Ranke s Hist.

Ref. II. 469 He acceded to the demand of the Bohemians.

b. A follower of John Huss, a Bohemian Pro-

testant or Hussite.

1579 FULKE Heskins' far/. 189 The Bohemians vsed this

text, to proue the communion in both kindes.

2. A gipsy. [F. bohlme, bohemiai.]
1606 PHILLIPS, Bohemians, the same with Gypsies, Vaga-

bonds that slrowl about the Country. 1823 SCOTT Qtuntin
D. xvi, I am a Zingaro, a Bohemian, an Egyptian, or what-

ever the Europeans . . may choose to call me ;
but I have no

country. 1841 BORROW Gipsies ofSpain 11843 ' 38 >
I ar -

rived at the resting plnce of
'

certain Bohemians by whom
I was received w-ith kindness.

3. A gipsy of society ;
one who either cuts him-

self off, or' is by his habits cut off, from society

for which he is otherwise fitted ; especially an

artist, literary man, or actor, who leads a free,

vagabond, or irregular life, not being particular

as to the society he frequents, and despising con-

ventionalities generally. '.Used with considerable

latitude, with or without reference to morals.)

1848 THACKERAY I "an. Fair Ixiv, She was ofa wild, roving

nature, inherited from father and mother, who_were
both

Bohemians, by taste and circumstances. 1862 U't-sti/r. RtT.

July S; Oct. 32-33 The term
' Bohemian

'

has come to be very

commonly accepted in our day as the description of a cer

tain kind of literary gipsey, no matter in what language he

speaks, or what city he inhabits . . A Bohemian is
simply

an

artist or litterateur who, consciously or unconsciously, se-

cedes from conventionality in life and in art. 1865 Cornn.

Mag. Feb. 241 There are many blackguards who are Bohe-

mians, but it does not at all follow that every Bohemian is

a blackguaid. 1875 EMERSON Lflt. fj-
Sac. A inis x. 256 In

persons open to the suspicion of irregular and immoral

living, in Bohemians.

4. Comb., as Bohemian-like.
1886 Cyclist* Tour. Club Haiuibk. Apr. 5 The Bohemian-

like contempt he harbours for all conventionalities.

B. adj. 1. Of or belonging to Bohemia.

2. Of or pertaining to the gipsies.

1848 THACKERAY / 'an. Fair Ixv, The band of renowned

Bohemian Yaulters and tumblers.

3. Of. or characteristic of. social Bohemians.
1861 TMACKF.BAY Adi'. Philip v. in Corn/:. Mag. Feb. 186

Having . . only lately quitted the Bohemian land. 1865 TROL-

LOPS Helton Est. i. 3 The young man commenced Bohemian

life in London. 1881 SAINTSBURY Drydcn 105 Smith, the

Bohemian author of Phaedra and Hippolytus.

4. Comb., as Bohemian chatterer, or wax-

wing, a bird of passage visiting Great Britain

(Ampclis or BombyciUa garnila} ;
Bohemian

glass, a line kind of glass, originally made in

Bohemia, in which potash is the alkali used.

1722 HARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LXII. 316, I always
conceived the Bohemian chattererwas not observed in Great

Britain but at very distant intervals of years. 1841 Proc.

Semi. .Vat. Club. I. 252 That beautiful member of the

Ampelida:, the Bohemian waxwing i Boiulycilla garrula\

1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 433 Potash glass

is less subject to crack. . Bohemian glass is of this kind.

Bohe'iiiianisni. [f. prec. + -ISM.] The char-

acteristic conduct or manners of a Bohemian. So

Bohe miaiiize z>., to live as a Bohemian.
1861 S.U.A Tiu, round Clock 180 Auctioneering is the

Bohemianism of commerce. 1863 Temple Kar July 551

Henry Murger . . the high-priest of Bohemianism avers

that it exists and is possible only in Paris. 1868 Miss

BRADDON Dead-Sea f'r. iv. I. 73 There was even the faintest

flavour of Bohemianism about her position, spotless though
her reputation might he. 1883 Punch 8 Sept. 114/2 Those

who want to Bohemianise a bit, and get away . . from our

veneered town-life.

t Bohe'mic, a. Obs. = BOHEMIAN*, Hussite.

1612 BREREWOOD Lang, f, Relig. Pref. 6 Some embracing
the Waldensian, or the Bohemick, others the Augustane,
and some the Helvetian Confession.

Bo-ho, bo-hoo, variants of BOO-HOO.

II BohOirrt. Obs. rare. [OF. bohourt, bchourt a

lance, a jousting.] Jousting, tilting: cf. BOUKDIS.

1801 STRUTT Sports t, Past. iv. iv. 336 The bohourts, the

tournaments, and most of the other superior pastimes have

been subjected to youthful imitation.

Boht e, obs. pa. t. and pple. of BUY v.

Bohu, boliw, obs. forms of BOUGH.

Boi-, Sc. spelling of bo- : see Bo-,

i Boie. Obs. rare. [Identical with Walloon

Me, in OSp. boya, It. boja executioner : Diez thinks

it may be a transf. use of boja, boia, OF. buic, boye

fetter, chain.] An executioner, a hangman.

BOIL.

c 1320 Sftiyn Sag. 503
' Blethliche !

'

the boies quathe.

/fa'jTgfo He net mani a wikke boie His son lede toward

the hanging.

Boier, obs. f. BOWTER and BEVER sl>. Oh.

f Boiette. Obs. [perh. for i6th c. F. bo'ette, boete,

variant of boite box, chest, cask : cf. BOIST.] A
case or casket.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. xxx. 87 Ther they founde in

boiettes a thre M. frankes.

Boigh, obs. form of BUOY.

|| Boiguacu. [in Tupi boiguofii, f. boi, boya

serpent +guafu, goafu big.] A native Brazilian

name of the Boa Constrictor or other large boa.

1774 GOI.DSM. Kat. Hist. (1862) I. i. 148 The boiguacu,
which is the largest of the serpent kind, is sometimes forty

feet in length.

Boikin, obs. variant of BODKIN.

Boil (boil), sb.l Forms : a. I byl, (4 bele,

biel, byil, 4-5 bule(), 5 beel, 4-7 byle, 6

byelle), 3-9 bile ; 0. 6-7 boyle, 7 boile, 7- boil.

[OE. byl : com. Teut. = OS. *bfilia (MDu. and

MLG. biile, Du. Imil), OHG. *Mlt'a, bfil/a (MHG.
bitilc, mod.G. betile :-OTeut. bulja- str. fern., f.

root bill- in Goth, uf-banljan to blow up. A
diphthongal form *bai<I- is the base of the cognate

ON. beyla hump, OF. beil, bel. The ME. form

was regularly bile (Kentish bcle, s. w. biile}, which

still prevails dialectally: it is not clear whether

boil is due to association with the verb boil, or

influenced by the Du. or other form. Cf. BEAL.]

1. A hard inflamed suppurating tumour; a

furuncle.

a. a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker I'oc. 5 Furuaculus,

byl a 1300 Cursor M. 6011 Bile, and blister, bolnand sare.

1340 A)val: 224 Goutcs and beles. 1382 WYCLIF Dent.

xxviii. 27 Smyit the the Lord with the byil of Egipt. Ibid. 35

The moost yuel bicl in knees. Luke- xvi. 20 Houndis

camen, and . . lickiden his bylis. 1393 LANOL. P. PI. C.

xxm. 84 Bules \v. r. byles, belis, boilus]and bocches. 1483

CAXTON Gold. Leg. 57/2 Ful of botchis, beelis and blaynes.

1562 BULLF-YX Bk. Simples 393, Painfull sores, Biles and

pusshes. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. iv. 31 You Shames of Rome;

you Heard of Byles and Plagues Plaister you o're. 1617

MARKIIAM Caval. vn. 71 They rise betweene his chappes

like a huge Byle. 1737 J. HERVEV Lift tj Lett. (1772) 212

Holy Job healed of his biles. 1748 tr. Vtgttiut Distemp.

Horses 62 He will have . . small Biles in his Back, \blle

or Byle, in nearly all the dialect glossaries.]

/3 1529 MORI: Supf.lic. Soules Wks. 292/2 One y
l hath

but a poore boyle vpon hys fineer. 1611 BIBLE 2 Kings xx.

7 They tooke and layd it on the boile, and he recouered.

'755 JOHNSON, Bile, this is generally spelt /'oil; but, I think,

less properly. 1782 PRIESTLEY A'af. f, Rf.: Relig. 1 1- 37

The boils are said . . to have been upon Pharoah. 1858

CARLVLF. Fredk. Gt. (18651 II. \ii. iv. 285 The maddest boil

. .does at length burst, and become an abscess.

b. A swelling [
= MDu. biUe\.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.i 86 And wilh his feet made

two grete bules aboute his eris.

C. transf. A swelling on a painted surface re-

sembling a boil ;
a blister.

1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge Ixiv. 303 The paint on the

houses . . crackled up, swelling into boils.

2. flL'.

1537 State Papers Htn. VIII, II. 410 The chief soare

bile and hinderance of his obedience. 1579 J. STUBBES

Gating GulfCu$, A politique bile enflammg the peace of

a settled and euen state. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vn. LI 21

The Rebellion . . which from a small puslle might have

proved a painfull bile.

Boil vboil), sb* [f.
BOIL v.]

1. An act of boiling.
r 1440 A IK. Cookery in Houselt. Orel. 470 Gif horn but a

boyle. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Apricoek, Give em
seven or eight smart Boils. 1845 ELIZA ACTON Cookery \\.

11852) 55 Give the sauce a minute's boil. 1875 URE Diet.

Arts II. 655 The extrication of gas called the boil, which

accompanies the fusion of crown-glass.

2. The state of boiling or being at boiling point ;

also transf. zn&fig, a state of agitation.

1813 HOGG Queen's Wake 302 The next [moment] nor

ship nor shadow was there, But a boil that arose from the

deep below 1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. Eeon. II. 341 As soon

as the liquor comes to a boil. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect. I.

I 44 The pudding was already on the boil. 1870 Daily A^t-i
'

30 Dec. ,
The coffee was near the boil.

3 That which is boiled, a boiling preparation.

i?55 nil. Trans.. XLIX. 159, I put the linen, .into a boil

'

Boil (boil), v. Forms : 3-4 boille, boili,

boOrfn. 4-7 boyle, 5-6 boyll, 6-7 boyl, 7 boile,

6- boil. Also 4 buyle, ?bayl, ?bele, 5 bule,

bulle, bylle, byle, ?-6 boll, 6 Sc. bull. [ME.

boille-n, boilc-n, a. OF. boill-ir (boill-aiit}, modJ.
boitillir : L. bulli-rc to form bubbles, to boil.]

1. intr. Of a liquid : To bubble up in agitation

through the action of heat causing the lowest
'

portions of the liquid to pass into the gaseous

form and escape ;
to roll about under the influence of

heat
;
also said of the vessel containing the liquid.

b. To reach the boiling point, to turn from the

liquid into the gaseous state. To boil over : to

bubble up so as to run over the side of the vessel ;

also said of the vessel. Cf. run over, overflow, etc.

a 1225 Juliana 172 pis maide isei bis led boili. a 1225 St.

Marg. 247 He let bete water 08 seo)>inge '. & bo hit boillec



BOIL.

faste. a 1300 Cursor M. 11886 pai fild a lede o pik and
oyle, And fast bai did it for to boile. 1393 GOWER Conf. 1 1 1

32 Which hath ever his pottes hole Of love boilend oil the
fire, c 1440 Promp. Para. 43 Boylyn ouyr, as pottys on be
fyre, ebullio. 1611 BIBLE Isa. Ixiv. 2 The fire causeth the
waters to boyle. 1813 Domestic Cookery 249 Room (for the
liquor) to boil as quick as possible, without boiling over
1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. 24. 356 Water deprived of its air
will not boil at 212 Fahr. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I t->

Putting in anything that we like while the pot is boiling.
2. transf. To move with an agitation like that

of boiling water; to bubble, to seethe. Also said
of that from which something gushes tumultuously :

To overflow with.

ci3tn A". A Us. 2464 Me myghte y-seo . . Heorten blede,
braynes boyle. 1382 WYCLIF Jot xli. 22 He shal make the
depthe of the se to boilen as a pot. 2 Mace. ix. o Wormes
buyhden out of the body of the vnpyteous man. 1388
EJC. xvi. 20 It bigan to buyle with wormes, and it was
rotun. !Sa6 Pilgr. Perf. (W.de W. 15311 291 b, Myghtynewe wyne . . boyleth upward, as though it wolde brast
the vessel!. 1616 R. C. Times' Wins, v. 2061 When the
poyson boylde In every veine. 1670 COTTON Espernon n.
vi. 253 His blood boiling in great quantities out of his
mouth. 1725 POPE Odyss. III. 357 The storm thickens, and
the billows boil. 1820 SOUTHEY Lodore 93 Recoiling, tur-
moiling and toiling and boiling.

b. To undulate like a boiling fluid.
1882 Observatory V. 355 The Sun's limb was boiling all

about it.

3. fig. Said of passions, persons under the influ-
ence of passion, their words, etc. Also to boil over.
Cf. The blood boils in 10 b.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. r 272 The brennyng of lecchery

boyhd in al his body. 1393 GOWER Conf. I. 294 So boilen
up the foule savves. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke
xii. 58 Whan his herte thus boiled. 1577 HAN.MER Am:
Eccl. Hist. 1 1619) 499 The people . . boiled with anger 1623N. R. tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. I. 116351 88 O'Neal .. boyled
in hatred against the English. 1667 MILTON P. L.\\: 16 His
dire attempt, which nigh the birth Now rowling, boiles in
his tumultuous brest. 1761-2 HUME Hist. Eng. 11806) IV.
ll. 60 Resentment was boiling in his sullen, unsociable mind
1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 55 He cannot chafe or boil
or get into a state of righteous indignation. 1879 FROUDE
Cxsar xvii. 288 The political frenzy was now boiling over.

b. trans. To boilforth : to give forth in a boil-

ing or agitated manner.
1609 BIBLE (Dpuay) Prov. xv. 2 The mouth of fooles

boyleth forth follie.

4. trans. To cause (a liquid) to bubble with heat
(see sense i ) ; to bring to the boiling point : esp.
said of food, wholly or partly liquid, in the pro-
cess of cooking ; also of the containing vessel.
1:1420 Liter Cocormn n Boyle hit and sture lest hit

brenne. a 1500 E. E, Misc. uSss) 34 Sume byllyd mettayl.
1692 Land. Gaz. No. 2800/4 The Copper boyls betwixt 15and 16 Hogsheads at a time. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n.
ix, As kind housewives . . were boiling their husbands'
kettles.

b. intr. (for re/I.) Cf. to eat, cut, etc.

1845 E. ACTON Cookery xxi. (1852) 493 The fruit should be
finely flavoured, and. .should boil easily.

t 5. fig. To agitate and inflame, to make fervent

(persons or their feelings). Obs.
1648 Eikon Basilike 115 Let no fire of affliction boil over

my passion to any impatience, a 1661 HOLYDAY Jmtcnl
237 Wrath boils thy breast ! a 1704 T. BROWN Dk Or-
mond's Recov. Wks. I. 49 What lust of power, or what ne-
farious charms, Ferment your blood, or boil you into arms?
6. To act upon (anything) by continued immer-

sion in boiling liquid ;
to subject to heat in boiling

water, a. To cook (solid articles) in this way;
b. To cleanse (clothes, etc.) by immersion in

boiling water; c. To prepare, make, or produce by
boiling, d. To put to death by boiling.
c 1325 Coer de L. 2831 In watyr we baylyd the blood.

c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 383 A Cook they hadde . . To boille
the chiknes with the Marybones . . He koude rooste and
sethe and boille and frye. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars 1 1 852) 45The x. day of March was a mayde boyllyd in Smythfelde
for poysynyng of dyvers persons. 1611 BIBLE Ezek. xlvi.
20 The place where the Priests shall boyle the trespasse
offring. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. n. 107 He is . .

a Kid. .boyled in his Mothers milk. 1696 Land. Gaz. No.
3145/4 A silver-hiked Sword . . was lately Boiled, and the
Handle gilt. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. i. 380 Some steep
their Seed, and some in Cauldrons boil. 1842 Penny Cycl.
XXIII. 232 The important improvement of boiling sugar
in vacuo. 1842 TENNYSON Stylites 51 Martyrs ..were
stoned, or crucified, Or burn'd in fire, or boiled in oil.

1865 TVLOR Early Hist. Man. i, Modes of making fire
and boiling food.

7. intr. To undergo the action produced by im-
mersion in boiling liquid.
1633 P. FLETCHER Purple 1st. i. Ivii, Boyling in sulphur,

and_ hot -bubbling pitch. 1813 Dotu. Cookery vm. 185 Set
it [rice] to boil in milk.

8. To boil away (intr.) : to evaporate in boiling.
To boil down : to lessen the bulk of (anything

1

! by
boiling; fig. to condense, epitomize.
1843 E. ACTON Mod. Cookery xxi. (1852) 464 For jams and

jellies it [fruit] cannot be too soon boiled down. 1880 Sat.
Rev, No. 1288. 28 It is surprising to see how much research
Mr. S. has sometimes contrived to boil down into a single
line.

t 9. slang. To betray. Obs.
1602 ROWLANDS Greene's Cony-catchers 16 His cloyer or

follower forthwith boyles him, that is, bewrayes him. 1611
MIDDLETON & DF.KKER Roar. Girle Wks. 1873 1 1 1. 220 Wee
are smoakt . .Wee are boyl'd, pox on her !
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10. Phrases, a. To boil Ike pot : to supply one's
livelihood. So to keep the pot boiling : also = to

keep anything going. Cf. POT.
1808 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) PeeJ, at R. Acad. Wks. 1812

V. 352, I think this Piece will help to boil the pot. 1837MARRYAT Dog-Fiend ix, Huzza, my lads ! we'll keep the
pot boiling.

b. The blood boils : phrase expressing strong
emotion, esp. of anger or indignation.
1675 OTWAY A IciHades 38, I am impatient, and my blood

boyls high. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 230 The thought
ot such intervention made the blood, even of the Cavaliers
boil in their veins. 1839 JEPHSON Brittany xv. 248 A sight
which made his blood boil.

Boilable (boi-lab'11, a. That can be boiled.
1882 W. M. WILLIAMS Science in Short Clint. 23 They

boiled everything that was boilable.

Boilary, obs. var. of BOILERY.
Boiled (boild), ///. a.

[f. BOIL v. + -ED.]
Brought to the state of ebullition

; subjected to

boiling ; cooked, cleansed, etc., by boiling.
liln quot. 1611 boiled stuff

= harlots: with allu-
sion to the sweating-tub.
c 1420 Liber Cocornm ( 1862) 43 fenne boylyd blode take

bou shalle. 1562 J. HF.YWOOD Prov. ff Efigr. (1867) 37 Wewent where we had boylde beefe. 1611 SHAHS. Cviut. \. vi.

125 Such boyl'd stuffe As well might poyson Poyson 1676Lm4. Gaz. No. 1137 '4 One Set of.. Plate Buttons newly
boyl d. 1863 KINGSLEY Water Bab. v. 185 To cut such
capers as you eat with boiled mutton. 1881 MORI.EY Cohicn
I. 245 Where men and women subsisted on boiled nettles
fig. 1611 SHAHS. H 'int. T. in. iii. 4 These boylde-braines
of nineteene and two and twenty.

b. cllipt. Boiled beef or mutton, colloq.
1844 DICKENS Christin. Carol (Hoppe) A great piece of

cold boiled.

Boiler (boi-bi). ff. BOIL v. + -EK 1.]
1. One who boils (anything^.
c 1540 House/,. Or,/. 236 That the Cookes and Boylers doe

dresse the Meate well, a 1691 BOYLE (J.) The boilers of
saltpetre. 1835 URE Philos. Manuf. 204 Wool-sorters .

fullers or millers, boilers, giggers.
2. A vessel in which water or any liquid is boiled.
1725 DE FOE Voy. round M -/</( 1 840.1 65 They had built

several furnaces and boilers, a 1728 WOODWARD i J.) Several
pots and boilers before the fire. 1815 ELPIIINSTONE Caubiil
II. 187 Messes often each, who have a tent, a boiler, and a
camel between them.

b. spec. In a steam-engine, the large vessel,
usually of wrought-iron plates riveted together, in
which the water is converted into steam

;
the tank

or vessel commonly attached to a kitchen grate; the
vessel in which clothes are boiled before'washing.
I7S7 mi. Trans. L. 54 The engine at the York- buildings

Water-works, the boiler of which is 15 feet diameter. 1829
R. STUART Anecd. Steam Eng. I. 305 Boilers built solely of
cast iron. Mod. The boiler of a locomotive burst.

3. What makes anything boil, as in pot-boiler, a

piece of work done to boil the pot : see BOIL v. 10 a.
4. A vegetable, fruit, etc. suited for boiling.
1812 Examiner 5 Oct. 634/1 Having but few Peas at

Market . fine boilers are IDS. per quarter dearer. 1864Tunes 24 Dec., Peas in good demand for all descriptions,
and boilers rather dearer.

5. Comb, and Attrib. (in sense 2 bl as boiler-

house, explosion ; boiler-alarm, an apparatus for

indicating lowness of water in a boiler
; boiler-

feeder, an apparatus for supplying a boiler with
water

; boiler-float, a float which by its rising or

falling turns the feed-water off or on ; boilerful,
the amount of water or steam that will fill a
boiler

; boiler-iron, -plate, rolled iron of
-J to

rl-iuch thickness, used for making steam-boilers,
etc.; boiler-maker: a maker of boilers for engines;
boiler-man, a man who attends to a boiler ;

boiler-protector, a coating to prevent the escape
of heat from a boiler

; boiler-smith, a boiler-
maker

; boiler-tube, one of the tubes by which
heat is diffused through the water in a boiler.
1883 Knowledge i June 323/2 A "boilerful of steam. 1883Pall Mall G. 14 Feb. 7/2 A 'boiler explosion . . occurred at

the Mid Kent Brickworks, Beckenham, yesterday. The
*boiler-house was completely demolished. 1865 Derby
Mercury 25 Jan., The principal engineers and "boiler
makers in the united kingdom. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge
(1859) 390 The cries of the *Boilermen to the fire makers
1860 W. FORDYCE Hist. Coal, tgc. 112 Various descriptions
of Iron, such as nail-rods, ^boiler-plates, hoop and sheet
iron. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 410 The average resistance
of boiler plates is reckoned at 20 tons to the square inch.

Boilery (boi-lari). Also 6 boillourie, boil-
ary. [a. F. bouillerie in same sense, f. bouillir io
BOIL : see -EBT.] A place where boiling or eva-

poration is carried on
; a place for boiling any-

thing, e.g. salt or sugar. Usually in comb., as

sugar-boilery. See also BULLERY.
1628 COKE On Litt. 4 b, By the grant of the boillourie of

salt, it is said that the soile shall passe, for it is the whole
profit of the soile. 1670 BLOUNT La-M Diet., Boilary or
Bulimy of Salt, a Salt House, or Salt-pit. where Salt is
boiled and made. 1838 HOLLOWAY Diet. Provinc,, Boilary
a place where salt is boiled.

Boiling (boi-lin) vbl. sb.
[f. BOIL v. + -ING!.]

1. The action of bubbling up under the influence
of heat : ebullition.

BOILY.
c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 202 pis boylyng wole

after quenche. 1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. vn. xxxvi.
(1495) 251 The heete that makyth boyllynge and sethyng.
1552 HUI.OKT, Bollynge or bubblynge vp of water. 1878HUXLEY Pliysiogr. 40 Evolved rapidly, with formation of
bubbles, as in the ordinary process of boiling.
2. transf. and fig. a. A bubbling like that of

boiling water; disturbance, turmoil, raging, b.

Heating of the body or mind
; violent agitation,

inflammation, fever, etc.

'S^WvcLiF y"ah ' IS The se stode of his buylyng.
1398 I BEVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. xcii. (1495. 660 Letuse
kelyth hete and boyllynge of blood. I58o BARET A h. B 880
I he boyling or rismge vp of water out of a spring. ri66o
J. UlBBOM in Spurgeon Treas. David Ps. cxix. 9 A youngman all m the heat and boiling of his blood. 1676 HAI K
Contempt, i. 214 Tortures and boylings of mind. 1882
Observatory V. 357 It [a comet] shows a turmoil or boilingof the light about the nucleus.

3. The action of heating a liquid to boiling
point ; of subjecting (anything) to the action of a

boiling liquid, esp. so as to cook it
;
of making or

obtaining some substance by this process.

y .j i m. .,u}uug ui ueans. 1070 IN. WANLKY Wonaeys
ill. xlm. 15. 224/1 The boyling and baking of Sugar as it
is now used. 1719 DE FOK Crusoe 118401 I. xvi. 288, I set
triday to work to boiling and stewing. 1725 BR-\DIFY
1-aiii. Did. 1. s. v. Goose, Give them fourteen or fifteen
Boilings 1845 E. ACTON Cookery v\\. (r8 5 2i 153 The advan-
tages of gentle simmering over the usual fast boiline of
meat.

4. That which is boiled or being boiled, a decoc-
tion

; a quantity boiled at one time : hence the
whole boiling (slang) :

' the whole lot'.

. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk 4- Sffr. 113 Syrup, steepings, boyl-
ings, sellings or extract. 1837 MARRYAT Dog-Fiend xiii
IHe] may. .whip the whole boiling of us off to the Indies.
C 1842 LANCE Cottage Farm. 13 This liquor is to be boiled
until ins a thick syrrup ; skim the boiling.
5. Comb, and Attrib., as boiling-like adj. : boil-

ing-furnace, a reverberatory furnace sometimes
employed in the decarbonization of cast-iron

;

boiling-house, a building for boiling (soap, sugar,
etc.", a boilery ; boiling-heat, -point, -tempera-
ture, the temperature at which anything boils, i.e.

turns from the liquid to the gaseous state; spec.
the boiling-point of water (at the sea level 212"
Fahr., 100 Cent.) ; fig. a high degree of excitement,
indignation, etc.

'875 URE Diet. Arts II. ico: The construction of the
boiling furnace does not materially differ from that of

the puddling' furnace. 1846 Punch IX. 206 The maids
have subsided from "boiling-heat to simmering 1647HAWARD Crmvn Rev. 30 The "Boyling house. Two Yeomen
1712 Act 10 Anne in Loud. G,,?. No. 5012/2 All Soap, Oil,
tallow, .in any private Boiling-house. 1835-6 TODD Cycl.Anat. ff Phys. I. 629/1 The water .. was thrown into a
boiling-like motion. 1773 HORSLEY in Phil. Trans. LXI V

227 M. de luc's 'boiling point. 1807 HUTTON Course Math.
II. 243 At the freezing point is set the number 32, and 212
at the boiling point. 1870 EMERSON Soc. $ Solit. iv. 55 One
man is brought to the boiling-point by the excitement of
conversation.

Boiling, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2

.]
1. Bubbling up under the influence of heat

;
at

boiling temperature.
c 1320 Senyu Sag. 2460 A gret boiland cauderoun. 1501DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. 1318 Full of brimstane, pick, and bullin

ICIO TtM ri,OBflvT Tta^l a. f ,-O TTTTf 1 r-.

he:

. . sane, pc, an ung
leid. 1788 GIBBON Dec!. $ F. 11827) VIII. Ixiv. 34 Cast
adlong into the boiling water. 1832 Athcnxum No 219

17 The cook with the boiling kettle in her hand. i8w
THIRLWALL C>- III. 229 Two boiling sulphureous spring*
2. transf. Violently agitated, raging ; fiercely-

hot ; heaving with molecular disturbance.
1382 WYCLIF Isa. Ivii. 21 As the boilinge se, that resten

mai not. 1523 Ln. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccxxii. 501 None
coude abyde there, for it was all a quycke boylyng sar.de
1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gforg. 1.443 Rocks the bellowing Voice
of boiling Seas rebound. 1868 T. W. WEBB Celest. Objects
11.11873139 [The comet] is quite hazy, luminous in the centre,and boiling (atmospherically unsteady),
3. fig. Inflamed, in a state of passionate agita-

tion, bursting with passion, etc.

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 238/2 Mens desires are
too much boylmg. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxi. x. 398 A youth
boyling in ambition. 1672 DRYDEN Conq. Granada n. (172,)
44 My boiling Passions settle and go down. 1742 YOUNGN
,'' ThA v '"' " 73 His understanding 'scapes the common

cloud Of Fumes, arising from a boiling Breast. 1836 J C
YOUNG Mem. C. M. l'ouHg-(i87I ) 236 She found him in a
state of boiling indignation. 1878 MORLEY Diderot I. 319.
4. quasi-aa'z;., in phrase boiling hot.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 312 Hogs grease and bran
boiling hot. 1862 Enquire Within 83 It should be poured
on boiling-hot.

Boi'lingly, adv. [-LY
2
.] In a boiling manner.

1817 BYRON Manfred i. i. 91 The lakes of bitumen Rise
boilingly higher.

Boilloury, obs. var. of BOILERY.
tBoilou'U. Obs. [a. OF. boillon, mod.F.

bouillon bubble, f. bouillir to boil.] A bubble.
c 1320 Senyn Sag. 2488 Thise boilouns that boilen seuen.

Boi'ly, sb. dial. [a. F. bouillie in same sense,
f. bouillir to boil.] A decoction of flour and
milk

; gruel.
1819 ANDERSON Cumtld. Ballads 55. 1855 Whitby Gloss
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BOILY.

Boily (boHi), a. In 6 byly, 7 boylie. [f. BOIL
.r.1 + -Y 1

.]
Full of, or characterized by, boils.

1559 MORWYHC Evonym. 289 Certaine outwarde byly
diseases, a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut, Rfam. N. T. 1 16181
166 They would have turned stricken, made boylie, or some
such thing.

i Boin, v. Obs. rare. [f. dial.
* boim a swelling,

Essex
'

(Way and Halliw.), perhaps = OF. bngne,
beugne, mod.F. bigne swelling from a blow : see

BUNNY, BUNION.] intr. To swell.

1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. vm. (1593) 206 And with ex-

ceeding mightie knubs her heels behind boind out.

Boin, var. of BOYNE Sc., a tub.

hBoi'uard. Obs. Also boyn-. [a. OF. &>;/,
buinard silly fellow.] A fool, simpleton ; rogue,
scoundrel.
a 1300 Siriz 288 (Matz.) Be stille, boinard. 1399 LANGL.

Rich, Redeless \, no Than wolde oj>er boynardis haue ben
abasshyd. 11. 164 pe blemeyed boynard '^at hisbagg stall.

t Boiny, a. Obs. rare. [f. boine sb. (see BOIN v.)
+ -Y.] Full of swellings, knotty.
1615 W. HULL Mirr. Maiestie A 4 b, For Mercury is not

earned out of euery boynie block.

Bois, Boist, obs. Sc. form of Boss a, BOAST.

I Boist, sb. Obs. Forms: 3-5 boist^e, 4-7
boyste. Also 3 buste, 5 bust

; 4, 6 bost, 6-7
boost(e ; 4 bouste

; 5 buist, buyste, 9 Sc. buiat.
See BOOST, BUIST, BUST. [ME. boiste, a. OF.
boiste

* box ', in Pr. bosfia, repr., through late L.

bossida, boxida, buxida, L. pyxida, a. Gr. irvi8a
t

ace. of iri/fis box (Brachet). The phonetic history
of the variant forms in Eng. and Sc. is obscure :

but ity is prob. an early variant of oi
t
and the forms

in o, tt, seem due to simplification of the diphthong,
as in 1 6th c. Sc.jone=joitt t etc.]
1. A box, a casket ; chiefly used of a box for

ointment, a vase or flask for oil, etc. (
= Box sb.- I.)

a i2z$Ancr. R , 226 He haue5 somonie bustes ['<.?: boist es]
ful of his letuaries. a 1300 Cursor M. 14003 (Ciutt.t A boist

of smerles has scho nomin. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xn. 68,
I haue a gret boyste At my bak, of broke bred bi bely for to

fylle. c 1375 ? HARBOUR St. Nicolans 294 Scho has brocht A
boyst of oyle. c 1400 Destr. Troy 883 He anoyntide hym
anon with his noble boyste. 1:1450 LOXELICH Graily.\'\\. 131
The awngel took a boist with oynement anon. 1633 '1 reas.

Hid. Secrets cxv, Also of the wood of Rosemarie, make a

boyst to smell thereto.

b. Bleeding-hoist : a cupping-glass.
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 38 Bledynge boyste, ventosa, guna.
2. Dialectal name for a rude hut. [?same word.]
1840 Times 24 Apr. 3/6 Along the London and Brighton

Hne of Railway there have been erected a great number of
rude huts or cabins. . For the use of these places to sleep in,
the workmen pay, each is. or is. 6d. a-week two and not

unfrequently three of them sleeping together in these '
boists '.

t Boist, v. Obs. rare.
[f. prec. sb.] trans. To

cup, to scarify. (Cf. BOIST sb. I b.)
c 1440 Promp. Parz 1

. 42 Boyston, scare ^ ventoso.

t Boi*Sterly, adv. Obs. = BOISTEROUSLY.
1520 WHITTINTON Vnlg. (1527) 4 1 Boysterly and rudely to

anoye hym that sytteth next hym.
Boisterous (boi-staras), a. Forms : 5-8 bois-

trous, 6-7 boystrous, boysterous, 6 bou-, bow-
strous, 6- boisterous. [Used in the same sense

as the earlier boisteons, boistuous, BOISTOUS, of

which it appears to be a variant modified by
some obscure analogy.]

I. Rough or coarse in quality.

fl. Rough, coarse, as e.g. food. Obs.

1474 CAXTON Chesse in. i, The labourer of the erth vseth

grete and boistrous metis.

t 2. Of rough, strong, or stiff texture ; stout,

stiff, unyielding. Obs.

1572 tr. Buchanan's Detect. Mary in H. Campbell Lov,--

left. Mary (1824) 135 She could abide at the poop, and . .

handle the boisterous cables. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron. Ill,

915/1 Hauing vpon him a great gowne of boisterous veluet.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. 11. viii. (1612) 37 About his boistrous
necke full oft their daintie armes they cast. 1594 T. B. La
Printand. Fr. Acad. n. 33 Hee hath not made the liga-
ments . . nor the sinewes of any such boisterous or stiffe

matter. 1700 DRYDEN Sigismonda <$ G. 59 The leathern

out-side, boistrous as it was, Gave way.

f 3. Roughly massive, bulky, big and cumbrous.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. \. viii. 10 His boystrous club. 1633 J.

FOSBROKE Warre or Conflict 30 Goliah, notwithstanding. .

his huge and boisterous armour, etc. 1641 R. BROOKE Eng.
Episc. i. x. 59 The Pandects of the Civill Law are too

boystrous, and oftoo great extent for any Civilian to compre-
hend. 1642 MILTON Apol.Smect\f\&. (1851) 292 Ifthe work
seeme more trivial! or boistrous then for this discourse.

{4. Rough to the feelings ; painfully rough. Obs.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. i. iv. 26 Is loue a tender thing?
it is too rough, Too rude, too boysterous, and it pricks like

thorne. 1595 John iv. i. 95 Feeling what small things
are boysterous there [in the eye].

f 5. Rough in operation ;
not skilful or delicate.

1609 PAULE Abp. Whitgift 28 This bishop was not so

boysterous a surgeon.

f6. Strong- or coarse-growing, rank. Obs.
1622 WITHER Philar. in Jm>. (16.13' 59 [The pool] over-

growne with boystrous Sedge. 1671 MILTON Samson 1164
As good for nothing else, no better service, With those thy
boysterous locks.

II. Acting roughly, violent.

f7. Violent in action or properties. Obs.

970

1544 PHAER Reghn. Lyfe (1560) N iib, The saide venime
is so swift, so fearce, and so boistrous of itselfe. 1645 MIL-
TON Colast. Wks. (185 1) 349 A boisterous and bestial strength.
1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist, Earth vi. (17231 294 The Heat
becomes too powerful and boisterous for them.

8. Of wind, weather, waves, etc. : Rough, the

opposite of ' calm '.

1576 THVNNE Ld. Burghleys Crest in Animadv. App. iv.

(1865) 113 In calme or boystrous tyde. 1596 DRAVTON
Leg. iii. 488 The boyst'rous Seas. 1684 Contempl. State of
Man i. ii. (1699) 20 A boystrous Wind had blown away the
Leaves. 1726-7 BOLINGBR. in Swift's Lett. (1766) II. Ixxiii,

This boisterous climate of ours. 1836 MACGILLIVRAY tr.

Hiunbotdfs Trav. xxi. 299 A boisterous passage of twenty-
five days. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico (1850) I. 194 Finding
some difficulty in doubling a boisterous headland.

9. Of persons and their actions.

fa. Full of rough violence to others, violently

fierce, savage, truculent. Obs.

1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 753 Those boysterous Nem-
rothes, that neuer will be satisfied with the slaughter of
Innocents. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. I'/, it. i. 70 Oh. .boyst'rous
Clifford, thou hast slaine The flowre of Europe. 1681 E.
SCLATER Serin, Putney n What care boisterous Enemies
for what these can do unto them? 1713 POPE Frenzy J. D.
in Swift's Wks. (1755)111. i. 144 By your indecent and
boisterous treatment of this man of learning, I perceive you
are a violent sort of person. 1791 COWPER Iliad v. 370
Distant from the boisterous war.

b. Rough and violent in behaviour and speech,
turbulent

;
too rough or clamorous. (Orig. in a dis-

tinctly bad sense, but gradually passing into c.)
1568 T. HOWELL Newe Sonets (1879) 139 Feare not his

boustrous vantinge worde. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. i. 4
Heere to make good y

e boistrous late appeal. 1667 E.

CHAHDERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. \. \, iii. (1743) 8 The men are

strong and boisterous, great wrestlers, and healthy. 1690
CROWNE Eng. Frier \. i. 3 Pox o' this boystrous fool. 1705
OTWAY Orphan v. xix. 2296 Stand off thou hot-brain'd
boistrous noisy Ruffian. 1853 MARSDKN Early Purit. 55
Every form of church government . . had for awhile its

boisterous advocates.

C. Abounding in rough but good-natured activity

bordering upon excess, such as proceeds from un-

checked exuberance of spirits,
a 1683 SIDNEY Disc. GW. iii. 25 (1704) 334 That boister-

ous humor being gradually temper'd by disciplin. 1709
STEELE Taller No. 45 8 Their boisterous Mirth. 1752
HUME Ess. $ Treat. (1777) I. 5 It renders the mind in-

capable of the rougher and more boisterous emotions. 1822
W. IRVING Braceb. Hall xix. 167 A rich, boisterous, fox-

hunting baronet. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 213 Under
the outward show of boisterous frankness.

f 10. quasi-at/Z'. Boisterously. Obs.
1595 SHAKS. John iv. i. 76 Alas, what neede you be so

boistrous rough?

Boisterously ;boi-star3sli , adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY-.] Roughly; violently; tumultuously ;
with

rough and superabundant energy.
a 1550 Christ is Kirk Gr. xii, The buff so boisterously

abaist him, That he to the card dusht doun. 1595 SHAKS.
John in. iv. 136 A Scepter snatch 'd with an vnruly hand,
Must be asboysterouslymaintain'd as gain'd. 1670 MILTON'
Hist. Eng. Wks. 1738 II. 118 Godwin and his Sons did

many things boistrouslyand violently. 1845 LD. CAMPBELL
Chancellors (1857) V. cxi. 201 Respectable politicians have
seen reason.. to join those whom they have been accus-
tomed boisterously to assail. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq, $
Merch, I. ii. 66 With Big Dog boisterously bounding from
side to side.

Boi'sterousneSS. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] Bois-

terous quality; rude strength obs.}\ violence, tem-

pestuousness ; rough behaviour.

1589 WARNER All'. Eng: vi. xxxi. (1612) 153 But checked
of my boystrousnesse [I] was balked with a blush. 1618
BOLTOX Floras in. ii. (16361 166 The thing which most
frighted the Barbarous was the sight of the elephants, a^
those which matcht themselves in boistrousnesse. 1656
TRAPP Comin. Thess. iii. 15 A stoical sourness, or an im-

perious boisterousness. 1726 Nat. Hist. Ircl. 28 The Irish
sea . . in regard of its boystcrousness and . . tempestuousness.
1873 HOLLAND A . Bonnie, iv. 71 Boys whose surplus vitality
happened to lead them into boisterousness or mischief.

t Boi'stly, culv. Obs. - BOISTOUSLY.
c 1400 fttryu 104 The Freest & the clerk ful boystly bad

me goon. Ibid. 163 Then passid they forth boystly, goglyng
with hir hedis.

t Boistness, boyste-. Obs. = BOISTOCSNESS.
1398 TREVISA Earth. DC /'. R. xix. viii. (1495) 866 Some

bodyes letteth all passage of syghte, so that no thynge is

seen there thurgh, As boystenesse, stones, trees and metall.

I Boi'stous, a. Obs. Forms: 3-6 boistous,
boystous, buystoua(e, (also 4 booistous, boy-
stoyse, 5 boistose, boistoys, boistez, boysteis),
buystuous, boyatyous, (bostuous, bioustiousi
?-6 boystows(e, boi-, boysteous, -ious, 6 buis-

tous, boystuous(e, (boatyous). Also, North. 4
bostwys, bustwys, (boustes), 4-5 boustoua, 5-6
buatua, Sc. bustowa(e, bouatous, bousteous,
-tious, busteous, -ioua, -uous, -uus. [Of un-
certain etymology. Certainly not connected with
bost

t
BOAST (as has been suggested on the ground

of the i6th c. Sc. spelling boist for bost\ The pho-
nology and form suggest French origin, and in

form the ME. word exactly answers to OF. boisteus^
AF. boistouti mod.F. boitcux lame; but no con-
nexion of sense appears to be traceable, at least if

the etymology proposed by Diez for the French
word from boiste 'box', 'knee-joint' holds good.

BOKE.

The essential meaning in Eng. from the first ap-

pears to have been 'coarse, rough', but senses 1-4
are all nearly equally early. The later variants

boistcons, boystuous, led to the modern BOISTEEOUS.
(The mod. Cornwall dialect has inWCom. foist corpulence,

boustiS) bn&tioiis stout, overfat, burdensome to oneself; in

ECorn. boostis fat, well-conditioned : cf. sense 3. This
occurrence of a sense so long obs. in literary Eng., and esp.
of an apparent radical sb. boist, not known at all in litera-

ture, is very curious : but there are no similar words known
in Celtic Cornish. The Welsh '

buyst wildness
'

appears to
be a figment of Owen Pugh, but fauysttis

*

wild, ferocious
'

occurs in the i4th c., and may be a deriv. of an obs. *bwyst
; L. bestia ; or it may be merely the ME. buystons.)\

1. Of persons, etc. : Rough, rude
; untaught,

rustic ; coarse, unpolished.
c 1300 A*, ^//j. 5659 It is boystous folk. \ypAycnb. 103 We

bet byej? greate and boystoyse to spekene of zuo heje b'nge -

1387 TREVISA Higdcn Rolls Ser. II. 311 Men bat were vn-

kpnnynge and boistous as bestes. 1388 WYCLIF 2 Chron.
jdii, 7 Roboam was buystuouse [Vulg. rndis, 1382 rude].

1494 FABVAN v. cxix. 96 The state of holye Cnurche in

Brytayne was as yet rude and boystyous. 1500 Ortits Voc.
in Promp. Pan 1

, 42 Rndis, indoctns^ inordinatns^ quasi
riiri datus, boystous. 1513 DOLT, LAS sEneis i. Prol. 48
Weill ma I schawmy burell busteous thocht. 1547 BOORDF:
Introd. h'nai.'.'l. 160 They be rude & rusticall, & ver>

r

boy-
stous in theyr speche.
2. Full of rude strength and fierce vigour; rough,

fierce, savage ; powerful, violent in action. (Often
an epithet of the boar or bear.}
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 910 Bustwys as a blose. 1387

TREVISA Higdt-n 11865) ! 29 T Pe men bere of beeb boistous
men of tledes. Ibid, Rolls Ser. II. 251 Nemproth the bos-
tuous [rofaistus] oppressor of men. V/i 1400 Morte Arth.
774 A blake bustous here. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 56/3 By
strong hande he shal late you goo and in a boystous he shal

caste you fro his land. 1539 TAVERNER Erasin. Pror.

(15521 5 A strong disease requyreth a stronge medecine. .A

boysteous horse, a boysteous snaffell.

3. Roughly massive ; bulky ; clumsy.
ays E. E. Allit, /'.A. 813, Bredevpon a bost-wys bem.

? a 1400 Morte A rfh. 2175 The boustous launce be bewelles
attamede. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 29 Of body he was moche
ample & boystous ofstature, a 1547 EARL SURREY ^Eneid\\.
582 Like to the aged boysteous bodied oke. 1567 TURBERV.
Poems in Chalmers English Poets II. 616/2 Time makes
the tender twig to bousteous tree to grow. (Still dial ; see
note to Etymology,!
4. Coarse in texture, gross, rough ; thick, stiff.

1388 WYCLIF Matt. ix. 16 No man putteth a clout of

buystous clothe in to an elde clothing. 1398 TREVISA Barth.
De P. R. in. xvi, pe laste and be moste boystous of alle

[the senses] is gropynge, for
J>e kynde berof is erbi. c 1450

Merlin xi. 168 Grete boysteis shone of netes leder. 1578
LYTE Dodoens i. xxix. 41 Medesweete . . hath . . leaues. .

rough, boysteous and harde.

5. Rough, loud or violent in sound.

^1430 LYDG. Bochas vi. xv. (1554) i43b The bos'stous
thunder, c 1450 HENRYSON Mor, Fab. 30 Hee heard ane
bousteous Bugill blaw. i 1460 Toumeley Myst. 195 Youre
wordes ar bustus. 1552 LYNDESAV Monarche iv. 5597 That
terribyll Trumpat. .That boustious blast thay sail obey.
6. Of the wind, sea, weather: Rough and violent,

BOISTEROUS.
1470 HARDING Chron. clxxxiv. ii, The wind was so boistous

..houses and trees Were blow doune. 1548 UDALL, etc.

Erasm. Par. Matt. xvi. 3 A foule and a boystuouse day.
1553 KDEN Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 33 The sea was very
rough, and the wether stormie and boysteous. 1571 GOLD-
ING Calvin on Ps. xviii. 8 Boystowse vyolence of wyndes.

t Boi'Stously, adv. Obs. For forms see prec.

[f. prec. + -LY-.] With rough violence, roughly,

rudely, coarsely, violently, boisterously.
c 1386 CHAUCER Clerkes T. 735 He on a day in open

audience fTul boistously \Harl, MS. boystrously] hab seyd
hire this sentence. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (18351 68 Hys
doughtir he smote ful bustously Up on the cheke. 1513
DOUGLAS &neis \. ii. 53 Thai [winds] vmbesett the seis

busteously. 1549 CHALONER Erasm, on Folly ii, Than
Cometh Silenus. .with Poliphemus boisteously stampyng.
1583 (loLDiNt; Calvin's Serm. Dent. xl. 237 If we reproue
them

bo^'stowsly
without any charitable affection.

t Boi'stousness. obs.
[f. as prec. + -NESS.]

1. Rudeness, roughness, lack of polish, want of

gentleness or courtesy.
7^1450 Chaucer's Drentc 64 Of your gentilnesse I you

requyre my boistousnesse Ye let passe, as thing rude. 15*6

Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.) no Ungentylnesse or buystousnesse.
2. Coarseness, grossness, stiffness.

1398 TREVISA Barth. /? P. R. vi. xxil, pe whiche mete
for his biknesse and boystousnesse may not passe f>e narow

weyes. .wi^oute helpeofmoysture of drynke. 1530 J'ALSCK

IOQ/I Boystuousnesse, roydwr.
3. Violence, boisteroiisness.

1530 PALSGR. 200 Boustuousnesse, impctuosite. 1548
UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt.xvv. sotRJTheboysteousnes
of the winde. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxv. 17 Temp-
tacions now and then cast us downe with their boustous-
nesse.

f Boi'sture. Obs. rare~ ]

. Boisteroiisness.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire London 55 To proportion the fire

to its breadth as well as boisture of fury.

Boit, obs. Sc. form of BOAT.

Bok, Bokardo, variant of BUCK, BOCARDO.

t Boke, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also boak. [Of un-

certain origin, but app. akin to POKE ^.] intr.

and trans. To thrust or push out
;
to butt, to poke.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 326 Armed with two long homes
bokingout before them. 1610 Cainden'sBrii.(i^-j}ggOn
the reverse a bull boaking with his homes. 1649 BAXTER
Saints' R. in. xvi. xi. tttarg. (1651; As Hens in a coop



BOKE.
alwaies boaking to get out. 1674 RAY N. C. Wds. 6 To Bake
at one, to Point at one. Clush. 1874 E.WAUGH Chimney C.
in Lane. Gloss., I boked my finger at his oppen e'e.

Bok(e, Bokere, obs. ff. BOOK, BOOKER.
Boke, obs. pa. t. of BAKE v., north, var. BOLK v.

obs., to belch, and obs. f. BUCK.
t Bo-keik. Obs. Sc. [cf. KMK.] = BO-PEEP.
1535 LYNDES.W Satyrs, Thay play bo-keik, even as I war

a skar. [Now Kcik^jbo.}

Bokel, Bokeler, obs. ff. BUCKLE, BUCKLER.
Bokeram, bokram, obs. ff. BUCKRAM.
Bokesy ;e, early form of BOCCASLN.
Boket(t, obs. form of BUCKET.
Bokulle, bokyll, obs. ff. BUCKLE.
Bol, Bolace, obs. ff. BOLE, BULL, BULLACE.
Bolar (bou-lai), a.

[f. BOLE S&. + -A&I: cf. F.
Main:'] Consisting of, or of the nature of, bole.
1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 615 Some are marly.. some bolar

some sandy, some talky, some limy. 1791 HAMILTON Ber-
thollet s Dyeing, I. Introd. 20 Some of the bolar earths were
likewise employed [in washing]. 1832 TH. Ross tr. Hum.
toldts Trav. II. xxiv. 502 The bolar and sigillated earths
ol Lemnos, which are clay mingled with oxide of iron.

t Bq'lary, a. Obs.
[f. as prec. + -ARY.] = prec

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. 67 Chiefly consisting of
a bolary and clammy substance.

II Solas (.bo-las), sl>. pi. ; also used as a sing.,
with pi. bolases. [Sp. (and Pg.) : pi. of bola
ball

; used in S. America in sense given.] A mis-
sile, used by the Patagonians and other S. American
tribes, consisting of two or more balls or stones
connected together by strong cord; these are
swung round the head and discharged at the animal
to be captured, so as to wind round and entangle it

1843 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) IV. 270 Flourishing their nooses
and bolases. 1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat. Hist. 201 The Guachos
are able to entangle them

[ birds] with the bolas or weighted
cord. 1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times 430 The weapons which
are most characteristic of the Patagonians. .are the bolas
1874 BOUTELL Arms $ Arm. vi. 87 The Patagonians of
Southern South America have the Bola and the Lasso.
Bolas, obs. form of BULLACE.
+ Bolbanac, bolbonac. 06s. Herb. The

plant
'

Honesty
'

(Lunaria biennis).
1578 LYTE Dodoens 11. vi. 154 The Herboristes. .do call

this herbe by a certayne barbarous and strange name Bol-
bonac 1597 GERARD Herbal cxvii. | i Bolbonac or the
Sattm flower. 1640 PARKINSON T/icat. Bat. 1366 Viola
Lunaria. sive Bulbonach.

t Bold sb. Obs. Also 2-3 bolde, 4 boolde.
[OE. bold, dwelling, is, according to Sievers, prob.
for *bodl, *boSl, *bopl, which also appears as boll
identical with OSax. bodl-, ON. b6l (:-boSl):-
OTeut. *boflo-, from bu-, bo-, 'dwell

'

+ instrumental
suffix -tlo= -Iro (Gr. -r\o-, -rpo-). Parallel examples
are OE. seld = sell, north, sepd

'

seat, settle
', also

nxld= nsdl,*nxfl 'needle', ald=ddl, *dpl 'disease'.
It appears that original / before / and m became
in certain circumstances (after short vowel) t ; cf
balm for bojnn, OHG. bodam. The ON. 661 from
toSl has many parallels : mdl;maSl; stdl:stadl
etc. See BOTTLE rf.l] A dwelling, habitation

building.
a 1000 Beowulf 1998 Was bat beorhte bold tobrocentu&Hnau Virg. m Trin. Coll. Horn. 257 Bring us to

bine bolde. c 1270 Earth in E.E.P.i 52 Er erbe go to erbe
bild bi ong bold. 1297 R. GLOVC. 383 pe fayre halle, &ober bold, bat hys fader let rere. 1387 TREYISA HigdenKolls her. VI. 169 He made hem bulde meny booldes.

Bold (b*ld), a. Forms : 1-4 bald, 3- bold,
4-7 bolde, 4-5 boold(e, 6 bould, 7 boulde.
Also, r WSax. beald, 2-4 beld, 3 bield

; north.
3-6 bald, 3 baald, 4-5 balde (bowde), 5- bauld
6 bawlde. [Com. Teut. : OE. bald (in WSax
teU)-O, QS.Gr.tatd, MHG. balt-des (whence
mod.G. bald adv. 'quickly'), MDu. bout -de, Du.
bond, ON. ball-r, Goth. *bdlj>s, only found in deriva-
tives, as balpei, balpjan : OTeut. *6alfo-i. No
related words appear outside Teutonic.]
1. Of persons : Stout-hearted, courageous, daring,
earless ; the opposite of ' timid

'

or '
fearful '.

fea

Often, with admiration emphasized= brave.
tuaooAgf. Ps. cxviii. [cxix.] 162 Ic blissixe bealde mode.

6-1205 LAY. 16325 pus baelde Ha:ngest. .cnihten alre har-
dest. Ibid. 25410 Speke we of Arthur, baldest alre kinge
IZ97 R- GLOUC. 465 King Stefne was the boldore. c I3t4
GjtyWarw.(.\.) 669 Feir& beld to tellen by. a 1340 HAMPOLE
Pr. Consc. 6855 Swa hardy es na man, ne swa balde c 8o
WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 36 So myjten boolde men
seie, to bes ordris. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 5952 So bold was
no buerne his bir to withstond. c 1470 HENRY Wallace It.

354 Baulder in battaill. 1593 SHAKS. Liter. 14 jo When
their brave hope, bold Hector, march'd to field. 1611 BIBLE
rrtn'. x.xvin. !, The righteous are bolde as a lyon. 1700
.""S Tam O'5/Miiter, Inspiring bold John Barleycorn'
184* I ENNYSON To J. S. viii, A man more pure and bold
and just Was never born. 1863 C. ST. JOHN A'at. Hist.
Moray vu. 171 The Cormorant . . is a bold, confident bird.

ifS'nv SHAKS. '*'<< T. iv. iv. 125 Pale Prime-roses. .

bold Oxhps, and the Crowne Imperiall.
b. absol. A bold man. Now only pi. the bold.

"iyx> dinar M. 16055 He beheilde ba bitter bald
7.11400 Morte Art/i. (Roxb.) 8r That manya bolde sythena bought, c- 1400 Dcstr. Troy I2 io Lamydon . . Bare don

971

rnony bolde. Ibid. 1405 Mony boldw (?) for bat bright in
batell be kylde. 1852 TENNYSON Ode Wellington v, There
le shall rest for ever Among the wise and the bold.

c. quasi-o<fo. = BOLDLY.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, I. iii. 3 The Duke of Norfolke,

spnghtfully and bold, Stayes but the summons of the Ap-
pealants T rurnpet. 1598-9 Parisians 11. (1661) 24, I have
the boldir presumed to detain you. 1786 BURNS To Edinb.
bold-following where your fathers led !

2. Of words, actions, etc.; Showing or requiring
courage; daring, brave.

a. 1250 Owl
f. Night. 1715 purh belde worde. 1320

Seuyn bag. ,W.) 2042 A dede queinte and beld. c 1340

rrTTt 'MI
7 J3 Of trove & Brece > bata!1 bolde

t ,j V d]- IS97 SllAK s. 2 Hen. IV, iv. v. 197 All these
bold Feares. . I haue answered. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 386
I he bold design Pleas'd highly those infernal States. 1712POPE Rape Lock l. n In tasks so bold can little men
engage ? 1844 I'HIRLWALL- Greece VIII. Ixv. 351 [HeJ ven-
tured on a very bold step. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. u
ftly former bold belief in my powers of conversing.
o. Phrases. To make (so; bold, to be so) bola :

to venture, presume so far as, take the liberty (to
do a thing) . f To make or be bold with (obs.) : to
take liberties, make free with.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 879 Ho hath been so bold, .tosle

myn lyf [i.e. Pyramus]. 1393 GOUER Conf. II. 259 lason. .

upon Medea made him bolde Of art magique. a 1535 MOREhdw. V. 1:6411 Ded., I am bould to crave your patronage
herein 1S9 SHAKS. Tarn. Shrnv 1. ii. 251 Sir, let me be
so bold as aske you. 1598

- Merry H'. n. ii. 262, I will
nrst make bold with your money. 1399 3!uc/i Ado in
ll. 8. 1601 J,,l. C. n. i. 86, I thinke we are too bold
vpon your Rest. 1613 Hen. Vllf, m. ii. 3 i8 You made bold
To carry into Flanders, the Great Scale. 1676

' A. RIVETUS
JUN. Mr. Smirkc K ii b, Because they were all Christians
they thought.. they might make the bolder with them,make bolder with Christ, and wound him again. 1600
BENTLEY Phal. 216 Whether of these our Author made
cold with, I cannot determin. 1852 M cCuLLOdl Taxa-
tion n. ix. 337 We are bold to say that no instance can be
found. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Syiichr. 166 Nothing, I
make bold to say, can be more improbable.
4. In bad sense : Audacious, presumptuous, too

forward
;
the opposite of ' modest '.

' I2 ' ORMIN2I85 Son se ma^denn wurrbebb bald, Jho
wurrbebb sone unnbajwedd. c 1250 Gen. f, E r. 323

' Eue '

e, oat neddre bold,
'

Quat o^et nu Sat for-bode o-tj>
- .~ .s-^m, v^uai. <jjti nu ud.L lUr-lJUUC! O-

wold . 1340 Ayenb. 216 Na?t be bolde ne be nan ssamu-
este. 6-1440 Promp. Parv. 43 Bolde, presumptuosus
effrons. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. ii. 987 Ane deuill of hell'
Is na compairto the iniquitie, Of bald wemen. ie,SAiis-i:, en. rAimi'
Secret Instr. lien. VII resp. Q. Naples, Not to bolde, but
somewhat sbamefast womanly. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv. 263Men so disorder'd, so debosh'd, and bold, That this our
court . . Shewes like a riotous Inne. 1733 POPE Hor. Snt.
n. i. 106 The bold front of shameless, guilty men 1847
TENNYSON Priac. in. 233 You are bold indeed : we are not
talk d to thus. Mod. A bold young woman.
fb. absol. Anaudacious orshameless person. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8693 Do me bote a-gain bis bald Ithl
15378 pat ilk es he, bat baald.

e. quasi-oak,
<;i3oo Cursor M. 7Iji Vn-to bat birde was biddand bald,

Sampson al be soth hir laid.

5. Strong, mighty, big. (obs.) Of grain, etc. :

Well-filled, plump. Of fire or wind : Strong,
fierce (Sc.)
c 1300 K. Alis. 5004 Wymmen there ben mychel and belde

6-1314 Guy Warm, (1840) 149 Forestes ful of hertes beld.
a 1400 Cm. Myst. 3 He sent to Noe an Angel bolde. c 1505UUNBAR Now cumis Aigc' ii, Trew luvis fyre nevir birnis
bauld. 1513 DOUGLAS .-Eueis xm. iv. 65 The bald flambis
and brym blesis stowt. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I.

114 Boreas with his blasts sae bauld. 1787 WINTER Syst.Hush. 186 Being a bolder and better grain, weighed heavier
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxix,

' An the brandy hadna been ower
bauld for your brain.' 1864 Times 8 Dec., Coffee . . sold at
6gs. to 72^. 6ti., for good to fine ordinary bold.

t 6. Confident (in), certain, sure (of). Obs.
a11300 Cursor .W. 2675 Qua es not sua bai mai be bald,

pai
sal not o mi folk be laid, c 1400 YwaSae $ Gaiv. 169

This ilk Knight, that, be ye balde, Was lord and keper of
that halde. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 2440We wylle hym kepeand we may, Thereof be ye bold ! c 1440 York Myst. viii.

119 He wiile be my beylde, bus am I bowde 1526 Pilrr,
Perf_iW.de W. 1531) 17 b, We sholde be bolde of his grace!
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. i. 13 Be bold in vs, weele follow where
thou lead'st. 1611 Cymt. n. iv. 2, I would I were so sure
Towinne the King, as I am bold, her Honour Will remaine
her s. 1609 HOLLAND<A mm. Marcel, xvm. iv. 109 Bearingnimselfe bold of helpe from those nations. 1616 R. C. Times'
limits, ii. 703 These he dares be bolde, And more then these.
7. Jig. Showing daring, vigour, or licence of con-

ception or expression ; vigorous, striking.

'Vo
66
^,9

OWLEY (J-> The fiKures are bold even to temerity.
1687 \VALLER (J.) Bold tales of gods or monsters. 1737POPE Hor. Epist. n. ii. 165 Mark where a bold expressive

phrase occurs. 1763 JOHNSON in Bosnvllxv. (18481 137/1 I
do not think Gray a first-rate poet. He has not a bold
imagination.
8. 'Standing out to the view; striking to the

e)'e' (J.) I firmly marked, 'pronounced'.
f

J
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T
s 'farmer's Trav. ,i. i. x. 64 Had it been

finish d . it had excel! d all the boldest structures of Asia.
1753 Scati Mag. July 318/2 Her pulse easy, bold, and regu-

A 1
7
?5 SHERIDAN Rivals m. iv. (1883) M S I'll write a

good bold hand. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxi. 225His curling hair hung round a high, bold forehead. 1857L MILLER Jest. Rocks iii. 144 Standing out in bold relief.
1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. vii. 175 The walls are pan-elled with precious inlaid marbles, in bold patterns.
9. In Nautical lang., applied to a coast rising

steeply from deep water
; also, to the deep water

BOLD-PACED.
close to such a shore : also, in ordinary lang., to

any broad, steep or projecting face of rock. Of a

ship : Broad and bluff in the bows.
1628 DIGBY Voy. Medit. (I 868) 13 It is a bold shore. 1697DAMPIER I'oy. (1729) I. 34 A bold Shore, that is, high land

and deep water close home by it. 1787 T. JEFFERSON Writ.
(1859! I. 96 At Honfleur . . they can ride in hold water, in a
good bottom. 1793 S.MEATON Edystone L. I7o Built un-
usually bold m their Bows. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. i. v 12
^ he pine-trees blue On the bold cliffs of Ben-venue. 1860
Merc. .Mar. Mag. VII . 1 96 The soundings . . show bold water,
from 19 to 75 fathoms, close in shore. 1862 ANSTED Chan-
nel Isl, i. v. (ed. 2) in The southern part of St. Ouen's Bay
is extremely bold. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Bold-
shore, a steep coast where the water, deepening rapidly,
admits the near approach of shipping without the danger of
grounding. Ibid., Bold-to, steep-to.
10. Comb., as bold-hearted, -spirited; BOLD-FACE.
1853 D E QUINCEY Sp. Mil. AKK Wks. III. 23 Our bold-

hearted Kate. 1397 HOOKER Keel. i'ol. v. Ded., Confident
and bold-spirited men. 1603 KNOI.LES Hist. Turks (1638)
286 One of the souldiers. .a rough bold spirited fellow

t Bold, v. Obs. Forms : see BOLD a. fOE.
bealdian,=Q"RG. balden, f. bald adj. : see prec.]
1. inlr. To be, or show oneself, bold

; to become
bold, grow strong or big.
a looo Bcmvulf 4360 Swa bealdode beorn Ecgbeowes.a 1300 Cursor M. 7539 To gar bam wit hope to bald, c 1420

Pallad. on Hnsb. xn. 223 And ther is warme eke hugely thai
[plum-trees] bold. ^425 Seven .$?. iP.) 640 The wenche
bygane to bolde. 1534 I.u. BERNERS Cold. Bk. M. Aurel.
(15461 Kkvij, Oure hardines soo boldeth. 1706 DE FOE
Jure Div. ix. 201 No tame Subjection did their Kingdoms
yield, But holding courted Freedom in the Field.

2. trans. To make bold, embolden, encourage.
c 1205 LAY.4385To balden bine leoden [(-1275 toboldi]. a 1300Cursor M. 10425 Men suld bald bam to be blith. c 1300 A'.

Alis. 2468 His Gregeys ful faire he boldith. 1377 LINGL
P. PI. B. m. 198, I batered hem on be bakke and bolded
here hertis. 1533 COVERDALE Dent. iii. 28 Geue losua his
charge, and corage him and Bolde him. <_ 1540 LADY BRI\N
in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. II. 79 Now et boldethe me to shew
yow my powr mynd. 1605 SHAKS. Lear\. i. 26 It toucheth
us, as France invades our land, Not holds the king.

b. To make ;a fire) strong or fierce, north, dial.
<H400 Sir Perc. 792 He tase the knyghte bi the swire,

Keste hym reghte in the fyre The brandes to halde. Mod.
Sc. ' fo bauld the glead ', to kindle the glowing coal, i.e. to
make the fire bold, to blow it up. AV.r/>. (Jamieson*
Bold, obs. f. BOLT sli.i

t Bold-beating, a. Obs. App. a confusion ol

bold-Jaced and brow-beating,
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. ii. ii. 28 You. .will en-sconce your

red-lattice phrases, and your bold-beating-oathes, vnder the
shelter of your honor.

t Bo'lden, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6-7 boulden.
[f. BOLD a. + -EN 2.]
1. trans. To make bold, embolden, encourage.

rcfl. To take courage,
' make bold

'

(to do a thing i.

1526 TIN-DALE i Cor, viii. 10 Shall not the conscience of
hym that isweake^be boldened to eate those thynges. 1530
PALSC.R. 459/2 It is good to bolden a boye in his youth.
1535 COVERDALE i Sam. xiii. 12, I boldened my selfe &
offred a burntofferynge. 1709 KENNET tr. Erasm. P-raise
roily 46 Ihese. .bolden us likewise and spur us on.
2. iiitr. To take courage, be bold. dial.
1864 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss.,

' Bowden tiv her man !

faint heart never won fair lady.
1

Hence Bo'ldened///. a., Bo'ldeuing vbl. sb.

'575 TtRBERV. Bk. Venerie 182 For the better boldnyngand encouraging of them. 1395 SPENSER SOIHI. v, Boldned
iS?1

!?
6-

-
l621 BoLTON Stat. Irel. 333 [Act n Eliz.},

i he boldemng and incouraging of many offendours. 1628

5
L A>' Resolves i. Iviii. Wks. (1677) 90 Vice braves it with

a boldned face.

t Bo'lden, boldne, v.- Sc. Obs. Also bow-
den, [var. BOLNE to swell, with d generated be-
tween / and H.] intr. To swell.
a 1510 DOUGLAS K. Hart 78 Boldniog to ryis the castell

to confound. 1513 &,,cii I. viii. 73 The fluide boldnit
led. 1710 boldynnyt], and stormy Orion, .cachit ws anon.
153 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. Excus. Prentar (JAM.) Sum
boldin at othir in maist cruel feid. 1597 J. MELMLL Diary
(1842) 428 Invy and Malice Did bowden in the breist of
craftie men.

t Bo'lden, -in,fa. pple. Sc. (obs.} Alsoboulden,
bowden, -in. [var. of BOLLEN : cf. prec.] Swollen.
i536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821! II. i I2 The river, was

be inundation of snawis, boldin above the brayis ie
LYNDESAY Monarche 3885 They grew so boildin \MS F
boldin], in thare breistis. 1567 Semfill Ballates (18721 30
1 hat bowdin bludy beist. c 1590 A. HUME ThanksSumm.
Day, 1 he birds, with boulden throats. 1768 Ross Hclenore
01 (JAM.) Her breast with wae was bowden.
Bolder, var. of BOULDEB.
Bold-face (bcu-ld^s). [f. BOLD a. + FACE sb]One who has a bold face; an impudent person:

also attrib.

1692 R. LESTRANGE Fables (1708) I. cclxiii. 279 How now
Bold-Face, crys an Old Trot. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I.

43 If I have been a Sauce-box, and a Bold-face, and Pest,and a Creature, as he calls me. 1793 J. WOLCOTT (P. Pindar)
Apple-dumplings Wks. I. 100 A ragged, bold-face, ballad-
singing crew. 1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities in. ii,

'

Well, I
am sure, Boldface! I hope you are pretty well !'

Bold-faced (.bcju-ldifrst), ///. a.
[f. as prec. +

-ED.] Having a bold or confident face or look ;

usually impudent. Hence Bo-ld-facedness sb.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, iv. vi. 12 Prowd desire Of bold-
fac t Victoria 1633 QUARLES Embl. i. viii. (17,8) 34 Bold-
fac d Mortals in our blushless times Can sing and smile, and
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BOLDHEDE.
make a sport of crimes. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxiii, A
fine, gay, bold-faced ruffian. 1832 L. HUNT Transl. Poems

264 The least pain to thy bo Id-facedness.

t Bo'ldhede. Obs. [f.
BOLD a. + -hede, -HEAD.]

Boldness, audacity.
a 1250 Owl <y Night. 514 I-fallen is al his boldhede. 1330

R. BRUNNE Chron. 281 His boldhede did bam wynne.

Boldly (b^u-ldli), adv. [f. BOLD a. + -LY 2
.]

In

a bold manner.

1. Courageously, daringly, fearlessly.
a 1000 Juliana (Gr.) 492 Sume .. ic bealdliee ..minum

hondum..slo5- c 1205 LAY. 19923^ wes Bruttene weored:

baldeliche isomned \c 1275 boldehche gadered]. c 1305 St.

Christ. 36 in E. E. P. (18621 60 Cristofre hem mette balde-

liche. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 14 He bauldly thaim abaid.

1480 Robt. Devytt 30 He thought boldlyer for to abyde. 1611

BIBLE Mark xv. 43 loseph of Arimathea . . went in boldly
vnto Pilate, and craued the body of lesus. 1728 YOUNG
Love Fame iii. (1757) 101 They who boldly dare, Shall tri-

umph o'er the sons of cold despair. 1876 GREEN Short Hist,

v. i (18821 223 The Prince seized the opportunity to fall

boldly on their front.

2. In bad sense : "With effrontery, impudently,

shamelessly ; presumptuously.
1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. IV. 281 Hissones. .stryue

t>e boldloker [licentius]. c \qxtApol. Loll. 108 Fro hem bat

beggun wib out nede . . or for ober vndu cans beggen baldly.

(1440 Promp. Parv. 43 Boldely or malapertly, effronter^

presnmptuese. 1586 THYNNE Anittiadi 1

. Introd. 70, 1 have
like blind baiard boldlie run into this matter, a 1656 Br.

HALL Rent. JFX.-.J. n66o) 150 He. .that can sin the boldlyest.

1785 T. JEFFERSON Corr. < 1830.1 423 Their principle is to lie

boldly that they may not be suspected of lying.

3. Confidently, with assurance ;
without doubt,

without hesitation ; assuredly.
c 1175 Lamb, Horn. 125 Alswa baldeliche inei be wrecche^ta

mon clepian drihtan him to federe. a 1300 Cursor M. 3586
Baidlik bat dar i sai. c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame 581 Be ful

assured boldely I am thy frende. t 1400 Destr. Troy 840
Ye shall boldly be blameles. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 388
Wherfore y dar wryte and baldelyche say. 1563 Homilies
n. Sacrament (i^^i,^ So may we the boldlicr have access

thither. 1695 LD. PRESTON Boeth. \\. 48, I dare boldly
affirm, that, etc. 1810 COLERIDGE Frtetul (1865) 138 To
hope too boldly of human nature.

4. With bold expression or handling ; strongly,

vigorously, strikingly.
1762 H. WALPOLE I'ertne's Anecd. Paint. I. 158 Several

other figures, boldly painted, but not highly finished. 1828

COLERIDGE Eolian. Harp 18 Its strings Buldlier swept.

t Boldly, a. Obs. Also 3 baldli, 4 baldeli.

[f. BOLD a. + -LY 1
;

cf. goodly] Bold-looking.
n 1300 Cursor M. 16032 (Gott.) Wid a ful baldli chert-.

Ibid. 8541 iTrin. i He was a boldly bachileiv. 1819 Blackiv.

Mag. IV. 730 Scan ye near Those boldly lineaments.

Boldness (bJn-ldnOs). [f.
BOLD a. +-NE.SS.]

The quality of being bold.

1. Courage, daring, fearlessness.

c 1400 Destr. Trvy 226 That the flese. . Were brought throw
bi boldness into bis big yle. 1489 CAXTON Faytesof A. n.

xxxv. 151 The rommayns yssued ayenit hym by grete bold-

nes. 1577 tr. Btillingers Decades (15921 175 There is de-

maunded a boldnesse of stomacke to dare to doe the thing.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV^ \\. i. 134 You call honorable Bold-

nes, impudent Sawcinesse. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. \\.

xxiii. (16951 156 Boldness is the Power to speak or do what
we intend, before others, without fear or disorder. 1876
GREEN Short Hist. v. 3 The boldness of his words sprang
perhaps from a knowledge that his end was near.

t b. To take (a or the] boldness : to venture, to

take the liberty (to do a thing). Obs. or dial.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531* 74 b, The serpent tokc
a boldnesse to tenipte the woman. 1650 FULLER Pisgah n.

x. 211 The Amorites took the boldness to keep possession
thereof, c 1680 BEVERIDGE Serin. (17291 L 273 Who are we,
that we should take the boldness to ask any thing of him ?

[1864 dial. ^ Epsom, Surrey),
' Father's boldness, Ma'am, and

he've sent you a few flowers.']

2. Impudence, shamelessness, presumption.
J377 LANGL. P. PL B. xvni. 386^6 boldnesse of her synnes.

(-1440 Promp. Pan 1
. 43 Boldenesse or homelynesse, pre~

sumpdo. 1594 SHAKS. Rich.IIl, \. ii. 42 Vnmanner'd Dogge
. . lie strike thee to my Foote, And spurne vpon thee Begger
for thy boldnesse. 1601 All's Well n. i. 174 A strumpets
boldnesse. 1602 MANNINGHAM Diary (1868) ioNov., I told

her of her saucy boldness. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cxiii,

Should licensed boldness gather force.

*t*3. Confidence, assurance, security. Upon bold-

ness of: in reliance on, on the security of. Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE
CJtron. 40 For boldenes he wild him

bynd to som berde in boure. 1447-8 SHILLINGFORO Lett.

(1871) 91 Upon boldenysse of the said nywe charter.

a I53S MORE Kdw. l
t̂ in Southey Comm.-pl. Bk. Ser. n.

(1849191 Unthrifts riot and run in debt upon boldness of

these places. 1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. iv. ii. 165 In the

boldnes of mycunning, I will lay myselfe in hazard, a 1656
BP. HALL Occas. Medit. (1851) 28 Perfect righteousness shall

S've
us perfect boldness both of sight and fruition. [1717

E FOE Hist. Ch. Scot. 6, I take upon me with Boldness
to assure the World, it is not so.]

4. transf. Vigour or freedom of conception or

execution ; forcibleness.

a 1700 DRYDEN fj.) The boldness of the figures is to be

hidden, sometimes by the address of the poet. 1777
ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. 11783) 11.209 Rivalling the great
masters . . in boldness of design. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey
vi. vi. 345 Brilliancy of colouring and boldness of outline.

1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. III. iv. iii. $ 20 There is as much
difference between the boldness of the true and the false

masters, as there is between the courage of a pure woman
and the shamelessness of a lost one.

t Bo'ldship. Obs. [see -SHIP.] Boldness.
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c 1*7$ LAY. 24943 Hire baldsipe [c 1205 raehsclpe) sal 3am
seolue t to moche rouj>e teorne.

Boldspreet, obs. form of BOWSPRIT.

Bole '
(bJul). Also 7 boal(e, 7-8 boll. [a.

OX. bol-r masc., also written bulr, trunk of a tree ;

cf. MHG. bole (fern.), mod.G. bohle plank.]
The stem or trunk of a tree.

.-1314 City \Vanv. (1840) 260 His nek is greter than a

bole. ciy$ . E. A Hit. P. B. 622 By bole of bis brode tre

we byde pe here, 1521 FISHER Wks. 118761 315 The
shadowe of the bole of the tree. 1641 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I.

/-, Boughs and Suckers, which have made themselves

and the Boll knotty. 1848 LYTTON Harold I. 306 Gnarled
boles of pollard oaks and beeches. 187 KRYANT Iliad iv. I.

129 A fair, smooth bole, with boughs Only on high.

b. transf. Anything of a cylindrical shape like

the trunk of a tree, as a roll, a pillar.

1676 True Gentleman's Delight (N. > Make it up in little

long boles or rowles. 1884 rail Mall G. ii Jan. 1/2 The

sky., seen between the boles of stone.

c. Comb., as f bole-fashion adv., bole-like adj.

1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. 1. 508 Another Holy, whose roote

is not bolefashion. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. *.Schin. ^18581 313
The bole-like stems of great plants.

Bole 2
(bJul . Also 4 bol, 5-6 boole. [ad.

med.L. &d/us, a. Gr. 0w\o? clod of earth; first

used in Eng. in bole arwmiac or armaniac : thence

extended to similar substances.]
1. The name of several kinds of fine, compact,

earthy, or unctuous clay, usually of a yellow, red,

or brown colour due to the presence of iron oxide.

1641 FRENCH Distill, iii. 1 1651* 78 Such things as will flow

must have bole, or powder of brick mixed with them. 1645
EVELYN Mem. 1 1857) I. 143 A .. paper of a red astringent

powder, I Mippose of bole. 1686 Phil. Trans. XVI. 144

It may perhaps be better reckon'd amongst Boles than

Stones. 1759 B. MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eng. I. 73 A red Bolt-,

called by the Country People Redding, or Ruddle. 1843
PORTLOCK Geol. 152 A soft clayey amygdaloid, decomposing
into a rich and deep red bole. 1868 DANA Min. 476.

b. spec. Bole armeniac, formerly also armo-

niak, etc. : an astringent earth brought from Arme-

nia, and formerly used as an antidote and styptic.

I
c 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Yem. Prol. fy T. 238 Bol armoniak

[armonyak, -ac, amoniak] verdegres, boras. 1547 BOORDK
Brev. Health liii. 24 Take ofTerre sigillate, of boole Ar-

moniake, of eche an unce. 1558 WARUE Alexis Seer. (1568'

4ob, Take . . Bolearmenicke, 1591 PERCIVALL S/>. Diet,
BolarmtnicOi Bolearminack. 1607 TOPS ELL Four-/. Beasts

34 Plalster is made thereof with Bole-Arraorick. 1610 MARK-
HAM J/rtjr/tv/.ji.cxxxii. 435 Take of bolearmony a. quarterns.
1626 BACON Syl-ca 701 Bole-Armimck is the most Cold of

them. 1718 QUINCY Compl. Disp. 107 Bole Armonick . . is

a natural Earth. 1758 J.S. Le Dran'sObserv. SMrg-Jijji'igt
A Defensitive composed of Bole Armenia. 1799 G. SMITH
Laborat. II. 401 lake.. bole armenic, parched barley, etc.

1832 Frasers Mag. VI. 714 The best toothpowder in the

world is Armenian bole.

f 2. A large pill, a BOLUS ; also fig. Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 141 Thirty grains of Lentils swal-

lowed down by way of Bole. 1649 JEK, TAYLOR Gt. Exentfi.
in. xvi. 57 Ignorant . .persons, who swallow down the bole

and the box that carries it. 1725 BRADLEY Faui. Diet. II.

s.v. Water Gfrtttattdert The plant, .may. . be prescribed in

Boles as well as in infusion.

Bole 3 (bJl). Sc. Also boal. [Origin unknown.]
a. A small square recess in the wall of a room

for holding articles, b. An unglazed aperture in

the wall of a castle, cottage, stable, etc, for admit-

ting air or light ; sometimes closed with a shutter.

1738 RAMSAY Wk$, (18481 III. 167 Bring from yon boal a
roasted hen. 1816 SCOTT Aittiq. xxxii, Open the bole wi'

speed, that I may see if this be the right Lord Geraldin.
c 1817 HOGG Talcs fySk. VI. 97 We have been benighted, and
have been drawn hither by the light in your bole. 1834 H.
MILLER Scenes fy Leg. xxv. 365 The gold, which you will

find in the little bole under the tapestry of my room. 1875
J. VEITCH Tiveed 92 A narrow bole High near the top.

Bole 4
. (See quot.)

1670 PETTCS Fodinse Reg. Gloss, s. v., Boles or Bolestids
are places, where in ancient time (before Smelting Mills
were invented) the Miners did fine their lead. ^^Anhyo-
logia\\\. 1 70 (D.) There was a bole, .where in ancient times
, . miners used to smelt their lead ores.

Bole, obs. form of BOLL, BOWL, BULL.

t Bo*le-ax. Obs. Also 3 bulaxe. [a. ON. bol-

ox, bitl-ox 'pole-ax', prob. f. bolr, bulr bole of a

tree + ox ax
;

cf. Sw. bolyxa
'

great ax'.] A large
ax

;
? a pole ax.

c 1200 ORMIN 9281 Nu;^u iss bulaxe sett Rihht to be treow-
wess rote. -1308 Satire in AY/. Ant. II. 176 Hail be 3e

potters with }ur bole-ax, a 1400 Octoutan 1039 Two bole-

axys grete and longe.

Bolection (btfle'kjan). Arch. Also 9 ba-, be-,

bilection, bolexion. [Of uncertain form and un-

known origin.] A term applied to mouldings which

project before the face of the work which they
decorate, as a raised moulding round a panel.
1708 [E. HATTON] New View Lend. I. 95/1 A Gallery

. . the front of which is large Bolection, with raised

Pannels. 1819 NICHOLSON Archit. Diet. I. 44 Balection

mouldings : see Selection. 1823 RUTTER Fonthill 15 Lar^e
raised pannels and bolection mouldings. 1845 Gloss. Goth.

Archit. 1.56 Bilection Mouldings. 1876 GWILT Archit.

Gloss., Balection or Bolection Mouldings, mouldings which

project beyond the surface of a piece of framing.

BOLK.

t Bole'ctioned, a. Obs. Also 7 bellexioned,

[f. prec.+-ED.] Having bolection moulding.
1693 MS. Ace. bk. of Watts' Charity, Preston-next- Winf-

hai, Kent, The pews were also made uniform with new
bellexion'd Deal-boord work.

Boled, variant of BOLLED ///. a. Obs.

II Bolero (boleT<!, -IJTO). [Sp.] A lively

Spanish dance
;
also the air to which it is danced.

1787 ]. TOWXSESD Joiirn. Spain (1792) I. 331 The happi-
ness to see Madame Mello dance a volero. 1809 BYRON
Cli. Har. I. Ixxxiv. (ist draught) Wks. 1846 14,1 note. She

mingles in the gay Bolero [riitit-ivd. hero]. <ll845_HooD
Drink. Song iii, Tnejigs, the boleros, fandangos, and jumps.
1862 Athenxiim 25 Jan. 111/3 The Fandango and Bolero

are only a more decent form ofan originally African dance
. .the Bolero was invented in 1780.

Jig. 1869 LD. LVTTON Orval 165 The new dance of the

Libertines ! Freedom's bolero.

BoleTO, v. nonce-wd. To dance a bolero.

1834 BECKFORD Italy II, 364 Thirteen or fourteen couples

started, and boleroed and fandangoed away.

Bolesprit, obs. form of BOWSPBIT.

t Bo'letate. Chem. Obs. [f.
next + -ATE <.]

1810 HENRY Elem. Cltem. (18261 II. 241 With the alkalis

and earths, it [boletic acid] unites, and forms a class of salts,

which may be called boletates.

t Bole'tic, a. Chem. Obs. [f. next t- -ic.]

Of or pertaining to Boletus, as Boletic acid.

1819 J. CHILDREN Chem, Anal. 275 Boletic acid was ob-

tained by M. Braconnot from the boletus pseudo igniarius.

1863 WATTS Did. Chem. I. 618 Boletic acid . . since shown

by Bolleyand Dessaignes to be identical with fumaric acid.

Boletus i,b<;lrt!>s). Bot. [a. L. boletus a

mushroom, ad. Gr. /BouAmp of same meaning, perh.

f. (3cuA.os lump.] A large genns of fungi, having
the under surface of the pileus full of pores, instead

of gills as in .-Igaricns.
1601 HOLLAND I'liny II. 133 Glaucias. .amrmeth, That the

Mushromes Boleti be good for the stomacke. 1832 I'eg.

Sitl'sf. Food 336 Many species of fungi are . . considered

edible . . A species of boletus is raised by the Italians. 1863

W. COLEMAN Woodlands 32 On very old trees . . a massive

fungus as large as a child's head, called the Birch Boletus.

Bolge ;bfld,5). rare- 1
. An adaptation of the

It. I'olgia
'

gulf-hole
'

(Florio\ applied by Dante

to the gulfs of the eighth circle of the Inferno.

1881 Contemp. A'c7>. Dec. 849 The archetype of one bolge
of the Inferno.

Bolge, obs. form of BULGE.

t Bo-lglien, taol;en, ///. a. Obs. i (se)bol-

sen, 2 (Orm.) bolljhenn, 3 i-bolje. [OE. bolken,

Ifbolken, pa. pple. of behan to swell, be proud or

angry : see BELL v. ] and BOLLEN.]
a. Swollen with rage, angry, wrathful. b.

Physically swollen ;
= BOLLEJJ.

i- 1000 Ags. Cosf. Matt. xxvi. 8 And wurdon jeboljene.
c 1160 Hatton G. ibid., And wuroen jeboljen. c IKW ORMIN

7145 Herode King Wass gramm and grill and bolljhenn.
n 1250 Owl tt Night. 145 And sat toswolle and ibolje.

Bolgit, obs. form of BULGED.

Bolide (.bc'laid). [a. F. bolide, ad. L. bolid-tm

^nom. bolis) large meteor, a. Gr. fso\ts missile, f.

stem of /SaAAtii' to throw.] A large meteor ; usually
one that explodes and falls in the form of aero-

lites
;
a fire-ball.

1852 TH. Ross tr. Humboldt'i Trail. I. x. 352 Not . .a space

equal in extent to three diameters of the moon, which was
not filled every instant with bolides and falling stars, 1870
PROCTOR Other H'orlds ix. 192 Explode into small frag-

ments, as bolides and fireballs have been observed to do.

1884 JEFFERIES Life of Fields 183 It was not for some
seconds I thought of looking for the bolide.

Bolimong, variant of BULLIMOSG, Obs.

Bolin(e, -ing, obs. forms of BOW-LINE.

t Bo 'ling, vl'l. sb. Obs. [f. BOLE st>. 1 and as-

suming a vb.J The formation of the bole of a tree.

1610 FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey I. iii. 6 The boaling,

spreading, arming, timbring and tapering of trees.

Bolino, early form of BUBIN, for engraving.

Bolion, obs. form of BILLION.

Bolisme, -mus, obs. forms of BULIMY.

t Bolk, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4-6 bolke,

5 bulk, 5-6 bulke, 6 bolk, bolck, balk, balck,

(&.) bok ; (north.) 6-8 boke, bock, 7- boak,

bouk, bowk. [ME. bolk-en, cogn. w. mod.G.

bolken, bolken 'to roar, bawl', and Du. bttlken 'to

bellow' ; f. same root as BELCH ; pointing to an

OTeut. ablaut series balkan, v$lkan, bolkan; though

perhaps of later formation.]
1. intr. To eructate ;

= BELCH I.

1387 TREVISA Higaen Rolls Ser. II. 195 Somme )>at bolked

neuere. c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 43 Bolkyn, ructo, eructo.

fHuLOET,

Belke, or bolke, or breake wynde vpwarde.
RAY N. C. Wds. 6 To tote.. to Belch. Lincoln.

To bolk out (trans.): to give vent to, ejaculate,

vociferate ;
= BELCH 3.

1382 WYCLIK Ps. xviii. [xix.] 3 Dai to the dai bolketh [1388

telfith] out woord. Matt. xiii. 35, I shal bolke out, or tclle

ante, hid thingus. 1553 BRENUE Q. Curtins VH. 4 Rashenes

of wordes bulked out.

3. trans. To emit (wind) by belching ;
= BELCH 3.

a 1535 MORE Wks. 1360 Balk out y stinking sauor of thy

rauenous surfeting. 1616 T. ADAMS Saufs Sickn. Wks. 1861

I. 500 His own commendation rumbles within him, till he

hath bulked it out ; and the air of it is unsavoury.



rau<

ore.

BOLK.
4. intr. To vomit

; to retch, or make efforts as
in vomiting. Still dial.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxxxv. 114951 726 The
dronklew mannys stomak bolkyth. ^1480 Babces Bk. 1.1868)
1 8 Bulk not as a beene were yn bi throte. 1674 RAY N. C.
Wets. 6 Bake, to Nauseate, to be ready to vomit, also to
Belch. 1764 T. BRYDGES Homer Trazvst. (1797) II. 369
Boaking as if I'd bring my pluck up. 1832 Black. Mag.
XXXII. 647 He began to strain and to bock. 1835 Whitby
Gloss., To Boak, the effort to vomit, to reach.

b. trans. Also with up. dial.

1790 A. WILSON CaUamp. Elegy Poet. Wks. 105 His vera
guts he's bockan In blude this day. 1863 Robson Bards r>f
Tyne 433 Whey, she had bowk't the sma beer up.
5. fig. and transf. To emit as in vomiting, to

eject (,as a volcano).
1513 DOUGLAS JEneis in. viii. 136 It. .will. .Furth bok the

bowalis..of the hill. 1361 STUDLEY Seneca's Medea (1581)
128 ^Etna hoiking stifling flames and dusky vapours up.
1787 BURNS Winter Nt., Burns.. thro' the mining outlet
boked, Down headlong hurl.

6. intr. To heave or throb like a confined gas
or fluid. To bolk up : to '

rise' in the stomach.
1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 373, The meate bulketh

upagayne. a 16791. GOODWIN Wks. U86D I II. 424 Humours
. . may stir and boake in the stomach, when yet they come
not up, nor prevail unto vomiting.
7. intr. To gush, flow in gulps.
a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. xxi, Elude at breastis out bokkit.

1541 BARNES Wks. (i573)25 t/2 Theyr plenteous wine pressesand their full sellers bolkyng from thys vnto that, a 1600
Rob. Hood (Kitson} i. iii. 131 At his mouth came booking out
I he blood of a good vain.

t Bolk, st. Obs. Also 7- bock. [f. prec. vb.]An eructation, a belch.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 397 He bygan benedicite with a
bolke. 1697 W. CLELAND Poems 104 (JAM.) When he re-
turn d he got it ov'r Without a host, a bock, or glour. 1859A utobiog. Beggar Boy 150 To relieve himselfof the dry bock.
BolK, obs. form of BULK.
t Bo'lken, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 boakeu.

[f.
BOLK v. + -EN : cf. light, lighten.]
1. intr. To gush, flow in gulps. = BOLK 7.

31300 E.. Psalter cxliii(iv]. 13 Cleves..Bolkenandfra
j

bat in to
yit [? bis ; v. r. from bis in bat ; Vulg. emctantia '

ex hoc in Hind.}
2. To throb. - BOLK 6.

,'
6
7
p
.
hil- Trails. XIX. 379 The tops of my Fingers ..

did boaken and ake, as when after extream cold, one has
the hot-ach in them.

t Bolkiiig, vtl. sb. Obs. exc. dial. [f. BOLK v.]
1. Belching, eructation, retching, vomiting.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vu. xlviii. (1495) 260 Vn- I

"luery bolkynges . by the whyche bolkinges the pacyente I

.ueth. c 1440 Promp. Pat-v. 43 Bolkynge, or bulkynge,
:

ejcis, eructacio. 1319 HORMAN I'tilg. 32 b, It is a balk- :

ynge of yesterdays meate. 1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apotli.
'

33 b, A bulkinge or breakinge of winde. 1670 LASSELS V'oy.
Italy (1698) II. 174 Stones, which. .Vesuvius, .had vomited
up with such a boaking. 1812 GALT Steamboat 76 (J AM )

Even between the bockmgs of the sea-sickness.
2. Heaving, throbbing.
1655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. 11. 381 The invenomed head

of sm's arrow, that lies burning in conscience, and by its
continual boking and throbbing there, keeps the poor sinner
out of quiet.

Boll (bJl), sbl Forms : i bolla, 3-6 bolle,
(6-7 bowle, 7 bol, bole), 7- boll. [A variant of
BOWL j*.l :-OE. <WAz = MDu. bolle, Du. bol, ON.
bolli wk. masc., cognate with OHG. bolla, MHG.
bolle wk. fern.

'

bud, globular vessel'
; see BOWL.

Sense 2 may also be compared with L. bulla, It.

bolla, F. boule, bulle bubble.]
1 1. Earlier spelling of BOWL s&.l, q. v.

t 2. A vesicle or bubble. Obs.
a 1300 Fragm. Pop. Science (Wr.) 33I As ic seide lou er

of breo bollen, if ;e understode ; In pe nybemeste bolle ber
be lyvre dob out springe. 1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. xix.
cxxvni. (1495) 935 The bolle that ryseth on the water that
boyleth. .hlghte bulla.

3. spec. A rounded seed-vessel or pod, as that of
flax or cotton.
la 1500 Med. MS. Cathedr. Hereford 8 (Halliw.) Take the

bplle of the popy while it is grene. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb.
146 The holies of flaxe .. made drye with the son to get

out the sedes. 1362 TURNER Herbalu. (15681 393, These
knoppes or heades [of Max] are called in Northumberland
bowles. 1601 HOLLANU Pliny II. xix. 30 A second kind of

poppie called black, out of the heads or bols whereofa white
juice or liquor issueth. 1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 22 They
thresh it [flax] not out of the boles till March. 1865 LIVING-
STONE Zambesi*. 214 They cultivate cotton, .the staple be-

ing long and the boll larger than what is usually met with.

1 4. A round knob on any utensil, piece of furni-

ture, or the like. Obs.
? a 1600 Turks ft G. 220 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 98

Gawaines boy to it did leape, & gatt itt by the bowles great.
1660 HOWELL Diet, xn, The Bolls, ipoint, les famines.
t 5. The Adam's apple : see THKOAT-BOLL. Obs.
6. Comb., as f boll-roaking (seequot.); fboll-

weed, the Greater Knapweed Centaiirea Sca-

biosa) ; boll-worm, an insect which destroys the
cotton boll or pod.
1641 BEST Farm. Bits. (1856) 59 That [straw] which is layd

in the filling overnight to save the stack from wettinge is

called boll-roakinge of a stacke.

Boll (bo"l), sb? Forms : 4-5 bollo, 5- boll,

(6 boull, 6-7 boule, 7 bole), also Sc. 6- bow.
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[app. distinct from the preceding, being pronounced
(bJu, bou) in modern Scotch, and vernacularly
written bow, boiue, since i6th c., while bo-jil is pro-
nounced ^btful). As it is entirely a northern word,
it may possibly be a. ON. bolli, Da. bolle, the
Scandinavian equivalent of OE. bolla BOWL.]
A measure of capacity for grain, etc., used in

Scotland and the north of England, containing in

Scotland generally 6 imperial bushels, but in the
north of England varying locally from the ' old
boll' of 6 bushels to the 'new boll' of 2 bushels.
Also a measure of weight, containing for flour

10 stone (
= 140 pounds). (A very full table of its

local values is given in Old Country and Fanning
Words (E. Dial. Soc. 1880 p. 168;.
CI37S BARBOUR Bruce in. 211 Off Ryngis . . He send

thre bollis to Cartage. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. n.

298 He delt, ilk owlk, iv bowis of ciuheit. 1570 Wills <V

Inv. N. C. (18351 I. 344 Sex bolls aitis and sex bollis beir.

1590 Ibid. 11860) II. 248, Xxij boules of oles there 44$. iij

boulls of big there ios. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 57 The boll
. -salbe in the deipnes nine inches.. And in the Roundnes
aboue, it sail contein thrie score and twelue inches. 1630
J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Penniless 1'ilgr. Wks. i. 130/2 Euery
Bole containes the measitre of foure English bushels. 1651
Proc. Parliament No. 88. 1353 And [the Scots Forces] sei/td
20000 Boules of Corne at Leith. 1691 RAY A'. C. Wds.,
Boll of salt, i.e. two bushels. 1723 RAMSAY Cent. Sheph. n.

i. (1844) 18 Yestreen I brew'd a bow o' maut. 1799 J.
ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 291 In Strathearn it [shell marie)
is sold from eight to ten pence the boll, being eight cubical
feet. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xxvi, You are owing to the Laird
four stones of barleymeal and a bow of oats. 1851 Coal-tr.
Terms Xorthnmbld. $ Dttr/t.S The coal boll contains 9676-8
cubic inches, or 34-899 imperial gallons. 1875 UKE Diet,
Arts III. 1126 In Northumberland (Alnwick, Morpeth,
and Hexham markets) [wheat is sold] per new boll of 16

gallons ; in Bedford and Wooller markets by the old boll
of 48 gallons. 1883 Times 9 Mar., Out of 65 towns selling
by pleasure, only 35 used the Imperial quarter, the otheis
selling by coombs, sacks, loads, bolls, etc.

Boll, sb?- dial. [Editors of Lancashire Glossary
suggest connexion with BOGLE.] An apparition ;

a bogle, an object of fear. See HOLLY.
1847-78 in HALLIWELL. 1875 in Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.) 46.

t Boll, v.i Oh. Also 5 bolle. [ME. boll-en
J 4th c., found beside the earlier bolnen, of which it

is prob.a phonetic modification (as in mill- miln).]
1. intr. To swell.

1340 Cursor M. 6011 (Trin.) Bile & blister bollynge [3
earlier MSS. bolnande] sore. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 67
His Bodi was Boiled [other MSS. bolnidj. 1387 TREVISA
Higden (1865) I. 298 Bocches vnder be chyn i-swolle and i-

bolled. 1547 BOORDE Brci'. Health xxxviii. 19 b, The belly
wyl boll and swel.

fig. 1388 WYCLII-- i Cor. v. 2 Je ben bolnyd [v. /'. bollid]
with pride. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxi. 211 Anone for
wrath his hert gan bolle.

b. fig. To increase.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia 158 Euen while the doubles musl
boiled, shee thus nourished them.

t Boll, z.- Obs. Also 6 bole, bowle. [f. boll.

BOWL sb.] To quaff the bowl ; to booze.
1533 COVERDALE Mich. ii. ii They might syt bebbinge

and bollynge. 1367 HARMAN Caveat 32 They bowle and
bowse one to another. 1577 KENDALL Ftovers of Epigr.
(N.) Gull, bib, and bole . . Eche can in Germany. 1586 J.
HOOKER Girald. IreL II. 95/1 Parese caused such as kept
the ward, to swill and boll.

tBoll, z>.: Obs. [f. BOLL rf.i .sense 3>] To
be or begin to be in boll. Cf. BOLLED ///. .-

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xix. vi. (R.)Garlic indeed should not
be suffered to boll and run up to seed.

Boll, obs. Sc. spelling of Bow sb.l

Bollandist (bjrlandist). [f. Holland, name of
a Flemish Jesuit of the 1 7th c. -I- -LSI.] pi. The
Jesuit writers who continued the work called Ada
Sanctorum, begun by John Bolland.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Bollandists. .certain Jesuits of Ant-

werp . . employed in collecting the lives and acts of the
saints. '11843 SoUTHEYCVww.-//. Bk. Ser. II. 15 A question
which the Bollandists ask in a note. 1883 Contemp. Re-.'.

Oct. 518 The history of St. Patrick's purgatory is. .supported
by the grave authority of the Bollandists.

Bollard (bp-laad . Naut. [Derivation unknown;
possibly f. BOLE sb. 1 + -ARD.] A wooden or iron

post, on a ship, a whale-boat, or a quay, for

securing ropes to. Also attrib,, as in bollard-head,
-timber (see quot.).
1844 A. KEY Rccov. Gorgon (1847) 67 The threefold block

taken close forward to a bollard on the forecastle. 1863
Times 19 Mar. 14/2 Like the Warrior she will have on each
quarter strong iron towing bollards. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's
Word-bk. 115 Bollard, a thick piece of wood on the head
of a whale-boat, round which the harpooner gives the line
a turn, in order to veer it steadily, and check the animal's
velocity. 1880 T. HARDY Trump. Major in Gd. Words
Oct. 661 Standing by a bollard a little farther up the quay.
attrib. c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 127 Knight-heads,

or Bollard-Timbers, large oak timbers fayed and bolted
to each side of the stem, the heads of which run up suffi-

ciently above the head of the stem to support the bowsprit.
1860 SIR E. REED^Shipbuild. xv. 291 In iron ships bol-
lard heads and towing bollards are frequently of cast iron.

Bolle, obs. form of BOWL rf. 1

, also variant of
BOI.I.E.V pa. fple.
t Boiled, ///. a.l Obs. [f. BOLL v. + -KU]

BOLLMAN.
1. Swollen, inflated, gibbous;//^, swollen with

pride, puffed up.
CI375 Homily in Rcl. Ant. I. 39 Poure in spirit, that is,

not proud ny boiled. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 29 The
seuenth [bone] . . hath some sides hollow, others boled, or

gibbous. [1881 EVANS Leicestersh. Words s.v., The grains
(of wheat) are so boiled, they are ready to jump out of the
ear. Cf. BOLDO. 5, also BOLLED///. a.'J ]

t2. Embossed; embellished. Obs.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1464 Al boiled abof with braunches
& leues. 1400 Pol. Ret. % L. Poems 11866) 14, V. parafTy.-,
grete & stoute Bolyd in rose red.

t Boiled, ///. a.- Obs. exc. dial. [f. BOLL v:'.

or sb. 1
3 -r -ED. Cf. seeded, podded.] Having bolls

;

esp. having seed vessels, in pod, in seed.

'535 Co\ ERDALE E.I-. ix. 31 Ye flax was boulled. [1611 Th-
flaxe was boiled ; 1382 WYCL1F, The flax now buriowndc
coddes

; 1388 The flax hadde buriounned thanne knoppis].
1639 HORN i^ ROBOTHAM Gate Lang. L'nl. xii. > 13: Garlick,
unions, leekes. .are boiled [round-headed].

t Bollen, il'. Ol>s. Also bollien, bolline,
bolyn. [Only in Lyte : some kind of erroneous
formation on BOLL.] BOLL j^. 1

3.

1578 LYTE Dodocns i. xxxvii. 55 The seede [of Pimpernel!)
is contayned in small round littell bolliensor knappes. Ibid.
i. Ixxiii. 109 The stalkes. .vpon the toppes whereofgroweth
small round knappes or bollines. Ibid. \. Ixxviii. 645 The
rounde bollcns, or imbossed heades of the right Squilla

t Bo'llen, ///. a. Oh. Also 4-5 bollun, 5

bolle; and 6 boln;e, boalue, bowlne. [pa. pple.
of BELL t1

.
1 6%. to swell

;
cf. BOLUHEX. In the

1 6th c. there was a monosyllabic variant boln, etc.

(see /3) ;
also in Sc. a form BOLDE.N, mod. bowJen,

with d generated between / and
.]

Swollen
; inflated, puffed up.

a izzs Ancr. R. ^82 A bleddre ibollen ful of winde. . 1340
Cursor M. 12685 (Trin.t His knees berofwere bollen so L z<. i\

bolnd, bolned]. 1383 WYCLII 2 "Tim. iii. 4 Bollun with
proude thou^tis. < 1430 LVDG. lloehas vin. xv. 1 1554) 186 b,
Tofore Bochas came Hermenricus. . Inflate and bolle. 1493
Festyvalt iW. de W. 15151 99 His knees, .were bollen out
lyke a camell. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1417 Here one, being
thronged, bears back, all bollen and red.

/3. Boln, bclnc, boalnc, bowlne. [Cf. swain]
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. 135 His breste fatte, and bolne

in the wast, a 1547 SURREY sEncid n. 346 Whose feet were
bowln With the strait cords. 1566 STUDLEY Seneca's Medea
11581) 133 His body boalne big, wrapt in lumpes. 1598
SYLVESTER Du Bartas Ii. iv. in. 1 1641 225/1 With foaming
fury swoln, With boystrous beasts of angry tempests boln.

1609 HOLLAND A mm. Marcel, xxvm. ix. 341 With a big
and bolne necke of his owne.

Bollene, obs. form of BOWLINE.
t Bo'ller. Obs.

[f. bolle, earlier form of BOWL.]
1. One who continues at the bowl; a tippler,

a drunkard. Cf. bowl-fellow.
. 1320 R. BRLNNE Medil. 477 Both boilers of wyne and

eche a gadlyng. i 1340 A te.r. q Dind. 675 Baccus be boiler.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. x. 194 Boilers atten ale. 1413
LYIX,. Pylgr. Smvle in. ix. 1 1483) 55 Boilers of wyn and ale.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apph. 33 a, A greale boiler of wyne.
2. ? A bowl-maker.
1415 York Myst. Introd. 25 Turnout, Hayresters, Boilers.

Bollett(e, Bolletine, obs. ff. BULLET, BULLETIN.

Boiling (bfl'i-lirj), sb. [app. f. BOLE! trunk.]
A pollard (tree).

1691 RAY *V. C. Words, s. v. BOLL, Boiling trees is used in
all countries for pollard trees, whose heads and branches are
cut off, and only the bodies left. 1697 Sitrz: Bwer Hall,
Pentloif, Ksse.i' (MS.) Bowlings which y tenant hath
liberty to cropp for hreing. 1776 (June i) Boundaries,
Up the road and marked an Elm Boiling. .Marked a Boll-

ing Oak . . Marked an old Boiling against Burnt-field. 1847
in CRAIG

;
and in mod. Diets.

t Bo-lling, i'bl. s/i.i Obs.
[f.

BOLL v.\ + -ING'.]
Swelling.
(-1340 Cursor M. 10463 (Trin. I And of bollyng of hir herte

She Kest hir wordis ouerbwerte. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vu.

2o4_For bollyng of heore wombes. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helth
iv. iv. (1541) 85 A swellynge or bollynge of the bodye.
t Boiling, vbl. ->/<.-' Obs. ff. BOLL w.2 + -ING i;

the mod. spelling would be bowling] Excessive

drinking, boozing.
31529 SKELTON Image Hypocr. iv. 583 How they iest and

iolt, With bowsing and bollinge. 1544 ASCHA.M Toxoph.
(Arb.) 93 Disynge cardyng and bopuling. 1570-6 LAMBARDE
Peraml. Kent (1596) 356 This vicious plant of unmeasur-
ahle boalling. 1574 NEWTON Health Mag. 59 Superfluous
bollinge and beastlie swilling of much wyne. 1583
STANYHURST jEneis in. (Arb.) 81 With whip cat bowling
they kept a myrry carousing.

t Bo'lliug, ///. a. Obs.
[f. BOLLZ;.'] Swelling,

protuberant.
1519 HORMAN I'ulg. 26 b, Bollynge yes oul, se hut febely.

Womens hrestis be bollynge out.

II Bolli'tO. 7 Obs. [It. bollito boiled, made to

bubble.] (See quot.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Bollito, in the glass-works,

the calcined materials for glass-making. This is commonly
called frit. 1799 G. SMITH Laborat. I. 170 Take of the
crystal frit, called also bollito.

Bollman k bJu-m*n), dial. [f. ON. bol an
abode (cf. BOLD sb.) + MAN.] A cottager (In

Orkney and Shetland). See also Boi'MAN.
(11796 Statist. Ace. Scot. XV. 415-6 JAM.) The amount

of what a cottager or bollman, and his wife can earn an-

nually. 1866 EDMONDSTON Shetl. % OrkneyGloss., Bollman,
a cottager, pronounced botvman.

Boll-, bolpece, obs. f. bowl-piece : see BOWL rf.l



BOLLY.

Bolluga, obs. variant of BELUGA.

t Bo'lly, sb. Obs. or dial. [dim. of BOLL sb^~\
A bogy, hobgoblin. Also Bolleroy.
1724 Trial E. Arnold in Howell's State Trials (1812)

XVI. 737 (A Witness^. .He came, .raving at the bollies and

bolleroys .. and said, The bollies plagued him. Ibid. 762
{Mr. Justice Tracy)

' He asked, .whether they were plagued
with the bollies and bugs, as formerly?'
t Bo'lly, a. Obs. rare~ l

. [f. BOLL sbl 2 + -v.]

Covered with bubbles.

i58z BATMAN Barth. DC P. R. xi. ii. 159 The winde maketh
the over parte of water bolly and uneuen.

Bollyon, obs. form of BULLION.

tBolltt. Obs. Sc. rare~ l
. [Scotch spelling of

bom, a, Flem. or Du. boom (used in same sense);

independent of the later English adoption of BOOM
in other senses.] A pole (for punting, etc.).

1513 DOUGLAS ^Stieis v. iv. 93 With laug bolmis of tre

Pikit with irn.

t Bolne, v. Obs. Also 4 bulne, boln, 5

Vbollen, 6 boulne. [ME. bolne(n, a. Da. bolnc:

ON. bolgna (Sw. buhia] to swell (intr.) ;
inchoa-

tive of belg-i pa. pple. bolg-en t
to inflate. (The

pa. pple. bolnun mixes up bolncd with BOLLEN.)]
1. intr. To swell.

a 1300 Cursor J/. 6011 Bile and blister, bolnand sare.

c 1325 Metr. Horn. 11862) 25 The first dai sal al the se Boln
and ris. c 1340 Cursor J/. 12531 (Fairf.,! A nedder. .slanged
lam in his ri^t hande . . He bulned grete. 1468 in Cat/i.

A fig/. 36 TumeO) to bolnyn. 1530 PALSGR. 460/1 Se howe
this toode bolneth. 1576 T. NEWTON' tr. Lcinnics Complex.
(1633) 132 Immoderately to bolne, swell, and therewith

thorowly to bee cloyed.
2. fig. To swell with pride, anger, etc.

c 1375 WVCLIF Scrm. Sel. Wks. II. 266 pe fifbe condicioun
of bis love is bat, it bolneb not bi pride. 1382 i Cor. \.

2 And
je

ben bolnun with pride, c 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. v. i.

480 Bolned with witt of his fleisch,

3. trans. To cause to swell; to inflate ; also//;
1
".

1x1340 HAMPOLE Psalter \. 5 Pride, that heghis & bolnes
thaim as \vynd dos. ("1380 Wvci.ir Confess. Wks. (1880)

327 Mannes kunnyng bolni^ hym bi pride.

Boln, bolne, by-form ofBOLLEN . Obs. swollen.

tBolned,///.^. Obs. Also -et, -it. [f. BOLNE
v. + -ED.] Swollen ; inflated, puffed up.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12685 Hes knes war bolnd ["'. r. bolned].

t~ 1380 WYCLIF Sc/. ll'&s. III. 20 Proude bolnyd maliciouse

dampnedmen andwommen. c 1440 York Myst. xlvi. 45 That
blissid body bio is & bolned for bctyng. 1483 Cat/i. Angl.
36 Bolnyd, tuinidus, titiHt'dulits.

t Bo'lning. vbl. sb. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ixu 1
.]

1. Swelling, state of being swollen ; concr. a

swelling, a tumour.
a. 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxxviifi]. 17 Gretc bolnynge of

water, c 1430 LYDG. Bochas n. xxviii. '1554) 643, Agayn
such bolnyng, auaileth no triacle. 1483 Cath. Angl. 36 A
Bolnynge, tumor, injlacio. 1530 PALSGR. 200/2 Boulnyng,
Dwelling. 1610 BARROUGH Meth. Physick \. xii. (.16391 15
Distension and bolning in the head.

2. fig. (with pride, anger, etc.)

[1300 Cursor .17. 12083 Pe bolning of his hert. ^1340
HAMPOLE Psalter 1. 8 It [inekenesj purges him fro bol-

nynge of pride, a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Tkornt. MS. (1867)
12 Wrethe, .es a wykkede stirrynge or bollenynge of htrte.

t Bo'lning, ppl. a. Obs. Swelling.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6011 Bile blister bolnand sare. (71325

E. E. Allit. P. B. 179 Bobaunce & bost & bolnande priyde.

Bologna \bo\o-r\y^. Also 5 Bonony, 6 Bo-

nonye, 8 Bolonia. A town in Italy, anciently
called Bononia. Hence Bolognan, Bononian a.:

also Bologna bottle, flask, phial, an unannealed

bottle (see quot.) ; B. phosphorus, a phospho-
rescent preparation of Bologna stone and gum ;

B. sausage, a large kind of sausage first made at

Bologna; B. spar, stone, native sulphate of

baryta found near Bologna, having phosphorescent

properties.
1563 GRAFTON Chron. 601 To forsake the cytie of Bonony.

1744 Phil. Trans. XLIII. 272 A Phenomenon, which ;
.s

called of the Bologna
'

Bottle, because it was first discover'd

at Bologna. If you let thtse Bottles fall perpendicularly
from some Height upon a Brick-floor, they will not

_

be

broken ; but if you drop into them some little hard Bodies,

they will burst in Pieces. 1875 B. LOEU Y tr. Weinhold's

Exp. Physics 774 Bolognian *nasks are simply small glass
bottles which, after being formed, have been suddenly cooled

in the air. i8az IMISON Sc. <y Art II. 90 Sulphate of

barytes . . when calcined . . forms the Bolognian *phos-

phorus. 1875 URE Diet. A rts I. 295 Bologna spar is notable
for phosphorescence . . when heated ; the so-called

* Bo-

logna Phosphorus
' was made by powdering this stone, and

cementing the powder into the form of sticks, by means of

gum. 1596 NMHKSqfrm IValdcn Wks. 1883-4 III. 162

As big as a Bolognian *sawcedge. 1842
' MEG Dons' Cook

ff Honscw. Afaauattn. i. 267 note, Real Bologna sausages
labour under the imputation of being made of asses' flesh.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 196 Light may otherwise

arise than from suns, as may be seen oy . . the Bononian
*Stone. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 35 Method of Prepar-

ing the Bononian Stone or Phosphorus. 1791 E. DARWIN
Bot. Card. i. note% The Bolognian stone . . has been long
celebrated for its phosphorescent quality.

Bolok, obs. form of BULLOCK.

Bolometer (b^V-m/toj). [f. Gr. &o\ri beam of

light + fjifTpov measure.] An electrical instrument

of great sensitiveness for measuring radiant heat.

Hence Bolometric (bplome'trik), a.

1881 Nature XXV. 14 An instrument ..capable of indi-

p
fo

974

eating a change of temperature as minute as i-ioo,oooth of
a single Centigrade degree . . is termed by its discoverer,
Professor S. P. Langley, the bolometer, or actinic balance.
1882 Athtn&iitii 2 Sept. 310/1 His 'bolometer ', or radiation
measurer an instrument some twenty times more sensitive

than the thermopile. 1881 C. A. YOUNG Sun 306 Shown
by the bolometric measures described above.

Bolotade, variant of BALLOTADE.

Bolpece : see BOWL sb.^

Bolster (b^u-lstai), sb. Forms: 2-5 bolstre,

5 bolstyr^e, (6 bolatarre, boylster), 6-8 boul-

ster, i, 5- bolster; St. 5 bowstowre, 6- bow-
ster. [Com. Teut.: OE. fo/j/eT-^MDu. and Du.
bolster> OHG. bolstar (MHO. bolster

, mod.G./0/-
ster}. OE. bolster is cogn. w. OX. bolstr (Sw.
bolster 'bed', Da. bolster

'

bed-ticking
1

) : OTeut.
*bolstro-$

t
f. OTeut. root *bfil to swell, the causal

of which is found in Goth, ufb&uljan to puff up.]
1. A long stuffed pillow or cushion used to sup-

port the sleeper's head in a bed
;
the name is now

restricted to the under-pillow, bluffed with some-

thing firm, which extends from side to side, and
on which the softer and Hatter pillows are laid.

a 1000 Beowulfzj$4 IJeddum and bolstrum. c 1200 Tfin.

Colt. How. 139 He. .ches. .bare eor<3e to bedde . and hard
ston to bolstre. 1:1425 Leg. Rood 11871' 210 With hym on
bedde, man, bou sat On |>e bolstre Of heuene blisse. 1444
Test. El'or. 118551 H- iw Leeturn plurnarem cum le bolster.

1479 W'illWalt. Paston in Lett. III. 249 Ununi pulvinar vo-

catum le bolstar. 1494 Act n Hen. K//, xix, Feather-beds,

Bolsters, and Pillows. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 445
But bed or bowster to lig on the stro. 1596 SHAKS. Taw.
S/ir. iv. i. 204 Heere lie fling the pillow, there the boulster,

1611 BIBLE i Sam. ,\ix. 13 And Michal ..put a pillow of

goats haire for his bolster. 1640 BRATHWAIT (////<?) Art

asleepe Husband? a Boul.ster Lecture; stored with witty

Jests. 1688 Land. Gaz. 22 Oct./z The said Deponent stootl

at the Queens BoUter. 1837 HOWITT Rur. Life in. iii. (1862)

246 Propped up in bed with bolster-* and pillows.

b.A cushion orpad for leaning or sit ting upon, etc.

f 1275 Death 90 in O. E. Misc. 174 Xeaver sitten on
bolstre ne on benche. 1703 MAUNDRELL Joiim. Jems. (1732)

29 Furnished all round with Bolsters for leaning upon.

2. Applied to various things of the nature of

a pad, used to obviate friction or chafing, or pad
out hollows or deficiencies, etc.

+ a. A surgical pad or compress to support or

protect any injured part of the body. Obs,

1541 R. Coi'LAND Guy-dint's Quest. Chirnrg., Wherfore
serueth the bolsters? .. To stay and conpryme the places
dis.solued. 1607 TorstxL Fottr-f. Beasts 327 Bolster the tent

with a bolster of flax. 1758 LAYARU in Phil. Trans. L. 749
He applied bolsters dipped in warm red wine and water.

1813 J. THOMSON Led. Inflammation 299 Application of

bolsters or pads of lint . . to prevent the matter exuding.

fb. A pad worn by porters. Obs.

1552 Hi'LOKT, Bolsters whyche bearers of burdens, a=>

porters do weare for freatynge. 1580 BAREI Air. B 905.

f c. A ridge of padding on a saddle. Obs.

1592 GREENK Art Conny catch. \\. 5 His sadle . . hath
cantle and bolsters. 1611 COIGR., Battc, the boulster of a
Saddle. 1753 CHAMBERS Cyci. .S"//., Bolsters of a saddle

. . those parts which are raised on the bows, both before

and behind, to rest the rider's thighs.. Common saddles

have no bolsters behind or even before.

fd. A padding in a garment used to fill up or

round out some part. Obs.

1600 ROWLAND Lett. Humours Blood vii. 83 A bouUter
for their Buttockes, and such stuffe. 1731 SWIFT Nymph
going to Bed Wks. 1755 IV. i. 147 Off she slips The bolsters,
that supply her hips. 1753 CHAMHKKS Cycl. Supp. s.v., By
a constitution, the clergy are forbidden to wear bolsters

about their shoulders, in their gowns, coats, or doublets.

e. Naut.wpl.
( Small cushions or bags of tarred

canvas, used to preserve the stays from being
chafed by the motion of the masts.* Smyth Sailor s

IVord-bk. Also pieces of timber fixed in various

positions to prevent chafing between ropes and
other parts of the ship.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789! Bolsters, .are used to

preserve the stays from being chafed or galled by the motion
of the masts. ^1850 Riidim. Xarig, (Weale) 99 Bolsters

for the Anchor Lining are solid pieces of oak, bolted to the

ship's side. .Bolsters for Sheets, Tacks, c. are small pieces
of fir or oak fayed under the gunwale, &c., with the outer

surface rounded to prevent the sheets and other rigging
from chafing. 1:1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 76 The
bolsters are bolted above the trussletrees.

f. A pad or cushion employed to deaden noise

in pianofortes.
3. Applied to various parts of mechanism which

form a solid support or base, on which other

parts rest or exert pressure.

t a. Some part of a plough. Obs.
I523 FITZHERB. Husb. 4 But their most speciall temper

is at the bolster, where as the plough beame lyeth. 1733
J. TULL Horse-hoeing Hush. xxi. 145 Sometimes we use a
Piece of Shoe-Leather instead of an iron bolster.

t b. A support for a bee-hive. Obs,

1609 C. BUTLER Fein. Mon. v. (1623) Kij, Reare the full

Hiue with three Bolsters, two on the West side, and one
on the East, some foure or fiue inches high. Ibid. (1634147
Also rear the swarms, that being under-hived do lie forth,
with a Skirt or Bolsters of that thickness, that may but let

in the Bees.

c. The bearing for a water wheel shaft, dial.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2108 A great beam, turned by an
over-shoot-watcr-wheel on 2 boulsters.

BOLSTER.

d. A block of wood fixed on a siege-gun car-

riage, on which the breech rests during transport.
e. The transverse bar over the axle of a wagon,

which supports the bed, and raises it from the

axle. Also, the principal cross-beam of a railway
truck or carriage body.
1666 HOLME Armory in. viii. 49 The Bolster is that on

which the fore-wheels with the axle-tree turn in wheeling
the waggon on a cross Road. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. 158 The
shafts of the cart rest on the bolster of the waggon-wheels,
to which they are secured ; and a long copse, or fore-ladder

resting also upon the bolster, projects over the shaft-horse.

f. The part of the pier or abutment on which
a truss-bridge rests.

g. The spindle-bearing in the rail of a spinning-
frame.

1825 Specif, of'Andrew's Patent No. 5079 From the top of

the spindle to the first bearing, which is denominated a

holster, is about 7 inches. 1873 LEIGH Cotton Spin. 219
The theory of the bolster rail lift is very plausible.

h. A horizontal cap-piece laid upon the top of

a post or pillar, to shorten the bearing of the

beam of a string-piece supported by it.

i. In the centering of an arch, each of the

transverse pieces which lie across the ribs and

support the voussoirs of the arch.

k. The plate or block in a pnnching-machine
on which the metal to be punched is laid, and

\\hich is perforated or excavated to fit the punch.
1677 MOXON Jfef/i. .ren:.tija^ii Your Punch will print

a bunching mark upon the hole of a Bolster, that is, a thick

Iron with a hole in it. i"jy3 Specif. ofClifford's Patent No.

1785 The nails are to be cut. .by means of a punch, .having
a hollow boulster (commonly called a bed) the hollow and

aperture of which must also be made to the size and form
of the nail. 1856 HOLTZAPFFELL Turnittg \\. 929 Punches
. . used in combination with bolsters.

4. Applied to various things of the nature of

a supporting or strengthening ridge.

a. The projecting
' shoulder

'

of a knife, chisel,

etc., where the blade is inserted into the handle.

1827 Specif, of Smith's Patent No. 5470 To form the

blade and bolster and tang at one and the same operation.

1831 J. HOLLAND Alanitf. J\Ictats I. 291 The bolster, or

that prominent part of a common table knife which abuts

upon the handle.

b. The metallic plate on the end of the handle

of a pocket-knife.
c. A raised ridge on the wrestplank of a piano

to give bearing to the strings by raising them.

5. Arch. One of the rolls forming the sides of

an Ionic capital ;
= BALUSTEK 5.

1876 GWILT Archit. Gloss., Bolster or Pillow, the baluster

part of the Ionic capital on the return side.

6. Comb., as bolster-piece.
1860 R. S. BURN Haiidbk. Mecli. Arts (ed. 21 197 Where

the tie-rods, .join the ring at the angles, bolster-pieces are

inserted, against which the nuts are screwed hard up.

Bolster bon-lstai), z\ Also 6 Sf. bowster,
6-8 boulster, 7 bowlster. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To support with a bolster. (Usually
in pa. pple.)
1610 BARROUGH Meth. Pltysick in. ix. (1639) 113 Let your

head be bolstered up high. 1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. II.

77 Bolster'd with down, amid a thousand wants. 1873 BLACK
Pr. Thule xx. 328 She was bolstered up in bed.

f 2. transf. To support, prop H/. Obs.

1567 STUDLEY Seneca's Hippolytus (1581)61 Thumlerprop-
ping brawny shoulderd sier, That heaued and bolstred up
the Welkin throne. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 118 Vnder
the beginning of the duodenum is the Pancrseas placed.,
to boulster them vp.

3. fig. To prop up, support, uphold. Also with

tip.
In later use usually with some approach to c.

1508 FISHER Wks. (18761 175 Suche maner stronge and
constaunt people dooth bolstenand holde up bothe themselfe

and other in crystes chyrche, they be lyke vnto pyllers.

1548 H ALL Chron. 11809)432 To upholde, fortefye and bolster

the enterpryce. 1591 Tronbl. Raigne K. John (i6ll.l 46
Arthur thou seest, Fraunce cannot bolster thee.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 512 Bolstering up one another by
reflexion upon their numerosity. 1813 T. JEFFERSON Corr.

(1830) 185 To bolster themselves up on the revered name of

that first of our worthies.

b. To uphold or bear out (evil doers, illegal

action, crime, or error) ;
to aid and abet, to coun-

tenance. Also with out (obs.) and up.
1523 [cf. Bol.STERER]. 1549 [Cf. BOLSTERING T'bl.st.] 1583

FULKE Defence ii. 177 You frame your translations to bolster

your errors and heresies. x6iz T. JAMES Jesuits Dtru'nt'f. 29

They haue bolstred, banded, bearded, and borne out many
foule matters. 1821 HONE Facetiz 18 There is . . not a

public job thai he has not bolstered ; not a public knave

that he has not shielded.

1530 Proper Dyalege (1863! 3 Which . . They bolstred out

vnder abusyon. 1586 FERNF. Blaz. Centric n. 118 He bol-

stered out a murtherer in acquiting the murtherer by vn-

lawful means. 1654 E. JOHNSON W<md,*arkg. Pravid.

65 Yet were they boulstered out in this their wicked act

by those who set them one worke.

1361 T. NORTON Calvin's lust. iv. viii. (1634) 568 marg.
To bolster up a most unlawfull power in the Church. 1612

T. TAYLOR Comm, Titus ii. 12 (1610) 477 Can bolster vp
their friends, children, and seruants in things worthie pun-
ishment. 1640 BP. HALL Episc. n. xviii. 193 Would in

their very offices bolster up the pride of Antichrist. 1830

ARNOLD Let. in Lift ff Corr. (1844) I. vi. 285, 1 want to get
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up a real Poor Man's Magazine, which should not bolster

up abuses and veil iniquities.

c. Now usually (with some mixture of sense 4) :

To give fictitious support to (a thing unable to

stand of itself). Commonly with up, rarely out.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 447 Wherewith they
may bolster upp not their credytt, but their false packyng.
1635 SWAN Spec. M. i. 3 (1643.1 J 8 These things have, .been
boulstered out by Rabbinical traditions. 1641 MILTON Ch.

Disi.ip. n. Wks. (1851) 38 Bolstering, and supporting their

inward rottenes by a carnal and outward strength. 1804
WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. III. 275, I have done every
thing in my power to bolster up the credit of the govern-
ment. 1868 M. PATTISON Academ. Org. 4. 81 What we. .

teach requires to be bolstered up by bounties to the taught.

4. To pad, furnish, or stuff out with padding ;

to puff. Also with out) /.
1530 [cf. BOLSTERING vbl. st>. 2]. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov.

fy Epigr. (1867) 217 That breeche was bolstred so with such
brode barres. 1576 GASCOIGNK Steele GL Epil., They bum-
bast, bolster, frisle, and perfume. 1609 Man, in Moone 11849)

35 A white necke, if it be not plastered ; a straight backe,
if it be not bolstered. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 245 ? 2 Three
Pair of Stays, boulstered below the Left Shoulder. 1847
L. HUNT Men, Wow. $ Bks. I. xiv. 277 For a lady to look
like an hour-glass, or a huge insect, or anything else cut in

two, and bolstered out at head and feet.

b. fig.
1568 Sewpill Ballates (1873^ 232 Bowstert with pryd. 1616

Manifest. Abp. Spalato's Motives 31 Their Reuenues are

great, and boulstered out with secular dignities. 1826 SCOTT
woodst. iii, Whose sermons were all bolstered up with..
Greek and Latin.

1 5. spec, in Surg. To furnish with a pad or

compress. Alsoyff. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four.f. Beasts 322 It will, .not only require
more business in bolstering it, but also put the Horse to

more pain. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Rich. //, 332 Thus
Broken Hearts Are bolstred vp, and none can tell their

Smarts. 1766 SHARP Fractures in Phil. Trans. LVII. 84
With the common wooden splints (properly bolstered*.

6. ? intr. To lie on the same bolster.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 399 If euer mortall eyes do see
them boulster, More then their owne.
7. trans, (among schoolboys) : To belabour

with bolsters. Cf. pillcnu-fight.
1871 A. R. HOPE Schoolboy Friends (18751 287 And then

they bolstered us.

f8. To pervert, abuse, or ? suspend (laws). Obs.

1494 FABVAN vn. 646 [They reported] how the lawes be

delayed & bolstred by suche as stande in his fauoure. 1538
STARKEY England II. iv. 26 Materys are so borne and
bolsteryd that justyce can not haue place wyth indyfferency.

Bolstered (b
-

lstaid), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
1. Propped up, supported.
1566 DRANT Horace Sat. iv. C, Mars broke brasen bars,

bare boulstred boulwarkes backe.

2. Padded, stuffed out.

1656 Artif. Handsomeness 44 A bumbast or bolstered gar-
ment. 1840 New Mmith. Mag. LVIII. 455 Privilege . . in

itself but the bolstered title for abuse.

Bolsterer (bou-lstarei). [f.
as prec. + -ERI.]

1. One who bolsters up (anything) ;
a supporter,

upholder. (Generally in bad sense.)
1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccl. 561 Who durst begyn

suche a ryot . . without some bolsterer or comforter in their
dede. 1552 LATIMER Serin. Lincoln ii. 75 Magistrates
ought not to be bolsterers and bearers with wickedness.
1640 A. HARSNET God's Summons 224 Enemies would have
said that God had beene a Bolsterer and Patron of Sinne.

2. Cf. BOLSTER v. 6.

1 a 1600 Hye ivay Spyttcl Ho. 831 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 60
Incestes, harlots, bawdes and bolsterers.

Bolstering, vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. + -ixo 1
.]

1. The action of maintaining or upholding ;

almost always in bad sense
;

in modern use, the fac-

titious propping up of what cannot stand of itself.

1549 LATIMER Serin, bef. Edw. VI i Arb.) 154 O Lord what

ng and
bolstering. 1645

Hcresiogr. (1661) 75 Communicating with known offenders,
bolstering of sins, and willing connivences. 1823 LAMB Elia
(1860) 200 He let the passion or the sentiment do its own
work without prop or bolstering.
2. (usually concr.}: Padding, puffing; in Sarg,
A pad or compress ;

= BOLSTER sb. 2 a.

1530 PAI.SGR. 199/2 Eolsteryng, stuffyng,/&,<. 1562
I. HlYWOOD Prov. f, Efigr. (1867) 179 The barres of mens
breeches haue . . Such bolstring, such broydring. 1579 Lvr.v

Euphiics (1636) F iij, Take from them .. their roles, their

boulsterings, and thou shall soon perceiue, that a woman
is the least part of her selfe. 1612 WOODAL.I. Sni-f. Mate
Wks. (1653) 406 Let him . . be provided with . . fitting boul-

string and convenient bandage. 1828 STEUART Planter's G.

269 A strong Bolstering of double Mat, filled with hay or
straw . . so that the bark of the stem may not be injured.
3. Fight with bolsters (in school dormitories).
1857 HUGHES Tom Brown vii. (1871) 152 Great games of

chariot-racing, and cock-fighting, and bolstering.

Bolt (bJ"lt), sb^ [OE. bolt (str. masc.) a cross-

bow bolt, cogn. with OHG. bolz, mod.G. boh,
lohen 'cross-bow arrow", also 'bolt for a door',
MDn. and Du. bout, MLG. bolte, bolten bolt, fetter,

piece of linen rolled up. The remoter etymology
is unknown ; but it cannot be referred to the verb

stem bul- to swell, be round.]
I. A projectile.

1. An arrow
; especially one of the stouter and

975

shorter kind with blunt or thickened head, called
also quarrel^ discharged from a cross-bow or other

engine. Often fig. } esp. in the proverbial phrase
A fooVs bolt is soon shot, so common from the
1 3th to 1 8th c. f Atfirst bolt : at the first go off.

a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 508, 372 Catapnltas, speru,
boltas. a 1225 Leg, Kath. 54 ^oure bolt is sone ischote.

i27S Pro-.: Alfred 421 in O. E. Misc. 129 Sottis bold
is sone i-scoten. c 1386 CHAUCER Alilleres T. 78 Long
a* a Mast, and vprighte as a bolt, a 1400 Coi\ Myst. 136
He that shett the bolt is lyke to be schent c 1475 I'oc. in
Wr.-Wulcker 812 Hec sagitta, a harrow ; hoc petidiiini, a
bolt. (-1485 CAXTON Sonnts ofAynwn 118851 529 But he
made to be cast boltes of wilde fyre in to the galley of the

admyrall. 1562 J. HF.YWOOD Prov. (1867) 75 Than wolcle ye
mend, as the fletcher mends his bolte. 1612 Pasquil's
Night-Cap (1877) 15 The grosser foole, the sooner shootes
his bolt. 1676 'A. RIVETUS, JUN.' Mr. Smirke 5 At first

bolt, .lie denounces sentence before inquiry, 1748 SMOLLETT
Rod. ]\rtntt.\\\\, 'Zounds, I have done', said he. 'Your bolt

|

is soon shot, according to the old proverb', said she. 1819

j

SCOTT Ivanhoe II. iv. 70 Look that the cross-bowmen lack
not bolts. 1874 BOUTELL Arms < Arm. viii. 129 The cross-
bow-men had to open the discharge of their bolts while
their bow-strings were still wet from a heavy shower.

f b. Phrase. To make a shaft or a bolt of it :

to risk making something or other out of it
;

to

accept the issue whatever it may be, to run the

risk, make the venture. (Cf. To make a spoon or

spoil a horn^ Obs.

1598 SHAKS. Merry 11'. m. iv. 24 He make a shaft or a bolt

on't, slid, tis but venturing. 1679 Hist. Jetzer 17 Without
any regard to the Displeasure .. of God [they] resolv'd to
make a shaft or a bolt of it. 1687 R. LESTRANGE Ansiv. Dis-
Si-ntcr 46 One might have made a Bolt or a Shaft on't.

2. A discharge of lightning, a thunderbolt.
1535 COVERDALK Ps. Ixxvii[i]. 48 How he smote their.,

flockes with hole thonder boltes. 1586 M. ROYDON /? 178,

1667 MILTON /'. /,.vi. 491 That they shall fear \ve have dis-

armd The Thunderer of his only dreaded bolt, 1791 Cow-
PKR (\fyss. xiv. 370 Then, thund'ring oft, he hurl'd into the
bark His bolts. 1802 CAMPBELL Hohcnlind.^ And louder
than the bolts of heaven Far flashed the red artillery. 1859
TENNYSON 1'ivien ad fin., Scarce had she ceased, when out
of heaven a bolt, .struck Furrowing a giant oak.

k- fig- ^ m boltfrom the blue : see BLUE s/>. ;.

1577 tr. Bxllifigt'rs Decades (1592) 601 The hote bolts of
that thunder, euen sentences defimtiue of excommunication.

1803 jAXKPoRTKR T/iat1dcHS\\\\.t, 1831:70 The undistinguish-
ing bolt of carnage. 1884 TKNNVSON Becket 10 That so
the Papal bolt may pass by England.
3. An elongated bullet for a rifled cannon.
1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (ed. 2) i. 17 In artillery practice

the heat generated is usually concentrated upon the front
of the bolt.

4. A cylindrical jet.

1842 H. MILLER O. R. Stwdsf. x. (ed. 2! 216 A bolt of water
. . came rushing after like the jet of a fountain. 1884 Public

Opinion n July 47/1 The blowers skilfully gather the mol-
ten bolts of glass from the pots and blow huge cylinders.

II. A stout pin for fastening.
5. An appliance for fastening a door, consisting

of a cylindrical (or otherwise-shaped) piece of

iron, etc,, moving longitudinally through staples
or guides on the cloor, so that its end can be shot

or pushed into a socket in the door-post or lintel.

b. That part of a lock which springs out and

!

enters the staple or 'keeper* made for its reception.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 10463 J>ai . . Barrit horn full bigly with

i boltes of yerne. 1463 ^lann. 3- Honseh. Exp. 155 To bye
j

lokkys and boltys ffbr my lorddys schambre. 1570 LEVINS
, Ulanip* 218 Ve Koult of a doore, pessnltis. 1643 MILTON
I Divorce n. xx. Wks. (1851) 118 Forc't Vertue is as a bolt

overshot \ it goes neither forward nor backward. 1688 R.
HOLME Armory in. vii. 8 In a Lock The Bolt or Shoot
. .The Staples, those as holds the Bolt to the Plate. 1753

!

CHAMBERS Cycl. Siipp. s. v., Bolt of a lock is the piece of
iron which entering the staple, fastens the door. 1815
SCOTT Ld. of Isles v. iii, How came it here through bolt

. and bar.

f 6. An iron for fastening the leg, a fetter. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 192/1 Delyuerd of theyr irons, as

guyues, boltes, and other. 1530 PALSGR. 199/2 Bolte or

shade, entrant'. 1590 MARLOWE Ediv. II, i. i. ad fin., He
shall to prison, and there die in bolts. 1592 GREENE Art
Canny catch, n. 31 Clap a strong paire of bolts on hisheeles.

1649 J ER. TAYLOR Gt. aJEtfftfl, i. iv, 128 Some wore iron upon
their skin and bolts upon their legs. 1688 R. HOLME Ar-
mory m. vii, 86 Prison-shackles or Prisoners Bolts; they
are Irons fastned about the Legs of Prisoners,

7. A stout metal pin with a head, used for

holding things fast together. It may be perma-
nently fixed, secured by riveting or by a nut, as

the bolts of a ship ; or movable, passing through
a hole, as the bolts of a shutter.

The bolts in ships, gun-carriages, etc. have various names
according to their nature, purpose, or position, as clinch-

bolts, ring-bolts, set-bolts \ bed-bolts^ eye-bolts, etc. See
CLINCH, RING, etc.

i6a6 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 10 Bindings, knees,
boults, trunions. 1627 Seaman's Gram. ii. 5 Set bolts for

forcing the workes and plankes together. 1672 Compl.
> Gunner vi. 7 For fear any Bolts should give way or draw.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Afarfu(ij&)} I. iv. b, Breeching-bolts,
with rings, through which the breechings pass. 1793 Gent I.

Mag. Apr. 344 A machine for driving bolts . . into ships.
1794 W. FF.LTON Carriages (i8oi> I. 103 The common bolt,

- which receives a screwed nut at the bottom. 1850 LAYARD
i Ninevelt xiii. 344 Holes for bolts exist in many of the slabs.

III. Transferred uses.

8, A roll of woven fabric ; generally of a definite

BOLT.

length; being, in various cases, 30 yards, 28 ells,

or 40 feet.

1407 Will of \Vollcbcrgh (Somerset Ho. 1

, Le~o Isabelle

Wollcbergh . . iiij boltes de Worstede. 1592 GREENED?-/
Conny catch. Q. 22 A boult of Saten, veluet, or any such
commoditie. a 1600 Custom Duties, Add. MS. 25097 Pol-

davies, the bolte, containing xxx yards, xxs. 1638'!". VKRNEY
In I'crney J'afers 20 May 197 Fouer bolts of canvas to send
cotton home in. 1721 BAILEY, Boli of Canvas, a piece con-

taining 28 ells. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge ( 1 863 1 18 Stiff

and upright like a bolt of canvass on end. c 1860 H. STUART
Sctifnan's Catcch. 52 Canvas is made in lengths of 40 feet,
called bolts. Mod. Sc. How many bowls of tape?
9. A bundle

( of osiers, etc.) of a certain size
;
a

bundle of reeds, 3 ft. in circumference.

1725 BRADI.KY Fain, Diet. II. s.v. Ozicr, Such as are for

white work being made up into Bolts as they call them.
1863 MORTON Cycl. Agric. (E. D. S.i Bolt, or Bonlt, of

p/iers. (Berks.), a bundle, measuring 42 inches round, 14
inches from the butts. (E$s.\, a bundle, of which 80 make
a load. i//rtwAiO, 42 inches round at the lower band. 1879
Standard 17 Apr., To Rod Dealers, Basket Makers .. 25
.scores bolts of fine, well-grown, clean, Green Willow Rods.

10. \\ ood in special sixe for cleaving into laths.

1688 R. HOLME Armory in. iii. 50 Koults, the sawed
piecces into lengths, out of which Laths or Latts are cloven.
I 753 CHAM UK KS Cycl. Supp., Bolts in carpentry denote pieces
of wood cleft with wedges in order to be split into laths.

11. (See quots.)
1875 li'hitby Gloss. (E. D. S.), Bolts, narrow passages or

archways between houses ; hiding-holes. In our former-day
writings, the word applies to trenches or gutter^. 1880
Cornwall Gloss. lE. D. S.', Bolt, a stone-built drain. 1884
Local Govt. Chron. 8 Mar. IQI A Local Board found it ne-

cessary, for the purpose of taking away the waste water, etc.

of a village, to construct a covered bolt across a garden . .The
house, .-.lands immediately over this bolt.

12. Bookbinding. The fold at the lop and front

edge of a folded sheet.

1875 VRK Diet. Arts I. 423 Those leaves which present a
double or quadruple fold, technically termed 'the bolt'.

13. An obsolete or local name for some plants.
a. The Globe-flower, TroUiits (Gerard Appcndi.\
1597", and Marsh Marigold, b. Species of Butter-

cup (Parkinson Thcatr. Bot* 1640).
IV. Attrih. and Comb.

14. attrib. quasi-fit//. Bolt-like, bolt-shaped.
1859 TKXNKNT Ceylon II. vin. v. 368 The smallest had a

little bolt head covered witli woolly brown hair.

15. Comb., as bolt-anger* -extractor, -header,

-maker
j -making; etc.

; bolt-like, -j//a/tv/adjs.; also

t bolt-bag, a quiver for bolts; f bolt-boat, old

term for a boat which makes good weather in a

rough sea (Smyth Saihrs IVd.-bk^ ; bolt-chisel,
a cold chisel for cutting bolts

; bolt-cutter, one
who cuts bolts

;
a machine for cutting bolts, or

threads on bolts; f bolt-glass. ? = BOLT-HEAD 2
;

bolt-hole, a hole through which a bolt passes ;

bolt-iron, round bar iron ; f bolt's-shoot, the

distance to which a bolt can be shot ,cf. stone's

throw, bow shot} ; bolt-strake (Aizw/.), certain

strakes of plank which the beam fastenings pass

through (Smyth Sailors \\'d.-bk.}\ bolt-threader,
a machine for cutting screw-threads on bolts.

BOLT-HEAD, -ROPK. Bolt-upright ;
see BOLT adv.

1562 PHALR JEneid ix. Cciij, Ratling noyse of
v

boltbag
fine. 1883 Harper's Mag. Feb. 440/1 The "bolt-bearer of
the gods. 1594 PLAT Jcwcll-ho. n. 44 Pour that which you
haue . . into a *bolt glasse, hauing a long steale. 1691 T.

H[ALF] Ace. AV^i- Invent. 45 To Plugg up the "bolt-holes.

1793 SMKATON Kdystonc L. 147 The *Bolt iron composing
the chain had been.. five eighths of an inch in diameter.

1677 PLOT Ojcfordsh. 336 About a *Bolts-shoot off, on the

otner side the hedge.

Bolt(.b(?ult),j/;.- [f. BOLTZ>.-] The act of bolting.
1. A sudden spring or start.

1530 LYSDFSAY Syr. Meldmm 146 Bot with ane bolt on
thame he bendit. 1577 HKLLOWF.S Ijiffiiara's Chron. 335
The two Consuls gauc a boy It aloft on their chariots.

2. The act of suddenly breaking away ; breaking

away from a political party ( U. S. colloq.'}.
a 1859 DE QUINCEY ll'higgisHi Wks. VI. 64 He suddenly

made a bolt to the very opposite party. 1867 F. FRANCIS

Angling i. (1880) 62 He will make a bolt to his hold, 1884
Pall Mall G. 7 July 11/2 It is the

'

Elaine bolt
'

which lends

so extraordinary an interest to the Chicago Convention.

3. The act of bolting food.

'835 J. WILSON in Black. Mag. XXXVII. 133 The differ-

ence between a civilized swallow and a barbarous bolt.

4. Comb, bolt-hole = bolting-hole.
t Bolt, boult, J/'.a Obs. In 5 bult(e, 6 bout,

5-7 boult. [f.
BOLT z-.

1
]
A flour-sieve, a boulter.

Hence ^or from the verb-stem' f bolt-cloth, a

cloth for bolting or sifting ; a fabric suitable for

this ; bolt-feeder, an apparatus for regulating the

passage of meal to the flour-bolt; -f* bolt-poke, a

bolter or bag for sifting.
t 1425 I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 663 Hoc poUitridinm, bult-

clathe. c 1440 Promfi. Parv. 55 Bulte pooke or bulstare . .

politntdnni, 1592 Wills fy Inv. N.C. (1860' II. 212, xj yards
of boutcloth 6$. 1611 Book ofRates ijAM.'i Boult-claith, the
eln xs. 1847 CRAIG, Bolt, a sieve.

Bolt, boult (bJolt), v.l Forms: 2-3 (Orm.)
built, 4-6 bult(e, 6 boulte, bowlt, boolt, 5-8
boult, 6- bolt north. 5-6 bowt, 6 bout. [a. OF.
hultc-r (now bhiter} : earlier OF. bnleter, which
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(as appears from OF. buretel boultel, meal-sieve
= mod.K. hluteau) is for *bnretef~\\.. burattare\
no OF. *burtt is recorded, but It. buratto is a

meal-sieve, and also 'a fine transparent cloth \

Diez and Littre refer it originally to bnrat Intre,

a kind of cloth : see BUREAU, BUKBELL. The
historical spelling of the word is bmtlt\ unfortu-

nately the dictionaries have confounded it with
BOLT v.~ (see JOHNSON) and authorized the spelling
bolt : cf. BOULTEL.]
1. trans. To sift

;
to pass through a sieve or

bolting-cloth. 70 bolt ont\ to separate by sifting.
i izoo [see BOLTED*]. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn.

Ixvii, The floure of be mele, whan it is bultid [1535 boulted]
and departid from be bran. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. <$

Epigr. 11867) 51 Fancy may boult bran, and make ye take
it floure. 1617 MARKHAM (.'aval. in. 38 Grmde all these to-

gether, and boult them through an onJinarie bolting cloath.

1633 Gerard's Herbal n. cccxl. 912 Houder of the roots. .

searced or bolted into most fine dust. 1725 POPE Oilyss, xx

134 To bolt the bran From the pure flour. 1871 NAPHEVS
Prei>.

<S|-
Cure Dis. \. ii. 77 Flour has the bran bolted from it.

b. transf. andy?^.
1599 SHAKS. lien, /-', n. ii. 137 Such and so finely boulted

didst thou seeme. 1611 Wint. T. iv. iv. 375 The fan'd

snow, that's bolted By th' Northcrne blasts.

2. jig. To examine by silting ;
to search and try.

To bolt oitt : to find out, or separate by sifting.
i 1386 CHAUCER Nonne Prestes T. 420, I ne kan nat bulte

it to the bren. 1544 ASCHAM Toxoph. \. y; You Persians for

your great wisdom can soon bolt out what they mean. 1553
Q. MARY in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xiv. ^5 Wherby ye
may the better bulte out the malicious. 1576 LAMBARDK
Peramb. AV/{ 18261 375 Neither may 1. .boult out the whole

Etymologic ( or reason) of every Townes name. 1640 4 SIR
B. RUDYARD in Rushw. Hist. Coil. in. (16921 I. 25 Let the
matters bolt out the Men; their Action.*, discover them.

1791 BTRKI-: Let. Memb. Nat. Asscmh. Wks. VI. 49, I must
first bolt myself before I can censure them. [1868 BROWNISH
King $ Bk. i. y23 The curious few Whu care to sift a busi-

ness to the bran Nor coarsely bolt it like the simpler sort.]

Bolt (UTult), z/.2 Forms: 3 bulten, 3-4 bult

(3rd sing. pa. t.), 5 bult, 6 bolte, Sc. bowt, 6-7
boult, 7 bowlt, 8 Sc. bout, 4- bolt. [f. BOLTJAI
in its two main senses of ( a missile

'

and ' a fasten-

ing': the former has given rise to uses of the most
diverse kinds, connected merely by the common
notion of sudden or hasty motion or application
of force, some of them being directly contrary to

others : cf.
' to bolt a dart '43,' bolt a cony

'

4 b,

'bolt a paraphrase' 5, 'bolt an egg', 'bolt the

bill
'

6,
* bolt the ticket

'

7, besides bolt the door
'

9,
* bolt a ship* 10.]
I. To spring, move suddenly, with its causal.

*
jtitr. To go off like a bolt.

1 1. To start, spring. Obs.

*{ a. To spring back, rebound, recoil ;
to fall

violently backward. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 366 Hit pulteS up [r-.r. hit bultes] a^ean
beo bet ber neih stondecS. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 7476 Both

went backward & bult vppon the erthe.

fb. To spring or start
; esp. with ?//, upright.

Obs. or arch.
< 1425 WYSTOUN Cron. ix. viii. 162 Snddanly He boltyd

up welle nere-haud bame by Wyth twelf displayed Baneris.

1483 Cath. Angl. 36 To Bolt up, emergere. 1594 PLAT
"Je-njeU-ho. m. 74 They shall not be able to rise or bolt vp
againe. 1621 Q CARLES Esther 11638) 90 What made . . thy
haire Bolt up? ^1771 SMOLLETT Humph. CL (1815) 199
The patient, bolting upright in the bed, collared each of
these assistants with the grasp of Hercules. 1813 SCOTT
Trierm. \\. x, Screaming with agony and fright, He bolted

twenty feet upright,

2. To move or come as with a spring or sudden

bound, to dart.

a. To come or spring suddenly upon (ol>s.} ;
to

enter with a spring or sudden bound ?';/, into.

1666 PEPYS Diary 20 Feb., Bolting into the dining-room,
1 there found Captain Ferrers. 1666 BUNYAN Grace Ab.
F 143 Suddenly this sentence bolted in upon me. 1709
STEELE Tatler No. 91 f i Who came privately in a Chair,
and bolted into my Room. 1779 JOHNSON Lett. 225 II.

96, I think to bolt upon you at Bath. 1839 DE QUINCEY
dfifttrrWkB. IV. 72 In therefore he bolted and. .turned the

key. 1840 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. ( 1842) V. 92 Men were
bolting in a hurry out of one

religious tyranny, and it was
not so wonderful they should bolt into another.

b. To dart forth^ forward, out. (Often with
the idea of start running, as in 3.)

1513 DOUGLAS Mneis v. vi. 58 Forth bowtis with a bend
Nisus. ligp\JtVRa&NtSqr*Mtldnim 519 [He] bowtit ford-
ward with ane bend, a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) I. 92
Bolting out of Bushes in the dark. 1697 DRYDF.N Wrg. Georg.
Ded. (1721) 1. 188 Some bolting out upon the Stage with vast

applause, a 1779 GARRICK Lying I7alet i. Wks. 1798 I. 42
Out bolts her husband upon me with a fine taper crab in his
hand. 1834 PRINGLE^/T. M. viii. 259 With, .a furious growl,
forth he bolted from the bush.

3. To dart off or away, make off with himself,
take flight, escape ;

to rush suddenly offm away.
a. gen. of men or beasts.
1611 BEAUM. & FL. Philast. ii. ii, Here's one bolted ;

I'll

hound at her. 1616 FLETCHER Hum. Lieut, iv. viii. 142 He
will bolt now for certain. 1838 HAWTHORNE Ainer. Note-
Bks. (1871) I. 156 The landlord of the tavern keeping his

eye on a man whom he suspected of an intention to bolt.

1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. \\\, At once bolting off in cabs. 1879

976

F. POLLOK Sport, Brtt. Bnrniah 1 1. 94 The rhinoceros bolted,
and I got two shots as it crossed an open piece.

b. spec. Of a horse : To break away from the

rider's control ;
lo make a violent dash out of his

course.
1820 SCOTT Monast. v, The mule, .bounded, bolted, and

would soon have thrown Father Philip over her bead. 1877
A. R EDWARDS Up Nile xxii. 683 My donkey bolted about

every rive minutes. 1884 K. L ANDERSON Mod. Iforsewnn-

ship i. viii. 44 Bolting is the quick, determined movement,
usually off the course and often against some obstacle, that
a horse makes to break away from restraint.

C. transf. To break away from a political party.

(U.S.forties.) Cf. 7.

1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. n July (heading\ Belief that
Butler and Tammany will bolt,

.* * trans. To send off like a bolt.

4. To let off or discharge like a bolt
;
to shoot.

a 1420 OCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2226 Disceyte. .Bultethe
out shame, and causethe grete smertnesse. 1581 J. BELL
/y'addon 's Ansiu. Osor. 439 A frivolous devise boulted out of
the forgeshoppe of Lumbarde. 1618 Barnevelt's ApoL C,

Against your woundle.ss brest he bolts his dart in vaine.

1648 MARKHAM Hoitsew. Card. in. viii. (1668) 71 One of
these seeds put into the eye. .will, .bolt itself forth without
hurt to the eye. 1799 K.IRWAN Geol. Ess. 169 Some may
have been bolted off by the shock of an earthquake.

b. To drive out suddenly or forcibly ;
to expel.

1610 (lun.LiM Heraldry in. xiv. (1660) 166 Veu shall say
Bowk the Cony. 1612 BEAUM. & FL. Cupid's Rev. Wks.
in. 415 This is one of her Ferrets that she bolts business out
withall. 1622 FLETCHER .$"/<(. Citrate v. ii. 48 All your
devills wee will bolt. 1805 WORDS vv. Prcl. in. 77 To have
been bolted forth, Thrust out abruptly into Fortune's way.

C. To holt upright : to cause to stand on end.

1794 J. WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ep. Bruce Wks. II. 463 Tales
. . That bolt like hedge-hog-quills the hair upright.

5. To utter hastily, ejaculate, blurt out or forth.
1577 HA.NMKK Anc. Eccl. Hist. 116191 392 He bolted out

such rash and vnadvised sayings. 1634 SIR T. HERRKRI
Trav. 123 Mahomet-Ally-Beg undesired, bolted out, that

hee knew, etc. 1649 U. DAMF.L Trhiarc/i., Rich. //, 347 The
Rudest Head will bolt a Paraphrase. 1692 R. LESTRANGK
Josffihits Ant

it], xvi. vi. ( 17331 43 1 The Princes, .bolted out
at a Venture, whatever came at their Tongue's End. 1821

COLERIDGE Lett.,Convers,^&'C, xv. I. 161 What we struggle
with inwardly, we find, .easiest to bolt out.

6. colloq. To swallow hastilyand without chewing,
swallow whole ur with a single effort, gulp down.
*794 J- WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Path. Odes Wks. III. 401

Bolting his subjects with majestic gobble. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, xxviii, He.. bolted the alcohol, to use the learned

phrase, and withdrew. 1835 MARRVAT Pacha ix, Bolting
them down to satisfy the cravings of. .hunger. 1859 DARWIN
Orig. Spec. xi. 362 Some hawks and owls bolt their prey
whole. 1882 Pall Mall G. 2 June 3/1 It would be much
simpler for the House of Commons to bolt the bill whole.

* * trans, development of 3, 3 b, c.

7. To break away from (a political party or

platform to which one has hitherto docilely ad-

hered) \-boltfrom in sense 3. (U. S. politics. \

1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. IT July, It is believed that
Butler and Tammany will bolt the ticket. 1884 U. S. News-
paper, Several prominent Irishmen had bolted Cleveland.

1885 HDWELLS in Harper's Mag. ]y\y 262/1 The\Dfmocrat-

Refnblican . . bolted the nomination of a certain politician
of its party for Congress.

II. To make fast or confine with a bolt.

f 8. trans. To fetter, shackle
; alsoyf^. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 138 If he be. .bolted with yrnes.
a J535 MURK Wks. (1557) 1240 He bolteth their arms with a

paulsy, that they cannot lift their hands to their heads.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. ty Cl. v. ii. 6 That thing. .Which shackles

accedents, and bolts vp change.
9. trans. To secure (a door, etc.) with a bolt.

1580 BARET Ah'. B 906 The olde woman bolted the dore.
1611 BIBLE 2 Sum. xiii, 17 Put now this woman out from
mee, and bolt the doore after her. 1663 BP. PATRICK Parah.
PHgr. 439 You haue obstinately bolted your heart against
all these pious stories. 1720 1'. BOSTON Hum. Nat. (1794)
142 Labouring to enter into heaven by the door, which
Adam's sin . .bolted. 1865 TROLLOPE Belton Est. xiii. 147
The kitchen door, which he locked and bolted.

b. To bolt out, ;';/, up : to exclude, shut in, shut

up, by bolting a door, etc. Also_^.
c 1620 Z. BOYD Zions Flmvers (18551 32 ^ee grace barre

out, and vanitie bolt in. 1691 E. TAYLOR Be/mien's Incarn.

330 The Divine Substantiality did sit bolted up therein.

1839 BAILEY Festns v, Where God is bolted out from every
house.

10. To fasten together or furnish with bolts.

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. I. s.v. Keel* Into this are . . the

ground-timbers and hooks fastened, and bolted. 1780 BUHKE
Sp. Bristol Wks. III. 410 The. .fabrick . . is well cramped
and bolted together in alf its parts. 1787 NELSON in Nicolas

Dhp. (1845) I. 207, I have ordered her [a ship] to be new
bolted. 1824 URF. Diet. Client. 9 A disc of cast-iron well
fitted and firmly bolted to it. 1875 M'LAREN.SVr;w. Ser. n.

|ii. 55 A strong shaft of iron bolting together the two totter-

ing walls of some old building.

Bolt, adv. [The sb. (BOLT 1) and stem of the
vb. (BoLT '*}, used to qualify adjectives and verbs.]
1. The sb. is used siinilatively (cf. snow-white,

sand-blind} = 'asabolt/in/W^///(obs.),fo///^7v]f///
(see UFRICHT) ; whence Bolt-uprrghtness sb.

c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve*s T. 346. c 1420 Pallati. on Hnsb.
1.067 Bere it bolt upright, .and ley her downe upright. 1580

i

NORTH Plutarch (1676' 706 His hair stood bolt upright upon
I

his head. 1635 KRATHWAIT Arcad. Pr. 158 Epimonos all

this while sat bolt-upright in a chaire. 1651 CLEVELAND
j
Poems 12 On his knees . .With hands bolt up to Heaven.

BOLTERJNG.
1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 87, I suddenly sprang bolt up-
right in my chair, and awoke.

1726 AMHERST Trrrz Fit. xxix. 155 That bolt uprightness
of mien. 1850 MRS. STOWK Unfle Tom's C. xv. 152 Stiff-

ness and squareness, and bolt-uprightness.
2. The vb. stem is vised advb. to express a sudden

rapid motion ;
= '

bolting, with one bolt, straight '.

ft 1845 HOOD Not a single Man vi, Bolt up the stairs they
ran. 1877 BLACKIE Wise Men 121 A pitchy pillar of thick-

volumed smoke Shot bolt to heaven.

Bolted, boulted (lu-lted\///. a. 1
[f.

BOLT
?'.! -r -ED.] Sifted ; fig. carefully selected, choice.
c 1200 ORMIN 992 Reclessmec, & bulhedd braed J>att bakenn

wass inn ofne. c 1440 Promp. Part'. 55 Bu[!]tyd f tarafan-
ttirhatns. 1607 SHAKS. C\>r. ni. 1.322 He.. is ill-school'd

In boulted Language.

Bolted, fpl, a:-
[f.

BOLT si>. 1 and v.- + -ED
]

1. Closed and fastened with a bolt ; alsoyff.
1588 T. L. To Ch. of Rome (1651) 19 Those bar'd and

bolted hearts of yours. 1687 H. MORE Death's Vis. viii.

200 Id'e Storm those Bolted Ears. 1784 COWPER Task iv.

304 The bolted shutter. 1828 CARLVLE Misc. (1857) I. 143
That bolted towers should encircle her.

2. Formed into or like bolts.

1747 T. GIBBONS Klegy vi, His shafted Lightnings, and his

bolted Storms. 1860 T. MARTIN Horace 79 Bolted lightnings
(lash.

3. Fastened together with bolts.

1797 Encycl. Brit. s.v. Ship, They.. have the beams,
knees, and fore-hooks bolted into them. 1832 DF. LA BECHE
Geol. Man. 75 Blocks . . squared and bolted together in

the form of piers and jetties.

4. Bolted
'

arrKi's: (app.) arrows with blunt heads,
bird-bolts.

1864 Reiiilcr 24 Dec. 792/3 Shooting, with bolted arrows,

partridge or pigeon.

Boltel (bi''ltel). Arch. Also 5 boltell, -1-9

bowteld, 67 bou l)tell, boultle, 8 boultine,

9 boutel. [Conjectured to be f. BOLT rf. 1 ' from its

resemblance to the shaft of an arrow or bolt
'

(Gloss. An/iit.) ;
but as bolt is a Teutonic word,

and -cl of Fr. origin, the conjecture is hazardous.]
An old name for a plain round moulding; a

shaft of r clustered pillar.

1463 Bury IVitls \ 18501 39 To sette here ageyn the bowtell
there hire light slant. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus s. v. Stria,
The boltell or thing that riseth up betwene the two chanels.

1677 MOXON Aleck. Exerc. (1703) 267 Ovolo, or Boltel. 1738
CHAMBERS Cycl., Boultine or Boltel, in architecture, the

workman's term for a convex moulding, whose periphery
is just i of a circle. 1848 T. RICKMAN Arc/lit, xvii, The
mouldings are good Norman, consisting merely of plain

rounds, or boutells. 1849 FREEMAN Arcfiit. 381 We some-
times find such shafts or bowtels, wilh bases. 1876 GWILT
An hit. Gloss., Itmvtel or Boltel.

Hence Boltelled///. a., moulded with boltels.

1575 LANEHAM Let. 50 Each windo. .parted from oother
.. by Hal fayr bolteld columns. 1611 COTGR.

, Etnbouti,
toullled ;

raised into, wrought with boultles.

Bolter ', boulter (b^-ltaa). Forms : 5 bul-

ture, -tar, 5-7 bulter, 6 north, bowter, bultre.

boultar, j- boulter, 7- bolter, [f.
BOLT v. 1 +

-ER 1
: or ? a. OF. biileteor one who sifts, f. buleter

10 BOLT z/.
1
]

1. One who sifts meal, etc.

< 1440 Promp. Pan: 55 Bulture [1499 bultar). 1-1450
/ 'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 688 Hie polentradinator, a bulter.

1481-00 Howard Househ. Bks. 27 John Xpofer, a boulter.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Pref. to King 10 a, The
boulter tryeth out the branne from the mele.

2. A piece of cloth used for sifting ;
a sieve,

strainer ; a bolting-machine. Alsoyf^.
1530 PALSGR. 462/1, I boulte meale..in a boulter. 1546

LANGLEV/W. Verg. De Invent. III. i. 64 b, Bultresof lynnen
in Spayne. 1564 BAULDWIN Mor. Phiios. (Palfr.) 169 b,

Bee not like the Boulter that casteth out the flower and

keepeth in the bran. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. iii. 81, I

haue giuen them away to Bakers Wiues, and they haue made
Boulters of them. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Coitntr. Farm
574 The temze or bolter through which they passe. 1704
SWIFT T. Tub vii, By some called the Sieves and boulters

of learning. 1880 T. HARDY Trnmp.-Major II. xxii. 123
Bob opened the bolter, .the result being that a dense cloud

of flour rolled out.

b. The fabric used for this purpose.
1612 Naiforth Househ. Bks. 43, Iij yardes of boulter. \\s.

vjrf. 1754 Stow's Slim. (ed. Strype) II. v. xviii. 382/2 [Duty
on] Bolters and Bewpers the dozen pieces id.

3. ' A boulter or a racket to play with, rtticubtm.

Withals />VA (1634) 6j 5-

4. Comb., as bolter-cloth.

1586 COGAN Haven Health (1636) 125 Searsed through
lawne, or a fine boulter cloth.

Bolter
'i
. [f.

BOLT v? + -ER!.]
1. One that bolts or nms

; esf. a horse that bolts.

1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk. Bk. (1872) 244 The engine

may explode.. or be a bolter. 1871 LK FANU Checkmate
II. xiii. 123 Kickers and roarers, and bolters and jibbers.

2. One who 'bolts' from his party. (t/.S.)

1883 At/. Monthly LI I. 327 To whom a ' scratcher' or a

'bolter' is more hateful lhan the Beast. 1884 American
VIII. 100 To denounce the twenty-seven as bolters from

their party.

Bolter ;l
, var. BOUL-, BULTER, a long fishing line.

Boltered : see Blootl-boltered (BLOOD sb. 19).

tBo'ltering.boultering. Obs. [f.
BOLTER

rf.l + -ING 1
.]

The fabric used ior bolters or sieves.

1609 C. BUTLKR Fern. Man. i. (1623) C ij, For the safe-

guaril of your face, .provide a purs-hood made of course



BOLT-HEAD. 977 BOMBARD.
boultering. 1634 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson Washingtons
25 For other boltering and thinne canves.

Bolt-head, bolt's-head. Also 7 bouit

head, boulthed. [f.
BOLT sby\

1. The head (a
1

of a bolt, or arrow ; (b) of a

bolt for holding parts together.
'

Uf;

c 1475 l-'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 812 Hec c?tspis t a bolthed.

|B3 Cath. Angl. 36 A Bolte hede, capitellunt. 1691 T.

[ALE] Ace. Neiu Invent. -20 The Bolt-heads, etc., being

fairly parcelled.

2. Chcm. A globular flask with a long cylindrical

neck, used in distillation.

1610 B. JONSON Alch, ii. ii, Blushes the bolts-head ? Ibid.

iv. iv, This doctor. .Will close you so much gold in a bolt's-

head. 1667 BOYI.F. Grig. Formes
.5- Qital,, Having plac'd

the mixture in a Bolt-head or Glass-egg with a long neck.

1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 63 Put it into a large bolt-head, with

a long neck. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xxvi, Crucibles, bolt-

heads, stoves, and the other furniture of a chemical labora-

tory. 1877 GRIFFIN Chem. Handier. 146.

t 3. A dragon-fly. Obs.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. \\. v. $ 2. 126 Naked winged

Insects. 7 Dragon Fly, Bolts head.

f Bo'ltillg. Also boltin, bolton. [f.
BOLT

sb.l (9).] A bundle of straw.

1784 TWAMLF.Y Dairying 129 Take a boltin, or bundle of

Wheat or Rye-straw. 1886 Blacktv. Mag. Aug. 224 Twenty
boltings or bundles of straw, tied up from the thrashing
machine.

Bolting, boul-CbJu'ltirj
1

,^/.^.1
[f. BOLTV.I]

1. The act of sifting. Boltings : the bran or

coarse meal separated by sifting; siftings.
a 1300 W. DE BIBLESWORTH in Wright I'oc. 155 Per bo-

lenger (gloss, bultingge) est cevere La flur. 1335 in Mem.
Ripon (1885) II. 115 Unum magnum doleumpro bultynges.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. i. i. 18, Troy. Haue I not tarried ?

Pan. I the grinding ; but you must tarry the bolting. 1638
PENKETHMAN Artach. A. b. 1877 PEACOCK Lincolnsh.

Gloss. Boltings, the coarse meal separated from the flour.

2. fig. Sifting of evidence, etc. ; close scrutiny.

Boulting out '. getting at by sifting.

1563-87 FOXE A. fy M. (1596) 1286/1 The boulting out of
the true signification of ov<ria. 1623 SANDERSON Serui.

(1681) I. 88 Means for the boulting out of the truth. 1771
BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 256 Among those in opposition, there

has been of late a good deal of boulting.

fb. The private arguing of law cases for prac-
tice. Obs.

1598 STOW Snrv. ix. (1603) 79 They frequent readings,

meetings, boltinges and other learned exercises. 1670
BLOUNT Law Did., Bolting, at Greys-Inn. The manner is

thus; An Ancient, and two Barrasters sit as Judges, three

Students bring each a Case, and the Judges chuse which of

them shall be argued : which done, the Students first argue
it, then the Barrasters.

3. Comb., as (in sense i) bolting-cloth, -house,

-hutch, -machine, -mill, -pips, -poke, -tub, -tun.

1452 Test. El'or. III. 137, Ij 'bultynge-clothes, \\i\d. c 1500
Ibid. IV. 192, Xxix yerdes off bowtyng cloth xl</. 1617
MARKHAM Caval. in. 38 Boult them through an ordinarie

bolting cloath. 1885 Harper's Mag. July 256/1 The finest

..silk fabric made is bolting-cloth for the use of millers.

1532 HERVET tr. Xenophons Househ. (1768) 40 The instru-

mentes that belonge. .tothe kechin,to the bathe, and to the

^boultynge house. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4003/4 Wash-
house, Boulting-house, Bake-house. 1596 SHAKS. i //</. //

',

ii. iv. 495 That *Boulting-Hutch of Beastlinesse. 1641
MILTON Animadv. Wks. (1851) 205 Saving this passing fine

sophisticall boulting hutch. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon
(18131 122 It has a pair of stones of about four feet in

diameter, and a *bolting machine. 1846 G. WRIGHT Cream
Set. Knowl. 49 The bolting-machine of a flour-mill. .The
Hour is sifted, .through a cloth of a peculiar texture, called

a bolting-cloth. Instead of the cloth, a cylinder formed of

wire-gauze ofdifferent degrees offineness is sometimes used.

1766 Chrpn. in Ann. Reg, 139/1 They took an aversion to

all 'bolting-mills, and accordingly destroyed 7 or 8. 1534
in Eng. Ch. Furniture 11866) 189 A *bultynge pipe coverid

with a yarde of canvesse. 1588 Lane. Wills (18571 HI-

137 In the backe house and brewe house.. a boltinge pype
viijrt'. 1552 HULOET, Bultre, or *bultyng poke for fyne
meale. 1530 PALSGR. 200/1 *Boultyng tubbe, hnschea bluter.

1581-2 7z'. in Best Farm. Bks. 118561 172 In be bowtinge
house.. one bowting tube. 1485 Inv. in Ripon Ch. Acts

371, j *bultington.

Bo'lting, vbl. st>.'
2

[f.
BOLT z>.2 + -ING ]

.]

f 1. Hasty utterance, sudden blurting out. Obs.

1692 R. LESTRANGE Joseph-its' Wars i. xvii. (1733) 588 The
Bolting of this Privacy made Herod stark mad.

2. A sudden starting off; making off, running

away, flight ; (in U. S. politics} sudden secession

from a political party.
1820 SCOTT Abbot xvii, These pretty wild-geese . . have as

many divings, boltings, and volleyings. 1860 G. H. K.

Vacat, Tour. 169 The bolting of the Caithness men from

the Sutherland men. 1884 .V, Y. Times, This caucus system
of ours is a despotism, tempered only by bolting.

3. Fastening with bolts.

1856 KANE Arct. Exp. I. vii. 74 The pintles torn from
their boltings.

4. Hasty swallowing.
1872 MARK TWAIN Innoc. Abr. xii. 7 ( No five-minute bolt-

ings of flabby rolls.

5. Comb., as bolting-hole, a hole by which to

bolt or escape ; fig. a means of escape.

(-1788 BURKE Art. W. Hastings Wks. 1842 XIV. 68 It

afforded him two bolting holes, by which he is enabled to

resist the authority of the Company. 1881 Sat. RtT. No.

1321, 238 A secluded spot in a clearing, where a bank is

honeycombed with burrows and bolting-holes.

BO'ltleSS, Without a bolt or bolts, not

formed into bolts, as
'
boltless lightning', poet.

Vor, T.

Bo'ltoilite. J\lin. A unisilicate mineral, a

variety of Forsterite, found near Bolton, Mass.

(Dana Min. 255. )

Bolt-rope (Wfc"lt|iflfcp).
Naut. [f. BOLT $bl

+ ROPE.]
' A rope sewed all round the edge of the

sail, to prevent the canvas from tearing.' Smyth
Sailors lt''ont-l>k.

1626 CAPT. SMITH Actid. Yug. Senitiettij. 1627 Seaman's
Gram. vi. 27 The Bolt ropes are those wherein the sailes

are sowed. 1762-9 FALCONER Ship-.vr. u. 461 The..mizen
..In fluttering fragments from its bolt-rope fled. 1830 1.

TAYLOR The Ship 154. 1840 R. DANA Bef. Mast xxv. 82
The jib was blown to atoms out of the bolt-rope.

Eoltspreet, -sprit, obs. var. of BOWSPRIT.
Bolt upright-ness : see BOLT adv.

Bolus (bJn-l/fs). PI. boluses : 7 bolus, 7-8
bolus's, 8-9 bolusses. [a. mod.L. bolus, a. Gr.

j

/3wA.os clod, lump of earth.]
1. J^Ied. A medicine of round shape adapted for !

swallowing, larger than an ordinary pill. Often I

used somewhat contemptuously.)
1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 554, I will not have a

Bolus, or a glister. 1681 tr. Willis Rein. J\fed. Wks. Voc.,
Bolus, is a medicine made up into a thick substance to bc
swallow'd not liquid, but taken on a knives point. 1751
SHENSTOXE ll'ks. 4- Lett. III. 178, I have been taking
saline draughts and bolus's. 1832 ANNA M. PORTF.R Han-
gar, /iro. v. 53 Physic him to death with pills and boluses.

fig- *&37 KARL MONM. Mal-.'ezzi's Roinvfrs 229 Cruell

actions are so many bolus, which are never better taken
than when wrapt up in gold. 1780 COWPER Lett. 3 May,

'

Swallowing such boluses as I send you. 1878 BLACK Green
Past, iii.23 Resolved not to swallow your Home Rule bolus.

2. A small rounded mass of any substance.

1782 A. MONRO Cotnpar. ,-ltt/jt.ied. 31 23 The bolus would
be in danger of falling out of the mouth. 1835 T. HOOK ,

G. Gnrney (1850) I. i. 3 A round mirror, encircled with gilt

boluses. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling \. 11880' 9 A barley-meal
bolus is the bait for roach. 1881 Sat. A'cr-. No. 1320, 206

One leaden bolus of the old ounce-of-lead pattern.

3. A kind of clay ;
= BOLE 'i i .

1682 GREW Anal. Plants 242 Bolus's are the Beds, or as

it were, the Matcria prima, both of opacous Stones, and
Metals. 1863 BARING-GOL'LD Iceland xii. 210 The soil is

composed of soft bolus full of splinters of trachyte.

Hence Bolus-ways, -wise, adv., as a bolus.

1689 MOYLE Sea Chyritrg. Pref., If the Patient cannot

take a Medecine in one form 'as Bolus-waiesi.

t Bolwaie. Obs. ? A boil.

1628 P. M[ATimcu) Life SeiaiK'S 88 His face full of pimples
and Fistulas, knots and bolwaies.

Bolwark, obs. f. BULWARK.

Boly, obs. form of BOIL v.

tBolye. Ol>s. rare. [ad. med.L. bolis, a. (Jr.

0oA('s sounding-lead.] (See quot.)

1552 Hi'LOKT, Bol ye or plummet whyche mariners vse,fo//s.

Bolyen, bolyon, obs. forms of HCLI.K>.\.

Bolyn, var. of BOLLEN sl>., and obs. f. BOWLINE.

Bolys, obs. form of BUI.LACE.

ii Bom, boilia. Also bomma, aboma. The
native name in Congo, \V. Africa, of ' a huge non-

poisonous snake swallowing deer, etc.' (see Merolla,

Vocab.; Proyart ; Cavaz/i Congo, ?,Iatainl>a, d- An-

gola ; Magyar Siiil-.lfn'ka). Apparently carried

by the Portuguese from Congo to Brazil fRoquete
has bom boma '

serpent d'Angola et du Bresil .

and there applied to the largest boas, in which

sense it appears in some English works. (The

history has been traced for us by Dr. E. B. Tylor.

1864 in WEBSTER and in other recent Diets.

Bom, bomarang, obs. ff. BUM, BOOMERANG.

Bomaree, var. of BUMMAHEE.

Bomb (b^m, bm1, sl>. Forms : 6 borne, 7

bombe, borabo, boom b, 7
- bomb. [a. K.

bombc, ad. Sp. bomba (see first quot.), prob. f. bom-

bo ' a bumming or humming noise
'

: L. bombus.

The word is thus ultimately identical with boom.

Cf. the earliest Eng. instance borne, directly from
j

Sp. ;
also i ;th c. bombo from Sp. or It. Variously

pronounced : see the rimes : in the British army

^m; is usual.]

fl. Transl. of Sp. bomba de ftiego 'a ball of

wilde-fire,' Minsheu. Obs.

1588 R. PARKE Hist. China (transl. fr. Span.) 65 They
vse. .in their wars, .many bomes of tire, full of olde iron,

j

and arrowes made with powder & fire wprke, with the

which they do much harme and destroy their enimies.

2. An explosive projectile consisting ofa hollow

iron sphere filled with gunpowder or some other

charge, and fired by a fuse ignited in the act of

discharge from the mortar
;

a bombshell ; now

generally called a shell.

1684 Loud. Gaz. No. 1037^2 They shoot their Bombes near

two flliles, and they weigh 250 English Pounds a piece.

1687 EVELYN Mt'in. (1857) II. 275, I saw a trial of those

devilish, murdering, mischief-doing engines called bombs,
shot out of the mortar-piece on Blackheath. 1687 RYCAI-T

Hist. Turks II. 196 The Turks threw, .quantities of Bom-
boes and Stink-pots. 1692 Sit-gc Lymerick 5, 800 Carts of

Ball and Boombs. Ibid. 6, 600 Booms, a 1721 PRIOR Alma.
in. 369 The longitude uncertain roams, In spite of Whiston
and his bombs, c 1730 YOUNG Sea-Piece Poems (1757) 1-

246 A thousand deaths the bursting bomb Hurls from her

disembowel'd womb. i89Sol;TilEY Vug. Dragon iv, The

hugest brazen mortar That ever yet fired bomb, Could not
have check'd this fiendish beast As did that Holy Thumb.

b. Whale-fishery. A harpoon with an explosive

charge in its head
; hence darting-, rockcl-bomb.

1883 I''ishcrics l-'..\'hi!'. Cntal. 199 The bomb-lance, darting-
bomb, and rocket-bomb.

f3. A mortar, a shell-gun. Obs. rarer '.

1684 J. PI-.TKR Siege I'iejinn 95 The enemy, .play'd on us
with their Cannon and Bombs.

f4. A small war-vessel carrying mortars for

throwing bombs. Called more hilly bomb-galliot,

bomb-ketch, bomb-ship, bomb-vessel, and boinbard.

1704 I.niui. C,az. No. 4029/3 Portsmouth Bomb. Ibiti. No.

3992/3 Her Majesty's Ships the Mortar and Terror Bombs.

1747 J. LIND Lett, Na-.<y i. 11757) 21 Those who have the

command of sloops, bombs, lireships. 1806 DUNCAN Xclson

45 He proceeded with the Thunder bomb, .to bombard the

town. 1813 Examiner 18 Jan. 47/1, 18 sloops 4 bombs.

5. Volcanic bomb : a roundish mass of lava thrown

out of a volcano.

1845 DARWIN Vvy. Nat. xxi. 118521 493, I noticed volcanic

bomb^, that is, masses oflava which have been shot through
the air whilst fluid and have consequently assumed a

spherical or pear-shape. 1878 HUXLEY 1'hysiogr. 193 Some-
times the masses of lava, .fall as. .volcanic bombs.

6. Comb. ,3S,boml> battery, -bed, -cart, -chest, -galliot,

-quay, -ship, -vessel; bomb-battered adj.; bomb-
lauce, a harpoon with an explosive in its head.

See also BOMB-KETCH, BuMii-riuior, BOMB-SHELL.

1854 J. AiHuri r XapoU'r-n 118551 I- ."xiv. 533 Having fled

from their 'bomb-battered and burning dwellings. 1695
Loud. Gaz. No. 3124/2 This day the 'Bomb-Battery was

begun. 11850 Kinlini. .\<r;'ig. (Wcale) 100 The beams
which support the *bomb-bed in bomb-vessels. 1712 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4970/2 Two ' Bomb Carts . . and live Pieces of

Ordnance. 1755 (/'.;/.'/. M<ig. XXV. 377 Bomb-carts, filled

with necessaries fur the camp, were likewise sent. 1704

J. HARRIS L,:\. 'J\'C/tn., *Borab-chest, i^ a kind of chest,
which being filled with Gunpowder and Bombs.. is placed
under ('.round to blow it up into the Air, together with

those that stand upon it. 1715 Z.rW. (,'n-;. No. 5301/2801110
' Bomb Galliots. 1751 SMULI.I-. n /Vr. /V<\ (1779) II. Ixiv. 210

The entertainers landed at the bomb-keys. 1695 Lond.
Gaz. No. 3086/2 Having been to view the *Bomb ships in

the J/rtCiV. 1806 Di'NcxN" .Y<7ivw 136 The bomb-ship and
schooner gun-vessels made their escape. 1693 Lend. Ga~.

No. 2893/4 'Bomb ves>els lately Launch'd. 1828 SCLAU-

MAN r>rit. Gunner .article], I!omb-\"essel>.

Bomb U'C 1". bzmi), v. [f. prec.]

1. trans. To lire bombs al
;
to boinbard.

1688 I. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XV11. 984 The Town
could never be Bomb'd by Land, a 1704 SEDI.F.Y Po,'ins

Wks. 1722 I. 78 While you Bomb Towns in France. 1797
NKLSON in Nicolas Disf. 11846' VII. p. c.xlvi, The intention

of bombing us still goes on.

2. To throw with violence, let fly. dial.

Bomb, obs. form of BOOM and BUM.

tBo'mbace, -ase. Obs. Forms: 6 bom-

bagn, (1-7 bombase, -baoe. [a. OK. bombace

cotton, cotton wadding : late L. bonibctee-m, ace.

o{boinba.\ cotton, a corruption and transferred use

of L. bombyx .-ilk, a. Gr. /3cV/3u silkworm, silk.]

1. The down of the cotton-plant ;
raw cotton.

J553 F-UEN Treat. AV:i> Init. lArb.l 13 This cotton, is

otherwyse called livmbtige or sylke of the trees. Ibid. 30

They tie the posies together with ropes of bombage cotton.

1578 LYTE Dodoens vi. xvii. 679 Fayre white cotton, or the

downe that we call Bombace. 1579 LANGIIAM Gard. Health

( T 633i 536 The oile is to be taken away with bombase or

cotton dipt in it. 1609 HARINGTON -SV/twA- Salerne (1624)

358 To vse garments of Silke or Bombace.

2. Cotton fibre dressed for stuffing or padding

garments ; cotton-wool, cotton-wadding.
1592 Wills 4- ln-.<. N. C. 11860' II. 212, -xx yds. of course

harden 6s. 6d. v Ibs. of bombace -,s. 1635 J. HAYWARU
Banish'd I'irg. 149 A body that needed not the common

helpes of rectifying its proportion by bombace or the like.

3. /V. Padding, stuffing: see BOMBAST sli. 2 b, 3.

1662 'FULLER ll'urllties (1840) III. 34 A sermon.. to the

university, the stulT, or rather bombace, whereof we have

set down in our '

Ecclesiastical History'.

Bombaceous (bfmb<~'-J3s), a. Bot.
[f.

mod.L.

bombax (1. L. bombyx silk) + -ACEOUS.] Of or

pertaining to plants of the genus Bombax, or the

Silk-cotton family.

1864 BATES Nat. on Amazon .xvi.ispThe
trees the dome-

topped giants of the Leguminous and Bombaceous orders.

t Bo'mbal. Obs. rare^ 1
. [V Related to BOMB.]

(11659 CLEVELAND Sir I. Prcstytir (1677) 6 In Pulpit

Fire-works, which the Bombal vents.

t Bombance. Obs. [a. K. bombance, variant

of bobance boastlulness, ostentation : of uncertain

deriv. : see Little'.] Ostentation, pride.
t 1325 Cr-t'r de L. 4494 Come prykand with bombance.

Bombard ^tynn, bc-mbaadi, sb. Forms: 5 7

bumbard, 6 boumbard, 5-9 bombarde, 6-

bombard. [a. OK. bombarde 'a murthering-piece
'

(Cotgr.), in med.L. bombarda, originally a me-

chanical engine for throwing large stones i,see Du

Cange ; prob. f. L. bombus a humming noise +

arda, fern, form of Romance suffix -AKD.J

I. 1. The earliest kind of cannon, usually throw-

ing a stone ball or a very large shot.

i- 1430 LYDO. Bcetias I. iii. \ 1 544 )
^ a, That none engine may

thereto attayne, Gonne, nor bumbard by no subtiltie. 1481

CAXTON Reynard 77 All them that ben archers, and haue

bowes, gonnes, bombardes. .to besiege Maleperduys. 1523

Ln BERBERS Praia. I.cxliv. 172 Fortyfied with springalles,

123
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bombardes, bowes, and other artillary. 1573 Sege Edinb
Custel in Scot. Poems i6f/t C. (18011 II. 290 The bumbard
stanisdirectitfellsaeuin. 1623 COCKERAM, Bombards, great

guns. i&nFloddan F. iii. 22 With Bombard shot the walls

he bet, 1874 BOUTELL Arms $ Arm. 219 Towards the
end of the i4th century pieces called bombardes were in

existence, which threw balls of stone weighing as much,
as 200 Ibs. . . These heavy bombards proved to be of very
little practical use.

fb. transf. The ball or stone thrown by a bom-
bard. Obs. rare~ l

.

1575 CHURCHYARD Chipfes (1817) 153 A kind of shot that

we great bombards call. .And where that huge and mighty
stone did fall, .it did great wonders breede.

f C. Bombarding volley, shot. Qbs. rarc~ l
.

1809 J. BARLOW Cohimb. vn. 228 Then bids the battering
floats his labors crown, And pour their bombard on the

shuddering town.

2. A bomb-vessel or bomb-ketch ;
= BOMB sb. 4.

1799 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. 11845! IV. 65 Buonaparte
has passed Corsica in a Bombard, steering for France. 1812
Examiner 23 Nov. 740/1 The vessels captured consisted of
a bombard, a lugger, 3 feluccas. 1860 EARL DusDONALD
Antobiog, Seaman I. v. 09 A French bombard bore up,
hoisting the national colours.

f3. A leather jug or bottle for liquor ;
a black-

jack. Probably from some resemblance to the

early cannons. Obs. exc. Hist.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, \\. iv. 497 That huge Bombard of
Sacke, 1610 Temp. \\. ii. 20 Like a foule bumbard that
would shed his licquor. 1635 HKYXVOOD Philocoth., The
great black jacks and bombards at the Court, which, when
the Frenchmen first saw, they reported . . that the English-
men used to drink out of their bootes.

t b. fig' A toper. Obs. See also BUMBAUD.
1617 J. TAYLOR in Skaks. C. Praise 126 This bezzeling

Bombards longitude, latitude, altitude, and crassitude.

t II. 4. A deep-toned wooden musical instru-

ment of the bassoon family. Obs. Also BOMBARDO.
1393 GOVVF.R Con/. III. 358 Suche a soune Of bombarde

and of clarioune. 7^1475 Sgr. fane Degre 1072 With
pypes, organs and bumbarde. 1878 STATHAM in Grove Diet.
Mas. I. 151 A class of instruments named bombards, pom-
mers, or brummers . . seems to have been the immediate
predecessor of the bassoon.

III. 5. Comb., as f bombard-like adv. ; *f bom-
bard-man, a servant who carried out liquor to

customers, a pot-boy ; f bombard-phrase v
lrans.

of L. ampulla}, inflated language, bombast.
1664 FIoddan F, vi. 53 Bombard like, did boasts discharge.

a 1616 B. JON-SON Lore Restored 86 A bombard man, that

brought bouge for a Countrey Lady or two that fainted.

r64p
Horace's Ars Poet. VII. 173 i N.I They . .must throw

by Their bombard-phrase, and foot and half-foot words.

Bombard (b^mbaud), ?-.
[f. F. bombarder

(i6th c.', 'to discharge a bumbard, to batter or

murder with bumbards' (Cotgr. . f. bombard sb. :

bee prec. It has no immediate relation to hombl\
fl. intr. To fire off bombards or heavy guns.
Obs. (exc. as absol. use of 2.)

1598 FLORIO, Sbombardare, to shoote ofT peals of guns, to
bombard. [1695 Lond.,Gaz. No. 3096/3 Colonel Richards,
with nine English Bomb Vessels . . began to tfombard.]
2. trans. To batter with shot and shell

; to as-

sault with ordnance so as to destroy, disable, or
reduce to submission.
1686 Lond. GHZ. No. 2211/3 General Caraffa is making

Preparations to bombard Agria. 1692 Singe Lymerick 7We still continued to Batter and Bombard the Town very
furiously. 1813 WELLINGTON Let. in Gurw. Disp. XI. 33
If the town is to be bombarded, it may as well be done from
the sand hills. 1858 FROITDE Hist. Eng. IV. 427 The ad-
miral, .thought they might anchor and bombard the town.

\>,fig- To assail with persistent force or violence.

1765 FALCONER Dentag. 405 Where fulminating, rumbling
eloquence .. bombards the sense. 1853 BRIGHT Admiss.
Jews Par!, in Sp. (1876) 527 Go on year after year bom-
barding the Lords with this Jew bill, a 1884 M. PATTISON
Mem.y$z Milton, .bombarding Salmasius with foul epithets.
3. Cookery. To stuff (a fillet of veal .

1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. /frwji/r. 1x778)93 Bombarded
Veal. Cut the bone nicely out of a fillet, etc. 1837 DIS-
RAELI I'enetia \. iv. (1871) 15 The tempting delicacies of
bombarded veal.

Bombarder (b^mba-ada-i). [f. prec. vb.+-ER,
or ad. F. bombardier (i6th c. in Littre).] He who
or that which bombards

;
a bombarding vessel.

In early use = BOMBARDIER.
1583 Exec. Treason (1675) 29 The Popes Canonists being

as his Bombarders, do make his Excommunications, .appear
fearful. 1808 WHITBREAD in Cobbetfs Parl. Deb. (18081 X.
729 The bombarders of Copenhagen. 1866 Daily Tel. June,
Stopped the bombardment by sinking the bombarder.

t Bomba'rdical, a. Obs.
[f. BOMBARD sb. +

-ICAL.]
'

Thundering, or roaring like a piece of
ordnance.' Blount Glossogr. 1656.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. ^1650) II. 72 He that entitles himself

Most Puissant and Highest Monarch of the Turks . .with
other such bombardicall titles.

Bombardier (tym-, bwnbftadl-i). [a. K.

bombardier, f. bombard', see BOMBARD and -IER.]
f 1. A soldier in charge of a bombard, an artillery-

man. Obs. or arch.

1560 WHITEHORXF. Art,' Warrcdw 82 Smithes, Masons,
Ingeners, Bombardiers. 1611 COTGR., bombardier, a bom-
bardier or gunner that vseth to discharge murthering peeces ;

and, more generally, any gunner. 1691 Li TTRF.LL Brit'/
Rel. (1857) II. 292 Our bombardeers are to practice the

throwing bombs on ship board. 1709 Tatler No. 88 f 3 The

bombardier tosses his balls into the midst of a city. 1779
G. SMITH Mil. Diet. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xxxix,
Her two brothers are lieutenants in the bombardiers.

2. spec, fa- in i;th and ;8th c. : One of the

master-gunner's men, employed more especially
about the mortars and howitzers. Obs.
1688 List of(Jas. II's) Artillery Train, Firemaster to

Trayne, Chief Bombardier, 12 Bombardiers, Chief Petardier,

4 Petardiers. 1746 Rep. Cond. Sir J. Cope 55 He gave the
Witness a Bombardeer and four Gunners. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (1789) Yy iij b, He has also the command of
the gunners, matrosses, and bombardiers. [1855 SARGENT
Braddock's Exped. 136 A matross is an artillery- soldier of
a rank inferior to the bombardier or gunner.]

b. In the British army: A non-commissioned
officer in the artillery. Several are attached to

each battery of artillery.

1844 Queen's Regitl. Ord. Army 4, Bombardiers of the

Royal Regiment of Artillery rank as Corporals.

t 3. A bomb-ship. Obs.
1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2142/2, 20 Men of War, 2 Fire-Ships

and 3 Bombardiers.

4. Comb., as bombardier beetle, a genus of

beetles (especially Brachinus crepttans) which,
when irritated, eject fluid with a sharp report and
blue vapour; f bombardier-galliot, a kind of

bomb-vessel.
1802 BINGLFY Anint. Biog. (1813) III. 147 The bombardier,

or exploding beetle. .When it is touched, we are surprised
with a noise resembling the discharge of a musket in minia-

ture, during which a blue smoke may be seen to proceed
from its extremity. 1861 HULME tr. Moqnin-Tandon \\. iv.

i. 2 14 The. .Bombardier Beetles discharge a still more offen-

sive fluid. 1805 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 391/2 A large flotilla

. . of Bomba[r]dier galliots, gun sloops and flat bottomed
vessels completely armed.

Bombarding (.bpmbaudirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

BOM-
BARD 7

(

. -r -ixc/i.] An assailing with shot and
shell

;
a bombardment.

1687 Loud. Gaz, No. 2226/2 The preparations for the Bom-
barding of Agria. 1756 BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 31
The present perfection of gunnery, cannoneering, bombard-
ing, mining. 1880 MCCARTHV Own Times III. xlv. 357
There were more murders and more bombardings yet.

Bombardment bmba g

rdment). [f.
BOMBARD

v. + -MENT.] The process of bombarding ;
con-

tinuous attack upon a place with shot and shell.

1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3807/3 Which gives us great Appre-
hensions of a Bombardment. 1790 BFATSON Nov. $ Mil.
Mem. II. 402 l*o destroy these vessels, .by means of a bom-
bardment. 1813 WELLINGTON Let. in Gurw. Disp. XI. 33
The Bombardment answered no purpose whatever, except-
ing to destroy the town.

II Bombardo. [It.: 'a certain wind instru-

ment resembling the oboe.']
= BOMBARD sb. 4.

Bo*mbardon,-0'ne. Mus. \s..\\. bombardons

augmentative form of bombanlo."] A brass in-

strument of the trumpet-kind, in tone resembling
an ophicleide ; also a bass reed-stop on the organ.
1856 MRS. C. CLARKE tr. Berlioz' Instrument. 176 The

Bombardon . . is a low instrument without keys and with
three cylinders. 1876 HILES Catech. Organ x. (1878) 71
Bombardon?, Bombardon^ Bombarde, a reed-stop of metal
or wood. 1880GROVE Diet. Mas. I. ^SQ Bombardon, bombard
. .were originally names of the different varieties of the oboe
or bassoon family ; the bombardon, or largest instrument,
reaching to contra F. From these the name was transferred
to a bass reed-stop on the organ, with i6-foot tone.

t Bombase, v. Obs. Also 6 bum-, boombas ;

pa. pple. bombast, [f.
BOMJIACE sb. : stress orig.

on the last, and afterwards on the first syllable.]
1. trans. To stuff with cotton-wool

; to pad.
1558 WillofR. Lee (Somerset Ho.', My doublett of sacke

clothe that is bumbased. 1598 FLORIO, Imbottire. .to stuffe,
to quilt, to bumhase.

b. fig. and transf. To stuff, pad.
1572 (iAscoir.NK I '(>y, Holland \\\ Southey Comm.-pl. Bk.

Sen n. (18491 3'i They march bumbast with buttered beer.

1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacJis Ilnsb., The camel . . is bumbast
upon the backe for bearing of burdens.

2. To stop (the ears) as with cotton-wool.
1583 STAMYKOJBST./fifftf&iv. 107 What reason him leadeth

to my suite too boombas his hearing?
Bombase, variant of BUMBACE sb.

Bombase, -baze, variants of BUJIBAZE.

Bomba'sic, rare.
[f. BOMBACE JorBoHBASiK

-T-TC: perh. referring to the colour of Nankeen
cotton, or ? of raw silk.] Of a pale yellow or
straw colour

; bombycinous.
1825 J. FOSBROOKE Ohserv. rat/id. Relat. 53 Skin ofa Bom-

baste tint. Ibid 62 A fine straw-coloured or bombast c tint.

t Bo'mbasie. Obs. Also 6 bombezie. [va-
riant of BOMBACK or BOMBASINE.]
1. Raw cotton, cotton- wool.
1576 BAKER Gesner's Jewell Health 189 b, A feather or

fine bombasie wette in the oyle. 1578 LYTE Dodoens vi.

xlyi. 719 Dip a little Cotton or Bombasie in the sayde
milke, and lay it to your tooth.

2. = BOMBASINE 2.

1588 Record in Law Memorials Pref. 33 note, 3 elles of
bombezie.

Bombasine (b^m-, btnnbiz^a), Forms: 6

bombasyne,6-9-in, 7burnbazine,7-9bombazin,
8 bumbasiiie, 8-9 bombazeen, y bombazine, 7-
bombasine. [a. F. bombasin, ad. late L. bom-
basimim, var. of bowbycimtm (Isidore" a silk tex-

ture, neuter of bomfycinus silken, f. bombyx, -yccm

silk-worm, silk. On the later transfer of bombyx^
bombax, and its derivatives to

'
tree-silk

'

or cotton,

bombasin was also applied to cotton fabrics, 'fus-

taine ou bombasin, et toute autre chose faicte de

coton, xylinnm ', R. Estienne Petit Diet.'}

fl. Raw cotton
;
= BOMBACE i. Obs.

1555 EDEN Decades W. hid. \. n. (Arb. i 69 marg.. This
Cotton the Spaniardes call Algodon & the Italians Bom-
basine. 1580 HOLLYBAND Trtas. Fr. Tong% Dit Bombasyn t

Bombasin, cotton.

2. A twilled or corded dress-material, composed
of silk and worsted ;

sometimes also of cotton

and worsted, or of worsted alone. In black the

material is much used in mourning.
1572 Wills % fm>. A". C. (18351 I- 373 O"e doblat of white

bombasyne. 1611 COTGR., Bombasin^ the stuffe Bumba-
zine ; or any kind of stuffe that's made of cotton, or of

cotton and hnnen. 1660 Act 12 Chas, II, iv. Sched., Bora-
toes or Bombasines narrow the single piece not above 15

yards, vj/. 1747 MRS. DELAXY ./I /0Wrtf. \iS6it II. 478 Black
bombazeen will do very well in a sack. 1789 WOLCOTT iP.

Pindari.>/^.CV^xv.Wks. 1812 II. 248 In Sorrow's dismal

crape or bombazeen. iSzoMissMiTFORoin L'EstrangeZi/^
1,1870* II. iv. 83 Crape and bombazin and broad-hemmed frills.

1831 G. PORTER SilkManuf. 299 Bombasin. .a twilled manu-
facture, having its warp of silk, and its shoot of worsted.

b. attrib. and comb.
1666 PEPYS Diary (1879^ III. 494 Putting on my black

stuffe bombazin suit. 1766 ANSTEY Bath Guide xi. (18041

94 Who is that bombazine lady so gay, So profuse of her

beauties, in sable array? 1819 P. O. Lond. Directory 19
Bombazeen Manufacturers. Ibid. 144 Bombazeen-dressers.

t Bo'inbasiiig, sb. Obs. In 6 bum-, [f. BOM-
BASE v. +-ING!.]
1. = BOMBASINE 2 ,perh. a corruptionX
1580 BARET/I/:-. Bumbasmg or anything made of cotten.

2. Padding with bombace.
1598 FLORIO, Imbottitnra . . a quilting, a bumbasing.

Bombast (b^-m-, bfmb&st), sb. Forms : 6

bom-, bumbaste, 6-8 bumbast, 6- bombast. [A
variant of BOMBACE, bombase ^.boinbcu~e\ in i6th c.

pronounced (bombers), the / being either simply

phonetic (the converse of bass
t
bast^ or perhaps

influenced by the pa. pple. bombast of BOMBASE v.

Originally accented on second syllable, as still in

Byron : but already in Shakspere on the first.

Most dictionaries make the first syllable bm-,
but contemporary usage favours b^m-.]
1 1. The soft down of the cotton-plant ;

raw
cotton

; cotton-wool. Obs.

1568 T. HOWKLL A rb. Antitie 11879) 61 From all meate

soft, as wooll and flaxe, bombaste and winds that bloe. 1582
HESTER Seer. Phiorai'. \\. xx. 99 Wet a little Bumbast in

pur Caustick. 1597 GERARD Herbal n. cccxxxv. 901 Called
in English & French, Cotton. Bombaste & Bombace. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 15 The head [of the Cotton plant], .ripen-

ing breakes, and isdcliuered of awhile soft Bombast. 1665
G. HAVERS P. dclla Valle's Trav. 23 Which Hnnen . . is alto-

gether of Bumbast or Cotton, (there being no Flax in IndiaX

fb. attrib. Cotton. Obs.

1599 HAKLVVT Voy. II. i. 222 Scarlet, or white Bumbast
cloth. 1600 DEKKER Gentle Craft 15 You bombast cotten-

candle queane. 1653 URQI'HART Rabelais in. xli. (1737) III.

139 The bumbast and cotton bushes.

t 2. Cotton-wool used as padding or stuffing for

clothes, etc. Obs. exc. Hist.

1573 GASCOIGNE B. ll'ithipoll, To stuff thy doublet full

ofsuch bumbaste. 1601 R. J. Kingd. $ Ccmnrw. 140 lacks

quilted with bombast to resist arrowes. 1685 CROWNE Sir
C. Nice n. 18 For the inside ; do you like much bombast,
madam? 1849 Mem. KirkaldyofGr.\\\\.'T] Their large.,

trunk-hose, being quilted and stuffed with bombast.

t b. fig. Padding, stuffing ; stopping of the ears.

1575 GASCOIGNE Wks. (15871 83 It hath no bumbast now,
but skin and bones. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 791 As
bumbast and as lining to the time. 1631 Celestina x. 120

Frame, .for your eares the bumbast or stuffing of sufferance

and bearing.

3. Jig. Inflated or turgid language ; high-sound-

ing language on a trivial or commonplace subject ;

' fustian
'

;

'
tall talk'. [This sense has been erro-

neously supposed to have originated in the name of

Paracelsus (P. A. T. Bombast von HobenheimV]
1589 NASHE in Greene Menaphon (Arb.) Ded. 6 To out-

brave better pens with the swelling bumbast of a bragging
blanke verse, a 1625 FLETCHER Chances v. iii, I like his

words well ; there's no bombast in 'em. 1710 POPE Lett.

Wks. 1736 V. 107 The ambition of surprising a reader, is

the true natural cause of all fustian, or bombast in poetry.

1761 KAMES Elem. Crit. iv. (1833) 124 False sublime known
by the name of bombast. 1811 BYRON Hintsfrom Hor. 44
Another soars, inflated with bombast. 1850 KINGSLEV Alt.

Locke xxxiii. (1879) 342 Their eloquence is all bombast.

b. transf.
1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 221 What might be called

mental bombast, as distinguished from verbal. 1821 CRAIG
Lect. Drawing iv.

213,
I have insuperable objections to this

sort of bombast in painting.

Bombast, v. arch,
[f. prec. sb., which see for

pronunciation : in the vb. the accent is more fre-

quently on the final syllable.]

1 1. To stuff, pad, or fill out with cotton-wool,
or the like. Obs.

1565 JEWEL Repl, Harding (1611) To Rdr. 2 To couer

the smalnesse . . of their bodies, [he] had bomebasted, ar.d

embossed out their coates. 1576 GASCOIGNE SteeUGl. Epil.

82 [They] bumbast, bolster, frisleand perfume. i&toBtrLwn
Anthropowct. xvi. 162 They bumbast their Doublets. i8ao



BOMBAST.
SCOTT Abbot ,\v, My stomach has no room fur it ; it is . . too
well bumbasted out with straw and buckram.
2. fig. and transf. To stuff, swell out, inflate.

1566 STUDLEY Seneca's Mcdeab&i) 136 Her hawty breat
bumbasted is wyth pryde. 1599 NASHE Lent. Stitffe (1871 )

58 The first should have his gut bombasted with beef. 1607
CHAPMAN Sassy D'Amb. Plays 1873 II. 43 A great man . .

that by his greatnesse Bumbasts his private roofes, with
public riches. 1624 T. SCOTT Vox Dei 68 A place and people
that . . bombasted their reputations with the winde of com-
plement. 1633 HEVWOOD Eng. Trail. Prol , Not so much. .

As Song, Dance, Masque, to bumbaste out a Play. i8zz
SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXVII. 34 The want of incidents . .

he has endeavoured to supply by invention, and in bom-
basting the fable with machinery.

b. To swell out, render grandiose (a speech or

literary composition) with bombastic language.
1573 R. SCOT Hop Card. (1578) Epist., Not bumbasting

the same with the figures and flowers of eloquence. 1599
Bp. HALL Sat. I. iv. 9 Then strives he to bumbast his feeble
lines With farre-fetcht phrase. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne I.

xxv. (1632) 83 That doth . . bumbast his labours with high
swelling and heaven-disimbowelling words.

Bo'inbast, ///. a. Also 6-7 bumbast(e.
[pa. pple. of BOMBASE v. to stuff ; but in later use

hardly separable from the sb. used attrib]
t 1. Stuffed, padded, puffed out. Obs.

1575 GASCOICNE Wks. (1587) 157 Hys bombast hose wyth
linings manifold. 1656 Artlf. Handsomeness 44 A bumbast
or bolstered garment.
2. Jig. Puffed, empty, inflated

; over-elaborate.
Of language : Turgid, grandiloquent, bombastic.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. i. 13 A bumbast circumstance, Horribly

stufft with Epithites of warre. 1616 Pasi/nilff Kath. iv.

316, I doe hate these bumbaste wits, That are puft vp with
arrogant conceit. 1674 R. GODFREY //. <y Ab. Physic 122
He scorns to be frightened at a Bombast word, or Fustian
Terra. 1781 GIBBON Duel. 4- F. (1802) VI. 134 note, Forty
bombast lines. 1834 Frasers Mag. X. 435 A frothy, verbose,
and bombast writer. 1842 MAITLAND Notes $c. n. 26.

Bombast(e, variant of BUMBASTE v. Obs.

Bombasted,///. a.
[f. BOMBAST v., which see

for pronunciation.]
1 1. Stuffed or padded with cotton-wool

; puffed
out. Obs.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. (1877) 55 Stuffed, bombasted
and sewed. 1611 MARKHAM Coitntr. Content. (1649) II!
Which Hats are soft bumbasted roules of leather. 1626
T. H. Caussin's Holy Crt. 224 Your garments playted, bum-
basted, loose hanged.
2. Inflated, turgid (language), arch.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie (Arb. ) 266 Vsing such bom-
basted wordes, as seeme altogether farced full of winde.
1631 R. H. Arraigiim. Whole Great. xi. 1.99 With brag-
godokean and bumbasted words. 1829 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev.
XXXIX. 103 The bombasted heroics of Dryden's tragedy.

1 3. Characterized by bombast. Obs.

(11619 FOTHERBY Atheom. n. i. 8. 11622) 190 Leontinus
Gorgias, that bombasted Sophister. 1620 MELTON Astrohg.
15 The souldiers bumbasted Tongue.
t Bombaster (see the vb.). Obs. [f. as prec.
+ -ER 1

.] One who stuffs or pads.
1611 CoTGR.,j57&7ttrn'r, astuffer,bumbasterorpuffer up

of things with flocks, etc. 1708 MOTTECX Rabelais Panta.%.
Prognost. v, Stuffers and Bumbasters of Pack-saddles.

Bombastic (b^mbx'stik), a. [f. BOMBAST sb.

+ -ic.]

1. Of the nature of bombast ; inflated, turgid.
1704 Key to Rehearsal Pref. 4 Outdoing them in their

Uumbastick Bills. 1756 NUGENT Montesquieu's Spir. Laws
xxvill. i, Frivolous in the substance, and bombastic in the

style. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 600. 1861 TULLOCH
Eng. Pnrit. ii. 326 His bombastic words signify nothing.
2. Given to the use of bombastic language.
1727 DE FOE Hist. Appar. iv. (18401 30 A certain bom-

bastic Author. 1864 KINGSLEY Rciti. fy Tent. iii. spClaudian,
the poet, a bombastic panegyrist of Roman scoundrels.

Bomba'stical, a.
[f. as prec. + -ICAL.]

1 1. Of or pertaining to the padding of garments.
1650 BULWER Anthropomet. xix. 195 If they be not cor-

pulent [they) counterfeit [it] by the bombastical dissimula-
tion of their garments.
2. - BOMBASTIC.
1649 BULWER Pathomyot. Pref. 7 Barbarismes . . fit only

for the bombasticall Anatomy of Paracelsus. 1858 HALPIN
in GraartiSftHscrdtKt) III. Introd. 94 He was. .pedantic
and bombastical.

Bombastically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] In
a bombastic manner, with bombastic language.
1803 Ellin, fit?'. II. 103 We are bombastically told that

all the outcry . . arose from the new philosophy. 1853
F. W. NEWMAN Horace 31 The strife between the two is

bombastically terrific.

t Bombasting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. BOMBAST v.

+ -ING 1
.] Padding.

1607 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 623 The bombasting of my
doublet, serves me now for no more use then a stomacher.
1611 COTGR., Etnbourretncnt, a stuffing, or bumbasting with

flockes, haire, etc.

Bomba-stioua, a. ? Obs. rare. ff. BOMBAST sb.

+ -lous.] Of or pertaining to cotton.

1824 GALT Rotliclan II. iv. i. 98 The spindle, .drawing in

the bombastious rowan, and growing thicker and thicker.

t Bombastly, ai.lv. Obs. BOMBASTICALLY. (In
H. Walpole.)

i Bo'mbastry. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. BOMBAST sb.

+ -RT.] Bombastic composition.
1704 SWIFT T. Tub Wks. 1760 I. 27 Bpmbastry and buf-

foonry, by nature lofty and light, soar highest of all.

979

Bombax (bp'mbreks). [Altered from L. bombyx
raw silk

; see BOMBACK.] A genus of tropical
trees (N.O. Sterculiacex\ which bear a fruit con-

taining seeds surrounded by a beautiful silky fibre
;

esp. B. Ceiba, the Silk-cotton tree of West Indies.

1834 Nat. Philos. III. Phys. Gcog. (U. K. S.f 46 Hum.
boldt measured . . a bombax ceiba more than 120 feet high.
1863 Wanderings IV. Africa I. 143 Scattered with tall

Bentangs or Bombax trees. 1884 Edin. Rev. July 159
Stately bombaxes, flecked with the snowy tufts of their

bursting seed-pods.

Bombax, obs. f. BOMBYX.
Bombazeen, -zin(e, var. of BOMBASINE.
Bomb-boat, obs. form of BUMBOAT.
Bombed (tymd, bombed), ///. a. ran. [ad.

K. botnbe rounded like a bomb.] Rounded, convex.
1872 BROWNING Fiftnc lx. 22 That bombed brow, that

eye, a kindling chrysopras, Beneath its stiff black lash.

Bombic (bpublk), a. [f. L. bomb-yx silk-worm

(see BOMBYX) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the
silk-worm

;
as in bombic acid, an acid secreted by

the silk-worm, now believed to be nearly pure
acetic acid {Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
1816 MRS. MARCET i'ouv. Chew. 11841)1!. 335. 1836 Tonn

Cycl. Anat. <$ Phys. I. 47/1 There are aUo certain acids
almost peculiar to individual animals, such as the bombic.

t Bo'mbice. Obs. rare, [var. of BOMBACE, con-
formed to L. bombyx ) bombycem^\ Raw cotton.

1559 MORWYXG /izwy;;/. 6 Putting wull of woode, or boiu-
bice into the upper hoole of the aludel.

Bombilate (tynnbiU-it), v. rare-*, [f. reputed
L. *bombilart, an erroneous reading vcommonly
accepted in med. L.) of bombitare to hum, buz/,
f. bombus hum, buz/.] ////;-. To hum, to buzz.

Only in mod. Dict^.

Bombilation (bpmbil^-Jan), Also 7 bom-
bulation.

[f. as prec. : see -ATION. The L. word
is bombitatio.] Humming, buzzing, droning sound.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
Ej>. 89 How to abate the

vigour thereof, or silence its bombilation, a way is promised
by Porta. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr, t Bointnlation, a humming
as of Bees. Vul. Err. 1885 Pall Mall G. 17 Feb. 2 A con-
certo of regurgitations and nasal bombilations.

Bombill, bomble, obs. forms of BCMBLE.

Bo'mbinate, v.
[f.

L. boinbinarc a corrupt or

doubtful variant of bombit&re^ or bombizdre
;

see

BOMBILATE.] To buzz, make a buzzing noise.

[RABELAIS n. vii, Questio subtilissima, utrum chimera in

vauuobombinans possit comedere secundas intentiones. iln
ridicule of the subtle discussions of the Schoolmen.!] 1880
SWINBURNE Study Skaks. iii. 109 led. 21 As easy and as pro-
fitable a problem to solve the Rabelaisian riddle of the

bombinating chhnsera. 1880 Daily AVms 21 June The
power of a chimaera bombinating in a vacuum to eat second
intentions is scarcely less suggestive of a. -solution.

Bombination ^tymbiiu^-Jan). [vbl. sb. from

prec. ; cf. BOMBILATION.] Buzzing, humming.
1816 KIRBV & SP. Entoniol, 118431 II. xxiv. 304 The larger

humble-bees, whose bombination, booming, or bombing,
may be heard from a considerable distance.

Bombing (tyrmin, bo'mirj), vbl. sb. [f. BOMB v.

+ -ING 1
.] An attacking with bombs; bombarding.

1691 LUTTRELL Brief Rt'f. (1857) II. 195 The bombing of

which had cost them a goodsumm of money and men. 1719
D'URFEY/'zV/su872) II. 129 The General would leave Bomb
ing, Of Towns in hot Campaigns.

Bombing, obs. form of BOOMING.

t Bo'mb-ketch. Obs. [See BOMB and KETCH.]
A small ketch-rigged vessel, carrying one or two
mortars for bombarding.
1693 Land. Gaz. No. 2862/2 Several Bomb-ketches, Fire-

ships, etc. 1762 Gentl. Mag. 341 Four French men of war
and a bomb-ketch, entered the bay. 1830 I. TAYLOR The

Ship 105 The bomb-ketch is contrived to carry one mortar,
but is yet enough of a ship to bear the sea. 1875 Johnson's
New Univ. Cycl. (New York^ I. 548/1 Bomb-ketch^ an ob-
solete form of mortar-vessel . . nearly seventy feet long and
drew eight or nine feet of water. It. .carried two mortars.

Bombo, Bomboat, var. of BUMBO, BUMBOAT.

Bombous (b^mbas, btf'mbas), a. [In sense i,

f. L. bombus, a. Gr. Qo^Qos boom, hum + -ous : in

sense 2 f. BOMB s/>.]

f 1. Booming, humming. Obs.

1715 tr. Pancirollns* Renun Aleut. I. iv. xii. 202 The
Indians . . beating . . Drums . . made an horrible Noise, and
a Bombous kind of Sound. Ibid. II. xviii. 383 Call'd Bom-
bardse, from the bombous kind of Noise they make.

2. Convexly rounded ; having the shape of a

fragment of a bomb or sphere.
1878 BELL Gegenbauer's Anat. 423 In some parts as, for

example, on the head, they often have a bombous surface,

and are set irregularly. 1882 in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XVI. 195
Dorsal profile rather high and bombous over the disk.

Bo'mb-proof, a. and sb. [see PROOF.]
A. adj. Strong enough to resist bombs or shells.

1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 390 There is no magazine bomb-
proof. 1858 BEVKRIDGE Hist. India III. vni. viii. 518 The

fraud
mosque, which was supposed to be bomb-proof. 1862

'. GRIFFITHS ArtiL Alan. (ed. 9) 248 Casemates, .are made
bomb-proof.

B. sb. Bomb-proof shelter or structure.

1809 J. BARLOW Colunib. vii. 618 And housed in bomb-
proof all the host she bore. 1811 WELLINGTON Let. inGurw.
Dis/.\\\. 262, I do not think bomb proof absolutely neces-

sary. 1861 RUSSKLL in Times ii June, We entered a lofty

bomb-proof, which was the bed-room of the commanding

BON.
officer. 1870 DaityXcivs 12 Nov., In the rear of the bomb-
proofs., were the earthworks, .for batteries of field guns.

Bomb-shell -bv-m-, b^-m,/el\^BoMB 2,

1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4467/3 Kill'd . . l>y a piece of Bomb-
shell. z86o MOTLEY Ncthcrl. 118681 II. xiv. 206 The famous
. . letter, which descended like a bombshell, in the mid.st
of the decorous council-chamber.

II Bombus (h^-mb^s). [L. bombns boom, hum.]
1. Med. A humming or buzzing noise in the in-

testines, ears, etc.

I7S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stipp. s.v. 1880 Syd. Soc. Lc,\\,

Bonibns, a ringing noise in the ears. Also a sonorous move-
ment of flatus in the intestine^.

f 2. 'In music, an artificial motion with the

hands, imitating, in cadence and harmony, the

buzzing of bees.' Chambers Cycl. Supp. 1753'. Ob*.

3. Eiitouiol. The genus of insects containing the
humble-bees.

tBpmbycine (b^mbisin), a. Obs, [ad. L.

bombycinttS) f. bonibyx silk-worm, silk.]
1. Silken, silk

;
also as sb., a silk fabric.

1599 H.\Ki.Lvr I'py. II. ii. 90 Let vs proceed vnto the Silk-;

or liombycine fleece, whereof there is great plentie in Chinn.

1730-6 BAILEY, Boinbycinc, Silk Yarn or silken Cloth, silken.

2. Of cotton, of paper made of cotton.
1886 W. M. LINDSAY in Acad. 4 Dec. 382/1 In No. 973 we

have the oldest dated bombycine (/. c. cotton paper i MS.. ,

No. 1 196, a cotton-paper MS., with leaves enlarged by linen-

paper borders

t Bombycinous (bfmbi'sinas^ a. Obs.
[f.

I..

bombycin-us silken + -ous.]
1. Made of silk, silken.

1656 in BLOUNT Glosso^r. 1721 in BAILEY.

2. Of a pale yellow colour, like the silk-worm
before it spins.
1794-6 K. DARWIN Zoon, u8oiII. 5 What is peculiar to tin.-,

disease . . i> the bombycmous colour of the skin, which like

that of full-grown silkworms, has a degree of transparency
with a yellow tint. 1. 1820 T. SAXDWITH l-'cnous Congest. 10
That pale sickly hue which Darwin calls bombycinous.
t Bomby'lioilS, a. Obs.

[f.
L. bombylius, a.

Gr. 0o/*0uAtusa humble-bee or other buzzing insect

(f. J36n&os boom, bum), now made the generic
name of a dipterous insect, the Humble-bee Kly.]

Buzzing, humming, like a large bee.

1713 DICKHAM riiys. Ttu'ol. iv. xiv. 249 The Horse Fly . .

is vexatious to horses not by stinging them, but only by
their bombylious noise, [nnspr. bombylicus\ botnbiliou& i>

an error of recent Diets.]

ii Bombyx (b^'mbiks). Also >, bombax. [L.

bonibyx (in med.L. botnbax^ a. Gr. /3o///3u the

silk-worm, silk.]

1. The silk-worm.

1398 TKKVISA Barth. DC P. R. xviii. xviii. (1495! 777 The
Bombax fyrste cometh forth as a worme . . that gnawyth
caul leuys andvyne leuys. .and weuyth webbes as spynners
doo. '753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Si<pp., Botnhyx is . . a name
given to the silk-worm. 1837-40 HALiBURTONC/<7ofe;J 1862147.

1 2. Raw silk. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. xv. xciii.i 14951 524 In Mau-
ritanea growen wonder hie trees . . as It were wyth heere 01

wyth wulle . and therof ben clothes made by crafte : as it

were bombax.

3. Ent. A genus of moths, of which the most

important is the Silk-worm moth {Bombyx mofi).
Sometimes any moth of the sub-order Bombycina.
1847 CARPENTER Zool. 710 The genus Bombyx is one of

great interest and importance. 1857 J. GREENE /'/<( /?/^-

gt>tg'2i The collector in want of any particular tree-feeding

Bombyx or Noctua.

t 4. (See quot.) Obs.

1658 ROWLAND Moujfcfs Theat. Ins. 930 The Bombyx . .

is a creature resembling the Wasp, of a black hue, having
a sting like as the Wasp hath. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v.

Borne, bomme, obs. forms of BOMB, BOOM.

Bomerang, obs. form of BOOMERANG.

Bomespar (b<?u-mspaj;. Also 8 bomspare.
[f. Du. boom tree, pole + spar spar.] 'A spar of

a larger kind.' Smyth Sailors M 7
ord-bk. 1867.

1660 Act 12 Chas. //, iv. Sched., Bomespars the hundred,
containing 120. 1727 W. MATHER Yng. Alan's Conip. 410
For which they import . . Bomspares.
Bominable, aphetic form of ABOMINABLE.

t Bomination, a. Obs. [Aphetic form of

ABOMINATION, used attrib.] Abominable.
1589 Hay any H7

ork(i%^^ 10 By reason of his bomination

learning. 1599 CHAPMAN Hum. Dayes Myrtk Plays 1873
I. 106 O bommination Idole, lie none of them.

Bommeree, variant of BUMMAKEE.

II Bon (b0n), a. The French word for '

good
'

;

adopted in ME. from OF., in the form bon, bonet

BOON, q.v. ;
also used in certain French phrases.

Bon-accord ^bfnakp'icK Sc. Agreement, good-
will, good-fellowship; an expression of good will.

(11670 SPALDING Troub. Chas. /, I. 214 <JAM.) Articles of

Bonaccord to be condescended upon by the magistrates of

Aberdeen. Ibid. 216 A peremptory or present answer of
bon-accord or mal-accord. Ibid. II. 57 During the time he
was in Aberdeen, he got no bon-accord drunken to him.
3Iod. (Aberdeen is sometimes called 'the city of Ron-eucord* '.

the word is also frequent in the titles of Scottish charitable

and convivial societies.*

Bon-chretieii (btfh-kretyEen). Also 6-7 -chres-

tien, -crestien. [Fr.
= '

good Christian'.] A name

given to one or two kinds of pears.
123-2



BONACE.
c 1575 A rtc ofPlanting 39 Specially the Peare called bon

Chrestien. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 191 Winter Ber-

gamot, Winter Bon-crestien. 1673 Rapifis Garden. (1795)

312 In Amiterna's rule the Sabine boors Added Bon-cretiens
to their former stores. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. liv, I'll

call them bon-christian or good-christian pears. 1859 LOU-
DON Encycl. Gardening, Kitchen Pears 60 Spanish bon

Chretien, long known in France, probably from Spain.

Bou mot boil mo, pL mJz). [Fr. 'good saying'.]
A clever or witty saying ;

a witticism, repartee.
1735 KING \nSivift's Lett. (.17681 IV. 115 What ib he doing

with his bons mots? 1781 CO\\TER Truth 307 The Scripture
was his jest-book, whence he drew Bon mots to gall

the

Christian and thejew. 1824 BYRON Juan xni.xcvii, What
unexpected woes Await those who have studied their bon
mot>-. 1826 DISKAELI yiv. Grey iv. iv. 151 Come ! a bon-

mot. 1875 EMERSON Lett. <y Sec. Aims vi. 146 The bon-

motb that circulate in Society.

Bon-ton (ban-ton', arch. Good style, good
breeding ; polite or fashionable society ;

the lash-

ionable world. Also attrih.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 118151 I2 She lives in the bon
ton . . and is visited by persons of the first fashion. 1807
W. IRVING Salmag. 1.1824) 35^ 1'o harangue the bon-ton

reader. 1865 Pull Mall G. i Aug. 10/2 There was a word,
or rather a phrase, in common use among them a century or

so gone by \vhich lias fallen into desuetude with us. No
one no\v speaks of bon ton.

Bon-vivant ^bcm v/vah) ; fern, bonne vivante

(bon v/vantX One fond of good living ;
a

gourmand.
1798 MAR. & R. L. EDGEWORTH Pract. Educ, (18221 1. 357

The sympathy of bon vivaiits is . . very lively and sincere

towards each other. 1824 BYRON Juan xv. Ixiv, But though
a 'bonne vivante'. . Her stomach's not her peccant part. 1862

Frascrs Mag. July, 46 He was also a bon-rirant, a diner-

out, and a story-teller.

See .BONAIR, BOXALLY, BON-BOX, BOXCHTEF, BOX-

GRACE, BOXGHE, BOXHOMIE, BOXHOMME; cf. BoXXE.

Bon, obs. f. honn, BOUND, ready, and BOON.

t Bonable, a. Obs. >-art~ l

, ? A corruption ol

bominabU, abominable. (Also conjecturally referred

to BAX to curse, BOXE, and F. bon good.1
1575 J. STILL Gamm. Gurton in. ii, Diccon ! it is a \x-n-

geable knave, gammer, 'tis a bonable whoreson.

Boilace bark. The bark of a Thymelaceous
shrub (Daphnopsis tinifolia found in Jamaica.
1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 372 Bonace-bark Tree. The

bark makes very good ropes.

Bo 11a fide, <*<&'. and adj. [L. bond fide
'with good faith'. Commonly anglicized in pro-
nunciation as (b(?u-na fsi'di), though classical

scholars sometimes preserve the Latin quantity of

the vowels, with or without the Latin vowel sounds.]
A. adv. In good faith, with sincerity; genuinely.

1542 -3 ^Jt:/ 34 ^-35 //c. K///, iv, The same to precede bona

fide, without fraude. 1600 Hot LAND Livy \xxn..\xxin. 830
He dealeth not soundly and bona fide \_neqiti; cnm fide agit}
in treaties of peace. 1722 Lend. Gaz, No. 6082/3 A Horse. .

that is not Bona Fide his own. 1795 SMEATON Edystonc /,.

177 Our men were really and bona fide employed in the

Edystone service.

B. adj. (orig. used with agent nouns, or those

involving some quality, as in
' bona fide pur-

chaser',
' bona fide poverty',

* bona fide traveller'.)

Acting or done in good faith ; sincere, genuine.
1788 J. POWELL Dwises 11827.1 II. 17 Act not to extend to

bona fide purchasers for a valuable consideration. 1865 Sat.

Rev. 5 Aug. 170/2 Interfering with the bona fide character

of the proceeding. 1882 Mtd. Te>np. JrnL No. 50. 83 The
bona fide poor are benefited.

Hence Bo^nafrdically, adv. nonce-wd.
1822 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III. 314 Two men who love

nonsense so cordially, and naturally, and bonafidically.

II Bona fides (b^na fai'd/'z). Law. [L. bona

fides good faith.] Good faith, freedom from in-

tent to deceive.

1845 Penny Cycl. Supp. I. 214/1 Bona Fides is therefore

opposed to fraud, and is a necessary ingredient in contracts.

1885 Law Reports XXIX. Chanc. Div. 468 It was said that

this shewed bona fides on their part,

t Bo'nage. Sc. Obs. Also bonnage. [app.
variant of BOONAGE, perh. confused with bondage.]
Services rendered by a tenant to his landlord as

part of rent.

1791 Statist. Ace. Scotl. I. 433 Bonnage is an obligation
on the part of the tenant to cut down the proprietor's curn.

This duty he must perform when called on. 1794 DONALDSON

Agric. Sitr? 1

, Kincard. 213 (JAM.) Another set of payments
consisted in services, emphatically called Bonage (from bond-

age). These were exacted in seed-time, in ploughing and har-

rowing the proprietor's land . . in harvest, in cutting down
his crop. 1861 C. INNES Sk. Scotch Hist. iii. 384 A lease of

a half-merk land of Port Loch Tay, with steelbow and '

bon-

age ', according to custom.

t Boiiagll. Obs. Also bonogh, bonough,
bownogh. [Irish : O'Reilly has buana a billeted

soldier, also buanadh a soldier ; Keting in O'Curry
II. 379 bitanadh '

permanent soldiers of the Kings
of Erinn'.] A permanent soldier.

1600 DYMMOK Ireland{i%w 51 [Tyrone's] wealthe, .wilbein

shorte tyme exhausted, by the maynteyninge of his Bonaghs.

1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. iii. 1821) 43 Three hundred
were Bonoughes, the best furnished men for the warre.

t Bonaght. Obs. Also 6-7 bonnaght, bo-

noghty, i bonaught, bonnoght. [Irish: O'Reilly
has bttanacht subsidy, quartering of soldiers ;

O'Donovan buanacht military service.]

980

A tax or tribute formerly levied by Irish chiefs for

the maintenance of soldiers.

1568 in Dymmok Ireland App. 11843' 88 Bonaghles due

totheQueenb Majestic for her Gallogkibses. 1586 J. HOOKEK
C-irald. frel, in Holinslwd II. 78/2 The Irish impositions of

(Riinio and liverie, cartings, carriages . . bonnaght and such
like. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. v. (1821) 69 Large pro-

mises, for increasing his Bonnoght. 18*7 HALLAM Const,

flist. ( 1876' II I. xvih. 357 The barbarous practices of cosher-

ing and bonaght . . borrowed from those native chieftains.

t Bonair(e, Obs. Forms: 4-5 bonure,
4-6 boner ve,-aire, 5 -our, -ayr, -eyre, 6 bonnair,
6- 7 bonayre, 4-7 bonair. [a. OF. bonnain gentle,

courteous, affable, shortened from debonnaire. The
accent shifted in ME.]
1. Well-bred, gentle, courteous, kind, complaisant.
i 1300 A". A Us. 6732 With wordes bonere, Heom answerith

swithe faire. c I3Z$ E. E. Allit. P. B 7.13 Blessed be bow
. . so boner & bewed. c 1430 Htr.v Gd. Wijf tau^tc Dan.
103 in Bastes Bk. '1868) 41 To bitter ne to bonour with
hc-in bat bou ne be. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. 1727 Sche ys
ineke and boneyre. 1542 Saritni jl/izMlfa/64 To be bonere
and buxuni in bedde and at the borde. 1600 HOLLAND
Livy iv. ii. 446 To have been . . made more bonair and

gratious. 1623 COCKERAM i, Bonnyrc, gentle, milde. 1696
PuiLLU'S Bonair, see Debonair.

2. quasi-rtifo.
= Box.uKi,Y.

L 1320 Sir Tristr. ]. xxix, The mariner spac bonnir. c 1350
Will. Palcriu 332 Bere be boxumly & bonure.

t Bonairly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. -t- -LY- : cf.

F. bonnairemcnt (Cotgr. ] Courteously; meekly.
r 1340 Cursor M. 23872 (Fairf.l He bat can mare ben a-

no)'er bonerli {other MSS. debonerli] to teyche his brober.

1340 Aye-til'. 265 Lybbe \ve sobrelyche . . an bonayrelyche.

1522 // 'i>rld <y CAM in Hazl. Dodsley \. 243 Look ye bow
bonerly to my bidding.

t Boiiairness. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -NESS : cf.

next.] Gentleness, mildness, courtesy.
t 1375 WvcLll' St'rtn. Sel. \Vks. II. 357 Bonernesse, bat is a

vcrtue of mekenesse, whanne men done as bei ben conseilid.

1383 WYCLIF i Cor. iv. 21 Schal I come to 3011 .. in spirit

of bonernesse, or niyldencsse ?

t Boiiairty. Obs. Forms : 4 boneryte, -erte,

-airete. \p..Q.bonertt,\tte:cbon'ji)aireti ^Cotgr.',;

see BoNAiK.]=prcc.
1303 R. BELNNE flam!/. Syum- 1927 Twcy wymmen. .Of

so moche boneryte. c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 761 He calde

me to hys bonerte. t 1386 CHAVCHH Melibeta F 656 By pile
and by honairete. 1656 BLOI NT Glossogr., Bo'iairite.

t Boually, bonaillie .twnae'li, -Hi). Si.

Also 5 (//. bonalais, 8 bonnaille, bonnaillie,

y bonnail. [ad. F. ban good + alkr to go, going.]

Good-speed, fare-well
;
as in

' to drink one's bon-

allie' : cf. boon voyage, BOON a. 2.

i 1470 HENRY WalltueV*. 45 Bonalais drank rycht glaidly
in a morow, Syn leiff thai tuk. 17. . Trialfor Witchcr. in

Statist. Ace. Scot/. XVIII. 557 (JAM.) His son sailed, .and

gave not his father his bonnaillie. 1811 SCOTT Biofr. Mem.
Leyden in Edin. Ann. Reg. IV, A party of his friends had
met . . to drink, in Scottish phrase, his Bonallie. 1830
farm: Mackenzie 4, I drank his bonnail And farewell to

Mackenzie, High Chief of Kintail.

Bonano, obs. form of BANANA.

II Bonanza (bonre-nsa). U. S. colloq. [Sp. ;-
fair weather, prosperity, f. L. bon-us good.]
1. (See quot. The bonanza, mines par excelletice

were the great silver ones on the Comstock lode.

See Sat. Rev. 31 July 1866.)

1878 .V. Amer. Re-.: CXXVII. 12 The '

boss', the
'

rail-

road king', and the bonanza Crcesus. 1881 RAYMOND Min-

ing Gloss., Bonanza, in miners' phrase, good luck, or a

body of rich ore. A mine is in bonanza, when it is profit-

ably producing ore.

fig. 1878 R. TAYLOR in A". Aincr. Rev. CXXVI. 239 If

silence be golden, he was a ' bonanza '. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Nov. 940/1 This . . company. . proved . . a bonanza to its

stockholders.

2. attrib., as in bonanza farm, a farm which is

a mine of wealth
'

;
one on a large scale with all

modern scientific appliances ;
so bonanza farmer.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 79 The bonanza farms of

America, where every kind of agricultural process is ac-

complished by steam. 1884 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 27 June,
One of Ransom county's bonanza farmers.

Bouapartism {bJ'i'napajtiz'm). [see -ISM.]

Attachment to the government and dynasty founded

in France by Napoleon Bonaparte.
1815!'. JEFFERSON Writ. 118301 IV. 247 Disgraced by an

association in opposition with the remains of Bonaparteism.

1831 ARNOLD Let. in Li/e fr Corr. (1844) I. vi. 290 No-

thing can be more opposite than Liberalism and Bonapart-
ism. 1870 Pall Mall G. 17 Sept. 7 Germany will not move
a finger m the cause of Bonapartism.

Bonapartist (bou-napaitist), sfr. and a. Also

Buouapartist. [see -1ST.]
A. si>. An adherent of the government and

dynasty of the Bonapartes in France.

1815 J. 'W. CROKER in Papers (1884) I. iii. 61 We drove
into Abbeville, where the garrison were savage Buonapart-
tsts. 1873 Daily Xeius 12 Sept. 4/4 A blank denial of the

national sovereignty, hitherto a first article in the faith

alike of Orleanists, Republicans, and Bonapartists.
B. adj. Adhering to Bonaparte or Bonapartism.

1869 Pall Mall G. i Sept. 2 A new Bonapartist pillar of

Imperialism.

Bonarets, bonarate. Erroneous adaptations
of the Russian Baranets, the Scythian Lamb, a

fabulous plant. See BAKOMETZ.

BOND.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. t. (1641) 86/1 True Beasts,
fast in the ground still sticking, Feeding on grass . . Such
as those Bonarets in Scythia bred Of slender seeds, and
with green fodder fed. 1621 LODGE Stiium. Du Bartas n.

33 Bonarate, which is as much to say as a little Lambe.

Bonarges, obs. form of BOANEKGES.

I] Bo'na-rO'ba. Obs. [a. It. buoiiaroba
' as we

say good stuffe, that is a good wholesome plum-
cheeked wench

'

(Florio), f. buona good, roba robe,

dress, stuff, gear.] A wench ;
'a showy wanton' J.

'597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, m. ii. 26 Wee knew where the

Bona-Roba's were. 1680 DRYDEN Kind Kpr. i. i, Such food

for Concupiscence, such Bona-Roba's. 1822 SCOTT Nigel
xvi, Your lordship is for a frolic into Alsatia? . . there are

bona-robas to be found there.

II Bona-sus, bona-ssus. Zool. (Also 6 bo-

nasius, bonaze.) [a. L. bonasus, a. Gr. 06vaaos

bison.] A genus (or species) of the ox family

(Boviite) : the BISON. See also AUKOCHS.
1572 BOSSEWELL A rtnorie 56 b, The fielde is of y" Dia-

mond, a Bonaze Perle . . Bonasius is a Beaste in fourme like

a Bull. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. xiv. 234 The Cow
kind, comprehending the Urus, the Buffalo, the Bison, and
the Bonassus. 1700 BEWICK Quadrupeds 'T.Z-2V 45 Whether
it be the wild or the tame Ox, the Bonasus or the Urus.

t Bonave'nture. Obs. [app. ad. It. buona-

rentura good luck ;
in quot. 1592 the name of a

ship ; of the generic use no explanation appears.]
1." A kind of boat or ship.
1592 BRETON Pilgr. Paradise Wits. 1875-9 I. 15 The pil-

grime must imbarke, Within a shippe the Buonaventure
named. 1614 Way to Wealth in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III.

235 Kusses, bonadventurcs, or fisher-ships.

2. ' The old outer mizen, long disused,' Smyth,
Sailor's Word-bk.
c 1500 Cocke L orelles B. (18431 12 Some pulled up the bona-

uenture, Some to howes the tope sayle dyde entre. 1626

CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen lArb. t 13. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lex. Tec/lit, s.v. Misscn-Mast, Some great Ships reguire

two [missens] ; then that next the Main-mast is the Main-
missen ; and that next the Pocp, the Bonaventure-missen.

3. ? An adventurer ;
cf. BONEVENTOB,

1598 CHAPMAN Blindc Beg?. Plays 1873 1. 14 Oh sir, you
are but bonaventure, not right Spanish I perceave.

Boiiavist (b(7'navist). Also 8 bonny-vis, [ad.

It. buona vista good sight.] A species of tropical

pulse (\Lablab vulgaris).
1700 W. KING Transact ioneer. The Dr. resolves many

Doubts and Difficulties . . relating to . . the Bonavists, and
the Dildoe. 1750 G. HUGHES Barbados 216 The Buona
Vista commonly called Bonny-vis. 1883 Caval. $ Roundli.
in Barbados, Bonavists are a species of kidney beans.

II Bon-bon (bo'nibirn, bf?'n|bpai). [Fr. ;
= good-

good ; a name originating in the nursery ;
cf. goody.}

1. A lozenge or other confection made of sugar.
1818 MOORE Fudge Fatn. Pan's v, The land of Cocaigne

.. Where for hail they have bon-bons, and claret for rain.

1831 DisRAtLt Yng. Duke 3 Lady Fitz-Pompey called twice

a week . . with a supply of pine-apples or bon-bons.

t 2. A dainty, a delicacy. Obs.

1821 Cook's Oracle^ (ed. 3) 330 [In a] Catalogue of Persian
' Bons Bons', there is a list of 28 differently flavoured Mus-
tards. 1842

' MEG DODS' Cook fy HOHSCW. Man. n. v. 125

note. They [onions] used to form the favourable bon-bons of

the Highlander.

II Bonboillli&re ;b<7nbanyg-r). [Fr., f. bon-bon.]
A small fancy box to hold sweets.

1862 Coni ft. Mag.V.^i A bonbonniere full of sweetmeats.

1883 Harper s Mag. 899/1 A huge floral offering . . had in-

numerable pretty bonbonnieres floating at its long ribbon.

Bone, obs. form of BANK sbl

Bo&Ce (b$ms). [Origin unknown ;
?related to

BOUNCE.] a. A large marble for playing with.

b. A game played with such marbles.
1862 Yng. England I. t4t Bonce is played with very large

marbles. One boy pitches his bonce, and another tries to

strike it, each throwing by turns. 1865 FURNIVALL in Reader
No. 146. 420/3 Little boys playing at bonce.

Bonche, obs. form of BUNCH.

t Bonchief. Obs. Forms : 4 bonchef, -chif,

boonchief, 5 boncheff, -cheef, -ohyef, -chief,

boueohief, bonneoheve. [f. F. ban good + chef

head', hence 'end, issue' (see CHIEF); opposed
to, and perhaps formed on analogy of, MISCHIEF.]
Good fortune, prosperity, easy circumstances.

c 1340 Gatu. fy Gr. Knt. 1764 Al watz blis & bonchef. 1387
TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. I. l. xii. 87 Good happes and

boonchief, as wel as yuel happes and meschief. 1563 FOXE
A. * M. I. 603/2 If I consented to do here after your will,

for bonchief or mischief that may befal unto me in this life.

Bond (bpnd), sb. 1 Also 4-5 boond, 5-7 bonde,
6 bound. [ME. bond, a phonetic var.of BAND s6.l

cf. landland, standstandee.;, used interchangeably
with it in early senses ; but bond preserved more

distinctly the connexion with bind, bound, and is

now the leading or exclusive form in branch II.]

I. ///. That with or by which a thing is bound.

1. Anything with which one's body or limbs are

bound in restraint of personal liberty ;
a shackle,

chain, fetter, manacle, arch, (and only in//.).
c 1250 Gen. % Ex. 2230 Bondes ben kid on Symeon. 1340

Cursor M. 7202 (Trin.i Alle his bondes he brake in two

[other MSS. bandes, -is]. 1382 WYCLIF Acts xvi. 26 The
bondis of alle ben vnbounden. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 166

Bonde, rincnlum. 1611 BIBLE Acts xxvi. 29 Altogether
such as I am, except these bonds. 1785 Co PER Task n. 36



BOND. 981 BOND.
I had much rather be myself the slave, And wear the bonds,
than fasten them on him.

fig. 1802 BISGLEY Anitn. Zool, (1813^ 1. 44 As soon as the

parts of the animal, within the shell of the chrysalis, have

acquired strength sufficient to break the bonds that sur-

round it.

b. abstr. Confinement, imprisonment, custody.

(In later times only in plural.} arch.
a 1225 St. Marker. 13 [hi. ,\f- haldes me in bondes. r 1250

Gen. < Ex. 2075 Ic am. .holden in bond. 1339 R. BKUNNE
Chron. 123 Arnulf. .was taken als thefe,&abrouht in bond.
c 1400 Gainelytt 401 Lese me out of bond, c 1430 Hymns
Virg. (1867) 6 Let me neuere falle in boondis of pe queecl !

1595 SHAKS. John in. iv. 74, I., will againe commit them to

their bonds. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 207 To endure Exile,
or ignominy, or bonds, or pain. 1721 SEWEL Hist. Quakers
(1795) I. 61 Drunkards, and fighters,and swearers, have their

liberty without bonds. 1884 TENNYSON Beckct 190 Prate not
of bonds.

t C. Our Lady's bonds : pregnancy ;
confine-

ment at child-birth, accouchement. Obs.

1504 Will of W. Pryor App,, I Alys beyng in the bondis
of owr lady. 1558 BP. WHITE in Strype Eccl. Mem. I II. it.

bcxxt. 286 To dye in the bond, as they call it, of our Lady,
and travail of child.

2. That with which a thing is bound or tied

down, or together, so as to keep it in its position
or collective form : formerly including metal hoops
girding anything ; still the regular name for the

withe which ties up a fagot, and in various

technical senses. Cf. also 13.
c 1340 Cursor M. 1671 (Trin.t Bynde [be tymber] furste wib

balke bonde. 1420 E. E. Wills 11882) 46, i bord mausure
with a bond ofseluer. 1542-3 Act 34 # 35 Hen.VIlI^ Hi, The
bonde of euery whiche faggotte to conteine three quarters
of a yarde. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. ii. x.xiii, What con-
ceivable Hoops, what Bond he can imagine to hold this

mass of Matter. 1879 JEFFERIKS Wild Life S. County 123
Binding [the thatch] down with a crosswork of bonds, to

prevent the gales, .unroofing the rick.

tb. Formerly more generally,
'

string, band. tie'.

1388 WVCLIF Judges xvi. 13 If thou plattist seuene heeris
of myn heed with a strong boond. c 1450 Merlin xxui. 425
Bounden to the sadell with two bondes. a 1550 Kyng fy

Hermit 466 in Hazl. E. P. P. 31 The frere gaff him bow in

hond, lake, he seyd, draw up the bond. 1674 Pardon of
Rome in Staveley Rom.Horseleach (17691 55 In the Chirch
of St. Crucis. .there is a Bond that Chryst was led with to
his Crucifyeing.
fig. c 1250 Gen. < Ex, 2113 Non so wis. .De ku3e undon

ois dremes bond.

1 3. A bandage. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF John xi. 44 And anoon he that was deed,
cam forth, bounden the hondis and feet with bondis \_i6n

graue-clothes]. 1541 R.COPLAND GuydotCs Quest, Chirurg,^
What quantite of length and brede ought the bondes to be ?

1670 EACHARD Cent. Clergy in Arb. Garner VII. 259 To
make a bond or give a glyster.

1 4. A quantity bound together ; bunch, bundle.
c 1462 Wright's Chaste Wife 226 Sche toke hym a bonde

[of hemp] . . And bade hym fast on to bete. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg, 67/1 Abygail toke,.C bondes of grapes dreyde.

II. fig. A restraining or uniting force.

5. (.fig' from i) Any circumstance that tram-
mels or takes away freedom of action ;

a force

which enslaves the mind through the affections or

passion; in//, trammels, shackles.
c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 2716 Moyses . . hente Se cherl wiS hist

wond, And he fel dun in dedes bond. 1398 TREVISA Earth.
De P. A', in. xiii. (1495) 57 The soule..muste suffre for the
bonde of the body that he is joyned to. c 1440 Gesta. Rom.
ii. 7 Helde in the bond of seruitute of synne. 1526 Pilgr,
Per/. i\V. de W. 1531} 57 Thou must cutte away all out-
warde bondes whiche. .sholde be let or hynderaunce to per-
feccyon. 1832 LANDER E.rped. Niger \\. vi. 129 Nor does
the marriage ceremony break the bonds of the woman's
slavery. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire 'i886j 25 Hindered by the
tight bonds of an old order.

6. A constraining force or tie acting upon the

mind, and recognised by it as obligatory.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 260 pe bondes of homage & feaute.

1592 WEST Symbol i. i. 2 Therefore it is termed the bond
of right or law. 1651 HOPBES Leviatk. \. xiv. 65 The Bonds,
by which men are bound, and obliged. 1769 Junitts Lett.
i. Q Justice is, perhaps, the firmest bond to secure a cheer-
ful submission of the people, a 1876 J. H. NEWMAN Hist.
Sk. (1876) I. i. iv. 172 What serves as a bond to-day will be
equally serviceable to-morrow.

tb. Obligation, duty. Obs.
< 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. vii. 316 The ensaumple . . makith

no boond that preestis . . lyue withoute endewing of vnmou-
able possessions. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) i6ob,
Prayers of bonde or duty. 1535 Br. GAKUINF.R in Strype
Eccl. Mem. I. n. App. lx. 148, I know my duty and bond
to your highnes. 1643 BURROUGHES Exp. Hosea v. (1652)
231 There is no such bond upon conscience, .as this, etc.

7. A uniting or cementing force or influence by
which a union of any kind is maintained.
1382 WYCLIF Epfas. iv. 3 Besy for to kepc vnite of spirit

in the bond of pees. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Quinquag.
Sunday Collect, Charitie, the verie bonde of peace and all

venue. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. in. xi, Speech being the
reat Bond that holds Society together. 1789 BELSHAM Ess.
. viii. 163 An urgent and obvious want of some common

bond of union. 1820 W. IRVING Sk. Bk. I. 43 The only bond
that can keep hearts together unreserved community of

thought and feeling.

b. Senses 6, 7, and 8 seem to be present in the

of wedlock or matrimony.
1553 HCLOET, Bonde of matrimonye or wedlocke. 1601

SHAKS. Jnl. C. n. i. 280 Within the Bond of Marriage. 1645
MILTON Tetrach. Wks. 1738 I. 241 That divorce which

g
I.

finally dissolves the bond, and frees both parties to a second

Marriage. 1712 HUGHES Spcct. No. 525 r i He is ready to

enter into the bonds of matrimony. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine
1200 Our bond is not the bond of man and wife.

8. An agreement or engagement binding on him
who makes it. b. A covenant between two or

more persons.
1330 R. BRUNN> Chron, 311 If be Kyng .. had mad bat

bond, & drawen it. c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl, T. 806, I yow
relesse. .euery surement and euery bond That ye han maad
tome, c 1500 Lancelot 1673 O kingisword shufd beakingis
bonde. 1535 CoVERDALH Josh. ix. nWeareyoureseruauntes,
therfore make now a bonde with vs. a 1564 BECON De-
mands Holy Script, in Prayers, $c. 11844) 618 This confir-
mation is as it were a discharge of the godfathers bounds.
c 1610 SIR J. MELVIL Man. (1735) 12 A Bond offensive and
defensive. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot, I. vii. 496 To unite
the party a bond of confederacy was formed. 1810 COLK-
RIDGE Friend (l%b$} i7iThe whole treaty of Amiens is little

more than a perplexed bond ofcompromise respecting Malta.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple \ 1863' 145 My word's as good ?s

my bond. 1851 Coal-tr. Terms Xorthuinhrld. <fy Dnrh. 8

Bond, the agreement to hire between coal owners and pitmen.

fc. To enter bonds : to give a bund, pledge one-

self (obs.']. To put under bonds : see quot.
1563-87 FOXE A. <y M. III. 353 If I shall enter bonds,

covenant, and promise to appear. 1809 KENDALL Trai 1

. III.
Ixxxii. 253 To put a prisoner under bonds is to order him
to find bail.

III. Legal and technical senses.

9. Eng. Law. A deed, by which A (known as

the obligor} binds himself, his heirs, executors, or

assigns to pay a certain sum of money to B (known
as the obligee}^ or his heirs, etc.

A may bind himself to this payment absolutely and un-

conditionally, in which case the deed is known as a single
or simple bond (simple.* obligation : bonds in this form are
obsolete Or a condition may be attached that the deed
shall be made void by the payment, by a certain date, of

money, rent, etc. due from A to B, or by some other per-
formance or observance, the sum named being only a penalty
to enforce the performance of the condition, in which case
the deed is termed a penal bond.

1592 WEST Symbol. B ij. 31 For a written Bond, is a Con-
tract whereby any man confesseth him>elfe by his writing
orderly made, sealed, and deliuered to owe any thing unto
him with whom he contracteth. 1596 SHAKS. Mcrc/i. I '. i. Hi.

146 Goe with me to a Notarie, scale me there Your single bond.
a 1656 BP. HALLAV///. IMs. (16601 282 One cares to make his

mony sure by good bonds. 1805 J. POOLK Reply R, Gardiner
2 Devaux . . having lost the original bons . . importuned him
until he signed afresh set. 1809 R. I,.\SGFORD Introd. Trade
105 A bond, for money lent . . is a deed in writing, whereby
one person binds himself to another, to pay a sum of money,
or perform some other act. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India.

1.495 The Company petitioned the House of Commons for

permission to raise two millions upon bond.
b. Scotch Law. A mortgage.

i86e BURTON Bk.-hunter n. ijj We [Scotch] speak of a
bond instead of a mortgage.
10. A document of this nature

v
but not necessarily

or- usually in the form of an ordinary bond) issued

by a government or public company borrowing
money: in modern use synonymous \\\\\\ debenture.

1651 Proc. Parliament No. 123. 1902 Large sums of Loan
Money, Borrowed money on the Publick bonds. 1788 J.
POWELL Devises (18^7) II. 25 Bonds of turnpike commis-
sioners, and navigation shares. 1873 Law Rep, 8 Q.B.
179 The bond numbered B. 499 was drawn as one of those
to be paid off. .according to the conditions printed on the
back of the debenture. 1881 MORLEY Cohden II. 221 Friends
. .recommended him only to hold bonds or paid-up shares.

11. Surety; one who becomes bail.

1632 Star Chamb. Cases ( 18861 278 Some of them appeared
by bond. 1667 PI-I-YS Diary (1879) IV. 266 The King of

Kngland shall oe bond fur him.

12. In bond', (goods liable to customs-duty)
stored in special warehouses vknown as bonded or

bonding warehouses or stores** under charge of

custom-house officers, till it is convenient to the

importer to pay the customs-duty and take posses-
sion. The importer on entering the goods pledges
himself by bond to redeem them by paying the

duty. So to fake out of bond, releasefrom bond,

1851 HT. MARTINLAU Hist. Peace v. xiv, More foreign corn
was let out of bond. 1853 MCULLOCH Taxation \\, x. 350
Taking the price of bohea and low congou in bond in Lon-
don at is. per Ib. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Kcon. n. iii. 1 1876) 552
A merchant may not wish to sell immediately the goods he

imports, he is therefore permitted to place them m bond.

13. Technical uses : a. Bricklaying and Masonry.
The connexion or union of the bricks or stones in

a wall or structure by making them overlap and
hold together ;

a method of disposing the bricks

in a wall by which the whole is bound into one

compact mass : as in English bond, that in which
the bricks are placed in alternate courses of
'headers' (bricks laid with their ends towards the

face of the wall or structure) and 'stretchers'

(bricks laid longitudinally) ; Flemish bond, that in

which each course consists of alternate
*

headers'
and '

stretchers
*

; garden bond, etc.
; also a brick

or stone placed lengthways through a wall to bind
and strengthen it, a binder, bond-stone, b. Car-

pentry. The jointing or fastening of two or more
pieces of timber together ;

also in //. the timbers
used for strengthening the walls of a building.

c. Slating. The distance which the lower edge of

one roofing-slate or tile extends beyond the nail

of the one below it.

1677 MOXON Mt-ch. Exerc. (1703) 157 When Workmen
say make good Bond, they mean fasten the two or more
pieces of Timber well together. Ibid. 259 Do not work
any Wall above 3 foot high before you work up the next

adjoining Wall, that so you may . . make good Bond in the

Work. 1793 SMKATON Edystonc L. 82 The tail of the

header was made to have an adequate bond with ihe interior

parts. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract, Build. 347 Bricks are laid

m a varied, but regular, form of connection, or liond. Ibid.

352 You will have proper bond; and the key-bond in the
middle of the arche>. 1869 PHILLIPS Vcsuv. ii. 34 York bond
being made of broad bricks laid in several courses among
squared small stone, 1872 YEATS Teehu. Hist, Cotnm. 87

They used large thin bricks or wall-tiles as a bond for their

rubble construction.

IV. 14. Cotnb.
t
as (sense i) bond-led, -stript

(stripped of bonds) adjs. ; (sense 7, bond-friend ;

;sense 9) bond-creditor, -debt
; (sense 1 3) bond-piece ;

bond-stone BONDER
;
bond-timber see quot. .

Also BOND-HOLDER. QT bail bond, bond ofcaution,
corroboration, uianrent, presentation, relief, settle-

ment, etc., see under BAIL si'.
1

;, CAUTION. Cuit-

ROBOKATIO.V, etc.

ifioLond. Gaz. No. 4701 ''3
The 'Bond Creditors of Philip,

late Earl of Pembroke .. are desired, .to bring their Bonds-.

1768 UI.ACKSTONE Conun. III. 397 In order to strengthen a
bond-creditor's security. 1707 Loud. Gaz. Xo. 4343/8 The
Bond-Creditors . . are desired to meet the Administrator . .

to certifie their said 'Bond Debts. 1858 LD. Si. I.-KONAKU^

Handy ttk. rrop. Law xxiv. 186 Where an estate of a de-
ceased debtor is liable to a bond debt, which binds the heir.

1860 U UVLINSON Herodotus vii. ccxxxvii. IV. 195, Speaking
ill of Demaratus, who is my*bond-friend. a 1618 SYLVESTER
[)n Bnrtus, Maidens Mush 1 1621.1 8^3 The Father makes the

Pile : Hereon he layes His 'bond-led, blind-led Son. 1862
SMILES Engineers II. 29 The long pieces or stretchers were
retained between the two headers or "bond-pieces. 1879 Cu.-
sett's Tec/in. Kdiii .1.98 Bond-stones are stones placed with
their greatest length going through the thickness of the

wall. 1855 SIXGLETOX I'irgil I. 274 The other. .Uplifted to

the stars his "bond-stript hands. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract,
Build. 219 *BoHfl-tintberSi horizontal pieces, built in stone
or brick walls, for strengthening them. 1785 BL-RKI-; *\'ut:

Arcofs Debts Wks. IV. 233 So known and established a
*
bond-vendor, as the nabob of Arcot, one who keeps him-

self the largest bond warehouse in the world.

Bond ,b^nd), sl>.~ andrt. Forms: 3-6 bonde, 5

bouude, 6 band^e, buud , 3- bond. [Early ME.
bunde : OE. bonda, bitnda husbandman, house-

holder, husband, a. ON. bottde(-i}. contr. ofbdande,
btcande <

occupier and tiller of the soil, peasant,
husbandman

; husband', ppl* sb. from bt'ia, boa

to dwell, L. colere, and thus equivalent in sense and

etymology to Ger. batter. In Iceland the bonde was
a peasant proprietor

'

including all owners of land

from the petty freeholder to the franklin. In the

more despotic Norway and Denmark, bvndi be-

came a word of contempt, denoting the common
low people ;

and in mod.Da. bonder means plebs.
In the Icelandic Commonwealth the word has a

good sense, and is often used of the foremost
men . . this notion of the word (a franklin; still

prevails in the mind of Icelanders
'

;Vigf.}. In

OE., bonda, bitnda appears first in the Laws of

Cnut, apparently in the same sense as in ON.,
and nearly, if not entirely,

= OE. ceorl. When,
through the effects of the Norman Conquest, the

ceorl sank from the position of a free-man tilling
his own land to that of a tenant bound to certain

services to a lord see Freeman Norm. Conq. V.

477), bonde became equivalent to
'

villain
',
and so

at length to '

serf, slave' (sense 3), and was thence-

forth evidently associated with BoM) sb. 1 and
HOUND. Hence the occas. variant bande: \i\\\. boimdc

may represent the OE. variant bitnda.]
A. sb. Obs.

1 1. Householder, master of the house
;
husband.

(Only in OE.)
t lozs Laws ofCmtt pol. 8 < Bosw.i Swa ymbe friSes bote,

swa "5am hondan [v. r. bundan] si selost. Ibid, pol. 70 And
^if se bonda [bunda] beclypod ware. Ibid. pol. 74 Ne maj
nan wif hire bondan [bundan] forbeodan, 6a;t he ne mtfte,

etc. [the Latin versions have bonda i.e. paterfamilias. 1

f2. Peasant, churl. Often used as a designa-
tion of rank or condition below burgess ^and then
also put collectively, or (?)as adjective).
(.1205 LAV. 15201 perwes of Salesburi an oht bonde [c 1175

par was a bond! icumen. c 1275 Passion ofonr Lord in O. E.
Mt'sc. 56 Heo. .fulledekinges, eorles & bondes. < 1350 Wilt.
Paterne 2128 Barouns, burgeys & bonde ft alle oj>er burnes.

1393 LASGL. P. PI. C. iv. 201 Trewe burgeis and bonde to

naunt hue bringe)j oftc. la 1450 Chester PI. II. 187 When
I soughte silver . . Of baron, burges, or of bande.

f3. Base vassal, serf [transl. med.L. nativus\\
one in bondage to a superior ;

a slave ; alsoyf^.

(In late examples blending with the adjective use.)

c'lyo Sir Tristr. 971 To long ichaue ben hirbond. 1*1340
Cursor M. 4188 Sel him forb to yone chapmen . . to be bair

bonde [earlierMSS. thral] for euer-lastande. 1393 LANGL.
P. PI, C. xi. 263 A bastarde, a bounde, a begeneldes douhter.
c 1440 Prontp. Pan-. 43 Bonde as a man or woman, servus
serva. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 83 A mayde ser-

uaunt, thrall and bonde. 1535 STEWART Cron.Scot. 11.499



BOND.

Tha war maid to be bondis and thrall. 1583 T. WATSON
Poems (1870) 76, I Hue her bond, which neither is my foe,

Nor frend. 1618 BOLTON Florus (1636) 131 A very base

fellow, unknown whether a free man, or a bond.

B. adj.
1. In a state of serfdom or slavery ;

not free
;

in

bondage {to}. AlsoySg*. arch.

1330 R. BRLTNNE Chron. 171 Lered men & lay, fre & bond
of toune. c 1440 Partonope 1497 The bonde kynred I made
free. Z4^3 Cath. Angl. 36 Bonde, natittns, sernilis. 1526
TINDALE John viii. 33 And were never bonde to eny man.

1551-6 ROBINSON tr. More's Utop. 125 He restoreth the

bonde persone from seruitude to Hbertie. 1571 ASCHAM
Scholem. (18631 7 Makyng them selves bonde to vanitie

and vice. 1611 BIBLE i Cor. xii. 13 Whether wee bee lewes
or Gentiles, whether wee bee bond or free, a 1625 BOYS
IVks. 11630) 115 Christ was made bond vnto the law, to

redeeme them that were bound vnto the law. 1866 FERRIER
Grk. Phiios. I. x. 240 Sensation, .is bond, not free.

t 2. Of or pertaining to slaves
; servile, slavish.

139&TREV1SA Earth. DC P. R. \\. xi. '1495) 195 Aseruyng
woman of bonde condycion. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. tW. de \V.)

73 This feare is called the seruylc feare, or the bonde feare.

a 1567 COVERDALE Bk. Death n. ii. 223 Is it not a bonde,

gredy and voluptuous thinge to spoyle the deade coarse.

II Bond, J/'.3 [Du. bond league, confederation

(-Ger.^//rf) i.hinden to bind.] In reference to

the Dutch-speaking population of South Africa :

A league or confederation. Hence Bondsmen.
1884 Times 6 Mar. 7/6 The Afrikander Bond, .was send-

ing petitions that the Basutos should be handed back to

the British Government. Ibid. The views of many members
returned to parliament as Bondsmen. 1886 Pall Mall G.

22 Apr. 3/1 Whether the continued affiliation of the Bond
beyond the boundary of the colony was ad\isable.

Bond (bjmd), v. [f. BOND sb\]
1. trans, in Building : To bind or connect together

I bricks, stones, or different parts of a structure; by

making one overlap and hold to another, so as to

give solidity to the whole ; to hold or bind together

by bond-stones, clamps, etc.

1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (.17031 260 Other Work adjoin-

ing, that should be bonded or worked up together with
them. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 82 The blocks of stone

could be bonded to the rock, and to one another. 1858
NEALE Bernard dc ^!. 27 Thine ageless walls are bonded
With amethyst unpriced. 1862 SMILES Engineers II. 29
The best mode of bonding the blocks of stone to the rock

b. To build up ; coals, etc.) in a stack.

1865 Times 30 May, Instructions, .that the coals were to

be
' bonded

'

/. c. built up by themselves.

2. intr. To hold together so as to give solidity.

1836 Scenes Comm. by Lattd <y 5. 288 In building, the

bricklayer takes care to lay the bricks in a certain manner,
to make them bond.

3. trans. To encumber with bonded debt
;

to

mortgage.
1883 Harper's Mag. Nov. 938/1 They said the road, .was,

too heavily bonded.

4. To put into bond (see BOND sb.l i-').

[See BONDED///, a. 2.]

5. To subject to bondage.
1835 MARRVAT Olla Podr. xxiv, His wife, .will be bonded

in the same manner.

Bond.e, obs. form of BOUND
;
obs. pa. t. BIND v.

Bondage (bp'nded^'. Also 5 bondeage, 6-7
boundage. [ME. bondage, a. AF. bondage %

or ad.

Anglo-L. bondagiutn, f. BOND sb.~ (in AF. bond.

bonde, in Anglo-L. bondus) + -AGE. The natural

English formation was BONDEHEDE, or bondescipe,
BONDSHIP. In later times associated in thought
with BOND sb^, as of a man *in bonds', or con-

strained by a bond : see esp. senses 2 c, 3.]

fl. The tenure of a bonde or BOND after the

Xorman Conquest ; tenure in villenage ;
the service

rendered by a bonde. Obs.

[? a 1300 Leges Baron, Scot. Ivi. 3 Si autem nativi domino
suo negent nativitatem suain, sive Bondagium, lunc atta-

chiabuntur per Ministros Domini Regis, 1381 Charter cj
Rich. II. in Walsingham 254 <Du Cange* Et eprum quem-
libet ab omni bondagio exuimus, et quietos facimus. IHit.

270 Quod nulla acra terrae quae in Bondagio vel servitio

tenebit, altius quain ad 4 denarios haberetur.] 1651 Proc.
Parliament No. 126. 1951 Set free from their former de-

pendencies and bondage services & shall be admitted as

Tenants, Freeholders.

b. Sc.
'
Sen-ices due by a tenant to the proprietor,

or by a cottager [rather cotter] to the farmer.' Jam.
c. esp. The service of the BONDAUER.
(These are relics of sense i surviving to modern times in

Scotland and adjacent parts of England.)
1818 Edin. Mag. Aug. 126-7 (JAM.) The farmer . . holds his

farm from the landlord . . for payment of a certain sum of

money; a certain number of days' work with his horses,
carts, and men. -The very name that this service gets here,
bondage, indicates the light in which it is viewed by the

tenantry. 1845 AVw Statist. A cc. Scott. XII. 1004 What
was termed bondages to the heritor, which embraced the
labour of man and bea^t, long and short carriages, and the

yearly payment of poultry, and in some cases of sheep,
butter and tallow, are now abolished.

C. 1872 E. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess, 99 The bondage-system,
entailing . . the necessity of finding extra labour in field

work. 1872 J. THOMSON Peter Plough 8 The bothy system
there, like our bondage system here, is not as il should be.
Mod. The hind's daughter does the bondage work for the
house.

t d. Arbitrary or tyrannical impost. Obs.
f 1650 2nd Narr. fate Parl. in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793^

982

4 1 6 Appearing and standing . . for right and freedom, against
the bondages, which, contrary to engagements, covenants
and promises, were put upon the good people of this land.

2. The position or condition of a serf or slave ;

servitude, serfdom, slavery.
1330 K. BRUNNE Chron. 71 In bat bondage, batbrouht was

ouer J; se, Now ere J>ei in seruage fulle fele pat or was fre.

1398 Barth. DC P. R. vi. xv. (1495) 199 Some seruauntes
ben bonde, and bore in bondage. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron,

30 That wretchid bondage of the Hebrew puple in Egipt.
1593 SMAKS. Rich, //, i. iii. 89 Neuer did Captiue with a
freer heart, Cast off his cbaines of bondage. 1671 MILTON
Samson- 270 What more oft in Nations grown corrupt, And
by their vices brought to servitude, Than to love Bondage
more than Liberty. 1830 MACKINTOSH Eth, Phiios, Wks.
1846 I. 52 Those who purchased them, nor those who hold
them in bondage.

\ b. Applied to the condition of being bound

apprentice, (Cf. service, servitude., Obs.
(t 1577 SIR T. SMITH Commit-. Eng, m. x. 11609) 129

Another kind of seruitude or bondage is v=ed in England. .

which is called apprenticehood.
C. transf. The condition of being bound or tied

up ;
that which binds, poet.

*597 SHAKS. Lovers Compl. 34 Some [hair] in her threaden
fillet still did bide, And true to bondage would not break
from thence. 1611 Cymh. v. v. 306 Cym. Bmde the

Offender. ./>r/. Let his Armes alone, They were nol borne
for bondage. 1728 THOMSON Spring 649 The callow young
Warmed and expanded into perfect life, Their brittle bond-

age break.

3. Jig. Subjection to some bond, binding power,
influence, or obligation.

ct 1450 Knt. de la Tour (18681 55 One synne puttithe her
. . into this seruage and bondage. 1540 COVKRDALE Old
Faith Prol. (1844! 4 The bondage of sin and vice. 1651
CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk 11843) H- 2I Subject to death, and
to the boundage of the same, a 1716 SOUTH ij.i To be

brought under the bondage of observing oaths. 1866 ARGYLL

Reign Law vii. ied. 4) 362 The bondage under which all

true Science lies to fact.

tb. Binding force, obligation. Obs.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. u. iv. m The Vowes of Women, Of
no more bondage be, to where they are made, Then they
a.re to their Venues.

tyrndedg), v. Obs. or arch. [f. prec.

sb.] trans. To reduce to bondage, to enslave.

1611 HEYWOOD Gold. Age iv. i. Wks. 1874 III. 59 To
bondage me that am a princesse free. 1803 J. BRISTED
Pedest. Tottr\. 354 Shackling and bondaging the better sex.

Bondaged [b^rnded^d), ///. a. arch.
[f. prec.

+ -Ei) 1
.] Reduced to bondage, enslaved.

1790 A.WILSON Fly $ Leech, Mean, ugly lump of bondaged
>loth. 1852 D. MOIR Cast, Time viii, Life forfeited, and

bondaged land. 1853 LYNCH Self-Improv, vi. 150 [Chris-

tianity] presupposes the bondaged insufficiency of men.

Bondage!* 'Jv nded.sai). Sc. [f. BONDAGE sb.

I c + -EU.J One who performs bondage-service :

spec, in recent times, in the south of Scotland and

Northumberland, a female out-worker, whom the

occupier of a cot-house on a farm, and generally
also each ' hind

'

or married farm-wurker occupy-
ing a * hind's house ', undertakes, as a condition

of his tenancy, to supply from his own family, or

else to engage, board, and lodge, to do regular
field-labour on the farm.

[Not in JAMIESOX 1808-25.] '837 HOWITT Rttr. Life
n. iv. 1186^1 119 These ftmale bands in the fields. . I heard
these women called liondagers. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk.
Farm II. 386 The first class of ploughmen were each bound
to supply a field-worker for the farm during the year..
these latter have long been designated by the odious name
of bondagers. 1853 JOHNSTON ffat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 106
The row of bondagers on the haugh with the light rattle of
their hoes. 1855 A. SOMEKVILLB A ntobiog. 6 When we lived
in Springfield, the house rent was paid by finding one shearer
for the harvest, .also an outfield worker winter and summer
for the farmer. .[The Litter] called the '

bondager
'

was paid
ten-pence per day. 1869 Pall Mall G, 3 Aug. 12.

Bonded (bonded), ///. a. [f. BOND sbl + -ED.]
1. Held, pledged, or confirmed by bond.

1597 SHAKS. L0rcrs Compl. 279 That strong bonded oth.

1844 TUPPER Proverb. Phiios. (1852)384 Death, .hath seized
his bonded debtor.

2. Put into bond v sce BOND sb.\ 12). Hence
bonded store, warehouse, a store or warehouse
in charge of Custom-house officials, in which goods
may be kept in bond.

1809 R. LANGFORU/^/W. Trade 130 Bonded goods* goods
deposited in a warehouse till the duty is paid. 1851 Hi.
MARIINHAU Hist. Peace iv. xiv, The bonded stores con-
nected with the Dublin custom-house. 1868 ROGERS Pol.
Eeon. x.xii. led. 3* 289 Bonded warehouses, in which duty-
paying goods, whether liable to customs or excise, are
stored till they are needed for sale. 1884 Pall Mall G. 15

Aug. 5/2 Wholesale and bonded supplies of the article.

t Bo'ndehede. Obs. rare. [f. ME. bonde,
BOND sb? + -hede, -HEAD.] The condition of a

bond or vassal ; vassalage ; bondage.
c 1340 Cursor M. 5405 (Fairf.) Attebou vstake in J>i bonde-

hede [i\ r. thainhede, bundhede], In bondehede [r
p

. r.

thainhed, thraldam, J>raldome] take our landes alle.

Bondel^l, obs. form of BUNDLE.
Bonder 1

(tyrndaj). [f. BOND v. + -EB.]
1. Building. A binding stone or brick ; see quot.
1845 Gloss. Goth. A rchit. \. 57 Bonders, bond-stones, bind'

ing-stones . . reach a considerable distance into, or entirely

through a wall for the purpose of binding it together.

BONDMAN.
2. A person who puts goods into bond, or owi

goods in bond.

II Bonder - (Vndaj). [A wrong formation fro

Norweg. bonde, pi. bonder.] A Norwegian peasa
farmer or petty freeholder. Bonderman.
1848 Frascr's Mag. XXXVIII. 182 On the white-scour

deal floors of the bonder's house. 1856 EMERSON En
Traits\\T

. 63 The
'

Heimskringla
'

. .is the Iliad andOdyss
of English history. .The actors are bonders or landholdei

every one of whom is named. 1870 MORRIS Earthly PC,

II. III. 81 Knight, or fair lord . . If thou mayst share a bo
der's feast, Sit by me. 1804 A". Brit. Rev. No. 80. 425 !

the Norwegian Olaf. .forced his lendermen and bonderni'
. .to overthrow the temples.

t Bo'iidhold. Obs. exc. hist.
[f. BOND si

+ HOLD : cf. copyhold,freehold."] Tenure in bor

service, tenure of bond-land
;

a distinct sort

cofyhold. Also attrib.

1611 Anct. Customs Knaresboro
1

<$ Scrivcn (1844) 4 If ai

bondholder there die seized of six acres of bondhold land.

t Bondholder *. Obs. exc. Hist. [f. prec.
-EB ; or f. BOXD sb.* + HOLDER.] A tenant

bond service, or of bond-land.

1539 Will T.E-'crard of Sizewell, Suffolk ' Somerset H
[Witnesses described as Bond-holders]. 1611 [see prec.]

Bondholder -
(bfrndho^ldaa). [f. BOND si

t)
+ HOLDER.] A person who holds a bond

bonds granted by a private person or by a publ

company or government, as Egyptian bondholdt

a holder of Egyptian government bonds.

So Bo'ndholding a.

1844 N. Afit'f. Rtrv, Jan., A contract made by the Sti

and the Banks with every bondholder. 1865 Raiku. Nf
Dec., A committee of preference bondholders. 1868 J/0?

ing Star 2 June, The Eastern *bondholding wing oft

Democracy. 1880 LORD HATHKRLY Law Rep. 5 App. Ca:

189 On behalf of the bondholders, who advanced th

money upon the bonds of the company.

Bonding (bp-ndir)),vt>I.sl>. [f.
BOND v. + -IXG :

1. Building. The binding or connecting togetl

xbricks, stones, or parts of a structure) by makii

them overlap and hold together ; also, binding

strengthening by means of bonders.

1677 MOXON Meek. EXCYC. (1703) 257 The well-worki

and bonding of Brick-walls conduces very much to th

strength. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT Led. Archil. II. 36Thebondi
of [pilaster strips] by alternate vertical & horizontal ston

b. attrib.

1852 WRIGHT Celt, Rom. ^ Sax. v. 158 The Roman brk

or tiles . . were built in as bonding courses. 1864 z<

Standard Oct., A [Roman] wall . . consisting of regu

ashlar, alternating with rows of bonding tiles. 1884 Heat

Kxhib. Catal. 93/2 Bonding Bricks for hollow walls.

2. The action of pledging under bond to the i

payment of money borrowed.

1877 BURROUGHS Taxation 407 The assent.. of the U

payers to the bonding of the town.

3. The storing of goods in bond ; hence bondia

house, -warehouse.
1865 DRAPER [ntcll. Dtr. Europe iv. 96 This implied

extensive system of depots and bonding. 1863 FAWCE

j'tit. Econ. iv. iii. (18761 552 Bonding-houses offer gn
. . advantages to those who import taxed commodities.

Bond-land. [OE. bondeland, i. bonda, Bo:

J/'.S + LAND.] Land held by bondage tenure; :

early form of copyhold land.

[ciuo O. E. Chron. iLaud MS.) an. 777 pa let hcCuobr

ealdorma[n]xbonde-land [terrain x nmncntium\ at Swii

heafde.] 1861 PEARSON Early f, Mid. Ages Er.g. 200 ll

probable that the freemen upon bond-land were in the n

instance Britons who retained their holding on condition

paying tribute. i88a C. ELTON Orig. Eng. Hist. 192

some places., there are two kinds of copyhold tend, the c

called
' Bond-land

' and the other
'

Soke-land '.

Bondless (ly-ndles), a. [f.
BOND st.l + -LES>

Free from bonds ; unfettered, unrestrained.

1839 BAILEY festia iv. (1848) 33 Such as my bondless br;

hath oft-times drawn.

t Bo'ndling. Obs. rare- 1

, [f.
BOND sb.-

-LING.] A slave ;
a slave-child.

1587 GOLDING DC Mornay xxiii. (1617) 379 They sacnfic

none but their. .Changelings, Bastards and Bondlings.

t Bo'ndly, cuiv. Obs. [f.
BOND sb. + -LY*.]

1. ? By bondhold.

1463 MARG. PASTON Lett. 504 II. 191 They wold put In

owte of such londs as they huld bondly of the Lordshyp.

2. Servilely ;
as a slave or slaves.

1553 W. TURNER in btrype Efd. Mem. III. I. iv. 4?
sawthem [the bishops] how slavely and bondly they ham

the rest of the Clergy.

Bondman .bVndmin). arch. ;
cf. BoHBUU

[f.
BOND sb? + MAN : cf. husband, husbandma,

but in later times evidently connected in thoug

with senses of BOND rf. !
]

1. BOND sb:- 2. Obs. exc. Hist.

c 1350 O-ail ft Night. 1577 Mom chapmon and mom en

. .And swa deb moni bondeman. a 1300 Havelt* 32 ri

louede. . Knict, bondeman, and swain. i53-4 Act "}.
a

four ploughs.] , ,

2. A man in bondage ;
a villein ; a serf, slave.

a 1340 HAMTOLE Pr. Cons:. 1155 Whar-to serves man

world ban, And mas hym be worldes bondman. M77 L '

RIVERS (Caxton>Z>K/ 25 To be solde as a prysonner

Bondeman. 1580 BARET Ak: B 920 A prysonner
taker



BONDMANSHIP.
re, a bondeman, a captiuc. 1605 CAMDEN Ron. 181
it no Christian should be bondman to a Jew. 1645
.TON Teirach. Wks. (1851) 150 Instead of freeing us..
:e us bondmen. 1866 BRYANT Death pfSlavery ii, Fields
:re the bondman's toil No more shall trench the soil.

Bond-man-blitut: old name oiBlind-maris-buff,
83 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell)v, Afyinda. .The play
ed bond-man-blind, blind-bob, or blind-man-buff.

lo'iulmaiiship. [f. prec. + -SHIP.] The state

condition of a bondman
; serfdom, slavery.

ill COTGR., Esclavage, slauerie, bondmanship ; villen-

. 1880 MCCARTHY Own Times IV. xlviii. 6 He con-

led to put himself into the comfortable bondmanship of
ordinate office.

lo'ndship. Ots. or dial.
[f.

Boxn sb:- +

:IP.] ) a. The condition of a ' bond
'

; serfdom,

idage (obs.). b. Suretyship, (t/ia/.)

440 Promp. Parr. 43 Bondschepe, nativitas. 1477
IL RIVERS {Caxtoni Dicfcs 20 Trust is in maner of a

deship, and mystrust is a liberte. 1542 UDALL Erasm.
iph. 59 a, Phryne, who, this other daye, Out of hir bonde-
) did remoue. 1808 R. ANDI.RSON Cnntberld. Ballads

9) 50 His fadder bed yence heaps ov money, But bon-
> throws monie fwok wrang.

onclslave (lyndsl^v). [f.
BOND a. + SLAVE.]

nore emphatic term for slave or bondman.
61 DAUS tr. Bullinger^ on Apoc. (1573) 79 We were, .very
desslaues of the deuill. 1577 tr. Bidlingers Decades
12) 440 Now they, whome the Lorde deliuereth, are bon-
les. 1611 BIBLE i Maci. ii. n Of a free-woman shee is

3tne a bondslaue. 1671 MILTON Samson 38 Put to the

>ur of a beast, debased Lower than bondslave ! 1848
IGSLEY Saint's Trag. n. vi. 97 We are sold for bond-
'es.

ence Bond slavery.
135 MARRYAT OUa Podr. xxiv, So are his children given
iOnd slavery to his debtor.

ondsmau (bp-ndzmin). [f. BOND sl>^ + -MAX,
's being in sense I genitival ; sense 2 is treated

a variant of BONDMAN, which in later times had
ne to be associated with BOND sb.l : cf. the

ral bonds.']

One who becomes surety by bond.

54 RICHARDSON Grandison IV. iv. 26 Being the bonds-
l for the duty of Mr. Beauchamp. 1828 E. IRVING Last
ys 189 The disappointed creditors, the broken faith of
dsmen. 1871 Standard 20 Jan., Three of the leading
i seized as security. The Mayor paid the sum. .and the
nds

' men were released.

. A man in bondage; a villein
;
a serf, slave.

1735 DERHAM t J.) Carnal greedy people, without such a

:ept, would have no mercy upon their poor bondsmen
beasts. 1815 SCOTT Ld. of IsU's \. viii. From chief-

I's tower to bondsman's cot. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa
'di Wind. 54 A bondsman shivering at a Jesuit's foot.

',. 1850 TKNNYSON In Mem. iv. 2 To Sleep I give my
/ers away; -My will is bondsman to the dark.

lO'udswoman, rare. Variant of BONDWOMAN'.
n B. JONSON Catiline n. ad fin., My lords, the senators
sold for slaves, and their wives for bondswomen.

Bonduc (bp-ndk). [a. F. bonJuc, a. Arab.

UL> bttnduq, now meaning
'

hazel-nut ', but for-

rly a foreign nut of some kind
; prob. from

rsian : OPers. had pendak, fctniak mod.Pers.

tuq,funduq, the latter also Arab.), perh.
= Skr.

tdaka, dim. of pinda
'

ball, lump' (J. Platts).]

tropical leguminous shrub of two species (Gni-
tiiiita BonJuc and G. BonJufdla bearing re-

ictively yellow and lead-coloured seeds, hard
\ beautifully polished, also called Nicker-nuts.

96 RAV Phihs. Lett. 11718' 292, I have received .. the
in called the Ash Coloured X ickar or Bonduch. 1838 Eaiji.

'ttation 79 The bonduc, or nicker-tree. 1866 Treas.
'. 556 The seeds are very hard and beautifully polished,
[ are called Nicker nuts or Bonduc nuts.

londwoman (bjmdwuman). [Orig. two
rds ; see BOND a.] A female slave.

187 TRF.VISA Higden (1865) II. 97 (Miitzn.) Leyre wile,
endes for liggynge by a bondwommen. 1526 TINDALK Gttl.

jo Put awaye the bonde woman. 1671 MILTON P. R . n. 308
e fugitive bondwoman, with her son, Outcast Nebaioth.
J BURKE Reform [fa. Gvww.Wks. X. 102 Yorkshire, like

chUd of the bond-woman, is turned out^Jo the desert,
a YEATS Techn. Hist. Comm. 143 The irtost exalted lady
i no more exempt than the lowliest bondwoman.
lone (b<nm), sb. Forms: I bin, baan, 2-3
n

> 3~5 bon, (4 boen. buon), 4-5 boon, ^boone,
bonne), 3- bone; north. 3-9 bane, 5 baan,
yne ; (9 dial, bowne, byen). [Com. Teut. :

. ban
corresp. to OFris. and OS. ben (MDu.,

i., LG. been), OHG. (MHO. and mod.G.) bein,
]. bcin (Sw. lien, Da. /vol.. : OTeut. *iiaino(m~},
t appearing in Gothic, and .unlike names of
rtsof the bodygenerally) not related to any words

'bone'outsideTeutonic. TheON.,OHG.,MHG.,
d Du., have, beside the general sense ' bone ', the

:cific sense ' shank (of the leg)', which is the

Unary sense in mod.Ger. Hence it has been

Jgested that the original meaning was 'long
ne'

; and that the word may have connexion
th the OX. adj. bein-, nom. masc. beinn,

night'. But this is a bare conjecture ;
the

.nding of the ON. adj. being itself obscure. In

iglish there has never been any tendency to the

ecilic sense, for which OE. had sceanca SHANK.]

983

I. Properly.
1. The general name for each of the distinct

parts which unitedly make up the skeleton or
hard framework of the body of vertebrate animals.
They are distinguished, according to shape, as long, short,

Jlat, and irregular bones', the long bones have an' internal
channel containing marrow. They are also named from
their position, nature, form, etc., e.g. ankle-, arm-, back-,
blade-, breast-, collar-Jaw-, splint-, thigh-bone, etc.

< iooo.-I^. Gosp. John xix. 36 Ne for-braece je nan ban
on him. a 1300 Cnrsor M. 9405 He wroght a felau of his ban.
1340 Ayenb. 148 Ase be buones bereb be tendre uless. 1382
WvcuF^fizeA. xxxvii. 27 Bones wenten to boones, eche
to his ioynture. 1398 TRF.VISA Barth. De P. R. v. i.

11495' 99 The bones of the breste defende the herte. 1483
Caf/t. AngL 20/1 From bane to bane, ossim. 1549 Compl.
Scot. 152 Thecorrupitflesche is consumit fra the b.inis. 1592
SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. n. v. 27 Fie how my bones ake. 1681
E. SCLATKR Serm. Putney u Weapons, that to be sure,
draw no Blood, nor break any Bones. 1872 HUXLKV Phys.
i. 10 The bones, .are masses either of cartilage, or of con-
nective tissue hardened by being impregnated with phos-

j
phate and carbonate of lime. 1873 MIVART EUm. Anat.
ii. 23 In the earlier stages of existence there are no bones
at all. Proi>. Hard words break no bones.

b. pi. as material for agricultural or industrial

processes.
1814 SIR H. DAW Agric. Chem. 289 Bones are much used

as a manure. 1834 Brit. Hush. I. xix. 396 Turnips .

manured with bones. 1870 YEATS .\'at. Hist. Comm. 307
Bones are extensively employed by the cutler, comb and
brush maker, chemist, confectioner, and agriculturist.

fc. Applied spec, to the lingers in the assevera-

tion By these fen bones. 'Obs.

f 1485 Digby Myst. 11882) 4 note, By thes bony5 ten thei
be to you vntrue. 1589 Pappew, Hatchet C iiij b, Martin
sweares by his ten bones. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 17, i. iii.

193 By these tenne bones . . hee did speake them to me.

d. Proverb, expression : Hard, or dry, as a bone.

1833 MARRVAT P. Simple i, It's as dry as a bone. 1837
R. NICOLL Poems 1,1843) 83 Dub.s were hard as ony bane.

2. //. The whole bones of the body collectively,
the skeleton

; also, by extension, the bodily frame,

body, person (with pathetically humorous force).

1398 TRKVISA Barth. De P. R. \. Ivii. (1495) 172 The
bones ben the sadnesse of the body, a 1400 Sir Perc. 267

Nothyng. .That he my^teinne his bones hyde, Bot a gaytes
skynne. < 1489 CAXTON Monties t>/Aymon iii. 108 Alarde. .

beganne to deffende well hys bones. 1563-87 FOXK A. $
AI, III. x. 92/1 He [Latinier] ran as fast as his old bones
would carry him. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. v. v. 41 Night
hangs vpon mine eyes, my Bones would rest. 1605 Chron.
K. Leir, What, breedes young bones already ! 1694 l.i -

STRANGE &sop's Fab. (J.i Puss had a month's mind to be

upon the bones of him. 1709 J. STF.VF.NS Quevedo's If 'As. 305
Feeding on me Day and Night, which has brought me to

the very Bones. 1740 Christmas Entertainm, 16 Now
i says she* take care of your bones between this and home.

1873 M. F. S. Lily Merlon's Summer 28 Poor, pale, pretty
little dear, .she'll never live to make old bones.

fb. Exclamation: bones ofme! ofyou'.
1588 Marprgl. Ep. tArb.t 44 The puritanes will be O the

Ixjnesofyou too baddfor this kind of arguing. I^ZL'HKTTLK
Kind-harts Dr. (18411 70 Bones a me !

C. The bones being the most permanent parts of

the dead body, 'bones' is put for* mortal remains'.
< 1000 /KLFRIC Gen, 1. 25 And he cwseb Lsedeb mine ban of

! bison lande. c 1205 LAV. 32202 His ban beo$ iloken faste i

guldene chestc. 1362 LANCL. /'. PL A. vn. 84 pe Chirche
schal haue my Careyne And kepe mi Bones. 1592 NASHK
in Shaks, C. Praise 5 Have his bones newe embalmed. 1616

/riser, over Shakspere's Grave, Bleste be y* man y* spares
thes stones, And cvrst be he y* moves my bones. 1651 Pro, .

Parliament No. 82. 1255 He will reduce the place, or leave

his bones before it. 1750 GRAY Efrgy^x, These bones from

insult to protect Some frail memorial still erected nigh.
1880 TENNYSON Columbus, Then some one standing by my
grave will say,

' Behold the bones of Christopher Colon '.

3. The bony structure or substance considered

as one of the components of the body ; esp. in the

expressions, blood and bone,flesh and bone, skin and

bone, bred in the bone, etc. (Used as collect, sing.}
c 1000 >ELFRIC Gen. ii. 23 Adam 3a cwaeS 3is is nu ban of

minum banuni. (11300 Cnrsor M. 194 (Gutt.> lesu him

raysed in fless and ban. c 1430 Hymns V'irg. (1867) 25

Loue byndib bobe blood baan. 1562 J. HEYWOO^/Vw.
<V Epigr. (1867) 72 It will not out of the fleshe that is bred

in the bone. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. <$ Cr. in. iii. 172 High birth,

vigor of bone, desert in scruice. 1611 BIBLK 2 Sam. xix.

13 Art thou not of my bone, and of my flesh ? 17x9 DF. FOK
Crusoe (1840) II. i. i What Is bred in the bone will not go
out of the flesh. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. v, An immense
brown horse displaying great symmetry of bone.

b. To the bone : through the flesh, so as to touch

the bone ; hence, to the inmost part, to the core.

(Cf. backbone." Also similarly In the bone.

a 1300 Cnrsor M. 15788 Ilk dint bat bai him gaf it reked

to be ban. i 1400 ROM. Rose 1059 They prile & poynten
The folk right to the bare boon. 1709-10 Tatler(] ), There

was lately a young gentleman bit to the bone. 1850 MRS.

STOWK Uncle Tom's C. iv. 17 A cook she certainly was, in

the very bone and centre of her soul. 1858 CARLVLE Eredk.

Gt. (1865) I. in. xx. 267 He being Calvinist. .she Lutheran

. . and strict to the bone.

1573 R. SCOT Hop'Gard. Epist., Greedy to tast of the

marrowe of gaines and loth to breake the bone of labour.

1874 BLACKIF, Self-Cult. 84 The real blood and bone of

human heroism. 1884 Harper's Mag. Mar. 517/1 The..

bone and sinew of the country.

4. The material or substance of the bones ;in

prec. senses), wnichconsists ofanimal matter, essttn,

BONE.
and salts of carbonate and phosphate of lime in

varying proportions.
1471 Kii'LF.v t '<>//. Akh. i. in Ashrn. 116521 129 Dry as

askys of Tre or Bone, 1597 SHAKS. Lover's Compl. 45
Many a ring of poised gold and bone. 1814 SIR H. DAVY
Agric, Chcm. 290 The basis of bone is constituted by earthy
salts. 1855 OWF.N Skel. -V Teeth 165 The primitive basis, or
'

blastema,' of bone is a subtransparent glairy matter. 1874
BOUTELL Arms * Arm. vi. 83 Implements and weapons
formed exclusively of wood and bone and stone.

b. Applied to other animal substances more or
less akin to bone

;
as the dentine of the teeth, the

ivory of the tusks of the elephant, walrus, etc.

(See WHAI.KBONE.)
ayoo Erfurt Gloss. 351 i(). E. T.) Elvr, elpendes ban.

Corpus Gl. 712 E/'or
t elpendbaan. t 1205 I.w. 23778 Ane

sielde gude he wes :d cl.ine of olifantts bane, a 1450 Sir
Eglam. 1083 Crystyabelle, yowre doghtur bryght, As whyte
as bone of whalle. 1588 SHAKS. L.L.L. v. ii. 33.; His teeth
as white as Whales bone. 1616 W. BROWNF. Brit. Past . \\.

67 (N. An ivory dart she held of good command; White
was the bone. 1843 Penny CycL XXVII. 295 There are

upwards of three hundred of these plate-, of whalebone on
each side of the jaw 1870 NICHOLSON ZooL 462 The so-

called ' bone' of the skeleton of Fishes is only occasionally
true osseous tissue.

5. Applied to various articles, originally or usu-

ally manufactured of bone, ivory, whalebone, etc.

a. //. Dice.

.-1386 etc. [see BicciiF.n b). (71529 SKEI.IUN \Vks. ted.

Dycei I. 52 On the bortle he whyrlcd a payre of bones.

1624 FI.KICHF.R Rule a \\'ifo \. Wks. 1778 111. 433 Thou
won'st my money too, with a pair of base bones. 1724 SWH i

Wood's E.\-<\\ Wks. 1755 V. n. 157 < nmestcr. I'll make hi-

bones rattle, 1822 Scon .\VA
--

( -/ xii, It" thine cars have heard
the clatter of the devil's bones. 1848 THACKF.RAV Van. Pair
Ixvii. No, no, Becky. .We must have the bones in.

b. //. Pieces of bone struck or rattled, to make
rude music

; esp. two pieces of bone or ivory held

between the lingers of each hand and rattled to-

gether as an accompaniment to the banjo or other

instrument; chiefly used by 'nigger minstrels'.

Also humorously used as a name lor the player.

,Cf. also MARROWBONE.)
1590 SHAKS. Mids. X. \\. i. 33 Wilt thou heare some

musicke . . Let vs haue the tongs and the bones. 1851
Housch. H'onis III. 245 Now, the Ethiopians, .play old

banjoes and bones. 1865 Times 17 July, Amateur negro
melodists, .thumbed the banjo and rattled the bones. 1884
Sat. Rev. 7 June 740/1 A single row of negro minstrels seated
on chairs, .while at the end are Bones and Sambo.

c. //. 'A sort of bobbins, made of trotter bones,
for \v\-aving bonelace.' J.
1601 SHAKS. T^el. .V. n. iv. 46 The free maides that uv.-iue

their thred with bones. 1691 RAY -V. C. ll'Js. y />'<>;;< s, bub-

bins, because probably made at first of small Hones Henn:
Bone~lacct

d. A strip of whalebone used to stiffen stays,

etc. ; also attrib., as in bone-casing.
1595 GOSSON Picas. Qnippet in Hazl. E. P P. IV'. 256

These privie coates, by art made strong With bones. 1884
Dress Cutting Assoc. Circular ii, All the seam* should be

opened, the edges neatly over-handed, and bone casings put
on. Mod. She had the misfortune to break one of the boiu-N

of her stays.

6. Also in various comb, as CuiU bones, Ten-

bones, Napier s bones, etc., q.v. f-SV. ffttgh's bones :

see cjuot.
1600 DF.KKER Gentle Craft iv. (1862) 15 Skoomaker, have

you all your tools, .your hand-and thumb-leathersatid good
Saint- Hughs IKJIICS to smooth up your work.

6. A bone (or part of one)
' with as much flesh

as adheres to it, a fragment of meat' (J.).
Often

in comb, as aitch-, knnckle- t marrow-bonet etc.

c 1386 CHAIXKR Knights T. 319 We stryuen as dide the

houndes for the boon, c 1420 Ptwerb in AV/. Ant, I. 233
Two dogges and one bone Maye never accorde in one.

1816 SCOTT Ant it/, xxvii. 193 Til gie ye something better

than that beef bane, man'. 1837 DISRAELI Corr. 7f. Sisffr

(i 886^76, 1. .supped, .with a large party off oysters, (Juiness,

and broiled bones.

b. Bones (fig.) : something relished.

1884 Ti I'PER Heart vii. 61
' Now, that's what 1 call bones.'

Itwasacurrish image, suggestive ofthe choicest satisfaction.

C. A bone to pick vt gnaw : something to occupy
one as a bone does a dog ;

a difficulty to solve, a
( nut to crack '. To have a, bone to pick ivith one :

to have a matter of dispute, or something disagree-

able or needing explanation, to settle with a person.
1565 COLIHILL Arisu 1

. Treat. Cron. (1846) 277 A bone for

you to pick on. 1579 GOSSON -SV//. Abuse (Arb. ) 30 Some

Archplayer . . will cast me a bone or ii to pick. 1601 FVL-

NECKBlXiM&r/fftig He..gaue them a bone to gnawe, Date

quod est Cassaris Caesari, and quod Dei Deo. 1783 AINS-

WORTH Lat. Diet. iMorell) i. s. v. Pick, To give one a bone

to pick, se,rnpnlnm alicni injuere. 1850 H. ROGERS Ess. 1 1

n. (1874! 103 Many a* bone
'

in these lectures which a keen

metaphysician would be disposed to
'

pick' with the author.

7. Bone of contention, discord, etc. : something
that causes contention, discord, etc. ; formerly also

simply bone in phrase to cast a bone fahveen : in al-

lusion tothe strifewhich a bonecausesbetweendogs.
rti56a J. HKVU-OOD/VW. $ Epis>r. (1867147 The diuell

hath cast a bone to set stryfe Betweene you. 1576 LAMBARDF.

Peramb. Kent 11826) 425 This became such a bone of dis-

sention between these deere friends. 1660 Trial Regie. 79
But you cast in Bones here to make some difference. 1692

R. LESTRANCE Josephns' Antiq. xvi. xi. <i733> 439 BV
this Means she. .cast in a Bone betwixt the Wife and the



BONE.

Husband. 1711 C. M. Lett, to Cnrat 33 The Liturgie, since it

was first Hatched, has been the Bone of Contention in Eng-
land. 1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. I. 517 A great
bone of contention between Scindiah & Holkar.

8. To make bones of or al'Oiit (at, in, to do obs.) :

to make objections or scruples about, find difficulty

in, have hesitation in or about. So Without more

bones. Formerly also Tofind bones in, and similar

phrases, referring to the occurrence of bones in soup,

etc., as an obstacle to its being easily swallowed.

1459 Fusion Lett. 331 I. 444 And fond that tyme no bonys
in the matere. a 1529 SKELTON Efynonr Rum. 381 Supped
it up at once ; She founde therein no bones. 1548 UDALI.

etc. Erasm. far. Luke i. 28 He made no manier bones ne

stickyng, but went in hande to offer up his only son

Isaac. 1571 GOLDING Cahin on Ps. Ixxxiii. 9 As for mans

hand, they make no bones at it. 1581 MAKBF.CK Bk. of
Notes 325 What matter soever is intreated of, they never

make bones in it. 1589 NASHE A linond far P. 12 b, A
Louie of Beere, which, .you tooke. .and trilled it off without

anie more bones. 1598 SYLVESTER DH Bartas \\. iv. iv.

(1641) 227/1 Hee. .makes no bone To swear by God (for, hee

beleeves there's none'. 1642 ROGERS Xaaman 579 Who
make no bones of the Lords promises, but devoure them
all. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. n. 40 The Pope makes
no bones to break . . the Decrees. 1850 THACKERAY Pen-

dentils Ixiv. 1:884' 635 ^ Vou think that the Government
or the Opposition would make any bones about accepting
the seat if he offered it to them ? 1878 SIMPSI is Xc/i. Slinks.

I. 51 Elizabeth was thus making huge bones of sending
some 7000 over for the general purposes of the government
in Ireland.

9. To put a bone in any ones hood : an obs.

humorous expression for To break ^or ? cut off hi

head
;

to have a bone in one s leg, throal, etc. :

as a feigned objection to the use of one's legs, etc.

1542 UUALL Erasm. Apopk. 3_j7 b, He refused to speake,

allegeyng that he had a bone in his throte. & could not

speake. 1560 -V/iV U'atifM in Hazl. Dotisl. II. 170 Then,

by the rood, A bone in your hood I shall put, ere it be

long, a 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conv. iii. iD.
i,

I can't go, for I have

u bone in my leg.

II. Transferred and fig. senses,

flO. The stone of stone-fruit (transl. I,, or
1

. Obs.

1382 WVLLIF Baruch vi. 42 \Vymmen..sitten in weyes,

brennynge boonys of olyues [Vulg. svccetldentes ossa oli-

2'arniH]. 1420 Pailful, on Hnsb. II. 394 Nowe sette in

peches boon.

11. A callous growth in different parts of the legs

of horses, becoming as hard as bone
;
as in lone-

spavin (see 17), ring-time, etc.

12. The hard framework or ' skeleton
'

of any-

thing, e. g. of a ship.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Tray. 209 The shipwracke of a

Dutch Ship cald the Mauritias that laid her bones here.

1854 THACKERAY Xt-MOmes I. 89 Curtains were taken down,
mattresses explored, every bone in bed dislocated and

washed. 1868 BAKER Cast up by Sea iii. 46 Steer straight

between the fires.. she'll break her bone:, if she follows.

1878 A'. Amer. Km. CXXVI. 106 The bones of the language

gradually were weakened.
'

13. Min. ' The slaty matter intercalated in coal-

seams.' Raymond Mining Gloss. 1880.

14. t a. To carry the bone, i. e. one half of the

stake, at the game of BONE-ACE. Obs. [Perhaps a

distinct word cunnected with F. ban, bonne, good.]
1680 COTTON Conipl. Gamester in Singer Hist. Cards

(18161 342 He that hath the biggest card carries the bone,

that is one half of the stake.

b. Naut. To cany a bone in the mouth or

teeth : said of a ship, when she makes the water

foam before her.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii. 10 If the Bow be

too broad, she will seldome carry a Bone in her mouth or

cut a feather, that is, to make a fome before her. 1851

LONGF. Gold. Leg. v, See how she leaps, .and speeds away
with a bone in her mouth.

III. Comb, and Atlrib.

15. simple attrib. (or ailj.}.
Of bone.

1488 hni. Jas. 111. in Tytler Hist. Scot. 11864! II. 393

Item a bane coffre, and in it a grete cors of gold. 1875 UKE
Diet. Arts I. 419 A bone or ivory folding stick. 1879 LUB-

BOCK Sci. Lect. v. 150 These cavemen were very ingenious,

and excellent workers in flint . . their bone pins, etc. are

beautifully polished.

16. General relations: a. attrib. (consisting of,

pertaining to, made of, or obtained from bones)

as bone-cartilage, -cell, -gelatine, -glue, -knife,

-knowledge, -pus, -salt, -snacks, -tissue, -yanl.

b. objective with pr. pple., vbl. sb., or agent-noun,
as bone-boiling, -In-eaking, -crushing, -gna-uer,

-grinding, -piercing, -rotting ;
C. similative, as

bone-like, -dry, -while, adjs.

1:1865 LETHEBY in Circ. Sc. I. 96/2 Refuse grease from

glue-making and "bone-boiling. 1808 BF.NTHAM Sc. Reform
50 The bone setting and 'bone breaking hundred-mile road.

1839 47 Toon Cycl. Anat. t, Phys. III. 856/2 *Bone-cells

appear in the ossified intercellular tissue. 1676 W. Row
Contn. Blairs Autobiog. x. (18481 168 The burden of that

congregation very ponderous and only not 'bone-crushing.

t 1865 Circ. Sc. I. 332/2 "Bone-gelatine is obtained by boil-

ing bones in water. 1884 Alhetixiim 6 Dec. 727/1 The
. .'bone-gnawer of Kent's Cavern '. 1839 H . ROGERS Essays

(1874) II. iii. 143 Nothing would be gained but ridicule if

we were to substitute
"
bone-knowledge

'

for osteology '.

1849-51 TODD Cyd. Anat. 4- Phys. IV. 930/2 Covered with

the "bone-like substance. 1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie \. iii.

183 A thrice-turn'd, *bone-pick't subject gnaw. a 1639 W.
WHATELEY Prototypes n. xxxii.(i640i 127 The "bone-rotting

vice of envy. 1849 52 TODD Cycl. Anat. t, I'hys. IV. 930

984

The cells . . receiving into their interior the "bone-salts.

"855 HOLDEN//WW. Osteol. (18781 16 This mixture of earthy

granules and animal matter we call
*' bone-tissue'. 1856

C. BINDLEY Pract. Horsemanship led. 21 Introd. 13 She [a

mare] is the ' milk-white '. Now there is a breed of " bone-

whites '. of a bluish tinge, with blackish muzzles. 1883

Century Mag. XXVII. 3 Torture them [horses] in their

last hours on the way to the *bone-yard.

17. Special comb. : f bone-ache, -ague, pain
in the bones ; bone-ash, the mineral residue of

bones burnt in contact with air, a white, porous,
and friable substance, composed chiefly of phos-

phate of lime
; t bone-baster (see quot.^ ; bone-

bed, a geological stratum abounding with bones of

animals; bone-black, the product of the carbon-

isation of bones, extensively used as a decolorizing

and deodorizing agent, as a pigment, etc.
;
bone-

breaker, he who or that which breaks bones
;
a

name ofthe Osprey (L. ossifraga. Ger. Beinbrec/itr] ;

also attrib. ; bone-breccia, breccia containing

many fragments of bones : bone-brown, a pigment
obtained from bones or ivory by roasting till ren-

dered uniformly brown ; bone-eave, a cave in

which are found bones of extinct or recent animals ;

bone-charcoal = bone-black ; bone-dog, a kind of

Dog-fish ; bone-dust, bones ground for manur-

ing purposes ;
bone-earth = bone-ash

; bone-fat,

marrow ; bone-fever,
'

phlegmonous inflamma-

tion of the hand and arm, often seen in workers in

bone' (fiyil. Soc. Lex.'; bone-fish (see quots.);

bone-flower, dial, name of the daisy (J. Huttun

Tour I 'ai'es Gloss. ; bone-grease, or Sc. bane-

grease,
' the oily substance produced from bones,

bruised and stewed on a slow fire
'

(Jamieson) ;

bone -grubber = bone -picker; bone -house, a

charnel-house ;
a coffin ;

the human body ;
bone-

manure, a manure prepared from bones
;
bone-

mill, a mill for grinding or crashing bones or

bone-black; bone -nippers (Smyeiy), 'cutting

forceps, used in the removal of bone
'

(.S>/. Soc.

Lex.) ; bone-oil, a fetid, blackish-brown, thick

oil obtained by the dry distillation of bones, and

in the preparation of bone-black
;
bone -picker,

one who lives by collecting bones from heaps of

refuse, etc.
; bone-polisher >

slang}, the cat-o'-nine

tails, or the man who wields it ; bone-shaker, a

humorous name given to the bicycle as it existed

before the introduction of india-rubber tires and

other improvements ; bone-spavin, a bony excres-

cence or hard swelling on the inside of a hock of

a horse's leg ; bone-spirit, a crude ammoniacal

liquor obtained from bone
; t bone-work, work

done with bone bobbins (applied to bone-lace .

Also BONE-LACE, -SET, -SETTER, -SHAW, -WORT.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. II. iii. 20 The vengeance on the

whole Camp, or, rather the "bone-ach. 1659 CLOBERY Da'.

Glimpses 35 ( Halliw. ) They a 'bone-ague get to plague their

crimes. 1622 MALYNES Anc. La-.n-Mercli. 284 The Assay

master tooke foure copples or leasts, which are made of

"Bone-ashes. 1822 J. PLATTS Bk.Cnriosities Ixxiv. 719 The

cupel, which was composed of bone-ash. 1600 ROWLANDS
Let. Humours Blood iv. 64 And lets him see *Bone-baster;

thats his staffe. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 194 In the upper

Silurian Rocks, in a "bone-bed of the Downton sandstone.

1815 Specif. J. Taylor's Patent No. 3929 Bones converted

either into ivory or "bone black, animal charcoal, or into

white bone ash. 1861 HfLME tr. Moquiu- Tandon II. in. 160

Known as animal charcoal, or bone black. 1598 I LORIO,

Ossifraga, a kind of hauke or eagle called a "bone-breaker.

1721 1800 BAILEY, Bont-brrahtr, a kind of Eagle. 1865

LVHUOCK Preh. Times 249 In a "bone-breccia of this nature

the flint-implements would be relatively more abundant.

Ibid 63 Our knowledge of this ancient period is derived

principally from . . the " Bone-Caves. 1878 A. RAMSAY t'hys.

Geog. xxviii. 459 Bone-caves . . always occur in limestone

strata. 1859 YARRELL Brit. FishrsM. 3' II. 5>9 The Picked

Dog-fish . along the south-eastern coast . . is almost uni-

versally called the 'Bone-Dog. 1834 Brit. Hnsb. I. 307

KITectsof"bone-dust and bones. 1848 Gard. C hron. 437 1 he

clergyman had . . put a handful of bone-dust under every tree

and shrub. 1734 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XXX\ III. 317

Mormyrus, ex cinereo nigricans, the *Bone-Fish. 1809

KENDALL 'J'nir. II. Iii. 204 The species of whale taken was

.the bone-fish, .valued for the article called in commerce

whale-bone. 1862 MAYHEW Crim. Prisons spA black-chmned

and lanthorn-jawed "bone-grubber. 1799 Chraii. in Ann.

Reg. 3/2 The "bone-house in the Church yard. 1846 WAI.BRAN

Gnide Kipon, The celebrated
' Bone-house

'

no longer exists.

1870 EMERSON Soc. f, Sol. vi. 119 This wonderful bone-

house which is called man. a 1848 MARRYAT A'. Reefer Ivu,

Master at arms, bru>,h up the 'bone-polishers. 1857 OU
Commodore II. 192 He became body servant and bone-

polisher to No. 2. 1874 A. HOWARD Bicycle to In 1870 and

1871 the low, long
"' bone-shaker

'

began to fall in public1071 ine tow, lung uuijc-simiici uv,.ni i" ^
esteem. 1883 C. SPENSER in Kcho i Sept. 1/6 The bicy.

of the present day differs [greatly] from the bone-shaker

introduced into England in 1868. 1607 TOPSELL J-oiir-f.

Beasts 316 The dry spaven. .is a great hard knob..mthi

inside of the hough, .called of some the 'bone-spaven. 1577

HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1099/2 A faire hat of veluet, with a

broad
' bone-worke lace about it.

Bone, a. Thieves' cant. [app. f. F. ban good ;

or a retention of ME. ban, boon : see BOON.] Good.

1851 M WHEW Lond. Labour I. 364 A mark . . placed on

the door post of such as are bone or gammy in order to in-

form the rest of the school where to call.

BONELET.

Bone (bJun), z;.l [f.
BO.NE f//.]

1 1. intr. ? To throw out spicules of bone. Obs.

1664 in Pepys Diary 11879' III. 96 [Charm against a

tlwrn} Jesus ..Was pricked both with nail and thorn; It

neither wealed, nor belled, rankled nor boned.

2. trans. To deprive of the bone; to take out

the bones, e. g. from meat, fish, etc.
; alsoyf^.

1494 Act iiHen.l'IJ, xxiii, Fish, .not boned or splatted.

1552 HULOKT, Bonen, or plucke oute bones, exosso. 1674
tr. Schemer's Lapland xviii. 92 Having boiled the fish they
first bone them. 1853 SOYER Pantropli. 139 Cook a ham .

then bone it. 1880 RI-SKIH Deucalion No. 7 You give it

[a book) to a reviewer, first to skin it, and then to bone it,

and then to chew it, and then to lick it, and then to give it

you down your throat like a handful of pilau.

3. To furnish with bones, as a. to manure with

bones ;
b. to stiffen (stays) with whalebone.

1871 Figure- Training 49 Having my stays very fully
boned

and fitted with shoulder-straps. 1873 R. CALDECOTT in Pall

Mall G. 1 1 June (1886) 4/1 A fine grass field . . well boned last

winter.

Bone (byn), v. 2 slang. [Origin unknown: it has

been conjectured to be a sense of prec.,
'
to seize

as a dog does a bone
'

;
also referred to BONE a.~]

trans. To take into custody, apprehend ;
to lay

hold of; to seize and take possession of, steal.

1819 J. H. VAI-X Mem. II. 157 Tell us how you was boned,

signifies, tell us the story of your apprehension. 1846 Comic

jack Giant Killer n. i. led. 3' 6 For not the slightest
' bones

'

made he Of 'boning' people's 'grub'. 1879 F. POLLOK

Sport Brit. Bnrma/i II. 22, I wounded a tusker . . but the

Karens, .found it dead and boned the tusks.

Bone, v. ?: *ee Buxisu vbl. sli.-

Bone, obs. form of BANE, BOON, BOON.

t Bone-ace. Ols. [see BONE sb. 14.] A game
at cards in which the third card dealt to each

player is turned up, and the player who has the

highest obtains the ' bone' or half the stake ;
also

the name of the ace of diamonds, which is the

highest card in this game.
1611 FLORIO, Trcntnno, a game at cards called one and

thirtie or bone-ace. 1617.Machisvll's Dogge (Halliw.) What

shall bee our game? Pnmero? Gleeke? Or one and thirty,

bone-ace or new-cut ? 1680 COTTON Compl. Gamester in

Singer Hist. Cards (18161 342 The ace of diamonds is Bone-

Ace", and wins all other cards whatever, a 1726 V ANBRUCH

Pro-.: Hnsh. n. Plays (17301 305 You, and I, and sister . .

may play at one and thirty Bone-ace purely.

Boned ;b<7und), ///. a. [f.
BONE + -ED.]

1. Having bones. Chiefly in composition, as

birr-, high-, strong-boned, etc.

i297 R. GLOL-C. 414 pydie man he was ynou. .wel yboned

& strong 1413 I.YDG. Pylgr. So*.vl<- IV. xxxil. 11483) 81 Wel

ioynted and myghtely boned. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. IV. ill.

46 No big-bon'd-men fram'd of the Cyclops size. 1871

NAPHEVS J'rei'. % Cure Dis. i. iii. 95 Families raised on this

water are larger boned than others.

fg i*45 RUTHERFORD Tryal 4 Tri. faith (1845) 165

Kaitii is sinewed and boned with spiritual courage.

2. Furnished with bone or bones; as a. manured

with bone ;
b. stiffened with whalebone.

1814 Brit. Hnsb. I. xix. 394 Land of similar quality, but

not Ixmed. 1871 Figure-Training 58 A nicely-fitting and

well-boned corset.

3. Deprived of the bones ; esp. in Cookery.

I72 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Soles, The flesh of Bon'd

Soles. 18184 Daily Til. 9 Feb. ,
Boned turkey, ham, salad.

Bone-lace, [f-
BONE sb. 50 + LACE.]

1. Lace, usually of linen thread, made by knitting

upon a pattern marked by pins, with bobbins

originally made of bone; formerly called bont-

-Mork lace ;
now largely superseded by bobbin-net.

1574 HH.LOWES Grifuara's Ep. (1577) 316 To see her. .take

her cushin for bone lace, or her rocke to spmne. 1666 Land.

Gaz No CM/-! Our Manufactures.. of Points and Bone-laces.

1700' STE'FLE Taller No. 61 ? 4 [They]
should be sent to knit,

or sit down to Bobbins or Bone-lace. 1807 VANCOL-VER

Afric. Devon 11813)4 Its chief manufactures are the dif-

ferent kinds of woollen cloths, as also of bone-lace.

2 attrib. and in comb., as bone-lace-edging, -maker.

i6 'Simp. Reasons in Harl.Misc. (Malh.i IV. 178 Davison

a bonelace-maker. 1883 Daily AVIM 26 June 5/7 An Innish-

macsaint body-trimming and a bone-lace edging.

Bo-ne-laced,///.. [f- P"*. + -ED*.] Trimmed

with bone-lace.

,762 STERNE Tr. Shandy V. vii. 43 Her bone-laced caps.

Boneless (bo-nles\ a. [OE. banleas, f. ban,

BONE + leas, -LESS.]

Without bones ;
destitute of bone.

c 1000 Riddla xlvi. 3 (Gr.) pat banlease bryd. a
1225^.

Marher. 18 Blodles ant banks, dumbe ant deaue. 1605

SHAKS. Maet. i. vii. 5, I would . . Haue pluckt my Nipple

from his Bonelesse Gummes. 1618 CHAPMAN Hatoln.

25 The bonelesse fish [octopus] doth eat his feet for colde.

1854 BADHAM Halient. 439 The boneless eel of Archestratus

was no doubt the lamprey. . ,

\}.Jig. Wanting 'backbone ; without 'stamina ;

'invertebrate'.
1882 \ B. HOPE Brandrtths III. 1. 280 The Lord Chan-

cellor read a Queen's Speech jubilant with more boneless

promises of gigantic reform. 1884 Contemp. Xn>. Ma>

630 Those boneless beings who repeat idiotically all they

''Bonelet (bon-nlet). [see -LET.] A small bone

1854 H. MILLER Footpr. Great, v. (1874) 93 The carpal

bonelets of the pectoral fins.

Boner(e, -eyre, variants of BONAIR a. Obs.



BONESET.

Boiieset (tw'nse't). [prob. f. BONE *- SET v,,

in allusion to reputed medicinal virtues.] ( a. The
common Comfrey, Sytnphytum officinale. Obs. rare.

b. The popular name of a North American plant,

Eupatorium fcrfoliatum, valued for its medicinal

properties ; thorough-wort. Also attrib.

1670 RAY Catal. Plant. Angliz in Britten PLint-n. s.v.,
Fracturas ossium consolidat, unde et Anglice h nonnullis
Boneset dicitur. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 199 Eupa-
torium perfoliatnm is known in North America under the
name of Boneset. 1866 MRS. STOWED//. Foxes 51 Go into
the kitchen and make yourself some good boneset tea.

Bone-setter (twu-nse-tsa). One who sets dis-

located or broken bones ; a surgeon ;
now applied

spec, to one who makes a distinct calling of treat-

ing fractures, without being a certified surgeon.
c 1470 Play Sacram. 539 He ys allso a boone setter. (-1510

BARCLAY Mir)'. Gvnd Mann. (1570) Dvj, A bone setter

he hyreth. 16*2 PEACHAM Coinpl. Gentl. xi. (1634! 99 Ac-
counted the best Bone-setter in the Country. 1706 HEARN
Rent, fy Colt. 118851 I. 226 An Eminent Bone-setter and a

good Surgeon. 1884 Pall Mall G. 24 Sept. 5/1 A bone-
setter is a sort of amateur surgeon, who has learnt the art

of curing dislocations empirically, and who practises that

particular branch of surgeryinan informal, irregular manner
..Of late.. the art of the bone-setter has risen into some
repute with the regular profession.

So Bone-setting vbl. sb. and///, a.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Algebra, bone setting. 1676
WISEMAN Snrg. (J.) A fractured leg set in the country by
one pretending to bonesetting. 1808 BENTHAM Sc. Reform
50 The bone setting or bone breaking hundred-mile road.

t Bo'iiesliaw- Obs. Forms : 4 boon-, 4-5
bon-, 5 baiie-, baynschawe, boiieshawe, 7

boneshaw, )S boneshave. [f. BONE sb. I
;
but the

meaning of shaw does not appear : the Exmoor
-shave appears to be due to popular etymology.]

1. Sciatica or hip-gout.
c 1350 J. ARDERNE Chiriirg, in Promp. Pan'. 44 note, Ad

guttam in osse que dicitur bonschawe, multum valet oleum
de vitellis ovorum, *i inde ungatur. c 1400 Sloan MS. 100
f. 7 in Promp. Part'. 44 note, A good medicyn for boon-
schawe. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 44 Bonschawe, sekenesse . .

tessedo, sciasis. 1483 Cath. Angl. 20 i pe Bane schawe,
ossedo. 1579 LASGHAM Gard. Health (1633! 93 For the
boneshaw and gout, seethe the flowers with wine, a 1600
MONTGOMERIE in Watson Coll. Sc. Poems III. 13 With Bock-
blood and Benshaw. a 1778 Chorus in Exmoor Scolding
note, As the water runs by the stave Good for bone-shave.

2. = Bone-spavin : see BONE sb. 17. (? An error.)
1790 GROSE Pror. E. Diet., Boneshave, a bony or horny

excrescence or tumor growing out of horses heels.

BoiLet^e, -tt(e, obs. forms of BONNET.
Bonetta, variant of BONITO.

t Boneve-ntor. Obs. rare. [? Can the name have
arisen in some way from Fr. bonne aventure or It.

buonaventura good luck, as if '

happy-go-lucky
fellows, adventurers'.] See quot. Cf. BONAVEX-
TUKE 3.

1643 Five years A". Jas. etc. in Hart. Misc. (Main.) V
351 Divers sects of vicious persons . . as the sect of roaring-

boys, boneventors, bravado's, quarterers, and such like,

being persons prodigal, .having run themselves in debt.

t Bo'ne-WOrt. Obs. Forms: i banwyrt, 3

bonwurt, 5 banworte, 6 banwort, bauwurt.
banwoort, 7-8 bonewort. [OE. banwyrt, f. ban,
BONE + wyrt, WORT.]
A name given, on account of their supposed bone-

healing properties, to several different plants, as the
common Daisy, Golden-Rod, Centnmy(>y/hriea),
Yellow Mountain Pansy, Consolida minor, and
Osmund Royal or Flowering Fern.

ciwxtAgs. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 300 Uiola altrosa et niola

purpnrra, banwyrt. riooo Sax. Leeclid. I. 294 Deos wyrt
^e man violam, & oSrum naman banwyrt nemneo, ys Sreora
cynna. c 1265 / 'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 556 Osmunda, osmunde,
bonwurt. c 1400 Roy. MS. 18 A vi. f. 72 b in Promp. l'ar->.

52 note, Bryse-wort or bon-wort or daysye. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 20/1 Banworte, consolidum. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis
XII. Prol. 115 In battill gyrs burgionys the banwort wyld.
1565-73 COOPER Tkesaur., Bellis, the whyte daysy, called
ofsome the margarite, in the North banwoort. 1736 BAILEY
Househ. Diet. 2 Take adder's spear, alehoof . . bone-wort.

t Bonfacion, a. Obs. [?f. F. bonne good +
fafcn fashion.] } In fashion, fashionable.

1584 Three Ladies Lond. \. in Hazl. Dodsl. VI. 254 And
art thou gotten so bonfacion and brave?

Bonfire (b()-nf3ioj), sb. Forms: Sc. 5- bane-,
6 bain-, 5-8 bone-, 6- bonfire

; also 6 bonne,
boane-, boun-, bond-, 7 boon;e, 8 burnfire ;

north, and Sc. 5-9 bane-, 6 bainfire.
[f. BONE sb. \

+ FIRE = fire of bones. The etymological spell-

ing bone-fre, Sc. bane-fire, was common down to

1760, though bonfire was also in use from the

i6thc., and became more common as the original
sense was forgotten. Johnson in 175=1 decided for

bonfire, 'from bon good, (Fr.) andyf'. But the

shortening of the vowel was natural, from its

position ; cf. knowledge, Monday, foilier, etc. In

Scotland with the form bane-fire, the memory of

the original sense was retained longer ;
for the

annual midsummer ' banefire' or 'bonfire' in the

burgh of Hawick, old bones were regularly collected

and stored up, down to c. 1800.]
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f 1. A fire of hones
;
a great fire in which bones

were burnt in the open air. Obs.
(The 1 7th c. quotations are chiefly allusive, implying a

knowledge that bon(c]fires ought to burn bones.)
1483 Cath. Anel. 20/1 A banefyre, ignis ossium. 1493

/V.r<yz'rf//(W.deW. 1515! 105 In worshyppe of saynte Johan
the people waked at home, & made iij maner of fyres. One
was clene bones and noo woode, and that is called a bone
fyre. a 1552 in Leland Brit. Coll, I. p. Ixxvi, In some parts
of Lincolnshire . . on some peculiar nights, they make great
fires in the public streets of their Towns with bones of oxon,
sheep, &c. which are heaped together before. I am apt to
beheve . . that from hence came the original of Bonefires.

1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tamburl. in. iii, Making bonfires
for my overthrow. But, ere I die, those foul idolaters Shall
make me bonfires with their filthy bones. 1684 DINELI.V
Dk. Beaufort's Progr. Wales 154 A fire of joy . . called a
Bonfire, .being part wood and part bones. [1655 FL-I.LKK
Ch. Hist. ix. 52 Both parties, .would in a bonefire of their

generall joy, have burnt this unhappy bone of dissention
cast betwixt them. 1674 \V. STANLEY Row, Horseleech 82
(Skeatl Causing all the bones of Becket to be burnt . . and
how his arms should escape that bonefire is very strange.]

f 2. A tire in which to consume corpses, a

funeral pile, a pyre. (The ordinary transl. of L.

pyrat rogi4s in i6-i7th c.) Obs.

1552 HL-LOKT, Bonefyre . . pyra. 1565 GOLDISG Ovftfs
Mt-t. vii. Or els without solemnitie were burnt in bone-fire^
hie. 1583 STAXYHURST s-Encid iv. iArb.) 119 Madlye she
[Dido] scaleth Thee top of her banefyer. 1639 HORN& Ro-
BOTHAM GateLang. Unl. xcvii. 96 1 The dead corps is buried :

they of old made a bone-fire, and therein burnt it. 1658
SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. ii. 22 Burning [was] perhaps not

fully disused till Christianity fully established gave the
finall extinction to these sepulchrall Bonefires.

3. A fire for immolation ; a fire in which heretics,

bibles, or proscribed books were burnt. Still fa-

miliarly applied to a great fire for burning up
thorns, brushwood, or rubbish, though, as tJu

purpose is not now specifically considered as

constituting a bonfire, not distinguished from
sense 4 b.

1581 J. BELL Haddon*s Ansiv. Osor, 483/2 You would have
made boanefiers with yc blood of many good Preachers.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. ix. (1632) 79 Their holy Bibles
cast into Bone-fires. 1638 SHIRI.KY Mart. Soldier iv. ii.

'm Bullen O.PL (18821 1.228 Methinks Christians make the
bravest Bonefires ofany people in the Universe. 1640 BKOMK
Sparagns Gard. \, v. 132 Making a Bon-fire in Smithrield.

1653 A. WILSON Jus. /, 47 He [James I] thanks them for

the Bonefire they made of certain Papers. 1678 BI/TLER
Hud. in. ii. 1543. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 98 ? 3 Many
of the Women threw down their Head-dresses in the Middle
of his Sermon, and made a Bonfire of them. 1845 S. AUSTIN'
Ranke's Hist. Kef. I [. 9 Luther's writings were collected
and publicly burned

; but the emperor might be seen to
smile ironically as he passed these bonfires,

f b. (Ireland} An incendiary fire. Obs.

1633!'. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. ii. 11821) 231 That, .the Couniy
of Clare might be freed from bonfires. Ibid. xvji. 183 They
departed, before they had made any Bonfiers in Mounster.
4. A large fire kindled in the open air for a cele-

bration, display, or amusement :

a. (orig.l on certain anniyersaries, esp. on the

eves of St. John and St. Peter (cf. Fr. feu de la

Saint-Jean, (jtr.Johaimis fetter, and BALE-FIRK .

These were originally bone-fires in sense I (where
cf. quot. 1493), and appear to have come down
from heathen times.

1493 Privy Purse Exp. Hen. I'll, in Brand Pop. Ant.
1 1870) I. 174 To the makyng of the bonefuyr on Middesomer
Eve, ior. 1570 B. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. iv. 54 b, Then doth
the ioyfull feast of John the Baptist take his turne, When
bonfiers great with loftie flame, in every towne doe bunie.

1575 Ord. Cooks Newcastle in Brand Pop. Ant. (18701 1. 178
The said Felloship of Cookes shall yearelie. .mainteigneand
keep the Bone-fires, .that is to say, one Bone-fire on the
Even of the Feast of the Nativitie of St. John Baptist . .

and the other on the Even of the Feast of St. Peter the

Apostle. 1581 Si. Acts "fas. l'I. (15971 104 Setteris out of

Bane-fyers, singers ofCarrales. .and ofsikvthers superstitious
and Papisticall rites. 1600 ROWLANDS Let. Humours ViW
iv. 65 At leaping ore a Midsommer bon-fier. 1867 in Brand

Pop, Ant. (1870) I. 177 Bonfires are still made on Midsum-
mer Eve, in the northern parts of England and in Wales.

b. (In general modern use) in celebration of

some event of public or local interest, or on some
festive occasion, as a victory, jubilee, the birth or

marriage of the heir to an estate, etc.
; but also

applied to any great blazing fire made for amuse-

ment, or combining amusement with the burning
of rubbish, thorns, weeds, etc. (Cf. sense 3.)

(The Fifth of November bonfires combined various senses

of the word, i

1530 PALSGR. 199/2 Bonne fyre, fe-s de behwrdis. 1556
Chron, Gr, Friars (1852) 32 Commandement . . that there
shulde be a gret bonfyer at Powlles churche dore . . for the

fires.
^ 1591 RALEIGH Last Fight Rev. 17 Celebrate the

Victoria with bonefiers in euerte town. msDKAYTOM^ar,
M'arres iv. xxiii, With Bells and Bone-fires welcomes her
ashore. 1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mec/i. xxxvii. 309 The
People .. testified their Joy by numerous Bon-fires. 1710
ADDISOM Whig-Exam. No. 2^9 The mob has huzza'd round
bonefires. 1736 BVROM Rent. (18561 II. i. 35 You have had
burnfires and bells and shooting and drinking. 1772 PRIEST-
LEY Inst, Relig. (17821 1. 384 Our custom . . of making bon-
fires on the fifth of November. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria
(1849) 365 They built a great bonfire, .and men and women
danced round it. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 631.

BONIFACE.

C. attrib. or comb.

1^96 SHAKS. i Hen. II', in. iii. 47 Thou art a perpetual!
Triumph, an euerlasting Bone-fire-Light. 1690 Hist, Wars
Ireland in Bonfire-Works .. were no sooner lighted, but
the Allarm-Signal was given.

Bonfire (tyrnfaiei), v. rare.
[f. prec.]

1. trans. To illuminate with bonfires.

1605 ROWLANDS Hell's broke Loose 35 Boone-fier the
streets; set Bells a worke to ring, a 1797 H. WALPOLE in

J. Doran Hanwer Queens The streets were illuminated &
bonfired.

2. intr. To make bonfires. Hence Bo'nfiring.
1865 CAHLYLE Frcdk. Gt. VI. xv. xii. 96 That was the Old

Dessauer's bonfiring for the Victory of Sohr.

Bong, Bongle, obs. forms of BUNG, BUXOLF, v.

t Bo'Ugrace. Obs. Also 6 bun-, 6
7 bone-,

boone-, 7 bond-, boun-grace. [a. F. bonne-

grace
'

th' vppermost flap of the down-hanging
taile of a French-hood (whence belike our Koon-

grace? Cotgr. ;
f. bonne good, grace grace.]

1. A shade or curtain formerly worn on the front

of women's bonnets or caps to protect the com-

plexion from the sun
;

a sunshade. See quot.
1617 ; the later one may consequently belong to 2.)

1530 PALSGR. 907 The bone grace, le nionfflet, 1533 Par-
dinit-r ty I-'r. in Hazl. Dodsl. I. 203 Her bongrace which she
ware, with her French hood, When she went out always
for sun-burning. 1595 R. WILSON Pedlars Proph. B ij,

Fillets and bungraces. 1604 DLKKER Kings Entert. 311
This boon-grace hee made of purpose to keepehis face from
heate. 1617 MORYSON Itin, in. iv. i. 170 A French shadow
of vcluct to defend them from the Sunne, which our Gentle-
women of old borrowed from the French, and called them
Bonegraces, now altogether out of vse with us. i636DAvns-
ANT Pluton. Lovers Wks. (1673) 411 Had she been but old

enough to wear a Bongrace.
y/V- 1609 HKYWOOD Brit. Troy vi, civ. 137 A Grove
through which the lake doth run, Making his Bowes a Bon-
grace from the Sun.

2. A broad-brimmed hat fitted to shade the face.

art'/i. or Obs.
1606 HOLLAND Siteton. 75 A broad brim'd Hat \marg. or

Bond-grace -petasats\ upon his head. 1638 Songs Cos-
tume 1 18491 '4 Straw hats shall be no mure bongraces, From
the bright sun to hide your faces. 1719 DT'iu'i.v Pills 118721
IV. 107 Her Bungract: of wended Straw. 1815 SCOT r Gny
M. iii, An old-fashioned bonnet called a ban -grace-.

3. 'Junk-fenders; for booming off obstacles from
a ship's sides or bows'. Smyth Sailors U'ord-l>k.

t Bongre, a^v. and prep. Obs. [a. F. bon gre
(for de bon g>\

! of good will), in advb. phr. bon

gre mal grc willingly or unwillingly: cf. maugre^\
A. adv. With good will, agreeably. B./;v/.

Agreeably to.

,'1325 E.'J-:. Allit. P. C. 56 J?e had bowed to his bode,
bongre my hyure. 1598 TOFTE Alba, The Months Minde
1 18801 30 His seruice is not tooke boun gree.

: Bonhomie b0n0m;~). Also bonhommie.
[mod.F. bonhomie, formerly bonhommie, f. bon-

liommc.] Good nature
;

the quality of being a

good fellow.

1803 MAR. EDGEWORTH Belinda (1832; I. ui. 48 My lord
swallowed the remedy, .with a bonhommie which it did me
good to behold. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxxix, The bonhommie
of his character. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsni. xiv. 174 That
bonhommie which won the hearts of all who knew him. 1878
MOHLHY Diderot II. 259 Diderot's candour, simplicity,
happy bonhomie, and sincerity.

H Bonliomme (b0n<rm). Also 6-7 bon-,
bonehome. [Fr. ;

= good man.]
1 1. A member of an order of begging friars

who came over to England in the i J.th c.

<-i$26 PYNSOS (title) The Extirpacion of Ignorancy. By
Sir Paule Bussle preest and Bonhome of Edyndon. 1530
PALSGR. 199/2 Bonhom a religious man, bonhotnnie. 1610
HOLLAND Camdens Brit. i. 244 William de Edmdon . .

erected a Colledge Bonis hominibits, Bon-homes, as they
called them, that is for good men. 1655 FTLLFR Ch. Hist.
vi. III. 278. a 1697 AUBRKY ll'ilts Coll. in Sat. Rev. (1864)
XVIII. 462/1 This Country was very full of Religious
Howses ; a man could not have travelled but he must have
mett Monkes, Fryars, Bonhommes. .in their severall habits.

f b. A member of a reformed order of Fran-
ciscan friars, said by Littr6 to owe their name to

the appellation Bonhomme given by Louis XI. to

St. Francis de Paule, their founder
; a friar minim.

1656 V>\.w&~sGlossogr.,Bonho)nes, a religious order of Fryers
entituled by Saint Francis de Paulo. 1678 PHILLIPS, Bon-
hommes. .were also called Fryer Minims, or Minorites.

1 2. A name given to the Albigenses. Obs.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. A Ibigcnses, They were also known
by various other names; as. .Bons-hommes, Passagers, etc.

113. A peasant. Jacques Bonhomme : the French

peasant.
1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. <$ Eng. (18641 HI. 2 The

bpn-homme Sperling . . and house-folk, and the Duke and
his circle each kept themselves to themselves.

Bonibel, variant of BONNIBELL.

Boniface (tyrnifc's). [Proper name.] The
name of the jovial innkeeper in Farquhar's Beaux'

Stratagem 1707 ; whence taken as the generic

proper name of innkeepers; 'mine host', or 'the

landlord' of the inn.

[Not in BAILEY, JOHNSON or TODD. ] 1803 BRISTED Pedcst.
Tour I. 120 To give the characteristic features and to stamp
the peculiar traits of honest Boniface. 1829 SCOTT IVov.
Note 5, The devolution of the whole actual business . . of
the Inn upon the poor gude wife was very common among
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BONIFATE. 986 BONNET.
the Scottish Bonifaces, 1861 EMERSON Cotid. Life ii. 42,
1 knew a burly Boniface who for many years kept a public-
house in one of our rural capitals.

Hence {humorously) Bonifa'cial a.

1859 SALA Gaslight $ D. viii. 99 There is the landlord, in

. .his bonifacial apron.

t Bo-nifate, a. Ol>s,~ [ad. late L. bonifattts

(= Gr. tu^otpos), f. bonum good, fatum fate.]

Lucky, fortunate, well-fated.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Bonifate, that hath good fortune,

Bonification (fymifik^-Jsn). [a. F. bonifica-

tion, n. of action f. bonifier ; see BONIFY.]
fl. Amelioration, bettering ; augmentation of

the produce of a tax, etc. Obs.

1789 T. JEFFERSON Corr. (1830) 460 He showed that this

could be made up without a new tax, by economies and
bonifications which he specified.

2. The paying of a bonus.

1876 GOSCHEN in Daily News 4 Oct. 6/3 The bonification

of 25 per cent, to the holders of the floating debt.

BoniforiH (bp'nifjcum), a. [ad. mod.L. boni~

formis (f. bonum good + -formis having the form of),

used by H. More {Enchir. Ethic. I. ii.) to translate

Plato's d-yatfoaSqs.] Having the form of good ;

akin to the Good. Used by H. More to denote a,

faculty by which moral goodness is appreciated.
1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 254 The divine effulgence

and operation is one essence, both simple, and impartible,
and boniforme. 1678 CuDWORTH Intell. Syst. 204 Know-
ledge and Truth, may. .be said to be Boniform things, and
of Kin to the Chief Good. 1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc. 186
The Moral Tast and Relish, that which the Platomsts call

'Aya#oei6fcs the Boniform faculty of the Soul. 1793 T. TAY-
LOR Orat. Julian 21 The heavens are replenished from the
sun with boniform powers. 1830 MACKINTOSH Eth. Philos.

Wks. 1846 I. 93 Dr. Henry More.. seems to have given the

first intimations of a distinct moral faculty, which he calls

'the Boniform Faculty'.

Bonify (tyrnifai), v. [ad. F. bonifie-r(jn. Cotgr.),
f. L. bonus good + -far : L. -ficare to make.]
fl. trans. To do good to, benefit. Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne \\-$4,\ 493 To bonifie or benefit.

2. To make good, turn into good.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 221 To be able to Bonifie

Evils, or Tincture them with Good. Ibid. 876 The Divine
Art. .appeareth, in Bonifying these Evils. 1880 Minerva
Aug. 177 The Romans did. .bonify the air and soil of their

city by filling up marshes and constructing sewers,

Boniness ,b<'-nini-s\ Bony quality.
1884 ANNIE THOMAS in West. Morn. News 26 Aug. 6/4 The

. . extra boniness. .of bullocks.

Boning (b^u-ain), vbl.sb^-
[f.

BoXE v. + -ING 1
.]

1. The removing of bones from meat, fish, etc.

1495 Act ii Hen. f-V/, xxiii, For bonyng napyng and
packing of a barell fisshe, )d. 1884 Girl's Own Paper June
491/3 Boning meat and poultry.
2. The applying of bones to land as manure.
1875 Agric. Holdings Act xcii. 5 An improvement com-

prised in following . . Boning of land with undissolved bones.

Boning 'bJu-nin), vbl. sl>:2 Surveying, Build-

ing, etc. The process of levelling or of judging
of the straightness of a surface or line by the eye,
as by looking along the tops of two straight edges
or along a line of poles placed some distance apart ;

also atfrib., as in boning rod, stick, telescope.
1785 ROY Sitrwy. in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 411 Twenty-

four boning rods had been originally provided. 1795 Trigon.
Surv. ibid. LXXXV. 477 Using the transit as a boning
telescope. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 581 Joiners
try up their work by boning with two straight -edges, which
determine whether, .the surface be twisted ora plane. 1877
PEACOCK .V. IV. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Boning-stick, a

simple instrument used for setting out the depth of drains
or other cuttings in the soil. 1886 Blackw, Mag. Sept, 326/1
Spirit level, boning rod and telescope.

t Bo'nisll, a. Obs. rare. [f. BONE sb. + -ISH.]

Having large or prominent bones.

1530 PALSCR. 306/2 Bonysshe, that hath great bones, ossii.

Bonitarian (tyniteeiifin), a. Rom. Law. [f.

late L. bonitari-us (cited only in Greek spelling,

StffTroTTjs fioviraptos, Theophilus I. 5. 4"), f. L. bom4s

good, or bonitas good quality, in reference to the

classical in bonis esse, in bonis kabere.'] -next.
1861 MAINE Anc. Law viii. 11876} 295 The Roman distri-

bution of rights over property into Quiritarian or legal,
and (to use a word of late origin) Bonitarian, or equitable.
1876 DIGBV Real Prop. vi. 281 Beneficial, or, as it was bar-

barously called by the commentators, bonitarian ownership.
1880 MUIRHEAD Gains 458.

Bouitary (tyrnitari), a. [see prec.] Beneficial ;

having possession with all its benefits, but without
a legal 'title'.

1833 J. KENRICK m Philot. Museum II. 634 They were
compelled to concede to the revolted plebeians at first only
the bonitary dominion of their lands, i.e. the power of using
them liable to perpetual revocation. 1875 POSTE Gains n.
com. 188 He [Theophilus] also calls bonitary dominion
natural dominion, as opposed to statutory, civil, or quiritary
dominion.

!l Bonito (bfmrto). Forms : 7 bonuto, 7-9
-eto, 8 bineto, boneeto, -ite, -ata, 8-9 -eta,

-ita, -etta, 6- bonito. [a. Sp. bonito, of doubtful

origin : bonito adj. 'pretty good, pretty' is a

native Sp. word ; but the Sp. Academy derive the

name of the fish from an Arabic bainith, which
looks like an adaptation of the Spanish.]

The striped tunny ;
a fish growing to the length

of three feet, common in tropical seas, living chiefly
on the flying-fish. The name is also given to one
or two other similar fish.

I599HAKLUYT Voy, II. 11. 105 Bonitos and flying fishes. 1622
R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) 67 The bonito, or Spanish
makerell, is altogether like unto a makerell, but that it is

somewhat more growne. 1713 Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 234
We took, .a Fish which some thought was a Bpneta. 1773
COOK ist Voy. I. 98 The heaviest and most vigorous fish,

such as bonettas and albicores. 1829 SOUTHEY O. Newman
\. Wks. X. 275 Gay bonitos in their beauty glide, 1833
MARRVAT P. Simple (1863) 217 The bonetas and dolphins.

.

chased the flying fish, 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. viii.

fBo'nity. Obs. [ad. L. bonitas 'goodness',
which it has been formed to represent in the

original sense, no longer present in the living

representative F. bontc, Kng. BOUNTY.] Goodness.
1585 R. PARSONS Chr. Exerc. n. iii. 295 Bonitie, in hurt-

ing no man. a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheoin. \\. x. 3 (1622) 304
He is. .aSuper-good. .as surpassing all other Bonitie. a 1670
HACKET Cent. Serin. 797 The inherent bonity which is in

our works. 1790 B. MARTIN Bibl. Tec/in, xi. 194 Goodness
or Bonity is defined to be the Convenience or Agreement of

things with the Law and Standard of their Nature.

Bonk(e, obs. form of BANK sb.^

t Bonket. Obs. rare. (See quot.)
i6ixCoTGR., Astragale, a huckle-bone orbonket ;

the first

bone of th' instup ; the Gamethats played with huckle-bones,

Bon mot: s^e BON.

Bonnack, -ock, variants of BANNOCK.
r 1730 BUST Lett. N. Scotl. (1818.) I. 246 The bonnack . .

baked on a plate over the fire. 1786 KfRNS Earnest Cry
xx, Twa mashlum bonnocks.

Bonnage, variant of BONAGE.

Bonnaght, variant of BONAGHT. Obs.

Bonnaille, variant of BONALLY. Sc.

\\ Bonne (ben'., a. and $b. [F. bonne, fern, of

bon good ; also sb. a nurse, i. e. 'good woman '.]

t A. adj. Good. Obs.
a 1529 SKELTON Magnyf. 1003 Her fethers donne, Well-

faueryd, bonne.

B. sb. -\ 1. A good girl ;
?a novice. Obs.

a 1529 SKELTON Image Hypoci', iv. 133 Systers and nonnes
And littel pretty bonnes.

2. A (French) nursemaid.
1771 WILKES Corr. (18051 IV. 85 Do not forget me to your

bonne. 1837 CARLYLE />. Re-,'. III. i. ii. 22 Old ladies . .

rang for their Bonnes and cordial-drops. 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair xxxvi, Her French bonne with her, the child by
her side,

C. In certain French phrases, now or formerly
in English use :

Bonne-bouche ,b0n b*/J). PL bonnes bouches.

[F. bonne good, bonehe mouth.] In French 'A

pleasing taste in the mouth' (Littre) : but in Eng-
lish taken for 'dainty mouthful or morsel* (m
French * morceau qui fait ou donne bonne bouche').

1762 SVMMKR in Ellis Grig, Lett. \\. 495 IV. 455, I must
give you a piece of good news by way of a bonne bouche,
1822 ICrrCHINER Cook's Orac, 343 Its high rank on the list of

savoury Bonnes Bonchcs. 1870 fcng. Mech. 21 Jan. 449/1
Some early bird, to which a caterpillar is a bonne bouche.

f Bonne mine (bon m/n). Obs. Good appear-
ance, good show. To make a bonne-mine (Mil.) :

to display oneself in force, to show a bold front.

1644 SmG. DUDLEY To Prince Rupert 3 (D.tWe expected
they would have disputed our passage over the river Dun,
but they only made a bon-mine there and left us the Toune.
1660 Hi.ouNT Boscobel q Sultan Oliver appear'd. .on Redhill
. . where he made a Bonne-mine but attempted nothing.

Bonne, obs. form of HUN and BOON a.

fBo'nnering,^/.^. Obs.
[f. name ofBotroer,

bishop of London during the Marian persecu-

tion.] Burning for heresy.
1613 W. BROWNK Brit. Past. i. v. 382 The sacred Trine did

bring Us out of bonds, from bloody Bonneting. 1627 Br.
HALL Holy Panegyr. 482 No Bonnering or butchering of
Gods saints.

Bonnet (tyrnet), sb. Forms: 4-7 boiiet, (4

bonat, 4-6 bonette), 6- bonnet, (5-6 bonett,
5 bonyte, Sc. bannate, 6 bonnette, bonete,
bonnit, bunnet, 6-8 bonnett, Sc. bannet).
[ME. bonet, a. OF. bonet. bonnet, bonnet, in same
sense, short for chapel de bonet (of which see

instances in Godef.},
( hat or cap of bonef , a

material mentioned in med.L. documents, as bon-

(n}etus, bon{n}etum : see Du Cange. Ulterior

history unknown.]
1. An article of apparel for the head ; 'a cover-

ing for the head, a hat, a cap*. (J.)
a. A head-dress of men and boys ; usually soft,

and distinguished from the hat by want of a brim.
In England, superseded in common use (app. before

1700) by cap, bnt retained in Scotland; hence
sometimes treated as = ' Scotch cap*. To vail (or

vale} the bonnet : to take it off in respect.
*375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 506 He gert ay ber about Apon a

sper ane red bonat. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 262/3 And
couerd his hede with a bonet. (-1530 LD. BERNERS Arth.
Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 342 Than Arthur .. wente to the Kynge,
and dyde of hys bonet. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VHI, xiii, No
man. .[shall] weare . . anye wollen clothe made out of this
realme . . except in bonnettes only. 1593 SHAKB. Rich. //,
i. iv. 31 Off goes his bonnet to an Oyster-wench. 1673 R.

LEIGH Transposer Rek. 19 Many a Scotch Kirkman [loses]
his Blue Bonnet. 1700 RYCAUT Hist. Turks III. 317 Hav-
ing on his Head his Ducal Bonnet. 1704 in Blacfciu, Mag.
(1818) Feb. 521/2 Most of the men . . wear thrumb caps in

Scotland, which they call bonnetts. 1785 BURNS Cotter's

Sat, Night xii, His bonnet rev'rently is laid aside. 1814
SCOTT Wav, xviii, The martial air of the bonnet, with a

single eagle's feather as a distinction. 1850 MRS. JAMESON
Lt'g. Monast. Ord. 11863) 333 Wearing the lawyer's bonnet.

1562 COOPER Answ. (1850.1 213 All to whom they be shewed,
do vail their bonnets. </ 1618 RALEIGH Rent, 116441 204 It

would make all Nations to vail the Bonnet to England.
1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Efisc. 85 All Officers vaile bonnet,
when the party giving them power is present. 1682 BUNVAN
Holy War 204 To see men veil their Bonnets to that set,

that have officed them. 1830 T. HAMILTON C. Thornton
(1845) 73 The shepherd vailed his bonnet.

fb. A cap of mail, a kind of helmet. Obs.

-1505 BUSBAR Sev, Deadly Sins 37 lakkis, and stryppis
and bonettis of steill.

"t

1 C. A night-cap. Obs. (F. bonnet de nuit.}

1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk. (18681 283 Put on . . his

kercher and his bonet,

d. A head-dress of women out of doors
;
dis-

tinguished from a hat !^at present) mainly by the

want of a brim, and by its covering no part of

the forehead.

1499 Acct. in Comm.'place Bk. \$th C. u886) 167 It. for a
bonet of welwete bowte for hyr at Norweche. c 1505 DUN-
BAR Sri 1

. Deadly Sins 17 Pryd, With bair wyld bak and
bonet on syd. 1530 Papers Earls ofCnmbld. in Whitaker
Hist. Craven 305 Three black velvet bonnetts for women.

1716 S. Masters' Patent No. 403 A new way of working
and staining in straw and . . adorning hatts and bonnetts.

1786 Lounger No. 79 The progress of bonnets from the

quaker to the Shepherdess and Kitty Fisher, and thence to

the Werter, the Lunardi, and Parachute. 1836 DICKENS
rickii>. x, You Rachael . . get on your bonnet and come back .

1881 GRANT WHITE Eng. Without $ Ii'. ii. 55 A bonnet
has strings, I believe, and a hat has not.

e. Her. The velvet cap within a coronet.

f. Bonnet rouge (Fr.) : the red cap of the French
sans-culottes of 1793, taken as a type of the revo-

lutionary spirit.

1815 Scribl'leomania
2_i3

Gallia's red bonnet de nuit. 1835
MARRYAT Olla Podr. xix, The province . . was among the

first to receive, .the bonnet rouge.

2. Naut. An additional piece of canvas laced to

the foot of a sail to catch more wind. (It appears
to have been formerly laced to the top of the sail,

or to have been itself a top-sail.) Hence To vale

(or vail) a bonnet : cf. i a.

1399 LANGU Rich. Redeless iv. 72 They bente on a bonet,
and bare a topte saile Affor fc>e wynde ffresshely tomake agood
ffare. la 1400 Morte Arth. 3657 They, .trussene upe sailes,
Bot bonettez one brede. 1483 Cath. Angl. 36 A Bonetof a
saille ; superus. 15x3 DOUGLAS sKneis v. xiv. 4 Fessyn
bonettis beneth the mane sale doun. i6i3PuRCHAS Pilgr.
viii. iii. 740. a 1618 RALEIGH Invent. Shipping 16 We have

lately added the Bonnett, and the Drabler. 1627 CAPT.
SMITH Seaman's Gram.

yii. 31 We say, lash on the bonet
to the course, because it is made fast with Latchets into the

eylot holes of the saile, as the Drabler is to it, and vsed as the

windpermits. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789'. 1840
R. DANA Bef. Mast xxv, 84 A storm-jib with the bonnet
off. 1867 SMYTH Sailor'$ Wd.-bk. s. v., Bonnets have lately
been introduced to secure the foot of an upper topsail to

a lower-topsail yard. 1884 G. C. DAVIES Norfolk Broads
iv. 29.

1509 H.wns Past. Pleas, xxxvi. xvi, Her bonet she vayled,
and gan to stryke sayle. a 1529 SKELTON Agst. Venom.

Tongues Wks. I. 133 Then let them vale a bonet of their

proud sayle.

3. Fortification. A portion of the works at any
salient angle, raised 2 or 3 feet in height on the

parapet between the guns. It assists in protecting
from enfilade fire and ricochet.

1700 RYCAUT Hist. Turks III. 322 The Turks had formed
a mine under the Bonnet. 1755 JOHNSON. Bonnet, a kind
of little ravelin, without any ditch, having a parapet three
feet high, anciently placed before the points of the saliant

angles of the glacis. 1877 KINGLAKE Crimea III. v. 364
Three out of the four remaining angles of the octagon were
furnished with small bonnettes and barbettes.

4. The second stomach of ruminants.

1782 A. MONRO Compar. Anat. (ed. 3) 39 The second
stomach . . is called *cKpv<oAo reticufant t the bonnet, or

king's-hood. 1836-9^00 Cycl. Anat. fy PJiys. II. n/iThe
second stomach, .has received the appellation of. .bonnet.

t 5. A weel or snare for fish. Obs.

1715 tr. Pancirollus' Rerum Mem. \. i. i. 5 They cast

abundance of them [Shell-fish] into the Sea, in Weels or
Bonnets for that purpose.
6. Applied to a protective covering or defence

in various technical uses :

a. The cowl at the top of a lighthouse, chim-

ney, ventilating shaft, etc. ; b. A wire covering
over the chimney of a locomotive engine or steamer
to prevent the escape of sparks (chiefly in U.S.
where wood is largely burnt for fuel); C. A covering
over the cage in mines for protection against objects

falling down the shaft
; d. A protecting cap for

a safety lamp ;
e. An iron plate covering the

openings in the valve-chambers of a pump.
1862 J. BLIGHT IVk. Land's End 93 The bonnet or corvel

which crowns the structure [a lighthouse], 1880 Print.
Times 59/2 It is advisable to have a large cover or 'bonnet

'

for the [melting] pot. x88x RAYMOND Mining Gloss. 1883
Harper's Mag. Jan. 198/2 The wire bonnet of the smoke-
stack is worn on one side. 1884 Athenxnm 25 Oct. 533/2
Safety lamps, .fitted with ' bonnets

'

or protectors.
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7. A plant ;
= BLUE-BONNET.

1883 Century Mag. 383 Saw-grass water-lettuce, bonnets,
or other aquatic plants.

8. A thing or person used to conceal or put a

good face upon underhand proceedings ; a pre-
tended player at a gaming-table, or bidder at an

auction, secretly in league with the proprietor or

auctioneer to lure others to play or buy ; a thimble-

rigger's accomplice ;
a decoy. Alsoyff.

[1812 J. H. VAUX Flask Diet., Bonnet, a concealment,

pretext, or pretence ; an ostensible manner of accounting
for what you really mean to conceal.] 1833 Fraser's Mag.
VIII. 342 His look and bearing are positively those of a
bonnet at a fashionable hell. 1860 All Y. Round No. 41.

341 A sly smile, such as a thimble-rig man greets his
' bonnet

with. 1877 BESANT & RICE Son of ^ulc. i. vii. 80 He
[schoolmaster] is looking out for more boys. Ah, Myles !

what a lovely bonnet that child of yours would make ! 1884
SIR S. NORTHCOTE in Parl. (Times 2 Apr. 8/5\ My noble

friend [Ld. R. Churchill] is very adroit and agile in the

positions he has taken up, but this is the first time I

have seen him perform the part of
' bonnet

'

to the Govern-
ment. 1885 Morn. Post 5 Sept. 7/3 There was no dis-

tinct evidence to connect him with a conspiracy to defraud

..He might have been used as a sort of* bonnet 'to con-

ceal the utter worthlessness of propositions made by the

others.

9. Phrases. To have a bee in ones bonnet : see

BEE I
5. ToJill a person"s bonnet : to fill his place,

equal him in any respect. To rive the bonnet of:
to excel (Jamieson), To have a green bonnet : to

have failed in business (Ogilvie).
1726 Poems Comp. Archers 33 (JAM.) May every archer

strive to fill His bonnet .. And praise like him deserve.

1816 SCOTT OldMart. xvii.'He's but a daidling coward body.
He'll never fill Rumbleberry's bonnet*.

10. Comb., as bonnet-basket, -box, -folder, -lining,

-maker, -sewing, -string ; bonnet-fluke Sc., a

fish, the Brill
;
bonnet-headed a. (Arck.} t

of a

window in which the outside of the arch is more

splayed than the jambs ; t bonnet-laird Sc.
y
a

petty proprietor in Scotland, wearing a bonnet

like the humbler classes ; bonnet-limpet, the

genn&Pileop$i$ of gasteropodous molluscs, so called

from the shape of the shell
; bonnet-macaque,

bonnet-monkey, a kind of monkey (Afacacus

Sinicus), so called from the arrangement of the

hairs on its head ; bonnet-man, the wearer of

a bonnet, a Highlander ;
bonnet-pepper, a kind

of Capsicum, with fruit shaped like a Scotch

bonnet ; bonnet-piece, a gold coin of James V.

of Scotland, on which the effigy of the sovereign
is represented wearing a bonnet ; bonnet-shape,
the frame-work of a bonnet.

1871 Memb.for Paris I. 259 Papers, which had lain hidden
in one of her *bonnet-boxes. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT Lect.

Archit. I. 278 The *bonnet-headed window may be seen

at Holy Trinity Church, Colchester. 1816 SCOTT Antiq.
iv, It belonged to auld Johnnie Howie, a *bonnet-laird

hard by. 1844 W. H. MAXWELL Sports $ Adv. Scotl. i.

(1855) 23 The humbler pinnace of a 'bonnet-laird*. 1876
WALLACE Distrib. Anim. II. 511 The .. *Bonnet-limpets,
are found on the coasts of all seas from Norway to Chili

and Australia. 1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. in. (1863)

523 A blush that makes her "^bonnet-lining pale. 1530
PALSGR. 199/2 *Bonnet maker, bonnettier. 1811 C. JAMES
Mil. Diet. (1816) 57/1 Bonnet worn by the Highlanders,
hence called "Bonnet-men. 1702 ftp. NicoLSQxSc.tfist.Libr.

300 (JAM.) The common gold coins ofthis reign well known by
the name of * Bonnet Pieces. ciQijHocG Tales 4- Sk. VI.

284, 1 will halve this bonnet-piece of gold between us. 1837
DICKENS Sk. 02(1850) 38/1 One [shop] was a*bonnet-shape
maker's. 1848 Dombeyvi, Do untie your *bonnet-strings
and make yourself at home.

Bonnet (bp-net), v. [f. prec. sb.]

f 1. intr. ? To take off the bonnet in token of

respect; to 'vail the bonnet*. Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Car. it. ii. 30 Those, who hauing beene sup-

ple and courteous to the People, Bonnetted, without any
further deed, to haue them at all into their estimation.

2. trans. To put a bonnet on.

1858 GEO. ELIOT Scenes Cler. Life 239 She was duly bon-
neted and pinafored.

3. To crush down a person's hat over his eyes.
1837 DICKENS Sk. Boz (1850) 239/1 Two young men . .

varied their amusements by
'

bonneting
'

the proprietor of

this itinerant coffee-house. 1882 Sat. Rev. LIV. 629 The
Students hustled and ' bonnetted

'

a new Professor.

Bo'nneted, ///. a. [f. BONNET sb. or v. + -ED.]

Wearing a bonnet ; having a bonnet.

1824. Miss MITFORD Village Ser, i. (1863) 15 Hooded,
veiled, and bonneted as she is. 1860 J. KENNEDY Rob of
Bowl ii. 14 Buildings . . of which several were bonneted
like hay cocks. 1868 Miss BRADDON^? to Earth xiii. II.

281 Bonneted and cloaked for the journey.

Bo'iineting, vbt. sb.
[f.

BONNET v. + -ING!.]
a. The action of putting on a bonnet, b. The

act of crushing a person's hat over his eyes.
1826 Miss MITFORD Viltage Ser. n. (1863) 277 Oh, the

lacing, the bracing, the bonneting, the veiling, the gloving.

1867 MRS. WOOD Orville Coll. (1879) 426 He had not en-

joyed his bonneting.

Bonnetless (bp-net,les), a. [f. BONNET sb. +

-LESS.] Without a bonnet : in various senses.

1847 E. BKONTE Witthcring //. ix, Standing bonnetless

and shawlless. i848CLOUGH Bothie n, A capless, bonnet-

less maiden.

Bonnibel arch. Also 6 bonibell,

7 bonnie-bell, 6 and 9 bonnibell, 8 bonibel, 9
bonny belle, [app. f. BONNY a. + BELLE a. and
sb. ; but possibly f. F. bonne et bdle good and fair :

cf. the equivalent BELLIBONE.]
Fair maid, bonny lass.

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. Aug. 62, I saw the bouncing,
Belhbone; Hey ho Bonibell. Ibid. Apr. 92 Gloss., A belli-

bone, or a Bonibell, homely spoken for a fair mayde, or
Bonilasse. 1600 LODGE Engl. Helicon P b, She simpred
smooth like bonnie-bell. 1823 LOCKHART Sp. Ballads, Vmu
Reditan ii, But bid a long farewell . . To bower and bonni-

bell, thy feasting and thy wooing !

t Bo'linilass(e. Obs. Also bonilass. Now
written as two words : Bonny lass.

1546 BALE Eng. Votaries i. (R.) And so become byshoppes
bonilasses. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Aug. (L.) As the bon-
nilasse passed by. Ibid. Aug. 78 Hey ho bonilasse.

Boimily (b^'nlli), adv., now Sc.
[f. BONNY a.

+ -LY 2
.]

In a bonny manner
; beautifully, finely,

pleasantly.
1595 DUNCAN Append. Etyinol. ^E. D. S.) Scite, eleganter,

pretilie, bonnilie. 1673 DRYDEN Assign, i. i. Wks. 1725
III. 295, I am glad to see you look so bonily to-day. 1680

Spir. Popery 29 The work of Reformation went Bonnily
on. 1785 BURNS Cotter's Sat. N't. iii, His wee bit ingle
blinkin bonilie. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Rlidl. xlii, It was a goodly
and pleasant land, and sloped bonnily to the western sun.

Boimiiiess ^-nines). [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being bonny ; beauty ; healthy

plumpness.
1603 Philotus i, Your bonyness, your bewtie briclu. i88z

ANNIE THOMAS Allerton T. II. i. 6 Ethel seems to have
lost the bonnieness and roundness of youth.

Bonnoght, variant of BONAGHT. Obs.

Bonny (lyni), a. Forms : 3, 8 bonie, 6

bony, bonye, 6- bonny, bonnie. [Of uncer-

tain origin : presumably to be referred in some

way to OF. bon, bone '

good', or its ME. natural-

ized form bon, tone, boons (see BOON a.} ;
but no

satisfactory account of the formation can be offered.

In Sc. the pronunciation is often bonie (birni,

b<rni, in Border Counties even birni).
A notable coincidence in form and sense is presented by

the Sp. bonito 'pretty, bonny', dim. of biteno 'good'; but

there is no corresponding form in OF. to which ME- bonie

might be referred. And analogy does not much favour the

possibility of a derivative form from ME. Iron, bone, good.]

1. Pleasing to the sight, comely, beautiful, ex-

pressing homely beauty. Now in common use only
in Scotland and north or midland counties of Eng-
land ; occasionally employed, with local or lyrical

effect, by English writers, but not a word of ordin-

ary English prose.
c 1300 K . A Us. 3903 He wolde, after fyght, Bonie londis

to heom dyght. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catcch, 53 The ymage
of our lady . . beirand in her arme the bony ymage of hir

sone. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 102 Bonye, scitus, facettts.
J589 GREENE Menaph. (Arb.) 43, I saw a little one, A bonny
prety one. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, v. ii. 12 The bonnie

beast he loned so well. 1602 Ham. iv. v. 187 For bonny
sweet Robin is all my joy. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill J/rcs. i. 64

Merry lads are playing Each with his bonny lass. 1790
BURNS Tarn O'Skaliter, Auld Ayr, wham ne'er a town sur-

passes For honest men and bonny lasses, c 1820 SCOTT Bonny
Dundee, For it's up with the bonnets of bonny Dundee.

1856 LONGF. Bird q- Skip iii, I gceet thee, bonny boat.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede 23 Here Dinah turned to Bessy

Cranage, whose bonny youth and evident vanity had touched

her with pity.

b. Sometimes as a term of fondness or coaxing,
as in ' my bonnie bairn '.

a 1540 Peblis to Play 13 My bonny heart, how says the

sang?

f 2. a. In earlier Eng. it appears to have often had

the sense: Of fine size, big ;as a good quality). Obs.

a 1600 HOOKER Serin, vii. III. 878 Issachar though bonny
& strong enough unto any labours, doth couch. 1600 SHAKS.

A. Y. L. II. iii. 8 The bonnie priser of the humorous Duke.

b. In mod. dialect, and to a certain extent col-

loquialjy, it has the sense of '

looking well (in

health) ',
often connoting healthy plumpness :

' It

seems to be generally used in conversation for

phunp' (J.).

1749 FIELDING Tout Jones xl. ix, The bonny housemaid

begins to repair the disordered drum-room. 1877 Holder,

ness Gloss. (E. D. S.) s.v., Hoo's thy wife ? Oh, she's bonny.

1877 E. PEACOCK Lincolnsk. Gloss., Bonny, well in health.

f3. Pleasant-looking, smiling, gladsome, 'bright'.

1599 SHAKS. Mueh Ado \\. iii. 69 Then sigh not so, but

let them goe And be you blithe and bonnie. 1616 BEAUM.
& FL. Scornf. Lady in. ii, Be blithe and bonny, steward.

1681 JORDAN London's Joy in Heath Grocer's Comp. (1869)

547 From torments or troubles of Body or Mind, Your

Bonny Brisk Planters are free as the wind. i68a BUNYAN
Holy IVar 242 It will make you bonny and blith. 1820

SCOTT Ivanhoe v, Report speaks you a bonny monk.

4. Sc. and Eng. dial. A general epithet of eulogy
or appreciation, answering nearly to 'fine* in its

vaguest sense: like 'fine' also often ironical. Some-
times also = ' considerable in extent or amount'.

To pay a bonny pennyfor : to give a long or

heavy price for. A bonny rou< : a 'jolly' uproar.

Bonny and:=' fine and', 'nice and', considerably.
^1548 Thrie Priests Peblis g (JAM.), Quhilk..of many

smals couth mak This bonie pedder ane glide fute pak.

1752 WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann (1834) III. 6 Mr. Chute
cannot bear it

; says it . . looks bonny & Irish. 1823 LOCK-

HART Reg. Dalian vu. v. (1842) 425 Glenstroan . . is a gay
bonnie bit addendum. 1827 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. xi.

AVks. (1855) 283 You're a bonny fellow to ask that ques-
tion. 1863 MRS. TOOGOOD Yorksli. Dial., It will mak a

bonny country-side talk. 1864 ATKINSON \Vliitby Gloss. s.v.,

A bonny building, and a bonny size handsome and spacious.
1881 EVANS Leieestersh. Wds. Bonny, good, jolly, pretty,

etc., an almost universally applicable epithet of eulogy,

f B. absol. or quasi-jv5. A bonny one. Obs.
a 1529 SKELTON Elynour Ruin. 227 Wyth

'

Bas, my pretty

bonny '.

C. Qfa&\-adv. Finely, beautifully.
c 1826 A. CUNNINGHAM ' The sun rises bright,' My hamely

hearth burn't bonnie.

t Bonny, sb. Obs. Mining. Also bonney.

[? Cf. BUNNY, a swelling.] (See quots.)
1671 Phil. Trans. No. 69. 2098, cited in Chambers Cycl.

Sttpp. 11753) who says, Bonny, a name given by our miners
to a bed of ore not forming a vein, nor communicating with

any other vein . . They differ from the squats only in being
round beds of ore, vvhereas those are flat. 1721 BAILEY

Bonny, (with miners) is a distinct bed of Oar, that commu-
nicates with no Vein. [Hence in later Dicts.l

t Bonny, bony, variants of BONAGH. Obs.

1600 SiRE. CAREW in Carnu MSS. (1869) 387 Strengthened
with 1000 bonies. a 1604 HANMER Chron. Irel. (1633) 28

Their bonnys were, .active and venturous souldiers.

Bonny, var. BONY, and of BUNNY, Obs., a swelling.

Bonny-clabber (bp-nj|kl'bai). Anglo-Irish.
Forms : 7 bonneyolabber, bon(n)iolabber, bon-

ny-clabbore, bony-olabo, 7-8 bonny clabber,
8 bonnaolaber, 7-9 bonniolapper, bonnyclab-
ber. [a. Irish bainiie milk, claba thick. (O'Reilly).]
Milk naturally clotted or coagulated on souring ;

called in Scotland loppert or lappert milk.

1631 B. JONSON jVeiu Inn i. i, To drink such balderdash,
or bonny-clabber. 1631 R. H. Arraignin. Whole Creat.

v. 36 They would eate the sowrest Bonniclapper. 1635
STKAFFORD Lett. (1739' I. 441 All the comfort I have is a

little Bonneyclabber . . it is the bravest, freshest drink you
ever tasted. 1691 TKVON IVisd. Dictates 152 Bonniclabber

is nothing else but Milk that has stood till it is sower, and
become of a thick slippery substance. 1716 T. WARD Engl.
R ef. 234Curds,Cream,and Hatted-Bonnaclaber.Wou'd make
a hungry Parson Caper. 1730 SWIFT A nsm. Craftsman ad

fin., The people live with comfort on potatoes and bonny-
clabber. 1883 Harper s Mag- Mar. 603/2, I had so much
bonny-clabber, or curdled milk.

attrib, 1689 G. HARVEY Cur. His. Expect, vi. 38 These

Bonny.Clabbcr Physicians are deservedly censured Criminal.

Bo'unyish, a. dial. Rather bonny, pretty
fair.

1864 ATKINSON Ir'Ait/y Glass. s.v., They're a bonnyish lot.

Bonny-vis, variant of BONAVIST.

Bonogh, variant of BONAGH. Obs.

Bonspiel (bfnspfl, -spel). Sc. Forms : 6

bonspeill, 8 -speel, 9 -spel, -speil, -spiel. [Of
uncertain origin and history: many conjectures

may be seen in Jamieson and elsewhere ; perhaps
it represents a Du. *bondspel f. bond = verbond
'

covenant, alliance, compact', and spel 'play'. The
word prob. entered Scotch as a whole, spiel, spel,

having never been in common use for 'play'.]

1 1. A set match at some game. Obs.

c 1565 R. LINDSAY Cron. Scot!. 348 (JAM.) The kingis
mother .. tuik ane waigeour of archerie vpoun the Inglish-

manis handis, contrair the king hir sone . . The king, heir-

ing of this bonspeill of his mother, was weill content.

2. spec. A 'grand curling-match' between two

distinct clubs or districts.

(The spiels, and definition of them, in quot. 1831, are con-

structed by the writer from his own etymological fancies. )

a 1772 J. GR^.ME in Anderson Poets XI. 447 (JAM.) Some
hoary hero . . tedious talks . . of many a bonspeel gain'd

Against opposing parishes. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxxii, He
never . . gave another glance at the bonspiel, though there

was the finest fun amang the curlers ever was seen. 1831

Blackm. Mag. XXX. 972 Bonspiels or bonspels. in contra-

distinction to spiels, which may be defined to imply a game
or match between members of the same society, or of a

limited number of adversaries, are matches between rival

parishes or districts. 1865 Times 22 Feb. Quebec, The

grand
'

bonspiel
'

of the Curling Club comes off tomorrow.

Bontay, -6, -ie, obs. ft BOUNTY.

II Bontebok (b^ntebfk). [Du. bontebok : f.

bont pied + bok buck, goat.] A South African

antelope (Damalis Pygarga, Gray) also called

Pied Antelope, and Nunni : closely allied to the

Blesbok, and having a similar blaze on the face,

so that both animals were formerly confused under

the appellation blesbok and specific name Pygarga.
"'

r. Sparrman's Voy. II. 219 The bonte-bok, the

painted or pied goat . . somewhat less than the harte-beest.

spier

\fi^~PennyCycT.\\. 85/1 The BlessbokM. Pygarga} . . this

lendid animal, which is likewise called bontebok

painted goat. 1869 E. GRAY Guide Brit, Mus. 3 The Bonte-

bok, with its inscribed sides.

Bon-ton : see BON.

Bonus (bJu-nus). [An ignorant or jocular appli-

cation of L, bonus 'good (man)', probably in-

tended to signify a boon,
' a good thing' (bonum).

Prob. originally Stock Exchange slang.]

A boon or gift over and above what is normally
due as remuneration to the receiver, and which is

therefore something wholly 'to the good'.
a. Money or its equivalent, given as a premium,

or as an extra or irregular remuneration, in con-

124-2
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sideration of offices performed, or to encourage
their performance; sometimes merely a euphemism
for douceur, bribe. Hence bonus-fed adj.

*773 MACKLIN Man of World in. i, Got my share of the

clothing . . the contracts, the lottery tickets, and aw the

political bonuses. 1801 Edin. Rev. I. 104 The bonusofone
half per cent, interest will not mend the matter. 1852
M rCuLLocH Taxation i. i. 2. 68 Except their owners, none
would occupy them [costly edifices] unless tempted by the
offer of a considerable bonus. Ibid, in. i. 435 There have
. . been large deductions from the loans for prompt payment,
and bonuses of various descriptions. 1886 Pall Mall G.

23 Feb. 2/2 Bring a bonus-fed production from the West into

competition with it.

(p.} fig. \ cf.
*

premium '.

1813 Examiner 17 May 319/1 As a bonus . . the old gen-
tleman engaged to pay off my debts. 1813 SYD. SMITH
Wks. 118671 I- 22 A bonus is given to one set of religious

opinions. 1840 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 291 A sort of bait

and bonus to Satan.

b. An extra dividend paid to shareholders in

a joint-stock company from surplus profits ;
a

portion of the profits of an insurance company
distributed, 'pro rata', to the policy-holders.
1808 SCOTT in Lockkart 18391 HI- *34 The Editor, .makes

a point of every contributor receiving this Bonus. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 133 Every proprietor received a^

a bonus a quantity of stock equal to that which he held.

1861 Sat. Rev. 30 Nov. 553 To share, in the shape of in-

terest and bonuses, in the profits realized.

C. A gratuity paid to workmen, masters of

vessels, etc., over and above their stated salary.
1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. n. ix. 254 One half of the surplus

profits are distributed amongst the labourers as a bonus.

d. attrib. or quasi-a^., as bonus share, year,
etc.

1883 SIR G. JESSELZ, Times Rep. XLIX. 149 'i He had

accepted certain bonus shares, as they are called that is,

shares which were given him free from calls.

Bonus i^bju-nffs), v. [f. prec.] trans. To give
a bonus to ; to assist or promote by bonuses.
1886 Pull Mall G. 23 Feb. 2 To stimulate American ex-

ports by bonusing production. Ibid. Railroads have been
so bonused by State money and land grants.
Bon-vivant : see Box.

Boiixie (bfrrjksi). The name given in Shetland
to the Skua Gull {Lestris catar-metes').
1802 G. MONTAGL* Ornith. Diet. (1833' 49 Bonxie, a name

for the Skua. 1823 SCOTT Pirate iv, The very sheerwaters
and bonxies are making to the cliffs for shelter. '

Bony (bJu-ni), a. [f.
BONE sb. + -Y '.]

1. Of, pertaining to, of the nature of bone or

bones ; consisting or made of bones.
a 1535 MORE Wks. 11557* 77 Ye

lothely figure of our dead

bony bodies biten away ye flesh. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/.
Beasts 91 A certain bony substance. 1804 ABERNETHY
Snrg. Observ. 103 Bony matter was deposited. i842PRicHARD
Xat. Hist. Man 116 The bony structure of the head.

2. Abounding in bones
; having large or pro-

minent bones
; big-boned.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 1621) 227 A lean, bare, bonny
face [of a horse], 1726 THOMSON Winter 394 Bony, and

gaunt, and grim. 1836 DICKENS Picfav. v, A tall bony
woman straight all the way down. Mod. Neck ofmutton
is a very bony joint.

3. Comb.t as bony-skeletoned; also bony-hoof
(see quot.) ; bony-pike, a ganoid fish inhabiting
rivers and lakes in America.

1768 CROKER.etc. Diet. Arts fySc.\\ t Bony Hoof is a round

bony swelling, growing on the very top of a horse's hoof,
which is always caused by some blow or bruise. 1848 CAR-
PENTER Zool, 572 The Lepidosteus or Bony Pike . . has

many of the characters of the Pike, with the structure of

the head of the Herring. 1871 HARTWIG Sitbterr, IV. ii. 13

Any bony-skeletoned fish of our days.

Bony, v. nonce-wd. [f. prec.] trans. To make
bony ; to harden.

1684 Gt. Frost p. xxix, {Thames says] Father Frost and
Sister Snow have bonyed my borders.

Bony, var. BONNY, and BUNNY, Obs.
t
a swelling.

Bonze ;b(?nz). Forms: 6 bonso, 7 boze,//.
bosses, 7-8 bonzee, 7- bonze. [prob. a F.

bonze, ad. Pg. bonzo (early mod.L. bonztis, bonzius} \

according to Col. Yule prob. ad. Japanese bonzo

or bonzi, ad. Chinesefan seng 'religious person',
or of Jap. bo-zit ad. Ch. fd-sze

' teacher of the

law'. Some of the earlier Eng. forms appear to

represent the Japanese word directly.]
A term applied by Europeans to the Buddhist

clergy of Japan, and sometimes of China, and

adjacent countries.

[155* XAVIER Epist. V. ,\vii. (1667) lY.j Erubescunt enim
et confunduntur Bonzii.] 1588 PARKE Hist. China 379
(Y.) They haue amongst them [in Japan] many priests of
their Idols whom they do call Bonsos, of the which there
be great couents. a 1590 Exct. Treat. China in Hakluyt
II. 580 In China called Cen, but with us at Japonare named
Bonzi. 1618 COCKS Diary II. 75 iY.) There is 300 boze
(or pagon pristes

1

. Ibid. I. 143 Bosses. 1688 Neiv Hist.
China 46 In these Temples .. Bonzes have their Habita-
tions. 1713 Guardian No. 3 (17561 I. 20 The Bonzes of
China have books written by the disciples of Fo-he. 1756
BURKE Ifind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 60 The absurd tricks, or
destructive bigotry of the bonzees [of China J. 1878 LADY
HERBERT tr. Hnbner's Ramble \\. ii. 249 A bonze appear.-)
on the threshold of the temple.

Bonzery (lynzari). rare.
[f. prec. + -ERY, or

a. F. bonzerie.~\ A Buddhist monastery.

1788 PKIESTLEY Led. Hist. v.
tyii. 453 There are more

than six thousand bonzeriesin the cityand district of Peking.

Bonzess .bonze's), rare. [f. F. bonzesse, fern,

of bonze, i8th c. in Littre.] A female bonze.
1860 All Y. Round'Nv. 64. 322 Buddhism and Lamaism

. . permit women . . to escape from the sorrows of social

life by making a religious and monastic profession, under
the title of Bonzesses,

Boo, booh. (bw). int. (and sb.} A sound imit-

ating the lowing of oxen
;

also used to express

contempt, disapprobation, aversion. Used subst.

as a name for itself, esp. as the sound of hooting.
Cf. Bo, BOOHOO.
1801 R. GILL in Chambers Hunt. Sc. Poems (1862) 176 He

heard a boo ahint a hedge. 1855 THACKERAY Rose $ Ring
viii. 11866148 He . . fell asleep and snored horridly. Booh,
the nasty pig ! 1884. Chr. World 25 Sept. 717/1 The sibi-

lant hiss and the contemptuous
'

boo'. 1885 Pall Mall G.
6 Oct. 2/1 When the names of the agents . . came out, you
should have heard the roar of savage 'boos'.

Boo (b), v. [f. prec.] intr. a. To low as a

cow; to make a similar noise. b. To utter
' boo !

'

;
to hoot. Hence Boo -

ing///. a. and vbl. sb.

1816 '

Quiz
' Grand Master vn. 188 At the Presidency,

Some people boo with complaisancy. 1852 Q, Rev. Dec.
212 The poor neighbours . . were wont to exclaim, 'There
he [Wordsworth] is ; we are glad to hear him booing about

again'. 1882 JKFFERIES Bevis II. 77 The booing of distant
cows. 1884 Kept. Ld. Salisbury's Sp, in Titties 23 July 10/1
' We have been informed by Mr. Gladstone' (Great booing
and cheering). 1884 Gd. Words May 324,2 A voice booing
and hulloing.

Boo, variant form of Bo a. Obs. both.

tBoO'bily,
a. Obs. [f. BOOBY + -LY*.] Booby-

ish, booby-like.
1714 MAXDEVILLE Fab. Bees (1725) I. 346 Raw ignorant

country wenches and boobily fellows that can do, & are

good for, nothing. 1740 GIBBER Apol. (17561 I. 115 The
boobily heaviness of Lolpoop in the

*

Squire of Alsatia'.

Booby vb*bi), sb. Also 8 boobee, 9 boobie.

[probably ad. Sp. bobo, used both in the sense of

'fool' and 'booby' (the bird), of doubtful origin.

(The Ger. bitbe, MHG. bltobe
t

is used frequently in

the sense of 'fool, lubber'; but connexion with
it is hardly possible : its LG. form is boevet boef.}]
1. 'A dull, heavy, stupid fellow : a lubber' (J.);

a clown, a nincompoop.
1599-1603 Patient Grissil 48 [Welshman log.'] Then,

mage a pooby fool of Sir Owen. God's plude, shall !

1616 FLETCHER Cust. Country i. ii, Cry, you great booby.
1687 T. BROWN Saints in L'pr. Wks.. 1730 I. 74 Such a booby
a^. tnou art, pretend to dispute the precedence ? 17x1 STEELE
Sptct. No. 113 F 3, I bowed like a great surprised Booby.
1776 JOHNSON in Beswell 11831) III. 352 We work with our

heads, and make the boobies of Birmingham work for us
with their hands. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 260, I was
so awkward a booby that I dared scarcely speak to her.

b. spec. The last boy in a school class, the

dunce.

1825 LD. COCKBURN Mem. i. 4, I never got a single prize,
and once sat boobie, at the annual public examination. 1849
C. BRONTE Shirley III. iv. 75 He was the booby of....

grammar school.

o. attrib.

1728 VofSG Love Fame n. (1757) 95 The booby father

craves a booby son. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa xxxi. I. 205
Never was there booby squire that more wanted it [im-

provement]. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, iv, There is not a boy
on the booby form but should have been scourged for such

a^olecism in grammar.
d. To beat the booby, see BKAT v.^- 41.

2. A name for different species of Gannet, esp.
Sttla fusca.
1634 SmT. HERBERT Trav, 10 One of the Saylers espying

a Bird fitly called a Booby, hee mounted to the top-mast
and tooke her. The quality of which Bird is to sit still,

not valuing danger. 1707 SLOAN E Jamaica I. 31 Boobies. .

>o called of Seamen because they do not stir from you, but
surfer themselves to be catch'd by the hand. 1819 BYRON
yuan n. Ixxxii, At length they caught two boobies, and a

noddy. 1860 GOSSE Rom. Xat. Hist. 83 The booby and
the noddy sit on the bare rock in startling lameness.

3. Comb.) as booby-hatch (Naut.) t a smaller
kind of companion which lifts off in one piece, in

use for merchantmen's half-decks
; booby-hut, a

hooded sleigh used in New England ; booby-
hutch, a small clumsy cart or carriage used in

some parts of England; see also quot. 1881 ;

booby-trap, a kind of practical joke in vogue
among schoolboys and others i^see quots.).
1840 R. DANA Be/. Mast xxxiv. 130 The sky-light and

*booby-hatch [are] put on. 1883 Chamb. Jrnl. 141 The
after or booby-hatch was covered with a network of lashings.
1818 HAN. MOKE Hist. Mr. Fanton Stories (1830) 1. 10 All
that multitude ofcoaches, chariots, chaises, vis-a-vis, *booby-
hutches, sulkies, etc. 1881 EVANS Leicestersh. Gloss.

(E. D. S.\ Booby-hutch^ a hand-barrow ; a small deep cart ;

a sentry-box ; any movable '

coop
'

or ' hutch
'

of any kind
intended for the use of a single human occupant. The
tarts drawn by dogs before the passing of Martin's Act were
often so called. 1868 Chamb. Jrttl.. A *'

booby-trap* . . it

consisted . . of books, boots, etc., balanced on the top of a
door, which was left ajar, so that the first incomer got a
solid shower-bath. 1882 -Sat. Rev. 4 Nov. 600 Perpetually
on the alert for booby-traps.

BoO'by, v. rare~ l
.

[f. prec. sb.] In To booby
about : to go about like a booby.
1807 W. IRVING Salmag. (18241 53 Those brainless pert

bloods . . Who lounge and who loot, and who booby about.

Boobyish. (bwbiiif), a. [f. BOOBY j. + -ISH!.]

Savouring of the booby, awkwardly silly.

1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina (1794* I. 185 Till the violence
of this boobyish humour is abated. 1839 HALLAM Hist.
Lit. III. in. vi. 38. 305 Awkward and boobyish among
civil people, but at home in rude sports.

BoobyiSBl (b/rbi|iz'm). [f. as prec. + -ISM.]
The character or characteristic action of a booby.

J 31 Eraser's Mag. VII. 112 The boobyisms of Bulwer.

i83<SDiCKENs Sk. Boz ( 1850) 72/1 To exhibit their ignorance
and boobyism on the stage of a private theatre.

Booc(e, obs. f. Boss, and of BOOSE, cattle-stall.

Bood, obs. pa. t. BIDE
;

also = behoved: see

Bus v. \ also var. BOUD, a weevil ; obs. f. BUD.
T Boodge. Obs. [App. a variant of BODGE j^. 1

]

A prominence from the back of the body of a

carriage to carry parcels in ; the ' sword-case '.

Felton.
1801 FELTON Carriages I. 15 The sword-case, so called

from its length and convenience for carrying swords or

sticks, is sometimes called a boodge ; the ends are made
of thick boards.

Boodge, obs. form of BUDGE.

Boodh, booddha, -ism, etc. : see BUDDHA, etc.

Boodle (b
p

di). Sc. [perh. ad. Gael, bodach

ghost. But cf. BOLLY.] A spectre, a hobgoblin.
? (11700 Ballad, Baroune o

1

Gairtly in Smith Hist. Aber-
deensh. 1,1875) I. 650 Nae gruesome gaist, nor black boodie
Cud fleg that bold Baroune. 1785 Jml. fr. Land. 6 in

Poems Buchan Dial, i JAM. ) About the time o' night that

the boodies begin to g:mg. 1868 G. MACDONALD R. Fal-
coner I. i2 He rins as gin I war a boodie.

Boodle 1 (b'd*l . Also 7 buddle. [Origin
and history obscure ; but the mod. U. S. boodle, in

sense i, must be the same as Markham's buddle :

sense 2 (also only in U. S.) may be a different

word
;

it suggests Du. boedel 'estate, possession,

inheritance, stock', which it is not so easy to con-

nect with sense i
.]

1. Crowd, pack, lot : as in the contemptuous
' the whole boodle*.

1625 F. MARKHAM Bk. Honour \\. ii, Men curiously and

carefully chosen out (from all the Buddie and masse of

great ones) for their approoued wisedome. 1858 O. W.
HOLMES A ittocrat 139 He would like to have the whole
boodle of them tl remonstrated against this word, but the

professor said it was a diabolish good word ..) with their

wives and children shipwrecked on a remote island.

2. Stock in trade, capital.
1884 Boston (Mass.) Globe 7 Oct..

' Sinews of war'. .' soap'
and other synonymes for campaign boodle are familiar.

Boodle- vb'd'l). slang. A stupid noodle.
1862 KINGSLEY in Macm. Mag. Dec. 96 Agood manypeople

. .have seen all the world, and yet remain little better than
blokes and boodles after all.

Boodle 3
, var. of BUDDLE, corn-marigold.

Boody (b;?di), v. rare. [app. ad. K. bouder to

pout, sulk.] intr. To sulk, mope, be sullen.

1857 TROLLOPE BarcJuster T. xxvii, Don't boody with

me; don't be angry because I speak out some home truths.

1877 Prime Min. Ixxvi. (D.,i Left to boody over every-
thing by himself, till he becomes a sort of political hermit.

Booget, obs. form of BUDGET.

Booh.00 (b/ib.7?), int. andjA A word imitative

of the sound of noisy weeping or laughter ; also

an expression of contempt {Sc.}.
c 1515 SKELTON Replyc. 75 Wytlesse wandring to and fro !

With, Te he, ta ha, bo ho, bo ho ! 1850 THACKERAY Pen-
f/t'ttnis II. 148 Warrington fairly burst out into a boo-hoo
of laughter. 1808-79 JAMIESON Rcxb., I wouldna gi' a boo-
hoo for you. 1884 Graphic 1 1 Oct. 387/2 Shrill and dolorous
boo-hoo's.

BoohoO', v. Also bohoo. [f. prec.] intr.

a. To weep noisily; b. to bellow, roar, shout, hoot.

1837-40 HALIBURTON Clocknt, (1862 49 The wenches they
fell to a cryin, wringin their hands, and boo-hooin like mad.

1884 Punch i Nov. 216/1 Irish Members boo-hoo . . and use

shillelaghs. 1884 Harper's Mag. Oct. 697/1, I . . boo-hooed
like a baby.

Booit, dial. f. of BOWET, lantern.

Book (bufc\ sb. Forms : i b6c, booc, .2-4

boc, 3-5 bok, 4-6 boke, 4-7 booke, 4- book ;

(also 4-6 bock, 7 boock; north. 4 buk, 4-8
buke, Sc. 6-8 buick, 6- bulk). PI. books; in

i b6ec, b6c. [A com. Teut. word, differing how-
ever in gender and other points in the various

langs.'/
\Yith OE. b6c monosyllabic fern. (pi. bee} cf.

OFris.~and OS. bok (pi. b6k} fern, and neut. (MDu.
boek neut. and often masc.,Du. boek masc.), OHG.
buoh (pi. buck} neut, also masc. and fem. (MHG.
buock, mod.G. buck neut.), ON. b6k (pi. b&kr) fem.

(Sw. bok, Da. bog\ all in sense of '

written docu-

ment, book '. These forms indicate an OTeut.
*bSk-s str. fem., the plural of which was in OHG.
and elsewhere sometimes made neuter (after the

analogy of neuter monosyllabic plurals), and this

gender extended to the sing. The original mean-

ing was evidently
'

writing-tablet, leaf, or sheet *:

cf. Venantius Fortunatus Cartn. vii. 18, 19
( bar-

bara fraxineis pingaturruna tabellis\also QS.thia
bdk the writing-tablet,

*

pugilfaris
*

Luke i. 63 ;in

Ileliand 232, 235), OE. b6c charter : in pi. tablets,

written sheets, hence 'book/ a sense subseq.
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extended to the singular. Gothic does not show

*boks, but an apparently derivative form Mka str.

fern., in sense of '

letter' of the alphabet, pi. b6kos

litterse, ypa/^nara, writing, document, book.

Generally thought to be etymologically connected with
the name of the beech-tree, OE. WC, bece, ON. bdk :

(see BEECH), the suggestion being that inscriptions were
first made on beechen tablets, or cut in the bark of beech-

trees
;
but there are great difficulties in reconciling the

early forms of the two words, seeing that bok-s
'

writing-
tablet' is the most primitive of all.]

I. f 1. A writing ;
a written document ; esp. a

charter or deed by which land (hence called boc-

land} was conveyed. Obs.

872-915 in Thorpe Diplomat. 168 (Bosw.) Ic him sealde

&et lond on ece erfe and 5a bee. 886-899 Ibid. 137 Heo
cy5ab on 3isse bee. 938 Ibid. 187 Dis is seo boc 3e &5el-
stan cing gebocode. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. 31 Swa
hwylc swa his wif forlait, he sylle hyre hyra hiwgedales
boc [Rushiv. beec]. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. \. i What is this boc

of forsaking of ^oure moder. 1417 E. E. Wills (1882) 27

Excepte ham bat I haue ynemned in bis bok to-for. 1483
Cath. Angl. 36 A Boke, carta, cartula, codex* codicillia,,

liber^ libellus, etc. 1553 EDW. VI. Will in Strype Eccl.

Mem. II. n. xxii. 431 All such as have paid their monies

upon any bargain for lands, to have their books and bargains

performed. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, m. i. 224 By that time

will our Booke, I thinke, be drawne. 1611 BIBLE Jer.

xxxii. 12 The witnesses, that subscribed the booke [1885
R. y. deedl of the purchase. [1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages
(.1872) II. 294 Might be conveyed by boc or written grant.

1876 DIGBY Real Prop. i. 12 The grants were effected by
the king . . by means usually of a ' book

'

or charter.]

f2. A (written) narrative or account, record,

list, register. Obs. (In the Bible only a following
of Greek and Latin precedents, in their rendering

by #0Aos, liber, the Heb. -IED, sepher, inD, Kthdb
'

writing, written account *.)

a looo ^LFRIC Gen. v. i Dis is seo boc Adames mas^race.
1535 COVEBDALE Matt. \. i The boke of the generacion of

Jesus Christ. 1582-8 Hist. James VI. (1804) 123 The clerks

and writters to the Lords of Sessioun compellit to rander

the buicks of parliament unto thame. 1611 BIBLE Gen. v. i

This is the booke of the generations of Adam. 168* BURNET
Hist. Ref.\\. 14 He intended to create some new peers; and
ordered him to write a book of such as he thought meetest.

3. gen. A written or printed treatise or series of

treatises, occupying several sheets of paper or other

substance fastened together so as to compose a

material whole.
In this wide sense, referring to all ages and countries, a

book comprehends a treatise written on any material (skin,

parchment, papyrus, paper, cotton, silk, palm leaves, bark,
tablets ofwood, ivory, slate, metal, etc.), put together in any
portable form, e. g. that of a long roll, or ofseparate leaves,

hinged, strung, stitched, or pasted together.

a. spec. (In reference to modem things.) Such

a treatise occupying numerous sheets or leaves

fastened together at one edge called the back, so

as to be opened at any particular place, the whole

being protected by binding or covers of some kind.

But, since either the form of the book or its sub-

ject may be mainly or exclusively the object of

attention, this passes on either side into

b. The material article so made up, without re-

gard to the nature of its contents, even though its

pages are occupied otherwise than with writing or

printing, or are entirely blank (cf. 9): e.g. *a

handsome book \ i. e. a trophy of the binder's

art,
* a tiny book,' one that may be put in the

waistcoat pocket.
C. A literary composition such as would occupy

one or more volumes, without regard to the

material form or forms in which it actually exists ;

' an intellectual composition, in prose or verse, at

least of sufficient extent to make one volume
'

(Littre s.v. livre). In this sense Carlyle described

himself as ' a writer of books *.

It is not now usual to call a (modern) literary composition
in manuscript a ' book ', unless we think of its printing as a

thing to follow in due course. In sense b every volume \^

a ' book
'

; whilst in sense c one ' book
'

may occupy several

volumes ; and on the other hand one large volume may
contain several

'

books,' i. e. literary works originally pub-
lished as distinct books. No-absolute definition of a * book

'

in this sense can be given : in general, a short literary com-

position (especially if ephemeral in character, and therefore

also in form.) receives some other name, as tract, pamphlet',

sketch, essay, etc.

^897 K. JEuSD Gregory's Past, inscr, on Hatton MS.,
Deos boc sceal to Wiogora ceastre. Ibid. (Sweet) 8 Ond ic

bibiode. .baet nan mon Sone aestel from beere bee ne doe, ne

ba boc from baem mynstre. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xxi. 25
Ealle ba bee. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 101 Swa swa us seggeS
bee. c 1205 LAY. 7263 For mine bsec {c 1275 bokes] hit me
sugge5. (11300 Cursor M. 1470 Enoch., was be first J>at

letters fand And wrot sum bokes wit his hand, a 1340
HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 348 pis buk. . I seuen partis divised es.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xi. 135 Baw for bokes! 1-14*5

WYNTOUN Cron. v. xii. 278 Sum man may fall bis Buk to

rede. 1513 MOKE Edw. V. (1641) Ded., There comm'mg. .

into my hand a booke long since printed. 1519 HORMAN
Vulg. 84 A volume is lesse than a boke, and a boke lesse

than a coucher [L. codice\. 1534 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk.

M. Attrel. (1546) B iv b, I wyll intitle this boke the Golden

boke. 1558 Act i Eliz. ii, Set forth in one book entituled.

The Booke of Common-prayer. 1600 Register Stationers'

Co. 4Aug., As you Like yt, a booke. 1611 BIBLE?^. xxxvi. 2

Take thee a roule of a booke, and write therein. 1637 Decree

Star Ckamb. in Milions Areofr. i.Arb.) 9 Seditious, scis-

maticall, or offensive Bookes or Pa'mphlets. a 1649 DRUMM.
OF HAWTH. Biblioth. Edinb. Lecf.'Wks. (1711) 222 Books
have that strange quality, that, being of the frailest and
tenderest matter, they out-last brass, iron, and marble.

1710 Act 8 Anne in Lond, Gaz. No. 4686/3 Nine Copies of
each Book.. that from.. the loth of April, 1710, shall be

printed, .or re-printed with Additions, shall by the Printers
thereof be delivered to the Warehouse-keeper of the ..

Company of Stationers. 1743 TINDAL tr. Rapms Hist.

Eng. II. xvii. 118 Books, as well printed as in Manuscript.
1865 RUSKIN Sesame 19 A book is essentially not a talked

thing, but a written thing; and written, not with the view
of mere communication, but of permanence. 1876 GREEN
Short Hist. viii. i (1882) 447 England became the people
of a book, and that book was the Bible. 1884 J. A. H.
MURRAY in i-$tk. Addr. Pkilol. Sac. 22. I do not know what
a book is. .Was Shakspere the author of one book or of

forty-four books? 1886 Boston Literary World i May
150/1 The first matter was to settle the seemingly easy but

really difficult question, What is a book? This they solved

by defining it as ' a literary work substantial in amount and

homogeneous in character '.

fi-S' X59Z SHAKS. Rom. <y JH/. \. iii. 87 This precious
Booke of Loue, this ynbound Louer. 1595 John ii. 485
This booke of beautie. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. v. 136 Not
ever would she love; but brooding turn The book of scorn.

4. Jig. a. That in which we may read, and find

instruction or lessons.

'1449 PECOCK AV/r. i. v. 25 The book of mannis soule.

1533 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 408/2 To call the ymages
of holye sayntes..and the figure of Chrystes crosse, the

boke of his bitter passion. 1600 SHAKS. A.Y. L.\\. \. 16 And
this our life. . Findes tongues in trees, bookes in the running

brookes, Sermons in stones. 1603 BACON Adv. Learn. \.

vL 16 Laying before us two Books or Volumes to study if

we will be secured from error ; first the scriptures, revealing
the will of God, and then the creatures expressing his

power. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 47 For the Book of know-

ledg fair Presented with a Universal blanc. 1815 SCOTT

Guy M. xix. 1830 J. G. STRUTT Sylva Brif. 2 That great

poet to whom the book of Nature and of the human heart

seemed alike laid open. 1876 HAMKRTON Intcll. Life x.

371 The infinite book of the world, and life.

b. An example taken as book of precepts.
(1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 61 J?e lif of prelatis is bok &

ensaumple of sugetis. Ibid. 92 pei techen to )je comunes hi

here owen wickid lif bat is a bok to here sugetis.

C. l^with allusive reference to various real or

reputed books, records, etc., and in uses suggested

by these.)

1593 SHAKS. Rich, //, iv. J. 236 Mark'd with a. Blot, damn'd
in the Booke of Heauen. 2 Hen. VI, i. i. 100 Blotting

your names from Bookes of Memory. 1597 2 Hen. /F,
in. f. 45 Oh Heauen, that one might read the Book of Fate.

i6ii Wint. T. \\. iii. 131 My name put in the booke of

Vertue. 1732 POPE Ess. Man i. 77 Heav'n from all creatures

hides the book of fate.

4. Elliptically or contextually :

a. The Bible, sometimes as the
' divine book

'

or ' book of books
'

; frequently with reference to

its use in the administration of oaths.

[c 1200 Triti. Coll. How. n WeradeS on boc bet elch man
haueS to fere on engelpf heuene. c \z*p Passion Our Lord
131 in OE. Misc. 41 Hit is write in be bok.] 1297 R. GLOUC.

472 Suerie vpe the bok. a 1300 Cursor M. 2042 A man til . . he

toke, And ^ede bacward, als sais be bock. 1389 in Eng. Gilds

(1870) 3 Eche of hem had sworen on be bok to perfourme be

pointz. c 1430 LYDG. Bochas n. vii, (15541 4ga, A sonne he

had.. Called Abia, the boke doth specific, f 1450 Why I

can't be nun 20 in E. E. P. (1862) 138 On a boke I dare

well swere In gode feythe and on womanhode. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry W. i. iv. 156 He be sworne on a booke shee loues

you. 1678 Trials of Ireland, fyc. 3 Clerk of Crown. .' Sir

Philip Matthews to the Book '. 1821 CLAKE / 'ill. Minstr. I.

175 As the day closes on its peace and rest, The godly man
sits down and takes 'the book.' 1860 W. M. THOMSON
(title} The Land and the Book. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard.

843
' Swear ', added Enoch sternly,

' on the book ', And on

the book, half-frighted, Miriam swore.

fb. The Book of Common Prayer; also the

Mass-book, in the phrase by bell, hook, and candle
;

see BELL j<M 8. Obs.

c 1340 Cursor M. 25038 (Fairf.) Pilate, .be-takenis feinde

of helle, cursed he is wib boke and belle. 1556 Chron.

Gr. Friars (1852) 27 Sir Edmonde de la Poole was pro-

nuncyd acursed opynly wyth boke, belle, and candell, at

Powlles crose at the sermonde before none [1502]. 1588

Marprel.Epist. (Arb.) 41 Whosoeuer will or haue subscribed

vnto the booke and Articles.

c. Law. pi. The Year Books ; any books re-

puted of authority in the law of England.
i6z8 COKE On Lift, i b, So we commonly say it is holden

in our bookes. i8z6 KENT Comm. I. 476 It will be a bad

example to the barristers and students at law, and_ they
will not give any credit to the books or have any faith in

them. 1886 SIR N. LINDLEY Law Rep. 32 Chanc. Div, 29

There are other cases in the books illustrating the same

principle.

f 5. 'Benefit of clergy
'

: from the fact that a

person claiming this had to read from a book

handed to him, to show his
scholarship.

Obs.

1601 YARINCTON Tifo Lament. Traj. iv. ix. in Bullen

O. PI. IV, Williams and Rachell likewise are convict For
their concealment ; Williams craves his booke And so re-

ceives a brond of infamie. a 1626 BACON Max. fy Ust-s Com.
Law (16351 17 Some prisoners have their bookes, and be

burned in the hand and so delivered. .This having their

bookes is called their clergy. 1643 HE RLE Answ. Ferne

5 Flat blasphemy without booke. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No.

4739/1 An Act for taking away the Benefit of Clergy in

certain Cases, and for taking away the Book in all Cases.

f 6. Book-learning, scholarship, study, lessons,

reading. In later use only //. and passing into 3 c.

freely,

1297 R. GLOUC. 420 Vor bat he Congest was, to boc hys
fader hym drou, f>at he was. .god clerc ynou. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. xii. 187 Wei may ^e barne blis^e bat hym to

boke sette. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. i. 15 My sonne

profits nothing in the world at his Booke. 1680 P. HENRY
Diaries fy Lett. (1882) 282 Children at Book again, under
Mr. Sam. Lewis. 1767 FORDYCE Serm, Yng. Worn. II. viii.

7 An early love of books prevented this languor. 1864
TENNYSON Aylwers F. 460 His rushings to and fro, After
his books, to flush his blood with air.

7. A main subdivision of a large treatise
; being

such as either (a) originally constituted a complete
treatise of itself, or (b} occupied a separate roll

or volume, when the whole treatise was for con-

venience written on several.

a. Each of the separate documents collected in

the Sacred ScriptureSj as the Book of Genesis, Book

of Psalms.
c 1200 ORMIN 5810 patt writenn . . Goddspell o fowwre

bokess. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2522 De boc 5e is hoteii genesis.

1533 FRITH Ansiv. More (1829' 156 Let it [the Church] read
these two books . . (Sapience & Ecclesiastlcus) unto the

edifying of the people. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, \. ii. 98 In
the Booke of Numbers is it writ. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt.
Chr. I. Pref. 23, I have almost always quoted the Book, &
Chapter. 1863 STANLEY Jew. Ch. Introd. 33 The Books of

Moses, Joshua, and Samuel.

b. A main division of the subject-matter of a

prose treatise, or of a poem ; now usually in prose

only when further subdivided into chapters, or

portions otherwise distinguished; but formerly used

, where chapter would now be used. So Gr.

little book, L. liber ; as in the nine books
of Herodotus, the twelve books of Vergil's sEneid.
a I2Z5 Ancr. R. Pref. 23 This an Boc is todealet in eahte

lesse Boke. 1526 Pilgn Per/. tW. de W. 1531) i This

treatyse..is distincte and diuyded in to thre bokes, in the

honour of the Trinite. 1555 EDEN Decades W. Ind. i Arb.j

278 To \vryte particularly, .of these regions it wolde requyre
rather a hole volume then a book. 1593 HOOKER Eccl.

Pol. Pref. viii. 2 The last book of this treatise. 1635 J.

BABINGTON Geometry 36 By the thirteenth of the sixth booke
of Euclide. 1713 STEELE Englishm. No. 29. 186 The Poem
consists of Three Books. 1818 BYRON Juan r. cc, My poem
..is meant to be Divided in twelve books. 1866 Reader
2 June 545 We find the twenty books ior chapters as we
should now call them) relate to the following subjects.

8. The copy of words to which music i-s set
;

the libretto of an opera, oratorio, etc.

1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. I. 180 A small pamphlet, it

might be the book of the optra. 1882 Daily Xews 18 July 2/2

Tuneful gems of a work which deserved a stronger book.

9. A number of sheets of blank writing-paper
bound together to form a volume in which to keep
records of commercial transactions, minutes of

meetings, etc. Also a volume containing such re-

cords. A nierchanfs books : his account-books.

Hence with numerous qualifications : as bill-) cash-,

day-> exercise-, minute-, note-book, etc.
;
see BILL,

CASH, DAY, etc.

1498-9 Old City Ace. Bk. (Archxol. Jrnl. XLIII.) Itm

p
1* to Ric Magson for entryng of the JuelU and goods
belongyng to the Crafte into this Boke v\.\\d. 1557 Order

of Hospitalls F iv b, You shall kepe . . the Booke of

Children, Which booke shall contayne th' admission of

any childe into this Howse. 1580 BARLT Alt'. B 923 A
reckening booke, codex accepti fy expensi. 1605 SHAKS.
Lear in. iv. 101 Keepe..thy pen from Lenders Bookes.

(i 1612 SIK T. BODLEY in D'Israeli Cier. Lif. 11866" 254
Let all these riches be treasured up . . in good writings
and books of account. 1639 CADE Serm. for these Times
60 He keeps his books evenest. .that every night books all

his receits and expenses. 1690 W. WALKER Idiomat.

Anglo-Lai. 65 He was hughly in your books. 1753 Scots

Mag. Apr. 165/1 To cause their books to be balanced.

1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. 11816) I. xix. 154 If you
received the note from us, it must be entered in our books.

1881 MORLEY Cobden I. 117 The books show that the nett

profits of the firm had exceeded ,23,000 for the year.

b. Jig. (
= note-book?)

1382 WYCLIK Ps. cxxxviii [ix]. 16 In thi boc alle shul be

writen. 1611 ibid. In thy booke all my members were
written, .when as yet there was none of them. 1786 BURNS
Invent. 71 Sae dinna put me in your buke.

10. Betting. A betting-book ; a record of a num-
ber of bets made with different people, generally

kept in a memorandum book.

1856 LEVER Martins of Cro' M. 490 You haven't skill

enough to make what is called a '

good book', and you'll

always be a sufferer. 1843 J. Hinton xviii. 125, I have

gone on adding wager to wager, until at last I find myself
with a book of some eight hundred pounds.

11. Whist. The first six tricks taken by either-

party.
12. A packet of gold-leaf, containing 25 leaves,

which are put up between leaves of soft paper.
II. Phrases.

13. Book of Cod\ God's book, the Bible. Book

of lading (see quot.). Book of life Clivers, the

living) : in biblical language the record of the

names of those who shall inherit eternal life (cf.

Phil. iv. 3: Rev. xx. 12). Book of rates (see

quot.). Book of reference : a book referred to for

information, rather than read continuously.

971 Blickl. Hotn. 21 Hwset awriten is on Codes bpcum.
a\yiQE,E.Psaltt'r\xv\\\[\x]. 28 Of bokeoflivand be >ai done

awai. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxlvi. 4 All baire namys ere

writen in be boke of life. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. lxviii[ix]. 28 Fro



BOOK.

the boc of lyueres. 154^8
LATIMER Ploughers (1868) 17 All

thinges that are written in Goddes boke. 1611 BIBLE Rev.
iii. 5, I will not blot out his name out of the booke of life.

1651 Proc. Parliament No. 1 19. 1850 According to the price
of corn, and Book of Rates. 1809 R. LANGFORD Introd.

Trade 130 Book of lading, book kept by the master of a

vessel, containing particulars of the cargo. Ibid. Book of
rates, books specifying the customary duties on all goods
payable at theCustom-House. 1837 LOCKHAKT Scott 11839*
VII. 407 Shelves filled with books of reference.

14. By (the) book : formally, in set phrase. /

a person's (good) books : in favour with him, in his

good opinion. In a person s bcui books, out of a

person's books : in disfavour with him (see also

BLACK BOOK 4 b). f Out of one's book : out of one's

reckoning, mistaken. \Vithout (Bone's, book : with-

out authority ;
also lit. without the aid of a book,

from memory, by rote.

1509 Part. Deuylles xlvii, He is out of our bokes, and
we out of his. 1549 LATIMER Serin, bef. Ediu. VI. (Arb.)

68 If you folowe theym, you are oute ofyoure boke. a 1569
KlNGESMYLL.l/a'jV. xii. 11580)88 Sainct Paule. .speaketh
not without booke, but of experience. 1592 SHAKS. Rom.
ff Jul. i. v. 112 You kisse by th' booke. 1601 Tit>l. X.
l. iii. 28 He. .speaks three or four languages word for word
without booke. 1615 W. HULL I\Iirr. Maiestie 24 But, in

so saying, he spake without his booke. ti 1624 BP. M.
SMYTH Serin. (1632) 4 Why he should be so odious to him,
and so farre out of his bookes. a 1659 CLEVELAND I

7
il.

Uxoris xii, She . . To scold by Book will take upon her,

Rhetorically chide him. 1692 LOCKE Toleration ii. Wks.

1727 II. 272 To shew you that I do not speak wholly
without Book. <t 1707 BP. PATRICK Autobiogr. 11839) 87
The very prayers of the Liturgy-, which I said without

book. 1861 W. PEKHY Hist. Ch. Eng. I. xii. 403 The Ar-

minians, who at that time were in his bad books. 1870
LOWELL Study II'. 217 To speak loosely and without book.

15. To be upon the boots (of an institution, etc.) :

to have one's name entered in the official list of

members, patients, etc. ; hence to take one's name

off the books. \ To drive to book : to cause (a

person) to give evidence on oath. To bring to

book : to bring to account, cause to show authority

(for statements, etc.); to examine the evidence

for (a statement, etc. ), investigate. To close the

books (of a business concern
1

! : to make no further

entries ,for a time). To shut the books : to suspend
business operations. To speak like a book : i. e.

accurately, with full or precise information. To

take a leaf out of'(a person's) book : to take pattern
from him, follow his example.
c 1460 Lauii/al 788 To say the soth, wythout les, Twelve

knyghtes wer dryve to boke. 1788 H. WATSON in Med.
Comnnin. II. 258 She. .continued on the books as an out-

patient. 1858 Times in Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 46 The oldest

merchants are
'

shutting their books ', as they express it.

1861 HUGHES Tom Broivn O.rf. I. ii. 32 It is a great pity
that some of our instructors in more important matters. .

will not take a leaf out of the same book. 1868 HOLME LEE
B Godfrey xxxiv. 1 1 8 The young scapegrace took his name
off the college books. 1870 Miss BRIUGMAX A'. Lynne II.

v. 104 We'll bring Sherborne to book. iBjgCiisfeirs Techn

Educ. IV. 215/1 By means of these figures we bring the

matter, as it were, to book, and eliminate tangible results.

III. Attrib. and Comb.

16. simple attrib. Of or pertaining to books
;

entered in books
; according to books ; bookish.

(Often written with hyphen as in 17, 18, but pro-

perly all cases where there are two distinct accents

belong here.)
1865 Boston (U.S.} Commonw. 11 Mar., These lectures

will .be published in book form.

17. General combinations : a. attributive, as

book - astronomer, -auction, -auctioneer, -birth,

cover, -desk, -education, -fair, -knowledge, -label,

-language, -mania, -mar/tit, -package, -prayer,

-prop, -prophecy, -quarrel, -rack, -rest, -room,

-sale, -shelf, -shop, -speech, -stall, -store, -teaching,

-title, -trade, -U'ar, -word, etc.

1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 115 Euclid was

merely a 'book-astronomer, who had never observed the

heavens. 1809 KNOX & JEBB Corr. \. 532, I was at a 'book

auction of a deceased priest. 1880 J. L.WMaav&aetglatts
Pref. 3 The large 'book-auctioneers. 1597 Gerard's Herbal
To Rdr., This 'bookebirth thus brought foorth by Gerard.

1864 MRS. JAMESON, etc. Hist. OurLord, qc. I. 22 The sculp-

903/2 The 'book-education they had while boys. 1863 W.
WATERSTON Cycl. Commerce s. v. Book, Two great 'book-

fairs, .held annually at Easter and Michaelmas. 1844 SIR F.

PALGRAVE Truths q Fictions Mid. Ages led. 2) 1 18 An ounce

of mother wit, improved by observation, is worth a stone of

'book-knowledge. 1880 J. L. WARREN Book-plates i. 8 An-

other view of a 'book-label may now be taken . . a precau-
tion against, .loss or theft, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I.

394 The same fortune that the Greek and Latin tongues

had, to become only school and 'book-languages. 1824

DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 39 The turnings and windings of the

'Book-mania. 1862 BURTON Bk.-hunter i. 55 Auctioneers

were surprised at the gradual change coming over the

book-market. 1647 SALTMARSH Sparkl. Glory 11847 > &
Those forms, as of Common-Prayer, 'Book-prayers, out-

ward rules of worship. 1863 LYTTON Sir. Story 1.214 The
sofa, .with 'book-prop and candlestick screwed to its back.

a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks. (1861) III. 213 The 'book-prophesy
. . hath this prologue or preface unto it. 1620 SANDERSON
Serin. (1681) 1.44 Multiplying unnecessary 'book-quarrels.

1885 Harfer's Afag. Mar. 543/1, 1 had made up my mind to

990

nothing but a 'book-rack. 1866 Direct. Angl. <ed. 3) 3 The
Service Book placed on the *bookrest. 1788 WESLEY Wks.

(1872) IV. 439, I appointed a Committee for. .superintending
the business of the "Book-room. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. <y

Mt'rih. III. viii. 212 Away from his own beloved bookroom
and laboratory-. 1818 BYRON To Mr, Murray, Along thy
sprucest 'bookshelves shine The works thou deemest most
divine. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi. 312 We will leave the

Polemic stuff of a dead century to lie quiet on its book-
shelves. 1862 BURTON Bk.-hunter i. 54 Works of ordinary
literature to be found in every 'book-shop, a 1652 J. SMITH
Set. Disc. viii. 378 Some who may arrive at that 'book-skill

and learning in divine mysteries. 1871 EAHLE/Y7<7/. Eng.
Tong. 23 The Angles first produced a cultivated 'book-

speech. 1800 Ann. Reg. 319/2, I one day happened at a
"book-stall to see a small dictionary. 1810 Edin. Rev. XVII.
121 Booksellers' shops passing under the name of

*' Book
Stores'. 1884 Harper's Mag. Feb. 420/2 His bookstore in

Boston. 1874 J. H KATH Croquet Player 1 1 'Book-teaching
. .cannot equal in efficiency practical lessons given by a good
player on the lawn itself. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. iv. 230
Accurate transcripts of 'book-titles. 1863 W. WATEKSTON
Cyci. Commerce s.v. Book, The modern 'book-trade dates

from the discovery of the art of printing. 1670 WALTON
Life Hooker 33 Mr. Hooker became at last, but most unwill-

ingly, to be engaged in a "book-war. 1851 KINGSLEY Yeast

xi. 198 Those fine *book-words and long sentences.

b. objective or obj. genitive, as book-borrower,

-breeder, -buyer, -collecting, -collector, -cutter,

-dealer, -devouring, -fancier, -fancying, -folding,

-hawker, -hawking, -hunter, -hunting, -lover,

-manufacture, -merchant, -monger, -ownership,

-preservation, -printer, -printing, -protecting, -piir-

ger ( expnrgcttor), -vender, -worship, -writer,

writing, etc.

1880 J. I.. WARREN Hook-plates i.\. 96 In the case of the

'book-borrowers there is no such Nemesis. 1605 CAMDEN
Rent. (1637) 288 Sir Thomas Moore .. and other "Book-

breeders. 1862 BURTON Bk.-liniiter I. 47 'Book-buyers
among whom his great critical works are forgotten. Ibid.

I. 59 The freaks of 'book-collecting. 1791-1824 D'IsRAEi.i

Cur. Lit. 11839) "' 14 3 The most magnificent of 'book-

collectors, the Duke de la Valliere. 1863 HOLVE LEE A.

Warleigli II. 311 Alice paused with a slender pearl 'book-

cutter in her hand. 1876 Clio. ELIOT Dan. Der. IV. Iviii.

172 The 'book-devouring Isabel. 1862 BURTON Bk.-kunter
i. 69 The curious blunder which made one of them worth
the notice of the 'book-fanciers. 1870 EMERSON Soc. <y

Unlit, viii. 168 The annals of bibliography afford many
examples of the delirious extent to which 'book-fancying
can go. 1791-1824 D'ISRAELI Cur. Lit. (1839) IIL 342 To
what hard hunting these ^book-hunters voluntarily doom
themselves. 1862 BURTON (title* The Book-hunter. 1863
GROSART Small Sins 78 A book-worm the pest of 'book-

lovers has pierced ..right through it. 1711 SHAFTESB.

Cliarac. 11737.1 III. 15
"
Book- merchants .. undoubtedly

receive no small advantage from a right improvement of

a learned scuffle. 1662 FULLER Worthier III. 168 He was
a great 'Book-monger. 0500 Cocke Lorelles B. 118431 9

'Boke prynters, peynters, bowers. 1863 J. G. NICHOLS
Herald <f Geueat. II. 158 Our historical 'book-printing
societies. 1606 W. CKASHAW Rom. Forg. I. 147 Instruc-

tions, giuen by the Pope . . to all
*

Booke-purgers. 1701
H. WANLEY in f'/iil. Trans. XXV. 1998 The Librarii or
'
Book-writers were, .a particular company ofmen, and their

Business a Trade. //>/</. 'Book-writing was their profession.

1820 SCOTT Motuist. Introd. 32 The irritabile genus compre-
hends the bookselling as well as the book-writing species.

C. instrumental, as book-formed, -lined, -sworn,

-taught, etc., adjs.

^11851 JOANNA BAILLIE ( Ogilvie 1

, Every table-wit and 'book-
formed sage. 1558 I"r. .1. Nyikolson, Kcndal (Somerset

Ho.), Bodely
* Buke sworne. 1642 CUDWORTH Serin. I Joint

ii. 3 (1676) 40 Not he that is only 'book-taught but he that

is God-taught. 1760 GOLDSM. Cit. II'. II. Ixvii, Our "book-

taught philosopher.

18. Special comb. : t book-answerer, a critic ;

book-bearer, one who carries a book, also a

prompter (0fo.),
= book-holder ; book-board, a

book-shelf in a pew, pulpit, etc. ;
book-bosomed

a., (used by Scott for) having a book in the bosom;
book-bound a., set round with books; book-

club, a subscription library (obs.), also a club in

which the subscriptions are expended in the pur-

chase or borrowing of books for the common use

of the members; book -crab = book- scorpion;

book-credit, an amount credited to a person's

account ia a ledger ; book-debt, an amount de-

bited to a person's account in a ledger, a debt

owing to a tradesman as recorded in his account-

books ; book-ghoul (see quot.) ; book-holder,
one who or that which holds a book, ^ spec, a

theatrical prompter, = book-bearer ; t book-house,
a library; book-law, written law ; f book-leiger,

one who confines his study to book-learning (cf.

LEIGEH! ; book-louse, a minute neuropterous in-

sect (Psocus pulsaloriits) destructive to books;

book-mark, a mark or label placed in or upon a

book to indicate ownership ; also a piece of ribbon,

paper, etc., inserted between the leaves of a book

to mark a place ; in this sense often called a

book-marker ; book-mate, school-fellow, fellow-

student ; f book-matter, a matter the adequate
treatment of which would fill a book ; f book-

money, surplice-fees ; book-muslin, a fine kind

of muslin owing its name to the book-like manner

in which it is folded when sold in the piece, also

Mipt. a dress made of such muslin ; book-oath,

BOOK.

an oath sworn on the
' book

'

; book-packet, a

packet which may be sent through the book-post ;

book -post, the system and regulations under

which books and printed matter may be sent

through the post-office ; book-postage, the price

charged for carriage by book-post ;
= book-rate ;

book - press, a book-case; book -scorpion, an

arachnid insect ( Chelifcr cancroides) resembling a

scorpion, often found in old books ; book-slide,
an expanding holder or stand 'for books; book-

society = book-club ; book-stand, a stand or case

for books ; book-work, work at books, study of

text-books ; book-wright, a maker or author of

books. Also BOOK-BINDER, -CASE, -CRAFT, -FELL,

-KEEPER, etc.

1760 GOLDSM. Cit. W. xiii. (1837) 48 If he has much money,
he may buy reputation from your 'book-answerers. 1530
PALSGR. 199/2 *Boke bearer in a ploye, protlwcolle. 1636
PRYNNE Unbish. Tim. (1661) 7 Timothy, .being so much at

Pauls beck, as to be. .his Cloack-carrier, and Book-bearer.
x86i RAMSAY Reniin. ii. ted. 18) 42 A nail on the seat or

'book-board. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. in. viii, A *book-

bosom'd priest. 1863 JLAKFKESON Sir Evcrard's D. xiii.

224 His little 'book-bound parlour. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav.

France 90 A chamber de lecture, or what we should call

a 'book-club, that does not divide its books, but forms

a library. 1804 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 485 People
..wait till it comes to the library or the book-club. 1835
KIRBY flab, ff Inst. Aniin. II. xvi. 90 In the scorpion and
the 'book-crab . . the mandibles . . have a moveable joint.

1863 FAWCETT Pol. Ecoti. ii. x. (18761261 Tradesmen fail in

business, in consequence of their money becoming locked up
in 'book -credits. 1689 Lond. Can. No. 2480/4 The Creditors

. .are desired to bring in an Account of their several Debts,
whether on Judgements, Bond, or 'Book-Debts. 1809 R.

LANGFORD Introd. Trade 12 Book Debts, if not legally de-

manded within the space of six years, cannot be recovered

by law. 1881 A. LANG Library 56 The 'Book-Ghoul is he

who combines the larceny of the biblioklept with the abom-
inable wickedness of breaking up and mutilating the volumes
from which he steals. 1585 HlCilNS Juntas' Xomenclator

501 iHalliw. l He that telleth the players their part when

they are out and have forgotten, the prompter or 'bopke-
holder. a xooo /ELFRIC Vac. in Wr.-Wulcker 185 Librarium,
'bochus. 1340 Ayenb., This boc is dan Michelis of North-

gate, ywrite in . . the bochouse of Saynt Austines of Canter-

bury. 1675 MARVELL Corr. ccxlix. Wks. 1872-5 II. 466 A
new Popish test for Book-Houses. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev.
1 1. vi. vi. 357 A court of Law, not 'Book-Law but primeval
Club-Law. 1672 T. VENN Mil. ty Marit. Discip. xxii. 169
What can such who are mere 'Book-leidgers do ? 1880 J L.

WARREN Book-plates ii. 14 Insigne librarian . . means simply
the 'book-mark. 1883 Harpers Mag. Oct. 806/1 He would
. .insert a book-mark at the page he bad last finished. 1858
Brit. Postal Guide 39 Together with 'Bookmarkers . . or

other articles usually appertaining to any such Book. 1588
SHAKS. L.L. L. IV. 1. 102 The Prince and his'Booke-mates.

1548 HOOPER Ten Conimandm. iv, There be many other

causes . . it were a 'book-matter to rehearse them. 1692
SPRAT Relat. Young's Contra', in Harl. Misc. VI. 219 (D.)

He had all the 'book-money, that is, the fees for marriages,
burials, and christenings. 1836 Scenes Comm, by Land Sf

S. 214 'Book muslin . . is the clearest and finest of all the

muslins. 1839 DICKENS Nick. Xicfc. xiv, A low book-muslin

dress and short kid gloves. 1884 lofA Cent. Mar. 406 Think
of a widow insisting on being provided with a book muslin.

iS3o PALSGR. 199/2 'Boke yOx-rvrfmtlU de droict. 1575

J. STILL Gamin. Carton iv. ii, Else ich durst take a book-

oath .. My gammer had been slain, a 1613 OVERBURY A
Wife, ffC. (1638) 174 Should he be brought upon his Book-

oath. 1886 Post Office Guide 3 A 'book-packet may contain

any number of separate books. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAN R.

Lynne 1 1 . x. 208 The . . fool . . sent . . a bundle of tracts by the

"book-post. 1858 Brit. Postal Guide g A packet . . is for-

warded, charged with the deficient 'book-postage. 1611

Bothie viii. 72 He'll think me. .Neither better nor worse for

mygentlemanship and 'bookwork. 1881 FITCH Leet. Teach-

ing 150 Book-work for lessons has obvious advantages.

1841 D' ISRAELI A men. Lit. ( 1867 1 88 An unskilful compilation
. .made by. .a noted 'book-wright in the reign of Elizabeth.

19. Combinations of the type common-place-book,

Domesday Book, pass-book, pocket-book, statute-book

will be found under their first element.

Book (buk), v. Forms : i boeian, 3-4 boke(n,

4-7 booke, 4- book. [OE. bdcian, corresp. to

OFris. bokia, ON. boka : from the sb. : see prec.]

fl. trans. To grant or assign (land) by charter :

see BOOK sb. \. 06s. (exc. Hist.}

066 in Cod. Dipt. 531 Oswald biscop bocab Wihthelme his

bexne. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. App. 374

Ethelwulf, king of Wessex, books the lands of twenty

families, not to a subject, but to himself. 1876 DIGBY Real

Prop. i. 12 Land thus granted was said to be 'booked' to

the grantee, and was called bocland or bookland.

2. To enter in a book ; to record, register.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 158 J>auh be engel Gabriel hefde his burde

Shocked. 1303 COWER Con/. I. 3 Some newe thing I shulde

boke. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trar. 9, 1 hauedone a thousand

better iests, if they had been bookt. 1610 HOLLAND Cam-
den's Brit. I. 4 The Bardi . . thought it not lawfull to write

and booke anything. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4677/4 They.,
saw him [a horse] book'd in the Market Book. 1854 HOOKER
Himal. J> nls. I. x. 247 To seize and book every object worth

noticing. 1883 Manch. Exam. 26 Nov. 4/2 Not eager to

book fresh orders.

b. fig.

1575 SIR N. BRETON in Farr S. P. (1845! i, How in your

heart you may for euer booke it. a 1656 Br. HALL Rein.

Wks. (1660) 183 The Almighty. . books their number for an

everlasting remembrance.



BOOKBINDER.
3. To enter in a list, to enrol, enlist.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts v. 14 Which had not
yet. .booked themselues as souldiers. 1607 HIERON Wks.\.
284 Enrouled and booked among Christians. 1612 J. DAVIES
Why Ireland, ffC. (1787) 176 He caused the marchers to
book their men.

4. To engage for oneself by payment (a seat or

place in a travelling conveyance or in a theatre or
other place of entertainment). Also absol.
1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey m. iv. 99, 1 will give them orders

to book an inside place for the poodle. 1837 DICKENS Pickw.
xxxv, Sam Weller booked for them all. 1878 F. WILLIAMS
Midi. Railw. 628 When railways were first opened for

passenger traffic . . the traveller had to give his name . .

his seat was 'booked'. Theatrical Ad-ut. Seats can be
booked one month in advance.

b. To enter (the name of a passenger, etc.) for

a seat or place ;
to issue railway tickets to ; refl.

to obtain a railway ticket for oneself.

1841 MARRYAT Poacher xli, He booked himself for the

following day's coach. 1850 JEPHSOM Brittany ii. 8, I

booked myself at the Waterloo Station for Jersey. 1884
Ct. West. Railw. Time Table July 53 Passengers are booked
through from Warwick.

c. To enter and pay for the transmission of

(goods, etc.) by any conveyance.
1829 LAMB in Select. Bernard Barton (1849) 139 The

parcel is booked for you this 25th March. 1849 DE QUINCKV
Eng. Mail Coach Wks. IV. 297 [It was) not in the way.
bill and therefore could not have been booked. 1885 Law7Y;LXXX. 45/1 His drover, .booked them (cattle] to the
Nantwich station.

5. transf. To engage (a person) as a guest or the
like, colloq. Cf. BOOKED 3.

1872, Proc. Amer. Philol. Soc. 18 It seems singular to the
American to hear an Englishman speak of 'booking' his
friend for dinner. Mod. \ shall book you for that evening.
Book, obs. pa. t. of BAKE ; obs. f. BUCK, BULK.
Boo'kbinder (bu-ktoindw). One who binds

books.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (18701 12 Noveritis nos..hoc present!
scripto nostro confirmasse Stephano Vant Bookbynder . .

totum predictum tenementum. < 1400 Destr. Troy 1589
Belmakers. bokebynders, brasiersfyn. i544Ascn.\M Toxoph.
(Arb.) 83 On whom I loked on by chaunce in the booke
bynders shope. i66 PF.PVS Diary 13 Aug., To treat with
a bookbinder to come and gild the backs of all my books.
1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 361 Petitions, .from book,
sellers, bookbinders and printers.
So Boo-kbindery ( [7.S.), a bookbinding estab-

lishment [cf. BINDERY] ; Bookbinding vbl. sb.

1787 Enrof. Mag. XII. 78 He tanned goat-skins .. for

bookbinding. 1854 CAR. THOMAS Formingdale 258 There
was but one book-bindery in the town. 1864 KNIGHT Pass.
Working Life II. 162 Bookbinding is now one of the large
manufactures of London. 1884 Manch, Exam. 29 Dec. 6/4A large bookbindery in New York.

Bookcase (bu-kik^s). A case or cupboard
for books

;
a set of bookshelves shut in by doors,

glazed or otherwise. Hence Boo'koased///. a.,

Bookcase-maker.
1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. v. 257 This book-case, with dark

booty almost burst. 1849 W. IRVING Crayon Misc. 225 On
each side of the cabinet were book-cases, well stored with
works of romantic fiction. 1861 Our Eng. Home 132 During
the fifteenth century the introduction of bookcases, as arti-
cles of domestic furniture.

t Book-case. Obs. A law case found in the
books or on record, a precedent. (Cf. BOOK 4 c.)
1552 HULOET s.v. Preiudice. . It may be as the ruled cases

and matters of the lawe be called bokecases. 1640-4 in
Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 597 Book-Cases and Prece-
dents, which without doubt they would have cited. 1726
AVLIFFE Parerg. 204, I have not met with any Book-Case,
that expressly warrants this opinion.

BoO'k ca'se. A case or pair of boards covered
with cloth or fancy paper, for binding a volume,
or the periodical numbers or parts of a work

; also
a case for holding unbound serials, music, etc.
1883 C. MACKESON Brit. Aim. Camp. 94 In some parts of

the country identical titles are very differently applied
Among the double meanings, .[is] Book Case Maker for a
Cabinet-maker or Bookbinder.

Boo'k-craft. Obs. or arch. Book-learning,
literary skill, literature: book-making, author-

ship.
IT 888 K. ALFRED Koeth. i, Boebius. .wses in boccrseftum. .

se rihtwisesta. 1621 B. JONSON Gipsies Metamorph., Some
book-craft you have, and are pretty well spoken. 1831SCOTT Ct. Robt. 17 The technical language of book -craft

Booked ,bukt),///. a. [f. BOOK sb. and v.}
t 1. Instructed in books. Obs.
1393 GOWER Con/. III. 319 She was wel taught, she was

wel boked.

2. Entered in a book
; registered ; conveyed by

charter.

1842 POE M. Roget Wks. 1864 I. 236 The recognized and
booked principles. 1875 MAINE Hist. Inst, iv. 115 Over his
own domain and ' booked

'

land.

3. colloq. Engaged, destined, bound
; certain.

1840 HOOD Up Rhine 6, I am booked for a much longer
journey. 1841 DE QUINCF.V Homer S, H. Wks. VI. 339 He,
at least, is booked for the doctor. 1849 R - LEVINGE C. Doolan
II. ix. 186 [He) declared that 'they were booked to have
fine weather '.

Bookeler, obs. form of BUCKLER.
Booker (bu-kail. Forms : 1-2 bdcere, 2 bo-

kere, 3 boeare, 9 booker. [OE. bieere, corresp.
to OHG. buohhari, Goth, h'kareis, : OTeut.

991

*b6kdrjo-z, f. bok- book
; but in the modem senses

formed anew on BOOK
z>.]

1 1. A writer of books, a scribe. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. viii. 19 Da senealzehte him an

bocere, and cwzS. c 1175 Cott. Horn. 245 )>a sunder hal;an
and ba boceras. c 1205 LAV. 32125 Alle f>a bocares wise.

2. One who enters in a book ; a book-keeper ;

b. spec, (see quot. 1863.)
1863 All Y. Koimii ii July 472/2 Persons technicallyknown as ' hookers

', who were, in fact, spies, travelling in
the omnibus, and yielding to the company an account of

the account kept by the booker.
3. techn.

1864 H. BRL-CE in Parlt. 14 June, With regard to the
finishers and hookers. . representation had been made to the
Government.

Bookery. [f. BOOK sb. + -ERT.]
1 1. Study of books. Obs.

1599 B]>. HALL Sat. n. ii. 28 Let them alone for me Busie
their braines with deeper bookerie.

2. A collection of books, a library.
1812 MAD. D'ARBLAV Diary VI. 346Theabbe. .has a book-

ery in such elegant order that people beg to go and see it.

1870 Pall MallG. 4 Oct. 5 If these bookeries were not saved
in time, .the town authorities have reason to be ashamed.

t Boo'k-fell. O/'s. (exc. ///r/.) A skin prepared
for writing upon, a sheet of vellum or parchment :

a parchment or vellum manuscript.
a 1000 in Thorpe Laws n. 244 (Bosw.)>a:t hi habban blax

and bocfel. a 1225 St. Marker. 23 J>at ich hit write on boc-
felle. 1863 FURNIVALL in Reader 28 Feb. 214 Those who
love tall folios and book-fells. 1868 G. STEPHENS Runic
Mon. I. ix, Our ancient bookfells.

Bookful (birkful), si. [see -FUL.] As much
as fills a book

; the entire contents of a book.
1599 SHAKS. Much Ado v. ii. 32 A whole booke full of these

quondam carpet-mongers. 1879 BAIN Higher Eng. Gram.
80 A bookful of problems.

t Bookful, a. Obs. rare. Full of knowledge
gathered from books.
1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 616 The bookful blockhead, ignor-

antly read, With loads of learned lumber in his head.

f Boo-k-hoard. O/'s. [OE. hoc, BOOK, + honl,

HOARD.] A repository for books or documents.

(An exclusively OE. word which was treated by
Blount, and thence included in later Diets.)
a 1000 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 194 BMMheca . . boc-

hord. [1670 BLOUNT La-M Diet., Boc-lwrd (Sax.l, a place
where Books, Evidences, Writings, or other like Monu-
ments are kept, as the Rolls. So PHILLIPS, BAILF.V, etc.]

Bookhood (bu'khud". [see -HOOD.] fa.
Knowledge of books, scholarship (o/is.\ b. The
estate or dignity of a book.

1772 H. WALPOLE Corr. (1837) III. 46 Who has a better

opinion of my bookhood than I deserve. 1881 Southern
Law Rev. (St. Louis} VII. 289 This book dares to assert
its bookhood independent of dress.

Boo-kie. Sc. buikie, bukie (ii\ A small book.
1860 RAMSAV Remin. Ser. i. ted. 71 no Before ye dee, ye

should burn a' your wee bukies.

Boo-kiness. rare.
[f. BOOKY a.] Bookishness.

1883 Dix in Standard 21 Mar. 6/3 Worship of pedantic
bookiness.

Booking (bu-kin), vbl. s/>. [f. BOOK W.+-INRI.]
( 1. The action of making into a book. Obs.

1643 HERLF. Ansu'. Ferne i What hath bin all this while
a boolcing.

2. The action of entering in a book, esf. in order
to engage a seat or place ;

also the issuing of

tickets, entitling to the same.

1884 Pall Mall G. 5 Aug. 7/2 The number of bookings
was much larger than . . last year. 1884 Daily News 9 Apr.
5/3 The old second-class fares were retained, .for first-class

bookings.
3. Sc. Law. A tenure peculiar to the burgh of

Paisley, whereby the proprietors held their lands
under the magistrates, the conveyance being entered
or ' booked '

in the Burgh Register. (Abolished
by

' The Conveyancing (Scotland) Act, 1874').
1868 Act 31-2 Viet. ci. 152 Lands in the burgh of Paisley,

held by the peculiar tenure of booking.
4. Comb, booking-clerk, the clerk or official

who books passengers or goods for a conveyance,
or who sells tickets at a booking-office ; booking
office, an office where places may be booked for

a coach or other conveyance, or where goods may
be booked for transit ; also the place where tickets

are sold at a railway or steam-boat station.

1836-7 DICKENS Sk. Boz 118501 79/2 Sally forth to the

booking-office to secure your place. Ibid. 80/1 You wonder
what on earth the booking-office clerks can have been before

they were booking-office clerks. 1881 R. GRANT WHITE Eng.
Within , W. iii. 60 At the 'booking-office' no booking is

done . . But as there were booking offices for the stage-
coaches which used to run between all the towns . . of Eng-
land, the term had become fixed in the minds, and upon the
lips of this nation of travellers.

Bookish (bu-kij"), a. [f. BOOK sb. + -ISH.]
1. Of or belonging to a book or books ; literary.
1567 DRANT Hor. Epist. xiii. E iij, Thou must retaine thy

bookish charge. 1594 Ord. of Prayer in Ljturf. Serv.
Q. Eliz. (1847) 657 Did not Saunders second his bookish
treasons, .by commotion in Ireland? 1816 Q. Rev. XVI. i

A phenomenon, in these days of bookish luxury. 1817

BOOK-LERED.
COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. to Natural Language, neither bookish
nor vulgar. 1878 S. Cox Sah*. Mundi (ed. 3) Pref. 8 To
recast these Lectures into a more bookish form.
2. Addicted to the reading of books ; studious.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 144 Bookish, stitdiosus. 1611 SHAKS.

Ir^itit. T. m. iii. 73 Though I am not bookish, yet I can
reade Waiting-Gentlewoman in the scape. 16650. LLOVD
State Worthies (1670) 672 [Raleigh] An accomplished Gal-
lant, and yet a bookish man. 1775'!'. SHERIDAN Art Read-
'"f 33 Bookish men are remarkable for taciturnity. 1874
MAURICE Friendship Bits. i. 12 In this bookish time of
James I.

b. Disparagingly : Acquainted with books only.
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /'/, i. i. 259 Whose bookish Rule, hath

pull'd faire England downe. 1680 CROWNE Misery Ci->. War
n. 16 Under the reign of this tame bookish Henry. 1712 ADDI-
SQttSpect. No. 482 F 2 A bookish man, who has no knowledge
of the world. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. II. j. 68 A monkish,
bookish person, who meddles with nothing but literature

3. quasi-aufe.
= next.

1591 FLORIO 2<if frates A iv. b, To . . speake bookish.

Bookishly ;bu-kijli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY

-'.]

In a bookish way, studiously.
<il668 J. THURLOW St. Papers II. 104 While she .. was

more bookishly given. 1840 MRS. TROLLOPE in AVrc Month.
Mag. LIX. 481 Whether bookishly disposed or not.

Bookishness (bu-kijhes). [see -NESS.] Book-
ish quality ; fondness for books or study; learning.
(Often somewhat contemptuous.)
a 1586 SIDNEY Api,/. Poctrie 11622! 521 A chain-shot against

all learning or bookishnesse, as they commonly term it.

1685 BAXTER Paraphr. Acts xxvi. 24 Much Learning or
Bookishness hath distracted thee. 1878 MORI.EY Diderot
I. 210 Diderot despised mere bookishness.

Bookism. rare, [see -ISM.]
=
prec.

1788 MAD. D'ARBLAV Diary (1842; IV. 176 A character
for bookism and pedantry.

Book-keeper (bu-k|k/~paa).
1. A person who keeps the accounts of a mercan-

tile concern, public office, etc.

1555 Act 2-3 Phil. $ M. vii. 4 The parties to the bar.

gaine . . shall come to the open place appointed for the toll

taker, or for the booke keeper, .and there enter, .their names
..in the toll takersbook. 1842 DICKENS Amer. Notes (1850)
109/2 Melancholy ghosts of departed book -keepers, who had
fallen dead at the desk.

2. One who hoards books
;
a book-miser, rare.

1884 Harpers Mag. Nov. 828/1 The old-fashioned book-
keeper, who fears his precious books will be hurt by
using.

Book-keeping (bu-kik/pirj; . The art of keep-
ing a merchant's or tradesman's books or accounts.
1689 Land. Gaz. No. 2480/4 Merchants, .who desire to be

accomplish'd with the Famous Art of Book-keeping. 1817
J. SCOTT Paris Revisit. 82 What is poetry to one, may be
book-keeping to another. 1849 J. FREESK Comm.ClasS'bk.
in. 95 An introduction to book-keeping by single and double
entry.

t Bookland. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : i b6c-

land; Antiq. 7 bock-, 8-9 boo-, 9 bok-, book-
land. The Old English name for land taken from
thefolcland or common land, and granted by b6c

or written charter to a private owner
; thus, at

length, applied to all land that was not folcland.
(Hence the common place-name Buckland."}
a looo Laws of Edgar i. 2 lEosw.) De on his boclande

cyricean hzbbe. 1641 Termes de la Ley 42 Bockland, in
the Saxons time.. was by that name distinguished from
Folkland. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Bocland. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Comm. II. 90 Book-land, or charter-land. 1860 C.
I XNES Scot 1. Mid. Ages ii. 54 Bocland or Charterland was
.such as was severed by an act of the government, that is, by
the King with the consent of his parliament, from the public
land. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. v. 76 As the primitive
allotments gradually lost their historical character . . the
ethel is lost sight of in the bookland. 1876 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. V. xxiv. 368 The man who received a grant of book-
land on such terms as made it practically as much his own
as a primitive e3el.

Book-lare, -lear, Sc. forms of BOOK- LORE.
Book-latin : see BOC-LEDEN.

Book-learned (bu-k|l|uned), a. learned in

books or the knowledge acquired from them. (Now
generally in disparaging sense). Hence Book
learnedness.
CI42O Antitrs Arth. Iv, Boke-lornut byrnus, and bischop-

pus of the beste. 1601 DENT Pathtv. Heauen 328, I am
somewhat ignorant, 1 am not book-learned. 1697 COLLIER
Ess. Mor. Subj. i. (1709) 79 Your old Heroes in Homer (for

want of being Book-Learned', were none of the Gentilest-
Men. .11700 DRVDEN (J.t Whate'er these booklearn'd
blockheads say. 1837 EMERSON Misc. 77 The book-learned
class, who value books as such.
1661 K. W. Conf. Charac. (1860^ 37 He hath obtained to

so high a measure of book-learnednes.

So Boo-k-lea rning, learning derived from books

(merely), knowledge of books.

1589 Hay any Work 2 In my book learning, the one was
some popish Trull, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) III. 14 The
extravagant humour of our Countrey js

not to be altogether
commended, that all men should aspire to booke learning.
1838 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-bks, (1871) I. 157 Intelligent
as respects book-learning, but much deficient in worldly tact.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 308 He had as little book-

learning as the most stupid ploughboys of England.

t Boo'k-lered. Obs. [see LERE v. to teach.]
BOOK-LEARNED.

c 1205 LAY. 25624 Biscopes bis iherden & bocilzrede men.
a 1275 Prav. Alfred 4 in O. E. Misc. 103. c 1325 A Hit. P.
B. 1551 He bede his burnes bo} to bat were bok lered.



BOOKLESS.

Bookless (bu-kles), a. [see -LESS.]
1. Ignorant of books, unscholarly. poet.
1735 SOMERVILLE Chase i. 395 How mean, how low, The

bookless saunt'ring Youth, a 1763 SHENSTONE Wks. (1764) I.

293 Why, with the cit, Or bookless churl. . deign 'st thou to
reside ? 1847 TENNYSON Princess \\. 42.

2. Destitute of books.

i788CowpERf//. (1824' II. 123 Inform a bookless student
in what region, .his long-lost volumes ma> be found. 1865
Pall Mall G. 7 Oct. n The dusty tourist, lounging in the
deserted streets of bookless Caceres, or Alcantara.

Booklet (birklet). [see -LET.] A tiny book.
1859 Sat. Rev. 19 Feb. 220/1 The Infant booklet, depre-

cating rigid criticism and modestly pleading the advice of
friends. 1885 fllust. Lond. AVrttf 19 Sept. 290/1 Booklets
that we can carry in the pocket.

Booklike (,bu-k|bik), a. and adv. Like a book.
1839 BAILEY Festus xii, It holds the starry transcript of

the skies Booklike, within its bosom.

Bookling vbu-kHrj). [see -LING.] A little book.

1803 SOUTHEY Life 11850! II. 230 The twelfth of the book-

lings [i.e. cantos] into which it [Madoc] is now divided.
1822 Black-v. Mag. XII. 656 The dainty booklings of our

poetesses. 1881 . / thenxnm 26 Mar. 425 '3 The curious book-
lings which Elyot saw through the pre^ during his lifetime.

Boo'k-lore. [An OK. and early ME. comb,
used again in our own day, with other combina-
tions of LOBE. In mod. use first in Sc., where

perhaps it may have come down from earl}- times.]

Book-learning, knowledge gained from books.
a 1000 Canons of .^Elfric 23 iBosw.i Blind bib se lareow,

g'f

he 3a boclare ne cann. < 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 155
5re lorSeawes be cunnen holie hoc-lore. i8o8jAMiESON

Diet, s.v.,
'

I gat nae buik-Iare '. 1818 SCOTT Leg. Montrose
ii, My legs and arms stood me in more stead than either

my gentle kin or my book-lear. 1863 GILCHRIST Life BlaAs
I. 38 Education as to book-lore neglected.

Book-maker (bu'kmjikai).

tl. One who makes a book (as a material pro-
duct ; a printer and book-binder. Obs.

1515 in Glasscock Rec. S/. Michaels, Bp. Stortford'34 Item
pd. to th hokemaker and his servaunt . . xxxiijs. iiijt^. 1711
{title)]. DISTAFF Character ofDon Sacheverellio, Printed
and Sold by Francis Higgins, Bookmaker.
2. One who composes or compiles a book ; often

disparagingly, one who makes a trade of this.

1533 MORE Apol, 1. Wks. 928/2 For of newe booke makers
there are now moe then ynough. 1841 EMERSON Man the

KffetrmerWks. 1875 II. 241 Better that the book should
not be quite so good, and the bookmaker abler and better.

1849 EARL LOXSDALE in Croker /'((/Vrs 11884) III. xxvi.202
He [Arthur Young] was spoilt by the success of his early
works, and became a bookmaker. 1878 MORLKY Didt-rot I,

218 Cases In which he reproduced, as any mere bookmaker
might have done, the thought of his authority.
3. A professional betting man. Cf. BOOK sb. 10.

1862 Lond. Rev. 30 Aug. 188 Betting there seemed to be
none . .we co:ild not perceive a single book or book-maker
1880 W. DAY Racehorse in Train, xxiv, 245 Bookmakers
pursue a legitimate and lucrative trade by laying against
all horses as they appear in the market.

Book-making (birkm^kig).
1 1. The manufacture of books as material arti-

cles). Obs.

1487 Ch.-ivardetfs Ace. St. Dunstan's, Canterb., John
Cas.se hathe delyueryd . . to the booke makyng iiji. iiij</.

2. The compilation of books. Xow usually con-

temptuous : see prec. word.) Also attrib.

1589 Marprel. Epit, (1843! 8 Note here a new founde
manner of bookemaking. 1615 LATHAM Falconry Ded., I

am not so well experienced in the art ofbookemaking. 1794
MATHIAS Pursuits Lit. (17981 384 It is mere book-making,
beneath the character of so learned a gentleman as Dr.
Warton. 1865 Englishm. Mag. 220 Bookmaking now has

got a bad name, or at any rate the term is used in a bad sense.

3. The making of a betting-book.
1886 Boston {Mass.} Herald 16 July, In England, book-

making is rigidly prohibited elsewhere, but on the race

tracks it is allowed,

Bookman (bu
-kmn). A scholar, a student.

1583 Exec, for Treason (1675) 42 Scholars, or Book-men.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv, ii. 35 You two are book-men : Can
you tell by your wit, etc. 1621 BP. MOUNTAGUE Diatribe

403 You, so great a booke-man, know well enough, etc.

1817 MAR. EDGEWORTH Ormondv. (1832) 51 Did you ever
hear of the Stoics that the book-men talk of? 1859 GEN. P.

THOMPSON Audi Alt. II. Ixxxiii. 45 A certain Hermann,
whom the book-men call Arminius. 1871 MORLEV Crit.

Misc. (18861 I. 75 He figured as the philosopher and book-
man of the party.

t Boo'k-pad, v. Obs. [f. BOOK + PAD, after

foot-pad.] trans. & intr. To steal matter from (a

book), to plagiarize. IlenceBook-paddingz'/'/. sb.,

perh. confused with the other sense of padding.'
1685 F. S PENCE House Medici 281 He book-padded the

ancient panegyricks of the noblest thoughts that suited with
his subject. 1723 S. MATHER Vind. Bible Pref. 3 He
charges Dr. Lightfoot with book -padding out ofAynsworth.

Book-plate (bU'kpl**t). A label, usually

pasted inside the front cover of a book, bearing the

name or crest of the owner, or other device indi-

cating ownership, position in a library, etc.

1791 J. IRELAND Hogarth Illustr. I. Introd. 22 The works
of. .Callot were probably his first models; and shop-bills
and book-plates his first performances. 1850 N. <y Q. I. 212

The book-plate with the following device an eagle or

vulture feeding with a snake another bird, nearly as large
as herself. 1880 WARREN Book-plates i. 2 The word book-

plate in its technical sense of exact equivalence to ex-libris.

BoO'k-rea d, ///. a. Well read in books,
skilled in book-learning.
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IS91 SPENSER M. Hubberd 358 They forg'd another, as
for Clerkes booke redd. 1876 EMERSON Ess. Ser. 11. viii. 187
Rich, ignorant, book-read, conventional, proud men.

Bookseller (bxrkise-lai). A vender of books.

i&nliigderisPolycron. (title), Imprented. .at yeexpences
of John Reynes bokeseller. 1543-3 Act 34-35 Hen. I'llI,
i, Ani printer, bokebinder, bokeseller, or anie other person.
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 420 He dissected a Bookseller, and
found his heart more then halfe rotted away. 1788 II 'til-

poliana clxix. 77 One of those booksellers in Paternoster-
row who publish things in numbers. 1816 J. GILCHRIST
Philos. Etym. Introd. 4 He only glanced over it for a short
time in a bookseller's shop.
Hence Boo'ksellerish a., Bocvksellerism.
1778 R. POTTER in Parr's Wks.^ (1828* VIII. 228 '{'he

common complaint against authorism and booksellerism.

1815 SOUTH EY Lett. 118561 II. 414 It is impossible that any
compositions can be more booksellerish.

Bookselling (hu-kise-liq), vbl. sb. The trade
of a bookseller.

1530 Royal Priv. in Palsgr. p. xi, Medlyng with the faite of

printyng or bokesellyng. 1788 M'alpoliana xxxiii. 17 The
manoeuvres of bookselling are now equal in number to the

stratagems of war. 1839 HALI.AM Hist. Lit. \. ciii. 145
The trade of bookselling seems to have been established at

Paris and at Bologna in the twelfth century.
2. attrib. or adj. That sells books

; pertaining
to the selling of books.

1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp. Introd. 17 The several great
bookselling houses. 1839 LOCKHART Ballantyne-kumlntg b

Scott lost a fortune by the bookselling speculation. 25
The early period prior to the bookselling adventure. 1884
Athenmum 12 Jan. 54/1 The bookselling fraternity.

Bookspell, -staff, -stave : see BOC.SPELL, etc.

Boo'kwards, adv. [see -WARDS.] In the

direction of books, in print.
1850 I.. HINT Antobiog. II. xvi. 217 He. .never modified

or withheld any opinion (in private or bookwardsi except in

consideration of what he thought they, .might not like.

Boo'k-ways, boo'kwise, adv. In the man-
ner or form of a book.

1696 Lond. C,az. No. 3228/2 Act allowing Securities, etc.,

to he written Book-ways.
Book-wise (btrkjwai'z), a. Book-learned.
1616 SfRFL. & MARKH. Country Farm 24 Your Farmer. .

need not to be Booke-wise. 1885 Cassell's Fain. Mag. Jan.
83 Wishing she had had more schooling, and that Peter

might grow up
' book -wise '.

Book-worm ^birkiwwml.
1. lit. A kind of maggot which destroys books

by eating its way through the leaves.

1855 MRS. GATTY Parables fr. Nat. Ser. xvm. (1809) 66

The bookworm, .had just eaten his way through the back
of Lord Bacon's Advancement of Learning. 1886 Bookst'l/cr

6 N ov. 1 1 80 A living specimen ofa bookworm . . Book-worms
are the larva? of a small beetle \anobinw.\ . .\ discovered
that many of the volumes contained living bookworms.

2. fig. One who seems to find his chief sustenance

in reading, one who is always poring over books.

1599 B. JoN'SONO'?/////^y?-7'. in. ii, Perverted and spoiled

by a whoreson book-worm, a 1736 POPE Lett. Wks. 17 56

V. 141, I wanted but a black gown and a salary, to be as

meer a bookworm as any there. 1865 MERIYALE Rom. Km/>.
VIII. Ixvii. 278 No sophist, no schoolman, no mere dreaming
bookworm.

Booky (bu'ki ,
a. colloq. Characterized by or

derived from books
; given to books

;
bookish.

1880 MARK TWAIN Tramp Abr. II. 202 Lessons in morals
, ..which come not of booky teaching, but of experience.
I 1884 GRANT ALLKS Str. Stories 105 Gladys was clever too,

though nut booky.

Bool, mod.Sc. form of BOUL, curvature, round,

handle, and of boulc, BOWL, ball, bowl, marble.
1826 J. WILSON -\VL-/. Antbr. Wks. 1855 I. 170 Frae the

size o' a peppercorn to that o' a boy's bools.

Bool, obs. form of BAWL v.

Boold(e, obs. form of BOLD.

Boole, obs. f. BOLE sb.'2 , BOWL sb.l and BULL.

Boolie, var. of BOWLY $'<-., crooked.

t Booly. Obs. Also 6 bolye. [ad. Irish buaile

cattle-fold, or its deriv. bttailidh ; deriv. of bo cow,
or ad. 'L.bovTle.] A temporary fold or enclosure used

by the Irish who wandered about witii tht-ir herds

in summer
;
a company of people and their cattle

thus wandering about. Hence Spenser has Bool-

ing for the practice.
1596 SPENSER State Irt'L (18091 82 All the Tartarian* and . .

Scythians, live in hordes ; being the very same that the

Irish boolies are, driving their cattle with them, and feeding
only on their milk and white meats. Ibid. 494 By this

custom of booling there grow in the meantime many great
enormities unto that commonwealth, 1610 FOI.KINGHAM A^rt
of Survey i. x. 25 In the North of Ireland, they do with
much convenience, by kreating [

= creaghting] & shifting
their Boolies from seed-fur til haruest bee inned, both de-

pasture & spile
their grounds. 1846 W. H. MAXWELL Capt.

Blake 1. vii, The tenants of the lonely boitillit. (Bouillies^

are summer bivouacs, used by shepherds when depasturing
their flocks in the mountains.)

Boom . b/7m), sb. * Also 6-7 bomb(e. [f.
BOOM ^.']

A loud, deep sound with much resonance or hum-

ming effect, as of a distant cannon, a large bell, etc. :

also the usual word for the cry of the bittern.

? a 1500 F'rere A> Boye 176 in Ritson A. P. P. 41 Tem-
pre thy bombe, he sayd, for shame. 1636 BACON Sylra

151 A Pillar of Iron. .which, if you had struck, it would
make a little flat noise in the Room where it was struck ;

but a great bomb in the Chamber beneath. 1795 SOUTH EV
Vis. Maid Orleans i. xv, The bittern's boom was heard ;

hoarse, heavy, deep. 1816 KIRBV & Sp. Fntomol. (1843) II.

BOOM.

301 This evening boom of beetles ; this nocturnal buz of

gnats. 1843 LEVER J. llinton liv. 341 The loud boom of a

gun struck upon my ear. 1846 RVSKIN Mod. Paint. (1848)
I. II. II. i. 21. 151 The dull boom of the disturbed sea. 1858
HAWTHORNE Fr. ff It. Jrnls. I. 232 The great bell of St.

Peter's tolled with a deep boom.

Boom ,b/7m), sb.- iVaut, Also (in sense 3) 8

bomb. [a. Du. boom '

tree, beam, pole', conesp.
to OHG., MHO. l>oui, mod.G. baum, also to

OE. beam, and mod. BEAM : taken from Du. in

senses in which the Eng. beam was not used.]
1.

' A long spar run out from different places in

the ship, to extend or boom out the foot of a par-
ticular sail

;
as jib-boom, flying jib-boom, stud-

ding-sail booms.' Smyth Sailor's \Vord-bk. 1867.
1662 in Birch Hist. Royal Soc. 11756) I. 91 The violence

of it snapt off their boom by the board. 1699 in Capt.
Smith's Sctw'ian's Grain, xvi. 76 A Boom, a long Pole used
to spread out the Clew of the Studding-sail, etc. 1719 DK
FOE Crusoe i. ii. 20 She sail'd with . . a Shoulder of Mutton
Sail ; and the Boom gib'dover the Top of the Cabin. 1742
ANSON Voy. III. v. 341 The mast, yard, boom, and outriggers,
are all made of bamboo. 1850 BLACKIF. &schylus II. 252
With broken booms and fragments of the wreck.

b. //. That part of a ship's deck where the

spare spars are stowed.

1762-9 FAI.CON'ER Shifnvr. II. 262 The yards secure along
the booms were laid. 1803 NELSON in Nicolas Dup. (1845)
V. 205 Hardy [is] rigging the main-yard on the booms.

1833 MAKRYAT P. Simple (1863* 92 Mr. Chucks then sat

duwn upon the fore-end of the booms by the funnel. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's li'orit-6k. t BOOIHS, a space where the spare
spars are stowed ; the launch being generally stowed be-

tween them.

t 2. A pole set up to mark the course of the

channel or deep water. ] Ofis.

1705 HARRIS Lexicon Techn.*.\. /?<w..The Poles with
Bushes or Baskets on the Top, which are placed to direct

how to steer into a Channel are called Booms, and by some
Beacons. 1755 in JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets. [Not in

SMYTH Sailor's ll'ord-bk.}

3. A bar or barrier consisting of a strong chain

or line of connected spars, pieces of timber bound

together, etc., stretched across a river or the

mouth of a harbour to obstruct navigation.
t~ 1645 HOWELL Lett. 11650) I. 215 The sea-works and

booms were traced out by Marquis Spinola. 1655 LFSTRANGE
Chas. I, 93 Before his coming the Cardinal had finisht his

prodigious Boom and Barricade [at Rochelle] through which
it was impossible to break. 1689 LUTTRELL BriefRel. I. 549
The Irish had laid a great chain with a boom acrosse the

river. 1702 W. J. Brnyn's Voy. Levant x. 37 Anciently a

Chain or Bomb lay across from Castle to Castle, to prevent
the passing of Ships. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine 117891.

iSssM.ACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. xii, Large pieces of fir wood
strongly bound together, formed a boom which was more
than a quarter of a mile in length.

4. In the American lumber-trade : A line of

floating timber stretched across a river or round
an area of water to retain floating logs.

1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. VII. (18521 App. 592 She stole

along by the river side, until she came to a boom, where
she passed over. 1829 D. CONWAV Norway, fyc. 190 The
booms that are placed across the stream nearer its mouth.

1848 THOREAL- Maim W. i. 11864 32 Showing no traces of

I
man but some low boom in a distant cove reserved for spring
use. 1865 Cape Cod. vi. 105 The inhabitants visit the

beach to see what they have caught as regularly as . . a lum-
berer his boom. 1884 S. E. DAWSON Hand-bk. Canada 20.

5. Comb., as boom-sheet, -stick, etc. (sense 4) ;

boom-boat, a boat stowed on the booms (see I b) ;

boom-brace pendant,
' a rope attached to the

extremity of a studding-sail boom, used to counter-

act the pressure of the sail upon the boom'

(Smyth) ; boom-cover, a cover for the spars when
stowed on deck ;

boom-ended a., having the

studding-sail booms rigged in, so that their ends

do not project beyond the yard-arms ; boom-iron,
an iron ring fitted on the yard-arm, through which

the studding-sail boom slides when rigged out or

in
;
a similar ring by which the flying jib-boom is

secured to the jib-boom, or this to the bowsprit ;

boom-jigger, a tackle for rigging the top-mast

studding-sail booms out or in
; boom-sail, a sail

(foresail or mainsail) which is set to a boom
instead of to a yard (opposed to square fonsail
or mainsail) ; boom-sheet, a sheet fastened to

a boom ; boom-spar, see BOMESPAK.

1840 R. DANA Be/. Mast, xxvii. 90 The studding-sail hal-

yards were let go, and the yards "boom-ended. 1881 Daily
Tel. 38 Jan., The propeller is fast taking the place of the

old "boom-foresail. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (17891

'Boom-iron, .is employed to connect two cylindrical pieces

of wood together, when the one is used as a continuation of

the other. 1829 MARRVAT F. Mildmayvm, A lail block

was attached to the boom-iron, at the outer extremity of

each fore-yard-arm. Ibid, xx, She had a square mainsail,

boom mainsail, and jib. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine

I ijSg}CAandtlifrs.. the crutches fixed on the stern or quarter

of a *boom-sail vessel. 1836 MARRYAT Pirate viii. Ease off

the *boom sheet. 1879 L umbertnan's Gaz. 18 June 6 It

shall be unlawful foranyperson other than the owner thereof

.. to take possession of..any log, spar, *boomstick, etc...

in any waters in this State [Michigan].

Boom (bm\ rf.3 U.S. [This and its verb

(BOOM v?} have arisen recently in U. S. : it is not

clear whether the vb. is from the sb., or conversely.

The actual origin is also a matter of conjecture;
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probably, it consisted in a particular application of

BOOM sb.l and its vb., with reference not so much
to the sound, as to the suddenness and rush, with

which it is accompanied. Cf. esp. BOOM &.1 I c.,

and 2. But association, original or subsequent,
with other senses of BOOM, is also possible, and
the actual use of the word has not been regulated

by any distinct etymological feeling, so that no
derivation will account for all its applications.]
1. A start of commercial activity, as when a new

book, the shares of a commercial undertaking, or

the like
'

go off
'

with a ( boom '

;
a rapid advance

in prices; a sudden bound of activity in any busi-

ness or speculation.
1%-jt) Lumberman's Gaz. 19 Dec., There has not been the

boom upon lumber experienced in many other articles of

merchandise. 1880 World 3 Nov. 5 The election of the

American President is expected to be followed by a ' boom
'

that will take up prices. 1884 St. James's G. 26 Jan. 4/1

With the revival of prosperity in the United States the

greet boom in railway properties set in. 1884 Times 28

Nov. 4 Building
' Boom' in the United States. MARSTOX

Frank's Ranch? 36 One railroad spoils a town, two bring it

to par again, and three make a 'boom'.

2. The effective launching of anything with eclnt

upon the market, or upon public attention ; an

impetus given to any movement, or enterprise ; the

vigorous
(

running
'

or writing-up of a candidate

for an election ;
a vigorously worked movement in

favour of a candidate or ' cause*.

1879 SALA in Daily Tel. 26 Dec., The Grant ' Boom' may
be succeeded by the Sherman ' Boom '. 1884 Reading
Mom. Herald 15 Apr., Blame's book was issued ..just
at the critical moment in his boom for the Presidency. 1884
Lisbon (Dakota) Star 10 Oct., How Electioneering Booms
are Worked Up by the Faithful.

Boom (b/7m), v. 1 Forms: 5 bombon, bum-
myn, bumbyn, borne, 6 bomme, 7- bomb, (9

borne', 8- boom. [Of imitative origin; whether

original in Eng. it is impossible to determine ; cf.

Ger. btimmen, Du. bommen t of similar meaning,
ODu. bom a drum

;
also BOMB, which in its origin

is closely allied. The development of sense 2 is

not quite clear
;

it may be a different word.
But in Sc., the equivalent

' bum '

is used both of the hum
of bees, etc.

,
of the sound of a passing shot or stone, and of

the rushing motion of a stone or the like, as
'

to bum stones

at anyone', to kick an object and 'send it &lttttmirtg'(i,e.

spinning) away'.]
1. intr. To hum or buzz, as a bee or beetle

;
to

make a loud, deep sound with much resonance, as

a cannon, a large bell, the waves of the sea, etc. ;

also the usual word to express the cry of the

bittern.

c 1440 Prontp. Parr. 55 Bombon as been [K., H., 1499

bummyn or btimbyn], bontbizo. 1653 PALSGK. 460/1 This

waspe bommeth about myne eare. 1713 YOUNG Last Day
i. 27 Booming o'er his head The billows close, 1815 HOGG
Pilgrims o/Snn n. Poems (18221 II. 48 Swift as the wild-

bee's note, that on the wing Bombs like unbodied voice

along the gale. 1840 BARHAM IngoLLeg. 407 Unless I get

home, Ere the curfew borne. 1865 Miss BRADDON Only a
Clod xxxvii. 303 All the machinery in London seemed

buzzing and booming in her ears. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul
II. 44 The bittern booms amid its pestilent and stagnant
marshes.

b. trans. Usually with out. To give forth or

utter with a booming sound.

1837 CARLYLE/V. Rev. II. vi. vi. 354 Saint-Antoine boom-

ing out eloquent tocsin, of its own accord. 1870 Miss BRIDG-

MAN R. Lymie I. xvii. 303 The . . clock boomed out twelve.

c. In Curling, etc. : To move rapidly onward
with booming sound. Cf. BUM v. Sc.

a 1835 HOGG in Whistle-binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser. in. 34 We'd
boom across the Milky Way, One tee should be the Northern

Wain, Another bright Orion's ray, A comet for a Channel
Stane !

2. intr.
' To rush with violence

;
as a ship is

said to come booming, when she makes all the

sail she can' (Phillips 1706, whence in J. etc.).

Vi6i7 Fight at Sea in Arb. Garner II. 200 The first of

them booming by himself before the wind. 1706 PHILLIPS.

1876 C. D.WARNER Winter on Nile x. 130We are booming
along all night. 1879 Lumberman's Gaz. 19 Dec., The
three drives ..with plenty of water come booming along
at a most lively rate.

Boom ^bwin), v.- [f. BOOM sb* ;
in sense i b

app. directly from Du. boomen ' to push with a

pole', as the sb. appears not to be used in this

sense. Cf. BOLM.]
1. Naut. (trans.} a. To boom out: to extend (the

foot of a sail) with a boom. b. 70 boom off: to

push (a vessel) off with a pole.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grant, ix. 41 With a Boome
boome it out. 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xxxv, We boomed
her off from the Wharf. 1857 S. OSBORN Qittdah vi. 72 Our
sails being at the time boomed out.

2. To furnish (a river or piece of water) with a

boom to retain floating timber; to collect (logs or

timber) in a boom. N. America. See BOOM si)."2 4.

1879 Lumberman s Gaz. i Oct., Numerous lakes commu-
nicating with the main Slough have been boomed.

3. Cf. BOOMING vbl. sb. 2.

Boom (brrO, v$ U. S. [see BOOM ^.3]
1. intr. To *

go off
'

with a ' boom
'

;
to burst into

VOL. I.

sudden activity or briskness ;
to make rapid (com-

mercial) progress, to advance vigorously.
i&ig Lumberman s Gaz. 15 Oct., Every one says business

is booming. 1882 Century Mag. XXV. 101 The gay, storm-

beleaguered camp, in the words of its exhibitory press,

began to boom. 1883 Lets. Ho. 283/2 This metropolis. . has
boomed into something highly commonplace and respectable.
2. trans. To give a 'boom' to ; to push, puft,

force upon public attention,
* write up*. Also

absol. To work up a ' boom '.

1879 Indianapolis Jrnl. 23 Apr., The rest are in varying
degrees positive, if not 'all "booming" for U. S. Grant'.
1882 Century Mag. XXIV. 506 To ' boom' a town in Da-
kota is an art requiring . . no end of push and cheek . ,

Fargo is said to be the best-boomed town in Dakota. 1884
Boston. (Mass.} Jrnl. 22 Nov. 2/4 The World is booming
Mr. Conkling for United States Senator.

Boom, boomb, obs. forms of BOMB.

Boomage (bw-mt-dg). [f.
BOOM s&.- + -AfJE.]

a. 'A duty levied to compound for harbour

dues, anchorage, and soundage* (Smyth Sailors
H r

ord-l>k.}. b. A toll levied by the owner of a

boom on its use for storing logs.
1862 Stat. Pennsyfo. 396 To prevent collecting boomage

upon non-marked lumber.

Boombas, variant of BOMBASE v. Obs.

Boomed, ppl. a. A'aut.
[f.

BOOM s/>,~ or v.- +

-ED.] Furnished with or set to a boom.
1628 DIGBY Voy. Mcdit. (1868) 81 Then wee all chaced

with all the sayle we could make (and we added seuerall

boomed sayles'.

Boomer 1
(b/7-maa). [f.

BOOM z'. 3 2.] One who
'booms' or pushes an enterprise. U. S. slang,
1883 Times 26 Sept. 8 [He] is a North-Western ' boomer

'

of great earnestness. 1885 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 19 Aug. 2/4
The Oklahoma boomers.

Boo'iner-- A name given in Australia to the

male of the largest species of kangaroo.
1881 Times 28 Jan. 3/4 The marsupial with a body which

surpassed in bulk that of the
' boomer'.

Boomerang" '

v b/7*mara.Tj). Also 8-9 boma-

rang, bomerang, boomering. [Adoption or

modification of the native name in a lang. of the

aborigines of N. S. Wales.
Collins (Judge Advocate of the colony when founded in

1788) collected a short vocabulary of Port Jackson \\oids, in

which luo-niMr-rang occurs among
' names of clubs'. (He

has also wo-mer-ra the throwing stick, which some later

writers erroneously identify with the boomerang.) In a

->hort vocabulary of the extinct language of George's River,

Hotany Bay, printed by Ridley, Kamilarfi 103, are ivomrd
'

throwing stick for spear ',
biiniarin

'

boomerang'. Boome-

rang was given as 'the Port Jackson term' by Capt.

King in 1827; its exact relation to iLO-nuir-rang and bft*

inarin^ and the relations of these to each other can perhaps
not now be determined. A very graphic account of the

use of the weapon (described as 'a bent, edged waddy re-

sembling slightly a Turkish scimitar'; is in the Sydney
Gazette of 23 Dec. 1804 : the name boomerang has not

been found in that paper up to 1823.]

An Australian missile weapon : a curved piece
of hard wood from two to three feel long, with a

sharp edge along the convexity of the curve. It is

so made as to describe complex curves in its flight,

and can be thrown so as to hit an object in a

different direction from that of projection, or so

as to return to or beyond the starting-point.

[1798 COLLINS Acct. N.S. Wales, Vocab. ' names of Spears
and other instruments ', Can-ni-cnllt Car-ru-ivangt Wo-

Mur-rangi names of clubs.] 1827 CAPT. Kixa-Varr. Sur-<.<.

Coasts Austral. I. 355 Boomerang is the Port Jackson term

for this weapon, and may be retained for want of a more de-

scriptive name. 1830 Mechanic's Mag. XIII. 430 Captain
Cook, when at Botany Bay, having seen the bomarang, con-

cluded that it was a wooden sword. 1830 Proc. K. Geog.
Soc. I. 27 The curl or boomering is seldom used as a weapon
[in W. Australia]. 1834 L. E. THRELKELU Austral. Grain,,

Vocab. Hunter Riv. Tur-rn-ma, an instrument of war,
called by Europeans Boomering of a half-moon shape, which,
when thrown, .returns forming a circle in its orbit from and

to the thrower. 18340. BENNFTT Wand. X.S. \\'ales
t $c,

116 The males were armed with spears, clubs, and the ' wo-

mera
'

or '

bomerang '. 1838 S. FERGUSON in Trans, R.

Irish Acad. XIX. 22 (paper\ On the Antiquity of the

Kiliee or Boomerang. 1871 TYI.OR Prim. Cult. I. 60 The
Australian boomerang has been claimed as derived frum

some hypothetical high culture.

fig. 1845 HOLMES Modest Reg. Poems 1 18841 42 Like die

strange missile which the Australian throws. Your verbal

boomerang slaps you on the nose. 1870 LOWELL Among
my Bks. Ser. i. 118731 ="9 Trie boomerang of argument,
which one throws in the opposite direction of what he

means to hit.

Booming fW'mirj), vbl. sb. [f.
BOOM v^

t
2

, 3.]

1. The emitting of a deep, resonant sound.

X774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. III. 214 Of all sounds there is

none so dismally hollow as the booming of a bittern. 1855
MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. IV. 535 The distant booming of can-

non was heard, .from the batteries of the Tower. 1878 BLACK
Green Past, xxviii. 226 The booming of the fog-horn at

night is one of the most horrid sounds in the world.

2. ' The accumulation and sudden discharge of

a quantity of water (in placer mining, where water

is scarce).' Raymond Mining Gloss. iSSi.

1880 Toronto Globe, Miners in the Far West have a prac-
tice of conducting explorations by a means which they call

'booming'. It consists in damming up some gorge on a
mountain side and allowing the water from melting snow to

accumulate till an immense reservoir has been formed.
When the pond is full an outlet is made, and the water

rushes down with irresistible force, overwhelming every-

thing in its path . . Rich veins and deposits of ore are often

uncovered by this process.

3. See BOOM st., BOOM z>.3

1881 Chicago Times i June, The Texas market i:; also ad-

vised as active, and in some cases excited, but .. this
'

booming
'

tendency is at least a little premature.

BoO'niing", ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING-.]
1. Making a deep hollow reverberating sound.
1626 B. JONSON Masques Wks. 1692. 647 Bombing sighs.

1762-9 FALCONER Shi/ntrr. n. 552 O'er The sea-beat ship
the booming waters roar. 1853 KANE Grintu-ll Exp. xxxii.

(1856) 279 One wild, booming, agonized note, made up of a
thousand discords.

2. Of business, etc.; Flourishing, advancing on

a tide of prosperity. (See BOOM z.3) U. S.

1879 Lumberman s Gaz. 29 Oct., Salt is
'

booming', as it

lias been all the season. Ibid. 12 Nov., New life and

energy has been infused into all channels of business

tilings are booming. 1883 Leis. Ho, 283/1 Pueblo is the very
centre of South Colorado traffic, and certainly booming.

BoO'millgly, adv. With a booming noise.

1839 Eraser s Mag. XX. 63 The billows of fire rolling

booiningly past.

Boomkin : see BUMKIN.
Boo*mster. U.S. slang. = BOOMER 1

;
one who

works up a ' boom '

; a speculator.
1879 Xation 9 Oct. 236 The trickery and usurpation, .of the

leading boomster. 1884 S. E. DAWSON Hand-bk. Canada 331
The speculators, called, in vivid Western parlance, boomsters.

Boon v b/7n), -r/'.
1 Forms : 2-7 bone, 3-4 bon,

(2, 5 bune, 3 bun, 3, 6 boun, 4 boyn, 5 boyne ,

4-S boone, ^6 bowiie, bound), 5- boon. [a.

ON. bon, the etymological correspondent of OE.
l>('n, MK. HF.NK, prayer. Through such phrases as
' ask a boon', 'have one's boon', 'grant a boon',
taken without analysis, the sense easily passed, by
insensible transitions, from '

prayer
1

,
to ' favour

asked', 'favour conferred', 'free gift,
1

'good thing
received'. The adj. boon 'good

1

probably aided in

this development.]
f 1. A prayer, petition, entreaty, request. Of>s.

a. A prayer to God, Christ, etc.

('1175 Lamb. Horn. 63 Ah lauerd god, her ure bone.

ii 1225 A>u~r. R. 28 pe seoue buiien ibe Paternoster, a 1300
Cursor J/. -5690 Godd . . has herd mi bon. Ibid. 25,306 Flu

wath it es to bid f>is bun. c 1380 Sir Fentmb. 3948 ToihuMi

banne he bad a bone, c 1460 Towneley Myst, 12 Lord of

heven, thou here my boyne \rime done], iS'3 DOUGLAS
sKneis x. v. 90 Ene. .can pray and maid hys bone.

b. A request addressed to a human being ; esp.

the asking of a favour.

i 1205 LAV. 14912 pe king uor his fader bone ^ette hire hir

bone [?bene|.
c 1385 CHAUCER /.. G. W. 1592 The kyng as-

sentede to hU bone [r-.r. boone J. c 1440 Gcsfa Roi. (18791

'S3 He graumid, that the trespassour shulde aske iij. bonys
or he deyde. 1530 PALSGR. 199/2 Bone, a request, re~

qneste. a 1581 CAMPION Hist. I n-l. n. vii. 116331 94 Her
husband assented, and accomplished her boone effectually.

1623 COCKF.RAM.AW/C, a request.

f 2. A request made with authority ;
a command

or order couched in the form of a request. Obs.

11300 .SV. Hrandan 631 Ich aros to don his holi bone
c 1325 E. E.Allit. P. B.826 Agayne be bone of ^e burne |>at

hit forboden hade, a 1400 dn>. Alyst. 118411 28 Why hast

thou synnyd sosone,Thus hastylyto brake my bone. < 1400
Destr. Troy 505 Sho obeit his bone. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen.

/'/, IK. ii. 46 Wid. What you command, that rests in me to

doe. King. But you will take exceptions to my Hoone.

3. transf. The matter prayed for or asked
; esp.

in to have ones boon
}
to grant one his boon. (Cf.

use Q{prayer, request.} Obs. or arch.

ciijsLawt'i. Horn. 37 5if bu wu lt habbenbone to drihten.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8414 He yatte hir freli al hir bone.

f 1385 CHACCICR L. G. W. 2337 God . . sende the thyn bone.

1-1386 h'nts. T. 1811 Mars hath his wille, his knyght
hath al his boone. c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 43 Bone, or

graunte of prayer. 1488 CAXTON Chast. Goddes Chyld. 95
Thou shall haue thy askynge and thy boone. 1513 MORI-.

Rich. ///, Wks. 59/1 God loued her better, then to graunt
her her bone. 1645 MII.TON Tetrack. Wks. 1738 I. 245 If

the Law come down . . to grant lust his boon. 1823 SCOTT
reveril I. vi. 106 Cousin, you must grant me my boon.

b. A thing asked as a favour
;

a favour (asked

for), arch.
,1200 ORMIN 7606 Drihhtin haflcle ^ateddhimm [>att bone

patt he jeorrnde. c 1305 Pilate 229 in E. E. P. (1862* 117
(Irante me ane bone, }if me an appef to ete. c 1400 Yivaine

<y Gaiv. 2790 The yonger mayden than alsone Of the King
askes this bone, c 1440 York Myst. xviji. 36 pis bone of >e
I crave. 1483 CAXTON G. dc la /'our C ij, I pray yow alle. .

to graunte me a bone and a yefte. \*n$Appiits $ b'irg, in

Hazl. Dodsl. IV. 143 Then tender your child that craveth

this bound. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. Hi. 289 Vpon my
feeble knee, I beg this boone, with teares not lightly shed.

t 1650 Rob. Hood $ Fryer 116 A boone, a boone, said the

curtail fryer . . Give me leave to set my fist to my mouth.

1862 TKKNCII Mirac. xxiii. 343 She has a boon to ask for

her daughter.

t C. To pray (one} of a boon. Obs.

1393 GOWER Con/. I. 207 He . . praid him of a bone, To
se this Custe. ^1440 Gesta Rom. (1879* 411, I pray the,

. . of a bone, that thou wilte herborow me this nyght.

1481 CAXTON /teytUtf&(Arb>) 34, I pray you of a bone, that

I may to fore you alle make my confession.

4. A favour, a gift, a thing freely or graciously
bestowed : a. in response to asking, arch.

c 1460 Twneley Myst. 282 Send us, lord, this blissid bone.

c 1520 Adam Bel 509 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 160 Madame, ye
mveht have asked a bowne, That shuld have ben worth
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them all three. 1630 PRYNNE God No Impostor 30 We de-
serue no boone, no fauor at his hands. 1712 ARBUTHNOT
John Bull

(1727) 71 What art thou asking of them, after
all? Some mighty boon ? 1839 THIRLWALL Greece VI. 319
A boon like that which Aristotle had obtained from Philip.

ta. without the notion of asking. In 171)1 c.

applied to a largess, gratuity or present ;
but now

cmiyjig. and arch.
1662 FULLER Worthies (1840) II. 508 The Queen . . seldom

gave boons, and never forgave due debts. 1677 MARVELL
Season. Argument Wks. 1776 II. 558 He . . has got by
boones, at several times . . 300o/. Ibid. 579 A boon given
him in the excise which he sold for i35oo/. 1679 PEPYS
Diary VI. 130, I have never . . done it to the obtaining six-

pence from the Crown by any boon extraordinary. 1738
GLOVER Leonidas i. 144 The choicest boons of fate. 1830
D'IsRAF.Ll Chas. /, III. viii. 161 The Earl ..had accepted
with difficulty, the boon of his freedom. 1845-6 TRKNCH
Huls. Lect. Ser. n. viii. 269 The gods had no better boon
for him than an early death.

fc. Grace, favour, rare.
1820 KEATS St. Agnes xxiv, Down she knelt for heaven's

grace and boon. 1821 Isabel xix, Of thee we now should
ask forgiving boon.

5. A gift considered with reference to its value
to the receiver

;
a benefit enjoyed, blessing, ad-

vantage, a thing to be thankful for: sometimes
without even the notion of giving, but always with
that of something that one has no claim to, or that

might have been absent. ^ The usual current sense.;
1767 T. HITCHINSON Hist. Proii. Mass. Bay i, The char,

ter of Massachusets was not so great a boon. 1820 KEATS
St. Agnes xxxix, An elfin storm from faery land, Of hag-
gard seeming, but a boon indeed. 1853 MAURY P/iys. G,Of.
Sea iii. 1860) 185 The presence of the warm waters of the
Gulf Stream . . is a great boon to navigation. 1856 SIR B.
ERODIE Psychol. Inq. I. App. 270 The inestimable boon of
articulate language. 1876 GREEN' Short Hist. iii. t} 3 (1882)
1 24 The boon of free and unbought justice was a boon for all.

6. An unpaid service due by a tenant to his

lord. Cf. '

benevolence'. Obs. exc. dial.

1634 SANDERSON Sertn. II. 294 Racking their rents, taking
in their commons, overthrowing their tenures, diminishing
their wages, encreasing their boons. 1703 B(>. T. WILSON
in Keble Life v. (1863) 194 To leave all such carriages,
Boones and services on the same foot as already provided
for by Law. 1855 li'hit/y Gloss., Boon, a stated service
rendered to the landlord by the tenant.

b. Hence toon-day, -loaf (a loaf allowed to a
tenant when working on a boon-day), -man,
-work; also c. boon -ploughing, -shearing, a

day's ploughing or shearing given gratuitously to
ri farmer by his neighbours on a special occasion.

1679 RLOUNT Anc. Tenures 153 The custom was here for
the Natives and Cottagers to plow and harrow for the Lord,
and to work one 'boon-dayfor him every week in Harvest.
1788 MARSHALL Rur. Econ. Yorksh. (17961 I. 4r Tenant
agrees . . to perform the customary leadings, or boondays.
1863 ATKINSON Proi'inc. Danby, fyc. s. v. Boon-days. 1679
BLOUXT Anc. Tenures 143 Every plow was to be allowed
four 'boon-loaves. 1727 Br. T. WILSON in Keble Life xx.

(1863)680 The *boon-men i. e. they who owe him rent in the

way of work. 1886 Carlisle Jrnl. 23 Feb. 24 'Boon Plough-
ing at Burgh. 1875 Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.)

* Boon-shearin
(N. Lane.), a quantity of shearing given as in the case of a
boon-ploo ( boon-ploughing]. 1883 SMEBOHM F.ng. I'ill.

Community jZt Precarix or 'boon-work, i.e. special work
at request.

*~. Occasionally boon appears to have the sense
of '

good', but in the earlier instances at least the
sense of ' favour asked' or ' conferred ', is more or
less apparent. Modern archaists complete the
confusion with BOON a.

ciyc,E. E.Allii. P. B. 1089 Hade bodyly burne abiden
bat bone . . His lyf wer loste. c 1650 Came you not, fyc, 12
in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 254, I haue Land att durham will

feitch my hart to boone. 1874 HOLLAND Mistr. Manse xxi.

83 The steps were scaled for boon or bale. 1884 SHRINK
Und. Two Queens n. 34 Boon we mingle and bane.

BOOH, sb. 2 Forms: 4 bon(e, 5-6 bunne, 9
boon : see also BON. [Of unknown etymology :

see BUN.] The stalk of flax or hemp' after the
fibre has been removed

; the stalks of Cow-parsnip
and other umbelliferous plants.
1388 WVCLIF Isa. \. 31 5oure strengthe schal be as a deed

sparcle of bonys \i: r. stobil), ether oflierdis offlex, c 1440
I'roiitf. Pan. 277 Kyx, or bunne, or drye weed. 1615
MARKHAM Eng. Honse^u. (1649! 182 All the loose buns and
shivers that hang in the hemp or flaxe. 1838 Penny Cycl. X.
305 The flax plants are passed between these cylinders . .

and the stalk, or boon, as it is technically called, is by this
means completely broken without injuring the fibres.

Boon kb/7n\ a. (and adv.) Forms : 4-9 bon,
4-7 bone, 4-5 bonne, (6 boun), 6-7 boone, (7

boune), 4- ^oon. [a. OF. bon, bone good : used

esp. in what were orig. French phrases (e.g. bane

chere, bon sire, bone order, bon voiage, bonefortune,
etc.), but to some extent in general Eng. use from

I4th to 1 7th c. ; after 1600 it seems to have been

consciously recognized as French, and gradually
dropped, exc. in senses 3 and 4. In sense 3 it was

probably associated with the Eng. sb. BOON', in

its later sense of '

favour, benefaction, good gift'.]

A. adj.

(1. Good, goodly. Ol>s. (in 17111 c.)

(-1325 E. E. Al/ii. P. A. 28 He schal loke on cure lorde
with a bone chere. c 1325 Coer de L. 1540 They come to

cyte boon, c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame 1022 Seint lulian !

994

lo, bon hostelle ! ^1425 Seven Sages iP.) 1013 Maugre
have thow, bone sire. c 143$ Torr, Portugal 2143 Of
speche he is fulle bone. 1523 LL>. BERNERS Froiss. I.

cccxcix. 692 Euery man drewe in bone order into the feldes.

1537 LATIMER 2nd Serin, bef. Cotwoc,, Let vs all make bon
chere [ed. 1635 good cheer]. 1617 J. TAYLOR vWater P.)
Trai'. Wks. (1630! in, 78/1 Four pots of boone beere as yel-
low as gold, a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. (1642) 302
Nicolaus Damascenus; a great Orator and boon pleader.
1686 W. DE BRITAINE Hum. Prudence xviii. ted. 3) 83, I ani
of that boon Courage.

*t*
2. Advantageous, fortunate, favourable, pros-

perous : esp. in the once universal phrase boon

voyage prosperous journey, alsoyfy. good success.

Hence, To drink upon or in boon voyage. Obs.

1494 FABVAN vi. ccx. 225 One broughte forthe a bolle full

of mede . . to drynke vpon bon vyage. 1563-87 FOXE A .

$ M. I. 384/2 Drinking one to another in boun voyage of
the spoil of them whom they would take as their prisoners.

1590 GRKF.NE \wertooLatg Wks. 1882 VI 1 1. 20, 1 may wish
boone fortune to thy iourney. 1631 HEYWOOD Maid of
\\\'st iv. Wks. 1874 II. 311 Quaffe unto the health of our
boone voyage, f 1645 HOWELL Lett. i. i. iv. (1726) 21.

1657 S. PLKCHAS Pol. Flying Ins. 329 These cunning Phi-

losophers, .can. .with Judas embrace a man with a courtly
boune-congee, and at parting cut a mans throat. [1848
THACKERAY Van. Fair xxxii, Bon voyage as they say.]

3. Gracious, bounteous, benign ;
= L. almast

alma, poetic.
a 1612 HAKISGTON Epigr. n. (1633) 50 Our boon God did

benignly heare. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 242 Flours . . whicli
.. Nature boon Powrd forth profuse. rxSoo K. WHITE
Poems 11837) M^ ^"t may all nature smile with aspect
boon. 1814 GARY Dante (Chandosi 301 Its boon influence.

1841 EMERSON Method Xat. Wks. 1875 II. 224 This waste-
ful hospitality with which boon nature turns off new firma-
ments. 1869 M. ARNOLD Siuitztrl, in. Farfivetl xx\

t
How

sweet to feel, on the boon air, All our unquiet pulses cease !

4. In boon companion, lit.
'

good-fellow', used in

a jovial bacchanalian sense, transferred to other

phrases, and occas. predicatively : Jolly, convivial.

1566 DRANT Mcd. Moral! A v, He is my bone com-
panion, its he that cheares up me. 1604 Meet, of Gallants
at Ord. 21 A boone companion lighted amongst good
fellowes, as they call good fellowes now a dayes, which
are those that can drink best. i6az DKKKER & MASSJN-
GFR I'irg, Martyr n. i, Bacchus .. this boon Bacchan-
nalian skinker. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 793 Hight'nd
as with Wine, jocond and boon. 1712 ARBLTHNOT John
/?//(i755) 6 A boon companion, loving his bottle and his
diversion. 1827 LYTTON Pelham xiv, He was also the
boonest of companions. 1853 KAM. Grinncll Exp. xxxi.
(1856* 268 The effort of each man to .. be very boon and
jolly. 1884 TKNSYSOX Beckct 61 My comrade, boon com-
panion, my co-reveller.

b. Hence boon companionship; boonfellow
(treated as a single word).
1844 DLSKAKLI Coningsby i. v. 23 All the resources of boon

companionship. 1876(1. MKREDITH Bcauch. Career II. i.\.

171 A good friend and not a bad boonfellow.

t B. adv. Well, gently, favourably.
OldSongi

* Oh Ifirm us Oak', While boon the wind blows,
And smooth the tide flows.

Boon, "v. O/'s. or dial. Also 7 beun. [f.

BOON j.i]
t 1. To pray for, ask as a boon. Obs.
t izoo ORMIN 694 patt Zacariass Godess preost. .O Drihh-

ten haffde bonedd. Ibid. 5^23 Lef faderr, ice be bone, 5iff
me nu J>alt twifalde gast.
2. trans. To boon away : to give away in boons.
c 1661 in Harl. Misc. (17461 VIII. 27/1 What was got by

Oppression, will be booned away by the King's Liberality.

j*
3. intr. To do boon-work : see BOON sb.l 6.

1691 RAY A'. C. ll'ds. 9 To Boon or Bt>im
t to do Service to

another as a Landlord.

f4. trans. To repair (public roads), dial. Per-

haps as one of the chief forms of boon-work : but
there may be influence of BOON sb.1 or a. in other
senses.

1783 AINSWOKTH Lat. Diet. (Morell) i To boon [repair the
roads], vias hyetne corruptas aestate refarare. 1877 K.
PEACOCK N. II'. Line. Gli>ss.

t /><*>, to repair a highway,
'

I'd hev' all cheches pull'd doon to boon th' roads wiY
Boon(e, boond(e, dial, or obs. ff. of BOUND.

tBoo-nage. Ofa.
[f. BOON J*.I + -AGE. Cf.

BONAGE.] = BOON sb. 6
; boon-work.

1610 FOLKINGIIAM ArtqfSttrt'fy iv. iv. 84 Boonage, Fines,
Heriots, Reliefes.

Boonfellow, boon companion ; see BOON a. 4.

Boong, obs. form of BUNG.

Booning (b;7-nin) vbl. sb. [f. BOON v. + -ING. 1
]

Doing of boon-work ; repairing of public roads.
1862 Life Among Colliers 29 The tenants took it in turn

to lead our coals, which custom was known as booning. 1863
MORTON Cycl. Agric. II. Gloss., Booning (Line.), carting
material for repairing the highways.
Boo-ning, ///. a. [f. BOON z. + -iNG2 : prob.

involving confusion with BOON
</.] Giving

boons.
1821 CLARE I'ilL Minstr. I. 134 As labour strength re-

gains, From ale's booning bounty given.
Boonk. A local name of the Little Bittern

{Botaunts minutus}.
1862 in G. MONTAGU OntitA. Diet. (1833} 49.

Boonless (b/7-nles), a. [f. BOON sb. + -LESS.]
Without a boon. (In boonless boon (imitating
Gr. dStapov Swpoc)

( a gift that is no gift".).

1863 P. S, WORSLEY Phaethon, Poems % Transl. 6 Thou
hast asked a boonless boon. Ibid. 13 How boonless were
the boon, if this were all.

BOOR.

Boopic (b<vpik), a. rare~ l
. [f. Gr. 0oom<j (f.

fiovs, /3o- ox + ul/ eye).] Ox-eyed.
1854 BADHAM IJalieitt. 66 A collyrium for the eyes of

horses and to-opic patients.

Boor (buj). Forms : (5 boueer), 6-7 boore,
bour, (7 bore, boar), 7-boor ,9 bauer). [A
word of involved history in and out of English,
though the ultimate etymology is clear enough.
The 1 6th c. hour, boore, may possibly have been
native Eng., repr. an earlier *biir, short for OE.
gebiir 'dweller, husbandman, farmer, countryman'
(Bosw.), a deriv. of fair 'dwelling, house, cottage,
BOWEK', f. the verb root, bu to dwell : cf. the

compound neighbour: ME. nejebur : OE. ncah-

gcbiir 'nigh-dweller', also modern East Anglian
BOB '

neighbour' as a form of address. But on
the whole, in its literary use, the word is more

likely to have been adopted from LG. Mr, Du.
boer : see the quots. under sense 2, and BOEK.
These words are themselves etymological equiva-
lents (or nearly so) of OE. gebiir ; the OHG. form

being gibftr, gibi'iro, MHG. gebfir, gebitre, MLG.
gcbfir, and bftr (occurring 1365), mod.LG. Iruur

(made bauer in mod.HG.), W&a. ghtburt,ghtlmtr,
and buer ; also (late) gebocr, which was not pro-

perly a Du. form, but probably, according to

Cosijn, adopted from Frisian, or, according to

Franck, from the LG. on the eastern frontier of
the Netherlands. This last is in mod.Du. boer.

The original sense of WGer. gibfir, gibAro, was
' inmate of a bur or BOWER, fellow-occupier of a

dwelling, farm, or village; neighbour, mate'. Partly
from being preserved mainly in rural use, but

largely from association with the vb. buan (MHG.,
MDu. bihuen, Ger. bauen, Du. bouweii) to inhabit,

cultivate, till (of which, as we have seen, it was
not a derivative, though a cognate word from same
root bit-), its original connexion with bur, BOWEK,
was lost, and the sense more and more confined
to that of '

peasant, rustic", and thence ' clown'.
While mod. Ger. has merged the word in form with bauer,

agent-noun from bauen 'to cultivate, to build ', mod. Du.,
on the contrary, makes a distinction in use between the na-
tive &wr(MDu. ghebure, gkebuer) 'neighbour', and the

adopted (WrlMDu. gcboer) 'peasant, husbandman, farmer,
clown, knave at cards', and keeps both distinct from
boniuer 'tiller, builder' (though in MDu. the latter was
used in senses subsequently taken up by geboer, boer.}

1. A husbandman, peasant, countryman. Obs.,
exc. as in sense 3, into which it passes in later use.

[1430 see BOWER i*. 5
] 1551 Ti KNER //<-rfc/(i568) Aiiij b,

Absinthium rusticutn, that is bouris or pesantes worm-
wode. 1592 R. JOHNSON 9 Worthies B iv, A countrie

Boore, a goodlie proper swayne. z6n SHAKS. Wint. T.
v. ii. 173 Not sweare it?.. Let Boores and Francklins

say it, He sweare it. 1762 HUME Hist. Eng. 11806} I II.

App. iii. 633 Some remains of the ancient slavery of
the boors and peasants. 1798 MALTHTS Poflul. 11878) 326
While the land is cultivated by boors. [1820 SCOTT Monast.
x.xxvii, Times of action make princes into peasants, and
boors into barons. 1850 MRS. BROWNING I

7
is. Poets, Poems

I. 204 The boor who ploughs the daisy down.]
2. Particularly, a Dutch or German peasant.

(For the latter more definitely bauer occurs.)
1581 J. BELL HaddonsAns-w. Osor. 254 To accuse Luther

for the uproares raysed by the countrey Boores in Ger-
many. 1612 WOODALL Siirg. Mate Wks. (1653) 58 My self

chanced in Holland into the house of a Bore (as they term
him) to lodge. 1642 FULLER Holy ff Prof. St. n. xviii. 116

Germany hath her Boores, like our Yeomen. 1645 PAGITT
Hcresiogr. (1662) 3 Upon this his preaching, about 40000
Bores and Trades-men rose up in Suevia. 1675 Land. Gaz.
No. 977/3 The Bores, assisted with 800 Spanish Soldiers.

1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour, Netherl. I. 41 The people of Hol-
land may be divided into five classes, i. The boors or hus-
bandmen. 1800 COLERIDGE Piccolom. \. ii, The Boors Can
answer fresh demands already [=der Bauer kann Schon
wieder geben]. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) II. ix. ii

Guarded by fifty men mostly boors of the country. [1879
BARlNG-GouLD Germany I. 50 Lands were divided and sub-
divided till the owners sank from being nobles to bauers.]

b. A Dutch colonist in Guiana, South Africa,
etc. (For the latter BOEB is now employed.)
1824 BURCHELL Trav. I. 13 The Boors must be heard, the

Hottentots must be heard. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Detnerara
ii. 23 The state of a boor as to health, comfort and security of

property. 1834 PRINGLE Afr. Sk. iv. 184 Few but the very
poorest boors.

c. Extended to foreign peasants generally.
1687 CLEVELAND Rustick Ramp. 488 What Boars of other

Country's could have compared with the Riches of our Pea-
sants. 1764 GOLDSM. Trtiz: 3 The rude Carinthian boor.

1798 CANNING in Anti-Jacobin 12 Mar., Russian boors that

daily kick. 1798 MALTHUS Pofnl. n. iii. 11806.1 I. 368 The
fortune of a Russian nobleman is measured by the number
of boors that he possesses.
3. A peasant, a rustic, with lack of refinement

implied ; a country clown.
1598 MARSTON Pygmal. ii. 142, 1 dull-sprighted fat Boetian

Boore. c 1610 ROWLANDS Terrible Batt. 38 A paltry rusticke

peasant boore. 1750 WESLEY ll'ks. (18721 1 1. 207 Three or four
boors would have been rude, if they durst. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus xxii. 14 A dunce more boorish e'en than hedge-
born boor. 1874 SAYCE Cotnpar. Philol. viii. 336 The coun-

try boor is blind to the beauties of nature.

b. Jig. Any rude, ill-bred fellow ; a ' clown'.



BOOB.

1598 KLORIO, GrossolatiOi a lubber, a clowne, a boore, a
rude fellow. 1713 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 4 He was as to
manners a mere boor or clown. 1849 Miss MULOCH Ogii-
vies'l. (1875* 4 Hugh Ogilvie is a common-place, stupid boor.

1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xiii. 177 An ill-conditioned boor,
not fit for the society of well-bred ladies.

4. Boor's Mustard, [ad. early mod.Ger. bauren-

senfe peasant's mustard.] A name given by her-

balists (since Turner) to Thlaspi arvcnsc, a British

wild plant ; by Gerard to Lepidium ruderale.

1548 TURNER Names of Ilcrles, Tlilaspi . . is called in
duche Baurensenfe . . It may be named in englishe dysh-
mustard, or triacle Mustard, or Boures Mustard. 1578
LYTE Dodoetis 628 Turner calleth Thlaspi . . Bowers mu.s-
tarde. 1597 GERARD Herbal 204/5 Bowiers or Bowyers
mustard. 1878 BKITTEN & HOLL. flant-N., Boor's mustard.

Boor(e, obs. form of BOAR, BOWER.

Boord(e, obs. var. of BOARD, BORD(E, BOURD.

Boordly, variant of BUIRDLY a. St.

Boorelie, -lye, obs. forms of BURLY.

fBoorinn. Obs. rare- 1
. [?ad. Du. boerin

countrywoman, fern, of boar, BOOH.] A peasant
woman, a female boor.

1649 LOVELACE Poems 93 And th' blood in each veine doth
appeare Part thick Booreinn, part Lady Cleare.

Boorish. (bO'-iif), a. For forms see BOOR.

[f. BOOR f -ISH!.] Of or pertaining to boors
; rustic,

clownish, uncultured, rude, coarse, ill-mannered.

i56zTl'RNER/:rVr/w/ii.5i Horehounde. .groweth. .insuche
places as the bourishe wormwod groweth. c i6zo [ FLETCH.
& MASS.] Trag. BariuKvlt. I. i. in Bullen O. PI. (1883) 1 1.

210 With a boorish patience suffer The harvest that I

labourd for to be Anothers spoile. 1660 PEPYS Diary 19
May, Many Dutch boors eating of fish in a boorish manner.
1697 DRVDEN Virg. Ded., The Boorish Dialect of Theo-
critus has a secret Charm in it. 1726 AMHERST Terrx Fit.
xlvi. 245 You are the first . . that ever call'd Oxford a
boorish, uncivilized place. 1866 MRS. STOUE Lit. Foxes
105 Comparing . . a polished rascal with a boorish good
man.

f b. quasi-.r<$. The boorish : the vernacular of a
boor

; rude, illiterate speech, humorous. 01>s.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. \. i. 54 You Clowne . . leaue the
societie: which in the boorish, is companie, of this female.

Boorishly (bue-rifli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-].

In a boorisS manner.
1605 YERSTEGAN' Dec. IntelL x. (1628) 330 A house bour-

ishly built without carpentrie. 1826 SCOTT Re-'. Kemble's
Life (1849) 242 A young man., boorishly educated and
home-bred. 1862 Miss BRAUDON Lady AndU-y iii. 24 'Are
you glad to see me?' ' Of course I'm glad, lass', he an-
swered, boorishly.

BoorishllCSS (bu-rijnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being boorish ; rusticity, rudeness.

1794 GODWIN Cal. Williams 247 The boorishness of his
rank in society. 1866 Sat. Rev. 13 Jan. 37/1 The curious
mixture of feudal arrogance and clumsy boorishness . . sur-

viving among Prussian aristocrats.

t Boom. Obs. [cf.
' Exmoor bourn yeast

'

(Halliw.).]
'

Wort, or boiled liquor.' (Fuller.)
1609 C. BUTLER Fern. Man. x, The end of boiling is

thoroughly to incorporate the Boorne and the Honie. 1662
FULLER Worthies iv. 6 [in a receipt for metheglin] Take . .

one Gallon of the finest Honey, and put it into the Boorn.

Boorn(e, obs. form of BOURN, a brook.

Boor-tree, var. of BOUR-TREE Sc., elder.

Boos, obs. form of Boss.

Boosa, var. of BOZA, an oriental drink.

Boose ^bz^, s6. north. Forms : 5 booo, booe.

buse, 5, 9 boos, bose, 5-9 boose, 9 bouse,
boost. [First found in i.Jjth c., but pointing to an
OE. *l>6s (whence ii>sig, BOOSY, cow-stall), corresp.
to ON. fais-s : OTeut. *banso-$ : cf. Ger. banse,
Gothic bansls barn. (The phonetic forms in mod.
dialects, Eng. and Sc , cannot be derived from the
ON. word, but require an OE. form with <f.)]

A stall for a cow or (less usually) a horse
; esp. the

upper part of the stall, where the fodder is placed.
See also BOOSY.
<ri44o f'romf. Pan: 41 Booc or boos, netystalle [A", boce,

H., 1499 bose]. 1483 Cath. Attgl. 49 A Buse for a noxe,
bocetitni. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 222 Boose, stall, bouile.

1781 J. BUTTON Tour Caves Gloss. lE. D. S.I Boose, a stall

for a cow or horse. 1808 JAMIESOX, Buse, Buise, Boose, a
cow's stall, a crib. 1875 Laiu: Gloss., Boose, Boost, a cattle
stall. Often used for the upper part of the stall where the
fodder is placed : as '

Yo'll find it in th' cow's bose.

Boose, variant of BOOZE.

Boosome, obs. f. BOSOM ; obs. Sc. f. BESOM.
t Boost, sb.l Obs. Also 4-6 north, boat. Avar,

of BOJST, box, pyx. Cf. the forms BOUSTE, BUIST.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14003 A bost [z: r. boist] sco has o

smerles nummen. 1535 STEWART Crott. Scot. 111.351 Tua
bostis of gude wyne. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 222 A Booste,
boxe, pi.i-is. 1651 CALDERVVOOD Hist. Kirk ^843) II. 33
Adoratioun . . and keeping of bread in boxes or boostes.

Boost (bst), sbt U. S. colloy. A lift, a shove up.
1858 Dow Serin. (Bartlett) Office-seekers ask you to give

them a boost into the tree of office. 1879 LOWELL Poet Wks.

__._ _. jdly
dreamed of.

Boost (bst), v. U. S. folloq. trans. To hoist ;

'to lift or push from behind (one endeavoring to

climb) ; to push up. (Low)' Webster. Also _//.
1848 -60 BARTLETT Diet. A mer. s.v., Boost me up this tree,

995

and I'll hook you some apples, a 1860 -V. K Hcrald\Y>*t\.-
lett) Lord Palmerston was boosted into power by the agricul-
tural interest of England. 1884 Harper's Mag. Aug. 484/1
To boost a jurist of so much helpless avoirdupois in through
the carriage door.

Boost, by-form of BOOSE
;

obs. f. BOAHT.

BoO'sy (b'zi). Chiefly dial. Forms: I bosi*,
b6sih, 7 bousie, bowzey, boosey. [OE. b6si%,
bosih ; see BOOSE s6.] An ox- or cow-stall, a crib

;^ BOOSE.

cq<pLindisf.Gosf>, Luke xiii. 15 Anexhuelciueronsyinbel-
doeg ne unbindeS [he] woxo his uo5e a^sald of bo.sih.

cyj$JRwkw. G. ibid., Oxo his o35e easald of bosge. 1601
HOI.L-AXD Pliny 1. 612 Prxscfiia [i. a Crib, Cratch, Bowzey,
or .Manger]. Ibid, II. 285 They must be tied vp surt.- vnto
their bousies. 1688 R. HOLME Armory \\. ix. 9, Boosey ^

the place where the Cow is tyed. 1777 HKAND Pop. Antit/,

1.18491 I- 3 What is termed the boosy, 1847 G. SOANK A", ;<

Curios. Lit. 11849} 1 9 Boosy . . in the northern counties . .

is more generally applied to the upper part of the btull

where the fodder lies.

Boot (bt), j.l Forms: 1-5 bot, 3-6 bote,
47 boote, 5- boot. Also 4 bott, bout(e, 5
both

;
north. 4-6 but(e, 5 boyte, buyt, 6 buit.

[Com. Teut. : OE. bot fern., corresponds to OFris.

Mie, OS. bota (MDu. and Du. boctc, LG. botc},

OHO. buow (MUG. buo^e, mod.G. buszt\ ON.
bot (S\v. bot, Da. /W), Goth, bota *

boot, advant-

age, good
1

: OTeut. *b&ta- (Aryan type *bhada-},

prob. a derivative of root bat- (Aryan *bhad-}

'good, useful': see BETTEU. Hence the vb. BEET,
to make good or better.]

I. Good, advantage, profit, use.

1. Good; in phrase To boot: 'to the good', to

advantage, into the bargain, in addition
; besides,

moreover.
c looo Daniel 200 iGr.) Cu5 edydon, >a;t hie . . noldon ;

oft hie to bote bealde jecwaedon. 1330 R. BRUNXB Citron*

(18251 163 (Matz), A hundreth knyghtts mo . . and fuur hun-
dreth to bote, squieres ofgode aray. 1377 LANGL. P. /Y.xn.
268 Bi assent of sundry partyes and syluer to bote. 1543 J .

WILLOUGHBY in Strype Oa//w (.1694) App. 66 Mr. Gar-
diner to sign for himself, and Series to boot. i6$z KAKI,
MONMOLTH I/ist. Relations 171 To boot that he had re-

ceived many distastes from the French. Ibid. 9 To boot
with the Councel of the States General, the United Pro-
vinces have three Councels apart, 1653 tr. Carmcnis
ffissena 42 To boot that it was commonly whispered about,
etc. 1660 PEFYS Diary 13 Feb., For two books that I

had and 6s. fx.i. to boot I had my great book of songs.
1679!'. GOODWIN Wks. (i86i)I. 88 He shall have all things

into boot. ^1711 KEN Damonct Poet Wks. 1721 IV. 505
Would you give yours, and your whole Flock to boot. 1867
FREEMAN Norm, Cony. (1876) I. iv. 222 One who held all

Gaul and all Britain, with seemingly Germany to boot.

b. In Sc. to the boot, into the boot (buif}.
1645 RUTHERFORD tf. 357 Some.. who would exchange

afflictions, and give you to the boot. 1814 SCOTT War.
xviii, Alice, who . . was, to the boot of all that, the best

dancer of a strathspey in the whole strath.

t 2. That which is 'thrown in', or given in

addition, to make up a deficiency of value
;

a

premium, compensation, odds. Obs. exc. Sc. dial.

1483 Caih. Anel. 49 Bute [r. r, Buyt], aitctorium. ang-
mentnnt. 1593 G. FLETCHER Licia ^18761 9 Were all the

world offered to make a change, yet the boote were too

small. 1597 SKENH Exj>l. dtffic. tt'ds. s.v. Bote (JAM. ',

The aine partie that gettes the better, giues ane bote, or

compensation to the v trier. 1600 HKVWOOD i Edw. 7K, in. i.

Wks. 1874 I. 44 If I were so mad to score, what boo it:

wouldst thou giue me! a 1652 BROME Queen iv. iv, Doct,

Too many a man . . will change with thee And give good
Boot. 1726 CAVALLIER Mem. iv. 313 Now I am convinced

that my Religion is better than yours since you give me so

much Boot.

f 3. Advantage ; profit ; avail, use. Chiefly in

interrog. or negative phrases or their equivalent,
as // is no boot', it avails not, it is no use. To

make boot of, to make profit of, gain by ; to gain.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 89 Quat bote is to sette traueil On

thyng J>at may not auail. c 1400 Destr. Troy 448 Agayne
be wyles of wemen to wer is no bote. c 1420 Antnrs of
Art/i. xvi, I bare the of my body, quat bote is to layne?
I535 LVNDFSAY Satyre 1082 But cum scho to the Kings
presence, Thair is na buit for vs to byde. 1596 SPENSEK
F. Q. in. xi. 19 O spare thy happy daies, and them apply To
better boot. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. v. (1641) 42/2

Then loose the_y
all the shears, but to no boot. 1606 SHAKS.

Ant. <$ Cl. iv. i. 9 Giue him no breath, but now Make boote

of his distraction. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] I/ist. Ivstine 22 a,

They, .lost all that before they had made boot of. 1681 K.

KNOX Hist. Ceylon (1781) 333 We thought it no boot to sit

longer, .and so took up our bags, and fled. 1693 W. ROBERT-
SON Phrascol. Gen. 272 To no \>QQ\.

t /rnstra.

f 4. loosely, Well-being, weal. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1008 iGottJ Paradis hit is a . . lond of

lif of roo & rest Wid bliss and bote broidin best, c 1430
Hymns Virg, (1867) 12 Ihesu ! frou brou^tist

man to boote.

II. The making good or mending of anything ;

the means of doing so
; repair ; remedy, relief.

f 5 . The repair of decaying structures, e.g. bridges ;

also, a contribution levied for keeping these in

repair. Only in OE. (in such combs, as biirhbot*

brycgbot, etc) exc. in late writers on legal anti-

quities.
<; 1000 Thorpe's Laws I. 380 (Bosw.) Brycgbota aginne

man georne. rizjo Gloss. Law Terms in Rel. Ant. I. 33

Briggebote, refere punz a passer. 1670 BLOUNT Laiv Diet.,

Bnrgbote. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Lug. I. 83 The
'

Bricg-
bote '.

BOOT.

tb. The right of a tenant to take timber, etc.

for repairs, firing, and other necessary purposes,
from off the landlord's estate

;
common of estovers.

In comb., as fire-bole, hoitse-botc} hedgc-botc^ etc.

1528 PERKINS I'rof. Bk. i. 116 If a stranger grant all man-
ner of Estouers unto me . . by this grant I shall have Hous-
bote, Plowbote, and Haybote. 1553 Prod, in Strype Eccl.
Mem. III. i. iii. 30 All other lands, tenements .. &c., with
reasonable fire-boot, cart-boot, plow-boot, hedge-boot,
within the woods of the said manor. 1604 in Eng. Gilds
(1870) 437 To deliver to the sayd tenants house boot and
high boot. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 322 Boot.
necessary Timber or Wood for necessary uses

;
as Plough-

boot, House-boot, Fire-boot. 1765-8 BLACKSTONE Connn,
II. 25 The SaAon word, bole, is of the same signification
with the French Estover. 1844 TUPPER Crock ofGold vii.

56 No allowances of hedgebote, or housebote.

f 6. t'j/. A medicinal cure or remedy. Obs.
a looo CYNEH ULF Elene 299 (Gr.t pe eow eagena leolit frani

blindne.sse bote ^efremede. a 1225 After. K. 120 Monie
kunnes remedies . . & mislichc boten. c 1305 St. Kath. 304
in K. E. P.( 1862! 98 Noble relik hit is: sike men to habbe
of bote. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 424 Anon he yaf the slke
man his boote. t 1440 I'romp. Pan 1

. 45 Eotcof[i499 or]

lielthe, salus. 1548 UDAI.L, etc. fcrasm. Pur. Mark v, 27
She wente unto another for buole thai put her in more assur-
aunce of healthe.

j7. Help or deliverance from evil or peril ;

assistance, relief, remedy, rescue. Oftuii in phr.
boot of bale \ cf. BALE sb^ 6. con<r. A means or

agent of help, relief, or remedy ; also, a personal
agent, a helper. Obs. (or arch.}
aiOOoCYNEWULF Andreas 949. Gr.) Him sceal bot hra<5e

weor&an in worulde. c 1000 Sa.v. Leedid. I. 398 Her ys seo
bot hu ffu nieaht bine a^ceras bctan. 1297 K. GLOUC. 408
Our Lorde . . bote berof him sende. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B.
vi. 196 For bat was bake for bayarde

' was bote for many
hungry, t' 1386 CHAUCER Chan, Ycm.Prot.fy 7\928 God
^ende entry trewe man boote of his bale, c 1420 Sir A ma-
dace xvii, God, that is bote of alle bale, Dame, Cumford
tlic. ("1430 LYDG. Bochas \. iv. 115541 8a, The poore not
wi.-,t where to find bote. 1513 DOUGLAS Aineis n. vii. [vi.]
106 To vencust folkis is aconfort and bute. 1557 Primer,
Prater bef. Sacrament^ I come as a wretche to thte my
Lord, .to thee my boote. 1591 GKEENE Maidens Drcame
li. 'Virgin', quoth she, 'no boot by tears is had'. 1867
G. MACDONAI.D Poems 144 Laid his sword where he had
found Bool for every bale.

-j-
b. To do (one) boot : to render help or remedy

to
;
to be of service, advantage, or profit to ; to do

good to.

a 122$ A /ift: K. 88 (J/SS. T. C. i Ne halp hit me nout to

don her one bote. c 1386 CHAUCER S-/rs. T. 146 And euery
gras that groweth vp on roote Sheshal eek knowe and whom
it wol do boote. c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. \\. no Two bas-

ketfull of bene chaf doth boote . . to grettest treen. 1557
Tottell's Misc. (Arb.~> 177 As moules that want the earth to
do them bote. 1609 F. GREVILLE Mnstapha v. Cho. I.

(^33) 96 Meat, drinke, and drugges alike doe little boot.

C. In apprecatory phrases : as Saint George to

boot ! Grace to boot ! i. e. to our help.
1594 SHAKS. Kick. Ill, v. iii. 301 This, and Saint Georg_e

to boote. 1611 lyiut. T. i. ii. 80 Grace to boot : Of thi^.

make no conclusion, least you >ay Your Queenc and I are
Deuils. 1599 GREENE George tiGr. (1861)257 Saint Andrew
be my boot, But I'll raze thy castle to the very ground.

d. In various proverbial phrases : as, ll'henbalt

is hcxt boot is next : see BALE $bl 7. Boot or bidd:
seeBiELD^. 3. Boot ofbeam : see BEAM sl>.~

;
later

boot in beam and booty beam (?i.e. boot C beam } .

1642 ROGKKS Naantan 136 Which should . . put boote in

beame (as we say) securing her of a good and safe issue of
her labour. Ibid. 257 What a stay, what boot in beame it

is'/ 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Sell', in As it had not the
latter by it self, so neither had it the former in booty beme,
or a power in seed.

f 8. A way of mending matters, help out of a

difficulty ; a better way, a resource, alternative,
choice. Ther nis no bote \ there is no help for it.

Xone other boot : no other resource, no alternative.

<;xz25iY/. Marker. 15 Nisther bote nanlbute fleon thenne
( 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 1992 Ffor If he may this monstre
overcome Thanne were he quyt ; ther is non other bote.

c 1410 Sir Clt'gcs 355 Sir Cleges sey non othyr bote, But his

askyng graunte he most. i48oCA\TON Chron. Eng. ccxxiii.

220 Ther Is no bote but deth. c 1505 DUNBAK Tna Marlit

Wemcn 309, I gert the buthman obey, ther wes no bute
ellis. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccxcii. 674 There was
none other boote for hym but to arme him. 1578 T. PROC-
TOR Gorg. Gallery I. 82 For though I serve untill I sterve,
I see none other Boote.

III. The making amends for mischief or wrong
done ; amends made.

t 9. Compensation paid, according to Old Eng-
lish usage, for injury or wrong-doing; reparation,
amends ; satisfaction made. vOnly in OE., except
in late writers on legal antiquities, who usually
retain the OE. form b6t or ME. bote.] In many
combinations, as man-bote, kin-botet thief-bote, etc.

a 1000 Beowulf 567 Bealuwa bisigum bot eft-cuman.
a 1000 Thorpe's Laws I. 12 5if feaxfang geweor^, L scaetta to

bote. 1450 Sc. Acts, i Root, /, ix, Alsua it is ordainyt bat

nane tak meydof atheyfTforthyft bute]. ,71609 SKENE^?^.
Maj. Index (JAM.) Tbo Wergelt.or Theiftbote of ane theife,

is threttie kye. [1845 STEPHEN Laws Eng. in Edin. Rm.
(1884) Apr. 335

'
If the great toe be struck off, let twenty

shillings be paid him as bot.' 1854 SwG. NICHOLLS Eng. Poor
Laiv 1. 13 'That he [the kinsman] make 'bot 'for him.' 1872
E. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 178 Bot or personal compensation
was paid to an ealderman, a bishop or an archbishop, by
the man who fought, or drew his weapon in their presence.]
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BOOT. BOOT.

f 10. Expiation of sin, an offering by way of

atonement ; sin-offering ; repentance by act ; pen-
ance. Cf. DEDBOTE. Obs. (exc. as the OE. form

may be cited by ecclesiastical antiquaries.)
971 Blickl. Hotn. 35 Don we urum Drihtne sobe hreowe &.

bote. (iooo &LFR\C Lev. iv. 28 And his gylt undergit,

bring ane gat to bote to bam temple, c 1175 Lamb. Hom.
15 Gif we nulled gan to bote . . hit is rih; bet me us nede.
c 1200 Tri. Coll. Horn. 69 J?e wile here bot dal laste . . lire
bot dai is nu and lasteA be wile be god wile. a. 1240 Urcisttn
1 33 i Cott. How. 197 pu ne uorsakest nenne mon . . ^if he
is to bote 3eruh and bit be uoniuenesse. [1844 LINGAKD
Anglo-Sax. Ck. (1858) I. iii. 102 1 he fines arising from these
ecclesiastical crimes were paid into the treasury of the bishop
under the name of

*

bots '.]

t Boot, sb2 Obs. Also 6-7 boote. [App. an

application of the prec., influenced by the already-

existing BOOTY
; perhaps due to the phrase to

make boot of,
1 to make profit of (cf. BOOT sbl ^

quot. 1606;, being taken as 'to make booty of'.]

Booty ; spoil ; plunder.
1598 CHAPMAN Iliad ,\i. 585 We foraged, as proclaimed

foes, a wondrous wealthy boot . . our prey was rich and
great, a 1618 SYLVESTER Job Triumph, m. 119 Rising be-

times for Boot like Free-booters. 1623 BINGHAM Xenophon
119 It was decreed, that .. all boot taken in priuate should
be deliuered vp to the vse of the generalitie.

b. esp. in phr. To make boot.

'593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 17, iv. i. 13 Thou that art his Mate,
make boote of this. 1599 Hen. I', i. ii. 104 Others [Heesj
like Souldiers . . Make boote vpon the Summers Veluet
buddes : Which pillage, they, .bring home. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. vn. vii. 38 Harvests riches, which he made his boot.

1641 HKYUOOD Reader, Here you I
^ fyc. 5 They make Boote

Of every thing we wear from head to foote. 1885 CHILD
Ballads in. 61. 57/2 Stopping only long enough to make
boot of Hjelmer's gold.

Boot b/7t", sb.'-*> Forms : 4-6 bote, 4-7 boote,

7- boot. (Also 4-7 north, bute, 5 but, 6 botte,

bowtt, 6-7 Sr. buitt.) [ME. bote, a. OF. bote

(mod.F. botte}
t corresp. to Pr., Sp., PJJ. bota, med.L.

hotta, bota, of uncertain origin.
Identified by Diez, Littrtf, etc.with F.&m/cialso, in mu<l.F.,

botte\ butt, cask, leathern vessel; but 'the phonology of
the two words in OF. shows that they are quite distinct'
(P. Meyer). In med.L. also butta '

butt' and botta 'boot'
are never confounded, though bota is frequent as a by-form
of both, which has probably misled etymologists.]

1. A covering for the foot and lower part of the

leg, usually of leather. ^Distinguished from a
SHOE by extending above the ankle. In earlier times
used only by riders : see quot. from Johnson. ,

< 1325 Po,'m temp. Ethv. //, 26 Felted botys. Ibid. 55
Tho his botes be all totore. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol, 273 His
bootes \--.r. botis, -es] clasped faire and fctisly. 1483 Cat/t.

Angl. 49 A Butefy.r. Buyt] ofledir or wandis. 1597 SHAKS.
2 ffftt, fl7

,
v, iii. 140 Get on thy Boots, wee'l ride all night.

1746 AV/. Com/. Sir J.Cope 116 This Morning Lord Presi-

dent call'd upon me in his Boots on his way Northward.
1755 JOHNSON Diet., Boot . .a covering for the leg, used by
horsemen. 1832 Tour Germ. Prince\\. iii. 38 A plain farmer,
in marsh-boots and waterproof cloak. 1835 Gcntl. Mag.
Nov. 491 My Itttle kid-boots were sadly stain'd. 1860 TVN-
DALL Glac. i. i. 131 It is more difficult to fix the heel
of the boot than the toe securely in the ice.

b. Phrases. ^ 71? make one boot serve for either

leg (see quot.) f The boot is on the other leg\ the

case is altered, the responsibility is on the other

party. To have {wish obs. one's heart in one's

boots : to be in a state of extreme fear (a ludicrous

extension of '

the heart sinks '}. f Over shoes, over
boots : expressing reckless continuance in a course

already begun. Boot and saddle [perversion of F.

boute-selle
k

place saddle'; see BOUTE-BELLE], the

signal to cavalry for mounting. Like old boots

(slang : vigorously, thoroughgoingly.
1533 MORE Debt'll. Saturn Wks. 980/2 That their wqrdes

should haue twoo senses, and one boote serue for either

legge. 1642 Lords' Jrnls. in Rushw. IV. 559 b, Edward
Sanderford . . said . . that the Earl of Warwick was a Traytor,
and wished his Heart in his Boots. 1648 SANDERSON Serni.

(1681) II. 248 Over shoes, over boots; I know God will

never forgive me, and therefore I will never trouble my self

to seek His favour, .this is properly the sin of despair. 1662
H. FOULIS Hist. Wicked Plots 11674.1 67 Which so much
incensed the Commons that they (over Boots, over Shoes'
fell to draw up another. 1607 VANBKUGH sEsop n, To boot
and saddle again they sound. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 51
P i The Sound was chang'd to Boots and Saddle. 1856
J. GRANT Black Drag, xii, Our trumpets blew ' Boot-and-
saddle' in the streets. 1865 Miss BRADDON Sir Jasper
xx vii. 282 I'll stick to you like old boots. 1870 Miss
BRIDCMAN A'. Lynne \. xiii. 213 She's as tough as old boots.

1883 Harper's Mag. Sept. 592/2 [He] feit his courage oozing
out at the seams of his boots.

t 2. A piece of armour for the legs, a greave.
1388 WYCLIF i Sam. xvii. 6 He hadde bootis of bras in the

hipis [i38astelyn legharneis], I483CAXTON Gold. Leg. 65/4
He had botes of brasse in his cartes. 1609 BIBLE (Douay)
i Sam. xvii. 6 He had brassen bootes on his thighes [1611
He had greaues of brasse vpon his legs],

3. An instrument of torture formerly used in

Scotland to extort confessions from prisoners.
*S I3~7S Diurnal Occurrents (1833) 262 Ane Minister . .

quha wes extramelie pynnit in the beittis lang of befoir.

1580-1 RANDOLPH in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 324 Being
neither offered the hoots, nor other kind of torment. 1618
FIELD Amendsfor L. i. i, The rack, strapado, or the boiling
boot. 1663 SPALDING T>WK. CA<w./. (1829)7 She is. .put into
the boots, and cruelly tortured, yet confesses nothing, c 1706

VANBRUGH Mistake i. i. Shall I draw him on a Scotch pair
of boots, Master, and make him tell all ? 1715 BURNET Own
Time (1766) 1. 333 They put a pair of iron boots close on the

leg, and drive wedges between these and the leg. 1816
SCOTT Old Mort. xxxvi. 1865 LECKY Ration. (1878* II. 41
The bones of their legs were shattered in the boots.

4. Part of a coach, f a. The fixed external step
of a coach <^cf. Fr. botte 5 in Littre) ; b. An un-

covered space on or by the steps on each side,

where attendants sat, facing sideways ; later, a low
outside compartment before or behind the body of

the vehicle. Obs.
1608 ARMIN Nest Ninn. 27 Shee sets in the boote and

rides on. 1609 DEKKER Gull's Horn-bk. i. (1862,1 7 In the
boots of which coach Lechery and Sloth sit like the waiting-
maid. 1618 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) in Knight Once upon
Time I. 152 Drawn sideways, as they are when they sit in

the boot of the coach. 1626 BACON Syfoa 202 If in a

Coach, one side of the Boot be down, and the other up.
'1645 HOWELL Lett. I. iii. 15. 1669 Lond. Gaz. No.
421/2, 5 or 6 persons . . opening the boot of his Coach dis-

charged on him their Pistoll. a 1670 HACKET.^^*. Williams
(1693) I. 196 (D.) He received his son into the coach, and
found a slight errand to leave Buckingham behind, as he
was putting his foot in the boot. 1714 KLLWOOD Autobiog.
10 My Father, opening the Boot, step't out, and I followed.

1716 T.WARD Eng. Rcf. 400 Rogues to sally out And charge
the Coach at either Boot. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. ii, A
chaplain stuffed into a sort of lateral recess, formed by a

projection at the door of the vehicle, and called, from its

appearance, the boot.

c. The receptacle for luggage or parcels under

the seats of the guard and coachman. (This ap-

pears to have been the fore and hind boot of sense

b, covered in as a box, ? about the middle of the

iSthc.)
1781 Westm. Ma%. IX. 13, I begged protection of the

coachman, who advised me to get into theboot of the coach.

1807 Antidote Miseries Hum. Life 27 'Mind that sword-
case in the boot ', cries the captain. 1838 DICKENS Nich.
Nick, iv, From the door of the hind boot of all the red
coaches.

5. A protective covering for the foot and part of

the leg of a horse.
1812 Specif. Purden's Patent No. 3542 (title) An improved

Horse boot. 1884 Longm. Mag. Apr. 610 The bright chest-

nut, on which the trainer himself has mounted after see-

ing him carefully fitted with 'boots', lest he should cut or

overreach.

6. In various technical uses : a. Organ-building
(see quot.). b. Metallurgy 'see quot.). C. In

bottling liquor: A leathern case in which to put a

filled bottle while corking it (cf. bottle-boot], f d.

A (leather) case for a fiddle.

1594 LYLY M. Bombie v. iii, A hots on the shoomaker that

made this boote for my fiddle, 'tis too straight. 1881 C. A.
EDWARDS Organs 139 The boot . . encloses and supports the

block .. The boot also conveys the wind to the speaking
part or reed. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Boot, a leather
or tin joint connecting the blast-main with the tuyere or
no/zle in a bloomary.
7. Comb., chiefly in attrib. and objective relations :

as boot- binder^ -cleaning, -edge, -jinishe>\ -garter,

-heel, -holder, ~la<r, -/eg, -maker, -making, -nail,

-pattern, -scam, -sole., -sponge, -spur.
1862 .ifat. m. JIag. May 67 One poor uld woman, a *boot-

binder. 1838 DICKENS O, Twist xviii, Went on with his

"boot-cleaning. 1824 Scon Rfdg. I. 326 (D.) A handsome
and flourishing pair of *boot-garters. ift^Churchit'.Accts.
Youlgrave, Derby in Reliquary Jan. (1864) igoForapayre
of *Boot-Iegges needful I to he used about y bells. 1630
in Fairholt Costume (1846* 453 To a *bootmaker for

one pair of boots, white and red, 14$. 1871 Memberfor
fun's I. 279 They would have taken to *bpot-making.
a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal 42 A soldier leaves his *boot-nail
in my hand. 1612 T. TAYI.OK Comm. Titus ii. i. (16191 336
Though the ground in comparison be not better then a

'bootshanke, as we vse to say. 1848 THACKERAY / 'an. /-'air

xxii, Clinking his
J

hootspurs, swaggering prodigiously.
8. Special comb. : as boot-black, a person who

blacks boots, a shoe-black (chiefly U.S. >

; f boot-

catch, boot-catcher, a servant at an inn who
pulled off the guests' boots

; boot-closer, one
who sews together the upper leathers of boots ;

boot-eater, -eating (see quot.) ; boot-gusset,
elastic sides inserted in boots ; boot-hook, a hook
for pulling on boots ; boot-hose - boot-stocking ;

boot-housing (see quot. and HOUSING) ;
boot-

jack, a contrivance for pulling off boots ; f boot-
ketch boot-catcher

; also = boot-jack ;
boot-last

- boot-tree
; boot-laster, ? one who makes boot-

lasts
; boot-lick,- v. to toady; sb. a toady ( U.S.

slang] \ boot-rack, a rack or stand for holding
boots ; boot-shank, the piece of leather placed
between the outer and the inner sole in the waist

of a boot; \ boot-sleeve, a wide kind of coat-

sleeve ; boot-stocking, an over-stocking which
covers the leg like a jack-boot ; boot-stretcher,

-tree, a shaped block inserted into a boot to stretch

it or keep it inshape. Also BOOT-TOP, BOOT-TOPPING.
1864 SAI.A in Daily Tel. 25 Feb., That negro *boot-black

on the street corner. 1883 Harper's Mag. July 817/1 The
San Francisco boot-blacks seem quite a model to their class.

1775 CAMPBELL Diary Visit fcng. 221 The number of

churches I could not learn from our *boot catch guide.
1745 SWIFT Direct. Servants (J.I The ostler and the *boot-
catcher ought to partake. 1761 COLMAN Jealous Wife iv.

ii, There's master, and John ostler, and bootcatcher, all

j
gone after 'em. 1880 Pall Mall G. 30 Dec. n/'i A historic

juror . . is said to have given final . . proof of his resolution to

acquit a State defendant . . by declaring that he would eat
his boots before he would find the man guilty. A *' boot-
eater

' now designates a particular species of juror. Rumour
says there are at least nine boot-eaters in the Parnell jury.
1882 Daily News 4 Mar., A decline in the trade in 'boot

gussets in the elastic web manufacture. 1588 La>U'. $ Ch.
Wills III. 139 One paire of tawny stockes wth

toppes of

*boothose of the same. 1611 BEAUM- Si FL. Knt. Burn.
Pestle iv. ii. iD.) The maid That wash'd my boot-hose.

1815 Scon Guy M. vii, The women spun mittens for the

lady, and knitted boot-hose for the laird. 1792 OSBALDI-
STONK Brit. Sportsman 432 Housing is either *boot-houzing
or shoe-houzing ; the former is a piece of stuff made fast to

the hinder part of the saddle, a 1841 T. HOOK Ramsbottom
Pap. in Ciisyuct Lit. 1877 I. 117/1 Tall men are doubled up
like *boot-jacks. 1785 MACKENZIE Z,fHft'r No. 54 F 8 Sent
the *boot-ketch to Hart's for a pair of Spanish boots. 1814
SCOTT Wav. xlix, I wish . I had recommended him to attend
the circle this evening with a boot-ketch under his arm.
1611 COTGR., Emboitchoir, a

*
Boot last, or Boot tree. 1732

FiELOING Miser i, vi, These *boot-sleeves were certainly
intended to be receivers of stolen goods, a 1807 BOWLES
Note to Banwell Hill (D.) In a pair of worsted *boot-

stockings, which my father observed would keep my under-

stockings from the dirt. 1834 SOUTH EY Doctor Ivii. 1,1862)

126 You will not observe his boot-stockings coming high
above the knees. 1766 CROKER, etc. Diet. Arts,

*Boot-

Tree, or Boot-Last, is a wooden cylinder slit into two

parts, between which, when it is put into the boot, they
drive . . a wedge. 1855 THACKERAY Ncivcomes xi, Pretty
boots, trimly stretched on boot-trees.

Boot (b/7t), v. 1 Forms : 4-6 bote(n, 5-6
boote, 6- boot ; also north. 5 buten, buytt, 5-6
bute. [ME. boten, f. bot, BOOT j^. 1

, taking the

place of beten (see BEET), which was scarcely used

in the south after the I4th c. Cf. BOTEX.]
j-
1. trans. To make better ;

to cure, relieve,

heal ;
to remedy. Obs.

L 1330 Amis <y Audi. 2340 Jesu that is heuen king,
Schal hole the of thi bale, a, 1450 Syr Eglam. 187 He was
botyd of mekylle care. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 83
The sauour of hym boteth alle syknessis.

1 2. trans. To make good (a deficiency), to make

up (what is deficient) ; to add by way of equalizing
the value of things exchanged ;

to give
' into the

boot'. Obs. *

1393 LANGL. /*. /V. C. vn. 382 Ther were chapmen y-chose
be chaffare to preise ; pat he bat hadde be hod sholde nat
habbe be cloke. pe betere byng ; by arbytours sholde bote
be werse. i 1440 Promp. Pan.'. 45 Botyn, or 3eue more
overe in barganynge, lidtor, in precio superaddo. 1530
PALSGR. 461/1 What will you boote bytwene my horse and
yours ?

3. To do good ;
to be of use or value

;
to profit,

avail, help. (Only used in 3rd pers.)
a. iinpers. (or with it} : chiefly negative and

interrogative. (Usually followed by the real sub-

ject, as an infinitive phrase, or subst. clause.)
( 1400 Roland 490 It botes not to abide, a 1450 Knt. de

la Tour (1868) 66 The pore soule cried . . but it boted not.

1564 GRINDAL Sertn, Wks. 1 1843*25 It needeth not or booteth

not, as the old proverb goeth. 1591 SPENSER Teares of
Muses 445 What bootes it then to come from glorious Fore-
fathers? 1636 COWLEY Find. Odes, Destinie iv, With Fate
what boots it to contend? 1828 ARNOLD in Life% Corr. 118441
I. ii. 88 It boots not to look backwards. 1855 BROWNING
Cleon in Men $ Worn. II. 184 What boots To know she

might spout oceans if she could?

b. with dative object (or with to^\ arch.
i 1400 Destr. Troy 3391 Me botis not barly your btddyng

with stonde. 1596 SPENSER /'. >. i. Hi. 20 Him booteth not

resist, nor succour call. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comtn. Titus i. 8.

11619) : 75 * l shall not boote a man to say in the day of

Judgement, Lord, Lord. 1690 W. WALKER Idiom. Anglo-
Lat. 65 It will not boot you to say so. 1851 THACKERAY
Eng. Hunt. \. (1858) 45 Boots it to you now, that the whole
world loves and deplores you?

c. with sense *
it matters *.

1752 YOUNG Brothers in. i, What boots it which prevail*?
1700 STERNE Tr. Shandy \. xix. 25 Little boots it to the

subtle speculatist to stand single in his opinions.

d. with sb. ,sing. or pi.) as subject.

1562 J. HEYWOQB/>

9VP.$A^pr.(i867)43 Braulyng booted
not. 1596 DRAYTON Legends iv. 30 Little, I feare, my labour
Me will boot, a 1717 PARNELL Poet. Wks. (1833)64 What
boots his hand, his heart, his head? 1795 SOUTHEY Poems
32 What boot to thee the blessings fortune gave ? What boots

thy wealth? 1884 BROWNING Ferishtak 18 Little boots Our

sympathy with fiction !

f4. trans. To benefit, increase, enrich. Obs. rare.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. n. v. 71 And I will boot thee with
what guift beside Thy modestie can begge.

I Boot, v.~ Obs. rare~ l

. [cf. BOOT sb.t, also

MLG. bitten (Dn. bititen^ to make booty, to seize.]

/;//;-. ? To share as booty.
1554 LYDG. Rochas iv. xxiii. 120 b, His desire and his en-

tendon Was to be boting \ed. 1494 has boly] with them of

such pillage As goddes had in their possession.

Boot (b/7t), ^. ;1 Forms : 5 bote(n, -yn, (bute),

j boote, 6- boot. [f.
BOOT j.3]

1. trans. To put boots on (another or oneself).

1468 Medulla Gram, in Cath. Angl. 49 note, Ocree, to

hotyn. 1483 Cath. Angl. 49 To Bute IBuyyt], ocreare.

1600 HEYWOOD i Ed-w. /V, n. Wks. 1874 I. 33 Let me en-

treate you would go boote yourselues. 1693 W. ROBERTSON
Phraseol. Gen. 272 To Boot, ocreas indnere. Ballad
'}

Young Redin' x. in Allingham Ballad Bk. (18651 285

They've booted him and spurred him.

b. intr. (for refl.} To put on one's boots.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /^, v. iii. 140 Get on thy Boots . .



BOOTED. 997 BOOTLESSNESS.

Boote, boote, Master Shallow. 1813 SIR R. WILSON Diary
II. 272 Many persons booting, .for a journey to Paris. 1855
KINGSLEY Westw. Ho u86i) 95 Help me to boot and gird.

2. trans. To torture with the BOOT (sb$ 3).

1580-1 RANDOLPH in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 324 He
hath been sore booted. 1818 SCOTT Let. \nLockhart (1839^
V. 282 Tradition says - . Granger and his wife were booted.

3. Mil. slang. To beat, formerly with a long

jack-boot, now with a leather surcingle or waist-

belt : an irregular conventional punishment in-

flicted by soldiers on a comrade guilty of dishonesty
or shirking duty.
1802 C. JAMES Mil. Diet. (1816) 84/2 Scabbarding a soldier,

as in the infantry of the line, or booting him, as in the

cavalry.
Boot behoved : see Bus v.

Bootakin, var. of BOOTIKIN.

t Boot-carouse. (Cf. BOMBARD sb. 3.)

1598 MARSTON Pygtnal. ii. 147 What brought'st thou els

beside. . From Belgia what? but their deep bezeling, Their

boote-carouse, and their Beere-buttering 1

Booted (.bw-ted), ///. a. [f. BOOT z/,3 + -EDI.]
1. Wearing boots, having boots on ; formerly

usually in the sense (

equipped for riding '.

1553 HULOET, Booted, ocreatus. 1563-87 FOXE A. <$ Af.

(1596) 1892/1 Master I.eauer was ready "booted to .. cary it

to London. 1690 CBOWNE Eng. Frier iv. 32 How now,
booted Gentlemen, whither are you going ? 1835 BECKFORD
Recoil. 193 Two special couriers, .magnificently badged and
booted. 1877 BESANT & RICE Son of Vulc, i. ii. 32 Who
correct their wives with booted feet.

b. esp. in phrase booted and spurred. Also Jig.

1678 GunpmL'der- Twos. 19 He. .found Faux, .booted and

spurr'd. 176* GOLDSM. Nash 39 Punch came in booted and

spurred. 1833 EG.-WARBURTON Hunt. Songs iv. (1883) 12

Come then toTarporley booted and spurr'd.

2. transf. Clothed or covered as to the legs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny \. 166 Booted, .with a pair of buskins

or greiues about his legges. 1740 SOMERVILLE Hobbinol iii.

179 Her Legs unclean Booted with Grime, a i774Gou>sM,
Scarrons^ Comic Rom. (1775^ II. i He saw little Ragotin,
just arriving, booted up to the waist.

b. Of fowls: Having feathered legs.
1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1265/3 Black booted cockerel . .

Coloured booted bantams.

Bootee .(b^tr). [A kind of diminutive of

boot : see -EE.] A trade name for : a. a kind of

high-low boot for ladies ; b. an infant's wool boot.

Booten, rare var. of BOTEN v. Obs. to amend.

t Boo'ter. Obs. [prob. ad. Du. buiter plun-

derer, freebooter.] Spoiler ; robber. Found only
in comb. FREEBOOTER.
1716 PRIDEAUX Connect. O. $ N. Test. n. vn. IV. 648 The

Country was filled with Thieves and free Booters.

II Bootes (b<?|0u't/z). Astron. [L., a. Gr. ftowrys

ploughman, wagoner ;
also the constellation.]

- A northern constellation, the Wagoner, situated

at the tail of the Great Bear and containing the

bright star Arcturus.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Bodies, a slow working Star in the

North Pole, near to Charls wain, which it follows. 1703
POPE Thcbais 520 When clouds conceal Bootes' golden wain.

1831 CARLYI.E Sart.Res. \. iii, What thinks Bootes of them,
as he leads his Hunting Dogs over the Zenith?

Boot fill (.Iw/'tful), sb. [f. BOOT $b$\ As much
as a boot will hold or carry.
1772 PENNANT Tours Scot I. (1790) III. 116 Bringing a

bootful of earth from different estates.

i Boo'tful, Obs, rare^. [f. BOOT J.I+-FUL.]
Of service ; useful, advantageous, profitable.
1594 CAREW Tasso (1881) 93 His aduice bootfull and good

they call.

Booth '

vb/76'), sb. Forms: 2-5 hope, ^ 3-6
bothe, 6-7 boothe, 6- booth. Also north. 5-6
buth^e, 6 bouthe, bowthe, Sc. boithe, 6- Sc.

buith. [ME. I'dfie, bothe, prob. a. ODa. *<Vd'

v mod.Da. and Sw. bod booth, stall, shop Olcel.

biiQ fern, dwelling, f. East Norse bda- Icel. btia to

dwell. Cf. MHG. buode (

hut, tent', mod.G. bitde
*

booth, stall
'

: perh. also from East Norse. Some
think the Teutonic word to be adopted from
Slavonic : cf. Boh. bouda t Pol. bitda, which are at

least cognate.]
1. A temporary dwelling covered with boughs of

trees or other slight materials, arch, in gen. sense.
(i2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 185 >ar haue5 elch patriarche,

and prophete, and apostles . . maked faier bode [for bo&e]
inne to wunien. c 13*5 E. E. A Hit. P. C. 441 He bowed
vnder his lyttet bo^e. a 1536 TINDAI.E Brief Declar. Sacr.
Wks. 1848 I. 376 He had made booths, or houses of boughs
for his beasts. 1580 BARET Ah\ B 930 A Boothe or place
couered where men sitte to talke for recreation. 1655 H.
VAUGHAN Silex Scint. n. 179 Kvery bush is something's
booth. 1703 MAUNDRELL Joum. ferns. (1732) 40 At the

North end they led into Booth's, and Summer-houses. 1725
DE FOE I'oy. round World ( 1840} 178 We cut down branches
of trees, and built us two large booths. 1871 MACDUKF
Mem. Patmos xiii. 174 Temporary booths, made of inter-

twisted palm, olive, .and willows from the brook.

b. esp. A temporary structure covered with

canvas, or the like
;
a tent. Now chiefly as in 2.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings vii. 10 We came to the tentes of

the Sirians, and beholde, there is no man there . . but . . the

.bothes as they stonde. 1674 Scheffer's Lapland xiv. 71
That certain boothes and sheds be provided. 1762 GOLDSM.
Nash 30 Obliged to assemble in a booth to drink tea and

chocolate. 1775 R. CHANDLER Trm. Asia M. (1825) I. 137

A wild country coveftd. .with the black booths of the Tur-
comans. 1838 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-bks. (1871) I. 109.

C. Polling-booth : a temporary structure for vot-

ing purposes at a parliamentary or other election.

1846 M CCULLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire 1854 H-
J
11 T^e

booths are erected at the joint expense of the candidates . .

the cost of a booth erected for a county election shall not
exceed 45^.

2. spec. A covered stall at a market
;
a tent at a

fair, or the like, for the sale of wares or refresh-

ments, exhibition of the feats of jugglers, etc. See
also TOLL-BOOTH.

r

i' 1200 ORMIN 15573 ^ birr}* ^uw nohht inin Faderr hus
Till chepinngbope uirrnenn. ciyxt K. Alls. 3457 They. .

brenten townes, and bothes. ( 1440 Promp. Pan-. 46 Bo^c,
chapmannys schoppe. 1483 Catlt. AtigL 49 A Blithe, entp-
torimn. 1535 LYNUESAY Satyr* 1015 Ane laidlie lurdan
loun, Cumde to break buithis. 1580 BAUET Ah'. B 1038 A
bouthe or tente that any occupier maketh in a fairc or other

places. 1581 J. BELL fIaddon's Answ. Osor. 271 A denne
of Theeves? a Bowthe of brothells? c 1610 SIR J. MET.VILI.K
Mem. (1735) 227 Unruly Servants broke up the Merchants'
Booths. 1723 DE FOE Col, Jack (1840' 13 To pay at going
into a booth to see a .show. 1808 JAMIESON s.v., The Lucken-
booths of Edinburgh, wooden shops [which formerly stood
in the High Streetj. 1848 M.\CAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 350 The
booths where goods were exposed to sale projected far mlo
the streets.

3. Contb.j as booth-clot7/ f -keeper, t -mail (

boothage).
1552 HULOF.T, Boothclotheh, wherwith boothes or tente;-

ben couered. t 1570 Lu. SEMPILL 3 Taverners, To pay my
buith-mail and my stand. 1838 HAWTHORNE After. A'cVr-

bks. 11871) J. icy Booth-keepers knocking down the tempo-
rary structures.

Booth, v. rare.
[f. prec. sb.] trans. To pro-

vide or shelter with a booth.

1594 Zt-pkeriti xxxi. in Arb. Garner V. Si .She booths her
fair with shade of broad- branched trees.

t Boo'thage. Obs.
[f.

BOOTH s/>. -t -AGK.]
Dues paid for leave to erect a booth in a market.

1695 KKXNETT Par. Antiq. ( 1818,1 II. 409 A market .. in

which the picage, stallage, boothage, tollage, assize of bread

ajid beer, .were granted to the King.
t Boot-hale, v. Obs. [f. BOOT sb:~ booty +

HALE v. to haul.]
1. intr. To carry off booty or spoil ; to practise

plundering, marauding or pilfering.
1598 [see BOOT-HALING t'bl. sb.\ 1609 H EYWOOD 6W/j# 33

Some made merchandize of fugitives and others went boot-

haling into the confederate countries. 161 1 COTGR.
,
Bufiner,

to prey, get bootie. .to bootehale it. 1658 W, BURTON Itin.

Anton, 150 A people forward to Boot-hale, and consume,
but backward to the duties of War. a 1670 HACKET ^/.
Williams 11. (1692) 182.

2. trans. To spoil ; to pillage ;
to plunder.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod 145 Boote-hal'd all the

Coast unto Caieta. 1625 I.'SLE Dn Bartas 133 No Hircan

Tygers flight boot-hailes thy vaulted hills.

t Boot-haler. Obs. Also 7 -hayler. [f. prec.
+ ER!.] A marauder, a marauding or foraging
soldier

;
a freebooter

;
a highwayman, brigand.

1600 HOLLAND Lii<y xxn. .\li. 458 g, To stop and impeach
the forragers and boothalers [frmdatoriltus] of Anniball.

1609 C. BUTLER /'Vw. Mon. 1634) Z 39 The very Boot-halers,
or Highway-robbers, are more worthy favour than such.

i6zi DP. MOUNTAGU Dittiribm 182 A common Boote-ha>'ler.
1686 tr. Chardtns 7'ra~'., Coron. Solytnan 145 Those Boot-
halers the Cosaques.

t Boot-haling, vbl. sl>. Obs. [as prec. + -INO ;

.]

1. The carrying away of booty, plundering of an

enemy; marauding, freebooting, brigandage.
1398 FI.OKIO, Gnalddt a bootehaling [1611 bootie-halingl,

a freebooting. 1603 Montaigne ii. xxxi. (1632) 401 Re-

turning from forage or boot-haling. 1657 TKAPP Comm, Ps.

Ixxxvi. i What I can get by boot-haling from the Lord--

enemies. 1686 tr. Chardins Trav. 92 The wars of the

Ningrelians. .are. .meer Incursions and Boots Halings.
2. The proceeds of marauding ; booty.
1622 K. M ARKHAM Decades l^'nrff I. v. 2 His Conscience

must tie him, not Spoyle, or Boot-haling.

t Boot-haling, ///. a. Obs. [f. as prec. +

-ING-.] Pillaging, marauding, freebooting.
1621 MOLLE Canierar. Liv. Libr. i. v. 12 These boot-haling

fellowes. 16^8 W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 164 The stragling
and boot -haling Companies of such as had lately plundered

Boothall, booth-hall. [? f. BOOTH + HALL.]
A name given to a town-hall, as in the city of

Gloucester.

171* ATKYNS Gloucestersh. 89 The Booth-hall or Town-
hall is . . subject lo the Jurisdiction both of the

Out-county
and of the City. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5112/4 The Boothall

in the City of Gloucester.

Boothed (bfid), a. [f. BOOTH sb. + -Ei)a
.]

Furnished with booths
;
tented.

1870 Daily News 4 June, This thickly- boothed region.

t Bootlier (b/7'ftei). Obs. exc. dial. A variant

of BOULDER ; belonging chiefly to the midland
counties of England.
c 1680 DINGLEY Hist. fr. .Marble (1868.1 359 Leek Town.

This Town wanting some stones, or (as vulgarly call'd in

this county) boothers, to pave the street. 1826 Pennsyh'.
Hist. Sac. Mem. I. 285 Different kinds of stone by continual

railing and wearing have become smooth and round; and
are called boothers. 1864 RAMSBOTTOM Lane. Rhymes 66
For every cheer [ chair] a boother-stone.

Bootikin, bootakin (b/rtikin, -akinj. Also
8 booterkin, 9 bootakin. [dim. of BOOT sb2 :

st-e -KIN. Cf. mannikin^\

1. A soft boot or mitten made of wool and oiled

silk, worn as a cure for the gout.
1767 H. WA LI-OLE In A'. A> Q. i. J. 232/1 One day's guut,

which I cured with the bootik-ins. 1775 Private Corr.

ii Apr. IV. 8 My biennial visitant the gout, has yielded to

the boot Ik ins. 1794-6 Ii. DAKWIN Zoon. 11801) IV. 221

Uooterkins made with oiled Silk, as they confine the per-

spirable mailer, keep the part moi^t and supple.

2. A small kind of bout
;
a knitted legging or

gaiter with feet, worn out of doors by infants.

1844 W. H. MAXWKLL Sports <V Adv. Scott. xiiLdSssj 122

That species uf bootakin, known . .by the tille of high-low* '.

1885 Ct'v. Sen*. Store Price List 160 Infantees, Bootakins,
Gaiter^, Wool Hoois.

3. An instrument of torture ;
= BOOT sb.'^ 3.

1727 P. WALKER A, Pcden 26 ijA-M.' There will neither
thumbikin nor hootikin come here. 1834 M. NAPIER Mem.
NafierofMerchisfon iv. 159 It was proposed to put him in

the bootikins, an infernal instrument of torture.

t BoO'tillg, sb. Obs. Sc. In 6 boting. [f.

BOOT J^. :

>]
' A half-boot or leathern spatterdash

, Jamicson) ; perh. collective for boots.

('1505 DrxBAK l''lyting 212 Tho\v bringis the Carrik clay
tu Edinburgh Cor^e, Upoun thy botingis.

t Boo;ting, vbl. sb Obs. [f.
BOOT z;.l + -ING I.]

1. Relieving, curing, healing, helping; payment
to the good ; service, avail.

i 1300 K Alls. 5711 The kyng..Yaf al his folk betyng
[?'. t: botyngj. 1426 A u UK LAY J'oems 15 Our Kyng . .

'1 hat mai us salve of oure sore, oure botyng to us bryng?
< 1440 Prouip. Pa>~\ 45 Botynge or encre^e yn by>'nge,
licitaimntnmi liciarinni. 1591 HARINGTON Epigr. n. (16331
98 But let alone, Lyiiu^, it is no booting.
2. Conih. f Booting-corn. See quut.
1670 Hi.OUST La;i' Diet. s. v., The Tenants, .paid Booting

Corn to the I'rior of Rochester. .Perhaps it was so called,
as being paid.. by way of Bole.. or compensation to the

Lord, for his making them Lea^e>, etc.

f Boo'ting, vbl. s/>.- Obs. Also Si; 6 buting,
butting, [f. U<X>T .?/;.- or z/.- f -IXG 1

: but sense i

seems to have begun as a misunderstanding of

BUTIN *

booty ', mistaken for a vbl. sb. in -IN<;.]

1. Booty, plunder ;
^liUTlN.

a 1572 K.NOX Hist. K,-/. Wks. 1846 I. ?y Small butting
thei caryed away. 1597 MOSTGOMERIK Cherrie fy Slae xv,

Quhair Hew ye, imhoni slew ye, or quha brings hanie tlic

buting? c 1600 Ki'l\ Hood iRitson) i. iii. 3 I'll tell you of

a brave booting That befell Robin Hood.
2. Taking of booty, plundering : ^..freebooting.
1651 HOBBKS Gtwt. fy Sac. xiii. Jj 14. 203 Under the notion

of Booting or taking prey.

Booting (b/7-tirp,^/. sl>.'-'> [f.
BOOT^. :

']
a. Tor-

ture with the boot (sec BOOT st>.'-> 3;. b. Punish-

ment of being beaten with a boot (see BOOT v$ 3).

1678 PuiLLirs (App.t Mooting, a sort of torture among the

Scots. 1805 Siii K. WILSON Diary 30 Dec., I directed the

most culpable to receive a booting from their comrades.

Bootless (bw'tlt-s), a. 1 [OK. botljas, f. bot,

BOOT sb. 1
: see -LESS.]

f 1. Not to be expiated or recompensed by a
( bote' ; see BOOT sl>.^ 9. ;Only in OE. law.)
a 1000 in Thorpe's Lnii's I. 385 (Bosw.) Donne sij 5a;t

botleas. Ihid. I. 410 Husbryce is botleas. [1714 FORTESCVK-
ALAND For/cscuc's Al-s. fy Lint. Men. Pref. 62 Boteless, thai

i>, (inexpiable. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. I. 79 Of the

crimes, .some were '

botelos
'

or inexpiable, and were to be

punished with death : such were treason, murder.]

f2. Without help or remedy; incurable, remedi-

less, helpless.
1228 in Mfin. AV/f' 11882' I. 52 In pcena qua; vocatur

boteles. t"i3$o Will. Paltrnc 3984 It is a botles bale, .to

willne after a wif bat is a waywarde euere. 1567 DRANI
Horace Sat. ii. (R. 1

, That were a bootlesse case. 1659
SPRAT Plague At/tots (R.), They saw the city open lay, An
easy and a bootless prey.
3. Void of boot or profit ;

to no purpose, without

success ; unavailing, useless, unprofitable.
"559 Afyrr. Alag,, Clifford ii, All care is booties in

a cureles case. 1596 SHAKS. frlerch. V. m. iii. 20 lie

follow him no more with bootlesse prayers. 1641 J. JACK-
SON True E"'ang. T. i. 77 Bootlesse problemes, 1736
THOMSON Liberty iv. 644. 1782 COWPEK Gilpin 189 Ah luck-

less speech, and bootless boast ! 1869 FREEMAN J\'ori. C.

(1876) III. xii. 255 A few bootless attempts at negoclation.

4. quasi-OrtV. BOOTLESSLY.
1423 JAS. I. King's Q. Ixx, As Tantalus I trauaile ay

bul-Ies. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. in. i. 36, I lell my sorroue-,

booties to the stones. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. in. i, Of wasted
fields. .The Borderers bootless may complain.

Bootless (b/7'tK'S ,
a* [f. Bo(T ^.3 + -LESS.]

Without boots.

1377 LANOL. /'. PI. B. xvm. n One. . Barfote on an asse

bakke botelees cam pryk[y]e, Wyth-oute spores other spere.

[1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. i. 66 Thrice, .haue I hent him
Uootlesse home .. Hotsp. Home without Bootes, And in

foule Weather too, How scapes he Agues in the OeuiU
name?] 1880 Harper's Mag. LX. 676 Hatless, bootless,

and trouse rless.

Boo'tlessly, a<fo.
[f.

BOOTLESS rt.'+-LY-.]
Without success or advantage ; unsuccessfully ;

unprofitably ; uselessly.
i6T. TAYLOR Coimn, Titus \. 15(1619) 309 Bootlessly to

employ all their paines in keeping themselues from outward

pollution. iS/b
1* Pilgrim. tn>er Prairies II. 264 The hunters,

returning bootlessly and sullenly from a large
'

cast '.

Boo'tlessiiess. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] Use-

lessness ; unprofitableness.
1830 Macht'. Mag. XXVII. 472 Which beguile the

weariness of the journey, and make us sometimes forget its

bootlessness.
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Boots :
(b^ts). [pi. of BOOT st>.3} used as sing.] I

1. A name for the servant in hotels who cleans

the boots ; formerly called boot-catcher and -catch.

01798 O'KEEFE Fontainebleau in, i. (L.) Your honour
will remember the waiter . . Your honour won't forget Jack
Boots. 1836-7 DICKENS Sk. Boz (1850) 250/1

' I'm the bouts

asb'longslothehouse.' 1856 W. COLLINS After Dark 1. 109,
I waited in the pantry till Boots had brushed the clothes.

2. (slang.'} An appellation given to the youngest
officer in a regiment, junior member of a club, etc.

1806 SIR R. WILSON in Life (1862) I. ii. 60 My chief
resistance to discipline was at mess where I could not brook
the duties of Boots.

3. In various comb, (humorous or colloq.)
= * Fel-

low, person
'

: as clumsy-, lazy-boots ;
see also SLY-

BOOTS, SMOOTH-BOOTS.
1623 PERCIVALE Sp. Diet., Lisongcro, a flatterer, a smooth

boots. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. iv. xi, You are the most

creasing and tumbling Clumsy-Boots of a packer. 1832
LYTTON Eugene A . ii,

' Why don't you rise, Mr. Lazyboots 'i

'

f Boots -. Obs, or dial. [prob. a dial, form of

bouts, bolts, applied to the same plant.] A local

English name of Marsh Marigold (Caltha palus-
tris or Meadow Bouts.

1597 GERARD //t'r&i/cclxxx, 3. 671 Marsh Marigoldes,
in Cheshire and those parts it is called Bootes. 1721 BAILEY,
BootSi the Plant Marshmallows [An error].

Boo*t-top.
1. The upper part of a boot ; esp. of top-boots.
1768 WALES in Phil. Trans, LX. 109, I saw one woman

with a child in each boot top. 1825 S. ADAMS Cotnpl. Ser-
vant 384 Liquid for cleansing Boot Tops, ttc. 1827 LYTTON
Pelhunii The autocrat of the great world of fashion.. fed
the pampered appetite of his boot-tops on champagne.
2. Kaut. a. In phrase

'

to give a ship boot-

tops
'

: see quot. j b. ^BOOT-TOPPING b.

1768 CROKKR, etc. Diet. Arts s. v., It is usual to make
her heel, or incline first to one side and then to the other. .

having scrubbed off the ooze, shells . . with brushes and
brooms, they cover it with a mixture of tallow, sulphur,
etc., and this is called giving her boot-tops- 1842 F. COOPER
Jack CPLant. I. 126 Every vessel that isn't coppered shows
her boot-top.

BoO't-to:pping. Xaut. a. ;see quot.)
1767 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789.1, Boot-topping^ the act

of cleaning the upper part of a ship's bottom, and daubing
it over with a coat or mixture of tallow, sulphur, resin, etc.

Boot-topping is chiefly performed where there is no dock
. .or when, .hurry, .renders it inconvenient tohave the whole
bottom, .cleansed.

b. 'Boot-topping . . is now applied to sheathing
a vessel with planking over felt.' Smyth Sailor 3

ll'ord-bk. 1867.

Booty (b/7*ti ,
sb. Forms : 5-6 botye, buty,

6 boty, bootye, bootie, [7 St. bouty), 6- booty.

[The mod. as well as the early forms, point to

a ME. long <?,
and thus to connexion with /v/,

BOUT sb.i advantage, and z;. 1 to profit. But there is

no accounting for such a formation from bdt, boot

directly; and it is generally held that the English
word is due to an adaptation of some word cognate
with Ger. beute, F. butin ,or the latter itself in-

fluenced in form by association with bot, boot. The
Teutonic words in question are ON. byti 'exchange,
barter', connected with byta 'to exchange'; also

'to deal out, distribute'; MDu. and MLG. biitc

(MG. bittc, MHG. biute, mod.G. bcitlc, mod.Du.

buit}, all with the sense '

booty '. />////, from

French, was used side by side with boty, booty during
the i6th c., and it is curious that the first known
instances of both occur in Caxton's Chcsse, with-

in a few lines of each other: see BUTIN. Caxton
has also buty (see 1491), and in i7th c. we find an

instance of bootyti for butin : but on the whole the

contact of the two forms appears to be slight. The
shorter form BOOT ,J/'.-), and the related BOOT V?
BOOTER {freebooter BOOTING, are all later.

(An early but dubiously genuine use appears under
BOOTY ., which, if really used by Lydgate f 1430, would

carry the question farther back, but leave it still more
obscure.*]

1. orig. Plunder, gain, or profit acquired in com-
mon and destined to be divided among the winners.

a. That which is taken from an enemy in war
;

the collective plunder or spoil. (No plural.)
1474 CAXTON Chesse 39 So shold the dispoyle and botye

be comune vnto them. 1491 Four Sons Aymon (1885^

143 The kyng made the buty to be dealed, Wherof the

most party he made to be gyven to reynawde & his brethern.

1530 PALSGR. 200/1 Boty that men of warre take, butin,

f579 UIGGF.S Stratiot, 129 The Bootie shall be divided,

according to the auncient fawes of the warres. 1611 BIBLE
Numb. xx.\i. 32. 1732 LdtDUURD iSW&W II. JX. 287 They were
too happy to give them a share of the booty. 1814 WELLING-
TON in Gurw. Disp. XII. 7 What ought to be considered
as booty to the army.

b. That which is captured by robbers or thieves,

1567 HARMAN Caveat 1 1869) 33 When they haue a greatter

booty then they maye cary awaye quickly. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. IV* i. ii. 184 When they haue the booty, if you and
I do not rob them.

f2. A thing taken by force; a prize. (With//.)
1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 186 b, His souldyers had con-

spired, .to conuerte all the booties that they shoulde geat,
to their owne priuate vse. 1568 Like will to Like in Hazl.

Dcdsl. III. 334 Art thou not agreed These two booties

equally to divide? 1591 HORSEY Trav. (1857) 1D1 To lose

a great deall of his artillerie, buties, and baggage. 1652
NEKDHAM tr. Selden's Marc Ct. 481 To .. take prizes or

booties. 1833 BYRON Juan x. Ixix, Packets, all whose pa>-

sengers are booties To those who upon land or water dwell.

3. loosttly. Plunder, spoil, gain ;
a prize ;

without

reference to its being common property.
1580 BARET Alv. B 932 The Bootie or spoyle that a man

hath gotten of his enemies. 1599 R- GREENHAM Wks.
led. 21 49 A flatterer comming to haue some bootie. 1611
SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 862 Fortune, .drops Booties in my
mouth. 1662 MORE Antid, Ath. n. ,\. 11712)71 That she

might not be too easie a Booty for him. 1722 DE FOE Moll
Ft. (18401 328 He robbed the best Chester coaches and got a

very great booty. 1743 FIELDING yon. Wild 11. ii, Bagshot
..had carried off a pretty considerable booty from their

engagements at dice. 1839 THIKLWALL Greece 1.329 The
ingenious and successful pilferer gained applause with his

booty. 1866 KINGSLEY Hcrciv. v. 115 He got very little

bouty there.

4. To play booty : To join with confederates in

order to
*

spoil
'

or victimize another player ;
to

play into the hands of confederates in order to

share the *

plunder
'

with them
;
hence to play or

act falsely so as to gain a desired object ; esp. to

play badly intentionally in order to lose the game.
So i^obs. to boi.i'1, cast, perjure, talk, write booty.

1561 AWDELAY Frat. i 'acab. 9 And consent as though
they will play booty against him. 1592 GREENE ArtConny
catch, n. 8 The bowlers cast euer booty, and doth win or loose

as the bet ofthe gripe leadeth them. t6**MABBKtT.AJttuzt?s
Gnznian d*Alf. \, 222 Wee are three of vs, let vs all play
booty, and joyne together to coozen the Cardinall. 1650
WKLDON Crt. Jas. /, 99 Some of them played booty, and
in truth, the Game was not plaid above-board. 1676 ETHE-
KEUGE Man ofModem, i. 11684)30 What think you of playing
it on booty? Har. What do you mean? T. lit II. Pretend
to be in love with one another. 1678 KLTLEK //W,, Lady's
Answ. 180 Can own the same thing] and disown; And
perjure Booty, Pro and Con. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 60
f 9 Would not one be apt to believe that the Author played
booty, and did not make his List of Rhymes till he had
finished his Poem? 1771 P. PARSONS X&vtnarket I. 108

Bribing the rider to play booty, to lose the race. 1813
Examiner 17 May 319/1, I gave a jockey a handsome
premium to play booty. 1831 DISKAKLI Yitg. Diikedj.^t
One thing remained to be lost what he called his honour,
which was already on the scent to play booty.

b. Hence: Booty playing booty.
1608 DEKKER Belman LoiuL Wks. 1884-5 III. 135-6 Many

other practises there are in bowling tending to cozenage,
but ye

greatest and grossest is Booty : in which ye
deceipt

is so open and palpable that I haue scene men stone-blind
offer to lay Belts franckely. .only by hearing who played,
and how the old Grypes had made their layes. 1738 WAR-
HURTON Dii'. Legat, II, 145 A Riddle was frequently the

Stratagem for a Booty.
5. Comb, f booty-fellow : one who shares booty

with others ;
a confederate in plundering, swind-

ling, etc. (cf. sense 4).

1530 PALSI;K. 200/1 Botyfelowe, parsonnier. 1532 Dicc-

riay 1 18501 43 As when one man lost an hundred pound land
at shooting, by occasion that some that shot with him on
his side were booty fellows against him.

t Boo'ty, s/'.~ Obs. Erroneously used for BOOT sh

A remedy ; advantage.
1577 HOLIXSHED Chron. III. 284 It was no bootie to

achise him to the contrarie of that his concluded purpose.
1581 W. STAI LORD Exam. Compl. 1. 1 1876* 18 Neede las yee
knowej hath no booty.

t Boo'ty, (i. Obs. [See BOOTY sb} : but could
this be orig. from HOOT $b^ in sense of *

profit
'

?]

Sharing, participating.
(1430 LYEHJ, Bochtis iv. (14941 Qiva, His desyre and his

entencion Was to be boty [fa, 1554 booting] with theym of
suche pillage. 1570 LEVINS Mump, m Bootye, particcps.

t Boo'ty, v. Obs. intr. To collect booty.
1580 HOLLVBANU Trcas. Fr. 7".,.5//fr,tobootie, or pray.

t Boo'ty-liale, v. Obs. [app. an alteration of

BOOT-HALE v., assimilated to BOOTY.] = BOOT-HALE.
Also Boo'ty-haling vbl. sh.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citic of God in. xvii. 131 Having
booty-haled all the whole Cittie. 1611 FLORIO, Gitalda t a

bootie-haling [1598 boote-], a freebooting.

Boo'tyless, <? [see -LESS.] Void of booty.
i666 Standard 27 Feb., The disappointed O'Mahoneyites

consoled themsehes after this bootyless expedition.

t Boo'tyn. Obs, rare. A mixed form combining
BOOTY and BUTIN.
1635 HAVWARD Banistid Virg. 196 These folkes had

hcowr'd the field . .got good store of bootyn.

Boow\e, obs. fomi of Bow.
Booza, var. of Boz.\, an oriental drink.

Booze, bOOSe 'vb/72), sb. colloq. Also 8 booz.

[f. BIMIZE v. ;
= BOUSE sb]

1. Drink ; a draught.
1732 MRS. PENDAKVES Lett. 30 Mar. in Mrs. Delanys

Corr. I. 346 We. .had a profusion of
'

peck & booz' itermb

for meat & drink).

2. Drinking, a drinking bout,
1864 BURTON Scot Abr. II. ii. 198 An occasional hard

boose, and its consequent headache. 1877 BARING-GOULD
Myst. Suffering 51 A booze of bad ale. 1884 St. James's
Gaz. 19 Dec. 4/1 There was a great

' booze
'

on board.

Booze, bOOSe ,b/7z), v. [A variant of BOUSE,

retaining the pronunciation of ME. bottse
t boivse,

and spelt phonetically J perhaps really a dialectal

form: cf. the Sc. and north.Eng. roo^e j/7/,)
= lite-

rary Eng. rouse, etc. See BOUSE.]

intr. To drink deeply, or for the sake of enjoy-
ment or goodfellowship ; to tipple, guzzle, bezzle.

[(-1300 E. E. Poems (1862) 154 Depe can }e bouse. 1616

Pasquil fy Kath. \. 213 You must needs bouze.] 1768
WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann, To booze ale. 1777 COLMAN Epil.
Sch. Scandal 11883) 76 While good Sir Peter boozes with the

squire. 1823 BYRON Juan xi. xix. Who. .like Tom. .could
Boo/e in the ken? 1854 THACKERAY Newcontes I. 39, I

won't sit in the kitchen and boose in the servants' hall. 1870
LOWELL Study Wind. 30 With few resources but to boose
around the fire.

Boozed (bwzd}, ///. a. [f. BOOZE v. + -ED.]

Intoxicated, drunk, fuddled.

1850 P. CROOK War of Hats 50 Booz'd in their tavern

dens, The scurril press drive all their dirty pens.

Boozer (.bw-zaiV One who boozes ; a tippler.
a 1819WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Wks. (1831) 303 i.D.t, This land-

lord was a boozer stout. 1835 MARRVAT Jac. Faith/, x.xvi,

Don't you think so, my old boozer ?

Boo'zify, v. noncc-ivd. intr. To take part in a

boozing party, to booze.

1824 Blackiu. Mag, 635 Never boozify a second time with
the man whom you have seen misbehave himself in his cups.

Boozing (bw-zirj) vbl. sb, [f. BOOZE v. + -ING 1
.]

Deep drinking, toping.
a 1529 [see BOUSING i'bl, sb.\ 1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hnin.

iv. (1858^ 207 That club and coffee-house boozing. 1868

GEO. ELIOT /'. Holt 119 Extension of the suffrage can
never mean anything for them but extension of boozing.

b. attrib. and in comb. (Cf. BOUSING.)
1824-9 LANDOR Imag. Com'. (1846' I. 45 In a boozing-

bout, such as some country gentlemen I could mention do
hold after dinner, 1873 C. REAUE Simpleton xxviii, Down
a filthy close into some boozing ken I beg pardon, some
thieves' public-house.

BoO'zing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -IKG a
.]

That

drinks deeply, addicted to drinking.
1569 [see BOL-SINC ///. a.] 1770 Month, A1

*-?-. 73 The
boozing companions of old Sir John. 1880 J. C. WATT Gt.

Xweiists 30 Those '

boosing
'

coteries. i88z L. STEPHEN
Sivift iL 26 The boozing fox-hunting squires.

Boozy (b/rzi), a. 1
[f. BOOZE sb. + -Y !.]

1. Showing the effects of boozing or intoxication ;

influenced or affected by much drinking.
a 1529 [see BOUSY]. ITXOD'UXFEY Pills (1872) II. 297 Alt

flustered and boozy, the drunken Old Sot. 1839 SOUTHEY

Ep. Annh-ers. 18 Leaving behind it in the boozy eyes A
swoln and red suffusion, glazed and dim. 1857 KISGSLEY
Two V. Ago II. 237 Helplessly boozy from the first.

2. Addicted or given up to boozing; drunken.

1592 [see BoL'sv], 1801 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life <$

Writ. '1832) III. 145 A tedious morning, a great dinner, a

boozy afternoon, and dull evening. 1865 Sat. Rez: 4 Feb.

145/1 A boozy opium-eating Afghan.
Hence Boo'ziness.
1863 HAWTHORNE OldHome II. 63 Poor Bozzy's booziness

would appear to have become hereditary in his ancient line.

Boozy, var. of BOUZY, a. bulky, corpulent.

Bo-peep (b(?:pf
-

p) . Forms : 6 boo - peep,

-pepe, -pipe, bo-pepe, -pipe, 6-7 bo-, boe-

peepe, 7 boa-peep, boh-peepe, 7- bo-peep, [f.

IJo int. + PEEP v. ; cf. Sc. bo-keek, kcek-a-boo.]

A nursery play with a young chil d, who is kept in

excitement by the nurse or play-mate alternately

concealing herself (or her face i, and peeping out

for a moment at an unexpected place, to withdraw

again with equal suddenness. Johnson says
' The

act of looking out and then drawing back as ii

frighted, or with the purpose to fright some other'.

Hence to play (af) bo-peep ^ith) ;
also fg.t

in

many obvious applications.
1528 TINDALE Doctr. Treat. (1848) 214 Mark how he

playeth bo-peep with the scripture. i*&}wiKApol. Tindalc

(Arb.) 7 Yf Tindal wvll . . playe boo pepe withe the tencis.

fi6zo [FLETCH. & MASS.] Trag. Barnavelt 11. i. in Bullen

O. PI. (1883) II. 248 This blinded State that plaies a boa-peep
I with us. 1648 HERRICK Hesper., Upon her //, Her pretty

feel Like similes did creep A little out, and then, As if they
started at Bo-Peep, Did soon draw in agen. 1658 OSBORN

Jas, L \i67jl 526 Forced to.. die in a Prison, or play at

Bo-peep all the remainder of their days with their Creditors.

1701 Interest of England 34 Men. .That, .do nothing but

play at Bo-peep with God Almighty, a 1849 H. COLERIDGE
Poems 1 1850' 1 1. 217 What fancy so pretty is playing bo-peep
With the innocent's thoughts in the fields of sleep?

b. as interjection.
< 1550 Pride *r Abuse Worn, in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 231 Bo

pepeT what have I spyed V A bug, devysing of proud knacks.

C. attrib.

1663 COWLEV Cutler Coleinan St. in. v, There will be a

good Bo-peep Love. 1692 VILLIERS iDk. Buckhm.J Chances

11714) 115 Were these your bo-peep Prayers? 1863 W.
PHILLIPS Spceclu-s xxiv. 547 For the President, in bo-peep

secrecy to hide himself in the White House.

Bo-pee'p, ^. rare, intr. To play bo-peep.
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xvi. ci. (1612) 400 Why should

faces faire indeed bo-peepe behind a Fanne? 1840 BARHAM

ingol. Leg., Wedding Day 26 The National School, Bo-

peeping 'midst
'

many a mouldering heap '.

t Bo-peeper. Obs. rare. [f. prec. + -ER 1
.]

That benind which one plays bo-peep ;
a mask.

1609 Kr. Worn, in Hum. v. i. "in Bullen O, PI. IV, Wele

pull of his bopeeper.

Boquet, obs. form of BOUQUET.

Bor (boi\ sb. dial. Also 7 bore, 9 borh, boh,

bo
1

. [? :-OK. (tefidr as in NEIGHBOUR. Cf. the

similar use of Du. bnur : see BOOK.] An East

Anglian form of address = Neighbour, gossip, etc.



BOB.

plantations'.
'

Aye, bor, so we will'. i874j.WmNiii-.su
Tim Digiaell 5 Tim, bor, what d'yow think?

Bor, obs. f. BEER, BOAR, BOWER.
Bor-, Chew., short for BORON, forming names of

compounds of this with the alcohol radicals
; e.g.

Bor-ethyl 3(C,H5 B, Bor-methyl 3(CH,)B, ob-
tained by acting on ethyl borate with zinc ethyl
and methyl respectively.
1869 ROSCOE Elem. C/iein. 342 Borethyl is a colourless

liquid, possesses a very powerful acrid smell, and takes fire
on exposure to the air, burning with a green flame. 1881
ROSCOE Client. III. 244 Bormethyl is a colourless gas.

II Bora (boo'ra). [According to Diez, Venetian,
Milanese form of It. borea north wind : L. Boreas.
But cf. Illyrian (Servia, Dalmatia, etc.) Inira
'

storm, tempest
'

(Bulg. bum, Russ. and OSlav.

biiiyd), which may have been confounded with
the Ital. in the Adriatic.] A severe north wind
which blows in the Upper Adriatic.
1864 VTESS STHANCI-ORD K. Shores Adriatic 263 A vio-

lent wind began to blow. 'The Bora ! the Bora !

'

resounded
on all sides, in tones of terror and dismay. 1883 A theii.rniii
6 Jan. i i/i Capt. Burton left Trieste . . too happy to exchange
its ferocious bora and distressing scirocco for the ..West
African coast.

Borable (bo>rab'l , a. rare~a
. Also bore-

able, [f. BORE v. + -ABLE.] That may be bored.
I7SS in JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets.

Borace, obs. form of BORAX.
il Bora'dlio. Olis. Forms : 6 bourrachoe, 7

bor-, borracho^e, boraccio, -accia, borracio,
burraoho, 8 borraohio, borad-, 6-8 borachio.
[Adopted from

Sp.
or It.: cf. Sp. borraclia leathern

bag for wine, with borracho drunkard, masc. of
borracho drunken ; also It. boraccia, (borraccio
Baretti" 'a boracho, or bottle made of a goates
skin, such as they vse in Spaine' (Florio).]
1. A large leather bottle or bag used in Spain for
wine or other liquors.
1583 STANYHUHST sEntis in. (Arb.igi With chuffe chaffc

ww^wv, .r t -. j^, i ittiit-a
-,

i ney muKe meir prouison
of water in great Borachoes, made of whole goat-skins
1616 B. JONSON De-M an Ass \\. i. (1631) 113 Leather . . like

your Borachio Of Spaine, Sir. 1629 CAPT. SMITH Trot: .(

Adv. xm. 25 The milke they keepe in great skinnes like
Burracho's. 1658 USSHKR Ann. 104 Camels loden with
borachoes or lethren baggs full of water. 1736 BAII.KY
Honseh. Diet. 260 Such [wines] as have the Korachio or
hogskin flavour. 1775 Phil. Trans. LXVI. 258 An elastic

gum bottle, otherwise called boradchio or caoutchouc.
2. A drunkard, a mere 'wine-bag'.
[1599 SHAKS. Much Ado iv. ii. n What is your name,

friend? Bur. Borachio.] a 1627 MIDDLETOX Sfun. Gipsy i.

i, I am no borachio. a 1729 CONGRKVE (J.) How you stink
of wine !. .you're an absolute borachio.

Boracic (borse-sik), a. Cheat,
[f.

BORAX + -ic.]
Of the nature of, pertaining to, or derived from
borax. Boracic aciil is now in systematic nomen-
clature Boric acid.
1801 HATCHETT in Phil. Trims. XCII. 58 A white glitter,

ing salt .. resembling the concrete boracic acid. 1869 Roscoi
Elem. diem. 152 Boracic or Boric Acid. j88o JUcCoRMAC
A ntisept. Surf. 149 Boracic lint, or some similar application.

Boracite (b^-rasait). Min. [f..prec. + -ITK.]
Native borate of magnesia.
1810 HENRY Elem. C/iem, (1826) I. 619 A natural compound

of boracic acid and magnesia . . found near Luneburg in
Germany, and known by the name of boracite. 1811 PINK-
ERTON Petral. I. 487 [Gypsum] contains, .in rare instances
arragonite and boracite.

t Bora-cium. Obs. Chem.
[f. BORAX : cf.

sodium, potassium, etc.] The name at first given
to BORON, when it was supposed to be a metal.
1808 SIR H. DAVY in Phil. Tram. XCIX. 85 There is

strong reason to consider the boracic basis as metallic, .and
I venture to propose for it the name of toracium. 1813
Client, Philos. 245 The bodies . . are six, hydrogene, azote,
sulphur, phosphorus, carbon, and boracium or boron.

Borage (b-redg\ Forms : 5- borage. 6 bou-
rage, 7 bourrage, 6-8 burrage, 7-8 borrage, S

burridge. [from med.L. farrago, or one of the
Romanic forms: cf. F. hourrache (also OF. bour-
race\ Pr. borrage, It. borraggine, borrace, Sp. bor-

raja, Pg. borragom ;
in mod.L. borago ; prob., ac-

cording to Diez, f. bon-a, Imrra '

rough hair, short
wool

'

(cf. late L. burnt ' a shaggy garment '\ in
reference to the roughness of the foliage.]
1. A genus of plants, giving its name to a natural

order (Boraginaceie). spec. The common British

species (Sorago officinalis\ which has bright blue
flowers, and stem and leaves covered with prickly
hairs

; it was formerly much esteemed as a cordial,
and is still largely used in making cool tankard,
claret cup, etc.

[c 1265 .! nglo-.\
T
orm. Vac. Wr.-Wiilcker 557 Boraga, burage. |

c 1420 Liter Cocornm 47 Take most of cole, borage, persyl.
c 1500 To set-.'e a Lord in Babies Bit. (18681 370 Sawse hym
with mustard, burage, suger. 1530 PALSGR. 202/1 Burrage
(bourage) herbe, bovrache. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Heltl, 11541)
29 Hoiuage comforteth the haite, and maketh one merye.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 644 Some there be, who put
leaves of burrage into their wine. 1619 Pasqnil's Palin.
(1877) 155 No fiery red-fac'd Claret attended with his Bor-
rage. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 31 F 8 The same Effect as
Burridge in the Glass when a Man is drinking. 1710 SAL-
MON llonseh. Comf. 45 Borrage is one of the four cordial
flowers. 1842 SIR W. HOOKKR Brit. Flora 225 Hence the
old Adage' I Borage always bring Courage'.'
2. Comb, and Attrib., as borage-seed, -water

;

borage-wort, any boraginaceous plant.
1626 BACON Syh'a 441 Sow here and there some Borrage-

seed. 1620 VKNNRR Via Recta vii. 125 Eaten with . . Borage-
water and Sugar. 1882 Garden 22 July 60/1 A morbid craze
for Borage-worts.

Boraginaceous (tjoroe^sin^-Jss , a. Hot.
[f.

mod.L. borago, -agin- BoBAGE + -ACEOUS.] Of or

pertaining to the order Boraginaccw : see prec.

Boragiiieous Ibcrad^i-n/'as', a. Bot. [f. as

prec. + -EOUS.] Of or pertaining to a tribe of the

Boraginacen; called Boraginav, containing the

typical genus Borago ; also, loosely,
-

prec.
Boral, var. of BOREL Sf., an auger.
Boras, obs. form of BORAX.
l| Bora'SCO, -a'sque. Also bora-sea, bor

rasque, burrasca. [Fr. boiirrasquc, and Sp., Pg.,
Cat. borrasca, ad. It. bnrasca Florio , burrasca
Ba retti \ according to Diex . augmentative of BORA

.]A violent squall of wind.
1686 GOAD Cc/cst. Bodies ii. vii. 242 Whirlwinds, Hurri.

canes, Borasques, Tornado, TufTbn. 1692 SIR T. BLOVNT
Ess. 143 You may see Volcano's, Hurricans and Borasco's
in him. 1849 J. A. ST. JOHN in Tail's Mag. XVI. 733 A
borasco overtook them. 1850 Ibid. XVI I. 28 The burrascas
of the Mediterranean are often of short continuance. 1854
BADHAM Halieut. 97 A mighty change, .might wind up the
evening with a sudden borrasque. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's
Word-lik., Borasca, a storm, with thunder and lightning.

II Borassus borx-iSs). Sot. [mod.L., ad. Gr.

@upao-ao$ palm-fruit.] A genus of palms, includ-

ing two species, of which B. fabelliforinis the

Palmyra Palm, yields palm-wine and palm-sugar.
1798 S. WlLCOCKESfavorimis' I'oy. in Southey Comm.-fl.

Bk. Ser. n. (18491517 At Ceylon., the leaves of the borassus
palm tree, .are used instead of paper. 1878 H. M. STANLEY
Dark Cant. I. vi. 131 A forest of borassus palms.
Borate (bo-re't). Client,

[f. BOR-OX + -ATI:.]A salt of boric or boracic acid.
1816 ACCUM C/if>. Tests 1 18181 170 Borate oflead. 1863 72WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 636 Borax, the acid borate of sodium

which exists in the water of certain lakes in central Asia.

II Bora"to. Obs. Also 6 boratta. [app. a. It.

buratto 'sort of thin transparent cloth'.] A thin
fabric: cf. BOLT v.1, also BOLTER vbl. sb.l, BOLTINC;.
1578 Richmond. U'ills 118531 =7, ix yeards of borato at

\js. vj</. a yeard. 1594 BLUNDEYH. Exerc. v. iii. led. 7) 533
Taffaties, Borattas, Grograines. 1660 Act 12 C/MS. II, iv.

Sched., Boratoes or Bombasines narrow, the single piece
not above 1 5 yards. 1720 Stmv's Sur^'.dj^i II. v. ix. 266/2
Borratose, wrought with silk containing under twenty yards.
Borax ;bo-ra-ks;. Forms : 4-7 boras, 5-6

boraee, 6 borras, 7 baurae h, boraxe, 6- borax ;

//. ,Obs. rare'' boraees. [ME. bora's, a. OF. boras

(borras, bourras', ad. med.L. banrach. borne, bora-
f 11in, and borax, borac-cm, a. Arab, (j.o variously

pronounced bauraq, buraq, boraq, prop, 'natron',
but also ' borax

'

: referred by the lexicons to the

Arab. Jj^ baraqa to glisten, but prob. ad. Pers. s. o
burah borax. According to Leman introduced into
the Romanic langs. about the gth c. Cf. Sp. borrax

vnow written borraj', mod.F. borax, It. borrace.']
1. A native salt ; the acid borate of sodium, or

biborate of soda (Na 2 B , O,
'

: having, when pure,
the form of a transparent or whitish crystal, or
white powder, but also imported as crude borax
or tincal, a greenish mass greasy to the touch.
(1386 CHAI-CER Pro/. 630 Ther nas quyksilver, litarge, ne
brimstone, Boras, ceruce, ne oille of tartre noon. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 37 Borace, Borax. JS43TKAHERON Vigo's Chirurg.
(1586) 433 Boras, others write .it Borax, and Plinie saith,
that it is a liquor in pits. 1623 COCKERAM, Boras, a white
substance like salt-peeter wherewith goldsmiths solder gold
and siluer. 1678 R. RUSSELL] Geter i. iii. 9 Glass and
boraees. 1684 Phil. Trans. XIV. 6to The other species [of
Nitre] they term Baurae, which they used in seasoning their
meat. 1810 HENRY Elem. Chem. (1826) I. 566 Tincal, which,
when purified, becomes the refined borax ofthe shops. 1876
HARLEY Mat. JMed. 157 Borax is supposed to have been
the Chrysocolla of Pliny.
2. Borax beads, beads made of borax, used

in blowpipe analysis to distinguish the metallic

oxides, and test minerals by the characteristic
colours which they give in the oxidizing and the

reducing flame.

Borbecu, obs. form of BABDECCE.
t Bo'rborite. Obs. [ad. L. Borboritx, Gr.

Poppopirat, {. Gr. 0upPop-os filth.] One of the
names, or nick-names, given to certain Ophitic
Gnostics, referring, according to Epiphanius, to
their unclean living (but various other explanations
are offered) ;

in i6-i7th c. used as a term of re-

proach in the sense of 'One who holds filthy or
immoral doctrines ', and specifically applied to a
branch of the Mennonites.

BORDEAUX.
1659 GAUDF.N Tears ofCh. 572 (D.) The whole Reformed

Church of England . . torne and bespattered by those Bor-
borites, those uncleane Spirits. 1685 BAXTER Parafhr.
James v. 19 Borborites or Gnosticks are not the less such
for.. beingcall'd Bishops. l8S*-$ScH>.mT.HeriOf'snc-)icL
AV/. h'tiou'l. I. 313 Borborites or Borborians.

t BorborO'logy. Obs. rare.
[f.

as prec. +

-Ao7i'a discoursing: see -LOG v.] Filthy talk.

1649 TRAPP Comnt.Epist, 224 Shunne obscene borborology,
and

filthy speeches.

Bo'rborygm. ? Obs. exc. in Lat. form bor-
borygmus. MeJ. [ultimately ad. Gr. popPopvypus,
(. papdopv^-ftv to have a rumbling in the bowels.
In i6th c. F. borborygme (Cotgr. -igmc .]

1719 Glossogr. A'orw, Borlmygin, a rumbling Noise in the
Guts. 1794 6 E. DAKUIN Z<w. 11801) II. 530 Hence the
borborigmi, or rumbling of the bowels. 1880 BEAI.E Slight
Ailin. 97 Borborygmi . . are a serious annoyance.
Borch e, obs. Sc. var. of BORROW, a pledge, etc.

Borclothe, variant of BOARD-CLOTH, Obs.

Bord, obs. form of BOARD.

Bordage 1
b^-jdedg). Feudal System, [a. OF.

bordage still in local use in France ,
= med.L.

bordagium, f. OF. bonle, med.L. borda cot + -ACE :

see DOKDAK. Erroneously connected in Eng. dic-

tionaries, from Mnnley and Blount downwards,
with bord ' table

',
but clearly ex]>lained and illus-

trated by I )n Cange, and in French use by Godefroy.
1

)]

The tenure by which a bordar held his cot at the
will of his lord; the services due from a bordar.
.As an Eng. word only in modern historians.)
a lynCfiiist. ifc Xorm. \. iii. 15 , 1 Hi Cange i Tenure par bor-

dage, si est comme aucune borde [/<?/,; cdd. add loge on
maison] est baillie a aucun pour fere les vils services sou
Seignor : ne poet lomme eel Jiement nevendre, ne engagiet
ne donner, et de e'en 7i'est pas homage fet. 1664 SPELMAN
Gloss, s.v. Bordarii, Bordage. 1771 Antiif. Surisl>. 29 From
the Grand Customer of Normandy we learn, that Bordage
was a base tenure, where such a house or cottage was
obliged to thresh, draw water, i;nml corn, and do such
other sen ile work.

Bordage- bpudt-dz, . [a. F. borJagc, (. bord

side, border to border.]
\.Naut. 'The planking on a ship's side.' Mod.

Diets.

2. That which forms the border of anything.
1860 SIR W. LOGAN in Borthwick lirit. Anier. Reader 149

When forced into a narrow part of the channel, the lateral

pressure it [the ice] there exerts drive's the bordage up the
banks, where it sometimes accumulates to the height of
from forty to fifty feet.

t Bord Alexander. Obs. Also 4-5 burd,
boord e, borde. A kind of striped silk : see
ALEXANDER.
1392 in Beck Draper's Di\l. s.v. ,llc.r,iHjcr, In 1392

Richard Beardsall left as a legacy a piece of burd Alysaun-
dcr. 1440 in Kng. C/t. Furniture \ i 66 1 84, Vj autere towells
of lynen Clothe . . the vth with a frounterc of boorde Ali-
sandre. 1482 MARC. PASTOX M'ill in Lett. III. 286 The
hole bedde of borde alisaundre. 1503 M'ill ofGayncsford
'Somerset Ho.), W celer S; tester of borde alisaundre.

Bordall, Bordalour, Sc. var. of BOHDEL, -F.R.

t Bord-and-cord. Obs. [perh. f. bord, BOARH
'side, border', and CORD.] An obsolete game played
with a ball by five on each side.

1591 in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. III. 117 In this square
they (stript out of their dublettsl played, five to five, with
the hand ball, at bord and cord (as they tearme iu
Bordar ,b/udai . Feudal System. Also 9

border, [mod. ad. med.L. bordaritis cottager, f.

med.L. borda Pr., Cat. borda. F. horde hut, cot-

tage, referred by Diez to Teut. bord neuter N

' wooden board ', etc. (The OP', was hardier.")

t
(The actual history of the sense which borda has taken

in Romanic, and of its fern, gender, is still wanting ;
one

might conjecture a neuter plural I'orda 'thing of boards
'

taken as a feminine sing.)]

A villein of the lowest rank, who held a cottage
at his lord's pleasure, for which he rendered menial
service ; a cottier. (As an English word, found

only in modern historians : the L. bordarii is a

regular term of Domesday Book. A.,,.:
bordarii de iii hidis, et iv bordarii de xl acris, . et xii servi.

1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Bordarii seu Bordmanni, often
occur in Domesday ; by some esteemed to be Bores, Hus-
bandmen, or Cotagers ; which are there always put after

Villains.] 1776 STRUTT Horda Angel-Cyn. III. 16 The
military tenants and socmen had their labourers and de-

pendants, as bordars. 1809 BAWDEN tr. Domesday Bk. ii

The King has now there five villanes and three bordars
with two ploughs. 1861 PEARSON Early fy Mid. Ages Etig.
268 Of these [the semi-servile], villeins, borders, or cottiers,
make up the mass, about 200,000 in all. 1876 GREEN Short
Hist. v. 4, 238 The cottar, the bordar, and the labourer
were bound to aid in the work of the home-farm.

I Bord(e. Obs. Thieves' cant. [?a transf. use

of bord, BOARD '

shield'.] A shilling.
1567 HARMAN CareatBs Bouse there a bord. drinke there

a shyllinge. 1611 DEKKER Roar. GirU Wks. 1873 III. 219
My Lord Noland . . bestowes vpon you two, two boordes
and a halfe. 1688 R. HOLME Armory in. iii. 68 (Cant Voc.)

Borde, a shilling. Haifa Borde, six-pence.

Borde, obs. f. BOARD, and var. of BOUBD, Obs.

Bordeaux (bpido-\ Also 6- Burdeux, Si.

Burdeous, 7 Burdeaux, 7-8 Bourdeanx. A
city in the south of France

; hence, the wine made



BORDEL.

there, claret. + Bordeaux hammer (humorous) : a
vinous headache.
[itfaCath.Angl. 48 Burdus [Burdens], ciaUai est, fatrdi.

gallus.] c 1570 Leg. Bp. St. Andrews in Scot. Poems i6tA C.
(1801) II. 342 His contagious stomack Was sa owersett with
Burdeous drummake. 1576 NEWTON- tr. Lemnie's Complex.
(1633) 94 A Burdeaux hammer beating in his head. 1397
SHAKS. 2 Hen. /F,n. iv.6g There's a whole Marchants Ven-
ture of Burdeux-Stuffe in him. 1714 MANDEVILLE Fat. Bees
(17251 1. 260 He could content himself with plain Bourdeaux,
if it had a good body. 1836 MARHYAT Three Cntt. iii, Don't
go abroad to drink sour wine, because they call it Bordeaux.
t Bo'rdel. Obs. Forms : 4-9 bordel, (4 ? bor-

deal), 5-7 bordell, 5 bordele, bourdel(l, bor-
dylivle, burdell, 6 Sc. bo;i)rdall, 8 bourdel.
[a. OF. bordel 'cabin, hut, brothel', corresp.'to
Fr. bordel, Sp. burdcl, It. bordello, med.L. hor-

dellus, -um, dim. of late L. farda (?or of *bordiiiif-l :

see BUKDAH. (Now superseded by brothel, which
has no etymological connexion with it.)]
1. A house of prostitution, a brothel.
c IMS St. Lucy 92 in E. E. /'. (1862. 104 OJier to comun

bordel beo ilad o(>er ibore. c 1386 CHAI.CER Pt-rs. T. r 811
Harlottis, that haunten bordels of these foule wommen.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 84/2, I wente to the bourdel. 1575
STEWART Cran. Scot. 111.276 Semdill in the kirk and richt
uft in the bordell. c 1620 Z. BOYD /.ion's Fitnut-rs (1855! 79
To make a Bordell of my Masters house, a 1722 MRS.
CENTUVHE Marplot m.i. 153 Egad, maybe it is some private
liourdel. 1828 SCOTT /'. M.Perth via, As if they were in
a bordel at Paris. 1850 CARLYLE Lutt.-aay Pampk. viii,
That this universe, .was a Cookery-shop and Bordel.

b. Prostitution, fornication. [('f. OF. fairc
Iwdel ,/<.]

1382 WYCLIF Lev. xix. 29 Ke putt thow thi doubter to
bordel. 1393 GOWF.K Con}. II. 162 All his rent In wine and
bordel he despent. ,1440 Cesta Rom. (1879) 220.

2. A worthless fellow, a good - for -
nothing.

(Erroneously used for BROTHEL i, as on the other
hand brothel has taken the place of BORDEL in

sense i.)

1474 CAXTON Chcsse 104 He drof and chased out of the
hoost moo than two thousand bourdellys.
3. Attrib. and Comb., as bordel woman, house.

1382 WYCLIF Barncfi vi. n Of it thci ^euen to pute in
bordel house, and ournen hooris. ^1386 CHAUCER Pers. T.
r 902 Commune bordeal womman. 1480 CAXTON Citron.

>ig. cxcvii. 175 Holy chirche tho had no mure reuerence
than it had ben a bordelhows. 1541 KLYOT Image (r0vt.
> 1549! 6 In common baines and bordell houses.

', Chatterton 'misled by Kersey: cf. Phillips 1 706'
took bordel in the OK. sense of 'cot '.

(11780 CHATIKRTOS ll'ks. led. Skeati I. 203 Would'st thou
ken Nature in her better part? Goe, searchethe logger and
bordels of the hynde.

tBo'rdeler. Obs. Also 4 bordiller, Sc.

bordalouri.e, 6 Sc. bordellar. [a. AF. borJeler
= OF. btrdelier, f. bordel: see prec.] A brothel-

keeper; ?a frequenter of brothels.
' I37S? BARBOUR St. Cristo/w 456 pai ware bordalouris

parfyt. 1393 GO\VF.R Conf. Ill 322 He . . to the bordeler
her solde. (-1400 Kinit. Rose 7036 Other bawdes or bor-
dillers. 1536 Hi i.l.ii\DEN Cron. Scot. (18211 I. 165 FidlarN,
bordellaris, makerellis. .and siclike men of vile estimatioun

t Bordello. Obs. Also 6-S burdello. [a. It.

bordello : see BORDEL.] = BORDEL.
1598 B. JONSON E'.: Man in Hum. i. ii, From the Bur-

dello, it might come as well. 1642 MILTON Apol. S/ii<\ f.

Wks. 1738 1. 109 Proceed now to the afternoon; in Play-
houses, he says, and the Bordelloes. 1719 D'URFKY Pills

(1872) IV. 23. 1794 MATTHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 69 The
stews and bordellos of Grecian and Roman antiquity.

\t Bo'rdelrjr. Obs. rare, [see -BY.]
= BORDEL.

; 1440 WYCLIF Numb. xxv. 8 \MSS. I, S.) He entride aftir

the man of Israel in to the bordelrie [1388 hoore hows;
Vulg. Inpatiar}.

Border ^tyMdai), sb. Forms : 4-7 bordure, 5
bordur, (bordeure), j- border. Also 5 bourder,
-ur, bordore, bowerdur, bordeure, 6 bordre

;

Sc. bordour, -ar. [ME. bordure, a. OF. bordure,
earlier bordeiire, corresp. to Pr., Sp., Pg. borda-

dura, It. and late L. bordatura '

edging', f. *bonl-
are (It., Sp. bordar, F. border^ to edge or border,
f. bordus (It., Sp. bordo, Fr. torif) 'side, edge,
border', a. Teut. hard ' side" : see BOARD sb. As
in some other words the ME. termination -tire

has been weakened through -ur to -er, thus dis-

guising the etymology ; the earliej BORDURE (in
Caxton

bordttift^
is retained in Heraldry.]

1. A side, edge, brink, or margin ;
a limit, or

boundary ; the part of anything lying along its

boundary or outline.

CI39I CHAUCER Astrol. i. 4 A lyne, that cometh . . down
to the nethereste bordure. c 1400 Dt'Str. Troy 1598 Biggtt
in bourdersof the stretes. c 1430 SyrGetier. 4076With nche
stoones in the bourdure. 1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593) 14
The borders or edges of beddes. 1570 BII.I.IN<;SLKY Euclid
I. vi. 2 The endes, limites, or borders of a lyne, are pointes.
1580 BARET A h<. B 943 The borders and endes ofones heare
of his head. 1611 BIBLE Ex. xix. 12 That ye goe not vp
into the mount, or touch the border of it. a 1819 HOGG
Hawick Common-riding SoHg\x, Down by Teviot's flowery
border.

1860^ TYNDALL Glttc. 11. 8. 263 The glacier is, .

loaded along its borders with the ruins of the mountains.
2. The district lying along the edge of a country

or territory, a frontier
; //. the marches, the border

districts.

1000

c 1400 Dtstr. Troy 12861 There come . . flro the bowerdurs
aboute . . Pilours and plodders. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA.
1. xii. 31 See . . that the frontyers and borders be wel garnys-
shed. 1494 FABYAN vi. clxxiii. 169 An host of the men of
Mercya, and the border there aboute. 1580 Jrnls. Ho.
Commons I. 125 A Bill touching the Fortifying of the
Borders towards Scotland. 1667 MILTON P. L. II. 361
Though Heav'n be shut . . this place may lye expos'd The
utmost border of his kingdom. 1805 SOL-THEY Madoc in II '.

x, Wolves of war, They kept their border well. 1844
H. H. WILSON Brit. India II. 80 The Gorkhas ravaged the
borders almost in sight of them.

b. The boundary line which separates one
country from another, the frontier line. On the
border : on or close to this line, on either side

;

hence, in the border district. On the borders of
(Wales) : close to, the frontier of (Wales). Over
the border : across the frontier line.

1535 COYERDALE Josh. xv. 6 The border northwarde, is

from the see coast.. and goeth vp vnto Beth Hagla. 1552
LYNDESAY Monarche IV. 5904 Thay sail dwell on the bordour
Off Hell. 1665-9 HOYLF. Occas. Rejl.K. vii. (16751 21 ' Upon
the Borders of two Hostile Nations. 1703 KIRKTON Li/c
//Ws/i (18451 i He joined the thieves on the English Border.
1732 I)E FOE, etc., TovrCe.Srit.dj6g) III. hi. 254, I am
now on the Borders of Scotland. 1815 Encycl. Brit. led. 31
III. 588 Berwick-upon-Tweed, is a town on the border of
England and Scotland, and a county of itself. 1867 BAKER
Niu Tritnt. viii. 181 He takes refuge over the border. 1876
GREEN Short Hist. v. (18841 79 Their inhabitants slain or
driven over the Scotch border.

C. With various prepositions, e.g. within, in,
out of, and in other connexions, borders is equiva-
lent to '

territories, dominions, limits'. (L. fines.}
(1425 WYNTOI-N Cron. viii. x. 131 Wyth-in be Bordwrys

of Ingland. 1533 COYLRDALE jr. xxxiv. 24 Whan I shal

..enlarge thy borders. 1532 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. 35,
1 sail gif peace to all your bordouris [/ fiuihis vestris\.
1563-87 Foxl: A. ff M. I. 251 He refused to meet us in the
borders of the King. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 140 A
beggerly Heast brought out of barbarous borders. 1611
BIBLE Dent. xii. 20 When the Lord thy God shall enlarge
thy border [CpVERD. bordesj. 1833 Hi. MARTINEAU Tale of
Tyne iii. 60 No man in our borders is rich enough. 1837
WREFORD Hymn, '

Lord, whilefor all', O guard our shores
from every foe, With peace our borders bless.

3. spec. a. (Eng. and Sc. Hist.) The Border, the
Borders : the boundary between England and
Scotland

; the district adjoining this boundary' on
both sides

;
the English and Scottish border-land.

The term appears to have been first established
in Scotland, where the English border, being the

only one it has, was emphatically the border.;
IS35 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 471 Gif thift or reif wes maid

vpon the bordour. i 1536 LYNUESAY Comfl. 384 Baith throw
the heland and the bordour. 1601 Act 43 KHz. xiii, Pream.,
To pay. . Black-mail unto divers and sundry inhabiting upon
or near the Borders. 1663 LAMONT Diary 11810) 207 A stu-
dent of philosophic in St. Andrews, went away with one
Agnes Allane . . to the border, to be married at the halfe
marke church. 1732 DE FOR, etc., Tour Gl. Brit. (17691 IV.
ii. 61 Laws relating to the Borders. 1773 MRS. GRANT Lett,

fr. Mountains (iScx^ I. 89 Mr. Gray is a native of the border.
1808 SCOTT XIarm. v. xii. Through all the wide Border
his steed was the best. 1864 BURTON Scot Ah: I. i. 14 All
the way from the border to the Highland line. 1881 J. RUS-
SELL Haigs v. 104 Like his neighbour chiefs on the Borders.

b. attrib. Of or pertaining to the Border.
"599 JAS. I. BauiA. Aiopo* in Chambers Life Jos. I. (1830)

I. viii. 232 Any Hieland or Border thieves. 1799 WORDSW.
l-'onntain iii, Some old border-song or catch. 1805 SCOTT
Last Miiislr. Introd. 8 The last of all the Bards was he Who
sung of Border chivalry. Ibid. lit. iv. note. An emphatic
Border motto. Thou shall want ere I want. 1869 BUCKLE
Ch'ilis. III. iii. 117 He summoned .. the border barons.
1881 J. RUSSELL }Iaigs v. 105 With the true old Border
instinct, bringing off whatever was transportable on its

own four feet.

c. In [/. S. : The line or frontier between the

occupied and unoccupied parts of the country, the
frontier of civilization. Also attrib.

1827 F. COOPF.R Prairie I. ii. 33 The indirect manner so
much in use by the border inhabitants. 1863 W. PHILLIPS
Speeches xvii. 372 He put a guard at every Border-ruffian's
door. 1863 Times 10 Apr., The Border ruffianism of Kansas.

1870 R. PUMPELLY Across Amer. fy Asia i. i A border
bully, armed with revolver, knife, and rifle.

4. A strip of ground in a garden, forming a fringe
to the general area, often reserved for flowers ;

distinguished from beds, or flower-plots formed
in the area. Also attrib., as in a hardy border

plant, useful border annuals.
c 1400 Dextr. Troy 329 [The bourderis about abasshct wiih

leuys|. 1590 SPENSER Muiotot. 170 He ..doth Hie, From
bed to bed, from one to other border. 163* G. HERBERT
Temple, Sum/ay iv. The fruitful! beds & borders In Gods
rich garden. 1709 ADDISON TatlerNo. 161 P2 A wonderful
Profusion of Flowers . .without being disposed into regular
Borders and Parterres. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, xx. (18131
409 Annuals, tender sorts, pot & plant out into the borders.
1866 Treas. Rot. s.v. Campanula, All the species .. are
well adapted for decorating llower-borders.

5. A defined edging, of distinct material, colour,

shape, pattern, or ornamentation, made or fixed

along the margin of anything. 'With many spe-
cific applications in arts and manufactures.)
r 1400 Destr. Troy 1652 The windowes . . worthely wroght

. . The bases & bourdurs all of bright perle. .1420 Antio*
ofA rth. xxx, With a bordur aboute alle of brent gold. 1474
CAXTON Chesse \\. i, The bordeure about is hygher than
the squarenes of the poyntes. 161 1 BIBLE Ex. xxv. 25 Thou
shah make vnto it a border of an hand bredlh round about.

BORDER
1659 LEAK Water-Wks. 22 There must be also the border
P Q Soldered upon the Vessel. 1854 OWEN in Circ. Sc.
(c. 1865) II. 66/2 The thickened external border, .perforated
for the lodgment of the teeth, is the 'alveolar border'.
1876 GWILT A rehit. Gloss., Border; a piece of wood put
round the upper edges of anything, either for use or orna-
ment. Such are the three pieces of wood . . which are
mitred together round the slab of a chimney. Mod. This
carpet would look better with a border. The newspapers
appeared with black borders in sign of mourning.

b. spec. A piece of ornamental work round the

edge of a garment, cap, etc.

(1374 CHAUCER Koeth, i. \. (, \\\
}>< nej?erest[e] hem or

bordure of bese clobes. 1631 MASSINGF.R City Mad. iv. iv,
You wore.. A velvet hood, rich borders, & sometimes A
dainty miniver cap. 1837 DICKENS Pickiv. xii, Up to the
very border of her cap. 1854 MRS. GASKELI. North $ S. i,

Indian shawls, Delhi? with the lovely little borders?

f 6. A plait or braid of hair (natural or otherwise)
worn round the forehead or temples. Ohs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 559 Corne . . beareth the graines

arranged spikewise, and as if
they were plaited and braided

like a border of haire. 1656 A rtif. Handsomeness 59 [They J

admit not onely borders of forain haire, but full and fair

peruques. 1663 PEPVS Diary 9 May, I did try two or three
borders & perriwigs, meaning to wear one. 1865 A rt Jrnl.
No. 321. 91/2 The old lady's

' borders' and ribbons.

7. Bot. The expanded portion at the top of a
tubular flower.
1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. I. 6 The Primrose, the flat

portion of which is called the border.

8. //. Small portions of the scenery in a theatre

forming the side wings.
1881 L. WAGNER Pantomimes 57 The flymen, whose . .

business it is to draw up, and lower the scenes and borders.

9. Hydraulic Engineering. (See quot."
1847 J. DWYER Hydraulic Engineer. 29 The Border of

a river, canal, etc. is the sum of the sides and bottom, or
it is the perimeter in contact with the water.

10. fig. A limit, boundary,
'

verge*. (Trans-
ferred from place to time and abstract things.)
1728 YOUNG Lm>e Fame v. 11757) 137 On the borders of

threescore. 1747 HERVEV Medtt. $ Contempt, u8i8i 211 A
person who walks on the borders of eternity, a 1783 H.
WAI.POLE Mem. Geo. III. (1845 > I. iv. 52 He affected an im-
partiality that by turns led him to the borders of insincerity
and contradiction. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. I. 72 Beyond
the rigid border of the science.

11. Attrib. and Comb., as border-Jhnvert -groi4ndt

-mark
t -plant, -stone, -world. ( See also sense 3 b.)

1851 GLENNV Handbk. Fl.-Gard. 12 It is only the mass
of flowers . . that makes it tolerable as a *

border-flower.

1875 JOWF.TT Plato ted. 21 1. 191 A
*
border-ground between

philosophy and politics. 1613 M. RIDLEY Magn, Bodies 28
That dividth the North-part . . from the South part, as by
a *border-marke. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 18 The
grey *border-stone that is wist To dilate and assume a wild

shape in the mist. 1878 GEO. ELIOT Coll. Break/. P. 833
That "border-world Of dozing ere the sense is fully locked.

12. Special comb. : border -house, a Border
tower, a peel ; border-man, one who dwells on
the border of a country, = BORDERER

; border
marriage, see MARKIAGE

; border-pile (Hydr.
Engineering}, an exterior pile of a coffer-dam ;

Border-pricker, -rider, a mounted freebooter
or 'thief

1

living on the Border of England and
Scotland; border-service, military service in de-

fending a frontier
; Border-side, the district about

the Border (cf. country-side] ; border-stone, (#."
a stone marking a boundary ; (3.) a curbstone ;

Border -warden, \Yarden of the Marches (of

England and Scotland) ; Border-warrant, a writ

issued on one side of the Scottish Border for the

apprehension of a person on the other side.

1791 PENNANT Tours ScotlA^17901 90 The castle is no more
than a square tower or *border-house. 1620 W. SCOT^/P/.
Narr. (18461 82 The wyld 'bordermen stood in .. awe of
the Presbyteries excommunication. 1827 F. COOPER Prairie
I. ii. 29 A burder man . . is seldom deficient in the virtue of

hospitality. 1865 GROTE Plato I. xix. 557 The border-men
between philosophy and politics. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xvi,
With two *

Border-prickers, as they are called, for my guides.
A bbot ii, I have no home . . it was burnt by your *Border-

riders. 1707 Addr.fr. Cuntberland'm Lond. Gaz. No.4334/2
There is, now . , no Black Mail to be paid , . no *Border-
Serv'ice. a 1700 Ballad '

yohnie Armstrang' xiv, Lang
mayst thou dwell on the ^Border-Syde, 1805 SCOTT Last
Minstr. iv. xxiv, And burn and spoil the Border-side. 1820

Monast. xxxiv, A *Border-warden, he will be eager to
ride in Scotland. 1816 Antiq. xxxix, There's "^Border-
warrants too In the south country, unco rash uncanny
things.

Border (fyrjdai), v. Also 6 boorder, Sc.

border, -dour. See also BORDURE v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To put a border or edging to. AXsoJig.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. xxvii. 276 His throne . . bordured with

Gold, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1666 A tabill . . Bourdurt about
all with bright Aumbur. 1530 PALSGR. 460/2, I wyll
border my kote with blacke velvet. 1731 SWIFT Strephon
.f- C. Wks. 1755 IV. i. 152 His night-cap border'd round
with lace, a 1813 A. WILSON Amer. Blue-Bird^ Your walks
border up, sow and plant at your leisure.

2. To form a border or boundary to
; to bound.

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid XL def. xvi. 317 A Pyramis is ter-

nated and bordered with diuers superficieces. 1590 GREENE
Orl. fur.dy^g'i 21 Those trees that border in those walkes.
( 1750 SHENSTONE Elegies xv. 63 Those wholesome sweets
that border Virtue'sway. 1807 SIR R. WILSON in /><i862i
II. viii. 333 The fields are bordered by large forests. 1859
REEVF, Brittany 293 A low granite wall borders the road.
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fb. fig. To keep within bounds, confine, limit.

1605 SHAKS, Lear iv. ii. 33 That nature, which contemns
its origin, Cannot be border'd certain in itself.

3. To lie on the borders of, lie next, adjoin.
1649 SELDEN Laws Eng. \. xxviii. (1739) 45 The most

ancient that bordered the Britons. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol,

(1875) II. in. xli. 420 Lands bordering the Mediterranean.

1837 LYTTON Athens II. 120 [They] wore the same armour
as the Indians whom they bordered. 1853 KANE Grinnell

Exp. ^.(1856129 The great counter-current, which, .borders

the Gulf Stream.

4. intr. To lie on the border, be contiguous on,

upon, (with, by, unto, obs.).

1535 COVERDALE Jos/i. xv. 8 The mount . . that borderth
on the edge of the valley of Raphaim. 1563 Homilies \\.

Rogation IVk. iv. Our neighbours bordering about us.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions HI. ii. 82 Euery moderat passion
bordureth betwixt two extreames. 1605 VERSTF.GAN Dec. In-
tel!, v. (1628) 152 The Gaules did anciently border all along
on the west side of the Germans. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal
$ Tri. Fattk(iB4$) 62 It is good to border with Christ, &
to be near-hand to him. 1786 W. THOMSON Watson's Philip
III. (1839^ 311 An island bordering upon Istria. 1841 Ei,-

PHINSTONE Hist. Ind. \. 361 Hill tribes, bordering on culti-

vated countries.

5. fig. To border on or upon : to approach
closely in character, resemble closely, verge on.

7i6<)4Tn.LOTSON Wks. 1728 I. 33 Wit which borders upon
profaneness. 1771 Junius Lett, 1. 261 A kind of predilection
which borders upon loyalty. 1793 BURKE Rem. Policy
Allies Wks. VII. 122 A degree of indigence at times border-

ing on beggary. 1839 H. L. ANDERSON Haileyb. Observer
i. 18 This borders on the common-place.

f 6. To broider, to braid, (Cf. broder, BROTHER,
also BORDER sb. 6.) Obs.

1585 ABP. SANDYS Serm. (1841) 310 The hair . . had been
coloured, pleated, and bordered.

j* 7. trans. To cut up (a pasty). Obs.

1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk. (i868> 265 Termes of a

Kerver, Border that pasty. 1864 AINSWORTH TowerofLand.
412 In the old terms of his art, he . . bordered the venison

pasty, tranched the sturgeon.

Border, variant of BORDAH, and BOURDER, Obs.

Bordered (bfridaid^ ///. a.
[f.

BORDER v. and
sb. + -ED 1

.] Having a border, edged, fringed, etc.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3039 Hir ene . . Serklyt with beris . .

borduret full clene. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxn. ii, A

?avilyon

. . Of grene sarcenet bordered with golde. 1608
AS. I. Let. in Chambers Life (1830) II. vi. 179 A new jerkin

well bordered. 1860 DICKENS Uncomm. Trav. ii. n Papers,
all bordered with black. 1870 HOOKER Stud, flora 214
Beak as long as the bordered fruit. i88z VINES Sachs' But,

23 One form of internal thickening . . common in wood-
cells and vessels, vi2. the formation of Bordered Pits.

Borderer (bpudarai). Also 6 (bortherer), Si:

borderar, bourdurer, 7 bordurer, -drer.
[f.

BOR-
DER v. and sb. + -EH* : with sense cf. Londoner.]
1. One who dwells near the border of a country

or district ; spec, one who dwells near the border
of England and Scotland.

1494 FABVAN VH. ccxxxvi. 274 A great parte of Northum-
berlonde, the whiche he hadde wonne from the borderers.

1513 BP. RUTHALL to Wotsey'm Nat. JlfSS. II. 8 [They]
dare not trust the borderers which be falser than Scottes,
and have doon mor harme at this tyme to our folkes. 1599
SHAKS. Hen. l^, i. ii. 142 A Wall sufficient to defend Our
in-land from the pilfering Borderers. 1805 SCOTT Last
Mhtstr. in. vi, Stern was the dint the Borderer lent. 1839
STONEHOUSE Axholme 63 Inhabitants of the Isle, or

Borderers, as they are termed in the Inquisition of 1607.
1884 Manch. Exam. 10 Dec. 5/1 Before the Bill passed,
these borderers belonged to the county and had no votes.

2. One who dwells in a district bordering upon
another; one who borders on or dwells close to or

by (a region or its inhabitants) ; a next neighbour.
Formerly also said of a country.
1538 LELAND Itin. IV. 57 One Inon a Walsch man, Bor-

derer vnto Hym. 1579 FENTON Gmcciard. Ep. Ded., Al
your neighbours and borderers. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr.

Biondfs Eromena 113 The former [Corsica] being so neere
a borderer to the latter [Sardegna], as they almost joyne.
1649 SELDEN Laws Eng. i. iv. (1739) 9 Borderers upon the
Roman world. 1776 GIBBON Decl. ^ F.I. 224 The borderers
of the Rhine and Danube, c 1854 STANLEY Sinai fy Pal,
iii. (1858) 164 Nabal. .was a borderer on the wilderness.

b. fig.
a 1637 B. JONSON Discov. (L.) The poet is the nearest bor-

derer upon the orator. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811)
1 1 . xlvi. 344 Pride and meanness . . are . . close borderers on
each other. 1820 HAZLITT Led. Dram. Lit. 31 Borderers
on the savage state. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer III. 283 We
keep the Phaeacians . . as borderers between the world of
Greek experience, and the world of fable.

3. One who makes borders or bordering. Black-
borderer : one who makes black-edged paper.
1880 Daily Tel. 9 Jan. Advt., Black Borderer wanted.

1881 Glasgow Trades Direct. 806/1 Black Borderers.
4. = BORDAR.
1771 Antiq. Sarisb. 29 A hide and half of land, and the

land of one borderer, in the same Town.

Bordering (bfridarin), vbl. sb. [f. BORDER T>.]

1. a. The state of being on the border of, or
close to, anything, b. The action of making a

border to
;
an edging ;

= BORDER.
1530 PALSGR. 200/1 Bordering of a garment, brodevre.

1580 HOLI.YBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Abord?nientt anarriuing
or bordering. 1851 RUSKIN Stones^Ven. I. xxi. 27, The
figurings and chasings and borderings of a dress. 1862
M. HOPKINS Hawaii 71 A kerb or bordering of stones.

2. attrib. and in comb., as bordering-wax, a

.VOL. I.

composition used to form a border to keep in the

acid employed to bite into a plate for engraving.
1878 SALA in Gent 1. Mag. May 561 Bordering-wax is

softened in warm water until it is thoroughly ductile.

EoTcleriiig, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING^.]

1. That borders upon ; adjoining, neighbouring,
on the border

; alsoy?^.
1530 PALSGR. 306/2 Bordring to the seesyde, maritaln.

1590 GREKNE Or/. Fur. (1599) 35 Daughter I am vnto a
bordering Swa'me, That tend my flockes within these groues.
1631 GOUGE God's Arrows i. 70. 117 A plague . . fell upon
Bizantium and the bordering places. 1848 MACAULAY ///V.

Eng. I. 42 The bordering states must imitate the example.
2. That borders, forms a border, or encloses.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. iv. 163 The bordering
Mountains of China. 1711 GAY Rural Sports \. i. 259
The bord'ring reeds O'erlook the muddy stream. 1861 GF.O.
ELIOT Silas M. 12 A man could cross the bordering heights.

3. Of or pertaining to a border district.

1612 DAVIES Why Ireland (1747) 41 They made only a bor-

dering war upon the Irish. 1617 MoRYSON//m. in. in. iv.

155 Sent from the governor of Berwick about bordering
affairs. 1724 RAMSAY Ever-Grecn

t Johnie Armstrong note,
Taking much Plunder in the bordering Parts.

Bo'rderism. rare.
[f.

BORDER sb. + -ISM.]
Words or behaviour characteristic of the Border.

1839 LOCKHART Scott x. 227 The burst of genuine Bor-
derism.

Bo'rder-land. (Also as one and as two words.)
1. A land or district on or near the border be-

tween two countries or districts ; particularly the

border district between Kngland and Scotland.

1813 HOGG Queen's \Vakey Leyden came from Border land.

1849 GROTE Greece n. Iv, A neutral strip of borderland.

1876 GREEN Short Hist. iv. i (1882) 158 Offa tore from
Wales the border land between the Severn and the Wye.
a.*.
1823 LAMB Elia Ser. i. xi. (1865) 88 Between the affirm-

ative and the negative there is no border-land with him.

1863 LONGF. Wayside Inn Prel. 132 The twilight that sur-

rounds The border-land of old romance. 1878 Bosw. SMITH
CartJiagc 370 That borderland between fact and fiction.

Borderless (b^ud3iles\a. [f. BORDER + -
LESS.]

Without a border.
1611 COTGR., Inierminant, boundlesse, borderlesse, vn-

certaine. 1859 GEO. ELIOT .-J. Rede II. 377 Her white bor-

derless cap. 1872 Fortn. Ret'. Mar. 281 On the pitiless
waves of a borderless sea.

[Bord-halfpenny : see BURGHALPEXNY.]
Bordiller, variant of BORDELER, Obs,

Bordis, variant of BOURDISE, Obs., tilting.
; B Orel-land. Obs. Feudal Syst. [Explained in

the 1 3th c. as f. OE. bordz. table + LAND : but prob.

really land held by a BORDAR in boniagc tenure.]
c 1250 BRACTON iv. 19 (ed. Twiss) Est autem dominicum

quod quis habet ad niensam suam et proprie, slcut sunt Bord-
landes Anglice. 1610 FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey in. v. 73
These Demesnes were called of the Saxons. . I nlandt (and

by Bracton. . fiord-lands' 1

. 1664 SPELMAN Gloss., Bordlands
terrae dominicales. [So in B LOU NT

; and in later Diets.]

t Bord-lode. Obs. Feudal Syst. [Explained
by Du Cange as f. bord BOARD + LODE leading,

conveyance : but prob. some service due by the

BORDAR.]
' A Service required of the Tenants,

to carry Timber out of the Woods of the Lord to

his House.' Bailey 1721. (From Du Cange, who
cites it from Chron. Will. Thorn, anno 1364.)

t Bo'rdniaii. Obs. Feudal Syst. [Found in

early times, only in the latinized form bordmannus,
bordimannus, as a synonym of borddriu$

t
see BOR-

DAR.] A bordar, or tenant in bordage, a cottier.

1087 Domesday (in Du C_ange) In dominio est una cam-
cata, et xxv villani, et xxxiii bordmanni, cum iv carucatus.

Rental of Havering atte Rowre. (Spelm.i Bordimanni,
qui omnes tune fuerunt bassa; tenure. [In mod. Diets,

(erroneously explained!,]

Bordon, -im, obs. f. BURDEN ; var. of BOURDON.

Bordour, bordre, obs. forms of BORDER.

Bordrage, var. BODRAOE, Obs., hostile incursion.

t Bordrie. Obs. prob.
= F. broderie, broderic

de soie silken embroidery or embroidered work.

(It can hardly be - bawdry^ BALDRIC.)
1696 AUBREY Misc. 216 (D.) The meeting of the gentry . .

in the fields or forests, with their hawks and hounds, with
their bugle-horns, in silken bordries.

Bordure (bpudiCiiX [The earlier form of

BORDER, F. bordure, OF. bordeure^\

1. Her. 'A Bearing that goes all round, and

parallel to the boundary of the Escutcheon, in

form of a hem, and always contains a fifth part of

the Field in breadth.' Porny Ekm. Her. 1787.
1460 Lybeaus Disc. 858 He bar the scheld of goules . .

Of gold was the bordure. 1592 \V\RLEV A rworie 86 Three
rundels. .In sable bordure deepely ingreled. 1610 GUILLIM
Heraldry \. v. (i66o1 30 This term Entoyre is proper to all

bordures charged with dead things. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV.

527 Sable, an eag!e displayed, ermine, within a bordure,
argent. 1864 BOUTELL Heraldry, Hist. <$ Pop. xiv. 163 The
bordure of Holland is blazoned without any dimidiation.

2. = BORDER. (An occasional variant.)
1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort.d-j?^ 199 In such Bordures..

plant neither Herbs nor Flowers. 1693 De la Quint.
Cotnpl. Card. Gloss., Bordures or Borders is a term likewise
used for Herbs commonly planted m Borders, a 1605 WOOD
Life (1848) 295 note, I have here printed my epistle with a

bordure and picture in it. 1830 TENNYSON Poems 85 In the
bordure of her robe was writ Wisdom.

Bo'rdured, ///. a. Her. Having a bordure.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry vi. 255/1 If a coat armour that is

bprdured bee borne sole of itself, then shall the bordure en-

uiron the coat round.

BoTduring, vbl. sb. Her. The application
of a bordure

; bordures collectively.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldryi. v. 21 One example more of Bor-

durings.

tBordyl(le, var. of BORDEL Obs.t brothel.

Bore (boaj), sfr.l Also 6 Sc. boir, 7 boar(e.

[Partly f. BORE z/.
1

; but in senses 1-4 it may be

partly adoption of, or cogn. w., ON. bora wk. fern.
* bore-hole' : OTeut. *bordn (the corresp. form
*borc is not recorded in OE.

; the equivalent OHG.
bora, Du. boor fern., agree in meaning with 5) ;

and in sense 5 : OE. bor '

borer, gimlet
' = ON,

bor-r : OTeut. *boro-z : see BORE z/.
1

]

I. That which is bored.

1. A hole made by boring, a perforation ;
an

aperture (irrespective of shape), a chink, crevice,
or cranny ;

in later use chiefly an auger hole, or

other cylindrical perforation. Obs. or arch.

(1320 Seuyn Sag. 1156 Water hi can stop That hit ne mai
nowt bi bores drop. ^1400 Co?'. Myst. 319 We xal se Yf
the borys be for hym meet. 1430 LYDG. (.'hron. Troy n. xx,
That cowardise ne entre at no bore. 1523 FITZHLRB. Husb,

3 A pynne put throughe, set in the plough-beame, in an
augurs bore. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 515 Out throw
ane boir quhair he mycht rycht weill see. 1654 TRAPP
ContiH. Job xxxiii. 16 He openeth the ears of men, He
maketh the bore bigger. 1718 AKHUTHNOT in Swift's Lett.
II. 2 He has shortened his stirrups three bores. 1785 BURNS
Jolly Begg, 52 Frighted rations .. seek the benmost bore.

b. Blue bore : an opening in the clouds show-

ing the blue sky. Sc. Also/^.
1775 BAILLIK Lett. \. 171 (JAM.) This style pleased us

well. It was the first blue bore that did appear in our cloudy
sky. c 1817 HOGG Tales <y Sk. III. 241 All at once a lovely
1 blue bore

'

. . opened in the cloud behind.

fc. Applied to the wounds of Christ. *S bores,

a profane oath = God^s wounds, ZOUNDS. Obs.

1640 HKOMI; Sfiarngits Card. iv. iii. Wks. 1873 III. 179
No, no, no not I

; s'bores I bit my tongue too bard.

d. Sc.
' To wick a bore in curling and cricket is

to drive a stone or ball dexterously through an

opening between two guards.' Jamieson s.v. Wick.

1786 BURNS Tani Samson's E. v, He was the king o' a'

the core, To guard, or draw, or wick a bore.

2. spec. The cylindrical perforation or cavity of a

tube, gun, etc. Also attrib., preceded by a defining
word, as smooth-bore, taper-bore, CHOKE-BORE, q. v.

\\i\ quot. 17,^0 used of a semi-cylindrical groove.;
1572 GASCOIGNE Jt-'t'et/es, Wks. (1587

'

183 The bravest peece
for breech and bore that ever yet was bought. i6n COTGK.,
Ante . . the mould that is within the bore of Artillerie when
tis cast. 1635 J. EABINGTON Pyrotechn. i, I take for the

sayd length six diameters of the bore, which maketh six

inches. 1678 N. WANI.KV ll'omitrs in. xliv. 28. 227,2 Mus-
kets .. to shoot Bullets without Powder, or anything else

but Wind or Air compressed in the bore of it. 1730 A.

threat'ning bore. 1808 J. BARLOW Colnmb. v. 628 Marks-
men, skill'd to pour Their slugs unerring from the twisted
bore. 1871 B. STEWART Heat 16 Part of this mercury will

be driven up the bore into the bulb.

b. Hence, the interior measurement or diameter
of a tube ; the calibre of a gun ; also fig. and

transf.
1583 PLAT Dirers new Exfier. (1594) 23 Beeing of petr^'

nell bore, or a bore higher. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. vi. 27
Yet are they much too light for the bore of the Matter.

1635 J. BABINGTON Pyrotechn. xxiii. 27 Holes . . which shall

be halfe an inch asunder, and likewise half an inch boare.

1672 MARVELL Reh. Transp. \. 93 Whose eares are of a

just bore for his fable. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 403
Nearly three hundred pieces of cannon of different bores.

1822 IMISON Sc. fy Art I. 112 The smaller the bore of the

pipe is, the easier he will be able to raise himself. 1845
DARWIN V'oy. Nat, iii. 11873! 60 The measure or bore of the

lightning, if such a term may be used. 1881 Metal World
tx. 139 An article on measuring the bores of cylinders.

3. A deep vertical hole of small diameter, bored

into the earth to ascertain the nature of the under-

lying strata, or to obtain water.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 185 What we do find at our
utmost depths or bores . . quarries of stone, Mines of metal,
or layers and veins of barren earths. 1875 Encycl. Brit.
\. 646 A bore of 3 inches was carried to a depth of 2086 feet,

b. transf. The tubular outlet of a geyser.
1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland 196 The first of the great

springs has two bores.

4. A piece of iron bored with holes of various

sizes to receive the shanks of nails, while the head
is brought to shape by the hammer.
1831 J. HOLLAND Manitf. Metals I. 195 This bore is a

piece of strong iron, ten or twelve inches in length.

II. That which bores.

f5. An instrument for boring. Obs.

[a8oo Corpus Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker I'oc. 45 Scalpelluto:>

bor.] 1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (1693148 The Square-bore
is a square Steel Point . . fitted into a square Socket in an
Iron Wimble.

III. 6. Comb, (in sense 3 ;
some of these

might be referred to BORE 7'.
1
) : bore - bit, a
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BORE.

chisel used in boring through rocks ; bore-hole,
a more usual synonym of BORE sbl 3 ; bore-log,

a perforated block of wood through which the

bore-rod passes; bore-meal, the debris brought

up by boring ; bore-rod, an iron rod used for

making bore-holes.

1869 Span's Diet. Engineering I. 499 The "bore-bit is a

simple, flat chisel. 1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (18451 13 About

3 Inches Diameter for a* Bore-hole (or Boreing) is sufficient.

1883 Athen&itm 7 Apr. 447 [They] sank a bore-hole down
to the salt at Saltholme, on the north side of the Tees. 1869

Span's Diet. Engineering I. 501 The mouth of the well. .

ought to be secured by the *bore-log. Ibid. Each day.. a

part of the *bore-meal, or the coarsest debris [should be]

saved for future examination. 1851 Coal-tr. Terms Xorth-
unMd. ff Diirh. 8 To ascertain the nature of strata, by
means of *

bore-rods.

Bore (bo-'j), s/i.2 [This, and its vb. BORE 2 arose

after 1750; etymology unknown.
(Usually supposed to be f. BORE v?, which is then regarded

as a fig. use of BORE r*.
1

,
with the notion of

'

persistent an-

noyance
'

(cf. Ger. drillen). But it seems impossible in this

way to account for sense i of the sb., which is apparently
the source of the other senses, and of the verb itself. If

related at all to BORE ?'.' or sb}, the connexion must be much
more indirect ; possibly there is an allusion to some now

forgotten anecdote. The phrase
' French bore

'

naturally

suggests that the word is of French origin ; bourre padding,
hence (in i8thc.) triviality, bourrer to stuff, to satiate, might
be thought of; but without assuming some intermediate

link these words do not quite yield the required sense. I]

( 1. The malady of ennui, supposed to be speci-

fically
' French ', as ' the spleen

'

was supposed to

be English ;
a fit of ennui or sulks ; a dull time.

1766 EARL OF MARCH Let. in Jesse G. Selwyn II. 88

[date misprinted 1776] Augustus Hervey and Lord Cadogan
are in a long bore. G. J. WILLIAMS Let. 9 Dec. Ibid.

108 He sits every night next to Lord Temple, and has a

complete bore of it for two hours. Let. 30 Dec. Ibid.

121 Your last letter was the most cheerful that 1 have

received from you, and . . without that d d French bore.

1767 LD. CARLISLE Let. 8 Mar. Ihid. 150, I enclose you a

packet of letters, which if they arc French, the Lord deliver

you from the bore.

fb. One who suffers from 'bore' or ennui, or

affects lack of interest in anything.
1766 G. J. WILLIAMS Let. 25 Nov. in Jesse G. Sel-.uyn II.

86 You are. .such a French bore, and all against your poor

country, that I believe you imagine your letters are opened
at the post-office.

2. A thing which bores or causes ennui ; an

annoyance, a nuisance.

1778 Refutation 16 Advice is well enough reproofs a

bore. 1807 Antid. Miseries Hum. Life 27 Conversation is

a bore, as 'tis generally managed. 1831 WHATELY in Life
(1866) I. in A formal dinner-party even at Oxford is a bore.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. 4- It. Jrnls. 1. 190 It is as great a bore

as to hear a poet read his own verses.

3. A tiresome or uncongenial person ;
one who

wearies or worries. Blue bore (quot. 1837): in

punning allusion to the tavern sign of the Blue

Boar.
1812 Edin, Rev. XX. 74 A king is in these tribes really

regarded as a sort of . . bore. 1826 DISRAELI Vni. Grey
v. vi. 192 The true bore is that man who thinks the

world is only interested in one subject, because he himself

can only comprehend one, 1837 DICKENS Piclfui. Ii,

' Un-

grammatical twaddler, was it, sir ?
' '

Yes, sir, it was. .and

tint-tore, sir. if you like that better. 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair xi, He says the country girls are bores ; indeed,

I don't think he is far wrong. 1858 O. W. HOLMKS Ant.

Break/. T. i. 3
' Madam, all men are bores, except when we

want them.'

Bore ,boJ), sb?- Also 4 bare, 7-9 boar, 8 boer.

[In sense I, app. a. ON. bara wave, billow : it is

doubtful whether sense 2 is the same word, since

no examples even of its local use in early times

have been found.]

tl. ?Wave, billow. Obs. rare.

c 1320 Sir Trislr. 356 Hye seyden : ?ond is be lond, and

here schaltow to bare.

2. A tide-wave of extraordinary height, caused

either by the meeting oftwo tides, or by the rushing
of the tide up a narrowing estuary. Cf. EAGRE.

Also in comb., as ^bore-laden (
= -la<leti}, swollen

by a tidal wave.
1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. B iv b, No bridge vpon her

bore-lod'n bosome bore. 1613 Voy. Guiana in Harl. Misc.

(Malh.) III. 197 A boar, as the seamen term it, and violent

encounter of two tides coming in. 1668 Phil. Trans. III.

816 All Vessels that lye in the way of the . . Boar, are com-

monly overset. 1738 Ibid. XL. 432 He . . suspects, that

Spouts and Boars may derive their Origin from the same
Cause. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace Wks. 1842 II. 383 The
victorious tenth wave shall ride, like the bore, over all the

rest. 1830 LYELL Print. Geol. I. 292 The Bristol Channel

is very subject to the Bore.

Bore (b6j), v. 1 Forms : Inf. I borian, 2

boren, borien, 5 boryn, boore, 6-7 boar(e, 2-

bore. Pa. pple. 5 boryn, 7 beared, 2- bored.

[Com. Teut. : OE. borian wk. v. is cogn. w. OHG.
borSn (MHG. born, mod.G. bohren), Du. borcn,

ON.bora : OTeut.*ifo>v to bore,f. OTeut.*A>n>-2,

whence OE., ON. bar str. masc., an auger, gimlet

(see BORE sb. 1
) ;

(. Aryan root meaning to cut, pierce,

whence \js.1.forare to bore, Gr. tpapot a plough,
etc. The orig. short o is lengthened by position

in ME. and mod.E., as in mod.Ger. and Du. (Some

1002

of the latter senses are difficult to account for : 6

may really be a different word.)]
1. trans. To pierce, perforate, make a hole in or

through ;
in mod. use csp. to pierce by means of

a rotatory movement like that of an auger or gimlet.
Also with adv. through.
(iooo >Ei.FRlc Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 121 Termes

Tel teredo, wyrm be boraS treow. c 1150 Glass, ibid.

550 Terebro, ic bore. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvii.

iii. (14951 605 Yf almonde trees ben boryd wyth naylles

gumme cometh out of them, c 1435 Torr. Portugal 2238
Ffulle of holis it was boryn. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.

Acad. ii.,To Rdr., Who hath . . beared the skin through
with infinit pores for evacuation. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos.

I. 59 Curiously can nature weave the Vessels of the Body ;

nay, and bore them too. 1780 COXF. Rnss. Disc. 334
All the worm-eaten roots are rejected ;

the remainder are

bored through. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles vi. xxiv, The
Bruce's care Had bored the ground with many a

pit.
Mod.

The wood is apt to split ; bore it first for the nails.

fb. To pierce, stab, run through with a weapon ;

to wound. Obs.
a 1400 Leg. A'<ttv/(i87i) 201 His breest is bored with deebis

armes. 1685 F. SPKNCE Ha. Medici 133 He first boar'd

Giuliano de Medici with a poigniard.

f c. Phr. To bore any one's) cars (in allusion to

Exod. xxi. 6) : to consign to perpetual slavery. Obs.

[1535 COVERDALE Ex. xxi. 6 Let his master bore [WvcLiF

1382 thrail, 1388 perse] him thorow the eare with a bptkin.]

1641 MILTON Church Gtr.'t. 11. (1851! 176 By their cor-

rupt and servile doctrines boring our eares to an everlast-

ing slavery. 1692 SOUTH 12 Srrm. (16971 I. 13 Can any
man, that would be faithful to his Reason, yield

his Ear to

be bored through by his domineering appetites.

IF Applied in sense
' to insist upon a hearing ',

' to force one to listen
'

; possibly with reference to

Psalm xl. 6 in the Ileb.
;

cf. BORE z>.-

a 1617 P. BAYNF. Ephcs. 140 (16581 God by afflictions is

said to boar the ear. 1622 H. SYDENHAM Semi. Sol. Occ.

l. (1637) 76 This is enough for an understanding eare without

farther boring it. 1642 SIR E. DERINT, Sp. on Relig. 95 One
of them who jog our elbowes, and boar our . . ears with

Babylon.

f d. transf. To penetrate, make one's way-

through (a crowd) ; fig. to gain entrance into (the

mind).
1622 H. SYDENHAM Serm. Sol. Occ. n. (1637) 115 Riddles

of eternal generation which can never bore a human intel-

lect. ni732GAY(J.)Considerwhatbustlingcrouds I bor'd.

e. To bore out, to put or force out (e.g. the

eyes) by boring. Obs. or dial.

c 1400 Tt'st. Lcr.'e i, Every teare of mine eyen for great-
nesse seined they boren out the ball of my sight. 1660

FULLER Mixt. Contenip. (1841) 239 Petru* de Vineis.. whose

eyes he had caused to be bored out for some misdemeanour.

1712 STEELE Spect. No. 324 i Tipping the Lion . . is per-
formed by . . boring out the Eyes with their Fingers.

2. trans. To pierce with a cylindrical apeiture or

cavity ;
to hollow out evenly ,a cylinder, gun, etc.

N

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s. v. Boring, The method of

boring alder poles for water-pipes. 1875 URE Diet. Arts II.

381 After the barrel is bored, and rendered truly cylindrical.

3. alisol. and intr. To make a hole (mod. use

limited as in i). Often with through, into, under,
or other prep. In Mining, to sink a bore-hole

(see BORE sb. 1
3 and 6

,
as to borefor coal, for water.

-'1225 f' l'- Kath. 1924 Swa bat te pikes and te irnene

preones se scharpe and se starke borien purh. c 1430 Hymns
Virg. (18671 52 A spere boru; myn herte gan boore. 1535
COVERDALE Judith vi. 26 Cut of his heade and pearsed and
bored thorow his temples. 1593 SHAKS. A' ich. II, in. ii. 170
And with a little Pinne Bores through his Castle Walls.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. x. (1856172 Bycuttingand boring

[we] succeeded in penetrating it [the ice]. 1864 TENNYSON

Aylmer's F. 850 The hedgehog underneath the plantain
bores. 1875 URF. Diet. Arts I, 445 The Chinese method of

boring with ropes instead of rigid rods.

fig. 1607 SHAKS. Timon IV. iii. 116 Those Milke pappes
That through the window Barne [edd. bars] bore at niens

eyes.

f b. To obtain entrance by boring. Obs.

lyj^Leg. Rood(i&-]i) 139 Men mi^te better ha crepet..
ben bored into heuene blis.

C. To advance, push forward, by gradual per-

sistent motion like that of a boring tool
; fig. to

persevere by slow and laborious means to the

attainment of a distant object.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 438 They take their Flight
. .boring to the West. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling iii. (18801

77 The bream has a disagreeable knack of boring head
down. 1874 HELPS Soc. Press, ii. 23 The 'great measure'
man has one or two objects respecting which he bores on

throughout the greater part of his life.

d. trans, and intr. Of a horse: To thrust the

head straight forward.

1731 BAILEY II, [With Horsemen] a horse is said to boar
or bore, when he shoots out his nose as high as he can. 1802

C. JAMES Mil. Diet. (18161 54/2. 1824 SCOTT Redganntlet
let. vii, The bit secured between his teeth, and his head
bored down betwixt his fore-legs.

4. trans. To produce or make a hole, passage,

tunnel) by boring (mod. use as I, J\ To bore

one's way : to advance by a boring motion.

1523 FITZHF.RB. f/nsb. 24 Than maye he. .bore the holes

with his wymble. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings xii. 9 Then
loiada the prest toke a chest, and bored an hole aboue
therin. 1635 J. BABINGTON Pyrotechn. xxiii. 27 Then boare

your holes thorow your inch board, a 1705 RAY (J. I These
diminutive caterpillars are able, .to pierce or bore their way
into a tree. 1833 HT. MARTINEAI' Mancli. Strike x. no

BOBED.

Boring a hole between two flints in a yard with a rusty pair
of scissors. 1853 PHILLIPS Rivers Yorksh. ii. 33 The pas-

sage is like a tunnel ; it is in fact bored out by the water.

5. To push or thrust as by boring ;
now esp. in

Racing language, to push out of the course.

1677 Loi'cr's Quttrr. 317 in Hazl. E. P.P. II. 266 He bor'd

him out of the Saddle fair. 1884 L'pool Mercury 5 Mar.

5/1 In the world of racing
'
to bore

'

is to push an opponent
out of his course.

f6. To mock, trick, cheat, gull; ? = BoUKD n.l 2.

1602 Life T. Cromwell 11. ii. 103 One that hath gulled

you,
that hath bored you Sir. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. F///, I.

l. 128 At this instant He bores me with some tricke. 1622

FLETCHER Span. Curate IV. v. 43, I am laughed at, scorn'd,

Bafiel'd and beared, it seems.

Bore (bo.M), v'1 [App. f. BORE s/>.
2
]

trans. To weary by tedious conversation or

simply by the failure to be interesting.

1768 EARL CARLISLE Let. 16 Apr. in Jesse G. Sehuyn I.

291, I pity my Newmarket friends, who are to be bored by
these Frenchmen. Ibid. 293, I have seen as yet nothing of

Florence, therefore shall not lore you. 1774 Private Lett.

ist Ld. Malntesbury 1. 278, I have bored you sadly with this

catastrophe. 1821 BYRON in Moore's Z//*- xli. 476 Hobhouse
and others bored me with their learned localities. 1853 DE
QUINCEY Sp. Mil. Nun Wks. III. 15 A man . . has no un-

limited privilege of boring one. 1883 Fortn. Re-, 1
. Feb. 186

Whereas he had expected to be dreadfully bored, he had on

the contrary been greatly instructed.

Bore, pa. t. and obs. pa. pple. of BEAR v.1 ;
obs.

f. BOAR, BOOR ;
var. BOR dial., neighbour.

Boread, Boreiad (bo-r;'|d, borrsed), SP. and

a. [as sb. ad. Or. Bo/xdSj/s, Bopnid5i;s, patronymic
f. /3op'as BOREAS ; as adj. perh. suggested by Gr.

Poptas, -dSos, fern, adj., of the north wind.]
A. s/i. A son of Boreas. B. aJj. Relating to

northern regions.
1854 KEIGHTLEY Mytlwl. Anc. Greece $ It. (ed. 3) 418 The

Boreiads there turned back. 1882 C. ELTON Orig. Eng.
Hist. 5 Later poets, .incorporated the Boread legends with

travellers' descriptions, .of a solar worship.

Boreal ;boT/al), a. Also 5 boriall,6 boryall,

7 boreall. [ad. L. Borealis ;
see BOREAS, and -AL.]

1. Of or pertaining to the north ; situated on the

northern side ;
of a northern character. Boreal

signs : the six signs of the Zodiac from Aries to

Virgo. Boreal (fawn (rare) : the Aurora Borealis.

Now chiefly in Zool. and Hot.

1470 HARDING Citron, ccxl. note, Foure Modes . . Ebbynge
& flowynge in the see boriall. 1536 E.rlwrt. Korthe in Fur-

nivall's Balladsfr. MSS. I. 305 The boryalle Region. 1693
WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. 42 Fitz Stephens describing

London, tells us of a large Forrest of [Chestnut] Trees on the

Boreal part of it. 1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rei>. III. 211

His pretended reforms, like the boreal dawn, glittered at a
distance. 1845 POE Ulalmne, The boreal pole. 1846
M'CfLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 99 [Plants] all

eminently alpine or boreal. 1874 COL-ES Birds ofN.-lr'. 316
The Acadian Owl is not so boreal a bird as its congener.

2. Of or pertaining to the north wind.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Boreal, pertaining
to the North-

Wind. 1672 R. WILD Declar. Lib. Come. ^ Such a boreal

month as this March. 1720 POPE Itiadxxm. 241 To gentle

Zephyr and the Boreal blast. 1830 in Blackiu. Mag.
XXVIII. 941 The boreal storms are o'er.

3. Belonging to the ' boreal province
'

of the

Mollusca.

1854 WOODWARD Mollusca. in. (1856) 358 The boreal shells

of America are described by Dr. Gould. 1873 GF.IKIE Gt.

Ice Age xv. 196 Perfect specimens ofboreal and arctic shells.

Boreal, obs. form of BERYL.

Borea-lis. Short for AURORA BOREALIS.

1790 Kt-uss Tarn O'Shanter, Or like the borealis race,

That flit ere you can point their place.

Bo-realize, v. nonce-itii. [f. BOREAL + -IZE.]

iutr. To adopt northern manners or pronunciation.
1864 LOWELL Diglo-.o P. in Poet. Wks. (1879) 235/2 Spenser

. .borealized in his pastorals.

Borean (boT/an), a.
[f.

BORE-AS + -AN.] Per-

taining to the north wind ; northern.

1645 QUARLES Sal. Reoant. i. 6 It blusters at the Borean
Gates. 1866 J. ROSE Virg. Georg. 58 The borean blast.

Boreas (b6-r/ses). Also 4 Borias. [a. L.

Boreas, a. Gr. popias north wind.] The north-

wind
;
the god of the north-wind. Now only in

Mythol. and in poet, or humorous personification.

1398 THEVISA Barth. De P. R. XL iii. (1495) 388 Borias

the Northern wynde arysyth. c 1450 HENRYSON Dog, WolJ
*/ Sh., Boreas, with blastis bitterly. 1579 SPENSER Sheph.
Cat, Feb. 226 The blustring Boreas did encroche. 1635

QI-ARLES Embl. I. ii. (1718) 10 Blust'ring Boreas blows the

boiling Tide. 1718 POPE Iliad 11. 1025 Boreas beats the

hoarse-resounding shores. 1863 MARY HOWITT F. Bnmn't
Greecell. xvii. 193 Boreas had decided otherwise, and blew

up against us a terrible north wind.

Boreau, var. of BOURREAU, Obs. St., hangman.
Borecole ^booukJ"!). Also 8 booroole. [prob.

ad. the Du. name bocrcnkool lit. 'peasant's cab-

bage'.] A loose or open-headed variety of the

cabbage, cultivated under the name of Kale.

1712 ARBUTHNOT Hist. John S//<i755>24 His children.,

live upon salt herring, sowre crud, and borecole. 1813 C.

MARSHALL Garden, xv. (ed. 5! 222 Borecole or cale is a hardy

green. 1850 Card. Chron. 276 Borecole also called Kail.

Bored (bojd), ///. a.l Also 7 beared, [f.

BORE Z*.
1 + -En.] Pierced, perforated ; cylindrical!)'

hollow. Said of a gun, with modifying words pre-

fixed, as chamber-, taper-bored.



BORED.

1513 DOUGLAS sEncis iv. Prol. 154 Halding opinionn der

of a borit bane. 1578 Ckr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers(\%5i)
506 Thou stretchest out thy bored hands. 1607 TOPSELL

Four-/. Beasts 473 They also had a care to cover all the

floor with, .dry boared boards. 1692 in Smith's Seaman's
Gram. 11. ii. 91 He ought . . to know whether truly bored,
or taper bored. 1730 POPE Iliad \\\. 305 From their bored

shields the chiefs their javelins drew. 1808 J. BARLOW
Columb. in. 415 From his bored ears contorted serpents

hung.
Bored (boaid), ppL a* [f. BOBE z>.2 + -ED.]

Wearied, suffering from ennui.

1823 BYRON Juan xin. xcv, Society is now one polished
horde, Formed of two mighty tribes, the Bores and Bored.
1861 SALA Tw. round Clock 99 He seems the most bored,
the most indifferent spectator there.

Boredom (bo^-idam;. [f.
BORE sb$ + -DOM.]

1. ^
1864 Realm 10 Feb. i The complete art of boredom. 1879

GEO. ELIOT Theo. SHC/IXV. 273 The male could assert his

superiority and show a more vigorous boredom.

2 The state of being bored ; tedium, ennui.

1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. II. xxviii. 253 [His] chronic

malady of boredom. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. II. xxx.

264 A man whose grace of bearing has long been moulded
on an experience of boredom.

3. The class of bores as a whole.

1883 Gd. Wds. 115 Boredom rejoiced gossip clapped her
hands.

t Bo'ree. Obs. Also bory. [ad. F. bourne.
* a rustic dance belonging originally to Auvergne'
(Littre).] A kind of dance, a bourree.

1676 ETHERIDGE Man of Mode iv. i. (1684) 55, I am fit

for Nothing but low dancing now, a Corant, a Boree, Or
a Minnuet. c 1730 SWIKT Tom fy Dick Wks. 1755 IV. i.

261 Dick could neatly dance a jig, But Tom was best at

borees.

Boreeii ibon-n). Anglo-Irish. Also bohreen.

[f.
Irish bothar (pronounced b<?har), a road + -cen,

diminutive suffix, a. Ir. -/.] A lane, a narrow
road

;
also transf, an opening in a crowd. (Used

only when Irish subjects are referred to.)

1841 S. C. HALL Ireland I. 77 At my brother's, a piece
down that boreen. Ibid. 287 Wheresomever he went, the

people made a bohreen for him. 1882 R. DOWNEY Congreve's
Doom in Tinsley's Mag., At length we reached a narrow
boreen, down which we drove.

Boreism (bo^'riz'm). Also borism. [f. BORE
j.2 + -ISM.] The characteristic behaviour of

bores ; the practice of being a bore.

1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xvi. (1859) 401 Borism is

fast attaining a head it never reached before. 1839 H. AN-
DERSON Haileybury Observ. i. 20 An intolerable mixture of

impertinence and boreism.

tBo'rel. Sc. Obs. Also 5- boral(e, 6 7

borrel. [f. BORE v. 1 + -EL, as in shovel.'} A boring
tool, a wimble, an auger. Also attrib.

1488 Acta Dom. Concilii 106 (JAM.> A womyll, a borale

price Jiid. 1549 Compl. Scot. 1 1 Ane knyf, ande ane borrel.

1611 Rates (JAM.) Borrels for wrights, thegroce ml. a 1801

HOGG HnntofEildott 321 (JAM.) Ane round and boral hole.

Borel, var. of BORREL, BUREL, Obs.

Borelaps, obs. form of BURLAPS.

Borelich, borely, obs. ff. BURLY.

tBore*mes. Corrupted form of Bouxs-RiMlsa.

1687 MRS. BEHN Emperor ofM. \. iii. \Vks. 289 I'll make
some Boremes on Love. Ibid. 290Who writ these Boremes 1

Borer (bowrai). Also (only in sense 2) 6

boryer, 7 borier, borrier. [f. BORE Z>.I + -ER' ;

the forms in let; -yer, may be influenced by Fr.

words in -tire, as tariere borer.]
1. One who bores or pierces.

\i$$Cath. Angl. 37 A Borer ;/orator. I839CAKLYLE Chart-
ism \v. 1 38 The millions are, and must beskilless, ploughers,
delvers, borers. 1879 in Cassclfs Tec/in, Educ. II. 10 To
enable the borer to make a complete section of the strata.

b. A horse that ' bores'.

1872 LEVER Ld. Kilgobbin vi. 41 The best bit for a '

borer '.

c. A name given to the Myxine or Hag-fish ;

also to the Teredo or shipworm ; and to various

insects which bore through wood, etc.

1789 Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 68, I should conceive it a

preservative against the Borer, so destructive to ships in

this part of the world. 1841 OHDEKSON Creol. ii. 9 The
borer, a grub peculiar to the sugar cane, made such ..

ravage. 1879 ATCHERLY Bocrland 238 The depredations
caused by an insect called the borer. 1884 Longm. Mag.
Mar. 525 The Hagfish or Borer . . penetrating the captured
cod or ling . . devours the soft parts.

2. An instrument for boring : a. the tool em-

ployed for boring through rocks ; b. the appa-
ratus attached to the tail of boring-insects.

XS72 J- JONES Bathes Buckstone 2 a, Boryers, such as

mynerall men use in searching ore. 1623 WHITBOURNE
Newfoundland 75 Taps, Borlers, and Funnels. 1633 T.

STAFFORD Pac. llib.v\\. (1821) 556 With all the yron borners,
seven peeces in all. 1797 Phil. Trans. LXXXVII. 326 At
the time the borer burst through. 1802 PALEY Nat. Thcol.

(1817) 155 The awl or borer fixed at the tails of various

species of flies. 1883 Pall Mall G. 6 Sept. 8/2 The borer

having come in contact with a dynamite cartridge previously
unexploded.

Boreson, obs. form of BAUSON, badger.
Boresprit, obs. form of BOWSPRIT.

Borestaff, obs. f. boarstaff'. see BOAR 2.

Borethyl : see BOR-.

Boretree, variant form of BOURTREE.

Borewe, obs. form of BORROW.
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II Borg (borg, fyug). [ON. and Da. borg, the

equivalent form to OE. burg, BOROUGH, q. v.]

Used by Kingsley in the specific sense of: One of

the 'Danish boroughs' iri England.
1866 KINGSLEY Herew. (1875) Prel. n Round by Leicester

and the five borgs of the Danes.

Borg, borghe, borh, var. BORROW sb. Obs.

Borgeis, -es, -eys, obs. forms of BURGEHS.

Bor}en, pa. pple. of BERGH v. Obs. to shelter.

Borgeon, -goune, obs. forms of BURGEON.

Borhs-ealdor, variant of BOHSHOLDER.
Boric (bo<>-rik), a. Chem. [f. BOR-ON + -it'.]

Of or pertaining to boron ; containing boron in

chemical combination, as Boric chloride (B Cl a),

Boric oxide (B 2 O 3); Boric acid, formerly called,

because prepared from borax, boracic <v&(HtBO|\
1869 ROSCOK Elcm. Chem. 152 Boracic or Boric Acid- 1873

WATTS Fownes' C/u'tn. 216 The vapour of boric chloride.

Boride (bo>raid). [f. BOR-ON + -IDE.] A pri-

mary compound of boron with a metallic element.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 169 Heated on platinum-foil
before the blowpipe, it forms a fusible boride of platinum.

Borier, obs. form of BORER.

Borillia, obs. variant of BARILLA.
1685 BOYLE Motion ii. n Borillia or some other fixed salt.

Boring (bo^rirj), vbl. sbl [f. BORE z>.
1 + -ING i.]

1. The action of piercing, perforating, making
a bore-hole, etc.

;
also concr. BORE-HOLE.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 44 Borynge, or percynge, far/oracio,
cavatura. 1544 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canter!'.,

Payd for boryng of a ladder \jd. 1626 BACON Syltra 352
The Boring of holes in that kinde of wood. 1708 J. C.

Compl. Collier (i&4$) 13 Do you not use Boreing sometimes
in Sinking? 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \\. 19. 328 Count Rumford
boiled water by the heat developed in the boring of a

cannon. 1861 W. FAIRBAIRN Addr. Brit. Assoc.
t
In various

mines, borings, and Artesian wells.

2. Attrib. and Comb., as boring-apparatus, -bench,

-block, -machinery, -mill, -room, -tool', also boring-

bar, the suspended bar which carries the bit for

boring cannon ; boring-bit = bore-bit (see BOKE
sb. !) ; boring-gauge, an appliance for limiting
the action of the boring tool to the required depth ;

boring-rod = bore-rod (see BORE sl>J-}

1667 PRIMATT CityfyC. Build. 26 You find by your Boring-
rods that you have a good seam of Coles. 1833 J.

HOL-
LAND Mamif. Metals II. 102 The boring-bench is com-

posed of two stout beams of timber, {bid. The [gun-]
barrel is in the next place transferred to the boring-mill.

1845 STOCQUELEK Hctndbk. Brit, India. (1854.1 174 The in-

strument-room, in which are arranged the various boring-

bars, bits, and knives. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. 9. 271 M.

Agassiz had iron boring-rods carried up the glacier, with
which he pierced the ice. 1884 MARVIN Region Etern.
Fire

xij. 196 The pump draws the oil as freely . . as when
the basin was first tapped by the boring bit.

Boring (bd>riij), vbl. sh~ [f. BOKE ^.2 + iNO 1
.]

The practice of annoying and wearying others
;

behaving as a bore.
1868 HELPS Realmah iii. (1876} 40 Boring has become a

fine art. 1880 GRANT WHITE Every-Day Eng. 304 It [inter-

viewing] . . makes boring a paid profession.

tBo*ring, M. sb$ Obs. rare~~ }
.

[f. BOREE, F.

bourree, as '

chasing
'

from chassce.']

A certain step in dancing.
1775 SHERIDAN Rivals in. iv. (1883) 113, I must rub up my

balancing, and chasing, and boring.

Boring ',bo^-rin), ///. a. 1
[f. BOKE vl + -ING 2.]

1. That bores or perforates ; csp. applied to

certain insects and molluscs.

1853 Dt; LA BECHE Geol. Observ. xxvi. 485 There were
bare patches of carboniferous limestone in the sea, and into

these the boring animals of the time burrowed. 1878 HUXLEY

Physiogr. 208 The perforations in the column ,of the temple
are the work of boring shell-fish.

2. Of a horse: That thrusts his head forward.

1875
' STONEHENGE

'

Brit. Sports n. in. i. 3. 523 In every

way, therefore, it acts well with a boring horse.

Boring (bo^rirj), ///. <z.2 [f. BOBE z>.- + -ISG^.]

That annoys, wearies, or causes ennui. Hence

Bo-ringly adv.

1840 T. HOOK Fitzherbtsrt \\l.\\. 66 Emily was patiently

enduring . . Miss Matthews's boring vanities, a 1845 HOOD
Incend. Song xiii, Burn all bores and boring topics. 1840
T. HOOK in New Month. Mag. LX. 429 Frank's, attempts
to moralize, not tediously, boringly or cantingly.

Borioun, obs. form of BURGEON, bud.

Borish ;,b6>rip, a.
[f.

BOBE sb? + -ISH.]

Tedious, wearisome.

1766 H. ST. JOHN Let. 9 Dec. in Jenae G. Selwyn II. 101 It

would be vastly too borish in a letter. 1767 J. CRAWFORD
Let. March, Ibid, 153 He suffered so little during the

operation of trepanning that . . he felt it quite borish. 1864
Soc. Sc. fiev. ico When Music and other gentle arts which
once cheered him become borish.

Borish, obs. form of BOABISH, and BOOKISH.

Borism, variant of BOREISM.

II Bo'rith. [a. late L. borith> a. Heb. J"P"Q

borith, rendered in A. V. '

sope
'

;
earlier versions

followed the Vulgate in retaining the Heb. word.]
A plant yielding an alkali used for cleansing

(? Saponaria officinalis).

1382 WYCLIF jferem. ii. 22 If thou wasshez thee with clens-

ing cley, and multepUe to thee the clensende erbe boreth

, 1535 COVERDALE herbe of Borith].

BOKN.

Gratiim., Borytti, Ffullere gres. I55z ABP. HAMILTON
Catec/t. (1884) 23 The herbe callit Borith quhilk hais greit
vertue of clenging. 1678 Br. GLOUCESTER Expos. CtiU'c/i.

171 It is no water-work, no, not if you put to it Nitre,
much sope, Fullers-earth, or Borith. 1730 in BAILEY.

Borize (bo^raiz), v . [f. BOK-AX + -IZE.] To
infuse a preparation of borax into the veins of an

animal intended for food. Hence Bcvrized///. a.

1884 W. M. WILLIAMS BorizcdMeats in Gentl. Mag., The
borized haunch remained perfectly untainted . . The circu-

lation of the borized blood might be continued.

Borier, var. of BUHELLEK, Obs., clothworker.

Borley (tyrili). tlial. A boat used by trawlers

about the estuary of the Thames.
1864 Daily Tel. 1 8 May, The trawlers, sailing in boats

known as '

Borleys
1

.

Borlich, obs. form of BURLY.

Bormethyl : see BOB-.

Born (b(n), pple. and a. Forms under BEAK v.

[In modern use the connexion with bear is no longer
felt

; the phrase to be born has become virtually
an intr. verb. See BEAK v. 43, 44.]
A. Senses of to be born.

1. To be brought forth as offspring, to come into

the world. (See BEAR v. 44.)
2. Jig. a. Of things : To come into existence

(chiefly poet, and rhetorical), b. in Thcol. of

persons, To be born of God: to become a child of

God
;
To be born again : to undergo the new birth,

become or be regenerate.
1382 WYCLIF Jo/in iii. 3 But a man schal be born a}en

[1388 borun a^en, TINDALE boren a newe, 1611 borne

againe]. i John iv. 7 Each man that loueth his brother,
is born [1388 borun, TINUALE and 1611 borne] of God. 1593
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. Pref. i. i All that would but seem to

be born of Him. 1857 HKAVYSEGK San! (1869) 127 Lo, the

breaking light is born ! 1859 TENNYSON Vivien 381 Some
sudden turn of anger born Of your misfaith.

3. With sbs. or adjs., or complementary phrases,
as to be born a poet, an Englishman ;

to be born

blind, lucky, rich, etc., i.e. to be so by the con-

ditions of one's birth, by capacities implanted at

birth, or the like
;

to be born under a lucky star,

with a silver spoon in one's mouth, proverbial

phrases denoting a fortunate destiny, or inherited

wealth. To be born to (an inheritance, certain

relationships, etc.) : to inherit by right of birth ;

to be destined to from birth. Similarly with infm.,

as to be born to suffer, to be hanged, etc.

a 1000 Bocth. Metres xxvi. 46 Gif he to [?xm rice wass on
rihte boren. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. ii. i Wher is he, that is

borun kyng of Jewis. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. i. 35 If he be
not born to be hanged our case is miserable. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. iv. 463 Born to bitter Fate. 1750 JOHNSON
Riiinbl. No. 148 7 9 Those who were born to his protection.

4. Of qualities, tastes, aptitudes, To be born in,

with (a person) : to be implanted at birth.

1710 NICHOLLS Cofittti. Common Prayer Rrr b, There is

a sort of Original Corruption in our Nature., born with us

into the World.

B. Attrib. uses of the pa. pple.
1. Said of persons :

a. generally = that ^ever) was born, as 'Can any
born man deny it ?

' Born man (obs.}, a native.

c 1550 KjVy/'/MW in Thoms.. E.Roin. 22 She was the great-
est borne woman that was than there aboute. 1582-8 Hist.

James F/(i8o4^ 147 This Bel! was a borne man in Stirline.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 324 Goodliest man of men since born.

b. That has been born of such a quality or

condition, as a. born orator, a born Englishman ;

very common in born fool, and the like. Often

following the sb., as a poet born.

c 1330 Artk.
<fy

Merl. 7790 Ywain bastard y-bore. c 1386
CHAUCER Merch. T. 1790 Thyn owene squier and thy born

man. iSS 1^ ROBINSON tr. More's Utop. 131 Borne ad-

uersaries and enemies one to an other. 1582 N. T. (Rhem. )

Mark vii. 26 The woman was a Gentile, a Syrophcenician
borne. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 89, 1, a poor helpless
Girl, .shall put on Lady-airs to a Gentlewoman born. 1861

Sat. Rev. XII. 38/1 Lord John and Mr. Walpole both have
their weaknesses ;

but neither of them is a born fool. 1863
KINGSLEY Water Bab. vi, She was a lady born. 1878 MOR-
LEY Diderot \. 286 The resource of the born journalist.

c. Qualifying another adj., as in born free (obs.

in attrib. use, cf. FREEBOKN), born-blind.

J393 GOWER Caif. I. 68 Ofthilke bore free kinde. 1517
TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 52 Our savyor gaff sight to the

born blynde man. 1878 MORLEY Diderot I. 85 The born-

blind are at first without physical delicacy.

d. Preceded by adv., adj., or sb., forming combs.,

indicating (a.) time or order of birth, as eldest-,

youngest-born, poet, or rhetorical synonyms for

'eldest', 'youngest' (often used as quasi-sbs.), last-,

latest-, newly-born ; (6.) place of birth or origin,

as cloud-, country-, Danish-, sea-born ; (f.) the

quality or rank of a person's parentage, as gently-,

lowly-, nobly-born -^of gentle, lowly, noble birth ;

(</.) condition at or by birth, as blind-, free-, poor-
born. Cf. BASE-, FIRST-, HIGH-, Low-, NEW-,

TRUE-, WELL-BORN, etc.

1382 WVCUF LukcYL. 7 And sche childide her firste born

sone. 1642 FULLER Holy f, Prof. St. \\. x.xiv. 149 Gentilely
born on both sides. 1684 DRYUEN in Roscom. Ess. Transt.

Verse Pref. (1709) 4 Authors nobly born will bear their part.
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1607 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 142 Better born, and of a
nobler Kind. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell) i, Blind

born, aecigemts. 1837 CARLYLE fr. Rev. II. v. i. 247 Pet son
(her last-born ?) of the Scarlet Woman, a 1861 MRS. BROWN-
ING Lady Gerald. Courtsk., Men call him lowly born. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Conq. I.iv. 189 The Danish-born Bernard.

2. Of qualities, aptitudes, etc. : That was born

in or with a person ; innate, inherited.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 243 This . . must be born

Dignity born Discretion. 1833 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc,

(18421 III. 465 It is part of ourborn-thralldom.

3. Phr. (Ones} born days : one's lifetime, colloq.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 383 He never was so de-

lighted in his born Days. 1826 DISRAELI Viz. Grey vi. i.

286 You shall rue it all your born days.

Borne (boXin), ///. a. Forms : see BEAR v.

1. Carried, sustained, endured, etc. Used attrib.

chiefly in such constructions as
'

patiently borne

injuries', 'the breeze-borne note'.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. ii. 42 The shard-borne Beetle.

b. Light borne, easily guided, not hard-mouthed ;

said of horses. Water borne, see quot.
1611 COTGR., Alegerirvn cheval a la wain, to.. cause a

horse to be light borne. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram.
ix. 45 Water borne is when there is no more water than will

iust beare her from the ground.

2. Conib. t
with adverbs, as borne-down, borne-in,

etc. See bear down, bear in, etc. under BEAK v.

1600 CHAPMAN Iliad xv. 354 In such a borne-up kind The
Trojans overgat the Wall. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett, clxx.

(1862) I. 399 Intimated and borne-in assurance of His love.

1679 KING in SpiritofPopery v$ The born-down and Ruined
Interest ofour Lord and Master. 1878 BROWSING LaSaisiaz
10 Blushing

' Good Night', rosy as a borne-off bride's.

Borne, obs. f. BOURN ; var. BERNE, Obs., man.
Borned, variant of BURNED a. Obs., burnished.

Borneo (bfram. The name of a large island

in the Indian Archipelago. Attrib, in Borneo

camphor, the camphor extracted from the Dryoba-
lanops camphora, also the tree itself ; Borneo

caoutchouc, a kind of india-rubber obtained from
Borneo. Hence Borneene (bpun/i/h), Borneol

(tyrim^l), organic compounds chiefly obtained

from the Borneo camphor tree; Bornesite (b(rm-
sait)

' a sweet volatile substance occurring in the

caoutchouc of Borneo' (Watts Diet. Chem. I. 626.)
1876 HARLEY Mat. Med, 703 The Borneo Camphor is one

of trie giants of the vegetable world. Ibid. Fluid hydro-
carbon called camphor oil or borneene. Ibid. 680 A hydro-
carbon isomeric with, .borneol. 1884 ROSCOE & SCHORLEM-
MER Chem. III. 553 By subjecting Borneo caoutchouc to

pressure, a liquid is obtained from which bornesite is left on

evaporation.

Born-, see BURN-.

Boro^o, var. of BORROW, Obs., a pledge, etc.

Boro- (bo^'roi. Chem. Combining form of

BORON, as in boroflu'oride, a compound of flu-

oride of boron with a metallic fluoride
;
boro-

tu'ngstate, a salt formed by the combination of

boric and tungstic acids with the same base ; boro-

glyceride. a compound of boric acid with glyce-

rine, used as an antiseptic ; also in Min., boro-

ca'lcite, native borate of calcium.

1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 153 Boron forms a borortuoride.
1882 Athenzitm 8 April 448/2 Prof. Barffdescribed his new
antiseptic compound boro-glycerid (C?

Hs Boj>. 1881 Na-
ture XXIII. 236 Borotungstate of sodium.

Boron (bo'-r^n). Chem. [f. BOB-AX, with the

ending of CARB-ON, the element being extracted
from borax, and resembling carbon in some of its

properties.] One of the elementary bodies ; a

non-metallic solid, not fusible at any known tem-

perature. It is obtained as a dark brown or

greenish brown powder (amorphous boron}', and in

a less pure form as crystals (adamantine boron .

In some of its properties it resembles carbon and
silicon. Symbol B.
1812 SIR H. DAVY Chan. Philos. 315, I first procured

boron in October, 1807, by the electrical decomposition of
boracic acid. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 151 Boron com-
bined with oxygen and sodium is found as borax in nature.

Borou, obs. form of BORROW v.

Borough, (brrrtfu, bzrr#). Forms: I burs,

burus, 1-3 burh, 2 burch, bure(g)h, (burehg),
beris, 2-3 buruh, 3 burrh (Orm.\ burwe, buri,

3-4 bur3, buru?, borh, borj, boruj, boru, 4
burw, bur^e, bor3(e, bourg, borou, borwj,
borwgh, borw(e, borgh(e, 4-5 burghe, 4-6 (also

Sc, 7-9) burgh, borogh, 4-7 borowe, 5 burwgh,
borowgh, burwhe, borugh(e, burwe, bourg,
5-6 bourgh, 5-7 burrow(e, 6borrowe, (bourg),
burow, 6-7 boroughe, 6-8 burrough, (7 bur-

rowghe, 8 borrough), 6- borough. Dat. sing.
i byrig, burse, 2 birie, berie, 3 biri, burie,
buri. [Common Teut. : OE. burg, burh =
OFris. burch, OS. burg (MDu. burch, borch, Du.

burg\ OHG. burug (MHG. burc(g-), mocl.G.

burg\ ON. (Sw., Da.) borg, Goth, baurgs :-

OTeut. *burg-$ str. fern. App. f. same root as

OTeut. *herg-an str. vb. * to shelter' : see BKRGH v.
;

but the phonology is not quite clear. In German

and ON. the word is recorded chiefly in the primary
sense of 'fortress, castle', but there are traces of

the sense of 'town, civic community*, which is

found in Goth, and OE., and may therefore be

assumed to have been developed in OTeut. Of
the immense variety of spellings current in ME.,
burrough became the prevalent one in early mod.

Eng., but was subsequently displaced by borough
in England and Ireland, while the form established

in Scotland was BURGH, q.v. The Danish BORG
and Fr. BOURG have also been used by historical

writers in special senses. See also BURROW,
BERRY sbV
Like other fern, consonantal stems, the OE. bur^ had

vowel change (hyrity in gen. and dat. sing., and nom. ace.

plural, which survived in dat. sing, to the i3th c. This
dative, biri, berie, buri, was also at times used for the
nominative ; whence the modern Bury, -bury, in place-
names. ]

1 1. A fortress, castle, or citadel. Obs. (Un-
equivocal instances of this sense are rare, even
in OE. In quot. 1394 the word denotes simply a

large building ; and 1425 is quite doubtful.)
c8zo Kentish Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc.t>-$ Ad arcem et

ad rntcnia, to burje and to wealle. /* 1000 O. E. Chroti.

an. 920 Eadweard cyning. .getimbrede ba bur^. [1394 /'. PI.

Crede \ 18 We bulde^ a burws a brod and a large, c 14*5
WVNTOUN Cron. vm. xiii. 125 Castellis, Bowrrowys and
Fortalys.]

fb. A court, a manor-house. Hence prob. in

place-names, t^. Edgeware Bury, Hertingford Bury.
-1175 Cott. Horn. 231 And Jnder jeclepien alle his under-

bcod ^at hi bi ene fe'ce to his curt iberie) come sceolde.

c 1250 Gen. <V Ex. 2257 He ledde hem alle to losepes biri.

[1576 LAMHARDE Pcramb. Kent (1826) 377 Bury, or Biry..
was used for a court, or place of assembly.]

\ 2. A fortified town
;
a town possessing muni-

cipal organization (cf. OE. burhivaru body of

citizens) ; more generally, any inhabited place

larger than a village. (The three notions were

originally co-extensive. When the word became
restricted to the mod. sense (3) its wider sense

passed to tou'ti.} Obs.

(893 K. ^ELFRED Oros. n. viii. i Hie binnan bsre byriji;

up eodon. .ond ba bur$ [loM c. MS. burh] mid ealle awest-
an. .1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 17 Of bsere byrig. c 1160
Hatton G. ibid., Of pare beri^. c 1175 Cott. Horn. 225 Hi
woldan wercen ane burch ' and enne stepel binnan para
birie. c 1205 LAY. 218 He makede ane he^e burh. .1250
Gen. ff E.r. 1053 ^et sat Loth at 3e buries gate, c 1325 E.
E. Allit. P. B. 1666, I haf bigged Babiloyne, bur? alber-

rychest. 1480 CAXTON Chron, Eng. v. (1520) 43 b/2 Cytees,
and borughs, and townes that the Saxons hadde destroyed.
1483 Cath. Angl. 48, A Burghe burgns.

fb. jig. Cf. BURROW shelter, which Feltham

may have confounded with borough.
1627 FKLTHAM Resolves i. Hi Wks. (1677) 82 The mind is

then shut up in the Burrough of the body.
3. A town possessing a municipal corporation

and special privileges conferred by royal charter

.hence the sovereign is said to create a borough}.
Also a town which sends representatives to parlia-
ment. (A municipal borough often differs in ter-

ritorial extent from the parliamentary borough of

the same name.) The word is commonly restricted

to towns which do not possess the more dignified
title of CITY. For the Scottish uses, see BURGH.
[(Early examples are necessarily not distinct in sense

from the preceding.) f 1380 Sir Fcmwb. 283 Be it castel,

burgh, outher Cite. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xiv. ii.

(14951 466 Aournyd wyth many grete cytees and borughes.]
1512 Act. 4 Hen. VII'/, xi, Ihe Bourgh of Lymyngton
with thappurtenaunces. 1574 tr. Littletons Tenures 353,
The aunciente townes called Boroughes bee the moste
auncient and eldest Townes that bee within England.
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinsh. III. 1276/1 To this man
King Henrie the third . . did grant that his towne of

Wigan should be a burrow. 1652 Proc. Parliament No. 34.

2083 A list of the Burroughs that have since assented to the
Union. 1718 Free-thinker No. 66. 84 Your Counties, and
your Burroughs .. send you into Parliament. 1738 Hist.
Crt. Exckeq. ii. 20 Several of the Demesne Lands were

given to Burroughs. 1827 HALLAM Const. Pfist. (1876) HI.
xiii. 38 Edward VI created fourteen boroughs. 1845 STEPHEN
Laws Eng. II. 357 A '

borough' is properly a town or city

represented in parliament, although the term has occasionally
(,as in the Municipal Corporation Act) a wider signification.

b. The Borough : esp. that of Southwark. Cf. 5.

[1559 Mirr. Mag., Jack Cade xxi, To Southwarke borow
where it lay a night.] 1797 Ann. Reg. 28 A dreadful fire

broke out yesterday morning in the High -Street in the

Borough. 1886 Daily News 18 Dec. 6/2 Fire in the Borough.
C. To own a borough , to buy a borough : to

possess or to buy the power of controlling the

election of a member of parliament for a borough.
Close borough, pocket borough, a borough

' owned '

by some person. Rotten borough : one of the

boroughs which, before the passing of the Eng-
lish Reform Bill in 1832, were found to have so

decayed as no longer to have a real constituency.
1771 SMOLLETT Humphr. Cl. (1815) 246 The practice of

buying boroughs, and canvassing for votes. 1812 SIR F.

BURDETT in Examiner 12 Oct. 656/1 They will no more part
with their rotten boroughs. 1817 G. ROSE Diaries (i%6o) \.

33 To suppress what were called the rotten boroughs. 1867
MORLEY Burke 104 Wilkes proposed to disfranchise the

rotten boroughs.

f4. At Richmond, Yorkshire, and perhaps other

northern old corporate towns : A property held

by BURGAGE, and formerly qualifying for a vote
for members of parliament. Cf. BOROUGH-HOLDER.
1715 Lottd. Gaz. No. 5296/4 A Very large Burrough,

standing in . . the Market-place of Richmond in Yorkshire,
consisting of three Dwelling Houses, and two large shops.

j- 5. In I4th to i6th c. sometimes used for the

suburbs of a city, the portion lying outside the

wall. Cf. contemporary use of F. bottrg.
c 1380 Sir Fcrutnb. 1767 Til bay wer passed be borwgh.

< 1450 Merlin xviii. (1877) 29 J Kynge Arans hadde all day
assailed the Castellof Arondell, but. . nothinge thei wonne,
saf only thei hadde brente the bourgh withoute. 1523 LD.
BERNERS Froiss. I. cxc. 22$The gate, .bytwenethe. .borowe
and the cytie. [At Oxford, the suburb of St. Clement's,
east of the Cherwell, is traditionally called

'

the Borough'.]
6. Archaeological and historical uses.

a. Adopted to translate Gr. 5^/ios and L. pagus
in the sense of township or district.

a 1747 ABP. POTTER in T. Mitchell Aristofh, (1822) II.

160 The Athenians, .delivered in their names, together with
the names of their father and borough. 1770 LANGHORNE
Plutarch (1879) ! 81/2 Numa . . divided the country into
. .portions, which he called pagi, or boroughs. 1850 MAU-
RICE Mor. ff Met. Philos. m, Socrates was bom in a little

burgh of Attica.

b. Eng. Hist, in various arch, forms : used by
some writers on the Old English period. See also

BOKG, BOURG, BURG, BURGH.
1872 E. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. Introd. 11 The Burh, or

burgh of early days. 1875 STUBUS Const. Hist. I. v. 92
The * burh' of the Anglo-Saxon period was simply a more
strictly organised form of the township. Ibid.g^note, The
five Danish burhs . . had not only special privileges of their

own, but a common organization.

7. Comb, and Attrib.

j-a. Obs. law terms used Hist, by writers of

1 6th c. onwards; most recent writers retain the

OE. spelling : burgh-bote [OE. burh-bot
; cf.

BOOT j/;.l], a tax for the repair of fortresses;

burgh-breche [OE. burh-bryce\ cf. BREACH],
close-breaking, burglary; burgh-mote, borough-
moot [OE. burh-gemot\ cf. MOOT], the judicial

assembly of a borough.
1647 N. BACON Hist. Disc, xxxiii. 82 Power to charge one

another with the maintenance of the Fortifications by an
imposition called Burghbote. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax.
Ch. (1858) I. vi. 221 Burgh-bot, or contribution towards the

maintenance of the burghs or places of defence. 1387 TRE-
VISA Higden Rolls Ser. II. 95 Burghbreche a Frensche bits-

inure de court on de cloys. 1598 TATE in Gutch Coll. Cur.
I. 4 Borroiubreach is interpreted Civitas rttpta. 1641
Tertnes de la Ley 44 Burbreach . . trespasses done in Citie

or Borough against the peace, a 1400 l
r

sages of IVynchestrc
in Eng. Gilds 350 At b borghmot of seynt mychel. 1747
CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 311 A court or burghmote was held
thrice a year for determining all causes between the in-

habitants. 1872 E. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 130 The later

county court of the Vicecomes or Sheriff, held three times
a year as a Burh-gemote in the leading burgh of the dis-

trict. 1880 Antiquary June 255 The ancient Burghmote
horn of Ipswich.

fb. Other obs. compounds : borough -folk

(OE. burh-folc\ the people of a town
; burgh-

kenniug, coined by Stow as an etymological
rendering of BARBICAN (!) ; burh-were, //. -weren

[OE. burhivaru, -ware, -waran], the people or

community of a town, the townsmen.
c izoo Trin. Coll, flcnt. 89 pat burh folc hihten J?e heje

strete. c\*$oGen. fy E.r. 1853 Emor.. And his burgefolc
fellin in wi. 1598 STOW Sur? 1

. xxxiu. (16031 304 A Burgh-
Kening or Watch Tower of the Cittie. c 1205 LAY. 28368
Iherden ba burh-weren [1275 borh-men] hu hit was al ifaren.

Ibid. 28392 Hi bi-hehte J>ere bur^e-were auer mare freo la}e.

c. Attrib. and Comb, in sense 3, as borough-

accountant, -architect, -bailiff,wuveyor \ borough-
rate, a rate levied by the municipality of a

borough. Also with reference to parliamentary

representation, as borough-constituency, -election,

faction, -influence, -patron, -politics, -slave, -traitor,

-tyrant, -voter, etc. ; borough-jobber, borough-
jobbing = BOROUGH-MONGER, -MONGERING.
1812 CRABBE Tales, Patron i A *borough-bailirT, who to

law was trained. 1866 BRIGHT Sp. Irel. 2 Nov. (1876) 193
Wherever the ""borough constituencies are so small, a 1797
H. WALPOLE Mem. Geo. II. (1847) I ! x '- 373 He would be no

*borongh-jobber. 1803 Bn*roArf0 Tourll. 345 Ex-
altation by the usual gradations of *borough-jobbing, of

courtierizing, and a peerage. 1811 Edin. Rm. XVII. 258

Having . .prohibited the sale of seats by "borough-patrons.

1863 H. Cox Instit. in. ix. 730 Householders .. paying
poor-rates and *borough- rates. 1813 COBBETT Pol. Reg.
xxxni. 81 Like a set of *borough-slaves, submitting to choose

a second member at the dictation of Sir Francis Burdett.

Borough, obs. form of BURROW, rabbit-hole,

mound, and shelter ; and of BROUGH.

Borough-English (btrr#,rrjglij). [A partial

translation of the Anglo-French tenure en Burgh
Engloys, tenure in (an) English borough : accord-

ing to Blackstone so called because prevailing in

certain boroughs, and because it was English as

distinguished from French.]
A custom or tenure in some parts of England,

by which the youngest son inherits all the lands

and tenements.



BOROUGH-HOLDER.
1317 Yetir Bk. i Ediv. ///, 12, p!. 38 (ed. 1679) II ad en

Notingham deux tenures, s. Burgh Engloys and Burgh
Frauncoyes . . toutes les tenements dont launcestre morust
seisi en Burgh Engloyes devient descender a le puisne fitz.

1531 Dial. Laws of Eng, I. xx. (16381 35 In Burghenglish
the younger sonne shall enjoy the inheritance, and that in

conscience. 1656 in BLOUNT. 1667 E. CHAMBKRLAYNE St.
Gt. Brit. T. HI. v. (1743) 181 In other (places) the youngest
son inherits all the Land by a Custom called Borough-Eng-
lish. 1862 Sat. Rev. 5 July 13 The extraordinary scene that
would ensue if Parliament should, in one of its idle mo-
ments, suddenly enact that the custom of Borough-English
should prevail through the realm. 1882 F. POLLOCK in

Macm, Mag. XLVI. 360 note, The custom of borough-
English abounds in Kent, Sussex, Surrey, the neighbour-
hood of London, and Somerset. In the midlands it is rare,
and north of the Humber. .it does not seem to occur.

Borough-head, incorrect f. BOKROW-HEAD.

Borough-holder (bT^|hou:ldaj). [f. BOROUGH
+ HOLDER.] In certain Yorkshire boroughs : A
person who holds property by burgage tenure :

see BOROUGH 4. Modern dictionaries explain the

word as - BORSHOLDER ; possibly this is the mean-

ing in quot. 1 738.
1711 Land. Gctz. No. 5036/5 The humble Address of the

Mayor . . Aldermen and Assistants of the . . Borough of

Rippon . . and of several Gentlemen and Borough-holders.
1738 Hist. Crt. Exchcq. ii. 27 The King's Borrough-Holders
in every County.
t BOTough-kind. Obs. rare - '. [? f. BOROUGH-

ENGLISH, after GAVELKIND.] = BOROUGH-ENGLISH.
1577 HARRISON England 11. ix. (1877) 203 Burrow kind is

where the youngest is preferred before the eldest.

Boroughlet (bo-nHet). rare. [f. BOROUGH +
-LET, dim. suffix.] A diminutive borough or town.
1864 H. MAYHEW Gertnan Life fy Jlfann. I. 5 The moors

. . from which the . . boroughlet . . is said to derive its name.
t Borough-man. Obs. [OE. burhman see

BOROUGH and MAN.] A townsman, citizen, burgess.
b. In some Yorkshire boroughs : A burgage tenant,
BOROUGH-HOLDER.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 140 Urbamts,

burhsita, uel burhman. 1205 LAY. 12441 Moni riche burh-

mpn ber wende beon bli5e anan. a 1225 A tier. R, 350
Pilegrimes . . bikumen nout buruhmen i5e worldes buruh.
c 1400 Destr. Troy XXL 8570 pai here the burgh-men abacke
to the bare walles. 1708 Loud. Gas. No. 4424/10 The Bur-

Sess_es, Borpujjh-men, Gentlemen and other substantial In-

habitants within the Borough of Thirsk.

Borough-master (bp-nftna^tsi;. Also bu-

rough-, burgh-, bourg- : and see BURGOMASTEH.

[f. BOROUGH + MASTER
;
in sense i imitated from

Du. burgcmeester."\

1 1. A Dutch or Flemish burgomaster ;
some-

times used incorrectly, and also extended to similar

functionaries in other foreign countries (e. g., quot.
1625 relates to Poland), b. The head of the

municipality of certain Irish boroughs. Obs.

1494 FABYAN Chran. vn. 436 And some of the borough
maisters of the sayde towne [Bruges], 1590 GREENE
Nener too late (1600) 14 The richest Merchant or grauest
Burghmaster. 1625 PCRCHAS Pilgrim \\. 1421 The Borrow-
masters sell Wine. 1696 Land. Gaz. No. 3178/4 The
Borough Master, Burgesses, and Commonalty of the Bo-
rough of Bayle in Ireland.

2. The patron or 'owner' of a BOROUGH (3 c).
it 1832 BENTHAM Mem. Wks. 1843 X. 237 Members . . are

supposed to speak the sentiments of the borough-master
who puts them in.

Boroughmonger (bT^n.-ggai). [f.
BO-

ROUGH + MONGER.] One who trades in parlia-

mentary seats for boroughs. (A sarcastic desig-
nation coined about the end ofthe i8th c., and very
frequently used in the discussions on electoral

reform up to 1832.) Hence BoToughmonger v.

rare ; BoToughmongering vbl. sb. and ///. a.
;

Bo-roughmongery, the arts and practices of a

boroughmonger.
'794.

MATHIAS Pars. Lit. (1798) 309 An impudent, un-
qualified intrusion of Borough mongering Mercers. 1809
VzV Fr. the Reformer 9 He swears eternal detestation To
borough-mongers of the nation. 1820 BUukw. Mag. VII.
677 Worse even than base boroughmongry. 1831 SYD.
.SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 215 The awful danger of extinguish-
ing Borough-mongers. 1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trump. (1876)
68 Boroughmongers an extinct race of beasts of prey. 1844
DISRAELI Coningsby iv. iv. 126 The boroilghmongering of
our own times. 1846 HT. MARTINEAU Hist. Peace II. iv.

iii. 417 By this [Reform] bill, the practice of boroughmon-

Reform Bill . . disturbed the boroughmongers to a remark-
able degree. 1879 Edin. Rev. April 497 They represented
either Downing Street or a score ofboroughmongenng peers.

Borough-reeve (bo-rfr/v). Forms : I burh-
xer6fa (also Hist, in 9), 2 burhreve, 9 borough-
reeve, [f. BOROUGH + REEVE.]

+ a. A governor of a town or city ; esp. the
official who before the Norman Conquest repre-
sented the king's authority for fiscal and other

purposes in boroughs, as the scir-gerjfa (SHERIFF)
did in shires. The office seems to have been sub-

stantially identical with that of PORTREEVE.
<-looo jELFRic Class, in Wr.-Wiilcker Vac. no Praetor uel

pr<gfectiis. uel quaestor, burhgerefa. c 1225 Leg. A'at/i. 1927
Com a burhreve [orig. nrbis pre/ectns] as be bat wes |>es

1005

deoueles budel. [1861 PEARSON Early fy Mid. Ages Eng, I.

84 The pra:fectus, or burh-gerefa, was rather a royal than
a civic officer.]

b. The chief municipal officer in certain unin-

corporated English towns, before the Municipal
Corporations Act, 1835.
1808 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 325/1 The weavers assembled. .

near Manchester . . Mr. Starkie, the Boroughreeve strove
to persuade them to disperse, but in vain. 1846 M CCULLOCH
Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 191 The officer of the king,
called port-reeve or borough-reeve. 1881 MORLEY Cobden
1. 121 He was intolerant of the small politics of the Borough-
reeve and the Constables. 1885 blanch. Exam. 20 Mar. 8/4
He filled the office of boroughreeve, or chief magistrate, of
Salford in 1839.

Boroughship (b'rdjip). rare. [Two words :

(l) f. BOROUGH + -SHIP, answering in formation

(though without historical connexion) to OE.

burhscipc'y (2) f. OE. borh pledge, security (see

BORROW) + -SHIP.]
1. A township ; the fact of constituting a bo-

rough or township.
looo ^LFRIC Gloss, in \Vr.-Wulcker Voi. 144 J\Iunici~

pium, burhscipe. 1862 Macm. Mag. Mar. 415 They could
not have kept up tribeship, and they took instead of it,

their boroughship, which . . consisted in a making up of
social tribes on neighbourhood, instead of kindred on blood.

2. The condition of being security for the good
behaviour of neighbours ;

FRANK-PLEDGE.
1864 Reader 23 July 98/3 The. .institution of boroughship,

or lawbinding of the landholders as pledges, each for the
other's lawful behaviour.

I Bo'rough-te:mire. Obs. rarc.= BOROUGH-
ENGLISH.
a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams \\. (1692) 197 Their young

brothers, by burrough-tenure, have got the estate from
them.

Bo'rough-town, arch. Forms: see BOROUGH.

[f. BOROUGH 4- TOWN. Cf. OE. burhtiin enclosure

surrounding a castle ^as in the place-name/7;tf<?#)]
A town which is a borough. Still sometimes

applied to Irish municipal boroughs. Cf. BUR-
ROWS-TOWN (Sc.}.

[nooo Woman's Lament 31 (Gr.l Sindon bur^tunas bre-

rum beweaxne.]
1382 WYCLIF Joshua vii. 2 Of the bur^town [1388 thecitee]

Bethel. 1393 LANG. P. PI. C. iv. 112 Hit ys no^t semly. .in

cyte ne in borwton pat vsurers ober regratours . . Be fraun-

chised for a free man. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxliii.

288 Thurgh every Cyte and good liurgh tounes in Englond.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 88 One Borough Towne of
Romane Citizens. 171674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. I. i. 67
Edenborough. .was but a Burrough Town within the Dio-
cess of Saint Andrews. 1839 CAPPER Topogr, Diet. 1052
Wexford, a seaport . . shire, assize, and borough town.

f Bo'rpwe, bOTOU, a. Obs. [? corruption of

BORREL (though this form does not appear there).]
? Homely, unlearned. Also as quasi -j^.

1579 TO.MSON Cah'itfs Serin. Tun. 953/1 He vseth that

borowe kinde ofspeache. 1611 UttaVGH'fQtt Jlegnire Agreetrt.
21 Our Lordes Prayer . . In vulgar Greeke for the borous.

Borow(e, obs. form of BORROW v.

Borrachio, var. of BORACHIO, Obs.^ wine-skin.

Borral-tree. Sc. rare 1
. Meaning uncertain ;

perhaps
* hollow tree

'

: Jamieson suggests thatHogg
may have meant BOUK THEE

;
on which conjecture

the word has since been given in dictionaries and
books on botany as an actual name of the Elder.
1818 HOGG Brmvnie I. 216 Round the hillock, on the lea,

Round the auld borral tree, Or bourock by the burn-side.

Borratose : see BORATO.

Borrel, borel (barrel), a. arch. Forms : 4
borel(l, burel 1, 5borelle,6 borrell, Sc. burell,

burrell, 7-9 borrel, borel. [Conjectured to be
an attrib. use of borely BUREL j/'. 'coarse clothing';
the adj. and the sb. appear in the same forms in

1 4th c., but in Eng. writers from Caxton onwards
the adj. is barrel, borelt while the sb. is regularly

burrely burel. Sense 2 seems to be a development
of i, which appears much earlier. See BOROWE,]
1 1. Belonging to the laity. Obs. (or arch.}

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 286 And Janne shal borel clerkes
ben abasched, to blame }ow or to greue. ^1386 CHAUCER
Sompn. T. 164 And moore we seen of cristes secree thynges
Than burel [so in 4 AfSS., Heng, burell, Corfas borell,
Hart, borel} folk a! though they weren kynges. a 1420
OCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 52 Some of hem [priests] ben as
borelle folkes be. c 1575 GASCOIGNK Fntites Warre xxviii,

Bycause they covet more than borrell men. 1860 WARTER
Sea-Board $ D. II. 473 As with the lay and borrel man, so
too with Bishop, Priest, or Deacon.

2. Unlearned, rude
; rough, arch. (In quot. 1513

said of spears ;
cf. BOISTOUS, BOISTEROUS.)

1513 DOUGLAS Mneis Prol. 48 Weill ma I scbaw my burell
busteous thocht. Ibid. vn. xii. 56 Bayr in thair handis lance
stavis and burrell speris. 1572 GASCOIGNE Flowers Wks.
(1587) in My borrell braine is all too blount To giveagesse.
1625 GILL Sncr. Philos. \. 63 His words seeme borrel and
rude. 1717 Ctnuclfs Law Diet. s. v. Bordel, Borel-folkes,
drunkards, and epicures, which the Scotch now call buriel-
folk. 1828 SCOTT /". M. Perth, v, A coarse, ignorant,
borrel man like me. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. i. 318
Lo, such are borel folk.

Borrel, var. of BOREL, Sc. t an auger.
I
Borrico (tyrrko). Also borico. [Sp., dim.

of btirro.] A little donkey. (Only an alien word.)

BORROW.
1648 GAGE West Ind. iv. (1655) 13 We travailed like

Spanish Dons upon our little Boricoes, or Asses. 1838
STARKS Biogr. IX. vi. 228 Our boys . . make a Pope and
a Devil of old cast clothes, mount them on a borrico.

t Bo'rrow, sb. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : i bor*,

1-3 borh, 2-4 bors, (3 barh), 3-4 boru, borewe,
4 borou, Sc. borwch, bourgh), 4-5 borwe, 4-7
borow(e, borgh(e, 5 Sc. borch(e, (brugh, bo-

rough
1

,
6 boro,borge,(^V. broche), 6-7 borrowe,

6-7, 9 borrow, (9 Hist, borh, borch). [OE. bor% t

borh str. masc., = MUG. bore, borg, Du. &>/', pledge,

loan, f. root of OTeut. *berg-an str. vb. to protect :

see BERGH v. Sense 4 is f. BORROW z*.
1
]

f 1. A thing deposited as security, a pledge ;
a

guarantee, bail
; suretyship ; ransom, deliverance.

To borrow : as a pledge. To lay to borrow : to put
in pledge, to pawn. In senses i and 2 already
obsolete or archaic in England in Spenser's time ;

but retained in Sc. Law.
"975 Thorpe's La-ivs I. 274 (Bosw.) Ic wille, (tat ;L!I;

matin >y under borje. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 73 Heure g<xl-
faderes. and heore godmoderes scullen . . beo in borsch el bt-

fonstan. a 1300 Cursor M. 23792 pat soru, pat nakin^

borgh us fra mai boru. 1375 HARBOUR Brute \. 625 Thar-
till in-to borwch draw I Myn herytage. c 1385 CHAUCKK
L. G. 11'. 2105 Hauyth here of myn herte blod to borwe If

that ye wele. ("1386 CHAIXKR Kfits. T. 764 Ech of hem
haddu leyd his feith to borwe. c 1460 Sir Penny vii. 5 With-
outen brugh wed. iS4z-$Act 34-35 Hen. VIII , xxvii. 58

Pledges orborows topay the kingesfine. 1579 SPENSER tSA^/f.
Cal. May 150 Nay.. by my deare borrow [gloss, that Is our

Saviour, the commen pledge of all men's debts to death].

1631 RUTHERFORD Lett. 19 (1862) I. 80 It cannot stand with
His honour to die in the borrows (as we use to say) and
lose thee. 1814 SCOTT Wn"u, I. xv, 228 [They] concussed
them into giving borrows (pledges), to enter into captivity

again. 1860 C. INNES Scotl. Mid. Ages 184 If a thief could
find no borch he was hanged.

f b. Hence in OE. and early ME. On, to borrow :

on security, by way of loan. Obs.
a goo Thorpe's Laws I. 52 (Bosw.

1

. Gif 5u feuh to bor^e
-selle. ("975 Ruskiv. Gosp, Matt. v. 42 pa;m Jje wille on

bor^ nioma ;et Je ne beo unXeJWEere. a 1300 Cursor J/.

6144 Fra J)i s folk . . pe folk of israel to boru Asked silueren

vessel .. And clathes. 1418 in Jeffrey tlist. Roxburghsh.
IV. i. 89 The Karl not having occupied the land, let the

same 4
to borch' to the abbot on May 1418.

f 2. Of persons : A surety, hostage; bail, de-

liverer from prison. Obs.
a 1000 Latvs of sKthelred i. 1. in Thorpe's La'vs 1 19 Sette

getreowe borgas. a izoo Trin. Coll. Hont. 17 Here god-
faderes sullen .. ben here bore^es to^enes Gode. 11205
LAY. 31077 Ich wulle his on barh beon \c 1275 borh]. a 1340
HAMI-OLI-; Psalter 497 Answere for me, that is, be borgh of

myn amendynge. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. vn. 81 For bejzgurc^
borwen euermo and her borghe is god almygti. 1470 HARD-
ING Chron. ccxix. iv. 4, 1 shalbe youre borowe. a 1541 WVAI T

DC prpfundiS) Ps. cxxx, From depth of death . . Thee have
I called, O Lord, to be my borrow. 1552 Am 1

. HAMILTON
Catech. 190 The godfather and godmother .. ar maid bor-

rowis or souerteis for the barne. 1609 SKKNE Reg. Jfeij. 8

He may recover the possession of the lands, he findand ane

borghe. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoc II. x. 176 Retain as borrows

my two priests.

fb. I dare be borrow^ etc. :

'
I'll warrant

1

,

'

I'll

be bound'. Obs.
c 1430 LYDC. Miit. Poems (1840^ 41 The womman was woo,

I dare be borwe. c 1460 Tffumeley Myst. 231, I shalle be
his borghe to-yere He felys no more payn.

tc. To find (take) God, Mahoun, St. Blase, St.

George, etc. to borrow', i.e. as security for one's

truth, good faith, or honour ; later as an assevera-

tionIn God's name, By St. George, St. George
to speed ! St. John to borrow! a Scotch formula
at parting ( an /-evoir), as to the origin of which
see quot. 1470. Obs.
a 1330 Otut'l 305 Ich wole finde mahoun to borwe, Ich will-

be redi erliche to morwe. c 1386 CHAUCER Sprs, T. 596, I

"

hidde fro hym my sorwe And took hym by the hond, seiut

John to borwe. 1393 GOWKR Con/. II. 34 But I dare take
God to borwe. 1423 JAS. I. King's Q. xxiii, With motiy
'fare wele' and 'sanct lohne to borowe '. f 1470 HKNRY
Wallace in. 336 Thar leyff thai tuk, with conforde . . Sanct
Ihonc to borch, thai suld meythaille agayne. 1529 SKICLTON*

Albany 506 Sainct George to borrowe, Ye shall have schame
and sorrowe. 1530 LvNDESAY Papyngo 701 We sail. . mak
}ow saif: we fynd sanct Blase to borgh. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. II. 519 All salbe weill, I find gow God to borrow.

1548 HALL Chron. (i8oo.> 416 Now sent George to borowe,
let us set forward. 1566 UDAI.L Royster D. \\\

yiii. 77 What
then? Sainct George to borow, our Ladies Knight.
3. Hist, (usually with obs. spelling.) Afridborh

(lit.
'

pledge of peace') or tithing, which in early

England was an association of ten neighbouring
householders who were jointly answerable before

the law,
( so that if one of the ten men offend, the

other nine may bring him to right
'

; afterwards

called liberum pkgium and FRANKPLEDGE, the

word J'riS
'

peace' having been corrupted into

'free'. There is no direct evidence that in OE.
borh was used *&-=fri$borh t but in i6th c. borvtve

appears as a synonym of '

tithing' or '

frank-

pledge', and from that period to the present time

many writers have confused it with BOROUGH.
Cf. BoRRowHKAD, BORSHOLDER.
1581 LAMHARDE Eiren. i. iii. 1,1588) 15 The chiefe men of

the free pledges within that Borow or Tithing. 187* E.
ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 1 19 Every Borowe or Tything.



BORROW.
4. A borrowing. rare~ l

.

1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. i. ii. 39 Of your Royall presence, He
adventure The borrow ofa Weeke.
5. Comb, and Attrib., as (in sense i) borrow-
breaoh (only Hist., OE. borh-bryce], breach of

covenant ;
borrow-roll (Sc. borgh-row), a mort-

gage-roll. Also BOBROWGAGE, BOBROWGANG,
BORROW-HEAD, BoRROWHOOD, BoBSHOLDEB.

a. 900 K. /ELFRED Laws iii. in Thorpe's Laius 28 (title) Be

Borj-bryce. Ibid. ^Ercebiscepes borjes-bryce . . Jebete
mid brim pundum. i 1550 SIR J. BALFOUR Pratticks 11754)

38 The Serjand aucht to present attachiamentis and borgh-
rowis that ar fundin in his handis. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-
Sax. Ch. 11858)11.!. 7 'The bot of borhbryce ', or penalty
for breach of covenant.

fBoTrow, a. Obs. rare- 1
. Meaning and

origin uncertain : said of the pitch of a wall.

1679 PLOT Staffordsh. (1686) 162 These [walls of blast

furnace] according as they may be pitched less transhaw,
or more borrow ; will mend . . or alter the nature of the

Iron ..The Iron made in a borrow work is much more

tough.

Borrow (Vron), v. 1 Forms: I borsian, 3

boru, 3-5 borwe, 4-5 borou, borewe, 4-6
borowe, ,5 boro(o, bourowe, bor(o}wyn, bor-

won, borwne), 5-6 borow, (6 burow), 7 bor-

rowe, 4- borrow. [OE. borgian, f. borg, borh

pledge, surety (BoBBOw sb.) ; cf. OHG. borgin to

take heed, f. *borg (? object of care), MUG., mod.
G. borgen to borrow, f. MHO. borg pledge.]

I. To give security for, take on pledge.
1. trans, a. To take (a thing) on pledge or secu-

rity given for its safe return ;
b. To take (a thing)

on credit, on the understanding of returning it, or

giving an equivalent ; hence, to obtain or take the

temporary use of (a thing recognized as being the

property of another, to whom it is returnable).

Const, of, rarely from, formerly at.

The essential notion of borrowing originally was the secu-

rity given for the safety of the thing so taken : the essential

notion now is that the thing is the property of another and
liable to be rcturtted, the only security given being often

the undertaking, formal or implied, that it shall be so

returned when we have used it.

a 1000 Lamb. Psalm xxxvi[i]. 21 (Bosw.) Borgab se synfulla
and na $enllb.

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. v. 42 pain be wylle ajt

be borgian ne wyrn pu him. 1297 R. GLOUC. 393 He. .leyde
.. hys brober to wedde Normandye, And borwede of hym
bervppe an hondred bousend marc. ^1340 HAMI-OLE Pr.

Consc. 3219 Thai may nathyng begg ne borowe. c 1430 S}'r

Oenfr. 8775 Whi he bourowed it of him soo. 1535 CO\KK-

DALE 2 Esdr. v. 3 Let vs borowe money of the kmge vpon
vsury. 1552 HULOET, Borowe of Peter to paye Paule . .

wher as a man doth Borow of one to paye an other. 1651

HOBBES Leviatn. 11. xxii. 116 If the person of the Body
Politique .. borrow mony of a stranger. 1769 Juniifs Lett.

i. 4 This nation will not bear . . to see new millions bor-

rowed. 1860 TYNDALL Glai.. i. g 22. 156, I borrowed a hand
kerchief from Lauener.

c. Arith. In Subtraction, when the number to

be subtracted in one denomination is greater than

that of the minuend, To transfer to the latter

menta!

denomination
this at the next step in the process
1594 BLUNDEVIL Excrc. i. (ed. 7) 91 Take 6 out of nothing,

which will not bee, wherefore you must borrow 60. 1881

FITCH Lect. Teaching^. 326,
'

9 from 3 I cannot ;
Borrow 10'.

2. fig. To render oneself indebted for
;

to make

temporary use of (something not one's own) ;

used, e.g. of temporal possessions, with notion of

their being only lent to us,not given. More usually
of immaterial things : as, to adopt : thoughts, ex-

pressions, modes of conduct) from another person.
*or (words, idioms, customs, etc.) from a foreign

language or people ; to obtain xa temporary

favour) by request ; to derive (one's authority,

etc.) from another, as opposed to holding it by
inherent right ; to draw (a comparison, inference,

suggestion) from some source alien to the subject

in hand ; to adopt (something) for other than its

normal purpose. Const, from, of, formerly at.

As applied to the adoption of foreign words or customs,
it properly implies that the adoption is merely temporary ;

but this restriction is now often disregarded, esp. by writers

on philology ; cf LOAN-WORD.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 204 pet is riht religiun, bet euerich ..

boruwe et tisse urakele worlde so lutel so he euer mei, of

mete, of cloSe, of eihte. c 1380 WYCLIF DC Dot. Eccles.

Sel. Wks. III. 434 Wibout autorite borewid of ober. 1398
TREVISA Earth. Dt P. R. vm. xvii. (1495) 325 The mone
hath no lyght of herself, but borowyth and takyth of the

plenle of the sonne. 1423 JAS. I. King's O. \. v, 1 in pur-

pose, at my boke, To borowe a slepe, at thilke tyme began.

1549 LATIMER Serin, tef. Ediu. VI. (Arb.) 80 Let hym bo-

rowe example at Salomon. 1595 SHAKS. "John v. i. 51 In-

ferior eyes That borrow their behauiours from the great.

1600 HOLLAND LhyxxK. xxii. 524 You were best therefore

to borrow [sitmeret] some respite of time of the Embassa-
dours. 1697 DHYDEN Virg. Georg. I. 96 Borrow part of

Winter for thy Corn. 1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Mils. vi. 113
The Rabbles would . . borrow Words from other Languages.

1763 J. BROWN Poetry A> Mus. xi. 184 Their [the Romans']
Music and Poetry was always borrowed and adopted.
a 1847 R. HAMILTON Rew. 4- Punishm. iv. (1853) 185 The
illustrations are borrowed from the fowls of heaven and from
the flowers of the field. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 15

UI LUC UUUUCllUj *U LI**UOIC1 LVJ Hit lnnv-i

ally the equivalent of a unit of the next higher

mination, compensating or '

paying back
'

for

1006

No man can be happy who, to borrow Plato's illustration,

is leading the life of an oyster.

t II. To be surety for, be good for, ransom, save.

t 3. trans. To be surety for, go bail for ; to

ransom, redeem, release by paying a ransom. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23792 pat soru pat nakins borgh us fra

mai born. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. IV. 109 He shal rest in my
stokkes, And pat as longe as he lyueth but lowenesse hym
borwe. c 1530 PALSGR. 461 If thou be taken prisoner . . I

wyll nat borowe the. 1609 SKENE Keg. Maj. 107 Gif the

Lord of the Court, to quhom the defender is borrowed, hes

diverse Courts ;
he quha borrowes him, sail assigne to the

persewer ane certaine day and place, c 1783 Ballad
'

Young
Bckie

'

iv. in Child Ballads II. 466/1 O gin a lady woud bor-

row me, At her stirrup-foot I woud rin.

f 4. transf. To give security or safety to ; to

lease, rescue, save
;
to defend, protect. (With this

cf. BEECH v. to protect. See also BUEJEN v.) Obs.

a 1300 Cursor l\f. 5286 Me borud noght hot godd allan.

ijso .1led. MS. in Archxol. XXX. 368 Vat day fro

feueres it schall ye borwe. a 1400 Ctn>. Myst. (1841) 421, I

pray to God. .That he us borwe fro synfulle shame. 1522
World fr ChiM in Hazl. Dodsl. I. 269 Some good word that

I may say To borrow mans soul from blame.

tb. absol. To warrant, 'be bound', assert con-

fidently. Cf. BORROW sb. ^ b. Obs.

c 1475 Syr. Itnve Degre 451, I shall borowe for seven yere
He shall not wedde my doughter dere. 1590 GREENE Neuer
too fa/f(i6oot 24 Wonder twas in her eyne Fire and water

should combine : If th' old saw did not borrow, Fire is loue,
and water sorrow.

Borrow (bpw ,
v.'- Naut. [Derivation un-

certain ; connexion with BORROW vl 2 (as if it

ere
'
to borrow, encroach upon, what belongs to

the land or the wind') stems far-fetched ; possibly
the original sense was ' to shelter' : see BURROW.]
intr. ' To approach closely either to land or

wind.' Smyth Sailors Word-bk. 1867.
1622 R. HAW KINS Vcy. S. Sea (1847) 108 It is not good to

borrow neere the shore, but to give it a fayre birth. 1702
Lend. Ga~. No. 3781/4 No Ship to borrow nearer the Har-

bour than that Perch. 1860 Merc. Mur. .Vaf. VII. 70 To
borrow on the breakers of the spit to within 8 or 10 fathoms.

Borrowable (bjrwi&Vl), a. rare. [f. BOK-

Bow v.^ -t- -AULE.] That can be borrowed.
1821 L. HuNT/<fcv!lV>-No. 73(1822)!!. 168 That descrip-

tion of property which may emphatically be called borrow-

able. 1885 Pull Mull Biijget 19 June 31/1 | Buyable
'

as

well as borrowable from the circulating libraries.

t Bo'rrowage. [f- BORROW sb. and v. + -AGE.]
1. Suretyship.
t 1440 rrotnp. Parr. 44 Borwage,^/(;/Htt/0.
2. The act of borrowing from another.

1577 HARRISON England n. viii. (1877) 176 Requiting
him with the like borowage as he hath vsed toward me in

his di>course.

Borrowe, obs. form of BOBOUOH, BORROW.

Borrowed (bfn>"d\ ///. a. [f. BCJRBUW v.' -ED.]

1. Taken on loan. Borrowed days : see BOK-

ROWING Z'lil. .'/'.' C.

i 1440 1 'ork Myst. xx.vi. 105 A borowed bene sette 1 noght
be hym. 1646 SIR. T. BKOUNE Pseud. Ep., So it is usual

among us . . to ascribe unto March certain borrowed days
from April. 1688 Ausw. Talon's Plea. 27 The Palace.,
where he resides, being but a borrowed house. 1855 MA-
CAULAY 1/ist. Eng. IV. 245 He rode away . . on a borrowed

horse, which he never returned. Scotch Pep. Rime, But
when the borrowed days were gane, The three silly Hoggs
cam hirplan' hame.

2
not

adopted or adapted for the nonce.

1571 GOLDING Cah'in. on Ps. i. i A borowed maner of

speech. 1596 SI-ENSKR /'. Cj. in. xii. 14 Her bright brovvcs

were cleckt with borrowed haire. 1621-31 LAUD 7 Sern:.

( 1847} 8 Most of the later divines are for the borrowed sense.

1762 HIME Hist. Eng. (1806) V. Ixvii. 81 [Bedlow] had tra-

velled over many parts of Europe under borrowed names.

1834 MKS. SoMEKviLLEC0w-r. Phys. .SV. xxxvi. (1840)408 If

comets shine by borrowed light. 1880 F. HALL in igtli

Cent. Sept. 426 Has borrowed English been a peculiarity of

the last two or three centuries?

Borrowee (bpwf'). rare. [f. as prec. + -EE.j

One from whom something is borrowed.

\y&e,Kpcctator 13 June 779/2 Nobody ever met a borrower
who was not savage at a refusal, unless the borrowee were
a bank.

Borrower (lyw>|W). [f.
as prec. + -EK.]

1. One who takes a thing on security or on credit.

< 1440 Proinp. Pctrv. 44 Burware [I499borower], iniituator,

sponsor. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. iii. 75 Neither a borrower,

nor a lender be. 1677 VARRANTON Eng. Iniprm>. 15 Here
are both to the Lender and Borrower great Advantages.

1776 ADAM SMITH \V. N. I. n. iv. 360 Sober people are

universally preferred as borrowers. 1875 JOWETT Plato

led. a) V. 314 The borrower should be under no obligation
to repay either capital or interest.

2. transf. andyfy. One who adopts a thing, uses

it temporarily, or takes it at second-hand.

m nirplan name.

2. transf. andyff. Taken or used at second-hand,

jt one's own
; assumed, counterfeit,

'

put on'
;

as our multiform language may sufficiently shew. 1876 M.
ARNOLD Lit. ff Dogma 215 He . . would not have become
thus a borrower from Jesus.

t Bcrrrow-gage. Ohs.
[f.

BORROW sb. + GAGE ;

the two words being equivalents from different

langs.] Pledge.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 9576 pou settest by selfe yn

BOBSHOLDER.

t Bo'rrOWgang. Obs. Forms : 4 borghe-

gang, 4 Sc. borowgange, (erron. borrowgane),
7 Sf. borrowgang(e. [f. BORROW si. + GAKG (act

of going) ; app. implying the existence of a phrase
'to go borrow' ;

cf. logo bail.'] Suretyship; the

responsibility incurred by a surety.
i

of
lceu

Reg. Maj. 48'The plecfges . . either . . confes their borrow-

gange . . or they deny the samine.

t BorrOW-head J
(bjrrohed). Obs. exc. Hist.

[f.
BORROW sb. 3 + HEAD ;

cf. BORSHOLDER. The
fuller form friSborhheved occurs in the (Latin)
Laws of Edward the Confessor xx. Writers from

the i6th c. onwards have often confounded BOR-

ROW sb. 3 with BOROUGH ; hence the incorrect form

borough-head, commonly adopted in dictionaries.]

Originally the head of a fridborh or tithing Jsee

BORROW sb. 3) ;
the word, with its synonyms BOHS-

HOLDEB, HEADBOBOUGH, afterwards came to denote

a parochial officer, now called a Petty Constable.

1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. i. iii. (16021 13 Borowhead, Bors-

holder and Tythingman, bee three severall names of one

selfe same office and do signifie The chiefe man of the free

pledges within that Borowe or Tything. 1613 SIR H. FINCH

Lavj (16361 336 The conseruator of peace. .In a Tything [is

called] a petie Constable, Borsholder, Head-Borough, Third-

borough, Boroughhead, Tything-man, or Chiefe pledge.

1857 TOILM. SMITH Parish 121 Tything-man, borsholder,

borrowhead, headborough, chief-pledge, or provost.

t Bo-rrowhead -, -hood. Obs. [f. BORROW
sb. 2 + -HEAD, -HOOD.] Suretyship.
c 1380 WVCLIH Sel. Wks. III. 10 pe boruheed of Crist bat

witnessij? ech trewe mannis trube. ? a 1500 Robin Hood
(Ritson) i. i. 955 Of the borowe node thou spekest to me
Herde I never ere.

Borrowing (b^ro^in-, atl.fi.1 [f.BoRBowz>.i]
The action of the verb BORROW (senses I, 2);

taking on loan, taking at second-hand, etc. ;
also

concr., that which is borrowed.

"539 TAYERNER Erasm. Prov. 46 The Englysh prouerbe
. .testyfyeth that he that goeth a borowynge, goeth a sor-

owynge. 1562 J. HEVWOOD Pray. , Epigr. (1867) 15

Sauying by borowyng, tyll we be in del. a. 1630 S. PAGE
in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. li. 3 Our food and raiment,

the necessaries of life, are borrowings. 1642 FULLER Holy
% Prof. St. II. xxiii. 147 Confession puts the difference be-

twixt stealing and borrowing. 1830 COLERIDGE Table T.

1 1 1 So borrow as to repay by the very act of borrowing.
1882 J. W. LEGG Liturgical Colours n. 14 These colours

. . seem to be a modern borrowing from Rome.

t b. In certain obsolete phrases : To do, give,

lend borrowing : to lend. To take borrowing : to

borrow. To ask in borrowing : to ask as a loan.

c 1380 WYCLIK Wks. (1880) 277 pat . . borwyng and lyn-

ynge be frely don to pore men. 1382 Prov. xxil. 7 He
that taketh borewing, seruant is of the^usurer.

Luke vi.

34 If 56 ^yuen borwynge to hem, of whiche 3e hopen to take

ajen, what grace is to you 1 c 1370 Leg. Bp. St. A'utrewsin

Scot. Poems i6t/t C. (1801) II. 328 Sowmes of silver fra him

(he) ast In borrowing. 1573 Sege Edino. ibid. II. 287 Lend

vs ane borrouing of ?our auld blak bellis.

c. BtmnutMg Jays : the last three days of

March (Old Style), said in Scottish folk-lore to

have been borrowed by March from April, and

supposed to be specially stormy. v So in Cheshire

the first eleven days of May are called borrowed

days, because in Old Style they belonged to April.;

1549 Couifl. Scot. 38 The borial blastis of the thre borou-

ing dais of marche. 1791 Statist. Ace. Scotl. I. 57 Born in

the borrowing days. 1818 SCOTT Hrl. Midi, xxviu, The

bairns' rime says, the warst blast of the borrowing days

couldna kill the three silly poor hog-lams.

Borrowing !bpwiig)i vbl. so.- Aaut. [f.

BORROW z>.2] Sailing close to land or to the wind.

1622 R. HAWKINS V'oy. S. .SV<j(i847) 117 The norther part

of the bay hathfoule ground, and rockes under water; and

therefore it is not wholesome borrowing of the mayne.

Bo'rrowing, /// <* U- BORROW z>.i + -ING ^.]

That borrows. Hence Bo'irowingly adv.

1640 BROME Sfaragia Card. i. iii, I hope you will not . .

urge me beyond patience with your borroughing attempts.

Ibid Your countenance . . lookes so borrowmgly. 1855

DICKENS Dorrit ix, They eyed him with borrowing eyes.

1866 CHUMP Banking vii. 148 As an import to the lending

country, and as an export to the borrowing country.

t Bo'rrowship. Obs. rare. = BOBROWAGE.
c 1440 Promf. Pan: 44 Borwage [K. borweshepe], fide-

J

Borsholder 1 b<r4s,lwiildw). Obs. exc. Hist.

Also 6 borsolder, 6-8 bosholder, 7 burs-

holder, 9 in historical writers bors-, borhs-ealdor.

[The spelling borhesaldre in the AF. Statutes of

the Realm (I. 2:3) points to OE. *borys aldor, i.

barges, gen. case of borh (BORROW sb. 3) + ALDER

sb:* Not connected with BOROUGH.]
The chief of a tithing (BoRROW sb. 3) or frank-

pledge ;
afterwards a parish officer identical m

functions with the Petty Constable (
- BORROWHEAD,

HEADBOROUGH, TITHINGMAN). (Also/,?.)

!S36 Act 28 Hen. VIII, x, Euery . . hedborowe, thyrd-

borowe, borsolder, and euery other lay officer. 1609 SIR t.

HOBY Letter to T. H. 3, I dispatched this paper, as my
Borsholder. 1618 DALTON Country Jst. in Halhwell

Shots. VI. 324 There be other officers of much like autho-



BORSTALL.

rityto our constables, as the borsholders in Kent, the thtrd-
borow in Warwickshire, and the tythingman and burrow-
head, or headborow, or chiefe-pledge in other places. 1678
Loud. Gaz. No. 1357/1 His Majesty doth hereby strictly
Charge all Constables, Churchwardens, Headboroughs,
Tythingmen, Borsholders, and other Parish Officers. 1768
BLACKSTONE Connn. I. 356 The antient headboroughs,
tithing-men, and borsholders, were made use of to serve as

petty constables. 1857 TOULM. SMITH Parish 15 Elsewhere,
the name headborough, and elsewhere that of borsholder,
was and is in use. 1872 E. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 114 The
. . Parish Constable and beadle, representatives of the
Borh's Ealdor and the Bode or messenger of the Court.

BoTStall. local. Also 7 bostal. [?f. OE.
bcorh a hill (BARROW sb\) + OE. stlgel(e, STILE.
But the explanation

' seat on the side or pitch of a

hill' given by Bp. Kennett (,see Halliwell), suggests
OE. *beorh-steall.] (See quot.)
1674 RAY S. q E. Country Iv'cts. 59 Bostal, a way up a

hill. Suffolk. 1880 L. J. JENNINGS Rambles among Hills

199 One of the steep paths up the hillside known in the South
Down district as bostalls or

bprstalls. 1884 Contcmp. Km.
Aug. 330 The steep paths which wind up to the summit [of
the Downs] retain their Saxon name of borstalls.

t Borstax. Obs. rare- 1
. 1 Some kind of axe.

ri3oo Song Hiisbandw. in Pol. Songs 151 Mi bil ant my
borstax.

Borsten, obs. form of BURST.

Borstyan, variant of BUSTIAN, Obs., cloth.

Bort (tyat). Also 7 bourt, 9 boart. [Pos-
sibly a. OF. tord, bort, bastard ; the word is used
in mod.F. (Littre, supplement) as lordz.rA bort, but
is not in Cotgr. 1611.] The fragments removed
from diamonds in cutting, when too small for

jewellery ; also diamonds of too coarse a quality for

jewellery : used to make diamond powder.
1622 MALYNES A tic. Law-Merck. 74 The Flat Diamonds,

which are in the superficies of the Bourt of Diamonds, and
are impure, commonly beaten therefore into powder for the
vse of the other Diamonds, that are cut and polished by
the Millne. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India \. n. viii. 353 In
a flat press, where under steel wheels, the diamonds are
fastened, and with its own bort are worn into what cut
the artist pleases. 1884 F. BRITTEN H'atcli f, Cloctm. 129
Drills are selected from needle-shaped pieces of bort.

Boru(gh, boruwen, obs. forms of BORROW.

Boru(5, obs. form of BOROUGH.
Bo'ruret. diem. [f. BOR-ON + -URET.] Earlier

name for a boride, now generally disused.

1847 in CRAIG.

Borwoh, borwe-n, obs. forms of BORROW.
t BoTwen. Obs. rare. [? Parallel form of
BURIEN : OE. tyrgcn.] A mound, heap.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 60 A Borwen, cumulus.

Borw(5, obs. form of BOROUGH, BURROW.
Bos = behoves : see Bus v. Obs. ; also obs. f. Boss.

Bosa, var. of BOZA, an oriental drink.

Bosard^e, obs. form of BUZZARD.

Boscage, boskage (V'sked^). Also 5 bus-

cage, (7 boxagel. [ME. boskage, a. OF. boscage
(mod.F. bocage) wooded country, a thicket : late

L. boscaticum, f. late L. boscu-m wood : see -AGE
;

cf. the It. equivalent boscaggio.']
1. A mass of growing trees or shrubs

;
a thicket,

grove ; woody undergrowth ; sylvan scenery.
c 1400 Yivaine q- Gaiv. 1671 Als he went in that boskage,
He fond a letil ermytage. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour I ij b,
She . . suffred so moche euylle and meschyef in the buscage.
1522 SKELTON Why nat to Court 1 1. 50 And with such corage
Hunte the boskage. 1626 BACON NewAtl. (1650) r A Land
Flat to our sight, and full of Boscage. 1719 J. AUBREY
Surrey IV. 173 Thick Boscages of Box-Trees. 1830 TENNY-
SON Dream Fair Women 243 The sombre boskage of the
wood. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gl. II. vn. vii. 260 The cool

boscages and orangeries of the place.

1 2. The pictorial representation ofwooded land-

scape ; also, a decorative design imitating branches
and foliage. Obs.
1610 FOLKIHGHAM Art Survey u. vi. 58 Compartiments are

Blankes or Figures bordered with Anticke Boscage or

Crptesko-wporke. 1624 WOTTON Archit. (1672* 59 Chearful
Paintings in Feasting and Banquetting Rooms . . Land-
skips and Boscage, and such wild works in open Tarraces.

1679 The Confinement 57 Boscage within each Chamber
must be shown, Or the mean pile no Architect will own.

t3. Law. ^Meaning disputed ; see quots.) Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 145 2 He gaf to them of that hows
the fee ryall of that buscage. 1598 MANWOOD Laiues Forest
xii. | i 11615) 88 To be quit of Boscage . . is to be dis-

charged of paying any duetie for windfall woods. 1672

Coweirsjnterpr. , Boscage, is such sustenance as Wood and
Trees yield to Cattel, viz. Mast. 1753 CHAMBERS Cyct.
Sjipp., Boscage sometimes denoted a tax or duty laid on
wood brought into the city.

i Boscaresque, ". Obs. rai-c~ l
.

[f. It. bosco

wood, or perh. boscareccio (Florio) woody ; after/jc-

tiiresque. (Cf. F. boscaresque, used by Kousseau. ]

Picturesque with sylvan scenery.
1734 NORTH Lilies II. 181 His garden was exquisite,

being most boscaresque.

Bosce, obs. form of Boss.

II Bosch '

(properly bps, usually bpj ). Also
bosh. [Du. bosch a wood, BUSH.] Used by the
Dutch settlers in South Africa, and thence in comb.,
as : bosoh-bok, an antelope of South Africa, the

Bnsh-buck ; boach-man = BUSHMAN (the word
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used in Holland, however, is boschjesmatf) ; bosch-

vark, a species of wild pig in South Africa.

1786 tr. Sparnnan's Voy. Cape G. H. 271, I saw and gave
chase to the bosch-bok. 1834 PRINGLE A/r. Sk. 76 The
boschbok oft would bound away. lt>id. iii. 161 The bosch-

vark, or wood-swine. 1854 H. MILLER Footpr. Creat. ix.

(1874) 156 The degraded boschmen of creation.

Bosch -, bosh (b/<f). [In full, Bosch butter,
i.e. artificial butter manufactured at 'sllertogen-
bosch or ' Bosch

'

(Bois-le-duc) in Holland.] An
imitation of butter, otherwise called BUTTERINE,

usually consisting of oleomargarine with a small

proportion of genuine butter. Also Bosch butter.
1879 Echo 7 Apr. 3/4 It was kno\\n in the trade by the

name of ' bosh '. 1880 Daily iVr7<tf 26 Feb. 5/2 Oleomarga-
rine . . is generally sold in this country under the name of
*

bttttenne , but it is also known commercially by the more
expressive term ' bosch '.

Boschayle, var. of BUSHAILE, Ol>s., copse.
Bosche, boscher, obs. ff. BUSH, BUTCHER.

t Bosco. Obs. ? Distortion of Boss.

1654 GAYTON Fest. -\
T

oli-s 1 1. iii. 42 The boscos, and suboscos

(1 mean) the dulapes and the jawy part of the face.

Bose, obs. form of BOOSE, Boss, BI:SH.

Bosh (bpf), f*''.
1

[Origin unknown
; senses I

and 2 may be of distinct derivation. Sense I has
been compared with Ger. boschcn to slope. The

plur. form is due to the fact that blast-furnaces

were formerly of square section, and the ' boshes
'

were ihefot/r sloping walls of the lower portion.]
1. //. In a blast-furnace, the lower part of the

shaft, sloping downwards from the belly, or widest

part, to the hearth.

1679 PLOT Staffordsh. (1686) 162 Where these oblique walls

terminal, which they term the boshes. 1864 Q. Jrttl.

Science I. 492 The body and boshes being made of distinct

truncated cones.

2. ' A trough in which bloomary tools 'or, in

copper-smelting, hot ingots) are cooled.' Raymond
Alining Gloss. 1881.

t Bosh b(ij),
si.- Oh. [Origin unknown : per-

haps a corruption of F. tbauche outline, rough-
hewn figure.] An outline, rough sketch. Hence

(\) To cut a bosh : to make a figure, to make an

imposing, swaggering appearance.
1726 AMHF.RST Terrs Fil. xlvi. 245 Who has handsomer

tie-wigs, or more fashionable cloaths, or cuts a bolder bosh
than Tom Paroquet 1 Ibid. 247 Laughing at everybody . .

that does not cut as bold a bosh as they do. 1751 Student
II. 287 A man who has learned but the bosh of an argument,
that has only seen the shadow of a syllogism.

Bosh (bfj), sb? slang or colloq. [a. Turk. j_pJ
bosh empty, worthless

;
the word became current

in Eng. from its frequent occurrence in Morier's

novel Aycsha ( 1 834), which was extremely popular,

especially in the ' Standard Novels' edition 1846.]
1. Contemptible nonsense,

'

stuff' ; trash
;
foolish

talk or opinions.
[1834 MORIFR Aycsha I, 219 This firman is bosh nothing.

Ibid. I. 283 The parts [of the Koran] which are taken from
the Christian Bible are divine : [the other

parts]
are spuri-

ous. They are bosh nothing.] 1850 P. CROOK War ofHats
19 Some nameless bosh seduction or crim. con. 1863
KINGSLEY Water Bab. (1878) 174 And were pure bosh and
wind. 1864 Miss YONGE C'tess Kate xii. 212 Don't talk

bosh out of your books. 1885 Illiistr. Lond. A'elt's 23 May
539/2, I can write somethingthat is not bosh.

2. int. Stuff and nonsense ! Humbug !

1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xxi, Bosh! It's all correct Ibid.

xxiv, Bosh, what's my head running against !

t Bosh, J'.
1 Obs. [f. BOSH sb:-~\ intr. To cut

a dash
;
to make a show ; to flaunt.

1709 STEELE& SWIFT TVj/VfrNo. 71 r8 When to the plain
Garb of Gown and Band a Spark adds an inconsistent long
Wig, we do not say now he Boshes, but there goes a Smart
Fellow. 1726 AMHERST Terry Fil. xxxiii. 180 Bosh it

about town in lace ruffles.

Bosh (bf>J\ v~ slang, [f. BOSH rf.3] trans. To
make of no effect ;

to spoil ;
to humbug.

1870 Mactn. Mag. XXI. 71 You 'bosh' his [a man's]joke
by refusing to laugh at it ; you

' bosh
'

his chance of sleep

by playing upon the cornet all night in the room next to

him. 1883 Miss BRADDON Gold. Calfx\v, Boys would get
OTI capitally with Jardine. They'd never try to bosh him.

Bosh : see BOSCH 2
.

Bosholder, obs. form of BOESHOLIIF.B.

Bosjesman : see BUSHMAN.

Bosk (b^sk). Also 3-4 boske, (9 bosque,
rare}. [The early ME. bosk(c was a variant of

busk, BUSH; bosk and busk are still used dialectally
for BUSH ;

but the modern literary word may have
been evolved from BOSKY.]
1 1. A bush. Obs. exc. dial.

1297 R. GLOI'C. 547 Hii houede vnderboskes. c 1300 /Vt'r 1
.

Ilendyng xx, Vnder boske shal men weder abide, quob
Hendyng. ciy^E. E. Allil. P. B. 322 Bobe boskez &
bourez & wel bounden penez.
2. A thicket of bushes and underwood ;

a small

wood.
1814 SCOTT Lif. fsles\. xv, Meantime, through well-known

bosk and dell, I'll lead where we may shelter well. 1847
TENNYSON Princ. \. no Blowing bosks of wilderness. 1862

LYTTON Sir. Story II. 82 Every bosk and dingle. 1878 H.

PHILLIPS Poems/r. Span. S, Germ. 69 In a flowery bosque

BOSOM.

there flies a bird. 1885 Century Mag. 544 It is planted with

pleasant little bosks and trim hedges.
Hence t boske addre, lit. 'bush-adder': a viper,

a serpent (L. coluber).
1382 WYCLIF Ex. vii. 9 Tak thin 3erde, and throw it

bifore Pharao, and be it turned into a bosk eddre . . The
;erde . . was turnyd into a boske addre.

Boskage, variant of BOSCAGE.

Boske',n, obs. form of BUSK v. to prepare.

Bosket, bosquet (basket). [iSth c. a. F.

bosquet, ad. It. bosc/ietto, dim. of bosco wood. See
also the earlier forms BUSHET, BUSKF.T

;
and cl.

BOUQUET.] A plantation in a garden, park, etc.,

of underwood and small trees
;
a thicket.

1737 MILLER Gard. Diet., Bosqnets . . are small Compart-
ments of Gardens . . form'd of Trees, Shrubs, or tall large
growing plants. 1828 SCOTT /'. Af. Perth I. 316 There are
bushes and boskets enough by the river side. 1833 T. HOOK
Parson's Dan. n. viii. 238 A gravel circle encompassing a

bosquet of laurel, laurestinus and holly, a 1847 MRS. SHER-
WOOD Lady ofManor IV. xviii. 27 Nothing was to be seen
but stiff parterres, trim avenues, close bosquets, grottoes,
and Chinese bridges. 1839 L. OLIPHANI China *, Japan I,

xii. 237 Charming little boskets with mossy seats.

Hence Bosque'ttiah a.

1881 Academy No. 49r. 252 To him plants become bos.

quettish.

Boskiness
(bp-skiiu's). [f. BOSKY a^ + -NESS.]

The quality of being bosky.
a 1844 in W. H. Maxwell Sports <y Adi'. Scot/. (1855) iv.

57 Tangled, .boskiness. c 1860 Imperial Gu.:. Scott. I. 222.

1863 HAWTHORNE Old HomcdS-jq* 56 A shadowy secluded

grove, with winding paths among its boskiness.

Bosky (tycski), a. 1
[f.

BOSK (not recorded be-

tween i.jth and igthc., but preserved in (lial.)-t-

-Y ; or alteration of BUSKY, after It. boscoso.~\

Consisting of or covered witli bushes or under-

wood
;

full of thickets, bushy. (Also transf.)
1593 PKKI.E Chron. Ed"v. I. (1874) 407 In this bosky wood

Bury his corpse. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 81 My boskie acres,
and my vnshrubd downe. 1634 MILTON Coinns 312 And
every bosky bourn. 1737 DYF.R Fleece (1807179 The bosky
bourns of Alfred's shires. 1810 SCOTT Lady o/L. in. xh ,

The bosky thickets. 1851 H. MF.LVILLK v. 33 A brown and
brawny company with bosky beards.

Bosky (bc'ski', a.~ dial, or sla>iy. [perh. a

humorous use of prec., with the notion of
'
over-

shadowed' or 'obscured'.] Somewhat the worse
for drink, tipsy.
1730-6 KAILKY, Bosky, half or quite fuddled. 1824 Blackiu.

Mag. XVI. 573 He may be tipsy, bosky, cut, or anything
but drunk. 1843 T. HOOK in AV?u Month. Mag. LX. n
Became, to use a colloquial expression, uncommonly bosky.

Bosom (bu'zam), sb. Forms: I bosm bosum,
2-3 bosm, bosem, Ornt. bosernm, 3-6 bosum
(in 6 only Sc.)t 4-7 boaome, 6 bosym, bowaum,
booaome N

, 4- bosom. [OE. bosm = OFris. bosm,
OS. bosom (MDu. boesem, Du. boezcm , OIIG.
bitosam (MHG. buosent, mod.G. onsen) : \VGer.

*Msi- (not in EGer.). Remoter etymology un-

known : it has been conjectured that *bosmo- stands

for *boh-smo, f. *b6)iu- : OAryan *l>hdghu-s arm

(BOUGH) ;
the word would then, like the partially

synonymous FATHOM, primarily mean the space
embraced by the two arms.]
1. The breast of a human being ;

also foet. of

a bird, etc.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Xnmb. xi. 12 Dst ic hig ba:re on niinuni

bosume, swa fostormpdor deb cyld. 1382 WYCLIF 7t>//xiii.
2 ^ Oon of his disciplis was restinge in the bosum of Jhesu.
c 1440 York Myst. xv. 104 A baren brocheby a belle of tynne
At youre bosom to be. 1592 SHAKS. / 'en. A> Ad. 646 Within

my bosom . . My boding heart pants. 1697 DRYDFS I'irg.

Georg. iv. 19 Progne, with her Bosom stained in Blood.

1847 TENNYSON Princ. It. 88 Doves That sun their milky
bosoms on the thatch. 1864 Aylmers F. 687 The babe
Too ragged to be fondled on her lap, Warm'd at her bosom ?

b. The enclosure formed by the breast and the

arms. In one's bosom : clasped to one's breast.

Now only arch., and chiefly in fig. Scriptural

phrases, e.g. in Abraham's bosom (cf. Liibexvi.22* :

in the abode of the blessed dead.
< 1175 Lamb. Horn. 53 Alse heo heom [heore euencristene]

walde in to heore bosme puten. c 1200 ORMIN 19391 lesu

Crist . . t>att inn hiss Faderr bosemm iss. 1382 WYCLIF
Afie. vii. 5 Hir that restith in thi bosum. 1420 E. E. Wills

(1882* 47 That he resseyue me yn-to be brode bosum off his

mercy. 1578 Glide f, Godlie AoW(l868)36Quhen Laza-

rus he saw. .In his bosome. l8i6W. HOLLAR Dance Death
xix. 53 Death . . attacks this warrior, in the bosom of vic-

tory. 1866 NF.ALE Seq. f, Hymns 162 The child was in

Abraham's bosom.

c. Wife of one's bosom : orig. a Hebraism

adopted in the Bible of 1611 ;
but its Eng. use is

influenced by senses 6 a and b. (The similar

phrase husband of one's bosom, Dent, xxviii. 56,

never became current.) Hence, To take to one's

bosom : to marry.
1611 BIBLE Dent. xiii. 6 The wife of thy bosome. Ibid.

xxviii. 56 The husband of her bosome. 1747 HERVEY MvrW.

U753) II. 53 The Wife of his Bosom mayexpire by his Side.

1814 T. JEFFERSON Corr. (1830) 233 Not even the wife of his

bosom. 1881 W. PITT LENNOX Plays, tyc. I. 37 The woman
he had taken to his bosom.

t d. transf. The womb. Obs.

971 lUickl. Hotn. 5 Heo onfeng on hire medmycclan bosm
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God Faeder Sunii. c laoo Trln. Coll. Horn. 131 Of alte be

bernes, be ben boren of wifes bosetn. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Scot. II. 411 Sonnis alsof thair bosumis thabair.

2. Jig. Applied to the surface of the sea, a lake,

.1 river, or the ground : with various associations

from the literal sense.

a 1000 Andreas 444 (Gr.) Of brimes bosme. 1595 SHAKS.

John iv. i. 3 When I strike my foot Vpon the bosome of the

ground. IO^DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in, 557 [A river] which
before Tall Ships of Burthen on its Bosom bore. 1750 (i.

HUGHES Barbados 220 From the bosoms of some of the

upper leaves rise small pedicles. 1816 G. S. FABER Orig.

Pagan Idol. III. n A small island was consecrated in the

bosom of a deep lake. 1837 WORDSWORTH Tour Italy
Sonn.xxvi, Tossed on the bosom of a stormy sea. 1873 BLACK
Pr. Thnle x. 160 The broad bosom of the stream.

3. transf. The part of the dress which covers the

breast
;
also the space included between the breast

and its covering.
b. spec. Considered as the receptacle for money

or letters, formerly answering to modern use of
*

pocket*. C. To give (requite, etc.) into one's

bosom (a Hebraism derived from the Bible).
a 1121 O. E. Chron. an. 1086 (Laud. MS.) Mid his bosum

full goldes. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2811 In hise bosum he dede
Ills bond, c 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Yew. Prol. fy T. 565 This
Chanon took out a Crosselet Of his bosom. 1388 WYCLIF
Luke vl. 38 Thei schulen 3>'ue in to 5011re bosum a good
mesure. 1526 Pilgr. Pt-rf. t \V. de W. 1531 > i b, A synguler
iewell to bere in my bosom. 1580 BARET Ate, B 958 To
put money in ones bosom. 1684 BuMYAM Pilgr. 11. ro That
thou put this Letter in thy Bosome. 1834 MARRVAT /'.

Simple xii, A large frill to his bosom.

4. A curved recess; a cavity, hollow interior; a

sinus. [Cf. Lat. sinus.]

t a. The hull or the hold of a ship. Obs.

a 1000 Ctfdmons Gen. 1 306 fGr. i Gescype scyIfan on scipes
Ijosme. c 1205 LAY. 7849 Scipen gunnen helden . Kosmesper
rendden 1 Water in wende,

t b. Phys. The cavity of the stomach ;
one of

the chambers of the heart ;
a recess or angle in

which two bones meet. Obs*

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man \. 29 The vj bone is fastened to

the angular bosome of the Postbrachiall bones. 1610 BAR-
ROUGH A/i'f/t, P/iysiik in. i. ioi The bosome of the stomack.

1662 J. CHANDLER I'an Hehnont'sOriat. 178 There is Hedge
or Partition between both bosomes of the Heart.

fc. A concave bend in a coast-line, or the part
of the sea embraced by it

;
a bay. Obs.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. C. 107 pe blybe brebe at her bak be

bosum he fyndes. 1533 BELLENDEN Liry i. 1,1822) 449 The
bosum of the seyis, quhare the V'enicianis dwellis. 1600

FAIRFAX 'fasso xix. viii, Where into creeks and bosoms
blind A winding hill his corners turn'd and cast. 1685 K.

BURTON Eng. Kmp. Amcr, iv. 70 They were . . cast upon a

bosom of the South Cape of Massachusets Bay.
d. poet. The *

belly' or curvature of a sail

before the wind. (Cf. BOSOM v. i.)

1872 BLACKIE Lays Highl. 7 A strong south-wester blow-

ing Strained the bosom of their sail.

e. A/{'/i. The recess or depression round the eye
of a millstone; the 'breast' or curvature of a

plough-share ;
also in Shipbuilding, the concave

curvature of a frame.

1813 A. YOCSG Agric. Essex 1. 134 This degree of round-
ness and fulness in the bosom [of a plough] is necessary on

heavy ground. 1869 SIR E. REED Ship Build, viii. 149 The
beam-plate is run into the bosom of the frame and rivetted

to it.

5. Expressing a local relation : The interior, the

midst : sometimes a development of sense 4, but

often with a reference to one of the senses * em-
brace' (i b), 'bosom of garment' (3 b), and
' womb '

(i d).

1489 CAXTON FaytesofA. \. xxv. 79 Enuyrone thyn ad-

uersaryes .. wythin the bosom of thyn ooste. 1595 SPENSER
Col. Clout 243 Fishes. .Which in the bosome of the billowes

breed. 1663 BOYLE Usefulness Nat.
PJiilos.

\. iv. 66 Quick-
silver . . wilfswallow up Gold, and hide it in its Bosom.

1849 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. i. ii. (1866) 37 The seed lying in

the genial bosom of the earth. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. i

Deep in the bosom of the hills.

b. fig. In the bosom of one
1

s family: in the pri-

vacy of the domestic circle (usually also implying

family affection and confidence). In the bosom of
a church ^or other association) : within the inner

circle of its membership. And the like.

a 1600 HOOKER (J.) They which live within the bosom of
that church. 1803 JANE PORTER Thaddeiis i. (18311 2

Within the bosom ofhis family. 1833!. TAYLOR Fanat. i. 13
In the bosom of the Church rests the hope of the conversion
of the world. 1839 THIRLWALL Hist. Greece vn. 173 The
traitors whom Athens had. .cast out from her bosom. 1873
MORLEY Rousseau I. 37 He was publicly received into the

kindly bosom of the true church.

6. Jig. The breast considered as the seat of

thoughts and feelings. Cf. HEART.
a. The repository of secret thoughts and coun-

sels : hence used for 'inward thoughts' (quot.

1604). t To be of (a person's) bosom : to be en-

trusted with his secrets. Friend of ones bosom :

cf, BOSOM FRIEND.

1225 Ancr. R. 148, I mine boseme . . is al mi hope
iholden. 1382 WYCLIF Job xxxi. 33 If I . . hilede in my
bosum my wickenesse. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. i. i. 216

Emptying our bosomes, of their counsell sweld. 1604
Oth. in. i. 58 You shall haue time To speake your bosome
freely. 1605 Lear iv. v. 26, I know you are of her bosome.

a 1643 W. CARTWRICHT Lady Errant m. i. (1651) 29 We
enterchange Bosoms, and counsels, thoughts and souls.

1712 STEELE Sped. No. 428 r 2 The man . . is shunn'd to-

day by the Friend of his Bosom. 1813!'. JKFFERSON Corr.

(1830) 194 A confidential communication . . deposited in his

bosom, and never meant to trouble the public mtnd.

b. The seat of emotions, desires, etc. : hence

used for 'desire' (quot. 1603).
(1175 Lam/i. How. 105 Wre35e haf5 wununge on f>es

dusian bosme. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. i. 32 His words do
take possession of my bosome. 1603 Meets, for M. iv.

iii. 139 You shal haue your bosome on this wretch. 1625
BACON Ess. Ep. Ded. (Arb.) 498 They come home to Mens
Businesse and Bosomes. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 364 Far from

my bosom drive the low desire. 1818 Gent 1. Mag.
LXXXVIII. n. 153 The cause comes home to the bosom of

every man under the British Government. 1842 TENNYSON
A tnp/iion 102, I will not vex my bosom.

f 7. Transferred to a person. (Cf. the similar

use of hantf
t heart, head, etc. for their possessor.)

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V^ \\. Cho. 21 A nest of hollow bosomes.
1608 MIDDLETON Mad World n. i, I'll pawn my credit for

him, an honest, trusty bosom. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Holy
JLiving (17271 249 He is the proper object and bosom to

whom the restitution is to be made. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess.

Waters II. 198 Inscribed to a Bosom fraught with every
Social Virtue.

II. Comb, and Attrib.

8. General relations, chiefly attributive : a. Worn

upon or carried in the bosom : as iu bosom-book,

-brooch^ -pin, -vesture.

1617 Jtinita Ling Advt. ad fin., If not as a manuall or

pocket-booke, yet a pectorall or 'bosome-booke, to be car-

ried twixt jerkin and doublet. 1835 HAWTHORNE Anier.
Notf-bfts. (1871) I. 7 The bar-keeper had one of Benton's

mint-drops for a "bosom-brooch. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res.
n. v, The "bosom-vesture of Summer.

b. Pertaining to the bosom as the seat of thoughts
and feelings : as in bosom-balm, -broil, -comfort,

-devil, -hell, -fcaee, -prophecy, -throe, etc.

1742 Yoi'NG Nt. Th. n. 171 Our thoughts at enmity; our
"bosom-broil, a 1656 BP. HALL Soliloquies 61 Guiltiness
. . like a*bosom-devil would ever torment itself. 1674 FLAT-
MAN Agsi. Thoughts 7/4 These anguishes, this*bosome-Hell.

1659 FI.ATMAN Dooms-day Th. 66 When . . Conscience . . all

our "bosom-secrets breaks. 1858 HOOD Hero fy L. xvii, The ;

agony and 'bosom-throe.

c. Cherished in the bosom : hence usually =

dear, beloved, 'darling' : as in bosom-child, -sin, -son,

-vanity, -vice, -wickedness.
1862 GOUI.BURN Pars. Relig. 179 The ^bosom-adder of

vanity. 1838 WORDSw. To Sleep, Dear
~
Bosom-child we call

thee. 1620 SANDERSON Serm. I. 142 Far off from medlin^
with his "bosom sin. 1740 WESLEY Wks. (18721 XIV. 327
Their bosom sins, or the sins which did most easily beset

them. 1678 Yng. Man's Call. 143 Turn away your eyes
from "'bosome vanities. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. III. 61 If

. . some One darling 'Bosom-vice be left unmortified.

d. Intimate, confidential : as in bosom-com-

munion, -counsel, -friendship, -interest, -lover.

1650 T. GOODWIN Wks. ii865>X. 557 How canst thou think

God should . . take thee into immediate "bosom-communion
with himself? 1619 KING Serin, 19 Did he then thinke..
of a *bosome enemie '! 1860 C. PATMORE Ftiithf.for Ever
89 Take no wife Who to your stooping feels she owes Her
name; such debts make 'bosom-foes. 1742 YOUNG Nt, Th.
i. 340 Like "bosom friendships to resentment sour'd. 1596
SHAKS. Merch. I', in. iv. 17 Anthomo .. the *bosome louer

of my Lord.

e. locative with pple. or ppl. adj., as in bosom-

reigning, -stricken (other examples in 9).

1643 QUARLES Sol. Recant. Eccles. iv. 5 With yauning
lips, and "bosome-folded hands. 1637 PRESTON Mt. Ebal
11638) 32 We must confesse our beloved *bosome-raining
s'mnes. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil II. 474 The* bosom-stricken
dames their woman's shout Raise to the stars of heaven.

9. Special comb. : t bosom-bird, Jig. a bosom
friend

; bosom-deep a. (adv.}, up to the bosom

(cf. ankle-deep] ; bosom-felt///, a.,
= HEARTFELT

;

t bosom-hung ///. a., hanging down upon the

bosom ; f bosom-mischief, ?the root of the mis-

chief; f bosom-partner, a wife; t bosom-piece,
?a piece of attire covering the bosom; Jig. a

bosom friend ; f bosom-sermon, one learnt by
heart and recited ; f bosom-slave, a concubine ;

bosom-staff, an instrument used in testing the

straightness of the faces of millstones (see 4 e).

1655 TRAPP Marrow Gd. Auth. (18681 836/2 One of his

^bosom-birds, Porphyry. 1882 ROSSETTI Rose Mary m. vi f

She had waded *bosom-deep Along death's bank in the sedge
of sleep. 1771 SMOLLETT in Anderson Brit. Poets (1795) X.
059/2 His *bosom-felt wp. a 1662 HEVLIN Land i. 161

Eunomius, the *bosom-mischief of those times. 1633 FORD
Love's Sacr. \. i. 1,1839) 7& ?'

ne *
bosom-partner of my lord.

1619 liEAL'M. & FL. Valentin, n. iii,Was I your ''bosom-piece
for this? 1594 CAREW lluarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 149
Which these cannot bring about, who haue conned ''bosome-
sermons. iwS THOMSON Spring 1131 Let eastern tyrants,
from the light of heaven Seclude their

*bosom-slaves.

B. as adj. Private, confidential, intimate.

1640 HABINGTON Hist. Ediv. IV, 224 Lewys freeing him.
selfe from so bosome an enemie by poysoning Charles.

1648 SVMMONS Vind. CJias. /, 307 He tells her in his most
bosom expressions, that, etc.

Bosom (bu'zsm), v.
[f. prec. sb.]

f 1. intr. To form a bosom ; to belly. ? Obs.

ri375 BARBOUR Troy-bk.\\. 1699 Thai, .halit wp bare sails

hie That bowsummit with be wyndis blast.

2. trans. To put into the bosom.
j 1598 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas i.vii. (1641) 60/2 Bosoming his

hand. 1819 B. W. PROCTOR (B. Cornwalli Dram. Sc. t A.
IVcnhvorth i, I like to see you bosom them [violets].

3. trans. To take to the bosom, embrace ; Jig*
to receive into intimate companionship.
1605 SHAKS. Learx. i. 13, I am doubtful that you have

been conjunct, And bosom'd with her. 1633 FORD Broken
//. iv. L(x8i1)096 Ixion, aiming To embrace Juno, bosomed
but a cloud. 1634 HEVWOOD Maidcnh. Lost i.Wks. 1874 IV.
106 A Prince hath bin repulst, and meanest persons
Bosom'd. 1840 E. ELLIOTT Vill. Patriarch Poet. Wks. 55
He has long been bosomed with me.

fb. /';;/;. To have familiar intercourse. Obs. rare.

1633 FORD Love's Sacr. iv. i, You were wont To bosom in

his counsels. 1637 HEVWOOD Dialogues ii. 121 She . . Doth
with this Monster bosome, drinke, and eat.

4. transf. and Jig* To carry or enclose in the

bosom
; to embosom.

1632 MILTON Allegro 78 Towers and battlements . .

Bosom'd high in tufted trees. 1634 Comus 368 The
sweet peace that goodness bosoms ever. 1792 WORDSW.
Descript. Sk. Poet. Wks. I. 72 Como, bosomed deep in

chestnut groves. 1817 BYRON Manfred \. i. 115 Space
bosom'd not a lovelier star.

5. fig. To hide (a secret) in the bosom ;
to take

to heart, keep in mind. Also with /.
1606 DAY He ofGulls B iv b, He bosome what I thinke. 1613

SHAKS. Hen. VIII, i. i. 112 Bosome vp my counsell. 1839
BAILEY J-'t'stns xiv, Be mine, dear maid, the loves, and thou
Shalt ever bosom them as now.

t 6. To wound or hit in the bosom, nonce use.

1631 HEYWOOD Maid of li't'st in. Wks. 1874 II. 295, I

bosom'd him at every second thrust.

Bosomed (bu'/smd), ///. a. [f.
BOSOM sb. and

7'. + -ED.] a. Having a bosom, shaped like the

bosom
;
swollen with wind vasasail). b. Enclosed,

hidden; confined in the bosom, bated (breath,.
a 1650 CRASHAW Sosp. d"Her. xviij, Like two bosom'd

sails. 1667 MILTON /'. L. v. 127 The Groves, the Foun-

tains, and the Flours That open now thir choicest bosom'd
smells. 1730 THOMSON Autumn t From the bottoms of the

bosomed hills. 18677. MARTINEAU Chr. Li/e<ed. 4*344 Say,
with bosomed breath,

'

Lo, God is here !'

Bo'SOmer. rare. [f.
BOSOM v. + -ER 1

.]
One

who or that which bosoms, in various senses
a 1821 KEATS Sonn* Wks. (1884) 363 Blue ! 'Tis the life of

heaven . . The bosomer of clouds. 1844 LD. HOUGHTOS
In Gondola in Mem. Many ,SV. 98 Bosomer of the poet's
wearied mind, Dear boat !

Bo som frie'nd, bosom-friend.
1. A specially intimate or beloved friend.

1590 GREENE Never too Late 11600) 56 There is nothing
better than a bosom friend with whom to conferre. 1650
HUBBERT Pill Formality 221 His. .inward bosome friends.

1699 SHAFTESB. Inq. cone. Virtue ii. 11708' 2 The secrets of

the breast unfolded to a bosom-friend. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Car-

thage 13 Polybius. .was the bosom friend ofher destroyer.

1 2. transf. An article of wearing apparel to

protect the bosom from cold. Obs. (Cf. comforter.}
1802 ////// Packet 28 Sept. 2/2 Handkerchiefs, tippets,

bosom friends and other articles peculiarly adapted to the

ensuing season. 1838 Workwoman's Guide xi. 275 Some
persons do not hollow out bosom friends, but knit them

square or oblong.

Bo'somful, a. rare. Bosomy, full-bosomed.

1870 JOAQUIM MILLER Memory <y Rime( 18841 X 7 A moon of

spring, High wheeling, vast and bosomful.

Bo'soming, & sb. [f. BOSOM r. + -JH0 1
.]

A taking into one's bosom
; embracing.

1624 HEYWOOD Gitnaik. iv. 169 Their bedding and boo-

soommg.

Bosoming (birzamirj , ppl. a. ff. as prec. +

-ING-.] Embracing, embosoming.
1852 D. MOIR Even. Sketch. Poet. Wks. II. 232 With

bosoming boughs round Musselburgh hang Its clumps of

ancient elm-trees. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixi. 177 In Thee
love Hghteth a bosoming Flame.

Bosomy (bu-zami). [f.
BOSOM sb. + -vV] Full

of sheltered recesses or hollows.
1611 COTGR., Sinnenx . .bosomie. .full of hollow turnings.

1860 L. HUNT Poems 234, I beheld in momentary sun, One
of thy hills gleam bright and bosomy.

Boson, obs. form of BOATSWAIN.

BOSS (b^s), sb.^ Forms: 3-5 boce, 4-5 boos,

4-6 bos, 5 bose, 5-6 Sc. boys;s, 6 8 bosse, (7

bosce), 6- boas. [ME. boce* bos, a. OF. boce (mod.
F. bosse)

= ONF. boche BOTCH, It. bozza ; perh. con-

nected with OHG. Mb-ff BBAI v. In ME. boss

and botch are partly synonymous, but the former

is not recorded in the sense (

pimple, boil ', nor

the latter in the sense * boss of shield ',

' orna-

mental stud '.]

1. A protuberance or swelling on the body of an

animal or plant ;
a convex or knob-like process or

excrescent portion of an organ or structure ;
in

i6th c. applied to the lobe of the liver, spleen, etc. ;

as now used it seems partly transf. from 3.

1386 CHAUCER Parson's T. p 349 Somme of hem shewen
the boce of hir shape. 1541 COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chi-

n*rg. t
It yssueth out of the bosse of the lyuer. 1658 ROW-

LAND Moiijfefs Theat. Ins. 990 It [the grashopper] is of a
blackish green colour, having on each side two bunches or

bosses of the same colour. 1677 GREW Anat, Fruits v. 13
In the Centre of the Case, stands a great Parenchymous
Boss. 1775 Phil. Trans. LXV. 414 The large branches . .

covered with great bosses and knobs ofgum. 1878 BARTLEY
tr, Topinard's Anthrop. n. xii. 488 The Frontal bosses are
often confluent. 1882 VINES Sachs' Bot. 421 The cuticular-

ised exospore, generally provided with ridges, bosses, spines,
or granulations.



BOSS.

f b. spec. A hump or hunch on the back. 06s.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8087 Crumpled knes and boce \G8tt.

bouchj on bak. ,1440 Gesta Rom. (1879) 396 Entred a
dwerfe . . hauyng . . a bose in his back, and Crokid fete.

1835 KIRBY Hob. fy hist. Anini. I. ii. 62 The ox of Surat

is stated to have two of these bosses or humps.

f c. A protuberance made by padding the dress.

06s.

^1380 WVCI.IF Scl. Wks. III. 124 In bis pryde synnen
wymmen in makyng of hor bosis.

fd. The big bulk of an animal; a bulky animal.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeless in. 98 But tho all the berlingis
brast out at ones. .That bosse [the bear] was unbounde and
brouute to his owene. 1657 RFF-VE God's Plea. Ep. Ded. 3
An Elephant thus praised for his great Bosce, or a fat Bull

of Basan for his wellfleshed flanks.

j e. A fat woman. Obs.

1579 LYLV RupJntes 115 If she be well sette, then call hir

a Bcsse. 1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tawbnrl. in. iii, Disdain-

ful Turkess, and unreverend boss. 1632 SHERWOOD s.v.

Bosse, A fatt Bosse,femme bien grasse et gross?.
' 2. A knoll or mass of rock ; in Geol. applied

chiefly to masses of rock protruding through strata

of another kind.

1598 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas i. vii. (1641) 59/1 Here from a

craggy Rocks steep-hanging boss. .A silver Brook in broken
streams doth gush. 1839 MURCHISON Silnr. Syst, i. xxxvi.

483 This little boss of Ludlow rocks has been thrust up
through the environing coal measures. 1863 A. RAMSAY
Phys. Geog. 31 In the midst of atract of mica-schist, .a boss

of granite rises. 1879 RUTLEY Sind. Rocks iii. 15 Eruptive
rocks which have formed intrusive bosses, or dykes.
3. A round prominence in hammered or carved

work, etc. ; e.g. a, raised ornament in bookbinding

(in earlier use, esp. the ( umbo '

or round knob,
often of precious metal, which occupied the centre

of the cover) ;
one of the metal knobs on each side

of the bit of a bridle (F. bossette] ; a metal stud

used for ornament, f In boss : in high relief ;
cf.

F. en bosse.

1382 WVCLIF Isa. Hi. 18 The Lord shal don awei the ourne-

ment of shon, and boces, and beses. 1395 E. E. Wills (1882)

5 A basyn of siluer with boses apon the brerdes. c 1440

Promp. Paw. 41 Boce or boos of a booke or o>er lyke
[//. booce], turgiolnm. 1563-87 FOXE A.fyM. 1. 232/2 The
bosses of his Bridle were worth a great treasure. 1651
DAVENANT Gondibert n. vi. xlvi, Where all harmonious
Instruments they spie Drawn out in Bosse. 1660 PEPYS

Diary 2 Nov., In the afternoon I.. saw some silver bosses

put upon my new Bible. 1662 EVELYN Chalcogr. (1769) 18

Those who. .work in bosse with the puntion. 1719 DM For:

Crusoe i. 349 The Bosses of the Bridle had stuck in his

Teeth. 1879 Print. Trades Jrnl. xxvi. 8 Enriched with
elaborate metal bosses.

b. spec. The convex projection in the centre of

a shield or buckler.
c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 80 A brooch sche baar . . As

brood as is the boos of a bokeler. 1483 Cath. Atigl. 37 A
Bose [A. Boste] of a buclere, vmbo. a 1547 SURREY ALneid
11. 287 Hidden behind her targetes bosse they crept. 1611

BIBLEJob xv.26 He runneth vpon him . . vpon the thicke bosses

of his bucklers. 1729 T. COOKE Tales, Prop. $c. 117 See on
his Shield's thin Boss the Greecian stand. 1815 ELPHIN-
STONF. Ace. Cfl/(l84fl) I. 17 A shield of steel, the bosses

and rim of which were set with diamonds and rubies.

C, transf. andyf^*.
1791 COWPER Odyss. i. 65 In yonder woodland isle, the

central boss Of Ocean. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. 5. 39 The
sunbeams struck his crown, and converted it into a boss of

fold.
1881 GRANT ALLEN in Kncnvledge No. 4. 66 A bee. .

ies straight towards the blossom and settles on the little

boss of carpels in the centre,

f d. = BOSSELL. Obs. rare.

1497 Accts. Founder's Guild in Archxol. Jrnl. XLIII.
165 A maser wl a boos and an hert of siluer ouergilted. 1499
Ibid. 167 A masar w* a hollow boyss prynted with a hewar.

e. Arch. An ornamental projection in a vault

at the intersection of the ribs.

1823 RUTTER Font/till a Bosses of foliage and fruit . . cover
the intersections. 1849 TtOSMAXAreAU, 393 The spandrils,

cornices, and bosses allow of any amount of enrichment.

1884 Church Bells 6 Sept. 940 In the roof are bosses, on one
of which is carved a bear and ragged staff, for Beauchamp,

f. Mech. ' The enlarged part of a shaft, on which
a wheel is keyed, or at the end, where it is coupled
to another

'

(Webster). Ship-building. The pro-

jecting part of the stern-post of a screw steamer,
which is pierced for the shaft of the propeller to

pass through. (Cf. F. bosse nave of a wheel.)
1869 SIR E. REED Ship Build, iv. 70 The boss on the post

was forged in the usual manner. Ibid. xx. 436 Where a

plate has a large amount of twist, such as boss plates, etc.,

special means are employed to ensure accuracy. 1878
MARKHAM Gt. Frozen Sea xi. 157 The ice formed so quickly
in the 'boss' that it. .prevented the shaft from entering.

4. A sort of die used by cutlers.

1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf, Metals I. 213 From this founda-
tion plate rises the bed or boss. Ibid. II. 23 It [the fork] in

this red hot state is next placed in a cut steel boss or die,

upon which another boss exactly adapted is made to fall.

5. Attrib. and Comb.^ as boss-maker \ ^ boss-

backed a., hump-backed ; boss-nail (see quot.) ;

boss-stone, the stone fixed at the intersection of

the ribs in groined vaulting ; boss-tip, the point
of the boss of a shield

;
boss-work.

1639 HORN & ROBOTHAM Gate Lang. Unl. xvi. 11643) : 75
For the bosbacked (bunch-backt) camell serves in stead of

a waggon. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tongt Bossetenr,
a*bossemaker. 1697 EVELYN Numism. i. n Leather Money,
through which a small *boss-nail of Silver was struck in the

. VOL. I.
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middle. 1879 SIR O. SCOTT Led. Archil. II. 212 They
made the upper surface of the 'boss-stone horizontal. 1855
SINGLETON Virgil I. 294 And on his buckler's *boss-tip idly

hung. 1697 Land, Gaz. No. 3347/8 A Cane Couch em-
broidered with *Boss-work upon green Velvet.

r

\ BOSS, sb Obs. Also bosse. [Of uncertain

etymology : perh. only a sense of the prec. Com-

pare, however, F. Inise, buise conduit, though this

alone could not give boss, unless through assimila-

tion to the preceding.]
* A water conduit, running out of a gor-bellied

figure
1

, Bailey 1731: chiefly in 'the Boss of

Billingsgate'.
c 1520 W. DE WORDE \title\ Treatyse of a Galaunt, with

the Maryage of the Fayre Pusell the Bosse of Byllyngesgate
unto London Stone. 1539 Godly Sayng in Furnivall Ballads

fr. MSS. I. 315 When the bosse of byllyngate wa[x]ythe so

merye To daunce with a bagpype at scala celi, & the crose

of chepeslde dothe kepe a scole of fence. 1603 STOW Surv.

(18421 160/1 Then have ye a boss of sweet water in the wall

of the churchyard. 1657 HOWELL Londinop. 85 Bosse Alley,
so called of a Bosse of Spring-water. 1731 in BAILEY.

i Boss, sb$ Obs. Sc. Also 4 bose, 5-7 boce.

[Origin obscure : cf. OF. busse cask ; also Du. bus

'box', &v(orig. the same) 'package, bundle, truss'.]

1. A cask ; esp. a small cask ; a leathern butt or

bottle for wine, etc.

c 1375 ? BARBOUR St. Cecile 532, I cane wele findJ>i poweste
lik a bose, of wynd pat fillit ware. 1489 Act. Dovi. Cone.

129 (JAM.) Twachalder of mele out of a boce. .thre malvysy
bocis price of the pece \\i\s. \\d. c 1505 DUNBAR Friars of
Berwikiyj Haif thair ane pair of bossis, gud and fyneThay
hald ane gallons full of Gascone wyne. 1552 LYNDESAY
Monarche 2579 Thocht sum of 5ow be gude of conditione,

Reddy for to ressaue new recent wyne, I speik to jow ruild

bosis [v.r. boisis bossis] of perditione. c 1565 R. LINDSAY
C/iron. Scot I. (ij^^ 82 To send for two bosses of wine. .The
bosses were of the quantity of two gallons the piece, c 15?

Leg. Bp. St. Andrews in Scot. Poems i6t/t C. II. 338 Tua
leathering bosses he hes bought, c 1600 BUREL in Watson
Coll. Poems II. 26 (JAM.) Cryis . . As wind within a boce.

2. Old boss \ a term of contempt applied to per-
sons (Sc.}. Cf. sense i, quot. 1552. [But it may
be a distinct word : cf. ON. bossi, Sw. buss fellow.

See discussion in Jamieson.]
1566 KNOX Hist. Ref. (17321 34 (JAM.) Hay Dean of Restal-

rig, and certane auld bosses with him. Ibid, Wks. 1846 I.

127 The Bischope preached to his jackmen, and to some old

bosses of the toune.

BOSS, sb.t Also 6 boos, 7-8 bosse. [? a. MDn.
bosse, busse, mod.Du. bos%

bus = Box.] A plasterer's

tray, a hod.

154* MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., Bowht a trowell

a boos and a syffe. 1611 COTGR., Clt/oire, a Plaisterers

tray, or bosse. 1677 MOXON Jl/ec/t. Exerc. (1703) 248 A
Bosse, made of Wood, with an Iron Hook, to hang on the

Laths, or on a Ladder, in which the Labourer puts the

Morter which the Tyler uses. 1875 GWILT Archil. Gloss.

"\" BOSS (ty>s), sb.& Obs. exc. dial. [? corruption
of BASS $b.- ; but cf. Du. bos bottle of straw.]
A seat consisting of or resembling a bundle of

straw ;
a hassock.

1695 WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. 179 Bull-Rushes make
Bosses and Bed-mats best. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver iv. ii.

Round which they sat on their haunches upon bosses of

straw. 1841 S. C. HALL Ireland I. 83 The family sit on

stools and bosses (the boss is a low seat made of straw.*.

BOSS (tys),j.G [ad. Du.&aas master (older sense
1 uncle '), supposed to be related to Ger. base female

cousin, OHG. basa 'aunt'.]
An American equivalent of ' master

'

in the sense

ofemployer of labour
; applied also to a business

manager, or any one who has a right to give orders.

In England only in workmen's slang,, or humor-

ously,
*

leading man, swell, top-sawyer*.
1822 J. FLINT Lett. Amer. 9 Master is not a word in the

vocabulary of hired people. Bos, a Dutch one of similar

import, is substituted. 1830 GALT /.rtwV T. in. ii. (1849)86
The overseer of the roads, .could give me employment as a

boss, or foreman. 1868 W. WHITMAN To U'orking Men
\Rossetti) 102 Were I to you as the boss employing and

paying you, would that satisfy you? 1870 Miss KRIDGMAN
R. Lynne II. ix. 187 We shall have one of the head bosses

of the medical profession down here.

b. In American politics, a manager or dictator

of a party organization.
1882 H. 'SPENCER in Standard 31 Oct. 5/7 Those who

framed your Constitution never dreamed that twenty thou-

sand citizens would go to the poll led by a ' boss '.

c. attrib. Of persons: Master, chief. Of things:
Most esteemed, 'champion*.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Artier, s.v., We hear of a boss-car-

penter, a boss-bricklayer, boss-shoemaker, etc. instead of

master-carpenter, etc. 1877 BESANT & RICE Son of V-itlc.

i. xlv. 150
' Good God A'mighty in heaven !

'

said the boss

boatman, who was a religious man. 1881 N. York Nation

3 Feb., No country in the world could make such a boss-

show as the United States. 1884 Lisbon (Dakota) Star

29 Aug. ,
The boss thresher of Ransom county. Ibid. 10 Oct. ,

They are of the ' Welcome '

variety, and are the boss oats.

BOSS (bps), Sc. Also 6 bois, bos, 7 bosse.

[perh. connected with Boss sl>.3, where some quota-
tions refer to hollowness. But the notion may
be *

turgid, swollen
'

: cf. Boss j<M, z>.l]

Hollow, lit. and/~. Boss window : bay window.
1513 DOUGLAS SEneis \\. ii.[i.] 73 With the straik, The

bois cavys sowndit and maid a dyn. c 1565 R. LINDSAY
Chron. Scotl. 235 (JAM.) The lordis. .who war entred in the

BOSSED.

bos window. 1597 LOWE Chirnrg. (1634) 231, I use a little

Instrument of silver, that is bosse or hollow within. 1719
RAMSAY Wks. (1848) I. 156 If these be solid ware or boss.

1834 H. MILLER Scenes fy Leg. xii. (1857) 180 Making bos^

professions of goodwill.
b. Empty.

n 1758 RAMSAY Poems I. 285 (/AM.) He said, he gloom'd,
and shook his thick boss head. 1832-53 Whistle-Binkie
(Sc. Songs) Ser. n. 89 I'm sure ye're neither boss nor dry.

C. Without resources, powerless.
a 1600 A. HUME Ep. G. Moncrief, They are bot stocks and

stanes ; bos, deif and dumb. 1768 Ross Helenore 21 (JAM.)
He's nae boss, six score o' lambs this year.

BOSS (ty>s', 'v^ Also 4 boosen, 5 bos, boce,

5-6 booce. [f.
Boss sb^\

fl. trans. To make to project, to stuff out. Obs.
c 1380 WVCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 124 Soche men }>at boosen

hor brestis.

t b. itttr. To swell out, project. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3022 The here of hir hede, huyt as the

gold, Kost out vppon brede bright on to loke. c 1449 PECOCK

Repr. n. ii. 138 Ymagjs boocing and seemyng as thou3 thei

were going and parsing out of the wal. 1540 RAYNALD
Birth Man i. vii. 1.1634) 29 The middle part of the wombe
port, .where it bosseth downeward. .hangeth pendant wise.

1542 UDALL Rrasin. Apophth. 235 a, With a great bunche,

which, bossyng out, made him crookcbacked.

2. trans. To fashion in relief; to beat or press
out into a raised ornament, to emboss.

(1400 Dt'str. Troy 1564 Vmagryouer all amyt here was. .

Host out of be be^t (?e byg toures vmbe. 1530 PALSGK. 459/1 ,

I booce or to boce out, as workemen do a holowe thynge.
1881 Porcelain Wks. Worcester 21 The workman ..bosses

it [the clay] with a wet sponge, and presses it into every
line of the pattern.

3. To furnish or ornament with bosses.

c 1626 Dick of Devon, in. ii. in Bullen O. PI. (18831 H- 4^
But was ever English horse thus Spanish bitted and bossd !

1650 FI'LLKR Pisgak iv. vi. 112 Either only studded or

bossed therewith. 1664 PKPYS Diary (1879! III. 5 Thence
to the clasp-makers to have it [my Chaucer] clasped and
bossed. 1849 RUSKIN i$**z/. Lamps i. x. 20 Do not let us boss

our roofs with wretched half-worked blunt-edged rosettes.

fig, 1583 STUBBES Aiiat. Abus, ii. 50 Then shall your
mouth be bossed with the lather.

BOSS (bj?s"i, 7'.^ U. S. ;in English use only hu-

morous.) [f.
Boss sb$\ trans. To be the master or

manager of
;
to manage, control, direct. To boss

it: to act as master.

1856 Xat. Intelligencer 3 Nov. (Bartlettl The little fellow

that bosses it over the crowd, a -fitePluribustak (Bartlett)

Let his Woman's Rights companion Boss the house. 1866

Reader 3 Nov. 913 Bossed by Uncle Andreas Darling, day
by day the dwelling grew. 1882 SALA in Illnst. Lond. Neivs

25 Feb., The gentleman .. bossing the band of pioneers.

Boss, dial. f. Buss v., to kiss.

1691 RAY AT
. C. ll'ds. s.v. Osse, Ossing comes to bossing.

Prov. Chesh.

Bossage (fyrsed^). Arch. [a. F. bossage, f.

bosse a projection, Boss J& 1
.]

1. (See quot.)
1730-6 BAILEY, Bossage [with Architects] is a Term used

of any Stone that has a Projecture, and is laid in its Place

uncut, to be afterwards carved into mouldings, capitals, etc.

2. * Rustic work, which seems to advance before

the naked of a building, by reason of indentures

or channels left at the joints.' ^Gwilt.) Also

attrib,) as in bossage work.

1704 HEARSE Duct. Hist. (1723) II. in. 395 Built of two
Stories high, in Bossage Rustick. 1819 Kanqnet 71 The
fretted bossage, from the ceiling ript, Crumbles to powder
in the yawning crypt. 1845 FORD Handhk. Spain vr. 472
The bossage work resembles that of Merida and Alcantara.

Hence Bo'ssaged///. a.

1855 Frasers Mag. LI. 268 A large massive palazzo, whose

rough bossaged front descended into the water.

Bosse, obs. form of Boss.

Bossed (tyst), ///. a. Also 6-7 bost(e. [f.

Boss sb^ and zO]
1. Made to swell out or project, rounded out.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirnrg., [The thigh

bone] is receyued in the pyt of the hukcle bone and is som-

what bossed outwarde. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 35
Where the Patel is thickest, and bossed forth like the mid-

dest ofa buckler. 161$ CROOKE j&wfjv tf/-A/a 81 The arteries

. . are straight and euen without any bossed knottes at all.

1644 J. CARTER Nail $ Wheel (1647) 21 They [nails] have

great and glorious bossed and gilded heads.

2. Raised or beaten in relief, embossed
; also,

portrayed in relief.

1336 in Antiq.Sarisb. (1771) 195 Two pair of Censers,

silver and gilt, of bossed work. tm&*0na.Ga&. No. 1002/4

Stoln out of Westminster Abbey .Two large Silver Candle-

sticks, Boss'd and Gilt. 1833 TENNYSON Poems 83 With
chalices of curious wine . . And bossed salvers. 1850 BLACKIE

JEschylns II. 189 Upon his shield he bears . . a woman Lead-

ing with sober pace an armed man All bossed in gold.

3. Furnished with bosses or projecting ornaments.

Bible to stand upon. 1705 HEARNE Diary 11885) I. 120 [A

book] covered with velvet and boss'd with Silver. 1868

MORRIS Earthly Par. 11.131 Leaping up, he took The reins

in hand and the bossed leather shook.

b. Studded, ornamented.

1586 WEBBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 82 Weedes meete for a

princely mayden, Boste with Ermines white.
_ 1596 SHAKS.

Taw. Shr. ii. i. 355 Fine Linnen,Turky cushions bost with

pearle. a 1627 M IDDLETON Black Bk. Wks. V. 567 Hangers,
all bost with pillars of gold.

127



BOSSELATED.

Bosselated (bp-seU'ted), ///. a. Phys. [f.

F. bosselc, pple. of bosscler to mould into small

protuberances.] Formed into small protuberances.

1873 G. FLEMING tr. Chan-.'ean's A^ifit.
Domest.Amtn. 412

The Targe colon . . is bosselated, plicated, and traversed by
longitudinal bands. 1876 GROSS Dis. Bladder, /jrc. 135
Tuberous fibroma . . occurs, especially in young subjects, as

a bosselated. .tumor in the vicinity of the trigone.

t Bo'SSell. Obs. [dim. of Boss rf. 1
; perhaps

already in OF.] The 'print' or ornamental me-

dallion fixed in the bottom of a 'mazer' or drink-

ing bowl :
= Boss sb^ 3 d.

J495 W'H of Rogers (Somerset Ho.i Crete masser w' the

Image of S. James in the bossell thereof. 1497 Will oj But-

side dbidj A masser w1 a turnyng bossell w 1 a brode bonde.

1408 U'ill of T. Johnson libid.t A grete bossell of siluer.

Bosset (hp set), [a. F. bossctte, dim. of bosse

Buss rf.l] A small protuberance or knob.

1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. % Pliys. V. 5 17/2 The male calf of

the Red Deer at the sixth month differs from the female. .

in having two small elevations or
' bossets '.

Boss-fern. A book-name for species of ' buckler-

fern
'

or Nephrodium . (Britten and Holland.)

Bossiness (bpini-s). [f. BOSSY a.i -t- -NESS.]

The quality of being bossy.
1870 RI-SKIS Aratra /'. i. 21 A pleasant bossiness or

roundness of surface.

Bossing ;bjcsin\ vH. /A.1 Also 5 bocynge.

[f.
Buss v.i] The actiun of the verb Boss 1

: a.

swelling ;
b. ornamenting with bosses

;
c. (mean-

ing obscure : see quot. 1480).
c 1440 Pronip. I'arv. 41 Bocynge or strowtynge, tnrgor.

1480 CAXTON Chron. En. \\. 115201 17/1 Two other wayes
he made in bossynge through out the lande, the one is

called Fosse, and that other Fosse dyke. 1583 GRINDAL
l/V//\Vks. 11843) 459. I give .. ten pounds towards the

clasping, bossing, and chaining of the same [books).

Bossing ;b?-sirj), vbl. rf.2 U. S. [f. Boss

v.~] The practice of acting as a ' boss'.

1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 23 Dec., They won't do a stroke

of work if they can help it.. They like 'bossing'. 1884
Manch. Exam. 13 Aug. 5/4 The

'

bossing* of railways is a

practice not exclusively confined to the United States.

Bossism (bp-siz'in). U. S. [f. Boss sl>M +

-ISM.] The system in which political parties are

controlled by
' bosses

'

or '

wire-pullers'.
1881 Scribner's Mug. Aug. 616 The event shows also that

the days of ' bossism
'

are closing. 1883 American VI. 88

If Bossism and Hubbcllism were found.. to be still the

potential forces.

t Bo'Ssive, a. 06s. rare. [f.
Boss st>.

1 + -IVE

(suggested perhaps by F. bossu hump-backed).]
Crooked, deformed.

1658 OSBORN Atii\ Stt (1673) 47 Wives do worse than

miscarry, that go their full time of a Fool with a Bossive
birth. Jos. I. Wks. 513 Here lies.. Little Bossive Robin.

i Bo'ssment. Obs. rare. [f. Boss s/>.
1 +

-MENT. Cf. embossment] The formation of a hump.
1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Formul. Y iij, For the gibbo-

site & bocement Auycen aloweth emplastrum de acoro.

Bossy (bfsi), a. 1

[f.
Boss j<M + -Yi.]

1. Swelling in, or like, a boss; projecting in

rounded form.

1543 TRAHERON Vigos Chintrg. i. iii. 3 The fourme of
the heed, .is also bossie, and bouncheth out in the fore and
in the hynder partes. 1667 MILTON P. L. I. 716 Nor did

there want Cornice or Freeze, with bossy Sculptures grav'n.
1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Bfirthol. Anat. \. xiv. 33 The
tuberant or bossie part of the Liver. 1879 T. HARDY Return
2,'ath'e i. 20 This bossy projection . . occupied the loftiest

ground of the heath.

2. Having bosses or prominences.
1812 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr. ix. (1873) 75 Survey this

shield, all bossy bright. 1851 RUSKIN Stones Ven. II. vi,

Bossy beaten work of mountain chains. 1876 GEO. ELIOI
Dan. Der. n. xviii. 146 Mab had. .a bossy irregular brow
and other quaintnesses.

Bossy (Vsi), a.- U. S. collo<i. [f.
Boss rf.]

Given to acting as ' boss
'

or leader.

1882 Harper's Mag. Dec. 108/1 There was a lady manager
who was dreadfully bossy.

Boat e, obs. form of BOAST.

Bostangi(bpstre'ndgi). Alsobostangee,-dgy.
' a soldier of one of[a Turk,

.js
1^ > bostdnji

the corps of guards of the Sultan's palace" vRed-

house) ;
lit.

'

keeper of the garden', f. ^1
-

;
bostaii

(Pers.) a garden.] A Turkish guard of the palace-
1694 Lond. Gaz. No. 2989/1 A CapigJ, with several Bos-

tangies was dispatched after him to bring him back. 1717
LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Li'tt. 31 I. 106 He was preceded. .

by the spahis and bostangees (these are foot and horse-

guards). 1753 HANWAY Tra-v. (1762) II. xui. ii. 286 One
of the principal officers of the bostangis. 1813 J. C. HOB-
HOUSE Journey 812 The Bostandgys and other attendants

immediately formed a line.

Bostar, obs. form of BOASTEB.

tBo'ston 1
. Obs. (see quot.)

1534 Enff. Ch. Furniture (1866) 203 An altar cloth of red

silke powtheryd with nowres called boston.

Bo'ston -. [a. F. boston, f. the name of the

city of Boston in Massachusetts : see Littre, and

the Afademie JesJcux.] A game at cards, allied

to whist, named after the siege of Boston in the

American War of Independence, to which the

technical terms of the game refer.

1010

^adtinie Univ. fit's Jcitx s. v. Whist, Tarif du

jecrtBoston Whist.] 1820111 HOYLE. 1850 Bohn's Handl'k.
Games 295 Boston.. very much resembles Whist, and is

somewhat like Quadrille. 1866 Daily Tel. 10 June 5/1 The
French national game of Boston, which was invented in

honour of a certain Transatlantic infusion. 1880 Libr.

Univ. Knffwl. II. 791 Boston, a game at cards, played
by 4 persons, with 2 packs [one dealt, the other cut for

trumps].

t Bo'Strell. Obs. rare. [? f. med.L. bostar a

cow-house.] ? A bull or cow not full-grown.
1559 MM a/A. Lloyd, A'. Wales (Somerset Ho.), Two

calves & a bostrell.

Bostryclioid, -al bfstrikord, -al), a. Bot. [f.

Or. o<r-rpi/x-os curl or lock of hair + -om + -AL.]
'

Having the form or character of a ringlet or bos-

tryx.' Gray Bo/. Text-bit. iSSo.

1875 A. W. BENNETT tr. Sachs s Botany 157 A Helicoid

(.bostrychoidi Dichotomy.

II Bostryx (bfj-striks). Bot. [a. Gr. 0o<rTpv,f,

var. of ftoarpvxos, curl.]
' An uniparous helicoid

cyme.' Gray Bot. Text-bk. 1880.

Boswellian (bfzwe-lian), a.
[f. Boswcll, the

name of Dr. Johnson's friend and biographer, +

-IAN.] Resembling Boswell as a biographer. Also

Bo'swellism. the characteristic manner or style
of Boswell as a biographer. Bo swellize v., to

write in Boswell's style ; Bo'swellizingr vbl. st>.

1825 MALAULAY ss. (18601 1. 58 That propensity which,
for want of a better name, we will venture to christen Bos-

wellism. 1838 Frascr's Mag. XVII. 488 Boswellizing
became in fashion. 1856 R. VAL'GHAN Mystics (18601 I. 7

But I have been Boswelli/ingto you about the past history
of these friends of mine. 1875 F. HALL in Lippincott's Mag.
XV. 345 A rooted aversion to anything like Boswellisni.

1884 Graphic Z-L June 607/2 Mr. Hatton. .puts down every-
thing with more than Boswellian minuteness.

Bosyne, var. of BUYSINE Obs., trumpet.

Bot, bott (b?t). Usually in //. bots, botts

Sc. bats, batts. [Ktymology unknown : con-

nexion with BITE is phonologic-ally inadmissible.]
1. A parasitical worm or maggot ;

now restricted

to the larva; of flies of the genus CEstrus. The
name is considered to belong properly to the

larva of CE. equi, inhabiting the digestive organs
of the horse, but is applied also to that of CE.bovis

(the gadfly), found under the skin of cattle, and to

that of CE. ovis, found in the frontal sinus of sheep.
The botts is sometimes used as sing., as the name
of the disease caused by these parasites.

1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 102 The bottes is an yll dysease,
and they lye in a horse mawe, and they be an inche long
white coloured, and a reed heed, and as moche as a fyngers
ende. a 1529 SKKLTON Agst. Scuffcs 171 The roughefoted
Scottes We have well eased them of the bottes. 1568 Jacol*

fy Esau i. i, in Hazl. Dvdsl. II. 189 He hath either some
worms or botts in his brain. 1617 MARKHAM Caval. I. 64 All

foales naturally. . are euer subject to great aboundance, both
of Mawwormes, Grubbes, and Bots. a 1722 LISLE Htist>.

(1757) 465 Groundsel and savine are good against the worms,
commonly called the bots in horses. 1836 Penny Cycl. V.

261/2 The hole made by the bot [in the beast's hide] in his

escape will apparently close.

fig. 1602 Return Parnass. I. ii. (Arb.) 13 Some of them are

at this instant the bots and glanders of the printing hotise.

1647 WARD Simp. Ct't'ler 72 [The Irish] are the very oflall

of men., the Bots that crawle on the Beasts taile.

b. '

Ludicrously applied to a bowel complaint
in men, Selkirk.*.

;
also used to denote a colic,

West Scotl! ijamieson .

1816 SCOTT Old Mart, vii,
' The last thing ye sent Cuddie,

when he had the batts.'

2. Used as an expression of execration. v'Cf. Pox.)
1584 3 Ladies Lmid . i. in Hazl. Dads/. VI. 257 A bots on

thy motley beard ! l6o6.S/r(7. Goosecafipe iv. ii. in Bullen
O. PL 11884,1 III. 65 A botts a that stincking word odorous,
I can never hitt on't. 1719 D'L'ki-KY J'ifls (1872) IV. 124
Hots on them all, Both great and small.

3. Comb. : bot-bee, bot-fly, an insect of the

genus CEstrus, whose eggs produce the bots ;
bot-

hole, a hole in a hide made by a bot in escaping.
185* T. HARRIS Insects AV?c Kng. 499 The various insects,

improperly called bot -bees, are two-winged flies. 1819 REES
Cycl. s. v., Oi. ffi'is, the sheep bot-fly.. (}.. tarandi, the
reindeer bot-fly. 1816 KIKHV & Si-, l-'.ntoittol. (18431 L
121 The Tanners also prefer those hides that have the

greatest number of bot-holes in them, which are always the
best and strongest. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 733.

Bot, bot, OE. form of BOOT si. 1
, occas. used

by modern historical writers in reference to OE.
law and custom in senses 5, fl b, 9, 10 of that

word.

Bot, obs. form of BOAT, BOOT, BOUT = about,
BUT

; obs. pa. t. of BITE.

Botanic (botse'nik), a. and s/>. [ad. med.L.
botcinicns. a. Gr. HOTOVIKOS, f. frorav-ri plant : see

-1C; perh. the immediate source is F. botanique,
which occurs in Cotgrave, 1611.]
A. adj. Pertaining to the science or study of

plants, to botany. (Now mostly superseded by
BOTANICAL, exc. in names of institutions founded

many years ago, as ' The Royal Botanic Society ',

' The Botanic Gardens '.)

1656 PARKINSON in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 84 naif, Dis-

covered in a botanic excursion by J. Tradescant. 1677

BOTANO-.

PLOT Oxfordsh. 149 Our very Learned Botanic Professor.

1678 CLDWORTH Intell. Syst. 326 That Ancient Botanick
Book mentioned by Galen. 1678 PHILLIPS, Botanical or

Botanic^ belonging to Herbs or Plants. 1736 THOMSON
Liberty ii. 140 Where . . Hymettus spread . . to botanick
hand the stores of health. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE b'ertue's

Anecd, Paint. (1786) V. 21 He probably engraved the
botanic figures for Lobel's Observations. 1842 TENNYSON
Amphion x, They read Botanic Treatises, And Works on
Gardening thro' there.

B. sb. f 1. One skilled in plants, a botanist. Obs.

1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden To Rdr., The Botanick
is as commonly pu/xled as satisfied. 1676 WORLIDGE Bees

(1691) 38 A tree esteemed, .by our modern Botanicks.

1 2. Chiefly in pi. botanies, [cf. physics, mathe-

matics^ The science of plants ;
= BOTANY. Obs.

1698 /'/til. Trans. XX. 463 Such as are advanced in the

Knowledge of Botanicks. 1725 DF. FOE Voy, round World
11840) 182 He had no skill in botanicks. 1758 Monthly Rev.

592 Supereminent skill in botanies.

Botanical v twUe-nikal), a. [f. prec, + -AL.]
Concerned with the study or cultivation of plants^

pertaining to botany.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus II. 499 The Persian Gal-

lants who destroyed this Monarchy, maintained their Botani-
call bravery. 1767 BARRISGTON in Phil. Trans. LVII. 214
When a stranger, from botanical or other curiosity, goes to

the top of a Welsh mountain. 1797 HOLCROFT Stolberg's
Trav. III. Ixxxvii. <ed. 2) 442 A large botanical garden.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol, xxxviii. 11850) 591 Botanical Geo-

graphy. A comparison of the plants of different regions.

1873 MORLFY Rousseau II. 75 In his botanical expeditions.

Botanically (b(?ta.-nikali), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY -.] In a botanical manner
;

in relation to

botany j according to the principles or technical

language of botany.
1757 DA COSTA in Phil. Trans. L. 229 ncft\ Scheuchzer

has arranged the fosslle plants botanically. 1793 W. CURTIS
Hot. Ma%. VI. 215 In its improved, or to speak more

botanically, in its monstrous state. 1848 C. A. JOHNS Week
at Lizard 291 It is botanically distinguished from the other
. . Heaths, by its anthers. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Contm.
102 Botanically, this is the region of palms.

t Bo'tanism. Obs. [ad. L. botanism-us, a.

Gr. fioTaviffpos ; cf. BOTANIZE and -ISM.]
- BOTANY.

1668 D. LLOYD Mem. 316 Competent skill in..Physick,
and the two parts belonging to it, Chirurgery and Botanism.

1727 BKADLEY Fain. Diet., Film, a Term m Botanism.

Botanist (botanist), [a. F. botanists
;

cf.

prec. and -1ST.] One who studies botany.
a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 61 That diligent botanist

Bellonius. 1683 ROBINSON in Ray Corr. u848> 135, I intend
to write to the best botanist . . of this, or perhaps any, age.

1770 GRAY in Corr. iv. Wickolls (1843) I07> I rejoice to see

you are so great a gardener and botanist. 1874 HELPS
Soc. Press, iv, 63 The . . botanists who come to . . be instructed

by the plants at Kew.

Botanize (tyxtanaiz), v. [ad. mod. L. botanh-

artt ad. Gr. fioravifav to gather plants; cf. BOTA-
NIC and -IZE.]
1. intr. To seek for plants for botanical pur-

poses ;
to study plants botanically.

1767 MRS. DELANY Lett. Ser. ii. 1. 168 They will botanize

charmingly land I shall come in for some scraps of know-

ledge^. 1775 MASSON in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 296 In the

day-time they retire to the woods, which renders it very
dangerous to botanize there, a 1841 WORDSW. Poet's Epi-
taph, Philosopher ! a fingering slave, One that would peep
and botanize Upon his mother's grave ?

2. trans. To explore or examine botanically.
Hence Bo'tanized///. a.

1861 GEIKIE E. Forbes x. 285 To botanize the islands

thoroughly. 1866 KINGSLEY Hereof, i. 49 The world was not

to him as to us, round, circumscribed, mapped, botanized.

Botaiiizer (b^tanaiza-i). One who botanizes.

1849 Ci RZON Visits Monast. 238 The botanizer, however,
was dead enough.

Botanizing (b^tansizin), vbl, sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ING *.] The action of seeking for plants, or of

studying plants botanically. Often attrib.

1794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 399 In this botanizing

age, U should not pass without observation. [?/*/*/. a.]

1835 BECKFORU Recoil. 183 By getting out of his vehicle

and botanizing by the roadside. 18596. WILSON/:. Forbes
iv. 103 The . . professor led his students, each summer's

Saturday, on a botanizing march. 1883 Harf-er's Mag.
Oct. 706/2, I . . had my botanizing tin on my back.

Botanizing (bfrtanaizirj), ppl, a.
[f.

as prec.

+ -ING -.] That searches for or examines plants.

t Bota'no. Obs. [ad. It. bottana] (See quoO
1611 Rates (JAM,\ Botanosor peeces of linnin litted blew,

the peece iii/. 1670 Ibid. Botanoes or blew lining. 1660

Act 12 C/tas. //, iv. Sched., Botanoes per piece \s.

BotanO-j repr. Gr. fioravo-, combining form of

pordv-Tj plant ;
cf. BOTANIC, BOTANY. Hence in

1 7th c. were formed many short-lived compounds
in imitation of those of ASTRO-, t Botano'grra-

pher, t Botano-graphist, one who describes

plants, f Botano'grapliy, the (or a) description
of plants, f Botano logrer, ^ botanist. fBota-
iiolo g-ical </., relating to botany, f Botauology.

botany. Bo'tauoma^ncy (incorrectly f bo'to-

mancyX divination by plants, t Botano'mical
a. [wrongly formed, cf. astronomical botanical,

f Bota noiny. botany.
1682 Weekly Mem. 271 Collected out of all writers, as well

. . *Botanographers and physicians as Lexicographers. 1662

FULLER Worthies (1840) IT. 496 Doctor Bowie, my worthy



BOTANY.

friend, and most skilful
v
botonographist. 1731 ZOLLMAN in

Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 219We still want a
'

Botanography,
or Description of the Plants. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Gard.

Cynis \. 102 The wisedom of that eminent *Botanologer
[Solomon]. Ibid. iv. 175 The Tree, .which stricter *Botano-

logy will hardly allow to be Camphire. 1755 JOHNSON
Diet., Botanology. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod
294 Divination, .by Hearbes, *Botonomancy. 1640 E. CHIL-

MEAD tr. Ferrand's Love Melanch. 176 Botanomancy. .is

done by the noise or crackling that knee holme, box, or bay
leaues make when they are crushed betwixt one's hands or

cast into the fire. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais in. xxv, To
have the truth of the matter, .disclosed unto you by *boto-

mancy. 1861 W. SMITH Diet. Bible I. 442 Botanomancy.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Botomicalor rather *

Botanomical,

pertaining to hearbs. 1716 M. DAVIES Atk. Brit. in. 37
Chiron . . cultivated Botanomy.

Botany (ty'tani;. [f. BOTANIC after analogy
of sbs. in -y related to adjs. in -zV, as astronomy
and astronomic?\

1. The science which treats of plants.
1696 RAY Pkilos, Lett. (1718) 290 The great difficulties the

lovers of Botanic are forced to encounter. 1706 HEARNE
Rem. fif Coll. (1885) I. 233 A man much inclined to Botanny.
1710 M. HENRY Exp. Song of Sol. iv, Solomon was a

great master in botany. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. Introd. i

The two Biological Sciences. .Zoology and Botany.
2. Short for

'

Botany Bay '. Usually attrib. as

in Botany wool : orig. wool from Botany Bay, but

now applied to all Australian wool. Botanyyarn :

yarn made from this wool.
iHSzDaity News 4, Mar., A fair business is doing in botany

yarns. 1883 Times 27 Aug. 9/5 English & Botany wools are

in fair request. 1883 Daily News 17 Sept, 2/3 Fine Botany
wools are still the most in favour.

Botany Bay. [So called by Captain Cook
on account of the great variety of plants collected

there by the botanist who accompanied him.]

Proper name of a place in New South Wales, for-

merly a convict settlement ; hence proverbially
used in sense of *

transportation
'

; alsoy?^.
1812 Examiner 19 Oct. 666/1 The famished wretch.. is

sent to the whipping-post or to Botany Bay. 1821 BYRON
yuan HI. xciv, Such names at present cut a convict figure,
The very Botany Bay in moral geography. 1841 MARRYAT
Poacher vi, They are. .sent off to Botany Bay.

f Botar. [Prob. a fictitious word evolved from

BOTARGO.] (See quot.)
1769 PENNANT Zool. III. 279 Of the roes of the female

[Mullets] which are called Botar, is made Botargo.

BotargO(b0ta'ig0). Also6botarge, 7buttargo.
butargo, puttargo, 8 boutargue, (9 boutaraga),
PL 'Oes, -os. [a. It. botargo, botarga (now bttftarga),

ad. Arab. di-JaJ butarkhah i

preserved mullet-

roe', in Makrizi A. D. 1400 (in pi. friUt^
butd-

rikh, whence It. var. bottanca), ad. Coptic outara-

khon, which the Arab, word renders in a glossary

published by Kircher ; f. Coptic ou- indef. article

+ Gr. rapixtov pickle. See Quatremere \&Journal
des Savants, Jan. 1848. (Fr. form boutargue,
occas. found in Eng.)]
A relish made of the roe of the mullet or tunny.
1598 Epnlario H ij b, To make Botarge, a kind of Italian

meat, fish spawn salted. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav, 93 Salt,

Buttargo, and Cassia being now the principall [commo-
dities]. 1616 CAPT. SMITH Descr. New Engl. 16 (Arb.)

197 Mullet and Puttargo. 1620 New.Eng?. 7VZsWlcs.
(Arb.) 240 Mullit, Caviare, and Buttargo. 1653 URQUHART
Rabelais \. xxi, Hard rowes of mullet called Botargos.
1661 PEPYS Diary 5 June, Drinking great draughts of

claret, and eating botargo, and bread and butter. 1702 W.
J. Bruyn's fr'oy. Levant xlii. 170 They. . take out the Spawn,
of which.. they make Boutargue. 1730 SWIFT Pant'gyr.
Dean Misc. (1735^ V. 141 And, for our home-bred British

Cheer, Botargo, Catsup, and Caveer. 1813 HOBHOUSE
^ourn. 693 Boutaraga, or the roes of fish, salted and pressed
into rolls like sausages. 1840 HOOD Kilmanseg^g xxviii,
That huge repast, With its loads & cargoes Of drink & bo-

targoes, At the birth of the Babe in Rabelais. 1852 SCHMITZ
Niebiihr's Anc. Hist. I. 140.

Botcard, ?for &&&n*B&FUiD fl cannon.
c 1565 R. LINDSAY Chron. Scotl. 143 Two great Botcards.

Botch (tytf), sbl Forms : 4 (bouch^e), boch,

4-5 bocche, 5-7 boche, 5 bohche, booche,
(6 Sc. boiche), 4-6 botche, 6- botch. [ME.
boche, bocche, a. ONFr. boche (mod.Picard boche,

Norm, bosche] = OF. boce (now bosse) ulcer, botch, a

common Romanic word (Pr. bossa, It. bozza, of
same meaning; It. /'<2<v?Vr, Sp. bocha ball) : med.L.

bocia, -urn : see Boss sb. 1
,
and cf. BOUCH(E sb^]

*t"l. A hump; a swelling; a tumour, wen, or

goitre; =Boss j<M i. Obs.

1383 WYCLIF Isa. xxx. 6 Berende . . vp on the bocche [1388
botche]ofcamailesther tresores. IMSTBBTISA Barth. DC P.
R. xv. xxxi, Many men wonenny^e ^e mounteynes, and bey
haue gret bocches . . under be chy n, ofofte use of snowe and
water, c 1450 Xominale in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 707 Hie gib-
f>us, a boche in bake. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. ii. xiv. 99 Plente
of wymmen that haue botches vnder the chyn, 1519 HOH-
MAN Vulg. 30 The bouncheor botche \gibb its\ is so boystous
that it can unneth be bounde vp with a trussar.

t 2. A boil, ulcer, or pimple. Also^^. as 'spiri-
tual botch *. Obs. exc. dial.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 8^5 Byles, and bocches and bren-

nyng agues. 1486 Bk. St. Albans C vij, Booches that growe
in a hawkes jowe. 1547 BOORDE >vr'. Health vii. 9 In

Englishe it [ Ulccra\ is named byles or botches. 1634 CANNE
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Necess. Separ. (1849) 96 This great wickedness, which
causeth spiritual botches and sore;-. 1667 M ILTON P, L. xii.

180 Botches and blaines must all his flesh emboss. 1785
BURNS Address Dcil xviii, While scabs and botches did him

gall, Wi* bitter claw. 1875 ROBINSON Wkitby Gloss, (E. D.
S.J Botches, sore places.

fb. spec. A tumour from which horses suffer,

esp. in the groin, Obs.

1579 GOSSON Sc/i, Abuse (Arb. up It Is the custome of the

flye to leaue the sound places of the Horse and suck at the

Botch. 1607 TOPSELL F'our-f. Beasts 308 A botch . . in the

hinder parts betwixt the thighs. 1706 PHILLIPS, Botch . . a
Sore in the Groin of a Horse.

3. Boils or sores as a malady ;
an eruptive dis-

ease or plague, as ' the botch of Kgypt '. arch.

or Obs.

1388 WYCLIF DcuL xxviii. 27 The l,orde smyte thee with
the botche [1382 byil] of Egtpt. 1526 TINDAI.E Rw. xvi. 2

There fell a noysom and a sore botche apon the men. 1534
Aberdeen Reg. V. 16 (JAM.) Ane seyknes & smyttand plaig
callit the boiche. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 177 Botch, pestt*
lentia. 1842 SIR H. TAYLOR Edwin in.viii, The Lord shall

smite him with the botch of Egypt.
Botch. (bf?tj\ $b [f. BOTCH z/.i (Sometimes

indistinguishable from fig. use of the prec.)]
1. A botched place or part, a flaw or blemish

resulting from unskilful workmanship.
1605 SHAKS. Ufacb. in. i. 133 To leaue no Rubs nor Botches

in the Worke. 1645 MILTON Tetrarch, Wks. 1738 I. 244
Let it stick as a notorious botch of deformity.

2. Jig. A clumsy patch ;
a meaningless or unsuit-

able word added for the sake of rime or metre.

1693 DENNIS Impart, Critick iii. 25 Every Epithet is to

be look'd upon as a Botch, which does not add to the

thought. 1707 SWIFT On Union Wks. 1755 IV. i. 283 By
way of botch She piec'd it up again with scotch. 1780
WESLEY IVks. 118721 XIV. 341 In these Hymns there is

no doggerel, no botches. 1861 A, B. HOPE Eng.Cathedr.
i<)th C. 220 The difficulties of accommodation are honestly

recognized and boldly grappled with, not by botches and
makeshifts.

t"b. A mark like a clumsy patch, a blotch. Obs.

1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5365/4 The other 4 [Sheep] cropt on
the Right Ear, and a black Botch on the Left Hipp.
3. A bungled piece of work. So botch-work.

1648 HER RICK //i'-f/CA*. I. 104 Learne of me what woman is,

Something made of thred and thrumme ; A mere botch of

all and some. 1845 Lix CAMPBELL Chancellors 118571 III.

Ivi. 130 When the writer tries to be light and airy, we have
such a botch as might have been expected. 1870 HAW-
THORNK Eng, Note-bks. (18791 I. 187, I have made a miser-

able botch of this description. 1876 HAMEKTON Intcll. Life
M. ii. 406 Vastness of the interval, that separates botch-work
from handicraft.

TO. fig.
1864 ELIZ. MURRAY E. Norman I. 159 The men were not

to be trusted, most of them being convicts, or
' botches

'

of

one kind or other.

4. =BoTCHEK .t/;.
1 dial.

1855 Whitby Gloss., A Botch, a cobbler.

Botch, (bftj), z>.l Also 4 bocohyn, 5-6 botche.

[ME. bocche-n, of uncertain etymology : having

apparently no original relation to BOTCH sb. ',

though the words may have subsequently influenced

each other. Prof. Skeat suggests for the vb. a LG.

origin, comparing MDu. butsen, (i) to strike, beat,

(2) to repair (Oudemans), app. related to Du. botsen

to knock, dash, Ger. dial, bulschen, buken to

strike, knock ; according to Franck an onomato-

poeic word of echoic origin. But the sense
'

re-

pair' in Du. butsen seems to be recent, while in

English it appears in Wyclif : also there is no sense

'knock' in English, so that connexion with the con-

tinental words is very doubtful. Perhaps the Eng.
word is an onomatopoeia related in its genesis to
'

patch
'

; cf. Ger. batzen to patch. See BODGE.]
1. trans. To make good or repair (a defect, dam-

age, damaged article) ; to patch, mend. Now only :

to repair clumsily or imperfectly. Often with up.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Chrcn. xxxiv. 10 That thei enstoren the

temple, and eche feble thingus thei bocchyn [1388 reparele
alle feble thingis]. 1530 PALSGR. 461/1, I botche or patclie

an olde garment. .1 have botched my hosen at the heles.

1S5 I ROBINSON* tr. Mores Utop. (Arb.) 69 Sicke bodies . . to

be kept and botched up. a 1680 BUTLER Rein. (1759^ II.

200 He does not mend his Manners, but botch them with

Patches of another Stuff and Colour. 1863 FAWCETT Pot.

Econ. iv. ii. 535 Botching and patching each single tax.

b. absol. To do repairs ; to patch clumsily.
1580 TUSSF.R Husb. 11878) 166 Cobble and botch, ye that

cannot buie new. 1730 Svvirr Dan Jackson's Pict. Wks.
1755 IV. I. 249 At last I'm fairly forc'd to botch for't. 1815
SCOTT Gy M. xxi, I labour and botch .. and produce at last

a base caricature. 1865 [see BOTCHING vbl. s6.'*]

2. To spoil by unskilful work
;
to bungle.

1530 PALSGR. 461/1 To botche or bungyll a garment as he
dothe that is nat a perfyte workeman. 1663 PEPYS Diary
26 Apr., Tom coming, with whom I was angry for his botch-

ing my camlott coat. 1850 BLACKIE sEscltylus I, 293 This
chorus seems hopelessly botched . . and all attempts to mend
it are more or less unsatisfactory. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. <y

//. Jrnls. I. 292 The greatest bungler that ever botched a
block of marble.

3. Jig. trans. To put or stitch together clumsily or

unskilfully ; to construct or compose in a bungling
manner. Often with tip, together.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin's fust. in. v. (1634^ 310 Augustines

booke of repentance . . botched of good and bad by some

BOTCHING.

scraper together. 1678 CUDWORTH Intcll. Syst. \, iv. 411 An
ill-agreeing Drama, botch'd up of many impertinent Inter-

sertions. 1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 124 One or two of Hor-
ace's purple rags botched together with coarse seams ofabuse.

b. To add as a patch.
1589 Pappe iv. flatcket (1844* 30 Hutching in such fri/e

iestes vppon fustion earnest. 1656 [see BOTCHING vbl. so.'1 }

t Botch., v~ \ nonce-wd.
[f.

BOTCH sb.^~\ To
mark with botches.

1699 GAKTH Dispens. \\. (1700) 22 Young Hylas, botch'd
with Stains too foul to name.

Botched (tytjV, ///. a. [f. BOTCH z*. 1 + -ED.]
Mended or patched in a bungling manner; clumsily

pp. 27 ou sca mae ut oce wor y you oe not
sowndlie and perfectlye conclude thowesdyfferencys. 1733
G. CHEYNE Eng. Malady i. x. 4 This Cement never makes
them the same continued Organ, scarce any thing but a
botch'd or clouted one. 1752 HUME Idea Perf. Commw.
Ess. (1777) I. 524 The common botched and inaccurate

governments seem to serve the purposes of society. 1831
CARLYLE Sart. Res. i. viii, A botched mass of tailors' and
cobblers' shreds. 1875 Spectator 31 May 68 1 The Peace in

a botched-up affair, bringing Great Britain nothing, etc.

1642 H. MORE Song of Soul n. in. in. Ixvii, Thus patch
they Heaven more botch'dly then old cloths.

Botcher l
(lytp). Also 4 bochour, 5 bot-

chare.
[f.

BOTCH v. + -ER !.]

1. A mender, repairer, or patcher. Alsoyf;,
1

.

1499 Promp. Parv. 42 Botchare of olde thinges, resartor.

1629 FORD Lovers Mel. i. ii. (1811) 134 Physicians art; the

bodys coblers, rather the botchers of mens bodies. 1863
MRS. C. CLARKE S/iaks. Char. ix. 225 Lepidus was a peace-
botcher from timidity.

2. spec, t a. A cobbler. Obs.
c 1375 ? HARBOUR St. Marcus 78, He saw a bochour mend

alfdj schone, & gef hyme bis scho for to mend. 1610 COOKL
Pope Joan in Ilarl. Misc. iMalh.) IV. 70 That John _tht:

Twenty-second was 'films veteramentarii resarcitoris vide-

licet solearum' ; that is, the son of a botcher.

b. A tailor who does repairs.

1530 PALSGR. 200/1 Botcher of old garments, rauavdevr.

1552 Hi 1

LOUT, Bodger, botcher, mender, or patcher of olde

garment es. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc, 14 There is a Sho-

maker, there is a Cobler : a Tailor, and a Botcher. 1663
BAXTER Div. Life 31 A sorry Taylor may make a Botcher,
or a bad Shoomaker may make a Cobler. a 1734 NORTH Lives

11826) II. 409 Like a botcher in a paltry hut, sat cross-

legged. 1783 COWPER Lett. 23 Sept. , Though but a botcher,
which is somewhat less than a tailor. 1841 MARRYAT
Poacher xxviu, I had to examine, .their trousers, and hold

weekly conversation with the botcher, as to . . repairs.

t c. ? A jobber. (Sense doubtful
; cf. botcheries

and brokerages in quot. 1624 under BOTCHERY.)
("1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Good Matin. (1570) G iv, Be no

towler, catchpoll nor customer, No broker nor botcher, no
somner nor sergeaunt . . The moste of this number liueth . .

by fraudes and by polling.

3. One who does a thing bunglingly ;
a clumsy

maker up of; an unskilful workman, a bungler.
(-1440 Promp. Paw. 42 Bochchare or vncrafty [1499 bot -

char], iners. 1581 J. BELL Haddon's A nsw. Osor. 288 This

Pope Boniface ye botcher of y-' Decretalls. 1654 TRAPP
Comm. Job xiii. 4 Ye are not onely . .forgers, but. .botchers.

1700 CONGREVE Way of IVorld v. i, To become a botcher
of second-hand marriages. 1885 R. BRIDGES J\Vr0 it. 1, Thou
miserable, painful, hackney-themed Botcher of tragedies.

Botcher- (bp'tfai), A young salmon ;
a grilse.

1801 T. SELWYN MS. Let. to A. Selivyn^ We have Salmon
and we have botcher If the fisher man chance to cotch her.

1875 Times 26 Aug., Formerly grilse, or botchers, were far

more plentiful than they have been. iW&b Athenaeum 3 Apr.

459/3 The two-year-old salmon, the grilse or
'

botcher'.

Bo'tcheress, nonce-wd. A female botcher.

1813 SismondCs Lit. Eur. (1846) II. xxv. 173 A botcheres^

of lost reputations.

t Bo'tcherly, adj., adv. Obs. [f. BOTCHER*.]
A. adj. [-LT*.] Bungling, unworkmanlike.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne \\\. xii. (1632) 595 A number of such

botcherly-patchcotes. .wherewith to enamell this treaty, etc.

1653 W. LAWSON.^ // in Arb. Garner 1, 193 It is botch-

erly, hinders the biting, and sometimes cuts the line.

B. adv. [-LY 2.] After the manner of a botcher
;

unskilfully.

t&Q^Schol. Disc. agst. Anticltr. i. i. 47 Painted or grauen,

cunningly drawne or botcherly made.

Botchery (Vtjari), [f. BOTCHER J
: see -ERY.]

A botcher's work ; clumsy or awkward workman-

ship or its result ; patchwork,
1608 IVorld of Wonders 235 iL.) If we speak of base

botchery. 1674 R. GODFREY //. <$
Ab. Physic Pref., I,

who always hated Botchery, might have real Art. 1732
DE FOE, etc. Tour Gt. Brit. (1769) I. 277 Disgrace this fine

Piece, and make it mere Botchery. 1880 WEBB tr. Goethe's

Faust Prel. 10 Your pretty masters, with their botchery.

b. ? Jobbery : cf. BOTCHER i 2 c.

1624 Bp. MOUNTAGU Gagg 35 Those manifold botcheries,

and brokerages of your Romish church.

Botchily (b^-tjlli;, adv.
[f.

BOTCH Y a.2 + -LY 2
.]

In a botchy manner.
i88z Good Literature 29 Apr., The inelegant and botchily

printed catalogues.

t Bo'tching, vbL j<M Obs. rare-*, [f. BOTCH
sb.l + -ING !.] rhe forming of botches or boils.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. vn. xxxi. (1495) 245 By
botchynge of the lounges all the body is wasted.

Botching (b^tjlrj), vbl. sb.~ [f. BOTCH v.^ +
ING 1

.]
The action of repairing or mending ;

clumsy patching ;
unskilful or bungling work.

(1440 Promp. Parv. 5 A bocchement, or a bocchynge,
127 -a



BOTCHING.

Momentum, a 1535 FISHER Wks. 358 O corruptible body
which . . dayly needeth reprations and botching vp with
meate and drinke. 1656 SANDERSON Serin. 1.1689) 392 ^ ne

botching in of a course shred into a fine garment. 1691
T. H[ALL] Ace. New Invent, tyc. 98 That patching and

botching with Solder. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe 11840} I. ix. 159, 1

set to work a-tailoring, or rather indeed a-botching. 1865
RL'SKIN Eth. Dust \. (1883) 87 All doubt, and repenting,
and botching, and retouching, and wondering what it will

be best to do next, are vice, as well as misery.

Botching (bp'tjirj), ///. a. [f.
BOTCH v. -f -IXG -.]

That botches ; repairing, jobbing ; bungling.
1598 FLORID, Taccola .. a patching, or botching piece of

\vorke, a bungling. 1661 S. PARTRIDGE Double Scale Pro-

Portion To Rdr,, The fault is in the botching Taylor, not
in the stufie. 1834 H. MILLER Scenes <$ Leg. xxviii. (.1857'

424 An old botching carpenter.
r Bo'tchment. Obs. rare. [f. BOTCH v. +

-MENT.] An addition, a '

make-up '.

^1440 Promp. Parv. 5 A bocchement, aitgmentnm. -

42 Bochment [1499 botchement], additamentum, 1526
SKELTON Magnyf. 1126 Gyve me thy dogge, and I am con-

tent, And thou shalt have myhawke to a botchment.

Botchour, obs. form of BUTCHER.

tBo'tcliy, tf.i Obs. [f. BOTCH j/'. 1 + -yi.]

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a botch ; covered

with botches or excrescences.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. xxiv. (1495) 132 The
grystels the fyrst of whyche i.s knotty and botchy. c 1450
Nominale in \Vr.-Wiilcker 710 Gibbosus, bochy. 1606
SHAKS. Tr. < Cr. n. i. 6 Were not that a botchy core. 1768
TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 331 We may claim Mahometism as a

botchy excrescence or spurious offspring of the Gospel.

Botchy (bftji), a*
[f. BOTCH sb* + -v V]

Full of botching or bungling work.

+ Bote. Obs. rare~ l
. Some kind of tool.

L 1325 Coer de L. 4357 Some caught a bote, and some a

hach, And broughton to tymbyr and rach.

Bote, ME. form of BOOT j<U, occas. used since

the i6th c. by legal and historical writers in legal
senses of OE. bot : a. Repair ; b. estover ; C. com-

pensation ;
d. expiation. For quots. sec BOOT sl>.^

5. 5 b> y, io.

Bote, obs. f. BOAT, BOOT, Bur
;
obs. pa. t. BITE.

Botefeu, var. of BOUTEFEU, Obs., an incendiary.
Botel, Boteler, obs. form of BOTTLE, BUTLEK.

t Bo'teiuay. Obs. rare. [Some kind of cor-

rupted form of bitumen : cf. It. bitum?.] Bitumen.
1:1300 A'. Alis. 4763 Filers of brass and botemcys. Ibid.

6189 Above, and byneothe, is heore heolyng.With botemay,
that wol clyng, That no water, salt no cler, Heoin. to derye
hath no power.

t Boteii, botne, v. Obs. Also 5 booten,
-ne. [ME. botn-en : inceptive vb. f. bot, BOOT sb.^ :

of earlier rise than the verb BUOT'. In form intr.

but also taken as trans. BEET v.l, BOOT v.^\
1. intr. To become better ;

to amend or recover

health, be healed.
a 1225 St. RIarlicr. 22 Ant comen dumbe ant deaue to hire

bodi as hit let, ant botneden alle. c 1325 Chron. Eng. 768
Ase me him in towmbe dude, A wodnion botnede y thestude.

2. trans. To make better in health; to heal, cure.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2523 J?at healefi alle uueles & botneS
men of euch bale, c 1350 Will. Palerne 1055 pei were
botned of here bales strong. 1362 LANGL. P. Pt. A. vn.

179 Blynde and Bedraden weore Botned [">. r, botind ". B.
vi. 194 bootned, C ix. 188 botnede] a bousent.

r Botener, botner. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. BOTEN

v. + -EB 1
.]

A healer; a restorer.

a 1400 Hymn Virg. v. in T. Warton Eng. Poetry (i84o)II.

109 Heil botenere of everie bodi blynde.

tBotening, botning, vbl. sb. Obs. [f.
BOTEN

v. + -ING 1
.] Healing, cure ; help.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 1 1029 A wode man touchede

onnys [Paschasius
1

] bere. .And anone he hadde botenyng.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 06. c 1430 Chev. Assigne 370 And bus ft
botenynge of god brow^te nein to honde.

Boterace, -ras, -rasse, obs. ff. BUTTRESS.

Botere, obs. form of BUTTBB.

t Bo'terel. Obs. rare- '. [a. OF. botercl, dim.
of bot toad.] A toad.
c 1340 Ayenb, 187 Vor he ne may na^t bolye bane guode

smel of be ilke smerieles natnore banne be boterel bane
amel of be vine.

II Bo'terol. Her. [ad. F. bouterolte the tip of a

scabbard ; but the word has many other meanings,
and it is not clear which is intended.] Some
kind of charge borne on a shield.

1864 BOUTELL Heraldry Hist. $ Pop. xix. 5 led. 3) 315
Three boterols gules.

t Bo'tew. Obs. Also 5 butwe, buttwe, but-

ewe, 6 botowe, boatew(e. [f. bote, BOOTJ&S:
cf. F. diminutives in -eauJ\ ? A short boot.

.1440 Promp. Pan'. 45 Botew, cotitmus, botnla, en-pita.
1463 Ripon Ch. Acts 159, j par de buttwe shon. 1481 Gild
Cordivaincrs Exeter in E. E. Gilds 332 All wete lethere
and drye botez, botwez, schoez, pyncouz, galegez. 1483
Cath. Angl, 49 A Butewe, ocreola. a 1529 SKELTON Magnyf.
765 A betell, ora botowe [printed batowe] or a buskyn lacyd.
1555 Fardlc Facions n. xii. 269 The Bisshoppes . . xv. holy
garmcntes . . His boatewes, his Amice, an Albe.

t Bot-fork. Obs. [Pcrh. f. bot, var. of BAT sb?
-t-FoRK. Matzner suggests OF. botte

'
bottle* of

hay, Stratmann Du. bot, blunt.] ? A forked stick.

c 1350 Wright's Lyric P. xxxix. i io Mon in the mone stond
ant strit, on is bot forke is burthen he bereth.
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Both (bJuj)), a. dnd adv.' Forms: 2-3 ba$e,

bape, bathe, 2-6 bo'Ke, bo]?e, bothe, (3 bepe,
beotJe}, 4-6 boo}), -th, \b boeth), 7 boath. 4-
both ; also 3-5 boHSeii. -pen, -then, 5 bothyu ;

north. 3-5 bathe, bath, 4-6 baithe, 5-6 bayth,
6 8 beath. 4- baith. Genii. 3 bathre, baiper,
3-4 bajjer(n, 4 bothers, -es, 5 bothes, -is, 4-6
bothe), 7-8 both's. [earlyME.
was app. a. ON. baftar m., <W#/> fern.,

neut. .genitive ba&ra] =OS. ^#/a m. f., iVfl/w neut.,

OHG. M/tr and bcide m., &Wrf, ^/</0 fern., bt'Uiu,

bcidiii neut.
;
an extended form of the simple word

found in Goth, as bai masc., ba neut., and in OE.
as bjgen, ha (see Bo). No trace of this extended
form appears in OE. ; the simpler form bei, Bo
existed side by side with both until i4-i5th c.,

when the former died out.

The suffix in ON. ba&ar and the equivalent forms is

believed to be unconnected with that in Goth, bajofys both
(declined as sb. plur.', and to represent the definite article

(in Goth. br, b^i which seems to have coalesced with the

simple dai) ba, owing to the tendency to say
* both the

'

instead of merely
' both

'

; cf. Goth, ba \>o skipa
' both the

ships' Luke \. 8. The constructions of both in Eng. follow
those of the earlier Bo and to some extent those of ALL ;

examples of its use as attribute to a sb. plur. without

intervening posse>iive, demonstrative, or article, do not

appear until after Bo had become obsolete.]

A. adj. I. Proper sense and normal uses.

The one and the other ; referring to two

specially designated persons or things, implying
that two and no more are so designated, and

emphasizing the fact that neither of them is cx-

cepted from the statement made ; equivalent to
' the two. and not merely one of them .

The following Constructions occur :

1. absolutely. From i4th c. sometimes the both

(obs.). In early mod.Eng. sometimes inflected

as a sb., with genitive botfts.

c 1200 ORMIX 250 Babe wairenn aide, ft 1300 Cursor AA
666 Bath he sette in bare fre will. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.

.'.69 It turnes bot tille be bobe, if Godes grace may storid.

1616 B. PARSONS J/rt^. Charter 26 Judge no cause in hand,
Before boths talke thou understand, a 1620 A. HUME Brit.

Totig. (1865) 34 For exemple of beath, and to conclud this

treatesse. 1697 DKVDEN I'irg. Gcorg. in. 352 He .. resents
his Wounds, His ignominious Flight, the Victor's Boast,
And more than boath, the Loves, which unreveng'd he lost.

1715 Let. in IVodroiv Corf. (18431 II. 38 That the business
be tried, and both sides allowed to counter-question both's

witnesses. 1752 JOHNSON Rainbl. No. 107 7 13 The old

gentlewoman considered herself wLser than both. 1848
MACAULAV Hist. Eng. II. 113 Both were Tories : both were
men of hot temper and strong prejudices.

2. In apposition with a plural sb. or pronoun.
When referring to the subject of a sentence, both was in

early MK. usually separated from it, and placed after the
vb. or whole predication. This is still common dialectally.
In the literary language, both is still placed after the verb
be (occasionally also after become, seem, appear, etc.\ and
after the auxiliary in a compound tense.

-1175 Cott. Horn. 223 pa weran boSe deadlice. a izag
Ancr. R. io Nobeleas heo weren wel beoSe. a- 1300 Hai'dok
1680 Loke f>at ye comen bebe. a 1300 Cursor J/. 793 A!
for noght bai ette it bath, c 1400 Gamelyn 625 As they
stoode talkyng botben m-feere. c 1580 LYLY Euphues (1636)
K 12, I wish you were both married. i6za MABBK tr.

Alt-man's Guzman tt'Alf. i. 255 They were both equall in

state and condition. 1836 DICKENS Pickw. x, We are both
men of the world. Mod. They seem both very obstinate.

They have both gone. The brothers might both have come.

3. In attributive relation to a plural sb. :

a. with a definingword (demonst. or poss. adj.,

'def. article*, genitive case, etc.): Both precedes
the defining word, as ' both my friends saw it '. It

may also (with greater emphasis) follow the sb.,

esp. when the subject of the sentence, as 'my
friends both saw it'. (In this case it further follows

the verb be or an auxiliary, as * my friends had
both seen it' : cf. 2).
The constructions are the same when there is ellipsis of the

sb. after demonst. urposs. pron.,as 'I need both these '/these
are both mine '. For the colloq. both <y" before sb. see 6.

1297 R. GLOUC. 376 Wo so by Kyng Wyllames day slou
herl ober hynde, Me ssolde putte oute bope hys eye. 1394
P. PI. Crede 224 A greet cherl and a grym. . Wib a face. .

as a bagge honged On boben his chekes. 1548 LATIMEH
Plaughers (Arb.) 25 To lette or hinder boeth these kyndes.
1588 A. KING Canfsiits* Cateck. 84 Thay..in auld tymes
had baith y kynds in publick vse. 1632 MILTON Allegro
32 Laughter holding both his sides. 1785 BURNS Twa Herds
xii, Baith the Shaws, That aft hae made us black and blae.

1870 TENNYSON Garcth fy /,. 80 Both thy brethren are in

Arthur's hall.

tb. Formerly both was sometimes placed be-

tween the defining word and the substantive.

(-1430 Bk. Hawkyng\\\ Rel. Ant. I. 297 Knyt the bothe
endeswith athrede. c 1449 PECOCK Repr, \\. xi. 216 Whether
he entendid these bothe effectes, or the oon of hem oonli.

1551 RKCORDE Patkiv. Knmvl. i. Def., The middle partes
nother bulke vp, nother shrink down more then the bothe
endes. c 161$ CHAPMAN Odyss, in. 572 To plate the both
horns round about with gold, 1649 RAINBOWF Sermon 2
A King whose both hands God had filled with blessings
of every kind. 1830 tr. Aristophanes' Knights 85 He. .with
his both hands, scoops up from the public funds.

C. without defining word. Both regularly pre-
cedes the sb., but in lively or humorous address

BOTH.

may sometimes follow it, as in quot. 1597. Both
ways : in both respects.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. iW. de W. 1531) 34 Bothe wayes suche

desyres be vnlawfull. 1593 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. Pref. v. 3A solemn declaration made on both parts. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. IV, m. ii. 308 Fare you well, Gentlemen both. 1628
HOBBES Tliucyd. (1822) 105 Shew not yourselves both ways
inferior to your ancestors. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 499
F z Very agreeable young people of both sexes. 1798CANNING
in Anti.Jacoliin 9 July 118321 208 Much may be said on both
sides. 1849 RUSKIN Sea. Lamps iv. | 26 So they have, .apair
of horns : but not at both ends. 1879 LOCKYER Elem.Astroti.
v. 35. 206 In Russia, .it is customary to give both dates.

4. In attrib. relation to a plural prononn :

a. in nom. or obj. Both follows the pronoun,
as '

they both went '. ^With be and auxiliaries it

further follows the verb: cf. 2). In ME. both

might precede the pronoun, 'both they went';
of this usage both which still occurs ; but the

regular modern construction with both preceding-
the pronoun is 'both of us', 'both of whom',
' both of which' (see 6).
c 1320 Metr. Htmi. 55 Baithe thai gan his wai to lette.

c 1386 CHAUCER Reeves T. 271 He myghte doon vs bathe
\Canib. bothe; Corp. bobieja vileynye. 1472 MAFG. PASTON
Lett. 689 III. 37 The Holy Ghost kepe you bothyn. 1475
CAXTON Jason 37 b, Bothe they toke a good palfraye. 1549
Marriage Scrv,, So long as you both shall live. 1597 j.
PAYNE Royal Exch. 43 Then would y t . . make bothe theme
the better to love one another. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. r. ii. 241
The time 'twixt six and now Must by vs both be spent most

preciously. 1611 BIBLE 2 Peter iii. i In both which [epistles]
I stir vp your pure minds. 1816 J. WILSON City Plague
ii. i. 14 They both speak of death. 1848 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. 11.114 The papers found in the strong box..had con-
verted them both to the true faith.

T b. in genit. pi. with a sb., as our, your, her

(
= their), their bather, bother, bothens, botheres, etc.

^afterwards both, which sometimes preceded the

pron.)
= of us, you, them both. Obs.

Latterly the sb. often improperly took the plural form by
attraction of the pronoun ; this idiom is still in vulgar use,
as '

It is both your faults,' 'she is both their mothers'.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1254 In bat way sal bou find forsoth pi

moders and mine our bather slogh. Ibid. 23958 pair baiber

paines aght to be mine. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvl. 165

Cryst toke be bataille, A^eines deth and be deuel '

destruyed
her botheres my^tes. c 1430 LYDG. Bochas 1. ix. (1544) 19 b,

This was concluded by their both assente. 1479 Bury
Wills 11850) 54 As moste beste can be advysed by ther

botheris counsel!. 1513 MORE Rich. ///. Wks. (1557) 54/1
[To be] here as a saintuary man to their both dishonour
and obloquy. 1536 St. Papers Hen. VIII, \. 509 Ye take

uppon you to set order bothe to them and Us, your bothe

Sovere_igne. 1592 SHAKS. Rout, fy Jut. II. iii. 51 Both our
remedies Within thy helpe and holy physicke lies. 1601

A tfs Well i. iii. 169 Were you both our mothers. 1627
HAKEWILL Apol. (1630) 167 Both their haire was as white
as was possible. 1690 BENTLEY Phal. Pref. 9 It was both
our misfortunes that he committed the whole affair to the

care of his Bookseller. 1752 MRS. LENNOX Female Quix.
(1820) II. 29 These sentiments which now cause both our

unhappiness.
5. In attrib. relation to two substantives or pro-

nouns (or a sb. and pron.) coupled by and, the

same constructions obtain as in 3 : as ' both John
and I came ',

'

John and George both came ',

' the

brother and sister are both dead', but this is

practically indistinguishable from the adverbial use

in B i.

6. \Vith of: Both of is now used before pronouns
and pronominal words, instead of the simple both

(see 4). The use with a sb., as ' both of these

arguments', is colloquial, but scarcely ever occurs

in literature.

1590 SHAKS. Err. v. i. 291, I am sure you both of you re-

member me. 1602 Lear in. i. 27 The hard Reine which

both of them hath borne. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xxii. 8 They
went both of them together. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I.

80 Both of us often talk to the lads. 1878 MORLEY Cril.

Misc. i. 211 With both of them, more than with other poets.

II. Transferred senses and abnormal uses.

7. In certain pleonastic combinations, ^both two,

twain (cf. OE. ba twd] ;
both the two; \ all both

(cf. G. alle bcide) : all synonymous with both (so

also in adverbial use
;
see B 2 b).

c'i275 LAY. 2399 Mid childe hii weren bobe two. ^1325
E. E. Allit. P. B. 155 Byndez byhynde, at his bak, bohe

two his handez. c 1300 Cursor M. 635 (GotU Naked war

bai bath tway. 1485 CAXTON Paris fr y. (18681 18 Bothe

two were throwen to the erthe. 1523 LD. BERNERS kroiss.

(1812) I. 621 They were bothe two armed. 1571 T. FOR-

TESCUE Forest Hist. 129 Yet would he retain with hym
still Silan and Sasilas, all both Lacedemonians. 1587 GOLD-

ING De Mornay Pref. 4 From both twaine of them, wee

drawe . . the trueth of our Scriptures, c 1600 SHAKS. Sunn.

xlii, Both find each other, and I lose both twain. 1846

GROTE Greece n. xviii. u8s4) III. 365 Both the two cities

reached a high pitch of prosperity.

8. Synonymous with 'the two
'

in phrases either

.neither, whether] ofboth, ofthe both (obs. 01 dial,} ;

between both, (arch.)
1443 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 214 Attween bothen . .Crist

Jhesu send us pees. 14*89 CAXTON Faytes ofA. \. xxiv. 75

There abode not one man alyve of neythre ofbothe partyes.

1489 Will of Jfarryngton (Somerset Ho.l Whether of the

both it shall fortune. 1544 ASCHAM Toxopli. (Arb.t 27 We
be borne for neither of bothe. 1384 WHETSTOXE Mum*
27 b, The coveitous man is the worst of both. 1067 TOPSELL

Serpents 607 Either of both abhorreth one the other. 1766



BOTH.
GOLDSM. Vic. IV. xxxii, The argument was supported, for
some time, between both, with equal obstinacy. 1856 J
R. BALLANTYNE Aphor. Sdnkhya Phitos. 38

'

Between both ',

I. e. between Soul and not-Soul, both together,
t 9. Used as a sing. (cf. G. brides'). Obs. rare- 1

.

1721 R. KEITH T. a Kempii' fall. Littles ii. 22 Both is
a very great Evil.

B. adv. (conj.}
1. Preceding two homogeneous words (sbs., adjs.,

vbs., advbs., or preps.) or phrases, coupled by ait,/,
both adds emphasis to the sentence by suggesting a
contrast with the statement as it would have been
had one of the terms been omitted. Both . . and
is thus nearly = not only . . but. (JBoth in this con-
struction is not now preceded by a genitive case or
an adj. of any kind, as in quots. 1641, 1690, 1834^.
As both..a>ut corresponds to the Latin et . .et, it is usual

to class both as a conjunction ; but it more properly belongs
to the same grammatical category with EVEN. This use of
Mil arises out of the construction in A 5, and in

'

both the
king and the queen spoke',

' the king and the queen both
honour him ',

'

Mercury and Venus are both inferior planets ',
both may still be viewed as an adjective in attributive re-
lation to the two substantives. But in the extended use
'

both juster and kinder' or 'both by day and by night', 'he
both walks and runs', it can no longer be so treated
1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137 Bathe be nihtes . &

be daiies. Clljs Land: Horn. 143 For to deme babe be
code and be uuele. c 1250 Gen. f, Ex. 899 He was boSen
king and prest. a 1300 llavelalc 958 Boben heye men and
lowe. c 1320 Cast. Love 497 Bobe Ich and Merci We be-
clepe> be dom for-bi. a 1400 Cm: Myst. 11841)94, I shal
send for hem, bothyn fere and nere. 1528 LVNUESAY Dremf
Prol. 20 Because vnblomit was baith bank and braye. 1641HINDE 7 Brueu vi. 24 A faire image of this young Gentle,
mans both wants and weaknesses. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und.
n.xxl. 9 All its both Motion and Rest, come under our
Idea of Necessary. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. ii. (1806) 7, I

looked upon this as a masterpiece both for argument and
style. (11834 COLERIDGE Remains (1836) III. 375 This idle
argument is the favourite both shield and sword of the
Romanist. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Sen,,, (ed. 3) I. viii.

114 It is both severe and indulgent. Bk. Coin. Prayer,
Visit. Sick, Both now and evermore.

b. Extended to more than two objects.
1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 1440 To whombothe heuene and

erthe and see is sene. 1-1430 LYDO. HOC/MS I. vii. 18 She
was also bathe ioly, fayre, and good. 1523 LL>. BERNEKS
Froiss. (1812) I. ssx Bothe prelates, bysshoppes, abbotles,
barownes, and knyghtes. 1591 SHAKS. i lien. VI, \. v. 107
Margaret shall now be Queene anil rule the King ; But I

will rule both her, the King, & Realine. 1592 _ Ven. >, Ad.
747 Both favour, savour, hue and qualities. 1612 BBINSLEV
Lud. Lit. 283 Rewards, .giue all kinde of hartnintr. .both
to Masters, Vshers, and Schollars. 1678 BUNVAN Pilfr. :.

(1862) 37 To help them, both by awakening of them, coun-
selling of them, and proffering to help them. 1782 JOHNSON
Lett. 2 Mar., Both Williams, and Desmoulins, and myself
are very sickly. 1798 COLERIDGE Aiu. Mar. vn. xxii, He
prayeth well, who loveth well Both man and bird and
beast. c 1839 DE QUINCKV IVks. XV. (1863) 140 For both
Chaucer and Shakspeare and Milton.
2. Both may follow, instead of preceding (as in i),

the two words or phrases connected by and; now
only in the case of two sbs. (two pronouns, or sb.
and pronoun) subjects of the same plural verb,
but formerly (and still dialectally) in all other
cases. In this use both may often be replaced bv
too or also.

.
a *S A 'Krtn R. 14 Of rleschliche vondunges, &of gost-hche bofSe. c 1230 Itali Meid. 5 Widewen . . & weddede ba3e.

c 1240 Lofsong.^ Ich habbe i-suneged ine mete . and
in drunche boSe. ,394 P. Pi. Crtdc 3, be cofres of
mstendam & be keye boben. 1467 JOHN PASTON Lett.
573 II 33 He had shrevyn Master Brakley, and how-
syllyd hym bothe. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur iv. xiii I am
sore hurte and he bothe. Ibid. (18161 II. 405 My broder
Gareth loved hym . . and alle his bretheren, and the kynge,
bothe. 1361 f. HOBY tr. Castiglunuf, Ow/jw (1577) P vij,

t shalbe good for him and me both. 1600 W. BARLOW
/on' a

' JIalice marres logike and charitie both.
1683 BURXET tr. Mare's Utofia Pref, His setting out so
barbarous a practice . . is so wild and so immoral both.
Matt. I have seen your brother and your sister both. Mod.
mat. He can sing and dance both.

t b. Both two (in same sense). Obs.
1413 LVDG. Pylgr. v. xi. (1483) 102 The scorpyon . . bytethand styngeth bothe two at ones. 1513 BRADSHAW St. H'er-

tnirgc (1848) 57 And founder was also Of dyuers holy placesand monasteryes both two.

1 3. After a negative or word implying exclusion,
both was formerly sometimes used instead oi either.

(Cf. ALL A 4.)
1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvin. v, Of that I will not fayle

you, nor her bothe. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents 608 This snake
. .sunk down from altar clean, without both harm or noise.

C. Comb., as tboth-hands, a factotum <

v cf. one's

right-hand] ; both-handed a., using both hands
with equal ease ; whence both-handeJness ; t both-
like ,t., resembling both

; f both-side a., derived
from a like source on both sides ; both-sided .,

viewing both sides, taking both sides into account
;

whence both-sideJness.

11637 B. JONSON (Ogilvie) He is masters *both-hands, I
assure you. a 1637 B- JONSON, etc. IVidoui iv. ii. in Dodsley"

?
2
.?
s ["e] half cozens his belly, .if he dine among

- both-handed feeders. 1653 HOLCROKT Procopius ll. 40
Bent his bow (being both-handed) and killed Jabdas horse.

JD u ("*"' '" 2& The tendency to what might be called
Both-handedness in the use of the brush. 1883 St. James's

O. 37 t eb. 5 In old age however there is a marked tendency

1013

to both-handedness. 1628 GAULE Pract. The. , 45 Twixt Godand Man
; Is now brought forth to both, of 'both-like Na-

'

l 3Sl%a*5'e<fcl "" ' * A' T' Dcd" By Venue met
in both.sKle Royall blood. 1879 H. SpENCEK Data ofSttoci vi 99 Both.sided conceptions. 1874 </. Social.XVL 397 Dangers from the want ofa due 'both-sidedness.

Both^e, obs. form of BOOT, BOOTH. BOTH.
Botham, -em, obs. form of BOTTOM.
Bother (bo-foi), v.

collotj. Also 8 bodder,
Ac. bauther, bather. [Etymology unknown ; the
earliest instances occur in the writings of Irishmen
(T. Sheridan, Swift, Sterne), and the word has long
formed part of the vocabulary of the comic Irish-
man of fiction and the stage. This suggests an
Anglo-Irish origin; but no suitable etymon has
been found in Irish.

1'he Irish Mdhar deaf, Mdhairim \ deafen (suggested byCrofton Croker), and tuaidliirt trouble, affliction, biiaidh-rim I vex
(proposed by Garnetti alike labour under the

difficulty that the spoken words do not suggest bodder or
totter. Wedgwood would identify the word with fathercould ootfier be an Anglo-Irish corruption of the latter?]
1 1. trans. To bewilder with noise ; to confuse,

muddle
;
to put into a fluster or flutter. Ubs.

I7'^
T
u
S"9A1< T Swift in Swift's ll'ks. (181-41 XV.

' 7 With
, *? dln of wllich "'I* my head you so bother.

1832-53 Whistle-Binkil ,Sc. Songsj Ser. i. -22 The hearts
Oi the maids, and the gentlemen's heads, were bother'd
I in sure, by this Irishman.

2. trans. To give trouble to ; to pester, annoy,
worry. Also njl., and in phrase to bother ones
head, one's brains : to trouble oneself with thinking
'M74S SWIFT Dial. Ifitcrn. Style Wks. VII. 156 Lord I

i-as bodderd t'other day with thai prating fool Tom. 1757
lial. bttw. Swift f, Prwr 123 You boddered me enough

Dial. iKt'.v. Swift f, Prwr 123 You boddered me enon-h
with many of these Articles, already. 1762 STF.IINE Let.
in Iralll Sterne vi. 81 Civility thus uniform wearies and
bodders me to death. 1768 Fo,n B Dcfil on Sticks in,Don t let him bother us. with his yea and nay nonsense
1852 E. FORBES Let. in Wilson & Geikie Life xiv. 506 A
point that has bothered Prestwich, D'Ardnac and Dninont
1878 JoAQUlN MILLER Songs Italy 127 Whether you bother
your brain or no.

b. In the imperative logically 3rd pers. sing,
with implied subject after analogy of verbs of
cursing) as a mild imprecation ; also bother it! and
absol. bother! as an exclamation indicating annoy-
ance (confused with the sb.

; cf. BUTHKRATIOX).

3. in//; and absol. To give trouble to others or
to oneself

; to make a fuss
; to be troublesome.

<H774 KERGL-SSON Election Poems 118451 42 Lang's their
debatin' thereanent, About protests they're bauthrin'. 1787WOLCOTT i P. Pindar) Ode upon Ode Wks. 1794 I. 41I If
musicians miss but half a bar, Just like an Irishman she
starts to bolhcr. 1850 CARLVLI; Latt.-il. Panipli. vii, Make
money ;

and don't bother about the Universe. 1863 HAW-
THOKNE Pilir. Boston in Old Home (1879) 178 We bothered
a good while about getting through a . . lock. 1863
KiNcsLEY IVatcr-Bal: iii. 119 To prevent the Cythrawl
.Sassenach from coining bothering into Wales.

1 4. intr. and trans. J To blarney, to 'humbug'.
1803 BRISTED Pedest. Tour I. 101 Sufficient documents to

enable me to bother about it, so that I could not easily be
detected. Hid. 152 As . . Cowan . . would be less likely to
be convicted of some unfortunate blunder, .than myself, I

desired him to go down and bother them well.

Bother (bpSaij, sb.
[f. prec. vb.]

f 1. (?) Blarney, humbug, palaver. Obs. Cf.
BOTHER v. 4, BOTHERING.
1803 BRISTEO Pedest. Tonr I. 267 Among an ignorant . .

peasantry the hither must consist of coarse and broad
flattery laid on with a trowel. 1822 HONE Slap at Slop
Facctix 24 In wishing that the Press should be securely
chained, the Members of this Society have no desire to limit
their own bother.

2. Petty trouble, worry ; disturbance,
'
fuss '.

1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge 11859) 283 We had a little

bother with him at first. 1846 B. BARTON Selections (1849! 43
Without more putter and bother than the tiling is worth.
1852 THACKERAY Esmond in. i. d876i 277 The right divine,
about which Dr. Sacheverel and the High Church party in

England were just now making a bother, a 1884 P'CESS
ALICE Mem. 147 Mountain air Weber wants me to have,
and quiet, away from all bothers.

Botheration (hpCw^i-Jsn). colloq. Formerly
also bodderation. [f. prec. + -ATIO.V.] The act of

bothering ; petty vexation or annoyance ; often
used as an exclamation.
1801 SOUTHEV in A;/? (1850) II. 138, I would fairly see it

out, and witness the whole bodcration. 1814 J. CHALMERS
Let. in Life Chalmers I. 452 Formal visits and compli-
mentary calls, and invitations and botherations of all sorts.

1819 Abeillardtf llel. 18 As Pat
says, Sure 'tis bodderation.

1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Pamph. ii. 7, I for my own part,
so left with paper and ink, and all taxes and botherations
shut out from me. 1861 Crt. Life at Naples 80 '

Bother-
ation!' was the muttered reply. 1867 G. MEREDITH Jt.

fmtrtiicar. (1885) 183 The pipe that allayeth botheration.

Bother-headed .b^.Taahe^ed;, ///. a. [f.
BOTHER s/>. + -HEADED.] Muddle-headed, stupid.
Hence Bo:therhea'dedness.
1872 LYTTON Parisians iv. vi, I . . am awfully bother-

headed. 1836 Frasers -I/of. XIII. 546 Most Bctotian
botherheadedness.

Bothering be darirj ,
vbl. sb.

[f. BOTHER v.}

BOTONE.
fa. (? Palavering, 'humbugging*. Obs. ran.

D. Owing or taking trouble, worrying, perplexing.
1803 BIUSTED Pedfst. Tour I. 76 The art and mystery of

bothering, whose chief efficacy resides in a facility of talk-

"?'vJ".p
n"':deal "' nothing with readiness and volubility1806 W. IAYLOR Month. MSg. XXII. 536 It [ambiguity] ila learned word for what the English call bothering, which

is derived from tatll. 1884 E. GURNEY in J//W Ian. 120 Anysort of argument or bothering

Bo-thering, ///. a.
[f. as prec. +

-I.XG-'.]
troubling, annoying, worrying.
1821 CLARE Vill. Vinstr. I. ,22 The bothering bustle of
he wind. 1875 M. PATIISON Casaiibon 103 Trifling talk
but very bothering.

Botherment bp-d'oament . colloa. [i as prec
+ -MK.NT.]

= BOTHER sb. j.

1851 J. COOPER iStratm.) 'Twould be a botherment to a
'

!?
10S

,

C
*, ,"'

UC
,

h monev ' I8S4 Blackw. Ma<.
I

-'L }'
d abun(1Mll bothermenls upon the road.

i8s5 It'AMjt Gloss., Bothcrments, troubles, difficulties.

Bothersome ;b^-ffl3Jsom , a.
[f. as prec. t-

S01IB.] Troublesome, annoying.
1834 M. Scon Cruise Midge 'i's6 3

' 61 It was rather .1

bothersome matter to navigate between the rows of them
1850 DL MORGAN Let. in Mem. 11862' 209 And so Loskal
.Systems are bothersome.

Botheum, -om, -on, obs. forms of BUTTON.
Bothome, obs. form of BOTTOM.

Bothrenchyma (b,.bre-rjkimft . Rot. Also
bothrenchym. [f. Gr. 060p-os pit + t'vx 'M tI infu-
sion : cf. PAKEXCHYMA.] Pitted tissue; tissue

consisting of pitted vessels. Hence Bothren-
chymatous '-ki'matss' . a.

1835 UVDWX iHt-mt. Dot. .1348. I. 56 Pitted Tissue, or
Ilotnrenchym. //W. 184 Bothrenchymatous and vasculai
tissue. 1870 BENTLEY /;/. 40 Pitted or Dotted Vessels con-
stltute by their combination Pitted Tissue. .Bothrenchyma.
Bothul, obs. form of Bl'iiULK, corn-marigold.
Bothum, bothun, obs. forms of BUTTON.
Bothy, bothie V'bi . Sf. Also 8 bothay.

[Of uncertain history: Irish and Gaelic have both
'hut' (dim. l>otlian\ and Gael, has dim. bothay;
but as the //; in Gael, has been mute for many
centuries, it is not easy to see how these could
have given bothy. Cf. BOOTH.]
1. A hut or cottage ; spec, a building consisting

of one room in which the unmarried men servants
on a farm are lodged together, or in which masons,
quarrymcn, etc. lodge together. ( Bothies of women
have also been recently tried, as a substitute for
the 'Bondage' system.
[1570-87 Hoi.lNsnr.i) Scot. Cliron. (1806! I. 19 Arrali other-

wise called Botha after St. Brandons time who dwelled
there in a little cottage which 'as all other the like were in
those dales) was called Botha.] 1771 PENNANT Tours Scot!.
11790' 124 A Sheelinor Bothay, a cottage made of turf. 1854
H. MILLER Sch. $ Sc/wi. ix. (18571 '74 The sort of life that is

spent in bothies and barracks. 1876 GRANT Burgh Sch.
Scot. 11. xv 511 //,)/,-, The children came . to attend school
in a small bothy.
2. attrib., as in

bothy-life, -man, -system ;in
reference to farm bothies).
1854 H. MILLER Sch. * Schm. ix. 192 The influences of. .tin-

barrack, or rather bothy life. ll>id. 118581 239 Ninety-nine
out of every hundred of our bothy-men. Ibid, xi, What has
since been extensively known as the bothy system.

I fence Bo-thyism, the farm-bothy system.
1864 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 618 Looking only at what maybe

called well-regulated bothyism, it is difficult to conceive
how such a system can be defended.

t Bo-tillage. Obs. rare- '. [a. F. bo/te/^e, (.

bottel-er to put up in bundles. Cf. BOTTLE sb.'S]
The act ol tying up in

'
bottles

'

or bundles.
1576 in Nichols Progr. Q. Eth. II. 48 Measuring, car-

riage, and botillage of wheat. t

Botken, -kin, obs. forms of BODKIN.

Botlere, botles(se, obs. If. BUTLER, BOOTLESS.

Sotting (ty-tlin'. Also bottling, [cf. Du.
I'ol stumpy.] The fish called chub or chevin

(Cyfrinits cfphalus).
.11613 J. I)[I.NNYS] Seer. Angling in Arb. Gamer (\tii^ I.

175 The peel, the tweat, the boiling, and the rest. 1653 1.

ItAKKKRsJrt Angling, It [salmon-roe] is a special bait for
dace or dare, good for chubb, or bottlin, or grayling. 1833
J. RENNIE Alfh. Angling 105 The chub, chevin, or bottling
neither affords good sport to the angler nor a good dish.

Botme, botom, obs. forms of BOTTOM.
+ Bo'tment. Obs. rare. [f. bot, BOOT rf.' +

-MENT. (The later form would have been boot-

went.'}} Amendment, remedy.
1*1440 J ork Myst. xix. 90 per may no botment be.

Botone, -6e, -y (bptone, -i). Her. Also 7 bot-

tony, S botfonny. [a. OK. botone, mod.K. boutonne
covered with buds.] Having an ornament of three

knobs or bud-like projections resembling a trefoil

leaf; hence sometimes called IrefoileJ or trejfle.d.

!572_BossEWELL A rmorie II. 64 b, S. beareth Sable, two
Delphines d'Argent . . betwene sixe Crosses Botony. 1760
PORNY Heraldry (1777) Gloss., Botontiy. 1827 C-entt. 3/ag.
XCVII. ii. 533 A cross botone'. 1864 BOUTELL Heraldry

'

Hist. <$ Pop. xv. (ed. 3> 182 The crosslets are botonfe.

fBotorescle. Obs. rare- 1
. \\ Cf. F. bouterollt

scabbard tag.]
t46jflttry ^7/^(1850)41, I beqwethe to William Lawshul!

my botorescle set in gold with nedil werk.



BO-TREE.

Botoume, obs. form of BOTTOM.

fBoto-zio. Obs. rare- 1
. ? =It. bottaccio cask.

1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S.Sea. (1847) 150 Five hundred bo-

tozios of wine. .

f Botraille. Obs. rare- 1
. Meaning uncertain :

can it be an early form of BUTTRESS ? cf. next.

i UV> LYDG. Mia. Poems (1840) 170 Paterfamulias, wise

and expert. .Shuldesette botraille atweyne derkand lighte.

Botreaux, botreulx, obs. forms of BUTTRESS.

1569 NEWTON Cicero's Old Age 46 a, The strong botreaux

of the Romaine people. 1532 HULOET, Botreulx or butrese

of a brycke wall.

Bo-tree (b^'tr/). [f. Singhalese bo, corruption

of Pali bodhi (Skr. bodhi) the bo-tree, more fully

called bodhi-taru, f. bodhi 'perfect knowledge',

tarn ' tree' ;
it having been under such a tree that

Gautama attained the enlightenment which con-

stituted him ' the Buddha'. In Singhalese Bogaha

(gaha a tree).] The ficus religiosa or plpal tree,

specifically allied to the Banyan.
(1681 R KNOX Hist. Ceylon 18 This tree they call Boga-

hah; we the God-Tree.) 1862 MRS. SptmLastl ears /,,d.

276 The Banyan, par excellence, sometimes railed the U

tree, is the specially sacred tree of the Bhuddhists. 1871

Al ABASTER Wheel ofLam 20 note. This Bo or Bodhi tree

is the tree under . . which Buddha attained to omniscience.

t BO'triform, a. Obs. rare. [f.
Gr. Porp-vs

bunch of grapes + -FORM.] = BOTBYOIDAL.

1805 T WEAVER tr. Werner's Fossils 84 Rounded par-

ticular forms, as botriform, globular, kidney-form. 1806

Ann. Rev. IV. 889 Fistuliform and botriform, are less

proper than the received . .

fistulous,_and botryoidal.

BotrycymOSC (b^tri|S3im<m-s), a. Bot. [f.
Gr.

iuTfv-s cluster of grapes + CYMOSE.] See quot.O- .

1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bk. 399 Botry-cyntose, Racemes or

any botryose clusters cymosely aggregated.

Botrylle (bptrH). Zool. rare. [ad. mod.L.

botryllus, as if ad. Gr. */3oT/wXAos, dim. of ft&Tfm

cluster of grapes.] A genus of tunicate molluscs,

giving its name to the family Botiyllidx. The

Lat. name is usually adopted unchanged. Hence

Botryllian a., belonging to the family Botryllida:.

i8 KIRBY Hat. ff lust. Auim. I. vii. 219 Sometimes they

are parasitic : thus a species of botrylle envelopes, like a

cloak, certain ascidians. 1849-52 TODD Cyel. Aiiat. >, Phys.

IV 1208/2 The botryllian group of 1 unicates.
t

Botryoid Vtri,oid;, a. [ad. Gr. Porpvofitw,

f. Purpv-s cluster of grapes : see -oiu.] Resem-

bling a cluster of grapes.

I747 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 432 Smooth

polished Knobs, in Form like to the botryoid Iron Ore.

Botryoidal bptriiordal , a. = prec.

1816 CLEAVEI.AND Mia. 544 Earthy arseniate of cobalt

occurs in crusts, which are sometimes remform or botry-

ofdal. 1841 TRIMMER Pract.Geol. 74 Minerals presenting
lled

oa. 141 RIMMER ..
an aggregation of large sections of small globes are cal

botryoidal.

Botryolite -bfrtri^hiC. .!/>'. [f. as prec. +

xiflos stone : see -LITE.] See quots.

1850 DANA G<W.xv.6o5 Datholite. . presenting the radiated

-pheroidal forms of the variety botryolite. 1852 W. PHIL-

LIPS Mia. (Brooks and Miller] 411 Botryolite. .is merely an

amorphous variety of datholite.

Botryose (b^tri|0-s),
a. Bot. [f.

as prec. +

-OSE.] Bearing flowers in clusters or racemes,

which develop successively from the base up-

1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. v. 144 note, The kinds of In-

florescence are all reducible to two types . .the Indeterminate

and Determinate. .Also named by Eichler the Cymose and

Botryose types.

Bott'e, obs. form of BOAT, BOOT.

f Botte. Obs. or dial. ? A brand or marking

on sheep.
1641 BEST Farm. Bin. (1856) 12 The manner is to give

lambes a tarre marke before they goe to the field, and our

usuall way is to give them only the botte on the farre bv

tocke, and sometimes to run the edge of the botte downe

the neare liske.

t Bottebolt, var. of butt-bolt : see BUTT sb.

II Bottekin (Vtkin). [cf. OF. bottekin ( botelun]

dimin. de botte' (Godef.).] A kind of small

fancy boot. Cf. BOOTIKIN.
1882 Standard 19 Sept. 5/1 We live in a lime of tight-

lacing, high heel?., and bottekins.

Bottelle, obs. form of BOTTLE.

Bottine (bftin). Also 6 Sc. botyu(e. [a. F.

hotline, dim. of botte boot. Adopted in Sc. in

1 6th c., and independently in Eng. in ipth.]

1. A buskin, a large boot partly covering the leg.

I513 DOUGLAS jEiieis i. vi. 57 With rede botynis on thair

schankis hie. 1884 }. G. BOURKE Snotf Dance i. 4 The

women in the Pueblos north of Santa Be., wear a bottme,

or legging, shaped somewhat like a Wellington boot.

2. A light kind of boot worn by ladies and chil-

dren, a half-boot.

1866 lUnst. Land. News 2 June 546 The fashionable bot-

tines have merely the toes of leather, the remainder of the

boot being of some thin textile fabric. 1876 OEO. h.LloT

Dan. Der. 367 Some white gloves and some new bottmes.

tBo'ttle, sb.l Obs. Forms : I botl, 2-3 buttle,

(Orm.} bottl, 4- bottle. [OE. botl, corresp. to

OS. bodl, OFris. bodel, ON. Ml (:-boSrs
:-OTeut.

*boplo-, from bit-, bo-
'

dwell', with instrumental

1014

suffix -plo^-pro (Gr. -T\O-, -rpo-}. Cf. BOLD rf. 1

]

A dwelling, habitation, building.
<:iooo 4fS. Gosp. St. Matt. xxvi. 3 Da waron ^esamnode

ba ealdras bjera sacerda.. to bxra sacerda botle. CIIOS

Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 552 Palalium, kinelic botl. a 1200

Trill Coll. Horn. 185 Elch bilefful man be is biclcr iboden

shal finden bare his buttle. i 1200 OR.MIN 2788 pe laffdij

Marje commTill Zacari;ess bottle.

[In place-names, as Harbattlc, ffevttottle, Morbattle.}

Bottle fbp-t'l], s/:* Forms: 4 botel, 5 bot-

telle, botill, botyll, 5-6 botell{e, bottell, 6-7

botle, bottel, 6- bottle, [a. OF. bouteille, also

botel. common Romanic = It. bottiglia, Sp. hotella,

Pg. botelha : late L. buticula, dim. of late L. butis,

buttis vessel, BUTT.]
1. A vessel with a narrow neck for holding

liquids, now usually made of glass ; originally of

leather.

c 1375 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 147 fes newe hoohs,

bat benmaad in ooldbotelis. c 1380 Sir Fcruml: 510 ?under

at my sadel bo;e hongeb o hotel, Ful of baume. 1436 h. E.

Wills (1882) 108 A pere of botell of siluer. a 1529 SKELTON

C Clout 652 Ye were wonte to drynke Of a lether bottell.

1611 BIBLE Jcr. xix. r Goe and get a potters earthen bot-

tell. 1716 f^omsovFreehalder'^o. 34. Boisterous Clubs, that

. .throw Bottlesatoneanother's Heads. jSjfiDlCKKKSftcte.
vii, Bottles, glasses, and dessert were placed on the table.

b. The quantity (of liquor; which a bottle can

hold, a bottlefnl. Cf. CUP, GLASS. Often attrib.

(preceded by a numeral ,
as a three-bottle man:

i.e. who drinks three bottles of wine at a sitting.

1687 [MONTAGUE & PRIOR] Hind f, P. TransTi. 2 [We)

never trouble our heads with National concerns, till the

third bottle has taught us as much of Politicks, as the next

does of Religion ? 1751 CARLVLE in Ramsay Retxut. in.

led. 1864) Being a five-bottle man, he could lay them all

under the table. I79' BOSWELI. Johnson 99 Vartvute, of

which he then sometimes drank a bottle. 1812 L. HUNT

in Fxamiiierii. May 289/1 Six-bottle Ministers and plem-

tudinous Aldermen. 1821 BYRON in Moore Life xli. 472.

c. fig. in phrases of Biblical origin .after Job
xxxviii. 37, Matt. ix. 17).

1560 BIBLE (Geneva) Job xxxviii. 37 Who can cause to

cease the bottels of heauen? 1599 Brmghtim s Lett. in. 13

The bottles of the clowdes, as lob calleth them. 1633

SWAN Spec. M. iv. 2 (1643) 58 The aire is often clear, and

those bottles of rain are not always there. i6si HoBBES

leuiat/i iv. xlv. 366 These old empty Bottles of Gentihsm.

(('1677 BARROW Serm. Wks. 1716 II. 72 The wide seas.,

supplying the bottles of heaven with water.

d. To pass the bottle ofsmoke : to give counten-

,nce to a conventional falsehood, to cant.

1855 DICKENS Dorrit i. xxxiv, To help myself in my turn,

and pass the bottle of smoke. Ibid. To keep up the pretence

as a labour and study, and patience, .and all the rest of it

in short, to pass the bottle of smoke, according to rule.

e. To bring tip on the bottle : said of an infant

.-eared by means of a feeding-bottle instead of at its

mother's breast.

2. transf. The practice of drinking. Over a (the)

bottle : while drinking ;
at the wine : see OVER.

1700 Si FELE Tatter No. 2 f i My Spark flies to the Bottle

for Relief. 1762-71 H. W.u.roLE Vertiic's Anecd. f
(anit.

117861 111.240 Most of his performances were produced over

i bottle. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Et/f. II. 258 A dull man

whose chief pleasures were derived from his dinner and his

bottle, attrib. 1712 AIIDISON Sfn't. No. 507 r 2 Our bottle

conversation is so infected with them, that, etc.

f3. Something resembling a bottle ;
as: the seed-

vessel of a plant, the honey-bag of a bee. Obs.

1609 C BUTLER Fern. Man. vi. (r623 ) O iij, The Nectar or

liquid hony the Bees gather with their tongues, whence they

let it downe into their bottles which are within them like

unto bladders. 1616 SUKI-L. & MARKH. Coiintr.Farm 499

The cocke heads, bells, or bottells which beare the seeds.

4. Comb, and Attrib., as (sense i) t bottle-ale

'also attrib.), ^ -freer, -belly, -case, ^ -cider, -con-

juror, -cork, -\-drink, -faucet, -filter, -maker,

"-riiisinsf, -room, -stand, -stopper, -viorki ; (sense 2)

bottle-bravery, -companion, -friend, -swagger,

talk ;
also bottle-bellied, -like adjs.

1586 WFBBE Eue. Poctrie (Arb.) 37 A Booke in Ryine. .

J
,

- _e /-> .. ->H^nl.. Alp yertr

BOTTLE.

compiled from data obtained by means of bottles

thrown from ships and subsequently picked up at

a distance ; t bottle-clay, clay of which earthen-

ware bottles were made
; t bottle - coaster, a

stand on which decanters were passed round the

table ; bottle-drainer, a frame in which inverted

bottles are placed to drain ; f bottle-dropsy, dropsy

affecting the abdomen only ; bottle-feeding vbl.

sb., feeding (e.g. of infants) by means of a bottle ;

bottle-fish, the Saccopharynx amptillaceus, a fish

which can inflate its body so as to resemble a

leathern bottle; bottle-glass, a bottle-shaped

glass (obs.} ; the coarse kind of glass of which

common bottles are made ;
also attrib. ; bottle-

gourd, a kind of flask-shaped gourd (Lagenaria

vulgaris} ; bottle-green a., of a dark green colour,

like bottle -
glass ;

as sl>. this colour; bottle-

heath, bell - heather (Erica tetralix) ;
bottle-

house, a building in which bottle-glass is made ;

bottle-imp, an imaginary imp inhabiting a bottle ;

bottle-jack, a jack for roasting meat, shaped like

a bottle ; t bottle-man, a servant or official who

has charge of bottles; bottle-nest (
= bottle-tit);

bottle-ore, a kind of sea-weed (bladder-wrack,

Fuciis vesiculosits) ; i bottle-pear, a kind of pear

so called from its shape; bottle-rack ( = bottle-

drainer}; f bottle-screw, a corkscrew; t bottle-

slider,

'

-slide, a tray for a decanter (
= bottle-

coaster} ;
bottle-stone, a variety of obsidian ;

bottle-stoop (Afed.), a block of wood with a

groove on the upper surface, so sloped that the

contents of a bottle placed upon it may be easily

removed with a knife in dispensing; bottle -tit,

bottle-torn, the Long-tailed Tit (Pants caudatus],

from the shape of its nest; bottle track, the

track taken in the ocean by a bottle thrown over-

board at a given point ;
cf. bottle -chart ; bottle-

washer, one who or a machine which washes

bottles; also (humorous') one who looks after

affairs, a factotum. Also BOTTLE-BRUSH, etc.

ie8o HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Vn sonmielicr, a

bottle bearer. 1656 TRAPP Comm. Matt, ix 17 Certain

heretics called . . bottle-bearers, because they bare a bottle

on their backs. 1857 KINGSLEY Two*. Ago i. O>.) He . .

fulfilled the ideal of a -bottle-boy. 1679 PLOT
StaforAsh.

(1686) 122 'Bottle clay, of a bright whitish streaked yellow

colour 1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Belinda, v, I heir father

pushing them on together, like two decanters in a bottle-

coaster Angelina iii, Angelina's letter was . .found in

a
-

bottle-drainer. 1362 TURNER Baths, 3 The *bottel dropsey

whvchis about the stomack. c i86sCr..V. I. 362/1 'Bottle-

feeding will be preferable to the employment
of a wet-nurse.

!626 BACON Syh'a 213 Take therefore a Hawks- Bell . .and

hang it by a thred within a Bottle-Glass. 1702 Lmd Gaz.

No 3821/8 A Round Bottle-Glass-Houseo4 Foot High, and

60 Foot broad. 1765 DELAVAL in Phil. Trans.,
LV. 24

Several pieces of green bottle glass. 1875 URE Diet Arts

II 6si The coarsest and simplest form of this manufacture

is bottle-glass. 1861 Miss PKATT Flwer PI. II. 309 The

'bottle-gourds (Lagciiaria). .being shaped ike flasks. iBlC

COLERIDGE Slatesm. Man. (1817) 360 Black, blue, or hot-

tle-green. 1862 Enquire Within 112 I- rom the darkest

bottle-green . . to the lightest pea-green. 1863 KINGSLEY

lYaleZbab.l. .3 Red flycatchers, and pink 'bottle-heath,

and sweet white orchis. 1875 URE.Diet. Arts II. 652LA

bottle-house has generally eight other furnaces. 1821 Ui

OUINCFY Confess. Wks. I. 106 The letter would poison my

very Jxltence, like the "bottle-imp. .869 CURZON Vistt

Monast. 283 Twisting round and round like a leg of mutton

hanging to a 'bottle lack. 1630 J . TAYLOR iWater P. farm:

Twer Mtles, Each 'Bottfeman (but 1 1 Had alwayes a
. i i_ _i- ... J It lint- f> .!/ v in Si nil)-

15 FBBE ng. oc .

in commendations of Copper noses or 'Bottle Ate 1597

SHAKS. 2 Hen. 1^, n. iv. 140 Away you Bottle-Ale Rascall.

1641 FRI-NCH Distill, v. (16511 122 It will last as quick as

bottle beer. 1820 W. IRVING Skctch-bk., J. .5/<tf (D.)Some

choleric, 'bottle-bellied old spider. 1807 SOUTHEY Bl-

friclla'l l-ett. (1814! II. 203 A .. thick-headed fellow, with

a bottle belly and a bulbous nose. 1830 GALT Lnivnc 1.

vi. viii. (1849) 290 His fits of 'bottle-bravery. 1711 AumsoN
ttect No 89 r i Sam . . is a very good

" Bottle-Companion.

vMGextl, Mag. XXV. 65 'Bottle-conjurors. and persons

who will jump down their own throats. 1791 Chron. in

4,iu Rcr. 6/2 He carried home all the *bottle-corks he

could come at. 1683 TRVON ll'ay to Health .164
All such

Bottle-Drinks are infected with a yeasty furious foaming

matter. 1849-52 TODD C>7. A >iat. * Phys. IV. 1193/1 1 he

>
bottle-like form of the Ascidia. 1483 A ct \ A ich. Ill, xli.

S i Weavers, Homers, *Bottlemakers, and Coppersmiths.

'1711 Customs' Notice in Lmiii. C.az. No. 4862/5 Bottle-

makers, and other Dealers in . . Skins. 1695 Land. Gaz. No.

3I t4/4 Glass Works, Stone and Earthen 'Bottle Works.

5. Special comb.: f bottle -bearer, one who

carries a bottle, a butler (cf. cup-bearer} ;
bottle-

boot,
' a leather case to hold a bottle while

corking' (Ogilvie". ; bottle-boy, an apothecary s

assistant ; bottle - charger, an apparatus for

charging bottles with a liquid under pressure ;

bottle-chart, a chart of ocean surface currents

and bolt emen lor their rewaraes. 1751. ..
'"."; f i, 11

State Stilly 1st. 120 The gross 'Bottle-ore which has hollow

nobs or pustules in it, is reckoned to make the best kelp.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 439 Peares take their name, of the

forme of their neck, as the
'

Bottle-peares. 1846 fre,uh

X! Cookery 323 Rinse them [bottles] as they become

empty, and invert them on the bottle-rack. W*
Tram. XXIII. ,367 A close spiral revolution like the Worm

of a * Bottle Screw. 1785 Lounger^o.
86 As harmless as

e'er a *bottle-slider at the table. 1815 SCOTTGy M. xxxv ,

His head crowned with a bottle-slider his eye leering with

an expression betwixt fun and the effects of wine. .851

M WHVW Land. Labour \ I. 72 The Bottle-tit. .has a long

handng nest like a bottle. i86S Derby Mercury , Mar

T orouihly cleaned by the steam 'bottle-washer Mod.

Lolloq Head cook and bottle-washer of the establishment.

Bottle (bp-t'l), sb? Forms: 4-6 botel. 6*-
telle 5-6 botell e, 6 bottel, 6-7 bottell, 7 botle,

6- bottle, [a. OF. botel, dim. of *bot, masc. form

- botle bundle.]

1 A bundle of hay or straw: now somewhat local

in use. To look for a needle in a bottle of hay :

to engage in a hopeless search. Cf. Needle in a

haystack.

otys ana a ooien 01 nayc. "' -"
in the haye lofte makynge botelles IS7

Roll in Peacock N. Line. Gloss. (V. D. S.)s.v., No mah

shall gett anie bottelk of furres [i.e. furze] . GREENE

(//"r.0^r(.8 7 .)4b. He . . gropeth in the dark to find

a needle in a bottle of hay. 1617 in Hearne CWMS
I 53 Hay being zes. a load, the Penny Bottle ought to wey



BOTTLE.

3ti 1798 D.GRAHAM Wks. II. 120 Shaking down two bottles

of straw, a 1845 HOOD Lost Heir\\, A child as is lost about
London streets . . is a needle in a bottle of hay.
2. Bottle-horse, a horse for carrying bundles or

packages, a pack-horse.
1461-83 Ord. R. Househ. 75 This office [of Sellar] hath a

sumpter-mau and horse, and also a bottle-horse. 1469 Ibid.

(1790)97 Item, A niaile horse and a botell horse.

Bottle (Vt'l), sb Bot. [Partly corruption of

bopelt BUDDLK; partly a special use of BOTTLE .f/'.
1

,

from the shape of the ovary or calyx in some of

the plants so named.] The popular name of

several plants, chiefly with adj. denoting colour,

as BLUE-BOTTLE, q.v. ;
"White Bottle, Silene in-

flata ;
Yellow Bottle, Chrysanthemum segetitm

(
= BUDDLE); Bottle of all sorts, the Pulmonaria

officinalis
' no doubt in allusion to the flowers of

two different colours'. See Britten and Holland.

1573 TUSSEH//J/'. f 1 878 ) 91; Herbes, branches, and flowers,

for wmdowes and pots. Botles, blew, red and tawnie. 1633
Gerartfs Herbal n. ccli. 734 The Violet-coloured Bottle or

Corne-floure.

Bo-ttle, sb$ Obs. Corruption of BOLTEL.
1660 BLOOME Archit. Aa, Astrngulns, a bottle and fillet

. .Echinus^ a bottle cut with edges.. . 'J'orns
t any bottle.

Bottle (.b^-t'l), z'.i
[f.

BOTTLE sb.-~\

1. trans. To put into a bottle for the purpose of

storing or keeping. Often with itp. To bottle

off\ to transfer (liquors') from the cask into bottles.

1641 FRENCH Distill, v. 11651) 122 Let it stand a week, and
then bottle it up. 1650 H. MORE in Enthus. Triumph.
(1656) in How so subtil a thing as this Anima is can be
either barrel'd up, or bottled up, or tied up in a bag, etc.

1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housckpr. (1778) 321 Let it stand
seven weeks, then bottle it. 1807 SOUTH EY EspritIla's

Lett, 11814) HI- 272 Y u might as reasonably attempt to

dissect a bubble, or to bottle moonshine. 1882 Garden 18

Mar. 183/3 Keeping Grapes after they are bottled. 1885 H.
CONWAY Fam. Affair ix. 70 They were very busy bottling
off a quarter cask of sherry.

2. fig. To store up as in bottles
;
to keep under

restraint (anger or other feelings) ;
to shut up, ?";/,

down, out.

1622 T. SCOTT Belg. Pismire 53 Vapours . . botteled vp in

cloudes. rtiyn KEN.4;/(irfj'wPoet,\Vks. 1721 111.429 He. .

Bottlesmy Tears, accepts my Prayers. 1833 H. DKUMMOND in

Croker Papers 11884) HI- xxviii. 268 Twenty years of wrath
bottled up. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. <$ Schnt. xxii. 486 To an-

ticipate the process of being ourselves bottled in, by bot-

tling the country out. 1865 Sat. Rev. 7 Jan. 23/1 To catch

and bottle up his now evaporated
'

Spirit of the East '.

Bo'ttle, v$ Idial. [f.
BOTTLE sb$ : cf. F. bot-

teler.] To make up (hay) into bottles.

1611 COTGR., Botelery to botle or bundle vp. 1653 URQU-
HART Rabelais \. xxiv, They . . did recreate themselves in

botteling up of hay.

Bottle-brush, [f.
BOTTLE sb* + BRUSH.]

1. A brush for cleaning bottles, with bristles

diverging on all sides from a central stem.

1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. 190 note, Antenna; ; plain in the

Female [Gnat], in the Male feathered, somewhat like a
Bottle-brush. 1883 Leisure Ho. 473/1 Suggestive of gigantic
feather-brushes, or rather bottle-brushes.

2. Bot. The popular name of the Horse-tail

(Eqttisetnw) and Mare's-tail {Hippuris vulgaris],
from their shape, b. Also applied to an Australian

shrub, the Banksia marginata (Rhind's Veg.

Kingd. 1874, 71 1 \ and to the Metrosideros Jlori-
bunda (The Garden 10 June (1882) 417/3).
3. attrib. and in comb.

1851 Q. Rev. Dec. 40 Bottle-brush-flowered, zigzag-leaved,

grey-tinted, odd-looking things. 1885 LADY BRASS KY The
Trades 265 The. .Entada scandens. .bears an insignificant

yellow, bottle-brush, acacia-like flower.

Bottlebump, dial. var. BUTTERBUMP, bittern.
' So called on our east coast.

1 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk.

Bottled (bp-t'ld), ///. a. [f.
BOTTLE sb:- and z/.

1
]

f 1. Resembling a bottle, protuberant, swollen.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \. iii. 242 Why strew'st thou Sugar
on the Bottel'd Spider, Whose deadly Web ensnareth thee

about ? 1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. I. 448, I . .saw a black bottled

spider as big as myself. 1768 WALES in Phil. Traits. LX.
109 Their noses small, and . . what U generally termed bottled.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine 117891 C c iij b, The chambers
of mortars . . are spherical . . conical, bottled or concave.

2. Kept or corked up in a bottle.

1660 BOYLE Ne-w Exp. Phys.-Mech. xxviii. 217 A Vessel

full of bottl'd drink. 1662 FULLER Worthies ii. 115 This is

believed .. the Original of bottled-Ale in England. 1769
MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Honsckpr. (1778) 359 Any kind of

bottled fruit. 1829 SOUTHEY Sir T. More II. 345 Brisk re-

putations, indeed, are like bottled twopenny, or pop. 1837
MARRYAT Dog-Fiend xlviii, Give them some bottled beer.

3. fig. Kept under restraint, pent up.
1840 HOOD Up Rhine 45 One with whom he could pour

out his bottled-up grievances. 1853 *- BKONTE F/7/c/A' xvi,
He fumed like a bottled storm.

Bottleful (bp't'lful). [f.
BOTTLK sb* + -FUL.]

As much as a bottle will contain.
r 1865 in Circ. Sc. 1. 119/1 Collecting a bottleful of the gas.

Bottle-head, [f.
as prec. + HEAD.]

1 1. A var. of BEETLE-HEAD (see BEETLE s/>.
1
3) ;

a stupid fellow. Obs. or arch.

1654 GAYTON Fest. Notes, Is it the custom of your country,

you bottle-head, to use knight-errants after this manner?
1815 SCOTT Guy M. xliv, But why, for a blind bottlehead,
did ye not ask the guineas?
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t 2. Some plant. Obs.

1713 PKTIVF.R in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 188 Purple Sala-

manca Bottle-head. Ray 324. 8.

3. The Bottle-nosed Whale (so
-
called) ;

see

BOTTLE-NOSE 2.

1819 REES Cyd. s.v., Bottle-head, a species of whale.

Hence f Bo'ttle-headed = beetle-headed;
' void

of wit \ Grose 1796.
Bottle-holder (Vt'lihJndda-*). U- as Prec - +

HOLDEH.] One who holds a bottle
; spec, one

who waits on a pugilist at a prize-fight : Jig. a

second, a backer, a supporter.
1753 SMOLLETT Cf. FatJiom(L.} An old bruiser makes a good

botile-holder. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxxix, Tutors, dependents,
and bottle-holders of every description. 1858 CARLYLK
Frcdk. Gt. I. iv.

y. 442 His Majesty's bottle-holder in that

battle with the Finance Nightmares and Imbroglios.
So Bo'ttle-holdiug vbl. s/>., backing, supporting.
1884 Pall Mall G. 5 Apr. 3/1 The Spectator, .does a good

deal of injudicious bottle-holding for Mr. Chamberlain.

Bottle-nose 'b^t'lnj'"/,). Also 6 bytyl-.

[f.
as prcc. + NOSE. In sense i pronounced and

usually written as two words.]
1. A nose resembling a bottle, a swollen nose.

'With the form bytyl-nosc
= beetle-nose, cf. the con-

fusion of bottle-head and beetle-head.'}

[1547 BOORDE Jirev. Health cclxxxvi. 94!), There be two

kyndes [of polypus], the one is a bytyl nose.] 1635 BRERFTOX
Trat>. (18441 94 Captain Ragg. .famous, .for his great bottle

nose. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. \, 1811 BVRON IIhitsfr,
Hor. 58 Black eyes, black ringlets, but a bottle nose !

2. The Bottle-nosed Whale : a name given to

several of the Dolphin family, esp. the genus
Ilypcroodon.
1668 T. SMITH Voy. to Constant, in Misc. Curiosa (1708)

III. 15 We saw .. several Bottle-noses, fish of about three

yards long. 1773 DALRYMPLE in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 397
Some bottle noses, and vast flocks of flying fish. 1807 HOME
ibid. XCVI1. 97 The bottle-nose porpoise and large bottle-

nose whale. 1854 R. OWEN in tire. Sc. Org. Nat. I, 278
The great bottle-nose orhyperoodon. 1863 KINGSI.EY Jfrt/Vr-

Bab. vii. 279 Razor-backs, and bottle-noses.

t 3. A dial, name of the puffin. Obs.

1678 RAY Wninghtys Ornith. 325 The Bird called in

South-Wales Gulden head, Bottle-nose and Helegug.

Bo ttle-nosecl, a.
[f. prec. 4- -ED.] Having a

bottle nose.

1568 Like will to Like in Ha/1 DodsL III. 311 My dame
called thee bottle-nosed knave. 1591 HARIXGTON Orl,Fnr,
XLIII. cxxviii, AGipsen. .blab-lipt, beetle-browd, and bottle-

nozed. 1863 BI'CKLAND Cur. Nat. Hist. Ser. n. 325 A
bottle-nosed whale.. cast ashore from the Thames In 1783.

1865 DICKENS Mitt.Fr. iij,'l'hebottle-nosed regular customer.

Bottler (b^rtlai;. [f.
BOTTLE sb$ and ^.1 + -ER.]

f 1. A bottle-maker. Obs.

1415 York Myst. Introd. 22 Pouchemakers, Botellers,

Capmakers.
2. One who bottles liquor.
1878 F. WILLIAMS Midi. Railw. 349 The bottling room,

where the bottler is at work.

Bottling (bp-tlirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

BOTTLE v.^ +
-ING 1

.]
The act of putting into, or keeping in,

bottles
; fig. keeping underrestraint. Often with

//_/>.

1594 PLAT Dfocrs Chcm.Concl. 14 The bottleling uppe of

your best Ale. 1626 BACON Syh'a 46 You may drink it

well after 3 daies Botteling. 1691 SWIFT A then. Soc. Wks.
r755 IV- i. 235 An art as vain as bottling up of winds.

1830 M. DONOVAN Dont. Econ. I. 309 The bottling of the

cider.

Bottlin; g, variant of BOILING.

BottoBJAbjrtsm). Forms: i botm, 3-4 boj>em,
-om, -urn, botham, -em, -um, 5 botym, botme,

5-7botome, bottom(e,botoume,6-7bothom(e,
9 dial, botton, 6- bottom ; north, bodome,
-dom, -dum, motl.Sc. boddem. [OE. botm str.

masc., representing WGer. *bopm^ whence OS.

bodom, OHG. bodam, MHG., Du. bodeni^ mod.G.
boden ;

the ON. botn appears to point to *bopno
as the OTeut. form ; but both may have been

OTeut. : cf. Gr, w&f^vt also Skr. budhndt
\J.f^(n~

dns (for *fnd-mts} : Aryan *b1mdhno~.
The phonology- of the Teut. forms is not yet clearly ex-

plained ; the ME. variants bcfyoin boddont also present

difficulties.]

I. The lowest surface or part of anything.
1. The lowest part of anything, considered as a

material thing ;
the lower or under surface, that

surface of a thing on which it stands or rests
;
the

base. Applied spec, to the keel of a ship (cf. 7),

the circular end of a cask, etc. Proverb,
*

Every
tub (vat) must stand on its own bottom 1

.

a 1000 Csedition's Satan 721 (Gr.) pa he on botme [Jjsere

helle] stod. 1050 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker I'oc. 181

Cimba lie! carina, scipesbotm. 1382 WYCLIF Wisd, v. TO A
step is not to finds, ne a path of his [a ship's] botme in

the flodis. -1425 St-ven Sag. (P.) 809 The credyl bot-

hume turnyd on hyghe. c 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 5 pat
be necke of be glas be turned dounward, and |>e botum
be turned vpward. 1651 HOBRFS Lwiath. in. xxxviii. 242 A
pit without a hot tome. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver \\\. i. 180 It

appeared to be a firm substance, the bottom flat, smooth
and shining. 1768 Ross To t/tt Begging (JAM.*, I'll then
unto the cobler And cause him sole my*shoon An inch thick
i' the bpddom. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Honsekpr. (1778)

289 Boil your artichoke bottoms in hard water. 1848 MAC-
AI'LAY Hist. Eng. xiii. (1872) III. 38/2 Barrels with the

BOTTOM.
bottoms knocked out served the purpose of chimneys. Mod.
A drawer with a false bottom.

b. The sitting part of a man, the posteriors,
the seat. (Colloq.) Also, the * seat

'

of a chair.

1794 6 E. DARWIN ZOOJL (1801) III. 253 So as to have his

head and shoulders much lower than his bottom. 1835 J
WILSON

Noctes_
Ainbr. xxxi.v. (18641 IV. 79 The Dunghill

cock . . hides his head in a hole . . unashamed of the ex-

posure of his enormous bottom. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev.
II. iv. i. 185 Patriot women take their hazel wands, and

fustigate, .broad bottom of priests. 1885 Leisure Ho. Jan.
47/1 Women and children will be found caning or rushing
the 'bottoms'.

2. The ground or bed under the water of a lake,

sea, or river. Hence 'J'o go to /he bottom : to sink,

founder
;
to be wrecked.

a 1000 Beowulf ysiti pa heo to botme com. ( 1325 . .

Allit. P. C. 144 pe wawes . . Durst nowhere for ro} arest

at f>e bothem. c 1400 MAUNDEV. xxx. 300 Men may see the
botme of the See. i 1460 Tmvnclcy Myst. 90 Now. .to the
botham is it sonken. 1583 STANYHL'RST sE>i<-/s i. (Arl.O 21

Soom synck too bottoms, sulcking thee surges asunder. 1635
N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. in. ix. 149 So great an abundance of

water,that they can neither find the bottome or bounds thereof.

1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg-. iv. 618 The Sun. .darting to the

bottom, bak'd the Mud. 1730 A. GORDON Maffei'sAmphit.
376 The Bottom is very good anchoring Ground. 1812 J,

WILSON Isle ofPalms n. 22 Down to the bottom must she

go With all who wake or sleep, 1821 SHELLEY Prowcth.
Unb. n. ii. 73 The oozy bottom of clear lakes and pools.

b. To touch bottom : to reach the lowest point.
To have no bottom- : to be unfathomable, inex-

haustible, etc. Often _/%".
1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. A for. 63 Forgetting . . the vicis-

situde of good and evil, they apprehend no bottom in

felicity. 1886 Pall Mall G. 22 Apr. 11/2, I do not believe
we have touched bottom; I believe the reduction will goon.

f 3. A deep place, a depth, either in the sea or

land
;
an abyss. Obs.

a 1000 Cxdwon's Gen. 361 (Gr.) He haefS us befylled fyies
to botme. ^1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1030 He bode in bat

bobbin [the Dead Sea] brobely a monyth. 1611 BIBI.K

IVi&d. xvii. 14 The same sleepe. .came vpou them out of the

bottomes of ineuitable hell. 1667 MILTON P. L. vir. 289
So low Down sunk a hollow bottom . . Capacious bed of
Waters. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. iv. 557 In the Car-

pathian Bottom makes abode The Shepherd of the Seas.

1703 MAUNDRELL youm. Jems. (1721) Add. 4 A great ..

Rock, separated by a great gulph or natural bottom, from
the land. 1759 BORLASE in Pkil. Trans. L. 504 They called

to their companions above to be drawn up from the bottoms.

4. a. The bed or basin of a river, b. Low-lying
land, a valley, a dell ;

an alluvial hollow.
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 383 Vch boboin watz brurd-ful to

be bonkez eggez. 1481 Ripon Ch. Acts 347 Head-rack
Kothome. 1513 DOUGLAS s&fieis vn. Prol. 57 Bank, bra,
and boddum blanschit wolx and bair. 1576 LAMBARDK
Peramb. Kent 11826) 239 They [streams] all passe in one
bottome to Wie and to Canterbury. 1613 W. BROWNE Brit .

Past. ii. i. (1772) II. 2 Past gloomy bottomes and high-

waving woods. 1687 A. LOVKLI, tr. Bergeracs Comic. Hist.
1. 177 Do you perceive, said he to me, what bottom we are

going down into? 1732 LEDIARD Sethos II. ix. 294 This

bottom, or inclosure . . was about two hundred paces broad.

1803 T. JEFFERSON H'rit. (18301 III. 504 There are on the

borders of the rivers some rich bottoms, formed by the mud
brought from the upper country.
5. The lowest part of anything, considered as a

place or position in space ;
the lowest point or

locality, the 'foot'. Said both of vertical direc-

tion, and of the lowest point, on a slope.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1699 In be bobem [of the ark] sal be na

stall For al ('eir filth sal bedir fall, c 1340 Gaiv. 4- Gr. Knt.

2143 Tilbou be bro^t tope bobem of be brem valay. 1526
TINDALE Matt, xxvii. 51 The vayle of the temple dyd rent in

twaynefrom the toppe to the bottome [1382 WYCLIF, fro the

hei^est til doun
; 1388 to the lowest]. 1598 SHAKS. Merry

IV. ui. v. 13 If the bottome were as deepe as hell, I shold
down. 1664 EVF.LYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 204 Cutting the . .

Roots a little, especially at bottom. 1853 LYTTON My Novel
in. xxiv, Two cherry trees, standing at the bottom of the
Park. 1863 KINGSLEY tt'ater-bab. 14 At the bottom of a

hill they came to a spring. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau \. 296
Rousseau was alone at the bottom of his garden.

~b.fig. in phr./V0;;/ (to} the bottom of'the heart',etc.
1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Commun. Ser?'. Rubr., If one

of the parties . . be content to forgive from the bottom of

his heart all that the other hath trespassed against him.

1557 NORTH Gneuara's Diall Pr. (1619) 146/2, I loue thee
from the bottome ofmy stomacke. 1585 ABP. SANDYS Serttt.

(1841) 334 From the bottom of my heart I confess with St

r&u\i minimussum, 1802 MAR. EDGKWORTH jlfora/ T.(i8i6t
I. x. 83 He wished, from the bottom of his heart, that he
had a thousand. 1848 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. I. 169 Worth-
less men., to the very bottom of whose hearts he saw.

C. The foot of a page ;
the last place in a list

or class ;
the lower end of a table, in point of

dignity or precedence.
1658 ROWLAND Monffefs Thcat. Ins. 916 The rest he

placed in the bottom of the wax, that is, in the last part of

his will. 1863 A. J. HORWOOD Yearbks. 30 <$ 31 Edw. I.

Pref. 32 The case at the bottom of p. 141 acknowledges the

rule. 1866 C. D. YOKGE Naval Hist. Eng. I. xi (L., Justice
was satisfied by his being placed at the bottom of the list of

post-captains. 1884 MRS. CRAIK G. Heistotte 246 Mr. Beres-

ford's genial face at the bottom of his table, did more to

give zest to the viands than an appetising sauce.

6. transf. The deepest or most remote part of

a recess, bay, or the like
;
the farthest point, or

inmost part.
1603 R.JOHNSON Kingd. <$

Connniv. 117 Venice .. is a

city seated at the bottome of the Adriatique sea. 1634 W.
WOOD Neiv Eng. Prosfi, \. i, At the bottome [of Massa-



BOTTOM.

chusetts Bay] . . are situated most of the English planta-

tions a .674'MILTON Hist. Mosc.l Wks. , .85. >

.476
The: Way

thither is through the western bottom of Saint Nicholas

Bay. 1791 BURKE App. Whigs Wks. VI. 20 Mahomet hid

in the Bottom of the sands of Arabia. .856 KjJftArct.JiXf.

I. viii. 82 Almost at the bottom of this indentation.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay viii. 100 Trogus Pompeius be-

ginneth his Historie at the bottome of all antiquitie.

7. Bottom (of a ship) ; generally, as in I (where

see quots.) ; spec.
' the part of the hull of a ship

which is below the wales' (Adm. Smyth) ; also,

the hull as a whole ; hence, A ship, boat, or other

vessel.

i22 WOI.SEY in Fiddes Life (17261 64 To bring their wines

upon strangers bottoms. lyftAct yllen Vlll,, Laden

in any shyppe botome or vessel! of this realme of Eng-

land, .600 HOLLAND Li-y xxxi.i. xxxvn. 845 They..

passed over the Po in small bothomes and punts. 1665

Land. Gaz. No. 11/4 They were bound for Bordeaux with -

several others, all Dutch Bottoms. 1697 DAMPIF.R I ay. (1729)

I. 143 When they come to Panama, [they] dispose of the

Goods and Bottom together. 1770 LANGHORNE.Plutarch

(1879- I. 138/2 Amintas . . and Sosicles . . who sailed in one i

bottom, bore down upon him. 1817 BYRON BeUo xcvli, He

transferred his lading . . to another bottom. 1883 American

VII 162 Goods imported in foreign bottoms.

b. fit'.

.636 FEATLV Clavis Myst. vii. 85 All private metis estates

are ventered in the bottome of the Common-wealth. 1697

Establ Test 2 I do not pretend, .to meddle with the Needle

and Compass of the Publique Bottom. 1709 J. ROBERT-

SON Agric. Perth 442 In no bottom can it be more sate

than in land. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's x, I wish Claras

venture hainot been in such a bottom.

8. t a. The dregs, sediment of liquors ;
the last

portion of the wine in a cask (oh.), b. In Copper-

smelting (see quot.).
1660 HOWELL Diet., Bottom, or the settling of liquor at

the"bottom. .703 Lond. Gaz. No. 393/3 The White Wines

at 4o/ per Tun, the White Bottoms at io/. 1870 hag.

Meek. 1 8 Feb. 547/3 Known as black copper or bottoms .

1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Bottoms, in copper-smelting, |

the impure metallic copper, .which separates from the matt,

and is found below- it.

9 Bottom of a wig : the portion hanging down I

over the shoulder. Full bottom : short for ' full-

bottomed wig '.

,851 THACKERAY Eag. Hum. n. 89 The fathers of theology

did not think it decent to appear except in a full bottom.

II. That which underlies or supports a thing.

1 10. That upon which anything is built or rests ;

the foundation. Obs

1016

bottom of the scheme. 1866 ARGYLL Reign Law vi. (18711

MO That which is really at the bottom of all this ambiguity

of language. 1873 MORLF.V Rnatm II. 171 It is bad,

because it is at bottom, a superstition.

1 13. A pecuniary
' foundation or ' basis tor

commercial enterprise ; capital, resources ; hence,

financial stability, commercial standing. Obs.

1662 FI-LLEE Worthies (1840) II. 451 Beginning on a good

bottom left him by his father. 1787 T. JEFFERSON H /. (.850!

II. 206, I know of no mercantile house in trance ot surer

bottom.

14. Physical resources,
'

staying power , power

of endurance ;
said esp. of pugilists, wrestlers,

race-horses, etc.

J774 GOLDSM. Anim.Xat. II. 106 Though the Savages

held out and, as the phrase is, had better bottoms, yet for

a spurt the Englishmen were more nimble and speedy.

1700 BEWICK Quad,:, Race Horse (i1,oo} 7 What is called m
thelanguage of the turf, bottom. 1822 BYRON Juan

yili.

ex [He) died all game and bottom. 1835 Penny Cycl. III.

421/2 They . . have their manes and tails cropped ..under

the supposition that it adds to their strength and bottom.

1862 R. PATTERSON f-ss. Hist. $ Art 180 For solidity

bottom, and a courage that never wavers, they Irintis

troops] are incomparable.

f 15. A clew or nucleus on which to wind thread ;

also a skein or ball of thread. Also/.?. Obs.

c 1440 Pramp. Pa,'.: 45 Botme of threde. 1490 CAXTON

ExeyZa xxxi. 120 He must take wyth hym a botom of

threde 1555 EDEN Decades W. Ind. l. V. i Arb.) 85 Of go,-

sampine cotton ready spunne foure great bottomes. 1611

COTCB FoudrilloH, a bottom to wind silke, thread or yarne^ '
- T,-I it' JJ ., ~6~ Ho rfffivcti from

UC luUUV*ilv*v/*. vi--.

c 1440 1'romp. Pan: 45 Botme, or fundament, basis. .047

H. MORE Song of Soul n. App. civ, All the stately works

and monuments Built on this bottome. 1660 SHAHROCH

Vegetables 39 That canon will certainly hold longer which

is best built m the bottome. 1674 ALLEN Danger hnthus.

5 Several Orders among the Papists have been built upon

the same Bottom.

t b. The ground under a plant ;
the soil in

\vhich it grows. Obs.

a .620 T. DYKE Worthy Commim. (16401 To Rdr. A plant

that growes upon its own bottom. 1649 BLITH hng. tm-

fry:' Imfr. To Husb., No less than may . . yield good hot-

tome and rooting to the corn.

11 fisr. A foundation, basis, footing.

rtifaoJ.DYKE Worthy Cmttmin.(-Atf,) 194 Hee comes off

from all bottom he hathin himselfe and in nature. 1675 BROOKS

Gold. AVvWks. 1867 V. .55 This glorious name bhadda,

was a noble bottom for Abraham to act his faith upon.X Snake in Grass (ed. 2! p. xv, This was the Bottom upon

which the Quakers first set up .718 PN Life ir,

|

Wks

1726 I 136 If we could not all meet upon a Religious

Bottom, at least we might upon a Civil One. 1788

1EY Lee/. Hist. v. xxxvi. 262 Authority established on the

same bottom with the privileges of the people.

b. Phrase. To stand on one's <ni.m bottom :

act for oneself, be independent.
,606 HOLLAND .Saeton. 97 Hee had used also before, to

stand upon his owne bothom. a .656 BP. HALL
Context.^

Man though he . . stand upon his own bottome, yet [is] he not

a little wrought upon by examples. 1680 MORDEN lrftfA
'

;

Reel (16851 106 Everyone endeavours to stand on their own

bottom 1788 REID Aristotle's Log. vi. 1. 129 When reason

acquires such strength as to stand on its own bottom.

12. The fundamental character, essence, reality.

Phrases. To search, etc., to the bottom : to ex-

amine thoroughly, to find out the real character of.

At (the) bottom : in reality, as distinguished from

superficial appearances. To be at the bottom of:

to underlie, to be the real author or source of.

,577 HARRISON England n. i. (1877) 12 When the pope

understood the botome of the matter. 1504 T. B. 1.a

Primmid. Fr. Acad. II. 391 There is nothing in man which

God .searcheth not vnto the bottome. 1600 IOURNEUR

Transf. Metamorph. Iviii, Doth demonstrate presently 1 he

bo^omeofhis mind effectually. 1651 Proc. Parhame,,

No 94. 1446 The examination of that business to the bot-

tom 1681 Atol.for I'rot. France vi. 88 The Clergy m the

bonom judgefthat the Pope has Right to lay an Ecclesi-

astical Censure upon the Kingdom of France. 17.1 STEEL*

Stect. No. 43 F 5 We are by no means yet sure, that some

People are not a? the Bottom on't. I?" OZELL tr. ], ertot s

Rom Rep. III. xiv. ,25 Antony, at the Bottom, very n -

different about this Revenge, pretended to be m earnest.

,748 Assos !)'. in. x. (ed. 41 544 If this matter was exam-

ined to the bottom. .773 MONBODDO.Langi.age I .774>I- '

v 42 I n order to get at the bottom of this question. 1809-10

oSSr%SS (-865, 75 With whomsoever we p a>

the deceiver and flatterer, him at the bottom we despise

,848 MACAULAY Hist. E,,g. I. 387 The Jesuits were at the

R t- onanilon, a ooiioni io 11^, ...-"
.
J 7

on. 1614 RALF.IGH Hist. World u. 367 He received froi

her [Ariadne] a bottome of thred. riStt HOWELL Lett.

n6so> I 267, I will twist up what I know upon as narrow

a bottom as may be shut up within the compass of this

letter. .698 S. CLARK Script. 3W...3 Its high Time

now to wind up my Bottoms. 1731 SIR E. PEYTON OtV.

Cat.istr. Ho. Stuarts 64, I have ravelled out the Pieces to

wind up this Bottom. i;54 BP. W ARBURTON Lett.Jr.Lah

Prelate (1809.1 168 So you see I am winding up my bottom*,

t b The cocoon of a silkworm. Obs.

,600 Mult. Trees in Harl. Misc. (Main.) III. 86 Upon
the branches . . the wormes will fasten themselues, and make

their bottomes. .655 GVRNALL Chr. in Arm.xm. S> 3 (.1665

42/2 The Silk-worm . . works her self out of her bottom

.665 Phil. Trans. I. 88 The manner of winding their

from their Bottoms.

t 16. ? The lap. Obs.

,725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. II. s.v. Lithotomy,.
The

Operator lays the sick Person upon a soft pillow, in the

Bottom or Lap of some Strong Man.

III. Attrib. and Comb.

17. simple attrib. or adj. Of or pertaining to the

bottom ; lowest, basal, fundamental ;
last. Hence

superlative BOTTOM-MOST.)
ie6. T. NORTON Calvin's hist. i. 8 b, The presumptuous

boldnesse . . is throwen downe euen to the bottome point of

the earth. 1677 MOXON Mech. Excrc. (1703' 22. The bottom

wixlth of the riollow. .685 W. ADAMS Dedham Pulp, .84o'

97 This is the bottom cause. .884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl.

12 July, I can't help sympathizing with the bottom dog [in a

fight). .885 Pall.Mall G. 2 Dec. 3/1 The bottom politics

fart just now. .885 Boston (Mass.) Jml. 20 Dec. Advt., All

kinds of Horse Furnishings at Bottom Prices.

18. General comb., chiefly attrib., in senses a. At

the bottom, forming the bottom, as bottom-rock,

-water ;
b. That remains on the bottom (of sea,

river etc.) ;
done at or near the bottom, as bottom-

fish, -fishing, -living, -trailing; C. That belongs

to or forms the bottom of anything, as bottom-

board, -timber; &.fig- Fundamental, as ^bottom-

ground ;
e. Of or pertaining to low-lying ground,

as liottom-elacic, -grass, -land.

188. C. A. EDWARDS Organs 42 The "bottom-board is

made of thick pine. .847 ANSTED Anc. World vi. 106

Bottom-fish, living on offal and on the invertebrated groups.

1830 HOWITT Seasons, Mar. 59 His sport is .. confined to

bottom-fishing. .634 MILTON Conms 532 Hard by i the

hilly crofts That brow this *bottom-glade. 1592 SHAKS.

Vm *Ad. 236 Within this limit is relief enough; Sweet
*

bottom-grass, and high delightful plain, a .679 1 .GOOD-

WIN Wks7.865 X. 431 The reason or "bottorr.ground of all

that wickedness. .88. Jrnl. Microsc. Soc. Jan 68 1 he por-

cellanous Foraminifera . . are known to be exclusively

"bottom-living species. .882 H. LANSDELI. Through .W-

beria I. 220 We had a splendid view of the noble Yenesei

at sunset, of its verdant 'bottom-lands on either side. .864

D~txiTc.rt.Bk. Geol. .1874! 45 I" Great Britain, the whole

thickness above the unfossiliferous 'bottom-rocks is about

,00,000 feet. .856 KANE Arct. Exp. II. xxvi. 266 The ic.

had strained her ' bottom-timbers. .822 F.dm. her. 300

Thev nave us our elementary lesson of bottom-trailing.

1878 HL-X LEY Physiogr. 152 The surface freezes while the

'bottom-water remains several degrees warmer.

19 Special comb., as bottom-cargo, the cargo

carried in the hold ;
bottom-dish, that placed

at the lower end of the table ;
bottom-heat, heat

supplied to plants through the soil ;
bottom-ice,

ice which forms on the bottom of a river or sea ;

bottom-lift (see quot.); bottom-moraine, debris

dropped from icebergs on the bottom ofthe sea;

bottom-up, -upwards adv., in an inverted posi-

tion, upside-down ; t bottomward, the part near

the bottom ; bottom-wigged a., wearing a wig

with full bottom ;
bottom-wind : see quot.

.840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xxiii, On, ^bottom cargo con-

BOTTOMER.

in frames in a gentle *bottom-heat. .882 GEIKIE Geol. n.

II 6 ... Water-ice is formed . . by the freezing of the

layer of water lying on the bottom of rivers, or the sea

(bottom-ice, ground-ice, anchor-ice\ .88. RAYMOND Min-

ing Gloss.,
*
Bottom-lift, the deepest lift of a mining-pump,

or the lowest pump. .882 Nature XXV. 470 The Devonian

rocks are covered with a thick sheet of typical bottom-

moraine. .858 Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 67 A ship bottom-up

might easily be taken for a '

danger . 1604 Lond. Gaz.

No 1006/4 More towards the middle to the *bottomward

.884-.Harper's Mag. Oct. 801/2 Our heavy 'bottom-wigged

monarchy outlived that . . invader. .849 G. SOAME New
Curios. Lit. I. .51 The 'Bottom-Wind has its name from

being supposed . . to arise from the bottom of those lakes

which are situated amongst mountains.

Bottom (bp'tam), v. [f. prec.J

1. trans. To put a bottom to. Cf. BOTTOMED i.

1544 Cmiattry Ace. in T. Sharp Dissert. (1825) .85 Item

paydfor bottomyng a cressytvjrf. Mod. Send this saucepan

to be new bottomed.

1 2. fig. To find a bottom or foundation for
;
to

serve as a bottom for ;
to establish firmly. Obs.

.656J.BENTHAM Two. . 7V^.(i657>TcRdr., Such grounds

. as may sufficiently bottome the Negative in the contro-

versie .677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 1. l. 8 We stand in need

of the discoveries of sense, .to bottom any sound conjecture

concerning the Nature, Causes, and effects ofthe things in

Nature. .685 F. SPKNCF, House Medici 248 He affected to

bottom his own repute by disclosing the ignorance of o

b. To bottom upon : to set upon a foundation ;

to base, found, ground upon ;
also refl.

.637 SANDERSON Sena. II. 88 Upon this base the apostle

had bottomed contentation. .678 NORRIS Coll. Misc. (16991

241, I may not . . bottom myself upon such a centre, as; wi 11

moulder away, a .703 BURKITT On N. T. Matt. XL 6 Such

as . . bottom their expectations of heaven and salvation upon

him. .824 COLERIDOE Aids ^/,App._xvi,
lotettom.n

1840 ARRYAT oor ac x.v,
sisted of . . crockery'. .79* MRS. GLASSE Cookery v. 79 A

porcupine of a breast ofveal . . is a grand -bottom-dish.

i88* Garden 14 Jan. 26/3 The cuttings . . are planted out

mill. IOZA v-ut,e.KifjE, j i iu j
._/- --r-r- " " *' _, ,-.

our convictions on grounds of right reason. .860 FORSTER

Gr. Remonstr. 67 He bottomed it strongly on the precede)

and language of law. ,

t C. intr. (for refl.']
To rest as upon a founda-

tion to be based, grounded, lit. ncAfig. Obs.

c .630 RISDON Sun: Devon 5 i'S.o) 19 Smallridge takes

its name from . . a very slender ridge, and bottoms on three

parts thereof. .660-3 J. SPENCER Prodigies (16651 2.2 In

all Knowledg which bottoms upon Experience Men should

attend indifferently to any kind of Instances, a .704 LOCK

Postli H'ks. (1706) 6. Readily take a view of the Argil-

ment and see where it bottoms. .732 BERKELEY .4 Iciflir.

I 12 1700 BL-RKE Fr. Rev. 20 All the oblique insinuations

concerning election bottom in this proposition.

f 3. To wind (as a skein), fig. Obs. Cf. BOT-

TOM sl>. 15.
.50. SHAKS. T'.vo Gent. HI. ii. 53 ^ v u vnwinde her loue

from him . . Vou must prouide to bottome it on me. 16.2

DRAYTON Poly-olb. vii. 104 As neatlie bottom d up as natu

forth it drew.

4 trans, to reach the bottom of; to dram to

the bottom, to empty. Also intr. To reach the

bottom.
.808 Cumbrian Ballads liii. 119 They push'd round a glass

like a noggin. And bottom'd the greybeard complete. .845

Whitehall xii. 79 The provost . . in return bottomed the

goblet. .87$
' STONF.HENGE' Brit. Sports 1. 1. XL 7 A cap. .

is placed upon the point and pushed into the case till it

bottoms. .882 JEFFERIES Bcvis L ix. 14 He bottomed with

his feet and stood upright [in the pond].

b. fig. To get to the bottom of, examine ex-

haustively, understand thoroughly.
.78< R CUMBERLAND in Observer No. 102 That mystery-

is thoroughly bottomed and laid open. .8.7 COLERIDGE

Bicg Lit?l.x. 176 Openly declaiming on subjects . . which

they had never bottomed. 1860 SMILES Self-Htlp vu. .95

He had bottomed the whole inquiry.

t Bo-ttomage. Obs. = BOTTOMRY.

.678 in PHILLIPS ;
hence in BAILEY, etc.

Bottomarie, -ery, obs. forms of BOTTOMRY.

Bottomed (bp-tamd', ///. a. [f.
BOTTOM St.

and v. + -ED.]

1 Having a bottom ;
furnished with a bottom

of some special material or form ; usually in com-

position, a* foul-, fall-, gravel-, sharp-bottomed

io Richmond. I/-W& (.853! '35 One trussin bedde bo-

thomed with girth webbe. .500^Fr-*"" <'63>
m In Frieats bottomd with rich bethm planks. .702 w. j.
9 >fVv Levant xxxvi. ,39 We came into a chamber

long . . the Roof being sharp bottom'd. .7.0 Lo>:a.

Gaz No. 4691/4 Wearing a light brown Wig, sometimes

full bottomed. .742 R. BLAIR Grave 326 Nor margin of the

gravel-bottom'd brook. .84. ORUERSON Creol. xvi. .02

Leather-bottomed chairs, c .850 R udn. Aarif. (".eale

Tm Vessels full-bottomed for large cargoes. .859 f . URM-

rrmArOiiffLtato .14 Unless the shot are bottomed.

b. Covered at the bottom, having as a bottom

or foundation.

,799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Peril, 485 Most ofour extensive

rnos^fs are bottomed by clay. .87>..Daily Nnvs 28 Feb.,

A narrow creek flanked with warehouses, and bottomed

with its foitid deposit.

2 Founded, based, grounded ; mostly Jig.

,-^645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 395 It was far from being

any opinion . . bottomed upon weak grounds. .823 I.AMI

Klia Ser. ,1. x. (1865)298 Our literary talk..was bo tomed

well had good grounds to go upon. .874 MORLFA Com-

froniise .34 A strong and well-bottomed character.

Hence f Bo-ttomedness, the quality
of resting

upon a sure foundation, stability.

.642 ROGERS Naaman 19 The freedome, bottomednesse,

and unchangeablenesse of the promise.

Bottomer (b^tamaa). [f.
BOTTOM w . -r-ER'-J

a One who puts a bottom to anything, to. U:



BOTTOMING.

who works at the lowest station, c. A draught
in which the cup is drained to the bottom.

1723 Land. Gaz. No. 6194/7 Elizabeth Squibb .. Cane-

Chair Bottomer. 1876 BLACKMORE Cripps III. xvi. 259 He
firmly restricted good feeling . . to three good bumpers, and
a bottomer. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Bottomtr. the

man stationed at the bottom of a shaft in charge of the

proper loading of cages, etc. Shop Notice-board, A. B.

Chair-caner, Rush-bottomer.

Bottoming' ^b^'tamirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

BOTTOM v.

+ -ING 1
.]

a. The action of putting a bottom to

anything, b. The action of setting on a sure

basis, c. concr. An under layer, a foundation.

\&&MS,Acc. St. John's Hasp., Canterb., Payd for bot-

omyng of a basket. 1642 ROGERS ffaafftaft 179 So farre as

may further him in the bottoming of the soule in mercy.

1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm. Angells Table, Our hopes differ

from others . . in the bottoming of them by expectation. 1823
McAoAM Road-making 49 These previous beds of stone

are called the bottoming. 1846 M CCULLOCH Ace. Brit, Em-
pire (1854) II. 51 A road, .with afoundation or bottoming of

large stones.

Bottomless (bjrtamles), a. [see -LESS.]
1. That has no bottom.

^1325 E, E. Allit. P. B. 1022 For hit [the Dead Sea] is

brod & bofcemlez, & bitter as j?e galle. 1535 CoVKRDALE
Job xxxvi. 16 So shall he kepe the - . from the bottom-

lesse pytte that is beneth. 1607 TOPSELL h'oitr-f^
Beasts

325 Let his neck be yoked in an old bottomless pail. 1641
MILTON Ch. Govt. \\. Wks. (1851) 180 Unlesse her bottom-

iesse gorge may be satisfi'd with the blood of the Kings
daughter the Church. 1710 PAI.MEK Proverbs 172 Jupiter

puts the discourses and promises of lovers into a bottomless

bag. 1860 DICKENS Uncomm. Tray, xi, How knowingly
j

(with a sheaf and a bottomless chair at our back) we should

lounge on bridges.

b. Jig. Without foundation, baseless.

1563 DAVIDSON Confut. Kennedy in Misc. Wodro^u Soc.

(1844' 241 The rest of his lessone . . is on ane boddomles

ground. 1642 PRINCE RUPERT Declar. 6 Strange, false and
bottomlesse untruths, 1866 CRUMP JZafiAiugviii. 175 Specu-
lators, .are often encouraged in their bottomless enterprises

by obtaining credits with certain companies.
2. Jig. Inexhaustible, unfathomable.

1526 TINDALE Doctr. Treat. (1848) 400 The judgments of

God are bottomless. 1545 BRINKLOW Lament. (1874) 86 Oh
ye dispisers of the bottomlesse mercy of God. 1640-4 SIR

J. CULPEPPER in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 31 Besides

the bottomless Perjury of an Et csetcra. 1743 TIXDAL tr.

Rapin's Hist. Eng. II. xvn. 129 Bottomless graces and im-

measurable benefits. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. 11832) 190 He must
be bottomless if I cannot sound him before the night's out.

Hence Bo'ttomlessly adv.) unfathomably; Bo't-

tomlessness, bottomless state or quality.

1627-8 FEI.THAM Resolves xix. (1636) 65 Who . . is so bol-

tomlessly ill, as to love vice, because it is vice? 1642 ROGERS
Naaman 180 That wearisomenesse of Selfe, never settled,

thatbottomelessenesse, never grounded. i8$4THQREAU#W-
den xvi. 306 Men will believe in the bottomlessness of a

pond without taking the trouble to sound it.

Bo'ttoinmost, a. sitperl. [f.
BOTTOM sb. 17 +

-MOST ;
cf. topmost^ That is at the very bottom,

lowest.
1861 SALA Tw. round Clock 206 The bottommost round of

the sporting ladder. 1880 MRS. PARR Adam y E. xxi. 292
To set . . all the folks . . bottommost side upwards. 1884
Public Opinion 3 Oct. 427/1 We might arrive at the

' bottom-

most
'

lock before nightfall.

t Bo'ttomrer. Obs. In 7 bodomerer. [f. BOT-

TOMRY v. + -EB 1
.]

One who lends money on a

bottomry bond.
1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 253 The sum of the damage . .

must be deducted from the Sums that D. E. and G. are to

receive, they being as Bodomerers or Assurers.

Bottomry (b^tamri). Also 7 bottommarie,
-y, bodomery, 8 bottomree, bottomery. [f.

BOTTOM j#. 7 + -RY, after Du. bodmeHj.] A spe-
cies of contract of the nature of a mortgage,

whereby the owner of a ship, or the master as his

agent, borrows money to enable him to carry on

or complete a voyage, and pledges the ship as

security for repayment of the money. If the ship
is lost, the lender loses his money ;

but if it

arrives safe, he receives the principal together with

the interest or premium stipulated,
' however it

may exceed the usual or legal rate of interest
1

.

Also attrib.
t
as in bottomry-bond, -money.

1622 MALYNES Ane. Lctiv-Merch, 171 The name Bottom-
marie is deriued by the Hollanders from the Keele or

Bottome of a ship . . The money so taken vp by the master
of the ship, is commonly done vpon great necessitte . . the

vse payed for the same is verie great, at 30, 40, and 50/Vv
cent, without consideration of time. 1663 PEPYS Diary 30
Nov., A master ofa ship who had borrowed twice his money
upon the bottomary. 1682 SCARLETTExchanges

1*^ Amongst
conditional bills, Bills of Bodomery may be reckoned, that

is, Bills that are made upon the Keele of the Ship, which
are accidentally conditional. 1708 Termes de la Ley 86

Bottomry. 1741 JOHNSON Debates Par/. (17871 I. 218 It is

a common practice to take money upon bottomree. 1748
ANSON Voy. i. i. 9 The remaining [^jsooo they raised on

bottomry bonds. 1755 MAGENS Insurances I. 26 We have

no fixed Laws .. in England, for settling partial losses on

Bottomry-Monies. 1842 PARK Mar. Insitr. II. xxii. 869 In

this consists the difference between bottomry and respon-

dentia, that the one is a loan upon the ship, the other upon
the goods. 1848 ARNOULD Mar. Insur. i. iii. 76.

Bottomry (ty-Umri), v.
[f. prec.] trans. To

pledge ^a ship) as security for money lent : see prec.

1755 MAGF.NS Insurances I. 26 A Master cannot bottomry
VOL. I.
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his whole Ship at a place where her Owners reside. 1848
ARNOULD Mar. Insur. III. viii. (1866) II. 931 The repairs
abroad for which the ship was bottomried had been done

by strangers.

I'Bo'ttomy, a. Obs. [f.
BOTTOM sb. + -T 1

.]

Lying in a ' bottom ', low-lying.
1633 SWAN Spec. M. (1670) 156 Caused by the Waters.,

settling themselves in those declive and bottomy places.

Bottony, variant of BOTON&
Botuliforiu (bp-tiu\ifp:im}, a. [ad. mod.L. bo-

tulifonnis, f. L. botnlus sausage : see -FORK.]

Sausage-shaped. 1861 HKNSLOW, Diet. Bot. Terms.

Botume, -ym, obs. forms of BOTTOM.

Boture, obs. form of BITTERN, BUTTER.

Boty;e, botyng(e, obs. f. BOOTY, BOOTINO.

Bou, Boua, obs. forms of BOUGH, Bow, BOA.

Bouat, var. of BOWET, Sc,, a lantern.

Boucan, Boucasin, var. BUCOAN, BOCASINE.

I Bouce Jane. Obs. rare
1

. A dish in olden

cookery, consisting of minced fowl boiled in milk

with pot-herbs, currants, etc.

1420 A nc. Cookery in Ord, R. Househ. A. (1790) 431.

t Bouche, sl'l Obs. Also 5-7 bouch. See

also BOUGE sli.~ [a. F. bouchc lit. 'mouth'.]
1. An allowance of victual granted by a king or

noble to his household, his attendants on a mili-

tary expedition, etc. Only in (or with reference

to) the phrase to have bouche of (in} court = F. avoir

tiouclie i> (en) com- lit.
' to have mouth at court'.

11 1440 Sir Degree. 998 The eorl . . ffayre hym gan praye
To dwel at hys costage, At bouche and court and wage.

1441 Plumpton Corr. Introd. 55 The said people, .kept the

said towne of Ripon like a towne of warr, takeing some
virf. a day, & xiirf. a day, & bouch of court. 1526 Househ.
Ord. in Thynne's Aniiuadv, (1865) Introd. 38 For their

Bouch in the morning, one chet loafe, one manchet, one

gallon of ale. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie 45 [The em-

peror] called for Virgil and gave him not onely a present

reward, with a good allowance of dyet ; a bouche in court,

as we use to call it. 1601 in F. TATE Househ. Ord. Edw. II,

49 (1876) 31 He shal have for his bouch, iiij</. ob. a dai.

1662 FULLER Worthies i. 173 All having Bouch of Court,

(bread and beer) and six pence a day.

2. Mouth
; esp. in phrase ball, bullet in (an

bouche ;
cf. also ball o* bullet in inout/i.

1583 STANYHURST j-"E>iCis nr. (Arb.^ 92 Heere loa behold

Boreas from bouch of north bio Pelorus Oure ships ful

chargeth. 1591 GARRARD^>V Il'arrt"j6 The valiant repul>c
of a sodaine invading enimie by Bawll en bouche. 1650
SIR W. BUTLER in Carlyle Croiimvlfs Lett. % Sf. Let.

cxxiii, With their drums beating, colours flying, matches

burning, and bullet in bouch. [L'j&LoHd. Gaz. No. 4470/5
The Garrison is to march out .. with loaded Arms, flying

Colours, Drums beating, Match lighted, Ball in .Mouth.]

3. A bouche : (see quot.)
1864 BOUTELI. Heraldry Hist, ff Pop. iii. fed. 3! 14 In these

shields a curved notch is cut out, for the lance to pass

through, in the dexter chief; when thus pierced the shield

was said to be a bouche.

t Bouch.(e, sb? Obi. Also 6 bowche. [App.
variant of BOTCH sb. 1

, confused with BOUGE .f/'.
1
]

A hump, swelling.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8087 (Gott.) Crumplid knes, and bouch

[v.r. bouche, boce] on bac. 1538 Bury Wills (1850) 135, iij

candylstyke of lattyn, on sylver pece wyth the bowche of

the letter in the botom.

Bouche (bJ), sb* Often written bush
;
see

BUSH s/i.z [prob. f. BOUCHE v. to plug.] A metal

plug which is drilled to form the vent or touch-

hole of a cannon.
1863 F. GRIFFITHS .4 rfrV. Man. fed. 9) 186 Benches, vents.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Rush, or Bonche . . the plug
. . screwed into the metal of the gun at the place of the

vent, which is then drilled in it.

f Bouche, s/>.4 ? misprint for benche or boncke.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 39 Thise traytours . . ben
now most preuy of counseyl aboute the kynge, and sytte

by hym on the hye bouche.

Bouclie, v. [prob. a. F. toucher to plug.]
1. trans. To insert into (a cannon) the metal plug

in which the vent is drilled : see BOUCHE sl>.'-'>,

BUSH sb.2 Hence Bouching vl>l. sb.

1781 Phil. Trans. LXXI. 264 If these pieces were bouched
with iron . . they would stand fire. 1862 F. GRIFFITHS A nil.

Man. 52 Bouching a gun is fixing a pure copper vent into it.

f2. (See quot.) Obs. rare.

1721 BAILEY, Bouched hint, stopped his mouth. O. Phrase.

|]
Boucliees (bicfi), sb. pi. Cookery, [a. F.

bonchce
' mouthful ', f. bouche mouth.] Small

baked confections, patties.

t Boucher. Obs. Also bowchyer, bowger.

[Boucher appears to be a corruption of bowger, and
this a deriv. olbmugc, BOUGE '

bag, wallet,' perh. in

sense of '

purse
'

; but cf. BOWSER.] A treasurer,

cashier, bursar.

^1450 Gregory's Chrim. 139 At the same tabylle the bow-
gerys of the chauncery. 1494 FARYAN vn. 586 At y* same
table sat the bowchyers of the Chauncery. 1583 STANYHURST
/Eneis i. 29 Pigmalions riches, .that pinchepeny boucher.

Boucher, obs. form of BUTCHER.

Bouclierize (b/Jjaraiz), v. [f. Bouchcrie the

name of a French chemist + -IZE.] trans. To
impregnate timber with sulphate of copper as a

preservative. Hence Bovrcherizing vbl. sb.

BOUFFE.

1871 CULI.EY Handlk. Prac. Telegraphy 363 The method
of boucherising may be described as follows.

t Bouchet. Obs. [? Application of F. bouchet

a drink composed of sugar, cinnamon, and water.]

1706 PHILLIPS, Bouchet (Fr.t, a round white Pear, about
the bigness of a midling Bergamot, with a fine tender Pulp,
and sugar'd Jnice ; being ripe about the middle of August.
J755 in JOHNSON. 1847 'n CRAIG : and in other mod. Diets.

Bouchon (b'J0h). [a. F. bouc/wn plug.] A
cylindrical brass plug, tubular at the ends, to be

inserted in the plate of a watch when the bearings
are considerably worn. (The bouchon is a patent
article of French manufacture: the English means
of effecting the same purpose is called BUSHING.)
1884 F. BRITTEN Watch f, Clxkm. 35 A bouchon is selected

as small as the pivot will admit.

Boucht, var. form of BOUGHT.

Bouchue, var. or misspelling of BUCHU.

t BoU'chy, a. Obs. rare. [? f. BOUCH(E sb. 2 +

-Y'.] Bulging, convex.

1398 TRF.VISA liarth. JJ,' /'. X. \. li.U495i 168 The thies

ben . . bouchy afore and bane two sharpne>ses.

Bouek, Boucle, obs. forms of BUCK, BUCKLE.

Bcnicou. 0/>s. [F. bottcon 'a bit, morscll,

mouthfull
; especially such a one as is empoisoned'

(Cotgr.), 'mets ou breuvage empoisonne' (Littre),
= Pr. bocon, It. bocconc 'morsel'.]
1706 PHILLIPS, Bouct-nis ( Fr. in Oo/lvrj'), Veal-stakes rolled

np with thin fat slices ofBacon and Gammon. 1730-6 KULKV.

t Boud. Obs. or dial. Also 5 boude, 5-7

bowde, 6 bowd, 8 bood, 9 bude. [Of unknown

origin; identity with OE. bittlda, ME. bod\de in

scharnboddes dung-beetles, has been conjectured.]
A weevil ;

an insect or worm which breeds in malt,

etc. Also in comb., as boud-eaten.

c 1440 I'ronip. Par" 1
. 46 Bowde, malte-worme, gurgHlio.

1580 TUSSER Husb. (18781 52 Bowd eaten malt, for health

or for profit, find noysome thou shall. 1691 RAY S. fy E.

Country Wds. , Bonds, weevils, an insect breeding in malt.

^L-^Lond. $ Conntr. Brtr^>. m. led. 21 222 In some Counties

they call it Bood, others Pope, and Wbool. 1867 SMYT H

Sailor'slv
f
t>rd-bk.,Bltde)

&nQ\& name for the biscuit-weevil.

Boud, = behoved : see Bus v.

II BoU'derie. rare. [F. faiii/erie.'] Pouting.
1854 THACKERAY Ncu'cowes II. 2^9 Practise artless smiles

upon him, gentle little bouderies, tears.

Boudget, obs. form of BUDGET.

Boudin, var. BOLDEN ffl. a. Sc. Obs. swollen.

II Boudoir (b'dwar). [a. F. boiiiloir\\t. 'a place
to sulk in', f. bonder to pout, sulk.] A small

elegantly-furnished room, where a lady may retire-

to be alone, or to receive her intimate friends.

Formerly sometimes applied to a man's private

apartment.
1781 HAYI.F.Y 'J ri. Temper n. 130 As the French boudoir

to the Gothic tower, Such is the peer, whom fashion much
admires, Compar'd in person to his ancient sires. 1785
COWPER Let. to y. ///// 25 June, I write in a nook that I

call my boudoir. 1786 J. ADAMS Diary Wks. 1851 111.405
In what he calls his boudoir a little room between his

library and drawing-room. 1851 KINGSLKY Yeast ii. 24

Argemonewas busy in her boudoir (too often a true boudoir
to her'. 1886 MORLEY Crit. Misc. I. 31 The paltry affairs

of the boudoir and the ante-chamber.

b. transf. The occupants of a boudoir.
a 1830 HAZI.ITT I 'nlgarity, The callous insensibility of

the drawing room and boudoir.

Hence Boudoire'sque a. [see -ESQUE], of the

kind appropriate to a boudoir. Bovrdoirize v.

[see -IZE], to sit in or frequent a boudoir.
1880 MRS.C. READE Brtr.vnHand f,-

White II. iii. 59 How
fond modern French painters seem to be of boudoiresque
humanity. 1883 Harpers Alag. July 321/1

'

It is a sweet

hour ', said Glorvina . . 'It is a boutioirising hour
',
said I.

Boue, bouwe, obs. forms of Bow v.

Boueer, bouel, obs. ff. BOOR, BOWKH, BOWEL.

Bouerd, var. of BOURD sb. and v. Obs., jest.

I

1 Bou'Cl'ic. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. Du. bouwerij, f.

boiiiuer peasant : cf. BOWERY, Boon.] Boorishness.

1577 HOLINSHED Descr. Brit. n. ix. 178 King John . . did

extinguish it [the ordeal], .as flat lewdnesse and bouerie.

Bouet, var. of BOWET, Si-., a lantern.

Bouf, Boufaleau, obs. ff. BEEF, BUFFALO.

t Bou'ffage. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. bouffage

'any meat that (eaten greedily) fils the mouth, and

makes the cheeks to swell
; cheeke-puffing meat'

Cotgr.] A satisfying meal.

1672 SIR T. BROWNE Let. to Friend ix. (1881) 134 His
inwards and flesh remaining could make no bouffage, but

a light bit for the grave.

II Botlffailt(e (bzrfan, -ant), a. Dressmaking.

[F. bouffant, -ante, pr. pple. of bouffer to swell.]

Puffed out, bulging.
1880 CasselPs Mag. June 441 Dress improvers are coming

in . . and all the Parisian short dresses are more or less

bouffante. 1883 Ibid. Nov. 756/2 Mantles . . are . . quite
short at the back, and bouffant.

t Bouffe 1
. Obs. [cf. F. bouffce puff of wind or

steam, f. bouffer to swell the cheeks.] A puff.

1475 CAXTON Jasvn 74 He apperceyuid many bouffes of

flambe . . springe into the ayer.

llBouffe- (bwf). [a.F. bouffc, ad. It. /'/y^/jest.]

Short for Opera bouffe comic opera : see OPERA.

Bouffon, boufoon, obs. ff. BUFFOON.
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BOUGAINVILLJEA.

|| Bougainvillaea vb//g<"mviU-a, commonly

-vi'lia). Also -ea, -ia. [Named after the Fr.

navigator Bougainville 1729-1811.] A genus of

tropical plants of the order Nyctaginacex , having

flowers almost concealed by large leafy bracts.
_

1866 Treas. Hot. I. 160/2 Bougainrillxa spectabths is a

climbing shrub or small tree, with alternate leaves and

small spines. .881 MRS. PRAED Policy f, Pass i. 145 A
wide verandah .. festooned by bougamvillea. 1883 Sunday

Mag. Sept. 547/2 Cascades of bougonvillias, passion-flowers,

banksias and roses.

Bou'gar (bw-gaa). .SV. Etymology unknown.

1. //.
' Cross spars, forming part of the roof of

a cottage, used instead of laths.' Jamieson.
a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. xiv, With bougars of barnis thay

beit blew kappis. 1858 M. PORTEOUS Souter Johnny 28

This braw lid Made frae the bougars o' the kirk.

2. Comb., as bougar-stakes, 'the lower part

of rafters, that were set on the ground in old

houses'; bougar-sticks, 'strong pieces of wood

fixed to the . . rafters of a house by wooden

t Bouge, sb. 1 Obs. radial. Also 4-6 bowge.

[a OF. bouge (also tottlge, buge, buclie, Godef.) a

small leather bag or wallet :-L. bulga a leathern

bag also the womb ;
of Gaulish origin (Festus) :

Olr. bolg, bole, a sack. The variant BULGE is

found still earlier, and runs parallel to bouge in

senses i and 2
;

2 has also the variant form

BULCH ; 3 has the parallel and later form BILGE.]

f 1. A wallet or bag, esp. one made of hide
;

a skin-bottle ;
= BULGE sb. i . Obs.

1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls Ser.i VII. 385 His malys

were i-serched his bouges and his trussynge cofres. 1388

WYCLIF Ps. xxxii. 7 He gaderith togidere the watns of the

see as in a bowge [1382 botel], .1440 Promp.Parv. 46/1

Bowge, bulga. c 1470 Hors, Shepe, f, G. . 1822) 7 By draught

of horse fro ryuers it wellis Bouges be brought to brewars

for good ale. 1557 PAYNEI.I. Barclay's Jngurth 96 He

charged bottels and bowges to the hydes of the same beaste.

1600 HOLLAND Livy xxi. xxvii. 408 Fastning their apparrell

10 bouges of lether like bladders [in litres}.

b. Her. Cf. BOUGHT.

1572 BOSSF.WELL Armorie n. 30 b, D. beareth Or, three

water bowges Sable in chefe.

t 2. A swelling, a hump ;
= BULGE sb. 2. Obs.

1308 TREVISA liarth. Df P. K. v. xl. 114951 '55 The caas of

the galle is a certayne skynne sette vppon the bowges o

thelyuer. ^1430 in Wyclif Le-.: xxi. 20 (MS. b.j If he hath

a botche or a bouge OH his bak. 1483 Cath. Anft. 38 A

liowge, gibbus, struma.

3 The protuberant part of a cask ;

= BILGE 2.

1741 Compl. f-'am. Piece I. v. 266 Then give it Vent at the

Bottle, with a Hole made with a Gimblet. 1750 W. ELLIS

Mod Husbandman IV. ii. 109 Turning the cask sideways,

on its bouge, immediately cork up the lower holes. 1867

SMYTH Sailor's Word-bit. 122 Bonge or Bmvge and L Aim;

or flitft and Chimb, the end of one cask stowed against

the bilge of another. 1875 PARISH Sussex Dial., Botige, a

water cask. The round swelling part of a cask.

4. A cowrie, rare. [a. Y.^ouge
'

coqmllage ser-

vant de monnaie aux. Indes' (Boiste).]

1875 JEVONS Money iv. 24 The cowry shells, which, under

one name or another chamgos, zimbis, bouges, etc.

5. Comb., as (sense \)bouge-maker, -man ; bowge-

work, bulged or raised work.

io PALSGR. 187 Faysevr de balms, a lether coofer maker or

a bouge maker, c 1500 Cocke Lorelles B. 10 Tankarde berers

bouge men, and spere planers. 1596-7 BOND in Hist.

Croydon App. (17831 154 The windoes with bowge worke.

t Bouge, sb* Obs. Also 5 bowge, 7 budge.

Corrupt form of BoucHE sl>.l, court-rations ;
also

used by Ben Jonson in the sense of '

provisions'.

1461 83 Ord. R. Househ., Liber Niger Ed-.v. /r, 10

The Lyvery for horses at bouge of Court, of gentlemen ^

many other, &c. now is lefte. 1540 A'/. Papers Hen. VIII,

I. 623 Every of them to have lyke bouge of courte. 1611

COTGR Avoir tonehe a Court, to eat and drinke scotfree

to haue budge-a-Court, to be in ordinarie at Court, a 1616

B. JONSON Lave Restor. 87 A bombard man, that brought

bouge for a Countrey Lady or two that fainted .. with fasting.

- Mcrcurie VinA. Wks. (1692) 377, I am to deliver the

buttry in, so many firkins of aurum potabile, as it delivers

out bombards of budge to them.

t Bouge, */'* Obs. rare. A species of trout.

1705 A r/ 4 A line viii, Bouges, otherwise called Sea
Trputs.

t Bouge, J/'-4 Obs. rare- 1

, (possibly misprint.)

A horsehair noose.

1723 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. I. s.v. Ducks, Fasten your

Collars or slipping Bouges to the End of your Stick.

Bouge, sb*> In silver manufacture, a hollow

running round any article.

t Bouge, v. Obs. Also 5-7 bowge, 6 boulge,

budge, [f.
BOUGE sb.1 : there are also partially

differentiated variants BILGE, BULGE, and BULCH.]

1. trans. To stave in a ship's bottom or sides,

cause her to spring a leak ;

- BILGE v. I.

1483 CTON Trevisa's Hidden vii. xxvi (1527* 284 He . .

toke . . one of the Sondans grete shyppes . . and bowged
and thyrled it in y nether syde. 1577 HOI.INSHED Chron.

Ill 15/2 Sir Anthonie Oughtred Mowing the Regent at

the sterne, bowged hir in diverse places, and set hir powder
on fire. Ibid. II. xvii. (1877) 288 Our ships will either bowge
those of other countries or put them to flight. 1580 ISORTII

Plutarch (1676) 460 He had fewer galleys than they, yet he

budged divers of theirs and sunk them. 1600 HOLLAND Lmy
xxi. 1. 421 One vessell . . was bouged and pierced \.ferforala\.

1018

2. intr. To suffer fracture in the bilge; =

BILGE v. ^.

a 1577 GASCOIGNF.FO.)'. Holland, Lest therupon Our shippe

should bowge.

3. To swell out, to bulge ;
= BULGE v. 3.

no8 [see BOUGING.] 1647 H. MORE S<mg ofSoul I. I. xlvi,

From this first film all bulk in quantity Doth bougen out.

1851 S. JUDD Margaret ii. 6 When it reaches the stone that

bouges out there.

Bouge, obs. form of BUDGE.

tBouged, ///. a. Olis. [f.
BOUGK v. + -F.D.]

Having the bottom staved in ;
= BULGED i.

1580 H. GIFFORD dillojlmvrs (1875) 146 Not halfe so fast

the bowdged shippe, The water in doth drinke.

tBoUgeron. Obs. rare. [OF.] A sodomite.

c 1400 Rom. A'<>i(>7024 If ther be castel or citee Wherynne
that ony bougeronsbe. 1673 COTTON Poet, ll'ks. (1765)192

Thou now speak'st perfect, Bougeroon.

Bouget ^bS-djrt). Jfcr. Also 6 boget, 7 bow-

got. [Earlier spelling of BUDGET.] A representa-

tion of an ancient water vessel, consisting of a yoke

with two leathern pouches, or buckets, attached.

[1486 Ilk. St. Attain, Her. B iv b, Gorgys be called in

arm) s water bulgees. ] 1592 WVRLF.V /I ,- 1 36 Vv ho did

in gules three sillier Bogets bear. 1688 R. HOLME -1 rmory

in vi 75 He beareth Or, a Water Bowget, Sable. 1859

TL-RN'FR Dom. A rMt. 1 1 1. n. vii. 250 Two shields of arms,

on one ofwhich are three water bougets.

t Bouget. Misprint or bad spelling for BOUGHT,

the bend of the elbow.C UC11LI l_ll Lll\- v.ujut, .

J548 VICABV Englislim. Treas. (16261 30 Till it appeare in

the bouget of the arme.

Bough (ban), sb. Forms: 1-2 boh, bos, 2-4

boj, 2-3 bojh, bou, 3 bohu, bohw, bouh, bu;,

3-4 bugh, 3-5 bogh, 3 -7 bow, 4 boghe, (boght\,

boow, bou3('e, bouw, bowje, buh, 4-6 bowe,

5 boe, .SV. bwy, 5-6 Sc. bew, 5-7 boughe,

bewch, boowe, bouwe, 5-9 Sc. beugh, 5-

bough. [Common Teut. : OE. bo^, bull = OHG.

bnog (MUG. l>uoc, mod.G. bug) shoulder, foreleg;

MDu. boech, Du. boeg, ON. l>Sg-r shoulder, bow of

a ship :-OTeut. *bogn-z :-Aryan *bhaglm-s, Skr.

baliu-s arm, foreleg, Gr. TTOXW? fore-arm.

The sense 'bough of a tree
1

appears to be of exclusively

Fng development ; the Bow of a ship is ultimately the

same word, but of recent adoption from Scandinavian or

Low German. Notwithstanding a certain fitness of sense,

this word is in no way related to the vb. stem *beug; Oh..

bng-an to Bow.]

f 1 The shoulder of an animal. Obs.

riooo /ELFR1C Ex. xxix. 22 J>u nymst bone rysle of bam
ramme . . & bone swybran boh. '! a 1400 Morte Arth. 188

Seyne bowes of wylde bores with he braune lechyde.

2. A limb, leg. Sc.

nsso \ SCOTT in Evergreen II. 183. xvi, Ryde down this

brae, Thocht ye suld brek a beugh. 1706 in Watson s Coll.

Poems I. 46 (JAM. i Came and tuik her by the beugh.

3. One of the larger limbs or offshoots of a tree, a

main branch ;
but also applied to a smaller branch.

c 1000 Ags Gosp. Matt. xxi. 8 Sume heowun bara treowa

bosas [.-1160 Hatton boSe.,]. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 219

Be huuemeste bou of be treuwe. < 1200 OR.MIN 10002 All

cwike & grene bcqhess. c 1230 Gen. ft Ex. 608 A grene ohues

bo* a 1300 Cursor M. 8291 Apon a bogh ban can he seit.

f 1420 Antars ofArth. iv. 11842) 2 Vndur boes thay byde.

1423 Us. I. King's Q. xxxv, From beugh to beugh thay

htppit and thai plaid. < 1450 HENRYSON Mar. Fat. 45 J
he

Bewes braid blomed about mine head, c 1500 Cod speed

Plough 30 Our payment shalbe a styk of A bough. 1555

EDEN Decades II'. Ind. III. x. 183, To couer the same with

bouwes. 1653 WALTON Angler 154 Fasten that line to any

bow. 1716 8 LADY XI. W. MONTAGUE Lett. I. xxxym. 150

Followed by a man dressed in green boughs 1873 B. 1 AYLOR

Faust I. xxi. 182 Boughs are groaning and breaking.

fb. transf. M\A fig. A main branch, as of a

vein or artery ;
a branch of a family, or of any-

thing metaphorically referred to as a tree. Obs.

a izzsAncr. R. 336 Bigin uormest et prude, &sech allebe

bowes berof. aiynCursorM. 24274 All sal be sauued thoru

a man pat born es on bis bogh. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 40

He wedded be dukes doubter. .prcbouwes of bam spronge.

ta&Pilgr. /Vtf'W.deW. 1531) 54 b, The religyous persone

shold not . . haue . . deed bowes ne corrupte braunches. 1668

CULPEI'I'ER & COLE Barthoi. A tint. i. vi. 1 2 The Boughs ofthe

Vein . . are sent unto the transverse Muscle.

4. transf. A gallows: cf. similar use of tree.

Le^al Proverb. The father to the bough, the son

to'the plough' : supposed to mean that, according

to Kentish custom, attainder for felony does not

deprive a man's children of the succession to his

property, arch.

1590 SWINBURN Testaments sz Or in Kent in Gauelkmd..

for there it is said, the father to the boughe, and the son to

the ploughe. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. 11862) 553/2

Some.. have beenc for their goods sake caught up, and

carryed straight to the bough. 1870 MORRIS F.arthly 1 ar.

III. IV. 77 If she doom thee to the bough.

5. Comb., as bough-flecked a., flecked by the

partial shadow of boughs (fact.) ; bough-runes,

Stephens's name for the runic characters modified so

as to resemble branching trees; alsobougliless adj.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 404 The 'bough-

flecked dazzling light of mid-day shone. 1839 I- raser s

Has XX. 345 A birch-tree, entirely 'boughless, branchless,

and twigless. 1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Mem. I. 240 Ihe

Ice-runes are read in the same way as the *
Bough-runes on

pot
Bo

BOUGHT.

the Maeshoue stones. 1669;. WORLIDCF. Syst. Afric.(i6&i}

249 Field-fares and 'Bow-thrushes.

t Bough, f.1 Oiis. [f. prec. sb.] a. trans. 1 o

strip of boughs, t). intr. To send out boughs.

1523 FITZHERB. Huso. 132 Dresse the wode and bowe it

clene, and cut it at euery byght. 1852 [see BOUGHED].

t Bough, z-2 Obs. exc. Sc. cpron. baux.) ti-

the sound; cf. Bow-wow.] intr. To bark as a

dog. Hence Bou'ghmg///. a.

1566 STUDLEY Seneca's Agamem. (1581) 155 b, Nor barke

with any boughinge throate.

Bough, obs. form of Bo 2, Bow.

t Bou'ghage. Obs. [f.
BOUGH rf.i + -AGE : cf.

branchage.] Boughs collectively.

1594 CARKW Tasso tiSSil 71 High Firres, Beeches, and

Holmes of thicke bowage.

Boughed (baud), ///. a. [f.
BOUGH sb. and ?'.'

+ -ED.f a. Having boughs (chiefly with descriptive

adj., as tlark-bojigheJ, toiv-lxnigheil) ; also, covered

or shaded with boughs, b. Stripped of (its) boughs.
,- 1400 Lay le Frline 169 An asche. .fair and heighe, Wele

V-bowed. 1725 SLOANE Jamaica II. 304 They build then-

nests in low bough'd trees. 1805-6 COLERIDGE 3 Graves ill.

iii \mossytrackalloverboughed. 1832 TUPPER Proverb.

Philos. 391 The tree is felled, and boughed, and bare. 1877

M ARNOI n Grande Chartreuse, Many a dark-bough d pine.

Boughery (bau-ori). nonce-'ud. [f.
BOUGH +

-F.RY
;

cf. rookery] A structure of boughs.

1855 Household li'i/s. XII. 435 Each family was squatted

down under a few gum-tree boughs.. all except the un-

married young men, who were located in groups at bough-

eries of their own.

Boughie, obs. form of BOUGHV.

Bough-pot (buu-ppt). arch, or dial. Also 7

bow-pott, 7- bow-pot, [f.
BOUGH sb. + POT : cf.

BEAU-POT.] A pot or other vessel for holding

boughs, etc., for ornament; a flower-pot ;
in igth c.

also^a bunch of flowers, bouquet.

1583 J HIGINS Junius' Komenclator 388 Bough-pots, nr

flower pots set in the windows of private houses. 1665

PEPYS Diary 13 Sept., The wind .. flung down a great

bow-pott that stood upon the side-table. 1777 SHERIDAN

Sch Scand. in. iii, Not., a twig but what s in the bough-

ots out of the window. 1841 Klackw. Mag. L. 206

iough-pots decorate their windows. 1848 THACKERAY Van.

f'air'i
' We have made her a bow-pot.'

'

Say a bouquet. .

'tis more genteel.' iW^Lfisure Hem-Apr. 233/1 Removed

to make place [in grates] for the
'

bough-pots ', or posies.

t Bought, J/'. 1 Obs. Forms: a. 5 bou;t,

bowght, 6 boughte, bught(e, 4-7 bought; t>.

C bowt'e, 6-7 bout. [A comparatively late word

(certain'only from i.sth c.) ; parallel in its senses

to BIGHT, ME. bytf, OE. bylit ;
and corresp. in form

and sense to MLG. btuht (whence modG. buclit,

I)u. bocht. Da. and Sw. Imgf). The Eng. word may
also have been from LG.

;
but more probably it

arose out of an assimilation of byght to Bow v., or

was itself formed from Bow on the pattern of

byght, etc. (cf. Bwht in Grimm). When the

cruttural became weak or mute, bought began ap-

parently to be associated with the adv. 'bout,

about 'see 2 b, quot. 1435", and in i6-i7th c. was

commonlyspelt bout, whence, with special develop-

ment of sense, the current BOUT, sb? q. v.]

f 1. A bend or curve ; esp. a hollow angle or

bend in the animal body. Cf. BIGHT I. Obs.

a 1519 HoRMANFW.s-.25b, There is a scabbe in the bought

of myne arme [in ancone}. 153 PALSGR. 200/2 Bought of

the arme le fly du bras. 1551 RKCORDE Patkm. Kxovl.

I vii To make a plumbe lyne . . on the vtter or inner

b'ughte [of a circle], 1610 MARKHAM Masterf. n. Ixv. 327

Ouerthwart the very bought or inward bent of the knee.

1658 FRANCK North. Mem. (1821) 159 On the bought ol her

near buttock was branded a remarkable patch.

B 1600 C. BUTLER Fern. Man. (16341 40 If there be any

crook or bout in the Belt. 1634 T. JOHNSON Parry s Chirurg.

xvi xxxiii. (1678' 364 If the elbow be dislocated . . some put

sonie round thing into the bout of the elbow.

t b. A bending in a coast-line, mountain-chain,

etc. Cf. BIGHT 3. Obs.

a 1480 CAXTON Chron. l-.ng. ccxxiii. 222 They, .met the

baillol and his companye at an hongyng bought of the more.

8 1(87 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd III. 1331/2 To enter

in at the great chanell of Middleborough by the bout of the

foreland. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. I. 643 In the very

Ixmte well neere of the shore. 1675 Pennsy/v. Archives

I -4 Over ag' the Boute aboue Verdnck-teige-hooke.

1 2. The bend or loop of a rope, string, or chain ;

the part between the ends or points of attachment

(cf. BIGHT 2) ;
the fold of a cloth, etc. ;

a turn or

' involution ;
also fig., and in comb, as bought-wise.

a c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. 08681

120 UraTv streight by clothe, & ley be boujt
on be vttur

egge of be table. 1570 LEVINS Klaaip. 217 A Bought, plica.

1611 BIBIK iSam.x\v.i<>marg., In the midst of the bought

of a sling. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farm 712 Net

fastened bought-wise unto the end of a long pole,

"fl 1562 Inv. Q. Mary's Dresses in Sat. Rev. (1863)

1 2 Dec. 764/2 [ Fardingales . . expanded by whalebones]|

bowtis

of quhaill home. 1573 BANISTER Chyrurg. n. 11585) 279

Let it be tyed first with ij inuolutions or bowtes. 1032

MILTON L'Allegro (1863! MO In notes, with many a winding

bout Of linkM sweetness long drawn out. a 1648 LD. HER-

BERT Life, One curl rising by degrees above another, and

even' bout tied with a small ribband.

fb. A coil, fold, or 'knot' formed by the body

of a seq>ent, the tail of a horse, etc. Obs.



BOUGHT. 1019 BOULDER.
a. [c. i3OoA'.////j\47i2Oftheose bought wubheorecroune.]

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 558 Abowght the schyld he lappyd
yt ther, Torrent the bowght asondyr schere. 1591 SPENSER
yirg. Gnat 255 He . . wrapt his scalie boughts with fell

despight. 1633 H. COCAS I*info's Trai: xxxv. 116631 140 An
Adder of Brass, infolded into I know not how many
boughts.

(3. 1596 Si'KNSER /'. Q, i. xi. n His huge long tayle..
Whose wreathed bouts when euer he vnfoldes.

f3. (cf. BOUGHT vl quot. 1521.) Obs.

1480 CAXTON Citron. Eng. Ixviii, The beme of that sterre

was bryghter than the sonne and at the bou^t of the beme
appered a dragons hede. Ibid. Ixix, The hede of the dragon
that is seyn at the bought of the beem.

Bought, blight (bauxt, b^xO, sh:- Sc.

Also bowght, boucht, bucht. [Etymology
obscure : it answers in form to the prec. ;

but the

connexion of sense is uncertain. The Gael, btichd

appears to be from Lowl. Sc.]
1. A sheep-fold ; spec, a pen for confining ewes at

milking-time.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis ix. ii. 64 As we se. .The wyld wolf

. .Abo\vt the bowght [?'. r. bouchtj plet al of wandis tyght.

1813 HOGG Kilmeny xxiv, Broke from their boughts and
faulds.

2. ' A square seat in a church, a table-seat.' Jam.
3. Comb,, as bought-doort

-scat.

1807 HOGG Mt. Bard 27 (JAM.) The bught door Is always
carefully shut at even.

t Bought, '.' Obs. Also 6 bowght, bowt,
8 sc. bught. [f. BOUGHT sb.^\ trans, and intr.

To bend, wind, fold ; to link.

1531 FISHER Wks. 324 Nor a syngle beme of the sonne is

nothynge so myghty ns whan it is doubled and bowghted in

itselfe by rcboundynge and reflexyon, 1555 1'ardle Facions

;.
vi. TOO Nature hath made, .hollow Guttres, and Criekes

into the niaigne lande, bowtyng and compassyng in and out.

1832 tt~kistle~Binkic (.Sc. Songs) i. (1853) 121 When the can -

vassin' cam' round, the member walk'd about, And blighted
i' the Provost's arm.

Bought, bught, z/.- Sc. [f.
BOUGHT sfi*]

1. /rafts. To pen or fold (sheep). Hence Bou'ght-
ing vbl. sb,

1724 RAMSAY Tea-T. Misc. (1733)!. 72 At boughting-time
to leave the plain In milking to abide thee. 1792 BURNS
My ain kind Dearie^ The eastern star Tells bugntin-time
i.s near, my jo.

2. gen. To inclose, fence in ; hence Bovrghted
ppl. a. Bouchting-blanket,

( a small blanket,

spread across a feather-bed, the ends being pushed
in under the bed at both sides* (Jamieson).
1807-10 TANNAHILL. Bonnie Wood Craigie Lee, The mavis,

down thy blighted glade, Gars echo ring frae every tree.

Bought (bjt), ///. a. [pa. pple. of BUY,
which see for forms.]

a. Purchased; freq. in comb, dear-bought (cf.

dcre ahought under ABYE). Bought-book : v Conun.}
a book for keeping an account of bought goods.
b. fig. (see senses of BUY) Ransomed, gained by
a sacrifice ; also bribed, etc. f Bought pica ; a

groundless accusation.

1599 PORTER Angry Worn. Abiugd. (1841) 104 Tis anolde
prouerbe. .bought wit is the be^t. 1636 RuTHi-;RFOKDZt'^.
txxv. (1862) I. 193 This was but a bought plea and I was a
fool. 1646 CRASHAW Delights of Muses (1652' 134 More
than . . a bought blush, or a set smile. 1700 DRYDEN Pala-
inon fy Arc. 1687 Bought senates and deserting troops are
mine. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace ii. Wks. VIII. 230 Dear-

bought advantages. 1849 FREESE Coinm. Clas&*bk. 101 The
Bought, or, Bills of Parcels Book, into which are entered
the particulars of all goods bought.

Boughten (bg-t'n), ///. a. [irreg. f. BOUGHT
ppl. a. by assimilation to foughtcn^\ BOUGHT///.

. Used /<?<?/.
for the sake of metre

;
otherwise only

dial, and in U.S. in application to purchased as

opposed to home-made articles.

1793
COLERIDGE Robespierre in. Wks. III. 36 The Com-

mune's villain friendship, And Henriot's boughten succours.

1805 SOUTHKY Madoc in W. xiv, Whose faith Reck'd not of

boughten prayers, nor passing bell. 1825 Bro. Jonathan
I. 131 Leather shoes, and white,

*

boughten
'

stockings.

f Boirghtling. Obs. rare. In 3 boghtling.
[? f. BOUGHT pa. pple. of BUY + -LING.] One bought
or ransomed.
a lyoo Crtrsvr Jf. 17262 [I] euer. .haf thoght. .O H boght-

linges hu bou boght.

t Boughty (bcurti), a. Obs.
[f.

BOUGHT *M +
-Y !.] Bent, curved

; having one or several bends.
1570 LI;VINS J/rt/y*. in Boughty, Intrkatus. i6nCoTGK.,

Cornn, crooked, or boughtie, like a home. - s. v. Asne
t

Bowed, boughtie, or bowing.

Bough-wough, var. form of Bow-wow.

Boughy ;buu-i), a. Also 6-7 boughie. [f.

BOUGH sb. + -Y 1
.] Abounding in boughs.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 111 Boughy, nuiwsHs. 1610 G.
FLETCHER Christ's Viet, in Farr's S. P. 11847* 62 Her
watchman, ann'd with boughie cre.st. 1832 J. WILSON in

Blackw. Mug. XXXI. 988 Surprising Sir Ralph, .on brjary,
broomy, and bonghy ground. 1848 THOREAU Maine W. \.

(1867) 37 The drear and boughy wilderness.

II Bougie (bwgO' [a - V- bougie wax candle,

from Bougie (Arab. A-wsr3
. Bijiyah}, a town in

Algeria which carried on a trade in wax.]
1. A wax-candle, a wax-light.
1755 Man. Ca.pt. /'. Drake II. il. 40 Supplied with..

Bougies, otherwise Wax-lights, for their own Apartments.

iSiy MAK. EDGEWORTH Tales y Novels (Rtldg.) IX. .\ii.

109 Snatching upa bougie, the wick of which scattered fire

behind him, he left the room, c 1865 LETHEBY in Circ. Sc.

1. 97/1 Stearic candles will supersede every other description

2. Med. A thin tlexible surgical instrument made
of waxed linen, india-rubber, metal, etc., for intro-

duction into the passages of the body, for the pur-

pose of exploration, dilatation, or medication.
An armed or caustic bougie has a piece of caustic fixed

within its extremity.
1754-64 SMELLIK Midivif. III. 513 He introduced a large

bougie which went up a great way. 1758 J. S. tr. Lc
Drew's Obser~>>. Snrg. U77*) 222 Bougies, contrived of
waxed Linen rolled up. 1804 ABKKNETHY Surg. Obscrv.

201, I introduced a small hollow bougie, .into the oesopha-
gus, and injected half a pint of milk and water.

Bougil, obs. form of BUGLE.

t Bou'ging, vbl. sb. Obs.
[f.

BOUGJS v. (sense 3)
+ -ING

1.] A swelling, protuberance.
1398 TKEVISA Barth. DC P. R. v. xl, (1495) 155 The galle

i.s a membre hote and drye sette on the bowgyng of the

lyuer. Ibid. v. xlii. (1495) 159 Roundnes of guttes and
bcwgynge and foldynge is nedefull. Ibid. v. Ii. (1495) 168

The inner bowchynge and roundenes of the thies,

t BoU'gOun. Obs. rare 1

. ? Some kind of

musical instrument.
c 1325 Allit. P. B. 1416 Bougounx busch batered so Jikke.

t Bougre. Obs. rare. [a. F. koitye, OF. boitl-

tfty a '

Bulgarian ', a heretic : late L. Bu/garits an

inhabitant of Bulgaria.] A heretic.

1340 Aycnb. 19 He..ne belefb bet he ssolde, ase deb be

bougre and be heretike. Ibid. 134 Vor }-et byeb be bougres
and be hcretiks proude uorlore.

Bouh, obs. form of BOUGH, Bow.
Bouilli (b'tflyi). Also 7 buollie, 8 bouille,

-ie. [a. F. bouilli, pa. pple. of boiiillir to boil.]
Boiled or stewed meat, esp. beef. Also attrib.

1664 BUTLER Hud. n. i. 598 French Cooks use Thdr
Haut-gusts, Buollies, or Ragusts. 1753 SMOI.I.K'IT Ct.

Fathom 11784) 116/1 The knight indulged upon his soup and
bouille. 1821 KITCHENER Cook's Ornate fed, 4) 145 Beef
Bouilli. .is fresh beef gently simmered by a slow lire.

Bouillie : see BOOLV.

II Bouillon (btr
l

yoh-. Also 8 bouillion. [I
1

'.

bouillon-, f. boiiillir to boil.]
1. Broth, soup. Also in comb.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. (as Fr. i 1725 BRADLEY Faai.

Diet. s. v. Sorrel, Bouillons or thin Broth, c 1865 Circ. .v< -

I. 343/2 What in France is sold under the name of bouillon-

cakes, is nothing but gslatine.

2. A saline ; bath ', or solution of an alkali, in

which wool is steeped previous to dyeing.
1791 HAMILTON Bertlwllct's Dycing\. i. n. i, Wool Boiled

in a bath with saline substances this is called the bouillon.

3. An excrescence of flesh in the foot of a hon>c.

4. In Dressmaking. A puffed fold.

1869 Daily AVri'i
1

4 Mar., Her Serene Highness, .wore a

blue satin train, trimmed with boulllonnes of white tulle.

Bouk. Now only Sc. and dial. Forms: i-,^

buc, 2-4 buke, 3-4 book, 3-6 bouke. 5 bowke,
6 buike, 7 buick, 8-9 buik, 4- bouk. [OF.
biic belly -OS. bnc, Du. buik, OHG. lnth,buch.
MHG. bitch, mod.G. bawh belly, OX. buk-r trunk

of the body : OTcut. *bnko-t. The prevailing
sense in ME. is the same as in ON., from which it

may have been taken. As early as I
t5th c. tlm

word was confounded with BULK sb., which after-

wards usurped most of its senses, and has super-

seded it in literary use. The modern dial, and So.

bouk seems to be partly a survival of ME. bouk,

partly the regular descendant of ME. bolk, BULK.]

*|*1. The belly, paunch, or abdomen. Obs.

c 1000 ^El,FRlc Honi. (1846) II. 270 pat husel is. .betwux

toSum tocowen, and into bam buce asend. < 1175 Latnb.

How, 25 pe heo wulle underfon. .cristes licome in his .sun-

fulle buke. 1486 Bk. St. Albans B vij b, Whan yowre
hawke hath wormys in hir bowke.

2. The trunk of the body^ hence the body of a

man or animal. After i4th c. only Sc. and dial..

a 122$ Ancr. R. 134 pe hwute bet mi Moule is in mine buke,

a izzS Juliana 70 Er ^e bodl wi<S }?e buc beo i>undret

from hire heauet. 1330 R. BKUSNI-; C/iroii. 174 A bouke of
. .

a motoun. c 1330 ArtIt. $ Mcrl. 7189 That the heued

fleighe fram the bouk. 1513 DOUGLAS sEueisi. ix. :oo Ane
liundreth busteous bowkis of swyne. 1591 R. BRUCE it

Si'rw. Xij I), They cary their heartes out oftheir buikesas it

were. 1794 BURNS Batt. Shcriff-innir ii, They rush'd and

push'd. .And monie a bouk did fa ',
man. 1832-53 Whistle-

Binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser. i. 85 Mony a bonny buik lay cauld.

fb. transf* Applied to the body or interior of

a church. Obs. (Cf. BULK.)
( 1420 Cfiroii. Vitod. 340 A lowe in to |>e bouke of ^e

chirche \v;is send. 1499 Will of ttaiuifcld* Somerset Ho.i,

To be buried in the bouke of the Church.

3. HULK in its modern senses : Magnitude in

three dimensions, volume
; largeness of volume,

bulkiness ; the greater portion of anything. Only
mod. Sc. and dial.

1697 CLI:LANL> Poems 78 (JAM.) Though oM Colquhoun
should bear the buick o't. 1805 J. NICOL Poem!, II. 3 (JAM.)
The blades, accordin to their bouk He partit into baml>.

1826 J. W,LSON Xoct. Aiiil-r. Wks. 1835 I. 148 I'll weigh 't

against its ain bouk, lead only excepted, o' ony ither material

noo extant. 1855 Wliitby Class., Bouk (pron. <*>, bulk,

size, -substance.

Bouk, dial. f. BULK v. Obs. to belch
;
and BOWK,

a pail. Bouk^e, obs. and Sc. form of BUCK.

t Bouked, ppl. a. Oh. [f.
BOUK + -ED.] Hav-

ing a protuberance.
(1300 A". A Us. 6265 Schorte y-swerred . . And bouked

byfore and byhynde. 1513 DOUGLAS sUncis in. vi. 127

Quhar, in hir bowkit bysme, that hellis belth, The large
fludis Mtppis thrise in ane swelth.

t Boii'ksome, a. Sc. Obs. rare. Also buk-

some, -sum, bulksome. [App. f. BOUK + -SOME ;

but influenced in sense and partly in form by BULK ;

see BUXOM .-] Corpulent, portly ; occupying

large space, bulky ; fig. great, powerful, influential.

1600 Act. Jos. 1
7
I, (1814' 209 i JAM.) Andro had ane vlher

tlowblet. .and wes niair buksum. 1708 M. BKUCE Lcct. fy

Scrni. 33 (JAM. t Where Christ grows ay bulksomer in the

bosom. Ibiit. Christ is buksome in heaven. 1785 Pot-nts

Bj{chayt Dial. 12 (JAM.1 Laggert wi' this bouksome graith
You will tyne haaf your speed.

Bouky, Sc. form of BULKY.

Botll, bool. Obs. exc. .SV. smdnor///. dial. (bl).
Also 6 boule, .SV. bowle, bulis (//.), 8-9 bool.

[perh. a. MDu. hoghd or MLG. I'ogcl (mod.Du.

I'Cti^el, Ger. HigcD bow, hoop, ring, f. stem of

OTeur. *bcugan to bend, Bow J

1. Anything bent into a curve ; a curvature. Si.

1513 DOUILAS .'Ends in. viii. 55 A port tbair is ..

In maner of a bow maid bovvlu [<'.r. boule] or bay. 1808

JA.MIKSON s.v.,
' The bool of the arm ',

when it is l^nt, i. e.

the curvature.

2. esp. The curved or semicircular handle of a

pail, tea-kettle, pint-stoup, etc. ;
the annular part

of a key ;
the holes in scissors for the thumb and

linger. Bouls, boots, a movable handle of two parts
for a pot, called also clips. Sc. and north. Eng.
1560 .-{.''inti-cu R<-g. V. 24 (JAM.' Ane pair of pot bulis.

1570 LLVINS Alanip. 218 Y e Boule of a potte, unsa, capit-
Inin. 1816 SCO-IT Antiy. III. 359 Gloss., 'To come to the

hand like the b.nil o'a pint-stoup'. .as easily and agreeably
as the handle of a drinking vessel comes to the hand of a

tippler.

3. A child's hoop for bowling, dial. (X.E. Eng-

land.)

Boul, obs. form of HOWL sb.

Boulangerite (bwlerndgawit). Min.
[f.

Bou-

langer name of a French mineralogist + -ITE.] A
native sulphide of antimony and lead.

1868 DANA Mhi. $ 122 Kmbiilhite is from the Ixality of

boulangerile at Nertschinsk.

Bould-, obs. form of BOLD-.

Boulder, bowlder ^bJu-kbal, sb\ Also <///.

boother, bowder. [Shortened f. DOULDEU-STUKK.]
1. A water-worn rounded stone, varying in size,

but properly larger than a pebble, used frequently
for paving and building purposes ; a cobble.

1617 M.SRKHAM Cn-.'al. i. 57 Palled with pibl.le boulder, or

some other kind of small stone. 1811 PINKImos" t'ctriil.

I. 265 Brown clay slate, in bowlders, found in the bed ot

the Alecmindra.
'

1837 CAKLYLK Fr. RCT. I. v. ix. 256 The
Bastille, .sinks day by day. .its ashlars and boulders tum-

bling clown continually. 1871 TVNDAI.L l-'ragni. Science

led. 61 I. vi. 209 Fastened the sail at the top, and loaded

it with boulders at the bottom.

2. spec. (/col. A large weather-worn mass or

block of stone, frequently carried by natural forces

to a greater or less distance from the parent rock,

and generally lying on the surface of the ground,
or in superficial deposits ;

an erratic block.

1813 KAKKWELL lutroil. Cei'l. (18151 73 Some of the verti-

cal beds of rock covering the granite contain . .boulders.

1830 LVELL Princ. Gaol. I. 369 Enormous rounded boulders

. .of trachyte and basalt. 1859 DAKWIN Orig. Spec. xii. 335
Erratic boulders have, .been noticed on the Rocky Moun-

fig. 1858 H.-uvi IIOBNI-: I',: f, It. JrnU. (1872) I. 14 The
first Napoleon, .a great boulder in history.

3. trails/. A lump or mass of some material
;

spec, in Mining, a large detached piece of ore

found away from the regular lode. Also attrib.

in the sense of 'big, lumpy'.
1861 S.U.A 7m ronudClock -73 Its boulders of whitening,

and its turpentine-infected bundles of firewood. i86zDANA
Man. Civ/. 537 Boulders of Native Copper have been found.

1882 Pall Mall G. 31 May 4/1 The birds will have.. all of

the seed ;
the boulder clods will never cover it.

4. Com/'. : boulder-clay, a clayey deposit be-

longing to the ice-age, and containing boulders,

etc. ;
boulder-drift boulder-formation', boulder-

flat, a tract of country strewed with boulders ;

boulder-formation, a formation or deposit con-

sisting of mud, clay, etc.. in which boulders are

embedded ; boulder-head, a kind of sea-wall ;

boulder-paving, paving made of boulders ; boul-

der-period. the geological epoch in which boul-

der-formations were being produced, the Ice Age
or Glacial Period ; boulder-walls (see quot.).

1878 HUXLEY P/iysiogr. xvii. 282 An icy sea, from which

the *boulder clay and glacial gravels were deposited. 1884

DAW SON in /Iniuilik. Canaiin 324 Stratified sands and gravels

1876 PAGE A ik: Text-bk.Geol.
iverlytng the boulder-clay, if

:ix. 355 The *boulder-drift is a bold and clearly-defined
formation. 1884 J. COLBORNK it'it/i H. Pasha 44 The road

across this *boulder-flat consisted of numerous pathways
runninii side by side. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. ix. (1873) 180

128 -
?.



BOULDER.

Fragments of primitive rocks derived from the surrounding

boulder-formation were very numerous, laid. viu. 174

The ice-transporting *boulder-period. 1738 CHAMBERS Cycl.,
*Boulder-malls, a kind of walls built of round flints or

pebbles, laid in a strong mortar.

Bou-lder, bolder,^ The bulrush {Scirpus

locustris") ;

' the rush used for bottoming chairs .

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Bolder. 1884 G. C. DAVIES Norfolk
Broads iii. 24 The weeds and boulders (or clumps of flags'.

Boulder (bJu-ldaj), v. [f.
BOULDEB sb. 1

.']
To

make into boulders. (Perh. only in pa. pple.)

1839 MURCHISON Silnr. Syst. I. xxxix. 540 They may have

been carried down by streams to the shores, and have been

long bowldered there.

Bouldering (bflu-Ularirj), vbl. sb. [f. prec. +

-ING 1
.]

The action of prec. verb; paving with

boulders ; concr. boulder-stones laid as a pavement.
1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hur 409 The bouldering of the

pavement was rough.

Boulder-stone (W -

ldajst5"n). Forms: 3-0

bulder-ston v e, 7 boother-, bowther-stone, 8-9

bowlder-stone, 7- boulder-stone. [Etymology
obscure. With ME. bulJerston, cf. Sw. dial. (E.

Gothl.: bullerstttt a large stone in a stream, one

which makes a rumbling noise in the water, as

opposed to klappcrslen a smaller pebble; f. Sw.

buller noise, roar, bullr-a to roar, rumble + slen

= STONE. This gives a passable sense ;
but no

corresponding word is known elsewhere in Swedish,

Old or New, Icelandic, Norwegian, or Danish ;
so

that actual relation between the North. Eng. and

Swedish dialect word cannot be asserted.

No words answering to Sw. buller, bitllra, exist in Old or

New Icelandic; but Da. has bulder 'tumbling noise ,

biildrc
'

to racket, rattle, make a noise '. If either these

words were in use in North. Eng., or a compound tntlder-

steen in Da., it would be natural to find here the origin of

the Eng. word; but no such connecting links are found.

The verb and sb. seem indeed to exist in the Sc. buller to

bellow, roar ', buller
'

bellowing, roar, loud gurgling sound ,

but this is not quite the shade of sense required, while the

form it would yield is not bulder-, bowlder-, bowther-, or

boother-, as actually found in North. Eng. dial., but "bailer-

static, which is not found.]

A rounded water-worn stone larger than a pebble,

a cobble-stone ^
= BOULDEK sb. l,. Also, in later

use,
= BOULDER 2.

^1300 llavclok ,790 He gripen sone a bulder ston, Arid

let itfleye. 1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. % is Bulder stones, .wold

weare the yren to soone. 1635 BRERETON 7><K'. (1844) 101

The best paved street with bowther stones . . that I have

seen. 1792 Gentl. Mag. Apr. 350 Large bowlder stones.

,86, MRS. NORTON Lady La G. 1.224 The ground is rough

with boulder stones. ,879 IENKINSON Guide to Lake JJist.

148 Borro-Mdale . . The Bowder Stone is an immense de-

ladled block . . computed to weigh 1971 tons. 1884 S. ..

DAWSON Haiidbk. Canada 295 A very singular plateau,

covered to a great depth with rounded boulder-stones.

Bouldery vb^-ldari;., a. [f.
BOULDER 1 + -Y 1

.]

Characterized by the presence of boulders.

,859 .-) II 1 '. Round No. 36. 219 Constantinople . . with . .

its loose bouldery trottoir. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk.Geol.

xiii 217 The bouldery conglomerates that flank the Gram-

pians. 1878 H. M. STANLEY DarkCont.\\.-ii\\. 347,400 yards

from the bouldery wall, rose a lengthy and stupendous clilt

line. 1882 BLACKMORE Christowell II. x. 219 The ground
was uneven though not bouldery.

t Boule 1
. ? Obs. [app. a variant spelling of

BOLL, BOWL, a hemispherical dish.] A measure of

lead ore : see quot.
1449 Excheq. Records in Risdon Sur-.t. Z>K Introd, ,8,

(E.D.S.) 24 oue or s, a ceran meas

miners are accustomed to measure out the duties to the

church and king . . it formerly contained about half a peck.

Boule - (bl). The more correct form of the

word commonly spelt BUHL.

1875 POLLEN Anc. % Mod. Fiirnit. (1875) 95 5f54.
m
?
r"

uuetry, which owes its name to the maker . . Andre Charles

Boule. 1883 Scotsman 9 May ii/B Old Bronze Groups ..

on magnificent coloured Boule Pedestals.

Boule, obs. form of BOWL.

Boulene, boulin, obs. forms of BOWLINE.

Boulespret, obs. form of BOWSPRIT.

BOBlet (bule). [a. F. l/oulet BULLET, dim. of

boule ball : cf. BOWL sb.Z]

f 1. A small globe, sphere, or ball. Obs.

,605 TIMME Quersit. III. 86 Thou shall put them into a

small boulet of oake. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. in. 204

The Agnus Dei. .is made like to those bulles or boulets oi

waxe, which they hang about the neckes of children.

2. tethn.
' A horse whose fetlock or pastern-joint

bends forward, and out of its natural position
'

(Webster). [A misuse of the F. word, which means

fetlock
'

;
a horse which has its fetlock out of

place is said to be bouletS]

|| Boulevard (bbvar, blvar). rarely -vart.

[a. F. boulevard, older -vart, -vcr ; app. corrupted

from a Teut. word = Ger. bolhvcrk BULWAKK ;
cf.

Sp. baluartc, It. baluanio bulwark.]

A broad street, promenade, or walk, planted with

rows of trees. Chiefly applied to streets of this

kind in Paris, or to others which it is intended to

compare to them.

1020

(The French word originally meant thehori/omal portion

of a rampart; hence the promenade laid out on a dt

molished fortification.)

1772 Weekly Mag. 21 May 233/2 We made the circuit of

the city on the boulevards. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis. fans led. 5)

6s The Boulevarde, goes round the capital, and was origin-

ally its boundary. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. e, .limit. III.xli.

288 I'm fond of its Boulevarts busy. 1881 MORLEY Cobden

II. 128 The massacre of unarmed citizens on the boulevards.

Hence (in newspapers) Bouleva'rdian a., Bou-

leva-rdish, Bou'levardy a., Botrlevardize v.

1864 Sat. Rev. XVIII. 27/2 The boulevardizing of Paris

has . . caused great misery to the poor.

II Boulevardier (blvardy). [Fr. : f. boule-

vard, see prec.] One who frequents a boulevard.

1879 F. HARRISON Choice Bks. (1886.1 24 As hard . . as it

seems to a Parisian boulevardier to live in a quiet country.

1882 Society 28 Oct. 1 1/2 The abandoned boulevardier only

looks with pity on the young enthusiasts.

t Bouleversa-tion. 06s. rare-1
,

[f.
next +

-ATION.] An overturning or upsetting.

1667 E. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. l. (1684) 64 The late

Bouleversations or overturnings.

tBouleverse, v. 06s. rare. Also 7 boul-

verse. [a. F. botileverse-r to turn as a ball, f. bottle

ball, verser to turn.] trans. To upset, overturn.

ID73MARVELL AV/i. Transpr. II. 369 It would raise a very

great disorder, .to bouleverse [ed. 1674 boul-verse] so, and

overturn the signification of all words.

II Bouleversement (blvfisman, bulvaMs-

ment). [F. ;
f. bouleverse-r to overturn : see prec.]

A turning upside down, a violent inversion.

1814 SCOTT Let. in Life xi. (Chandos) 25! There is need

for a previous bouleversement of every thing. 1832 Blackw.

Mas XXXI. 553 The bouleversement of ideas . . which

a revolution produces. 1877 W. THOMSON Voy. Challenger

[. iii. 185 The bouleversement of the dredge had plainly

been caused by the twist in the new line.

Boulge, Boulke, obs. forms of BULGE, BULK.

Bcmlimy, var. form of BULIMY.

Boulspret, -sprit, obs. forms of BowSPBlT.

Boulster, obs. form of BOLSTER.

Boult, -er, var. of BOLT z>.
] to sift, -EH.

tBoultel. Obs. Also 5-6 bultell.e. [a. OF.

*buletcl, earlier buntel now bluleau, meal-sieve ;

f. buleter, btiretcr .now blitter) to BOLT vl}

A kind of cloth specially prepared for sifting ;
a

sieve (
= BOLTER! 2 ) ;

hence degree of fineness as

determined by the fineness of the sieve.

1266 Act 51 Hen. III. (Assha Panis\ Pauls cle coquet

de eodcm blado et eodembultello.ponderabit, etc. [trans/.

1618, Bread Cocket of a farthing of the same Corne and

bultell, shall weigh, etc.]

( 1460 I. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 164 in Bakes bk. (1868)

,28 Let hit renne in iiij. or vj. bagges ; gete bem, if bow

may, of bultelle clothe. 1477 Laitc. Wills (18841 3 Half a

pece bultell price iiji., j Dosen bultell price xvj,/ a 1502

ARNOLD Chrou. (18,1) 206 A balle bultell conteyneth xxxvi.

half pecis. ,11610 inGutchC0aCiw.il. ,2They bake two

loaves for one penny . . good paste, and boutell, and law-

full size. ,638 PENKL-THMAN Artach.G\v*>, I or his Boul

ell o,i. 2f. 1660 Aft 12 Cltas. II, iv. Sched., Boultel Rams

'

Bouitel'Cboultle, boultine : see BOLTEL.

Boulter (belts')- Also bolter. [Deriv. un-

known : see also BULTEH, BULTEY.] A long fish-

ing-line armed witli a large number of hooks.

1602 CAKBW Cornwall 34 a, These Hakes . . are taken

with the boulter \cd. 1811 bolter] which is a Spiller of a

bigger size. 1848 C. A. JOHNS Week at Lizard 243 Splllers

and boulters are long stout lines, to which are attached

several hundred baited hooks, with an anchor and waste-

line furnished with corks at theend. Mj Fu*mtsx>ut.
Catal. 126 Bolter, Card containing thirteen sizes of hooks.

Boiuuau & (ban-man, b'man). [app. f. Bow

s/i *] The tenant of a BOWING.

1752 Stewart's Trial (Scots Mag. Sept. 4581, John Mac-

Col, bouman, having the charge of milk-cows upon a farm

or shealing belonging to Stewart ofAppm. 1886 STEVENSON

KidnapttdlXl.. 108 The fanners and the crofters and the

boumen . . wringing their very plaids to get a second rent.

Il'ia. 204 note, A bouman is a tenant who takes stock from

the landlord and shares with him the increase.

Bouman, obs. form of BOWMAN.

Boumbard, obs. f. BOMBAKD.

Boumet = baumet, obs. pa. pple. of BALM v.

t Boim (buiin), v. Obs. or arch. Forms : 3 bu-

ne(n, 4-9 bounce, bown(e, bowen, 5 .SV. bowyn
o boon. [f. 1'oitn, older form of BOUND ///. <z.

The word appears to have become obsolete in

literary use ri6oo ;
revived by Sir W. Scott.]

+ 1. trans. To prepare, make ready. Oi's.

_. joscf,k Arim. 414 pe kyng boskes lettres anon, to

Iwunen his bernes. Ibid. 472 To boune mo bernes. 151$

Scottish Field 213 in Chatham Misc. (18561 II, Ihen the

bishop full boldlie bowneth furth his standart.

b. rejl. To prepare oneself, get ready (often in

connexion with busk] ;
to betake oneself, have re-

course to (anything).
anoo Cursor M. 11920 loseph . . bulled him to wend

againe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 827, 1 wold boune me to bate I
,

and take my bare aunter. 1515 Scottish J- icld 83 in Chet-

ham Misc. (1856) II, He did buske and bowne him, to go

on his message, a 1575
PILKINCTON K.rf. Nehennah (1841

-si They buckle and bowne themselves to this work. 1600

"FAIRFAX Vo in. xxx. 45 The viltaine, who to flight bin

bound. 1808 SCOTT Alarm, iv. xxn, Each ordering that hi?

band Should bowne them with the rising day. 1847 BM

BOUNCE.

HAM tiifol. Leg. (1877) 243 St. Medard hath boon'd himself

for the task. 1866 J. ROSE Virgil 99 Soon must we boun

us for a loftier song.

2. intr. (for reft.} To get ready, prepare ; to dress.

c 1375 BARBOUR Troy-tk. 11. 2852 Than thocht hime at bat

ymage gay Bouned to pass frome hime away. 1513 DOUGLAS

.Ends vii. Prol. 97, I crocit me, syne bownit for to slelp.

Ibid. xill. Prol. 46 Euery thing . . Bownis to tak the hall-

sum nychtis rest Eftir the days laubour. 1674 RAY N. C .

Wds. 7 To Bonn and unboim, to dress and undress. 1815

HOGG Pilgr. SIM i. xvi, For then the fairies boun' to ride

And elves of Ettrick's greenwood shaw.

3. intr. To betake oneself to (a place), set out, go.

ciysE. E. A Hit. P. B. 1398 Barounes at be sidebordes

bounet ay where, c 1375 BARBOUR Troy-bk. n. 27,2 Pirrus

bowned to Delphos yle. a 1455 HOLLAND Houlat xvui, But

bownis out of Babilon with all obedience, a 1540 PuHls
to Play i. 5 At Beltan, when ilk bodie bounesTo Peebles to

the play. 1553 LYNDESAV Monarche 6312 The blysfull byrdis

bownis to the treis. l8os SCOTT Last Minstr. v. xxx, Till

Lord Dacre's band Were bowning back to Cumberland.

Boun, obs. form of Box, BOON, BOUKD ///. a.

Bounce (bauns), J*.1 [see BOUNCE v. (The
first three senses appear nearly simultaneously, and

their order here is purely provisional.)]

1. A heavy and usually noisy blow caused by

something big ; a sounding knock, thump.
a 1529 SKELTON Ware the Hauke 86 He gave her a bounce

Full upon the gorge. 1383 STANVHURST Mtuil in. (Arb.i 88

With ramping bounce clapping neer to the seacoast Fierce

the waters ruffle. 1629 FORD Lover11 Mel. i. I. (18391 2

Blustering Boreas, .thumps a thunder bounce. 1761 brit.

Mag. II. 506 A noise from the next room, conveyed in

distinct bounces against the wainscot. 1824 Miss MITFOKD

Village Ser. 11.118631 247 His knock at the door was a

bounce that threatened to bring the house about our ears.

f 2. The loud burst of noise produced by an

explosion ; the explosion itself. Obs. (See BOUNCE

interj. in the same sense, occurring I5 2 3-)

[1552 HULOET, Bounce, noyse, or thump.] 1595 SHAKS.

John n 462 He speakes plaine Cannon fire, and smoake,

and bounce. 1702 DE FOE Reform. Manners
^

Concl. 44

These are the Squibs and Crackers of the Law, Which hiss

and make a Bounce, and then withdraw. 1719 H ALLEY in

I'AU Trans. XXX. 990 The rattling Noise like small-Arms,

heard after the great Bounce on the Explosion over I iver-

ton. 1766 CAVENDISH ibid. LVI. 149 With 7 parts of in-

flammable to 3 of common air, there was a very gentle

bounce or rather puff.

3. A leap, a bound. On the bounce : m con-

tinual spasmodic movement.

1523 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 1318 He brought out a rabyll

Of coursersand rounsis With lepes and bounsis. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 220 A Bounce, leape, salltis. 1729 ATTERBURY

Misc Wks. V. 131 It will not be so much upon the bounce

as formerly. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. iv. x. 11849) "42

The testy little governor . . appears with one annoyance and

the other to have been kept continually on the bounce. 1884

Chr. IF<jr/rfioJulysi3/i Ineach bounce or throw of the ball.

4. (from 2.) A loud or audacious boast ; a

boastful falsehood ;
abstr. impudent self-assertion,

iwagger.
1714 STEELE Lover (1723) 93 This is supposed to be only

a Bounce. 1733 CHEVNE Ei:g. Malady in. iv. (i734,> 3'
was a wild Bounce of a Pythagorean, who defy d any one

to, etc. 1824 GALT Rotlulan II. v. ix. 261 It is, I own, a

brave bounce to aspire to the daughter of so proud an earl.

1820 DE QLTNCEV Murder Wks. IV. 21 Ihe whole story is

a bounce of his own. 1866 W. G. WARD Ess. (1882) II. 107

Here is bounce and swagger with a vengeance.

b. collOii. A boastful, swaggering fellow.

1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Bounce, a person well or

fashionably drest is said to be a rank bounce.

Bounce (bauns), sb? A name of the Dogfish

(Scylliuin Caniculd].
a 1709 RAY .">>. Pise. 22. 1861 COUCH Brit. Fishes I. 1 1

Bounce = Nurse Hound.

Bounce (bauns), v. Forms : 3 bunsen, 4-7

bounse, 6-7 bownee, 6- bounce.

[The origin of BOUNCE v., si.', int. (adv.) is obscure, and

their mutual relations complicated. ME. ** agrees in

form and meaning with mod.Du. tons a thump, bonzen

(LG lunsen, HG. dial, buml'sen) to beat, thump, thwack;

but there is no early record of these words, and perh they

maybe related to the Eng. word merely
as^

parallel ono-

matopa-ic formations. Early in ,6th c we find the inter-

tional use of bounce ( = LG. and HG. dial, bums .') to imi-

tate the report of a gun or other loud sudden noise
^
and

(a little later) to express sudden or violent movement. About

the same lime the vb. (previously seldom occurring, became

common in its original sense 'to beat', but with the no-

tion of noise or vehemence more conspicuous- to knock,

bang
'

; it also acquired the senses
' to make a banging or

explos ve noise ', and '
to make a sudden or violent move-

it of a bounding nature'. The sb. is also found in al

"heesensesrly uuhe ,6th c. Whether these were natural

developments of^e original sense, as expressing phenomena

which often accompany a knock or thump, or at least are

present in the bang of cannon (which had come m.o use just

Eefore these extensions of bo,mce\ or whether there has

been influence of any other words is not clear. I he develop-

ment of sense however is to a great extent parallel to that

of BANG, which has dialectally even the sense of 'bounce

into a room', etc.]

I. To beat, thump, trounce, knock.

+ 1. trans. Obs.
jhulen iseon bunsen ham nnt

' bete and bounse'. 1360 Nice Wanton in -lazu */,

,67 Yet Salomon sober correction doth mean Not to beat

and bounce then-, to make them lame. 159* SpKNS
r

P

;?/1;:
m. xi. 27 And wilfully him throwing on the gras Did beat



BOUNCE.

and bounse hU head and brest full sure. 1652 BENLOWES

Tlieoph. x. xxxix. 184 We seem'd to knock at hell, and
bounce the firmament. 1682 N. O. Boileaits Lutrin HI.

186 I'le trounce and bounce thee for 't i' th' Spiritual Court.

1727 SWIFT Gulliver m. ii. 184 Bouncing his head against

every post. 1801 MAR. EUGEWORTH Good Fr. Gov. (1831)

122 She has taught me to read without bouncing me about

and shaking me.

f 2. intr. To knock loudly, esp. at a door. Obs.

1570 B. GOOGE Popish Kingd. iv. 38 On the Thursday
Boyes and Girles do runne in euery place, and bounce and
beate at euery doore. 1591 LYLY Endym. iv. ii. 56 Come
my browne bils wee'l roare Bownce loud at taverne dore.

1656 THAIT Comm. Matt. v. 20 They shall come knocking
and bouncing, with '

Lord, Lord, open unto us '. 1708 SWH-T
Wks. (1841) 1 1. 256 Another bounce* as hard as he can knock.

II. To make a loud explosive noise, to talk

loudly or bigly.

t3. intr. To make a noise of explosion, to go
'

bang'. Obs.

1552 HULOET, Bouncen orcracke, crepo. c 1700111 Hearne
Coll. II. 456 Fir'd the Train, And made it bounce louder

and louder. 1719 RAMSAY Wks. (1848) 1. 149 Where cannon
bounced and rearing horses pranced.

b. trans. To slam, to bang (a door}.

1786 WOLCOTT (T. Pindar) Ep. Boswell Wks 1794 I. 321
What though against thee porters bounce the door.

4. intr. To talk big, bluster, hector ; to swagger.
To bounce out (with} : to blurt out '

roundly'.
c 1626 Dick ofDevon n. iv. in Bullen O . PL II. 38 Are you

bouncing? He no further. ^1659 CLEVELAND Gen, Poems
(1677} 137 There he bounceth out with his tupyjKa. 1758

JOHNSON Idler No. 28 PS Let him bounce at his customers
If he dares. 1765 Bi'. LOWTH Let. to Warbitrton 14 He
.. bounces, blusters, and swaggers, as if he were really

sovereign Lord. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair Ixv,
'

She's the

finest lady I ever met in my life', bounced out the Major.

1872 F. W. ROBINSON WrayfonCs W.
t
Tito's Tront>lcs,\ou

must not let the big boys bounce, .over him too much.

b. trans. To proclaim with bounce.
a 1652 BROME Queen i. iii. 6, I may not hear these wonders

bounc'd.

5. trans. To talk big at
;
to bully. In modern

colloq. use, To * blow up', scold roundly.
a 1626 FLETCHER Nt. Walker iv. S, I doe so whirle her to

the Counsellors chambers . .and bounce her for more money.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., To bounce a person out ofany
thing; is to use threatening or high words, in order to in-

timidate him, and attain the object you are intent upon.
1883 Blanch. Exam, 30 Nov. 5/2 French statesmen per-
suaded themselves., that they could 'bounce' their oppo-
nents out of a slice of territory in Tonquin. Mod. collo>j.

The clerk was well bounced for his carelessness.

III. intr. To move with a sudden bound.

6. To bound like a ball
;
to throw oneself about :

esp. said of an elastic or bounding movement by a

heavy or bulky body. In eatly use To bounce it

(said of a woman dancing) : cf. L. huinum pulsare
'to thump or pounce the ground'.
1519 Interl. Four Elent. in Hazl. DodsL L 35 She will

bounce it, she will whip, Yea, clean above the ground !

1589 Gold. Mirr. (1851) 54 See where one bounseth in p
players gowne. 1601 SHAKS. Per. n. i. 26, I saw the por-

pus, how he bounced and tumbled. 1743-4 MRS. DELANV
Autobiog. (1861) II. 254 My heart bounced for joy at the

news of your good house. 1787 BEST Angling fed. 2) 55
When you have struck him, lie will plunge and bounce in

the water very much. 1802 I. MILNER Liff xiv, (1842* 261

AH in one instant, it bounced into my mind, that there must
be an opening in the said brass rods. 1812 H. & J. SMITH

Rej. Addr. 40 Nine centuries bounced he from cavern to

rock. 1839 BAILEY Festus v, God puts his finger in the

other scale, And up we bounce, a bubble. 1851 O. W.
HOLMES A Songof '29,A cannon bullet rolling Comes

' bounc-

ing' down the stairs, a 1859 DE QUINCKY Bentley Wks.
VI. 84 Ths judges bounced like quicksilver. 1883 BROWNING
J. Hakkadosli in "Jocoseria 127 Yet is the Ruach(. .The

imparted Spirit) in no haste to bounce From its entrusted

Body. Mod. This ball is split, and will not bounce at all.

7. To come or go as unceremoniously as a tossed

ball, to throw oneself with excess of physical
momentum ; to burst unceremoniously into, out of,

1679 Hist. Jetzer 4 The Receiver, Cook, and Mr. Novice,
came bouncing in. 1827 SCOTT Diary in Lockhart xxiv,
The French .. bounce in at all hours and drive one half

mad with compliments. 1851 HELPS Contp. Solit. iv. (18741

45 The market-gardener's wife, little attended to, bounces

put of the room. 1883 La SALTOUN Scraps I. iii. 264 The
innkeeper's wife bounced into the room.

8. trans. To discharge suddenly from employment.
(J.S. [Of uncertain origin.]
1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 3 Oct. 2/3 Speaker Carlisle has

bounced his clerk, Mr. Nelson, for telling tales out of school.

1883 Milnor (Dakota 1

* Teller 5 June 5/2 Tuller, Judge
Hudson's imported clerk of the court at Lisbon, is likely to

be bounced, and Hugh Doherty appointed.

Bounce (bauns), int. and adv. Also 6 bowns,
bounse, 6-7 bownce. [The stem of the vb. or sb.

interjectionally : cf. the corresponding use of Ger.

burns
t bumps, as in hums geht die Thiir (Grimm).]

A. int. a. Imitating the sound of a gun. b.

Expressing sudden, violent movement.
1323 SKELTON Gar/. Laurel fa,\ With that I herd gunnis

russhe out at ones, Bowns, Bowns, Bowns ! that all they out

cryde. 1590 Pasqitil's Apol. \. D ij b, Bounse, thers a gunne
gone off, doe not the Bishops quake at thys? 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. If, m. ii. 303 Bownce would hee say, and away
againe would hee goe. 1608 AKMIN Nest Ninn. (1880) 59
Bownce is the worlds motto there, till they discharge the

braine of all good abearing. 1852 HOOD Lamia iii. 44 At

every step- Bounce ! when I only thought to stride a pace,
I bounded thirty.

1021

B. adv. With a BOUNCE (senses I, 2, 3).

e x. s. 112 . 242 ounce on my ear os rons
falls the lead. 1847 BAEHAM Ingot. Leg. (1877)95 Bounce
went the door, In came half a score Of the passengers,
sailors, and one or two more. 1864 Miss YONGE New
Ciround xv, Something came bounce against the door.

Bounceable (bcurnsab'l), a, colloq. Also

bounoible. [f.
BOUNCES. + -.\BLE.] Inclined or

given to bounce. Hence Boirneeably adv.

. .

xxviii, There's no call to tell a man he is, so bounceably., ,
.

t Bounced, ppl- a- Obs. [f.
BOUNCE v. + -ED.']

lieaten, knocked about.

1519 HORMAN V'ulg. in Promp. ran'. 55 He came home
with a face all to bounced, eontitsti.

Bouncer (bairnsaj). [f. BOUNCE v. + -EK. ']

1. One who bounces (sense 4 of the vb.).

1762 FOOTE Lyar III. (1776) 56 Nor is the character of niy
son to be blasted with the breath of a bouncer. 1776 in

rriv. Lett, ist Lit. Malmcsbury I. jji The Nabob, the

greatest Bouncer of all those Bouncers, comes out of gaol.

1876 IVorld No. 115. 20 The old maid . . doe* not stand the

slightest chance unless she be of the pushing bouncer

class.

2. a. A boaster, bully, swaggering liar. b. in

'I'/iieves' slang (see quot. 1862).

i833-MARRyAT/'.AV//&xxxi, He's a.. kind fellow enough,
but.. Such a bouncer'. 1862 MAYHEW Crint. I'risoits 46
Bouncers and besters who cheat by laying wagers.

3. A '

bouncing" or 'thumping' lie.

1805 G. COLMAN 7. Bull il. iii. (L.) You know . . what a

bouncer you told me.

4. A large specimen of its kind ;
a '

thumper .

a 1859 DEQuiNCEY (Webster (The stone must be a bouncer.

1872 TAUNT Map Thames 15 See, I've got a roach, and a

bouncer. (W/<>'/. She was a bouncer.

Bouneh^e, var. of BUNCH.

Bouncing (batrnsirj), vbl. sb. [f.
BOUNCE v.}

1. Striking, knocking, banging, thumping.
1583 STANYHLKST sEncis n. (Arb.) 59 With rip rap bounc-

ing thee ram to the chapter is hurled. 1589 NASIIE Almond
fcr P. 13 a, Hauing worn out three or four pulpits with the

vnreasonable bounsing of his fists. 1870 L'Es FRANCE J//.ss-

Mit/ord I. vi. 176 A noise of shouting, knocking, and

bouncing.

f2. The making of loud, explosive noise; banging.
1598 BAHKKT Tkeor. Warres \. v. 167 To heare the bouncing

of the Cannon. 1652 J. WOKDSWOKIII tr. Sandeval 327

Great clamors of men and bouncing of guns.

3. Bragging, blustering ;
boastful exaggeration,

lying ; colloq. a good scolding.

1634 HUYWOOD Witches Lane. iv. Wks. 1871 iv. mj, I doe

not like the bouncing of good Offices. 1687 T. BROWN Saints

in Up. Wks. 1730 I. 72 Calling of names and giving the lie

..swaggering and bouncing. 1773 JOHNSON in Bos~<yeU II.

68 Nothing can be poorer than his mode of writing : it is the

mere bouncing of a schoolboy. 1885 YOUNG 'J'-.ca Sides of
Sfi. iv, A great protection against bouncing and rudeness.

4. A sudden bounding movement.
1611 COTGR., Katotadc, a' bounding, or bounsing, as, of a

football, or high going horse. 1774 GOLDSM. fiat. Hist.

(1862) 1. x. 52 A rocking of the earth to and fro, and some-

times a perpendicular bouncing, .of the same.

Boirn.ci.ng, /// a., [f-
BOUNCE v. + -INU^.]

That bounces : in various senses of the verb re-

lating alike to loudness, brag, and vigorous or

ungainly movement. Often also '.like
'

thumping,

whacking, whopping, strapping', and other words

meaning vigorous striking) used with the sense of

'big', esp. 'big rather than elegant or graceful'.

(In many of the quotations the exact shade of meaning is

doubtful.)

"579 STKNSER Slieph. Cal. Aug. 61, I saw the bouncing
Bellibone. 1588 Marprcl. I'.pist. (Arb.) 34 Can they not be

satisfied with the blessing of this braue bounsing priest?

i6oz Return/ram Pariiass. iv. i. (Arb.) 50, I am well pro-

uided of three botmsing wenches. 1606 J. RAYNOLUS Do-

Inrny's Prim. (1880) 97 The bounsing Doa, vnto the brakes

did come. 1611 Coryafs Crudities Pref. Verses, Oh for

a bonny blithand bounsing ballet To praise this Odcomb'd
Chanticleere. 1662 FULLER Worthies (1840) 363 His mother

. . lay down her burthen at Elmeby. .where this bouncing
babe Bonner was born. 1736 H. WALPOLE Carr. (1820) I. S

A bouncing head of, I believe, Cleopatra. 1743 MRS. PE-

LANY AvtMog, tr Carr: u86i> II. 237 [She] is as bouncing
as ever, and as loud. 1773 GOLUSM. Stoops to Con<j. in, I

never saw such a bouncing swaggering puppy since I was

born. 1807 T. JEFFERSON ll'rlt. (1830) IV. 101 The bounc-

ing letter he published, and the insolent one he wrote to

me. 1813 WAUGH Lei. in Mem. v. (1839) 310 An inexperi-

enced, bouncing but well-disposed young woman. 1837 J.

I.ANG i\'m< .V. Wales II. 378 It has even given birth to

a school of oratory in the colony the bouncing school, it

may be styled. 1841 MRS. MOZLKY Fairy B<nwr iv, She

was . . bold Belle, and bouncing Belle, and every- thing but

bonny Belle. 1847 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., St. Cut/ill., Stephen
de Hoaques . . had told all the party a great bouncing lie.

Hence Borrncingly adv., boastfully, blusteringly.
a 1677 BARROW Pope's Suprem. (L.i Pighius said, bounc-

ingly, the judgement of the apostolical see.. is far more
certain.

Bouncing-Bet (bairnsirj be-t). [f. prec. +
Bet for Elizabeth.] A popular name for the Soap-
wort (Saponaria officinalis}.

BOUND.

1884 Harpers Mag. (let. 740/2 The bouncing-bets and

sweet-williams. 1884 MH.LEH I'laut-n., Bouncing Bet,

Safionaria ojffieinalis.

Bound (bcuuid), sbt Forms: 3 bunne, (4-5

? boune), 67 bowne, 4-6bond(e, bounde, 5-7

bownd(e, 4- bound, [a. OK. bodne, tone, bnnc,

bonne, bunne, also bunde
t bonde, ijthc. \.liou>iilc;

in med.L. bodena, bodina (bonna, biimia] : earlier

/in/ilia Leg. Ripuar. ',
= meta, limes. The phonetic

history of the Fr. word is difficult ; sec Littre bonJe

and borne, and cf. BOUHNE.]
)
1. A landmark indicating the limit of an estate

or territory. Obs. exc. in comb.

c 1205 LAY. 1313 t>a coinen heo to ^an bunnen ba Hercules

makede. 11300 K. Alis. 5593 Ymages of moundes. That
men clepeth L'rcules boundes.

2. The boundary line of a territory or estate ;

gen. a limit or boundary, that to which anything
extends in space.
IJtoTaEVlsA#/& Rolls Ser. V. 299 Osca passed nowher

his fader bolides. 1483 Act i Rich. Ill, vi. i The contract

..was made.. within the Bounds and Jurisdiction of the

same Fair. 1523 LD. BERNERS /''roiss. I. xlvi. (-2 The frenche

kynge. .commaunded them to kepe the bolides of Flanders,

on payne of their lyttes. 1551 RECORDE Pat/tw. Klioml.

n. Introd., A platte forme, .is inclosed with lines as with Ins

boundes. 1615 SIR R. BOYLE in Lismore Papers (18861 1.

77 This day. . I made the bownds perfect between my Lands

of Kilrobistown. 1635 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. n. ii. 19

A right line is the shortest betwixt his owne bounds. 1752

HL-MK A'M. % Treat. (1777) 290 The bounds of all the Euro-

pean kingdoms are . . nearly the same they were 200 years

ago. 1809 BAWDEN tr. Domesday Bk. 239 Thornier is

situate within the bounds of the Castle of Ilbert. 1839

YKOWELL Anc. Brit. C/i. 11847) 19 The apostle travelled to

the utmost bounds of the West.

b. Phrases. To beat the bounds : see BEAT v. 41.

t To gain bounds of: to outstrip.

1653 UROCIIART Rat-dais n. Pro!., Perceiving the prey by
force of (light to have gained bounds of her.

3.//. The territory situated on or near a bound-

ary ;
a border-land ;

also land within certain limits,

a district, neighbourhood, tract.

1340 Ayciit. 206 He
I Lot] ssolde guo out of be cite of

sodomme, and alle be boundes. 1536 BKLLENDEN Ctvtt.

Scot. (1821) I. Introd. 41 In all bottndis of Scotland, .is gret

plente of haris. a 1649 DRLMM. of HAWTII. Hist. Seot.

(1655) 12 The Chiefs and Principals of the Families in these

bounds. 1651 HOBBES Lcriath. i. x. 46 Marquises^.
. ere

Counts that governed the Marches, or bounds of the Empire.

1823 SCOTT "i'e-.-fril I. vii. 126 These rascals, who come

hither to annoy a noble lady on my bounds.

b. sill^.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /If,
v. iv. g<- \Vheu_ that this

bodie did containe a spirit, A Kingdoms for it was too

small a bound.

c. In Tin-mining. The area or extent of ground
taken in by a miner.

1696 Loud. Gnz. No. 3184/3 Owners of the Tyn Hound:-,

and Adventurers in Tyn Mines. 1881 RAYMOND .Mining

Gloss., Bounds (Cornw.), a tract of tin-ore ground.

4.
_/%>'.

A limit with reference to immaterial things,

as duration, lawful or possible action, feeling, etc.

1393 GOWER Cmif. III. 22 Ofabstinence he wot no bounde.

'535 COVERDALE Job xiv. s Thou hast apoynted him

[man] his boundes, he can not go beyond them. 1634 'I .

JOHNSON t'arey's Chinirg. vn. xvi. (16781 181 Let this be

the bound of Sweating, when the patient begins to wax

cold. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. i.i. 3 Itis. .worth while, to

search out the Bounds between Opinion and Knowledge.

1737 H WALl'oiE Corr. 11820! I. 17, I should be out of all

bounds, if I was to tell you half I fee!. 1799 MACKINTOSH
Bacon <5-

Locke Wks. 1846 I. 332 He sometimes carried

beyond the bounds of calm and neutral reason his repug-

nance to doctrines. 1836 FROUDE Hist. Kng. (1858 I. in.

188 It. .prevented anarchy from breaking bounds.

5. Comb, and Allrib., as bound- line, -mark,

-oak, -road, -slone, where bound= BOUNDARY.

1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 223 All Europe's *bound-

lines, drawn afresh in blood. 1623 LISLE ,-Elfric on O. ff

N. T. Pref. p 17 We can neither know well, .the names of

places and -bound-markes of our own country. 1826 SCOT i

Alalac/dMal. ii. 31 Such a bound-mark as I has-e described.

I7o6 HHARNE Coll. 11885) I. 242 Yc first was a 'Bound-Oak.

1584 ll'airo'M Sac. .Vise. 424 His side of the
' Bound Rode.

1602 C\UEW Cornwall 129 a, The one. .somewhat curiously

hewed. .It should seeme to be a bound-stone. 1855 MEBI-

VAI.E Rom. Emp. (18651 Iy - xxxiii. 78 The divisions of

land, .continued to be known by these bound-stones down

to a late period of the empire.

Bound (bound), sb:- [f.
BOUND v.- ; but cf. I.

bond of same meaning.] An elastic spring upward
or onward ;

a leap made in an onward career :

said both of inanimate bodies and animals, while

leap is used only of the latter. Phrases, f To take

at the (first, bound: to take up at the first oppor-

tunity, at the outset ;
to do at once. To take before

the bound: to be beforehand with. At a bound:

by an instantaneous movement. To advance by

leafs and bounds : to make startlingly rapid pro-

gress.
" I5S3 UDAI.L Royster D. (Arb.) 70 If you collide haue take

it vp at the first bounde, We should, .pastime haue founde.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. v. 73 Youthful and vnhandled colts

Fetching mad bounds. 1642 FULLER Holy A:- Prof. St. v.

xvi 422 They resolved to take the matter at the first

bound. CI645 HOWEI.L Lett. (1650) II. 29 Tis good then

to put wings unto them, and to take the ball before the

bound. 1667 MILTON /'. /.. iv. 181 TV arch-fellon. .Atone

slight bound high overleap'd all bound Of Hill or highest



BOUND.
Wall, a 1719 AnDibONfJ. 1

, The hordes started with a sudden
bound. 1839 BAILI-;Y Festits vii, At every bound I see, I

feel The earth rush round. 1848 \V. liAKTLtvr Egypt io
Pal. ii. (1879) 26 He plunges at a bound into the east.

Bound (.baund), ///. a.1 Forms : 3-4 bun,
bune, 4-5 bou(e, 4-9 boun(e, bown(e, -nn(e,
6 bond, 7-9 dial. boon(e, 9 dial, bawn, 6-
bound. [a. ON. in'tinn, Norweg. bftcn, pa. pple.
of bita to get ready, appearing first in the north
as bfm, afterwards in ME. boun ; the added d in

the mod. form may be due in part to its being re-

garded as the pa. pple. of the derived verb BOUN,
and in part to confusion with BOUND ///. a.- =
obliged ; but cf. other instances as in Mahouiiil,
sound, compound, aslottml, for Alahoun, soiin, coin-

poun, astonn, also the vulgar gownd, drou<iui, etc.]
t 1. Ready, prepared : said both of persons and

things. Of persons : Dressed, attired. Also (in
1 4th c.) At hand, present. Often pleonastically
I'caiiy boun, i-cady and boun. 06s.
f 1200 ORMIN 2329 Loe her ice amm ammbohht all bun

lo foll^henn Godess wille. a 1300 Cursor J/. 11595
Son was Joseph redi bun. //'/</. 14376 Namli ^as bat has
ben bune [Trcn. nere] Quen he vpraisid laxarune. ^1386
CHAUCER Franklin s T. 775 She was bown to goon the wey
forth right. 1393 LANGL. /'. /'/. C. in. 173 And bed hem alle
ben boun' be^geres and obere. ,1400 Dcstr. Troy 2756
liowne onhor best wise in hor bright wedis. 1470 HARDING
(.'/trail, viii. i, He to paye was so readye and bo%vne For his

vitayle. 1513 BKADSHAW St. IVerl'itrgc 162 At the north-
gate they were redy bowne. c 1550 Scat, j'oems i6l/i C. II.

133 Pluck vpjour herts, and make 30wbowne. 1602 SHAKS.
Htinr. in. iii. 41 Like a man to double busine-ssc bound, 1

stand in pause where I shall first begin. 1768 Ross Hele-
norc 93 I|AM. 'The squire.. to find her shortly makes him
bown. 1810 SCOTT Lady a/ L. iv. iii, A band of war Has
for two days been ready boune. 1813 HOGG Queen's 11',1/cc

147 Earl Walter.. For battle made him boun'. 1853 G.
JOHNSTON- .\'at. Hist. E. Bord. I. 228 These.. are boon to
ride the borders as in the good olden time.
2.

^Prepared
or purposing to go, starting, directing

one's course, destined, \\ithfor to, into obs.), or
adv. of motion. Phrases, HoiiiKaarJ bound, oiU-
wanl bound.
c 1400 Yivaine cV Galv. 3788 When thai saw him thcdcr

bown. f 1440 Gesta Rom. i. \\i. 33 Deere frend . . whodir art
ihou bone? 1513 DOUGLAS .'Ends IK. vii. 21 Qubidder ar
;e boun, }e schaw ws plane. 1590 GKKI^NK -Irctid. 116161

51 A Barke bound for Arcadie. 1602 SHAKS. Hani. iv. vi.

-o I h' Ambassadours that was bound for England. 1709
ADDISON Taller-No. 156 T i We may see the Son of Ulysses
bound on the same Expedition. 1748 ANSON I'oy. in. viii.

led. 4^490 He gave out at Macao, that he was bound to
Uatavia. 1801 SOUIHKY Th,ilaba .\. .\i, You see a Travel-
ler, Bound upon bard adventures. 1848 M U:AUI.AY // :st.

Eng. I. 635 The ships which were bound for New England
were crowded. 1866 Sn; J. HLBSCHEL Fain. J.ect. .Sc. 206
Bound on we know not what errand.

fig. 1548 K. GICSTK/V. Masse 1 18 Whereoureconfessyon is

bounde.Jette oure hartes be represented, f 1593 STKNSI i;

Satnt. viu, Angels come to lead fraile mindes to re>l In
chast desires, on heavenly beauty bound.
3. With infinitive, = about (to), going (to, in a

lair way (to). Only dial.
;

to be distinguished
from the similar use of BOUSD///. .-, though the
latter construction was perhaps suggested by this.

The phrase lit- is Ivtintl ta U'in would, in northern dial.,
mean merely

' He is going to win '

; in literary Eng. it

means ' He must necessarily win ', the word here being
BOUND///, tr.- (Cf. also sense i, quots. 1470, 1602.)
1864 ATKINSON Wliitly Glass, s. v..

'

I believe it is boun lo
be wet

', going to be rain. 1862 Li/eaniimg Colliers ;i He
was so violently sicke he declared lie was bound to die.

Bound (baund), ppl. a.- Also 4-6 bounde,
? boun, bolide. North, bund, bun. [pa. pple.
of BIND . : shortened from BOU.NDK.V.]
1. Made fast by a tie, confined

; fastened down
;

bandaged : also fig.

1552 ABI'. HAMILTON Catcch. 263 A synn.tr bund with the
band of syn . . is oblissit to thole paine for his syn. 1570
LEVINS Maiiip. 221 Bound, tig-n/its, dctnnctits. 1665 J.
SFENCEK Pnplucitl 74 These Orators have confest them-
selves greatly straitned and bound up. 1694 W. SALMON
tatrica i. iii. 94/2 The Siiasm . . not being able to get over
the bound place, is hindered from coming to the Head. 1818
BVRON Mazffpa xi, My bound and slender frame Was
nothing to his angry might.

t b. transf. of a woman : Pregnant. Cf. BA.ND
j*. 1 i c, BKN-D jvM i d, BOND sb* Obs.
a 1400 Relig. finesJr. Thornton .-l/.V. (1867) 89 pe byrde

so bryghte with birdyne }ode bun. c 1450 Lay Folks Muss
lit. 71 We sal pr.-iy also for all women )>at er bun with
childer in bis parichin. 1513 DOUGLAS .-Ends vn. vi. 103
(Juhilk, bund with child, dremit scho did furth bryng.
1 2. Kept fast in bonds or in prison. Obs.
1382 WVCI.IK Isti. xlii. 7 That thou shulilyst bringe out

fro
Closing the bounde. 1555 I-'.DHN Decodes'^', /int. lArb i

50 To Gelyuerthe bounde owt of pryson. 1611 Bnu.ii Hct>,
xiiu 3 Remember them that are in bonds, as bound with them.

3. Confined in the bowels, costive, t Also of
a cough : Tight, dry ois.).

1530 PALSGR. 306 2 Bounde in the belye, serre ait venire.
'579 J- JONES Present. Hody t, Saul i. xv. 28 The Nurse. .

shall take such medicines when she is bounde. 1607 TOP-
SEI.L Four./. Beasts 165 They suffer inflamation and are
bound in the belly. 1664 PEPYS />iaryd&jg) III. i If you
are bound or have a fit of y Stone. 1757 WHVTT in Phil.
Trans. I.. 574 Her cough is still bound. 1777 FVNNKY ibid.
LXV II. 459 She was always in the extremes of being too
loose or tco bound.

1022

4. Tied in the same bundle ; intimately connect-
ed. Bound itp in or with : (y%

r
.) having common

interests with, "wrapped itp* in, dependent upon.
1611 BIBLE Gen. xliv, 30 His life is bound vp in the lads

life. 1712 STEELE Spcct. No. 449 F 2 The only Child of a

decrepid Father, whose Life is hound up in hers. 1788 T.

JKFFERSON Corr, 118301 316, I consider their happiness as
bound up together. 1841 DISRALXI Amen. Lit. (1867) 160

Chaucer, in his political life, was bound up with the party
of John of Gaunt. 1857 DICKENS Little Dorrit (Hoppei
Seeing us so bound up in Pet. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau I.

50 A rapid and volatile constitution . . is insensibly bound
up with sensibility.

t 5. Cohering ;
of glutinous consistency. Obs.

1635 J. BABINGTON Pyrotcdm. xix. 23 These "oyles must
be . . wrought up, till you finde your mixture bound like

dough.
6. Of books : Provided with a binding or cover

(see BIND v. io). Const, in (leather, vellum,

cloth, etc.).

1708 HEARNE Coll. 11885' H* *59 ^ l was - a bound book,

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 37 F 2 Tales in Verse by Mr.

Durfey : Hound in Red Leather, gilt on the Back. 1848
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 474 Presenting the sovereign with
a richly bound copy of the Knglish Bible.

7. Under obligations (of duty, gratitude, etc.) ;

Const, a person, or the duty owed. b. Having
entered into a contract binding to service, as ' a

bound apprentice '.

r 1470 HKNRY Wallace \\. 57 War noucht I was bonde in

my legiance. 1579 LYLY Euphues i Arb. i 33 It was doubted
whether he were more bound to Nature . . or to Fortune.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. /''/, 11. i. 37 Shall this night appeare
How much in duty, I am bound to both. 1645 G. DANIEL
Poems Wks. 1878 II. 73 For everie Man Is bound to his
ou ne heart, a 1656 Hi-. HALL Occas. Aledit. 1 1851 > 61 How
much am I bound to God, that hiith given me eyes. 1752
JOHNSON Rambl. No. 201 ^7 He that K not yet hardened
by custom. . thinks hjmself bound by his word. 1856 FHOUDE
Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. ii Whoever owned land, was bound
to military service.

c. \Vith infinitive: Compelled, obliged; under

necessity ;esp. logical or moral) ; fated, certain ;

also in U* S. determined, resolved sc. to go, etc.").

(In dialects tied ib used in the same sense, as ' That \\or^
i^ tied to win'.)
r 1360 Song r)co Cratius in E. E. F. (18621 129 A no)>er is

boun to be^f-e his bred, c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 9474 J>ai were
boun to gyne bake, it the bent leue. 1558 KNOX I'irst Blast
lArb.) 5 We in thia our miserable age are bounde to ad-
monishe the world. 1607 FLETCHER in Shaks.C. Praise 72
Spcake, I am bound to heare. 1711 SII-ELK Sfcct. No. 5^
'

5 We hold our selves in (iratltudc bound to receive .. all

>uch Per^uiia. i844,MRS. HOUSTON Yacht I'oy. Texas I. 2,

I was bound to be pleased with the arrangements. 1868
FREEMAN Xontt. Cong. II. App. 587 The lioness was bound
to bring forth only a single cub. 1883 Miss BRADDON
Isk>iiticl\, Life U a waiting race, in which the best horse is

bound to win.

8. In comb. : Preceded by a sb. in instrumental
relation, or by an adj. used adverbially, as hanf-,
love-, wi/id; wood-bound'; often with reference to

books, as cloth-, morocco-, parchment-hound; full-

bound, whole-bound, bound entirely in leather
;

half-bound, having the back only, or back and
corners, of leather, the rest of the binding being
cloth or paper. Also HIDE-BOUND, IKON-BOUND,
WiiATHKH-JlOUM), (|.v.

1704 L<nuL Gaz. No. 4021/3 Iron and Wood-bound Ca.sk,
old Yards, Boats. 1735 Poi'E Prol. Sat, 181 Who. .strain--

from hard-bound brains eight lines a year. 1847 !'" G.
BKNTINCK in Crokcr Papers 11884.) HI- x*v- 143. 8co grain-
laden ships . . lying wind-bound . . in the gat of Gibraltar.

1873 KINGSBURY iii Speakers Cwiim., Swig, St>/. vi. 12 The
soul, .is here the love-bound heart. 1881 MORLEY Cobden
I. 6 His little parchment-Sound diary of expenses. Book-
seller's Catal.) The plates whole bound in russia, extra,

gilt edge>, the text half bound russia neat.

9. For I'll be hound, and other uses, see BIND v.

*i" BOND . Subject to servitude, in bondage.
Obs. [Due to the later association of BOND with
bonds and bound: cf. however sense 7 b, and
BOUXDKN 2 b.]
1532 HI-KVET Xcnop/uws Hotiseh. (1768' 22 Bounde men

haue as great nede to be comforted, .as other fre men. 1754
KRSKINE Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 113 All the colliers in Scot-

land, who were bound colliers at the time . . shall be free
from their senitude.

Bound (baund). z;.
1

[f.
BOUND $b.\ ; not found

before the end of 141)1 c. Cf. OF. banner, now
bonier; med.L. bodindre^ bonfire, bundfirc^
tl. trans. To set bounds to, limit; to confine

within bounds
;
to mark (oitr the bounds of. Obs.

1393 GOWER Coif. III. 103 Was [Asia] that time bounded
.so.Wher. .Nile, .fallethlntothesee Alexandrine. *$*$Y\\/.-
ni'KK. .Sini'. Prol., All these maners. . shulde l>e. . bounded
and valued in euery parte. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. tpit.
(1612)358 Caritick with his Britons, .were lastly cha'sed and
bounded by them from out all parts. 1603 KNOLLES Hist.
Turks 116381 To Rdr., And with his word boundeth in llie

raging of the sea. 1623 BINGHAM Xenophon 135 Before they
had parcelled, and bounded out the ground. 1667 M ILTON
P. L. xii. 370 He shall . . bound his Reign With earth's wide
bounds. 1762 FALCONER Shipivr. n. 228 In vain he. .bounds
the distance by the rules of art.

b-A-
1393 Gowi'.R (an/. I. 218 God. .hath al ihinge bounded.

1554 Aft i f, 2 Phil, f, Mary viii. 38 Such whose Right,
Title or Interest is bounded or taken away. 1647 '^ flsn'-

Lett, to Dr. Turner 19 The Apostles . . did in their latter

BOUNDARY.
dayes . . bound out that power which still we do call Episco-
pacy. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. i. iv. 12 Exercise of hi^
Faculties was bounded within the Ways, Modes, and No-
tions of his own Country. 1799 MACKINTOSH Bacon <$ Locke
Wks. 1846 I. 329 Such facts bound our researches in every
part of knowledge. 1842 H. E. MANNING Serin. (1848) I. xi.

151 It makes a man. .bound himself about by hisown horizon.

1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Monast. Ord. 3 His views were
not bounded by any narrow ideas of expediency.

j"
c. intr. To limit itself

;
be limited. Obs. rare

1705 Lnctns Brit. 141 Nor bounds thy Praise to Albions
narrow coast.

2. trans. To form the boundary of.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 73 Lecheum of the one hand, and
Cenchra;a of the other, do bound out and limit the said

streights. 1622-62 HEVLIN Cosmogr. in. (16731 1/1 -^ia * s

bounded on the West, with the Mediterranean. 1824 W.
IRVING T, Trav. I. 257 A line of blue hills that bounded
the landscape. 1879 rKOUOB Cxsar xxi. 351 He crossed
the little river Rubicon, which bounded his province. 1884
BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. ff Ferns 37 The cavity
. .is. . bounded bythelateral walls of ihe neighbouring, .cells.

fb. To enclose, confine, contain ; also with in.

1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 431 Whose veines bound richer blood
then Lady Blanch ? 1606 -- Tr. fy Cr. iv. v. 129 My Mothers
bloud Runs in the dexter cheeke, and this sinister Bounds
in my fathers.

3. intr. To bound on : to abut upon, adjoin. To
bound with : to have the same boundaries as.

arch.
c 1570 THYXNE Pride <y Ltnvl. (18411 io These breeches I

did bound on on either bide. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 109
Troas. .bounds on the coast ofHellespontus. 1622 CALLIS
Staf. Sewers 116471 87 The Banks, .belong to the subject,
whose lands do but and bound thereon. 1637 EARL Mos-
MOUTH Rotniilns if- Tarqttin 241 Bounding upon madness,
it [melancholy] brings men to sublimity. 1792 T. JEFFERSON
Corr. 164 They bound on us between two and three thousand
miles. 1858 BEVERIDGE Hist. India III. 269 Territories . .

bounding with those of British India on the we^t.

Bound '

vbaund), v.~ [ad. Fr. bondir^ which

signified only to 'resound' till the 1 5th c., when
the meaning of to

' rebound, spring' first appears,

perh. f. L. bombitdre to hum, f. bombus a humming
noise. (With the earlier Fr. sen^e cf quot. 1601

in i.)]

fl. To recoil, rebound. Obs.

1593 SHAKS. Rkli. //, i. ii. 58. 1601 AH's Wcll\\. iii. 314
Why these bals bound, ther'* noise in it. 16330. HERBERT
Temple^ As$nrance\\\

t
Thou hast cast a bone \Vhich bounds

on thee, and will not down thy throat.

2. intr. To spring upwards, leap ;
to advance

with leaps or springs : said both of inanimate and
animate objects. Alsojiff.
1593 SHAKS. yen. <y Adon. 265 He leaps, he neighs, he

bounds. 1599 Hen. k'
t

in. vii. 13 He bounds from
the Earth, as if his entrayles were hayres. 1663 BUTLER
Hud. i. i. 431 And yet so fiery he would bound, As if he

grieved to touch the Ground. 1711 POPE Temple F. 333
Thro' the big dome the doubling thunder bounds. 1751
JOHNSON Rambi. No. 167 ? 6 Our hearts bound at the

presence of each other. 1798 WORDSW. Tintern Abbey 69
Kike a roe I bounded o'er the mountains. 1816 BYRON Ch.
liar. in. ii, The waves bound beneath me as a steed That
knows his rider. 1853 LVIION My Xoz'd \i. vii. 290 She
would, .bound forward.

f 3. trans. To make :

v
a horse) leap. Obs.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. \ in. xxxviii. 190 Whether that he
trots, or turnes, or bounds his barded Steede. 1599 SHAKS.
Hen. I ", v. ii. 146.

Bound buund), v$ Aphetic form of ABOUND.
1568 T. HOWKLL Arb. Antitic 72 If we bound in store :

Commodities then offreth made a Salue for euery sore.

Bound (baund), v.^ rare, [variant of BOUN z'.]

r?Jt. To direct one's course, intr. To go, lead.

1596 SPENSER /'". Q. i. x. 67 The way that does to heaven
bownd. 1821 JOANNA BAILI.IE Lady G. B. xiv, She ere

stroke of midnight bell, Did bound her for that dismal cell.

Bound, obs. form of BOND, BOON.

Bou'ndable, [f- BOUND v.i -f -ABLK.] Cap-
able of being bounded or limited.

1667 H. MOKE nir. Dial. iii. 33 (17131 268 The Extremes
theni>elves are boundable.

tBoirndage. Obs. [f.BouxD^.iand^.
1 + -AGE.]

a. The action of marking out the bounds or

limits, b. The bounds taken as a whole
;
the

compass, extent.

IfgftMAHWOOD Laives /-'vrcst x\. 2 n6ii 147 The bound-

age of the Forest was then so great . . that it wa^. almost im-

possible for any man . . to Hue within the daunger thereof.

1610 FOI.KINGHAM Art t>fSun>, n. ii. 49 Boundage is tht

compassing and describing of Plots with their buttalls,

metes, bounds and Coastage.

tBovrndal. Obs. [f.
BOUND J.I + -AL.] //.

Hounds, limits.

'71670 HACKEI Abp. Williams \. (1692* 22 Dr. Davenant
. .kept him within the even boundals of the cause.

Bounctance, aphetic f. ABUNDANCE, q.v.

t Bou*ndant, a. Obs. [Erroneous form of

BorNDEN, q.v.] a. Obligatory, b. Obliged.
1649 FULLER Just Ainu's Fun. 23 It is . . the boundant

dutie of. .pious people. 1654 Two Serin. Ep. Ded., Your
Ladyships boundant Orator, Thomas Fuller.

Boundary v bcurndari). Also 7 bundary.

[f. B0DVD M + -ARY ' B 2.] That which serves to

indicate the bounds or limits of anything whether
material or immaterial ; also the limit itself.

1626 BACON Sylva 328 Corruption is a Reciprocall U
Generation : And they Two, are as Natures twoTermes or

liundaries. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. ii. xxiii. (16931 J68



BOUNDE. 1023 BOUNTEOUS.
The simple Ideas we receive from Sensation and Reflection,
are the Boundaries of our Thoughts, 1751 JOHNSON Rambl.
No. 178 PS Providence has fixed the limits of human en-

joyment by immoveable boundaries. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i.

6. 43 The dots representing the boundaries of the ridges.

b. attrib., as in boundary-dispute, -line, -mark,

-treaty, -ivall: also boundary-rider (Australia\
one who rides round the fences of a station, and

repairs them when broken.

1850 A. LAWRENCE Official Dcsp. to J. M, Clayton, \ have
said nothing about the "boundary-disputes of Nicaragua
and her neighbours. 1842 H. E. MANNING St'rin. (18481 I.

xii, 167 He that lives on a dubious x

boundary-line. 1875

JOWETT /Vrt/oi'ed. 2) V. 180 The boundary line which parts
the domain of law from that of morality. 1878 MORI.EY
Diderot 198 The reign of truth was hindered by the artificial

^boundary-marks 1830 CARLYLE in For, A'C-T'. <( Cont. Misc.
V. 23 These were fair conditions of a "'boundary-treaty.

1864 TheoL Rtr<.>. Mar. n Between science and theology . .

it is impossible to build a 'boundary-wall.

Bound .bailiff. A name given by Blackstone

to the sheriff's officer in explanation of the vulgar
term BUM-BAILIFF, q.v.

1768 BLACKSTONK Comm. I. 346 The sheriff being answer-
able for the misdemeanors of these bailiffs, they are there-

fore usually bound in a bond for the due execution of their

office, and thence are called hound-bailiffs.

t Bounde. Obs. [var. of BOND j/>.-] A hus-

bandman, peasant, serf.

c 1320 Seiiyu Sag. 582 Kanst thou me telle gode boundo
Whi hit is so short wering? ("1330 ArtIt. $ Merl. 27 Tho
that the bounde y-seighe this, Anon he start for diol y-wis.

Bounded lxurnded},^//.. [f.BoUND.14--ED.]
That has bounds or limits

;
that has its limits

marked. Also with instrumental sb., as in horizon-

bounded, fb. (quot. 1685, American.) ? Marked
so as to serve for a boundary. Obs.
,1600 JAS. I. Sonn. in Farr's S. P. 118481 i The bounded

waves, and fishes of the seas. 1685 Col. Rec. Penn. I. 128

Such as Cutt or fall Marked or bounded trees. 1756 BURKE
Siibl. $ B. Wks. 1842 I. 43 Progression . . alone can stamp
on bounded objects the character of infinity. 1812 BYRON
C/i. Har, i. xxxi, Immense horizon-bounded plains succeed.

1850 TENNYSON In J\fent. xlvi, O Love, thy province were
not large, A bounded field. 1881 MAXWELL Electr. I. 16

Hounded surfaces are limited by one or more closed lines.

c. fig. Limited, circumscribed.

1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 221 The bounded level of our mind.

1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) II. x. 255 A king of Eng-
land could succeed only to a bounded prerogative. 1865
M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit, i. 11865) 14 In some directions Burke's
view was bounded.

f Bounded, improperly for BOUND, BOUNDEN.
1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentric Ep. Ded., The author therof

I'as he is specialty bounded) shall stand. 1636 HEYWOOD
Challenge i. i. Wks. 1874 V. 13 What bounded service have

you ever done my beauty? a 1711 KEN tfytnnar. Wks.

1721 II. 85 Thou. .dost, .keep the Tempter bounded in his

chain. iSipCRABBK '/'. ofHall vn. 344 To this fair vision I, a

bounded slave, Time, duty, credit, honour, comfort gave.

t Botrndedly, adv. Obs. rare-'1
, [f. BOUNDED

///. a. + -LT.] Within certain limits only, finitely.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selr. 156 Clods making a bound-

edly perfect world, from his unboundedly perfect power.

Bou'lldedness (bairndednes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being bounded
;
limited

extent or range.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bnlk fy Selv. 65 Its [the world's] bound-

edness .. arising unavoidably from its very kind. 1795
SOUTH EY Lett. Spain (1799) 57 A mountainous track is well

adapted for moonlight by the boundedness of Us scenery.
1886 M. ARNOLD in toM Cent. 647 The boundedness and
backwardness of their spirit.

Bounden bmrnden), ///. a. [The fuller form
of BOUND///, a? f. BIND v., q.v. for Forms,]
1 1. BOUND, in literal senses : Made Fast by tie,

band, or bar; tied, fastened, clamped. Obs.
c 1325 Cocr dt> L. 5123 Bounden coffres, and gret males.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 322 Both boskez & bourez & wel
bounden penez. 137$ BARBOL'R Bruce vii. 115 Ane of thame
apon his hals A mekill bundyn weddir bare. 1382 WYCLIF
Gen. xlii. 3sThei foundeninthe mouth of the sackis boundun
moneys. 1856 LONGF. Beowulfs Exp. Heart 56 The men
shoved off. .the bounden wood [Bemv. 438 wudu bundenne].

fb. Pregnant. Obs. Cf. BOUND///, a.* i b
CI4OO Destr. Troy 13718 Ho boundyn with barne with be

bold Pirrus.

f c. Of notes in music : Connected by a bind.

1609 Dori,ANn Omithop. Microl. 40 The Accidents of

simple Notes, .are also the Accidents of the bounden Notes.
2. Made fast in bonds or in prison. Also as

quasi-.?/', arch.

-1x300 Cursor M. 13103 He . . ]?at sale Boru J>e bunden
folk o bale. 1388 WYCLIF Isa. xlii. 7 That thou schuldest
lede out of closing togidere a boundun man. a 1533 FRITH
Dispitt. Purgatory (1829) 153 Thou hast, .brought out thy
bounden prisoners out of the pit. 1778 Rp. LOWTH On Isa.
ed. 12) 384 notes, The proclaiming of perfect liberty to the
bounden. 1870 TENNYSON Pelleas $ Ett. 306 Her knights
. .thrust him bounden out of door.

b. fig. In bondage, subject, arch. (Cf. BOND.
c 1480 Ragman Roll in Hazl. E. P. P. 75 Ye so bowendyn

ban mayd hym and so thrall. 1596 SPKNSKR Hymn Bcaittv
281 That I her bounden thrall by her may liue. 1820 SCOTT
Abbot xxxvii, Make me your bounden slave for ever.

f c. Tied with the bonds of matrimony. Obs.

1426 AUDELAY Poems 11844)6 For thou art boundon, go
were thou goo. c 1450 How wise man, etc. 133 in Hazl. E.
P. P. I. 175 Laddys that ar bundyn . . That can not rewle
iher wyves aryjt.

3. Under obligation, legal or moral
; obliged,

compelled, enforced, arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12117 Pou es vnder and J>ar-in bunden.

1547 in \eiviitinstcr Cartul. (1878) 316 Thabouebourulen

Rychard Tyrrell. 1809 R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 106

The above bounden Thomas Abbot. 1872 LIDDON Elan.

Relig. i. 19 Here God is represented as the bounden Com-
panion of a man's life.

4. Under obligation on account of favours re-

ceived
; obliged, beholden, indebted (to). Also as

quasi-j^. (obs.). The usual modern sense.

1530 PAI.SGR. Ep. Ded.4, To whom for their benefytes I was
so highly bounden. ("1585 J-'aire Em i. 222, I thank your
highness, whose bounden 1 remain. 1595 SHAKS. John in,

iii. 29, I am much bounden to your Maiesty, 1621 BOLTOM
Stat. /fcl. (an. 28 Eliz.i All us your most bounden and obe-
dient subjects. 1642 T. TAYLOR God's Jndgon. i. i. vi. 9
He is the more bounden and beholden to him. 1765 H.
WALPOLK Otranto iv. 64, I am bounden to your charity.
1854 THACKERAY $fewcome& xvi, Why need we be bounden
to others ?

5. esp. in phr. bounden duty. So occas, also

discipline^ obedience.
tA curious corruption boundandditty is occasionally found. '

1530 PALSGR. Ep. Ded, 5 My most bounden duetie to obey.
I5S9 Mk. Com. Prayer, Commun. Sew,, We beseche the to

accept this our bounden duty and seruice. 1563 Sum:
Arc/lit. A ij b, I according to my bound and duety shall pray
to God for your long life and prosperous Raygne. 1701
Loud. Gaz. No. 375 1/5 Our bounden Duty. . to Your Majesty.
1833 HT. MAKTINKAU Manch. Strike iv. 45 It was his

bounden duty to accept the office. 1844 S. MAITLAND Dark
Ages In trod. ID Many more had . . departed from their
bounden discipline.

t Bounden, a., corruptly for BOUND///. a. 1 2.
j

1821 JOANNA EAII.ME Met, 7,^. CW/w.xxix, Were bounden
for their course.

tBoirndenly, adv. Obs. rare^ 1
.

[f. prec. +
-LY -.] According to bounden duty.
1583 tr. Ochhis Sertn. Ep. Ded. t.L.1 Your ladishippes

daughter, most boundenly obedient.

Bounder (bairndai), sb. Also 6 bowndor, 7

boundier.
[f.

BOUND v. 1 + -ER 1
: but see sense 4.]

I. 1. One who sets or marks out bounds or

limits, lit. ancl_/yf.

1570 LKVINS Manip. 73 A Bounder, terminator. 1610
HOLLAND Camdcn's Brit. i. 745 Umpiers and Bounders be-

tween diuerse Shires, a 1619 FOTHERBY Athcom. n. vii. $ 6

11622) 274 The Rounder of all these, is onely God himselfe :

who. .is the Bounder of all things.

f 2. One who occupies a district bounding an-

other, a borderer. Obs.

1542 UDALL Erasut. Apopkth, losb, The bordreers or

bounders inhabityng round about any place are called in

greke A/K^ucTVQi*e$.

|*3. One who occupies a 'bound' or tract of

tin-ore ground. See BOUND sb^ 30.? Obs.

1702 Lond, Gaz. No. 3773/1 The humble Address of the

Landlords, Bounders, Adventurers, and Miners, within the

County of Cornwal. 1708 Ibid. No. 4458/1 The Owners,
Bounders, Adventurers, .concerned in Tin. .at Truroe.

II. 4. A limit, a boundary ;
a landmark : prob.

a corruption of BOUNDURE [cf. border], taken as

Iwunder ' that which bounds '. arch, or dial.

1505 IVill in Rifion Ch. Acts 304 The howse . . and the
bowndor therof. 1564 GRINDAL Fun. Serin. Wks. (1843) 2 7

They . . only builded it for a bounder and for a testimony.
1598 STOW S?er?t. xxxiii. (16031 293 The Postes there placed
as a Bounder. 1619 J. KING Serin. 14 Mine old age, for

that is the bounder of nature. 1622-62 HKYLIN Cosmogr.
n. (1682.1 135 The River Ob, the East Bounder of Russia.

1635 BRATHWAlT/iri:a*/. Pr. 139 From the flowry boundiers
of his Empire. 1839 STONEHOUSK AxJwlnte 64 The inquisi-
tion of '

the bounder
'

of Hatfield Chase, taken in 1607. 1855
ll'/titl'y Gloss.

, Bounders^ landmarks or boundaries, fences.

5. Attrib. and Comb., as bounder-mark, -stone.

1666 Pcramb. Danby in Atkinson Provinc. Dauby (1863)
The exact distance between each bounder mark and other.

1634 WITHER Embleuies 161 The bounder-stones held sacred
heretofore. 1672-5 COMBER Comp. Temple (1702) 567 To
seize on his Neighbour's Field, or remove his Bounder-
stone. 1863 ATKINSON Proi'inc. Danby, Boander-stoups,
upright stones, .serving to mark limits or boundaries.

t Bou'llder, v> Obs.
[f. prec.] To bound.

1636 A
7

". Riding Rcc. IV. 51 A place boundering on Holtby.
1797 BEWICK Brit. Birds I. 292 The chin and upper part of
the neck are yellow, boundered by a black line.

t Bou'llderer. Obs. rare.
[f. prec. + -ER I

.]
=

BOUNDER sb. i.

1610 HOLLAND Camdcn's Brit. i. 156 If any man would. .

accuse me as a false bounderer and surveior.

t Bou'ndity, v. Obs. rare 1

,
[f. BOUND s/>.^

+ -FT.] trans. To set bounds to ; to confine.

1598 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas n. iii. i. (1641) 145/1 Untill this

Day. .Within straight lists thou hast been boundifVd.

t Bou'iidiiig, vbL sb.i Obs. [f. BOUND ^.']
1. The action of forming or marking a limit of,

or setting up a boundary to. Also with out.

1543 Act 35 Hen. VIII, xvii. 7 The . . meting and bound-
ing of the said fourth Part of the said Woods. 1602 CAREW
Cornwall 136 When a Myne is found, .the first discouerer
. .at the foure corners of his limited proportion, diggeth vp
three Turfes, and the like lif he list) on the sides, which they
tertne Bounding. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \\. 272 In
bounding out their proper lands.

2. Abuttal, marching ; boundary.
1553 HULOET, Bowndynge or buttynge of thre fieldes ioyn-

ynge together. 1703 DE FOE Orig. Powtr People in Misc.
159 Buttings and Boundings of Land. 1750 G. HUGHES
Barbados 6 The buttings and boundings of several tene-
ments near this bay.

3. fig. A limiting, confining, or restricting.
1608 HIERON // 'ks. I. Q 99 Neither is it. .any straight!) ing

or bounding of Gods Spirit. 1658 in Burton Diary (1828,1

III. 316 This is a bounding of our power.

Bounding (bairndirj), vbl. s/>.
2

[f.
Bot'Nn v.-~\

A leaping or springing, esp. in an elastic way.
1617 MARKHAM CavaL n. 199 It fortifies a horse exceed-

ingly in his boundings and hie salts. 1712 ADUISON Spcct.
No. 321 P6 His [Satan's] bounding over the Walls of Para-
dise, 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine 11789) Ggiv, The bound-
ing of a fiat stone thrown horizontally into the water. 1841
MACAU LAV Comic Dratoi.Restor,, Ess. (i$$<\} II. 569/2 Amidst
the bounding of champagne corks.

Bounding ibuu-ndin ,///. a.^
[f.

BOUND z/. 1

+ -ING-.] That bounds, or forms a boundary to.

1593 SHAKS. Liter. IIIQ A gentle tlood .. the bounding
banks o'erflows. 1789 BURNS Banks of FritJi ii, Where
boiinding hawthorns gaily bloom. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem.
,x\-ii, Thro' circles ofthe bounding sky. 1881 MAXWELL Eh-ctr.

$ Magn. I. 17 The region has one bounding surface,

t b. \Vith on\ Bordering on. Obs.

1597 WARNKR Alb, Eng.^ sftncidos 317 A part of Thrace-
called Cressa, bounding on Mygdonia. 1600 HOLLAND ],i--y
xx\[[. xxx. 691 e, A citie. .bounding upon the Ocean.

Bounding (bturndirj),///. a~ [f. BOUND z'.- +
-ixo -.] That bounds, leaps, or springs. Also fy.
a 1667 COWLF.Y Greatness Wks. 1710 If. 746 Playing at

Nuts and Bounding Stones, with little Syrian and Moorish
Boys. (11700 DRVDKN Ccy.\' $ Alcyone, Fttbles 363 Then
o'er the bounding Billows shall we fly. 1783 COWPKR Ttis/;

vi. 3^7 The bounding faun, that darts across the glade.
1837 MARRYAT Dog-Fiend xxiv, With wliat a bouniling
heart did [he] step into the boat ! 1884 Daily Xe^vs i Apr.
5/i The days of a bounding revenue have not come back.

Hence Boirndingly adv.

1838 Monthly Mag. 524 Away the bark bounding!}- goe^.

Boundless ;bau-mUes), a.
[f.

BOUND sbl 4

-LESS.] Without bounds or limits
;

illimitable
;

unbounded, unlimited.

1592 No-body $Some-b.(\fy\ 288 He.. Fills all the bound-
less country with applause. 1592 SHAKS. Row. $ Jul. n. ii.

133 My bounty is as boundlesse as the Sea. (11625 FLETCHER
Mad Lover \\, i. 16 She is a Princes and by that rule bound-
les. 1750 JOHNSON Ramhl, No. 55 6 With a boundless pro-
fusion of compliments, a 1796 HTKNS l-\irt-i.<.'. Hliza, Bound-
less oceans roaring wide. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1.

450 A boundless command of the rhetoric in which the

vulgar express hatred and contempt, a 1859 ilnd. V. 56.'

The Revolution opened to the Churchills a .. boundless

prospect of gain.

Hence Bourrdlessly adv., and Botrndlessriess.
1674 X. FAIRFAX Bulk <y Sell 1

. 22 God. .is boundlesly far

and wide of me. 1823 BYRON Age ofBronze xiv, Blood and
treasure boundlessly were spilt.
a 1619 DANIKI. Coll. Hist. Eug. (16261 107 Their bound-

lessnes came to be brought within some limits. 1682 Xok-
KIS HicrocUs 99 The boundlessness of desire. 1854 [.

ABBOTT,V<jyWtw; 11855' I. xxiv. 374 She also knew the bound-
lessness of his ambition.

Bou-ndly, a. rare~ l
. ? Subject to bounds,

finite : the opposite of boundless. Or ? Bounden.
1817 KEATS Sleep t\ Poetry 209 O ye. .Whose congregated

majesty so fills My boundly reverence, that I cannot trace
Your hallow'd names in this unholy place.

Bou'iidness. [f.
liouxD pa. pplc. of BIND.]

The condition of being bound or under obligation.
a 1866 J. GROTE E.vant. f

T
til. Philos. viii. 144 This bound-

ness of us to duty.

t Bou'ndsome, a. Obs. rare.
[f. BOUND sb.\

+ -SOME.] Held within bounds, finite.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk # Selv. 15 The analogy that is

between us, and other timesome and boundsome beings.

t Bou'ndure. Obs. ff. BOUND sbt + -UUE. Cf.

closure, seizure.] A bounding or limiting
1

, limit-

ation ; limit or bound. Cf. BOUNDER sb. 4.

1654 KARL MOXM. tr. Bentivoglio 458 Large boundeurs
were restored to the Towns of Breda etc. 1655 60 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. (17011 378/1 The boundure of that which is

limited. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Tra?>, 254 The boundure
of Alexander's march into India being in the tract obscure.

Boune, obs. f. BOON, and BOUND a. prepared.
Boung, Boungle, obs. ff. BUNG, BUNGLE.

[Bouning (Miitz.) error for bomting BOWING.
c 1400 Apol. Lollards 62 Al bouuing doune.]

Bounny, var. of BUNNY, Obs.
t a swelling.

Bounteous (bau-nt&s), a. Forais
; 4-5 boii-

tyvous, bountyveus, bountevous^e, -euous(e,
5 bontyvese, bonteuous, bountyuous, super/.

bounteest, 6 bountuous, 5- bounteous. [ME.
bontyvous, bountevous, f. OF. bontif, bontivc bene-

volent, full of goodness (f. bontc goodness ; see

BOUNTY) + -ous. Afterwards altered so as to

appear f. boiwtj, BOUNTY + -ous.]
1. Of persons or agents : Full of goodness ;

in

modem use, always ; Full of goodness to others,

beneficent ; generously liberal, munificent.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns \. 883 Ne y neuere saw a more

bounteuou.se Of her astate. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Smvle v. xiv.

79 We thanken the . . Of thy full bounteous benyuolence.
1477 KARL RIVERS iCaxton) Dictes 22 Be bonteuous to alle

thoos that seke sciences. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. iW. de W, 1531.)

19 b, His bountuous liberalite and mercy. 1605 SHAKS.
Alacb. in. i. 98 Eiiery one According to the gift which
bounteous Nature Hath in him clos'd. 1606 Ant. f? Cl.
iv. ii. 10 Lets to night Be bounteous at our Meale. 1681
DRVDES Abs. $ Achit. 872 Colleges on bounteous Kings
depend. 1732 POPE Hor. Sat. it. ii. 60 Oyl, tho' it stink,

they drop by drop impart, But sowse the cabbage with a
bounteous heart. 1738 WESLF.V Hymn ' Come Holy Spirit,'



BOUNTEOUSLY.
Thou bounteous Source of all our Store. 1871 R. ELLIS

Catullus Ixiv. 22 Born in bounteous ages.

fb. Of prowess; Valiant: see BOUNTY I b. Obs.

rt,44o Sir Degrcv. 3,1 The knyghtus . . in batelle so

bountyveus. c\&$ Digby Myst. (.882) in. 952 The boun-

teest and the boldest onder baner bryth.

2. Of things : Proceeding from bounty ; gene-

rously or freely bestowed, 'liberal', plentiful, ample

in size or amount, abundant.

,542 UDALL Erasm. Apophth. 341 a, To bee honoured with

moste high & bounteous rewardes. 1697 DRYDEN Vtrg.

Gears i 248 The promis'd Blessing of a Bounteous Crop.

1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. ,8, F 4 The consequences which

such a bounteous allotment [in a lottery] would have pro-

duced. 1790 COWPER Iliad i. 29 To accept the bounteous

price. !* TENSYSOH Gardener's D. 138 The bounteous

wave of such a breast As never pencil drew. 1878 MORLEY

Diderot II. 68 The land where production has been so

noble so bounteous, so superb.

BoU-nteOUSly, adv. [f. prec. + -""--J ln

a bounteous manner ;
with generous liberality ;

munificently ; freely, plentifully, largely, amply.

,, EI.YOT Con. I. xx, Ye may .. bounteousely rewarde

me ,590 SPENSER Mniofot. 151 Feeding vpon their plea-

sures bounteouslie. 160, SHAKS. Twel.N. i. 11. 52, I prethee

(and lie pay thee bounteously) Conceale me what 1 am.

n,649 DRUMM. OF HAWTII. Biblioth. Edinb. Lectori Wks.

tirii) w Great spirits, .learn to forget what they boun-

teously bestow, a 1843 SOUTHEY InscrM.Tfxa.
Wks. III.

T 53 Never had benignant nature shower'd More bounteously

Her choicest gifts. ,86oTvNDALL Glac. 184 The glorious

light was poured bounteously over crags, and snows.

Bou-nteousness. [f. as prec. -*- -NBSS ]
The

quality of being bounteous or liberal ; liberality,

munificence.
, ,440 Promp. Par!'. 46 Bontyvasnesse [,499 bountyuous

nesse] mnaificentia, liberalitas. c ,485 Dif&y Myst. (1882)

in 200 Heyll, prynse of bovntyows-nesse ! 157, GOLDING

Calvin on Ps. Ixviii. n A signe of liys bounteouseness in

watering the land with seasonable rayne. ,655 H. VAUGHAN

Silt i iVir. 151 Poor herbs drink and praise thy bounteous,

ness. ,852 Miss YoNGKCVwftW (18771 III. xv. ,26 Warwick

occupied the chief place in the eyes of the nation, from his

exceeding bounteousness to the poor.

Bounteth, -ith (bwntib). north, dial. [app.

a. OF. bontet, buntet (buntrb), the earlier (11-

I2th c.) form of bonte, whence BOUNTY (cf. poor-

tith dainteth, faith). But the word is known

only since the ipth c. (in later times only in

Sco'tch), so that its historical connexion with the

OF word is not illustrated.]

A gift of bounty ; gratuity, reward ;
a gift stipu-

lated for in addition tomoney wages. Cf. BOUNTY
jb.

', ,440 York Myst. xv. 118 For I haue herde declared ..

i hat bountith aftir rewarde. ,gS3 DOUGLAS &nets XII. vl.

,27 This is the bounteth \y. r. bontay] thay sal here away.

,724 RAMSAY Tea-t. MV. 11733' II. 194 Saw ye Jenny Net-

tics Her fee and bountith in her lap. ,8,8 ScoTT_A ol> hoy

vxiv

'

Upon my wage, board-wage, fee, and bountith. ,834

H MILLER ScmetfLeg.xi. (,857) '68 He will not away

from us w ithotit his bountith.

Bountied (bcurntid),///.
a. [f.

BOUNTY + -ED.]

Supported or assisted by bounties.

,788 T JEFFERSON Writ. (18591 II. 524 The eighty-five

shins bounded as the English are, will require a sacrifice

of twelve hundred and eighty-five thousand llvres a year.

Bountiful (bturntiful), a. [f.
BOUNTY + -FUL.]

1. Of persons : Full of, or abounding in, bounty ;

graciously liberal, generous. Lady Bountiful, a

character in Farquhar's Beaux Stratagem (1707) :

since used for the great (or beneficent) lady in a

neighbourhood.
,508 FISHER Wks. (1876) 172 Thy mercy is so grete and

bountefull to wretched synners. a ,577 SIR 1. ""'"

Com,,. Af.(i6o9) 27 Higher stomacke and bountifuller

liberality than others. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen IV, in. i. it!

A worthy gentleman . . as bountiful! as Mynes of Ind a.

,77, -Jnnhis Lett. Ivi. 294 How much easier it is to be

generous than just, and. .men are sometimes bountiful who

are no honest. 18,5 SCOTT Pauls Lett. (,839> " Those

facts .. affect you as a Lady Bountiful. ,830 MACAU LAY

Southeys Colloq.t Jiss. (1854) * lo9/r " e
I-. ,

c m
*i^

ls
,

r
*i>

ought to be. .a Lady Bountiful in every.p.arish,
a Paul Pry-

in every house. ,857 BUCKLE Civilis. in. 142 Ihe richest

countries were those in which nature was most bountiful.

2. Of things: Characterized by bounty, abund-

antly yielding ; also, ample, abundant, plenteous.

,538 STARKEY England n Our mother the ground ys
so

clentuous and bountyful. ,60, SHAKS. Alts Welln. n. ,5

That's a bountifull answere that fits all questions. 1860

TYNDAI L i. 27. 207 A bountiful fire of pine logs was made.

,885 Mancli. Exam. 26 Jan. 5/3 Soil so bountiful that one

day's labour is sufficient to procure three days' living.

Bountifully f,bamBtiffili),*fo. [f- Prec - + -LY
.
N

In a bountiful manner ;
with generous liberality,

munificently, plentifully, amply.
,580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Largement, largely,

bountifullie, liberally, abundantly. ,593 Pf
EI.E A . SOW. 1,

And in my hall shall bountifully feed. 16,1 BIBLE 2 Cor.

ix 6 He which soweth bountifully, shall reape bountifully.

,7

'

25 Load. Gaz. No. 6373/2 To provide so bountifully for

instructing them. ,835
MARRYAT Olla Podr. in, Ihe fruits

of the earth, so bountifully bestowed.

Bountifulness (bau-ntifulnes). [f. prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being bountiful ; generous

liberality, bounteousness.

,489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. I. xxi. 66 The which* for ex-

ample of liys bountefulnes we soo often remembre. ,558

Trf IKHz. iv. 5 29 The Queen . .of her abundant Grace and

Bountifulness, is pleased, etc. 1862 P. HALL HmdvPhihs.

1024

Syst. 117 To give praise for the love and bountifulness of

our merciful Father. .

t Botrntihead. Obs. (exc. as an archaism).

Ff BOUNTY + -HEAD.] Bounteousness.

,596 SPENSER F. Q. n. x. 2 How shall fraile pen . Conceive

such soveraine glory and great bountyhed ! 1621 A INS-

WORTH Aauot. Ps. cxxxvi. i The mercy or bountihed which

hee receiveth. [1864 Temple Bar Dec. 43 The glorious

dead Who have left us their grace and their bountihead.]

f Bountines, bountenes. Obs. rare. Bounte-

ousness. [But the standing of the word is insecure :

the first instance may be bounteues ;
the second

may be an error of the press.]
,ei2 Act 4 lien. VI11, xix. Pream., The goodnes bounte-

nes liberalitle favour, .by his Highnes shewed. 1650HANKER

Bed. Hist. 176 Bountiness[isted. 177 bountifulnes].

Botinting, obs. form of BUNTING.

Bountree ($> bw-ntrz ). [? A variant of HOUR-

TREE ;
or a distinct word = bound-tree, f. BOUND sl>.

from being planted to mark boundaries.]

Common name in Scotland of the Elder-tree.

Also altrili., as in bountree gun.
,821 Black. Mag. Aug. (JAM.) Bountry-guns are formed

of the elder tree, the soft pith being taken out ,848 / nv.

llenv. Kat. CM- II. vi. 265 The Ash and the Bountree

wore also observed.

Bounty (bau-nti). Forms : 4 bunte, bwnte,

4-6 bonte, bounte, bountee, 5 bount, bownte,

5-6 bontie, 6 Sc. bontay, 6-7 bountie, -ye, 6-

bounty. [a. OF. bontel :-L. bonitat-m goodness.]

tl. Of persons: Goodness in general, worth,

virtue ;
in //. virtues, excellences ;

also excellent

condition, high estate. Obs.

n 1300 Cursor M. 10086 pis leuedi lele, pat buntes in hir

bar sa fele. 1373 HARBOUR Bruce n. 48 Neuir. .man sa hard

sted as wes he, That eftirwart com to sic bounte. ('1386

CHAUCER Clerkes T. 359 Publissched was the bonnte of hi

name . . in many a regioun. r 144 Partoiiope 4525 Vmlnt '

28name .. in many a rcgiwuu. < <pt ' ' ,~7 /.*

mercy, and eke mekenesse. ,485 CAXTON Chas.Gt. 23

Thou knowest what I haue doon for the bounte that is in

the ,5,3 DOUGLAS SEneis xm. ii. 152 The gret Juiee

(Juhilk in excelland verlu and bonte Excedyt all the rema-

nent a far way. ,623 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Cyprtss Grlr.;-

Wks. (171,1 127 He is only the true and essential Bounty,

so is He the only essential and true Beauty.

t b. Warlike prowess, valour ; rarely, a il

of valour. Obs.

c\vx>AmistAmil. 5 Twoo barons of grete bounte. ,375

BARBOUR liruce ,11. ,32 He thocht. .To do ane owtrageouss

bounte. a 1400 Morie Art!,. (Roxb.l 5 Off alle be world the

beste knight Off biaute and of bounte. c ,43 Syr Gener

c,8 .8 His bountie fel fast to ground. 1485 CAXTON Parish

V 22 What honour is comen to me by hys prowesse and by

his bounte. e 1530 LD. BURNERS Arthur 243 For he is the

chefe floure of bounte in all maner of chyvalry.

(
2. Of things : Good quality or property, worth,

excellence, virtue. Obs.

c ,300 Keket 1031 Gold ne passeth no?t in Bounte so

moche Leode. c ,3,4 Guy Wanu. (A.) 825 He schal bring

to be turment bat day . . a stede of gret bounte. < ,45

LONEI.ICH Grail -dm. 2, Kamalot..was of sweche bownte

that alle kinges weren crowned bere sekerle. 1525 LD.

BKRNFRS froiss. II. Pref., The bountie of the same crony-

cles, in whom are conteygned the warres of these parties. .

encorageth me. ,531 ELYOT Gov. n. vn. (,557' "4 Norysh
;

yng meates and drynkes in a sycke body doe lose their

bountee. ,592 WYKLBY A rmorie ,52 By his coursers boun-

tie sir Hue Chatelon Was savd.
.

1 3. Kindness, beneficence ;
an act of kindness,

a good turn (sometimes ironical). Obs.

,f,300 Cursor M. ,2501/2 Quar-for . . To bis dedman bat

bight als bou, Ne dos bou grace o bunte nan ? ,330 K.

BRUNNE Chroa. 266 For Edward gode dede pe Bahol did him

mede a wikked bounte. r ,386 CHAUCER Peri. 1 F 451 Agayn

wikked dede of his enemy, he shal doon hym bount

c i4So Merlin xii. ,8, And she hym asked what bounte ,t

was that she hadde hym don. ,483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.

,60/2 He remembryd euyl the bountee that he did to hym.

,65, Proc. Parliament No. 92. 1407 Christ came the neer-

est to him [Peter] in a miraculous bounty.

4. Goodness shown in giving, gracious liberality,

munificence : usually attributed to God, or to the

great and wealthy, who have it in their power to

give largely and liberally.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9531 To quam ilkan he gaf sum-thing

Of his might and of his bounte. a ,450 A nt.de 'a lour

,1868) ,37 For her bounte and goodnesse, God hath shewed

mani miracles for her. ,542 UDALL Erasm. Apophtli. 2,53,

Bountie and largesse is befallyng for kynges. 1570 GOSSON

Sch. Abase (Arb.) 40 The honourable bountye of a noble

minde. 1611 DEKKER Roar. Girle Wks. ,873 "I- MI W hen

bounty spreades the table, faith t'were smne (at going of) it

thankes should not step in. 1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 17 f 4

Every other satisfaction which the bounty of Providence

BOUQUETIN.

5. csp. A gift bestowed by the sovereign per-

sonally, or by the state.

1708 Royal Prod, in Land. Gaz. No. 4504/1 All such Sea-

men shall Receive as our free Gift and Royal Bounty, the

respective Rewards and Allowances following.

a. Queen Anne's Bounty : see quots.

,704 Off. Notice in Land. Gaz. No. 4077/4 The Governors

of the Bounty of Queen Anne, for the Augmentation of the

Maintenance of the Poor Clergy. 1707 Ibid. No. 4323/3 A
General Court of. . the Bounty of Queen Anne. 1768 BLACK-

STONE Cmimi. I. 286 To this end she granted her royal

charter.. whereby all the revenue of first-fruits and tenths

is vested in trustees for ever, to form a perpetual fund for

the augmentation of poor livings. This is usually called

queen Anne's bounty. ...
b. A gratuity given to recruits on joining the

army or navy ;
also as a reward to soldiers.

,702 Royal Prod, in Load. Gaz. No. 3821/2 Such who shall

Desert any of Our Ships of War. in Order to obtain Our

intended Bounty. 180, BLOOMFIELD Rural 1. (1802) 52

Employment fail'd, and poverty was come ; The Bounty

tempted me. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple (1863) 119 On his

arrival at Gibraltar, he had been offered and had received

the bounty. 1873 Act 36 <y 37 M- Ixxvu. 8 Out of any

bounty or pay receivable by him.

c. A sum of money paid to merchants or manu-

facturers for the encouragement of some particular

branch of industry.
,7,0 W WoOD.S'rr'. Trade 150 Whatever shall be paid

the Northern Colonies as a Bounty at first, to enter heartily

and chearfully upon the doing of this. ,776 ADAM SMITH

W N I i xi 207 In 1688 was granted the Parliamentary

bounty upon 'the exportation of corn. Itid, II. iv. v. 99

Bounties are sometimes called premiums. ,817 BABINGTON

in Parl Deb. 762 The evils . . arising from creating manu-

factures by means of a bounty from Government. ,852

M'-CULLOCH Diet. Comm. ,255 The existing bounties (draw-

backs) on refined British colonial sugar aie specified m the

,i & ,2 Viet. c. 97. ,

d transf. asAfig. A premium or reward.

,868 M. PATTISON Acaitem. Off. 62 Scholarships ..are

become a bounty upon a privileged species of education.

,886 MORLEY Crit. Misc. I ,,o The grandson of William

Penn proclaimed a bounty of fifty dollars for the scalp of a

female Indian, and three times as much for a male.

6 Attrib. and Comb., as bounty-money ; bounty-

broker (see quot.) ; bounty-fed, supported and

encouraged by bounties ; bounty-jumper, U.S.

(see quot ) ; bountyless, without bounty.

,864 SALA in Daily Tel. 9 Aug., A 'bounty-broker is simply

a crimp or what the recruiting sergeants in Charles-street,

Westminster, call a '

bringer '. 1884 Sat. Rev. 14 June 781/1

A countervailing duty upon *bounty-fed sugar. ,875 Hi

GINSON Hist. U. S. 306 Bringing into the service many

"bounty-jumpers '..who enlisted merely for money, and

soon deserted to enlist again. ,864 Dally Id. 9 Sept.,
His

conscripts, *bountyless as they maybe will have to be paid.

,692! UTTRELL Brief Ret. (1857! H- 524 Letters (YomTorbay

sav that they were distributing the 'bounty money. ,863

Corn/,. Mag. Mar. 443 The kit is no longer to be paid for

out of the bounty-money.

Bountyng, obs. form of BUNTING.

t*8S &3^<SS& g
- s

fused to do this [to salute the post] they [the Billingsgate

porters] forthwith lay'd hold of him, and by mam force

boup'd his a against the post.

Bouquet (bwk?-, bu-ke). Also boquet. [a.

Fr bouquet orig. 'little wood' cognate with Fr

bosquet, H boschcltoAim.oiboscowooA. cf.BusKET.]

1 A bunch of flowers, a nosegay ; alsp/^.
,7,6-8 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. I. xxxil. ,11 A large

folqnct of jewels, made like natural flowers. 1768 STERNE

Sent, Jonrn. (,778) II. H4 He had wrapt [paper] round I

stilks of a bmonet to keep it together. 1785 i. WAR ION

AS on Milton (L.) Mayiuskets ; if busket be not there

SM^^M!i#SFgs^"':
7

i84S HOOD Syffi^^*g3SSL

UOUIlty. iw^v ff fnfwm a-'
<
--j-.

these people, .were dependent on his bounty.

b. An act of generosity, a thing generously be-

stowed ; a boon, gift, gratuity.
< ,250 O. E. Misc. 36 For bise griate bunte bet ure lord

vefb. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xiv. ,50 Men doth hym other

bounte, ?yueth hym a cote aboue his couenaunte. ,513

DOUGLAS Aineis vm. Prol. ,40 Sum [laugis] for thar bonty or

bone. 1602 Returnfr. Partiass. n. i. (Arb.) 2, Here is foure

pence your due, and eight pence my bounty. I 79-<> '''

Sen' M. Clias. U f, 7<>s. //. (1851) 68 To Coll" Mornce

Kingwell, bounty ,0000. ,725 DF. FOE Voy. Round

World (1840) ,03, I gave a largess or bounty of five dollars

a man. 1878 MORLF.Y Diderot I. 289 The Empress added

a handsome bounty to the bargain.

(Cf Fr sense,
'

petite piece de vers pour tine fete '.]

2 The perfume exhaled from wine.

,846 French Dom. Cookery 320 Negligence in the filling

of the casks . . will destroy the bouquet, c ,865 m C,rc. if.

I 3/i The perfume, or 'bouquet,' is something different

from the odour of wine. 1873 LVTTON A". C hM.ngly i v vn,

T iftine his glass to his lips, [he] voluptuously inhaled its

bouquet ,70 BARTHOLOW Mat. M,d. (,879) 35 Bouquet

is that quality of wine which salutes the nose.

3 transf. a. A bunch of flavouring herbs, b.

A large flight of rockets, as the close of a firework

display c The flight of a multitude of pheasants

breaking covert from the central point at which

the beaters meet ;
this central spot itself.

,846 Preach Dom. Cookery 41 A garnished bouque is when

Ihvnie fennel and bay are added to the parsley and onions.

ia ' STONEHF.SGE
'

Hrit. Kports 1. 1. vii. 4. 104 The shooters

're
5
now collected to the spot to which all the beaters con-

gregate, termed the bouquet. 1879
rimes 2 June, The

2 bouquet of rockets being particularly fine.

Bouquetcd (bk?-d), a. rare, [f BOUQUET

4- -ED -O Furnished with a bouquet or bouquets

\S6oAll V. Round No. 52. 34The . . lorgnetted . . bouqueted

:rftimed., throng.

i Ger stein-bock] An animal of the Goat tribe,

inhabiting Switzerland ;
the ibex, or stembock

,783 W F. MARTYN Gcog. Mag. II. 312 The . . animals . .



BOTJRAGE. 1025 BOURGEOIS.

peculiar to this country [Switzerland] are the bouquetin and
the chamois. 1824 CAMPBELL Tktoaricg Heights browsed

by the bounding bouquetin. 1882 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 56
I'm off to the Pyrenees to shoot bears and bouquetins.

Bouquinist (b/rkinist). [a. Fr. bouquiniste,
f. bouquin an old book.] A dealer in second hand

books of little value.

1840 New Month. Mag. LX. 493 The students, besides,

are the property of the bonqninisis i,we want the term in our

language).

Bour, obs. f. BOOR and BOWER.

t Botrrage. Obs. rare. Also bowrage. [app.
an erroneous form forFr. l>ourg."\ Bourage ofSaint

Peter : The suburb of Rome called the Borgo, con-

taining St. Peter's, the Vatican, etc.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccxxvi. 510 The romayns . .

came into the bowrage of saynt Peter. Ibid, cccxlvi. 549

They, .conquered the bourage of saynt Peter.

Bourage, bourrage, obs. ff. BORAGE.

Bourbon (brtyrh), sb. [ Bourbon TArcham-
bault, a town in the department of 1'Allier, France.]
1. A member of the family which long held the

thrones of France and Naples, and still holds that

of Spain : alsoy%. as in quot. 1873, and attrib.

1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1775] I. 5 No said I the

Bourbon is by no means a cruel race. 1873 TRISTRAM ftfoab

xiv. 254 Muleteers are certainly typical Bourbons, They
learn nothing and they forget nothing.
2. transf. In U. S. politics : A nickname for ( a

Democrat behind the age and unteachable \

1884 Boston i^^^.} Jrnl. 29 Nov. 2/4 The Herald wants
the Bourbons, '^H^n who still swear by Andrew Jackson',
sent to the reiB^fc/V/. 20 Sept., That chief of Bourbon

orgnns, the Chaneston (S.C.) News.

3. The former name of the island now called

Reunion, in the Indian Ocean, so named in 1642
in honour of the French royal family ; whence
Bourbon Palm, a common name of the genus
Latania, found in Reunion and Mauritius,

Hence [from sense i] Bourbo'aian, Bourbo'nic

adjs., of or pertaining to the Bourbons ; Bour
boniza'tion, reduction under^Bourbon predomin-
ance ; Bou'rbonism, adhe^fen to the Bourbon

dynasty, or to the Bourbon party in U. S. politics ;

Bou rboiiist, a supporter of the Bourbon dynasty.
1651 HOWELL I'enice 177* This present Pope Innocent the

tenth is as much an Austrian as the other was a Bourbonian.

1728 MORGAN Hist. Algiers II. iv. 271 The Burbonian and
Austrian Factions. 1883 L. FIGUEROLA Pol, Cond. Spain
in Fortn. Rev.> The first Bourbonic branch. 1886 SEF.LF.V

in Academy 6 Feb., The bourbonisation of the Continent.

1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 18 Sept., The spirit of pro-slavery
Bourbomsm. 1820 Edin. Rev. XXXIV. 3 Our travellers. .

occasionally take part with. . Bourbonists. 1862 Standard
13 Dec., The Bourbonists . . carried a white banner with a
fleur de lys.

tBourd, r<^. Obs. Forms:4-=l burde,4-7bord(e,
bourd(e, 5 bouerd, 5-6 bowrd(e, 5-7 boord(e,
7 boward. [ME. bourde, a. OF. bourde, Pr.

borda'lie, cheating, deception', ofunknown origin.
Diez's proposed identification of OF. bonrdc with behort

'tournament, tilting', is discarded ; for * bonrde goes back to

a date before the contraction of belionrt lol>onrt could have
taken place, and originally

there was no connexion of sense
'

(P. Meyer 1

. At a later time behonrder was contracted to

behourder, boitrder, and thus brought into confusion with this

word and its verb bourder'. see BOURD ?'.]

An idle tale, a jest, a joke ; jesting, raillery,

joking, merriment, fun
;
a merry tale.

c 1340 Gain, fy Gr. Knt, 1212 Al la^ande J>e lady lanced po
bourdez. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. IV. 143 He
wolde torne hit to bourde and law}hynge. 1430 LVDG.
Chron. Troy n. xvi, All his speche ful of bouerdes was.
r 1430 Min. Poems 57 To be forsworn they hold it but a
bord. a 1450 Knt.de la Tour(i 868)111 Thekinggesdoughter
. . called hym in bourde her sone. c 1520 King fy Barker
no in Hazl. E. P. P. 9 Owr kyng lowhe, and had god bord.

1548 CRANMER Catech, 25 b, I spake not these wourdes in

ernest but in borde. 1593 DRAVTON Eclog. vn. 208 For all

thy Jests, andallthymerrie Bourds. 1606 HOLLAND Siteton.

63 Either in earnest or boord \vel serio veljoco].

b. In a bad sense : Mockery, bantering. (Prob-

ably the earlier sense, as in French.)
1320-30 Lai le Frehie 9 Bourdes and ribaudy, 1340 Ayenb.

56 panne byeb he burdes and (>e trufles uor entremes. 1483
CAXTON G. de la Tour B vj b, Al was taken for a bourd and
a mocquerye. a 1541 WYATT in Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 51

Nought moueth you my dedly mone, But stil you turne it

into hordes. 1602 FULBECKE ist Pt. Parall. 71 If a man. .

should strike an other or vse broad boward against him.

c. Play, game.
1362 LANGL. P. PL A. x. 197. iSjoPALSGK. 199/2 Bourde

or game, yew.

t Bourd, f^ Obs. [a. OF. bourder, f. bourde :

see prec.]
1. intr. To say things in jest or mockery ; to jest,

joke ;
to make fun, make game.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synnc 8667 How a bonde man
bourdede wy|> a kny^t. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vm. 383 A
lord so sweet and debonar, So blith als and soveill bowrdand.
.- i IS" Knt.de la 7'<7//?-(i868)4oHe herde hem clatre, laughe,

iangle, and borde of highe. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.)

27 Ye borde and iape with me, for what I seche I fynde
not. a 1555 BRADFORD IVks. 38 We shall feel it is no

bourding with him. a 1600 in Kelly Sc. Prtx>. (1721) 56

(JAM.) Bourd not wi' bawtie(lest he bite you). (-1674
RAY

A'. C. Wds. s.v., Bourd neither with me nor with my
honour, Prov. Scot. 1703 D. WILLIAMSON Strin, bef. Gen,

VOL. I.

Assembly 59 It is not safe to bourd with God, Conscience
and Death, a 1758 RAMSAY Poems (1800) II. 175 GAM.)
Never gi'e Encouragement or bourd with sic as he.

b. To play.
(1440 Promp. Parv. 44 Boordon, or pleyyn, Indo, jocor.

c 1450 Merlin 31 Whiche. .passeden thourgh the feild where
childern were hourdinge. 1548 UDAI.L, etc. Erasm. Par.,
Mark vi. 42 Euen when he bourdeth to, or maketh any
game or pasty me. 1559 J\Iirr, Mag,, Clifford vi, To part
his necke, and with his head to bourd.

2. trans. To make game of, mock, jest with.

1592 G. HARVKY Pierce s Super. 194 No man could . . bourd
a wilfull friend more dryly. 1636 JAMES Itt*r Lane. 102 In
a wan fainte palenesse bourding death.

t Bourd, v.2 Obs. Also 4-5 borde, 5 bordyii,
boordon, -de, bouerd, 4-6 bourde. [f.

K.

border, bourder, contr. from bchorder to fence, tilt,

f. behord, bchort tilting lance, tilting, tourney ;
see

Diez. Probably confounded with prec.]
intr. To joust, tilt; to engage in a sham fight.

ClA$pMerlinv\, 100 And after mete, .yede the barounsand
the knyghtes to boorde in a feire pleyn. Ibid. ix. 133 After
mete was the quyntayne reysed, and ther at bourded the

yonge bachelers.

Bourdain, -den, obs. ff. BURDEN e>.

Bourd, bourde, obs. f. BOARD sb. and v.

Bourdel, obs. variant of BORDEL.

t BoU'rder. Obs. Forms : 4burdoure, bour-

deoure, bordiour, 4-9 bourdour, 5 bordere,

-youre, bowrder, 6 bourder, Sc, burdour, 6-7
boorder, 7 boarder. [ME. bourd(e}ourt a. AFr.

bourd(e]ourt
= OF. bordeor, f. border, bourder to

BOURD
>.!]

A jester, a joker, a buffoon
;
a mocker.

1330 R. BRI'NXE Chron, 204 A knyght a bourdour kyng R.
hade, c 1375 ?BARBOUR.$Y. Ninian 890 His menstrale. .bat

ves gud mane K: gud burdoure. c 1440 Prontp, Parv, 44
liordyoure, or pleyare [1499 bordere], joculator. 1483 CAX-
TON G, de In TourC i, He is but a bourdour and p. deceyuer
of ladyes. 1552 HCLOKT, Bourder or rayler, whiche doth

counterfayte those whome he mocketh. Bourder, or scoffer.

1606 J. DAVIES -znd Hitsb. for Overburii's Wife (1877) 12

Vet boord no Buffons that are boorders broad. [1801 STRUTI

Sports <y Past. m. ii. 141 Strolling companies, composed of

minstrels. . bourdours or jesters, and other performers.]

Bourdes, variant of BOURDIH, Obs.

t Bou'rdful, a. Obs.
[f.

BOURI> sb. + -FUL.]
Full of jesting or sport ; jocose, sportive. Hence
Bou'rdfully adv., in jest, in mockery.
1388 WYCUF l\''isd. i. n marg., \'ndurstondun of a dedly

letsing, not of a bourdeful leesing. a 1400 Miracle-pi, in

Rel. Ant. II. 45 Bourdfully takyng Goddis biddynge or

wordis or werkis is scornyng of him. c 1400 Destr, Troy
3952 [Antenor] delited hym in myrthe, Bourd full among
buernes. 1496 Dives fy Panp. (W. de \Vorde) \ in. ii. 322.2
Called in latyn iocosum, that is bourdfull in Englysshe.

t Bou'rding, vbi. sb. Obs. [f. BOUHD z'.
1 +

-ING 1.1 Jesting, joking ; buffoonery; trifling.
c \yipGaiv. $Gr, Knt. i404lnherbourclyngt>aybayheninjie

morn, To fylle J>e same forwardez. c 1449 PKCOCK Repr. i.

xx. 120 That men . . schulden pleie in word bi bourding.
1566 KNOX Hist. Rff. Wks. 1846 1. 147 It was bitter bowrd-

ing to the Cardinal! and his courte. a 1658 J. DURHAM in

Spurgeon Trcas. Dav. Ps. Ixxxv. 8 Let them beware of

bourding and dallying with Clod's mercy.

t Bou'rding, ///. a. Obs.
[f.

BOURD 7A 1 +

-ING -.] That jests, jokes, mocks, or trifles. So

Bourdingly adv.

1552 HULOET, Bourder or rayler. .beynge of that mocking
and bourdyng sort. Eourdingly, or in bourde, iocose,

t Bourdis. Obs. Also burdis, bordis, bour-

dys, -es, -ise. [ME. burdis, bordis, bourdis, a.

QY.bonfis, bnrdiz, earlier behordeis, bohordis,\\\<5<\.

F. bth&urdis shock of lances, tourney, f. OF. be-

httrt, behourt lance, of uncertain origin ;
see

Littre.] Tilting, fencing with lances.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handt.Synne 4662 Myracles and bourdys
Or tournamentys of grete prys. c 1320 Seityn Sag. (W.) 744
The leuedi stod . . For to bihelde the burdis. c 1314 Guy
War*iv. (A.) 167 Al him preysed J>er y-fere Of bordis and
turnament. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1477 He was atte a

bourdes |?er bachilers pleide. ^1450 Merlin vi. 100 The x

men. .yede also to se this bourdise.

t Bourdise, ?' Obs. rare-*, [f. prec.] intr.

To joust, tilt.

c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 740 The knight was lopen on his

stede, And burdised with the knightes of the lond.

t Bou'rdly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. BOUBD sb. +
-LY 2

.] Jestingly, in jest, frivolously.

1500 Ort, V'oc. in Promp. Paw. 44 Nugaciter, bourdly.

t Bon'rdon 1
, burdoun. Obs. exc. Hist.

Forms : 3-6 burden, 4-5, 9 bordon, -un, 4-6
burdoun(e, 7 bourdon, [a. Fr. bourdon 'pil-

grim's staff', Pr. and Sp. bordon^ It. bordonet med.

L. biirdon-cm* identified by Du Cange and Diez

with burdo mule (the name being transferred

from the pilgrim's mule to his staff). Littre sug-

gests connexion with bourde '

pole used to support
a grounded ship *, which he further refers to be-

hourt lance ; but here there seems some error.]
1. A pilgrim's staff.

a noOA.Jram 1092 Horn tookburdon and scrippe. ^1320
Syr Bfi'es 2063 Beues. .gaf him is hors. . For is bordon and
Is sklauin. 136* LANGL. P. PL A. vi. 8 He bar a bordun

[1377 burdoun, 1393 bordon], I-bounde wi(? a brod lyste.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Smvle \. i. (1859) 2 Caste doune thy

scrippe and thy burdon. 1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834)

230 With a palmer's coat upon him, a bourdon in his hand,
and some few cockle shels stuck to his hat. 1849 ROCK C/i.

Fathers II. vi. 199 [The Cathedral prior was suffered to use
the silver bordon, which may. .be called the prior's staff].

2. A stout staff
;
a club, a cudgel ; sometimes

app. a spear or spear-shaft.
c 1325 Pol. Songs 150 Beggares f ;o with bordon and bagges.

c 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. vm. xxxvili. 56 Ilkane a gud Bur-
downe in hand. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 31/4 Helysee put
hys bourdon in the water and anon the yron began to

swymme. 1513 DOUGLAS ^Eneis vn. ix. 69 Ane bowrdoune
of ane lang styf tre, The poynt scharpyt and brynt ane lytill
we. 1535 STKWART Cron. Scot. III. 311 Mony burdoun
vpoun basnot brak. 1550 LYNDKSAV Sqr. Meldrmn 445 Twa
nobilmen of weir. .And in their handis strang burdounis.

Bourdon-, burdoun (bu->Mdpn). Also 4
bor-, burdoun, -don, 5 burdown. [a. F. bour-

don the continuous bass or * drone
'

of the bag-
pipe, the bass string of a violin, etc., also a drone

bee, ^Sp. bordon, Pg. bordao, It. bordone, med.L.
bnrdo drone : possibly an imitative word : cf. the

Celtic stem dttn/-, dord-, noise, sound.
(A conjecture that the bass-pipe of an organ, or drone of

a bag-pipe may have been so called from its resemblance to

a staff. BOURDON', is not supported by the history.)]

frl. The low undersong or accompaniment, which
was sung while the leading voice sang a melody.

i 1386 CHAUCKR Prol. 673 This Somonour bar to hym a
stif burdoun [z

r
. r. bordoun], Was neuere tronipe of half so

greet a soun. - Reeves T. 245 His wyf bar him a bur-
don [i'.r. burdoun], a ful strong. 1:1400 Epiph. 1918 (Turnb.
1843) They yeve a full delectabull send Bothe trebull and
meyne and burdown. 1596 SPENSKR Astroph, t Acgl. 77
Wolues do howle and barke, And seem to beare a bourdon
to their plaint, [For the continuation of this sense see

BURDEN, in which word it has been completely merged.]
2. A bass stop in an organ, usually of ifift. tone

;

a similar stop in a harmonium
;
also the drone of

a bagpipe. Also attrib.^ as in bourdon stop.
1861 MUSGRAYF, By-Roads 55 A tone equal to the finest

bourdon stop of a large church-organ. 1876 M. DAVIES
L'north. Loud. 195 Others murmured them [prayers] in a
low bourdon kind of voice. 1882 Musical Times i Feb. 106

Organ for sale .. Separate bourdon, pedals, couplers, com-

poMtion pedals, etc.

Bourdon, obs. form of BURDEN.

t Bourdonasse. Obs. [a. OF. bourdonasse]
A light lance or javelin with a hollow shaft.

1596 DANKTI Comities (1614) 301 Their men of arnica were
all. . furnished with braue plumes and goodly bourdonasses.

Boure, obs. form of Boon, BOWER.

Boureau, var. of BOURREAU, executioner.

II Bourg '

vbr, bu"Jg\ [F. boitrg : late L.

burg-us, ad. WGer. bitrg : see BOROUCH.] Used by
historical writers in the earlier sense ot town or

village under the shadow of a castle ; or of ' con-

tinental
*

as distinguished from Knglish town
;
oc-

casionally also in the modern French sense of
* market town '.

c 1450 Merlin xv. 236 Thei brent bourgs, and townes and
castelles. 1536 Roncd. Sedition 15 b, Many bourges in (Jer-

many, haue a great nombre of J ewes in them. 1690 Lond.
Gaz. No. 2603/1 A great Bourg called Canina. c 1700 Gcntl.

Instr. (1732) 266 He can only lose an abandon'd Bourg,
1840 THACKKRAY Paris Sk. Bk. (1872) 197 They reached the

bourg of Rossillon. 1859 TFNNYSON Enid 276 Ye think the

rustic cackle of your bourg The murmur of the world ! 1864
SIR K. PALGKAVK Norm. ^- Eng. III. 47 The Flemings, .had
settled in and about the bourg and its spreading suburbs.

II Bourgade (bwrgaxl). Also 7 burgade,
-ard. [Fr. bourgadet

f. boiirg a town (cf. prec.}

+ -ADE.] A village, or unwalled to\vn consisting
of scattered dwellings. (Now only an alien word

referring to France; but in ryth c. used as English.)
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 135 Dispersed into pettie villages

and burgades. 1610 Camdens Brit, 196 A proper little

towne. .which of two burgards. .is growne, as it were, into

one burgh. 1658 USSHER Ann. 148 He set upon the Town;
being but an open burgade. 1796 MORSK Amer, Gcog, II.

308 The canton [Uri] consists only of villages, and little

towns or bourgades. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Korni.
<5- Eng.

I. 325 A large populous bourgade . . which had grown up
under the protection of the Abbey.

Bourgamot, obs. form of BERGAMOT.

Bourgeis, Bourgen, ff. BURGESS, BURGEON.

II Bourgeois (b^r^wa), sb.^ and a. Also 8

burgeois. [F. bourgeois (OF. btirgeis, whence

I^URGE.SH) : late L. Iwrgensis, f. burg-us town, ad.

\VGer. burg: see BOROUGH and BOURG.]
A. sb. orig. A (French) citizen or freeman of a

city or burgh, as distinguished from a peasant on

the one hand, and a gentleman on the other
;
now

often taken as the type of the mercantile or shop-

keeping middle class of any country.

^1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. III. xn. 241 He liv'd in a

jolly familiarity with the Bourgeois and their Wives. 1704
ADDISON Italy (1733) 281 Body of the Burgeois, 1842 L. S.

COSTELLO Pilg. Awergne I. 145 We met several peasants
and some bourgeoises from neighbouring villages. 1864
KIRK Chas. Bold \. via. 385 The merchants and persons of

independent means, to whom the name of bourgeois was

exclusively given. 1883 Harper's Mag. July 265/2 The
German bourgeois and his family.

B. adj. or attrib.

1. Of or pertaining to the French middle classes
;

also in comb., as bourgeois-looking.
1564-5 RANDOLPH in G. Chalmers Mary Q. Scots (18181 I.

129



BOURGEOIS.

2, She [Mary] saith . . I sent for you . to see how like a

bourgeois-wife 1 live. 1867 PARKMAN Jesuits , A.A,,u-r.

xiv (,875! 175 She was born . . of a good bourgeois family

1871 MORLEY 1-ollaire (1886) 331 Born to be the ms.pid

gossip of a bourgeois circle.

2. Resembling the middle classes in appearance,

way of thinking, etc.

,840 THACKERAY Paris Sk. Rk. (1872) 79 A regular
^

bur-

geoiV physiognomy. 1871 LOWELL Study ,</., Word

Tor Winter, A poet whose inspiration always has an under- i

tone of bourgeois. 1873 SVMONDS Grk. Poets in. So He is ,

thoroughly bourgeois, to use a modern phrase.

Bourgeois (bw,dsoi's), sb* [Conjectured
to

be from the name of a French printer or type-

founder.] A size of printing type between Long

Primer and Brevier, as in the following :

Bourgeois type.

,824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. ii. 16 Two lines of some

Diamond will answer to one of Bourgeois. 1852 \v .

Wn.s//<r//a-<,yPref.,Twenty.threesheetsofbourgeo.s

't Bourgeoisie ,br2wazn. [Fr., f Imirgcois-.

see above.] The body of freemen of a French

town ;
the French middle class ;

also extended to

that of other countries.

,707 Lond. Cn=. No. 4354/- To the Council of the C, >,

the Clergy, and Bourgeoisie of Vallangm. 1848 MILL Pol

Kcm. Prelim. Rem.,,8 7 6> ,2 The Commons of England, the

Tiers-Etat of France, the bourgeoisie of the continent gener.

allv are the descendants of this class. 1856 GEO. KLIOT

Ea. (1884) 284 The elaborate study of the German bour-

geoise ,883 Sfe<'lator 13 Oct. ,309/2 The 'political sur-

veys 'he was in the habit of addressing to the bourgeoisie

of the Elgin Burghs.

Bourgeoisi-tic, " BOURGEOIS a.

7848 CLOUC-H Remains u 869. 1. ,22 The boys . . of the garde

mobile are infected with bonrgeoisitic loyalty. . 1 he Social-

ists regard the whole thing as at present a failure- a

bourgeoisitic triumph.

Bourgeon, var. form of BURGEON.

Bourger, obs. form of BURGHER (after BOURG).

,6 Let.fr. Paris in Proc. Parliament No. 157 Had

they .. .lot been appeased by some of the Bourgers ]o

''Sourgeys, -essy, obs. ft. BURGESS, BI-RGESSY.

Bourgh, obs. f. BOROUGH, BURGH.

Bourginot, bourgoinette, var. of BDRGOKKT.

Bourgmaister. [OF. boitrgniaistre],
obs. form

of BURGOMASTER.
,! T B / ,r Primaud. Fr. Aca.i. 5S8 In some places

theVWe advoyers, or bour-maisters, as in the Cantons of

Switzerland, and in the free townes of Germanie.

t Bourgoi'gne. [I'- fiourgognc Burgundy.]
' The first part of the Dress for the Head next the

Hair.' (FotDict.-*^

1026

of the chalk downs. Applied to northern streams

it is usually spelt BURN.
riws E. K. Allit. /'. A. 973 Bow vp to-warde bysi bomez

heued 136* LASGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 8 Vndur a brod banke

bi a Bourse syde. c 1440 Bone Flor. 609 Ranne bowrnes

all on blode. 157* LAMBARUE Peramb. Kent (1826) 260

Sundry smal brookes, or boornes. 1611 DRAVTON Poly-

olb 1 The Bournes, the Brooks, the Becks, the Rills, the

Riviiets <-.63o RisnoN Sun: Devon 28, ,1810) 292

Whereout . .a spring breaketh. by some called a borne. 1634

MILTON Comus 3,3 And every bosky bourn from side to side

,6 HOWEI.L Londmop. 10 Those ancient and present

Rivers Brooks, Booms, Pools, Wells, Conduits, and Aque-

ducts which serve to refresh the City of London. 1757

DYEnV/ n. 383 He [Drayton] whose rustic muse, .sung

the bosky bourns of Alfred's shires. ,. 1856 LONGF. Haftust
J rfviii, Over mountain gorge and bourn [rM/. horn].

,870 TEFFERIKS -ila LiJeS. County 1 he villages on the

downs are generally on a bourne, or winter water-course .

In summer it is a broad winding trench .. along whose bed

youmaystrolldryshod^.Inwinter,
the bourne often has the

In bin herte blood, bat

Bourne, v^- v -)> sl>-~ Also 6-7 borne.

[Early mod.Eng. borne, a.Y./iorne .formerly occas.

bourne), app.
= OF. boitne, bone, bonne ;see Bouxn

rf.l). In Eng. in Lord Berners, and in Shakspere

(seven times), then app. not till iSth c. ; the

modern use being due to Shakspere, and in a large

number of cases directly alluding to the passage

in Hamlet. Confused in spelling with BOURN f*.'

(The history of borne in Fr. is uncertain ; Littre suggests

that it arose from the later l*,<e, to,,,* by the intercalation

t,!r- Diez supposed a substitution of r for ,/ in the earliei

bod,,e\ M. Paul Meyer says
'

bodne, toau, torn, is an

admissible phonetic series, the more so that Pr. has a dim.

Msata, and a sb. l>ozlar iborner, hmiten .)]

+ 1 A boundary (between fields, etc.). (Jet.

,523 Lu. BERNERS Frpiss. I. ccxii. 257 All .. places, lyenge

bitwene the boundes and bournes folowynge. Itna. t he

foresayd boundes and bornes in the article: of Calais i6io

SHAKS. 7-.-//. n. i. ,52 Borne, bound of Land, lilth,\ meyard

none 1611 - Wint. T. I. ii. 134 One that fixes No lme
t"ixt his and mine. ,73- BAILEY, lioms. Limits, bounds

etc Shakes. 1700 COWI'ER Iliad xvm. 679 Oft as in their

course They came to the field's bourn.

2 A bound, a limit. (Approaching 3.) arch.

,606 SHAKS. Ant. *, Cl. i. i. 16 He set a bourne how farre

to be belou'd. 17*7 THOMSON Snmmer 99 From the far

bourne Of utmost Saturn. 1847 TENNYSON /
nm:^.

A shout.. rang Beyond the bourn of sunset. 1858 S*
Uhan. in. vii 312 A sphere above the natural, and withm

the bourn of immortality.

3 The limit or terminus of a race, journey, or

course ;
the ultimate point aimed at, or to which

anything tends ;
destination, goal. (Somewhat

poetic: often Jig.'

Antoinette Bourignon, an enthusiast of

in the 1 7th c., who held that the Christian religion

consists in a certain inward feeling and divine

impulse, rather than in knowledge and practice.

Hence Bouri-gnianism, -rgnonism, -:

1697 State Philadtlpli. Hoc. 30 Since these Sheets were gone

to the Press there came to my Hand a Piece cal d Boungm-

anism Detected. 1836 l'e,:,,y Cycl. V. 290 Under the name

of the Bourignian Doctrine, ft is. renounced by candidates

for holv orders in the Church of Scotland. !**"' *

For&Zf. Ke,: Apr. 255 Dr. George Gordon of Aberdeen

was deposed . . for holding the principles
of Bourignomsm.

IHd The Aberdeen Bourignomst was deposed.

Bourish, obs. form of BOOKISH.

Bourlaw (bu-Ml). A form of BYRLAW used

in the comb, bourlawmen in south of Scotland.

1866 Proc Ber-M. Nat. Club 261 There is a court consistinj

of two bourlawmen appointed by the bailie. ^j^.
ties lSYo//i Kefister in Athcmtiim ,6 Aug. 208 BerlLk-

shTre Earlsfo f: Court of Bourlawmen . .The men holding

hs somewhat rare office are sworn when appointed to give

iudement, to the best of their knowledge and abilitj in

iasfs that come before them, and their decision is under-

stood o be absolute in point of law. Their work as Bour-

lawmen consists in fixing the amount of damages done by

str.iving or pounded cattle and the like.

tBourlet. Oh. [F. bouHct in same sense,

earlier botirrclct, dim. ofOF. teuml 'mass of flocks

or wadding
'

: .1 doublet of BURLET.] (See quot. ,

,, BRADLEY Fam. Diet. I, AVW,/..in Gardening

is iaid of the Place, where, after some \ ears, the Graft

becomes thicker than the Stock on which it was grafted.

Bourly, -ie, obs. forms of BURLY.

Bourn .bo-un), v. rare. [f.
BOURN rf.2 ] trans.

To set a limit or bounds to ; to bound ;
to check.

second world . .By oceans

oec .

[Shakspere's famous passage probably meant the I

or pale 'of a country; but has been onte
'

u, .. ^ ,, -- associated contextually

with the goal of a traveller's course.] .

U6o, SHAKS. Ha,,,, in. i. 79 The dread of something after

death, The vndiscouered Countrey, from whose Borne
_

No

Traueller relurnes. a ,76, r AWKES Sfarr<r.u R > Dismal

regions ! from whose bourn No pale travellers return.] c 1800

K WHITE On Prayer in Rcm. (1839) 433 The me:
!
ns em

;

ployed to arrive at the bourn of our desires. 1805W OKDS .

Prel li . 1850) 35 The selected bourne Was now an Island.

,86s M ARNOLD F.ss. Crit. vi. ,1865' 2,2 Perhaps,. even

,,f the life of Pindar's time, Pompeii was the inevitable

}

\Z incorrectly for: Realm, domain. [A mis-

understanding of the passage in Hamlet] Obs.

,8,8 KEATS Kndym. in. 3- A thousand Powers keep re-

ligious state, In water, fiery realm, and airy bourne. .8,7

PRAED/W^i865 ) II. 218 No dame should come 1

tiueen of his Ixjurn. , , ,

4. In comb, bourne-stone (formed by Carlyle

from F. borne), a boundary stone.

,837 CARLVLE Fr. Kcv. II. i. iii. 23 Chaumette . . one ab

ready descries, .on tewUMtoneflf the thoroughfares. ,858

K, "('SI.F.Y St. Maura 56 As you preached and prayed t rom

rock and bourne-stone.

Bourn(e, var. of BURN v.-, to burnish.

Bourn e, obs. f. BERNE, man, wight.
< 1315 E. JE. Allit. P. A. 616 Where wyslez bou euer any

bourne abate, .in his prayere?

Bourneless, bournless (botanies), a. rate.

\( BOVRNE rf. 2 + -LESS.] Boundless.
1

,755 J . GRAINGER Ode Solitude , , 7 Great God . .1 he bourn-

less macrocosm's Thine. 1849 Fraar's Mag .XL. 308

Athwart the bourneless blue no fleeting rack is driven.

"Bournonite(t.u-Jn<5n3it). Mix. [f.
the name

of its discoverer, Count Bournon.] Antimomal

sulphide of lead and copper ;
a brittle opaque

mineral with metallic lustre.

BOUSE.

reau, 7 boureau: see also BURKIO. [In i6th c.

boreau, a. OF. boreau tearlier bore!), now bourreau,

of uncertain origin : see Diez and Littre. Com-

mon, in many spellings in Scotch literature.] An

executioner, hangman, or torturer. Chiefly.Af.

,549 Compl. Scot. 27 That samyn boreau is stikkit or hangit

eftirnart for his cruel demeritis. IHd. The cruel inghs_men
ar boreaus ande hang men permittit he god to puneis vs.

,567 FENTON Trag. Disc. 2o8b,Covetousnes. .is thordynane

torment and contynual bourreau that trebles the mynd of

thold man. 1584 J. MELVILL Diary (,842) 203 Bludie bur-

reaus and crewall buchars of Sathan. 1599 JAS. I. BaaiA.

iiopoi/(i682) 20ATyrannes.. infamous life armeth.. his owne

subjects to become his burreaux. c 1720 PRIOR Vtceroy (D.)

The Bourreau did his worst.

|| Bonrrelet (burAc). [Fr. : also adopted in

forms BOUHI.ET, BURLKT.] A ridge-like excrescence.

,859 TODD Cycl. Anat. .5- Plys. V. 477/2 The ridge or

' bourrelet
'

at the upper margin of the wall answers to the
1

posterior nail-wall.

|| Bourse (bwrs, BUJS). [a. F. bourse in same

sense, literally
'

purse '. The form BURSE was in

regular use from c 1550 to c 1775. when it became

obsolete ;
bourse is a re-adoption of the word from

modern French, as an alien term.]

An exchange, or place of meeting for merchants ;

the money-market (of a foreign town). Used esp.

of the French institution corresponding to the

I Stock Exchange in London.

[,597 BP. HALL&I/. vi. i, Trampling the bourses [ed. 1599

buries] marble twice a day.) 1845 DISRAELI Sybil (1863! 45

With the exception of. .some sombre mansions, a dingy

inn, and a petty bourse, Marney mainly consisted of a

variety of narrow, .lanes. 1861 MOTLEY Dutch Kef. II

289 It was a common subject of discussion on the Bourse at

Antwerp. ,885 Standard ,o Apr., An arb.tragist . .,s a

person who speculates between two Bourses by the help of

a partner or confrere in Paris or Berlin.

t Bou'rser. Obs. ran', [var. of Bi'RSAR.q.v. ;

cf. F. boursicr, f. bourse.] A purser.

1685 Royal Proclani. in Lond.Gaz. No. 2068/1 Masters o

Ships, Boursers and Mariners
TiAnnar

Boursocrat (buM0krit). rare. [f.
BOURSE

after aristocrat] A Stock-Exchange
'

magnate .

,882 Truth 19 Jan. 118/1 On Twelfth-Night a Boursocrat

entertained a party of relatives and friends.

Bourtree bu"-jtn\ Now only Sc. and north,

dial. Forms : 5 burtre, 7 burt-tree, 9 burtree,

6- bourtre.e, 7-9 dial, boretree, bortery, 8-0

Sc bourtree. [Of uncertain phonetic form, and

unknown origin. The plausible derivation from

BORES;.! (see quot. 1691) is inconsistent with the

earliest and with the dialect forms ;
derivation from

BOWER, Sc. bour, boor (in sense of ' arbour )

answers phonetically,
but is unlikely with regard

to meaning. Cf. BOUNTHEK.]
The Elder-tree (Sambucus nigra\ atlnl'., as in

bourtrec-berry, -bush ;
bourtree-gun, a popgun

made of the wood of the Elder, after the pith has

been removed.
t
-

I4So Xomivale in Wr.-Wiilcker 228, ffectfmiwia,*

burtrf .56. HoLLYBt'SH Horn. ,)/oM. 25 b I he nouresof

Eldren or Bouretre. 136. TURNER Herbal n. 59 b, Tfce

wod is very holow . . lyke vnto elder or bourtre. 1579

L^GHAM Sard. Health (,633> 4 E'dren, or Bourtree

,60, RAV N. C. Was. 131 Bore-tree, elder-tree from the

t pith in the younger branches which Children con.

and resistless force.

Bourn, bourne .bo-an), rf.' Forms: (i

burn, burna, 1-3 burne\ 4, 7 b rae ' 4" bourne

<- 7 bowrne, 6-7 boorn(e, 7
- bourn. [A variant

of BURN, being the form commonly used in the

south of Kngland since the I 4th c. Originally

pronounced like burn, adjourn : but the influence

of the r disturbed the pronunciation,
as in moiini ,

whence the mod. spelling and pronunciation.]

A small stream, a brook ;
often applied (in this

spelling) to the winter bournes or winter torrents

18o5R.AMESoN.;>".. 579,
momlii lead ore. ,'863-79 WATTS Dut. Che,,,., Ko,,ruo,nte

is found in the copper mines of Cornwall.

Bournous, obs. form of BiiRNors.

Bouroch (b/7-wk). Sc. [perh. dim. of bour

BOWER: see -OC'K.] A little cot or hut ; a small

heap of stones, a mound.

,8o7-,oTANNA,ULL Fh* Friend, Poems (*&&*
wha's in the bouroch, and what is your cheer ? 1816 Scoi T

Antiii. iv,
' Alut this bit bourock, your honour. . 1 mind th

bigging o't '.

Bourowe, obs. form of BORROW.

Bourrachoe.v ar. B< HIACH 10, Obs. ,
leathern bottle.

t Bourreau-. Oh. Also 6 Sc. boreau, bur-

great pun in tne younger ura.u.,,^ ... ----- -

; M,..W
monly bore out to make potguns of them. 1786 Bi RNS

Addr Deil vi, Rustlin, thro' the boortrees comm 18,5

SCOTT Gy M. iii, I was behind that bourtree bush at the

veTmom-ent ,ft MRS. WHEELER (r/rA/. D,al. 73

Borteir-hern- wine. 1878 SMILES XI. D,ck iv 29 The onl>

i tree that thrives . . is the common bourtree or elder.

Bousarde, obs. form of BUZZARD.

Bousohe, obs. form of BUSH (of a wheel).

Bouse, bowse (b,li, banz), .' Forms: 3, 6-

bouse,bowse,6-7bowze,7bouz(e:seealso
BOOZE.

[ME. bousen, app. a. MDu. buscn, early mod.Du.

Imhcn to drink to excess, corresp.to Ger. bauscn in

same sense. The origin is not quite clear Kluge

takes the Ger. vb. to be derived from baus, MHG.**

blown-up condition, tumidity; but the Du. seems

directly related to buise a large
drmking-yessel.

Both \b. and sb. occur (once) in ME. ;
but the>

seem to have become generally known in i&th c.

as words of thieves' and beggars' cant, whence they

passed into slang and colloquial use. Perh. the use

in Falconry came down independently
from ME.

Most commonly pronounced b;7z, and since ibtnc.

often phonetically
written BOOZE, q. v.J

1 intr. To drink ;
to drink to excess or for en-

iovment or goodfellowship;
to swill, guzzle tipple.

,x, F F f 11862) ,54 Hail yeholi monkes. .depe cun

y &' 'M is al sure'care. ,j6, HA.S.AN
C^ea,

3.

Thev lwle and bowse one to another. ,592 NASHE
^

.

/

1

V^/,;r,ed. 2) 27 a, They lye ^ow.ing and beere.ba.h
;

bousing with him in the evening

b. To hits,' it : in same sense.



BOUSE.

1623 GINGHAM Coutp. Rom, $ Mod. Warres^ They play
the Ruffians, and bouse it out in drinke. 1634 SIR T. HER-
BERT Trav. 156 So soone as the Sun sets, and the kettles

beat, then they bowze it lustily,

2. trans.

a 1612 HARIKGTON Efiigr. \. 68 Thou, professed Epicure,
That, .bowzest Claret wine. 1652 HROMI-; J<n>. Crew \\. 388
For all this bene Cribbing and Peck let us then, Uow.se a
health to the Gentry Cofe of the Ken. 1848 B. WALSH
Aristoph. Clouds 312 And the rascally jorum of soup that
I've boused.

1 3. Falconry. Of a hawk : To drink much (trans,

and intr.), Cf. BOUSING vbl sb. 2.

1575 TUKBERV. Falconrie 84 With water before hir to the
end she may bathe when she will and bou/e as, naturally
they are enclined to do. .for bowzing may oftentimes preserve
them from sicknesse. a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Misc. Tracts
1 15 [They gave to hawks] a decoction of Cumfory to bouze,

Bouse, bowse (baus), z/.- Chiefly naut* Also
8 bowss. [Of unknown origin : confounded in

the dictionaries generally with BOUSE v\ = booze :

hut this rimes with house
J\

trans. To haul with

tackle. Also absol.

1593 Sir. F. Drake AVr. in Arb. Garnet' V. 497 Felling of

great trees ; bowsing and hauling them together, with great
pulleys and hawsers. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram.
iii. 36 The Younkers are the young men . . for slinging the

yards, bousing or tri.sing, 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
11789) 7o Bmvsc, to draw on any body with a tackle . .This
is pronounced b<nvce. 1816 SCOTT Antiy. viii, As we used
to bouse up the kegs o' gin. 1840 MAKKYAT Poor Jack
xiii, We boused out our gun. 1868 WOOD Homes without
//. xiv. 297 The nautical method of

'

bowsing
'

up a rope.

b. transf.
1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. xiv. (D.) Pshaw ! brother, there's

no occasion to bowss out so much unnecessary gum [i. e.

palaver].

C. To bowse up the jib ^fig.) : to drink heavily,
to make oneself '

tight '.

1837 MAKRYAT Dog Fiend \\. 1840 Poor Jack xxii, The
captain used to btnvsc his jib up pretty taut every night.

Bouse, bowse (bz, bauz), sbl Forms; \

bous, 6- bouse, bowse, 8 bowze : see also

BOOZE. [Related to BOUSE v. : also BOOZE, q. v.]

1. colloq. Drink; liquor. (The first quot. may
mean a drinking-vessel.) About 1600 a word of

vagabonds' cant.

c 1300 in Wright's Lyric P. xxxix, Drynke to hym deorly
of fol god bous . .When that he isdronke ase adreynt mous.

1567 HARMAN Caveat 34 Then doth this vpright man call

for a gage of bowse, whiche is a quarte pot of drinke. 1632
MASSINGER New Way% $c. n. i, Wellborn. No bouse, nor
no tobacco? Tapivell. Not a suck, sir. 1730-6 BAILEY,
ficnvze (with the Vulgar) any Sort of strong Liquor.
2. A drinking-bout, a carouse.

1786 BURNS To J. Kennedy \\> An' if wedinnahae a bou/e,
I'se ne'er drink mair. 1812 W. TESNANT Anster F. v. liii,

With riot and with bouse. 1857 S. OsBORN(?tY/<(A iv. 53 All

hands had had what they graphically termed 'a bowse-
out'. 1858 CAKLYLE P'redk. Gf. (1865) I. in. ix. 192 A good
bouse of liquor now and then.

Bouse (bans, b/7s), sb? Also 7 bous. t^See

quots.)
1653 MAXLOVE Lead-mini's 266 Fell, Bous, and Knock-

barke, Forstid-oar and Tees. 1851 TAPPING Gloss. Derby
Leadmining lE. D. S.), Boose^ bouse, _fcllt

bouse orc^ lead
ore In its rough btate, or in other words the contents of a
metalliferous vein, before the baser minerals are separated.
1866 North Country^ Durham, fyc. t Bouse-, lead ore when
picked out from the refuse rock.

Bouse, Bousie, var. BOOSE, BOOSY, cattle-stall.

Bousen, var. of BOWSSEN v. Obs. to duck.

Bouser (b/7-zai, bau-zsr). [f. BOUSE z/. 1 + -ER 1
.]

One who bouses ; a toper, guzzler, drunkard.
1611 COTGR, Piailltnir, a tipler, bowser, pot-gossip. 1657

REEVE God's Pica- 131 These common Bowsers and daily
Drunkards. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. (18611 184 This re-

doubtable Swede, .a huge feeder, and bouser in proportion.

Bowsing, vbl. sl>. [f. BOUSE v. 1 + -ING i.]

1. Deep drinking, guzzling, tippling.
a 1529 SKELTON Image Hyfiocr. iv. 583 How they lest and

iell, With bowsing and bolhnge. 1567 HARMAN Caveat 23
The buriall was turned to bousing and belly chere. 1641
HINDK J.Brnen iv. 15 They, .have [not] any skill in any arts
but of. .bowzing and drinking.

2. Falconry. ;See quots.)
'575 TURBERV. Falconrie 243 By bouzing. .you shall have

evident proofe and undoubted shewe of his disease. 1615
LATHAM Falconry'Gloss., Bousing is when a Hawke drinketh

often, and seemes to be continually thirstie.

3. attrib., &sbotising~bottt, -can, -den, -house, -inn
;

f bousing ken (thieves slang), a low ale-house.

1596 SFENSKR F. Q. i. iv. 22 In his hand did bear a bouz-

ing can. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart* V. 68
Their houghs & bousing houses, which commonly are built

fayrer than their Churches. 1561 AWDELEY Frat. Vocal*.

3 The Alehouse, whych they call the Bow/yng In. 1567
HARMAN Caveat 83 A bousing ken, a ale house 1652
BROME Jo*', Crew \\. Wks. 1873 III. 390 As Tom or Tib. .

When
they

at Bowsing Ken do swill.

BoU'Smg, /// ft-
[f.

as prec. + -ING -.] That
bouses; given to immoderate drinking ; tippling.
1569 TURBERV. Epit. fy Sonn. (1837) 331 As Circes cup no

sooner might the bowsing Greekes beguile. 1589 flay
any Work 33 Dumbe Johns bousing mates, a 1659 CLEVE-
LAND Inund. of Trent 40 With a file of bowzing Comrade-..

Boussen, var. of 0OW8SSH v. Obs., to duck.

BouSSmgau'ltite. Miti. [f. Boussingault,
name of a French geologist + -ITE.] A volcanic

mineral product.

1027

1865 Athmatum No. 1944. 130/3, Ronssingaultite, a natu-
ral product of Tuscany, consisting chiefly of sulphate of
ammonia. 1868 DANA Min. 651 Koitssinganltitt^ a sul-

phate of ammonia with part of this alkali replaced by
magnesia.

II Boussyng. Obs. rare~ 1
.' [a. MDu. biizinc,

bunzinc, Du. bunsinq
*

fitchew, polecat '.]
A pole-

cat.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 79 Tho cam forth many a
beest anon as. .the ostrole, the bou^syng and the fyret.

Bouste, var. of BUSTE, Obs., box.

BoU8t(i)ous, var. BOISTUUS a. Obs., boisterous.
-

II Boustrophedon i,baustn?frd/n, b/7-), adv.
and a. \s/>.} [Gr, f&ovffTpQtfnjlMvj adv. f. (3ov-aTpu<}>-
os ox-turning.J (Written) alternately from right
to left and from left to right, like the course of the

plough in successive furrows ; as in various ancient

inscriptions in Greek and other languages. Hence
Bonstrophedo nic a.

1783 BLAIR Rhet.(i%\z) I. vii. 155 Afterwards, the (Ireekes

adopted a new method, writing their lines alternately from
the right to the left, and from the left to the right, which
was called Boustrophedon. 1846 ELLIS Elgin Marl*. II.

174 A very antient Greek inscription, written in the bou-

strophedon manner. 1847 GROTE Greece \\. xi. III. 176.
1880 Times 6 Nov. 4/5 The usual boustrophedon manner
which the Hittites affected. 1801 J. HAGER Babylon, Instr.
1 1 The laws of Solon in boustrophedonic writing.

Boustrous, obs. form of BOISTEROUS.

Bousum, obs. form of BUXOM.

Bousy (b/7-zi, bairzi), a^
[f. BOUSE v. } + -Y A.]

1. Affected with much drinking ; intoxicated,
sotted

; showing the effects of intoxication.

111529 SKKI.TON Fl. Rmnnring 17 Droupy and drowsy,
Scuruy and lousy; Her face all bowsy. 1625 JHodcllof Wi.

31 With quaffing and carowsing . . she could make him
bowsie beyonde all measure. 1635 Long MegofWestw.
!i, Neither beastly nor bowsie Sleepy nor drowsie. 1742
POPE Dnnciad \\\ 493 Rous'd at his name up ro>e the bou/y
Sire. 1842 DE QUINCEY Herodotus Wks. IX. 195 And
every day got bousy as a piper.

2. Addicted to bousing, drunken.

1592 GREENE Ufist. Courtier in flarl. J//V. (Malh. > II.

232 A scale to markc the Iwwsie drunkard to die of the

dropsie. 1616 B. JONSON Dei'il att Ass v. vi. 11631* 164 To
be greazy, and bou/y. .ragged and lou/.y. 1708 HEARNK
Coll. (1885) II. 109 There's . . Royce y*-' Bouzy.
Hence Bou-syish, bowsyish, a., rather bousy.
1832 J.WILSON in Blackiv. Mug. XXXII. 721 The oracular

lip of your Lordships .. Bowsyish Depute.
t Bout, sb.\ Obs. Some part of a woman's

head-dress.
a 1300 Sengs Costume (1849) 42 The bout and the barbel

wyth frountel shule fe^e.

Bout (baut ,
s/'." Also 6 bowt, 9 dial. boot.

[App. a specialized sense of BOUGHT j/M * bend-

ing' (which in i6th c. was also spelt bout}, per-

haps influenced by association with BOUT adv.-
'

about'.]

f 1. A circuit, an orbit
; a roundabout way. Obs.

<i 1541 WVATT Poet. It'As. (1861) 152 The seuenth heauen
..In nine and twenty yercs complete and dales almost
sixtene Doth carry in his bowt, the star of Saturn old. 1598
SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. ii. (1641) 18/1 Which in thy wid<:

bout, boundlesse all dost bound, a 1655 T. ADAMS Wks.
1861-2 II. 14 (D.), I love not to fetch any bouts where there

is a nearer way.
b. The going and returning of the plough

along two adjacent furrows : also attrib.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvm. xviii, They make not past
two or three bouts in a land, and as many ridges. i8iz

STRICKLAND Agric. E. Yorksh. 159 Ridging up the land

into two-bout ridges. 1840 Jrnt. Eng. Agric. Soc. I. in.

261 Ridges, .each consisting of 2 furrows up and 2 down, or

2 bouts, as they are called.

2. A 'round' at any kind of exercise, a turn or

spell of work ;
as much of an action as is per-

formed at one time.

1575 TURBERV. Bk. Vencrie 135 If he doe it not at three

boutes it is also a forfeyture. 1617 HIERON ll'ks. (1620) II.

236 To set vpon some course of godlinesse for a bout or two.

1650 FULLER Pisgalt in. v. 328 They had.. another bout in

the same service. 1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Wheat,
With a broad Cast, which some do with a single Cast, and
some with a double Bout, that is, to sow it twice in a place.

1819 WORUSW. Waggoner n. 96 When every dance is done,
When every whirling bout is o'er. 1879 F. POLLOK Sport
Brit. Burmnh II. 121 [We] had long contemplated a shoot-

ing bout together.

b. This, that bout : i. e. occasion, turn, time.

1660 H. MORE Alyst. Godl. \. x\. 177 He., may well

sustain the person of the Seventh for this bout. 1692 R.

LESTRASGE Josephns' Wars vii. v. (1733) 766 The Romans
did not find the Enemy asleep this Bout 1712 STEF.LK Spet t.

No. 326 PS The Upholsterer was called, and her Longing
sav'd that bout. 1845 DISKAHU Sybil 295 The Lancashire

lads will not come to harm tbis bout.

3. A round at fighting ; a contest, match, trial

of strength, physical or intellectual.

1591 SHAKS. i //*. VI, in. ii. 56Pamsell, He huue a bowt
with you againe. 1609 ROWLANDS IVholeCmv, #<. 8 Some-
times at the fist we haue a bout. 1726 AMHKRST Tcrrie

Fil. xliv. 233 A bout at cudgels. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jon, s

vii. viii, The two maid.s . . began a second bout at alter-

cation. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. (18321 186 If there was a bout
at single-stick. 1879 FAKKAR St. Paul I. 634 At Corinth he
had doubtless witnessed those wrestling bouts.

b. Used of a continued fit of drinking.
1670 MAYNWARING Vita. Sana vi. 78 Those drunken bouts

being repeated, .lay the foundation of many chronick dis-

BOUTADE.
eases. 1715 ML KXE r Own Time (ij(&) I. 164 Only fit to be
concluded after a drunken bout. 1842 PAKK afar, Insur. II.

943 To indulge in fits or bouts of drinking.
c. A fit or turn of illness, as ' a severe bout of

influenza', dial.

f4. A term used to express a certain quantity of
lead ore. (See quot.) ? Obs.

1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet, v, When they have done
measuring they account the whole to be so many Bouts, as

suppose 24 1'outs and one half, that's sixty-four Loads ; the
short Bout is used where leaser quantities are raised, and
the whole groove not divided into such Mnall Part-..

t Bout, adv and prep.\ Obs. or dial. Forms :

i be-utan, butan, -on, buta, bute, 2-3 bute(n, 3

bouten,3-6 boute, '5 bowte;, 5-6(7) bout. [ME.
bou/e, bouten, early ME. butt n : OE. bi'itan (buta,

biite^ adv., prep., cunj. : orig. be-utan adv. and

prep, 'without', E. extra; a \VGer. compound
( OS. bi-utan, butan, OHG. bi-u^an, MG. bii^en]
f. H prep.

'

BY, with' -i- titan, earlier ufana (OHG.
u^ana, u^an, OS., OE. titan

, Gothic ittana, orig.
'from without', (oi6fv, later simply 'without',
(QJ

;
f. ut OTT + -ana sufiix with force of ' from '.

Originally an adverb, but already in Gothic con-

strued with a genitive
= '

outside of ,
and in \VGer.

also with dative
;

in OE. with dat. and ace. The
OE. butan split up into two forms in ME. : first, as

prep, and adv., this strong form butan, biitc^n,

boutc(n, bout (cf. OUT), which became obs. before

1600, its sense being continued by \A ITHOUT
;

secondly, as adv. and conj., a. weakened form,

buta^n, bufc(n, BUT, which still continues. As
bout became obs., but acquired some quasi-preposi-
tional uses ;

in northern dialect, and esp. in Scotch,
but (bot. had even in i-fth c. the senses of ME.
bout, and still partly retains them. See BUT.]
A. adv. Outside, without ; out.

a 890 ('. E. C/itwt. an. 867 Wrcl sesla:^en, sume bhinun
.sume but.'in. ("930 J.indisf. Gosfi, mark xiv. 68 [Petrus]
eode buta. John xviii, 16 Petrus uutudlice je^tod . . to

(Iuru..ute TV/ bute i>el fore. (.'1205 LAY. 3748 Scholde a

quene beon king in f?isse londe, & heora sunen beon bute

[.- 1275 buute). i 1315 SHOKKHAM 40 The Mgne hiis that hy->
boutu y-do, That thynge hy^ grace bynne. [hys is.J

B. prep.
1. Outside of, without, a. ofposition with dat.).
/i 1000 (.\edniotis (ii'fi. 1354 i(>r.i Be-utan L-arce borduni.

t 1000 /F.Li Kic Lt'7'.\v. 21 Butan Sa;re wic-htowe. >i uzo
0. E. C/iron, i Laud MS. ' an. n 16 /K^&er ^e bin nan bureau
and butan.

b. of 'notion (with ace.).
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark v. ropatte hine ne fordrife biita

5a;t loud. < 1000 Ags. G. Mark viii, 'jj He..lxddc hine

butan l>a \\ ic. c 1160 Hatton G. ibid., Buton ba \vic.

2. \\ ithout, apart from, not having, void o( ;

esp. in phrase boutcn ende. (Obs. in Eng. before

1500, but retained in Sc. in form bot, HUT, q. v. ,

894 O. E. Cnron., Hie fiu$on ofer Temese buton a;lcum
forda. 971 BlickL Horn. 33 Kal his lif he lifde buton

synnuin. < 1175 La}itl\ Horn. 43 Deor, summe feSer foted,

.sumnie al bute fet. c 1200 OKMIN Introd. 21 To ben a
butenn ende ba:r. ci2o5 LAV. 23676 Arthur fchten wolde

. . butene cnihte [c 1275 boute em cniht], c 1300 Land Co-

kaygne 21 in E, E. P.\ 18621 157, I sigge for sop, boute were,

per n'is lond on erthe ispere. c 1305^7. Dunstan 184 ibid. ^\
Hi schulle wone And kynges beo bouten ende. < 1350 Will
i'alerne 567 As schip boute mast. 1430 LVDG. Chron. Troy
1. vi, Bout makyng of delay, a 1500 Chester PI. (1847! II.

55 This cote bouie seame To breake it were shame. [1631
CRAIG*; Pilgrim <$

H. 6 Tumbling teares bout cease.]

b. absol. with obj. not expressed: Without.
a \zi$Ancr. ^.418 Stamin habbe hwose wule! and hwo>e

wule mei beon buten. c 1400 Trentalic in Epiph. (Turnb.

1843) So The ton have ende that other is howte. 1674
RAY A", C. Wds. 7 To be bout a_s Barrow was, i.e. to be

without.

3. P-xcept, beyond, more than : see BUT.

cSgo K. /KLFRED tixda in. xxiii. 4 Butan anuiu cnihte.

c 1320 Sir Bates 53 He mis boute seue winter olde.

Bout (baut), adv and prep.-. In 3 bute(n,

bot, 6 bout, 7- 'bout. [ME, bute' n, aphet. form

of abute,n, as, in later times, 'bout of ABOUT.]
A. prep. In various senses of ABOUT. (Not in

literary prose.'
< 1250 Gen. -V A'.r. 566 Dor buten Noe long swing [MS.

swine] henlrev n 1300 Cursor M. 14106 Bise ert (>ou bot

\i'.r. a-bute] mam dedc. Ibid. 21605 Quen strijf was bute

|?e preisthede. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. x. Ivii. 250 An
Agnus Dei bout her neeke, a crust-Christ in her hand.
i6zz MASSINGEK Old ?faw\, i, The nimble fencer, .madenie
tear, .'bout the chamber. 1821 CI.AKE Vill. Minstr, \. 17

Discourses. .'Bout work being slack, and rise and fall of

bread, a 1845 HOOD Agric. Distress vi, While we bargain
'bout the hay.
B. adv. In Nautical phr. ^boutship^' put about

the ship', that is, turn her head, alter her course.

1830 MAKKYAT King's Own xvi, 'Bout ship, Mr. Pearce.

Bout, obs. f. BOLT, and of BOUGHT sb. &pa.pple.

t Bouta'de, bouta'do. Obs, Also butado

[mod.F. bontadc. taking place of OF. boutce (see

-ADE), f. bontcr to thrust : for boutado. see -ADO.]
A sally, a sudden outburst or outbreak.

1614 BACON A'. James iL.) It was but a boutade of desire

129 - 2



BOUTEFEU.
boutadoes and capriccios. 1704 SWIKT T. Tub IV. 67 His
first boutade was to kick both their wives . . out of doors.

Boutant : see ARC-BOUTANT.

Boutaraga, -argue, variants of BOTAKGO.
Boutcloth, obs. f. bolt-doth : see BOLT sti.*

Boute, obs. form of BOOT.

t Boutefeu. Obs, Also 7 beautifew, beut-
ifew, -efeau, -w, boutfeu, boutefeau, -ieu,bouti-
fieu, -ure, bowtifeu, 7-8 boutefew, 8 botefeu.

[a. F. boutefeu a linstock, an incendiary, f. bottter

to put +fcu fire. Very common in the 1 7th c.]
An incendiary, a firebrand ; one who kindles dis-

content and strife
; also attrib.

a. 1598 LD. BL-RLEIGH Advice Q. Eliz. in Karl. Misc. (18091
II. 281 The Guisards happen to serve for boutefeus in Scot-
land. 1622 BACON Hen. VII, 68 A very Boutefeu. 1641 J.

JACKSON True Evang. T. I. 35 Close enemies of the Em-
pire, and secret beutefeaus of rebellion. 1642 Observ. his

Majesty's Answ. Declar. Parl, 12 Theeves and boutifures.

1656 BRAMHALI. Replic. iii. 138 Such Bigots and Bowtifeus.

1667 Decay CHr. Piety xix. 364 Lusts . . are confestly the
boutefeaus among us. 1691 WOOD Atfi. Oxpn. II. 7529 He
became . . a great Boutiheu & firebrand in the Church.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. I. iii. r 106. 196 Factious Boutefews,
Bawlers for Property & against Popery, etc. 1754 RICHARD-
SON Lf/.'m Mrs. Barbauld //t(i8o4) III. 106 The sanguine
expectations of their boutefeu editor.

Boutell, variant of BOLTEL, and BOULTEL.
Bouter (bau-taj). dial. [f. BOUT adv.] (See

quot.)
1834 CRABBK in Lijcff Wks. I. vi. 144 The female servants

at a side table called a bouter.

t Bou'te-selle. Obs. rai-e. [a. F. bouU-sdlc.
f. bouter to put + jtV/t' saddle.] A trumpet-call,
warning knights or cavalry to put on the saddle ;

Boot and saddle : see BOOT j^. ;i i b.
1628 tr. .Nathieu's I\tuierf. Favorite 136 At Executions,

the Trumpets sounded the battaile, as the alarme, or tin:

bouteselle [misprhite.i bonteselle], to go to death. 1649 G.
DANIEL Trinarclt. Hen. ^", cli, The Towne-pent Kutters
. . attend to Bot et Selle. a 1658 CLEVELAND 6V//. Poems
(I077J 8 The sprightly Chanticlere . . Sounds Boutesel [i'.t.

Boot-eselj to Cupid's Knight.

t Boutgate. O/>s. Sc.
[f. bout, aphet. f. ABOI T

+ GATE, going.] lit. A going about
; hence, am-

bage, circumvention
; equivocation, quibble.

1591 R. BRUCE n Scrm. T ij a (JAM l The boutgates and
deceits of the hearte of man are infinite. 1657 COLVIL
Whigs SitpplL. (1751) 138 They bring but bout-gates, and
golinzies. a 1734 WODKOW Corr. (1843) III. 463 Witnesses
to his shifting and boutgates. 1768 Ro.ss llelenore 79 i JAM.)
Nory . . Made shift by boulgates to put off the day.

Bouthe, obs. form of BOOTH.

Boating (buu-tin), vbl. sb.
[f. BOUT sl>.- I b +

-J,\cl.] (See quot.)
1834 Ptiiuy L'yel. 11.224 Sometimes (in ploughing land"

two ridges are set up against each other, which is called

ridging or touting.
f Boutisale. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. BOOTY + SALE.]

A sale of booty, in order to divide the proceeds.
1630 HAVUAHD Ea-.i>. VI. 88 To speake nothing of the

great Boutisale of Colledges and Chantries, to speake no-

thing of all his other particular pillages.

Boutrisse, obs. form of BCTTUKSS.

II Bouts-rimes (.b--rzm-), sb. pi. [F. bouts

ends + rimes rimed.] Rimed endings: see first quot.
1711 ADUISON Sped. No. 60. F 8 The bouts-rimez were the

favourites of the French nation for a whole age together.
. . They were a List of Words that rhyme to one another,
drawn up by another Hand, and given to a Poet, who was
to make a Poem to the Rhymes in the same Order that

they were placed upon the List. 1824 BYKON Juan xvi. 1,

Sonnets to herself, or bouts rime's. 1840 HOOD i'p Rhine
Introd. 4 Weary of repeating such bouts rimes as the Rhine
and the land of the vine.

Bouty, Bouw(e, obs. ff. BOOTV, BOUGH, Bow.

tBouvrage. Obs. [ad. OF. buvrage, buvcr-

age, now brenvage, BEVERAGE.] Beverage, drink.
a 1815 Culloden Papers 184 (JAM.) Picking the pockets of

the people of any ready money they have, to pay for foreign
bouvrage.

Bouwel, Bouxome, obs. f. BOWEL, BUXOM.
Bouye, obs. form of BUOY.

Bouza, variant form of BOZA.

Bouze, variant of BOUSE, BOOSE.

Bouzy, boozy (bwzi), a. I Sc.
[? variant of

BUSHY.] BOSKY, BUSHY.
1807 HOGG Mount. Bard i54<jAM. In a cottage, poor and

nameless, By a little bouzy linn. niSlo Rem. ffithsdale
Sang 67 A paukie cat . . Wi' a bonnie bowsie tailie. 1808
JAMIESON s. v., A tree rich in foliage is said to have a boozy
top.

Bou'zy, a.~ north, dial. Also boozy, bowsy.
[Cf. Ger. baits,

'

swollcnness, inflation' : see BOUSE
z.!] Big, bulky, corpulent.
1807 J. STAGG Poems 62 Down his boozy burden fell.

1808 JAMIESON Diet., Bmaj-Wu, having the appearance of
distension, or largeness of size. 1875 F. K. ROBINSON
Whitby Gloss. (E. D. S.), Bmazy, big-bellied.

Bouzy, -ie, a. ^ obs. forms of BOUSY, sotted.

Bovate (b^"-v^t). Also 7 bovatt, 8 boviat.

[ad. med.L. bovata, f. bos, bov-is an ox ; cf. -ATE 1
.]

An oxgang, or as much land as one ox could

plough in a year ; one-eighth of the carucate or

plotighland ; varying in amount from 10 to 18
acres according to the system of tillage, elc.
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1688 R. HOLME Armory in. iii. 59 Bovatt of Land is as
much as 15 Acres, in some places 20 Acres. 1733 H. ROW-
LANDS Mona Antiqiia (1766) 122 Gavels, measured out by
Bpviats

and Carucats. 1839 STONEHOUSE Axholme 345
William, the son of Roger de Beltoft, is returned as having
two parts of one bovateof land. 1883 SEEBOHM Eng. Vill.

Community 61 The full husband-land or virgate was com-
posed of two bovates oroxgangs. [1886 I. TAVLOR, The nor-
mal oxgangs in the Boldon Buke are 15 and 12 acres.]

Bove, adv. s.fi& prep. Forms : I be-ufan, 1-2

bufan, bufon, 2-3 bufen, buuen, buven, buve,
3-4 boven, bove. [ME. bove'^n, earlier buven,

bufan : OE. bufan, earlier be-ufan, a West Ger.

compound (OS. bi-ol>an, Du. boven), {. bi-, BY,
beside + ufan (OS. otan, OHG. obaii, obana),
OTeut. *ufana, iittana from above, above, f. z</up
+ -ana suffix orig. expressing motion from.]
1 1. (In OE. and early ME.) The earlier and

simpler lorm of ABOVE. Obs.
The compound a-l'u/un appeared in the i2th c. in the

north and n.e. as an adverbial form; by the end of I3th c.

atntven was also prepositional, and generally used instead
of bui'en, bin'e', and in i4th c. bove became obsolete. The
following examples show the forms; the development of

meaning will be found under ABOVE.
"940 Laws of .-'Ethelstan iv. 4 (Bosw.) Swa we her be-

ufan cwajdon. c 1000 ^El.FRlc Manual of Astron. i Eall
swa deop under ^yssre eoroan, swa heo is bufan. 1205 LAV.
26564 And smut hine buuen ban scelde. e 1315 SHOREHAM
117 Al that hys bove and under molde. ? c 1390 Forme i>f

Cury (ed. Pegge ' 75 Plant it boue with prunes and damysyns.
2. In modern English 'bove, bove, is an occa-

sional shortening of ABOVE, in verse.

1591 SPENSKR K nines of Time no Lifting up her brave

herpick thought Bove womens weaknes, 1610 SHAHS. Tem/>.
it. i. 118 'Boue the contentious waues. c' 1630 DRUMMOND
Poems Wks. 11711) 37 'Bove other far esteem'd. 1886
I'I.U.MPTRK Dante, Hell i. 13 But when I reached a point
'bove which did tower A mount.
Bove: see Bus z\ = behoves.

t Bovert. Obs. rare~ l
. [Cf. OF. bouvcrt a

young ox or steer, f. /w/ox.] ? A young ox.
? 1400 Clu'sti:r PL i. 129 Then hope I to have. .The better

in the bore as I hade before, Of this boverte.

Bovey ^b-vi . [Proper name of a parish near
Exeter in Devonshire.] Bovey coal : a lignite or

brown-coal of Miocene age, occurring in beds at

Bovey, and elsewhere.

1760 MILI.ES Bovey Coal in Phil. Traits. LI. 535 The
Devonshire fossil . . commonly known by the name of the

Bovey Coal. 1860 FOSUYCE//M/. Coal, f,c. 31 Bovey Coal
is found embedded in the pipe clays of Dorsetshire. 1861
MRS. BEETON /'. Honseli. Managem. iii. 32 Of coal there
are various species ; as, pit . . cannel . . bovey, jet, &c.

Boviate, obs. form of BOVATE.

Bovicide v b<J"-vis3id, ty-vi-). [f. L. bos, bov-is

ox + -CIDE ; cf. L.oovicidiam slaughtering ofcattle.]
A slayer of oxen ; humorously a butcher.

1678 PHILLIPS (App. affected Wds.\ Bm'icide, a killer of
Oxen, a Butcher. 1832 Blaclau. Mag. XXXI. 321 He had
been a Bovicide.

Bo'viculture. [f.asprec. + CULTURE.] Cattle-

rearing. (Affected.)
1876 Dully Tel. 4 Dec., The old epoch of boviculture.

Bo'vid, a. [f. as prec. + -ID.] Of or pertaining
to the ox family, or Bovidse of Zoologists, a family
of Ruminating animals, having simply rounded

horns, and no lachrymal sinuses.

Boviform ,bJ vifpjm), a. [f. as prec. + -FOKM.]
Having the form of an ox, ox-like.

1678 CVDWORTH Inletl. Syst. i. v. 673 There were once pro-
duced . . Chimeras . . mixtly Boviform and Hominiform.

Bovine (bJu-voin), a. [ad. L. bovinus, f. Ivs,

bov- ox ; cf. F. bovine.'] Belonging to, or character-

istic of, the ox tribe. Also ellift.
- bovine animal.

1817 G. S. FABER Eight Dissert. (1845) I. 405 The worship
of the bovine Apis. 1865 Athenxuin No. 1969. 103/3 No
wild bovine is now known in Syria. 1877 J. ALLEN Aitier.
Hisou 468 Particularly bovine, also, is the satisfaction they
take in rubbing themselves against trees.

2. fig. Inert, sluggish ; dull, stupid ;
cf. bucolic.

1855 O. W. HOLMES Poems 235 Where bovine rustics used
to do/e and dream. 1879 Contemp. Rev. 291 Neither
in the ranks of bovine Toryism nor of rabid Radicalism.

t Bovy. Obs. rare- '. (See quot.1
1547 liooRUE Introd. Kum'l. 167 There is [in Bohemia] a

beast called a Bouy lyke a Bugle . . a vengeable beast.

Bow (bun), j-^.l Forms : I bosa, 3-4 boje, (3

bou), 3-7 bowe, 4 bouwe, boghe (boj), 4-5
boowe, 6 boe, (boll), 4- bow. [Com. Teut. :

OE. boga, corresp. to OFris. toga, OS. bogo (MDu.
hooglie, Du. ioog), OHG. bogo (MIIG. boge, mod.G.

togeii), ON. bogi (Sw. b&ge, Da. bue\ :-OTeut.

*bugon-, {. stem bug- of beugan, to bend.]
I. 1. gen. A thing bent or fashioned so as to

form part of the circumference of a circle or other
curve ;

a bend, a bent line.

Not actually exemplified in OE.,but entering into numer-
ous compounds, as elnv0j.fi elbow, hring-bif^ft

'

ring-bow,'
a coiled snake, ren.bOf,a. rain-bow, stdn.bo^a

'

stone-bow,'
an arch, bff^,a-jtet

bow-net. In ME. the general sense was
often supplied from French by arck, but bow is occasional,
(In quot. 1387, it is quite possible that boive is the Norse
biig-r bend, bowing, the bend of a river.)

1387 TREVISA Higdcti (18651 " 87 From be bowe of the

ryuer of Humber. 1541 ELYOT/JwqfvGffC'i 10 1 be Theatre
was a place made in the fourme of a bowe, that hath a great

BOW.
bente. 1846 ELLIS Elgin Marb. II. 13 The floating drapery
describes a bow above her head.

II. Specific uses.

2. A rainbow. (Mostly contextual or poetical
for the compound.)
a 1000 ^ELFKIC Gen. \x. 14 ^teowjj min boga on 5am wolc-

num. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 284 Heo J?one heofonlican boxan
mid hyre bleoge efenlaece. c 1340 Cursor M. 1077 ( Fairf.J

Quen pou bat boghe may se ber-oute of suche flode haue j>ou
na doute. 1382 WYCLIF Eccttts. xliii. 12 See the bowe, and
blisse hym that made it. 1597 DRAYTON Mortimer. 53 The
bowe appeares to tell the flood is donne. c 1630 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 56/2 Ropes make of the rainy
bow. 1667 MILTON P. L. XL 865 A dewie Cloud, and in the
Cloud a Bow. 1728 THOMSON Spring^203 Bestriding earth,
the grand ethereal bow. 1850 TKNNYSON In Mem. cxxii.

190 Every dew-drop paints a bow.

t 3. An arch (of masonry), as in a gateway, or

bridge. Obs. exc. dial.

a looo Be(nuitl/(Z.\ zjiy&a. stan began stapulum fzste.
< 1325 E, E. Allit. P. A. 323 |>ur3 drwry deth bo} vch ma
dreue. 1382 WYCLIF Prov. xx. 26 He bowith in vpon hem
a stonene oowe. ( 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 125 After the scole
of Stratford atte Bowe \Cambr. MS. .stratforthe at the
bowe]. 1483 Cath. Angl. 31/1 A Bowe of a bryge. 1513
DOUGLAS ACneis vi. x. 10 Thai portis with thair stalwart
bow and brace. 1513-75 Diitntal Occurrents 118331211 At
Bessie Beaties hous, in the passage to the overboil. 1570-87
HOLINSHHD Scot. Chrou. u8o6) II. 327 Their heads were
set . . on the neither-bow. 1862 BAKNKS Rhymes Dorset.
Dial. II. 75 By the mossy brudge's bow.
4. A weapon for shooting arrows or similar

missiles, consisting of a strip of elastic wood or

other material, bent by means of a string stretched

between its two ends ;
the arrow is impelled by

the recoil which follows the retraction of the

string. Phrases. To bend or draw a bow, to shoot

with (formerly itt) a b<nv. Bows and bills ! the

cry of alarm raised in the English camp in old

times. See also CROSS-BOW, STONE-BOW.
a 1000 Gnomic Vers, 154 (Gr.) Boga sceal straile. r 1205

LAY. 6471 Enne bo^eswioe strong, a i^z^Ancr.R. 250 He
tobrekeo his bowe. 1340 Aycnb. 45 An archer . . nom hi^

I>o3e. 1383 WYCHF i Kings xxii. 34 A maner man bente a
boowe. n 1400 COT.'. Myst. 45 My bowe xal I dra\ve. 1557
TottcCs Misc. 265 He claymed Cupides boe. 1562 HLYWOOD
Prov. -V Epigr. (1867) 61 M_any a man speaketh of Robyn
hood, That neuer shot in his bowe. (11572 KNOX Hist. Ref.
28 (JAM.) The schont rylses, Bowes and Billis ! . . whiche
is a significatioun of extreim defence. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen.
IV, in. ii. 48 Hee drew a good Bow . . nee shot a fine

shoote, 1607 DEKKKR North, /Ioc\. Wks. 1873 III. 80
Its better to shoot in a bowe that has been shot in before.

1671 MILTON P.R, in. 305 They is^ue forth, steel bows and
shafts their arms. 1830 SIR J. HEKSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil.
in. iii. 11851) 273 The bow of Ulysses, which none but its

master could bend. 1877 BRYANT Among Trees 96 While
yet the Indian hunter drew the bow.

b. transf. A bowman (in plural).
.-1511 \st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.l Introd. 34/2, x. M.

knyghtes . . vi. M. crosse bowes, xv. M. longe bowes, and xl.

M. othere men. 1577 HOLINSHED Ckron, III. 1259/1 There
was among these a thirtie bowes with a bagpipe. 1825
SCOTT Talisnt. x, A strong guard of bills and bows.

c - fig- with rnany phrases: e.g. To have two

(wa/iy, etc.) strings to ones bow : to have two (or

many
1

- resources or alternatives. To draw the

longbow: to make exaggerated statements {colloq,').

t 77ie bent of ones Iwv : one's intention, inclina-

tion, disposition, 'calibre' ^cf. BENT sb.'2'

8, 9).

f To shoot in '^another s} bo^v : to practise an art

other than one's own. f By the string rather

than the botu : by the most direct way.
1562 J. HEYWOOU Pr<n>. fy Epigr. (1867) 30 Ye haue many

stryngis to the bowe. Ibid. 165, 1 haue the bent of his bowe,
that I know. 1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 116 My coun-
saile is that thou have more strings to thy bow than one.

1678 BITLER lind. in. i. 3 As he that has two strings
t' his bow, And burns for love and money too. 1600 W.
WALKER Idiomat. Angto-Lat. Pref. 4 To save . . the labour
of turning from place to place with references, whichtosome
is tedious and to all unpleasing who love to go by the string
rather than by the bow. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet.

(Morell) i. s. v. Bent t
I have got the bend of his bow, ego

illius scnsnm pulchre calleo. 1812 JANE AUSTKN Alans/. P.

viii. (D.) Miss Bertram . . might be said to have two strings
to her bow. 1824 BYRON Juan xvi. i, They, .draw the long
bow better now than ever.

f d. To bend or bring (a person} to one's bow :

i.e. to one's will, inclination, or control. To

come to (a persons} Imv; to become compliant or

subject. (Here there may have been later asso-

ciation with Bow sb."2-}

1631 Foxe's A.fy M. III. xii. 880/2 Perceiuing they could

notoend him vnto their bowe. 1633 H. COGAN Pinto's

Trai>. Ixxii. (1665) 294 All this he did cunningly, hoping by
this means to bring him to his bowe with less peril. 1650
HUBBERT PHIFormality 22 To bear such sway and rule over

others that they must have all men come to their bow. 1675
BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. (1867) V. 497 Neither Darius, his

Presidents,
nor princes, could ever bring Daniel to their

1682 BL-NVAN Holy War 30 Mansoul being wholly
at his beck, and brought wholly to his bow. 1697 DAMPIER

l'oy. (1729111. ii. 5 The Dutch.. \

to bring the King . . to their Bow.
ch . . have lately endeavoured

f- 5. A yoke for oxen. Obs. or dial.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 901 lOxin] als . . bowande to ^e bowes
as any bestes might. 1523 FITZHEKB. Husb. 5 His oxen

or horses, and the geare that belongeth to them, that is to

say, bowes, yokes, landes, stylkynges, wrethynge temes.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. iii. 80 As theOxe hath his bow sir,
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the horse his curb, etc. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681)

322 Bow, an Ux-bow or Yoak. i7zi BAILEY, Btnv, or

Ox-Bow, a Yoke ofOxen. C\oitntry \Yord\.

b. //. Two pieces of wood laid archwise to

fit a horse's back, give the saddle its due form,
and keep it tight : see SADDLE-BOW.
6. Music, [from 4.] The appliance with which

instruments of the violin class are played, being
a rod of elastic wood with a number of horse-

hairs stretched from end to end, which is drawn

across the strings, and causes them to sound. (It

was formerly curved, with a cord instead of the

hairs, thus resembling an archer's bow.)
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, L'A rehet a"vrl rebec. .

the bowe of a viole. 1776 BURNEY Hist. Mus. (1789) I. 271
The bow now in use was . . unknown to the ancients. 1807
ROBINSON Archxol. Grxca v. xxiii. 537 They struck the

strings sometimes with a bow, and sometimes only with the

fingers. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mus, II. 632 [Paganini] made
his staccato by throwing the bow violently on the string.

b.
[f.

Bow v.] A single passage of the bow
across the string.

1838 W. GARDINER Music ofNat. 120 In Beethoven . . we
find many bars included in one bow.

c. transf. Part of an insect's wing resembling
a violin-bow in function.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. t, Phys. II. 928/2 When the

wings are rubbed briskly together these rasps or bows pro-
duce a loud grating against some projecting nervures.

7. Applied to parts of the body resembling a bow.

fa . The iris of the eye. b. The eye-brow. Obs.

1611 COTGR., Arc . . the bow, or Iris of the eye. 1729
T.CooKE Ta/es6^Thc Bows her Eyes above. Ibid. 103 How
have I prais'd thy Cheeks where Roses blow ! How dwell'd

with Wonder on thy sable Bow !

f 8. An arc of a circle. Obs.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. m. i. led. 7) 274 The circular line

. .is called arcits, in English the bow. 1660 BLOOME Archit.

B iij, Where that Circle cutteth the 12 part . . divide above
the bowe thereof. . in foure. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy St'fc'. 68

The motion would be . . a bow or arch of a circle. Ibid. 117
A wheel of manifold rims . . would make out uneven bows
of circles, in even shares of time.

t 9. 'An astronomical instrument formerly used

at sea, consisting of only one large graduated arc

of 90, three vanes, and a shank or staff.' Smyth
Sailor s Word-bk.
1696 PHILLIPS, Bffiv, a Mathematical Instrument to take

heights. [1706 Ibid. A Mathematical Instrument, formerly
us'd by Seamen to take the height of the sun.]

1O. An instmment for drawing curves, especially
of large radius, consisting of a rigid beam, and a

strip of wood, steel, or the like, which is bent into

the required shape by means of screws.

1706 PHILLIPS, Bow, a Beam of Wood or Brass, with three

long Screws that direct a Lath of Wood or Steel to any
Arch; being commonly us'd to make Draughts of Ships, Pro-

jections of the Sphere, etc. [So BAILEV I73r, JOHNSON, etc ]

11. a. A ring or hoop of metal, etc. forming a

handle. Cf. BAIL sb?, BOUL.
1611 COTGR. s. v. Anncau, The bow (or vpmost part) of a

key. 1685 Land. Gaz. No. 3054/4 A pair of Scissars with silver

Bowes. 1730 SAVERY in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 328 It . .

lifted a Key by the Bow. 1833 J. HOLLAND Mann/. MctaU
II. 39 Fancy scissors with shanks and bows of gold. 1863
ATKINSON Dauby Provinc., Bow, a semicircular hoop or

handle to anything, as a basket, a backstone or a pail. 1884
F. BRITTEN Watch ft Clocltm. 36 The ring of a watch
case by which it is attached to the watch guard is . . called

a bow.

b. The guard of a sword-hilt, or of a trigger.

1701 Lend. Gaz. No. 3723/4 A silver-hilted Sword without
a Bow. 1881 GREENER Gun 328 The lever being so shaped
and adjusted as to form the bow.

C. A bent strip of wood or metal to support
the hood, cover, etc. of a vehicle ; a bail or slat.

12. Arch, a. (See quots.)
a. 1723 WKEN in Gwilt A rchit. 1006 The vaults of the nave

. . are supported . . by the bowes or flying buttresses.

Ibid. Gloss. Bow, the part of any building which projects
from a straight wall. It is sometimes circular and some-
times polygonal on the plan, or rather formed by two exte-

rior obtuse angles. Bows on polygonal plans are called

canted bows. [Hence Bow-window.]
b. Short for BOW-WINDOW.
1885 Harper's Mag. Mar. 547/1 Two little windows . . re-

placed by an ample bow.

13. A name of various instruments or tools con-

sisting of a curved piece of wood, with a string

extending from one extremity to the other
; used,

e.g. by smiths, etc. for turning a drill ; by turners

for turning wood ; by hatters for separating the

fibres of fur or wool.

1875 URE Diet. Arts II. 784 Hat Mamif., After the fur

is thus driven by the bow from one end of the hurdle to the

other, it forms a mass called a bat.

14. An Indian musical instrument.

1872 MATEER Travaneore 217 The favorite instrument is

the bow. A series of bells of various sizes is fastened to the

frame of a gigantic bow, and the strings are tightened so as

to produce a musical note when struck.

f 15. A bow's length, used as a measure of

length in archery : chiefly mfig. phrases. Obs.

1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier in Hart. Misc. (Main.) II.

224 Alas ! -proud princox, you pearch a bow to hie.
_

Disput. 2 No, no, Nan, you are two bowes downe the wind.

1607 MIDDI.KTON Michaelm. Term iv. i, I am not a bow
wide of your mind, sir. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Rich. II,

xi, Some men will haue an ayme Sixe Bowes beyond the

Levell w l
' h they made.

16. a. ' The doubling of a string in a slip-

knot '

(J.) ; a single-looped knot. b. A double-

looped ornamental knot into which ribbons, etc.,

are tied (the usual sense), c. A necktie, ribbon,

etc., tied up in such a knot. Hence bma-knot.

1671 CUOWNE Juliana in. 33 What knot? a bow-knot? A
bow-knot saucy-chops? ha! can you tye your nose of a bow-
knot? 1676 WISEMAN (J.), Make aknot and let the second
knot be with a bow. 1768 STERNE Sent. Journey (1778) I.

5 Tying up the ribband in a bow-knot, [I] returned it to her.

1874 Queen 8 Aug., The sleeves were . . ornamented with
bows of brown faille. Mod. Her sash was tied in a bow.

III. Attrib. and Comb.
17. attrib. or as adj. Bent like a bow, bowed.
1592 SHAKS. Ven. fy Ad. 619 On his bow-backe, he hath a

battell set, Of brisly pikes. 1678 Loud. Gaz. No. 1272/4 He
is aged about 25 years, .a bowe nose a little sharp and red-

dish. 1703 Ibid. No.
nd bow Legs. 1832 MAKKYAT N. J-'orstcr vi, A little fat

, .

. 3951/4 Lewis Branson, .with fair Hair
'

man with bow legs.

18. Obvious comb., as bow-chesl, -maker
;

I'ow-

bending, bow-like, -played, bow-shaped adjs.
a 1688 VILLIERS i.Dk. Buckhm.) Poems 11775) 142 *Bow-

bending Cupid. 1515-24 in E. Lodge lilustr. Brit, Hist.

(1838) I. 2 To my Lord D'Arcy, by 3 warrants; bows of

yew, 4074 . . *bow chests and arrow chests, 240. 1611 SPEKD
Tlicnt. Gt. Brit, xxxii. 11614) 63/1 Whose East coasts lye
*bo\ve-like into the German ocean. 1859 R. BURTON Ccnir.

Afr.'m Jrnl. Geog.Soc. XXIX. 320 [Lips] pointed in the

centre with that bowlike form which Europeans hold beau-

liful. 1864 Hist. Violin in Eng. Meek. (1870) n Feb. 536/2

John Dodd was . . England's best *bow-maker. 1836 Di;-

HOURG Yioliii ix.(i878) 274 The construction of ^bow-played
instruments. .Mod. A *bow-shaped curvature.

19. Special comb, bow-arm, the arm that holds

the bow (in archery or in violin-playing) ; bow-
beaked a., having a curved beak ; bow-bender,
?a bow-bearer; bow-bent a., bent like a bow,
bowed ; bow-boy, a boy with a bow (applied to

Cupid) ; bow-brace, a guard to protect the It-It

arm from the friction of the bowstring; fbow
closet, a closet in a recess in the wall of a room

;

bow-drill, a drill turned by means of a bow, the

string of which is twisted round the drill (see

sense 13) ; bow-fin, a kind of fish (Amia calva) ;

bow-houghed a., having crooked hips ;
bow-

instrument, an instrument played with a bow,
as a violin; bow-knot (see sense 16; ; t bow-

lap, a term describing a particular posture of the

leaves of a plant (see quot.) ; f bow-marks, butts

for archery ; bow-meeting, a meeting for the

practice of archery ;
bow-necked a., having a

curved neck; bow -pen, bow -pencil, a bow-

compass with a pen or pencil ; bow-pin, a key or

cotter to fasten the bow of an ox-yoke ; bow-saw,
a saw with a narrow blade stretched in a strong

frame as the bowstring in the bow ; bow-stock,
the stock or longitudinal beam of a cross-bow ;

f bow-tree, the wooden part of an archer's bow ;

fbow-ward, a nick in the end of the stem ofakey
where it joins the bow '^see sense 1 1 ) ;

bow-womau
(iiome-wd.), a female archer ; bow-wood, the

wood of the Osage Orange (Madura aiimntiaca).

1860 . { rchers Guide 44 The Brace buckles round the
' bow-

arm, to prevent the string hurting it. 1881 BROADHOUSE
Mas. Aconst. 167 A steady and practised use of the bow-

arm. 1791 Cowi'ER Iliad xvi. 521 Two vultures . .

' Bow-

beak'd, crook-talon'd. 1719 J. AUBREY Surrey III. 74

Sir Thomas Cat-warden, Kt. . . was * Bow-Bender to King

Henry VIII. 1592 GREENE Groat's-w. W (1874) 13 Hee
wouldstroake his *bp%vbent leg, as though he went to shoote

loue arrows from his shins. 1628 MILTON Vac. Excrc. 69

A sibyl old, bow-bent with crooked age. 1592 SHAKS. Ram.

ff jnl. n. iv. :6 His heart cleft with the blind "Bowe-boyes
but-shaft. 1758 MRS. DELANY To Mrs. Daves 542 A little

shell ornament for my *bow closet. 1865 TYLOR Early
Hist. Man. ix. 243 The ^bow-drill is a most ancient and

well known boring instrument. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 372

The '" Bow-fin' or 'Mud-fish' is not uncommon in..

fresh waters of the United States. 1672 Phil. Tra.ns.Vil.

5064 One of the G. Dukes Musicians, & plays on all *Bow-
Instruments. 1672 GREW Anat. Plants i. iv. 16 There is

the 'Bow-Lap, where the leaves are all laid somewhat con-

vexly one over another, but not plaited. 1877 A II V. Round
29 Sept. 186 The character of these "bow-meetings varies.

1858 LVTTON What will he do n. iv, Showy, *bow-necked,

long-tailed .. hybrids. 1869 Eng. Meek. 19 Mar. 574/2 In

tracing a circle with a *bow-pen. 1677 MoxoN Mec/t. Exerc.

11703) 102 The Frame or *Bow-Saw. ? ( 1500 Robin Hood
(Ritson) I. i. 288 Lytell Johan toke none other mesure But

his *bo\ve tre. 1677 MOXON Meek. Exerc. (1703) 23 H the

Shank.. K the * Bow-ward, L the bow. 1877 All V. Round

29 Sept. 188 The performances of the bowmen are decidedly
distanced by those of the *bowwomen. 1866 Treas. Bot.

,

s. v. Madura, Its elastic yellow wood is called
v
Bow-wood,

from its being used by the Indians for making bows.

Bow (ban), sli.~ [f.
Bow v.1 9.]

An inclination of the body or head in salutation

and in token of respect, reverence, submission, etc. ;

an obeisance. To make one's bow : to retire, leave

the stage.
-

.

a 1656 COWLEY Liberty Wks. 1710 II. 686 That I do you
with humble Bows . . adore. 1710 STEELI-: Tatter No. 16

P2 Making Bows till his Buttons touch'd the Ground. 1766

[C. ANSTEY] Bath Guide xi. 156 Shewing them how . . to

make a good Bow. 1769 Junius Lett. xxxv. 164 She re-

ceived him . . with bows, and smiles. 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Roinolfi i. vi, She returned Tito's bow.

1791 DK. LEEDS Polit. Mem. (1884) 156 In which case I

should think myself obliged tomake my bow. 1875 J. THOM-
SON Life \V. Thomson ix, 133 The old farmer . . is making
his bow passing off the stage never again to return.

H Cf. also phrases under Bow sfil 4 d.

Bow (bctu), sb.Z Naut. Also 7 bowe, 8 bough,
[Recorded only since 1600. Corresp. in form and
sense to LG. biig, Du. boeg, Da. bong, bov, Sw. bog,
all with senses 'shoulder of man or beast', and
'bow of a ship'. The older Teut. forms were
ON. bog-r, OHG. buog (MHG. titoe\ MDu. bocch
' shoulder of man or beast', OE. /nig,

boh '

shoulder,

upper arm', and '

bough of a tree
'

: OTeut. *bdgu-z.

corresp. to Gr. irdxvs, -rrrjxvs, and Skr. bahn-s

'arm'. Bow is thus in origin the same word as

BOUGH, but while the latter has come down direct

from OE. in one of the OE. senses, bow has been

adopted at a later time from LG., Du., or Da., in

the special sense of the 'shoulders' of a boat or

ship, developed in the maiitime speech of one or

other of these, but not known to OK. or ME.
Bough and bow have thus widely diverged, the

earlier meaning of
'

shoulder, arm', not being re-

tained by either. (Not related to Bow sl>. 1
, nor to

Bow zi.i, though probably now associated with the

latter in the popular etymological consciousness,
as appears from most attempts lo explain it.]

1.
' The fore-end of a ship or boat ; being the

rounding part of a vessel forward, beginning on

both sides where the planks arch inwards, and

terminating where they close, at the rabbet of the

stem or prow, being larboard or starboard from

that division'. Smyth Sailors \]'o:'d-hh. Also
in //.

' bows
',

i. e. the ' shoulders
'

of a boat.

1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen n The bend, the

bowe, the hawse. 1627 Seaman's Gram. ii. 10 The Bow
is the broadest part of the Ship before, compassing the Stem
to the Loufc. 1703 Load. Gaz. No. 3923/3 She had cut her

Anchors from the Bow. 1727 A. HAMILTON .Yt-a' Ace. E.

Ind. II. 1. 220 The Sea .. broke over the Ship, carrying

away . . two Anchors from the Ice Rough. 1772-84 COOK

I'oy. (1790) I. 166 At day-break [we] observed the others

[rocks] under our bows. 1828 ScolT F. M. Perth III. 81

A number of boats . . having their several pipers in the bow.

1840 R. DANA Bef. Mast x. 24 Baggage, which we put into

the bows of the boat. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle ii. 44
We saw a large West Incliaman suddenly, ^tand across our

Bows. 1882 Daily Tel. 12 Sept. 2/2 The sea washes noisily

against tlie weather bow.

b. An object is said to be on the bow when
within 45 of the point right ahead.
i6z6CAFT. SMITH.-Iccid. Yng. Seamen 18 He stands right

a-head ;
or on the weather bow, or ley Innv. 1762-9 FAL-

CONER Shipivr. in. 1 24 Cliffs they view Faintly along the lar-

board bow descried. 1883 Law Times Rep. XLIX. 332/1
A steamer . . bearing about three or four points on the star-

board bow of the Clan Sinclair.

C. attrib.

1875 BEDFORD .Sailor's Pocket Bk. i. led. 2) 22 A Column i-

said to be in Two Boiu Lines when the ships are ranged on

each bow uf a single ship.

2. transf. The rower nearest to the bow. .falloy.)

1830 MARKYAT King's Own xxxii, In bow forward ! way
enough. 1860 HUGHES Tom Brwn Oxford xxxiii, The last

man whom Tom would have chosen as bow in a pair oar.

3. Comb., as bow-anchor, -fort, -sheet, -side,

-timber ; f bow-chase, bow-chaser (see quots.) ;

bow-fast, a hawser at the bow to secure a vessel

to a wharf (see FAST) ; bow-graee. bow-grease,
' a kind of frame or fender of old junk placed
round the bows and sides of a ship to prevent her

receiving injury from floating ice or timbers'

(Smyth Sailor s Word-bk.} ; (also called BON-

GKACE, and in some way connected with that

word); bow-oar, the oar nearest the bow; transf.

the man who pulls this oar
; bow-pieces,

' the

ordnance in the bows' ;Smyth Sailor's iVont-.bk.'}.

See also BOWLINE, BOWMAN -, BOWSPRIT.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grant, vii. 29 The first, second,

and third Anchor, -are called
* Bow Anchors. 1871 TVNDALL

Fragm. Sc.v'i. (ed. 6) I. 205 Both port and bow anchors were

cast in deep waters. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789)

*ow Chaee, a cannon . . in the fore-part of a ship to fire

upon any object a-head of her. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy
xvii, Firing only her "bow-chasers, c 1850 Rndim. Navig.
iWeale) 106 The former [ports] are made for the purpose of

firing upon an enemy ahead, and are called how-chasers.

S867&MYTH Sailor sWord-bk., Kma-chascrs, two longchase-

guns placed forward in the bow-ports to fire directly ahead.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grain, xiii. 60 Begin with your

"bowpeeces. 1829 MARRVAT F. Mildmaym, I was looking

out of the "bow-port. 1837 Dog-Fiend xxii, The men
had thrown their pea jackets under the *bow-sheets. 1885

Where Chincses Drive 5 The oarsman on the "bow-side

strokes.

fBow (b), sbA north, dial. Obs. Also 4- bu.

[a. ON. bii farming, a farm, farm stock, stock of

cattle on a farm, corresp. to OE., OS. bit dwelling,

habitation, OHG. bit dwelling, culture, tillage,

building (MUG. bit, ton, mod.G. bait, Du. bouw

tillage, building): OTeut. *bSvio-m, f. bu- L.'colere'.



BOW.

Only ON. had the sense 'live-stock, cattle', whence
the north. Eng. and Sc. word.]
1. The stock of cattle on a farm, a herd.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6744 Qua stelis seep, or ox, or cu, To sla

or sell of o(>er bu, Oxen iiue for an he pai. 1513 DOUGLAS
^Eneis vi. i. 86 Sevin 3011111; stottis that }ok buir nevir nane,
Krocht from the bow [grege]. Ibid. vn. ix. 139 Fyve bowi>
of ky [aniit'tttti], 1535 STEWARI Cron. Scot. '1858) I. 58 For
his reward that tyme to haifane kow, Quhair he thocht best

out of the kingis bow. 1568 Bunnatyne Poems 145 (J.\M.)
A flok or two, A bow of ky. [1866 EUMONDSTON Skctl. fy

Orkney G/vss. 14 Bit, a term used in old deeds to denote cattle. ]

2. Comb, bow-house, cattle-house.

1861 C. INNES Sk. Early Sc. Hist. iii. 375 The bow-houje
(cattle-house) was rated at so much 'kain' or produce, in

butter and cheese.

t Bow, bowe, sb? Sc. Obs. [prob. 'b;?: from
an earlier /mile or bouh ; papal) bull (ci.fow,foif

=_/"//; pow, pou'
^-
pull, pool, etc/ : for sense cf.

F. ' bullts provisions d'un benefice ; les bulles d'un

eveche, d'une abbaye' (Littre). See BULL
sb.'*-]

The provisions of a benefice granted by the Pope.
I5 13 75 Diurti. Ocatrr. 11833' 28 ^' waill all the bowi?,

of the benefices. 1529 I.VNDKSAY Complaynt 223 Be his

Bowis war weill cumit name, 1 o mak semyce he wald thynk
schame. 1535 ^iatyre 3401 My Lords, how haue }e keipit

}our thrie vows? Indeid, richt weill, till I gat hame my
hows. 1566 KNOX Hist. R?f. Wks. 1846 I. 274 Maister

Johne Gray, -past to Rome for expedilioun of the bowes of
Ross to Maister Henry Sinclare.

BowCbau'.f. 1 Pa. t. and pple. bowed buud.
Forms : Inf. i bujan, 2-3 bujefn, 3 bou;e(n,
buwe(n, buen, bouwe, buoh, 4 boowe n, bo3(e,

boghe, bu(e, bou e, bugh, bouh, buu, 4-^
bogh, 4-7 bowe, 5 bow-in, -yn, 6 bough, 6-8
boow. 4 bow. .Strong pa. t. I b6a*. b^ah pi.

buson), 2-3 beh (//. bujen;, 3 bseh, bah, beoh,
beih. bieh, //. bsehjen, bu3esen, buh;en, bi;en.
bowen

, 4 beij, bejgh, bey 3, bugh, (yt/.bojen .

Strongpa. ppk. i bosen, 3-4(i^bo3eu, ibuwen,
4 bowe n. H'cak pa. t. 3 bosede, bouwed, 4

bo3ed, boghed, -id, -ud, bued, buud, boued.

boud, bowede, -ide, -id, -et, 4- bowed. Weak
pa. pple. 4 i)bowed, 4-6 bowid, -yd, boude (Si.

bewchit, bowit , 4- bowed. [Orig. a strong
vb. : OE. biigan ^pa. t. bcah, luigon, p)ile. />oge\
corresp. to OS. *bngan, (MDu. bfi^lun, MLC^.

bftgen. Du. bxigeii) ; also with different vowel in

the present stem, OIIG. biogan (MHO. and mod.G.

biegtii ,
ON. *l>jiiga (pa. t. pi. ^//i,

r
;,pple. />qiftnii}.

Goth, friugan (pa. t. bang, bugiun, pple. bngans) :

OTeut. stem f
lieng- (. root buy-, apparently

identical with Skr. bhuj- to bow, bend, L.

ftigere. Gr. ipivf-tiv to flee ; although the ex-

pected Teut. form corresponding to these would be !

Itnk-. The causal of this was OTeut. baugjati,
OE. blegan. bygan, weak verb: see BKV t'. In !

early ME. there was some confusion of forms
j

in writing, due to the ambiguous use of n for both
OE. '. and Fr. u ii, OK. y. As early as the

1 3th c. bow began to usurp the sense of bey, which
became obs. in the I4th c.

;
and coincident!}' with

this extension of sense, bo-M began to take a weak

pa. t. and pa. pple.
(This is one of several vbs. in which the I.G. langs. (OE.,

OFris., OS., Nether-Frankishj have H against the in of

Gothic, ON.y, OHG. ..)]

I. Intransitive uses. (Rarely trans, by ellipsis.
In the literal senses 1-4 superseded by BEND.

fl. To assume a bent or crooked shape, posi-
tion, or attitude ; to bend. Obs. exc. dial.

a 1000 ficty Kthitt j6 (Gr. >
t?a:r ic \>a. ne dorste . . bu^an ocS8e

berstan. a 1300 C'ursor .Tf. 1 1683 Bogh bou til vs . . bou tre.

( 1374 CHAUCER Ancl.tf Arc. 186 Hir daunger made him ..

bowe andbeende. c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 73 My backe
bowib, myn i^en ben soore. 1526 TINUAI.E 1'kil. ii. 10

That in the name of Jesus shuld every knee bowe. 1562

J. HKYWOOD Prm'. <y Epigr. '1867' 152 Better boowe then
breake. 1603 SHAKS. mtes. for M. in. i. 26 Like an Asse,
whose backe with Ingots bowes. 1618 Br. HALL ScrtH. v.

no Let the smith strike a bar . . though it be iron, it bows.

1677 MOXON Much. Excrc. 117031 14 When you chuse Iron,
chuse such as bows oftenest before it break. Mod. St. A
pin bows more easily than a needle.

f2. To turn
; to turn aside, off, or away ; to turn

back, retreat ; to swerve, decline. Alsoyf^. Obs. \

a IOOO/ELKKIC .Mntt.Astron.\\\it

(if>. 7'reat. Si: 10 Heo na;fre
ne byhS ne ufor ne nyJW. Ex. xxxii. 8 His bu^on raSc
of bam wa^e. c 1175 Lamb. Iloin. 117 Buh from uuele and
do god. ti 1300 Cursor M. 19379 pai . . neuer . . ne buud
fra cristen trouth. 1382 WYCLIK Baritclt iv. 12 Thet bowiden
awei fro the lawe ofGod. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasitt. Far.
Pref. 9 Boughed neyther to the ryghte hande ne to the lefle.

1580 HOI.LVBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Dcclincr, to decline, to
bowe from.

tb. (in wider sense; To bend one's course, turn

or direct one's steps, wend one's way, make one's

way, go, betake oneself. (Sometimes, with ap-
propriate context, = flee. Obs.
a 1000 ^LFRIC Ex. xxi. i

-j Ic Jesette him hwjeder he bu^an
sceal. 1205 LAY. 5559 Heo iseijen Brennes bu^e U 1275
comen] heom to-^ennes. Ibid. 14273 For3 he gon bu^en
[c 1275 wende]. c 1275 ll'id. 9351 Hamund to ^ane wcjde
fleh and touward be see he bieh. L 1325 E. E. A Hit. /'. A.

1030

973 Bow vp lo-warde bys bornez heued. 1330 R. BKVNNE
I'/iron. 141 Henry in Inglond wonnes . . & wille not bouh.

1381 \\ vcLit- John\ . 13 Ihesu bowidehim fro the cumpany.
< 1400 Dt'ifr. Troy 9490 pen fled all in fere, and the fild leuit,
Bowet to bere bastels with bale at bere herttes.

f Q. To bow in : to turn in, enter. Obs.
i 1380 WVCLIF Set. Wks. III. spiscumfort bowij? intoniyn

herte. Ilnd. 7 If clensid it [be soulel kepi^ clene, bowynge
berenne abundantly grace of parfi^t knowynge of virtues.

f3. To have a curved direction, to lie or pro-
ceed in a curve ; to curve, to be deflected. Obs.

L 893 K. A-'.LVHEDOros. i.i. 9 Nilus seoea . . west irnende
. . and bonan norb bugende ut on bone Wendelsae. 1388
WYCLIF Isa. lix. 8 The pathis of hem ben bowid to hem.

1530 PALSGR. 461 The toppe of Charyng cro>se hath bowed
downwardes [se cst decline] many a daye. 1535 COVERDALE
^.'/tiiib. xxiii. 28 The toppe of mount Peor yl lioweth towarde
the wyldernesse. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 118 The very
coasts of this streight Bosphorus . . boweth and windeth
like a curb to Maeotis. 1607 TOPSELL Foiir-f. Beasts 316
Another hot sharp Iron like a Bodkin, somewhat bowing at the

point. 1756 MRS. CALDKKWOOD Jrnl. in Athcnxum No.
2984. 10/2 The ridge of the boat, which bows like an arch.

ft). Jig. To have an inclination
;
to tend. Obs.

1562 TURNER Herbal n. 108 b, Peares ar temperat, in a
mean bctwene heat and cold, or they bow a litle to coldnes.

f 4. To stoop or lower the head and upper part
of the body, esp. in condescension. Obs. (or;r^.'

( 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 121 Ure drihten . . beihofheuene
to mannen. a 1240 Lo/sotig'm Cott. Horn. 211 Heie helinde,
beih be to me, and buh to mine bonen. c 1300 in Wright
I.yric P. x.\v. 70 Thin hevtd doun boweth to suete cussinge.
1534 LD. BKRSKRS Gold. Bk. M. Aurcl. (1546' C vij b, It is

necessarie . . to remount to very hij^h thinges, leste it bowe
\nto lowe and yl thinges. 1842 TENNYSON Dora, 101 She
bow'd upon her hands .. She bow'd down And wept in

secret.

5. To bend the neck under a yoke ; hence, to

become a thrall or subject; to submit, yield,
render obedience to.

Kcou'nlf 2918 Se byrn-wija bu^an sceolde. a 1000 O. K.
Ckron. an. 913 Him bea^ god da-1 bjts folces to. 1-1175
Lamb. Hoin. 91 \>a underfengen heo his lare and bujen to

fulehte. a. 1240 Lojscng in Cott. tloin. 205 Ich habbe ofte
ibuwen toalle mine breo i-fon. a 1300 Cursor M. 14496 All
bis werld til him >al buu. a 1340 HAM POLL Psalter Ixxxfi], n
My folkt; boghed noght til my worde. c.-1386 CHAUCKR
tt-'y/'s Prol. 440 On of us tuo mot bowe douteles. 1531
KI.VOT (7t?i'. (1580' 174 A man should not bo\ve for*any
Fortune or trouble of itunde. 1682 DRVDEN Satyr to Muse
149 Under Iron Voke> make Indians Bow. 1808 J, BARLOW
Colttmb, in. 436 They bow in silence to the victor's chains.
1862 S IAN LEY 7"<T(.'. C/t. 118771 I- *v i- 344 He at last bow-,
to tht inevitable course of events. 1871 FREEMAN Nortu.

Conq. (18761 IV. xvii. 57 Winchester . . bowed to William
>ome while before his coronation.

t b. (Also construed with a dative appearing
afterwards as a simple obj.) : To obey. Obs.

< 1205 LAV. 7295 ^if heo me wulleS bujen [c 1275 bouwe],
a 1225 .-liter. K. 198 pet child bet ne buh6 nout his eldre.
I37S I! A knot R Bruce ix. 753 Till at thou knaw The richt,
and bow it as thou aw. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 507 Tho obeit
the boldc, and bowel hir fader.

6. To bend the body, knee, or head, in token of

n-verence, respect, or submission ; to make obei-

sance. Emphasized by down : const, to, before.
a 1000 .KLKRIC Xittiih. x.xv. -.? Jlsrahela beam] lo bam ha>

ben^ilde bu^on. c 1200 Triii. Coll. Horn. 199 Bu^e we to be
-tone. <- 1205 I.AY. -22$>2. Swa he on hiscneowen ba:h. a 1240
Orison in Cott. Honi. 191 To be ich buwe and mine kneon
ii-h bciu. a 1300 Cursor M. 11629 iGolt.) tttlt\ Hou be tre

boued to saint mari. 1593 HOOKER Kid. Pol. i. viii. n
Shall I bow to the stock of a tree? 1611 Bim.i: Esther iii.

5 Hainan saw that Mordecai bowed not, nor did him reue-
rence [WYCL1F( bowid not kne; COVERDAI.K, bowed not the

knee]. 1611 Ps. xcv. 6O come, let vs worship and bowe
downe [CovEiin. ourselues] ; let vs kneele before the Lord our
maker. 1667 Mi LION /'. /,, i, m To bow and sue for grace
With >uppliant knee. 1781 GIBBON Dee 1. <y F. III. xlix. 114
An hundred princes bowed before his throne. 1871 MORI.KY
Konsst'iin (18731 U- 2^7 That which asks us to DOW down
and worship (lod a a 'stream of tendency

1

.

7. To incline the body or head (to a person) in

salutation, acknowledgement of courtesy, polite

assent, etc. ; to make or give a bow.
1651 Proe. Parliament No. 93. 1428 Then he bowed to

the Court and Councel. 1698 DKYDES Virg. .Eneid\\. 186
With graceful action bowing thus began. 1709 STEELK &
ADD. Ttttlcr No. 81 F4 He bowed to Homer, and sat down
by him. 1837 DICKENS Picfav. ii,

' My friend, sir, Mr.
Snodgrass', said Mr. Winkle .. Doctor Slammer's friend

bowed. 1848 MACAU LA\ Hist. Eng. 1. 150 He smiled, bowed,
and extended his hand graciously to the lips of the colonels
and majors. Afo<1. Her Majesty acknowledged the cheers

by bowing graciously as she drove along. He bowed to her
as usual, but she looked straight before her, and passed on-

b. trans. To express by bowing.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. ^ ct. n. iii. 3 All which time, before the

Gods my knee shall l>ow my prayers to them for you. 1821
KEATS f$af>eix.x\v, Lorenzo . . Bow'd a fair greeting. 1884
Pundit 20 Dec. 294/2 Mr. Punch bows hi* acknowledgments
to

' Good Words'. Mod. Mr. B bowed his assent.

c. To usher in or out with a bow, or bows
;

so

to bow (any one up or down (stairs, etc.).

1819 CRABBK T. ofHall in. 60 Argue he could not, but in

case of doubt, Or disputation, fairly bow'd it out. 1833 H i .

MARTINEAU Briery Creek ii. 31 Returning from bowing out
Dr. Sneyd with much civility. 1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hum.
iii. 11858) 114 He and his chamberlains bow her up the great
stair to the state apartments.

II. 8. Reflexive uses. The pronoun was per-

haps originally dative, but was at length treated

as a simple object, as in III. Obs. or arch.

BOW.
a. in sense i.

<iixzSAne.r.R. 266 Buh be, he beio, aduneward . . peo
buhS hire, bet to his fondunde beieS hire heorte. a 1300
Cursor J/. 11683 (Gott.) Boue be till vs . . bu tre. 6-1300 in

Wright Lyric P. xvi. 54 Hire loue .. beh him to me over
bord. t 1430 Chev. Assigne 335 He bowethe hym down &
^eldethe vp be lyfe. 1611 BIBLK Eccles. xii. 3 When . . the
strong men shall bowe themselues.

b. in sense 2.

ti2os LAY. 7499 Beiene ba eorles bu;en heom [(.1275
wende] togaderes. 1382 WYCLIF John \. 13 Ihesu bowide
him fro the cumpany. '1430 C/tei 1

. Assignc 265 An holy
abbot was ber-by & he hym J?eder bowethe.

c. in sense 5.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19132 Bot mani turnd bar and.. To

baptim tak bam-seluen buud. Ibid, 19529 |?e folk was in

}'at tun to be baptiszing bam buud.
d. in sense 6.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8961 Dun sco bugh hir to be grund [i: r.

bowid hir]. Ibid. 10902 Togoddes sande s.cho gan hir bow
\Cott. bu]. 1535 COVERDALE Dan. ii. 46 [He] fell downe
vpon his face, and bowed him self vnto Daniel. 16x1 BIBLE
Ex. xx. 5 Thou shalt not bow downe thy selfe to them.

e. in sense 7.

a 1626 BACON Neiv Atl. n He bowed himself a little to
us. Ibid. 15 At which speech \ve all rose up and bowed
our selves.

III. Causative uses, in which bow has taken
the place of the obs. causal BEY.
9. trans. To cause ,a thing) to bend ; to force or

bring into a curved or angular shape ; to inflect,

curve, crook, arch, and dial, (as in Sc.}.

aiyxt A'. Horn 427 Armes heo gan bu^e, Adun he feol

tswo^e. 1502 AKNOLDK Chron. (1811) 164 Take a graff and
bowe it in bothe endes. 1598 J. DlCKXNSOH Greene in Cone.

(18781 133 Tender twigges may with ease be bowed. 1600
HOLLAND Liry xxi. Iviii. 427 They could hardly bend and
bow their joints. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. I'llI, 11. iii, 36 A three-

pence bow'd would hire me. 1626 BACON Syfra 426 Take
a low Tree, and bow it. 1680 BAXTER Answ. Stilling??.
Pref. A iij b, Iron is too stiff for me to bow. 1875 DARWIN
Insectto, PI. viii. 194 The tentacles after a time being bowed
backwards.

t b. fig. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. /', i.ii. 14 God forbid. .That you should

fashion, wrest, or lx>w your reading . . With opening Titles
miscreate. 1662 FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 289 Latin
words are bowed in their modern senses. 1678 BUTLER
Jfi<d. t Lady a Attw. 156 Marriage, at best, ii but a Vow :

Which all Men either break, or bow.

C. esp. 70 bow the knee : i. e. to bend it in

adoration or reverence.

1382 WVCLIF Phil. ii. 10 That in the name of Ihesu ech
I kne be bowid. i Kings xix. 18 Seuen thousand of men

of whom the knees ben not bowid before Baal. 1580 BAKET
Ah. B 1067 To make courtesie or to bowe the knee. 1875
B. TAYLOR Faust II. u. iii. 142 To Ops and Rhea have I

bowed the knee.

1 10. To cause to turn in a given direction ; to

incline, turn, direct ; fig. to incline or influence

(the mind). Obs.
n 1300 Cursor M. 17588 His blis^ing to baa men he buus-

c 1380 WVCLII .W. IMs. III. 422 As bof bei wolde bowe
him [God] as maysters of his conseile. c 1449 PE^OCK Retr.
i. i. 7 He or sche oujte bowe awey her heering, her reeding
and her vndirstondmg. 1513 DOUGLAS s-Kneis xni. vi. 106
All our prayeris and requestis kynd Mycht nowder bow
that dowr mannis mynd. 1651 HEWSON Let. in Proc.

j

Parliament No. 92. 1413 The Lord God hath abundantly
bowed their hearts and affections, .to the Parliament. 1705
PENN in Pa. Hist. Soc. Meiit. X. 17 You may . . bow him to

better manners and gain him.
*" In to bow the ear, the eye, there appears to be

a mixture of the notion of '

direct or turn with

attention ', and of 'bend the head downwards*.
See senses 10 and 1 1.

t 1230 Hail Meid. 3 Bihald & buh bin eare. 1535 CO-
VERDALE /*$. xxx[i]. 2 Bowe downe thine eare to me, make
haist to delyuer me. 1578 Glide <y Godlie Ballates t

Lament.
Sinner i, Bowing doun Thy heavenly eye. 1579 SI-EXSER

Shefh. Cal. Jan. 16 Bowe your eares vnto my dolefull dittie.

1611 BIBLE Ps. Ixxxvi. i Bow downe thine eare, O Lord,
heare me.

11. To bend ^anything downwards; to incline,

to lower (often i&Jig* expressions).
.1205 LAY. 15740 pe nunne beh hire hfefde adun. 1^1225

After. K, 130 Ase brid vleoinde buhS bet heaued lowe(pcrh.
this = <^y/(d, from BEY r-.).J a 1300 Cursor M. 11690 \eit it

(be tre] boghud dun ilk bogh. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. xxxi. 3 The
Lord shal boowen [1388 bowe doun) his bond. 1601 SHAKS.
Alfs Well i. ii. 43 And bow'd his eminent top to their low
rankes. 1747 HERVEV Medit. 4- Contempt. (1818* 192 Wave,
ye stately Cedars . . wave your branching heads to Him
who meekly bowed his own on the accursed tree. 1842
TKNNYSOS Dora 103 She bowed down her head, Remember-
ing the day when first she came. 1871 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. (1876) IV. xvii. 95 Lanfranc refused to bow his should-

ers to such a burden.

b. fi. To bend (a thing) in submission.
n 1300 Cursor M. 15291 pis suete iesu . . bat bued sua his

lauerd-hede to buxumnes of therll. < 1440 HYI.TON Scala

Pcrf. 11494' n. xvi, Vf he woll bowe his wyll to (lod.

12. To cause to stoop, to crush (as a load does).

1671 MILTON Samson 698 With sickness and disease thou
bow'st them down. 17*5 POPE Odyss. XL 239 And bow his

age with sorrow to the tomb. 1738 WESLEY Psalttts (1765)

Ivii, To Thee let all my Foes submit, Who hunt and DOW
my Spirit down. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 97 The
load which had bowed down his body and mind.

Bow (to"), v.- [f. Bow j(M 6.] Irans. and intr.

To play with or use the bow ,on a violin, etc.).

1838 W. GARDINER Music Nat. 202 A single bar of music
. . may be bowed fifty-four different ways. 1861 Times 16



BOW. 1031 BOWEL.

Oct., His artists and amateurs bow and finger in thoroughly
good style. 1864 G. MEREDITH Emilia xxv,ig4 Howdiffer-

ently he bows from the other men, though it i^ only dance
music.

Bow (buu), vP Naut. [f. Bow sb$\ trans.

Of a ship : To cut
v
the water, with the bow.

1858 Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 199 Sea very turbulent . . ship

bowing it admirably. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s \Vord-bk.
, Rowing

the sea, meeting a turbulent swell in coming to the wind.

Bow, bowe, obs. forms of BoLL2
,
BOUGH.

t Bowable, a. Ohs. [f. Bow v.i + -ABLE.]
1. That may be bowed or bent

; flexible, pliable.
1483 Cath. A tig/. 38 Bowabylle, vli pliabylle. 1583

STUBBES Anat. Abus. (1877) i. 76 It is flexible and bowable
to any thing a man can desire. 1611 COTGR., Playable, pli-

able, bowable, bendable.

2. fig. Complaisant.
c 1449 PF.COCK Repr. 200 Make the patroun (that i* to seie

Crist) to be to us mclineable or boweable or redi to heere us.

1623 WODROEPHE Marrow Fr. Tongue 323 (L.) If she be a

virgin, she is pliable or bowable.

Hence Bow ableness.
c 1475 Found. St. Barthol. Ch. i. xxvii. (1886) 63 The sy.

nowys were dryed up &. alweys lackid bowablenesse.

Bowall e, -aly, -ayl, obs. forms of BOWEL.

Bowall, obs. form of BOLE 3, Sc. t recess.

K 1600 Aberdeen Reg. (JAM.* All fyir that cumis in [is

carried into] the kirk to be keepit in the bowall in the wall.

Bowand, obs. Sc. form of BOWING.

Boward, variant of BOUKD, Obs., a jest.

Bowat, variant of BOWET, a lantern.

Bow-backed (twn'bse'kt), a. [prob. f. Bow sbl

(but perh. in sense a. from BOWE///. a., bowed,
crooked) + BACK.] a. Having the back per-

manently bent, crook-backed, b. Having the back

arched, as an angry cat.

Hence Bowba'ckedness.
1470 HARDING Chron. clvii. in, This Edmond .. Broke-

hacked and bowbacked bore, Was vnabled to haue the

monarche. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1311/2
When they wax crooked & bow backt. 1847 TENNYSON
Princ. vi. 339 The two great cats . . Bow-back d with fear.

1864 A* Brit. Rev. Dec. 405 By a sudden effort . . overcom-

ing his bowbackedness.

Bow-bearer xbJ'be:rai). [f.
Bow sb^\

1. One who carries a bow.
a 1600 Rob. //iWiRitsom n.xii. 70 Bow-bearer after mee,

2. An under- officer in a forest, who looked after

trespasses affecting vert and venison.

1538 LEI.ASD Ifiti.Vl. 95 4 Tber be o.. Kepers, to Raun-

gers, a Bowberer, and the Lord Wardem. 1610 HOLLAND
Catnden's Brit. \. 723 Bowbearer to King William Rufus.
1820 SCOTT Monast. xviii, We will name this youth bow-
bearer in the forest granted to us by good King David.

1837 HOWITT Rnr. Life v. ii. (1862) 377 This forest . . has
also two rangers, a bowbearer, and landwarden.

Bow-bell, -bells. The bells of Bow Church,
i.e. St. Mary -le- How, formerly 'Seyn Marye
Chyrche of )>e Arches', in Cheapside, London (so

called from the ' bows
'

or arches that supported
its steeple. Cf. ARCH.' This church having long
had a celebrated peal of bells, and being nearly in

the centre of the City, the phrase
' within the

sound of Bow-bells' has come to be synonymous
with 'within the City bounds'. Also attrih., as in

Bow-bell cockney, transf. A loud tongue '^obs\
1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood iv. 65, I scorne . .

To let a Bowe-bell Cockney put me downe. 1611 Coryat's
Crudities Pref. Verses, Peale thy praise with Roupe &
Bow-bell clapper. 1616 T, ADAMS SouTs Sickn. Wks. 1861

I. 499 The tenor or bow-bell is the abused creatures, a 1659
CLEVELAND Talkative Worn. 38 Thy Tong .. That Tom a
Lincoln and Bow-bell. 1884 Punch 30 Dec. 294/2 Having
been born within the sound of Bow Bells, he cannot help
being a son of Cockaigne.

t Bowbert, -art, -ard. Obs. Sc. [app. a.

OF. bobert 'stupid fellow, lout' (Godef. quotes
Mi fous bouviers li fous bobers*, and '

c'est un

bobers, un soz noez
1

) : cf. Swiss Romance bobct

'sot, bete'.] A sluggish fellow, a dull lout. Also
attrib. or as adj. (Only in Gawin Douglas.")
1513 DOUGLAS JEneis. \. vii. 33 Fra their hife Kxpellis the

bowbart [v. r. buobert] beist, the faynt drone be. Ibid. xi.

xiv. 18 Quhou happynnis this . . That }e sal evir sa doillit

and bowbartis \?>.r. bowbardis] be Onwrokyn sik iniuris to

suffyr heir.

Bow-case (bJ-k^ s). [f.
Bow s/>. 1

4.] A case

in which a bow is kept. In i6-i7th c. applied

humorously to a lean starveling, a '

bag of bones'.

1464 Mfinn. <y Housclt. E.vfi. 267 I tern, for a bowcas, viij</.

1544 ASCHAM 7'(>.r(7///.(Arb.) 119 A bcwecase of ledder is not
the best. 1599 MARSTON AY/>. I'illauie \\\. x. 222 Poore

budge face, bowcase sleeue, but let him passe. 1605 Tryall
Cher. 11. i. in Bullen <7<W/Y. (1884) I 11 - 289 Bowyera Cap-
tayne? a Capon . . a Yellow-hammer, a bow-case. 1874
ROUTELL Arms fy Arm. ii. 34 The bow of the Greek hero,
when in the field, was carried in a bow-case.

Bowcer, var. of BOWSER, Obs., treasurer.

Bowch, obs. form of BOUGH (E, BULGE.

Bowcher, -yer, obs. ff. BUTCHER, BOUCHER.

Bow-compass (b<ju-k2>:mpas), -compasses
(-02). [f.

Bow s/>, l + COMPASS.]
1. A pair of compasses with the legs jointed so

that the points can be bent inwards
;
also applied

to any compasses made for drawing small circles.

(Commonly called bows ; when the legs are kept
apart by a spring, spring bows.*}

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. I. 315/1 Bow Compasses or

Hoius, are a small sort of compasses, that shut up in a hoop,
which serves for a handle.

2. =Bowj/U 10.

Bowd(e, dial. f. BOLD a.\ var. of Bonn, Obs.

Bowden, -in, var. BOLDKN v. and ///. a. S<\

Obs. to swell, swollen.

Bowder, dial, form of BOULDER.
t BoW'dled, ///. a- Obs. [Origin obscure.]

Having the feathers ruffled ; swelled out.

1587 HARRISON England \\. vii. 11877) 169 Much heare
left on the cheekes will make the owner looke big like a
bowdled hen.

Bowdlerize (bcurdbraiz), v. [f. the name of

Dr. T. Rowdier, who in 1818 published an edition

of Shakspere.
'
in which those words and expres-

sions are omitted which cannot with propriety be
read aloud in a family

'

: see -IZE.] trans. To
expurgate (a book or writing), by omitting or mo-

difying words or passages considered indelicate or

offensive
;

to castrate.

1836 GKN*. P. THOMPSON Let. in Kxere. (18421 IV. 124
Among the names, .are many, like Hermes, Nereus. .which
modern ultra-christians would have thought formidably
heathenish; while Kpaphroditus and Narcissus they would
probably have BowdterizzA, 1869 ll'estitt. Re?'. Jan., It is

gratifying to add that Mr. Dallas lias resisted the tempta-
tion to Bowdlerize. 1881 SAINTSBL-RY Dryden g Evil coun-
sellors who wished him to bowdlerise glorious John. 1883
Ch. Times 703/4 It ^ Henry- IV] is Bowdlerized, to be sure,
but that is no evil for school purposes.

Hence Bowdlerism, Bow dleriza'tion, Bowd-
lerized ///. a., Bowdlerizer, Bowdlerizing1

,

vbh sb. and///, a.

1869 Pall Mull G. 4 Aug. 12 We doubt whether Juvenal . .

can be read with advantage at the age when Bowdlerism,
as a moral precaution, would be desirable. i8y8At/ic3?nM
6 Apr., False squeamishness or inclination to Bowdlerism.
1882 Jl'esffi. Rev. Apr. 583 The bowdlerization. .is done in

an exceedingly awkward and clumsy fashion. 1879 F. HAR-
RISON Choice Bks. (18861 63 A Bowdlerised version of it

would be hardly intelligible as a tale. 1886 HUXLEY in igt/t

Cent, Apr. 489 \Ve may fairly inquire whether editorial

liowdlerisiiig has not prevailed over historic truth.

t Bow - draught. Obs. [f.
How sf>.^ -i

DRAUGHT, from the phrase to draw a bow.] A
bowshot ; the distance a bow will carry.

1375 BARBOVR Bruce vi. 58 A place . . that wc-ill twa bow-
draucht was, Fra thai the vattir passit had. c 1400 MATN-
DKV. viii. 96 Fro thens a Howe draughte, toward tlie Southe.

1470-85 MALOKV Arthur i. xv, They come as nyghe kynge
Bors as a bowe draughte. 1716 Let. in Wotlrow Corr.

11843) II. 133 The kirk being about two bow draughts at

most out of the road.

Bowdshett, obs. form of BUDGET.

Bow-dye. [Named from Bow near Stratford

in Essex, where dyers particularly carried on their

works in the i7th c. (Bow took its name from
the single-arched bridge built there across the Lea
in the reign of Henry J, to replace the ford of the

old Roman Road which gave name to Stratford,

and Old Ford
;

cf. Bow /<&.! 3.)]

A scarlet dye ; also attrib. or as adj. Hence

Bow-dye v.t to dye scarlet
; Bow-dyed ///. a.

\

Bow-dyer.
a 1659 CLEVELAND Obsequies 9 Or can his Bloud Bcnv-dje

th' Egyptian Sand. *6 TEONGB ZVa^ (1825) 151 Flemin-

goes flye all about . . they are blew and bow-dye. 1688

Land. Gaz. No. 2346/4, 3 pieces of Bow-dy'd Serges. 1691
T. H[ALK] Ace. New Invent. 51 The Invention of the Scar-

let or Bow-dye. 1703 Art's hnprov. 13 As to the fading of

the Bow-Die, and the Water-colours. 1745 DE FOE Ertff.

Tradesnt. iv. (1841) I. 25 He goes in partner with C. D., a

scarlet-dyer, called a bow-dyer, at Wandsworth.

tBowe, ///. a. Obs. [ME. bowe : earlier bo-

wcn : OE. bogcn, pa. pple. of bngaN t to Bow.]
Bowed, bent, crooked.
a 1000 Betnvulf^646 Wyrm woh-bogen wealden ne moste.

a 1500 E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) n Now age is croppyn
one me ful stylle, He makyt me hore, blake, and bowe.

Bowed (baud), ///. a.i [f.
Bow v.1 + -ED*.]

1. Bent, curved, crooked ; (see the verb).

1483 Caih. Angl. 38 Bowed, elinatus, deuexns. 1562 J.

IEYWOOD Prcn>. ff Epigr. (1867) 152 Boude wands seme for

nmwhat. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Stb'- Contents, The

springiness of. .boughed bodies. 1674 GREW Anat. Plants

i, iv. 8 And if the Leaf have but one main Fiber, that also

is postur'd in a bowed or Lunar Figure; as in Mint and
others. 1785 BURNS Halloween iv, A runt was like a sow-

tail Sae bow't that night. 1874 BOUTELL Arms ff Arm. vii.

114 These shields were generally 'bowed' on their front

face, that is, they generally presented a convex external

contour. 1885 Times 4 June 10/2 He [a horse] had been

under suspicion on account of a ' bowed tendon
'

from his

earliest appearance on the turf. [The ordinary northern

word for 'bent', as a hmved pin, a bowed street. \

2. Bent down under a load, weight of years, etc.

1848 KISGSLEY Saint's Trag. 11. xi. 134 How you'll wel-

come us. Returned in triumph, bowed with paynim spoils.

1864 TENNYSON Kn.Ard. 704 Knoch was so brown, sobow'd,
So broken. 1864 Miss VoNGK Trial II. 18 A mute smooth-

ing of his bowed shoulders.

1382 WYCLIF Barnch ii. 18 The soule that . . goth bowid,
and meekid. 1875 SVMONDB Grk. Poets vii. 228 Nay, do not

(line thus, bowed beneath my burden.

Bowed 'bJd), ///. a;-
[f.

Bow sb^ and z',
2 +

-Ki)i.] Furnished with a bow (in various senses) ;

played with a (violin) bow. In Her. EMBOWKD.
1423 Aets Jas. L (1597^ 60 ^eamen . . sufficientlie bowed

and schafted, with sword and buckler and knife. 1823
RUTTER Fonthill, The window is to the west, large and
bowed. 1837 HT. MARTINKAU Sac. in Ainer. III. 88 The
young women, in cotton gowns and braided and bowed hair,

1838 G. HOGARTH Musical Hist. 1 1. 153 Quartets, and trios,
for bowed instruments. 1885 Pall Mall G. 4 May 4/1 The
' bowed

'

passages were much too rapid.

Bowed (baud),///, a.* [f. Bow sb.* + -KI>~'.]

Furnished with a bow
; prob. only in comb.

1747 W. HORSLKY The Fool \-i-j^ II. 300 Full-bowed Ships
. . will make better Way through the Water.

Bowedness ^bairdn^s). [f.
BnWKn ///. a. ] +

-NESS.] Bowed or bent condition.
1801 ^V. TAYLOR in Month. Mag. XI. 503 Humility. . fear

. .and disgrace, .superinduce on the bodily frame a sloping
or bowedness of attitude.

Bowel (barrel) J<U Forms: 3 buel, 4 bewelle,

bouel, 4-6 bowele, bowelle, 5 bawelly, boel,

bowalle, bowaly, bowyle, boyell, 5-8 bowell,

3- bowel. [ME. bud, bond, n. OF. boel, bud,

bond, masc. (also bode, bne/e, boude fem.) = Pr.

intdd, It. buddlo : late L. botdlits pudding, sau-

sage (Martial 1, in late pop.L.
' a small intestine

',

dim. of botithts a sausage cf. also PUDDING V]

1. One of the divisions of the alimentary canal

below the stomach
;

an intestine, a gut. Now
rare in the singular exc. in medical use.

(-1325 E. E.Allit, P. C. 293 In a bouel of bat best he

[JonahJ bide? on lyue. 1393 GOWER Conf. II. 265 She tokc
her after the bowele Of the seewolf. 1481 CAXTON Myrr.
n. \'i. 75 Theytthe Olyphaunts] hauu to fore them in maner
of boyell grete and large. 1552 HTLOKT, Brasten bowel!,
bubonocele. 1884 Xatiire 27 Mar. 497/1 The seat of th-

disease, namely, the bowel.

t b. Gut (as a material). Obs.

(-1420 Liber Cocc-rum 5 Harpe strynges made of bowel.

j" C. Any internal organ of the body. Obs.

1:1440 Promp. Ptirv. 46 Bowalle or bowelle, risen*. 1620

VENNER I'ia Recta viii. 169 These two bowels, especi-

ally the liuer, doe vehemently desire \veete things. 1674
R. GODFREY Inj. <y Ab. Physic 118 The Stomach, .so useful

and necessary a Bowel that no Animal lives without it.

1782 T.ARNOLD Insanity II. 65 No bowel is more frequently
mutilated, .than the brain.

II. plural collectively.
2. The intestines or entrails ;

the portions of the

intestinal canal contained within the abdomen.
a 1300 ( 'iirsor M. 16505 His buds \later JliS. boweles] all,

vte at his wambe bai wrang. 4-1300 A". A/is. 4668 Theo
bowelis weoren y-nomen out, And for-brent. 1398 TRKVISA
Barth. De P. R. v. xlii. (14951 158 The bowelles ben cominly
called the guttes. 1562 TURNFR Herbal n. in a, Good for

the brekinge and bursting of the bowelles. 1611 BIBLK
Ezek. vii. 19 They shall not satisfie their Conies, neither fill

their bowels. 1667 MII.TON /'. L. n. 800 They return, and
howle and gnaw My Bowels, their repast. 1758 JOHNSON
Idler No. 17

"

j?

The anatomical novice tears out the living
bowels of an animal. 1804 ABF.RNETHY Snrg.Obsen>. 154 [It]

brought on so violent an affection of his bowels. 1813 J.

THOMSON- Inflammation 189 Bathing the feet and legs gives
relief in inflammation of the bowels.

t b. The (external) belly. Obs. rare.

1703 Land. Gaz. No. 3932/4 Several Warts on him [a horsej,

one on his Ear, one on his Breast and Bowels.

c. The interior or inside of the body ;

Cf. womb, heart, bosom, breast, {rarely sing.}

1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 497/2, I shall gyue my
law in their bowele. ^1561 G. CAVENDISH Life ll'olsey

(1825) I. 136, I do both lack wit in my poor old head, and

cunning in my bowels. 1583 GOLDING Call-in on
petit,

vi.

33 God will not haue vs to fall . . to pulling out of his bowels
as they doe which will needes bee searching out of measure.

1611 BIBLE Geii. xv. 4 But he that shall come foorth out of

thy owne bowels.

. 3. transf. (Considered as the seat of the tender

and sympathetic emotions, hence) : Pity, compas-
sion, feeling, 'heart*. Chiefly//., and now some-

what arch. Cf. HEART, BREAST.

1382 WYCLIF Phil. \. 8 Hou I coueite 3ou alle in the

bowelis of Jhesu Crist. ^1440 Gesta Rom. 24 Whenne she

sawe his blody serke, all her bowelis weere troubelyd more
than tunge may telle. 1611 BIBLE Phil. ii. i If any bowels

and mercies. 1651 Proc. Parliament No. no. 1695 Want
of bowels in preaching towards them who are in hazard to

perish. 1655 FULLER l\'altham Abb. (1840) 274 Bloody
Bonner. .full (as one said) of guts, and empty of bowels.

1685 CROWNE Sir C. A'ice i. 5 The family is a sad family,
and I tarry out of pure bowels. 1708 Lond. Gaz.T&o. 4427/2
To shew their Bowels for their Country. 1798 CANNING in

Anti-Jacobin 14 May (1852^ 104 'Twould have moved a

Christian's bowels To hear the doubts he stated. 1832
LVTTON Eugene A. ii, I am a man that can feel for my
neighbours. I have bowels yes I have bowels. 1865
CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. V. xin. i. 2 Had idle readers any bowels

for him ; which they have not.

b. In various archaic phrases as : bowels ofcorn-

passion, mercies^ pity, etc.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. i\V. de W. 1531* nob, Close not your
bowelis of charite from them. 1611 BIBLK Cofoss. iii. 12 Put

on therefore .. bowels of mercies. 1642 SIR T. BROWNE

Relig. Mcd. n. 2 Upon the bare suggestion and bowels of

pity. 1794 GODWIN Cal. H't'/tiaws 279 The law has neither

eyes, nor ears, nor bowels of humanity. 187^3
MORLEY

Kou$seau II. 218 not?
t
It has none of the yearnings of the

bowels of tenderness.



BOWEL.

4. The interior of anything ; heart, centre. Cf.

BELLY sb. 9.

1548 LD. SOMERSET Epist. Scots 243 Be we not in y bowels

now of the realme ? 1584 WHETSTONE MinmrMag., Dicmg-

houses . . within the bowelles of the Citie of London. 1589

Hay any ly'ork A iij, Thou wilt enter into the bowels of the

cause in hand, a 1593 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 265 Three

days and three nights in the bowels of the earth. 1696
(

WHISTON Th. Earth n. 78 All Volcano's or subterraneous

Fires, are in the Bowels of some Mountain. 1769 BLACK-

STONE Comm. IV. 364 That monster in true policy, .a body

of men residing in the bowels of a state, and yet independ-

ent of it's laws, c 1860 FARADAY Forces Nat. vi. 164 Brought

together in the bowels of the earth.

f5. Offspring, children. Obs. [Cf. L. viscera.]

[1526 TlNDALE/VnVcw. i2Receave him, that istosayemyne
awne bowels. 1559 MORWYNG Et'onym. 343 Sum put to it

wormes or bowels of the earth.] a 1593 H. SMITH Sena.

(1871) I. 289 We should not spare our own bowels. 1603

SHAKS. Meas.for M. HI. i. 29 Thine owne bowels which do

call thee, sire. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. \. vii, Men
bowelless unto others, and merciless unto their own

bowells.

III. 6. Comb. (olbmoel-\ as bowel-complaint ;

-like, -racking adjs. ; also, bowel-deep, up to or

as high as the middle ; bowel-galled a., ? applied

to a horse whose belly is fretted with the girth ;

t bowel-gazer, -prier, one who inspects the en-

trails of sacrificed animals for religious purposes,

a haruspex ;
hence bowel-gazing, -prying ;

bowel-

hive, -hives Sc., a popular name for infantile

enteritis and similar affections ;
bowel-hive grass,

a herbalists' name for Alfliemilla arvensis or

Parsley-piert (Britten and Holland).
1828 SCOTT Rev. Daly's Salnwnia (1849! 260 "Bowel-deep

in the stream. 1587 GOI.DING De Mornay xxii. 335 Seneca

saith. .that the 'Bowelgasers were inuented for nothing els

but to holde the people in awe. Ibid, xxxii. 521 Where be

.. your Oracles, your 'Bowelgazings and your Sacrifices?

1715 Pi--NX-EC ITK T-Mccddale 7 (JAM.) '1'he rickets in children,

which they call the *Bowel-hyve. 1863 Reft. Registrar
Gen. Scot.,

' Bowel-hives' ior
' bull-hives 'i, the vernacular

name under which is included enteritis, convulsions, diar-

rhcea, dysentery, and teething. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat.

H Phys. III. 549/1 The stomach [of lulus} is long and 'bowel-

like. 1600 HOLLAND Livy XLII. xxx. 1132 The "Bowell-

priers [n rnspices} . . declared, That . . they should make speed.

Ibid. 287 iR.) The 'bowell-prying soothsaier.

Bowel sb:*, rare variant of BOLE sb?, recess.

1834 H. MILLER Scenes ff Leg. vi. (18571 76 Little square

recesses, termed bowels or boles.

Bowel (btvn-el), v. Also 4 bouwel(en, 5 bo-

waylyn, bowellyn, 7 bowell. [f.
BOWEL s//.

1

Cf. OF. boclcr]
1. trans. To take out the bowels of, disembowel.

1330 R. BRUNNF. Chron. 329 Fro be galweis quik bei lete

him doun, (ibouweldhim alle hole. 1440 J. SHIRLEY ZWAf
K James (1818)27 Many of the other traitours were boweld

allqwik. c 1440 Pronif. Parv. 46 Bowaylyn, eviscero. 1560

GASCOIGNE Jocasta Wks. (1587) 95 In thy sacred name 1

bowel here This sacrifice. 1655 Vvi.lxxCh.Hlst. IX.I69 Five

Seminaries, .were hanged, bowelled, and quartered for trea-

son. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. II. s.v. Sprain, Take a. .

Whelp, flea and bowel him. 1861 DIXON Bacon x. 6 Coke,

bent on hanging and bowelling all these miserable wretches.

1 2. Jig. To stir the bowels of, move or arouse

the compassion of. Obs. rare.

1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal % Tri. Faith (1845) 270 He was

bowelled in heart, his bowels were moved with compassion.

Bowel, obs. var. of BOWL sb.2

Bowelled (bau-i-ld), ///. a. [f.
BOWEL jjM and

v. + -ED.] a. Having the bowels removed, disem-

bowelled, b. Having bowels or recesses.

1589 FLEMING I'irg. Georg. 1. 17 The strings or little veines

(Of boweld beasts). 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Ivstine 2 b, A
Hare was brought, .readye bowelled. 1622 B.Kn.\*Cmmogr.
I (1682) 252 Bowelled with mines, or clothed with sheep.

1727 THOMSON Slimmer 133 To the bowelled cavern darting

Bowelless (bcm-elles), a. [f.
BOWEL rf. 1 +

-LESS.] Without bowels ;
without compassion or

pity ; merciless, unfeeling.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. i. ii. 64 The most cruell and

bowellesse hangmen. 1752 YOUNG Brothers iv. i, Bowelless

severity ! 1863 W. B. JERROI.D Sign. Distress 35 Bowelless

imitators of their cries of agony.

Bowelling, vbl. sb. [f.
BOWEL .+ -ING V]

The extracting of the bowels, disembowelling.
c 1440 Proinp. Parr. 46 Bowalynge, evisceracio. 1681

Land. Gaz. No. 1621/4 Without Kmbalming, Bowelling, or

Wraping in Sear-cloth.

tBowelly,. Obs. rare. [f. BOWEL J*. 1 + -LT!.]

Having 'bowels', compassionate, sympathetic.
a 1637 N. FF.RRAR im Consid. (1638) 184 From this bowelly

affection . . it proceeds that a man loues God aboue all things.

1655 GUHNALL Chr. in Arm. xxii. (1669! 482/1 So we may
pray with a more bowelly sense of their wants for them.

Bowen, obs. form of BOUN v.

Bower (bouaj, bau-sj), sb. 1 Forms: I bur,

2-3 bur, 3 bure, 3-6 bour, 3-7 boure, bowr, 4

bo'r, 4-7 bowre, 5 bowur, 6 boire, o, (bowre),
dial, boor, 5

- bower. [OE. fair dwelling, etc.,

corresp. to OS. (Wrneut., OHG. cWrmasc. (MHO.
btir, mod.G. bauer bird-cage), LG. buur, bur m.,

ON. bur (Sw. bur, Da. buur) :-OTeut. *bftro m
:-Aryan Murom, f. blni, in Teut. bfi- to dwell.

Hence NEIGHBOUR (OE. neali-^ebtir} and BOOR.]
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1. A dwelling, habitation, abode. In early use

lit. A cottage ;
in later use a poetical word for

' abode '.

Beowulf'(Z i 2455 On his suna bure. a 1000 Chart, hadred

in Cod. Dipl. V. 336 To Sen hagan ; andlang hajan bur.

r 1325 K. E. Allit. P. A. 963 Bryng me to bat bygly bylde,

R: let me se by blysful bor. 1567 STUDLEY Seneca's Hippol.

11581175 The whilst the fire shall burne These bones, set

ope his buriall bower. 1568 Like will to L. in Hazl. Daasl.

III. 353 Of all iniquity thou art the bow'r. 1579 SPENSER
{

Shepli Cal Sept. 97 The blacke bowre of sorrowe [floss.

hell] 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 281 F n Our Historians

describe the Apartments of Rosamond's Bower. 1810 SCOTT

Lady of L. l. xii, The primrose pale, and violet flower,

Found in each cliff a narrow bower.

b. esp. a vague poetic word for an idealized

abode, not realized in any actual dwelling.

i 1600 SHAKS. Soiin. cxxvii. 7 Sweet beauty hath no name,

no holy bower. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 46 The bowr

of earthly blisse. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. Vill. 5 Dear lovely

bowers of innocence and ease. 1781 COWPER Hope 164

Plucks amaranthine joys from bowers of bliss. iSSBJNEALE

Bernard de M. 34 O ! princely bow'rs, O land of flow rs.

c. A fancy rustic cottage or country residence.^
1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. xv, In that soft vale, a lady's

bower. 1862 Athfnxum 30 Aug. 270 Miss Helen Campbell

. .gave an entertainment in his honour, at her bower in the

Clachan Glen.

+ d A covered stall or booth at a fair. rare.

1506 in Glasscock Records St. Michael's 31 Rec. on michel-

mas day for stonding of bowers w'n th chlrchyerde ixrf.

2. An inner apartment, esp. as distinguished from

the 'hall', or large public room, in ancient man-

sions; hence, a chamber, a bc'1-room. Still in

north, dial. ;
in literature only archaic and poetic.

c loco A:I TRIG Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 124 CiMciilum, bed-

cofa ivl bur. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 139 He . . ches here

crundel to halle 'and eordhole to bure. c 1205 LAY. 29218

per inne he bulde amne bur. a 1300 Cursor M. 392 1 A godd

had laban in his bure. c 1386 CHAUCER Konne Prestes 1.

12 Fful sooty was hir bour and eek hire halle. c 1440 / rotiip.

Par-,'. 46 Bowre, chambyr, thalamus, conclave. 1460 in

lialiees Bk. (18681 13 In halle, yn bowre, or at be horde.

1535 STEWART Croii. Scot. II. 616 Euerilk office, baith in

hall and bour. 1596 SPKNSF.R Aslroph. 28 Merdy masking

both in bowre and hall. 1674 RAY N. C. Wds 7 Boor,

the Parlour, Bedchamber or inner room. Cmiib. 1814 SCOTT

Id of Isles m. vii, Now torch and menial tendance led

Chieftain and knight to bower and bed. 1851 Cmnbld.

Gloss., /Soar, the inner room. 1868 FRKEMAN Norm. Con,].

. ix. 357 'His sons .. carried him to the king's own

b. Especially applied to a lady's private apart-

ment ;
a boudoir. Now only poetic.

a 1000 Crdmim's Gen. 109 (Kosw.) On bure, ahof bi yd Abra-

hames hleahtor. a 1300 Cnrs.tr M. 4411 Was neuer don to

leuedi mar Scam . . ban . . loseph soght on me in bour. c 1325

CoerdeL. 879 The kyngesdoughter lay in her boure. (-1380

Sir Fernmb. 2165 Sayde \f heben kyng
' In my dcntere bour

bar bay ben'. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. v. vni, Love-lorn

swam in lady's bower. 1830 MRS. BROWSING Kom. ofPage

x, Her bower may suit thee ill ! 1866 KINGSLEY Here.
viii. 135 She enticed him into her bower.

3. A place closed in or overarched with branches

of trees, shrubs, or other plants ; a shady recess,

leafy covert, arbour.

The first two quots. rather anticipate than illustrate this

use of the word. [<r 1325 K. K. A Hit. /'. C. 437 He busked

hym a bour. . Of hay & of euer-ferne & erbez a fewe. 1509

FISHER Wks. 232 Caused an yue tree to sprynge vp sodeynly

rounde aboute his boure.] 1523-5 LD. BURNERS Fmas.1,

i xxx. (R.) To lodge in bowers of trees, more nerer to the

towne. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. J I
7
, m. i. 210 Ditties, .bung by

a faire Queene in a Summers Bowre. 1667 MILTON i . L..

IV 246 Where the unpierc't shade Imbroimd the noontide

Bowrs. 1706 ADDISON Rosamond i. i,
The bower, that wan-

ders In meanders, Ever bending. .Glades on Glades. 1727

BRADLEY Fam. Diet. I. s.v., Care must be had that you do

not confound the Word Bower with Arbour ;
because the

first is always built long and arch'd, whereas the second is

either round or square at Bottom, and has a sort of Dome
or Ceiling at the Top. 1827 KEBLE Chr. Y. 5th Sund. aft.

Easter, A gracious rain, freshening the weary bower.

4. A structure reared by the bower-bird.

i860 NICHOLSON Zoal. Ixvi. (1880) 625 These curious birds

havethe habit of building very elaborate bowers . . 1 hese

bowers are wholly independent of their nests. 1884 GRANT

ALIEN in Pall Mall G. 20 Sept. 3/2 He had brought a

bower of the Australian bower-birds over to England.

5. Attrib. and Comb., as banner eaves, -enshaded,

head, etc. ; bower-may (a?r/i.)
= BOWER-MAIDEN ;

bower-page, a lady's attendant (arch.); f bower-

thane (see quot.) ; t bowre-window (see quot. .

Also BOWER-BIUD, -MAIDEN, -WOMAN.

1842 TENNYSON Margaret v, Look out below your 'bower-

caves. 1816 L. HUNT Rimini in. 442 'Bower-enshaded

kisses, a 1825 Ballad ' fair A nnie
'

xi. in Child *'"
in (1885) 76/1 She is up to her 'bower-head, 1 o behold both

sea and land. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 48 No
life of bliss Like sewing gold mid 'bower-mays. 1830 t..

CLARKE 3 Courses 17 The striplings . . more adapted to be

'bower-pages to those high-born dames. 1845 'I HORPF. tr.

LappenbnrK 's Hist. Eng. (L.l The chamberlain, or *bower-

thane, was also the royal treasurer. 1805 RcFTOH Land-

scape Gard. 178 Large recesses or bays, sometimes called

'bowre windows, and now bow windows.

Bower (b^n-ai), sb* [f.
Bow s/>.1 and v.2 + -ER.]

f 1. A maker of bows ;
a bowyer. Obs.

c 1440 York Myst. xxix. 254 The Bowers and Flecchers.

1466 Mann, f, Hotisek. Kxp. 367, I payd to the bower fore

dyverse gere, vjs. 1483 Cat/i. Angl. 38 A Bower, ami-

arias, ?733 P. LINDSAY Interest Scot. 56 The Bowers.

Fletchers, anil several others.

BOWERED.

2. One who plays with a bow on a violin or

other stringed instrument.

1668 SHADWI LL Sullen Lw. n. Wks. 1720 I. 43 He is a

most incomparable Bower, he has . . the most luxurious Bow-

hand of any man in Europe.

Bower (bcm-ai), sl>* [f.
Bow v.i + -ER 1

.]

1. One who bows, stoops, etc. ; (see Bow w.1 )

1630 PRYNNE Lame Giles 44 The Anti-puritan bowers at

the name of lesus. 1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Episc. n. vii. ! 13

Bowers and Cringers. 1849 Life "}.
Skinner iv. (1884) 60

When the bow is made, the bower walks out of the room.

f 2. One who bends anything. Obs.

1580 NORTH Plntarcti 4 A wreather or bower of Pine-

apple trees.

f 3. That which causes to bend ; esp. a muscle.

1596 SPENSER /'. Q. I. viii. 42 His rawbone armes, whose

mighty brawned bowrs Were wont to rive steele plates. 1611

COTGR., Flec/ieiirs, benders, pliers, bowers . . the muscles

that serue to bow the joynts of the fingers.

Bower (bau-ai), sl>.
[f.

Bow rf." + -EB' : ct.

three-decker, etc.]

1. The name of two anchors, the best-bower, and

small-tower, carried at the bows of a vessel ;
also

the cable attached to such anchor.

1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4521/2 Our small Bower, .was drove

through our Ship's Bow. 1748 ANSON Voy. I. vn. (ed. 4) 101

To cut their cable, and leave their best bower behind them.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789* I b, Three good cables ;

the sheet cable, and the two bowers ; best and small. I&42

MARRYAT /'. Keene xxxix. 278, 1 shall back the best bower with

the sheet, and let go the small bower at the same time.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's II 'ord-bk. 124 Starboard being the best

bower, and port the small bower.

2. More fully called bower-anchor, -cable.

1652 I'roc. Parliament No. 142. 2223 My . . best bower

Ancher hooked in one of his Ports. 1748 ANSON V oy. 11. 11.

i ed. 4) 1 86 A violent gust of wind . . instantly parted our small

bower cable. 1772-84 COOK Voy. (17901 VI. 2107 A great

piece of ice brought home the small bower anchor. 1837

CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv. 179 By sure bower-anchor hangs

and swings the tight war-ship.

fir 182-? BYRON Juan xn. iii, Theirs is the best bower-

anchor, the chain cable Which holds fast other pleasures.

1874 SI-URGEON Trcas. Dav. Ps. Ixxxix. i The divine faith-

fulness .is the bower anchor of the soul.

t Bow'er, sb.-> Obs. [a. Du. bouuier or Ger.

bauer : see BOOR.] A peasant, husbandman.

<-i4to LYDG. Mix. Poems (18401 192 Of tilthe of lande

treteth the boueer. a 1563 BALE Sel. Wks. (1849) 19' Done

to death in Frisland by the bowers of the country' for teach-

ing a strange religion.

t Bower, .'/<., boWCSS. Obs. rare. [f.
BOUGH

sb. + -ER (prob. after BHANCHEK), for which the fem.

-ESS was afterwards substituted.] (See quots.)

c 1460 Bk. Hawking in Rel. Ant. I. 293 When they [young

hawks] begynne to feder . . they woll drawe them oute of

here neste, and clambre over bowes, and come agayn to

here neste, and then beth clepid bowers. 1486 Bk. St.

Altaxs Aij b, They will . . draw to bowis . . then thay be

clepit Bowessis. 1706 PHILLIPS, Btmvr or Bmvess un Fat-

imiry-- a young Hawk so nam'd, when she draws any thing

out of'her Nest, and covets to clamber on the Boughs.

Bower, s/>^ St. [f.
Bow s/>* herd of cattle

+ -ERl. Pronounced in Sc. (b'3r, bau-ar).]

A tenant who rents a herd of cows along with their

pasture and fodder from a proprietor or farmer,

and makes what profit he can out of their pro-

duce, after paying the rent ; or who gives his

labour as his share, and divides profits
with the

proprietor of the stcck. Cf. BOUMAN.

Bower lbau-3J\ s/>. [a. Ger. bauer peasant,

one sense of which is
' knave at cards'.] In the

game of Euchre the name of the two highest

cards the knave of trumps, and the knave of

the same colour, called right and left boiuer re-

spectively.
a 1871 BRET HARTE Heathtn Chinee, At last he put down a

right bower, Which the same Nye had dealt unto me 1884

Detroit Free Press Oct. (Negro Orator) De black man has de

bowers in his hand.

Bower (ban-u, baivai), v. [f.
BOWER .r*.

1
]

1 trans. To embower ;
to enclose, lit. an&fig.

,592 SHAKS. Rom.t, Jul. lil.ii.8i When thou d.d'st bower

the spirit of a fiend In mortall paradise of such sweet flesh

1798 SOUTHEY f. Eclog. i, Jessamine .. canopied And

bower'd and lined the porch, a 1860 M. ARNOLD Sell. Gipsy m.

+ 2 inlr. To lodge, shelter, make one's dwellng.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. x. vi, Trees of honour .. Spreddmg

pavilions for the birds to bowre.

Bower, var. of BOUCHER.

Bower-anchor : see BOWER rf. 4

Bower-bird (bov|b5ld). The name given

to several Australian birds belonging to the

Starling family, remarkable for their habit o

building bowers or ' runs ', and adorning them with

feathers, bones, shells, etc. These are not used as

nests, but as places of resoit.

1847 CARPENTER Zool. 395. 1884 [see BOWER &> 4l-

Bowered (bon^d, bo.u-a.id), ///. a. [f.
BOWER

v. + -En.] Shaded, embowered ;
furnished with

746 I. WARTON Approach o) Summer (R) Plac'd thy

green and grassy shrine, With myrtle bower d and lessa-

mfne itef SOI-THEY Sir T. Mor, I. 42 Ahigh hill top nor

bowered with trees, nor broken by the plough. 1878 H
PHILLIPS Poemsfr. Span, ff Gem,. 33 Ihe bowered hut ol

mossy thatch.



BOWERING.

Bowering, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.] Em-

bowering, shading, covering.
a 1717 PARNELL Gift of Poetry (R.) Its bowering borders

kiss the vale beneath. 1850 JEAN INGELOW Ttuo Margarets
i, She mus'd..In winding walks, and bowering canopies.

t Bowering, sb. Obs. (?)
'ta 1400 Chester PI. ll. (1847) 58 Shorte armed is he, To

the bowering of this tree He will not well laste.

Bowerless (bau<>Mles), a.
[f. BOWER sl>. +

-LESS.] Without a bower or bowers.
1837 ATew Month. Mag. LI. 115 Howflowerless, bowerless,

budless, and blossomless !

Bowerlet. [see -LET.] A small bower.
1830 Fraser's Mag. I. 411 The rich Herder. . she accommo-

dates in a pretty bowerlet of four sides, or pages.

t Bowerly, a. Obs. exc. dial. [Cf. BURLY
;

also BOWER st.s 3.] Large ; stout, burly.
1543 UDALL Erasm. Apophth. 184 b, He had seen . .

right greate and bowerly images. 1794 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar)
Ep. to Bruce Wks. II. 478 The bowerly hostess, for a cart-
horse fit. 1864 CAPERN Devon Provinc., Bowerly, stout,
rotund. 1880 MRS. PARR Adam ft E. xxi. 298 Eve's a fine

bowerly maid. 1880 Miss COURTNEY If. Corn-iv. Gfoss.,
Bowerly, burly ; corpulent. 1880 T. COUCH E. Ceraw. G/oss.,
Bowerly, stately and comely.

Bower-maid, -mai cleii. arch. Also 4-5
bur-, hour-, boure-.

[f.
BOWER sbl^ I.] A

chamber-maid
; a lady in waiting.

c 1308 Sat. People Kildarc ix. in E. E. P. (1862) 1 75 Goddes
boLirmaidnes and his owen spouse, c 1330 A rth. A> Merl.
6486 A burmaiden he hadde fair and schene. c 1440 Promp.
Pan'. 56 Burmayden, pedisseqna, ancilla. c 1450 Gloss.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 623 Abra, bowre-mayde. 1884 TENNYSON
Becket 121 Only my best bower-maiden died of late.

Bowers, bowiers mustard : see BOOR.
Bower-wo man. arch. Also 4-5 hour-, :;

bur-,
[f.

BOWER sb?- i.] A chamber-woman, a

waiting-woman.
ri38o WYCLIF Sel. Wks. II. 9 pis gospel tellib not how

Marie tok a bourwoman, but went mekeli in hast to salute
her cosyn. c 1400 Yiuaine # Gaw. 1711 A lady, twa bour-
wemen alswa. c 1450 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 691 Hec atra,
ancilla, burwoman. 1820 SCOTT Monast., The shepherd's
wife . . who in better days had been her own bowerwoman.

t Bowery ( bcm-sri), sb. Obs. U.S. [ad. Du.

boirwerij
'

husbandry', 'farm'.] A farm; a 'plant-
ation '. Hence ' the Bowery

'

in New York City.
1809 W. IRVING Knickert. (1861) 116 His abode which he

had fixed at a bowery, or country-seat, at a short distance
from the city, just at what is now called Dutch Street.

1842 Braceb. Hall II. 225 He had purchased a farm, or,
as the Dutch Settlers called it, a bowerie. 1876 BANCROFT
Hist. U. S., The [Dutch] emigrants were scattered on
boweries or plantations.
Hence Bow eryish a., smacking of the Bowery

in New York.
1846 POE Wks. (1864) III. 109 Elevating the tone of this

' Editor's Table
'

(which its best friends are forced to admit
is a little Boweryishi.

Bowery (bauTi), a.
[f. BOWER J&I + -YI.]

Of the nature of a bower ; embowering, leafy.
1704 POPE Windsor For. 262 Bow'ry mazes and surrou'nd-

ing greens. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 21
Shaded, .by wild overgrown shrubs, bowery acacias. 1876
M. B. EDWARDS John 4- /, xxi. 170 The boweriest part of
the garden.
Bowess : see BOWER sb$

Bowet (bau-et, Sc. b-et). Sf. Forms: 5 bowyt,
5-6 bowett, 6-9 bowat, 9 booit, bouat, bouet,
buat, 6- bowet. [perh. (as suggested by Way)
a. F. boite (in Berry, according to Littre, bouete]

box, case; or rather from its med.L. equivalent
boeta : cf.

' abscondet ignem in boeta in secreto
'

Du Cange, where see also Luccrna Boeta]A small lantern.

1440 Promp. Pan'. 46/1 Bowett, or lanterne, lucerna,
lanterna. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. 121 Sa aucht ye to
use the law or command of God, as a Torche, Bowat or
Lanterin. 1686 G. STUART Joco-Ser, Disc. 61 A twinkling
light set.. In little Bowet. 1814 SCOTT Wav. II. xv. 229
M^Farlane's buat [i. e. the moon]. 1864 R. REID Old Glas-
gow 395 Ladies frequently made use of hand bowels, hav-
ing plates of thin horn in lieu of glass.

Bowgard, ohs. form of BUGGER.

Bowge, variant of BOUGE, bag, wallet.

Bowge, obs. form of BOUGE, BULGE, v.

tBowger. Obs. [prob. a. OF. *bougier, f.

bouge, bag, wallet : see BOCGE. Cf. BOUCHER,
BOWSER.] A purser, treasurer.
c 1450 Gregory's Clirem. 139 At the same tabylle the bow-

gerys of the chancery.

t Bowger. The name in St. Kilda of the Puffin.

1698 MARTIN St. Kitda (1753) 34 t JAM.) The Bowg.
called by those in St. Kilda.. is of the size of a pi|

1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) II. 485.

Bowget, obs. form of BUDGET.
Bowght, etc., obs. form of BOUGHT, etc.

Bowgle, obs. form of BUGLE, ox.

Bow-hand ,b<?u-hosnd). [f. Bow *M -i- HAND.]
1. The hand which holds the bow in archery,

i. e. the left hand. Hence, f (wide) on the bow-
hand : wide of the mark,

' out '.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. IV. i. 135 Wide a' th bow hand,
yfaith your hand is out. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks.
(1862) 520/2 He shootes wyde on the bow hand, and very
far from the marke. 1611 CHAPMAN Iliads xin. 534 Atrides'
dart of Helenus the thrust out bow-hand struck i6n
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BEAUM. & FL. Coxcomb. \. Hi, I am much o' the bow-hand
c-lse. 1828 SCOTT /'. M. Perth, I. 24 You are on the bow.
hand still, Smith. 1871 BROWNING llalanst. (1881) 26 Thou
must arm The bow-hand.
2. The hand which holds the bow of a violin,

etc., i. e. the right hand
; transf. style of playing.

1668 SHADWELL Sullen Lov. n. Wks. I72o I. 43 He has. .

the most luxurious Bow-hand of any man in Europe.
Bowiare, Bowier, obs. forms of BOWYER.
Bowie 1

(bcuri, bo-wi). Sc. [Ofuncertain origin :

it has been referred to F. buie water-vessel
;

it is

possibly a dim. of /W = BOLL or BOWL.] A low
shallow tub or pail ; a wooden milk-bowl.
1538 Aberdeen Rrgist. V. 16 (JAM.) Ane stand, a bowy.

11774 FERGIISSON Poems (17891 II. 56 (JAM.) I' the far
nook the bowie briskly reams. 1816 SCOTI Old Mart. In-
trod. ro [He) makes them into spoons, trenchers, bickers,
bowies, and so forth. 1833 G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E.
Border I. 136 Scrubbers for cleaning milk bowies.
Hence Bowieful.
1805 J. NICOL Poems I. 143 IJAM.I Thar bowiefu's o' kail

fu strang. 1818 HOGG Brmmie Bodsb. II. 45 JAM.) Davie
. . brought me a hale bowiefu' o' milk.

Bowie-. Short for BOWIE-KNIFE.
1850 KINGSLEV Alt. Locke xxvii i.D.), I took the pre-

caution of bringing my bowie and revolver with me.
Hence Bowieism, the use of the bowie-knife.
1844 For. Q. Ke;>. XXXIV. 118 Arkansas is the head-

quarters of Bowieism.

Bowie, obs. form of BDOV.

Bowie-knife (b<Ju-i,n3if). [f. the name of one
Colonel Bowie (see last quot.) ; originally, accord-

ing to Bartlett, 'pronounced boo-ee' (b-i).] A
large knife, with a blade from ten to fifteen inches

long and above an inch broad, curved and double-

edged near the point, carried as a weapon in the
wilder parts of the United States.

1842 DICKENS Amer. Notes (1850) 32/2 A sewing society
. .which, .never comesto fisty cuffs or bowie-knives as sane
assemblies have been known to do elsewhere. 1850 MRS.
STOWE Uncle Tom xxviii. 268 St. Clare received a fatal
stab in the side with a bowie-knife. 1858 O. W. HOLMES
A;tt. Kreakf.-t 21 T!\e American bowie-knife is the same
tool [gl/ulitis] modified to meet the daily wants of civilized

society. 1885 Daily News ir Feb. 5/3 The hunting-dagger
which belonged to the redoubtable Colonel James Bowie,
and which has served as the pattern of all subsequent bowie-
knives.. is a formidable double-edged weapon, with a horr.
handle and a curved blade fifteen inches long and an inch
and a quarter wide at the hilt.

Hence Bowie-kniving i>l>l. sb.

1861 SALA Tw. round Clock 350 Not impassible to im-
putations of gouging, bowie-kniving and knuckle-dusting.

Bowing, sb. Sc. [app. f. Bow rf.4] A stock
farm with the stock on it.

1808-79 JAMIESON Diet. s. v,, To tak a farm in a boimn,
to take a lease of a farm in grass, with the live stock on it

;

this still remaining the property of the landholder, or
person who lets it. Ayrs. 1863 Glasgow Her. n Sept., To
let near Balloch, a Bowing of 20 Cows.

Bowing % bcurin), vbl. sb?
[f.
Bow v? + -ING 1.]

1. Bending, curving, twisting ; flexure, inclination.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. xvi. (1495) 776 The
cokatryce pressith not his bodi wyth moche bowynge. 1481
CAXTON Reynard\&.\\>:} 28 Without bowyng of your legges.
1570 BILLINGSLEV Euclid i. def. viii. 3 A plaine angle is an
inclination or bowing of two lines, the one to the other.
1610 GUILUM Heraldry n. iv. 44 A Bunched Line is carried
with round reflections or bowings vp and downe.

t b. Inflexion (of the voice). Obs.

1561 NORTON Calvin's Inst. in. xx. 435 The Reader should
sound his words with so small a bowing of his voice, that it

should be liker to one that readeth than to one that singeth.

f 2. conft: A curved or bent part ; a bending,
bend, or flexure

;
a joint. Obs. exc. dial.

1519 HORMAN V-itlg. 26 Amoste at euery bonys ende is a

grystell : that lyeth betwene the bowynge lyke a mattresse.

1587 FLEMING Coutn. ffolinshed III. 1339/2 On the outside
of the bowing of the arch were painted three goddesses.
1681 Willis' Rein. Med. }Vks., It descends to the bowing of
the Elbow. 1864 CAPERN Devon Prtr.'., Reiviiigs, joints.

3. The action of inclining the body or head in

salutation, etc. ; the making of an obeisance ; also

affrib., as in touring acquaintance.
1616 PURCHAS Pilgr. (1864) 22 After often bowings, and

touching the ground with his head. 1660 MILTON Free
Commu'. 429 The perpetual bowings and cringings of an
abject People. 1862 Cornh. Mag. VI. 852 One makes a sort
of pleasant bowing acquaintance with the several women.
1876 GREEN Sh. Hist. 497 The bowings at the sacred name.

Bowing (b<7'irj), vol. rf. 2
[f.
Bow v.- + -IKG 1

.]

1. a. The playing of /a violin, etc.) with a bow
;

the method or style of handling the bow. b. 'The
particular manner in which a phrase or passage is to

be executed, and the signs by which such a manner
is usually marked.' Grove. (Cf.Jtngering,}
1838 W. GARDINER Music Nat. 121 Modern writers accu-

rately mark the bowing of every passage. 1865 tr, Spohr's
Antobiog. I. 14 My bowing particularly displeased him.
1881 BROADHOUSE Mus. Acoust. 160 Stringed instruments
are made to sound either by striking, plucking, or bowing.
2. Hat-making. The process of distributing the

fibres for felting by means of the ' bow '.

1842 WHITTOCK Bit. Trades 293 (Hatter), Each article

undergoes a process . . termed '

bowing '.

Bowing (bau-irj),///. a .
[f.

Bow v.i + -ING 2.]
1. That bends or inclines

; inclined, bent (obs.~).
< 1440 Gesta Rom. xlviii. 216 With bowinge knees bey

worshipid him. c 1470 HENRY Wallace ni. 215 On bowand

BOWL.
treis [thai] hangit thaim rycht thar. 1674 \'. FAIRFAX Bulk
<$ Seiv, 68 The nearer the eye comes to a great thing that
is bowing, the less bowing it seems. 1728 YOUNG Love Fame
iv. (R.l, And then he can out-bow the bowing dean.

b. fig. Yielding, submissive, obedient.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Conx. 7987 Alle thing tylle !>am salle

be boghand. 1-1400 Dcstr. Troy 901 [pe orible oxin]..as
bowandc to be bowes as any bestes might. 1844 KINGLAKE
EotAenxxv. 325 The readily-bowing mind of the oriental.

f2. That may be bent
; flexible, pliant. Obs.

-lg. 1570 LEVINS Manif. 136
Bowing, lentits,flcxilis.

t Bowingly, adv. Obs.
[f. prcc. + -I.Y.] In

a curving or bending manner or direction.

1552 HLM.OET, Bowynglye, lyke a bowe, arciiatim. Hid.
Bowynglye, procliite, recunie. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc.
in. i. (ed. 71 271 A right line is that which goeth right from
one point to another, and not bowingly.

t BpwingneSS. Obs.
-

[f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

Bending quality.
1580 HOLLVBAND Treas. Fr. Tong., Flcckissnre, bought,

or bowingnesse.

Bowk, bonk xbauk). local, [perh. : OE. hue

bulging vessel, pitcher, also '

belly ', see Boi'K, and
cf. BUCKET.]
1 1. A milk pail ; a pail. Obs. or dial.
i- 1000 /KLFRIC Judges vii. 20 Hi tobriecon ba bucas.

1663 P. HENRY Diary 15 June 11882) 139 A mayd .. who
coming from milking fell down with the Bowk on her head
and dyed. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shrnpsh. Gloss,, Bonk (obso-

lescent', a pail with an upright handle, used for various

purposes of brewing, dairy-work, etc.

2. A large tub or bucket used in coal-mines.

1865 Engineer i Dec. 16/3 Three men . . were lowered down
the shaft in a bowk or tub. 1869 Eclw 28 June, They then
. -got into the water bowk, which they were using as a skip.
1882 Law Reports 357 A workman, .killed through falling
from a ' bowk ', in which he was being drawn up the pit shaft.

Bowk, north, form of BUCK, BULK.

Bowk, variant of BOLK v. Obs. to belch.

Bow-kail. Sc. ['So called from the circular

form of this plant.' (Jamieson a verydoubtful con-

jecture.) The Sc. pronunc. is (b/7-k,
T
I

.] Cabbage.
1785 BURNS Hallmtven iv, Will. . wander'd thro' the bow-

kail, ll'id. ix, Poor Willie, wi' bis bow-kail runt.

Bow-knot: see Bow y<U 16.

t Bow-krickel. Obs. [corrupt, ad. Ger. bauni-

^vzY/t.
1 '
tree-cricket '; see BALM-CRICKET.] A cicada.

1658 ROWLANDS Mouffet's Tkeat. his. 989 In Germany
and F.ngland I do not hear that there are any Grashop-
pers to be found, but if they be, they are in both Countreys
called Bow-krickels, or Bauhn Krickets.

Bowl (,b<7ul), sb.1 Forms: i bolla, 2-7 bolle,

,5 boole . 6-7 boll, 6 boule, 7 boul, bowie. boal,

7-9 bole, 7- bowl. PI. bowls, (in i bollan, 2-3
-en). [Com. Teut. : OE. /W/ = MDu. bollc, Du.

bol, ON. bolli wk. masc.
; cogn. with OHG. bolla

(MHG. bolle}, wk. fern., bud, round pod, globular
vessel

'

;
hence OE. hcafodbolla

'

brainpan, skull
'

;

f. root *biil-
' to swell, be swollen

'

;
cf. also

OHG. Man, MHG. loin to roll. The normal
modern spelling would be BOLL which came down
to I7thc. in sense of 'round vessel', and is still used
in sense of ' round seed-vessel

'

; but the early ME.
pronunciation of -oil as -owl (cf. roll, poll, toll,

etc.), has left its effects in the modern spelling
bowl in the sense of '

vessel ', which is thus at once

separated in form from other senses of its own
(see BOLL sii.

1
), and confounded with BOWL sb.~

a ball, from Fr. toulc.]
1.

' A
[rounctj

vessel to hold liquids, rather wide
than deep ; distinguished from a cup, which is

rather deep than wide.' J. Usually hemispherical
or nearly so.

Historically, a b<nt>l is distinguished from a tasia by its

more hemispherical shape ; a ' basin
'

being proportionally
shallower and wider, or with the margin curved outward, as
in the ordinary wash-hand basin

; but the actual use of the
words is capricious, and varies from place to place ; in par-
ticular, the ordinary small earthenware vessels, used for

porridge, soup, milk, sugar, etc., which are historically
oowls, and are so called in Scotland and in U. S., are

always called in the south-east of England, and hence,
usually in literary English, basins. The earlier usage
remains in salad-btrn'l, finger-bcnvl (now also basin\ punch-
bowl, and the convivial at SOL ial btnul (see b 1.

r 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 300 Genim. .twejen bollan fulle

wieteres. c 1203 LAV. 19783 Heo Cornell to bare welle and
heore bollen feolde. < 1386 CHAUCER Cltcm. Yem. Prol. $
'J'. 657 Bryngeth eek with yow a bolle or a panne fful of
water, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 43 Bolle, dysche, catttare.

Bolle, vesselle, concha, litter. 1474 CAXTON Cltcsse 12 A
boole of coppre. 1481 Reynard (Arb.) 113 A grete bolle
full of scaldyng water. 1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593) 150
Set either a boule or pan of water. 1625 PURCHAS PH-
grimes n. 1735 They dig deepe pits in the earth, and wash
the earth in great bolls, and therein they find the gold.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vn. xiii. (16861 300 Water in
a boal. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU, Briery Crk. iii. 49 Cups and
basins which the younger girl had washed in the wooden
bowl. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom xvii. 163 John will

. .give the baby all the sugar in the bowl.

b. esp. as a drinking vessel ; whence the bowl,

drinking, conviviality.
130
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^950 Lindi&f, Gosp. John xix. 29 Holla vel copp full of
xcced. c 1205 LAV, 14994 pene bolle heo sette to hire chin.

r 13*5 K. ti. A Hit. P. B. 1511 In
bryjt bollez, ful bayn

birlen biseo^er. 1414 Test. Ebor. (18361 1. 362 Lego, .unurn

ciphum de argent o, qui vocatur le Holle. 1548 LATIMKR
Ptoughers 11868) 35 As manie as drancke of the pardon
boll should haue pardon. 1576 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent
(1826) 319 One onely wassailing cup or Bolle walked
round about the boorde. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. iii,

72 Giue me a Bowie of Wine. 1651 Miller of Mansfield
9 Nappie Ale., in a browne Bole. 1663 Cow LEV Verses <y

|

Ess. 1,1669) 107 The Beechen Bowl fomes with a floud of
j

Wine. 1706 ADDISON Rosamond n. vi, Quickly drain the
fatal Bowl. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in \V. xv, O'er the bowl

|

they commun'd. 1811 Let.fr, Son to Mother n, I fly to

the bowl ; thence quaff short oblivion.

Jig. and transf.
c 1025 ^ELFRIC Saints' Lives St. George I. 312 /Enne

mycelne bollan mid bealuwe afylled. 1393 LASGL. P. PI.

C. xxi. 410 y\ drynke worth de^ and deop helle by bolle.

c 1575 GASCOIGSE Frnites Ii7arre(i^i'i 212 Hope brings the

boll whereon they all must quaffe. 1649 JKR. TAYLOR Great

Rjcemp. n. Add. x. 9 The World presents us with faire lan-

guage, .these are the outsides of the bole. 1871 MORLKY
/ 'oltaire 11886) 15 The tiny bowl of a man's happiness was

spilt upon the ground.
C. With prefixed substantive, as ah-, sugar-, etc.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. 118671 153 Drownd theyr
soules in ale boules. 1615 G. SANDYS Tra-i: 39 Accustomed
. .of tlieir sculs to make drinking-bolles. 1709 Tatlfr No.

42 p 13 A Mustard-Bowl to make Thunder with.

f d. A tub or round vessel for other purposes.
a 1000 Cursor M, 5524 tGiitt.i Apon bair neckes sal pai

bere Bollis \Cott. hott hod] wid Stan and wid mortere.

2. transf. The contents of a bowl, a bowlful.

1530 PALSGR. 459 This felowe blussheth lyke a butchers
bulle. 1605 GAMUTS" Rent, 130 New named with a bole of

wine powred vpon their heads. 1617 Janua Ling. 814 The
butler hath drunke up a whole bolle. a 1764 LLOYD Satyr
$ Pedlar Poet. \Vks. 1774 I. 59 A bowl prepar'd of sav'ry
broth, 1847 TICNNYSOX Princ. v. 214 Nor robb'd the fanner
uf his bowl of cream.

3. The more or less bowl-shaped part of any
vessel or utensil

;
e. g. of a cup or flagon, tobacco-

pipe, spoon, candlestick ; the scale-pan ofa balance.

1386 RYMER Fu'dcra XVIII. 143 One cupp, the boll

thereof agelt ovatl fashion called the Constables Cupp, with
an aggett in the foote. 1398 TRKVISA Earth. De P. R.
xix. cxxxi. (1495' 940 The weyght is rightfull whan both
the bolles hangyth euen. 1611 BIBLE Zech. \\. 2 A candle-

sticke all of gold, with a bowle vpon the top of it. 1679
PLOT Siajfordsh. \ 1686; 197 Which so well resembled ..

[a tobacco pipe] both in the boll and heel. 1692 in Capt.
Smith Seaman s Gram. \\. xxxl. 144 The Bole or Bore of

the Mortcr, next to the Wad. 1814 SCOTT Wav. I. ix. 123
The grotesque face on the bole of a German tobacco-pipe.

1840 K. DANA Bef. Mast. xix. 55 They smoke a great deal

..using pipes with large bowls. 1885 Mag. of Art Sept.

458/2 The bowl of the spoon.
b. The basin of a fountain, etc.

1575 LAXKHAM Let, 11871) 52 A fayi formed boll, of a three

foot ouer : from wheans sundrye fine pipez did distill con-

tinuall streamz intoo the receyt of the Foountayn. 1870 I- .

WILSON Ch, Lindisf. 90 The bowl [of the font] is dated 1664.

c. A bowl-shaped natural basin.

1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. 23. 165 The rim of a flattened

bowl quite clasped by the mountains.

f4. Naut. v&e quot.) Obs.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Gram. v. 20 The Top, Cap, or

Bowie, which is a round thing at the head of either Mast
for men to stand in. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. \\. xi. $ iv.

281 Parts of Vessels . . fixed and upright ; or the upper
parts of these, round and prominent : Mast-Top, Boul.

1721-1800 BAILKY, Bo-vl [in a ship], a round .-.pace at the

Head of the Mast for the Men to stand in.

5. The blade of an oar. (Cf. bowl of spoon in 3.")

1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in Azt. xxv. Wks. V. 367 Oars From
whose broad bowls the waters fall and flash.

6. (See quot.)
1884 British Almanack fy Comf>. 32 The nets, .are further

buoyed up by small kegs, called
' bowls ',

7. Comb., as bmvl-basin^ -cup, -shaped adj. : also

bowl-barrow, a prehistoric mound of the shape
of an inverted bowl ; bowl-fellow, a drinking

companion ; bowlful, the content of a bowl ;

t bowl-piece, a piece
(

vof plate) of the form of a

bowl ;
bowl-weft (see quot.)

1846 KNIGHT Old England ^ On every side of Stonehenge
we are surrounded with barrows. Some are of the shape
of bowls, and some of bells . . Long-barrow, *bowl-barrow,
bell-barrow. 1607 A Itharp MS. in Shnpkinson Washingtons
Introd.6

v
Boll basonsfwhereofone hath brinkesjiiij. 1420^".

E. Wills '1882145-6 A*bollecuppe i-keueryd of syluer. Also

a bolle pece. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Polys 11570) 16 She
and her *boul felowes sitting by the fire. 1611 BIBLE Jndg.
vi, 38 A "bowle full of water. 1725 BRADLEY Pam.Dict. II.

s. v. Juice^ A Bowlful of the Juice. 1459 Test. Ebor. (1855)

1 1 . 235, Duas pecias argenti et coopertas vocatas *boll-peces.

1479 Ini'. Plate in Paston Lett. III. 273, J grete boll pees,
with a cover. 1864 .V. <fr Q. Ser. in. VI. 459/1 *Bowl-weft. .

applied to materials abstracted by weavers in Lanarkshire

. . to exchange it with travelling hawkers for bowls and other

earthenware dishes.

^ See also BOLL, BOULE.

Bowl b<?ul, haul), s/'.'-t Forms: 5-7 boul(e,

bowle, (7 bowel), 7- bowl ; Sc. and north, dial.

boul, bool. [ME. boule, a. F. bottle ball: I,.

India 'bubble', hence, 'round thing, ball'. The
French pronunciation (bl), is retained in Sc. and

parts of Northumbria. now often written bool \ the

normal English would be (bciul
1

) as \AfMtfattflt :

which still prevails in nearly all the dialects from
j

Yorkshire to Devon, and thence to Kent
;
the pro-

nunciation ,b<7I), a corruption due to graphic con-

fusion with BOWL j/'.l, appears to have originated
in London and its neighbourhood, but has ex-

tended elsewhere with the use of the vb. in cricket. J

f* 1. A sphere, globe, ball. Obs. in lit. Eng.
1413 LYDC. Pylgr. Sowle v. xiv. (1483) 107 God made this

grete world . . round as a boule. 1449 Excheq. Records iu

Kisdon Srtrv. Devon. Introd. 18, 144 Bouls of Glance Oar.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 54 The mune is ane thik masse, round

lyik ane boule or bal. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars 11852) 25
The wedercoke, crosse, & the bowle of Powlles stepulle.

1594 BLUNDKVII. Exerc. in. i. (ed. 7) 273 But if such body
bee round as a boule, Spheare or Glul>e. 1609 HOLLAND
Atmtt. Marcell. XYII. iv. 84 A bowle or globe of brasse

[sphxra ahtnca\. 1623 LISLE JElfric on O. <V A* 7'. Ded.
xii, No roaring brazen throat Shall belch out iron boules.

1644 NVE Gunnery i 16701 20 The bowl rowling up and down
In the sieve. 1670 Lastels \7oy. Italy i. 11698,1 117 The six

Boules of his [the Medici] Anns.

b. Retained dialectally either in the general

sense, or in special uses.

1839 MuftCHlSON Silur. Syst. i. xxxii. 440 Small concre-

tionary nodules of impure limestone, here called bowls by
the workmen. Mod. Sc. A butter bool, rock bool, sugar
bool. As round as a bool. [In S. Shields, a water-worn or

other rounded stone, such as were formerly used for paving
the streets, is called a 'bool '.]

2. spec. A globular ur round solid body used to

play with : a. csp. in the game of Bowls (see 3)

played on a bowling-green ; A body ofhard wood,
originally spherical, but now made slightly oblate

on one side and prolate on the other, so as to

run with a BIAS (q.v.\ Carpet-bowls^ used in a

drawing-room form of the game, are globular, and
of china or earthen-ware, b. Also, those of wood,
used in skittles, nine-pins, and the like, which in

some parts of the country (e. g. Somersetshire-

are spherical, in others much flattened or cheese-

shaped. (It is not possible to separate a and b
in the quotations.)
c 1420 OcCLEVB De Reg. Princ. 24 To . . pleye at the balle

or boule. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 46 Bowlyn or pley wythe
bowlys, bolo. ? c 1475 Sqr. lo-ive Degrt? 804 An hundreth

Knightes. . Shall play with bowles in alayes colde. 1556
RIXORDF. Cast. Kntrwl. in A litle altering of the one side,
maketh the boul to runbiasse waies. 1588 Marprcl. Ji.pist.

1 1843* 54 O well bowlde. when John of London throwes his

bowle, he will rinine after it, and crie rub, rub, rub. 1611

MARKHAM Conntr. Content, in Strut! Sports fy Past. (1876'

363 Flat bowles being best for allies, your round byazed
bowles for open grounds of advantage. 1691 NOHKIS Pract.
Disc. 126 The fortune of the Boul does ^depend] upon its

delivery out of the Hand. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. ii. 71
A Bowl thrown upon a smooth Bowling-green. 1768 TUCKER
Lt. ~\~at. I. 509, I have a bowl in my hand and want it to

touch the jack at the other end of the green. 1836 HOR.
SMITH Tin Trump. 1 1876' 1 12 It is not every rogue that, like

a bowl, can gain his object the better by deviating from the

straight line. 1863 Tyttt^idt- Songs 87 War the bool there,

Harry Wardle's myed a throw.

y/A'. 1618 MVNSHUL Ess. Prison (1638) 17 To bee a bowle
for every alley, and run into every company, proves thy
mind to have no bias. 1625 BACON Ess. lArb.) 185 Which
set a Bias vpon the Bowie, of their owne Petty Ends.

f c. A billiard ball. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 200/2 Bowie to playe at the byles, bill*:. 1695
ALIXGHAM Geom, Epit. 29 Suppose one bowl at the point <i

. .and cd the Billiard Table.

d. S(-, A marble, used by boys in play ; or, in

some parts, only the larger kind used at 'bonce \

(In Sc. boo/.}
1826 J. WILSON Nocf. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. no Krae the

size o' a peppercorn to that o' a boy's bools.

3. pi. A game played with bowls :

a. on a bowling-green, or in a drawing-room
(carpet-bowls^. ;

b. in a bowling-alley (obs. exc.

in dialects where the name 'bowls' is still applied
to 'skittles', as in Somerset "i

; *t C. formerly (ap-

parently) also applied to Billiards (obs.}. (It is

not easy to identify the sense in individual quota-
tions : the game played in alleys was apparently
skittles or something analogous.)
1495 Act ii Hen. I'll, ii. 5 Noon apprentice .. [shall]

pley. .at the Tenys, Closshe, Disc, Gardes, Bowles nor any
other unkiwfull game. 1549 CHALONER Erasm. on Folly
O iija, To the dyse, to tables, to cardes, or to boules. 1577
HOUNSHKD ChroH. 111.893/2 Tables, dice, cards, and bouls

were taken and burnt. 1588 Marprel. Epist. lArb.) 19 Who
goeth to bowles vpon the Sabboth? 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //,

in. iv. 3 What sport shall we deuise here in this Garden?
. .Madame, wee'le play at Bowles. 1606 DAY lie o/Culs m.
ii, Clear the green. The Duke is coming to bowls. 1612

T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus ii. 14 Cards, dice, bowles, bouls,

vnprofitable Companie. 1661 PKPYS Diary 5 June, Sir

W. Pen and I went home with Sir K. Slingsby to bowles
in his ally, a 1687 PUTTY Pol. Arith. Pref., To play well

at Tennis, Billiards, or Bowels. 1755 QLD\sLt/<i Raleigh
Wks. 1829 I. 104 The captains and commanders were . . at

bowls upon the Hoe at Plymouth. 1844 DICKENS Lett.

(iSSoi 1. 117, I caught him . . playing bowls in the garden.

1873 B'NKSS BUNSEN in Hare Life I. ii. 55 The gentlemen
played at bowls in the spacious bowling-green.

d. Sc. The game of marbles.
Mod. Co' way an' play a game at the bools.

4. The roller or anti-friction wheel in a knitting-

machine on which the carriage traverses.

5. Comb., as f bowl-alley, a long narrow space

where a game of bowls was played, a skittle-

alley: bowl-room (see quot.).
1628 EARLE Alicrostn., Bo-vl-Alley 101 A 'Bowl-Alley is

the place where there are three things thrown away beside

Bowls, to wit, time, money, and curses, and the last ten for
one. 1634 RAIN now Z,<wWr ( 1635) 30 The most goodly.,
ground in.. your Citie, the Bowie-allies and Dice-houses.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp, s. v. Bowling^ Bou'l-room . .

is when a bowl has free passage, without striking on any
other.

Bowl (bJl), z'.t
[f.

BOWL sb.% : so med.L. bo-

fare, f. bolus : cf. mod.F. bonier, f. boulc^\
I. Senses derived from the 'game of bowls.

1. intr. To play at bowls
;
to trundle or roll a

bowl, etc. along the ground.
1440 Promp. Parv, 46/1 Bowlyn or pley wythe bowlys, bolo.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 218 To Boule, mittere globttm. 1589
Hay any Work 33 To bowle but seuen dayes in a weeke, is

a very tollerable recreation. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. i.

140 Sir, challenge her to boule [rimes with Jbnlc, onle\.

1589 Cooi-ER Admen. 57 Your iesting at the bishop for

bowling vpon the Sabbuth. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Titrkes

(1621! 1119 Some they put in the ground up to the chin, and
. .with yron bullets bowled at their heads. 1705 HICKERIN-
r;iLL Priest-cr. i. (1721) 46 They may well win, that bowl
alone. 1863 Tyncsidc Songs 87 Ve'll fyncl them boolin' there.

b. trans. To bowl (one} to death (cf. 1603 in

prec.), out of his money, etc.

1598 SHAKS. Merry If. in. iv. 91, 1 had rather be set quick
i'th earth And bow I'd to death with Turnips. 1818 SCOTT
Rob Roy iii, Bowled you out of it at Marybone.
2. trans. To cause to roll, to send with a rolling

or revolving motion (a bowl, a hoop, etc.).

1580 HOLUYBAND Treas. Er. Tong., lallet, a little boule
to cast & boule farre. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \\. ii. 518 Boule
the round Naue down the hill of Heauen. 1686 GOAD Celest.

Bodies n. i. 124 We must Fix the Sun, and Bowl the Earth
about. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix, 1277 Who bowl'd them
flaming thro' the dark profound. 1819 JANE TAYLOR Philo-

sopher's Scales, Last of all the whole world was bowled in

atthe grate. 1863 KINGSLFY ll'attr Rab. 118781 4 Bowling
stones at the horses' legs as they trotted by. JMod, Children

bowling their hoops.
b. trans. To carry or convey on wheels, i.e.

in a carriage or other vehicle.

1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell n. xiv, The wretched fellow Was
bowled to Hell in the Devil's chaise.

3. intr. To move like a bowl or hoop along the

ground, to move by revolution
;

to move on
wheels (esp. to bowl along}, said of a carriage, or

those who ride in it ; also transf. of a ship.
[1611 SHAKS. ll'ittt. T. iv. iv. 338 They haue a Dance, .if

j

it bee not too rough for some, that know little but bowling.]
1759 JOHNSON Idler No. 54 P 4 A fashionable lady.. bowl-

ing about in her own coach. 1780 COWPER Progr. Err. 438

j

The carriage bowls along. 1859 MASSON Brit. Novelists iii.

I 186 The moon bowling fearfully through clouds. 1863
Cornh. Mag. Feb., When the good ship is bowling along in

the quiet moonlight. 1872 BLACK Aih; Phaeton xvi. 221
We bowled through the little village ofOverton.

II. Senses connected with cricket.

4. intr. To launch or 'deliver' the ball at cricket.

Originally, the ball was actually b<nvled 'or trundled'

along the ground : by the successive stages of underhand
*

bowling
'

above the ground .used before 1800 , roiind-artn

or round-hand (introduced <ri825, and at first disallowed,
as being 'throwing'', and the more recent over-hand or

over-arm,
*

bowling
'

has reached a stage, at which its

practical difference from '

throwing
*

is a matter on which
authorities are at variance.

1755 Game at Cricket 7 (penes M. C. C.\ Laws for the

/iV'/-j, The Bowler.. when he has bowl'd one Ball, or

more, shall bowl to the Number of Four before he changes
Wickets, and he shall change but once in the same Innings.

1770 J. LOVF Cricket 2 Expert to Bowl, to Run, to Stop,

!
to Throw. 1847 TENNYSON Princess Prol. 81 A herd of

boys with clamour bowl'd And stnmp'd the wicket. 1879
Sat. Kev. 5 July 21 It is easy work bowling to men who
have lost heart. 1880 W. G. GRACE in Hoy's Own Paper
II. 716 A man is now not only allowed to bowl as high as

he likes, but a great many of our so-called bowlers de-

liberately throw.

6. trans, in various constructions, a. To bowl

the ball. b. To bowl the bails off, to bowl the

wicket (do~tMi}. C. To bowl a batsman or player
''out} : to get him 'out* by bowling the bails off.

1746 in' Bat
*

Cricket Man. (18501 So Harris., .o. b[ow!ed]

by HadsweM. 1755 Game at Cricket 8 Though . . the Player
be bowl'd out. Ibid. 9 If the wicket is bowl'd down, it's

out. 1774 in Q. Rn>. No. 316. 463 It was necessary to
' bowl the bail off '. 1879 Sat. Rn\ 3 July 21 When he was
not bowling wickets, he was. .making catches. 1880 W. G.

GRACE in Boy's Own Paper II. 716 Let him bowl a few
balls every day. 1880 Jfty's Chvn k. 105 His object being
to bowl down the wicket. Ibid. All the players on one side

are bowled, caught, or run out. 1881 Daily j\Vrcj 9 July 2

Richards was bowled for a good and useful 23. 1885 L illy-

white s Cricketer's Ann. 175 iM.C.C. Laws) The ball must

be bowled. If thrown or jerked, the Umpire shall call
' No

Ball '. (A distinct action of the elbow distinguishes a throw.)

6. Hence fg. (colloq. or slang}. To bowl (a

person^ out, oi>crt dozon.

1812 j'.
H. VAUX Flash Diet, s, v. Bmvled^ out, [A thief]

when he is ultimately taken, tried, and convicted, is said to

be bowled out at last. 1829 MARRVAT /'. Mildway iii, I

hope plenty of the lieutenants are bowled out. 1865 DICKENS
Mut.Fr. i. 274 I'll bowl you down. 1870 Miss BRII>GMAN A'.

Lynnc I. ix. 127 He had been bowled over by one of them.

1885 Illustr. Lond. AVw-r 6 June 572 The horse that is

favourite at starting, .is more frequently
* bowled over'.

t Bowl, ^-- Ohs. To pass the convivial bowl,

to booze. See BOLL v.%, BOLI.ING, BOLLER.



BOWL.

Bowl, bpwle (boul). v.3 north, dial. [perh.
identical with MUu. boghelcn to urve, crook, I.

boghel, now bcugel, a bow, hoop, ring : cf. BOUL
s/>.~]

To curve, to crook (Jamieson).
J5i3 Isee ROWLAND].
Hence Bowld, Bowled ///. a.
1818 HOGG Bnnvnic II. 226 I JAM.) Get away wi' ye ! ye

bowled-like shurf. 1863 Tyneside Songs 6 Bowld Sandy
Bowes young Cuckoo Jack.

t Bowland,///. a. Obs. Sc. [app. pr. pple. of
BOWL zv<] Curving, crooked, hooked.
1513 DOUGLAS sEncis in. iv. 15 With handis like to bow-

land birdis clewis. f/'id. \\. ix. 135 Ane hiddeous grip with
busteous bowland beik His maw immortale doith pik.

Bowlder, var. of BOULDEK sb.^

t Bowl-dish.. Obs. Forms : see BOWL sb.\

A bowl-shaped dish, a bowl.

throwing of a bole-dish of water over his fish. 1725 BRADLEY
/am. Diet. s. v. Sallct, A large wooden Bowl-dish.

Bowie, var. of BOUL, Obs., a bend, a handle.

Bow-legged (bu-legd), a. [f. bow-legs + -EU.]
Having crooked or outwardly bent legs ; bandy-
legged. (Huloet identified it with knock-kneed.)
1552 HULOET, Bowc legged, as he that hath his legges

bowed inwarde, narrow at the knees. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
' 350 \Vry legged, Vatitr, and I'atinii <bow-leggedi.
1686 Land. Gaz. No. 2137/4 A black and white gelt Dog. .

howe-leg'd. 1697 '*"' No - 328 7 4 Talks very lowd, bow
l-egg'd, walks briskly. 1863 HUXLEY Man's Place Nat. 28
When he walks in the erect posture, he turns the leg and
foot outward, which occasions him . . to seem bow-legged.
Bowler 1

(b^-lai). [f. BOWL v. + -ER!.]
1. One who bowls

; one who plays at bowls.
^1500 Cocke Lore-lies B. (18431 " Bowlers, mas shoters,

and quayters. 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn. I. i. (16161 531
Every bowler, or better o' the greene. 1707 FARQUHAK
Beaux' Strut. I. i. 4 A profess'd Pick-pocket, and a good
Howler. 1801 STRUTT Sports If Past. in. vii. 236 Modern
bowlers have usually three or four [bowls].
2. Cricket. The player who bowls or '

delivers
'

the ball at the wicket.
1755 [see BOWL v. 4]. 1770 J. LOVE Cricket 15 Hodswell,

of Dartford . . celebrated Bowler. 1848 THACKERAY Van.
Fair xiii, He. .was the best batter and bowler, out and out,
of the regimental club.

Bowler- (bon-bj). [f. BOWL jtf.i or v.- + -ER 1
.]

1 1. A deep drinker
;
a drunkard : see BOLLER i .

2. A workman who shapes the bowl of a spoon.
rtjgCassett's Tec/m. Kduc. IV. 413/2 The ' bowler

' who
domes up the broad end into the semblance of a bowl.

Bowler 3
(b<Ju-bj). collcq. [f. BOWL sb.'*, quasi

bowl-hat.'] A low-crowned stiff felt hat, a '

billy-
cock'. Also bowler-hat.
1861 Sat. Rev. 21 Sept. 297 We are informed that he . .

wore, or rather carried in his hand, a white bowler hat.
1882 PEBODY Eng. Journalism xxi. 158 The Ministers, in
bowlers and pea-jackets, are to be found upon the shore of
highland lochs.

Bowlespret, obs. form of BOWSPRIT.

Bow'leSS, a. \Vithoutabow(invarious senses).
Bowline 1

(bou-lain). Naut. Forms: 4 bou-
line, bawelyne, 5 bowelyne, 5-6 bowlyne, 6

boulene, bolyn, bollene, bollinge, 6-9 bowling,
7 bolin(e, bow-lin, boulin, bowline, 7-8 boling,
8-9 bow-line, 6- bowline. [In sense i,in most
modern Teutonic langs. : Sw. boglina, Da. bov-

line, Dtt. boeglijn, Ger. bulien
; whence also F.

bouline, It., Sp., Pg. bolina. In all the Teut. langs.
it is connected in form with the ship's Bow, which
seems to be the derivation

; though, as it is found
in Eng. several centuries before bow, it does not

appear whence we received it, nor why the pro-
nunciation does not agree with that of Bow.]
(The alleged ON. boglina occurs only in the

fulur, a rimed glossary composed prob. in Orkney,
and full of foreign terms).

I. 1. A rope passing from about the middle
of the perpendicular edge on the weather side of
the square sails (to which it is fastened by three or
four subdivisions, called 'bridles') to the larboard
or starboard bow, for the purpose of keeping the

edge of the sail steady when sailing on a wind.
c 1325 E. K. A Hit. P. C. 104 Sprude spak to be sprete |,e

spare bawe-lyne. c 1330 R. BRUNNE C/iritu. (K.O.i Bouline

',1430 Pilgrim's Sca-roy. 25 in Stations Rome (18671 38
Hale the bowelyne ! now, vere the shele. 1549 Cmufl. Scot.
vi. 40 Hail out the mane sail boulene. 1594 GREENE Look.
G/asse (1861) 134 We sail'd amain and let the bowling fly.
1622 HEYI.IN Cosinogr. iv. (16821 87 That piece of Tackle
which our Mariners now called the Bolin. 1636 B. JONSON
Discov. , Tell them of the main-sheet, and the boulin. 1666
I.imd. Gaz. No. 31/1 Without cutting his Bowlings, or dis-

charging one fiim. 1773 Gcntl. Mag. 143, 1 haul'd up my
bowlines, and to the wind laid. 1832 MARRYAT A', farstcr
xlvit, Let go the main-top bowling.
2. Short for bmvline-knot (see 4).
1823 F. COOPER Pioneer xxiv. 11869) 107/2 It would have

been more ship-shape to lower the bight of a rope, or run-
ning bow-line below me.
3. On a bowline : said of a ship when close-

]

hauled, (i.e. with the bow-line so as to sail close i

to the wind.-

1035

1625 PUKCHAS Pilgrimes iv, 1174 The wind was so narrow
that we stood upon a bowling. 1840 K. DANA Be/. Mast x. 24We were . . obliged to . . come upon a taut bowline. 1834M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (18591 480 Running in for San An-
dreas on a bowline. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's IVardM: s. v., The
ship sails on a bowline, or stands on a taut bowline.
4. Comb. : bowline-bend, a mode of fastening

ropes together with two bow-line knots; bow-
line-bridle (see i) ; bowline-cringle, an eye
through which a bowline-bridle is fastened; bow-
line-knot, a simple but very secure knot, used in

fastening the bowline-bridles to the cringles.
c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 44 A fore course has

one bowline bridle and two cringles. 1627 CAIT. SMITH
Seaman s Gram. v. 27 The Boling knot is . . fastened bythe bridles into the creengles of the sailes. 1850 Petrel I.

83 Oh, that we had a bowline knot, to let down to him !

II. In Snip-building.
'

tfowlincs are longitu-
dinal curves representing the ship's fore-body cut
in a vertical section.' Smyth Sailor s IToni-bk.
t Bow-line '-'. Obs.

[f.
Bow j*.i +. LIKE.] An

arc of a circle.

1551 RECORDE Pat/mi. Kiunul. \. xxii, Draw a cord or
stryngline crosse the circle, then deuide into .ij. equal]
partes, both that corde, and also the bowe line, or arche
line, that serueth to that corde. Ibid. \. xi, A bowline.

Bowling (bJu-Hrj', vbl. sb.
[f. BOWL v2]

1. Haying at bowls
; the action of rolling a bowl

or other ruund body.
1535 -let 27 Hen. VIII, xxv, Any open plaieng house or

place for common bowling. 1612 BACON Studies, Ess. (Arb.t

13 Bowling is good for the Stone and Reines. 1705 HICK-
ER1NGILL Pricst-Cr. 11. vi. 66 They go to Shooting or Bowl-
ing as .soon as Afternoon Service is done. 1801 STRUTT
Sports fy Past. III. vii. 235. 1879 Daily A'tni'S 2 Sept. 3/1
Bowling was at all times a mild species of recreation.

2. Cricket. The action of 'delivering' the ball.

1755 Game at Cricket 6, Laws. 1859 All 1". Round No.
13. 306 Jim . . go in : cut over the slow bowling. 1879 Sat.
Rev. 5 July 21 Oxford was once more aided by the bowling
of Mr. Jellicoe.

3. Comb., as bowling -day, -ground, -night;
bowling-crease, the line from behind which the
bowler 'delivers' the ball in cricket.

vjc&Game at Cricketb, La-ws. .The Bowling-Creases must
be cut in a direct line from each Stump. IHd. 8 If he delivers
the Ball, with his hinder Foot over the Bowling-Crease, the

Umpire shall call no Ball. 1880 Boy's Own Bk. 105 Within
the return-crease . . and behind the bowling-crease, the bowler
must stand when he delivers the ball.

Bowling, variant of BOLLING sb.

BoW'ling-a'lley. An alley or long enclosure
for playing at bowls or skittles : cf. ALLEY 4.
1555 Act 2 ty 3 Phil, ff M. ix, Licence . . for the having . .

ofany Bowling-Allies. 1612 ROWLANDS Knave ofClubs, At
Bedlam bowling-alley, late Where citti/ens did bet. 1703
A rt's Itnpror. I. 9 The Use of them, in Paving the Streets,
and laying of bowling-Allies. 1884 Harper's Mag. Jan.
298/2 The establishment of a good bowling-alley.

Bowling-green. A smooth level lawn or

green for playing bowls upon. (Hence a common
simile 'as level (or smooth) as a bowling-green'.)
1646 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. 227 The whole country flat

and even as a bowling-green, a. 1695 WOOD Life 11848) 267
Trained privately in New Coll. bouling-green. 1800 MAR.
KDGEWOKTH Lottery ii, Going to a bowling-green tea-party
this evening. 1823 WATERTON Wand. S. A mer. i. i. 120 An
immense plain . . as level as a bowling-green.

Bowlke, obs. form of BULK.

Bowln;e, obs. f. BOLLEN, swollen.

Bowlster, Bowlt, obs. ff. BOLSTER, BOLT v. ]

,*.

Bowly, a. Sf. Also bowlie, boolie. [perh.
f. Bow s/>. I or - + -LY l

; but cf. BOWL vJ and BOUL.]
Bent, rounded.
1821 GALT^;/. Par. 131 It was of the goose species, only

with short bowly legs. 1864 J. BKOWN Plain H'lls. Health
87 Your bowly back, your huge arms.

Bowman J
(b0-ma;n). Also 4-5 boumon.

[f.
Bow rf. 1 + MAN.]

1. A man who shoots with a bow ; csp. a lighting
man armed with a bow.
1297 R. GLOUC. 378 Spermen auote & bowmen, & al so

arblastes. ^1400 fiestr. '1 'roy 5536 He was boumon of the

best. 1581 J. BKLL Haddon's Ansv.'. Osor. 492 You are a

prety bow man but your luck is very ill. 1598 BARRET
Theor. Warres I. i. 3 Were there such bowmen as were in

the old time. 1611 W. BARKSTED lliren (1876) 105 Saturn
wounded by loues little bowman. 1839 THIKI.WALL Greece
III. 375 Heavy infantry, with bowmen and slingers.

t2. Some kind of fish. Obs.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Sun'cy iv. iii. 63 Conger,

I.ampson, Bowman, Soles.

3. Bowman's root : a name given to certain

plants : Gilltnia Irifoliata, Euphorbia corollata,
and hnardia alternifolia.
Bowman ^ (buu-macn). Naut.

[f. Bow.M +
MAX.] The oarsman who sits nearest fo the bow
of a boat.

1829 MAKRYAT /'. Miliimay xix, The bowman holding on
with the boat-hook. 1840 K. DANA Bef. Mast xxiii. 71 The
bow-man had charge of the boat-hook and painter.

Bownce, towns, obs. forms of BOUNCE.
Bownd, -en, obs. form of BOUND, -EN.

Bown(e, -nn
v e, obs. ff. BOON, BOUN, BOUND.

Bow-net (b^u'inef. [f. Bow sl>. 1 + NET : pos-
sibly the original form of the thing explained the

name.]

BOWSPRIT.
1. A kind of trap used for lobsters, crayfish, etc.,

consisting now of a cylinder of wicker-work closed
at one end and having a narrow, funnel-shaped
entrance at the other : also called, a bow-weel.
a 1000 ^LEKIC I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 167 Xassa bo^enet,

itel leap. /bid. 181 Nassa, jeuul, net bo^anet. 1552
HULOET, Bowe nette or weele, nassa. 1607 TOI'SELL Four-f.
Beasts 37 They take them in bow-nets . . whereinto they
enter for the food, but being entrapped cannot go forth

again. 1639 HORN & ROB. Gate Lang. L'ul. xxxviii. 427A Fisherman fisheth with a bownet or weel, in a river. 1883
G. C. DAVIES Nor/oik Broouis xix. 145 Bow-nets set in the
runs . . for tench and eels.

2. A kind of net attached to a bow or arch of
wood or metal, used by fowlers.

1875
' STONEHENCE

'

Brit. Sports \. iv. i. 4. 293 [Hawks]
must be captured either by the bow-net or the hand-net.

Bownogh, var. of BONAGH, Obs., an Irish soldier.

Bownte, obs. form of BOUNTY.

Bow-pot, variant of BOUGH-POT.

Bowpres, var. of BEAUPEHS Obs.. a fabric.

Bowr, bowre, obs. ft. BOWEH rf.i,3.
Bowrd e, Bowrder, var. of BOUHD, BOUKDKK.
t Bowrugie. Obs. .$'<-. [A coi nipt derivative

of BURGESS or ad. Fr. burgeoisie.'] The 'Bur-

gesses
'

or third estate of the Scottish Parliament.
1-1470 HENRY Wallace vm. 4 In Sanct Jhonstoun . . as-

sembht clerk, barown, and bowrugie.
t Bowse, sb. Obs. rare. [a. MDu. bnis gun:

cf. Bus and HARQUEBUS.] A harquebus.
*5S6 Lliron. Gr. j-riars 11852) 42 All London musterd in

harnes, morys pykes, bowses, hand gons, and whytt cottes.

Bowse, bowsie, var. of BOUSE, Bousv.

t Bowser. Obs. Alsobowcer. bowsicr. [De-
rivation uncertain : perhaps a corruption of AF.
botirser, OF. boitrsier, BUBSAK. f. boui se, purse.
Notwithstanding the form fanvcer, and the agreement in

sense with BOWCHKR, the two words can hardly be identical,
since there v,as no OF. bonder, bouchifr, with suitable
sense. But the two bmuser and boivgcr, {btnochcr* may have
been confused in English.]
A treasurer, bursar. Hence Bowsery, a bursar's

office, a bursary.
X534 HEN. VIII. Liber Regis (1786' p. xi, To serche and

knowe the . . names of the . . almoner, bowser, hosnyteler.
1552 R. HUICHINSON Sertff. Lord's Supper 118421 225 Mas-
ters of colleges do call their stewards and bowsers to an ac-
count and audit. 1626 Seisin's y\sts iN.> Had every night
the keys of the bowcery and buttery delivered. 1631 T.
POWELL Tom of All Tr. 149 To be head Bowsier of the

Colledge. 1721-1800 BAILEY, Bo-Mser, the Purser, or Trea-
surer of a College.

Bowshot (btfn-Jft). Forms: 3-5 bow(e)-
schote, 6 -shote, bow-shotte, 7-0' bowshootfe,
7- bowshot,

[f.
Bow sbl -t- SHUT sf>.]

The dis-

tance to which an arrow can be shot from a bow.
( 1300 A". Alis. 3491 A bowe-schote fro the brynke. c 1450

LONELICH Grail xni. 316 More than fowre bowschote.
c 1532 Ln. BERNERS Huon xcv. 308 Themperour. -auannsyd
hym selfe a bowe shote before his companye. 1652 Coi-
TERELL Cassandra I. v. 474 Within a Bow-shoot of their

gates. 1734 tr. Rollin's Ane. Hist. 118271 II. a. 101 Within
bowshot of it. 1814 SCOTT H'az*. viii, About a bow-shot
from the end of the village.

Bowsie, var. of BOOZY, BOUSY.
Bowsom e, -sum, obs. forms of BUXOM.

tBowson, obs. dial. f. BAUSON, badger.
1617 ASSHETON Jrnl. 118481 18 We had a bowson : wee

wrought him out and killed him.

Bowsprit (brMi'sprit). Forms : a. 4 bouspret,
6 boespritte, 7- bowsprit ; ft. 6-7 boresprit,

7 borespritt, boar-spright; 7. 6 boltspreet, 7

boultspret, 7-9 boltsprit ;
S. 7 boldspreet ;

( . 7 bole-sprit, bowle-. boulspret, boule spret,

-sprit. [Found in all the mod. Teut. langs. : Du.

boegspriet, LG. bogspret, Ger. bug-, bogspriel ^from
LG. or Du.), Sw. bogsprbt, Da. bogspryd ; in all

connected with the ship's Bow, and with a word,
in OE. spi-eot pole (ME. spret, sprcct), Du. spriet

spear, javelin. Sw. sprit insect's feeler. Cf. also

OHG. spriuwn, MHG. spriuzcn to prop. The

origin seems to lie between LG., Du., and English :

in the latter sprcot was itself used in a nautical sense

in OE. and ME. (see SPRIT). But against the

compound bow-sprit being of English rise, are the

late appearance of bmv in the language, and the

numerous perverted forms with bore, boar, bolt,

bold, bole, bo-ale, which seem to show that the

connexion with />ou' was not evident to English
sailors, either in sense or pronunciation. (Quota-
tions for the word are very rare before 1590.)
1. A large spar or boom running out trom the

stem of a vessel, to which (and the jib-boom and

flying jib-boom, which extend beyond it) the fore-

mast stays are fastened.
a. e 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (K.O.i Bouspret. a 1500

Chester PI. iMS. 1592)1. (1843) 48 With toppe-castill and

boe-sp_ritte. 1634 BRERETON Trav. I. 169 The bow-sprit
or sprit-sail [mast] which stands sloping even over the beak-
head. 1700 TYRRELL Hist. F.ii. II. 833 Their Bowsprits
armed with Iron. 1805 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson VII. 189
note. Found the bowsprit badly wounded, and bowsprit-
shrouds shot away. 1842 DICKENS Amer. fcotes (1850) 56/2
By the water side, where the bowsprits of ships stretch across
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BOWSSEN.
the footway. 1875* STONEHENGE

'

Brit. Sports ii. vin. i. j
The forward rig also changed, from the bumpkin bowsprit
and one head sail, to a long running bowsprit and full-sized

flat jib.

B. 1594 W. PHILLIPS Llnschoten's Trav. In Arb. Garner
III. 428 Our boresprit touched the shore. 16x0 SHAKS.

Temp. i. ii, 200 On the Top-mast, The Yards and Bore-

spntt, would I flame distinctly, a 16*3 tr. Canidens Hist.
Elh. in. (16881 413 Brake her Fore mast or Boresprit. 1655
HEYWOOD Fortune by Land. iv. Wks. 1874 VI. 416 Our
Mainsail, Boar-spright, and our Mizen.
y. 1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Dict. t Ccvadcra^ the saile of the

boltspreet. 1600 HAKLUYT fay. (18101 III. 125 The yce ..

touched their boltsprit. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grain.,

Boultspret Ladder . . made fast ouer the Boulspret to get
vpon it, 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (18691 294 She had lost her

Maintop-mast, Fore-mast and Boltsprit. 1815 SCOTT Ld. of
/y/t-j i. xiv. 12 Her boltsprit kissed the broken waves.

5. 1652 Proc. Parliament No. 170 Putting out the Par-
liaments Jack on the Boldspreet end, and the English .En-

sign on the Poop.
6. 1617 MINSHEU Sp. Dtct.

t Baupnz. .the bole-sprit of a

ship. 1626 CAI>T. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 15 The fore

mast, misen and bowlespret . . the boulespret hath no bow
lines. 1634 SIR. T. HERBERT Trav. 182 Her bole-sprit broke
our mizen shroudes, 1691 T. H[ALK] Ace. Xeiu fnz'ent, 120
From the extremity of the Boulsprit to the Lanthorn.

j* 2. Jig. The human nose, humorous. Obs.

1690 SHADWELL Am. Bigot \. Wks, 1720 IV. 295 Thy ..

nose, that boll->prit of thy face. 1691 Sctnvrcrs v, They
do not consider the tenderness of my bolt-sprit.

t Bow'SSen, ' Obs. Alsoboossen,bous(s)en,
bowsen. [ad. Cornish beitzi

' to immerge, drown',

according to Williams 'a later form of bedhy, bidhy,
or budhy, Breton bcitzi, Welsh boddi to drown :

(Bidhyzi) mentioned by Borlase, is a different word,

being
* a late form of bedidhia to dip, baptize ',

Breton badeza, Welsh bcdydhio, ad. L. baptizd-fc.'}'}

trans. To immerse or duck (in a holy well).
Hence Bowsseiiing vbl. sb.

1602 CAREW Cornwall 123 a, There were many bowssening
places, for cufing of mad men .. if there appeared small

amendment he was bowssened again and againe. 1758 BOK-
LASE Corn-Mall 302 The Cornish call this immersion Boos-

sennlng, from Beuzi or Bidhyzi, in the Cornu-British, and
Armoric, signifying to dip or drown. 1856 J. ALLEN Hist.

Liskeard iv. 46 The spring . . is said to have been used for

bowsening or plunging an insane person suddenly, in order
to restore him. 1865 L/ESTRANGE Yachting II*'. fcng. 300
Holy wells . . used as bowssening, or ducking pools for the

cure of madness.

t Bowstaff. Obs. PL bowstaves. [f.
Bow

shl 4.] A stick to be made into a bow.
[ J394 'n Hakluyt I'oy. I. 167 In the yeere of our Lord 1394

. . werke, wax, osmunds, and bowstaues, to the value of

1060 nobles.] 1436 Pol. Poems 118591 ^- 1 7 1 Osmonde,
coppre, bow-staffes, stile, and wex. i^aAct 32 Hen. l/rlll

t

xiv, For euery xxiiii. bundelles of bowstaues xxvii. viiirt*.

1641 Termes de la Ley 172 Garble is to sort and chuse the

good from the bad as the Garbling of Bowstaves. 1720
Stow'sSun 1

. ied. Strype 1754) II. v. xiii. 304/2 Bow Staves

and arrows at low prices.

Bowstar, -ster, -stowre, Sc. ff. BOLSTER.

t Bow-sting. Obs. Sc. = BOWSTAFF.
1551 Aberdeen Reg. \. 21 (JAM.) Valit bowstingis, price of

the scoir vi 11. Scottis money.
t Bowstowre. Obs. rare. [perh. a. OF. *bos-

teof) var. of boitteof) f. bouter
v
also boster') to strike,

knock, as in
' bosterent a la porte' i^Godef.;.]

perh. ~ Striker, knocker ,a battering-ram).
^1425 WYNTOUS Cron. vin. xxxiv. 23 Browcht a Gyne,

men callyd Bowstowre For til assayle that stalwart towre.

Bow-street (bJ'str;~t). A street in London
near Covent-Garden, in which the principal me-

tropolitan police-court is situated : hence Bow-
street officer, -runner, etc., a police officer.

1812 Examiner 19 Oct. 663/1 Supported by a Bow-street

Officer. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist xxx,
'

It's, the runners !'. .

' The what ! '. .

' The Bow-street officers.'

Bow-string, bowstring (bJu-strirj). [f.

Bow .sA 1 + STRINU
jtf.]

1. The string of a bow ; alsoy?^.
1486 Bk. St.A Ibans B vi, Tho saame lewnes bx>u shall fastyn

slackely as a bowstryng vnocupyede. 1564 Act 8 Eliz. \.

4 An Armouror, Fletcher or maker of Bowslrings. 1626

BACON Sylva 993 Sound will be conveyed to the Eare, by
striking upon a Bow-string, if the Home of the Bow be held

to the Eare. 1809 CAMPBELL Gertrude in. xiv, The bow-

string of my spirit was not slack. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles

vi. xxii, At once ten thousand bow-strings ring,Ten thousand
arrows fly !

2. As used in Turkey for strangling offenders.

1603 K.NOI.LES Hist. Turks (1638) 258 [He] commanded the

executioner presently to strangle him with a bow string.

1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 79 The Turks can now .. dis-

charge their ministers by other methods than the bow-

string, a 1839 PRAED /'dtv/w ( 1 865 1 II. 45 As if apprenticed
to the work, He ties the bowstring round the Turk.

3. A ttrib. and Comb.,zs,bowstring-maker\ bow-
string bridge, a bridge consisting of an arch and

horizontal tie, to resist the horizontal thrust
;

hence bowstring - girder ; bowstring hemp,
plants of the genus Sansevierat N. O. Liliacex,

found both in Africa and India, of the fibres of

which bow-strings are made.
1530 PAI.SGB. 200/2 Bowstryng maker faisevr de cordcs

a larc. 1724 Lond. Gaz. No. 6249/6 William Boyworth . .

Bow-string-maker. 1866 Trcas. Bot. s. v. Sanseviera, The
Bowstring Hemps are stemless perennial plants.

Bowstring tbJu-strirjV f.
[f. prec. sb. The

1036

pa. t. and pplc. ought to be bowstringedy but bow-

strung is also found, from the vb. to STUING.]
trans. To strangle with a bow-string.
1803 Edin. Kci'. I. 359 The vizier who commands a van-

quished army . . is generally bowstringed. 1840 Pot; IVks.

1864 I. 132 It was high time for her to get up and be bow-

strung. 1884 Graphic 23 Aug. 204/2 He took his bow and

bowstrung him.

Hence Bow string-er and Bowstrung///. a.

1820 BYRON Jitan \. cxlvii, His lately bowstrung brother.
,

caused his rise. 1839 STONEHOVSE Axholmc 426 The first

settler was chief of the bow string

Conqueror's] army.
tringers who attended his [the

Bowsum, obs. form of BOSOM, BUXOM.

Bowsy, variant of BOUSY, BOOZY.

Bowt'e, obs. form of BOLT, BOUT, BOUGHT.

Bowtel(l, variant of BOLTEL, a plain circular

moulding.
Bowthe, Bowther, obs. ff. BOOTH, BOULDEK.

Bowtifew, var. of BOUTEFEU, Ob$. t
v\\ incendiary.

Bow-weed, corruptly bow-wood. A popular
name of Centaitrca nigra : cf. BULLWEED.
BRITTEN & HOLLAND cite Appendix to GERARD.

Bow-window btfu'-wrndtfii). [f. Bow $b.v\

1. A Bay-window segmentally curved on plan ;

called in A. P. S. Diet. Arch., a B(m.< Bay-window.
Often used as co-extensive with bay-iuindtnv t

whence
4 such absurdities of diction as "square bow windows"'.

fiay.windirw is generic, bow-window specific, and of much
later rise, this form of bay being rare in earlier times.

1753 RICHAKUSON Grandfam\ 1781* VI. xxiv. 136 The other

seats of the bow-window. 1794 REPTON Landscape Card.

(1805) 178 Large recesses or bays, sometimes called bowre
windows, and now bow windows. 1816 JANE AUSTEN Emma
n. ix. 198 A string of dawdling children round the baker's

bow-window. 1850 THACK FRAY Pcndennis xxxv. (1884) 339
His common lounge was the bow-window of White's.

2. slang. A big belly.
1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack i, A very large man . . with what

is termed a considerable b&w-U'indmv in front.

Hence Bow'-wi:ndowed, having bow-windows
;

also (slang') big-bellied.
1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey ix, 44 The up>tairs bow-

windowed room. 1850 THACKERAY Pendennis xxxiv. (18841

334 Look at that very bow-windowed man.

Bow-wise (bJu'woiz
1

, adv. [f.
Bow

-WISE.] In the form or figure of a bow.
1398 TREVISA Barth. de P. R. vin. xvii, 11495) 32t) Nuw

she [the mone] shewyth herself shape a bowe wyse and now
a^ a cercle. 1583 STANYHURST sKneis HI. (Arb.) 87 The
hauen from the eastcoast, in bowewise, crooked apereth.

1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets (1863) 61 Streaked

bow-wise, with a livid white and red.

BOW-WOW, inf. and sb. Also 7 bowgh-wawgh,
bough-wough, S bough waugh. [Imitative.
Other forms are BAUGH, BOUUH, BAW-WAW, q.v.]

1. (bcurwau') An imitation of the barking of

a dog.
1576 LAMBABDE Peramb. Kent < 18261 233. [See BAW-WAW.]

1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 382 Harke, harke, bowgh wawgh :

the watch-Dogges barke. 1651 OGILBY .-J^sop (1665) 53

Hough wough, Whose that dare break Into my master's

House? i68a OTWAY Venice Pres. in. i. 35 Now, bough
waugh, waugh, bough waugh I Barks like a dog". 1855
BROWNING Holy-Cross Day in Men fy H'oin. II. 160 Bow,
wow, wow, a bone for the dog !

2. as sb. The bark of a dog ; alsoy?^.
a 1832 SCOTT Diary; < Jane A listen's >wels\ The big bow-

wow I can do myself like any one going. 1849 W. IRVING

Crayon Misc. 21 r With a deep-mouthed bow-wow, 1854
GILFILLAM Bc&ttids Poems Introd. 16 The deep bow-wows
of Johnson's talk.

b. attrib.
, bau'wuu), as in bow-woif theory,

applied in ridicule to the theory that human speech

originated in the imitation of animal sounds.

1864 MAX MULLEK Sc. Lang. Ser. n. 87 The strong ob-

jection . . to what I called the Bow-wow and the Pooh-pooh
theories. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 33 Advocates of the
' Bow-wow' theory of the origin of language may find con-

vincing facts among the Zunis.

c. quasi-fl<^/. Dog-like, snarling, barking.
1838 W. GARDINER Music \at. 62 Johnson's sayings

would not have appeared half so extraordinary but for his

IKJW-WOW way. 1854 H. MILLER Sc/i. <y Sckm. '.1858.1 344
He could recite in the

'

big bow-wow style'.

3. transf. A dog. humorous or as nursery term.
a 1800 COWPEK Beau's Reply iD.) Nor some reproof your-

self refuse From your aggrieved bow-wow.

BOW-WOW bauiwair\ v. [f. prec.] intr* To
bark ; also fig. to snarl, growl. Hence Bow-
wower, Bow-wowing.
1832 M ARRYAT N. Forster i, To be snarled at, and bow-

wowed at, in this manner, by those who find fault, a. 1845
Hoou To Hakncmann vi, Stop his dow-wmv-ing. 1850 CAK-
LYLE Lait.-day Pantpk. via, To be bullied and bowowed
out of your loyalty to the God of Light.

Bowy, obs. form of BOUGHY rt, and BOWIE.

Bowyer (Iwu-ia-i). Forms : 3 bowiare, 5

bowjere, bowyere, 6 boier, bowier, 7 boweyer,
6- bowyer. [f. Bow sb. + -YER: cf. lawyer.']
1. One who makes, or trades in, bows.

1*97 R. GLOUC. 541 The bowiares ssoppe hii breke & the
bowes nome ech on. < 1440 Promp. Parr. 46 Bow^ere
[1499 bowyere], arcnarius. 1514 FITZHF.RB. Justyce Peas

(1538)92 Kvery boier make .. two bowes of elme. 1544
ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 20 No man will be offended excepte
it be summe fletchers and bowiers. 1697 K/tTc Penal Laws
8 Concerning Bowyers and the making and keeping of Bows.

BOX.

1862 MARSH F.ng, Lang. \ii. 182 The arrow-makers, or

flctchers . . had oi full a vocabulary as the bowycrs.

2. A bowman, an archer. Also attrib.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 46/1 Bow5ere . . archiienens. 17*5
POPE Odyss. vin. 260Who boldly durst defy the Bowyer God.
1808 SCOTT Alarm, n. xv, His Norman bowyer band. 1870
BKYANT Iliad I. v. 156 The bowyer-god, Apollo.

Bowyers Mustard : see BOOK.

Bowza, variant of BOZA, a drink.

Bowze, Bowzy, var. of BOUSE, BOUSY.

Bowzey, obs. form of BOOST dial., cow-stall.

Box (b?ks), sb. 1 Bat. Also 4-7 boxe. [OE.
box, ad. L. bux-us box -tree, Gr. irufos.]

1. A genus (Buxus} of small evergreen trees or

shrubs of the N.O. Euphorbiaces ; specially B.

sempervirens, the Common or Evergreen Box-

tree, a native of Europe and Asia ; a shrub with

deep-green leaves of a thick leathery texture. It

is much used in ornamental gardening, esp. in a
dwarfed variety (Dwarf or Ground Box) for the

edgings of flower-beds.

931 Chart. sEbchtan in Cod. Difl.V. 195 Of Sere semear-
codan ajfsan to Son readan slo . . of 8am treowe to Sere

wican set Sam boxe. a 1000 /ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

139 Buxus, box. 1381 WVCLIF /Jri. Ix. 13 The fyrr tree,

and box, and pyne tree togidere. r 1420 Anlurs ofArth.

vi, Vndur a lefe tale Of box and of barbere byggy't. 1551
TURNER Herbal Gvja, The wood of boxe is yelowe and*

pale. 1578 LYTE Dodvens vi. xxxii. 699 The smal Boxe is

called of some in Latine, Hnmi Bnjcits : that is to say,
Ground Boxe, or Dwarffe Boxe. 1713 Guardian No. 173

(1756) II. 360 There ships of myrtle sail in seas of box. 1830
TKNNYSON A Spirit haunts. Fading edges of box beneath.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 75/2 The Majorca box . . is a hand-
somer plant . . with broader leaves, and a more rapid growth

2. The wood of the box-tree, BOX-WOOD ;
much

used by turners and wood-engravers. A\sojig.
c 1385 'CHAUCER /.. C. IV. 867 Pale as box sche was. 1398

TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. XVH. xix, Also of boxe beb boxes

made to kepe in muske and ober spicerye. 1553 EDEN
Treat. -\'t-!u Itid. Arb.) 16 Rhinoceros . . of the coloure of

boxe. 1635 J. BABINGTON Pyrotechn. i You must get of the

best drie Box you can finde. 1677 Moxos Meek. Exerc.
I73) 347 Made on Box or Brass of most Mathematical
Instrument Makers. 185* M'Cl'LLOCH Diet. Comm. 189
Hox is a very valuable wood. It is of a yellowish colour

close-grained, very hard, and heavy.

3. Comb, and Attrib.

a. attrib. Of box or box-wood ; pale as box.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. xxx. 8 Wryt to it vp on a box table. 1598
K. Gil.PIN Skial. (1878) 43 Their box complexions . . Their
iaundice looks. 1677 Lena. Go.-. No. 1245 4 One Box Comb.
( )ne Pocket Handkerchief. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Pkrascol.

Gi:n. 276 Boxteeth, teeth as yellow as box. 1714 Fr. Bk.

ofRates 359 The Trade of Ivory-Combs, and also Horn-

Combs, and Box-Combs, 1884 (.'asselfs Fain. Mag. Feb.

141/2 Anything, -in the way of box edging.

b. Comb., as box-bordered, box-like adj. ;
box-

berry, the fruit ;and plant) of the winter-green
of America (Gaulthcria procumbens , ; box-elder,
-alder, a North American tree, the Ash-leaved

Maple (Acer negundo) ; box-holly, a name of

liutcher's broom (Kitscus aculeatus] ; box-slip, u

slip of box inlaid in the beechwood of some car-

penters' planes in order to give durability to the

edge : box-thorn, common name for shrubs of the

genus Lycium, esp. L. barbarum. Also BOX-TEEE,
BOX-WOOD.
1851 S. JUDD Margaret II. i. 162 The path was strewn

with old claret "boxberries. 1884 Harper's Mag. Oct. 661/2
A 'box-bordered plat. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 7Si/i The "Box
Klder . . is sometimes introduced into English shrubberies.

1661 Lo\t:LL//iit.Auiin. fy Mitt. 79 They [Rhinoceroses]
have, .a

'

Boxe-like colour. 1678 W. SALMON Pharttt. Lend.
I. iv. 74 Lyciitnt, Py.vacantha, Buxea spina . . "Boxthorn.

1846 MRS. iM^oo'sLadies'Coinp.Flinijer.Gard. lyiLycium,
Solanaccz, Boxthorn.

c. Applied with distinguishing epithet to several

other plants, as Bastard Box, Polygala chamx-

buxus \ Flowering Box, Vaccinium Vitis-Idsea,

having leaves like those of the box; Grey Box,

Eucalyptus Jcalbata of S. Australia ; f Prickly

Box, the Kox-thorn (Lyciunf), also the Butcher's

Broom, KIISCIIS aculcatits ;Lyte) ; Queensland
Box, Lophostcmon macrofftyllus ;

Red Box (of

New South Wales),/., aiistralis; Spurious Box,

Eucalyptus leutoxylon. of S. Australia ;
Tas-

manian Box, Biirsaria spinosa.
1578 LVTE nodwis VI. xiii. 674 Butchers broome . . is called

. .in base Almaigne, Stekende palme, that is to say, Prickley
Boxe. Ibid, xxxiii. 699 Prickley Boxe is a tree not much

vnlyke to the other l!u.\c.

Box (bj'ks), sb.~ Also Sc. boxse, boxe. [OE.
box neut. or mnsc. : it is not clear whether this

was (i) another sense of box, the name of the tree,

2) an independent adoption of L. truxum box-

wood, in the sense of a thing made of box, or

(3) an altered form of L. pyx-is (puxis, med.L.

buxis) box : S_Pvx. In favour of the latter cf.

OHO. liithsa fem. (IvlHG. bu/ise, bii/ise, Ger. biichse,

^ilDu. busse. bosse, Du. bus, bos') on OTeut. type

*buksja-, ad. L. pyxis or Gr. irufis box. As the

latter was f. irufos box-wood, the L. form of which

was buxus. late and med.L. had many forms with



BOX.

initial bt as buxis> buxida, btixta, boxta, bosta^
bossida, (cf. BOIST), from some of which the Teu-
tonic forms might well be derived.]

I. 1. A case or receptacle usually having a

lid ; a. orig. applied to a small receptacle of any
material for drugs, ointments, or valuables ; b.

gradually extended (since 1700) to include cases

of larger size, made to hold merchandise and

personal property ; but .unless otherwise specified)
understood to be four-sided and of wood.

a. 1000 /ELKRIC I
7
oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 124 Pi.r!st bixen box.

t 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 7 Da jenealxte him to sum wif,
seo hzfde box [Vulg. alabastrunt\ mit deorwyrSe sealfe.

.1200 Trin. ColLHoifi. 145 Hie nam ane box jemaked of
marbelstone and hine fulde mid derewur5e smerieles. 1393
LANCL, P. PL C. xiv. 54 As be messager . . bereb bote a
boxe a breuet ber-ynne. c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 46 Box or

boyste, pixis. 1480 Catk. Angl. 39 A Box, pixis. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (\V. de W. 1531) 286 b, The swete oyntement. .

was closed and shutte In the boxe. 1580 BARET^/Z'. IJ

1083 Boxes or chestes where grocers put there spices and
wares. 1592 SHAKS. Ront. <y Jut. v. i. 45 And about his [the

apothecary's] shelues A beggerly account of emptie boxes
. .thinly scattered, to make vp a shew. 1611 BIBLE 2 Kings
ix. i Take this boxe of oile in thine hand. Transl. Pref.
i Certaine bare themselves as auerse from them as from . .

boxes of poison. 1677 Loud. Gaz. No. 1263/4 Three Silver

Boxes, one for Sugar, one for Pepper, and one for Mustard.
I 75I JOHNSON Rantbi. No. 171 '7 My landlady . . took the

opportunity of my absence to search my boxes. 1862 BUK-
TON Bk.-kitnter i. 15 His spoil, packed in innumerable great
boxes. 1875 URE Diet. Arts II. 471 Sand and loam (packed
tightly into meta! boxes, called flasks*.

C- fig*
1606 SHAKS. 7V. $ Cf. v. i. 29 Why thou damnable box of

enuy thou. a 1618 RALEIGH Rcm, \ 1664) 89 It is an essential!

property of a man truly wise, not to open all the boxes of
'

his bosome. 1653 WALTON Angler 220, I have several boxes
in my memory in which I will keep them all very safe.

2. With various substantives indicating its pur-
pose, position, etc., as bonnet-^ cartridge-, coal-,

collecting-, dirt-, hat-, letter-^ light-, match-, mis-

sionary-, money-, pepper-, pill-, pillar-, poor-,
sand-, savings-, snuff-, tar-, touch-box ; also DICE-

BOX, and with a more specific signification, fire-,
smoke-, steam-box, etc.

1638 SHIRLEY Mart. Soldier iv. iii. in Bullen Old.PL 11882'
I. 236 The Sand of a Scriveners Sand-boxe. 1709 STEELK
Tatter No. 79 F i, I made her resign her Snuff-Box for
ever. 172* Land, Gaz. No. 6068/8 One Pepper-box, two
Salts, c 1730 SWIFT Directions Housemaid, Leave a pail
of dirty water, a coal-box, a bottle, a broom. 1808 R. PORTK u

Trav. Sk. Rnss. fy Sweet. (1813) I. i. n A broad belt, to
which bangs an unwieldly cartridge-box. 1875 URE Diet.
Arts III. 1079 Water-.Meter, A dirt box is attached to
each end of the meters. 1883 Fisheries E.rkib. CataL 217
Cigar boxes, jewel boxes, handkerchief boxes, glove boxes,
match boxes.

3. In various contextual applications : f a. The
pyx or receptacle for the consecrated host; fb.
A surgeon's box, used as a cupping-glass (cf. BOIST) ;

c. A ballot-box
;
d. A dice-box; e. A letter-box ;

f. The receptacle for infants at the gate of a found-

ling hospital.
1297 R. GLOUC. 456 |>e box ek, bat hong ouer the weued,

myd Codes fless & blod. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Heltk (15411
61 Application of boxes about the stomake, in hot feuers,
are to be eschewed. 1549 THOMAS Hist. Italic (1561) 79
Boxes, into whiche, if he wyll, he may let fall his ballot.

1556 Chron. Gr. Friars \ 1852) 55 Spekyng agayne the sacra-
ment of theauter .. callyd it Jacke of the boxe. 1562 BL-L-
I.EYN Sicke Men, $c. 52 b, Aplie boxis with skanffaction.
1604 BRETON Pass. Sheph. HI. in Spenser's ll'ks. (Grosartt
III. Introd. 29 Or to see the subtle fox, How the villain

plies the box. 1680 COTTON in Singer Hist. Cards 332, I

have seen a losing gamester greedily gnawing the innocent
box. 1733 CHAMBKKS Cycl. Stepp. s.v. Box, Our sharpers
have opportunities of playing divers tricks with the box,
as palming, topping, slabbing, a 1853 A. OPIE Bank Note,
It is . . necessary that a person whom I can trust should

put the letter in the box. 1873 bloKLv.\ Rousseau I. 118
The new-born child was dropped into oblivion in the box
uf the asylum for foundlings.'
4. esp. A money-box, containing either private

or public funds, often with a defining word added.
c 1386 CHAUCER Cook's T. 26 Ffor often tyme he foond his

box fr'.n boxel ful bare. 1393 LAXGL. P. PI. C. i. 97 And
boxes ben [broght] forf> [ I-] bounden with yre. 1552-3 /?-.
CVi. Goods Stafford 87 The poore mans box. a 1555 LYNDESAY
Tragedy 70, I purcheist for my proffect singulare, My
Boxsisand myThreasure tyll auance, The Byschopreik of

Merapose, in France. 1580 BAKKT Air. B 1079 A boxe for

almes or the poore metis boxe. 1607 SHAKS. Timon in. i. 16

Nothing but an empty box, Sir, which . . I come to intreat

your Honor to supply. 1766 (.IOI.USM. Vic. IV. iv, He . . was
to have a halfpenny on Sunday to put into the poor's box,

b. transf. The money contained in such a box ;

a fund for a particular purpose. Cf. box-chtb.

1389 in Enr. Gilds (1870! 5 He schal haue of J>e comune
box xiiiji/. Ibid. 7 Alle be costages that be mad aboute hym
be mad good of the box. 1439 E. I'.. Wills (18821 113, I be-

queth to the . . Comune Box . . vjs. viijt/. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. u. iii. VH. (1651) 356 With ordinary gamesters,
the

Jjains go to the box. 1775 JOHNSON Lett. cxii. (17881 1.

234 The ladies . . pay each twopence a week to the box.

1830 GALT Laivrie T. i. ii. (1849) 5 She applied in her auld

days for a recommendation to get her put upon the box,

5. Short for CHKISTMAS-BOX, q.v.
a 1593 H. SMITH Serin. (18661 II, 240 The law is like a

butlers-box, play still on till all come to the candestick. 1611
COTGR., Such a box as our prentices beg before Christmas.
1621 W. MASON Hand/. I-'ss. Cij, As an apprentices box uf

1037

earth, apt he is to take all, but to restore none till hee be
broken. 1629 TAYLOR Wit fy Mirth in Brand Pop. Ant.
(1870) I. 270 Westminster Hall . . is like a Butler's Box at
Christmas amongst gamesters : fur whosoeuer loseth, the
Box will bee sure to beeawinner. 1668 PI;PYS Diary 28 Dec.,
Called up by drums& trumpets ; these things & boxes having
cost me much money this Christinas. 1712 SriitLE Speet.
No. 509 P3 The beadles & officers have the impudence at
Christmas to ask for their box.

6. A box under the driver's seat on a coach ;

hence in general the seat on which the driver sits.

1625 Knappes Patent No. 31 A devise whereby the
coachman without comyng from his boxe shall, .keepe the
hinder wheeles from turninge. 1669 K\KI.YN Mem. (1857'
II. 42 Our coachmen so drunk, that they both fell off
their boxes on the heath. 1753 CHAMBKRS Cycl. Sapp. s.v.

Box, Coach-boXi a place under the coachman's seat, wherein
he puts what may be wanted for the service of the coach
or horses. 1812 JANE AUSTEN Mans/. Pk. (1870^ I. viii. ft 7
i'he barouche would hold four perfectly well . . independent
of the box. 1884 Q. VICTORIA More Leans 116 Brown as

always, unless I mention to the contrary, on the box.
7. A box and its contents ; hence a variable-

measure of quantity.
. ^3S Judas 131 in E. E* /\ 11862' no If be boxes hadde

j

ibeon isolde. . pe teobing bcrofwas brittle pan*. 1377 LANGI .
'

P. PL B. xni. 194 Haued noii^t Magdeleigne mure for a
boxe of salue J>an /acheus. 1706 PHILLIPS, Box is also taken
for an uncertain quantity of some Commodities; as of Pru-
nelloes, 14 Pounds ; of Quick-silver, from one to twu
Hundred Weight ;

of Rings for Keys, two Gross, etc. 1716
Lond. Gaz. No. 5438/4 Two Quarter Boxes uf I.ace and
Edgings. 1852 M cCuLLocii Diet. Comm. 667 Exportation
of Sugar from Havannah in 1849 : 614,366 boxes at 400
Ibs. 1875 JOWETT Plato ted. 2) V. 36 He who is to be a
workman should have his box of tools when he is a child
1886 I

(lust.
Lond. AVrcs 3 July 2/3 A

' box of whistles',
otherwise an organ.

II. A compartment or place partitioned off for

the separate accommodation of people or animals.
8. A seated compartment in a theatre, at first

specially for ladies
;

often qualified, as front-,
private-, side-, stage-, upper-, etc. In //. collec-

tively for a distinct part of the auditorium.
i As box, when this sense arose, had not acquired the SCUM:

of a large wooden chest, but was chiefly an apothecary'^
pill box or ointment pot, or perhaps a 'jewel-box ', its

transference to the theatrical use was more remarkable
than it seems to us with uiir notions of large 'boxes' for

goods. Could it be at first humorous or jocular, with some
reference to

' casket ', 'jewel box ', or
' box of ointment

very precious '?J

1609 DEKKEK GnlCs Hern-bit.^ I mean not into the Iord>

roome, which is now but the stages suburbs. Xo, theM-
boxes . . are contemptibly thrust into the reare. 1632 MAS
-siSGEK City Mad. n. ii, (Anne) The private box ta'en up at

a new play For me and my retinue. 1667 PECYS Diary
11877) V. 60 We were forced to go into one of the upper boxe-.
at 4-r. a piece. 1755 JOHNSON Dut., Bo.r, the seats in the

playhouse where the ladies are placed. 1779 SHERIDAN Crltu
i. i. 443 Applications from all quarters for my interest, .from
ladies to get boxes. <r 1845 HOOD United Fain, xvi, Ninr
crowded in a private box. 1881 Daily AVii'i' 12 Sept, a j

The auditorium, the boxes, upper circle, and gallery.
b. transf. The occupants of the boxes ; t'*p.

the lad'ies.

<( 1700 DKVULN tj.' The boxes and the pit Are sovereign
judges of this sort of wit. <i 1704 T. BROWN PcrsiHS.\. Prol.

Wks. 1730 I. 51 Nor [I] from the tender boxes e'er Yet
have drawn one pitying tear. 1711 ADDISON* Sftcct. Xo. 40
Let him bthave himself . . abjectly towards the fair one, and
it is ten to one but he proves a favourite of the boxes.

9. A compartment partitioned off in the public
room of a coffee-house or tavern.

1712 STEELE Spcct. No. 266 P 4, I went to an Inn in tin-

City . . I waited in one of the boxes. 1782 CO\VH:K Let. to

Hill 7 Dec., I see you in yourbox at the coffee-house. 1871
M. COLLINS Mrq. $ Merck. I. ix. 290 An ancient coffee-

room, divided into boxes in the snug old fashion.

10. Short for JURY-BOX, WITNESS-BOX.
1822 LAMB Elia, Rotist Pig, Without leaving the box.,

they brought in a simultaneous Verdict of Not Guilty. 1837
DICKENS Pickiv. xxxiv, Mr. Winkleentered thewjtness-bo.v
Mr. Phunky ought to have got him out of the box with all

possible dispatch. 1848 MAC.U'LAV Hist. Eiig. II. 385 The
jury appeared in their box. 1880 Daily Tel. 4 Nov., By his

countrj') represented by twelve men in a box, he will be tried.

11. Applied to an old square pew in a church, to

a prison-cell, and the hinder compartment in a boat.

1709 Let. to Ld. M\_ayor\ 4 Some wh(5 sat in the Stalls

and Boxes at St. Paul's titter'd. 1834 AINSWORTH Roc>k-

wood HI. v. (1878) 200 In a box of the stone jug I was born.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's tt'ord-bk., />V.r, the space between the

backboard and stern-post of a boat, where the coxswain sits.

12. A separate compartment or stall for a horse,

etc., in a stable, or a railway truck. Also horse-

box. Loose box : one in which the animal is free

to move about.

1846 W. ANDRKW hid. Kailu: (ed. 2) 14 The horses came
out of the horse boxes . . as fresh as when they went into
them. 1886 Sat. Rev. 6 Mar. 327/2 To get cast in a loose
box half as big as a barn. IHd. 328/1 [A racehorse] . . found
huddled up in the corner of his box, shaking from head to
foot.

III. A box-like shelter ; a hut, or small house.
13. A place of shelter for one or more men ; as

a sentry's, signalman's, or watchman's box ; a

sportsman's hiding-place while shooting.
b. spec, on the Railway. A small structure, gene-

rally on raised supports, from which the signals,
switches, etc., of a section of a railway are worked.
1714 GAY Trivia, u. 176 The Gentry'* Box. 1835 HOOD

BOX.

Dead Robt-cry iii, The Watchman in hU box was dosing.
1884 SI-I.EUY Sport x. 176 Grouse are not slow to discover

any movement in the 'box'.

14. A small country-house ; a residence for tem-

porary use while following a particular sport, as a

//nuting- ,
shooting- , fish ing-box .

1714 KLLWOOU Autobiog. 233, I took a pretty Box for him
. . a mile from me. 1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 445 And pur-
chases his country bux. 1756 J. WAKTON Ess. Pope (1782)
ill. I. 108 His father retired fruiu business . . to a little con-
venient box, at Binfield. 18x5 COUIJETT Ritr. Rides 2co

Rawlinson, who .. has a box and some land here, 1873
TRISTRAM Moab xi.2i3 Some of these he may have employed
to erect here a hunting-box.
IV. Technical usages.

15. A case for the protection of a piece of me-
chanism from injury, dust, etc. a. The case in

which the needle of a compass is placed. Box
and Needle (see quot.).
[When the cardboard with the points was not attached to

the needle, but wa*. fixed to the box, the box would have tu
be turned each time the ship changed its direction i see quot.
161 j ; lie nee may have arisen the expressions in Box t'.* 12.]

1613 M. RIDLKV Magn. Bodies 105 If the ship turne any-
thing about, the bo.xe of the compaj'Se mu>t also be turned.

1696 PHILLIPS, Box ami A"tW/c, an Instrument used in sur-

veying of Land, and finding out the situation of any side,

by pointing one end of Its needle towards the North. 1753
CHAMHKKS Cycl. ^'<j'P. t

Box and Xecdle, in Navigation, i-.

the >;unc with the cumpa--.. 1755 JOHNSON, Z>V.r..the cae
of the mariner's compass.

tb. The case i.e. inner case) of a watch.
Also the barrel. Obs.

1675 Lond. (/'KJ. No. 1008,4 Lost, .a plain round Watch..
the Box and Out-case of Gold. 1678 Ibid. No. 1305/4 A
round Watch . . in a silver Box engraven, a plain silver out
Ca^e. 1740 CHLVNK Regimen 320 Like a Spring in the Box
of a Watch. 1751 in CHAMBERS Cycl.

c. The case of a lock
; also, the socket on a

door-jamb which receives the bolt.

1679 PLOT Staffordsh. (1686) 376 These Locks they make
either with brass or iron boxes so curiously poli^h't. 1875
URE Diet. Arts III. 139 A bolt shoots from the box or lock
..and catches in some kind of staple or box fixed to re-

ceive it.

16. a. A metal cylinder in the nave of a cart or

carriage wheel, which surrounds the axle. b. The
case in which the journal of a shaft, axle, etc., re-

volves; a journal-box, a bearing. (Cf. BUSH sb.- ;

1711 Lt't/d. Cdc. No. 4935/4 Ca:>t Iron Boxes, for the Wheels
of all manner of Carriages. 1753 CiiA.MBi.KsOc/. Snpp. s.v.,

Box of a wheel, the aperture wherein the axis turn>. 1811
WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp. VIII. 351 You will let him
have . . brass boxes from wheels. 1885 UNWIN Elein. Machine
Design 229 Axle-boxes are peculiarly formed journal-
bearings.

17. The piston of a pump ;
the case containing

the valve
;
also the upper part uf a pump-stock.

1626 CAHT. SMITH Accid, 1'tig. Seamen 12 The Pumpe . .

the pumpes chaine, the spindle, the boxe, the clap. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Miiriiie > 17891 G iv, The pump-spear. . drau >

up the I'o.t, or piston, charged with the water. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's ll'oni-bk. s.v., Each ordinary pump has an upper
and lower box

;
in the centre of each box is a valve opening

upwards.
18. A cavity made in the trunk of a tree to col-

lect its sap; cf. Box v\ 7.

i7zo DUDLKY Maple Sugar in /'////. Trans. XXXI. 1:7

The Box you make may hold about a Pint. 1856 OLMSTED
Slave States 339 If we enter, in the winter . . a 'turpentine
orchard

',
we come upon negroes engaged in making boxes,

in which the sap is to be collected the following spring . .

These ' boxes '. . are cavities dug in the trunk of the tree.

19. Printing. One of the cells into which a type-
case is divided.

1696 PHILLIPS s. v. Cusi', The Printers call a Case a division
of little lioxes where they put the Letters of the Alphabet.
1875 CHI; Diet. Arts III. 643 The upper case, having
ninety-eight boxes, contains the capital and small capital
letters letc.'. .in the lower case, having fifty-four boxes, are

disposed the small letters tele.'.

20. Founding. In sand-moulding, the case con-

taining the sand in which the mould is made
;

n.

'
flask '.

1875 UKL Diet. Arts II. 476 Boxes constitute an essential
and very expensive part of the furniture of a foundry.
V. 21. Phrases. To be in the (formerly d

wrong box : to be in a wrong position, out of the

right place. To bt in a box ,colloq.) : to be in a

fix, in a 'corner*.

[The original allusion appears to be lost
; was it to the

boxes of an apothecary? Cf. [Ca:sar Borgia] appoincted
poysoned coumfettes for a Cardinall that dined with his

father, but the father hym selfe was scrued of the wronge
boxe and died. W. THOMAS Hist. Italic 1549.]

11 X555 RIDLEY Whs. 16310.1 If you will hear how St. Au-
gustine expoundeth that place, you shall perceive that you
are in a wrong box. 1607 WAUCIHGTON Opt. Glass 17
Socrates said, laugh not, 2ophyrus is not in a wrong box.
a 1659 CLEVELAND Coat'hniiin 12 Sir, faith you were in the

wrong Box. 1679 Hist. Jetzer 13 The Father Confessor
saw himself in a wrong box. 1685 H. MORE Para. Proph.
252 You should find your self in a wrong Box. 1836
MARRYAT Midsh. Easy x. 31 Take care your rights of man
don't get you in the wrong box.

VI. Comb, and Attrib.

22. simple attrib. Belonging to a box or boxes ;

coming from boxes.

1883 Harper s Mag. Nov. 880/1 The coigne of vantage in

the box tier. 1885 Daily Neivs 14 July 2/2 New laid eggs
. .cannot be competed against by the foreign or

' box
'

eggs.



BOX.

23. General comb. : a. objective, as box-maker,

making -opener, -scraper, -setter ; box-turning

adj. b. attributive, (a.) of a box, as box-lid ;

(6.) of the nature of, or resembling a box, as box-

keelson, -lock, -stall, -stove, -stringer ; (f.) pertain-

ing to a box in a theatre, etc., as box-circle, -lobby,

-office* -opener, -seat
; also box-like adj.

1812 Examiner_q Nov. 713/2 The *
box-circle at the""

g. XCVII. ii.Theatres. 1827 Gentl. Mag. . 501 Whatever has
been on the *box-lid .. is unfortunately wholly defaced.

1836 DUBOURG Violin ix. 118781277 An ugly, bluff, *box-like

pattern [of violin]. 1858 W. ELLIS Vis. Madagasc. iii. 54
The little box-like room. 1730 SAVERV in Piiil. Trans.
XXXVI. 326 A common Door Key of an Iron ''Box-Lock.

1645 PAGHT Hcresiogr. (ed. 4* 133 The Author of this Sect
was one lohn Hetherington, a'*Boxe-maker. ifa* Examiner
5 Oct. 631/2 Those who apply first for places at the *Box-
Office. 1878 MRS. STOWE Poganuc P. vii. 55 Carried the
"boxstove into the broad aisle of the meeting-house- 1869
SIR E. REED Ship-build, ix. 168 *Box-stringers are formed
on the beam ends.

24. Special comb. : box-barrow, a barrow with

upright sides and front
; box-beam, an iron beam

with a double web
;
box-bill

s
see quot.) ; box-

chronometer, a marine chronometer with gimbal

arrangements like a ship's-compass ; box-club, a

society for mutual aid in distress, a friendly or

provident society ; box-coat, a heavy over-coat

worn by coachmen on the box, or by those riding
outside a coach

; box-coupling, an iron collar

used to connect the ends of two shafts or other

pieces of machinery ; box-crab, a crab of the genus

Calappa, which when at rest resembles a box
;

box-day= BOXING-DAY ; also one of the days in

the vacation appointed in the Court of Session

(Scotl.) for the lodgment of papers ordered to be

deposited in the Court (cf. Hox z'. 1 4, BOXING vbl.

sb.^ ; box-drain, a drain of quadrangular section ;

box-feeding, rearing cattle with each animal in

a box or separate stall of the stable
; box-fish, a

name of the trunk-fish, Ostracion ; box-girder,
an iron girder resembling a box, the four sides

being fastened to one another by angle-irons ;

box-groove ,see qnot) ; box-hand (sec quot.) :

box-iron, a smoothing iron with a cavity to con-

tain a heater ; alsot attrib.
; box-keeper, ^a.} the

keeper of the dice j.nd box at a gaming table
; (<V

an attendant at tbi boxes in a theatre; so box-

keeperess : box-man, a man who carries a box
;

box-metal, a meta' lie alloy of copper and tin, or

of zinc, tin, lead, and antimony for bearings ;
box-

money, /z.) money collected in boxes; (b.) a

payment to the keeper of the dice-box at each

throw ; in pL simply, boxes', box-pleat, a double

pleat or fold in cloth ; so box-pleated ///. a .,

box-pleating vbl. s/>.
;
box-slater Zool.\, a name

of the genus Liothea of Isopods ; box-sleigh, a

sleigh with a box-like body ; box-timbering, the

lining of a shaft with rectangular plank frames

(Raymond Mining Gloss.
j ; box-tortoise, -turtle

see quot. ;
box-wallah '

An^lo-Jnd. see WALLAH).
a native itinerant pedlar in India. Also BOX-BED.

1837 CAKLYI.E Fr. Rtn-. II. i. xi. 69 Yoked in long strings
to "box barrow or over-loaded tumbril. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Gloss,, Box-bill^ a tool used in deep boring for

slipping over and recovering broken rods. 1875 BKT>FORI>

Sailor s Pock. !>k. v. ted. 2 1

190 In winding up "box-clirono-

metcrs, the chronometer should be inverted carefully in it>

gimbals. 1766 KNI H;K London IV. 23Q Scots-hall, a corpo-
ration for the reliefof the poor, .people of Scotland, .founded

by James Kinnier . .who obtained . . letters patent to incor-

porate a
"

box-club of his countrymen for this purpose. 1807
VANCOUVER Agric. Devon 118131464 Hox clubs . . nave much
extended since the law passfd for making them corporate.
i8z W. IRVING firaccb. Hall 11845' 60 The travellers' room
is garnished .. with *box-coats, whips of all kinds. 1861

EMKRSOS Cottd. Life 90 Dress makes a little restraint. .Kill

the box-coat is like wine : it unlocks the tongue. 1864
HURT ON Scot Abr. I. v. 302 The handsel . . has fallen into

disuse, having been superseded by that great institution thu

Box-day. 1848 Card. Chron. 769 Three methods of feed in i;

cattle are. .Kernel-feeding, Stall-feeding, and 'Box-fading.
1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. <y r/tys. III. 969/1 The . ."'"box-

fishes, .have their entire body . . enclosed in a dense case of
armour. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., "'Box-gtowc, a

closed groove between two rolls, formed by a collar on one

roll, titling between collars on another roll, 1833 J''rascr's

Mag. VIII. 194 The avowed profits of keeping a table of
this kind is the receipt of a piece for each *box-nand, that

is. when a player wins three times successively, he pays a

certain sum to the table; and there is an aperture in the

table made to receive these contributions. 1746 MILKS in

Phil. Trans. XL IV. 56
* Box-Irons for smoothing Linen-

Clothes. 1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6195/6 John Brown . . Box-
Iron-maker. 1680 COTTON in Singer Hist. Cards 335 If you
be not careful and vigilant, the 'box-keeper shall score you
up double or treble boxes. 1693 W. DE BRITAINE Hnm.
Prudence 141 Playing at Dice, .the I'.ox-keeper is commonly
the greatest Winner. 1728 VANHKLGH & CIB. Prov. ffnsl.

v. iii. ira She hears the Bo.ikeepers, at an Opera, call out
The Countess of Basset's Servants ! 1855 7 THACKEKAV
Misc. II. 346 (D.) The 'box-keeperess popped in her head,
and asked if we would take any refreshment. 1866 GEO.
ELIOT F.Holt II. 193 Accommodation for narrative bagmen
or 'boxmen. 1557 Order <>/ Hosftitalls Fvb, An Yerely-
booke for Collection!) Legacies and Benevolences, *Boxe

1038

Mony. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. AV.r, Betters have
the advantage over casters as they have no "box-money to

pay. \%&\ Daily Xcus 22 Sept. 3/3 The. .material, arranged
in

*
box-pleats from the waist. 1883 Myras JrnL Aug.,

Narrow box-pleated blouse paniers finish the corsage. 1882

Society 14 Oct. 24/2 The width of a skirt necessary for kilt-

ing or box-pleating is always three times as much as for a

plain one. 1869 NICHOLSON Zool. xxxii. (1880) 305 Other
well-known Isopods are . . the *Bpx-slaters (Idothea\ 1843
Penny Cycl. XXV. 72 Genus Pyxis. This genus is the only
Land *Bpx Tortoise. By means of this sort of moveable
door or lid, the Pyxis . . can shut itself up in a sort of box.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits 125 The same men.. shut down
their valve, a.s soon as the conversation approaches the

English church. After that, you talk with a *box-turtle.
a 1847 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady ofManor III. xxi. 263 The
*box-wallas or sundook-wallas, are native pedlars. 1865
Pall Mall G. 3 Aug. n/i As to the poor boxwallah, the
memsahib is a good deal to blame.

Box (bf'ks;, sb$ Also 4-5 boxe. [ME. box :

of unknown origin ; peril, related to an OTeut.
*/'(?//-, whence MDu. boke, bb'ket early mod.Du.
beuk

j MUG. bite blow, stroke, MDu. boken,
MHG. bochen to strike, slap ;

but in this case the

formation K mains unexplained. It has also been

compared with Da. bask blow, stripe, but no inter-

med. links have been found. (More probably, it

is of native English origin ; it may be an onoma-

topoeia, or have arisen from some fig. or playful
use of Box sb.'~ (Matin compares Gr. irv 'with

clenched fist
', which might have been to the pur-

pose if
* box ' had begun as school slang.)]

f 1. A blow
; a buffet. Obs. exc. as in 2.

(1385 CHALCEK /,. (7. //'. 1388 Hadde in arinys man ye a
blode box[r-. >-. boxe]. 'la 1400 Morte Arth. iRoxb.)93 With
his burlyche brande a box he hyme recht.--.. 1580 BARM
All 1

. B 1076 To giue one a boxe or bluwe with the fist. 1647
H. MOKE Seng ofSoul in. App. Ixv, The Shrow him beat
with buffes and boxes. 1727 SWIFT C/W//Yvr n. v. 136 Th-
bird, .gave me so many boxes with his wings on both side>

of my head and body, .that, etc.

2. spec. A blow on the ear or side of the head
with the hand

;
a slap, a cuff.

r 1440 Promp. Pti)~i', 46 Box or biitTeU, alapa. 1589 (title)

I'appe with an Hatchet. .Or a Countrie cuffe, that is a sound
boxe of the eare for the idiot Martin to hold his peace.
1594 NASHE L'nfort. Tra~\ 64 My owne mother gaue I a
boxe on the eare too. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. f/', iv. vii. 133 To
take him a boxe a'th ere. 1601 Sherleys Trav. 11863) 9 Sir

Anthonics brother gaue the captaine a sound boxe. 1676
D'URFEY Mud. Fickle \\. i. 11677.1 " -^ Box oln ^ar f r a

Prologue, you know. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 317 F 35
(lave Ralph a box on the Ear. 1876 GREEN Short tfist. vii.

$ >- 3^j ^he [Elizabeth] met the insolence of Essex with a

box on the ear.

Box (fyks), t'.
1

[f. Box sl>.-, which yields a

large number of disconnected uses.]
1. trans. To furnish or fit with a box.

1481-90 Howard ilonsch. ttks. 11841' 190 My Lord paid
me. .fur boxyng a peyre wheles. 1844 Rcgnl. <y Ord. Army
102 For a box

trigger-plate, including
new trigger, and box-

ing ditto, and fitting the same (it for service, is. 3</.

b. To give a Christmas-box (colloq^ ; whence

boxing'day.
t 2. (rails. To bleed by cupping ;

to cup. Obs.

Cf. BOLST r.

1477 EAKL RIVERS iCaxton'/Vi/Vi, The ij to boxe and leie

blode. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Hcltk '1541' 60 Of scarifyeng
called boxyng or cuppyng. II^THAHKKON VigdsCkirurg.
M. xix. 3oToboxe,orcuppethe place wythdepescariticatyon.
3. To put into a box.

1586 CO<,.\N I/awn Health cvii. .1636 108 If it [Marma-
lade] be stiffe, then take it off and box it, while it is warm.
1616 SLRFL. 8: MARKII. County. I'arm 424 Straine it, and
boxe it after yon haue strewed sugar in the boxes. 1741
( 'finpl. Finn. Piece i. iii. 239 Lay them drying . . then box
them. 1860 GOSSK Rom. Xat. Hist. 26 Here is the 'copper

underwing ', that seems so unsuspicious that nothing appears
easier than to box it. 1884 Pall Mall G. 4 July 6/1 Eighty
girls are employed in sorting cigars and boxing them.

b. To box up: to
'

put up
'

in a box : alsoyi^.
1672 MARVELL AY//. Traiisp. i. 192 The Sentences shall ta

boxed up in several paragraphs. 1674 FLATMAN To Mr.
Austin 16 Thus John Tradeskin starves our greedy eyes,

By boxing up his new found Rarities. 1833 J. BADCOCK
Doin. Aintiscm. 147 Box up the refined potass carefully.

4. To lodge a document in a I -aw Court.
1868 Act 31 ty 32 I'ift, c. 63 The Court may order such

documents as appear necessary to be printed and boxed.

5. To confine as in a box, or in uncomfortably
narrow limits ; often with up, in.

1710 SWIKT Tatlcr No. 238 ?3 Box'd in a Chair the Beau

impatient MLS. 1824 MRS. SHERWOOD Waste Xot n. 5 How
do you like being boxed up with the old lady? 1865
CAMERON Malayan Ind. 83 The wall of jungle which boxes
in each plantation.

6. trans, and intr. To fit compactly as in a box ;

techn. to fit with a scarf joint.
1794 MARTVN Rousseau's Hot. xxix. 459 Savin has oppo-

site, erect, decurrent leaves, with the oppositions boxed
into each other along the branches, c 1850 Rttdint. Xavig.
tWeale- 152 Its lower end scarphs or boxes into the keel.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's WonUb, 126 The stem is boxed when
it is joined to the fore end of the keel by a side scarph.

7. trans. To make an excavation in the trunk of

a tree", for the sap to collect.

1720 DUDLEY Maple Stearin Phil, Trans. XXXI. 27
You box the Tree. 1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 551 Turpentine
. . gathered by boxing the pitch-pine trees. 1865 Morning
Stars Apr., The trees after being 'boxed

1

begin to pro-
duce turpentine immediately.

BOXED.

t 8. To partition <?^into boxes.

1869 Daily News 30 May, The^ronts of the galleries have
been snugly boxed off.

9. slang. To overturn in his box (e. g. a watch-

man).
1851 THACKKRAY Eng. Hum. ii. (1858) 59 Were they all. .

hunting in the country, or boxing the watch ? x8$* Es-
mond n. v. (1876) 196 The incorrigible young sinner, was
abroad boxing the watch, or scouring St. Giles's.

10. -Sc. To wainscot, to panel walls with wood.

.JamiesorO
11. To take with, or appeal to, the box audience

of a theatre, etc.

1672 VILLIERS i Dk. BuckhmJ Rc/u'etrsal (Arb.) 29 It shall

read. -and act and plot and shew, ay, and pit, box and
gallery, I gad, with any Play in Europe. 1831 MACAULAY
^Moore's Byron, The rants of Byron's rhyming plays would
have pitted it, boxed it, and galleried it, with those of any
Bayes or Bilboa.

12. Naut. To box the compass : a.
v
see quot.)

1753 CHAMBLKS Cycl, Supp., Boxing, among sailors, is

used to denote the rehearsing the several points of the com-
pass in their proper order. 1836 MAKRVAT Jlidsh. Easy
x\ iii, I can raise a perpendicular . . and box the compass.
1867 SMYTH Sailor's ll't>rd-l'k. t

To Box the Compass. Not
only to repeat the names of the thirty-two points in order
and backwards, but also to be able to answer any and all

questions respecting its division.

b. fig. To go round to the direct opposite ;
to

make a complete turn.

1815 Scribblconiania 213 Cobbet. . Has box'd every point
of the compass to Gammon. 1833 Fraser's Mag. VIII. 29
The Mercury, .boxed round the poliiical compass, following

instinctively its old employer Interest. 1869 BI.ACKMORE
Lorna D. xliii. iD.) The wind would regularly box the com-

pass., in the course of every day, following where the sun
should be.

13. To box off',
to turn the head of a vessel by

hauling the head-sheets to windward and biacing
the headyards aback ; to box-haul. To box about :

to sail up and down, often changing the direction.

1832 MARRYAT .V. S'orsterxxii, You must box her off. 1836
Eraser's Mag. XIV. 571 He often boxed about, in his High-
land yacht, for a week together. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp.
xxiii. 1 1856) 185 While thus boxing about on one ofour tacks.

Box (b^ks), v% [f. Box sb.'t According to

Matzner, Franck, Kluge, etc., the mod.Du. boxen,

LG. baksen t baaksen, Ger. baxen, boxen, Da. baxe,
Sw. baxas, boxas, are all from English.]
1. trans, orig. To beat, thrash

; later, to strike

with the fist, to cuff, to buffet : noiv usually, to

strike (the cheek, ear, etc.) with the hand.

1519 HORMAN I'nig: 137 g 17 He was boxed out of the

place : as he had been a started hare. 1589 R. HARVEY/*/.
Perc. 12 To boxe a shadowe, and beate their knuckels

against a bare wall. 1601 SIR J . OGLI; in Sir F. Vere Comm.
150 He. .must sit with his hands bound, whilest boyes and
devils come and box him about the ears, a 1661 HOLYDAY
Juvenal 206 Xerxes commanded them to give the sea 300
strokes with a scourge, and to box it. 1666 PKI-YS Diary
20 Jan., I become angry, and boxed my boy. .that I do hurt

my thumb. 1704 STEEI.E Lying Lover \\, 11747' 31 Lettice

I'll down right box you Hold your Tongue, Gipsy. 1783
AINSWOKTH Lat. Diet. iMorelli i. s.v. Ear, Boxed on the

ear, colaphis, vel a/afis, cxsns. 1837 DISRAELI / 'cuctia i.

ix. (1871) 42 Attempimg to box her >on's ears. 1876 BLACK

Madcap I', i. 3 I've a good mind to box your ears.

fig. 1674 R. GODFREY Inj. $ Ah. Physic 29 To have our
ears weekly boxt about with the Philosophers-stone, Hori-

zontal Gold and Noble Mercury,

2. intr. To fight with fists; now mostly of purely
athletic practice with boxing-gloves.
1567 STUDLEY Seneca's Hippolytus (1581* 64 b, The naked

Fist found out To scratch and cuffe, to boxe and bum. 1682

DRYDKS Epil. Banks' Unhappy Far. 33 'Tis just like chil-

dren when they box with pillows. 1765 TUCKER Lt. Nat.
II. 170 Two men boxing together in the next street. 1790
COWPER Otiyss. VHI. 124 To leap, to box, to wrestle and to

run. 1819 BYRON yuan n. xcii, For sometimes we must
box without the muffle, a 1859 DE QUINCEY Atitobiog.. Sk.

Wks. I. 36 To box . . was in those days a mere necessity of

schoolboy life at public schools.

b. To box it out, etc. : cf. tofght it out.

1697 COLI.IER Ess. Mor. Sitbj. I. (1709) 132 Clowns may
llox it off, and be (|uiet. 1703 DE FOE More Reform. Pref.

2 The Englishmen fairly Box it out.

3. trans. To fight '^another) with fists.

1694 R. I/KSTRASGE Fables (1699) 343 The Ass . . look'd

on, till they had box'd themselves a weary. 1749 FIELDING

Tom Jones xvi. ii, Box thee for a bellyfull- 1803 BRISTED

Pcdest. Tour I. 359 Jf they were to. -box each other.

4. transf. To strike with the fore-paw.
a 1711 GREW ij.t A leopard is like a cat \ he boxes with

his forefeet, as a cat doth her kitlins.

Boxage, obs. form of BOSCAGE.

Box-bed, [f-
Box + BED.] A bed having the

form of a large box with wooden roof, sides, and

ends, opening in front with two sliding panels or

shutters ;
often used in cottages in Scotland : some-

times also applied to a bed arranged so as to fold

up into a box.
1801 R. GAM. Tint Quey 173 She clauchtit down \\-'\ speed

The bowel aff the box-bed head. 1883 Longut. Mag. Apr.

648 The cottage being divided into two small apartments

by the box-beds erected in a line.

Boxed fbpkst',///. a. [f.
Boxu. I + -KD.] En-

closed in, 01 as in, a box
;

confined within un-

comfortably narrow limits. Frequently with tip.

Boxed shutters: shutters folding into boxings.



BOXEN.

1589 WARNER Alb. Kng.4. xxiii. 115 Their [i.e. Papists']

skaer-spright water, boxed Boans, their hoasts. 1885 I)> u

CONWAY Fain. Affair xxx.iv. 314 The fearful room with its

boxed-up odour of death.

Box-elder : see Box sbl 2 b.

Boxen (bfksen), a. arch. [f. Box jAl + -EN 1
.]

1. Of or pertaining to the box-tree or box-trees.

1578 LYTK Dodoens vi. xxxi. 699 The lye in which Boxen
leaves have been stieped, maketh the heare yellow. 1697
DRVDEN Virg. Georg. n. 6:3 Cytorus, ever green With
Boxen Groves, c 1800 K. WHITE Clift. Gr. 54 Beneath the

boxen hedge reclined. 1835 Prater's Mug. XI I. 543.

2. Made of or resembling box-wood.

[ciooo ^ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 124 Pixis, bixen

box.] 1566 STITDLEV Seneca's Agameut. (1581 ]

147 b, The
hollow boxen pype . . doth geue a solemne sound. 1637 J.

POCKLINGTON Aff&tV C/ir. 42 Powder to turne my boxen
teeth into Ivory. 1710 PHILIPS Pastorals vi. 17 A Boxen
Haul- Boy, loud, and sweet. 1790 COWPER Iliad :

The sculptured boxen yoke.

Haul- Boy, loud, and sweet. 1790 COWPER Iliad xxiv. 344
The sculptured boxen yoke.

Boxer 1
(bf>-ks3.i). [f. Box v.l + *&!.] One

who puts things up in boxes.

1871 Kcho 8 Feb. , The material passes . . through the hands

of- . an * examiner ', and . . a * boxer '.

Bo'xer -. [f.
Box it2 + -ERV] One who boxes

or fights with his fists
;
a pugilist.

1742 FIELDING J. Andrews in. ix, A stout fellow and an

expert boxer. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 154 As if I had
received a blow from the expert hand of a boxer.

Box-ful fjbp'ksfnl). [f.
Box sfi* + -FUL.] As

much as a box will contain.

1848 THACKKRAV Bk. Sttobs 106 Whole boxfuls of Parr's

Life Pills. 1884 STEVENSON Ne~uArab. A'ts. 62 He watched
beside the fatal boxful of dead flesh.

Box-haul (Vk8|hgl),. [f.Box 7^.1 13 + HAUL.]
To veer a ship round on her heel, when it is im-

practicable to tack or make a great sweep. 'The
helm is put a-lee, the head-yards braced flat aback,
the after-yards squared, the drivers taken in, and

the head-sheets hauled to windward
;
when she

begins to gather stem-way the helm is shifted and

sails trimmed.' Smyth Sailor s }Vord-bk. Hence

Bo-x-hauling vbl. sb.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine 11789) BoX'hauling is gener-

ally performed when the ship is too near the shore to have
room for veering in the usual way.

Box-holly: see Box sd. 1 2 b.

Boxia-na. noncc-wtf. [See -ANA.] Notes about

boxing and boxers.

1819 MOOKE Epist.fr. Tom Cribh 22 Boxiana, disgrace to

thy page !

Boxing (fyrksirp, vbl. s/>.* [f.
Box 7*.

1

andf^.2]
I. From the vb.

1. The putting into, or providing with, a box.

ment, the fitting and connecting the winding stem.

b. Law. The lodgement of pleadings and other

documents in court.

1863 Act 31 ^ 32 Viet. c. 71 The Court may dispense
with the printing and boxing of any portions of the same.

f2. The applying of ' boxes
'

or cupping-glasses
in surgical treatment; cupping. Hence boxing-
frlass : a cupping-glass. Obs.

1519 HORMAN Vtilg. 40 Launsynge, serchynge, cuttyngc,

rasynge, boxynge. and cuppynge. 1562 TURNER Baths 17
Let hym set cuppes or boxynge glasses upon his shulders.

1610 BARROUGH Meth. Physick \. v. (i63Q^ 7 If age or weak-
nesse do prohibite blond-letting, you must use boxing.

3. Naut. = BOX-HAULING.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (17891 Boxing, an operation

..similar to box-hauling. It is performed by laying the

head-sails, .aback . . in order to throw the ship's head back
into the line of her course,

II. From the sb.

4. A structure or work of boxes.
a 1845 HOOD Incend. Song vi, Burn the boxing ! Burn the

Beadle !

5. Ship-building. A square piece of dry hard

wood used in connecting the frame timbers of a

ship (Smyth Sailors Word-bk.} ;
also a scarf joint.

c 1850 Ruditn. Navtg. (Wealei 100 The term Boxing is

also applied to the scarph of the lower piece of the stem,
let flatwise into the fore-foot. 1860 H. STUART Seaman i

Catcch, 65 A scarph, called the flat scarph, or boxing scarph.

6. (See quot.)
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 220 Boxings of a Win-

dow The two cases, one on each side of a window, into

which the shutters are folded.

Boxing (b('-ksirj\ vbL sb:- [f. Box v.- + -ING1.]
1. The action of fighting with fists

;
now usually

applied to a pugilistic encounter in which the hands

are covered with well-padded leather gloves. Also

transf. of the action of animals.

1711 AUDISON Spect. No. Ji5 F 8 This . . gives a Man all

the pleasure of Boxing, without the Blows. 1753 CHAMBKKS

Cycl. Snfp. s.v., We may distinguish three species of box-

ing; the first, where both the hands and head were abso-

lutely naked, as is practised among us. 1824 W. IRVING T.

Trav. I. 343 The noble science of boxing keeps up the bull-

dog courage of the nation, 1856 KASK A ret. Rxf>. II. xv.

164 The hugging, pawing, and boxing, which Characterize

the black and grisly hears.

2. attrib. and in comb., as boxing-glove,
- match , etc.

1714 Spfct, No. 629 f 17 He. .hath had six Duels and four

and twenty Boxing-Matches in Defense of his Majesty's
Title. 1813 Examiner IT Jan. 26/2 The Professor .. put

1039

himself in a boxing attitude. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2)

V. 398 We should put on boxing-gloves, that the blows and
the wards might be practised.

Boxing-day. The first week-day after Christ-

mas-day, observed as a holiday on which post-men,
errand-boys, and servants of various kinds expect
to receive a Christmas-box. So also Boxing-
night, Boxing-lime.
1849 G. SOANK AVrt- Curios, Lit. 317 The feast of Saint

Stephen is more generally known amongst us as Boxing-
Hay. 1871 Hood's ' Comic Ann. 1

59 It was the Saturday
before the Monday boxing Night. 1877 PEACOCK N. Line.
Gloss. iK. P. S.I Boxing-time^ any time between Christmas-

day, and the end of the first week in January. 1884 Har-
per's Mag, Dec. 9/1 In consequence of the multiplicity of
business on Christinas-day, the giving of Christmas-boxes
was postponed to the 26th, St. Stephen's Day, which became
the established Boxing-day.

Boxom(e, -um, obs. ibrms of BUXOM.
Box-thorn: see Box sbl 2 b.

Bo'X-tree. [OE. boxtreow, f. Box st>.l + trcow,

TREE.] The Box, Buxus scmpcrvircns and other

species ;
= Box sbl i .

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gram. vii. 20 Hasc bttxns, bis boxtreow.

(-1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 444 Lik was he to byholde The
box-tree, or the asschen deed and colde. 1*1440 Promp.
Parv. 46 Box tre, buxns. 1601 SHAKS. Twcl. N. n. v. 18

Get ye all three into the box tree. 1852 M'CtLLOCH Diet.

Connn. s.v. Boxwood, In 1815, the box trees cut down oil

Box-hill, .produced upwards of io,ooo/.

Bo'XWOOd. [f-
Box sbj- + WOOD sl>.]

1. The wood of the box-tree; much used by turners,

wood-engravers, and in the manufacture of mathe-

matical and musical instruments.

1652 Proc. Parliament No. 131. 2025, 834 Logs of Box
wood. 1767 RICHARDSON* in Phil. Tnm&. LVIII. 20 Two
. . of brass, and two of box-wood. 1855 SINGLKTON I'ir^il
II. 351 Inlaid in boxwood, or in ebony.
2. The tree or shrub itself.

1768 BOSWELL Corsica i. ted. 2) 49 Its honey hath always
been accounted better, by reason of the boxwood and yew.

1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. $ Merck. II. vii. 197 Fringes ul

boxwood grew here and there.

3. American Boxwood, Cornus florida ;
a de-

ciduous tree of North America, having very heavy

close-grained wood, the bark of which is used a>

a substitute for Peruvian bark ;
Jamaica Box-

wood, Tcconia fcntaphylla.
4. attrib.

-1865 J. WYLDE in Citr. Sc. I. 314/1 Boxwood charcoal

answers best. 1880 Printing That's 15 May 116/1 One or

iwo remaining Abkhazian boxwood forests.

tBo'xy, a. Obs. rare. [f. Box j/j.l 4- -y 1.] Of
or like boxwood.
1552 HULOET, Boxie or of Boxe. 1608 TOPSKI.L Serpents

677 This egge is . . sometimes of a boxy . . colour. 1658
ROWLAND Moitjfet's Thcat. Ins. 959 Two cornicles like

feathers, of a yellow or boxie colour.

Boy ^boi), sb^ Forms : 4 boi, boi?e, bay, 4-7

boye, 5 bey, 6 boie, 4- boy. [ME. boi, boy, of

obscure origin: app. identical with E.Frisian boi,

boy
*

young gentleman
'

;
considered by many to be

identical with Du. boef (\>tli) 'knave', MDu. boevt\

prob. (according to Franck) adopted from MHG.
huobe (in mod.G. bitbc 'knave', dial, 'boy, lad ').

It has been proposed to explain bo-y as dim. of bo, and
this short for *bobo the W.Ger. type of buobc^ bube. The
latter is actually found in MHG. only from about the 141)1 c.

Its Teutonic standing is doubtful : see Grimm, Schade.Kluge.
iThe original sense being uncertain, the order of senses here

observed is only provisional. >]

1. A male child below the age of puberty. But

commonly applied to all lads still at school, as

such
;
and parents or sisters often continue to speak

of their grown-up sons or brothers as 'the boys'.

1300 Beltt't 88 3unge childerne and wylde boyes also.,

scornede hire. 1a\qoo MorteArth. 3123 Boyes in be sub-

arbis bourdene ffulle heghe. ^1440 York Myst. xix. 270
So may bat boy be fledde. 1533 COVEEDALE Zcch. viii. 5

The stretes of the citie shulbe full ofyonge boyes and dam-

selles [1382 WVCLIF infauntes and maydens; 1388 yongc
children arid maidens; 1611 boyes and girles]. 1538 UAH.

Thrc Laws 966 Come, axe me blessynge, lyke praty boyes

apace. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. i. 122 When King Pippin of

France was a little boy. 1653 WALTON A tigler 46 The very

boyes will learn to talk and swear. 175* JOHNSON Rambt.
No. 198 r 3 The sailor hated to see tall boys shut up in a

school. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har. n. xxiii, Ah ! happy years !

once more who would not be a boy? 1844 A. WELBY
Poems 1 1867) 97 A noble sturdy boy is he, and yet he's only

five. Prov. All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.

2. Applied playfully, affectionately, or slightingly,

to a young man, or one treated as such.

c 1320 Seuyn Sages (W.* 1351 Was nowt the boi of wit

bereued. c 1440 J 'ork Myst. xxix. 89 Sir Knyghtis, do kepe

bis boy [Peter] in bande. Ibid. xi. 247 pis boyes [Moses
and Aaron] sail byde here in cure bayle. 1580 NORTH Plu-

tarch 42 1. R.) This boy who was made overseer of them was

commonly twenty years of age. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. % Jut.
in. i. 135 Thou wretched Boy that didst consort him hen-.

Shalt with him hence. 1599 Much Ado v. i. 79 If thou

kjlst me, boy, thou shalt kill a man. 1722 Daily Post \.)

Mar., He is a fat, chubby boy, aged about 20 or thereabouts.

a 1791 WF.SI.FY Serm. Ixxxiii. Wks. 1811 IX. 434 Everyone
has his hobby-horse ! Something that pleases the great boy
for a few hours.

b. Used instead of ' man '

in certain localities ;

e. g. in Cornwall, in Ireland, in the far West of the

United States.

BOY.

1730 SWIFT Dick's !
r
ar. Wks. 1755 IV. i. 264 Let the boys

pelt him if they dare. 18.. StWtf, 'A'/. Patrick was a
gentleman' t No wonder that our Irish boys should be so

free and frisky ! 1867 H HI-WORTH DIXON New America \,

These Western boys (every man living beyond the Mis-
souri is a Boy, just as every woman is a Lady*. 1880 II'.

Cornwall Gloss. (K. D. S.) s, v., There are no men in Corn-
wall ; they are all Cornish boys.

f3. A servant, slave. Obs. Now only when a

boy in sense I or 2.

r 1350 //'///. Palerne 1705 Schc . . bcrwed boi^es clobes

. . & bogeysliche as a boye
' bulked to |?e kychene. c 1430

LVDG. Bofhas \\. v. 46 b, With his sweorde, but she [Lu-
cretia] would assent Her and a boye he would prent I -fere.

1535 COVERDALE i Sfiifi.ii. i^l'hc prcstes boye came, whyle
the flesh was seething. 1588 T. L. ToCk.ofJtoMe(if>$l)
9 By David his Boy, whom his heart approved. 1601 F. TATK
Honseh. Ord. Etiiv. //, 94 (1876) 56 That none of the

kings meignee. .charetter or sompter boy..kecpe his wife

at the court. 1764 T. JEFFERSON Corr. Wks. 1859 ! r9
You mention one [letter] you wrote last Friday, and sent

by the Secretary's boy. Mod. The doctor's boy, sir !

t b. A camp-follower. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. iv. 82 The French might haue a

good pray of vs, if he knew of it, for there is none to guard
it [the luggage] but boyes. Ibid. iv. vii. i Kill the poye>
and the luggage, 'Tis expressly against the Law of Armes.

C.
' In Southern India and in China a native

personal servant is so termed, and is habitually
summoned with the vocative l

fioy!' (Yule). Also

applied to male negro slaves of any age ;
in the

South Seas to Polynesians kidnapped in
;

the labour

trade '.

1609 HAWKINS in Purchas J'ilgr. 211 My boy Stephen
Grovenor. 1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 124 We had a black

boy my Father brought from Porta Nova to attend upon
him. 1850 MRS. STOWK Uncle Tom xxx, 'Now up with

you, boy! d'ye hear?' said the auctioneer to Tom. 1875
THOMSON Ala-lacca. 228 A faithful servant or boy, as they
are here called, about forty years of age. 1884 Pall AIa.lt Li.

16 Aug. i/2 The vessel is granted a licence to carry so many
'

boys ',
as the native men are called.

d. In combination with other words, as LIXK-

BOY, POST-BOY, POT-BOY.

f4. As a term of contempt: Knave, varlet.

rogue, wretch, caitiff. Obs. [In early quotations, not

always to be distinguished from BoiE, executioner.]
(1300 A'. Alis. 4376 He .. threow him over ar?tin; And

^aide,
'

ly ther vyle bay !

'

c 1325 I-'.. K. A Hit. P. A. 805 In

Iherusalem watx my lemman slayn & rein on rode with

boyez bolde. c 1440 Promp. Paw. 29/1 Bey or buy, scitrrns.

1562 BULLKYN 3k, Simples 76 a, Through a very vile coward
or boie, often the valiaunt man is slaine. 1588 Aiarprcl.

Epist. (Arb.) 28 Calling him boy, knaue, varlet, slanderer.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. vi. :oi, 104, 117.

5. Used in familiar address, often with the epi-

thets 'my', 'old'. Hence To old-boy vb.

1601 SHAKS. Tii'd. N. n. iv. 122 But di'de thy sister ofher

lone my Boy? 1620 Temp. n. ii. 56 To sea, boys, and
let her goe hang. 1712 AKBUTHNOT John Bull (1727

> 70
Fear not, old boy; we'll do it, I'll warrant thee. 1742
RICHARDSON Pamela III. 380 Never fear, old Boy, said Sir

Charles, we'll bear our Parts in Conversation. 1878 Miss
IROL'GHTON Cometh up as Fl. xv. 163 Old boy'ing each other.

6. In various connexions, indicating a member
of fraternity or band, as in Peep of

^
Day Boys, a

secret organization in Ireland; Roaring .Boys, riot-

ous fellows of the time of Elizabeth and James I.
;

also The old boy, the devil
;
Yellow boys, guineas.

(-1590 GKEKNR Tu Quoque in Dothley VII. 25 (N. Thi;

is no angry, nor no roaring boy, but a blustering boy.

1609 B. JOXSON Epiccrne i. iv. (X. The doubtfulness of

your phrase . . would breed you a quarrel once an hour

with the terrible boys. \(>e&Leg. Capt. Jones iHalliwj, In

hope to get such roaring boys as he. 1712 Whig ty Tory
iii. 34 He ISacheverell] had Meat, and Drink, and yellow

Hoys. 1837 40 HALIBURTOS Clockm. 11862) 140 As we in-

vigorate the form of government (as we must do, or go to

the old boy). 1831 CAKLYLF. Sari. AVj. in. x. 331 In Ireland

. . Ribbonmen, Cottiers, Peep-of-Day Boys.

7. Comb, (in which 'boy* often approaches the

force of an adjective) ;
a. appositive, indicating

sex, as boy-angel, -baby, -brood, -child^ -cousin, -ele-

phant ;
or immaturity, as boy-actor, -bridegroom,

crusader, -ensign, -God, -husband, -king, 'lover,

-man, -officer, -poet, -spouse or with words added

which indicate the assumption of another person-

ality, as in boy-girl, -harlot, -wench ; also boy-

bishop, the boy elected by his fellows to play the

part of bishop from St. Nicholas
1

Day to Innocents'

Day: b. attributive 'of or pertaining to boys), as

boy-kind, -nature \
C. obj. gen. with vbl. sb., as

boy-qucller. Also boy-blind a., blind as a boy ;

boy-rid a., overdone with boys (after the analogy
of BED-RID) ; boy-storied a', that of which stories

are told by boys ; boy-like adv. and adj.
1861 A. K. H. B. Retreat. Country Parson Ser. n. 69

The popularity of the *boy-actor Betty. 1762-71 H. WAL-
POLK I'ertue's Anted. Painting^. 35 Six *boy-angels play-

ing on musical instruments. 1820 SCOTT Abbott xiv, I'o

give place to . . the *Boy-Bishop, and the Abbot of Un-
reason. 1625 FLKTCHKR LOTC'S Pi/gr. iL.', Put case he

Ivan Ivanav.i'fi Poor Stiopka. .first Of my *boy-brood.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 301 The haire of yong *boy-chil-

I dreu . . is held to be a singular remedy for . . the gout . 1878
] BLACK C,nen Past. ii. 10 As her *boy cousin had said she



BOY.

was a trifle serious. Q. Re-,'. April 529 A fault . .

which the boy-ensigns and pages . . sharecf with their

parents. 1816 BYRON Siege Cor. xxx, We kneeling see Her
and the *boy-God on her knee. 1570 DRANT Serin, in Dib-
din Libr. Cotnft. 76 This Romish Church defendeth. .concu-

bines, and v

boy-harlots. 1876 M. COLLINS Blacksmith A>

Schol. I. vi. 157 She held herself haughtily aloof from the

mankind and 'boykind of New Bratton. 1864 PUSEY Lect.

Daniel iii. 152 A *boy-king . . is restored at once.. by his

own people. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom ix. 73 Two boys,

who, ^boy-like, had followed close on her heels. 1865 TYI.OK
,

.

Early Hist. Man. xii. 337 The *boy-man laughed to him-

elf, but said nothing. 1876 HAMERTON Intel/. Life x. x.

the 'boy-nature. 1762 WESLF.Y Jrnl.

13 June (18271 HI- 93 Two or three *boy-officers. 1883 S.
391 The necessiti

WADDINGTON Clottgh 46 These indicate, .the feelings and
tendencies of the

*

boy-poet at this early age. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. $ Cr. v. v. 45 Come, come, thou *l>oy-queller, shew thy
face. 1823 LAMB Eliti (1860) 82 He is "boy-rid, sick of

perpetual boy. 1848 KINT.SLEY Saints' Trag. Notes 245
The princess was laid in the cradle of her ^boy-spouse. 1816

L. Ht-'NT Rhnitri. II. 235 'Boy-storied trees, and love re-

member'd spots. 1586 WARNER Alb. F.ng. II. xi. 51 Not so

much as by the tongue the "Boy wench was bewraid.

i Boy, st'.- Obs. rare. [a. OF. lime, Imie : 1..

/>oia,f\.boiw' a collar for the neck'.] A gyve, fetter.

1375 BARROUR llrncc x. 763 Schir peris lumbarcl that ves

tane..thai fund in presoune, fettirit with boyis sittand.

Boy (boi), v.
[f.

BOY sby\ In various nonce-

usages. a. intr. To play the boy, act as a boy ;

b. trans. To call (one)
'

boy
'

; C. To represent (a

woman's part) on the stage, as boys did before the

Restoration ; d. To furnish or supply with boys.
1568 Jai'ob iy Esau II. ii. in Ha/1. Dodsl. II. 211 So

jir.-utling, so trattling, so chiding, so boying. 1573 G.
HARVEY Letter-til,-. 11884148 If he boied me now.. I nard

him not. 1606 SIIAKS. Ant. fy Cl. v. ii. 220, I shall see

Some squeaking Cleopatra Boymygreatnesse. 1616 BEAVM.
& Fi.. Knt. Malta n. iii. iR.), Boy did he call me . . I am
tainted. .Bafl'd and boy'd. 1(1635 COKBET I'oems 118071
126 IHit wert girl'd and boy'd. 1650 H. MOKE in EntJins.

Tri. (16561 126 How ready the world will be to boy him
out of countenance. 1655 FULLER Hist. Camb. 11840) 142
The gates were shut, and partly ititiii-ncd, partly bfly-ed,

against him.

Boy, boye, obs. ff. BUOY.

Boyage ;boi'ed3). rare. [f. BOY sb. ', app. with a

confusion of -AGE suffix and AGE
s/>.~\ Boyhood.

1622-62 Hr.vi-iN L'psmogr. in. (1673) 104/1 When Alexander
in his Adolescency or Boyage was sacrificing to the gods.

1798 BLOOMriKLlt Farnn-r's Boy (18171 Pref. 23 Putting
the little events of ray boyage into metre.

H Boyar, looyard V b0iya'r, i>oi-ajd). Forms :

6 boiaren, 7 bojar, boyaren, ;- boyar, 8- bo

yard. [a. Russ. ilonpiini boydrin, pi. fioape

boyare 'grandee, lord ': earlier (io.iii|iinn, boly-

flrin, prob. f. OSlav. root M- great : but Miklosich

would connect it with Turkish boj stature, boijlu

high; Dahl, and others, with Russ. Coll, boi 'war',

which may have influenced the later form. The
word occurs in Byzantine Greek as fSo'i^aSai, fio-

AmSar ; Bulg. bolerin, Serv. bolyar, Rouman. boifr.~\

A member of a peculiar order of the old Russian

aristocracy, next in rank to a fcnya: or prince
1

,

who enjoyed many exclusive privileges, and held

all the highest military and civil offices : the order

was abolished by Peter the Great, and the word is

in Russia only a historical term, though still often

erroneously applied by English newspaper writers

to Russian landed proprietors. In Roumania the

boier still exist as a privileged class. (The Eng.

boyar appears to have been taken from the plural :

lioyarJ is an erroneous French spelling. 1

1591 G. FLETCHER RiiucCoinmw. (1836) 46 The emperours
of Russia giue the name of counsellotlr to diuers of their

chiefe nobilitie . . These are called Boiarens. a 1618 RALEIGH
St. Maxims in Kern. (16611 43 As the Turk, his lanizaries;

the Russe, his Boyarens. 1676 Loud. Gaz. No. 1077/1
Then the Bojars, which are the most eminent persons in

this Countrey. 1698 LI-TTRELL BriefK el. (18571 IV. 432 The
czar, .has caused 200 of the boyars in his country to be put
to death. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 77 Not only the

common people but many of the boyards or nobles. 1858
Times 28 Aug. 10/1 The Boyards iof Roumania] are not

an aristocracy of birth or wealth ; they are simply a privi-

leged class. 1865 Sfectatorii Feb. 151 The older families

of Russia retain the traditions of the boyars and of their

power to a dangerous degree. 1879 R. S. LDWARDS Russ. at

Home I. 202 The rich 'boyars' (as foreigners persist in

styling the Russian proprietors of the present day).

Hence Boyardism.
1848 Tait's Mag. XV. 482 Boyardism stands a good chance

of being vanquished by democracy [in Roumania].

II Boyau (boi-o). Also boyeau. [F. boyan
' the alimentary canal ', and as below : OF. bod :

see BOWEL.] Ftrtif.
' A branch of a trench ;

a

zig-zag ;
a trench in rear of a battery, forming a

communication with the magazine ; a small gallery

of a mine.' Stocqueler Milit. Eitcyfl. 1853.

1847 '" CRAIG. 1862 F. GRIFFITHS A rtil. Man. (ed. 9) 263

Zilf-zags, or Boyeanx ofcommunication, are trenches made
for the approaches from the parallels to the besieged place.

Boycott (boi'kpt), v. [f.
the name of Capt.

Boycott, an Irish landlord, who was the original

victim of the treatment described.] trans. To com-

bine in refusing to hold relations of any kind, social

or commercial, public or private, with ''a neigh-

1040

hour), on account of political or other differences, so

as to punish him for the position he has taken up,
or coerce him into abandoning it. The word arose

in the autumn of 1880, to describe the action

instituted by the Irish Land League towards those

who incurred its hostility. It was speedily adopted

by the newspapers in nearly every European lan-

guage (e. g. F. boycotter, Du. boyfoften t
Ger. boy-

cottiren, Russ. bofkottirovat, etc.). Now (1886)

generally written without an initial capital letter.

1880 Times 20 Nov. 10/1 The people of New Pallas have
resolved to

'

lioycott
'

them and refused to supply them
with food or drink. 1880 Daily News 13 Dec. 3/1 Already
the stoutest-hearted are yielding on every side to the dread
of being

*

Boycotted '. 1880 Illusi. Lond. S't-nv LXXVII.
587/1 To

'

Boycott
'

has already become a verb active, sig-

nifying to 'ratten', to intimidate, to 'send to Coventry',
and to

' taboo '. 1881 Q. AYr-. 117 The lineal ancestors of

the Land League
'

boycotted
'

the poet. 1886 Times 2 Feb.

10/1 On September 19, 1880, Mr. Parnell formulated the law
of boycotting in the town of Ennis, county Clare.

b. transf. and_/p",
1881 Spectator 22 Jan. 119 Dame Nature arose.. She

(

Boycotted
' London from Kew to Mile End. 1881 Daily

A'eti's 19 May 5/3 You cannot Boycott human nature. That

entity, .always gets the better of the Boycotter in the long
run. i88a L. STEPHEH iSwj/i? vii. 157 Briefly, the half-pence
were to be '

Boycotted '.

Hence Boycotted ///. a., Boy cottee 1

, Boy-
colter, Boycotting ..'/'/. j7>., Boycott! sm; also

Bo-ycott sl>. = Boycotting ; ^U. S.) an application
of Boycotting. (Now also often written without

capitals.)
1880 J. DILLON* Speech at Cashe? 17 Nov. i Times 10 Nov.

6 ''i* They had yet to studya branch ofnew Land l&w Known
as Boycotting. 1880 Times Dec. 9 They also do not feel

warranted in regarding the threat of Boycott as one which
comes within the Act. 1880 Daily Aiw-Tzs Dec. 6/3 So long
as a railway station is near him, the *

Boycottee', if behave

only two or three sen-ants to stand firm, can practically

bring the Boycotters to their wits' end. 1881 (ILADSTOSK
in Standard 2^ Oct. 33 The neighbours of the Boycotted
man refuse to hold any intercourse with him and his

family; they will not eat with him, drink with him, buy
from him, or sell to him. 1881 LD. DERBY in igt/t Cent.

Oct. 481 Capital [in Ireland] is timid; boycotting, intimi-

dation, and outrage do not attract it. 1881 Declarations
Standard 19 Feb. 3/6 We loathe and detest the very idea

of a man seeking his ends by murder, by outrage, by Boy-
cottIsm. 1883 MONIFK Wru.iAMs AY/. Thought lud. I.

xviii. 472 India has furnished examples of Boycotters and

Boycottees, for many centuries. 1885 Pall Mai! G. 19 Nov.

3/2 Those who have continued to hire Chinese labour and

patronize the .same since the Boycott.

Boydekyn(ne, obs. form of BODKIN.

Boydoin (bordsm). rare. [f.
BOY .f/'.

1 + -DOM.]
The estate or characteristics of boys.
1880 Scn'bn. Mag. June 312 An abnormal development of

boydom.
Boyell, obs. form of BOWEL.

Boyer (boraa). Also 9 boier. [a. Du. bocijer a

smack.] A sloop of Flemish construction, with a

raised work at each end. Smyth SailorV ll'ord-bk.

n 1618 RALEIGH in Remains i'i66i) 167 By their fashioned

Ships called /foyers^ Hoybarks, Hoyes. .made to hold great
hulke of Merchandize. 1642 MRO. HERTFORD Let. to Queen
6 Master Knolles a servant of the king went in the boyer.
1882 Standard 25 Dec. 3/3 It has beauties of its own quite

equal to those of xebec, felucca, or boier all put together.

t Boyery. Obs.
[f.

BOY sb^ + -EKY.] Boyhood.
1580 NORTH rintarch (1676) 42 They called, .the greatest

boyes Melirenes : as who should say, ready to go out of

boyery. 1656 DLGARD Gate Lat. Vnl. 199. 55 Infancy is

ignorant of itself, boyerie is passed over in sports.

Boyhood (boi-hud). [f.
BOY sb^ + -HOOD.]

(Johnson has only the quotation from Swift, and says
' This is perhaps an arbitrary word '. It occurs in no edi-

tion of Bailey. ) Cf. BOYISM 3.

a. The state of being a boy; the time oflife during
which one is a boy ;

also fig. the early period of

anything, b. Boys taken collectively, c. Boyish

feeling ; light-heartedness.
a 1745 SwiFT (T.), Look at him, in his boyhood^, through the

magnifying end of a perspective, and in his manhood,

through the other. 1802-25 SYD. SMITH Ess, 117 (Beeton's

ed.) All the bloody boyhood of the Bog of Allen. 1818

D'ISRAKLI Chas. /, I. ii. 8 Princes are unfortunate enough
to be flattered even in their boyhood. 1829 Hoou Eng.
Aram iii, Turning to mirth all things of earth As only

I boyhood can. 1842 TENNYSON Sir Lannc. 19 In the boy-
hood of the year. 1886 MRS. A. HUNT That other /Ynr.

I, 206 The turbulent mass of. .gesticulating boyhood.

Boyish (boi-ij\ a. [f. BOY $bl + -ISH V]
1. Of or pertaining to boys or boyhood.
1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke iii. (R.) Big laddes. .gron

quite awaye from the pureness of babehood to boyish wan-
tonnesse. 1604 SHAKS. Otlt, \. iii. 132 Euen from my boyish
daies. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. Ixxv, From the first

hours of our boyish pastimes. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. /W/s vi.

164 In the bloom of manly or of boyish strength.

2. Boy-like ; puerile.
i$7 FULKE Heskins rarl. 60 This is such a boyish

sophisme as I am ashamed to aunswere it. 1663 COWLKY
i'erses <y Ess. (16691 143 The beginning of it is Boyish, but

of this part. . I should hardly now be much ashamed. 1848
MACAULAV Hist. Eng. II. 195 Boyish vanities, and no part
of the real business of life.

Boyishly (boHjli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In

a boyish manner, like a boy.
1581 J. BFLL Haddon*s Answ, Osor. 64 And the same

BOZZOM.

question repeateth agayne ana Jgayne very boyeshly. 1807
A. M. PORTER Hangar. Bri). I. i. 29 To hide the sensibility,

which boyishly he blushed at. 1849 STOVEL Intrott. Cannes
Necess. 107, Boyishly exclaiming,

' No bishop, no king '.

Boyishness (boHJnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

Boyish or boylike quality or state.

1552 HULOF.T, Boyeshnes, puerilitas. 1611 COTGR., Piicri-

lite . . boyishnesse, childishnesse . . simplicitie. a 1791
WESLF.V Husb. f, Wires v. VVks. 1811 IX. 75 Behaviour,
that, .savours of a kind of boyishness. 1881 J. HAWTHORNE
Fort. Fool I. i, To the end of his life there was a deep fund
of boyishness in him.

Boyism (boi-iz'm). [f.
BOY sbl + -ISM.]

1. The characteristic nature of a boy.
a 1790 T. WARTOS in Sir K. Brydges' Milton (1853) 566

Perhaps the real boyism of the brother, .is to be taken into

the account. 1826 DISRAELI I'iv. Grey I. i. (1878) i The
spirit of boyism began to develop itself.

2. A boyish characteristic or trait ;
a puerility.

1700 DRYDFN Fables Pref. (Globe) 498 A thousand such

boyisms which Chaucer rejected. 1717 GARTH Ovid's Met.

Pref., These are some of our poet's boyisms.

t 3. lioyhood. Obs.

1810 REV. R. POLWHELF. Poet. Register 48 The progress
of Genius in boyism and in youth.

Boykin (boi'kin). [f.
BOY rf.l + -KIS.] A little

hoy : iised as ajterm of affection.

1547 SALESBI-RV Welsh Diet., Herlotya, boykyn. 1658
HROME A'tfuAcad. i. i. 3 Where's my Boykin ? my Friskoe ?

my Delight ? a 1687 COTTON SEneid Burl. it. (1692) 80 I'm

lixt to go along With thee, my boykin, right or wrong. 1822

J. MITCHELL Aristofli. II. 316 This species, boykin? cruet

or sea-spider ?

Boyis, //. fetters : see BOY sb:-

Boyl, Boylster, obs. forms of BOIL, BOLSTER.

tBoyly, a. Obs.
[f.

BOY rf.l+-LYl.] Boyist.
1551 HULOF.T, Boylye or boyesh, or pertaynynge to a

boye. 1563-87 FOXE A. f, M. III. 595 what a stout ^V'V
Heretick is this? How malapertly he answereth?

Boyn(e, Boynard, obs. ff. Boox sb., BOINARD.

Boyne ,boin). St. Also boy(e)n, boin. A
flat shallow tub or bowl (cf. BOWIE).
1821 GALT Ann. Par. 46 (JAM.) Her seam .. had fallen

into a boyne of milk. Ayrsh. Leg. 265 (JAM.) The lasses

were, .standing upright before the boyns on chairs, rubbin

the clothes. 1826 J. WILSON X'ttct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 97
Take a peck of purtatoes and put them into a boyne.

ship hath so sought us, that we have found you. a 1634
RANDOLPH f'wias (1638) 21 Must we then allow Tour Boy-
ship leave to shoot at whom you please ?

Boy'S-love. A popular name for Southern-

wood, Artemisia Abrotonum, also called, in some

districts, Latf's love.

pansies, boy's-love, sweet-william used to be cultivated for

their perfume.

Boys'-play. Amusement for boys ; trifling,

child's-play.
1596 SHAKS. i lien. II7, v. iv. 76 You shall finde no Boyes

play heere, I can tell you. 1672 MARVEL Kelt. Transf. l.

249 Princes . . are past such boyes-play. 1812 L. HCNT in

Examinem Dec. 814/1 Most of his tragedies .. are little

better than so much gigantic boy's-play.

Boyst^e, Boystous, var. of BOIST, BOISTOUS.

Boyte,^ obs. form of BOOT s6. 1

t Boyter. Obs. A bird of prey ;
? a Buzzard.

1648 GAOF. West Jiui. xii. ( 1655) 45 Hawkes, Kites, Boyters
i which are very many in those parts).

Boytle, obs. f. BEETLE, a mallet.

t Boytrye. Obs. rare- 1

.

1542 BRINKLOW Comflaynt 11874) 26 If the kyng knewe

what boytrye were there [in the Marshalsea] vsed, I think

he wold neuer suffer them more to kepe court.
'

Boyuna (,b<>iy'<'
n^- [

Tupi *'-. '

serpens

obscurus' ;Martins). Carried by the Portuguese

from Brazil to Ceylon.]
a. A large water-snake of Brazil of dark colour

C<oa aqiiatica). b. A harmless snake of Ceylon.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. in. iii. 429 Tne Boyuna
of Ceylon is equally a favourite among the natives.

|| Boza, IJOSa (bJ-za). Also booza, bouza,

boosa. [Turkish sjjjj
baza 'a kind of thick

white drink made of millet fermented' (Redhouse).]

A popular acidulated drink in Egypt, etc., made

by fermenting an infusion of millet-seed, with the

addition of certain astringent substances ;
also an

inebriating preparation of darnel-meal, hemp-seed
and water.

1656 BLOUNT Clossogr., Ko:a, a drink in Turky made of

seedVmuch like new mustard, and is very heady. 1706 tr. L.

Leniery's Treat. Aliments in. ii. 292 The Bosa, so much
esteemed by the Arabs and Egyptians, is a Composition

made of the Leaves and Seed of liangue. 1847 CRAIG, Bosa.

1849 SOUTIIEV Comm.-fl. Kk. Ser. n. 45 The Booza makers

are a very necessary corporation in a camp. 1879 C. R. Low

Jrnl. Gen. Abbott i. 97 We get plenty of supplies ; gram,

boosa, sheep, cows . . are brought into camp.

Bozoar, obs. form of BF.?.OAB.

Bozzom, bozzum, dial, name of the Ox-eye

(Chrysanthemum Lcticatitliomim}, or the Yellow

Ox-eye \Chrysantlunmm segetunf).

1847 in HAI.IJWELI..



BRAASNY.

Bra, obs. form of BRAE.

Braas, obs. and dial, form of BRACE.

) EraasJiy, a. Obs. rare~'. [A modification

of brasen BRAZEN, with -T ; cf. yrony, yron in

quot. ] Like brass.

1382 \Vvcuf-Deut. xxviii. 23 Beheuenethat is aboue thee

braasny [1388 brasun] ; and the lond that them tredist yrony

[1388 yrun).

Brab '.braeb). Also brabb. [? corruption of Pg.
brava wild, palmeira brava being the Portuguese
name. Written also brab(b-tree.~]

The Palmyra palm (Borassusflabelliformis).
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India 76 (Y.I Another Tree called

Brabb, bodied like a Cocoe. 1766 GROSE I'oy. E. India. I.

48 (Y) A few brab-trees, or rather wild palm-trees (the

word drab being derived from brabo, which in the Portu-

guese signifies wild.'. 1859 R. BURTON Centr. Afr. in yrnl.
R. G. S. XXIX. 81 A screen of brab-trees.

Brabant (brabce-nt). [f.
the name of the

Duchy of Brabant. As applied to a coin, the word
is a mistranslation of a passage in Hemingburgh
(see first quot.), where Brabantium is not a sb.,

but an adj. agreeing with scaliiingonim."] A term

recently applied (in error; to a base coin of Flemish

manufacture circulated in England in the I3th c.

[ci35o W. HEMINGBURGH Chron. (ed. Hamilton) II. 187
Mercatores enim alienigenas introduxerant in Angliam mo-
netas. -pessimi metalli, pollardorum, crocardorum, scalding-
orum Brabantium, aquilarum . . et aliorum diversorum nu-

minum.] 1840 RUDING Ann. Coinage I. 201 These coins

were . . distinguished by the names of pollards, crocards,

scaldings, brabants, eagles. 1866 ROGERS Agric. $ Prices

1. 178 Scnldings, Brabants, Eagles.

t Braba'lltie. Obs. rare- 1
. [f&ih.f. Brabant

(see prec.). Cf. Sp. brabante a sort of linen.] A
garment worn by soldiers in the ifith c.

1591 GARRARD Art Warre I. 18 A straile brabantie and

gascaine is to be worne.

Brabble (.brse-b'l), v. Obs. or arch. exc. dial.

Also 6 brabbel, brabil, -el, 6-8 brable. [Deriva-
tion obscure : usually identified with Du. brabbclcn

to confuse, stammer, jabber (cf. BRAHBLIXG vbl. sb. 2 ),

but it is doubtful whether the history of the senses

in Eng. supports this. Cf. BRAWL. BABBLE.
Skinner conjectured a corruption of mzd.\J.parabolare, to

harangue, discourse (?a forensic or university term*, cf.

Welsh parablu to speak. Du Cange has '
tota die parabo-

lare per scripturas,' which agrees with sense T. With 'woman-
ish brabble

'

cf. the proverb
' ubi mulieres ibi parabola:.'

1. intr. To dispute captiously or obstinately ;
to

cavil or quibble. Const, until, against a person ;

about, on, at, for a thing.
c 1500 Pore helpe 96 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 256 They wolde

not haue you playe To dryue the tyme awaye ; But brabble

on the Byble. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark x. 24 They
did not crie, and brable agaynst him. 1579 J. FIELD Cal-

vin's Serm. Ded., And then they brable with us about the

translation. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World 1 1 . v. v. 9. 609 He-

thought it no fit season to brabble at the Law. 1621 Bp.

MOUNTAGU Diatribe 538 What have we brabbled, and con-

tended for all this while?

2. To quarrel about trifles
; esp. to quarrel noisily,

brawl, squabble. Cf. BRABBLE sb. 3.

1530 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture in Batees Bk. (1868) 92
Brable not thou with thy neyghbour. 1590 GREENE Never
too late (Wks. 18821 VIII. 136 Though Mars and Venus
brabled, they were friends after brawls. 1653 HOLCROFT
Procopius m. 78 While they were thus brabling for the

spoiles. i675"CoTToN/Vr. H^s. (1765) 220 If I reach one of

you a Douse, You'll learn more Manners than to brabble.

3. = BABBLE v.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 126 To Brabil, nniltitm loom'. 1875
Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Brabble, to chatter noisily.

Brabble, sb.
[f. prec.]

(
1. A quibble, a captious objection or dispute.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Ansu'. Osor. 227/2 To confounde
. . the Sophisticall brables of all other adversaries, a 1626

Bp. ANDREWS Senn. ix. (1641) 105 True righteousnesse
leadeth to peace, not to questions and brabble. 1674 MAR-
VELL Reh. Transp. n. 312 It is not worth the Readers trouble

to interess him in such a foolish brabble.

j 2. A frivolous or paltry action at law. Obs.

1598 R. BERNARD Terence's Aiidria iv. v, To go follow

sules and brabbles in law. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. 271
In Judicial Affairs . . those less general words of Suit, Con-
troversie ..Case, Cause, Action .. Brabble. 1677 HORDES
Odyss. 150 The judge ariseth from his seat, Ending the

brabbles of contentious men.

3. A paltry altercation, noisy quarrel.
1566 GRINDAL Lett. Wks. (1843) 289 To declare a womanish

brabble that happened yesternight in a church in London.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. viii. 69 Fluellen . . Keepe you out of

prawles and prabbles and quarrels. 1641 MILTON Ch.

Discip. II. Wks. 11851* 54 To make a Nationall Warre of a

Surplice Brabble, a Tippet-scuffle. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl.

(1868.1 II. xv. 229 To spend the time in private brabbles and

piques, .is not a good course.

T b. A brawl, skirmish, or petty war. Obs.

1577 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1145/1 In the which brabble
it happened the capteins horsse to be slaine vnder him.

1601 SHAKS. Ttvel. N. v. I. 68 Heere in the streets . . In

priuate brabble did we apprehend him. 1622 HEYLIN

Cosmc-gr. in. ( 16821 168 A matter of more consequence than

these Scythian brables.

4. Discordant babble.
1861 Temple BarQcl., Sev. Sons Mam. xxvi,The myriad-

tongued brabble had ceased. 1868 BROWSING King fy Bk.
iv. 34 To hear the rabble and brabble, you'd call the case

Fused and confused past human finding out.
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Bra'bblement. arch. Also brable-. [f.
as

prec. + MENT.] Cavilling, quibbling (obs.) ; noisy

quarrelling, contentious uproar (now chiefly dial.).

1556 ABP. PARKER Psnliercvi. 16 Theyprovokt with wrath
. . Aaron . . wyth foolish brablementes. a 1563 BALE Sri.

Wks. u849> 176 Are not Christ and his disciples teachers

sufficient enough . . but we must have unsavoury brabble-
ments? 1593 NASHE Christ's T. 68 b, Contention, .is euer
in Armes, neuer out of brabblements. 1824 Craven Dial.

23 Hees ollas agait o' some brabblement. 1876 Daily News
28 Sept. 5/3 The Commune was a time of extraordinary
1 brabblement

'

to use a word of Carlyle's.

Brabbler (brarbbi). arch. Also 6 brabeler,
6-8 brabler.

[f.
as prec. 4- -ER 1

.]
One who

brabbles : f a. a caviller, quibbler (obs.) ;
b. a

quarrelsome person, brawler.

1548 THOMAS Ital. Gram. (15671 Cinciglione, is a dronken
brabeler. 1553-87 FOXE A. fif M. (1596) 1877/2, I am no
brabler in the scripture. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron. II. 84
Brablersand ale-house quarrellers. 1647 Dcpos. Cast. York
(Surtees) 10 He is . . a brabler and a quarreller. 1713 BP.

GIBSON Articles I'isit. in Toulm. Smith Parish (1857) 94 ^ s

he a brabler, brawler, .seditious party?

t Bra'bblery. Obs. In 6 brablarie. [f.

BRABBLE + -RY.] Wrangling.
1567 DFANT Horace Epist. \. xviii. Fiij, An other vseth

brablarie [i-ixatiir'} For very gotish wol.

Brabbling brsrbliij ,
vbl. sb.

[f.
BRABBLE v.]

1. f a. Cavilling, 'hair-splitting' (eiis.). b. Wrang-
ling, noisy quarrelling.
1532 MORE Confiit. Tindale Wks. 410/2 To beare and

abide the brablyng of Tindals tonge. 1561 T. NORTON
Calvin's Inst. (1634) Pref., With . . Sophisticall brabblings.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \. 172 The brabblings of the

Aristotelians. 1645 in Somers Tracts I. 35 The Trade of

Brabbling and Pettifogging. 1865 CARLVLE Fredk. Gl.

1. in. iii. 148 Brabblings, scuffling*, objurgations.

t 2. A confusion, a jumble. Obs.-"

1530 PALSGR. 617/2, I make a brablyng,y> barbouille.

Bra'bbling, ppl.a. arch. [f. as prec. + -INB 2
.]

fa. Disposed to cavil or quibble, ftffe.) ; b. liti-

gious, quarrelsome ;
C. tumultuous, riotous.

1549 COVERDALE Pur. Rrasiu. Gal. v. 14 The brablyng law
with so many rules. 1577 HARRISON England \\. ii. (1877)

53 In a brabling fraie, one of hir men was slaine. 1603 H.
CROSSE I'ertiiesComnw. i'1878)63 Violent extort ion, brabling

suites, and vniust vexations. 1633 P. FLETCHER Elisa xxii,

Brabbling lawyers' brawls. [1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. 11.

viii. ( 1866) 294 Commerce would have no security at Antwerp
'

in those brabbling times '.]

Bra'bblingly, aav. arcli. [f. prec. + -LY2.]
In a captious or contentious manner.

1565 JEWEL Def. Apol. (1611) 43 We will deale herein

neither bitterly, nor brablingly.

I! Brabeuill s
brab?-zmi\ Obs. rare [late L.

brabeum, a. Or. 0pa/3iwv.'] A prize, premium, re-

ward.

1673 Phil. Trans. X. 549 Young arch itect* to be encouraged
by certain brabeums or prices.

Brab-tree : see BKAB.

Brace, var. of BRACK!, Obs., noise.

Braccate ^bne
-

k't\ a. [ad. L. brac^cTil-us, f.

brac{c}se trousers, breeches : see -ATE 2
.]

Ornith. Having the legs fully covered with

feathers. 1847 in CRAIG.

!! Braccio (bra'ttjo). PI. braccia. [It. braccio,

lit.
' an arm ', hence a 7neasure of length.] An

Italian measure of length : nearly two English feet.

1760 RATER in Phil. Trims. LI. 78a'The braccio of Flor-

ence. 1855 BROWNING Old Pict. at Flor., The Campanile
. . Shall soar up in gold full fifty braccia.

t Brace, -A 1 Obs. Forms : 5 braas, brace, 6

brache, brase. [a. F. bras : L. brae c)ln'iim, lit.

an arm.] An arm
; esp. an ' arm

'

of the sea or

other large body of water. Brace of St. George =

med.L. brachitim Sancti Georgii (Du Cange) : the

Bosporus or the Hellespont.
11400 MAUNDEV. xi. 126 He schal. .passe thewature, that

ys cleped the Brace of seynt George. 1477 CAXTON Jason

103 b, Guided his boot ouer the braas. 1481 Myrr. n.

iii. 67 That renneth a longe thurgh the Royame of ynde.
And departeth in to many armes or braces. 1506 GUYLFORDE

Pilgr. (1851) 67 YL" sayd streyghtes, otherwyse called the

brache of seynt George, e 1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyf.

Bryt. (1814) 142 The stroke . . cut asonder a greate brase of

a benche, that stode before the bedde.

Brace (br,
T
is\ sb.- Also 5-7 brase, 6-7

brache, 6 bresse, 7 brasse, 9 ^dial.) braas.

[Orig. a. OF. brace, brache, brase (fern, sing.) the

two arms, esp. the width of the two arms: L.

brac'f)hia, pi. otbrac(c)hium the arm. But senses 7
! onwards appear to be chiefly taken from or in-

i fluenced by certain senses of BRACE z/.
1

, and might

perhaps be better treated as a separate word.]
I. Uses of the general sense '

pair of arms '.

f 1. The portion of a suit of armour covering
the arms. v

At first
' a pair of brace ', but after-

wards applied to the covering of one arm.) Ob:.

c 1340 Gftu<. ifr Gr. Knt. 582 Wei bornyst brace vpon his bobe
armes. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy in. xxii, Some. ,ne wolde

fayle To haue of mayle a payre brase. 1483 Cath. Aiigl.

39 A brace, defensorium, br(u hiale. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE
Poems (1821)7 On his left arm, ane brace. 1611 COTGR.,
Bracats, Brasses, or Vambrasses ; armor for the armes.

) b. ? A coat of armour. Obs.

BRACE.

6oi SHAKS. Per. n. i. 133
'

It hath been a shield 'Twixt

me and death
'

; and [he] pointed to this brace.

t c. A state of defence or of preparation for war.

1604 SHAKS. Ot/i. i. iii. 24 Cyprus . . stands not in such

Warrelike brace.

t 2. A measure of length, orig. representing the

length of the extended arms
;

cf. FATHOM. ^The
French brasse was i'6a metres (IJttre)

= about 64

inches.) Obs.

1599 HAKLL-YT l-'oy. II. i. 211 They haue built a tombe
.. a brace and an halfe high. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgr. vm.
xiv. 11614)815 This fiery concauity. .goes down two hundred
and fifty braces or yards. 1710 W. MATHER Vug. Man's

Conip. 11727) 399 Giving diversity of Names to thuir Mea-
sures ;

as the Yard, Ell, Goad, Aulne, Brace.

t 3. An embrace ; fig. in quot. Obs.

1589 Pasqnii's Ret. 4 Hee fell into the brace of Rome
again.

1 4. An arch of a bridge. Cf. SPAN of arch. Obs.

1483 Cath. Angl. 39 A Brace of a bryge, or of a vawle ;

sinus, arcns.

5. Sc. A mantel-shelf. Cf. brace-piece in VI; also

window-brace ' the part of a window on which the

sash rests' (Jamieson).
1806 TRAIN Poet. Re-'. 101 A dreadfu' knell came on the

brace.

6. A carpenter's tool, having a crank handle,

and a socket or pad to hold a ' bit
'

for boring.
1567 Wills # Inv. A" C. (1835) 268, V wombles, iij percers

bittes and a brace xxd
. 1832 BABBAGI: F.con. Mamif. xvii.

led. 3) 153 Braces for carpenters, with 12 bits. 1833 J. HOL-
LAND Mann/. Metal II. 128 The joiner when boring with

a brace and bit.

II. That which clasps, tightens, secures, con-

nects. Cf. BRACE z;.
1

3.

7. A clasp, buckle, clamp, or other connecting

piece or fastener.

<- 1440 Pnmp.Parv. 46 Brace ofa bailee, mints, lorainentnm.

1571 WUUfflm. X. 17.118351 362 On"' iij'' claspes for collers

..iij boxes of bresses ij vj. 1580 HOLLVBAND Treas. Fr.

Tonf, Agrafhe, a buckle of a gyrdle, a claspe, a brace.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 177 Some thick collar or brace,

so as he [the Fox] can never bite it asunder. 1639 HORN
& ROB. Gate Lang. Unl. xlix. 545 marg., The brache-,

bind down and bold fast the dormans to the studs. 1790
COWPER Onyss. i. 561 Fasten'd it with bolt and brace secure.

1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Mons. I. 295 This Bronze Brace

. . iias belonged to a Sword-sheath of wood,

f 8. The fibula of the leg. A transl. of I., fibula
; lit. 'brooch' or 'buckle'. Cf. brace-bone in VI.

1656 DUGARD Gate Lat. L'I. 223. 61 The Fibula, or
'

Brace, or lesser focile.

9. A strap bearing a buckle, or otherwise adapted
to be drawn tight and fastened : a. for tightening

the joints of armour. (Perh. only a mod. inference

from BRACE v. 1

1852 Miss YONGE Cameos (1877) II. iii. 29 His own thrifty

hands mended the brace.

b. One of a pair of straps of leather or webbing
used to support the trousers ;

a suspender. (In

quot. 1816 with pun on BBACE sb* App. not

before igth c. : cf. BRACER! I, quot. 1799.1
1816 '

Quiz
' Grand .Piaster i. 20 It broke, and . . Carried

away both stays and braces. 1824 Craven Dial. 17 They
gee 'em two names, a braas an a gallows. 1848 THACKERAV
I'an. Fair iii. (1853) 15, I have embroidered for you a very
beautiful pair of braces.

c. A strap serving as a handle (Jig. in quot.).

1592 Bp. ANDREWES Serm. (1843) V. 504 Our faith is the

braces or handle whereby we take hold.

10. A leathern thong which slides tip and down
the cord of a drum, and is used to regulate the

tension of the skins, and thus the pitch of the note.

I (cf. BRACE v.'1 4.) fb. Also the cord itself 0Ar.).

1596 Edw.IH, n. ii. 26 Go..hang him in the braces of his

drum, n 1735 DERHAM i J.) The little bones of the ear-drum

do in straining and relaxing it, as the braces of the war-

drum do in that. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mm. 1. 466/1 This cord

is tightened by means of leather braces. Ibid. 466/2 The

1

heads are tightened by cords and braces.

o. trans/. Tension.
a 1697 HOLDER (J.) The laxness of Ihe tympanum when

: it has lost its brace or tension.

11. Brace of a coach : one of the stout leathern

i straps by which the body of a carriage is suspended

|

from the springs.
1720 GAY Poems (1745) I. 174 See yon bright chariot on

|
its braces swing. 1794 W. FKLTON Carriages (1801) I. 226

1 The bodies of Carriages are suspended from the springs by
"braces.

12. Nant. (See quot. iSjcO
c 1850 Rjtdim. Navig. (Weale) loo Braces, straps of iron,

copper, or mixed metal, secured with bolts and screws to

j

the stern-post and bottom planks. In their after ends are

\ holes to receive the pintles by which the rudder is hung.

1869 SIR E. REED Ship-build, xiii. 247 The rudder was hung
to three braces, riveted to the hollow-plate stern-post.

13. A slender bandage or cord fastened round

a deeoy-birdVbody. Cf. brace-bird in VI.

1768 PENNANT ZooL II. 332 These birds [the decoys] are

secured . . by wK^fci^called a brace.

14. A sign \ used in writing or printing, chiefly

for the purpose of uniting together two or more

lines, words, staves of music, etc. Sometimes,

but less correctly, used in plural to denote square
brackets [ ].

1656 BLOUNT Glossozr. s.v., With Printers a Brace is that
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which couples two or more words together. 1806 CALLCOTT
Mns. Gram. \. 3 When a Staff is wanted for each hand
they are joined together by a Brace. 1824 L. MURRAY Eng.
Gram. I. 413 A Brace

j
is used in poetry at the end of a

triplet. 1841 J. R. YOUNG Math. Dissert, iii. 129 The first

term within the braces. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gains Introd. 12,
I have had recourse to. .braces [ J and marks of parenthesis.

III. 15. Two things taken together; a pair,
a couple. Often a mere synonym for two, as, in

cricketing language
* A hit B for a brace' ; see o.

In this sense the plural is also brace, as in tit>o or three
brace

^ several brace*

a. orig. of dogs. (Perhaps the band or cord
with which dogs were coupled in coursing was
called a brace

; cf. sense 13 and LEASH.)
1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. vi, This ylke lease of thre . .

All sodeynly was tourned to a brase. c 1440 Promf, Parv.
46 Brace of howndys. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. F7, IT, v. 129
Edward and Richard like a brace of Grey-hounds. .Are at

our backes. 1602 DEKKER Satirom. Wks. 1873 I. 226 Sir
Vaatgh, I indited a brace or two more. Asi. He makes
hounds of us. .a brace quoth a? 1816 SCOTT Bl. Divarf\\. 15
He summoned to his side the brace of large greyhounds.
b. of other animals, esp. certain kinds of game.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 6 A Brace of Deere, duo damae.

1651 Fru.ER Abel Rediv. Erasmus (1867) I. 83 Hammond
and Urswick sent him a brace of geldings. 1713 Lond. Gaz.
No. 5371/4 A brace of Trouts. 1741 Compl. I-'atn.-Piece

n. i. 317 A Brace or Leash of Live Partridges. 1851 KINGS-
LEY Bad Squire 28 A few more brace of game. 1867 F.

FRANCIS Angling v. \ 1880! 178, I rose and hooked six brace
of capital fish.

c. of things. (More correctly when united or

paired, as in a brace ofpistols?}
1583 STCBBES Anat. Abus. 11877) 75 Their Parents owe

a bra>e of hunndred pounds more than they are worth.

1630 M. GomvYN Annales England 232 Robert Ket . .

had gathered a fortune of a brace of thousands. 1642
Fru-ER Holy $ Prof. St. in. vii. 167 Borrowing of thy
neighbour a brace of chambers for a night, 1725 /,#//(/. Gaz.
No. 6372/3 Shot through the Left Arm with a Brace of Bullets.

1832 HT. MARTIXF.AU Ireland \. 85 Three brace of pistols.

d. of persons. (Chiefly with a touch of humour
or contempt.)
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. xci. (16121 370 Clargie-men. .

Pluralitie that huddle, haue also their brace ofwiu.es. 1655
FULLER C/t. Hist. n. ii. 84 I. 213 A brace of Brethren,
both Bishops. 1768 GOLDSM. Good-n. Man in. i, I'll under-
take to set down a brace of dukes. 1847 TENNYSON Princ.
v. 453 A lusty brace of twins may weed her of her folly.

1863 MKS. C. CLARKK Shaks. Char, xix, 483 Thorough speci-
mens of a brace of vulgar demagogues.
IV. That which imparts rigidity or steadiness ;

cf. BRACE z>.i 6.

16. A strip or band of metal used for support,

e.g. in mounting bells.

1730 Church. Accts. Holy Cross, Canterb.^ Casting All

yc braces for y bells. 1880 GROVE Diet. MKS. 1 . 219/2 Bells

. .are first carefully secured by iron bolts and braces. 1885
Mane/1, Exam. 21 July 6/5 The pieces of copper were fur-

nished, .with iron braces, intended to give them rigidity.

17. Building and Jllec/i. A timber or scantling
used in a roof or other trussed framework to

stiffen the assemblage of pieces composing it
;
a

piece of timber or iron used to strengthen the

framework of a vessel, bridge, pier, etc. ;
a stay

used to steady a printing press.
1530 PALSCR. 200/2 Brace of an house, brace. 1616 BUL-

LOKAR, Braces, In building it signified! the peeces of timber
which bend forward on both sides and beare up the rafters.

1677 MOXON Meek. Excrc. (17031 141 The Quarters and
Braces between the principal Posts . . are fitted in. 1823
P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 155 To keep the limbers from

descending, two braces are introduced. 1838 F. SIMMS Pith-

lie Wks. Gt. Brit. n. 25 Diagonal braces of cast iron. 1841
Penny Cycl. XXI. 395/2 A method of counteracting the

arching of a ship by braces of iron. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s

Word-Bk. 127 Braces are plates of iron . . used to bind

efficiently a weakness in a vessel.

V. Technical uses of obscure origin.
18. in Mining.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss. t Brace, the mouth of a shaft.

19. in Agriculture.
1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813") 119 Near the point

of the share, a comb or brace rises, and . . is inserted about

midway in the perpendicular bar.

VI. 2O. Comb, and Attrib.^ as brace-button ,

braces-maker', also brace-bird, a decoy-bird se-

cured by a brace (see 13); t brace-bone, the

fibula; brace-drill, a boring tool shaped like a
brace

; brace-head, -key, an attachment at the top
of a column of boring-rods, by means of which
these are turned

; brace-piece, Sc.
t
a mantel-piece.

1885 Pall Mall G. 10 Oct. 4/2 The *bracc bird is generally
a goldfinch. 1634 T. JOHNSON Party's Chimrg. xv. ii.

(1678) 327 The 'brace-bone serves for the sustaining of the

muscles, and not of the body as the leg-bone doth. 1875
URE Diet. A rts I. 439 The *brace-head, or cross-head, with
the four handles hd by the borers. 1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz
(18501 149/2 A retired glove and *braces maker.

Brace (br3s), sb$ Naut.
;
also 7 brase. [a. F.

bras (de vergite] of same meaning (lit. 'arm');
assimilated to BRACE sb It is less probable that

Fr. bras in this sense is an adaptation of the Eng.
word, which would then be a special application
of BRACE sb II.] A rope attached to the yard
of a vessel for the purpose of 'trimming' the sail.

1626 CAPT. SMITHS re /. Yng. Seamen 28 Ease your mayne

brases. 1762 FALCONER Shipwr. ii. note, The lee-brace con-

fines the yard so that the tack will not come down to its

place. 1840 R. DANA Be/. Mast v. 10 We were obliged to

steady the booms and yards by guys and braces.

b. attrib., as in brace-block, -man, -pendant.
c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 49 Brace men attend

their braces. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Ivord-Bk. 127 Brace

pendants are lengths of rope, or .. chain, into which the

yard-arm brace-blocks are spliced.

Brace (brJis), z*. 1 Also 4-7 bras(e, 6 brais(s,

7 breace. [ad. OF. bracie-r to embrace, f. brace

the two arms
;
but some of the senses are taken

directly from those of BRACE s/>. 2 q.v.]

f 1. trans. To put the arms round, embrace. Obs.

^1375 ?BARBOUR St. Thomas 135 In armys cane brase

bame bath, c 1430 Syr Gener. 3324 In his armes he can hir

brace. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 1578 A baby to brace and
to basse. 1570 LKVINS Manip. 6 To Brace, amplecti.

2. To encompass, surround, gird, encircle
; also,

causally, to put round, make to surround. (Now
usually with some notion of 3 combined.)
1513 DOUGLAS /Ends ix. vi.

r4p Euryll .. hes this jowell

[a girdle] hynt, About his sydis it brasing. 1579 SPENSKR

Shcplt. Cal. Sept. 124 Bigge Bulles of Basan brace hem
about. 1782 Cowi'KR Gilpin 122 He seem'd to carry weight,
With leathern girdle braced. 1835 AIRD Chr. Hride i. v,

A flowing wood the middle mountain braced.

3. To clasp, fasten up tightly, gird : sometimes

with a reference to one or other of the senses of

BRACE $b

c 1325 L'oer de L. 5649 Anon did hole Paste that men
scholde it brace. ? 1400 Mortc Art/i. 1182 Stryke of his

hevede . . brace it in yryne, And sett it on the barbycane.

1530 LYSUKSAY Papyngo 938 Thay haue ane Boumbard,
brai-isit vp in bandis. 1562 LKIGH Arnioric (1597) lob, A
Souldior . . caused his man to brace him in a male. 1695
BI.ACKMOKK Pr. Arth. iv. 566 He ne'er before had brac'd

the Helmet on. 1725 POPK Otiyss. x. 19 The adverse winds
in leathern bags he brac'd. 1810 CRABBE Borough v. Wks.

1834 III. 105 His short stout person he is wont to brace In

good brown broad-cloth. 1870 BRYANT Iliad
'

vm, I. 255, I

brace my armor on for war.

4. To make tight or tense
;

to stretch, strain

(esp. the skin of a drum). Cf. BRACE si.- 10.

(-1440 Protnp. Pan 1
. 46 Bracyn, or sette streyte, tendo.

1595 SHAKS. John v. ii. 169 A drumme is readie brac'd,

That shall reuerberate all, as lowd as thine. 1730 SWIFT

Pancsyr. Dean Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 142 Then gluttony. . Brac'd

like a drum her oily skin. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer.
III. 443 Bracing the back of the bow with a kind of thread.

1802 PAI.KY Nat. Theol. iii. ("18271 445 I" a drum the pelt is

carried over a hoop, and braced as occasion requires.

5. To 'string up' nerves, sinews, etc.), give
firmness or tone to. So also to brace /.

1736 ('.HAY Let. in Poems (1775)9 His vigorous arm he

try d . . Brac'd all his nerves, and every sinew strung. 1740
CHF.YME Regimen 66 Medicines, to brace and wind up the

Stomach. < 1750 SHF.SSTONK Elegies ix. 14 They gave you
toils, but toils your sinews brace. 1847 L. HUNT Men,
Wojiien, <$ Bks. I. iii. 40 Would to Heaven his nerves had
been as braced up as his face. 1879 CUR. ROSSETTI Seek

q- /'. 56 Winter which nips can also brace.

b. Jig. Also rt-fi. to brace oneself (cf. to gird
oneself} ;

also to brace one's heart, energies, etc.,

in sense of summoning up resolution for a task.

a 1500 Chancer Poem in Todd Illnstr. 299 Arysyng full

lyghtely my sylfe did brase. 1805 WORDSW. Prcl, \. (1850)
8 An earnest longing rose To brace myself to some deter-

mined aim. 1836 THIRLWAI.L Greece II. xv. 306 Nothing
now remained but to brace every nerve for the battle. 1876
GREEN Short Hist. i. 4. 39 Under Ofla Mercia first really
braced herself to the completion of her British conquests.
6. To render firm or steady by binding tightly.

1783 COWPKR Task i. 41 A lattice-work, that braced The
new machine, and it became a chair. 1803 WELLINGTON in

Gurw. Disp. I. 488 The spring lines are then lashed diago-
nally from one boat to the other to brace them tight. 1870
ROLI.F.STON Aniitt, Life 144 They are braced by ligaments.

b. More generally : To fix, render firm, set

rigidly or firmly down. Alsoy?^".
1849 THORKAU Week Concord Kir. Thursd. 315 With their

fore feet braced, they sustained the rushing torrent in their

rear. 1873 HOLLAND A. Bonnie, xiii. 222 Braced by them
as I was, Mr. Mullens made no headway against me. 1876
WHYTE-MELVILLE Katerfelto ix. 98 He braced his foot in

the stirrup to afford a purchase for her ascent.

7. To join firmly, couple together.
1826 E. IRVING Babylon I. lit. 210 Which event is again

braced to the former parts of the book.

t Brace, v.% Obs. Also 6 brase. [prob. a use

of BRACE z/.
1

(see esp. sense 5^ : but cf. also OF.
bra$oier to swing the arms about (as a sign of

pride; cf. quot. in Godef. 'Orgueus va cles bras

brachoiant, Des espaules espauloiant').] To blus-

ter, domineer; to assume a defiant attitude; chiefly
in phrase toface and brace.

1447-8 SHILUNGFORD Lett. (1871) 23 He can . . braule,

bragge and brace, lye and swere well to. a 1529 SKKLTON
Agst. Scottes 33 Such boste make To face and brace All

voyd of Grace. 1549 LATIMER Serin, bef. Ediv. 17I (Arb.)

152 Men. .woulde face it and brace it and make a shewe of

vpryght dealynge. _
a 1563 BECON Fortr. Faithf. (1844) 599

They gripe, they nip, they face, they brase, they semble . .

to maintain and set forth their unnoble nobility.

Brace (br^s),^ Naut. Also 7 breace. [ad. F.

brasser (also brasseyer], of same meaning ;
or f.

BKACE sb$\ trans. To move or turn (a sail) by
means of braces. Hence, with various adverbs
and prepositions, as brace aback, to draw (the

yards) in, so as to lay the sails aback; brace

about
j
abox (see quots.) ; brace by, to brace (the

yards) in contrary directions on the different masts ;

brace in, to lay (the yards) less obliquely athwart-

ships ; brace round = brace about ; brace sharp
(see quot.) ; brace to, to ease the lee- and draw in

(the weather-braces) so as to assist in tacking ;

brace up, to put (the yards) into a more oblique

position. Also absol. in prec. uses.

1669 STL-RMY Mariner s Mag. i. ii. 16 Breace the Fore-

sail . . to the Mast. 1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 3073/3 He Braced
to and fell a-stern. 1762 FALCONER Shipw. it. 908 Brace
the foremost yards aback. 1769 Diet. Marine (1789)
Brasser sous le vent, to bra<ace to leeward, or brace-up the

:ards.
1832 MARRYAT N. Forster xi, The yards [were]

raced by. 1840 R. DANA Bef. Mast xxii. 66^Her yards
were braced sharp up. 1867 SMYTH Sailors IVord-bk. 127
To brace abont, to turn the yards round for the contrary
tack. To brace abox, a mamiruvre to insure casting the

right way, by bracing the head-yards flat aback (not square).
To brace sharp, to cause the yards to have the smallest

possible angle with the keel, for the ship to have head-way.
b. transf. (humorous.)

1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1863) 34 We braced up sharp
round a right-angled corner of our pestiferous path.

Brace, variant of BRAZE v. Obs.

Braced (br^st\ ///. a.i [f.
BRACE v. 1 + -ED.]

1. Strained, strengthened, girt, etc. ; cf. the verb.

1633 P. FI.KTCHFR Pitrplc Isl. v. xl, Where stands a braced

. .is supported by heavy braced oak beams.

t b. Jig.
= Contracted. Obs. rare.

1534 WIIITTINTON Tiillyes Offices i. (1540) 31 Nothynge of

so strayte and brased stomake and so poore.

2. Her. Interlaced or linked together. Also

written brased.

1562 LKTGH Armorie (1597^ 105 b, He beareth . . iij Cheu-

ronncls, brased on the baste Or. 1766 PORNY Heraldry
11787) 150 A Man's Heart Gules, within two equilateral

triangles braced Sable.

Braced, ///.<?.- Naut. [f.
BRACE 7.3 + -ED.]

Turned or moved by means of braces.

1762 FALCONER Shifxvr. i. 228 Yards alternate square and

sharply braced. 1881 Times 21 Dec., The vessel was hove
to . . with yards braced up.

t Bra'cel. Obs. rare. [a. OF. brace! \ L.

bra(c"chiah bracelet, f. bra(c}chinm arm.] A
bracelet.

.

Braceless (br^-sles), a. [f.
BKACE $b* +

-LESS.] Without a brace or braces.

1859 F. MAHONKY Rcl. FatherFront 233 Braceless breeches.

Bracelet (br^'slt-t). Forms: 5- bracelet, 5

brasselat, 6 bracelette, bracellette, brasche-,

brase-, 7 bras-, brasselet. [a. OF. bracelet, dim.

of OF. bracel : see BRACEL.]
1. An ornamental ring or band worn on the arm

or wrist.

1438 E. E. Wills (1882) no A Bracelet of Gold. 1488
Invent. Jas. Ill in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 391 A bras-

selat of gold, with hede 8: pendes of gold. 1549 Compl.
Scot. 120 I tuke his croune fra his hede, and his brasche-

letis fra his armis. 1611 SHAKS. Cynib. v. v. 416 The Brace-

let of the truest Princesse That euer swore her Faith, a 1634
RANDOLPH Poems 11638) 13 Upon her arme a braslet hung.

1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGL'K Lett. II. xliv. 19 She wore

large diamond bracelets. 1839 THIRI.WALL Greece II. 348
The collars and bracelets, with which the Persians, .adorned
their persons.

f 2. Applied to ornaments of similar shape worn

on other parts of the person. Obs.

1624 CAI-T. SMITH Virginia i. 3 In her eares were bracelets

of pearle. 1684 BI'NYAN Pilgr. n. (1862) 339 About Chris-

tiana's neck the Shepherds put a Bracelet. 1684 BITRNKT

tr. More's Utopia 106 Their Caps were covered with Brace-

lets set full of Pearls and other Gems.

3. A fetter for the wrist, a gyve, hand-cuff.

1816 SCOTT Harold Danntl. iv. viii, His bracelets of iron

his bed in our towers. 1883 Pall Mall G. 21 Sept. 12/1

Punishment used for refractory prisoners in Sing Sing :

Tight steel bracelets are fastened about the wrists.

4. A piece of armour covering the arm.

1580 HOLLYDAND Trcas. Fr. Tongt l*n gardebras, the

bracelets of an armour. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. III. ii.

135 Armed with . . headpiece and bracelets.

5. Her. = BAKRULET.
6. Comb. Also Braceletless a., without bracelets.

1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. Inv. Index 4 A Bracelet-

alphabet | to write., by stringing of Bracelets.] 1801

SOUTHEY Thalaba vi. xxvi, Their ancles bound with brace-

let-bells. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy I. 84 Barbara is

locketless, braceletless, chainless.

Braceleted ^br/i-sleted), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED-.] Furnished with a bracelet or bracelets.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water-P.) Wks. in. 98 She's ring'd, she's

braceletted, she's richly tuffd. 1843 Blackiv. Mag. LIV.

338 Her many-braceleted arms. 1885 C. E. CRADDOCK Proph.

Smoky Mount i. 25 His prisoner brace leted with the. .hand-

cuffs.

t Bra'cement. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. BRACE z>. +

-MK.vr.] (See quot.)

1677 GREW Annt. Fruits iii. 7 The Bracement or Reti-

culation of the Vessels.

Bracer !
(br^-s3i\ [f.

as prec. + -ER 1
.]

1. That which clamps, binds, etc. ; a cincture,

bandage, brace ; f also a pair of braces (obs.}.



BBACEB.
1S79 J- JONI:S Prescru. Body and Soul \. xix. 34 Vsing in-

struments . . a; Brasers, Wastes, or bodic.s, made eyther of

paper bordes, plate, or Gardes, etc. to make them blender.

1626 CAI*T. SMITH Acrid* Yttg. Seamen \\ Bindings, knees,

boults, trunions, brasers. 1730 A. GORDON Maffefs Amphit,
213 By reason of the Concatenation of the Stones and Iron
Bracers. 1799 Specif. J. Foster's Patent No. 2361 Making
a bracer or sling for .. keeping up breeches. 1876 GEO.
ELIOT Dan, Der. vm. Ix. 543 The chest, .was made heavy by
ornamental bracers and handles.

f2. ?The 'enarme* or strap for holding the buckler

on the arm. Obs. -rare~ i

* (But cf. next word.)
i6iz BEAU.M. & FL. Cupids Rev. iv. 419 Take down my

Buckler, .and fetch a nail or two : and tack on bracers.

3. That which braces i^the nerves) ;
hence a tonic

medicine (a common sense in i8th c., now obs.}.

1740 CHEYNE Regimen p. ix, Bark, Bitters and Steel, and
such Astringents and Bracers. 1826 SCOTT in Lockhart

(1839) VIII. 204 Adversity is to me a tonic and a bracer.

1830 Fraser's Mag. I. 182 As a bracer to the nerves, [1]

slipped into the provision-basket a handful of. . bottles.

Bra'cer '. Forms : 4-6 braser, 5 bracere (in

Cath. Angl.), brassure, 6 bracher, 6-7 brasar,

7 bracert, brasser, 4- bracer, [a. OK brassciirc

(L. type *bracchiatfim, f. bracchintn arm) ;
inllu-

enced by the synon. Fr. brassard, and by analogy
of -ER : cf. bordurt) border,']

The portion of a suit of armour covering the

arm. Also a sort of guard for the wrist used in

archery, in fencing, and in playing games at ball.

i 1386 CHAUCER Prol, in Vp on his arm he baar a gay
bracer. V<z 1400 Morte Arth, 1859 IJrasers burnyste bristex

in sondyre. 1544 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 108 A braccr

serueth. .tosauehisarm from the strypeof the strynge. //'/(/.

(1654) 146, I sawe a man whyche vsed a brasar on hischeke.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 72 A Bracher, brachiale. 1611 MAKK-
HAM Countr. Content, i. viii. (16681 47 A mans Arm arm'd

in a bracer of wood. 1624 CAI-T. SMITH Virginia n. ^i His
arrow head he quickly maketh with a little bone, which he
ever weareth at his bracert. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc, Hist.

(1827) II. iv. 259 Presented him with a helmet, bracers &
bracelets all of gold. 1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past. n. iii. 89
A round hollow bracer of wood to cover the hand and lower

part of the arm, with which he struck the ball. 1886 WOOD
Man <y Handiivk. 241 Modern archers possess .. a sort of

gauntlet called a bracer.

fBra'Cery. Obs, rare- 1
. [? Short for EM-

BKACERY.] Embracery, corruption.
1540 Act 32 Hen. K///, ix. title, The bill uf bracery and

buying of titles. 1886 in Law Q. Rev. Oct. 484 Our laws
did manifest a great, .jealousy of. .bracery and the buying
uf pretenced titles.

Braces, suspenders : see BUACE sl>.^ 9 b.

Bracll vbrsetj").
arch. Forms : 4~5//. brach.es,

-ez, 5 bracke, brasche, 6 braach, bratche, 7

bratch, 6-7 brache, 6- brach. [ME. bracket pi.,

prob. a. OF. brachcs, brachcz, pi. of bracket ;ined.

L. brachctus}, dim. of brae (accus. bracon], a com-
mon Romanic word (Pr. brae, bracon, It. bracco, Sp.

braco, med.L. bracco,-dncni }̂ , a. OHG. bracco (M IIG.

bratkc] a hound hunting by scent. From this pi.

brackes was app. educed an English sing, bracke,
brach. (F. braqite masc. is a modern form, prob.
from It. or MHG.)] A kind of hound which hunts

by scent ;
in later Eng. use, always feminine, and

extended to any kind of hound
;
a bitch-hound.

.1340 Gaiu. ff Gr. Knt. 1142 Braches bayed (jerfore &
breme noyse maked. Ibid. 1563 The best ofhisbrachuz. 1467
Honseh. E*p. 558 A ^onge brasche of halfe ?ere holde. 1490
CAXTON Eneydos xv. 54 Theyr brackes retches and bloode
houndes. 1504 CAKEW Hnarte's Exam. Wits x. (15961 131
A braach, to hunt and bring the game to his hand. 1596
NASHE Saffron Walden T, And so it is with his bratche or
bitche-foxe. 1611 MARKHAM Conntr. Content. (1649) 2 7
When your Bratch is neere whelping .. you shall separate
her from other hounds. 1686 Genii, Recreat. \\. 27 in Cath.

Angl. 39 A brach is a mannerly name for all hound-bitches.
1811 W. SPENCER Poems 78 Many a brach, and many a
hound Attend Llewellyn's horn. 1848 KINGSLEY Saint's

Trag. \\. i. 63 We'll . . pamper the brach till we make her
a wolf. 1864 H. KINGSLEY Hillyars xxiii, Let them take
their braches and He down.

b. fig. A tenn of abuse. Cf. BITCH.
1610 B. JONSON Ale/t. i. i, Away this brach. a 1652 BROME

Ctn', Card, iveeded iv. i, Thou greedy Brach.

t Bra'chal. Obs. rare- 1
, [app. ad. It. brac-

ciale> of same meaning ;
cf. L. bracchidle, f. brae-

chium arm.] Protective armour for the arm.
1658 J. BURBERY Christina Q. Sivedland 466 The Cava-

liers., were armed on the breast and the back, with brachals
and gauntlets.

Brache, -er, obs. forms of BBACE, BRACEH.

fBra'chell. Obs. rare- 1
. BRACKET; (prob.

an error : a female bloodhound is meant).
6*1470 HENRY Wallace v. 25 In Gyllisland thar was that

brachell brede.

Brachelytrous (braeke-litws , a.
[f. mod.L.

brachelytr-a (f. Gr. @pax-vs short + t\vrpov case,

sheath) + -ous : cf. F. brachtlytre. (A more cor-

rect form would be brackyilytrotts^.}] Pertaining
to the tirachelytra, a division of the beetles distin-

guished by the shortness of their wing-shenths.
1847 /Vw, AVrrc. Nat, Clitb II. 233 Brachelytrous Insects

forming the family Staphylinida:.

Brachen, obs. Sc. form of BKACKEN.

Brachet vbrse-tjct). arck. Also 4 brachete.

1043

5 brachett, 9 bratchet. [a. F. bracket, dim. of

brae : see BKACH, and BKATCHET.]
1. BBACH.
[1262 in A tlu'iixinu 20 Aug. 11881)241 Cum octo brachettis

et quatuor Leporariis.] c 1340 Gaiu. <y Gr. Knt. 1603 Hra-
chetes bayed bat best. 1483 Citl/i. Angl. 39 A Brachetl,
odcrcnsiciis. 1557 A". Arthur (Coplandi in. v, There came
rennynge in a whyte hart . .and a whyte brachet next hym.
1808 SCOTT Mann. n. Introd. 40 The Bratchet's bay From
the dark covert drove the prey.
2. A little brat, a child : see BUATCHET.

t Bra'chetOTir. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. bra-

fidler brewer (prob. through an AFr. *brachetour
;

cf. ONF. brachier OF. bracier, mod. brasser to

brew).] A brewer.

1598 KITCHIN Courts Led (16751 '-^ If any Butcher, Bra-

chetour, Baker . . &c. conspire . . not to sell victual but at
certain prices.

Brachial (bra.-kial, br^i-kial), a. Also 6

braehiall. [ad. L. brachialis, f. brachium, brac-

ikiuin au ami (see -AL!) ; cf. F. brachial]
1. Belonging to the arm

; chiefly in l'/iys., as

brachial vein, artery, nerve, muscle, ganglion, etc. ;

also brackial tooth, an obs. name for the styloid

process of the ulna. Rare in non-technical use.

1578 RANISTKK Hist. Man in. 42 Two distinct orders of
Braehiall bones. 1736 MONKO Anat. Xcrt'cs (17411 6') It

contributes to form the brachial Nerves. 1841 CATLIN A".

Aincr, Ind. (1844) II. Iviii. 225 Inferior in brachial strength.

b. quasi-j^.
= brachial artery, vein, etc.

1859 TODU Cycl. Anat.
tf Phys. V. 542 i The brachials

and femorals are split up. .into hair-like capillaries.

2. Of the nature of, or resembling, an arm. (Zool.)
1835 KIKBY Had. <y lust. Anitn. II. xvii. 106 Twelve ten-

tacles rather smaller than the brachial ones. 1836 Tonn
Cycl. Auat. ty Phys. 1. 36/2 The mouth, surrounded by four

brachial appendages.
Bracliiato (brarkiit'H, br67i-ki|c

v
t), a. [ad. I>.

brachiat-us armed, f. brachi-um an ann : see

-ATE-.] lit. Having arms
;

in Bot. having
branches in pairs running out nearly at right angles
with the stem and crossing each other alternately.
1835 LlNDLEY/Mlra2tol.(l848)I. 169 \Vhenthe branches

diverge nearly at right angles from the stem, they are said

to be brachiate. 1880 Gu.vv Hat. Tc.vt-l'k 399.

Brachie, var. of BUACKY a. Obs. saltish.

Brachiferous (bra-ki-fcrasj, a. Zool. [mod.,
f. L. brachi-um ann ^ -FJiKol'S.] Arm-bearing.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. In-.'. An. iii. 138 The brachiferoiis

disk suspended by four pillars. 1880 Syd. Soc. Le.i'., ttm-

chifcroits disc, the floor of the subumbrellar cavity ill the
Rhizostomidit:.

Brachigerous (briki-djeras), a. Zool. [f.
as

prec. + -GEBOUS.] = prec.
1836 Toi>D Cycl. Anat. fy 1'hys. I. 36/2 Groups into which

the acalephse have been divided . . 5. Brachigerous.

[ad. mod.L. bracliiocephalicus, f. Gr. @pa\iajv
arm + KKpaKi) head ; cf. K/aAids of or pertain-

ing to the head.] Pertaining to both arm and head :

applied chiefly to the blood-vessels common to the

arms and head.

1836 39ToDDC>7. Anat. f, Phys. II. 850/1 The. .brachio-

cenhalic artery. 1849-52 Ibid. IV. 1408/2 This great vein

. . is formed by the union of the two brachio-cephalic veins.

Bracliiopod (brje'kiiuppd). Zoo/. PI. bra'chio-

pods, also in mod.L. form brachiopoda (bra'kiif
-

pjda). [ad. mod.L. brachiopoJa, sb. pi. f. Gr. /3pa-

Xioj-v arm -f- TTOU?, TroS- foot.]
A bivalve mollusc distinguished by having, on

each side of the mouth, a long spiral arm, used in

procuring food. Also attrib.

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 310/2 The generative system of the
, *i -

i , i i i fi.i. ii... i _____i _

geological epoch. Ibid. ii. (1872) 35 Brachiopod shells.

I lence Brachio'podist, one versed in the study
of brachiopods ; Brachio'podous a., of or resem-

bling the brachiopoda.
1836 Penny Cycl. V. 310/2 The spiral disposition of the

arms is common to the whole of the brachiopodous genera
. .hitherto, .examined. 1881 Q. Jml. Gcol. Soc. 215 Nothing
is left undone by that distinguished brachiopodist.

Brachish, obs. form of BKACKISH.

Brach.isto-t comb, form of Gr. Ppaxiaros,

superl. of fipax^ short, as in
|| BracMstocephali

(br&ki^tojse'falai), men or races with the shortest

skull
; Brachistocephaly (-se'fali), the quality of

having the shortest type of skull. Cf. BKACHVCE-
PHALIO. Also Brachistochrone (brscki'sWkroun)

[Gr. XP""- S time], the curve in which a body
descending to a given point under the action of

gravity will perform its journey in the shortest

possible time ; the curve of quickest descent.
1866 HUXLEY Prch. Ran. Caitlm. 85 Sub-divide the Bra-

chycephali into Eurycephali. .and Brachistocephali. Ibid.
in Of these, but one reaches the limits of brachistocephaly.
a. 1774 GOLDSM. A'tirv. R.rf. Pldlos. (1776) i. 153 The curve
of a cycloid, which was afterwards called by the hard name
of a Brachystochrone, or the line of quickest descent. 1877
E. THOMAS tr. Langc's Materialism I. 122 The falling body
reaches the goal more quickly upon the brachystochrone
than upon an inclined plane.

BRACHYLOGY.

II Bracluum ',br,
;

'-kim, brarkimn}. Biol. [L.

bra(f)chium, the arm, spec, the fore-arm.] In

.Mammalia, the upper arm from the shoulder to

the elbow.

1731 in BAILEY Vol. II. 1847 CKAIG [in the modern use].

1877 HUXLEY & MARTIN PracticalBiol. 160 Each fore linib

is divided into brvtcJtimlt, antcbrachini/i, and inanns, which
correspond with the arm, fore-arm, and hand in man.

Brachman, obs. form of BUAHMIN.

Brachy-, comb, form of Gr. 0paxu-s short, as

in Brachycatalectic (brEe:ki|ksetale'ktik), a. Pro-

sody, [cf. CATALECTIC, Gr. ppaxvitaTa\r]itTos"],

wanting one foot or two syllables. Brachy-
ceral (brseki'seral), Brachycerons (brajki'seres),
a. Ent. [Gr. xipas horn], having short ' hums '

or

antenna.'. Bra chydia'goiial a. Cryst., pertaining
to the shorter lateral axis of a rectangular prism ;

also as si'. Brachydome (-dJutn), Cryst. [see

DOME], a 'dome' or prism whose face is parallel
to the brachydiagonal axis. Brachyelytrous :

see BUACHELYTKOU.S. Brachymetropy (-me'trApi)

[Gr. fttrp-ov measure -t- w^, wrr-cis eye], near- or

short-sightedness. Brachypinacoid,-koid(-pi'na-
koid), a. Cryst. [Gr. mVa, 7nVa/f-o? board, tablet],

pertaining to either of the two planes which in

the Orthorhombic system are parallel to the vertical

and brachydiagonal axes respectively. Brachy-
pleural -pl'U'-ral), a. [Gr. TT\ivp-a. rib], having
short ribs. Brachyptercms (bracki'pteres), a. [Gr.

nrtp-uv wing], short-winged : applied to certain spe-
cies of diving-birds. Brachytypons bnvki-tipos'i,
a. Min. [Gr. TVTT-OS form, type], of a short form.
1821 Black-.v. Jftt,t;'. X. 386 '['he ancients had no such

verse as the Iambic trimeter brachycatalectic. 1875 \V.

HOUGH-ION .Sk. Brit. Ins. 107 Another brachyceral fly. 1875
BLAKE Zool. 283 The brachycerous Dipterans comprise . .

the Gad-flies. 1868 DANA Min. Introd. 25 The short lateral

or brachydiagonal [axis], liid. 26 The planes form what
is called a irachydoine, they being parallel to the shorter
lateral axis. 1879 KUILI.Y Stud. Rocks x. 119 In the di-

rection of the .. brachydiagonal it is hyacinth.red. ll'iiL

97 The cleavages, which are parallel to ihe base and bra-

chypinakoid. 1881 Academy 22 Oct. 315 Macropleural and
brachypleural types.

Brachycephalic (brn;:ki|S/fLX-lik}, a. Also

-kephalic. [f. BHACHY- + Gr. Kf<pa\r] head : cf.

Kl>a\tKus of or pertaining to the head.] ///.

Short-headed : used in Ethnology to denote skulls

of which the breadth is at least four-fifths of (lie

length : opposed to DOLICHOCEPHALIC.
1849-52 TODO Cycl. Anat. fy Pkys. IV. 1355/2 The Cra-

nium is Mongoliform and brachycephalic. 1851 D. WILSON
Prck. Ann. (18631 1- i*- 281, I have met with Brachycephalic
Scots. 1866 HUXLLV Prch. Kent. Caitlin. 83 Skulls with a

cephalic index of o'8, or more, are Brachycephalic. 1877
D.UVSON Orig. World tfll The brachy-kephalic head.

So Brachycephales, more freq. -cepfcali [mod.
Latin], men with brachycephalic skulls. Brachy
ce'phalism, the condition of being brachycephalic.
Brachyce'phalous, a. brachycephalic. Bra-
cliyce'pjialy = brachycephalism.
1865 Reader No. 113. 227/1 A race of brachycephales.

1863 A. RAMSAY Phys. Geoff. 11878) 581 They belong mainly
to the Brachycephau or broad-skulls. 1880 Nature 8 Jan.
224 The skull ranges from brachycephalism in the Siberians
and Peruvians to extreme dolichocephalism in the Eskimo.
1883 jv.

BLIND in Academy ^\m. 17 190/1 Brachykephalism
in Asia Minor. 1872 tr. l-'ignier's /luin. Race Introd. 25 A
short cranium is styled brachycephalous. 1871 BAKU IN Desc.
Man I. i. iv. 148 Short men incline more to brachycephaly.

Brachygraphy (briki'grafi). Also 7 -gra-

phie, and .erron.) 7 brachyo-, 7-8 brachi-.

[a. F. brachygraphie, f. Gr. Bpaxv-s short +-ypaipia

writing.] The art or practice of writing with
abbreviations or with abbreviated characters

; short-

hand, stenography. Also attrib. Obs. except as
a designation of certain old systems of shorthand,

esp. that of Gurney ;see quot. 17781.
1590 P. BALE (title) The art of brachygraphie, that is, to

write as fast as a man speaketh treatably. 1600 NASHE
SuHOIia's Last IV. in Hazl. Dadsl. VIII. 41 If I wist there

1778 J. GURNEY Bracliygr. Pref. i Brachygraphy .. is ex-

tremely antient, (for we read of its being practised in the
Roman Senate\ 1884 Leafs Merc. Wkly. Stippl, 15 Nov.
8/3 The system of brachygraphy in which the contents of
the volume were shrouded.

\>.fig.
1656 tr. Hobbes Etem. Pkifas. (1839^316 The brachygraphy

of the analytics, and an art . . of registering with brevity . .

the inventions of geometricians. 1715 tr. Pancirotlns'
Rcrutn Mem, II. x. 334 These Curiosities are the Brachi-

graphy or Short-hand of Art.

Brachygrapher, a shorthand-writer ; Brachy-
jfra'phic, -al, of or pertaining to brachygraphy.
1633 T, ADAMS Cotnin, 2 Pet. i. g By brachygraphical

characters they will take a sermon verbatim. 1654 GAYTON
Pest, N^otes I. 8 iR.) He asked the brachygrapher, whether
lie wrote the notes of that sermon. 1782 Gent I. Mag. LI I.

2iq Memoirs of the most eminent brachygraphers.

Brachylogy (bntkHodsi). Also 7 brachil-,
8 brachyology. [ad. Gr. &paxv\oyia, in med.L.

brachiolo'^ia, f. &pax.v-s short + -\oyia speech : see

131-2



BBACHYUBOUS.
-LOOT. Cf. F. brachylogie] Conciseness of speech,
laconism ; concr. a condensed expression.
[1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 222 Brachiologa, or

the Gutted comma.] 1623 COCKERAM, Brachilogies^ short

speeches. 1716 M. DAVIES in Atken. Britan. II. To Reader
xlv, In the Poet's Brachyology, Aliqmsque malo fuit usus
In illo. 1866 ELLICOTT On 2 Tkess. iii. 7 A simple and
intelligible brachylogy. 1882-3 SCHAFF in Herzog's Encycl.
Rel. Knowl. III. 2293 Delitzsch specifies brachylogy as
characteristic of its [the Talmud's] style.

Brachyuroiis, -ourous (ljrrcki|Ci>T3s\ a.

Zool. [f.
mod.L. brachyura, (f. Or. fipaxv-s short

+ ovpd tail + -ous.] Pertaining to the Brachyura,
one of the three tribes of Decapod Crustacea, dis-

tinguished by the non-development of the abdo-
men or 'tail ', including the crab and its congeners.
i8a8 KIRBY & SP. EntomoL xlviii. IV. 462 Brachyurous

Decapod Crustacea. 1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. <$ Phys.
IV. 1302/2 In all other . . Brachyourous Decapods yet ob-

served, a real metamorphosis takes place. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inv. An. vii. 379 The Spiders stand in somewhat the
same relation to the Scorpions, as the brachyurous to the
macrurous Crustacea.

So Brachyn'ral, -ou'ral a., Brachyn'ran,
-ou'ran adj. and sb. [cf. -AL*, -AX]
1852 DANA Crust, i. 33 Not consistent with the Brachyural

type. 1877 HUXLEY ^//(W1

. Inv. An.\\. 350 The Anomuran
condition passes into that of the young Brachyuran.

Bracing ,br^-sin', vbl. sb [f. BRACE z/.l]

1. The action of embracing fbs.] t girding, bind-

ing tightly, lacing up, strengthening : see the verb.

1536 BELLENDEN Crvn. Scot. (18211 II. 53 Ane devill in

forme of woman . .quhilk . . tistit him, be voluptuous brasing,
to hir plesoure. (11631 DONNE Serm. Ixxvii. 7793, The
Erasing & beating of our Drums in the Pulpit. 1826 Miss
MITFORU Village Sen n. 118631 277 (->h the lacing, the brac-

ing, the bonneting, the veiling. 1856 FROUUE ///.$/. Eng. \.

78 The moral sinew of the English must have been strong
indeed when it admitted of such stringent bracing.
2. An appliance or arrangement for tying, fas-

tening, supporting, or strengthening, lit. andy?^.
. FITZGERALD IVhitakers Disfuf. 5 The Roman syna-

gogue . . hath need
continually of

new supports and bracings.
1861 Titties 7 Oct., There were bracings on the lop of the

girders, which would have the effect of steadying them.

1883 Law Times Rep. XLIX. 139/1 The standards were not
secured by any ties or bracings of any kind.

3. attrib. '^or ?the ///. *7.\ as in bracing-girdle)

-rope\ bracing-chain, a chain used to bind together
the sides of a wagon bearing a heavy load.

1552 HULOET, liracynge gyrd.\f:,sitl<ciHgitliiW. 1827 STKUAKI
Planter s G. < 1 828 '

295 Fixing or loosening the bracing-rope-.

t Bracing, vol. sb.- Obs. Also 6 brasing. [t".

BKACE v'- + -ING 1.] The action of assuming a bold

or defiant attitude. In phrase facing and bracing.
1481 CAXTON Reynard 115 Whiche wyth grete facing and

bracyng oppresse the poure peple. 1541 R. BARNES Wks.

11573*290/1 My Lordes, lt;ue of your fasing and your brasing :

for our Lord, .will at length not bee out faced. 1571 GOLD-
ING Calvin on Ps. xii. 5. 39 Their importunate facing and
bracing in woordes [orig. improba -verborum jactantia\.

Bra*cing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -LXG-.] Thai

braces, girds, etc. Now used chiefly of the air or

climate ; formerly of tonic medicines.

1750 RUTTY in Phil. Trans. LI. 476 A powerful, .bracing
. . medicine. 1821 KEATS Isabel\\xiv, With belt and spur ami
bracing huntsman's dress. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom
xv. 129 The cold of a more bracing climate. 1871 NAPHEYS
Prev. fy Cure Dis, i. v. 154 Dry heat is bracing.
Hence Bra'cingly adv., iu a bracing manner, so

as to brace. Bra'cingness, bracing quality.
1874 ELLACOMBE in Church Bells 15 Sept. < 1883) 808/1 The

bolts had better be put in bracingly, that is, not perpen-
dicularly. 1876 Fortn. Rw. Mar. 341 [The Engadine] has
what may be termed a graduated scale of bracingness.

Brack vbrak), A1 Also 2-3 brace ^Orm,},
6 Sc. brek, 6-7 bracke, 6-8 brak. See BRECK.

[Two formations: (i) in Ormin a. ON. brak (

OE. gebr&c t OS. gibrak] creaking noise, f. OTeut.
brekan to break : cf. \..fragor, f. stem ofyrangers.
(2) In later use, a parallel form to BREAK sb., f.

BREAK vb."]

I. ME., from ON. brak.

fl. Noise, outcry. Obs.
c 1200 ORMIN 1178 Shep issallunnska|?efull. .& makejjb itt

nan mikell brace. Ibid. 1186 Jesu Crist.. toe bildil;} wib-

butenn brace, J?att mann himm band. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis
XHI. vi. 85 For all the brek and sterage that hes bene.

II. mod., f. BKEAK v. Cf. BREAK sb., BRECK.
t 2. A breaking, breach, rupture. Still Sc.

x54oRAYNALD ByrthMan. n.vi.i 16341 i3oHeale this brack
and wound by sowing both sides of it together again, a 1599
in Hakluyt Voy. III. i. 81 They beat thesayd bulwarke and
wall in such wise, that they made great bracks, a 1619
FOTHERBY Atheom. Pref. 6 To repaire all the mines and
seuerall bracks of it. 1669 WORLIDCE Syst.Agric. (1681) 322
A Breck, or Brack, a gap in a Hedge.
t b. fig. A rupture, quarrel. Obs.

1600 HOLLAND Livy xxv. xxix. 570 Hippocrates and Epi-
cides..made the brack, & were the troublers and disturbers
of this peace. 1608 CHAPMAN Byron's Cons/>ir. Plays 1873
II. 236 That can mend The brack betwixt us.

3. A flaw in cloth. Alsoy?^. (Now chiefly dial.]

[1530 PALSGR. 200/2 Brake in clothe, rentreture.] 1552 Act
6 Edtu. F/, vi. i Over-stretchine them upon the Tenter,
and then stopping with Flocks such Bracks as shall be made.

1597 LYLY Euphnes (Arb.t 33 The finest veluet [hath] his

Kracke. 1636 FEATLY Claris Myst. Ixix. 888 The needle fiU

riot up the oracke or rent. 1840 BROWSING SorJcllo v. 400

1044

The knack Of keeping fresh-chalked gowns from speck and
brack. 1873 Miss BRADDON Sir. fy Pilgr. I. vi. 62 'She sent
me a gownd last week . . a regular good one, not a brack in it '.

f4. A broken piece, fragment, atom. Obs.
c 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. XVH. 249 A cord, that would not slip

For knots and bracks about the mouth of it. 1644 Drcnv
.Viz/. Bodies Ded. (1658' 14 Many bracks and short ends
which cannot be spun into an even piece. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
Bulk ff Seh>. 79 The least brack of body cannot be broken
a pieces, because 'tis already the least.

t 5. Breach, breaking, violation. Sc.

1658 Prcsbyt. StralUogie Rcc. ill Hessey Sunday (1880)

217 The said day A. C. . . was delaitit for brak of Sabbath.

t 6. Break of continuity, fault
'

in mining, dial.

1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. S ii, After crossing of Pees,
Tees, Braks, Jumbles, or what other disorder may happen
that the vein cannot be easily made out.

T 7. 'A stripe of uncultivated ground, between
two shots or plots of land.' (Jamieson.) Cf.

BBKAK sl>. 12. Sc.

+ 8. A sudden breaking out of water ; a sudden

heavy fall of rain ; a flood when the ice breaks
;

a quantity of snow, earth, or debris shooting from
a hill. Sc.

t Brack, sf>.- Obs. ran. [prob. identical with

prec. : cf. connexion of L. rfipes with rumplre to

break, and BKEAK sbJ] A cliff, crag, or rock.
c 1530 Hickscorncr in Hazl. Dodsl. I. 185 Thrown in a

raft, and so about borne On rocks or bracks for to run.

1598 FLORID, Bricche, crags, cliffs, or brackes in hills.

Brack, st>.'*
[f. Ger. bracken to examine or sort

goods. Cf. BRACK T., HKACKEK.] The system of

official sorting of goods or produce in vogue at

the principal Baltic ports.
1734 Treaty Eng. fy fiitss. in Magens Insurances II. 592

The Brack shall be equitably established.

t Brack, s6.* Obs. [App. a shortened form of

BRACKEN.] ^ BRACKEN^.
1482 Motik ofEveshaw !Arb. 40 A full depe valeye . . set

with bocis and brackys on euery syde hangyng owle. 1627
DRAYTON Agincourt 182 They fed on Fearne & brack. 1675
KVKLYN TVrrrt 11776' 36 Vegetables abounding in fixed Salts
. -as Pease-haulm, Bracks.

Brack, sbJ> Obs. rare- 1
. [?ad. F. braque,

bragtte, breeching for cannon.] ? Breeching for

cannon ; or perh.
= BRACKET sb. 3.

1622 R. HAWKINS I'oy. S. Sea 213 Our hatches upon our

bolts, our brackes in our deckes and gunner roome.

Brack, . and fh>> Also 6 brak. bracke.

[prob. (as a nautical word) a. Dn. brak brackish

(whence Ger. brackwasser brackish water) ; identi-

fied by Franck with MDu. brak worthless.]
A. adj. Salt, briny, brackish. \ Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS ALneis v. xiii. 28 }et [
- pour] the cleir wyne

fiirth in fludis brak 'L. salsosffucttts\, lj96tr.S4ltmHart's
I't'y. I. 255 The Brak rivers have got this appellation from
the quality of their waters, which are brackish or saltish.

1827 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXXV. 117 Living upon beef and
brack water.

t B. sb. Salt water, brine ; the sea. Obs. (Only in

Drayton, and apparently not in general use then,
as the gloss

'

salt water
'

is given in the margin.)
1591 DRAYTON in Farr's S. P. 118451 I- J 33 Drags their fat

'larkasse through the foamie bracke. 1627 Agincourt 185
The Sunne . . Shall with the Fishes shortly diue the Brack.

Brack (brak , v. [ad. Ger. bracken to sort

or inspect goods, f. brack '
inferior goods, refuse

'.]

trans. To sort or select (goods, produce, etc.) (at

the Baltic portsX Cf. BK.VCK s/>.3, BBACKER.
Hence Bracked ///. a.

1858 HOMANS Cycl.CoHim. 1343 All flax and hemp shipped
from Memel must be bracked or assorted by sworn selectors.

1883 ScotsHftiH 30 July 7/6 Tallow, bracked, about 515.

Brack(e, obs. form of BBAKK, BRACK ; and Sc.

pa. t. of BREAK v.

t Bracked,///- <* Obs. In 7 braekt. [f. BRACK

rf.l] Having a brack or flaw in textureX
1612 J. DAVIKS Muses Sucr. (1877) 77 A feate Embroderer

that hath a piece of Velvet braekt t'embroder on.

Bracken 1
(brjt-k'n). Also 4-9 braken, $

brakan, braeon, (7 braking), S brachen (Sc.),

8-9 breokan (SfS, breckon jiortk.dial.). [ME.
(northern") braken, app. representing an ON.
*brakni, whence Sw. braken, Da. bregiie 'fern' (?

and, by corruption. Icel. burkni ' common fern'.)
The alleged OE. bracce wk. fem. is merely a guess of

Cockayne's {Lcechd. III. 3i5)frpm the place-name Braccaii-
hcal Bracknell i which may possibly be from a personal name
Bracca). It could not, in any case, be the predecessor of
ME. hraken. Cf. BRAKE rf. 1

, BRACK sl>.<.]

1. A fern ; spec, (in modern writers) Pteris aijni-

lina, the 'Brake '. (In the north all large ferns are

brackens ; I'teris aquilina is merely the most con-

spicuous and best known, from the masses in which
it grows.) Southern writers often make bracken
collective. Also attrib.

c 1315 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1675 pou . . most . . byte on be
bent of braken & erbes. 1483 Catft. Angl. 40 A Brakan,
filix. 1523 FITZHERB. Sitrv. 6b, Yet may he lawfully ..

selle all the wode, brome, gorse, fyrs, braken, feme, busshes.

1548 TURNER Names ofHerbes (i88i>38 The commune Fern*

ing, &c. 1775 LiGHTrooT Flora Scot. (1789)653 Flowcrii

BRACKET.
Fern orOsmund Royal : Royal Brachens Scatii. 1787 BURNS
H^ailffiveen xxvi, Amang the brachens, on the brae. 1810
TANNAHILL Gloomy Winter's now aiua', Feathery breckans
fringe the rocks. 1813 HOGG Queen's Wake 2 I found thee
in the braken glen. 1878 BLACK Green Past. ii. 13 Withered
brackens coming up in solitary stalks of green.
2. Comb., as f bracken-bush, a large plant or

clump of fem or bracken ; bracken-clock, the
Rose-beetle (Pkyllopertha horticolcf).
1483 Cat/i. Angl. 40 Brakanbuske, JUicarium.feKcttum.

18840. BRAITHWAITE.WWOT. Westmrld. vi. 27 The bracken-
clock, or rose-beetle.

Hence Brackened (brse'k'nd >, a., overgrown
with bracken.

1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan \. i. 32 Brackened braes and
craggy hills.

t Bracken -. Obs. [ad. Gael, and Ir. breacan,
f. breac spotted or chequered.] A tartan plaid worn
by Highlanders and northern Irishmen. (See
M. Hickson Irel. I'jth C. I. 257.)
1652 A'ews_/r. Law Conntr. i The Scottish Brackin. 1653

Exam. D. Mac Gillmartin in M. Hickson Irel. ijth C.
(1884) I. 277 Had seen his mother's bracken in the hands of
the soldiers. 1828 SCOTT /'. M. Perth III. 57 I am as familiar
with brogues and bracken as if I had worn them myself.

Brackeiier. Obs. rare. Also brakk- [a. OF.
bracohier ( mod.F. braconnier

~,
now used in sense

of poacheri a keeperof hounds, {.braeon hound: see

BRACH.] A servant who attended to the hounds.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xv. 54 Rennynge houndes went wyth

the brakkenere for to be atte the reysynge ofthe beest. Ibid.
The brackener hadde dystourned the herte in to his busshe.

Brackeny (brark'ni), a. [f. BRACKEN 1 + -Y 1
.]

Abounding in bracken.

1834 A. CUNNINGHAM Burns 136/2 The brackeny glens, .of

the North are more welcome . . than the sunny vales of Italy.

Bracker (bra-koi). [a. Ger. bracker, f. bracken
to sort goods.] A government inspector or sorter of

goods at the Baltic ports. See BRACK sb.'S and v.

1734 Treaty Eng. fy Artss. in Magens Insurances II. 502
The Brackers shall be answerable for the Quality of the
Goods. 1858 HOMANS Cycl. Comm. 1635 Linseed. -The year
of its growth is stamped on the barrel by sworn inspectors
l&rcKtttrf). Ibid. 1792 When a shipment of tallow is made,
the agent is furnished by the selector tracker) with a sample
from each cask.

Bracket (brae-ket). Also 6-7 bragget, 7

braget(t, 8 brecate, brockett. [The earliest form

bragget appears to be (either directly or through
F. bragitelte) ad. Sp. bragueta, dim. of braga :

L. /'raca/sing. of brctcse breeches ; the form bracket

is a corruption, pcrh. influenced by It. bracheta,
dim. of braca: L. braca.
The Eng. senses are difficult to account for, but may in

part be based on unrecorded senses of the Sp., It., or Fr.
words. Prof. Skeat suggests that the ' bracket

'

of archi-
tecture may have been so called from its resemblance to the
'

codpiece
'

of a pair of breeches iSp. bragueta meant both
'

codpiece
'

and 'bracket' 1

. Further, a name suggested by
' breeches

'

may naturally have been applied to an apparatus
consisting of two limbs set at an angle, like the ' bracket

'

of shipbuilding, or to appliances used in pairs, like the
' brackets

'

of a gun-carriage. Then, as a bracket of any
kind was generally used for support, the erroneous etym-
ology from L. brackium ' arm '

or its Romance derivatives

presented itself, and seems to have affected the development
of senses. Cf. also OF. braeon and braqiiant

'

supporting
beam'.]
1. In Building, a piece of stone, wood, or metal

projecting from a wall, and having a flat upper
surface which serves as a ledge to support a statue,

the spring of an arch, a beam, shelf, etc. ; usually
carved or sculptured, and sometimes employed
merely as a decoration ; under the name of bracket

are included the CORBEL and the CONSOLE.
1580 BARET A h'. B 1099 A Bragget or staie . . in building

to beare vp the sommer or other part. 1664 EVELYN tr.

Freart's Archit. 136 Modilions . . are a kind of Bragets to

the Corona. 1707 J. MORTIMER Art. Hvsb. 564 Let your
Shelves be laid upon Brackets. 1845 PARKER Gloss. Archit.
1. 60. 1859 TURNER Dom. Archit. III. 213 The angel bracket
uf an oriel window.

b. A small (usually ornamental) shelf, or set of

two or three shelves, for the wall of a room.

1635 A Itlwrp .l/.S". in Simpkinson // 'ashingtons Introd. 70
Bragetts for the drawinge room. 1714 Land. Gaz. No. 5214/3
Gilt Brocketts, Desks, and Book Cases. 1756 MRS. CALDER-
WOOD Jrnt, (1884' 75 Above the lintel . . [are] brecates set

out for china. 1810 JEBB Corr. II. 5 You shall have . . a

bracket for your books. 1881 Mechanic 735 Brackets
which are short small shelves may also be fixed to the wall.

c. transf. (? with allusion to BRACT.)
1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vi. iii. 14 The little brackets,

which project beneath each bud and sustain it.

2. In Carpentry, Shipbuilding, etc. : A support

consisting of two pieces of wood or metal joined
at an angle, or of a single piece bent at an angle.
Also attrib., as bracket plate.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii. n The brackets are

little carued knees to support the Galleries, c 1850 Rudhn.
Nal'ig. (Weale) 100, Brackets, short crooked timbers, re-

sembling knees, for support or ornament. The Hair Bracket
is the boundary of the aft-part of the figure head. 1879
Casse/fs Tec/in. Educ. IV. 363/2 The principal transverse

frames are made up of . . bracket plates.

3. One of the two ' cheeks
'

or side-pieces of a

gun-carriage, which support the trunnions of a

piece of ordnance
;
also used of the entire carriage



BRA.CKET.

of a gun mounted on board ship or in a case-

ment.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. ^//.,C/fffX-jofamortar. or Brackets
. . are made of strong planks of wood . . they rise on each
side of the mortar, and serve to keep her at what elevation

is given her. e 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 5 Brackets

transom fore axletree. 1880 Kncycl. Brct.^ti. 9^X1.311
The trail [of gun-carriagel consists of two side brackets.

4. A metal pipe, usually of ornamental shape,

projecting from the wall of an apartment, at once

to support and supply the gas lamps or burners.

1876 GWILT Arc/lit. 2264 e, The outer arm of the bracket

. . should be protected on the top by a hanging shade.

5. One of two marks of the form [ ] or ( ), and

in mathematical use also { j,
used for enclosing

a word or number of words, a portion of a mathe-

matical formula, or the like, so as to separate it

from the context ; in typography, esp. applied to
'

square brackets
'

( formerly called crotchets), the

'round brackets' being designated 'parentheses'.
Sometimes improperly applied to the ' vinculum'

or horizontal line over the writing, serving in al-

gebra the same purpose as brackets ; also to the
'
brace' f used for coupling together two lines of

writing or printing ;cf. BRACKET v.) ;
hence brackets

is used fig. for
' the position of being bracketed

equal, equality '.

1750 G. FISHEK Instructor^. io< 23 [ ] Brackets or Croch-

ets, generally include a Word or Sentence, explanatory of

what went before. 1824 L. MURRAY /-A'. Grunt. I. 413
Crotchets or Brackets [ ] serve to enclose a word or sentence,
which is to be explained in a note, or the explanation itself,

or a word or sentence which is intended to supply some de-

ficiency, or to rectify some mistake. 1859 BARN. SMITH

Arith. f; ,4 Igebraifd.. 6) 194 A Bracket or
{ }, or[]. 1880

Bp. GOODWIN in Mactn Jfag'. No. 246. 477 Sedgwick was in

the'first bracket. 1883 Standard 12 Feb. 2/6 On a shorter

course Regnard is not unlikely to earn brackets.

6. Comb, and Attrib., as bracket-bolt, an iron

bolt securing a mortar to its brackets ; bracket-

burner, -light, a gas-bracket ;
= sense 4; bracket-

crab, a crab or windlass designed for attachment

to a wall or post ; bracket-shelf, a form of bracket

used as a shelf; bracket-stair, -staircase (see

quot.) ; bracket-trail, in Gunnery, a trail com-

posed of two or more timbers or irons, opposed to

block trail; bracket-wise adv., after the manner

of, or so as to resemble, a bracket.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Checks, Bolts of iron which

go through both cheeks, both under and behind the mortar. .

are called the bracket-bolts. 1865 C. H. OWEN Elfin. Left.

Artillery (ed. 4^ 62 The travelling carriages for siege guns
had bracket trails, but those ndw made, .are similar in con-

struction to the 40-pr. block trail carriage. 1876 Gwin
Archit. 2293 j, Fix .. bracket burners in passages. Ibid.

2183 A Bracket Staircase is one which has an opening or

well.. and is supported by landings and carriages. Il'itf.

In bracket stairs the internal an^le 6f the steps is open to

the end. 1884 PallMallG. 5 Dec. 1 1/2 Timbers . . are pushed
out bracketwise . . layer above layer.

Bracket, v .
[f. prec.]

1. trans. To provide with brackets ; to enclose

(words, expressions, formulae, etc.) within brackets.

1870 JEUB Sophocles
1

Elect, led. 2.1 14/2 Dindorf . .brackets
the line as spurious.
2. To couple or connect (two or more lines of

writing, etc.) by means of a brace; esp. so to

connect two or more names of equal merit in a

class-list ; hence fig. to mention two persons or

things together so as to imply that they are equal
or have something in common.
1861 Sat. Rev. 23 Nov. 557 We entirely approve of his . .

reluctance to be bracketed with a person of this sort. 1868

FREEMAN Xorw. Cotiq. (1876) II. ix. 348 It is bracketted

with the massacre of Saint Brice. 1869 Daily AYri'j 30 Jan.

Only four times beaten for both prizes, as often bracketed.

Bracket, variant of BRAGGET.

Bracketed, fpl. a. [f. BRACKET v. + -ED ]

Furnished with, or enclosed in, brackets; coupled

by a bracket with another name.
c 1865 Circ. Sc. I. 455/2 A bracketed quantity. 1885 A the-

nzitm 6 June 729/3 Bracketed sentences or paragraphs.

Bracketing, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING !.]

1. The action of furnishing, coupling, uniting,
with brackets.

1869 SWINBL-RXK Ess. ff Stint. (1875) 214 Byron and Shelley
. . I protest against the bracketing of the two names. 1876
GLADSTONE in Conteinp. Rw. June 20 The bracketing, in

which no less than eight systems will, .be presented to view.

2. Arch. A wooden framework or skeleton, con-

sisting of wooden ribs nailed to the ceiling, joists,

and battening, for the purpose of supporting a

cornice, cove, or other moulding.
i83 P. NICHOLSON Prnct. Build. 138 Cove-bracketing is

the finish of the top of the faces of a room, adjacent to the

cornice. 1876 GWILT Archit. 2088 Thus the general form
of the bracketing will be obtained.

Brackish (brre-kif), a. Also 6 brakkische,
braohish, 7 brakish. [f.

BKACK a. + -isn 1
.]

1. Of a somewhat salt or saline taste
; partly

fresh, partly salt.

1538 LELAN'O llin. VII. t
yi
The Water is a litle brakkische.

1594 MARLOWE Dido l. ii, The southern wind with brackish

1045

breath. 1703 MAUNDRI<LL Janrn. Jems. 11721) 83 Fresh
Water he calTd it, but we found it brackish. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 128 This saltness increases until the water becomes
decidedly brackish.

2. Jig. and transf. a. -Spoilt by mixture, as of
sea-water with fresh, b. Nauseous, distasteful.

C. Nautical (quots. 1867 and 1881).
1611 SPEED flist.Gt. Brit. ix. vi. (16321 514 Retaining at

iBra-ckish, Obs..
trans. To render brackish.

1637 HEYVVOOD Dial. Juf. f, la Wks. 1874 V I- 267 O,
brackish not your waters with your teares.

Bra'ckislmess. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being salty or brackish

; also /y.
1571 GOLDISG Calvin mi Ps. Ep. Ded. 5 The bitter foun-

taine F.xampeus .. with its brackishnes marreth the sweele
river Hipams. a 1631 DONNE Riuthan. 175 Some of those-
acts of ours, .may at the first Tast have some of the Brack-
ishnes of Sin. 1682 WHKI.KK Junrn. Greece I. 13 Their Cis-
terns preserve water (without the least brackishness) always
sweet. 1796 MORSE Anier. Gct>g. I. 694 Spirituous liquois
. . used to correct the brackishness of the water.

t Bra-ckle. Ol>s.- [var. of BKOCKLE. f. stem of

QTL.brefan to BREAK.] See quoO
1710 A. J. Eug. Paring. Diet., To carry away rubble or

brackle of an old decayed house.

Brackman, obs. form of BU.UIMJ.N.

t Bra'ckmard. Obs. exc. Hist. Also y braque-
mard. [a. F. braqueinart a short broad sword :

see Liltre.] Sec quots. ; also attrib.

1653 UKOUHAKI Ral'dais i. x!iv, He dre\\- hi.-* brackmard
or horseman's sword. Ibid. With his great brackmard
sword, laid such load upon those runaways, that, etc. 1874
BOL TELL . iVws <y A nil. i.v. 177 The bra^ttcuiard, or cutlass
. . has a straight Hat wide blade, that is pointed and very-

sharp at either edge.
Bracks : see BRAXY, St., disease of sheep.
t Bra-ckwoort. Obs. ran. [prob. corruption

of bracket BRAGGET, with assimilation of the last

syllable to \VoUT-.] Used by Harrison 1o denote

a portion of wort reserved from a former brewing,
which, spiced and sweetened, was added to beer to

promote fermentation and improve the flavour.

1577 HARRISON England 169 This she reserveth by itself

unto further use . .calling it Brackwoort or Charwoort . . She
addeth to hir brackwoort or charwoort half an ounce of

arras.

t Bra'cky, .' Obs. Also ~
t

brachie. [f.

BRACK sb.'J + -V '.]
= Brackish.

1593 DRAVTON Eclog. iv, 90 Men, Sea-Monsters, swam th<:

ln-acky Flood. 1603 KNOLLKS Hist. Turks (1621) 795 The
water becometh brachie.

Jig. 1583 STANYHURST .-Ends iv. lArb. ' 101 Netted with
theese brackye nouels [L. rninore ainaro\.

Bracky, a. 2 [f. brack, var. of BRAKE s/>.
1 and

BRAKE sb.-; the two being confused.] a. BKACK-
EXY. b. Of the nature of a brake or thicket.

/Ei6i8 SYLVESTER Jol< Triumph. ( 1620' 945 The brackie bar-

ren wildernesse. 1628 COKE On Lift. 4 b, A brackie ground
is ca\\e&_/tlicctHin, iibijllices crcscunt.

Bract (brrekt). Also bracte ;
and in L. form

braetea, //. bractese, also occas. bracteas.

[ad. L. braetea (formerly used unchanged) a thin

plate or leaf of metal, gold-leaf ;
cf. Fr. bractce]

1. Bot. A small modified leaf, or scale, growing
immediately below the calyx of a plant, or upon
the peduncle of a flower.

1770 KLLIS in Phil. Trans. LX. 520 Under this flower-cup
arc four floral leaves, or braetea;. 1794 MARTYN Rous-
seau's Bi.it. xiii. 149 A lateral leaf to each calyx, which Lin-

nzus calls the . . bracte. 1807 J. E. SMITH Pliys. Bot. 22

The Lavenders . . have coloured bracteas. 1835 LINDI.EV

Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 309 There are . . no exact limits be-

tween bracts and common leaves. 1884 J. E. TAYLOR Sagac.

<y Mor. Plants 103 In the Yew. . some bracts become aborted.

b. at/rib., as in bract-sheath ; also deriv. Bra'ct-

less a.

1847 CRAIG, Bractless, without bracts. 1870 HOOKER
Stud. Flora 415 Care.* przcox . .bract-sheaths short.

2. Zool. A similar appendage found in some of

the Hydrozoa.
1878 BELL Gegenbaiicr's Coiiif. Anat. 97 Nutritive, gene-

rative, and tentacular individuals are generally placed to-

gether in groups, in such a way that there is one bract to

a group.

Bracteal (brarktzal;, a. [f. L. bracte-a BRACT
+ -At. 1

.] Pertaining to, or of the nature of, bracts.

1770 Phil. Trans. LX. 523 The flower of the Gordonia
Lasianthns. .with its calyx and bracteal leaves.

Bracteate (bne'ktt'i^t), a. and sb. [ad. L.

bracteatus, f. braetea : see BRACT.] A. aJJ.

1. Bot. Having bracts, bearing bracts.

1845 I.INDLEY Sch. Boi. (1858) v. 57 Flowers in heads ur

dense spikes, bracteate. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 291
Whorls many-flowered, axillary, or in leafy bracteate heads.

2. Formed of metal beaten thin
; applied chiefly

to coins, medals, or ornaments made of thin plates
of gold or silver, the design being hollow on the

under side and convex on the upper. Whence
B. sb. A bracteate coin 01 metal ;

also allrib.

it eminently useful on duty. 1871 ROSSETTI Dante at I'cr.

Iv, The bread . . Seemed brackish, less like corn than tares.
1881 SMY in Cycle Cetcst. Ooj. i.ed.2 ) 2 Certain brackish rhymi

'. [f. BRACKISH a.]

BRADYPEPTIC.

1845 PCTRIF. Eccl, Archit. Irel, 213 Bractcatcs . . coined

by the first two propagators of Christianity in Denmark
and Sweden. 1866 Atkenxum No. 1996. 139/1 'I'wo Danish
bracteate ornaments. 1868 G. STEPHENS Rwue Mon. II.

505 Few of the earlier Hracteate-stamps can bt directly
connected with '

classical
'

prototypes.

Bra'cteated -^ted), a. ^= BRACTE VTE i.

1854 1C. HAMILTON Flora Hommof, IL 24 Flowers .. in

dense . . bracteated corymbs.
Bracted (brse-kted), ///. a. [f. BRACT + -ED'-'.]

Furnished with bracts. 1854 in OGILVIE.

Bracteiform (brarkt/iif^im ,
a. [mod. f. L.

kractta (sec above) -f -FOKM
;

cf. Fr. bracteiforinc.]

Bract-shaped, bract-like.

1870 HOOKI;R StntS. J-'lora 280 Mcntha uqtiatica . . leaves

ovate-oblong or cordate, upper bracteiforni.

Bracteolate Cbnukt/Vl^t, bmrkt/<'lfit), a.
[f.

next, -f -ATE-.] Furnished with bracteolcs.

1830 LINDLLV Nat. Syst. Bot. 86 Calyx 5-lobed, sometime.-
bractcolate at the ba~e. 1872 OLIVER Elcnt. Bot. n. 141-

Sweet Violet. Bracteolate irregular flowers.

Bracteole ;brarkt/i<?"l). [ad. ^.bractcola (also
used unchanged^ a thin leaf of gold, also 'mod.\
a small bract.] A small bract, a bractlet.

1830 KisuLtiY Xat. Sy&t, Bot. 165 Calyx .. occasional!)
with -2 bracteohc at the base. 1876 HAKLEY Mitf. Med. 709
Calyx usually surrounded by three narrow bractcoles.

Bracteose (,bra-kt/|J's .a. [f.L.bractc-a BRACT
+ -OSK.] See quot.
1880 OKAY Bot, Taxt-bk. 400 Bracteo;-e Full of, or with

conspicuous bracts.

Bractlet ;brarktlet). [f.
HBACT + -LET.] A

minute or secondary bract.

1835 LINDLEV Introd. Bot.\\%4$) I. jio NVheu the bract^
are very small they are called bractlet>. 1842 GRAY Struct.
Hot. v. 11880.) 142 Bractlet:- are bracts of a secondary or ulti-

mate order.

Brad bmxl\ Also ,v6 brod, 5 brode. [A
variant of BKUD, which in its mure general sense

has retained the older form
;
the change of vowel

is perhaps due to dialect pronunciation.]
1. A thin ilattish nail of the same thickness

throughout, but tapering in width, having a small
'

lip
'

on one edge, instead of a head.

1295 in l\oyct> . \gric. <y Prices II. 49o[Llham. j<.o brods].
' 1440 r>'oinp, /'<i>~'. 53 Brode, hcdlc^e nayle, darns
accphaLiiA. L 1450 Xoniinalc in Wr. -"\Viilcker / V. 727 Hie
aciitixs, a brad. 1526 Pilgr. l\-rf. iW. dc W. i=_^ii 254
With nioo.->t buystou> broddcs of yreii nayled thun fast to

y sayd true. 1582 U'itls \- lu-\ X. ( '. uS6o II. 67, xv
bonder! latt brods 6. 1677 MOXON Mcc/i. E.vcrc. (1703")

150 Brad, is a Nail to Floor Rooms with. 1823 P. NICHOL-
SON Pratt. Bitil-.L 220 Brad, a small nail, having no head

except on one edge. 1831 J. HOLLAND Manx/. Mt'tals I.

i'j4 Brads or ^p^kes .. sometimes made nearly a foot in

length for the ^lipwright's or builder's use. 1881 Mechanic
$ 218 A light hammer with a Mnall face, .for dm ing brads.

2. s/iiitg. (see quots/
1812

J.
H. VAUX f-'lask Dicf., firaiSs, halfpence; also

money in general. 1841 MAHRYAI fr-ac/i'-r vi,
* Have you

any brads ?'. .

' What arc those '!'..' Any money, to be sure.'

Brad, v- [f. prcc.] trans. To fasten with brads,

1794 W. FELTON Carriages ( 1801 ' I.
,s
The panneU are . .

bradded on the surfaces of the framing. 1881 Slcehanic
626 Kach flange can then be bradded in its place.

t Brad,///, a. Obs. [var. of BRED, pa. pple. of

BREDE v. l
~\

Roasted, broiled.

C 1340 Gaiu. \- Cr. Knt. 891 Summe baken In bred, summe
brad on be gledez.

Brad, obs. form of BREAD, BROAD.

Bradawl v brse-dl). [app. f. BRAD sb. + AWL,
denoting an awl for making holes to insert brads ;.

though the ON. brag6-a!r lit. 'twirling awl ',
a fire-

drill, suggests a different derivation.]
A kind of small boring tool, a sprig-bit.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 238 Brad-awl.. is the

smallest tool used for boring. 1881 Mechanic 262 The
bradawl varies in . . diameter of the stetl shaft from -^ in.

to k in- c>r iV 'n -

Bra'ddeu, v. Obs. rare~ }

. [app. f. BREED

v., or BROOD v.. in same sense.

(The Shropsh. Gloss, has '

bradlhig, brooding, as a hen
over her chickens',

' brooa'/?, to breed' t= BROOD v. 2)',

Halliw. has
'

broodle* to cuddle, north! \ also 'bradou^io
spread, to cover'. With the latter cf. BROAD, BREDE v.'*}]

trans. To breed or ' brood ', to hatch.

1653 E. CHiSENHALEGzM. flist. 12 An upstart youngling,
that wind-egge of a tumult, which being braddened under
a Toad of France, is become a staring Cockatrice.

Braddishing, obs. form of BHATTICINI;.

Brade, obs. f. BRAID, BREAD, BREDE sb.
t
BROAD.

Bradoon, obs. form of BRIDOON.

t Bradypepsy ibra.-dipe:psi),-pe'psia. Obs.

Also 6-7 bradypepsie, 7 bradio-, bradupepsia.

bradyspepsy. [ad. Gr. paSun-^m, f. fipabv~s slow

+ irty-is cooking, digestion : cf. Fr. bradypepsie^
Slowness of digestion. (Freq. in lyth c.")

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas (1621)210 The dog-hunger or

the bradypepsie. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n.xYii.429Bradu-

pepsia, is when meat is long in digesting. 1710 T. FULLER
Pharw. F..\-(-,-nif. 397 A bitter colluvies brings Queaslness. .

IJradypep.sy.

Bradypeptic ,-pe-ptik i. a. ,^.) [cf. PEPTIC.]

Slo\v of digestion : also^".
1879 G. MF.KEDHH Egoist III. xi. 240 For facts, we are

bradypeptics to a man, sir.
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Braclypod, -pus (bra-dip**!, -pos). [ad. Or.

ftpafivtrovs, -iro8- slow-footed, f. &paov-s slow 4 TTOVS

foot.] A member of the family of edentate mam-
mal quadrupeds represented by the Sloth. Hence
Bradypodal a., pertaining to the bradypods.
1833 Penny Cycl. I. 230/2 Both these genera were formerly

included . . under the common name of Bradypus or Sloth.

1843 Ibid. XXV. 502/1 The bradypodal modifications of the

jaws.

Brae (brt
7i

, dial. brv, bri", br/,. Now only Sc.

and northern dial. Forms: 4 bro, 4-8 bra, 5-6 (.$?.}

brai, 5-7 bray(e, (6 braue), 6-7 bray, braie,
6- brae, 8-9 (dial.) brea, breea. [Evidently
a. ON. ?vJOE. brarw, brcaw eyelid, OS. brawa,
brdha, OHG. brdwa (MHO. bra, Ger. braue) eye-
brow : OTeut. *br&wd- : cf. BROW and BIU:E.
The phonetic history is clear : bro

t bra^ brae answer to

ON. &fd
t
as blO) bla^ olac do to bid. The word must have

passed through the sense of
'

eye-brow
'

to
' brow of a hill ',

sitpercilium (cf. OK. ca^hill 'eye hill' eyebrow); but no

quotations illustrating the change appear. The Eng. form
t>ro has long been obs., and in spoken use brae is now exclu-

sively northern and mainly Scotch, though occurring in

recent literary English.]
1. The steep bank bounding a river valley. Fre-

quent in the collocation
* banks and braes '.

1330 R. HKUNNE Chron. 310 per to bx; rayne bigan, and
tluwand bank and bro. 1375 BAKBOUR Bruce iv. 372 Vnder
.me bra [thai] thair galay dreucli. 1483 Cath. Angl. 39
lira, ripa. 1536 B.ELLENDEN Crmi. Scot. 11821' I. 235 Gret
slauchter was maid on the brayis of this rever. 1615 G-
SANDYS Trav. 99 Slow Nile with low-sunke streames shall

keepc his braies. 1791 BURNS Batiks of Doon (vers. 3* i, Ye
1 'anks and braes o' bonie Doon. 1803 WORDSW. Elicit Inviu,
Upon the braes of Kirtle. 1855 Whitby Gloss., Brcca, the

brink or bank of a river.

2. A steep, a slope, a hill-side. (Called in south

of England a hill, as in Ludgate or Holborn Hill
;

in the north a '
hill

'

is always a mount or eminence
with a summit, and with slopes or * braes

'

on all

sides of it, as in
* the Calton Hill '.)

1425 WYSTOUX Cron. vm. xxvi. 7 The Scottib men come
til a bra. 1535 STEWART Citron. Scoff. II. 524 Vnder anc
bra quhair tha thocht it to hyde. 1548 PATI EX .S/sv/. .S\ t>tt.

i Arber Garner III. 62) The hill (for so they call a Bray .

1600 FAIRFAX Tasso ix. xcvi. 178 On that ^luepe bray Lord

Guelpho would not than Hazard his folke. 1634 S. RUTHER-
KORU Lett. 118621 xli, At the very overgoing of the brae and
mountain. 1716 Loud. Gaz. No. 5415/2 The Braes of Mar.

1799 J. ROBERTSON Agrit. Perth 146 The farmers . . in the

breas-. 1820 Sen i r M<wast, ii, The .steep braes rose abruptly
over the little glen. 1822 BEWICK Matt. 10 A steep but low
'brae'. 1830 PRAKD Poems 1 18651 I- '79. I Have seen thee

ga/e Upon these birks and braes.

3. Comb., as brac-face ) -head, -side\ also, brae(s)-
laird,

' a proprietor of land on the southern de-

clivity of the Grampians' (Jainieson) ; brae-rnau,
one who lives among the hills

; spec, one who
lives on the southern slopes of the Grampians.
1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 422 The brea-faces. .are

better fitted for sheep than cattle. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy
xxvi, He. .took to the brae-side, and became a broken-man.

1823 Qucntin D. ii,
'

I am, master' answered the young
Scot, 'a braeman'. 1854 H. MILLER Sck. fy Schm. (18581

535 A splendid bonfire bla/ing from the brae-head.

Brag ,bneg', J/'. 1 Also 5-8 bragg(e, 6 braggue.

[The etymology of BRAG .r^.l, vb., adj., and their

mutual relations are uncertain. There are several

related words in i6th c. French, bragiter
*

to

flaunt, brave, brag ', bragiteur, braguerie ; bragant
'

KaY' gallan t, braggard, braggadochio-like ', bra-

ganler
'
to brave it, to brag, vaunt', bragardiset

etc. (all in Cotgr.) ; but as these appear so late,

while some of the Eng. words go back to 1300,
the latter cannot be referred to a French origin
:

v though the later braggart and bravery may).
The words are not in other Romanic langs., and
their origin has been variously sought in Celtic

and in Norse : see Diez. It is doubtful whether the

adj. or sb. is the earlier in Eng. ;
both appear be-

fore the vb. The order of senses is also uncertain.

Die/ conjectured that the Fr. might be from ON. brak
'

creaking noise
'

(Sw. brak bounce, Da. brag\ t
braka (Da.

bragc] 'to creak, crack, insotcntcr sc gererc
1

Haldorss. ;

others have suggested ON. bragr
' the best, the foremost,

the boast or toast (of anything)
'

;
also

'

poetry '. See Diez,

Wedgwood, Skeat.]

1 1. A loud noise, the bray of a trumpet. (Cf.
BRAG v. i.} Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS /Ends ix. viii. 105 Bot than the trumpettis

weirly blaslis aboundis, Wyth terribill brag of brasin bludy
soundis.

2. Arrogant or boastful language (in earlier

examples usually in phrase brag ami toast) ;

boasting, boastful assertion. (Phrase French brag,
common in i6th c. ; also used in sense 3.)

ciyfo Knmv Thyself \\\ E. E. T3
. ("iS6a> 132 Vr host vr

brag is sone ouerbide, 1387 TRKVISA Higdeii Rolls Ser.

III. 427 [These words] havep more of brag and of boost.

c 1440 York Myst. xlvi. 225 His bragge and his boste is he
besie to bid vs. is'3 DOUGLAS Xntit xi, vii. 127 With
brag and bost [<'.r. braik and boist] or wapynnis, he Me
doith awayt. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasnt. Par. Luke xxiv.

53 Not makyiig vauntes and braggues of their weorkes.

1548 HALL Chroti. '18091 T9 2 Melune . . and diuerse other

tounes, yelded and turned at a proude crake, or a Frenche

bragge, without stroke striken. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. ii.

34 Cesars Thrasonicall bragge of I came, saw, and ouer-
come. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandisou (1781) IV. 242 My Uncle
. sometimes reminds me of what he calls my former brags.
1877 MKS. OLIPHANT Makers I- lor. xv. 354 He has thus held
his place . . not without a certain brag of his strength.
b. in proverb.

1618 Btirncvclt's Apol. E iv b, Bragge is a good Dog
still, 1752 JOHNSON Ranibl. No. 197. ^3 When I envied the

finery of any of my neighbours, [my mother] told me that
'

Brag was a good dog, but Holdfast was a better.'

t 3. Show, pomp, display ; pompous demeanour
or carriage. Obs.

1494 FABYAN vi. ccxii. 227 The bragge or pompe of the
worlde. a 1553 UDALL Royster f). (Arb.) 48 Ye must haue
a portely bragge after your estate. .Vp man with your head
and chin. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron. 111.850/1 They were
all French in apparell, yea, and in French vices and brags.
1632 G. HERBERT Temple^ Content^ The brags of life are
but a nine days wonder.

4. concr. That which is boasted of; the 'boast*.

1538 I.KI.AND Itin. II. 52 This [the Fair is] one of the

Bragges of the Toun. 1634 MILTON Coutns 745 Beauty is

nature's brag.
5. A person who brags, a braggart, a boaster.

1671 J. WEBSTER Mctallogr. xv. 233 They [Chymists] are

nothing but vain and ignorant brags. 1881 EVANS Leicester.
Gloss. (E.D.S.), Brag, a boaster.

6. A game at cards, essentially identical with the

modern game of '

poker'. The name is taken from

the '

brag
'

or challenge given by one of the players
to the rest to turn up cards equal in value to his.

See also quotations. Also attrib.* as in brag-party.
1734 SI.YMOUR Coiupl. Gamester 20 The main Thing by

which the second Stake is to be won, is called the Brag,
which.. gives the Game its Denomination. 1749 H. WAL-
I'OLV.Lctt. If. Mann 1 1834! I I.cxcix. 265 Methodism Is more
fashionable than anything but brag ; the women play very
deep at both. 1822 EncycL Brit. s.v., A pair of aces is the

best brag, a pair of kings the next, and so on. 1855 GEO.
EI.IOT in Cross Life 118851 ! 356 One night we attempted
*

Brag' or '
I'ocher.' 1855) J. LANG ll'anct. India 16 Two

younggentlemen were victimized last night at thebragparty.
b. Jig. with a reference to sense 2. To play a

game of brag : to try which can impose on or get
the better of the other by boasting.
1883 J-'ortn. Rci'. Dec. 895 The two countries may be still

only engaged in a game of brag.

tBrag, sb:- Ofa.exG.dial, [Derivation un-

known.] A large nail.

[1371 Rogers Agric. fy Prices < 1866' I . xx. 500 York give^
two unique names '

brags
'

and '

scot-nails
'

under the year
1371.] ,1440 Y0rk Myst. :xxxiv. 95 Here are bragges bat

will noght faile. 1702 THORESBY in P/tll. Trans, XXV. 1864

Brags, or great Iron Nails.

t Brag, J/'. :: Obs. rare. (See quot.)
( 1682 I. COLLINS Mak. Salt 25 In.. Surrey, their Wheat-

fields were formerly much annoyed with Smut or Brag.

t Brag bra?g), a. and quasi-ac/z'. Obs. Also

bragge. [See BRAG j/'. 1
]

1. Spirited, brisk, lively, mettlesome, valiant.

a 1300 Wright's Lyric P. (18421 24 That maketh us so

brag and bolde, and biddeth us ben blythe. r 1350 Will.

Ptilerne 3048 Best of his bodi boldest & braggest in armes.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxv. xxxix, 579 e, The Romanes..
lustie and brag for their new victorie, began to make a fray.
1610 G. FLKTCHKR Christ's Viet, i, The bragge lambes
ramie wantoning about.

2. Boastful (of).
(1315 SHOREHAM no Prede. .That ketheth wordes bragge.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidatte's Comm. 119 b, They are as bragge
and as proude as pecockes. i6ssGuKNALL Chr. in Arm. i.

11669)75/1 Not thebraggest Philosopher among the Gentiles.

3. quasi-rt(/y. Haughtily, boastfully.
(-1350 Will. Palcrnc 2552 Summe bat bere hem now brag

schuld bledc or euen. c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 706 Hy schulde

nou^t beren hem sobragg. 1572 R. \i. Lauatents' Gkostes

(1596) 41 They vaunted and bare themselues very brag on
their priuiledges. 1579 SPENSER Shcph. Cal. Feb., Seest

how brag yond bullock beares . . his pricked eares?

4. Comb. Brag-brained, head-strong.
1648 Petit. Eastern Assoc. 20 Whirl-crown'd, and bragg-

braind Opinionists.

Brag (brseg\ v. Also 4-7 bragge, 6 brage,

braggue, Sc. braig. [See under BRAG sb. ']

1 1. intr. Of a trumpet : To sound loudly; also,

to make a loud sound (with a trumpet) ;
tram.

to sound (a trumpet). Cf. BRAG sb.^ i.

1382 WVCLIK yas/t. yi. 5 Whanne the voyce of the trompe
. .in ^oure eeris braggith [i388sowne]. 1 0,1400 MorteArth.
1484 Thane be Bretones boldely braggene peire tromppez.
Ima, 4108 Bremly the brethemen bragges in troumppes.
2. intr. and refl. To vaunt, talk boastfully, boast

oneself. (In earlier examples chiefly in conjunction
with boast.} Const. (<?//, in, obs.) of, about.

1377 LANGL, /'. PL B. xm. 281 For-why he bosteth and

braggeth with many bolde othes. 1543 HEN. VIII Par/.

Speech 24 Dec., If I see a Man boast and Drag himself, I can-

not but deem him a Proud Man. ^ 1645 HOWELL Lett.

(1688) II. 389 The fashion of his Face which, .he hath no
cause to brag of. 1647 W. BROWNE Polex. \. 225, I will no
more brag in being one of his slaves. 1728 MORGAN Algiers
II. ii. 234 Nor has our [Nation] abundance of Reason to

brag of its superabundant Regularity. 1786 WOLCOTT (P.

Pindar) Otic R. A's x. Wks. 1812 I. 154 Garrick, on whom
our Nation justly brags. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer III. 562
The disposition of the Trojan chief to brag.

fb. To swagger, strut,
( show off*. Obs.

(l IS53 UDALL Royster D. (Arb.l 64 Idle loytrers, brag-

i;yng vp and downe. 1578 T. N. Cc<nq. W. India 40 They
should ..not thus bragge in other metis land. 1589 R.

HARVEY PI. Pcrc. (18601 28 You shal haue a lame lade,
bridle and brag it vp and downe Smithfield.

fig* IS88 SHAKS. /,. L. L. v. ii. 683 She's quick, the child

brags in her belly alreadie : 'tis yours [i. e. Braggart's],
3. trans, a. To defy proudly, challenge ; also,

to bully, threaten. Obs. exc. dial. b. To impose
upon or overawe by boasting \tnod*t perhaps with
allusion to game of brag).
1551 ASCHAM Let. Wks. 1865 I. n. 257 Two fair castles of

either side of Rhene . . one bragging the other, a. 1555 RID-
LEY Wks. 115 They will outface, brace, and brag all men.
1584 J. CARMICHAEL Let. in Misc. Wodrow Soc. (1844) 438
The King, .boasting the poor, and bragging the rich. i8z3
SCOTT Qucntin D. I. 60 (D.) An artist who might brag all

Paris. 1843 Proc. Benv. Nat. Club II. 58 Amateurs from
one part of the county . . by challenging or bragging those
of the vicinity . . provoked a vigorous competition. 1876
WHYTE-MKLVILLE Katerfclto xviii. 202 Our old Duke
wasn't to be bragged at such a game as that.

4. To boast of, vaunt, lay boastful claim to.

1588 A. KING CanUins* Catech. 224 Na man quha braigb
confidence and certantie of ye remission of his slimes.

1600 S. NICHOLSON Acolastus (1876) 54 Euery stalke Brags
the sweete blossomes he is blest withall. 1611 SIIAK.S.

Cytrtfi, v, iii. 93 He brags his seruice. 1625 K. LONG Bar-
day's Argents (1636.1 389 These which bragge their skill in

controversies. 1790 MoRiaoH Poems 82 (JAM.) Ye'll brag
high rank, Or heaps o' siller.

5. To declare or assert boastfully, to boast.

Const, with obj. inf. 'obs.
1

: or sitbord. cl.

1563-87 FOXE.-/. <y M. III. 878 The very meanest, .bragged
that they had bathed their hands in the blood of a Lutheran.

1627 P. FLETCHER Locusts in. xxvui, That eye, and eare,
Which being blind, and deafe, bragges best to see, and
heare. a 1659 CLEVELAND Rebel Scot i, No more let Ire-

land brag her harmless nation Harbours no venom. 1725
RAMSAY Gentle Slu-ph. v. iii, I'll, -brag for aye that I was
ca'd the aunt O' our young lady. 1870 BRYANT IHad \\\\.

I. 248 Bragged that each of you would be a match For five-

score Trojans.

6. In the game of Brag (see BRAG sb. 6).

1734 SEYMOUR Compl. Gamester 21 The best Cards you
can nave really to brag of are a Pair Royal of Aces.

t Braga'nce. Obs. rarc~ l
. [prob. a. OF.

*bragancC) f. bragiter to BKAG ; or ? directly f.

BRAG z>.l] Bragging, boasting.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. 99 He can make purveance, With

boste and bragance.

Bragard, -rie, obs. var. of BRAGGART, -RY.

Braget^t, obs. form of BRACKET.

t Bragga'de. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. BRAG v. +

-ADE.] Brag ; boasting.
1762 in Ann. Reg. 40/1 His conversation . . was . . strongly

tinctured with vanity, braggade and impertinence.

Braggadism : see BRAGGARTISM.

t Braggado'cian, a. and sb. Obs. Also bra-

gadocian, -chian, braggadoccion, -kean, -tian.

[f. BRAGGADOCI-O 4- -AN.]
A. adj. Of the nature of a braggadocio, given

to vaunting. B. sb. = BRAGGADOCIO. Hence

Braggado'cianism.
1599 Broughton's Lett. ii. 10 Thrasonicall Braggadoc-

cion self-boasting. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature
xi. $ i. 99 [They] magnifie their skill with braggodokean
and bumbasted words. 1634 TRAPP Comm. Job xxxiii. 5

To censure Elihu, for a palpable Bragadochian. 1716 M.
DAVIES Athen. Brit. III. Dissert. Pail. Angi. 20 While
the Romanists were venting their bragadocian Lyes. 1624
BP. MOUNTAGU Gagg Pref. 18 Take not this for an enlarge-
ment or braggadocianisme.

t BraggadO'cie, v. Obs. rare- 1

-, [f. next.]
To pride or vaunt (oneself) ;

= BRAG v. 2.

a 1688 G- VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Restoration Epil., One
Who bragadocied still himself upon Being infallible.

Braggadocio Ibrcegad<7-Ji0), sb. (and a.)

Also 6 8 braggadoche, 7-8 bragodocia, brahga-

dochio, bragado-, braggadoccio, -chio, -sier.

[A name formed from BRAG after the analogy of

Italian augmentatives in -occhio, -occio, given by

Spenser to his personification of Brag, Vainglory.
(Formerly also pronounced -kic, which was perhaps

Spenser's usage, i]

1590 SPENSER /'. Q. n. iii. Argt., Vaine Braggadocchio, get-

ting Guyons horse, is made the scorne of knighthood trew.

1. An empty, idle boaster ;
a swaggerer.

1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 15 These, .goose-quill Brag-

gadoches were mere cowards and crauens. 1618 RALEIGH
Kern. (1644) 233 Whatsoever the Bragadochio, the Spanish
Ambassadour saith. 1714 Wcntwortli Papers (ed. Cart-

wright) 430 They did Web wrong that said he was a brag-

gadosier. 1759 H. WALPOLE Corr. 343 ^d. 3) III. 321 You
are spies, if you are not bragadochios. 183* CARLYLE in

Eraser's Mae. V. 382 He . . had much of the sycophant,

alternating with the braggadocio.

2. The talk of such a person, empty vaunting.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. Pref. 14 Without a Braggadocio

this may be styled a New Work. 1822 SOUTHEV Lett.

(1856) III. 358, I found .. that this was half blunder, half

braggadocio. 1878 H. SMART Play or Pay \. 8 Though his

assertions might appear all braggadocio, it was not so.

B. atfrib. or adj. ; and in comb, as braggadocio-
like adv.
1600 J. LANE Tom Tel-troth 126 And makes them brave

it braggadochio-like. a 1613 OVERBUKV A Wife, etc. (1638)

92 A Braggadochio Welshman. iSzgCARLYi.E in For. Rei\ %
Cont. Misc. III. 123 [He] evidently writes with great gusto,

in a lively braggadocio manner. 1861 AINSWORTH TfftOtf

Land. (1864) 279 Xit kept up his braggadocio air and gait.

Braggar, obs. variant of BRAGGER.



BRAGGART.

Braggart (brce'gaJt), sb. and a. Also 6 brag-

art, 7 bragard, (braggate), 7-9 braggard, [a.

1 6th c. F. bragard, f. bragtie-r to brag ; see -ARD.]
A. sb. A vain bragger, one who brags much.

a 1577 GASCOIGNE Wks.
(158^) 74 In braggarts bote which

set it selfe on sands. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. m. i. 105
A Braggart, a Rogue . . that fights by the booke of Arith-

meticke. 1612 T. JAMES Jesuits' Dwnef. 4 As if they were

..bragging braggates of Toledo. 1641 J. JACKSON True

tevang. T, ii. 128 Marshall Biron will dye like a mad man,
and Parry like a braggard. 1812 COLERIDGF, Bra^ganL
1856 THACKERAY Christmas Bks. (1872) 86 The real master

of the school is Prince . . pitiless with fools and braggarts.

B. adj. and attrib. Bragging, vainly boastful.

1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3^ Brtigard, fine, trime,

proude. 1735 POPE Donne Sat. iv. 201 Truth ! shall I Quit
thee For puffing, braggart, puft nobility? 1846 ARNOLD
Hist. Rome III. xlvi. 347 If in his lifetime he indulged in.,

braggart language. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. II. 66 Brag-

gart self-confidence.

Hence, Braggart-like adv. and Braggartly a.

a 1845 HOOD Last Man xxiv, To see him lording so brag-

gart-like. 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad in. Comm. (1857) 79 Who-
ever saw true learning . . vouchsafe mansion in any . . brag-

gartly spirit.

Braggartism (brce'gajtiz'm). Also 6 braga-

disme, 6-7 bragardisme, 7 braggadesme, brag-
arisrae. [f. BRAGGART (but cf. BUAGGER) + -ISM.]

The characteristic practice of a braggart ; bragging.
So also fBragg-arist = BRAGGART.
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n. iv. 164 What Bragadisme is

this? 1601 CORNWALLYES Ess. ii. xxix. (.16311 30 Ostenta-

tion, and bragarisme. 1618 Barnevelt's Apol. CHj, Now
this . . vaine-glorious fellow .. enters afresh into his brag-
arisme. c 1626 Trite Rclat. in Arb. Gamer I. 609 Which
they in their braggadesme enforced so far. 1848 THACK-
ERAY Bk. Snobs 76 The British Snob, for . . braggartism m
his way, is without a parallel.

Bra-ggartry. [f. BRAGGART + -BY.]
= prec.

1598 FLORIO Dfct.To Rdr. Aviijb, Whose thrift is usurie

. .whose valour bragardrie. 1877 tr. Lunge's Materialism
II. 67 To turn their fearlessness into . . braggartry.

Bragged (brcegd), ///. a^
[f.

BKAG z'.j

a. Boasted of, vaunted, fb. Boastful, vaunting.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. 319 Lycurgus more bragged and

neere his brothers humour. 1599 BrongJitini
1

s Lett. viii.

28 Your much bragd-of Concent. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. I. viii.

12 That was the whip of your bragg'd Progeny.

f Bragged, ///. at Obs. [In first qnot. prob.

misprint for bagged \ thence copied into the later.]

With young, in pup.
1575 TURHERV, I'enery 188 You shall hardly take a bytch-

foxe when she is bragged and with cubbe, 1677 Gentleman's
Recreat. i. 106. 1741 Cowpl, Fam. -Piece n. i. 294 When a

Bitch Fox is bragged, and with Cub, she is hardly to be
taken.

Bragger (brse'gaj). Also 4-7 -ar. [f. BRAG 7'.

+ -ER 1
.]

One who brags ;
a boaster or blusterer.

1362 LANGL. /'. /'/. A. vn. 142 To Pers J?e plouh Mon
[one] profrede his gloue, A Hrutiner, A Braggere. c 1530
H. RHODES Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. 11868) 103 Be . . no

busy bragger of the verities with the which thou art indued.

1663 KILLIGREW Parson's Wed. i. i. in Dodslcy (1780) XI.

377 Nothing shall privilege your bragger's tongue to abuse
me. 1830 GALT Laivrie T. \. vi. (1849) J 9 -1 l>e figure of the

bragger set all present into a roar of laughter.

Braggery (brce-gsri). Also 6 bragerie, 7

braggry. [f. prec. + -Y
;
or a. F. bragitcric]

1. Bragging ; vaunting speech.
c 1571 tr. Buchanan's Detect. Mary in Campbell's Lo7>e-

lett. Mary (1824) 142, I could rehearse his glorious vain

braggeries in France. 1576 NEWTON I^eum ie s Complex.
(1633) 197 It is a meere vanity and foolish braggry. 1830
MRS. BRAY Fitz ofF. xxi. (1884) 172 Falsehood, braggery . .

a cruel heart, are fiends that walk in flesh and bones.

t 2. Rabble. Obs. rare.

1548 HALL C/mw.USog) 610 All the nobles of the Frenche
courte were in garments of many colours, so that thei were
not knowen from the braggery. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron.
III. 861/1 Vagabonds, plowmen, labourers, and of the

bragerie, wagoners and beggers.

Bragget (brse-ga). Forms : 4-7 bragg-,

bragat, -et(t, 4-9 bragg-, bragot(te, 4-7 braket,
6 brogat, 8-9 bracket, 6- bragget; 9 {&) brag-
wort, bregwort. [a. Welsh bragaivd, earlier bra-

caut = lr. ///vir/fr: OCeltic +/>rt?fata,, f. the OCeltic

word given by Pliny and ColumeUa, in the ace. bra-

cetn, as the Gaulish name of a kind of grain, whence
Welsh bragj Olr. brae, mod.Ir. braich malt. The
forms brackwoort, bragivort, bregwort indicate an

association with \VoRT2
;
a late Sc. form is brag-

ivud\ see also BRAGOES.]
A drink made of honey and ale fermented to-

gether ; latterly the honey has been replaced by
sugar and spice. Also attrib. in Braggot Sunday.
See also BKACKWOORT.
^1386 CHAUCER Milleres T. 75 Hir mouth was sweete as

bragot \_ii.r. braket] or the Meeth. c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb t

in. 812 In bragot then or wyne or meeth hem kepe. 1586
COGAN Haven Health ccxxxviii. (16361 267 To make Brag-
get. Take three or foure galons of good Ale or more.
c 1618 FI.KTCHER ll'oinan's Prize in. ii, Out upon her, How
she turned down the Bragget ! 1727 BRADLEY J'am, Diet.,

Braggt't, a Drink made with Honey and Spice. 1802 SIB-

BALD Ckron. Scot. Poetry Gloss. (JAM.) Bragwort t mead, a

beverage made from th dregs of honey. 1821 Blackiv.

Mag. Jan. 405 (JAM.1 The Scottish bregwort, or mead, so

plentiful at a harvest supper. 1841 GRESLEY For. Arden
107 Bracket, a preparation of ale with honey. 1872 HARD-

1047

WICK Trad. Lane. 78 Mid Lent Sunday is likewise called

Braggat or Braggot Sunday, from the custom of drinking
' mulled

'

or spiced ale on that day.

Bragget, obs. form of BRACKET.

Bragging (bue'gin), vbl. sb.
[f.

BRAG v. +
-mo 1

.] The action of BRAG v.

'399 Pl- Poems (1859) I. 401 Ffor braggynge and ffor

bostynge. 1549 OLDE Erasm. Par., i Thess. ii. i We came
not unto you, with bragging and staring. 1604 Meet. Gal-
lants at Ordin. 24 Such a bragging and a cracking. 1866
LIVINGSTONE Jrnl. (1873) I. v. 128 An ebullition of beer

bragging.

Bragging (bne-girj), ///. a. [f. BRAG v. +
-ING^.J That brags; boastful, swaggering, etc.

1530 PALSGR. 306/2 Braggyng, bragiie. 1649 ROBERTS
Clai'is Bibl. 140 That proud bragging Gyant Goliath. 1700
DRYDEN CocktfF. 134 No bragging coxcomb, yet no baffled

knight, c 1815 JANE AUSTEN Northang. Abb. (1833) II. xv.

207 They were.. a forward, bragging, scheming race.

Braggingly (bne-girjli), adv.
ff. prec. + -LV -.]

In a bragging manner ; boastfully, ostentatiously.
1540 COVERDALE Fruit/. Less. v. Wks. I. 398 Not lordly

and braggingly. 1656 TRAIT Connn. Luke xviii. 12 He
braggingly made a gift of that which he was bound to pay.

Braggle, -ing, rare var. of BROGGLE, -ING.

Bragless (brce-gles", a.
[f.

BRAG sb^ +-LESS.]
Without brag or vain boast.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. v. ix. 5 Yet braglesse let it be.

t Bragly (bmrgli), adv. Obs. [f.
BRAGS. +

-LY-.] Ostentatious!)-, briskly, nimbly.
*-579 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. Mar. Sees! not thilke same haw-

|

thorne studde, How bragly it begins to budde '! a 1717 PAR-

NELL Poet. M'ks. (1833) 20 The faeries bragly foot the floor,
j

Bragman, obs. var. of BRAHMIN.

Bragodocia, obs. form of BRAGGADOCIO.

fBra'goes. Obs. rare. Corruption of BHAGGET.

1605 MARSTON Dutch Conrt.\. i. Good ale, perrys, bragoes.

syder. .was the true auncient British and Troyan drinks.

Bra-goose, ? erroneous f. BRANT-GOOSE.

1749 T. SHORT in Thompson Ann. Influenza 26.

Bragout, ? brag-out : see BRAG v.

1592 GREENE Def. Canny-catch. Wks. (Gros.l XI. 80 He
pronounst his wordes like a bragout, and helde up his head
like a Malt-horse. Ibid. 74 All these Nouelties doth this

pipned Bragont boast on.

Bragwort, -wud, Sc. var. of BRAGGF.T.

Bralim, Brahma (bram, bra-ma;. Also

Brahme. [ad. Skr. Brahma, masc.. Brahma,
neut., nom. ol Brahman] a. The supreme God
of post-Vedic Hindu mythology, b. In the later

pantheistic systems, the Divine reality, of which

the entire universe of matter and mind is only a

manifestation. Hence Bra'hmahood, the state

of Brahma; absorption into the divine essence.

1785 WILKINS tr. Bhag7>at viii. 55 Brahm is that which is

supreme and without corruption. 1827 COI.EHROOKE Misc.

ss. (1837) I. 339 While a man sleeps without dreaming,
his soul is with Brahme. 1840 H. H. WILSON I'ishnn

Parana 284 Sages who are the sons of Brahma, or Brah-

mans.' 1862 F. HALL Refut. Hindu Philos. Syst. 194 When
the soul . . becomes convinced, that . . itself is Brahma . . it

escapes from further vicissitude, and realizes Brahmahood.

Brahma, shortened f. BRAHMAPOOTRA.

Brahman, etc. ; see BRAHMIN, etc.

Brahmapootra (bramapw'tra). [Attrib. use

of the name of the river.] A variety of domestic

fowl, said to have been first brought from Lakhim-

pur, on the River Brahmaputra, in 1846 ;
now

usually abbreviated as Brahma.
1851 in Wright Bk. Poultry (18851 245 The only question

is whether they are Grey Shanghaes or Brahmapootras.
1885 WRIGHT Bk. Poultry 268 The most common error . . is

that of confounding the Brahma type with the Cochin.

Brahmic (bra-mik), a.
[f.

Skr. bralima, com-

bining form of brahman (see BRAHM" + -ic.] Per-

taining to the Indian society known as the Brahmo

Somaj, or to the older one called Brahma Sabha.

1582 Calcutta Rev. XVII. xvii, The foundation of the

Brahmic creed is identical with that of the Deistic. 1869
Eclw 9 Oct., Accepting what is now called the Brahmic
covenant.

Brahmin, Brahman (bra-min, -man\
Forms : 5-7 bragman, 6 bramane, 7-9 braoh-

man(e, -min, 7 brackman, bramaii, -men,
-mine, -miny, 8-9 bramin, 8- brahmin, 9 brah-

man, [ad. Skr. brdhviana, f. brahman praise,

worship ;
some of the older Eng. forms were de-

rived from or influenced by the Greek spelling

/3/>ax/<5><es (pi.), L. brachmani, -es, and med.L.

corruptions ;
the form Brahmin, a corruption of

the Indian vernacular pronunciation, is still all

but universal in popular use ; during the present

century Orientalists have adopted the more correct

Brahman, which (often written BrAhman or Brah-

man) is employed by most writers on India.

(Usually with capital B.)]
A member of the highest or priestly caste among

the Hindus.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. v. 70 Other peple whiche ben callyd
. . bragman whiche ben fayrer than they to fore named.

1553 EDEN Treat. Neiv Ind. (Arb.l 17 Their Priestes (called

Bramini}. 1599 HAKLUYT l^fy. II. i. 252 The Bramanes
which are their priests. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 50 An
ancient Braminy, a devout Wretch. 1650 BL'LWER Anthro-

BRAHMISM.

fomet. iii. 66 The Bramines of Agra mark themselves in the

Forehead. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Brackmans, a sect of

Philosophers in India. 1676 DR'VDEN A urengz. ill. i, Take
the preaching Brachman hence. 1684 BUHNF.T Th. Earth
in. iii. 17 The modern Indian philosophers, the reliques of the

old hragmans. 1711 Porn Temple F. too And Brachmans,

deep in desert woods rever'd. 1753 HANWAY '/>OT. (1762)

II. XV. i. 406 note, He was fond of the brachmins or Indian

priests. 1833-41 TniRLwALi.Gtt?*liv. (L.) A whole commu-

nity of Brahmins may have preserved the purity of their

blood. 1842 PRICIIARD Nat. Hist. Man 163 Aryavarta was

the Holy Land of the Brahmans.

b. fig.

1823 BYRON Juan xin. Ixxxiii, Thirty-three Of highest

caste the Brahmins of the ton. 1839 O. \V. HOLMES Elsie

V. \. Title, The Brahmin caste of New England.

o. attrib.
,
as in Brahman-slayer ;

also Brahmin

beads, the corrugated seeds of Elxocarpns, used

by the Brahmins and others as necklaces; Brah-

min ox (cf. BRAHMINEE a.;, a humped variety of

the ox
; -f Brahmin-pope, a chief Brahmin (obs.).

1613 PURCHAS Pilgr., Descr. India, All men, and the King

himselfe, adore the Bramen-Pope. 1847 CARPENTER 7.ool.

269 The Zebu or Brahmin Ox. 1836 Farmer's Mag. Jan.

ro There were also some other crosses, .between the Brah-

min and our own native races. 1858 MUIR Sanskr. Texts I.

161 The city hail been robbed of its glory by those Brah

man-slayers.
Hence Brahmanhood .bra-manhudl, the rank or

position of a Brahmin.
1840 H. H. WILSON Vishm, Pin-ana 405 Who . . obtained

Brahmanhood through devotion. 1866 Reader 17 Mar. 269
The issue of such marriage being admissible \o the Bn'ih-

manhood in the seventh generation.

Brahminee (bramin/" ,
si. Also brahmini.

[a. Skr. brahmaiiJ, fern, of brahmana BRAHMIN.]
A female Brahmin.

1794 SIR W. JONES hist, of Mem* x. 66 Begotten by a

S'udra on a Brflhmeni. 1858 BEVFRIDGF. Hist. India II.

iv. i. 13 A Brahmini or female Brahmin. 18.. SlftA. C.

LYAI.I. Song, in A". f,-Q. 26 Feb. 118871 8 7 MV mother was a

Brahmanee.

Brahmiuee (bra-minf), a. Also Braehmany,
Brahmany. Brahminy, Braminy. [f. BKAHMIN,

prob. after anal, of native Indian derivatives like

Bengalee (Bcnga/T), etc.] Pertaining to the Brah-

min' caste ; appropriated to the Brahmins. Brah-

mince bull = Brahmin ox ;
Brahminee illicit, the

Casarca nitila; Brahmineefig-tret,
the 'Banyan'

(Ficns Indica ;
Braliininee kite, the Haliastm

Indicus vBalfotir Cycl. India 1.
4.', 7, where the

spelling is Brahmany^.
1811 MRS. SHERWOOD Henry f,-

nearer 30 Under the shade

of a Bramince fig-tree, c 1813
- .V/nr/Vj ('//. Catefk. x. 7;

No answer ..was made .. excepting by
the pigeons and

brahminee kites. 1830 MARRVAT King's Own xhi, He . .

took away a Braehmany. .girl. 1884 Macm. .!/?-. No. 29:

303 Everywhere we see the inevitable Brahminy kite. 1885

LADY BRASSEV The Trades 99 The cattle, .feeding peace-

fully beside Brahminee bulls.

Brahminic, -manic (bramrnik, -m*'nik), a.

[f.
BRAHMIN + -ic.] Pertaining to the Brahmins.

1862 MAX MULLER Chips (1867) I. 225 The earlier systems
of Brahmanic philosophy. 1865 MURDOCH Mesheim's F.ccl,

Hist. 716 note, The corruption of the Brahminic religion.

Brahmi'nical, -ma'nical, . Also 9 Brah-

menical, Braminieal. [f.
as prec. + -ICAL.]

= prec.

1809 WILFORD Sacr. Isles in Asiat. Res. IX. ?i
p

Many
Rrahmenical families. 1870 MAX MULLER in Fraser's Ha/>.

Apr. 448 The Brahmanical body of religious doctrines. 1883

SEELF.V F..r/>ans. Eng. 268 The brahminical period comes to

an end.

Brahmi'uicide, -jna'nicide. [f.
BRAHMIN

+ -CIDE.] a. One who has killed a Brahmin.

b. The act of killing a Brahmin.
1811 W. WARD Hist. Hindoos (1817* 96 If the husband be

a bramhiinicide. 1836 B. HODGSON in Asiat. Res. XX. 127

That enumeration is as follows: r. . brahmanicide. 1872

MONIER WILLIAMS Skr. Diet. 692 Brahmahatya . . Brah-

manicide.

Braliminism, -manism (bra-mini?. m,-man-

iz'm). [f.
BRAHMIN + -ISM.] The principles and

practice of the Brahmins.
1816 G. S. FABF.R Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 86, I shall in

future use the terms Buddhism and Brahmenism. 1846

MAURICK Relig. Worldi. ii.(i86i) 54 Hindoo patriots, .have

dreamed of bringing back the first state of Brahminism.

1877 tr. Tide's Hist. Relig. 118 The Vedic religion gives

birth to Brahmanism.

Hence Brahminist, -manist; Brahministie a.;

Brahminize v.

1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 124 The doctrine

of a succession of worlds is held no less decidedly by the

Buddhists than by the Brahmenists. 1862 R. PATTERSON
F.ss. Hist, fi A rt 427 The Brahminised Tamul race in the

south. 1883 MONIER WILLIAMS Relig. Tlionglit in Ind. ii.

42 They proceeded to Brahmanize the popular songs of

the people. 1886 N. Y. Forum Mar. 42 Sometimes this

Brahministie baptism was performed by the bank of a sacred

Brahmism (bra'miz'mX Also bramism. [t.

BRAIIM + -ISM.]

f a. The religion of Brahma. OS'S. b. The

tenets of the Indian society called Brahma Sabha,

or of the more recently founded Brahmo Somaj.

In the last sense also Bralunoism.
1813 Month. Rev. LXXI. 478 The Bramism of the Hindoos.

1852 J. MULLENS (title) Vedantism, Brahmism, and Christi-

anity examined and compared. 1885 BALFOI'R Cycl. India



BRAID.

I. 438 BrahmoUm has carried on a crusade against the
institution and usages of caste.

Brai, variant of JLSBAE, BEAYE.
Braid vbr^d), sb. Forms : I broesd-, breed-,

br6d-, (1-2 sebresd, sebreosd), 3-6 breid(e, 4-5
breyd(e, 4-6 brayd(e, braide, 5-6 brade, 6

(bray), 6-7 breade, 7 (bredd), 4- braid. [Partly
:-OE./n-<v(/- = ON. bragS neut. :-O1e\\'i..l:ragdo-m,
(. str. vb. *bregdan, bragd (see BRAID v.<\ and

partly aphet. form of OE. gebre^d, f. bregdan to
BRAID. All the senses are closely paralleled by
those of ON. bragS, which may possibly to some
extent have influenced the F.ng. word. The archaic
BREDE sb.'-'' used in modern poetry (in sense 4) began
as a mere orthographical variant ofbraid (breade}.]

I. Sudden movement.
1 1. A sudden or brisk movement

;
a start, jerk ;

a twist, wrench, strain. Obs. [cf. BRAID vM.]
[a looo Pluetiix 57(Gr.) Nis ba;r .. ne \\ intergeweorp ne wedra

Sebresd.] 1297 R. GLOUC. 22 per was mony a strong breid,
so bat ribbes bre pe geant brek of Corineus. a 1300 Cursor
Af. 7169 Sampson . . gaue a braid \r.r. breid] sa fers and
fast, J>at all be bandes of him brasi. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G.
If. 1166 Sche waylith and sche makith manye a breyde.
< 1430 HO-M Good wife taught Dan. in Babefs Jit.<iS6S)
41 Go bi silf berto & worche an houswijfes brayde. r 1485
Digty Myst. in. (1882) 1148 Loke, boy, bou do it with a

brayd ! 1626 in Hum., li'it tf Sat. \-]tli C. (18831 3^4 'l'ne
woman . . gave a braid with her head.

t b. A sudden assault or onset, an attack. Obs.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 1925 Ilk man . . Aght to dred<;
he bitter dedes brayde. c 1430 Syr Gener. 3803 Of that
braide Abel was war, That the baner of Perse bare. 1565
GOLDING Ovid's Afet. xni. 11593^ 301 'I" ha\'e Ulisses ever
as companion at the braid. 1609 HOLLAND Ainm. Marcel.
xvin. ii. 106 Whither in that doubtfull braid they were
driven.

c. An aim to strike, the launching of a blow
;

sometimes a blow.
?< 1450 Kyng f, Hermit 364 in Hazl. F.. P. l\ 118641 2

The frere. .gafe the coppe sych a breyd, That well nyh of
i?ede. 1513 DOUGLAS JEivis xni. Prol. 147 Syne to me
wyth his club he maid ane braid. [Still in this sense in

mod. Scotch.]

t d. fig. An outburst of passion, envy, or anger :

a freak, a whim. Obs.

<II450 Kilt, lie la Tour 11868' 54 Thei. .fytithe ayenst..
the braydes of the fyre of lecherye. r 1500 AVr*- Xotbroiuu'
.1/flvrf 435 in Ha/1. E. P. P. III. 18 His irons brayde Wj-11
not be layed. 1532 MORE Confut. Tindalc Wks. 4427?
He bringeth . . onely a rashe maliciou.se frantike braide.

1540 HYRDE F/Vvs' liisfr. Chi: ll'imr. 115921 U iv, You
women . .weene to gouverne . . nations with the braids uf

your stomackc-s.

t 2. transf. [Cf. ON. aiiga-l-agi 'twinkling of
an eye', moment.] A moment, short space of
time. In the phrases at, in a braid the meaning
varies between i and 2. Oh.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16722 pe tober theif him qaf ansuer,

and blamed him a-braid. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 539 Vch,
best at a brayde [hyjez] ber hym best lyke/. a 1400 Cot:
Myst. '1841! 231 He wylle byn here within a brayde. c 1430
Syr Tryam. 78 'Owt upon the, thefe !

'

sche seyde in that

brayde. 1592 Chester 7V. 118471 1 1- T 55 Xou-goe we forthe
all in a breade. 1657 TKAPP Caiiim. Job xlii. 16 H'or a short
tiraid of adversity.

II. A trick, deception.
f3. An adroit turn; a trick or subtilty. (Cf.
BRAID z/J II.; OX. bregSask to change unex-

pectedly, disappoint, deceive
;
OE. brygd-bofa a

deceitful bow
; also F. tour a '

turn,' a trick). Obs.
[c 950 Lindisf. Gos/>. Matt. xiii. 22 sebricsdas 3,-cra wlenca

underdelfes bast word.] a 1000 Thorpe's Laws I. i6o(Bosw.)
He hit dyde butan brede [r'.r. bnede] and bigswice. c 1250
Bestiary 672 in O.E. JMisc. 21 Dis elp he reisen on stalle :

and tus atbrested Sis huntes breid. 1330 R. BRUNXE
Chron. 164 Full stille away he went, bat was a theues
braid. 1570 RF.DFORDE Songs 118481 60 Beware, good
maides, Of all such braydes.

III. Plait.

4. Anything plaited, interwoven, or entwined
;

esp. A plait of human hair. In lyth c. sometimes

applied to the flat bands of hair, worn at one time

by ladies over the side of the face, as in early
portraits of Queen Victoria.

153 PALSGR. 200/2 Braydes of a womans heer, tresses.

1564 GOLDING Justine 54 (R. i [Alexander] cutte the wrethes
[of the Gordian knot] a sonder with a sworde, and . . found
the ends of the knottes wythin the braides. 1740 SOMERMLLI:
Hobbiiwl iii. (17491 l6 3 Her plaited Hair behind her in a
Brede Hung careless. 1834 1C. SCOTT Cruise Midge 11859'
272 Her hair plaited in three distinct braids that hung
down her back. 1864 Soc. Sc. Jfev. The hair is done up in
a braid at the back. i86s TROLLOPE Beltan Est. i. 1 1 Wear-
ing on her brow thin braids of false hair.

b. Since the I7th c. the variant BREDE has
been used poetically in the sense of '

plait ', and
modern writers also use braid in the transferred
and vague senses, mentioned under BREUE sb.% 3.

[1643 MILTON Divorce vi. Wks. 118511 33 His siik'n
breades untwine, and slip their knots. 1697 DRVDEN Ess.
Georg., yirg.djifi 1. 201 A curious Brede of Needle-work.]
1708 I. PHILIPS Orf- 11807) 88 And puzzles the beholder's
eye That views the wat'ry braid, c 1800 K. WHITE Con-
tnitfl. 71 We'll watch, in eve's ethereal braid, c 1818
HEBF.R To HairMl, Most I love thine [the hail-bell's] azure-
braid. 1856 BRYANT Ages xxvi, All blended, like the rain-
bow's radiant braid.

1048

5. A string or band with which the hair is con-
fined or entwined.

1576 GASCOIGXE Sfsek Gl. Epil. 12 But curie their lockes
\vith bodkins and with braids. 1634 MILTON Coirnts 863 In
twisted braids of lilies knitting The loose train of thy
amber-dropping hair. 1717 POPE Sappluj fy P. 85 Nor
braids of gold the varied tresses bind. 1799 COLERIDGE
Dark Latiie, My jet black hair in pearly braids. 1816
SCOTT Jvck o' Hazeltl. iii, A chain of gold ye sail not lack
Xor braid to bind your hair. 1830 TENNYSON Day-dream
82 Jet-black hair, .streaming from a braid of pearl.

6. mod. A woven fabric of silken, woollen,
cotton, gold or silver thread in the form of a band,
used for trimming or binding articles of dress.

1706 PHILLIPS, Braid, a small Lace, a Chain, or Edging.
1868 Ladies' Treasury*) Morning dress, .trimmed in pattern
with black mohair braid. 1882 BECK Draper's Diet., Braul
. . not properly solely applicable to the fillet or binding
which the name now represents.

b. A narrow flat band woven of linen thread,

with an open-work border on each side, used to

form the outline of the pattern in point-lace work.
Honiton braids : braids intended for use in making
Honiton lace.

1874 CasselCs Hoiiseh. Guide I. 225 The materials re-

quired will be .. several yards or point lace braid. 1886

Daily AVrt-s 17 May 3/6 Honiton braids are dull of sale.

7. Comli. as braid-comb,
' a back comb for a

lady's hair.'

t Braid (biv'd), a. (or///. a.^ Obs.rartr 1
. [Of

doubtful meaning and origin ; perh. short for

liraided in some sense ;
cf. OE. l-egticn, deceitful.

also HR.VIJIIE a.] 'Deceitful.
1601 SHAKS. Ail's //W/iv. ii. 73 Since Frenchmen are so

braide, Marry that will, I Hue and die a Maid.

Braid tbrAl;, v.l Pa. t. and pple. braided.
Forms : i bresdan, (brsesdan), bredan, 3 bre-

den, 3-4 breide(n, 4-5 breyde, 4-6 brayd(e,
(5 brede, 5-7 brade, 8 dial, breead), p- braid.
Pa. t. I brsesd, brted, //. brusdon, brudon. 3

brseid, breod, pi. brudden, 3-4 breid(e, 4 brede,
4-5 breyde, 4-6 braid(e, brayd e, 5-6 brayed,
brayded, 7 bred, bradde, 4- braided. Pa.pplt.
I brosden, br6den, 3-5 broiden, 4 brayden,
brawden. browden, 4-6 broyden, 5 brait, -ed,

brayded, 7 breaded. 8- braided, dial, breed.

[Com. Teut. : OK. brc&dan (pa. t. brfe^l, lirtigdon,

pple. brogdeii)
= OS. bregdan v

.MDu. breidtn. Du,
/<;v;V),OHG. brcttan (MHG. /<;v/W;,ON. bregOa
: OTeut. *l>rcfd-aii (extended from *breg-], with

root-meaning to pull quickly hither and thither,
to move suddenly to and fro '. In OE. the of the
root was often omitted, with lengthening of the
vowel ^brtdan, brivd, bntdon, brodcif), but the diph-
thongal form (breyde, etc.) prevailed in ME. The
pa. pple. had in 13-ifth c. the form broyden, in

1 4- 1 6th brmvdcn, sometimes in 14-1 jib c. braiu-

dcn
;
the phonetic history of which presents some

difficulties. By 1400 the original strong pa. t. was

displaced by the weak brayded, which in the 151(1 c.

had also extended to the
pa. pple.. though brauidcn

continued in Sc. at least till 1600. From the strong
forms of the pa. pple. appear to have arisen the

newer synonymous weak verbs BROID, BROVVU,
liBAWDK q.v. ; seealsoBROiDEli, br(mider,brawder.\

I. To make a sudden jerky movement (origin-

ally off or away to one side).

1 1. trans. To make a sudden movement with
the hand, foot, etc.) ; to brandish (a spear) ;

to

deal (a blow). In OE. const, with instrumental

case, afterwards treated as simple object. bs.

>j 1000 Bctr.vnlf 1033 pa;r jit . . mundum bru^don. c 1300
A". Alls. 7373 On a stede wel y-dyght : He ryt his spere
braydyng. ('1325 Coer d,- L. 411 Another stroke he hym
brayde. i 1450 HENRVSON Afar. Fab. 75 The Wolfe braid
foorth his fute, the Man his hand. < 1505 DUNBAR in

Waitland Teems 5 ijAM. ) I wald na langer beir on brydil,
bot braid up my heid.

t 2. To draw (a sword, knife, etc.). (Const, orig.
with instrumental case as in I

; cf. ON. bregGa
sverti

;
but in later OE. app. regarded as an appli-

cation of sense 3.) Olis.

[Betnvttl/'3333 Ic J>y waepne gebraed.J a 1000 Battle of
Mali/on 163 ByrhtnoS brad bill of scxSe. c 1105 LAV.

15260 Heo breoden ut be sasxes. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
229 J>e envenomed knyfe out braid, &gaf Edward a wounde.
i- 1450 HEN-RVSON Mar. Fab. 30 Out of his breste ane bill

can hee braid, c 1500 Fcfan Swe Rokrby in Bell Anc.
Ballads (1857) Hee brayded out hys brande.

t 3. To jerk, snatch, wrench, fling, etc., with a
sudden effort

; freq. with ;//, down, out. Obs.
(i 1000 Battle of Maldon 154 Se..braed of Stem beorne

blodisne gar. <rioo Trin. Col. Hotn. 217 Ich triste |>.it

he..wille of ^is wenes grune mine fet breiden. 1*97 R.
GLOUC. 22 A gret ok he wolde breide a doun, as it a smal
}erde were. ("1384 CHAUCER H. Famr 1678 Oute hys
truinpe of golde he brayde. .and set it to his mouth. 1388
WYCLIF Ps. xxiv. [xxv. ] 15 He schal breide awey my feet

fro the snare [1381 he shal pullen up], a 1400 Octouian 461
And breyde away with hard roun The grypes wynge.

+ b. Naut. To braid up (the sails \. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1945 {He] braid vp a brode saile, hade

BRAIP.

Lrethe at hi* willc. 1637 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grant, ix.

40 Brade vp close all them sailes.

f4. To deliver with a brisk action. Obs.

^1335 E, E. Allit. P. A. 711 Burnez her barnez vnto
hym brayde. 1:1340 Gasv. fy Gr. Knt. 2377 He.. brayde
brobely be belt to ^e burne seluen.

f5. intr. To start, usually out of sleep or a

swoon; to awake; also to start or burst into motion;
to rush, spring, or dart

; fig. to start (' out of one's

wit') ;
also used refl. in same sense. Obs.

c 1*05 LAV. 26454 Walu-ain braeid to sweorden. a 1300
Htmtlok 1282 Of his slep a-non he brayd. c 1380 Sir
Feriimb. 2099 For angre sche braid hure wel nej wod.
r 1386 CHAUCER Franklin s T. 290 ffor verray wo out of
his wit he breyde. c 1440 Gmcrydes 165 Right sodenly he
brayded and he wooke. ^1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. 20

They braded ouer the bent, As fire off flint. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis i. ii. 51 Furth at the ilk port wj-ndis braid in a
rowt. 1603 Philotm cxxix, Quhat U the mater. .Quhat
garris yow braid ?

f b. tram. To rouse, startle. Obs. rare.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 1 169 J>at brathe out of my drein

me braj'de.

t 6. intr. To break forth abruptly into speech ;

to burst into a cry. Obs.
c 1000 Guthlac 878 (Gr. i Wop ahofon, hleo&rum brugdon.

i 1400 1 'icaine $ Gone, 2072 The lyon . . brayded als he had
bene wode. a 1547 EARL SURREY &neid iv. 476 And foorth
in rage at last thus gan she brayde.

t b. trans. To ejaculate, burst out with. Obs.

1562 LKIGH Armorie 166 His irefull hart straight braided
out wrothful wordes.

II. To change suddenly or abruptly.
t 7. intr. To make a change. Const, with instru-

mental case (cf. OX. brcgfta biii, tioldum, to change
one's abode, strike tents ,. Only in OE.
a 1000 C&dmoris Exodus 222 (Gr.i Brudon feldhusum

[
= lhey .struck their tents].

t 8. intr. To change in colour or appearance.
In OE. with instrumental case (or on = into). Obs.

Cf. BRAIDED b.

a 1000 Salomon
<<(-

Sat. 150 vGr.i Naefre hie 5^s syllice
bleoum bre^daS, 1000 Guthlac 882 (Gr.1 Brujdon eft

awyrgdo waerlojan on wyrmes bleo. c 1430 LVDG. Bochaj
in. i. (1554) 6qb, With thy giftes who that hath to done
Of chaunges braldeth ofter than the Mone. Min, Poems
24 All worldly thing braidith upon tyme.

f 9. reft. To assume an appearance, act a part.
r 1205 LAY. 6667 t>e king hine braeid [c 1175 breid] saec

alse beah hit seoo weore.

1 10. intr. To braid of, formerly after^
on : to

take after, resemble, be like. Still dial. [Cf. ON.
brcg&r einum til tins.]
.1205 LAV. 6895 Wel he braid [c 1275 dude] on deadeefter

his alderen. 11430 LVDG. Bochas in. xxi. 93 b, Which
froward monster . . Braydeth on Hidra. < 1505 DfSBAR
Discr. in Asking 13 Sum schamis to ask, as braidis of me.

1691 RAY A'. C". Wd$. t Breid of, Brade of, to be like in con-
ditions :

' Ve breid of the miller's dog ; ye lick your mouth
or the poke be ope'. 1864 ATKINSON IVhitby Gloss. s.v.,
' You breead o' me, you don't like noise '.

III. To pull a thread to and fro, intertwine.

[A Common Teutonic sense.]
11. trans. To twist in and out, intertwine, inter-

weave, plait ; to embroider
;
to make (a garland,

cord, fabric) by intertwining, twisting, or plaiting.
Now in ordinary Eng. only/0/. or dial, except as

applied to the hair, in which use it appears to be

now interpreted as 'to arrange in braids'.)
1000 >ELFRIC Gram, xxviii. 5. 176 Plerto. ic brede net.

a 1225 Attcr. R. 236 For pine., he breideo be crune of

blisse. (7 1250 Oivl fy Night. 645 Mi nest. . is broiden al

abute. a iyCursorM. 1008 Wit blis and beild broiden best.

1393 GOWER Cmif. III. 237 They taughten him a lace to

braide. 1530 PALSGR. 471/1, I hroyde heare, or a lace, or

suche lyke. Jt> tortille^ Brayde your heare up. 1686 GOAD
Celest. Bodies in. iii. 475 They are Plaited and Breaded in

the same Twine. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty v. 28 Part
of the hair of their heads, braided together from behind.

1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. <$ Leg. Art (1850) 211 The rich

golden hair partly braided. 1883 G. C. DAVIES Norfolk-
Broads xxxii. 249 They [the nets for eel-sets] are braided
or made in the winter. 1884 Harpers Mag. July 303/1 She
..wove rag carpets, .braided rugs, etc.

b. transf. To ; thread the mazes
'

of the dance ;

to cross and recross.

1813 SCOTT Trienn. in. xxi, When the whirlwind's gusts
are wheeling, Ours it is the dance to braid. 1875 B.

TAYLOR Faust xxi. I. 181 Here winds away, and in a hun-

dred divided veins the valley braids.

IV. [Mod. f. BRAID sb. 5 and 6.]
12. trans. To bind or confine (the hair) with a

braid or ribbon, or something equivalent. (Re-
tained by modern poets from braid the hair in

sense 1 1
, but applied in another sense.)

1793 SOUTHEY Triumph^ ll'oni. 31 With roseate wreaths

they braid the glossy hair. xSio SCOTT Lady ofL. in._v,
Yet ne'er again to braid her hair The virgin snood did Alice

wear. 1813 Rokehy m. xxviii, A weary lot is thine, fair

maid. .To pull the thorn thy brow to braid.

13. trans, a. To ornament or trim with braid.

b. To outline (a design for point-lace work) by
means of braid (see BRAID sb. 6 b'i. C. To manu-

facture braid
;
to weave (material) into braid (see

also BRAIDER, BRAIDING-MACHINE).
1848 Miss YONGE Abbey Ck. xi. 232 You have been six

mouth 1? braiding that frock. 1874 Cassetfs Househ. Guidt



BBAID.

1. 225 When the whole design has been braided. Mod.
\

1

They braid slippers for curates.'

t Braid, v.~ Obs. [Prob. aphetic f. AHRAID v.'2 ,

UPBRAID ;
but as ON. bregSa was used in this

meaning, it may perhaps be a sense of BRAID z/.
1
]

trans. To upbraid, reproach.
6-1325 Body $ Sonl 257 in Map'sPoetns (1841) 343 Thou

..me thus breidest of myn un-hap. c 1440 Pronip. Pan'.

49 Breydyn or vpbreydyn, impropero. 1553 BRENDE Q. \

Curtius vin. 8 Thou wilt braid me with the saving of his
j

life. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prffli. $ Epigr. (1867) 56 Better

dissemble it.. Than to broide him with it. 1608 SHAKS.

Per. l. i. 03 'Twould 'braid yourself too near for me to tell it.

Braid, v.& [App. a dial, corruption of BRAV v.-,

by confusing brayed, braid, braided. Given by
J

Forby and Halliwell as East Anglian. Not in
j

Bailey, nor Johnson; taken app. from Halliwell I

into Webster and other recent Diets.] trans. To
intermix ;

'
to mingle by nibbing in some fluid or

soft substance '.

1853 Hints Yng. Hiruseiuh'es 31 The plain old-fashioned

starch.. is braided up with cold water. Ibid. 118 Braid a

teaspoonful of flour with a little of the cream.

Braid, obs. and Sc. f. BROAD.

Braid, obs. f. BREAD and BREDE breadth.

Braided (br?-ded\ ppl. a. [wk. pa. pple. of

BRAID v. 1

] In some senses of the vb. : a. Plaited,

woven, entwined ; fig. tangled, intricate, as a dance.
|

f b. Braided wares : goods that have changed

colour, tarnished, faded. Obs. C. Embroidered ;

fig. rippled, as water by the wind. d. Trimmed
with braid, as ' a braided coat

'

(mod.).

1494 FABYAN VII. ccxxiv. 251 For that tyme clerkes vsed

busshed and brayded hedys. 1599 MARSTON Sco. I'illanie I.

iii. 185 To yeeld his braided ware a quicker sale. 1653
GATAKER Vind. Annot. Jer. 183 They may the better help
to vend such braided wares. 1710 STEELE Taller 245 F2
Bracelets of braided Hair. 1721 BAILEY, Braided, faded,

that hath lost its colour. 1742 COLLINS Ode Poet. Char

48 In braided dance their murmurs join'd. 1758 JOHNSON
Idler No. 13 F8 She has boxes filled with, .braided shoes.

1812 BYRON Ck. liar. i. Ixxxi, With braided tresses bound-

ing o'er the green. 1821 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. i. 860

That planet-crested shape swept by on lightning-braided

pinions. 1848 THACKERAY I'anity Fair xxviii, A braided

frock-coat and duck trowsers. 1865 TENNYSON ^Mourner
10 The swamp. .With moss and braided marish-pipe. 1885

Century Mag. XXIX. 501, I sought .. the place Of the

wind-braided waters.

Braider 1
(br^-dai). [f.

BKAID v.'1 + -ER. 1

]

a. One who makes or applies braids, b. A
part of a sewing machine, used for stitching braid

on cloth, c. A braiding-machine.
1866 TOMLINSON Cycl, Useful Arts III. 622 Subsidiary

pieces of apparatus . . the hemmer, the binder, the braider.

1874 KSIGHT Anier. Mech. Diet. I. 355 The sizes of flat

braiders most in use are those braiding 53 and 65 strands.

t Brai'der.- Obs. [f.
BRAID z'.

2
] An upbraider.

1552 HULOET, Brayder or caster in teeth with a good
turne past.

t Brai die, a. Sc. Obs. rare. [f. BRAID sb. 3 +

-IE, -T1
.]

Deceitful. Hence Brai'dieness.
a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Poems (1821) 54 Sir, I have sein

them baith, In braidieness & lye aback Escape.

Braiding (br^dirj), vtl. si. 1 [f. BRAID v. 1
]

1. a. The action of plaiting, embroidering, etc. ;

also the action of making or applying braid, b.

Braids collectively. C. Braided work
; transf.

embroidery ;
also yff.

e 1440 Prranp. Para. 49 Bredynge of lacys or ober lyke,

laqueacio, nectio, conncctio. 1540 HYRDE Vines' Jnstr.

Chr, Worn. I. ix. (R.) Let not the outward apparell of

women bee decked with the brayding of hir haire. 1831 J.

WILSON in Black. Mag. XXIX. 288 Some delicate braid-

ings., along the calm of the Great Blue Sea of Heaven.

1849 THACKERAY Pendennis xxiii, A gentleman enveloped
in mustachios, whiskers, fur collars, and braiding.

2. Braiding-machine, one for weaving braid.

1874 KNIGHT Anier. Mech. Diet. I. 355 Braiding-machines
are made of all sizes.

t Braiding, vbl. sl>2 Obs. [f.
BRAID z>.

2
] Up-

braiding.
1552 HULOET, Braiding or casting in teath.

Braidism (brf'-diz'm). Med. [f. the surname

Braid.] The process of producing sleep or trance

by causing the patient's attention to be intensely

concentrated on some visual object ;
this process,

which had long been practised under the name of

MESMERISM, was first scientifically applied, and its

effects accounted for, by Dr. James Braid in 1842.

(Braid's own name for the process was HYPNOTISM, which
is still the one most frequent in scientific use ;

the popular
term MESMERISM is not employed by medical writers, as it

is understood to imply an explanation of the phenomena
differing from that of BraidJ
1882 BASTIAN in Quain's Diet. Med. 132 Braidism cer-

tainly deserves more attention than it has received. Ibid.

973 The too ready adoption of hypnosis or Braidism may do
harm rather than good.

Braie. [a. F. brai resin, also a compound used

for calking ships. Cf. BRAY z>.3] (See quot.)

1871 Daily Ne-,vs 12 May, A material for insulating tele-

graphic wires named '

braie'. .which was a preparation of

coal tar.

Braie, Braik: see BRAE, BRATE, BRAKE, BREAK.

Brail (brcU), so. 1 Also 5-6 brayl(e, -ll(e, 7
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braie, braile. [a. OF. brail, earlier braiel: \~.

bracale '

breech-girdle, waist-belt for keeping

up the breeches ',
form braes breeches ;

hence

girdle, cincture, in other senses
;
in sense I braiel

occurs in Wace.]
1. //. ^mall ropes fastened to the edges of sails

to truss them up before furling.
a 1450 Pilgrims Sea-Voy. 33 in Stations Rome (1867) 38

Y howe ! trussa ! hale in the brayles ! 1627 CAPT. SMITH
Seaman's Grain, v. 22 The Brales are small ropes reeued

thorow Blockes. .with them we furle or farthell our sailes

acrosse, 1762-9 FALCONER Shif-vr. n. 287 The sailors.,

man the enfolding brails. 1885 NORRIS A. Vidal III. 224
Catch hold of those brails, and haul on them when I tell you.

b. ? A rope attached to a fishing net for a similar

purpose.
1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. iu5 Minnow gangs, braiK

|

gangings, used in various sea fisheries. 1883 ABBOTT in
,

GlasgtKv Weekly Her. 14 July 8/1 Some [of the fish], .made
'

their way between the brail and the net.

2. A girdle used to confine a hawk's wings.
1828 SF.BRIGHT Hawking 12 The brail, -is a thong of soft

leather with a slit, .along the middle. 1873
' STONEHENGE

'

Krit. Sports I. IV. i. 6. 295 When first hooding her, the brail

should be used.

3. //. The feathers about a hawk's rump ;
also

attrib., as in brail-feathers.
1486 Bk. St. Albans Aviijb, The same federis ye shall

I

call the brayles or the brayle federis. 1575 TURBERV. Bk.
|

Falcojirie 278 All the brayles and smal fethers of the trayne.

1611 COTGR., Brayenl, feathers about a hawkes fundament,

called by our Faulconers the brayle.

Brail, sb:' [ad. F. brelle in same sense : see

Littre.] In the American timber trade : A number
j

of logs held together by ropes and booms, forming

part of a raft.

1879 Lumberman's Gaz. i Oct. This part of the Slough
j

is wide and deep, and is used for coupling up the strings

into brails and rafts.

Brail ibrJl), v. Also 7 braile, braie. [f.

BKAIL rf. 1
] trans,

1. To haul up vthe sails) by means of the brails.

j62j SIR R. GRANVILLE in G. Gran-.'illcs Wks. (1732) 293
j

My Lord Essex did Brail up his Foresail. 1762 FALCONFK

S/iip-.ur. n. 26 '

Brail up the mizen quick !' the Master

cries. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1863) 05 The frigate

hauled down the jib and brailed up the spanker.

2. To confine (a hawk's wings) with a brail.

1643 Parables on Times 9 Not content to braile and clip

their wings onely. 1828 SF.BRIGHT Hawking 13 He should

be carried on the fist, .with his wing brailed.

Brailed,///. a.
[f. prec. +-ED.]

a. Confined by a brail (said of a hawk's wings).

b. Brailed worm : perh. a ringed worm [? from ex-

tended sense of OF. braiel girdle ; see BRAIL sb. 1

]

1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fysshynge 26 In _May the grene
worme : a lytyll breyled worme. a 1653 G. DANIEL Idyll
on G. Herbert 5 My long-brail'd Pineons . . I cannot spread.

Brain (bn~n), sb. Forms : i brsesen (bresn),

brsesn, brasen, 3 brajen, breine, 3-6 brayn(e,

4-7 braine, 5-6 braiie, 3- brain. [OE. h>ieg{e'n
= LG. briigen, Du. and Fris. brein v

not found in

HG., Scand., or Goth.) : OTeut. type *bragno(m\,

perh. related to Gr. 0p(xn<Js forehead.]

1. The convoluted mass of nervous substance con-

tained in the skull of man and other vertebrates.

By some earlier scientific writers restricted to the

anterior portion (in Latin, cerebrum) as opposed to

the posterior portion (BRAINLET, cerebellum) ;
but

this distinction is now expressed by the Lat. words,

which have been adopted in scientific use, and brain

in technical as well as in popular language includes

the entire organ ;
it is also applied by extension

to the analogous but less developed organs of

invertebrate animals.
In i6th c. it became usual to employ the pi. instead _of

the sing, when mere cerebral substance, and not a definite

organic structure, was meant; this usage still continues:

we say 'a dish of brains ',

' a disease of the brain '.

ciooo Ags. /"I. vii. 16 On his brasjn astije his unriht.

ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 358 Bares brazen gesoden . . ealle

sar hyt geliSe^ab. diioo Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker I'oc. 305

Cmbrum, braen. c 1203 LAY. 1468 His blod and his brain

[c 1275 bra3en] ba weoren to-dascte. 1297 R. GLOUC. 446

Kyng Henry brayn, and gottes, and eyen ybured were At

Reynys in Normandye. 1393 GOWF.R Conf. II. 176 The wit

and reson. .Is in the celles of the brain. (-1460 Tmuneliy

Myst. 209 (Matz.) Lo here a crowne of thorne, to perche
his brane within. 1486 Bk. St. Albans Biiij, Rewarde

'

youre hawke with the Brayne and the necke. 1578 BAN-

ISTER Hist. Man v. 78 The quadruplication of Dura mater

. . lyeth betwene the brayne and Cerebellum. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry W. III. v. 7 He haue my braines tane out and but-

ter'd. 1653 WALTON Angler 179 Pearch .. have in their

brain a stone. 1772 PRIESTLEY Inst. Rclig. (1782'! II. 389
The power of thinking . .depends, .upon the brain. 1824-8
LANDOR hnag. Coiiv. (1846) 460 The power of thinking is

no more in the brain than in the hair. 1880 HUXLEY Cray-
Fish iii. 105 A transversely elongated mass of gang! ionic

substance termed the Brain or cerebral ganglion.

b. Phrases. To dash, knock out a person's brains :

i. e. by a blow. To blow out (any} ones brains :

to shoot oneself or another in the head.

1607 SHAKS. Timon \. i. 193 To knocke out an honest
Athenians braines. 1831 CARLYLE Sari. Res. n. vi, Estab-

lish himself in Bedlam
; begin writing Satanic Poetry; or

blow out his brains. 1859 ^ vtobiog. Btfgar-boy 95 [He]

BRAIN.

demanded his money, or he would blow out his brains.

1864 TKNNYSON Bo&dicea 68 Dash the brains of the little

one out.

t2. trans/. Marrow; the -pith or heart of the

growth at the top of a date-palm. Obs.

1552 HULOET. Brayne, or marrow of the legge, tmiscultis.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 386 These [date.trees] haue in the

very head and top, a certain pleasant, .marow, which they

terme, The braine.

3. Considered as the centre of sensation, the

organ of thought, memory, or imagination. (From
i6th c. onwards the pi. has been preferred in

familiar use and idiomatic phrases, but not in

dignified language, exc. when more than one brain

is referred to.)
c 1230 Huli Mcid. 35 Of braines turnunge bin heaued

[schule] ake. c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame 24 To grete feble-

nesse of her brayne. 1536 Reined. Sedition p. lib, Full of

bones, but voyde of brayne. 1604 JAMES I Cmnterbl. ro3

The Nose being the proper Organ and conuoy of the sense

of smelling to the braines. 1697 DRYDKX l-'irg, Georg. 11.

674 Ye sacred muses, with whose Beauty fir'd My Soul is

ravish'd, and my Brain inspir'd. 1845 DISRAELI Sytil'.iZ6y

275
' You have a clear brain and a bold spirit ; you have no

scruples. .You ought to succeed.' 1875 STUBBS Cc-nst. Hist.

II. 512 Was that plan the conception of any one brain?

fig. 1844 KINGLAKE Eotlien ii. 11878) 17 The accomplished

Mysseri . . was in fact the brain of our corps. 1861 M. AR-

NOLD Pop. Ednc. France Pref. 23 Frenchmen proclaim . .

Paris to be the brain of Europe.
b. Phrases. Tobreak

i. obs.), fez/, busy, cudgel, drag,

puzsle one's brains : to exert oneself in thought or

contrivance. To crack one's brain(s) : to render

oneself insane. To have anything (e.g. music,

bicycling, any object of admiration or antipathy)

on the brain : to be crazy on the subject of. To

turn one's brain: to rentier giddy, hence Jig. to

bewilder, to render vain or imprudent, f A dry
brain (Shaks.) : a dull or barren brain void ol

thinking power. t A hot brain : an inventive

fancy, t toilet/ brains ; hot-headed fellows.

1530 PALSGR. 350 We breake our braynes for nought. 1577

STANVHURST Descr. /re/, in HolinshcdM. 32 To beat his

braines in the curious insearching of deep mysteries, 1600

SHAKS. A. V. L. n. vii. 38. 1602 Ham. v. 1.63 Cudgell

thy braines no more about it. 1611 IVint. T. HI. iii. 64;

iv iv -or. 1742 \ ouxr. .Vf. 'I'll. vin. 513 An eminence, tho'

fansy'd, turns the brain. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 136

While I dragifd my brains for such a song. 1848 KIXCSLEV

Saint's Tmf. n. iii, I puzzled my brains about choosing

my line.

4. /%. Intellectual power, intellect, sense, thought,

imagination. From i6th c. often plural.)
,393 GOWF.R Conf. III. 4 That is nought for lake of braine.

1526 TINDALF i Tim. vi. 4 He wasteth his braynes aboute

.[uestions. 1571 GOLIMNG Cal-.-iii en Ps. ix. 12 David did

not vpon his oun brayn appoint God a dwelling place there.

1618 Barnevelt'sApol. G iij, Hee that hath any brayne, sees

bee is not well in his wittes. 1732 POPE l-.ss. Man n. 47

Tricks to shew the stretch of human brain. 1763 CHURCHILL

Candidate (R.) Let those who boast the uncommon gift of

brains, The laurel pluck. 1861 T. BROWN Hvrx Subs. Ser.

i 171 'Pray, Mr. Opie, may I ask what you mix your

colours with ?
'

. .

' With brains, sir !

' was the gruff reply.

b. Phrases, t To bear a brain: to be cautious,

thoughtful, have brains. To suck (01 pick) a per-

son's brains : to elicit and appropriate the results

of his thought, t Of the same brain : in the same

strain of thought, similar!} conceived. (But cf. Of

the same bran.)

1526 SKFI TON MagnyJ. 1422, I counsel yon, bere a brayne.

1592 G HIRVEY Pierces Super. 120 Some potestats . . will

by fittes beare a braine. 1652 Bp. HALL /avis. World i. viii.

These [tales] and a thousand more of the same brain. 1000

SCOTT Marmion vi. xvi, Eustace, thou bear'st a brain.

5. Comb.; general relations.

a. attributive : Of the physical brain, as brain-

ache, -atoms, -chamber, -giddiness, -matter, -soften-

'S> -symptom ;
of the brain as the seat of intelli-

gence, as brain-chart, -fancy, -labour, -power,

-war, -work.
1862 LYTTON-SYn Story II. 280 His crown, with its "brain-

ache of care. 1870 GLADSTONE Prim. Homers 1878161 The

poetical unity of Homer's "brain-chart. 1657 BROME
Otieene's Exch. iv. i, The "brain-giddiness of these willul

Lords. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmtr*s F. 447 Prodigal of all

"brain-labour he. 1878 HOOKER & BALL Marocco 150 By
their superior 'brain-power. 1883 Harper's Mag. June

I2S/I 'Brain-softening or degeneration of the spinal cord.

1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. f, Mcnli. III. .xi. 252 Men who are

wise do no y brainwork save in summer.

b. objective and objective-genitive ;
as brain-

aright sb. ; brain-breaking, -fretting, -furging,

-smoking, -spattering, adjs.

1827 BYRON Jnan ix. iv, \vars a i ""a .. .,

1602 DAVIES Minim in Mod. ^ (D.) The *Brayn-wrights

skill And wisdome infinite.

c. instrumental and locative : as brain-begot,

-bom, -bred, -cracked, -crazed, -fevered, -spun,

-stron" adjs., also brain-worker sb.; brainlike adj.

ieo5 'FITZ-GEFFRAY Sir F. Drake .1881) 22 Joves *braine-

bori Pallades. 18,2 BYRON C//. Hr. n. vii, With brain-

born dreams of evil. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) H-ks. ill.

j22 72 His *hraine-bred Daughter. 1657 BROME Qneene s

Exch. in. Wks. 1873 III. 497, 1 fe" he's 'brain-crack d, luna-

tick 1652 North. Lasse 1. v. Wks. 111. II The Master

and' the man both 'brain-cras'd. 1849 TODD Cycl. Anal.
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fy Phys. IV. 141/2 Cerebral substance . . replaced by a

"
brain-

like matter. 1832 J. C. HARE in Philol.Mus. 1.643
* Brain-

spun systems of metaphysics. 1863 DASENT Jest <$ Earnest
(1873) II. 273 True it is, as the saw goes,

' Bairns are brain-

strong'. 1878 HOLBROOK Hygiene of Brain 91 A farmer

may be a *brain-worker.

6. Special combinations : f brain-being, -brat,
a creature of the fancy ; brain-box, the skull

;

f brain-break, a conception that overtasks the

brain; brain-case {
= brain -box} \ brain-cell, one

of the cells forming the tissue of the brain
;
brain-

coral, coral resembling in form the convolutions of

the brain
; brain-crack, a craze or crotchet; brain-

fever, a term for inflammation of the brain, 'and
also for other fevers, as typhus, with brain com-

plications
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.} ; brain-lit a., en-

lightened by thought ; brain-shed, the scattering
of brains; f brain-squirt, a childish attempt at

reasoning; brain-stage, the imagination; brain-
stone (= brain-coral) \ brain-trick, a cunning
device

; brain-tunic, a membrane enveloping the

brain
; brain-worm, a worm infesting the brain

;

fig. a wriggling disputant. Also BRAIN-PAN,
BRAINSICK, BRAIN-WOOD.
1659 FULLER App. Inj. Innoc. (18401450 A mere wit-work,

or "brain-being, without any other real existence. 1630 R.
H. in J. Taylor (Water P.] Wks. Pref. Verses, One Bacchus,
and some other Venus urges, To blesse their 'brain-brats,

1741 MoNRO/!rt/, (ed. 3! 78 The several Bones of which the
^Brain-case consists. 1851 THACKERAY Kng. Hum. (1866) 107
What would Sir Roger de Coverley be without, .his charm-
ing 'brain-cracks? 1853 MARRYAT P. Simple 11863) 367, I

had a *brain fever, which lasted six or seven days. 1857
GEN. P. THOMPSON ^w<// Alt. I. xxiii. 83 The subordinates
have resisted in a way that ended in blood and "brain-shed.

1654 *^- GODDAHDin Burton Diary Introd. (1828) I. 68 They
were but bugbears and "brain-squirts. 1645 MILTON Colast.
Wks. 118511 364 This * Brain-worm against all the Laws of

Dispute, will needs deal with them heer.

t Brain, a. Obs. [Cf. BRAINISH.] Furious, mad.
c 1340 Gaw.

.5-
Gr. Knt. 286 If any. . Be so bolde in his

blod, brayn in hys hede. 1513 DOUGLAS /Ends xi. xvii. 73
He walxis brayne in furour bellicall. 1809 J. SKINNF.R
Collect. Poetry 126 (JAM.), I wat right weel he was fu' brain.

Brain (br^n), v. Also 4-6 brayne, 5-6 brane,
7 braine. ff. the sb.]
1. trans. To dash (any one's) brains out ; to

kill by dashing out the brains.

1382 WYCLIF fsa. Ixvi. 3 That sleth a beste, as that brayne
a dogge. 1489 CAXTOS Faytes ofA. n. xxxvii. 156 Thenne
shall they of the towne brayne hem with stones. 1596
SIIAKS. i Hen. IV* " iii- 24 If I were now by this Rascafl,
i could braine him with his Ladies Fan. 1615 G. SANDYS
Trav. 45 Hee desperately brained himselfe. 1691 WOOD
Atk. Oxon I. 31 He was most cruelly murder'd, by being
brain'd like an Ox. 1884 TKNNYSON Hecket 201 Methought
they would have brain'd me with it, John.
Jig. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.Jor M. v. i. 401 It was the swift ce-

leritie of his death . . That brain'd my purpose.
t 2. To conceive in the brain. Obs. rare.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. iv. 147 Such stuffe as Madmen

Tongue and braine not.

3. To furnish with a brain.
1882 W. WEEDES Soc. Law Labor 94 Both the labor and

capital must be headed, brained, as it were, with thought.

Hence, Brai'ner, Brai'ning ubl. sit.

c 1440 Promp. Par-j. 47 Braynynge, or kyllynge, exccrc~
bracio. 1842 DF. QUINCEY Wks. (1863) XIII. 306 Not only
the stone must be a bouncer, .but it ought to be . . a good
brainer, viz., splinting-jagged.

Brained .br^nd), a.
[f.

BRAIN sb. + ED 2
.]

Fur-
nished with a brain or brains. Usually with adj.

prefix, as addle-, dry-, dull-, feeble-, hot-, nimble-.
c 1440 Promp, Parr. 47 Branyd or full of brayne. 1528

PAYNELLi$Wfr(? Reghn. Fivb, Feble brayned folkes. 1610
SHAKS. Temp. in. ii. 7 If th'other two be brain'd like vs, the
State totters, a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. on Quack Wks. 1730 I.

63 That hot brain'd sot Thy father. 1819 SHELLEY Peter Hell
vi. xx, A mad-brained goblin for a guide. 1866 MOTLEY
Dutch Rep. IV. v. 633 The addle-brained Oberstein.

Bralnge (brJ'ndg), v. Sc. Also braindge,
breinge, breenge (brmdg). intr. To force or

move oneself with clumsy violence.

1786 BURNS To Auld Mare xii, Thou never braing't, an'

fetch't, an' fliskit.

Braingeibr*ind3\ j. Sc. Also braindge. [f.

prec.] A violent and clumsy rush or bounce.
1789 DAVIDSON Seasons 35 (JAM.) Baith wi' a brainge,

Sprang, hap and sten, out o'er a nettle. 1858 M. PORTEOUS
Souter Johnny 30 Ye'll wi a braindge Jerk aff the Mune.

Brainish (br^-nif), a. Obs. pr arch. [f. BRAIN sb.

+ -ISH 1
.] Headstrong, passionate.

1530 PALSGR. 307/1 Braynisshe, hedy, folisshe, selfe wylled.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. i. n And, in his brainish apprehen-
sion, killes The vnseene good old man. 1603 DRAYTON
Heroic, Ep. Pref., The Worke might in truth be judged
Braynish. 1850 BLACKIE SEschylus I. 104 Thy son..whom
unwittingly of life I reft, In a brainish moment,

Brainless (br/'-nles), a. Also 6 brainsless.

[f.
BUAIN sb +-LESS.]

1. Devoid of brain
;
that has had the brain re-

moved,
*

pithed '.

c 1440 Promp. Pan-. 47 Braynles, incerebrosns. 1547 Life
70 Abps. Canterbury To Rdr., A very charnell howse off
brainslesse unlearned skulles. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.
vii. xxxvi. (1632) 380 A brainlesse body. 1875 H. WOOD
Therap, (1879) 176 1 he experiments on brainless frogs.
2. f a. Insane, mentally diseased, imbecile. Obs.

1496 Dives fyPaup. (W. de W.) v. xxiv. 230 Yf the prynee be

..frentyke or braynles. r 1500 Blowbol's Test, in Halliw.

Nitgx P. 9 Braynles as a Marshe hare. 1625 tr. Goti'

sahn'o's Sp. Ingnis. 164 Some caught vncurable diseases
and paines in the head, and became almost brainlesse.

b. Foolish, irrational; wanting intelligence,

thought, or self-control.

(1470 Hors, Shcpe, fy G. (1822) 21 As souldyours that

braynles be & wood. 1575 CHURCHYARD Chippes (1817) 127
George Carey, I haue receyved your braynlesse letter. 1797
COLKRIDGK Poems (1862! 36 The apostate by the brainless

rout adored. 1863 Cornh. Mag. Keb., To what shifts a
brainless man is put about.

Hence Brarnlessly adv., Brai'nlessness.
1610 HEALKY St. Aug. Citie of̂ God vi. vi. (1620) 232, I

think no man so brainelessly sottish. 1884 Century Mag.
Nov. 59 A good deal of hard swearing at his brainlessness.

t Brai'nlet. Obs. [f. BRAIN sb. + -LET, transl.

L. cerebellum *
little brain

'.]
The cerebellum.

1668 Cn.PFPPF.fi & COLE Barthol Anat. in. ii. 130 The
Cerebellum, Brainlet, or petty-brain, a 1720 GIBSON far-
rier's Guide i. iv. (1738)35 Cerebellum, or Brainlet.

Brain-pan (br^'npaen). arch.
[f.

BRAIN sb.

+ PAX.] That which contains the brain
;

the

skull.

c 1400 MAUNDKV. xxii. 234 The Brayn Panne of a ded
Man. 1535 CovERDALE Jndg. ix. 53 A woman cast a pece
of a mylstone . . and brake his brane panne. 1711 STEELK
Sped. No. 167 ?3 To settle my Head and cool my Brain-

pan. 1872 HARDWICK Trad. Lane. 205 The skull of a fossil

elephant .. commonly believed to be the brain-pan of an
enormous giant.

b. transf. (Cf. head, noddle, skit/I.)
a 1641 Ep. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Man. (1642) It is a starve-

ling conceit of Innovating brain-pans.

Brainsick ;br
7i
-nsik), a.

[f.
BRAIN s/>. + SICK.]

1. Diseased in the brain or mind
; addle-headed,

mad, foolish, frantic.

1483 CAXTON G. de la. Tour xiv. 20 Nor foles that are

brayne sik. 1549 LATIMER Serin, lef. Edw. /'/. (Arb.) 84
What ye brain-sycke fooles . . do ye beleue hym? 1648
Hunting ofFox 25 Some head-strong brain-sick Sectaries.

1733 SWIFT Legion Club Wks. 1755 IV. i. 206 A queer Brain-
sick brute, they call a peer. 1848 MACAI'LAY Hist. Eng. I.

591 This man, at once unprincipled and brainsick,

t b. as sli. Obs.
1606 SYLVF.STER Du Rartas \. iv. Wks. (Grosart) 150 (D.)

Some brajnsicks line there now-a-daies.

2. Of things : Proceeding from a diseased mind.
1571 GOLDING Cah'in on I's. viii. 3 With braynsik mad-

nesse. 1790 COWI-F.R Odyss. l\'. 616 The brainsick fury seiz'd

him. 1856 R. VAUGHAN Mystics 1 1860) I. 278 The spasmodic
movements of a brainsick disinterestedness.

Hence Brainsickly a. and a(/z>.,Brainsickness.
1605 SHAKS. Mrtcb. n. ii. 46 To thinke So braine-sickly of

things. 1823 Blacklv. Alag. XIII. 415, I am not so brain-

sickly as to dwell on gloomy reverie. 1541 PAYN'KLL Cati-
line xxxv. 54 Wherto shuld \ve reherse the furious brain-

syckenes of Cethegus?

Brain-WOO'd. (after I4th c. only Sc.} [f.

BRAIN sb. + WOOD a., OE. and ME. iu6d mad.]
Frenzied in brain or mind

; mad.
a 1340 HAMPOLF. Pr. Consc. 6707 Forhungre bai sal be als

brayne-wode. r 1375 ? HARBOUR St. Alexis 214 ^ouland as
half brawne wod. (1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vin. xiii. 51 He
swa mankyd, as brayne-wode Kest fast wyth be Stwmpe
!>e Blode In-tilWillame Walays face, a 1550 Ckristis Kirkc
Gr. xxii, Quhyn thay had beirit lyk baitit bullis, And
branewod brynt in bails.

Brainy (br^-ni), a.
[f. BRAIN sb. + -yi.] That

has plenty of brains; acute, clever. (Chiefly in U.S.
1874 Sex <y Ediicat. 25 Men here are for the most part

wiry, sinewy, nervous, and brainy. 1883 D. WHEELER By-
Ways ofLit. iii. 42 The culture [in monasteries] was of a
more brainy sort.

Braird (brierd), sb. Properly Sc. (brcrd, brird),
but now sometimes used by Eng. writers. Also

5-6 brerd, 6-8 breird, brierd, 8 breard, brere.

[The same word with BRERD ; the OE. brerd prob-
ably, like the Teut. cognates, had the senses of

point, spike, blade of grass', as well as that of
'

edge ', though the former are recorded only for

the form brord^ The first shoots of grass, com,
or other crops.
c 1450 HKNRYSON Mar. Fab. 3 The corne abreird. 59
Now it is Kent, now it is hie on brierd. 1513 DOUGLAS
SErieis xn. Pro!. 77 The cprnis croppis and the beris new
brerd. 1711 KELLY Scottish Prav. 328 There is no breard
like middmg breard. 1:1817 HOGG Tales fy Sk. V. n Hares
surprised, .among the early braird. 1859 TENNENT Ceylon
25 The delicate braird that springs after the surface has
been annually burnt.

Braird (brerd), v. [f. prec.] intr. Of corn,
etc. : To sprout, to appear above the ground.
1:1450 HKXR\SOH FaMi-s \^o^(Anglia. IX. 337)The wickit

thocht begynnis for to breird. 1513 DOUGLAS SEtU'is n.

ix [viii]. 60 With schyning skyn new brerd. 1865 Carter's

Gard.ff Farmer's Vade-M. \\. After the seed has brairded,
it may be well to cover it by hand-hoeing. 1883 Trans.

Higlil. Soc. Agric. Ser. tv. XV.
j8 The potatoes . . came up

. .not quite as straight as a line when brairding. 1884 Times
20 June 4 Present sowings [in swedes and turnips] may
braird well.

Hence Brairded, Brairding, breirding
1

.

1765 RUTHERFORD Lett. i. Ixxiii. (JAM.) I find a little

breirding of God's seed in this town. 1854 Pfientif

35 The freshly brairded fields.

Brairds, var. of BREAKDS, Sc.

Brais, braiss, obs. form of BRACE.

t Braise, v^ Obs. rare. [? corruption of BRAY,
influenced by BRUISE. Possibly in both quots.the
correct reading is bruising.] trans. To bruise, to

bray. Hence Brarsing vbl. sb.

a 1500 Gold. Litany in Maskell Men. Rit. (ed. 2) III. 270
The lyftyng vp of thi most holy body on the crosse, and the
sore braysyng thereof. 1557 Richmond. Wills (1853) 100

Ij braysenge morters with ij pestles xx1
.

Braise (brt
Ti

z), v.- Also braize, braze, [a.
Fr. braiser, f. braiset hot charcoal.] To cook a la

braise\ i.e. to stew in a tightly-closed pan (properly
with a charcoal fire above and below), the meat

being surrounded with slices of bacon, herbs, etc.

1797 Lojid. Art Cookery 149 Serve this ragoo under two
ducks, cut into quarters, and brazed in a well seasoned
braze. 1846 French Dowest, Cookery 41 Braise '. to stew
meat tender with fat bacon.

Hence Braise
.?/'., braised meat, or the prepara-

tion for braising with. Also Braised ///. a.,

Brai'ser sb. [partly ad. F. l*raisih-c\, Brarsing
vbl. sb. used attrib. in braising-kettle^ -pan.
1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Honsekpr. (1778)93 Add some

of the brai/e liquor (if any left). 1797 Lond. Art Cookery
148 Stew them [chickens' feet] in a braze. Ibid. 149 [see vb.]

1825 French Domest. Cookery 376 To dress a dish a la

braise you must have abraising-pan. <7i88oMRS. HF.NDER-
SOK inWebster .Sft^.B.v., A braising kettle has a deep cover
which holds coals ; consequently the cooking is done from

above, as well as below.

t Brait. [? mistake for BORT.]
( A name given

by jewellers to the rough diamond.'

1706 in PHILLIPS. 1721-1790 in BAILEY; and in mod. Diets.

Braith, -ful, -ly, Sc. forms of BRATH, etc.

Braize, variant of BREEZE sb$

Brak,obs. pa. t. ofBREAK; obs. f. BRACK, BRAKE.

Brakan, -en, obs. ff. BRACKEN.

Brake (br^k), sbl [ME. brake, not found in

northern writers, said by Turner (1562) to be the

equivalent of the northern braken : see BRACKEN.
It was possibly a shortened form : perh. due to

braken being assumed by southern speakers to be
a plural : cf. chick, chicken, also BRACK sb. But
it may also possibly be a parallel form from the

same root. BRAKE sb.- appears too late for us to

assume that this word could in any way be de-

rived from it
; though in recent use they are prob-

ably often assumed to be the same word, as if

the 'brake' were a plant that grows in 'brakes*

or vice versa.]
1. Fern, bracken.
r 1325 W. DK BIBLESW. in Wright Voc. 156 Fengere, a

brake, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 47 Brake, herbe or ferine.

1562 TURNER Herbal \\. A ij b, Filixfemina, .is the commen
feme or brake whiche the Norther men call a braken. 1669
W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 189 Those who burn brakes for

their ashes. 1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 685 Self-conceit

grows . . out of ignorance, as heath and brakes do from
barren sands. 1842 TENNYSON Day Dr. t Sleep Pal. vi, A
wall of green Close-matted, bur and brake and briar. 1862
ANSTED Channel Isi. H. viii, (ed. 2) 181 The common brake
i ptcris aqnilind).

2. Comb, and Attrib., as brake-bush, -fernt -roof',

brake of the wall, the common polypody.
-1440 Promp. Parr. 47 Brakebushe or fernebrake, fili-

cetitm. 1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 393, Take..sixe
unces of the rotes of Brak of the wal or Polipody. 1626

BACON Sylva 83 The making of Glass, of a certain Sand
and Brake-Roots.

Brake C^r^k), sb? Also 7 bracke, 8-9 break(e.

[cf. MLG. brake, connected with breken to BREAK,
and originally meaning tree-stumps or broken

branches, but also used (esp. in the phrase busk

unde brake, bush and brake) in the exact sense of

the Eng. word. SeeSchiller-Llibben. Thehistorical

relation of the Eng. to the LG. word is unknown.]
A clump of bushes, brushwood, or briers ;

a

thicket. Also attrib., as in brake-axe,
c 1440 [see BRAKE l

2] Fernebrake, filicetnm. 1563 Mtrr.

Mag., 'Jane Shore xviii, What scratting bryers do growe
upon such brakes. 1590 R. PAYNE Descr. Irel. (1841) 6 A
simple workeman with a Brake axe will cleaue a greate
Oke. 1635 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. n. xvi. 282 Their
Houses were caues, their pallaces brackes or thickets. 1667
MILTON P. L. iv. 175 So thick entwin'd, As one continu'd

brake, the undergrowth Of shrubs. 1772-84 COOK ^.(1790)
IV. 1290 Rendered almost impassable . . by breaks of fern,

shrubs, and fallen trees. 1821 SHELLKY Adonais xviii, The
amorous birds now pair in every brake. 1850 MRS. STOWE
Uncle Tom xiv. 121 He saw again the cane brakes and

cypresses of gliding plantations.

Brake (.br^'k), sb$ Also 5 braoke, brakene

(sense 3), 6 braake, 8 Sc, braik (sense 2\ 9 break.

[Identical with MLG. brake, or ODu. braeke,

mod.Du. braak a flax-brake (whence F. braqner to

brake flax), f. Du. breken to BREAK. The resem-

blance of the sb. to the cognate Eng. verb ap-

parently gave rise to the extension of sense by
which brake became a generic name of implements
used for breaking or crushing. The form brakene

in Promp. Parv. may possibly represent the pi. of

the MLG. or Du. word.]
1. A toothed instrument for braking flax or

hemp.



BRAKE.

-1450 in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 608 Rnfa., a braoke. Ibitt.

696 Hcc mtfia, a brake. 1451 Test. Ebor. III. 119, j brake

\]d. 1553 HL-LOKT, Brake for flaxe or hempe. x6nCoTGR.,
Brioche, a brake for hempe. 1615 MARKHAM Eng. Honsw,
(1660) 132 You may then at your pleasure break it [flax]. .

in a brake of wood. 1704 Diet. Rust, et Url>., Brake or

Flax-lllake; is two pieces of timber, with teeth. 1858
CARPENTER Veg. Phys. 516 A very simple machine is used
for this purpose, termed a break. 1869 SPON Diet. Engin-
eering I. 629 Fig. 1285 shows [a] Hemp and Flax Brake.

2. A baker's kneading-machine.
t 1440 Promp. Parv. 46 Bray or brakene, baxteris instru- .

merit, //.srt. 1567THOMAS Itat.GraHi.,l\IcicineUa, abraake
to knede dowe withall,or to brake line hempe. 1580 BAKET
Alv. B 1108 A Brake, fratigibuliim^ Plin. niactra. 1617

MARKHAJI Ca-aal. VI. 15 You shall kneade . . first with

handes . . lastly with the brake.

3. In Brewing a.n<\ similar processes : A wooden
mill to crush green fruits, hops, etc.

1534 Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 187 A brake to make ver-

joyce with. 1571 Witts
fy

Iicv. 'V. C. \. (1835) 360, j brake
wlh the tonge & pynn viij. 1616 SUKFL. & MAHKH. Countr.

Farm 425 You shall put them [hops] into a. . woodden Brake,
and there crush, grind, or bruise them.

4. A heavy harrow for crushing clods. Also

called brake-han'oii}.

1785 BURNS znd Ej>. Lapraik 2 An' pownies reek in pleugh
or Draik. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. pfFarm II. 532 The brake-

harrow is only an enlargement of the common implement
. . Brakes are made of various forms.

5. An instrument resembling a pair of scissors

set wide open, for peeling the bark from willows

for basket-making.
1824 .)/<;/;. Alng. II. 223 My new invented brake for taking

the bark off willows. 1880 JEFFEKTES Hodge fy J\I. II. 89
The willows are carried to the brakes.

Brake (br^k), sl>.^ [Perhaps a. OF. lirac,

oblique case of bras an arm ; cf. F. hraqtter le

tiinon to turn the rudder, braquer nit canon to

point a cannon.]
1. A lever or handle for working a machine.

f a. The winch of a crossbow (only in phrase
'
boivs of brake'} ; hence a crossbow, ballista, or

similar engine. Obs. exc. Hist.

c 1380 Sir Ferutnb. 3276 And wyb bo3es eke of brake for

to schute bykke. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxi. 293 Setteb

bowes of brake and brasenc Bonnes, c 1440 Partoitope 1 14^
The bowes of brake are bent in hast. 1552 HLI.OET, Brake,
or crosbowe, battista. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxi. -\i. 400 g,

With ordinance of quarell shot, brakes, and other artillerie.

1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xvm. xliii. 324 Not rammes, not mjghtie

brakes, not slings alone. 1840 BROWNING Sordello iv. 372

Arbalist, catapult, brake, mangonel.
b. The handle of a pump.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 12 The pumpes

brake. 1627 Seaman's Gram. ii. 8 The handle we call

the brake. 1762-9 FALCONER Shi/nar. u. 466 At either pump
they ply the clanking brake. 1831 LARDNER Pneumat. vi.

314 The piston is worked . . in common pumps by a lever,

called the brake.

C. A lever forming part of the apparatus for

boring coal.

1851 Cfaf.fr. Terms Northumbld. fy Durh. 10 A Brake. .

consists of a lever. .12 feet long; the fulcrum. .2 feet from the

end above the bore-hole. 1855 G. GREENWELL Mini/it; Eng.

109 A brake is a simple lever, .having an iron crook attached

from which the [boring] rods are suspended by a piece of

rope.

2. Comb., as brake-pump, a pump worked by
a brake ;

brake-sieve (Mining), a rectangular
sieve worked by a lever or brake.

1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan., A couple of men . . laid hold of

the brake pump. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Brake,

sieve, a jigger, operated by a hand-lever.

tBrake, J/'. 5 Ol>s. Also 5 breake. [Ofuncertain

origin : possibly identical with the prec. sb. (cf. F.

braquer itn fhariot ' to turn, set, or bend a chariot

on the right or left hand
'

Cotgr.) ;
more probably

a. ODu. braeke (see BRAKE sb?), occurring in the

sense of a nose-ring for a draught ox
;
or extended

use of BRAKE sb?, due to influence of the verb

BREAK ( a horse).]
A bridle or curb. (Said in Chambers Cycl.

Supp. 1753 to be a synonym of BARNACLE'.) Obs.

1430 LYIX;. Chron. Troy I. v, Both bridell, breake & reyne.

1552 HULOET, Brake, or sharpe snaffle for a horse. 1557
Tottell's Misc. (Arb.l 187 The brake within the riders hande,
Doth strayne the horse. 1563-87 FOXE A. 17 M. III. 819

Many . . lost their lives to shake off this most rough brake.

1587 TURBERV. Tritg. T. (1837) 94 Hardir brakes doe breake

the mouth too much. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpf.

Brake. sb$ [Origin, possible connexion with

prec., and sequence of senses uncertain.]

1 1. A cage of iron or wooden bars
;
a trap ; Jig.

a snare, difficulty, dilemma. Obs.

a 1529 SKELTON Elynour Rum. 325 It was a stale to take

The devyl in a brake. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke
Pref. 6 b, So should I in this matier stand in a streight

brake. 1553 BRENDE O. Ciirtitis
j.

10 Because of hys ferce-

nes, kept him [Bucephalus] within a brake of iron barres.

1572 FORREST Theoph. 1022 No more he myndede to come
in his [the Devil's] brake. 1625 BURGES Pers. Tillies 79 He
. . sought to wind himselfe out of the brakes of Tithes due

by Diuine Right. 1640 SHIRLEY Opportunity (N.) He is

fallen into some brake, some wench has tied him by the legs.

2. A framework intended to hold anything

steady ; ti frame in which a horse's foot is placed
when being shod -, also in Ship-building (see quot.).

1609 C. BUTLER Fern, Man. v. (1623) K ij, Then make a

1051

Brake behind the stoole of foure stakes, -2 two foot, and -2 I

foure feet long. 1869 SIR E. KKEU Skipbuild, .\x. 436 The
j

plate is heated and bent to the form of the bed or brake.

f b. fig. 7}> set one sface in a brake : to assume
an immovable expression of countenance. Obs.

1607 CHAPMAN Bitssy D'Amb. Plays 7873 II. 8 Or Uike a

Strumpet) learne to set mylookes In an eternal Brake. 1608

Ryrons Trag. ibid. II. 280 See in how grauea Brake he
sets his vizard. 1609 B. JONSON SiL Worn. iv. vi. (1616) 583
Some, .that, haue their faces set in a brake !

1 3. An instrument of torture ;
a rack. Obs. exc.

Hist. [Perh. this belongs rather to BRAKE sb.''']

J53O PALSGR. 463/1, I brake on a brake, or payne banke.

*S39 T. CROMWELL in St. Papers Heu. VIII, I. 602, I am
advised . . to go the Toure, and see hym sett in the brakes.

1642 FLLI.KR Holy <y Prof. St. iv. xiii. 301 A daughter of
the Duke of Kxeter invented a brake or cruel rack. 1720
Stoivs Sun<. (ed. Strype 1754) I. i. xiv. 66/2 The Brake or

rack, coinmonly called the Duke ofKxeter's daughter because
he was the deviser of that torture. 1855 BROWNING ("//.

Roland xxiv, That wheel, Or brake, .that harrow fit to reel

Men's bodies out like silk?

f4. A turner's lathe. [Perh. a different word.]
c J57oTnvNNi; Pride $ Loivl. 11841)50 In. .doublet leveled

by lyne, Poynted and bottoned as In a brake. 1609 HOL-
LAND^;;////. Marcel, xxxin. vi. 228 As if the whole space
were wrought round by a Turners brake,

Brake, break (br.-'k), sl'.t [Etymology and

spelling uncertain
; prob. an application of the

sense of '

lever
'

(I5KAKK sl>.^), or perh. of that of
' curb

'

(BRAKE J//.5) ;
since F. frcin, It. frcno,

literally
' bridle ', are used in this sense. This

being so, the spelling <& would be due to' popular

etymology ', because it
' breaks

'

the motion.]
1. An apparatus for retarding the motion of a

wheel by means of pressure applied to the circum-

ference ; usually consisting of a wooden block or

an iron or steel band, and of a lever for pressing it

against the tire. Also 7%-. of any retarding agency.
a. 1772 82 \V. IS.MI.EV J/acfiiim'Sac. Artsl. 149 Z, Which

occasionally draws down the brake on the periphery of the

walking wheel. 1792 Trans. Sac. Arts X. 23j The moan*,

will appear to be the gripe or brake at the top. 1825 N. Wool.
Railroads 78 The brake or lever,which is called a 'convoy'.

1851 Coal-tr.Tcrms NorthumlM. .y Durh. 10 Brake .. a

band of iron caused by a lever to press upon a . . wheel.

1863 TYNUALL Half i. 9 The brake is applied, and srnol*^

and sparks issue from the wheel. 1875 WIN IXEY Z//1

Lang. viii. 149 A powerful brake to check his arbitrary

action.

B. 1838 PnHic tl'ks. Ct. Brit. ;j That every carnage
should be prouded with a break. 1839 H. C. BKKKS Raifa:
Pr,itt. Gloss. 287 Break or COIK.VJI to Railway Carriages.

a hand lever worked by the breaksman. 1862 Macin. Jlcig,

Oct. 455 This loom is fitted with Sellers'
' break

'

for stopping
the loom. 1870 HUXLEY Lay Scrm. x\. 118741 246 To act as

a sort of break.

2. Short for
' brake-van '.

1885 Daily Ncius 5 Feb. 6/3 One of the suspected men . .

travelled in the guard's brake.

3. Comb, and Attrib., as brake-apparatus, -band,

-bar, -beam, -block, -fou'cr, -mi, -shoe >ee quots.');

also brake-compartment, brake-van, or simply

brake, the compartment or the carriage in a train

which contains the brake apparatus; brake-

wheel, the wheel by which the brakes are worked.

1885 Daily Nm*s 5 Feb. 6/3 The spare 'brake apparatus
. .in. -the last carriage but one. . He saw the man get out of

the*break compartment. 1878 F. WILLIAMS Mull. Kailu>. 557

Lest, .there should be any deficiency in the 'brake power.

1874 KNK;HT Aiaer. Mcch. Diet. I. 357 'Brake-shoe, that

part of a brake which is brought in contact with the object

whose motion is to be restrained. 1883 AfancA. I'-.vajn. 15

May 5/7 An invention for coupling and uncoupling railway

rolling stock direct from the engine or 'brake-van. 1864

Times 30 Dec. He was always in the 'break-van where

the line was on an incline. 1873 B. STEWART Causerv.

Force ii. 48 On a dark night sparks" are seen to issue from

the 'break-wheel.

Brake, variant of BRACK, small particle.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holiiishcd 1 1 . 87/2 To the

last brake of sinister surmises.

Brake, var. of BREAK, a kind of carriage,

t Brake, a. Obs. rare. [? f. BREAK v.] ? Fragile.
1616 SL-RFL. & MARKH. Caiintr. Farm 447 Those of Glasse

must not be of brake mettall, but of Crystal! earth well

'

Brake (biv'k), v.1 Also 7 break, 9 Sc. brack

(sense 3). [f.
BRAKE si.*]

1. trans. To beat and crush flax, hemp, etc.

1398 [see below). 1523 FITZHF.RU. Husb. 42 Hut howe
it [flax] shulde be sowen .. dryed, beaten, braked. 1611

COTGR-, Braycr die tin, to brake, or dresse flax. 1727
BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Drying, Hemp or Flax . . may
be spread upon a Kiln .. in order to dry it upon the same,
and then to brake it.

Hence Braked ///. a., Bra'king vbl. sb.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De F. R. xvii. clx. (14951 708 Wyth
moche brakyng, heckelynge and robbyng. 1649 BLITHE Eng.

Imprw. hnpr. (1652) 252 Instead of braking, .there they

altogether pill it. 1653 WALTON Angler 107 The body is . .

bound with black braked-hemp.
2. To break (clods) with a harrow.
1800 J. HEADRICK Com. Board Agric. II. 260 The land

[should be] again cross-ploughed. . and afterwards braked.

3. To knead (dough).
1832-53 \Vliistlc-Hnkie in Sc. Songs Ser. in. 71 My bannock

to bracki an' rny errand to rin.

Brake, v-'- Obs. [f. BRAKE sbS< 3] To torture

on the ' brake
'

or rack
;
to rack.

BRAMANTIP.

1530 PALSGK. 463 The false murdrer was braked thrise or
ever lie would confess the trouthe.

t Brake, v^ Obs. rare. [Cf. BRACK sb* :

perhaps acl. early It. bracare, or braccare : Florio

(1611) has '

Braccare, to bracke or mount ordin-

ance
'

;
and '

Bracart, to breech ; also to bind about
with iron plates ; also to stocke a piece '.]

trans. To mount (cannon) ; cf. BRACK sb.5

1579 FiiNTos Guicciard, i. 35 Cannons. . were braked and

planted with an incredible diligence. Ibid, iv. 151 After he
had braked his artillerie. ibid, f 1618) 363 Against the which

place, they within the towne. .braked a great peece.

Brake. ^.* [f.
BRAKE sb.^\ intr. To attend

to a winding engine. Hence Bra'kiug i'bl. sl>.

1857 SMILLS Stcpliensen iii. 17 Paying some attention to

the art of brakeing. i86z Engineers III. 32 Young
Stephenson couldn't brake, and . . never would learn to

brake, be was so clumsy.

Brake (biv'k}, v. :>

[f. BRAKED."] trans. To
apply a brake to

v
a wheel) ; also transf.

1868 Daily AV:tAf 3 Sept., The kicked-oflf waggons were
braked. 1881 PALGRAVL / 'isions of Eng, 23 Earth her

pace, .delays, Braked by the tide.-..

t Brake, v. Obs. Also Sc. braik. [perh.

repr. an unrecorded OE. *bracian, f. bnvc
t
which

occurs in the sense of '

phlegm, mucus, saliva
'

;
cf.

ODu. bracken, MLO. and mod.Du. braken to

vomit; allied to BREAK
s
cf. Ger. sich brcchcn}^\

trans, and ////;-. To spue, vomit.
i' 1325 /-"- E. A Hit. P. C. 340 And her he lirakex up the

buyrne [Jonah], as bede hym oure lordc. 1388^ YCI.II- Prov,
xxiii. 8 Thou scbalt brake out [13,82 spewen out] the metis,
whichethou ha.stete. 1393 LANC;L. /'. PI. C. vn. 431 And as

an hounde Jwit et gras, .so gan ich to brake, c 1440 Prowp,
Parr. 47 Urakyn, or ca>tyn or spe\\ e, r,v//<>. 1535 I.VNDL:-

SAV Satyrc 624 I lay braikand lyk ;L brok. Ibid. 4357.
a

; Cf. To break wind : see BUKAK v. 47.
Hence Bra 1

king. vbl. sb.

1398 TKEVISA Bart It. DC P, R, xvii. cvi. (14951 669

Mynte of gardens abate th wyth vynegre brakynge and

ca^tyng that comyth of fcblynes of the vertue retentyf.
f 1440 Pronrp. J'itt~'. 47 Urakynge or parbrakynge, -vontitus.

17^ Ross liclcnore 56 iJ.\MJ That gut and ga' she kee.st

with braking Grange.
Brake ;biy'k , arch. pa. t. of BREAK.

Brakeage, breakage (brjikcd/ .

[f. BRAKE,
BREAK sb.~ -r -AGE.] The action of a brake in

stopping a train, etc. Also attrib,

1864 Daily Tel. 6 Aug., If they thought Inspector Darby
had been the can^e of want of breakage by not seeing that

the train had h.i proper number of guard--. 1869 /'.'^"

Mcc/t. -2J,
Dec. j''ij 3 The breakage power of the tender i>

not sufficient,

Brakeless .bnT>kKs , a. [f. BRAKE sb.t +

-LEH.S.] Not provided with a brake.

1880 Daily Tel. 8 Oct., Disasters have befallen brakeless

trains. 1886 Century Mag. Apr. 855/1 Here we were.. in

a lonely mountain road, .with a brakeless machine.

Braken, variant form of BRACKEN, fern.

Brakesmail biv^ksma-n). Also brakeman,
breaksman. [In sense i, f. BKAKE sb.t + MAN ;

in sense -2, referred to BRAKE s&J ; for the form

cf. craftsman, marksman, sportsman^
1. fn Coal-mining : see quot.
1851 Coal-tr. Terms Northumbld. $ Dnr/i. 10 Brakesman,

the engineman who attends to the winding machine. 1866

JtvoNS Coal Quest. ied. 2) 258 George Stephenson was
brakesman to the fi.xed engine.

2. The man in charge of the brake-apparatus of

a railway train
;
in U.S. 'Jtrakemati} the guard,

1861 OLMSI I-:D Cotton Kittgd. I. 161 A brakeman told

me this delay was not very unusual. 1865 Morn. Star
i Feb., At the time of the accident he had been employed
as a breaksman about three weeks. 1883 Harper's RIag.

Jan. 212/2 The brakeman bawled out, 'Tannery Town!'

Braket, variant of BRAGGET.

Brakkener, variant of BRACKENER. Obs.

Braky (biv'-ki), a. [f. BRAKE sb.l or - + -Y. The
sense is not very distinctly brought out by writers.]

Overgrown with brushwood or fern.

1636 B. JONSON Discoi>. t
Redeem arts from their rough

and brakey seats, where they lay hid. 1773 ADAIR Amer.
Ind. 7 To secure them from the brambles and braky
thickets. 1790 A. WILSON Shcph, Dream Poet. \\'ks. n
High on the summit's brow, or braky glen, .they fed. 1855
SINGLKTON I'irgil I. 8 Far hanging from the braky cliff.

Braky, var. of BRACKY a.

t Braid, pa. ppU. Sc. Obs. rase- 1
, [cf. Du.

brallcn to adorn.] Dressed, decked, arrayed.
c 1571 SIR R. MAITLANIJ Solace in Age, The fairast wenche

in all this toun. .in hir best goun, Rycht braivlie braid.

Brall(e, -ar, -er, -ing : see BRAWL, etc.

Brama, an(e, obs. f. BRAHMA, BRAHMIN.

Brailiah (properly brse'ma, often bra'ma). At-

trib. or syntactical use of the name of Joseph
Bramah (1749-1 8 14), designating machines, etc. in-

vented by him, as Hramah-key (also short Bramah')

-lock, -pen ;
Bramah's press, a hydraulic machine

constructed to produce enormous pressure.

1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz ii. (1850) 166 Testing the influence

of their patent Bramahs over the street-door locks to which

they belonged. 1875 UKK Diet, Arts III. 140 The Bramah
lock has been long celebrated. 1846 G. WRIGHT Cream
Set. Knoivt. 55 Bramah's press . . is on the principle of the

hydrostatic bellows.

Bra'iuautip. Logic, A mnemonic word, rc-

132-2



BRAMATHERE.

presenting the first mood of the fourth figure of

syllogisms, in which the two premisses are uni-

versal affirmatives, and the conclusion a particular

affirmative.

1870 BOWEN Logic vii. 200.

Bramatkere (brihnljihi). [f. Brow
BRAHMA + Gr. 6-qpi-ov wild animal.] A genus of

fossil animals, remains of which are found in India.

1879 LK Cos-re Elcm. Geol. 499 The Sivathere . . seems

to have combined the characters of a Ruminant and a

Pachyderm. The Bramathere was a similar animal.

Brambel, obs. form of BRAMBLE.

t Bra-mberry. Obs. or dial. [f.
BRAME - +

BERBY rf.i
;

cf. OHG. br&tnberi, MUG. brdmber, \

mod.G. brombeere blackberry: see next.] The

brambleberry or blackberry.
1599 A. M. Cabelhouir's Bk. Physic 166/2 Take the rootes

of Bramberryes..& wash them in water. 1864 Yorksk.

Provinc. (Kirkby), 1 have sold a good few Bramberries.
j

Bramble 1
(brarmb'l). Forms: I bremel, i

breemel, breembel, 1-4 brembel, 2 brimbel, 3

brimbyl, 4 brembil, -bul, brimbil, 5 bremmyll,

brymbyl(l, brymmeylle, 5-6 bryrable, J-y i

bramble (in 9 dial.], 6 brambel, brorabille. !

brymmil, 6- bramble. [OE. brembel, brxmbel,

later form (with euphonic b, and consequent

shortening of vowel) of bremel, brsemel, masc. :- !

OTeut. type br&milo-z, dim. of the word, of which

the simplest forms are OE. br6m BROOM :-WGer.

*br&m : OTeut. *brmo-z, and \VGer. *brdma

thorny shrub
'

(OHG. braina, MDu. brame. Du.

braam, MLG. braani) :-OTeut. brma- str. fern,
i

Cf. mod. G. brombeere brambleberry, blackberry.

See also BROOM.]
1. A rough prickly shrub

; spec, the blackberry-

bush {Rubusfruticosus).
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gen. iii. 18 Dornas and bremelas heo asprit I

3e. c 1000 Sa.r. Leechd. I. 192 Genim |>as wyrte be man
\

erusti, & oSrum naman bremel \v.r. bra:mbel] nemneo. Ibid.
'

II. 290 WiJ> utwserce brembe! be sien be^en endas on I

eor'-an. c 1175 Colt. Horn. 223 Se eoroe. .syloe bornes and

brembles. 111300 Cursor M. 924 Brembel [f. r. brimbyl]

and thorn it sal te yeild. 1382 WYCI.IF Job xxxi. 40 For

whete be sprunge to me a brimbil. 1481 CAXTON Reynard
(Arb.i 95 Tho cam we in a felde ful of brome and brembles.

1513 DOUGLAS .*Eneis in. ix. no My wrechit fuid _wes
berreis of the brymmil. 1562 TI.-K.NEK Herbal II. Uivb,
The bramble bindeth, drieth and dicth heyre. 1697 I* 1

'

DEN V'irg.Georg. III. 678 Their defenceless Limbs the Bram-

bles tear. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No 161 7 i_Tully sought

amidst bushes and brambles the tomb ofArchimedes. 1861

DELAMER Ft. Card. 1 1 1 There is a double white-flowered

variety of the common Bramble.

fig. 1644 MILTON Educ. 11738 136 That asinine feast of

sow-thistles & brambles which is commonly set before them.

*779 JOHNSON L. P., Dryden U8t6.< 351 The roses had not

yet been plucked from the bramble.

2. Comb, and Attrib., as bramble-brake, -brier,

-bud, -bush, -leaf, -thread, -wood; also bramble-

bond, a bramble -shoot used to bind straw

in thatching, etc.
; bramble-brand, a parasitic

fungus (Aregma rtibi) which appears on the

bramble ; bramble-cure, a superstitious practice

formerly employed in country districts for the cure

of disease (cf. bramble-loop .

;
bramble-flower,

the flower or blossom of a bramble ; also the

Dog-rose (Rosacanina, ; bramble-loop, the loop

formed by a bramble-shoot bent round so as to

root itself into the ground again; bramble-rose,

the white trailing dog-rose. Also BRAMBLE-BERRY.

1854 J- HOGG Micnsc. n. i. (1867) 294 *Bramble Brand,

hypogenous with a dull red stain on the upper surface.

cioooAgs. Vtx. in Wr. -Wulcker Foe. 269 Tribulus, 'brarn-

belbrjer. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 87 'Bramble

breer, or Blackberry. 1579 SPENSER Skrpli. Cat. June 7 The

Bramble bush, where Byrds. .their tunes attemper. 1846

SOWERBV Brit. Bat. (18641 III. 163 An incautious approach
to a "Bramble-bush. 1866 Trias. Bol. II. 996/1 In Corn-

wall the *bramble-cure is only employed for boils. 1591

SPENSER Virgtfs Gnat xi, This with sharpe teeth the

'bramble leaves doth lop. 1866 Treas. Bot. II. 996/1

We have heard of cows that were .. dragged through the

bramble-loop. 1713 C'TESS WINCHELSEA Misc. Poems

ZQI The Woodbind and the "Bramble-Rose.

Bra'mble -. Shortened form of BRAMBLING.

1674 RAY Lng. Birds 83 The Bramble or Brambling.

Hence (or from BRAMBLE l
) bramble-finch -

BRAMBLING ;
also bramble-net,

' a net for catch-

ing birds, a hallier'. Phillips 1706.

1865 Derby Mm. 25 Jan., Mr. Scrimshaw also sent three

grey parrots, a macaw . . and bramblefmches. 1881 Standard

2 Mar. 5 The Act. .omits the bramblefinch.

Brambleberry .>nc-mb'l|be ri\ The '

berry

or fruit of the bramble ;
a blackberry.

riooo Sax. Leechd. III. 8 Drince seoca of bramel berian

jewrungene oft. 1553 HULOET Brymble berry, morutn.

1655 MOUFFET & BENN. Health's Improv. (1746) 314 Bram-

ble-berries or Black-berries . . are . . nourishing to a weak

Stomach. 1717 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Flux, The Powder

of Snails burnt with the Powder of Bramble-berries. 1*52

Card. Chron. 54 In Scotland [and north of England] black

currants are called
'

Blackberries', and the fruit of Rutm
fruticosus is called

' Bramble-berries '.
'

Brambled (brarmb'ld),///. a. [f.
BRAMBLE '

-f -ED-.] Covered with or full of brambles.

a 1790 T. WARTON Ode iii. (R.) Forlorn she sits upon the

1052

brambled floor. 1880 BLACKMORE M. AnerUy I. xviii. 322.

Their crane had been left in a brambled hole.

Brambling t.bra-mblirj;. Also 6bramlin(e,

7 brambline, bramlin. [
= Ger. branding, prob.

f. WGer. *br&iiia BRAMBLE + -LING.]

A bird .Fringilla montifringilla) belonging to the

finch-tribe ; the Mountain Finch.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 133 A Bramlin, bird, montifringeUa.

1655 MOUFFET & BENN. Health's Improv. (1746^ 188 Bram-

blings are a kind of small Birds, feeding chiefly upon
Seeds. 1882 Proc. Benu. .\'ai. Club IX. 504 The Brambling,

or Cock of the Isorth, was rather a rare winter visitor.

Brambly (brs-mbli), a. [f.
BRAMBLE l + -Y i.]

Full of brambles ;
ofthenatureofbrambles ; thorny.

1581 MULCASTER Positions 86 Rough, brambly, and bushy

groundes stuffe the head. 1611 COTGR., Ronccux . .bram-

blie, brierie. 1710 PHILIPS Past. iv. |R.> Hark, how they

warble in that brambly bush. 1860 TENNYSON Brook, I

murmur under moon and stars In brambly wildernesses.

t Brame 1

. Obs. ran-'. [Prob. ad. It.

Mzwa' earnest desire or wishing'.] Longing.
1396 SPENSER F. Q. m. ii. 52 Through . . hart-burning

brame, She shortly like a pyned ghost became.

t Brame -. Obs. [Identical in form with

MDu. and MHG. brame of same meaning : see

BRAMBLE. But the OE. form corresponding ^to

these is brom giving ME. brome (BROOM). See

BRAMBERRY.] A brier or bramble.

c 1425 VK. in Wr. -Wulcker 646 Hcc tribulus, brame.

Bra'ine, v. [a. F. brame-r to cry as an animal

.elephant, ox, deer, etc.).] 1 To rcrar, bluster, rage.

Hence Braming.
1865 NEALE Hymns Parad. 6 Winter braming, summer

llaming.

Bramene, etc. : see BRAHMIN, etc.

Bramkersine, obs. form of BRANKTJBSIKE.

Bramlin .e, obs. form of BBAMBLIXG.

Bramoism, variant of BRAHMISM.

Bran '
v bra:n). Forms : 3-4 bren, 5 brenne,

bryn.e, 6 brene. 5-7 branne, 3- bran. [a. OF.

bren, bran ; cf. Pr. and Sp. dial. bren, It. Aw\.trenno,

brinnu, bren, bran. A Celtic etymology is usually

alleged, but the words emoted, Bret, brenn, Welsh

bran, Gael, bran, appear to be adopted from Fr.

and Eng. The sense of 'filth, excrement', which

belongs to bren or bran in mod.Fr., is not recorded

in OFr. ;
if this were the primary sense, we might

compare Welsh braen. Ir. brean, Gael, brenn, which

have in composition the sense of ' manure '.]

1. The husk of wheat, barley, oats, or other grain,

separated from the flour after grinding ; in techni-

cal use, the coarsest portion of the ground husk

.see quot. 1883).
a 1300 Cursor M. 15524 He wil be sift nu if he mai, as man

dos corn or bran. 61325 Gloss W. de Biblesw. in Wright Vac.

155 Le/urfrc, bren. c I386CHAUCER Rccl'es T. 133 In slide

of flour yet wol I yeue hem bren. 1464 .Mann, f, House/1.

Exf> 254 My mastyr payd .. for bred and brenne, vj. s.

1547 BOOKDE Brev. Health 8 377 Made with . . the bran

of benes. 1620 VENNER Via Recta i. 18 There is a kmde
of abstersiue faculty in the bran. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour

'

Italy III. 344 They have an academy called La Crusca la

word which signifies bran, alluding to the sifting of the

flour'. 1883 Knowledge 24 Aug. 120/1 The husk is sepa-

rated in different degrees of coarseness ;

' bran ',

'

pollard ,

|

& '

sharps
'

. . bran being the coarsest.

b. fig. and transf. .Proverbial phrases, to sift

to the bran, to take theflour and leave the bran.)

1577 HELLOWES Guevara's Fam. Ep. 237 You bestowed

so much branne in the worlde. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. i. 150

Ml From me do backe receiue the Flowre of all, And leaue

me but the Bran. 1639 J. CLARKE Parccmiol. 326 The

Devils meale is halfe branne. 1654 JER. TAYLOR RealPres.

A j, Nothing which had not been already considered, and

i sifted to the bran. 1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. 182 The ignorant

vulgar (who are the bran and coarser sort of people
1

.

1 2. Scurf in the hair. Obs. (Cf. Gr. vtrvfar, L.

furfur.)
1578 LYTE Dodoeits \. Ixxiii. no The lye. .doth dense the

heare from all bran or white scurffe. 1580 BARET Ah'. B

1133 Full of branne or skurfe.

3. Comb., chiefly attrib. .containing bran as an

ingredient), as bran-biscuit, -bread, -cake, -loaf,

mash, -poultice, -tea, -water ; also bran-bath, a

bath taken in water in which bran has been steeped ;

bran-boil ^Calico Printing), a boiling of the

fabrics in bran-water in order to remove colouring

matters from them ; bran-duster, a machine for

'

dusting' or clearing away flour from bran ; bran-

stuffed///, a., stuffed with bran.

1873 URE Diet. Arts I. 463 There is no advantage in

adding soap to the 'bran boil, c 1423 Gloss, in Wr. -Wulcker

Voc. 657 Panis furfurius, "branbred. 1870 Daily tttfH

28 Oct., An order that . . no bread should be made in . . Metz

except bran bread. 1862 F.GRIFFITHS Artill.Man. ied-9>22i

Let ample 'bran mashes be given. 1838 I. TAYLOR Home
Educ. 265 Wooden, waxen, and *bran-stuffed personages
that crowd .. the drawing-room. 1875 URE Diet. Arts \.

463 The clearing process, .by boiling in *bran-water.

t Bran -. Obs. Also 7 brann(e. [Prob. special

use of BRAN *, suggested by the L. phrase ejusdcm

farinse ;
influence from BUAND would seem prob-

j able, but that word does not appear to have had

the required sense so early.] Sort, class, quality.

BRANCH.
1610 UP. H.ALL^/0/. Brmmdsts 59 Their Popes supremacy,

infallibility..and a thousand other of this branne. 1647

JER. TAYLOR Dissuas. Popery iii. (1686.1 225 They add more

particulars of the same Bran. 1672 MARVELL Kelt. Transp.
i. 237 A particular bran of persons who will, .be accounted

the Church of England. Ibid. n. 327 Magnifyed and
esteemed, .by those of your Bran and Leaven.

t Bran 3
. Obs. Also brane. [a. F. brance

' a

kind of unreclaimable wild Oxe in Provence and

Languedoc' (Cotgr.), ad. pseudo-Latin branus,

brana. a misreading of brauus, braua ; cf. mod.

Pr. brau bull.] A name applied to some im-

perfectly known animal, described as a wild ox.

1688 HOLME Armoury n. ix. 170 Markham. .calls it a

Buffle, or Wild Oxe ; others call them Brans, or Branes,

or Wild Oxen.

fBran4
. Obs. rare^. [The original Latin

document \ printed in Riley's Jlfon. Gildhallai II.

118) has brannum ; Riley also cites brcntia from

Gervase of Canterbury, apparently the fresh-

water bream ; cf. branling, BRANDLING ; also

BARXE.] Some kind of fish.

1720 Stmu's Survey ted. Strype 1754' II. v. xxvi. 464/2 A
better Bran, Sard, and Betule for yf.

Bran (brcen). v.
[f.

BRAS ji. 1] trans. To
' clear

'

maddered goods by boiling in bran-water.

Hence Branning vbl. sb.

Brancard (brx-nkiid). Also 6 brancorde,

7 brankard. [a. F. brancard a litter, f. branche

BRANCH.] A horse-litter.

1592 UNTON Corr. (1847' 301 His hurt will not suffer him

to rydc but in a brancorde. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgr. vin. xi.

795 An image of wood, like to a man, set vpon an azure-

coloured stoole, in a brankard or litter. 1752 LADY M. W.
MONTAGUE Corr. Ixiv. III. 125 My bed was-placed on a

brancard. 1879 R. S. EDWARDS Russ. at Home I. 310 Had
I seen the brancard in which Charles XII. was carried at

the battle of Pultawa >

Brances, var. of brasses : see BRASS (Mm.)
Branch (bran) ,

sb. Forms: sbranseh, 3-6

brance, 4 bronoh, 4-6 braunche, 4-7 branche,

braunch, 5 brawnche, 3- branch, [a. F. branche

branch : late L. branca paw of an animal.]

I. A material offshoot.

1. A portion or limb of a tree or other plant

growing out of the stem or trunk, or out of one of

the boughs ;
in a more specific sense, a branch is

understood to be smaller than a bough and larger

than a shoot or spray.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1321 He. .sau. .a mekil tre, Widbranchis

fele of bare al bare, c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 487 A bronch

of olyue. c 1383 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2681 Sche quakyth As

doth the braunche that sepherus shakyth. c 1449 PECOCK

Repr. I. vi. 29 As the sprai cometh out of the braunche, the

braunche out of the bouj. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech.

82 A stark brance of ane Aik tree. 1667 MILTON P. L. Mi.

433 From Branch to Branch the smaller Birds with song

Solac'd the Woods. 1704 POPE Autumn 75 Now golden

fruits on loaded branches shine. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau I.

169 To construct hovels of branches and clay.

2. transf. Anything analogous to a limb of a

tree, in being a lateral extension or subdivision of

a main trunk ; e. g. of a mountain range, a river,

a road or railway, an artery or vein, etc.

1297 R. GLOCC. 152 Pe ober hadde sene branches. .And

toward be Yrische see . .>ei drowe. 1603 R. JOHNSON Kingd.
* Conamu. 221 Therein are saide to be three and twenty

braunches of the mount Atlas. 1696 WHISTON Til. Earth

it 104 Tho' the particular place, .be now under Water, and

a Branch or Bay of the Great Ocean. 1787 WINTER Syst.

Husk 99 The branches, or smaller drains are from twenty to

forty, or fifty feet a-part. 1831 R. KNOX Cloqnet's Anal.
'

644 From the aorta therefore arise secondary trunks,

branches, twigs and ramuscules in great number. 1862

STANLEY yew. Ch. (18771 ' xiv - 2 76
'

fne vast army fled far

through the eastern branch of the plain. 1874 BOUTELL

Arms tr Arm. ix. 173 From these guards curved branches

proceed . . to the pommel. 1878 F. WILLIAMS Midi. Railw.

359 It is a branch of the Great Northern.

b. U. S. spec. A small stream or brook.

,835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies 188 Most of the
' branches ',

or streams, were dried up. Ibid. 307 In
' branch

'

or brook

water. ,

c. One of the subdivisions of a deer s horn ;
a

'

start,' antler, or shoot ; transf. a hom anciently

worn as part of a woman's head-dress.

1483 Bk. St. Albans E. iiij, Too braunchis first pawmyd
he most haue. 1598 MANWOOD Laiues Forest iv. 6 11615)

46 In a Bucke they say [of the antlers], Bur, Beame, braunch,

Aduancers, Palme, and Spellers. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Amm.
The horns are only on the Males, and have 6 or 7 branches.

1847 TENNYSON Princ. Concl. 98 A shout rose again, and

. shook the branches of the deer.

1483 CAXTOS G. de la Tour D vnj, Many of them caste

away their braunches and homes.

d. One of the arms of a candelabrum or chande-

lier. Hence t A chandelier, esp. of the kind used

in churches. Obs.

[1476 Will (Somerset Ho.\ Ad sustentacionem lummls

beate marie virginis vocati le Branche.] 1325 Churchw.

Acfts St. Dunstan's, Cantcrb., Taperys that where sparyd

of the braunche before the Rode. 155* HULOF.T Can-

dlestycke called a braunche. Candlestycke with thre

braunches or lightes. 1709 E. W. Life Donna Rosma 135

A Chrystal Branch fill'd with Wax Candles. 1794 G. ADAMS

Vat * Exp. P'lilos. III. xxix. 180 You may find how long

a branch is which hangs down from th roof of a church.

e. foet. The human arm (or hand; . rare.



BBANCH.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. iv. 18 What sternu vngentle hands

Hath. . made thy body bare Of her two branches.

f 3. A branch-like figured pattern in embroidery
or ornamental work : cf. BRANCH v. 6, BRANCHED 2 b.

tMPlACUAMArt&newiMfW In diapering, .maintaining
one branche or the same work throughout.

f4. A definite complex structure or form, as the

characteristic form of man or any animal.

1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Bartliol. Anat. \. xxviii. 68 The
Particles of the Seed . . agitated only by the Heat of the

womb.. fall into the Branch of a Livewight. Ibid. The
Divine Shape of. .Man is alwaies one and the same . . How
could that Branch be formed without the Mind?

II. Figurative applications suggested by the

relation of a branch to the tree.

5. Connected with the notion of a 'genealogical
tree '.

a. One of the portions into which a family or

race is divided according to the differing lines of

descent from the common ancestor ;
hence a divi-

sion of a nation, or of a '

family
'

in anyy%*. sense,

such as that of a group in scientific classification.

a 1300 CursorM. 5657 (.Gott. > pat branch [Cott. MS. brance]
of kin cald iuus was, )?at cam of iacob son is iudas. a 1581

CAMPION Hist, Irtl. viii. (1633) 24 Cast out by the collateral!
"

raunches of Cham. 1793 BURKE Corr: (1844) IV. 135, 1 do
ot flatter myself, that the English branch of the Jacobin

family is a jot better than the French. 1839 THIRLWALI,

Greece I. 147 They are Minyans; a branch of the Greek
nation. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 219 Both the branches

of the great House of Austria sprang to arms.

t b. A child, descendant
;

cf. scion. Obs. exc.

in humorous use; (quot. 1807 contains an allusion to

Psalm cxxviii. 3). Cf. Olive-branch.

1535 COVERDALE Jer, xxiii. 5, I wil rayse vp the rightuou.-

braunch of Dauid. 1577 HOLINSHED Ckron. II. ir/i Basto-

lenus a branch of Japhet . . brought thither the same kind of

49

young branch [footnote, Prince William] of rising fame.

1791 BOSWELL 7<?/iHjtfi"i8i6) I. 22 Of which [family] the poet
was a branch. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. i. 478 Now of that

vine he'd have no more increase, Those playful branches

now disturb his peace.

c. In devotional literature applied to Christ,

with allusion to Isa. xi. i, Zech. iii. 8, vi. u, etc.

1535 COVERDALE Zec/i. vi. 12 Beholde, the man whose name
is the braunche. 1719 WATTS Hymns i. 1. ii, He [God)
makes the Branch of promise grow. 1831 Wesley's Hymns
Supp. No. 650 Branch of Jesse's stem, arise.

6. With express or implied reference to a meta-

phorical tree, root, or stock : One of the conse-

quences deducible from a general principle ;
one

of the effects resulting from a cause.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 131 b, Which U . . the

thyrde braunche in the tree of grace. 1719 WATTS Hymns
i. Ivii. v, Wild and unwholesome as the root Will all the

branches be. 1756 BURKE Subl. $ B. Wks. 1842 I. 40 This
branch rises . . from terrour, the common stock of every thing
that is sublime.

b. To destroy (anything) root and branch : to

destroy it utterly, to destroy both the thing itselfand

all its effects ; originally suggested by the wording
(derived from Mai, iv. i) of the London Petition

of Dec. ii, 1640 for the total abolition of epi-

scopal government (see quot.) Hence, Root-and-

branch petition, root-and-branch bill, this petition,

and the bill embodying its proposals, laid before

parliament in 1641 ;
root-and-branch party ^

the

party by which the bill was supported ;
also (with

more general meaning) root and branch policy, re-

form, a 'radical' policy or reform involving the

total abolition of some existing institution.

[1611 BIBLE Mat. iv. i The day that cometh shall burn
them up. .that it shall leave them neither root nor branch.

1640 Petition in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1721) IV. 93 That the

said government, with all its dependencies, roots, and
branches, be abolished. 1655 FULLER Ch, Hist. VIM. u. 6

It was vain to strike at the branches, whilest the roote of al I

Hereticks doth remain.] 1641 LORD SAY & SELE in Ho.
Lords in Cobbett Parl. Hist, (18071 II. 806 The question. .

is not, Whether episcopacy, .shall be taken away root and
branch. ^1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. in. (1843) 94/1 Sir

Harry Vane, and shortly after Mr. Hambden. . were believed

to be for root and branch ; which grew shortly after a com-
mon expression. 1655 LESTRANGE C/ias. /, 184 The Scotish

fires had .. burnt up to nothing Episcopacy both root and
branch. 1867 MORLEY Burke 180 The root and branch

policy of the Tudors. Ibid. 237 Privilege and immunity
were then cut up root and branch. 1884 GARDINER Hist.

Eng. IX. xcvi. 299 The Root-and- Branch party knew well

that they could not. .count on a majority.

c. In medieval theology, one of the subordin-

ate classes coming under the category of any one

of the seven deadly sins, or of any venial sin.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26363 Gastly sin [es] . . lust and pride,
And |?air bransches |?at springes wide. 1340 Ayoib. 9 per
by zoine bronches bet ne byeb na^t dyadlich zenne. i 1386
CHAUCER Pers. T. p 15 Of this roote [pride] springen general
braunches ; as ire, envye, accidie. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C.

XVH. 264 Ypocrisie is a braunche of pruyde. 1615 HIERON
Wks. I. 603 The raging sins of the first Table, as well as

the more notorious branches of the second.

7. A division of a subject ;
a subdivision of a

, general concept or notion
;
a department of any

study, pursuit, or employment ; freq. in phraseo-

logical combinations, (where department may be
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substituted), as branch of activity, industry, study,

etc. Also branch of the revenue, of the prerog-
ative

,
etc.

1509 HAWES Past. Picas, xi. xl, As to the fourth pan,
Pronouncyacyon, I shal it shewe anone - . Wyth many
braunches of it. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. F. n. ii. 66 The sisters

three, and such branches of learning. 1651 HOBBES Lei'iatk.

n. xxvi. 141 Fidelity, a branch of natural! Justice, a 1674
CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. in. (1843) 114/1 Thus fell that high
court [the star-chamber], a great branch of the prerogative.

171* STUELL; Spect. No. 288 *3 Indian Silks were formerly
a great Branch of our Trade. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver \. vi. 66

Their learning - . flourished in all its branches. 1756 C- LUCAS
Ess. Waters Pref., One branch of quackery. 1762 Hoic
Hist, Eng. uSo6j V. Ixvii. 109 The king's revenue lay under

great debts and anticipations ; those branches granted in the

year 1669 and 1670 were ready to expire. 1813 JANE AUSTEN
Pride ff Prcj. iii. 10 She was obliged to seek another branch
of the subject. 1839 TIIIRLWALL Greece I. 239 The Ph'.u-

nicians . . introduced letters, along with other branches of

knowledge.
b. One of the divergent directions along which a

line of thought may be followed out ;
a division

of a complex proposition, question, argument,
discussion, demand, legislative enactment, etc.

1542-3 Act^ 34*35 Hen. VIII, v. 3 It is conteined in the

. .statute, within diners articles and branches of the same.

1632 Star Ckautb. Cases 1.1886.) 102, I thinke these as

branches of the first charge are charged in the bill. 1696
WHISTON Tk. Eartk iv. v. 377 The first Branch of this

Proposition, a 1700 in Rushworth HLt. Coll. III. u. ii.

980 [/leading] The Branch of a letter from the Arch-bishop
of Canterbury to Dr. Hall, .dated, .the nth of November
1639. Ibid. 1347 (heading, an. 1640) A Branch of the Lord

Digby's Speech about Episcopacy. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat.

Diet. (Morelli i, A branch [of discourse], capitt. 1818 CKCISI-:

Digest VI. 307 The express declaration of the testator in

almost every branch of his will.

8. A component portion of an organization or

system, a part of a larger unity. Branch of the

legislature, one of the houses or chambers into

which the legislative body is divided.

1696 WHISTON Th. Eartk Introd. n The bare Earth, -i^

but one of the Members or Branch. 1712 ADDISON Spcct.
No. 287 f 5 A mixt Government consisting of three Branches.

1768 BLACKSTONF, Couun. IV. 258 This branch of the legi*-

lature, which represents the people. 1839 Yi;o\\ ELL Anc.
Brit. Ch. xiii. (1847) 150 The Roman Church was a sound
and uncorrupt branch of the Catholic Church.

9. A local office of business, subordinate to the

main or head office, as the ' branch
'

of a bank or

other establishment.

1817 Petition in Part. Deb. 215 Tins London Union Society
. .establishing branches and affiliations. 1875 J LYONS Money
(1878) 257 Important banks, each possessing numerous
branches.

III. 10. The certificate held by a brother of the

Trinity House ;
also that given by the Trinity

House to pilots who have passed an examination

as to their competence. Cf. branch-pilot in 13.

1865 ESQUIROS Cornwall 237 He received a branch, the

name given to a certificate bearing the signature of the

Society.

IV. 11. In various teclin. senses [chiefly after

Fr. branche\ : in Arch, the rib of a Gothic vault :

in Zool. x
see quot. 1881); in Mech. the beam or

axle of a pump or similar machine ; also, a bolt

or strap with arms ;
in Harness-making, a pair of

parallel levers passing through the ends of a curb-

bit, and provided with rings or loops for the curb-

chain, etc.
;
in Fortification, the wing of a horn-

or crown-work ; also, one of the boyaux of a zig-

zag approach. The word is also used of the

metal piece on the end of a hose, to which the

nozzle is screwed ;
and of each of the sides of a

horse-shoe.

1659 LEAK \Vate-r--wks. 17 The said Levers shalbe a!>o

fitted to two arms or branches. 1793 SMEATON Edystonc L .

branches could not have avoided firing upon one another.

z88x Nature XXIV. 463 Branches The cell-bearing por-

tions of the zoarium of Glauconome. .or Synocladia. 1884
K. L. ANDERSON Mod. Horsemanship i. v. 18 The branches

should be long or short, as the rider wishes a mild or a

severe bit.

V. Comb, and Attrib.

12. General relations : a. (in sense i), objective with

ppl. adj., vbl. sb. or agent-noun, as branch-bearing,

-gatherer ;
locative and instrum. {poet.}, as branch-

charmed, -embellished, -rent
\

attrib. .pertaining
to a branch', as branch-bud; also branch-like &&}. ;

b. (in sense 2] attrib. (having the character of a

branch), as branch-line (of railway), -root^-vein; c.

v in sense 9) as branch bank> -establishment, -office.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 56 Pearserthnut. .is in leafe and
*braunch bearing like to Cicer. 1882 VINES Sachs Bot. 370
The deciduous *branch-buds of Bryum annotinnm may
also be considered as organs of reproduction, a 1821 KtATS

Hyperion, Tall oaks, *branch-charmed by the earnest star>.

1597 DRAVTON Mortimer, no Notingham . .Crowne of the

beautious *branch-embellish'd soyle. 1483 Cath. Angl. 41
A *Brawnche gederer, frondator. 1852 TUPPER Ptwcrh.
Philos. 167 With dull malignant stare watcheth the *branch-
Hke boa. 1846 Penny Cycl. Supp. 11.667/2 When, .in work-

ing *branch lines, a carriage must be sent through for the

accommodation of only two or three passengers. 1885 Law

BBANCH.

Rep. XXIX.C//tvj/^A'. -'19 The company had no 'branch
office of its own in England. 1840 Act 3-4 Vic. xcvii. 18

Effecting communication between such railway and any. .

*branch railway. 1820 KEATS Lamia 13 Vales deflower'd,
or forest-trees *branch-rent. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's
Pkaner. <y Ferns 362 *Branch-rootb of Dracaena reflexa . .

have u thoroughly typical structure. 1858 W. ELLIS Visits

fttad&gasc. i.\. 242 At the adjacent *branch station . . we
remained a week, c 1400 in Ret. Ant. I. 190 Fro '

basylica
'

. . A *branche veyn spryngeth up ful bolde.

13. Special combinations: branch-bottom (in

U.S.}, see quot.; branch-building a., building in

branches
;
branch-chuck {Mech~' ,

a chuck having
four branches turned up at the ends, and furnished

with screws ; branch-coal, a provincial name for

anthracite
; branch-pilot, a pilot who holds a

Trinity House certificate ; f branch-stand v., 'to

make a Hawk take the Branch, or leap from Tree

to Tree, till the Dog springs the Partridge
'

(Phil-

lips, 1706); branch wines, a translation of Pg.
vinos de ramo, wines made for home consumption ,

branch-work, ornamental figured patterns (cf. 3).

1880 JVVzf Virginians I. 82 The land being what is called
*
branch-bottom, i.e. alluvial in character. 1868 WOOD
Homes without II . xxvii. 514 We shall take first the "branch -

building mammalia. 1864 Times ioDec., The first *branch

pilot who offered his services . . was bound to be accepted.

1833 C. RKDDIXG Hist. Mod. IVincs viii. 11836' 226 The wine

country of the Douro is again subdivided, .into, first, Fac-

tory wines . . and secondly, ^Branch wines. 1702 W. J,

Hruyn's Voy. Levant'ix. 32 Intermixed with ^Branch-works
that make a glorious shew. 1842 TENNYSON Pal. Art 95
'Branch-work of costly sardonyx.

Branch., v. [f. prec. sb. : cf. F. branches.']
I. intr. 1. To bear or put forth branches

;

sometimes \vithjbrt/i. out. Alsoy/^.
1382 WYCLII Ecclus. xxxi.v. iy Floureth floure-, as lilie;

gyueth sine], and brauncheth in to grace. 1552 HULOET,
Braunchen, or haue braunches,_//w;'tv. 1611 SHAKS. IVint,

T, i. i. 27 There rooted betwixt them then such an affection,
which cannot chuse but braunch now. 1759 tr. Duhamel 's

Husb. ii. i. (1762' 127 Gave the earth round these plants a

good stirring before they branched. 1882 YINI'.S Sachs' Bot.

478 They branch even before they reach the ground.

2. tntnsf. and _/%. To throw out branches or off-

shoots
;
to separate into branches, ramify. Freq.

const, from, into. Now almost always with out.

1398 TKLVISA Barth. De P. R. in. ix. '1495' 54 The fyfthe

;.ynewe braunchyth and comyth in bowes to the Instru-

mentes of towchynge. 1756 BUKKE A"iibl. <y B. Introd. Wks.
I. 129 What subject does not branch out to infinity? 1853
ROUERTSON Serm. Ser. in. iii. '18721 31 It branches, there-

fore, into a twofold division. 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ.

i. v. 32 i iS75 1

117 Consequences .. that go on. branching
out more widely as years progress.

b. To spring out, as a branch or branches from

the stem or root
;

to deviate from an original
direction, strike off in a new path ;

to diverge
from a central point ;

in mod. use chiefly with

adv. oitf, off, less free], away.
6-1400 Dcstr. Troyfyy) Beamys of bright sun, bat braun-

chis olofte. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 247 7 2, 1 have known a
woman branch out into a long dissertation upon the edging of

a petticoat. 1799 Scotl. described ied. s> 13 Many inferior

ranges, here and there, branch out from them on all sides.

c 1811 FUSELI Lcct, Art v. 11848 463 If it branch not out of

the subject. 1839 YEOWELL Anc. Brit, Ch, xi. 118471 II2

From this point, .branched most of the great roads into the

interior. 1870 MAX MULLEK .$'<;. Retig. (1873 163 A very early
concentration of speech from which these dialects branched
off. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Comj. (18761 IV. xviii. 212 The
Foss Way . . branched off from the Eastern gate. 1884
Macut. Mag. Oct. 431/2 An excellent street . . branches

away from the quay, and leads into a vast square.

f 3. To spring, arise, or descend from a common
stock or parentage ; also, To be branched (in the

same sense). Obs.

1583 STANYHURST sEneis i. iArb.) 18 That from thee

Troians should branch a lineal ofspring. 1609 HIERON
ly'ks. I. Ded. A ij, All those young plants which . . haue
branched from you both. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon.

544 These Butlers are branched from Sir Raph Butler.

1639 FUU.I; K Holy War in. xviii. 1,1840) 146 They were a

younger house of the Waldenses, and branched from them.

II. trans,

4. To divide (anything) into branches; to spread
: out (anything) in the manner of branches.

1700 W. KING TransactifftteerioTht ends of the Twigs are

branched into bunches of Flowers. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan of
' Arc i. 48 The dark yew . . branch'd there its naked roots.

1864 TKNSYSON Ayinter's !'. 221 Jewels . . Sprinkled about
in gold that branch'd itself Fine as ice-ferns.

5. fig. To arrange or set out in branches, arch.

1628 PRVNNK Cens. Cozens 10 We branch the matter of thi>
1 Booke into points of Doctrine and substance. 1673 Lady's

Call. i. v. 32, I shall not need to branch out devotion
I into the several parts. 1789 BENTHAM Princ. Legisl. xyiii.

56 The whole system of offences . . is branched out into

five classes. 1810 Month. Rev. LXII. 496 If a Gothic

story be branched out in the forms of the Shakspearean
drama.

6. To adorn or embroider with gold or needle-

work representing flowers or foliage. Cf. BRANCH
sb. 3. Also _/?-.

1596 SPENSER /'. Q. \\. ix- 19 The iraine whereof loose far

behind her strayd, Braunched with gold and perle. 1611

FLETCHER Philast. v. iv. 37 May the Moths branch their

Velvets. Ibid. Branch me his skin in flowers like a sattin.

1859 Tr NNYSON ./</ 63 1 Enid fell in longing for a dress

All branch'il and flower'd with gold.



BRANCHAGE. 1054 BRAND.

7. To furnisli with branches or branching horns.

1633 FORD Broken Hrt, \\. i. 250 'I'he city housewives. .

Cullykiss, and cry sweetheart, and stroke the head Which
they have branch'd.

Branchage (bnrnjeds). [f. BRANCH sb. 4-

-AGE : cf. f.TtwttcfagtA Branches in the mass.
1868 BROWNING Ring $ Bk. x. 274 Leafage and branchage

vulgar eyes admire. 1873 RedCott. Nigkt-C. 652 In the

main ash-avenue Under the blessing of its branchage-roof.

Branchar, -er : see BLANCHER!.

Branched (branft), ///. a. [f. BRANCH sb. and

V. + ED.]
1, Provided with branches, lit, and jig. (Cf.

senses of the sb. ; often combined with numeral

or other adjs., as double-, five-, many-branched^}
1:1350 Will. Palcrnc 753 Vnder a tri appeltre . . J?at was

braunched ful brode. 1567 STUDLEY Seneca's Hippolytns
11581' 56 The Ehne displayes his braunched arme?. 1668

WILKINS Real Char. 157 A double branched brow-antler.

1841 MRS. BROWNING House Clouds 29 A spacious hall - .

Branched with corridors .sublime. 1877 R. J. MORE Under
Balkans, A lighted triple-branched wax taper.

t 2. Divided, distributed ; descended ;from a

family or an ancestor). (Cf. BRANCH v. 3-5.) Obs.

1429 /W. Poems -i^^ II. 141 Royal braunched, descended
from two lynes.

b. Adorned with a figured pattern in embroid-

ery, gilding, chasing, etc. Cf. BRANCH v. 6.

1509 HAWES Past. Picas. XXYH. xxxii, The rofe w;i-.

braunched curiously Of the beten golde both gaye and

glorious. 1552 H. W. KiNCi Inrcnt* Ch. Goods 118851 15 A
cope of blew and Braunched Dama>ke . . x.v?. 1601 SIIAKS.

Tii'tl. ,V. ii. v. 54 Calling my Officers about me, in my
branch'd Veluet gowne. 1703 Lend. Gaz, No. 3895 '4 Seven
Silver Spoons, .branched on the tops.

3. Hence in Arch, branched work, the carved

foliage on friezes and monuments.

BrailchelllOU ;bra'nkc'li/n^ . [a. Fr. bran-

chdlion, shortened by Savigny from the earlier

branchiobdcllion lit. 'a leech having gills'; cf.

BKAXCHIO- and Gr. &Sf\\a leech.] A species of

Annelid, a leech which attacks fishes and tortoises.

1847 i;i CK.UU. 1876 BLSKUEN Anim. Parasites 113,

Brancher 1

^bra-n/w). [f. BRANCHY. + -ER*.]
That which bears or puts forth branches.

1610 FOLKINGHAM Art of Surrey \. ii. 43 The thin

brauncher [vine] needs a battle soyle to enlarge the Dila-

tion. 1651 Rt'lit}. \Votton, 116851 77 I(
their Child be not

such a speedy spreader and brancher, like the Vine.

Bra'ncher . Also 5 brauncher, brawucher.

[a. AF. *brancher F. branchtir t
f. byanchc

BRANCH.] A young hawk (or other bird) when it

first leaves the nest and hops about the branches.

la 1400 Mart*: A rth. 190 pareby braunchers in brede bettyr
was never. 1486 Bk. St. Albans ijb, After saynt Mar-

garetia day. .thay bene calde Brawncheris. 1575 TUKBEKV.
V?/fr. Fakonric 69 The brancher is she that followeth the old

hawke from braunch to braunch. 17*7 BRADLEY Fain. Diet.

5.v. Canary Bird, Those of the first year .. are terni'd

Hran chers. 1808 JAMIESON, Branc/u'rs, young crows, after

leaving the nest, and betaking themsthes to the boughs or

branches. Ttr.'iotd. 1873 Daily X<r.ys 19 July 5 7 We have

a cage with a 'brancher' <a young linnet 1

.

b. fig. A young child.

1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xvi. 369 My home, .with all

my pretty little tender branchers hopping about me.

Branchery v bra-nfwi). [f. BRANCH sb. + ERY.]
Branches collectively. ///. andyf^.
1830 COLLRIIJGE Ch. $ St. (1839) 131. 1847 SARA COLE-

KiDGt in Biog. Lit. Introd. 125 All the branchery of mystic
beliefs, and superstitious practices. 1855 BAILEY Mystic 85
That tree. . From whose umbrageous branchery human fruit

. . In sacred ripeness dropped.

fb. Applied by Grew to : The ramifications of

the endocarp in an apple or other fruit.

1674 GREW j-J<i/. Plants*, vi. 2 The Branchery is nothing
cUe but the Ramifications of the Lignous Body throughout
all the parts of the Parenchyma. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Sup. s. v. Applt't The brancher)', or vessels are only rami-

fications of the woody part of the branch.

Branch-hircin, obs. form of BUANKURSINE.

II Branchiae,branchia -.bnt-qki,/', brx-nkLV,
sb. pL Also obs. ME. pi. braunches. [L. bran-

chia, pi. branchtK-i ad. Gr. &pdyxia gills, pi. oi

&pdyxiov (m sin - meaning a fin).]

The organs of respiration in fishes, etc, ; gills.

1398 TRL\ ISA Barth. DC P. R. v. xxxv. 11495) 147 Some
beestes haue no lounges but they haue braunches in stede

of lounger. 1674 GREW Anat, Trunks i. iil. 26 Fishes hav-

ing their Branchiae; Land-Animals their Lungs. 1854
Hi-SUSAN in Circ. Sc. (18651 II. 23/2 The Pulmonary Arach-

nidians . . breathe by . . pulmonary branchia. 1866 WOOD
jfat. Hist. 1 1 874' 627 The double gills or branchis.

Branchial (bnrijkilQ), a. [f.
L. bram-hi-se ,see

precO + -AL *
: cf. Fr. branchial.'] Pertaining to, of

the nature of, or resembling gills.
1801 Phil. Trans. XCI. 246 The branchial appendages . .

are of a deep blood colour. 1836 TODD Cytl. Anat. <y Phys.
1 . 1 15 '2 The bilocular heart of fishes is entirely branchial.

Branchiate, -ated (brarnki|ft, v'ted), a. [f.

as prec. + Ait-, + -ED.] Having, or characterized

by, bronchia,1 or gill*.

1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. \ Phys. I. 107/2 Ciliated, bran-

ch iated, and pulmonated classic. 1870 RoLUtSTOH Anim.
Life Introd. 62 In Branchiate Vertebrata there is no epi-
dermal skeleton.

BraiichiferpUS (brcenki-faras), a.
[f. mod.

L. branchijer i. branchix gills + -for bearing) +

-ors.] Bearing or furnished with gills.

1854 WOODWAKD Mollusca (1856) 98 The development of
the branchiferous gasteropoda may be observed . . in the
common river-snails.

Branchiforni (brx
-

rjkium\ a. Also bran-
chiiform. [f.

L. bnwc/ri-x gills + -FORM.] Like
or resembling gills.

1845 Proc. Bent: Xat. Club II. 146 Articulations.,

branchiform, being chiefly adapted for respiration. 1852
DANA Crust. 1.612 There are. .branchiiform appendages.
Branchiness (bra-n)ims\ [f.

BRANCHY +

-NESS.] Branchy quality or condition. Also^r.
1611 COTGR., Branchage, branchinesse; thicknes, or store

of branches. 1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Jfez: II. 323 The
metaphysical generalizations display . . a fibrous branchiness
of argument. 1806 Month. Mag. XXI. 416 A bush differs

from a tree in that its branchiness begins at the very root.

Branching [brernfii)),
i-bl. sb. [f. BRANCH z-.]

1. The action of throwing out branches, or of

diverging in the manner of branches ; ramification;
coiicr. a collection of branches. Alsoyiyf.

1578 BASIS-TLR Hist. Man v. 71 With diuers orders of

braunchynges they embrace it. 1684 T. BL'RXET Th. Earth
I. 232 We have before compar'd the branchings of these

rivers . .to the ramifications of the arteries in the body. 1724
WATTS Logic 348 Finish your whole argument with as few
inferior branchings as reason will admit. 1882 VINES Sachs'
J>f>t. 207 Dichotomous branching is frequently repeated in

one and the same plane.

2. The action of decorating with flowers or foli-

age, in embroidery, gilding, engraving, etc.

1622 HEYLIN Cesnwgr. m. '16731 53 '2 The branching of
Sal ins. .being amongst many others, one of their Inventions.

Bra-nching, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -IXG-.]

1. That branches ; that puts forth branches.

1382 WYCLIF Jcr xvii. 2 Ther braunching trees in hee^e

mounteynes. 1645 MILTON' Arcades 86 Under the shady
roof Of braunching elm. 1725 Poric Odysi. xin. 122 Higli
at the head a branching Olive grows. 1842 TI-IXXYSON I "<'':

(A- / ~crc 27 Not thrice your branching limes have blown.

2. Spreading, ramifying, diverging ; also, ram-

bling, diffuse.

1720 Porii IiiaJ \.\i. 446 The branching stream^. 1810
SOLTHLY Kt'hatna xvin. vii, In branching veins. 1864 BUR-
TON Scot Ahr. II. i. 128 The Burnets . . were a branching
family.

3. Bearing antlers, antlered.

1667 MILTON /'. /.. vn. 470 The swift Stag..L>ore up his

branching head. 1718 POPE Iliad \\\. 37 So joys a lion, if

the branching deer, .his bulky prize, appear.

Branchio- br^ijki^\ also incorrectly bran-

cho-, combining form uf (ir. &pdyxia gilk* ** U1

Bra:uchio-a*ual a., pertaining to the branchiae

and amis. Bra nchio-ca rdiac a., belonging to

the- gills and heart. Bra nchio ga'steropod, //.

-poda, -pods, a gasteropod which breathes air

through water ;
also, any gasteropod. Bra^nchio-

pa-llial <:,, pertaining to the gills and mantle of

molluscs. Bra-nchio-pari'etal a., pertaining to

the gil!s and wall of the atrium (of molluscsV

1856 HUXLEY in Woodward Mslli'Sia 446 The part . . behind

['he mantle] becomes the branchio-anal surface. 1836 TOUD
Cy<.l. Anat. <v Phys. I. 206/2 The blood .. returns to the

heart by means of
the_

branchio-cardiac vessels. 1877 Hex-
LEY Anat. /;/:. An. viii. 505 In all . . Branchiogasteropods,
the mantle secretes a cuticular shell. 1880 MASTIAX Brain

84 The
'

auditory saccules
'

. . are connected with this great
branchio-pallial ganglion. 1856 WOODWARD Mollusca m.

334 The branchial sac is connected with the wall of the

atrium by \ branchio-parietab vessels.

Braiicliiopod bnx-ijki|^p^.d'). PI, -opods.
-opoda ,-^-pt'da). [f. BRANCHIO- -t- Gr. irous, woS-oy

foot : cf. Fr. branchiopode^ lit.
(

Gill-footed,' a

member of the Crustacean order distinguished by
having the gills upon the feet. Also attrib.

1826 K.IRBY 8: Sr. Kntomol. IV. 81 In the ,. Branchiopod
Crustacea the long dorsal vessel is also found. 1836 TODD
Cycl. Anat. <y Phys. I. 755/2 In the Branchiopods. . the body
consists of a long series of rings. 1861 WOOD 2i~at. Hist.

732 The gills are attached to the feet, and they are there-

fore termed Branchiopoda.
Hence Bra^nchio'podous a.

1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 602/1 The young of Balanids. .

closely re>tmble some of the branchiopodous Crustacea.

BrancMostegal (brcenki^-st/gal), a. [f.

BKANCHIOSTEGE ^or its elements) +-AL.]
1. Pertaining to the membrane which protects a

gill chamber ; covering or protecting the gills.

1749 Phil. Trans. XLV'I. 128 Slender cartilaginous Bone.s

..analagous to the brancheostegal Bones of other Fishe>.

1872 MIVART Eletn. Anat. 478 The branchiostegal mem-
brane, .is supported by the branchiostegal rays.
2. quasi-.sA for branchiostcgal ray.
1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. IV. 1144/2 Slightly

curved rays, .called branchio-stegals.

Brancbiostegan (bnenki,p-st/gan). [f.
mod.

L. branchiosttg-i ;cf. next) + -AN.] A member of
the Branchiostcgi, an old order of cartilaginous
fishes having free gills covered by a membrane.
1847 in CRAIG.

Branchiostege (briL-ijkii^t/'dg), . [a. Fr.

branihiosftge* f. BKANCHIO- + Gr. arty-tiv to

cover.] Covering the gills (B&AVOBIOBroAL).
Hence Brancliiosteg'ite ^p'st/d^ai-t), [App.

after Gr. <JT^'IT^, erroneously taken as ail agential
sb. from flrryar.] The membrane covering the

gills. Also Brauchiosteg-ous (-^"st/gas), a. a.

Having gill-covers; b. = BRAXCHIO&TEGAL.
1748-52 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim. 22o(JoD.) The branchio-

stege membrane contains ten, eleven, or twelve bones. 1769
PENNANT Zool. III. 164 The number of Us branchiostegous
rays are seven. 1774 GOLDSM. .Y<7/. Hist. (1862) II. in. i.

204 The cartilaginous, or. .branchiostegous tribe of fishes.

1880 HUXLEY Cray-Fish 25 This flap, .is called the Bran-

chiostegite because it covers the gills or branchiae.

BranchiostoniOUS (brrerjkii^st^mss), a. [f,

BRANCHIO- + Gr. -oro/ios -mouthed + -ous.] Hav-

ing the gills in connexion with the mouth.
1881 O\\HX in Mature XXIV. 400 In fishes the double

function of the mouth is retained allare'branchiostomous'.

Braiichireme (brai'rjkir^m). [f. L. branchi-&

gills -f rcni-ns an oar.] An organ in the branchio-

pod entomostraca which serves the double purpose
of respiration and of locomotion. Cf. quot.
1835 KIRBY Habits $ lust. Anim. II. xvii. 133 Jointed

legs, that terminate in a fasciculus of setiform branches, .also

connected with the respiration of the animal . . might be
denominated Branchiremes.

Branchless (bra-nfles), a. [f. BRANCH sb.

-i- -LESS.] Without, or destitute of, branches.
1611 COICR., Tronfonncr. . to make headlesse, branch-

lesse. 1834 AIKD \cbtichetdn. i. ii. 53 Beneath her branch-
less palm must Judah sit.

b. Jig. and transf.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. in, iv. 24 Better I were not yours

Then your so branchlesse. 1848 W. BARTLETT Egypt to

Pal. iii. (18791 39 About midway of this branchless course it

enters Egypt.

Branchlet (,bra-njltt\ AlsoSbranohilet. [f.

as prec. + -LKT.] A little branch, a shoot ;
in Bot. a

smaller branch growing from a larger one (render-

ing L. famulus] ', Jig. a small division or offshoot.

1731 BAILEY, Branclutct, a little Branch. 1820 LISDLKY
Moncgr. Roses Introd. 21, 1 have found it necessary to make
a distinction between branches and branchleis. 1881 MI-
VART Cat 279 The dorsal branch divides at the carpus into

two branchlets. 1883 E. ARNOLD ,N7. Slaughter in Ind,

Idylls 241 There perched A thousand crows .. some on
branchlets.

Brancho-, incorrect form of BKA^S-CHIO.

Branch-ursine, obs. form of BRAXKURSINE.

Branchy ,bru-nji), a. [f. BRANCH J^. + -YI.]
1. Bearing branches ; full of, covered with, or

consisting of branches.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Kings xvii. 10 And vndir al braunchy tree.

1480 CAXTON Ovitfs Met. xiv. xv, Com to me, into this

braunchy wood. 1661 K. W. Conf. Charac. (1860.189 Called

arms, for their hard branchey resemblance. 17*5 POPE Odyss.
v. 313 [Trees] . . lopp'd and Hghten'd of their branchy load.

i8zo Co>!i>i; i Dr. Syntax i Consol. i. 134 The cedar, The
branchy monarch of the wood. 1850 BLACKIE ^schylus I.

35 The outspread olive's branchy shade.

2. transf. Putting forth offshoots, or divisions;

wide-spreading, ramifying ;
also

,
of deer) bearing

horns, antlered.
1606 N. BAXTER Man Created in Farr's S> P. 11848' 238

Within a branchie filme there lyeth the braine. 1676 J.
BEAUMONT in Phil. Trans. XI. 731, I have a piece of

branchy r-par. 1830 T. HAMILTON C. Thornton (1845) 09
The deer.. stood .. tossing high their branchy foreheads.

1830 TESSYSON Talking Oak 273 The fat earth feed thy
branchy root.

Branck, -vrsin, obs. ff. BRAXK, -URSINI:.

Brancorde, obs. form of BRANCARD.
Brancorne ; see BRANTCORN.

Brand ,bnend),j-/>. Also 1-7 brond(e, 4bront,
broond, 5 bronnd, 6 Sc. broynd, 7 bran, 9 dial.

bron. [Com. Teut. : OE. brand, /v^W=OFris.
brand (MDu. bran(d\ Du. brand}, OHG., MHG.
brant (mo<l.G. l>ratui\ ON. brand-r :-OTeut.
*brandO'Z t

f. bran- pret. stem of *brinn-an to BURN
+ suffix -do, as in WORD.]

I. Act. means, or result of burning.
1 1. Burning, conflagration, destruction by fire.

a 1000 Beowulf'4258 Hy hine ne moston. .bronde forbser.

nan. c 1300 K. Alis. 1856 They .. stete fuyre, and wilde

bronnd, Anon in k>*ng Daries lond.

2. A piece of wood that is or has been burning
on the hearth ;

also poet, a torch, a match or lin-

stock v
see quot. 1810).

("950 Lsndisf. Gosfi. John xviii. 3 Judas, .cuom 8idir mi5
lehtfatum & brondum & woepnum. a xooo Dan. 246 iGrJ
Bxron brandas on bryne fyres. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 He
wule aquikien and al ^e brond tenden. a 1300 Cursor M.
7154 Vn-to l>air tails fir he band, Foluand ilk fox a brand.

1477 EAKL RIVERS Dictcs (Caxtoni 16 Scornyng .. wastith

loue as the fiere doth the bronde. a 1547 SURREY &neid
iv. 505 With burial brandes I absent shall thec chase, a 1674
MILTON ///. Mosc. Wks. 1738 II. 129 So cold .. that the

very Sap of their Wood-fewei burning on the fire, freeze* at

the Brand's-end. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase u. 409 Like Flocks

of Sheep they fly Before the flaming Brand. 1810 CAMPBELL
Katt. Baltic i, By each gun the lighted brand, In a bold

determined hand. 1815 W. IRVING Tour Prairies 41 The
brands of one of their fires were still smoking.

3. (ratisf. andyS&r.

t a. collect, or in //. The fire on the hearth.

Obs. or dial.

a 1300 Pr#i\ Hcndyng 109 Este bue)? oune bronde:,, quoj>

Hendyng. 186* BARNES Rhymes Dorset Dial. I, 129 She
warm'd em some cider avore the bron.



BRAND.

b. A brand from the burning or from the fire

(in allusion to Zech. iii. 2 and Amos iv. 1 1) : a per-
son delivered from imminent danger.
1382 WYCLIF Zech, tii. 2 Wher this is not a dead brond

rauyshid of the fijr. 1535 COVF.RDALE ibid. Is not this a
brande taken out of the fyre? 1779 Ws&ucvffymru 11831)

170 O Jesus, of thee I inquire, If still thou art able . . The
brand to pluck out of the fire. 1822 R. Cox Life Fletcher
ii. 17 His prayer hence was,

' Save me, Lord, as a brand
snatched out of the fire*.

c. The torches of Cupid and the Furies.

c 1383 CHAUCF.R L, G. II'. 2252 The furyes thre with all

hir mortall bronde. 1579 LYLY Jitt/>/i?ecs(Arb.) 112 So shalt

thou easely . . quench the brandes of Cupide. 1611 SHAKS.

Cynnb. n. iv. 91 Two winking Cupids, .nicely Depending on
their Brands. 1795 BURKE Let. Wks. 1842 II. 245 The
meditations of the closet have .. inflamed armies with the

brands of the furies.

d.y^w'.ror God^s brand: the lightning. Phoebus'

brand : the burning rays of the sun. With a blend-

ing of the sense 'weapon': (cf. Milton's '

flaming
brand

'

of the archangel in P. L. xn. 643).
1513 DOUGLAS /Ends vin. vi. 20 Into this land Saturnus

com. fleand gret Joyis brand. 1596 SI>KXSRR /'". Q. r. viii. 21

Where th' Almighties lightning brond does light. 1620 T.
Pr.VTON' Parad.in Farr's-V. P. 177 A smoky hill, which sends
forth fiery brands Of burning oyle, much like the sword the
tree of life doth keepe. 1885 H. H. Gmus tr. Integer fitae
in Nat. Re?<.> And o'er me Phccbus' fiery brand, Fierce

beating from above.

e. Applied to persons. Cf. firebrand'.

1608 ARMIN Ncsf Nina. 4 And you of our Innes of Court.
nimble braind brands that burne without smoking.

4. The mark made by burning with a hot iron

1552 HULOF.T, Bronde, or marke made with a whole yron.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 220 The marke or brand of a bills

head which was imprinted vpon his [Bucephalus'] shoulder.

1722 DE FOE Moll Fl. (1840) 219 My comrade, having the

brand of an old offender, was executed. 1851 LONGF. Gold.

Leg. iv. v, I see the scar, The brand upon your forehead.

b. Jiff.
A sign or mark, sometimes in a general

sense, but usually (with reference to the practice of

branding criminals i conveying the idea of disgrace ;

a stigma, a mark of infamy.
1597 HOOKF.R Eccl. Pol. v. Ixv. n To mark that age with

the brand of error and superstition. 1628 PRYN'KE Ccns.

Cozens 98 Are they not a public brand and blemish to our
Church ? 1651 CLEVELAND Poems 24 No Fellon is more
letter'd, though the brand Both superscribes his shoulder and
his hand. 1726 DE FOE Hut. Dwil n. vi. (1840^ 244 The
devil could go nowhere without this particular brand of

infamy. 1853 MARSDEN Early Piirif. 324 The brand of

that day's infamy will never disappear from the annals of

Massachusetts.

C. A trade-mark, whether made by burning or

otherwise. (Applied to trade-marks on casks of

wines or liquors, timber, metals, and any descrip-
tion of goods except textile fabrics.)

1827 Motley v. Downman 3 Mylne & Craig Law Rep. 4
The proprietors have added the brand mark ' Margam

'

on
each box. 1881 Mechanic 155. 53 Timbers from Swedish

ports are marked on the ends with red letters or brands.

5. An iron instrument for making marks by burn-

ing, or (quot. 1828) for cauterizing a wound.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth II. 159 The more I felt the pain

his knife and brand inflicted, the better was my chance of

recovery. 1860 W. COLLINS Worn. White n. v. 321 Pain
and fear and grief written on her as with a brand.

6. (transf. from 4 c.) A particular sort or class of

goods, as indicated by the trade-marks on them.

1854 Miss WARNER Old Helmet I. 266 The ale was of a

superior brand. 1864 Reader 25 June 803 The most re-

nowned dealers whose brand passes muster. 1880 Print.
Trades Jrnl. xxxi. 14 The perfume of this brand of wax is

delightful. 1883 /farmer's Mag. Aug. 451/1 There are

special brands of steel wire for the shrouds and stays.

7. A species of blight in plants, causing the leaves

and young shoots to look as though they were
burnt ; called also BURN (cf. Ger. brand}.
1639 HORN & ROBOTHA.M Gate Lang. Unl. vi. 52 If it be

over neated, it turns to brand or mildew. 1861 Miss PRATT
Flower. Plants III. 386 Of truly parasitic plants some, are
known by the common names of Mildew, Rust, Brand, etc.

1881 WHITF.HF.AD Hops 58 There are special forms of these

fungi, known as rust or brand.

II. 8. The blade of a sword or similar weapon,
and hence (like 'blade') the sword itself. [So
also in Icel. and in later times in OF. and MHG.
brant : possibly from its flashing in the light.]

t a. Blade, weapon. Ol>s. (exc. as in b).
c 1050 Wilt ofMthelstan Mth. in Thorpe Dif>l. 559 Ic

gean Eadmunde minon breSer Jwes swurdes |?e OflTa cyng
ahte . . and anes brandes. t 1380 WVCLIF Sentt. Sel. Wks.
I. 26 A swerd or a knyf . . Thei myjten . . wibdrawe bes
brondis }>at J?us done harme.

b. A sword. (Cf. the poetical use of' blade'.)
A poetical use, though in the present century writers
of romance have used it in prose as an archaism.
a 1000 BcoT-Vidf 2912 Hine sy<55an no brond ne beado-

mecas bitan ne meabton. 6-1205 LAV. 15239 He seal leoscn

(ja hond burh his a^ene brand, c 1340 Gaw. fy Gr. Knt.
1584 Braydez out a bry^t bront, & bigly forth strydez.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 7926 And I thi bane for to be with my
brond egge. c 1440 I ~ork Myst. xxix. 142 Yone boy with a
brande Brayede me full nere. a 1541 WYATT Psalm xxx\ ii.

14 They have unsheathed eke their bloody brands. 1667
MILTON P. L. xn. e^Th'Hastern side.. Of Paradise.. Wav'd
over by that flaming Brand. 1718 POPE Iliad v. 105 On
his broad shoulder fell the forceful brand. 1820 SCOTT
Abbot iii, There ne'er was gentleman but who belted him

1055

ivith the brand. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets v. 124 My
wealth's a burly spear and brand.

Brand (brand), z>. Also 4-6 brond(e, 5 bronnc.

[f. prec.]
1. trans. To burn with a hot iron, whether for

the purpose of marking the flesh (as in the case of

criminals or slaves), or of cauterizing as a surgical

operation ; alsoy?^.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 103 Hauing per consciens iron brondit.

c 1440 ProiHp. Pan.'. 53 Bronnyn wythe an yren [1499

brondyn], caitterizo. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 109 1'oth mui
and women do brand their arines for the loue of each other.

1753 .S", -ots Mag. Feb. 97/1 The former is to be branded and

imprisoned. 1850 MRS. STOWE /;/</< 'J'i'jit xi. 91 Has been
j

branded in his right hand with the letter H.

2. To mark indelibly, as a proof of ownership,
I

as a sign of quality, or for any other purpose ; to
!

'mpress a word, letter, or device) byway of brand,
j

1587 Got.DiNG De ATortiay xii. 177 Thon wonldest that

God should at leastwise brond him with the broade arrov..

1681 COTTON Wond. Peak (ed. 4) 43 Every step did brand
Assured footing in the yielding sand. 1805 LL'CCOCK .\af.

Wool 113 When sheep are not branded with pitch, or any
other substance injurious to the staple. 1879 CVr.,'//\s-

Tcchn. Eifiic. IV. 253/2 The mark was the letters
' M. C.'

branded on tin-plates.

b. fig. To set a mental mark of ownership upon ;

also, to impress (a fact, an event indelibly on

one's memory.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. XI. Ixiii. (1612) 273 The greene

knight, be whoso he shall, her heart had branded hers.

1848 KiNcsi.rY Saint's Trag. v. i. 226 To brand upon your
j

thoughts How she was once awoman. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) III. 531, I was able to recall every word of this,
[

whicli is branded into my mind. 1879 FARRAR St. /'an!

(1883) 114 Words and utterances . . branded indelibly upon
the memory.
3. fig. To mark or stamp with infamy, stigmatize.
1625 l>ACON.-I///<vVw, Ess. fArb.1 337 All. .arc branded with

the Name of Atheists, a 1674 CLARENDON Hisf. Kelt. (1702*
I. in. 215 They, .intended by some Vote to Brand him, and
make him odious. 1771 CUMBERLAND tt'est hid. iv. iv,

Brand me for a coward if I baulk yon. a 1853 ROBERTSON
Left. ii. 61 Dare we brand infidelity with hard names 1

Brand, obs. form of BRAWJTEH.

Bra'llded, ppl. a. 1 Obs. exc. dial. [A northern

var. olbrended, later BBINDED.] Brindled.

1561 Richmond. Wills (1853) 148, I geve to Henry Todd
on oxe calfe in Peknell, color branded. 1607 TOPSELT.

|

l-'our-f. Beasts 126 A spotted, branded, party coloured dox
is not approved. l6n CHAPMAN Iliad xxi. 217 They saw a

branded serpent sprawl, .amongst them from above, n 1800

Ballad, 'Lads of }\'a>npkray' iii. in Scott iWinstr., The
brokit cowand the branded bull. 1880 PATTERSON Antrim
fy Doiun Gloss., Branded, brannct, of a red colour with
streaks or bands, applied to cattle.

Branded .brarnded),///. a.- [f.
BRAND

v.~]

1. a. Marked with a hot iron. b. Bearing a

trade-mark, or mark of quality.
1652 Proc, Parliament No. 159. 2502 Advt., A light grey

Mare, .branded with E. a 1704'!'. BROWN Sat. O<KvWks.
1730 I. 64 A branded villain. 1880 Daily Trl, 30 Apr.,
There is no alteration in branded iron.

2. Jig. Marked with infamy, stigmatized.
1601 R. YARINGTON Two Lament. Traj. v. ii. in Bullen

O. PI. IV, Bronded with a marke of Shame. 1654 dtriii

Politic 100 Why should that branded Polititian make feare

and love impossible and inseparable ? 1878 Bosw. SMITH
Carthage 265 Branded with the defeat of Cann.x1

.

t Bra-nded, ///. a.'-! Sc. Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. F.

brandjr to fasten two pieces of wood together with

a peg.] ? Firmly secured
; perh. error for bandit.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 350 Ane brig . . Rycht stark

of tymmer. . Brandit and bond, and festnit richt fest.

Branded, misreading for branded embroidered :

so also brandttr for braudur embroidery.
c 1440 Gar.v. $ Gol. n. iii, Here belt was of blunket . .

Branded with brende golde. Ibid. n. iv, His brene and his

basnet. .With a brandur abought, al of brende golde.

Bran-deer. A loose adaptation of Ger. brand-

hirsf/i,
' a stag with dark-brown breast.

1 Grimm.
I774GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. H. v.(i862l I. 327 A kind of stag,
named by the ancients the Tragelaphus, and which the

natives call the bran deer.

Brandeis, obs. Sc. form of BRANDISH.

Brandelede, obs. var. of BRANDBETH.
t Brandellet. Obs. rare

- 1
.

c 1325 Coer de L. 322 His pusen therwith gan gon, And
also his brandellet bon, Hys vyser and his gorgere.

t Bra-ndenburgn. Obs.
[f.

the name of a

city in Prussia, famous for woollen manufactures.

So Fr. brandcbonrg^\ A morning gown.
1676 ETHKREDGE Alan ofMode IV. ii. (1684) 61 V have a

very fine Brandenburgh on, Sir Fopling. 1691 Fop Diet.

Supp., Brandenburgh, a Morning Gown.

t Bra-ndeiilmrgs. Obs. [Prob. so called

because worn in the army of the Elector of Branden-

burg, afterwards king of Prussia
;

cf. Fr. braiul^-

boiirg,
'
boutonniere avec ornement

'

! Boiste).]

//. The ornamental facings to the breast of an
officer's coat.

1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. vn. xcii. 422 [The Prussian

King] in his regimentals, which are a blue cloth frock with
silver brandenburgs, a 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815!

225 He wore a coat . . trimmed with Brandenburgs, now
totally deprived of their metal.

Brander (brarndaj), rf.i
[f.

BRAND v. + -ER.]
One who brands.

BRANDIRON.
1860 RAWLINSON Herodotus vil. xxxv. IV. 36 He [Xerxes]

bade the branders take their irons and therewith brand the

Hellespont.

Bra'nder, sb.- Obs. exc. Sc. and north, dial.

Also 5 braiidyr, ft brandire. [Variant of BRAND-

IBON.J A gridiron. See also BRANDISK, BBAND-

IHON, BRANDRETH.
r 1450 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 626 Tripos, brondyre. 1587

in Wadley Bristol Wills (1886) 251 My great pan and
brandire and Pykes thervnto belonginge. 1708 In-.'. in

F.. W. Dunbar Sor. Life Moray 212 (U.I A frying-pan, two
branders. 1815 SCOTT G7iy M. xxiv, A couple of fowls..

reeking from the gridiron or brander.

Brander ,'bne-ndoj), z.' Chiefly -SV. and ;///.

dial.
[f. prec.] trans, and inlr. To cook on the

gridiron, broil, grill. Hence Bra'ndered ///. a.,

Brandering vbl. sb., as in branclcring steak.

r 1782 SIR T. SINCLAIR S,-ot/. Dial. 172 (JAM.) The Scots

also say to brander for to broil meat. 1814 SCOTT Wa-'.

Ixiv,
'

I'll brander the moor-fowl that John Heatherbluttcr

brought in this morning.' ri8i7 HOGG Tales <V SVi. III. 37

Brandered kidneys. 1848 FORSTER Life Go/ihm. I. iv, A
brandered chop served up.

Bra'uder, ?'.- [prob. f. BRANDER .r/'.
2

,
as if

' to arrange cross-bars in the form of a gridiron
'

;

but cf. F. brandir under BRANDED///. a.'-']

Hence Bra'iideriug vbl.sb.,
' the covering of the

under-side of joists with battens ... to nail the

laths to, in order to secure n belter ke) for the

plaster of a ceiling' Spon Did. Engineer. 1869.)

Branderer, ?erron. form of brauderer, BROI-

DEREU : but the passages are obscure.

1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. III. 77 [Tttllus Hostilius)

..vsede purpur, a maner reed clo^inge of kynges and
branderers and reneres [orig. pnrpura ct fasciln/s jisits

est\. ('1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 287 Deliveryd to my said

Lordis Branderars of hisCopis in small Perle. .poiss. iiij oz.

IHd. II. 289 Deliveryd in gilte spangillis for my Lordis

Footmen Coolis to Stevyn Humble Branderer poiss. chj o/.

Brande(y)rne, -hirne, var. of BRAND-IRON.

Brandewine, early form of BKANDY.

Brand-goose : see BRANT sb.

Brandied (brrc-ndid), ///. a. [f.
BRANDY i'.]

Mixed, treated, or '

fortified
'

with brandy.

1833 C. REDDING Mod. Wines iv. (ed. 2< 66 The brandied

wines of Portugal. 1871 MORLEY Crit. Misc. iiSS6> I. 287

The wine of truth is in his cup a brandied draught.

Brandified (brarndifsid , ///. a. [As if f. a

vb. brandify : see -KY.] Affected by brandy.

1863 Sfriii.i**r Summ. Lapl. 31 He had already got some

such notion into his muddled, brandified old head.

Branding brarndirj\ vbl. sb.
[f.

BRAND z/.]

1. The action of marking with a hot iron, as a

surgical operation : or of burning a mark upon a

criminal, or an article for sale.

c 1440 Promp. Par-.'. 53 Brondynge, canteri-.acio. 1660 H.

COKE Justice, rind. 14 Anything, .received into the senses,

be it whipping, branding or hanging. 1764 HARMER Observ.

vi. xvi. 261 Whipping and branding with the flower-de-hs

among the French. '1846 M''CuLLocn .-la'. Krit. Empire
.18541 I- 631 The gutting., of the herrings, and the branding
of the barrels. 1849 GROTE Greece n. xl. V. 128.

fig. a I649DRUMM. or HA\VTH. Hist. J.is. V, Wks. (17111

90 It would be an everlasting branding their honour, if

timorously, .they show their backs to their enemies.

2. attrib., as in branding-ctrratt, -iron, -yard.

(-1440 Promp. Pan'. 53 Brondynge yren, cauterium.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. xiv. 80 Despisers of God . .

haue the said bronding yron searing within them. 1863

W. PIIILLII'S Speeches xi. 259 His broad bosom scarred all

over with the branding-iron. 1881 Gent/. Mag. Jan. 64 The

branding-yard [for cattle]. 1885 Pali Mall G. 20 Mar. 3/2

The cows and calves, .are driven into the branding corrall.

Bra'nding, ///. a.
[f.

BRAND v. + -INS ^.]

1. That scorches or marks by burning.
1811 BYRON Curse ofMin. xi, In many a branding page

and burning line. iSsoTENNYSON In IMeni. ii, Nor branding
summer suns avail To touch thy thousand years of gloom.
1868 LD. LYTTON C/irou. ff Char. II. 127 The branding bolt,

that rent The skies asunder.

2. That brands or stigmatizes.
1853 C. BRONTE I'illttle xxiii. (1876)250 It was a branding

judgment. 1877 FARRAR My Youth \. 4 He felt the branding

finger upon his brow.

t Bra'ndi :ron. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 brand-

hirne, ?-6 -eyrne, -erne, -yren, 6 brond-
;
other

forms under BRANDER sb:- [f.
BRAND + IRON.]

1. A kitchen utensil, commonly a gridiron, but

the name is transferred to other articles, as and-

irons (still dial, in Kenf>, a stand for a kettle,

a trivet. See the synonymous BBANDF.R sb.2 ,

BRANDISE ; also BRANDBETH.

,
.

rakkes of yryne, and to brandernes. 1552 HULOET, Brond-

yron, or Andyron. 1580 BARET Ah'. B 1126 A Brandiron

or posnet, chytra. 1596 Wills ,5-
Inv. X. C. II. 271, j brande-

iron, that the kettle standes on. 1730 DAVIES in Phil.

Trans. XXXVI. 445 The Brand-Irons and Legs thereof

were strained. 1886 R. JEFFERIES
in Fall Mall Budget

2 Dec. Q/I What are usually called dog-irons on the hearth

are called brand-irons, having to support the brand or

burning log.

T 2. Taken by Spenser, and by Quarles after

him. in the sense of: A sword [^ BRAND sb. 8].

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. iv. 32 And with his brondiron round



BEANDISE.
about him layd. x6ai QUARLES Argaltis 4- P. (1678) 100
[He] Vnsheath'd his funous Brand-iron. Hid. (1708) 122
The stout Amphialus. .Up heav'd his thirsty brandiron.

\ 3. Brand-iron-wise, in the shape of a gridiron.
'55S EDEN Decades W. Ind. (Arb.l 381 Southeast, .is thre

trees lyke a brandierwyse.

tBrandise (brae-ndis). Obs. exc. dial. Also
I braud-isen, 9 brandioe. [OE. brand-isen, f.

brand burning + {sen iron : but the history of the
word between OE. and modern times is uncertain.]A trivet ; perhaps used also in the other senses
of BKANDER sb.-, BRANDIRON.
ciooo ^LFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 127 Andena vet

tripes, brandisen. 1871 HARDWICK Trad. Lancashire 133
The brandice. 1874 HARDY Madding Crowd xxii. (1882)

152 There was a great black crock upon the brandise.

Brandish (brse'ndij), v. Forms : 4-5 braundis-,
ise(n, -ish, -issh. -ysch, -isehe, 5 brawndesehe,
brfaiyob.(CatA.Angl.),4-6 brandiss,-issh, -isch,
6 Sf. braudeis, 5- brandish. [a. Fr. brandiss-

lengthened stem oiYr.brnndir,^ common Romanic
word (L. type "brandire), f. Tent. BRAND, a sword.]
1. trans. To flourish, wave about (a sword, spear,

dart, club, or other manual weapon) by way ol

threat or display, or in preparation for action.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter vii. 13 He sal braundis his swerd.

1382 WYCLIF Ps. vii. 13 But 3ee shal ben convertid, his swerd
he shal braundishen. 1475 CAXTO.V Jason 15 b, [They]
brandished their speris and escried their enemyes. 1583
STANYHURST .'Ends u. lArb.) 54 They brandish weapons
sharp edgde. 1611 BIBLE Ezek. xxxii. 10, I shall brandish
my sword before them. 1727 SWIFT Gnllit'cr u. vii. 161
Draw their swords at once, and brandish them in the air.

1824 DIBDIN Libr. Conip. 726 You may brandish your
mother of pearl paper-cutter. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
11.488 A great crowd, .of young peasants, brandishing their

cudgels. 1874 BOUTF.LL Arinsf, Arm. ii. 4...

^f'g-
c 1325 E. K. AllH. P. A. 346 ()03 bou daunce as any do.

Braundysch & bray by brabez breme. 1648 MILTON Tenure

Kings 11650) 3 Lawes which they so impotently brandish
against others. 1697 COLLIER Ess. Mot: Sitbj. n. 11709' 15^-

They love to be always brandishing theirAdvantage, rt 1764
LLOYD Fain. Let. Ithinit-s \Vks. 1774 II. 78 Your eyes thai
brandish burning darts. 1867 J. MARTIXEAU Chr. Life ted.

4) 370 Brandishing the threat of infliction.

c. To flourish about, move vigorously (the limbs,
the head, etc/ ; also used of a snake darting nut
its tongue, of a lion flourishing its tail, etc. Some-
what arch., if not obs.

?rt 1400 Marie Arth. (Roxb.i 117 The knight ban braun-
dtsshid yche a bone. 16x0 G. FLETCHER Christ's yi-:t. 1632
22 And every one brandisht his fiery tongue. 1834 PRINGLI
Afr. Sk. viii. 260 He was now beginning to. .brandish his
tail.

2. alisol. To flourish one's weapons or limbs
;
to

make a flourish or display ; to swagger.
c 1340 Alisannder 1122 That hee nas loose in no lime. .To

byte, ne to braundise. c 1350 It 7//. ralerne 2321 Breme
burnes. .Brandissende wib gret bost. < 1430 //<>'< C,d. ll'yf
tang! Dan. in Bal'ees Bit. 11868) 39 Braundische not with
bin heed, c 1505 DUNBAR Dunce 33 He brandeist lyk a
beir. 1533 BELLENDEN/-/:^- iv. 1822' 338 Brandisand throw
the army.
3. intr. (for rc/7.) Of a sword. =-- To be brandished.
<i 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Scot. (16551 2 Vour

Swords, .should brandish to set him on his Royall throne.
1800 SCOTT Lady ofL. VI. xviii.

f4. trans. Of the sun or other luminary : To dart

forth, scatter (rays of light' ; also ^rarely) to ir-

radiate, render luminous. Obs.

1598 SYLVESTER Dn Bartasu. i. IV. ( 16411 108/1 His brows
seem brandisht with a Sun-like fire. 1653 H. MORE Conject.
Cabbal. 11713* 215 This light of Righteousness . . may not
brandish its rays in the empty field. 1656 BLOUNT Glossier.,
Brandish, to make to. .glister with gentle shaking or mov-
ing.

t b. intr. To glitter, gleam, flash, coruscate.

ISS2 HULOET, Brandysh, or glytter, lyke a sworde, cortiscn.

1598 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas n. i. iv. 1 1641) 109/1 Thine eyes
already i now no longer eyes ;

But new bright stars) do
brandish in the skyes. Ibid. (1608) 78 Orion, Eridanus, the
Whale. .Through Heavens bright arches brandish up and
down. [1884 STEVENSON New Arab, Nts. 237 A branch of
flame shot brandishing through the aperture.]

Bra'ndish, />.
[f. prec.] An act of brandish-

ing ; a flourish or wave (of a weapon).
1599 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. v. x, I can wound with a

Brandish. 1709 ADDISON Taller No. 157 Pn Tosses of the

Head, and Brandishes of the Fan. 1816 BYRON Siege of
Cor. xxii, The reply was the brandish of sabre and spear.

t Bra-radish, a. Obs. rare. [f. BRANDT 4 -ISH !.]
Of the quality of, or resembling brandy.
1683 TRYON Way to Health 560 A strong sulpherous

brandish Spirit, that has no other operation than common
Brandy or Spirit of Wine.

Brandished (brue-ndijt), ppl. a.
[f.

BRAND-
ISH v. + -ED!.] Made to vibrate; flourished, waved.
'583 STANYHURST ^neis n. lArb.i 67, I doe se theyre

brandisht tergats. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 633 The brandisht
Sword of God before them blaz'd. 1709 STEELE Tat/er
No 34 F 4 Some Body . . has called a fine Woman dancing,
a Brandished Torch of Beauty. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby v.

xxxii, His brandished faulchion s sheer descent !

Brandisher (bra-ndijs.i). [f.
BRANDISH v. +

-ER!.] One who brandishes or flourishes a weapon.
IT 1600 CHAPMAN Iliad XX 146 O Phcebus, brandisher of

darts. 1860 W. G. CLARK I'ac. Tour 46 The brandishers of
daggers were persons from the well-fed, well-dressed orders.
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Brandishing (bre-ndijin), vbl. sb.
[f.

BRAND-
ISH v. + -INGI.]
1. The action of flourishing (weapons).
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 48 Brawndyschynge, Z'ibracio. 1655

J'heophania 92 By the brandishing of their weapons in the
air we knew the fight was not yet ended. 18*1 JOANNA
BAILLIE Wallace xiv, With hopeful, wanton brandishing.

b.yfc
1690 LOCKE Hum. L'nd. iv. xvii, He who shall employ all

the force of his Reason only in brandishing of Syllogisms.
1766 FORDYCE Serin, Yng. Worn. led. 4) I. v. 193 The
brandishings of wit in the hand of ill-nature.

1 2. Flashing, coruscating. Obs.

1552 HULOKT, Brandishinge, or glytteryng, coruscatio.

3. A corrupt form of BRATTISHING.
1846 PARKF.R Concise Glass. Arch.

; and in mod. Diets.

Brandishing vbra-ndijirj;, ///. a.
[f.

BRAND-
ISH v. + -ING-.] a. Vibrating, quivering, fb.
Gleaming, flashing, sparkling.
1581 W. WARREN \ti1le, The brandishing brightnes off an

English Gentlewoman. 1658 ROWLAND Monffet's Theat.
Ins. 1130 They move in a brandishing manner. 1660 BOYLE
,\V?f Exp. rhys.-Mech. i. 25 The vehement agitation, and
brandishing motion.

Bra-iiclishmeiit. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. BRAND-
ISH v. + -MENT.] The action of brandishing.
1640-1 LD. J. DIGBY Sp. in Ho. Coin. 9 Feb. 14 Their

Brandishment of the spirituall sword. 1655 Theophania
180 The brandishment of his Sword was no less terrible.

Brandiss, obs. f. BRANDISH v.

\ Bra lldle, v. Obs. [ad. F. branler, found in

both senses
;
the </ may be due to an acquaintance

with the earlier Fr. form brandeler, but more prob-

ably is merely phonetic, as in spindle; cf. also

BRANGLE, BRANLE, BRANSLE, BRANTLE.]
a. trans. To shake, shock, cause to waver, b.

intr. To become unsteady, to totter, waver.
1606 Li>. NORTHAMPTON Proceed, agst. Garnet G g b.

Subjects cannot be too curious, when the State brandies.
1621 BACON Hen. I 'II, 96 It had like to have brandled the
fortune of the day. 1655 LESTRANGE Chas. I. 112 Gave him

,
-o terrible a shock, as made his Vantguard to brandle.

Brandless , brarndles), a.
[f.

BitAND sl>. +

-LESS.] That has no brands, or wood for fuel.

1849 ROCK Ch. ofFathers IV. xi. 96 The hearth that had
all day long been cold and brandless.

Bra'iidlet. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f.

BRAND sb. +

-LET.] A bird : perh. the Brandtail or Redstart.

1576 CJASCOir.NE Coinpl. Philomene Pro!. 31 The Brandlet

saith, for singing sweete and softe -In hir conceit 1 there is

none such as she.

Brandlet, variant of BRANDRETH, Obs.

( Brandling brse'ndlin). [f.
BRAND sb. -r -I.ING

;

from the colour or markings.]
1. A worm of a red colour variegated with rings

or bands of brighter colouring, used as bait by
anglers.
1651 T. BARKER Art ofAngling 1820) 3 Brandlin.

1653 WALTON Angler^ For a Brandling, hee is usually
found in an old dunghil. 1741 Conipl. Fain.-1'ii-cc II. ii. 336
The Brandlings are generally found in Cow or Hog's
Dung. 1854 BADHAM Ifalicnt. 274 A gudgeon being in-

capable of refusing a lively young brandling. 1880 Boys
O'.un Bk, 264 The brandling and gilt tail are excellent bait

for Perch.

2. dial. A local name of the salmon pnrr ;

formerly regarded as a species of trout.

(1730 BURT Lett. A'. Scot/. (1818) I. 121 A little trout . .

called in the North of England a branlin. 1802 J. WILSON
iCongletoni MS. Let. 17 Apr. to J. BouJier, Brandling,^
small Trout. Climb. 1880-84 J. DAY Fishes C,t. Britain II.

68 The Salmon . . From one to two years old, before it has

.^one to the sea, it is known as a parr, pink, smolt, smelt,

salmon-fry, sprag, or salmon-spring, samlet, brandling,

tingerling, etc., etc.

t Bra'ndliiig, fpl. a. Obs. [f.
BKANDLE v..

cf. BRANLING.] Tottering, unsteady, wavering.
1605 RALEIGH Introd. Hist. Eng. '1693' 36 Before the

settling of the Government whilest it was new and brand-

ling. 1611 COTGR., Branslant, brandling .. reeling, stag-

gering, wauering.

Brand-mark brornd-maukV [f.
BRAND +

MARK.] The mark left by a branding-iron: alsoyff.
1655-60 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701^ 143/1 A Brand-mark,

which declared the ill disposition of the owner. \(&+Lond.
Gaz. No. 1990/4 An old Brandmark on the farther Leg be-

hind. 1879 FAHRAR St. Paul 1 1. 580 Or borne in his mortal

body such evident brand-marks of the Lord.

Hence Brand-marked///, a.

1678 Loud. Gaz. No. 818/4 Brand marked with two P's

counter-placed. 1847 Nat. Kncycl. I. 331 The Achcns Ai,
or brand-marked sloth.

Brand-new, bran- (bra-nd-, bn\rn,ni-,) a.

Also Sf. brank-, brent-new,
[f.

BRAND sb. +

NEW, as if fresh and glowing from the furnace ;

cf. Shakspere's Jire-new. The commoner form is

now bran-new.] Quite new, perfectly new.
c 1570 FOXF. Serm. 2 Cor. v. 63 New bodies, new minds. .

and all thinges new, brande-newe. 1714 GAY What d'ye
call it ! II. v. 28 ' Wear these Breeches Tom; they're quite
bran-new.' 1790 BURNS Tatn i>' Shanter, Nae cotillon brent
new frae France. 1821 CLARE Vill. .Vinstr. I. 38 When vil-

lagers put on their bran-new clothes. 1824 SCOTT St.

Rattan's I. 56 (JAM. i Yeomen with the brank new blues and
buckskins. 1858 CARI.YLE Fredk. Gt. II. vii. iii. 183 The
whole Saxon Army . . all in beautiful brand-new uniforms.

1871 MORLF.Y I'oltaire (1886) 131 A bran-new vaudeville.

Hence in same sense (chiefly dial.} the double

BRANDY.
forms braud-fire-new, bran-span-new, brand
spauder-new. Also Brand-newness.
1825 Bro. Jonathan I. 151 Bran-fire, noo, as I'm alive.

1830 H. ANGELO Retain. I. 57 His feet were thrust into a
bran-span new pair of fashionable pumps. 1855 Whitly
Gloss., Brandnew, Brandspandernew, fresh from the
maker's hands, or 'spic and span new*. 1870 HAWTHORNE
Enf. Note-bks. 11879) ' I08 This brand-newness makes it

seem much less effective.

t Bra'udon. Obs. rare. Also brandom. [a.
F. brandon burning wisp ofstraw, etc. : com. Roman-
ic : L. type *brandan-cm, f. Teut. brand burning.]
1. A torch. /;'/. a.nr\jig. (Frequent in Drummond.)
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Shadcrm of Jndgm., Her right

hand swings a brandon in the air. Poems 14 His [Cupid's]
Darts, .all for nought him serve as doth his Brandom.

[|
2. A kind of French rustic dance >see Littre).

1755 Gent/. Mag. XXV. 175 The Brandons were cele-

brated in many cities in France the first Sunday of Lent,
round bonfires of straw, whence they had their name.

Brandreth (bre-ndreh). Also
.; branderith,

j
brandryt(h(e, 5-6 -rethe, 6 brandrate, -ereth,

brendreth, 6-8 brandrith ; also with substitution

of / for r 5 brandelede, branlet, 5-6 brenlede
(\Vr.-\Viilcker ^69), -delette. [a. ON. brand-reiS
a grate, f. brand-r brand, burning + reiS carriage,
vehicle : cf. OE. brandrod for brandrad, (Corpus
Gl., Wr.-XVulcker 5, 38 ,

and brandred, -rida (' an-

dena ', ibid. 349, 266^
;
OHG. braii/reita.]

1 1. A gridiron ;
a tripod or trivet of iron.

Originally a grate supported on three legs on the

hearth : hence the apparent variety of definitions.)

Obs. exc. dial.

1400 Test. Ebor. 11836} I. 268 Unum par tongis, unum
ilechok, unum branderith. a 1450 IMS. Lincoln. Med. f. 283
i Halliw. 1 Take grene 3erdis of esche, and laye thame over a
brandrethe. 1533 BELLENDEN Liiyi. (1822) 90 Thay band
ane brandreth ofirne, with mony grete stanis, to his crag.

1590 In-.', in Eng. Ch. j-'nmitiire 11866 248 Item ij brand-
rethes and an apple iron. 1663 Inr. Ld. J. Gordon's Fur-
niture, A droping pan ;

a brandereth of iorn ;
ane ladle and

fork. 1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet., Brandrith, a Trevet or

other Iron Utensil to set a Vessel on over the Fire. 1875
Lane, Gloss. (E. D. S.) Brandreth, a gridiron.

2. A framework of wood for various purposes, as

a stand for a cask, or for a hay-rick ;
a substructure

of piles to support a house
;
also a fence or rail

round the opening of a well.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 40 A Brandryth to set begynnyge [v.r.

byggyng] on, lorainentuin. 1573 Lane. Wills (1857; III.

62 A brandereth where upon the barrell laye. 1659 HOOLF.
Comenius' Vis. H'orld (ed. 121 93 Wells . . are compassed
about with a brandrith, lest any should fall in. 1837
HOWITT J\ur. Life in. vi. 11862' 279 There was. .the brand-

reth, or frame on which a rick once stood.

t 3. (See quotation. Obs.

1688 R. HOLME Armory in. viii. 53 The Brandret or Mill-

rinde, a cross like Iron laid in the Upper Stone to turn it.

Bra'ndtail. Name of a bird, the Redstart or

1* iretail.

1802 MONTAGU Ornith. Diet., Brantail.

Brandur, misreading for braudur: see BRANDED.

Brandy (bra'ndi\ sb. Also 7 brandwine,
brandewine, brandy-wine, brandee. [The
orig. form brandwine, brandewine is a. Du. brande-

wijn
' burnt

'

; i. e. distilled) wine. In familiar use

abbreviated as brandy as early as 1657; but the

fuller form was retained in official use (customs

tariffs, acts of parliament, etc.^ down to the end of

1 7th c., being latterly, as the spelling shows, re-

garded as a compound of brandy -t- wine.]
1. Properly an ardent spirit distilled from wine or

grapes ;
but the name is also applied to spirits

of similar flavour and appearance, obtained from

other materials.
a. 1622 FLETCHER Beggar s Bush m.i, Buyany brand-wine,

buy any brand-wine? 1:1650 Roxb. Ballads (18861 VI. 320
It is more fine than Brandewine, The Butterboxes' Poison.

1652 Proc. Parliament No. 153. 2391 Laden with Woolls,

Brandy Wine and Salt. 1697 View Penal Laws 173 No
Aqua-Vita^ or Brandy-Wine shall be imported into England.

1719 D'URFEY Pills 118721 V. 23, I was entertained, With
Kisses fine, and Brandy Wine.
S. 1657 COLVIL Whigs Supplic. (1751)

Introd. 5 The late

Dutch war. .occasioned the bringing in of such superfluity
of brandy. 1663 HICKERINGILL Jamaica 78 Of your Wine
and Brandee, you'le be free. 1790 BURNS Scots Prol. 4

Does nonsense mend, like brandy, when imported ? 1848
KINGSI.EY Saint's Trag. III. ii. 158 And take his snack of

brandy for digestion.

2. Comb, and attrib.,^ brandy-cag, -devil, -dough,

-Jlask, -keg, -man,-mcrchant,-shop,yn& in the names

of drinks as brandy and soda, brandy and water,

brandy-flip, -posset, -punch, etc. ; t brandy-face ;

brandy-fai-eJ, -burnt adjs. ;
also brandy- ball, a

kind of sweet ; f brandy-cherry = cherry-brandy ;

also cherries preserved in brandy ;
so brandy-

peach, etc. ; brandy paper, paper steeped in

brandy; brandy - snap, wafer - like gingerbread.
Also BllANDY-BOTTLE, BRANDT-PAWNEE.
1862 MAVHEW Crim. Prisons 51 Buttons, that have much

the appearance of small "brandy-balls. 1838 HAWTHORNE
Anier..\~ate-Ms. iiSjiil. 161 A large, ."brandy-burnt, heavy-
faced man. 1795 WoLCOmP. Pindar' Lonsiadu. Wks. 1812

I. 227 And fora cruet stands a *brandy-cag. a 1687 COTTON



BRANDY.
Acneid II. Burl. 11692' 83 Whether 't was that she. .Fainted
for want of "brandy-cherry. 1820 SHKLLEV (Edipits Tyr.
i. 1, Fat martyrs to the persecution Of stilling turtle-soup
and *

brandy-devils. 1799 G. SMITH Lal'oratory I. 21 Sup-
plied with *brandy dough, a 1687 COTTON Aeneid II. Burl.

(1692) 85 You goodman *Brandy-face, unfist her. 1861 SALA
TV. round Clock 284 Hulking labourers and y

brandy-faced
viragos, squabbling at tavern doors. 1833 MARRYAT /-*.

Simple > 1863' 168 I've emptied the "brandy-flask ; and that's

abadjob. 1865 K. BURRITT Walkto Lands E. 62 Articles of
food and drink.. such as egg-nog and ^brandy-flip. 1865
N, Brit. Rw. Sept. 227 Ula informed me that he had lost

the *brandy-keg, 1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6172/9 Henry Gil-

lum.. "Brandyman. a 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 118151

139 After some unsuccessful essays in the way of poetry, he
commenced "brandy-merchant. 1769 MRS. KAPFALO Eng.
Hoitsekpr, 1,1778) 227 Tie them down with *brandy papers
over them. 1781 HAYLEY Tri. Temper in. 467 Kager she

plies them with a "brandy peach. 1769 MRS. RAFI-ALD JUitg.

Housekpr. (17781 309 To make a *Brandy Posset. 1818
SCOTT Rob Roy xxvi, Mr. Jarvie compounded, .a very
small bowl of "brandy-punch, a 1719 ADDISON Play-house
(R.) Forgets his pomp. .And to some peaceful "brandy-shop
retires. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. fy Merch. I. ix. 300 Send
me . . a . . supply of "brandy and soda. 1829 MARRYAT / .

Mildmay xi, A hot ..glass of *brandy-and-water.

tBra'ndy, a. Obs. rarc~ l
. [see BRANDED///.

tf.
1
]
= BRANDED ///. <r.l

1608 TOPSELL Serpents 734
'

Squalidus albenti color cst.'

In English, brandy colour.

Bra'ndy, v.
[f.

BRANDY sb^
1. trans. To mix or treat with brandy.

1848 MARRYAT R. Reefer xliv, [He] scolded Quasha for

not brandying his sangaree. 1855 Frasers Mag. LI. 0^7
The French do not brandy up their wines for home con-

sumption.
2. To refresh or fortify with brandy.
1837 DICKENS Pickw. \, When his guests had been washed,

mended, brushed, and brandied. 1862 B. TAYLOR Home <$

Abr. Sen n. ii. 120 At the Six-Mile House, our horses were
watered, and the passengers brandied.

b. To brandy it : to drink brandy in excess.
a x8i9\VoLCOTT (.P. Pindar) 1 1 'As. (1830) 138 He surely had

been brandying it, or beering.

Brandy-bottle (bnrndi-tyrt
1

!), sit.

1. A bottle (for) containing brandy ; also^".
1676 ETHEKEDGE Matt of Mod? I. i. 11684' 3 Go, you are

an insignificant Brandy Bottle. 1765 TI:CKKR Lt. ofNat.
II. 179 Putting his mouth to the brandy bottle.

2. Bot. A local name of the Yellow Water-lily

{Nitphar httciim^.
1846 MRS. Lot;DON Ladies' Comp. Flower-Card. 201 The

popular name is Brandy Bottle, from the flowers smelling
like brandy. 1863 PKIOR riant-n. 28 Brandy-bottle, from
the shape of the seed-vessel, the yellow water-lily.

Brandy-cowe (? braeiiaikau). Washings of

brandy-casks, used in making spurious wines.

1829 in C. Redding Hist. Mod. Wines xv. (1836) 339 In

addition to these may be introduced brandy-cowe (the wash-

ings of brandy-casks).

Brandy-pawnee (bnemdijpgiit). [f. BEANDY
+ Hind, pani water

;
an Kast Indian camp-word.]

Brandy-and-waler.
1816

'

Quiz
' Grand Master Pref., And died at

t

last with

brandy pauny. 1848 THACKERAY I'an. Fair Ivii, The re-

freshment of brandy-pawnee which he was forced to take.

Brandyren, var. of BRANDIHON.

Brandy-wine, early form of BRAXDY.

Brane, obs. form of BRAIX, BEAN.

Branewod, Sc. var. of BRAIN-WOOD a. Obs.

Bran-fire-new: see under BRAND-XEW.
Brailfulliess (bne'nfulnes\ rare 1

, [f. as if

from *branful full of bran + -NESS.] The state of

being full of bran ;like unsifted flour) : henceJig.
1879 G. MEREDITH faptst I. Prel. 3 The realistic method

. .is mainly accountable for our present branfulness.

Brang (.brcerj). dial. See quot.
<ri840 MUDIE in W. H. Maxwell Sports $ Adv. Scoff.

(1855) 347 The
'

brang', or carcass of whales and other large
animals, in the sea.

Brang, Sc. pa. t. of BEING.

Brangill, brangland : see BEANGLE v.

t Bra'ngle, -f^.1 Obs. [Phonetic variant of

BEANLE v.\ cf. BEANGLE v^. also BRAXDLE,
BRANSLE, BRAXTLE.]
1. A shake, an impulse, a setting in motion ;= F.

branle, BEANLE, BKANHLE.
1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 266 Forced, for want of

a convenient agent to give them the due brangle, to lye
immobile. 1653 Rabelais n. xv. (1737) II. 123 Gave it

the brangle, hurling it with all their force down the hill.

2. Akind of dance; = If. branle, BRANLE, BBANSLE,
BEANTLE. (Only St.)

1513 DOUGLAS ^Snet's xm. ix. 107 Vpstart Troianis, and

syne Italianis, And gan dodowhill brangillis. 1549 Cotitf-l.

Scot. vL 66 It vas ane celest recreation to behald the!.,

braulis and branglis. .vitht mony vthir lycht dancis.

t Bra'ngle, sb2 Obs. exc. dial.
[f.

BEANGLE .- :

cf. K. branle^\
1. A brawl, wrangle, squabble.
1600 HOLLAND Livy iv. xxxv. 1621, Run desperatly and

blindly into a world of brangles and troubles. 1686 GOALI
Celest. Bodies \. xvi. 105, I will not press this too much,
l>ecause it may occasion a Brangle. 1722 DF. FOK Mem.
Cavaliers (1840! 154 The feuds and brangles of this parlia-
ment. 1875 Lane. Gloss.) Brangle, a quarrel or squabble.

2. ? A state of confusion, a muddle.

1865 Morning Star 26 May, The bill had got into that

unfortunate state which the right hon. gentleman, .was in

the habit of calling a '

brangle '.
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t Brangle (brse-ijg'l), v.l Obs. [A phonetic
variant of UK AXLE v., a. Yi'.branli'r: cf.BKAXDLEz1

.]

1. trans. To shake ; to brandish, flourish (a

sword, etc.' ; to wag (the head) ;
to sway to and

fro, cause to totter.

1513 DOUGLAS sEnet's xn. ii. in The schaft he schuike,
and branglis lustely. 1653 URVUHART Rabelais in. xlv,
Charmides shook and brangled his head, a 1684 LEIGHTON
Srrtn. xxviii. 414 \Vill the pillars be brangled.

b. Jig. To shake (in mind), cause to waver.

rti6ooTnKOGMORTOxinSir.J.Melvil Mem. ("1683161 Retain-

ing the hearts of those you have gained already, recovering
of those who are brangled. 1634 46 Ro\v Hist. A"/>/t( 18421
426 The people were brangled and shaken with contrarie
doctrines. 1730 T. BOSTON Alew. vii. 208 In case it should
misgive it would brangle me terribly.

C. To render uncertain.
1608 J/r-jvy Devil Edtn. in Hnzl. DodsteyK. 228 The title

[to some land] is so brangled with thy debts.

2. i)itr. To shake, totter.

1513 DOUGLAS sEueis ii. xi. [x.] 119 The tree branglis bost-

]

ing to the fall. 1549 Compl. Scof. vii. 68 Ane croune of
; gold, hingand, & brangland, that it vas lyik to fa I doune.

t Bra'ngle, ?>.- Obs. or arch. Also 6 Sc. bran-

gill, [perh. a particular use of prec., influenced

I in meaning by \YRA\I; I,E (i4th c.\ and possibly by
I BRABBLK, BRAWL, with which it is nearly synon.]
;

iutr. To wrangle, squabble, dispute contentiously.
*553 DOUGLAS sEneis vm. Prol. 125 That brangillis [ed.

Small braulis] thus with thi boast. 1598 Svi-vi STER Dit
Hartas \\. \. \\. \ 1641 ) 93/1 Flesh & blond will brangle, And
murmuring Reason with th' Almighty wrangle. 1684 tr.

'

Agrippa's I 'an. Arts Ixxxiii. 292 With what Heat . . they
brangle about the sick-mans bed. 1868 BROWNINC Ring-*,-
/>/<:. i. 241 Thus wrangled, brangled, jangled they a month.

Branglement (bne*i)g*lmnt). [f. BEANGLE
z'.

a + -MKNT; but cf. F. branlement^\ A wrangle,
1 a disorderly dispute.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Kly \\. x. 446 The Bishop would

i

not rush into this new branglement. 1830 Blackw, Alag.
XXVIII. 179 A specimen of conjugal branglement. 1879
Corn/i. Mag. Dec. 688 He declined to hold a branglement
with a blockhead.

i
t Brangler (brse'qglsj). Obs. or arch.

[f.
as

i prec. + -KI?
.]

A wrangler, brawler.
1611 COTGR., Altercatenr, a brablcr, brawler, brangler.

1684 tr. Agrippti's I'an. Arts 333 Such as are egregious
Branglers. .make a noise with uncouth words. i8zo Scoi i

1 Monast. xxviii, Drawn into a quarrel by a rude brangler.

tBra'ngling ^br.vijglirp, vbt. .f/'.
1 Obs.

[f.

, BBANGLE #.!+ -IHG 1
.] Shaking, agitation; also,

mental perturbation.
1585 JAMES I. Ess, rocsic (Arb.) 70 Who set the earth on

her fundations sure, So as her brangling none shall euer see.

1597 MoHTGOMERIE Clierrie A> Sloe x\, My veines with
! brangling lyk to brek.

Bra'ngling, vbl. sb.~ [f.
BRANCI.K?'.- + -ixc 1

.]
1

Noisy and turbulent disputing ; squabbling.
i

1611 COFGR., Altercation, altercation, .wrangling, brang-

ling. 1622 T. STOUGHTON C/ir. Sncrif. x. 136. 1726 Swn r

To a Lady Wks. 1755 IV. i. 295 Drives out brangling and
contention. 1830 D'IsRAELi Cnas. f. III. xiii. 288 The

i branglings and heart-burnings of their unsettled heads,

t Bra'iigliiig, ///. fl. 1 Obs. Also 6 Sc. brang-

|

land.
[f.

BKANCJLK r'. 1
-I- -ixc 2

.] Shaking, totter-

ing ; vibrating, quivering. Alsoy^".
1513 DOUGLAS sKneis*x. viii, 107 The brangland speyr.

1613 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. 108 Before the settling of the

! government whilest it was new and brangling. 1653 URgr-
iiART Rabelais \\\. xlv, Such a brangling agitation and

1 moving.

Bra'ngling, ///. a.-
[f. BBANOtB.2 + -iNa2.]

Wrangling, quarrelsome, contentious.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. iii. vii, A brangling knauc.

1728 SWIFT Mnllinix ff Tim. Wks. 1755 III. 11. 208 These

brangling jars of Whig and Tory.
Brank (brseqk), t/>.1 Obs. or dial. Also 6

branke, 7 branck. [Derivation unknown.]
Buckwheat {Fagopyntm esculentum}.
1577 B. GOOGK UcrtsbacKs Iliisb, (i 586) 40 b, You may sowe

Bucke, or Branke, as they call St. 1677 Lond. Gaz. No.

1227/4 A Dutch built Hoy, laden with 14 Tuns of Buck, or

Branck. 1730 T. Cox Magna ttrit. V. 275 'I'he Eastern

parts, .produce Plenty of Branke and Hemp. 1815 W.

JOHNSON tr. Becfanawfs Hist. Invent. t 18461 1.430 It is

grown [in] Norfolk and Suffolk, where it is called brank.

[The plant was introduced from Asia in i4th or 151)1 c.

perh. by the Turks; cf. its various names, L.frntncntntn

Boh. pohanka lit. 'heathen, Turkish'. There is a certain

similarity of sound between the last and brank^ but nothing
is known of any connexion.]

Brank, sb.-\ see BRAXK.S'.

t Brank (bnenk\ z/.
1 Sc. Obs. [app. f. brank,

sing, of BEANKS 1
.]

frans. To bridle, restrain; lo

put in the branks. Alsoy/^
r
.

1574 Gtasgoiv tturgh. Rec. in Wilson Sc. Archxol. 692 Gif
thai flyte to be brankit. a 1600 Scot. Poems i6th C. 1 1801 1

1 1. 194 We sail gar brank you Before that time trewly. 1664
Man. Dr. i$jtomJW^<r(l8ix)74(jAM.)Thy feared also that

their estaittes might be branked.

t Brank, v;- Obs. exc. Sc. and dial. [Of un-

certain origin. Cf. Ger. prangen
* to adorn oneself,

vaunt, brag ', for which MHG. had brangen 'also

brankitrtn) ; perh. the Eng. word was adapted from
an equivalent LG. form. Cf. PKAXK. Jamieson
connects it with the prec., through the notion of

|
'bridle up oneself'.] I lenceBra'nking, -and///, tt.

BRANLE.

1. intr. Of horses : To prance, to toss the head.

'.'1400 Mart? Art/i. 1861 They hewene, With brandez of
hrowne stele brankkand stedez ! 1513 DOLT.I.AS sEncis xi.

xii. 7 Stedis apon thar strait born bridillis brankand fast.

2. Of persons : To march in a confident or

demonstrative fashion
;
to strut ;

to prance, prank.
r 1550 LVXDESAY Pedder Cojfcis 37 He cumis brankand

throw the toun. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. iv. ii, Her
brankan wooer taks his horse, To .strut a gentle spark at

E'nburgh cross. 1811 MRS. GRANT Highland Siiperst. II.

j
260 When Donald came branking down the brae \VT

j twenty thousand men. 1862 H. KINGSLEY Ravenshoe xlvij,

They came branking into some put-house.

Brankard, obs. form of BRANCARD.
t Brank(e. Obs. rare. Also braunk. [a. OK.

branc branc dc /Y.>yVV sword-blade
,
taken hy Die/

as a variant of brant = BEAXD, though, as the Pr.

form is brcnc, this appears doubtful.]
A brand, a sword. App. only in Caxton.

1480 CAXTOX O-.'id's Met. xn. xii. He. .bete hym with his

branke of steel. c 1489 Sonncs ofAywon i. 28 Soo heued

uppe the duke his branke of stele, and MTmte Lobier. Ibid.

Si His braunk of stele.

Brank-new, corruption of BRAND-NEW.
Branks 1

,br;vrjks . Rare sing, brank; alsu

as sing, a branks icf. a bellows}. [A Scotch word
found in use since the i6lh c. : etymology unknown.
It hah been compared with MK. btrnak

, BAHNACLK)
and BRAKE; also with Ger. pranger the pillory,

pranger a barnacle for a hor>e ;
and with L>u. prang

a fetter.]

'Jamieson was prob. right in taking sense 2 'bridle' a^
the earlier >cf. BRANU T'. i : but a-, the history is so uncer-

tain, the senses are here placed Dimply in the chronological
order of the available quotations, i

1. A scold's bridle ; an instrument of punishment
used in the case of scolds, etc., consisting of a kind
of iron framework to enclose the head, having a

sharp metal gag or bit which entered the mouth
and restrained the tongue.
1595 in .Manic. Ace. Nwcastlf 11848' 41 Pnide for caring

a womar. throughe the towne for skoulding, with branks, ^d.

1652 in K. Henderson Kirk- Session AYr. llitmfcriiiiitit'
i3 Nov., She shall stand at the iron, with the branks on hir

mouth. 1772 PI-NNANT Tours Scotl. (1774) 80 The Brank
. . is a sort of head piece, which opens and encloses the
head of the impatient. 1858 'J'. N. BRUSH RF.LD Ol'sot.

runishnits. 6 It has been called .. a Prank, the llranks, a

j>air of Branks, the Scold's Bridle, Gossip's Bridle, and . .

(in 1623] 'a Brydle for a curste queane '. Branks were in

active use in Scotland many years before their introduction
into England. 1869 SH KCKHN J. rioHglun. Talk \\. 45 In

\\':ilton Church . .there is a brank or scold's bridle.

2. ' A sort of bridle . . . Instead of leather, it has

on each side a piece of wood joined to a halter, to

which a bit is sometimes added
;
but more fre-

quently a kind of wooden . . . mu/'/Ie.' Jamieson.
1657 COLviL ll'ltigs Sitpplic. (1751) 114 Some ask'd. .Why

sodds for saddle, and branks for bridle. 1787 Bi'KNS Death
ff Dr. Hornby Its shanks They were as thin, as sharp an'

Mna' As cheeks o' brank*. 1849 Tail's Mng. XVI. 568 Hi-.

cheeks clapped together like a pair of dismantled branks.

Branks -. [Perh. an application of BRANKS'
in the sense of a gag; but cf. BEANCHUS and

BEANCOS.] The mumps.
1794-6 1C. DAR\VI\' 7-oon. ( 1802' III. ^65 Mumps, or branks,

is a contagious inflammation of the parotis. 1860 RAMSAY
Retain, v. ied. iS> 115 I've had. .the branks.

Brank-ursine (bnerjk^Msin). Forms : 6

bramkersine, branke ursyne, 6 7 -ursine, ^

branckvrsin. 7-9 brank-ursin, 8 branch-ursine,

-hirciu, 7- brank-ursine. [ad. med.L. branca

itrslna lit.
' bear's claw ',

cf. F. branc-, tranche-

ursine, which may be the immediate source.]
Bear's breech, Acanthus. (Erroneously applied to

the Cow-parsnip 'Jlcracletun Spliondylium.}
1551 TERSER //rr/'rt/u568i i. B j, Acanthus is called of >

'

barbarus wryters branca nrsina t in Knglish branke Ursyne.
1563 Hvi.i. Art Garden. (1593) y8 Take. .of the roots of

Bramkersine .. a quarter of a pound. 1610 MARKHAM
A/asterp. n. clxxiii, Branckvrsin is a wonderful! great mol-

lifier. 1783 AIXSWORTH Lat, Did. (Morelli 11, Acanthus,
the herb branch-hircin, as having leaves like a goat's horn ;

or brank-ursin, or bear's-foot, from its shaggine^s. 1833
I\'tmy Cycl. I. 68/2 The brank-ursine is identical with the

common architectural and sculptural acanthus.

Branky ^bnvrjk-r, a. Sc. [f.
BRANK v.- + -Y.]

Showy, gaudy.
1789 BURNS Batt. KilliccraJikic \. Whare hae ye been sac

lirankic, O?
t Bra'nle, $b. Obs. [a. F. braille.]

1. Wavering, agitation, (?) confusion.

1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Hist. ii. (1501) 78 Tlie Legion in-

censed with griefe. .put them of the first [legion] in branle

[//;//*/// prinianos].
2. A kind of dance, and the kind of music

suitable lo it
;

=- BRANT,I,K .r/'. 1 2. BEANSLK 2,

BEANTLE.
1674 BOYLE Jlfi-c/i. Hypoth. 34 Branles, Sarabands, Jigs,

nnd other .. Tunes. i8ao SCOTT .-\bbot xxxi, She led the

last branle.

t Bra'nle, v. Obs. rarc~ l
. [a. F. branle-r '

to

shake
'

; ulterior origin uncertain. Diez and Littre

connect it with brandir to BRANDISH, the former

taking it for a deriv. form *brando!er, the latter

horn krandtler, found in OF. with the senses of

133
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both brandir and branler. Cf. BBANDLE, BRANGLE.]
To agitate, toss about, bandy.
1654 JER. TAYLOR Real Pres. xii. 28 This new question

began to branle the words of Type and Antitype.

h Bra'iilie, ' Obs. rare- 1
. [? f. BRAN si/.

1 +
-I.T 1

.] Pale yellow.
1589 FLEMING I'irg. Georg. in. 39 Woorst colour is in

[horsses] white, or branlie [horsse like boxj.

t Bra'nling, vbl. sb. Obs. rare 1
, [f. BRANLE z<.

+ -ING 1
.] A wavering or agitation.

1646 HOWELL Lustra Ludov. *3 There are branlings and

trepidations amongst them.

t Bra'nling, ppl. a. Obs.
[f.

BRANLE v. +
-ING 2

.] Wavering, vacillating, insecure.

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. v. 47 Whosoever was found pendu-
lous, or branling [ed. 1713 brandling] in his Religion. 1646

Lustra Ludov. 169 Notwithstanding the branling hazar-

dous stand he was at.

Branlin(,g, dial, form of BRANDLING.

Branne, obs. form of BRAN.
Bran-new: see BRAND-NEW.

Branning : see BRAN v.

Branny (brae-ni). a. [f.
BRAN s/>.1 + -T 1

.]

Consisting of, abounding in, or resembling bran.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Heilk 11541) 88 Called branny residence,
in l*z\.\-nfitrfnrea. 1783 S. CHAPMAN in Mid. Connmtn. 1.

273 A branny sediment. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Alcd. led.

3) I. 138 The epidermis comes off in small, branny scales.

t Bra'nskate, v. Obs. rare. [ad. Du. brand*

schatlen = Ger. brandschatzen, f. brand burning +

si-hat: treasure, orig. tribute. (The German word
has also been used for the nonce.)]
To put (a place) to ransom, or subject to a pay-

ment, in order to avoid pillage or destruction.

Hence Bra'nskating vl>l. sb.

1721 STRYPE Eccl. Mem. II. i. 320 The French King
should ask reckoning of Albright of that he had branskated.

Ibid. The soldiers, .finding themselves wealthy and rich of

the branskating and spoil.

t Bra'nsle. Obs. Also 8 bransel. [a. F.

h-ansle (i6th c.), a graphical variant oi branle ' see

BRANLE, also BRANGLE, BRANTLE.]
1. Movement, perturbation, rare. (

= BRANGLE
.t/'.i i, BRANLE sb. I.)

1603 FLORIO Montaigne III. ix. (1632) 565 Observe .. the

motions and bransles of the Heavens.

2. A kind of dance
; also, a song for dance music.

(
= BRANGLE s/i. 1 2, BRANLE sl>. 2, BRANTLE.)
1596 SPENSER F. Q. in. x. 8 Now making layes of love. .

Bransles, ballads, virelayes. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mas.
iSr The bransle depoictou or br.insle double is more quick
in time, .but the straine is longer, containing most vsually
twelue whole strokes. 1829 SCOTT Anne of G. 344 The
youthful couple went off to take their place in the bransle.

Brant , brsent), sb. (Also BRENT q.v.) [Deriv-
ation and original application uncertain : in Sw.

brandgas (Icel. brandgds only in the Iwlitr) is the

sheldrake or bergander ;
in Ger., brandgans is ac-

cording to some the sheldrake, but with Grimm =
Anserfitscus, the Black or Velvet Duck ;

in Eng-
lish, brant, brant-goosewas long confounded with the

barnacle goose. Early naturalists (Gesner, Aldro-

vandns, etc.) were content to derive the name from

Ppfvffos an unidentified water-bird mentioned by
Aristotle

;
later etymologists have suggested brend-

ed or BRANDED, brindled, and BRAND fire, burning,

perh. in sense of dusky black, or sooty colour
;
but

in the absence of knowledge where the name arose,

and to what bird it was originally applied, nothing
can be determined.]
The smallest species of wild goose (Bcrnicla

brenta breeding in high northern latitudes, and

visiting the British coasts in winter. Formerly
confounded with the allied Barnacle-goose. Also

Brant-goose (in 8 casually bran-, brand-goose ;

in Eng. authors since Pennant more commonly
BKEXT-GOOSE q.v.).
1544 TURNER Ai'nnn praecipnarum 23 Prior anser a nos-

tris hodie branta et bemicla vocatur. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
I. 301 Such egs not only Doues doe bring, but . . geese and

Brants, or the female Barganders. 1624 CAI-T. SMITH

I'irginia II. 27 In winter there are. .Geese, Brants, Ducke.
1668 CHARLETON Onomast. 98 The Barnacle or Scots-

goose or Clak-gnse, quae eadem forte est cum Branta seu

Brentho. 1676 T. GLOVER in Phil. Trans. XI. 626 Cormo-
rants, Brants, Shield-fowl. 1836 \V. IRVING Astoria (1849)

332 The country abounded with, .swans, wild geese, brant.

1855 LONGF. Hiatv. i. 103, I have given you brant and
beaver.

b. 1597 GERARDE Herbal 391 Foules, whom we call

Bamakles; in the north of England Brant geese. 1668

WILKINS Real Char. II. v. 156 One is black from the breast

1750 E. SMITH Conipl. Housewife 7 To chuse a goose, wild

goose, and Bran-goose. 1766 Phil. Trans. LVI. 212 He
mentions the brand geese first. 1863 KINGSLEY U'ater-

. vi. 269 Swans and brant geese, harlequins and eiders.

t Brant (brent), a. and adv. Obs. exc. in north,

dial. [OE. brant, bront '

high, steep', corresp. to

ON. *brant-r, whence Icel. bratl-r, Sw. brant, Da.

brat; not known in other Teut. langs. Found in

literature in iCth c., and still used in north. Eng.
dial. : the Sc. form is BRENT, q. v.]

A. adj. 1. Lofty, steep, sheer, precipitous.
a 1000 Elene 238 vGr. ) Leton ba ofer tifelwatj famire scri5an

bronte brimbisan. a laoo Andrea* ?-ji (Gr.t pact pu us ^e-
brohte brante ceole . . on bsere mae^Se ! 1544 ASCHAM Toxoph.
(Arb.) 58 A man maye . . syt on a brante hyll syde. 1821

MRS. WHEELER dmtbld. Dial. App. 7 Our brant fells.

1822 J. BRIGGS Kent. 106 in Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Ye'll find

it a lang way an' varra brant.

2. Of the forehead : Unwrinkled
;
see BRENT.

1483 Cath. Angl. 41 Branit [7-. r. brante], abmgatus.
B. adv. Straight, straight v.p ; erectly, steeply.

a 1400 ,-//t'.rrtWi'r(.Stevenso!r 124 Aponthe bald Bucipelon
brant up he sittes. 1544 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.i87 Hawarde
. . slew kyng Jamie . . euen brant agenst Flodon hil.

Hence tBra'ntness, steepness.
1641 BE5T/V7?v. Bks. 118561 1 If hee bee a dodded tuppe,

yow may knowe him best by the brantnesse of his foreheade,
which appearith high and sharpe.

Brant, var. of BRAND, blight. See also BRUNT.

t Brant-barley. Obs. rare. Quaking-grass.
1597 GERARD Herbal I. Iv. 74 Briza, is called . . in Eng-

lish Brant Barley.

t Bra'ntcom. Obs. Also 7 (in Cotgr.) bran-
corne. [a. MDu. brantkoren (Ger. brandkorri~t : cf.

BRAND sb. 7 + CORN.] Blight, smut {Undo scgetutii .

1578 LVTE Dodocns iv. xvii. 471 Blight or Brantcorne . .

insteede of a good eare. there cometh up a black burnt eare,

ful of blacke dust or powder. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pst-ini.

l'-P- 335 Brant corne and trees blacke by blasting.

Brant-fox (.bra."nt|fj?ks\ [ad. Ger. liranil-fuchs,

Du. branci-vos
;

in Sw. branJraf, Da. brandr&i' ;

f. brand burning, ? burnt colour.] An English

adaptation of the German name of a variety of the

fox, chiefly distinguished by a greater admixture of

black in its fur
; according to Grimm, it has black

feet, ears, and tail.

1864 in WEBSTER, and in later Diets.

Brant-goose : see BRANT sb.

i Bra'ntle. Obs. [Phonetic var. of BRAXDLF..]
A kind of dance ;

= BRANGLE s/>.
1

2, BRANI.E sb. 2,

BRANSLE sb. 2.

1662 PEPYS Diary 31 Dec., They danced ths Brantle. 1846
Sir R. de Coverlcy 229 Asking a thousand questions . .

respecting certain brantles and corantos.

Bra-nular, a. rare. [A spurious formation

from BRAIN, ? after grain, granular] Pertaining
to or affecting the brain.

1857 I. TAYLOR World ofMind 634 Either a trick, prac-
tised upon me, or it might be a branular illusion.

Braquemard: see BRACKUARD.

t Braq.uet. Obs. See quot.
1753 Public Aih'crliscr 3 Oct. 3/3 Exceeding fine Braquet

Red Wine of Nice.

Bras, Brasaill, -sel, -sell, Bra sand, Bra-
sar : see BRASS, BRAZIL, BRACING, BRACER.

Brasche, -let, obs. ff. BRACH, BRASH i, BRACELET.

Erase, obs. form of BRACE v. and BRAZE v.

Braselet, obs. form of BRACELET.

Brasen, Eraser, obs. forms of BRAZEN, BRACER.

Bra'ser. Obs. rare. = BRAZIER!.

1465 J'nston Lett. 533 II. 249 Roberd Lovegold, braser.

II Bra'Sero. Also 7 brasera, braziero. [Sp. :

= Fr. tirasicr.]
= BRAZIER 2

.

1652 URQUHART yciftV Wks. 11834)234 A char-coale fire

burning in a silver brasero. 1683 EVELYN Diary 4 Oct.,

Chimney furniture, sconces, branches, bra^tras. a 1683 SID-

NEY Disc. Govt. (17141 383 A Braziero of Coals brought into

his Chamber. 1841 BORROW Zincali 118431 I. 241 A huge
brasero of naming charcoal.

t Brasey, brasill. Obs. [Cf. F. brasiller,
'

faire griller promptemcnt sur la braise
'

;
also

BRAISE.] A mode of cooking : see BRAISE.

cmoAnc. Cookery in lloitseh. Ord. (1790)435 Boor in

Brasey. Ibiil. 446 Lies in Brasill.

Brash (.braej;,^'.
1
Chiefly dial. Also 6 brasche.

[perh. onomatopoeic, with associations of break,

lirast, etc. and of crash, Jash, etc. In senses 2, 3,

perhaps distinct, with other associations, e.g. rash,
and splash^\

1 1. An attack, assault ; a bout. Sc. and n. dial.

1573 Scot. Poems i6M ('. II. 292 At the bak wall wes the

brasche they gaue. a 1600 MONTGOMERY: Poems (1821 1 195

Curage bydis the brash. 1638 H. ADAMSON Muses Thren.
Introd. 8 i JAM. ) The last brashe was made by a letter of the

prime poet of our Kingdome. 1724 RAMSAY Evergreen II.

(title* \ Brash of Wouing.
2. A slight attack of sickness or indisposition ;

csp. one arising from a disorder of the alimentary
canal. Hence teething-brash, u>caing-brash .

1785 BL-RNS Sc. Drink xv, Wae worth that brandy, bum-
ing trash, Fell source o'monie a pain an brash, a 1800 liny
Goss-r/ait'k 79 in Scott Jtfinstj., As gin she had ta'en a
sudden brash, And were about to die.

3. An eruption of fluid, a. Water-troth: an
eructation or belching of water acid, bitter, etxO

from the stomach, pyrosis, b. A sudden dash or

burst of rain. Cf. BLASH.
1811 WILLAN Gloss. U'. Riding, Brash, a sudden sickness,

with acid rising into the mouth. 1825 JAMIESON, U'ater-
brash. 1849 Blackiu. Alag. LXVI. 684 The wind returned. .

with an occasional brash ofrain. I856EMKKSON Rng. Traits
Wks. 1874 II. 60 He is a churl with a soft place in his

heart, whose speech is a brash of bitter waters. 1875 Lane.

|
Gloss. (E. D. S.'1 52 Brash, an eruption. {Water-brash in

most of the E. D. S. northern and north, midl. Glossaries.)

Brash (brsej ,
sbs [perh. a corrupt form of

F. breche
; cf. It. breccia of same meaning : but

see BRASH o.l] A mass or heap of fragments ;

applied to (a.) loose broken rock forming the

highest stratum beneath the soil of certain districts :

rubble; (cf. corn-brash} ; (/>.} fragments of crushed

ice, hence brash-ice ; (c.) refuse boughs or branches,

hedge clippings, twigs. Also attrib.

a 1722 [Implied in ERASHY a. 1
].

1787 WINTER Syst. Ilnsb. 283 The soil a loam, on a stone

brash clay. 1837 MACDOUGALL tr. Graah's Greenland 62

A stream of loose brash-ice proceeding from the ice-blinks.

1853 KANF. Grinnell Exp. xiv. 118561 102 Icy fragments or
' brash '. 1882 in Standard 2 Sept. 2/4 On the light stone

brash estates birds are very small and scarce.

Brash, (broej), a.l Now chiefly in U. S. [perh.

onomatopoeic ; ? influenced by break and rasA,]

Fragile, brittle : used chiefly of timber.

1566 DRANT \Vail. Hierini. Kviij, Their cracklinge hydes,
britle and brashe as dryed barke of tree, c 1850 Nat. Encycl.
I. 618 Brash, [Americanism] for brittle. 1860 Merc. Mar.

Mag. VII. 168 A species of oak, very brash when newly
cut. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. Ainer., Brash, Brittle. In New
England, .used, .of wood or timber that is brittle.

Brash, at Obs. or dial. [? Connected with

prec. or with BRASH rf. 1
] Hasty, rash, impetuous.

1824 Craven Dial. 24 What a brash raggald ! 1875 Lane.
Gloss. lE. D. S.I, Bras/i, hasty.

Hence Bra'shly adv., Bra-shness.

1884 Mexican Let. in Boston ^Massjjrnl., Aug., This de-

partment of business that started off so brashly has played
out. 1883 A". York Paptr'm Pall AlallG. 9 July ii/i Van-

derbilt, with all his brashness on the road, is timid in the

street.

t Brash, v. Obs. Also 9 braseh. [Cf. BRASH
i/'.

1

, also BRUSH v.- and ME. Ai-issen.'] trans, (and

absol.} To assault, attack
;

to breach ,a wall or

other defence). Alsoy?.
,-1563 R. LINDSAY Crmi. Scot. (1814! sooljAM.l His cap-

tanes. .war all hanged when he had brasched and wone the

hous. 1570-3 R. BAXNATYNE Jrnl. 11806) 274 (JAM.I They
suld have brashit the wall whair thair batter was made.

1629 SIR W. MORE True Crucif. 195 (JAM. i Whose breast

did beare, brash't with displeasure's dart, A bruised spirit

and a broken heart. 1638 FARLF.Y Kviblenis, Death lies in

ambush . . And brasheth where our sconces weakest be.

Brashy (brarji). a. 1
[f.

BRASH .</>.- + -yl.] Of
the nature of brash

; broken, crumbly, fragmentary.
a 1722 LISLE Hitsb. (17571106, I have eight or nine acres of

brashy ground. 1857 PAGE Adv. Tcxt-bk. Geol. xvii. (1876)

311 Calcareous grits, and shelly 'brashy' sandstones. 1878
MARKHAM Gt. Frozen Sea iv. 51 The ice was of a soft
'

brashy
'

nature . . from one to three feet in thickness.

Bra'shy, a. 2 .Sr. Also braushie. [f.
BRASH

s6. 1 3.] Characterized by brashes of rain
; showery.

1805 NICOL Poems I. 114 ijAM.) Thro' monie a speat O'

braushie weather. 1865 Get. Words June 466 The spring
had been very brashy and cauld.

Brasier e, -yer, obs. forms of BRAZIER.

Brasik, var. of BRASSIK, Obs., cabbage.
Brasil, -sile, -sill, obs. ff. of BRAZIL.

Brasill : see BRASEY.

t Brash, v. Obs. rare, trans. ? To brush, graze.

1674 COTTON y
f

cy. Ireland in. 156 The ferry-boat brasking
her sides 'gainst the weeds.

Braslet, obs. form of BRACELET.

Bras^ue (brask). [a. F. brasquc in same sense ;

accord, to Littre, connected with braser to solder.]
' A lining for crucibles or furnaces ; generally,

a compound of clay, etc. with charcoal dust.'

Raymond Mining Gloss.

iBjl Trans. Atner. fust. Mining Eng. 1. 108 A thin coat-

ing of clay or brasque (a composition of powdered charcoal

and clay in varying proportions). 1875 URE Diet. Arts II.

1023 Partially filling it with . . charcoal or brasque.

Brass (bras), sb. Forms : i 2 brtes, 2 bres, 3

breas, 3-5 bras(e, 4-7 brasse, 3- brass. [OE.
tints, of unknown origin : not found elsewhere.

^It has been compared with OSw. brasa fire, brasa

to flame, Da. brase to roast
;
but no connexion has

been traced. The alleged ON. bras 'solder' is a

figment. ">]

1. a. Historically : The general name for all alloys
of copper with tin or zinc (and occasionally other

base metals). To distinguish alloys of copper and

tin, the name BRONZE has recently been adopted

(Johnson 1/55-73 explains the new word l>ronze as
' brass '). Hence

b. In strict modern use, as distinguished from
' bronze

*

: A yellow-coloured alloy of copper and

zinc, usually containing about a third of its weight
of zinc.

The OE. brzs was, usually at least, an
alloy

of copper
and tin (BRONZE); in much later times the alloy of cop-

Roman antiquity in brass began to be critically exam-

ined, and their material discriminated, the Italian word for

'brass' t/yronzo, bronze} came into use to distinguish this

ancient brass' from the current alloy. Corinthian brass:

a reputed alloy of gold, silver, and copper.
c looo CLERIC Gram. vi. i$Aes, braes oSSe ar. cnyt Voc.



BRASS.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 550 JEs, bres. moo ORMIN 17417 He
shollde melltenn brass. 1225 Juliana 30 Brunc of wal-

linde breas. c 1250 Gen. f, Ex. 3898 Moyses 3or made a

wirme of bras, a 1300 Cursor M. 5903 pe king hert wex
herd as bras. 1477 EARL Rivr.RS (Caxton) Dictes 67 Men
take glasses, bras and other suche thinges for as mochegold.

1552-3 In-j. C/i. Goods Stafford 12 On chales of silver . . ij

of brasse, a sensor of brasse, ij
candelstikes of brase. 1623 B.

JONSON in Stiaks. C. Praise 141 O, could he but have drawn*
his Wit . . in Brasse. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. II.

liii. 74 Inscriptions on . . tables of brass, 1781 THOMPSON in

Phil. Trans. LXXI. 327 Brass in a very fine powder, com-

monly called brass dust. 1865 BARING-GOULD Wercwokvi
iv. 34 A compound like Corinthian brass into which many
pure ores have been fused.

C. Taken as a type of hardness, imperishable-

ness, insensibility, etc.

1388 WYCLH- Job vi. 12 Nethir my strengthe is the strengthe
of stoonus, nether my fleisch is of bras, e 1600 SHAKS. Sonn.

cxx, Unless my nerves were brass or hammer'd steel. 1613
Hen. VIII, iv. ii. 45 Mens euill manners Hue in Brasse,

their Vertues We write in Water.

f d. transf. Copper. Obs.
- " '

| Of the hillis of it ben doluen
1382 WYCLIK Dent. viii. 9 Of the hillis of it ben doluen

netallys of brasse [1535 COVICRDALE and 1611 thou inayest

iig brassy]
and Brass.
dig brassi.e]. 1617 MOKYSON Itin. \. ti. iv. 177

i thou mayest
Mines of Iron

e. A wide-spread miner's name for iron pyrites

in coal. Cf. BRAZIL 2
.

1879 Cassetfs Techn. Ednc. IV. 271/1 Detached masses of

pyrites, .are called
' brasses' by the colliers.

f. in Organ-building. (See quot.)

1852 SEIDEL Organ 167 A great portion of the pipes are

often composed of brass. This is nothing but a mixture or

composition of lead and tin. Ibid. Good brass consists either

of fifteen parts pewter and one part lead, or of fourteen

parts pewter and two parts lead.

2. Used elliptically for various things made of

brass : esp.
a. A sepulchral tablet of brass (or latten), bear-

ing a figure or inscription, laid down on the floor

or set up against the wall of a church.

the brass ofthe graves in the chaunsells \'d. 1654 EVELYNMem.

(1857) I. 317 The soldiers had lately knocked off most of the

brasses from the grave-stones. 1732 DE FOE TottrGt. Brit.

(1769) II. 279 Merchants, as they are called on the Brasses

over their Monuments. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. 11863)

II. iv. ix. 456 A small mural brass. 1861 Sat. Re-,'. 22 June,
Once a zealous

' rubber ', on asking whether there were any
' brasses

'

in a church, was guided, in answer, to the brass

handles of the pew doors. 1874 BOUTELL A rms
<J-
A rm. .x.

b A bearing or block for a shaft.

1731 BEIGHTON in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 5 The Wheel

lies with its two Gudgeons . . upon t%vo Brasses. 1790

Specif. J. Wood's Patent No. 1744 The brasses or friction

rollers for the necks and bearing of the crank to work in.

1823 R. BUCHANAN Millwork 264 Produce unequal wear on

the gudgeons and brasses.

c. A brazen vessel : cf. copper. (rare\
1810 SOUTHEY Keluiiiia. xvn. i, Huge as a Ship that travels

the main sea Is that capacious brass.

d. Musical instruments of brass.

[1382 WYCLIK i Cor. xiii. i As bras sownnynge or a symbal

tynkynge.] 1832 L. HUNT Poems 208 Ev'n the bees lag at

the summoning brass. 1885 Truth ii June 928/1 There

are not enough of them [fiddles] ; the brass blows them all

to pieces.

3. Money.
t a. Copper or bronze coin ; alsoyff. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. m. 189 Beere heor bras on bi Bac to

Caleys to sulk. [Perhaps belongs here. ]

1526 TINDALE Matt. x. 9 Posses not golde, nor silver, nor

brasse yn youre gerdels. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, IV. iv. 19

Luxurious Mountaine Goat, offer'st me Brasse'; I77SCRABBI.

Inebriety, Where canvass purse displays the brass enroll'd.

b. Money in general, cash, slang or dial.

1597-8 Bp. HALL Satires i. iii. 58 (D.) Shame that the muses

should be bought and sold For every peasant's brass. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny II. 486 Obxrati . . pressed with the heauy
burden of brasse, /. debt. 1794 BURNS ' What can a young
lassie ', His auld brass will buy me a new pan. 1811 BYRON
Hintsfr. Hor. 548 Who ne'er despises books that bring him

brass. 1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre (1857) 349 'You've like no

house, nor no brass, I guess?' 1871 E. PEACOCK RalfSkirl.
III. 27 You wouldn't have gone near him .. if it hadn t been

for his brass.

4. fig. Taken as a type of insensibility to shame :

hence, Effrontery, impudence, unblushingness.

[1588 SHAKS. L.L.L.\. ii. 395 Can any face of brasse hold

longer out?] 1642 FULLER Holy $r Prof. St. v. x. 395 His face

is of brasse, which may be said either ever or never to^blush.
1682 DRYDEN Satyr to Muse 236 And like the Sweed is very

Rich in Brass, a. 1734 NORTH Exam. m. viii. T ij The Author

hath the Brass toadd.etc. 1780 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary ffLet/.

I. 318, I entered the room without astonishing the company

by my brass. 1853 LYNCH Self-Impr. 45 An empty, vaunt-

ing person, who has brass enough to face the world.

II. Attrib. and Comb.

5. simple attrib. : (Made) of brass, brazen.

(In former times sometimes united with hyphen.

and brasse money. 1050 j\. OIAPYHOM ^triMm* *MTH>-..

Warres x. 3, 15 great Brasse-Cannon. 1652 Proe. Parlia-

ment No. 34. 2081, 5 small brasse guns. 1710 HEARNE Coll.

II. 363 The Antients us'd Brass Arms before Iron ones.

1720 Sto'.u's Sum. (ed. Strype 1754) II. v. xvii. 363/2 We re-
'

!.. \\7U^l=U^,,o Tnin Oil Bra^^ B.ltterv. I7ZA

Not worth a bra.-,s button.

6. General comb. : a. objective or obj. genitive,

1059

as bran-caster, -finisher, -founder, -foundry ; -Jin- 1

li/wwj-adj. ; b. instrumental, as brass-armed, -bound,
\

-mounted, -shapen ; c. similative, as brass-bold,

-coloured, brass-like ;
d. parasynthetic, as brass-

browed,-footcd,-fronled,-handled, -headed'^; -head),

-lulled, -plated, -scaly, -lipped, etc., etc.

1583 STANYHURST sEneis Ii. lArb. ) 45 A ;
"

brasse bold mer-

chaunt in causes dangerns hardye. 1630 PRYNNE Anti-

Artnin. 238 Dare any 'brasse-browed Arminian be so

shamelessly absurd. 1725 POPE Odyss. xxiv. 607 The *brass-

cheek'd helmet. 1851 KUSKIN King Golil. Riveri, A very

large nose, slightly 'brass-coloured. 1621 BURTON Anat.
Mel. ill. ii. v. 1.116511 544 She taught him how to tame the

fire-breathing brass-feeted Bulls. 1879 Melbourne A rgiis

24 Dec. 2/r The same rates are paid in the fine *brassfinishing

shops. 1601 HOLLAND riiny II. 486 A third society . . of

brasse-founders. 1716 Land. Gaz. No. 5450/3 A "Brass

Foundery is . . building at Woolwich. 1613 H EYWOOD
Braz. Age II. ii. Wks. 1874 III. 212 And these our *brasse-

head buls. 1692 Land. Cm. No. 2804/4 A
"
Brass-hiked

Sword. 1598 CHAPMAN Iliad viii. 36 His *brass-hooved

winged horse. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile xix. 536 An
antique ^brass-mounted firelock. 1591 GREENK Maiden's

Dr. Wks. 1881-3 XIV. 306 Brass.renting Gpddesse, she

cannot lament. 1590 SPENSER/'. (X '. ii His long 'bras-

scaly back. 1583 STANYHUKST ///</* ii. (Arb.)6> Brandlsht

tergats, and Mjrasshapen harneise. 1862 MAYHEW Criin.
[

Prisons 32 Gangers with their "brass-tipped rules.

7. Special comb, and phrases : brass band, a i

band of musicians with wind instruments of brass ;

brass bason, a basin of brass, alsoy?^. a barber or

surgeon barber; fbra-sseut, a copperplate en-

graving (cf. woodcut}', brass edge vsee quot.);

t brass-face, an impudent person ;
brass farthing,

an emphatic equivalent otfarthing in depredator)

expressions ;
brass - foil, brass - latten, Dutch

leaf or Dutch gold made by beating out plates

of brass very thin ; t brass-leaf= brass-cut ;
brass

lump, a miners' term for massive iron pyrites or

marcasite
; f brass -plate, copper-plate for en-

graving; brass plate, a plate of brass, bearing

an inscription, e.g. on or at a door or gate, bearing

the resident's name ;
also amonumental' brass' (2 a ;

brass rule, a strip of brass, type-high, used to

separate lines or columns of type ; bra-ss-smith,

an artificer in brass
;
bra'ss-work. artificers' work

in brass; //. an establishment for making or working
in brass ; bra'ss-worker, an artificer in brass.

1861 .V. Brit. Rev. Nov. 392 The gentlemen of the 'Brass

Band. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. -y Mcrch. 1 1. vi. 170 The brass

band plays horribly. 1599 Up. HALL Sat. iv. i. 162 Esculape !

how rife is phisicke made When ech brasse-basen can

profess the trade. 1662 J. BAKGRAVK/>.4 fcr. K//. 118671

70 With all the scenes in excellent "brasscutts, 1884 F.

BKITTEN Watch (f Clockin. 36
: Brass Edge in common watcli

movements, [is] a brass rim fitted round the pillar plate.

1647 LILLY C/ir. Astral, cvii. 538 An impudent fellow, a

*Brasse-face, yet of good understanding. 1642 ROGERS
Naainan 33 As bare and beggarly as if he had not one

"brasse farthing. 1880 BLSANT & RICE Seamy Side x. 78,
'
I care not one" brass farthing.' 1677 MOXON Mecli. Exerc.

(1703)53 A thin piece of Brass-latin. 1654 GAYTON Fist.

Xotes in. i. 66 In the book . . a great Cut or *Brasse leafe.

1674 Phil. Trans. IX. 222 Pieces of the ordinary Fire-

stones or Marcasite of the Coal-pits which here we call

''

Brass-limits. 1757 WALKER in Phil. Trans. L. 146 It is

.. exceeding ponderous, and of a shining yellow colour, and

iscalledby the miners brass lumps. 1653 MHO.. WORCESTER
Cent. IHV. ico All. .of these Inventions, .shall be Printed

by 'Brass-plates. 1860 MRS. GASKELL Rig/it at Last, I saw

a brass-plate with Doctor James Brown upon it. 1831

CARLYLE Sari. Res. n. iv. Has he not seen the Scottish

"Brasssmith's Idea? if^Land.Gaa.'Ko. 2509/4 Black Japan
Gilt *Brass-work. 1805 Citron, in Ann. Kfff. 378/1 Ihe

*brass work being over-heated. 1723 Lond.Gaz. No. 6171/10

Benjamin Gibbons .. "Brassworker. 1664 Phil. Trans. I.

25 In the Brass-works of Tivoli. 1761 WESLEY Jrnl. 13

Sept., Employed in the neighbouring brass-works.

Brass ,brus\ vl [f. prec. : cf. to tin.'] tram.

To coat with brass by electro-plating or otherwise.

Cl86j G. GORE in Circ. Sc. I. 213/1 Solutions used fur

coppering or brassing iron. Ibid. 222/1 Copper articles

may be superficially brassed.

b. fig. To cover with effrontery. Jo brass it

(colloq.) : to put on a face of brass, to behave with

effrontery.
1859 Times 18 Mar. 8/6 To wipe his mouth and brass his

brow, and charge us with underrating our fellow country-men,

t Brass, ^.- Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. brasse-r to

burn.] ? To burn, to scorch.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. in. xv. 167 They rested them not by
the grete fyres ne brassed not as som doo now.

Brassage (brarsedjj). [a. F. brassage, f. brasser

to stir together melted metals.] A mint-charge

levied to cover the expense of coining money.
1806 Edin. Rev. VII. 275 Not content with levying . . a

brassage. 1884 Times 20 Mar. u They might take brassage

or 'mint charge' to mean the equivalent of the cost of

^Brassard (brasaud;. Also brassart. [a. F.

brassard, f. bras arm ; see -AUD.]

1. Armour for the upper part of the aim. (Only

iiist.)

1830 JAMES Darnley x. 47/1 This brassard is a little too

close. 1834 PLANCHE Brit. Costume 122 Brassarts connect

the shoulder with the elbow-pieces. 1866 Fcrtit. Rev. i

Sept. 152 Talbot is wearing brassards and a tabard.

2. A badge worn on the arm ;
an armlet.

BRASSY.

1870 Daily Ne-vs 21 Sept., Brassards seem to be obtain-

able for the asking. 1879 FlEE-CooKsoN Armies ofBalkans

vii. zoo An English doctor who . . had the white brassard

with the red crescent on his arm.

Brassate (brccst-it) Chem. [f. BEASS-W +

-ATE *.] A salt of brassic acid.

1863 WAITS Diet. Chem. I. 655 Brassate of sodium gives

by analysis 8.5 per cent. soda.

Brasse .bras). [Cf. LG. brasse (Schiller and

Lubben), Ger. hrassen a bream (cf. BRASSEM}.]

A name of a fish of the perch family.

1847 CRAIG, Brasse, the pale-spotted perch.

Brasse, -lat, -let, obs. IT. BBACE. -LKT.

Brassed .brasf, pfl.a. Also 4 brased, 7

brast. [f.
BRASS + -ED.] Made of, or overlaid

with brass : s.\sofig.
a 1300 J-:. !'.. PsiMcrvtVA. 16 Yhates [that] brased ware,

And slottes irened. 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xvn. 425 Both

cast Dry solid hides upon their necks, exceeding soundly
brast. a 1734 NORTH Lives I. 363 None so brassed in this

kind as demure pretenders who complain of popery and

arbitrary power.

Brassell, obs. form of BKAZIL.

Era's seiu. Obs. [a. Du. (and MDu.) brascm

bream ;- OS. bresseino, OIIG. brahscma MHG.
brahsein, brasnie. bralisen, Ger. brnssui] : BREAM.]
A kind of fish ;

? a sea-bream.

1731 MEDLEY Kolben's Cape G. II. II. 196 There are two

sorts of Brassems in the Cape Sea. 1772-84 COOK 1'ay.

(17901 I. 322 The brassem is found only about the cape.

Of this fish there are two sorts.

Brassen, obs. form of BRAZEX.

Brasser, obs. f. BRACER; see BALLOON i, 10.

1650 WELDON Crt. Jas. I. (1817)47 Lifting up his hand

over his head with a Ballan brasser.

Brasset ,brne-sef. [?A bad form of BBASSAHD.]
y = BRASSARD.
1751 CHAMBERS Cyel., s. v. .-I rmor, A compleat Armor an-

tiently consisted of a casque or helm, a gorget, cuirasse,

gantlets, lasses, brassets, cuisses, and covers for the legs,

to which the spurs were fastened. 1831 BKEWSIEH AW.
Magie. xii. (18331 306 A cuirass with its brassets.

Brassic .brarsik ,
a.

[f. next.] 1'trtaining to

or derived from the genus Brassica.

1879 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 655 Col/a oil is a mixture of

two glycerides, which yield by saponificalion brassic acid.

Ii Brassica brarsikii . Bot. [L. ; cabbage.]

A genus of cruciferous plants, containing the cab-

bage in its many varieties, the turnip, rape, etc.

1832 I'eg. Snbst'Food 258 Some species of brassica. .was

introduced into this country by the Romans. 1854 BUSHNAN

in Circ. Sc. (c. 1865) II. 27/2 The leaves of the various

species of brassica.

t Bra'ssik. Obs. rare. Also brasik. [ad. L.

brassica : see prec.] Cabbage.
c 1420 Palladon Ilnsb. ix. 53 Rave as brassik for vyne as

ille is fonde. //>/</. x. 137 Nowe brasik to growe For No-

vember plauntyng.

Bra'SSll. Iron pyrites ; coal containing pyrites :

see BRAZIL i!
.

Brassin, obs. f. BRAZEN.

Brassiness bra-sines .

[f.
BRASSY + -NESS.]

Brassy quality or appearance. Also fig.

1731 in BAILEY II. 1847 Proe. Bent'. Xat. Club II. No.

5. 238 The brassiness of the elytra.

Brassing .bra-sin), -M. sb. [f. BRASS v.> +

-ING 1
.]

The process or art of coating with brass.

< 1865 G. GORE in Circ. Sc. I. 223/2 Another liquid which

he uses for brassing. (attrib.) Ibid. 223/1 All the brassing

solutions . . are imperfect.

Brassisll (brcrsij"), a. Somewhat brassy.

1774 Mns.DEi.ANY.tftf. Ser. n. II. 473 A little braUh
coperish, goldish thread-like stuff.

Brassure, obs. form of BRACER.

Brassy ,br<rsi'.a. Also 6 brassie, -ye. [f.

BRASS sb. + -Y'.]
1. Consisting of or covered with brass.

1583 STANYHURST .'Eneis I. t Arb.) 32 Thee stayrs brassye

grises stately presented. 1599 MARSTON Sco. I'illanie n. vi.

200 That dreamed of Imagery, Whose head was gold, brest

siluer, brassie thigh. 1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hnr 328 On
the left the brassy legions of Caesar.

2. Of the nature or appearance of brass, in

colour, sound, taste, etc.

1789 MRS. PIOZZI Journ. France I. 426 [It] left a brassy

taste in my mouth for a whole day. 1803 Phil. Trans.

XCIII. 68 Of a pale brassy colour. 1847 MOTHEHWELL

Spirits ofLight Hark, to their trumpets' brassy blare. 1857

KINGSLEY Two V. Ago I. 65 The sky. .is brassy green.

3. fig.
with many varieties of sense.

a. Hard as brass, pitiless, unfeeling.

1596 SHAKS. Mercfi. V. iv. i. 31 And plucke commiseration

of his state From brassie bosomes.

b. Having a '

face of brass ', unblushing, impu-

dently confident, or forward.

1576 LAMBARDE Pcrainb. Kent (1826) 156 To make them

blush were they never so brassie and impudent. 1690

Def. Dr. Walker 2 A brassy Impudence. 1792 J. WOLCOI T

l P. Pindar) Chnrclaa., Betty was too brassy, We never keep

a sarvant that is saucy. 1846 DOUGLAS JERROLD Chron.

Clovernook Wks. IV. 415 A brassy confidence m his face.

c. Of brass, as opposed to
'

golden ;
debased

yet pretentious.

a brassy age I could not move a thistle.
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d. Harsh and feclingless in tone, like a brass

instrument ; having a strident artificial tone.

1865 M. ARNOLD AVi. Crit. 74 That hard, brassy, over-

stretched style. 1870 Daily News 26 July 5 Its brassy
clangour of quickly-recurring rhymes. 1884 J. A. SYMONDS
Shakspere's Predecessors 508 Aretino . . proved his origin-

ality by creating a new manner, brassy and meretricious.

Bra-ssy, also bressie. Sc. [Cf. BRASSE.] A
fish,

{ the ancient Wrasse* (Jamieson).
1710 SIBBALD Fife 11803) I28 Turdits vitlgatissimns Wit-

lougkboei : I take it to be the same our fishers call a Bressie.

Brast, v.> northern form of BCRST.
111300 Cursor M. 7170 pat all be bandes of him brast.

c 1450 Songs $ Carols 51 (.Mat/. i Tyll both hys eyen in

watyr gan brast. 1513 DOUGLAS .-Ends xii. Prol. 39 The
fyry sparkis brastyng fra his ene. 1818 BYRON Ch. Har,
i. Ixxviii, M id wounds, and clinging darts, and lances brast.

1865 Miss LAHEE Betty a' Yep's T. 10 in Lane. Gloss.

(,E. D. S.J s. v.
, Laughin' fit to brast their soides.

Brast, obs. form of BRASSED.

Brastle ^brse-s'l', v. [OE. brastlian, MK.
brastlien

; cf. MHG. barsteln, Sw. prassla. But
the modern Scotch; use may be a recent onomato-

poeia. Cf. BRATTLE, BRITTLE.]
1 1. intr. To crackle, clatter ;

to roar as flames .

c 1000 /ELFRIC in Thorpe Honi. II. 508 (BosW.) >a;t treow
brastllende sah to Sam halgan were. c 1205 LAY. 27463
Sceldes brastleden.

2. To rush with clattering noise, or with excited

haste. Sc.

1826 J. WILSON Xact. Ambr, Wks. 1855 I. 234 Plouterm
in the dubs, or brasthn up the braes. 1835 Klackn 1

. J\fag.
XXXVIII. 156 A small trout or two brastled away to the

other side of the shallow.

Brasyle, -lie, obs. forms of BRAZIL.

Brasyn, Brasynge, obs. ff. BRAZEN, BKAZINC.

Brat bra-t
,
sl>l Obs. exc. dial. Also i bratt,

6 bratte. [Of Celtic origin. OE. Northumbrian
bratt was prob. adopted from Olrish brat t masc ,

'cloth', esp. as a covering for the bod}", 'plaid,
mantle, cloak' cf. Gael, brat 'haircloth for a kiln,

apron; covering, mantle, veil', OWelsh *bretk or
*brath , pi. brith^ bryth, applied to the swaddling-
clothes of an infant : the mod.Welsh brat '

pinafore,

rag', is merely the Eng. word.]
1. A cloth used as an over-garment, csf. of a

coarse or makeshift character.

fa. (in OE. A cloak, b. in midl.
t west., and

north, dial., A child's pinafore ;
a woman's or

girl's pinafore or apron, c. contemptuously* A
rag, or article which is 'a mere rag'. Hence

Bra*tful, apronful.
(-950 Lindi$f.Gosf>. Matt. v. 40 Daem seSe wll . . cyrtel ftin

to niomanne forlet tac hraegl z/f/haeclaz'f/ bratt[. pallium,

Ags. wsfels, Rush, hryft]. < 1386 CHAUCKK Chan. Vein.

J'rol. <y T. 329 A brat [v. r. bak] to walken in by day-light.

1529 MOKE Sitpplic. Souls Wks. 337/2 There is none so poorc
a* we, y' haue not a bratte to put on our backes. 15?
LLVINS Manip. 37 A Bratte, pannknlns. 1691 RAY A". (".

Wds. 8 Bratt, a course Apron, a Rag. 1773 J- COLLH.K

(Tim Bobbin) 'I umtnits .y M. 60 Th' treacle butter cake
stickt to Scroll's brat. 1786 BL-RNS The Author's Earnest

Cry x.xiv, Sowp's o' kail an' brats o' claise. 1867 K. WAUGU
Owd Blanket \. 19 \\\Lanc. Gloss., A brat -full o' guinea gowd.
2. A jacket for a sheep's hack.

1862 J. WILSON Farming 487 This * Brat' . . prevent^ the

wool from parting over the spine.

t3. Rubbish, beggarly stuff. Cf. BEGGARY 5. Obs.

1656 DL-GAKD Gate Lat. i'nl. 33'! 93 The Thresher -

with a whisk of feathers purge it from the refuse 8: with

a siev from the brat or beggery.
4. (Sc., The tough film or skin which forms un

porridge, rice pudding, and the like.

iyg$Stafist. Ace. XV. 8 note iJ.\M. Braf, a cover or scurf.

1864 J. BROWS Jeetns n Saying his grace over our bickers

[of porridge] with ilieir brats on.

Brat ,brset), sb.~ Also 6-7 brattle. [Of un-

certain origin : Wedgwood, E. Miiller, and Skeat

think it the same word as the prec., but evidence of

the transition of sense has not been found.]
'A child, so called in contempt' J. In i6th and

1 7th c. sometimes used without contempt, though

nearly always implying insignificance ; the phrase

beggar s brat has been common from the first.

-1505 DUNBAR Flyting 49 Irsche brybour baird, wyle
beggar with thy brattis. 1557 Toilets Misc. (Arb.1 109

Yong brats, a trouble : none at all, a maym it seems to bee.

a 1577 GASCOICNE in Farr's S. P. (1845) I. 35 O Abrahams
brats, O broode of blessed seede. 1583 STANYHURST JEneis
\. (Arb.) 25 What syn hath yftneas, my brat, committed

agaynst the? a 1593 H. SMITH ll'ks. 11866-71 I- '97 Where
any sectary hath one son, Machjavel hath a score, and
those not the brats, but the fallings of the land. 1650
CROMWELL in Carlyle Lett. * Sp. (1871) III. 9, I should !>e

glad to hear how the little brat doth. 1712 STEELS Spat.
No. 479 f : The noi^e of those damned nurses and squalling
brats. 1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 15 As cheap as any two
little brats can be kept. 1808 SCOTT Mem. in Lockhnrt \.

fi842* 8/1, I felt the change from being a single indulged
brat, to becoming a member of a large family, very severely.

1879 DIXON Windsor II. vi. 65 Repulsed in her appeal for

mercy like a beggar's brat.

b. fig. Offspring, product.
1678 Ct'owoRTH Intelt.Syst. i. v. 891 An ignoble and bas-

tardly brat of fear, ijto OHMOND in Swift's Lett. (1766)
1 1. 9 The South-sen was said to be my lord Oxford's brat.

1790 WOLCOTT iP. Pindar) Ep. S. Urban Wks. 1812 II. 257

Ambitious that the Brats my Rhymes Should see the

Gentlefolks of future times.

Brat ,brxt , sb^ Also bratt. [A variant of

BRET.] A fish: the turbot, birt, or bret. Also

attrib.) as in brat-net.

1759 Chron. in Aim. Reg. 68,2 It . . had a head like a

turbot or Bratt. 1883 FisJieries Exhib. Catal. 12 Brat or
Turbot Net complete.

Brat braet\ $b Mining, [perhaps akin to

BRAT*, 2.] 'A thin bed of coal mixed with pyrites or

carbonate of lime.' Bainbriclge Law ofMines 1856.
Brat (braet), z: rare. [f.

BRAT j.l] trans. To
wrap up in a brat or clout.

i57o!,i;viNs Manip. 37 To Bratte, Pannicnlis circmtidare.
1862 [see BRATTING vbL sb.\

Bratch, -et, obs. forms of BRACE, BRACHET.
i Bra'tchel. Obs. [perh. from BRAKE v.l or

sb.'-i : cf. sack, satchel]
* The husks of flax set on

fire' (Jamieson
(

.

1815 Clan-Albin \. 77 (JAM.) The bla/e of a bratchel, and
above all the superlative joys of a waulking.

Bratchet brortjot . Also in 6 bratchart,
bratshard. [Apparently the same word as

BKAOIET: cf. the application of whelpt cub, etc.

to a child
;
but perhaps associated with BRAT sb.-

as if a diminutive of that.]
1.= BRACKET.
2. A little bral, a child. (contemptuous or

playful. )

a 1600 MONTGOMERY Flyting 284 That bratchart in ane
biibse was borne. 1832-53 \Yhistlebinkietfx. Songs' Ser.

in. 74, I . . took the brutchet [Cupid] on my knee.
attfii'. 1821 SCOT r fCfnt/w., To play child keeper . . to

be plagued with a bratchet w help.

Bratful, var. BRETFUL, O&s.; see also BRAT j^. 1 1.

t Brath, sb. Obs. Also 3 braJ>J>e Orm:\ 4

(? braith), brath(e. [Ormin's brapfie appears
to imply a formation from brap, BRATH a. + -TH

(: OK. -J>o] as in length, ivrath
(_:

OE. wrxp-po .]

Impetuosity, violence, wrath, ire,

t izoo ORMIM 1233, & dafftelike leden be, \\ibbutenn brace
and brabbe. Ibid. 4707 Clene of brabbe. c 1325 A. E- A Hit.

/'. B. 916 In be brath of his breth bat brennez alle ^inkez.
r 1375 ? BARBOUR St. Christina 275 Al bai bestis socht hymc
to Ine mykil brath. c 140-0 Dcstr. Troy 5075 Priam . . Bade
horn blynn of hor brathc.

t Brath, braith, a. Obs. Also 3-4 bra]>.

[ME. brap, a. OX. brd&r\ which became in

midland Eng. BHOTH(E. The northern dial, re-

tained I't'ath, spelt in 15-1 6th c. Sc. braith) brayth]
Impetuous, violent, wrathful.
(izoo ORMIN 7164 Forr ^iff be riche mann is,s brab, 8;

grimme, a 1300 Cursor J/. 16164 ^"or to do his breth to

bu of him )?at was ful brath. (1340 Gau\ $ Gr. Knt. 1909
per bayen hym mony braj hounde/. c 1440 SyrGowekter
108 And afterwarde wax breme and bi'athe. (.'1470 HENRY
Wallace xi. 171 Nese, mouth and eyn Throuch the braith

blaw, all byrslit out of blud.

Brathe, variant of BUAYTHE v. Obs.

t Bra'thel. Obs. rare *. Variant of BBETHEI.,
BROTHEL, wretch, worthless person.
1542 UUAI.I, Erasni, Apoph. 24 a, The scoldyng of brathel^

is no more to bee passed on then thesquekynj;ofwellewhele>.

tBra-thful, braithfal, a. Obs. Also 6

bi-eth-, breithfull. [cf. BROTHFUL.] Violent,
wrathful.

1513 DOI.OI.AS . KHCIS ,\. vi. 155 With brethfull [v. r.

braythful] blastis. Ibid. xii. viii. 133 All kynd of wretli

and breithfull ire now hi; Leyt slip at large.

tBra'thly, braitlily, a. and adv. Obs.

north, dial, and Sc. Also 4 brathely [f.
BUATH.

BKAITH a. or BHATH sb. + -LY. Cf. BROTHELY.]
A. adj. Impetuous, violent, angry.

/( 1455 Floitltitc \\. 14 (J\M. i Thebattellis so brym brathly
and blicht. 1513 DOUGLAS .-I'.ncis \. ii. n [KolusJ braithlie

teinpestis by his power refrenis.

B. adv. Impetuously ; furiously, violently.
a 1300 Cursor .!/. 2240 Brathli (ai bis werk bigan. ll'id.

21400 Hrathli on his fas he bra*t. '! a 1400 Aforte Art/i. 3220
This comlyche kynge . . Bownnys brathely to bede. c 1400
Mflayne 255 Barouns ondir blonkes fate Hraythely \\arc

borne doun. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vi. 212 The bailful teris

br>*st braithly fra hys eyne.

Bratishing, obs. form of BRATTICIN<;.

Bratling bme-tlirj). [f. BRAT sb + -Lixt:.]
A little brat, an infant.

^1652 BROMK Jot'. Crew n. Wks. 1873 III. 387 The Brat-

ling's born, the Doxey's in the Strummel. 1796 COLEKIDGK
in Cottle Rcinin. 118471 100 We are all -

wife, bratling, and
self, remarkably well.

Brattach. (bra-tax). [Gaelic (and Irish)
bratach fern. (Manx brattagh\ a standard, banner,

flag. f. brat cloth.] An ensign, banner, or flag.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth vi. No five of each clan have a

rusty shirt of mail as old as their brattach.

Bratte, obs. form of BRAT.

Brattery (brte-teri). [f. BRAT sb.- + -BUY.]
A collection of brats, a nursery, (contemptuous?)
1788 L.D. SHEFFIELD in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (18611 II.

220 We hope the Brattery will continue well. 1834 BECK-
FORD Italy, (S-r. I. 4 The apartment above my head proves
a squalling brattery.

Brattice (bne'tis), sb. Forms : a. 3 bru-
taske, 4 brytasqe, 5 betrax \-bretask}. 0. 4

brutage, 4-5 bretage, 5 bretayge, britage, bry-

tege, (9 Hist, bretache, brattish^ . y. 4-5 bretais,

-ays, 5 bretise, -asce, -ys, -is, brettys, bertes,
bartes. 8. 9 (sense 2) brettis, brattice, -ish.

[Found in many types : a. ME. brutaske, brytasqe^
a. ONF. breteske, -aske, -esquc : 0. ME. brutage^

bretaget etc., a. AFr. brutesche (Matt. Paris), OF.

brctesche^ mod.F. brcteche : 7. ME. brctasce^ -ats,

-is, etc., a. OF. bretesce, brttasce. The OF. bretcske,

-csche, -esce (rarely bertesque, -esche, -ece\ corre-

spond toPr. bertresca, It. bertcsca \baltresca}, med.

L. bretachia t bcrtescha, breteschia, etc. Of uncer-

tain origin ; according to Mahn ,to whom Diez

adheres; prob. a derivative of Ger. brctt board,

with Romanic suffix -esca, with sense of
' board-

ing
1

,

' boardwork*. The early forms in bni-, bry-,

app. of English or Anglo-French origin, are due

perhaps to the obscurity of the first vowel. The
1 5- 1 6th c. forms in ber- t bar- were northern : see

BHATTICING. The original sense became obs. before

1500. To modern times the word has comedown
in local use, chiefly in connexion with coal-mining,
in the forms brettis (Derbyshire ,

brattice (New-
castle, etc/, brattish. Although brettis is the best

form etymologically, brattice has become more

generally known, and accepted in literary use
;

brattish has given the architectural brattishitig.]

The general sense is' boarding, planking, a struc-

ture of boards '. Hence spec.

tl. A temporary breastwork, parapet, or gallery
of wood erected on the battlement of a fortress,

for use during a siege. Obs.

a. type breteske.

1197 R. GI.OLC. 536 Atte laste hii s[s]eude Al the brutaske

withoute, & the brugge brende. '1380 Sir Ftrttmb. 3315

pe kernels . . wcr broke & schente, & be brytasqes on J

tour an he^e dulfuly a-doun wer caste. (71440 Promp,
Pan,'. 50/1 Betrax of a walle, propngnacitlnni.

6. type bretesche^ bretage.
c 1315 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1190 Bigge brutage of borde bulde

on be walle*. c 1350 Will. ofPalernc 3001 Here walles were

broke
'

\vi|? engynes btrong, here bretages al a-boute
'

for-

brent & destroyed, c 1430 WYCLIF S0ttfS0l, viii. g (Lamb.
MS.) If it is a wal, bilde we theronne siluerne touris, ethir

britagis. c 1450 Gloss. Garlande's Diet, in Wright's Voc.

130 Propimgnacula, brytegys.
c 1475 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

784 Hoc propinaculum, a bretayge. [185* TURNKR Dom.
Arc/tit. II. v. 193 A drawbridge with a bretache above it.

1861 Sat. Rw. 6 Apr. 345/2 A very graphic report .. de-

scribing the siege of that place in 1240, makes frequent men-
tion of . . brattlshes, breastworks or turrets of timber.]

7. type bretesce, \bretis.

c i38o'WvcuF Serin. tSel. Wks. > 1. 191 Bibis weye mai no
man eende be laste bretais of bis tour. < 1400 Yivainc

<V Gaiv. 163 A bretise brade. c 1425 WYNTOCN Cron. vm.
xxvi. 23 :j (JAM.) To mak defens and brettys. c 1440

Promp. Parr. 50 Bretasce [1499 bretayjs],/>/<:/;.
c 1450 / ~oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 731 Hoc signaculttm, a bretys.
t 1500 Lancelot 873 Towart tlier bretis. Ibid. 1005 A bertes.

Ibid. 2897 To the bartes to behold and see. [1885 C. OMAN
Art ofW~arty The brattice was a wooden gallery fitted with

apertures in its floor, and running along the top of the wall.]

b. The * battlement
1
of a cup.

1465 Test. Ehor. (1855) II. 272, j. peciain argent! stantem
cum uno bretis.

2. In form brattice dial, also brattish : A par-

tition, generally of deal. a. ^esp.) A partition for

the purpose of ventilation in the shaft of a coal-

pit (shaft brattice , or in a drift, or other working
of a colliery (drift, headways, or board brattice'.

1851 Coal-tr. Terms Xorthittnbld, fy Durh. n Shaft or mam
brattice is usually made of 3-inch Memel plank - . Common
brattice is made of -inch American deal . . It is nailed to

props set for the purpose (called brattice props'. 1860 Times
10 Dec. 10/2 Where only one shaft is sunk . . a downcast
and an upcast are created by running an airtight partition,
or

'
brattice

'

to the bottom. 1883 Standard 23 Nov. 3,7 Gas
still showed . . on both sides of the brattice.

b. A partition of boards in a room. dial.

1851 TUHSKR DOM. Archit. I. vi. 201 A rude partition,
called a brattish, rises to the eaves 1863 ATKINSON Dauby
rrovinc.) Brattice^ a wooden partition, serving to divide a

closet or store room into two parts.

c. A lining of timber to a shaft or a headway
in a pit.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gieus., Brettis (Derb.\ a crib of

timber filled up with slack or waste. Brcttis-way, a

road in a coal-mine, supported by brettises built on each

side after the coal has been worked out.

3. In form brattish :

' A shelf ; also a seat with

a high back, north, dial? (Halliwell.)

4. attrib. in sense 2, as brattice-cloth, stout

tarred cloth used in mines instead of wooden brat-

ticing ; brattice-nail, -work ; brettis-ivay : see 2 c.

1885 Engineer 15 May (Adrts John Marsden, manufac-

turer of Tarred, Oiled, and Fire-Proof Brattice Cloth. 1880

Daily Tel. 5 Oct., The miner . . scratched with the point of

a rusty brattice nail the farewell letter to his wife.

Brattice brartis), V- In 5 bretexe. [f. prec.]

fl. (in obs. form bretexe\ : trans. To fortify

with a wooden breastwork. Obs.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy n. xi, Euery towre bretexed was

so clene.

2. To brattice up : to line the sides of a shaft,

or the like, with planking or boarding.



BRATTICING.

1862 Times 21 Jan., The stone was all carefully bratticcd

up. 1869 BLACKMOKU Lorna D. Iviii |D,>, A great round
hole or bhaft bratticed up with timber.

Bratticing ^brartisiq). Also in 4 briteysing,

5 bretaysynge, 6 Sc. bertising -ene, 6-9 BKAT-

TISHING, dial, braddishing. [f. BRATTICE v. :or

.?.) + -ING'.]

fl. (In the obs. forms]: The furnishing of the

ramparts of a castle, etc., with temporary (wooden)

parapets or breastworks ; the parapet and its

works collectively. Obs.

c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. I. 191 pe hijest part of his tour Is

briteysing of charite. 1483 Cath. Aiigl. 43/1 A bretasynge,

firopugnaciiluni. 1651 Rec. Pittcmvccm in Statist. Ace.

IV. 376 That the town's colours be put upon the bertisene

[ bertising] of the steeple.

(From the preceding illiterate Sc. spelling fartisette. Sir

Walter Scott appears to have evolved the grandiose BAK-

TIZAN, vaguely used by him for bretising or bratticing^ and

accepted by later writers as a genuine historical term.)

2. Brattice-work in a coal-pit.
1866 SfSfn&lg'StariBDec, 6/2 The

'

braddishing
'

or tarred

sheet at an opening near him being suddenly carried away.
i86&Eveu. Standard^ Aug., That might easily have been
remedied by bratticing or air-pipes. 1883 Standard 23
Nov. 3/7 By means of bratticing he was able to explore the

place.

3. Arch. See BfiATTISHING,

Bratting .brae-tig), vbt. sb.
[f.

BKAT v. +
-IXG 1

.]
The covering with a brat ; spec, covering

the backs of sheep with a cloth or apron.
1862 J. WILSON Farming 487 Where the bratting plan has

btzen adopted, the usual rate of mortality has been reduced.

Brattish .brte'tij), a. [f.
BKAT sb~ + -ISH.]

Of or befitting a brat ; childish.

^gBLERBOiiM/Wrt^w/mvi.gg By the time they [children]
abandon their brattish ways.

Brattish, dial. var. of BUATTICE.

Brattishillg brartijirj'. A variant of BRAT-

TICIJTG, used in Architecture, in sense : A cresting

of open carved work on the top of a shrine.

1593 RitesfyMon.Ch. Z>r/:.ii842>35 Ther was a brattish-

ing on the fore parte of the walnscott or rowffe, very fynely
and curiously wrought. 1845 Gloss. Gothic Arc/lit. I. 69

Brattishing. 1851 PUGIS Rood Screens 32 A very elaborate

screen of carved oak, surmounted by open bratishing. 1862

G. SCOTT IVestm. Abbey ($&, 2' 68 Apiece of cresting or brat-

tishing. 1867 H. T. ELLACOMBK in Trans. Exeter Dioc.

Arc/tit. Soc. I. 106 Surmounted by a brattishing of Tudor
flower in burnished brass.

H Also a dial. var. of BRATTICING in other senses.

Brattle (brart'l;, sb. Also 6 brattill, brattyll.

Chiefly Sc. [This and its verb are onomatopoeic,

prob. with association of break, brast and rattle ;

cf. also brabble, brastle^]

1. A smart rattling sound, e$p. of something

breaking or bursting.
c 1505 DUNBAR Turnamcnt 73 His harnass brak and maid

ane brattill. 1513 DOUGLAS JxStttis ix. ,\i.g6 The hvdduus
scheild abufehimmayd a brattyll. 1839 W.CARLETON ./"(!;'</<>-

roifffka(^.-2} 8 1 There comes an accidental brattle of thunder.

1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xxi. 426 [EachJ striving which
can produce the loudest brattle while turning. 1870 Daily
News 3 Sept. 5 The brattle ofa drum under my window.

2. The sound or onset of sharp rattling blows.
a 1600 MONTCOMERIE Poems (18211 75 $e (|

Ou not byde a

brattill. 1786 BURNS Winter Nt. iii, Or silly sheep, wha
bide this brattle O' winter war.

3. The sound of scampering feet
;
a resounding

scamper, rush, or spurt.
a 1758 RAMSAY Poems (18441 79 Bauld Bess flew till him

wi a brattle. 1785 BURNS To a Mouse i, Thou need na start

awa .. Wi' bickerin brattle. 1828 J. WILSON in Blackiv.

Mag. XXIV. 294 A breast-brushing brattle down the brae.

Brattle (brse't'l;, v. Chiefly Sc. [See prec.]
1. intr. To produce a forcible rattling noise.

1513 DOUGLAS ^Sftct's vn. Prol. 133 Branchis brattlyng, and

blayknit schew the brays, a 1849 M.\SGAN Poems (1859) 51
Harsh engines brattled night and day.

b. with cognate object.
1832 D. MOIR Winter lVild\\\

t
His iron heels. .Brattling

ufar their under-song.

2. To rush with rattling noise
;
as a mountain

brook over a stony bed
;
to bicker. Grig. Sc.

1834 H. MILLER Scenes fy Leg. xxxi. (1857) 457 A mossy
streamlet comes brattling from the hill. 18530. JOHNSTON
,\

T
at. Hist. E. Bord. 1. 18 Many little livelier runlets that

brattle down the green hills on each side. 1882 Alacm. Mug.
Oct. 472 The becks that brattle through the brake.

3. To run with brattling feet
;
to scamper. Sc.

1725 RAMSAY G<.nt. Shcpk. i. ii, Our twa herds come brat-

tling down the brae. 1826 Blackiv. Mag. XIX. 382 Brattle

not away so, ye foolish lambs.

Brattling .brsrtlirj ,
vbl. sb.

[f.
BBATTLK v. +

-ING i.]
The action of the verb to BRATTLE ; the

production of harsh rattling sounds.
a 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1793^ I. 34 The bursting,

belching, and brattling of the French horns. 1809 W. IRVING

Knickcrb. (1861) 35 His voice sounded not unlike the brat-

tling of a tin trumpet. 1821 BYRON Sardan. in. i. 394 As a

lute's [voicej pierceth through the cymbal's clash, Jarr'd but

not drown'd by the loud brattling.

Brattling .brse-tlirj), ppl. a. [f. BRATTLE v.

+ -ING 2
.] That brattles: see the verb.

1820 W. IRVING Sket^h-bk. 1 1849* 420 The hoarse brattling
tone of a veteran boatswain. 1826 I WILSON Noct. Ambr.
Wks. 1855 I. 136 To gie them fdogs] .. a brattlin run o

thretty miles after a fox. 1860 J. KKNNI.DY Horseshoe R.
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i. ii A rough and brattling mountain torrent. 1863 JLAN
INGELOW Poems 178 She wondered by the brattling brook,
And trembled with the trembling lea.

Bra'ttock, local, [dim. of BKAT st>.-] A tiny

brat, a young one.

1858 Chaiidt. Journ. X. 108 A solitary pair of eider-ducks

may sometimes venture to rear their progeny of
' brattocks

'

on the rock.

Braugham, dial. var. BARGHAM, a horse-collar.

1807 J. STAGG Poems 14 Kit gat a braugham in his han',

Wi' veng'ance whurl'd it at him, The collar ieeghted roun'

his neck, An' to the flair it pat him.

Braul.e, obs. form of BKAWI..

Braun e, Braunfalne, obs. ff. BKAWN,-FALI.EX.
Braunce, Braundise, obs. ff. BRANCH, BRAX-

DISH.

Brauilite .brairnait,. Alin. [Named alter Mr.

Brnun of Gotha xDana\] An anhydrous oxide of

manganese, a brittle dark brownish-black mineral

occurring both crystallized and massive.

1839 Penny Cyct. XIV. 380/2 Braunite . . before the blow-

pipe melts and effervesces slightly with borax. 1869 Roscoi:

Elein, Chan. 2 33 Manganese sesquio.xide . . occurs in na-

ture as the mineral braunite.

t Braya'de. Obs. [a. F. bravade, .according
to Littre) ad. It. bravata bragging, boasting, f.

bravare to brag, boast, f. bravo : see BBAVE. Cf
also Sp. bi-avada, and see -ADE.]

= BKAVADO.

'579 J- STUBBES Gaping Gulf C vj, Euen so will it be

harder then yron for Englishmen to digest . . the french

insolencies and disdaynefull brauades. 1676 Packet Adi\
toMen o/Stiaftesb. 40 What occasion or need his Lordship
had of this high Bravade. 1778 ROUKRTSON Hist. Amt-'r.

II. v. So He. .disregarded this vain bravade. 1833 Fritters

Mag. VIII. 304 He ventured, by way of bravade, upon a

single glass of claret.

t Brava'de, v. arch, or Obs. [f. prec. sb.]

1. inli: To look brave, assume a bold or defiant

front. To bravade the street : to swagger along it.

1634-46 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 464 Ilk shaimles lowne,
With his silk goune, Bravades the street. 1637 GiLLE.sriK

Eng. Pop. Cerent. Ord. C iij, The Archbishop of Spalato
commeth forth . . stoutly brandishing and bravading. 1667

R. LAW Mem. 11818) 18 The Dutch fleet bravading there

attacks the river.

2. trans. To dare, brave, defy.

1676 Row Contn, Blairs Autobiog. xii. (1848' 479 'Ihe

Dutch navy bravades the English upon their coast.

Hence Brava'ding vbl. sb. and ///. a.

i8iz J. HENRY Camp. agst. Quebec 88 -Many . . wrote and

spoke of this bravading . . with much applause. 1820 San r

Monast. ix, Listening to the bravading tales ofgay Christie.

1833 r>[{u-km. Mag. XIII. 278 Sir Joshua .. with his arm

a-kimbo, bravading cap, and chosen air of importance.

!Bravad.O bravvi'do, -a'd0), sb. Also 6-7
brauado, braueado, 7 brauardo, bravadoe,
brevada ; //. bravadoes ,also -os . [ad. Sp. bra-

vada and F. bravade : see BKAVADE and -ADO -'.]

1. Boastful or threatening behaviour ;
ostenta-

tious display of courage or boldness ;
bold or

daring action intended to intimidate or to express
defiance

; often, an assumption of courage or

hardihood to conceal felt timidity, or to carry one

out of a doubtful or difficult position.
Now usually in the singular, without a : less commonly

a brai<a*lo or in //.

1599 HAKLUYT l-'ay. II. i. 287 It was not that Spanish
brauado. 1626 Canssiii'i Holy Crt. 62 To sound vain-

glorious Brauado's. 1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gciitl. (1641 1 1 ip
These Gamesters, who in a bravado will set their patri-

monies at a throw. 1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. 1185 1^362 Hee
retreats with a bravado, that it deservs no answer. 1678 Bi N-

YAN Pilgr. i. 128 Notwithstanding all his Bravadoes, he

[Shame] promoteth the Fool, and none else, a 1707 Br.

PATRICK Serin, i Sum. xvii. 8 To have been done out of

a bravado. i8oo\Vi:liMS Washington x. (1877' 119 To hear

their bravadoes, one would suppose, etc. 1816 JANE AUSTEN
Emwti II. viii. 181 A sort of bravado an air of affected un-

concern. 1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet Introd., A series of idle

bravadoes. 1853 ROBERTSON Strut. Ser. ill. xvii. 214 We
may do it in bravado or in wantonness.

f b. To make or give a bravado : to make a

display in the face of the enemy, to offer battle. Ol'S.

1600 HOLLAND Livy in. Ix. 128 When they made bravadoes,

and challenged them to come forth and fight, not one Ro-

mane would answer them again. 16x7 MORYSON" Itin. it. n.

ii. 164 That some foote should bee drawne out of the Campe,
to give the Spaniards a brauado. 1688 Loud. Gets. No.

2361/3 A Parly of the Moors making a Bravado.

c. attrib.

1583 STUBBKS Aunt. Abus. II. 50 The barbers . . haue one

maner of cut called the French cut . . one of the brauado

fashion. 1844 DISRAELI Ccningsby\. iv. 204 It is a day. .of

hopes and fears . . bravado bets and secret hedging.

f2. A swaggering fellow, a hector, a bravo. Obs.

[app. after Sp. masculines in -ado already used

in Eng., as desperado, renegade, etc. Cf. bravo]
i6S3 ^- WILSON Jfis. /28 Roaring Boys, Bravadoes, Roy-

sters, &c. commit many insolencies. 1668 PEPYS Diary 28

Feb., The Hectors & bravadoes of the House. 1817 COLE-
RIDGE Biog. Lit. II. xxi. 121 But idlers and bravadoes, .must

beware. 1825 KNAPP & BALDW. Neu'gate Cat. III. 397/2
Webb . . was the greatest bravado.

Hence Brava'doism. rare.

1833 Eraser's .Ifag. VIII. 527 Was . . his apparent strength
and defiance, real weakness and bravadoism?

Bravado (bravado, -a-do), v.
[f. prec. sb.]

intr. To show bravado, talk defiantly, put on a

bold face. Hence Brava'doing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

BRAVE.
1800 MAR. EOGEWORTH Belinda. I. iv. 7^, I bravadoed to

Harriet most magnanimously. 1809-12 AltHeriaVFks.

1832 VI 1 . 283 Notwithstanding her bravadoing air, [she] was

frequently perplexed and anxious. iXoABlackw.Mcig, XIX.
Pref. 9 There was . . much bravadoing and even apparent
offers of battle. 1840 T. HOOK Fitzfurberi III. xvii. 333

They tried to bravado it out,

t Bravashing, /// a. Obs. >-an~'. [f.
F.

bravache ' a Swaggerer, Swash-buckler' [Cotgr.),

ad. It. bravaccio bully ,f. brav-o + -accio, pejorative

suffix' + -ING-.] Boasting, swaggering.
1652 URQUHAKT Jmvl Wks. (18341 255 Which he did do . .

in a lofty and bravashing humour, that, etc.

Brave vbiv'v), a., sb., int. [a. F. brave, not an

original Fr. word, but adapted from It. bravo brave,

gallant, fine : cf. Sp. and Pg. bravo, Pr. and Cat.

bran. Ulterior derivation uncertain. Nearly all

the Eng. senses may have been adopted from French.

Cf. BK.UV.
(Prof. Storm would associate braro (in Sp. also bravid] with

Oil. braido, brado wild, savage, which is also a^sense of Sp.

and Pg. bravo', cf. Pr. braidiit fiery, spirited ihorse'.

These he would refer to a Latin type *brabidus, formed

from rabidus mad, fierce, of the existence of which there

appears to be other evidence. See Romania 187^6, p. 170.

A more recent conjecture (Romania. XIII. no) tries to de-

rive it from barbarm, but this does not suit Pr. treat.!]

A. adj.
1. Of persons and their attributes : Courageous,

daring, intrepid, stout-hearted (as a good quality .

1485 CAXTOX Paris f, I '. Prol., It is very good to relate

the brave deeds. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. I'l, in. ii. 134 A brauor

Souldier neuer couched Launce. 1642 FULLER Holy 3- Pro/.
St. ll.xviii. 118 Innocence and Independence make a brave

spirit. 1644 MII/ION Editc. 11738) 137 High hopes of living

to be brave men, and worthy Patriots. 1732 POPE Slur.

Ess. i. 113 Who combats bravely is not therefore brave. He
dreads a Death-bed like the meanest slave. 1769 J:inius

Lett. iii. 16 A brave man has no rules to follow but the

dictates of his courage. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece II. 233
For six days they made a brave defence. 1848 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. II. 157 Extolled by the great body of Church-
men as if he had been the bravest and purest of martyrs.

b. absol. The brave (now only pi.).

Follow'd by the brave of other lands.

2. Finely-dressed ;
= Sc. BKAW; splendid, showy,

grand, fine, handsome. (Rare in i8th c. ;
in igth c.

apparently a literary revival, or adopted from

dialect speech.;
1568 Like 'Mill to L. in Hazl. flmtsl. II I. 312 To go more

gayer and more brave, Than doth a lord. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 42 Bratie, splendidns. a 1593 H. SMITH Wks. ( 1866-7 >

I. 150 The lilies which are braver than Solomon. 1612

HKWOooApol. Aitors Author to Bk., One man is ragged,
and another brave. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia i. n At

length he came to most bratie and fayre houses. 1677 MOXON
Mt-c/i. E.cere. 117031 257 Lord Montague's brave House in

Bloomsbury. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. n.xvi, Now might

you see the tartans brave. 1855 BROWNING Bp. Blougratn's

Apol., His coat . . Brave with the needlework of noodledom.

3. loosely, as a general epithet of admiration or

praise : Worthy, excellent, good.
'

capital ',

' fine ',

'famous', etc.
;
'an indeterminate word, used to

express the superabundance of any valuable quality
in men or things

'

(J.). arch. ;Cf. BKAW a.)

a. of persons.
1600 SH AKS.^. I '.L. m.iv.43 O that'sa braue man, hee writes

braue verses, speakes braue words. \6a$MourHcf. Dittic in

S/ta/ts. C. Praise 56 You Poets all, brave Shakspcare, John-

son, Greene. 1673 Ess. Educ. Gentlemm. 29 Zeuxes and

Timanthes were brave Painters. 1679 PENN Addr. Prat. I.

5 116921 20 Many brave Families have been ruin'd by a

Gamester. 1740 J. CLARKE Educ. Youth (ed. 3' 57 His Son

is a brave Scholar.

b. of things.
*577 NOUTHBROOKE Dicing (1843.1 I02 Nowe are the braue

and golden dayes. 1590 SHAKS. Much Ado v. iv. 130 lie

deuise thee braue punishments for him. 1605 - Lear ill.

ii. 79 This is a braue night to coole a Curtizan. 1653
WALTON Angler 104 We wil make a brave Breakfast with a

piece of powdered Bief. 1798 SOL THEY Eng. Ecleg. ii, Here
she found . . a brave fire to thaw her. 1834 Doctor xxn.

51 Knowledge is a brave thing. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems
I. 5 Here's a brave earth to sin and suffer on !

4. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic, as brave-hearted,

-horsed, -minded, -sensed, -spirited, -spiritedness.

1617 HIERON Wks. II. 313 Termes ofWorth, of Gallantrie,

of Braue-spiritednesse, and the like. 1631 WEEVER Anc.

Fan. Man. 636 That braue-spirited politicke-wise Lord.

1663 in Spalding Trail/'. C/ias- I. ( 18291 I2 'l'he earl of Angus
. .and thirty other brave-horsed gentlemen,

came to the

Bog. 1873 SYMONDS Crk, Poets ill. 70 The whole people

mourns . . for the death of a brave-hearted man.

5. quasi-ir^.
= BUAVELV. (Now only poet.)

1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. iv. 8 There sat most braue embel-

lished . . A mayden queene. 1721 STKYPE Efd. Mem. I. I.

xlvi. 345 Noble and brave-built structures. 1808 SCOTT

Marm. i. x, The trumpets flourish 'd brave. 1870 MORRIS

Earthly Par. III. iv. 184 Better housed, or braver clad.

B. sl>. [in sense I, directly from F. brave.']

1. A brave man, a warrior, soldier: since 1800

applied chiefly to warriors among the North

American Indians [after the French in N. America].
1601 CHESTER Lo-.'c's Mart. (1878) 55 We haue no cause

to feare their forreine braues. a 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad

in. 463 Advance Thy braues against his single power.



BRAVE.

1763 CHUKCHILL Propk. /-'ant. Poems I. 118 The race of
Roman braves Thought it not worth their while to make us
slaves. i8 BYRON Island in. ii, The wave Is hurl'd down
headlong, like the foremost brave. 1837 W. IRVING Ca.pt.

Bouncyitle(\%w 96 The chiefs leading the van, the braves
following in a long line, painted and decorated. 1841
CATLIN -V. Anter. hid. (1844) I. vi. 35 A Blackfoot brave
whose portrait I have painted.

b. A bravo, bully; a hired assassin. Obs. march*
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. iv. 11641) 187/1 Adur'd

of 1- latterers, Of Softlings, Wantons, Braves and Loyterers.
1611 CORVAT Crudities 275 There are certaine desperate
and resolute villaines in Venice called Braves. 1649 MILTON
Eikon. 25 Happy times, when Braves and Hacksters were
thought the fittest to defend the King. 1675 DRYDEN
Aitrcnj>z. i. I. y6 Moral's too insolent, too much a Brave.
1693 ^ ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. 277 A brave (or fellow
hired to revenge a quarrel of another', stearins. 1865 SIR
K. JAMES Tasso II. xi.xxxvi, Ye sneaking, skulking braves.
2. A bravado, arch,

1390 GREENE Never too late (1600) 52 Suppose., that
beautie hath given him the braue. 1598 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas 11. iii. i\-. (1641) 182/1 Marcheth amain to give
the Town a brave. 1600 HEYWOOD i Ethu. IV. Wks. 1874
I. 54 Leaue off these idle braues of thine. 1662 FULLER
worthies \. 33 Bitter was the Brave which railing Rabsheca
sent to holy Hezekiah. 1840 BROWNING Sordello v. 432 A
whole life's braves Should somehow be made good. 1878
SIMPSON Sch. S/iaAs. I. 75 Stucley waited about the court
and amused the Councillors with his braves and brags.

f3. Finery, splendour = BRAVKRY 3. Obs.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. XL I.vvii. 285 Sixe score Concubines,

that seem'd so many Queenes for braue.

f C. interj. [Cf. BRAVO.] Capital ! Excellent !

Bravo I Obs. or dial.

a 1593 MARLOWE Jen* of M. n. ii, Oh, brave, master! 1

worship your nose for this. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xv.

ii, O brave! .. my cousin has you, I find. i86z BAKNKS
Rhymes Dorset Dial. I. 140 Obra\e! What wages do 'e

mean to gi'e ?

Brave (biviv), v. [a. F. brave-r lo act the

brave toward, etc., f. brave BRAVE.]
I. transitive.

1. To treat with bravado
;
to challenge, defy.

1546 St. Papers Hen. K///, XI. 107 Leest the Frenchmen
might take occasion, .to have braved Your Majestic. 1590
GKEENK Orl. J-'itr. ("1599) 9 He beard and braue thee in thy
proper towne. 1603 KNOLLES Turks 11621,1 94 Braving
them (if they were men) to come out. 1636 HKYWOOD in
Ann. Dubrcnsia (1877' 69 Ossa and Pelion, that so brave
the sky. a 1764 LLOYD Actor Poet. Wks. 1774 1. 12 Braving
monarchs in his Saviour's cause. 1884 TENNYSON fteckct

100, I must hence to brave The Pope, King Louis, and this

turbulent priest.

f 2. To threaten, menace. Obs.
a 1619 BP. COWPER in Spurgeon Trcas. Dar, Ps. cxix. 19
He braved him with banishments.

3. To meet or face (danger) with bravery; to

encounter, defy. (The ordinary current sense.
1

'

1776 GIBBON Dccl, <V /'. I. xvii. 436 The adventurous
Leander braved the passage of the Mood. 1797 MRS. RAD-
CLII-FE Italian, i, Do not brave the utter darkness of these
ruins. 1832 Hi. MAKIIXEAU Life in ll'ilds \. 4 Poverty
induces them to brave danger, a 1876 J. H. NEWMAN Hist.
Sk. I. iv. iv. 409 They braved the severe weather of that
climate. 1884 Pull Mall G. 4 Jan. 2/1 The school braves

successfully the ordeal of annual inspection.

f4. To make brave, embolden, encourage. Obs.
<i 1593 H. SMITH Whs, (1866-7) L 1 7- We may see. .how a

gay coat, .or a gold ring, can brave a man's mind.

I*
5. To make splendid ;

to deck out, adorn. Obs.

1590 Exhort. Her Maj. Sidy, in Harl. Misc. I. 172 Ilravu

not yourselves in gold, silk, and silver. 1594 SHAKS. Ru/t,

III* v. iii. 279 He [the sun] should haue brau'd the Kast an
houre ago. 1596 Tain. S/ir. iv. iii. 125 Thou [the tailor]

hast brau'd inanie men. 1625 BACON Lm'C, Ess. (Arb.) 445
How it [love] braves, the Nature, and value of things.

f 6. To boast ;

' to carry a boasting appear-
ance of* T- To brave out\ to display boastfully,
show off. To brave oneself \ to boast or pride one-

self in.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 44 b, Points, which

you seeme specially to have called out, that in them you
might brave out y

e nimblenes of your witte, and eloquence
of toung. ax6s6 BACON (J.) Both particular persons and
factions are apt enough to flatter themselves or, at least, to

brave that which they believe not. 1644-52 J. SMITH Sel,

Disc. vn. i.( 1821 1309 They rather proudly braved themselves
in their knowledge of the Deity, etc.

II. intransitive (and const, to brave if).

fr 7. To boast, glory, vaunt. To brave it : to

swagger, act the bravo. Oh.
1549 DK. SOMERSET in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. i. xxii. 180

The Frenchmen . . will brave much of this. 1597 J. PAYNE
Royal Exch. J4 These fellows wyll brave yt out, how
slender so ever they be within. 1613 W. BROWNE Brii. Past.
n. v. (1772) II. 188 Nevermore let holy Dee O're other

rivers braue. 1627 BI-. HALL Psalines Met. x. 3 The
wicked braues and boasts In his vile and outragious thought.

170* C. MATHER Magn. Ckr. in. in. (1852) 542 That peace

might brave it among you. 1817 WILBERI-'ORCE in Part.

Deb. 1693 Braving about the liberties of his country.

f 8. intr. To dress splendidly, to make a gay
show ; ireq. also to brave it. Obs.

1583 T. WATSON Poems (Arb.) 60 Thou glasae, wherein my
Hame hath such delight, As when she braues, then most on
thee to gaze. 1592 DANIEL Compl. Rosamond (17 171 52 And
live in Pomp to brave among the Best. ^1632 BP. M. SMVI u

Sernt. 130 To strowt it, and to stout it, and to braue it in

costly apparell.
9. To act bravely, to be brave, rare.

1884 W. C. SMITH h'ildrostan i. ii. 265 Haunted With the

young craving For doing and braving In the world's battle.
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Brave : sec BIIAVV.

t Bravee-r, v. Obs, rare-1
, [f. BBAVH : cf.

domineer, and -KK.] To act the bravo towards.

1652 UIMJI.-HAKI yravl Wks. (1834) 240 He daiidlctli the
sword in his hand, as if he were about to hraveer u:*voiu in IMS iiauu, .is 11 lie cic auouL [u uravcer us.

Bravely ;bu
7
i*vli_, adv. [f. BRAVE a. + -LY-.]

1. In a brave manner
; valiantly, fearlessly.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. v. i. 148 He brauelybroacht his boil-

us me.
2. In a showy manner ; gaily, splendidly, finely,

handsomely ;=Sc. BRAWLY.

ciso$ PUNBAK Blytk Aberdeen vi, With quhyt hattis all

browderit rycht bravfelie] (rime tvds. bew tie, sweitlie .

1570 B. GOOT;E Pop. Kingd. in. (1880) 36 b, Hir Image doe
they bravely decke with sumptuous show to sight. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turks 11621) 373 He saw Zacharias come
forth bravely mounted. 1636 DAVENANT H'tts (1673) 184
The Chamber's bravely hung.
3. Worthily, excellently, capitally, well; cf. BRAVE

a. 3 ; also BKAWLY. Chiefly dial.
c 1600 Rob. //<70rf(Ritson> n. xxvi. 72 None of them could

pass these men, So bravely they do shoot. 1606 SHAKS. Tr.

<y Cr. i. ii. 198 Here's an excellent place, heere we may sec
most brauely. 1684 UUXVAN Pilgr. IT. (1862) 199 He lives

bravely where he is. 1864 ATKINSON Wkitby Gloss. s.v.,
* How do you?'

'

I am quite bravely, thank you '. .To get
I
on bravely, is to prosper or 'speed bravely'. 1874 BLACKII;

j

Self-Cult. 15 A man may live, and live bravely, without
1 much imagination. 1884 BLACK Jud. Shaks. xii, The wench

looks bravely well.

1 Bra'vexuan. Obs. A e
fine gentleman'.

1608 PEKKEK Betmait Load. Wks. 1884-5 III. 88 To be a
Begger is to be a Braueman, because 'tis now in fashion for

very braue men to Beg.

Bra'Ven, v. rare-'*-. \i. BRAVE a. : cf. bright-
en, etc.] trans. To make brave, embolden.
1865 J.TAYLOK Words ty /V. 26 The failures which seemed

i^nly to braven the resolution and to nerve the courage.
Bra'veness. ? Ot>s. [f. BRAVE a. + -NESS.]
The quality of being brave

;
BRAVERY.

1589 PUITKNHAM Kng. /WjvV lArb.i 182 More obseruable
to the Greekea and Latines for the brauenesse uf their lan-

guage, oner that our is. 1592 WARNKR Alb. Eng. vni. xli.

-01 The beautie and the brauenes of the Person. 1603
HOLLAND rintarclis Mor, 3<.>6 iR.i The brauenesse of the

exploit. 1650 WDLUON Crt. Jas. /, 42 Astonied at the brave*
ne.-,se of our Kmbassie, and the handsome Gentlemen. 1679
OATHS Xarr. Popish Plot 32 To encourage the Friends to
brave ness of mind. [Not in JOHNSON 1755.]

Braver (br^'vai). [f- BRAVE v. + -EH '.] One
who braves, or faces, danger or an enemy; also

formerly, a braggart, boaster.

1589 NASHE in Greene's Menap/ion (Arb.! 16 VVho. .would
carrie the bucklers full easilie from all forreine brauers.

1591 PERCIVALL Ay>. /,>/('., Fanjarron, a bragger, a brauer.

1827 Cx-ntl.Mag. XCVII. n. 42 Buonaparte, .the undauntei.1

braver of every difficulty. 1846 DICKENS Lett, (ed-2) I. 156
Such a braver of conventionalities never wore petticoats.

Bravery 'Jm^'veri). [prob. a. K. braverie the

action of braving, f. braver to BRAVE, or ad. It.

braveria, f. bravareto BKAVE.]
f*
1. The action of braving or acting the bravo;

daring, defiance ; boasting, swaggering ; bravado.

A bravery : an act of bravado. /, upon, orfor a

bravery, in bravado, in defiance, in display of

courage or daring, as a brag. Obs.

1548 PATTEN Exped. into Scot I. in Arb. Garner III. 98
The Scotb continued their bravery on the hill. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist, ll'orid in. 93 The whole Campe (not perceiving that
this was but a bravery) fled amaine. n 1631 DONNE tiss.

Dii 1
. (1651) 63 No Man is an Atheist, however he pretend

it and serve the Company with hi* Braveries. 1671 MIL-
TON Satiison 1243 Kre long thou shalt lament These brave-

ries, in irons loaden on thee. 1814 SOLTHEY Koderick \\\\' t

No time, said he, is this for bravery.

1577 HAKHISON England n. xii. (1877) 241 In a braverie to

show what store he had. 1594 NASHS Unfort, Trow. 14.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 92 Certaine of the soul-

diers upon a bravarie adventured to mount the wall. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. M'orld \\\, 95 Hee made a stand, rather in

a bravery, than with purpose to attempt . .any further. 1666
TEMPLE Let. Wks. 1731 II. 23 We sate for four Hours, and
in Bravery I drank fair like all the rest.

2. Daring, courage, valour, fortitude (as a good
quality). In earlier quotations not clearly separ-
able from sense i. (The ordinary current sense.)
1581 SIDNEY Afiol. Poetrie (Arb. I 56 He receiued more

brauerie of mhide, bye the patterne of Achilles, then by
hearing the definition of Fortitude. 1613 J. H. Lives
Norman Kings Kng. 150 Full of inward braverie and
fiercenesse. 1732 LAW Serious C. xxiv. (1761) 465 The
noblest bravery that an human mind is capable of. 1769
Juntas Lett. i. 8 The bravery, .of the Commander-in -chief.

1837 HT. MARTINEAU So<.. Amcr. III. 116 What can a
woman be, or do, without bravery 'i 1859 TENNYSON Elaine
113 Lancelot, the flower of bravery.
3. Display, show, ostentation ; splendour.
1570 HOLINSHEU Scot. Chron. (1806) I. 29 Their apparel

was not made for brayerie & pompe. 1573 TUSSER Htisb.

(1878) 204 The brauerie of this world, .likened is, to flowre
of grasse. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxiv. iv. 855 a, Wastfull
and sumpteous bravery of women. 1673 CAVE Prim. Ckr.
i. vi. 144 The churches began to excel in costliness and

bravery, a 1716 SOUTH 12 Sernt. (1717) III. 390 A Festival,

designed chiefly for. .joyfull Piety, but generally made only
an occasion of Bravery. 1843 PRKSCOIT Mexico vi. i. (1864)

338 All their wonted bravery of apparel. 1874 C. GEIKIE

Life Woods v. 78 The leaves are in all their bravery.

BRAVO.

b. concr. Finery, fine clothes; Sc. BRAWS.
I 5<>3 Homilies n. vi 11859) 39 Preparing ourselves in fine

bravery, to wanton, lewd, and unchaste behaviour. 1591
SPENSER M. Huhberd 608 All the braverie that eye may
see. <zi6i8 RALEICH Rcm. (1644) 100 Exceed not in the
humour of rags and bravery, i636SvMPsoN Law-breakers

,

Have I borrowed the forehorse bells, his plumes, his
braveries. 1862 Times 26 June n/i Tens of thousands, .in

their decent Sunday bravery. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par.
I. i. 86 There stood our guide, decked out with braveries.

fc. An adornment, an embellishment. Obs.

1577 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 55/1 Such painting of their
bodies.. they esteemed a great brauerie, 1599 HAKLUVT
/ ~oy. I. i. 224 They vse for a brauerie to make great holes
in their eares. Ibid. (.1810) III. 598 Their teeth are all

filed, which they doe for a braverie.

t d. A thing of beauty or interest, a thing to

exhibit. Obs.

*S&3 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. cvi. 650 A relike to be
showed for a brauerie. 1650 FuuJM/VtQM 426 Two eminent
braveries, First, the Gulden Vine . . The other was that
Golden Kagle. 1657 W, COLES Adam in Eden To Rdr.,
What fairer objects, .than these painted Braveries?

t e. A fine thing, a matter to boast or be proud
of. Obs.
a 1626 HP. ANDREWES Pattern Catech. Doct. (1846) 150 In

a vain glory we think it a bravery and a magnificent thing
to swear. 1638 FORD Fancies n. i. 145 'Twere a bravery,
Could you forget the place.

f 4. Mere show, ostentatious pretence. Obs.
1628 HOBBES Thitcyd. 11822! 95 This is not now rather a

braver^' ofwurds. .than real truth, a 1640 MASSINGER Old
Law n. i, Worth itself is lost, And bravery stands for 't.

1681 HUHNET Hist. Ref. II. 241 [They] measured counsels
more by the bravery than the solidity of them.

f5. A gallant, a beau; also collect, gallants,

grandees, chivalry. Obs.

1609 15, JONSON Sil. Worn. i. iii. fi6i6 536 Hee is one
of the Ilraueries, though he be none o* the Wits. 1633
MASSINGEK City Mad. n. i, Sitting at the table with The
braveries of the kingdom, a 1652 DROME Qiicencs Exch. i.

ii, Whole Sholes of upstart Braveries. (11670 HACKET-4/y*.
U'illiams (1692' I. 162 (D.> The Grandees also, and others,

of the Castilian Bravery,

Bravie, var. of BRAVY, Obs., a prize.

Braving (brv'-viq), vbl. sb.
[f. BRAVE v. -f

-ING '.] The action of the verb to BRAVK.
1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xxi. (R..1

, With so proud a straine

Of threats and brauings. 1627 SANDERSON Scrnt. (1681)52
If after all this Braving he should be Out-dared with big
looks. 1763 C. JOHNSON Reverie II. 127 All their braving
shall not make me quit the advantages of my situation.

1817 J. H. FRERE K. Arthur i. x, True point of honour,
without pride or braving.

t Bra'ving, ///. a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ING-.]
1. That braves ; daring, defiant, boasting.
JS79 J- STUBBES Gaping Cnlf D iij b, These braving

English gentlemen are as farre from the wisedom of theyr
noble auncesters. .as from theyr courage. 1605 Play Stucley
1071 in Sc/t. S/uiks. (18781 I, 201 Braving braggart .. Look
to thyself. 1679 PKANCE Trite Xarr. Pop. Plot 6 He spoke
openly, and in a braving manner. 1748 RICHARDSON Cla-
rissa. u8ii) II. xxxii. 198 No blustering, braving lover.

2. Showy, resplendent ; high-sounding, stately.
1600 FAIRFAX Tassoiy.. Ixxxii. 175 Fine And brauinginhis

Turkish pompe he shone. 1633 P. FLETCHER Elisa \\. xxxiv,
The flowers. .Spreading their braving colours to the skie.

1649 J. H. Motion to Parl. 41 A many large and braving
Titles.

t Bra 1

viligly ,
adv. Obs. [f. prec. -f -LY -.]

In a braving manner ; boastfully, defiantly.
1616 SHELDON Miracles of Antichr. 4 (L.) Bravingly, in

your epistle to Sir Edward Hobby, you end thus. 1631
BRATHWAIT Whiwzics 47 Hee domineeres bravely; beares

himselfe toward his ragged regiment bravingly.

Bra'vish (br^'-vij), a. [f. BRAVE a. + -ISH 1.]

a. Somewhat brave or defiant, b. dial. Con-

siderable, pretty fair
;

cf. BRAVE.

1538 St. Papers Henry VIII, III. 83 He is so hawte and

channg that men be aferde to speke to him, doubting his

bravishe lightnes. 1880 MRS. PARR Adam <y E. xxvii. 382
1 Tis a bravish spell since you and me were together.'

Bravissimo : see BRAVO.

t Bra'vity. Obs. Also 6 bravite. [a. F.

bravett (i6th c. in Littre) : see BRAVK and -ITY.]
= BRAVERY ,in various senses).

1546 St. Papers Hen. VII7, XI. 100 They see wherunto
all the French kinges. -gret offresandbravitesbe cum unto.

1547 Life 7o//* Abp. Cauterb. B vj warg. t Sumtuous feast-

inge. . great coste in brauitieand Lordly pompe, 1506 BUREL

Queen s Entry Edinb., Quhois bravities can scarce be tauld.

1689 J. WELWOOD Let. in Walker Remark. Pass. 23 (jAM.f
llrave opportunities for shewing forth the bravity of spirit

in suffering.

Bravo (bra-v0), sb. 1 PI. bravoes (-os). [a. It.

bravo : cf. BRAVE. Long naturalized in Eng.,

whence a pronunciation (brv'vt?) in some Diets.]

1. A daring villain, a hired soldier or assassin ;

*a man who murders for hire' (J.); a reckless

desperado.
1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars 111. Ixxii, This bravo cheers these

dastards all he can. 1632 MASSINGER Maid of Hon. iv. v,

Setting-on your desperate bravo To murder him. 1668 R.

LESTRASGE Vis. QHCV. (1708) 217 Cassius and my self were

but your Bravos. 1711 SlBKLE *Kw*. No. ij6P3, I have been

three Nights together dogged by Bravoes. 1761 HUMK
Hist. Eng. I. vii. 155 Those bravoes, or disorderly soldiers,

with whom every country in Europe, .abounded. 1813

SHELLEY Q. Mab iv. 178 The hired bravos who defend The

tyrant's throne. 1876 GKKEN Short Hist, v iii. 6. 528 While

the bravoes of Whitehall laid hands on their leaders.



BRAVO.

f2. = BRAVADO. Obs. rare,

1609 B. JOXSON Sil. tt'om. in. vi. (1616.1 563 Is this your
Brauo, ladies? 1713 Loud, ff Coimtr. lima. IV. (1743) 289
For keeping them to a great Age out of a Bravo.

Bravo vbra'w), int. and sl>.- Also in superl.

form bravi'ssimo. [a. It.razv,8uperl. bravissimo

most excellent.] Capital! excellent! well done!

1761 COLMAS Jealous W. i. (L.) That's right I'm steel

Bravo ! Adamant Bravissimo ! 1817 BVRON Beppo
xxxii, His ' bravo

' was decisive. 1873 JOWT.TT Plato (ed. 2)

I. 232 Bravo, Heracles, brave words, said he.

Hence, as sl>. An exclamation ofBravo ! a cheer.

1844 LD. BROUGHAM A. Lund III. v. 149 He escaped to

bed before any bravo could be heard. 1855 O. W. HOLMES
Poems 29 Whose thousand bravos roll untired along.

BraVO ^bra'w), v . [f.
BRAVO si:.1 and in/.]

trans, fl. = BRAVE v. i, 2. Obs. 2. To greet with
' Bravo !

'

1732 Col. Rcc. Pont. III. 496 Treated with great contempt
insulted and bravoed by those of Maryland. 1831 Miss
FERRIER Destiny, [He] was bravoed and applauded.

t Bravovrr, braveur. Ol>s. [a. F. bravom-c,

ad. It. bravura bravery, f. bravo BRAVE. (North's

bravcur was a mistaken form, app. after grandeur,
hauteur, etc.).] Valour, bravery, spirit ;

bravado.

1693 Whether Parl. lie not dissolved, %c. 57 The People
want bravour to push the Defence oftheir Liberties, a 1734
NORTH Lives III. 226 He carried himself with a sort of

braveur against cold. Exam. (17401 555. Ibid. 572.

|| Bravura (bravw-ra). [It. :
= bravery, spirit.]

1. Display of daring or defiance ; brilliancy of

execution, dash : attempt at brilliant performance.
1813 Examiner 3 May 282/1 A Thunder Storm (picture]

has a bravura both of conception and execution. 1845

Blackm. Mag. LVIII. 260 The great vice of the present day
is bravura an attempt to do something beyond the truth.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. X. XXI. vi. 123 Most shameful this

burning of Habelschwert by way of mere bravura. 1879
A thcnznm No. 2709 The idea, spontaneous and thrillingly

simple, has none of their bravura.

2. A passage or piece of music requiring great

skill and spirit in its execution, written to task the

artist's powers. Also transf.

1788
' PASQUIN

'

Childr. Thespis (1792) 136 In the lofty

bravuras she copies the spheres. 1822 \V. IRVING Srace/t.

Hull (1849) 44 Listening to a lady amateur skylark it up
and down through the finest bravura of Rossini or Mozart.

1846 DE QmscxtSyst. Heavens VfTut. 1854 III. 196 A short

bravura of John Paul Richter. .1 call it abravura, as being

intentionally a passage of display and elaborate execution.

3. attrib. in the musical sense.

1802 Edin. Rev. I. 217 What a Scotch or Irish melody is

to a bravura singer. 1845 E ' HOLMES Mozart 121 The
bravura style of violin playing. Ibid. 253 The bravura pas-

sages should subserve good musical ideas. 1850 L. HUNT
Antolnog. I. vi. 232 His popular, and not very refined style

of bravura-singing. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mm. I. 272/1 Bravura

songs, requiring a compass and a power of execution out of

the common.
Hence Bravirraish a.

iSjg-Irt Jrnl. June 113 This accomplished artist's bra-

vuraish handling and colouring.

t Bra'VV. Obs. Also 7 brave, bravie, brayvy.

[f.
med.L. bravium, brabhini, ad. Or. Bpa&fwv

prize.] A prize, reward.

1676 BULLOKAR, Brave, the prize given to him that wins

in Games of exercise. 1678 PHILLIPS (App.\, Bravie (old

word), a reward. [1820 S. TURNER Hist. Eng. III. 11. xi.

48 Any vulgar sport where bravium was contended for.]

Braw (brg), a., sb., adv. Si: Also bra'. [Sc.

form of BRAVE, in old pronunciation (brav) : cf. f

calve, hd, hae = have, etc.]

A. adj.
1. = BRAVE n. 2

; finely-dressed ; splendid, showy.
1724 RAMSAV Tea-t. Misc. led. 9) I. 8 She was the brawest

in a' the town. 1774 C. KEITH Farmer's Ha', Put on

your best array, And let's be braw. 1785 BURNS Cotter's

Sat. Nt. iv, To show a braw new gown. 1816 SCOTT Old
Mart, v,

' Ye think yoursell a braw fellow enow ; and troth

. .there's na fault to find wi' the outside.' Ibid. vi.

2. = BRAVE 3 ; worthy, excellent, capital, fine.

CI56SR. LINDSAV Cron.Scoll.(^T2& 584 (JAM.>The recorder

of Barvick. -maid ane braw speech to his majestic. 1739
A. NICOL Poems 27 JAM. 1'Tis unka bra', When ilka thing

yields pleasure. 1814 SCOTT H'av. xxxix,
' Ow ay, sir ! a

braw night', replied the lieutenant. 1827 J. WILSON Noet.

Amor. Wks. 1855 I. 357 Peter my braw man . . bring but a

bottle o' primrose wine.

3. Hence phrases braw and able, braw and canty,

braw and soon, etc. : cf. the similar use otfine, nice.

1768 Ross Hclenore 52 (JAM.) Look'd braw and canty
whan she came in by.

B. sb. pi.
= BRAVERY 3 ; fine clothes, finery.

1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. U733* L 10 When she glaicks

paughty in her braws. 1795 MACNEILL Will % Jean,
Thousands had mair braws ami siller, But were ony half

sae fair? 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xvi, 'But, Madge, the

lads only like ye when ye hae on your braws.'

t Brawde, v. Obs. Also braud. [See BROWD
and BRATD v.]

1. traits. To embroider. Hence Brawded ppl. a.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 41 To Brawde, efigramare. 1509 HA\\ i s

Pasl. Pleas. 200 A goodly garment, Branded with perle.

1572 Scot. Poems \6tHC. II. 252 Buft brawdit hois, coil,

dowblet, sark and scho.

2. To braid, plait, intertwine.

"555 Fardle Facions II. viii. 175 Rushes.. they braude

together muche like cure figgefraile.

Brawden : see BROWDEX pa. pplc.
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Brawderer, -y, obs. ff. BROIDERER, -Y.

t Brawdster. Obs. [f. BRAWDE v. + -STER.]

A woman (or man) who embroiders.

(-1450 I'oc. in Wr. -Wiilcker 692 llec palmaria, a brawd-

ster. 1483 Cath. Angl. 41 A Brawdestere, epigramatvr,

cpigramatrix.
Brawl (brgl), sbl- Also 5-7 braille, braul(e,

brawle. [f.
BRAWL z.l]

1. A noisy turbulent quarrel, a ' row ', a squabble.
c 1460 Tmoneley Mysl. 190 (Matz.) Thou has long had thi

wille, and made many bralle. < 1550 Scot. Poems i6fA ('.

II. 181 Mony leisings make mony braul. 1561 T. NORTON
Calvin's lust. n. 151 They folishly moue a brawle about

the name of First begotten. 1655 FULLER Cli. Hist. in. 86

Wheresoever any braule began, in London, it ended alwaycs
in the Old-Jury, with pillaging of the people therein. 1720
WATTS Hy:nn, Whatever brawls disturb the street, There

should be peace at home. 1824 W. IRVING '/'. Trav. II. 242

Astounding the neighbourhood with midnight brawl and

ruffian revelry. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. vii. 7-421 He
perished at ihirty in a shameful brawl.

f 2. Noisy exclamation, clamour. Obs.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Ans-M. Osor. \ b, I shall have . .

confuted the most foolish and spitefull braules of Osorius.

J bid. 68 Of opinion thai your bare braules, shalbe receaved

as infallible truthes. 1611 BIBLE Ecclus. xxvii. 14 Their

braules make one stop his eares.

t Brawl, sb.- Obs. Also 5 browle. [prob. f.

BRAWL v. 1 . with which at least it was associated in

use : but it may have been at first identical with

ME. broil : see BROLL sb.] A brawler, a bravo,

a bully.
(Some of the following quotations are quite uncertain. I

c 1440 ]''ork Myst. xxx. 6 What brawle pat with brawlyng
me brewis. Ibid. xvi. 38 Whal browle bat is brawlyng his

brayne loke je brest. 1652 NEEDHAM Ir. Selden's Mare Cl.

5 Why nol ihis Bag to mee then too, thou brawl. 1725
B\ILEY Erasm. Collacj. 34 I'm his Swabber .. his Book-

keeper, his Brawl, his F.rrand boy. [Cf. BROLL sl>.\

t Brawl, sb.l Obs. Also 6-7 braille, 6-8

braul(e. [f.
BRAWL v.-, or a. F. brank, f. branler,

brandclcr : cf. BRANGLE.]
1. A particular pace or movement in dancing.
1521 COPLAND Introd. Frenche 16 For to daunce ony

bace dauncelhere behoueth .iiii. paces, that is to wite syngle,

double : repryse, & braule. 1531 ELYOT Gov. 11580*71 They
|the motions] maybe well resembled tothe braule in daunsing.

2. A kind of French dance resembling a cotillon.

a 1541 WYATT Poet. Wks. (1861) 182 And in this brawl as

he stood entranced. 1549 Compl. .SV<V. vi. 66 Dansand base

dansis, pauans, gal}ardis, turdions, braulis and branglis.

1580 SIDNEY Arcad. 72 Holding hand in hand daunce as il

were in abraule. 1588 SHAKS. /.. L. L. in. i. 9 Will you win

your loue with a French braule? 1611 COTGR., Bransle, a

brawle or daunce, wherein many (men and women) holding

by the hands sometimes in a ring, and otherwhiles at length
moue altogether. 1711 BUDGELL Sped. No. 67 f 2 The
Lacedaemonians . . made their Hormus (a Dance much re-

sembling the French Brawl) famous. 1750 GRAY Let. in

Poems (1775* 214 My grave Lord-Keeper led the brawls.

1840-2 BAKHAM higol. Leg., Aunt Fanny, At some court

Fancy- Ball, .you may Fancy King Charles, I say, stopping
the brawl.

b. The air or music of this dance.

c 1600 Distracted Emp. iv. i. in Bullen O. PI. (18841 HI-

225, I had thoughl to have whysteld hym a braule formak-

inge me daunce attendance.

t c. Jig. [Cf. F. aicner, otivrir U brattle ; Eng.
'

Lead, open the ball.']
a 1649 DRUMMONIJ Hist. Jas. III. Wks. (1711)43 The

Kennedies . . take the occasion . . [to] change the brawl of

state.

t Brawl, sb* Obs. Also braul. ' A blue and

Slave Tr. 104 Blue cloths, Brawles, Bejutapants, Callicoes.

Brawl, sb.s dial. var. of BROLL, Obs. brat.

Brawl (brol), v.1 Also 5-6 braille, braul(e,

braull. [Late ME. ; origin and primary sense

uncertain : mod.Du. has brallcn to brag, boast,

mod.Ger. dial, brallcn to shout, roar, both appa-

rently recent, and of unknown origin. (Franck
thinks the Du. prob. echoic, with influence of

various other words.) ON. bralla ' to trick, job ',

does not suit the sense. F. brailler to shout, make
a din, bawl, found in I4th c. (which Littre thinks

a deriv. oibraire^o bray) approaches the sense, but

could not phonetically be the source of the Eng.
word. Miitzner separates brail to make a noise, and

brawl to quarrel, but such a division does not

appear tenable.]
1. intr. 'To quarrel noisily and indecently '(J.) ;

to wrangle ; to squabble. ( In very early use and

in Shaks. 1597 it was perhaps simply 'to contend,

strive, quarrel '.)

1375 BARBOUR Bruce I. 573 That brwyss, that presumyt swa
Aganys him lo brawle or ryss. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 48/1

Brawlyn or slrywen, litigo, jnrgo. 1474 CAXTOS Chesse 125

('yuethou place to hym thai brawieth or chideth. 1530
F.LYOT <7<T'. i. xxii. Men do braule, whan betwene them is

altercalion in wordes. 1548 COYERDALE Krasm. Par. i Cor.

i. 10 To fyght and braule with woordes, is agaynste
honestie. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. //*, i. iii. 70 His diuisions (as

the Times do braul) Are in three Heads. 1609 BIBLE

(Douay)GV.xxvi. 21 They brawled likewise, and he called

BRAWLING.
1853 LYNCH Sclf-ImprKi. iv. 100 A gentleman will not brawl

with everybody, nor indeed brawl with anybody,

f b. trans. To chide, scold, revile. Obs.

1474 CAXTON Clicsse 36 Brawlyng and betyng hym as his

seruaunt. 1483 G. de la Tour Gvb, She that brawled

and reproched her of her husbondes. a 1529 SKKLTON Why
nat to Court 593 His servauntes menyal He doth revyle
and brail, a 1649 DRVMM. OF HAWTH. Idea Wks. (1711) 220

They will essay to brawl the present form of state and

church -government.
2. iiitr. To raise a clamour, make a disturbance ;

in early use sometimes to brag or boast loudly.

To brawl in church technicallyincludes anyspeak-

ing other than as prescribed in the Prayer Book. '

1447-8 SHILLINGFORD Lett. 11871) 23 He can .. braule,

brayge, and brace, lye and swere well to. c 1460 Towneley

Myst. 141 Begyn he to bralle, many men cache skorne.

1513 DOUGLAS sEtieis xll. viii. 84 Now brawland in this

place, now voustand thar. 1523 LD. BERNERS J-'roiss. I.

clxiv. 203 And belles began to braule, wherby it myght well

be knowen that ther was besynesse in hanile. 1552 Act 5 <V

6 Ed'M. VI, iv. i If any Person, .by Words only, quarrel,

chide or brawl in any Church or Churchyard. 1579 TOM-

SON Calvin's Serin. Tim. 16/2 They brail as cattes et dogg_s
in an vnknown language. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, L in.

324, I do the wrong, and first begin to brawle. 1837 CAR-

I.YLE J''r. Re".'. II. n. v. v. 66 Patriotism, .may brawl and

babble yet a little while.

t b. rcfl. To boast oneself loudly. Obs.

''.a 1400 Mortc Art/i. 1349 Loo ! how he brawles hyme for

hys bryghte wedes.

c. trans. To utter clamorously.
1563 Mirr. Mag,, Rivers x, No matter what they brail.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 11', n. i. 71 What are you braiding

here? 1832 TENNYSON Pal. Art 210, I care not what the

sects may brawl.

3. intr. Of a stream : To make a noise of con-

flict in its rapid course over stones, etc.

1600 SIIAKS. A. 1". L. n. i. 32 The brooke that brawles

along this wood. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. n. iv. 11849) 109

The late dimpling current began to brawl around them.

1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles III. xii, A wild stream. .Came brawl-

ing down its bed of rock. 1869 SPI'RGEON J. Plmtgltui.
Talk 43 Shallowest brooks brawl the most.

4. with compl. (/reins.) To drive or force </:,-;/,

out, etc., by brawling.
1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 383 Till their soule-fearing clamours

hane braul'd downe The ilimie ribbes of this contemptuous
Citie. 1726 DE FOE Hist. Devil I. iv. 118401 57 Juno was

within an ace of brawling him out of heaven. 1837 CARI.YU:

/>-. Rev. I. i. v. vii. 155 So must Paris, .brawl itself tinallj

into a kind of sleep.

t Brawl, '.- Obs. Also braul. [Possibly ad.

K. branlc-r to move from side to side : cf. ranmre,

vawardtmavaiitmiir, van--;<ard] intr. To move

to and fro, vibrate, waver, quiver.

"375 HARBOUR Krucc xii. 131 Quhen he hys fayis saw braw-

land sua, In hy upon thaim gan he ga. c 1450 Merlin xiv.

206 The dragon hadde a wide throte that the lounge seemed

braulinge euer.

Brawler (.brg-bi). Also 6 braller, braviler,

Sf. brallar. [f.
BRAWL t'.i + -ER i.]

1. One engaged in or given to brawls ;
a quarrel-

some, wrangling fellow ;
a breaker of the peace.

*377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xvi. 43 Bakbiteres breke-chesle

brawleres and chideres. 1387 TREVJSA Higden Rolls Ser.

j

IV. 209, I-slawe with swerdes of comotin contakkours [or

brawlers, gladiatornm\. c 1440 Prc-mp. Parl'. 48 Brawlere,

litigator, a 1593 H. SMITH lt~ks. II. (1867) 253 If they be

dicers, swearers, drunkards, brawlers. 1735 OLDYS Raleigh
Wks. 1829 I, Thou shall be in as much danger in contending
with a brawler in a private quarrel as in a battle. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 654 A tavern brawler, .swagger-

ing drunk about the streets.

2. A noisy contentious talker.

CI5IO J. INGLIS Ccn. Satyre ix, Sic brallaris and bosteris,

degenerait fra their natures. 1581 J. BELL Haddon's
Ansu'.Osor. 2 This prattling brawler hath framed a long
discourse. 1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Dej. Pop. xii.

(1851) 246 That Clause in the Coronation Oath, which such

a brazen-fac'd Brawler as you call fictitious. 1713 Up. GIB-

SON Art. Visitation in Toulm. Smith Parish (1857)94 Is he

a brabler, brauler, contentious, seditious party ? 1837 CAR-
I.YLE Fr. Rev. II. n. v. v. 65 A blustering Effervescence, of

brawlers and spouters

Brawling (brg-lin), vbl. s!>.
}

[f. BRAWL z>.']

1. Noisy quarrelling; wrangling; contention, 'row'.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvn. 360 For brawelynge and bac-

bytynge and beryng of false wittnesse. c 1440 Promp.
Pat-.'. 48/1 -Brawlynge, jurgiiim. 1661 BRAMHALL Jnst
Vind. vi.

154^
That insana lanrrts, which causeth brawling

and -contention. 1657 COLVIL Whigs Snpplic. (1751) 40
Soldiers forging ale-house brawlings.

2. Clamour; indecent or offensive noise; scolding.
c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 142 t>at boy for his brawlyng Were

beltir be vn-borne. 1562 J. HEVWOOD Prov. ty F.pigr. (1867)

64 My braulyng at home, makith him banket abrode. 1581

J. BELL Haddon's A nsw. Osor. 43 Your immeasurable braul-

yng hath altogether weryed me. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IVt

n. li. 6 Peace ye fat-kidney'd Rascall, what a brawling dost

thou keepe. 1794 BURKE Imp. li'. Hastings Wks. XVI. 78

Noise and brawlings of criminals, .raving al ihe magistrate.

1883 Congregaliimalist May 387
A procedure which was

brawling in church, and a brawling of a very bad type.

3. The confused din of a stream or torrent.

I. 59 No noise

ingled with the sound of the flail.

+ BraW'linff 1'bl sb - Obs. ff. BRAWL O. 2 -t

-^'-l M.-.I from side to side^ quivering.



BRAWLING.

? 1400 Morte Art/,. 2176 I
braste at be brawlyng, and

Ite^fltW^ f .[/

BRAWL M +

-ING 2
.]

That brawls: a. Noisily quarrelsome,

wrangling ;
b. Clamorous, noisy, bawling ; c.

Flowing with noise and commotion, as a brook.

ie COVERDALE Prov. xix. 13 A braulynge wife is like the

topp of an house, where thorow it is euer droppynge. 1591

ASCHAM Scholem. <iS6jl 130 For all. .those brauling Bulles

of Basan. 1633 T. ADAMS E*p. 2 I'cter IK 20 1 he beating

mallet upon the brawling metal disquiets him. 1726 1 HON -

SON WtiStrtg The brawling brook And cave presageful,

send a hollow moan. 1820 SCOTT Abbot n, A brawling ruf-

fian, and a common slabber. .879 SEGUIS /<;* n.
183 A chasm . . through which a narrow brawling ti

'TBrawlingiy, adv. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +

-i,Y 2 .1 In brawling manner.

1552 HULOET, Brawlynglye.. rixose. ! J. JOHES />-

l^J^4>fw/I.nn Let the doggish Philosopher..

neuer so brawlingly prate to the contrarie.

Brawlsome (brg-lstfm),
a. [f.

BRAWL + -SOME,

after quarrelsome] Given to brawls, quarrelsome.

1845 Whitehall xvi. 112 Tis not in good liquor to l>

b

'lrawiy (br-li), adv. Sc. Also brawlies.

ff BRAW a. + -LY *.] Finely ; excellently, well.

1794 BURNS CAar/o- O' /->/ >v, Brawly well he ken d

the: way To please a bonie lass. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, x,

He can hit a mark brawly. 1818 - llrt. Mull, xxix, \ o.i

Pameronian bodies ken that brawlies.

Brawn (brgn), sl>. Forms: 4 brahun, 4-6

brauni e, 4 brawen, 4-7 brawne, (5 browne),

brawyne, 5-brawn, [a. OF. braon,braoun (braion)

fleshy part.'muscle, particularly the most fleshy part

of the hind leg, originally a part suitable for roast-

ing, corresp. to Pr. bradon ;
ad. \\ Ger. br&ao, f.

bradan to roast (see BKEDK 0.1). The specific
sense

'

boar's flesh
'

is exclusively of English develop-

ment, and characteristic of English habits.]

1. Fleshy part, muscle ; esp. the rounded muse

of the arm, leg and thumb.

c ivs Gloss W. tie Biblemorth in Wright V x. 148 En la

iambe [the caalf] est la sure [brahun] ,-1386 CHAVCKR

A'/7 T. 1280 Hise lymes grete, hise brawnes harde and

strange 1398 TKEMSA Earth. DC P. R. V. xxvn. 1495' 136

The armes ten. .coueryd wyth skinne brawne and strenges

with flesshe amonge. c 142 Pallad. on Hvsb.K.bn
f

oxen vonge. .in brawnes rising greet. 1568 Jacob r Jisnii

H in Had. Dodsley II. 209 My teeth I can scarcely

charm From gnawing away the brawn of my very arm.

rfS MlDDLETON Mad World ... vii, Is not your honour

.ore about the brawn of the arm? .6.7 MARKHAM Cma.1

. 49 Your thombe close vpon the reynes, with the brawne

.hereof turned toward the pomell of your saddle. 1718 Pr
j

Iliadm. 374 His blow .. transpierced his thigh, fo : all

the brawn 1769 BLACKSTONF. Comm. IV. 360 A 1 laymen

wL are allowed this privilege shall be burnt with a hot

on in the brawn of the left thumb. 1865 HOLLANC,Pla,,<

T viii 27 God makes a man of bone, brawn and blood.

'b spec The arm, the calf of the leg, the buttock.

,382 WYCLIF Job xxii. 9 The brawnes 1 1388 schuldres :

Yule laartos; 1611 arms] of moderles childer thou to-

brosedist 1581 NUCE Seneca's Octavia 175 Sir Brutus

steme his brawnes and armes did
djjbt

His soueraigne

liege to slayne by force and might. 1607 SHAKS. Lor. i\.- .

ill Once more to hew thy Target from thy Brawne. 1864

Glasg Her. 24 Sept., Stiffish a little, with a pecul.ar sen-

sation about the brawns.

^HC^D"^.. 47o The ou,side..of the leaf hath

H -

of national strength, the spirit of national independence.

t 2 The muscle or flesh of animals as food.

c I34o Gam. ff Gr. Knt. 1631 Suche a brawne of a best

Ne 5uch sydes of a swyn, segh he never are. 1393 LANG...

p'piC <m 67 Braun and Mod ofbegoos, bacon and col-

hoDues 7i44c< Ac. Cookery in Houuh. Ord. ( 1790) 430

Then take the braune of hennes, or of capons, and bray

horn .513 Bk.AvJW in Babces Bk. (18681 279 Bytwene

the foure membres layt the brawne of the capon. 1519

HnnMAN Vide 164!), He hath eate all the braune of the

Lster ifef HOLLAND Pliny I. 297 While one loues no-

thing but the leg [of a fowl], another hkes and praises the

ebe w
W

b. In
e

Cov
n

erdale and the

1064

Brawne of a bore, nfriua. c 1460 Towncky Myst. 89 Lay

furthe of oure store, Lo here browne of a bore. 1570 Lh\ INS

Manip 44 Brawne, can callata, aprina, callnm. 1614

MARKHAM Cheap Unit. (162,1 ,29 The best feeding of a

Swine for Larde, or a Boare for Brawne. 1641 MILTON

Animadv. (185.) =co Is a man therefore bound al noon to

Brawn, or Beefe? .7 4 T. BROWN Pleas Ep.\\te. .73

I no Private deliberations over brawn and guest ;
ale. 1781

Westm. Mag. II. 47 This turban for my head is collar d

brawn ! 1828 SOUTHEY Kf. A. Cunningham, Whether ham,

bacon, sausage, souse or brawn.

4. trans/. A boar (or swine) as fattened for the

table, dial. Cf. BACON.

Vuoo MorteArth. 1095 Brokbrestede as a brawne with

brustilTfulle large. .60. Ord. R. Ho:,seh. (179' 288 1 he

Serjeant of the Larder hath for his fee .. the feete cut off at

the first joynt of every braune spent in the Queenes house.

,630 I TAYLOR (Water P.) Gt. Eater Kent Wks. ,. ,44/2

wilt say you to the Leafe or Flecke of a Brawne new

kild? 1705 SUSANNA WESLEY in Eliza Clarke Lt/e 11886) 55

To spread a report that my own brawn (boar) did this mis-

chief 1791 COWPER Iliad IX. 258 With the flesh of sheep

And of a fatted brawn. 1807 S^AGG /W .8 Loud as

brawns war snowran. . f

5. Hardened or thickened skin, the result ol

continued friction ; also/^. L.
caljuin.

,578 LYTF Dodoens ix. Ixvii. 744 The hard skinne or brawne

that is in the handes or feete, which is gotten by labour.

1617 HIFRON ins. 16,9-20 II. 374 Corsiues for the eating

out thai dead flesh which is in their hearts, & for the paring

off that brawne which is growne vpon them. 1039 * tu.hu

Holy II ~ar n. xiv. - 1840) 69 Witness the brawn on his hands

and knees made with continual praying. 1639 HORN *

ROB. Gate Lang. L'ul. xxv. S 320 A brawn [thick skin)

from hardning. . , ,, 7

6 Attrib. and Comb., as brawn-bands, -tmttoch ,

brawn-fed, -W-cadjs.; t brawn-fallen a., shrunken

in flesh, thin, skinny.

1653 PLAT Card. Eat" 67 Binding the bark . . with a

nackthred or rather with 'brawn-bands, will keep roses long

from blowing. 1601 SHAKS. Alts Well n. n. 19 Ihe bar-

bers chair, fits., the 'brawn-buttock, or any buttock.

1579 LYLY Kufhues lArb.) 127 Were not Milo his armes

brawne-fallen for wantof wrastlyng. 1606 CHAPMAN Ge:itl.

/A*- Plavsi87^I. 288 Leaneandbrawn-talne; lanascarMj

found. 1703 FA
3

RQtHAR IHeo,IStat I. ,D.> For our women

here in France, they are such lean -brawn-fall'n jades. 1567

DRANT Hor. Ettit.- K vj, That 1 may cum brawne fed

,849-52 TODD fyci. Anat. f,Phys. IV. ,393/2 The surround-

ing cellular texture, .puts on a "brawn-like character.

Brawn (brgn), v. [f. prec.]

1. trans. To harden ;
to render callous ;

MiaJig.
Obs. (at least mfig. sense).

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xlii. 5 Those which have

bin enured to miserie from theyr chyldhood, wer brauned.

NASHE Christ's T. 13 b, If thou hadst not embrued or

brawned thine owne hands . . in blood. 1641 BAKER C Arm.

29/2 With continual kneeling her knees were brawned. 1653

A WILSON Jns. I. 91 Industry brawns and hardens the

Armes.

2 intr. To become hard or callous.

1870-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. f, Phys. III. 254/2
This cuta-

neous cancer .. consists of a brawning induration.

3. trans. To fatten (a boar).

1655 MOUFFET & BESS. Health's Imfrm. (17461.147
ine

best Way of brawning a Boar is this . . Before Christmas he

will be sufficiently brawned with continual lying, and prove

exceedingly fat, wholesome and sweet, a 1843 bpBTHEV
Koniicscr. iv, Pigs were made for man. .born to be brawn d

And baconized. .

+ 4 intr. To grow fat. (Of a boar.) Obs.

1=80 TUSSER Hush xv. 41878) 40 At Mihelmas safely go

stifvp thy Bore. .better he bra%vneth if hard he doo lie.

Brawnche, Brawndesche, obs. forms

BRANCH, BRANDISH.

Brawned .br^nd), ///. a. Also 6 brand, [t.

BRAWN + -ED.]

1. Well-furnished with muscle; having well-de-

veloped arms, thighs, and legs ; muscular, brawny.

CI505 DUNBAR Tua Mariit tt'emen 429 To see quhat

berne is best brand, or bredest in schulderis. 1523 FITZIIKRB.

/// S 75. I5I5S GOLDING Ovid's Met. vni. (1503* '9

Right dreadful was to see His brawned necke. 1577 '

GOOGF. Hercsbach's Husk. 11586) 115 Thies large and well

brawned. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcel/, xxx. ix. 397 His

bodie was well brawned {laccrtosiis}, musculous and strong.

2. Covered with thickened skin ; hardened, cal-

lous : chiefly fig. Obs. >t least in fig. sense.)
_

1583 STANYHURST /Eneis i. (Arb.) 24 O deere companions

Brawnd with woorse venturs. i6ia T. I AYLOR_CC"".

.n Great Bible ',
used to

render Heb. 3?n
'

fat', where Geneva, 1611, and

Rev V. have' 'grease'. (The orig. meaning is

uncertain. The Septuagint, Vulgate Wyclif.

Douay, following a different pointing of the Heb.,

3^n render ' is curdled like milk '.}

1535 COVERDALE />J. cxviii. [cxi.v.] 7 Their herte is as

fat as brawne. -

3 spec. The flesh of the boar. (.Often defined

as ' brawn of a boar ',
even in i6th c.) In recent

use the flesh of a boar (or swine), collared, boiled,

and pickled or potted. [With the restriction of

application we may compare the restriction of bacon,

a deriv. of back, to the cured back and sides of the

P
i 7 LASGL. P. PI. B. xill. 62 Wombe-cloutes and wyWe

braune &eggesyfryed with grece. c^KCa^c^fra,,^
j

/ 526 Brawen of the tusked swyn. ,1440 i'nwif. Par". 4>>

Brawnct witn woorse venurs. .
.

Titus ii. 14. 514 A brawned conscience begets defence o

sinne. a. 1656 Br. HALL Sel. Thoughts % 63 Not so brawned

under the rod that we should not feel it.

f 3. Fattened as a boar. Obs.

i2 HUI.OET, Brawned, or hard of flesh, lyke
a boore.

1*8? GOLD.NG Cak'in on Dent, clxxxi. 1125 I'hey became

fatte and as it were so brawned that they were readie to

burst with greace. 1601 DENT Patlm: Heaven 172 Fatting

themselues like Boares . . till they be well brawned.

t Brawnedness. Obs. rart~ l
. [f. prec.+

-NESS.] Callousness.

!63S R. BOLTON Com/. Affl. Cause, iii. 103 An insensible

brawnednesse . . impressed upon their conscience.

Brawner brg-nsa . [f. Bum J-.-T-EU: cl.

forker] A boar fattened for the table.

1708 W KING Cookery iR.i Send up the brawner's head.

1800 Fdin. Rn: XIII. 341 The misery of the brawner.

BrawnineSS (brg-nini-s). [f.
BRAWNY + -NESS.]

1 Muscular quality ; muscularity.

1684CHARNOCK Wks. II. 15 The brawniness of his arm

I 828S.-OTT /'. -I/. Perth ii, The length anil hrawmness of

his arms.

BRAY.

f 2 Callousness, insensibility. Obs.

a 1645 I. BOD in Spurgeon Treas. Daf. Ps. xiv. 5 A brawn-

iness hath overgrown their consciences. 1656 I RAPP Lomm.

h'ph. iv. 18 Hardness, brawniness, a hoof upon their hearts.

1692 LOCKE Ednc. % 113 This Brawniness and Insensibility

of the Mind, is the best Armour we can have.

t Brawnness, obs. var. of BRAWNINESS.

I398TREVISA Bart/i. DeP.R. vn. lix. 11495! =73 The mem-

bres of the heed dispose their superfluytees . . to the braw-

nesse of the throte and soo comyth Squynancye. 1598

FLOKIO, Callosita, hardnes, brawnnes.

Brawny (brg-ni),
a. Also 6-7 brawney, -ie.

[f.
BRAWN sb. +-yi.]

1. Characterized by muscle or muscular strength.

ioMARSTON Sco. Villanie it. v. 195 O, brawny strength

is WrT all-canning charme. a. 1644 QL'ARLF.S Argument in

Farr's S. /'. (.848) .34 Would any strive with bamson for

renowne,Whose brawney arme can strike most pillars dow n /

1741 Wvrrs Ituprov. A/Y</(i8oi> 346 Samson and Goliath

would have lost . . their brawny limbs, in the course of half a

century. 1842 LONGF. nil. Blacksmith I, The muscles of

his brawny arms Are strong as iron bands.

fb Of a fruit: ? Fleshy. Obs.

c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsk. in. 742 Oxe dounge about her

rootes. .The pomes sadde and brawny wol it gete.

2. Characterized by hardened skin.

1613 Life Will. I. in Select. Harl. Misc. <i 793> 26 After

her death, her knees appeared brawny and hard, w"" much

kneeling at herdevotions. a 1638 MEDE Irks. in. 678 1

which fs seared, becomes more hard and brawny. 1702

ECH\RD Eccl. Hist. i 17101 335 His knees became hard and

brawny as a Camels. 1879 T. BRYANT Prac. Sltrg.ll. 252

The disease appears as a brawny infiltration of the breast.

+ 3 fg. Callous, hardened, unfeeling. Obs.

1596 BP! BARLOW 3 Serin, i. 43 If bis heart yame not, it is

briwTiie. a .638 MEI>K Afost. Later Times 1,8 A hard and

a brawny Conscience, which halh no feeling in it. a 1694

TILLOTSOS Semi, clxxv. U743> IX. 4'05 Some men . . by sin

bring themselves into a brawny and insensible condition.

4. "Comb., chiefly parasynthetic,
as brawny-

chined, -fisted, -hearted, -limbed, etc.

,1 16-10 W. WHATELEY Prototypes n. xxxiv. (1640) 165 So

brawney-hearted, that they would but laugh at Christ him-

selfe if he should bid them weepe. 1725 POM Odya. xx.

204 Three porkers for the feast, all brawny.chined, He

brought. l8> Daily Xm'S 14 Nov., Of all the ladies of

Belleville they are. .the brawniest-fisted.

Braxy(brarksi),f/'.anda.
St. Forms: see below.

[Etymology and even form uncertain : Jamieson

has the forms brailt (sing.) bracks (plO, braxes (pi.),

and braxit, as well as braxy. Either the latter is

orig. an adj. lirax-y, formed from a collective pi.

bracks, brax (cf. fcasy, foxy), or it is an erroneous

sini? deduced from braxes, as if this were braxic-s.

Prob 'the brocks' is the original, being a special

use of the pi. of BRACK in some sense derived

from BREAK. Cf. OE. brxc rheum, catarrh, also

brxc-cotju and brsec-seocnes falling sickness, brxc-

<!oc ill with falling sickness. As examples of the

ways in which names of diseases are treated, we

may compare fox toTfects, axis, axes, axys (oiten

as pi.) for access, jaundys pi. forjaundice.]

1 The popular name in Scotland oi splenic

apoplexy in sheep; an inflammatory disease of

the internal parts, rapid and fatal in its effect.

,701 Statist. Ace. Scotl. IV. 8 (LMnot, For/.) A disease

whh is here called the Braxes - Ikid. 242 (Barry

For/. ) Among the shepherds it is called the Brack,. -IM.
II 440 (-SWfaVAlThe braxy as seme call it. 1793 Il>id. IX.

"b The sheep that died of the braxy in the latter end of

autumn 1822 W. NAPIER Ston-fannwg 58 The sickness

or braxy has been very fatal in many parts of this country.

2 as aiii. Characterized by this disease, as

bra \y-shccp, mutton ;
also absol. the flesh of a

braxy sheep, or, generally,
of one that has died

by disease or accident.

178* BL-RNS Kf. W. Simson xix, While moorlan herds like

gufd, fat braxies. 1854 H. MILLER
Sch.f

Sch,,,. ix. (1857)

T6s Two tall pyramids of braxy mutton heaped up each on

\ corn-riddle 1863 N. MACLEOD in Gd. Wor&jm Tbe

occasio"al dinner iSxury of Braxy.-a species Button
which need not be toommutely inquired into l88ot<>*.

Mae June 691 Braxy is the flesh of sheep which have died

a natural death, by flood, drift, or disease.

Hence Braxied ///. a.

,870 STEWART Lochabe, xix. (18831 "* A tender lamb or

braxied sheep. .

Bray (bu-0, ^ V- BBAY v -
l

>
or a - OF - '"'"''

trail
'

cry ', f. brain]
1 1. Outcry ;

a loud cry, a shriek. Obs.

a 1300 A'. Alls. 2175 S 8^ra
,^,

r

"vurS'he'lady
folk there was dyeyng.

^JbJbtf IT. Liij b,"Thrise she sounding fell, and there

uponshegaueabraye. ,596 SPFNSFR F. Q. iv. vm. 62 Ihe

IVrant selfe came forth with yelling bray.

2. The cry peculiar
to some animals, esp. tr

ass humorously of the human voice.

\6V> T. BAYLY llerba Parietis 37 No brayes of asses nor

of btdls 1728 I'OPK Duiiciadn. 251 Sore sighs Sir Gilbert,

SiS at the bray So swells each wind-pipe ;
Ass in-

tones to Ass ,798 WOKDSVV. Peter Bell l. 55 The Ass

sent' forth A long and clamorous bray ! 1834 H. AINS-

bray of one pedagogue was taken up and

thousand echoes.



BRAY.

3. trans/. A loud harsh sound produced bynalural

agencies, brass musical instruments, etc.

'593 SIIAKS. Rich. II, \. iii. 135 With harsh resounding

Trumpets dreadfull bray. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. m. xvii,

And with rude crash and jarring bray The rusty bolts with-

draw. 1821 JOANNA BAILLIE Met. Leg-, Wallace Ixxxi. 9
The whitechurned foam with angry bray. 1884 J. COLBORNE
Witk Hicks Pasha 121 Unearthly shrieks and brays from

brass instruments and horns.

t Bray, sb2 Obs. [f.
BRAY v.2

~\
A baker's pestle.

c 1440 Promp. Pan. 46 Bray or brakene, baxteris instru-

ment, pinsa.

Bray (br?), v\ Also 4-7 brai(e, braye.

[ME. trait, braye, a. F. brai-re (nth c. in Littre)

'to cry' (now only of the ass), =Pr. braire to cry,

Rumansch bragir, med.L. bragire (Diez) : perh.

of Celtic origin, f. a stem brag- cogn. with L.

fragor; cf. Olr. braigim 'pedo' (Thurneysen).
The original sense would thus be ' to make a

crackling, grating, or jarring noise'.]

f 1. intr. To cry out, to utter a loud harsh cry ;

esp. of grief or pain. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22607 He sal here it [heaven] cri to

wonder, bath cri and brai for dute and drede. 1413 LYDGATE

Pylgr. Sffuile n. xliv. (1859) 50 Now, wepeth, yellyth, cryeth,

brayeth, as besyly as ye can. 1502 Ord. Crystal Men
v. il. (1506)358 For to cry & to braye in wepynge & in playn-

ynge. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis I. v. 120 The horrible tirrant

Alph. (ed. 31 Exclaime, bray, or cry out.

b. predicated of the cry.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. vi. 7 Her shrill outcryes and shrieks

so loud did bray.

2. Of animals : formerly the cry of horses, oxen,

deer, etc. ;
now chiefly used of the ass.

1380 Sir Ferumb. 3669 pat hors . . faste gan neye and loud

braye. 1393 GOWER Con/. 1 . 144 And though him lacke vois

of speche . . He [Nebuchadnezzar] kneleth in his wise and

braieth To seche mercy. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. vi. 77

Thenne he [an elephant] begynneth for to braye, crye and

waylle. 1534 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546)0,
There is not so croked a hors, but yf he see a mare, he wiile

braie ones or twise. 1560 BIBLE (Geneva! Ps. xlii. i As the

Hart brayeth for the riuers of water [cf. 1611 inarg.}. 1614

RALEIGH Hist. Worldm. iv. 4 The first Horse that brayed.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isi. r. xvii, What cares an asse for

arts: he brayes at sacred Muses. 1697 DRVDEN Virg.

Georg. ill. 575 Stags, .pitifully bray. 1715 GAY Trivia 11.

(R.) Before proud gates attending asses bray. 1726 THOM-

SON Winter 824 As. .they [deer] . . piteous bray. 1877 A.

B. EDWARDS Up Nile iv. 91 The donkey kicks up his heels

and brays.

b. contemptuously of the human voice.

1635 A. STAFFORD Fern. Glory (1869) 90 Hee vehemently
braies out against my Rhetoricall flowers. 1642 H. MORE

Song ofSoul i. n. cxxxii. 1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's

Def. Pop. v. (1851) 159 None ever brayed so learnedly. 1876

BLACKIE Songs Relig. # Life 229 With fervid wheels pursue,

Though thousands bray around thee.

3. transf. Ofwind, thunder, musical instruments,

etc. (now esp. of the trumpet) : To make a loud

harsh jarring sound.

1340 Ayenb. 73 per bou sselt yzy . . ver bernynde, brenston

stinkinde, tempeste brayinde. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. (1880)

165 A ryuer. .whyche. .renneth so fast and brayeth. 1570

B. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. m. 928 Till in the loftie heauens

darke, the thunder bray no more. 1695 BLACKMORE Pr.

Arthur vin. 375 Swords clash with S\vords, Bucklers on

Bucklers bray. 1737 GRAY Bardu. iii, Heard ye the din of

battle bray? 1803 SCOTT Last Miiistr. i. vi, They watch

to hear the war-horn braying. 1812 J. & H. SMITH Rej.

Addr. xvii. (1873) 162 Brays the loud trumpet, squeaks the

fiddle sharp. 1852 SEIDEL Organ 180 The reed-registers

must not rattle or bray. 1872 BLACKIE Lays Highl. 79

Little reck they, how the storm may bray.

b. Of a place : To resound in like manner.

1607 SHAKS. Tinwn II. ii. 169 Euery roome Hath blaz'd

with Lights, and braid with Minstrelsie. 1728 POPE Don-
dad ll. 260 Walls, steeples, skies bray back to him again.

4. trans. To utter harshly (cries, sounds, etc.).

Often with out.

1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 346 Braundysch & bray by
brabez breme. 1531 ELYOT Gov. n. vi, Roryng and braiy-

ing out wordes despyteful. 1379 FL-LKE Heskms Part. 4

What asse of Acarnania wold braye out suche a reason ?

1588 GREENE Pandosto (1843) 23 Pandosto. . in a fury brayed

out these bitter speeches. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. I. iv. n The
kettle Drum and Trumpet thus bray out The triumph of his

Pledge. 1667 MILTON P. L. VI. 209 Arms on Armour clash-

ing bray'd Horrible discord. 1854 THACKERAY Newcomes
II. 286 His men of brass .. who were accustomed to bray
' See the Conquering Hero comes '. 1860 Sat. Rev. X. 421

A Brass band brayed welcome at the terminus.

b. To give forth with a cry or bray.

1567 STUDLEY Seneca's Hippo/. (1581) 56 Where Zephyrus
most milde Out brayes his baumy breath. 1596 SPENSER

F. Q. II. i. 38 As gentle hynd . . Braies out her latest breath.

Bray (br/i), v -
2 Also 5~7 brale, braye. [ME.

brayen, a. OF. breie-r ;mod.F. broyer), corresp., ac-

cording to Diez, with Pr. and Sp. bregar, It. brigare.

Storm would derive the Romanic words from

Teut. brek-an to break.]
1. trans. To beat small ;

to bruise, pound, crush

to powder ; usually in a mortar.

1382 [see BRAYED ///. a.\ 1:1420 Liber Cocorum (1862)

26 Take, bray tho brawne of ajt capon, c 1440 Promp.
Pan 1

. 47 Brayyn, or stampyn in a mortere, tero. c 1470

Bk. Quintessence n Take [>at blood ..and braie it Mj>
be 10 part of comen salt. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss.

'
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II. lxii.[lxv.] 212 The Englysshmen were fayne to gather
the thystelles in the feldes, and braye them in a morter.

1610 MARKHAM Mastcrp. n. c. 383 Stoppe the foot with

nettles and salt braid together, c 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. x.

268 That foul Cyclop that their fellows bray'd Betwixt his

jaws. 1703 MAUNDRELL Joitm. Jerus. (1732) 86 The Ker-

nels of this Fruit the Arabs bray in a Mortar. 1850 THACK-

ERAY Pendennis Iv. (1884) 541 So she was to be turned out

of doors or brayed alive in the double gilt pestle and

mortar.

b. Jig. ; freq. with ref. to Print, xxvii. 22.

1535 COVERDALE Prov. xxvii. 22 Though thou shuldest bray
a foole with apestell in a morter like otemeell, yet wil not

his foolishnesse go from him. 1583 STUBBF.S Anat. Abus.

n. 78 The word of God is not preached vnto them, and as it

werebraied, punned, interpreted and expounded. 1610 B.

JoNSON.-JiM. n. iii. Sir, with an Argument, He'll bray you
in a mortar. 1626 T. H. Caussin's Holy Crt. 302 We must

bray togeather, the matters of prayer, as Aromatique

spices, with the discussion of our understanding. 1604

BUTLER Hud. n. Heroic Epist. 35 Nor being, .bray'd so

often in a Mortar, Can teach you wholesom Sense, and

Nurture. 1855 BROWNING Men $ Worn., Pretty Woman,
But for loving, why, you would not, sweet, Though we

prayed you, Paid you, brayed you In a Mortar.

2. Technical uses : fa. To crush flax or hemp
with a brake. [F. broyer le chanvre] Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DeP. R. xvii. xcvii. (14951 663 Flexe

is . . beten and brayd and carflyd. 1530 PALSGR. 462/2, I

bray in a brake, as men do hempe.

b. To temper and spread printing-ink.
i688[see BRAVER-]. 1706 in PHILLIPS. Hence in BAILEY, etc.

c. To pound and scour (woollen cloth\

1879 Casseirs Teclm. Educ. IV. 342/1 The newly-woven
cloth requires to be scoured or brayed in order to remove

the oil. .and the size.

3. To beat, thrash, dial.

1808 Cmnlir. Ballads xxxiv. 77 She brays the lasses,

starves the lads. 1864 ATKINSON Whitty Gloss, s. v., I'll bray

thy back for thee.

tBray, v."- Obs. rare. [a. F. bray-er to pitch

(a ship), f. brai pitch, resin.] To pitch (a ship).

1600 HAKLUYT Voy. (1810) III. 383 Our men sought all

ineanes to recouer rosen in the woodes . . to bray the vessel.

f Bray. In phr. at a bray, app. for at a braid

= on a sudden, unawares ;
see BRAID.

1349-62 STERNHOLD & H. Ps. cxix. no Although the

wicked layd their nets, To catch me at a bray.

Bray(e, obs. form of BRAE.

t Brayable, a. Obs. ran--", [f. BRAY zi.ii +

-ABLE.] Capable of being crushed or pounded.
1611 COTGR., Sraoifc.burstable, breakeable, brayable.

Brayd^e, brayed, var. of BRAID.

f Brayded, ///. a. Obs. rare-'1
. Erroneous

form for BRAYED, as if from a present-stem brayd.

1561 HOLLYBL-SH Horn. Apoth. 18 a, Take a dishfull of

brayded or beaten barlye.

t Braye. Obs. Also 6 brey, 6-7 braie. [a.

F. braie ^ med.L. braca dike, embankment: of

unknown origin.] A military outwork ;
a mound

or bank defended by palisades and watchtowers.

False braye (ad. Fr. faussc braie) : an advanced

parapet surrounding the main rampart.
l*n Act 4 Hen. VIII, i. i To make Bulwerkes, Brayes,

Walles, Diches, and al other fortificacions. 1546 S t. Papers

Hen VIII, XI. 205 He knowith of no newe fortification . .

saving only a newe braye about their fort. 1573 LANEHAM

let (1871) 2 A fayre Park on the one side, which by the

Braiz is linked too the castl on the South. 1577 HOLINSHED

Ckron. II. 857 The king that was walking aloft on the

braies of the wals. 1599 HAKLUYT l-'oy. II. 122 A Brey

and Cortaine without was battered by the forts. 1643

SYMONDS in United Sen. Mag. (18421 n . 467 There is . . a

pallizado above the false bray. 1633 URQUHART Rabelais

III Prol Contrived platforms, bamcadoed the false brayes.

Brayed (br^id), ///. a. [f.
BRAY v;1- + -ED.]

1. Beaten small, bruised, pounded.
1582 WYCLIF i Sam. xxv. 18 Fyue busshelhs of brayid

corn. 1573 TURBERV. Bk. Falconrie 333 With a little sake

brayed verie small. 1811 PINKERTON I'etral. II. 265, I only

found a dust composed of brayed marble.

f 2. Brayed ware : app. a confusion for braided

ware = damaged or faded goods ; see BRAIDED.

1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 25 The silly Conic was caught ;

she was seazed upon for brayed wares.

Brayen, early form of BRAIN.

Brayer T
(br^-a-i). [f.

BRAY zO + -ER
I.]

One

who brays ; esp. an ass.

ieo8 FLORIO, Rosso . . a snorter, a brayer, one that is

hoarse 1728 POPE Dunciad n. 246 Sound forth, my
Brayer's, and the welkin rend. 1876 G. ROSLYN Ceo. Ehot

in Dertysh. 54 She had a pony and he had a donkey. I

could not make the brayer go.

Brayer "
(brv'-ai:. Printing, [f. BRAY .-

+ -ER '.]
A wooden muller or pestle used to rub

down and temper the ink.

1688 R. HOLME Armory n. iii. 56 Brayer, is a round

wooden Rubber, flat at the bottom, it is used in the Inke-

block to Bray and Rub Inke. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typofr.
II.

524 He brings forward a small quantity of ink . . which he

rubs well with the brayer.

Hence Brayer v. trans. To spread or rub fine.

1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. 524 Care should be observed

not to brayer out much [ink] at a time.

Brayer 3 (W'-si). [Deriv. uncertain : cf. F.

brayer in various technical senses ;
or ? BRAY v.'2 ]

Part of a compound lever for raising or depressing

the 'runner' or upper grindstone in a corn-mill,

BRAZE.

being the transverse piece which supports the end

of the '

bridge-tree '.

1770 J. FERGUSON Led. (1805) I. 83 The end S is let into a

beam Q R, called the brayer. 1822 IMISON Sc.
cj-
Art I. 69

The end M of the brayer is raised or depressed at pleasure.

II Brayera (bra,ye^-ra;. [Named after Brayer,
a foreign physician.] A genus of Rosaceous trees,

the only known species ofwhich (B.anthdmintica)
is a native of Abyssinia, b. A medicinal prepa-
ration of the flowers and tops of this tree, called

also Cusso, valued as an anthelmintic. Hence also

Bray eriri, a bitter acrid resin found in Cusso.

1875 H. WOOD Tlierap. 118791 601 Brayera is a most effi-

cient remedy against the tapeworm.

Braygirdle, -gurdylle, var. of BREECHGIRDLK.

Braying bKi-irj ,
vbl. rf.1 [f.

BKAY w.l.]

1 1. Loud or harsh crying, hoarse shouting. Obs.

1547 BOORDE Brer. Health ccclxxiv. 1 19 b, A mans voyce
the which may have dyvers impedimentes as horsnes, bray-

enge. 1376 NEWTON tr. Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 121 With
too much and too violent braying out.

2. The crying of various animals, now esp. of the

ass. Hence contemptuously of the human voice.

("1440 Promp. Pnrv. 47 Brayynge yn sownde, barritits.

1390 GREENE Never too lale( 16001 28 The young Tigers fol-

low the braying of their olde sire. 1684 tr. Agrippa's Van.

A rts cii. 363 The untuneable braying of Asses. 1826 SCOTT

H'oodst. (1832) 177 At the braying of the first wild ass.

3. Of musical instruments.

1704 ROWE I'lyss. i. i. 63 The Braying of the Minstrel's

Noise. 1884 Leisure Hour June 374/1 The braying and

droning of trumpets and bagpipes.

Braying (br^'-irj), vbl. sb:~ [f. BRAY v:- + -ING t.]

The action or process of pounding, as in a mortar ;

also attrib., as in braying-stonc.
r 1440 Promp. Pan:. 47 Brayynge, or stampynge, tritura.

a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) II. 222 His discourse is like the

braying of a Mortar, the more impertinent the more volu-

ble and loud.

Braying ;brt'i-irj),///. a. [f. BRAY z>.i + -iN-c; 2 .]

That brays ; that makes a loud harsh sound.

1372 GASCOIGNE Flmvers Wks. 1 1587! 47 Thus with a bray-

ing sigh his noble tongue he stayde. 1652 BFNLOWI-:S Thcoph. ,

Wits . . l>y braying Beasts condemned are. 1782 COWPER

Gilpiu 203 While he spake, a braying ass Did sing most

loud and clear. 1807 BYRON Nm'stead Atb. xiv, The bray-

ing trumpet and the hoarser drum.

Brayl e, Brayn, obs. f. BRAIL, BKAIX.

Brays, var. of BREEZE sb?

1865 JEYOXS Coal Quest, (ed. 2) 313 It became customary
to mix coke and brays or small coal with the charge of fuel.

Brayste, v. Obs. [? var. of breste, BURST.]
t- 1400 Ro-.uland % Of. 986 Schall none ofmy men the brayste.

Braysyle, obs. form of BRAZIL.

Brayt. Obs. rare- 1
, [perh. a. OF. brait cry ;

see BRAY rf. 1 : but cf. BRAID z>.l]
A cry, yell.

c 1430 Merlin xiv. 216 Sonygrenx . . turned to flight, and

caste a grete brayt and an orible.

t Braythe, breythe, v. Obs. rare. Also 6

brathe, breat. [perh. a. OX. bregfta to move

swiftly, start : etymologically identical with OE.

In-n-tdan, BRAID &.1] intr. To rush or
'

fly
'

up.
c 1325 E. . Allit. P. B. 1421 Wyne . . warmed his hert

& breybed vppe in to his brayn. 1361 HOLLYBUSH Horn.

Apoth. 5 a, When the same is inflamed and breateth up into

the heade. Ibid. 5 b, Hole bloode, that lyeth in the harte,

and bratheth vp into the braynes. Ibid. 7 Undigested vapor,

braythynge vp, and troubling the braynes.

Braze, obs. form of BRAISE.

Braze (br?z
x

,
.l Also i brasian, 6 brasen.

[OE. brasian, f. lines, BRASS
;
but as no examples

are found in ME., the i6th c. verb may have been

formed anew on the analogy of glaze, graze.}

\.trans. To make of brass ;
to cover or ornament

with brass.

[ciooo /ELFRIC Gram, xxxvi. 215 Aero, ic brasije.] 1332

HUI.OET, Brasen, or make with brasse, xro. 1611 COTGR.,

Bronzer, to Braze ;
to make of, or couer with, brasse. c 1615

CHAPMAN Odyss. xv. (R.) A caldron or a tripod, richly

braz'd. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. 278 To braze

or cover with brass.

2. Jig. a. To make hard like brass, harden,

inure; b. 'to harden to impudence' (J.) (Cf.

brazen-faced. But some view this as a sense of

BRAZE v", taken as = harden in the fire.)

1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. iv. 37 And let me wring your heart

. . If damned Custome haue not braz'd it so, That it is proofe

and buUvarke against Sense. 1608 ARMIN Nest Ninn. (1842)

i I am brazed by your fauours, made bould in your ostended

curtesies. 1616 BRETON Good $ Bad (16161 31 His face is

brazed that he cannot blush. 1648 JENKYN Blind Guide ill.

62 You reply nothing, but new braze your face. 1833

Fraser's Mag. VIII. 707 Custom has so brazed the whole

fraternity to these nefarious practices.

3. transf. To colour like brass.

1864 W. STORY Rota di R. xix. 402 The sunset brazes

with splendour the throbbing sky. 1866 LOWELL Poet.

Wks. (1879)372 Clouds That braze the horizon s western run.

Braze (btflz), -
2 Also 6 brase. [? a. F.

brase-r to solder, in OF. braser to burn ; prob. a.

ON. *brasa to fire, expose to fire (cf. Sw. brasa to

flame, Du. brase to roast). But the modern Eng.

and French sense
' solder' does not come ob-

viously from '
fire' : one might suppose that in Eng.
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BRAZED.

it was taken from or influenced by BBAZE v.1 :

but whence then the F. braserf\

f 1. To fire, expose to the action of fire. Obs.

1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. iv. iv. 458 If any arrowhead Smith

haue not well boiled, brased and hardened at the point with

steele . . such heads of arrowes .. as he hath made.

2. To solder (with an alloy of brass and zinc).

1677 Mo\onMecA. Exerc. (1703) 12 You may have occasion

sometimes to Braze . . a piece of work ;
but it is used by Smiths

only, when their work is so thin, or sma'l, that it will not

endure Welding. 1855 SIR J. Ross N.-W. Pass. ii. 12 So

much worn, as to require a piece to be brazed to it, to restore

its thickness. 1875
' STONEHENGE

'

Brit. Sports i. v. xi. i.

1881 GREENER Gun 235 It is a common practice with foreign

makers to braze their barrels together from end to end.

Brazed (bre'zd), ///. a. [f.
BRAZE z>.i + -ED!.]

Made or covered with brass ; also fig. brazened,

rendered shameless.
The first quotation is uncertain : can it be from BRAZE 7>.'-?

1583 STANYHURST Mneis i. (Arb.) 32 Thee beams with

brazed copper were costlye bepounced. 1773 JOHNSON in

Bosaiell (ity) III. 83 Tytler advanced with his front ready

brazed. 1884 Nonconf. 13 Mar. 258/2 Questions . . talked

about with staggering audacity in the brazed communities

of the States.

Brazeletta, -e, -o, obs. forms of BSAZILETTO.

Brazen (br^-z'n), a. Forms : I breesen, 2-7

brasen, 4 brassen, 4-5 brasun, 4-6 brasin, -yn.

5-6 brason, 6 brassin, 7 brassen, brazon, 6-

brazen. [OE. brasen, f. tries, BRASS ;
see -EH 1

.]

1. Made of brass.

a 1000 Lamb. Psalter xvii[i]. 35 (Bosw.) Bu gesettest swa

swa bogan brssenne earmas mine, c izoo ORMIN 17424

patt brasene neddre. a 1300 Cursor M. 12193 Als a c" or

brasin [v. r. brassen, brasen] bell, c 1400 Apol. Loll, go

Hebun men had sex kyndis of similacris, cleyen, treen, bra-

sun, stonun, silueren & golden. 1444 Test. Ebor. (1855) II.

112 My best brasyn pottis. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. 52

A brassin ymage. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, in. ill. 33 Brazen

Trumpet 1602 Ham.i. 1.73 Brazon Cannon. 1662 J.

CHANDLER Van Helmont's Oriat. 85 Let there be a brassen

Bottle 1740 SWIFT Let. Mrs. White-May 29 Apr., In Pha-

laris's brazen bull. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 142 Like

brazen pots, which when they are struck continue to sound.

b. Referring to the strength rather than the

actual material of brass ; hence, strong as brass.
_

1382 WYCLIF Jer. xv. 20 And I shal ?yue thee to this

puple in to a strong brasene wal. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin s

hist Pref., He may breake it [the earth] with all the^iron
and brasen strength, with all the golden and syluer glister-

ing therof. 1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 24 As a brazen

wall agaynst all the land of Juda. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen.

VI II iv 4 Wer't thou inuiron'd with a Brazen wall. 1873

MORLEY Rousseau II. 26 A region .. which the spirit of

their time had shut off from them with brazen barriers.

2. transf. and fig. Resembling brass in colour,

sound, etc. (Often to be referred back to Homer's

ovpavos X"AKOS ' ToXvxakKOS, oira X"-^Keov -')

1596 SPENSER Hymn Heav. Beautie 263 Wks. 1842 V. 428

Heavenly notes and carolings . . that filles the brasen sky.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. KI Cl. iv. viii. 36 Trumpeters, with brazen

dinne blast you the citties eare. 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xviu.

lai His brazen voice once heard. 1667 MILTON P. L. vn.

406 The Serpent . . with brazen Eyes And haine Mam ter-

rific Ibid. xi. 7 1 3 The brazen Throat of Warr had ceast to

roar 1784 COWPER Task IV. 104, I . . Hear the faint echo

of those brazen throats, a 1827 LONOF. Burial ofMinn, i,

The glory that the wood receives At sunset in its brazen

leaves. 1856 BRYANT Summer Wind 16 Bright clouds,

Motionless pillars of the brazen heavens.

3. fig. Hardened in effrontery ;
shameless.

'573 tsee BRAZEN-FACE i]. 1588 T. L. To Ch. Rome (1651)

ii Seeking (after their hard and brazen progenitors) t'estab-
II oceKiug muti in.-.* ..,.u , ~. , = - -

lish a righteousnesse . . of their owne. i639 W. WHATE-

LEY Prototypes I. xix. (1640) 220 A brazen forehead, that

is never a whit abashed. 1731 SWIFT To Gay, I knew

a brazen minister of state.Who bore for twice ten years the

public hate. 1853 ROBERTSON Sena. Ser. in. v 70 The

outcast woman whom human scorn would have hardened

into brazen effrontery. 1869 PARKMAN Disc. Gt. West. x.

(1875) 124 A rare monument ofbrazen mendacity.

4. Phrases. Brazen age: the third of the four

mythological ages of mankind, said to come be-

tween the silver and the iron age. ^Brazen
dish :

' the standard dish or measure by which the wooden

dishes for measuring the lead duties in Derby-

shire are gauged' (Tapping's Gloss. Lead Mining
Terms 1851).
1631 Star. Chamb. Cases (1886) 90 The deputy Barre

Masters measured the oare with a brasen dish. i84iELpmN-
STONE Hist. India. I. 257 These last bear some resemblance

to the golden, silver, brazen, and iron ages of the Greeks.

5. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic. : a. lit. (often

transl. Gr. x^*"-. XaA/"-)i as brazen-foored,

-footed, -gated, -headed, -hilled, -hoofed, -mailed,

-pointed; b. (fig.}, as brazen-barking, -browed,

-fisted, -fronted, -lunged. Also BRAZEN-FACE, -ED.

1651 MORE in Enthus. Tri. (1656) 276 As Dionysius calls

him, that 'brazen-barking Cerberus. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE

Chr. Mor. 42 Noon day vices & 'brazen-brow'd iniquities.

1791 COWPER Odyss. VIH. 397 The *brazen-floor d abode Of

Jove. 1855 KINGSLF.Y Heroes IV. (1868) 132 The two "brazen-

footed bulls. 1842 J. B. FRASER Allee Neem. I. 255 Ihou

"brazen-fronted knave. 1832 TENNYSON (Enone 137 The

'brazen-headed spear. 1726 AMHERST Terrx Fil. xxxi. 165

A new bob-wig, and a "brazen-hilled sword. 1567 GOLDING

Ovid's Met. vn. (1593) 155 The *brazen-hooffed bulles. 1596

FITZ-GEFFRAY Sir F. Drake (1881) 22 Encarving characters

of memorie, In 'brasen-leav'd books of eternitie. 1870

BRYANT Iliad 1. 1. 20 The Achaian warriors, 'brazen-mailed.

Brazen (bre'-z'n), v. [f. the adj.]
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1. trans. To brazen (out) : to face impudently
or as with a face of brass. Also with indefinite

obi. to brazen it out.

a 1555 LATIMER Sena, ff Rtm., To brazen it. [K.Oliphant.]

1679 Hist. Jclzer Pref. Aij, Father Ireland .. brazen'd

out the Court, and Hector'd the King's Evidence with one

Witness upon another. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull 86 He
would talk saucily, lye, and brazen it out. 1763 BICKERSTAFF

Love in Village in. ix, Would you brazen me, too? Take

that (boxes him\ 1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scarb. v. ii, I am
resolved to brazen the brunt of the business out. 1873

DIXON Two Queens II. x. x. 212 The deed was done, and

must be brazened out.

2. trans. To harden, make bold or reckless.

1884 TENNYSON Becket 193, I fear [they] Are braced and

brazen'd up with Christmas wines For any murderous brawl.

Brazen-face, [f.
BRAZEN a. 3.]

1. As two words : An unabashed or hardened

countenance, t To set a brazen face upon : to

meet with a bold front, to brazen out.

1573 G. HARVEY Lett.-Bk. (1884) 26 He purposid . . to set

a good brasin face on the matter. 1588 Marprel. Epist.

(Arb.) 34 Hath not your brother London anotable brazen face

to vse these men so for their owne ?

2. As one word : A brazen-faced person.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. ii. 141 Well said Brazon-face,

hold it out. 1682 N. O. Boileau's Lntrin ii. 14 Not warn d,

the Brazen-face would out be flying Against the State.

Brazen-faced (brei-z'nt-'st), a. In 6 also

brazenfast. [f. prec. + -ED 2
.]

With bold un-

blushing front, impudent, unabashed.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xii. 5 With such brazenfaste

boldnesse. 1605 SHAKS. Lear n. ii. 30 What a brazen-fac d

Varlet art thou to deny thou knowest me. 1619 Pasqnifs
Palin. (1877) 142 Blush (if you can) and are not brazen,

faced. 1677 GILPIN Dxmmiol. (1867) 82 Such open and

brazen-faced assertions. 1846 Sir R. de Ccn-erley II. 182

The brazen-faced termagant.

b. humorously, of things.

1864 Miss BRADDON Doctor's ll'ife i. 5 A big, new, brazen-

faced house in the middle of the queer old High Street.

Hence Bra'zen-facedly (-fristli), adv.

1624 GATAKF.R Transnbst. 174 Onely boldly and brasin-

facedly avouching that, etc. 1829 WILSON in Blaekna. Mag.
XXV. 384 She looked at you brazen-faceclly.

Brazenly v
brt'i-z'nli;, adv. [f.

BRAZEN a. +

-TA 2.] In a brazen, impudent manner.

1714 MANDEVILLE Fab. Bees (17281 12 All the Rogues cry'd

brazenly Good Gods, had we but Honesty ! 1840 CARLYLE

Heroes vi. 313 That the. .Christian Church, .brazenly went

about pretending to pardon men's sins for metallic coined

money. 1880 E. KIRKE Garfield 56.

Bra'zenness. [f.
BRAZEN a. + -NESS.]

1. Brazen quality or appearance.
1731 in BAILEY II.

'

1755 in JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets.

2. Effrontery, impudence.
1861 ELSIE GARRETT in Gil. Words yx) Stately, powerful

comeliness, a thought defiant, but not to brazenness.

Brazenry (bre>'z*nri). [f.
as prec. + -RV.]

Brazen assertion ; a matter of brazenness.

1868 KINGLAKE Crimea IV. iv. 57 Coming from Lord

Lucan, this language was no vulgar brazenry.

f Brazerai-ne. Obs. rare- 1
.
= BRAZIER-.

1623 FAVINE Theat. Hon. n. xii. 167 Throwe strong

Gummes and Perfumes into the Cassolet and Brazeraine

burning continually.

Brazier Kbr^'zisJ, -3^31). Forms: 5-6brasyer,
6 braseer, 5-8 brasier, 6- brazier, [f.

BRAZE v.

(or ? BRASS sb.} + -IEB ; cf. glazier, grazier.] One

who works in brass.

c 1400 Desir. Troy 1589 Belmakers, bokebynders, brasiers

fvn CI440 Promf. Pant. 47 Brasyere, erarius. 1503 Act

io Hen VII, vi. i The seid Craftez of Peweterer and

Braseer. 1530 PALSGR. 200/2 Brasyer,/>rf'r. 1613 SHAKS.

Hen I'll!, v. iv. 42 He should be a Brasier by his face. 1724

SWIFT Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n. 15 Mr. Wood made

his half-pence of such base metal . . that the brazier would

hardly give you above a penny of good money for a shilling

of his. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos 11877) I! - xxvlll. 301 A
brazier named Lambert . . began to harangue the people.

Brazier 2
(br?'-zi3J, -3'3J). Forms: 7-8 bra-

siere, 8 brazire, 8- brazier (9 brasier). [a.
F.

brasier, f. braise hot coals. The spellings brasiere,

brazire, indicate an earlier pronunc. (-!), as in

grenadier, etc. ; cf. BRASERO.] A large flat pan
or tray for holding burning charcoal, etc.

1690 Fop Diet., Brasiere, a large Vessel, or moving-

Hearth of Silver for Coaks, transportable into any Room,
much used in Spain. 1766 SMOLLETT Trap. 122 They warm

their apartments with a brasiere of charcoal. 1792 Gen//.

Mag LXII i 238 Two brazires were constantly kept burn-

ing in it. 1865 DICKENS Mat. Fr. iii. 13 The fire was in a

rusty brazier, not fitted to the hearth.

Braziery (br^-ziari, -s'ari). [f.
BRAZIER' +

-T 3.] Brazier's work ; also concr.

J795 J- A ' KIN Manchester 294 Wigan has long been noted

for braziery work . . The braziery is now on the decline.

1805 W.TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 244 Hence an increased

consumption of braziery and pottery. 1872 YEATS Teclia.

Hist. Comm. 355 The making of brass tubing is another

branch of braziery.

Brazil 1
(brazi-1% Forms: 4-7 brasile, bra-

sill, 4-8 brasil, 5 brasyl,l)e, braysyle, 6 bra-

sell, brasyll, brasaill, brassell, bresyle, 6-7

brazel(l, bresil(l, 7 brasel, brazile, -ill, 7-

brazil. [?
a. Sp. (also Pg.

1

) brasil or It. brasile ;

corresp. to F. brlsil, Pr. brcsil, brezilh, in OF.

bet-zi, oresis, Oil. verzino, in med.L. ? brezellum,

BRAZIL.

brasilium, bresillum, braxile : of unknown origin ;

perh. a corruption of an oriental name of the

dye-wood originally so called. On the discovery

of an allied species, also yielding a dye, in South

America, the territory where it grew was called

terra de brasil,
' red-dye-wood land', afterwards

abbreviated to Brasil '

Brazil'. Brazil-wood was

thus not named from the country, but the con-

verse was the case. Formerly pronounced in Eng.

bra'sil, as shown by rimes and spellings.

Conjectural etymologies are F. briser to break, brtsiller

to crumble (as if the wood arrived in a broken state) ; also

F. Itraise, Sp. brasa '

glowing coal
'

(from its colouri ; also

Arab, mars saffron, in some parts perhaps pronounced vars,

vers (cf. It, verzino\ See Diez, Littre.]

I. The substance.

1. Originally, the name of the hard brownish-red

wood of an East Indian tree, known as Sappan

(Ciesalpinia Sappan), from which dyers obtain a

red colour. After the discovery of the New World,

the name was extended and gradually transferred

to the similar wood of a South American species

(C. echinata\ which has given its name to the

land of Brazil, and to other species, natives of the

West Indies and Central America, 'all valuable

to the dyer, producing various tints of red, orange,

and peach colour'.

1386 [see 2]. c 1440 Promp. Para. 47 Brasyle, gando uel

lignum Alexandrinnm. 1544 ASCHAM Toxopli. (Arb.) 113

As for brasell, Elme, Wych and Asshe, experience doth

proue them to be but meane for bowes. 1553 EDEN Treat.

NC-M Ind. (Arb.) 20 Presilium or brasyll, cometh from Dar-

nasseri . . almost cc. leages from Calicut. 1553 Decades

W. Ind. I. iv. (Arb.) 80 None other trees then brasile,

whichethe Italianscaule Verzino. Ibid. 199 Of the bresyle.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. v. (ed. 7) 57 The Province Bra-

silia tooke his name of the wood called Brasill. 1623 S.

HARWOOD Pnpag. Plants in. ii. (1668) 85 A little hand-bill

. . helved of Ivory, box, or brasil. 1801 STRUTT Sports f,-

Past. n. i. 53 Bows were sometimes made of brazil.

b. Now usually called Brazil-wood.

1530 PALSGR. 200/2 Brasell tre to dye with, bresil. 1559

MORWYXG Emmjm. 209 Of the coloure of the bresill wode.

1604 E. G. tr. Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxix. 289, 130 qum-
talles of Bresill wood. 1678 SALMON Pharmacop. Land.

iv 38 Brasil shrub, cold and dry and astringent. 1732 Ace.

Workhouses 86 Grinding Brazil Wood, and other things for

dying iSsjTu. Ross u.IltimtoMfsTrav. III. xxvn. 141 lo

mark the finest trunks of Brazil-wood. 1868 Treas. Bot. 188.

C. attrili. Of Brazil-wood ; also^/fj".

1577 WillofW.Olyner (Somerset Ho.\ Unto John Maclee

my brasyll staffe. 1598 MARSTON Met. Pigmalwns Image
Sat 2. 145 Blesse his sweet honour's running brasell boule.

1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n. iii. (1772 H- u8 Her left

hand held a knotty Brasill bow. 1624 T. SCOT vdPt. Vox

Pop. 7 Resting himselfe vpon a little Brasill staffe. 1710

Land. Gaz. No. 4654/3, i Coffee-Pot with a Brasil Handle.

d. Taken as the type of hardness (whence for-

merly turned into bowls for bowling) : thence the

simile as hard as brazil still common dialectally,

and sometimes explained as referring to the next

word. Pronounced (broe'zil, brae'z'l).

1615 QUARLES Embl. in. v. (1718) 146 Are my bones brazil,

ormy flesh of oak? Ibid. i. x. (1718142 Turn thoumy Brazi

thoughts anew. 1877 PEACOCK A'. W. Line Gloss, it, D S.)

s v 'It's as hard as brazil '. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh.

Gloss. ifygAt/itmeum 19 July 73 'As hard as Brazil
,
is a

common saying over a great part, perhaps the whole, ol

fli? The dye-stuff and dye yielded by this wood.

r 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr.
' End-Link' 13 His colour for

to dyghen With brasile [-il, -ill] ne with greyn of Portyn-

gale. CI475 E. E. Misc. (1855! 77 To make Brasyle to

flouryche letterys or to reule with bokys. 1532-3 Act. 24

Hen VIII, ii, Diers. .haue vsed deceyuable waies in dyeng

with' brasell and such other lyke subtilties. 1546 'm'.Cn.

Goods Surrey 107 Item for brassell xyrf. 1578 LVTE Dodoms

\ ii. 547 One may write as faire a red as with roset made

of Brasill. 1627 BACON Syh-a 857 A small Quantity of

Saffron will Tinct more then a very great Quantity ol

Brasil. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 41 The Alkalizate

Salts are used . . in water for the extraction of Brasil.

b transf. Stuff dyed with brazil, 'scarlet' cloth.

1189 R. WIMBELDON Serin. (Helmingham MS.
34.-

See also

Fox? A. * M. I. 626/1) Alias, alias, bat greete cite bat was

clobid wib bys and purpur
and brasile [Rev. xvm. 16 KOK-

KLVOV, cocco,
'
scarlet '].

C. at/rib.

l6oo in Nichols' Progr. Q. Elk. III. 51 A saufegarde

of brasell-colour. 1703 Art's Imfrw. I. 28 Wash it over

several times with Brasil Water, till you like the Colour.

II. The country, and its products.

3. A large country of South America, also called

' the Brazils'. Also attrib. and in comb.

iSSS EDEN Decades W. hid. (Arb.i 385 The Portugales . .

sayle to America or the lande of Brasile. 1709 Land. Gaz.

No 4532/3 Loaden . . with Brazil-Sugar. 1712 W. ROGERS

For (17181 51 The Portuguese nam'd it Brazile, from the

red "wood of that name. 1864 Times 26 Oct., A firf:^
55

railway for the Brazils. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor st 01 krt-t*. iv.

(ed 2) 1C* The Brazil Current is a branch of the Equatorial.

1883 BURTON & CAMERON To Gold Coast 1. 1. 18 The voyager

bound Brazilwards.

4 Brazil-nut : the seed of Bertholletia excelsa

(NO Lecythidacex), a lofty tree which forms large

forests in Brazil ;
the fruit consists of a round

wooden capsule, packed^
with about two dozen

of these triquetrous
' nuts'.



BRAZIL.

1830 LINDLEY Nat, Syst, Bat. 1 16 The Souari . . Nuts, or

Brazil Nuts of the shops, the kernel of which is one of the

most delicious fruits of the nut kind. 1852 TH. Ross tr.

Humboldfs Trav. II. xxiii. 390 Juvia-trees, which furnish

the triangular nuts called in Europe the almonds of the

Amazon, or Brazil-nuts. 1864 BATES Nat. Amazon viii. 230
Colossal examples of the Brazil nut tree.

Hence Brazilian a. and sb.

c 1650 in Pltenix (1708) II. 364 Those barbarous Brasilians.

1769 WATSON in Phil. Trans. LIX. 380 The Brasilean

plants. 1836 MARRVAT Pirate vii, There were . . Brazilians.

Brazil (.brse'zil), sb? dial. Also brassil,

brazill, brazzil, brazzle. [?f. BRASS. Perh.

better spelt brassil; but brazzle is the common
dialect pronunciation.]
1. A miners' name in the midland counties for

iron pyrites.

1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. Oij, Brassil, a ponderous
shining Substance, we do not know that it is of any Value
to hold any Metal at all. 1879 M iss JACKSON Shropsh. Gloss.

s.v., Brazil is found chiefly in the '

yard coal '. 1884 PROI .

C. LAPWORTH (in letter!, I have heard the remark 'the coal

is a poor one and full of brazzle '.

2. Coal containing much pyrites ; spec, applied
to

' the middle seam of the Great Thick Coal of

South Staffordshire, which is characterized by the

unfailing presence of a seam of iron pyrites, and

has been locally known as the Brazzles from time

immemorial ;
hence transferred to other hard coals

of similar character.' (Prof. C. Lapworth).
853 JUKES Ceol. S. Staff. Coalf. 35 note, Brassil is a term

generally used to denote a rough impure coal ;
sometimes

to denote the presence of much iron pyrites. 1859 Geol.

Survey Mem. S. Staff. Coalf. 173.

f[ As hard as brazil : see prec.

Braziletto (brsezile-to). Forms : 7 brasiletta,

brazilette, 7-8 brazel(l)etto, 8 brazill)etta, 9

brazilletto, 7- brasiletto, 8- braziletto. [? ad.

Sp., Pg. brasilete
'

Jamaica-wood', dim. of brasil,

BBAZiL-(wood).] One or more species of dye-

wood, inferior to Brazil-wood, imported from

Jamaica and adjacent islands (Csesalpinia brasi-

liensis and crista
;
now generally referred to a

distinct genus Peltophornm}.
1656 CrotmuelCs Bk. Rates, Woods, Brazeletto or Jamaica

wood. 1661 HICKERINGILL Jamaica 22 Abundant plenty of

choice Timber trees andWood for the Dyer's use, asFustick,

Brasiletta. 1686 Land. Gaz, No. 2186/1, 12 thousand

pounds of Brazilette wood. 1725 SLOANE jamaiea\\. 184

Brasiletto-wood is very like Log-wood . . It grows in Ja-

maica. 1788 P. H. BRUCE Mem. xii. 418 Two negroes, .at

work for their master in the woods, cutting brazilletta.

1789 Act 27 Gee. Ill, xiii. Sched. s.v. Wood, Brazilletto or

Jamaica Wood for dyers. 1868 Treat. Bpt. 858 Peltoplio-

rutn Linnxi, otherwise called Csesalpinia brasiliensts

yields the orange-coloured dyewood . . Braziletto-wpod.
The wood of P. Vogeliamun, which is a native of Brazil, is

also called Braziletto or Sobrazil. 1884 MILLER Plant-u.,

Csesalpinia crista, Bahama Braziletto.

Brazilin (brarzilin). [f.
BRAZIL + -IN.] The

ted colouring-matter of Brazil-wood.

1863 WATTS Diet. Cheat. I. 656 Brazilin crystallises by
spontaneous evaporation in reddish yellow needles.

Brazing (bre'-zirj), vbl. sb. [f. BRAZE v.1 ,
2 +

-ING !.] The action of the verbs BRAZE ; a. pass-

ing over hot coals ; b. soldering ;
c. coating with

brass.

1551 TURNER Herbal 81 It maketh black scarres to be

whyte, and taketh awaye the blacke colour of brasynge.

1869 Student II. 73 All the joints, .are made tight by solder-

ing or brazing. 1886 Cyclist 25 Aug. 1194/1 Wanted, a

good bicycle fitter, able to do his own brazing.

Brazire, obs. form of BRAZIER a
.

Brazzle : see BRAZIL sb."

Bre, obs. variant of BREE, Sc.

Breach (brltf), sb. Also 3-6 breohe, 5 bryg,
6 Sc. brache, 7 bretch, ?8 breech. [ME. breche,

partly perh. repr. OE. bryce, brice (: OTeut.

*bruki-z from *brek- : see BREAK), which however

gave in early ME. BKUCHE ; partly a. F. breche, in

same sense but chiefly concrete. The obvious re-

lation of break, breach, as in speak, speech, would

tend to make breche, breach the prevailing form.]

I. The action of breaking.

t 1. The physical action of breaking ;
the fact of

being broken ; breakage, fracture. Obs.

a 1000 Giithlac 670 (Gr.) Ne sy him banes bryce. a ly
Cursor M. 8220 (Gott.) Sua depe the rotis samen kest miht

ne man beden winne widuten breche [v. r. brekyng]. i6ic

HOLLAND Camden's Brit. I. 346 By violence of bretch and

ruins great. 1629 GAULE Holy Matin. 295 The casual! breach

of a Crystall Glasse. 1676 HALE Contempl. i. 52 The breach

of a vein . . may put a period to all those pleasures.

fb. Breach of the day :

' break
'

of day. Obs.

1579 FENTON Guieciard. xiv. (1599) 667 The assault began
about the breach of the day.

2. The breaking of waves on a coast or over a

vessel ; hence, the nautical phr. clean, clear breach

1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. n. i. 23 Before you tooke me fron

breach of the sea. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe iii, She [the boat

would be dashed in . . pieces by the breach of the sea. 186

SMYTH Sailor's Word-ok. 129 Clear breach, the waves rolling

clean over without breaking . . Clean-breach, when mast

and every object on deck is swept away.

3. fig. The breaking of a command, rule, en

gagement, duty, or of any legal or moral bond o
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ibligation ; violation, infraction : common in such

ihrases as breach of contract, covenant, faith, pro-

uise, trust.

\c 1025 Eccl. Lams ofCtint 24 WiS jejhwylcne zwbryce.]

382 WYCLIF Jer. iii. r3 To the Lord thi God thou hast

o lawe breche. c 1440 York Myst. v. 143 Lorde, Eue garte
me do wronge and to J>at bryg me brought. 1533-4 Act 25

Hen. VIII, xvii, Attempted ihe breche or violacion of the

ame statutes. 1373 G. HARVEY Letl.-bk. (1884) 13 Better

hen the breach of ani custum. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. u. i.

70 Receiue such welcome . . As Honour, without breach

of Honour may Make tender of. 1605 Lear\. ii. 162

ST
uptial breaches. 1612 T. TAYLOR Cornin. Titus iii. i Who

. hue in the breach of Gods commaundement. 1636
HASSINGER Bashful Lover iv. ii, A virtue, and not to be

blended With vicious breach of faith. 1659 HAMMOND On
Ps. xxv. 7 The breaches innumerable, wherewith I have

. offended against thee. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 262 F 7

>for shall I look upon it as any Breach of Charity. 1764
IEID Inquiry ii. 6. 109 They can . . break them and be

mnished for the breach. 1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disp.
I. 174 In breach of your promises to me. 1833 HT. MAR-

TINEAU Manch. Strike iv. 53 Convicted of a breach of con-

ract. 1834 ARNOLD Life fy Cor. (1844) I. vii. 379 What it

would be a breach of duty in me to omit. 1879 STUBBS
Coast. Hist. 1 1. xvi. 370The breach of the truce by the Scots.

b. spec, and lechn., as breach of arrestment,

llegal disposal of property which has been '
at-

ached', or placed under the control of a law-

court ;
breach of close, unlawful entry xipon pri-

vate ground, trespass ;
breach of (the', peace, an

nfringement or violation of the public peace by
an affray, riot, or other disturbance ;

breach of

pound, the action of breaking into a pound or

similar enclosure without right or warrant ;
breach

of prison, escape of a prisoner from confinement ;

Dreach of privilege, a violation of the rights of a

Drivileged body ;
breach of promise, gen. as in

prec. sense ; spec. breacli of promise to many.
1650 R. STAFYLTON Strada's Lcnu-C. Warres ii. 30 They ._.

might fairly declaim against lit] by the name of Breach of Pri-

viledge. 1671 F. PHILIPPS Reg. Necess. 50 For the breach of

the peace 120 shillings. 1817 Parl. Del'. 796 The Speaker
said . . the House should pronounce, whether the passage
n the work . . was or was not a breach of privilege. 1865

Derby Mercury i Mar., Alleged contempt of that House,

and a breach of its privileges. Mod. The damages in a

breach-of-promise case.

f 4. An irruption into
;
an infringement upon ;

an

inroad, injurious assault. Oos.

1579 LYLY F.nplmes lArb.) 100 The Axiomaes of Aristotle

. . have sodeinley made . . a breach into my mind. 1611

BIBLE i Chron. xiii. ii The Lord had made a breach vpon
Vzza. 1647 WARD Simp. Caller 58 Your connivence with

the Irish butcheries, your forgetfull breaches upon the Par-

liament, a 1674 CLARENDON (J.) This breach upon kingly

power. 1751 ADDISON Freeholder No. 13. 77 Innocent of

the great Breach which is made upon Government.

5. A breaking of relations (a/union or continuity).

1625 BACON Unity in Relig., Ess. (Arb.l 423 Nothing,

doth so much, .drive Men out of the Church, as Breach of

Unity. 1768 BLACKSTONE CWUIH. III. 162 By the breach

and dissolution of., the relation itself. 1775 DE LOLME

Eng. Const, i. i. (1784! 14 They completed the breach of

those feeble ties. Mod. It could not be done without a

breach of continuity.

b. absol. A break-up of friendly relations ; rup-

ture, separation, difference, disagreement, quarrel.

1573 G. HARVEY Lett.-bk. (18841 >7 A )itle breach betwixt

thes twoo and me was the tru and onli caus of al thes sturs.

1580 BARET Alv. B 1201 Breach of friendes. 1604 SHAKS.

Oth. iv. i. 238 There's falne betweene him, & my Lord. An
vnkind breach. 1713 BURNET Own Time (1766) II. 87 A
great breach was like to follow. 1862 STANLEY Jew, <-'t.

(1877! I. ix. 186 The nearest approach to a breach was . .

when their monument of stones was mistaken . . for an altar.

6. The leaping of a whale clear out of the water.

a 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 294/2 The breach may be seen

in a clear day from the mast-head at a distance of six miles.

II. The product of breaking.

7. A physically broken or ruptured condition of

anything ;
a broken, fractured, damaged, or injured

spot, place, or part ; an injury.

f a. of the body. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vn. Iv. (1495) 270 Yf that

breche [hernia] is grete and olde and wyth brekyng of the

synewe it is sondred vneth or neuer. 1559 MORWYNG

Evonyui 118 It cureth also fistulas, old breaches, and tem-

poral! byles. 1665 G. HAVERS P. della Valle's Trav. E.

India 395 Shewing him his hand and his other breaches.

b. A disrupted place, gap, or fissure, caused by

the separation of continuous parts ;
a break.

1510 PALSGR. 201/1 Breche where water breke in, breehe.

1555 EDEN Decades W. Ind. (Arb.) 320 The yearth hath

many great chynkes or breaches. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Vir.

ginia v. 174 The salt water . . entred at the large breaches

of their poore wooden castle. 1653 MANTON Exp. James
iii. s Small breaches in a sea-bank let in great inundations.

1750 JOHNSON Ra:nbl. No. 79 n The crew implore the

liberty of repairing their breaches.

C. esp. 'Agap in a fortificationmadebyabattery'

(J.). Hence To stand in the breach (oftenyf.).

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, u. iv. 55 To come off the Breach,

with his Pike bent brauely. 1598 BARRET Tlieor. Warres
v. iv. 138 To ruinate their Curtine, and make good breaches.

1611 BIBLE Ps. cvi. 23 Had not Moses his chosen stood

before him in the breach [COVERDALE, gap]. 1663 MANLEY
Grotius' Lmu-C. Warrs 363 The Town was easily gained

by Scaling Ladders, and Breaches. 1712 STEELE Spect.

No. 428 F 2 No Soldier entering a Breach adventures more

for Honour. 1799 WELLINGTON Let. in Gurw. Disp. I. 30

BREACHY.
On the 3rd of May the breach appeared to be practicable.

1814 SCOTT Wav. xiii, Being the first to mount the breach.

1657 in Four C. Eng. Lett. 106 By your wise counsel

and comfort stand in the breaches of your own family.

1710 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737' III. 397 An unhappy Breach

n my Health . . forc'd me to seek these foreign Climates.

1722 DE FOE Moll Fl. (1840) 132 Vice breaks in at the

jreaches of decency. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xviii. 63

To heal the breach in bis wounded honour.

1 8. Surf made by the sea breaking over rocks ;

Broken water, breakers. Obs.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia (16291 19 We found many
shoules and breaches. 1626 Accid. Yng. Seamen 18 A
shoule, a ledge of rockes, a breach, a shallow water. 1707

Lend. Gas. No. 4380/3 The Royal
Anne . . saw several

Breaches, and soon after, the Rocks above Water.

f9. A break in a coast, a bay, harbour. Obs.

Cf. BREAK s/>. 1

7b.
1611 BIBLE Judges v. 17 Asher continued on the sea shore

and abode in his breaches [ Vulg. portubus, WYCLIF hauens].

f 10. A break in continuity, an interruption, in-

terval ;
a division marked by breaks or intervals.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie I. xix. (Arb.) 57 By breaches

r diuisions to be more commodiously song to the harpe.

laid. xxvi. 65 This Epithalamie was deuidcd by breaches

into three partes..The first breach was song at the first

parte of the night. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. iv. 35 And all

tier sister Nymphes. .Supplide her sobbing breaches with

sad complement.
11. A condition of broken relations ;

a gap in

sentiment or sympathy.
1745 WESLEY Ans'M. Ch. i, I do not want.. to widen the

Breach between us. 1816 SCOTT Antia. v, The breach was

speedily made up between them. 1863 BRIGHT Sj>. Amcr.

(1876) 138 Create an everlasting breach between the people

of England and the people of the United States of America.

12. A piece of land broken up by the plough.
dial.

1594 PLAT Jc^vcl-lw. I. 43 marg. ,
Erith breaches [that sur-

rounded leuell at Erith]. Ntnv Sorte of Soylc 44 That

exceeding fertilitie which I have herd commended in those

two breaches, even by the severall farmers thereof. 1864

CAPERN Devon Prcrdinc., Breach, a plot of land prepared for

another crop.

Breach (bmj), v. [f.
the sb.]

1. trans. To make a breach in (a wall, defence,

natural boundary, etc.) ;
to break through, b. fi;^.

1547 BOOKDK Brev. Health ccliii. 85 b, [Obliviousness] may
come to yonge men and women when theyr mynde is bryched.

1803 WELLINGTON Let. in Gurw. Disp. II. 479 If the wall

. . should be breached when the place shall be stormed. 1817

JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. iv. 149 The English had

breached the fort. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xx. (1852) 477

Every reef of the fringing class is breached by a narrow

gateway in front of the smallest rivulet. 1878 HUXLEY

Pliysiogr. 193 It often happens that the lava, .breaches one

side of the conical hill.

t 2. intr. To make or cause a breach
;
to quarrel,

separate. Obs.

1573 TUSSER Must. 2nd Ep. Ded. xi, At first for want of

teaching, At first for trifles breaching. 1641 R. BROOKE

F.iig. Episc. I. ix. 52 If the Church will breach (with the

Anabaptists*.
3. Naut. Of whales : To leap out of the water.

it 1843 See BREACHING. 1854 Chamb. Journ. I. 53
' There

she blows again ! . . There she breaches.' 1866 KISGSLEY

Herevi. v. 115 They saw a whale spouting and breaching.

Breach(e, obs. form of BREECH.

Breached (brajt, bn-tfed), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED.] Pierced or cleft with a breach ; rent, torn.

soy^1
'.

1547 BOORDE Brcv. Health ccliii. 85 b, A medecine for

Bryched persones, I do nat knowe. (11649 DRUMM. OF

HA\VTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 35/2 Conquering squadrons..

Entring a breached city. 1762-9 FALCONER Shipiur. n.

719 Our sea-breach'd vessel. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. f, Schm.

(1858} 255 Attired in a sadly-breached suit ofAberdeen grey.

Brea'Cher. [f-
as prec. + -ERI.] One who

makes or commits a breach.

1697 Disc. Swearing 16 There is a very terrible Threat-

ning annexe against the Breachers of it [a commandment].

Brea-chful, a. [f.
BREACH sb. + -rut.] Full

of breaches. 1864 in WEBSTER.

tBrea'Chily, adv. Obs. rare. [f. BHEACHY

<z.i + -LY -.] In a '

breachy
'

manner.

1662 J. CHANDLER VanHelmont's Orial.iis New [cheese)

waxeth breachily sharp, which doth easily stir up torments

or wringings in a soure stomach.

Brea-ching, M. sb. [f. BREACH v. + -ING i.]

1. The action of making a breach in, or of break-

ing through (a wall, etc.) : also attrib.

1803 WELLINGTON Let. in Gurw. Disp. II. 479 If 'he "'all

should be so bad as not to require breaching. 1833 Frasers

Mag VIII. 317 The subsequent breaching of the Spanish

fortresses. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip II, \ iv. in. 41? The

breaching artillery consisted of forty-three guns. 1878

Maem. Mag. Jan. 252/1 The breaching of tanks from ex-

cessive rain.

2 See quot., and cf. BREACH sb. 6 and v. 3.

a 1841 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 294/2 Other habits of this

whale, such as
'

breaching ', or leaping clear out of the water

and falling back again on its side. 1885 Longm. Mag. 407.

t Brea'chy, a-1 Obs. or dial. [Cf. BRACKY.]

Brackish. (In Chandler, perh.
' of alkaline taste '.]

1662 J CHANDLER Van Helmonfs Oriat. 158 Writers

have distinguished. .Odours, and Savours, as sweet, bitter,



BREACHY.

salt sharp, breachy, soure. 1875 PARISH Sussex Gloss.

(E D. S.), Breachy, brackish, applied to water.

Breachy (bn-tfi), a* [f. BKEACH + -Y l.]

1. Of horses and cattle : Apt to break fences, and

get out of inclosures.

1800 Addison Amer. Law Rep. 258 M c Kinney's horses

were breachy. 1810 Nat. Hist, in A nn. Reg. 628/2, I never

saw a breachy Tunis sheep. 1838 HALIBL-HTON Clockm. I.

141 They are the most breachy of the two and ought to go

to pound themselves.

2. Characterized by breaches.

Bread (bred), sl>.* Forms : i br6ad, 2-3 bread,

(2 brad , 2-3 breed, 2-7 bred, (3-5 bredd), 3-0

brede, (4 bryad. bryead), 4-6 breed(e, 5-7

breade, 6- bread, 5- Sc. breid, (6-7 bredde,

7 braid, 9 dial, brade). [OE. bread, pi.
breadru :

repr. WGer. *braud, and corresp. to OFris. brdd,

OS. brdd (MDu. broot-de, Du. brood, LG. brod,

brood), OHG., MHG. brot (Ger. brod, brot) ;
ON.

brauS (Sw., Da. brod) :-OTeut. *brauJoz-, a neuter

-os stem, not preserved in Gothic. The original

Teutonic name for bread survives in the modern

LOAF (OE. hldf, OHG. hleib, ON. hleifr, Goth.

hlaifs, hlaibs, OTeut. *hlaito-z) formerly in all the

langs. in the sense of ' bread
'

and ' loaf. Bran-

doz-, brod, bread, appears to have originally meant

'piece, bit. fragment, L. frustum
'

: but already in

OS. and OHG. it had the acquired sense of
' bread ;

' OHG. shows no clear distinction of meaning

between brdt and hleib
'

(Sievers). In OE. bread

is rare : the later Blickling Glosses have the pi.

breadru,
' frusta

'

(i. e.
'

pieces, bits ').
The other

examples are all Northumbrian, in the Lindisfarne

(& Rushw.) gloss ; viz.Jofm xiii. 27, 30 translating

buccella, the ' mouthful
'

given to Judas, for which

the Ags GospelshaveW/a,Wyclif morsel, Rhemish

morsel. 'In verse 26 where the Vulgate twice

renders the same Gr. word (ifiapiov bit, piece)

by
'

panem', later versions
'

bread', the Ags. has

hldf, Lindisf. laf,
which seems to show that briad

was not yet identified with panis) But mjokn vi.

23 bread actually represents panem of the \ ulgate

(
= OPTOC), and hldf of the Ags. version: where

however broken bread is in question. Before 1200

bread had quite displaced hldf as the name of the

substance, leaving to the latter the sense
' loaf

which it has since retained. It thus appears that

a word originally meaning
'

piece, bit, frustum ,

has passed through the senses of
'

piece of bread ,

' broken bread ', into that of ' bread
'

as a sub-

stance ; while at the same time the original word

for
'

bread, loaf, pants
'

has been restricted to the

undivided article as shaped and baked, the ' loaf .

The Lowland Scotch and north, dial, use of piece

illustrates anew the first step in this transition, for

it is the regular word for a piece of bread, as in

'

give the bairn a piece ',

' a beggar asking a piece ',

a '

piece-poke ', a '

gie's-a-piece
'

i. e. a beggar.

So also in Slovenish, >kr,,h," bread "is literally "a piece,

something broken off'" (Mikloslch, Etym. Wbch. A/at'.

^Vilhlrid
1

, bread, Prof. Sievers connects the Ger. brosame

crumb, in OHG. brdsma, OS. brtsmo :_OTeut. braudsmoR;

thesenseof which confirmstheoriginal meaning
of

'

traudoz-,

and points to some root having the sense of break . Ut.

brfotan does not answer phonetically. (The preceding facts

are of course, quite inconsistent with the conjecture that

bread is a deriv. of the verb-root bra to BREW.)]rccid is a. oenv. ui UK vta.M-i\w > *

1 1. (Only in OE.) Bit, piece, morsel (of food |,

See above in Etymology.

2 A well-known article of food prepared by

moistening, kneading, and baking meal or flour,

generally with the addition of yeast or leaven.

1 050 Lindisf. Gosp. John vi. 23 Neh Sier stoue oa:r Seeton

b^tead [.4. Gosp. [,one hlaf]; . e^f
CM.

%'fo
Hi hadden brad and win and VH sandon. CI20O Moral

Ode 191 in Trin. Coll. Ho,,,. 225 We ,ieueo .a steche ofure

breade. c 1200 ORMIN 159 ferrflinng brad iss clene brad.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15233 Takes and etes o bis bred, For ness

ban es it min. 1340 Ayenb. 107 A zop of hot^boead.
c 1383 V/YCLIF Set. Wks. III. 443 P'* sa 'd ^.

ls V
.

erre
7

Goddis body and verrey breede. 1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Saab
v xiii (1481) 104 This breed and this wyn the hyhe kyng

b'lessith with his hand, c 1440 Bone Flor. 1004 Be hym y

sawe in forme of bredd, When the preest can synge. 1562

T HEYWOOD Prov. * Ef'gr. (1867) 3 Better is halfe a lofe

than no bread. 1600 HOLLAND Livy XLVIH. .237 To chew

Hs bare bread. .609 SKENE Reg. Maj.ip
1 hey make not

breid agreand to the money. 1655 MOUFFET & BI.N*.

Health's I,nprav. 236 Bread and Cheese be the two targets

against death. 17-3 J-ond. ft Country Brew. II.
(174.3 94,

\do not care how white my Bread is. .799 tr. H. Meister s

Lett. 228 You write brtad, and you pronounce it bred.

1843 HOOD The Shirt v, O God ! that bread should be so

dear, And flesh and blood so cheap .

b. The plural has been used as a literalism of

translation (OPS.) ;
also in sense of

' kinds of bread ;

and colloq. of individual portions or helpings of

IS47 BOORDE Brer. Health Pref. 4 They must knowe the

operacyon of all maner of breades, ofdrinkes, and of meates.

1579 FULKE Heskins' Part. 140 Three sundry breades are

1068

mentioned by Christe. .609 BIBLE (Douay) Fs. xl. 10 The

man also.. who did eate my breades,
- Prav. xru i. He

that tilleth his land, shall be filled with breads. 1865 Pall

Mall G. ii Oct. 3 By two o'clock we were all seated,

nibbling at our breads in a famished way.
^

C. To break bread : a. to break it for one s own

mouthfuls; hence to eat or partake of bread or

food ;
b. (from N. T.) to break it for distribution

to others, to dispense bread, or fig. the bread of

life ; also to break the sacramental bread in the

Communion of the Lord's Supper, to administer

or join in the Communion.
I500 Cursor M. 12559 Nober durst bai..ne brek bair

bred?, ne last bair mes, Till he war cummen til hair des.

1382 WYCLIF Lam. iv. 4 The litil childer askeden bred, and

ther was not that shulde breke to them. Acts xx. 7

Whanne we comen for to breke breed, Poul disputlde with

hem. - Mark xiv. 22 Jhesus took bred, and blessmge

brak, and 3af to hem. c 1430 Syr Gener. 3067 Mes brede

mot I neuer breke. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Al"'s ' l

^\^
breeke the bread of life to their charges. 1598 =HAK

5-

Merry W. l iv 161 An honest maid as euer broke bread.

'1607 Timon. i. ii. 48 The fellow that sits next him, now

parts bread with him. 1813 BYRON Br. Abydos n. xvi, N ot

all who break his bread are true. 1878 H. SMART Play or

Pay i, The sole stranger that has broken bread with the

th Hussars this evening.

d. Often phraseologically
combined with tne

name of some other article eaten or drunk with it,

as bread and milk, meat, salt, water: bread and

cheese,/^, for plain fare, needful food, victuals,

living ; also, a child's name for the young

leaves of the Hawthorn, the Wood - Sorrel or

' Cuckoo-bread ', and one or two other plants ;

bread and milk, bread saturated with boiling

milk; also, the Cuckoo-flower (Cantamine pra-

tensis) ; t bread and salt, an old form of oath,

whence to take bread and salt, to swear ;
bread

and wine, the 'elements' in the Communion.

Also BKEAD AKD BUTTEK.

1589 in H. Hall Sac. in Elk. Age n886. 210
*Bread ami

cheSe, virf. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. n. i. 14, I loue not the

humour of bread and cheese. $ WoLCOTT (P. Pmdarl

Lousiad in. Wks. 1812 I. 247 Morpheus, .gave lo brainless

Authors, bread and cheese, and fame. 1857 HUGHES lorn

Brrr^n iii, Cut with their bread-and-cheese knives. 1691

WOOD At/i. Oxon II./33 2 He taught School, .to gam bread

and drink. 1785 R. BROMFIELD in Med. Commun. 11. 24

A 'bread and milk poultice. a 1869 CONINGTON\ M,sc.

Writ U8?2> I. 247 To our taste it savours too much ot th

bread and milk of the nursery. 1575 J- STILL Gaium.Gurto

v. ii, No other wight, save she, by 'bred and salt. 1599

SH\KS. Hen. l~, v. i. 9. 1604 DEKKER Honest Wh. v. n,

He took bread and salt . . that he would never open his

lips. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Cateeh. 18 The propir mater

of this haly sacrament, quhilk is *breld and wyne. 1886

MORLEY Crit. Misc. I. 298 He was willing to continue the

[Communion] service, .on condition that he should not hi

self partake of the bread and wine.

e. With qualifying words, as black bread, a

coarser dark kind made of some inferior gram ;

native bread, an underground fungus (Myhtta

aiislralis} eaten by Australian aborigines ;
also

BROWN-BREAD, q. v. For ammunition bread,

barley-bread, etc., see first element of comb.

.86s WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 657 The coarser kinds of

bread, such as the.. 'black bread of Germany. S49^
STERNHOLD & H. Ps. cxxviL 2 Feeding full hardly with

'browne bread. 1616 MARKHAM Cmntrey Farm v. xx

578 Of the meale wholly together . . is made 'houshold

bread. And when the greatest of the branne is taken away,

then there is usually made thereof citizens bread. 1866

Treat. Bot. II. 769/1 The 'Native Bread of Australia ..

when dry becomes extremely hard and horny. 1884 I lines

14 Aug. 3 A fungoid plant, the Tasmaman native bread,

weighed, when fresh, 37 Ibs.
il^IlCU, WIIC1J 11C311, J/ t".

f. In proverbial and other expressions, as tBnad

of wheat, t God's bread, 'ad's tread : i. e. the sacra-

mental bread: an obs. form of adjuration or oath,

f To bake any ones bread : see BAKE v. 6. To know

on which side one's bread is buttered : to have the

sense to know where one's interest lies. To take

the bread out of one's mouth : to take away his

livelihood, to take from a person what he is on the

very point of enjoying. Bread buttered on both

sides : great good fortune, lucky circumstances.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2986 Wei sone hur bred was y-bake '.

hure lif-dawes wern ago. a 1500 Songs * Carols 151% t .

(1856) 4 The eldest dowter swor, be bred of qwete. 1562 I.

HEYWOOD Prov. ff Epigr. 11867) 71, I know on which syde

my bread is buttred. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. * Jul. in. v.
177

Gods bread, it makes me mad. 1681 Roxb. Bailouts i 188

VI. 173 'Ods Bread, she's jealous I trow ! 1708 MOTTEUX

Rabelais iv. xvi. You little Prigs, will you offer to take the

Bread out of my Mouth? 1837 LOCKHART Scott (18391 ';

206 note, Wherever Walter goes he is pretty sure to find

his bread buttered on both sides. 1845 J. W. CROKER in

Papers (1884) III. xxiv. 47 Lord Johnny dashed forward to

take the bread out of his [Peel's] mouth.

f 3. (With //.) A loaf, a roll ; also, a broken

piece, or fragment, of bread. Obs.

c IMS E. E. A Hit. P. B 1405 Burnes berande be bredes

vpon brode skeles. c 1450 HENRYSON Tale of Dog 38 Ane

certane breid, worth five schillings or mair. 1526 f"f.
Perf. (W de W. 1531) 192 The xii baskettes of breedes y'

remayned. .in y" great myracle of our lorde. 1535 COVE K-

DALE i Kings xix. 6 At his heade there was a bred [WYCLIF

loaf] baken on the coles. 1609 SKENE Reg. Mai. 134 Gif

anc man is taken, .with ane bread, the price of ane halfe

BREAD.

pennie. 1643 PRYNNE Sm>. Power Par!, ii. 32 Scarce a

penny bread a day to support their lives.

4. Taken as a type of ordinary food or victual.

(Perhaps from the Lord's Prayer.) Bread of idle-

ness : food not worked for ;
so similar phrases, as

Bread of affliction, etc. t Full of bread : full-fed.

c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 63 Gif us to del ure deies bred. 1340

Ayenb no Vayre uader cure bryad of eche daye yef ous to

day 1382 WYCLIF Isa. xxxiii. 16 Bred to hym is joue, his

watris ben feithful. 1388 Deitt. xvi. 3 Thou schalt ete

breed of affliccioun. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13549 Me bus, as a

beggar, my bred for to thigge. 1535 COVERDALE Ex. xxiu.

25 So shal he blesse thy bred & thy water [WYCUF,

looues, and watris]. 1503 SHAKS. Rich. II, III. l. 21 Eat-

ing the bitter bread of banishment. 1602 SHAKS. Ham.
in. iii. 80 He tooke my Father grossely, full of bread. 1611

BIBLE Prmi, xxxi. 27 She . . eateth not the bread ot idleness

[WYCLIF, idil bred; COVF.RDALE bred with ydilnes].

Ezek. xvi. 49 Pride, fulnesse of bread, and aboundance of

idlenesse was in her. a 1700 DRVDEN Ovid t Met., Pythag.

Philos. 132 If men . . chaw with bloody teeth the breathing

bread. 1832 MARRYAT N. Forster xi, You cannot eat the

bread of idleness on board of a man-of-war. 1842 T ENNY-

SON Lady Clare 26, I speak the truth, as I live by bread .

k- fig-
c 1380 WYCLIF John vi. 35, I am breed of lyf. 1542-60

BECON Potat. for Lent Wks. (1843) 105 Touch not t

thievish breads of perverse doctrine. 1660 JER. IAYLOR

Worthy Commun. i. i. 21 The holy Sacrament, .the bread

of elect souls. 1875 HAMERTON Intell. Life x. iv. 358 The

daily bread of literature and art.

5. Livelihood, means of subsistence.

1710 DE FOE Crusoe i, I was under no necessity of seeking

my bread. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Indies II. xxxv.

31 Poor miserable Fishers, who get their Bread out of the

Water, to keep them from starving. 1777 BURKE Corr. (1844)

II. 170 The bread of a family depends on that mans para-

lytic hand. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) 1. 205

You. .make your bread by your .. pen. 1822 BYRON Vis.

Judf. xcvi, He meant no harm in scribbling . . twas . . his

bread 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 142 Many officers
._.

arbitrarily deprived of their commissions and of their

6. Extended to various preparations of the com-

position or nature of bread, t a. Pie-crust;

pastry. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4487 A iepe . .Wit bred bat i bar on mi

heued. c 1420 Anturs of Arth. xxvii, Briddes bacun in

bred, tc 1475 Sqr. lowe Degre 319 Wyth byrdes in brede

y bake.

fb. Sea-biscuit. Obs.

1651 Proc. Parliament No. 84. 1289 We have taken . . 2

casks of Bread, and one barrel of Pease in one\ essel. 1746

in W. Thompson R. N. Advoc, (1757) "8 The Bread, .is all

good, but. .it has been, .long aboard. 1793 PITT in G.Rose

Diaries (18601 I. 128, I rather imagine he uses the term

bread, as synonymous with biscuit.

c. Other preparations of corn or flour. U. o.

j86- Life in South II. 237 An abundant supply of cold

chicken, ham, and ' breads ', as all the variety of corn cakes,

waffles, hot rolls, and hominy are called.

7 Short for BEE-BKEAD. (In lyth c. pollen.)

1676 GREW Anat. Flo-Mrs v. I That Body which Bees

eather and carry upon their Thighs, and is commonly called

their Bread..The Bread is a Kind of Powder; yet some-

what moist.

II. Atlrib. and Comb.

8. simple attrib. Of bread, esp. as a matenal ;

about or for bread, as bread riots.

1783 S. CHAPMAN in Med. Com,,,,,,:. I. 287 A bit of . .light

bread pudding. 1860 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 170/1 The bread

poultice, used as emollient in ordinary cases. 1883 Harper s

Mag. Mar. 578/2 The crusts saved for a bread pudding.

9 General comb. : a. attributive, as bread-bag,

-bin, -binge, -cart, -chest, -<.rust,-food, -hutch (c 1 440%

-knife, -pan, -paste, -rack, -rasp, -roll, -sauce, -tax,

-tray -wagon, -weevil; b. objective or obj. gen.,

as bread-baker, -baking, -chipper, -chopper, -cutter,

-earner, -earning, -grater, -grate (1587), -maker,

- making, -seller, -taking, -taxing, -wanting; C.

parasynthetic, as bread-faced.

1864 Daily Tel. 4 Oct., A "
bread-bag knot '. . is the old

boatswain's trap to catch a thief at his biscuit-store 1723

Land. Gaz. No. 6195/5 Henry Browning . . Bread-Baker.

1757 \V. THOMPSON R. N. Advoc. 21 Being on a Subject of

Bread baking. 159? Willi t, Inv. N. C. II. (1860) 227 Two

jackes, one ^breacFbmge. 1638 PENKETH.MAN A rtacAK b,

The 'Bread-Carts, .comming from Stratford towards Lon-

don, were met at the Miles end. 1616 R. C. Times' Wins. it.

775 Some "bread-chipper or greasy cooke. 159? SHAKS. 2

An /K II. iv. 342 Call me Pantler, and Bread-chopper. 1587

Wills ftlnv a, C II ( 1860) 149 Item, ij minsmge knives,

and a 'breadgr'ate' of tynn. 1624 AUhorp MS. in Simp-

kinson Washington! Introd. 55, 2 frying pannes, 4
Ifa"*.

and a 'bread grater, c 1440 />"'"/. Parr. 48 "Brede-Whe,

turrnndula. 1861 MRS. BEETON Bk. //* W*"fl
QQI Taking care . . that butter-knife and 'bread-knife are

in their places. 1857 ELIZA ACTON Eng. "JfJJStS. rf
,78 A skilful 'bread.maker. Ibid. i. ill. 29 Old methods c

panification
'

or 'bread-making. Ibid.u. iv. 154 ^ 'S

.J
e"

to warm the 'bread-pan or tub, and the flour also. <*"

08 A substance similar to 'bread-paste or dough. 1884

Manch. Exam. 4 Dec. 5/3 A decision of great importance

o bakers and 'breadseflers. .640 R. CAREW in Dotages

West. Count. Ann. (1882) 211 None departed .. till after the
. 1 -Of- T~\~ Itfnnj-tU 111 Afll.lIZPIlltl 1O UCt.. Count. Ann. (12 211 one ep, .

breade takinc 1863 DE MORGAN in Athenxum 10 Oct.

46 The abolition of tie 'bread-.ax. 1841 GEN. P. THOMP-

SON Exert. (1842) VI. 52 Old saws impressed on him by a

^bread-taxing clergy. .695 L*d. Gaz. No.
3091/3,.^

><*

the Fnemies Horse . .were come . .to intercept our Bread-

Wagons f7.o / No. 47.4/2 To halt. .for. .our Baggage

and the Bread-Waggons.

10. Special comb. : bread-artist, a casual term



BBEAD.

applied to one who prosecutes an art or profession
|

simply to gain a living ; bread-barge (A'ant,), \

an oval tub in which bread is placed for mess ;

t bread-bearer, an officer of the royal house-

hold; bread-berry, bread steeped in hot water

and seasoned or sweetened, pap (cf. ALEBEBBY) ;
|

f bread-brake, a kneading trough or machine ;

bread-controller = bread-steward; bread-dust,

powdered bread or biscuit
;

bread-flake {dial.

brade-fleigh), a wooden frame or rack upon which

oat-cakes are placed to dry and harden ; f bread-

god, contemptuous term for the consecrated host ;

f bread-lepe, a bread-basket
; bread-meal, (a.)

meal for household or brown bread (dial.}; (b.}

sometimes used for rock-meal (Ger. berg-mtht) ;

bread-nut, the seed of the Brosiimim alicas-

trum ; bread-powder, baking-powder ;
bread-

purveyor = bread-steward ; bread-room, a room
for keeping bread, esp. Naut. 'a place parted
off below the lower deck, close abaft, for keeping
the bread'; also slang.

= BREADBASKET 2
;
bread-

root, the name of one or two plants producing
edible tubers or bulbs, spec, a species of Psoralea

(P. esculenta^., and Cainassia esculenia or Quamash ;

also the root itself ;
bread-steward (see quot." ;

bread-science, -study, a science or study pursued
as a means of gaining a livelihood ; t bread-skep
= bread-lepe; bread-trade, the buying and selling

of bread
; also, a branch of trade pursued as a

j

means of gaining a livelihood; f bread-worship, ;

the worship of the host, AKTOLATKY ;
whence

bread-worshipper ; t bread-wright, a baker.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. II. iv, The "Bread-artist can

travel contentedly round and round . . and realize much : for

himself victual. 1840 R. DANA Bef. Mast xxxii. 123 The

*bread-barge and beef-kid were overhauled. 1647 HAWARD
O0OT.ff'.28*Breadbearer: Fee,i ios.4<f. 1741 Compl.
Fam.-Piece I. i. 43 Let the Child's Diet be. .a thin 'Bread-

berry. 1864 J. BROWN Plain }Vds. Health 44 Giving the

baby, .thin bread-berry once a day. .so as gradually to wean

ge
P.

speedily unthatched. 1866 E. WAUCH Ben an' th' Bantam i.

II (Lane. Gloss.) A brade-fleigh or bread-rack, which was

suspended from the ceiling, like a great square harp, a 1555

LATIMER Stria, ft Rent. (i845> 260 Requiring to know if

their *bread-god had flesh . . as our dear Redeemer had.

a 1631 DONNE Serin. Iviii. 585 When they had made their

Bread-God, they poysoned the Emperour with that Bread.

r 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2078 Me drempte ic bar *bread-lepes Ore.

1863 ATKINSON Provinc. Danby,
*Bread-meal, flour with

the coarsest bran taken out., such as .. produces 'brown-

bread '. 1756 P. BKOWNE Jamaica 372 'Bread-Nut. The
fruit boiled with salt fish, .has been frequently the support

of the negroes. 1866 Treas. Bat. I. 171/2 Bread-nut. 1627

CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii. 12 The *Bread-roome

is commonly vnder the Gun-roome. 1794 LD. HOOD in

Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1845! I. 483 note, Put all you can

get into your bread-room. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 94/2

P. esculenta, the "bread-root of North America, is cultivated

along the banks of the Missouri. 1860 F. ROWAN Schleier-

macher's Life % Lett. I. 159 He has not studied any so-

called
v bread-science. 1496 Dives (, Paup. vin. xvii. 344/2

The ryche man shal gyue answere..of euery cromme of

brede in his *bredeskep. 1857 ELIZA ACTON Eng. Bread-Ik.

13 note, Panetier dn Roi, "bread-steward, bread-purveyor,
or bread-controller, whose office was to regulate the distribu-

tion of bread in the royal household, and who had supreme
authority over all the bakers of the kingdom. 1831 CARLYLE
Sart. Res. n. iv, Is it not well that there should be what we
call Professions or *Bread-studies (Brodzwecke) preap-

pointed us? 1876 Gi:o. ELIOT Dan. Der. in. xxiii. 194 If

you resolve to take art as a bread-study. 1858 J. MARTINEAU
Stud. Ckr. 326 These pursuits . . sink into mere "bread-

trades. 1641 SANDERSON Serin. II. 8 A shrewd appearance
of their idolatrous "bread-worship. 1574 Life 70^/1 Ahf.
Canterb. To Rdr., Superstitious Archsacrlficers, and princi-

pall "breadworshippers. c 1250 Gen. <$ -.v. 2077 Quao ois

"bred-wriste, liSeo nu me.

Bread ,bred), v. [f.
BBEAD sb.^\ trans, a.

Cookery. To dress with bread-crumbs, b. To
clean by rubbing with bread. C. To provide with

daily bread.

1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. I. s.v. Fisk pottage. Flowering
and breading them after they have been dip'd in beaten

Eggs. 1825 Fr. Dont. Cookery Gloss. 376 Cutlets, fish, etc.

are usually breaded thus. 1879 TOURGEE Fool's Err. xviii.

91 They had enough to bread themselves. 1884 F. BRITTEN

Watch fj Clockm. 108 Instead of rubbing with pith the work

may be carefully breaded.

Bread(e, var. of BREDE.

Bread and bu'tter. (Often written with

hyphens, esp. when used allrib.)

1. Bread spread with butter ; also attrib.

1630 WADSWORTH Sp. Pilgr. iii. 15 Euery one hath .. a

peece of bread and butter. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 323

6 Eat a slice of Bread and butter, drank a dish of Bohea.

1817 BYRON Beppo xxxix, The Nursery still lisps out in all

they utter Besides, they always smell of bread and butter.

1822 KITCHINER Cook's Orac. 449 Bread and Butter Pud-

ding. 1883 ROE in Harpers Mag. Dec. 50/2 She likes

bread and butter and. .realities.

2. Taken as a type of every day food ;
the means

of living; hence attrib. in many elliptical and al-

lusive expressions.
1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. 11859' ' ' 6 Bv thc

1069

Germans, the latter [i. e. the professional or lucrative

sciences] are usually distinguished as the Brodwissen-

schaften, which we may translate,
' The Bread and Butter

Sciences '. 1844 H. Twiss Life La. Eldon I. vi. 1:9 Young
man, your bread and butter is cut for life. 1870 LOWELL

Among my Bks. Ser. I. 1,1873) 2?
2 Life n

'

fte<1 above the

plane of bread-and-butter associations. 1884 Harper's Mag.
Dec. 92/2 Industries were not so plenty.. that men could

afford . . to quarrel with their bread and butter. 1886 Con-

temp. Rev. May 663 Journalists who frankly avow what is

called the bread-and-butter theory of their craft.

3. No breadand butter ofmine : no matter affect-

ing my material interests, no business of mine.

1764 FOOTE Mayor ofG. I. i, However, it is no bread and
|

butter of mine.

4. attrib. ; spec. Of or pertaining to the age when

bread-and-butter is extensively consumed ; boyish,
j

girlish; esp. (cf. quot. 1817 in i school-girlish.
a 1623 BEAUM. & FL. Hum. Lieut, in. vi, Ye bread-and-

butter rogues, do ye run from me? 1807 W. IRVING Salmag. i

(1824) 180 These little, beardless, bread and butter poli-

ticians. i86lTKOi.LoeK Bare/tester T. xli. |D.> Alady at any !

rate past the wishy-washy bread-and-butter period of life.

1863 Pall Mall G. 13 May 4 Would feel that they were

tittered at as bread-and-butter Misses.

Hence (with reference to sense 4) bread-and- i

butterhood, -butterishness, bread-and-but-
|

tery a.

1884 LADY MAJENDIE Out of Element III. xxiv. 321, I

think the ties of bread-and-butterhood are stronger than

any later ones after all. 1843 Black. Mag. LI 1 1. 80 They
. .emerge, .into the full and perfect imago of little, .gentle-

men, and little ladies, without any of those intermediate

conditions of laddism, hobble-de-hoyism, or bread -and -

butterishness. 1859 G. MEREDITH R. Fc-vercl xiii. (1885) 90
His future bride is now pinafored and bread-and-buttery.
1882 MRS. RIDDELI. Struggle for Fame xxvi, You [an

authoress] are rather bread-and-buttery still.

Brea'd-basket.
1. lit. A basket for holding bread, or in which

bread is handed round.

1552 HULOET, Bread basket, hamper, or hutch. 1780

WILSON in Phil. Trans. LXX. 457 A bread-basket was

filled with snow. 1849 COBDEN Speeches 66 To indemnify
themselves by putting their hands into your bread-baskets.

2. slang. The stomach.

7S3 FOOTE Englishm. Paris 1. 1 1763) 15 Made the Soupe-

maigre rumble in his Bread-basket. 1763 C. JOHNSTON
Reverie I. 135 Hitting him a plump in the bread-basket.

1803 BRISTED Pedest. Tour I. 46 Our landlady, who was

standing . . with her mouth wide open, and her hands locked

together . . resting on her prominent breadbasket. 1850

KiNGSLEY<4ft.iiK& xxxiii. (D.)
' What do you think o' that

now in a policeman's bread-basket ?
'

Bread-corn i>e-dknv.
1. Corn or grain for making bread. An expres-

sion that comes down from a time when ' corn
'

had a much wider sense than it now bears in

England or America ;
cf. peppercorn, and in OE.

senepes corn mustard seed.

1362 LANCL. /'. PI. A. vn. 58 A Busschel of Bred corn he

bringeb ber-Inne. 1398 TRKVISA Barth. DC P. R. xvn. Ixlv,

Many medle benes with bred corne, to make )>e bred fie

more heuy. 1610 P. HOLLAND Camden's Brit. n. 219 The

inhabitants, .use in steed of bread-come, dried fish. 1770

LANOHORNE Plutarch (18791 I- -5'/- A 8reat quantlt >'
of

bread-corn was brought into Rome. 1846 M'CuLLocn Act.

Brit. Empire: (18541 I- 477 Rye. -the bread-corn of Germany
and Russia. 1857 ELIZA ACTON Eng. Bread-l'k. iv. 53.

2. spec.
' Corn to be ground into bread-meal, not

to be used for finer purposes
'

(./V. Line. Gloss.).

attrib. 1669 BOVI.E Contn. New Exp. n. 1 1682! 28, I made

Paste of Bread-corn-meal, without Leaven.

Brea'd-crumTj. a. (Properly two words'

A crumb of bread; esp. (in pi.} bread crumbled

down for dressing fried fish, boiled ham, etc. b.

The crumb or soft part of bread, as distinct from

the crust. Hence Brea'd-crumby a.

1760 MRS. RAM-ALD En?. Honsekpr. 11778' 35 Strew over

them bread crumbs. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res 11. n, i o

carmine ham, with a bread-crumby edge.

Breade, var. of BRAID, BBEDE.

Breaded (bre-ded), ppl. a. [f.
BREAD v. + -ED.]

Treated or dressed with bread, bread-crumbs, etc.

1616 MARKHAM Countrey Farm \: xxi. 581 Such . . may
drinke of breaded water, that is to say, water wherein ne

bread hath beene well beaten and laboured. 1727 BRADLEY

Fain Diet. I. s.v. Galantine, A Pig may also be garnished

with its Skin well breaded. 1879 E. S. BRIDGES Round the

World 27 Veal cutlets plain and breaded.

Breaded, var. of BREDED, plaited.

Breaden (bredV, a. [f.
BREAD sb. + -EN '.]

Made or consisting of bread. ^Breaden god: a

polemical term for the consecrated host.

'579 FULKE Confnt. Sanders 696 They might as well see

him burne his breaden Gods. 1609 SIR E. HOBY Let. Mr.
T. H. 84 Your breaden doll in a shauelings hand. 1624 T.

TAYLOR 2 Serin, i. 23 So must every man worship the

breaden, brazen, woodden, and golden gods. 1626 HAKEWIU,

Comparison ii Their bredden Idoll in the consecrated host.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter ii. i Delighted to behold the

breaden god carried in a box. 1680 H. MORE Apocal. Apoc.

354. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Ckr. iv. ii. (1852) 47. 1827

J. IVIMEY Pilgr. of ifjtA
C. iii. 101 No objection to their

manufacturingand eating their breaden God. 1839 J. ROGERS

Antipapopr. VIM. ii. 242 The worship.. of a breaden and

winemade God.

BREADTH.

Bread-fruit vbre-d-frt). [f.
BBEAD s&. 4

FRUIT.] The farinaceous fruit of a tree ; esp. that

furnished by Artocarpus incisa of the South Sea

Islands, etc., of the size of a melon, and having
a whitish pulp of the consistency of new bread.

Also short for
' Bread-fruit tree '.

1697 DAMPIEK Voy. (1729) I. 296 The Bread-fruit (as we
call it,' grows on a large Tree as big and high us our largest

apple trees, .it is as big as a Penny-loaf, when Wheat is at

five shillings the Bushel. 1748 ANSON l-'ay. in. ii. led. 4) 417
A kind of fruit, .called by the Indians Rima, but by us the

Bread-Fruit. 1772-84 COOK Voy. (1790] V. 1623 Covered

with cocoa-palms and bread-fruit trees. 1845 DARWIN Voy.

Nat, xviii. 11852) 403 The bread-fruit conspicuous from

its large, glossy and deeply digitated leaves. 1866 Trcas.

Bat. I. 96/2 The bread-fruit, .is prepared by baking it in an

oven heated by hot stones.

t Brea'dmess. Obs. ran [f.
BREADY 4-

-XESS.] The quality or fact of being bread.

1624 GATAKKR Trmtsnbst. 182 Calvin, Beza and many more
. .who. . maske with great wordes the naked breadinesse of

their Protestanticall Sacrament.

t Brea'disll, a. Obs. rare-", [f.
BREAD sb. +

-isn 1
.]

Of the nature of bread. Hence Brea'dish-

iiess.

1688 BP. OXTOKD Reasonsfor Ahrog. Test. 22 They could

not onely separate the Matter and Form, and Accidents of

the Bread from one another, but the Paneity or Breadish-

ness it self from them all.

BreadleSS (bre-dles}, a.
[f.

as prec. + -LESS.]

Without bread ; without food.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xlv. 160 Beggeres aboute Midsomer
liredlees bei soupe. 1733 P. WIIITEHEAD State Dunces (R )

Plump peers, and breadless bards alike are dull. 1847

Tint's Jfri?. XIV. 793 The terrible sufferings of a thousand

breadless families. 1864 Athemeum 777/1 They who, half-

fed, feed the breadless. .These are Charity's disciples.

Hence Brea'dlessness.
1860 MKS. P. BYRNE Undcrcurr. Overt. II. 93 The crime

of poverty then is thus classified; lirst mendicancy, or the

state of
' breadlessness

'

; secondly vagrancy, or the state of

homelessness '.

Breadliness. ttonct-v.il. Daily breadlines! :

fellowship in earning or partaking of
'

daily bread '.

1863 MRS. GASKELL Sylvias L. xxxix. (D.I Because of any

fellowship or daily breadliness between us two.

Breadness 'bre-dnes;. [f. BREAD + -HESS.]

In discussions on Transubstantiation : The quality

of being bread, bread-quality,
' breadiness '.

1866 Chunk Times 28 Apr., The idea that there is no sub-

stance, that is to say, no breadness of the Bread remaining,

1867 PEARSON Early ff Mid. Ages Eng. I. 613 He asserted

that the individuality of the bread (its breadness' was ex-

changed for the individuality of Christ (his humano-divimty.

Bread-stitch, var. of bmte-stitch ;
see BKEDE

Bread-stuff (bre-dstf). [f.
BREAD + STUFF.]

Material for bread ; grain, flour : now usually in//.

1793 T. JKFKERSOS Writ. 11859' HI. 509 France receives

favorably our bread stuff, rice, wood, etc. 1845 DISRAELI

,S>ii863> 282 'Take my breadstuffs and I'll give you a

cheque at sight on the Pennsylvania!! Bank.' 1847 LD. G.

BEXTIXCK in Croktr Papers 118841 HI. xxv. 142 Loaded

with 1800 tons of breadstuffs.

Breadth. -bredh). Also 6 bredeth(e, bredthe,

breth, 6-7 bredth, 7 breadthe. [A late forma-

tion on the earlier breade, BKEDE, by analogy with

Icng-tfi, strcng-th, etc. : see -TH.]

1. Measure or distance from side to side of a

surface ; width, extent across. Also/'":,
1

.

1523 Act 14 f; 15 Hen. VIII, vi, One other way . . of as

"reate largeness m bredeth or larger than the said olde

way. 1370 BILLINGSLEY Euclid i. def. 2 A line is length

without breadth. 1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado \. i. n Measure

his woe the length and bredth of mine. 1653 HOLCROFT

Procopins n. 41 A rock stretching far in bredth. 1742

RICHARDSON Pamela III. n 8 Let the World go as it will,

we shall have our Length and our Breadth at last. 1870 f.

WILSON CA. Lindisf. 79 The breadth, across the transepts,

is 54 feet.

b. To a hairs breadth : with minute exactness

of measure, to a nicety. Cf. HAIR-BREADTH.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. ii. 4, I professe requitall to a

haires bredth. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 36-2 Lady Au-

tumn knows to an Hair's Breadth where her Place is in all

Assemblies and Conversations.

2. A piece (of cloth, etc.) of the full breadth,

without reference to its length ;
a width.

1584 Inv. in Scott Kenihu. Notes, A fayre quilte of crymson

sattin vi breadths. 1673 GREW Anat. Roots iv. 19. 73 The

several Plates or Bredths of a Floor-Mat. 1743
K - MAX-

WELL Scl. Trans. 398 (JAM.) The number of biers or scores

of threads in the breadth of the said cloth. 1874 CHR. Ros-

SETTI Sp. Likenesses 50 These breadths must be run to

gether, three and three.

b. An extent or area as measured by its breadth :

the length not being expressly considered.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1.119 Cause it to mlarge it selfe into

a bredth on the left hand as far as to the riuer Cyrus. 1813

E-caminer 4 Jan. 6/1 Large breadths of lands . . are left un-

sown. 1864 Realm 29 June 4 Only a given breadth can

yearly be sown with grain crops. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.

Der. i. iii. 13 Green breadths of undulating park.

3. Extent, distance in general, length.

IS9S SHAKS. John iv. ii. 99 That blood which ow d the

bredth of all this lie, Three foot of it doth hold. 1601 -
I Us Well ill. ii. 26 If there bee bredth enough in the world

I will hold a long distance. 1608 - Per. iv. i. 37 He will

repent the breadth of his great voyage.
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the

4. fig. Largeness (of mind, sentiment, or view),

liberality, catholicity; also, wide or broad display
of a quality.
1847 GKOTE Greece (1862) III. xxviii. 45 Breadth of com-

mon sentiment and sympathy between Greek and Greek.

1852 TREVELYAN Life Macanlay (1876) I. vi. 391 The press
found occasion to attack Macaulay with a breadth and fero-

city of calumny. 1878 MORLEY Coiidorcct 75 Turgot shows
a breadth and accuracy of vision.

5. Art. A broad effect: see qnots.
1788 SIK J. REYNOLDS Disc. (1876) 84 A greater breadth

and uniformity of colour, c 1811 FUSELI Lect. Art\. (1848)

465 Breadth, or that quality of execution which makes a
whole so predominate over the parts as to excite the idea
of uninterrupted unity amid the greatest variety., is a ju-
dicious display of fulness, not a substitute of vacuity. 1857
RUSKIN Bum, Drawing 311 Good composers are always
associating their colours in great groups . . and securing . .

what they call
' breadth ', that is to say a large gathering of

each kind of thing into one place; light being gathered to

light, darkness to darkness, and colour to colour. 1885
Atfwixum 30 May 700/3 Simplicity, harmony, and breadth
combine in these pictures with a restfulne^s which is truly

|

admirable.

6. Comb. ( Nattl.}, as breadth-line,
' a curved

line of the ship lengthwise, intersecting the timbers

at their respective broadest parts
*

(\Veale) ;

breadth-riders J^.//.,
' timbers placed nearly in

the broadest part of the ship ... so as to strengthen
two or more timbers

*

(Adm. Smyth,.
Bread.th.en (bre'dj^en", v.

[f. prec. : after

lengthenl\ intr. To increase in breadth ;
to

broaden, widen.

1809 W. TAYLOR in Robberds J/i-w. II. 278 The inroads of

mediocrity are ever breadthening. 1884 A. FORBES in Eng.
Itliistr. mag. Apr. 455/2 As I painted, the picture breadth-
ened on the canvas.

BreadthlesS (bre-dples), a. [f. as prec. +

-LESS.] Without breadth.

1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul ji. n. n. vi, The term of lati-

tude is breadthlesse line. 1854 SIR W. HAMILTON in

Stewart's Wks. Advt. 9 note, The realizing, not only to

imagination but to sight, of breadthless lines.

Breadthways, -wise (bre-djwv'z, -waiz),
adv. [see -WAY.-?, -WISE.] In direction of the

breadth.

1677 Moxos Meek. Exerc. '17031 240 Roof Tiles . . made
Circular breadthways like a half Cylinder. 1758 Elabora-

tory 23 A course of bricks laid breadthways. 1864 H.
SPENCER Illnst. Progr. 161 Each finger-breadth was. .equal
to four grains of barley placed breadthwise. 1866 Reader
797 Some crossing it lengthways and some breadthways.

Bread-tree ,bre-dtr/"). [f.
BREAD + TKEE.] A

name sometimes given to the Bread-fruit tree ; also

to several other trees of which the produce is used

as food, as Gardenia edtdis, Encephalartos coffer.

1786 tr. Sparrmans l-'oy, I. 346 On a height .. grew the

bread-tree \brood-boom) of the Hottentots. 1823 BYRON
Island n. xi, The bread-tree . . yields The unreap a harvest

of unfurrow'd fields. 1834 PKINGLE Afr. Sk. vi. 204 The
Hottentot bread-tree, a species of palm.

Bread-winner (bre-d|winw).
1. One who supports himself and those dependent

upon him by his earnings.
1821 GALT Ann. Parish 162 fj A.M.I What war is when it

comes into our hearths, and among the bread-winners.

1863 Miss Me LOCI i J\Iistr. fy Maid XL 122 Many a young
fellow of his age was the stay and bread-winner of some
widowed mother or sister. 1880 A. HCTH Biuklc I. iii. 198
The age at which the bread-winners marry.
2. The tool, art, or craft with which any one

earns his living.
1818 SCOTT Br, Lamm. II. 255 |J.\M.>

'

I'se gang hame,
and then get my bread-winner* [a fiddle]. 1821 GALT Ann.
Par. 174 (JAM.) An aged woman, who has but the distaff for

her bread-winner. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i.

(1873* 190 That art which was . . the bread-winner alike for

soul and body.
So Brea'd-winning vhl, sb. and ///. a.

1875 HELPS Anifii. # Mast. vi. 142 Of course, it has no-

thing to do with bread-winning pursuits. 1879 ^' PAT '

TISON Milton 13 His aim is far above breadwinning, 1879
GEO. ELIOT Theo. Such xvi. 290 The sort of public spirit

that scamps its bread-winning work.

t Brea'dwort. Obs, rare. [f. bread, BHEDE,

plait, intertwining + WORT.] The Knot-grass.
1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell) n, Polygonoit . .

herb knotgrass, or breadwort.

tBrea'dy, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -vl.] Cha-
racterized by, or of the nature of, bread

;
breaden.

1550 BP. Hooi'ER Serin, on Jonas v. Wks. 527 Honorius
the third, Bishop of Rome, commanded this new bready god
to be honoured) anno 1226. 1624 GATAKER Transubst.'ty
They endeavour with Epithets and wordes to cover the

bready nakednesse thereof. 1633 W. AMES Agst. Cerent, n.

520 The . . Masse-god is made . .of a bready substance.

Break (br^k), v. Pa.t. broke (brjuk). Pa.pple.
broken (broo'k'n), broke. Forms : i brecan

{Northumb. brican), 2-5 breken, 3-6 breke,

6-7 breake, 6- break ; (also 2-3 breoken, 3-4
brec, 4 brek, 4-5 breek, 5 brakyn, byrkyn, 6

Sc. brek, breik, 7 breack). Pa. i. sing. 1-3
breec. 2-4 brae, (Onn. brace), 3-5 (& 6Sc.] brak,

4- (Sc-j brack; also 2-3 brec, 3 breac, 4 brek,
breck, 4-5 breek, breke, 6 breake, 4-8 brake ;

//. i br&con, (2 breaken, breoken), 2-4 breken,
3-4 breke, 4 breeken ; also 3-5 braken, (2-5

north, brak, 4 brae, 4- brack) ; sing. and//. 4-6
(y-yarch.} brake, 6- broke, (6brooke, 7broak).
Pa.pple. i brocen, 2-3 ibroken, 3- broken, (3-5
brokun, -yn, 4-5 y-broke), 4- broke, (7 broak,
brake, 8 Sc. breaken).
[OE. brecan ^bricpj pa. t. brxc, br&con, pa.

pple. broceri), corresp. to OFris. brelta, OS. brekan,

(MDu., Du. breken^ OHG. brekhan (MHG.,
mod.G. brechen^y Goth, brikan (pa. t. brak, bre~

hunt, pple. brukans : OTetit. stem hrek-, corresp.
to Is.frag- (frang-o,fregi*frac-tum\ Aryan*Mr^f-.
The original short vowels of the present stem and

pa. pple were lengthened in ME., though breck
^

brick, and bracken are still retained dialectally.
The normal pa. t. brak. brack ( OE. brc

t
Ormin's

brace
, remains in the north ; the normal plural in

ME. was breken) breeken, which would have be-

come breake in i6th c. ; but by the operation of

levelling, we find also a ME. sing, brek^ breek
,
and a

^north. pi. brak, brack ;
a pi. braken occurs in

Layamon, and in late ME, brake became the regu-
lar form both in sing, and pi., which, being retained

in the Bible of 1611. is still familiar as an archaic

form. But early in the i6th c., if not before, brake

began to be displaced by the modern broke, formed
after the pa. pple. Of the pa, pple., broken is still

the regular form, but from the end of the i4th c.

this was often shortened to broke, which was ex-

ceedingly common in prose and speech during the

i7-i8th c., and is still recognized in verse.]
i Many of the uses of this verb are so contextual, that it is

difficult, if not impossible, to find places for them in a

general scheme of its signification : when not found here,

they may be sought under other words of the phrase,)
I. To sever into distinct parts by sudden appli-

cation of force, to part by violence. Often with

an adjunct indicating result, as in to break asunder,
in pieces, small. See also Break up.
1. trans, generally.
a 1000 Psalm ii. 9 (Spelm. ) Swa swa fa;t tigelen 8u bricst

hi. fii7S Lamb. How. 79 Me breke'd be nute for to hab-
bene bene curnel. a 1300 Cursor M. 6542 pe tables bat in

hand he bare, To pees he |?am brak right par. 1398 TKE-
VISA Barth. DC P. R. v. xx. I.I495 1 125 The thynge that \*

kytte and broke hi the foreteeth, c 1440 Pronip. Par-.-. 49

Brakyn a-sunder cordys and ropis. 1580 WARNER A Ib. Eng.
v. xxvii. 137 Spurres hewen off the heeles, and Swords
broke ouer head. 1601 HP. BARLOW Serin, Panics Crosse

17 A threefold rope is not easily broken. 1652 Proc. Par/.

No. 136. 2130 His Coach was broke to peeces. 1653WALTON
Angler 123 He should not have broke my line by running
to the Rods end. 1700 BLACKMORE Job 70 All my members
were in pieces broke. 1710 STKELE Tatlcr'Ko. 222^3 A
natural Inclination to break Windows. 1799 G. SMITH

Laboratory II. 261 He [the fish] will certainly break you,
as we term it (that is, snap your Hnei and make his escape.

1814 SCOTT Ld. Islis vi. xvi, I've broke my trusty battle-axe.

b. intr. for rejl.

1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 pet gles ne breke5. 1:1230 Halt
Meid. 15 pat hit ne breke ne beie. n 1300 Cursor 3f. 4389
He drou, sco held, be tassel brak. c 1400 MAVSDEV. ii. 13
Thei breken for dryenesse, whan Men me veil hem. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. 'W. de W. 1531' 47 Anone it breketh, and so

shedeth the wyne. 1601 SHAKS. TiveL A" i. v. 24 If both

[points] breake, your gaskins fall. 1860 TYSDALL Gltic. \\.

17. 317 The glacier was evidently breaking beneath our feet.

2. In various spec, uses, as

fa. To rend or tear
vclothj paper . Still in

s.w. dial. (See also BROKEN.)
ii 1000 Beowulf 1511 Sae deor monis hilde tuxum here

syrcan bra;c. 1382 WVCLIE-' John x.\i. n The nett .. ful of

grete fischis. .the nett is not brokun. c 1489 CAXTOS Sonncs

of Aytiton \. 37 There had you seen many a gowne torne

and broken. 1516 T. ALLEN in Lodge lllust. Brit. Hist.

(1838* I. 23 After the sight thereof, your Lordship should
break or burn it [the letter]. 1557 Order of Hospital!*
Gij, Mending of such [sheets, etc.] as shalbe broken from
time to time.

b. To cut up a deer, ;
to tear in pieces >fox ,

also with up ;
to carve ;a fowl

,
also with out, up

(obs.).
c 13*0 Sir Tristr. 452 Bestes t>ai brae and bare. 1513 Bk,

Kernynge in Babees Bk. (18681 267 Breke that egryt. Ibid.

277 Take the capon by the legges. .& breke hym out. 1588
SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. i. 58 Boyet, you can carue, Breake vp
this Capon. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. iv. v, Raven, .watching
while the deer is broke. 1875 BUCKLAND Log-bk. 155 Like
hounds breaking up a fox.

fC. To comb ;wool
v

, roughly, being the first

process in carding. Obs. or arch.

1511-12 Act 3 Hen. VIfft vi. i Every Clothier . . which
shall, .delyver to eny persone eny Wolle to breke, kembe,
carde, or spynne. 1514 Act 6 Hen. f'///, ix. i The
Breaker or Kember to deliver again.. the same Wooll so
broken and kembed.

td. To wreck (a ship). Obs.

1382 WYCLIK i #7-j xxii. 48 Thei ben broken in Aziongo-
ber [1611 BIBLE The shippes were broken at Ezion Geber].

1535 STKWART Cron. Scot. II. 529 Ane schip . . wes brokin
on ane sand. 1347-64 BAULDWIK Mor. Pkilos. tPalfr.i .\i.

167 When the ship is broken, [they] may swim and escape.
1611 BIBLE Jonah \. 4 The ship was like to be broken.

e. To destroy the completeness of; to take

away a part from ; to divide, part (a set of things).
To break with : to divide and share with. Cf. To
break bulk, 43.

1741 RICHARDSON Patnelaxvii, (L.> You should have given
them [4 guineas] back again to your master : and yet I have
broken them. 1808 JAMIESON Scot. Dict. % To Break a
Bottle : to open a full bottle ; especially when it is meant
only to take out part of its contents. 1821 CLARE Will.

Minstr. I, 67 My last-earn'd sixpence will I break with
thee. Mod. The shopkeeper would not break the set.

f f. To dissolve (parliament;, disband (a regi-

ment;. Obs.
; cf. Break up, 56 d.

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 1997/2 The Regiments he brought
into the Emperors Service are broken. 1715 BURNET Oitni

Time II. 209 The Earl of Danby's prosecution was the

point on which the parliament was broken. 1763 Brit.

Mag. IV. 106 Lord Robert Button's regiment . . having re-

fused to be broke. 1788 PRIESTLEY Lect, Hist. v. xl. 291
The Grand Seignior can neither touch the public treasure,

[nor] break the Janizaries,

f g. intr. (for re_fl.}
Obs.

1601 SHAKS. All's Well\\, iv. n The Army breaking, My
husband hies him home.

h. In Music : To break a CHORD, a NOTE, q.v.
3. In phrases: To break bread\ see BKEAD, 2 c.

To break a lance with : to enter the lists against,
enter into competition with. To break blows, words
with : to exchange blows, words with, f To break
a straw with : to fall out with (humorous)*
971 Blickl. Horn. 37 Brec binne hlaf bearfendum mannum.

1589 GREENE Menaph. (Arb.) 85 Breaking a few quarter
blowes with such countrey glances as they coulde. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. in. i. 75 A man may breake a word with

you sir, and words are but winde. 1591 i Hen. F7, m.
ii. 51 Breake a Launce, and runne a-Tilt at Death. 1603
FLORIO Montaigne in. viii. 11632)520, I shall breake a straw
or fall at ods with him that keepes himselfe so aloft. 1862
THORNBURY Turner I. 263 In 1800 Turner entered classical

ground to break a lance with Claude.

4. trans, and intr. To burst. Of an abscess or

boil : To burst the surface, so that the contents

escape. Sometimes also of a vein, blood-vessel, etc.

1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R,
yii.

xxi. (1495) 239 Yf the

postume of the eere be broke it is knowe by rennynge of

cjuytter. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Heltk (1541) 38 A boyle or im-

postume comen forthe and broken. 1537 NORTH Gneuara's
Diall. Pr. (1582) 452 b, They brake the vaines of their hands
and feete, and offered the bloud thereof. 1576 LAMBARDE
Peramb. Kent 118261 408 As the evill humor . . (gathered to

a boyle, or head) will easily breake. 1593 SHAKS. Vcn. fy

Ad. 460 The berry breaks before it staineth. 1602

Ham. iv. iv. 28 This is the imposthume of much wealth and
peace, That inward breaks. 1632 CULPEPPER Eng. Physic.
17 Laid warm on a Boil [it] will ripen and break it. 1711
Land. Gaz. No. 4894/2 Most of their Bombs break before

they fall. 1802 R. REECE Med. Guide (1850) 306 Boils.,

after they break . . require only to be kept clean.

5. Said in reference to the rupture of a surface :

a. To part or lay open the surface of (anything), as

of land ^by ploughing, etc.\ Also To break /,

56 f : and see To break ground> 44.
1499 Promp. Part'. 49 Breken claddis, occo. 1526 Pilgr.

/Yr/TiW. de W. 1531) 23 Our soyle or lande is our hertes,
whiche we . . breke with the plough of abstynence. 1552
HULOET, Break land with a plough, obfringo. 1697 DRV-
DEN I'irg. Eclog. vni. 97 Verse breaks the Ground, and

penetrates the Brake. 1813 BYRON Giaour i, No breath of
air to break the wave. 1847 LONGF. Ev. \. ii. 114 The merry
lads . . breaking the glebe round about.

b. To crack orrupture (the skin; ; to graze, bruise,

wound, as in phrase To break onJs head. To break

Prisciarfs head', to violate the rules of grammar.
^3S Jnd. lscarioty> in E.E.P. ^1862) 108 Children, .he

wolde smyte, And breke here armesand here heued. 1*1489
CAXTON Sonnes ofAyman x. 256 Atte the fallyng that he

made, he brake alle his browes. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err.
n. i. 78 Backe slaue, or I will breake thy pate a-crosse.

1592 Rout. $ Jul. i. iii. 38 Euen the day before she broke
her brow. 1711 BUDGELL Spect. No. 161 f 3 A Ring of

Cudgel-Players . . breaking one another's Heads._ 1785 R.
CUMBERLAND Observer No. 22 6 Observe how this, .orator

breaks poor Priscian's head for the good of his country-

1883 Daily Tel. 10 July 5/4 Does Shakespeare never break
Priscian's head ?

6. intr. To crack without complete separation.

Formerly said of a bell ; hence possibly, from the

similarity of the sound emitted, of a boy's voice

on reaching the age of puberty.
1486 Bk. Sf. Alhans D iij, That thay [the bells on a hawk's

neck] be hoole and not brokyn and specialli in the sowndyng
place. 1667 PEPYS Diary 21 Aug., This morning come two
of Captain Cooke's boys, whose voices are broke ; and are

gone from the Chapel. 1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Mits. ix.

172 Lads, when their Voices did Break, or Alter. 1880

in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 703/2 His voice began to break.

II. With regard chiefly to the state or condi-

tion produced : to break so as to disable, destroy

cohesion, solidity, or firmness, crush, shatter.

7. trans. To crush, shatter (e.g. a bone'. To

break the leg or arm : i.e. the bones of the limb.

a 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xix. 32 [Hi] braecon merest oaes

sceancan l>e mid him ahangen wses. a. 1300 Cursor M.
21145 A wicked iuu . . him brae his harn panne. 1382
WYCLIF Ex. ix. 25 Eche treo of the cuntree it [the hail]

breke togidere. c 1460 TowneUy^ Myst. 142, I shuld with
this steylle brand Byrkyn alle his bonys. 1599 HAKLUVT
Voy, II. n. 331 [19] The elephant . . with the poise of His

body breaketh him. 1759 tr. DuhameCs Hmb. \. xv. (1762)
100 When the distemper'd grain is broke. 1836 MARRYAT
Midsh. Easy xxxiii, Break my leg ! break my leave, you
mean ?

b. To break on the wheel : to bind a criminal

to a wheel, or similar frame, and break his limbs,
or beat him to death ;

so f To break on the tor-



BREAK.
ture: to put to the torture, dislocate on the rack,
etc. To break ones back or neck : to dislocate the

bones of the back or neck ; also fig. to over-

power, render nugatory, crush. To break the neck

ofajourney ,
a piece ofbusiness, etc. : to get through

the most serious part of it. To break the back of
a ship : to break the keel and keelson, dislocate

the framework of the centre, so that the two ends
tend to fall apart.
a 1300 Cursor M, 22202 Ouer hogli to lepe his hals to brek.

c 1400 Gamelyn 712, I ne hadde broke his nekke, tho I his

rigge brak. 1579 FENTON Gnicciard. vii. U599^ 2&? To
break the necke of the wicked purposes and plots of the
French. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. n. x. 47 Her good-man
. .kindly bad her breake her necke, olde Jade. 1598 GRENI-:-
WEY Tacitus' Ann. XL vii. 11622} 148 Being broken on the

torture, he confessed nothing. 1610 SHAKS. Teinf.m. ii. 26,
I had rather cracke my sinewes, breake my backe, Then you
should such dishonor vndergoe. 1634 MASSINGER / 'cry Worn.
v. iv, Rack him first, and after break him Upon the wheel.

1690 LUTTRELL BriefReL (1857) II. 147 A Dutch man of
war.. run upon the sands and broke her back. 1735 POPE
Prol. Sat. 308 Who breaks a butterfly upon a wheel? 1864
Times

-2.^ Dec., The. .delusion that a single campaign would
' break the neck of the rebellion'. 1878 MORLEV Diderot
I. 201 A country where youths were broken on the wheel
for levity in face of an ecclesiastical procession.

c. To break the heart \ to kill, crush, or over-

whelm with sorrow. Also intr. (for rcjL}
^1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 96 Hym thoughte bat his herie

wolde breke. 1593 DKAVTON EClog. x. 93 Thou with thine

Age, my Heart with sorrow broke. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv.

iii. 210 The griefe that do's not speake, Whispers the o' re-

fraught heart, and bids it breake. 1713 AUDISON Cato in.

iii. 31 Thy disdain Has broke my heart. 1832 TENNYSON
(.Etwne 31 My heart is breaking and my eyes are dim. 1848
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 253 The great calamity which. .

had almost broken his heart.

j* 8. To dissolve (anything hard or coherent).
1579 LANGHAM Gard. Health (1633) 81 The herbe boyled

or drunke raw with Wine breaketh the stone, a 1648 DIGBY
Closet Open. (1677) 87 Set them [honey and water] over so

gentle a fire as you might endure to break it in the water
with your hand.

b. intr. To dissolve, relax. As said of a frost

there may be some admixture of the notion of a

break of continuity (branch V).
1530 PALSGR. 754/2 It thaweth, as the weather dothe,

whan the frost breaketh. 1570-87 HOLINSHED.?^/. Chron.
(1806) I. 273 The frost breake and the snowe melted. 1607
TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 291 His Cough breaketh more and
more. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. $ Achit. 287 Or if they shou'd,
their Interest soon would break. 1767 WATSON in Phil.
Trans. LVII. 444 On the next day . . the frost broke.

9. trans. To demolish, smash, destroy, ruin; to

defeat, foil, frustrate (things material or imma-
terial).
a 1300 Cursor M. 12018 Thoru envie and wreth and tene

[He] brack be lackes al bi-dene. 1513 MORE Ediv. ^'(1641)
13 Each laboureth to breake that the other maketh. 1535
COVERDALE Ps. Ixxxviii [ixj. io Thou breakest the proude,
like one that is wounded. 1678 N. WANLICY Wonders v. i.

103. 468/2 Ferdinand the third, .broke the Great power of
the Swedes. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe xiv, The number of them
broke all my measures. 1871 FREEMAN Nortn. Conq. (1876)
IV. xvii. 47 Their moral force was utterly broken.

10. trans. To shiver or dash in pieces a wave,
billow, or moving mass of water, as a rock or
other obstacle does

;
also intr. said of waves, etc.

when they dash against an obstacle, or topple over
and become surf or 'broken water' in the shallows.

(But in the (

breaking
'

of waves, the sea, etc.,

various other senses are often combined : see the

c 1375 BARBOUR Brnce in. 699 Wawys wyd [that] brekand

in. 406 About him, and above, the f5lUOH

(J.)That tumult in the Icarian sea, dashing and breaking
among its crowd of islands, 1795 SOUTHEY JoanofArc viii.

306 Some huge promontory whose broad base Breaks the

rough wave
; the shiver'd surge rolls back. 1842 TENNYSON,

Break, break, break On thy cold gray stones O Sea ! 1860
Merc. Mar. Mag. VII. 259 In heavy, .weather Point Pinos
breaks the swell.

11. To ruin financially, make bankrupt ;a person
or bank). To break Ihc bank : formerly also in

the sense ' to become bankrupt'.
(To break the bank, in Gambling means to clear out the
amount of money which the proprietor of the gaming table
has before him : see BANK $b? 4.1

1612-15 BP. HALL Contempt. O. T. xix. vii. The holiest

man may be deep in arrearages, and break the bank. 1644-7
R. STAPYLTON Juvenal 123 Meer expence in paper breaks

you all. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. (1703* II. vii. 330
The necessities of the Army still pressed us . . to break the
Merchants here. 1705 TATK M'arrwur's ll'e/c. x. 7 Britain's
Gen'ral came . . and broke the Bank of Fame. 1850
THACKERAY Pcndeunis Ivi. (1884) 548 He had seen his friend
. .break the bank three nights running at Paris.

b. inp\ (for refl.} To become bankrupt, to

'fail' (commercially). Now less usual.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. m. i. 120 Hee cannot choose but
breake. 1661-2 PKPYS Diary 19 Jan., Our merchants here
in London do daily break. 1678 BUTLER Hnd. m. in. 248
By which some Glorious Feats atchieve, As Citizens, by
breaking, thrive. 1793 LD. SPENCER in Ld. Auckland*
Corr. (1862^ III. 82 Hutchinson is going to break, and to
show the world that honesty is the best policy. 1856 EMEK-
SON Eng. Traits v. 89 In trade, the Englishman believes
that nobody breaks who ought not to break. 1879 H.

1071

GEORGE Progr. fy Ptr<\ v. i. (i88i> 250 A bank breaks, .and
on every side workmen are discharged.
12. trans. To crash the strength of, wear out,

exhaust ; to weary, impair, in health or strength.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 224/1 He was broken with the

hete of the sonne and wyth labour. 1583 BABINGTON Conr-
inandni. Ep. Ded., Your servants, that breake both bodie
and braines in your affaires. 1666 PEPYS Diary 1,18791

VI.
78 Whom I have not seen since he wassicke. -he is mightily
broke. 1715 BUKNET Ontt Time II. 340 Lord Essex told
me he was much broken in his thoughts. 1725 POPE Odyss.
xn. 143 O worn by toils, oh broke in fight. 1857 RLSKIN
Pol. ECOJI. Art 16 None had been broken by toil.

j"b. So To break ones brain, mind, ivind cf.

BROKEN-\VIXDED\ Obs.
c 1340 HAM POLE Prose Treat. 37 He sail mowe breke

his heuede and his body and he sail neuer be be nerre.

iS3 PALSGR. 464/1, I breake my brnyne to do hym good.
1547 BOOHDE Brer, Health 321 Breaking a mans mynde
about many matters the which he can nat comprehende.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //', n. ji. 13 If I trauel but foure foot
. . further a foote I shall breake my winde. 1597 MORLEY
Introd. Mm. 77, I shall neuer leaue breaking my braines
til I finde it. 1647 WARD Simp, Cobler 22 It would breake
his [the Devil's] wind and wits to attend such a Province.

1690 W.WALKKR Idiom. Anglo-Lat. 70 He breakes his
brains with studying.

c. intr. To fail in health, decay, give way. See
also 7o break up, 56 i.

1713 SWIFT Cadcnus <y I*. Wks. 1755 III. n. 15 I'm sorry
Mopsa breaks so fast. 1804 G. ROSK Diaries \ i86o1 II. 194
The Archbishop, .is breaking fast. 1876 TRF.VF.LYAS Life <y

Lett. Macaulay II. vii. 2 His health was breaking fast.

13. To crush in spirit or temper ; to discourage ;

to overcome, prevail upon [ofa.).

[15*3 DOUGLAS sKncis vin. vii. 33 Aurora wyth hyr tens so
the brak, For tyl enarnie hir child.] 1618 EQLTON Florns
n. xvii. 144 Cato . . brake the hearts of the Celtiberians . . by
certaine encounters. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 887 That Golden
Scepter Is now an Iron Rod to bruise and breake Thy dis-

obedience. ^1674 CLARENDON' Hist. Reb. (17041 III. xv. 458
By breaking their Fortunes and Estates, he had not at all

broken their
Spirits. 1752 HUME Ess. $ Treat. 117771 1. 192

A person . . easily broken by affliction. 1855 MACAU LAY Hist.

Eng. IV, 96 The slaughter of Aghrim had broken the spirit
of the army.
14. To reduce to obedience or discipline, tame,

train '^horses or other animals, also human beings) ;

tosubject orhabituate/^ Nowalso To break in, $i&.
1474 CAXTON Chcsse 32 His hors wel broken. 1519 HOR-

MAN Yitlg. 254 It is better to breke a mannys owne people
in warr than to hyre stranngers. 1542 UDALL Erasm,
Apofh. So a, The same children he broke and taught how to

awayte on their parentes. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. SJir. n. i. 148
Why then thon canst not break her to the Lute? 1605
BACON Adv. Learn, n. xiii. 7 1,1873) 156 Cicero himself

being broken unto it by great experience, 1668 PEPYS
Diary 14 Dec., About breaking of my horses to the coach.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 149/2 To Break or Back a Colt
is the first riding of him. 1766 GOLDSM. I'tc. II'. x, They
had never been broken to the rein. 1824 Miss MITFORM
I 'illagc Ser. i. (1863 1 1 13 Whose dog hath he broken ?

b. To break from. Cf. also break of, 33 b.

1530 PALSGR, 464/2, I breake a yonge beest from his wylde
condyscions.

III. To violate.

15. To violate, do violence to
;

lo fail to ob-
serve or keep ; to transgress. (The opposite of

to keep sacred ot intact.} Said esp. in reference to

a. a law, commandment, rule, requirement ;

a thing sanctified by law or ordinance, as the

Sabbath, the king's peace, a sanctuary, t To
break time (in Music"! : to fail to keep time.
a 1000 Csedition's Daniel 299 (Gr.1 Yldra usse. .Sin bibodu

brsecon. 1023 Chart. Canute in Cad. Dipl. IV. 24 Gif sen 15
is Saet gewilnaS to brekenne. .8as ure sefaestnnnge. f 1175
Lamb. Horn. 79 He. . brec cristes heste. nzoo Trin. Coll.

Horn. 179 J>at. .brecS gri5 bar he hit healde sholde. 171300
Cursor M. 11992 Hu iesus brickes vr halidai. Ibid. 13808
pou carl, qui brekes bou vr lau? c 1375 WYCLIF Scrw. Sel.
Wks. II. 95 He brae be Sabot.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. n.
82 TJnboxome and bolde to breke pe ten hestes. 1591
SPENSER Wrgi?s Gnat lix, Cruell Orpheus . . Seeking to
kisse her, brok'st the gods decree. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //,
v. v. 43 Keepe time : How sowre sweet Musicke is, When
Time is broke, and no Proportion kept? 1668 MARVELI,
Corr. ci. Wks. 1872-5 II, 255 We had broke no privelege of
the Lords. 1678 BUTLER Hnd. in. in. 592 He Ingag'd the
Constable to seize All those that would not break the Peace.
1771 Junius Lett. liv. 284 The laws have . . been shame-
fully broken. 1850 THACKERAY Pcndennis l.xi. (1884) 603
As refined as Mrs, Bull, who breaks the King's English.

b. a contract or covenant of any kind
;
a treaty,

indenture, league, truce, peace, or the like.

911 (\ E. Chron. (Parker MS.) Her brsec se here on Nor3
hymbrum bone fri5. 1340 Aycnb. 16 Prede hrek uerst

uela5rede and ordre. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 50 Breke con-
uenant, fidifrago. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xn. v. Advt.,
Quhou Iuturna..Breikis the peax, and hasty batale sent.

1552 HULOET, Breake truce, fccdus frangere, 1763 Brit.
Mag. IV. 372 Which made me break my indentures, and

runaway. 1791 BURKED//. /KA/^f Wks. VI. 150 The con-
tract is thereby broke. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. V. Ivii. 153
The English were the first to break the peace.

C. an oath, promise, pledge, vow, one's word,
(one's) faith.

a 1000 Beowulf'4132 ponne bioS brocene, aS-sweord eorla.
c 1205 LAY. 705 Brutus him swar an ae3, breken bat he hit
fUBUM. c 1340 Cursor M. 10674 Hir vou to breke. 1496 7
Act 12 Hen. I'll, xii. Pream., In breking his seid promys.
1552 HULOET, Breake fayth, othe, or promyse. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. IV, v. i. 91 False King, why hast thou broken faith
with me? Rich. II, iv. i. 214 God pardon all Oathes that

BREAK.
are broke to mee. 1664 BUTLER Hnd. n. n. 138 Some, to
the Glory of the Lord, Perjur'd themselves and broke their

word. 1752 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 201 p 9 A promise is

never to be broken. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 79 The
king would gladly have broken his word. Ibid. (1857) U-
471 That men who are in the habit of breaking faith should
be distrusted when they mean to keep it is part of theirjust
and natural punishment.

d. t To break spousehood (ME.), wedlock
t
matri-

mony (i6th c.) : to break the marriage vow, com-
mit adultery. To break a marriage : to dissolve

or annul it, obtain a divorce.
c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 143 pe sunfulle Men bet spushad

brekeo. 1530 TINDALE Gen. Prol., David, though lie brake
wedlock. 1535 COVKRDALK Matt. xi.\, 18 Thou shall not
breake wedlocke. Luke xvi. 18 Who so euer putteth
awaye his wife and marieth another breaketh matrimony.
1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xiv. (18621 212 His desire

to break his first marriage from his wish to espouse Anne
Boleyn.
te. To break day : to fail to keep an appointed

time (for payment, etc.). Obs.
< 1300 Bckct 769 Com to morwe . . that thu thane dai ne

I

breke. r 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Ycm. Prol. $ T. 487 That
in no wise he breke wol his day. <~ 1590 MARLOWE Je'v oj
M. i. ii. 340 If we break our day, we break the league,
c 1610 ROWLANDS Terrible Bat7.8 Sirrha, your day is broke,
lie keepe your pawne. 1642 ROGERS Naawan To Rdr.,

lireaking dales, promises, yea oaths and vowes.
IV. To make a \vay through, or lay open by

breaking ;
to penetrate ; to open up.

16. To burst a barrier^ so as to force a way
through it. Also to break open : see i 7 b.
n looo llyrhtnoth 277 Eadweard brac 9one bordweall.

a 1200 Moral Otfr 92 in /:'. E. /'. 1 18621 27 Ne breed neuer-
euft crist helle dure. c 1325 E. /:. A Hit. P. B. 12^9 He brek
be bareres as bylyue. 1384 CHAUCER Mother of G. 86 And
broken been the yates eek of helle. 1607 SHAKS. Cor, \. i.

210 They, .slgh'd forth Prouerbes That Hunger broke stone
wals. 1766 GIBIION Dccl. fy /'. I. xvi. 419 The doors were
instantly broke open. 1860 SMILES Self-help i. 10 Admiral
Hobson. .broke the boom at Vigo, in 1702.

1 17. To enter .3. house, an enclosed place, etc.)

by breaking part of its circuit ; to enter by force

or violence. (Xow To break open, or into; see 42).
Cf. also 7o break i(p, 56 j. See HOUSEBREAKER.)
851 O. E. Chron. [The Danes] brcecon Contwara burjand

Lundenburr. 1123 Ibid. an. 1102 peofas . . breokan ba
minstre of IJurh. < 1305 Jitd. Iscnriot 73 in E. E. P. 11862)

109 ludas brae be ;ard anon. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. XXL 383
[pou] by-glosedest hem and byijyledest hem and my gardyn
breke. 1483 Cath. Angl. 42 To Breke garth, dcsepire.
1495. -let ii HcnJ r

}J,\\\, Pream., Evyll disposed persones
. . intendyng. .to have broken the housof your seid Subget.
1533-4 Dttrkean Depositions iSurteesi 49 The said Dicson
did break the churche of West Awkelande. c 1677 MARYF.LL
Growth Popery zg Clauses most severe, .one for breaking all

Houses whatsoever on suspicion of any such Pamphlet.
1745 WESLEY Wits. (i872)XII. 69 Shall George Whitricld be

charged with felony, because John Wesley broke a hou^e?
1768 BLACKSTONE Contni. III. 209 Every unwarrantable
entr>- on another's soil the law entitles a trespass by break-

ing his close.

b. To break open : to open or enter by breaking.
Cf. also To break np, 56].
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err, in. i. 73 Go fetch me something,

He break ope the gate. 1593 Liter. 446 She, much
amazed, breaks ope her lock'd-up eyes. 1621 QTARLES
Esther ('16381 89 Break ope the leaves, those leaves so full

of dread. 1623 MFADEHI Ellis Oris. Lett. i. 289 III. 150 The
king siezes upon all the Merchants Letters from Spain,
breaks them open. 1652 Proc. Parliament No. 109 Advt.,
His stable being broke open, was stoln one Brown bay
gelding. 1753 \V. DOUGLASS Brit. Scttlem. .A". Awer. 287
They broke open his house and carried him from his naked
Bed. 1853 A rab. Nts. < Rtldg. i 266 The very robbers who
had broken open and pillaged his house.

18. To make or produce ;a hole, opening, pas-
sage, way, etc.) by breaking.
(-1320 Seuyn -$>*. (W.i 1261 An hole thai bregen. 1633

P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. xi. xii, A renting sigh way for her
sorrow brake. 1698 in Select. Harl. Misc. (17931 387 Morgan
set his soldiers to break avenues for their marching out.

1705 HEARNE Coll. 5 Oct. (1885) I. 52 Dalton being forc'd to
break way. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot, ii. 70 Their pre-
decessors who have broke a path upon this field of noble
and expansive good will. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist, Man. ii.

20 A way for thought is already broken.

19. To escape from (an enclosed place) by
breaking part of the enclosure, as in to break

prison or/fl?7; also to break bounds.
c 1300 Bckei 48 Gilbert and his felawes siththe . . Prisoun

breke. 1482 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cclvii. 336 The prysoners
of Newgate brake theyr prison, c 1593 SPEHSER&>ff. Ixxiii,

My hart. . Breaking his prison, forth to you doth fly. 1674
J. B[RIAN] Han>.-Home viii. 52 Who is himself; and breaks
the jayl, must die. 1790 BURKE Fr. Re-c. 8 Am I to con-

gratulate an highwayman, .who has broke prison, upon the

recovery of his natural rights? 1813 BYRON Giaour 534 The
faithless slave that broke her bower. 1857 BUCKLE Civilis.

I. xii. 670 A hatred and jealousy which broke all bounds.
Mod. Scholars gated for a week for breaking bounds.

20. 70 break covert m cover \ to start forth from
a hiding-place; also absol. to break', cf. 37, 39.
1602 Return fr. Pamass, n. v. (Arb,) 31, [IJ stood to in-

tercept from the thicket ; the buck broke gallantly. 1859
JEPHSON Brittany ix. 149 The wolf, a cub, broke cover in

fine style. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 183 They break covert at

our feet.

b. To break ivater or soil \ said of a stag.
1486 Bk. St. A fains Evij b, Then brekyth he water ther

to take yow tent. 1575 TURBERV. / 'eneriezqi When he goeth
quite through a ryver or water, we say he breaketh soyle.
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1607 TOFSELL Four-f. Beasts 91 They love the lakes and
strong streams, breaking the floods to come by fresh pasture.
21. To penetrate (as light breaks the darkness,

sound the air). Cf. 41.
1599 SHAKS. Hen, V, in. iii. 40 Whiles the mad Mothers,

with their howles confus'd, Doe breake the Cloudes. 1676
DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. iv. 666 All her fellow Nymphs the
Mountains tear With loud Laments, and break the yielding
Air. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc iv. 44 To-morrow's sun,
Breaking the darkness of the sepulchre. 1813 BYRON Giaour
1145 What beam shall break my night? 1839 THIRLWALL
Greece III. 265 Only one ray of hope broke the gloom of
her prospects. 1871 SWINBURNE Songs bef. Sunrise, Eve of
Rev, 49 The night is broken eastward ; is it day?

b. intr. Said of the darkness (rare}.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, v. iii. 86 Flakie darkenesse breakes

within the East.

22. t To break one's mind {heart ) : to deliver or

reveal what is in one's mind (obs.). To break news,
a matter, a secret : to make it known, disclose,

divulge it
;
now implying caution and delicacy.

c 1450 LONELICH Grail xxxvi. 274 Al jowre herte thanne
to me breke. 1474 SIR J. PASTON Lett. 747 III. 118 To
whom she brake hyr harte and tolde hyr yl she sholde have
hadde MasrPaston. 1525 LD. BERBERS Freiss, II.lxii.[lxv.]
212 A squyer of Bretayne, to whome he had broken his

mynde, 1528 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. 101 His
holiness demanded whether the king's highness had at any
time broken this matter to the queen. 1683 Penn. Archives
I. 83, I broke ye bussiness to Pr. Aldrix, 1712 STKELE Spcct.
No. 455 3 She began to break her Mind very freely, .to me.

1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bullion With a design to break the
matter gently to his partners. 1759 UILWORTH Pope 64 After
a short acquaintance . . he broke his mind to him upon that

subject, a 17790. COI.MAN in G.Colman (Jun.t Posth. Lett.

11820) 339 Here it may be resolved . . that she shall break
the secret of their marriage to the old Earl. 1840 HOOD Up
Rhine i Now, however, I have some news to break.

t b. Hence, intr. to break with .rarely to a

person), ofoi concerning (a thing). Obs.

1463 Paston Lett. 473 II. 134 He kept not his owyn coun-
cell but brak to every man of it. 1529 ^iottCotnf.agst. Trib.
n. Wks. 1188/1 Wyth hym she secretely brake, and offered

hym ten ducates for hys labour. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent.
in. i. 59, I am to breake with thee of some affaires. 1599
Much Ado i. i. 328 Then after to her father will I breake.

1612 DRAYTON Poiy-oth. Song xii. 200 With him to breake
Of some intended act. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \. vi. 8

To this effect Scipio brake with the Consul.

23. trans. To break a jest : to utter, crack a joke.
So to break a sigh, a snrile, etc.

1589 Pappe w. Hatchet B, Your Knaueship brake your
fast on the Bishops, by breaking your iests on them. 1599
SHAKS. Much Ado n. i. 152 Hee'l but breake a comparison or
two on me. 1655 FULLER Ch.flist.\. III. 119 On the Scaffold
ia place not to break jests, but to break off all jesting) ho
could not hold. 1709 SWIFT Adv. Relig. Wks, 1755 II. i.

107 He is. .in continual apprehension that some pert man of

pleasure should break an unmannerly jest, a 1774 GOLDSM.
Double Transf. 57 Jack . .often broke A sigh in suffocating
smoke. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc x. 151 Welcoming his

gallant son, He brake a sullen smile. 1833 Frasers Mag.
VIII. 54 The landlord and waiter .. were not suffered to

do any thing, save to break their jokes on the members.

24. To open, commence, begin. In certain

obs. phrases, as to break parle, break trade. Also
at Billiards : To break the balls : to make a stroke

from the formal position in which the balls are

placed at the beginning of a game, or after a foul

stroke. .But cf. 31.)

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A . v. lii. 19 Rotnes Emperour and

Nephewe breake the parle. 1788 FALCONBRIOGE Afr. Slave
Tr. 12 After permission has been obtained for breaking
trade, .the captains go ashore. 1850 BOHN Handbk. Games
565 Breaking the balls is to take them all off the table,

place the red on its spot, and. .begin again from the baulk.

V. To make a rupture of union or continuity

by breaking.
*
ofunion,

25. trans. To break a bond, or anything that

confines or fastens ; to disrupt ; hence to dissolve,

loosen. Also^-. often with asunder.
a 1225 St. Marker. 18 Alre kingene king brec nu mine

bondes. 1382 WYCLIF Judges xvi. 9 She criede to him,
PhiHstien upon thee, Sampson, The which brak the boondis.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. ii. 3 Let us breake their bondes a
sunder. 1578 TIMME Cah'in on Gen. 241 The ambition of

Nimrod, brake the bondsof this modesty. 1717 Vovv.Eloisa

173 Death, only death, can break the lasting chain. 1837
NEWMAN Par. Serin, (ed. 3) I. xv. 226 Distrust, .breaks the

very bonds of human society. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
IV. 95 The spell which bound his followers to him was not

altogether broken,

b. intr. (for rejl.) See also i b for literal use.

26. trans. To make a rupture in (the ranks of

the enemy). (Also in one's own ranks, by quitting
them, or fleeing.)

< 1205 LAY. 27506 pene sceld-trume breken : J?e Bruttes

fjerheolden. >375BARBouR Brace xn.2i7 And luk^henavay
brek

aray.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6679 Mony batels he broke,

buernes he slough. -1460 FORTESCUE Abs. fy Lim. Mon.
(1714) 46 Nor yet to may breke a mighty Flote gatheryd of

Purpose, c 1532 LD. BERNKRS Hiion (1883) 344 He drew his

swerde . . & brake the thyckest presse. 1636 MASSINGER
Bask/. Lover n. iii, He dies that breaks his ranks Till all be
our's. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (17801 Aaiij, It cannot

- - L 3
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b. absol. Said of a band of fighting men : To
break their ranks, fall into disorder ; also ofthe ranks.

1598 BARRET Thcor. Warres i. i. 4 To perform execution if

theenemie break orflie. 1781 T. JEFFERSON in Sparks Corr.
Amer. Ret 1

. 11853) HI- 308 They broke twice, and ran like

sheep. 1824 MACAULAY /vry 43 Their ranks are breaking
like thin clouds before a Biscay gale. 1878 Bos\v. SMITH
Carthage 221 The 4,000 Roman cavalry . . broke and fled.

c. intr. (for refl.) Said of clouds, mists, etc. :

To divide, disperse.
18*6 DISRAELI Viv. Grey vin. iv. 485 The storm cannot last

long thus.. I am sure the clouds are breaking. 1875 GREEN
Short Hist. viii. i . 448 Cromwell saw the mists break over
the hills of Dunbar.

* *
of continuance or continuity.

f 27. trans. To cut short, stop, bring to a sudden
end. To break the siege : to raise the siege. Obs. ;

but see To break off, 53 a.

1330 R. BRL'NSE Chron. m (Matz.) Our tale wille we no
breke, bot telle forth the certeyn. r 1386 CHAUCER Melibcns

77 Wei ny alle atones bigonne they to rise for to breken
his tale. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. II. 415 Penthe-
silea . . brak pe sege of be (Jrees. 1534 MORE Ans^v. Pay-
soned Bk. 1058/2 A better then we both shall breake the
strife betwene vs. a 1553 UUALL Royster D. iv. iv, Will ye
my tale break? I7O9STRYPE Ann. Ref. I. xlvii. 510 To use
means to break the match.

28. To interrupt the continuance of (an action) ;

1 to stop for the time, suspend.
1:1400 Rom. Rose >m Love, .brake his tale in thespekyng

|

As though he had hym tolde lesyng. 1580 BARET Alv.

j

B 1200 The workes be broken and remaine vnperfite for a
time. 1712 ADDISON* Spcct. No. 321 ? n, I would not break
the Thread of these Speculations. 1848 MACAULAY Hht.
Eng. I. 513 He was the first country gentleman . . to break
that long prescription.

b. To break ones fall, ones journey, the force

of a blow.

1848 MACAL-LAY Hist. Eng. II. 117 His fall, though thus

broken, was still a fall. 1858 SEARS A than. in. U. 265 An
awful plunge downward with nothing to break the fall.

1880 Standard 14 Dec., Count Hatzfeldt .. breaks his

journey at this capital to-day.
29. To interrupt the continuance of (a state);

to disturb : esp. a. 70 break one's sleep or rest ;

! b. To break silence, stillness. (See SILEXCE.)
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II ', iv. v. 69 For this, the foolish ouer-

I

carefull Fathers Haue broke their sleepes with thoughts.

1623 BIN-CHAM Xenofihon 139 You shall put to death a man,
that hath broken many a sleepe for you. 1706 ESTCOCRT
/"air Examp. i. i. 9, I hope your ill Luck did not break your
Rest last Night. 1710 STEEI.E Tatler No. 222 '3 Keeping
them awake, or breaking their Sleep when they are fallen

into it. 1768 STERNE Sent. Jonrn. 11778) I. 176, I was not

disposed to break silence. 1853 ROUICRTSON Serin. Ser. HI.

xi. 138 There are but three things which can break that

peace. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia xi. 126 Not a sound- .broke
the utter stillness ofthe glen.

c. To break one *sfast: to put an end to fasting

by eating ; esp. to eat after the night's fast, take

the first meal ofthe day; to breakfast.
i- 1400 Bcryn Prol. 71 Ete & be merry, why breke yee nowt

yeur fast? 1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 149 Be vppe betyme &
breake thy faste before day. 1586 COGAN Haven Health
ccxlii, These old men brake their fast commonly with honey.
1620 VENSER I'ia Recta viii, 171, I aduise them, not to be

altogether fasting till dinner, but to breake their fast. 1653
WALTON Angler i. 2 My purpose is to be at Hodsden . .

before I break my fast. 1665 KVKLYN Mem. \ 1857) I. 375, I

brake fast this morning with the King. 1808 SCOTT Mann.
i. xxxi, And knight and squire had broke their fast.

30. To interrupt the uniformity of any quality;
to qualify, allay.
1839 THIRLWALL Greece I. 183 An uniform tenor of life,

broken only by the exertions necessary to satisfy the

simplest animal wants. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile vii.

1 77 Not a tree, not a hut . . broke the green monotony of the

plain. 1885 Spectator 18 July 950/2 He . . breaks for a few
hours the terrible sameness of a dull . . sordid life.

b. Of colours : To modify a colour by mixing
it with some other colour. Also break dcnvn 50 e,

and broken colours ^see BROKEN).
1753 CHAMBERS CycL Supp. s.v. Broken^ A colour is said

to be broken, when it is taken down or degraded by the

mixture of some colour.

31. To alter abruptly the direction of (a line\ To
break a ball (at Cricket; : to make it change its

direction on touching the ground. To break

joint-, said of stones or bricks in a building,
when the lines of junction are not continuous.

To break sheer : see SHEEB.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farm 101 He [the ox]

breaketh not vp his taile, but suffereth it to draw all along
after him. 1660 BLOOMB Archit. B, This Pillar is broken

perfectly. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., The ray of
incidence . . is, as it were, broken and bent into another
direction. 1793 SMEATON Eetystone L. 42 Breaking joint
one course upon the other. 1884 Lillyivhite's Cricket Comp.
29 Cooper . . has the faculty of breaking a ball two or three

feet. 1884 W. G. GRACE in PallMall G. 3 Oct. 2/1 He says
that a fast bowler can 'break' both ways, but admits that

this cannot be done with precision.

32. intr. To deviate or start off abruptly from

I
a line or previous course

;
to project ;

to fall off.

i
Also with away, off\ see 53 c.

1677 MOXON Meek. Exerc. (1703* 36 Examine . . whether

\

the Worm . . do not break into Angles. Ibid. 279 Let the
; Keystone break without the Arch. 1687 Lona. Gaz. No.

2297/8 Stray'd or stolen . . a black Mare . . breaks high in

the forehead, 1873 TRISTRAM Moab vii. 125 The plain.,
breaking away abruptly in limestone precipices to a great
depth. 1879 B. TAYLOR Stud. Germ. Lit. 240 The narrative

: continually breaks into dialogue.

b. In Cricket. A ball bowled is said to break
when it changes its course after it has pitched :

the bowler causes this by his delivery. It is said

to break back when it breaks in from the off, 1o

break in, when it breaks from the leg side.

1882 Daily Tel. 17 May, Clean bowled by a trimmer from

Barnes, the ball apparently breaking back.

C. Of flowers : To burst into a diversity of

colours under cultivation.

1835 LINDLKY Introd. Bot. (18481 II. 249 We have known
the dahlias from a poor single dull-coloured flower break
into superior forms and brilliant colours. 1846 M RS. LOUDON
Ladies Comf. Flower Card. 303 All seedling Tulips, when

they first flower, are . . of a dull uniform colour ; and to

make them break, that is, to produce the brilliant and dis-

tinct colours which constitute the beauty ofaflorist's flower,
a variety of expedients are resorted to.

VI. To sever or remove by breaking.
33. trans. To separate by breaking a connexion.

(See break away, off, out.}
a 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 93 Brokene bo;es. a 1300

Cursor M. 15024 Bifor bair king be childer kest Branches
bai brak o bogh. a 1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 2078 For Jie

dede his mynde away pan brekes. 1382 WYCLIF Dent, xxiii.

25 Thou shall breek eeris, and with the hoond brisse. 1611

BIBLE Gen. xxvii. 40 Thou shalt breake his yoke from off

thy necke. Mod. Great boughs broken from the trees.

b. To break \any one} of a practice 01 habit : to

cause him to discontinue it. Perh. orig. belonging
to 14 b.

1612 BACON Greatness ofKingd., Ess. (Arb.t 482 Neither
must they be too much broken of it [danger], if they shall

be presented in vigor. 1701 W. WOTTON Hist. Rome\. 74
He .. Broke them of their warm Bathes. 1748 J. MASON
Elocui. ii A thick mumbling Way of speaking; which he
broke himself of by declaiming with pebbles in his mouth.

iBi6Lt/i' Ii'. Havcrgal\ 1882 115 H is only fault is in preaching
too fast, but he is trying to break himself of this. 1865 M.
ARNOLD Eng. de Guerin, Ess. Crit. 11875) 165 When she

wants to break a village girl of disobedience to her mother.

34. /;//;. To sever a connexion abruptly ;
to

cease from relation with, quarrel with. See also

To break off, 53 f.

1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gent. n. v. 19 Speed. Shall he marry
her? Lannce. No, neither. Sp. What, are they broken?

1607 Cor. iv. vi. 48 It cannot be The Voices dare breake
with vs. 1687 R. LESTRANGE Answ. Dtss. 39 They Brake,

upon This Point. 1734 tr. Rollin'sAnc. Hist. xx. i (1827)
IX. 2 The Romans break with Perseus. 1859 MASSON
Milton I. 616 Charles broke with his Third Parliament in

March 1628-9. 1872 FREEMAN' Gen. Sketch xv. 14. 324

Ready to break with the past altogether.

35. To break an officer; to cashier, deprive him
of his commission, degrade him from his rank.

1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 3135/3 Three other Colonels are

broke. 1717 DE FOE Hist. Ch. Scot. HI. 73 Whether he
was not broke for Cowardise I am not certain. 1787 NEL-
SON in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 243 That no Officer could
serve under him, and that sooner or later he must be broke.

1840 R. DANA Bef. Mast xvii. 46 From the time that he
was '

broken', he had had a dog's berth on board the vessel.

1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk., Break, to deprive of com-

mission, warrant, or rating, by court-martial.

VII. Intransitive senses implying movement

accompanied by the breaking of ties or barriers ;

to burst.

36. intr. To escape or depart by breaking ties

or barriers (physical or immaterial) ;
to depart by

a forcible or sudden effort, to escape from restraint.

Often with loose, free \ see also To break away, 49 c.

a 1000 Phoenix 67 Wseter wynsumu . . of
Saere^

moldan tyrf
brimcealdu brecad. a \QCHQ Andreas 5i3(Gr.) We brecaoofer

bsebweR. 1413 JAS. I. Kingis Q. cxv, [Thay] breken louse,

and walken at thaire large 7 1535 COVERDALE Dan. ii. i

HadNabuchodonosor a dreame. .and his slepe brake from
him. i6a8 DIGBY Voy. Medit. (18681 65 My boate broke

from my sterne with a man in her. 1711 STEELE Spect. No.
262 F 4 When I broke loose from that great Body of Writers.

1810 SCOTT Lady of L. n. xxxiv, Then Roderick from the

Douglas broke. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. n. i. vii. 3.

74 The great historical painters, .who had broken so boldly
..from the trammels of this notion. 1877 R. H HUTTON
Ess. VII. Pref., Illusions from which.. men have had the

courage to break free. 1878 MORLF.Y Crit. Misc. Ser. i. 220

A world that had broken loose from its moorings.

37. To come out or emerge by breaking bar-

riers ;
to burst forth, rush out with sudden violence.

Const, upon. See also To breakforth^ 51 ; out, 54.

a. of words, laughter, sounds, etc.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 55 (Matz.) Bituex bam and be mes-

sengers brobefulle wordes brak. 1596 SPENSER /'. Q. n. iii. 24
Twixt the perles and rubins [i. e. teeth and lips] softly brake

A siluer sound. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 628 But rattling non-

sense in full vollies breaks. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Fr.Wines
and Pol. i. 12 Cries of grief and despair broke from them
at every step. 1837 LYTTON Athens I.

477^
Loud broke the

trumpets The standards, .were raised on high. 1876 GREEN
Short Hist. i. 4. 38 Verses of his own English tongue broke

from time to time from the master's lips.

b. of an attacking party.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 13014 A busshement of bold men breke

hym vpon. 1598 GRENEWF.Y Tacitus' Ann. i. xiv. (1622! 27
Vntill the enemy, with hope to breake vppn them, should

draw neere. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World v. i. 10. 573 They
brake back furiously upon their own footmen.

C. of natural phenomena, as a storm, light, etc.

1875 DAWSON Daiim of Life \. 3 First bright streaks of

light that break on . . night and death.

d. Of fish : To rise to the bait.

1885 Harper's Mag. Ian. 216/1,
I tried to fool them with

sham colored feathers; but no, sir, they [the fishj never broke-
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38. A person is also said to break into arms,

rebellion, weeping, a laugh, etc.

1588 SHAKS. Tit, A.m. 1.216 Do not breake into these deepc
extreames. 1670 COTTON Esfarnon i. n. 46 To which . . he
was further necessitated by the King of Navarre's breaking
into Arms. 1866 KINGSLRY Hereiv, xii. 170 She broke into
wild weeping- 1871 A. R. HOPK My Schoolb.Fr. (1875) no
We broke into a titter. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton iv. 42
The pony broke into a brisk trot. 1876 GREEN Short Hist.
vi. 2 (1882) 275 In Kent . . the discontent broke into open
revolt.

39. To issue forth, come forth suddenly into no-

tice, come as a surprise. Const, from, upon, into.

1711 STEELE Sf>ect, No. 41 F 5 He thought fit to break
from his Concealment. 1712 POPK Messiah, See heav'n . .

break upon thee in a flood of day. 1750 JOHNSON Rambl.
No. 79 P 7 The anxieties that break into his face. 1830
H. ROGERS Ess. L i. o There is no author who so often breaks

upon his readers with turns of thought, for which they are

totally unprepared. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xv. (1856)

107 Here . . the Greenland shore broke upon us. 1884 \V.
C. SMITH Kildrostan 43 Only the lap of the rippling wave
Broke on the hush of their solitude.

40. Of buds, flowers, roots, etc. : To sprout out,
come forth, burst into flower or leaf, expand.

' 1325 Rel. Ant. I. 124 When blosmes breketh on brere.
1868 DARWIN A HUH. $ PI. II. xiii. 31 In .. carrot-beds a
few plants often 'break' that is, flower too soon. 1882
Garden 18 Mar. 187/1 Vigorous young [vine] rods . . will

require dexterous handling to get them to break evenly.
41. To burst out of darkness, begin to shine

;

as the day, morning, daylight. Const, on, upon.
Many varieties of this expression appear, often

mixed with other uses of break, as * the darkness is

breaking'; cf. 'the clouds are breaking' in 26 c.

1535 COVERDALE Isct. xxi. 12 The watchman answered :

The daye breaketh on. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I', iv. i. 88
Brother lohn Bates, is not that the Morning which breakes

yonder ? 1611 BIBLE Gen. xxxii. 26 Let me goe, for the day
breaketh [CovERD. breaketh on], 1647 J. HALL Poems 92
The day Breakes clearer on them. 1772-84 COOK: Voy. (1790)
V. 1688 Till day began to break upon them. 1829 I. TAYLOR
Enthns. x. 259 When . . the first beams of sound philosophy
broke over the nations. 1836 KINGSLEY Left.iiBjS) I. 33 Ere
the sun had broken on the earth. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire

(1886) 23 The darkness seems breaking,

j*
b. trans. To cause to break. Obs.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, i. xiv, Golden Phebus . . With
cloudes redde began to break the daye.

42. intr. (and with indirect pass.^ To enter by
breaking barriers; to make a forcible or violent

entrance into a place ;
to make an irruption.

(Formerly expressed by break trans. : see 1 7.)

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. A", v. xxxv. (,1495) 147 That
colde ayre breke not soday^nly in to the herte. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 11937 Pai . . Brekyn intobildynges, britnet thepepull.
1628 HOBBES Thucyd. (1822' 55 The Lacedemonians after-

wards brake into Attica. 1677 MOXON Meek. Exerc. (17031
1 58 Carpenters with their Ripping Chissel do often Break in

to Brick-walls; that is, they cut holes. 1883 Law Rep.

EiteerisB.
XL 590 The prosecutor's house was feloniously

oken into and entered.

VIII. Phrases and combinations.
* Phrases.

43. To break bulk (cf. 2 e) :

' to open the hold
and take out goods thence' (Capt. Smith's Sea-
maris Gram. 1692); to destroy the completeness
of a cargo by taking out a portion, to begin to

unload.

i$75 in ffist.Gtasg-<xu(i%8i)ir7 Brekingbpwk [ofa cargo].
1587 St. Paper Office Domest. Corr., To bring them [ships j

into this realme without breaking bulke. 1622 MALYNES
Anc. Law-Merch. 195 All Merchants ships being laden,
haue alwaies . . beene permitted to breake bulke below, or
at Tilburie-Hope. 1668 MARVELL Corr. xcviii. Wks. 1872-5
II. 257 An impeachment . . against Sir W. Penn, for break-

ing bulke in the East India prizes. 1709 STEELE Tatler
No. 106 p 2 Whether he would break Bulk, and sell his

Goods by Retail. 1793 BURKE Negro Code Wks. 1842 II.

424 The faithful execution of his part of the trust at the
island where he shall break bulk. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple
v, He was breaking Casks out of the hold. 1883 Times 24
Mar. 6 The whole [cargo of tea] can be sampled and sold

the moment the steamer breaks bulk.

44. To break (the} ground (cf. 5 a) :

a. To dig through the surface of ground, espe-

cially when covered with turf; to plough up
ground for the first time, or after it has lain long
in pasture. See also 71? break up, 56 f.

1712 PRIDEAUX Direct. Ch. Wardens (ed. 4) 76 The Fee
for breaking the soil [for a grave] belongs to them. Mod.
(U. S.) It takes three farm-horses of good weight to break

prairie-land.

b. Of an army : To begin digging trenches.

1678 Land. Gaz. No. 1320/3 We hear the French are

breaking ground, as if they intended a formal Siege. 1810

WELLINGTON in Gurw. Di$p. VI. 200 The enemy broke

ground before Ciudad Rodrigo on the night before last.

c. fig. To commence operations, take the first

steps, do pioneer work.

1709 Lond.Gaz. No. 4555/3 Last Night we broke Ground.

1830 DE QUINCEY Bentley Wks. VI. 56 One of those who
first broke ground as a pioneer in the great field of Natural

Philosophy. 1834 Blackw, Mag. XXXV. 792 They have
broken no ground from which they have not been driven.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes i, Could I thus, as it were, not ex-

haust my subject, but so much as break ground upon it.

d. Nattt. '

Break-ground. Beginning to weigh,
or to lift the anchor from the bottom.' Smyth
Sailors Word-bk.

VOL. I.

1752 B FAWKS Lex Mercat. 116 If. .the ship breaksground,
and arrives at her port.

45. To break the ice [cf. quot. 1710]: to pre-

pare the way, take the preliminary steps, make
a beginning; sometimes, in modern use, with a
reference to the coldness or stiffness of first inter-

course with strangers.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xi, Uii. 273 Caboto whose Cos-

mographie and selfe-proofe brake the Ice To most our laLe

Discouerers. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry To Rdr., I have
broken the Ice, and made way to some after-commers.
1611 COTGR., Acheminer, to commence, breake the ice.

1683 D. A. Art Converse 15 The Ice being thus broken,
another will utter her mind on the same matter. 1710
STEELE Tatler No. 7 r6 The Ice being broke, the Sound
is again open for the Ships. 1775 SHKKIDAN Duenna n. ii,

So ! the ice is broke, and a . . civil beginning too ! 1853
H. ROGERS Eel. Faith 28, I availed myself of a pause in

the conversation to break the ice in relation to the topic
which lay nearest my heart.

46. To break square, or squares [of uncertain

origin : cf. 2 e] : to interrupt or violate the regular
order

; commonly in the proverbial phrase, it breaks

no square, i.e. does no harm, makes no mischief,
does not matter.

1576 FOXE A. <V M. 986 The missyhg of a few yeares in

this matter, breaketh no great square in our story- *594
T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. II. 116 There are but
fewe that breake not square oftener in eating 8: drinking
too much then to litle. 1633 HERBERT Temple, Discharge
vii, Man and the present m ! if he provide [i. e. look into

the future], He breaks the square. 1640 FULLER Joseph's

Coat\\i,{i$>>-j} 179 Would so small a matter have broken any
squares? 1671 DRYDEN Even. Love in. i, 'Tis no matter ;

this shall break no Squares betwixt us. 1760 STERNE 7V.

Shandy (I%Q-Z} II. v. 152 This fault in Trim broke no squares
with them.

47. To break wind : to void wind from the

stomach or bowels. [But cf. BRAKE v to void

from the stomach.]
[1540 LVNDESAY Satire 7624, I lay braikand like ane brok.

4367 Sche blubbirt, bokkit, and braikit still.] 1552
HULOET Belke, or bolke, or breake wynde vpwarde. 1606
HOLLAND Sueton. 171 He would give folke leave to breake
winde downward and let it goe even with a crack at the

very bourd. 1636 HEALKY tr. Theophrast. Char. 45 He
lying along, belcheth or breaketh wind. 1795 J. WOLCOTT
(P. Pindar) Loitsiad Wks. 1812 I. 269 Had the Thunderer
but broke wind.

* * Combined with adverbs :

48. Break across. ( In tilting, when the tilter

by unsteadiness or awkwardness suffered his spear
to be . . broken across the body of his adversary,
instead of by the push of the point' (Nares). Cf.

Shaks. .-/. Y. L. in. iv. 44.

1580 SIDNEY (N.) One said he brake across, full well

might it so be.

To break asunder : see 2 5 .

49. Break away.
a. trans, [from 33.] To sever or remove by

breaking.
1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 45 A branche of \>e couercle [is]

y-broke away. 1781 COWPER Expost. 501 The lamp that

with awaking beams, Dispell'd thy gloom and broke away
thy dreams. 1855 COSTELLO Stor. Screen 77 Those who. .

broke away the bars which kept him prisoner.

b. intr. (for refl. of a.)
1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. n. 70 The snow .. broke away

from the foot and fell into the chasm.

C. intr. [from 36.] To start away with abrupt-
ness and force

;
to go off abruptly ; to escape by

breaking from restraint. Alsoy?.
1535 COVERDALE Jcr. li. 6 The souldyers brake awaye, and

fled out of the cite by night. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. iv.

i Feare me not man, I will not breake away, c 1610

MIDDLF.TON etc. Widow i. L in Dodsley (1780) XII. 234
When thieves are taken, and break away twice or thrice one
after another. 1852 TUPPER Proverb. Philos. 317 A dappled
hart hath flung aside the boughs and broke away. 1872
BLACK Adv. Phaetonv\\. 164 Ifpeople break away from the

ordinary methods, .they must take their chance.

To break back (Cricket) : see 32 b.

50. Break down.
a. trans, [from II.] To break (anything) so that

its parts fall to the ground ; to demolish, destroy,
level with the ground. Also of things^;
138* WVCLIF Isa. v. 5, I shal breke down his wal. z6ix

BIBLE ibid., Breake downe the wall thereof. 1742 WESLEY
Wks. 118721 I. 353 They . . brake down part of the house.

1876 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. I. i. i. a They would be

powerful to breakdown; helpless to build up. 1878 MORLEY
Diderot 11.29 He will not, however, on that account break
down the permanent safeguards.

b. [from 7.] To break into small pieces ; to

crush ; to decompose.
1859 JEPHSON Brittany iv. 42 With delicious light French

roll broken down into it. 1883 Athenaeum 29 Dec. 871/1
The molecule of arabic acid, CM Hua Or4, is broken down.

C. [from 12-13.] To crush or prostrate in

strength, health, courage, etc.

'853 Arab. AVj. (Rtldg. 1274 So much was he already broken
down by affliction, sorrow and terror. 1873 MORLEY Rous-
seau I. 28 The character of Jean Jacques was absolutely
broken down. 1885 Manch. F.xatn. 6 Sept. 5/4 He has
been consistently anxious to break down the power in

Egypt of the Turkish pashas.

d. intr, (for refl,} To fall broken or in ruins
;

to collapse, give way, fail utterly, prove of no avail
;

to give way, as the back sinews of a horse's leg

(whence the technical use in 1831, 1864).
1831 YOUATT Horse xvi. (1872) 373 A slight injury .. is

called a sprain of the back sinews or tendons ; and when it

is more serious, the horse is said to have broken down, 1856
SIR B. BRODIK Psyckol, Inq, I. iii. 93 The mind may break
down all at once under some sudden affliction. 1864 Lr>.

PALMERSTON in Daily Tel. 26 Aug., It often happens that
a very good-looking horse breaks down. 1865 TROLLOI-R
Belton Est. xxix. 345 The task before her was . . so difficult

that she almost broke down in performing it. 1875 JOWF.TT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 204 If this definition of justice breaks
down. 1880 MCCARTHY Oiun Times III. xl. 223 His health
almost suddenly broke down,

e. [from 30.] To tone down, qualify.
1867 TIMES & GULLICK Painting 303 Breaking down the

warm lights with colours of the opposite quality. 1882
Standard 9 Oct. 2/7 He had used 'white' sugar for 'break-

ing down
' some gin. 1882 Printing Times fy Lithogr. 15

Feb. 35 Another class of tones is formed by breaking down
orange with its complementary colour blue.

51. Break forth.

a. intr. [from 37.] To make a rush forward.

1552 HULOET, Breake forth or out, f>roruiuf>o. 1611 BIBLE
Exod. xix. 22 Lest the Lord breake forth vpon them. 1646
BUCK Rich. ///, n. 61 Forth breakes King Richard towards
the Earle.

b. Of flame, light, passion, war, disease, etc. :

To burst out, break out.

1535 COVERDALE Isa. lix. 8 Then shal thy light break forth

as ye mornynge. 1561 NORTON & SACKY. (.i^ri^odnc in. i,

The fire . . breakes forth with double flame. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. II'', m, i. 27 Diseased Nature oftentimes breakes
forth In strange eruptions. 1597 DKAYTON Mortimer, n A
little sparke. . Hrenkes forth in flame. 1611 BIRLE Ex. ix.

10 A boyle breaking forthwith blaines. 1626 BACON Syfra
384 Many Diseases, .break forth at particular times. 1660

STANLEY Hist. Phihs. (1701) 85/2 In the second year..
broke forth a War. 1712 SIF.KI.K Spi-it. No. 302 F 5 In
Emilia . . it [religion] does nut hruak forth into irregular
Fits and Sallies of Devotion. 1848 MAUAUI.AY Hist. Eng. I.

645 It was not only against the prisoners that his fury broke
forth. 1871 FREEMAN Xortn. Cong. IV.xviii. 224 He breaks
forth into full light in the course of the next year. 1875
BRYCE Holy Rom. F.mp. vi, (ed. 5' 85 These were the feel-

ings that . . broke forth in the shout of Henry.

c. [from 36.] To break loose from restraint.

1605 SHAKS. Lean. iv. 222 Breaking forth In ranke and
not to be endur'd riots. 111639 ^'- WHAIKLKY Prototypes
n. xxix. 116401 135 You young men that have too much
broken forth.

"t*
d. [from 40.] To spring or sprout out vigor-

ously. Obs.

1674 GREW Anat, Trunks\\. 4 The Trunk-Roots break
forth all along it.

e. [from 38.] To burst into utterance; lo ex-

claim with sudden outburst.

1526 TINDALE Gal. iv, 27 Breake forth and crye thou that

travelest not. 1611 BIBLE Isaiah xlv. 7 They breake foorth

into singing. 1725 POPE Odyss. xvi.482 The Prince break 1
-

forth ; proclaim What tydings, friends? 1882 Sim 14 May
6/5 The anti-lacrossers cheered and broke forth with [a ditty].

52. Break in. a. trans. = 14.

1785 BURKE Sp. Nab. Arcot's Debts Wks. 1842 I. 326 Sup-
pose his highness not to be well broken in to things of this

kind. 1840 MACAU LAY dive 3 Savages, .who had not broken
in a single animal to labour. 1850 Mus. STOWE Uncle Tom
xix. 198, 1 broke a fellow in, once. 1856 F. PAGET t'K'/etf of
Owlst 07 She must be well broke in to the smell of tobacco.

b. intr, [from 42.] To force one's way in,

enter forcibly or abruptly ;
to make an irruption.

1552 Ht'i.OET, Breake in, iminipo. 1614 RALEIGH Hist.
}\'orld\\. v. 6. 514 Ptolemy's army brake in without re-

sistance. 1615 G. SANDYS Trat1
. Ded., The wild beasts . . hau-

ing broken in vpon them. 1711 ADOISON Sped. No. 131 p8
When an unexpected Guest breaks in upon him. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones xv. v, I am afraid . . I break in upon
you abruptly. 1884 Mehalah iv. 50 Lest he should be
broken in on from the cellar.

C. To infringe upon or interfere with
;
to inter-

rupt or disturb suddenly or unexpectedly.
1657 Burton's Diary (18281 II. 79 Bring in a Bill, which is

as effectual. Otherwise business will break in upon you.

1748CHF.STERF. Letters II. 81 Some little passion or humour
always breaks in upon their best resolutions. *7&S BLACK-
STONE CotKtn. I. 70 Whenever a standing rule of law. .hath
been wantonly broke in upon by statutes or new resolutions.

1806 G. ROSE Diaries ti86o) I. 251, I would, .break in upon
these [arrangements] to call in Clarges Street. 1820 W.
IRVING Sketch-bk. (1859) 5 Those sudden storms which will

sometimes break in upon the serenity of a summer voyage.
1882 SHORTHOUSE J. Inglesant II. 378 The booming of can-

non broke in upon the singing of the psalms.

d. To interpose abruptly in a conversation.
a 1719 ADDISON (J. ) The doctor . . with a deep voice and a

magisterial air breaks in upon conversation, and drives

down all before him. 1807 ANNA M, PORTER Hnngar. Bro.

78
' You remember the circumstances', added the marshal,

seeing Charles about to interrupt him, 'but I'll not be broken
in on '. 1828 SCOTT F, M. Perth 1 . 18 Feeling the certainty
of being right.. the father broke in. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed, 2) III. 9 In the discussion . . Glaucon breaks in with a

slight jest.

e. [from 39.] To burst or flash upon.
1713 BERKELEY Hylas and P. iii. ad fin., A new light

breaks in upon my understanding. 1744-3 Ol>sen>. Method-
ists 14 Fresh Emanations of Divine Light break in upon. .

my Soul. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atotietn. ii. (1852) 42 Had
these lights but broken In upon an earlier period. 1865
DICKENS Mift. Fr. xii, Not the faintest flash of the real

state of the case broke in upon her mind.

f. (See quot.).
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Builder 220 To Break in To

cut or break a hole in brick-work, with the ripping-chisel
for inserting timber, eta

135
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53. Break off.

a. trans, [from 27.] To discontinue (anything)

abruptly ; to put a forcible, abrupt, or definite end to.

1340 HAMPOLE Prose Treat. 29 pou sail .. breke of bat.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. ^W. de W. 1531) 151 Vouchsafe . . to inter-

rupte and breke of the swete quietnes of contemplacyon.
1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 117 Now wit I breake off my
intended walke. 1611 BIBLE Dan, iv. 27 Breake off thy
sinnes by righteousnesse. 1649 MILTON Eikon. 2 The first

parlament he broke off at his coming to the Crown. 1712
HUGHES Spect. No. 554 p 7, I might break off the account
of him here. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 295 P 4 We find

several Matches broken off upon this very Head. 1855
MACAULAV Hist. Eng. III. 255 The conferences were soon
broken off.

b. intrt To leave off or stop abruptly.
^1340 HAMPOLE Prose Treat. 29 When bou base bene

besye vwtwarde . . bou sail breke offe and come agayne to bi

prayers. 1588 SHAKS. L, L, L. \. ii. 262 Not one word more my
maides, breake off, breake off. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesic
in. xii. (Arb.i 178 When we begin to speake a thing, and
breake of in the middle way. 1641 J.JACKSON True Evang.
T. ii. 122 We must not here breake off; let us continue on
the story. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic i. ii. (1840) 42 Upon
this their consultation broke off. 1841 MACAULAY in Tre-

velyan Life (18761 II. i.\. in He may break off in the middle
of a story.

c. = 32.
1725 DE FOE I'oy. round /F<w/<f (1840) 129 She found the

shore break off a little, and soon after a little more. 1833
Regttl. Instr. Cavalry i. 30 The front rank break off to the
left.

d. trans, ["from 33.] To sever or detach com-

pletely by breaking.
1530 PALSGR. 465/1, I breake of a pece or porcyon of a

thyng from the hole. 1611 BIBLE Ex. xxxii. 2 Breake off

the golden earerings which are in the eares of your wiues.

1710 STEELE Tatler No. 15 p i To the End of that Stamen
of Being in themselves which was broke off by Sickness.

1759 B. MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eng. I. Cornw. 4 Part of one of
them has been broke off.

e. intr. To detach oneself abruptlyfrom.
1606 SHAKS. Ant.

<5- Cl. i. ii. 132, I must from this enchant-

ing Queene breake off. 1862 STANLEY Jew. Ch. 11877) '

x. 198 A Jewish sect .. which professes to have broken off

from Israel at this time.

f. [from 34.] To sever connexion or relation

(u'ith\ to separate.
1647 W. BROWNE Polcx. n. 73 To breake off instantly with

the enemies of his greatnesse and religion. 1667 PEPYS
Diary 27 July, The King and my Lady Castlemaine are

quite broke otT, and she is gone away. 1709 STEELE Tatler
No. 36 P i False Lovers, and their shallow Pretences for

breaking off. 1827 SCOTT Surg. Dan, II. 158 Her ungrate-
ful lover was now occupied with the means, not indeed of

breaking off with her entirely, but, etc.

g. trans. To draw off sharply, withdraw com-

pletely from.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 107 Then must the retreat be

sounded, and . the Dogs be broken off. 1700 J. LAW COMIC.
Trade {17511 155 At whose pains, .ought the people of this

kingdom be broken off from this habit of idleness.

h. [from 28 b.] To intercept and repel.
1791 SMEATON Edystone L, 338 A sloping Bank . . to

break off the fury of the sea.

t i- intr. [from 24.] To start, begin. Obs.

1391 LYLY Sappho n. iii. 177 Then shall wee have sweet

musique. But come, I will not breake off.

j. Naut. (See quot.)
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. s.v. She breaks offfrom

tier course : applied only when the wind will not allow of

keeping the course; applies only to 'close-hauled' or 'on
the wind'. Broken off, fallen off, in azimuth, from the course.

To break on : see 41.
54. Break out.

a. trans, [from 33.] To force out by breaking.
1611 BIBLE Ps. Iviii. 6 Breake out the great teeth of the

young lyons. Mod. To break the glass out of a window,
the teeth out of a rake, etc.

b. intr. [from 37.] To burst or spring out from

restraint, confinement, or concealment. Said of

persons and things material, also of fire, light, etc.

a 1000 Beowulf 5085 Geseah t>a. .stream ut bonan brecan
of beor^e. f 1205 LAY. 30854 pat he [the pick] brae ut bi-

foren under his breaste. c 1340 HAMI-OLE Pr. Consc. 4465
Bot at be last bai sal breke out And destroy many landes
obout. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. Iviii. 8 Thanne shal breken out as
morutid thi ligt. Ibid. xxxv. 6. 1576 LAMBARDE Peramb.
Kent (1826' 261 Those very welles or springs, .whereof the
one breaketh out of the ground about Stallesfield. 1647
Sectary Dissected 17 What an ambush of Banditi is here
broken out against the poor Statutes ? 1679 W. LONGL-E-
VILLE in Hatton Corr. (1878) 183 Sunday last a fire or two
broke out in y* citty. 1763 WESLEY Jrnl, 21 Aug., The
sun broke out several times, and shone hot in my face.

1885 Manch. Exam. 6 July 5/1 A fire broke out and spread
with great rapidity.

c. said of a morbid eruption on the skin ; also

of an epidemic disease.

1535 COVERDALE Levit. xiii. 12 Whan the leprosy breaketh
out m the szkynne. 1640 FULLER Abel Redii>. 11867) H* 143
There brake out a grievous pestilence in that city. 1661

LQVELL Hist. Amm. $ Min. 327 The measells, which are
little swellings, red, breaking out in the skinn. 1711 ADDI-
SON Spect. No. 16 P 2 Those Blotches and Tumours which
break out in the Body. 1842 TENNYSON Walk, to Mail 7 1

The same old sore breaks out from age to age. 1851 DIXON
W. Penn xxxi.ii872) 298 The yellow fever broke out in

Philadelphia.
d. A person, or his body, is also said to break

out (in or into boils, etc.).
c 1300 Beket 2421 His flesch bigan to breken out : and

rotede and foule stonk. 1552 HUI.OET, Breajce oute, or

braste oute, as a mannes face doth with heate. 1651 HOBBES
JLeviatk. 1 1839) 309 The bodies of children . . breaking out
into biles and scabs. 1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2596,4 He is a
short . . Man, his Lips broke out. 1769 GOLDSM. Rom.
Hist. (1786) II. 144 His face was all broke out into ulcers.

1819 L. HUNT Indicator No. 7 (18221 1. 56 He used to break
out in enormous biles and blisters.

e. said of exclamations, feelings, passions,
traits ; of discord, riot, war, rebellion, etc.

1580 BARET A h\ B 1201 Laughter breaketh out soudainlie.

1398 DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. n. 35 My Heart must breake

within, or Woes breake out. 1649 MILTON./T/'&W. iv. (1851)

360 Besides this, the Rebellion in Ireland was now broke
out. 1715 BURSF.T Own Time II. 406 His speech was sup-
pressed for some days, but it broke out at last. 1845 S.

AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Rcf. I. 429 The natural antagonism
between them soon broke out. 1847 L. HUNT Men t Women,
fy Bks. II. xi. 274 Traits of him still break out. 1848 MAC-
AULAY Hist* Eng. I. 163 Formidable riots broke out in

many places. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsm. xxix. 284 His good-
ness of heart, which broke out on every occasion.

f. Persons or other agents are also said to break

out into or in some manifestation of feeling or

some action.

1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 19 A metrer breketh out in this

maner in praysing of this cite. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado i. i.

24 Did he breake out jnto teares? 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.
ix. 83 Thomas Piercy . . brake out into open Rebellion against
the Queen. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 45 p 6 She broke out
into a loud Soliloquy. 1795 SOUTH F.Y Joan ofArc vni. 316
The exultant French Break out in loud rejoicing. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 21 I. 185 Ctesippus again breaks out, and
again has to be pacified by Socrates. Mod. He's not a
confirmed dipsomaniac, Lut only breaks out now and again.

55. Break through, [f. branch VII. Through
is here originally a preposition, and the analysis is

to break through-a-fcnce^ not to break-through a

fence, but the prep, tends to attach itself to the

vb. as in L. pcrfringersy and is sometimes used

absol. as an adverb.]
a. trans. To penetrate a barrier of any kind'

by breaking it
;
to force one's way through.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 5827 He hit hym so hetturly . . pat lie

breke burgh the burd to the bare throte. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. iv. 528 Hypanis, profound, Breaks through tli*

opposing Rocks. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 53 F 8 A Satyr
peeping over the silken Fence, and threatening to break-

through it.

jftff- *597 HOOKER Reel. Pol. v. xlix. 6 Neither are they
able to break through those errors wherein they are settled.

1798 FERRIAR /llt<$tr. Sterne ii. 24 Wil, like beauty, can
break through the most unpromising disguise. 1847 '-

HUNT Men, Women, <y Bks. II. xi. 262 Those conventional

hypocrisies of which most people are ashamed, even when
they would be far more ashamed to break through them.

b. To burst through restraints of, transgress.
1712 BUDGELL Spect. No. 401 F 7, I purpose to break

through all Rules. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones i. iii, A cus-
tom he never broke through on any account. 1808 T. JEF-
FERSON Writ. (18301 IV. 129, I was unwilling it should le
broke through by others.

C. To project abruptly through.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. | ii. 80 Two rocks break through

the snow.

d. absol.

1526 TIN-DALE Matt. \\. 19 Where theves breake through
and steale. 1659 Burton's Diary 118281 IV. 273 The Chair
broke through and rose without a question. 1690 LOCKE
Ednc. 70 After Corruption had once broke thro'.

-56. Break np.
a. trans, [from i.] To break into many parts;

to disintegrate.
1752 BEAWKS Lex Mercat. 52 If a ship be broken up or

taken to pieces . . and afterwards . . be rebuilt . . she is now
another, and not the same ship. 1864 Derby Mercury 7 Dec.,
The steel pieces were broken up, and the iron ones were
beaten up into bars. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 7 He
cannot understand how an absolute unity, .can be broken

up into a number of individuals. 1876 J. H. NEWMAN Hist.
Sk. I. i. ii. 54 Heraclius succeeded in. .breaking up the Per-
sian power.

b. To rend or tear : see 2 a.

C. To cut up, carve : see 2 b.

d. [from 2
f.]

To dissolve, disband, put an end
to. give up ; as in to break a regiment, gang, par-
liament (o/>s.} ;

to break up a house, household,

housekeeping, school, an assembly.
1483 Act i Kich. ///, ii, Many worshipful Men ..were

compelled by Necessity to break up their Housholds. c 1500
Song in Rel. Ant. 1. 117 To l>rek upe the scole. 1647 WARD
Simp. Cobler 12 Glad to heare the Devi 11 Is breaking up
house in England, and removing somewhether else. 1721
Loud. Gaz. No. 5977/2 They . . broke up their Assembly.
1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xxix, My uncle, .had. . broken up
his housekeeping. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 70 We
fairly gave way and broke up the company.

e. absol. and intr. from preceding.

WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (1875) I. 52 The twentith daie of Julie,
the Convocation brooke upp at Poules. 1606 G. W[OOD-
COCKE] Ivstine 14 b Euery one bethinking how he might
priuly breake vp, and steale home to resist the Enemy.
1612 DRAVTON Poly-olb. v. 77 Then vp the Session brake.
i88a Boy's Own P. IV. 283 A few days later the school broke

up for the summer holidays.
f. trans, [from 5.] To open up (ground) with

the spade or plough.
1557 TUSSF.R loo Points Hnsb. Ixi, In January, husbandes

will breake vp their lay. 1611 BIBLK Jer. iv. 3 Breake vp
your fallow ground, a 1771 SMOLLKTT Humph. Cl. (1815)

192 The roads having been broke up by the heavy rains in

the spring, were.. rough. 1787 WINTER Syst. Husb. 129
The beginning of October is the best season for breaking-up
old pasture-lands.

fg. intr. [from 5 b.]
= break out, 54 d. Obs.

1561 HOLLYBCSH Horn. Apoth. i a, [It] maketh the skin

stronge, harde, and also cleane, that it break vp no more.
h. [from 8 b.] Of frost, (formerly) of an epi-

demic : To give, way, cease.

i6a6 BACON Syh<a g 383 In Barbary, the Plagues break up
in the Summer Moneths. x8ox NELSON in Nicolas Disp.
(1845) IV. 355 Before the frost broke up at Cronstadt,

i. [from 12 c.] To fail in physical organization.
fj. trans, [from 16, 17.] To burst open (a

barrier
,
make forcibly way into (a house", open

forcibly (a letter, box, etc.).

15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. \. cccxxii. 501 With great axes
they brake vp the dore. 1552 HULOET, Breake vp a wryt or

letter, resigno. 1578 TIMME Calvin on Gen. 199 The Lord
brake up the floodgates of the waters. 1646 Burd. Issach.
in Phenix (1708.1 II. 309 If any should offer violence to
break up the Doors. 1682 BUNVAN Holy War 278 When
we had broken it [the letter] up and had read the contents
thereof. 1700 BLACKMORE Job 108 He in the dark Breaks
houses up, on which he set his mark. 1712 PRIDEAUX
Direct. Ch,-Wardens (ed. 4^ 87 If any Person doth in the

Night-time break up the Church. 1827 CARLYLE Gerni.
R out. 111.223 Fixlein. .broke up the presentation as his own.

t k. absol. [from prec.] Obs.

1528 TINDALK Doctr. Treat. (18481 203 Let the judges.,
not break up into the consciences of men. 1535 COVERDALE
Matt. vi. 20 Where theues nether breake vp nor yet steale.

1. To begin or commence operations upon.
1688 Lend. Gaz. No. 2344/4 There was 500 Acres of Fresh

Grass, .broakupon May Day. 1711 ADDISON -S/7. No. 60
p 4 As a Mine not broken up.

"frn. intr. [from 39.]
To transpire. Obs.

1584 J. CARMICHAEL Let. in Wodrow Sac. Misc. 418 The
murder of the Prince of Orange first brack up and came by
speciall post.

tn. [from 40]. To burst (into flower). Obs.
c 1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. 45 The blossomes blyth brack

vp on banke and bra.

|& Phrase-key of BREAK T'. 'in addition to the adverbial
combinations! : / one's back, 7 b

;
/ ball, 31 ; b balls, 24 ;

b bank, n ;
/'in billiards, 24 ; /'blows with, 3 ; boils bt 4 ;

/' bonds, 25; /' bounds, 19 ; b brain, 12 b ; b bread, 3;
buds b, 40 ; bulk,43; cloth, 2a; ^cover, covert, 20; in

cricket, 31 ; day b, 41 ; day, 15 e
;
b deer, 2 b; fall, 28 b ;

/'fast, 29 c; fish /', 36 d ; flowers b, 32 c, 40; b fowl, fox, 2 b;
b free, 36 ; frost b, 8 b ; b ground, 44 ; b of habit, 33 ; b
one's head, 5 b; b one's heart, 7 c, 22; b horse, 14; b

house, 17 ;
/' ice, 45 ; b into, 38, 42 ; b jail, 19; b jest, 23;

b joint, 31 ; b journey, 28 b ; b a lance with, 3 ;
b law, 15 ;

/' loose, 36; b marriage, matrimony, 15 d; matter, 22;
b one's mind, 12 b, 22 ; morning b, 41 ; b one's neck, 7 b ;

b news, 22 ; /> oath, 15 c ; b officer, 35 ; /> on, 39, 41 ; /'open,

17
b ; /> parle, 24 ; b parliament, 2 f ; b peace, 15 ;

b in

pieces, i; /-of practice, 33; b Priscian's head, sb; ^prison,
19 ; b promise, 15 c ; b ranks, 26 ; b regiment, 2 f ; b rest,

29 ;
/' sheer, 31 ;

b ship, 2 d ; b siege, 27 ; b sigh, 23 ;
b

silence, sleep, 29 ; /' small, i ; b smile, 23 ; b soil, sob; b

spirit, 13; b sppusehood, 15 d
;
b square(s, 46; stillness,

29 ; b a straw with, 3 ;
b on torture, 70;^ trade, 24 ; b upon,

39, 41 ; b vein, 4 ; voice b
t 6 ;

b water, 20 b ; waves b. 10 ;

b on wheel, 7 b ;
b wind, 12 b, 47 ; b with, 2 e, 22 b, 34 ;

/' wool, 2 c ; b one's word, 15 c ; b words with, 3.

Break-. The verb-stem in composition forming
sbs. or adjs.

I. With verb + object.
1. Forming sbs., as break-bones, the Ossifrage

or Osprey ; break-bulk, one who breaks bulk, a

captain that abstracts part of his cargo ; break-
club (Golf\ any obstacle on which the player
might break his club; f break-forward, an alleged
old name of the hare

; f break-gap, that which

opens a passage ; f break-hedge, a trespasser ;

t break-league, a breaker of a league or treaty ;

t break-love, a disturber or destroyer of love ;

f break-net, the Dog-fish or Thresher ; t break-

peace, a peace - breaker ; f break - promise, a

promise-breaker ; f break - pulpit, a boisterous

preacher ; t break - vow, a breaker of vows ;

break-wind dial.^ a disease of sheep.
1881 A. C. GRANT Bush Life Queensl. xxix. II. 133 One

of the men . . has managed to stop the "break-aways.
1838 POK A. G. Pym Wks. 1864 IV. 123 It is frequently
called the 'break- bones, or osprey peterel. x&aj R. HAW-
KINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) 166 To smother their owne dis-

loyalties, in suffering these "breake-bulks to
escape. i87

Chambers Inform. II. 67, Lifting^ of *Break-chibs.
loose impediments within twelve inches of the ball may
be removed on or off the course when the ball lies on
grass. < 1300 frames of Hare in Rel. Ant. I. 13 The
make-fare, the *breke -forwart. 1645 PAGITT Hercsiogr.
(1662) Ep. Ded., The *break-gap to all those mischiefs

that flowed in upon the King. 1573 TUSSF.R Hnsb. (18781 33
Keepe safe thy fence, scare "breakhedge thence. 1583
STANVHURST sEneis iv. (Arb.) 113 Al faythlesse *break

leages. Ibid, 143 Like a *breaklooue mak'bat adultrer.

1583 J. HIGINS juniits* fromenclator, ''Breakenet, a sea-

dog or dogfishe. 16*3 MINSHEU Sp. Diet., Lamia, a cer-

taine dog-fish called a Breaknet. 1593 Pass. Morrice 73
Our only *breakepeace. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv. i. 196, I

will thinks you the most patheticall*breake-promise. 1589
Marprel. Epit. F, Som of our bishops are very great
*breakepu Ip its. 1583 STANYHURST SEneis iv. (Arb.) 444 This
*brakeuow naughtye. 1596 SHAKS. John n. ii. 569 That
Broker, that still breakes the pate of faith. That dayly
breake-vow. 1823 HOC;G Shcph. Cat. I. no It never saw
either braxy or "*breakwind.

2. Forming adjs. t
as break-ax, that breaks axes,

as in Break-ax Tree, Sloa-neajamaiecnsis\ break-



BREAK.

bone, bone-breaking, as in break-bone fever,
the dengue, an infectious eruptive fever of warm
climates ; break-covert, that breaks covert ;

f break - dance, disturbing, turbulent. See also

BREAK-BACK, BIIKAK-NBCK.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 250 The *Brake-a.\e Tree. It

is so very hard that it is found a difficult matter even to cut
it down. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 1073 Excru-

ciating pains in the head, eyes, muscles of the neck, loins,
and extremities are prominent traits of the affection ; hence
the name *breakbone fever. 1885 LADY BKASSEY The
Trades 395 A ship with several cases of

'

Dengue ', or
' Breakbone fever

'

on board. 1820 KEATS Isabella xxviti,
The v

break-covert blood-hounds. 1586 J. HOOKER Girald.
Irel. Ep. Ded., This brainesicke and *breakeclanse Girald
of Desmond . . did breake into treasons.

II. With the vb. used atlrib. = breaking \
as

break-piece, break-iron.
1879 G. PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone 253 An electromagnet

with a self-interrupting *breakpiece attached to its armature.
1881 Mechanic 383. 166 The 'break-iron by which the

shaving is turned in its upward course.

Break (brt
7i
k), sb Also 4 brek, 5-6 breko,

5-7 breake. [f. BREAK z>.]

1. An act of breaking ; breakage, fracture.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6344 Wit-vten ani brek or brist. Ibid.

8044 Wit-vten brek of ani bogh. c 1440 Prontp, Parv. 49
Breke, or brekynge, ruptura, fractura. 1870 Standard
12 Dec., The great operation had been stopped by the break
of a bridge of boats.

b. With adverbs, expressing the action of the

corresponding verbal combinations (BHKAK v. 48-
56) ;

as break-away, break-in, break-out,
BREAK-DO \vx, BREAK-UP, etc.

1885 Times 4 June 10/3 After several 'breaks away the 12

competitors were despatched to an excellent start. 1856
KANE Arc. Expl. II. vii. 83 My joy at this first 'break-in

upon its drudgery. i8ao SCOTT Abbot xxvi, They would
be sure to make a *break-out if the officers meddled with
the auld Popish witch-wife. 1870 Standard 12 Dec., On
the break-out of the war.

2. Break of day or morn : the first appearance
of light, the dawn. So Break ofJune : the begin-

ing or opening days of June.
1584 LODGE Alarum, Forb. # Prise. 21 b, The careful

Marrmer. .sought for his Loade starre, and at breake of

morning, .found it out. 1597 DRAYTON Mortimer. 107 The
misty breake yet proues a goodly day. 1647 W. BROWNE
Polex. n. 205 At the fifth dayes break, those that were in
the top of the maine Mast began to cry, Land 1708 Land.
Gaz. No. 4471/3 Lieu tenant-General Dedemwas. .order'dto

the break of morn. 1820 KEATS Isabella iv. 26 A whole long
month of May in this sad plight Made their cheeks paler by
the break of June.

f 3. An irruption, a breaking in. Obs.
c 1565 R. LINDSAY Chron. Scot. (1728) 57 The Englishmen

had wasted so much on the borders, without any occasion
or break of him to England.
f4. A breaking forth, a burst (of sound). Obs.

1750 [R. PULTOCK] Life P. Wilkins xxxiii. (1883) QO/I The
order of their flight was admirable, and the break of the

trumpets so great, .that I wondered how they could bear it.

5. Cricket. A 'twist' or deviation of the ball

from its previous direction on touching the ground.
Break-back : the breaking in of a ball from the off

side (i. e. with a right-handed bowler}.
1866 Jerks infrom Short Leg 74 The break-back remov-

ing a bail destroys in a moment the vision of triumph.
1881 Standard 18 June 3/1 Steel beat him with the break,
and Hone stumped him well. 1881 Macm. Mag. XLIII.
288/2 By virtue of a good pitch and a break back. 1884 I.

BLIGH in Lillywhite's Cricket Ann. 7 Considerable com-
mand over the ball in respect of pitch and break. 1886

Daily Neivs 22 July 5/1 Mr. Tylecote. .was bowled by an
unplayable break-back of Mr. Spofforth's.

6. a. Billiards. A consecutive series of success-

ful strokes; the number of points thus scored.
b. Similarly in Croquet.
1865 Times 10 Apr., Mr. Russell vastly improved in his

play, making some very excellent breaks. 1874 J. HEATH
Croquet Player 55 Do not let the balls you are playing
on in your break get too close together. 1883 Landfy Water
10 Feb. 99 It is evidently possible, given the necessary
nerve and skill, for breaks of 500 and upwards to be made
on the billiard tables of the present make.
7. A broken place, gap, or opening : of more

general application than BREACH.
411300 Cursor M. 14012 par sco fand ani breck or sare,

Wit nir smerl sco smerd bare. 1539 Act 31 Hen. I'lII, v,
It shalbe lawfull. -to make dere leapes and breakes in the
said hedges. 1688 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVII. 987
At the breakes of some banks, I have found veins of Clay.
1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. AV.y Invent. 97 Where these Holes or
Breaks are met with. 1836 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Humholdt's
Trav. ii. 39 The Peak of '1 eyde . . appeared in a break above
the clouds. 1879 SECUIN Black For. xiv. 336 He might
wander, .without finding a break in the mountain wall.

t b. An opening, a bay. Obs.

'557 PAYKEL Barclay's Jngurth 80 For about the
extreme partes of Affrike be ij brekes of the sea [L. sinus]
nere together.
8. An interruption of continuity : a. in anything

material ; spec, in geological strata, a fault ; also
in the deck of a ship see quot. 1850).
17*5 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 264^

The hollow
channel in the middle where there was a kind of fall or
break in it.

1^47 HOOSON Miners Diet. Yviijb, Signs of
some Break, Lhun, or Vein. 1791 SMEATON Edystone, L.

1075

209 Probably with several breaks, as is usual in the

arrangement of the Strata of the earth. 1831 MARRYAT A'.

Forster xxxii, Captain Drawlock walked to the break of
the gangways. 1840 R. DANA Bcf. Alast xiii. 32 Foster
went as far as the break of the deck, and there waited for

him. c 1850 Ritdim. Navig. < Wealei 101 Break, the sudden
termination or rise in the decks of some merchant ships,
where the aft and sometimes the forepart of the deck is kept
up to give more height between decks.

b. in a course of action or time.

1689 SHERLOCK Death iii. 4 (1731) 114 It makes a Break
in our Lives. 1830 LYEI.L Princ. Gaol. I. 134 This remark-
able break in the regular sequence of physical events. 1878
LADY HERBERT Hubners Ramble \. xii. 184 The run is

5,000 miles without a break. 1878 MOKLKY Diderot I. 252
He would pass a whole month without a day's break, work-

ing ten hours a day at the revision of proof-sheets.
C. in a discourse or composition ; in the rhythm

of a verse; also in printed matter. Occas. attrib.^

as in break-line.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Grain. A Jiij b, You fiude the

word in the Margent in that breake [paragraph] against it.

1710 SWIFT Taticr No. 230 ! 6 The Breaks at the End of
almost every Sentence. 1779JOHNSON .#*7if&, L.F, (1816)

IX. 393 The Alexandrine . . invariably requires a break at

the sixth syllable. 1885 Law A',/. Queen's B. XIV. 727
There is no bre;ik in the section, and the words '

in any
highway', govern all that follows.

d. Marks
| ] employed in print or writing

to indicate abrupt pauses.
1733 Sun T OH Poctry\\'\n$. 1755 IV. i. 186 In modern wit

:ill printed trash is Set off with num'rous breaks - - - and
dashes . 1862 T. TROLLOM; Marietta I. x. 183 An un-

limited supply of que.it ion stops, mark> of admiration, italic?-,

and breaks.

9. J/jiV. a. The point of separation between

the different registers of a voice, b. ' In an organ

stop ; The sudden alteration of the proper scale-

series of pipes by returning to those of an octave

lower in pitch
'

s
Stainer and Barrett).

1881 C. A. EDWARDS Organs 153 As a rule on modern

organs the breaks are made on the C sharp keys. 1883
Ct'RU'EN Standard Course 105/2 Passages running across

the 'break' can be sung with an even quality of voice.

Ibid, 107/1 The break between the upper and lower thick

registers is easily noticed in male voices.

10. Something abruptly breaking the line, or

level ;
an irregularity, roughness, knot etc.

1756 BURKE Sttbl. $ B. Wks. I. 241 The fine variation is

lost in wrinkles, sudden breaks, and right lines. 1771 SIT;

J. REYNOLDS Disc. iv. (1876) 362 A portrait-painter..leaves

out all the minute breaks, .in the face. 1787 BEST Atigliuff
led. 2* 168 Break, a knot in the joint of a rod.

b. Archtt (see quots.)
1685 EVELYN Diary 118271 HI- 178 Windows and Column*

at the break and entrance of free-stone. 1807 HUTTON
Course Mat/i. II. 88 The breaks of the windows themselves
are 8 feet 6 inches high, and i foot 3 inches deep. 1823 I'.

NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 441 Any portion of the exterior

side of a building which protrudes itself towards the spec-

tator, is denominated a projection or break.

11. A number of chests of tea, a lot or consign-
ment.
1864 Times 4 Nov. Breaks of Canton scented orange

pekoe. 1883 Ibid. 24 Mar. 6 In a break of 600 chests you
will find an absolute uniformity of weight, both of package
and contents and of quality.

12. A portion of ground broken up for cultiva-

tion
;
a tract distinct in surface or appearance.

1674 KAY .V. # /:. Count. IVds. 60 Break, land plowed the

first year after it hath Iain fallow in the sheep walks. Norf.

1767 A. YOUNG Fanner's Lett. PeopL n, I have., seen

Breaks of wheat of five quarters per acre. 1794 Statist.

Ace. Scot. XI. 152 Such farms as are divided into 3 inclo-

sures, or, as they are commonly called, breaks. 1878 BLACK
Green Past. II. 14 Young rabbits .. turned through the

dry heather to the sandy breaks. 1883 Xatitre XXVII.
446 The

' break' or oasis, believed, .to exist in the interior

of Greenland.

13. dial. A large number or quantity.
1808 JAMIESOX Break, a considerable number of people, a

crowd; as a break o/ folk, Fife. 1880 /('. Cornwall Gloss.

(E. D. S.'i, Brake, a large quantity : particularly applied to

flowers, as a ' brake of honeysuckle '. 1884 (i. C. DAVIKS

Norfolk Broads xxxii. 247 The sky was cloudless, &. the

stars remarkably brilliant. .Alluding to the * break
'

of stars

above us, the man said that it foretold rough stormy weather.

Break, s>-- Also brake. [Derivation not quite
certain: app. f. BREAK v. y in the sense 'to break

a horse' ; but it is said in Knight's Anier. Mcch.

Diet- to be a general name for the fore-part or

frame of a carriage, so that it may possibly be an

application of BRAKE j.5]
1. A large carriage-frame ^having two or four

wheels) with no body, used for breaking in young
horses.

1831 LOUDON Cycl. Agric, (ed. aj 1002 The training of
coach-horses commences with, .driving in a break or four-

wheeled frame. 1865 Derby Mercury i Mar., A horse-
breaker's drag, or break, with two horses harnessed to it.

2. A large wagonette.
1874 LADY BARKER A1

". Zealand iv. 123 In their comfort-
able and large break with four horses. 1882 Proc. Bern.".

Nat. Club IX. in. 451 A brake and four conveying a large
party. 1884 P'CESS ALICE Mem. 72 Louis drove me and his
two brothers in a break. 1885 Manch. Exam. 23 Apr. 5/2
The large brakes which convey pleasure-seekers.

Break, var. spelling of BRAKE s&;~,
3

, $, 7, z/.i

Breakable '^brj'-kab'l), a. [f. BREAK v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being broken, frangible.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 2 Breakable, fragilis. 1611 COTGR.,

BREAKER.

Brisable, burstable, breakeable. 1646 FULLER Wounded
Cause. (1841) 278 Christ's bones were in themselves break-

able. 1844 Proc. Bcrw. Nat. Club II. xn. 100 Breaking
the eggs and every other thing breakable.

Hence Brea'kableness.
1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. III. iv. xv. 13 The character

on which he fixes hrst is frangibility breakableness to bits.

Breakage 1
.br^-kods). [f. BREAK v. + -AGE.]

1. The action or fact of breaking.
1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Disf.X. 373 There has already

been much breakage. 1827 Q. Rev. XXXV, 151 The break-

age of the crockery was the grand coup-de-theatre. 1831
CARLYLK^I^. Res. n. ii, In their [children's] wanton break-

ages and defacements, you shall discern a creative instinct.

b. Music. The change in the quality of the

voice in passing from one ;

register
'

to another.

1883 C\:n\\~ux Standard Course 105/2 It is remarkable that

ihe change of breakage into this register should be just an
octave higher than that into the thin register.

2. The results of breaking; loss or damage
caused by breaking.
1848 ARNOULD Mar. Insitr. (18661 II. in. i. 667 A certain

per centage is fixed, .as the ordinary amount of leakage and

breakage for which the Underwriter is in no case "liable.

1849 FLLKSE Comnt. Class-Bk. 77 When gold dust, or the

precious metals in ore, are bought, the loss of weight or off-

fiill in refining, called in some places breakage.
3. An interruption caused by breaking ;

a break.

1871 FARRAK IVitn. Hist. i. 36 Here thui are miracles..

breakages in the unbroken continuity. 1881 STOKES in

Nature No. 626. 614 If there was a breakage in the cable

MJinething like 300 miles off.

4. A'attf.
x
see quot.)

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. 130 Breakage, the leaving
f empty spaces in stowing the hold.

Breakage -, var. form of

Brea'k-back, a.
[f. BREAK v. + HACK ifi.i ;

cf.

BUEAK-XECK,] That breaks the back
; crushing,

over heavy.
T5S6 J' HEYWOOD Spider $ F. l.xxii. 16 Our bruukbacke

burdens. 1607 J. DAYIKS Summa Tot. 21 iL>.) All breake-
backe Crosses which we vndergo. 1822 W. COUBI.IT Rnr.
Rides (1885' L 104 All the break-back and sweat-extracting
work.

Break-back (Cricket ,
: see BREAK sb.i 5.

Break-down (biv'kdciun ;
see below). [f.

the verbal phrase break down (see BREAK v. 50).
In this and similar verbal formations, the stress seems

primarily to be cvi-n >/'mr/l- dmvn^ or with stronger fon.u

on the adv. \brea>k dtWn
;
but in familiar and well-esta-

blished expressions ias sense 2
, there is a tendency to take

the combination without analysis as a single word, and to

say brea,'kdow\ii) or even &rea'kdenvn : this is also regu-

larly done in attributive use, as in 'breakdown ga'ng'j.j

1. The act of breaking and falling down ;
a ruin-

ous downfall, a collapse, lit. andy?^.
1832 MAKRYA i A*. Forster xxii, These unfortunate break

d&tvns. 1835 BRUU'NING Paracelsus in. 70 The break-down
of my general aims. 1883 CHALMKKS Local Govt. 152 Any
break-down or hitch in the working of the sanitary laws.

b. esp. A fracture or dislocation of machinery

resulting in a stoppage. Hence attrih., as in

break-down gang* train.

1852 J. LUDLOW Master Engineers, AV. 105 Double pay
for o\'er-time caused by break-down or accident. 1863
Tunes 6 Apr., Break-down gangs from Peterborough and
Grantham. 1866 Standardly Sept. 4/5 A mine where there

had been a breakdown.
c. Of the animal functions, or health.

1858 J. H. BKNNET Nutrition iv. 91 A complete break-

down of the general health. 1875 M. PATTISON Casaitbon

465 Walter Scott had the first warning of his own break-

down in similar symptoms.
2.

' A riotous dance, with which balls are often

terminated in the country. A dance in the peculiar

style of the negroes.' Uarllett Diet. Amcr. (U. S.;

but frequently humorously in Kng.)
a 1864 A'ciu Eng, Talcs (Bartlett\ Don't clear out when

the quadrilles are over, for we are going to have a break-

down to wind up with. 1877 BURNAND l Ride to Khiva' n
Clog-dancers, or nigger duettists, at a Music Hall with a

breakdown. 1881 6V. Words XXII. 41/2 The men fol-

lowed with a fiendish
' breakdown '.

Breaker 1
(biv'-kai). Also 2-6 breker, (5-6

Sc. -ar). [f.
BREAK v. + -EI: l.] lie who or that

which breaks (in various senses of verb.).

1. One who breaks, crushes, or destroys ;
so

breaker off, etc.
;
and with denning sb. as HOUSE-

BUEAKKK, SHIP-BREAKER, etc., q. v.

1:1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 Xe mihte nawiht brekere bon

icloped. <ri535 DL:\VES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1040 The
peas . . is . . breker of strife. 1563 Homilies n. Fasting u.

11859) 2^8 A breaker of his fast. 1597!". PAYNE Royal Exch.
14 They become eyther breakers or banckerers. a 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Cypress Gro-ce Wks. 118 Death. .is the

reasonless breaker off of all actions. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes
iv. 193 A Breaker of Idols. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. \\. 143
Horn-handed breakers of the glebe.

b. spec. One who cards wool. cf. BRJCAK v. 2 c.)

1514 Act 6 Hen. !'///, ix. i The Breaker or Kember to

deliver again . . the same Wooll so broken and kembed. 1764
BURN Poor Laws 156 Three weavers and spoolers, two

breakers, etc.

c. One who makes known (tidings, etc.).

1864 TENNYSON Aylmers F. 594 A breaker of the bitter

news from home.

2. One who transgresses or violates a law, oath,

convention, etc.

138* WYCLIF 2 Mace. xiii. 7 It bifelle the breker of lawc

for to die. 1483 Catk. Angl. 42 A Breker or tryspaser ;

135-2



BREAKER. 1076 BREAK-UP.

preuaricatort transgressor, 1535 COVERDALE Ezek. xvi. 38
A breaker of wedlocke and a murthurer. 1596 SHAKS. i

Hen. IV, i. ii. 132 He [Falstaff] was neuer yet a Breaker of
Prouerbs : He will giue the diuell his due, 1765 BLACK-
STONE Comin. 1. 350 Constables, .may apprehendall breakers
of the peace. 1864 H. SPENCER Illustr. Univ. Progr. 61
Some courageous breaker of conventions.

b. In comb, with defining sb., as COVENANT-,
LAW-, SABBATH-BREAKER, etc., q. v.

3. One who subdues, tames, or trains. Also
breaker in, and in comb. t as HORSE-BREAKER.
1552 HiLOEr, Breaker of horse, or other beast brutysh.

1818 SCOTT /. M. Perth I. 23 The breaker of mad horses -
the tamer of wild Highlandmen. 1834 Fraser's Mag. IX.

93 A breaker-in of dogs. 1860 Encycl. Brit. XX. 220
Whenever the dog in advance points, it is the breaker's duty
to make all the rest that acknowledge the scent to point.
4. That which breaks

; as a break-water (obs.*},

a harrow (see quot. 1/99). In many comb., as

COAL-, ICE-, ROCK-BREAKER, q. v.
1661 HtCKLRixciLL Jamaica, 47 There is no landing . . by

reason of the fury of the waves (not pacified by any Break-

ers). 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 96 Some [harrows}
are made large enough to be a draught for two horses,
which are distinguished by the name of Breakers.

b. spec. The name of various machines for

crushing the dried stems of flax or hemp, and for

performing the first operation in carding cotton, etc.

1817 Parl, Deb. 1059 The stems of flax and hemp . . are

passed through two machines, the first called a breaker, the
second a rubber. 1875 URE Diet. Arts 1.972 After passing
through the first or ' breaker card ', the cotton is put through
the '

finisher'. 1879 Cas.sell's Techn. Educ, IV. 274/2
The slivers produced by the breakers, as the first set of en-

gines is called?

5. A heavy ocean-wave which breaks violently
into foam against a rocky coast or in passing over

reefs or shallows. Breakers ahead !
* the common

pass-word to warn the officer of broken water in

the direction of the course
'

1684 I. MATHER Remark. Provid. (1856) 43 If the Pro-
vidence of God had not by the breakers given them timely
warning they had been dashed to pieces. 1740 \Vooo-
HOOFE in Hanway Trav. (17621 I. iv. li.\. 275 When there is

any sea, the breakers are visible. 1845 DARWIN I'oy. Nat.
xiv. (18521 305 The great wave broke in a fearful line of

white breakers. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 51 Along that

breaker-beaten coast. Ibid. 549 Till hard upon the cry of
'breakers' came The crash of ruin. '879 BEERBOHM Pata-

gonia 3 Suddenly we heard a shout of
* Breakers ahead !'

and every one turned pale.

f 6. A kind of firework. Obs.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. in. n8/i Rackets, Crack-

ers, breakers and such like, glues blowes and reports with-

o'U number. 1635 J. BABINCTON Pyrotechn. xxxvi. 43 Your
reports or breakers for this work shall be made as follows.

Breaker -
(brvi'ka-i), Xaitt. [Commonly be-

lieved to be a corruption of Sp. bareca or barrica
;

cf. BARECA, BAKBIUO.] A small keg or cask.

1833 MARRYAT /'. Simple xxxiii, A breaker or two (that is,

small casks holding about seven gallons each) of water was
put into each boat. 1835 Jac. Faithf. xx, The purser
sent a breaker of spirits on shore. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's

Pocket Bk. vi. (ed. 2> 227 They will be found very useful for

carrying both provisions and water, and stow better than
breakers.

t Brea'keress. Obs. rare. In 4 brekeresse.

[f. prec. + -ESS.] A woman who breaks.

1382 WYCI.IK Jt'r. iii. 7 The brekeresse of lawe, Juda, hir

sister. 8 The lawe brekeresse.

Breakfast ,bre-kfast). Also 5 brekfast, 6

breke-, breck-, 6-7 breakefast. [f.
BKEAK v. 29 c

+ FAST.]
1. That with which a person breaks his fast in

the morning ; the first meal of the day.
1463 Mann, fy Honseh. E*p. 224 Exspensys in brekfast,

-\j. d. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VI1^ xxii. Pream., Ye were at your
brekefast. 1528 MORE Hercsyes iv. Wks. 251/1 1'hat men
shoulde go to masse as well after sowper as before brekefast.

1594 LADY RUSSELL in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 233 III. 40 Be-
cawse I here your Lordship meaneth to be gon early in the

morning, I am bowld to send your pale thin cheecks a com-
fortable little breckfast. 1762 GOLDSM. Nash 46 People
of fashion make public breakfasts at the assembly-houses.
1793 COWPEK Lett. 25 Apr., My only time for study is now
before breakfast. 1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell Third HI. xii,

Dinners convivial and political. . Breakfasts professional and
critical. i86oTvNDALL Glac. i. 27. 207 My assistants were

preparing breakfast.

2. Occas. in wider sense : That which puts an
end to a fast, a meal.
1526 TINDALE Hub. xii. 16 Esau which for one breakfast

solde his right. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 34, I would
haue beene a break-fast to the Beast. 111700 DRYDEN (J.)
The wolves will get a breakfast by my death.

3. Comb, and Attrib., as breakfast-bell> ^-board,

-parlour, -party, -room, -stall, -table, -time
;
break-

fast-set, the crockery in use at breakfast.

1843 T. MARTIN in Eraser's Mag. Dec., The '"breakfast-

bell had sounded. 1544 Privy Purse Exp. P'cess Mary
(Madden*i49 Item paid, .for mending the *Brekefaste-borde
and fyre-Shovell. 1834 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. vi. vii. 365 In
remote streets, men are drinking

*breakfast-coffee, c 1815
JANE AUSTEN Nortliang. Ab. (1833' II. vii. 142 She found
her way to the "breakfast-parlour. 1871 MORLF.Y Crit. Misc.

(1886) I. 298 The hard geniality of some clever college-tutor
of stiff manners, entertaining undergraduates at an official

breakfast party. 1837 LOCKHART Scoi^\\\. 404 A charm-
which

yoi
Co

ing
A
th

"break fast-roon
TEtt Xortkang.
"breakfast set.

ch looks to the Tweed, c 1815 JANE
AUSTEN Nortkang. Ab. 11833) U- v "- J 43 'J'he elegance of

1838 DICKENS O. Twist 144/1 A well-

spread
*breakfast-table. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World

(1840) 276 Even before *breakfast-time. 1815 SCOTT Guy M.
xlv, He had ridden the whole day since breakfast-time.

Breakfast (bre'kiast), v. [f. prec.]
1. intr. To break one's fast (see BREAK v. 29 c) ;

to take the first meal of the day.
1679 EVERARD Popish Plot ii After break-fasting peace-

ably. 1752 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 200 p6 A back room,
where he always breakfasted when he had not great com-

pany. 1883 FROUDE Short Stud. IV. n. ii. 181 If an under-

graduate now and then breakfasted with his tutor, the

undergraduate was shy.
2. trans. To provide with breakfast, entertain at

breakfast.

1793 T. JEFFERSON Writ. IV. 83 They will breakfast
on. 1885 M. PATTISON Mem. 50, I was breakfasted by
^opleston.

Brea'kfaster. One who breakfasts.

1845 SYD. SMITH Irish Rom. Cath. Ch. Wks. 1859 II. 334/1
'

Oh, don't you know what has happened?' said the sacred
breakfaster. 1864 Realm 13 Apr. 6 There are plenty of bad
breakfasters.

Breakfasting, vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec.
-
-ING*.]

The taking of breakfast. Also attrib.,, as in break-

Jasting-housC) -place, -time.

1732 DE FOE, etc. ToitrGt. Brit. (I769"* II. i72Now turned
into a Breakfasting-House. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II.

177 We have made but sorry Breakfasting*, a 1771 SMOL-
LETT Humph. Cl. (18151 68 Yesterday, .she went by herself

to a breakfasting in one of the rooms.

Brea'kfastleSS, a. [see -LESS.] That is

without a breakfast.

1795 SOUTH EY Lett.fr. Spain (1799) 41 After having tra-

velled twenty miles, .almost breakfastless. 1868 BROWNING
Ring ff Bk. vii. 835 He may go breakfastless and dinnerless.

Breaking i^brji-kirj >,
vbl. sb.

[f.
BKEAK v. +

-ING 1
.] The action of the vb. BREAK.

1. in transitive senses.

C975 Rushtv. Gosp. Luke xxiv. 35 On brecunge breodes.

^1300 Cursor M. 8044 iGott.) Widuten breking of any bow.

1382 St-l. Wks. III. 521 Cristis dLsciplis knevven him in

brekynge of ^>e breed. 1514 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michael's

Bp. StortforddSS&n For brekyng ofGround in the cherche
at the buryyng of her husband. 1533-4 ^ ci 25 H n - VIII

t

xviii. i Spinninge, cardinge, breakinge, and sorting of
wolles. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie ( Arb. > 258 Euery poore
scholler . . cals it the breaking of Priscians head. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Rrr. in. i. 74 Breake any breaking here, and
He breake your knaues pate. 1722 WOLLASTON Rclig.Nat.
ix. 202 Burnings, crucifixions, breakings upon the wheel.

1813 Examiner 18 Jan. 42/2 A breaking of windows on the

ground-floor. 1823 LOCKHART Reg. Dalton \. iv. (1842,) 19.

b. with an adverb : see the vb.

1607 HIEKON Wks. I. 270 No breaking off of olde sinnes.

1610 JfS. Ace. Si. John's Ho$p,, Canterb., For breacking
owt of a tre. 1850 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom xxiii. 226 Dodo
. . was now getting his breaking in, at the hands of his

young master. 1864 BUKTON Scot Abr. II. i. 77 A general
breaking-open of the prisons. 1868 W. COLLINS Moonst.

(1871. 234 The breaking-ofi" of the engagement.
2. in intransitive senses.

1647 FULLER Good Th. in Worse T. ("18411 74 Pref., The
difference betwixt downright breaking and craving time of

their creditors. 1662 GERBIER Print. 39 A noise of break-

ing of their Waves on the Shoar. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe

(1840) xiii, The breaking of the sea upon their ship. 1727
Eng. Tradfsm. vii. 11841) I. 47 Breaking is the death

of a tradesman. 1874 BLACK Pr. Thule 8 The breaking of
the waves along the hard coast.

b. with an adverb.

1535 COVERDALE "Job xxx. 14 Ye
breakynge in of waters.

1563 Homilies \\. Disobedience i. (18591 551 The breach of
obedience and breaking in of rebellion. 1711 ADDISON
Sped. No. 39 f 5 Abrupt Pauses and Breakings-off in the

middle of a Verse. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) iii, My
breaking away from my parents.

3. Breaking of the day \ daybreak, dawn.
1523 LD. BEKSERS Froiss. I. xviii. 25 In the brekyng of

the daye ii. trompettis of Scotland mette with the Knglisshe
scout-watche. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xxxii. 24 There wrestled a
man with him, vntill the breaking of the day. 1658 A.
Fox tr. Wnrtz' Sttrg, n, xviii. 128 At mornings near the

breaking of the day they are most pained.

1 4. A breach or
gap. Obs,

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cv[i]. 23 He suld am have for-lorn ; If

noght Moises. . Had standen in brekinge in his sight. 1676
MOXON Print Letters 24 The Breakings and Wants in the
Arches you must work in by hand.

5. A piece of land newly broken up. ( U. S.}
1883 Pamphlet Jamestown (Dakota) Board of Tr., He

earned enough besides, with what he raised on his break-

ing, to keep himself.

6. Breaking-out : an eruption ; an outburst.

1552 HULOET, Breakyng out of chyldreus mouths called
exulceration. <z 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Jos. III.

Wks. 44 The authors of every breaking-out and sedition.

1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spa xv. 115 The Scab, the Itch, the
Scurff . . and all such breakings out. 1783 F. MICHAELIS in

Mcd. Common. I. 356 There appeared a breaking-out on the
forehead. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. <V Schoolm. xxv. (1857) 544
On the breaking out of the controversy.
7. Breaking np, = BREAK-UP.
1463 Bury Jf7//f (1850)34,! wil that my houshold be kept

hool to gedyr. .yj
hool wykkes aftir my dissees and at the

brekyng vp I wil myn executours and they haue a good
dyner to gedyr. 1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. 195 To giue them
Theams before their breaking vp at noone. 1726 AMHERST
Terrx Fit. xiii. 222 Many a school-boy has done more than
this for his breaking-up task. 1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 625
It is presumed the boy will come home at breakings-up.
1832 Xaf. Philos. fU. K. S.I II. Pneunt. Introd. 70 The
breaking-up of the monsoons is the name given by sailors

to the shifting of the periodical winds.

8. attrib. as in breaking-weight \ breaking-crop,

the first crop on newly broken ground ; breaking-

frame, a machine for drawing out the slivers in

spinning wool.

1813 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon 181 It has occurred . . for

lay oats to have been made the breaking-crop. 1851 llhtst.

Lond. News 4 Jan. 10 The breaking weight being 30 tons.

1875 URE Diet. Arts III. 1163 The slivers, .are drawn out
and extended by the rollers of the breaking-frame.

Breaking (br^-kin),///. a.
[f.

BREAK ^.]

1. That breaks, in various senses (chiefly intr.}
of the verb.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. n. ii. 128 A drop of water in the

breaking gulfe. 1593 Rich. //, in. ii. 3 Your late tossing
on the breaking Seas. 1655 S. ASHE fun. Serm. 18 June
1 1 He was ready to fall upon idolatrous Israel with breaking
blowes. 1674 FAIRFAX Bulk 4- Selv. 51 Beams differently

breaking or refrangible. 1678 MANTON Wks. (1871' II. 190
His ruinous and breaking condition. 1713 YOUNG Last
Day n. 187 Breaking dawn Rouz'd the broad front. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) Ecumc, the froth or foam of

a breaking sea. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xxiv, Within her

breaking heart. 1820 BYRON Juan v. cliv, To save the

credit of their breaking bank. 1881 Daily AVrw 9 July 2

Lucas was bowled for a breaking balL

b. with down, in. /, etc.

J853 KANE Grintiell Exp. xxxviii. (1856) 347 The first

breaking-in day of Spring. 1858 GREENER Gunnery 237 An
apparently cra7y and breaking-up constitution displays
itself most clearly. 1879 MACCARTHY Own Times II. 306
1'he confusion was that of a breaking-down system.
2. In comb, with sbs., as heart-breaking^ etc.

1874 ALDRICH Prud. Palfrey vii. (18851 J
1 ^ It was heart-

breaking work sometimes and back-breaking work always.
3. Breaking-joint : see BKEAK ^.31 and JOINT sb.

Break-neck (br^i-kne
:

k), a. and sb. [f. BREAK
v. 7 b + NECK.]
A. Oiij. Likely to break the neck ; endangering

the neck or life; headlong (of speed, etc.) ; pre-

cipitous (of roads, rocks).

1562 J. HEYWOOD/VKTB. 3- Epi%r.(i&fy) 16 My. .breakneck
fall. 16x8 BOLTON Florus in. i. 164 Break-neck clifs, and

high over-hanging places. 1809 Edin. Rev. XV. 62 A break-

neck road from Madrid to San Ildefonso. 1882 B. RAMSAY
Recoil. Mil, Serz>. I. v. 131 To ride a breakneck pace round

Jacko Hill.

fB. sb. Obs.
( A fall in which the neck is

broken
;
a steep place endangering the neck

'

(J.) ;

Jig. destruction, ruin.

1563 Homilies \\. Idolatry (1859) 251 Such a stumbling-
block for his own feet and others that may perhaps bring at

last to breakneck. i57oToMsoN Call-in's Serm, Tim, 289/2
The question is not of any light fall, but it is a deadly
breaknecke. 1624 F. WHITE Reply Fisher 527 They may. .

fall with a breake-necke, downe to Hell. 1649 W. DELL
Way of Peace 115 The very break-neck of the Churches

peace and unity. 1653 GATAKER Vind. Annot. Jer. 137X0
work the downfall and break-neck of mens souls.

fb. One who risks breaking his neck. Obs.

1598 YLQRiQtScaiiezzacdllo,* breakeneck,a halter-sack, a

wag.

Brea-k-off, sf>.

1. The action of breaking-off : see BREAK v. 53,

isp. discontinuance, severing of relations.

1860 FORSTKR Gr. Rfitwnstr, 160 The sudden and impetu-
ous break -off from the party with whom he had acted so

zealously.

2. Iii amusketorrifle: The melal work of the stock

of a gun into which the breech of the barrel fits.

1804 Hull Adv. 21 Jan. 4/1 The left hand then seizes the

shaft of the stock and the right hand dislodges the barrel

from the '
Break-off'. 1844 Regul. <y Ord. Army 106 For

a new break off filed up, fitted, and hardened. 1858
GREENER Gunm'ry 250 With the breeches in the percus-
sioned state, break-offs fitted and locks jointed.

Brea'ksliuacll. 5V. Alsobreakshugh,breck-
shaw. [Derivation and correct form of second

element unknown : it cannot be connected with

OE. briec-seoc epileptic.] The dysentery in sheep.
1799 Ess. Highl. Soc. III. 411 (JAM.) Dysentery or Braxy,

BnaUfaw, c 1817 HOGG Talcs fy S&. IV. 199 There is a
disease among sheep, called by shepherds the Breakshugh,
a deadly sort of dysentery. 1822 W. NAPIER Pract. Store-

farming 139 It [draining] prevents a great many of the

diseases to which sheep are liable, and particularly break-

shuach, rot, foot-rot, and braxy.

Breakstone (br^-kston1. [f.
BKEAK v. +

STONE ; a transl. of L.
sajcifraga.]

A name given

by herbalists to the Saxifrages; and vaguely to

plants supposed to be related to them.
1688 R. HOLME A mwury 11. 1 1 i/i Of the Saxifrage, or

Breakstone, the husks are brownish green. 171* tr. Pomet's

Hist, Drugs I. 5 It has obtain'd the Name of Saxifrage, and

by a great many that of Break-Stpne. 1846 SOWERBY Brii.

JSat.(fd.3\ BreakstmK, Parsley Piert, Ak/icmilln arveilsis.

1863 PKIOR riaiil-n. 28.

Break-up, sb. [f.
verbal phr. to break tip : see

BREAK #.56. For the stress see BREAK-DOWN.] The
action or fact of breaking up ; disruption, separa-
tion into parts, disintegration (lit. and Jig.) ;

e. g.

decay of animal functions ; change from fine or

settled weather, or from frost ; dispersal or disso-

lution of a meeting, company, society, or system.
1795 LD. AUCKLAND Corr. (1862) III. 292 The sudden

break-up of Lord Fitzwilliam's Government in Ireland.

... 630/1 The break-up \ -

of the heart. 1864 Times 23 Dec. , The sounds of mirth and

song that usually mark the break-up of a large English



BREAKWATER.
school 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic xxxvii, An epitaph
On earth's break-up, attrib. 1843 J. T. COLERIDGE in

Arnold's Life ft Corr. (1844) I. i. n One break-up party was
held in the junior common room at the end of each term.

Breakwater (brt
7
i-k,wgtaj). [f. BREAK v. +

WATER.]
1. Anything that breaks the force of the waves

at a particular place, esp. a solid structure of

rubble and masonry erected to form or protect a

harbour, etc.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) Break-water, the . .

hull of some old.. vessel, sunk at the entrance of a small

harbour, to. .diminish the force of the waves. 1791 SMEA-

TON Edystone L. 100 The house-reef may. .be considered

as a pier, break-water, or bulwark to vessels lying there.

1846 G. N. WRIGHT Cream Set. Knowledge 58 ^The most

remarkable Break-waters are those of Cherbourg in France,

and Plymouth in England. 1836 KANE A ret. Expl. I. iii. 36
This berg is a moving break-water. 1857 PAGE Adv. Text-

bk. Geol. iii. 60 And present breakwater-like their natural

slopes to the action of the waves.

fig- 1854 H. MILLER Sch. $ Scltin. 332 A breakwater . .

to protect from that grinding oppression of the poor by the

poor. 1875 f'orta. Rev. Mar. 333 A religious breakwater.

2. In other uses : a. A groyne or barrier on the

beach to retain shingle; b. (See quot. 1769).

1721 PERRY Daggcnh. Breach. 116 Several low narrow

Jetties, ior Break-Waters) extending from the top of the

Beach down to the Low Water Mark. 1769 FALCONER Diet.

Marine (1789) Break-water is also a sort of small buoy,
fastened to a large one in the water, when the buoy-rope of

the latter is not long enough to reach from the anchor . . to

the surface of the water. The use of this break-water is

therefore to shew where the buoy swims.

Bream (brim), sl>. Forms : 4 breem, brem,

4-7 breme, 5 breeme, 6-7 breame, 7- bream.

[ME. breme, a. F. breme, in OF. bresme (med.L.

bresmia), ad. Teutonic : cf. OS. bressemo (-.brehs-

mo), also with a, OHO. brahsema (whence med.L.

braximus), MHG. bmlisem, brasme, Ger. brassen,

MUu. and Du. brasem: WGer. brahsm- and

brehsin-
; perh. f. stem of brehwan to glitter,

sparkle. (The word has no connexion with BARSE. )]

1. The common name ofa fresh-water fish (Abra-
mis brama} called also Carp-bream, which inhabits

lakes and deep water, and is distinguished by its

yellowish colour and the high arched form of its

back. Also the genus (Abramis, family Cypri-

nidif) to which this belongs, including also the

White Bream (A. blicca) and other species.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 350 Many a Breem \y.r. brem, breme]

and many a luce in Stuwe. 1462 Mann, ff Hoitseh. Exp.
561 My master putt into the said ponde, in grete bremes,

*i>. "539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, ii. I Pykes, breames, carpes,

tenches, and other fysshes. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country
Farm 506 If you intend the pond for Carpe or Breame.

1653 WALTON Angler 174 The Bream, .is a large and stately

fish.. long in growing. 1769 PENNANT Zool. III. 309 The
bream is an inhabitant of lakes or the deep parts of still

rivers. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. I. 167 Look up and
down . . And note the bubbles of the bream.

2. Applied also to some acanthopterygious sea-

fishes, of the genus Pagellus (family Sparidae), and

genus Labrus (family Labridoi,, as the Sea Bream

(P.cenlrodontus}, Spanish Bream (P.eryl!irinus*\.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 578 in Babees Bk. (1868)

156 Carpe, Breme de mere, & trowt. 1655 MOUFFET &
BENN. Health's Improv. (1746) 238 Kreams of the Sea be of

a white and solid Substance. 1840 R. DANA Bef. Mast vii.

16 There were cod, breams, silver-fish, and other kinds.

3. Comb, bream-backed : (of a horse) having a

high ridged back.

1723 Lena. Gaz. No. 6190/7 Stolen, .a sorrel Nag. .bream
back'd. 1834-43 SOUTHEY Doctor cxciii. (D.) He was not. .

hollow-backed, bream-backed, or broken backed.

Bream (brim), v.1 Also 7 breem. [Of un-

certain origin: known only since 1600. It has

been conjecturally referred to Du. brem 'broom,
furze ', and to Eng. broom, as a deriv. vb.. or a

dialect variant : but evidence is lacking. Con-

jectures identifying the word with bren, BURN, are

unsupported exc. by the analogy of Ger. eia Schiff

bi-ennen, F. chauffer le uaisseau, donner Ic feu.]

trans. To clear (a ship's bottom) of shells, sea-

weed, ooze, etc., by singeing it with burning reeds,

furze, or fagots, thus softening the pitch so that the

rubbish adhering may be swept off. Cf. BROOM v.

1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 3 For calking,

breaming, stopping leakes. 1627 teaman's Gram. ii. 13

Breaming her, is but washing or burning of all the filth with

reeds or broome. 1628 DIGBY Voy. Medit. 11868) 60 There

I careend and breemed my shippes with verie great dili-

gence. 1779 FORREST Voy. N. Guinea 260 On the 8th we
breamed the vessel's bottom. 1875 1'ortn. Re-.'. Aug. 206

Bonfires of brushwood, lighted to bream the sharp-bowed
craft.

Bream, v.- Also 6 breme (dial.}, breme variant

of BRIM v. 1 said of a boar or sow.

1577 B. GOOGE Hcresbach's Httsli. (1586) 127 The female

camel of Bactria, feeding upon the mountaines amongest
the wilde Boares, is oftentimes breamed of the boare, and

conceaveth. 1863 ATKINSON Prtr.'inc. Dauby, Brim, breme,
to desire the boar ; to serve the sow.

)
Breame. Obs. /-are'. [Known only in the

passage cited: if correct, cf. Ger. breme, MUG.
breme, brem, OIIG. bremo masc., answering to

1077

an OTent. *bremon- masc., parallel to *brimi-

si- fern., whence OHG. brimissa, Ger. bremse :

see BRIMSE.] Breese, gadfly ;
BKIIISE.

1589 FLEMING Virg. Georg. in. 41 note, A kind of flieng

vermin that stingeth cattell, a horseflie, breame, a breese.

Breame, var. of BREEM a. Obs.

( Brea'niet. Obs. Also 5 bremate, bremette.

[? dim. of BUEAH : but cf. OF. ' bremat = breme
'

Godef.] A young, or small, bream.

1462 Mann, ff Honseh. Exp. 561 My master putt in the

said ponde, in male bremetes, xij. 1496 Bk.St. Albau's,

Fishing 29 Ye shall angle for hym [a bream] . . wyth a redde
worme . . And for bremettis take maggotes,

Breamflat ;brrmfl;Et). [f. BREAM s6. -t FLAT.]
A fish, the White Bream.
1836 Penny Cycl. V. 374/1 Brama blicca (the white bream,

or bream fiat', .is of a silvery or bluish-white hue.

Breaming (brrmin), vbl. sb. [f. BREAM v.1 +
-ING 1.] The clearing of a ship's bottom by
burning. Hence breaming-fuel, -hook.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grain, ii. 13. 1628 DIGBY

Voy. JAvrYr.(i868i 61 The inconueniencie of breeming aloft

to pay the shippe ouer with pitch. 1759 COLEBROOKF. in

Phil. Trans. LI. 51 Corruptly called breaming, for brenning
or burning. 1769 FALCONER Dict.JIarine(i-j$y, Chauffagc,

breaming-fuel, Fourches de Carene, breaming-hooks.

Breards (brlJidz), sb. pi. Sc. [The same as

BRAIRD, in sense of ' short ends or points '.]
' The

short flax recovered from the first tow by a second

hackling' (Jamieson). Cf. backings.

1733 P. LINDSAY Interest Scot. 161 Dressing and stapling
the Lint . . into fine drest Flax, fine drest Tow, common
Tow, Backings, and Breards. 1804 Edin. Even. Courant
i Sept. (JAM.) White and blue breards, fit for spinning yarn.

Breard, Breare, obs. forms of BKAIRD, BRIER.

Breast (brest). Forms : 1-4 breost, 3-8
brest ; (also 4 Kent bryest, 4-5 breest, breste,

4-6 north, breist, 5-6 brist, birst). 6 - breast. [OK.
breost = OFris. Mast, OS. briost, breost, ON. brjost,

(Sw. br'dst, Da. tryst) neuter, answering to an

OTeut. type *breiisto\jn) : represented in Goth, by
brttsts fern. pi. (no sing.) : OTeut. *bnist-s con-

sonantal fern.,
'

prob. originally inflected as a dual'

(Kluge), whence OHG. (MHG., mod.Ger.) bmst

fern., MLG. (MDu., Du.) borst fem. vwith meta-

thesis of r). The term is confined to Teutonic,

there being no common Indo-Europ. name for the

breast. As to the form and derivation, see below.

OE. eo became normally ME. e, ce, mod. ee (i),

and in Sc. and north dial, breast rimes -with priest ;

but in Standard Eng., the e has been shortened be-

fore the two consonants ;
the spellings breast and

brest run side by side from i6th to iSthc. ;
in

current usage we spell breast and pronounce bresl,

The difference of vowel in OTeut. *
breast-, "brust- is ex-

plained by the fact that all monosyllabic consonantal stems

had originally shifting stress, with corresponding ablaut

(*brenst-s, *bntst-d2)', the neuter gender in OE., OS., and

ON. by the supposition that *ireust-s wasorig. inflected a

a dual (the two breasts) of which the nom. and ace. *breusto-

would later become *breust, breost, which after the loss

of the dual would naturally be treated as neuter pi., as in

other known instances. Even in senses 2, 5, the plural was

usual in OE., as exclusive in Gothic. *Brensi- cannot be

connected with berstan, brestan to burst : but it may
be related to the OS. verb, brustian to bud, and be

a root-noun from a vb.
:ibreust-an (see Lexer under brust},

a specialized derivative of *brent-an (i. e. 'ireut-stan.

"brenstan ;
cf. ^brek-stnn, breitan, f. brek-aii',. The ' breasts

_

would thus be orig. the mainline or paps, likened to
' buds

or 'sprouts'. See further Kluge Beitriige VIII. 510.]

I. 1. Each of the two soft protuberances situ-

ated on the thorax in females, in which the milk is

secreted for the nourishment of their young ; the

mamma ;
also the analogous rudimentary organ of

males, the mammilla. Hence, in phrases to give,

have, put to. the breast; an infant at the breast

past the breast.

(Properly said of women, but sometimes of the lower

tvm Aft. Gasp. Luke xi. 27 pa breost [Lindisf. title,

jet breosto] be Ou suce. fiooo .Sax. LeecM. I. i82_WiJ>

HtHN. 24y 111 !-' l^. f iiuw*' yv i.^.v, ..-., ... -

Fram hire bodi mossel mele. 1387 TREVISA fftfdmRotts
Ser. VII. 39 [The virgin Mary] took here brest [tnamiltam\

out of here bosom. 1542-3 Act 34 fj 35 Hen. I'llI, viii. i

As womens brestes being sore. 1605 SHAKS. MCKO. I. v. 48

Come to my Womans Brests And take my Mllke for Gall.

1647 W. BROWNE Pole*, i. 237 When she was past the breast,

he chose many young gentlemen of his Court to be of her

guard. 1649 Bp. REYNOLDS Hosea i. i The fruitfulness of the

womb, and of the brests. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2371/4 His

Majesty was pleased to order that the Breast should be

given him. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 15 F 2 One Country
Milch-Wench, to whom I was . . put to the Breast. 1843

MACAULAY Prophecy of Capys xiv, Thou, that, .hast tugged
at the she-wolf's breast. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Kontola (1878) I.

122 An amulet worn close under the right breast.

b. Hence fig. Source of nourishment.
1611 BIBLE Pref. i Upon whose breasts againe themselues

doe hang to receiue the Spirituall and sincere milke of the

word. 1611 SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. xix. (1614) 37/1 Cam-

bridge, the other brest and nurse-mother of all pious litera-

ture. 1788 WESLEY Wks. (1872! VII. 185 The sacraments

are not dry breasts. 1871 YEATS Growth Colnm. 249
' Hus-

BBEAST.

bandry and cattle rearing ', he says,
'

are the two breasts

whence France is nourished '.

2. The front of the thorax or chest, the fore-part

of the body, lying between the neck and the belly.

(In OE. usually in the plural, for original dual.)

Beowulf (Z.) 552 Beado bragl broden on breostum laeg

golde gegyrfwed]. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xiii. 25 pa he

hlinode ofer Sses hajlendes breostum \Lindisf. G. onufa

breost 6aes hcelendes]. 4x1225 slncr. R. 34 Beateo ower

breoste. (.-1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 27 He smote

upon his breebt. 1398 TKEVTSA Barth. De P. R. v. xxxiii.

(1495) 144 The breste is the ouer bony parte betwene the

pappes and teetes. 1440 J. SHIRLEY Dctlie K. James_(i8i8j
23 The sayde hongmau toke a rope, and knyt hit fast

aboute thare birstes, undre thaire harmeholes. 1584 POWEL

Lloyd's Cambria 97 On his backe or brest. 1596 SHAKS.

Mcrch. V. iv. i. 252 You must cut this flesh from off his

breast. 1634 T. JOHNSON tr. Parey's Chirurg. xi. ( 1678; 270
Muskets, .may be called Breast-guns, for that they are not

laid to the cheek, but against the breast. 1678 BLNVAN

Pilgr. i. 71 He threw a flaming Dart at his brest. 1843

MACAULAY Lake Regillns xxviii, Herminius smote Ma-
milius Through breast-plate and through breast.

b. The part of a garment or a piece of armour

covering the breast.

1631 Proc. Parliament No. 119. 1846, 310 backs with their

brests, and 10 Head pots, n 1678 CLARENDON Hist. Ret.

(1703) II. vi. 31 To procure old Backs, and Breasts, and Pots,

with Pistols. 1830 Fraser's Mag. II. 436 Beruffled breasts

and wrists were the order of the day.

c. The bosom.
1650 HUBBERT Pill Formality 15 It is a dangerous thing

to harbor a Traytor within your brest.

f 3. Occasionally extended to the whole upper

portion of the body, the thorax or chest. Obs.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 679 pe body of bat tre bar-by
Es be brest with be bely. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim.Sf
Min. 302 The breast as to its anterior part hath two clavi-

cles and the os pectoris . . the posterior part hath two
shoulders and twelve vertebra's. 1754 64 SMELLIE Midlttif.

I. Introd. 33 A perforation must be made . . into the cavity

of the breast. 1766 CHESTERF. Lett. 404 IV. 241, I am glad
to hear that your breast is so much better.

4. The corresponding part in the body of the

lower animals.
a 1400 Chester PI. i. (1843'' 31 Upon thy breste thou sbalte

goe and eate the earth, c 1440 Proinp. Par-. 49 Breeste of

a beste, pectus. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vni. iv. 181 The
rouch byrsis on the brest and crest Of that . . wilde beist.

1592 SHAKS. Veil, f; Ad. 296 Broad breast, full eye, small

head, and nostril wide. 1710 PHIIIEAUX Orig. Tithes ii. 78

The wave brest and heave shoulder of the peace Offerings.

1826 KIRBY & Si'. Entomol. Lett. u8z8) IV. 542 Nipping
the breast will kill many small Lepidoptera.

b. as a joint or other piece of meat.

1530 PALSGR. 910 The gygot, a brest, legigat. 1710 AUDI-

SON Tatter No. 255 r 3 Antipathy . . to a Cheshire Cheese,

or a Breast of Mutton. 1832 Eraser's RIag. V. 529 They
were charged with stealing a breast of mutton.

5. Jig. and transf. The seat of the affections and

emotions ; the repository of consciousness, designs,

and secrets; the heart; hence, the affections, pri-

vate thoughts and feelings. (Commonly pi. in OE.)
a 1000 Cxdmoris Gen. iGr.) 636 Ma;g Sin mod wesan

blioe on breostum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 183 Ihesu . . Min
blibe breostesblisse. c 1230 HaliMeid. ^ pe bat herest him

i>at al welt in wiS in bi breoste. c 1430 Hymns V'ir^._ (1867)
2

Howyhadde ledde my lijf so zore, 1 putt it freischli in-tomy
brist. 1513 DOUGLAS *-Eneis v. iv. 134 The fauorable for-

toun . . gan the breistis of the vther avance. 1600 CHAPMAN
Hind. XV. 581 Their herdsmen wanting breasts To fight wuli

lions. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. i. 258 What his Brest forges,

that his Tongue must vent. a 1643 W. CARTWKIGH r in

Dodsley (1780) X. 22r That man of peace there, Hath been

trusted with Kings breasts. 1667 MILTON J'.L.ix. 73oCan
envie dwell In heav'nly brests? 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 30
P 3 Our Statutes are . . recorded in our own Breasts only.

1750 GRAY Elegy xv, Some village Hampden, that with

dauntless breast The little tyrant of his fields withstood.

1839 THIRLWALL Greece II. 368 What motives were pre-

dominant in the breast of Pausanias.

f b. On breast : in or by heart. Obs.

(t 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus I. 45 Maist part was my
prayers to con Knowit on breist.

c. To make a clean breast : to make a full dis-

closure or confession.

1752 CAMERON in Scots Mag. (1753) Oct. 508/1 He pressed
him . . to make a clean breast, and tell him all. 1861 Saf.

Rev. 23 Nov. 524 A clean breast must be made of every-

thing. 1878 BLACK Green Past, xxiii. 184, I may as well

make a clean breast of it.

f 6. transj. The place where the lungs arc

situated ; hence, breath, voice in singing. Obs.

1547 J. HEYWOOD Four f's in Dettsley diBo) I. 67, I have

some syght in syngynge, But is your brest any thynge sweet ?

a 1553 UDALL Royster D. (Arb. ) 14 So loe, that is a breast

to blowe out a candle. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. n. iii. 19 By
my troth the foole has an excellent breast. I had rather

then forty shillings 1 had. .so sweet a breath to sing, as the

foole has. 1621 FLETCHER Pilgr. III. vi. IN.> Let's hear him

sing, he has a fine breast. 1711 STRYFE Parker 9 (N.) Quen-
sters, after their breasts are changed.

1 7. A broad even front of a moving company ;

hence In, of, on (a) breast = ABREAST. Obs.

1647 MAY Hist. Parl. in. i. 10 A narrow Lane, where

onely foure of a breast could march. 1653 UKQUHART Ra-

belais i. liii, Six men at armes . . might together in a breast

ride all up to the very top. 1686 R. P. in Phil. Trans. XX.

382 The Current of Water came down . . with a Breast as if

it would have drowned the whole Towns. 1725 Lond. Gaz.

No. 6382/3 The Register, in Breast, with the Secretary.

1788 Land. Slag. 200 To admit the passage of three car-

riages and two horses on a breast. 1807 ROBIXSON A rchxol.

Gr. iv. xix. 405 The ships went three or more in a breast.



BBEAST.

8. Applied to various surfaces or parts of things
analogous in shape, position, etc. to the human
breast ; the forefront, face, swelling or supporting
surface, f In military use, a breastwork ; see
BKEAST v. 4.

<Tl4oo Dcstr. Tray 5930 In the brest of the batell (>erc
buernes were thicke. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. \. iii. 51 The
crosse blew Lightning seein'd to open The Brest of Heauen.
IjmSMKATON Edystone L.g6 The seas broke against the

overhanging Breast of the rock. 1806 Jet 46 Ceo. Ill,
cliii, No pier, quay, wharf, jetty, breast, or embankment,
shall be erected. 1812 J. WILSON Isle ofPalms i. 27 The
waves that lend their gentle breast In gladness for her couch
of rest. 1814 WORDSW. Excurs. iv. 627 Upon the breast of
new-created earth Man walk'd. 1872 JENKINSOS- Guide
Eng. Lakes (1879) 200 Along the tolerably smooth breast
of the hill.

9. In various technical uses: fa. Anatomy. A
portion of the hand (see quot.). b. Agrtiulturc.
The forward part of the mould-board of a plough.
C. Arch, (see quot. 1823) ; also, the part of a wall
between a window and the floor ; an obs. name of
the torus of a column (spelt Brest by Bailey and

Johnson), d. Mining, (see quot. iSSi
; also, the

wooden partition which divides the shaft of a
coal-mine into two compartments, e. The curve
in a fork just above the prongs, f. Meek. 'A bush
connected with a small shaft or spindle' ; also,
the swelling or bulging part of a nave or hub.

g. Carpentry, The under surface of a handrail,
ralter, or rib of a dome.

j4i R.Con.AKDGujiiiaa'sQueit.CAirurf., In the thyrde
conjunction be foure bones longer than the other. And
that coniunction is called the brest of the hande or
pecten. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Brfst or Breast, in

architecture, a term used by some for that member of a
column otherwise called the tore. 1770 Monthly Rev.
307 Placed just under the breast of the chimney. 1807
VANCOUVER Agrit. Devon (18131 "5 There is little ap-
parent curve in its breast or mould-board. 1823 P. NICHOL-
SON Praet. Buihi. 434 The solid parts of the walls, between
the funnel or flues, and the rooms, are called the breasts of
the chimmes. 1881 RAYMOND Mining G/css., Breast, i.

The face of a working. 2. In coal mines, the chamber
driven upwards from the gangway, on the seam, between
pillars of coal left standing, for the extraction of coal. 3.

That side of the hearth of a shaft-furnace which contains
the metal-notch. 1884 Implement *s Mac/i. Rev. i Dec.
6701/2 The . . plough . . has, together with the ordinary
mould board, a digging breast.

II. Combinations.

10. Comb, (attrib.) of obvious meaning ;
as

breast-bow, -button, -cor>/, -girdle, -guard, -key,

-milk, -piefc, -fin, -pocket ; breast-deep, breast-

rending adj.

i&4fLi/<: Mrs. Slienvood \\. 87 She always worea*breasl
bow to answer the bow on her cap. 1862 THACKERAY Philip
II. 256 A certain 'breast-button of his old coat. 1879 E. AK-
NOLD Lt. Asia IV. (1881) 105 Took down the silver bit and
bridle chains, 'Breast-cord, and curb. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v.

iii. ijij Set him 'brest deepc in earth, and famish him. 1388
WvcLii' Jer. ii. 32 Whethir . . a spousesse schal for}ete hir

'brest girdil? 1578 Richmond. Wills (18531 281 A budged,
j male pinyen, and a 'breslgard, \]s. 1840 Penny Cycl.
XVII. 241 'i Parapet, .is termed in German Britstu'chr, or

breast-guard. 1803 BRISTED Pettcst. Tear II. 122 Spilling
an abundance of water upon her breastkerchief, and wet-

ting her bosom. 1813 SIR. R. WILSON Diary II. 202 A person
conversant in all matters . .and who possesses the *breast-

key of the magnates. 1650 JEK. TAYLOR Holy Living 1

1727.1
124 Fed with a little 'breast-milk. 1785 M. GARTHSHORK in

Mcd. Coitunnn. II. 37 It was supported by breast milk.
1611 COTGR., tirichet, the brisket or "breast-peece. 1825
SCOTT in Lockhart (1839) VIII. 120, I hate fine waistcoats
and 'breast pins upon dirty shirts. 1772 NUGENT Hist.
FriarGerund 1. 172 In the *breast -pocket of his large cloak.

1625 K. LONG Barclay's Argenis IV. x, 'Brest-rending care.

11. Special combs. : breast-backstays (A
T
aut.},

long ropes serving to aid in supporting the masts

against an oblique headwind (cf. BACKSTAY ;

breast-band, a girdle or band passing round the

breast ; also spec,
=

breast-rope ; f breast-brooch
BREASTPLATE 2 ; f breast-bundel, a breast-

girdle ; breast-casket =
breast-gasket ; breast-

chain, a chain used for the same purpose as a

breast-strap ; f breast-clout, a bib ; breast-col-

lar, a broad pulling strap passing round the

breast of a horse, used instead of a neck-collar ;

breast-cut, the cut of meat from the breast, brisket ;

breast-drill, a drill against which the workman
bears his breast while drilling ; breast-fast,

' a

large rope or chain, used to confine a ship's broad-

side to a wharf or quay, or to some other ship'

(Smyth Sailors Ward-ok.); f breast-flap (see

quot. ; breast-gasket (Naiif.), a rope, cord, or

other piece of plaited stuff used to tie up the bunt
of a sail, and secure it to the yard ; breast-glass

(see quot.) ; breast-harness, harness in which a

breast-band is used in place of a collar ;
breast-

height, the interior slope of a parapet in forti-

fications ; breast-hoe, a hoe pushed by the breast ;

breast-hooks,
'

large pieces of compass-timber
fixed within and athwart the bows of the ship, of

which they are the principal security, and through
which they are well bolted

'

(Weale) ; breast-
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knees sb. pl. } timbers placed in the forward part
of a vessel across the stem to unite the bows on
each side; breast-knot, a knot or bow of ribbon,
etc. worn on the breast ; t breast-lap breast-

flap , BKEASTPLATE 2
; t breast-lin (Orwtri), lit.

breast-linen, linen breastplate ; breast-line, the

rope along which are ranged the pontoons of a

military bridge, and to which they are fastened
;

breast-mill, a mill driven by a breast water-
wheel ; breast-moulding, moulding done upon
the panel beneath a window

; breast-pain, a dis-

ease in horses
; breast-pang, the Angina pectoris\

breast-peat (see quot.) ; t breast-pit, the hollow
of the breast ; f breast-probe, a probe for ex-

amining the cavity of the breast; breast-pump,
an instrument for drawing milk from the breast

by suction
; breast-rail (Aa*.;, the upper rail

of the balcony, or of the breastwork at the fore-

part of the quarter-deck ; breast-roll, the cloth

beam of a loom
; breast-rope '^Naut.}, a rope

for securing the yard-parrels ; a rope for sup-

porting the leadsman while sounding; breast-

strap {Harness , a strap fixed at one end to the
collar and supporting the pole of the vehicle

;

breast-wall, a wall supporting a bank of earth,

etc., a retaining wall
; breast-weed, a. herba-

ceous plant (Sanrurits cennius} having broad

heart-shaped leaves and small white Mowers, the

Lizard's tail
; breast-wimble, a kind of gimlet or

auger upon which the breast presses in working;
breast-wood, collective name for young shuots
of fruit trees trained on espaliers or against walls.

Cf. also BREAST-HIGH -PLATE, -WOKK, etc.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine 1 1789 > E ij, Breast-back-stays
andaftcr-back-stays ; the intent of the former being to sus-
tain the top-mast when the force of the wind acts upon the

ship sidewise. 1840 R. DAXA />V/T Must .\.\v. 82 Setting up
the weather breast-backstays. 1837 W. IKYING dipt. Bon-
ncuille (18491 J 35 "Breast-bands, saddle and crupper, are

laushly embroidered. 1382 WYCLIF Ex. xxviii. 15 The
'

breest broche [1611 breastplate] forsothe of dom thou shalt
make with werk of dyuerse colours. Jer. ii. 32 Whether
for^tte ahal . . the womman spouse of hir brest-bundle [ 1388
-girdil]. c 1325 Gfass U'. tie tiibL'siv. in Wright's / "<y. 143
L'ne baverd a brestclut. 1801 W. FHLTON Carriages II.

156 Neck Collars, and Saddles instead of Abreast Collars and
housings. 1825 S. & S. ADAMS Compl. .SV;T'. 76 The Joints
uf Beef, according to the London method of cutting. Brisket
or ~IJreast-cut. 1865 TYLOK Early /list. Man. ix. 243
Known among the Oriental nations as the breast-drill.

1627 CAI-T. SMITH Seaman's Cram. \\\. 30 A
'

Breast-fast is

a rope . . fastened to some part of the Ship forward on, to
hold her head to a wharfe. a 1536 TINDALK Table Words Ex.
I. 419 Breastlap, or *

breastjlttp, is such a flap as thou seest

in the breast of a cope. 1880 Syd. Soc. Le.r. t

* Breast glass,
a flattened glass vessel, with an opening large enough to
receive the nipple, placed on the breast to catch., milk.

1787 WINTKR Syst. }fn$b. 174 The intervals should be hoed
with a running or breast hoc of twelve inches broad. 1748
ANSOS Voy. n. iv. led. 41 221 One ^breast-hook was broken.

1840 R. DANA Bef. Mast ii. 4 Her stern and breast-hooks

dripping. 1860 H. Si I/ART Seaman's Catech. 68 What are
the breast hooks for ? To unite the sidesof the ship together
forward ;

they
are generally made of iron. 1716 ADDISUN

Freeholder No. n 117251 69 The influence of this Beautiful
*Breast-Knot. 1824 .Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863)

119 A black lace tippet . . parting at the middle, to display
a gay *brea-st-knot. 1535 COVEROALE Eccltis. xlv. 10 In the

^brestlappe there was a goodly worke, wherin was fastened

light and perfcctnesse. 1581 ^^AK];^-:CK Bk. ofXotes 75 Those
Vrim and Thumim, which the Priest bare in his breast

l.ippe. 1577 tr. tiullingt-rs Decades 11592) 134 The bresl-

lap of iudgement. c 1200 OKMIN 955 Off ^att preostess
shul!drelin,<& offhiss breostUn baj; . Summwhatt ice habbe
showedd guw. 1674 PETTY Disc. R. Soc. 99 Seen in all

^Breast- and Undershot-Mills. 1821 R. TUKNER Abridgnt.
Arts <y Sc, 266 Water-mills are of three kinds : undershot

mills, breast mills, and overshot mills, 1844!'. GKAHAM Doin.
Mcd. 324 Excepting in the case of ""breast-pang, very active
exercises daily. 1802 Ai^ric. Surv. Peebles 208 (JAM.)
[He] digs the peat, by driving in the spade horizontally
with his arms ; this peat is designed *breast-peat. 1398
TREVISA Bart/i. DC P. R. xvn, xxi, Sode in vinegre and
leydewith a sponge to fce ~'*breste pit. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's
Ooserv, Surg-. (1771' 200 The Admission of the "Breast-
Probe. 1831 G. PORTEI* 6"//Xr Mantif. 215 The cloth-beam
or "breast-roll to which the ends of the warp are attached.

1627 CAIT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. v. 20 Parrels . . with the

helpe of the *Brest-rope doth keepe the Yard close to the
Mast. 1825 H. GASCOIGNE A'tir. Fame 52 Forward he
leans, and far the balance leaves, The *Breastrope trusting
while the lead he heaves. 1860 H. STUART Seaman'&

Catech. 42 See the breast ropes properly secured. 1601
HOU.AND nitty xvn. xv, The French Vibrequin or 'brest-

wimble, which gentlyand quickely boreth a hole, and hurteth
not the wood. 1882 Garden 354/2 To allow a free and un-
restricted growth of :*breastwood unto the middle of July.

Breast (brest), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To apply or oppose the breast to (waves,

wind, a steep ascent) ; to stem, face, meet in full

opposition. To breast a fence, horse, etc.: to

mount by springing so as to bring the breast

over.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. ', m. Prol. 13 Brest'mg the loftie Surge.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 128 It observes not a con-
slant respect unto the mouth of the wind, but variously
converting doth seldome breast it right. ? a 1700 tialtaa
' Pause Foodrage

'

xxii. in Scott Minstr. Sc. Bord.
, You shall

learn . . Right well to breast a steed. 1870 MORRIS Earthly

BREAST-HIGH.
Par. 1.171 The horse began to breast the hill. 1874 BLACKIE
Self- Cult. 79 A swimmer . . breasting the big waves.

1850 PRESCOTT Pern II. 29 Prepared to breast the difficul-

ties of the sierra, 1862 GOULBUKX Pers. Relig. iv. (1873)
318 Breasting its perils . . gallantly.

c. To breast oneself', to oppose one's breast to
;

so to breast it out ,ci.face it out}.
1815 Hist. y. Decastro, fyc. m. 114 To breast it out against

difficulties, dangers, sin, and the devil. 1863 W. PHILLIPS
Speeches i. 6 Civil government breasting itself to the shock
of lawless men.

d. To breast aside : to breast so as to push aside.

1853 KANE Grinnelt Exp. xliv. 11856) 406 We gradually
force ahead, breasting aside the floes.

2. intr. To press forward with the breast.
la 1700 Red Squair in Ever Green (18241 H- 22

$
Breist-

ing owre the Brae. 1786 BURNS Saint, to Mare xiv, Thou
never lap, an' sten't and breastit, Then stood to blaw.

f 3. trans. To give the breast to
; fig. to nourish.

Obs. rare.
JS73 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 27 In good corne soile to nest

thee, Where pasture and meade may brest thee.

f 4. To defend in front or with a breastwork.

1591 LAMBARDL Art A. 11635) *72 The Offenders, which
were . . so brested, sided, and backed with a many friends.

1624 CAPT. J. SMITH Virginia m. vi. 60 Their pallizadoed
luwne . . brested about with brests very formally.
5. tranf. To apply the breast to.

1820 KEATS Isabella 1L\. 470 She hurried back, as swift

As bird on wing to breast its eggs again.
6. To breast up a hedge : to cut away the

branches on one side so that the main upright
stems are laid bare.

Breast-beam vbre*st,bjm).
1. .\~ant. One of the beams at the fore-part of the

quarter-deck and round-house, and after-part of

the forecastle.

1850 RndiiH. Jfaz'ig. (Weale) 95.

2. Weaving. The horizontal wooden beam in

the front of a loom.

1790 A. WILSON Groans fr. LOOM, While a bad web was
his theme, The breast-beam supported his head. 1875 URE
Diet. Arts III. 1114 The breast beam . . is supported at its

end upon brackets.

3. The front cross-beam of the frame of a loco*

motive.

Breast-board (bre-stboid).
1. The earth-board or mould-board of a plough.
1649 BLITHE Eng. Imprw. Impr. 11653) 1 9 The Shield-

board, some call Breast-board, or Earth-board, or Furrow,
board. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Plough, The Earth
board, Mould board, Breast board, Throw board.

2. Mining.
'

Planking placed between the last

set of timbers and ikeface of a gangway or head-

ing^ in quicksand or loose ground
*

(Raymond).
3. Rope-making. A loaded carriage to which the

yarn-ends are attached at the foot of the rope-walk.
Breastbone ,bre

-

stbJn). The thin flat bone

running down the front of the thorax, and articu-

lated by cartilages with the ribs ; the sternum.
a looo Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 158 Ptctuscitlnm,

breostban. '1380 Sir Fcruntb. 1623 On was clouen in-to

[>e chynne i another to J>e brust-bon. a. 1400 Isnmbras 455
The beryns he hitt appone the hode, Thorowe the breste-

bane it wode. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 183 Inclin-

ing to the spine or brestbone. 1863 KISGSLEY Watcr-bab.
iv. 147 The leap-frogs you make out of a goose's breastbone.

Breasted (bre'sted),///. a. [f. BREAST sb.}

1. Having a breast ; esp. in comb., as big', nar-

row-y open-, ivide-, flat-breasted.
(-1314 Guy War-w. 118411 261 As a somer it is brested

bifore in the brede. c 1420 in Ret. Ant. I. 232 A Woman
. .fayre brested. 1522-4 CAlQUin Fiddes JfrW,se:y( 1726) coll.

103 Syngyng men byn . . very well brested. 1544 ASCKAM
Toxoph. (Arb.) 126 The bygge brested shafte is fytte for

hym. 1626 COCKEKAM in, I'nymsera, a Monster . . brested
like a Lyon. 1711 J. DISTAFF Char. Don Sacheverellio g
Times are altered since you went open Breasted. 1741
MONKO Anat. icd. 3) 311 [They] become, .flat breasted.

2. Ornamented or decorated on the breast.

1829 Blacfcv. Mag. XXV. 80 Breasted with the cross, they
roam on to the Holy Land.

Breastful (bre'stfuT. rare. [f.
as prec. + -FUL.]

As much as fills the breast ; alsoyf^.
1856 MRS. BROWNING Aitr. Leigh vi. 191 The hungry beg-

gar-boy . . Bears yet a breastful of a fellow-world lo this.

Breast-high ^bre'st,hai), a., adv., sb.

A. adj. As high as the breast.

1677 MOXON Mech. Excrc. (17031 157 Part of the Battle-

ment being Breast high. 1716 Land. Gas. No. 5472/2 The
Water was Breast high. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amns. 207
The ridtr has a breast-high support ascending from his seat-

B. adv.

1. To the height or depth of the breast.

1580 SIDNEY A read. (J.)The river itself gave way unto her,
i so that she was straight breast-high. 1678 Massacre in

j

Irel. 8 They saw one Tike a Woman rise out of the River

j

breast-high. 1854 J. ABBOIT Xapolcon (1855) I. xxxv. 556
Some . . wading breast high, reached the opposite bank.

2. Said in Hunting of the scent when it is so

: strong that the hounds go at a racing pace with

their heads erect.

1838 KINGSLEV Ode to jVW:. Wind 30 Hark 1 the brave

North- Easter ! Breast-high lies the scent. 1868 R. E<;.-

i WAKBUKTON Hunt. Songs Ivi, When we fly with a scent

I breast high, and a galloping fox before us.



BREASTIE.

C. sb. A tunnel or horizontal entrance into a

coal-mine, so low that the miner has to stoop : in

Lancash. dial, breast-hee.

1850 BAMFORD Tim Bobbin Introd. 3 in Lane. Gloss.

(E. D. S.) The collier brought his coal to daylight at the

mouth of a . . breast-hee, generally opening out not unlike

a large black sough, on some hill-side. 1857 E. WAUC.H

Lane. Sit. 44 ibid.. At the mouth of a lonely breast-hee on

his native moor-side.

Brea'Stie. Sc. Diminutive of BREAST.

1785 BURNS To Mouse i, Wee sleekit, cow'rin tim'rous

beastie, O, what a panic's in thy breastie !

Breasting (bre-stirj), vbl. sb. [f.
BREAST sb.

and v. -r-iNQi.]
1. a. The action of confronting or opposing
with the breast, of ascending the breast of a slope.

etc. b. concr. A covering for the breast, breast-

work.

1817 SOUTHEY Morte Arth. I. Introd. 60 'The French',

says the chronicler of Pero N ino . .

' arm the horses with

head pieces and breastings of leather'. 1836 LANDOR Lett.

Conserv. 76 The current of evil is only to be stemmed by
the united weight and breasting of the people. 1870 Daily
Neifs 7 Dec., Its flanking fire would have prohibited the

breasting of the slope toward Villiers.

2. teehn. The curved channel in which a breast

water-wheel works.

BreastleSS (bre-stles), a. Without breasts.

1854 BLACKIE in Black-m. Mag. 265 Before his spear the

Amazon yields.. The hreastless host. 1861 Three Barriers

88 These breastless tribes are Birds, Reptiles, and fishes.

t Brea'Stlet. Obs. rare. [See -LKT.] A small

piece of meat from the breast.

a 1571 JEWEL On Matt. ix. 37 Whensoever the ox, or calf,

or sheep . .was offered unto God . . the priest for his share

had the breastlet which covered the heart.

Breast-plate (bre-stpl^t). [f.BREAST+ PLATE,

q.v. for Forms.]
1. A piece of armour for protecting the breast

;

also, any plate worn on the breast.

c 1386 C'HAUCER Knts. T. 2120 Som wol ben armed in an

haubergeon And in bristplate. 1535 COVERDALE Ephes. vi. 14

Hauing on the breast-plate of righteousnesse. 1678 BUNYAN

Pilgr. I. 62 Sword, Shield, Helmet, Breastplate. 1814

SCOTT Ld. Isles VI. xxxii, A lance's point Has found his

breastplate's loosen'd joint. 1833 J. HOLLAND Mann/.
Metals II. ii The breast-plate . . with a little steel boss in

the centre and straps attached to fasten it over the work-

man's belly. 1844 Regnl. * Ord. Army 158 The Bayonet
Belt is to be then fitted in front, and wherever it crosses the

Pouch Belt, there the Breast-Plate is to be placed.

2. A folded piece of embroidered linen worn on

the breast of the Jewish high-priest, and adorned

with twelve precious stones, representing the twelve

tribes. Cf. ExoJ. xxviii. xxxix.

1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 75 In the Ephod or in the

brest plate were .12. precious stones. 1611 BIHLH E.v.

xxviii. 4 A breastplate [WvcLiE breest broche, racional ;

COVERDALE brestlappe], and an Ephod, and a robe. 1667

MILTON P. L. in. 598 The Twelve that shon In Aarons

Brest-plate. 1868 MARRIOTT Vest. Chr. 79.

3. In various technical uses : as a. Building. A
breast-summer, b. Alcch. A plate in which the

butt end of a drill is inserted when the pressure is

applied by the breast in boring, c. = BREAST-

PLOOGH. d. A strap or arrangement of straps

passing across the breast of a riding-horse and

attached to the saddle and saddle-girths, e. Zool.

The under part of the horny case of a tortoise or

turtle ;
the plate covering the lower side of the

thorax of some insects, f. The inscription-plate

on a coffin.

1667 PRIMATTC/O' f,-
C. Build. 59 Summers, Brest-plates,

with Joysts, Rafters, and Window-frames. 1677 MOXON
JlfecA. Exerc. (1703) 7 The Drill-Plate, or Breast-Plate . .

hath an hole punched a little way into it, to set the blunt

end of the Shank of the Drill in. 1704 Diet. Rust, et Urli.

s. v. Burning, A Breastplayt to pare off the Turn", a 1720
W. GIBSON Diet of Horses viii. (ed. 3) 127, I have seen

horses sometimes galled and fretted by buckling their Breast-

plates too tight. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xvii, We lived

entirely upon tortoise-meat ; the breast-plate roasted . .

with the flesh on it is very good. 1849 in Southey Comiu.-

pi. Bk. Ser. n. 586 A butterfly . . through a very remarkable

opening in the breast-plate, emitted a great quantity of a

sort of froth. 1864 Derky Mercury 7 Dec., The outer shell

of the coffin was of oak . . upon the breast-plate was an in-

scription recording the name and age of the deceased.

Brea'st-ploilgh.
' A sort of Plough driven by

main force with one's breast, commonly used in

paring the Turf in Burn-beating' (Worlidge Syst.

Agric. (1681) 322).
1723 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Trenching Spade, Some of

these Spades . . are made with one side turned up like the

Breast-Plow. 1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. xv, We must . .

labour as at a breast-plough.

Hence Brea'st-plough v., and Brea'st-plougb.-

ing vbl. sb.

1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. Ii. 183 The breast-

ploughing on these soils is easy.

Breastsummer, bressummer (bre--

samaj). Also breastsommer, bressomer, bres-

sumer, brestsummer. [f.
BREAST + SUMMER

(a. F. sommier beam).] A 'summer' or beam

extending horizontally over a large opening, and

sustaining the whole stiperstmcture of wall, etc. ;
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e.g. the beam over a shop-front, the lower beam
of the front of a gallery,%nd the like.

1611 COTGR., Conti-cfrontail, the brow-peece . . of a dore ;

a haunse, or breast summer. 1727 BRADLEY Fatn. Diet.

s. v. Building, Brest-Sommers, Girders, Trimmers, and

Wall-plates. 1845 Gloss. Goth. Archil. I. 69 Breastsummer,
Bressummer . . a beam supporting the front of a building,

etc., after the manner of a lintel. 1880 Daily Ke-MS 27 Apr.

3/7 The bressummer was then burning. 1885 J. F. MOLLOY

Royalty Rest. II. 193 Breastsummers of stout oak.

Breast-wheel (bre-stihwH). A water-wheel,

in which the water is admitted to the float-board

nearly on a level with the axle.

1759 S MEATON in Phil. Trans. LI. 137 To examine the

effects when the impulse and weight are combined, as in

the several kinds of breast-wheels, etc. 1831 LARDNER

Hydrostatics x. 203 A breast wheel partakes of the nature

of the overshot and undershot wheels.

Breastwise (bre-stwaiz), adv. [f. BREAST sb.

+ -WISE.] Side by side, abreast.

1620 DEKKER Z>nwxa86ot 24 So wide That ten caroches

(breastwisei in may ride. 1673 RAY Notes ofHusb. 130 He
uses to plow with his Oxen endwayes or all in one file . .

whereas breastwise it is very- hard evenly to match them.

1849 GROTE Greece n. xxxviii. V. 24 Two lines of ships . .

vere moored across the strait breastwise.

Breastwork (bre-stwzuk).
1. Fortif. A fieldwork .usually rough and tem-

porary) thrown up a few feet in height for defence

against an enemy ;
a parapet.

"1642 Relat. Action bi-f. Cyrcnccster 3 Gardens .. divided

by many low dry stone walls, as good as Breast workes.
j

1645 R. SYMOSDS Diary Cf- 1

. li'ar (18591 =3 2 At Worcester
j

Prince Maurice has made without the ditch . . a low breast-

work, and a stockado without. 1693 LUTTRELI. Brief Rel.

118571 HI. 152 The English made a breastwork of the dead,

to cover them in the time of action. 1809 W. IRVING

Knickerh. (18611 98 The mud breastworks had long been

levelled with the earth. 1839 TIIIRLWALI. Greece II. 346

Closing their wicker shields, and fixing them in the ground,
so as to form a kind of breastwork before them. 1861

SMILES Engineers II. 236 The Hythe Military Canal.,

protected by a breastwork on the land side.

b. transf. axAjig.
1828 CARLYLE Misc. 11857) ' 23 Behind the outmost

breastwork of gentility. 1821 DF. QUINCF.Y Confess. Wks
I. 103 This watery breastwork, a perpendicular wall of

water carrying itself as true as if controlled by a mason's

plumb-line.
2. In various technical uses : a. A'ant.

' A sort

of balustrade of rails, mouldings, or stanchions

which terminates the quarter-deck and poop at

the fore ends' (Smyth Sailor s \Voyd-bk~} ; see

also quot. 1870. b. Arch. The parapet of a build-

ing, c. = BREASTING 2.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Breastwork . . fre-

quently decorated with sculpture, c 1850 Rndim. Na-.'ig.

(Weale) 101 The breast-work . . serves to make a separation

from the main-deck. 1870 Daily NC-MS 27 Sept., Having
the space occupied by the turrets, funnel, hatch-ways, &c.,

raised seven or eight feet above the low deck. The ar-

moured sides of this superstructure Mr. Reed calls the

'breastwork'. 1875 VmDict. Arts\\.?,t,q A good example
of the form of iron buckets employed in the breast wheel . .

is shown in fig. 1178 : a. shrouding . . i'. breastwork.

Breath (breb). Forms: i brfep, Anglian

br<p, 2-3 breti, 3-6 breth, 4 breeth, breep,

brep(e, 4-6 brethe, 6 breathe, 6- breath. [OK.

brief, br/p odour, smell, exhalation as of anything

cooking or burning : WGer. type *br]>-, OTeut.

*!>rx/io-~* : Aryan *bhrfto-, with original sense
' ex-

halation from heat, steam, reek', f. root *bhn--,

Teut. *tr$- to burn, heat : see BREDE zU, and

BROOD. Thus related to OHG. bnuiam, MHG.
bradcm, Ger. brodem '

exhalation, vapour, steam':

OTeut. type *br&fmo-z : Aryan bhre'-tmo- (cf.

Skr. a--tman, etc.\ f. same' root. The sense

passed in Eng. through that of ' heated air expired

from the lungs' (often manifest to the sense of

smell, as in
'

strong breath') to ' the air in the lungs

or mouth ', thus taking the place of OE. irSiii, early

ME. cfcm 'see ETHEM\ and ME. ANDE, ONDE, Sc.

aind, aynJ, from Old Norse. The original long

vowel of OE. brief has only recently been short-

ened
;

the ifith c. (br,'b
x

having become (brej>),

instead of ,bn~J>) as in the verb BREATHE.]

1 1. Odour, smell, scent. Obs.

c 803 K. /ELFKKD Oros. vi. xxxii. 2 pa ongon se cealc mid

unxemete stincan ;
ba wearb luninianus mid bzm brasbe

ofsmorod. a noo Ags. Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 3 Odor, brab.

(- 1175 Lamb. Hot. 153 Hwenne be nose bio open to smelle

unlofne breS. a 1340 HAMPOLF. Pr. Consc. 613 He may se fra

his body com . . Alkyn filthe with stynkand brethe. c 1400

Dcstr. 7V<y 8804 Bawme, bat was bright, & of brethe noble.

2. An exhalation or vapour given forth by heated

objects, etc. ; steam, smoke, reek. Obs. exc. as

in b.
a 1300 Pop. Treat. Sc. 203 (Wright) 136 Both of the see and

of fersch water he draweth up the breth. a 1340 HAMPOLE
Pr. Consc. 4727 Blode and fire and brethe of smoke. 1398
TREVTSA Bart/i. DC P. R. xvn. xxvi. (1495) 619 Whan canell

is broke therof comyth a breth as it were a myste. 1561

HOLLYBUSH liom. Afoth. 3 Hold thy nose over it that the

vapor or hot breth ascende into thy head. 1667 MILTON
f. L. IV. 806 Like gentle breaths from Rivers pure.

b. (with influence of sense 3) : The air exhaled

from anything, or impregnated with its exhalations,

BREATH.

and retaining its characteristic odour. Also fig.

Cf. AIR.

1625 BACON Gardens, Ess.(AA. 1557 Because the Breath

of Flowers is farre Sweeter in the Aire . . then in the hand.

1830 TENNYSON A Spirit haunts 18 The moist rich smell

of the rotting leaves, And the breath Of the fading edges of

box beneath. 1837 NEWMAN Par. Serin, (ed. ?) III. x. 147

Full of the. .breath of the grave. 1874 BLACKIE Self-Cult.

43 What a student should specially see to. .is not to carry

the breath of books with him wherever he goes.

c. with a mixture of the sense of '

puff
'

: A
little of the air, a whiff.

1873 BLACK Pr. Thnle xxv. 424 The remote islands, where

a stranger brought . . a breath of the outer world with him.

3. a. The air exhaled from the lungs, originally

as made manifest by smell, or as a visible exhala-

tion ;
hence b. generally, The air received into

and expelled from the lungs in the act of respira-

tion. To draw breath : to inhale
air,^

breathe ;

hence, to live : also to spend, waste (ones') breath

^as in unprofitable speech). This is now the main

sense, which colours all others.

a. CTypCursorM. 3573(Trin.lTeebtorote. breeb[,''V;V;-

1/.9.9. ande] to stynke. c 1386 CHAUCER Pardaneres T. 224

Sour is thi breeth. ijgBl'RKVlSA Barth. DC P. R. v. xxxvn.

(1495) 152 Changynge of breth comyth ofvnyuersall corrup-

cion of the inner membres. 1601 SIIAKS. Jn/.C. I. ii. 249

The rabbltment..vttered such a deale of stinking breath.

1642 FULLER Holy f, Prof. St. iv. xviii. 333 A Swede lights

best when he can see his own breath. 1842 T. MARTIN in

l-'raser's .Mag. Dec., You will oblige me by keeping your
own breath to cool your own porridge. lUoci. His breath

smelling strong of alcohol.

b. c 1440 Promp. /'HIT'. 50 Brethe, anclitns. 1535 COVER-

DALE Ps. cxxxiv[v]. 16 They heare not, nether is there eny
breth in their mouthes. (-1534 Pilgrim's T. 476 in Thynne
Atiimadr. App. i. 90 That ever it dreu brethe. 1697 DRYDEN

I'irg. Gt-org. iv. 699 Draw the vital breath of upper Air. 1712

STEELE Spect. No. 426
* 2 Within ten Hours after the Breath

is out of the Body. 1713 BERKELEY Ilylas $ P. iii. Wks.

1871 1.323, I will no longer spend my breath in defence of

it. 1809 W. IRVING AK*wi.(i86l) 157 Even the inhabit-

ants of N ^'-Amsterdam began to draw short breath. 1842

TENNYSON Morte (fArth. 148 Then spoke King Arthur,

drawing thicker breath. 1850 In Mem. cx.\, I trust 1

have not wasted breath.

c. transf. The wind blown into a musical in-

strument, poet.
1605 SIIAKS. Afar/*, v.vi. 19 Make all our Trumpets speak,

giue them all breath. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. II. 789
Before the Breath Of brazen Trumpets rung the Peals of

Heath. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 36 But the soul is not

the body : and the breath is not the flute.

d. fig. Taken as the type of things unsubstan-

tial, volatile, or fleeting.
J593 SIIAKS. Lncr. 212 A dream, a breath, a froth of fleet-

ing joy. 1603 Meas. for HI. in. i. S A breath thou art,

Seruile to all the skyie-influences.

1 4. A gentle blowing, a puff ; now visually oj

air or of wind; but in early times used abso-

lutely in sense of 'wind, breeze, air in motion'.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. C. 107 pe blybe brebe at her bak be

bosumhefyndes. Ibid. 138 When bo)>ebrebesconblowevpon
blowatteres. (-1400 Dcstr. Troy 36qj pe bre and the brethe

bnrbelit to gedur. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Cram.x.

46 There is not a breath of wind stirring. 1711 STEELE

Sfect. No. 167 T 3 The least Breath of Wind has often

demolished my magnificent Edifices. 1822 SHELLEY Hellas

4 Sweet as a summer night without a breath. 1833 HT.

MARTINEAU lilanch. Strike vi. 67 A breath of fresh air came

in. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. 18. 133 There was not a breath

of air stirring.

b. In the ' breath of summer ,

' of morn ,
etc.

there is almost always an admixture, great or

small, of a./7ff.
use of senses 2 b, 3 a.

,-1386 CHAUCER Prol. 5 Whan Zephirus eek withhis

swete breeth Inspired hath .. the tendre croppes. c 1600

SIIAKS. Sonn. liv, When summers breath their masked buds

discloses. 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna I. i. 185 The breath of

morn bids hence the night. 1821 BYRON Sardaa. I. ii. 575

Can I not even breathe The breath of heaven?

C. fig. In such phrases as
' the breath of popular

favour' (cf. Lat. popnlaris attra}, the original

notion of the breath of favouring wind which fills

the sails, is much mixed with that of spoken or

whispered breath, and sometimes with other of

the later senses.

<zi639 WOTTON Char. Happy Life in Reliq. Walton., Un-
tide unto the world by care Of Publike fame or private

breath. 1692 SOUTH 12 Sma. (1697) I. 32 The Mind can . .

quickly feel the thinness of a popular Breath, a 1703 BUR-

KITT On N. T. Mark i. 45 Christ retires from the breath of

popular applause. 1790 Gou\ R. MORRIS in Sparks Life $
i('>;'/.(i832)II.96 They must patiently wait the breath of

the Assemble'e, and follow as it blows. 1874 H. REYNOLDS

John Bapt. i. 4. 35 Forced into new attitudes by the chang-

ing breath of human appreciation.

5. The faculty or action of breathing, respira-

tion. Hence, breathing existence, spirit, life
;
so

breath of life,
breath of the nostrils.

a 1300 Seven Sins 41 in E, E. P. (1862* 19 pe deuil benimib

him is bref>. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. ii. 7 And spiride in to the

face of hym an entre of breth of Hjf. c 1386 CHAUCER Knts.

T 2194 Whan with honour vp yolden is his breeth. 1587

Mirr Mar ,
A tl'an Ixx, Now faint I feele, my breath begins

to fayle. "1611 SIIAKS. H'int. T. v. i. 83 When jour first

Oueene's againe in breath. 1611 BIBLE Gen. vii. 22 All in

whose nosethrils was the breath of life. 1738 WESLEY
Psalms No. I2i. v, He guards our Souls, he keeps our

Breath. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 169 Now, poor puss 1

thou'st lost thy breath. And decent laid the molds beneath.



BREATHABLE.
1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xxxvi, And so the Word had
breath.

b. To catch or hold one's breath : to check sud-

denly or suspend the act of respiration. Alsoyf^.
1719 DE FOE Critsce iii, I held my breath . . I was ready

1864 GkupfloHtr. n June, It also catches my breath and
makes me cough.
6. An act of breathing; a single respiration.
Hence phrases : In (with] one or the same breath,
at a breath, etc.

1483 Cath. Angl. 43 A Breth; vbi ande. 1489 CAXTON
Faytes of A. n. xxxix. 164 Taughte to . . plonge in to the
watre and wyth a long breth to kepe them self therynne.
1571 Buchanans Detect. Mary in H. Campbell Lore-let!.

MaryQ. Scots (1824) 148 When she cannot stay him in life,
cometh she to receive his last breath ? 1588 Marprel. Epist.
(Arb.) 3, I cannot very often at one breath come to a full

point. 1634 QUARLES Embl. i. (1818) 58 Thou swallowest at
one breath Both food and poison down. 1717 POPE Eloisa
333 Till ev'ry motion, pulse, and breath, be o'er. 1850
MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom xvii. 160 I'll fight to the last breath,
before they shall take my wife and son. 1858 HAWTHORNE
Fr, $ It. Jrnls. I. 83 In the space of half a dozen breaths.

1867 FREEMAN Xonn. Cong. 1 18761 L vi. 506 The Chroniclers
speak of it in the same breath with the election of Harold.

7. Power of breathing, free or easy breathing.
Chiefly in phrases : e.g. Out of breath : breathing
with difficulty, breathless; so in breath (obs.), to

get, keep, lose one's breath, to put out of breath.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. i. 57 You run this humor out
of breath. 1602 Ham. \. ii. 282 The King shal drinke to
Hamlets better breath. 1603 KNOLLES///^. Turkes (1621.

1254 The Turkes yet in breath . . gave an attempt unto the

high Towne. i782CowpER J. Gilpin xl, Away went Gilpin
out of breath. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. vii, 1'wo dogs. .

Unmatched for courage, breath, and speed. 1859 TENNYSON
Elaine 421 At last he got his breath and answer'd.

b. To take breath, to breathe freely, to recover
free breathing, as by pausing after exertion. Alsoy^

r
.

1581 NOWELL & DAY in Confer, i. 11584) G iij, Some of vs
were fayne to go out of the chauncel to take breath. 1581
J. BELL IIaddon's Ansiv. Osor. 401 To pause awhiles, and
to take breath upon good advise, what were best to be
done. 1828-41 TYTLER Hist. Scot. 11864) I- "2 They sat
down to take breath.

8. Opportunity or time for breathing ; exercise of

the respiratory organs. Alsoyf^
1

.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. II I, iv, ii. 24 Giue me some litle breath,
some pawse, deare Lord. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. n. iii. 121
He hopes it is no other, But for your health, and your
digestion sake, An after Dinners breath. iv. v. 92 1 heir

fight . . either to the vttermost Or else a breath. 1673
TEMPLE Observ. U. Pro?'. Wks. 1731 I. 24 The great Breath
that was given the States in the Heat of their Affairs.

t b. Of mines, etc. : To have breath : to have
free passage for foul air or gas. Obs. rare.

1599 HAKLUVT Voy. II. i. 83 The mine had vent or breath
in two places.

9. transf. \Vhisper, utterance, articulate sound,

speech ; judgement or will expressed in words.
1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xiv. 61 porw his breth mowen men

& bestes lyuen. Jbid. xvm. 319 With bat breth helle brake.

1589 J. HART Ortkogr. 6 To use as many letters in our
writing as we do voyces or breathes in speaking. 1599
SHAKS. Much Ado v. i. 273 Art thou the slaue that with thy
breath hast kild mine innocent childe? 1612 T. TAYLOR
Comm. Titus i. 9 Noting in one breath of Bellarmine three
errors. 17*0 WATTS Div. Songs xvii. iii. Hard names . . and
threatening words, That are but noisy breath. 1770 ( IOLDSM.
Des. Vill. 54 A breath can make them, as a breath has
made. 1785 BURNS Cotter's Sat. Nt. xix, Princes and lords
are but the breath of kings. 1830 TENNYSON DreamF. IV.

ii, Qan Chaucer, the first warbler, whose sweet breath Pre-
luded those melodious bursts. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

V. 114 There is an undoubted power in public opinion when
no breath is heard adverse to the law.

b. Below or under one's breath : in a low voice

or whisper. Bated breath : see BATED ///. a.

1832 LYTTON Eng. Aram i. iii, Hush, said Ellinor under
her breath. 1865 J. USSHER Lond. to Persep., The Ar-
menian woman can only talk In her own house below her
breath.

10. Phonology. Voiceless expiration of air, form-

ing a hiss, whish, puff, or similar sound, attrib.,
as in breath consonant, a consonant formed by the

breath in the mouth without the action of the

vocal chords: such are the sounds k, t, p, x, J, s, \>,
f.

1867 MELVILLE BELL Visible Speech 49 When the breath,
or the voice, is moulded by precise dispositions of the parts
of the mouth. Ibid. 70 The Breath-glide. 1874 SWEET Hist.

Eng. Sounds 76 To determine the laws which govern the
distribution of the breath band f, and the voice 5 and v.

1879 \x\Phtlol.Soc. Trans. 471 Swedish .. final voiced

stops . . seem to be shorter than in English, and to have a

stronger breath off-glide.

11. Comb., as breath-bereaving, -blown, - catch-

*n
* -giver* -giving* -Bopping', breath-bubble, a

bubble blown by the breath
; fig. an empty thing,

a trifle ; -f breath -room, room for breathing,

breathing-space; f breath-seller, one who sells

perfumes or scents
; also, one who speaks for pay ;

breath-sounds, respiratory sounds heard in aus-

cultation ; breath -tainted a., having tainted or

foul breath
; alsoy?f.

1618 BRATHWAIT Descr. Death in Fair's S. P. (1848) 270
A *breath-bereaving breath . . He comes . . to rid us of our

1080

|

feares. 18*7 HOOD Hero <f L. xxxviii, A ^breath-blown dart
Shot sudden from an Indian'sfcollowcane. 1835 BROWNING
Paracelsus i. 30 Painted toys,

* Breath-bubbles, gilded dust.
1868 MRS. H. WOOD Flowers in Argosy June, 'What's
killing him?' cried Sale, with . . a sort of *

breath-catching.
1609 Metamorph. Tobacco (Collier) 9 'Breath-giuing herbe.

1669 WORLIDGE .Sjtf/. Agric. viii. 3. 161 Leaving the Plant
a little *Breath-room in the middle. 1601 CORNWALLYKS
Ess. n. xlix. (1631) 310 Call in those *breath-sellers, and
perfumers. 1603 fLOMQM&ttafgM* I xxiu (1632152 A fourth
estate of Lawyers, *breathsellers, and pettifoggers. 1645
QUARLES Sol. Recant, i. 42 An old "Breath-tainted Churl.

Breathable (brr-Sab'l). [f. BREATHE v. +

-ABLE.] Fit or agreeable to breathe, or to be
inhaled ; respirable.
1731 in BAILEY II. 1840 J. WILSON In Blacfav. Mag.

LXvI. 9 How breathable the atmosphere !

Hence Brea'thableness (in mod. Diets.).

Breathe (bnfl), z>. Forms : 4 brethi, 4-5
brethen, 4-6 brethe, breeth, 5 brethyn, 6-8

breath, 5- breathe. [ME. brehe(nt
f. breth,

BREATH : not formed in OE. The verb retains the

original long vowel with S for
]>
between two vowels

(brethen, etc.): cf. month, months, to mouth^\
I. intt\ f 1. To exhale, steam, evaporate. Obs.

a 1300 Fragm. Pop. Sc. (Wr.) 202 The sonne .. maketh
wateres brethi up as hi schulde swete. 1559 MORWYNG
Evfmym. 198 Heet them in a vessell diligently covered,
that nothing breeth out. Ibid. 212 Close it, that the spirits
brethe not out. 1560 P.WHITEHORNF OrderingofSouldiours
'1573) 28 b, Putting them into a greate yearthen potte. .lute

it, or daube it very well aboute, so that it cannot breathe.

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. 111.26 By this meanes a small quantity
of. . water will be a long time in breathing out. 1608 SHAKS.
Per. in. ii. 94 A warmth breathes out of her. 1670 LASSI i.s

Voy. ///>' 1 1698) II. 1 89 The infectious vapour which breath-
eth out of this sulphurous ground.

f 2. To emit odour, to smell. Xow onlyyf^-. with
reference to sense 3.

( 1400 Destr, Troy 9119 Bame & . . halsaum, pat breth id

full swete. ^1468 in Ord. R. Househ. (17901 40 To make
amongst them other swete fumes, things to make them
breathe most holesomly and delectable. 1712 POPE Rape
Lock i. ij4 All Arabia breathes from yonder box.

b. fig. To be redolent of.

1697 DRYDEN I 'irg, Georg. iv. 602 Down from his Head the

liquid Odours ran, He breath'd of Heav'n, and look'd above
a Man. 1832 TENNYSON Mariana in South vi, Old letters,

breathing of her worth. -A^ Audlty Crt. 7 Francis
just alighted from the boat, And breathing of the sea.

3. Of animals : a. To exhale air from the lungs.
I39&TRF.VISA Barth. De P, R. in. v. (14951 52 He makyth

the body spirare \ that i.s to brethe*. 1526 TINDALE John xx.
22 He brethed upon them [WYCLIF, he blewe on hem], and
sayde vnto them : Receaue the holy goost. 1587 GOLDING
De Mornay ix. 122 If a man do but breath vpon them they
vanish into smoke.

b. To exhale and inhale, to respire. The ordinary
current sense, which colours all the others.

1377 [see BREATHING rbl. sh. i], c 1440 Promp. Par: 1
, so

Brethyn or ondyn, spiro, anelo, aspiro. r 1450 LONELICH
Grail xxxviii. 389 Onnethis there brethen they myhte. 1483
Cath. Angl. 43 To Brethe. .spiritittn trahere. ,i'bi to Ancle.

1593 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. xvi. 5 When we breathe, sleep,
move. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 45 Before you can say come,
and goe, And breathe twice. 1726 BUTLER Serin, xi. 212
The Air in which we breath. 1842 TENNYSON Morte d'A rth.
162 And answer made King Arthur, breathing hard.

t C. transf. of plants. Obs. rare.

1574 HYLL Conject. Weather i, The seedes in the earth . .

cannot then breath forth. 1664 EVELYN Kat. Hort. ^17291
228 Their [plants'] being kept from Breathing (as I presume
to call it).

d. trans. To bring (to, into a state) by breathing.
1816 BYRON C/i. Har. in. Ixxix, This breathed itself to liVe

in Julie.

4. To draw the breath of life ; to live, exist.

1382 WYCLIF Joshua x. 40 Alle that my^ten breeth he
slows. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. i. 161 Clarence still breathes,
Edward still Hues and raignes. 1674 FLATMAN Job i, Few
be the days, that feeble man must breath. 1713 POPE
M'indsor f. 300 What Kings first breath'd upon her wind-
ing shore. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thnle xvii. 274 A better-inten-
tioned fellow does not breathe.

b. with predicative sb. or adj.
1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI

t in. i. 82 \Vhy? Am I dead? Do
I not breath a Man? 1608 ARMIN Nest Ninn. (1842) 7 The
World, .askt if it were possible such breathde hers to com-
maunde. c 1620 Z. BOYD Zion's Flowers (18551 ^7 Hee'le
say our house yet never breathed scant. 1826 DISRAELI I'tv.

Grey iv. iv. 153 Within five minutes you will breathe a
beggar and an outcast.

C. fig. To live. To breathe through : to animate,
inform.

1732 POPESS. Man i. 275 One stupendous whole .. That
.. Breathed in our soul, informs our mortal part. 1862
STANLEY Jew. C/i. (18771 I- v - 102 Its effect on Israel . . still

moves and breathes amongst us. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess.
Crit. ix. (1875) 386 Certain governing ideas of Spinoza ..

which breathe through all his works.
d. fig. To be alive with.
a 1881 DISRAELI (O. i The staircase in fresco . . breathed

with the loves and wars of gods and heroes.

5. To take breath (see BREATH 7 b) ;fig. to pause,
take rest. To breathe again (fig.) : to recover
from anxiety, excitement, etc. ; to be relieved in

mind. To breathefreely : to be at ease ; to be in

one's element.

1577 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1137/1 Without giuing anie

long time to the residue of the guides . . to breath vpon
their businesse. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. it. 137 Now I breath

BREATHE
againe Aloft the flood. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixv. 8 If . .

only to breathe between troubles may be termed quietness.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. xiii. 60 Let vs breathe
and refresh a little. iT^oOzELL Vertot's Rom. Rep. II.xiv.

331 With Orders to give Antony no Time to Breathe, but
to pursue him forthwith. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece I. 333
War was the element in which the Spartan seems to have
breathed most freely. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 567 Twice they
fought, and twice they breathed.

t 6. fig. To breathe to, after: to aspire to, pant
after, long to attain to. Obs.

1524 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 245 The saide Arche-

busshop bretheth myche to honour, a 1593 H. SMITH Serin.
(1866) II. 330 Let us breathe after the fountain of the living
water. a 1602 W. WATSON Decacord. 154 Whilest the

Spaniard was a breathing to have gotten the Kingdom, if

he could. 1603 KNOI.LES Hist. Turks ( 16211 428 We see the
Turkes .. breathing after our destruction. 1734 WATTS
Reliq. Jui>. (1789") 257 Set it a breathing after eternal things.

7. transf. To give forth audible breath or sound
;

to speak, sing, etc.

1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. iv. v. 2 Speake, breathe, discusse.

1607 Tinton in. v. 59 You breath in vaine. 1632 MILTON
Penser. 151 As I wake, sweet music breathe. 1842 TENNY-
SON Two Voices 4-^ A hint, a whisper breathing low.

8. Of wind, air, etc. : To blow softly. (Cf. 3 a.)
1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 46 The ayre breathes vpon vs

here most sweetly. 1704 POPE Windsor F. 136 Where
cooling vapours breathe along the mead. 1830 TENNYSON
Godiva. 55 The low wind hardly breathed for fear, 1884
W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 48 The wind that breathes upon
the woods.

9. To breathe upon (fig.) : to infect or con-

taminate
;
to tarnish (as if with breath) ;

to taint,

corrupt. Cf. blo^u itpon, BLOW v.^ 30.
[1591 SHAKS. Tii<o Gent. v. iv. 131 Take but possession of

her, with a Touch : I dare thee, but to breath vpon my
Loue.J 1820 BYRON Alar. Fal. v. i. 429 When the proud
name on which they pinnacled Their hopes is breathed on.

1859 TENNYSON Enid 1709 Before the Queen's fair name
was breathed upon.

II. trans.

10. To exhale, to emit by expiration (put") \ fig.
to send or infuse into, communicate by breathing.
1382 WYCLIF Lament, ii. 12 Whan thei shuld brethen out

ther soulis in the bosom of ther modris. 1388 Gen. ii. 7
The Lord God . . brethide in to his face the brcthing of lijf.

1-1590 MARLOWE Massacre Paris in. ii, Breathe out that

life wherein my death was hid. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI,
iv. i. 7 Who . . from their misty lawes Breath foule con-

tagious darknesse in the ayre. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus
Ixiv. 104 Her unvoic'd lips breathed incense faintly to

heaven. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau I. 313 He breathed new
life into them.

b. transf. of things.
1647 W. BROWSE Pole*, n. 339 The resolution that hatred

can breath into haughty courages. 1667 MILTON P.L. n.

244 His Altar breathes Ambrosial Odours. Ibid. in. 607
What wonder then if fields and regions here Breathe forth

Elixir pure. 1782 CowPER Table T. 294 Place me where
Winter breathes his keenest air. 1839 ARNOLD in Stanley
Life II. ix. 1 1858 ' 140 The rocks actually breathing fragrance
from the number of their aromatic plants.

c. To breathe one's last or one's last breath or

gasp : to die, expire.
1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, v. ii-4o Mountague hath breath'd

his last. Ibid. n. i. 108 Where your braue Father breath'd

his latest gaspe. 1651 Proc. Parliament No. 82. 1247 T^6
kingdome, languishing and ready to breath out her last.

171^ POPE Rape Lock in. 158. 1850 TENNYSON / Mem.
xcviii. 5 Where he breathed his latest breath.

11. To inhale and exhale (air, etc.), to respire ;

esp. to inhale, as in
'

to breathe foul air'. Also_/?^.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 732, I breath free breath. 163;*

SANDERSON 12 Sernt. 472 The ayre we continually breath.

a 1704 T. BROWN Dk. Ormond's Rccov^ Divine Alcides
breathes celestial air. 1810 HENRY Elem. Chem. (1826) II.

605 A sensation . . produced by breathing the fumes of

burning sulphur. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 17 Wreaths
. . that intercept the air one breathes. Mod. Free as the air

we breathe.

12. To give utterance to : a. To utter in the

most quiet way ;
to whisper, make known, com-

municate.

1595 SHAKS. John iv. ii. 36 To this effect . .We breath'd

our Councell. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. (1702) I. in.

203 Few men to whom he could breath his Conscience.

1819 SCOTT It'anhoe II. i. 20 But the petition was already
breathed, a 1847 R. HAMILTON Rew. fy Pitnishnt. viii. (1853!

378 No intimation of hope is breathed. Mod. I would not

breathe it to another.

b. To Titter with vehemence or passion. Also
with out.

1535 COVERDALE Acts ix. i Saul was yet breathinge out

threatnynges and slaughter agaynst the disciples of the

Lorde. 1596 SPENSER F, Q. i. vi. 38 Two knights . . Both

breathing vengeaunce. 1611 COTCR. s,v. Moyen rf/-..Npw
and then breath out horrible shrikes. 1648 JENKYN Blind
Guide \. 3 He breathes out reproaches. 1720 <)/ H.I, Vertots
Rom. Rep. II. x. 153 Marius. .breathed nothing but Blood
and Slaughter. 1809 J. BARLOW Colnmb. in. 22 The nations
. . Breathe deadly strife, and sigh for battle's blare.

C. To express, manifest, evince, display.
1667 MILTON P. L. i. 554 Such as. .in stead of rage De-

liberate valour breatb'd. 1780 HARRIS Philol. Enq. (1841)

482 A custom breathing their liberal and noble disposition.

1792 S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. n. 12 Whose language breathed
the eloquence of Truth. 1846 WRIGHT Ess. Mid. Ages I. ii.

61 Passages which breathe the true spirit of poetry. 1862

STANLEY Jeiy. Ch, (1877* I. xiii. 251 The whole period,
breathes a primitive simplicity.

13. trans, and refi.
To let breathe; to give

breathing, or a breathing space to ; to recreate.



BREATHED.

1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. U5Q6) 252/1 The Kings permission
to him granted, to breath nimselfe a little and to walke
abrode. 1596 DANETT Comities (1614) 304 When we had
breathed our horses, wee ridde foorth a fast trot towards
the King. 1643 FULLER Holy <y Prof. St. iv. xvi, 324 Stop-
ping.. to breath himself and the Reader. 1824 SOUTHKV
Life 5- Corr. (1850) v. 177 Taking up a book for five or ten

minutes, by way of breathing myself. 1835 WILLIS Pencil'

lings II. liv. 122 We dismounted here to breathe our horses.

14. To excite the respiratory organs of: hence

t a. to exercise briskly ;
to accustom to by exercise

(obs.*). b. to put out of breath, exhaust, tire.

[1430-1525 See BREATHED i.J

1567 TUKBERV. in Thynne's Animadv. Introd. 143 You
breath your foming steede Athwart the fields. 1598 It.

JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. \. v. 127 He send for one of these

Fencers, and hee shall breath you. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well
n. iii. 271, I thinke thou wast created for men to breath
themselues vpon thee. 1611 HEYWOOD Gold. Age n. i. Wks.
1874 III. 32 Nor haue I yet bene to these pastimes breath'd.

1658 Whole Duty Man \. 52. n He that expects to run a
race will beforehand be often breathing himself. 1676 F.

VKRNON in Phil. Trans. II. 580 The Plains of Klis are. .fit

to breath Horses in. 1826 F. COOPER Mohicans (1829) II.

xv. 232 The warriors who had breathed themselves so freely
in the preceding struggle. 1847 TENNYSON Princess Prol.

113 He had breath'd the Proctor's dogs. 1884 Miss BRAD-
DON Ishmael II. 183 He was a little breathed when he stood
before the door.

15. To give breath to (a wind instrument) ;
to

blow.
a 1721 PRIOR Solomon in. Wks. (1835) II. 178 They breathe

the flute, or strike the vocal wire. 1762 Judas Mace. in. 18

See the Godlike Youth advance, Breathe the Flutes, and
lead the Dance. 1822 [see BREATHED 4],

16. To breathe a vein : to give vent to it ; to

lance it so as to let blood, arch, or lObs.

1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spa x. 95 Have a vein breathed.

1655 CULPEPPER Riveriits \. xv. 53 If the Liver be hot . . we
must breath a Vein. 1748 RICHARDSON Cfarissa(iBii\VHI.
120 They were forced to breath a vein to bring her to her-

self. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 25. 1836 MAKRYAT Japlict
iv. 10 Permitting me to breathe a vein in his own arm.

Breathed, ppl. a. [f.
BREATHE v. and BREATH

sb. + -ED. In early instances it is not easy to sepa-
rate the verbal from the noun-derivative, nor to

fix the pronunciation.]
I. From the vb. (now br/"oM, br/"o"ed).

1. Exercised, put into breath, in (good) wind
;

esp. in well-breathed, and the like.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. vi, Though he be best brethed
to endure. 1525 LD. BERNRRS Froiss. II. cxxxvi. [cxxxii.]

380 Rode forthe an easy passe to kepe their horses well
brethed. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Skr. Induct, n, Thy gray-
hounds are as swift As breathed Stags. 1637 HEYWOOD
Koy.Kmg\.'\\. Wks. 1874 VI. 79 The Falcon better breath'd,
seiz'd on the Eagle. 1678 R. LESTHANGE Seneca's Mor.
(1702) 343 A Footman that is not breath'd, cannot keep pace
with his Master's Horse. 1704 POPE Windsor F. 121 To
plains with well-breath'd beagles we repair.

b. Jig. f Lust-breathed (in Shaks.) : animated
or inspired by lust, or breathing lust (cf. well-ready

fair-spoken}.
1594 SHAKS. Lucr. 3 Lust-breathed Tarquin. 1607

Timon i. i. 10 A most incomparable man, breath'd as it

were, To an vntyreable and continuate goodness. 1647
WARD Simp. Cobier 14 It is a most toylsome taske to runne
the wild-goose chase after a well breath'd Opinionist. 1681
DRYDEN Ahs. <y Achit. 631 To speak the rest, who better

are forgot, Would tire a well breath'd Witness of the Plot.

2. Put out of breath, exhausted, winded.

1599 PORTER Angry Worn. Abingd. in Hazl. Dodsley VII.

358 As good as a cry of hounds, to make a breath'd hare of

me !

3. Exhaled, respired, inhaled and exhaled
; ut-

tered in a breath, whispered.
1579 SPENSER Shep?i. Cal. Jan. 40 The blossome ..With

breathed sighes is blowne away, and blasted. 1596 F, Q.
n. iii. 7 Vile Caytiue. .Vnworthie of the commune breathed
aire. 1629 MILTON Ode Nativ. 179 No nightly trance, or
breathed spell, Inspires the pale-eyed priest. 1861 SMILES
Engineers II. 220 The exhausted or breathed air.

4. Of wind - instruments : Played upon ; cf.

BREATHE v. 15. poet.
1822 PROCTOR (B. Cornwall) Lnd. Sforza \. 16 Like num-

bers floating from the breathed flute.

f 5. Breathed ware\ ? tarnished goods; 'BRAIDED
ware '.

1661 DAVENPORT City Nt.-Cap iv. In Dodsley (1780) XL
326 We vent no breath'd ware here.

II. From the sb. {now brej>t).

6. Having breath; as in long-breathed: long-
winded, or long-lived. (The 2 early quots. are

doubtful.)
1555 Fardle Facions 11. xi. 260 Damoselles . . softe as the

Silke, and breathed like the Rose. 1628 EARLE Microcosm.
xviii. 38 The rooms are ill breath'd. 1649 SELDEN Laws
Eng. i. Ixiv. (1739) 132 Had the King been a little longer
breathed with patience, he might have had his will upon
easier terms. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxi,

'

They werena a lang
breathed generation, I reckon'. 1884 Mind Jan. 125 It re-

quires a long-breathed reader to accompany him through
his devious course.

7. Phonology. Uttered with breath as opposed to

voice ;
surd ; cf. SONANT.

1877 SWEET Ifandbk. Phonetics 31 Consonants can there-
fore be breathed as well as voiced.

Breather (brrSai). [f. BREATHE v. + -ER I.]
1. He who, or that which, breathes ; one who

lives, a living being, creature, animal.
VOL. I.
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c 1600 SHAKSPERF. Sonti. Ixxxi, When all the breathers of

this world arc dead. 1606 Ant. fy Cl. in. iii. 24 She
shewes a body, rather then a life, A Statue, then a Breather.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Self. 135 Those reasonless breath-

ers that Hve under us. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cxviii. 6

Breathers of an ampler day.

f2. He who, or that which, supplies breath;

fig. inspirer, animater.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 354 Calleth it [the midriff] the
breather or bellowes of the lower belly,

a 1711 NORRIS (J.)

The breather of all life does now expire.

3. A spell of exercise taken to stimulate the

breathing, or to try the wind
; cf. BREATH 8. Also,

that which puts out of breath, or exhausts.
a

1836 COLMAN Poor Gent. iv. n (L.) Here we are at last

that hill's a breather. 1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Mkt. Harb.
229 They gave the hapless 'Marathon 'a spin with 'Chance',
as a mere breather. 1884 Cyclist 13 Feb. 249/1 Cyclists arc

looking forward to being able to take a 'breather' during
the present week.

4. One who breathes forth, speaks, proclaims.
1382 WYCLIF Acts ix. i Saul, 31! brethere, or bltnvere t of

manassis and betyng. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. iv. iv. 31
For my Authority beares of a credent bulke. That no par-
ticular scandall once can touch But it confounds the breather.

1612 T. JAMF.S Jesuits Dmum-f. 8 These are the very first

brokers, breathers and hrochers of contention abroad. 1812
L. HUNT in Examiner 14 Dec. 787/2 This Breather of

Eloquence could not say a few decent, .words.

Breatbful (bre-bful\ a,
[f.

BREATH -(--FUL.]
Full of breath or air

; having breath or life, alive;

breathing perfume, redolent, odorous.

1583 STANYHURST JEneid in. (Arb.i 81 How fares Asca-
nius? doth he live, and breathful abideth ? 1590 SCFNSKR
Muiopot. 195 Fresh Costniarie, and brcathfull Camomill.

1596 F. Q. iv. v. 38 The breathful 1 bellows blew amaine.

1593 BARNKS Parthen, in Arb. Garner \. 350 Waste breath-
less words ! and breathful sighs increase !

Breathing (brrSirj), vbl. sl>. [f.
BREATHE

z;.]

1. Exhalation and inhalation of breath ; respira-
tion

;
a single act of respiration.

1377 LANGL, P. PL B. xi. 349 Some bryddes at }K bille

Jjorwgh brethynge conceyued. 1608 HIKRON IVks. I. 736
Forsake mee not, I pray thee, in my last breathing. 1611

SHAKS. Cytnb. n. ii. 18 'Tis her breathing that Perfumes the

Chamber thus. 1691 Woon Ath. O.von. I. 260 Our author
. . surrendred up his last breathings in his house in Magd.
Parish. 1815 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles 11. xxx, His breathing came
more thick and fast. 1842 TENNYSON Day Dream 93.

b. The time in which a breath is drawn
;
a very

short time.

1625 F. MARKHAM Bk. Hon. v. iv. i Though it be but
for a breathing, or short time. 1826 DISRAKLI Viv. Grey in.

vi. 116 It was there only for the breathing of a second.

C. Power of retaining the breath,
' wind '.

1667 OLDENBURG in Phil. Trans. II. 431 Pearl-fishers are
fed with dry and rosted meat, to give them better breathing.

d. fig. Influence, inspiration.
tg6y GOLDING De Mornay v. 56 The very benefitte which

we receiue by his loue, is secret and insensible through

breathing which worketh in us. 1878 B.TAYLOR Denkalion
i. ii. 23 Over all things huge and coarse There came the

breathing of a regal sway.

t 2. Time to breathe, respite, pause, rest. Obs.

1598 BARRET Theor. IVarres in. ii. 88 One troupe, .ready
to second another, and to giue breathing one to another.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. i. 32 The Church had no

breathing for whole twenty yeares together. 1687 Land.
Gaz. No. 2262/1 Having received some breathing by a Pro-

clamation.

3. Exercise taken to stimulate the respiratory

organs ;
a breather.

1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake iv. 30, I used to go often, .to

take a Breathing with his Scholars. 1865 Morning Star
2 Feb., The Oxonians .. took their first 'breathing' over

the course from Oxford to Ifiley and back this afternoon.

4. Utterance, divulgence.
1606 SHAKS. Ant.fyCl. i. iii. 14, I am sorry to giue breath-

ing to my purpose. 1611 BIBLE Lament, iii. 55 Hide not

thine eare at my breathing, at my crie.

5. Aspiration (after), longing (for).
a 1652 J. SMITH Sel, Disc. iv. 109 Those breathings and

gaspings after an eternal participation of him. 1805 D.

JOHNSTON Sertn. for Blind 39 A pious mind can meditate

upon God and send up holy breathings towards him. 1852
TUPPER Proverb. Philos, 205 Ye commune of hopes and aspi-

rations, the fervent breathings of the heart.

6. Of the wind : Gentle blowing.
1635 SwAN-S^r. M. v. 2 (1643) 17^0

Redness of the skie. .

declare[s] that some spirits or windie breathings are above.

1781 COWPER Retirement 530 The breathings of the lightest
air that blows. 1802 WORDSw. Sonn. ' To T. rOitv.' There's

not a breathing of the common wind That will forget thee.

f 7. Ventilation ; a place for air or vapour to

escape, a vent, air-hole. Ohs.

1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. II. 75 Stues . . wi^> streite

side weies of brepynge \_lateralibns angnstHs spiraculi
viis], 1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 17 Weyes of brething that

wonderly cast vp hete. 1483 Cath. Angl. 43 A Breth-

ynge, spiracnlum t spiramen. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. i.

131 The Warmth .. makes New Breathings, whence new
Nourishment she takes.

8. The opening of a vein in order to let blood.
1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (16531 328 By breathing

of a Veine..the partie hath bin recovered. 1641 R. LE-
BTRANGE Relapsed Apost. Introd. 4 Breathing of a Vein
with a Dog-whip. 1719 D'URFEY Pills (1872) I. 87 Till the

breathing a Vein Corrects the mad Pulse into Quiet.

9. Gram. An aspiration, an aspirate: spec. (Gr.

irvcvpa, L. spiritus] in Greek grammar, the two

signs, (') or 'rough breathing', and (') or

BREATHLESS.

'smooth breathing*,which indicate respectively the

presence and absence of the aspirate. See also

ASPEK j-/'.
1

, ASPIRATE sh. 2, ASPIKATIOX 6.

1746 T. NU<;KNT tr. Port Royal Gr. Gram., The Gram-
marians call breathing (7rceuj/,a) the manner of breathing a

Syllable in pronouncing it. These breathings are twofold ;

one soft and smooth, .thus eyw. .The other rough and hard
. .thus oi/xa. 1864 Athenaeum No. 1934. 672/2 The text is

furnished with breathings and accents. 1875 SCRIVENER
Lect. Grk. Test. 20 Breathings and accents were added, at

first very irregularly.

1O. Comb, and Attrib., as breathing-fit, a breath-

ing-space, pause, rest ; breathing-hole, a hole

or vent for air
; breathing-part, -place, a place

or opening for breathing ; a pause ; breathing-
pore, a minute opening for the passage of air, a

spiracle or stoma ; breathing-space, room or time

to breathe ; so breathing-spell, -time, -while.

1589 Tri, Love fy Fort. in. in Hazl. Dodst. VI. 195 Here
is a *breathing-fit after hard mischance. 1805 WORDSW.
Waggoner i. 37 Many a breathing-fit he takes. 1580 HOI.I.Y-

BAND Trcas. Fr. Tong,, Nascattx. .the "breathing holes of

the nose, the nosethrill. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl, I. xiii. 141

They had worked numerous breathing-holes . . in the solid

ice. 1644 BULWER (.'hiron. 44 To distinguish the Comma's
and breathing parts uf a sentence. 1382 WYCLIF /V^r*. xx.

27 The lanterne of the Lord the *brething place [Vulg. spi-

racnlum] of a man. 1581 HIDNE-IY Apol. Poet n't- 'Arb.i 71
That Caesura or breathing place in the middest of the verse.

1768 ( \. WHITI-; Selborn? 40 The head of a fallow-deer, fur-

nished with two splracula, or breathing-places besides the

nostrils. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 374/1 *Breathing-pores, .are

formed by the juxtaposition of two cells. 1650 K. STAPYLTON*
Strada's Lw-C. H'arres v. 130 They gave her jealousies a

short *breath ing-space. 1842 TKNNYSON Lockslcy //. 167
There the passions cramp'd no longer shall have scope and

breathing-space. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 247 He had

Here was a breathing-time of indecision and suspense.

1593 SHAKS. i'en. fy Ad. 1142 It shall. .Bud and be blasted

in a ^breathing-while. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Xight-C.
416 Turn round and look about, a breathing-while !

Brea'thing, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -IN -.]

Respiring, living; blowing; emitting fragrance :

taxing the breath, etc.
;

in the various senses of

the verb.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. xx.vv. "1495* 147 Etiery

brethynge beest hath lounges. 1591 SPENSER Virgil's Gnat
xxiv, (lentle murmure of the breathing ayre. 1595 SHAKS.

John n. i. 419 Rescue those breathing Hues to dye in beds.

1684 HUNYAN Pilgr. n. 66 Christiana began to Pant, and

said, I dare say this is a breathing Hill. 1747 COLLINS
EClog. in. 6 Or scent the breathing maize at setting day.

1777 SIR W. JONES Pal. Fortune 26 Incense-breathing gales

perftim'd the grove. 1816 ^QVIW-X LayofLaureate >
Dream

62 Infant man .. Most weak and helpless of all breathing
things. 1845 HOOD Dec/. Chivalry ix, A battle was a battle

then, A breathing piece of work.

b. Jig. Of pictures and statues: Life-like (cf.

Vergil's sptrantia signa, &ra}.

1697 DRYDFN I'irg. Georg. \\. 646 Breathing Figures of

Corinthian Brass, c 1750 SHKNSTONK Elegy xi. 22 The
breathing picture and the living stone. 1813 SHELLKY Q.
Mab 17 That lovely outline, .fair As breathing marble.

f C. Breathing ivith orfrom : fresh from. Obs.

c 1534 Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (1846' I. 274 Hee sawe his

enemies stand, .freshe and breatbinge from the late spoyl-

inge of his contrie. 1603 KNOLLKS Hist. Tnrkes (16211 881

Canalis and Quirinus yet breathing with the late slaughter
of the Turkes. Ibid. 1227 Vet breathing with victorie.

d. Breathing-sweat \ a profuse perspiration.
1744 WALL in Phi!. Trans. XLIII. 216 After the second

Dose of the Powders, each of them.. broke out into an
universal breathing Sweat. 1776 ANDKRSON ibid. LXVI.
545 It brought on a breathing sweat.

Breathingly (birtJirjliX adv.
[f. prec.+-LT

2
.]

In a breathing manner ; with or as with life or

animation ; gently as a breath.

1830 J. WILSON in Blacbiu. Mag. XXVIII. 527 Perfect

spiritual health, breathingly embodied in perfect corporeal
flesh and blood. 01859 L- HUNT Poems (1860) 236 A rill

that slips Over the sunny pebbles breathingly.

Breathless (bre-bles), a. [f.
BREATH + -LESS.]

1. Without breath : a. \Vithout respiration.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. xxiv. (1495) 134 A beest

maye not wythout peryll be bretheles by longe space.

1675 HOBBES Odyss. (1677) 66 Speechless and breathless

was he, like one dead. 1766 CHALKLKY Wks. 250, I had a

Fit of the Phthystck, and was at Times almost breathless.

b. Lifeless, dead. iL. exanimatus'}.
1595 SHAKS. John iv. iii. 66 Kneeling before this ruin of

sweete life, And breathing to his breathlesse Excellence

The Incense of a Vow. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Eclog. v. 27
The Nymphs about the breathless Body wait. 1708 J.

PHILLIPS Cyder i. 25 Guard each row With the false terrors

of a breathless kite, a 1819 J. HOGG Flodden F. xiii, The
fated arrow Breathless left the royal hero.

fc. Gram. Unaspirated. Obs.

1668 WILKINS Real Char. 379 [Dentals] Such as are

Breathless : Sonorous D, mute T. ; Breathing, .Dh, Th.

2. Breathing with difficulty, panting (as a re-

sult of swift running or violent exercise) ;
out of

breath, exhausted, spent. Also transf. and/S^.
1-1450 Merlin xviii. 299 She was so hoorseand so brethles

that on hire feet myght she not stonde. 1591 SPF.NSER

M. Hubberd 1374 He fled All breathles. 1597 BP. HALL
Sat. i. vi. (R.) The lingring Spondees, labouring to delay
The breathlesse Dactiles, with a sudden stay. 1709 Tatlcr

No. 43 F 7 Breathless almost, and spent in the eager Chace.
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BREATHLESSLY.

1851 LONC.F. Gold. Le. iv. (.Nunnery) How I remember
that breathless flight.

b. Holding one's breath, as with awe, expecta-

tion, excitement.
i8oa WORDSW. Sonn. l

It is a beauteous Evening* 3 The
holy time is quiet as a nun Breathless with adoration. 1823
LAMB Elia Ser. i. xv. (1865) 121 With a breathless impa-
tience ofrecognition. 1850 ALISON Hist. Europe VIII. liii.

397 Europe, in breathless suspense, awaited the is.Mie.

3. Unstirred by a breath of wind.
1815 WORDSW. Evening \~olunt. vi.The Mere Seems firm

as solid crystal, breathless, clear, And motionless. 1881

Miss BRADDON Asph. I. 238 Blue skies and sunny noontides
. .without the baking heat and the breathless atmosphere.

Breathlessly (bre-blesli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY ^.] In a breathless manner

;
with caught or

suspended breath
;
in breathless suspense.

1837 LVTTON Athens II. 565 Sophocles, .carries on the

131 'Ah' ! he exclaimed breathlessly.
LINS Dead Seer. 238 Looking stedfastly, speechlessly,

breathlessly, at her blind husband.

Breathlessness [bre"J>16sn6s). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] Breathless condition, want of breath.

1615 Bp. HALL Contempl. N. T. iv. xxxiii, With much toil

and sweat and breathlessness. 1626 DOXXE Serin. 39 The
Breathlessnesse of Death. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III.

iv. 191 They must stay A. little while the eager play . . for

very breathlessness.

Breathy ,bre-]?i;, a. [f.
BREATH + -Y i.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of breath.

1528 PAVXELL Salerne Reghn. X. ij b, That hit com-
forteth breathy membres. a 1598 PEELK David fy B. 485
(D.) Help thy Bethsabe, Whose heart Is pierced with thy
breathy swords. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xvi. 116321 353
In this breathle confusion of bniites, and frothy chaos of

reports. 1603 TIM ME Qnersii. in. 163 The more thinne and
breathie part passe by insensible transpirations. 1635 SWAX
Spec. M. 186 (L.) Lighming is less flamy and less breathy.
2. Of the voice in singing: Having an admixture

of the sound of breathing. Hence Brea'thiuess.
1883 CuKUT.x Stand. Course 105 '2 Some deep contralto

voices, though weak and breathy in the thin register. Ibid.

95/2 In the 'gradual' attack, the vocal membranes are

brought together -while the breath is being emitted.. It

causes what we call
' breathiness '.

Breawe, -is, obs. forms of BREW, BREWIS.

Breaze, obs. form of BREEZE sb.-, light wind.

Breborion, earlier form of BRIMBORION.

Brec, obs. pres. and pa. t. of BREAK v.

Breccan, obs. form of BRACKEN fern.

1669 SlHPSON Hydro!. Chym. 332 The ashes of breccans.

Breccia ^bre'ttja, brc'tjia . Also 8 brechia, 9
brecchia, bricia. [a. It. breccia '

gravel or rub-

bish of broken walls' (Florio), cogn. with F. brcche

breaking, breach, breccia, Sp. brecha, adapted
from Teutonic : cf. OHG. brecha breaking, f. bre-

chan, OTeut. brckan to BREAK. (Used in the name
Breccia Marble, before its separate use in Geology. ]

Geol. A composite rock consisting of angular

fragments of stone, etc., cemented together by
some matrix, such as lime : sometimes opposed to

conglomerate, in which the fragments are rounded
and waterworn. Osseous or bone breccia : one in

which fossil bones are found.

1774 STRANGE in Phil. Trans. LXV. 38 Which the
Italians call lai'a brecciafa, from its resemblance to the

Breccia marbles. 1781 J. T. DILLON Trav. Spain 362 A
kind of brechia or pudding-stone. 1784 WEDGWOOD in Phil.
Trans. LXXIV. 378 It had the appearance of breccia
marble or plum-pudding stone. 1802 PLAYFAIR Illitstr.

Hntton. Theory 7 Those pudding-stones or breccias where
the gravel consists of quartz. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy (1855'

244 Deep gullies where masses of the composite rock or
breccia tumbling, .from the cliffs have rushed to the valley.

1836 Penny Cycl.V. 374 The name of Breccia is derived from
the well-known Breccia marble, which has the appearance
of being composed of fragments joined together by car-

bonate of lime. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (18631 I. i. 29
Embedded in the same breccia with flint knives.

b. transf. A conglomerate of gravel and ice.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xi. 116 Stands of the same
Arctic breccia.

Hence Bre'ccial a., of or pertaining to breccia.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxx. (1856) 259 One solid brec-

cial mass of impacted angularities.

Brecciated bre-tJVHed). Also 8 breciated,

9 brechiated.
[f.

BRECCIA
; cf. It. breeciato, pa.

pple. of brecciare to reduce to breccia.] Formed
into a breccia, of the structure of a breccia.

1772 PENNANT Tour Scot 1. 41774^ 218 Some are breciated
or rilled with crystalline kernels. 1789 MILLS in Phil. Trans.
LXXX. 86 The including chert, amongst which we found
some that is brecclated. 1830 LYELL Elent. Geol. (1865) 458
The well known brecciated limestone of the Pyrenees. 1875
CROLL Climate fy T. xviii. 294 The brecciated subangular
conglomerates and boulder beds of the Old Red Sandstone.

Brech, -e, obs. form of BREACH, BREECH.

Brecham (brg'^rn, brg*xyamN ^ Also 6

brechome, 8 brechan, brechem, brechom.

[by metathesis f. bercham, berg/iam, ME. berhom :

see BARGHAM.] The collar of a draught-horse.
1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. 426 Raw silk brechamis ouir

thair halsis Hingis. 1566 Inventories 171 (JAM.) Auld bre-

chomes and hernes. 1756 MRS. CALDERWOOD Jrnl. (1884)

67 A sort of brecham about their necks. 1792 Statist. Ace.
Scotl. IV. 395 The straw brecham is supplanted by the leather
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collar. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, v, Ye have set yoursell down
|

on the very brecham that wants stitching. 1883 Glasgow \

Her. 8 Sept. 3/2 A collar which rises high and stiff at the

back of his neck resembling somewhat a horse's
' brecham '.

t Breck, Oh. Forms : 3-5 brek, 4-5 brekke,
5 breke, 5-6 brecke, 3-7 breck. [A parallel form

;

of BREAK sb.\ or a direct derivation of brec- stem

of BREAK v.~\
1. A breach, blemish, failing.

a 1300 Cursor Jlf. 6344 He drou bam vp at first, Wit-vten
ani brek or brist. c 1369 CHAUCER Detlie of Blaunclte 940
Swiche a fairenesse of a nekke . . that boon nor brekke Nas

the marsh wal, the brecke and the crab hole. 1642 FULLKH
Holy ff Prof. St. i. xiii. 41 No breck was ever found in her

veil, so spotlesse was her conversation. 1662 Worthies
in. 38 Monuments . . remaining without breck or blemish
to this day.
2. = BREAK sl>.^ 12.

1787 MARSHALL Rnr. Econ, E. Norfolk^ Breck . . a large
new-made inclosure. 1863 MORTON Cycl. Agric. II, Breck

(Norf., Suff.i, a large field. In Northumb., etc., a portion
of a field cultivated by itself.

Breck, obs. pres. and pa. t. of BREAK.

t Bred. Ohs.v&.dial. Forms: 2 breod,3 brid,

3-5brede,6.SV. breid. [Common Teut. : OE./>rf</,

corresp. to MDu. bcrt\d-\ Du. herd, OIIG. brct,

Ger. brett'. OTeut. ^brcdo(in^ a doublet of *bor-

do'^n BOARD, the two forms corresponding to Skr.

*bradha-
t *brdha-, Aryan *bhrc'dho-t

*bhrdho*- :

see BOARD.] A board
;

a tablet ;
in mod. Sc.

applied to a bakeboard, and to the wooden lid of

a pot, pan, water-butt, etc. e. g. a pan-bred .

a 1000 /ELFRIC Dent. ix. 9 Da astah ic on bone munt, &
baer ba starnenan bredu. ^1175 Lamb. Horn, n pas ^reo
Ia3e }e-writen inne (?a oSre table breode. a. 1300 Cursor
M. 16578 Apon be hefd o bis rode, ouer-thwart was don a I

brede. c 1323 E. E. Allit. P. C. 184 He [Jonah] watz
flowen. . In-to be bobem of be bot, & on a brede lyggede.
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 48 Brede, or lytylle horde, me?tsnla,

tabella, asscrulns, iggLAberd. Reg. V. 16 ^AM.) Twabaik-
breddis. 1688 HOLME Armory in. iii. 104 A IJraide or

Braed which is a broad long Board, with a hole in one end
of it. .upon this Cooks, .carry Bread unbaked, to and from
the Bake-House. 1808 JAMIESON Sc. Diet., Pot-bred^ the

wooden lid of a pot. Ass-bred [ash-board].

b. Comb, f bred-cheese, some kind of cheese.

(1440 Promp. Pan'. 48/2 Bredechese fr'.r. bredchese],

jnmtata \junctatei\,

Bred (bred), ///. a.i [Pa. pple. of BREED
z>.]

1 1. Developed in the womb
;
hatched from the

egg ; brought forth. Obs.

(-1440 Promp. Pan'. 48 liredde or hecchyd, of byrdys
[i499hetched], pnllificatus. 1370LEVINS Jf/ittU?jf&.48 Bredde,
gt-nitits, ortns.

2. Reared, brought up, (properly) trained.

1655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. vii. g i (16691 500/1 Paul was
a bred scholar. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 108 ? 3 Being
bred to no Business and born to no estate. 1719 LOUDON&
WISE Compl. Card. p. xxvii.The Trees or Plants to be there

planted, ought to be handsome bred Plants. 1846 M cCuL-
LOCH Ace. Brit. Empire 118541 I* 165 The sheep bred in the

county. 1863 FR. KEMBLE Resid. Georgia 124 Born and
bred in America. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau 1. 193 Bred in

puritan and republican tradition.

b. Chiefly in comb.-, a. with sb., as country-,

court-, farm-) town-bred', b. with advs., as ill-,

well-bred, of bad or good breeding.
1670 EACHARD Cent. Clergy 52 A town bred or country--

bred similitude, it is worth nothing. i76oGoLDSM. Cit. W.
xciii, Court-bred poets. 1766 Vic. if', xi, A small stipend
for a well-bred girl. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 29 No
nation . . is better bred or mannered than the lower classes ol

Spaniards. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases i. 65 [This] would
. .be considered extremely ill-bred. 1884 BLACK Jitd. Shaks.

xxviii, The. .awkwardness of a farm-bred wench.

3. Of animals : Of good breed. So with refer-

ence to the comparative purity of the breed :

thorough -bred, half-bred, thrce-parts-bred, etc.

1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4677/4 Their Horses seem to have
been bred Horses. 1787

' G. GAMBADO' Acad. Horsetn.
iiSooj 20 Nothing now is to be seen but bred horses. 1859

JEPHSON Brittany iii. 29 Thorough-bred horses in stalls.
wBred and Born : see BREED v. 10.

t Bred, ///. &* [pa. pple. of BREDE z>.
2
] Out-

spread ; extended.
'i ,11500 Battle of Oiterbonme 91 (Percy Rettquen He

durste not loke on my bred banner.

Bred d, var. of BRAID, BREDE ; pa. t. of BREDE v.

Bredale, bredeale, obs. ff. BRIDAL.

Bredden, obs. form of BRKADEN adj.

t Brede, $bl Obs. Forms : i braede, bre"de,

2-5 brede : also 3 brade, bread(e, 6 Sc. breid.

[OE. brxde^ Angl. brede, f. OTeut. *brsed-an,

BREDE v.\ to roast. A synonymous derivative of

the same root was XVGer. brMon-, OHG. brato

(Ger. brateii) roast flesh, whence Romanic brcufon,

OF. braon, Eng. BRAWN.]
Roast meat. Obs. (but cf. SWEETBREAD.)
aiooo Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 127 Asstira, uel assatnra,

braede. c 1105 LAV. 30583 He nom his a^e beh . . ber of he
makede brede [1150 breade]. a 1*50 MoralOde in Trin. Coll.

Horn. 224 Swines brade is wel swete. a iao Owl $ Nig/it.

1630 Me mai mid me bi^ete Wel gode brede to his mete.

c 1300 A". Alls. 5249 Beef and motoun, Bredes, breddes, and

venysoun. ? 1x1400 Mortc Arth. 1049 J>are ware roste/

fulle ruyde, and rewfulle brede/. c 14x0A rw. Arth. xxxi,

BREDE.
Bothe the birds and the brede, To Carlele thay bringe.

[1535 STEWART Croti. Scfltl. (1858) I. 87 Gif ony heist . . war
slane, Ilk craftisman thairof to half ane breid. J

t Brede, -f''-
2 Obs. exc. north, dial. Forms : i

breedu, -o (ace. breede), 2-3 breede, breade, 3-7
brede, 4 brade, 5 bred), 4-6 breede, 6-7 breed,
breade, ; 7 braid; , 5- Sc. breid, (6 breyde). [OE.
brtedu, -o

; corresp. to OFris. brede, LG. brede,

OHG. brciti, MHG. and mod.G. breite, ON.
breidd ^Sw. bred, Da. brede\ Goth, braidci:

OTeut. *braidjoti-, nbstr. sb. f. *braido-z, in OE.
br&d BROAD. In the i6th c. it began to be spelt

brecule, but this form was not established before

the word was itself superseded in Eng. use by
the new formation bredcth, BREADTH. Brede still

survives in north Eng. dialects, and in Sc., where
it is usually written breid (br/d) : cf. ABREID.]
1. Breadth, width.
a looo Ags. Psalms cxvii[iix]. 45 Ic on bealde bra?du

[Vulg. in latitmiinc] gange. 1297 R. GLoyc. 385 pat Cole

of Ssropssyre . . robbede Wurcestre ssyre in lengpe & in

brede. c 1320 Syr Brvis 536 Neither alingthe ne on brade.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. U'ks. III. 89 Twenti cubitis longe and
ten of breede. < 1400 MAUNDEV. ix. 100 In brede 150

Furlonges. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. <y Epigr. (1867) 142
Not the breade of one heare. 1551 TfRSER Herbal^1568)
Bja, The stalke is a hand brede hygher. 1875 ROBINSON

U'hitby Gloss, s.v., 'Quite full abrede', sufficient in breadth.

b. Acre brede : the breadth of an acre, i. e. 4

poles or perches, also called a fur-brcdc (cf. fur-
long}. A brede of underwood, etc. : a slice of an

acre-brede, or 4 poles broad, by I pole long.
c 1470 HKNRY U'allate I. 400 {>e suerd flaw fra hym a fur

breid on ye land. 1523 Ln. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccccxx. 736
One coulde nat se an acre of brede. 1525 Ibid. II. clxxxvii.

[clxxxiv.] 573 An acre brede of lande of fro the kynge.
1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 262 Dividing them . . into Acres and
Braids (or bredths 1

, every Acre containing forty braids, a

braid being one pole long and four broad.

2. A piece of stuff of the full breadth.

1554 Bury mils (1850) 144 Don paire of fyne shetis of ij

bredes and a halfe, and oon paier of two bredes. 1578 In-

t'cntories (18151 2I1 UAM.) Of claith of silver, .contening
threttie lang breiddis, sevin schort breidis. 1855 Whitby
Gloss., Breeds, breadths of cloth. Mod. Sc. How monie
breids will ye put in the skirt ?

3. In, on, a brede, mod.Sc. A-BREID : abroad.
[c 1205 LAY. 21995 He is imeten a brsede fif & twenti

foten.] n 1300 E. /:. Psaltt'r cxviii [ix]. 45, I yhode in brede.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 3022 The here of hir hede . .host out vp-

pon brede bright on to loke. c 1460 TffitmeUy Myst. (1836)
i Make we hevene and erth, on brede. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 208 b, In brede it extended the armes.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II.6io Tha landis all on breid.

1787 BVRNS Saint. A nld Mare xii, Spread abreed thy weel-

nll'dbrisket. 1816 SCOTT Antig. II. 245 (JAM.) The prophecy
got abread in the country.

Brede ,bnd,., rf. ;i
,
arch. Also 7 breade, bred,

8 breed, bread. [A variant of BRAID sl>., in 16-

I7th c. bread e; used archaically by modern poets.
Cf. BEEDIC v:x\
1. Anything plaited, entwined, or interwoven ;

a plait : interweaving, braiding, embroidery ;
=

BRAID sb. 4.

1643 MILTON Divorce i. vi. (1851! 33 His silk'n breades un-

twine, and slip their knots, 1689 bond. Gaz. No. 2444/4
He had on.. a blew Rateen Wastcoat with Silver Brede.

1697 DRYDEN Ess. Georg., I'irr. 11721) I. 201 A curious

Brede of Needle-work. 1820 KEATS Lamia I, Spoilt all

her silver mail and golden brede. 1847 TFXNVSON Princ.
vi. 118 In glowing gauze and golden brede. 1861 LOWELL
Washrrs ofShroud iv, The ancient Three . . Still crooning,
as they weave their endless brede.

2. A twist or plait of hair : see BRAID, sb. 4 b.

1696 KF.NNETT Rom. Antiq. n. iv. (1713* 253 They made
use of a twist or brede of hair, a 1721 PRIOR Henry
fy E. 426 Thy comely tresses . . In graceful breeds, with
various ribbon bound. 1740 SOMF.RVILLE Hobbinol'\\\. (1749)

163 Her plaited Hair behind her in a Brede Hung careless.

3. Applied by the poets to things that show or

suggest interweaving of colours, or embroidery,

esf. to the prismatic colouring of the rainbow.

But used by some modern writers in sense of
'

colouring, dye ', apparently from misunderstand-

ing their predecessors.
1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder n. 67 The show'ry Arch.With lifted

Colours gay. .Delights, and puzles the Beholders Eye, That
views the watry Brede. 1744 AKENSIDE Pleas, linag. li.

Ji8 Thro' the brede Of colours changing from the splendid
rose To the pale violet's dejected hue. 1867 JEAN INGELOW

Story ofDoom I. 21 The almug, and the gophir shot their

heads Into the crimson brede that dyed the world. 1869
LOWELL Seaweed iv, The same wave that rims the Carib

shore With momentary brede of pearl and gold.

4. Comb, brede-stitch (improp. bred-, bread-).

1640 J. TAYLOR (Water P.> Praise Keedle (ed. 12! Pref.,

Cham-Stitch, Brane Bred-stitch, Fishes-stitch, Irish-stitch,

Queen-stitch. 176* GOI.DSM. I'ic. \V. xi, They understand
their needle, breadstitch. .and all manner of plainwork.

Brede, v1 Obs. Forms : I breedan, br6dan,

2-5 brede^n. Pa. t. I breedde, br6dde, 2-4

bradde, 2-5 bredde. Pa. pple. i br8eded,breedd,

2-3 brad, 3-4 bred d. [Common Teut. : OE.
br'ifdan ;Angl. lireJan]- OFris. brlda, MDu. br&-

dcn (Du. braden str. vb., OHG. br&tan (MHG.
brAten, mod.G. braten\ str. vb. ' to roast '. OTeut.

*br$d-an was apparently a derivative xAryan
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type hhre-dh-; of the verb root *br&- t *br$- ;Aryan
*bkre~^ to burn, heat, warm : see BREATH, BBOOD.
No traces of the strong inflexions are found in OE.,
and the vb. passed entirely out of use c 1500. See

also BREDE sb.\~\ trans. To roast, broil, toast.

rtiooo Collar}. Monast. 29 (Bosw.) We magon hraedan Sa

bing Se to bradenne synd. 6-1175 Lamb. Hom* 53 He
bindeS vppon J>a [mousetrap] swike chese and bret hint for

hon bet he scolde swote smelle. c 1205 LAY. 25986 His
flaesce he gon breden. ^1225 Juliana 170 In led we scholle

hire brede. a 1300 Cursor M. 6081 It sal noght siben be bot

bred, bis lamb. ("1325 Coer de L. 1492 Hake* our mete
Whether 5e wole sethe or brede. ^ 1330 Arth. fy Mcrl.

9305 Man and hous thai brent and bredden. c 1340 Caw.

<J-
Gr. Knt. 891 Sumtne [fishes] brad on be gledez. 1509

ParL Devylles xii, I wyll . . in hell his soule brede.

t Brede, .- Obs. Q\ dial. Forms: I breedan,

2-5 brede(.n, 3-7 brede, 6-7 breade, mod.dial.

bread, brede, etc. Pa. t. i brsedde, 3 breed, 4

brad, -de, 4-6 bred, 5 bret, 9 brad. [Common
Teut. : OE. brxdan, corresp. to OS. brectian, OHG.
breiten (MHG. and mod.G. breiten^, ON. breida

(Sw. breda, Da. brede\ Goth, braidjan, to make
broad, f. braid-s, in OE. brad* BROAD.]
1. trans. To make broad ; to broaden, dilate.

^890 K. ALFRED Bxda i. viii. (Bosw.) Hi heora stowe
brseddon. c 1440 Protnp. Pan 1

. 49 Bredyn or make more
brode, dilato. 1674 RAY N. C, \Vds. 8 Breadc, to make
broad, to spread.
2. tratts. To spread out, spread about, extend.
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 813 For vus he lette hym . . brede

vpon a bostwys bem. c 1340 Cursor M. 534 As onde wi[>
host in brest is bred \Cott. spred]. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb.
xi. 101 Let brede hem, lest thai hete and be the wers.

fa 1600 Scot, field 24 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 213 On this

side Bosworthe in a bancke thei bred fortli their stan-

dards. 1802 J. WILSON (Congleton) MS. Let. to J. Boucher,
Bread or brede Manure, i.e. to fling It about and spread it

on the Land, is a very common Expression here ; and also

the Participle, as, They have brad it.

3. intr. To spread, extend.

6*1320 K. Alls. 3252 Thorugh the heorte brede the steil.

i 1340 Gaiv. <$ Gr. Knt. 1928 He were a bleaunt of blwe,
bat bradde to be erbe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8794 The bavme
.. bret thurgh the bones .. euer folowand the fell. 1600

DYMMOK/rf/af/(i843) 16 Thence yt [East Meatlij breadeth
to the Kinges county and the countie of KUdare.

4. trans. To overspread, cover ; spread (a table).

11205 LAY. 18523 Bordes lieo brsdden. al bat folc art 8:

drone. c\yi$E. E. Allit. P. B 1693 Hisberde I-brad alle his

breste to be bare vrbe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 383 Burdes
were bred in the brade halle. Ibid. 1172 pan rises be sun,
bredis with his beanies all be brode vales.

t Brede, v$ Obs, In 6-7 bread. [A var. of

BRAID z/. : cf. the sb. BKEDE^.] trans. To inter-

twine, plait, wreathe, twist
;

BKAID v. u.
c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 49 Bredynge of lacys or ober lyke,

laqueacio, nectio, connectio. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. m.

Ixviii, The durris and the windois all war breddit With
tnassie gold. 1596 SPENSER F. Q, m. ii. 50 Taking thrise

three heares from off her head, Them trebly breaded in a
threefold lace. 1686 GOAD Celcst. Bodies m. iii. 475 They
are Plaited and Breaded in the same Twine. 1695 BLACK-
MORE /V. Arth. ix. 305 He slashed his breaded Whip.

Bred(e, bredd^e, obs. ff. BIRD, BKEAD, BREED.

Breded, breden, obs. pa. t. and pple. of BREED.

Breder, -ir, -ur, -yr, obs. pi. of BROTHER.
Bredeth. e, bredth(e, obs. ff. BREADTH.

t Bre'ding", vbl. sb. Obs. [f.
BREDE v.'-+ -iMji.J

Broadening, spreading out.

c 1440 Profit/
1
. Parv. 49 Bredynge or makynge brode,

dilatacio.

Bredling : see BROADLIXG.

t Bree vbn"), sb^\ Obs. exc. north, dial. Forms:
i brtew, br6aw, 3 //. breow-en, 4-5 //. brew-is,

5//.bren; also i br^a3,br65(-^5h,-lh5),3breyh,
3-4 breje, breye, //. brij-es, 5 //. bregh-is,

briys, 6 bryes, Sc. breis, 5-6 bre, 6-7 brie,
- bree. [OK. brxw, hrcaiv, Anglian

* brew,

breg> breag, masc. *

eye-lid
*

; according to Sievers,

an i- stem, OTeut. type *br&wi'-
t
br&hwi'-

;
cf.

OFris. (dg-}br$t neut : the corresponding word
elsewhere is a fern, a- stem, OS. brdwa, braha

(LG. braite, MDu. brauu>c, Du. Wtnkbratntw eye-

brow), OHG. brawa, braa, brfi, eye-lash (MHG.
brdwe, brd, Ger. (augcn-^braue eye

- brow, also

-brattne, a modern corruption from the pi. brdiuen,

bratien, braiui}, ON. bra, brfy eye-lid : OTeut.

*br&iva, from *hrxhwa. The Gothic *br$wa,
*brchwa is not preserved; but cf. brahw 'blink,

twinkle*, in brahwa angins
'

in the twinkling of

an eye*. This points to a radical sense *

blinker,

twinkler
'

as a name of the eye-lid (or eye-lash ,

in which case this word cannot well be referred

to the same root as BROW, OTeut. bnl- '

eye-

brow *, as generally assumed. Yet the two words

curiously interchanged in use in different langs.,
and at different periods ; and in continental \V( ler.

the br&- forms were lost, and their place sup-

plied by forms from br&w&-. The original sense

vibrti~ was 'eye-brow* ; in OE. extended and trans-

ferred to 'eye-lash', so that
*

eye-brow' was distin-

guished as ofer-bni. The original sense oibr&wd-

wasapp. 'eye-lid ', as in ON. and OE., but in OHG.
restricted to '

eye-lash ', and thence subsequently
extended and transferred to *

eye-brow
'

vorig.
obara brdwa**, the sense *

eye-lash
'

being brought
down to modern times by the compound u'int-

brdiva, "bSXLG^winf'brd^winbrdj mod.Ger. ivimper.
OE. had bru eye-lash {ciliiwi), br&w, brcg eye-
lid (palpebra) ; by the i.^th c. bru, brouiv passed
to the sense '

eye-lid ', and brew (breoW) brej, brcc ,

to that of 'eye-brow* ;
the latter sense was retained

by bree in the north, after it had in turn been taken

up by brow in the south. From i$th to i;th c.

bree was used by some southern writers as '

eye-
lash ', a curious reversion to what had been the

original OE. sense of
/>;-//, BROW, q. v.

x
The ON.

cognate l>rp gave BBAE.)
(The parallelism of *brft- and ' br^wa- is furtlier seen in

the fact that
'

eye-brows
'

was expressed in OHG, by obantn
frrau'a, nbarbrAiuo (Graff III. 3151, in OE. by ofcrbrua^
and in ME. Himre breyhcs, bribes aboiic bf ei'tys, aboitc

breghis. For the phonetic explanation of the late WS. form
brcaw from t>rxu>, see Sievers As. Gram, ied.2) 112, 1 18. ']

f 1. The lid of the eye, the eye-lid. (In Layamon
the breow of the first text is displaced by brouw,
BROW in the second text.) Obs.

c 890 K. /ELI;RED Bxda. iv. xxxii. i iBosw.) Unwliti^
s\vile..his ea^an bregh \palpebram ocitli} wyrde. a 1000

Ags. Psalter cxxxi[i]. 4Gific. .minumbreawumbcodehnap-
punga. c 1000 Sa.r. Lccchd. II. 38 Wi|> biccum braswum
Senim breo hand fulla mucwyrte. t 1000 /ELFHIC Gloss, in

Wr.-Wiilcker 156/38 Palpebne^ breawas. c 1205 LAY. 18374
f>a hing his breowen adun [c 1275 po heng he his brouwes
adun].

2. The eye-brow: sometimes the hair, sometimes

including the superciliary ridge. (Distinguished
at first as uvcre lircy/i, bribes above the ei^es, aboue

breghis : since \Vycl if, only
north. : still Si.}

(.1275 XI Pains of Hell 98 in O. K. Misc. 150 Sume to

heore niyd-beyh, And sume to heore vuere breyh. 6^1375
i Vernon MS.) in ibid. 226 po bat weren vp to be bribes

In bat flod aboue be ei^es. 1388 WYCI.II- Lev. xiv. 9 That
. .he shaue the heeris of the heed, and the beerd, and brcu is

\_snPCrcitia\. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3780 Hlake horit aboue

breghis and other Serklyt of hoin seluyn, (1420 Anturs

ofArth. xxx, Bore-hedis of blakke, and brees full bold,

f 1420 Ai'o-w. Arth. xxvii, Gauan bare him fro his stede,

That both his brees con blede. < 1485 Pigby Myst. (Mor.
Wisd.) 196 For sorowe my bren I knctte. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEtieis vi. vii. 96 Hir ene iixil apon the ground held schc,

Moving na inair hir enrage, face nor bre. i5'7 HAULS
Past. Picas, xxix. ii, His head was greate, betcled was his

browes . . His bryes brystled tritely lyke a sowcs. 1550
LYSDESAY Sqr. Meldr. 1293 He hat the Knicht abone the

breis. 1768 Ross tlclenore 117891 74 'JAM.* They .. lay
stane still, not moving ee nor bree. Mod. /><;. He i^ dirt

up to the very ee-brees.

f3. An eye-lash. Obs.

< 1430 I ~oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 631 Cilimit, [glo.s>] brj-e. 1482
Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 23 The briys of hys ye lycldys

beganne firste a lytil to moue. 1530 PALSGK. 201/1 Bree

of the eye, />oil dc loicl. 1656 DIX;AKD Gat,' Lat. Unl.

205. 57 The brees (growing out of the cdg of the ey-lids). .

hinder, that nothing may fall thereinto.

Bree (br/ ), sb;- Obs. cxc. .SV. Forms ; i briw,

jTari, 4-5 bre, 8- bree. [Derivation obscure :

the ME. bre, mod.Sc. bree, may be the same as the

earlier ME. bri, OE. brig, briw, but the phonology
is not clear, and the sense is not quite identical.

(Bre might however represent *6rt t
0zv, a possible

variant of briw\ cf. /', nt'ow, etc.) OE. />;v'tc',

brig masc. = OHG. brio (brhv-\ bri (MHG. brtet

bri, mod.Ger. brei\ MLG. brig, bri, MDu. bri, all

masc. (Du. brij fern.) : OTeut. *briwo-z : the

Goth, *breiws is not exemplified, and the word is

not in Scand. It cannot well be referred to brii,

root of BREW, nor to br&-, bre-, to warm
; Kluge

suggests a root bri to cook.]

1 1. A thick pottage made ofmeal, pulse, etc. Obs.

< 1000 Sax. Lccchd. II. 88 Swa 1 icce swa briw. Ibid.

264 Wyrc him briw of wealwyrte moran. ciooo /ELFKIC

Gram. ix. 46 IIsec //*, 5es briw. a 1200 I'oc. in Wr.-

Wiilcker 547/12 Pnls t brL

2. Broth, juice, liquor in which anything has

been steeped or boiled, or which flows from it.

Barley-brec : malt liquor. Herring-brce : herring-

brine. Also _/?'.

c 1.430 Liber Cocorunt 17 Perboylethynoysturs. . Kepe welle

thy bre. Ibid. 49 In fat bre fresshe of befe I wene, }>ay

schalle be sobun. 1786 BURNS Sc. Drink xiii, How easy
can the barley-bree Cement the quarrel ! 1861 RAMSAY
Rctnin. Ser. n. 90 We wring 't [the Lord's Prayer], an' we
wring 't, an' the bree o't washes a' the lave o' our prayers.

1865 Times 22 Apr.,
' Snow bree

'

is unfavourable to angling.

t 3. Jig: Water ; the sea. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3607 So be bre and the brethe burbelit

to gedur. Ibid. 12516 All the company. .With bere shippes
..were brent in the bre with the breme lowe of the ley-
monde laite, bat launchit fro heuyn.

Bree, $b;-*> north, dial. [perh. an erroneous form

from BREEZE sb~., sense 4 : cf. next word.]

Disturbance, commotion, disagreement.
1790 SniRREF/Vwj67(jAM.) Ye'll.. see Itthro' the parish

raise an unco bree. 1807 STAGG Poems 8 They're off wi'

seek a bree. 1821 MRS. WHFKI.ER Wt-sttnM Dial. 88 We
hed a sort of a bree ont afore ea went.

Bree, sb. 4 obs. or dial, form of BREEZE sb* gadfly.
A singular inferred from bi-ccs, taken as pi.

16^8 A. LITTLETON Lat. Diet., A bree, asilus, tabanns.

t Bree, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 bre, 5 Sc. brey.

[OE. bregan to terrify, frighten (: broegan} f.

Mga fear, terror; cf. OHG. bruogen.]
1. trans. To terrify, affright, scare.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xii. 4 Ne beo ^e bregyde fram bam
be bone lichaman of-slea3. xxiv. 22 Sume wif. .us bre^-
don ba waeron ter leohte xi ba;re byrgene. 1425 WYN-
TOUS Croii. vi. iv. 36 A Serpent . . breyd bame all standand

bare-by. .1505 DOUGLAS AT. Hart i. xxiv, It culd thame
bre, and biggit thame to byde. 1674 RAY N.-C. Wds. 8

Bree, to frighten. 1750 _f. COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) \Vks. 51
I'r so fecrfully breed at meh hure stood on eend. 1875 in

Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.' 55 He was fair breed.

2. ? intr. To be terrified.

r 1375 '! BARBOUK >S7. Theodcra, 15 Bcfor be croice he [the

devil] sa breU pat, quhene he It seis, bane he tleis.

Breead, dial, form of BBAID v. 1

Breech, br/tj', sl>. Forms: i brec, brsec', 3

brych, 3-5 brech, 4-6 breche, 4-7 breeche, 6

breache, briech, bryche, 6-7 breetch, 7 brich,

7-9 britch, 9 breach, 5- breech. [Com.
Teut.: OE. brcc ,: brocc

, pi. of *broc fern.

OFris. brok) pi. brck, (^MDu. brocc> Du. brock
,

OHG. bntoh MHG. bruoch, mod.Ger. bnith*
obs. in iSth c., but still in .Switx. pi. briich} t

ON.
br6k, pi. brcckr (Sw. brok^ Da. brog\ : OTeut. type
*br$k-s fern, monosyl. 'article ol clothing for the

loins and thighs '.

Often stated to be an adoption of L. brdca (also bra<.a,

bretcca-), or its Gauli>h original, which was app. brdccti,
(see BROGUKI clothing for the legs i'barbara tegmina
crurum

'

Vergil sEn. xi. 777^ ; but
"

brok-s has al! the marks
of an original Teutonic word -Aryan ~bhrAg-s. The Celtic
bracca i.s considered by Dr.Whit ley Stoke.i to be plionetically
descended from an earlier 'brag-net, a derivative of the
same root bhrag-, and so cognate with the Teutonic.]

1 1. A garment covering the loins and thighs ; at

first perh. only a ' breech-cloth '; later reaching to

the knees.

a. in OK. /'/'<r. plural of brtc.

<i lopo Keg. .SV. Bt-not 55 (BoswJ Hrvc,femoralitt. a ncra
/ 'PC. in \Vr.-\Vulcker ^28 femoralia, bra;c.

b. in ME. usually brcch> breech as a sing.
n noo Cott. Clcop. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 433 Lumbare,

gyrdel o"63e brec. a 1225 Ancr, K. 420 Sum wummon ..

wereS 1'e brech of heare ful wel i-knotted. ('1380 WYCLIF
Serin. Scl. Wks. II. 3 Joon hadde neiber coote ne breche.

(1400 M ACXDEV. xxiii. 11839' 2 5 -^"e tne women wcren
Breech, <\.>, wel as men. 1480 CAXTOS Chron. Kng. cci. iSj
The good man. .come thyderal naked sauf his breche. 1535
COVKKDALE Jcr. xiii. i Get the a lynnen breche, and g^'rde it

aboute thy loynes, 1562 J. HEYWOOD J'roi'. fy Kpigr, 1 1867)
16 To beg a breeche of a bare arst man. 1642 Jack Piiffe

39 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 316 With out-stucke boinm, streight
breech, and spit at side.

C. Now always in pi. Breeches
vbri'tjez ,

or a

pair of breeche* (perh. not so used before I5thc.".
Breeches are distinguished from trousers by coming
only just below the knee, but dialectally (and
humorously) breeches includes trousers.

\c 1205 LAY. 18028 Heo. .gripen heore en i lies i*t of mid here
breches. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. iii. 7 They soweden to gidre
leuves of a fige tree, is; maden hem brechls.] a 1500 I\><. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 629 Braccc, brechys. 1555 Fttrdle Facions
T. iv. 41 Some make them brieches of the heares of their

heades. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Gen. iii. 7 They hewed figge
tree leaues together, and made themselues breeches. 1591
Si'iiNSER J/. Hitbberd 21 1 His breeches were made after the
new cut. 1661 PEPYS Diary 6 Apr., To put both his legs,

through one of his knees of his breeches. 1784 COWPEK
Task i. io As yet black breeches were not. 17. . Chestnut

Horse, Dreamed of his boots, his spurs, his leather breecho,
Of leaping five-barred gates, and crossing ditches. 1858
HAWTHORNK Fr.ty It. Jrnls. II. 179 Their trousers being
tucked up till they were strictly breeches.

2. Hence the phrase, said of a wife, To wear the

breeches (breech obs.): to assume the authority of

the husband ; to rule, be ' master \

f 1553 T. WILSON Rhct. 89 As though the good man of the
i house weare no breeches or that the Graye Mare were the

|

better horse.] 1568 T. HOWELL NeweSonn. (1879 151 He is

a cokes : and worthy strokes, whose wife the Breeches
1 beare, 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. K/, v. v. 24 That you might

still haue worne the Petticoat, And ne'er haue stolne the

Breech from Lancaster. 1600 Maides Mctant. iv. in Bullen
1 O. PI. (1882) I. 147 This is leape yeare : Women weare

breetches, petticoats are deare. 1606 Choice, Chance <$ C.

(1881) 22 She that is master of her husband must weare the
breeches. 1665 GLANVILL Seeps. Set. xvi. 100 The Female
rules, and our Affections we^r the breeches. 1807 W.
IRVING Salmag. 11824) 102 The violent inclination she felt

to wear the breeches.

3. A term of ridicule applied to the Common-

j

wealth coinage, suggested by the arrangement of

two shields on the reverse side of the coin.

1673 LD. LUCAS Sp. in Ho. Peers 3 All the Parliament

money called Breeches, la fit Stamp for the Coyn of the

Rump^ is wholly vanished.

4. The part of the body covered by this garment ;

the buttocks, posteriors, rump, seat. (Instances of

this sense before i6thc. are very doubtful : theOE.

passage, so often cited, as well as the ME. ones,

prob. belong to i.)

\c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 146/3 Nim gate liser smec under
ba brec wij? baur rsege reosan. tr 1305 Edmund Conf. 164 in

130- i



BREECH. 1084 BKEED.
E. E, P, (1862) 75 He was bynebe his brech igurd faste

ynou^ Wi}> a strong corde. 1480 CAXTON Descr, Brit. 40
At her brech out and home They hong their money.]
a 1533 FRITH Disp. Purg- (18291 no Then hath he made a

rod for his own breech. 1599 GREENE Alpkousus (1861) 231
Unless I send some one to scourge thy breech. 1630 HAY-
WARD Ediv. yfj 74 A lewd boy turned towards him his
naked britch. 1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin n. 147 She
dropt backwards upon her breech. 1751 SMOLLETT Per.
Pic. xlvi. (1779) II. 88 Our hero, .dismissed him with a kick
on the breech. 1821 BYRON Juan v. Ixviii, Trowsers. .such
as fit an Asiatic breech.

b. transf. The hinder parts of a beast ; also of
its skin or fleece : cf. BREECHING 4.

1710 Loud. Gaz. No. 4780/4 The Hair galled off his But-
tocks with a Breech Tye. 1805 LUCCOCK Nat. Wool 193
The breech of the fleece is large and hairy. 1868 Daily
News 8 Dec., A steer . . like the rejected one . . about the
'breeches'. 1885 F. BOWMAN Struct, \Vool-2\g The coarsest

part of the fleece . . where the wool grows in large locks with
long coarse hairs . . is called the

* breach
'

or '

britch *.

5. techn, a. Gunnery.
' The hindermost part of

a piece of ordnance' (Bailey) ; the part of a
cannon behind the bore ; the corresponding part in

a musket or rifle (cf. BREECH-LOADER). Also aitrib.

1575 GASCOIGNE Wecdcs Wks. (1587) 183 The bravest peece
for breech and bore that ever yet was bought. 1626 CAPT.
SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 32 Her carnooze or base ring
at her britch. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. i. 264 Cannons shoot
the higher pitches The lower we let down their Breeches.

^1728 SWIFT Problem Wks. 1755 IV. i. 301 At the breech
it flashes first. 1835 MARRYAT Olla Podr. xvii, Muskets
which load at the breech. 1879 Cassettes Techn. Educ. III.

308 The gun always travels with its back part, or breech,
towards the horse's heads. 1874 BOUTELL Arms fy Ann.
xi. 218 The breech end of the gun.

b. Occas. used of the lower or thicker end of

various instruments, tools, etc.; e.g. the thick end
or

'
tail

'

of the bolt of a lock.

1677 MOXON Alec/t. Excrc. (1703) 30 It bath an Hook re-

turning at the Lower End of it, to fall into the Breech of the
Bolt. 1795 SIR G. SHUCKBL-RGH in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII.
80 A semicircle divided with its nonius, to every 5', on the
breech plate of the telescope.

C. Ship-building.
' The outside angle formed

by the knee-timber, the inside of which is the

throat' ;

xSmyth Sailor s IVord-hk?}.

f 6. pi. The roe of a cod-fish. Ol>s.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury \\. xiv. 324 The Spawn, or

Frye, is the seed of the fish : of some called Eggs J in a
Cod-Fish termed the Breeches.

7. Comb, chiefly attrib., as breech-belt, -cloth,

-clout, -maker, -part, -piece (ofa %\m) t -pocket, -ropet

-sig/tt (of a gun), -tie. Also breeches-maker, -pocket.
t 1450 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 734 Hoc lumbar?, a *brek-

belt, ?t 1475 Hunt. Hare 206 His breche-belt all to-brast.

1841 CATUN A7
". Amcr. Ind. (1844) I. xxix. 232 We found

him naked, except his *breech-cloth. ci$<x>Cocke Lorelles
B. (18431 6 ''X ncr crafte a y

breciie maker. 1858 GREENER
Gunnery, They all appear to have been loaded by remov-
ing a breech part, or chamber. 1862 F. GRIFFITHS Artil.
Man. ted. 9) 100 The *breech piece is a cylinder, .bored,
turned, and shrunk upon the end of the barrel. 1831
CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. xi, A Signpost, whereon stood
written that such and such a one was 'Breeches-Maker to
his Majesty. 1783 COWPEK Let. 26 Jan., Some held their

hands behind them . . and others had thrust them into their
* breeches pockets.

8. Special comb., as (sense 5 a) breech action,
the mechanism at the breech of a gun ;

breech-

block, a moveable steel block by which the breech

end of the barrel in certain fire-arms is closed
;

breech-lever, a lever by which the breech-block
of some cannons is screwed in place ; breech-pin,
breech-plug, a pin or plug closing the breech

end of a gun ;
breech-screw (see quot.) ; (sense 4)

breeches-ball, a ball of composition for cleaning
breeches

;
Breeches Bible, a book - collector's

name for the Geneva Bible of 1560 on account of

the rendering of Gen. iii. 7 though this was already
in Wyclif (cf. i c) ; breeches-buoy, a life-saving

apparatus consisting of a life-buoy with suspended
canvass support resembling breeches through which
the legs are put ; breeches -figure, a person who
makes a good figure in breeches ; so breeches-

part, a part in which men's clothes are worn by
an actress. Also BREECH-GIRDLE, -LOADER.
1885 Daily News 13 Apr. 6/3 The *breech-action [of the

fun]
is so simple and well-balanced that it can be worked

ya child. 1798 JANE AUSTEN Nortkang. Ab. (1833) II.

vii. 141 An expenditure in shoe-strings, hair-powder, and
^breeches-ball. 1833 Penny* Cycl. IV. 374/2 This [the Ge-
neva] edition is often called the *' Breeches Bible', on ac-
count of a rendering given In Genesis iii. 7. 1881 GKEENER
Gun 115 The *breech-blocks blew up, in consequence of . .

imperfect cartridges. 1880 Boy's Own Paferlll, 52/1 A
life-line, furnished with a *'

breeches-buoy* (resembling a
pair of canvas breeches with the legs cut off) was secured
to the wreck. 1808 HUKSTONE Piccad. Ambulator II. 45
The fascinating Mrs. A k ns, formerly the much admired
*breeches-figure on the stage. 1862 F. GRIFFITHS Artil.
Man. (ed. 9) 205

*Breech Lever, a weighted arm on the end
ofthe breech screw. 1865 Dublin Univ. Mag. I. 70 We dp
not profess special admiration of ladies in what are techni-

cally . . termed *breeches parts. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet.
s. v. Fowlingpiece, The *Breech-pin . . must be somewhat
above the Touch-hole. 1885 Harper s Mag. Mar. 632/2
A breech-pin of a gun . . was forced into the brain. 1881
GREENER Gun 17 The *breech-plug was placed in a groove

in the wooden frame. 1862 F. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (ed. 9)

205
*
Breech-Screw, a cylinder of iron with a screw \urned

on the outside, working in a female screw in the breech,
presses the vent piece into its place when the gun is loaded.

Breech (.britj, br/tj), v. Forms: 5 brek-yn,
6 breche, britch, 6- breech,

[f. prec. sb.]
1. To cover or clothe with, or as with, breeches ;

to put (a boy) into breeches, t To breech it

(obs.) : to serve as breeches.

1468 Medulla Gram, in Cat/t. Angl. 42 Bracco, to brekyn.
1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1874) I. 167 Breche hir with
plate and mayle And for all that. .She shall desceyve the.

1612 ROWLANDS Knane ofHarts 13 Let vs haue . . French
Doublet, and the Spanish Hose to breech it. 1850 THACKE-
RAY Pendennis Hii, Incidents which occurred about the

period when the hero was breeched.

fig> 1$5 SHAKS. Macb. n. iii. 122 Their Daggers Vn-
mannerly breech'd with gore.

f 2. To whip on the buttocks ; to flog. Obs.

1573 G. HARVEY Lctt.-bk. (1884) 33 The bois must be
britchft]. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. fr. Tong., Fessert to
breech boyes, to scourge them. 1639 MASSINGER Unnat.
Comb. i. i, Tales out of school ! Take heed, you will be
breeched. 1821 SCOTT Kenil-w. xxiv, Thou art a prating
boy, and should be breeched for thine assurance.

3. Naiit. To secure (a cannon) by a breeching.
1757 Lctt.fr. Capt. Gilchrist 26 July (Record Office MS.),

By breaching my aftermost guns aft. 1833 MARRYAT P.

Simple t 1863) 28 ' Now . . we'll breech these guns *.

Breeched, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED 1

.]

1. Wearing or furnished with breeches.

c*$ep Songs Costume (1849) 85 Proude and paynted parra-
gones And monstrus breched beares. 1866 MOTLEY Dutch
Rep. Introd. 4 The Romans divided his race respectively into

long-haired, breeched, and gowned Gaul (Gallia, comata t

braccata^ togata).
2. Of a gun : Provided with a breech.

1575 GASCOIGNK Wecdes Wks. (1587) 185 They [a kind of

gun] be. .Renforced wel, and breeched like a brock. 1802
Hull Advertiser 18 Dec. 3/1 Old Barrels bored and
breeched to shoot close and strong.

3. Of a cannon : Secured by a breeching.
1830 MARRYAT King's Otun xxii, The guns [are] double-

breeched.

4. Thieves'
1

slang.
' Flush of money' (J. II, Vaux

Flask Diet. 1812).

tBree'cher. Obs. rare~.
[f. as prec. +-ER 1

.]

One who flogs.
1611 COTGR., Fesseurt a whipper, scourger, breecher.

Bree'chesless a., without breeches, breechless.
1822 Blackm. Mag. XII. 636 Those breechesless heroes,

the Sons of the Mist. 1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 670 The
killing of the breechesless barbarians at Glencoe.

t Breechgirdle. Obs. Forms : 3 (?), 4 brei

gurdel, 4-5 braygirdle, brechgerdel, -gerdle,
breek girdille, breggurdel, -die, bre-, brei-,
brigirdel, -dil, brygurdel, 5 braygurdylle,
brekgyrdylle, brygyrdyll, breke-girdul, bri-

girdele, brekegyrdyl, bregyrdyle, 5-6 breke-
gyrdle, 6 breache gyrdle. [Corresp. to an OE.
type *brlcgyrdill whence ME. Kentish brechgerdel,
north, brckgyrdyl: the latter became by assimila-

tion (cf. blackguard} breggirdel, bregirdel.]
A girdle or belt worn round the loins

; a belt to

keep up the breeches.
a 1300 O. E. Misc. 193 ^if him ne schal . . his brei gurdel

quakie. 1340 Ayenb. 205 PC writinge zayb bet leremies

brechgerdel rotede bezide be wetere. 1388 WYCLIF Jer. xiii.

4 Take the brigirdil. .which is aboute thi leendis. r 1400
MAUNDEV. v. 49 Trees, that ben nonhyere than a Marines
breek Girdille. 1440 Promp. Parz>, 51/1 Brygyrdyll, litm~

fare, rcnale. a 1500 Gloss in Wr.-Wvilcker 629 Perysoma,
braygurdylle. 1552 HULOET, Breache gyrdle, lumbare.

Breeching .bn-tjirj), vbl.sb. [f. BREECH v.

and sb. + -INGIJ
1. The action of clothing with breeches

;
conct.

clothing for the breech or haunches (o&s.).

1604 S. ROWLANDS Look to it, etc. D ij b, You with . . The
Moncky wast, the breeching like a Beare.

t 2. A flogging. Obs.

1520 WHITTINTON Vnlg. (1527) 26, I studye to-daye by-
cause I fere a brechyng. 1590 MARLOWE Edw. //, v. ivt

Aristarchus' eyes, Whose looks were as a breeching to a
boy. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 73 Worse than an vp-
braiding lesson after a britching. a 1613 OVERBURY Char.^
Puny-Clarke (1638) Liij, His dreames of breeching.

b. attrib. as in
breeching-boy, -scholar, a young

scholar still subject to the bircn, henceyf^. a novice.

(Cf. also whipping-boy.)
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr, in. i. 18, I am no breeching

scholler in the schooles. 1611 COTGR., s.v. Donat
t The

diuells were, as then, but breeching boyes, like Grammar
Schoole boyes, but young in experience, but Nouices. 1611
SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. 23 How such a breeching-
boy as hee was, durst attempt so great a wickednesse.

3. A strong leather strap passing round the breech
of a shaft-horse, and enabling him to push back-
wards

;
a breech-band. Also attrib.

1515-24 in Lodge Illustr. Brit. Hist. (1838! 1. 3 To William
Pawn . . cart-saddles, collars, harnes, and breeching. i8ox
W. FELTON Carriages II. 131 Breechings are of no use to
them [horses] but in hilly places. Ibid. 134 It is buckled to
the collar along with the breeching-strap. x86z MUSGRAVE
By-Roads 174 An old female hostler, who gave us neither

cruppers, blinkers, or breeching.

4. Coarse clotted wool on the buttocks of sheep.
1799 PITT in Commun, Board of Agric* II. 464 The Morf

fleece is almost wholly fine, with a very small proportion of

breechings or daglocks.
5. Naut. A stout rope attached by a thimble to

the cascabel of a gun, and securing the gun to the

ship's side. Hence breeching-bolt, -loop.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. xiv. 65 Britchings

are the ropes by which you lash your Ordnance fast to the

Ships side. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine(ij^ Breeching,
a rope used to secure the cannon . . and prevent them from
recoiling too much. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple (1863) zoo
Double breechings were rove on the guns.
6. The parts forming the breech of a gun, the

breech-action.
1802 Hull Advertiser 18 Dec. 3/1 An improved construc-

tion of breeching. 1816 P. HAWKER Instr. Yng. Sportsmen
(1826) 35 This breeching was also patronized by the late
Mr. Smith.

7. 'A bifurcated smoke-pipe in a furnace*.

BreecblesS (bn-t/les), a. Also Se. and north.

dial, breekless ; other Forms, see BREECH, [f.

BREECH sb. + -LESS.] Without breeches ; bare or

naked about the buttocks.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 1048 His brode lendez, He bekez by

|>e bale
fyre,

and breklesse hyme semede. 1470 HARDING
Chron. 1. iii, This stone . . On whiche y Scottish Kynges
wer brechelesse set At their coronomente. 1638 Songs Cos-
tume 1,1849) M 1 Some like breechless women go, The Russ,
Turk, Jew, and Grecian. 1822 SCOTT Pirate v. 45 A breek-
less loon frae Lochaber. 1864 A?/. Xev.XVUI. 711/1 Even
a breechless islander, of the man Friday cast, would revolt
at the idea. 1864 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss, s. v. Breaks, They
were sarkless and breekless.

Breech-loader ^bn-tjil^udaj). A fire-arm in

which the charge is introduced at the breech.

1858 GREENER Gunnery 143 Under no circumstances, .can
a breech-loader be as safe as a solid gun. 1864 Times ^^o\. t

One ordinary service Armstrong breechloader . . and one
Whitworth rifled muzzleloader. 1877 Daily News 5 Oct.

5/2 Steel breechloaders from Herr Krupp's factory. 1879
Daily News 12 Aug. 5/1 The Highland moors have been

echoing to the breechloader.

Breech-loading
1

^br/'-tJjltJudirj). vbL sb.

A. The method of loading (fire-arms) at the

breech.
1866 Daily Tel. 26 May, The practice made with the

imperfect
'

needle-gun '. . proves that breech-loading . . per-
fectly admits of introduction into warfare, 1874 BOUTELL
Arms <y Arm. 219 The idea of breech-loading formed a

part of the original conception of the cannon itself.

B. attrib. That is loaded at the breech.

1858 GREENER Gunnery 17 Breech-loading guns cannot be
made sufficiently durable to yield any reasonable return
for the extra expense and trouble. 1861 Sat. Rev. 30 Nov.
559 This complaint, .indicated an opinion that the breech-

loading Armstrong loo-pounders . . are not powerful guns.
1880 Standard 14 Dec., The 43-ton breech-loading gun.
Breed (brfd), sb. [f. BREED v. : the act of breed-

ing; hence,the progenyorrace in which this results.]

1 1. BREEDING, generation, birth ; parentage,
extraction

; natal or racial origin. Of breed : of

breeding age. Obs.
? 1600 Merck. $ Son 34 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 134 Ther was

not con man in all thys londe, that bare a bettyr brede.

1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts 466 Let them be young also,
and of breed, Nam melior est ea .i:tas, quam sequitur spes,

quam ea quam sequitur mors. 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art
Surv. i. iv. 8 Fish, and other Huing Creatures doe differ and
varie in . . peculiar attributes according to their places of
Breede. 1632 G. HERBERT Temple, Providence xxviii,

Nothing useth fire, But man alone, to show his heavenly
breed.

2. Race, lineage, stock, family ; strain ;
a line

of descendants from a particular parentage, and

distinguished by particular hereditary qualities.

(Abstract and concrete.)
a. of animals.

1553 EDEN Treat. Ne7O Ind. (Arb.) 22 Elephantes, of

greater stature, and a better broede. 1611 Bi BI.E Deut. xxxii.

14 Rammes of the breed of Bashan. 1653 WALTON Angler
\. 4 To destroy the very breed of those base Otters. 1722
Land. Gaz. No. 6046/4 A dark brown Mare . . betwixt
Cart and Saddle Breed. 18x0 SCOTT Lady oj L. \. vii,

Two dogs of black Saint Hubert's breed. 1814 SIR H.
DAVY Agric. Chem. 258 It is necessary from time to time to

change, and as it were to cross the breed. 1848 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. I. 312 Many breeds, now extinct or rare, both of

Quadrupeds and birds. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. \. (1873) 15
The diversity of the breeds is something astonishing.

b. of men, etc. : now often contemptuous.
1596 SPENSER Prothal. 66 They did not seeme To be

begot of any earthly seede, But rather angels, or of angels
breede. c 1610 ROWLANDS Terrible Batt. 41 His wife

is of a proud and dainty breed. 1711 STEELE Sped. No.
52 F 3 To mend the Breed and rectify the Physiognomy
of the Family on both Sides. 1770 GRAY Corr. (1843) 102, 1

never saw such a boy ; our breed is not made on this model.

1843 MACAULAY Lake Regitlus xiii, Titus, the youngest
Tarquin, Too good for such a breed. 1855 Hist. Eng.
III. 368 Warriors of a different breed.

C. gen. A kind, a species, a set.

1588 SHAKS. L, L. L. v. ii. 266 Are these the breed of wits

so wondered at? 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 73 That
measure of rest, and new breed of quickners that have be-

fallen the body in the night.

t d. Of plants : A race. Obs.

1687 LOYELL Bergerac's Com. Hist. I, 153 Now the Breed
of that Fruit, .is lost in your World.

f 3. Offspring ; esp. The young brought forth at

the same time viewed collectively ;
a family, Utter.

Obs. (or dial,) ; now replaced by BBOOD. Alsoy^.
1580 BARET Alv. B 1164 The young brede of bees. 1596



BREED. 1085 BREED-BATE.
SHAHS. Merch. V. i. in. 135 Lend it not As to thy friends,
for when did friendship take A breede of barraine mettall

of his friend? c 1600 Sonn. xii, And nothing 'gainst
Time's scythe can make defence Save breed, to brave him
when he takes thee hence. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg. m.

225 Thy Care must now proceed To teeming Females ; and
the promis'd Breed. i8oz PALEY Nat. Theol. (1817) 147 The
hen . . is frightened when her supposititious breed of duck-

lings take the water. 1863 ATKINSON Dauby Provinc.,
Breed, a brood, a litter of young ones.

f b. At a breed : at a birth. Obs.

a 1711 GREW (J.) She lays them in the sand . . sometimes
above an hundred at a breed.

T" C. Applied to single progeny or offspring ;

young one, child, bairn. Obs.
WARNER Alb. Eng. \. ii. 4 Cybell [had] brought to

Her second breede, a smiling boy. Ibid. x. Iv. 253

Junos Breed on farther bankes his passenger had set.

f d. transf. Those bred in ^a place) : brood.

1691 RAY Creation i. (1704) 75 The Sea so render'd more

salutary for the maintenance of its Breed.

4. Comb, f breed - goose, -mother, -ram, a

goose, etc. for breeding ; f breed - reserved d.,

reserved for breeding. See also HALF-BREED.
1465 Mann. <y Housed. Exp. 296 A gander, iiij. bredege.se,

and v. goslynges. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.\. in. n The
breed-reserued creatures saued in the floting Arke. 1662

FULLER Worthies \. 727 To give ten pound or more for a
Breed-ram. 1668 MARKHAM Way to Wealth vi. 49 No
good House-wife will breed of a young, but of an old breed-

mother.

Breed (bnd), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. bred.
Forms: Inf. 3-6 brede, 6-7 breede, 6- breed;
Pa. t. and pa. pple. 4 breed, 4-5 bredde, 7

bread, 4- bred. (Also 6 pa. t. breded, pa.

pple. breden.) [OE. brcdan (\-broedan} = OHG.
bruotan (MHG. briieten, mod.G. briiten]: OTeut.

type *br6djan t
f. brddti-

'

warmth, fostering heat,

hatching, BROOD'. Brood, breed
t
are analogous to

food, feed, blood, bleed^\

I. trans, (and absol.)

1. trans. Said of a female parent : To cherish

(brood) in the womb or egg ;
to bring (offspring)

forward from the germ to the birth ;
to hatch

(young birds) from the egg ;
to produce (offspring,

children).
c 1000 .^LFRIC Horn. II. 10 pxt sind bepn. .of Sam huni^c

hi bredaS heora brod. ,21250 Owl $ Night. 1633 Jch not

to hwan bu bredst..bi brod. a 1300 Cursor M. 3895 Lya
bred child, and hadd a sun. Ibid. 12223 Quat wamb him
bare or brede. 1530 PALSGR. 463/2, I. .brede yonge, as a
woman or any other suche beest dothe. 1587 GOLDING De
Mornay i. 7 Neither thou in begetting him, nor his mother
in breeding him, did once thinkevpon the fashioning of him
in hir wombe. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. \\. iii. 146. 1850
MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom xviii. 184 A man kept me to breed

chil'en for market.

t b. To generate. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis x. Prol. 52 The Fader, .everbredis

His Son, his word and wysdom eternal!.

fc.yf?. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 75 We conceyue our
owne sorowe, and breed therof . . vnryghteousnes. 1595
SPENSER Sonn. ii, Unquiet thought ! whom at the first I

bred . . And sithens have with sighes and sorrowes fed.

2. absol. To be pregnant, to be with young or

with child. (Now chiefly dial.}

1629 GAULE Pract. The. 85 So breeds the Virgin by her

owne, and vnusual Seed. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chytn.

352 Women breeding or with child. 1712 STEELE Sfect.
No. 430 P 3 Lucina . . was breeding, and sne did nothing but

entertain the Company with a Discourse upon the Difficulty
of Reckoning to a Day. 1733 SWIFT Stella at Woodp. Wk
1755 IV. i. 38 Like a lady breeding. 1885 STEVENSON Dyna-
miter Ded., Yours is the side of the child, of the breeding
woman, of individual pity and public trust.

3. absol. Of animal species : To produce brood

or young ;
to have offspring ;

to propagate their

species.
a 1150 Chul <$ Night. lor That other ?er a faukun bredde.

1297 'R. GLOUC. 177 In eche roche ber ys . . an ernes nest,

bat hii bredeb in ywys. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 49 Bredyn or

hetchyn, as byrdys, pnllifico. i53~3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, x,

Rookes . . do daily brede and increase throughout this realm.

1653 WALTON A ngler 167 Most fish breed after this manner.

iBoz PALEY Nat. TheoL (1817) 240 Mankind will in every
country breed up to a certain point ofdistress. 1836-9 TODD
Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. II. 468/2 A mare has bred with an ass

and has had a mule foal. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. \. (18731 7

Carnivorous animals . . breed in this country pretty freely
under confinement,

G > fig-
1599 SHAKS. Much Ado i. iii. 4 There is no measure in the

occasion that breeds, therefore the sadnesse is without limit.

1603 Meas.for M. ii. ii. 142 Shee speakes, and 'tis such

sence That my Sence breeds with it. 1612-5 BP. HALL
Contempt. O. T. (1837) II. xix. i. 5 Kindnesses breed on
themsefves. 1866 ARGYLL Reign Laiu i. (ed. 4) 2 Half the

perplexities of men are traceable to obscurity of thought

hiding and breeding under obscurity of language.
4. trans. Said of countries, situations, or con-

ditions, engendering living things ; also, in the

passive, of animals being engendered or brought
into existence (withoutreference to parental action).
a 1*50 Owl $ Night. 1722 The} heo nere i-bred a wolde,
Ho was i-to^en among mankunne. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P.

C. 143 Efte busched to be abyme bat breed fyssches. 1413
LYDG. Pylgr. Sffwlc iv. ii. (1483) 58 In these pepyns was
bredde a worme. 1580 BARET Alv. B 1164 Rotten timber

breedeth wormes. 1590 GREENE Never too late (1600) 9

Women arc vniuersally mala neccssaria* wheresoeuer they
be eyther bred or brought vp. 1653 WALTON Angler %$
There be certaine waters that breed I'routs. 1675 HOBBKS
Odyss. ix. 30 Rocky is Ithaca. .But breedeth able men, 1802
BINGLEY Anini. Biog. (1813) III. 122 This insect., is bred
and nourished in bacon. 1883 Eng. Illust. Mag. Nov. 72
A hard place . . to live in, and fit to breed a hardy race.

5. Of the natural production of things inanimate:
now esp. in 'to breed fever* and the like; also

fig.
' to breed bad blood

*

(see BLOOD), etc.

6-1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 257 Hit was be forme-foster |>at
be folde bred. 1398 TREVISA Bartk. DC P. J\. vin. xxviii.

(*495)339 Oores of metall bengendred and bred depewythin
the erthe. Ibid. xv. xlii. 503 Creta bredyth precyous stones.

1598 W. PHILLIPS Linsc/toten's Trav. in Arb. Garner III.

30 The great number of the men in the ship was the cause
of breeding the same [plague]. 1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts

496 To suck all [the milk] that their dams can breed. 1657
AUSTEN Fruit Trees i. 84 Figs are said to . . breed store of
blood. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl. 11675) 68 Green Fruit breeds
Sickness in the Body. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. i. i

What is bred in the bone will nut go out of the flesh. 1863
KINGSLEY \Vater-bab. v. (1875) 225 Dirt breeds fever.

fb. To develop (teeth, wings, or the like). Obs.

1544 PHAEK Regim. Lyfe (1560) S v b, .About the seventh
nioneth . . after y byrthe, it is natural for a childe for to

breede teeth. 1667 MILTON /'. L. ix. 1010 Divinitie within
them breeding wings. 1738 SHAW Barbary in Pinkerton
Coll. Trav. XIV. 622 When the little ones [lion cubs] breed
their teeth.

fc. To produce (products of human art). Obs.

1577 HoLiNSHED(T/rro. 11.40/1 His pen . . is dailie breed-

ing of such learned bookes. 1699 POM FRET Reason 52
Those books that modern times have bred.

6. To give rise to, engender, develop, produce,
create, cause, be the source of.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 55 Estmetes J?e bredeS sinno.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. civ. (1495! 669 The
smell of the apples of mandragora . . bredyth slepe. 1542
UDALL Erasin. Apoph. 278 It breded & areised greate
enuie and grutchyng against Caesar. 1583 STANVHUKST
sE>tt;is i. (Arb.) 20 Noght breeds theyin coomfort. 1598
BARRET Theor. IVarres iv. i. 120 Warres may breed pouertie,
and pouertie breedeth peace. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well n.

iii. 140 Shee is young, wise, faire. .And these breed honour

1651 HOBBES Lcviath. i. ii. 6 Lying cold breedeth Dreams
of Feare. 1878 MORLEY Diderot II. 184 An iniquitous

government breeds despair in men's souls.

b. Rarely vrithforfk (obs.\ up.
1570 ASCHAM Scholetn. i Arb.) 42 Our reasons serue onelie to

breede forth talke. 1605 Vcrstcgan's Dec. Intell. 11628'

Pref. Verses, The beautious light Bred foortli of Phebus
bright arising rays. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea 1,1876) I. J- 10

Acts which tended to breed up causes of quarrel.

f 7. with compl. To cau-e to become
;
to make,

cause, bring (into a state, or to do something). Obs.
i 1460 Lannfal 704 Sche ley doun yii hyr bedde, For

wrethe syk sche hyr bredde. c 1465 Plinnpton Corr. 14 God
bred her to be delivered of her son Nicholas on Tewsday.

I
1625 BACON Greatness of Kingd., Ess. (Arb.i 477 Sucli a

Proportion of Land .. as may breed a Subiect, to Hue in

Conuenient Plenty.

f 8. To cherish, foster. Obs.
a 1235 Ancr. J\. 200 f*e bet bret be?>ne kundel, in hire

breoste al is attri toGode. Ibid.-2-2.-2 Muni . . brede5 in hire

breoste sum tiunes hweolp.
9. To take charge of or promote the engender-

ing of (animals) ; to 'raise
1

(cattle).
c 1400 Gamelyn 359 pe bestis bou hast forfc> brtdde. 1513

FITZHERU. Husb. 8 r or to rere and brede catell or shepe.

1676 RAY Corr. (18481 121 The manner of breeding Canary-
birds. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 21 A great number of

.-.mall cattle are bred in this province. 1859 JEI-HSGN

Brittany iii. 28 A Frenchman cannot breed a foal without

the assistance of the paternal government.
b. absol.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. i. (1873) 24 Hardly any one is so

careless as to breed from his worst animals.

10. To train up to a state of physical or mental

development. [This sense is evidently transferred

from i
;
the young creature being viewed as a rude

germ to be developed by nurture.]
a. To rear (animals) so as to develop their phy-

sical qualities or intelligence.

1523 FITZHERB. Ifusb. 120 A horse mayster Is he, that

bieth wylde horses, or coltes, and bredeth theyin. 1697
DRYDEN F/?y. (7twif. 111,85 The Generous Youth, who. .tothe

Plough the sturdy Bullock breeds. Ibid. in. i86Tochusea
Youthful Steed . . To breed him, break him, back him. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. i. ii. 259 The wild ass is even

more asinine . . than that bred in a state of. . servitude.

b. To train up (young persons) in the arts

of life
;

to educate, tutor, bring up. Also with

complemental object, as 'to breed him a scholar,

a papist', and with to,
' to breed him to a profes-

sion, to the law', etc. (Bring up is the ordinary
modem equivalent in all shades of meaning.)

f(#.) To train by education, educate, teach. Obs.

1570 ASCHAM SchoU-m. (Arb.) 73 One of the best Scholers

that euer S. Johns Colledge bred. 1615 SIR R. BOYLE in

LisMiort'P.(i%&6) II. 101, 1 sent my eldest son. .intoEngJand
to be bred there. 16*7 DONNE Serin. 47 Breed them not in an

opinion that such a Faith is enough. 1662 FULLER Worthies

(1840) I. 130 Sir John Mason, .was . . bred in All Souls in

Oxford. 1676 WVCHEHLEY PI. Dealer i. i. (1678) 9 She

lodges iu one of the Inns of Chancery, where she breeds
her Son, and is her self his Tutoress in Law-French. 1706
Land. Gaz. No. 4220/3 Restraining them from taking and

breeding Apprentices. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 180 f i

A wealthy trader . . having the ambition to breed his son
a scholar, carried him to an university. 1774 T. WARTON
Hist. Eng. Poetry Diss. n. 125 The universal ardour.. of

breeding almost all persons to letters. 1796 Sou niiiv llyinn
to Penates Wks. II. 279 We grew up Together, and in the
same school were bred. 1834-43 Doctor xxvi, He did not
determine upon breeding him either to the Church or the Law.

(j&.) To bring up from childhood, including all

the circumstances which go to form the religious

persuasion, manners, position in life, and trade.

1650 BAXTER 6Vi/^Wv\ u. (ed. 51 247 David, who was bred
a Shepherd. 1697 DKYUEN Virg. Eclog. vm. 60 In Desarts
thou wert bred. 1715 DE FOE Fain. Instruct, n. i. (1841) I.

176 Thou talkest as if thou hadst been bred a heathen. 1771
FRANKLIN Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 5 Thomas was bred a
smith under his father. 1813 SCOTT Kokeby iv. viii, He bids
thee breed him as thy .son. 1848 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. II.

239 Most of these functionaries had been bred Churchmen.
1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I. vii. 341 The old traditions in which
they had been bred. 1866 G. MACUONALD Ann. Q. Ar

eighb,
vii, I bred him to the joiner's trade, sir.

t (<:.) Also To breed tip. arch, or Obs.
1611 Biin.K Pref. 3 Boyes that are bred up in the Scrip-

tures. 1641 HINDE 7. Brnen iv. 14 Very few Gentlemen. ,

will bee at the cost to breed up two [sonsj in the University.
I73 BERKELEY j4 /r#Ar. i. $6 Suppose that Iain bred up.,
in the Church uf England. 1741 WATTS hnprcn>. A/t'df(i8oi)

4 Arithmo had been bred up to accounts all his life. 1736
PBNDARVES in Swift's Lett. (17661 11.229 The poor duchess
is often reproached with her being bred up in Burr-street,

Wappmg. 1801 MAR. EUGEWORTH Contrast 11832) io8Care
to breed up their children well. 1836 J. H. NEWMAN Par.
Scrnt. II. ix. (ed. 2) 115 He was bred up in a human school.

11. To be born and brcd^ or bred and born : an
alliterative phrase in which /Vt'(/has usually sense 9,

though formerly sense i.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4209 In be first he sal l>e born
and uredde, And in be secunde be nuryst. 1542 UUALL
Erasni. Apoph. 1133, Where he was born and breden.
Ibid. 133 b, In the same Isle burn, breden, and brought
vp. 1580 BARET j4/z/. B 1165 We are so borne and bredde of
nature. 1601 SHAKS. '/7ft'/. A", i. ii. 22, I was bred and
borne Not three houres trauaile from this very place. 1732
LAW Serious C. xviii, ied.2) 326 Born and bred in families
that have no Religion. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 288
He was born and bred in your house.

II. intr. >;for re/I.)

12. To come into being or existence, as n. con-

tinued process; hence, to be engendered or pro-
duced.
c izoo Trin. Coll. How, 165 Wuremes breden in wildenv.

it 1300 Cursor 31, 16410 His blod on vs be, and on paini bai
of vs sal brede. ^1320 Anticrist 32 Nu sal yee her . . Hu
bat anticrist sal brede. c 1430 Hymns l-'ir^. 118671 \ Heil
crowned queene. .Heil bat alle oure blis in bradde ! c 1440
York Afysf. xxxii. 130 Woo worthe be wombe bat I bredde

ynne. 1579 GOSSON Sc/i. Abnse i Arb.i 46 The worme thai

breeds within it. 1600 Lyricsfor Lutcnists^Q\\\w\ 14 It

is a sweete delicious niorne, Where day is breeding, never
borne. 1626 BACON Sylva 696 Fleas breed principally of
Straw or Mats, where there hath been a little moUture.

f b. Of eggs : To be hatched.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ty Min. 108 They lay egges,

which breed.

t c. Of vegetables, animal structures, growth,
etc. : To come forth, spring, grow. Obs.
n 1300 in Wright's Lyric P. xiv. 45 Blosmes bredeth on

the bowes. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvi. 68 Lewis on the

branchis sprcdis, And blomys bricht besyd thanie bredis

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Qtfi-st. Chirurg., Fro when-.

bredeth the synewes? 1668 CULPEPPEK 8: COLE Barthol.
Anat. in. xi. 153 Certain .strong band, breeding from with-

out, and creeping to the Cheek-bone.

fd. Of mineral products: To be formed natu-

rally, be produced. Obs.

1398 TKEVISA Earth. De P. R. (Tollemache MS.) xvi. iii,

That stone [alabaster] bat bredeb \nast itnr\ aboute Thebe.
Ibid. xix. xxiii. (1405)877 Some colour bredeth in veynesof
the erthe, as Sinopis Rubrica.

13. fig. To arise, originate, spring forth, make
their appearance.

t 1385 CHAUCER L. G, IV. 1156 Of which ther gan to bredyn
swichafyer. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. \. iii. 10 His high
exploits, whereofsuch wonder bread. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit.

India\. ni.iv. 585 [HeJ allowed, .discontents is: jealousies
to breed in the army.

f 14. with compl. To grow or become (some

thing). Obs.

1-13x5 Poem temp. Edw. //, Ixiii, Thei. .bredeth wode for

wele. ci3*$ E. E. Allit. P. B. 1558 penne be bolde Baltazar
bred ner wode.

f!5. ?To nestle, to hive
;
to dwell. Obs.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 415 He Corounde me queue in

blysse to brede. c i^oGtJw. fyGr. Knt. 21 Quen bis Bretayn
watz bigged . . Bolde bredden berinne. c 1350 WHLPalernt'
1782 To sum wildernesse where as b^i bredde.

III. Phrases, f To breed out : to exhaust the

breed, degenerate. To breed in and in : to breed

always with near relatives
;
the opposite being to

breed out and out.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, m. v. 25 Our madames mock at vs,

and plainely say Our Mettell is bred out. 1607 Timon
i. i. 259 The straine of mans bred out into Baboon and

Monkey. 1819 BYRON yuan i. Ivii, In that point so precise
in each degree That they bred in and in . . Marrying their

cousins nay, their aunts and nieces.

IV. Comb, formed on the verb-stem : f breed-

sleep a., sleep -breeding, soporific ; f breed-

young a., having young, suckling.
1583 STANVHURST sEneid iv. (Arb.) 112 Hoonnie liquid

sprinckling and breede sleepe wild popye strawing. 1603
FLOHIO Montaigne (1632) Swifter then breed-yong Tiger,

Breed(e, obs. form of BREAD, BREDE sb$ and ~\

t Bree'd-bate. Ofo. [f.
BREED v. + BATE j*.i]



BREEDER.

One who breeds '

bate', or excites strife ;
a mis-

chief-maker.

1593 Tell-trothe's -V. Y. Gift 39 He delights not in breed-

bates. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. i. iv. 12 No tel-tale, nor no

breede-bate. 1852 KNIGHT-BRUCE in De Gex, etc. LawRep.
I. 680 Referring to decent people . . and not to breedbates,

barretors, or counsel whom no Inn would own.

Breeder (brrdai). [f.
BREED v. + -EH n

.]

1. That which breeds or produces offspring.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.n. ii. 68 Among'st the fairest breeders

of our clime. 1593 3 Hen. VI, n. i. 42 You loue the

Breeder better then the Male. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Husl:

(1623) 136 Not good to chuse a crowing hen, for they are

neither good breeders nor good layers. 1641 BEST Farm.
Bks. (1856) i Hunge tuppes are . . to bee kept for breeders.

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. II. s. v. Pigeon, The Pigeon
called the Leghorn is .. an excellent Breeder. 1727 SWIFT
Modest Prop. Wks. 1755 II. II. 60 There may be about two

hundred thousand couple, whose wives are breeders. 1859

DARWIX Orig. Spec. iii. (1878) 51 The elephant is reckoned

the slowest breeder of all known animals.

b. That which produces or originates ; the author,

source, or cause.

1572 BOSSEWELL Artnorie ill. 5 Breders, norishers, &
comforters of all lyuyng thynges. 1589 R. HARVEY PI.

Perc. (1860) 20 Neither the breeders nor fauontes of discord.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <$ .SVfr. 9 That evil should alwayes
flow from evil in a chain of breeders.

f c. A plant used for propagation, d. A gar-

deners' name for an immature, self-coloured, seed-

ling tulip.
1601 HOLLAND /Y/Hy I.

53;
As for another [shoot], springing

from a yeare-old branch, it is left alwaies for a breeder.

1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 27 Tulips without blackish

bottome are noe good breeders of various coloured flowers.

1846 MRS. LOUDOX Ladies' Comp. l-'lmucr-Gard. 303 Breeders

. . are seedling Tulips before they have shown any variety

of colour.

2. One who breeds cattle or other animals.

1531 EI.YOT Gov. I. x, Virgile leaueth farre behynde hym
all breders, hakneymen, and skosers. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen.

VIII, i, Euery owner, grasier, fermour, breder, drouer,

and brogger of this realme. 1707 Land. Gaz. No. 4342/3

[To] bring a Certificate from the Breeder, of his Mare's

Age. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. II. 18 He was a breeder of

cattle. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. II. 265.

fig- '573 TUSSER Husb. (18781 28 Let Lent well kept

offend not thee, for March and Aprill breeders bee.

t b. A grower or producer. Obs.

'547 A ft J <t- y/> ' Pream., The said Breeders of the

-aid Wools.

f3. One who brings up; a trainer, instructor. Ol>s.

1571 ASCHAM Scholem. (Arb.l 72 Tyme was whan Italic

and Rome haue bene. .the best breeders and bringers vp of

the worthiest men. 1602 WARNER -!#. Eng. xn. Ixxi. 296 Of
world-admired Drake.. And his braue breeder Hawkins.

Breeding (brf-dirj),^'/.^. [f. BREEDS. +-I.NG'.]

1. Bringing to the birth ; hatching ; production

of young. Breeding of teeth : dentition (obs.).

ailoo Cursor M. 3479 Hir breding was ful selcut sare,

Bot fur chiltting was mikel mare. 1387 TKEVISA Bartk.

De P. K. xvn. ii. (1495) 600 Grete bredynge of beestis is in

suche places, c 1440 Promp. Pai-n. 49 Bredynge, or brod-

ynge. .of birdys. c 1420 Pallail. on Hint. i. 635 For bredynge
To set an hen on eyron ix is goode. 1544 PHAER Regun.

Lyfe( 15601 Svb, Breedyng of teeth. 1712 Loud. Gaz. No.

4976/2 Illness . . occasioned by the breeding of his Teeth.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 378/2 The breeding and fattening of

cattle.

fb. Hence (vulgarly), extraction, parentage. Obs.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV,\. iii. in, I know not your breed-

ing. 1606 DAY Isle of Gills iv. i I. is. What breeding hast

had? .!/. Very good breeding, sir; my great grandfather
was a ratcatcher, my grandsire a hangman.
2. fur. Origination, production, development

-'.J;,-,
"

-.!!. ,-\ .*__ r.jj. _ IT TU,,t .-Ui

b
D:

in breeding.

3. The rearing and training of the young ; bring

ing up : formerly in sense of
' education'.

1577 HELLOWES tr. Gueuara's Cliron. 91 For y breeding

of children . . and the marriage of Orphans. 1653 MILTON

Hirelings Wks. (1851) 381 [They] have had the most of tin
-

breeding, both at School and University, by Scholarships.

a 1704 T. BROWN Declam. Adv. Wks. 1730 I. 42 You had

never very good breeding thus to laugh at my ingenuity.

1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scarb. i. i, She has her breeding within

doors : the parson teaches her to play upon the dulcimer.

1859 MILL Liberty ii. 48 His Stoical breeding. 1864 BI;RTO>

Scot Abr. I. ii. 61 Royal birth and breeding.

4. The results of training as shown in persona
manners and behaviour ; generally used for

'

good

breeding', good or proper manners.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. n. vii. 33 In graces, and in qualities,

of breeding. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Rfft. (1675) Pref. 14 As I

fancy 'd persons, of their Breeding and tempers, would talk

to one another. 1689 SHADWELL Bury F. i. i. 122 It ou

does St.James Square in dressing and breeding. 1710 STEELI-

Taller No. 21 F 2 The Height of good Breeding. 173:

BERKELEY Aldphr.i. 12 Mind what men of parts and

breeding say. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. England III. na'iia
romantic message, which was quite in the breeding of th

times. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey vn. vi. 421 Her ignoranc

of all breeding is amusing. 1870 GRANT WHITE Words f]

Uses (18811 62 That tone of voice which indicates breedim

rather than education, etc.

5. attrib., as in breeding -cage, -ground, -hole

-place, -pond, -season, -time, etc.

1711 AUUISON 5/wf. No. 128 rs'fheir Songs begin a littl

1086

before Breeding-time, a 1714 M. HEXRY Wks. \. 552 It

may minister some comfort and relief to a pious mother, in

breeding-sickness. 1789 WHITE Sclbornc (1851) 70 The mi-

gration of frogs from their breeding-ponds. 1841 in Proc.

Beni.'. Nat. Club I. ix. 252 The favourite . . breeding-places
of these birds. 1842 DICKENS A iner. Notes (1850) 118/1 A
breeding-place of fever, ague, and death. 1856 KANE A ret.

Expl. \. xxi. 268 Ducks . . seeking their breeding-grounds.

Breeding vbn -din), ///. . [f.
BREED v. +

ING-.] That breeds : see the verb.

1552 HULOKT, Breding, or full of breadyng, ftxtuosus.

593 SHAKS. I 'en. # A d. 260 A breeding jennet, lusty, young,
nd proud. 1641 MILTON Animadv. Wks. (1851) 195 The

nalignity of that breeding corruption. 1661 LOVELL Hist.

4uim. *; Mitt. 80 A breeding Mare. 1856 OLMSTED Slave
States 55 A breeding woman is worth from one-sixth to

pile-fourth more than one that does not breed.

Hence Bree'dingness.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk % Selv. 132 The life.. is but a

rame or draught of springs, leavened into a breedingness.

t Bree'dling. Obs. [f.
BKEED v. + -LINO.]

One born and bred in a place ;
a native.

1663 PEPYS Diary 18 Sept., Over most sad fenns, all the

vay observing the sad life which the people of the place

which, if they be born there, they do call the breedlings

jf the place) do live. [Taken by Macaulay for a proper
lame. See Hist. Eiig. 11855) HI- xi. 4'-]

Breedy (brrdi\ . [f. BREED + -Y 1
.]

Breed-

ng readily ; prolific. Hence Bree'diness.

"753 Di"l. bet'M. S'.aift fy Prior 24 Our early Marriages,
he Breedyness of our People. 1824.J. WILSON in Blackii:

Wag. XII. 55 Blockheads .. are breedy, and double them-

,elves every ten years. 1865 Corn/:. Mag. II. 53 The life

and habits of the breedy creature [the oyster]. 1883 ."it.

James's Gaz. 14 Apr. 6 Hares are not such breedy creatures

is rabbits.

Breefe, obs. form of BKIKF.

Breek brfk). Forms : 3-6 breke, 6 breik,
-
breeke, 5- breek. [North. Eng. and Sc. variant

of BREECH sb.]

1. A garment covering the loins and thighs ;
=

BREECH sb. i.

f a. Formerly in singular. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2048 Was funden ban na breke in land.

c 1440 Promp. ram. 48 Breche or breke, I'raccx. a 1528
SKELTOX Elynonr Rnmm, 452 The vertue .. Of her hus-

bands breke.

b. Now only in pi. breeks = BREECHES, trousers.

1552 LVXUESAY Mouarche 985 And maid thame Breikis of

leuis grene. 1632 B. Joxsox Magn. Lady v. v, I ha' linncn

Breeks on. 1651 Proc. Parliament No. 84. 1282 To slip

off their breeks, that so they may wade up to their middle.

1814 Scorr Wav. xlviii, It's ill taking the breeks off a

Highlandman. 1853 RANK Grinntll Exp. xxx. (1856) 263

A pair of coarse woollen drawers, and a pair of seal-skin

breeks over them. 1855 Whitty Gloss., Bra-ts, breeches.

1 2. The buttocks, rump, posterior. Obs.

1641 I'.KST Farm. Bks. 118561 69 They beginne usually on

the belly . . greasinge tayle and breeke last.

Breekless, north, form of BREECHLESS.

Breekums. Sc., Short breeks, knee-breeches.

1831-53 Whistle-Biiikie iSc. Songsi Ser. 11. 4 My auld

uncle Watty, Wi' 's butkled knee breekums an' three cockit

BREEZE.

tBreel. Obs. rare-*. [Perh. contr. form of

BKETHEI,.] A worthless, good-for-nothing fellow.

[c 1440 Protnp. Pan'. 50/1 Breyel, brollns, brolla, miser,

mliis.] c 1485 Digby Mysi, (18821 in. 927 Why lowtt }e nat

low to my lawdabyll presens, ye brawlyng breelles.

Breem, obs. f. BHEAM ;
var. of BREME a. Obs.

Breended, obs. form of BIUNDED.

tBreer. Obs. exc. in -SV.or nortli dial. [cf. next.]

A sprout, shoot ; in mod. He.' the first appearance of

grain above ground, after it is sown' Jamieson).
( 1320 Cast. Lo-i'e 123 Blosme on bou} and breer on rys.

1808 JAMIESON s. v. AJlnc breer, an abundant germination.

fBreer, brere, v- & r north dial. A
variant of BRAIRD, to sprout, germinate.
c 1700 KKXNET MS. Gloss., To brere. .as corn just coming

up. 1816 SCOTT Old Mori, viii,
' A braw night this for the

i ye., the west park will be breering bravely this e'en.' 1846

BROCKETT Gloss. -V. C. Wds., Brere, Brcar.

Breer(e, dial, form of BBIEK.

Breese, obs. form of BREEZE sb2, BUUISE ;
var

of BREEZE sb. 1 ,
;!

.

Breetch, Breeth, obs. ff. of BREECH, BREATH(E.

Breethreed, obs. form of BROTHERHOOD.

Breeze (brvz,, sb. 1 Forms : i briosa, breosa

4-6 brese, 5 breze, breas, 6 bryze, 6-7 brize.

brizze, 7 brieze, briese, breise, brise, breez,

kbree, brye), 4- breese, 7- breeze, (9 arch.

brize). [OE. briosa, breosa masc. : conjecturall)

referred by some to BRUISE ;
but there appears to

be no ground for supposing any connexion.]
1. A gadfly : a name given to various dipterous

insects, esp. of the genera (Estms ( BOT-FLY) anc

Tabaiuis, which annoy horses and cattle, arch, or

dial, f b- Sea-l>rce-*e : a parasite infesting some

fish (cf. Gr. ofo-rpos). Obs. Also/^.
<i8ooG/0sj. in \Vr.-Wiilcker7/2o-4'/0, briosa. Ibid. 49/42

Tubunus, briosa. c 1380 CHAUCER Balade, I wol me venge
on loue as dobe a breese On wylde horsse. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. vi. i. 24 As doth a steare . . With his long taile the

1641 MILTON C//. Discip. ll.dSsi) 34 They deliver up the poor
ransformed heifer of the Commonwealth to be stung and
ext with the breese and goad of oppression. 1661 K. W.
~onf. Charac. (1860) 62 By the biting of this brye they run

leadlong after superiority, a 1725 POPE Odyss. XXII. 335
Like oxen maddened by the breeze's sting. 1850 BLACKIE

^Eschylus II. 44 O pain ! pain ! pain !. .The fateful brize !

f 2. Applied vaguely to other insects. Obs.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter civ. 34 Brese, of whilk na tale ne

ware. 1401 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 54 Whan the first angel
jlew . . ther rose smotheryng smoke, and brese therinne

1611 locusts t/iVz'.ix. 3, etc.']. cmaPrenip. Pan'. 49 Brese,
loeusta. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 412/3 That same tyme
cam in to fraunce brezes or locustes Innumerable.

3. Comb., as breeze-fly = BREEZE i.

1572 MASCALL Govt. Cattle (1627) 34 To make that the

breese-flie shall not annoy & bite cattell. 1868 WOOD
Homes without H. xxvi. 511 Breeze Fly (CEstrus bovis).

Breeze (buz), s/>.- Forms : 6-7 brize, brieze,

7 brise, brese, breze, breaze, 7-8 breez, breese,

7- breeze. [In i6th c. brize, brieze, app. ad.

OSp. (and Pg.) briza (mod.Sp. brisa) 'north-east

wind' (though, according to Cotgrave, brize also

occurs in Fr. (.in Rabelais a 1550) =bize, bise
' north

wind'). Cf. also It. brezza ' cold wind bringing
mist or frost' (Florio), Milanese brisa 'cool wind

from the north' (Diez
1

,. Cotgrave's brize -^ bhe,

supports the suggestion of Diez, that the word

was orig. a variant of bisa, bise
'

north-east wind '.

On the Atlantic sea-board of the West Indies and

Spanish Main, briza acquired the transferred senses

of 'north-east trade-wind', and ' fresh wind from

the sea ', in which it was adopted by the English

navigators of the i6th c. The further extension

to
'

gentle fresh wind' generally, is English ; cf.

the actual F. brise ( in the Diet, of the Academy
only since 1762).]

t 1. orig. A north or north-east wind ; spec, ap-

plied within the tropics to the NE. trade-wind.

1565-89 Hawkins' -2nd Voy. in Arb. Garner V. 121 The

ordinary brise taking us, which is the north-east wind.

1595 RALEIGH Disc. Guiana in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III.

661 Against the brize and eastern wind. 1604 E. G[RIM-

STON] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies in. iv. 128 In that Zone

the Easterly windes (which they call Brisesl do raine.

a 1618 RALEIGH Apol. 19 When the Easterly wind or Breeses

are kept off by some High Mountaines. 1626 BACOX Syh'a
$ 398 The great Brizes which ihe motion of the Air in great

Circles .. produceth. 1685 Plal. Trans. XV. 1148 There

are continual Eastern winds under the line which they call

Brises. 1706 PHILLIPS, Brizes, or rather Breezes, certain

Winds, which the motion of the Air in great circles doth

produce, refrigerating those that live under the line.

f 2. The cool wind that blows from the sea by

day on tropical coasts. (This was ou the Atlantic

sea-board of tropical America an east or north-

east wind, i.e. a Breeze in sense i ; thence the

name was extended to the ' sea-bree/e
'

from any

point of the compass.) Obs. exc. as in b.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \. iii. 8 These hottest regions

of the World, .are. .refreshed with a daily Gale of Easternly

Wind (which the Spaniards call the Brize i. a 1618 Inv.

Shipping 39 Southerly winds (the Brises of our Clymate'
thrust them . . into the Kings ports. 1627 CAPT. SMITH

Seaman's Gram. x. 46 A Breze is a wind Uowoi out of the

Sea, and commonly in faire weather beginneth about nine

in the morning. 1628 DlGbY Voy. ."Ifedit. 38 Intending to

goe in in the morning with the brize. 1665 G. HAVERS P.

della Valle's Trav. E. Ind. 373 Sending a breeze, or breath,

or small gale of wind daily. 1696 PHILLIPS, Breez, a fresh

gale of wind blowing off the Sea by day. 1839 THIRLWALL

Greece II. 307 A strong breeze which regularly blew up the

channel at a certain time of the day.

b. Extended to include the counter-current of

air that blows from the land by night ; hence sea-

breeze and land-breeze.

21700 DRYDEN<J.) From land a gentle breeze arose by

night. 1706 in PHILLIPS: 1731 BAILEY II, Breez, a fresh

gale of wind blowing from the sea or land alternately for

some certain hours of the day or night only sensible near

the coast. 1782 COWPER Loss Royal George o A land-breeze

shook the shrouds. 1832 MACAULAY A nnada 31 1 he fresh-

ening breeze of eve unfurled that banner s massy fold.

3. A gentle or light wind : a breeze is generally

understood to be a lighter current of air than a

wind, as a wind is lighter than a gale.
'

Among;
seamen usually synonymous with wind in general'

Smyth Sailor's It'ord-bk).
'

1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 17 A calme, a brese,

a fresh gaile. 1762 FALCONER Shipwr. \. 350 The lesser sails

that court a gentle breeze. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. n.

v The breezes blew, the white foam flew. 1863 C. ST. JOHX
Nat. Hist. Moray vii. 167 The breeze was gentle, but suffi-

cient to take us merrily over.

the sea 'Brizze J a kind of worm found about some Fishes.

Disp II. 367 The cession would create a breeze in the

Konkan. 1811 - ibid. VII. 320 There was an old breeze

between General - and -. 1837 MARRYAT Dog-Fiend l.

xv i L \ Jemmy, who expected a breeze, told his wife to

behave herself quietly. 1865 Sat. Rev. 28 Jam ! 19 Don t

be angry, we've had our breeze. Shake hands.

b. A breath of news, whisper, rumour.

1870 STEVEXSON Trav. Cannes 215 There came a breeze

that Spirit Seguier was near at hand. 1884 Denver (Colo-

rado) Tribune Aug., Give us a breeze on the subject.
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5. Comb., as breeze -borne, -shaken, -wooing,

breeze-like, adjs.
1805 J. GRAIIAME Sabbath, On the distant cairn the watch-

man's ear Caught doubtfully at times the :
'

breeze-borne note.

1798 9 COLERIDGE Day-Dreatn ii. 5 A soft and *hreeze-like

feeling. 1802 WORCSW. To H. C., The breeze-like motion.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Th, II. 300 Fate . . hair-hung, ^breeze-shaken,
oer the gulph A moment trembles. < 1830 J. H. GREEN
Morn. Invit. Child 22 The bee hums ofheather and ''breeze-

wooing hill.

Breeze (brfz), sb.'-'- Also 9 breese, braize.

[Origin somewhat uncertain : prob. a. F. braise,
OF. brese burning charcoal, hot embers, also 'ex-

tinguished half-burned coal' (Littre\ as braise dc

boulanger baker's breeze.]
Small cinders and cinder-dust, used in burning

bricks, etc. ;
small coke and coke-dust.

1726 Act 12 Geo. I, xxxv, Nor any Breeze be used in the

burning of any Bricks for Sale. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.,

Breeze, in brick-making, are small ashes aud cinders, some-
times made use of instead of coals, for the burning of
bricks. 1862 Act 25 <y 26 I'ic. c. 102 89 If any person . .

carry away . . cinders, rubbish, ashes, or breeze from any
bouses. 1864 At/ten.'gntn No. 1928 466/3 Braize (or cinder
taken from the scavenger's yard). 1875 URE Diet. Arts
I. 505 Breezes (Braise Fr. ), the dust of coke or charcoal.
The coke burner applies this term to the small residual

coke obtained in coke burning. The sifted ashes removed
from houses is called breeze, and sold under that name to

brickmakers and others. 1884 R. K. BOWKER in Harper s

Mag Apr. 777/1 Coke breeze (the refuse of gas-works).

t Breeze, J1
-

1 Obs. ran. [f.
BREEZE rf. 1

]

intr. To buzz as a breeze or gadfly.
1688 R. HOLME Armory II. ix. 191 The Brize. Breezeth,

or Brilleth.

Breeze 'brfzl, v.'2 rare.
[f.

BREEZE sb.'*\

1. intr. To blow gently, as a breeze.

1682 [see BREEZING"). 1809 J. BARLOW Columb. iv. 624
The breathing airs . . Breeze up the bay.
2. To breeze up (Naut.) : (of a wind) to freshen,

to become stronger : also impers. Of a noise :

to rise on the breeze.

1859 H. KINGSLEV G. Hainlyn xliv. iD.i, The noise of the

distant fight breezed up louder than ever. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor s Word-bk., Breezing up, the

gate_ freshening. 1881

CI.ARK RUSSELL Sailor s Swecih* III. vi. 292 Standing by
the topsail halliards should it breeze up.

Breezeless (bn -zles), a.
[f.

BREEZE si/.- +

-LESS.] \Vithout a breeze
; still, calm.

a 1763 SHENSTONE Wks. (1764! I. 41 A stagnant breezeless

air. 1848 LVTTON Milton, Silent and sultry glowed the
breezeless noon. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley ix. 116 A still,

dark day, equally beamless and breezeless.

Breezily (bn-zili), a<h>. [f.
BREEZY -I--LY 2

.]

In a breezy manner.
1865 Morning Star i June, Yesterday morning broke

clearly, brightly, breezily.

Bree'ziness. [f.
BREEZY + -xr.sa.] The con-

dition of being breezy ; alsoyfj".
1837 Frasers Mag. XVI. 581 A sea-breeziness that we

really dreaded to lose in a work written under the anti-

Atlantic inspiration of Germany. 1885 Illnst. Lond.Nelvs
8 Aug. 147/1 The breeziness of Fielding's novels.

Breeding, ppl. a. [f. BREEZE v, + -IXG 2
.]

Blowing gently or freshly as a breeze.
1682 New Newsfr. Bedlam 21 We launcht our Ship. .As

having then some breezing prosperous Gales, a 1704 T.
BROWN On Beauties Wks. 1730 1.44 Soft breezing Zephyrs.

Breezy (brrzi), a.
[f.

BREEZE rf.2 + -Yl.]
1. Exposed to breezes, swept by the breeze.

1718 POPE Iliad \\. 758 The warriors standing on the

breezy shore. i8i4WoRosw. Excnrs. \. 471 The shadows
of the breezy elms above. 1859 CAPERN Ball, iy Son^s 137
Health laughs on every breezy hill. Mod, High on the

breezy downs.

2. Attended with breezes, full of breezes, windy ;

fig. fresh, brisk
; airy.

1753 GRAY Elegy vi, The breezy call of incense-breathing
morn. 1798 \YORDSW. Lincswr. in Rarly Spring, Tocatch
the breezy air. 1840 Hoon Up Rhine 237 The night was
breezy and cloudy. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. 11.

(1873* 163 Whose breezy verse seems to float between a blue

sky and golden earth.

Bref, Brefly, obs. ff. BRIEF, BRIEFLY.

Breg-, in obs. forms : see BRIG-.

t Breganse, sb. Obs. Cf. BRIGANDER.
1503 Prcr. ofH. White (Somerset Ho.\ My best payr of

breganse.

Breger, var. of BRIGUER, Obs.

Bregg e, obs. form of BRIDGE.

Bregger, -ynge, var. BRIDGER, etc. nbridger.

Breggurdel, bregirdil, -gyrdyle, var. of

BHEECHGIRDLE.

II Bregma (bre'gma). Phys. PI. bre'gmata. [a.
Gr. &piyij.a. front of the head.] The region of the

skull where the frontal and the two parietal bones

join ;
the sinciput ; in infancy, before the sutures

are closed, constituting the anterior fontanel.

(Also formerly spoken of as two regions, the right
and left bregmata.) Hence Bregma/tic a., per-

taining to the bregma.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man I. 8 This Bregma is to be

understode the vpper part of the head foreward, nigh to the

Coronall Suture. i754-64SMELLlEvl/?V/'i/C III. 41 Through
one of the Bregmata. 1787 C. B. TKYE in Meet. Connnnn.
II. 145 Over the whole right bregma. 1857 BULLOCK
Cazeanx' Midivif. 219 The great or anterior fontanelle is

also called.. the hregmatic fontanelle. 1878 EARTLF.Y tr.

TopinarcTs Anthrop. iv. 133 The bregmatic fontanelle. .is

always closed before two years and a half of age.

Bregynge, var. BRIDGING vbl. sb. Obs. abridging.
t Brehon (brHi^n). Obs. exc. Hist. Also (<

breighoon, 7 brehan. [ad. Irish brtattiamfi or

breithcamh, pi. breithtamhuin ; pronounced bre'-

ovin), in Olr. britliem, gen. brithcmon 'judge',
f. breth judgement.] An ancient Irish judge.
^1581 CAMPION Hist. Irel. vi. (1633) 19 The Breighoon (so

they call this kind of Lawyer! sitteth him downeon a banke.

1596 SPENSER State Irel. 4 In the case of murder, the Ere-

hon, that is their judge, will compound between the mur-
derer and the friends of the party murdered. 1827 HAI.LAM
Const. Hist. (1876) III. xviii. 345 In the territories of each
Sept, judges called Brehpns. .sat .. to determine contro-
versies. 1873 MAINE Hist. Inst. ii. 24 They are . . the
creation of a class of professional lawyers, the Brehons.

b. Brehon lav>, the code of law which prevailed
in Ireland before its occupation by the English,
finally abolished in the reign of James I.

1596 SPENSER State Ire/. 4 What is that you call Brehon
Law?.. It is a rule of right unwritten, but delivered by
tradition from one to another. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. H'orld
ii. v. ii. 327 One that hath quite abolished a slauish
Brehon Law. 1672 PETTY /W. A nut. 375 Governed by
different laws ; the Irish by the Brehan law, and the Eng-
lish there by the laws of England. 1757 BURKE Abridgiu.
ting. Ilist. Wks. X . 334 The narrow notions of our lawyers,
who abolished the authority of the Brehon law, and at the
same time kept no monuments of it. 1856 Fitoi'DE //A7.

Eng. II. 248 The Brehon traditions a convenient system,
which was called law, but which in practice was a happy
contrivance for the composition of felonies.

Braid, Sc. f. BREAD, BREED, BREDE
;

obs. f.

BRAID.

Breigge, var. of BRIDGE v. Obs. to shorten.

Breigirdil, -gurdel, var. of BHEECHGIRDLE.

Breik, obs. f. BREAK, BKEECH.
Brein e, Breird, obs. if. BRAIN*, BRAIRD.
Breirdit : see BREKDED.

Breise, obs.-f. BREKZK t<U, gadfly.

Breislakite (brerslikait). /]//';/. Also -ackite.

[after Breislak, an Italian geologist of German

descent.] A woolly-looking variety of pyroxene.
1869 PHILLIPS l

rcsnv. x. 296 Hornblende, or Amphibole,
including Breislakite in ejected blocks and scoriaj on
Somma and Vesuvius.

Breist, obs. form of BREAST.

Breithauptite (brai't|hauptait). Min. [after

Breithaiipt, a Saxon mineralogist.] Antimonial

nickel, a native alloy of these two metals
v
Ni Sbl

found in the Ilarz Mountains.

Breither, obs. pi. of BROTHER.

Breithful, var. of BRAITHFUL a. Ol>s.

Brek, obs. Sc. f. BRACK sbl, outcry.

Brek(e, obs. f. BREAK, BRECK, BRICK.

Breke, -girdul, obs. ff. BREECH, -GIRDLE.

||
Brakekeke-x. a. Gr. PpexeKe/cff, used by

Aristophanes to imitate the croaking of frogs.

1607 WALKTNGTON Opt. Glass 78 Frogs with their breke-

kekex brekekekex coax. 1656 TRAPP Coinnt. Matt. xxii. 33
Those Romish frogs, the Jesuits, will never have done,

though never so much set down, but be still up with their

hateful Brekekekex-coax-coax.

Brekil, brekyl(le, obs. ff. BRICKLE, brittle.

Brekke, var. of BRECK, Obs.

Brell, obs. form of BRILL.

II Breloque 'bwlo-k). [F. : see Littre.] A
small ornament fastened to a watch-chain.

1856 THACKERAY Christm. Bks. (1872) 137 His chains and

breloques . . and ambrosial moustaches. 1882 A. B. HOPI:

Brandrcths I. xvi. 250 His chain and his breloques wag.

Brem, -e, obs. forms of BREAM.

Brembel, -bil, -bul, -ble, obs. ff. BRAMBLE.

t Bre'mber. Obs. [OE. brember, var. of brcm-

M, BRAMBLK.] A by-form of BRAMBLE.
,11000 Cxdmon's Gen. 2928 iGr.l He rom jeseah brem-

brum faistne. c 1386 CHAUCER Sir Thopas 35 Sweet as is

the brembre flour It'.r. brembul].

i Brenie (bran", a. Obs. exc. poet, and dial.

(brim) in sense 6. Forms : I- breme, 2- breme ;

also 3-6 brem, 3- brim, 3 brime, 4-6 brym,

5-6 brymme, bryme, 4-7 breeme, 6 brimme,

6-7 breem, (7 breame). [In Branch I, OE.

brdeme, breme, (bryme}, celebrated, famous. The

origin of Branch II, which did not exist in OE.,

and was more decidedly northern in ME. use, is

at present unexplained.
The Lindisf. Gosp. has (Matt., Pref. 1. 10) broemende as

a gloss of L. fert'ere, which gives a sense related to

branch II ; but it is difficult to see the connexion between
this and OE. brtieinc, brtman. Nor can branch II be de-

rived from OE. breinnian to bray, roar, 'rudere, fremere',
ME. BRIM T'., though there may have been later confusion

between a ' breme' or ' brim' boar, and a 'brimming' boar.]

I. Celebrated, brilliant, clear, loud, distinct.

f 1. Celebrated, famous, glorious (only in OE.) ;

hence as a general epithet of admiration : Excel-

lent, good,
'

fine ',' famous '; sometimes app.
=-

very big or strong. Obs.
a 1000 Ags. /V.cxxxvtil.21 Og. .ways swybe breme cyning

on Basane. a 1300 Floriz % Bl. 792 pilke feste was wel
breme. ('1325 jK. E. Allit. P. A. 862 Vchonez blysse is

breme & beste. c 1350 Will, Palerne 18 A big barn and
breme of his age. 1377 LASGL. P. PI. B. xn. 224 How
euere beste or brydde hath so breme wittes.

t2. Brilliant, shining, bright; hence, clearly

seen, evident, apparent, obvious. Obs.
c 1340 Alisannder 533 Of Barbre J>e bryght God brem to

beholde. 1:1400 Destr. Troy 1563 Vinagry. .Of bestes and

babery breme to beholde. 1526 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 291 b, The lyght of grace, .is so breme in these holy
soules. 1548 W. PATTEN Exp. Scot!, in Arb. Garner III.

106 They mustered somewhat brim in our eyes. 1581 STUD-
LEY Si'vccn's Medea 121 Lyfe seems the bayte to sight that

lyeth brim, Death is the hooke that underlies the same.

1594 Pi.AT Jewel-ho. in. 32 So brim and glittering light.

1605 [see B.].

1 3. Strong, distinct, or clear in sound. Obs.
n 1300 [see B.]. r 1340 (raw. fy Gr. Knt. 1601 There watz

blawyng of prys in mony breme home. Ibid. 2200 A wonder
breme noyse. 1340 A /,-.r. ^ Dind. 503 Brem briddene song
[in] be braunchus a-lofte. 1581 T. HOWELL Denises (1870'

199 As a Bell sends forth the brimmest sownde, When deep-
est downe the Ringer plucks the frame. 1596 Life Scan,

dcrbeg 368 Brimme noise of the drummes, trumpets and
tamborins. 1606 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas n. II. iv. (16211

301 But, brimmer far than in the Heav'ns, hcer All these

sweet-charming Counter-Tunes we hear.

f4. Of reports, rumours: Loudly or strongly
current or prevalent, much spoken of. Obs.

1560 THROGMORTON in Fronde Hist. Eng. 118811 VI. 439
The bruits were so brim of the marriage of the Lord
Robert. 1529 MORE Comf. agst. Trib. i. Wks. 1140/2 Sith

these tydinges haue comen hether so brymme of the greate
Turkes enterpryse. 1565 GOLDING Oi'id's Met. xn. 115031
280 In their talke most breeme Was then Achilles victorie.

1617 Argentilf f,- C. in Percy Rrlii/ncs (1767) II. 243 That
thou Doest hold me in disdaiue Is brimme abroad.

II. Fierce, raging, rough, rugged.
t 5. Of persons and their attributes or actions :

Fierce, raging, furious
; stern, wroth. Obs.

ri20o ORMIN 7197 Herode king was grill : gramm, &
breme, & boll^henn. a 1300 Cursor M. 4003 Esau coins

brem and brath. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9632 Hrem was f>e

battell vpon both haluys. c 1440 1'romp. I'tuT. 51 Brym or

fers, ferns, ferox. 1496 Di-;:s and Panp. iW. de W.) x.

Introd. 31 Whan all other synnes forsake men for elde and

feblenesse, than couetyse is moost breme. 1513 DOUGLAS
/Eneis vi. v. 41 This sorofull boitman with brym [f. r.

breme] luik. 1556 Anp. PARKER Psalter H iv, Amyds my
foes so brymme. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia \\. 224 Lcl not

pride make the brim.

fb. similarly of beasts: esp. as an epithet of

the boar perh. with ref. to sense of BRIM v.]. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4899 pe sargantz bat ware brem [r. r,

breme, brim] als bare, c i^zoSir Amadace xvi, He come to

me as breme as bare, c 1530 LD. BERNF.RS Artli. Lyt. Bryt.
1 1814) 56 Who hath the loke of a brim bore. 1535 STEWARI
Cron. Scotl. II. 461 Lyke ony lyoun he wes als brym and

bald. 1550 LVNUESAY Sa. .^if/drum 518 As br>''n as he

had bene ane beir. a 1553 UDAI.I. Koyster 1].K. vi, Never

bore so brymme, nor tost so hot. ti 1650 Turlte $ G. 36

in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 92 Though ye be breme as bore.

fc. of a fierce flame or blaze. Obs. or arch.

(-1374 CHAUCER Troylns iv. 156 As breme as blase of

straw yset a fyre. c 1400 Datr. Troy 860 pe fyre . . was
blasound of brunston with a brem lowe. 1818 Ballad in

Edin. Mag. Oct. 327 (JAM.) The sun sae breem frae hint a

clud, Pour't out the lowan day.

6. Of the sea, wind, etc. : Raging, rough, fierce,

stormy: an attribute of winter, taken from Lydgate

by Spenser, and echoed from Spenser by later poets.

It survives in living use in north, dial, as bnm.
a. 1300 llavelok 2233 That he sholde drenchen him In

the se, that was ful brfm. 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. 28 Kast

him in tille Temse, whan it was most brym. < 1400 Destr.

Troy 3714 A brode in the breme se. 1430 LYDG. Chron.

Troy n. xvi, The breme wynter with his frost hore. 1513

DOUGLAS sEneis vn. Prol. 15 Brym blastis of the northyne
art. 1579 SPENSER Slieph. Cal. Feb. 42, Breme [Gloss.

chill, bitter] winter with chamfred browes. 1598 DRAYTON
Heroic. Episl. xvi. 8 On whose breeme Seas the Icie Moun-
taines Hole. 1603 Odes x. 30 T'asswage breeme Winters

scathes. 1611 COTGR., Froid, cold, .breame, chill, a 1618

J. DAVIES Eflog. (17721 114 Looke how breeme winter

chamfers earths'bleeke face. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol.

ii. vii, Glad summer or the winter breme. 1808 JAMIESON
s.v. Brim, 'A brim frost

'

is still a common phrase for a

severe frost. S. B. 1824 WIFFEN Tasso I. vi.

f 7. Also in brem valay : rough, nigged valley ;

breres brimme : sharp briers. Obs.

1-1340 Ga-.t'. ff Gr. Knt. 2145 To be bobem of be brem

valay. c 1400 Rom. Rose 1836 Thisteles thikke, And breres

brymme for to prikke.

B. quasi-fl(/z>. in the various senses : Splendidly,

brilliantly, clearly; loudly; fiercely.
a. 1000 Andreas (Gr. > 1721 Breme ^ebledsod.

a 1300 in

Wright's Lyric P. 44 When briddes singeth breme. c 1340
Gam. Sf Gr. Knt. 781 pe bryge watz breme vp-brayde.
<- 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 841 Arcite and Palamon, That

foughten breeme, as it were boores tuo. a 1500 E. E. Misc.

(Warton) 65 Gabrelle schalle bloo both brymne and scryllc.

'577 tr. Bvllin&r'i Decades (1592) 619 [It doth] shine out

very brightly, but far more brim if we, etc. 1605 SYLVESTER

Du Bartas I. iv. ( 1633) 79 The rest . . we do more brim be-

hold. 1607 W. BARKSTF.D Mirrlia (1876) 12 Eccho was

pleas'd with voice resounding brim.

Breme, obs. form of BREAM, a fish.

Breme, obs. or dial. f. BRIM v., said of swine.

tBre-mely, a. Obs. [f.
BREME a. + -LY!.]

Fierce, furious.

c 1300 CursorM. 24847 (Edinb.1 Paimblew on mani bremli

blast, a 1500 Songsfy Carols \stti C. (1847) 26 (MatzJ That

brymly best so cruell and unryd, Ther tamyd I hym.



BBEMBLY.

t Bre'mely, adv. Obs. Also 3-5 bremly, 6
|

brimly : see BREME a.
[f.

BREME a. + -LT 2
.]

1. Fiercely, angrily ; hence, in more general senses,

as hotly, vehemently, strenuously, strongly.
a 1500 Cursor M. 7606 For bis word was saul wrath, For

oft suh was he bremli brath. c 1350 Will. Palerne 948
Wel y vnderstande whider be belaunce bremliest bouwes.
c 1400 1 'ivaine % Gaiv. 3163 The lioun bremely on tham
blist. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xn. xii. 215 As he brymly thus

inforcis fast To draw the speyr. 1-1525 SKELTON Replyc.
221 Bremely with your bristels Ye cobble and ye clout Holy
Scripture so about. 1592 WARNER Alb. Eng. viu. xliii.

(1612) 207 On these doo vulgar Eares and Eyes so brimly
waite and gaze.
2. Loudly, distinctly, shrilly.
c 1340 Gaw. ff Gr. Knt. 569 Bryddez busken to bylde, &

bremlych syngen. c 1350 Will. Palerne 23 And briddes ful

bremely on be bowes singe. 7111400 Morte Arth. 4108

Bremly the brethemen bragges in troumppes.
3. Brightly ; clearly ; evidently, distinctly.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 618 The Lord will not

..reueale himself and his glorie any whit more fully and

brimly. 1583 STAXYHURSTyfi'Hm n. (Arb.) 62 My mother,
the Godesse . . most brimlye dyd offer Her self to visadge.
Ibid. in. 75 At thee wyndoors . . moonshyne brimlye dyd
enter. 1589 PUTTESHAM Eng. Poesie in. xxv. (Arb.) 311 A
man sees better and discemes more brimly his collours.

t Bre'meness. Obs. In 4-5 bremnes, 6

breem-.
[f.

as prec. + -NESS.] Fierceness, fury.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 4665 Then the se wex sober, sesit the

wyndis . . The bremnes abatid ;
blusshit the sun. Ibid.

10104 Pollexena, with hir pure loue,. .Abated the bremnes
in his bale yre. 1540 HYKDE I'ives' Instr. Chr. Wont. (1592)
X. iv. Quietnes is of more authoritie than hastie breemnes.

Brernete, bremette, obs. ff. BBEAMET.

Breming, var. of BRIMMING, said of swine.

1577 B. GOOGE Hcresbach's Hitsb. a 586 1 1 49 b, Shee is with

pigge at the first breming.
Bremit. [app. a ppl. adj. formed on BREME a.,

unlessthe OE. vb. /;;; camedown.] Infuriated.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot, II. 401 The Scottis than so

bremit war and bald.

Bremmyll, obs. form of BRAMBLE.

Bren, early ME. plural of BREE.

Bren^e, obs. form of BRAN, BURN.

Brend.e, -ing, Brended, obs. ff. BURNT, BURN-

ING, BRINDED variegated.
t Bre'ndice. Obs. rare~ l

. [a. It. brimlesi,

Mndisi,
' a drinking or health to one

'

(Florio) ;

according to Diez perverted (by popular etymo-

logy) from Ger. bring ilir's, i. e. ich bringe dirs

zu ; whence also Fr. brinde : see Littre. Cf.

BRINCE, BRINCH
v.~\

A cup in which a person's
health is drunk, a bumper.
1673 DRYDEN Amboynti \. i, I go to fill a Brendice to my

Noble Captain's Health.

Brene, -ie, -y, obs. ff. BRYN, BRTNIE, corselet.

Breneage. Obs. rare- 1
. (? Burning.)

1535 Ltverton Ctinrch. Ace. in Archxol. Jriil. XLI.

345 (D.) To Wyllm Cortys for breneage in the fen.

Breng, Brenk, obs. ff. BRING, BRINK.

Bre'nnage. Old Law. [A modern render-

ing of OF. brennage, brenage, f. bren BRAN ;
or of

its med.L. form brennagium . Many examples of

the latter are in Du Cange ; it is also given in

Blount, Tomlins, etc.
;
the Eng. form appears in

mod. Diets.] A payment in, or instead of, bran,

made by tenants to feed their lord's hounds.

S53
CHAMBERS Cycl. Stipp., Brennage. 1847 'n CRAIG.

renne, obs. form of BRAN.

Brenne, Brennand(e, -ing(e, -ar, -er, obs.

tf. BURN, -ING, BURNER.

Brennish, bad form of BRINISH a.

Brenstone, obs. form of BRIMSTONE.

Brent (brent , a. S'c. [A phonetic variant of

BRANT, found in northern ME., and in Sc.]

f 1. Steep, lofty : see BRANT. Obs.

ciwJ-.Ji.Altit.P.K.ny pay. .bowed to be hyj bonk
ber brentest hit wern. c 1340 Gaw. % Gr. Knt. 2165 Hyje
bonkkez and brent. 1691 RAY .A'. C. Wds. 132 Brent-bra-.-.',

a steep Hill, Metaph.
2. Of the forehead : a. Lofty, straight up, pro-

minent, b. Unwrinkled, smooth.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3030 With browes full brent, brightist

of hewe. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis viu. xii. 14 From his blyth
browis [L. tempera Ixta] brent and athyr ene The fyre

twinkling. 1629 Z. BOVD Last Battle 678 (JAM.) At the

first sight of that angrie Majestic, with brent browes and
sterne countenance. 111758 RAMSAY Poems (1800) II. 17

(JAM.) Her fair brent brow, smooth as th* unrunkled deep.

1789 BURNS y. Anderson i, Your bonie brow was brent.

Brent (brent), sb. [So commonly spelt by Eng.
authors since Pennant; Dr. Kay also (1570) had

brend-gose. The form usual in i6th and iyth c.,

and still prevalent in U. S., is BRANT, which see.]

The smallest species of wild goose (Bemicla

brenta), a winter visitant of the British coasts.

Also, more fully Brent-goose (in 6 brend-gose).
1570 CAIUS Devar. animal. 18 Anser Brendinus. . Vulgus

. . a colons varietate a Brendgose nominal . . Bernded seu
brended id animal dicitur, quod in colore murino variegatum
est albo, ut est hie anser. 1768 PENNANT Zool. II. 453 Mr.

Willoughby, Mr. Ray, and M. Brisson very properly de-

scribe the Bernacle and Brent as different species. 1839
Proc. Senv. Nat. Club I. vii. 190 Brent-geese, .and golden-

1088

eyes, were very plentiful. 1848 C. A. JOHNS Week at Lizard

333 Brent (Anser torcjntitits\ 1876 DAVIS Polaris Exp.
v. 113 Large flocks of brent-geese were seen. iSfyflff/iafah

i. 3 The barking of the brent geese as they return from their

northern breeding places is heard in November.

Brentid (bre-ntid), a. (sl>.) Entom. Of or per-

taining to the Brentitles, a family of rhynchophorous
beetles containing the genus Brenhts, having a

remarkable projecting proboscis.
[1836 Penny Cycl. V. 390/2 Brentides. .are almost entirely

confined to tropical climates.] 1864 Reader'No. 94. 488/3
A curious little Brentid insect.

Brent-new, obs. form of BRAND-NEW.

Breo-, earlier spelling of BRE-, BREA-.

BrepllO-, combining form of Gr. flpityos babe
;

only in nonce-wds., as Brepho'latry (bref|?'latri),

baby - worship ; Brepho'phagist, baby - eater ;

Brepho'tropliy (see quot.).

1731 BAILEY II, Brepliotropky . . an hospital for orphans.

1857 Black-M. Mag. LXXXII. 594 Brepholatry . . means ex-

aggerated worship of a small household Llama. 1875 E.

RAE Land ofN. Wind 265 <D. I A gentleman who affirmed

that babies were excellent eating.. This Brephophagist was

a well-dressed and nicely-mannered man.

Brer, obs. form of BRIER.

t Brerd. Obs. exc. dial. Also I breard,

briord, 3 breord, 4 brurde, 4-5 brerde, 6 Sc.

breird. [OE. brerd brim, margin ;
cf. OHG.

brort, brord prow, margin, lip, also OE. brord

point, prick, OX. broddr shaft, pike : see BRAIRD,
and BROD.]
The topmost surface or edge ; rim, brim, brink.

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. John ii. 7 Hij jefyldon ba ob pone brerd

[Lmrlisf. t, Rushw. briorde]. c 1050 Ags. Glass, in Wr.

Wiilcker 178 Crepido, brerd uel ofer. c 1200 ORMIN 14040
And filledenn upp till be brerd Wibb waterr be??re fetless.

< 1205 L.\v 23322 From breorde to grunde. a 1225 Alter.

X. 324 pe bet napped upon helle brerde, he torpleo ofte al

in. 1382 WVCLTF Ex. xxxvii. ii He made to it a goldun
brerde. 1424 E. E. Wills (1882) 56 Six saucers of siluere

merkid with a sink foil vnder be brerdez. c 1475 Cat It. A ngl.

42 iMS. A) Brerde [v.r. lirede] ofawessille, labntin, abses.

1596 Decfar. etc. Melville's tK. 279 (JAM.1 Has gotten the

breird to drink, a 1758 RAMSAY Sc. Prflverfa(i'rj6) 19 fJAM.)
Better hain at the brierd than at the bottom. 1808 JAMIKSON
s.v. Breird, 'The brerd of the water' is. .still used in Dum-
bartonshire for the surface of it.

\ See also BRAIRD sl>.

t Bre'rdcd, ///. a. 0/>s. In ft St. breirdit.

[f. prec. + -ED.]
= BRIMMED.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (18581 I. 69 All the brym wes
breirdit ouir with blude.

t Bre'rd-full, a. Obs. Also 4 brurdful. [f.

as prec. + FULL
;

cf. BRETFUI.L.] Brim-full.

c looo ^ELFRIC Lives of Saints VI. 282 Brerd-ful wines.

c 1200 ORMIN 14529 Swa summ batt oberr fetless wass

Brcrdfull off waterr filledd. .'1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 383
Vch bobom watz brurdful to be bonkez eggez.

Brere (brl'U . The original form of BRIER,

BRIAR, retained in the dialects, and by mod. poets.

Brerewood, a corruption of BBEWARD brim.

Brese, obs. form of BREEZE rf.i,
- and BKUISE.

t Bre'Sed, a. Obs. Perhaps : Bristly, shaggy,

rough.
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1694 His browes bresed as

breres aboute his brode chekes. c 1340 Gau<. fy Gr. Knt.

305 Bende his bresed brojez, blycande grene.

Bresewort, obs. form of BRUISEWORT.

Bresil, var. of BRISEL Obs., brittle.

Bresill, -yle, obs. forms of BRAZIL 1.

Breslet, variant of BEKCF.LET, Obs.

Bresse, obs. form of BRACE rf.2 .

Bressie : see BRASSY sb. Sc., a fish.

Bressomer, bressumer, var. of BREAST-

SUMMER.

t Brest, sb. [ME., a. ON. brcstr burst, crack,

want, loss, f. brcsta-(y.. berstan to BURST.]
1. Damage, injury, harm, wrong.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17630 For wel suld all be brest be belt.

Ibid. 1 1230 pe sun beme gats thoru be glas and cums again
wit-vten brest. Ibid. 4283 (Trin.) What is more herte brest

pen want of bing bat men loue best, c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P.

B. 229 Hit watz a brem brest & a byge wrache. 1564 Brief
Exam. Biij, Without louche of brest sure and vnuiolable.

2. Failure, want.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6308 O water had bai ful mikel brest.

1-1440 Promp. Part'. 49 Brest, or wantynge, indigeticia,

Brest, Brestel, obs. ff. BREAST, BURST, BRISTLE.

Bret (bret), sb. Also 6 brytte, brite, brette,

6-7 brit, 78 brut, 5- brett. [Derivation and

etymological form uncertain : written also bert,

hurt, byrte, BIRT q. v.]

1 1. The name of a fish, identified in some places
with the Brill, in others with the Turbot ;

= BIRT.

BRETT.

1836 YARRELL Brit. Fishes (1859) I. 642 Another name

quoled among those in use for the Brill, namely the Brell.

2. The spawn or fry of the herring ;
- BRIT.

1723 DUDLEY in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 262 He has seen

this Whale.. to take in a Sort of reddish Spawn or Brett, as

some call it, that . . will lie upon the Top of the Water, for

a Mile together. 1867 F. FRANCIS Bk. Angling \\. (1880)

3*08 Bret, or herring sail, on which they have been feeding.

t Bret, brit, v. Obs. or dial. [Cf. OE. brio-

tan to break, bruise.] trans. ? To bite, crop.

1578 H. WOTTON Cotirtly Contra-.'., The young lambes. .

nibhng and brettyng the toppes of the preatye pagles. 1864

CAPERN Devon Prm'inc., Brit, to indent.

Bretage, -ais, -asce, -ayge, -ays, obs. ff. of

BRATTICE.

t Bre'tcock. Obs. A fish : cf. BRET.

1522 Ace. in Arclutol. XXV. 449 P<> to John Syff for a

brettcocke viiji/. 1524 Ibid. 454 Bretcocke. 1526 Hmsen.

Exf. Sir T. Le Strange (Addit. MS. 27448. f. 27) Item, a

playce, vji/. Item, a bretcocke, iiijrf.

Bre-tesse, bretessee, bretessy. Her.

[a. F. brctesse bratticed.] Having embattlements

on each side.

1572 BOSSEWELL Artncfrie II. 123 b, The field is Or, on a

pale bretessee Sable. 1586 KERNE Blaz. Gentrie 179 Rather

Crenelle then Bretessy. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Bre-

tesse, a term used to express a line, .of the same nature with

what is usually called the crenelle or embattled line.

t Bre't-full, a. Ol>s. Also 4 bredful, brat-

ful, bretful. Also written divisim, bret full,

[app. a phonetic corruption of BRERDFULL.] Full

to the brim, brim-full.

i 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 167 Te lichame of iob war8 bret-

ful of wunden. 1-1323 E. E. Allit. P. A. 126 Bred ful my
braynez. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 41 Heor Bagges and

heore Balies weren bratful I-crommet. 1-1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 687 His walet . . Bret ful of pardon comen from Rome
al hoot, a 1300 Med. Receipts in Kel. Ant. I. 55 Fill a

mykell potte bretfull. 1616 BULLOKAR, Bretfull, top full

t Breth. Obs. Also berth, [a. ON. brseSi

anger, ire, haste, f. I>ra8r hasty, sudden : see

BBATHE.] Ire, fury, rage.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7624 In breth he wald him thoru ber.

Ibid. 18222 Als bof he brath had bene in breth. c 1380
WYCLIF Sel. Whs. III. 5 Shrift is levynge of sinne, bat

turneb bi breeb fro me. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vn. ix. 378

Thai slew, and heryid in thare berth, c 1460 Tcwneley Myst.

197 Whils I am in this brethe, Let me put hym to dethe.

t Bretb.6, v. Oh. Also 3 breoSen ; pa. pple.

brothin. [OE. *breo9an in abnoSan to go to ruin,

decay, degenerate. Hence BRETHEL, BROTHEL.]
intr. To go to rain. Pa. pple. abroSen, brofin :

degenerate, dissipated, self-ruined.

'97 Hearynge .

1570 LEVINS Manip. 148 A Brit, fish, rhombus. 1601 J.

THEYEH Dutch Fishing in Phenix I. 228 AH along the

Coast of England . . are innumerable shoals . . of . . Scale,

Brett, Gurnet, Turbutl. 1610 FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey
IV. iii. 63 Slurgion, Turbot, Porpuis, Scale, Brel, Tunie.

1611 COTGR., Btrtonnean, a brel, or Turbot. 1671 RAY
i

Corr. (1848) 94 What they call Bret in Lincolnshire and
! Yorkshire, and. -in all the east part of England, is the tur-

i but of the west country, where the name Bret is not known.

^e scuneo nreooen. joia. 30415 Bi

balu wes on uolken. 1^1275 Ibid. 5196 Ne seh[s]te leofue

brober, hou brebib [c 1205 breo3e3] bis Frence. c 1300 Sar-

nnm in E. E. P. 11862! 6 Al bat bou wan here wij> pine a

brobin eir sal wast it al.

fBre'thel. Obs. [repr. OE. *briej>el: OTent.

*liraufilo-z, f. *brau]ni- (OE. breap brittle, Leechd.

I. 260) ;
f. stem of prec. vb. : cf. BROTHEL.] A

worthless fellow, good-for-nothing, wretch.

c 1440 York Myst. xxvi. 179 Say, brethell, I bidde be

abide, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 50 Brebel [printed breyell,

brollns. 1469 MARG. PASTON in Lett. 617 II. 365 We haue

lost of her but a brethele and set yt the les to hart, c 1547
BALE Sel. Wks. (18491 244 Old superstitious bawds and

brethels.

Bretheles, brethles, obs. ff. BREATHLESS.

\ Bre theling. Obs. Also bripeling, brothel-

ing, [f.
BRETHEL + -ing : cf. ATHEL-ING.] =

BRETHEL.
c 1275 O. E. Misc. 184 pral vnbuxsum, Abeling bribeling,

Lond wiSute laje. c 1320 Syr Bevis 2067 Beues wente alse a

bretheling. c 1330 A rth . f, Merl. 164 Our princes . . seyd,

that her king Na^ hot a bretheling. 815.. in Furniv. Percy
Folio I. 426 Their young king was but a brotherlinge.

t Bre"theman. Obs. rare
~ l

. [f. brethe,

BREATH + MAN.] ? A blower of a wind-instru-

ment, a trumpeter, etc.

? a 1400 Morte A rth. 4108 Bremly the brethemen bragges
in troumppes, In cornettes comlyly, whene knyghttes
assembles.

Brother, -ern(e, -ir, obs. plurals of BROTHER.

Brethe^ed, -hed(e, obs. f. BROTHERHOOD, -BED.

Brethil, bretil, -nesse, obs. ff. BRITTLE, -NESS.

Brethren (bre-Sren), special pi. of BROTHER.

t Bre-threndom. Obs. [f. prec. + -DOM.] = next.

1481 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 317 Ye schall geve yn part of

your godes to be mantaeynyn of bis brotheryndon.

t Bre-threnhood. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -HOOD.]

= BROTHERHOOD ; fraternity.

1481 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 317 Ye shal not dyscouer be

counsell of be bretherynhod.

Bre'threnism. The principles and system
of the Protestant sect calling themselves Brethren

or Christian Brethren, commonly called Plymouth
Brethren, whence also Plymouth Brethrenism.

1865 Pall Mall G. 5 The religious system known as Ply-

mouth Brethrenism. 1883 Bookseller's Catal., 55 Breth-

renism. Kelley's (W.) Lectures on the Book of Isaiah.

Brett. A short term for BHITZKA, a kind of

four-wheeled carriage.

1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gaytuorthys II. 159 Mrs. Topliff drove

an open English brett.



BRETWALDA.
Brettice, brettis, common var. of BRATTICE.
Bretwalda ;bretw9-lda}. Hist. [OK. : occur-

ring once in the Chronicle, where the Parker MS.
(in its oldest part written 0:900) has it thus, while
the later MSS. read variously, B brytemualda,
C bretenanweahict) D and E brytenwealda, F bry-
tenweald; and twice in a charter of King /Ethel-

Stan as bryt&mvalda, brytemualda. See below.]
A title given in the Old English Chronicle to

King Egbert, and (retrospectively) to seven earlier

kings of various Old English states, said to have
held superiority, real or titular, over their con-

temporaries ;
also occasionally assumed by later

Old English kings : its sense can only be * lord

(or ruler) of the Britons', or * of Britain' ;
cf. the

Roman title dux Britanniarum, and the Bret-

tonum dux of Beda, rector Britannix of ^Ethel-

Stan. ^See Rhys Celtic Britain, Freeman N. C. I.)

^855 O. E. Ckrojt. an. 827 (Parker MS.) Ecgbryht. .wxs
se eahteSa cyning, se Se ttretwalda waes. 934 Charter in

Cod. Dipl. V. 218-9 *c ^5elstan, Ongol-Saxna cyning and
Brytsenwalda eallxs [(2) Brytenwalda ealles] 3yses iglanda:K
[Latin -version u) Ego ^5elstanus rex et rector totius

huius Britanniae insulae ; (2) Ego /ESelstanus Angul-Sax-
onum necnon et totius Britanniae rex]. 1839 KEIGHTLEV
Hist. Eng. I. 22 Some of the Anglo-Saxon Kings assumed
a still higher title, that of Bretwalda or Ruler of Britains.

1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. (18641 II. IV- > 239 Any Bretwalda
or Supreme Sovereign. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. vi.

122 The existence of this hegemony, whether or no its

possessor bore the title of Bretwalda, was not accompanied
by unity of organisation.
\_Note. It is uncertain whether the later forms are genuine

fullerforms, traditional equivalents, ormerely etymologizing
alterations Q{Bretivalda 'ruler of the Bretts'icf. sEhvalda>
Ahvealda, Eahvealda 'All-ruler, Almighty'). The element

hryten- occurs also in several compounds, all poetic, in the
sense *

far-stretching, spacious', as in bryten-cyning) bryten-
gnind, bryten-rfcc, bryten-ivang\ whence Kemble wished
to explain brytemoalda as ' wide ruler'. But in the charter
of ^Ethelstan, the equivalence of '

Brytenwalda ealles flyses

ijlandes'to 'rector totius huius Britanniae insulae' shows
its identity with Britannia. Kemble's conjectured deri-

vation of bryten- from brfotan 'to break* is etymological) y
impossible ; and there can be little doubt, that, even in the

poetic compounds, the word is simply a poetic use of

BryteH) Breoten Britannia, or of Breotone (: britnm) Brit-

tunes, Britons. These compounds may actually have been
formed on the model of bryten-ivalda, or, if earlier, may
have had reference to \\\K far-reaching extent of Britain,
as compared with any single state in it ; or finally, the
word breotone Britons, may have been taken poetically for
'

men', 'people', or '

nations', as apparently in Satan
\. 687 burg and breotone cities and peoples or nations. It is

not impossible that Bretwalda was suggested by a British

title, such as
'*

Brithon-ivhtic^ ''Bryt/ion-u'ledi^ Brittonum

dux.]

Bretylle, obs. form of BRITTLE.

Breu-, see BREV-, BREW-.

Breve ,brfv\ s/>. Also 6 breeuve, 7 brieve.

[A variant of bref> brefe, BRIEF sb. in same senses.]
1. A letter of authority ;

a royal mandate : see

BRIEF sb. i.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19606 O prince o preistes. .purchest he

f>ar breue For to seke. .cristen men. iGaaGowie's Conspir.
Select. Harl. Misc. (1793) 197 In those parts where my lord

was, they would give sundrie folks breeuves. 1626 DONNK
Serm. 687 The Jews had license to beg, they had a Breve.
n 1*56 HALES Gold. Rent. (1688) 182 Our legal business in

the world must be done in certain forms of breves and writs.

1873 DIXON Two Queens I. n. n. 15 He was tempted to re-

voke his breves.

b. spec. A pope's letter ;
= BRIEF sb. 2.

1536 STARKEY England Introd. (1871^ 37 Yf you folow the
breves of the pope to you directid. 1679 PULLER Moder.
Ch. Eng. (1843^ 38 Performed by.. Pope Paul V, in a very
smart breve, dated 1612. 1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng-. II. 700
The Pope . . committed the Execution of his Breve to the
Abbot. 1823 LINGARD Hist. Eng. VI. 202 The breve of dis-

pensation produced by the queen, .was an evident forgery.

1863 GARDINER Hist. Eng. I. ii. 79 The pope . . had sent two
breves to Garnet.

c. A summary, a short code of instructions, etc.

1523 Let. in Burnet Hist. Re/. II. 105 The more the said

Breve cometh to light. 1651 CLF.VF.LAND Poems 43 The
Painters Brieve for Venus face ; Item an Eye from Jane, a

lip from Grace.

2. Music. A note of the value oftwosemibreves,
now written white and either oblong or (more

usually) oval, with one or two strokes on each side;

rarely used in modern music.

1460 [see BRIEF sb. 8]. 1480 Will of Bristffwe (Somerset

Ho.) An Imnar [ Hyinner] closed w' brevys and longes. 1674
PLAYFORD SkillMm i. vii. 24 The Names of Notes in the

Proportion of Time are Eight, as a Large, Long, Breve,
Semibreve, etc. 1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Mns. xi. 227
When Mustek was first invented, there were but Two Notes,
viz. a Long, and a Breve. 1782 BURNEV Hist. Mns. II. 196
The black square note, called a Breve, the first and almost

only note used in Canto Fermo. 1806 CALLCOTT Mns. Gram.
iii. 26 The Breve is a square white Note. 1863 LD. LYTTON
King Atnasis I. 27.

t 3. Gram. A short syllable. Obs.

1548 HALL Chron. Rich. III. an. 3 (R.> This poetical

schoolemayster, corector of breues and longes. 1751 CHAM-
HERS Cycl. s.v., A breve is one time, and a long two.

4. Print. The mark
"

placed over a vowel to

signify that it is short.

5. [Fr. br$ve^\ A name sometimes given (from
their short tails) to the Ant-thrushes.
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t Breve, ?;. Obs. Forms : 3-4 breven, 4-6
breve, 5 briefe, 6 bryve, 6 Sc. breif, brew.

[ME. breven, app. a. ON. brcfa to write \corresp.
to OHG. brio/an, OIIG., MHG. briefen\ ad.

med.L. breviare to draw up or send dispatches, f.

breve a note, dispatch : see BRIEF. App. the
Latin word was never adopted in OE., but early
ME. breven may possibly have been directly from
it, rather than from the ON.]
1. trans, (and absol.}. To set down in writing ;

to indite, compose, write
v
a matter .

a 1225 St. Marker. 16 In iannes ant in iembres bokes
ibreuet. c 1340 Gain. $ Or. Knt. 2521 As hit is breued in \>Q
best boke of romaunce. c 1400 Detfr. Troy 3736 pus he
breuyt in his boke of pe breme kynges. 1470 HARDING
Chron. xxxi. iii, As chronycles doth briefe. c 1505 DUNBAK
/tow (1884) 105 Allace ! I can bot ballattis breif. a 1560
HOLLAND Crt. Venus Prol. 319 Now pas thy wayis, them
barrant bulk new breult.

b. To enter in books of account
;

to '

post ',

make up (accounts).
1377 in Honseh. Ord. <' 1790* 10 Leveryes ofmen servant es,

intituled Calciatura besides all wages breved. c 1440 Bk.
Cnrtasyc in Babees Book (1868) 553 The clerke of |>e cochyn
shalle alle byng brcue. 1484 MA KG. PASTOS Lett. 88r III.

314 The mane . . woll not take upon hyin to breve dayly.
C. To brevefor \ to render an account for.

1478 Liber Niger in Pegge Cnr* Misc. 11782) 74 That the
Marshall, .send such one with his rod as he will answer for
on the morrow and also that he will breve for.

2. To recount, relate, slate, tell.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 754 Breue me bry^t, quat-kyn of

priys Berez be perle. < 1340 Gait*. <- Gr. Knt. 1488 If hit be
sothe bat }e breue, be blame is myn a wen, a 1400 Al<'.\

'

ander (Stevenson) 78 Breve u* thi name. 1447-8 SHILLINT,-
FORD Lett. (1871 i 55 V wolde have comyned w l ham to have
breved the mater.

3. To note, point out.
c 1340 Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1436 pe best bat br breued watz

wyth be blod houndez.

Brevely,compar. breveloker, obs. f. BRIEFLY.

t Bre'vement, brievexuent. Obs. Also

brief-, breavement. [f.
BREVE v. + -MENT, or

perh. directly ad. med.L. *brevidmetifum
t

f. brcvi-

(7;r.] The action of inditing or entering in books
;

concr. an entry.
, 1475 in Honseh. Ord. Edivd. II'. 11700) 39 All other

ofiycers that must be at the brevement, have their break-
faste together in the Compting-house, after the breavc-
mentes be made. 1539 Ibid. 228-231 The Clerke of the
Greencloth shall .. cast up all the particular IJreifments uf

the House after they shall be corr.ptrolled. 1667 K, CMAMBKK-
LAYNE St. Gt. Britain, i. n. xii. (1743* 101 All bills of Comp-
traiment, parcels, and brievements are allotted and allowed

by the Clerks-comptrollers.

tBre'ver. Obs.
[f.

BREVE v. -t -ER 1
.]

One
who makes entries in books ; a book-keeper.
c 1475 in Ord. R. Househ. 71 Noe yoman . .to here or make

oute of this office any breade but by knowledge of the bre-

vour.

Brevet (bre'vet), sb. Also 4-5 breuette, 8

brevitt. [a. F. brevet a note, dim. of bref letter,

etc. : see BRIEF.]
f*

1. An official or authoritative message in writ-

ing ; csp. a Papal Indulgence. Obs.

1362 LASGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 71 He bonchede hem with his

Breuet and blered heore ei^en. 1377 Ibid. B. v. 649, I

wil go fecche my box with my breuettes. 1430 LYDG.
Chron. Troy\\. xii, This worthy Kyng. . Hath his breuettes

and his letters sent For his lordes to holde a parlement.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 462 He gave unto them . .

two brevets or letters to carrie unto the Ephori. 1652 Proc.

Parliament No. 109. 2659 Ingaged to signifie that Bui with

the Brevet and Excommunication before the King here.

1721 BAILEY, Brevet, a Brief, a Pope's Bull. Old ivord.

a 1754 CARTE in tiutch Coll. Cur. II. 107 Council Brevitts,

though of no authority in point of Evidence, yet for In-

formation are often useful. {Not in JOHNSON 1755.]

2. An official document granting certain privi-

leges from a sovereign or government ; spec* in

the Army, a document conferring nominal rank

on an officer, but giving no right to extra pay.
1689 BURNET Tracts I. 25 Had a brevet to be a Marischal

of France. 1721 Lond.Gaz. No. 5952/2 The Duke ofChart res

. .holds this Employment by a Brevet only. 1811 WELLING-
TON Let. in Gurw. Disp. VII. 557 Six Majors . . to be pro-
moted by brevet to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. 1844

Regitl. ff Ord. Army 3 When Regiments or Detachments
are united, .in Camp, .the Eldest Officer, whether by brevet

or otherwise, is to command the whole,

b. transf. and_/?.
1819 Edin. Rw. XXXI. 279 Any blockhead who could

produce a sonnet, .obtained a brevet of poet. 1861 Sat.Rer.

23 Nov. 533 The Church . . offers an easy entrance to the

stupid . . a brevet of gentility to those who feel their need
of it.

3. attrib. or quasi-o^'., as in brevet officer, rank.

1781 A. HAMILTON in Sparks Corr. Amcr. A't'. (1853) III.

302, 1 have used the term Brevet, .as signifying, in general,
all officers not attached to any established corps. 1796
MORSE A ttter. Gcog, I. 243 All the commissioned and brevet
officers of the army and navy. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 402/1
Brevet rank does not exist in the royal navy. 1868 RaptL
$ Ord. Artny p 27 Captains having the brevet rank of Field
Officers, .do duty as field Officers in Camp and Garrison.

b. transf. noAJig.
1829 SCOTT Demonol. x. 357 One of those accredited ghost

tales which attain a sort of brevet rank as true. 1856
THACKERAY Ckristm. Bks. 11872*21 The two old ladies have

BREVIATE.
taken the brevet rank, and are addressed as Mrs. Jane and
Mrs. Betsy.

Brevet (bre-vet), v. Pa. t. and pple. breveted,

[f. prec. : cf. F. breveter^\ trans. To raise to a

certain rank by brevet
; alsoyf^.

T&y)Frasers Mag. XX. 519 Women, in the court of France,
were but just brevetted to the rank of ladies. i879TouRGEE
Fool's Err. iv. 18 He is colonel now ; has been breveted a

brigadier-general.

Brevetcy (bre-vetsi). [sec -CY.] Brevet rank.

1846 in WORCESTER; and subsequent Diets.

fBre*veter. Obs. rare- , [f. BREVET sb. i

+ -ER 1
.] One who carries brevets.

c 1440 I'rotnp. Fttrv. 50 Breuetowre, brwigerulus.
Brevi- (bre'vi-), comb, form of L. brevis

'short
1

,
used as the first element of many modern

scientific words : as Breviped (bre'viped), a.

[L. pcs, pcd- foot], having short feet (or legs) ;
sl>.

Oruith. a short - legged bird. Bre*vipen, sb.

Oniith. [L. penna feather], a short-winged bird.

Brevipennate (-pe'n^t), a. short-winged. Bre-
virostrate (-r^'str/t), a. [L. rostrum beak], hav-

ing a short bill or beak.
1880 Libr. Unit: Knoiol. III. 40 Brevipennes, or Brevi-

pennates, a term for such birds as the ostrich, cassowary . .

and others having very short wings. 1852 DAN*A Crust. I.

134 Carapax broad, .brevirostrate.

t Bre'vial. Obs. [ad. med.L. brcviale in same

sense, f. hrevis short.]
= BREVIARY 2.

[1314 Test. Gtirini iDu Cange 1 Legavit Hoduyno capel-
lano melius Breviale quod habebat.J 1847 HAt.i.iw., BrK'iaU,
a breviary.

Breviarist (brrviarist). ? Obs. [f.
BREVIARY

+ -IST.] One who writes a breviary or abstract.

1621 HP. Mpi'XTAcr Diatribe 205 Wee poore simple
Breuiarists know so much. 1679 I'HANCF. Addit . Xarr. Pop.
/Y<*25 All Compendiums are subject to mistakes, and surety
our Breviarist is not free from One.

Breviary (br/'viari . Also 6-7 breuiarie, 7

breauarye, breaviary, breviari. [ad. L. bre-

viiiriitm 'summary, abridgement
1

, from neuter of

brevidrius adj. 'abridged', f. brevi-s short.]
1. A brief statement, summary, epitome. V Obs.

1547 I'OORPK Brt'i'. Health Pref. 5 t>, Namynge this booke

accordyng to the matter, which is, the Breuiary of health.

1580 NORTH Plutarch 421 Lucullus. . laved a j-reat wager . .

that he would write the Breviary of the Marsean Wars in

Verse or Prose. 1655 N. R. tr. Cannirn's Hist. J-lliz, n. 13 ,

niarg. jfott-, A breaviary of the Quccne of Scots discourse.

1667 K. CMAMBKHLAYVK Sf. Gt. tirjt. \. in. x. '1743' 224 The
Navy Office, Excise Office, etc. etc., are of lesser Xote than
can l>e particularized in this Breviary. 1728 NEWT ox
Chronol, Amended Introd. 2 Hippias, tbe Klcan . .published
a breviary or list of the Olympic Victor-;. 1801 W. J'I.AV-

FAIR (////<> Statistical Breviary, showing the Ke-;i -un \-. ..f

every State in Europe
t b. transf. andy/V. ;

cf. epitome.
1609 HP. ANI>RI-.\VI-:S Serin. II. 243 This little word is a

breviary of all that ^ood K 1628 KFLTNAM Resolves I. xii.

Wks. 11(1771 67 In all which he is but the great worlds

Breviary. 1649 JF.R. TAYLOR Gt. A'.vtw/. xv. 27 Christs

discipline was the breviary of all the wisdom of the best

men.

2. In the Roman Catholic Church, the book con-

taining the -Divine Office
5

for each day, which
those who are in orders are bound to recite.

The Office consists of psalms, collects and '

lections
'

or

readings from the Scripture and the lives of the Saints.

Those who are only in
' Minor Orders', i.e. below the grade

of sub-deacon, are not required to say Office.

1611 HIBI.K Prcf. 9 What alterations haue they made, .of

their Seruice bookes, Portesses, and Breuiaries. 1794 D'ls-

RAKLI Cur. Lit. (18481 I. 17 The psalms of a breviary or

the prayers of a missal. 1832 tr. Sismondi's Ital. Rep.
vlii. 178 He recited his breviary. [1836 J. H.NEWMAN Tracts

for Times No. 75 The word Breviarium first occurs in. .the

eleventh century, and is used to denote a compendium or

systematic arrangement of the devotional offices of the

Church.] 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 204 While brevi-

aries and mass hooks were printed at Oxford under a royal
licence. .Baxter was in gaol ; Howe was in exile.

b./-.
1826 C. BUTLER Grotitis xi, It was the breviary of all French

aspirantsf'to political distinction. 1877 SHIKLDS Final Philos,

46 Montaigne of Bordeaux .. whose sprightly 'Essays',
more Pagan than Christian, have been styled the breviary
of free-thinkers. 1878 MoRLEY/.Vrt'cr^ II. 115 She habitu-

ally called the Spirit of Laws the breviary of Kings.

t Bre'viate, a- Obs. [ad. L. lircviat-iis, pa.

pple. of breviare to shorten, f. brcvis short. Cf.

ABBREVIATE.] Abbreviated, shortened ; short.

1500 HAWKS Com'. Swearers 38 For a breuyat pleasure of

Worldly vanyta 1515 BARCLAY Eghtgcs iv. (1570) C.vj/2 By

Breviate (brrvi^t), sb.
[f. prec. adj. used

snbst., like the L. neuter brandtum.]
1. A short account, brief statement

;
a summary,

abridgement, compendium.
1581 J. BELL Haddm's AIIS-M. Osor. 226 A Breviate of all

Luthers doctrine. 1650 FULLER Pisgal: 431 What we read

in Saint Luke was onely the brcviate, sum, and abridge-
ment of his Sermon. 1709 HEARNE Coll. 10 Dec. (18861 II.

324 Begs H. to send mere breviates of his materials. 1862

P. B. POWER (titIt} Breviates: or Short Texts and their

Teachings. 1865 Reader No. 143. 341/1 A breviate of the

chronicles.
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BREVIATE.

. fig-
1695 TRYON Dreams # I'is. xi. 209 God made him [man]

. .a breviate of the nature of all things divine and humane.

c. Comb., as breviate-maker.
1611 COTGR., E.rtrayeurde proces, a reporter, or Abridger,

of Cases; a breuiate-maker.

f 2. A brief missive or dispatch ; a note. Obs.

1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xii. Ixxv. (1612) 312 His Tablet
sent she, and therewith this breuiat by a Page. 1676 Bui.-

LOKAR, Breviate, a brief note, little or short writing. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VIII. xxii. 98, I send, .for par-
ticulars of the fatal breviate thou sentest him this night.

f 3. A lawyer's brief. Obs.

1594 Zepheria xx. in Arb. Garner V. 75 How often hath

my pen (mine hearts Solicitor !) Instructed thee in Breviat

of my case ! 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. n. 612 As well-fee'd

Lawyer on his Breviate. a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 192
He could over night . .admit his clients . . and . . was then

prepared, next day, to peruse his breviate.

4, ? The daily portion to be read in the breviary.

1813 HOGG Queen's Wake 164 Wearied with the eternal

strain Of formal breviats, cold and vain.

f Bre*viatef
v. Obs,

[f.
as prec. (or aphetic

form of ABBREVIATE).]
1. trans. To abbreviate, shorten.

1526 SKELTON Magtiyf. 2366 By myschefe to brevyate and
shorten his dayes. 1570 LEVINS Mnttifi. 40 Bremate, ab-

breuiare. 1637 HEVWOOD Dialog. 885 Wee'l breviat your
long motions \Vithin a few short termes.

2. To abridge ; spec, to abstract for counsel's

instruction, to brief.

1663 MANLEY Sollicitor 102 To breviate his Clyents cause

fit to instruct counsel. 1679 HOUSES Dial. Com. L,aivs( 18401

57 The office of this Chancellor was. .to breviate the matter

of the petitions, for tht easing of the Emperor.
Hence Bre'viated///. a., Bre'viating vbl. s/>.

( 1590 MARLOWE Faust, in. 10 The breviated names of holy
saints. 1633 FORD Lone's Sacr. \\. ii. 11839) 82 For the bre-

vlating the prolixity of some superfluous transmigration.

tBre'vlately, adv. Obs.
[f.

BREVIATE cr. !

-LY-.] Shortly, briefly; compendiously.
1509 HAWES Conv. Swearers 6, I . . Purpose to compyle

here full breuyatly A lytell treatyse. a 1560 ROLI.AND Crt.

Venus i. 771 Thay can not gif senten[ce] Sa breulatUe.

Breviatic, var. of BRIVIATIC.

t Brevia'tion. Obs. [ad. L. brcviation-em, f.

brcviare. to shorten
;
or aphetic f. ABBREVIATION.]

1. The process of shortening ; summarizing.
1509 HAWES Past. Picas, 30 He must nombre al the hole

cyrcumsuumce Of thys mater wyth brevyacion.
2. An abbreviation or abridgement.
1580 HoLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tongt Symbole, .the shorte

summe or breuiation of the creede. 1657 COLVIL Whigs
Suppllc. 11751' 24 Breviations stenographic.

j- Bre'viator. Obs. \&.\u.breviator, agent-noun
f. breviart to shorten,] One who makes summa-
ries or abstracts

;
also - ABBREVIATOR i.

1546 I.ANGLF.Y Pol. I'erg. De Invent, vui. ii. 145 a, Pius
the II did create Breuiators and set them in an Order. 1679
PKANXE Addit. Narr. Pop. Plot 20 But our Breviator, when
he pleaseth, can over-look, etc. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.,

At Rome, those are still called breviators, or abbreviators,
who dictate and draw up the pope's briefs.

t Bre'viature. Obs. [ad. med. L. brevidtnra

abridgement, f. breviare to shorten : see -URK.]
An abbreviation.

1583 J. HiGiN'str. yunins Xontenclator, Xotce. .Abbrevla-
|

tures. Notes: abbreviations, breuiatures. 1731 BAILEY II, :

Breviature, an abbreviation, etc. 1857 WRIGHT, Brevia-

tnre, a note of abbreviation.

Brevier brTYI '*j\ Typogr. [a. OF. or AF.
*brevier : L. breviarium BREVIARY

; app. because

this type was used in printing breviaries. Cf.

Canon, Pica, Primer, of similar origin.]
Mr. T. B. Reed \Hist. Lett. Foundries 39) says this con-

jecture is not borne out by an examination of the Breviaries,
most of which are printed in a considerably larger size ;

but that the German Brevier, corresponding to our Small

Pica, is of more frequent occurrence in these works. He
suggests that the name Brevier, like the French and German
equivalent

'

Petit', may mean that this, being the smallest

body, was used for getting the most matter into a brief

space. But this hardly explains the word brevier,\

The name of the type in size between Bourgeois
and Minion, as in the words

Brevier Type.
1598 Ord. Statiomrs' Co. in Hist. Lett. Foundries (1887)

129 Those in brevier and long primer letters at a penny for

one sheet and a half. 1706 PHILLIPS, Brevier or Brevetr^ a
small sort of Printing-Letter. 1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4617/4
Printed upon Extraordinary Paper, and with a New Brevier
Letter. 1721 BAILEY, Breviert a small sort of Printing-
Letter, one degree smaller than Long Primer. 1802 MAR.
EDGEWOHTH Mor. Tales (1816) I. xiv. 113 A printer's devil

. . may be a capital judge of pica and brevier.

H Bre'viger. Obs. exc. Hist. [med. L. : f.

brevi$, breve ,
BRIEF + -ger -carrying.] One who

carries briefs ;
a begging friar.

1859 York Fabric Rolls (Surtees) 167 note. Another letter

of instructions for a breviger. 1859 Sat. Rev. VIII. 428/1
Chaucer must have had a Yorkshire breviger in his mind,
when he described, in his Sompnoure's Tale, the alms-

gatherer In Holderness.

Breviloquence brA-Htfkwens). rare. [ad. L.

hreviloqiientia.) f. brevi-s short + loqttentia speak-

ing.] Brevity of speech ; laconism.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Breinlognence . , a brief or short

form of speaking. 1678 PHILLIPS, Breviloquence (Lat. ', a
short discourse, a speaking in brief. 1721 in BAILEY. [Not

1090

in JOHNSON.] 1863 J. MURPHY Comtn. Gen. xli. 13 A speci-
men of pithy breviloquence.

Breviloq^ueilt (br/VH<?kwent), a. [ad. L.

breviloqitent-em, f. brevi-s short + loqucns speak-

ing.] Given to concise speaking, laconic.

1865 H. MERIVALE in Fortn. Rev. II. 138 They seem to

anticipate the breviloquent era of Sir Rowland Hill.

||
Brevi manu. Law. [L. ;

= with short hand.]

Summarily ;
without legal process.

1808 in JAMIESON. 1833 Act 3^-4 Will. IV, xlyi. 90
Such magistrate . . may . . issue his warrant for removing the

same brevi manu.

Breviped, -pen, -rostrate, etc. : see EREVI-.

t Bre'vit, v. Obs. or dial. [perh. f. BREVET si.,

with the sense of ' take by brevet
'

or ' warrant '.]

intr. To forage ;
to ' beat about

'

for game ; see

also dial, quots. Hence Bre-viting vbl. sb.

1600 HOLLAND Livyxxii. xl. 457 Victuals, which from day
to day he brevited for [tr-r rapfo], to serve his present neede.

Ibid. xxix. xxxii. 734 Masanissa .. lived for some days by
the breviting and robberie of the other two horsemen. 1604
DRAYTON Oit-'l, Breviting by night, Under pretence that she

was ill of sight, 184* AKERMAN Wiltsh. Gloss. (E. D. S.

1879) Brtrjet al'Out, to beat about, as a dog for game. 1879
Miss JACKSON- Shropsk. GL, Bret'it, to search, pry, examine

inquisitively 'Who's bin brevitin' i' my drawer?' 1881

EVANS Leicester. Gl. (E. D. S.) Brmet, to rummage, ran-

sack, search . . Cats are said to brevet after mice, dogs after

rats or rabbits, etc.

Brevitt, obs. form of BREVET.

Brevity (bre'viti . Also 6 breuite, brevyte,

6-7 breuitie, 7 breuity, brevitie. [prob. a. AF.
brevetc (F. brteveti):brevitat-em 'shortness', f.

brevi-s short : assimilated to the Latin spelling.]
1. Shortness, esp. as applied to time.

1542-3 Act 34 f; 35 Hen. YIII, xxvii. 99 Many sutes. .

cannot be tried, -for breuitie of time. 1628 FELTHAM Re-
si'fr'es t. xxxii. Wks. (1677) 55 Miserable brevity! more
miserable uncertainty of life ! 1853 ROBKRTSON Serin, xiv.

177 The deep thought of the brevity of time.

2. The being short in speech or writing ; con-

traction into few words, conciseness, terseness.

1509 BARCLAY Ship of Foolcs (15701 18 If that it were not

for cause of breuitie, I could shewe, etc. 1574 WHITGIFT

Def. Aiins-.L'. n. Wks. 1851 I. 237, I omit them for brevity'
sake. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \\. ii. 90 Since Breuitie is the

Soule of Wit . . I will be breefe. 1606 HOLLAND Siteton. To
Rdr., lirevitie is many times the mother of Obscuritie. 1663
UCTLER Hnd. i. i. 669 Brevity is very good, When w'are,
ur are not understood. 1732 DK KOE, etc. Tour Gt. Hrit.

(1769) II. 287 On the Churn, .stands Cirencester lorCicester,
for Brevity

1

. 1811 SVD. SMITH Wks. 118671 I. 208 Brevity is

in writing what charity is to all other virtues.

3. Shortness in other relations, rare and forfed.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. ii. 135, I will imitate the

honourable Romanies in breuitie. Poin. Sure he meanes

breuity in breath : short-winded. 1863 Riddles (Routledgei

Why is wit like a Chinese lady's foot? Because brevity i^

the sole of it.

t Bre'vy, v . Obs. rare. In 6 breuy. [f.
L.

brevi-are to abridge : see BREVE.]
trans. To write down concisely. Cf. BREVE v.

1502 ARNOLD Chrvn. 11811) 140 Titoleuoo . . hath breuied

all ye annuell storys of Rome.

Brevyte, obs. form of BRKVITY.

Brew (br), it. Pa. t. and pple. brewed
'br;7d). Forms : I br6owan, 2-3 breowe(n,
3-5 brewen, 4-7 brewe, 4- brew, (also 4-5
breu, 4-6bru, 4~7brue, 5 brow-yn,-ne,br(;u)w-
yn, 6 breawe\ Pa. t. i brgaw, 3 breuj, 4
breuh, breu, brew

; //. i bruwon, 3 browe(n ;

also 3-7 brued, 4 breud, 4- brewed, 6- brew'd.

Pa. pple. I (se)browen, 3-4 i-)browen, 4-5
browe, 5 brueu, brew(e, 5-6 browne, .5V. browin

,

brouin, broune ; also 4- brewed. (4 ibrowt.

4-7 brued, 4-5 breud(e, 5 brewid, 7 bru'd).

[Common Teut. : OE. bri-ow-an (brjaw, bruwon ;

(ge^lmnven) str. vb. = OS. *briuwan (MLG. bni-

lueii, MDu. liruwen, brouwcn, Du. brouwen, wlO,
OHG. Mmvan (MHG. briinncn, brn-ivcn, mod.
Ger. braucii) str., ON. bntgga (Sw. brygga, Da.

brygge) wk.
; pointing to an OTeut. verb-root

*brn (pre-Ger. bhreu-} : cf. OHG. brfi-hfls 'brew-

house'. Outside Teutonic, the same root is perh.
to be recognized in L. defrnlum new wine boiled

down, and Thracian fipvrov (
=

tppvTov] beer. Cf.

BROTH, and other derivatives, which show that the

roolbrii had originally also in Teutonicawidersense
than '

brew', apparently that of ' make a decoction,
infuse'. The strong pa. t. is found in ME. till the

14th c., and the str. pa. pplc. to the i6th (the latter

still in Sc.) ;
but weak forms occur in the I3th.]

1. trans. Properly : To make (ale, beer, and
the like) by infusion, boiling, and fermentation.
c 893 K. /ALFRED Oras. i. i. 20 And ne bi5 Sa-r naenij ealo

Sibrowen
mid Estum. c 1325 /W temp. Edit'. //, xxix,

ude ale & strong Wei ibrowen of the beste. c 1440 Proinp.
Pan'. 54/1 Browne ale, or other drynke. .pandoxor. 1535
STEWART Cron. Scot. II. Argt., How King Duncane send
the Wyne and Aill browin with mukil Wort to King Sueno.

1570 LEVINS Manlp. 213 To Breawe, coqiiere potmn. 1591
SHAKS. Two Gent. m. i. 304 She brewes good Ale. 1768
BLACKSTONE Cotnm, I. 320 Malt liquors brewed for sale,

which are excised at the brewery. 1813 HOGG Queen's
\Vake 69 We drank fra the hornis that never grew, The

BREW.
beer that was never browin. 1872 YEATS Techn. Hist.

Comtn, 124 Ale the monks themselves brewed.

b. Jig. with conscious reference to the literal

sense.

1297 R. GLOUC. 26 A luj>er beuerage to here bihofbe J>ei

browe. c 1325 Coer de L, 4365 A sorye beverage ther was
browen ! 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. iv. iv. 7 If I could tem-

porise with my affection, Or brew it to a weake and colder

pallat. 1651 CLEVELAND Elegy Abp. Canterb, 2 He brews
his Tears that studies to lament. 1871 MORLEY Crit. Misc.

(1886) III. 288 Why are we to describe the draught which
Rousseau and the others had brewed . . as maddening poison
to the French ?

C. To convert (barley, malt, or other substance)
into a fermented liquor.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 133, I Bouhte hire Early heo

breuh hit to sulle. 1522 Bury Wills (1850) 118 To fynde
yearefie a busshell and halffe of make to be browne. 1713
Land. $ Countr. Breiu. i. 11742) 70 The Charge and Profit

of brewing Six Bushels of Malt for a Private Family. 1789
BURNS, O Willie brew'd a peck o' maut.

d. absol. (often in proverbial expressions : cf.

BAKE v. 6.)
a, 1300 Cursor M. 2848 Suilk als bai brued now ha bai

dronken. 1451 Pol. Poems (1859' ^L 2 3 Let hem drynk as

they hanne brewe. 1543-4 Act 35 Hen. VIII, viii, Such

persons as brew for theyr owne prouision, and not to sale.

1598 SHAKS. Merry \V. \. iv. 101, I wash, ring, brew, bake,

scowre, dresse meat and drinke. 16x2 PasquiCs \ight-Cap
11877) 82 You must drinke As you have bru'd ; bee it small

or strong. 1652 Proc. Parlia)nent No. 138. 2162 The Ad-
mirall. .said, that as they brewed so they should bake. 1878
SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. cix. 17 As he brewed, so let him
drink.

f2. To mix (liquors), mix with water, dilute. Obs.

1520 WHITTINTON Vulg. (1527) 15 b, This wyne is brued

[dilntnm]. 1587 HARRISON England n. vi. (1877) 149 That

they would neither drinke nor be serued of. .such [wine] as

was anie waies mingled or brued by the vintener. 1579
TOMSOX Calvin Serm. Tim. 310/2 They brue, they mingle,
and confound the doctrine of the gospel with their owne
dreames. 1620 VESNER / 'ia Recta vi. 101 Water and fine

Sugar onely brewed together. 1641 FRENCH Dist ill. v. (16511

125 You may drop . . Oil . . into the Wine, and brew them
well together.

t b. To pour (
= L. infundere). Obs.

1581 MARBECK Bk. ofNotes 1164 They . . brew their new
wine into new vessells. 1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. in. 29 Brew
them a pretie while out of one pot into another.

3. trans/,
' To make by mixing several ingredi-

ents' (J.), as whisky punch ;
or by infusion, as tea.

a 1626 BACON (J. i We have drinks also brewed with several

herbs and roots, and spices. 1825 Bro. Jonathan I. 417
Have a care ! You are brewing that for us, now. 1861

RAMSAY Rcmin. ii. (ed. 18) 37 A famous hand at brewing a

good glass of whisky. 1865 Athenaeum No. 1979- 429/ r

Brewing a cup of coffee. 1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey xxiii.

124 The kettle was boiled, the tea brewed. 1875 B. TAYLOR
Faust I. vi. 101 Canst thou.. alone not brew the potion?

4. To concoct, contrive, prepare, bring about,

cause: spec. a. evil, mischief, trouble, woe; in early
use esp. with bale, boot, bitterness, bargain, etc.

c 1250 Hymn \ 'irg. 30 in Trin. Horn. 256 Care of drede
bat Eue bitterliche us breu?. Ibid. 257 Bale to breowe.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4137 Baret rede i noght yee bru. 1377
LANGL. P. PL B. xvm. 361 pe bitternesse bat bow hast

browe brouke it bi-seluen. ( 1440 York Myst, xxix. 239
[>is brethell has brewed moche bale, a 1560 ROLLAND Crt.
1 'cniis iv. 448 Vnder the conditioun. .that he brew na mair
baill. 1578 T. PROCTER Gallery Invent, in Heliconia 1. 105
Ulisses wife,whose chastnesse brued herfame. 1810 SOUTHEY
Kehfima. XL vi, All deadly plagues and pestilence to brew.

b. designs, projects, productions of the intellect.

c 1386 CHAUCER Monk's T. 3575 He brew this cursednesse

and al this
synne.

c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 1284 Hys wyf . .

Brewed the childys deth. 1571 GOLDING Cah'in on Ps. xlv.

2 His heart was brewing of some notable and excellent

matter. 1579 FENTON Gnicciard. n. (1599) 66 It was be-

leeued his death was brued in a cup of poyson. 1649 FULLER

Just Man's Fun. 2 They do not ponder things in their

heart, but onely brew them in their heads. 1803
' C.

CAUSTIC' Terr. Tractor. 1.34 <?&', I could not rest quietly
till I had brewed a sublime treatise.

C. natural phenomena, as rain, wind, a storm.

1530 PALSGR. 594 Foule weather as whan it rayneth
snoweth or broweth, or any otherwyse stormeth. 1593
SHAKS. 3 Hen. '/, n. ii. 156 That Sun-shine brew'd a

showre for him. 1697 DRYDEN Vtrg. Georg. i. 578 The
Moon, .bodes a Tempest on the Main, And brews for Fields

impetuous Floods of Rain. 1765 FALCONER Detnag. 185

Foundering in the storm himself had brew'd.

5. intr. To be in preparation ;
to be in process

of mixing, concocting, production, etc. ; cf. prec.

senses. (The modern to be brewing, partly derived

from an earlier to be a-brewing, is not altogether
intrans. in origin : cf. the house is (a] building.}
a 1300 Cursor M. 118 Ultuix be aid law and be new How

crist birth bigan to brew, c 1460 TiKiweley Myst. 314 Your
bailie now brewys. 1599 Mirr._ Mag. , ^Vorcester iii,

Troops. 1682 N. O. Bot'U'an's Lntrin 111.202 Thou little

thinkest What work's a brewing. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela

(18241 I. 82 Satisfied there is mischief brewing. 1860 HOL-
LAND Miss Gilbert ii. 20 A storm was brewing in the

domestic sky.

6. trans. Of oysters : To produce (spawnV
1865 Corn/till Mag. XI. 54 The parent oyster goes on

'

brewing* its spawn for some time ; and it is supposed that

the spawn swims about with the current for a short period
before it falls.

7. Comb., in which brew has the sense of brewer,
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brewing^ as f brew-bate, one who stirs up quar-

relling or dissension ; brew-kettle, the vessel in

which the wort and hops are boiled ; f brew-lead,
a leaden vessel used in brewing ; brew-wife, a

woman that brews, a brewsler or brewster-wife.

Also BREWHOUSE.
1602 FITZHERBERT Apol. 33 What resteth then to make

these v brewbates so confident? 1369 Test. Ebor, (Surtees)
I. 87 Plumbum rneum, anglice *breuled in fournes. 1430
Ibid. II. 12 Unum brewlede, unum maskfatt. 1523 Wills

$ Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 106, I bequeth to my son. .the brew-
house as it standeth, that is to say a brewelede, with a
mashefatt and a tapstone, etc. 1393 LANGL. P. PI, C. vn.

334 Whederwarde he wolde f?e *brew-wif hym asked. 1479
Paston Lett. 828 III. 244 He hath maried a bruewyf and
kepeth the brue hous.

Brew, sb.
[f. BREW v.~] The action, process,

or result, of brewing ; the beverage, etc. brewed ;

sometimes used locally for
'

yeast'.
r 1510 Cft.- Wardens' Ace. St. Dnnstan's Canterb.^ For a

quarton of Brew \d. ob. 1627 BACON Sylva (J.) Trial, .made
of the like brew with potatoe roots . . which are nourishing
meats. 1742 YOCNG Nt. Th. ix. 621 The brew of thunders.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. viii. 90 Our brew of beer, .turns
out excellent. 1859 J. LANG Wand. India 338 Give us a
little drop more of that last brew.

Brewage (bnred^). In 6-7 bruage. [f.

BREW v. + -AGE : but prob. in its origin associated

with F. hreuvage (early forms brcuage, bruvage}
drink, BEVERAGE, whence the original wide sense.]
1. A concocted beverage ; a decoction ; something

that has been brewed^ a brewing.
1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 301 a, The bruage of wyne

and the iuice of hemlocke tempreed together was brought
vnto hym. 1555 I- ardle Facion$\\, viii. 166 Their drincke is a

bruage. .sometymeofRyze,sometymeofBarlie. I598SHAKS.
Merry W. in. v. 33 lie no Pullet-Spersme in my brewage.
1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 63 Malmsey, or some well spic't

bruage. 1827 Blachiv. Mag. XXI. 833 She. .hated rum as
the devil's own brewage. 1829 PEACOCK AIIs/orf. Elphin
173 The Druids . . made . . a mystical brewage of carefully-
selected ingredients. 1848 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. iii. I. 335
A rich brewage made of the best Spanish wine.

To. fig.
1599 NP&HE. Lenten btitffe (1871) 35 Neuer since I spouted

ink, was I of worse aptitude to go through with such a

mighty March brewage. 1821 Blactnv. Mag. X. 269 Such a

brewage of tempest. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott, Nt.-Cap
no When her brewage love Was well a-fume about the
novice-brain.

2. The process of brewing.
1776 PRINGLE Health Mariners 16 In the space of twenty-

four hours their brewage is compleated. 1832 M. SCOTT in

Blackiv. Mag. XXXI. 902 A new brewage of punch took
lace. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xxix. 387 To complete my

latest root-beer brewage.
3. A boiling (e.g. of salt).

t~i5$o J. BALFOUR Practicks 87 The hundreth salt brow-
age contenand nine score bollis.

t Breward, sb. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 brere-

wood, 9 dial, brewit, bruart. [A variant of

BRAIRD, BRKIUJ
; cf. OE. breordt briord, brord]

1. Brim (of a hat) ;
= BREUD.

1611 COTGR., A He . the brimme, or brerewood of a hat.

1674 RAY N. C. Wds. 8 Hat Smarts, Hat brims. Cheshire.
1868 K. WAUGH Sneck-Bant ii. 38 (Lane. Gloss.) Wi' th' rain

drippin' off his hat brewits.

2. Sprouting of corn, etc. ; BRAIRD.
1875 Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.) 59 A fine bruart o' straw-

berry.

t Bre'ward, brewerd, v. Obs. exc. dial. [f.

prec. : cf. BRAIRD v.] To sprout.
1609 BIBLE (Douay) II. 1084 The sede newly sowne to

one, beginning to brewerd to an other. 1873 Lancash. Gloss.
(E. D. S.I s. v., Yo'r taties are bruartin' finely.

t Brewe. Obs. Also 6 brew, 7 brue. [Ety-
mology unknown.] A fowl

;
?a kind of snipe.

c 1460 J. RUSSELL B/c. Nurture^ in Babees Bk. (1868! 143
Wodcok . . resteratiff >ey ar, & so is the brewe. c 1475 Noble
Bk. Cookery \ Napier 1882) 63 A Brewe sley him in the
mouthe, as a curlewe. 1513 Bk. Keruyngc in Babees Bk.
(1868) 276 Vntache that brewe. 1605 in Archxol. XIII. 341
These Foules bee nowe in seasone. .Brue.

Brewed (bmd), ///, a.
[f. BREW v. + -ED.]

See BREW v. 4.

1634 MILTON Comits 696 Hence with thy brewed enchant-
ments, foul deceiver !

Brewer (brw-aiX Also 3-7 bruer, 4brywer,
4-5 brewere. [f. BREW v. + -EH*.]
1. One who brews

; spec, one whose trade is to
make malt liquors.
a 1300 Wright's Relig. Songs vii. 82 Theos false chepmen

. . Backares and brueres. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. i. 221 Bakers
and brywers, bouchers and o|?ere. c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 54
Browstar, or brewere, Pandoxator^ -tri.r. 1577 HARRISON
England n. vi. (1877) 150 Ale and beere. .as it pleaseth the
bruer to make them. 1593 &m*P.Pt*ii*& lob, Brewers
. .by relayling filthy Thames water, come in few yeres to be
worth fortie or fifty thousand pound. 1671 in Stmu's Sitrv.
(ed. Strype 1754) II. 713/1 No street car, or Brewer's dray.
1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. ii. 4 You think a drunkard most
beneficial to the brewer and the vintner. 1836 Penny Cyct.
V. 404/2 The fining or clearing, which is sometimes done
by the brewer, sometimes by the publican.

2. A concocter, contriver of.

1563 Homilies \\. xiv. (1640) 191 The author and brewer
of sinne, and the ruler of Hell. 1586 J. HOOKER Giratd.
Irel. in Holinshcd\\. 96/2 James de la Hide was the onlie
bruer of this rebellion.

pl
la

Breweress (brw'ares). [f. prec. + -ESS.] A
female brewer. (Only occasionally used.)

1841 B. UOTFIELD Mann. <y ilousch. Exp. (Roxb." Introd.

39 The Countess had employed a breweress at Banbury.
t Brewern, browern. Obs. In 5 brewarne,

browhern. [f. vb. stem brew- or bru- (see BREW-
HOUSE) +OE. xniy ern place, closet, etc.: cf. BARX.]
A brewhouse.
c 1450 Afetr. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 626 Pandoxatorinni^

brewarne \pistrinum, bakehouse. 1453 MAKG. PASTON Lett.

185 I. 250 The drawte chamer, and the malthouse, and the
browere {app. an error for browerne], 1465 Paston Lett.

978 III. 435 The Botere. .the Browhern. .the Kychyn.

Brewership (br-aifip). [f. BREWEU + -SHIP.]
The office or employment of a brewer.

1824 Blackw. ^Ing. XV. 197 Buxton, whose brewership
unfortunately unfits him for the. .lead.

Brewery (bn?3ri\ [f. BREWER; see-EBY. (Not
in Johnson 1755-1773 : nor Bailey 1721-1800 .]

1. A place for brewing ;
the establishment of

a public brewer; formerly called a BREWHOUSE.
1658 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Een Brouwerye, a Brewerie,

or a brewing-house. 1736 J. M CURE I'uiv Gtasgvw 285
There is a stately Brcwarie belonging to Robert Luke . .

adjacent to the above great Tannarie. 1772 PRIESTLEY in
Phil. Trans. LXII. 148 Living, .in the neighbourhood of a

Cublic
brewery. 1791 BOSWKLL Johnson (1831) I. 506 The

rewery was to be sold. 1862 Jml. Roy. Dublin Soc. Apr. 311
The director of the college . . showed me aLso their brewery.

\>.fig.
1880 KARL DUNRAVEN in igtk Cent. Sept. 446 The whole

region [Colorado] is one vast brewery of storms.

1 2. The process or trade of brewing ; also, the
'

trade' or body of brewers. Obs.

^17140. DAVENAM'Ess. Trade I. 79 (L.) If they should

bring any distress and trouble upon the London brewery, it

would occasion the making ill drink. 1796 MORSE Amer.
Geog. II. 121 The porter brewery, .is also chiefly carried on
in London.

Brewes
vs, -esse, Brewester, obs. forms of

BREWIS, BKEWSTER.
t Brew'et, another f. BROWET, Obs. - BREWIS.
( 1420 Gloss, in Wright Voc. 200 Hie garrns^ brewett.

la 1450 Forme ofCioy ii Brewet of almony.
Brewhouse [brzrhaua). Also 4 brewhous,

5 brywhouse, brewhows(e, bruhows, 6brewe-
house. [f. vb.-stem bru- BRKW- + HOUSE. Cf.

OHG. br{l-hfis^\ A house or building in which
beer is brewed

; a brewery.
1373 Test. Ebor. I. 89 Item legavit Roberto do brewhous

v marcas. c 1386 CHAUCER Milleres T. 3334 In al the toun
nas Brewhous ne Tauerne That he ne visited. 1458 Test.
Ebor. II. 226 The pantre, botre, kechyn, bakhows, and
brewhouse. 1483 Cath. Angl. 45 A Bruhows, pandoxato-
rintn. 1529 Act 21 Hen. VIII

^ xiii. 32 No Spiritual Person
. . shall have, use, or keep any Manner of Brew-house. 1671
F. PaiLii-i's Reg. Necess. 362 A better house than the Brew-
house which he could not thrive in at Huntington. 1677 YAK
RANTON Eng. Imprcn.'. 163 You must have a Bake-house and
Brew-house of your own. 1797 Chron. in Ann, Reg. 47/1
Mr. Meux's brewhouse in Liquorpond Street. 1837 HAW-
THORNE Twice-told T. (1851) I. x. 176 That shall tear down
the distilleries and brewhouses.

Brewice, obs. form of BREWIS.

Brewing (br/Hrj^, vbl. sb. [f. BREW v. + -ING 1.]

1. The action, process, or occupation described
under BREW (various senses).

1467 Bury Wills \ 1850) 46, I will that the seid Denys hauc
here esement in the bakhows in lawful! tyme for bruynge,
1562 J. HEYWOOD Prtn>. fy Epigr. (18671 *79 Great brewyng,
small drinke. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 5 Nor is a Laborato-
rium. .fit either for Baking or Brewing. 1777 M.\CBRIDE in

Phil. Trans. LXV1II. 122 You will have a second brewing
of lime-water. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 585 Sir

John Friend. . had made a very large fortune by brewing.
b. Jig. Concoction, preparation.
1545 JOYE Exp. Dan. xi. (R.) The miserable mutacionsof

kingdoms nowe. .in brewing. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xiv. vi.

(R.) Such a brewing and sophistication of them they make.
1673 [K. LEIGH] Trnnspr. Ke'i. 39 This is a Plot, .this ha?,

been a brewing any time this Thirty years. 1854 ALFOHD
in Life (1873) 237, I have an Edinburgh article in brewing.
2. The quantity of liquor brewed at once.
1626 BACON Syh'a (J.) A brewing of new beer, set by old

beer, maketh it work again. *753 Scots Ufag. Aug. 393/2
Distilling the second draught of a brewing of aqua- vita;.

3. Naut. A collection of black clouds betoken-

ing a storm.

4. attrib. and Comb., f brewing-lead, a vessel

for brewing in.

1885 Civilian 3 Jan, 130/1 An Act. .to make it compulsory
that every collection of worts be entered in the Brewing-
book within one hour. 1551-60 Inv. in H. Hall Soc. Elizab.

Age (1886) 152 In the Brewhouse A *
Brewing Copper. 1702

Lond. Gaz. No. 3855/4 Utensils proper., for a *Brewmg
house. 1444 Test. Ebor. II. 100 Lego . . i. *brewinglede.
1504 Bury Wills (1850) 101, 1 wull that they shall haue all

brewyng ledys. 1694 Lond. Gaz. No. 2991/4 The Grey-
hound in Ipswich. . witha convenient *

Brewing Office. 1838
DICKENS O. Twist 11850) no/i A scullery, or small Brew-
ing-place, at the end of the passage. i7<S6GoLDSM. Vic. W.
xvii,We shall then have the loan ofhis cider-press and *brew-
ing-tubs for nothing. 1863 Times 6 Mar., Another rickety
booth holds the brewing utensils. 1462 Test. Ebor. II. 256
A cesterne, the ledes, with other *brcwing-vessell.
Brewis (br/7

-

is). Forms : 3-4 broys, brou-
wys : see BKOWIS ; 5 brewes, brus, 6 brewish,
-ys, brues, -isse, -yse, 6-7 brewes, -ess, -ease,

brewz, 7 brewice, -isse, bruesse, 8 brews, 9

dial, breawis, 6- brewis. [ME. brotves, bromvytS)

brewe$) etc., a. OF. brottetz, in i3th c. broez, no-

minative of brouet, broet 'soup made with broth
of meat

1

, dim. of OF. brot breu : see BROWET, oi

which this word is thus a doublet. It is possible
that the change of browes to hrewes, hrewis was
influenced by some popular association with OE.
bnw

t pi. briwas soup, pottage (see BREE), or even
with the vb. BKEW. Cf. BKOWIS, BROSE.]
1. Broth, liquor in which beef and vegetables

have been boiled ; sometimes also thickened with

bread or meal. Now chiefly dial., and applied
very variously in different localities.

11300-1525 see BKOWIS.] 1526 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 174
Venison in brewz or mult, i mess, ^d. 1530 PALSGR. 201/2
Brewes, brmct. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabellwucrs Bk. Physic
250 2 Cut a chese to shivers, and make therof cheese brues.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 126 Fatned with Scotish

pottage and brewesse. c 1622 FLETCHER Prophetess \. iii.

27 What an inundation of brewisse shall I swim in ? a 1650
JAS". Bod1. 30. 13 b, The verie bruise of divinitie, fatt and
glorious. 1719 I>K Fot; Crusoe (Hotten) 297 The Litjuur of
the Meat, which they call Brews. 1822 SCOTT AV^f/x, Moun-
tains of beef, and oceans of brewis, as large as Highland hilK
and lochs. 1869 BLACKMORIC Lorna D. vi. led. 12' 35 She
can't stir a pot of brewis. 1874 MKS. Wni'i NI.V We Girls vi.

130 One [fryingpan] was set on with the milk fur the brewis.

2. * Bread soaked in boiling fat pottage, made
of salted meat' J.\

i 1440 Promp, Part 1
. 53 Browesse [1499 browes], adifa-

tiun. 1554 Btcox Comfort. Epist. (18441 208 Eating beef
and brewis knuckle-deep. 1580 BARET/4/Z'. B 1225 Brewis,
offulx adipatx. 1588 Marprcl. Epist. 41 The B. of (llo-

CCSter. .affirmed that bee fe and brewesse had made him ;i

papist. 1594 LVLY M. BcmbiL' in. iv. 113 A stately pccce of
beefe ..in great ixmipe sitting upon a cushion of white
brewish. a 1625 FLETCHICK Mad Lm<er IT. i. 8 Beefe we can
beare before u^ linde with Brewes. 1680 SHADWELL Woauin-
Caf-t. i. Wks. 1720 III. ,i47 A yrea-y servmg-man. .whose
beard stunk of beef and brewis, 1854 W. OASI-CLM. Li\t.
Lane. Dial. 13 in Lane. Gloss. iK. I). S.) Bread soaked in

broth, or in the fat that drips from meat, .is known as brewis.

1857 J.ScHOLES "Jaunt 13 >//'/</.' Drups o fat on Owdham
breawis.

Brewit, dial. var. of BKEWAKD.

Brewlyng, obs. form of BROILING vbl. sb;-

Brewst. [An alteration ofliuowsT. apparently
under the impression that the latter ib a So. dia-

lect form, and that the English ought to follow

brei>j^\ A ' browst' or brewing.
1854 IJlack'^: Mag. LXXV. 529 The brew>t-, of the dif-

ferent years. 1864 MissYoXGE Trial \. 2.|j His resolution
of . . drinking the brewst he had brewed for himself.

Brewster ^bn?star;. Forms : 4 breuster.
brewester e, 5- brewster, 5 north, browstar,

-stere, 6 Sc. broustar, -ster, browst er. [i.

BKEW v. + fern, suffix -STEII ; cf. baxter. See
also BKOWSTEU.]
1. orig. A woman that brews, a female brewer.
( 1308 Rel. Ant. II. 176 Hail be 3e, brewesters, with }ur

galuns, Potels and quarters. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. v. 3^6
Beton be breweritere bad hym good niorwe. (" 1425 l

r

oc. in

Wr-Wiilcker 662 Hec brasiatri.v, brewster. < 1450 I ("id.

692 Hcc pandoxatrix, a brewster. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xv,
We will play, .in Dame Martin the Brewster's. barn-yard.
2. Extended to both sexes : A brewer. ;Only

north ting, and Sc. since 15th c., exc. as in 3.)

1377 LANGL. /*, PI. B. Prol. 218 Baxsteres and brewesteres,
and bocheres manye. -1430 LYUG, Min. Poems (18401 211

Bakerys, browsterys, vyntenerys, with fressh lycour. r 1440
Proinp. Parv. 54 Browstar or brewere, pandoxattfr, pan-
do.vatri.i-. ^1550 SIR J. BALFOUR Practicks (17541 J 5 Brou-

ster, for his fie, five pundis. 1607 Xorth Riding Rec. (1883)
I. 71 Fr. Steele brewster presented for selling ale contrary
to the Statute.

3. Comb, and Attrib. brewster-wife Sc. ,
a

woman that brews or sells malt liquors ; Brewster
Sessions, sessions for the issue of licenses to trade

in alcoholic liquors.
a 1774 FERGUSSON Leith Races, The *Browster wives the-

gither harl A' trash that they can fa on. 1818 Kurt's Lett.
N. Scotl. 1. 323 At'otes, A bad specimen ofa Scotish brewster-
wife. 1864 A. M C K.AY Hist. Kilmarnock 128 The brewster-
wives had formed a scheme for raising the price of ale. 1883
Standard 7 Sept., At the Canterbury 'Brewster-Sessions. .

all the licenses were granted except two.

Brewsterite ;br/7-sterait;. [f. name of Sir

David Brewster + -\v&^\ A zeolitic mineral, be-

longing to the hydrous silicates, white in colour,
and of uneven fracture.

1843 PORTLOCK Geol. 223 Brewsterite has been stated to

occur, .at the Causeway.
Brewys, brewz, obs. forms of BREWIS.

Brey, variant of BRAYE, Obs.

Breyd(e, variant of BRAID.

Breyer, breyr, obs. forms of BRIER.

Breyfe, breyiF, obs. forms of BRIKF.

Breythe, variant of BRAYTHE v. Obs.

Breze, obs. form of BREEZE.

Breziline, variant of BRAZILIN.

Briar, etc. : see BRIER, etc.

Briareus (brei|e>ri#s, brai-ar^sX Proper name
of a hundred-handed giant of Greek mythology ;

sometimes used connotatively.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. i, ii. 30 A gowtie Briareus, many

hands and no vse. 1852 TUPPER Proverb. 'Philos. 310 She
137-2



BRIBABILITY.

with the might of a Briareus, is dragging down the clouds

upon the mountain.

Hence Briarean (-i"'an, -ea-rian;, of or relating
to Briareus ;

hundred-handed. Also quasi-^.
1599 MARSTON Satires, Shape-changing Proteans, damn'd

Briareans. 1820 BYRON Mar. Fal. i. ii, 268 Could I not
shatter the Briarean sceptre Which in this hundred-handed
senate rules ? 1883 PROCTOR Myst. Time $ Sp. 57.

Bribability, bribe- brsibabi'liti;. [f. next:

see -ITY.] The quality of being bribable ;
cor-

ruptibility, venality.
1831 J. TAYLOR Recordsmy L ifell. 232 The Doctor seems

to show symptoms of Bribability. 1867 CARLVLK Shooting
Niagara, iii, Calling in of new supplies of blockheadism,

gullibility, bribeabihty, amenability to beer and balderdash.

Bribable, bribeable ,brei-bab'l), a. (s6. [f.

BRIBE v. + -ABLE
; see also -BLE.]

A. adj. Capable of being bribed ; open to

bribery ; corrupt ; venal.

1839 Bhick-M. Mug. XXVI. 641 The close and the bribable

boroughs will not be violated. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. I.

V. v. 590 Grumkow, a bribeable gentleman. 1866 Ch. Times

31 Mar. 101/2 Give increased voting power to the bribeable

classes. 1879 BAGKHOT Lit. Studies I. Introd. 63 A most

amusing picture of the bribable electors.

B. sb. A corrupt or venal person.
1867 Fortn. Rc-c. July 112 The bribables . . in the new con-

stituencies.

t Bri'bage. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

BRIBE v. + -AGE.]
Exaction of illegal fees by officials.

1587 HARRISON England n. iii. (18771 77 Yer the Scholar
can be preferred, such bribage is made, that poore mens
children are commonlie shut out.

f Bribble-brabble. Obs. [Reduplicated form

on BKABBLE.] Vain cbatter or wrangling ;
altrib.

1665 HOWARD Coinuutlee in. i D.) You are a foolish bribble-

brabble woman, that you are.

Bribe ,braib ,
sb. Also 5-6 brybe. \_Brilv sb.

and vb., and brybour, appear together in Chaucer
and his contemporaries : their previous history is

obscure. OF. had bribe in sense of '

piece of

bread, frustum panis', esp. 'a peece, lumpe, or

cantill of bread giuen vnto a beggar' ^Cotgr. ;

the same senses occur with med.L. briba : see

Du Cange. Cf. Walloon brib alms, Sp. briba

mendicancy, It. birba vagabond's trade ;
also

OF. briber, briinber to beg .inti: ,
be a mendicant,

Walloon briber. Sp. bribar to lead a vagabond
life, be a strolling beggar, It. bit bare '

to play the

slv knave' Florio
;

also OF. bribeur, briinbetir

mendicant, strolling beggar, with Sp. bribon, It.

birbone, birbante vagrant, vagabond, and the ME.
bribour, BUIBEK sense i

;
also OF. briberie, brim-

berie, Rouchi briberie, Walloon bribreie mendi-

cancy. The ulterior history is quite unknown ; if

the sense of OF. bribe is the original, the order of

development would appear to have been '

piece of

bread', 'alms', 'living upon alms', 'professional

begging'. Hence, app. from practical association,

the English sense 'to steal, plunder'. The further

history in English is also involved, but appears
to be somewhat thus : in bribe sb. the early sense

of 'theft, plunder, spoil', appears to have been

transferred to the 'black mail' or 'baksheesh'

exacted by governors and judges who abused their

positions, and thus to gifts received or given for

corrupt purposes, whence the later sense of the vb.

The transition is best seen in the agent-noun
briber, where we have the series,

'

beggar', 'vaga-

bond', 'thief, 'robber', 'extortioner', 'exactor

of black mail', and ' receiver of baksheesh' (the

Baconian sense). The sudden and startling change
from the Baconian '

briber', who received douceurs,
to the modern ' briber' who gives them, can be

explained only by taking the latter as a separate
derivative of the verb in its latest sense.]

f 1. A thing stolen or robbed
; theft, robbery ;

spoil, plunder. Obs. .The Chaucer quotation is

doubtful : if the sb. is right, it might perh. have

the sense of ' an alms', as in OF.)
c 1386 CHAUCEK Frercs T. 78 (Harl. MS.) Feyning a cause

for he wolde han a bribe [Pctw. MS. wold haue a brybe ;

5 texts reatt he wolde brybej. 4:1440 Fotup. Pan'. 50
Brybery or brybe, liianticitlnm. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of
Folys (1874* II. 85 Theyr howsys stuffed with brybes
abhomyn[a]bly.
2.

' A reward given to pervert the judgment or

corrupt the conduct' (J.)-

a. The earlier sense probably regarded it as

a consideration extorted, exacted, or taken by an

official, a judge, etc.; i.e. as the act of the re-

ceiver : cf. BRIBER.

1535 COVERDALE Ecclits. xl. 12 All brybes [1611 briberiel

and vnrighteousnes shalbe put avvaye, but faithfulnes and
trueth shal endure for euer. 1580 BARET Alv. B 1227 Buy-
ing and selling of Justice for bribes. 1601 SHAKS. jitl. C.

iv. iii. 3 You haue condemn'd, and noted Lucius Pella For

taking Bribes heere of the Sardians. 1611 BIBLE i Sain.

viii. 3 His sonnes . . tooke bribes, and peruerted Judgement.
b. But it is now applied to a consideration

voluntarily offered to corrupt a person and induce

1092

him to act in the interest of the giver, e.g. a con-

sideration given to a voter to procure his vote.

1555 BKADFOKTH in Strype Ecc Mem. III. App. xlv. 130
Who they myght make their frend with brybes. 1570 LE-

viss Maiiip. 1 13 A Hribe, largitio. 1607 SIIAKS. Cor. i. ix.

38, I . .cannot make my heart consent to take A Bribe. 1667
PICPYS Diary (1879) IV. 340 His rise hath been his giving
of large bribes. 1718 POPE Iliad \. 40 Prayers, and tears,

and bribes shall plead in vain. 1776 GIBBON Decl. $ F. 1.

115 The infamous bribe with which Julian had purchased
the empire. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece xi. 45 Duties, .which

belong to the judicial character, of rejecting bribes, hear-

ing impartially, and deciding faithfully. 1880 MCCARTHY
Own Times IV. Ivi. 218 Before long surely it will be ac-

counted as base to give as to take a bribe.

1 3. (per'//.) Rascally or execrable behaviour;
clamour. Cf. BRIBER i b, quot. a 1400. Obs.

1115/60 HOLLAND Crt. (-'etuis iv. 306 Quhen all this brybe
& boist ihi quite oulr blawin,

4. Comb., as bribe-broker ^ -brokerage,
-monger \

bribe-free^ -worthy adjs.; bribe-service, a sen-ice

done for a bribe. Also BKIBE-TAKEB, -TAKING.

1789 IU-RKE Imp. IIS. Hastings Wks. XIV. 236 Is it in the

hands of Mr. Hastings wicked 'bribe-brokers. 1632 BROM K
Novella i. ii. Wks. 1873 I. 116 Dos he appeare*bribe-free?
Is he the only officer uncorrupted? a 1593 H. SMITH Wks.

1 1866-7' I. 87 He would never speak to usurers and *bribe-

mongers. 1788 BURKE Imp. IV. Hastings Wks. XIII. 396, 1

charge him with not having done that *bribe-service, which

fidelity even in iniquity requires. 1731 ARBUTHNOT Epit.
Francis Chartres t Without

~

bribe-worthy service, he ac-

quired, or more properly created, a ministerial estate. 1788
BURKE Imp. JK Hastings Wks. XIII, 360 To secure them

against bribes by taking from the power of bribe-worthy
service.

Bribe 'braib\v. Also 4-6 brybe, 5 brybyn,
6 brybbe. [See under the sb.]

fl. trans. To take dishonestly; to purloin; to

steal, rob ;
to obtain by abuse of trust, or by

extortion ; to extort. Obs.
< 1386 CHAUCER Cokes T. 53 For ther is no thef withowten

a lowke, That helpeth him to wasten and to sowke Of that

he brybe [z-. r.. bribe] kan, or borwe may. 1401 Pol. Poems
1

1859,1 I*- 4 He chiterith and he bribith All that he may
gete. c 1440 Proiitp, Pan~. 50/2 Brybyn, ntanticufo, latro-

cinor. 1494 FADYAN vn. 353 A parte was brought vnto y L'

lordes, but ye more part was stolen and bryked. 1538 BALE

Johan Baptist? in Harl. Misc. I. 106 [Publican says] By
me, from hens fourth, nought from the poore shall be

brybed. 1552 HULOET, Polle, brybe, or extort. 1561 AAVLJE-

LAY Frat. Ifacab. 13 A licoryce knave that will swill his

maisters drink and brybe his meate. 1643 PRYXNE Power
Purl. App. 30 Great taxes and summes of money., spent

vainly and riotously, and bribed out of the Kings Coffers,

f b. absoL To steal, extort, or purloin. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER/VWV.S T. 78 This Somnour euere waityng
on hi> pray ffor to somne an old wydwe a Ribibe ffeynynge
a tau^e for he wolde brybe. c 1550 Ifyc way Spyttel Ho.

283 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 37 They must beg, or els go
brybe, and -teale.

2. To influence corruptly, by a reward or con-

sideration, the action of a person ; to pervert the

judgement or corrupt the conduct by a gift. Const.

with a consideration, to an action, to do a thing.

1528 ROY Rede me lArb. ) 54 They brybe hym . . for to be

favoured- 1603 SHAKS. Mnas.for M. n.ii. 145 Hark, how He
bribe you. .Aug. How? bribe me? fsa. I, with such gifts

that heauen shall share with you. 1678 N. WANLEY Won-
ders v. ii. 80. 472/2 He bribed the Bishop of Rome to the

empoysoning of his brother Zemes. 1681 Trial S. Colledge
1 32 Seek an occasion to tell him they were bribed off, and
were forsworn. 1789 BENTHAM Pritic. Lcgisl. xviii. 27

note. To bribe a trustee, .is. -to suborn him to be guilty of

a breach or an abuse of trust. 1835 MILMAN Lat. C*r.(i864)
III. vi. ii. 403 They endeavoured to bribe them with enor-

mous pay to enter into their service. 1878 MORLEY Diderot

II. 23 The judges were bribed.

b. absot. To use or apply bribes ;
to practise

bribery.
1768 JOHNSON in Goldsm. Good-nut. Man Prol. 26 The

bard may supplicate, but cannot bribe. 1848 MACAI LAY Hist.

Eng. 11.158 He fawned, bullied, and bribed indefatigably.

3. trans. To purchase or obtain by bribery, arch.

1718 Port; Iliad I. 284 And bribe thy friendship with a

boundless store. 1733 SWIFT On Poetry Wks. IV. i. 190 To
bribe the judge's vote. 1749 SMOLLETT Regicide \. vii. 11777)
22 Not thrones and diadems shall bribe My approbation !

1873 [j-.ee BHIBKD}.

4._/&\ To gain over by some influence.

'595 SHAKS. John n. i. 171 With these ChrUtall beads
heauen shall be brib'd To doe him lustice, and reuenge on

you. ci6ao Z. BOYD Zion's Flowers '1855) 33 A flattering

sleepe Bribes them to rest. 1665 HOWARD Ind. Queen iv. i,

Your greater Merits bribe her to your side. 1869 BUCKLE
Clvtlis. III. v. 371 The memory of which is almost enough
so to bribe the judgment.

Bribed .braibd), ppl. a.
[f.

BRIBE v. + -ED.]

ta. Obtained by bribery; stolen (06s.). b.

Won over by a bribe, bought by a gift.

1576 XKVVTON tr. Lumnie's Complex. (1633) 123 A bribed

Judge, that gapes for gaine. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W, v. v.

27 Dluide me like a brib'd-liucke, each a Haunch. 1813
BYRON Br. Abydos \\. xiv, The bowl a bribed attendant
bore, c 1873 J. ADDIS Elizab. Echoes (1879) 92 The bribed

Judgments that he falsely meted.

Bribee .braibr). [f-BuiBEz/.+'EE; tf. examinee]
The recipient of a bribe.

1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt, I. lix. 230 The bond
Ixitween the briber and the bribee. 1881 Times 25 Jan. 8 A
large number of bribees were examined.

t Bi'i'beless, a. Obs. [f. BRIBE + -LESS.] Free

from bribes
;
not to be corrupted by a bribe.

BRIBERY.

1608 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. i. iv. 37 Nay, then, step forth

thou Bribelesse officer ! a 1618 RALEIGH Pilgr. in Ran.
(16611 257 From thence to Heavens bribeless Hall, Where
no corrupted voices brawl. 1640 BP. REYNOLDS Passions

(16581 1102 Conscience is a most bribele&s worker.

Briber (brarbai). forms : 4-6 bri-, bry-

bour, 5 briboure, -bowre, -bur, 5-6 bryber, 6

bri-, brie-, brybor, brybar, 5-briber. [a. AF.&r*-

boitr = Q. bribeor, later bribeur: see BKIBE sb.]

f 1. A vagabond, strolling vagrant ;
= F. bribeitr,

It. and Sp. bribon. Obs. i^The last quot. belongs

doubtfully here.)

1483 Catk. Angl. 43 A Bribur, circitmforatieus, sicofanta.

c 1500 DUSBAR Flyting 49 Irsch brybour baird, \-yle beggar
with thy brattis ! a 1600 Hist. Pieces in Peck Cromwell 30
He made his porter shut his gates To sycophants and
briebors.

tb. Hence: Scoundrel, wretch, rascal. (Cf.

a similar use of beggar, vagabond, thief.} Obs.

1387 TKKVISA Hidden Rolls Ser. II. 313 Gentilmen, for to

haue dyuersite and distinccioun from suche briboures made
hem rynges of gold, a 1400 Cov. Myst. 183 If any brybour
do bragge or blowe a?ens my bo^t. c 1440 York Myst. xxvi.

169 Say, bittilbrowed bribour. 1509 BARCLAY Ship ofFoolcs

(1570) 39 Ye babbling bribers, endeuour you to amende.

cisjo LYNDESAY Dcpl. Q. Magdalene 66 The potent Prince

. .Contrair that bailfull bribour [death] had no micht.

1 2. A thief, purloiner, or robber ;
a taker oi

black-mail
;
an extortioner. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI, B. xx. 260 Alle other in bataille ben

yholde bribours LC. xxm. 262 brybours] Pilours and pyke-
hernois in eche a place ycursed. 1387 TREVISA Higden
Rolls Ser. II. 147 So bese briboures were i-made men of \>e

lond [sicqne de ptxdonibus accol.c effecti\. 1413 LYDG.

Pylgr. SowU iv. xxxiv.(i483) 83 Tooppressen brybours and
e.xtorcioners. < 1440 Prpmp. Pan'. 50 Brybowre, manti-
culus. 1461 J. PASTON in Lett. 384 II. 4 To lette brybers
that wold a robbed a ship undyr color of my Lord of War-

wyk. 1525 LD. BERSERS Froiss. II. x. 21 The bribours of

the Countrey watched for them at the passages. 1548
CRAN.MER Cateck. ioob, Extorcioners, brybers, pollers, and

piellers, deuourers ofwid?Jwes houses. I552HULOET, Brybor.
Vide in poller andthefc. 1563-87 FOXE A. $ JM. (1596) 145/1

By inward theeues and bribers.

1 3. A judge or other official who levies
* black-

mail
'

upon those to whom he should administer

justice ; one who exacts or accepts bribes ; a

bribee. Cf. BRIBE-TAKER. Obs.

1520 WHITTINTON Vnlg. (15271 13 He is a bryber, or a
taker of brybes [is est largitionis capax\. 1549 LATIMER
Sunn. be/. Ediv. VI, Hi. (Arb.i 97 A bryber, a gyft taker, a

gratifier of rytche men. 1586 T. B. La Priwaiid. Fr. Acad.. . . .

372 lustice ought not to be either a briber, or respecter of

persons, that is, she must neither take any thing, nor judge
for anie favour. 1599 Life Sir T. Jl/ore in Wordsworth
Eccl. Biog. 11853) II- So His chancellourwas a great briber

and extortioner. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \\. xxiii. 6(18731
222 A judge were better be a briber than a respecter of

persons ; for a corrupt judge offendeth not so lightly as a

facile. 1611 RICH Honest. ^^(1844)13 When euery vsurer,

euery briber, euery extortioner, .is an honest man.

4. One who offers or gives a bribe.

1583 BADISGTON Commandm. (16371 Have wee never suf-

fered these hands to feele the weight of a bribers gift to

drawe us to oppression? 1692 SOUTH \vSerm. (16971 I. 271
Affection is still a Briber of the Judgment. [1721 Not in

BAILEY in this sense.] 1755 in JOHNSON. 1837 LYTTON A t/tens

II. 246 Themistocles the most expert briber of his time.

1863 H. Cox Inst. i. viii. 116 Bribery is a misdemeanor,

punishable . . in the briber and person bribed.

1 5. A thing that bribes, a price paid. Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Tinton m. v. 61 His seruice done at Lacede-

mon, and Bizantium, Were a sufficient briber for his life.

Bri'bereSS. rare. [f. prec. + -ESS. Cf. OF.
briberesse beggar-woman.] A woman who bribes.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (i8m VI. xiii. 64 As we clut-

tered by the door of the fair bribress.

t Bri'bering, M. sb. Obs. [This and the next

imply a vb. briber, formed on the sb. bribour^

briber, in its earlier sense of 'thief'.] Thieving.
1567 HARMAN Caveat (1869^ 60 Brought before me .. as

Malefactors, for bryberinge and stealinge-

t Bri'bering, a. Obs. [cf. prec.] Thieving.
< 1530 Dyal. tvtw. C,cntl. <y H

'

nibandin. (Arb.) 137 (D.) It i*.

the moost briberynge thefe That euer was.

t Bri'berous, a. Obs. [f.
BRIBER + -ous.]

a. Rascally, thievish, given to taking bribes.

b. Of the nature of a bribe, corrupt.

1534 WHITTINTON Tullyes Offices u. (154,0} $4, Such bryber
ous rewardes promessed. c 1550 Hyc ivay Spyttel Ho. 387 in

Ha/1. E. P. P. IV. 44, 1 meane these bawdy brybrous knaves,
That lodgeth them that so powles and shaves, a 1614 S.

GRAHAML, The brib'rous minde who makes a god of gould.

Bribery (brartori^ Forms : 5 brybre, bry-

bory, 5-6 brybery, 6 bri-, brybry e, bryboury,
-biorrye, 6-7 bri-, bryberie, 6- bribery, [f.

BRIBER + -v3; see -ERY
;

or a. OK. briberiet

found in earlier sense of 'mendicancy*.]

f 1. Purloining, larceny, theft, robbery. Obs.^

4:1386 CHAUCER Freres T' 6j He knew of bribryes\v. r.

bryberyes, bryberyis, briberies, 2 MSS. briber] mo Than

possible is to telle in yeres two. 1387 TREVISA Higden vn.

xxiv. (Rolls Ser.) VIII. 81 Al bat were about hym ^afhem so

to robberye and to bryberie [v. r. briborye* brybury]. <' J44

Promp. Part'. 50/2 Bo't^T or brybe,
tnanticiilutn. c 1460

Towneley Myst. 194 Fy on the, funding, Thou lyfes bot

by brybre. i$a6 SKELTON Magnyf. 1242 To theft and bry-

boury I make some fall And pyke a locke and clyme a wall.

1567 HARMAN Caveat^(1869)34 Charged with fellony or petye

brybrye.



BRIBE-TAKER. 1093 BRICK.

t 2. Robbery with violence or force; extortion.

1523 FIIZHERB. Sttru. Prol., A gretter bribery nor ex-

turcyon a man can nat do, than vpon his owne tenaunto,
for they dare nat say nay nor yet complayne. 1557 N. T.

(Genev.) Matt, xxiii. 25 Within they arc ful of brybery
and excesse. 1589 BP. COOPER Admon. 178 To oppre^si;
them by couetousnesse, extortion, and briberie.

3. The exaction or taking of a bribe ; 'the offence

of a judge, magistrate, or any person concerned

judicially in the administration of public justice, of

receiving a reward or consideration from parties

interested, for the purpose of procuring a partial
or favourable decision (Penny Cycl.}. arch.

1549 LATIMER Serin, bef. dw. I '/{Arb.) 88 Brybery is a

pryncely kynde of theuing. Thei will be waged by the

rich, eyther to geue sentence agaynste the poore, or to put
of the poore marines causes. Ibid. 113 [The deuyll] goetli
about as much ah he can to corrupt the men of lawe, to

make them fal to bribery. 1621 ELSING Debates //<>. Lords

(1870^ 23 His estate raysed by theis briberyes. 1769 BLACK-
STONE Coinm. IV. 139 Bribery is. .when a judge, or other

person concerned in the administration of justice, takes any
undue reward to influence his behaviour in his olfice. 1836
fenny Cycl. V. 407/1 Since the Revolution, in 1688, judicial

bribery has been altogether unknown in England.
4. The act or practice of giving or accepting

money or some other payment with the object of

corruptly influencing the judgement or action ; the

offer or acceptance of bribes ; spec, the applica-
tion of such influences to gain votes at a parlia-

mentary or other election.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 104 Bribery, ambitus. 1588 GREENE
Pafuiosto (1607) 20 The simplicitie of his conscience feared
him from such deceitful! briberic. a 1639 W. WHATELEY
Prototypes n. xxvi. (16401 57 Bribery is naught, that is to

seeke to turne a Governour from justice by gifts,- and hire

him to do wrong. 1767 COWPER Lett 16 June, We expect,
or rather experience a warm contest between the candidates
for the county, the preliminary movements of bribery,

threatening, and drunkenness being already taken. 1827
HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) I. v. 268 This [1571] is the
earliest precedent on record for the punishment of bribery
in elections. 1863 H. Cox Inst. i.viii. 116.

5. Comb., bribery-oath, an oath administrate
to a voter at a parliamentary election, declaring
that he has not received a bribe for his vote.

1809 TOMUNS Law Did. s. v. Parliament \\. (B) 3 The
Bribery Oath, which must be taken as required by 2 Geo.
I I.e. 24.

Bri*be-ta:ker. One who takes bribes.

1549 LATIMER Sfrttt. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 88 This is the
noble thefte of princes, and of magistrates. Thei are bribe-
takers. 1585 Am 1

. SANDYS Serm. ^1841) 35 He neither was
a bribe-taker, nor an extortioner. 1626 Raleigh's GJiost in

Harl.Misc. (Main.) III. 539 Gondomar .. one of the four
bribe-takers for the profane privileges.
So Bribe-taking

1

vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1549 LATIMER Sur/u. bef. Edw. K/(Arb.i 130, I wold the

ludges woulde take forth theyr lesson, that there myghte
be no more iniquitye vsed, nor brybe-takynge. 1880 Fortn.
Rev. Feb. 221 The only people who throve were rowdies
and bribe-taking judges.

Bribing ;brarbirj , vbl. sb. [f. BBIBK v. +
-ING 1

.]
The action ofthe verb BRIBE

; ta. thiev-

ing ; f b. extortion
; c. corruption by bribes.

Also attrib.

1549 lsMmKAStmt.bef.Edw, F/ (Arb.) 130 If there shall
be brybynge, they [Judges] knowe the peryl of it. 1573
TussER//7^.x.(i878) 21 Bribing and shifting haue seldom
good end. 1618 BOLTON Florus in. i. 161 The bribing of
Scaurus came to light. 163^4 SANDERSON Scrm. II. 288 Then
what crouching, and fawning, and bribing, and dawbing, to
have the matter taken up in a private chamber? 1839
MARRYAT Pliant. Skip xxxi, We may get away by bribing.

Brrbing, ///. a. [f. BRIBE v. + -IXG-.]
1 1. Dishonest, thievish. Obs.

1542 UIJALL Erasm, Apoph. 323 a, Verres . . left nothyng
behynde hym, as beeyng a taker and a brybyng feloe. 1567
HARMAN CaPM/(l86a) 74 These beast lye brybinge breeches.

1 2. That exacts or accepts bribes
; venal. Obs.

1593 GREENE Art Conny catch. Pref. 4 Some bribing
officer, who threatneth to carrie him to prison, takes awaie
all the monie, and lets him slip. 1621 ELSING Debates Ho.
Lords i 18701 19 Shewing howe grievous to the comon welth
a bribing Judge is. 1649 CROMWELL/,**/. 31 Dec., They
are accounted the bribingst people that are.

3. That gives bribes ; that corrupts or seduces
with or like a bribe.
c 1670 Exjiost. Men Buckhni. 1/2 Did he not once make

yon a bribeing Present of Timber? 1818 COBBETT Resid.
tf.S. 11822' 231 Bribing and corrupt boroughmongers.

II Bric-a-brac ,brrkabrre:k ,. Written also
without the accent, and as one word. [Fr. ; said

by Littre to be formed after the phr. de brie et de
broc 'by hook or by crook'.] Old curiosities of
artistic character, knick-knacks, antiquarian odds-

and-ends, such as old furniture, plate, china, fans,

statuettes, and the like.
i86z THACKERAY Philip I. 290 AH the valuables of the

house, including, perhaps, J. J/s bricabrac, cabinets, china,
and so forth. 1873 Miss BKADDON Str. World I. iv. 67
That bric-a-brac upon which the Bellingham race had
squandered a small fortune. 1885 Athenxnm ^ Mar. 308
Some syndicate, growing tired of bric-a-brac.

b. attrib., as in bric-a-brac man, shop.
1840 THACKERAY Paris S&. Bk. (1872)243 The palace of

Versailles has been turned into a bricabrac shop. 1876 (~KO.
ELIOT Dan.Der. Ixvii. (Dj Haven't an affair in the world
, .except a quarrel with a bric-a-brac man.

c. quasi-a<//. Jutmorons. ^

187* Gi:o. ELIOT Middlem. xliii. ij, I think he ib a good
fellow; rather miscellaneous and bric-a-brac, but likable.

Hence Brick-a-bracker, Bric-a-brackery.
(colloq. or humorous,.1

1880 MARK TWAIN Tramp Al>r. 1. 180, 1 am content to be
a bric-a-bracker. Ibid. I. 179 It is the failing of the true
. . devotee in any department of bric-a-brackery.

Brio<3Ol(l, obs. form of BKICOLE.

Brich, obs. form of BREECH.

'Bridie, a- Obs, [OE. bryce, corresp. to

OHO. hrfichi\ OTeut. brttki-z> f. brnkati to use.]

Useful, serviceable.
c 1000 Ags.Psaltercy.\\\\ [xix], 35 Gela^d me on stije^eric

st.xpe mine on J?inum bebodum bryce haebbe. c 1250 Besti-

ary 379 in O. E. Misc. 12 We sulen hauen heuenriche,
Gef we bitwixen us ben briclie. 728 And SeSen he sal

cumen efl, And ben us alle briche.

Briche, bryche, obs. variants of BIRCH.

Bricht, Sc. form of BRIGHT a.

Bricia, obs. form of BRECCIA.

Brick(brik ,j.i Forms: gbreke,,//. brikkes,
56 bryke, 6 brike, brikke, bryk, bryck v e,

6-7 bricke, 6- brick. [Found only since the

middle of the i^th c. ; not in the Promptoriitw-
1440, or Catholicon 1483 : prob. a. F. In-iqite, in

OF. also briche
; quoted by Godefroy 1 264 jbriche

and 1457 briquc in sense of 'a form of loaf,
and also in OF. in sense of * broken piece, frag-

ment, bit', and reinforcing a negative in sense
' not a bit*. Still in Burgundian and Hainault

dial., in sense 'piece', briqite dc pain" piece of

bread', in Swiss Romance 'piece, bit, debris',
mod.Pr. briga 'debris'. It would appear there-

fore that the OF. word was derived in some way
from the Teutonic verb brck-aii to break

v
cf. F.

brcche, ONF. M.'t', brcquc breaking, BREACH s

,
and

that its original sense was 'broken piece', which

passed through the general sense *

piece, bit', or

the specific sense 'piece of bread as baked, loaf,
to that of '

piece of baked clay*. In French nnc.

briquet the shaped object, would thus be earlier

than la briqiic, the substance
;
but in English the

earliest examples yet found are of the substance.]
1. A substance formed of clay, kneaded, moulded,
and hardened by baking with fire, or in warm
countries and ancient times by drying in the sun

;

used instead of stone as a building material.
L'1440 Uee S]. 1465 Mann, -V Hoiisck. E.vp. 301, 1 did

rekene wethe heme that makcthe my breke. 1467 Onf.
Worcester in Eng. Gilds (1870) 372 That no chimneys of
tre. .be suffred. .but that the owners make hem of bryke or
stone. 1535 COVERDALE Gen. xi. 3 Come on, let vs make
bryck & burne it. And they toke bryck for >tone. < 1543
W. CLKVE in Hom. Arc/tit. III. 79 With closer of brike
toured aboute your gardein. 1603 SMAKS. .Wcas. for .!/.

iv. i. 28 Garden circummur'd with Bricke. 1776 GIBBON
Dccl. <y F. I. 44 Augustus was accustomed to boast that he
had found his capital of brick, and that he had left it of
marble. 1788 H.\VALI>OLE in Walpoliana xiv. 8 The ruin
in Kew Gardens is built with act-of-parliament brick. 1846
M CCULLOCH Acc. Brit. Empire (i854> I. 623 By far the

greater number of houses in London, -are built of brick.

2. A block of this substance made of a definite

size and shape, as an individual object ; ordinarily

rectangular, but also of other shapes for special

purposes. (In i6th c. the pi. was often brick.}
The dimensions of an ordinary brick are, in London, a in.

X 4$ x 2jj ; but the thickness varies from3J<a:> in Birming-
ham) to i i in.

c 1525 Sun 1
. Yorksk. Moitast. in Yorkshire Anlurol.

yrnl. (18861 IX. 329 A litle house . . coueryd \v l

tyle, w* a

chymney of brikkes. 1535 COVERDALE E.v. v. 8 The nombre
of the brycke which they made. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xi. 3
Goe to, let vs make bricke, and burne them thorowly.
Ex. vi. 18 Yet shall ye deliuer the t;ile of bricke?,. 1651
Proc. Part. No. 123. 1902 Our Landlords . . have exacted
the full taile of the Bricks, when the ground produced no
straw. 1677 YARRANTON Engl. Improv. 136 Six hundred
thousand of Bricks builds a Granary, Two Brick and half

thick. 1724 Ord. Tilers' <y Brickl. Coinp. in Lond Ga~.
No, 6251/3 Every Brick is to be 9 Inches in Length, 4 Inches
and a Quarter of an Inch in Breadth, and 2 Inches and a

Quarter ofan Inch in Thickness. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pra-^t.

Build. 345 Called Fire-Bricks, because of their enduring
the fire. 1840 MARRYAT Olla Podr. (Rtldg.) 256 We cannot

put on a heavy roof with a brick-and-a-half wall. 1850
LAYARD AVwtTrA xiii. 342 Squares which when dried by the
heat of the sun served them for bricks.

3. A loaf shaped like a brick. Often applied to

a ' tin-loaf ', but the local uses vary. [Cf. the OFr.
and Fr. dial, uses referred to above.]
1735 UVROM Rein. (1855) I. n. 615 Breakfasted upon a

penny brick and tea with sugar, and ate all the brick very
near. i8zz KlTCHIKtt Cook's Orac. App. 508 Put a quartern

which are baked in tins. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Brick, a kind
of loaf. var. dial, 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 477 The loaves
known under the names of bricks^ Coburgt cottage, and
French rolls, being all made of the same dough.
4. transf. A brick-shaped block of any substance,

e.g. of tea (see brick-tea in 10) ; also in other
more consciously figurative uses. Box of bricks :

a box of wooden blocks for a child to build with.

1827 H. E. LLOYD Timkowskis Trav. II. 315 A good
horse wab in our presence sold for about sixty bricks of tea.

1871 TYNDALL /fragm. Sc. ted. 6) I. xii. 358 In building up
crystals these little atomic bricks often arrange themselves
into layers. 1875 URE Diet. Arts II. 507 Patent fuel, .small

coal and pitch, moulded together into bricks by pressure.

1884 GJI.MOLK Mongols 143 Buyers . . conspicuous from the

clumsy bricks of tea which they carried. 1885 STEVLXSON
Dynamiter vyi

' You see this brick?'. . lifting a cake of the

infernal compound [dynamite] from the laboratory-table.

5. Phrase Like bricks, like a brick : with a venge-
ance, vigorously, with good will ; occasionally
with a clear reference to the crash with which n

quantity of bricks fall, but usually only as an

expression of eulogy, as in next sense.

1836 DICKENS Sk, by Boz, Lost Cab-driver^ Out flies the

fare like brick?. 1853 E. FORBES Let. in Geikie Life xiv.

509 Gibbs has worked like a brick. 1856 KI.NGSLLY Let.

May, You fellows worked like bricks. 1856 F. PAGET Oivfct

Oiulst. 139 She sits her horse ab if she was part of him. .

hunts like, .a brick.

6. fig. (slang GI colloq.} A good fellow, one \\ hom
one approves for his genuine good qualities.
1840 BARHAM Ingot. L?g., Bros. Birchington xiii, I dorfi

stick to declare Father Dick., was a Regular Brick. 1857
HUGHES Tom Broivn vii. 11871) 151 What a brick not to

give us even twenty lines to learn. 1864 Mibb YONGI: C'tts*

Kati 1 xii. ied. 2* 213 'She's run away, like a jolly brick!'

1870 .Miss BKIDGMAX A'. Lynnc I. xviii, 318 She believed

Robert was no end of a brick.

7. *

Bricks, or Kriques, in JltrMry. arc figure.-*

or bearings in arms, resembling a building of

bricks' (Chambers Cycl. Supp. 1753'.
B. Attrib. and Comb.

8. simple attrib. or adj. a. Of brick. Similarly

brick-and-mortar^ etc. b. In the shape of a brick.

6-1440 HOKENHAM tr. Higcitut in Angtta X. 18 Enviround
abowte with bryke wallis. 1591 STLNSLH Bcllays I'is. ii,

Nor brick noc marble was the wall. 1677 MOXON Alech.

E.vcrc. 117031 129 Stone, or Brick Houses. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Sapp. s. v. Brick^ Some also mention brick-tin, a son
of tin in that shape brought from Germany ; and brick-soap,
made in oblong pieces. 1851 HtLl'.s Friends in C. I. 4 Red
brick houses, with poplars coming up amongst them. 1865
M. ARNOLD Ess. Crif. \\\ 138 .Margate, that brick-and-

mortar image of English Protestantism. 1884 Littell's

Living Age CLXI. 88 A . . brick-and-stone erection.

9. General comb. : a. attrib.. as l>rick far!,

-clamp, -colour, -Jurnacc, -macJiin<?,~mason)-moiild,

pit, -trowel, -truck, b. objective, as brick-moulder.

c. instrumental or parasynthetic, forming adjs., as

brick-bound, -built, -coloured, -fronted, -hemmed,

-paved, -walled
;
also brick-building vbl. sb.

1881 J. HAWTHOKNK Fort. Fool i. xviii, The trim and
'

brick-bound cuiiventionality of the London mansion. 1631
WEEVEK Anc. /'//. Afoit, 2jo All the *

bricke*building wa>
done at his charges, a 1845 Hoou Turtles iv, lielorc a

lofty "brick-built pile Sir Peter nlopp'd. 1663 GEKBIKK
Counsel 46 He must not sufTer "B rick-cart ^ to overlurne the

load of Brick>. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4416.4 [He] had on a
Brick-colonr'dCoat. iGa$Levert<>it(LitKoItt')CJt.-lV'arden&

Acc. iMS.i 84!), Pd. to Thorns. Jenkinson brickmayson for

vj dales whitteninge of the Churchu . . vij.v. 1858 GLENNV
Card, /'^>fry-day . 251 Whatever there is no room for in

the Greenhouse must be consigned to the ''brick-pits. ^77
MOXON Met. /i. E.verc. (17031245 A Urick Trowel. 1823 f'.

NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 384 The Brick-trowel is used fur

spreading mortar, and likewise for cutting bricks. 1647 I 1

"--

SiAi'VLioN Juvenal 184 ^Brick-wall'd Babilon.

10. Special comb. : brick-ax(e, a double-headed
ax with chisel-shaped blades, used by bricklayers ;

brick-barred, a., inlaid as a floor with rows oi

bricks; brick-box, a' box of bricks' ,see4 ;
brick-

bread vcf. brick-loaf] ; brick-burner, one who
attends to a brick-kiln, a brick-maker; brick-

clay, clay forrhaking bricks; in Geol. a fine species
of clay found lying upon boulder-clay ; brick-

dryer, an oven for drying bricks before burning ;

brick-end, a broken piece or fragment of brick
;

brick-loaf, a loaf shaped like a rectangular
brick (see 3 ; brick-nog, -nogging, a method
of building in which a timber framework is filled

in with brickwork ; brick-oil, an old drug com-

pounded ofpowdered brick and linseed oil ; brick-

press, a machine for pressing and consolidating
the moulded clay ; t brickstoue, a brick ; brick-

tea, tea leaves pressed into the shape of a small

brick, in which form it is imported into Russia, and
also used as a medium of exchange in Mongolia ;

brick-trimmer, an arch or
' trimmer

'

of brick-

work for receiving the hearth ofa fire-place ;
brick-

yard, a place where bricks are made, a brickfield.

Also BRICK MELD, -KILN, -LAYER, etc.

1548-62 Norfolk Antit]. Misc. (18801 II. 10 A 'brykaxe, a

hamerax, a trowel], and a pykax. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract.

Build. 389 The Brick-axe is used for . . cutting off the soffits

of bricks. 1885 (title) First lessons in arithmetic, by mean*
of "brick-box. 6-1500 Cockc Lorells B. 1,1843] 10 Bewardes,

*brycke borners, and canel rakers. 1703 Art's hnprtrc.

p. xiv, Statute Laws yet in force, for the regulating of the

Trades of Brick-Burners, etc. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 245/2
*Brick clay., lies in abundance upon the London clay
1868 LOSSING Hudson 206 Its banks yield some of the finest

brick-clay in the country. 15*7 JfS. Acc. S. John's Hasp.,
Canterb., A lode of 'brykendis xiiijrf'. 1858 Chain!'. Jrnl.
IX. 147 Enthroned on brick ends and pieces of stone. 1873
MBS. WHITNEY Other Girls iii. ti8?6j 30 A *brick loaf..



BBICK.

always seemed to me a man's perversion of the idea of bread.

1835 COBBETT Rur. Rides 86 The labourers' dwellings, .are

made of what they call *brick-nog. 1857 TURNER Dom.
Archit. III. n. vii. 278 An old house of timber and brick-

nogging. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 533 "Brick oil. .is a relic

of old pharmacy, 1560 WHITEHORNE Ccrtayne H'ayesd^j^
44 a, Taking tt out, you shal see it made like unto a *bricke-

stone. 1827 H. E. LLOYD Timkwvski's Trav. I. 36 The
dry, dirty, and damaged leaves and stalks of the tea are . . !

mixed with a glutinous substance, pressed into moulds, and
dried in ovens. These blocks are called . . on account of their

shape, *brick tea. 1852 SINNETT tr. Hue's Journ. Tartary
18 To boil some Mongol tea the well-known brick tea,
boiled with salt. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Hot. n. 147* Brick Tea',
used in Central Asia, is made from common kinds and
refuse, mixed with bullock's blood, pressed and dried in

moulds. 1864 Leeds Mercury 20 Sept., He went to work at

a 'brick yard. 1884 Pall Mall G. 8 Apr. 11/2 He has suc-

ceeded in emancipating .. little brickyard children from a

regular Egyptian bondage.
t Brick, sb.- Obs.

* The name of a sort of

lamprey . . . distinguished ... by having a number
of black transverse spots, very narrow and long

'

(Chambers Cycl. Supp. 1/53).
Brick (brik), v.

[f.
BRICK sby\ Mostly in

comb, with advbs.

1. To brick tip : to build or close up with brick-

work.
1648 Bury JK///J (1850)211, I desire that the passage in to the

vault be bricked and filled up. 1691 LUTTRELL Brief Rcl.
t 1857) 1 1. 259 Orders for bricking up their little gate leading
into Whitefryers. 1794 BURKE Imp. W. Hastings Wks.
XV. 414 Very great sums oCmoney are bricked up and kept
in vaults. 1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. i. 9 They have
bricked up the lower part of the. .window,
2. To brick over : to cover with brick.

a 1845 HOOD Tcnvn <y Count, xiv, See Hatton's Gardens
bricked all o'er. 1863 BROWNING Bp. orders Tomb, Bricked
o'er with beggar's mouldy travertine.

3. To line, face, or pave with brick; to imitate brick-

work on a plaster surface by lining and colouring.
1825 MRS. SHERWOOD Old Times n. in lloulston Tracts I.

xxiv. 7 They are now bricked in the front. 1830 D'IsKAELi
Chas. /, Ill.vi. 107 The decent appearance of bricking their

[house] fronts.

4. intr. To work with (load, make, etc.) bricks.

1884 Pall Mall G. 10 Sept. 7/2 Another man. .was brick-

ing at a vessel close by.

5. U. S. slang. (See quot.)
1863 Daily Tel. Aug. uVmer. Corresp.) Another favourite

mnishment . . was that of 'bricking', which was done by
oringing the knees close up to the chin and lashing the arms

tightly to the knees.

p
b

Brickbat (hri-kba*). Also 6-7 brickbatt.

[See BRICK sbl and BAT sb.-~\
A piece or fragment

of a brick
; properly, according to Gwilt, less than

one half of its length. It is the typical ready
missile, where stones are scarce.

1563 87 Foxy A. $ M. III. 329 She sent a brickbat after

him, and hit him on the back. 1597 S. FINCHE in Hist.

Croydon App. (17831 153 They have filled up that trenche

with, .brickbatts, and rubbushe. 1726 AMHERST Turrx Fjl.
1. 269 A very numerous mob . . assaulted the room . . with

brickbats and stones. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Ruild.

355 The three-quarter brick, or brick-bat, is called a closer.

1871 DIXON Tower IV. xxvii. 288 Mud and brick-bats greeted
the returning guards.
fig. 1642 MILTON Apol. Sweet. (1851) 275, I beseech ye

friends, ere the brick-bats flye, resolve me and yourselves,
is it blasphemy . . for me to answer a slovenly wincer.

b. comb, brickbat-cheese.
1784 J. TWAMLEY Dairying 59 To make brick bat Cheese

. .put it into a wooden mould in the shape of a brick, press
it a little, then dry it. 1861 MRS. BEETON Bk. Housek.

Management 809 Brickbat cheese has nothing remarkable

except its form.

Bri'ckba t, v.
[f. prec. sb. : cf. to stone.'] trans.

To pelt with brickbats.

1884 Boston (Mass.} yrnl. 27 Oct. 7 The Republican pro-
cession was brickbatted.

Brick-dust (bri-kdz7st). [f.
as prec. + DUST.]

1. Powdered brick.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 195 Where the Soil is Clay
. .mingle it with Brick-dust. 1862 Enquire Within 279 The
cayenne of commerce is adulterated with brick-dust.

2. A tint or colour resembling that of brickdust.

1807 OPIE Led. Art i. (1848) 247 The barren coldness of

David, the brick-dust of the learned Pousstn.

b. attrib.

I7O9STEELE Tatler No. 9 p i Brickdust Moll had scream 'd

through halfa Street. 1775 CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. LXVI.
108 A brick-dust red. 1853 KANE Grinncll Exp. xviii.

(1856) 135 Tinged with a brick-dust or brown stain. 1873
TRISTKAM Moab xiii. 249 Its leaves and fruit-pods [are] a
brick-dust orange,
3. Hence Brickdust-like, Brickdustya.
1856 KANE Arct. Expl. Il.ii. 35 The brickdusty poverty of

the blood. 1863 BUCKLAND Curios. Nat. Hist. Ser. n. (ed. 4)

205 There was a red brick-dust-like substance. 1883 Harper's
Mag. Dec. 131/1 A light brick-dusty color.

Brick-earth. Obri*k|5u)>). [f.
BHJCK sb. +

EARTH.] Earth or clay suitable for making bricks;
in Geol. a clayey brownish earth lying below the

surface soil in the London basin.

1667 EVELYN Mem. (1857) II. 24 We went to search for

brick-earth. 1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 75 Timber, stone,

lime, and brick-earth for our habitation. 1878 HUXLEY
rhysiogr. xvii. 280 In many places round London the sheet
of gravel is overlaid by a thin deposit of brownish loam re-

presented on the map as brick-earth since it is largely worked
by brickmakers.

1094

Bricked (brikt), ///. a. [f. liBicK v.} Con-
structed oi" brick ; laid or lined with brick.

1673 RAY Jonm. LowC. 50 Fair new brickt House*. 1708
SWIFT BickcrstaffDetected^ Whether his grave is to be plain
or bricked. 1851 Illitstr. Loud. News 83 The bricked-up
window. 1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Mkt. Harb. 20 Stamping
up a bricked passage.

Brickel, obs. form of BRICKLE a.

Bri'Cken, a. [See -EN.] Of brick.

1851 ///. Land. News 19 Apr. 311 Commonplace bricken

cottages. 1859 BARNKS Rhymes Dorset. Dial. II. 82 Up
the bricken wall did rise. 1862 MAYHKW Crimin. Prisons 24
London, .in its every-day bricken and hard-featured reality.

t Bri'Cken, v. Obs. (See quots.)
1691 RAY S. # E. Co. ll'ds., Bricken^ to bridle up the head.

1706 PHILLIPS, Bricken^ to hold in one's Chin proudly, to

bridle it.

Brick-field (bri-kffld). A field or piece of

ground in which bricks are made.
1801 MAR. EDCEWORTH Early Less. II. Harry <$ Lucy,

To go to the brick field to see how bricks were burned.

1813 Examiner i Feb. 78/2 Labourer in a brick field. 1858
W. ELLIS Vis, Madagascar xiii. 361 Spadefuls of soil piled

uplike newly made bricks in a brick-field.

Bri'ckfielder. [f. prec. + -EU 1
.] Local name-

in Sydney, New South Wales, for a thick cloud oi"

dust brought over the city by a south wind from

neighbouring sandhills (called the *
Brickfields ').

1853 FreiSi-r's Mag. XLVIII. 515 What the Sydney people
call a ' brickfielder'. i86z CLARA ASIMXAI.L 3 Yrs. in Mel-
bourne 188 A dust storm, a real

'

Brickfielder
' was blowing.

1886 COWAN Charcoal $&., The buster and brickfielder :

Austral red-dust blizxard and red-hot simoom.

Brickhil, brickill, obs. ff. BRICK-KILN.

Bri-ckhood. The state of being of brick.

1752 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1837' I. 175 Almost all the walls

. .are in their native brickhood.

Brickish ;bri-kij\ a. slang, [f. BRICK sb. 5,6
+ -isH 1

.] 'Jolly *, fine
1

, 'capital'.
1856 A. SMITH Mr. Ledbury I. xix. 149' How 's the times?'

'

Brickish.'

Brick-kiln (bri-k-kiT. Forms: 5 brykekyl,
6 bricke keele, brycke kylne, 7 brick(e-kill.

brick(e-kilne, (brickhil), 7-8 brickill, 8 -brick-

kiln. A kiln or furnace for burning bricks.

1481 [Implied in Brick-kilncr\. 1552 HLLOET, Brycke
kylne, fornax lateraria, 1580 BAKET Alv. B 1234 A
bricke keele, Jornax lateritia. 1611 BIBLE 2 Sattz. xii. 31
Passe through the bricke-kilne. 1701 Phil. Trans. XXIII.
1089 The burning of Brick in a Brickill. 1875 URE Diet.

A rfs I. 524 The common brick kiln is a rectangular building.

HenceBrick-kilner,a brick-burner or brickmakur.

1481-90 HOWARD Housch. Bks. (1841) 171 Item, to the

brykekyler of Eppswicb viij.(/.

Bricklayer ^bri-kU
7
i:oi). Also 5 brekeleyer,

5-6 bryche leyer. [f,
BRICK sb. + LAYER.] One

who lays the bricks in building.
Bricklayers itch', a cutaneous disease produced on the

hands of bricklayers through contact with lime.

1485 CVi/tt/. Harleian MSS. d8oS> I. 285/1 Licence, -to re-

teigne Richard Che/holme brekeleyer. ciysoCockc LorclCs
B. (1843) 9 Tylers, bryche leyers, harde hewers. 1562 Act
5 Eliz. iv. 30 The Art or Occupation of a . . Brick-maker,
Bricklayer, Tyler. ,T 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Conv. betiv.

B.*J,*f II
7

. D. \Vks. 224 lien Johnson, .was. .put to another

craft, viz. to be a bricklayer. 1824 BYRON Juan xvi. Iviii, A
modern Goth, I mean a Gothic Bricklayer of Babel, call'd

an architect. 1841 MAKRYAI Poacher iii, He took up the

profession of a bricklayer's labourer.

Hence t Bricklayery [cf. carpentry}
= next.

1677 MOXON Mah. Exerc.
(1703) Title, 1'he Arts of Smith-

ing, Joinery, Carpentry, Turning, Bricklayery. 1703 Land,
Gaz. No. 3922/4 The Arts of . . Turning and Bricklayery.

Bricklaying bri-klJiirj . The art or craft

of building with brick.

1484 Catal. Harleian MSS. (1808) I. 284/2 Artificers ex-

perte in Breke-leying. 1602 Return fr. Parnass. \. ii. lArb.)

13 He were better betake himselfe to his old trade of brick-

laying. 1876 GWILT Archit. 1889 In the country the

trades of bricklaying and plastering are usually united.

t Brickie '

v bri-k'l), a. Obs. or dial. Forms : 5

brekyl(le,bryckell,6bryckel,brickel(l,brykle,
bryckle, 6- brickie. [A parallel form to MK.
bruchel (u), pointing to OE. type *brycelt brycl-es

(cf. the mod. forms much, mickle, earlier Sc. mekyl,
from OE. mycel, mycl-es} : OTeut. *brukilo- t

f. pa.

pple. stem of brek-an (OE. brecan] to break ; cf. the

parallel BRITTLE :-OE. brytel : OTeut. *hnttilo-

f. pa. pple. stem of brcotan. See also the doublets

BHITCHEL, BROCKLE, BRUCKLE.]
1. Liable to break, easily broken ; fragile, brittle.

1468 Medulla Grata., Fracticcns, brekyl. Fragilis, freel or

brekyl. 1523 FITZHERU. Hnsb. 100 The houe before wyll
be thycker, and more bryckle. 1534 MORE On the Passion
Wks. 1398/2 As a brickell earthen pot in pieces al to frush

them. 1591 SPENSER Ruins Time 499 Th' Altare .. Was
built of brickie clay. 1611 BIBLE Wisd. xv. 13 This man
that of earthly matter maketh brickie vessels. 1663 GER-
BIER Counsel 54 Many Bricks are brickie. 1747 HOOSON
Miner's Diet. E ijb, Where it lies in a Body of considerable

thickness It is more Brickie and Joynty. 1875 Lane. Gloss.

(E. D. S.) Brickie* britchclt fragile, brittle.

2. fig. Frail, weak.
1460 TosvneUy Myst. 101 The world.. is ever in drede

and brekylle as glas. 1494 FA BYAN vi. ccxiv. 231 This

transetory and bryckell lyfe. 1562 J. HKYWOOD Prw. fy

Epigr. (1867) 157 Man is brickell. 1609 BIBLE (Douayi Ps.

Ixxxix, Mans life as brickie as a spiders web. a 1640 JACK-
SON Wk$. (1844) I. 303 This brickie earthly life.

BRICOLE.

3. Jig. Delicate, ticklish ; requiring cautious

handling.
1568 DK. NORFOLK Let. in H. Campbell Love-lM. Maty

Q. Scots App. 28 You may see howe farre . . I wade in this

most brykle cace. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. vii,
' How I am to

fend for ye now in thae brickie times '.

tBri-ckleness. Obs. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality oi being brickie or brittle ; fragility.

1561 DAUS tr. Bulliiiger on Apoc. (1573) 216 It is called

glassy because of the frailtie and bricklenes. 1671 Will of
Walling, Kendal (Somerset Ho.), Considering the brickle-

nes of my state. 1689 G. HARVEY Curing Dis. by Expect.
xxii.

ij
8 The knowledge of the brickleness . . of a Stone.

Brickinaker (bri-knu^kaj). One who makes
bricks as his trade.

1465 Alann. A- Honsch. Exp. 301 The breke maker. I

did rekene wethe heme that makethe my breke. 1548 Act
2 ff 3 Edit.'. V[, xv. ?! 4 No Person .. shall .. let or disturb any
..Lime-burner, Brick-maker. 1672-95 Ro.i'b. Ballads II.

474 (title] The Brickmaker's Lamentation. 1875 URE Diet.

Arts I. 519 The Egyptians were great brick-makers.

Bri ckmakillg. The trade or occupation of

making bricks.

1703 A rt's Improv. p. xii, Tanning, Brick-making, Season-

ing of Wood. 1873 URE Diet. Arts I. 519 Brickmaking is

exceedingly ancient.

Brick-red (,b"'k| re'd), a . Of the colour of

red brick.

1810 HKNRY I'.ltin. Client. (1826) II. 592 The colour of the

precipitate, .being much darker and more inclined to brick-

red. 1843 PORTLOCK Geol. 105 Brick-red calcareous grits.

i88z Garden 25 Mar. 204/2 Of a pleasing fiery brick-red

uniform colour.

Bri'Cksetter. = BRICKLAYER. (In midlands
and north.)
1865 Spectator 18 Feb. 182 The strike of the Manchester

bricksetters. 1878 F. WILLIAMS Midi. Raifa.'. 357 Half a
dozen bricksetters casitig the 12 ft. length.

Brick wall, st.' ^Formerly often written as

one word brickiuall, or with hyphen, as still attrib.)

A wall built of brick.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings iii. 25 There remayned but the

stones in the brickwall. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 818

Set against a Brick-wall. 1733 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v.

Brick, Brick-walls are also found warmer and wholesomer
than those of free-stone and marble.
attril'. 1785 COWPER Task iv. 771 That never pass their

brick.wall bounds

t Bri'ckwall, st>-2 Obs. [A corruption of

UKICOLE, associated by popular etymology with

the brick wall of the tennis court :

' Musicke . . .

which, tho' Anaxias might conceiue was for his

honour, yet indeede hee was but the Brick-wall to

conuey it to the eares of the beloued Fhiloclea'

^Sidney Arcadia 283).]
= BnicoLE sb. 2 Also attrib.

1580 HOLLYUAND Treas. Fr. Tang., II a fait viu bricole,

he hath plaied and made a liricke-wall. 1611 COTGR.,

Kricolcr, to tosse, or strike a ball sideways ; to give it a
bricke wall (at Tennis). i66a SIR A. MERVYN Sp. Irish

Affairs 4 We come not to criminate, or to force a ball into

the Dedan, but if any brick-wall expressions happen. .U is

rather a force upon us.

t Bri'ckwall, v. Obs. [corruption of F.

bricoler : see prec.] trans. To cause to rebound.

1596 NAsiiE-S^jrVwiAFa/A-w Wks. (Grosart)III.2oWhiles
thou mak'st a Tennis-court of their faces, by brick-walling

thy clay-ball crossevp and downe their cheekes. c 1600 J.

CHAMHKRLAIN Lett. (1861) 13 Tossed too and fro and brick-

wald like a tennis ball from the one side to the other.

n 1628 F. GREVILLE Mtistapha v. (1633) 127 Brickwall your
errors from one to another.

Bri'ckwork, brick work.
1. Builders' work executed in brick.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tang., Rriijtietene, bricke

worke. 1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. in. 78 Buildinges that consist

of Brickwoorke. 1703 A rt's Imprmi. 1.4 By a rod of Brick-

work, is meant, Sixteen Foot and half Square, at a Brick

and half thick. 1779 SHEKIDAN Critic i. ii. (1883) 159 A
Detester ofvisible Brickwork, in favour of the new-invented

Stucco. 1874 PARKER Illust. Gothic Archit. u. 271 The
brickwork of the [Roman] Empire, .is the finest brickwork

in the world.

2. Building with bricks ; bricklaying.
1677 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 245 Tools used in Brick Work.

3. //. A place where bricks are made.

1703 rroclam., in Land. Gaz. No. 3879/4 Owner of the

Brick and Pantile Works near Tilbury Fort. 1875 URF. Diet.

Arts I. 525 In many brick-works near Paris, screw presses
are now used for consolidating the bricks, .in their moulds.

Bricky (bri-ki), sb. collo/j. One who works

with bricks, a bricklayer, a brickfield or bricklayer's

labourer.

1883 J. STRATTON Hops ft Hop-p. 133 The occupations of

the people are chiefly, .dustmen, brickies, sweeps.

Brrcky, a. [f.
BRICK sb. + -Y !.] a. Made or

built of brick, b. Full of or abounding in bricks,

c. Of the colour of brick, brick-red.

1396 SPENSER Pratha.1, viii, Those bricky towres. .Where
. . the studious Lawyers haue their bowers. 1610 W. FOLK-

, f f.
' . Tl. _!_:_ Ul,l- .Ot- Cjl.,^

The flesh-tints are a little hot and bricky.

Hence Brrckiness.
Mod. ' The unrelieved brickiness of the place.'

Bricole (bri-kal, brikyu-1). Also 6 brie-,

brik-. brioooll, 7 bricol, briccole, brickoll, 9

bricolle ; see also corrupt form BRICKWALL. [a.



BBICOLE.

f.bricole (lt.ti-f(co!a,Sp. brigola) : late 'L.briccola.

Ulterior derivation uncertain : see Littre.]

1. An ancient military engine or catapult for

throwing stones or bolts.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. clxxi. [clxvii.] 500 In this

towre was a bricoll or an engyn whiche..dyde cast great
stones. 1614 SYLVESTER Bethnlia's Rescue m. 109 Th'

Enginer. .Bends here his Bricol, there his boystrous bo_w.

1840 L. RITCHIE Windsor Castle 214 The bricolle, which

discharged large heavy darts with square heads.

2. In Tennis : The rebound of a ball from the

wall of a tennis court,
' a side-stroake at Tennis

wherein the ball goes not right forward, but hits

one of the walls of the court, and thence bounds

towards the aduerse partie' (Cotgr. 1611); also

fig. an indirect, unexpected stroke or action.

Similarly in Billiards (see quot.).

1598 FLORIO, Briccola, a brikoll or rebounding of a ball

from one wall to another in a tenis court, a 1631 DONNE
Lett. (1651) 65 That love, which.. fell not directly, and

immediately upon my self, but by way of reflection or

Briccole. 1694 R. L'EsTRANGE/'/'A'S cccciv. 435 Couzen'd
with a Bricole at Tennis. 1798 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1857) I.

Introd. in Introducing two courtiers to acquaint one

another, and bybricole the audience, with what had passed
in the penetralia. 1863 Hoyle's Games (ed. Pardon) 378
The ball., will jump on reaching the cushion, especially if

played bricole, across the cushion. 1880 Boys Own Bk.

638, Bricole, a ball struck against a cushion in order to make
a cannon or hazard on its recrossing the table.

3. Harness worn by men in drawing guns, where

horses cannot be used or procured.
1864 in WEBSTKR.

i Bri'cole, Obs. [f. prec. sb.] To cause

to rebound ;

' to pass a Ball, to toss it side-ways
'

( Phillips, 1 706). See also BRICKWALI, v.

1611 FLORIO, Briccolare, to brickoll from wall to wall.

t Bricou'll. Obs. rare. [a. OF. bricon, briam.]
A knave.
a 1400 Cato's Morals 103 in Cursor M. App. iv, If bou be

fole and bricoun and kepis 11051 in resoun.

Brid, var. of BIRD, BRED, BURD.

Bridal (brei'dal), sb. (a.) Forms : I brid-ealo,

-ealu, 2-6 brydale, bridale, 3, 7- bridal. Also

(3 bridel), 3-4 (s.w.) brudale(), 3-7 bridall,

4 bruydale (bruytale, bridhale), 4-5 (A'eiit)

bredale, 5 bredeale, 6 brydall, brideall, bry-

deale, brideale, (7 bride hall). [OK. bryd-ealo

(inf\.-ealo8), lit. 'wedding ale', 'wedding banquet or

conviviality
'

: see BRIDE sb. 5 (in comb.), and ALE.

The analytical form, with stress (primary or second-

ary) on -ale, never died out, was very common
f 1600, and is still used as a historical or antiqua-
rian term : see BRIDE-ALE. On the other hand

the individualized bri'dal, with the stress and

sense of ale quite suppressed, occurs before 1300,

and remains as the living word.]
1. A wedding feast or festival ; a wedding.
(The sense

'

wedding feast
'

is distinct in early usage ; by
the time of Wyclif the word was often extended to include

the whole proceedings of the wedding or marriage, in which

use it was often made plural (cf. L. nnptix, sponsalia, F.

noces, ME. sposailes, mod. nuptials}', it is now chiefly

poetic, except when used attributively (see 2).

1075-6 O. E. Chron. (Worcester MS. I pa;r wacs bt bryd
ealo [La-itd MS. eala] bast wa;s manezra manna bealo.

Ihid. (Laud MS.) K.\. j>am bryd ealoO {Worcester MS.
brydlope] set NorSwic. c 1200 ORMIN 14002, I i/e land

o Galile Wass an bridale ?arrkedd. a 1300 Cursor M. 13363
Bridall [f. r. bridel, bridale] was bar broidenan. lypAyetll.
233 (>e wyse maydines . . yeden in mid be bredgome to be

bredale. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. n. 36 Alle bis Riche..

weoren bede to be Bruyt-ale [v. r. in B., C., bre-, bri-,

bru-, bruy-, brydale]. 1382 WYCLIF Simf of Sol. Argt. 73
The bridalis of Crist and of the Chirche. 1:1440 Gesta

A-as sette of hire bredeale. 1552
. ff

hat

a man be at'his owne brydale. 1375 LANEHAM Let. 11871)

20 A solem brydeale of a proper coople. 1581 MAUBKCK
Bk. ofMotes 1 40 The pompe of Bridealls. 1604 SHAKS. Otli.

m. iv. 150 Such obseruancie As fits the Bridall.
1724

RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 89 Let us a' to the bridal, For

there will be lilting there. 1808 SCOTT Locliinvar iii, O
come ye in peace here, or come ye in war, Or to dance at

our bridal, young Lord Lochinvar? 1859 TENNYSON Enid

231, I . .Will clothe her for her bridals like the sun.

Jig. 1632 G. HERBERT Temple, Vertue i, Sweet day, so

cool, so calm, so bright, The bridall of the earth and skie.

2. Since 1600, mostly used attributively, by asso-

ciation with adjectives (of Lat. origin) in -al, as

nuptial, tiatal, mortal, etc. Most of the earlier

attributive uses or combinations of BRIDE also

reappear with bridal, as bridal bed, bowl, cake,

chamber, house, knot, ring, etc., and many of more

modern character, as bridal cheer, day, dinner,

dress, favour, morn, veil, wreath, etc., etc., where

wedding may always be substituted. These are

sometimes unnecessarily hyphened.
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 50 Brydale howse, nnptorinm. 1596

SPENSER F. Q. v. ii. 3 Where and when her bridale cheare

Should be solemniz'd. Prothal. 17 Adornd with dainty

gemmes . . Against the brydale day. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn.

Shr. in. ii. 221 Gentlemen, forward to the bridall dinner.

Ibid. IV. i. 181, I will bring thee to thy Bridall chamber,

i 1600 Lyricsfor Latenists (Collier) 3 Shee can . . trimme

with plums a bridall cake. 1611 Ram Alky iv. i. in Hazl.

Rom. (1879) 301 De day was sette of hire bredeale. 15

HUI.OET, Brydeale, nuptns. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov.

Epigr. (1867) 12 It is, as telth vs this olde tale, Meete, th

1095

Dodsley X. 338 Quaffing out our bridal bowl. 1714 YOUNG
Force Relig. I. 85 Now on the bridal-bed his eyes were cast.

1717 POPE Eloisec 219 For her the Spouse prepares the

bridal ring. 1800 MAR. EDGEWORTH Belinda xix, Lady
Anne Percival came.. with a bridal favour in her hand.

1810 SOUTHEY Thalaba VH. xxxi, Who comes from the

bridal chamber ? 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Concl. 28 But
where is she, the bridal Mower.. She enters, glowing like

the moon Of Eden on its bridal bower. 1874 BLACK Pr.

Thule 9 Marching at the head of a bridal procession.

b. Sometimes more distinctively adjective, in

construction or in sense :
= Of or pertaining to a

bride, worn by a bride (e.g. bridal bouquet, veil,

wreath) ; bride-like.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. 140 Witha simpering
altogether bridal. 1809 J. BARLOW Columb. in. 501 Nor
shalt thou e'er be told, my bridal fair. 1865 Miss MULOCH
Clir. Mistake 108 She stood, all in her fine garments, a fair,

white, bridal-like vision.

1 3. (cllipt.) pi. rare. - BKIDALLER.
c 1630 RISDON Sur-j. Devon. 225 (1810) 239 Apparell'd in

their best array, As bridals use upon their nuptial day.

Bri'daller, rare.
[f.

BRIDAL + -EK 1
.] One who

takes part in a bridal
; fa. a bride or bridegroom ;

b. a wedding-guest.
1640 BRATHWAIT Art asleep, Hnsfr. ? 47 There was no

Activity sure a wanting in those two jovial Bridallers. 1830
HOGG in Black. Mug. XXVII. 219 The fairy bridaliers

descending Straight from the moon.

Bridally (brai-dali), ath>. [f. BRIDAL 2 b +

-LY ^.] In bridal attire
;
as for a wedding.

1836 MACREADY Remin. 1 1. 25 She seemed bridally attired.

1883 SIR W. MUIR /.?/; 16 Black-eyed maidens all bridally
attired.

tBri'dalry. Obs. rare- 1
. =BRinESHIP.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 78 A poor Girl has. .but a

few Weeks Courtship, and perhaps a first Months Bridalry,
if that, and then she's as much a Slave to a Husband, as

she was a Vassal to her Father.

Bri'dalty. rare. In 7 bridaltee. [f. BKIDAI.

+ -TY: cf. mayoralty, shrievalty] Wedding, bridal.

1633 B. JONSON Love's Welcome (1854) 780, 2 At Quintain
he, In honourof this bridaltee, Hath challenged either wide

The more mirthcountee. 1845 Whitehall xxii. 161

with them than at a bridalty.

Briddle, obs. form of BKIDLE.

Bride (.braid), rf. 1 Forms: I bryd, 2-4

(Kentish] bred(e, 2-3 (s.w.) brude(), 3 brid,

3-4 bryd, (4 bruyd), 4-6 bryde, 4- bride.

[Common Teut. : OE. bryd str. fern. = OS. bn'id

(MLG. brAd, MDu. brunt -de, Du. brnid\, OHG.,
MHG. brnt (mod.G. braut), ON. bniSr (Sw. Du.

brud\ Goth, brfips :- OTeut. *bn"tili-z
;

the

general sense is
' bride ', but in Gothic, though

this sense is also evidenced by the compound
brnpfaps 'bridegroom' (faps- Gr. irucrt? for *Tr<ms,

Skr. fail's 'lord'), the only sense actually occur-

ring is 'daughter-in-law'; the med.L. bnlta,

OF. bruy, F. bru, Rumansch briltt, from OHG.,
have also only the sense

'

daughter-in-law
'

: cf.

Gr. vviup-r) 'daughter-in-law' and 'bride'. Not
known outside Teutonic; though some would

identify with it Frutis an Italian name of ' Venus

mater'. Radical sense uncertain: possibly the

verb root brn- ' to cook, brew, make broth ', a

duty of a daughter-in-law in the primitive family.]

I. As separate word.

1. A woman at her marriage ;
a woman just

about to be married or very recently married.

The term is particularly applied on the day of marriage
and during the '

honeymoon ', hut is frequently used from

the proclamation of the banns, or other public announcement

of the coming marriage. In the parliamentary debate on

Prince Leopold's allowance, Mr. Gladstone, being criticized

for speaking of the Princess Helen as the
' bride ', said he

believed that colloquially a lady when engaged was often

called a 'bride '. This was met with ' Hear ! hear !

'

from

some, and ' No ! no !

' from others. Probably
' bride elect

'

would have satisfied critics.

c looo /ELFRIC Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 171, Sfonsa, bryd.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxv. i And ferdon on^en bone bryd-

guman and ba bryde. c 1160 1[at/on G. ibid., On?en banne

bred-gumen and bare brede. c 1200 ORMINI 5337 Crisstesshird

. . Iss crisstess brid onn er(>e. a 1225 Alter. R. 164 Nefde

he brude ibrouht horn ? a 1300 Havelok 2131 Hauelok lay

on his lift side, In his armes his brihte bride. c 1385
CHAUCER L. G. W. 2622 The nyght is come the bryd shal

go to bedde. c 1450 Glass, in Wr.-Wiilcker 691, Hec domi-

c/nca, a bryde. 1533 COVERDALE i Mace. ix. 37, & brought

ye bryde from Madaba with greate pompe. 1592 SHAKS.

Rom. fy Jut. I. it. ii Ere we may thinke her ripe to be a

Bride. 1671 MILTON Samson 320 To seek in marriage that

fallacious bride. 1858 MACKAY Three- Flcm'ers, Thus I won

my blushing bride One happy summer-day. 1884 Pall

Mall G. 13 Feb. 8/2 The bride, .wore a dress of white satin

embroidered with pearls.

fig. 1611 BIBLE Rn: xxi. 9, I will shew thee the Bride,

the' Lambes wife, a 1835 MRS. HEMANS Death-d. Korner,
The youth went down to a hero's grave, With the sword,
his bride, a 1850 ELIZA COOK Rover's Song, The Ocean's

my home, and my bark is my bride.

t 2. In igth and i6th c. denoting also a bride-

groom ;
=

spouse. Obs. Cf. bride-couple in 6.

c 1440 Prontp Part'. 50 Bryde, infra in spowse, spons

sponsa. 1483 Cath. Angl. 43 A Bride ; sponsa, sponsns
vir eins. 1398 SYLVESTER Du Bartas II. iv. ii. (1641) 211/2
Sweet Daughter dear. . Isis blesse thee and thy Bride With

golden fruit. Ibid. II. iv. II. 213/1 Art thou not Shee, that

BRIDE.

xilh a chaste-sweet flame Did'st both our Brides' hearts

tito one heart frame ?

f 3. Occas. found = BUBD '

lady, maiden ',
etc.

;

nut perh. only by confusion.

Thus in the quot. from Cursor M. the later versions have

'iride, truyd, for the liirae (
= BURDI of the Cotton MS.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7131 Vn-to bat hirde [Fair/, bride, Tr'm.

iruyd] . . Sampson al be soth hir tald.

4. A collector's name for the Dark Crimson

Jnderwing moth ( Catocala sponsd).
1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat. Hist. 26 Ha ! the lovely

' bride
'

!

[f you can net her, you have a beauty.

II. In combination.

Bride- had originally the force of '

bridal, wed-

ding' (the primitive marriage being essentially

the acquisition of a bride] : so in all the OE. com-

pounds of bryd-. Only in modern combinations, as

bride-like, bridelcss, is bride used in sense i.

5. Obvious comb. a. - '

bridal, wedding ', as

bride-banquet, -barn, -bell, -chamber, -clothes, -day,

-kiss, -ring, -sleep, -song, -wife. b. = '

bride', as

bridelcss,

^

bride-lifter, -lifting, bride-lite, bride-

'tvidmt/ing adj.
a. 1633 FOKD 'Tis Pity iv. i, That marriage seldom's

good, Where the "bride-banquet so begins in blood. 1652

BROME Jmi. CrnuK. ii. 424 We are mist within the 'Bride-

Barn among the Revell rout. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems
II. 29 The merry *bride-bell Rings clear through the green-
wood, ll'id. II. 46 Why glads it thee, that a *bride-day be

By a word of woe defiled, c 1380 WVCLIF De Dot. Keel.

Sel. Wks. III. 440 }if we have jjenne 'bryde-clobis, we shal

for evere be dampned. 1830 CAKT.YLE Richter Misc. (18571

II. 150 Caroline . . bestowed on him the "bride-kiss of her

own accord. 1851 KINGSLEV Yeast xiii. 246 Where is your

bride-ring, my fair maid ? 1871 ROSSETTI Eden Bower

xv-ii, That he may. .curse the day when the *bride-sleeptook
him. 1587 GOLDING DC Mornay xxiv. 372 For *Bridesongs,

they bee not wanting. 1629 FORIJ Loner's Mel. v. i,

Sorrows are chang'd to bride-songs. 1567 TUKBEHY.
Ovid's Epist. 51 Ne didst thou cause a marriage bed for

*bridewife to be drest.

b. 1884 TENNYSON Becket 170 The *brideless Becket is

thy King and mine. 1865 M cLi:NNAN Prim. Marriage 33

A young fellow called the "bride-lifter lifts the bride. 1871
TYLOR Prim. Cult. I. 65

*'
Bridelifting

'

has been noticed

as one of the regular games of the little native boys and

girls. 1824 Miss MITFOKD I'illage Ser. I. (1863) 117, I never

saw any thing so delicate and
'

bride-like as she looked in

her white gown. 1832 L. HUNT Poems 173 The ^ride-

widowing sword.

6. Special comb. : f bride-belt, the zone or belt

worn by a virgin; f bride-bowl = BRIDE-CUP;

bride-bush, a bush hung out at the (village) ale

house in honour of a wedding ; t bride-couple, a

newly-wedded pair ; bride-door, the door of the

BUIDEHOUSE
;

bride-kiiot, a wedding favour ;

f bride-leader, the precursor of the later BRIDE-

MAN, who brought the bride to the bridegroom ;

f bride-mother, one who acts the part of mother al

weddings in some countries
; bride-price, money

paid for a bride ; t bride-squire = BRIDEMAN
;

bride-stake, a pole set up to dance round at a

wedding ; bride-weed, a bride's dress or veil ;

bride-wort, Meadow-sweet \Spirtxa Ulniaria) ;

also, American Meadow-sweet (S. salicifolia).

Also BRIDE-ALE, BRIDE-WOMAN, q. v.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas (16081 376 Thou wed a wife,

another 'fore thy face Shall lose her
'

bride-belt. 1630 B.

JONSON AV7f Inn Argt., Lord Beaufort . . calls for his bed

and 'bride-bowl to be made ready. 1654 GAYTOS J-'est.

A'atesu. iv. 50 His *
Bride-bush, which to that purpose is

young men, who wait at the church-door till the marriage

ceremony is over. The prize is usually a ribbon, which is

worn for the day in the hat of the winner. 1694 Ladies

Diet. (N.\ Nor was he slow in furnishing the "bride-knots

and favours. 1552 HUI.OKT, 'Bryde leader, fnmtil'iis. 1561

DAUS tr. Bullingr on Apoc. (15731 2O2 Ihe Apostles as the

'brideleaders. .haue brought the Church to our Sauiour, a

chaste virgin. 1712 Lond. Gaz. No. 4987/1 The Empress
Dowager with the Vice-Admiral's Lady, were the 'Bride-

Mothers. 1876 DIGBV Real Prof. iii. i. 4. 113 By early
Teutonic custom .. the "bride-price, or price paid by the

intending husband to the family of the bride. 1885 Pull

doublets. 1854 Svn. DOBELL Balder xxiii. 123 The mist

is as a "brideweed on the moon. 1863 PRIOR Plant-n.,
*
Bridewort, from its resemblance to the white feathers

worn by brides.

Bride (braid), sb* [a. F. bride bridle, bonnet

string
= Pr. and Sp. brida, from Teutonic : cf.

OHG. brSdel: see BRIDLE.]

f 1. A bridle, rein. Alsoy??-. Obs.

c 1300 A'. Alls. 7627 How love heom ladde by strong bride.

a 1300 A". Horn 772 Berild . . tok him bi be bride.

2. The delicate net-work which connects the pat-

terns in lace ; also, a bonnet-string.

1869 Latest 2\
r
ews 3 Oct. 5 One [bonnet] . . is very pretty

made of velvet and black lace ; black or white tulle brides.

1883 Mag. ofArt Dec 67/2 The delicate beauty of its white

knots lightly held together by cobwebby 'brides'.

3. Stirg. Membranaceous filaments found in the
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centre of abscesses or in deep wounds which pre-

vent the escape of pus, or cause morbid adherence.

1845 Encycl. Metrop., VII. 739 When the maturation [of

the pustule in small-pox] is complete the ' bride '. .ruptures.

t Bride (braid), z>.i ? Obs. [f. BRIDE sb.*-]

1. intr. To play or act the bride. (Also with it.)

1530 PALSGR. 465/2 This mayde brideth very well, ceste

pucelle fait lespouste tresbien. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. in.

ii. 253 Shall sweet Bianca practise how to bride it ? a 1652
BROME Eng. Moor \, iii, Would you have brided it so lump-
i^hly With your spruce younker?
2. trans. To wed, marry. Also absol.

1601 Death Earl Huntington i. ii. in Hazl. Dodslcy VIII.

231 [He] will not bed, forsooth, before he bride, f 1612
FLETCHER Two Noble Kinsmen (L.), I knew a man. .who A
lass of fourteen brided. a 1658 CLEVELAND Cl. Vindicix

(16771 92 This Wench he fain would have Brided.

t Bride, v-* Obs. rare. [perh. f. BRIDE sb.- : cf.

BRIDLE
z>.]

intr. To mince, practise affectedly.

1530 PALSGR. 951 To bride, nidger [CpTGR. Niger, to trifle,

play the fop or nidget
'

. 1593 NASHE 2'"onre Lett. Confnt. 80

He brides it and simpers it out a crie. 1598 FLORIO, Cincis-

cliiare, to minse it or bride it in eating or speaking.

Bride-ale, bridale (brai'd|?:l). [A conscious

retention or restoration of the earlier analytical
form of BRIDAL sb. [q. v.] in its early sense.]
1. A wedding-feast of the Old English type, an

ale-drinking at a wedding.
1000-1500 [see BRIDAL i]. 1540 CRANMER Bible Pref. (

Neither [is] weepinge convenient at a brideale. 1577 HARRI-
SON England n. vi. (18771 1 5 I" feasting [the husbandmen]
doo exceed after their nianer : especiallie at bridales. 1589
PuTTENHAM Eng. Poesie (Arb.i 97 For recreation of the

common people at Christmasse diners and brideales. 1621

AINSWORTH Annot. Gen. xxix. 22 A banquet named in Hebr.
of drinking. .Such we call a Bride-ale. 1762 HUME Hist.

Eng. Hi. (18061 IV. 97 Wakes, church-ales, bride-ales, and
other cheerful festivals of the common people. 1857 TOULM.
SMITH Parish 503. 1864 PALGRAVE Xorw. q- Eng. III. 126

The doleful bridale of Dole. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.

(18761 II. vii. 151 Tostig's bride, whose bride-ale had been
so cruelly interrupted.

2. ; The warmed, sweetened, and spiced ale, pre-
sented to a weddingpartyon its return from Church'

Atkinson Provinc. Danby, Yorkshire, 1863^.

Bri'de-bed. arch.
[f.

BRIDK- = wedding.]
The nuptial couch, the marriage bed.

1532 MORE Ctnifiit. Tindale Wks. 575/2 F.re they went to

theyr bryde bedde. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 268, I thought

thy Bride-bed to haue deckt (sweet Maid . 1848 KISGSLKY
Saint's Trag. iv. i. 182 What right have I to arrogate
Christ's bride-bed?

Bridecake .brsi-dkvik',. Also gbride's-cake.

[f.
BRIDE- wedding.] A rich, highly ornamented

cake, eaten at a wedding ; wedding cake.

1552 HULOKT, Bryde cake, sitntanalia. a 1600 Rob. Hood
iRitsom u. i. 211, I got a good piece Of bride-cake, and so

came away. 1606 Choice^ Chance^ etc. (18811 54 Breakefast,

where a bride-cake and a messe of cream, with the help of

a cold pie, staled our stomackes well. 1666 PEPVS Diary
17 Aug., Had a piece of bridecake sent me by Mrs. Barbary.
1822 W. IRVINT- Braceb.Hall 11849) 474 Loads of bride-cake

were distributed. 1877 W. JOKES Finger-ring L. 171 Slices

of the bride-cake.

Bri'cle-chaniber. arch. The room in which

a wedding is celebrated ; the nuptial apartment.
1579 J. STUBRES Gaping Gul/C iv, To be a doleful bryde

in theyr bloody brydchambers. 1611 BIBLK Matt. i\. 15

Can the children of the bride-chamber mourne, as long as

the bridegrome is with them? 1871 MORLEY Crit. Misc.

tiBSfn I. 268 Topics eternally old, yet of eternal freshness,

the perennial truisms of the grave and of the bride-chamber.

Bri'de-CUp. arch. orObs. [f. BRIDE- = wed-

ding.] a. A cup or bowl handed round at a

wedding, b. A cup of spiced ingredients pre-

pared at night for the *

bride-couple'. Also_//i,
r
.

1554 PHILI-OT Exam, fy Writ. 241 God doth call me imost

unworthy) to drink of the Bride-cup of his Son. 1562 J.

HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (1867' 15 The drynke of my bride

cup I should haue forborne. 1630 B. JONSON New Inn. v. i,

Get our bed ready, chamberlain, And, host, a bride-cup ;

you have rare conceits, And good ingredients. 1633 Jack
ofNwbery in Laneham's Let. (1871) 20 There was a fair

bride-cup of silver gilt carried before her, wherein was a

goodly branch of rosemary. 1822 W. IRVING firaceb. Hall
II. 323 The butler bore before her the bride-cup.

Bridegroom (brarclgrHm). Forms; a. i bryd-

guma, 2-3 brid-, brudgume, 3 bridgom (e, 3-4
bridegome, 4 brydgome, (Kentish} bredgome ;

|8. 6 brydegrome, 6-7 bridegrome, -groome,
bridgroome, 6- bridegroom. [a.Q}L.lnydguni<i,
f. bryd) BBIDE +/// ' man '

(poetic) : *OTeut.

gumon*, cognate with L. homin-. The compound
was Common Teut. : cf. OS. brMigomo (MDu.
brftdegomc, Du. bruidegom\ OHG. br&tigomo

(MHG. briutegome, Ger. briiutigam\ ON. brfifi-

gumi (Sw. bntdgumme, Da. bntdgoni) : OTeut.

*bntih'gHmon- ; not preserved in Gothic, which has

br&pfdps =
( bride's lord'. 0. After GOME became

obs. in ME., the place of bridegome was taken in

1 6th c. by bridegrome t
f. growt, GROOM * lad '.

During the i-jthc.the only known examples of bridegome
are northern or Kentish : no instances at all are known in

the isth c., and in the Promptorimn and Catholicon^ bryde
is of both sexes : see BRIDE' 2. The i6th c. brydegrome
was thus perh. really the '

bride-lad\ i. c. the lad who was
a * bride

'

: cf. bride-conple, and the original senses of

bride-man, bride-woman. Was it a new independnit

formation only accidentally resembling brydegome, or had
the latter survived in some dialect, whence it was drawn
forth in the i6th c. in a mistaken form?]
1. A man about to be married, or very recently

married.

a. Form brydegome.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John iii. 28 Se 5e bryde haefS, se is bryd-

guma \_Lindisf. se oe haefes 5a bryd brydguma is], c 1200
ORMIN 10393 To heon bridgume nemmnedd. c 1230 Ifali

Meid. gGentille wimmen. .bat nabbed hwerwiSbuggenham
brudgume. a 1300 Cursor M. 13424 pan left )>e bridgom
his bride, a 1300 E. E. Psalter xviii. [xix.] 6 Als bride-gome
of his boure cpmand. 1340 Aycnb. 233 pe wyse maydines
. . yeden in mid ^e bredgome to be bredale.

. Form bridegroom.
1526 TINDALK John iii. 29 He that hath the bryde is the

brydegrome. But the frendeof the brydegrome, which, etc.

[WvcLiF He that hathawif is the housbonde, but the frende

of the spouse, etc.]. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Esdr. xvi. 34 The
daughters shal mourne, hauinge no brydegromes. 1580
BARKT Ak>. B 1241 A Bridegroome, sponsus. 155(6

SHAKS.
Tain. Sfir. nr. i. 153 And is the Bride and Bridegroom
coming home? 1791 BURNS Lament J. Earl Glencairn

x, The bridegroom may forget the bride Was made his

wedded wife yestreen. 1875 JOWETT Plato led. 2) III. 71
He . . dresses himselfas a bridegroom and marries his master's

daughter.
b. fig. Said of Christ in his relation to the

Church, or as heavenly spouse of a nun.
a 1225 St. Marker. 19 Bring me to bi brihte bur, brudgume

of \vunne. 1842 TENNYSON St. Agues' E. 31 For me the

Heavenly Bridegroom waits.

2. comb, or attrib.

1647 COWLEV Mistr, t
Gazers iv, On the earth with Bride-

groom-Heat, He [the <mn] does still new Flowers beget.

1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. II. 396 The bridegroom-doge, who
in his stately Bucentaur floats on the bosom of his Thetis.

Bri'degroom, v. rare.
[f. prec. sb.] trans.

To act as bridegroom to, to wed.
1868 A. MF.NKKN Infclicia 3 A Midnight swooped down

to bridegroom the Day.

Bri'degroomship. The position of bride-

groom.*"

a 1567 HARDING in Jewel Def. Apol.(\b\i)%\ As touching
the Bridegroomeship. .Christ is the only Bridegrooms of t lit-

Church.

Bridehall, corrupt form of BRIDAL.
1610 HI:.\LKY St. Aug. City ofGod 250 In the Bride-hall

chamber.

Bri'dehood. [f.
BRIDE -*- -HOOD.] The state

or position of a bride.

1839 BAILEY Festus 1 1854} 319 To fit her for her bridehood.

t Bri'dehouse. Obs. or dial.
[f.

BUIDK- =.

wedding.] The house where a wedding is held.

1550 COVERDALE Spir. Perle xii. Wks. 1844 I. 133 From
the. .marriage or bride-house goeth many one home heavy
and sad. 1594 TamingofSfvreno wllalliivcll's Shaks. VI.

?Si \Ve shall have good cheere anon at the bridehouse.

1675 T. BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 554 She may . . be

brought into the bride-house with all solemnity,

Bridel, bridell^e, obs. ft". BRIDAL, BRIDLE.

tBrrde-lace. Obs, exc. Hist. [f.
BRIDE- =

wedding.]
1. A piece of gold, silk, or other lace, used to

bind up the sprigs of rosemary formerly woni at

weddings ; the earlier form of wedding favours.

1575 LANEHAM Let. 11871) 21 Euery wight with hiz bin

buckeram bridelace vpon a braunch of green broom (cau/

rozemary i z skant thear J. 1599 PORTER A ngry U'om.A bingd.
< 1841 1 25 A nosegay bound with laces in his hat, Bridelaces,
sir. i6za BOYS Wks, 11630) 531 You are a kinde friend in-

deed to come in hither without your wedding apparell and
bride-lace. 1663 KILLIGREW Parson's \\

7cd. iv. ii, Do you
give these favours? Are these your bride-laces?

2. //. The striped ribbon-grass, or Lady's Gar-

ters Phalaris antndinacca var.\

i Bri'delock. Obs. In i brydldc, 3 brudlac,
-lak. [OK. brydldc (pi.) nuptials, marriage, f.

bryd- BRIDE- + lac play; cf. ivedhckl\ An OE. word
for

(

marriage ', which did not survive the ijth c.

.1000 Canons ofsElfric 9 (Bosw.) /Et 8am brydlacum.
a 1225 Juliana 7 To brudlac and to bed ibrohte. c 1230
Halt Mcid, 9 On hare brudlakes del.

t Bri'delope. Obs. [late OE. brydtip, either

\*brydhlcapt
or ad. QN,ortfthUiuptbruUaup (Sw.

brollopp, Da. bryllttp : wedding; cf. OHG. bruth-

lanft, -lonft, MHG. brfttlouf, Ger. (arch.} brant-

lauf\ f. OTeut. brfldi- BRIDE + hlaup- run, LEAI>.]
The oldest known Teutonic name for *

Wedding
1

:

lit. 'the bridal run', or 'gallop
1

,
in conducting

the bride to her new home. See Grimm, Brautlauf:
and cf. BROOSE. ? Only in OE.
c95o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 2 Gelic. .cyne-menn se5e

dyde 5a br>-dlopa[=:;;?//^/
1

rt.iil sune his. 1076 O. E. Citron,

(MS. D) jtt 3am br>-dlope aet NorSwic [Land MS. has

bryd-ealo3].

Bri'dely, - rare. [OE. brydclic nuptial, f.

bryd) BRIDE: the i6th c. word may have been

formed anew, as '

bridely
'

in sense of ' bride-like ',

might possibly be said now.] Nuptial, bridal.

<7iioo Cott. Cleop. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 388 (also 530)

y^;-rtw//c,J>abrydelican Rewrite. SJt&GaUXItaOv&rtlfftf*
1. 11593116 The bond of bridelie bed. 1567 TURBERV. (k-ii/'s

Epist. 71 In spousal bande and bridely knot be tyde.

Bridemaid, earlier form of BUIDESMAID.

Bri'demaideu. arch, or dial. = BRIDKMATD,
BuiDKsMAU). Hence Bridesmaidenship sb.

1808 SCOTT Lochinvar vi, The bridemaidens whispered
' 'Twere better by far '. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i.

(1863) 239 The bride-maidens were only less smart than the
bride. 1839 BAILEY Festns (1854) 300 The stars Were her
immortal bridemaidens. 1884 E. SIMCOX in igt/t Cent. June
1047 Based on the widest experience of bridesmaidensnip.

t Bri'deman. Obs. or dial. [f.
BRIDE- -

vedding, or in sense 2.]

fl. = BRIDEGROOM. Obs.

1613 T. GODWIN Rom. Antiq. (1658) 75 The brideman did
lift her over the threshold. Ibid. 121 The bride-man, as

soon as he was married, used to cast nuts among the people.
2. A young man performing various ceremonial

duties at a wedding ; formerly called also bride-

leader. (In early times the hridemen led the bride

to the bridegroom. Now = BRIDESMAN.
1663 K.ILLIGREW Parson's Wed. v. iv, Parson, I'll be your

bride-man. 1670 DRVDKN Roy. Martyr v. ii, Betwixt her

Guards she seem'd by Bride-men led. 1751 SMOLLETT Per.
Pic. 11779) I. iv. 33 To the utter disappointment of the

bridemen and maids. 1813 MAR. EDGKWORTH Patron, III.

xxxix. 109 There is no record concerning who were the

bridemen. 1830 CARLYLE in For. Rev. <- Cont. Misc. V.

4^ The evening-star, the brideman of the sun.

Brideship (brai'djip). [f.
BRIDE sbl i +

-SHIP.] The status or standing of a bride; the

rank or personality of a bride.

a 1652 BROME Nwella n. i, All her wares, For her to take
her choyce to deck her Brideship. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk.
(it. III. vin. vi. 50 Wilhelmina's wedding-day arrived, after

a brideship of eight months.

Bridesmaid (brei'dzm^d). Also 6-9 bride-

maid. [The earlier form was bridemaid, as in

brideman and the other compounds of BRIDE- in

sense of '

bridal, wedding
'

; the I9th c. bridesmaid

is due to the same perverted analysis, which has

changed brideman into groomsman]
A young unmarried woman performing various

"

ceremonial duties at a wedding ;
in modern times

the bridesmaids merely accompany or form the

train of the bride.

a. Form bridcmaid.

1552 HULOKT, Bryde mayde, promtba. 1621 QUARLES
Ar^alns <y P. 11678155 The Bride shall sit; Despair and
Grief shall stand Like heartless Bride-maids upon either

hand. 17:47 HF.RVF.Y Medit. -V Ce*f&M^/,(x8s8)99The bride-

maids, girded with gladness, had prepared the marriage-
bed; had decked it with the richest covers, and dressed it

in pillows of down. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. vn. xviii,

But in the Garden bower the Bride And Bride-maids singing

bridemaids.

(i. bridesmaid. 'At first colloq. or epistolary.^

1794 Ln. AUCKLAND Corr. 11862) III. 256 It is proposed to

one of your sisters to be bridesmaid at the royal marriage.

1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz, Characters viii. 144 The brides-

maids could sit in the front parlour and receive the com-

pany. 1840 Ann. Reg. 24 The royal bridesmaids are each
to have a brooch. 1884 Pall Mall G. 13 Feb. 8/2 The
bridesmaids . . wore dresses of cream soie e'pingle" and plush.

Hence Bri'demaidship, the position or office of

a bridesmaid
; Bri'desmaiding vbl. sb., acting as

bridesmaid.

iSsSTROLLOPE Dr. Thorne\\ t
I won't be Augusta's brides-

maid ; I'll bide my time for bridesmaiding. 1864 Chamb.

yrnl. 8 Oct. 642 It's your first experience of bridemaidship,
and you look very nice.

Bri'desman. [Altered from the earlier BRIDE-

MAN, q. v.] A young man who acts as friend or

attendant of the bridegroom at a wedding, and

performs various ceremonial offices for him.
1808 SCOTT Lochinrar iii, Among bride's-men and kins-

men, and brothers and all. 1811 W, SPENCER Poems 21 No
common bridesmen wait us there. 1859 S MILKS Stephenson

348 To poor Robert Gray. . who acted as his bridesman on
his marriage, .he left a pension.

Bri'dewain. north, dial.
[f.

BRIDE sb.^ +
WAIN wagon.] The wain or wagon on which a

bride's *

providing' (surmounted by the spinning-
wheel adorned with blue ribbons) used to be sent

to her new home ; also, a carved chest in which
the providing was put, when of smaller compass ;

the contribution made to this by friends and neigh-

bours, the wedding presents; the occasion on which

these are given, a bidding wedding.
1807 STAGG Poems 2 A youthfu' pair, By frugal thrift

exceyted, Wad hev a brydewain, an' of course The country
roun inveyted. 1855 Mintby Gloss. ^ Bride-wain^ a carriage
loaded with household goods, travelling from the bride's

father's to the bridegroom's house, i&n Spectator v$ Aug.
1060/2 One bit offurniture peculiar., to this district [Whitby]

the 'bride-wain', or chest for wedding-clothes. 1875
Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S. i Bride-wain, a bidden wedding.

1884 Gd. Words 10 The toilet service was ranged ornament-

ally on a carved oak bridewain in the coiner.

Bridewell .brardwcl). Also 6 hry-dwelle,

7 bridewel, ;bridlewel), bridwell. [From Bride

/Ft-//, i.e. (St.) Bride's Well, a holy well in London,
near which Henry VIII had a {

lodging ', given by
Edward VI for a hospital, aftenvards converted

into a house of correction.]
1. A house of correction for prisoners ;

a place
of forced labour ; a gaol, prison, f&ofg*
[1552 Contemp.Rev. (1878)773 Our suit., is for one of your

(trace's houses called Bridewell. 1560 DAUS tr. Steidatie's



BRIDGE.
Comm. 19 b, Kynge Henry the eight .. builded a goodlye
lodginge purposely for him [Charles V] vpon the Riuer of
Themse, called Bridewell.] ,* 11,93 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II.

43 To bridewell with these rogues 1 1618 BOLTON Floras
in. xix. 233 Breaking up the worke-jayles, or bridlewels, by
right of Warns. 1632 MASSINGER City Matt. iv. i, Seek
them In Bridewell or the Hole. 1679-88 Seer. Serz>. Moneys
Chas. <$ 9/M. (1851) 147 The rebells that were imprisoned in

the castle and bridewell at Taunton. 1777 HOWARD Prisons

Eng. (1780)5 There are very few bridewells in which any
work is done, or can be done. 1885 M. DAVITT Leavesfr.
Prison Diary I. 32 Various terms of previous imprisonments
..in county bridewells.

2. attrib. (With bridewell-bird tf. gaolbird.}
1589 Pasqnil's Return B

iij b, The stocke-keeper of the
Bridewel-house of Canterburie. 1589 R. HARVEY PL Perc.
6 Skufling in the kennel together by the eares like bride well
birds. 1596 P. COLSE Penelope's Compl. (iSSoi 167 Thy
giggish tricke, thy queanish trade, A thousand Bndewel
birds hath made. 1628 KARLE Microcosm, xxxi. 67 The
Bridewell-man, and the Beadle. 1663 KrLUGRBW/>ar$0tt

>
J

Wed. iv. ii, This is better than .. Bridewell hemp, brown
bread, and whip-cord. Ibid, \. Hi, Bridewell orphans.

Hence Bri'dewell v., to commit to a Bridewell ;

Bri clewelling- vbl. sb.

1687 H. CARE Draconia (D.) Here is bridewelling, banish-

ing, and selling of people to slavery.

t Bri'dewoman. Obs.

1. (Correl. of hrideinan \, bridegroom} BKIDK.
1530 PALSGR. 201/1 Bride woman, espouse?.

2. (Correlative of hridcman 2) =BBIDEMAID.
1701 (titled Ladies' Defence, or the Bridewoman's Coun-

sellor Answered.

Bridge xbrid^),j^. Forms: i brycg, bricg, 2-6

brugge, 3-6 brygge, 4-6 bregge, (brige), 4-7
brigge, (5-6, 9 dial, brudge, brygfe, 6 bruge ,

6-7 bridg, 5- bridge ;
also northern 3- brig,

4-6 brygg, 5 bregg, brigg, 5-9 brigg. [Common
Tent. : OK. brycg fern., identical with OFris.

brigget breggCj (MLG. brugge^ MDu. bntgghe, Du.

bntg), OHG. brncca (MHG., mod.G. briicke) :

OTeut. *brugjd-. The corresponding ON. bryggja
has the sense 'landing-Stage, gangway, movable

pier' ;
the ON. word fur 'bridge' being bnl fern.

(Da. bro, Sw. bro). As in other OE. words in -cg t

the northern dialect has retained hard .g) against
the palatalized (d^) of the south.]
1. A structure forming or carrying a road over

a river, a ravine, etc., or affording passage between
two points at a height above the ground.
Bridges vary in complexity from a simple plank, or a single

arch, stretching from bank to bank over a stream, to an
elaborate structure of architectural or engineering skill,

supported by arches, piers, girders, chains, tubes, etc.

For the dilTerent kinds, dAba$culL'-bridge,boiv$tring~bridgc,
chain-bridge, draw-bridge,floating-bridge,pontoon-bridge,
suspension-bridge, tubular-bridge, etc., also Asses' Bridge :

see the first element of the compounds.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gram. ix. 39 (Z.i 63 Hie potts t

beos brycg
{v. r. brige]. a 1131 O.E. Chron. an. 1125 Men weorSonad-
rencte and brigges to brokene. c'x>75 Lamb. Horn. 31 Dele
hit wrecche monne, oSer to brugge ooer to chirche weorke.
c 1330 Art/i. <$ Merl. 7803 This bachelers hadden a bregge y-
passed. c TjftoSir Feritmb. 1670 Hit ys Mantryble bat bow
sye wyf>t>egrete brigge. (1449 PF.COCK Repr. in. x. 338 The
brigge of Londoun. i48oCAXTON Chron. Kng.cxcii, 169 The
scottes hobilers went bytwene the brudge and the englyssh-
men. 1552-3 Im>. Ch. Goods Stafford. 33 To make a bruge
called Hugh Bruge. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (1852) n The
erles hede with one of hys qwarters of the lordes ware sett

on London bregge. Ibid. 17 Thys yere sanke a parte of
London brygge with two arches. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///,
in. ii. 72 They account his Head vpon the Bridge. 1611
SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvii. 11632) 868 [He] came hastily
to the Brigge. i66oWALPOLein Cobbett ParlJfist. {18081
IV. 145 This was so severe a bill upon the Women, that, if

a bridge was made from Dover to Calais, the women would
all leave this kingdom. 1685 MORUEN Geog. Rect. 112
Caesar's Bridg over the Rhine is one of the antientest in

Europe. 1817 BYRON Childe H. iv. i, I stood in Venice, on
the Bridge of Sighs, A palace and a prison on each hand.

1843 MACAULAY Lays Anc. Rome, Horatins Ixx, How well
Horatius kept the bridge, In the brave days ofold.

0. The form brigis used from Northamptonshire
northward in the local dialects, in proper names,
and in literature for the sake of local colouring.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8945 J>ai . . jnad a brig Ouer a litel burn

to lig. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce x. 86 At ane Brig beneth. 1418
Bury Wills 11850) 3 Ap tl Stanewelle bregg. 1572 Lament.
Lady Scot!. mScot. Poems i6f/t C. <'i8oi* II. 247 Palice,kirk,
and brig, Better in tyme to belt, nor efter to big. 1647 H.
MORE Insomn. Philos. xviii. 2 Passing as water under-
neath a brig. 1787 BURNS Twa Brigs, The Sprites that

owre the Brigs of Ayr preside. 1821 CLARE Vill.Minst. \.

46 He loved to view the mossy-arched brigs. 1852 Miss
YONGE Cameos (1877) IV. ix. 103 Whenever he should pass
the brig of Cramond. \ty$Lanc, Gloss. (&. D. S.I s.v., The
most southerly point of the county where

'

brig
'

is used . . is

. .Bamber Brig, a few miles south of Preston. 1876 TENNY-
SON Nortli. Farmer (neic style) xiv, I'll run up to the brig.

a t*z$Ancr. R. 242 5e beo5 ouer bisse worldes see, uppen
J>e brugge of heouene. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vin. 717 Faith
builds a bridge from this world to the next. 1863 E. NEAI.R
Anal. Th. fy Nat. 63 The bridge for thought to pass from

oneparticular to the other. 1874 SAVCE Compar. PhifoL i.

53 Gestures . . forming the bridge by which we may pass
over into spoken language.

c. Bridge of boats : a roadway supported by
boats moored abreast across a stream or other body
of water; cf. FLYING-BRIDGE, PONTOON.
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1387 TREVISA Higden. (1865) I. 55 (Matz.; J>ere Xerxes |>e

kyng made ouer a brigge of schippes. 1688 Lond, (rii'j.

No. 2346/2 They had begun a Bastion at the Head of the

Bridge of Boats. 1811 WELLINGTON Let. inGurw. Disfi.Vll.
151 There will be no difficulty in laying a bridge of boats.

d. f Beside the bridge : off the track, gone
astray (ot>s.). A gold or silver bridge', an easy
and attractive way of escape. (F. faire itn pont
d'or a ses ennenris, Littre,)
1579 FKtnoHGwcciara

1
. n. (1599! 78 Not to stoppe the way

of the enemy . . but rather (according to an old councell > to
make him a bridge of silver. 1652 CUI.I'KIM'ER Eng. Physic.
Enl. (18091338 If Pontanns say otherwise, he is beside the
bridge. 1670 G. \\.Hist, Cardinals in. i. 233 Who willingly
made him a Golden Bridge, lo send him going. 1755
SMOLLETT Quix. \ 1803) IV. 180 Lay a bridge of silver for a
flying enemy. 1824 BYRON Def. Trans/, ii. ii. 14 A golden
bridge Is for a flying enemy.
2. Short for DRAWBRIDGE.
c 1205 LAY. 19242 Heore brugge hen cluclen ndnn. c 1325

Coer de L. 3955 Her brygges wounden up in baste, And
her gates barryd faste. ^1470 HI-.XKY Wallace \\. 262 Thai
. . Tuk wp the bryg or that the day was lycht.

3. a. A gangway or movable landing-stage for

boats, b. A fixed or floating landing-stage, jetty.
or pier. Ol>s. orrfia/. [The Norse senses.]
c J 375 HARBOUR Bruce xvii. 403 A brig thai had, for till

lat fall, Rlcht fra the bat apon the wall. 1425 Sc. ,-lc/s

Jas. f \ 1 597} 59 All boate men and ferrymen .. sail bane
for ilke boate a treene-brigge, (]\vhair-wiih they may rectriue

within their boates travellers Horse vnliurte. c 1560 JA(/
in Maitland's Ifist. Loud, has two landing jetties marked
Privy bridge at '

privy gardens', and Qiteetis-faridge at

Whitehall, a 1600 Map in G. G. Scott Gleanings M'estm.
Ab. Plate 35 Old pallace bridge. Kinges-bridge. 1686 Lond.
Gaz. No. 2170/4 Lost or stolen .. at Billingsgate Stairs,
or Gravesend-Bridge, an old Black leather Trunk. 1850
P. CUNNIXCHAM Handkk. Lend., When we read in our old
writers of Ivy-bridge, Strand-bridge, Whitehall-bridge, and
Lambeth-bridge, landing piers alone are meant. 1879
LEWIS & SHOHT Lat. Did. s.v. l^ons \\. C, A plank bridge
thrown from a vessel to the shore.

4. ( A narrow ridge of ruck, sand, or shingle,
across the bottom of a channel.'
1812 Examiner i\ Sept. 590/2 It is proposed to con>tiuct

a Pier on the bridge between St. Nicholas and Mount
Edgecombe. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xxviii, Is there
water enough to cross the bridge? The sea on the bridge
was very heavy. 1835 BKI.I. GHZ. II. 236 Filey-hridge. 1864
BLACK Guide Yorks. no Filey Brig . . is a remarkable ridye
of rocks, projecting nearly half a mile into the sea and per-
fectly dry at low water.

5. Naui. The raised narrow deck or platform
extending from side to side of a steamer amid-

ships, from which the officer in command directs

the motion of the vessel. Also 'a narrow gang-
way between two hatchways' (Smyth Sailor s

Word-bk.}.
1843 C. BAILEY Loss ofPegasus 44 He afterwards went on

the bridge over the paddle-wheels. 1858 Merc. Mar. Mag.
V. 53 The Boatswain was on the bridge, iB^g.-Ul J '. Round
No. i. 19 The Chinese . . seized the arm-chest, which was on
the bridge.

6. Fhys. a. The upper bony part of the nose.

Also the curved central part of a pair of spec-
tacles or eye-glasses which rests on the nose.

(1450 I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 631 The brygge of be nose.

15301483 Ciith. AngL^ A Bryge of a \\&^^.^

PALSGR. 201/1 Bridge of the nose, os dn >u-z. 1604 DFKKKR
Honest \Vh. Wks. 1873 ^- T 74 Hauing the bridge of my nose
broken. 12x659 CLEVELAND R npertisnnts 82 Let the /eal-

twanging Nose that wants a Ridge, Snuffling devoutly, drop
his silver Bridge. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy P/iys. III.

736/2 The Caucasian nose is . . elevated at the bridge.

b. A portion of the brain which stretches in a

curve between the two lobes of the cerebellum in

front of the medulla oblongata.
1869 HUXLKY Phys. 297 [The cerebellum] sends down

several layers of transverse fibres .. forming a kind of bridge
(called Pons I'arolii}. iSrgCALDBRWOOD Mind % Br. 36 In

one solid mass, with transverse lines, is the bridge.

7. In a violin, or similar instrument : A thin,

upright piece of wood, over which the strings
are stretched, and which transmits their vibrations

to the body of the instrument.

1607 DF.KKER }Ve$tw. Hoe Wks. 1873 II. 341 One of the

poore instruments caught a sore mischance last night : his

most base bridge fell downe. 1731 HOLDER Harmony 1 1

The string of a Musical Instrument resembling a double

pendulum moving upon two centers, the Nut and the

Bridge. 1832 L. HUNT Poems Pref. 23 It has a look like

the bridge of a lute. 1848 J. BISHOI- tr. Otto's Violin App.
ill. (1875179 The bridge . . exercises an immense influence. .

on the quality of the tone of the violin.

8. (north, dial, in form frrtgi) Applied to va-

rious utensils of more or less bridge-like form,

e.g. a tripod for holding a pot over a fire.

1600 Chiirchiv. Ace, St. Margarets t Jt'cstttt. (Nicholls 77971
26 Making a pair of butts and brigs and for the carpenters
work. 1847-78 HALLIWELL Dict, t Brig, an utensil used in

brewing and in dairies to set the strainer upon, north. A
kind of iron, set over a fire is so called. 1875 Lane. Gloss.
i E. D. S. ) BriggS) irons to set over the fire.

9. In various specific and technical senses :

a. A 'bridging-joist', one of those joists which,
in large floors, are laid upon the main or 'binding-

joists ', and to which the flooring boards are secured.

1663 GERBIER Counsel 43 For the boarding roomes . . Car-

penters lay Bridges overtwhart the Joyses.

b. In a furnace or boiler : A low vertical par-

BRIDGE.

tition at the back of the grate space of a furnace;
the low partition wall between the fuel-chamber

and the hearth of a reverberatory furnace ;

' the

central part of the fire-bars in a marine boiler, on
either side of which the fires are banked' (Smyth
Sailors Word-bk.}.
1838 Penny Cycl. XL 22/1 C is. .the bridge of the furnace,

which retains the fuel in its place, and serves to direct the

flame towards the roof.

c. Iron-iforks. The platform or plank-way by
which ore or fuel is conveyed to the mouth of a

smelting furnace.

d. Scene-painting. A platform suspended in

front of a canvass.

1859 SALA Gaslight $ D. ii. 23 A ladder being placed
against the bridge if he wishes to descend without shifting
the position of his platform.

e. Engraving, A board, supported at each end,
used to raise the engraver's hand above the plate.
1875 URK Diet. Arts I L 285 What is technically called a

bridge .. is nothing more than a thin board for the hand to

rest on. Ibid, 286 The bridge being laid over the plate,
the process of etching may now be commenced.

f. Milliards. The support funned by the left

hand in making a stroke.

1873 I'I-.NNETT ft CAVENDISH Billiards 31 The bridge has
now to be made, on which the cue is to be laid when aiming
and striking.

g. Saddlery. A part of the harness resembling
a buckle, but without the tongue, to which strap-

ping is looped or sewed : also the bar or bars)

joining its sides.

1801 KKI.TON Carriages II. i -53
In c.ich strap a bridge is

sewed. Ihiti. The crupper .. i^ looped through the housing
bridge, and buckled about the middle.

h. Electric bridge : a contrivance for determining
the resistance of an element of an electric current.

1881 MAXWKI.L Elect r, Magn. 1.447 Four conductors of

^reat resistance may also be arranged as in Wheatstone's
Bridge, and the bridge itself may consist of the electrode-,

of an electrometer.

10. In Card-flaying: see BKIDGTNC i b.

1859 LKVER Dat<C'ip. Dunn I. 251 iHoppe) I've found out

the way that Yankee fellow does the king. It's nut the

common bridge that every body knows. 1860 MAYHKW
Lond. Lai'. L 266(Hoppei.
11. Comb* and Attrib. a. gen,, as hridge-arcli,

-bitilift'r, -foot, -maker, -work
; bridge-like adj.

1850 ALISON Hist, l-'.itrope III. xviii. 39. 567 Jourdan,
having . . procured the necessary

'

bridge-equipage, pre-

pared to cross the river. 1536 WKIO'IHLSLKV Chron. '1875!
L 59 From Temple Han- to the *brid^-foote in Southwarke.

1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4019,4 Robert Adams .. near the

Bridge -foot, London. 1820 SHELLEY Cloud, From cape to

cape, with a *bridge-Iifce shape, Over a torrent sea. 1611

UROUGHTOJJ Require Agreew, 76 The "'Bridge-maker
[-pontiff] of Rome i-; blamed of Saint Paul. 1877 Outlines
If1st. Religion 237 No special deity claimed the services of

the Pontinces, the bridge- or road-makers.

b. Special comb. : bridge-board (see quot.) ;

f bridge-bote, an ancient tax or contribution for

the repair of bridges ; bridge-deck (see 5") ;

bridge-gutter, a gutter formed of boards covered

with lead and supported on bearers, a bridged

gutter; bridge-head, a fortification covering or

protecting the end of a bridge nearest the enemy,
= V. tetc de pont \ bridge-islet (see quot/ ; bridge-

man, the keeper of a bridge ;
= BIUI>GE-MAHTEB

;

bridge-money, money levied for the construction

and repair of bridges; bridge-note, a note in

Tonic Sol-fa music which marks the transition

into a new key ; bridge-pin, part of a gun ;

bridge-rail see quot.) ; f bridge-silver = bridge-

money ; bridge-stone, a flat stone, or flag, span-

ning a gutter or a sunken area
; bridge -tone =-

bridge-note ; bridge-train, a company of Military

Engineers equipped for bridge-building, and carry-

ing all the material and appliances for floating

bridges ; bridge-tree, a splinter-bar or swingle-
tree; also, the adjustable beam which supports
the spindle of the 'runner' or upper stone in a

grain mill
; bridge-way, the way formed by a

bridge, the road or passage running over a bridge;
also, the water-way which lies beneath it. Also

BRIDGE-HOUSE, -MASTKK, -WARD.
1876 (Jvvii.T Archit, Gloss.,

*
Bridge Board, a board into

which the ends of the steps of wooden stairs are fastened.

.1250 Gloss. Law Terms In Rel. Ant. I. 33 *Briggebote.
1844 LINGARD Anglo-Saxon Ch. (1858) I. vi. 221 Bryge-bot,
or contribution towards the repair of bridges and highways.
i8ia Examiner 28 Dec. 821/2 General Dombrowski de-

fended the Abridge head of Borisow. 1877 CLERY Min.
Tact. xv. 207 When the defenders hold a bridge head or

other fortified post on the river. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-hk.t
J:

Bridge-islet, a portion of land which becomes
insular at high-water. 1648 HKRRICK He$j>cr. I. 52 Let it

be thy pensil's strife To paint a 'bridgeiuan to the life.

1683 Lond. Gaz. No, 1862/5 The Warden, Bridgemen, and

Burgesses of Your Majesties Corporation of Henley upon
Thames. 1783 HAMILTON in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 181

The duke's bridge-man told me ulso, that . . this great river

was perfectly dry for some seconds. 1826 Protests Lords
III. 70 The taxes imposed on the land in the shape of road

and *bridge money. 1870 CTRWEN Mns. Theory 54 We
call the tone represented by the ^bridge-note the ' Trans -

mutation-tone.' 1741 Compl. I'am.-Pitc? \\. i. 320 Let your
138
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*Bridge-Pin he something above your Touch-hole. 1851
Coal-tr. Terms Northumbid. $ Dark, n *

Bridge-rails ..

are now much used in barrow-ways, instead of tram-plates.

1875 URE Diet. Arts III. 692 Beside flat rails .. we have

bridge rails employed, which have the form of a reversed U.
1884 Athenaeum 16 Aug. 209/2 Simon de Mont fort's charter
for the remission of gable-pence and "bridge-silver to the

burgesses of Leicester. 1876 GWILT Archit. Gloss., Bridge
Stone, a stone laid from the pavement to the entrance door
of a house over a sunk area and supported by an arch.

1879 CURWEN Mits. Theory ^a, The notation of Transition by
means of ^Bridge-tones we call the '

proper notation'. 1617
MARKHAM Caval. \. 54 The draught-breadthes. .extend from
the breast ofthe Horse to the bridge-tree of the Coach. 1822
IMISON Sc, <$ Art I. 69 One end of the bridge-tree which
supports the spindle rests upon the wall. 1823 Blackm.
Mag. XIII. 335 A sort of *bridgeway betwixt this world
and infinity. 1884 G. C. DAVIF.S Norfolk Broads xxi. 156 As
we got under the lee of the bridge the wind failed us and
we remained motionless in the bridge-way.

Bridge (brid^), z*.
1 Forms : i brycgian, 3

brugge-n, 3-4 brigge(ii, 7- bridge. [OK. brycg-
ian

t
f. brycg* BRIDGE, sl>,\ cf. OIIG. brnccCmy MHG.

bntcken, brucken^\
1. trans. To make a bridge over (a river, ravine,

etc.) ;
to span with a bridge or similar means of

passage. Often predicated of the thing which

spans. Often with across, over.
a 1000 Andreas 1263 (Or.), Is brycgade bl?ece brimrade.

( 1205 LAV. 21276 pa al wes Auene stram mid stele ibruggeJ.
'375 HARBOUR Bruce xn. 404 Thai had befor [the] day
Hriggit the pollis. 1665 MANLEY Grotins

1 Lmv-C. H'arrs

155 Now that the Schelde was thus bridged. 1718 POPE
Iliad xxi. 274 The large trunk . . Bridg'd the rough flood

across. 1846 GROTK Greece tiSfal II. i. 21 A strait narrow
enough to be bridged over. 1853 KANK Grinnell ILxp. xlii,

(1856) 388 An arch of ice. .bridging a fissure. 1879 FROUDE
Ctesar xxviii. 485 They bridged the Rhine in a week,

t b. To overlay, spread over. Obs.
c izoo Trin. Coll. J/oin. 91 ^e children brlggeden (>e wei

biforen ure drihten, stime mid here cloSe*;. Ibid. Sunie

briggeden be asse mid here cloSes, and suine mid bo^es pe
hie breken of he trewes.

c. To span or cross as with a bridge.
1872 MARK TWAIN7/w../Jr. xiii. 91 A speculator bridged

a couple of barrels with a board. 1876 GWILT ArcJiit, Gloss,

s.v. Bridge-overt The upper joists . . bridge over the beams
or binding-joists, and.. are called brklging-jo^ts.

d. f,g.

1853 CLOUGH Songs inAbs. vii. 8 The wide and weltering
waste above Our hearts have bridged it with their love.

1862 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Ina. II. i. 24 To bridge over
the space which separates the known from the unknown.

1879 PROCTOR Pleas. Ways Sc. xiii. 326 The gap between
the lowest savage and the highest ape is not easily bridged.
2. To form ^a way by means oi a bridge.
1667 MILTON P. L. x-3io Xerxes. .Over Hellespont Bridg-

ing his way, Kurope with Asia joyn'd, 1705 J. PHILIPS
Blenheim * K.) Advance ; we'll bridge a way, Safe of access.

3. slang. (See quot.)
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., To bridge a. person, or to

throw him over the bridge, is. .to deceive him by betraying
the confidence he has reposed in you.

t Bridge, ^.- Obs. Forms: 4 bregge, breigge,

4-5 brigge, 6 brydge. [aphet. form of a&reggv,

ABRIDGE, a. F. abriger to shorten.] trans. To
abridge, shorten, lessen

;
to curtail. Also absol.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 247 NoJ>eles he wild haf briggid,

|>e
fals leue & erroure. c 1380 WVCLIF Set. Wks. II. 407 It

is peril to adde or to bregge fro Cristis word is. 1382
Mark x'\\\. 20 No but the Lord hadde breiggid [1388 abred-

gidej tho dayes. c 1430-40 OCCLEVE MS. Soc.Antiq, 134
f. 251 a, Sorow and care Byreven man his hel^e, And his

dayes briggen. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. iW. de W. 1531.) 97 An
aduersary. .euer brydgynge & lettyng the in euery tliynge.

Hence f Bri'dgfement, an abridgement, epi-
tome ; f Bri'dgrer, an abridger or epitomizer ;

f Bri-dging vbl. sb., shortening.
1382 WVCLIF Bible, Pref, Epist. I, 72/2 Ptrrlipomynon,

that is, the book of the olde instrument, recapitulatour, word
bregger. 2 Mace. \\. 32 To be grauntid to the bregger
[Vulg. brtvianti}. Wks. (1880) 74 po pat ben cursed of

god for bregynge of his hestis .. ben not ponyschid bus.

< 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. '18461 I. 197 Let this com-

pendius brigement suffice. 1559 MORWYNG Ki>ouymns 320
The Breviarium or Bridgment of Arnold de Villa Nova.

Bridged (bridgd), ///. a.
[f.

BRIDGE ^. ! +

-ED.] Furnished with a bridge or bridges ;

spanned or traversed with bridges.
*6n COTGR., Ponte, Bridged ; that hath a Bridge ouer it,

or belonging to it. i86a M. HOPKINS Hawaii g Its grassy
slopes; its bridged rivulets. 1864 R. BURTON Dahome 12

Good roads well bridged, and a channel of mountain water,

b. Bridged gutter {Building
' one made

with boards supported by bearers and covered

above with lead or zinc' (Gwilt Archit.}.

Bridge-house (bri'd^haus). A house con-

nected with a bridge, for its protection or control
;

spec, the house with its officers and revenues, con-

nected in former times with the care and repair of

London Bridge.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xyn. 409 [Thai] pressit thame full

fast to tow Hir by the brighouss to the wall. 1704 Land.
Gaz. No. 4069/4 A Large Wharf. . near the Bridge-House.
1766 KNTICK London IV. 375 Estates settled on the city or

bridge-house.

Bridgeless (brl-dgto), a. [f. BRIDGE sb. +

-LESS.] Having no bridge, unspanned by a

bridge ; alsoySJp
1

.

1801 SOUTH I-:Y TJtalaha v, x, A free and bridgeless tide,

Euphrates rolls along. 1865 CARLYLB Fredk. Gt. IX. xx.

viii. 157 A chasm or bridgeless interstice between two
ramparts. 1884 H. DRUMMOND Nat. Lain in Spir. It'.

(ed. 8) 72 The bridgeless gulf between the natural and the

spiritual.

b. Of the nose.

1863 GEO. ELIOT Rowola in Cornh. Mag. VII. 286 His

bridgeless nose and low forehead.

Bri'dgemaster. An officer having control

of a bridge: formerly, in some English boroughs,
a regular member of the corporation ;

also called

bridgeman.
1502 ARNOLD Chron. 135 The said brigmastiis referred all

ther maters to the said Samwell. a 1618 RALEIGH Obsen 1
.

in Rem. (1661) 179 From any Port Town .. the Bridge-
master or the Wharfmaster . . will deliver a true Note of
the number of Lasts of Herrings brought to their Wharfes.

1683 Loud. Gaz. No. 1860/3 The Warden, Steward, Bridge-
masters, Burgesses, and other Inhabitants of the Town and

Corporation of Maidenhead. 1810 WELLINGTON Let. in

Gurw. Disf>. V. 444 In respect to the Bridges .. there is a

Bridge-Master at Abrantes who has charge of them all.

1886 Whitaker'sAlmanac 260 Officers of the city of London
Elected by the Livery . . Bridge Masters.

Bridges, obs. form of BRUGES (satin).

Bridgetiii 'brrdgHin). In 6 Brygittane, 7

Brigidian, 8 Brigittin e, Birgittin. [f. the name
of St. Bridget, in L. Brigidict^ A member of a

religious order founded by St. Bridget in the

i 4th century.
1533 MoRE^wjfc, Poysoned Rk. Wks. 1091/2 Frere Huskyn

the frere brygittane. 1656 BI.OUXT Glossogr. , Brigidians,
an order of religious persons instituted by Brigidia a widow.

1753 CHAMBKRS Cycl. -V;c//., Brigittins, or Bridgetins, more
properly Birgittins . . denominated from their foundress St.

Bridgit or Birgit, a Swedish lady in the fourteenth century.
1884 Mag. of Art Apr. 221 2 The monastery of Bridget-
tines . . had been founded in the year 1415.

Bridgeware! brrd:$|WMd,, sb. In 4 brigge .

1. The keeper or warden of a bridge.
a looo Battle ofMaldon (in Sweet) 85 Ags. Reader 136

Da;t hi 6an brycgweardas bitere fundon. c 1380 Sir FerHinl*.

1700 Ageant ys maked briggeward . .be brigge ay kepcb hee.

1820 SCOTT Monastery vi, The bridge-wards have been in

possession of these dues . . for more than fifty years.
2. The custody or wardship of a bridge.
(-1380 .SW/'Vrw/>. 3560 pat nyjt . . \>e brigge-warde for-

^ete was, borw murjbe of ys play.
3. Lock-smithing, The main ward of a key.

Bridgeward bri-d^wyid), adv. [see -WARD.]
Towards, or in the direction of, a bridge.
1884 (,'hristni. lll'tst. Loud. ,Y. 10/1, 1 bridgewardwas bent,

t Bri'dgewater. Obs. A woollen cloth named
after the place of its original manufacture.

1552-3 Acts 5 <5-
6 Edu\ yi, All and euery l)road cloth and

clothes, called Taunton clothes, Bridgewaters and otli^r

clothes. 1607 Act 4 J(is. /, ii, Tauntons, Bridgewaters, and
Dunstere made in the Westerne parts of Somersetshire.

Bridging bri-dgiij), vbl. sb.
[f.

BKIDGE z/.i or

^.-f-iwal.]
1. The action of the vb. BRIDOE.
i839TniRLWAi,L Greece II. 252 The bridging of the sacred

Hellespont. 1882 ViNKS Sachs' Bot. 136 The bridging over
uf the medullary rays by cambium,

b. \o. Card-playing\ see quot.
1879 Sporting Exam. 19 Aug. 262 By slightly bending a

card termed bridging he could force, as it were, his oppo-
nent in the game to 'cut' the cards wherever he wished.

2. a. Bridges viewed in the inass as so much
'work* ;

b. Carpentry. A bridging piece (see 3).

1884 H. W. CLARKK in rail Mall G. 5 Slay 2/2 This sum
included ballast, heavy bridging, station buildings.

3. Comb, and Atlrib. : bridging-floor, a floor in

which bridging-joists are employed ; bridging-
joist, a small beam or joist of a flooring resting

upon the binding-joists below, and supporting the

boarding above
; bridging-piece, a piece placed

between two opposite beams to prevent their

nearer approach (Weale).
1823 P. NICHOLSON rract. Build. 118 When the supporting

timbers of a floor are formed by one row laid upon another,
the upper row are called bridging joists. 1876 GWII.T
Archit. 2019 A double floor consists , . of . . binding joists
. . bridging joists, and ceiling joists.

Bridgroome, -gume, obs. ff. BRIDEGROOM.

Bridgy i,brrd.^i\
a. rare. [f. BRIDGED. -i -v 1

.]

Abounding in bridges.
1611 COTGR. Pontnenx^ bridgle, full of bridges.

Bridhale, obs. form of BRIDAL.

Bridiiig (brai-din), vbl. sb. rare.
[f.

BRIDE z-. 1

+ -ING 1
.] Wedding ; being a bride.

1581 T. NUCE Seneca's Octavm 181 Kridinge chambers
banquet wise ydrest. 1861 TROLLOPE 1< ramley /'. III. ix.

150 The quintessence of her briding, the outer veil . . of the
tabernacle namely, her wedding-dress.

b. See quot. (Cf. BRIDE v.2 }

1598-1611 YLQK\Q,Sposaric t bride tricks, puling nice tricks,

bridings.

Bridle (brei-cVl), sb. Forms : i bridel, 3-4
bridel, -il, 3-6 brydel, 4 briddle, brydille, 4-5
bridell, 4-6 brydell, -il, -ill, 5 bridelle, -ill,

-ulle, -yl(le, brydylle, 6 brydle, 4- bridle.

[OE. bridel for earlier *brigdcl (cf. brigittls I->f.

Gl. 127, O.E. Texts 44) has various corresp. forms
in WGer. : cf. OP'ris. bridel

t
MLG. f MDu. breidel

(bredel}, Da. brcidel, OIIG., MHG. brittcl
\

formed with instrumental suffix like hand-le, sadd-

le> etc., from root of bregd-an to pull, twitch (see

BRAID) ; cf. Ger. ziigel from zjchen to draw.]
1. The head-gear of the harness of a horse or

other beast of burden, consisting of a head-stall,

bit, and rein, by which the animal is controlled

and guided. To give a horse the bridle : to

abandon control of him
;
so to lay the bridle on

Ins neck. To keep a horse up into his bridle : to

keep him up to the full speed allowed by the

degree of restraint in which he is held by the

bridle. To go up well to his bridle : to be a free

goer, not to hang back at the pressure applied.
a 1000 Rune Poem xxi. (Gr.) Se brimhengest bridles ne

SymeS. a 1225 Ancr. R. 74 Bridel nis nout one iSe horses
mu5e. 1362 LANCL. P. PI. A. iv. 20 Hong on him an heui
Bridel to Den his bed lowe. (^1385 CHAUCER^. G. IV, 1208

The fomy brydil with the bit of gold Governyth he. ,-1450
Merlin xxil. 407 He hilde the reyne of his hridill in his lefte

arme. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 15311 160 Whether he
sholde haue also the sadell and brydell with the horse.

1601 RP. BARLOW Sertn. Panics Crosse 59 A bridle hath
raines and a bit. 1674 Ch. <$ Court ofKoine 8 It being pro-

verbial, That 'tis a greater shame to bring home the Bridle

than steal the Horse. 1882 Illitst. Sporting AVrcs 4 Feb.

502/2 Come on at a good canter not too fast, but keep them
well up into their bridles. 1884 E. ANDERSON Mod. Horse-

manship i. v. 17 In the double bridle we have the curb bit

and the snaffle.

b. Occas. applied to the bit alone; also _/?.
< 1400 Rom. Host 329.9 Take with thy teeth the bridel faste.

1379 FULKE Confitt. Sanders ft^] Shecommaunded his bridle

to be made of one nayle. 1602 WARNER A Ib. Eng. ix. xlvii.

222 More eagerly than earst I on the brydell byte.

c. fig. with conscious reference to a horse.

1401 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 85 Who wil not amenden hint,

3eue him the brydil. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (16761 362
Giving the bridle to a desperate man. 1583 GOLDING Cah'in
on Dent. Si. 8 Gods deliuering of the Children out of the

Bondage of Egypt was not to lay the brydle in their necke
that they might go when they listed. 1796 BURKE Let.

Noble L. 41 Calais the key of France, and the bridle in the
mouth of that power. 1833 WOROSW. Warning^ O^

for a
bridle bitted with remorse To stop your leaders in their

headstrong course.

2. fig. A restraint, curb, check. Mil. A fortress

keeping an enemy in check (cf. BRIDLE v. 2 b).

1340 Ayeul'. 254Zete ane brydel to bine couaytises. (1430
I.VDG. Bochas n. xv. (15541553, Sensualitle Holdeth the
bridle of lecherous insolence. 1530 RASTELL Bk. Pnrgat. in.

xv. 4 Man hath nede to have both a brydel of lawe. .& also

a brydell of the drede of God. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam.
vii. i. 1624 BACON Ne^v Atl. (1677) 257 The reverence of

a mans self is, next religion, the chiefest Bridle of all Vices.

1662 FULLER Worthies (184^ III. 488 Thy [castles] . . were
first intended as bridles to their country- '79 1 BURKE 77;.

on Fr. Affairs Wks. VII. 37 The blind reverence they bear

tothe sanctity of the Pope, which istheironly bridle. 1879
FROUUE Cxsar xv. 233 He kept his tongue under a bridle.

3. -CRANKS* I.

1623 Macclesfield Corp. Rec. in Ormerod Hist. Cheshire
III. 385ABrytlleforacurstequeane. 1658 Worcester Corp.
Rec. in Brushfield Obs. J'nnis/un. (1858) i. 7 note, Paid for

mending the bridle for bridleinge of scoulds, and two cords
for the same . .\s. \\d. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v.,

In Staffordshire they have a bridle for correcting scolding
women. 1858 BRUSHFIELD Obsol. Pnnislun. i. 16 Another
Bridle . . is a very handsome specimen, being surmounted
with a decorated cross.

4. The gesture described under Bium.E v. 3.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) V. xxviii. 287 'Miss
Howe' . . repeated she, with a scornful bridle, but a very
pretty one. 1781 COWI-ER Hope 344 The flirted fan, the bridle,

and the toss.

5. Applied technically or descriptively to various

things resembling a horse's bridle in their form or

use: esp.
a. Naut. A stout cable, or 'fast', by which a

vessel is secured to moorings ; also, the short piece
of rope by which the bowline is attached to the

leech or edge of the sail.

1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 15 The maine bow-

ling and bridles. 16*7 Seaman s Gram. v. 27 The Boling
knot is . . fastened by the bridles into the creengles of the

sailes. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) Cc iij b, To this

swivel-link are attached the bridles, which are short pieces
of cable, well served, whos&upper ends are drawn into the

ship, at the mooring-ports, and afterwards fastened to the

masts, or cable-bits. 1793 SMF.ATON Edystone L. 259 We
came to and got in the bridle and swivel.

b. Phys. A ligament or membrane serving to

check the motion of a part, or bind one part to

another; a fnvnum ; 'a narrow slip of living

structure interposed between two orifices or the

opposing walls of an abscess
;
a band stretching

across a cicatrix' (Sytf. Soc. Lex.} ; t the septum
of the nose (ot>s.}.

i697DAMPiEk/'(p'rt^'s;fi729)III.i.35i Pinching the Bridle

of the Nose with its points, it hangs dangling from thence.

c 1720 W. GIBSON Farriers Guide i. ii. (1738) 15 An append-
age called the Framum, or Bridle, which runs, .almost to the

root of the yard. 1758 J. S. Le Draft's Qbserv. Snrg. (1771)
Diet. Bb 7!), Frafnjilnni t the Bridle of the Tongue. Ibid.

199 The Cystis Hernia/is . . was much contracted, forming
four of five strong Bridles. 1805 Med. $ Phys. Jml. i Aug.
97 Two cases of children losing their lives in consequence
of cutting what is called the bridle of the tongue. 1835 6

Tonn Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. 1.603/2 Those bridles which are

such frequent causes of deformity after the healing of exten-

sive burns.
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c. Meek, A metal strip or band uniting two parts
of a machine, or limiting their motion

; also, the

flanges which keep a slide-valve in position.
1667 Wiitnslow Ciiitrclnu. Ace. in Earwaker E. Cheshire

I. 115 Paid for the bridle of the docke, and several other

things about the clock and quarters. 1833 J. HOLLAND
Mamtf. Metals II. 302 The massy cast-iron frames are
fastened with screws and also with wrought iron bridles.

1846 Print. Apparatus Amateurs 10 The pressure is applied
to the front of the press by a lever, which is jointed to the

upper extremity by a long bridle.

d. Agric. A bent piece of iron on the end of
a plough-beam, to which the draught-tackle is

attached ; a clevis.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 275/1 The end of this iron, which
is called a bridle, has several projecting hooks . . on which
an iron ring is hung at different heights.

e. The cord or other work which strengthens
or tightens the sides of a net.

c 1838 C. BATHUKST Nets 34 If it be too large, the bridle

would, instead of forming a straight line along the sides of
the net, hang down loosely in loops.

f. Fire-arms. A small plate of metal in the

interior of a gunlock, which holds the sear and
tumbler in position.
1844 Regitl. <$

Ord. A rmy 100 Bridle [of musket] ..os.gd.
1875 UKE Diet. Arts II. 383 The lock, inside . . showing all

the parts . . </, the tumbler ; e, the bridle.

6. Comb., as bridle-maker
;

also bridle-arm

(cf. bridle-hand} \ bridle-bridge, a bridge fit for

the passage of a horse, but not for vehicles ;

bridle-cable (see quot.) ; bridle-chain (Min-
ing}, one of the 'safety-chains to support a cage
if the link between the cage and rope should
break' (

xRaymond Mining Gloss.} ; f bridle-cull

(Thieves
1

cant}) a highwayman; bridle-cutter,
a bridle-maker

; bridle-gate, a gate leading into

a bridle-paxh ; bridle-hand, the hand which
holds the bridle in riding, the left hand ; bridle-

path, -road, -way, a path nt for the passage of
a horse, but not of vehicles; bridle-pin, the pin
which helps to secure the bridle of a gunlock ;

bridle-port, a port or port-hole in a ship's bow
through which 'bridles' (see 5) may be run, or chase-

guns fired. Also BRIDLE-BIT, -KEIN.

1833 Regitl. Instr. Cavalry I. 116 Resting the blade upon
the *bridle-arm. 1882 Proc. Benv, Xat. Club IX. 446 The
approach to the Castle, .has been from a curious old ^bridle-

bridge. 1793 SMEATON Kiiystoiu L. 139 note* When a
vessel is moored by laying clown a cable upon the ground,
with an anchor at each end, then another cable attached
to the middle of the ground cable, is called the * Bridle
Cable. 1743 FIELDING J. Wild \.

y. (D.) A booty of ^10
looks as great in the eye of a *

bridle-cull . . as that of as

many thousands to the statesman. 1697 Lond. Gas. No.
3081/3 *Bridle-Cutters . . and all other Makers, Dressers,
or Workers in Leather. 1720 Ibid. No. 5912/4 John Rest
. . Bridle-Cutter. 1868 HOLME LEE Bas. Godfrey Ixvii. 395
The horses . . stopped at a *bridle-gate. 1580 SIDNEY Ar-
cadia u. (R.) In the turning one might perceive the x

bridle-

hand something gently stir. 1835 Rtgul. Instr. Cavalry \.

39 To govern his horse by the aid of his legs and bridle-

hand. 1855 SMEDLEY Harry Covcrdale v. 27 Remember
to . . keep your bridle hand low. 1652 WAUSWOKTH tr. San-
doval's Civ. Wars Spain 139 One Calahorra, and with him
a *Bridle-maker. 1876 GKUTK Eth. Fragm. v. 136 The
end of the bridle-maker is subservient to that of the horse-
man. 1811 Nat. Hist, m Ann. Reg. 470/2 The only roads. .

are narrow ^bridle-paths winding through the recesses of
the mountains. 1881 GREENER Gun 263 Unscrew the "bridle-

pins and remove the bridle. 1832 MARRYAT N. Forster
xlvii, Two-and-twenty guns besides her *bridle-ports. 1833
LYELL Princ. Gcol. III. p. xxvii, Rocks, which are seen
to the left of a small :i

bridle-road. 1868 G. DUFF Pol.
Surv. 53 The bridle roads across the mountains, -are quite
enough for camels and mules. 1760 Chron. in Ann. Reg.
67/1 Was finally determined . . the cause . . concerning the

legality of a carriage and x
bridle way through the park.

Bridle (brai-d'l), v. Forms: i bridlian, 2-3
bridlenn {Orm.}, 3 bridlen, 4 bridele, bry-
delen, 5 brydelle, brydelyn, brydyl, 5-6 brydel,
6 bridill, brydell, brydil, brydle, 6-7 bridel,
5- bridle. [OK. bridlian^ gebrtdlian, f. bridel,
BIUDLE. Cf. OHO. brittolon, MHO. britteln]
1. trans. To put a bridle on (a horse), to furnish

with a bridle; also (pbs.}, to guide or control

with a bridle.

'393 GOWER Conf.^
I. no Som prick her horse aside, And

bridlen hem now in now oute. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 50
Brydelyn, frcno. 1530 PALSGR. 939 To bridel, brtdcr. 1833
Regitl. Instr. Cavalry i. 42 The Recruits are to be taught
to saddle and bridle.

b. To furnish with a bridle in other senses.
I 758 J- S. Le Draft's Obscrv. Surg. (1771) 332 The Mem-

branes which cover the Muscles, and might bridle that
Part of the Wound, c 1838 C. BATHUKST Nets 34 A net is

bridled at its four outer margins when it is desirable to

keep the meshes square. 1858 oKUSHFlBLO Ol'sol. Punishnt.

13 She [a scold] wa* ordered to be bridled and to be led

through the town.

2. fig. To curb, check, restrain, hold in.

cB8S K. /ELFRED Boetk. xxi, Bridla Je he \>a gesceafta nu
mid gebridlode hef|i. c 1200 ORMIN 11664 Soneiss be bodi?
bridledd. a 1225 Ancr. R. 74 3if ent ne bridleS nout his

tunge. 1382 WVCLIF Isa, xlvui. 9 In my preissing I shal

bridele thee, lest thou die. 1548 UDALL Erasui. Par. Pref.

6 Also to bridle the insolencie. 1634 MILTON Counts 887
Rise, rise . . And bridle in thy headlong wave. 1713 YOUNG
Last Day i. 274 He bridles in the monsters of the deep. 1725

DE FOE Voy. round World (i%qo) 41 1
I bridled my passion

with all my power. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 145 How
is the action of iron bridled by sulphur? 1827 HALLAM
Const. Hist. (1876) III. 64 To bridle the clergy. 1878 Bosw.
SMITH Carthage 397 Scipio bridled his indignation.

b. In military sense : To hold in check, control.

1615 E. GKIMSTONE Hist. World 86 They are bridled of
all sides . . by a great number of strong places. 1690 LUT-
TRELL BriefReL (1857) II. 105 Fortifyeing Thonon, a small

place on the lake of Geneva, which will bridle that citty.

1761 HUME Hist. Eng. III. Ivi. 09 Forts were erected in
order to bridle Rochelle. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. ii. 6
(1882) 85 Scotland . . was bridled by the erection of a strong
fortress at Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
3. To throw up the head and draw in the chin,

(as a horse does when reined in), expressing
pride, vanity, or resentment

;
to assume a dignified

or offended air or manner :

f a. trans, and refl. Ohs.

-1480 Ragman Roll 129 in Hazl. E. P.P. 75 Ful feire

brydelyn ye yourcowntenaunce, And propirly unto thebrest
adowne. 1606 DAY lie of Gulls n. iv. (iSSi) 5-2 Then doe
I bridle my head like a malt-horse. 1752 FIELDING Amelia
Wks. (i775)X. 303

'

Is she,' said my aunt, bridling herself,
'
fit to decide between us?'

b. intr. (See BRIDLING vbl. sb. 3.)

(.-1460 J. RUSSELL ^A. Nurture in Babees Bk. u868' 135
Brydelynge with brest vppon your crawe. c 1550 *fack *Jng~

glerm Hazl. Dodslty II. 117 She minceth, she bridleth, she
swimmeth to and fro. 1706 Rc/Ie.v. nj>on Ridicule, 89 When-
ever you tell her she is handhom, she bridles, 1748 MRS.
DEWF.S in Mrs. Dclatuy's Corr. 1 1861} 11.485 Pauline . . bridles

very well. 1807 OI-IE Lcct. Arti\.(i&4$\-$y> Smirking dam-
&els .. flaunting and bridling in all the tawdry dresses and
fashionable airs of the time. 1876 Miss BRAUUON J. Hag-
gard's Dun. II. 87 The .spinsters bridled, taking this as in

somewise a personal alfruiit.

f c. Formerly also To bridle it. Obs.

1590 R. HARVEY Pl.Pcrc. 18 You sbal hauc a lame lade,
bridle, and brag it vp and downe Smithfield . . as though
hee could stand on no ground for lustines. 1624 Bi\ M.
SMYTH Serin. 172 Shall we bridle it or bristle it against him ?

d. Now commonly To bridle up (occas. hack).
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. (1812) I. 343 She . .bridled up,

assumed an air of disdain. i759GoLDSM. Bee No. 5 Rt'vcric,
She instantly bridles up and feels the force of the well-timed

flattery. 1760-2 Cif. World Ixxvi, Sometimes she ..

would bridle back, in order to inspire us with respect as
well as tenderness. 1840 DICKONS Old C. Shop (.C. D. ed.i

19 Kverybody bridled up at this remark.

t f. To bridle upon (a thing).
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa tiBn) II. xviii. 119, I can nut

indeed but say, bridling upon it, that 1 have heard famous
scholars often and often say very silly things. 1754 Gran-
dison IV. xv. no She took to herself, and bridled upon it,

the praises and graces this' adroit manager gave her.

Bri'clle-bi't. The bit or mouth -piece of a
bridle. Hence f Bridle -bitter, a maker of

bridle-bits.

[1:1440 Promp. Parv. 37 Bytt of a brydylle, Inhalant.]
c 1500 Cockc Lorellcs B. (1843) 9 Brydel bytters, blacke

smythes, and ferrars. 1535 COVEKDALE 2 Kings xix. 28
Therfore wyil I put a rynge in thy nose, and a brydle bytt
in thy Hppes. 1640 HABINGTON Hist. Edw. Il^t 178 Able
to buy the Spurres and Bridle-bits in his Campe. 1828-41
TYTLLR Hist. Scot. (18641 ' ^9 note. Amid a heap of chafF
and dust, lay several human bones, along with a large and
powerful bridle-bit.

Bridled (.brai-d'ld), ///. a, [f.
BHJDLK v. +

-ED.] Furnished or ecjiiipped with a bridle, in

various senses; curbed, restrained, controlled.

6-1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1112 Ther nas courser well

ybridled none. 1:1400 MAUNDEV. xxiii. 253 An hors sadeled
and brydeled. c 1430 Stans Piter ad M. 33 in Babees Bk.
1 1868) 29 Drinke not bridelid for haste ne necligence. 1710
STEELK Tatlcr^Q. 196 P3 A bridled Rage. 1713 YOUNG
Last Day \, 274 The bridled monsters awful distance keep.

1852 Tui'FER Proverb. Philos. 193 His bridled steed-

Bridleless ^brsi'd'liles), a. Also 5 bryde-

lease, brydiless, 6 brideles. [f.
BRIDLE sb. +

-LESS.] \Vithout a bridle (said of the steed or

rider) ; Jig. unbridled, unchecked, unrestrained.

1406 OCCLEVE Misrule 78 Foorth ther with he renneth

brydiless. 1555 PHILPOT Apol. in Strype Eccl. Mt'tn. III.

n. App. xlvih. 153 Ashamed of their brideles, blasphemous
tongues. 1802 SOUTMEY Tkalaba\\ 1 Away went the bridle-

less steed. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 216 The bridleless

Numidian cavalry.

Bridler [bwi'dtei). [f.
BRIDLE P.+-EB!.]

1. One who bridles, restrains, or controls.

1563-87 FOXE /.($ M, (1596)395/1 The greatest brideler of

the popes usurped power. 1611 COTCJK., Bridoye t a goose-
bridler (a nickname for a Lawyer^ 1641 MILTON C/i. G<n<t,

vii. Wks. (1851) 135 The only bridlers of schisme. 1877
BLACKIE Wise Men in The tamer of tigers, the bridler of
bears.

f 2. A bridle-maker. Obs. rare.

1653 WADSWORTH tr. Sandovats Civ. Wars Spain 330
Alonso de Vera, a bridler and one of the . . Citie officers.

Bridle-rein (brai-d'lr^-n). [f. BRIDLE sb. -t-

REIN.] A strap or cord attached to the bit, and

serving to guide or control the horse ; a rein.

138* WYCLIF Ecclns. xxxiii. 27 5oc and brydil reyne crooken
the harde necke. 1552 HULOET, Brydle reine, lorum. 1820
SCOTT Abbot xxxvi, Who but Douglas ought to hold her
bridle-rein? 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry \. 104 Carry the
butt under the bndle-reins.

Bridling (brai-dlirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

BRIDLE ^.]
1. The applying of a bridle

; curbing, restrain-

ing, controlling. \ Bridling cast : a stirrup glass.
c 1450 Chaucer's Dreme 272 The bridling hire hors. 1513
MOKE Rich. Ill 1.1641) 220 The brideling and punishing of

such as there had misgoverned themselves. 1609 BEAUM.
& FL. Sconif. Lady n. 69 Let's have a bridling cast before

you go. Fill 's a new stoupe. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit.
in. 94 The bridling the fury of the humours. 18170. S.

FABER Eight Dissert. (1845^ II. 283 For the purpose of

bridling the apprehended refractoriness of subjects. 1833
Kcgul. Instr. Cavalry 1.42 Bridling^ the Bridoon touching
the corners of the mouth.

2. The forming of a ' bridle
'

to a net.

^1838 C. BATHL-RST Nets 34 Bridling is done.. on a spool
a full quarter less in circumference than the one used in the

body of the net.

3. The gesture mentioned in BRIDLE v. 3.

1709 Tatler No. 104 f i By her bridling-up I perceived
that she expected to be treated hereafter not as Jenny
Distaff. 1861 Mrs. Delancy's Corr. II. 485 note, One of
the first lessons in deportment . , was to hold up the head
on entering a room, and to keep the chin in, which is ex-

pressed by
*

bridling'. 1851 HELI-S Comp, Solit. vii. (1874) 122

Without any bridling-up or nonsense ofany kind.

Bri'dling, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING -.] That
bridles ; in various senses of the verb.

1562 I'HAER sEndd x. Eej, Almighty mother of gods . .

That . . lions yolkst with brideling bittes. 1579 J. STUBBKS

Gaping GulJ Fij, The best brydle .. to keepe in proude
Fraunce, are the naturally brydeling bands of the sea. 1789
WORUSW. Even. Walk 180 He: swells his lifted chest and
backward flings His bridling neck. *795 WOLCOTT <P.

Pindar) Pindariana Wks. 1812 IV. 206 Thy bridling chin
of scorn I see.

Bridoon brid/rn). [a. F. bridon in same sense,
deriv. of bride a bridle.]
1.

' The snaffle and rein of a military bridle, which
acts independently of the bit, at the pleasure of

the rider '. Slocqueler.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v., A horse never goes so

well nur sure with a bridoon, unless he have been first broke
to the bit. 1801 W. FELION Carriages II. 156 Harness is

frequently made without breeching or bridoon. 1833 Re^nl.
Instr. Cavalry i. 41 The use of the Bridoon, or Snaffle-

Bridle.

2. Comb., as bridoon-hil, -bridle, -c/idiii, etc.

1801 W. FELTON Carriages II. 146 The 'Bridoon Bit, an
additional bit . . with a ring at each end for the reins to be
fastened to. Ibid. Glosx,

'

Bridtwn Chain, or Links, small

ornaments, through which the bridoon reins run. Ibid. II,

141 The "

Briiloon-Head, or Rein, is an additional bridle

with a bearing-rein. 1856 J. GKANT Black Drag, xxxv,
Every man . . grasped the

'

bridoon rein near the rin;.;.

Bridulle, -dylje, obs. forms of IJKIKM-:.

Briech, obs. form of liUEKCH.

Brief (,br/'f ,
sb. Forms; 3-5 bref, 4-5 brefe,

4, 7 breef, s breyfe, 6-7 breefe, briefe, 7 breif,
St. brife, 6- brief. [ME. ///-,/ a. OF. bref i-nhc.

brief] : L. brcvc 'letter, dispatch, note', in late cl.

L. 'short catalogue, summary', neuter of brcz'is

'short'. From otlicial Latin the word entered at

an early period into all the Teutonic langs. Cf.

ON. ^-<y\found ^1015), S\v. /'/-,/, Da. brcv, OS.,
OFris. bref (,Du. brief\ OIIG. brioj (yth c.

;

MUG., mod.G. brief} \
but it is not recorded in

OE.. and appears to have entered early ME.
from French. Here also it has remained more

distinctly an official or legal word, and has not the

general sense 'letter
1

,
which it has acquired in

continental Teutonic.]

Of uncertain sense :

a 1225 Ancr. R. 122 note (MS. C.) To settin wordis o bref.

I. A letter of authority.

*(
1. A writing issued by official or legal autho-

rity ; a royal letter or mandate ; a writ, a summons.

(Translating L. breve and AFr, brej in various

legal meanings.) Obs.

[1292 IIRITTON i. i. 4 Solum ceo qe nous les inaunderuins

par nos brefs [as we shall authorize by our writs]. 1330
K. BKUNNE Chron. 237 Edward sent his brefe to Leulyn
for his land, c 1425 StTt'tt Sag. (P.) 3203 Over alle hys lond

hys bref wai sente To aselm]len a coinuyn parlyment.
1621 KLSING Debates Ho. 0rfr(i87o) App. 133 A breefe

touching gold and silver thred read. 1641 Tcrines dc la,

Ley 43 Briefe signifies . . the proces that issues out of the

Chauncery or other Courts, commanding tlie Sherife to
summon or attach A. to answer to the suit of />'. etc., but
more largely it is taken for any precept of the King in

writing under scale, issuing out of any Court. 1882 GUNTON
in Macm. Mag. XLV. 450 In 1533, he was made Clerk of
the Briefs in the Star Chamber.

2. A letter of the pope to an individual or a reli-

gious community upon matters of discipline. It

differs from a bull in being less ample and solemn,
and in the form in which it is written. More fully
called apostolical or papal brief.

"1460 Tffwnelt'y Afyst. 127 Nnnciiest And, lo sirs, if ye
trow not me Ye rede this brefe. 1579 FENTON Gnicciard.

(16181 30 The Pope . . reenloyned him eftsoones by another

Briefe, the selfe same things. 1606 True $ Perf. Relat.
Y iv a, The receiuing of two Brieues or Bulls from the Pope.
1710 Land. Gaz, No. 4678/1 The Pope has at last given
the Brief of the Cruciata to the King of Spain. 1850
MRS. JAMESON Leg. Monast, Ord. (1863) 361 Dominick,
armed with the papal brief, hastened thither. 1868 W. CART-
WRIGHT in News of World 29 Mar., A Brief. . has but the

Pope's name at the beginning
' Pius Papa IX.' is signed

by the Cardinal Secretary of Briefs, bears date from the

Nativity, and is written in modern letters upon soft white

parchment.
t b. A letter of credentials given to mendicant

friars and the like. Obs.
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BRIEF. 1100 BRIER.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xx. 325 The Frere . . cam . . to }?e

bisshop & his brief [C. xxm. 327 breefj hadde In contrees

[>ere he come in confessiouns to here.

c. dial. A begging petition.
1764 J. COLLIER (T. Bobbin) Let. toR. IV. in Wks. 11862)

Introd. 23 Pray advise . . whether, I should not have a brief

[on the death of a mare]. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropshire
IVord-bk. (E. D. S.) Brief, a writing setting forth the cir-

cumstances by which a poor person has incurred loss, as by
fire, the death of a horse, cow, etc. Such a one takes the
brief about to collect money for his indemnification.

3. A letter patent issued by the sovereign as

Head of the Church, licensing a collection in the

churches throughout England for a specified object
of charity ; called also a Chunk Brief QT Kings
Letter. Obs. in practice.
1588 Marprel. Epist.y$ Spent thirteene score pounds in

distributing briefes for a gathering towards the erecting of
a Colledge. 1661 PEPVS Diary 30 June, To church, where
we observe the trade of briefs is come now up to so constant
a course every Sunday, that we resolve to give no more to
them. 1781 COWPER Charity 469 The brief proclaimed, it

visits every pew, But first the squire's, a compliment but
due. 1820 SOUTHEY Z.^1

/. (1856) III. 193 A wooden thing. .

such as the churchwardens carry about in the church to
collect money for a brief. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 420/2 A brief

was issued, in 1835, to increase the funds of the '

Society
for the propagation of the Gospel in foreign parts',

f II. 4. A letter, dispatch, note. Obs.

(-1400 Destr. 7Vf7y 794 And ^an no broght hym a bref all

of brode letres, ^at was comly by crafte a clerke for to
rede. 1572 GASCOICHE Fruites ofWarre (1831) 214 She
sent a brief vnto me by hir inayde. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II-',

iv. iv. i Hie, good Sir Michell, beare this sealed Briefe With
..haste, to the lord mareshal. 16520. STAPYLTON Hcrodiait
xvn. 144 When this Briefe was to the Persians born They
. . flatly doe their message hold in scorn.

b. Writing, something written.

1450 LONKUCH Grail xxxi. 265 And the Brefis that on
the schipe weren set, Signefieth holy Scripture with-owten
let. 1786 BURNS Answ. Poet. Epist. iii, King David, o'

poetic brief, Wrocht 'mang the lasses sic mischief.

III. Something abbreviated.

f 5. A short statement or account of something
that is, or might be, more fully treated

;
an abridge-

ment, epitome, abstract, summary. Obs.

1563 MAN Musculus Coinm-pl. 34 b, A certain briefof those
commaundementes [sumina qiiaedaw eoruin prxcnptorui\.
1589 NASHE A fiat. Absurditie 5 A suruey of their follie, a
briefe of their barbarisme. 1645 PAGITT Herfsiogr. (16471
B iiij b, The Creed being a brief of the Gospel. 1691 T.

H[ALE] Ace. -\\'w Invent. 86 A Brief of the Controversie.

tb.yfy.
1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 103 The hand of time, Shall draw

this breefe into as huge a volume, a 1613 OVERBUBY ^ Wife
1 1638) 44 Each woman is a briefe of Womankind,

t C. abstr. Small compass ; reduced size.

1571 GASCOIGNI; FruitcsoflVtirre cxci, Brought into such
brief.

t d. A device, a motto.

1594 NASHE Unfort. Trai>. 52 With this briefe, Qui ituti-

ddnt egcnt.

f6. A list, catalogue; an invoice, memorandum.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. Ar

. v. i. 42 There is a breefe how many
sports are rife. 1601 F. TATE H^Hsch.Ord. Kdiv.II, 10

11876)10 He shal make a breef everi day of the parcels of
al manner uf things delivered & spent. Ibid. 47. 28 Therof
aunswere daily at the briefs to the clarke of the botery. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp, s.v., Briefs of the dead, Brcvia nwr-
tiwrum, were letters sent by the monks of one monastery
to those of another . . to inform them of the deaths or obits
of their monks. 1849 ROCK Ck. ofFathers \\. vii. 380 The
Death-bill, called by some the Mortuary-Roll or Brief.

7. Law. A summary of the facts of a case, with
reference to the points of law supposed to be

applicable to them, drawn up for the instruction

of counsel conducting the case in court. To hold
a brief: to be retained as counsel in a case,
to argue a point for\ To take a brief', to accept
the conduct of a case.

1631 Star Cliamber Cases (iS&d) 39 To print or write breifes

of a cause before the hearing . . is to be accounted scan-
dalous. 1709 STEELE TatlerNo. 186*3 The young Fellow
. . seemed to hold his Brief in his Hand rather to help his

Action. 1795 GIBBON Autobiog. 108, I spoke as a lawyer
from my brief. 1826 DISRAELI Vit'.Grey in.viii. 128 It is

the first day ofthe Assize, so there is some chance of a brief.

1869 SEELEY Ess. $ Led. \. 7 Ready as Cicero showed him-
self to take . . a brief. . from accused and guilty governors.
IV. Something brief or short.

f8. Music. A short note; = BREVE sl>. 2. Obs.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. 1 16 What was his song ? hard ye not

how he crakyd it? Three brefes to a long. 1594 BARNKIELU
Skeph. Cant, iii, No Briefes nor Semi-Briefes are in my

made it be a Briefe ; Crotchets he had good store.

f 9. Gram. A short syllable,
= BREVE sb. 3. Obs.

riS3p H. RHODES Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk, (1868! 71
Corrupt in speeche am I, my breefes from longes to know.

1 10. Cards. A means of cheating at cards. Obs.
1680 COTTON in Singer Hist. Cards 339 The breef . . Take

a pack of cards and open them
;
then take out all the

honours . . then take the rest and cut a little from the edges
of them all alike, by which means the honours will be
broader than the rest, so that when your adversary cuts to

you, you are certain of an honour ; when you cut to your
adversary cut at the ends.

11. Comb., as brief-fed adj. ;
brief-money,

money collected under authority of a brief.
1820 T. MITCHELL, \ristoph. I. 92 The brief-fed spark.. In

haste uprises to display his powers of wit and story. 1686

LADY RUSSELL Lett. I. xxxiv. 88 The disposers of the brief-

money^ met the first time yesterday.

Brief ,br/f ), a., quasi-J
1

^. and adv. Forms :

4-6 bref, breff, brefe, 5-6 bryef, breve, breue,

breyf.fe, 6-7 breefe, briefe, 7 breif^e, 6-
brief. [ME. bref, a. OF. bref, fern, breve (

= Pr.,

Cat. breUj It., Sp., Pg. breve} : L. brevetn, nom.

brevis, short. The vowel has been lengthened in

Eng., as in chief, relief
c

, etc.]
A. adj. 1. Of short duration, quickly passing

away or ending.
c 1325 E. E. Allit, P. A. 268, & busyez (?e aboute a raysoun

bref. c 1400 Beryn 871 Goith hymselff a begging aftir in

breff tyme. 1603 SHAKS. Meets, forM, n.ii. 118 Man, proud
man, Drest in a little briefe authoritie. 1605 Maco.\. v.

23 Out, out, breefe Candle, Life's but a walking Shadow.
1828 CARLYLE Misc. 11857} I- 2 3 ] Some brief pure moments
of poetic life. 1847 TENNYSON Prittc. iv. 43 O tell her, brief

is life but love is long, And brief the sun of summer in the

North, And brief the moon of beauty in the South.

fb. To be brief : to be expeditious or hasty. Obs.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. iv. v. 237 Achil. Behold thy fill.

Hect. Nay, I haue done already. Achil, Thou art to breefe.

2. Occupying short time in speaking or reading ;

consisting of few words, short, concise.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wicket Argument, A verye brefe diffi-

nition of the^e wordes. c 1430 Hymns Virg. (18671 55 Ihesu

spak wij wordis breue. 1494 FABVAN n. xxxv. 26 The more
partie of wryters reherce in most breuest or shortest maner.

1547 Act i Edtv. '/, iii. 16 The Curate [shall] - - make . .

a godly and briefe exhortation. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii.

548 The Abstracts and breefe Chronicles of the time, a 1680
BUTLER Rem, (1759) I. 263 So 'tis in Books the chief Of all

Perfections to be plain and brief. 1723 DE FOE I'oy. round
ll'orld 118401 311, I shall give a brief account of it all. 1840
CARLYLE Heroes vi. 322 As the briefest definition, one might
say, etc.

b. To be brief: to speak concisely.
1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers Log, \. iv. 27 As if a man, meaning

to be brief, should promise that he would gallop over al the
rest of his text. 1644 MILTON Edttc. (17381 135 Brief I shall

endeavour to be. 1762-71 H. WALPOLK I'ertne's A need.
Paint. (1786) II. 135, I shall be but brief on the circum-
stances of his life.

C. Curt or abrupt in manner, rare.

1818 SCOTT //>/. .]/'idl. xliv, The bearing of the gracious
Duncan was brief, bluff, and consequential.
3. Less usually of extent in space : Short, cur-

tailed, limited. (Cf. 1605 in sense i.)
1668 CL-LPEPPER &.CoLB.Bartkol.Attat. n. vi. 97 Contract-

ing the whole Heart in a brief manner. 1824 SCOTT St.

J\iian's vi, Wearing the briefest petticoat of any nymph of
St. Konan's. 1863 HAWTHORNE Old Home, Leamington
S/>a, A small play-place, .permeated by brief paths.

t4. Jig. Limited, Alight, restricted. Obs.

1432 50 tr. Higdcn 11865) ' 7 1 Some men of pover and
breve intellecte. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. v. 165 Postures,
beyond breefe Nature.
*

5. Rife; common; prevalent; often used of

epidemic diseases, dial. ;The origin of this sense

is not clear : the Shaksp. quot. is generally cited

as an example, but is by no means certain.)

[1595 SHAKS. John iv. iii. 158 A thousand businesses are
briefe in hand, And heauen it selfe doth frowne vpon the

Land.] 1706 PHILLIPS, Brief, rife, or common. 1721-1800
BAILEY, Brief, common, or rife. 1848-60 BAKTLETT Diet.

Amer., Brief, rife, common, prevalent. This word is..
much used by the uneducated in the interior of New Eng-
land and in Virginia, when speaking of epidemic diseases.

i&'jgSkreips/i.Gloss,, Brief, prevalent, general. 1881 Leicester
Gloss. (E. D. S.) s.v. 'Colds are very brief this east wind.'

B. quasi-J/'.
a. In brief: in few words, shortly, concisely.

With ellipsis of *to speak
'

: In short, to sum up.
1423 J AS. I King'sQ. cxxvii, OflTquhich ryght thus hir an-

suere was in bref. 1595 SHAKS. John n, i. 267 In breefe, we
are the King of Englands subjects. 1609 D. ROGERS Harl.
MS. 1944 If. 22 A man. .published, .the matter of y* playes
in breife. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 171 To whom in brief thus
Abdiel stern repli'd. 1800-24 CAMPBELL Cherubs 29 Ay, and
a cut-throat too; in brief, The greatest scoundrel living.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Fr. ll'incs fy Pol. ii. 21 Charles gave m
brief the story of the storm.

t b. The brief, used absol. like the short. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. y, in. ii. 126 That's the breff and the

long. 1601 All's Well n. iii. 34 'Tis verystraunge, that
is the breefe and the tedious of it. 1601 Br. BARLOW Strtti,

Panics Crossc 48 The chiefe, and the briefe is this.

C. quasi-(/y. a. Shortly, quickly; in few words,

concisely, b. In brief.

1557 NORTH Guenaras Diall Pr. (1582' 7_gb,
In this sort

I should write vnto thee briefe and touching the purpose.
1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. in. iii. 174 It were a griefe, so brief
to part with thee. 1667 MILTON P.L. iv. 876 Those two ap-
proachd And brief related whom they brought.
b. 1600 SHAKS. A. V. L. iv. iii. 151 Briefe, I recouer'd

him. 1855 BROWNING Fro. Lippo, Brief, they made a monk
of me.

t Brief, v. 1 Obs.
[f. BRIEF n.~\ trans. To

shorten, abbreviate, abridge ; also with up.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Cowmii: Ded. ii, Compendious-

nes in briefing such varietie of matter to so small a volume.
a 1655 T. ADAMS Wks. (1862) II. 135 (D.) Both thy latitude
and extension are briefed up.

Brief (

vbr/~f% ^. 2 [f. BRIEF sb.
t sense 7.]

1. trans. To reduce to the form of a counsel's brief.

1837 RICHARDSON s.v. It is common among English law-

yers as, to brief the pleadings.
2. To put (Instructions) into the form of a brief

to a barrister. Also _/?.

1864 G. DVCE Bella Donna, I. 304 Being
'

briefed
'

to Max-
well, they all fell into one common mould. 1871 LEVER
Lei. Kilgohbin Ixxiii. (1875) 397 Instructions which were
briefed to him in the case.

3. To give a brief to > barrister), to instruct by
brief; to retain as counsel in a suit.

1862 TROLLOPE Orley F.
t

I never could look a counsel in

the face again if I'd neglected to brief him with such facts

as these. 1882 Pall Mall G. 5 Apr. 2/2 Should his master
be briefed in more than one court at the same time. 1883
Times 12 Dec. 4 The company have briefed many of the

leading men at the Bar in this case.

Briefing (brrfin), M. sb.
[f.

BRIEF v.2 +
-ING !.] The action of writing briefs. Also attrib.,

as in briefing-post',
a sort of paper used for briefs.

1865 LE FANU Guy Dev. II. xx. 211 The paper, with its

bluish briefing-post pages, and broad margin. 1869 Daily
News

14. Aug., [Medical men] who .. certify excellent

briefing injuries for the use of the plaintiff's advocate.

Briefless (br7-fles), a. [f.
BRIEF sb., sense 7

+ -LESS.] Without a brief; (a barrister) hold-

ing no briefs, unemployed.
1824 SCOTT St. Rotiaus, The broad shoulders of a brief-

less barrister. 1840 MARRVAT Olla Podr. (1866) 267 Arthur
Ansard at a briefless table. 1860 DICKENS Uncomm. Trav.

xiv, A few briefless bipeds, .called to the Bar by voices of

deceiving spirits.

Hence Brie-flessly adv., Brie-flessness.

1842 Punch III. 106 The dreary ghost of brieflessness

Stalk'd up and down the room. 1864 Cornh. Mag. Dec. 682
He often has to pass long >ears of brieflessness.

Briefly (bn~ -fli), adv. [f.
BRIEF a. + -LY 2

.]

1. In a way or form that occupies short time ;

in few words, shortly, concisely, tersely.
a 1300 Cursor M. 120, I sal yow schew wit myn entent,

Bre[rl]i [Fair/, shortly] of ai^ere testament. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. De P. R. in. 1495' 48 In the forsayd bokys we haue

brought in breyfiy somm propryttees of bodylesse sub-

staunce. 1494 FABYAS IL xlv. 29 Guydo . . reherceth moste

breuely the passe tyme of the sayd kyngs. 1502 Ord. Crysten
Men i\V. de W.t n. ii. (1506,1 87 Conteynynge y

e .x. com-
maundementes ryght bryefly, ryght clerely, right easely.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Clarence iii, I will declare as briefly
as I may. 1681 BAXTER Ace. Slierlockc v. 193 The judg-
ment . . I cannot better and brieflier give you, than in the

words of the Preface. 1855 MAL-RY Phys. Geog. Sea xix.

794 Such, briefly stated, are the two theories.

D. Often with ellipsis of * to speak' : In short.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt.$Uplondyshm. (1847) Introd. yoBriefely,
all people of good behavour. 1598 SHAKS. Merry \V.\. iii.

47 Briefely : I doe meane to make loue to Fords wife. 1611

BIBLE Pref. i Briefly, .we sooner compose our differences.

t 2. Within a short time measured either back-

ward or forward) ; soon. Obs.
( 1340 Cursor J/". 18199 tFairf i Tho that so breuely were

doune-cast. ?tri47S Sqr. lowe Dcgre 873 The kyng him

graunted ther to go Upon his jorney to and fro, And brefely
to passe the sea. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. iv. iv. 10 Ant.

Go, put on thy defences. Eros. Briefely Sir. 1607 Cor.

i. vi. 16 'Tis not a mile : briefely we heard their drummes.
1611 Cymb. v. v. 106 Briefely dye their ioyes, that place
them on the truth of Gyrles, and Boyes.

f 3. In an abridged form, in brief. Obs.
c 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence i A treatise in Englisch brevely

drawe out of be book of quintis essenciis. 1551 (title) The
newe great e abredgement brefly conteynyngeal thactesand
statutes of this Realme.

f4. \Vith short (prosodic quantity. Obs.

c 1500 Parteuay 6582 Als the frensh staffes silabled be

More breueloker and shorter also Then is the english lines

vnto see.

Brie'fman. [f.
URIEF sb. 7 + MAN.] a. One

who makes a brief, b. A copier of a manuscript.
1846 in WORCESTER ;

and other mod. Diets.

Briefness (brrfnes). [f.
BRIEF a. + -NESS.]

fl. The quality or state of being brief: short-

ness ^of time ; hcnce^ quickness, celerity. ? Obs.

a 1400 Coi'. Myst. 70We passe ovyr that, breffnes of tyme

consyderynge. 1539 TONSTALL .$>>;//. Palm Sunti.( 1823! 75
For brefenes of tyme I shal omytte to reherse them. 1605
SHAKS. Lt-aru. i. 20 Briefenesse, and Fortune worke. 1608

Per. v. ii. 15 In feather'd briefness sails are filled.

2. Shortness in speech or writing ; brevity ; con-

ciseness.

1530 PALSGR. 58 The brefnesse that the frenche long useth

To Rdr., A most exact, and studied method of briefnesse.

1811 Edin, Rw. XVIII. 287 A style .. characterised by a
studied briefness and simplicity of diction.

Brier, briar (broi<u, brsi-aj), brere (bri.i",

sbl Forms : I br&r. br<$r, 2-3 brer, 3-9 brere,

4-5 breyer, 4-8 breere, 5-7 breer, 5 breyr,

6 'breare, breir, 6-7 bryer, 6-8 bryar, 6-

brier, briar. [OE. : \VS. bf&r, Angl. brer, of

unknown origin. The direct representative of the

OE. and ME. word is brere
t

still usual in the

dialects, and retained by the poets from Chaucer

and Spenser. The rise of the variant brier in the

1 6th c. is not easy to account for, especially as the

spelling bryer shows that this never rimed with

bier, tier, but with dyer, crier. But the phonetic

change was exactly parallel to, and contempo-
raneous with that of M E. frere, frcyre, to fryer,

frier, FRIAR. Briar is a later variant (cf. lier^

liar), and is now equally common. The word is

historically a monosyllable, but poets have often



BRIER.

made two syllables of it, a pronunciation supported

by the spelling briarl\
1. A prickly, thorny bush or shrub in general ;

formerly including the bramble, but now usually
confined to wild rose bushes.

a. Form brere (&rfr, brear}.

cioooAg-s. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 269 Tribulns, brsembel-
brier, c 1000 Saxon Lccchd. II. 96 Brer (je hioran on

weaxaj?. a 1225 A tier. R. 276 Breres bereS rosen, & berien.

97 R. GLOUC. 331 As be rose spryng of t>e brer, c 1350
Will. Palerne 1809 Blake-beries fat on breres growen.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 674 Doun in the breres. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. clii. U495' 704 An hegge
. . of breers, of thornes, and trees made, c 1440 Pronip.
Pani. 40 Brere, or brymmeylle. 1525-30 MORE De Quat.
Ntn'iss. Wks. 74/2 Foregrowen with netteTs, breers, and other
euil weedes. 1562 TURNER Herbal n. 119 The fruite of the

brere called an Hep. 1595 SPENSER Sonn. xxvi, Sweet is

the Rose, but growes upon a brere. 1596 f. Q. i. x. 35
Ragged breares. 1597 BP. HALL Saf. vi. I, A pipe of oat or

breare. 1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. \\. ^(1772) 11.32 'Mong
roots, and breers, and thorns. 1747 W. MASON Mtisxtts, Ne
bush, ne breere, but learnt thy roundelay. 1830 TENNYSON
Poems 76 They, .from the blosniy brere Call to the fleeting

year. 1865 [see 2].

0. Form brier (bryer}.
L''(Z 1400 Chester PI. 74 A horned weither . . Amonge the

breyers tyed is lie. < 1460 Tcncnclcy Afyst. 12 Thystyls and
breyr, yei grete plente.] 1545 "BRiSKUOVLamgnf. (1874) 92
Do briers bringe forth figges, and thorns grapes? 1579
E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cal. Feb., Argt., The Oake and
the Bryer [1597 brier]. 1611 BIBLE Isa. Iv. 13 In stead of

the brier shall come vp the Myrtle tree. 1653 HOLCROFT
Procophts n. 54 Throwing him among Bryers. 1720 WATTS
Mor. Songs, Sluggard 3, I passed by his garden, and saw
the wild brier. 1776 ADAM SMITH /K N. \. n. v. 367 Over-

grown with briers and brambles. 1822 BYKON Werjicr in.

i. 159 The doubts that rise like briers in our path. 1847
TENNYSON Princ. v. 27, I was. .torn with briers.

7. Form briar (bryar}.
1552 HULOET, Bryar. .a lytle or yonge bryer. 1601 SHAKS.

A ICs Well iv. iv. 32 Summer, When Briars shall haue leaues
as well as thornes, And be as sweet as sharpe. 1711 Ai>-

DISON Spcct. No. 56 F 3 He walked through Briars and
Brambles. 1810 SOUTHEY Kc/tama xm. v, Nor weeds nor
briars deform'd the natural floor. 1863 STANLEY Jc^v. Ch.
xv. 349 The Briar, the Bramble, the Thorn that crept along
the barren side of the mountain.

b. techn. The stock or stem of a wild rose, on
which a garden rose is grafted.
1574 HELLOWES Guenara's Ep. (1577! 125 Honour is ioyned

to vertue as y' bryer is to the rose. 1858 ULENNY Gard.

Everyday Kk. 213/2 Roses worked on Briars are very apt
to lose by the growth of the stock.

c. \Yith qualifications : Sweet Brier, a species
of wild rose (J?. rubiginosa} with fragrant leaves

and shoots
;
Austrian Brier (R.lutea'*, a climb-

ing yellow rose ; also Green Brier (S//n7a.v ro-

tutidifolici} ; Sensitive Brier, the genus Schronkia.

1596 SI-ENSER /''. Q, in. xi. 36 A sweet breare. i6z6 BACON
Sytva 562 There is also upon Sweet, or other Bryer, a
fine Tuft, .of Moss. 1728 THOMSON Spring 105 The verdant
maze Of sweet briar hedges. 1861 DELAMER Fl. Gard. 138
As yet, a double Austrian briar is a desideratum. 1882

Garden 27 May 373/1 Austrian Copper Brier is arranged
in a low silver-gilt cup with small twigs of Sweet Brier.

2. Brier-bushes collectively.
('1340 Cursor M. 924 iFairf.) Brere \Cott. brembelj and

Irornes hit sal J?e ?ilde. 1382 WYCLIF Hosea x. 8 Cloote and
breere shal stye on the auters of hem. 1590 SHAKS. Mids.
.V, in. i. no Through bogge, through bush, through brake,

through bryer. 1821 SHELLEY Adonais xviii, Build their

mossy homes in field and brere. 1865 S. EVANS Bro. Fabian's
MS. 59 They dolve a grave. . And covered it with brere.

3. a. A branch or twig of a brier, f b. A thorn

of a brier (obs.}.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vn. 402 Hit hadde be wexed with a

wips of breres. a 1400 Rom. Rose 858 Hir flesh so tendre,
That with a brere smule and slendre Men myght it cleve.

(11674 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. (1702' I. Pref. 7 A Crown of
Briers and Thorns. 1818 BYRON Beppo iv, Walk about

begirt with briars.

4. jig. (pi.} Troubles, difficulties, vexations : in

modem use with conscious reference to the literal

sense. Hence t To Itave in the briers^ be in the

briers > get out of the briers (all obs.
s

.

1509 HAWES Ejeatrtft Virt. xiv. 298 Fatal brerys whiche
be contraryous. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) izb,
The bryers and perylles of this worlde. 1563 FOXE A . fy M.
\. 208/1 Leaving the Bishops, and such others, in the Briers.

1575 CHURCHYARD Chippcs (1817) 95 Now is hee free, that

hapneth in the breares. 1625 SANDERSON Serin. (1681) I.

133 Helping a great offender out of the bryars. 1674 EAKL
KINCARDIN in Lauderd. Papers (1885) III. xlv. 75 Wee . .

were glade to get out of the briers at that rate. 1770 Monthly
Rev. 35 The Netherlander;, .had freed themselves from the

Romish briars. 1794 BLAKE Songs Exper., Gard. Love 12

Priests, .binding with briars my joys and desires.

5. attrib. and Comb., as brier-ball^ -beriy^ -bus/i,

-flower, -leaf, -stalk ; f brier-bell, the bedeguar
of the wild rose ; brier-coal, ? charcoal made of

twigs, etc. ; t brier-crook, an implement for re-

moving briers ; brier-rose, brier-tree, the Dog-
rose.

1694 W. WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. 30 *Briar-balls dried

and powdered. 1738 BRADLEY Diet. Bot. s.v. Cynosbatos,
This Rose is apt to tiring now and then, .a *Bryar-Bell, or

a Spongiola, which is a Bunch of Threds, of a red Colour.

1626 BACON Syfoa 577 The latest [Fruits] are . . drapes,
Nuts, Quinces, Almonds, Sloes,

"
Brier-berries. 1562 TIMINKK

Herbal \\. n8b, Of the
'

Brere bushe or Hep tre or Brere

tre, Rnbus canis. 1591 PKRCIVALL Sp. Diet., Carnal, a

1101

brier bush, Rubetnm. 1626 BACON Syk<a 775 Small-coal

or *Briar-coal poured upon Char coal make them last

longer. 1483 Catli, Angl. 43 A Brerecruke, falca&truin.
(-1325 K.E. A Hit. P. B. 791 Ofbleas^e 'brere flour. 1766
WESLEY 7ml. 17 Sept., Applying a '''

brier-leaf. 1810 SCOTT
Lady of L. i. xi, The "brier-rose fell in streamers green.
1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. n. 481 The briar-rose, Rustling
outside within the flowery close. 1882 Garden 10 June
411/3 Bouquets of pink Brier Roses. 1624 CAIJT. SMITH
Ktrvtrtta 1. 10 Bring forth a 'bryer stalke.

Brier, briar (brsroi), sb [Formerly bruyer,
a. F. bruycre heath, erroneously identified with the

prec. word.] The White Heath {Erica arbona}, a
1

native of the south of France, Corsica, etc., the

j

root of which is extensively used for making
tobacco-pipes 'introduced into England about

1859,; a'so a P'Pe of this wood. So Brier-root,

brier-wood; brier-wooder;;/!?//^-^/.), a smoker
of a brier pipe.
1868 Tobacco Trade Rev. Feb. 8 (Attvt.) Health pipe : in

! Bruyer Wood. Ap. n Joseph Izod, Importer of Meer-
schaum and Bruyer Pipes. Ibid. Brier Wood, Lava,
Clay, and China Pipes. 1869 ibid. Jan. 9 Briar Pipes.

Mch, 13 The substances used are meerschaum . briar-

root. 1884 MiLLEK/Yrt/-., Briar Root of which Pipes are

made. Erica arborea. 1886 Harper s filag. Dec. 27 There
is the ever-ready brier-root pipe loaded with Caporal. 1886

Tinsteys Mag. July 55 Vet I hope he is not vulgarer than
the briar-wooders. Mod. Do you really prefer a brier to a
meerschaum?

t Brier, v. Ol>s. rare- 1
. Li7bryre. [fVBBLEU

sbl] trans. To catch or annoy like briers.

1601 WEEVEK Mirr. Mart. A vb, Some way. .was knottie,
othersome would bryre me.

Briered, briared (brai-o.id). ///. a.
[f.

BRIER v. or sb. + -EJI.] Caught or entangled in

briers
;
bound or covered with briers. AlsoyT^.

rti4 HOOPER in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps, Ixxvii. 20 As the

shepherd is careful of his entangled and briered sheep. 1702
C. MATHER Magn. L'hr. n. App. 11852,1 183 Xe\v England
was miserably briared in tfie perplexities of an Indian war.
<i 1823 BI.OOMI itLn Poems (18451 5 New-briar'd graves.

Briery, briary (brsi^ri), a. [f.
BRIER + -vi.]

1. Full of or consisting of thorns or briers ;

brambly, thorny.
X549 COVEKDALE Erasm. Par. James 28 It taketh no rote

in a briery place. 1581 Si UDLEY Seneca $ Hippolytm 64 Up
anddowne tlie breary Brakes. 1623 SIR J. BEAUMONT Trans-

ftgnr. in Fair's S. /'. (1848' 144 By steepe and briery paths
ye must ascend. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa <i8n> I. 223
Over briery enclosures. 1846 KEULE Lyra Innoc. 11873! 154
Dews, .glist'ning clear, Thro' their brown or briery screen.

1876 BLACKMORE L'ripps ii. n A briary thicket.

t 2. Of or pertaining to briers. Obs. rare.

*593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 31 Her possessors neuer

escape briery scratches.

3. fig. Of the nature of briers ; vexing.
1604 T.WRIGHT Passions \. iii. n Those spinie bruunches

of briarie passions. 1648 KARI. WESTMORELAND Otia Stu >'a

< 1879) 41 Choak'd with the Brierie Cares of this world. 1876
BANCROM Hist, U. S. II. xxiii. 84 To go forth into the

briery and brambly world.

t Briery, briary, sb. Obs. [f.
UHIEH + -\ :

see -KRY.] A ])lace overgrown with briers.

1552 HULOET, Bryary or place where bryar* grow*.
1

. 1585
in Academy ii38->) 25 Mar., Fifty acres of turbary, sixty
acres of scrub and briery.

Brieve (br/v). Scotch Lau>. Also 7 breive,

briefe, brife. [Another form of BRIEF sb,] A
writ or precept issued from Chancery in the Sove-

reign's name, directing trial to bo made of certain

points specified.
Before the institution of the Court of Session 1 1552

a breve

or brieve was the prescribed form of Summons issued for

any cause; afterwards it was limited to the i Latin \ Writ
from Chancery addressed to the Judge Ordinary or Sheriff

for trial by him and a jury of special questions in which the

Court ofSession had no original jurisdiction. These Brieves

have all fallen into desuetude or been abolished by statute,

except in one or two cases (e.g. in the appointment of a

tutor-at-law to a minor 1

,
where also other forms of proceed-

ing are now usually preferred.

1609 SKEXE Reg. Maj. 87 Restis to speik of Brieves cur-

rant, quhilk are pleadable, that is the brieve of distres icr

poynding) for debt, the Brieve of convention . . The Brieve

of Dissaisine. The Brieve of Protection, and breaking of

the Kings peace. The Brieve of Bondage. The Brieve of

Warandice. 1868 Act 31 32 I 'if. c. 101 The brieyes of

furiosity and idiotry hitherto hi use are hereby abolished.

Brievement, var. of BREVKMENT. Obs.

Brig (brig). Also 8 brigg. [Abbreviation of

BRI&ANTIXK. Cf. cab, mob, ^oo., etc.] A vessel

(a.) originally identical with the brigantine (of
which word // was a colloquial abbreviation) ;

but, while the full name has remained with the un-

changed brigantine, the shortened name has accom-

panied the modifications which have subsequently
been made in rig, so that a brig is now

(b.) A vessel with t\vo masts square-rigged like

a ship's fore- and main-masts, but carrying also on
her main-mast a lower fore-and-aft sail with a gaff
and boom.
A brig differs from a sntnv in having no try-sail mast, and

in lowering her gaff to furl the sail. Merchant snows are
often called

*

brigs '. This vessel was probably developed
1 from the brigantine by the men-of-war brigs, so as to obtain

i greater sail-power.

1720 Lond. Gar:. No. 5848/4 The Ship Blessing, 50 Tuns
I Burthen, a Brigg. .belonging to St. Ives in Cornwall. 1753

BRIGADE.

Scots 3/ag. Apr. 195, -2. Two guarda costa brigs and a sloop
of war. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) Brig, or

Brigantine, a merchant ship with two masts. . It is variously

applied, by the mariners of different European nations, to

a peculiar sort of vessel of their own marine. 1800 NELSON
Lei. 18 Feb. in Duncan Life f 18061 121 The El Corso brig.

1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat, \. i Her Majesty's ship Beagle, a

ten-gun brig . . Sailed from Devonport. 1854 J. STEPHENS
Centr. Anier. 2 Four ships, three brigs, sundry schooners.

(C.) 'A hermaphrodite brig has a brig's foremast

and a schooner's mainmast' (Dana Bef. the Mast

1840, Gloss.); = BKIGANTINE 3.

2. Comb, bri'g-rigged a., rigged as a brig ;

brig-schooner, a hermaphrodite brig, or brigan-
tine (Smyth Sailors ll'onl-bk. .

1796 NELSON in Nicolas Disp, II. 177 Transports La
bonne Mere, two hundred and fifty tons, Brig-rigged.

Brig, northern form of BKIIHIE.

Brigade (brig^'d ,
sb. Forms: 7 brigada,

-do, 7 briggad, 7 9 brigad, 7- brigade, [a. F.

brigade
(

v J5th c.', ad. It. brigata
'

company, crew,

rout of good fellows' (Florio), f. brigare to brawl,

wrangle, Tight, f. late L. briga (It., Pr. briga, Fr.

brigiic strife, contention. See -AUK. In i;thc.

also in the form brigada, and improperly brigado :

see -ADO. Milton accented bri'gad, which ha* been

followed by some later poets in the non-technical

sense 2 a.]

f 1. A company or
( crew

'

of people. Obs.

ir 1649 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. James I', Wks. (1711)

199 Ye are such a brigade of papists, and antichristian

i:re\v. 1650 HOWELL Re^'ol. Naples < 1664] 117 All that huge
Brigade of peeple.
2. a. cn. A large body or division of troops.
<; 1649 DRUMM. <H. HAWTH.

'

fUst. James F, \Vks. 11711)

qi He would, .bring such war-like brigades of French and
Germans. 1649 LILLY Peculiar Prognost. 6 Some motion
of our Armies or stragling Brigadoes, 1667 MILTON /'. L.
i. 675 Thither wing'd with speed A numerous Brigad
hasten'd. 1776 GIBBON Dect. <y l'\ I. 16 The peace e^tab-

H-shmc-nt of Hadrian, .was composed of no lu>s than thirty
of these formidable brigades. 1855 SINGLET <JN / 'ir^il II.

208 What king:-, by war Were roused, what brigads, follow-

ing each, filled up The champaign.
b. spec. A subdivision of an army, consisting

formerly of two regiments or squadrons ;
but the

composition now varies in different countries. In

the British Army, since its recent reorganization
the word is used only in the Artillery, there being
at present 2 brigades of the Horse Artillery, and

4 of the Field Artillery. (The Garrison Artillery,

on the other hand, consists of 11 'divisions .)

1637 MONHO E.\-ped. with Mackay's Rcgt. n. 184 Twelve

companies thus complete would make up three squadrons . .

which.. would make a complete briggad of foute. 1642
CIIAKLKS I. in Dcclar. Ltrds $ Count/. 19 May 31 A party
. .who commanded a Brigade. 1645 CKU.MU ELL Lett, -y .S/V

iCarl.t 14 Sept., Colonel Welden, with hU brigade, marched
to Pile Hill. 1702 Lond. (,'tu. No. 3832/2 The Duke of

Vendosme left, .four Brigades of Foot near the place. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 437 Maryborough, to whom
William had confided an Knglish brigade consisting of the

best regiments of tliu old army of Jame>. 1855 TENNYSON

Charge L. Brigcuie i,
'

Forward', the Light Brigade ! Charge
for the guns ! he said. 1886 Wkitakers Aim, 163 Field

Artillery, ist Brigade : Depot, Newcastle.

3. A band of persons more or less organized for

purposes of fighting, hunting, etc. ;
also a disci-

plined band of workers wearing a uniform, e. g.

fire-brigade, shoc-black-brigade. Hoys brigade ^
an

organization of the boys connected with a church

or mission, for purposes of drill and instruction ;

begun in Glasgow in 1884.
1806 HITTON Course Math. I. 219 note, A brigade of

sappers consists generally of eight men, divided equally
into t\vo parties. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonna'ille I. 166

The rest were organized into three brigades, and sent off in

different directions, to subsist themselves by hunting the

buffalo. Ibid. 30 The various brigades of trappers. 1887
Chr. Leader $ Mar. 1343 The Boys' Brigade.. Ladytown
Free Church, Arbroath, has started a company of this

brigade.
4. Comb, and Attrib., as brigcuie depot, ribbon ;

brigade-major, a staff officer attached to a brigade,
who assists the brigadier in command, and acts as

the channel through which orders are issued and

reports and correspondence transmitted.
1810 WELLINGTON Let. in Gurw. Disp. V. 598 A Brigade

Major appears to me to be a necessary appointment in

Cadiz. 1844 Regal. % Ord. Army 59 1'he Brigade-
Major, or an orderly Adjutant, is to be constantly in the

Lines of the Camp of the Brigade, 1873 Ibid. 5 Brigade
depots are . . to be inspected.

Brigade (brigad), v. [f. prcc.]
1. trans. To form into a brigade or brigades ; to

join (a regiment or other body of troops) with

others so as to form a brigade.
1805 Ann. Rer. III. 240 A shire is too large a division

for brigading together the resident men in arms. 1837
ttlackiu. Mag. XLI. 37 The firemen.. have been combined
into one body

'

brigaded ', as the rather affected phrase is.

1878 .V. Anter. Rev. CXXVI. 85 My regiment was brigaded
with the Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Regiments.
2. loosely. To form ;people) as if into a brigade ;

to combine, associate.

a 1859 DK QUINCEY W'higgism Wks. VI. 100 Brigaded
with so many scowling republicans are to be found, .nearly



BRIGADIER.

one-half of our aristocracy. 1878 LADY HERBERT tr. Hiilmer's

Ramble II. iii. 537 Men, who were brigaded, and always

ready to trouble the public.

Brigadier (brigadi--i). Also 7 brigadeere.

[?a. Fr. brigadier (not in Cotgr. 1611), {.brigade:

see above.]
1. More correctly Brigadier-General : A mili-

tary officer in command of a brigade ; the status

ranks between a major-general and a colonel, but

is only local or temporary, being generally held

by the senior colonel of the regiments or battalions

brigaded together.
1678 SIR C. LYTTELTON in Hatton Corr. (1878) 162 It shall

not rest upon him if I be not made a brigadeere. 1690

Land. Gaz. No. 2573/4 His Majesty sent Monsieur de la

Meloniere, Brigadier-General, with 5 Regiments. 1703

Ibid. 3916/1 He has appoint 4 Brigadiers General. 1809

WELLINGTON Let. in Gurw. Disjt. IV. 484, I appointed
Colonel Low to be a Brigadier General. 1844 Regal. <f

Ord. Army -*,
Officers serving on the Staff in the capacity

of Brigadier-Generals are to take Rank.. from their Com-
missions as Colonels in the Army, not from the dates of

their appointments as Brigadiers.

t 2. Brigadier-wig : see quot. Obs.

c 1770 J. Granger's Lett. (1805) 280 A full wig tied back

in one curl is a Major, in two curls is a Brigadier. 1772

GRAVES Spirit. Qui.-c. ill. xiii. iD.) A man . . in a brigadier

wig and grave habit. 1818 SCOTT //;/. Miitl. h, He.,

pushed back his brigadier wig.

BrigaclieTsliip. [f.
BRIGADIER + -smr.]

The rank or office of a brigadier.
The

brigadiership from the English,

Brigading ;brigt
T
i-dirj), vbl.sb. [f. BRIGADE r.

+ -ING '.]
The action of forming into brigades.

1815 WELLINGTON Let. in Gurw. Disf. XII. 391, I have

delayed the brigading of the cavalry. 18.. I.ANDOR H-ks.

(1868) II. 61 Angels are not promoted by brigading with

sappers and miners. 1870 Pall Mall G. 22 Oct. 12 Pans. .

is busy with the goose step, marching, counter-marching,

and brigading.

Brigade, obs. form of BRIGADE.

tBrigancy- Sc. Obs. rare-*, [f. brigan,

BRIGAND: see -ACT, -cv.] Violence ; brigandage.

1513 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials \. 91 For common Oppres-
sion of the lieges, common Brigancie, etc. 1384 Sc. Acts

jas. VI (1814' 305 (JAM.) Be way of hame sukkin, bngancie
and forthochl fellony.

Brigand (bri-gand). Forms : 4 bregaund, 5

brigaunt, brygaunt, 5-7 brigant, 6 brigane,

brygand, 6-8 brigan, 6- brigand. [ME. a.

OF. brigand (14111 c. in Littre; = Pr. bregan irre-

gular soldier ; prob. ad. It. brigante, of which the

primary meaning might be '

skirmisher', f. brigare :

see BRIGUE v. and BRIGADE. It occurs in med.L.

in I4thc. in the forms brigaucii, brigantii, brigan-

tini, brigantes as the name of ' tine maniere de gens

d'armes courant et apert, a pie '.]

f 1. A light-armed, irregular foot-soldier. Obs.

1 a 1400 Morte A rth. 2096 Thane bowmene of Bretayne . .

Bekerde with bregaundez of ferre in tha laundez. 1460

CAPGRAVE Cliron. 312 The brigauntis of the Frenssh side

took the Kyngis cariage. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xlvn.

66 The duke..entred into Heynalt..and iiii. c. speares,

besyde the brigantes, came before Quesnoy. 1537 PAYNEL

Barclay's Jugurtli 104 More lyke a skyrimshe amongc

brygandes and rouefs, then to any appointed or ordered

batayle. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan _of Arc x. 250 Archers of

unequalled skill, Brigans and pikemen.

2. One who lives by pillage and robbery : a free-

booter, bandit ; especially a member of one of the

gangs of desperadoes infesting the mountainous

districts of Italy, Spain, Turkey, etc.

1421 SIR H. LUTTRELL in PJllis Orig. Lett. n. 27 I. 85

Ther ys no steryng of none evyl doers, safbyonde the rivere

of Sayne . .of certains brigaunts. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of

Aymon iv. 125 We have slayne soo many theves and

brygauntes that I canne not number tbeym. 1570-87 Ho-

LINSHED Scot. Chron. (1806) I. 392 It was taken from him by

certain Brigants and robbers. 1656 BLOUNT Glosse.gr.,

Brifitnd, a Footman armed. .In old time when those kind

of Soulders inarched, they held all to be good prize, that

they could purloin from the people, and thereupon this

word now signifies also a Theef, purse-taker, or High-way
robber. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 154 Those troops of

brigands, reported to be formidable. 1841 SI-ALDINO Italy

ff It. /si. III. 257 The Neapolitan brigands. 1876 FREEMAN

Norm. Cony. V. xxii. 29 Such names as brigands and mur-

derers are not uncommonly used by established governments
to describe those who are in revolt against their authority.

3. attrib.

1522 World fr Child in Hazl. Dodsley I. 251 Brigand

harness I have beaten to back and to bones. 1816 J. SCOTT

Vis. Paris (ed. 4) Pref. 19 The wild brigand spirit. 1839

AutoLiiog. Beggar Boy 128 He wore a sailor's dress, with a

sort of brigand hat.
.

Brigand, v. rare. [f. the sb.] passive : 1 o

be attacked by brigands.
1886 Century Mag. Apr. 856/1 Here we ought to have

been briganded.

Brigandage (bri-ganded,?). [a. ith c. F.

brigandage, f. brigand ;
see prec. and -AGE.]

1. The practice of brigands; highway-robbery,

freebooting, pillage ; f concr. an incursion, depre-
dation by brigands {obs.).

LAND Lii'y XXXVHI. xlv. lone, A privat brig.

1102

andage and robberie. 1728 MORGAN Algiers II. v. 318 The
Corsairs of Barbary, have extended their Brigandages even

upon the Coasts of Provence. 1826 SCOTT Qitentin D. \,

The brigandage of the Free Companies. 1884 MAHAKFY in

Contcmf. Rev. XLVI. 96 Brigandage .. was too often the

outcome of shocking tyranny and injustice.

2. Brigands collectively.

1875 MERIVALE Gen. Hist. Rome i. (1877) 4 A stronghold

for the unsettled brigandage of the country round.

t Bri'gander
1
. Ol>s. Forms: 5bregaunter,

-ander, breggandire, brigaunder, 5-6 brygan-

der, -yr, brigander, 6 -inder, bregandier. [f.

BUIGAND, on some obscure analogy : there is no

such form in French.]
1. Body-armour for foot-soldiers; = BRIGANDINE I.

1420 Test. Eliar. (1836) I. 397 Unum par de bregaunters,

cum tola reliqua armatura mea. 1430 JOHN PASTON Petit.

in Lett. I. 106 A thowsand persones. -arrayd in maner of

werre, with curesse, brigaunders, jakks, salettes, gleyfes,

bowes, etc. 1497 Will of Sympson (Somerset Ho.), Pair

briganders, paire leg harneys, a paire of gussettes. 1543

GRAI TON Cmitu. Harding 497 The Duke of Buckyngham
stoode harnessed in olde euell fauoured bryganders. 1611

SI'EED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xviii. (1632) 915 Harnessed in

olde rusty briganders.

2. A soldier wearing a brigander.
1525 LD. BEKNERS Froiss. II. clix. [civ.] ,38 The arago-

noys shulde serue hyra..with ii. hundred speares at their

coste and charge, and a thousande crosbowes, and a

thou^ande bregandiers.

f Brigander -'. App. corrupt f. BRIGADIER.

1647 HAWAUU Crcrwii Kcv. 22 Brigander. Fee, 10.

Brigander, obs. f. BERGANDER, sheldrake.

Brigande sque, a. [f.
BRIGAND sb. + -ESQUE,

after arat>cft/ne, etc.] After the style of a brigand.

1883 6V. HWs July )-! 2 Now a shepherd would appear

with his brigandesque hat.

Brigaiidess (brrgandes). rare. [f. BRIGAND

+ -ESS.] A female brigand.
1865 MOENS Eug. Trait, fy It. Brigands, Here I dis-

covered that five of the band were brigandesses. 1869 Echo

6 Feb. ,
Women with black brows and harsh voices brigan-

desses by appearance.

Brigandine, brigantine (bn-gandm, tin).

Forms: 5 brigantyn, (bregandyrn, -ardyn ,

brig-, bryga(u)ndyn(e, ;.SV.brikeane-,brekane-

tyne), 5-6 brigandyne, 6 bregendine, ('! 7 bri-

gintiue, 6- brigandine, -tine. [Late ME., a.

OF. brigandine ,
1 5th c. in Littre) : i. e. armour for

a brigand (in the original sense) : see -INK.]

1.
'

Body armour composed of iron rings or small

thin iron plates, sewed upon canvas, linen, or

leather, and covered over with similar materials
'

(Planche Cycl. Cost.}; orig. worn by foot-soldiers

and at first in two halves, hence in early quots. in

Bregandyrns kevert with blew fellewetand gyll naile, with

legharneys'e, the vallew of the gown and the bregardyns

viij //'. 1489 Acta Dmn. Concilii 132 (JAM. I The said Schir

Mango haid the brikcanetynes contenit in the summondis

BRIGHT.

fighting of irregular troops or free-lances, guerilla

warfare; or brigandage, pillage by free companies.
"393 GOWER Can/. I. n Thechirche keie in adventure Of

armes and of brigantaille Stood no thing than upon bataille.

Briganted, var. of briganded.
1872 HAKDWICK Trad. Lane. 1 3 Briganted, fighting thieves.

Brigantine l (brrgantm). Forms : 6 brigan-

dyn,e, -tyne, bryg-, 6-7 brigandine, 7 bregan-

tinei 6- brigantine ;
also 6 bergantine, 6-7 ver-

gantine. [i6th c. brigandyn, a. F. brigandin (now

brigantin}, ad. It. brigantino (med.L. brigantimts

found a 1400), perh. in its orig. sense 'skirmishing

vessel' : cf. BRIGADE and BRIGAND. The Spanish is

bergantin, OSp. vergantin : these forms also occur

in Eng. writers translating, or compiling, from

Spanish sources.]

1 1. orig. A small vessel equipped both for sail-

ing and rowing, swifter and more easily manceu-

vred than larger ships, and hence employed for

purposes of piracy, espionage, reconnoitring, etc.,

and as an attendant upon larger ships for protec-

tion, landing purposes, etc. Used by the sea-

faring nations of the Mediterranean. (In English

only a historical term : Littre gives brigantin in

this sense, but perh. it is onlyflist, in French also.)

1525 LD. BERNERS Praia. II. clxxi. Iclxvii.] 498 To saue

Corslet. 1611 BIBLE je>: xlvi, Furbish the speares, and

putonthebrigandines[WYCLll habiriownus; CovEKD.brest-

plates ; Vulg. loricis}. 1671 MILTON SUIHSOH 1120 Put on

all thy gorgeous arms, thy helmet And Brigandine of brass,

thy broad habergeon. 1808 SCOTT Mann. v. n, Their

brigantines, and gorgets light. 1825 Talism. (1854) 337

He had finished adjusting his hauberk and brigandine. 1874

BOUTELL Anns fr Arm. viii. 146 A brigandine . . which is

covered over with small iron plates of various forms, and

may be called a studded tunic.

2. altrib.

1863 J. G. NICHOLS Herald ft Ceneal. June 438 Edward

Lyttelton . . in a white dress having a peascod.shaped body,

probably of brigandine armour.

Bri'gandinevbri'gandin),<z. rare. [f.
BRIGAND

+ -IKE*] After the manner of a brigand.

1832 Fraser's Altif.
V. 149 Their ominous and brigandine

salutation,
'

Siste Viator '.

Brigandin(e, early form of BRIGANTINE.

Brigandisb. (bri'gSndiJ), a. [f.
BRIGAND sb.

+ -ISH '.] Pertaining to or resembling a brigand.

Hence Bri'gandishly adv.

1877 Daily News 7 July 6/2 To restrain in some degree

their hrigandish tendencies. Ibid. 5/7 His attire is brigand-

ishly picturesque.

Bri'gandism. [f. BRIGAND + -ISM.] The life

or practices of brigandage.
1865 MAIT.-EI Brigand Life II. 24 Tempted to throw

themselves into the wild vortex of brigandism. 1877 Daily
News 26 July 5/7 The lovely mountain gorge celebrated in

the annals of brigandism.

t Brrgandize, sl>. Obs. rare-1
, [a. rare F.

brigandise (anno 1427 in Godef.), f. brigand: cf.

mtrctxmd-ise^ Brigandage.
1609 HOLLAND A turn. Mareell. xvn. xi. 94 Better fitted

for brigandize than open fight in the field. Ibid.
m

xxm. iil.

221 Men meet for warlike brigandize and robberie.

Brigane, brigant, obs. ff. BRIGAND.

t Brigantai'lle. Obs. rare- 1
, ff. brigant,

BRIGAND: cf. bataille, canaille.'] Perhaps: The

and two brigantines_ to be furnished, .which being prepared

in the yere of Christ 1492, Columbus departed. 1555

Daadrs IV. Ind. J. n. (Arb.) 70 Owre men. .settmge fore-

warde with their ores the brigantine. 1580 BARET Ah'.

I! 1256 A brigantine or ship sent out to espie. 1611 COTCR.,

JiriftiiitiH, a low, long, and swift Sea-vessel, bigger then

the fregat, and lesse then a foist, and hailing some 12 or 13

oares on a side : we call it also a Brigantine. 1670 Land.

Caz No. 500/2 An excellent Bregantine of 28 Oars. 1715

/bid. No. 5332/1 Brigantines of 44 Oars and carrying 150

Men each. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Maritie(ljSg\ Brigantin,

a small light vessel, navigated by oars and sails : but

differing extremely fromthe vessel known in England by the

name of brig or brigantine. 1820 S. ROGERS Italy, Unties

of V (1839" 225 The youths were gone in a light brigantine.

R. 1555 EDEN Decades IV. Ind. (Arb.) 108 Twoo smaule

shyppes commenly cauled bergantines or brygantynes. 1648

GAGE West Ind. x. (16551 40 Cortez thinking that place the

most convenient to launch his Vergantines.

f2. Applied (loosely ) to various kinds of foreign

sailing and rowing vessels, as the galleon, galliot,

etc. Obs. exc. in poetic or rhetorical use.

1552 HULOET, Brigantyne, or litle Barke, or Shyppe.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. (16181 246 Reuictualled Pisa con-

tinually with a Gallion and other Brigandines. \(x$>Lond.

Caz. No. 2603/1, 24 Galeots or Brigantines, 10 Feluccas.

1748 ANTON Voy. I. iv. (ed. 4) 53 The next day but one we

spoke with a Portuguese Brigantine. 1769 FALCONER Diet.

Marine (1789'', Brigantine, a term variously applied by the

mariners of different European nations to a peculiar sort of

vessel of their own marine. 1831 LONGI. Gold. Leg. v. At
Sea, A galley ol the Grand Duca, That . . Convoys those

la/y brigantines Laden with wine and oil from Lucca.

3. A two-masted vessel, carrying square sails

on her foremast, which is rigged like a ship's

foremast ; her main or after-mast is the main-mast

of a schooner, and in Falconer's time, like that

mast, carried a square topsail : but is now entirely

fore-and-aft-rigged.
1695 Loud. Caz. No. 3115/4 At His Majesty's Yard at

Chatham, [was launched] a Brigantine named the Swift.

1725 DE FOE. Fey. round World (1840) 53 Resolving.. to

mast her not as a sloop but as a Brigantine. 1790 BEATSON

Nav. ft Mil. Mem. I. 280 The St. Pedro brigantine, belonging

to and from Ferrol . .was taken by the Ambuscade privateer

of London. 1870 ANDERSON Missions Amcr. 13rd. II.

xxxv. 314 A brigantine of one hundred and fifty-six tons. .

built for the especial use of the Micronesian Mission.

Brigantine.- var. of BRIGANDINE, armour.

t Briganti'ner. Obs. rare~ l
. [f.

BHIGAN-

TINE 1 + -EH.] One of the crew of a brigantine.

1555 EDEN Decades IV. Ind. II. I. I Arb.) 108 They which

were in the brygantyne . . Ancisus . . commaunded . . to turne

backe ageyne. The brigantiners obeyed and folowed hym.

Brige, obs. form of BIUGUE, strife.

Brige, brigg, brigge, obs. ff. BRIDGE.

Bright (brgit). a. and sb. (Compar. brighter,

-est.) Forms : I beorht, berht, byrht, bryht,

1-3 breht, 2-4 briht, 3-4 brijt, 4-5 bryst,

br'yght, 4- bright. Also 2-3 brict, 3-4 bricht,

3-5 brith, 4 brit, brith(e, brigth, 5 bryth,

bryjth ;
Sc. 4-6 bryoht, 4- bricht. [Common

Teut., though now lost in all the langs. exc.

English: OE. beorht (;.- //</) = OS. berht, beraht,

OHG. beraht, bereht (MHG. berht}, ON. bjartr,

Goth, bairhts :- OTeut. *berhto-z, from a stem

#bcrh : -Aryan bhrag-, whence also Skr. bhrdj- to

shine, and L. flagra-re to blaze, flamma flame.

The metathesis of breht for berht occurs already in

Lindisf. Gloss.]
A. adj. (In general, the opposite of dull.}

1. Shining ; emitting, reflecting, or pervaded by

much light.

a. said of luminaries.

a 1000 Metr. Boeth. xxii. 22 Berhtre honne se leoma sie

sunnan on sumera. a looo Guthtac 1258 (Gr.) pa cwom



BRIGHT.

leohta msest . . scinan beorht ofer burssalu. c 1175 Lamb.
Homilies 39 SeofesiSe brihtre bene ba sunne. 1:1391

CHAUCER Astral. II. 2 The altitude of the Mone, or

of brihte sterres. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis in. Prol. i Hornyt
Lady, paill Cynthia, nocht brycht. 1526 TINDALE Re-.', xxii.

16 The bright mornynge starre. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well
i. i. 97 That I should loue a bright particuler starre. 1747

HERVEY Medit. ff Contempt. 11818) 17 They will shine with

brighter beams, .in their Lord's everlasting kingdom. 1879
LOCKYF.R Elem.Astron. ii. ix. 51 One of the brightest lights

that we know of the lime-light.

b. of polished metals, precious stones, and

other objects whose surfaces naturally reflect light.

a 1000 Rood 66 iGr.) On beorhtan stane. c 1220 Bestiary

71 in O. E. Misc. 3 It inakeS his ejen brijt. 1377
LANC.I..

P. PI. B. Prol. 168 A belle of brasse Or of brrjte syluer.

c 1440 Promp. Pat','. 52 Bryghte swerde, splendona.. 1552

LYNDESAY Monarche Prol. 152 In habyte gaye and glorious,

Brychtar nor gold or stonis precious. 1597 GERARD Herbal
I. xl. 5. 58 Bright Wheate . . this kinde is fower square,

somwhat bright and shining. 1652 Proc. Parliament
No. i7oA great box of bright new cast bullets. 1723 SHEF-

FIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753! I. 40 Teeth so bright, and

breath so sweet. 1802 BINGLEY^W/W. Biog. (1813) I. 34 The

eyes of the amphibia are in general large and bright. 1842
MACAULAY Horatius xxi, The long array of helmets bright.

e. of illuminated surfaces, of the day in sun-

shine, etc.

a 1000 Elene 822 (Gr.) In baere beorhtan byrig,
baer is

bro5or min. c 1340 Cursor M. 13541 (Fairf.i Wirk. .qtien be

day lastis brit. e 1470 H ENRY Wallace i. 288 Apon ye morn,

quhen yat ye day was brycht. 1526 Pilgr. Per/, iW. de W.

1531) 129 Our soule irradiate or made bryght with the lyght

of the aungell. 1737 POPE tlor. Epist. i. i. 138 The evening

bright and still. 1832 MACAULAY A rinada xxxvi, That time

of slumber was as bright and busy as the day. 1871 R.

ELLIS Catullus viii. 3 Bright once the days and sunny
shone the light on thee.

d. of transparent substances : Clear, translucent.

1709 STEELE Taller No. joof i Which had purified the

whole Body of Air into such a bright transparent /Ether, as

made every Constellation visible, a 1730 FENTON (J.) While

the bright Seine t' exalt the soul With sparkling plenty
crowns the bowl, a 1748 THOMSON (J.) From the brightest

wines He'd turn abhorrent.

e. jig. Lit up with happiness, gladness, or hope.
1751 JOHNSON Ramtl. No. 165 T 3 The brightest hours of

prosperity have their clouds. 1815 MOORE Lalla R., Fire-

worshippers, Bright hours atone for dark ones past. 1871

FREEMAN Norm. Cong. ^8761 IV. xviii. 193 Chances of de-

liverance brighter than any that had offered themselves.

f 2. Clear or luminous to the mental perception.
d 1000 Guthlac 815 (Gr.) Gif hy halves word healdan

woldun beorht in breostum. izoo Trin. Coll. Honi. 119

pe holi gost . . alihte hem of brihtere and of festere bileue.

1741 WATTS [mprov. Mind(].\ He must not proceed too

swiftly, that he may with more ease, with brighter evidence,

and with surer success, draw the learner on.

3. Of persons :

'

Resplendent with charms
'

(J.) ;

beautiful, fair. arch.

c 1250 Hymn Virg. 14 in Trin. Coll. Iloin. 255 Nis non

maide . . swo fair, so sschene, so rudi, swo_ bricht. a 1300
Havelok 2131 In his armes his brithe bride, c 1420 Sir

A mat/ace Iviii, That ladi gente That was so bryjte of ble.

c 1460 in Bailees Bk. u868) 15 In chambur among ladyes

bryjth. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 490 By thy bright beauty was
1

ired.it newly bi

still, though
. 1605 Mack. IV. iii. 22 Angels arc brigh

.. the brightest fell, c 1600 Bessie of Bcdua,

Grene II. ii, He had a faire daughter of bewty most bright.

1704 POPE Windsor F. 232 Like the bright beauties on thy
banks below. 1817 COLERIDGE Sibyl. Leaves (1862) 279 A
bright lady, surpassingly fair.

4. Of vivid or brilliant colour: used also with

names of colour, as bright red.

'375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 10 The treis begouth to ma Bur-

geonys and brycht blwmys alsua. 1655-60 STANLEY Hist.

Pfiilos. (1701) 406/2 The kinds of colour are . .Ten, Black,

White, and the rest between them, Yellow, Tawney, Pale,

Red, Blew, Green, Bright, Grey. 1697 DRYDF.N Virg. Georg.

m. 128 His Colour Gray ; For Beauty dappled, or the

brightest Bay. 1704 POPE Past., Spring 31 Here the bright

crocus and blue violet grew, a 1835 MRS. HEMANS Better

Land, Strange bright birds, on their starry wings. 1836

HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-tks. 11871) I. 20 Wild rose-bushes

. .with their deep, bright-red seed-vessels.

5. Of sounds: fa. Clear, shrill, ringing, b.

Said of the mental effect of a note.

a looo Cod. .ran. 79 b (Bosw.), Sum hafab beorhte stefne.

a 1250 Owl % Night. 1681 For bo^e we habbeb stefne brihte.

1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2780 God sente a steune bri^t and he}.

1872 J. CURWF.N Standard Course 4/2 They are the bold. .

tones of the scale . . but they differ in the manner of their

boldness, one being brighter, another stronger, etc.

6. Illustrious, glorious, splendid. (Lat. clams.)
a loooAfs. Psalter cx\\\\\.6 BiddaS eow bealde beorhtere

sibbe. a 1340 HAMPOLF. Psalter Metr. Pref. 60 To buske vs

to the blysse fill brigth. 1548 UDALL, etc. Rrasm. Par. Matt.

ii. 13 Bryght and notable with miracles. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr.

1491 Troy had been bright with fame and not with fire.

mankind. 1783 WATSON Philip III. (1703) I. II. 232 Ex,
hibited a bright example of the most heroic valour.^

7. Lively, cheerful, brilliant or animated in con-

versation, vivacious ;
the opposite of dull.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. m. 11.28 Be bright and Ionian among
your Guests. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 208 F 4, I would

rather be in his Company than that of the brightest Man I

know. 1885 Manch. Kxam. 15 May 6/1 He turned up to-

day as jaunty and bright as a young buck of twenty-five.
_

8. Of thought, conversation, writings, etc. : Ani-

mated with wit or imagination, lively, clever, bril-

liant, sparkling.

1103

ijog STEELE Taller No. 31 F 10 You'll certainly print this

bright Conversation. 1779 JOHNSON /,. P., Pope Wks. 1787
IV. 109 If he has brighter paragraphs, he has not better

poems. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Break/. T. ii. 10, I really

believe some people save their bright thoughts as being too

precious for conversation. 1884 R. W. CHURCH Uncoil ix.

220 Some bright touch of his incorrigible imaginativeness.

9. Displaying great intelligence ; quick-witted,
clever. (In standard English used chiefly in speak-

ing of children or one's inferiors.)

1741 WATTS Imprm-. Mind 11801) 24 Before we proceed in

finishing a bright character by conversation. 1824 W. IRVING

T. Trav. I. 203, I began life unluckily by being the wag
and bright fellow at school. 1883 GILMOUR Mongols xxxii.

367 A few soldiers not of the brightest or bravest type. 1885

Jlarpcr's Mag: Feb. 385/1 The child will be extra bright.

Mod. (Ironical) He is a bright specimen !

b. Sharp, keen, watchful.

1840 R. DANA lie/. Mast xxxi. 117 We kept a bright look-

outone man at each bow. 1860 Merc. .1f,rr. Mug. VII.

11 The look out. .is not a very
'

bright' one.

10. Comb. : chiefly parasynthetic, as bright-

bloomed, -cheeked, -costumed, -eyed, -faced, -featured,

-haired, -harnessed, -headed, -studded, -imttcd, etc.
~

PHAiiR sTtncid IX. C c ij b, Brighthcaded Phtebus . .

tooteci scuuyiiig cnair . . UH^ILI-MUUUCU i^ nuzzle the eyes.

1827 KF.BI-E Chr. ]"., 251)1 Sund. aft. Trin. i, The bright-

hair 'd morn is glowing. 1850 MRS. BRO\VNING Poems II.

46 Thy little bright-faced son.

B. sl>.

1. Brightness, light, arch, (poet.']

(1250 Gen. $ E.r. 143 De sunnes bri^t, Is more Sanne 5e

mones list. (-1374 CHAI-CER Troylns n. 815 What is the

sunne wors of kynd right, Thogh that a man, for feblenes of

eyen, May not endure to se on it for bright? 1598 ROW-

LANDS Betray. Christ 57 O Sunne whose shine is heav'ns

eternall bright. 1636 Ariaim 17 Acknowledging here so

much blights and beauties. 1667 MILTON P. L. m. 380

Dark with excessive bright thy skirts appeer. 1839 BAILEY

Festus 11848) 59/2 Others .. whose forms for utter bright

Are indefinable.

)
2. A beautiful woman, a '

fair '. Obs.

(-1325 E.E.Allit. P. A. 754 Breue me, bryjt, quat-kyn of

priys Berez be perle so maskellez. c 1470 HENRY Wallace

v. 607 Throuch bewte off that brycht. r 1505 DTOBAR Poem,
' In secreit place this hyndir nycht,' I hard ane beyrne say

till ane brichl.

Bright (brsit), adv. Forms : i beorhte, 2-4

brihto, brijte. [from the adj. with adverbial -c,

through the loss of which it was, c 1400, levelled

with the adj.]

1. = BRIGHTLY.
a 1000 Becr.ui/l/ 3039 Geseah blacneleoman beorhte scinan.

a 1000 Metr. Boeth. xxxvii. 2 Da godan scinao beorhtor

bonne sunne. r 1200 ORMIN 2138 [ Hit i
swibe brihhte shmebb.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8295 pis angel bat sa bright[e] scan. 1340

Ayenb. 156 Grat nyed bet be man yzy bryte ane his left half.

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 163, ffor sekyrly his face schon so

bryhte. 1596 SIIAKS. Merck. V. v. i. i The moone shines

bright. 1827 KEBLE Chr. Year All Saints vi, The spires

that glow so bright. Ibid. S. Peter xiv, He dreams he sees

a lamp flash bright.

f b. Clearly, ringingly. 06s.

<zi25o Owl ty Night. 1656 Heo..song so schille and so

2. Comb., as bright-beaming, -burning, -shining,

t -splendent. It "blends with the adj. in such as

bright-dyed, -tinted, which may be analysed as

bright(ly) + tinted, or bright tint + -ed. See BRIGHT

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. HI. i. 69 What foole hath .. brought a

faggot to bright burning Troy? c 159 MARLOWE Faust.

vil 47 The . . situation of bright-splendent Rome. 1593

SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, v. iii. 3 This bright-shining day. 1795

BURNS ' Their groves o' sweet myrtle' i,
Where bright-beam-

ing summers exalt the perfume.

t Bright, v. 01>s. [OE. beorhtian to shine

bright (corresp. to Goth. *bairhton\ f. beorht

bright ; the ME. bright-en (trans.) corresponds to an

OE. bierhtan = Goth, bairhtjan ;
but it may be a

transitive extension of the OE. intr. vb.]

1. intr. To be bright, shine.

cSao K. /ELFRED Bxda in. xix. (Bosw.) Da:r his jeear-

nunge oft miclum niEegenum scina(> and beorhtisab. loop
Ass Psalms cxliii. 7 fine ligetta leohteO and beorhteo.

c 1425 Seven Saf. (P.) 1997 The clerkys . . made ham at

ese that nyght, Til on morwen the day bryght

b. Of sound : To be clear, to ring.

a 1000 Bemvnlj'2326 Beorhtode benc-swe.

2. trans. To make bright, illumine.

a8oo I'esp. J's. xli. 9 In deje onbead dryhten mildheort-

nisse his and on naeht sebirhte. a 1225 A ""' ^'3^4 Luue.

bet schireS & brihteS jpe heorte. (1400 Destr. Troy 815

Ryses the sun, Brightis all the burghe and the brode vahs.

1686 GOAD Cflest. Hoilics i. v. 14 He [the Sun] brighteth

the Air into a chearful Saphir.

Bright, bad form of BKITE v. Ol>s.

Brighten (brei-t'n),z. [ME. l>nghtn-cn,conK\t.
in form to OE. "lieorhtnian, in Northumbrian

lierhtnici,geber!itnia to make bright, f. beorlit bright.

It is possible that the mod.Eng. word is a new

formation on bright : cf. BRIGHT z>.]

1. trans. To make bright.

[1:950 Limits/. Gasp. John xiii. 32 God jeberhtnade hine

on hine seolfne.l 1583 STANVHURST /Kiieis n. (Arb.) 53 Thee

BBIGHTS DISEASE.

strand flames fyrye doe brighten, a ITOODRYDEN (J.) As her

celestial eyes Adorn the world, and brighten up the skies.

1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. 11. xxiv, When the dawn of day

Began to brighten Cheviot gray. 1831 CARI.YI.E Salt. Res.

in. vi, Brightening London smoke itself into gold vapour.

b. fig.

1507 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. iii. 17 There were two Honors
lost . . For Yours, may heauenly glory brighten it. 1667
MILTON P. L. ix. 634 Hope elevates, and joy Bright'ns his

crest. 1872 HLACK Adi'. Phaeton xxvi. 354 This sort of

talk brightened up the spirits of our party.

2. intr. To become bright ;
to be bright, shine.

Often with /.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9933 J>at castel brightnes . . Ouer al bat

curt on lenght and brede. 1704 POPE Past. , Spring 72 The
flowers begin to spring, the skies to brighten. 1768 BEATTIE

Minstr. i. xxx, The rainbow brightens to the setting sun !

1819 BYRON Juan n. Ixxxix, The boy's eyes . . Brighten'd.

18. . Soi'THFY Lodore 58 And whitening and brightening.

b. In various fig. senses (see BRIGHT a.\

1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 421 How the style brightens, how
the sense refines. 1732 BERKELEY Alciplir. I. 183 The

Man of Raillery . . shall instantly brighten up, and as-

sume a familiar Air. 1875 JOWETT Plato I. 239 He brightens

up and is wide awake when Homer is. .recited.

Bri'ghtened, ///. a. [f. prec.] Made bright.

1795 SOUTHEY 'Joan ofArc vn. 323 Their brighten d tide.

Bri'ghtener. [f.
as prec. + -F.II '.] One who

or that which brightens.

1796 Miss BI-RNF.Y Camilla ix. viii, The brightener of

my every view. 1832 Blacks. Mag. XXXI. 252 The

richest brightener of the happiest years.

Brightening (brei-t'nirj), vbl. sl>. [see -ING i.]

1. The action of making or becoming bright :

illumination. ///. and _/?.

1552 HULOF.T, Bryghtnyng, or brandishynge, vibratio.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk
,5-

Seh'. 51 The brightning of our

Island. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 461 4 Bestow upon it a

few Brightnings from your Genius.

2. In various technical uses : see quots.

I8S4SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. .Vc. Chem. 506 The cupelling

process . . may be known lo have been continued surri-

ciently long by a peculiar appearance, termed '

brightening ',

assumed by the silver bead. 1879 G. GLADSTONE Calico

Printing m Cassell's Tec/in. Educ. I. 198/2 Brightening..

is for the purpose of bringing up the colours to their full bril-

liance . . This is attained by passing the goods through a

soap bath two or more times. 1882 Artist i Feb. 6;'/i A
tine pearly grey for brightening or light shading.

Bri-ghtening, ///.. [see-m^.] Becom-

ing or making bright, lit. andyf^.
1725 POPE Odyss. \\: 346 Each bright'ning grace the

genuine Greek confessed. 1810 SOUTHEY Kchaina xxn. xi,

A smile Dawn'd in his brightening countenance. 1860 'I v\-

DALL Glac. i. ii. 75 Clear and sharp against the brighten-

ing sky. 1884 --! tlirnxnm i Mar. 272/3 Brightening prospects.

tBri'ghthede. Obs. [ME., f. BRIGHT a. +

Imle, -HEAD.] = BRIGHTNESS.

01340 HAMPOLE Psalter vi. 4 pe bryghthed & be pees of

godis light. Ibid. xv. 5 pou restores til bairn be knawynge
of my brighthede.

Brightish. (broi-tij),
a.

[f.
BRIGHT a. t -istii.]

Somewhat bright.

1577 DEE Rclat. Spirits i. (1659) '73 These seem some-

what brightish. 1800 HERSCHEL in /'/;;'/. Trans. XC. 266

Brightish-green, inclining to white.

Brightly (brei-tli),a</z>. [OE. bcorhtlice, brilit-

llcc, f. beorht, BRIGHT + -lice, -LY -.] In a bright

manner
; brilliantly, clearly.

c loooAfs. GOT/- Mark viii. 25 Swa basthe beorhtlice [1160

Hatton brihtlicejealljeseah. a-ax^Ancr. R. 154 penne. .

schule ?e al bis brihtliche understonden. Ibid. 170 Te
brihtluker iseon ine heouene Codes brihte nebscheft. (1250

Gen. ft Ex. 3491 Do so spac god sobrijt-like, Oat alle he it

herden. a 1300 Cursor M. 3320 A gold ringe bat brihtly

schane. 1340 Ayenb. 150 Hi zyeb brihtliche. .and al aboute

ham. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xv. 1 1617) 265 Some bright-

Iyer and some dimlier. 1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. V. v. i. 94 A sub-

stitute shines brightly as a King Vntill a King be by. 1725

POPE Odyss. xiv. 569 Till brightly-dawning shone ihe

Morn. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola I. xx. (1880) I. 273 A long

narrow room, painted brightly like the other. 1882 HOWELLS
in Longin. Mag. I. 51 The grass is . . brightly green.

Brightness (brei-tnes). [OE. beorhtnes, breht-

nis, f. as prec. -I- -NESS.] The quality of being

bright ; brilliancy, clearness ; vivacity, quickness of

intellect, etc. (see BRIGHT a.}.

6-950 Lindisf. Gasp. John v. 40 Brehtnise from monnuni

ne onfoe ic. < 1000 Afs. C. Luke ii. 9 And godes beorhtnes

him ymbe-scean. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 13 Six werkes of

brictnesse. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (18101 103 A brightnesse

com fro heuen. 1413 LYDG. Pyler. Smole v. v. (18591 76

Sterres .. castyng oute bemes of huge bryghtynes. 1592

SHAKS. Rom. ff Jul. n. ii. 19 The brightnesse of her cheeke

would shame those starres. a 1721 PRIOR Solomon m. (R.)

Vex'd with the present moment s heavy gloom, Why seek

we brightness from the years to come? ij.) The bright-

ness of his parts . . distinguished him in an age of great

politeness. 1851 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. II. in. u. v. 15

Brightness of colour is altogether inadmissible without

purity and harmony.

Bright's Disease. Me<t. [f. the name of

Dr. R. Bright, whose researches, published in 1827,

established the nature of the disease.]
' A generic

term including several forms of acute and chronic

disease of the kidney usually associated with

albumen in the urine' (Syd. Soc. Lex.} ; granular

degeneration of the kidneys.

1831 GRAVES in Lond. Med. Gaz. Dec., That obstruction

of the glandular tissue to which the name of Bright's dis-

ease has been attached. 1843 Syst. Clin. Med. xxxiv.



BRIGHTSHINE. 1104 BRILLIANTLY.

540, I regard albuminous urine as a sign of Bright's kidney.
1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880* 863.

t Bri'glitshine. Obs. rare, [t. BRIGHT a. +

SHINE.] Lustre.

1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie 147 The brightshine of all

princely virtues. 1618 BAYXE On Eph. i. (1643) 33 No more
doth the darknesse of affliction obscure the bright-shine of

this grace toward us.

Bri'ght-smith. rare. [f. BRIGHT a. + SMITH.]
A worker in 'white' or bright iron and tin.

1831 J.
HOLLAND Manuf.Metals I. 156 The modern black-

smith is distinguished from the whitesmith, or brightsmith,
as the latter has sometimes been called.

Bri'ghtsome, a. arch. [f.
BRIGHT a. + -SOME :

cf. gladsome, darksome.'] Partaking of or exhibit-

ing brightness, bright-looking. (A vaguer word
than bright, leaving more to the imagination.)
1558 PHAER SEncid ix. (1560) B b iij, His hie helme . .that

brightsome beames reflecting shone. 1577 HOUNSHED
Chrmi. I. 99/2 Men of so brightsome countenances. (1590
GREENE Fr. Bacon vi. 13 As brightsome as the Paramour
of Mars. 1635 J. HAYWAKD Banish'ti I'irg. 108 The night
. . is yet very brightsome and cleare. 1855 SIXGLKTON / ~irgil
II. 154 Let me strew Their brightsome blossoms.

Hence Bri'ghtsomeness. arch.

1548 HALL Chron. (1809) 734 The brightsomenes of the

gold. 1849 ROCK Ch, ofrat/ttn II. vi. 283 The brightsome-
iiess of the Gospel was dimmed.

Brigidian, Brigittin, var. of BRIDGETTX, Obs.

Brigirdel, variant of BKKECHGIKDLK.

t Brignole. Obs. [Fr. ,in same sense), named
from Brignoles a town of Provence.] A kind of

dried plum. (Littru.J

1721 C. KING Brit. Merc/i. I. 181 Capers, Olives, Brig-
noles, Parchment, etc.

t BrigO'Se, a. Obs. [ad. ined.L. brigosits, f.

briga, : see BRIGUE
/>.]

= next.

1679 VvLW.KModer.C/t.Eng. (1843) 206 Which two words,
as conscious that they were very brigose and severe if too

generally taken, therefore he softens, etc.

tBri'gOUS, a. Obs. [a. AF. *brigotis
= Q t

brigeMS) later brigtteiiX) medL. brigosusy ti. BKIGL'E.]
Of or pertaining to strife or disagreement ; fac-

tious, disputable.
1387 TREVISA IHgdcn Rolls Ser. III. 203 J?e iuges sigh [?,it

be cause was brigous \ditbiosiuH~\. c 1440 Promp. Pan.'.

51 Brygows, ordebate-makar, brigostts. 1519 HORMAN / 'ulg.
128 Beware of such brygous matters.

Brigs, obs. form of BRUGES (satin).

I! Brigue (br/gl, sb. Forms : 4-5 brige,

bryge, brygge, brigge, 5 (?) bryke, 7- brigue.

[a. F. briguc(\^\\\ c. in Littre) = med.L. briga, It.

and Pg. briga, Sp. and Pr. brcga. Of uncertain

origin : see Diez. The word and its derivatives are

extensively developed in Italian : see BRIGAND, etc.

Adopted in Kng. in the 14-151!! c.
;

then again
from modern Fr. about I 700.
1 1. Strife, quarrel, contention. Obs.

[c 1380 cf. BRIKE.] ('1386 CHAUCER Melilwts ^716 Myne
Aduersaries han bigonnen this debaat and bryge [i>. r.

brige, brigge]. 1440 Promp. Par:'., Bryge or debate,

briga.) disccnsio. 1496 Dives <y Pawp, iW. de W. > iv. xxiv.

192 Yf they passe ther tyme by retchelesnesse or by bryge,
the bysshop shall ordeyne. 1678 LITTLETON Lat. Diet., A
brigue or quarrel. Lis, content io [firtga\,

||
2. Intrigue, faction, [from mod. F.

;
much used

in the first half of the iSth c.] Obs. ,exc. casually).
1701 Jura Pop. Anglicani 29 They must set afoot Fac-

tions and Brigues. 1720 OZKLL tr. Vertofs Rent, Rep. I.

in. 171 The Cabals and Brigues of the Patricians. 1752
HUME Pol. Disc. xii. 296 Sufficient to prevent brigue and
faction. 1753 Dial, betiv. Siuift $ Prior 134 Violent and

ill-judg'd Brigues and Feuds. 1867 J. THOMSON L'Anc.

Regime 13 He in recompense got Fierce struggle with

brigue and plot.

t Brigue (br/g), v. Obs.
[f. prec., or a. F. bri-

giu-r to contend, intrigue for = It. brigare to brawl,

brabble, strive for. But sense i appears to be

related to BRIKE : see Briga, brica in Du Cange ;

It. imbrigare
( to molest, embroil

'

; also, to en-

tangle, Florio.]

tl. trans. To ensnare, trap, beguile. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 416 po fende hafs caste bis

snare for to bryge men. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser.

n. 367 Men were so i-briged [CAXTON begyled] t>at bey
coupe nou^t come out.

2. intr. To intrigue ;
to solicit by underhand

methods ; to canvass. (Chiefly Sc. in i6-i8th c.)

1588 A. KING Canisins' Catech. 109 Then efteruart nother

brigued,or desyred, nother violentlie inuaded y* Bishoprick.

1706 LD. BEILHAVEN Sp. in Sc. Parlt. IT, I don't think any
one Post of the kingdom worth the briguing after. 1726
WODROW Corr. 11843) m* 27 They are already beginning
to brigue and cabal, a 1808 Bp. HURD (L.), I am too proud
to brigue for admission.

t b. trans. To obtain by intrigue. Obs.

1758 SIR J. DALRYMPLE Ess. Hist. Feudal Prop. 170 Ken-
nethlll. brigued a contrary law from his barons.

Hence Briguing vbl. sb.

1704 SWIFT T. Tub i, By briguing and caballing. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. n. v. v. 64 Briguing, intriguing,
favouritism . . goes on there.

t Brigueless. adv. Obs. rare. In 5 brygeless.
[f. BRIGUE + -LESS

;
= F. sans brigue.] Without

cavil or dispute ; with undisputed title.

1415 OCCLF.VE Oldcastlf 164 Anglia v. 28 Land . . Jjat thy

fadir huld in reste and pees . . And his fadir before him
brygeless.

f Bri'guer. Obs. [ad. F. brigitenr, f. briguer\
see BRIGUE z>..] A contentious person, a quarrel-
some wrangler.
1496 Dives <y Panp. (W. de W.> x. x. 385/2 There shal no

shrewe, no bryger, no lechour . . entre in to this cyte. c 1600
BUREL Pilgr. in Watson's Coll. Poems II. 46 (JAM.) As
bregers and tygcrs, Delyts in blud to be.

Brikcanetyne, obs. Sc. form of BKIGAXDINE.

t Brike. Obs. Also 5 bryke. [a. ONF. briquet

bricque, var. of briehe, bricc, trap, gin.] A trap,
a snare

;
a '

fix
', a dilemma.

c 1380 WYCLIF &/. Wks. III. 128 If a man falle in bryke
[7'. r. brygge] for worldly richesses. c 1386 CHAUCER Monkcs
T. 400 Geniloun Oliver. . Broughte this worthy king in such
a bryk [?>. r. brike, bryke]. 1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Smvfc iv.

xxxv. 1 1483) 83 Ne hit belongeth nought to suche offycers for

the kynges profile to meue newe brykes. a 14x0 OCCLEVE
De Reg. Princ. 176 They rekke not what brike her lorde

be ynne.

Brike, brikke, obs. forms of BRICK.

Brikell, obs. form of BRICKLE.

Brill (bril), sb*\ Also 5 brell, prylle. [Origin
and etymological form (/>;/?/,/; ///, orperl] unknown.
(The Cornish hrilli, contr. of brithclli ipl. of brithel)

' mackerel
'

i,Williams), agrees in phonetic form, but has no
connexion in sense, and there is no evidence of confusion
as to the two fish. The English is also probably older than
the contracted form of the Cornish word.)]

A kind of flat- fish Rhombus vn/garis^, allied

to, and resembling the Turbot. but inferior in

flavour.

1481-90 tloivard Ilonsch. J>ks. (1841.) 105 For .. ij solys,
a prylle, and xij. whytynges. Ibid. 120 For an haddok and
a brell vj.</. 1740 R. BROOKES Art of Angling Index,
Brill or Pearl. 1830 M. DOXOVAN Dom. Econ. II. 181 The
brill is longer and narrower than the turbot : the bril! has
^ales on both sides, the turbot has thorns on the back and
no scales on the other side. 1873 Miss BKOUGHTON Xancy
I. 81, I have heard . . that he does not care about brill, but

worships John Dory.
t Brill, sb:- Obs. (See quot.)
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 154/1 The Brills in the hair

on tbe ICye-lids [of a horse]. 1725 BRADLF.Y Fam, Diet. II.

s. v. Horse, To begin with the Hair. .5. The Cronet, which
i^ the Hair that grows over the Top of the Hoof 6. The
IJrills, being the Hair on the Eye-lids.

t Brill, '. Obst rare. [Expressive of the sound.]
intr. To make a sharp vibratory sound, as an insect

by the rapid vibration of its wings.
1688 K. HUI.MI: Armoury n. ix. 191 Voices of Bees, Worms,

Serpents. The ISrizt: lireexeth or Brilleth.

i|
2. Adaptation of Du. briillen to roar.

1863 \\'. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting 11$ Two lionesses brill-

ing savagely.

Brrllant. Obs. Also ; brillain. \$.brilfant
sb., brilliance, brilliancy (subst. use of brillant

BRILLTANT.)] Brilliancy.
1676 I'^THF.REDGE J/fl of i\Iodt' MI. ii. (1684) 36 The brillain

of so much good language, Sir, has much more power than
the little beauty I can boast. 1678 T. RYMI-:R Trag. ofAge
6 He gives a lustre and brillant which dazzles the sight.

Brillant, obs. form of BRILLIANT a.

Brillante (bn'lla*nte),<z. Mitsic. \\\..brillantc

bright, sparkling.] A term prefixed to a passage
or movement, when it is to be played or sung in

a gay and sparkling style.

tBrille, v. Obs. rare 1

, [a. F. brillc-r to

shine : see BBILLIANT.] /;;/;*. To shine.

1727 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Let. IV. clxv. 171 The town
never was fuller, and some people brille in it who brilled

twenty years ago.

Brilliance (bri-lyans). [f. BRILLIANT : see

-ANCE. No corresponding word in Fr.]
1. Intense or sparkling brightness or radiance,

lustre, splendour.
[Not in JOHNSON 1755-73.] J755 YOUNG Centaur i. (1757!

IV. 107 How far wit can set wisdom at defiance, and, with its

artful brilliances, dazzle common understandings? 1830
TENNYSON Ode to Mem. 20 Fruits Which in wintertide shall

star The black earth with brilliance rare. 1879 Hown.i.s
L. Aroostook xxii. 243 The brilliance of a lamp that shot

its red across the gloom. 1882 Alacm. Mag.b^ Roderigues
stands out well between the blue brilliances of sky and sea.

*-fig-
T77? JOHNSON L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 75 A scholar with great

brilliance ofwit. 1808 J. BARLOWtWwM. i. igSNewstrength
and brilliance flush 'd his mortal sight. 1843 H. ROGERS /-
trod. Burkes Wks. (1842) I. 3 Both [the brothers Burke] pos-
sessed much of the brilliance of mind which so eminently
distinguished Edmund. 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope 17 The
story is told . . with his usual brilliance by Macaulay.
11 Brilliance and Brilliancy are to a great ex-

tent synonyms : brilliancy> however, is more dis-

tinctly a quality having degrees ;
as in the com-

parative brilliancy of two colours.

Brilliancy (brrlyansi). [see prec. and-ANCY.]
The quality of being brilliant

; shining quality,
lustrousness ; shining brightness, a. physical.
1747 HERVEY Medit. $ Contempt. (18181 89 It . . throws a

brilliancy into the water of the diamond that is hardening
on its rock. 1755 in JOHNSON. 177* PENNANT Tours Scot/.

(1774) 323 An amazing brilliancy of colors. 1856 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. IV. v. x. 3. 125 The apparent connection of

brilliancy of colour with vigour of life, or purity of sub-

stance. 1878 HUXI.KY Physiogr, 75 This brilliancy is rapidly
lost . . on exposure to the atmosphere.

b. non-material.

1796 BURKE Regie. PfttC\Vks. VIII. 398 What new bril-

liancy then does it throw over the prospect. 1842 Miss
MITFORD in L'Estrange Life III. ix. 157 She is full of

life, and spirit, and brilliancy. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp.
(1865) I. ii. 69 The consciousness of deserved popularity
added brilliancy to his wit. 1864 Sat. Rev. 475/1 Brilliancy
and shallowness are commonly received synonyms. The
best device for exciting the most solemn distrust is to accuse
a man of brilliance.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It. Jmh. II. 96 Its concentrated
brilliancies and magnificences. 1868 Atrrer, NoU'-bks,

(1879! II. 145 The autumnal brilliancies.

Brilliant
(bri'ly&nt),. (sb.} Also 7-Sbrillant.

[a. F. brillant shining, pr. pple. of briller to shine,

corresp. to Pr. and Sp. bril/ar, Pg. brilhar^ It.

brillare, commonly taken as formed on a L. type
*berillare, f. late L. beritt-us (Isid.), L. beryllns
BKRYL. Littre notices that the verb is not

found in Kr. before the i6th c., when it appears
to have been taken from one of the cognate langs.]
1. Brightly shining, glittering, sparkling, lustrous.

1681 BI.OUNT Glossogr., Brillant (Fr.
>, glittering, spark-

ling, shining. 1696 PHILLIPS, Brilliant, glittering, casting
forth a sparkling Light. 1720 KERSEY, Brillant [as in

BLOL'XT & PHILLIPS], 1791 HAMILTON Berthollet'$ Dyeing
I. Introd. i The beauty of brilliant colours. 1859 GFO.
ELIOT A. Bcde 60 There is always a stronger sense of life

when the sun is brilliant after rain. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr.
75 As brilliant as a piece of polished silver.

2. fiif. a. Of qualities and actions : Splendid,
illustrious, distinguished, striking the imagination.
1758 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. IV. ex. 109 The carni-

val is expected to be more brilliant than common, from the

great concourse of noble strangers. 1769 ^nnius Lett,

xxiv. 114 Wit is oftentimes raise, though it may appear
brilliant. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 242 A man of solid,

though not brilliant parts. 1867 DICKENS Lett. (i88pj
II.

312 It is impossible that prospects could be more brilliant.

b. Of persons: Very distinguished or celebrated ;

csp. distinguished by talent and cleverness
; having

showy good qualities.

1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 531 The stern and pensive

j

William relaxed into good humour when his brilliant guest
! appeared. Ibid . II. 230 He found a brilliant circle of noble-

men and gentlemen assembled. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire

(1886) 7 Fontenelle was both brilliant and far-sighted.

t B. as sb. = BKIU.AKT. Obs.

1691 i'*op Diet. Suppl., The Brilliant of Language. Sharp-
ness and wittiness of Expression. 1694 CONGREVE Double
Dealer n. i. (Jod.) Some distinguished quality, as for ex-

ample the bel air, or brilliant of Mr. Brisk.

Brilliant, sb. Also 7-8 brillant. [a. F.

brillant in same sense, subst. use of brillant adj.]
1. A diamond of the finest cut and brilliancy.
(The brilliant differs from the rose, in having horizontal

faces on its upper and under sides, called the table and the

collet respectively, which are surrounded and united by
facets, while the upper surface of the rose rises into a dome,
and is covered with facets. The French brilliant consists

of two truncated pyramids placed base to base. Watts.)

\6qoL0nd.Gaz. No. 2609/4 Lost, .a square Diamond Bril-

liant, weighing eight grains. IT>DRYDEN Gd. Parson 139
This brillant is so spotless and so bright He needs no

foyl.

1749 FIELDING Torn Jones v. i, The jeweller knows that the

finest brilliant requires a foil. 1832 BABBAGE Econ. Manuf.
xvi. (ed. 3* 148 A brilliant which has successively graced the

necks of a hundred beauties.

b. attrib. and in comb.

1705 Land. Gas. No. 4160/4 Lost .. two single Brilliant

Drops. 1709 Ibid. No. 4617/4 A Rose Diamond Ring, set

with a large Brilliant Stone. 1713 Ibid. No. 5139/4 Ten
Diamonds, all Brilliant cut. 1748 MRS. DsxJUfYXWW&Y.
(1861) II. 487 He has given her a very fine pair of brilliant

earrings. 1761 WILSON in Phil. Trans. LI I. 444 Six of

these gems are cut brilliant fashion.

f2. A kind of silken fabric. Obs.

1719 J. ROBERTS Spinster 345 Many woollen stuffs, and
stuffs mixed with silk, and even silks themselves . . such as

brilliants and pulerays, antherines and bombazines.

3.
' A brisk, high mettled, stately horse, that has

a rais'd neck, a high motion, excellent haunches'

(Bailey vol. II. 1731} ;
also in Craig 1847.

4. A species of firework.

1875 URE Diet. Arts III. 682 A fixed brilliant ..gun
powder, 16 ; steel-filings, 4.

6. The smallest type used in English printing,

being a size less than 'diamond'. (A fancy name,

suggested by pearl, ruby, diamond.]
Tliii 1i M In Gnlliinl 1M *.

j875 URE Diet. Arts III. 640 The smallest is called Bril-

liant, but is seldom used.

Brilliant, ^. rare. [f.
BRILLIANT a.] trans.

To cut as a brilliant.

1753 BEAWES Lex Mercat. 777 The Diamonds, .to which

they have given the name of Nayffez or dwarf Points, .are

naturally brillianted. 1784 H.WALPOLE Corr. IV. 377 (D.)

The new Bristol stones . . would pass on a more skilful lapi-

dary than I am for having been brillianted by a professed

artist.

Brilliantine. [> F. brillantint, f. brillant]

A cosmetic for imparting a gloss to the hair.

1884 Harper's Mag. Oct. 706/1 The same devotion to

starch and brilliantine.

Brilliantly, adv. [f.
BRILLIANT a. + -LY 2.]

In a brilliant manner, with brilliant effect
; brightly,

glitteringly, splendidly.
(Not in JOHXSON 1755-73-! 1813 Examiner 22 Mar. 186/1



BRILLIANTNESS.
The last campaign ,, terminated not only brilliantly but glo-

riously. 1815 Scrii't'lcmnania 33 True star . . With radi-

ance poetic, most brilliantly clear. 1855 MACAULAY Hist,

Eng. III. 615 No other large Irish town is so well cleaned,
so brilliantly lighted. 1882 PKUODY Eng. Journalism xvi.

(1882) 120 He could write and write brilliantly, in clear,

terse, and vigorous English.

Bri'lliantuess. = BRILLIANCY.
J755 in JOHNSON ;

whence in later Diets.

Bri'lliantwise, adv. [f.
BRILLIANT sl>. +

-WISE.] After the manner of a brilliant.

1839 BAILEY Festus xxix. (1848) 337 Senses fined, And
pointed brilliantwise.

t Brim, sb, 1 Obs, Forms : 1-6 brim, 1-4 brym,
4 brymrue. [OE. brim surf, (poet.} the sea = ON.
brim surf, sea ; prob. f. the stem hrem- roar, rage :

sec BKIM v.^ It became obs. in ME.
;
but was

perhaps used by Spenser.] An old poetical word
for the sea ; also,

*

flood', water.

Beowulf 847 ((jr. i Waes on blode brim weallende. cg/yj
Battle Bntnanburh in O. E. Chron., Sibban eastan hidcr

Engle and Sexe up becomon ofer brade brimu Brytene
sohtan. r 1000 Foe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 177 sEqnor, brym,
sse. c 1290 Land Cokaygne 156 in E. E. P. (18621160 Hi..

lepith dune in-to the brimme, And doth ham sleilich for to

swimme. c 1340 Gaiv. 4- Gr. Knt, 2172 A bal? berj bi a

bonke be brymme [tsea or shore} bysyde. a 1400 Leg, Rood

(1871) 125 In middes pe brig was ouer be brim. 1596 SPEN-

SER F. Q. v. ix. 35 The bright sunne, what time his fierie

teme Towards the westerne brim [perh.=edge, horizon]

begins to draw.

Brim (brim), sb$ Forms: 3-7 brimme,
brymme, 3-6 brym, 3, 7 brime, 6 bryme, 7

brimm, 4- brim. [ME. brimme, brymme t
of

uncertain etymology : cf. ON. barmr brim, Ger.

brdme fern,
'

margin, border, fringe', MHO. brem

str. newt, 'edging, border'.]
I. orig. The border, margin, edge, or brink :

1 1. of the sea, or any piece of water : Coast,

shore, bank, brink. (Now only as a transferred

application of 4.)

i'i205 LAY. 4472 His cnibtes. .to bare sse fserden, barlaien

bi baa brimme. a 1300 A'. Home 196 Ure schip bigan to

swymme To bis londe* brymme, 1398 TREVISA Barth, De
P. R, xui. xii. (1495) 447 In the brymme of the deed see

groweth mostfayr apples. 1534 LD. BERNERS Gold, Bk.M.
Aurel, (1546) Llij, The flud of Nyle shulde flowe ouer his

brymmes. 1597 GERARD Herbal n. xxxvi. 16. 249 The

bayche and brimmes of the sea. 1856 BRYANT Ages xxviii,

His willing waves yon bright blue bay Sends up, to kiss

his decorated brim.

fb. In this sense formerly used without any
denning addition. ^Now only by ellipsis.)
c 1275 LAY. 17030 pe cnihtes hine funde par he sat bi

brimme [c laog stronden]. c 1325 E. E, A Hit, /'. B. 365 Watz
no brymme ^at abod vnbrosten bylyue. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce xiv. 339 In a richt fair place .. Lawch by a brym.
c 1460 Emare 349 A boot he fond by the brym. 1596 SPKN-
SER F. Q. vi. iii. 34 Whenas Calepine came to the brim. . His
heart with vengeance inwardly did swell. 1830 TENNYSON
Arab. Nts. 16 The citron-shadows in the blue : By garden
porches on the brim, The costly doors flung open wide.

t 2. of other things. Obs., arch, or dial.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. xxiii. 57 On the brimme of

the dykes . . he caused to stryke of the heedes of all the

prisoners. 1578 LYTE Dodoois \\. xxii. 173 Like to the com-
mon Belfloure, but. .not so deepely cut about the brimmes
or edges. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. iii. 34 Upon the brim
of his brode-plated shield. 1591 LYLY Saf>ho n. iv. 179 Let

thy love hang at thy hearts bottome, not at the tongues
brimme. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 394 Escars that grow
about the brims of vlcers. 1657 W. COLF.S Adam in Eden
cxxx, The flowers . . of a whitish colour washed about the

brims with a little light carnation. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No.

5470/4 The Brims of the Ears black. i86a BARNES Rhymes
Dorset Dial. II. 185 E veil vrom the brim Ov a cliff.

f b. An edging or border (distinct from the surface) .

a 1610 FLETCHER Faithf. Sheph, iv. i. 225 A brim Of sailing
Pines that edge yon Mountain in. 1733 Ace, Workhouses 56
A slate with broad brims.

j-
3. fig. The * brink' (of despair, the grave, etc.).

1549 COVERDALE Erasm. Par. Rout. Prol., Brought unto
the very brymme of desperacion. 1622 A. COURT Constancie

i. 48 The quarrels . . haue brought him to the brimme of his

raue. 1641 MILTON Prel. Episc. (1851) 80 This cited place

yes upon the very brimme of a noted corruption. 1649 JER.
TAYLOR Gt. Exemp, n. viii. 75 He .. is at the margin and
brim of that state of finall reprobation.

II. 4. Now esp. The edge, margin, or 'lip* of

a cup, bowl, basin, or anything of similar shape
artificial or natural. (Formerly often//.)
1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. 4- Epigr. (1867) 54 Better spare

at brym than at bottem. 1570 LEVINS Manip, 131 Ye

Brim of a cup, labrum. 1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in

Holinshcd II. 93/2 Under the brim of his scull. 1611 BIBLE
a Chron. iv. 2 He made a molten Sea of ten cubites, from
brim to brim, a 1695 WOOD ^(1848) 260 A vessel or a

bason notched at the brimms. 1718 J. CHAMDERLAYNE
Rtlig. Philos. (1730) II. xvii. 40 They will see it run

over the Brims of the Glass like bottled Beer. 1810 Encycl.
Lond. I. 646/2 From the brim of the pelvis upwards. 1830
LYELL Princ. Geot. (ity $) I. ii. xxv, 622 On arriving at the

brim of the Crater.

b. vfifnllto the brim, and the like. Ofteny?^.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well \\. iv. 48 To make the comming

houre oreflow with joy, And pleasure drowne the brim.

I fi 6 Ant, f CL in. xiii. 18 He will fill thy wishes to the

brimme. 1608 Per. \\ . iii. 50 A cup that's stored unto the

brim. 1782 HAN. MORE Belshaz. n. 74 Fill me that massy
goblet to the brim. 1814

GARY Dante's Inf. vi. 6 Thy city,

heap'd with envy to the brim. 1875 B. TAYLOR Faust I. vi.

in Quickly fill the beaker to the brim.
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5. The upper edge or surface of water, arch, or

poetic,
a 1552 LELAND in Sat, Rev, 13 Dec. (1885) 802 [Bremes]

ons frayed approach not m the bryme of the water that yere
agayne. 1571 DiGGEs/Vtw/twf. in. xiv. Sijb, Marke. .where
the brimme of the water now toucheth. 1611 BIBLE Josh. iii.

15 The feet of the Priestes . . were dipped in the brimme of
the water. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Bereerac's Com. Hist. i.

1 68 They are Fish that never rise to the brim of the Water.
1808 SCOTT Alarm, vi.xv, Not lighter does the swallow skim

Along the smooth lake's level brim.

fb. The surface of the ground. Obs.
X57a J- JONES Bathes ofBath n. n b, Neither is the place

of the fyre under the brimme of the earth.

6. The projecting edge or marginal rim of a hat.

1592 SHAKS. I'en. $ Ad. 1089 His bonnet on, Under whose
brim the gaudy sun would peep. 1663 GERBIER Counsel
12 The broad Brim of a good Hat. 1665-9 BOYLE Occas.

Refl. iv. xix. 11675) 279 Upon ones Drinking Water out
of the Brims of his Hat. 1716-8 LADY M. \V. MONTAGUE
Lett. I. xxxviii. 154 A high-crowned hat without brims.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. \\\. x. 332 They sometimes invert

the hat, and wear it brim uppermost.
7. techn. ! The thickened marginal portion, or

'sound-bow', of a bell.

[1697 DAMPIER I'oy. I. (1729) 411 In the middle of the
Floor stood a rusty Iron Bell on its Brims.] a 1849 MANGAN
Poems (1859; 47 Brim and rim it gleams. 1872 ELLACOMUK
Bclh of Cli. i. 5 A bell should measure : in diameter at the

mouth, fifteen brims ; in height to the shoulder, twelve brims.

8. Naut. (See quot.)
1769 FALCONER Diet. J\farine (1789^ Rim, or Brim, a

name given to the circular edge of any of the tops. 1867 in

SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.

9. Comb.j as brim-charged, filled to the brim,

1583 STASYHURST AZneis in. (Arb.i 87 Anchises a goold
boul massye becrowning With wyne brym charged.

Brim, sb.$
[f.

BRIM v. 1
} (See quot.)

1572 MASCALL Govt, Cattle, ffoggcs (1627) 274 To make
them goe to brim, or take the boare, it shall be good to

giue them barley. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xiv. (1660)

1 66 Vou shall say Boare goetii to his Brymme. 1727 BRAD-
LEY Fam, Diet., Brim, a Term relating to Swine ;

a Sow
is said1 to go to Brim when she goes to Boar.

t Brim, s&.t Obs. exc. dial. A bad, vicious

woman. Cf. BRIMSTOXE 4.

1730-6 BAILEY, Brim [q. a Contraction of Brimstone], a

common Strumpet. 1764 T. BRYDGES Homer Travest.

(17971!. 173 Can mortal scoundrels thee [Hera] perplex, And
the great brim of brimstones vex? 1808 JAMIESON, Brim, a
cant term for a trull, Loth.

Brim (,brim , v. 1 Forms : 5 bryme, brymmyn,
5-7 brymme, 6 breame, breme, 7 brime,

brimme, 7- brim, (9 dial, breme). [In I5th c.

brymme, in the i6th c. and mod. dial, also breme,

corresp. to brym, BREME a.
;

either formed from

the latter, or (though not found in ME.) actually

descended from OE. bremman to roar, rage, cor-

resp. to OHG. breman, MHG. bremen to rage,

roar, MDu. and Du. bremen, bremmen, from an

old Teut. root brem-, cogn. with 'L.fremtfre. In

early mod.Du. bremen had also the sense
' desire

violently*, and LG. brummen (a derivative form)
is said of the sow seeking the boar.]
1. intr. Of swine : To be '

in heat*, rut, copulate.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. m. 1051 Nowe bores gladly brym-

meth. Ibid. 1070 The sonner wol thei [sows] brymme
ayeine and brynge Forth pigges moo. 1483 CatA. Angl. 44
To Bryme, subare. 1591 PERCIVALL Span. Diet., Berriondez

de puerca, when a sow is briming, subatio. 1616 BULLOKAR,

Brime, a terme used among hunters when the wilde Boare

goeth to the female. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Sow,

To make a Sow Brim or take Boar. 1863 ATKINSON Datiby

Provinc,, Brim, breme, i. to desire the boar; 2. (as applied

to the boar), to serve the sow.

2. trans. Said of a boar.

1552 HULOET, Brymme a sowe, as when a bore doth get

pigges. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 127 Is

oftentimes breamed of the boare, and conceaveth. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny Nat. Hist. I. 304. 1725 BAILEY Erasm.

Colloq. 452 Every Boar to brim his Sow. 1863 [see x].

t Brim, brime, v.'2-. Obs. rare.

intr. To be fertile, develop fruit, to BREED

(sense ii c}.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1 18 God . . er<5e brimen and beren dede.

Ibid 1128 Men seiS 6e treen ..Waxen in time and brimen.

Brim vbrim),z>.3 Also 7 brimme. [f.BRlM sb.~~]

1. trans. To fill (a goblet, etc.) to the brim.

Also absoL
1611 HEYWOOD Gold, Age i. i. Wks. 1874 III. 14 Fetch

me his heart, brimme me a bowle With his warme bloud.

1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in W. n, The board was spread anew,

Anew the horn was brimm'd. 1813 COLERIDGE Remorse

v. i. 108 As I brimmed the bowl, I thought on thee. 1850

TENNYSON In Mem. cvi. 16 Fetch the wine, Arrange the

board and brim the glass.

b. fig. and tratisf.

1844 A. WELBY Poems (1867) 70 Softly brimming my young
eyes with tears. 1853 BOWRING in Eraser's Mag. XLVIII.

351 All my heart was brimmed with bliss. 1878 GILDER
Poet $ Master 9 Not tears, but jollity . . brim the strong
man-child's eyes.
2. intr. To be or become brim-full. To brim

over : to overflow with. (The ppl. adj. BRIMMING
is found from Milton onward.)
1818 KEATS Endym. u. 997 Where I brim Round flowery

islands. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ It. Jrnls. II. 70 The
bustle of the market . . went on within or brimmed over into

the streets. 1873 GEIKIE Gt. Ice Agr xxvi. 353 The Gulf of

Bothnia appears to have brimmed with ice. 1874 T. HARDY

BRIMMER.

Madding Crowd I. xxix. 322 He brimmed with deep feeling
as he replied.

f 3. trans. To provide with a brim. Obs.

1623 COCKERAM n, To brim a thing, inarginate.
Brim a. : see BHEMK.

Brimbel, -bil, -byl, obs. forms of BRAMBLE.

Ii Brimborion, -urn. Also 7 breborion.

[Fr. ; formerly bre-, briborion ; according to Littre'

a perversion of breviariinn *

breviary', whence
' foolish charmes or superstitious prayers, vsed by
old and simple women against the toothache, and

any such thredbare and mustie rags of blind de-

votion
'

(Cotgr.).]
' A thing without value or use

'

(Littre') ; trash, nonsense.

1653 URQL'HART Rabelais \. xxi, He mumbled all his

Kiriele and dunsical breborions. 1786 MAD. D'ARBLAY

Diary $ Lett. III. 8 Talking to your royal mistress, or

handing jewels and colifichets and brimborions, baubles,

knick-knacks, gewgaws. 1880 WEBB Goethe's Faust n. vii.

164 As when their scruples you overcome With all sorts of

brimborium.

t Brim-fill, v. Obs. rare. [f.
BKIM sb? + FILL

v.] trans. To fill up to the brim.

1615 T. ADAMS Blacke Dev. 71 The cup of his iniquity

;will bej brimfilled. c 1620 Z BOVD Zion's Flowers (1855)

33 Sins our city doe brime fill. 1647 CRASHAW Poems 203

Thy brimfill'd bowls of fierce desire.

Brimfir, variant of KRINFIRE, Obs.

Brim-full, brimful see below), a. Orig.
written as two words, [f.

BRIM sb2 + FULL : pro-

perly pronounced (bri'mifu-1) ; cf. halffull, quitt

Jull, and the like
; erroneously , bri-mful), by asso-

ciation with adjs. like mindfui^\
1. Full to the brim ; on the point of overflowing.
1530 PALSGR. 307 /r Brimfull, plain. 1542 RECORDS Cr.

Artcs 11640' 401 [Archimedes] putting the Crowne . . into

the vessel of water brim full, .marked, how much water did

run out. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, in. i. 67 His Eye brim-

full of Teares. 1657 Phil. Trans. XIX. 516 A little Box,
which I filled Brim full 1703 MAUNURELL Journ. Jertn.

(1721 1 51 Yet it is always brim full. 1720 GAY Poems 1745'

I. 88 Her eyes with tears brim full. 1860 KINGSLEY Misc.

1. 173 Rivers, .brimful in the longest droughts.

b. Of the eyes : Full of tears. v
This appears to

be always bri-mfiil in the poets : cf. tearful.]

1700 DR'YDF.N Sigism. $ Guise. 681 Her brimful eyes, that

ready stood . . Released their watery store. 1786 BURNS
Farewell St. James's Lodge, With melting heart, and
brimful eye.

2. fig-
1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tint. 116/2 Brimme full of

venime against God. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. 11. iii. 214 The

peoples hearts brim-full of feare. 1706 Reflex, upon Ridi-

citle 292 A woman brim-full with the notion of her beauty.

1794 Gold. Age in Poet. Register (IOT 401 And sing, brim-

ful of thee, in tuneful strain. 1830 TENNYSON Dream Fair
ll'oiii. 12 My heart, Brimful of those wild tales. 1850
THACKERAY Petuiennis xxxvii, Brimfull of health, and life,

and hope. 1876 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. II. n. ii. 234.

Brimfnlly. ativ. rare. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

So

as to be brim-full.

1854 Tail's Mag. XXI. 333 Wilson was brimfully, nay,

overflowingly, imbued with the poetic element.

Brimfuiness. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

[Johnson quotes for this the following passage from

Shaks., where the reading is brim fu'lnesse in two words

ijike brimfull-v'uhbriin in attributive relation \ofulntss.\

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, I. ii. 150 T'he Scot . . Came pouring
like the Tyde into a breach With ample and brim fulnesse

of his force.

Bri'ming. (Cornwall.} The phosphorescence
of the sea ;

= BURNING 3. Cf. BRINY 2.

1836 YARRELL Fishes II. 103 A master seaner .. forms a

judgment by the extent of the brining in his scan. 1880 E.

Cornwall Gloss., Briming. W. Cormu. 67., Brimming.

Brimless .brrmles"), a. Without a brim.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 76 High-crowned brimlesse caps of

beaten gold. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 14

He with the brimless hat. 1887 Chambtrs's Jrnl. IV. i A
round, brimless sailor's cap.

Brimmed ,brimd\///. a. 1 See BRIM v. 1

1552 HULOET, Brymmed sowe, SMS stiba-ta.

Brimmedvbrimd,bri-med',///.a.
i!

[f.
BRIM^.S

and sb?-\

1. Filled to the brim ; brim-full.

1624 HEYWOOD Gmiaik. m. 161 Me thinkes a cup of gold
Stands brim'd before me. 1637 MILTON Comus 924 May
thy brimmed waves for this Their full tribute never mi^s.

1821 KEATS Lamia 639 A cup he took Full brimm'd. 1877
M. ARNOLD Poems II. 59 This brimmed unwrinkled Rhine.

2. Having a brim, as a hat, etc. Chiefly in

composition, as broad-, narrow-, wide-ltrimmed.

1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 75 Hee never walked . . without a

broad brimd Hafupon his head. 1711 ADDISON Sftct.Vfo.

44 p8 In ordinary Comedies, a broad and a narrow brim d

Hatare different Characters. iSfyl'a/lMaHG. 31 Mar.4/2
He has a brimmed hat to keep the sun from his head.

Brimmer (bri-maj), sb. [f.
BRIM i>.s + -ER!.]

1. A thing that fills to the brim ;
a swelling wave.

1652 BENLOWES Theopli. \. xviii, Swell us a lustie Brimmer

. . So vast, that none may spie the coast.

2. A brimming cup or goblet.

1663 COWLEV Cutter Colfman St. v. vi, Boy 1 Fill a Brim-

mer, Nay fuller yet, yet a little fuller. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.

11806) II. 253 Nor ceas'd to draw, Till he the bottom of the

brimmer saw. 1728 GAY Begg. Op. in. xii, Not one so sure

can bring Relief As his best Friend, a Brimmer. 1826 SCOTT

Woodst. iv. (1846) 63 Accustomed to feed the flame of their

loyalty with copious brimmers.
139



BRIMMER.

1 3. A hat with a brim. Obs. Cf. bowler.

a 1652 BROME Songs (N.I Now takes his brimmer off.

1670 EACHARD Cotit. Clergy 136 Twisting the ends of his

Girdle, and asking him the price of his Brimmer.

Brimmer vbri-maj),^. [f. prec.] trans, and

absol. To fill and drink ^brimmers of wine). Hence

Brrmmered/'//. a.

1838 Frastr's Mag. XVII. 313 Is he not seen at the Athe-

nseum, dinnering and brimmering? 1831 HOGG in Fraser's

Mag. IV. 380 The brimmer'd glass in every hand.

Brimming (britain), vb/. sb.* [f. BRIM v. 1
]

The action ofthe verb BRIM '
: said of swine.

1530 PALSGR. 824/2 A brimmyng as a bore or sowe doth, cn

rouyt. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1. 230 They stand lightly to the

first brimming. 1616 SI'RFL. & MARKH. Conntr. Farm i.

xxiv. 106 They begin to grow hot and goe a brimming.

1671 CHARENTE Let. Customs Tafiletta 46 The wild Boars
are most furious creatures, especially in Brimmin time.

Brimming (,bri-mirj', vbl. s/>.~ [f.
BKIM 7/. 3 +

-ING 1

.] Being full to the brim, overtlowing.
1837 HT. MARTINEAU Av. in Amer. III. 73 The gushing

talk of Judge Story, the brimmings of a full head and heart.

1878 G. MEREDITH in MoitH.Mag, Oct., Something friends

have told her fills her heart to brimming.

Brimming, ppl. a. [f.
BKIM z>.3 + -iNG 2

.]

1. That rises to the brim of its vessel, basin, or

bed ; that fills to overflowing.
1667 MILTOS P. L. iv. 336 They, .in the rinde, Still as they

thirsted, scoop the brimming stream. 1857 EMERSON Poems
42 The brimming brook invites a leap. 1864 TENNYSON
Brook 64 And out again I curve and flow, To join the brim-

ming river.

fig. 1864 Spectator 424 All true poetry really requires a

brimming vitality of feeling and impression.

2. Of a vessel : Brim-full, full to overflowing.
1697 DRVDEN I'irg. Past. in. 43 To store the Dairy, with

a brimming Pail. 1725 POPE Odyss. xx. 317 Wine rosy
bright the brimming goblets crowned. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil

11863! 48 To fill the brimming cup.

3. advb.

1848 W. E. AYTOVN Danube fy Eux. 10, I am brimming
full and red.

Brrxnmingly, adv. [f. prec. + -.Y-.] In a

brimming manner, up to the brim. Also^".
1826 T. ATKINSON The Spate in Casqnet Lit. I. 196/1 The

. .stream, .filled it brimmingly. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights

4- Ins. xv. 161 She was brimmingly happy.

t Brimse. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 brimsee,

brimesey, 9 dial, brimps. [First found in i6th c. :

identical with OX. brims
. Kritzner); also Ger.

bremst : QHG.frimisa (GrafT), briwissa (Kluge ,

perh. f. brem- to roar, in sense of '

boom, buzz

loudly'. In Eng. prob. from Norse, though early
evidence is wanting.] A gadfly ;

= BKEEZK sb^

i579GossoN ApoL Sett, ^^wjt-iArb.164 They .. lashe out
their heeles as they had caught the brimse. 1608 TOPSELL

Serpents 769 Those great horse-flies or ox-flies and brim-

sees that in summer season vex cattle. 1610 GI/ILLIM Her*

aldry in. xxi. 166 This FHe .. of some is called the Gad-

bee, and of others the Dun-fly, Brimesey, or Horse-fly.
1611 COTGR., Tahen, a brizze, Brimsee. Oestre litnoniquc^
a gad-bee, brimsey, brizze. Mod. Kent Provim*., The
brimps bite the cows so much they don't know what to do.

Brimstone (bri'mstan). Forms : a, 3 ^V),

4-5 brin-, brynstanl^e, -stou(e, brenston,

-stoon, (4 Kent, bernston, north, broustane,
brunstan ve ), 4-6 brunston, e, 5-6 bronston,
6 byrnstone, brontstane, brint-, brynt-
stano, -stone, 8- Sc. brunstane. 0. 4-5 brim-

stan(e, -ston, -stoon, brymstoni^e, -atoon(e,

,brem-, brom-, brumstone, 5 brymestone, 7

brimestone), 6- brimstone ; mod.Sc. brum-
stane. [ME. bern-

t brcn-, brin-, bryn-, brun-
t

bron-, brim-, btyrn-, bremston* app. f. bcrn- or

brinn-y stems of bern-cn, brinn~en to Ik'UN +
-STONE : cf. ON. brenni-stcinn sulphur ; also, for

the form, OE. berne-lac burnt-offering. An iden-

tical formation in other Teut. langs. (MDu. and
MLG. bernsteeii) Du. barnstccn, Ger. bernstein} is

used with the sense 'amber'. The transposition
in btm- t bren- was inherited from the vb.

;
the

subsequent change to brim- may have been due to

association with the adj. brim, BBEME '

fierce
'

: cf.

quot. c 1400 in I a.

The uncertainty of form in ME. may be estimated by the
fact that the printed ed. of Wyclif iForshall and Madden)
has in the two texts the following varieties : Gett, xix. 24
brenstoon, brynston ; Dent. xxix. 23 brimstoon, brymston ;

Job xviii. 15 brumston, brymston ; Ps. x. 7 brunston, brym-
ston; Isa. xxx. 33 brunston, brymstoon.]
1. Formerly the common vernacular name for

SDLPHUB. Now used chiefly when referring to its

inflammable character, and to the biblical use in

Gen. xix. 24 and Rev. xix. 20 ;
or in speaking of old-

fashioned prescriptions, as * brimstone and treacle'.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 2842 Our lauerd raind o pam o-nan,
Dun o lift, fire and brinstan [other AfSS. brimston]. 1340
HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6746 Fire and brunstan and stormes
with wynde. \ypAyenb. 130 pou gest in-to helle huer bou
sselt yuinde ver and bernston. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvn.
612 Lynt and hardiss with brynstane, 1393 LANGL. P. PI.

C. xxi. 291 Brynston [?-. r. brymston, bremston] boilaunt

brennyng out-casteb hit Al hot on here heuedes. a 1400 Cov.

Myst. (1841) 308 In bras and in bronston [r. r. brenston] the

brethellys be brent, c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 860 J>e ffyre . . was
btasound of brunston with a brem lowe. ('1450 Nominal?

1106

in Wr.-Wiilcker 683 Hoc fulgnr, bornston. 15*3 SKELTON
Garl. Laurel 631 The blast of the byrnstone blew away
his brayne. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scotl. (1821' I. 136
Birnand flammis of pik, roset and brintstane, 1551 ABP.

HAMILTON Catech. 92 With brontstaine and fyre. 1791
BURNS Ep. J. Maxwell iii, Rake them, like Sodom and
Gomorrah In brunstane stoure. 1875 ROBINSON Whitby
Gloss. Brunstati, or Bnrtistan^ burning-stone or brimstone.

|3. a 1300 Cursor M. 2888 Fir and brimstan was
|>e

wrake. 1382 WVCLIF Job xviii. 15 Brumston be sprengd in

his tabernacle, c 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Yew. Prol. <y T, 271
Sal Armonyak and the ferthe Brymstoon [_r, r. brymston,
brunston, bremstonte, bromstone]. 1480 CAXTON Faytes of
A. n. iv. 96 Enoyncted with oyle andbrymestone. 1570
LF.VISS Manip. 168 Brimstone, snlphtis. 1611 BIBLE /trz-.

xix. 20 Both were cast aliue into a lake of tire burning with

brimstone. 1671 R. WILD Declar. Lib. Come. 14 An itch,

which is too hard for butter and brimstone to cure. 1691
H ABTCLIFFE / 'trtltCS xli. IW SMOLLETT Quix. ( 18031 ' ' 47

Every fiend may stink of brimstone. 1796 MRS. GLASSE

Cookery xxii. 346 Fire a large match dipped in brimstone.

1840 R. DANA Bcf. Mast xxix. 98 We . . made a slow fire of

charcoal, birch bark, brimstone, and other matters. 1863
K.1N-GSLEY Water-bab. \: 207 She dosed them with . . salts

and senna, and brimstone and treacle.

b. Fire and brimstone ! an ejaculation of
'

strong language'.
1601 SHAKS. Ttvcl. X. u. v. 56 To. Fire and Brimstone !

/'u. O peace, peace. 1604 Oth.\\. i. 245.

2. Vegetable brimstone \ the inflammable spores
of Lycopodhtm chtvatum and Sefagot

sometimes

employed in the manufacture of fireworks.

1866 in Treat. Bot.

3. /-.
1601 SHAKS. Twe/.A'. in. ii. 22 To put fire in your Heart,

and brimstone in your Liner. 1709 CHANDLER Effort tigs/.

Bigotry 15 Such Metis new acquired Light having too

much Brimstone in it. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. 1 1857* 1. 120 Like
a person of breeding, and without any flavour of brimstone.

4. A virago, a spit-tire. Cf. Bum sb.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. 11779 ' VL 54 She Is., not a

brimstone, like Kate Coddle. 1788 Watfwiana xlii.ai Oh !

Madam, .he had such a brimstone ofa wife ! 1824 W. IRVING
7". Trai'. II, 29 A tragedy queen, and a brimstone to boot.

5. Brimstone Butterfly : an early butterfly with

wings of a sulphur colour, Goiupteryx Rhamni.
1827 Butterfly Collect. I 'tide M?c. 87. 1860 GOSSE Rom.

Nat. Hist. 5 The delicate' brimstone' comes bounding over
the fence.

6. Attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib. Of, pertain-

ing to, or resembling brimstone
;

b. brimstone

match, a match or splinter of wood having its

end dipped in brimstone ; brimstone moth, a

species of moth of sulphur colour, Rumia crats-

gata ; brimstone-wort, a plant, Sulphur-wort,
Peucedanum palustre (and ojficinaU}.
a. ('1590 MARLOWE Faust, viii. 18 The most intolerable

Iwok for conjuring that e'er was invented by any brimstone
devil. 1616 HOLYDAY yui'enal 240 Flames begun By brim-

stone-plot. 1786 BURNS Si; Drink xx, And bake them up
in brunstane pies. 1791 HAMILTON Berthoilet's Dyeing I.

I. I. iv. 67 A fine brimstone colour. 1840 DICKENS Rarn.
Rndgc vi, Asserted his brimstone birth and parentage.
b. 1594 PLAT Chew. Conclns. 15 The rest of the fats have

not received . . the brimstone match. 1657 REEVE Cod's
Pica 23 The furnace-brand, the brimstone-match of that

cursed man. 1739 DESAGULIERS in Phil. Trans. XLI. 177
When Brimstone Matches are burning. i8ia SIR H. DAVY
Chem. Pkilos. 299 Sulphuret of phosphorus . . applied to a
common brimstone match inflames when gently rubbed.

1859 W. COLEMAN // 'oodlands 118621 112 The curious twig-
like caterpillars of the Brimstone Moth. 1678 A. LITTLETON
Lat. Diet,, Brimstone-wort, an herb, Pfitcedanum. 1863
PRIOR Plant-n. 29 Brintstone^oorf, from its roots yielding,
as W. Coles says,

* a yellow sap which waxeth quickly hard,
and dry, and smelleth not unlike to brimstone'.

t Bri'iustouisli, #. Obs. rare.
[f.

BRIMSTONE
+-ISH 1

.] Sulphurous; somewhat sulphur-coloured.
1562 TURNER Bathes 7 The water of this bath is knowen

to DC. .a small part brimstonish. 1727 BRADLEY J-'ant. Diet.

s.v. Anemone, Outer leav'd brimstonish thrum'd Green.

Brimstony (bri-mst^ni, -#m) t a. [f. BRIMSTONE
+ -Y 1.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling brimstone.

1382 WVCLIF A'<T'. ix. 17 Thei that saten on hem hadden

fijry haberiouns, and iacynctines, and brunstony [1535
COVERD. of a yalowe and brymstony coloure]. 1308 TREVISA
Barth. Dt P. R. iHelmingham MS.) xui. i, Yf fie grounde
is brymstony, o^er of slyme. 1670 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. ss.

96 The sulphurous and brimstony matter. 1830 JAMES
Darnfay xxii. 98/2 A sort of brimstony smell.

Hence Brrmstoniness.
1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. vn. xxxv.< 1495) 249 Glaysy-

nesse and brenstonynesse and other suche.

Brin, obs. form of BRINK, BURN.

t Bri'nage. In 7 brynage. Obs. rare~ l
. [f.

BRINE + -AUE.] Briny quality.
1610 FOLKINGHAM Art of Surrey I. vl. 13 Waters . . of so

brackish a Brynage, that they wil be conuerted to Salt by
boyling.

tBrince, brinche, v. Obs. rare. [Con-
tracted from BRENDICE

; or directly f. It. WTfir,
brinsi * a health or drinking to one. Also I

drinke to you' (Florio 1611).] trans. To drink

to, pledge ; also causal, to make, or give, to drink.

1556 ABP. PARKER Psalter Ixxv. 211 The good at brynke
the cleare doth drynke, God brinche them gently so. a 1571
HARDING in Jewel's ll'ks. 11848) IV. 335 Luther first brinced
to Germany the poisoned cup of his heresies. 1598 Lvi.v
Moth. Bomb, iu i <N.\ I carouse to Prisius, and brinch you
mas Sperantus.

Brinded I>rrnilrd\ a. arch. Forms: s, brende,

BRINE.

5-8 brended, 7 breended,6- brinded. [Primary
form app. brendcd, whence on one side BRANDED,

q. v., on the other brinded. Brende t
which occurs

in Lydgate, is identical with one of the contempo-

rary forms of burnt, burned ^see BURN v.} ;
never-

theless, taken with the fuller brended, it points to

a secondary vb. brend-en* a possible derivative of

brand '

burning, brand '. The sense appears to

be * marked as by burning
'

or (

branding . Prof.

Skeat compares Icel. bronddttr brindled, f. brand

fire-brand.] Of a tawny or brownish colour,

marked with bars or streaks of a different hue ;

alsof;t. streaked, spotted; brindled.

1430 I.YDG. Mitt. Poems 202 On them she wyl have a

bonde, As weel of bayard as of brende [rime-ivd. rendeJAnd
yit for sorelle she wyl stonde. 1496 Bk. St. A Ibans, Fysshyns^e
28 Agrete brended flye that bredith in pathes of medowes.
1589 GREENE /1/^m///. \Arb.i86 Ah.Doron. .thou art as white
As is my mothers Calfe, or brinded Cow. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. iv. i. i Thrice the brinded Cat hath mew'd. 1611

COTGR., Qnatrmli4t diuersified, pide, or breended, streaked

with one colour vpon another. 1621 MARKHAM Prn>.

Hunger (16551 54 Vour brended Cattell haue euer the good-
liest Heads. 1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 466 The Tawnie Lion
. . Rampant shakes his Brinded main. 1717 TICKELL Epist.
\VTcs. 1.1807* 1 17 Thy brinded boars may slumber undismay'd.

1774 JOHNSON West. Is/. Wks. X. 416 They have a race of

brinded greyhounds. 1820 SHELLF.V Witch Atl.\-\\, The
brinded lioness led forth her young.
Brindle ;l>ri-ndT, a. and sb. [App. deduced

from brindled, as if this consisted of brindle + -</,]

A. adj. =BRINDKD, BRINDLED.

1676 Land. Gaz. No. 1145/4 A . . white Mastiff Dog with
half his face brindle, and large brindle spots on his sides.

1765 TCCKER Lt. Xtit. I. 497 Two fine cows, one brindle and
the other white. 1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag. xviii. 1 18601

403 The old lady . . lost . . a brindle cow. 1862 Sat. Rev.

5 July IQ The longhorned [English cattle], .ofwhich brindle

or bnndfe and white are common colours. 1886 Engineer
i Oct. 265 The quotation of brindle bricks at date is about
iSs. per looo,

B. sb. a. Brindled colour, b. A brindled dog.
1696 /.<W. Gaz. No. 3242/4 An old Dutch Mastiff., of a

lightish Brindle. 1710 Ibid. No. 4747/4 Lost . . a Lurcher

Bitch, a Brindle with a black Mussel. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (18111 VIII. xli. 156 The artificial jet, however,

yielding apace to the natural brindle. 1824 Miss MITFORD
/ '///OjfcSer. i, (1863165 Of the three dogs, the first a brindle,
the second a yellow.

Brindle, v. dial.
' To be irritated, to show re-

sentment, to bridle up.*
1875 Lane. Gloss, (E. D. S-> 58 He brindled up as soon as

aw spoke to him.

Brindled (brrmTld^ a. [A variant of the

earlier BHINDED, prob. by assimilation to such

words as kindled, mingled^ perh. with some feeling
of a diminutive sense.] 'Streaked, tabby, marked
with streaks

'

(J.).

1678 Lend. Gaz. No. 1328/4 Lost or stolen.. a large light
brindled gelt Mastiff Dog. 1718 POPE Iliad XL 378 The
brindled lion, or the tusky boar. 1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom
'1784) 116/2 His beard .. was of abrindled hue. 1817 J.
SCOTT Paris Revisit, led. 4) 100 The mustachoes which hid
the expression of the human mouth under a brindled tuft of
hair. 1870 EDGAR Rimnymede 186 A brindled bull. 1886

Engineer i Oct. 265 The brindled brick trade.. is an im-

portant Staffordshire industry.

Brine (brain), sb. Forms : i bryne, 3~4brin,
4 briyn, 4-7 bryne, 6 bryn, (7 broyn), 4-
brine. [OE, bryne t brine, corresp. to MDu.^r/>

fern., Du. brijn neuter, also Flem. brijnet brene

fern. Ulterior history unknown.]
1. Water saturated, or strongly impregnated, with

salt ; salt water.
a looo /ELKRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wulclter 128 Sahitgo t rtturt'a,

bryne. a 1300 Cursor M. 6348 SiJ>en J>ai faand . . Water
bitter sum ani brin [t'.r. brine, bryne]. 138* WVCLIF
7-r. xvii. 6 The lond of briyn [i388saltness]. ci^m Pallad.
on Husb.iu. 39Olde bryne atte tree andvyne afeest is. < 1440

Promp. Parr. 51 Br>~ne of fialt, salsitgo. 1544 PHAER

Regim. Ly/e 11560) Xijb, Take a good quantity of bryn
which is made of water and salt. 1578 LYTF. Dodoeiis v.

xxi. 578 They keepe and preserue the leaues . . in brine or

pickle. 1626 BACON Sylra 790 Broyn, when it is salt

enough, will bear an Egg. 1657 W. FKNNER and/3
f. Christ's

Alarm 28 God hath been laying rods in brine for thee.

1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1063 Six Tuns of Brine
yield

one tun
of bait. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s. v., There is sand
found in all the Staffordshire brines after coction. a 1848
MARRYAT R. Reefer ix, Those were the times of large
schools, rods steeped in brine \actitalfact^.

2 The water of the sea
;
the sea. \ Chiefly/^/.)

1598 SYLVESTER DM Rartas I. ni. (1641! 22/1 Such is the

German Sea . . and such th* Arabian Brine. 1610 SHAKS.

Tentp. i. ii. 211 All but Mariners Plung'd in the foaming
bryne. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 95 On the level brine Sleek

Panope with all her sisters played. 1738 C. WESLEY Psalms

(i765)cxlvii, While Monsters, .lash the foaming Brine. 1805
WoRUSW. Waggoner \\\, 85 The unluckiest hulk that stems

the brine. 1841 LONGF. Ballad Fr. Fleet vii, The great

ships, .sank like lead in the brine.

3. = Hriny tears, poet.
1592 SHAKS. ROM. % Jnl. ii.iii.6g lesu Maria, what a deale

of brine Hath washt thy sallow cheekes for Rosaline? 1593
Lucr. 796 Seasoning the earth with showres of siluer

brine. 1604 DEKKER Honest ll'k. Wks. 1873 II. 115, I

should be well seasoned, for mine eyes lye in brine.

4. Attrib. and Comb. a. General, as brine-bath,

-houset -pit, -spring, -tub* -water, -wft/; brine-

bound, -dripping, -soaked* adjs.



BRINE.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. HI. i. 129 And made a brine pit with

our bitter teares. 1648 HEKRICK Ilesper., Gt. Boast, Look
in his brine-tub, and you shall find there Two stiff blew

pigs-feet, c 1682 J. COLLINS Making ofSalt 20 It is called

a Brine-House, to retain store for winter Boyling. 1774

JOHNSON in BoswclK^i} III. 130, I tasted the brine water,
which contains much more salt than the sea water. 1817
Part. Deb. 740 Supposed to be not a common brine spring.

(

1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 368/2 The Cheshire brine-springs are
j

from twenty to forty yards in depth. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. \

Eng. I. 317 The salt which was obtained by a rude process
from brine pits. 1855 SINGLETON I'irgil I. 233 Brine-

dripping limbs. 1860 PIF.SSE Lab. C/u-m. Wonders 33 In

Cheshire there are salt beds: these produce, .brine wells.

1861 COLLIER Hist. Eng. Lit. 419 His brine-soaked coat.

1866 HOWELLS Vetiet. Lije xii. 179 Brine-bound Venice.

b. Special comb. : brine-evaporator, an appa-
ratus for evaporating brine so as to deposit the

salt ; brine-gauge, a salinometer or salt-gauge ;
j

brine-man, one who superintends the making ot

brine; brine-pan, a shallow iron vessel in which

brine is evaporated; also, a shallow pit, or basin,

in which brine is evaporated by the action of the

sun
; brine-pump, a pump used for removing the

brine which collects at the bottom of a steamer's

boilers ; brine-aeeth, a salt boilery ;
brine-

shrimp (see quot.) ; brine-smeller, one who
examines a district with a view to the discovery

of beds of salt
; brine-valve, a valve in a boiler

which is opened to allow the escape of water satu-

rated with salt ;
brine-worm = brine-shrimp.

ri682 J. COLLINS Mailing of Salt 30 A skilful "Brineman
will govern and direct 3 or 4 Labourers. Ibid. 19 P-efore it

be transmitted into the shallow ^Brine-Pans. 1732 DE FOE,
etc. TourCt. Brit. (1769) 395 Middlewich. .noted for mak-

ing Salt, where are two excellent
'

Brine-seeths. 1836 Penny
Cycl. V. 343/1 The Brine-worm or *Brine-shrimp, Cancer

Salimts of Linnaeus, .is about half an inch in length. 1860

GOSSE Ram. Nat. Hist. 74 At Lymington in Hampshire, .

the reservoirs of concentrated brine are always peopled by
. -a sort of shrimp, .commonly known as the *brme shrimp.

1878 F. WILLIAMS Midi. Railw. 558 A "brine smeller'.,

expressed his belief that mines might be opened.

Brine [brain), v . [f. BKINE sti.]
To treat with

brine: to steep, soak, pickle, wet, suffuse with

brine.

I lence Brined ppl. a.

1552 HULOET, liryned or layde in powder, or salte water.

1573 TUSSER Hnsb. 11878) 167 Some corneth, some brineth.

1608 Merry Devil Edm. in Dodsley 11780) V. 261 I'll make
the brined sea to rise at Ware. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsk. 39
'Tis yearly practiced thus to brine their Fields, a 1722
LISLE Htcsb. (1752) 156, I had wheat brined and limed for

sowing. 1822 BEDUOES Bride's Tra%. I. i, His cheeks

with grief y-brined. ,1842 LANCE Cott. Fartti. ii Two
and a half bushels of Wheat to the acre, after brining and

liming. 1883 Standard 3 Aug. 6/6 Hides .. brined at full

prices, salted at last sale's rates.

Brilieless (brai-nles), a.
[f.

BlUXE sb. + -LESS.]

Without brine or salt.

1791 E. DARWIN Loves of PI. m, Where vast Ontario rolls

his brineless tides. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. \.

u8?3l 362 The brineless tears of a flabby remorse.

Briner (brarnai). [f. BUINE v. + -ER 1
.]

A
salt boiler, a salter.

e 1683 J. COLLINS Making ofSalt 4 When the Briners go
to cleanse it, they cannot abide in above half an hour. 1748
Phil. Trans. XLV. 363 The Lees of Ale and Beer are now
generally rejected by the marine Salt-Boilers ; except in

the West of England, where the Briners .. use them. 1759
B. MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eng. II. 246.

t Brvnfir. Obs. rare. Also brimflr, brend-
fier. [Only in Gen. & Ex. : app. f. brenn-en

to burn + FiKE : but see BRIMSTONE.] Fierce

burning fire : applied as a name for brimstone.
c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 754 For mannes sinne ous it is went,

brent wi5 brimfir, sunken and shent. Ibid, mo Sone so

loth ut of sodome cam brencl-fier-rein oe bune bi-nam.

Ibid. 1164 To-ward sodome he saj oe roke And oe brinfires

stinken smoke.

Bring (brirj), v. Pa. t. and Pa. pple. brought
(brgt). Forms: Inf. I bringan, brengan, 2-5

bringen, 3-6 bringe, bryngen, 4-6 brynge,

4-7 bryng, 4- bring, (3 bringhe, brynke, 3-4
brengen, 4-5 breng, 5 bryngyn). Pa. t. 1-3

br6hte, 2 broehte, 3 brojte, brouhte, 4 broujt^e,

brost, broht, browjt, browghte, (brohut\ 4-6
broughte, 4-7 broght, 5 browte, 4- brought,

(6 brohute, Spenser braught, 6- Sc. broeht,

y dial, brong, brung). Pa. pple. I -4 broht, 3

broueht, 3-4 ybrojt, ibroujt, 4 brout, browt,
browht, broust, brouht, 4-5 brost, (brouth),

4-6 broght, ybrought, 5 ibrowghte, (bryght),

5-6 browght, broughte, 4- brought, (6 browte,

ibrout, browth, 6- fie. broeht, 9 dial, brung).

[Common Teut. : OE. bring-an, brpigean ( pa. t.

brohte, pple. brohf,, corresp. to OFris. branga,

bringa, OS. brengian, bringan MDu. brenghen,
Du. brengen), OHG. bringan (MHG. and mod.G.

bringen) ,
Goth, briggan -bringan), pa. t.brahta,

pple. br&hts. Beside the type bring-an, the Saxon

group has also *brangjan, brengian, bre_ngean,

bringan, app. after pankjan ;
from bringan, OE.

had also a rare strong pa. pple. brungen (mod.
dial, brung], to which later dialects have added a
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strong pa.t., so as to conjugate, bring, /-rang, lining.

The stem is not known outside of Teutonic.]
I. Simply.

1. To cause to come along with oneself ;
to

fetch. It includes '
lead

'

or ' conduct
'

(F. amener]
as well as 'carry' (F. apporter} ;

it implies motion
towards the place where the speaker or auditor

is, or is supposed to be, being in sense the causal

of come
;
motion in the opposite direction is ex-

pressed by take (Fr. emmcner, eiitporler).

a. by carrying or bearing in one's hand, etc.

(-950 Lindisf. Gosp. John ii. 8 Daileo nu & brengecS 5a:in

aldormen. 1175 l.antb. Honi. 101 Da ileafullen brohton

hepre gersum. c 1200 Trin, Coil. Horn. 47 Hie brohte bat

child mid hire in to be temple. emz$Ancr. R. 114 Ne
brouhten heo him to presents ne win, ne ale, ne water.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21588 To rome men suld a-nober [del of

cros] breng. 1340 Ayettb. 211 pe messager bet none lettres

ne brengb. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 14 They solde

theyr possessyoils, and brought the pryce therof. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. rn. 16, I . ..shall in Triumph come From

comjuer'd Greece, and bring her Trophies borne. 1728
PorE Dunciad n. 383 The ponderous books two gentle
readers bring. 1839 TIIIRLWAI.L Greece I. 335 He was to

bring his shield home, or to be borne upon it. 1885 H. O.

FORBES Nat. Wand. m. viii. 258 The flotsam harvest which

the river was continually bringing down.

b. by leading, conducting, propelling, etc.

a 1000 Beowulf 1829 i Or. i Ic oe busenda begna bringe.
< 1175 Colt. Ham. 221 God ba hine brohte into paradis.

.1250 Gen. ft Ex. 737 Du fare, .to a lurid ic oe sail bringen
hin. a 1300 Cursor M. 3832 His doghtur yonder . . Bringand
his beistes till be well.

"

Ibid. 5182 Ha yce broght him wit

you hider? 1526 I'llgr. Perf. (W. de W.) 38 b, Brynge me
here y* wyldest bull that is. 1565-73 COOPER Lat. Diet.,

Snbduecre naues. to draw or bring ships to land. 1631 HEY-
W000 Fair Maid W. \. m. i, There's a prixe Drought into

Fahnouth Road. 1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 192 These two

princes, bringing with them a number of their vassals.

1884 BLACK Jud. Shaks. xxxiii, The horses were now

brought round. 1885 H. (). FORBES Nat. Wand. III. viii.

258 At length a bend of the river brought me in sight of

the Kuropean quarter of the city.

c. as by an attractive force.

were brought into contact, who.. had nothing in common.
Mod. What brings him here?

f 2. To convoy, escort, accompany (a person) on

his way. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1450 Merlin i. 20 He brought the on wey hider-warde a

grete part. 1599 SHAKS. Much. Ado ill. ii. 3 He bring you
thither my Lord, if you'l vouchsafe me. 1611 TOURNEUR
A til. Trag. n. ii. 48 The skie is dark ;

we'll bring you o'er

the fields. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xviiL 16 Abraham went with

them, to bring them on the way. 1862 BARNES Rhymes
Dorset Dial. I. 18 note, To bring woone gwain : to bring

one going ; to bring one on his way.

3. To bring an answer, word, tidings, etc.

a 1000 Genesis 651 (Bosw.) He oa bysene from Code

brungen hxfde. a 1300 Cursor M. 3965 pe messagers him

broght answar. Ibid. 17920 Cornell am I . . Bodeworde of

him for to bryng. 11440 SyrGener. 2195 They brought

hym word ayenward thei were coniyng. ? a 1500 Adam Bel

441 in Ritson A. P. P. 22 He shall you breng worde agayn.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. iii. 37, I brought you worde an

houre since that the Barke Expedition put forth to night.

1651 Proc. in Par/. No. 83. 1274 Advt., The party that

brings tidings of him. 1864 TENNYSON Sea Dreams 258

She brought strange news.

t b. ellipt.
= Briny word, report. Obs.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 204 Young Osric, who brings

back to him, that you attend him in the hall. 1606 Ant.

% Cl. iv. xiii. 10 Hence Mardian, And bring me how he

takes my death to th' Monument.

4. fig., and in such expressions as to bring tears

into the eyes, a bhtsh to the cheek, etc.

a 1000 Melr. Boet/i. xi. 59 Winter bringeS weder unRemet
cald. c 1200 Trill. Coll. Iloin. 258 He mai blisse brmge.

1382 WYCLIF Jer. xlv. 5 Y shal bringe euel vp on eche flesh,

seith the Ixjrd. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xlv[ij. 8 What de-

struccions he hath brought vpon y earth. 1752 JOHNSON
Rambl. No. 207 F 2 Every hour brings additions. 1849

THACKERAY Pendennis cxxxiv, Those lines .. brought tears

into the Duchess's eyes. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem, 11, The

seasons bring the flower again, And bring the firstling to

the flock. 1871 MORLEY l-'ollaire 118861 21 To persuade us

that the occasion invariably brings the leader whom its con-

ditions require.

b. of things or actions bringing their results

or consequences : To cause one to have, to pro-

cure.
c 1450 Merlin xiv. 229 A thynge that brought hym more

mys-ese. 1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 273 A pillar

resembling the forme of a crosse. .bringing great admiration

to the beholders. 1580 BARET jjfo. B 1302 Liberal! studies

bring refuge and comfort in aduersitie. 1398 SH\KS.Merry
W. V. v. 243 Cursed houres Which forced marriage would

have brought vpon her. 1736 BUTLER Anal. I. iii, Rash-

ness . . and wilful folly, bringing
after them many incon-

veniences and sufferings. 1832 TENNYSON Miller's D. 229
The loss that brought us pain.

f 5. To deduce, derive, infer. Obs.

1501 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, II. v. 77 Whereas hee From lohn

of Gaunt doth bring his Pedigree. 1605 CAMUEN Rem.

(1637) 73 Hadrian, Lat. . .Gesner bringeth it from the Greeke

ASfXK, Grosse or wealthy. 1692 RAY Disc. m. v. (1732) 376, I

shall bring them from higher or more remote causes. 1713
SWIFT C<K&;ii<T F. Wks. 1755 III. n. 12 Conclusions.. From

premisses erroneous brought.

6. To prefer or lay (a. charge or accusation) ;
to

BRING.

institute, set on foot (an action at law) ;
to ad-

vance, adduce fa statement or argument .

c 1000 Agi. G., John xviii. 29 Hwyke wrohte bringe ge

on^ean bysne man. 1382 WYCLIF ibid. What accusing brynge
Je a?ens this man? 1574 tr. Littletons Ten., A write of

right that a maiwbringeth. 1663 PETVS Dia*-y 14 June, Sir

J. Minnes brought many fine expressions of Chaucer. 1715
BURNKT Own Time II, The story he had sworn against the

queen : which he brought only to make it probable that

Wakeman..was in it. 1767 BI.ACKSTONE Comm. II. 197 If

he. .puts in his claim and brings his action within a reason-

able time. 1768 Ibid. III. in. 121 An indictment may be

brought as well as an action. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Mor.
Tales (18161 I. xiii. 104 Arguments .. brought by his com-

panions in their, .master's justification. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) I. 316 He brings a wonderful accusation against me.

b. To bring home: see HOME.
1795 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. II. 104, I . . demand . . that

the person.. do fully, and expressly bring home his charge.

1871 R. H. HUTTON /I'M. 11877) I- 34 ''he import of his ac-

tion is brought home to him with the most vivid conviction.

7. f a. ^ firing forth : to give birth to, bear.

b. - firing in : to produce, yield,
' fetch '.

1523 FITZIIEHU. Husk. 66 The damme of the calfe shall . .

brynge an other by the same time of the yere. 1535 COVER-

DALE llakk. iii. 17 The londe shall bringe no corne. 1664
BUTLER Hud. 11. I. 466 What is Worth in any thing But
so much money as 'twill bring? 1779 JOHNSON Waller,
L. P. 224 Written when she had brought many children.

1795 Soul HEY Joan ofArcu. 141 At one birth She brought
the brethren.

c. To bring into tlie world: to give birth to.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. iii. 125 Thy Mothers wombe That

brought thee to this world. 1848 S. BAMIORD Early Days
i, I was brought into the world on the 28th February.

8. Jig. To cause to come from, into, out oj, to,

etc. a certain state or condition, or to be or Jo

something; to cause to become.

Especially with prepositional and other phrases which

are used also with come and be, and other verbs, most of

which will be found under the sb. or other word in question.

a. with on, in obs.), into:

as to bring in good estate, dclit, a plight ;
in

dread, fear, in of on sleep later a -sleep ; seee.); in

doubt, in hale, in question, in wit ; on day
' - to

light), in or on life's day (
- to life) ;

into bands,

difficulties, trouble
;
into action, harmony, contact,

shape, etc.

1297 R. GLOUC. 491 The King adde Nonnandie in god
stat ibroujtal. a iyx>Citrsor M. 615 In bale he broght vsand

in care. 1387 TREVISA lligden II. 403 Pelias broujte lason

in witte [suadet Jasoni] for to fctte be goldene flees. 1308
Barth. De P. A', vi. iv. '1495) 191 Nouryces brynge the

chyldren softely . . on slepe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13804 He
was drecchit in a dreame, & in dred broght. 1533 COVER-

DALE Jndg. Contents xvi, Dalila. .bryngeth hitn-in dotage.

I55l~6 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. i Arb.) 33 You shall bryng

your selfe in very good case. 1593 HOOKER 1-lccl. Pol. I. x.

9 To bring themselves into hatred. 1596 SPENSER F. Q.

vi. xn. xxxix. Yet none of them could ever bring him into

band. 1602 W. WATSON Decacordon 260 Brought many of

them into bands and other great dangers. 1736 BUTLER

Anal. I. iv, Persons . . by a course of vice, bring themselves

into new difficulties. 1818 CRUISE Digest II. 402 It haih

formerly been attempted to be brought in question. 1854 H.

VICARS in Memorials viii. 162 Every thought brought into

obedience to him. 1863 E. NEALE Anal. TA. q Nat. 191

All others, with which it is brought into accordance.

b. with /raw, of, out of:

as t to bring of,
out of, life or life's day (for-

merly o lifes dawe, o dawe, adaw, corruptly on

daiv : cf. ADAW v., -- to kill
;
out of order, shape,

tune ; out ofpatience, temper.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1072 Wid murther he broght his brober

o lijf. Ibid. 5096 l>is hunger tide bat sal bath mani man and

wijf .. bring o bair lijf. Ikid 7808 pat i suld him bring o

dau [Fair/, on Hues dawe]. Ibid. p. 990 Resurr. 356 We
wend bat he alle Israel of woo suld haf broght. c 1305 Jud,
Iscariot in E. E. P. (1862) 109 ?ut were his fader betere

habbe ibrojt him of dawe. St. Kenelm 93 ibid. 50 If heo

mijte bringe bat child of lyfdawe. 1523 Li>. BERNERS
Froiss. I. ccxxvi. 301 They were discomfyted, and brought
out of ordre by force of armes. 1530 PALSGR. 469/1 His

great crammyng in of meate hath brought him out of shape
Ibid. 468/2, I can bring hym out of pacyence with the wag-

fyng
of a strawe. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helth (1541) 62 They

ringe a man from the use of reason. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.

m. ii. 262 Thou bring'st me out of tune.

C. with to :

as to bring to a close, end, head, issue, pitch ;

to beatings, cure, rights ; to death, hardness, idle-

ness, mischief, nought, obedience, shame; to account,

book, hand, light, trial ; to mind, reason, recol-

lection, remembrance ; to bed (see BED 6 c) ;
to

oneself (
= to one's senses).

1-1175 Lamb. Horn. 103 fan men .. to debe bringeS.

t 1230 Mali Meid. 15 pat ti wil were ibroht to werke.

1297 R. GLOUC. 376 l>at hii nere to ssame ybrost. a 1300

Cursor M. 12759 His sermon pat mani man broght to

resun Ibid. 20122 pe seke brou^te she to bedde \Cott.

broght to bair beddj. c 1305 St. Lucy in E. E. P. (1862)

101 Dame Entice hire moder . . bat hire to womman
brouue. c 1340 Ayenb. 128 pe holy gost . . be sene5erc

. .brengt> ayen to him-zelue. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. ill. u.

99 Alle thinges ben referred and browht to nowht. c 1440

Promp. Pan: 51 Brynge to mynde, reminiscor. 1530

PALSGR. 468/2 He fell in so great a swoune that we all had

ynoughe a do to bring hym to hym selfe. Ibid. 470/1 Tyme
bringeth the truthe to lyght. 1535 COVERDALE Mark vm.

26 He was brought to right agame & sawe all clearly.

1611 BIBLE Pref. i Certaine worthy men haue been brought
to vntimely death. 1614 MASSIHGER Rmtgado i. iii, Are
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amazed T I 11 bring you to yourself. 1651 Proc. Parl.

o. 88. 1343 All things now seem to bee brought to a good
head. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 89 Fi He hoped that mat-
ters would have been long since brought to an Issue. 1715
DE FOE Fam. Instruct, \. vii. ^841) I. 136 You will never

bring me to your beck. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones \\. iv,
Mrs, Partridge was, at length . . brought to herself. 1767
BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 89 Lest . . the guardian should have
received the value, and not brought it to account. 1806
CANNING Fragm. Oration 4 I'm like a young lady just
bringing to bed. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece VII. Ivi. 161 The
prosecutors brought Demosthenes to trial first. 1865
DICKENS Mut. Fr. in. xv, I'll bring this young man to book.

1875 JOWETT Plato led. 2 * I. 430 There is no greater pleasure
than to have Socrates brought to my recollection. 1882
STEVENSON Men $ B. ti886j 58 Jean was brought to bed
of twins.

d. with under, upon :

as to bring under the hand of, underfoot ; upon
ones knees, etc.

1535 COVERDALE Judg. iii. 30 Thus were the Moabites
broughte vnder the hande of the children of Israel. 1553
HULOET, Bryng vnder obeysaunce or subjection. 1618
BOLTON Florus (.16361 121 Antiochus thus brought under-
foot. 1652 Proc. Parliament No. 34. 2078, I hope a, short
time will bring them all upon their knees.

e. with adjs. and their equivalents :

as to bring acqtiaintedt
low

; formerly also at one,

clean, faulty, etc.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T, 253 Oure lynage .. That is so
lowe y-brought by tyrannye. ? 111400 Mcrte Arth. 109^,
I . . was of blysse t-browghte alle bare. 1523 LD. BERSEKS
Froiss. I. xii. n To the entent that he shuld bryng hym on
that case fauty. c 1530 Arth. Lyt. Bryt (1814) 365 He
brought aslepe who so ever he touched. 1534 Gold. Bk.
M. Auret, 11=461 Gg vjb, I shall bryng thee at one with the
Senate. 1668 SHADWELL Sullen LOT.', i. i, I'll - . bring you
acquainted with this Lady. 1677 Moxos Meek. F.xerc.

(1703 202 If you have not at first brought your Work clean.
1681 R. Ksox Hist. Ceylon Pref., He will bring you ac-

quainted with the Inhabitants. 1703 SAVAGE Lett. Antients
xlv. no The Distemper, .which brought you so low. 1870
LOWELL Study Wind. 93 Bringing men acquainted with

every humor of fortune.

f. with subord. clause obs. or infinitive :

as to bring to be, bear, boil, to bring to pass
(
= bring about, cause to happen^.
1175 Lamb. Horn. 17 Bide for him. .bet crist nine bringe

bet he icherre from J>an uuelnesse. a 1300 Cursor J/. 1578
Was nan bam moght bring to reclaim. 1535 COVERDALE
Iv'isd. x. ii Wyszdome . . brought to passe the thingts that
he wente aboute. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. \\. 100 If

it could be brought to passe. 1690 LITTTHEI.L BriefR el.

-1857 II. 70 Our men brought some of our guns to bear.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe (18401 I. viii. 136, I brought the plank
to be about three inches thick. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters
I. 85 It is. .harder to bring the heavy acid of vitriol to boil.

9. To cause (a person or oneself) to come
v
to a

certain course of action, etc.) ; to induce, persuade,

prevail upon.
1611 BIBLE Pref. r Certaine. .could not be brought for a

long time to give way to good Letters. 1666 PEPYS Diary
(1879) W' 29 All children love fruit, and none brought to

flesh, but against their wills at first. 1701 W. WOTTON
Hist. Rome Commod. i. 196 She could not bring her self to

give Crispina the Precedence. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece I.

209 They could not bring themselves to believe, that etc.

1846 D. JERROLD Chron. Clovernook Wks. 1864 IV. 412 A
woman may be brought to forgive bigamy, but not a joke.

10. Naut. To cause to come or go into a certain

position or direction ; chiefly in phrases : To bring
by the board (see BUABD sb. lib); by the lee (see
LEE' : to the "wind see \\"IND\

1695 LL'TTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) HI. 437 The French.,
had his main mast brought by the board Defore he struck.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe 11858) 200 Her main-mast and fore-

mast were brought by the board, that is to say, broken
short off. 1836 MARKVAT Midsk. Easy xix, Gascoigne
went to the helm, brought the boat up to the wimt. 1858
Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 293, I was awoke by the ship being
brought to the wind.

III. Combined with adverbs. (See also sense i
,

and the adverbs, for the non-specialized combina-

tions.)

11. Bring
1 about.

a. To cause to happen, bring to pass, occasion,

accomplish, effect.

c 1450 Merlin i. 7 The deuell was right gladde that he
hadde brought this a-bouten. 1480 CAXTON Chron, ng.
cciv. 186 Yf that thyng myght be brought aboute. 1530
PALSGR. 466/1, I bringe aboute my purpose. 1641 J. JACK-
SON True Evattp. T. i. 12 To bring his ends, and designes
about. 1753 Wtrld No. 20. 107 Another proof of what
people of fashion may bring about. 1848 MACAU LAV Hist.

Eng. I. 239 He . . had borne a chief part in bringing about
the marriage. 1876 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. I. i. in. 139
The atrocities of the Greeks brought about a retaliation

from the I^atins.

J*
b. To cause to come round or make a com-

plete revolution ; to complete. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 808 There stay vntill the
twelue Celestiall Signes Haue brought about their annuall

reckoning. 1593 3 Hen. VI', n. v, 27 How many Houres
brings about the Day.

C. To turn round ; alsoyf^*. to reverse, convert.

1677 MOXON Mcch. Exerc. (1703^ 181 A thin String.,
would not so well bring heavy Work about. 1694 ECHARD
Plautus 152 He [Jove] knows each man that's perjur'd, or
bribes his Judge to gain his cause ; upon which, he brings
it about i th* upper Court, a 1745 SWIFT E.rcell. AVsu

Song) Now my new benefactors nave brought me about.

1841 CATLIN N.Amer. Ind. (18441 II. Uii. 152, 1 had brought
it [a canoe] about with a master hand.

d. To restore to consciousness, or to health,

bring round, a.

1854 DICKENS Hard Times iTauchn.) 66 That will bring
him about or nothing will.

12. Bring again.
a. See sense i and AGAIN.

fb. To restore to consciousness. Obs. Cf. to

bring about, round
^
to.

1636 Ariana 177 The rest, .laboured to bring rn.ee againe,
and by force of remedies I opened my eyes. Ibid. 320 They
brought her againe with water they threw upon her.

13. Bring1

away.
a. See sense i and AWAY.
fb. To extricate, detach, free, deliver. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 16246 For bi stat bou aght to spek ; to

bring Jn self a-wai.

14. Bring toack.

To cause to return (to a place or state) ; to re-

store, recover, recall.

x66a Bk. Com. Prayer^ Chas. Martyr^ Yet didst thou . .

at length by a wonderful providence bring him back. 1861
EARL STANHOPE Life W. Pitt I. i. 42, I trust the country-
air will bring back her strength. 1864 LONGF. Wayside
/, InterI. to Torquem , This brings back to me a tale.

1886 BURTON tr. Arab. Nts. labr. ed.) I. 286, I .. went out
after htm, and brought him back secretly to the city.

15. Bring" down.
a. To cause to fall to the ground ; to overthrow;

to kill or wound (a flying bird, or other animal .

a 1300 Cursor M. 63 Ar he sua brathly don be broght.
153S COVERDALE Barnch v. 7 God is purposed to brynge
downe all stoute mountaynes. 1798 MILLER in Nicolas

Disp. Nelson 11846' VII. p. civ, Zealous . . raked the Guer-
rier, brought down her foremast.

b. To cause (punishment, judgements, etc.) to

alight on, upon.
1662 Bk. Com. Prayer^ Chas. Martyr^ The crying sins

of this Nation, which brought down this heavy judgement
upon us. 1865 Times 2 Jan., To bring down on themselves
the hostility of the mo^t powerful maritime State.

C. Jig. To lower, humble, abase.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. xvii[i]. 27 Thou shalt. .bringe downe
the hye lokes of the proud. 1768 STERNE Sent. Jonrn.
11778' II. 21, I could not bring down my mind to think of
it. 1875 H. E. MANNING J^Iission H. Glwst x. 279 Every
thing that could be used to bring down his great constancy.

d. To reduce, lessen, lower price) ; to simplify.
1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. i. Hi. 45 He lends out money

gratis, and brings downe The rate of vsance here with vs
in Venice. 1651 Proc. Parliament No. 94. 1450 Which I

hope will bring down the price of corn there. 1719 SWIFT
To Yng, Clergyman Wks. 1755 II. n. 5 Terms brought
down to the capacity of the nearer. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod.
Rand. xii. 27 At last however she was brought down to

five, which he paid.
e. To continue (information, etc.) to a later date

(cf. Bring up k .

1881 Daily Tel. 27 Dec., The annual abstract, .brings
down the information to June, 1881. 1885 Bookseller July
648/2 Information accurate and brought down to date.

f. To bring dawn the house, gallery, etc. : to

evoke such demonstrative applause as threatens or

suggests the downfall of the building.
1754 World II. No. 76. 125 His apprehension that your

statues will bring the house down. 1870 LOWELL Study
Wind. 384 Every sentence brought down the house, as I

never saw one brought down before. 1884 SVMOSDS Skates.
Predecets. x. x. 403 The interview . . must have brought
down the gallery.

16. Bring1 forth.

a. To produce, give birth to, bring into being,
bear, yield offspring ; fruit, flowers, etc. ; natural

products ; products, effects, results).
c 1200 ORMIX 1937 paer brohhte ;ho ^att wasstme for(? Off

all unnwemmedd wambe. a 1225 Ancr. R. 134 Bringen
vor5 briddes. 1388 WYCLIF Ps. ciii. 14 And thou bringist
forth hei to beestis. c 1440 Gcsta Rom. 1 1878) 233 He nad
weddid to wyf a yonge gentilwoman, the whiche conseyuid,
and browte forthe a faire sone. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 51
Brynge forthefrute,_/Vwr//?f<j. \tp&Pilgr. P5(W.deW.
I53i)47 b> Ye tree neuer bryngeth forth floures ne fniytes,
but fyrst it has borne & brought forth leues. 1535 COVERDALE
Wisd. xix. 10 The grounde brought forth flyes in steade of
catell. 1553 EDEN Treat. New Ind. <Arb.) 8 Places most
apte to bring forth gold, spices, and precious stones, c 1600
SHAKS. Sewn, xxxviii, Let him bring forth Eternal numbers
to outlive long date. 1605 Macb. i. vii. 72 Bring forth
Men-Children onely. 1615-68 W. LAWSON J\Vw Orchard
49 Young Heifers bring not forth Calves so fair . . as
when they be come to be old kine. 1875 JOWETT Plato
led. 2^ V. 123 He never thought of what the future might
bring forth.

tb. To bring up, rear, breed 'animals . Obs.
c 1305 St. Keneim 135 in E. E. P. (18621 5I His nonce bat

him hadde ifed, & mid hire mule forth ibro?!. c 1400
MAUNDEV. 72 The Sarazines bryngen forthe no Pigges.
c 1430 Syr Gener. 879 Fromachilde she him forth broght.

fc. To utter, express; to put forth, adduce,
advance. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12138 To bring forth sli talking. 138*

WYCLIF Ecchts. xx. 29 A wys man in wrdts shaf bringe
forth hymself. ^1440 Protnp. Paw. $\ Bryngyn forthe or

shewyn forthe, profero. 1532 MORE Con/nt. Tindale Wks.
475/2 The places of Scripture whiche Helvidius broughte
furth for the contrarye. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. i. iii. 242
If that he prais'd himselfe, bring the praise forth. 1611
BIBLE Iset. xli. 21 Bring foorth your strong reasons.

*t" d- To bring to light, or public view. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. /?. 144 Euerich idel word bi5 her ibrouht

forft. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. l-
r

. Prol. loOnthisvnworthy Scaffold
to bring forth bo great an Ubicct. 1601 Alts WcU\.

iii. 151 To bring forth this discou'rie. 1605 Macb. in. iv.

125 Auguresand vnderstood Relations haue. .brought forth
The secret'st man of Blood. 1606 Ant. t$ C/. v. ii. 2x9
The quicke Comedians Extemporally will stage vs . .

Anthony Shall be brought drunken forth.

17. Bring forward.
a. See sense i and FORWARD.
b. Building. See quot.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 417 Bringing forward is

a term
applied

to priming and painting new wood added
to old work, or old work which has been repaired, so that
the whole shall appear alike when finished.

c. Book-keeping. To carry on a sum from the

bottom of one folio to the top of another where
the account is continued.
Mod. A clerkly error in the amount brought forward-

18. Bring- in. a. See sense i and IN adv.

b. To introduce customs, etc.).

11384 WYCLIF De Eccl. Sel.Wks.III. 345 To assente wij
suche falseheed bringi^ in ofte heresies. 1611 BIBLE 2 Peter
ii. i False teachers, .who priuily shall bring in damnable
heresies. 1690 LOCKE Girvt. i. vi. 58 Manners, brought
in and continued amongst them. 1753 World No. 10 Near
two years ago the popish calendar was brought in.

c. To bring (money) into the purse or pocket.
1538 BALE Thre Laives iigoThys crede wyll brynge in

nioneye. 0x716 SOUTH (J.) The sole measure of all his

courtesies is . . what revenue they will bring him in. 1814
Lett.fr. England II. xxxviii. 3 And by the time they are
seven or eight years old bring in money. 1855 COSTELLO
Stories fr. Screen 85

' What does it bring you in ?
'

says she.

t d. To introduce, place (a person) in a posi-
tion or station. Obs.

1604^
SHAKS. Otk. in. i. 53 He .. needs no other Suitor,

but his likings to bring you in againe. 1676 Hatton Corr.

11878) 123 If his designe had succeeded of bringing in S r

Edward Deering. 1709-10 STEELE Tatler ij.) Since he
could not have a seat among them himself, he would bring
in one who had more merit.

e. To introduce (an action into a court of law
or a bill into Parliament).
1602 MANNINGHAM Diary 16 Dec., I brought in a moot

with John Bramston. 1652 Proc. Parliament No. 144.
2266 A day was appointed to bring in the Act- 1848
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 121 Pie learned that a law, such
as he wished to see passed, would not even be brought in.

1876 TREVELYAN* Macanlay II. ix. 133 Sergeant Talfourd

brought in a measure devised with the object of extending
the term of Copyright in a book to sixty years.
f To introduce into consideration, discussion) ;

to adduce ^by way of illustration, argument, etc.).
1602 SHAKS. Lear in. vi. 37 I'll see their trial first. Bring

in the evidence, 1631 WEEVER Anc. fun. Mon. 122, I will

bring in for example the Bells of the Parish Church of

Wimngton. a. 1745 SWIFT i J. t Quotations are best brought
in, to confirm some opinion controverted. 1847 L. HUNT
Men, ll'omtn, 4- Bks. I. iv. 87 Providence is. .to be brought
in, humbly, when man comes to the end of his own humble
endeavours.

t g. - Bring- on ; to lead to. cause. Obs.

1586 COGAN Haven Health (1636,1 98 Which, .sometime

bringeth in fevers.

t h. To reduce to allegiance, or submission. Obs.

1596 SPL.NSER State Ircl. fJ.) Such a strong power of men,
as should perforce bring in all that rebellious rout.

i. See quot.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supf. s. v., Bringing in a horse, in

the manege, is the keeping down his nose, when he boars,
and tosses it up to the wind. A horse is brought in by
a strong hard branch.

j. Of a jury : To bring in a verdict, hence colloq.
to '

find
'

as ' The jury brought him in guilty.*
19. Bring off.

a. To bring away from (a position or condition '

;

esp. by boat from a ship, wreck, the shore.

1656 H. MORE Antid. Ath. n. ix. 11712' 68 That thence
the atheist may be the more easily brought off to the

acknowledgement of the existence of a God. 1676 HOBBES
Iliad n. 183 Thus he the People brings Off from their

purpose. 1701 Lend. Gas. No. 3770/3 A Granadier. .swam
over the River and brought off a Ferryboat. 1846 R. DANA
Be/. Mast xxv. 79 Going ashore, .to bring off the Captain.

b. To deliver, rescue, acquit, arch,

(1297 R. GLOUC 379 3yf God me wole grace sende, Vorto
make my chyrchegon, & bringe me of j?ys bende. c 1300
Harrow. HeUfa Yshalthe bringe of hellepyne.] 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. ff Cr, v. vi. 25 lie be tane too, Or bring him off. 1699
BENTLEY Phal. 237 It will not bring Phalaris off; unless

his Advocate can shew, etc. 1715 DE FOE Fam, Instruct.

i. iv. (1841) I. 84, I cannot tell what you will say then to

bring yourself offt 1751 CHESTERFIELD Lett. III. cclxx.

237. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Skaks. Char. xvi. 391 The in.

juring party . .is brought off
triumphantly.

f c. To demonstrate, establish clearly. Obs.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk ff Se/r. 37 To bring it but cleverly
off, how ten thousand years between should not be time
between.

20. Bring
1 on.

f a. To lead forward or on, conduct ; to cause

to advance, advance the growth of. Obs.
c 1230 Hali Mcid. 17 pestude& te time bat mahten bringe

be on mis for to donne. i6oa SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 9 When
we would bring him on to some Confession of his true

state. 1606 Ant. $ Cl. in. ii. 44 The Aprill's in her eyes,
tt is Loues spring, And these the showers to bring it on.

1621 BURTON Anat. Aid. \. ii. n. vi. 11651) 88 Voluntary idle-

ness., gently brings on like a siren, a shooing horn, or

some sphinx to this irrevocable gulf. Mod. We want a
little more sun to bring the plants on.

b. To produce, cause (illness, a state of things).
1671 MILTON Samson. 373 These evils . . 1 myself have

brought them on. 1766 GOLDSM Vic. W. xviii, This.,



BRING.

might have brought on a relapse. 1814 WORDSW. Excur-
sion i. 609 And poverty brought on a pettish mood And a
sore temper. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. v. 167 A
battle was brought on. Mod, A cold which brought on
influenza.

C. To bring into formal consideration or dis-

cussion, introduce.

1715 BURNET O-.vit Time II. 197 Why must an attainder
be brought on? iSjfl SEELKV Stein III. 322 Metternich
announced his intention of bringing on the subject.

d. tec/in. To fasten, fix, join, weld together.
1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. A'<-7U Invent. 22 The Workmen were

bringing on an ordinary Straits-sheathing with Wood upon
one of his small Ships. 1851 A. RYLAND Assay Gold t; .V.

97 He found that the spoon and ladle were not made in one
piece . . but that the parts bearing tile marks were '

in-

serted
', or

'

brought on '.

21. Bring- out. (See also sense I and OUT.)
t a. To separate or detach (any one) from

;
to

deprive, do (any one) out of. 06s.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 8633 And the lede with a launse out of

lyue broght. a. 1450 Ki:t. de la Tout- (1868) 65 To bringe
hem oute of her good name. 1461 Paston Lett. 456 II. 108,
I have bought salt and other thyngs, whiche hathe brought
me out of myche sylvir. 1623 LISLE sElfric on (J. $ N. T.
Pref. 1 1 To bring the people out of love with the . . Bible.

f b. To produce, yield. Obs.

'545 ASCHAM To.-copli. (Arb.) 93 The grounde is plenti-
full.. whichc..hryngeth outcome. 1607 SHAKS. Timon\\.
iii. 188 Enseare thy Fertile and Conceptions wombe, Let it

no more bring out ingratefull man.
c. To express, utter.

1665 BOYLE Occas. Rejl. iv. xv. (16751 257 Any thing, how
contrary soever to Piety, or right Reason . . if M=n can
bring it out. .neatly wrapt up in Raillery.

d. To bring into clearness, distinctness, or pro-
minence ; to develop and display (talent .

1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 163 That haue I done, And more,
much more, the time will bring it out. rtiTOoDRYDtN (J.',
These v as they boldly press, Bring out his crimes, and
force him to_confess. 1813 J. BADCOCK Dam. Ainnscm. 39
The exact kind of preparation which is calculated to bring
out the writing. 1831 Athcnzum 389 If the talent docs
exist.. such will be the only way to bring it out. 1874
HELPS Sot. Press, i. 3 The moon, .brought out the river
and adjacent buildings resplendently. 1875 JOWETT Platu
fed. 2) I. 76 The antagonism of the two characters is still

more clearly brought out.

e. To introduce
v
a young lady) formally into

'

society' ;
a company, a foreign loan, or the like,

for public subscription.
1813 BYRON Juan xii. xxxi, [They] Begg'd to bring :</> the

little girl, and 'mi', For that's the phrase that settles all

things now, Meaning a virgin's first blush at a rout. Mod.
That loan was brought out by Messrs, Baring in 1852.

f. To produce before the public ; to place upon
the stage a play or opera ; to publish (a book\
1818 BYRON in Moore's Life \ 1838) 376 They have brought

out Fazio with great and deserved success at Covent Garden.
1851 Illiist. Land. .Ve;m 354

'

Robert le Diable
'

was
originally brought out by Meyerbeer. 1878 MORLEY Didtrot
164 It was resolved to bring out the ten volumes .. in a
single issue. 1881 PEBODY Ens. "Journalism xx. I48 Pro-
posed that he should bring out an evening paper.

g. To exhibit, shew. (With complement.;.
1705 ARBUTHNOT Measure, Weights, ttc. iL.) But those

experiments bring out the denarius heavier.

22. Bring over. vSee also sense I and OVER.)
To influence to come to one's own side or party

(from an opposite one) ; to convert.

1724-5 SWIFT \Vks. (1841) II. 23 By these, .means, he soon
Drought over both parties to him. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng.
II. 221 The house of commons was brought over to second
his request. 1848 MACAL-LAY Hist. Eng. II. 347 Able to
bring over a great body of his disciples to the royal side.

1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 283 In vain, however did he
attempt . . to bring over Cumse, Naples, and Puteoli.
23. Bring round. (See also sense i and ROUND.)
a. To restore (a person) from a fainting-fit or

an attack of illness.

1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 842 Dead!.. I warrant, man,
that we shall bring you round.

b. To complete a set of changes in bell-ringing.
1883 Birminga. Daily Post 19 Oct. 7 A peal of. .grandsire

majors which was successfully rung and brought round in

capital style, in four hours and fifty-five minutes.
24. Bring through. (See sense I and THROUGH.")
spec. To treat successfully through the stages of

an illness.

Mad. The doctor hopes to be able to bring him through.
25. Bring to.

a. Naut. trans?) To fasten, tie, bend.
1681 Land. Gaz. No. 1666/4 In the night they mended

their Rigging, brought new Sails to the Yards. 1867 SMYTH
Sailors Iford-tk., Bring-to, to bend, as to bring-to a sail
to the yard.

b. To cause ;a ship
1

to come to a standstill.

arranging the sails in such a manner that they shall counter-
act each other. 1803 NELSON in Nicolas Dist. (1845' V. 81
At 6.30 brought to the Vrow Agneta, Dutch Brig

C. intr. (for rejl. or absol.} Of a ship or her
crew : To come to a standstill

; trans/, to stop,
'

pull tit) '.

ships to bring to. 1700
BEATSON .Var. f, Mil. Mem. 278 Near 3 in the afternoon.

1109

when she brought to. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. vii. (1879)
136 We brought to in a narrow ami of the river. 1861
HUGHES Tom Brown Oxf. II. i. 4 Here let us bring to . .

and try to get acquainted with the outside of the place
before the good folk are about.

t d. trans. To cause to acquiesce or be com-
plaisant. Obs.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa, xvi. I. 93 Proud spirits may be
brought to. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvm. .xii, I was
forced to use a little fatherly authority to bring her to.

e. To restore to consciousness or to health.
Cf. 8 c. bring to oneself.
1789 BURNS Kp. Dr. Blacklock, \ ken'd it still your wee bit

jauntie Wad bring ye to. 1844 G. GLF.IG Lt. Dragoon v.
i 1856' 45 Our lieutenant .. fainted .. The French guard
brought him to by shaking. 1850 MRS. STOWK Uncle Toms
C. xxxiii. 299 ^I'll^ bring her to!' said the driver with a
brutal grin.

'
I'll give her something better than camphire !

'

Bring together : see sense i and TOCKTHEK.
26. Bring- under. To bring into subjection,

subdue.

1563 Homilies ii. Repentance HI. (18591 =>48 \Vhowill bring
me under for my work*? 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xlii.

3 Either yielding through fear, or brought under with
penury. 1618 BOLTON 1'*farus i. .\i, 116361 31 Lucius Quino
tius chiefly brought them under. 1705 STANHOI-K Paraphr.
III. 40 That, which brought under the Reluctancies of
Humane Xature. < 1834 MOOKK Minstrel Boy, The foe-
man's chain Could not bring his proud soul under.

27. Bringf up.
a. To bring into a higher position ;

to elevate,

raise, rear, build up ;
to raise to a point or amount,

etc. See senses of up.
1297 R. GI.OUC. 369 pe abbuy of C;tme . . he rerde in Nor-

mandye . . He bro^te vp niony ober hous of relygyon al so.

1477 EARL RivKRSiCaxton /7;V,Ys 142 Yf he see that fortu.no

raise and bring up som other of lower dcgre. 1611 SHAKS.
Whit. T. iv. iv. 544 Your discontenting Father, striue to

qualifie And bring him vp to liking. 1677 MOXON Meelt.
Exere. (17031 141 The next Work the Carpenter has to d",
is to bring up the Stairs. //>/</, iao The Celler- Walls to bu

brought up by a Brick-layer with lirick. 1885 SIR K. KAY
in Law Times Rep. LI I. 370/1 The [amount] to which the
undivided profit would be brought up.

b. To rear from childhood
;
to educate, breed.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour Fvij, The child whiche hadde
be secretely nourished and brought up cam to his enheryt-
aunce. 1511-2 Act \Ifen. l'fll,\\\. i To enduce and lern

theyrn and bryng them uppe in shotyng. 1588 A. KING
Canisins Catech. 50 Fosterit, teachit, and brocht vp in
continual! exercise. 1611 BIULI: /sa. i. 2, I liane nourished
and brought vp children. 1711 ADUISON Spect. No. 105 \

A Man who has been brought up among Hooks. 1875
JowE'i r Platix^.-z' IV. 122 The doctrines in which he had
been brought up. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Etinc. IV 70/1 The
ordinary farmer brings up a lot of calves every year.

c. To introduce to general notice
; to bring into

vogue. ? Obs.

1483 CAXTON G. tie /a Tour D vij b, To hasty in takyngc
ony newe ihynges brought up. 1530 PALSGR. 470/2 He hath
brought up a newe customs. .To bringe up newe lawes is a

perlous
worke. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Phraseel. Gen. 284 She

brings up a fashion grown out of use. 1741 RICHARDSON*
Pamela, The Torture is not used in Kngland, and I hope
you won't bring it up.

fd. To raise, originate, give utterance to (a

report', etc. Obs.

*535 COVERDALE Xumb. xiii. 32 And of the lande that they
had searched, they brought vp an euell reporte amonge the
children of Israel. 1611 Ibid. xiv. 36 Bringing vp a slander

vpon the land.

e. To bring into the presence of authority ;
to

bring before a tribunal, or for examination.
1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amnsem. 64 Being brought up . .

to answer at Bow-street office. 1865 Reader S July 30
Candidates would be expected to bring up so many books of
Scott. 1885 Laiv Times I.XXIX. 139/1 A writ of certior-
ari to bring up an order made by the justices.

f. Naut. To bring to anchor, or to a standstill.

1820 Blackw. Mag. VIII. 317, I was all at once . . as the
sailors say, brought up by an invisible fence. 1840 R. DANA
Be/. Mast xxv. So They let go the other anchor . . and brought
the vessel up.

g. intr. To come to anchor
; hence, to come to

a stand, to stop,
'

pull up '.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine 11789' To Bring-up, a pro-
vincial phrase peculiar to the seamen in the coal-trade, sig-

nifying to anchor. 1790 BEATSON A'ar'. fy Mil. Mem. 321
The Rippon. .brought up against the Morne Rouge Battery.
1856 KANE A ret. E.rp. \. xxix. 386 At last the floe brought
up against the rocks. 1858 SEARS A than. iv, 32 Kxpcct
when they die to . . bring up at some good place. 1884
AXSTEY Giant's Robe vi, Mr. Lightowler brought up sharply
opposite the end of an inclined covered staircase . . where
they left the dog-cart.

h. To bring under notice or consideration
;
to

recall to notice (a by-gone matter .

1875 JOWETT Plato I. 212 If I had said anything last

year, I suppose that you would bring that up. .Are you such
an old fool . . that you bring up now what I said at first ?

Mod. '
I am glad the matter has been brought up.'

i. To develop, produce.
1823 J. BADCOCK Dam. Amuscm. 169 Chromate of potash

. .brings up a yellow colour.

j. To vomit,
(colloq.}

k. To bring up arrears^ lost ground, etc.

1788 DIBDIN Mtts. Tour xii. 41 By way of clearing my
ground, or, as the Sailors call it, bringing up lee-way.
1859 JEPHSON Brittany \\\\. 131 The afternoon was spent
in bringing up my arrears of correspondence. 1865 K.
BUHRITT Walk Land's E. 445 Bringing up a long arrearage
of writing. Mod. Has the narrative been brought up to
date ?

BRINISH

1. ttring up the rear arrear} : see REAR.

Bringall, -gela, var. spellings of BKINJAL.

Bringer ;bri-rp.i). [f. BRING v. + -EB 1
.]

1. One who or that which brings 'see various

senses of the verb).
c 1340 Cursor M. 10161 (.Trin.) Joachim bringere of bote.

1471 EAKI. OF OXFORD in Paston Lett. 669 III. 5 The
brynger of thys letter. 1535 TINDALE Tracy's Test. 6 A
peacemaker, and bringer into grace and favour. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. /y, i. i. 100 Yet the first bringer ofvnwelcome newes
Hath but a loosing Office, 1775 ADAIR Amer. hid. 443 A
pretended great bringer of rain. 1841 EMERSON Misc.

'18551 158 The scholar must be a bringer of hope. 1881
H. H. GinRS Double Standard 67 Their sterling amount
would be at the credit of the bringer.

b. spec. See quot.
1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 9 Aug., A bounty-broker is simply

a crimp, or what the recruiting sergeants in Charles-street,
Westminster, call a '

bringer'.
2. \Vith back, in, out, up, etc. Bringer up, one
who rears or educates.

'

1386 CHAUCER II 'ifes T. 340 Povert is . . A ful gret brynger
out of busynesse. 1529 WOI.SEV in I-'ourC. Eng. Lett, n
Your olde brynger up and levying frende. 1581 SIDNEY
Apol. Poetrie <Arb.i 71 They were first bringers in of all

duilitie. 1604 EDMONDS Ob^t~: C.rsar's Comm. 130 The
bringers-up or last rancke called Tergiductores. 1742 C.
WESLEY in Southey /,//( // 'esley < 1820} II. 26 Bringers-in
of the Pretender. 1840 CARLYI.E Heroes iv. -210 A bringer
back of men to reality. 1865 BKSHNEI.L I'icar. Sacr. n. ii.

L iS68i 156 He is the Captain, or bringer on, of salvation.

Bringing bri-ijiij),^/.^. [f.
BRING Z>. + -IM; !

.]

1. A causing to come to a point of reference or

to a state see various senses of the verb).
1433 E. E. II 'ills (,18821 02 As towthyng my bryngyng on

erth. 1651 HODUES Lt~'iat/i. in. xxxiv. 210 The bringing
of Gods people into the prumised land. 1663 GERBIER
Counsel -j The sawing, and bringing of the Timber to a

square. 1884 BLACK Jud. S/taks. xxxiv, The riding to

London, and the hrin.eini; r,f thy father.

2. \\ \\hforth. in, etc. : see advb. combs, of verb.

1603 SH\KS. MeaStJorM, in. ii. 153 Let him be but testi-

monied in his owne bringing* forth, ar,d hee shall appeare

v aScholler 1691 T. H[ALK] Ace. JWtt- Invent. 6 Mate-
rials employed in the bringing on, and stripping off the

Wood-sheathing. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine '1789'

Britiging-to, is generally used to detain a ship in any par-
ticular station. 1853 K- HUNT Man. Plwtogr. 222 The
bringing-out of the Picture.

3. /^ringing up ; esp, rearing, training, educa-

tion, breeding.
1526 /V/s-r. rerf. '1531 50 Hi> natural! father ami mother,

of whom he hath his body and bryngynge vp. 1602 Return,

Jr. i'arnass. n. iv. ' Arb. i 26 Sir you must pardon my father,
he wants bringing vp. ,/ 1617 HIEKON Aarws Bells . 1623'
6 By hih bringing vp in Pharaohs courtt. 1864 TENNYSON
En, Ard. 87 To . . give his child a better bringing-up.

t Brinie, brynie .bri'ni . Obs. Forms : 2 bre-

nie,3brume, 3-4 brinie,bruny.4 brunye,brini,
brynye, breny. [ME. hmnic (ii ,brynic, brini*:,

brcnie, a. ON. brynja t,Da. brynie, Sw. brynja],

corresp, to OK. byrne from *&ryntte, OHG. brunja,
bnoina MUG. bninje, briinjc, briinne, also

mod.G.) corslet, Goth. ^7/;//(? breast-plate: OTeut.

I>ntnj6n-. Whether the latter was adopted from

OSlav. bronja
' coat of mail ', or the OSlav. from

Teut., or both from a common source (cf. Olr.

bntinne 'breast 'l is uncertain; the word is not

connected with HUKN v. The Teut. word was

adopted in late L. or Romanic : cf. med.L. brn-

nia, -ea, bronia, OFr. brnnie, bronic, hruigne,

Imtgne, hrognt. bruinc. broinc, broune. Pr. bronha,

broingna. The ME. brnnie corresponds exactly
to the Norman-French form, but the phonology
of the parallel brinie, brtnie, points to the Scan-
dinavian as the original source. The regular
ME. form from the OE, word would have been

byrn (see BURNE), and from Scand. brynie: through
contact of these and metathesis of r, there are

also found the forms BRYX, and BYRME.]
Armour for the body ; a coat of mail, cuirass,

breastplate. Hence Brynied, brenyed ///. a.

Mailed.
riI75 Cott. Hour. -.'43 Sceold, helm, and brenie. 1*05

LAV. 1553 pah he hefden brunie on. Ibid. 6718 And burne

^1275 brunie] he wurp on rigge. a 1300 K. Horn 591 J>e
fole schok ^e brunie pat al pe curt gan denle [to din].
a. 1300 ffavelok 1775 Bernard, .caste a brinie up on his rig.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 191 purch brinies brast J>e blod. c 1330
AVtt.f c-f Tars 940 With helm on hed and brunye briht.

c 1380 Sir Fernmo. 3024 Many was J>e helm & brynye brijt i

bat bar was clone. ''(11400 Mortc Artn. 316. Brenyede
knyghtes. e 1440 Syr Gmvgkter 415 in L'tterson's E. P. I.

179 Blode thorow brenyys brast.

Brilliliess tbrai'ninos). Briny quality.
1883 Sat. Re-r. i Dec. 709 A very briny book indeed. Its

brininess is perhaps of a somewhat factitious kind.

Brining ;brarnirj\ vbl. sb. [f.
BRINE v.]

1. The application of brine.

1787 WINTER Syst. fftt&b, 268, 1 deem the practice of com-
mon brining to be only useful for destroying small insects.

2. The removing of brine from a steamer's boiler.

1873 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Bk.\. (ed. a) 212 If obliged
to use sea water for the feed, let the process of brining be

as constant and continuous as possible.

Brinish (brai-nif), a. Also (6 brennish\ 6-7
brynish. [f. BHINE sb. + -ISH 1

.]



BRINISHNESS. 1110 BRISK.

1. Of the nature of brine
;
somewhat briny, salt-

ish; of or pertaining to the sea. ^Brinish brink'.

the sea-shore.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A, in. 1. 07 Expecting euer when some
enuious surge, Will in his brinish bowels swallow him. 1609
HEYWOOD Brit. Troy xi. liii, Neere to the brinish brinke.
a 1639 S. WARD Coal/r. Altar, Serin. (1862) 74 Like brinish

lights, they sparkle and spit at others. 1796 MORSE Atncr.

Geog, I. 634 Streams of brinish water. 1822 Blackw, Afag.
410 One almost tastes the brinish air.

b. Applied to tears.

1580 LYLY Eitphues \ Arb.) 355 The brynish water that fall-

eth from mine eyes. 1505 B'ARNKIELD Cassandra Ixv, Whose
body she emballms,With brennish teares. 1642 PRYSNE Sew.
Antid. Concl. 31 Which he shall with brinish teares repent.
1692 E. WALKER Epictettts Mor. xlix, When some sad Pas-
sion tries To draw the brinish Humour from your Eyes.
2. fig. Bitter, nauseous.
a. 1617 HIERON Wks. II. 475 These brinish inuectiues are

vnsauory. 1649 AMBROSE Media iii. 1 16521 50 What brinish
Borrows and great indignation against sin?

BrrnishliesS. Brinish state or quality.
1755 in JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets.

II Brinjal, -jaul brrnd^l . Anglo-Indian.
Forms : 7 berenjaw, 8 bringela. brinjalle, be-

renjal, biringal, 8-9 bringal, brinjal, -jaal.

-jail, -jaul. Also (from Arab, and Pers.) 1 pi. pal-

lingenies, 8 bedin-janas, 9 bade njAn, badingan.

[Anglo-Indian adaptation of Pg. bringettctt brin-

giela, earlier beringela
-

Sp. berengenat
al-beren-

gena t
ad. Arabic ^l^jUl (ar-badinjan. The

latter is a. Pers. badin-gan. ad. Skr. vatin-gcuia,
all applied to the same fruit. See below.)]
The Anglo-Indian name of the fruit of the Egg-

plant (Solatium Melongena .

1611 N. DOUSTON in I'urchas Pilgr. I. 298 iY.> Diners >orts

of prouisions to wit . . Pallingenies, cucumbers. 1673 FRYER
Ace. E. India <V /'. ' 1698' 104 i V.i The Garden . . planted
with Potatoes, Vawms, Berenjaws, both hot plants. 1789
Seir Mutakherin III. 229 iY. > He lived on raw BringeUis,
on unripe mangoes, and on raw red pepper. 1789 SAUNDKRS
in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 86 Melons, gourd*, brinjals, and
cucumbers. 1810 MARIA GRAHAM Jrnl.Rcsid. India 24 iY.-, I

saw.. two acres covered with brinjaal. 1861 SWISHOE -V.

China Camp. 374 Sweet Potatoes, brinjalls. ground nuts,
and buck wheat. 1866 Trcas. Bot. II. 1070/1 Brinjals. .are

of the size and form of a goose's egg, and usually of a rich

purple colour.

[Few names even of plnnt> exemplify so fully the changes
to which a foreign and unintelligible word is liable under
the influence of popular etymology and form-association.

Cognate with the Sp. albcrengena is the Fr. aubergine^
dial, al&ergitte, albcrgaine, aftergame, also without the a/-,

Ft'tingi'le, and, with m for t>, jncrangcnc, meIongene t bo-

tanical Lat. nitl0ng$HO,i \\..ntflanzana^tnela insana (

' mad
apple 1. All these go back to the Arabic l>d$i>ijdn t and
ultimately to Skr. rntin-gana, whence also Hindustani

batngan, began. The Malay bcrinjala^ prob, from Pg.,
illustrates the Anglo-Indian form isee Devic, and Yule 1

.

In the West Indies brinjalle has been further corrupted to

brown-jolly. The Sanskrit name is said to mean ' the class

i that removes) the wind-disorder > windy humour/, a mean-

ing supposed to connect it with "-arttdkn, another name of

the same plant, which is said to have a marnta-nasm or

'wind-removing' effect. (J. T. Platts.']

II Brinjarry biind^a-H). Anglo-lnd, Also

6 banjara, 7-9 bunjara, 8 bandjarrah, ben-

jarry, brinjary, 8-9 binjarree, -jarry, 9 brin-

jaree, -jarree, bunjarrah, -jarree, vanjarrah.

[corruption of Urdu banjdrd, according to YVilson

deriv. of Skr. vanij trade : influenced, some think,

by Pers. birinj rice (Col. Yule}. Called in Bombay
vanjara.] A travelling grain and salt merchant
of the Deccan.
[c 1632 Life ofMohabut Khan in J. Briggs Ace. Kitnjaras

(Y.I The very first step .. was to present the Bunjaras of

Hindostan with elephants, horses, and cloths.] i793DiROM
Camp. India. 2 (Y.I His convoy of brinjarries had been
attacked. 1794 E. MOOR \tirr. Littles Dctachnt. 131
The Bandjarrahs . .This very useful class of Hindoos, gene-

rally, but we think, improperly called Brinjarries. 1798
WtuRi; in ( Kven's Disft. II 'ellington g To open our rear for

the admission of Brinjaries. 1799 KIRKPATRICK ibid. 173
As many Benjarriesas possible. 1800 WELLINGTON inGurw.

Disp. I. 146 No Brinjarries in yet. 1804 in Owen's Desp.

425 His Highness shall collect as many Bunjarrahs as pos-
sible. 1813 FORBES Oriental Mem. 1. 206 iY.' We met there

a number of Vanjarrahs, or merchants, a 1876 MEADOWS
TAYLOR in Life 1 1. 17 vY, > Brinjarries, or carriers of grain.

Brink (brirjk). Forms : 3-4 brenk, 3-6
brynke, 5-6 brynke, 5-7 brinke, 6 brinck, 3-
brink. [ME. brink \brenk), not known in OE. ;

corresp. to MDu. brine Du. brink . MLG. brink
'

edge of a field, grass-land, side of a hill, hill
'

(whence mod. {j. brink 'green hill, grass-land'), Sw.
brink 'descent of a hill', Da. brink '

steepness,

precipice, declivity ', all masc., cogn. with ON.
brekka fern, ^-.brinka

'

slope, hill-side, hill *.

The Eng. word was prob. from Scandinavian. In

sense brink formerly ran parallel with BKIM.]
1. The edge, margin, or border of a steep place,

such as one might fall over, e. g. the ' brink
*

of a

precipice, chasm, pit, ditch, grave. On the brink

of the grave (fig.) : near death. [This is the spe-
cific current sense, which now also affects the use

of 2, and entirely colours the figurative use in 5 ;

but it is doubtful whether the first two quotations
do not rather belong to

->.]

a 1300 Ancr. R . 242 PC horse bet is scheouh, and blencheS
uor one scheadewe upo be heie brugge, and failed adun into

be watere of he heie brugge \MS, Tittis D. xviii. brinke].
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 384 Vche a dale so depe Jat demmed
at"pe brynkez. ' 1386 CHAUCER FrankI. T. 130 And caste
hir eyen dounward fro the brynke [v, r. brinke, brenkej.
Merck. T. 157, I am hoor and old, And almost at \v. r. on]

mypittes brinke. ? 111400 Chester Pi. 68 Your owine childe

for to spill Upon this hilles brinke? 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.
it. iii. 241 Of this deepe pit . . I haue no strength to plucke
thee to the brinke. 1667 MILTON /'. L. 11. 918 The warie
fiend Stood on the brink of Hell and look'd a while.

1709 BERKELEY Ess. Vision 148 He shall come to the brink
of a precipice. 1853 KANI: Grinnell Exp. xxxlx. 1 1856.1 355
Upon the brink of the cleanly-separated fissures. 1871
MORLEY Voltaire (18861 209 Tottering on the brink of the

grave. 1878 HLXI.KV Physiogr. 170 The church, .is now on
the very brink of the cliff.

2. The edge of the land bordering a piece ol

water, as a river, lake, the sea : formerly 'bank,
shore, brim'; now csp. when this rises abruptly
from the water : thus running into sense i .

a 1300 A". Horn 141 Schup, bi be se flude. .Bi be se brinke.
rt 1300 Cursor M. 1766 f>e burnesouer be brink {Fair/, brenk)
it brast. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xli. 3 Thei weren fedde in the

brenke of the flood (i6n vpon the brinke of the riuerj.

1387 TKI-IVISA ffigden Rolls Ser. 1.65 liy be see brynke->
\jnxta martHin margines\ 1480 CAXTON Dcscr. Brit. 17
A ryali cite vpun the brinke oftwede. 1483 Gold. Leg.
58 '-2 They sawe thegypcyens lyeng deed upon the brynkes
of the see. 1553 EUKN Treat. AVrc Ind. lArb.i 7 Azrun

Ciaber, by the brinke of the redde ^a. 1697 DHYDEN Virg.

Georg. MI. 22 Reeds defend the winding Water's Brink.

1796 MOKSK Amer. Geo^. II. 36 Their habitations on the

brink, or in the neighborhood of some lake. 1847 GROTK
Greece \\. Hi, On the brink of the bea.

i8jjs
MACALLAV //ist.

E>ig. III. 630 They marched, .to the brink of the Boyne.

t 3. The brim of a vessel ;
-= Bum 4. Qb$. or dial.

1382 Wvui.il 2 Citron, iv. 2 He maad . .a ^oten se of tenn
cubllis fro brynke vnto brynk. t 1440 Protn/t. Pat~i\ 52

Brynke of a ues>e!lc. a 1500 Songs fy Carols (1847) 56 Kyll
the cope by the brynk. 1523 FlTZHEBB, f/nsb. 148 Thou
muste spare at the brynke and not at the bottom. 1542
BOORUK Dyctary xii. \ 1870' 265 Kat doth swymme abpue in

the brvnkes of the stomacbe. 1598 DRAYTON Heroii. Ep,
xxi. 151 A Bowie of Nectar, fill'd up to the Brinke. 1727
SWIFT Baucis <y Phil. Wks. 1755 III. n. 33 Fill'd a largejug
up to the brink.

b. The brim of a hat. dial.

1821 CLAKI: I'ilL Minstr. II. 68 With weather-beaten hat
of rusty brown, Stranger to brinks, and often to a crown.

f4. gen. A margin, border, edge. Obs. or arch.

1388 WYCLIF Exod. xxv. 24 Make to it a goldun brynk t-.

< 1420 Pallad. on Ihisl'. \. 813 In places wete or moist
make evry brynke Two foote in heght. c 1432-50 tr. IHgden
11865' I. 309 In the lirynkes of the les^e A^ia. 1508 Balaiic

ngst. 'J'yweSi Prudence and policy are bany.st our al brinkis.

a 1535 MOKK ll'ks. 1 1557 Si The ytch of a sore leg, whan
thou clawest about the brinkes. 1562 BuLLEYH Soarncs
20 b, The brinkes of the wounde, must be oiled with Ro^^tl

omphacine. 1607 TOI-SLI.L I'^nr-f. Beasis 381 His ears

erected upright, us the cars uf a Cat. -the farthest brinkes

or edge>, and also his hitler may be bended on the other
side. 1724 T. HKARSK Pref. R. Clone. 25. 81 In one part
of this MS. at the very bottom, just on the Brink of a Page.
1812 BYRON Ch. Har. Wks. 11846* 14/2 note, All these are

coop'd within one Quarto's brink,

f b. fig. arch.

1629 WHITTOCK in Ru>hw. Hist. Coll 116591 ' 688 ^'ow
we are but upon the brink and skirts of the Cause. 1821

SHKLLKY Pronteth. L'nb. n. v. i On the brink of the night
and the morning.
5. fig. The very verge of some state, time, event,

or action : now csp. in the phrases on, to, from the

brink of,
a discovery, ruin, destruction, death,

eternity, anarchy, revolution, absurdity, etc.

1330 R. HKI. NNK Ckron. 122 Scho dred ber assaute, hunger
was at be brynk. 1607 SHAKS. Tiwon v. !. 159 You . . Sur-

pri/e me to the very brinke of teares. 1671 MARVKLLCVrri
cxcii. Wks. 11872-5* II. 384 It is impossible we should riue

before the very brinke of Kaster. rti77 BARROW Serin. (1686)

III. 191 Old men .. visibly stand upon the brink of eternity.

1722 I)E FOE Moll Eland.* 18401 297, 1 was at the very brink

of destruction, a 1745 SWIFT \\ ks. (1841' II. 63 To save

them from the brink of ruin. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 19
7 3 [They] follow them to the brink of absurdity. xSiSMus.
SHKLLEY rrafttttut, < 1865" 61 Sometimes on the very brink

of certainty I failed. 1876 FREEMAN AVr/w. Conq. V. xxiv.

367 As conqueror, he brought us to the brink of feudal

anarchy; as despot, he saved us from passing the brink.

1884 Graphic 158/3 The secret, .on the brink of discovery.

D. with/;// ,obs.) Q\gerund: On the very point
of. [Now of something momentous or perilous.)
1702 T. SMITH in Pefyf Diary VI. 240 Upon the brink to

complete fourscore. 17*0 O/KLI, I'ertot's Kom. AV/. I. iv.

228 You were upon the Brink of falling a Prey to our Ene-
mies. 1788 LD, SHEFHKLD in Corr, L,d. Auckland II. 223
Trevor was on the brink of going to Petersburg. 1807-8 W.
IRVING Saltnag. xx. 11860) 468, I was on the brink of treat-

ing you with a full broadside. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Jfr. xvi,

She is on the brink of being sold into wretchedness for life.

6. Comb, f brink-full, full to the brink, brim-

full
; brinkless, without any brink or border.

1553 BALK Gardiner's Obcd. Gvij,With anemptieand free

minde and not already brynke full. 1565 GOLDING Ovid's
Met. viii, 11593' 207 To* hunger of his brinklesse maw the

gulfe that naught might fill.

Bri'nker. nonce-word,
[f.

BRINK + -ER 1
.]

One

living on the brink or border.

1871 Daily JVcH'i
1

13 Sept., Freeholders and copyholders
ofmanors and 'brinkers' of commons.
Brinks URINCH v. [^corrupt form or spelling.]

1568 Like will to L. in Hazl. Dodsley III. 339 That we
may toss the bowl to and fro, and brinks them all carouse-a.

Brin-, brintstane, -stone, obs. ff. BRIMSTONE.

Brint, obs. pa. pple. of BURN.

Briny (brarni', al [f. BRINK sb. + -T 1
.]

1. Of or pertaining to brine or to the sea
; satu-

rated with salt.

1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xi. 172 Those two renowned
Wyches, The Nant-wyche and the North, whose either

brynie well For store and sorts of Salts make Weever to

excell. 1697 DRYDKN l-'irg. Past. n. 32, I stood Upon the

Margin of the briny Flood. 1799 S. TURNER Anglo-Sax
(1840) I. iv. i. 263 Vast solitudes and briny marshes. 1878
HUXLEY Physiogr. 73 Fresh water is constantly distilled

from the briny ocean.

b. Applied to tears.

1608 T. UAVISOS in Farr's S. P. (18451 H- 33 A bryney
showre Of teares. 1718 POPE Iliad ix. 18 Down his wan
cheek a briny torrent flows. 1728 A. RAMSAY Robt., Richy^
<5r -V., Ilka briny tear Ye shed for him.

Briny, a.- '.s&.j [Cf. OK. bryne, BRUNE, and
Bi'RM.\(i sb. 3.] Phosphorescent, f phosphorescence
(of the sea).
i6oz CAREW Cornwall 26 b, If the sea-water bee flashed

with a sticke or oare, the same casteth a bright shining
colour, and the drops thereof resemble sparckles of fire, as if

the waues were turned into flames, which the Saylersterme
Briny. 1880 IV. Cortnv. Gloss.

, Briny, phosphorescent.

II Brio ;br/~
p

<?). [It. brio mettle, fire, life
;
in the

musical phrase con brio.'] Liveliness, vivacity,
'

go '.

1855 THACKERAY Xfivctnites xxii, Painted with all his well-

known facility and brio. 1881 Centem
j>.

Rev. June 879
Italian Society in spite of its ready wit, its brio and its in-

born gracefulness had not.. the peculiar charm of French
and Spanish Society.

ii Brio'che. [Fr. ; see Littre.] A kind of cake

made of flour, butter, and eggs; sponge-cake.
1826 Miss MnioKD Village Ser. n. 11863' 298 To discover

the merits of brioche and marrangles and eau de groseille.

1873 St. PaiiCs Mag. n. 585 She .. settled down to her

chocolate and brioches.

II Briolette br/i<?le
p

t,. [mod.Kr. ; also brigno-

Utte, brillolctte, ? briller to sparkle.] A pear-shaptd
diamond, having facets cut in all directions.

1865 lllnstr. Lend. J\Vtc,s n Mar. 243 This diamond, .is

what is called a briolette that is, a solid drop. 1884 Kir-

ntingh. Weekly Post 23 Aug. 3/7 It will weigh . . in lozenge

shape, briolette, about 300 carats.

Brionine, Briony, var. of BRYONINE, BRYONT.

II Briquette, briquet ,brike-t, bri-ket . [Fr.

briquette in same sense, dim. of brique, BRICK.

The F. word briquet iwhich is not a dim. oi brique \

has not this meaning.]
1. A block or slab of artificial stone.

1883 Haiupstead Express j Apr. 1/2 Patent Victoria
Stone Tensile Strain, average of 10 briquets (see Reid, on

Concrete), 794 Ibs. per square inch.

2. A brick-shaped block of artificial coal.

1884 Pall Mall G. 8 Jan. 0/2 Works for the compressing
of coal briquettes. 1886 Manchester City AVrtw 30 Oct., The
manufacture of briquettes, or machine-made coal, consists

simply of the transformation of'smudge', or verysmallcoal . .

into solid blocks, weighing about i ii Ib. each. This result is

attained by adding to the coal about eight per cent, of pitch.

t Brise. Obs. rare. vSee quot.j
1616 SURFL, & MARKH. Cottntr. Farm 92 Afterward let

him draw a Brise or two made fast in the yoke {margin t

A Brise is a kind of ground that hath lyen long vntilled).

1721-1800 in BAILEY.

Brise, obs. form of BREEZE and BRUISE.

tBri'sel, brisil, bresil. Obs. [ME. bru-

se/l it
, brysl, brysell, bresil, on OE. type *brysol,

{. brysan to crush, break.] Brittle, fragile.

1303 R. BRUNNK Handl. Synnc 8568-71 poghe bat hys
flesshe be brysl and brym. r 1325 Metr. Horn. 120 Brukel

{Cantb. MS. brusell] blod and bane. 154 For fleys es

brokel {Cainb. MS. brysell] als wax, and neys. a 1340 HAM-
POLE Psalter \\. n The pote of laire is bresil and soen will

breke. ciii. 30 That thai ere dust and erth ; that is, brisil

and erthly. 1483 L'ath.Angl.^ Brysftte, /fotf&fc 1802 J.

SIBBALD Chron. Sc. Poetry Gloss. (JAH.) Brissal, brittle.

t Briser. local, [app. a phonetic variant of

BRISURE, BRUSURK, act of bruising, breaking, or

crushing.] (See quot.)
1774 A. HUNTER Georgii al Ess. (1803) IV. 321 In the month

of September, a slight ploughing and preparation is given
to the field, destined for beans and parsnips the ensuing

year. In this country, this work is called briser.

Brisewort, variant of BRUISEWOBT.

Briah, obs. form of BRUSH.

Brisk (brisk;, a. and j^. Also 7 briske, brisque.

[First found in end of i6th c.
; evidently familiar

to Shakspere and his contemporaries. Derivation

uncertain : Welsh brysg (used of briskness of

foot) occurs in a poem of the i4th c. This appears
to answer in form to Olr. brisc, Ir. briosg, Gael.

brisg, Breton bresk,
'

brittle',
*

crumbly
'

; but it is

not easy to connect the senses.

It is however possible that brisk is identical with F. brusque
(which appears as britisk in Sc. ^1560, and as bruske as

early as 1600) ; at least Cotgr. gives brisk as a translation

of brusque, and the words appear to have influenced each

other in early use. See BRUSQUE.]
A. adj.

1. Sharp or smart in regard to movement (in a

praiseworthy sense), quick and active, lively.

a. of persons. ^Sometimes used of disposition



BRISK. 1111 BRISTLE.

= *

cheery, sprightly, lively', but this is now

chiefly dial.}

11560 T. ARCHBALD Let. in Keith Hist, Scotl. (1734)489

(JAM.) Thir ar the imbassadoris . . thai depart wondrous

bruisk.] 1592 SHAKS. Ront. $ Ji<l. i. v. 16 Chearly Boyes,
Be brisk awhile. 16x1 COTGR., Brusque, briske, liuely,

quicke, etc. Frisque, friske, liuely, lolly, blithe, briske,

fine, spruce, gay. 1613 R. C. Table Alph. t Brlsque, quick,

liuely, fierce. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World 11840) 298
A company of bold, young brisk fellows. 1828 SCOTT/'. M.
Perth I. 5 The brisk, alert agent of a great house in the

city. 1882 PKBODY Kng. Journalism xvi, 120 A bright,

brisk lad, fresh from Oxford.

b. of actions and motions. The prevalent
modern use.)

1684 BUNYAN Pilgr, n. ioi To enter with him a brisk en-

counter. 1690 LOCKE Hum. L'nd. iv. xi. 5 It must needs

be some exteriour Cause, and the brisk acting of some Ob-

jects without me. 1756 BURKE Snbl. $ B, Wks. I. 245 A
slow and languid motion [of the eye] is more beautiful than

a brisk one. 1777 WATSON Philip 7/118391 1 1. 213 He made
a brisk attack upon one of the gates. 1855 PRESCOTT

Philip //, I. i. vii. 91 He . . opened a brisk cannonade on

the enemy. 1863 GEO. EI.IOT Ronioia n. xxii, The brisk

pace of men who had errands before them.

C. of trade: Active, lively.

1719 W.Woon Snrr 1
. Trade 339 When Trade is brisk,

Money, .is more in view. 1832 Hi. MAKTINEAU H'ill fy Vail.

iv. 49 The demand for iron was so brisk. 1833 Br. Creek
iii. 64 A brisk traffic took place in the remaining articles.

d. of wind, fire, etc.

1725 POPE Odyss. xn. 184 Up sprung a brisker breeze.

1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. I. in. 203 At last a brisk gale
arose. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 133 New and brisk

fountains of water rise at spring tides. 1837 M. DONOVAN
Dom. Econ. II. 269 The brisk fire should . .be only employed
when the meat is half roasted.

6. of purgatives.
1799 Med, Jntl. II. 236 He had a brisk cathartic given

him. 1815 Scribbleomania 207 note, They've drench'd her

with cathartics brisk,

2. In allied senses, chiefly unfavourable.

f a. Sharp-witted, pert ; curt, t b. 'Fast* of life.

fC. Over hasty, fd. Unpleasantly sharp of tone.

(With c, d, cf. Fr. brusque^ e. Quickly passing,
brief.

1601 SHAKS. Twef. N. n. iv. 6 These most briske and giddy-

paced times. 1665 GLANVILL Seeps. Sci. Addr. 13 Divers of

the brisker Geniusses, who desire rather to be accounted

Witts, then endeavour to be so. 1667 EVELYN in Four C.

Rug. Lett. 108 The smoothest or briskest strokes of his

Pindaric lyre. 1667 PEPYS Diary (18771 v - 4^2 The Sur-

veyor began to be a little brisk at the beginning, a 1674
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. 1. 1. 8 When that brisk and improvi-
dent Resolution was taken. 1676 ETHEREDGE A/an ofMode
i. L (1684) ii He has been, as the sparkish word is, Brisk

Upon the Ladies already. 1700 Penn. Archives I. 138, I

send yee v6 Coots [Court's] Lett' W C|L is very brisk. 1739
GIBBER Apol. vii. 214 The briskest loose Liver or intem-

perate Man. [1879 BROWNING Ned Bratts 23 Some trial

for life and death, in a brisk five minutes' space.]

f3. Smartly or finely dressed ; spruce. Obs.

15^0 MARLOWE Edw. //, i. iv.ad fin., I have not seen a dap.
per jack so brisk. 1596 SHAKS. if/en. 1 1 ", i. iii. 54 To see him
shine so briske, and smell so sweet. 1603 Patient Grissil

17 My brisk spangled baby will come into a stationer's shop.

4. Of liquors : Agreeably sharp or smarting to

the taste ; effervescent, as opposed to *
flat

*

or

'stale'. (So It. brnsco, PV. vi'u brusque in Cotgr.)

Similarly of the air: Fresh, keen, stimulating.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV^ v. iii. 48 A Cup of Wine, that's

briske and fine. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece in. ix. (1715)

75 Brisk Wines and Viands animate Their Souls. 1741
HROWNRIGG in Phil. Trans. LV. 242 The brisk and pungent
taste of the acidulae. 1776 SIR W. FORBES in Boswell Joint-

son II. 404 A bottle of beer, .is made brisker by being set

Jjefore the fire. 1837 DISRAELI V'enetia \. ii, The air was
brisk. 1846 J. JOYCE Sci. Dialogues vii. 213 You see of

what importance air is to give to all our liquors their plea-
sant and brisk flavour. 1877 L. MORRIS Epic Hades n. 198.

f 5. Sharp to other senses; distinct, vivid.

f a. to the hearing, Obs.

1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys.-Mech. \. 21 There is . . pro-
duced a considerably brisk noise. 1667 PRIMATT City <$ C.

linild. 51 Bricks well burnt . . if you strike them with any
tiling, will make a brisk sound,

f b. to the sight. Obs.

atjaj NEWTON ij.i Had it [my instrument] magnified

thirty or twenty-five times, it had made the object appear
more brisk and pleasant.

6. Comb. a. adverbial, as brisk-going^ sparkling \

b. parasynthetic, as brisk-spirited.

1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4868/4 A .. Cart Horse., brisk

Spirited. 1831 CAKLYLK.V^Y. Res. n.iii. 132 Like a strong

brisk-going undershot-wheel. 1837 /V. Rev. II. in. i.

128 Our brisk-sparkling assiduous official person.

f B. sb. a. A * brisk
'

or smart person ;
a gal-

lant, a fop. (Cf. A 3 above.) b. A lively, for-

ward woman, a wanton.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. ut. iii. i. ii. (1651)604 A yong

gallant . : a Fastidious Brisk, that can wear his cloaths welt

in fashion. 1689 N. LEE Princ. ofClwe f.N.i The forward

brisk, she that promis'd me the ball assigns lion.

Brisk (brisk), v.
[f. the adj.]

1. trans. To make brisk ; to freshen, enliven, ani-

mate, exhilarate, quicken. Now with ;// or

i'colloq.) about.

i6a8FELTHAM Resolves \. Ixxxiv. 261, I like a cup to briske

the spirits.
1666 I. SMITH OUl Age 112 The blood in the

Arteries newly brisked in the fountain. 1710 T. FlTLLE*

Pharrn. Extent}. 321 Rennet Pills . . exalt and brisk up the

. . heavy Blood. 1829 E. JKSSE 7''
W4 ** atm 24' That

P.
or "

lion of vital air which brisks up animality without consuming
the sustenance of life. 1864 DICKI.NS Mnt. Fr. \. ix, We
want to brisk her up, and brisk her about. 1879 STEVENSON
Trar. Cevennes 15 Modestine brisked up her pace,
2. intr. (for rejl,} 7o brisk -up : to come up

briskly. To brisk about : to move about briskly.
1727 MORETON Apparitions 195 The lady, .brisking up to

him as if she would fight him. 1881 MRS. HOLMAN HUNT
ChHdr. Jems. 169 He was up and brisking about.

3. f a. trans. To smarten up ;
to dress finely, to

trim. Obs. b. /;///-. , for reft.}

1592 GKKKNK Disput. Conny-catcher Wks. (Grosart 1 X. 204
Doest thou maruell to see me thus briskt? 1613 BEAI:M. &
Fi.. Hon. Man's Fort. n. i, Prune and briske myself in the

bright shine Of his good Lordships fortune. 1637 (1.

DANIKL Genius of Isle 45 Whilst Neptune, to court Ampin-
trite doth briske. 1710 PAI.MKR Proverbs 259 The young
cock . . stood brisking up hU comb and gills. 1861 TROL-
LOi'E T. All Countries 193 Susan brisked up a little for the
occasion [a wedding] and looked very pretty as bridesmaid.

Hence Brisked///, a., Brrskiug vbl. sb.

1644 BULWKR Chiron. 109 The brisked spirits. 1717 Ku.-
UNGBECK Serin. 223 i'L.) For the relief of our natures ; for

the brisking up our spirits.

Brisket (brrsket). Forms : 5 brusket te, 6

Sc. briscat, (7 bysket, 8 -SV. bisket), 7- brisket.

[Identical in meaning, and apparently in form,
with K. brechet (in Cotgr. bntchet, in i6th c.

hriehet, i^th c. bntschet, Irisclict, which Littnj

derives from the Kng. ;
but this seems unlikely.

The Breton bruchd and \Yelsh brysctd, appear
to be adopted from Fr. and Kng. respectively.]
1. The breast of an animal, the part immediately

covering the breast-bone. Also, as a joint of meat.
c 1450 Xotninale in Wr.-Wiilcker 704 Hoc pcctnsculum^

bruskette. 1483 Cath. Atigl. 46 A Brusket, pectHScnhmi.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 87 The wricht [had! the neiris

and the briscat & maw. 1610 MARKHAM Mastcrp. n. Ivi.

306 He will be very hollow vpon the bysket towards the

fore-boothes. 1611 COTGR., Ars .. the breast, or brisket of

a horse. 1709 ADDISON Tatlcr No. 148 i The Black
Prince was a professed Lover of the Brisket. 1769 MKS.
RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. 117781 117 Hone a brisket of beef,

and make holes in it with a knife. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xvii,

It is a hart of grease too, in full season, and three inches o!

fat on the brisket. 1866 KINGSLEY Hertiv. xv. 204 A-.

shaggy as a stag's brisket. 1873 E. SMITH Foods 48.

b. .SV. The human breast.

1789 FERCU'SSON Poems II. 113 (JAM.) Their glancin ecu

and bisket bare. 1790 MORISON Poems 15 (JAM.) Wi' kilted

coats, White legs and brisket bare.

2. attrib.) as in brisket-beef^ -bone.

i587'l'uKBERV. Trag. T. (18371 37 ^ ne brisket bone. 1637
K JONSON Sad Slu-ph. i. ii, The brisket bone, upon the

shoon Of which a little gristle grows. ifSj^DAMPlER I'oy.

(1729) I. 302 Their flesh is as hard as Brisket Beef.

Briskish. (bri-skij), a. Pretty brisk.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvi. vii. VI. 208 A brinish

trade of his own in the 13resden marts.

Briskly (brrskli\ adv.
[f.

BRISK a. + -LY -.]

\Vith brisk motion or action ; sharply, smartly,

quickly, energetically, vigorously, actively.

1665 BOYLE Occas. ReJJ. iv. i. (1675) 168 My Drowsiness
. made me briskly enough l^id him . . let me alone.

_
1676

LISTER in Ray's Corr. (18481 124 [Lycopodium] will fire

briskly in a flame. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3809/6 The Can-

non, .kept firing very briskly. 1719 W. WOOD Jw/rr-. Trade
200 Manufactures proceeded briskly. 1812 SIR H. DAW
Ghent. Philos. 125 A piece of dry silk .. briskly rubbed

against a warm plate of polished flint glass. 1839 tr. Ln-

martine's Trav. East 161/1 He sprang briskly to his feet.

1868 BROWNING Kin* $ Bk. ix. 1488 You urge him all the

brisklier to repent.

f b. Smartly, in reference to dress. Obs.

1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier in Hnrl. Misc. iMalh.i II.

228 A . . fellow . . briskly apparelled, in a blacke taffata

doublet, and a spruce leather jerkin with christall buttons.

Briskness ,brrsknes\ [f as prec. + -XKSS.]

The quality of being brisk
;
smartness or sharp-

ness of motion; liveliness, quickness, activity.
a 1655 R. ROBINSON in Spur^eon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixv. 10

[The rain] begets a kind of briskness in the sensitive crea-

tures. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Srh: 125 To leap forth

into nimble freaks and brisknesses. 1839 Sat. Mag. Suppl.

June 253/2 The animals . . are not remarkable for briskness

of motion. 1879 H. GEORGE Progr. $ /'&>. ix. iii, The in-

creased briskness of trade.

b. Agreeable sharpness of taste, freshness
;

effervescent quality. Also transf. ,
of air) andy7^.

1737 BRAHLEV Fattt. Diet. s. v. CosA, The Briskness of the

Drink [cider]. 1816 L. HUNT Rimini \. ix, A balmy brisk-

ness comes upon the breeze. 1879 Cnsselfs Techn. Educ.

I. 215 Champagne and other sparkling wines owe their

briskness to the presence of carbonic acid. 1880 Times 26

July 9/4 Topics that have lost their briskness.

-f c. Abrupt blunt manner ; brusqueness. Obs.

1668 PEPYS Diary 13 Nov., There is no way to rule the

King but by brisknesse, which the Duke of Buckingham
hath above all men.

t Bri'sky, a. Obs. rare*. [Cf. blacky, etc.,

and see -y.] Of brisk nature.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 97 Most brisky luuenall, and
eke most louely lew.

f Brisok. Obs. rare- '. [Cf. \\elsh bresych

cabbage, a. L. brassica
;

and see BRASSIC.] A
wild cabbage.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxvi. 2 The kale, that he says,

not ere of garthis hot of gres^is, that grouys hi thaim ane in

the feld, as brisokis.

Brisque, obs. form of BUISK.

Brissal, var. of UKIRKL, Obs., brittle.

Brisse(n > Brissour(e,obs.ff. ]IKUISE,BRT
TSURK.

Brissel, -il, -le, obs. ff. BKISTLE, BIRSI.K.

f Bri*ssel-cock. Obs. [Etymology uncertain ;

I
cf. BRISTLE v. 2. Jamieson conjectures Bra
A kind of fowl

;

' a turkey-cock* (Jam.).
( 1565 LINDKSAY iPitscottiei Citron. (1728' i46(jAM. 'There

was ..Swan, partridge, plover, duck, drake, brissel-cock

and pawnies, black-cock and nuiir-fowl, capercaillics.

Brist, Ml'"., variant of BREST, 'defect, want'.
a 1300 Cursor .I/. fi;.|4 Wit-vten ani brek or brist. 1340
H AMI-OLE Pr. Consc. 6at>5 I.overd when saw we \>c haf hun-

ger or thirst Or of any herbcr haf grete brist. r 1450 Erl<-

of Tolons%"y\ Hys wyfe had serhe a brj'^te.

Brist, obs. f. BHEAST, BUKMT.

Bristle ^brrsT, sb. Forms: 3-5 brustel, 4

brestel, brostle, 4-5 bru-, bristil, brestle, 5

bru-, brystyl(le, burstyll, 6 brisle, bristelil,

6-7 brissel, brissle, 6- bristle. [ME. bntstcl,

brostlc, corresp. to MDu. borstel (lutntd}, Du.

borstel masc.. LCi. hvrssel fern. : a deriv. of the

simpler form found in OK. byrst, ON. burst fern.,

OHG. burst mnsc., borst ncut., bursta weak f.

MUG. borst* biir$t> m, and n.. borstc f., Ger.

borstc f. : see HIKSK. The OTeut. form of the

root-syllable is *l>ors-
t pointing to Aryan *bhers- :

cf. Sk'r. bhrshti'-s
'

point, i>rong, edge'. There

may have been an OE. *bry$tl, and OS. *brustil.

as direct source of the ME. and LG. forms.]
1. prop. One of the stiff hairs that grow on the

back and sides of the hog and wild boar; used

extensively by brushmakera, shoemakers, etc.

[a 1000 .S'ir.r. /.<><'//(/. I. 156 Hyre twigu beo5 swylre
swinen liyr^t.j ('1314 Guy li'tirii>. iA> 3680 Nought worth
the brestel of a >win. < 1320 Sir /!L-.-I-S 747 His Brostles

u-ere gret and lon^'. ( 1380 \Vvci.n .SYr;/;. Sel. Wks. II. 148
As bristil bryngi)*

in be preed. 1398 TRKVISA Earth. De P.
A', xvin. Ixxxvii. 114951836 Sewetours call them brustyls
and sewe therwyth. c 1440 Proinp. I'arv. 52 llrystylle or

liriiNtylle (1499 bur-tyll], seta. 1553 EHEN Treat. Xeu- Ind.
' Arb. ) 16 Couered with Ijrislels or 1'igge heares. 1601

SHAKS. 7V<:/. -\". i. v. 3, I will not open my lippes so wide

as a brissle may enter. 1605 CAMDEN Rent. 35 Their brisseU

more than half shed. 1735 SOMF.RVILI.K Chase \. 377 High
on their bent Hacks erect Their pointed Bristles stare.

1870 YEATS 2\at. Hist. Connn. 300 llristles are the stiff,

glossy hairs growing on the backs of wild and domesticated

swine, 1875 URE />/?/. Arts I. 533 In 1864 our Imports ot'

Hristlus were . . 2,346,135 Ibs.

2. %cn. A short, stiff, pointed or prickly hair or

similar appendage on other animals
;

the short

hairs on the face ofmen when thickened and stiffened

by shaving.
a 1300 A'' Alls, 6621 The delfyn . . rerith up his brus-

telis grymnie. 1481 C'AXTON Myrr. u. \ i. 71 Peple that . .

haue bresiles aboute their mosell lyke swyne. 1591 Lvi.v

I'.ndym. n. iii. 29 That chin . . shall be filled with brissels a<

hard as broome. 1611 BAKRKV Rum Alley \\. \, When I

was young .. And wure the brissel on my upper lip. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s.v., Cats bristles [whiskers] have a

large solid pith in the middle. 1828 STARK l-.lcnt. Xat.

Hist. II. 129 Some of the Annelides possess a third kind

of bristles, which M. Savigny terms hooked bristles.

3. In plants :

' A stiff hair or any slender out-

growth which may be likened to a hog's bristle
*

(Gray) ; a setaceous appendage or seta.

1731-59 P. MILLER Gardener's Diet . s.v. Cnicus, Striated

seeds, .encompassed at the top with a crown of stiff bristles.

1800 E. DARWIN Phytologin xiv. 348. 1807 J. E. SMITH

Phys. Bot. 228 Some species of Gnlimn are admirably
characterized by the bristles of their leaves, .being hooked
backward or forward. 1875 DARWIN Insecth 1

. PI. 322 Tipped
with a stiff short bristle.

4. fig. To set up one's bristles : to show temper,
resistance, or pride ;

to bristle up,
*

put up one's

back'. To set up any ones bristles', to arouse

such feelings in him. And similar phrases.
J533 1' HIT 1**P- Chr. Rtir. Wks. (1829) 460 Cruel adver-

saries which set up their bristles, saying, Why, then, shall

we do no good works? 1583 GOLDING Cah'in on Dent. liii.

^16 Should the Jewes .. set vp their bristles against God.

1589 CoOfEti Adinon, 198 It is good to teach vs to pull downe
our brissle-., when we waxe proude. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph.
CY.n8i5> 121 The more she strokes him, the more his bristles

seem to rise. 1873 GOL'LBVRN Pers. Relig. iv. iii. 271 The

feeling that he is to be lectured . , sets a man's bristles up.

5. aitrib. and Comb.: as bristle brush
;

bristle-

armed^ -backed, -bearing^ -leaved^ -like, -pointed,

-shaped adjs.
1601 HOLLAND /Y/wy 1 1. 512 Cleanse it lightly with awing

or a bristle brush. 1614 SKLDEN Titles Hon. Pref. Dij,
Bristled on the back like Hogs ..as if you should say,

Hristle-backt. a 1845 HOOD Lycus Cenf.,The bristle-backed

boar. 1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. IV. 51/1 Delicate

bristle-shaped processes or setae. Ibid. IV. 404/1 Bristle-

like organs. 1848 W. GARDINER Flora Forfarsk. 204

Bristle-pointed oat. 1863 J. A. BREWER Flora Surrey 277

Bristle-leaved Bent-grass, .plentiful on Bagshot Heath.

6. Special comb., as bristle-dice, dice into

which bristles were fixed to influence their position
when thrown; bristle-fern, THchomanes radi-

cans\ bristle-grass, the genus Setaria\ bristle-

herring, a genus ( Chatoessus'' of the herring

family, in which the last ray of the dorsal fin is

prolonged into a whip-like filament ;
bristle-
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mofli, the genus Orthotrichnm
; bristleworts

sb. pi., Lindley's name for the order DcsvauxiaceX)
small tufted herbs with bristly leaves.

1532 Dice Play 1,1850) 28 "Bristle dice, be now too gross a

practice to be put in use. 1680 COTTON in Singer Hist.
Cards 335 This they do by false dice, as . . By bristle-dice.

1863 KINGSLEY IVater-bab. 195 The Connemara heath, and
the*bristle-fern of the Turk waterfall. 1863 PRIOR Plant-n.,
Bristle-fern, from the bristle that projects beyond its re-

ceptacle. 1844 SIK W. HOOKER Brit. Flora II. 57 *Bristlc-

moss\ from the calyptra being generally clothed with hairs.

Bristle (bri-s'l), v.^ Also 5 brustel, bry-
stylle, 7brizle, brisle, brusle, brassel, -sle, -tie,

brystle, 9 {dial.} brisle, brizzle. [f. prec. sb.

See also BRUSTLE z.]
I. intr.

1. Of hair, quills, etc. : To be, become, or stand,
stiff and bristly. To bristle up : to rise like bristles.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xm. cxlv, The heer on my body
. .is longe and brustelith lyke brustelis, 1611 FLORIO, Arric-
dare, .ones haire to stare or stand on end, to brizle. 1680
OTWAY Hist. Marias 58 His Heard brussled. 1725 POPE
Odyss. xr. 392 Ere the harvest of the beard began To bristle

on the chin. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Hand, xxxvj, My hair
bristled up. 1824 W. IRVING T, Tra-u. II. 105 Mustachios

bristling from under his nose. 1861 HOLLAND Less. Life i.

16 The man who rises in the morning, with his feelings all

bristling like the quills of a hedge-hog.
2. Of animals : To raise the bristles, as a sign of

anger or excitement, b. Of persons : To display

temper or indignation, to 'show fight.' Also with

up.
1549 OLDK Erasnt. Par, i Tim. vi. 2 It is not semely that

..they should bristle againste their maisters. 1611 DF.KKEK
Roar. Girl* \. Wks. 1873 III. 145 Now is my cue to bristle.

1688 J. CLAYTON \\\ Thil. Trans. XVIII. 133 The howling
of the Dogs he supposed . .made her [the sow] come furiously
brisling. 1830 FOSTER in Life fy Corr. (1846' II. 160 With-
out bristling into anger. 1837 ^ ISRAELI Vtnetia \, xiii,

' You
shall do no such thing', said Mrs. Cadurcis, bristling up.
1861 HUGHES Tom Brown O.vf. I. i.x. 160 There now ! don't

bristle up like a hedgehog.
3. To be or become bristly ; to be thickly set

with (bristly points).
1606 Sir G. Goosecappe \. ii. in Bullen Old. TV. 1 18841 I JI.

16 If your French wood brystle, let him alone. 1650
FULLER Pisgah iv. ii. 32 Brisling with bushes and over-

grown with wood. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rw. v. ix. 11872) I.

179 All France to the utmost borders bristles with bayonets,
1850 MERIVALE Rom. Kmp. (18651 I. i. 33 The sea-line..

bristles with projecting headlands.

b. fig., as in to bristle with difficulties.

1864 BURTON Scot Abr. II. i. 105 A Latin preface, .brist-

ling with Greek quotations. 1875 HAMKRTOM Intell. Life
11. i. 51 The fine arts bristle all over with technical difficulties,

4. To be actively or aggressively astir with.

1844 KINGLAKE Kothen xv. ,18781 iSi Bristling with zeal.

1884 Evangelical Mag. Jan. 36 The old place once more
bristled with life

II. trans.

5. To erect stiffly (hair, etc.) like bristles :

chiefly in a temper of hostility. Also with up.
'595 SHAKS. John iv. iii. 140 Now .. Doth dogged warre

bristle his angry crest. 1611 Br. HALL Contempt. O. T. x.\i.

ii, So do savage beasts bristle up themselves . . when they are
in danger of loosing the prey. 1775 ADAIR A mer. Ind. 309
[Bears] champing their teeth, and bristling their hair, in a

frightful manner. 1793 W. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 65

(1794) III. 8 Those aspiring asparagus, that bristle up their

vegetable spears. 1863 KINGSLEY Water-bab. iv. 153 He
would, .bristle up his feathers, just as a cock-robin would,

b- fig.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //', i. i. 98 Which makes him. .bristle

vp The crest of Youth against your Dignity. 1598 CHAPMAN
Iliad i. 192 Thetis's son at this stood vex'cf, his heart

Bristled his bosom. 1615 ADAMS Politic. Hunting Wks.
1861 I. 8 The great one bristles up himself, and conceits

himself higher by the head than all the rest.

6. To furnish with a bristle or bristles
;
to make

bristly.

1678 A. LITTLETON Lat. Diet., To bristle a shooe-makers
thread. Inseto. 1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2)37 Your hook
should be bristled, that is . . fasten a hog's bristle under the

silk. 1850 TENNYSON / Mem. cvii. iii, Ice. .bristles all the

brakes and thorns To yon hard crescent.

7. To cover as with bristles, to cause to bristle.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. (1857) I. n. in. iv. 321 Bristle your-
self round with cannon. 1848 LYTTON Harold vi. vi, He
would bristle all the land with castles.

8. To ruffle violently, exasperate.
1872 BLACKIE Lays Highl. 40 The black squall . . Bristles

the soft lake to a Fury.

t Bri'Stle, v.- Obs. exc. dial. In 5 brystylle,
6 bristell, brissle, burstle, 7 brusle, brustle,

(9 dial, brizzle, bruzzle'. [The forms brusle,

brusth) suggest adoption from 15-1 6th c. Fr. brusle-r

to burn, Pr. brnslar, It. bmstolare ;
but the earlier

bristle^ brissle, makes this derivation doubtful, as

does also the Sc. form BIRSLE.]
1. trans. To render the surface of (anything)

crisp with heat
;
to toast, scorch, parch.

Hence Brrstled///. a.

\lfoCath.Angl. 44 To Brystylle, vstillare. 1553 DOUGLAS
/ffiVwtf vn. ix.

109^
Blunt styngis of the brissillit tre [AfSS.

byrsillit]. i56a'luRNER Bathes 17 Let him perche or bris-

tell at the fyre Nigella Romana. Herbal n. (1568) 93
The perched or burstled peasen. .called in Northumberland
Carlines. 1691 RAY N. C. Wds., 'The sun brustles the

hay* i. e. dries it ;
' brusled pease

'

i. e. parched pease. 1876
Mid.-Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.\ Brizzle or Bruzzle, to
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scorch, near to burning ; to broil. 1877 Holderness Gloss,

(E. D. S.' Bruzzled-peas.
2. intr. (for rtfl,} To become crisp with heat.

1788 Gent I. Mag. \. 189 They [peas] will then parch, crack,
as we provincially [Northumberland] call it, bristle.

Bristled (briVld),///. a.
[f.

BRISTLE + -ED.]
1. Covered, set, or tipped with bristles or stiff

prickly hairs ; rough and prickly, bristly.
a 1300 A". A Us. 5722 His rigge was bristled as with sharp

sithen. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. 148 pe bristled[e] boor. 1509
HAWES Past. Pleas, xxix. ii, His bryes brystled truely lyke
a sowes. 1578 LVTE Dodocns iv. xlvi. 505 The eares are. .

more bristeled or bearded. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. \\. ii. 96 With
his Ama2onian [Cjhinne be droue The brixled Lippes before
him. 1697 DRYDRN Virg. Gcorg. in. 397 The bristled Boar
. . New grinds his arming Tusks. 1730 SOUTHALL Bugs 19
Has six Legs, .jointed and bristled ns the Legs of a Crab.

2. Of hair or feathers : a. Stiff like bristles.

b. Krect, raised, 'on end
1

.

1553 EDEN Treat. AVrt- hid. <Arb. t 16 In the sled of a
tayle, a mane, or rougb and bristeled heare. 1631 Celestina
i. 22 By thy briezled beard. 183* A. \V'ILSON A mer. Ornith.
I. 169 The hen hurries about with hanging wings and
bristled feathers. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. 3- Phys. II.

84/2 With bristled inane and haggard eye.

3. Set as with bristles ; bristling.
1676 HOBBES///WMI. iSsThebrissIed Ranks Of th' armed

Greeks. 1796 MORSK Atner. Geog. II. 309 The .. central

range, .bristled with pointed rocks. 1835 I. TAYLOR Fanat.
vi. 159 Through bristled ramparts and triple lines of shields.

4. Furnished with a bristle.

1794 Gold, Age in Poet. Reg. (1807) 407 Arm'd with a
bristled end and glittering awl.

Bristler (birslw;. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f. as prec.
+ -EB 1

.] He who or that which bristles
;
a boar.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 181 He hath many attributes

amonjj
the learned, as . . bristler, wanderer.

Bristletail (brrs'lt/il). A wingless insect

{Afachilis mat-itima} having the abdomen termin-

ated by bristly appendages which assist it in leaping.
1706 PHILLIPS, Bristle-tails, a sort of Flies, some of which

have one Bristle, others two . . in their Tail. 1865 Gossi:
Land $ Sea (18741 97, I found several colonies of that curi-

ous insect the seaside bristletail.

Bri'stlineSS. In 7 brizlinesse.
[f.

BRISTLY
+ -SESS.] Bristly quality.
1611 FLORIO, I/irsutezza t brizlinesse, halrinesse, shaggi-

nesse. [In mod. Diets.J

Bristling (brrsling), vbl. sb. In 6-7 brust-

ling. [f.
BUISTLE v. 1 +-ING 1

.] The action of the

verb BHISTLE
;
the rising on end of the hair.

1591 PKRCIVALL S/>. Diet., Enerizanrientn .. bristling of

the haire. 1872 UARVVIN Emotions Introd. 12 The bristling
of the hair under thu influence of extreme terror.

Brrstling, ///. a.l [f. as prec. +-1NG2.]
1. a. Of hair, etc. : That rises or stands stiffly

on end. b. Of persons : Bristly, rough, shaggy.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 356 They have a like bristling

mane growing on the back-bone. 1762 BEATTIE Triumph
Mel. vii, Fear's cold band erects his bristling hair. 1850
MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. ix. 77 He was a great, tall,

bristling Orson of a fellow

b./fa 1639 W. WHATELEV Prototypes i. xix. 1 16401 226 "Vis no-

thing but pride that sets up these bristling thoughts in you.
1864 Linnet's Trial I. ii. ni. 220 The bristling tone natural

to a man who has quite made up his mind on a subject, but
who feels by no means certain that he shall be able to jus-

tify it in argument. 1877 PEACOCK A*.-//'. Lincoln. Gloss.

iE. D. S.).
' There's a bristling bree/e to-day, maister.'

2. Presenting a rough or prickly aspect, thickly
armed (with sharp points, or with points of anta-

gonism). Cf. L. horridus.

1598 DRAYTON Heroic. Kj>.\\. 33 The brisling Reeds mov'd
with soft Gales, did chide me. 1600 HEYWOOD i Edw. Jl~,
Wks. 1874 I. 25 Her bristling spires, her battled towers.

1843 PRESCOTT Mexico v. iv. 1^864) 300 The little army . .

with its bristling array of long swords and javelins, stood
firm. 1855 SINGLETON I'irgill. 99 So thick upon the roofs

doth pattering leap The bristling hail.

To. fig.
1871 BLACKIE Four Phases \. 106 Religions . . fenced with

bristling dogmas. 1880 CLEMENSHAW w'urtz Atom. The.

45 The theory . . bristling with hypotheses and full of uncer-
tainties.

Bri stling, ///. a. 2
[f.

BRISTLE v*] Scorch-

ing ; burning without flame.

1561 HOLLVBUSH Horn. Apoth. 173, Diseased with the

fretting or briseling stone. 1866 HoWELLS Venet. Life iii.

36 The pot full of bristling charcoal.

Bri'Stly (bri-sli), a. Also 6 brizlie, brissly,

; brislie, brisly, bristlie. [f. BRISTLE j. + -Y 1
.]

1. Set with bristles or short stiff hairs ; setose.

1591 PERCIVALL $p. Diet., Erizado, rough, bristly. 1626

BACON Sylva 781 The leaves . . are somewhat bristly.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. ii. 98 The Mastful Beech the

bristly Chestnut bears. 1718 POPE Iliad xvi. 994 The roar-

ing lion meets a bristly boar. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flor. 15
Capsule globose, sessile, bristly.

t>. A?.
1872 Daily News 25 July, An intelligent and acceptable

Republic not that fierce and chafing thing made up of

bristly laws. 1872 Globe 5 Aug., That kind of bristly temper
which is always on the look-out for causes of offence.

2. Of the nature of or like bristles.

1592 SHAKS. Ven. Sf Ad. 620 On his bow-back he hath a
battle set Of bristly pikes. 1645 G. DANIEL Poems Wks.
1878 II, 65 If I Have bristlie haire. 1735 SOMERVILLE
Chase \\. 58 Rough bristly Stubbles. 1857 W. COLLINS
Dead Seer. (1861) 70 A ring of bristly iron-grey hair pro-
jccted like a collar.

BRIT.

3. Thickly set with sharp or defiant points.
1863 CARLVLE Frtiik. Gt. xvi. ii. VI. 152 The Chevalier. .

scans a little the frowning buttresses, bristly with guns.

Bristol (bri-stal). In I Bryogst6w, 3-5 Bri-

gestou, Bryostoue. 4-7 Bristow.

[1. A city ofEnglandupon the Wiltshire or Lower
Avon, famous since early times for its maritime
trade and manufactures, and giving its name to

various commercial and natural products.]
2. Short for ' Bristol-stone

'

: see 3.
1618 N. T\v.\j3 Amends Laities i. i, To the unskilful owners

eyes, alike The Bristol [v.r. Bristow] sparkles as the dia-
mond. 1818 Kdin. Even. Coitr, 22 Oct. (JAM.) Studded with
what was once the vogue, bristow.

3. Attrib., as Bristol-board, a kind of paste-
board with a smooth surface

; Bristol-brick, a

siliceous material made in the form of a brick,
used for cleaning cutlery ;

Bristol - diamond,
-gem, -stone, a kind of transparent rock-crystal
found in the Clifton limestone near Bristol, re-

sembling the diamond in brilliancy; also attrib.\

Bristol-fashion (A
T
aut. ', in good order; Bris-

tol milk (see quots. ;
Bristol Non-such, a

plant, Lychnis Clialfcdmica; t Bristol-red, a dye;
Bristol-water, the water of warm springs at

Clifton near Bristol, used medicinally.
1809 R. LAXGFORD Introd. Trade 63, 2 Do. Royal *Bristol

Bds. 1883 Harper's Mag. 861/2 Mr. Evers painted . . por-
traits on . . Bristol-board. 15915 LODGE Wits Miserie 33 A
counterfeit chain . .*Bristowdiamonds. Z624GATAKER Tran-

si<l>sf.{)=, Bastard pearles,Bristow diamonds,and glasse bugles.
1662 S. P. Ace. Latitude Men in rhenix II. 517 To distin-

guish between a true Gem and a Bristol Diamond. 1884 F.

BRITTEN ll'atch A> Clockui. 215 Rock crystal, .also known as
'

Bristol
'

. . diamond, is also used by watch jewellers. 1840
R. DANA Bef. Mast xx. 61 Everything on board '

ship-shape
and*Hristol fashion '. tKjStfrmSasur'tWffr&Ak.Sritfffi
fashion ntni shipshape. Said when Bristol was in its palmy
commercial days . . and its shipping was all in proper good
order. 1707 E. WARD Hud. Rediv. II. iii. <N.> The cap ..

Was set with "Bristol Jems. 1644 PRYNSE & WALKER
Plenties' 7'riit/jS Good store of 'Bristoll milk, strongwines
and waters. i66a FULLER ll'ortliu-s, Bristol (D.) 'Bristol

Milk :

'

this metaphorical Milk, whereby Xeres or Sherry
Sack is intended. 1848 MACAI'LAV Hist. Eng. I. iii. (D..) A
rich beverage made of the best Spanish wine, and celebrated
. . as Bristol milk. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. 102 London
Tuft, Sweet John, Sweet William; *Bristow Nonsuch.

1551 Will in Peacock -V.-K-'. Line. Gloss.t'E. D. S.I s.v., One
kyrtyll of *bristowe read whiche were her mothers. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 78 Diamonds. .Chrystall,

*
Bris-

toll stones. 1837 LOCKHART Scott (1830) IV. 353 A good-
humoured lass . . who wore as many diamonds as if they
had been Bristol Stones. 1739 BVROM Remains (1856) II. I.

243, I wish I could drink a glass of "Bristol water m uncle

Josiah's company. 1817 T. J. PETTIGREW Mem. J. C.

Lettsom III. 314 Bristol Water is most proper for the

patient's common drink.

4. ailrit. in ordinary sense ; also sometimes with

reference to ' Bristol diamonds'.

1651 CLEVELAND Poems 32 You that dim Jewells with your
Bristoll-sense.

Brisure (bn'zw'r, bri'g'ui
1

!. Also brizure. [a.

F. brisure fracture, breakage ;
also used in the

heraldic and military senses. See also BRUSUKE.]
1. Her. A variation of, or addition to, a coat of

arms, marking the relation of a younger branch of

the family to the main stock ; a difference.

1613 FAVINE Theat. Hon. I. i. ti The plaine Paternall

Armes, without any Brisure. 1868 CUSSANS Hand-bk. Her.
xxiv. 299 The Bordure Compony was formerly employed as

a Brisure to indicate illegitimate descent.

2. Fortif. A break in the general direction of a

rampart or parapet ; spec, of the parapet of the cur-

tain adjacent to a bastion constructed with orillons.

1706 PHILLIPS, Brisnre, a Line drawn from four to five

Fathom, which is allow'd to the Courtin and Orillon, to

make the hollow Tower, or to cover the conceal'd Flanks.

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 439/2.

f 3. Variant of BKUSUBE. Ob;.

Briswort, variant of BRUISEWOBT.

Brit, Britt (brit), sb.^

1. A local name of the young of the Herring and

Sprat (flupea harengus, and sprattus] ;
also the

spawn of these.

i6oa CAREW Cornwall 32 a, The Pilcherd. .were wont to

pursue the Brit, vpon which they feede, into the hauens.

1851 H. MELVILLE Whalt II. xlviii. 131 We fell in with

vast meadows of brit, the minute, yellow substance, upon
which the Right Whale largely feeds. 1880 84 F. DAY Fishes

Gt. Brit. II. 232 Britt along the Devonshire coast, consists

either of young sprats or young herrings. Ibid. 23^ The
Town Council of Exeter annually make an official whitebait

repast upon
'

britt '. [The author discusses at length the

identity of the
'
britt

',
and shows that the name includes

both species, which are at some seasons taken together, at

others separately.]

2. transf. The fry of other fish, as the mackerel.
1886 R. C. LESLIE Sea-painter"t Lag viii. 161 The mackerel

brit, or small fry

t Brit, Brett, ^.2 (and a.) Obs. Forms : I

Bret t, Bryt^t, Britt, 4 Brett, 6 Brit, Britt,

(9 Silt. Brett). [OE. Bret (pi. Brettaf} a Briton :

cf. OCeltic (and L.) Britto ;
but the OE. form

points rather to a variant OCelt. stem *Britt-os,

whence perh. the Brittia of Procopius. Hence

BretUse, Btyttisc, BRITISH.]



BRIT.

A. sb. A Briton : the ordinary name in the O.K.
Chronicle ; in Scotland applied to the Strathclyde
Britons till c 1300, when the ' Laws between the
Scots and the Bretts' were abolished by Edward I;
in later usage only historical. B. adj. British.

O. E. Chron. an. 890 Butueoh Brettum and Francum,
and Brettas him wib jefuhton [LaudMS. Bryttum, Brittas],

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 230 Brit langage for to speik
and vse, So that the Britis culd nocht weill refuse. Ibid.

471 All Albione wes in gude rest and peice ; Bot[h] Scot and
Brit, and Inglismen also, c 1630 RISDON Sum. Devon 225
(1810) 238 'Twixt Britts and Saxons. 1873 MURRAY Dial. S.

C. Scat!. 3 The Bretts or Welsh of Strathclyde long retained
their special laws as distinct from the laws of Scotland.

t Brit, britt, v . Obs. [app. : OE. bryttian to

divide into fragments : *brutj&jan, (. *bnitjon-

divider, f. brut- pa. pple. stem oibreutan\.o break,
divide. Cf. ON. brytja to chop in pieces.] trans.

To cut in pieces ;
= BRITTEN 3.

io R. BRUNNE Chron. 244 His hede J?ei of sniyten . . J>e

deoe body J>e[i] britten on four quarters corn [/. e. corvenj.

Brit, variant of BRET, BBITK.

Britage, obs. form of BRATTICK.

Britain (brrt'n), sb. Forms : 3-5 Bretayne,
Breteyn(e, 4-5 Brutayne, <; Bretaingne, 5-6
Brytayne, 6 Britan, Brytayn, Britayn;e, Bri-

teigne ;
Sc. Bretane, Bertaue, Bartane ; 6-7

Brittaine, Britaine, 6- Britain. [ME. Bre-

tayne, -eyne, a. OF. Bretaigne : L. Brittannia or

Brittania, the island of Britain. (Lat. Britannia
would have given F. Bri-, Breaigae.} The OE.
name was Brioton, Breoten, Bryten, Breten, point-

ing back to aWGer. *Brituna ; also, BrtOton-lond,
Breten-lond. OCeltic had apparently no name
for the island as distinct from the people. (With
i6thc. Sc. Bertane, Bartane, cf. Dumbarton?)]
The proper name of the whole island containing

F.ngland, Wales, and Scotland, with their depen-
dencies ; more fully called Great Britain

;
now also

used for the British state or empire as a whole.

After the OE. period, Britain was used only as a historical

term, until about the time of Henry VIII and Edward VI,
when it came again into practical politics in connexion with

opt
in 1707. After that event, South Britain and North
Britain are frequent in Acts of Parl. for England and
Scotland respectively : the latter is still in occasional (chiefly

postal) use. (So West Britain, humorously or polemically
for 'Ireland'.) Greater Britain is a modern rhetorical

phrase for 'Great Britain and the colonies', 'the British

Empire', brought into vogue in 1868.

a 855 O. E. Chron. Introd., Gaius lulius se Casere arest
Romana Breten-lond jesohte. 1:890 K. /ELFRED Bzda I. i,

Breoton is ealond.

i97 R. GLOUC. 22 And aftur Brut ys owne nome he

clepede hit Breteyne. 82 Bretayne. a 1375 Joseph A rim.

(Vernon MS. ) 232 pe Auenturus of Brutayne. c 1428 A rthttr

265 Maximian kyng of Bretaingne Conquered al France
and Almayne. c 1500 Lyfe Jo!. Armathy (W. de W. i If. 4

loseph of Aramathia . . came in to grete Brytayne. c 1505
DUNBAR ' Schir for ^our Grace' 11 Fairest and best In

Bartane. c 1515 Prophecy of Bertlington, The French wife

shal beare the Sonne Shal weild al Bretane to the sea. 1542
HEN. VIII Dcclar. Scots Bivb, Brutus of whom the realme
than callyd Brytayn tokc fyrst that name. 1547 J. HARRI-
SON Exhort. Scottes H vj, Y names of both suhiectes &
rcalmes ceassing, & to be changed into y name of Britain

& Britons, as it was at first, & yet stil ought to be. 1548

N.BoDRUGAN.E//toMtf Avb, England the only supreme seat

of thempire of greate Briteigne. 1604 Prod. jus. /, 24 Oct. ,

King of Great Britain, France, and Ireland. 1630 WADS-
WORTH Sf>. Pilgr. vii. 69 His Majesty of great Britaine.

1663 MASLEV Grotius' Ltnu-C. H'arrs 779 King James . .

obliterating the names of Scots and English, would have
both to be united and grow up into one Kingdome . . to be

called Britain. 1667 DRYDF.N Ann. Mirab. Ded., To the

Metropolis of Great Britain, the most renowned and late

flourishing city of London. 1707 Act of Union xi. I That
the two Kingdoms of England and Scotland shall . . be
united into one Kingdom by the Name of Great Britain.

1710 Act 9 A nne vi. 4 To export and transport from Great
Britain into Ireland. 1718 Act 5 Geo. I, xi. 16 The import-
ation of Tar and Pitch from North-Britain into any part
of South-Britain. 1729 Act 2 Gto. II, xxxv. 12 In several

Parts of North Britain commonly called Scotland. Ibid.

Brought . . to that part of Great Britain caljed England.

1740 THOMSON ' Rule Britannia', When Britain first, at

Heaven's command, Arose from out the azure main, c 1800

DIBDIN ' / sailedfrom the Downs ', So adieu to the white

cliffs of Britain. 1831 Act 24-3 Will. IV, Ixxv. i In that

part of the United Kingdom called Great Britain, and . .

that part of the United Kingdom called Ireland. 1868

C. W. DILKE (title) Greater Britain : Travels 1866-67.

t 2. The duchy of Brittany or Bretagne in France ;

also called Little Britain, Britain the less. Obs.

la 1400 Morte Art/t. 36 Burgoyne and Brabane and Ere-

tayne the lesse. c 1530 LD. BERNERS (title) Arthur of lytell

Brytayne. 1605 CAMDEN Ran. (1637) 113 Out of places in

Britaine came the families of Saint Aubin, Morley, etc. i6aa

BACON Hen. Y1I, Wks. (1860)339 Re-annexing of the duchy
of Britain to the crown of France . . by marriage with the

daughter of Britain.

t Britain, a. and sb. Obs. Forms : 6 Bry-

tane, -aine, Brittayne, 6-7 Britaine, 7 Brittan,

Brittain(e, 6-8 Britan, Britain, [ad. L. Brit(rr
ann-ns, Brittan-vs, Briton, British. vThe L. Bril-

(t)anni or Bnttdni appears to correspond to the
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Gr. Eperravoi, and was perh. adopted from the

Greeks of Massilia. The nearest Celtic form is

the Irish pi. Britain, genitive Bretan, Brcttan,
which may repr. an OCeltic Brct(t)an-i pi., distinct

from Britton-es, whence BRITON, q.v.)]
A. sb. 1. A Briton (i. e. an ancient Briton).
S47 } HARRISON Exhort. Scottes Civb, Yet wil I not

affirme that Scottes be mere Britaynes, or Englishe men
mere Britaynes. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 19 A Brytane,
Britanits. Ibid. 200 Brittayne. 1579 FULKE Confut.
Sanders 561 As Ninnius a Britaine uoeth testifie. 1605
CAMDEN Rein. (1637) 9 1'ne Britaines . . The Britains, the
most ancient people of this Isle. Ibid. 40 The Briuans.
Ibid. 54 The Britans. 1611 SHAHS. Cytnb. i. iv. 28 Heere
comes the Britaine. 1702 ECHAKD Et-cl. Hist. (1710* 549
The northern Britains and Caledonians.

2. A native of Bretagne in France; a Breton.

1594 BLUNDF.VIL Exerc. v. (ed. 7) 567 Called new France,
because the Brittans which are Frenchmen did first discover
it. ft 1618 RALEIGH Invent. Shipping 9 The French Brit-

tains who were then esteemed the best Briuaine Sea men.

B. adj. 1. Ancient British.

1563-87 FOXE A. fy M. (15961 48/1 Joseph of Arimathea. .

among the Britaine people. 1576 LAMUAKUE Peratnl'. Kent
i 1826) 167 There bee moreover Brytaine bricks, in the walles
of the Church. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1.87 The Britan ocean.

1641 MILTON Prel. Episc. 18 Our Brittaine Bishops . . were
remarkable for nothing more then their poverty.

2. British, in the modern political sense. Britain

Crown, a gold coin struck by James I, orig. valued

at 5-r., afterwards at $s. 6d. (Cf. BRITISH CROWN.)
1609 BIBLE iDouayi Pref., To teach and feede al Britan

people. .1620 A. HUME (title* Of the Orthographic of the

Britan Tongue. x866 CRUMP Banking*. 224 James I Gold
[Coins] Rose-royal .. quarter-sovereign, Britain-crown.

3. Of French Bretagne ; Breton.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 390 The Britan. .is a dialect

of the Welsh.

t Bri-tainer, Bri-taner. Obs. =prec.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 84 Of Britayn, Britaner, Britttnnus,

1622 PEACHAM Contpl. Gentl. xix. (1634) 239 They are faine

to have it of the Britainers, Hollanders, and from the Azores

Ilands. 1709 J. JOHNSON 27 Apr. in Ballard MSS. XV. 46
He is the Miracle of a Nortn-britainer.

Britannia (britarnia). [L. Britannia, an-

ciently Brittannia, Brittania (which was Breda's

spelling), corresp. to Gr. BpfTracm Diod. Sic.), f.

Brittanni or Brittani =- Gr. BptTTaiW : see

BRITAIN a.]
1. The Latin name of Britain ;

a poetic name for

Britain personified as a female ; the female figure

on coins, etc., emblematic of Britain.

f 893 K. ALFRED Oros. 1. i. II peet lend be moil bryttania

{later MS. bryttannia] hiett. Ibid. 28 Brittannia baet inland
..On brettannia. (1586 CAMDEN

(tille\ Britannia, seu flo-

rentissimorum regnorum Angliae, Scotia;, Hiberniae . . de-

scriptio. 1637 Britannia, transl. newly into English by I
J
.

Holland.] 1666-7 PF.PVS Diary 25 Feb., The King's new

medall, where, in little, there is Mrs. Stewart's face, .and a

pretty thing it is, that he should choose her face to repre-

sent Britannia by. 17x6 I.ond. Gaz. No. 5404/3 The Figure
of a Woman, commonly called Brittannia. 1740 THOMSON

Song, 'Rule Britannia'. 1762-9 FALCONER Sltifwr. i. 3

Of famed Britannia were the gallant crew. 1798 NELSON
in Duncan Life (1806) 101 Britannia still rules the waves.

1818 BVRON Juan \. iv, Nelson was once Britannia's god
of war. 1864 A". fr Q. Ser III. V. 37/1 The earliest coin., with

the figure of Britannia is a copper half penny of 1672.

f2. Comm. Britannia Linen : sees. Obs.

1676 DAMHER I'oy. II. n. no Broad-cloth, Serges ..

Britannias, Hollandilloes, Iron-work, etc.

3. attrib. in commercial terms ; fsf. Britannia-

metal, an alloy of tin and regulus of antimony,

resembling silver in appearance.
1706 Lond.Gaz. No. 4189/4 Coarse^unwatered Camblets. .

Britannia Linen, .broad Germany Linen. 1817 Brmmeirs

Sheffield Directory 73 Britannia Metal Manufacturers. [In

earlier directories called 'White Metal'.] 1849 DICKENS

Dim. Copp. 586 Of course we have something in the shape
of spoons . . but they are Britannia metal. 1882 Pall Mall
G. 30 June i/i Prince Bismarck's oft-quoted . . saying, that
'

Speech was silvern and silence golden ; but that first to

speak and then to run away was Britannia metal '.

Hence Brita'nnian a. = BRITISH.

1589 Gold. Mirr. (1851) 14 Wicked weesels, fled from

Britanian grounds. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgr. vm. v. 760 Our
Britannian hopes, Prince Henrie and Duke Charles, a 1840

E.ELLIOTT Withered W. Flowers I. Our Britannian shore.

Britannic (britarnik), a. [ad. L. Britannic-

us of Britain, or perh. F.
Sritaxniqut.]

Of Britain,

British. Used in Hit or Her Britannic Majesty.
1641 MILTON Ch. Discip. 11. (1851) 69 [Thou] didst build up

this Britannick Empire. 1695 BLACKMORF. Pr. Arth. 237
The Britannic Hero. 1709 STEEI.E Taller No. 6 p 12 Envoy
Extraordinary from her Britannick Majesty. 1796 MORSE
Amir. Geog. II. 208 On a clear day the three Britannic

kingdoms may be seen from this island. 1848 W. K. KELLY
tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. 1. 473 His Britannic majesty
maintained with St. Petersburg relations of amity.

Hence Brita'nnically adv. : in British fashion ;

in reference to Great Britain.

1716 M. DAVIES Ath. Brit. II. n Whereupon an Active

Disobedience very Brittanically ensuing. 1805 Ann. Rer.

III. 178 This extended portion . . is rather locally than bri-

tannically interesting. 1869 Student 1 1. 183 Several captures
of the almost (Britannically) fabulous

' Bath White'.

Brita'nnic,-' Obs. [a. L. britannica (herba]
' water-dock

*

(Lewis and Short).] A herb, app.
the Water-dock (Rumcx hyJrolapath-um*}.

BRITISH.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 34 Briiannti.k, or English Herb
hath the very looke of ihe greatest Sorrell. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny II. 269 The herbc BrtUiinica . . transported vnto vs
out of Britaine.

t Brita'nnish.. a. Obs. rare. = HKITISJI.

1611 SPEED Theat. Gt.Brit.\ 16 14) 1/2 Other I lands, .under
the shadow of Great Albion are also accounted Britanr.ish.

t Bri'tany. Obs. Also Britanie, -annie,

-army, Brittany, [ad. L. Britannia^
1. liritain, Great Britain.

1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph, (.'al. Sept. 151 Gloss
, Kin>.

r

Edgare .. reigned here in Britanye. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus
Hist. i. ii. 11591) 2 Brittany al conquered, not al retained.

1596 SPKNSER /". Q. in. iii. 52 All Britany duth burne in

armes bright. 1608 HIERON Defence n. yy 'I'lie Lords in-

heritance in this lie of Britanie. 1611 GLMLLIM Ileraldrie
HI. xvii. 162 By whose glorious issue, Great Britanny now
enioieth the height of Glorie and Happinesse. 1662 GUN-

HiNoZ.H//Vu/35 Lucius, lirst Christian King of Britanny.

2. The Roman provinces of Britannia Prima
and Secunda.
1658 W. BURTON I tin. Anton in. 85 York, .the uu.re antient

Metropolis of the Diocese of the Britainnies.

3. The French province of Bretagne;
'

Little

Britany* ; commonly spelt Brittany.

Britch, obs. form of BREECH.

+ Bri'tchel, a- Obs. cxc. dial. Forms : 3 bru-

I chel, 8-9 (dial.} britchel. [ME. bruchel (if)
:-

1

OK. brycd\ cf. BHICKLE.] Liable to break; brittle.

a x5 Ancr. R. 164 pis bruchele uetlts is bruchelure jjene

i
beo eni gles. c 1230 Hull JMtid. 13 Hwen bu hart liflude i

bi bruchele flesch wi5utc bruche leade-U. 1674 RAY .V. C.

H't/s. 8 Brichol \printcd brichoc], brittle. I'nr. Dial, and
Chesh. 1857 J. SCHOLES Jaunt to see Queen 47 in Lane.

Gloss., As britchel us egg-shells.

t Brite, t>. 0fa.exc.ifta/. Also 8-9 brit. [Cl.
< ON. brj6ta, Sw. brytc. Da. bryde to break, destroy
i (trans.'', corresp. to OE. brfotan to break, burst.]

|

intr. Of grain, hops, etc. : To become over-ripr
and shatter.

1669 WORUDGE Syst. Agrii. viii. i (1681) 152 It pre-
serves the Hops from briting or shedding. Ibid. 323 Brite

or bright : Barley, Wheat, and other Grain, and Hops are

said to brite when they are over-ripe and shatter. 1674
RAY

i'. ,5-
E. C. Wds. 60. a 1711 LISLE Ihisb. Gloss, in /-. H'ds.

(E. D. S.) Brit, to shed; to fall. 1883 PRIOR <in let. to

Editor', In dry weather the grain falls from ears of wheat

j

in the reaping and in Wiltshire is said to brit out.

Briteysing, obs. form of BKATTICINO.

Brith, obs. form of BIKTH, BRIGHT.

Brither, Sc. form of BIKITHKR.

Briticism (bri-tisiz'm\ Also Britticism. [f.
! BRIT-ISH

v
or a possible Britic) after Gallicism, Seot-

\ titism, etc.] A phrase or idiom characteristic of

Great Britain, but not used in the English of the

United States or other countries.

i$&^BpstoH(U.S.' Jrnl. 17 Sept., A well arranged handbook
of Briticisms, Americanisms, Colloquial Phrases, etc. 1885
Sfif. Kev. 28 Nov. 709 The American critic is within his

right when he retorts at once that the use of 'directly' in

p place of ' as soon as
'

is a Britticism.

Britil, obs. form of BRITTLE.

British (bri-tij), a. :sf>.) Forms : I Brettisc,

Bryttiso, Brittisc vBrytisc , 4 Bruttische, 5

Brytysshe, 6 Brutish, 7 Brittish, Britysh, 6-

British. [OE. Brettisc, etc., f. Bret, pi. Brett-as,

Bryttas, Brittas, the natives of ancient Britain,

the Britons : see BRIT and -ISH. The modern

spelling is influenced by Latin.]
1. Of or pertaining to the ancient Britons. Now

chiefly in ethnological and nrchrcological use.

a 8js O. K. Chron. an. 508 Her Cerdic and Cynric ofsloson

ienneBrettisc {Land MS. Bryttiscne] cyning. a 1000 Itid.

(Laud' Introd., Her sind on |>is ijlande fif xepeode
'

Englisc
and Britlisc and Wilsc, and Scyttisc and Pyhtisc and Boc
Leden. a noo Ibid. an. 1075 Se ylca Raulf wa;s Bryttisc on

his moder healfe, and his fa-der wa;s Englisc i6os SHAKS.
Lear in. iv. 189 Fie, foh, and fumme, I smell the blood of a

Brittish man. c 1645 HOWEI.L Lett. (16501 I. 377 He calls. .

Helen an English woman ; whereas, she was purely British,

and that there was no such nation upon earth called Eng-
lish at that time. 1780 COWPER Boadiceo. i, The British

warrior queen, Bleeding from the Roman rods. 1870 KNIGHT
}list. Eng. i. 3 A road, acknowledged to be British, still

crosses Salisbury Plain.

tb. = Welsh.
1662 Act of Uniformity 13-14 Chas. 11, iv. 27 That the

Book [of Common Prayer] hereunto annexed be truly and

exactly translated into the British or Welsh Tongue.

2. Of or belonging to Great Britain, or its inhabit-

ants. In the earlier instances only a geographical
term adopted from Latin ; from the time of Henry
VIII frequentlyused to include English and Scotch ;

in general use in this sense from the accession of

James I, and in i;th c., often opposed to Irish';

legally adopted at the Union in 1707. Now

chiefly used in political or imperial connexion, as

the British army, British colonies, British India,

etc., British ambassador, consul, residents, etc. ;

also in scientific and commercial use, as British

plants, British butterflies, British spirits.

1387 TREVISA Higden (18651 ' 27 X Gallia . . is i-closed

aboute. .wi(> be Bruttische occean in be west side. 1398
Barth. De P. R. xv IxvL (14951 512 Fraunce. .endyth in the

:

northat Brytysshe Occean. 1570-87
HoLlNSHED5V<.CAr.

(18061 1.43 Amongst the Irish Scotishmen . . the petition ol
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BRITISHER.

the British Scots. 1604 J. DEE in Hearne L'olL (1885) I. 64
This Britysh Empire. 1643 Script. Reas. for Dcfcns.
Armes 76 The extirpation^ of the Brittish Nation, and
Protestant Religion in that kingdome [Ireland]. 1699 GARTH
Dispens. i. 7 How have I kept the Brittish Fleet at ease?

1706-7 Act of Union 6 Anne xi. i art. 8 Without any
mixture of British or Irish salt. 1769 BURKE Pres. St.

Nat. Wks. II. 187 Every British merchant in Petersburgh.
1841 W. SPALDING Italy $ It. 1st. II. 393 His strange dis-

cussions on the British constitution. 1855 TENNYSON Maud
i. xiii. ii, A stony British stare. 1882 Garden 18 Feb. 112/1
Our common British Ivy.

f* 3. Of or belonging to Brittany, Breton. Obs.
1602 CAREW Cornwall 131 b, One of their auncestours . .

entertained a British Miller, as that people, for such idle

occupations, proue more hardie then our owne.

4. etlipt. as sb. pi. British people, soldiers, etc.

1641 in Miss Hickson Irel. \-jth C. 11884. II. App. U. 363
[In county Monaghan] there being a little plantation of

British, the rebels plundered the town. 1653 Ibid. (1884) I.

xxxix. 245 As the Irish rebels marched through the said

parish they murdered all the British they could lay their

hands on. 1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4459/3 The British had not
a Man kill'd or wounded. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India
u. vii. II. 269 Appearances began to assume an aspect most
unfavourable to the British.

5. Comb., as British-born, -built, -owned adjs.,
British-man

;
British crown, a gold coin current

in the reign of Charles I. ;
British gum, a com-

mercial name of dextrin ; British school, a public

elementary school, on the non-denominational or

unsectarian basis of the ' British and Foreign
School Society '.

1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. 11737) HI- 144 Had it happen'd to
one of us British-men to have been born at sea, cou'd we
not therefore properly be call'd British-men? 1756 Act 29
Geo. II, xxxiv. g 1 8 British built Ships or Vessels. 1796 MORSE
Auier. Geog. II. 108 Numbers of British-born subjects. 1858
Merc, Mar. Mag. V. 308 British-owned .. vessels. 1860
MAYNE Exp. Lex. t British Giti>C/ttwi,\ term for a species
of gum into which starch is converted when exposed to a

temperature between 600' and 700 . . used as a substitute
for gum Arabic in calico printing and other processes. 1866
CRUMP Banking x. 224 Charles I Gold [coins] Three-

pound piece, angel, unite, double-crown, British-crown.

Hence British-hood, Britishness.

1883 A. FORBFS in Ninet. Cent, Oct. 722 Their British-hood
manifests itself in things big and in things little. 1872 S.

MOSTYN Perplexity III. iii. 46 His thorough Britishness.

Britisher ^bii'tij'aj'. [f.
BmTiSH + -EU : cf.

foreign-er.
Apparently of U. S. origin, and chielly used by, or at-

tributed to, Americans. Mr. R. Grant White has strongly
disclaimed its use in U. S., but Mr, Fitzedward Hall has
known it as of American currency all his life. Prof. Free-

man, in his Impressions of U. S., thinks it arose during the
War of Independence, wht:n the opposing forces were known
as 'American' and '

British' ' not '

English '*, and
'

Britisher
1

was the natural substantive from the latter. Mr. F. treats

the word more dispassionately than those who denounce it

as an 'odious vulgarism'. See his work.i]

A British subject ;
a native or inhabitant of Great

Britain(as distinguished from an American citizen\

1829 MARRYAT/". Mildmay xx, [American mate loquitur}
' Are we going to be bullied by these . . Britishers ?

'

1868

Spectator 14 Nov. 1325 Mr. Reverdy Johnson .. was so

complimentary to England . . and to Britisher institutions.

1879 T. E. C. LESLIE in Academy 23 Even tawdry rhetoric

is venial compared with the sin of using such an odious

vulgarism as the word Britisher for Englishman or Briton.

1883 FREEMAN Impressions U. S. iv. 29, I always told my
American friends that I had rather be called a Britisher

than an Englishman, if by calling me an Englishman they
meant to imply that they were not Englishmen themselves.
Ibid. vi. 43 The American is really more called on to know
about British matters than the Britisher is called on to know
about American matters. 1884 STEVENSON New A rab. Nts.

38 His tweed suit, .identified him as a Britisher.

Britishism, the same as BRITICISM.

Britle, obs. form of BHITTLE.

Briton v brrt'n, -an), sb. (a.}. Also 3 Brytone,
Brutone, 5 Breton e, 6 Bryton, Bryttane,
Bruton. [ME. Breton, a. F. brcton : L. Britt5n~

em, nom. Britto ( a native of Britain *. The most
correct L. form was Britto, BrittSn-em, pi. Brit-

tSn-es, a. OCeltic *Britto, pi. *Britton-cs, whence
Welsh collective pi. Brython. The ME. Bryton,
Bruton show various etymological influences; the

modern Briton is assimilated to the erroneous L.

form Brito, pi. Briton-es, found in MSS. (The
earlier name by which the Romans spoke of this

people was Britanni, or Brittani, -anni, which

appears to have been a Goidelic name ;
but after

the conquest of Britain, this was gradually super-
seded by Brittones the name given to themselves

by the Brythonic people of the south of the island.

Only the latter survived in living use : Bceda's

regular form is Bretto, -ones
;
and F. Brcton repre-

sents a L. form with -//-
; Britonem, Britonem,

would have given Brion, Breon. The OE. name
was Brettas, Bryttas : see BRIT.)]
A. sb. 1, A native of Britain : a. In History and

Ethnology : One of the race who occupied the

southern part of the island at the Roman invasion,
the ' ancient Britons '. f b. A Welshman, c.

Since the union of England and Scotland : A native
of Great Britain, or of the British Empire ;

much

1114

used in the iSth c. ;
now chiefly in poetic, rhetorical,

or melodramatic use, and in phrases dating to the

'Rule Britannia' period, as ' to work like a Briton',
' as tough as a Briton ', etc. North Briton : a

Scotchman.
1297 R. GLOUC. 2 pis was J>o in Engolond Brytones [v. r.

Brutones] were y-wys. ?tf 1400 Mortc Arth. 1449 Thane
the Bretons brothely brochez theire stedez. c 1428 Arthur
15 Bretones jaf hym )>at name. 1547 J. HARRISON Exhort.

ScottttsC) b, As they were called Kynges of Britayne, .10

was yc
general name of the people Brytons. Ibid. G v b,

When these hateful termes of Scottes and Englishemen,
shalbe abolisshed, and blotted oute for euer, and we shal al

agre in the onely title and name of Britons. 1586 WARNER
Alb. Etig. ii. xiii. 63 He was Father vnto Brute : and thus

the Brutons bring Their petigree from Jupiter. 1667 K.

CHAMBERLAVNE St. Gt. Brit. \. in. iii. '1743' 161 So the

Britons, Hugh ap Owen, etc. 1679 DRYDES Tr. ft Cress.

Prol. i See, my loved Britons, see your Shakespeare rise.

1740 THOMSON ' Rule Britannia ', Britons never will be
slaves. 1760 GF.O. III. in G. Rose Diaries (1860) II. 189,
I glory- in the name of Briton. 1817 WOLFE Burial Sir

J. Moore vi, Little he'll reck if they let him sleep on In

the grave where a Briton has laid him. 1839 THIRLWALL
Gnece I. 227 The ancient Britons. 1851 D. WILSON Preh.
Ann. II. ni.viii. 486 The aboriginal Briton. I&86TENNYSON
Exhib. Ode, Britons, hold your own !

( 2. A Breton or native of Brittany,
t B. adj.

- BHITISH. Obs.

1547 J. HARRISON Exhort. Scottes F ij, In the Englishe
and Briton histories. 1571 J. MAITLAND AdniOH. Earl of
Mar, Thay forcit the Briton folks to flit. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. II. x. 49 Vet oft the Briton Kings against them [the

Romans] strongly swayd. r 1605 ROWLEY Birth Merl. iv.

v. 344 To enlarge the Briton bounds. Ibid. v. ii. 350 To be

invested with the Briton crown.

tBri"toner. Obs. Also 45 Bretoner, Bry-
toner^e. Brutiner, Brutener, Bretener, Bri-

tonere. ' An inhabitant of Brittany, a Frenchman,
used as a term of reproach

'

i.Skeat Gloss. P. PI.'}.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 142 A Brutiner, a Braggere,
a-bostede him alse. Ibid. 163 And buffetede t>e brutiner

aboute bo]?e his chekes. [1377 B. vi. 156, 178 Brytonere . .

Britoner ; 13930. ix. 152, 173 brytonere. .brutener.]

BritoneSS (brrtani0. rare. A female Briton.

1591 Si-tNSER Ruines Time 106 Bunduca, Britonnesse. .

That.. with the Romanes fought. 1832 MACAVLAY Bur-

leigfi, Ess. 1854 I. 227/1 Such outward marks of servitude as

the haughty Britoness [Queen Elizabeth] exacted. 1864
TENNYSON" Boadicea 55 The yellow-ringleted Britoness.

Britschka, britska, variants of BRITZKA.

t Bri'tted, /// a. Obs. exc. tlial. [f. bril,

dial, form of BRITK v. +-ED 1

.]
Of grain, hops,

etc. : Shattered by over-ripeness.
a 1722 LISLE ffitsb. 117521 108 Soon, if the ground be wet,

britted corn will grow. 1850 BRAVF.NUAU in Jrnl. R. Afrit:
Sec. XI. i. 167 The loss of the britted beans.

t Bri'tten, '<-'. Ohs. Forms : i brytnian, ,^

briten, 3-4 britten, 4 britton, bryttyn(e, bret-

ten, -on, bryton, brutten, (also pa. t. and////:,

brittnet, britned, -et, brutnecT, 4-5 brittuu,

-yn, 5 brytten, brytn-is, britn-is, britynn-it\
Sc. bertyn .bertn-it), bartyn (bartn-it). [OE.
brytnian : OTetit. *bnttjin$n, f. *l>nitjon-, in

OE. brytta distributor, dispenser, f. stem brut- of

*brcitlan to break, divide : cf. BRITTLE.]
1. trans. To distribute, dispense. Only in OE.;
a looo />VvW'////"4756 para 5e in Swio-rice sine brytnade.
2. To divide.
c 1200 OKMIN 14178 piss werelld. . iss dieledd and brittnedd

onntill daless J?re.

3. To cut or hew in pieces ;
to kill, slay, butcher.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 8720 God it wit-schild pat |>ou
britten

[v.r. briten, brettyn] sua mi child, c 1330 U'ill. PnUrne
1073 pe dou?ti duk. .bet adoun burwes, & brutned moche
eple. ? a 1400 Morte A rth. 106 Hesalte. -Bryne Bretayne
'6 brade, and bryttyne thy knyghtys. Ibid. 1487 With
irandes of broune stele they brettened maylez. ,1400
Destr. Troy 1971 Drawen as a dog & to dethe broght :

Brittonet |>i body into bare qwarters. r 1470 HENRY Wai-
lace in. 400 Sothroune men yat bertynit war to deide.

1513 DOUGLAS duet's n. 114 Cruell Pyrrus, Quhilk brytnys
the son befor the faderis face. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I.

334 Tha bertynd hir, baith bodie, bane and blude.

b. Hunting. To cut up or
' break

'

(a boar or

deer) ; cf. BHITTLE v.

'1340 Gtnv. fy Gr. Knt. 1339 Siben britned bay be brest,
& brayden hit in twynne. c 1420 A Vfni>. Arth. xvii, Sethun
brittuns he the best, As venestm in forest. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scof. II. 192 Quhen he wes bertnit to gifthe houndis
blude. Ibid. 431 Tha bar[t]nit thame lyke ony bludie deir.

Brittish, obs. form of BRITISH.

Brittle (bri-t'l\. Forms: 4britul, -il, i,bre-

til, brethil , 5 brityll, brittyll, (bretylle), bryt-

tyl, 5-6 brytell, bryttel, 6 bri-, bryttell, britle,

brittil, brytel, bryttle, 6-7 brittel, 6- brittle.

[ME. tritul, brilil, bntil:-QlL. *brytcl:-O'\~m\..

*brutilo-, i. brut- pa. pple. stem of *breutan t OE.
breotan to break. See also BKOTEL, BUUTEL, and
cf. BBICKI.E.]
1. Liable to break, easily broken

; fragile, break-

able ; friable o/>s.).

BBITZKA.

or brittle . . as Bones. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. iv. 3 i

(1681) 35 A brittle soil . . Is best for Corn. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 159 The ice being brittle, cracks and snaps,

t b. Liable to destruction, perishable, mortal.
c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 258 pel traveilen . . to

take britul crowne here, but men traveilen in Goddis cause

to take a crown bat never may faile. 1509 FISHER Wks. I.

176 These brytell bodyes of ours. 1622 FLETCHER Sea Vay.
ii. ii, No goddess, friend, But made of that same brittle

mould as you are. 1777 SIR W. JONES Seven Fount. 55
How dim the rays that gild the brittle earth.

t2. fig. That breaks faith; inconstant, fickle.

1521 St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 73 Such brittle people as

they [the Irish] bee, in whome is moche crane, and litle or

noo faithe. 1538 BALE Thre Laives 175 Hys bryttle nature,

hys slyppernesse to waye. 1622 T. SCOTT Belg. Pismire 15
Never did Age so abound with such brittle spirits as this.

3. fg. Frail, weak ; insecure, unstable, transitory.
<" '555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (18781 202 Easy

for the King to overthrow this brittle and frail clergy.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Hen. VI, xviii. 4 To shew by patarne of

a prince, how brittle honour is. 1657 W. FENNER md Pt.

Christ's Alarm 25 Consider how brittle your hearts are.

1692 DRYDEN Eleonoray\\. 6 A second Eve. .As beauteous,
not as brittle as the first. 1799 SHERIDAN Pizarro in. iii,

The brittle tribute ofhis praise. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India
I. III. iv. 615 The brittle materials of an Indian army.
4. Comb. : brittle silver ore, the mineral Steph-

anite ; brittle-star, a name applied to several

species of star-fish of the genus Ophiocoma ; brit-

tle-worts, Lindley's name for the Diatomacese.

1843 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 49, O. neglecta, Grey
Brittle Star. 1863 G. KEARLEY Links in Chain vi. 119 The
Brittle stars are extremely abundant around most parts of

our coast. 1861 H. MACMILLAN Footnotes Page Nat. 170
The diatoms or brittle-worts . . form a wonderful micro-

cosm.

tBri'ttle, ?'.' Obs. Also 3 brutle, ? 6 britle,

7 bryttle. [A freq. form from BKIT, BRITTEN v.]

trans. To cut to pieces ;
to cut up (a deer).

i 1275 O. E. Misc. 02 Seynt Thomas wes biscop, and
barunes him quolde, Heo brutlede him. Boy if Mantle
in Child Coll. Ballads (1861) I. 15 He britled the bores

head Wonderous weele. 1865 S. EVANS Bra. Fabian 58
The bravest man That ever brittled a deer.

t Sri-tile,*.- Obs.

make brittle or friable.

[f. BRITTLE a.] trans. To

vnder tne namour. 1532 MORE tonj-ul. l inciale \\ ks.

398/1 With belle browes & his britle spectacles of pride
and malice. 1615 CROOKE Body of Man 33 Some are fragile

1743 MAXWELL Sel. Trans. Sac. Agric. 109 ijAM.) The
clay, .which will be brittled by the winter frosts.

f Bri-ttle-brattle. Obs. Reduplicated deriv.

of BRATTLE.

1535 LYNDESAY Satyrt'tei Quhill all the raipis beguith to

rcittil. . Quhen all the sails playd brittill brattill.

Bri'ttlely, adv. rare ? Obs. Also brittly. [f.

BRITTLE a. + -LY -.] In a brittle manner.

1580 BARET Ah'. B 1335 Brittlely ; frailely, fragititer.

(11638 MEDE Wks. I. xxix. 140 The divided toes, .are in

a sort (though but brittlelyi united together. 1678 A. LIT-

TLETON Lat. Diet., ftr'M.\y,fragililer. 1852 SMITH Eng. $
Fr. Diet., Brittlely, Brittly, aeecJragiUtt.

Brittleness (bri-t'lnos}. [f.
BRITTLE a. +

-NESS.] The quality of being brittle ; fragility.

1488 CAXTON Chast. Goddes Chyld. 95 Thou sholdest

know, .thyne owne bretilnesse and unmighte to stonde.

1548 HALL Chron. (18091 547 Remembrynge the brytilnes

of your promise. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. viii. i

(16811 154 The brittleness of the inner stalk. 1862 GoyL-
BURN Pers. Relig. 202 The extreme brittleness and frailty

of the human will. 1869 ROSCOE Elein. Chan. 178 Hard-

ness, brittleness, and tenacity, are physical properties of

great importance.

t Bri'ttlety. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. BRITTLE a. after

frailty, subtlety, etc.] Brittleness, frailty.

1652-3 H'illofSir T. Pelharn (Somerset Ho.) Consider-

ing the brittletie and uncertayntie of this present life.

t Brrttling, */. sb. Obs. [f.
BRITTLE v. 1 +

-ING 1
.]

The cutting up (of a deer or boar).
a 1500 Chevy Chase (MS. Ashmole 48) 17 To the quyrry

then the Perse went To se the bryttlynge off the deare.

Ibid. 26
' Leave of the brytlyng of the dear ', he sayd.

Brrttling, sb. [f. BRITTLE a. : cf. the scien-

tific name Anguis fragilts.] 'The slow-worm'

v Halliwell).

Bri'ttlish, a. rare. Somewhat brittle.

1648 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Broosken, fraik, Tender, or

Brittellish.

t Brrttly, a. Obs. [f.
BRITTLE a. + -Y i.] Some-

what brittle or friable.

1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 221 A soft britly Matter.

Britzka, britzska (bri-tska, Pol. bri-tjka).

Also britschka, britzschka, britska. [a. Polish

bryczka \jz
=

tj)
' a light long travelling wagon ',

dim. of bryka goods-wagon.] An open carriage

with calash top, and space for reclining when used

for a journey.

1832 Fair ofMay Fair III. Special License ix. 372 Mrs.

Parkyns . . stipulated that her daughter should nave a

britschka built by Adams. 1839 Sat. Mag. Supp. Aug. 86/1

The annexed cut represents a britzschka. This form was

brought from Germany about a dozen years ago. 1844

DISRAELI Coningsly v. vi. 213 Order the britska round as

usual. 1848 THACKKRAY Van. Fair Ixii, Lord Bareacre's

chariot, britzka and fourgon. 1866 Miss BKAUDON Lady_ s

Mile ii. 14 The fashionable world had gone homeward in

barouches, landaus, britzskas and phaetons.

t Brivia-tie, a. Obs. rare. [According to a note

to the first quot. f. OSp. brivion (Sp. bribon)
' a

loytring fellow that will not worke, but goe from



spits
or broaches- 1872 TENNYSON Lynette 475 Set To turn

the bro
'

BBIXLE.

Town to Town, from house to house, to begge a

piece of bread and a Dish of drinkc '. See BRIBE.]
Of vagrants or mendicants.

1623 MAIIBK Ataman's Guzman tfAff. i. 190 She made
me study the Briviatick Art. Ibid. n. 95 Themselues with
their breviaticke Art may lie wallowing in the durt.

t Bri'xle, brixel, sb. Obs. Also 4 brixii,
bricsl. [a. ON. brigzl, brigzli,

'

blame, shame '.]

Shame, reproach.
a 1300 Cursor .17. 10319 pi brixel, bale, and bin vpbraid,

pat
isacar be prist \:e said. Ibid. 24044 pat brixel [v. r.

bricsl], beting, crone o thorn. Ibid. 28196 Wit flitt, wit

brixii, striue and strut, myn euencristen haue i hurt.

t Bri'xle, v. Obs. Also 4 bruxle. [a. ON.
bHgzla

'

to upbraid '.]
trans. To reproach, re-

prove, upbraid. Hence Brrxling vbl. sb.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10287 For bis brixling, for bis vp-braid.
(Ti325.. E. AIM. P. C. 345 penne a wynde of goddez
worde efle be wi}e bruxlez.

Briyn, obs. form of BKIJJE.

Briz, brizz, v. Sc. form of BRUISE ;sense 5).

Brize, brizze, obs. forms of BREEZE.

Brizle,brizzle,-lie,etc. ; seeBRisTLE, BRISTLY.

Bro, obs. form of BRAE, BROO, BROW.
Broacli (bryutj), sb. Forms: 4-9 broche, 6

brotche, 6-9 broch, 6, 9 brooch, 9 dial, brotch,
6- broach. [ME. broche, a. F. broche 1 3th c. in

Littre), OXF. broke, brotjue ; corresp. to Pr. and

Sp. broca, It. brocca ' a carver's great fork' (Florio)
: Rom. or late L. *brocca spike, pointed instru-

ment, akin to broccits, brocchus adj. in brocchi denies

projecting teeth. The same word as BROOCH, the
senses having been differentiated in spelling.]

I. A tapering pointed instrument or thing.
fl. A pointed rod of wood or iron; a lance, I

spear, bodkin, pricker, skewer, awl, stout pin. i

Obs. in general sense exc. dial.

c 1305 Disf. Mary f, Cross 55 iii Leg. Rood 135 A Broche
borw-out his brest born. 1448 MS. R. Clone. Gloss. 628

jA broche of brennyng fure was putte burghe an home,
that was putt in his fondement in to K. Edward Seconds
body. 1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng. civ. 137 He prykked the
tode thurgh with a broche. 1548 THOMAS Rules Hal. Gram.
in Promp. Paru. 52, Stocco, an arniyng swoorde made like !

a broche. 1658 R. WHITE tr. Digby's 1'r.vd. Symp. 1660)

127 Make red-hot a broach or fire-shovel. 1674 RAY N. C.
Wds. 8, Broach. . signifies also a Butchers-prick.

2. esp. Such a pointed instrument used for roast-

ing meat upon ; a spit.
la 1400 MorteArt/t. 1029 Thre balefullebirdezhis brochez

bey turne. c 1420 Liber Cocoriint 16 Do opon a broche,
rost horn bydene A lytel. c 1440 Promp. Par-.'. 52 Broche
or spete, verii. 1598 BAKCKLEY Fciic. Man v. (16031 373
Shee..put him upon the broach, and roasted him. 1622
BACON Hm. VII, 36 Hee turned a Broach that had worne
a Crpwne. 1697 DKYDEN I'irg. Ccorg. n. 547 Entrails shall

..drip their Fatness from the Hazle Broach. 1820 Scoir
Ivaiilioe iv, Wild-fowl . . brought in upon small wooden
-tsorbro-u " ---

: broach.

b. A spit for spitting herring ; a similar instru-

ment used in Candle-making for suspending the
wicks for dipping.
c 1440 Pronip. Pan'. 52 Broche for spyrlynge or herynge,

spiculnni. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 680 The dipping room
is furnished with, .a large wheel for support ing the broaches.

f3. ?A taper: often mentioned along with

torches; but in some cases (e. g. quot. 1504
explained as a spike on which to stick a candle.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xyn. 244 Hew fyre at a flynte. .But
thow have towe to take it with, tondre or broches, AI thi

laboure is loste. < 1420 Anturs of Arth. xxxv, Troches
and broches and stondartis bi-twene. 1504 Eng. Gilds
< 1870* 327 A broche wl a fote. ij new torches.

1 4. A spindle. Obs. or Sc.
c 1440 Promp. Paw, 52 Broche of threde, vericulum.

1483 Cath. Angl. 44 A Broche for garn, fnsillus. 1513
DOUGLAS /Eneis vn. xiv. 59 Hir womanly handis . . Na
spyndiH vsit, nor brochis of Mynerve. 1824 MACTAGGART
Gallffvid. Encycl., Broaches, Wooden spindles to put pirns
on, to be wound off.

5. A piece of tough pliant wood, pointed at each

end, used by thatchers for fixing their work.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 52 Broche for a thacstare, firnta-

culum. 1787 W. MARSHALL Norfolk II. 64 To prevent the
wind from blowing it off. .he pegs it down slightly with
'double broaches'. 1843 Jrnl. R. Agric.Soc. IV. n. 366
Thatcher for labour, brotches, etc., at ^s. 6J. 1863 MORTON
Cycl. Agric. Gloss., Broaches, .rods of hazel, etc., split and
twisted for use by the t hatcher.

6. A church spire ; also, formerly, an obelisk.

Now technically restricted as in quot, 1876.
1501 MS. S. Lincolnsh. Churchw. Ace., For trassyng &

makyn moldes to the brooch. 1663 in Bp. Cosin's Corr.
(Surtees) II. 121 The lead and timber of the two great
broaches at the west end of the church. 1715 tr. Panci-
rollus' Rerum Mem. I. n. xiv. 99 Augustus Caesar brought
two of these Broaches or Spires to Rome. 1854 H. MILLER
Sck, (J-

Schm. xiv. (1857) 348 The Masonry a-top that had

supported the wooden broach. 1876 GWILT Archit. 959
The most frequent spire is that called a broach^ when it does
not rise from within parapets, but is carried up on four of
its sides from the top of the square tower.

7. Ventry.
' A start of the head of a young stag,

growing sharp like the end of a spit
*

(Bailey).
1575 TURBERV. Venerie 52 They beare not their first bead

which we call Broches. .until they enter the second yere of

1115

their age. 1616 BULLOKAK, tiroches, the first head or hurnc.i
of a Hart or stagge. 1623 COCKBRAM i, Pollard, Broach i*

the next (start] growing aboue the Beame antler. 1677 N.
Cox Genii. Recreation (1706) 65 The first is called Antlier\
the second Surantlier . . The little Buds or Broches about
the Top, are called Croc/ies. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. 1 1862.1
I. H. v. 324 The stag's horns are called his head\ when
simple, the first year they are called broches.
8. f& A tusk or canine tooth (obs.}. b. One

of the teeth of a card ing-comb, in a woollen mill.

1607 TOPSKLL Four-/. Beasts 125 These [shepherds' dogs]
ought to be well faced . .a flat chap, with two great broches,
or long, straight, sharp teeth. 1837 WIUTTOCK Bk. Trades
(1842* 483 To place the wool on one of his combs the steel
brooches of which are triple.

t 9. A surveyor's arrow used with the chain. Obs.
1616 SURFI- isc MAKKH. Countr. Farm 519 The Measurer

must be prouided of tenne or twelue arrows, otherwise
called little broches, or prickes . . to guide the chayne.
10. A general name for tapered boring- bits, or

tools for enlarging or smoothing holes, generally
of polygonal form with several cutting edges,
sometimes round and smooth for burnishing, as in

watchmaking ; a similar tool used in dentistry ; an
instrument for broaching or tapping casks. In

Lock-making, the pin in a lock which enters the
barrel of the key.

I753 CHAMBERS Cycl., Among us, broach is chiefly used
for a steel instrument wherewith to open holes in metals.

1786 rhil. Tram. LXXVI. 28, I took a five-sided broach,
which opened the hole in the brass. 1846 W. JOHNSTON
BL'ckmann's Hist. Invent. I. 228 A piece of timber .. like
the handle of a broch. 1859 J. TUMKS Dent. Sitrg. 415
Broaches for destroying and withdrawing the pulp should
be very fine, elastic and flexible. 1884 F. BRITTEN Watch
cy Clockin. 36 A round broach . . for burnishing brass holes

11. A narrow pointed chisel used by masons.

1 12. * A musical instrument, the sounds of which
are made by turning round a handle' (Bailey

1730-6). Obs.

II. from the verb.

13. A perforation or boring.
1519 HORMAN l''ulg. 192 b, That lie hhulde nat make a

broche or do any harme. 1607 Toi'St'LL Four-f. Beasts 259
The old Horses have longer and thinner teeth . . there are
certain broaches or wrinckles in their teeth. 1684 Bucaniers
Amer. lii. 32 Making an incision, or broach in the body,
from thence gently distilleth a sort of Liquor.

t 14. Phrase. A broach, on broach : with a per-
foration or tap; esp. to set a (on] broach : to tap and
set running ; alsoy?^. (Now written ABROACH.)
c 1440 Promp. Pan-. 52/2 Brochyn or settyn a vesselle a-

broche, attamino. 1513 Bk. Kernytige in Babecs Bk. (1868)
266 Whan ye sette a pype on broche, do thus. 1532 MOKK
Confut. Tindalc Wks. 355 '2, I see. .heresyes so sore sette a
broche in some vnhappy heartes. 1579 TOMSON Calvin's
Scrni. Tint. 172/1 Wee haue in part set this matter on broch.
1606 EARL NORTHAMPTON in True <y Per/. Rclat. Gg 2 a,
When it [this doctrine] was first set on broach.

III. Attrib. and Comb., as (sense 6) broach-

spire^ -steeple; broach-turner, a turn-spit; broach-

wood, wood suitable for making broaches or spits.

1848 RICKMAN Goth. Archil. 154 The 'broach-spires of

Northamptonshire. 1616 SURFL. & MAKKH. Countr. Farm
446 A head of Brasse, made after the fashion of a *broch

steeple. 1532 MORE Confut. Tindalc Wks. 549/1 The
* broche turner, .may let the spitte stande. 1872 TENNYSON
Lynette 750 Dish-washer and broach-turner, loon ! 1836
MARKYAT Japhet xiv, We were cutting hazel

'

broach wood
in the forest.

Broach, a. rare, [attrib. use of bb.] Like a

broach or spit; in Arch, broach-shaped.
1721 in BAILEY. 1849 FREEMAN Archit. 384 Instead of

being broach, they began to spring out of the middle of the

tower.

Broach (br#tf), v.^ Forms : 4-6 broche,

5-7 broch, 6 broache, (8 dial, broych), 6

broach, [f.
BROACH sb. : cf. F. brocher, Pr. brocar,

brochar. It. broccare, f. brochet broca^ brocca sb.

Cf. BKOKEU.]
fl. trans. To pierce, stab, thrust through. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. v. 212 To broche hem with a [pak-]
nedle. ( 1400 Destr. Troy 9539 He was brochit burgh the

body with a big speire. 1557 A'. Arthur (Copland) i. xvi,

He broched y l hois of kynge Ban through and through.

1583 STANYHURST sEueis n. iArb.) 52 His feet, .with raynes
of bridil ybroached. 1599 tt'arn, Faire \Vorn. 11. 130 With
the piercing steel Ready to broach his bosom. 1631 GOUGK
God's Arrows in. 95. 364 Edward z. .was cruelly broached
to death with an hot iron spit.

t2. spec. To prick with spurs; to spur. Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 277 per stedes broched bei fast,

(1420 Anturs of Arth. xxxix. 1475 CAXTON Jason 15 b,

Which broched their horses with their spores. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis vi. xy. 82 With spurris brocheand the fomy steidis

sydis. c 1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. 11814* 61 The
capytayne of theym broched his horse agenst Arthur.

j* b, absol. To spur,
'

prick \ Obs.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3657 Clarioun . . ComeJ> by-fore faste

brocnyng. On ys stede of Araby. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 10033
Troiell . . brochit in bremely his brother to venge. r 1489
CAXTON Sonncs ofAyman ii. 63 The frenshemen brochyng
with yu

spore as fast as theyr horses might renne.

t c. const. To broach i

xspurs) to (a horse"1

, rare,

1513 LD. BEKNEKS Froiss. I. 632 They broched their

spurres to their horses, and so retourned to Andwarpe.
t3. To transfix .meat) with a spit which may

hold it while roasting ; to spit. Obs.
i- 1420 Liber Cocormn 26 Hit broch thou shalle, Then do

hit to fyre and rost hit alle. 1483 Cnfh.Angl. 44 To Broche;

BROACHED.
-'t-rudare. 1530 PALSGR. 471/1 Whan you have broched the

meate, lette the boye tourne. 1623 FAVINE Theat. Hon. v.

i. 49 Broching it, and then turning it at the fire himselfe.

fb. To stick (something) on a spit or pointed
weapon which transfixes it

;
to spit. Obs.

1557 K. Arthur (Copland) v, v. 5 Thre damoysels turn-

yng thre broches, wheron were broched xii yonge chil-

dren late borne lyke yonge byrdes. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. Vt

v. Prol. 32 Bringing Rebellion broached on his Sword.
1655 Thcophania 172 Percianus .. walks as if he were
broached upon a stake. 1704 WORLIDGE Diet. Rust, et Urb.
s. v. Basting of Httmp, Broaching them, or spitting them
upon long sticks.

4. To pierce (a cask, etc.) so as to draw the

liquor; to tap.
c 1440 Promp. Pan 1

. 52 Brochyn or settyn a vesselle broche,
attamino. 1530 PALSGR. 471/1, I broche a wyne vessel, je
fierce. 1579 FENTON Guicciard. i. 31 It is too daungerous to
broach a vessel] of poyson. 1659-60 PEPYS Diary (1879) I.

87 We broached a vessel of ale that we had sent for among
u>. 1707 FARQUHAB Beaux' Strat. \. \. 2 Here, Tapster,
broach Number 1706. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S, V. xliii.

25 A pipe of wine was broached.

b. Also with the liquor as object.
1650 BAXTER Saints R. i. v. i (1654) 49 For you, Chris-

tians, is this wine broached. 1713 Land. $ Countr, Bre^v.
i t 17421 80 Time for broaching such Beer. 1866 KINGSLEY
Herew. iii. 77 French wine which had just been broached.

C. Jig-\ and of a vein, blood.
XS73 O. HARVEY Letier-bk. (.18841 9 So cunning . . to bru,

and so reddi to broche debate. 1575 J. STILL Gamm. Gitrton
n. iii, Ye see. .one end tapt of this my short devise. Now

I

must we broche t'other to. 1663 BUTLER Hud. \. n. 489
Bloud was ready to be broach 'd. 1817 J. GII.CHRIST Intell.

I i'atrinwny 157 He could wrench out a tooth, broach a

vein, splice a bone. 1871 BROWNING Pr. Hohenst. 1867 One
way I bid broacli the blood O' the world.

6. transf. and Jig. To pierce or break into, in

order to liberate or extract something; to 'tap'
(a bed of coal or other mineral .

I583STANYHURS1 - ILiieis \. ( Arb. 20 With poyncted fiatchet
thee mountan he broached. 1592 GREENE Disput. Addr. i,

1 haue broacht vp the secrete-; of vice. 1650 FULLER Pisgah
371 A Countrey . . where God broached a rich vein of gold
for this particular purpose. 1839 MURCHISON Silnr. Syst.
l. xxxv. 470 The uppermost coal lied . . was termed the
'

broachcoal,' as being the index by which the rich field

was broached or tapped. 1847 MILLER First Iinpr. x. 167
The Dudley coal field seems to have been broached just in

time.

7. To j^ive vent ur publicity to ; to give out
;

to

begin conversation or discussion about, introduce,
moot, i/rhe chief current sense.)

1579 TOMSON Cafoiri'j, Serin. Tint. 49/1 To broch a newe
and straunge doctrine. 1593 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. Pref. v.

3 To broach my private conceit I should be loth. 1614
T. ADAMS Divfit's Banket 52 Euery Nouelist . . must
broach new opinions. 1712 ADDLSON Sped. No. 457 ? 2

Last Friday's Letter, in which I broached my Project of a

News-Paper. 1796 MORSE Aiucr. Geog. I. 317 note, He
[Dr. Franklin] broached the idea of the American Philoso-

phical Society. 1860 MOTLEY Xcthtrl. (1868) II. xiv. 203
Failing in that we broached the third point.

8. techn. To pick, indent, or furrow the surface

of stone with a narrow-pointed stone-chisel called

a broach, or puncheon. i,The kind of work pro-
duced varies in different localities.)

1544 Chapel Roll in Gloss. Goth. Archit. 11845 I- 74 ! "

hewinge, brochinge, and scaplyn uf stone for the chapell.

1703 THORESBY Let. Ray, To broych, or broach, as Masons
an Atchler, when with the small point of their ax, they make
it full of little pits or small holes. 1808 JAMIESON, To broach,
to rough-hew. 1876 GWILT Archit. 1236 The face of the
stone should be previously droved, and then broached.

Broach. ,brJt[}, ^.2 Naut. [perh. a use of

BROACH v.l, in sense of ' turn
'

(as on a spit).]

1. intr. in phrase, To broach to (said of the ship^ :

to veer suddenly so as to turn the side to wind-
ward, or to meet the sea.

1705 DAMPIER Voy. II. iii. 6 If the Ship.. should prove
unruly, as.. by her broaching to agaln^ all endeavours,
which often happens, when a fierce gust comes. 1762-9
FALCONER Shipwr. n. 639 If broaching sideway to the sea,
Our dropsied ship may founder by the lee. 1800 A. DUNCAN
Mariner's Chron. 11804! II. 77 She lost her steerage way,
broached-to,and upset, the sea rolling over and over. 1829
MARRYAT F. Mildmay v, The vessel . . broached to, that

is, came with her broadside to the wind and sea. 1840 R.

DANA Bef. Mast .\.\.\ii. 126 They hove the wheel up just in

time to save her from broaching to.

2. (fans. To cause
v
the ship' to veer or swerve

to windward, to bring with her broadside to the

wind and sea.

1762-9 FALCONER Shif^vr. n. 376 Broach the vessel to the

westward round. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket-bk. vi. 220

It too often happens that some of the men catch crabs with

their oars, and broach the boat to.

Hence Broa'ching-to vbl. sb.

1762 9 FALCONER Shipwr. in. 11819} 9^ They dread her

broaching-to. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pockct-bk. vi. 2:8

The one great danger, when running before a broken sea,

is that of broaching-to.

Broached brjutjt), ///. a. Also 6 broched.

[f.
BHOACH v -

1 + -ED.]
1. Pierced, tapped, set running.
1633 FORD Broken Hrt. v. ii, It [the blood] sparkles like

alu^y wine new broach'd. i652BENLowKS Theoph. u. Ixu,

F.ach broached Vein. 1847 DISRAELI Tattered iv. xii, Oxen
roasted whole, and broached hogsheads.
2. Set on foot, started, introduced.

1547 /fomilics i. Contention i. 11859^ 134 He is of the

new >oi-l . . he is a new-broached brother. 1548 HALL Chron.

140-i



BROACHER. 1116 BBOAD.

11809) 457 Thy* broched and begonne enterprice. 1612 T.
TAYLOR Comm. Titus \. 2 New broached novelties. 1789
Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life $ Writ. ^1832) I. 315 The
business now broached.

3. Of stone: Chiselled with a 'broach'.
1625 Minutes of Town Council in Hist. Glasgow xxi.

(1881) 181 The stane work thairof to be small brotchet
work. 1876 GWILT Archil, 1236. 1880 Arckaeol. At liana
VIII. 157 The murus would be built, .with broached stones
at Ouseburn, and plain stones elsewhere.

Broacher (bnJu-tJaj). Also 6-7 brocher. [f.

BROACH v. + -EK
'.]

1. One who broaches: chiefly in sense 7 of the vb.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1555/2 Ballard..
who was the first brocher of this treason. 16*8 EARLE Micro-
cosm, xii. lArb.) 3 A broacher of more newes then hogs-
heads. 1674 N. F AIRFAX Bulk 4- Sekt. 51 Our happy wonder
of ingenuity, and best broacher of new light, Mr. Isa.

Newton. 1710 TOLAND Reft. Saeheverelts Serin, u Per-
nicious Broachers of a Doctrine. 1886 G, ALLEN Danvitt,
vi, 104 Among all broachers of new theories.

f 2. A spit. Obs.

1700 DRYDEN Fables (1721) 157 On five sharp broachers
rank'd the roast they turn'd. 1725 POPE Odyss. xiv. 91
Smoaking back the tasteful viands drew, Broachers and all.

Broaching brju-tfirj), vbl. sb. Also 6 broch-

ing; e. [f. BROACH v + -IMG *.]

1. Piercing, spitting ; tapping (a cask), etc.

1611 COTGR. , Ajforage . . wine . . paied upon the broaching
of euery vessell retailed. iSxgMAKKHAM Eng. Houseii1

. n.

li. ji668i 69 The spitting and broaching of meat.

2. Introduction; mooting, origination of opinions.
1577 HANMER A tic. Ecct. Hist. (1619) 355 Continuall argu-

ing, and broching of intricate quirks, 1600 DEKKER Gentle

Craft i. ' 1862) 10 He sets more discord of a noble house By
one day's broaching in his pickthank tales, Than can be
salved again in twenty years. 1835 WORDSw. Let. to B.

Montagu \ June, The first broaching of the Reform Bill.

3. The first liquor run from a cask on tapping it.

1650 GAUOEN Fun, Serm. Bp. Bro^vnrig 11660) 143 The
first broachmgs of a vessel. 1662 FULLER Worthies 11840;
III. 171 His mother did not carelessly cast away his youth

i as the first broachings of a vessel 1
.

4. The chiselling of stone with a broach.

1876 GWILT Archil. 1914 If broaching is performed
without droving, .it is never so regular. 1880 Arcliaeol.
Aeliana VIII. 285 The broaching or crosshatching and
other conventionalities of the Romans.
5. Comb, broaching-bit (see quot. ;

broach-

ing-thurmal, -thurmer, -turner, a chisel for
'

broaching' stone.

1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss , Broaching-bit^ a tool used
tu restore the dimensions of a bore-hole which has been con-
tracted by the swelling uf the marl or clay walls,

Broa'ching, ///. a.
[f. BROACH v. 1 + -ixc; -.]

Piercing, stabbing.
1566 DRANT Horace Sat. i. F vij b, Morishe pykes, and

brochyng speares.

Broad Jjrd\ a. Forms: i brdd, 2-3 brad,

3-6 brod, 4-6 brode, 6 broode, 4-5 brood,
6- broad. Also north. 3-4 brad, (bradd), 4-5
brade, 4- Sc. braid. Compared broader, -est

(l braedre, bradre ; bradost
; 4-5 braddere,

braddest ; bredderX [Common Teut. : OE.
brad, identical with OFris. bred, OSax.n:

</(MDu.
bret-d-, Du. breed\ OHO. (MHO. and mod.G.)
brcit. ON. brciS-r, (S\v., Da. bred), Goth, braip-s
: OTeut. *braido~x : no related words are known
even in Teutonic, except its own derivatives: see

BHEADTH, BUKDE.]
1. Extended in the direction measured from side

to side ; wide. Opposed to narrow.
a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. 994 iGr ) Brad blado. c 1000 Ags.

Ps. cxxxvifi]. i Ofer Babilonebradumstreame. i 1205 LAV.

7635 pe stelene brond svvioe brad U *75 brod] and swiSe

long, a 1340 HAMTOLE Psalter viii. 7 Swa by the brad way
thai ga till hell. 1375 BARBOL'R Brjice i. 386 With banys
gret & schuldrys braid, c 1380 WVCLIF H r

&s. f 1880) 249 PC
brode weie to helle. c 1440 York Myst. xxxii. 19 My for-

hed both brente is and brade. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 374
Noman is without a place long and brood. 1480 CAXTON
Ckron. Eng. cxxxiv. 113 To make his foreste lenger and
bredder. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. xxvi. 121 The braid
. .way of deadly syn

that leidis to hel. 1580 SIDNEY Ar-
cadia, 239 About his neck he wore a brode and gorgeous
collor. 1598 BARRET Tlieor. \Varres iv. i. 95 The Broad
square is the battell which conteineth more, or as much, as
twise so many men in front, as in flank. 1611 BIBLE Job
xL 9 Broader then the sea. a 1761 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE
Lett* II. xlvi. 30 Not half so broad, as the broadest part of
thr Thames. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric, I. 417 A
broad chest is an excellence in a hunter.

b. in transverse measurement.
1000 O. E. Ckron. (Laud MS. i Introd., Brittene inland

is ehta hund mila lang and twa hund brad. 1297 R. GLOUC.
i Foure hondred myle brod from Est to Weste. c 1384
CHAUCER //. Fame 792 Alitel rounded as a sercle Paraven-
ture brode as acovercle. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed
III. 1981/1 A twentie score brode from banke tobankeaboue.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 76 Almost an acre and a halfe
broad. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 199 A Leaf no
broader than a Three-pence. 1885 Pall Mmtt G, 23 Feb.
1 1/1 The later Scouts are to be 5 ft. longer and 2 ft. broader.

c. Applied technically to certain fabrics, now
or originally distinguished by their width, as

BROAD CLOTH, q.v., broadglass (D 2) ; also broad
silk as distinguished from silk ribbons

; whence
broad-silk-loom, -waver, broad stuffst broad trade,
broad leaver.

1682 Lottd. Gaz. No. 1763/4 Mr. John Guile, Broad-
Weaver . . in Spittle-fields. 17*3 ibid. No. 6189 4 John
Jacobs.. Broad Silk Weaver. Ibid. No. 6190/9 Richard
Gardner . . Broaa-Weaver. I 7*7 -UE TOE t-ttg. 1 raaesm.

xxi, We now make at home all the fine broad-silks, velvets,
brocades. 18*6 Annual Reg. 59/1 The throwsters, the
broad trade manufacturers, and the dyers admitted their

'

superiority . . But the ribband manufacturers, etc. 1841
1

Penny CycL XIX. 490/1 A recent contrivance by which

|

the broad-silk loom had been made applicable to ribbon-

weaving. 1883 American V. 262 The finest broad-bilks . .

\

were produced in Macclesfield.

t d. Broad gold. money : see BROAD-PIECE.
1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2352/2 Exchanging of Broad Mony

for Clipt. iToa Ibid. No. 3814/4 A Piece of Broad Gold of
K. Charles I. in his Armour. 1714 Ibid, No. 6300/2 Two
Persons have been offering to change Broad Gold for

Guineas . . They had 68 Broad Pieces.

2. I^ess definitely as to direction i^e. g. where

| length is not applicable, or not in question) : Of
i great extent, extensive, wide, ample, spacious.

a 1000 Elene 917 iGr.) Is his rice brad, c 1205 LAY. 5087
In jenne bradne feld [^1175 in to one brode feldej. a 1300
Cursor M. 8530 Ouer al pis werld brade. c 1394 P. PL
Crede 118 We bulde^j a burwj, abrod and a large, la 1400
Morte Arth. 106 He salle . . Bryne Bretayne be brade.
c 1440 Promp. Paw. 52 Brode or large of space, spaciosus.

1526 1'ilgr. Per/, i W. de W. 1531) 7 'I he hole brode worlde.

1671 MILTON P. J\. ii. 339 In ample space under the broad-
est shade. 1784 COWPER Task n. 32 Human nature's

broadest, foulest blot. 1814 A. WILSON Rab ff Ringan, As
though braid Scotland had been a' his ain. 1843 LEVEK J.
IUnion vii. (1878) 47 The broad and swelling lands, that

stretched away, .far as the eye could reach.

tb. Of time. Obs.
c 1335 E. E. Allit. P. B. 659 Fro muny a brod day byfore

ho barayne ay byene.

t3. Large in amount, ample, plentiful. Obs.
a looo fftowtt^f6aoi Beagas and brad gold, a 1*35 After.

R. 102 Mid brod schome & sunne. a 1300 Cursor M, 3713
His brade [v. r. brood] blissing he him gaue. c 1335 E. E.
Allit. P. B. 584 Hit is a brod wonder.

tb. Abounding, full of. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24744 $ua Dra^ of hir blis es be wai.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 177 Of folk )?e feld wai brade.

4. Wide open ; fully expanded.
971 Blickl, How. 23 Hie hine .. inid bradre hand slogan.

f looo Ags. Gosp, Matt. xxvi. 67 Sume hine slogan on hys
ansiene mid hera brada handen. 1x1300 Cursor M. 17837
Til heuen J>ai lifted bair eien brade. 1607 DEKKER & WEB-
STER Hist. Sir T. \vyat 19 Wee stand high in mans opinion,
and the worldes broad eye.

b. csp. Of day, daylight, etc.

1393 GOWER Con/. II. 107 Ful oft, whan it is brode

day. 1530 PALSGR. 201/2 Broode daye, grant joitr. 1579
FL'LKE Refut. Rastel 722 We do not light wax candeU
in y* brod day light. 1664 Decay Chr. Piety ij.i It no

longer seeks the shelter of night and darkness, but ap-

pears in the broadest light. 1690 LOCKE (J.) If children
were left alone in the dark, they would be no more afraid

than in broad sunshine, in* BERKELEY Alciphr. iv. $ 3
A solitary walk before it was broad daylight. 1821 SHELLEY
Prometh. L'nb. n. ii. 25 Awake through all the broad noon-

day. 1828 SCOTT F.M. Perth III. 149 It cannot be con-
cealed . . it will all out to the broad day. 1879 LOCKYKH
Elent. Astron, in. xxiv. 125 The comet 011843. - was visible

in broad daylight.
5. Plainly displayed before the mental vision ;

plain, clear, obvious ;

*

pronounced ', emphatic,

explicit.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. v. 49 How brode sheweb J>e

errour and \>e folie of ?ow men. a 1577 GASCOIGNE Voy.
Holland^ I name no man, for that were brode before. 1699
BENTLEY Phal. 184 Surely this is a hint broad enough.
1709 STRYPE Ann. Re/. Introd. i. 8 Mary, Queen of Scot-

land, and the Dauphin . . gave broad signs of their pretences
to the Crown of England. 1815 SCOTT Talisman (18631

215 He understands or guesses thy meaning be not so

broad, I pray thee. 1861 PARKER Gotk. Arckit. i. v. (1874)
161 There is no broad line of distinction. Mod. The hint is

too broad to be mistaken.

b. Most apparent; prominent, outstanding, gene-
ral, main. (Opposed to ' subordinate ',

' minute '.)

1860 KINUSLLY Misc. I. jo, I merely take the broad facts

of the story. 1869 HUXLEY in Set. Opinion 28 Apr. 486/2
A knowledge of [the] broad outlines [of a subject]. 1885
Manch. Exam. 6 May 5/1 The broad features of the acci-

dent.

6. Of language (or the speaker) : a. Plain-

spoken, outspoken (often in a bad sense) ; unre-

served, not mincing matters.

1588 in llarl. Misc. (1809} II. 81, I .. have been very often
ashamed to hear so broad speeches of the King and the

Pope. <zi6n (.'MAI-MAN Iliad i. 224 His wrath, that this

broad language gave. 1654 GATAKER Disc. APol. 77 With-
out anie broad or uncivil language. 1710 STEELE Taller
No. 208 F 3 A fulsom Way of commending you in broad
terms. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. vii. (L.) The broadest
and most repulsive declaration of all the Calvinistic tenets.

1870 JEBB Sophocles' Electro, ted. 2) 36/1 She now repeats
the avowal in broader terms.

t b. Coarse, unrefined, vulgar. Obs.

1490 CAXTON Eney<ios 2, I toke an olde boke, and.. the

englysshe was so rude and brood that I coude not wele
vnderstandeit. 1589 R. HARVEY/*/. Perc. (1860) 19 Speaks
a broad word . . amongst huntsmen in cha/e, you shall be
leash t for your labor : as one that disgraceth a gentlemans
pastime, .with the termes of a heardsman.

C. Loose, gross, indecent.

1580 NORTH Plutarch 1 16761 39 To sport one with another,
without any broad speeches or uncomly jests. 1611 COTGR.,
I 'n g-ras, a broad, or bawdie

;
tale. 1628 EARLE Micry-

costn, xlix. 'Arb.) 70 Onely with broad and obscccne wit.

a XTOO DRVDEN Ovid's Art ofLtn>c i. 882 Broad words will

malte her innocence afraid. 1824 W. JKVING T. Trai: I.

278 Laughing outrageously at a broad story. 1881 TRAILL
Sterne 15 A collection of comic but extremely broad ballads.

7. Of pronunciation: Perhaps orig.: With 'wider*

or 'lower* vowel-sounds (i.e. with the back or

the front oral cavity more dilated) ;
but commonly

used of a strongly-marked dialectal or vulgar pro-
nunciation of any kind, e. g,

* Broad Yorkshire ',

'Broad Devonshire',
* Broad Cockney*. Broad

Scotch : the Lowland Scotch vernacular.

153* [see C}]. 1580 A. GOLDING Pref. Verses in Bant's
A Iv., The diffrence . . Of brode North speech and Sowthren
smoothednesse. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece \. i. (1715* 3
The Ancient Greeks pronounc'd the letter o broad like

the Diphthong av, as in our English word All. 1714
DE FOE Mcnt, Cavalier (18^0) 336 A broad north-country
tone. 1787 BURNS Brigs of Ayr 167 In plain braid Scots
hold forth a plain braid story. 1848 MACAULAY//W/. Eng.
I. 320 His oaths . . were uttered with the broadest accent of
his province. 1859 Black. Mag. Sept. 255/2 Broad York-
shire talked all over the ship. 187^ SWEET Phonetics 18 In
the broad London pronunciation this lengthening of origin-

ally short vowels is extremely common.

t b. Of sound : Full, deep, low in pitch. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 258 The females have a shrill

and sharper voice then the males, which is fuller and
broader.

8. Unrestrained, kept within no narrow bounds ;

going to full lengths.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. iv. 2 His prankes haue been too

broad to beare with. 1815 Scribbleomatiia 127 Kenny pos-
sesses some requisites for broad farce. 1820 W. IRVING
Sketch Bk. I. 207 She was the picture of broad, honest,

vulgar enjoyment. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 183 The
mirth is broader, the irony more sustained.

f- 9. \Videly diffused ; spread all abroad. Obs.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. iv. 23 As broad, and general!, as

the casing Ayre.

10. Having a wide range, extensive ; widely ap-

plicable, inclusive, general.
[i74i-a H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann. I. 93 The Tories, .if

Tories there are, for now one hears of nothing but the

Broad Bottom ; it is the reigning cant word, and means, the

taking all parties and people indifferently into the ministry. ]

1871 MORLEY Voltaire (18861 45 Intellectual education in

the broadest sense that was then possible. 1875 STUKHS
Const. Hist. III. xxi. 615 Personal feeling must be sacri-

ficed to save, .broader principles. 1875 HAMERTON Intel!.

Life x. v. 387 A broad rule . . applicable to all imaginable
cases.

11. Characterized by breadth of opinion or senti-

ment
; liberal, catholic, tolerant, allowing wide

limits to 'orthodoxy'. (Cf. BBEADTH 4, BROAD
CHURCH.

1

)

183* L. HUNT Poems 226 With his broad heart to win his

way to heaven. 1850 [See BROAD CHURCH]. 1873 LOWELL
Among my Bks. Ser. ii. 323 Keats had the broadest mind.
1886 MORLEY Crit. Misc. I. 78 Even good opinions are

worth very little unless we hold them in a broad, intelligent
and spacious way.
12. Art. Characterized by artistic

*

breadth';
executed with a view to general effect rather than

to special details. Cf. 5 b, and see BREADTH 5.

i86aGnoTE Greece n. liv. IV. 561 A portrait of him drawn
in colours broad and glaring. 1879 SALA in Daily Tel. 8

May, Two broad, powerful, and vividly expressed portraits.

1885 Athenxum 30 May 702/3 Broad and rich in tone and
colour.

13. Phrases, f In the broad or the long : in one

way or another. It"s as broad as ifs long (or as

long as it's broad] : it comes to the same thing
either way, it makes no difference.

1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 171 If the Principal .. doth
force his factor one way or other, in the broad or the long,
to make up his Disbursements. 1687 R. I/ESTRANGE
Answ. Diss. 6 Whether the Church of England-Men Reject
the Roman Catholiques, or the Roman Catholiques Reject
the Church of England-Men, 'tis Just as Broad as it is

Long, a 1704 (J.) It is as broad as long, whether they
rise to others, or bring others down to them. 1775 Gouv.
MORRIS m Sparks Life fy Writ. (1832) I. 55 It is as long as it

is broad the more [troops] that are sent to Quebec the less

they can send to Boston. 1848 KINGSLEY^O/W/'J Trag. u.

ix. 113 The sharper the famine, the higher are prices, and
the higher I sell, the more I can spend .. and so it's as

broad as it's long.

B. sb. [mostly elliptical.]

1 1. Breadth : only in phrase /', on t o, a brode ;

now represented by ABROAD adv.
a 1300 Cursor M. 347 |>is werld . - Seit for to be on lang

and Brad, c iqvoAnturs o/Arth. xxxv, Beddus brauderit

o brode. 1456 Paston Lett. 281 I. 386 The straungiers ar

score a dradde, and dar not come on brode.

2. The broad part, the full breadth (of the

back, the foot, etc.).

1741 MONKO Atiat. ted. 31 294 The Broad of the Foot.

Mod. To lie on the broad of one s back.

t 3. = BROADCLOTH. Obs.

c 1500 ARNOLDE Chron. {iSii.
1

73 Clothes called fyn brodes

of the makyng of Essex.

1 4. BROAD-PIECE. Obs.

1710 Land. Gaz. No. 4672/4 A . . Pur;>e, with 30 Guineas
and 5 Erodes in it. 1726 AMHEKST Terrse Ftl xlii. 224

Presenting one of the collectors with a broad (piecei or half

a broad. 1763 SNELLING<>/CWM 28iiL.) When the twenty

shilling pieces, commonly called guineas, were coined in

the reign of Charles II, then the unites of the Common-
wealth, Charles I, and James I, received the name of

broads or broad-pieces.

5. In East Anglia. an extensive piece of fresh

water formed by the broadening out of a river.



BKOAD.

[1711 Act 9 Anne in Lond. Gaz. No. 4870/2 Fens, Lakes,
broad Waters, or other Places of resort for Wild Fowl.]

1787 MARSHALL Norfolk iE. D. S.) Broads, fresh-water

lakes (that is, broad waters ; in distinction to narrow waters,
or rivers 1

. 1812 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) II. 307 A broad is the

spread of a river into a sheet of water. 1844 E. I ESSE Sc. <y

Tales Country Life I- 82 The graceful bendings of the

stream, sometimes opening into shallow broads. 1884 G.

C. DAVIES (title) Norfolk Broads and Rivers ; or, the Water-

ways, Lagoons, and Decoys of East Anglia.
attrib. 1883 Academy 8 Dec. 377/1 The artistic aspect of

the Broad district.

6. slang, (pi.) Playing cards.

i8xs J. H. VAUX Flash Dtct. t Broads, cards ; a person ex-

pert at which is said to be a good broad-flayer. 1834
H. AINSWORTH Roofewood iv. ii, I nick the broads.

C. adv. [in OE. a distinct word brdde, ME.
brode : but on the mutescence of final -e, levelled

with the adj.]
1. In a broad or extensive way ; broadly, widely,

fully ; far, abroad.
a xooo Cxdmon's Gen. 223 (Gr.) Fison brade bebugeb.
i97 R. GLOUC. 417 Pur blod sprong & wende aboute brode
& wyde. cjytf) Will.Palcrne 753 A tri appeltre . . bat was
braunched ful brode. 1590 SPENSKR /*". Q. Prol., Whose
praises. .To blazon broad emongst her learned throng, a 1744
POPE (J.) Broad burst the lightnings, deep the thunders roll.

fb. With eyes wide open, with a stare. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Chan. Yem. Prol. <V T. 867 Though ye

looken neuer so brode and stare, c 1430 Hymns I'irg. <$(".

(1867) 37 Summe staren broode & moun not se.

2. Outspokenly, unreservedly.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 741 Crist spak himself ful broode

in
holy

writ, c 1440 York Myst. xix. 89 Thou burdis to

brode ! 1607 SHAKS. Tint. in. iv. 64 Who can speake broader,
then hee that has no house to put his head in? 1850 MKS,
STOWE Uncle Tom's C. v. 29 We don't quite fancy when
women and ministers come out broad and square, and go
beyond us in matters of either modesty or morals.

fb. To laugh broad : to laugh freely, without

restraint, grossly.
i643-MiLTON Divorce Introd. 11851) 6 The brood of Belial

. .will laugh broad perhaps. 1658 W. BURTON Itin. Anton.

50 The wise men of the age will laugh broad at these , .

enquiries.

3. With a broad pronunciation or 'accent';
with the vowels of dialectal or vulgar speech.
c 1531 DEWES Introd. />. in Palsgr. 899 Ye shal pro-

nounce your e as ye do in latyn, almost as brode as ye pro-
nounce your a in englysshe. 1596 Edit.'. ///, u. i. 12 And
then spoke broad, With epithets accents of the Scots.

Mod. ' We Devonshire men speak very broad.'

4. Broad aiuaket broad waking-, fully awake,
wide awake.

1583 STANYHURST sEneis n. (Arb.) 53 From sleepe I broad
waked. i6s6 T. H. Caussin's Holy Crt. 152 We dreame

broad-waking. 1666 J. SMITH Old Age (ed. 2) 127 Then
shall he be broad awake. 1736 WESLEY IVks. 11872) I. 29

Being in bed, but broad awake, 1844 G. S. FABER Eight
Dissert. II. 352 The bard seems to have been broad awake.

5. Naut. (Cf. LARGE, WIDE.)
1860 Merc. Mar. Mag. VII. 82 A light was seen broad on

the port bow Ii. e. a good deal to the left of the point right

ahead].
D. Comb, [from adj. and adv^\

1. General, a. parasynthetic, as broad-backed,

-based, -beamed, -bladed, -bodied, -bosomed, -hot'

tomtd, -houghed, -breasted, -buttockcd, -chested^

-eared, -eyed, -flapped, -fronted, 'headed (.1530),

hearted, -hoofed, -horned, -limbed, -listed, -mar-

gined, -minded, -nosed, -shouldered, -skirted, -soitlcd,

-sferned, -striped, -tailed, -toed, -ivayed, -wheeled,

-winged, etc., etc. ;
b. adverbial, as broad-built,

-flashing, -grinning, -spread, -spreading, etc.

1651 Advt. in Proc. Parliament No. 81 A short Sorrell

Mare . .*broad backed. 1857 EMKRSON Poems 49 We will

climb the broad-backed hills. 1769 Phil. Trans. LIX.
310 A" y broad-based pyramid. 1835 I. TAYLOR A//V. Despot.
vi. 263 A broad-based hierarchy. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Feb. 395/1 Brown-sailed, *broad-beamed old luggers. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2j 1. 160 The fruit of the Abroad-bosomed
earth. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3837/4 A Silver Tankard,
'broad bottom'd. 1804 LD. ELDON in G. Rose Diaries ( 18601

II. 79 Forming an administration upon those broad-bot-

tomed
principles. 1647 H. MORE Seng- of Soul \\. App.

xxxiv, The 'broad-breasted earth, the spacious skie. 1797
COLERIDGE Christabel \. vi, The huge broad-breasted, old oak
tree. 1768 WALES in Phil. Trans. LX. 109 Their persons
. .seem to be low ; but pretty 'broad built. 1661 FULLER
Worthies (1840) III. 288 He had, as I may say , a *broad-

chested soul, favourable to such who differed from him.

1870 BRYANT Iliad I. in. 92 That other chief Taller and
broader-chested than the rest. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. i.

v. 29
*Broad-fronted Caesar. 1530 PALSGR. 307/1 *Brode-

heeded, cmbrabile. 1838 Proc. Berw, Nat. Club I. vi.

163 Cover the wood with broad-headed nails. 1719 DK
FOE Crusoe (Hotten) 414 A very generous *broad-nearted
Man. 1585 Act 27 Sat, xvii, Any cloth . . of like making
called *Broad-listed Whites. 1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie

167 Base blew-coates, tapsters, *broad-minded slaues. 1882

Lp. BLANDFORD in Daily Neivs 7 Feb. 3 No more broad-

minded than . . the Church they have seceded from. 1591
PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Espalditdo Abroad shouldered, sea-

Pulosns. 184* PRICKARD Nat. Hist. Matt 178 Robust,
broad-shouldered, with dark complexion. 1809 W. IRVING
Knickerb. (1861) 115 A *broad-skirted coat with huge but-

tons. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2211/4 A duskish brown bald

Mare, "broad spread. 1591 SPENSER Ruins, of Time 452
"Broad spreading like an aged tree. 1802 BISGLEY Anini.

Biog. (1813) I. 467 The 'Broad-tailed Sheep. 1816 G. COL-
MAN Br. Grins, Mr. Champern. i. 11872) 296 Like "broad-

wheeled wagons without springs. 1816 KLATS To brother

George, The 'broad-wing'd sea-gull never at rest.

1117

2. Special comb. : broad-baud i^see quota. ;

broad bean ^see BEAX i) ; broad-bill, a name for

several birds having broad bills, esp. the Shoveller
and Spoonbill ; broad-blown ., in full bloom,
full-blown ; broad-eyed a., having large eyes,
with eyes wide open ; broad - glass, window-

glass ; also attrilt., as broad-glass-house, -maker ;

broad-horn, a kind of flat boat used on Ameri-
can rivers; broad-leaf (Bot.}, a tree (Termin-
alia latifolia} found in Jamaica ;

also a local

name for the Greater Plantain (Plantago major
broad-man, broads-man 'dial.\ one who lives

near the Norfolk Broads; broad-mouthed a., hav-

ing a broad mouth
;
also

,
of words) plain-spoken,

insolent (obs.) ; broad-seed >fiot.} t the English
name of the genus Ufaspermnm ; broad-set a.,

stoutlyformed, thick-set ;broad-silk,broad trade,
broad-weaver (see BROAD i c.) ; broad-spoken a.,

using plain language, plain-spoken.
1629 Bovu Last Battt'll 643ijAM.)Theverie euill thoughts

of the wicked in that day shalbe spread out and laide in

*broad-band before the face of God. 1847 HALLIWI-ILI.,

Broad-band^ corn laid out in the sheaf on the band, and
spread out to dry after rain. North : [see also Jamieson,
and Atkinson Provinc. Danby s. v. J 1783 BRYANT Flora
Diaetetica 83 The common broad Bean is a native of

Egypt. 1819 RICES Cycl. s. v. yida
t
The long-pods, broad

Spanish, and while-blossomed bean. 1634 A Itharp ^IS. in

Simpkinson Washington* Introd. 23,Teales 7 Peckards 3

MJroad-bills 5. 1802 G. MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. (18331 55-

(1602 SHAKS. Ham. m. iii, 81 With all his Crimes "broad

blowne, as fresh as May.] 1855 TENNYSON Maud \. xiii. 9
His face .. Has a broad-blown comeliness red and white.

1877 DOWDEN Shaks. Printer vi. 72 Bottom in his broad-

blown self-importance. <*i6n CHATMAN Iliad vm. 173
y
Brood-eyed Joves proud will. 1655 H. VAUGHAN SHex

Scint. i. (18581 23 Some fast asleepe, others broad-eyed.

1679 PLOT Staffordsh. 11686) 122 The glass-houses, both for

Vessells and *broad-glass. 1710 Land. Gaz. No. 4723/3 Any
broad Glass-house within the Kingdom. 1712 Ibid. No.
4051/4 Broad Glass, or Window-Glass . . sold by any of the

Broadglass-makers. 1875 UKK Diet. Arts II. 651 Next to

it in cheapness of material may be ranked broad or spread
window-glass. 1839-40 W. IRVING lv'c>fort's ./?. 11855) '93
A flat-bottomed family boat, technically called a "broad-
horn. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 255 *Broad-Ieaf Tree . .

grows to a very considerable size. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I.

534 Broad Leaf, the Terminalia latifolia, a tree, native of

Jamaica. i88z Black. Mag. Jan. 100 The fixed belief

among a large number of Miroadsmen is that they breed

upon the land. 1884 G. C. DAVIES Norfolk Broads xi.\.

145 The Broadman's food is chiefly fish and fowl. 1594
GREENE Setimus Wks. iGrosartt XIV. 286 Your squared
words And *broad-mouth'd tearmes. 1864 Mag.for Yonng
May 170 A broad-mouthed glass jar. 1708 Loud. Gaz. No.

4465/6 A plain
v broad-set light gray Mare. 1858 W. ELLIS

KM. Madagascar ii. 47 He was . . rather broad-set than

corpulent.

Broad, Sc. form of BOARD : cf. BKOU.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 3 Part tha fand in aid

broades of bukis. 1801 MACNEILL Poems (18441 67 Window
broads just painted red.

t Broad, v. Obs. Also 4 north, brade. [f. the

adj.] trans. To broaden, spread abroad, expand.
a 1250 Oivl <$ Xight. 1312 j?e la'inansing is so ibroded.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxviii[xixj. 32 When thou bradid

\dilata$ti\ my hert. Bradynge of hert is clelytynge of right-
wisnes. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Reddest u. 141 pe blessid bredd

brodid his wyngis.

Broad-arrow, -head : see ARROW III.

Broa'd-ax. An ax with a broad head, used

for hewing timber, and formerly in war.

1332 MiSOT Poems (1825) 29 To batail . . With brade ax,

and with bowes bent, c 1400 Epiph. 737 (Turnb. 1843)
Summe had twybyll, brodax, and nawger. c*4SflGt0SS,
Garlands in Wright I'oc. 137 Doiabra, (gloss.) brode axe.

III. xvi. 494 They . . split open his doors with broad-axe;

Broa'd-brim. colloq.

a. A hat with a broad brim. b. A nickname

for one who wears such a hat ;
a Quaker.

1797 LAMB Lett. iii. f 18371 1. 75 The congregation of broad-

brims, .were too much for his gravity. 1855 S. LOVXR ffatufy

Andy xxxvi, 'Now [fire] once through my broad-brim',

quoth Ephraim. 1863 SALA Capt. Danger. I. x. 310 There
are hearts of gold among those Broadbrims.

Hence Broad-brimmed a.\ Broad-brimmer,
a broad-brimmed hat (colloq.}.
1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2350/4 One silver broad brim'd Bason.

1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGUS Lett. I. iii. 12 The parson

clapped on a broad brimmed hat. 1860 Heads * Hats 13
Flat caps and broad-brimmers were . . fashionable. 1873
HARDWICK Trad. Lane. 156 The wild huntsman may always
be recognised by his broad-brimmed hat.

Broadcast (brg-dkcist), a., adv., si', [f. BKOAD
adv. + CAST pa. pple.] A. adj.
1. Of seed, etc. : Scattered abroad over the whole

surface, instead of being sown in drills or rows.

b. Of sowing: Performed by this method,
'

1767
A. YOUNG Farmer's Lett. People 115 The sowing is

either in the broad-cast mode, or by drilling. 1831 SIR J.
SINCLAIR Corr. II. 424 No broad-cast sowing can equal it.

1849 LANCE Cott. Farmer 19 On broad-ca^t turnips, thirty
bushels oflime per acre, was the quantity used.

2. fig. a. Scattered widely abroad, widely disse-

minated. b. Wide, as if scattering seed broadcast.

1785 BUKKE Sp. Nab. Anot's Debts Wks. IV. 205 With a

BROADCLOTH.
broad-cast swing of his arm, he squanders over his Indian
rield a sum, etc. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 135
Broadcast accusations.

B. adv. Only in phr. To sow. scatter, tkroiv, etc.

broadcast. a. in Agric.
1833 J-V. Subst. Food 38 Scattering the seed.. over the

whole surface .. is .. called sowing broad-cast. 1846 J.

BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. I. 83 Seed sown either broad-
cast or in drills.

1814 SIK R. WILSON Diary II. 391, I have, .thrown broad-
cast u fruitful grain, and converted the soil of my banish-
ment into a field that ought to be rich in future produce.
1876 GREI:S Short Hist. vi. 6 (1882) 334 A host of spies
were scattered broadcast over the land.

C. sb. Broadcast sowing, or mode.
17960. MARSHALL Garden. ,xv. (1813) 60 At broad-cast,

trample the seed in with the feet. 1797 HOLCROCT Stol-

I'c'fg's Tra~'. led. 2) III. l.xxx. 224 The corn has not been
sown with broad-cast. 1866 ROGERS Agric. fy Prices I. iii.

50 The rate of seed to the acre . . where broadcast is adopted.

Broadcast, v. [f. as prec. + CAST
z-.]

1. To scatter (seed, etc.) abroad with the hand.

1813 A. YOUNG sse.v Agric. I. 333 They sow. .the barley
. . spraining the first [half] ',

and broad-casting the second.

1836 MONTGOMERY Poet's Portfolio 248 Sow in the mom
thy seed. . Broad-cast it o'er the land. 1846 Jrnl. R. Agri< .

Soc, VII. n. 591 It is preferable to broadcast the guano.
2. Jig. To scatter or disseminate widely.
1829 I. TAYLOR Enthits. iv. 270 The doctrine of missionary

zeal, .has been broad-cast over Christendom, 1880 RCSKIN
Lett, to Clergy 369 Showing his detestation of the sale of

indulgences by broadcasting these gratis from his pulpit.

Broad Church. [SeeBuo.xna. n.]
A designation popularly applied to members of

the Church of Englandwho take its formularies and
doctrines in abroad or liberal sense, and hold that

the church should be comprehensive and tolerant,

so as to admit of more or less variety of opinion
in matters of dogma and ritual. Also sometimes

applied to the corresponding school of opinion in

other churches. (Often attrib?)
The phrase came into vogue about 40 years ago, and i-

framed on the analogy of the far older '

High Church' and
1 Low Church

'

;
but it is not used in the same manner, the

Broad Churchmen, .so called, not having, like the H igh and
the Low Church, a party organization, and seldom acting

together as a party. According to the Master of Balliol

(Prof. Jowetf, the term was first proposed in conversation,
in his hearing, by the late A. H. Clough, and became collo-

?uially
familiar in Oxford circles, a few years before 1850.

n 1850 Dean Stanley claimed in an article on the Gorham
Controversy in the Edinburgh Review, that the Church of

England as a whole is of necessity neither 'High' nur
' Low ',

but broad) in which there was evidently a reference

to the term as one superior to party. But in 1853 the Rev.
W. J.Conybeare, in an article in the same Reviewon 'Church
Parties ', used

*

High',
' Low ', and

' Broad ', as recognized

party designations. Already in the lyth c. Dryden had re-

ferred (Hind if P. iii. 160' to the more tolerant divines of

the church as '

your ^ons of latitude ', tl. 187;
*

your soiib of

breadth", (1. 2291 'your broadway sons'.

[1850 STANLEY in Edinb. Rev. July 266 There i;> no need
. . for minute comparison of the particular formularies of

the Church to prove .. that it is, by the very condition*

of its being, not High or Low, but Broad.] 1853 W. J.

COXYBEAKI; in Edin. Rev. XCVIII. 330 Side by side with
these various shades of High and Low Church, another

party of a different character has always existed in the

Church of England. It is called by different name--;

Moderate, Catholic, or Broad Church, by its friends ; Lad-
tudinarian or Indifferent by its enemies. Its distinctive

character is the desire of comprehension. Its watch-
words are Charity and Toleration. Ibid. 273 '1 he three

great parties which divide the Church of England . . com-

monly called the Low Church, the High Church, and the

Broad Church parties. 1860 Quart. Rev, Oct. 497 The
authoress [Geo. EliotJ is neither High-Church nor Low-
Church, but a tolerant member of what is styled the

Broad-Church party. 1884 Edinb. Rev. July iy8.

Hence Broad-Churchism, Broad-Churchman.
1870 F. D. MALKICE Letter in ^//f 11884) I. xii. 184 They

[the Liberals] are called Broad Churchmen now, and delight
to be called so. But their breadth seems to me to be

narrowness. 1874 GLADSTONE Ritualism in Cont.Rev. Oct.

673 Some of those clergy who are called Broadchurchmen.

Broadcloth, broad cloth (brdk%\ [f.

BROAD + CLOTH. In Act i Rich. ///, viii., an. 148^,
'broad cloths', two yards within the lists, are

distinguished from 'streits', one yard wide within

the lists.] Fine, plain-wove, dressed, double

width, black cloth, used chiefly for men's gar-
ments. (The term is now used to imply quality
rather than width, which may vary considerably ;

the 'double' merely represents that the piece is

creased or folded double, i.e. with its two Mists'

brought together ;
a process not adopted with

cloth ofless than 54 inches wide.) Also attrib.

a 1420 OCCLEVE DC Reg. Princ. 452 There gothe no lessc

in a mannes typette Than of brode clothe a yerd. 1465
Mann. $ Househ. Exp. 316, Ij. peces of blak brodeclothe,

conteynenge in lengthe xlviij. yerdes. 1483 Act. i Rich. .

///, viii. i Any manner woollen Clothes, called broad
Clothes. 1577 HARRISON England n. v. 11877) 132 The
wares that they carrie out of the realme are for the most

part Erode clothes. 163* MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal

Dowry v. i, A thrifty cap, composed of broad-cloth lists.

1720 GAV Poems '1745) I. 72 Ye weavers all your shuttles

throw, And bid broad-cloths and serges grow. 1833 HT.
MAKTISKAU Citut. <y Pearls v. 97 You dressed in broad-

cloth, and I in silk.



BROADEN
fig. 1601 BP. BARLOW Defence 222 That is Christ in the

broad-cloth, in the whole peece.

Hence Broad-clothier, a dealer in broad-cloth.

Szo
Land. Gas:. 5878/6 Richard Rider . . Broad Clothier.

roadeu (brg-d'n), v. [f.
BROAD a. + -Ex 1

.

Johnson says
'

I know not whether this word

occurs, but in the following passage', viz. that

from Thomson in sense I. But the same author

had used broadened in the trans, sense.]

1. intr. To become broad or broader ; to widen.

1727 THOMSON Summer 1600 Low walks the sun, and

broadensby degrees, Just o'er the verge of day. 1824 BYRON

yuan xvi. Ixxxviii, Smiles around Broadening to grins.

1832 TENNYSON ' You ask me why
'

iii, Where Freedom
broadens slowly down From precedent to precedent.

2. trans. To make broad or broader ; to widen,

dilate, lit. andfig.
1726 [see BROADENED). 1792 ROBERTS Looker-mi (1794) I.

321 A constitution, .so broadened, by experience, to the

compass of our wants and the demands of our nature.

1861 A. B. HOPE Eng. Cathedr. \gth C. vi. 214 For this

object the nave should be proportionably broadened. 1867

in E. B. Denison Life Bp. Lonsdale (18681 240 He was a

High Churchman of the old school, broadened by experi-

ence. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases i. 74 To broaden his

conception of morality and religion.

Broadened (brg'd'nd),///.
a.

[f. prec. + -ED ]
.]

Made or become broad ;
dilated.

1726 THOMSON Winter 132 With broaden'd nostrils. .The

..heifer snuffs the.. gale. 1821 JOANNA BAILLIE Met. Leg.,

Colunl. xlix. 16 From ocean rose her broaden'd disk.

Broadening (brg-d'nirj ,
vbl. sb. [f.

as prec. +

-INU '.] Expansion in breadth, dilatation.

Mod. Ne^uspapcr. These Norfolk Broads are broadening^
or reaches of the river.

Broadening (brg-d'nirj), ppl. a. [f.
as prec.

+ -ING-.] Becoming broad ; expanding, dilating.

1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 12 Within the broadening

dark. 1859 R. BURTON Centr. Afr. in "JnU. K. G. S.

XXIX. 114 Up a gradually broadening valley.

Broad-faced (bro-df^st), a.

1. Having a broad face.

1607 W. N. Barley-BriaJce (iZrj)
The broad-fac'd Owle.

1790 BOSWELL Johnson (1811) III. 71 Loud obstreperous

broad-faced mirth. 1882 J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool \. xv,

A composed, broadfaced, straightforward old man.

1 2. fig. Undisguised, open. Obs.
_

1643 Myst. Iniq. 43 Such broadfaced iniquity, that no

mask . . would fit it. 1648 JENKYN Blind Guide i. 12 Two
broadfaced falsities. 1678 B. R. Let. Pop. Friends 7 The
Treason appears too broad-faced.

Broad gauge. The wider distance at which

the rails are laid on some railways, involving a

corresponding width of carriage. See GAUGE.

Often attrib. (also/.). Hence Broa'd-gauged a.

The broad gauge of the Great Western Railway, in Eng-

land, is 7 feet, as against the ordinary gauge of 4ft. 8jin.)

1864 Times 24 Dec., A through broad-gauge train was

due. 1865 Ibid. 25 Jan., If the broad gauge may be unne-

cessarily wide the narrow gauge is top narrow. 1868 M.

PATTISON Academ. Org. iv. 102 We wish to maintain one

broad-gauge line of refining education. 1881 Chicago

Times 4 June, Everything broad-gauged and in liberal

proportions.

Broadish. brg-dij), a. Somewhat broad.

\imPhil. Trans. LXXXI1I. 179 A broadish pressure, as

that of a finger. 1866 CARLYLE Remin. I. 207 The broadish

little street.

Broa'd-leaved, a- Also -leafed. Having
broad leaves : often in Bot. a specific distinction

(
= L. latifolitts;. tb- Broad-brimmed (obs.).

1552 HULOET, Brode leafed, latifolium. 1563 B. GOOCE
Efloes viii. (Arb.) 62 This pleasaunte Brodeleaued Beech.

1769 BARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LIX. 34 The Wych (or

broad-leaved) elm. a 1834 COLERIDGE Eolian Harp 4 With

white flowered jasmin and the broad-leaved myrtle. 1861

COLLIER Hist. Eng. Lit. 176 A broad-leafed low-crowned

hat of Flemish beaver. 1882 Garden 18 Feb. 112/1 The broad-

leaved Butcher's-broom.

t Broa-dling, broa-dlings, adv. Obs. In

3 bredlinge, f> Sc. braid-, breadlingis, 7 brade-

lings. [f. BROAD a. + -LING (s.] Broadwise, with

the broad or flat side
; extended, flat

; broadly.
c 1200 Trill. Coll. Horn. 61 He wile smite bredlinge mid

ith his sword. 1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Burial
breadlingis .

11833) 20 It brake not in bradelings, but as it were by

degrees, a 1701 SEDLEY Pindar. Ode Wks. (1766) 16 So

have 1 seen the warbling lark . . The narrow compass of a

cage forget, And broadling o'er a turf in silent pleasure sit

Broadly (brg-dli),
adv. [f. BROAD a. + -i.Y-.]

1. In a broad manner ; widely, extensively.

1590 SANDYS Eitropz Spec. 11632) 124 When the world . .

should looke about so broadly, and search so narrowly.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 126 The Colt. .Barrel belly d,

broadly back'd. 1873 MOKLEY Rousseau I. 309 Two chan-

nels, flowing broadly apart. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT DC

Kary's Phaner. ff Ferns 162 A broadly elliptical cavity.

2. fif. With a broad or general view ; generally.

iSsiS SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. In<j. I. iii. 01 He has laid

down the rule too broadly. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. 22.

346 Broadly considered, two classes of facts are presented.

8. Outspokenly, openly ; manifestly, markedly,

decidedly ; fully.

1624 BEDELL Lett. iv. 81 [It] made them talkc and write

of it broadly. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. Apol. 16 Mr. T.'s

greatest friends, did the broadlyest speak . . of his being

foiled. 1753 Scots Mag. Jan. 2/2 The janisaries . . pretty

1118

broadly hinted I heir inclination. 1871 BLACKIE FourPhases I

i. 154 Looking the man broadly in the face. 1876 GREEN
|

Short Hist. v. 3 (1882) 233 Wyclif broadly asserted that

no man could be excommunicated by the Pope.

4. \Vith broad pronunciation. See BROAD a.
J. ;

1580 BARET-4/?'. 13 1341 To speake more brodely : to ioine

\vordes so . . that vowels meete together gapingly.

5. Art. With artistic breadth. See BREADTH 5.

1875 FORTNUM Maiolica xii. 132 Broadly treated gro-

tesques, .in cania'ieu of greenish grey on a blue ground.

Broadness (brj-dnAi). [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The state or quality of being broad ;
breadth.

1. lit. ^Now mostly superseded by breadth?)

1388 WYCLIF Dent, xxxiii. 20 Gad is blessid in brpodnesse.

1486 Bit. St. All-am, Her. Cvij b, And it be dyuidid after

the longnes or after the brodenes. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de

W. 1531) 245 Infynyte..in depnes, heyght, brodnesse &
length. .643 J. STEER tr. Exp. Chyrurg. xvi. 66 About the

broadnesse of the palme of the hand. 1730 Magna Brit. V.

805/1 Bretford . . hath its Name from the Broadness of the

Ford . . over the Avon.

Z.Ag. Plainness of speech; coarseness, indelicacy.

a 1700 DRVDEN |J.), I have used the cleanest metaphor I

could find, to palliate the broadness of the meaning. 186

CRAIK Hist. Eng. Lit. I. 524 (L.) Broadness and indelicacy

of allusion.

Broad pendant, pennant. A swallow-

tailed tapering flag at the mast-head of a man of

war ; carried by a commodore. See PENDANT.

t Broad-piece. 06s. A name applied after

the introduction of the guinea in 1663 to the

' Unite' or 20 shilling-piece ('Jacobus' and ' Ca-

rolus ') of the preceding reigns, which were much

broader and thinner than the new milled coinage.

1678 Varr Murd. Godfrey 6 He . . found . . four broad

pieces of Gold. 1690 Land. Gaz. No. 2549/4, 17 false

Guineas, and two false Broadpieces. 1691 LOCKE Money
\Vks. 1727 II. 47 The Broad-Pieces that were coined m
King James I. time for 2u!. nobody will now part with

under 234-. or more. 1712 AKBUTHNOT Jolui 2ftf U755 1 53

Others . . picked up guineas and broad-pieces. 1816 SCOTT

Old Mart, iii, An old miser . . with whom a broad piece

would at any time weigh down political opinions.

Broad seal, sl>. The Great Seal of ling-

land. -Also transf.

1536 WRIOTHESLEY Chran. (1875) I. 51 Letter patent under

the Kinges brode scale. 1576 LAMBARDE Pcmmb. halt

1826) 227 Advaunced to the keeping, first of the pnvie, and

then of the broad seale. 1641 SVMONDS Sam. bef. Ho.

Comm. D b, As if they had had the broad seale of heaven

for them. 1679 Trial Langlwrn 27 Two Pardons under the

Rroad Seal. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Virtue's A nee. Paint.

1786' III. 172 Being allowed 2oo/. for each broad seal.

t Broa'd-seal, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. prec.]

trans. To seal with the broad seal ; fig. to warrant,

sanction, authorize.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. v. vi. 75 Thy presence broad-

seales our delights for pure.

Broadshare brg-djc-u;, a. Of a plough :

Having a broad share.

1862 J. WILSON /''arming no Broadshare or paring ploughs
are much used . . in the autumn cleaning of stubbles.

Hence Broa'dshare v.

1856 Fanner's Mag. Jan. 23 The practice of broadsharing

the stubbles immediately after harvest. 1863 MORTON Cycl.

Agric.n. Gloss., Broad-sharing Kent), ploughing shallow

and wide with a broad share, without turning it over.

Broadsheet (brg-djft). [f.
BROAD a. + SHEET.]

A large sheet of paper printed on one side only ;
-

BROADSIDE sb. 3. Also attrib.

1705 HEARNE Coll. (1885-61 I. 18 A new Edition . . on a

Broad Sheet. 1874 MOTLEY J. Barnet'tld II. xviil. 252

Ballad-mongers and broadsheet vendors. 1878 Diderot

II. 18 Pamphlets, broadsheets, sarcasms flew over Paris.

Broadside (br
-

dwid), sb. [Formerly two

words : BROAD a. + SIDE rf.]

1. Naut. ' The whole of that side of a ship above

the water which is situate between the bow and

the quarter
'

(Smyth Sailors JVord-bk.}.

1591 GARRARD/lr/ Warre 89 That theyturne their broad

sides as if they should encounter the enemie. a 1618

RALEIGH Roy. Navy 26 To plant great red Port-holes in

their broad sides. 174* WOODROOFF. in Hanway Trav.

117621 1. n. xxiii. 98 They let the vessel run with her broad

side ashore. 1760 FALCONER Diet. Marine (17891 Hi], A

squall of wind laid the ship on her broadside. 1833 MAR-

KYAT P. Simple. (1863) 106 A heavy sea struck us on the

broadside.
attrib. 1862 THORNBURY Turner I. 292 It is a broadside

view, and represents the Redoubtable as sinking.

b. Broadside to (or and] broadside ; with the

side of one ship to that of another ; transf. side

by side, close to each other.

789), To lie alongs
and broadside.

C. Broadside on, broadside to, (a broadside obs. ;
:

with the side of the vessel turned fully to the

object considered ; transversely, across the length.

1716 Land. Gaz. No. 5475/3 He had ranged his Ships . . a

Broadside cross the River. 1800 A. DUNCAN Mariners
Chrmi. (1804) II. 82, I desired them not to come broadside-

to, but stern-on. 1840 R. DANA Btf. the Mast xv. 41

We drifted down, broadside on, and went smash into the

Lagoda.
d. Of the side of something other than a ship.

BBOBDINGNAO.
Will in Hart. Misc. 11746) VIII. 30,1 [Argyle]. .stood firm

on his own Interest, and could oppose a Broadside to every

Emergency of Fortune. 1868 LOCKYER Heavens (ed. 3) 340

A line 95,000,000 miles in length, looked at broadside on at

this distance, would appear but as an imperceptible point.

1884 SPEEDY Sport xiv. 233 They stopped and looked round,

showing their broadsides the one just above the other. Ibid.

xviii. 322 Being at close range, and broadside on, the two

largest were shot dead.

2. ' The whole array, or the simultaneous dis-

charge, of the artillery on one side of a ship of

war '

(Smyth Sailor s Word-bk.).

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. iv. 196 Feare wee broad-sides?

No, let the Fiend giue fire, a 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. n.

63 The great shippe shot at vs all her broad side. 1630

WADSWOHTH Sp. Pilgr. ii. 8 The man of warre. .gaue vs a

broade side with his Ordnance. 1748 ANSON Voy. u. v.

(ed 4) 237 We . . had a broad-side ready to pour into her.

fig- 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple (18631 82 At this last broad-

side of mine, my father and all my brothers raised a cry of

horror.

3. A sheet of paper printed on one side only,

forming one large page ;

= BROADSHEET.

1575 CHURCHYARD Chipfes (1817) 43 Richard Harvey . .

before 1563, had printed in a broadside, a decree .. betwene

Churchyarde and Camel. 1691 VfoQD AtA. Oxan. I. 2 In

one Sheet in 4"' as also on a broad side of a Sheet. 1818

SCOTT T. Landl. Ser. n. IV. 263 The Broadside containing

the last dying speech and confession of M. Murdochson.

1861 WRIGHT Ess. Archzol. II. xxiii. 261 Many of the fa-

bliaux and comic poems were issued as broadside ballads.

Broa'dside, adv. With the side turned full

to a given point or object).

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 455 Spikelets. .inserted broad-

side to the rachis. 1884 SPEEDY Sport xiv. 231 As he was

passing broadside he afforded an excellent shot.

Broa-dsider. nonce-tad. One who collects

printed) broadsides.

1862 BURTON Bk.-hunter \. 18 Not a black-letter man . .

uran Elzevirian, or a broadsider, or an old-brown-calf man.

Broa-dsiding, vbl. sb. The firing of broadsides.

1858-65 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. II. iv. x. 38 Byng's Seafight,

done . . with due emphasis of broadsidmg. Ibid. IV. xn. xu.

277 Vernon.. attacks certain Castles so-called, with furious

broadsiding.

Broadsword (brg-dsosjd). [f. BROAD a. +

SWOHD.]
' A cutting sword with a broad blade

'

(J. . Also attrib.

[a 1000 Byrhtnoth 15 (Gr.) Da he healdan mihte brad

swurd.) 1565 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chrmi. an. 1559 The

master of Lindsay struck him on the head with a broad-

sword 1789 MRS. Piozzi Journ. France I. 243 The High-

land broad-sword is still called an Andrew Ferrara. 1799

ROWLANDSON (title) Hungarian and Highland Broadsword

Exercise. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico^ I. 359 They killed two

of the horses, cutting through their necks with their stout

broadswords . . at a blow.

b. transf. (pi.) Men armed with broadswords.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 330 Lochiel, surrounded

by more than six hundred broadswords.

c. Comb., as broadsword-shaped adj.

1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 22 The scapula, a broadsword-

shaped bone.

Broa'dway. vNow usually as two words.;

A wide open road or highway, as opposed to a

narrow lane or byway. From the former practice

of treating it as a compound, it has often come to

be the proper name of a street, as the Broadway
in New York, Hammersmith, Stratford-le-Bow, etc.

<ii6i3 OVERBURY Crumms fr. K. James' Table Wks.

11856) 277 Where there is a broadway besides, what need

I tread nere the borders of vice ? 1876 BROWNING Pacchia-

rotto 92 Duty and love, one broadway, were the best.

b. attrib. Applied by Dryden to the more

tolerant divines of the English Church who were

for widening its basis, called before (line 1 60) 'sons

of latitude', and (line 187) 'sons of breadth .

Cf. the modern BROAD CHURCH.

1687 DRYDEN Hind $ P. HI. 229 Your broad-way sons

wou'd never be too nice To close with Calvin, if he paid

'

Broadway, -ways, -wise (bro-dw^z, -waiz ,

adv. [f.
BROAD <z. + -WAYS, -WISE.] In a lateral

direction, breadthways, laterally.

1593 R. HARVEY Philadelphia 44 Some [trees] are rooted

broadway, as Elmes. 1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Compl.

Card. II. 62 Prop'd with Pearches, most broadwise, and

some crosswise. 1756 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 VI. ill

Sheet-lead sinking in water broadways, cannot descend near

so fast as it would edgeways. 1848 DICKENS Dontbeyw
Standing it [a letter] longwise and broadwise on his table.

Broaki.e, Broakadge, Breaker, etc., obs. ff.

of BROKE, BROKAGE, BROKER, etc.

Brob (br?b). [prob. related to North dial.

'brob to prick with a bodkin
'

(Grose) : cf. brad,

brod, brog, etc.]
' A peculiar spike, driven along-

side the end of an abutting timber to prevent its

slipping
'

(Raymond Alining Gloss. 1881).

1874 in Knight's Atncr. Mech. DM.

Brobdingliag ^brp-bdirjnocNg). Often incor-

rectly brobdignag. The name given by Swift in

Gullivers Travels to an imaginary country where

everything was on a gigantic scale. Hence used

attrib. as : Of, or pertaining to, that country ;
of

huge dimensions ; immense ; gigantic.

I Swift subsequently wrote a mock letter from .Captain

Gulliver' to his cousin Sympson (purporting to be datec

door i



plaini
for

BROCADE.

laining that Brobdingnag had been erroneously printed
r BroUingrag ; but this was only a feint to mystify the .

public by a pretended solicitude for minute accuracy. The
j

early editions have all Brobdingnag. See CRAIK Life of

Swift (1882) 535-7.)

1731 POPE Mor. Ess. iv. 104 Such a draught As brings all
;

Brobdignag before your thought. i8i4SouTHEY in(?. Rev. I

XI. 65 The houses . . have the appearance of Brobdignag
beehives. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes \. 56 Huge untutored Brob-

dignag genius.

Hence Brobdingnagian (brjjbdirjnargian), a.

and sb. Also -digna'gian, -nagglan. a. adj.
=

BBOBDINGNAO,
1728 MORGAN Algiers II. v. 319 Brobdingnaggian^Leagues

would scarce suffice. 1797 GODWIN Enquirer I. vii. 61 The
final triumph of my Brobdingnagian persecutor. 1870 DIS-

RAELI Lothair Ixxxi. 428 A bran-new brobdignagian hotel.

1881 GRANT ALLEN Evolutionist at large i, Known to our

Brobdingnagian intelligence as grains of sand.

b. sb. An inhabitant of Brobdingnag, a giant,

a person of huge size.

1729 T. COOKE Tales, Prop. f,-c. 119 In Wit we Brobdig-

naggians are. 1835 T. HOOK G. Gnrney II. v. (L.)
'

Sally !

'

screamed the Brobdingnagian . .
' a gentleman wants a bed !

'

Brobill, var. of BURBLE v. Obs.

Broc, obs. f. BROOK
;
var. BROKE Obs., breach.

Brocade (brok^i'd). Forms : 6-8 brooardo.

7-8 brocado, brooard, S brochad, 7- brocade.

[The form brocado was a. Sp., Pg. brocado, corresp.

to It. broccato
' cloth of gold and siluer

'

(Percivall,

Florio), lit. 'bossed' or 'embossed stuff, in form

masc. pa. pple. of broccare ' to boss, to stud, to

set with great-headed nails', f. It. brocca l^.broca :

a boss or stud, the same word as F. broche, Eng.

BROACH, q.v. For the change to -ADE see that

ending ; the form brochad seems influenced by F.

brocher (cf. BROCHE v.\ (It is not clear whether

the forms brocardo, brocard, and F. brocart, are

corruptions of brocado, or distinct formations

with the suffix -ardo, -art, -ARD.)]
1. A textile fabric woven with a pattern of raised

figures, originally in gold or silver ; in later use,

any kind of stuff richly wrought or ' flowered
'

with

a raised pattern ;
also a cloth of gold and silver

of Indian manufacture.
J563~99 HAKLUYT Voy. 11.215 \Orimts\ Cloth of silke, bro-

cardo, and divers other sortes of marchandise come out of

_r_______ __ng Tram ot Brocard. 1695 Me
Morocco 149 Very rich Gold and Silver Brocades. 1702
W. J Bruyn's Voy. Levant vii. 24 A sort of Bonnet of Bro-

cardo or Cloth of Gold. 1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4540/6 Bed

Damasks, rich flower'd Sattins, Brochads, etc. c 1720 PRIOK

Phyllis' Age, Stiff in Brocard, and pinch'd in stays. 1734
POPE Ess. Man iv. 186 One flaunts in rags, one nutters in

, .,

brocade. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist.lnd. I. 310 Gold^and
silver brocade were also favourite, and perhaps original,

manufactures of India. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A . Bede 53, I mean
to bring out my best brocade, that I wore at your christen-

ing twenty years ago.

fig. 1861 CRAIK Hist. Eng. Lit. II. 267 iL.i The gorgeous
brocade does not hide the true fire and fancy beneath.

2. (See quot.)
1869 Eng. Meek. 12 Nov. 215/2 Gold is not put on any

paper-hangings, it is a preparation called leaf metal, or a

powder called brocade or bronze.

3. attrib. Of or resembling brocade ; brocade-

shell, a variegated species of cone-shell, Coitus

geographicus.
1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 15 ? 4 A Brocade Waistcoat or

Petticoat are standing Topicks. 1745 BAKER Don Qltix. 1.

i. v. 31 This curious Cap and his fine brocard Cope will

make him outshine the Sun-Dial. 1812 SOUTHF.Y Omniana
II. 283 Somewhat in the brocade fashion of Gongora. 1847
BARHAM Ingot. Leg. u8?7) 281 Her rich brocade gown sat

upright in its place.

Broca'de, v.
[f. prec.] To work with a raised

pattern (chiefly in pa. pple.).
Mod. Newspaper, The bodice and train were brocaded with

sprays of lilac on a ground of apple-blossom pink.

Brocaded (brk?-ded), a. Also 7 brooado'd,
8 brokaded. [f. prec. + -ED 2

.]

1. Worked or woven in the style of brocade
;

ornamented with brocade.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v., We call that Brocado'd Silk

or Satten, which is wrought or mixed with Gold or Silver,

and sometimes that is called Brocado'd Silk, which is

wrought with several colours of silk. 1714 GAY A raminta,
Brocaded Flow'rs o'er the gay Mantoe shine. 1843 LEVER

7. Hinton iii. (18781 10 Rich curtains of heavy brocaded silk.

2. Dressed in brocade.

1767 St. James's Chron. Oct., An oyster-wench in pitris na-

ttiralibus is a more desirable object than a brocaded monster.

Brocage, variant of BROK AGE.
Brocale, -aly, variant of BBOKALY.

Brocard '

(brJu-kaid). [a. F. brocard, akin

to med.L. brocarda, brocardicorum opus, a name

given to the 'sentences
'

of Burchard or Brocard,

bishop of Worms in the 1 1 th c., who compiled

twenty books of '

Regulse Ecclesiasticae '.]

1. Law. An elementary principle or maxim.
rt 1624 SWINBURNE Spottsals 116861 184 Because the Bro-

cardes or contrary Conclusions, rather breed brabbles, than

1119

pacific Contentions. 1759 FOUNTAINHALL Decisions I. 243
;

(JAM.) Alledged, He was minor, and so wwt&teturflacitare
^

super hsereditate paierna. Answered, The brocard meets
,

not. 1785 ARNOT Trials 11812) 298. 1825 SCOTT Betrothed

Introd., Societas mater discordianun is a brocard as ancient

and as veritable. 1862 M, NAPIER Mem. Visct. Dundee II,

10 Dolus latct in gcneralibns is a brocard of the civilians.

2 gen.
1836-7 SIR \V. HAMILTON Metaph. xiii. I. 234 note, The

|

scholastic brocard pointing to the difficulties of the study of !

*,z\S'. Reftexh'acogitatiofacilefit dejle.viva. 1856 FERRIER
hist. Metaph. 261 The scholastic brocard, which has been

adopted as the tenth counter-proposition, is the fundamental
article in the creed of . .

' the sensualists '.

||
3. lilting speech, cutting gibe. (A French sense.)

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Re~j. II. in. iii. 143 Lameth. .is met in

those Assembly corridors by nothing but Royalist brocards ;

sniffs, huffs, and open insults.

t BrO'Card *. Obs. [F. brocarl^ - BROCKET.

1^07 TOPSELL Foiire-f. Bcastes 122 These Brocards are as

great in quantity as other vulgar Hartes, but their bodies

are leaner. [1611 COTGR. , Brocart, a kind of swift stag,
which hath but one small branch growing out of the stemme
of his home.]
Brocard 3

, obs. form of BROCADE.

II Brocatelle (brpkSte'l). Also 7 brocataii,
S brooatel 1. [F. brocatclle, earlier brocatcl,

'

tin-

sell, or thin cloth of gold, or silver
'

(Cotgr.), ad.

It. broccatello,
'

thin tinsel of gold
'

;
dim. of broc-

cato (see BROCADE).]
1. An imitation of brocade, usually made of silk

or wool, used for tapestry, upholstery, etc., now
also for dresses. Both the nature and the use of the

stuff have changed in recent years. Also at/rib.

1669 EVELYN Diary 9 July t D. i Chaire and deske . . cover'd

tapestry and other furniture. 1875 URE Diet. Arts \. 534
Brfcatelle. Linsey-woolsey is so called in France. A silk

material which is used for lining carriages. 1884 Pall Mall
G. 14 Feb. n/2 The garish charms of satin brocatelle, which

has a crimson ground, with a gold border.

2. -next.

1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour, France IV. 44 Columns of antient

Greek IJrocatelle.

Brocatello (br^kate'lo). Also -tella. -telli.

[It. brocalello tie Sienna, so called from its brocade-

like colouring : see prec.] A kind of variegated

marble, clouded and veined white, grey, yellow and

red, yellow usually prevailing ;
Sienna marble.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Marble, There is also another

kind of antient lirocatella dug near Adrianople. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XIV. 409/1 The beautiful Brocatello or Brocade marble

of Italy and Spain. 1875 URE Diet. A rts I. 534 Bt-ocatclli

Marble, an artificial marble made from fragments of natural

marbles united by means of an artificial cement.

Broccoli, broCOli (brfkyli). [a. It. broccoli,

pi. of broccolo cabbage-sprout or top, dim. oibrocco

shoot or stalk (see BROACH).]
One of the cultivated forms of the cabbage {Bras-

sica oleracea bottytis asparagoides], the young in-

florescence of which forms a close fleshy edible

head : in its origin a more robust and hardy variety

of the cauliflower. Broccoli is distinguished as

green, pin-pie, and white, the last hardly dis-

tinguishable from cauliflower, except in being in

season in winter or early spring.

id. 1732 POPE Hor. Sat. II. II. 138 womeni wiui IILUC,

I can piddle here On brocoli and mutton round the year.

1737 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Brassica, There are several

kinds, viz. the Roman, Neapolitan, and black Broccoli.

1881 Proc. Bet~.u. Xat. Chit IX. iii. 568 Winter vegetables,

such as Celery, Brussel Sprouts, Brocoli.

b. Comb., broccoli-like adj.

1873 FERGUSON in Land ofMoat 376 That sharp brocoli-

like acanthus, which distinguishes the age of Justinian.

tBroch. 1
. Obs. rare. [ad. F. broc, z\so broclie,

large jug : see Littre.] See quot.

1679 BLOL-NT Anc. Tenures 51 One iron Broch, which was

a great Pot or Jug to carry Liquid things.

Brock -, brogh, brough. Archaol. Forms :

7 brogh, 7-9 brugh, 8-9 brough, burg h, 9

brooh. [n. e. Scottish, a. ON. borg (Da. borg)

castle, stronghold (the ON. equivalent of OE.

burh: see BOROUGH, BURGH). (Broch is the

spelling adopted by the Society of Antiquaries of

Scotland. Variously pronounced brox, brox",

bn>x. brxw -)]

1. A structure of prehistoric times, examples of

which are numerous in the Orkney and Shetland

Isles, and adjacent mainland of Scotland, being a

sort of round tower, having an outer and an inner

wall of dry stone, the interstitial space containing

little chambers for human habitation, while the

open central area might be used for cattle.

1654 Blaeu's Atlas, Map of Orkney t, Shell., The ancient

Brugh of Mousa. The Brugh of Byrsa. 1693 J. WALLACE

Description ofOrkney 26 The many Houses and villages in

this Countey which are called by the name of Brogh. 1701

BRAND Descr. Orkney 18 JAM.' These houses^are
also caUed

Ft
Pt

BROCK.

Scotland, generally known as Bruglis or Pictish towers.

1883/4 cademy 6 Oct. 235 These Brochs . . are towers that

somewhat remind us of lighthouses.

Broch, obs. form of BROACH, BROOCH.

Brochad, Brochage : see BROCADE, BROKAGK.

II Broch.au (brp'xan). Sc. Also 8 braohan,
brochin. [Gael, brochan porridge, giuel.]

' Oat-

meal boiled to a consistence somewhat thicker than

gruel
'

(Jamieson) ;
thin porridge, drammock.

1700 KING Transactioneer 53 The usual remedy is Giben
drank upon Brochan. 1716 MARTIN West. Isles 12 (jAM.i

They drank brochan plentifully, which is oat-meal and water

boiled together. 1790 PENNANT TonrScotl. 358 Their com-
mon food is Brochan, a thick meal-pudding with milk. 1860

RAMSAY Retnin. iii. led. 18) 59 Breeks and brochan.

Brochantite (brfj-Jantait). [After Enchant
de Villiers, a French mineralogist : see -ITE.] A
mineral belonging to the hydrous sulphates, occur-

ring in thin, rectangular, green crystals.

1865 A thenxmn No. 1949. 316/2 Minerals of the Brochant-

ile group. 1868 DANA Mitt. 665 Crystals of brochantite of

a fine green color.

tBroche, v. Obs. [Obs. spelling of BROACH v.

(which does not appear with this sense) = F. brocket'

to stitch, brocade.] trans. To stitch, work with

raised figures. Hence Broched ///. a., worked
with raised figures or designs in gold, silver, etc.,

on a ground of silk or satin; brocaded, embroidered.

:48o M'ardnbc Ace. Edw. /FitSjo; 134 Clothe of golde
as well of the grounde of velvet as of satyn ground som
broched with golde. ci&to Treatise of Gallant < W. de W.i
22 Newe broched doublettes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 260

The cassock broched and studded with scarlet in broad

guards. 1834 PI.ANCHE Brit. Costume 234 Broched or

guarded with goldsmith's work.

,i Broche'tte. '/ Obs. [F. brmhettt (nth c. in

Littre
,
dim. of broche, BROACH.]

a. A small broach, spit, or pointed stick, b.

in Cookery : see quot. 1 706.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 363/4 Thyrten knottcs which were

ful of brochettes of smale nedles and theron smale rynges.

1706 PHILLIPS Brachette, a Skewer to stick in Meat.

In Cookery a particular manner of frying and stewing

Chickens, etc. 1730-6 in BAILKV. 1756 Diet, ofArts and
Sci. s. v. Bell, You must come again to the first face of the

brocbette or stick A.

tBrO'chity. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. broc ,cjiitas

projectingness of the teeth, f. l>roc(c' hits : see

BROACH.] ;See quots.)
1623 COCKERAM i, Brochitie, crookednesse. 1656 BLOUNT

Glosst>gr.,Brachity.trocliitas), crookedness properly of teeth

or tushes, 1678 PHILLIPS, Brocldty .old word 1

, crookedness,

especially of Teeth. So BAILEY, etc.

II Brochure (broJT). [Fr. ;
lit. 'a stitched

work
',

f. brocher to stitch : see -URE.] A short

printed work, of a few leaves merely stitched

together ;
a pamphlet.

1765 CHESTERF. Lett. 387 117921 IV. 214 Monsieur de Vergy

published in a brochure a parcel of letters. 1840 Times

28 Apr., His present brochure is interesting from the subject

of which it treats. 1865 Q. Rev. Apr. 343 His series of

I editions was accompanied by a bye-play of brochures, gram-
matical or critical, written in the intervals of press-labour.

!
i88z Cli. Q. Rtr. 1

. Oct. 40 The famous brochure of Dr. Drake

called The Memorial of the Church of England.

Brock (.brfk), .si.l Chiefly dial. Forms : 1,4

broc, 3-7 brocke, 4-5 brokk;e, 4-6 brok, 6

broke,' }- brook. [OE. broc, from Celtic : in Olr.

lirocc, Ir'. and Gael, broc, Welsh and Cornish broch,

Breton brofh : OCeltic *broccos, prob. cogn. w. Gr.

<f>o/>os grey, white
;

cf. the Eng. name gray, grey.]

1. A badger : a name, in later times, associated

especially with the epithet stinking.
c 1000 Sa.r. Leeckd. I. 326 Sum fy^erfete nyten is, (wet

nemna3 taxonem, bait ys broc on englisc. e 1205 LAY. 12817

Heo hudeden heom alse brockes. 1398 TEEVISA Earth. De
P.R. (Helmingham MS.) xn. x, The blak rauen is frende to

be foxe, and |>erfore he fyjtet? with be brokke. c 1400 Yu'ainr

ft Gam. 98 It es ful semeli, als me think, A brok omang men
forto stynk. (-1440 York Myst. xxix. 117 He lokis like a

brokke, Were he in a bande for to bayte. a 1528 SKELTON

Agst. Ganiesche 55 She seyd your brethe stank lyke a broke.

la HULOET, Brocke or badger, or graye beast, taxo.

1637 B. JONSON Sad Sheph. i. iv. 32 Or with pretence of

chasing thence the Brock, Send in a curre to worrie the

Purses, made of a fox's head and skin, or that of a brock,

t b. catachr. confused with the beaver. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higdeit Rolls Ser. I. 327 White beres, bau-

sons, and brokkes [ursi albi, fibri, et castores}. Itia. VI.

205 pat place hatte Beverlay and heet Brook his lay, for

many brokkes . . come bider out of be hilles. 1483 Cat/i.

Angl. 44 A Brokk, castor, better. 1591 PERCIVAU. Sf. Diet.,

Bivaro, a badger or brocke, fiber, castor.

2. A stinking or dirty fellow ;
one who is given

to '

dirty tricks' ; a ' skunk '.

a 1600 PEELE Jests II. 289 This self-conceited brock.

1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. n. v. 114 Marrie, hang thee, brocke.

1725 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. w. i, Ye'll gar me stand ! ye

shevelling-gabbit brock. 1880 Antrim f, Dcnun Gloss.

I
(E. D. S.I, Brock, a dirty person ;

one who has a bad smell.

3. Attrib. and Comb., ^brock-breasted, -faced adJ9.

i preferring to the streaked face of the badger) ;

i fbrook-skin, a badger-skin (in \Vyclif app. due

to confusion of L. miles, melis, with melota Gr.



BROCK.

sheepskin, f. /<iJXoiO ; t brook-wool, hair

of the beaver (see i b.).

?I400 Merle Arth. 1095 Brok-brestede as a brawne,

with brustils fulle large. 1824 Craven Dial. 22 Th "brock-

faced branded stirk. 1382 WVCLIF ffttr. xi. 37 Thei wenten

aboute in *brok skynnes [Vulg. in melotis], and in skynnes

of eeet. i6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 246 b, Goynge
about in gotes & brockes skynnes. 1500 Ore. Voc. in Promf.

Pan: 53 Fiorina restis . . a clothe of "brocke woll.

Brock, sb? dial. [OE. broc ;
<-.{. ON. brokkr

a trotter, of a horse
'

Vigf.] ? A horse, a trot-

ting horse ;
an inferior horse, a jade.

c woo -Sn-r. LeeM. II. 184 Secen him broc on onrade.

.-1386 CHAUCER Friar's T. 243 The Cartere smoot and

cryde . . Hayt Brok, hayt Scot, what spare ye for the stones.

t586 WARNER Alb. Eng. n. x. 47 She stumbled headlong

downe-.hoyst Brock, her good-man saide; And thirdly

falling, kindly bad her breake her necke, olde lade. 1847-

78 HALLIWELL, Brock, a cow, or husbandry horse.

Brock, sb? dial. [Of uncertain origin : pos-

sibly a corruption of L. bnicus, bruclius: see

BKUKE. The two senses may have no connexion.]

fl. ? = L. ophiomachus (Vulg. Lev. xi. 22), a

kind of locust : cf. BKUKE. Only OE.
r 1050 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 460 Ophiomachus.bvx.

2. The larva of the frog-hopper, which produces

the cuckoo-spit ;
also the insect itself, mod. dial.

1788 MARSHALL E. York*. (E.D.S.), Brock, a young
;

grass,

hopper [2nd ed. 1796 substitutes 'cicada spitmaria, the

cuckowspit insect ']. 'He sweats like a brock ! 1875

ROBINSON Whitby Gloss. (E.D. S.>, Brock, the cuckoo-spit,

sweating insect', or frog-hopper, the 'cicada spumata ,

found upon leaves in an immersion of froth. 1877 in tlouui

ness Gloss. (E. D. S.).

Brock s/>.4 Wlis. [contr. of brocket.}
= BROCKET.

c we, Berkeley Castle, MS. Forester's Ac'., Itema brocke

at fframtonys parke. 1677 N. Cox Gmtl. Recreate i.

(1706) 6, I . .must call a Hart . . 'I he third year a Brocke.

1781 SMELLIE tr. Buffon's Nat. Hist. IV. 87 They take the

name of knobbers till their horns lengthen into spears, and

then they are called brocks or staggards. 1884 JEFFERIES

Rid Deer ii. 39 In the olden time he would have been

called a brocke or brocket.

Brock, sbf> (See quot.i

1770 HASTED in Phil. Trans. LXI. 164 In the ancient

forests of Kent, .remain large old chesnut stubs or brocks,

t Brock, v. Ot>s. rare. [Identified by Matzner

with OHG. brochon, mod.G. bracken to break into

bits, crumble (bread into milk), used in Swiss in

sense
'
to use coarse words

'

: but the sense-history

is obscure.] afp. To give mouth, speak queru-

lously (perhaps to utter broken language).
c uis SHOREH. 106 A?e the crokkere to brokke, Wy madest

ihoume so. ,.386 CHAUCER Millers T. .9- He syngoth

brokkynge [so 6 texts, Harl. crowyng] as a nyghtyngale.

Brock, dial. var. of BROKE, a fragment.

Brockage (breeds). [? from stem of brok-en

+ -AGE.]
1 A damaged piece in coming money, etc.

1879 io/A Rep. ifaster of MM (1880) 38 The reduced

number of brockages or faulty pieces produced.

2. Sc. Broken or damaged stuff; broken pottery,

glass, biscuits, etc.

Mod. Sc. In making these, there is always a good deal of

brockage.

Brocked, a. Sf. Also broakit, brookit. [Cf.

Da. broget variegated, speckled, chequered, Sw.

brokt, also brokig variegated.]
'

Variegated, having

a mixture of black and white
'

(Jamieson).

1703 Statist. Ace. Scot. VI. 285 (JAM.) The greatest part of

them [sheep] . . having black or bracked faces. 17 . . Gt. 5rv.

Nairn (JAM.., The phrase, brocked oats denotes the black

and white growing promiscuously. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi.

xxxix, If Gowans, the brockit cow, has a quey.

Brocket (brpket). Forms : 5-7 broket, 7

brockett, brocket, 6- brocket, [ad. F. broeart,

broquart,f.broque,broche'R.Q\w.
see -ABD. Cf.

BROCARD-.]
1 A stag in its second year with its first horns,

which are straight and single, like a small dagger.

(Sometimes incorrectly a deer in its third year.;

a MS in Xtl. A ntiq. I. 151 The hert . . the fyrst yere he is

a calfe, the secunde yere a broket, the
.iij. yere a spayer.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis xn. Prol. 179 Heyrdis of hertis throw

the thyk wod schaw, Baith the brokettis, and with brayd

burnyst tyndis. 1611 COTGR., Brocart, a two-yeare old

Deere ; which if he bee a red Deere, we call a Brocket ,
if

a fallow, a Pricket. 1881 GREENER Gnu 510 To shoot a

staggart, brocket, suckling, hind or calf is unwarrantable.

2. A genus of deer of Brazil, having only short

prongs for horns.

jjSfaaaCyO. VIII. 361/2 The Brockets (La Dagueti)

of tfie French. 1850 SwAIiaON<?AT#. I 301 The brockets

of the New World constitute the subulonme group ol Major

t'a. Brocket-sister, a female deer of the second

or erron. third) year. Obs.

i6ae in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1721) III. n. App. 8 A Hind

and a Brocket Suster, being then both out of Season. 1677

N. Cox Cent/. Recreations I. (1706) 7 A Hmde. .is called. .

the second year a Hearse ; and sometimes we say Brockets

Sister. 1696 PHILLIPS s.v. Brock.

4 dial. See quots. (Probably a distinct word.)

1760 PENNANT Tour Scot!. 36 Sea-larks, [called] here[Farne

Islands] brokets. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Brflttt

the sea-lark is so called at the Fame Islands.

Brockett, obs. form of BRACKET.
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t Bro-ckish, a. Oh. rare. [f.
BROCK */.! (2)

+ -ISH.] Like a brock or badger ; beastly, dirty.

1546 BALE Eng. Votaries I. 11550) 8b, Those brockish

boores haue gone frely foreward without checke. 1550

46ol 64 O brockyshe Gomorreane ! ISH Vocacyon in

'jlarl. Misc. iMalh.) I. 351 So brockish a swine as he was.

tBro-ckle.brokle, a. Obt.tsn.diai. Forms:

4 brokele, 5 brokyl(l, -ylle, -el, -U, 6 brokle,

brocle. [A parallel form to BRICKLE, BRUCKLE ;

prob. by later assimilation to trot-en.] Easily

broken, fragile ;
frail.

c 1315 SHOREHAM 3 Of brokele kende is that he deithe.

c iws Metr. Horn. 154 Fleys es brokel als wax, and neys.

,- io Hymns to Virg. 11867) 86 A brokil pool bat freisch is

and gay. 1483 CatA. Angt. 44 Brokylle, vbi brysille. IS<>9

FISHER Wkt'gl A potte that is brocle. IJ5 HULOET,

Bryttle bryckle, or brokle. 1863 ATKINSON Provinc. Danly,

Brnckle, brocklf, easy to be broken, frail, brittle.

t BrO'Ckle, <* Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 6 brok-

kell, brockell, 8 braokle. [cf. prec., and BRO-

KALY.] collect. Broken pieces, fragments ;
rubbish.

ii HULOET s.v. Throw, Throw out rubbel, as mortar,

stor and such lyke brockell of olde buyldynges, ernden.

RiMrsA, or brokkell of olde houses, or walles. 1710 A.

J. Eng. raring. Diet., To carry away rubble or brackle of

an old decayed house.

BrO'ckram. dial. [f.
stem of brok-en : the

ending appears to have a collective force.] 'A

Cumberland miners' term for a breccia
'

(Ure).
_

1855 J PHILLIPS Man. Geol. 651 The word [Breccia] is

Italian, and is matched by the Cumbrian term
' Brockram .

1878 F. WILLIAMS Midi. Kailu: 5=3 Not a bit of rock

was found. The limestone rock and the brockram w re

gone.

Brocor, -our, obs. ff. BROKER.

Brod (brpd), it. 1 Obs. exc. dial. Also 3 brodd,

5 brode. See also BRAD. [ME., app. a. ON.

brodd-r spike, shaft, spike on a plant, =OE. brord

spike, point, spire, OHG. brort edge, margin (cf.

BRAIRD, BRERD), Goth. *bro--ds :-OTeut**adS"*.

There was a cognate OCeltic brott-, whence Olr.

brot sting, prick, mod.Ir. and Gael, bred, which

may be the source of some of the senses. Almost

exclusively northern, and mainly Scotch. Cf.PROD.]

+ 1. A shoot or sprout, rare. [cf. BRAIRD.]
,-uooORMiN 10772 Nazaral>bitacnebbussOnnEnngllssh

brodd & blome. [Cf. Heb. IS: miser shoot.]

2. A goad, prick, pointed instrument.

c 1375 ? HARBOUR St. Paulas 543 Saule, Saule . . it is . .hard

to be \-sane be brod be for to prese. <- 1415 WVNTOUN Cron.

vi xiv 70 Gyve a man wald in thame thryst A scharpe

brode.' 1483 Cath. Angl. 44 A Brod, aculcus,
stilus,

stiea jci8 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. John x. 75 Roddes,

axis, broddes to pricke. 1661 Bp. COSIN Corr. (Surtees)

II^ii For brod {note, or spit] paper at the Stationer s for

thecooke. 1711 KELLY Sc. Prov. 168 JAM.) He was never

a good aver, that flung at the brod.

b. fig. An incentive, stimulus, motive.

c "375 ' HARBOUR SI. Agnes 370 pe wikit geste Fandit hyme
. . Vfth be brodis of lichery. 1536 BELLENDF.S Cron.Scot.U.

122 Ire and lust, quhilkis ar two maist sorrowful broddis

amang wemen.

3. A prick from a goad ;
a PROD.

1549 Comfl. Scot. iii. 28 Ane ox that repungnis the brod

of his bird, he gettis doubil broddis.

+ 4 A prickle or thorn. Obs. rare.

1549 Coinfl.
Scot. xvii. 148 The palme tre hes schearp

broddis and pikis.

5. a. A round-headed nail made by blacksmiths.

b. An instrument for cutting up thistles. Peacock

JV. W. Line. Gloss.

Brod, sb2 A Scotch (brod, brod) variant of

BOARD (see senses 1-4). Also, an escutcheon (obs. .

1643 Acts Ass. 171 (JAM.) Abuses in hinging of pensils

and brods, affixing of honours and arms, hath crept in.

1861 RAMSAY Rimin. Ser. u. 26 As he went round with the

ladle he used to remind such members of the congregation

as seemed backward in their duty, by giving them a poke

with the 'brod'. ,

Brod, v- Obs. exc. dial. [f.
BROD rf.i]

1 1. intr. To shoot, sprout. Obs.

c iioo ORMIN 10769 To broddenn & to blomenn.

2. trans. To goad, prod, urge with pricks

north, dial. Also Jig.

STEWART Cron, Scot. III. 28 The stang . . ----- -:.--r."

him so soir. a 1568 Wife of Auchterm., And brodit his

buttock. 1566 DRANT Horace Sat. v, A tyraunte forces the,

and broaddes the forwarde still. 1789 R. FERGUSSON Poems

II 82 (JAM.) His words they brodit like a wumil, Frae ear

to ear. 1877 PEACOCK N. W. Line. Gloss., Brtd, to prick,

to poke ;
to cut up thistles.

Brod(e, obs. f. BKOAD, BROOD.

Brode, incorrect form of BRAID (sense 2).

c 1400 Epiph. (Turnb. 1843)79 Ho had unnethe thes wordis

sayde Bot ho yelde
the gost in a brode.

Brodefull : see BROODFUL.

[Brodehal(f pen(n)y : see BUBGHALPENNV.]

t Bro-dekin, brodkin. Obs. Also 5 brod-

kyne, 6 brotekin, -ikin. [a. F. brodequin (isth c.

in Littre), (for which Du Guez c 1532 has brouse-

quin] related to Flem. brosekin, broseken (Kilian)

buskin, also to It. bonacchino, Sp. borcegui, for-

merly also boszcgui buskin : the inter-relations of

which are as yet uncertain. The mod.Du. broos,

BROGQER.

formerly brou buskin, is according to Franck

probably shortened from broseken. See BusKIN.]

A high boot reaching about half-way up the

calves of the legs ;
a buskin. Also attrib.

1481-90 Howard Htuith. Bks. (1844) 345 My Lord paid

for a peyer ofbrodkynes . . xrf. 1535 LYKDESAY Satyre 3143, 1

can make schone, brotekins and buittis. c 1565 LINDESAY

(Pitscottie)C/irOT.(i728i in A pair of brotikins on his feet to

the great of his legs. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais 11. xv, How
wouldest thou defend thyself! With great buskmades or

brodkin blowes . . provided thursts were forbidden. 1715

ECHARD Hist. Eng. II. 836 (L/> Instead of shoes and stock-

ines, a pair of buskins or brodekins. [1850 THACKERAY

Pendennis xxiii, From their bonnets to their brodequms.]

Brodel, -elle, var. of BROTHEL.

Broder, -ir, -yr, obs. forms of BROTHER.

Broder, -re, -ur, etc., obs. ff. BROIDEBP., etc.

BrO'derer. Also 4-5 brouderer. An earlier

form of BBOIDERER, retained as the name of one

of the London City Companies, ranking as 34th

among the City Livery Guilds.

1376 Lett. Bk. H. If. xlvii. in City Records, 50 Edw.

///.Nicholas Halley, Robert Ascombe, Brouderers. 1388

WYCLIF Exod. xxviii. 39 Werk of a broderere. 1398 fat.

Elor. 1.1836) I. 227 ilon vestment . . lequele je achatay

de Courceray brouderer de Londres. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen.

I 'II x>ii, The Wardeyn and felishipp of broudercrs in

your Cite of London. 1865 Blue Bk. City ofLond.f, Liv.

Camp. Commission v. 67 The Keeper or Warden and Society

of the art or mistery of Broderers of the City of London.

<bid. The Broderers Company were^
known by the name

>f
' Imbroiderers incorporate for ever '.

Brodinstare, -er : see BBOWDINSTEB.

Brodly, variant of BBOTHELY, Obs., fierce.

t Brodmell. Obs. Sc. [Of doubtful origin :

the form suggests brode, BROOD.and *mcH' mixture,

confused company ', f. MELL v. to mix.] A litter.

1513 DOUGLAS /Etuis in. vi. 73 All quhite brodmel About

hir pappis sowkin. Ibid. vlli. i. 98 Hyr quhyt brodmell bout

lir pappis wound.

t Brodyke. Obs. rare- 1
, [perh. an error ol

some kind for trodde.] A prick, a goad.

1471 RIPLEY Cant. Alch. in Ashm. (1652)132 Hardhyt ys

fith thy bare foote to spurne, Agaynst a brodyke of lyron.

Broe, variant of BROO, Sc., broth.

tBroft. Obs. Unusual form of brocM, BROUGHT.

1594 CAREW Tasso (1881) 57 Him it foretels, and scornes,

nor will be broft [rime-word soft] To bend.

Broff (brf>g), sb. dial. [Of uncertain origin. (Sc.

also brog, brog) : the Gaelic brog
' awl ', must,

according to Thumeysen, be an adopted word.]

1. A pricking or boring instrument : the common

name in Scotland of a bradawl ; also, an awl.

1808 in JAMIESON. 1861 RAMSAY Remin. Ser. n. 59 But

oh, please tak a brog, and prod him weel, and let the wind

out o' him.

2. A prick with a bradawl, etc.

1808 in JAMIESON.
3. A short stick, esp. one to stick in the ground ;

e. g. those stuck in the ' Sands
'
of North Lan-

cashire, to indicate the crossing.

1781 J. HUTTON Tour Caves (E. D. S.) Brags, small sticks.

1870 BARBER Fomess Folk 35 in Lane. Gloss, (t. L>. b.)

Wed gitten by f last brog an' off f sand. 1875 Lane.

Gloss Brog, a branch, a bough, a broken branch.

Brog (bipg), v. dial. [f. prec.]

1 trans. To prick, prod ;
to push an awl through.

a 1774 FEROUSSON Election Poems (1845) 4= Wi a muckle

elshin langHe brogit Maggie's hurdles. 1818 SCOTT-Hrt.

Midi, v, 'D'ye think I was born to sit here broking an

elshin through bend-leather?' 1820 - Mmait. m. The

stony-hearted villains were broggmg them on wi tnei:

"2 To insert pointed sticks into ;
see quot. dial.

1875 Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.) 58 After obtaining a safe ford,

the guides . . mark out the track by inserting branches of

trees. This is called
'

broggin
'

t channel .

3 intr To BROGGLE for eels, to sniggle, dial.

,678 LITTLETON Lat. Diet., To broge for Eels. 1706

PHILLIPS, Brogue or Broggle, to fish for Eels, after a par-

ticular manner, by troubling the Water, c ITS" "gS
,Tim Bobbin) frks. Gloss, s.v. Brog, Fishing for eels, ca led

brogging. .by putting the hook and worm on a small stick,

and thrusting it into holes where the eels lye

Hence Bragged staf(Sc.): a pointed or spiked

staff as a weapon of war.

,4M Sc. Acts Jos. I (1597' ' With sworde and buck-

ler^and a gude a"xe, or else a brogged staffe, a /*
to Play 9 He stert till ane broggit staff, Wmchand as he

Tiirogan (brou-gan). [Ir.
and Gael, brbgan,

dim. of brog shoe.] A coarse stout sort of shoe.

,846 in WORCESTER 1864 Morning Star 19 Ian Boots

a?e now [during American War] only to be Had for 175

dollars to 250 dollars per pair, whilst the commonest brogans

bring from 30 dollars to 40 dollars per pair.

+ Brogetie. Obs. Some kind of fabric.

1610 Histrio-m. HI. 274 What bladders swolne with pride,

To strout in shreds of nitty brogetie !

t BrO'KKer. Obs. Also 5 brager, bragger,

7 broger, broggar. [App. an unexplained cor-

ruption of BROKER. Anglo-French had also brog-

MT beside brocour. Cf. also trogge, BROGUE ^.l]

An agent ;
a jobber, esp. a corrupt jobber of offices ;

[e'io Rick, ff, i. * Officers & Ministres faitz par

brofage & de lour broggors & de ceux qont pnse le brog.



gage.] r 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. $ Lim. Mon. xvii. (1875) 153
No man . . durst take an office . . but he ffirst had \>e good
will off [>e said bragers [MS. 1532 broggers ; </. 1714, brog-

gars] and engrossers of offices. 1533-4 ^^/ 25 ^/*- /'V//, i,

Euery . . grasier, fermour, breder, drouer, and brogger . .

whiche. .shall haue any beoffes. 1550 Rent, Edw. F/, Jrnl.

(Roxb.)293 That no man shuld bie or sel the self-same

thinges againe, except broggers. 1587 FLEMING Contn.

Holinshed III. 1588/2 Broggers, and carriers of corne. 1641
BAKER Ckron. (1679) 391/2 Broggers of Corn and Fore-

stallers of Markets. 1682 SCARLKTT Exchanges 8 Brogers,
etc, are Persons Sworn and Authorized by the Magistrate
..to enquire of Persons that have any Monyes to remit

or to draw, and to agree such persons concerning the Con-

ditions. 1780 Stow's Siov. (1754) II. v. xv. 329/1 They
were called Broggers in a Statute 10 Richard II none
to be Brocars in any mystery unless chosen by the same

mystery.

t Bro'gging, vbl. sb. Obs. =BKOKING.
1592 CHETTLK Kinde Harts Dr. (1841) 51 There is an oc-

cupation of no long standing about London, called broking,
or brogging, whether ye will; in which there is pretty

jugling, especially to blind law, and bolster usury.

Broggle (brfg'l), v. north, dial. Also 7 brag-

gle. [app. a frequentative f.BROz>.] intr. To con-

tinue poking with a stick or pointed instalment

in a -hole
;
also spec, to fish for eels, by thrusting

a stick with a baited hook into the holes, and
under the stones where they He. Hence Bro'g-

gling, also called sniggling.
1653 \V. LAWSON Cotinn. Seer. Angling in Arb. Garner I.

195 A way to catch Kels by
*

Braggling'. .Go into some
shallow place of the river among the great stones, and

braggle up and down till you find holes under the stones.

1678 PHILLIPS (App,\ Brogle for Eels, to fish for Eels.

1681 CHETHAM Anglers Vade~in. xxii. 5(1689) 146 Brog-
Hng or Snigling. 1792 OsBAt.nisTONE Brit. Sportsm. 78/2

Brogling) a method of fishing for eels.

Brogh, variant of BROCH, a Pictish tower.

t Brogue (brJg), sb.\ Obs. exc. Sc. Also 6

brogge, 8 brougue. [Deriv. unknown. Cf. BROG-

GER.] An escheat
;
a cheat, fraud, trick.

1537 St. Papers Hen, F//7, I. 548 Ne any brogges or

meanes that any of those borderers canne make, shall cause

Us to altre that which We have established. 1634 JACKSON
Creed vii. xxvii, The sacred treasury (unto which such

brogues or escheats as this were by ordinary course due>.

1784 BURNS Addr. Deil xvi, Ye [Satan] came to Paradise

incog, An' play'd on man a cursed brogue. 1791 Ep. J.

Priestley in Poet, Register (1808) 401 Then, .[they] strive

Who first a bargain with their Queen shall drive, While no
mean lure her beckoning hand displays, The well-known

royal brougues of better days.

Brogue (br(Tug), sl> Also 6 brog, 7 brouge,

7-8 broge. [a. Irish and Gael, brog
'

shoe,

brogue, sandal' (O'Reilly) : Olr. m^ shoe, app.:
OCelt. bracca : see BREECH.
(The phonetic series bracca> broce

t Irog, is normal. But
the sense-history is difficult : the word has in Ir. and Gael.,
and had even in Olr., only sense i. Sense 2 looks as if

Englishmen had confounded the Ir. Irfg with the mogan t

a kind of legging, covering the whole leg as well as the

upper surface of the foot. Yet the etymological identity of

brace with Gaulish bracca
^
would point to a covering for

the legs (.' barbara tegmina crurum') originally. The sense

of the first quot. is doubtful. )J

1. A rude kind of shoe, generally made of un-

tanned hide, worn by the inhabitants of the wilder

parts of Ireland and the Scotch Highlands.
1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holinsh. II. 160/1 He

was no sooner come home, but awaie with his English
attires, and on with his brogs, his shirt, and other Irish rags.
1610 HOLLAND Cantden's Brit. \. 123 They buckle upon
their feet a pair of Broges made of raw and untanned
leather up to their ankles. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. ii. 214,
I thought, he slept, and put My clowted Brogues from off

my feet. 1775 JOHNSON Jottrn. IVest. Isl. (1806) IX. 191
In Sky I first observed the use of brogues, a kind of artless

Shoes. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 142 Some had been
so used to wear brogues that they stumbled and shuffled

about strangely in their military jack boots. 1865 MAFFEI

Brigand Life \.

feet.

.

Brigand Life \. 258 Rough, heavy brogues which hurt our

f 2. //. Hose, trousers. Obs.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. i. 48 The skirts of their [Turkish

horsemen's] coates, when they ride, are gathered within

long stammel broges that reach to their ancles. 1625
FLETCHER Fair Maid iv. ii. 45 A pair of brogs to hide thy
mountainous buttocks. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland xvii.

87 The men in summer have trouses, or brougs, reaching
down to their feet. 1742 SHENSTONE Schoohnistr. xix,

Brandishing the rod, she doth begin To loose the brogues.

1809 IRVING Knickerb. (BartletO, Everyman being ordered

to tuck in his shirt-tail and pull up his brogues, a 1845
HOOD Irish School, xv, The scourge plies that unkindly
seam In Phelim's brogues.
3. Fishing brogues t waterproof coverings for the

feet and legs ; waterproof leggings with feet.

1880 Adv(., Indiarubbcr goods, etc. Fishing brogue boots,

leather soles.

4. Comb., as brogtte-maker, brogue-shod ; also

Brogueful, as much as a brogue will hold.

17^5 Statist. A cc. Scot I. XIV. 74 A number of tailors, and
a few brogmakers. 18x2 W. TENNANT Anster Fair n.

xxxvii, The brogue-shod men. .Plaided and breechless all.

1832 J. WILSON in Black. Mag. XXXI. 273 Having no. .

idea of. .a foot but a brogueful of muscle.

Brogue (brpng\ $b$ [Deriv. unknown : from

the frequent mention of '
Irish brogue ', it has been

conjectured that this may be the same word as

the prec., as if 'the speech of those who wear
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brogues ', or
' who call their shoes brogues

'

;
but of

this there is no evidence.]
A strongly-marked dialectal pronunciation or

accent ; now particularly used of the peculiarities
that generally mark the English speech of Ireland,

which is treated spec, as the brogue.
1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4123/4 Charles Morgan . . having

much of the Irish Brogue in his Speech. 1727 DE FOE
Eng. Tradcstn. I. ix. 66 Keep the sportman's Drogue upon
their tongues. 1775 T. SHERIDAN Art Reading 146 They
brought with them each their several brogues or modes of
intonation. 1828 SCOTT Review Ritson's Hist. (1849)345
The Doctor . . has done much for the Lowland Scottish

brogue. 1843 LEVER J. fjinlon x. (1878) 65 From the lips
of a lovely woman, a little, a very little of the brogue is

most seductive. 1878 BLACK Green Past. iii. 23 The very
itones of West minster Hall are saturated with Irish brogue.

Brogue U'r<>"g)> v -

[f-
BROGUE rf.'i] trans. To

utter with a brogue. Hence Brogtting ///. a.

1822 BVKON 77s. y-ndg. lix, There Paddy brogued
'

By
asus'! 1831 J''raser's Mag. III. 613

' How wonderful,'

rogues forth a gentleman of the press,
'

that, etc.'

Brogued, a. [f-
BROGUE .<?>.- + -ED.] Wearing,

or fitted with, brogues. 1816111 Q. Rev.

Broguenee-r, -ineer. ff. BROGUE s/>.'' : after

some such word as buccaneer, cannoiiicr."] One
who speaks with a brogue ;

an Irishman.

1758 MRS. DKLANY Life ty Corr. III. 503 A priest

(called
' the Bishop of Down '), the quintessence of an Irish

brogneneer. 1831 Frasers Mag. IV. 258 The big brogui-
neers of Munster land. 1840 Ibid. XXI. 750 A place-

begging, bawling brognineer of the name of Ronayne.

Broguer (bro'g3i). rare. [f.
BROGUE s/>.~ +

-ER l

.]
A maker of brogues.

1834 H. M i LLER.WOTI-J #.<. xvii. (1857) 248 The broguer,
or maker of Highland shoes.

Bro-guery. nonce-iud. [f.
BROGUE sb.s\ The

speaking of a brogue ; brogue-speech.
1837 Frasers Mag. XV. 554 The broguery of the Tail

[i.e. the followers of O'Conneil). 1839 Ibid. XIX. 443 By
dint of swaggering, impudence, and broguer}".

t Broid, v. 1 Obs. Also 6 broyde. [A variant

of BRAID v., app. owing its form to the pa. pple.

BROIDEN, q. v. for the oi."] train. To plait, inter-

twine, interweave.

Hence Broi'ded ppl. a., Brording vbl. sb.

< 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 1051 Hir yelow beer was broyded
[So $i\lSS. t i breided, 2 browdedj inatresse. 1530 PALSGR.

< 1440 1'roinp. Parv. 53 Broydyn [1499 broyded laqneatns.

471/1, I broyde heare, or a lace, or suche like, je tortille.

1535 COVERDALK Judith x. 3 She. .broyded and plated hir

hayre. 1559 HEYWOOD Seneca's Troas (1581) 114 b, Forget
henceforth thy captiue state and seemly broyd thy hayre.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 80 Plaiting and broiding of herbes

and floures. 1613 R. C. Table A If/i. (ed. 31. Tresses, lockes

of hayre broyded vp. 1624 BACON Ni-iv Atl. (167?) 253

Curiously wrought with Silver and Silk of divers colours,

broyding or binding in the Ivy.

t Broide, v:2- Obs. [var. of BRAID v.- : ? an

error or due to the association of BROID v.'1 with

BRAID z<.l] trans. To upbraid, reproach.
1562 J. HEVWOOD Prov. $ Efigr. (1867.) 56 Better dis-

semble it.. than to broide him with it.

Broiden, pple. a. Obs. Also 3 ibroiden,

ibroyde, 5 broydyn. [A pa. pple. of BRAID v. (cf.

ABRAID, which had also abroidcn), and thus a

doublet of BROWDEN, which was the normal form,

since OE. og became ou>, mi in ME. But the

combination was very rare before a consonant : so

that evidence is wanting to show whether cgd

might become aid as well as owd, or whether in

the case of broiden we have a kind of analogical

variant of broden, somewhat on the model of

breden, breidcn of the infinitive. The question is

the more important that the oi in broiden is ap-

parently the source of that in BROID, KROIDER, and

their derivatives, in all of which it is unexpected.
(Littre has Prov. broydnr, for ljrosdarf. broder, but

although F. broder, and Eng. broden, were certainly con-

fused at a later date, we cannot see how broiden, abroideil

could be in any way affected by the Prov. word.']

Woven, interwoven, plaited, braided, b. (More

usually) fig. Skilfully contrived, constructed, ar-

ranged, ordered, prepared.
c-izzo Hali Meid. it Bute bruche and cleane ibroiden on

limseluen. (-1250 Oivlfy Night. 645 Mi nest .. is broiden
.

.

\_ii.r. ibroyde] al abute. a 1300-1375 Cursor M. 1008 Land

o blis .. With blis and beild broiden [?'. r. -in] best. Ibid...

Bridall was
|>ar

broiden [ditt. ordained] an.

Pe broiden blis to cristis dere, pe bale bat him fo

Ibid.

23799 Pe broiden blis to cristis dere, pe bale bat him forsakis

here, a 1400 [see BROWDEN). c 1440 J'nuuf. I'arv. 53/1

Broydyn laqucatits.

Broider (broi'dsj), v. arch. Forms: 5 brou-

dre, 5-6 browdre, browder, brouder, broder,
6 brauder, 6-7 brodre, 6 brodur, brother, 7

broidre, j-broider. [In izfoc.broudre, brouder,

taken as the equivalent of F. brode-r, brouder;
' to stitch, embroider

'

(of which the regular Eng.

repr. was broitde, BROWD). It is not clear whether

the terminal -er represents the K. infinitive (as in

render, tender, etc.), or had some other origin. The

typical forms during the 1 6th c. were browder and

broder; braider (exc. as implied in BROIDKRER.

q. v.) is found only later ;
its oi is evidently clue

BROIL.

to the association with BROIB '

to braid '. so common
in the i6th c.]

1. trans. To ornament with needle-work ;
to work

in needlework upon cloth ;
to embroider. (Almost

always in pa. pple.)
[1405 Test. Ebor. (18361 I. 320 Unum vestimentum . . bro-

datum de coronts et stellisauri. Ibid, broudatum de stellis

albis.] c 1450 HENRVSON Mar. Fabl. 45 Hishude of scarlet

browdered well with silke. 1455 Test. Ebor. 11855) II. 201

Unum lectnm de sago browdered. 1513 BRADSHAW St.

Werburghl. xvi.Theyr noble actes. . Freshly were browdred
in these clothes royall. 1549 Compl. Scot. vii. 69 On the

tHIrd part of that mantil . . brodrut about al hyr tail, al

sortis of cattel. 1552 />/?'. Ch. Goods in A'fr/olk A rchyflI.

(1865) VII. 58 Twoo tunycles of redde velvet brodred w'

aungells. 1825 SCOTT Talisnt. xvii, Another broidercd

with her own hand. 1879 SEI;LTN lllack For. viii. 120 She
broidered the banners that were to carry her lover to glory.

2. transf. and_/?f. To adorn as with embroidery,
to inlay with (pearl, ivory, gold, etc.). Also

fig-
1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xxvil. xxxi. 125 The pillers of

yvery . . With perles sette and broudred many a folde.

(1532 LD. BERNERS Hum 0883) 413 A basyn of golde

brodcryd with perles. 1536 Kegist. Kit lies in A ntiq. Saris/'.

(1771) 1 89 One fair chest, .broidered with Coral. 1606 Sir G.

Gaost'capfe IV. ii. in Bullen O. PL (18841 IV. 64 Brodred with

nothing but moone-shine ith water. 1667 M ILTON /'. L. iv.

702 The .. Hyacinth with rich inlay Broiderd the ground.
1820 SCOTT Monast. xxix, Her converse would be broidered

with, .choice pearls of compliment. 1822 S. ROGERS Italy,

lnter;'inv 33 A narrow glade unfolded, such as Spring
Broiders with flowers.

Broidered (broi'cUud), ///. a. Forms: see

prec. [f.
BROIDKR v. + -ED.]

1. Ornamented with needlework : embroidered.

1450 etc. (see BKOIDER T>. i]. 1562 J. HEYWOOD /V<w, Q

F.pi^r. (i86/t 182 Whcns cnme braudered gardis? c 1570

Cambyses in Hazl. Dadslev IV. 175 Now may I wear the

brodered guard. 1611 HIBI.K Ezek. xvi. 13 Fine linen &
. silke, and broiderud worke. 1633 O. HERBERT Temple,
Forerunners iv, Thou wilt soil thy broider'd coat. 1848
LVTTON Harold iv. iii, All covered with broidered peacocks.

2. fig.
1616 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n. ii, They pri/d the brodred

vale. 1743 'I'. WARTON Pitas. ALI.inclt. 27 Ye broider'd

meads, adieu ! 1853 RASKIN Stones Veil. II. vi, Spaces of

broidered field and blooming mountain.

Broi'derer. nrcli. Forms : 4-6 brouderer(e,

broclerer;e, 5 browderere, 4, 7- broiderer. [f.

brouder, broder, BROIDER v. + -ER 1
,
if not immed.

a. Anglo-Kr. broiidcrer: see BKODEREH.] One
who works embroidery ; an embroiderer.

1388 Wvct.lFi!.Vw/. xxi. 19 The soneof forest, a broiderer.

1476 Plumptoii Corr. 37 As for a broderer, I can find none.

i58oH.MtET.4A'. 1'. 1342 Broderer, phrygio. a 1755 G. WEST
Ahise Trai'., Dancers, broiderers, slaves of luxury.

Broi'deress. arch. [f.
BHOIDER v. + -ESS.

Cf. OK. brottderesse.] A female embroiderer.

[1530 PALSGR. 154 Broderessc a woman brodurar], 1827
HOOD Mids. J-'airies xxxv, May, the quaint broideress.

t Broi'dering, vbl. sl>. Oh. [f.
BROIDER v. +

-ING'.] The act or art of adorning with needle-

work ; embroidered work. Also attrib.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 168 The precious stones,

wiche were on the broudryng of his sengle gowne. 1535 in

Strype Cramner (1694; App. 24 Of brodering work and

pearls. 1546 LANGLEV Pol. I 'erg. De Invent, n. iv. 67 b.

The Phrigians inuented brodring.

Broidery (.broi'dari;. Nowfloctif. Forms : 4-5

brouderie, -ri, -ry, browdrye, 5 brawdrye,

broodery, broiderie, -rye, 6 broadery, 7-8 bro-

dery, 7 broydery, 7- broidery, (9 poet, broidry).

[a. OF. brouderie, broderie (Hth c. in Littre), f.

brouder, bsoder; see BHOIDER and -ERY. The
form broidery (for the abnormal oi of which see

BHOIDEN, BROID) was common in Purvey, and then

rare till after 1600: cf. BROIDEH.]
1. Ornamental needle-work wrought upon cloth ;

the art or practice of embroidering cloth ; em-

broidery. Also attrib., as in broidery ivorl:, frame.
1382 WVCLIF Ex. xxxv. 33 Werkis of carpentarye, of

browdrye, and of werkyng with needlis. 1388 Ibid, xxvui.

39 Thou schalt make also a girdil, bi werk of broiderye

[f. r. broudery, brouderi werk]. 1490 CAXTON Kneydos xv.

55 A grete mauntelle of veluet cramoysin pourfylled rounde

aboute wyth brawdrye, moche enryched wyth precyous
stones. 1496 Dives and Panp. (W. de W.I I. x. 41, I sup-

pose that sayntes in erthe were not arrayed, .with clothes

of broodery. 1616 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n. iii, Unknown
was then the Phrygian broder}'. 1631 AINSWORTH Annot.

Pentat. Gen. xlvi. 4 Inshrowds of silke, or cloth of gold or

broyderie. 1708 J. CHAMBERLAVNE St. Gt. Brit. II. in. vi.

(1743) 416 No other persons wear broidery, pearls, or

bullion. 1843 TENNYSON Day-Dr. Prol., Then take the

broidery-frame, and add A crimson to the quaint Macalv.

1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh in. 14 Youth's fine linen

and fair broidery. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixvm. 136.

2. fig.
Mb BCHOV Hist. Mus. II. 151 The graces, broderies,

and flourishes of florid song. 1830 TENNYSON Dirge vi,

Rare broidry of the purple cjover. 1844 KINGLAKE Eothen

iii (1878) 46 The golden broidery of oriental praises.

Broil '.broil), i*. 1 Forms : 6 breull, bruill,

6-7 broyl e, broile, 8-9 Sc. brulyie, -zie, 6-

broil. [app. f. BROIL v^ : cf. It. broglio
' hurlie

burlie, confusion, mingle mangle
'

(Florio) ;
the F.

brotiillc is mod. and from the verb.]
141



BROIL.

1. A confused disturbance, tumult, or turmoil ;

a quarrel. See also BRULYIE.

1122

confound

corresp

b:

trey. 1571 ASCHAM Scholeiii. fArb.i 158 In the middes[t]

of the broyle betwixt Caesar and Pompeie. 1591 SHAKS.

I Hen. VI, I. i. 53 Prosper this Realme, keepe it from

Ciuill Broyles. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Itiig. 439 Filling the

Empire with intestine Broils. 1797 T. JEFFERSON Writ.

(1859) IV. 173 Plunging us in all the broils of the European
nations. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby in. xxiii, Foremost he fought
in every broil. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. iii. 4 (18821 iw
A tavern row between scholar and townsman widens inter a

general broil.

t b. To set in broil, on a broil. Obs.

1577 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 73/1 The greeuous danger of

setting things in broile. Ibid. IV. 204 To set things in

broil, .within this hir realme of England. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turkes (1621) 839 That warre, which would set all

Europe on a broile.

2. Comb., as broil-maker.

1561 STOW Chron. an. 1104 (R.) Letting out the broyle-

maker into France.

Broil (broil), s/i.- Also 6 broyle, 9 bruil.

[f.
BROIL z/.i]

1. A broiling, a great heat ; a very hot state.

1583 BABINGTON Continandm. vii. 295 What broyles of

scorching lust soever the mindeabideth. 1821 MRS.WHEELER
C-umbld, Dial. App. 8 My het bluid, my heart aw' in a

bruil, Nor callar blasts can wear, nor drops can cuil.

2. Broiled meat
;
a grilled chop or steak.

1822 KITCHINER Cook's Orac. iv. 107 The Fat. .dropping
into the fire . . will spoil the Broil. 1861 HUGHES Tom
Brown Oxf. 1 . iii. 45 Go and get me a broil from the kitchen.

3. Comb., as t broil-iron = broiling-iron.

1567 Wills 4- /!'. A". C. (1860) II. 266 One broule-Iron,

vij Speights, iiij pair of pottclipps.

Broil (broil), K.I Forms: 4-SV. brul;e,broilye,

4-6 brule, 5 broille, brolyyn, broylyn, broyll,

5-6 broyle, bruyle, broile, 6 brooyle,6-7 broyl,
6- broil. [Of uncertain origin and history : the

form brule, which is not infrequent before 1500,

appears to be the F. brule-r to burn (in OF. also

bruller) ;
but it is very doubtful what relation this

brule bears to the general form bruyle, broyle ; they

may be distinct words, or bruit may be a conscious

assimilation to the F. bruler. The form bruyle, and

Sc. brulje, appear to be the OF. bruillir found in

Godef. in the intrans. sense of '

broil, burn
'

(bruillir

de soleil] ; bruyle would become broyle, broil^\

t 1. trans. To burn, to char with fire. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 151 Assalit Within with fyre,

that thame sa bruheit. c 1375 ? SV. Georgis 456 He gert
brandis of fyre [til hyme] bynde, To brule it wes lewit

behynde. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 53 Brolyyn or broylyn,
ustulo, ustillo, torreo. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 49
Ye shalle . . be broiled and brent, and sinke in the pitte of

helle. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 280/3 That he myght be

brente and bruyled. c 1500 Partenay 2289 Ther paynymes
were bruled and brend entire, a 1533 FRITH Disput. Pur.

gatory (1829) 115 He putteth them not away for broiling in

purgatory. 1568 H. CHARTERIS Pref. Lyndesay's Whs. iij b,

To bruyle and scald quha sa euer suld speik aganis thame.

2. spec. To cook (meat) by placing it on the fire,

or on a gridiron over it
;

to grill.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 383 He cowde roste, sethe, broille,

and frie. .and wel bake a pye. 1483 Catk. Angl. 45 Brule,
assare. 1598 B. JONSON .:'. Alan Hum. 1. iv. 12 The
first red herring that was broyld in Adam and Eves kitchen.

1653 WALTON Angler 57 Broil him [chub] upon wood-
cole or char-cole. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr.
(1778) 71 To broil Mutton Steaks. 1835 W. IRVING Tour
Prairies 117 An evening banquet of venison, .roasted, or

broiled on the coals. 1853 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 621 Our
gridiron is only fit to broil small fish.

3. To scorch ; to make very hot, to heat.

1634 RAINBOW Labour (1635) 18 Let not his hot pursuit
broyle him in an Egyptian furnace. 1718 LADY M. W.
MONTAGUE Lett. II. xhx. 64, I was ..half broiled in the

sun. 1818 BYRON Juan i. Ixiii, That. .sun.. will keep, .broil-

ing, burning on. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It. Jrnls. I. 268
We turned back, much broiled in the hot sun.

4. inir. To be subjected to great heat, to be very
hot. (Mainly in to be broiling, for to be a-broiling.)
1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, iv. i. 56 God saue you Sir,

Where haue you bin broiling? Among the crow'd i'th'Ab-

bey. 1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul n. iii. IV. xxxii, One of a
multitude of myriads Shall not be sav'd but broyl in scorch-

ing wo? 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. vii. (1804) 34 Before

your age I was broiling on the coast of Guinea. 1883
Leisure Ho. 148/1 Don't keep us broiling here for ever \

to. intr. To grow hot
; esp. _/?. to become heated

with excitement, anger, etc. ' Obs.

1561 T. NORTON tr. Calvin's hist. iv. xx, If they [Magis>
trates] must punish . . let them not broile with unappease-
able rigor. 1627 P. FLETCHER Locusts i. xxiv, Meantime
(I burne, I broyle, I burst with spight). 1760 STERNE Tr.

Shandy II. v, He broil'd with impatience. 1817 BYRON
Beppo Ixix, Her female friends, with envy broiling, Beheld
her airs and triumph.

C. Said of passion, emotion, etc. : To burn,

glow, be ardent.
1600 Newe Metainorpk. (N.) Love broyled so Within his

brest. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 36 p 2 The secret Occasion
of Envy broiled long in the Breast of Autumn.

Broil, v.2 Forms : 5-7 broyl, bruill, brooyl,

6-7 broile, broyle, 8 (Sc.) brulyie, 6- broil.

[a. F. brouille-r 'to jnmble, trouble, disorder,

id, marre by mingling together' (Cotgr.),

,
. to It. brogliare to stir, disorder, embroil ;

cf. the It. sb. broglio
' hurlie burlie, confusion,

mingle mangle', etc. (FlorioX Ulterior derivation

uncertain : see Diez, Littre, Scheler.

LittreMikeDiez) thinks the F.vb. identical with Pr. bruel-

har, brolhar,Cst. brollar
'

to bud.riseup ', and connected with

OF. bruill, broel, broil, mod.Fr. breuil,
' an enclosed piece

of brushwood, matted underwood, or cut bushes for ani-

mals,' found in lateL. in the Capit. de Villis (lucos nostros

quos vulgus brugilos vocat), med L. broilus, brolius, which

is referred to the OCeltic brag; brogi- territory, district

(Thurneysem. But most etymologists doubt the connexion

of brotiiller with this.]

f 1. trans. To mix or mingle confusedly. Obs.

1401 Pol. Poem! (18591 II- 6l '1'hou broylist up many
lesynges, flbr grounde of thin ordre. 1631 HF.YWOOD Engl.

fe. 11641) 187 The abundance of bloud already spilt and

broiled in the land.

1 2. To involve in confusion or disorder
;

to

agitate, discompose (a person) ;
to

'
set by the

ears', embroil. Obs.

1513 MORE Kic/i. HI 11641) 405 He was sore moved and

broyled with Melancolie and dolour. 1549 CHF.KE Hurt
Sedit. (1641) 16 Who. .intende to broyle the Commonwealth
with the flame of their treason [with an allusion to BROIL

f. 1

]. 1585 JAS. I. Ess. Poesic (Arb.t 21 To translate it well

and best, where I haue bothe euill, and worst broyled it.

1642 Bp. DURHAM Prescntm. Schismatic 4 Contentious ones

. .broyling the world in this manner.

3. intr. To be or to engage in a broil
;
to contend

in a confused struggle, irregular fight or strife.

<- 1567 TURBERVILLE After Miiadv. Good Haps (R.) The
barck that broylde in rough and churlish sease. 1592 WYK-
LEY Armorie 81 Couragious John of Gaunt Like Priams
sonne strong broyling mid his foes. 1883 Pall Mall G. 15

Oct. 4/1 He was always broiling with his chiefs, constantly
in debt.

4. trans. To put into a broil, to embroil.

1857 HEAVVSEGE Saul 118691 243, ' shall not hurry him,
nor broil myself.

Broiled (broild), ///. a. [f.
BROIL Z/.I + -EIX]

Made very hot, scorched, charred ; spec, grilled.
c 1440 Promp. Par:: 53/1 Broylyd [A", brolyyd], ustulatiis.

Ibid. Broylyd mete, or rostyd only on the colys. 1483 CAX-
TON Cold. Leg. 249/1 This brente and bruled laurence. 1542
BOORDE Dyetary xviii. 11870) 277 Hruled meat is harde of

digestyon. 1586 COGAN Havel Health cxlviii. (1636) 146

Hroyled meate is hard of digestion. 1611 BIBLE Z,fcxxiv.

42 A piece of a broyled fish. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrg. ff

Merch. L ix. 275, I should like a broiled pheasant.

Broiler : (broHaiX [f.
BROIL t/.i + -F.R 1

.]

1. One who or that which broils
; spec, one who

cooks by broiling ;
also said of a very hot day

(cf. roaster, scorcher').

1671 J. WEBSTER Melallogr. ii. 31 He was a great Broyler
in Gebers Kitchin. 1750 [R. PULTOCK] Life P. H'ilkins

xxxiv. (1883) 94/2 When the broilers began to throw the fish

about. 1817-8 COBBETT Resid. U. S. (1822) 12, July 27.

Fine broiler again . . We spent a pleasant day ; drank . . of

milk and water. Not more flies than in England.
2. spec. A chicken for broiling.
1886 Pall Mall G. 27 Aug. 14/1 Of these [chicks] about

seventy-five per cent, live and grow to be broilers.

Broiler a
(broi-laa". [f. BROIL v.'2- + -ER !.] One

who stirs up or engages in broils or quarrels.
a 1660 HAMMOND Wks. IV. 544 (R.i What doth he but

turn broiler and boutefeu. 1841 ORDERSON Creol. viii. 91
Due impression alike on the civil and the military broiler.

f Broi'lery. Ola. rare. Forms : 6 broilerie,

broylery. [a. K. brouilleric, f. brouiller to broil :

see-EBT.] Dissension; strife; disturbance, disorder.

1521 MORE in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 82 I. 290 The arch-

bishop of St. Andrewis putteth all his possible power . . to

rere broilerie, warre, and revolution in the Realme. 1528
WRIOTHESLEY in Pocock RK. Ref. I. xl. 79 To pass his

promise on such sort, .might, .make much broylery.

Broiling (broi-lirjl, vbl. sb.\ [f.
BROIL v.^ +

-ISO 1
.]

The action or process of exposing to

scorching heat
; spec, grilling. Hence t broiling-

iron, a kind of Dutch oven.

cmoPromf.Pan'. 53Brolyynge[A".broylinge],j//rti-/V>.
*zl6i9 DONNE #;VfMrtM. (1644) 140 How much [contributed]
Saint Laurence to his broyling, when he called to the Ty-
rant, This side is enough, turne the other, and then eate ?

1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. II. 271 Between broiling and

roasting the chief difference is in the temperature. In

roasting, the heat is moderate, and slow in penetrating : in

broiling, it is brisk and rapid. 1562 Richtnond. Wills 11853)

163 One brulinge iron, viijrf. 1615 MARKHAM Eng. Hmsrm.
70-1 Take your Broyling-iron, I do not mean a Grid-iron

(though it be much used for this purpose),
.but a Plate iron

made with hooks and pricks, on which you may hang the

meat, and set it close before the fire.

t Broi'ling, vbl. sb? Obs. rare- 1
. Forms: 6

brewlynge, brullynge. [f. BROIL v.2 + -isol.]

Disturbance, dissension ; embroilment.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccl. 560 The great brullynge
that was than in Gaunt. Ibid, ccccxxxii. 759 A newe brew-

lynge in Flaunders.

Broiling (brorlirj), ///. a. [f.
BROIL w. 1

]

1. That burns, scorches, makes very
hot.

1555 Fardle Facions \. \. 24 The broyling heate. 1617
HIERON Wks. II. 84 Scarcely is the cup gone from his

mouth, before he feeleth an increase ofhis broyling drought.
1820 BYRON Blues 11. 36 To be sure it was broiling. 1865
TROLLOPE Belton Est. xiii. 150 There is a broiling sun.

2. That is subjected to great heat, that is very
hot

; spec, that is being grilled.

1648 GAGE West. Ind. i. (1655) 2 Which only can and must

deliver

Br. Aby

BROKE.

their scorching, nay broyling souls. 1813 BYRON
dos \\. xv, Ask the squalid peasant how His gains

repay his broiling brow! i8 KINGSLEY Hypatiax. 117

The savoury smell of broiling fish.

3. quasi -adv., as in broiling hot.

1840 HOOD Up Rhine 229 A broiling hot excursion up the

country. 1884 Q. VICTORIA More Leaves 180 We stopped
here about ten minutes. It was broiling hot.

Broi'lingly ,
adv. [f.

BROILING ///. a. + -LT.-]

In a broiling manner.

1885 M. BLIND Tarant. xiii, It was a broilingly hot day.

fBroi'lly, a. Obs. rare- '. [cf. Fr. bruilli, pa.

pple. of bruillir
' to be burnt' (Godef.).] ? Broiled.

c 1400 MAL-NDEV. ix. (18391 107 It is jit alle broylly, as tho

U were half brent.

t Broi'lment. Obs. rare. Commotion, dis-

turbance, embroilment. See BRULYIEMENT.

Broi'ly, a. rare- 1
. [?f. BROIL sbl + -TV]

Full of broils, tumultuous, stormy.
1594 CARKW Tasso 11881) 77 Stormes of broylly whistling

iarre, Whom natiue caues foorth from their intrayls send.

Brok, obs. form of BROCK, BROKE.

Brokaded, obs. form of BROCADED.

t Bro-kage, brocage. Obs. Also 5 broeh-

age, 6 broc-, brok-, broakadge, 6-7 breakage,

brokeage. [In AFr. brocage, also brogage, in same

sense : see BROKER.]
The following meanings are given in dictionaries, or indi-

cated in some of the quotations : in many of the latter the

exact sense cannot be fixed, so that they are not here sepa-

rated. In most cases the word has an ill favour, cf. 'jobbery'.

1. a. The trade of a broker
;
the transaction of

commercial business, as buying and selling, for

other men. b. The premium or commission of

a broker, BROKERAGE ;
the gain or profit derived

from acting as agent, middleman, or intermediary.

C. The corrupt farming or jobbing of offices ; the

price or bribe paid unlawfully for any office or place

of trust ; frequently mentioned as an abuse in early

times, d. Trafficking in match-making, in the

marriage of wards, etc. e. Procuracy in immo-

rality, pimping, f.
' The trade of dealing in old

things, the trade of a broker
'

(J.).

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 267 A mayden Jiat is maried

borw brokage . . bi assent of sondry partyes and syluer to

bote. f 1383 WYCLIF Sel. U'ks. III. 280 Symonyentis in

beneficis . . bi brocage maade to mene persones for to haue

ony beneficis of be chirche. c 1386 CHAUCER Milleres T.

189 He woweth hire by meenes and brocage. 1393 LANGL.

/'. PI. C. in. 92 Vserye and Auerice, and o>er false sleithes

In bargeyns and in brocages. c 1440 Rom. Rose 6973, I

entremet me of brocages, I make peace and mariages. 1456

in Rel. Ant. II. 239 Now brocage ys made offycerys, And
baratur ys made bayly. 1:1460 FORTESCUE Abs. $ Lint.

Man. xiv. 11885) M4 ^or thai [Suytours] shall be importu-
nite or brocage optayne any vnresonable desires. 1555

1'iirdli- J-'ti(ios i. v. 50 Their women in old tyme, had all

the trade of occupiying, and brokage abrode. 1584 WHET-
STONE Mirror for Mag. 31 An other sort by brocadge

bringeth him in debt. 1577 HEI.LOWES Gueuara's Ep. 125

To ryse to it by brokage or corruption. 1579 SPENSER

Sliepk. Cal. Ded., It served well Pandares purpose for the

bolstering of his bawdie brocage. 1591 M. Hubberd 851

Shameles flatterie, And filthie brocage, and unseemly shifts.

1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood n. 55 Vserie sure is

requisite and good, And so is Brokeage, rightly vnder-

stood. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 489 By the brokage

or panderizing of the lawes. 1611 BEAUM. & Fl.. Philaster

v. iii, If a man had need to use their valours, he must pay
a brokane for it. 1615 G. SANDYS Trar. 148 Their occupa-

tions, brocage and vsury- '6'8 Sommffl Apol. C iv b,

Our last borrowed money is at 16, and three in the hundreth

for brokeage. a 1618 SYLVESTER St. Lewis 448 That after-

Judges . . From Bribes and Brokeage might be warned fair.

1623 FAVINE Theat. Hon. vn. i. 198 By the base brokage

and close contriuing of the Queene. 1644 BULWER Chirol.

4 Without the crafty Brocage of the Tongue. 1648 C.

WALKER Hist, f, Pol. Relat. 1 1 The Parliament payes yxxol.

Breakage. 1656 J. HARRINGTON Oceana (17001 no Find

better preferments without his Brocage. a 1680 BUTLER

Kent. (1759) L 428 Though the Crown is forced to pawn all

its own Jewels to them for mere Brokage. 1683 D. SMITH

Constantinople in Misc. Cur. (1708 III. 38 They [Jewsjarc
of great use and service to the Turks, upon accompt of

their Brocage and Merchandise. 1755 CARTE Hist. Eng.

IV. 78 Not a fitting thing for a clergyman to be concerned

in a brocage of such a nature.

2. Comb., as brokage-money.
1591 PERCIVALI. Sp. Diet., Corretage, breakage money.

t Bro'kaly. Obs. Also brooaly, brooale.

A broken piece, broken pieces. (Cf. BROCKLE.)
c 1440 Promp. Pam. 52 Brocale, or lewynge of mete [1409

brokalyof <aaM\,fragmaitum. Ibid. 428 Releef or brocaly

of mete, .fraginentuin.

Brokdol, erroneous f. BHOCKLE, in Promp. Parv.

Broke (brjnk), sb. Forms : 1-2, 4 broc, 6-8

brok, 8-9 (dial.) brock, 5- broke. [OE. broc

'

misery ', andgebroc
'

fragment', f. brecan(\>a.. pple.

ge-broccn) to BREAK. The later lengthening of the

vowel may be from the inflected dissyllabic forms

braces, brocu, etc. : cf. the pple. broke, broken, for-

merly In-Seen, Brock remains dialectally.]

f 1. That which breaks ; affliction, trouble,

misery. Only in OE.
<:888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxix. loGodnyle for his mild-

heortnesse nan unaberendlice broc him ansettan. 971 Blickl.

Horn 59 Ealle ba sar and )>a brocu (w se man to *esceapen

is. 1061 in Thorpe's Diplmi. 389 Gefreod a=ghwylcere un-

cabnesse ealles woroldlices broces.



BROKE.

t 2. A piece ofanything broken off ; a fragment ;

e.g. of bread or food, broken meats, remains. Ol>r
cilia Hatton Gosf. Matt. xv. 37 px i to lafe was of bani

broccan [1:973 Ktis/iw. G. sebroca ; riooo Ags. G. sebrote]
hys naman seofan wilian fulle. 1307 H'illof Hec/yll ( Somer-
set Ho.l A parcell of a broke of woode. <i 1568 It 'mrinc of
Jok tjr Jenny x, Bannatyne Poems 160 Quhen ye haif done,
tak hame the brok. 1721 KELLY Sc. Prov. 211 (JAM I I
neither got stock nor brock. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Brock a
piece or fragment. West. 1863 BARNES Poems Dorset Dial
Coll. in. 101 Wi' brocks an' scraps to plim well out.

t 3. A breaking of the skin or body ;
a wound ;

a rupture. Obs.
c 1330 Med. MS. in An/taeol. XXX. 381 Hennebane rote

Of
ye

broc is mych bote. 1333 COVERDALE Lii: xxiv 20
Broke for broke, eye for eye, tothe for tothe. a 1363 BECONNew Catecli. (1844) 94.

1 4. A breach of the law ; a crime. Obs.
1481 Reynard (1844) 92 Hadde I knowen my self gylty in

ony feat or broke.

6. pi. The short-stapled wool found in certain

parts of the fleece, when ' broken
'

or sorted. A
lleece consists of two main kinds of wool dis-

tinguished by the length and strength of the fibre ;

the sorts which are long and suitable for combing
being called '

matchings
'

or '

combing-sorts ', the
rest

'

short wools
'

or '

brokes'. The spinning of
the two sorts is by different processes, tee NOILS.
1879 Standard 22 Apr., Wool and Worsted. - Bradford

Noils and brokes are slow of sale. 1883 Daily .\ews 3 Sept.
2/6 Noils and brokes are in rather better request. 1885 F
H. BOWMAN Struct. Wool 352 Gloss., Brakes, short locks
of wool found on the edge of the fleece in the region of the
neck and belly.

Broke, obsolescent form of BROKEN.
1. Used occasionally for BROKEN ///. a.

^1380 WYCLIE Serm. Sel. Wks. II. I4 Leepfullis of broke
meat. 1463 Bury Wills (18501 41 To recompense broke
silyir

I had of his. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul iv. v, Bodies
disjomd, broke glasses they esteem.
2. esp. in comb.
c 1230 Halt Meid. 25 Witlese beastes dumbe and broke

rugget ibuhe toward te eorSe. 1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A. vn
131 Blindeor broke-schonket [B. vi. 138 broke-leggedl. 1440
Promp. Pan,. 53 Broke bakkyde,^/7Vwiw. 1470 HARDING
Chron. clvii. iii, Brokebacked and bowbacked bore. 1627MAY Lucan v. (R.) Broke-winded murmers, bowlings, and
sadd grones.

Broke (brjnk
s

, v. [In form the base of broker,
irokage, broking. An AFr. vb. abroker occurs in
Liber Albus (a 1419) 288.]
1 1. intr. To bargain ; to negotiate ;

to traffic.

1496 Di-aes f, Patif. iW. de W.I vn. xxi. 308 [They] thus
bargeyne & broke about the syngynge of the masse, that
may not be solde ne bought, as men do in byenge & sel-

lynge of an horse. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well in. v. 74 He . .

brokes with all that can in such a suite Corrupt the tender
honour of a Maide. 1611 COTGK., Brouillon,one that broakes
in euery thing, whereby he may get but a pennie. 1625
BACON Riches, Ess. (Art.) 237 The gaines of Bargaines, are
of a more doubtfull Nature

; When Men shall . .broake by
Seruants and Instruments to draw them on.

1 2. trans. To retail, traffic in. Obs.
1599 MARSTON Sea. Villanie in. xi. 227 But to retaile and

broke anothers wit.

3. uitr. To act as broker, agent, or go-between.
a 1632 BROME City Wit n. ii. Wks. 1873 I. 303 Prithee

what art thou ? or whom dost thou serve, or broke for 1
a 1666 FANSHAWE (Webster iWe do want a certain necessarywoman to broke between, Cupid said.

Broke, obs. form of BROOK sb.,v.

Brokel, obs. form of BROCKLE a. brittle.

Brokelempe, -hempe, obs. ff. BROOKLUIK. "

t Brokelet(te. Obs. rare. [app. dim. of

brokel, BROCKLE fragments.] A fragment.
1338 ELYOT Biblioth., Analectes, he that gadereth vp

brokelettes. 1363-87 FOXE A. <$ M. II. 328 Twelve maimds
full of brokelets and oflalls.

I Bro'kelillg. Obs. rare- 1
, [app. f. brokel,

BROCKLE a. or sb. + -ING.] Fragment.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxxiv. 123 Where he sholde liappe

to etc the releef or brokelynges of his brode.

Broken l)r,Tu-k'n), ppl. a. For forms see

BREAK v. Used adjectively in many of the senses
of the verb ; esp. the following :

1. Separated forcibly into parts ; in fragments ;

in pieces. (The resulting damaged state is often

the main notion. :

[737 Chart. .'Ei>ct/i,,rd in Cod. Dip!. V. 45 To hrocenan
beorje.l 1383 WYCLIE Isa. xxxvi. 6 Lo ! thou tristist on this
brokun staf. c 1500 Lancelot 240 The tronsions of o brokine

sper. 1333 COVERDALE Ps. xxx[i]. 12, I am become like a
broken vessel]. 1634 Bp. HALL Occas. Med. ex. Wks. 1 1808)

203 A thin, uncovered roof. . dark and broken windows.
1719 DE FOE Crusoe 11840) I. iv. 60 Three broken oars.

1832 DE LA BECHE Gcol. Man. 205 Polypifers occur . . rolled

and broken, as on an ancient coast, i860 J. H. BLUNT
Ref. Ch. Ettg. I. 327 A few broken walls and the roofless,

ttnglazed churches.

D. Broken bread, meat, victuals, etc. : frag-
ments of food left after a meal, etc.

; by extension

applied to remnants of drink, as broken ale, beer.

1382 WYCLIE Mark viii. 20 How many leepis of brokene
mete }e token vp? 1530 PALSGR. 201/2 Broken meat,_/ro,f.
ments. 1391 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Escurriduras, the drop-
ping of a cup, broken drinke, reliquiz_. 1594 PLAT Ditterse
new Exper. 13 Others doe soke chippings and other crustes

of bread in broken beere. 1639 T. DE GREY Compl. Horse.
7es with bro'wan us Wash the places roken beere. 1673 HO

1123

t
oi
M

.
203

T^
V ' lh brokl:n meat and wine himself to feed.

1876 Miss BRADDON J. Margarets Dan. II. 15 No sign of
unwashed tea-things or broken victuals.

c. In some cases broken gives a specific sense
1 the combination, as broken tea, tea-siftings ;

broken granite, granite reduced to a size fit for

road-making; broken-coal, a special size of coal.
T d. fig. Dissolved. Obs.

1538 LATIMKR Serm. t, Rrm . (,845 1 397 Graciously to re-member them with some piece of some broken abbey
A. Kent, ruptured, torn, burst.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 108 p>at bar[en] awey my bolleand my broke [T: r broken] schete. IMd. ,x. 9, He. . biddeth

be begger go for his broke clothes. 1533 COVERDAI E Jern. 13 Vile and broken pittes, that holde no water. 1577HoLiNSHED Chron. III. 845/1 Old hosen, broken shooe"

'.J! ff** dt
:

la Ley , Old and broken apparel.
1760 GoL.pSM.QV. W. xxix, His .. dirty shirt, and broken
silk stockings.
3. Of organic structure,: a. Having the bone

fractured
; b. having the surface ruptured.

' "340 Cursor M. 8087 iFairf.l Wib crumpeled knees and
brokin bak Z'.nboce on bak]. 1362 I. HEYWOOD/VTO. */./>
1867) 113 Broken head. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. i. 134 Heethat escapes me without some broken limbe. 1712 ADDISON

Spect. No. 433 ? 6 They often came from the Council Table
with broken nhins. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Broken,
Among horse-jockies, broken knees are a mark of a stumbler.
4. .Shattered ; said of water whose coherence as

a mass has been destroyed by striking against an
object, or whose surface is broken.
.1793 SMEATOX Edystone . 27! Sufficiently strong to re-

sist the falling broken water. 1804 A. DUNCAN Mariner's
( an*. 1 1. 77 A dreadful, hollow, broken sea. 1867 SMYI n
Sailors Word-l'k., Broken Water, the contention of cur-
rents in a narrow channel. Also, the waves breaking on
and near shallows. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket-Bk. vi.
led. 21 216 in a boat outside the broken water.
5. Crushed or exhausted by labour, etc. ; with

strength or power gone ; enfeebled.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxxi. 1 1 7 The ladyes were sore weryand broken of theyre longe vyage. 1577 HOLINSHED Chrmi.

1. 165/1 The old broken yeeres of mans life. 16150. SANDYS
Trav. 118 Such a number of broken persons, .by reason of
their strong labour and weake foode. 1758 LADY M W
MONTAOUK Lett. cvi. IV. 98 Sir Charles Williams, who i
hear is much broken both in his spirits and constitution.
1864 TENNYSON /;//. Ard. 705 Enoch was so brown, so
bow'd, So broken.

6. Crushed in feelings by misfortune, remorse,
etc. ; subdued, humbled, contrite.

'535 COVERDALE Ps. l[ij. 17 A broken and a contrite hert
10 God> shall thou not despise. 1642 ROC;KRS Xaainan 61
Try whether., your selves grow daily lowlier.meeker.broken-
ner. 1652 NEEDHAM tr. Selden's .Mare Cl. 68 The King's
courage was so broken, a 1718 I'uxx Life Wks. I. looShe
was exceedingly broken, and took an Affectionate and
Reverent Leave of us. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. vii.

194 How beautiful to die of broken-heart, on Paper. 1858
ROBERTSON Lect. 269 Happy is the man not thoroughly
broken by disappointment.
7. Reduced or shattered in worldly estate, finan-

cially ruined ; having failed in business, bankrupt.
'593 SHAKS. Rich. II, n. i. 257 The Kings growne bank-

rupt like a broken man. 1602 T. KITZIIKKBEKT Apol. 19
Cradock had byn a broken Merchant altout Italic. 1714
ELLWOOD Autobiog. (17651 257 He might thereby repair his
broken fortunes. 1733 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781! VI. i.

7 There may be many ways . . of providing for a broken
[

tradesman. 1863 CIEO. ELIOT Rotnola i. xvi. (1880) I. 225
To mend the broken fortunes of his ancient family.
8. Reduced to obedience or discipline, tamed,

trained. Often with in.

1803 SOUTHEY Madoe in A--t. iii, The Elk and Bison,
broken to the yoke. 1844 Regul. ff Ord. Army 380 A Horse :

. . notified . . to be properly broken. 1861 PALGRAVE Gold.

Treasury 308 A language hardly yet broken in to verse.

9. Broken man. Scotch Law and Hist. One
under sentence of outlawry, or living the life of
an outlaw, or depredator, chiefly in the Highlands
and Border districts ; broken-clan (see quot.).
1528 .MS. Caligula in Tytler Hist. Scot. 1 1864) 1 1. 348 note,

Divers radis to De maid upon the brokin men of our realme.

1394 Sc. Acts 13 Jas. I '/ 227 Daylie heirschippes of the

wicked thieues and limmers of the Clannes and surnames

following. -broken men of the surnames of Stewarts, a 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Jas. FWks. (1711) 95 A thousand,
all borderers and broken men. 1818 SCOTT RobRoy xxvi, H e

.. took to the brae-side, and became a broken-man. 1820
At-bot xxxiv, .Vote. A broken clan was one who had no

chief able to find security for their good behaviour, a clan
of outlaws. 1873 MAINE Hist. Inst. vi. 174 The result was
probably to fill the country with 'broken men'.
10. Violated, transgressed, not kept intact.

1605 ARMIN Eoole upon F. 11880) 14 A broken Uirgine,one
that had had a barne. 1607 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 713
The sign Of Cov'nants broke. 1800 24 CAMPBELL Lines on
Poland 84 This broken faith Has robb'd you more of Fame.
1 1840 C. H. BAIEMAN Hymn,

'

Glory, glory, glory ', When
mercy healed the broken law. 1878 MORLEY Diderot I. 274
The broken oaths of old days.
11. Having the ranks broken ; routed, dispersed.
1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. xxxiii, Now leader of a broken

host. 1830 PRESCOTT Peru II. 330 The governor despised
the broken followers of Almagro.
12. I laving continuity or uniformity interrupted.
a. of a line : Abruptly altered in direction ;

turned off at an angle.
1721 BAILEY, Broken Radiation is the breaking of the

Beams of Light, as seen through a Glass. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Stiff., Broken Ray, in dioptrics, the same with ray
of refraction. 1828 KIKBY Sp. Entotnol, III. xxxii. 319

BROKEN.
The antenna: . broken t\'u. when the main body of the an-
tenna forms an angle with the first joints'.

b. of the surface of ground, etc. : Intersected
with ravines or valleys; uneven. Also, broken up,
ploughed, stripped of turf.

1399 HAKLUYT Pay. II.n. i 3I Beiweene them both broken
ground. 1782 W. GII.PIN Wye (1789) 21 By broken groundwe mean such as hath lost it's turf, and discovers the
naked soil. 1826 DISRAELI I'iv. Grey vin. iii, An open but
broken country. 1878 liosw. SMITH Cartkage 112 The
Carthaginian cavalry and elephants extricated themselves
. .from the broken ground.

C. oi states or conditions : Interrupted, disturbed.
1712 AninsnN Sfect. No. -,17 f 21 Broken Sleep 1848

j

MACAULAY Hist. F.ng. I. 430 His rest that night was broken.
d. of weather: Unsettled, uncertain.

1793 SMEAT.ON Kt/ystone L. 275 The weather continued
broken till Saturday.
13. Fragmentary, disconnected, disjointed, in

patches.
1820 SCOTT Ivanlwr i, Here the red rays of the sun shot

a broken and discoloured light. 1845 DARWIN / 'oy. .\at. xi.

(1870) 249 (Jn the two great continents in the northern hemi-
sphere, but not in the broken land of Europe between them.
1849 RUSKIN Set: Lamps vi. i. 162 Broken masses of pine
forest.

a. of time : Interrupted ;

' odd '.

1621 CJUARLLS Argaltis s,- P. (1678' Introd., The fruits of
broken hours. 1667 PF.PYS Diary 20 May, It being a broken
day, did walk abroad. 1754 CHATHAM Lett, .\epliew iii. 16
Mr. Addison's papers, to be read very frequently at broken
times. 1827 HAKE Guesses Ser. i. 11873 "5-1 He would have
made a broken week of it.

b. of sound, voice, and the like : Uttered dis-

jointedly, ejaculated, interrupted.
153 I'ALSGK. 307/1 Brokyn asonesspeche is, abrupt. 1609

BiBLEiDouay .\tiin. ix. 5 If the trumpeting sound in length
and with a broken tune. 1719 OF, FOE Crusoe 1 1840 I xv.
260 He repeated it in the. -same broken words. 1731 POPE
Ef. lioyle 143 Light quirks of Musick, broken and uneven.
1853 Aral'. Xig/tts iRtldg. I 514 Her voice much broken with
sobs. 1886 STEVENSON Dr. Jikyll ii. 25 He spoke with
a husky, whispering, ami somewhat broken voice.

c. of language : Imperfectly spoken, with the

syntax incomplete.
'599 SHAKS. Hen. I', v. ii. 265 Breake thy minde to me

in broken English. 1683 Loini. Gaz. No. 2093/4 A French-
man, .speaks broken English and Dutch. 1870 L'EsTRASGE
Miss .Mitford I. v. 154 Four letters of Mr. Klopstock in
broken English.
14. Produced by breaking, severed.
i 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.^ pe brokene bo^es. 1535 Co\ tR-

DALE Acts xxvii. 44 On broken peces of theshippe [so 1611],
1860 TYNDALL 67<. i. 9. 61 Broken fragments of rock.

b. Not whole in amount; fractional ; not 'round'.
Broken number : a fraction.

1542 RF.CORDE Gr. Artes 11575' 3*9 A Fraction in deede is

a broken number. 1609 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp.Cantcrb.,
Rec. of the deathe of brother Barton and syster Brooke for
broken w-ages \s. 1797 BURKE Regie. Peace in. Wks. VIII.
^55 This new-created income of two millions will probably
furnish .665,000 (I avoid broken numbers'. 1868 MILMAN
St. Paul's vii. 153 In one month .. it yielded no less than
, 50 besides broken money.

C. Incomplete ; fragmentary ; imperfect.
1634 CANNI: Necus. Scfar. (i&Ag) ify Such broken stuff,

not worthy of any answer. 1656 Burton's Diary 11828) I.

81 There may be a broken title. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles
i. Introd. 6 Broken Traditions. 1813 BYRON Giaour xliii,
This broken tale was all we knew.
15. Of colours : Qualified or reduced in tone by

the addition of some other colour or colours.
1882 Printing Times 15 Feb. 35/1 Another way of regard-

ing the tertiary colours is to contemplate them as broken
hues, that is, colours degraded by the addition of their

complementaries. Looked at thus, olive is a broken blue.

1 16. Of music ; a. Arranged for different in-

struments,
'

part
'

(music) ;
concerted, (obs. Shak-

spere appar. played upon the phrase, b. Cf. sense

13 b, quot. 1731.
[Cf. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mns. 97 margin. The plainsong

of the Hymne Saluator mundi, broken in diuision, and
brought in a Canon of thre parts in one, by Osbert Parsley.]
1599 SHAKS. Hen. I ', v. ii. 263 Come your Answer in broken

Musick
;
for thy Voyce is Musick, and thy English broken.

1600 A. ]'. L. i. ii. 150 To see this broken Musicke in

his sides. 1606 Tr. ff Cr. in. i. 19 Pan. What Musique
is this? Sen>. I doe but partly know sir : it is Musicke in

parts. Ibid. 52 Here is good broken Musicke. 1625 BACON
Masques <y Tri., Ess. tArb. '

539. 1626 Sylra 278 So
likewise, in that music which we call broken-music or consort-

music, some consorts of instruments are sweeter than
others.

II. With adverbs: see combs, of BREAK v.

17. Brokeli-in, broken-off. brokeii-up.
1837 MARRYAT Olla Podr. xxxiv, Broke-in horses. 1876

GEO. F.LIOT Dan. Der. IV. Iv. 131 This broken-off fragment.
1846 J. BAXTER Lior. Pract. Agric. II. 247 Winter potatoes
on broken up grass land.

b. Broken-down, (a.) reduced to atoms, de-

composed; ,/>.) decayed, ruined; whose health,

strength, character, etc. has given way.
1817 J. SCOTT Paris Revis. led. 41 75 His poor broken-

down animal. 1827 Blacfnv. Mag. Oct. 452/1 A half-drunk

horse-couper, swinging to and fro .. on a bit of broken-down
blood. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. tr Phys. III. 488/1 A
mass of broken-down epithelium. 1840 R. DANA Bef. Mast
xxi. 63 Broken-down politicians.

III. Combinations.

18. General comb. : chiefly parasynthetic, as

broken-ended, -footed^ -fortuned, -handed, -headed,
141-2



BROKEN.

-hipped, -hoofed, -legged, -minded, -nosed, -paced,

-shanked, -spirited, -winged, etc.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 131 Bote hco beo blynde or

broke-schonket. 1544 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 83 He weueth

vp many brokenended matters. 1x1568 COVERDALE St.

Death in. vii. Wks. II. 124 When he, within seven days,

had lost both his sons, he was not broken-minded. 1611

BIBLE Lev. xxi. 19 A man that is broken footed, or broken

handed. 1701 Land. Gas. No. 3693/4 A . . Mare. . a little

broken Hoofd before. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela. (1824! I.

spirited air. .1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. Sf It. 'jVafc. "(18721 I. 7

A broken-nosed image.
19. Special comb. : broken-bellied, -bodied

(dial.}, affected with hernia, ruptured ; also Jig. ;

broken-grass (see quot.) ;
broken-kneed (Far-

riery) , having thekneesdamaged by stumbling, etc. ;

also Jig. ; f broken-lended, ruptured ;
broken-

mouthed (see quot.). Also BROKEN-BACKED,

BROKEN-HEARTED, BROKEN-WIND, -ED.

1634 SIR M. SANDYS Prudence xii. 168 Such is our broken-

bellied Age, that this Astutia is turned into Versutia. 1881

EVANS Leicestersh. Wds. (E. D.^.}' Broken-grass, grass lef

and mown after a field has been grazed by cattle. 1702

Loud. Gaz. No. 3814/4 Grey Gelding . . "broken Knee d.

1822 BYRON Junn\\. ci, His speech grew still more broken-

kneed. I876WHYTE MBLVlLLK/fater/tUaxv. 167 Herode
a broken-kneed Exmoor pony. 1483 Cath. A iigl. 45 "Broken

lendyde, lumbifractus. 1750 ELLIS Country House. 47

What we call 'broken-mouthed sheep, that is to say, such

who by age have lost most of their teeth.

Broken-backed (bnwk'nibse'kt), a. Also 5

bro'ke-bak, -backed.

1. Having a broken back ; formerly, also, hav-

ing a deformed or dislocated spine, hunch-backed.

Also transf. s.nAJig.
c 1400 Gamelyn 720 Broke-bak scherreue euel mot tholl

the ! 1470 HARDING Citron. clvii. iii, This Edmond. .Broke-

backed and bowbacked bore. 1530 PALSGR. 307,1 Broken

backed, arnc. 1883 St. James's Ga::. 21 Dec. 4/1 rhe

broken-backed Government of Tewfik.

2. Naut. (See quot. and BREAK v. 7 b.)

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) Broken-backed, the

state .. of a ship, which is so loosened in her frame . . as to

droop at each end. 1:1850 Rudim. Xavig. (Weale) 101

Broken-backed or hogged.

Broken-hearted (brou-k'niha-Jted), . Hav-

ing a broken heart ;
heart-broken ; having the

spirits crushed by grief or despair. See BREAK v.

7 c and BROKEN 6.

1526 TIN-DALE Luke iv. 18 To heale the broken harted.

1675 BAXTER Cath. Theol. n. x. 221 You tell men that they

MUt not come to Chribt, till they are broken-hearted. 1685

Roxburgh Ball. (1886) VI. 121 Say,
' the poor Shepherd he

dy's broken-hearted '. 1791 BURNS ' A eJond kiss
'

iv, Had
we Never met, or never parted,We had ne'er been broken-

hearted. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xii, He returned from college

hopeless and broken-hearted, and fell into a decline. 1848

MACAL-LAY Hist. Eng. I. 652 The broken-hearted widows

and destitute orphans.

Hence Broken-hea'rtedly adv., Broken-hea-rt-

edness.
1678 MANTON 20 Serm. i. Wks. 1871 II. 178 We ought . .

humbly and broken-heartedly to .. accept of the grace.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geo. I. 98 Their chagrin and broken

heartedness at the loss of their lands. 1882 J . PARKER Afast.

Life (18841 III- 136 He who would preach to the times

must preach to the broken-heartedness of the day.

Brokenly ,brcm-k'nli), adv. [f.
BROKEN + -LY*.]

1. In a broken manner ;
with frequent breaks or

interruptions in the continuity or quality; abruptly,

spasmodically, imperfectly, jerkily.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Kompidamente, brokenly, ab-

rupti. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, v. il. 106 O faire Kathenne,

if you will loue me soundly with your French heart, I will

be glad to heare you confesse it brokenly with your English

Tongue. 1656 JEANES Mixt. Scltol. Div. 86 These many
termes express it but weakly, and brokenly. 1664-5 PEPYS

DiarydSja'Ill. noAndso to sleep, very brokenly, all night

long 1695 Land. Gaz. No. 3050/4 William Peter, a Negro
Man. .speaks brokenly, left his Master. 1839 BAILEY Festus

xx (18481 263 Even as the sun Shows brokenly on wavy
waters. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 648 And there the tale he

utter'd brokenly, Scarce credited at first.

2. In a broken condition or state.

1816 BYRON Ch. Har. in. xxxii, The heart will break, yet

brokenly live on. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 27 He

flapped his heavy wing all brokenly and weak. 1883 / all

Mall G. 6 Sept. 2/1 While some brokenly live on desolate

and despairing.

Brokenness (bttwk'nines}. [See -NESS.]

1. The state or quality of being broken.

1666 J. SMITH Old Age (ed. 2) 85 Rottenness, brokenness,

blackness, foulness [of the teeth]. 1757 GRAY Wks. (1825)

II. 203 It is the brokenness, the ungrammatical position,

the total subversion of the period that charms me. 1842

MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets 157 His pauses frequent

to brokenness. a 1856 H. MILLER Rambl. Geol. 338 As near

the steep edge as the brokenness of the ground permitted.

2. Jig. The state of being crushed or over-

whelmed with sorrow, misfortune, etc. ;
contrition

(obs.) ; prostration, despair.

1617 HIERON Wks. (1628) II. 371 The spirit of them both

was full of contrition. .Thus was their brokennesse. Now
see, how pleasing it was and how accepted. 1642 ROGEKS

nesse of heart, self-abhorrency. 1813 BYRON Corsair III,

1124

xxii, In helpless hopeless brokenness of heart. 1855

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 113 Mere stupefaction and

brokenness of heart.

Broken wind, broken-wind. Farriery.

An incurable disease of the organs of respiration

in horses, caused by the rupture of the air-cells,

which disables them from bearing fatigue.

[1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v., A broken wind is dis-

covered by a horse's blowing at the nose in the stable, and

his flanks beating quick, double and irregular, especially

after motion.] 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 311/2 Chronic cough

often degenerating into thick wind .. in a
gre_at proportion

of cases terminates in broken wind. 1847 YOUATT Horse

xii. 278 Thick-wind and broken-wind exist in various degrees.

Broken - wrnded, a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

1. Farriery. Affected with the disease of a broken

wind (see prec.) ; exhaling the air from the lungs

with spasmodic efforts.

1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 85 Broken wynded is an yll dys-

ease, and cometh of rennynge or rydynge ouer moche. .and

wyll not be mended. 1580 BARKT A Iv. s. v. Flanke, Tc>moue

the flanks like a broken winded horse. i6o7DEKKER Weslw.

Hoe Wks. 1873 II. 351, I shall cough like a broken winded

horse. 1748 tr. fe^etius' Distcmp. Horses 176 They are

pursive or broken-winded. 1846 R. EG.-WARBURTON Hunt.

Songs, Earth Stopper iv, Thy worn hackney, blind and

broken winded. 1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 1021/2.

2. transf. anAfig.
1627 Mf.\Lucan v.(R.(Broke-winded murmers, howhngs,

and sadd grones. 1641 MILTON Animada. (1851) 190 Liberty

of speaking . . was girded, and straight lac'd, almost to a

broken-winded tizzick. 1809 W. IRVING Kltickert. (1861)244

They might as well have tried to turn a rusty weather-cock

with a broken-winded bellows. 1883 Century Mag. XX\ 1.

282 Kicking a broken-winded foot-ball about the field.

Broker (breu-kgi). Forms : 4-5 brocor,

brokour, brocour(e, 6 brooker, brokar, 7

breaker, 5- broker. See also BROGGER. [ME.

brocor, -our, brokour, a. AngloF. lirocour (also

l-ogg0ur)^OX?. brokior (:-L. type *brecca-

toreni), nom. brokiere (: L. *broccdtor) of which

Godefroy has one example explained by him as

' celui qui vend du vin au broc ', as to the precise

sense of which see below. The Central Fr. equiva-

lent was brocheor, brochure ;
and the word is the

agent noun of the OFr. vb. broclner, ONF. brokter

(: L. *broccare] in the sense
' to broach

'

or '

tap
'

a cask. Brocheor, brokeor stand in precisely the

same relation to the sb. troche, broc, and the vb.

brochier, brokier, as tapster or rather the earlier

tapper stand to the sb. tap, and vb. to tap in

Teutonic : the brocheor, brokeor, brokour, or broker,

was lit. a tapster, who retailed wine ' from the

tap', and hence, by extension, any retail-dealer,

one who bought to sell over again, a second-hand

dealer, or who bought for another, hence a jobber,

middleman, agent, etc. Cf. sense of L. caupo.
The Romanic vb. broccare was evidently f. trocco, brocca.

in the sense of
'

spike, piercing instrument
'

(: L. broccus,

brocca adj. : see BROACH). But these sbs. appear to have

afterwards had their sense modified from the verb, so that

in the OF. tiendre a broke, or a broclie, in mod.F. Ticndre

a broc, the sense passed from 'broach', to 'broaching,

tapping', and at length to
' the quantity of wine drawn at

a broaching or tapping ', and hence
'

the jug or vessel which

held this', as in mod.F. broc ifrom 5 to 10 Iitresl. Anglo-

French had also a deriv. form abrocour, and there were

Anglo-Latin words abrocator, abrocamentum ; also bro-

carius
'

proxeneta, interpres et consiliarius contractuum ,

and atrocariu:. Brocarius appears to have been formed

on the sb. (tncic'ta, tradenisi ; abrocarius must have been

formed on the apparent analogy of troeator, abrocator.]

I. A retailer of commodities; a second-hand

dealer.

fl. A retailer; contemptuously, Pedlar, petty

dealer, monger. (Now sunk in sense 2.)

1393 LANGU P. PI. C. vn. 95 3"' m ich brocor VbaV
bytynge and blame mennes ware. 1583 STANYHURST Ane,s

I (Arb.) 33 For gould his carcasse was sold by the broker

Achilles. 1598 MARSTON Pigmal. i. 138 But Broker of

anothers wit. 1657 J- ANCIEK Elefym S. Purchas Pol. flying
Ins , Brokers in verse condemn it. 1730 YOUNG Ep. Pope i.

Poems (1757) I. 183 Millions ofwits, and brokers in old song.

2. A dealer in second-hand furniture and ap-

parel ;
a pawnbroker.

fi177 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 248, 1 haue lent lordes and ladyes

my chaffare And ben her brocour after, and bou^te it my-

self.) 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. II. 39, 1 haue hard prisoners

. .declaime and crie out against brookers. for, said they. .

if they would not haue receiued our stollen goods, we

woulde neuer haue stollen them. 1598 B. JONSON\Ev. Man
in Hum. m.v.(i6i6)39AHounds.ditchman,sir. Oneofthe

deuils neere kinsmen, a broker. 1600 ROWLAND Lett. Hu-

mours Blood i. 47 Clad in the mines of a Brokers shoppe.

t 16II Knave ofHrts. in Singer Hist. Cards 257 Or brokers,

for their buying things are stole. 1641 Termes de la Ley

43 b, Broker.. the word is now also appropriated to them

amongst us that buy and sell old and broken apparell and

Tiousehold-stufle. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 69 Brokers, who

deal in both new and old houshold goods. 1871 BLACK

Adv. Phaeton 15 An old landscape that has lam for years

in a broker's shop,

II. One who acts as a middleman in bargains.

3. 'One employed as a middleman to transact

business or negotiate bargains between different

merchants or individuals' ,M Culloch). Formerly

used more widely, including the senses of 'jobber,

agent, factor, commission-agent .

BROKER.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.v. 130 Amonges Burgeyses haue I

be dwellynge at Londoun, And gert bakbitinge be a bro-

coure [C. brocor] to blame mennes ware. 1410 Will ofR.

Beclie (Somerset Ho.) John Houghton Brocour Artis Aun-

fabroram. 1480 CA.XTON C/iron. Eng. ccv. 186 An alyen

that was callyd Arnold of spayne that was a brocour of

london. 1495 Act n Hen. VII, viii, [If] the seller hymself

or by his broker or factour . . bye the same godes. 1509 Will

ofDraycot (Somerset Ho.) Haberdassher and broker. 1570

LEVINS Manip. 71 A Broker, proxcneta. 1599 HAKLUYT

Voy. II. 260 There are in Pegu eight Brokers . . which are

bound to sell your goods at the pnce which they be worth,

and you giue them for their labour two in the hundred.

1622 MALYNES Anc. Lam-Merck. 202 The common saying

is, That a craftie Merchant needeth no Broker. 1641

Termes de la Ley 43 b, The true trade of a Broker . . is to

beat, contrive, make, and conclude Bargaines between Mer-

chants and Tradesmen, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. vi. 24 By their

profession they are for the most part Breakers. 1705 Loud.

Gaz. No. 4131/4 John Styles, Sworn-Broker [see 1849].

1725 DE FOE Voy. round World'(1840) 56 He served them

for. .a broker, to bargain for them with the European ships

for provisions. 1849 FREESE Comm. Class-bk. 19 Brokers

ought to be sworn by the public authorities not to transact

any business on their own account, under a heavy penalty ;

which is the case in. .London, etc. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS

Handy Bk. Prop. Lam xxi. 166 Never allow the money. .

to be retained by brokers, agents, or solicitors.

b. ' Brokers are divided into different classes ;

as bill or exchange brokers, STOCKBROKERS, ship

and insurance brokers, PAWNBROKERS. . . The

brokers who negotiate sales of produce between

different merchants usually confine themselves to

some one department or line of business
'

(McCul-

loch), as cotton-broker, tea-broker, wool-broker, etc.

1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck. 64 Guided, .by ignorant

Brokers of Exchanges. 1769 Junius Lett. i. 9 A man,

whose cares . . have degraded the office of Commander-in-

Chief into a broker of Commissions. Ibid. u. 13 The dig-

nity is depraved . . into the base office of a Commission-

broker. 1849 COBDEN Speeches 46 The cotton brokers of

Liverpool, and the cotton spinners of Manchester. 1852

M'CL-LLOCH Comm. Diet. 198 Their charge as ship brokers

is about 2 per cent, on the gross receipts. When they act

as insurance brokers they charge 5 per cent, on the premium.

<i 1860 C FENN Eng. ff For. Funds (1883) 127 T he members

of the Stock Exchange are called -Jobbers and Brokers.

The broker deals with the jobber for his principal, and is

remunerated by commission. 1860 All Y. Round no. M.

582 Blacklegs . . the betting brokers were formerly called,

f 4. A go-between or intermediary in love at-

fairs ; a hired match-maker, marriage-agent ; also

a procurer, pimp, bawd ;
a pander generally.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. n. 65 And now worth this Mede

ymaried al to a mansed schrewe . . Ac fauel was be first fat

fette hire out of boure, And as a brokour broujte hlr, to be

with fals enioigned. 1393 GOWER Conf. II. 280 Brocours ol

love, that deceiven. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. ff Uplondyshm.

11847) 3 So manV w ers ' baudes and brokers . . that chast

Penelope Coulde scant among them preserve hlr chastltie.

mi SHAKS. Two Gent. i. ii. 41 Now (by my modesty) a

goodly Broker. 1606 - Tr. , Cr. v. x. 33 Pandarus. But

heare you? heare you? Troyliis. Hence broker, lackie

1621 AINSWORTH Annot. Numb. xv. 29 The heart and the

eyes are the spies of the body, and brokers to bring it into

transgression, a 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. A;rA (1843) H- 24

Danvill . . left behind him a broker betwixt him and the

queene, Monsieur Chatelat. 1694 R. LESTRANGE fables

cxxviii. '1714) 145 This Praying Carpenter here would have

made Mercury a Broker to his Knavery.

5. A middleman, intermediary, or agent gene-

rally ;
an interpreter, messenger, commissioner.

io PALSGR. 201/2 Broker that speketh many languages,

truchement [i. e. dragoman]. 1ST* 'W' taryeth no man
in Collier Illustr. E. E. Pop. Lit. 12 Thou, Helpe, art a

broker betweene man and man,Whereby much deceyte thou

usest now and than. 1586 J.
HOOKER in Hohnshed II. 91/2

Thomas foorthwith sent his messengers, .to his cousine the

lord Butler.. Wherevpon the lord Butler returned Thomas

his brokers with this letter. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, IV. i.

63 You shall giue me leaue To play the Broker in mine

owne behalfe. 1600 HOLLAND Lky xxvn. xv. 639 I he

brocher and broker both of the treason, had brought word.

1571 HANMER Chron. fret. 196 These Nuntioes were so

crafty, that they needed no Brokers. 1642 T. TAYLOR God i

Judeem. l. I. xi.x. 61 As Truth got ever the upper hand . . so

the breakers and upholders of falshood came ever to the

worse 1864 LOWELL Study Wind. (1886.1 118 The brokers

of treason in the North.

f b. A legal agent, a proctor.
Obs.

1578 STARKEY England 1. iil. 29 (1871) 83 Prokturys and

broicarys of both lawys, wych rather trowbul mennycausys
then fynysch them justely, are to many.

f c. frequently with implied censure. Obs.

tieio BARCLAY Mirr. Good Mann. (1570) G iv, Be no

towler, catchpoll nor customer, No broker nor botcher, no

somner nor sergeaunt. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prn: *&[
(1867) 135 Two false knaues neede no broker. 1586 1. Ii.

La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1594) 245 Flatterers, brokers, and

such as are most wicked, carie away offices & wastfully

consume the publike treasure. 1598 SHAKS.
.
John ii. i. 568

That Broker, that still breakes the pate of faith.That dayly

breake.vow.hethatwinnesofall. i6o8DEKKER^ro.5is vi.

(Arb.) 40 Brokers yat shaue poore men by most
lewish interest.

III. 6. A person licensed to sell or appraise

household furniture distrained for rent.

and scout 'em because they it m*. -_.

ness, like, to poor people '. ,ta M'Ct/LLOCH Comm. Die I.

It)8 Brokers, simply so called, in their character of ap-

pmisers and sellers of goods distrained for rent, are regu-

lated by 57 Geo. III. c. 93. Mod.Ahe landlord put in the

brokers yesterday, and all his furniture is gone.



BROKERAGE.

7. Comb, broker-between = BKOKEB 3, 4 ;

broker-woman ;
broker-like a.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. in. ii. 211 Let all inconstant men

be Troylusses, all false women Cressids, and all brokers be-

tweene Panders. 1783 Land. Gaz. No. 6217/4 Elizabeth

Boden.. Broker-woman. 1607 Miseries Enf, Marr. m. m
Hazl. Dodsley IX. 512 What beards, .gentlemenlike-beards,

or brokerlike-beards 1

Brokerage (brou-ksreda). Also 7 -idge. [i.

prec. + -AGE.]
1. The action or professional service of a broker ;

the broker's trade. Also attrib.

1466 Mtum. ff Househ. Exp. 36: Item [my master paid)

for brokerage, ix. d. 1610 JER. DYKE Counterpoison (1620)

20 Egges of the same cockatrice, brats of the same hag, are

steeple and temple brokerage. 1733 Scots Mag. Sept. 440/1

The trade of the Jews . . was usury, brokerage, and jobbing.

1827 SCOTT Napoleon xxxviii, By brokerage and agiotage.

1875 POSTE Gains n. (ed. 2) 213 The acquisition of Obliga-

tions .. by brokerage of an independent agent. 1885 Law
Times Rep. LI. 694/1 In ordinary brokerage transactions.

2. The commission or per-centage paid to a

broker on the transactions negotiated by him.

1622 MALVNES AIK. Law-Merck, 196, 20 pro cent, with the

Alcaualla, taken for Brokeridge to sell them. 1668 SEDLEY

Multerry Card. n. ii. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. U7 29' I. 5 An
i8th part profit, by way of brokerage for every Bargain.

1753 HANWAY Treat. (1762) I. v. Ixxi. 323 An exorbitant

brokerage of one or more per cent. 1809 R. LANGFORD

Introd. Trade 23 The brokerage on foreign bills bought and

sold is i-ioth per cent. 1884 Manch. Exam. 28 May 5/2

All brokerages and discounts credited to the company.

1 3. The acting as a bawd or pimp. Obs. rare.

1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (1665) 75 That I speak not of

Brokerage, of whores, and other filthiness, too too bad.

fBro'keress. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
as prec. + -ESS.]

A female broker or go-between.
1583 STANYHURST Poems ( Arb.) 140 Now beldam brokresse

must be with moonny rewarded.

Bro'kering, vbl. sb. [f.
BROKER sb. + -ING i.]

Acting as a broker ; the broker's trade.

1633 ROWLEY Match nt Midn. I. i, I have given over

brokering.

Bro'kering, ///. [f-
as prec. + -ING -.] i hat

is a broker, trafficking, bargain-driving.

1687 MRS. BEHN Lucky C/uuice iv. i, Griping as Hell, and

as insatiable, worse than a brokering Jew.

t Bro'kerly, a. and adv. Obs. [f.
BROKER sb.

+ -LYV a
.]

A" <*<# Of the nature of> or like a

broker ; pettifogging, huckstering.

1392 NASHE P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 9 a, A certame kind of a

brokerly gentleman. 1610 B. JONSON Aic/i. IV. vii. (1616)

663 A brokerly slaue. 1611 COTGR., Mangonne, a Brokers

wife, or brokerlie woman.

B. adv. By the agency of a broker.

'393 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 79 Brokerly blowne vp

honour, honour by anticke fawning fidled vp.

BrO'kership. rare, [see -SHIP.] The office

or action of a broker ;
intermediation.

1843 LD. CAMPBELL Chancellors cxxii. (1857) VI. 38 The

brokership of Cottingham was at first dispensed with.

t Brokery. Obs. [f.
BROKER + -Y ; see -BET.]

1. The business or action of a broker.

1383 STUBBES Ana/. Alms. n. 38 Seeing that you are ig-

norant of this goodly mysterie, and high profession of

brokerie. a 1593 MARLOWE Jew o/M. n. ii, Cozening, for-

feiting, and tricks belonging unto brokery. 1641 \V. CART-

WRIGHT Ordinary \. iv, She., that is So expert grown in

this flesh Brokery.

2. A broker's wares ;
second-hand clothes ; any-

thing second-hand or stale.

1397-8 BP. HALL Sat. i. iii. 24 Now soouping in side robes

of Royaltie, That earst did skrub in lowsie brokerie. 1611

BARREY Ram-Alley in Dodsley (17801 V. 493 Clad in old

ends, and pieced with brokery. 1634 CANNE Necess. Separ.

(1849) 262 Bringing therein nothing but his old brokery.

3. Rascally dealing or trafficking.

1397-8 BP. HALL Sat. (1753* 28 Busie their braines with

deeper brokerie. 1602 Life T. Cromwell n. ii. 90 To live

by falsehood or by brokery. a 1634 Ross Notar. Heretics

(1675) 18 By this brokerydid this crafty knave chalk out his

way to that soveraign dignity.

Broking (bran-kin,), vbl. sb. [f. BROKE v.~\

1. The broker's trade ; acting as a broker.

1569 E. HAKE Naves Panics Ch. Yarde (1579) G iij, Of

Brokers, they did thirtie such ordaine. .To vse the trade of

broking. 1864 SALA in Temple Bar Mag. XII, Bargaining,

chaffering, broking and discounting. 1866 Lond. Rev. 6 Oct.

380/2 The Legislature itself must fora time abandon reform,

and take to furniture broking.

1 2. Lending of money upon pawns or pledges ;

dishonest or fraudulent dealing. Obs.

1392 CHETTLE Kind Harts Dr. (1841) 51 An occupation of

no long standing about London, called broking, or brog-

ging . . in which there is pretty jugling, especially to blind

law, and bolster usury. 1603 BRETON Paste '

;
Packet, <$(.,

A crafty knave may loose by his cunning Broking. 1619if.
HKVTH House of Corr. Civ, I told a Scriuener of his,

Briberie, His Broking, Forging, Cheating, Knauery.

3. attrib. (Difficult to separate from the ///. a.)

1369 E. HAKE Newts Pmules Cli. Yarde (159." G "J b i

Whole hundreds now doe Hue by beastly broking trade

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, n. i. 293 If then we shall . . Re
deeme from breaking pawne the blemish'd Crowne. 1633

T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter i. 17 A usurer in his broking-house.

t Bro king, /// a. Obs. [f. BROKE v. + -

1. That acts as a broker.

1392 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. 175 Not such, .a broking

& huckstering penne [exists]. ,398 J. DICKENSON Grant
in Cane. (1878) 155 His owne, and hir attyre, fell into the

hands of brokeing Usurers. 1647 R. SIAFYLTON Juvenal

133 A breaking usurer.

2. V That acts as a procurer.
1399 MARSTON Sea. Villanie i. iii. 180 A die, a drab, and

filthy broking knaues Are. .all deuouring graues.

3. Base-dealing; 'peddling,' contemptible.
1392 WYRLEY A rmorie 142 Like a broking varlet. 1594

NASHE Unfort. Trav. 32 This broccing duble beere oration.

1606 Wily Beguiled in Hazl. Dodsley IX. 238, I scorn that

base, broking . . name. 1639 J. MAYNE City Match in Doils-

ley (1780) IX. 379 O that I could But see that cheating rogue

upon the rack: I'd .. show him hell, and then recall His

broking soul andgivehim strength to suffer His tortureoften.

Brokke, -ing, var. forms of BROCK, -INS.

Brokket, -ette, -itt, obs. ff. BROCKET.

Brokle, -yl, -ylle, var. of BKOCKLE.

Broklembe, obs. form of BROOKLIME.

t Bro'kling. Obs. Also 4 brogeling. [Con-
nected with brokel, BROCKLE, or with BROKEN.]

Breaking off, interruption.
1:1340 Cursor M. 7071 (Fairf.) fe sege lasted xxx }crc

wib-outen brokling [Cott. brogeling, Gdtt. breking, Triii.

brekyng] of bat werre.

Brokour, -ress, obs. ff. BROKER, BROKEHES.S.

Brole, obs. form of BROIL.

t Broil. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4 brol, brolle,

6 brawl, y dial, browl. [Of unknown origin: The

Promp. Parv. explains
'

Breyel
'
as brollus, brolla,

miserculns ; but this may be merely the Eng. word

latinized. It seems possible that, as brelhel was

app. reduced to breel, brothel may have been re-

duced to brol, but evidence is wanting.]

Offspring, child ; contemptuously, a brat, an
'

imp ', a little wretch.
a 1323 Lullaly in Kel. Ant. II. 177 The wrech brol that

is of Adams blode. 1377 LANGL. P. Ft. B. in. 204 pe leste

brolle [v. r. brol] of his blode a barounes pert, c 1380

WYCLIK Set. lYks. III. 195 Fijtten wib her wif and
ineyne

as bei weren Sathanas brollis. 1394 P. PI. Crede 745 N ow

not ich soutere his sone setten to schole And ich a beggers

jrol on be booke lerne. 1375 J. STILL Gamin. Carton n. n.

Shall such a beggars brawl as that, thinkest thou, make me

a thief? 1864 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss., Brawl, a. brat, a

term of displeasure towards an offending child. vou

brazen'd young browl'. 1875 F. K. ROBINSON H kitty

Gloss. (E. D. S.), Krmol, a 'brat', an impudent youth.

t Broil, v. Obs. rare~ l
.

[1 by-form of BKAWL v.,

or ? ad. Du. brullen to roar.] To roar, sound loud.

1660 Kngl. Monarchy Freest State 7 Since this Rumble of

a Free State and Commonwealth hath broiled ill our heads.

Brolynge, obs. form of BROILING sb.-

Brom- : see BKOMO-.

||
Bro'ma '. Obs. [i6th c. Sp. broma,

' a wonne

that eateth holes in ships' Percivall).] A ship-

form ; ? the teredo.

1555 EDEN Decades W. Ind. ill. vl. (Arb.) 164 Of the

planckes wherof, if shyppes were made, they shoulde bee

safe from the woormes of the sea whiche they caule Lromas.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. n. 22 Their ships were also in many

places eaten with the wormes called Bromas or Bissas,

whereof mention is made in the Decades. 1831 W. IRVING

Columbus (1849) III. 55 As their vessels were in danger of

being destroyed by the broma or worms. _

II Broma 2
(brJu-ma). [a. Gr. &puii*a. tood.J

1. Med. ' Food of any kind that is masticated

and not drank' (Hooper Med. Diet. 1811).

2. A preparation of chocolate (so called from

theobroma, the name of the Cacao plant).

1858 ELIZ. TWINING Lect. Plants x. 301 Broma is another

kind of composition made from chocolate seeds.

Bromal (br^-mil). [f.
BROM-INE + AL-COHOI. ;

cf. CHLORAL.] A compound analogous to chloral,

produced by the action of bromine on alcohol.

1873 H.Woou Therap. (1879) 333 Clinical experience
with

bromal hydrate is still wanting. 1877 WATTS Fffunus Chem.

II. 253 Tribromaldehyde or Bromal.
TJ,,^,, , j_

Bromate (br<w'm<2it). Chem. [f.

-ATE*.] A salt of bromic acid.

BROMIZE.

Bot. xiii. 140 The Bromes are very nearly allied to the

Fescues. 1881 J EFFEKIES Wood Magic I. vi. 136 The long

hrome-grass tickled his face while he was pulling.

Brome, obs. form of BROOM.

Bromedgham, obs. form of BRUMMAGEM.

Bromeliaceous (bwm-.lUi-Jss),
a. Bot. [see

-ACEOUS.] Pertaining to the natural order Brome-

liacex, which includes the Pine-apple.
1882 Garden 15 Apr. 260/1 A huge Bromeliaceous plant.

Bro-mel-worts : Lindley's English name for

the liromeliace<K : see prec.

Bromhydrin : see BROMO-.

Bromic (brjn-mik), a. Chem. [f.
BHOM-INE +

-ic.] Containing bromine in chemical combina-

tion
;
bromic silver, the native bromide of silver

(AgBr), BHOMYRITE; bromie acid (IIBrO,), the

acid which forms bromates.
1828 WEBSTER Clum. <ed. 2) 109 Bromine unites with

oxygen to form bromic acid. 1857 DANA Min. vi. led. 21

328 lodic Silver, Bromic Silver. Silver also occurs in na-

ture united with iodine and bromine. 1878 A. HAMILTON

\'en\ Dis. 81 The bromic salts.

Bromicham, -migham, obs. ff. BRUMMAGEM.

Bromide (brJu-msid . Chem. [f.
BROM-INE +

-IDE.] A primary compound of bromine with an

element or organic radical. Several bromides (esp.

those of ammonium, iron, and potassium) are in

common medicinal use.

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 461/1 Carbon and Bromine form a

liquid bromide of carbon. 1871 B. STEWART Heat 58 I he

same law holds good for the Bromides . . of ethyle anil

methyle. 1876 HARLEY 3lat. Med. 204 Bromide of Iron

acts as an energetic tonic. 1881 C. M. BEARD Sea-SicAness

36 The great value of the bromides in very large doses, a

harmless and powerful sedatives.

b. j'amiliarly for bromide ofpotassium ;KBr).

1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 241/1 A little bromide com-

pleted the relief that put her asleep.

c. attrib.

1886 FAGUE Priiic. Med. II. 3o6 Bromide Rash.

|] Bromidrosis ,br<7":midn>">''sis). Med. [mod.
f. Gr. /3pw/tos stench + lSpus sweat.] (See quot.'.

1866 HEBRA Dis. Skin ill N. Syd. Soc. Tram. I. 74 The

disease which is spoken of by authors as Bromidrosis.

1876 DUHRINI; Dis. Skin 129 Bromidrosis is a functional

disorder of the sweat glands characterized by more or less

sweating and an offensive odor.

Brominated (bwu-mutfittd), a. [from BHO-

MiNE + -ATE'i 7.] Charged or compounded with

bromine. So Bromina'tion.
c 1875 THOKPE /[#. Chem. 1. 1194 The bromination ofmany

hydro-carbons is often greatly facilitated by the presence of

a small quantity of iodine in the bromine employed. 1873

FOWNES Chem. 555 Brominated compounds.

Bromine (bnJu-min, -ain). Chem. [f.
F. brome,

at first also used in Eng. (f. Gr. /xu/jos stink +

-INK
;

after the analogy of F. chlore, iode, Eng. .

chlorine, iodine] One of the non-metallic ele-

ments, discovered by Balard in 1826 ;
in its pro-

perties and compounds closely resembling Chlorine.

Obtained as a dark reddish-black heavy liquid, with a

strong irritating smell (whence its name', and highly

poisonous. It freezes at -22 C. to a dark lead-grey solid,

and boils at 63. Symbol Br.

1827 TURNER Elem. Clieui. Add. 695 I he name first

applied to it by its discoverer is muride ;
but it has since-

been changed to brome. .from the Greek 3piu/io? signifying

strong or rank odour. This appellation may in the Eng-

Bromatblogy (broimatp-lodsi). [mod.

0pwna, 0pa>naro- (see BKOMA^), + -Ao-yia -LOGY ;

cf. F. bromatologie]
1. A discourse or treatise on food.

t8n in HOOPER Med. Diet.

2. 'The doctrine or consideration of lood, Its

nature, quality, and uses
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}.

Brombille, obs. form of BRAMBLE.

Brome ' (brom). Chem. [a. F. brome, f. Gr.

BpZp-os stink, smell.] The French name of BRO-

MINE, formerly used in English.

1827 TURNER Elem. Chem. [see BROMINE). 1836 Penny

Cycl. V. 486/1 In case of poisoning [by caniramm], emetics

may be given, and also tincture of brome or iodine. 1841

MRS. MARCET Con-j. C/tem. II. 145 Brome . . notwithstand-

ing its high specific gravity, boils at the temperature of 160 .

Brome- (brym). Bot. [ad. Bromus, Bot.

name of the genus, in Pliny bromos, a. Gr. ppopos

(also /9po>/<os) oats.] A book-name for a genus of

oat-like grasses (Bromus). Also Brome-grass.

1739-91 B. STILLINGFLEET Misc. Tracts 371 To approach

as nearly as possible to the Latin names in sound . . I have

called rtjVrt hairgrass, the iro bromegrass, etc. IM. 37=

Corn-Brome. .Bromus An'eniis. 1794 MAKTYN Rousseau s

tnorouiin, iiuu ii.iLrn.iwi tin nis- *.*".> /- --

.Mcd. 84 Bromine was discovered, .in bittern, the uncrystal-

lisable residue of sea-water.

b. attrib. = BnoMic; of bromine.

Bro-mingham : see BRUMMAGEM.

Bromism (brou-miz'm). Med. [f.
BKOM-INE +

-ISM.]
' The condition produced by an overdose

or too long continuance of bromine or a bromide

(Syd, Soc. Lex.} ; but used almost exclusively of

the effects of potassium bromide.

1867 Trousseau sCtin. Mtd.'mff. Syd. Soc. Trans. I. 101

tte The exhibition of large doses of Bromide of Potassium

accumulate in the system, a conjunction of phenomena

known as bromism arises. The cerebral symptoms are a

sense of mental weakness, heaviness of intellect, failure ol

memory, partial aphasia, and depression of spirits.

Bromite (brJ-meit). Mia. [f. (by Haidmger

1841; BROM-INE + -ITE.]
= BROMYUITE.

1850 DANA Min. (ed. 3) 545 Braiiic silver. Bromite. 1873

URE Diet. Arts, Bromite, native bromide of silver.

Bromization (br<Jmaiz6-i-Jan}.
Med. [f.

BRO-

MIZE+-ATION.] Subjection to the action of bromine.

1881 G. M. BEARD Sea-Sickiuss 34 [In the use of bromides]

any thing short of mild bromization is useless.

Bromize, -ise (brYwrnsiz), v. [f.
BROM-INB +

-IZE.] trans. To treat, compound, impregnate, or

infuse with bromine ;
in Photography, to prepare



BBOMLITE.

(a. plate) with bromine or a bromide. Hence
Bro'mized ///. a., Bro'mizing.
1853 W. CROOKES in Jritl. Pkotogr. Soc. 21 July 86, I

have for some time past been working with bromucd collo-

dion, i 1865 }. WYLDE in Circ, Sc\ I. 156/2 A similar box
will be required for the bromising process. 1881 Mature
XXIII. 260 Preparation of. .bromised derivatives of the

methylic series, and especially. . bromoform. 1882 AuxtY
Instr. in. Pliotogr. xxv. led. 5' 175 The use of a highly-
bromized collodion is to be recommended. Mod. '

It claims
a first place among bromized spas'.

Bromlite
(brp-mlait).

A/in. [Named in 1835
from Bromley Hill, near Alston in Cumberland +
-ITE.] A double carbonate of lime and baryta :

the same as ALSTOMTK.
1868 DANA Mtn. 698 Most English mineralogical authors

have set aside Thomson's name [Bromlite} although the
earliest and of British origin, for Breithaupt's [Alston tie].
There appears to_be

no sufficient reason for this.

Bromo- (bro^-mo], before a vowel brom-. Chem.

Combining form of BROMINE, as in bro mace'tic
acid, a compound of bromine and acetic acid

(C 3 H aBrO2), forming salts called broma'cetates
;

bro'maniljthe same z&tetrabromoquinont C,Br4 O,
seeANIL 3) ; bronia'rgfyrite = BROMYRITE; brom-
hy'drill, a class of compounds

'

produced by the

action oftribromide or pentabromide of phospho-
rus on glycerin

'

(Watts' ; bro-mobenzcric acid

C, H BrO2 . a substitution-product of benzoic acid,

forming salts called bro mo-be nzoates
;
bro'mo-

form, a compound analogous to chloroform
CH Br^ ;

bro mopi'crin, a compound of bromine
and picric acid (CBrsNO3 ;

etc.

1873 FOWSES Chem. 560 Bromethine, or Fromacetylene,
isproduced by the action ofalcoholic potash on dibromethene
dibromide. 1878 KINUZETT Anint. Chem. 93 Acting upon
an alcoholic solution of ammonia with bromacetic acid.

1873 FOWSES Chem. 51,2 The chlorethide or bromethide is

converted by water into mercuric ethyl-hydrate. 1883
Athenxum 27 Jan. 124/1 Acetylene bromiodide, boiling at
1 50^. 1873 FOWXES Chem. 8 1 4 Bromobenzoic Acid is

formed by the action of bromine on silver benzoate. Ibid.

624 Bromoform is a heavy, volatile liquid. 1881 BRAITH-
WAITF Rttrosjb. tiled. LXXXIU. Synopsis p. xvii, Bromo-
hydric Acid, .is useful in nervous conditions. 1853 R. HINT
Man. Photcgr. 146 The decomposition of the bromo-iodide
of silver. 1850 DAUBENY Atom. The. via. <ed. 2)238 Bromo-
phenisic acid.

Bromography (bwnn^rgran). [f.
Gr. ppu-

n(ar)o- , see BKOMATOLOGY) -f ~ypa<f>ia ; cf. K. bronio-

graphiel\ 'A treatise or dissertation on food'

(Mayne Exp. Lex. 1860).
Bromstone, obs. form of BRIMSTONE.
t Bro'znuret. Chem. Obs. [f.

BROMINE +

-URET.] The earlier name for a BROMIJ>E; now
used for a compound less saturated with bromine.

1878 tr. Zicmsscris (."yd. Mcd. XVII. 313 In the Urine
the Bromine appears combined with an Alkali as a bromide
and . . partly also as a bromuret.

Bromyrite (br<?-mirait). A/in. [f. (by Dana
1854) BROM-INE; after argyrite^ The native

bromide of silver, an isometric yellow, amber, or

green splendent mineral, found in Mexico and
Chili j also called Bromargyritc, broniic silver,

Bronch, obs. form of BRANCH.

I! Bronchia ,brp-nkia), sb. pi. Phys. [L.

bronchia^ a. Or. &poyxia (neut. pi.) the ramifica-

tions of the windpipe. Formerly sometimes treated

as a sing, with a new pi. bronchi&^\ The branches

or subdivisions of the bronchi within the lungs.
1674 GRIW Ana/. Trunks \i. u In an Animal, the Bron-

chi se deposite the Aer into the Vesiculae of the Lungs.
1681 tr. T. Willis Rent. Med. Wks. Voc., Bronchia, the

gristly parts about the wind-pipe. 1736 BAILEY Househ.

Diet. 52 In humerous Asthmas and obstructions of the

Bronchia. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. 11771) 100

Excepting a little Pus in some Branches of the Bronchia^.

1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 57 The air vessels or bron-
chiae in connection with tracheae. 1881 MIVART Cat 224
The smaller tubes, into which the bronchi sub-divide within
the lungs, are called bronchia.

Bronchial (brpTjkial), a. [ad. mod.L. bronchi-

alts, f. bronchia
;
see prec. and -AL.] Pertaining

to the bronchi or bronchia.
a 1735 ARBUTHNOT tj.) Inflammation of the lungs may

happen either in the bronchial or pulmonary vessels. 1793
T. BEDDOES Lett. Danvin 69 Too great secretion of bron-

chial mucus. 1847 VOUATT Horse xi. 239 The air which
has descended through the bronchial tubes. 1879 Miss
BRADDON Cloy. Foot HI. ii. 14 He would hardly ask me to

risk a bronchial attack.

Hence Bro'nchially adv.

1885 Kcndal Merc. $ Times ij Mar. 5/4 This ancient foe

of the dyspeptic and the bronchially delicate.

Bronchic v biynjkik), a. [mod. f. BRONCH-US
+ -ic: cf. i6th c. F. bronchiqtte.']

= BRONCHIAL.
1731 BAILEY II, Bronckick Muscles, the Sternothyroides.

1758 J. S. Le Dran's Obssri'. Sitrg.dyji) 152 The Muscles

Sterno-Mastoideus,Bronchick, and Sterno-Hyoideus. .were
. .larger than ordinary. [In mod. Diets.]

II Bronchiectasis (brp=qki,e-ktasis). Mcd. [f.

Gr. &p6yxia BRONCHIA + tKraois dilatation.] Dila-

tation of the bronchial tubes. Hence Bronchi -

ecta'sic, -ecta'tic. a. [as if ad. Gr. *KTem*ttJf.]
1877 ROBEKIS ffandhk. Med.i*.&. 3) I. 376 Bronchiectasis

generally arisen in the course of some chronic lung disease.

1126

1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880.1 196 The bronchiectatic
cavities are common.
Bronchio- brp'rjkiio), before a vowel bronchi-.

Med. Combining form of BRONCHIA, as in bron-
chia'rctia [L. ar(c ttis narrow], contraction of the

bronchial tubes ; BKOKCHIECTASIS
;

bronchio-
cri'sis [Gr. npiais crisis], 'paroxysmal attacks

resembling hooping cough occurring in tabes
'

(Syd. Soc'. Lex.} ; bronchiopneumo'nia, inflam-

mation of the lungs, beginning in the bronchial
membrane

; bronchio-pn-Lmonary a., pertaining
to the bronchi and lungs.
1853 BLACK in Edin. Monthly "Jml. (titU\ On the Patho-

logy of the Bronchio-Pulmonary Mucous Membrane.

Bronchiole (brji-nkiK)"!). [ad. miM\.l..*broiicln-

ola, dim. olbronchia ; see -OLE.] A minute bron-

chial tube.
1866 A. FLINT Print. Med. (i88o> 160 In acute pneuinonitis

the inflammation is seated in the air-cells and bronchioles.

Bronchitic (brprjki-tik ,
a. [f. next + -ic.] Of

or pertaining to bronchitis; affectedwith bronchitis.

1836 TODD Cycl. Anat. <y Pltys. I. 808/1 In bronchitic
aflfections. 1861 O. W. HOLMLS Elsie V. 354 Some new
grievance, dyspeptic, neuralgic, bronchitic, or other.

b. absol. as //. Persons suffering from bronchitis.

1879 SALA in Daily Tel. 21 July, Recommended to the
bronchitic and asthmatic.

II Bronchitis (br^rjkartis). Med. [mod.L. f.

bronchi, bronchia + -rns
(
= Gr. -fris), q.v. First

brought into nse by P. Frank Interpretation*!
Clinifse (1812) I. 10, and Bodham Inflammatory
Affections of Bronchia (1814).] Inflammation of
the bronchial mucous membrane.
1814 J. BURNS Prittc. Midwifery led. 31 x. 565 Bronchitis

is far from being an uncommon disease of infants. 1830
DE (JUIXCEV L<i. Carlisle on Pope Wks. II. 25 He had no

|

such ardour for Truth as would ever lead him to forget
'

that wells were damp, and bronchitis alarming to a man of
his constitution. 1881 Med. Temp. Jr>il. I. 18 He soon
succumbed to an attack of acute bronchitis.

Broncho- (brfrjko), before a vowel bronch-.
Med. Combining form of BHONCHUS, as in bro'n-
chadene [Gr. aS-ijv a gland], one of the bronchial

glands ; broncha'rctia, contraction of a bronchus

,cf. bronchiarctia s.v. BRONCHIO-) ; bro^ncho-pnen.-
mo'nia = bronchiopneutnonia see BHONCHIO-) ;

bro'ncholith, a calcareous deposit in a bronchial

gland (Syii. Soc. Lex.
; bronchorrhce'a, a kind of

chronic bronchitis ; etc. See also following words
1858 COPLAND Mcd. Diet. II. 769 Broncho-pneumonia very

frequently intervenes in the course of Influenza. 1866 A.

FLINT Princ. Med. 118801 338 An abundant serous expector-
ation, constituting bronchorrho:a. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk.
M,-d. I. 374 Bronchorrhcea is most frequent in old people.

Bronchocele 'br^nk^s/l .Med. Alsoy-chele.
[ad. Gr. f3poyx'"l^r

l 'tumour in the throat', f.

/ipi/yxos BRONCHUS + m7Xi) tumour; cf. F. bron-

cliOilie^\ A swelling of the thyroid gland ; goitre.
1657 1 hys. Dit'f,, Bronchochele, the rupture of the throat,

a great round swelling in the throat. 1732 ARBL'THNOT
Rules of Diet 390 A Dropsy in the forepart of the Windpipe
emulating a Bronchocele. 1771 ' PROSSER (title}. An
Account and Method of cure of Bronchocele or Derby
Neck. 1783 Phil. Trans. LXXII1. 92 The Bronchocele. .

has been seen to increase to such an enormous bulk as to

hang down over the breast and belly. 1878 T. BRYANT
I'rtut. Sitrg. I. 195 Such outlying masses of thyroid gland
are not rare near bronchoceles.

Broiicho'phonism. Med. = next.

1834 GOOD Study Med. II. 135 The bronchial respiration
and cough always accompany bronchophonism.

Bronchophony .bipnk^-fonii. Med. [ad. F.

bronchophonit, f. Gr. @p6-yxos BRONCHUS + -tpaivia in

abstr. ilerivs. of <fxavr) voice.] The sound of the

voice heard in the bronchi by means of the stetho-

scope ; esp. the increased vocal resonance heard in

certain diseased conditions of the lungs, imitating
the voice-sound heard over the healthy bronchi.

1834 J. FORBES Laennec's Dis. Cliest 37 In persons, how-
ever, of a delicate and feeble frame . . there frequently exists

. .a bronchophony very similar to the laryngophony already
noticed. 1866 A. FLINT Priiic. Med. (1880) 131 The bron-

chophony has sometimes a tremulous or bleating character,
and is then jegophony.
Hence Brouchopho'nic, a.

1862 H. FULLLK Dis. Lungs 109 Not appearing to pass
through the stethoscope into the ear, but concentrated as

it were beneath the stethoscope (bronchophonic resonance).
1886 FAG^E Print, ty Prac. Med. 1. 897 A bronchophonic cry.

Bronchotome (brfi-rjkiftJ'im:. Surg. [mod. f.

Gr. tfpuyx * BRONCHUS + -TO/IOS cutting, cutter ;

cf. F. I'ronchotomc.'] A knife used for bronchotomy ;

also, a pair of scissors for opening the bronchi in

post mortem examinations.

1837 W. STOKES Dis. (.'/!/ 11882" 148 note, The lung should
be dissected by means of a fine pair of scissors. .This instru-

ment may 1 e called a bronchotome. 1880 Sj'd. Sot. Lex.

Bronchotomist (br^rjVtomist). [f. Ppvyx
liRoNCHfs (see next and -1ST) ; cf. phlebotoniist.]
One who performs bronchotomy ; (humorously) a
cut-throat.

1670 G. THOMPSON True ll'ay Prescrv. Blffld, I doubt
not the time will come, .that a Phlebotomist. -will be looked

upon little belter than Bronchotomist, a cut-throat.

Bronchotomy \brcrjk^
i

t6mi). Surg. [mod. f.

BRONZE.

Gr. 0poyx* BRONCHUS -t- -TO/U'O cutting.] The
operation of making an incision in the wind-pipe ;

the generic term which includes thyrotoiny, laryn-
gotomy, and tracheotomy.

1706 in
PHILLII-S._ 1713 CHESKLDEN Anat. in. xy. (1726'

259 f
This [nerve] . . it is that we are earnestly cautioned to

avoid in Bronchotomie. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. ff Phys.
HI- 573/2 A peculiarly eligible spot for bronchotomy.
1879'!'. BRYANT Pratt. Surf. II. 30 Any opening made
by the surgeon into the windpipe is called

'

bronchotomy ',

II Bronchus (brjrrjkrs). Phys. PI. bronchi (also
8 improperly bronchae). [mod.L., a. Gr. ppofx *

the wind-pipe.] Each of the two main branches
of the trachea or wind-pipe.
1706 in PHILLIPS, Bronchus; hence in BAILLY 1731. 1781

A. MUNRO Anat. (ed. 3) 59 The water . . passes betwixt the
interstices of the bronchi, and the flap that covers them.

1769 W. BUCHAN Dam. Med. 11790) 175 A phthisis occa-
sioned by a small bone sticking in the bronchze. 1831 R.
KNOX Cloqitct's Anat. 627 The Right Bronchus is wider,
shorter, and more horizontal than the left. 1881 MIVART
Cat 223 The bronchi have the same structure as the trachea.

ii Bronco (br^nko'. [Sp. bronco rough, rude;
as applied to a horse, adopted on the Mexican
frontier of U.S.] An untamed or half-tamed horse,
or a cross between the horse and mustang ;

a native

horse of California or New Mexico.
1883 Harper's Mag. Feb. 428/1 There came rushing over

the ridge-top . . a ragged, tough broncho horse. 1884 Pall
Mall G. 22 Aug. 10/1 [He] was captured, .stripped of every
bit of clothing, and bound on the back of a wild bronco,
which was started off by vigorous lashing.

Brond, bronder, obs. ff. BRAND, BBAKOEB.

[Bronden, a frequent error for broitden, BROWDEN .

'455 Houlate i. 3 JAM.) The birth that the ground bare
was brondyn in bredis.]

Bronked, a. Obs. ? Bridled. [Cf. BBANK.]
1580 ll'ills >r Iny. .V. C. (Surtees' 437 Also 1 bequeath to

F-lizabethe Ironside one bronked oxe.

Bronston e, obs. form of BRIMSTONE.

t Bro-nstrops. Obs. [app. a further corruption

ofbawstrop. corrupt form of BAWDSTROTT, q.v.] A
procuress or bawd. ^Frequent in Middleton.)
1617 MIDDLETON I-air Quarr, iv. i, I say thy sister is a

bronstrops. Ibid. iv. iv. etc. 1661 WEBSTER Cure for
Cuckold iv. i, A tweak or bronstrops : I learned that name
in a play [i.e. in Middleton's].

Bront, obs. form of BRUNT, BRAND.
Bronte'On. [a. Gr. Ppovntov

' an engine for

making stage-thunder' (Liddell & ScottX]
1849 WEALE Techn. Diet ., Bronteon, in Greek architec-

ture, brazen vessels placed under the floor of a theatre, with
stones in them, to imitate thunder. [So in later Diets.)

Bro'ntolith. rare-",
[f.

Gr. dpovr-ri thunder
+ X/flos stone.] An aerolite.

1860 in MAYNE Ejcp. Lex. ; and in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Broiitology (brpntp-lodji). [f. Gr. (iforr-^
thunder + -Ao-yia discourse : see -LOGY.] The scien-

tific treatment or doctrine of thunder ; that part of

Meteorology which treats of thunder.

1731 BAILEY II, Brontology, a treatise or discourse of
thunder. [In JOHNSON, CRAIG, & later Diets.] 1864 R.
BURTON Dahome II. 142 Unlearned in brontology.

Brontothere (brp-ntofiej). Palseont. [f. Gr.

Ppovr-ri thunder + ihjpiov wild beast.] An extinct

genus of ungulate mammals, having affinities to

the elephant and also to the tapir.
1877 LE CONTE Elem. Geol. 506 The brain of the Mio-

cene Brontothere is larger than that of the. .Dinoceros.

Brontstane, obs. form of BRIMSTONE.

Bronze (brpnz), sb. [a. F. bronze (i6th c. in

Littre
1

,
ad. It. bronzo 'brass or bell-metal' (Florio) ;

whence alsoSp. bronze. bronce. The origin of the It.

is uncertain : Muratori, cited by Diez, thinks it

formed from bnino 'brown', through an inter-

mediate *e>runi:zo, *bruniccio : late L. bi unitius
'

brownish, brown-coloured '. But this is very
doubtful phonetically. Diez also mentions Vene-
tian tronza glowing coals,

'

perh. the Ger. brunst

fire, burning, heat ', as possibly connected.]
1. A brown-coloured alloy of copper and tin,

sometimes also containing a little zinc and lead.

Formerly included tinder the term BRASS, q.v. ; the

name bronze was introduced for the material of

ancient works of art, or perhaps rather for the

works of art themselves : see sense 2.

The ratio of the constituents in ordinary bronze is about
8 or 9 parts of copper to i of tin ; in bell-metal the propor-
tion of tin is much greater. See BELL-METAL. (A bronze

currency was introduced in Great Britain instead of copper
in 1860; but from traditional habit, a bronze coin is still

called familiarly
' a copper '.)

[1617 F. MORYSON Itin. \. u. iii. 170 The brasen Serpent
. . was of mixt mettall, vulgarly [i. e. in the vulgar
Italian tongue] called di bronze.] 1739 GRAY Let. in Poems

1 '775 1 49 Nymphs and tritons, all in bronee. 1755 JOHNSON,
Krauze ^bronze Fr. ) i Brass. 2 Relief or statue cast in

brass. 1806 DRENNAN Imit. Juvenal Sat. viii. in Poet.

Register (1806) 131 With ancestry around you plac'd In

bronze, or marble, porcelain or paste. 1835 W. IRVING Tour
Prairies 50 Like figures of monumental bronze. 1854
SCOFFKRN in Orr's Circ. Si'. Chem. 492 Statue bronze con-

tains only about two per cent, of tin, melted with ninety-
one per cent, of copper, six per cent, of zinc, and one per
cent, of lead. 1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Mon. I. 74 The Age
of Bronze follows the Stone Age and precedes the Age of



BKONZE.
Iron. 1886 Pall Mall G. 13 Feb. 10/2 The prisoner . . had
in his possession y. dd, in silver and y. $d. in bronze.

b. Aluminium bronze: see ALUMINIUM. Phos-

phor-bronze : an alloy consisting of bronze or

copper with a small proportion of phosphorus
added, which increases its tenacity.
1875 URE Diet. Arts III. 555 Experiments on the capacity

of phosphor-bronze to resist the oxidation of sea-water.

1878 Print. Trades Jrnl. xxv. 10 In the construction of
this beautiful engine steel and phosphor-bronze are used.

2. (with //.) A work of art, as a statue, etc.,

executed in bronze.
a 1721 PRIOR Alma in, How little gives thee joy or pain ;

A print, a bronze, a flower, a root. 1841 STALDING Italy <y

//. Isl. \. 217 Its bronzes and bas-reliefs are also very im-

portant. 1871 M OR LEY Crit. Misc. 11886) I. 67 Gay with
the clocks, the bronzes, the tapestries, of the ruined court.

J*
3. fig. Impudence, unblushingness. (Cf. brass.}

17*8 POPE Dune. m. 199 Imbrown'd with native bronze,
lo ! Henley stands. 1768 GOLDSM. Good-n. Man 11. i, Mrs.
Croaker. 'You don't want assurance when you come to

solicit for your friends.' Lofty.
'

O, there indeed I'm in

bronze.' 1823 BYRON \title] The Age of Bronze.

tb. A gull, a cheat. Obs. slang. Cf. BRONZE ^.4.
1817 Blackw. Mag. 1. 137 This is not a

'

bronze
'

no story
of fancy.
4. (More fully bronze powder : see 7) : A metallic

powder (usually brass, copper, or tin' used in paint-

ing, printing, and the like.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. , Bronzt\ also denotes a colour

prepared by the colpurmen of Paris. 1846 Print. Appar.
Amateurs 47 Printing in gold, silver and copper bronzes.

1854 BRANDKIS Ace. AVw York Kxhib. in Ure Diet, Arts
I, 539 Bronzes, or more correctly metallic powders resem-

bling gold dust, were invented in 1648, by a monk, at Furth,
in Bavaria. 1875 Mv&Dict. Arts I. 540 Vanadateof copper
has. .been recommended as a new bronze.

5. A brown colour like that of bronze.

1817 BYRON Beppo xlv, The rich peasant-cheek of ruddy
bronze.

6. attrib. or as adj. a. Made of bronze.

1839 THIRLWALL Greece I. 237 The first bronze statue was
probably much later than the age of Homer. 1857 RUSKIN
Pol. Econ. Art 23 Bronze crosses of honour. 1875 JEVONS
Money (1878) 121 The bronze coinage.

b. Of the colour of bronze, bronze-coloured.
1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 274 Legs spinous, of a

shining black bronze-colour. 1872 C. KINO Sierra Nev.
xiii. 276 Deep bronze foliage. 1883 Truth 31 May 768/2
Scarlet stockings and bronze boots.

7. Comb.: attrib. as bronze-smith
; instrumental,

as bronze-bound, -gleaming, -shod', adverbial, as

bronze-golden, -purple ; parasynthetic, as bronze-

foreheaded ;
bronze age = bronze-period', bronze-

gilt, made of bronze and covered with gilding (cf.

silver-gilt], ; bronze-liquor, any liquor used for

bronzing ;
bronze man (ArekaoL}, a man living

in the bronze period ; bronze period ^ /;v/m?/.),
the prehistoric period during which weapons, etc.

were made of bronze, and which was preceded by
the Stone Period,and succeeded by the Iron Period

;

bronze paint (see quot.) ; bronze powder =
BRONZE 3 ; bro'nze-wing, a kind of pigeon

(

J*haps
chalcopfera^ found in Australasia.

1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times 31 There are four principal
theories as to the *Bronze nge. 1879 Set. Lect. vi. 175
The Bronze Age . . a period when the weapons were made
almost entirely, and ornaments principally, of Bronze. 1851
RUSKIN Stones yen. I. App. xvii. 393 Not all the tubular

bridges nor engineering of ten thousand nineteenth cen-
turies cast into one great *bronze-foreheaded century. 1877
W.Jotlgtfifyvr4

lvtf^ 207 *Bron/e-gilt Papal rings. 1882
Garden 10 June 399/2 Its *bronze-golden flowers. 1874
SAYCE Campar. PitHoi. iii. 114 The Etruscans may have
been the *bronze-men of the Swiss lakes. 1851 D. WILSON
Pre/t. Ann. (1863) I. n. i. 319 The *Bronze Period. 1861

bronze powder with pure turpentine. 1846 Print. Appar.
Amateurs 47 The ""bronze powder is then applied to each
impression. 1880 BLACK White Wings xx, A strange*
bronze-purple gloom. 1841 SPALDING Italy $ It. Isl. I.

330 The guilds of tradesmen in Rome, .comprehended the

goldsmiths, the *bronzesmiths, the carpenters. 1850 H.
KINGSLEY (;. Hamlyn xxvi. (D.) You've no more fight in

you than a *bronsewing.

Bronze (.br^nz), v.
[f. prec. sb.

; or a. K.

bronzcr, i6thc. in Littre.]

1. trans. To give a bronze-like surface or appear-
ance to (metal, wood, etc.} by any mechanical or
chemical process.
1645 EVKI.YS.I/CW. (18571 I. 196 Figures in plaster and

pasteboard, which so resemble copper that, .they cannot be
distinguished, he has so rare an art of bronzing them.
a 1852 MOORE K. Crack vi. 2 Mending their legs and new
bronzing their faces. 1846 G. WRIGHT Cream Set. Kno^vt.
61 The art of bronzing consists in painting the substance to
be bronzed of a dark-green colour, and then rubbing the

prominences with bronze-coloured dust.

2. fig. To render unfeeling or shameless ; to

harden, to '
steel '.

1726 D'ANVERS Craftsm. xvi. ied. 3) 137 His face was
bronzed over with a glare of confidence. 1742 YOUNG A7.
Th. v. 44 Art, cursed art ! wipes off th' indebted blush From
nature's cheek, and bronzes ev'ry shame. 1830 Frasers
Mag. I. 686 Habituation to these distressing calumnies has
at length bronzed my feelings.

3. To make like bronze in colour
;
to brown.

g

1127

1792 ROGERS Plsas. Mem. 51 The bald veteran ..richly
bronz'd by many a summer sun. 1863 LONGF. \\~ay-sid?
Inn Prel. 54 The firelight . . bronzed the rafters overhead.

t 4. To impose upon, cheat. Obs. slang.
1817 l>lachiv. Mag. I. 137 Beware that you are not

' bronzed
'

;
take care that what you publish is authentic.

5. intr. To become like bronze, to turn brown.
1880 [see BRONZING///. .].

Bronzed ^br^nzcl),///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED l.]

1. Lacquered or coated with bronze or some
imitation of it

; having a bronze-like lustre.
1828 STARK Eletn. Nat. Ifist. I. 270 Wings dusky, shining

with bronxed-green. (-1865 G. GORK in Circ. Sc. I. 233/2
The bronzed mould may now be immersed in the . . solution.

2. Bronze-coloured, browned, sunburnt.
1748 H. WALKM.K Corr. (1820* I. 198, I wish you could

see him making squibs, .and Brun?ed over with a patina of
gunpowder. 1847 J. WILSON A'.vr. C/ir. North 118571 H. 25
The bare and bronzed Egyptian. 1865 Daily Tel. 12 June,

! The bronzed heroes of Sherman and Grant.

3. Grown shameless, fedingless ; hardened.
1841 EMERSON Misc. 187 The most bronzed and sharpened

1

money-catcher. 1878 BRO\VXINC Poets Crotsic 114 The
j

Doctor's bronzed throat !

4. Bronzed Skin, an incurable structural disease

!
of the supra-renal capsules, usually characterized

j by discolouration of the skin to a dusky brown,
I smoky, or olive tint, with progressive loss of

strength ; supra-renal mclnsma
t
or Addison's dis-

ease.

Brouzeii [bijrnzen), a. rare. [f. BKONZK sb. +
-EN 1

.]
Made of bronze; resembling bronze.

1855 SINGLETON Virgil II. 147 The bronzen-footed \xri-

fedent} hind. 1860 LD. LYTTON Lttcile u. vi. 15. i One
bronzen evening.

Bronzify .brp-nzifai}, v. rarc~ l
.

[f.
BKONZE +

-FY : cf. Kgnify^ ossifyJ\
trans. To turn into

bronze.

iSssTHACKERAY Xcwctwies xxxv. (D. i St. Michael descend-

ing upon the Fiend has been caught and bron/ified, just as
he lighted on the castle of St. Angelo.
Bro'nzine (br^-nzin). a. rare- 1

,
[f.

as prec. +
-INK, after crystalline, etc.] Bronze-coloured.

1853 KANE Grinncll Exp. xxxvi. (1856^ 333 A bronzine
smoke, .a peculiar russet brown smoke.

Bronzing (brp-nzin), vbl. sb.
[f.

HKOX/K v. +
-ING 1

.]
The action of the verb HKUNZK. Also

attrib., as in bronzing liquid machine, salt, etc.

1758 Monthly Rev. 276 The various Manners of Gilding,
Silvering, and Bronzing. 1875 URE Diet, Arts \. 541 The
best .. bronzing liquid .. is a solution of the chloride of

patinum. 1876 DUHRING Dts. Skin 339 The peculiar bronzing
of the skin found in Addison's Disease.

Brcrnzing, ppl.a. [f.
as prec, + -ING 2,] Making

or becoming of a bronze colour.
1880 JKFFF.RIF.S Gt. Estate 131 The very tips of the

bronzing wheat-ears.

BrO'llzist. rare~ x
.

[f.
BliOXZF, sb. -\- -IST.] A

maker of bronzes, an artist in bron/e.

1877 FORTSUM Bronzes i. 10 The sculptors and bronzisis

of that city.

Bronzite br^nzoitX Min. [f. as prec.+ -m:.]
A variety of diallage, having a bronze-like lustre.

1816 P. CLEAVELAND Min. 341 Bronzite. Its colors are

brass or bronze yellow, or tombac brown. 1879 RUTI.KY
Stud. Rocks x. 121 Some bronzite is very feebly dichroic.

Bronzy br(>'nzi), a.
[f.

as prec. -f -v '.] Tinged
with bronze colour ; resembling bronze.
1862 DANA Man. Ceo/. 138 The brownish-black and bronzy

foliated mineral hypersthene. 1876 W. MARSTOX Dram. 3-

Poet. Wks. 11.367 Day bathed the walls of oak with bronzy
gold. i88z Garden 14 Jan. 18/3 The fruit . .is, however, more
bronzy on the sunny side. Ibid. 18 Nov. 451/3 The flowers

are. .of a bronzy red colour.

BrOO. Sc. [In 15th c. bro
\
whence regularly

in mod.Sc. pronunciation, brb", brii. Of uncertain

origin : perhaps a. OF. bro
t breit, broth

vwhence
dim. broitcz, bronef}. Often identified with BREE ;

but if this were correct, broo not bree would be the

original, since do, boots, slwon, become in the north-

east of Scotl. dee, beets, sheen, not the converse.

It is hardly possible to connect the ifth c. broo

with mod.G. briihe or Flem. brtti, brww^\
Broth ; liquor ; juice, water ;

= BKEE sb* 2, 3.

'1440 York Myst. xi.v. 135, I schall gar the leppe, And
dere aby this bro. a 1711 Sir Gray Sfee/ (1836) 2221 Good
beef and mutton to be bnx>. 1725 RAMSAY Gent. Shef>h.

I

i. ii, Ae wean fa's sick, and scads itself wi' brue ['. r. broe,
' rhne-ivd. shoe]. 1786 BURNS Brigs ofAyr 162 A' ye douce

folk I've borne abpon the broo. a 1800 in Leyden LordSoulis
Notes (Exclamation attrib. to Jas. I)

' Sorrow gin the sheriff

were sodden and supped in broo !'

Broo, Sc. form of BROW.
Brooch, (brjutj). Forms: 3-9 broche, 6

brooche, brouche, brutch, browehe, 5-7
bruche, brouch, 7 broch, 8 bruch, ? Sc. brotch(e,
9 broach, 4, 6- brooch. [ME. broche ; the same
word as BROACH, the differentiation of spelling being
only recent, and hardly yet established. Occasion-

ally pronounced (br/7tj).]
1. An ornamental fastening, consisting of a safety

pin, with the clasping part fashioned into a ring,

boss, shield, or other device of precious metal or

other material, artistically wrought, set with

BROOD.

jewels, etc. 'Cf. Fr. broche, 'grosse e"pingle i

1'usage des femmes'. Littre.) Now used mainly as

a (female) ornament, but always for the ostensible

purpose of fastening some part of the dress.

u 1225 Ancr. R. 420 Ring ne broche nabbe je. 1385
CHAUCER /,. G. If. 1273 Send hire letters, tokens, brooches,
and rynges. 1avjp&MorteArtkureyi*fl Rebanesof golde,
Bruche/ and besauntez and oj>er brygnte stonys. 1413 Lvot;.

Pylgr. Sffivlt.' iv. xxxiii. (1483) 81 An ouche or a broche.

1530 PAI.SGR. 201/1 Broche for ones cappe, t>rt\
m

/te. Broche
with a scripture, deitisc. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop.
11869) IO2 With brouches and agleite^ of guld vpon their

f.ippes, which glistered ful of peerles and precious stones.

1588 SHAKS. /.. L. L. v. ii. 620 S. Georges halfe cheeke in a
brooch. 1720 Stow's Sttrv. led. Strype 17541 II. v. v 'u - 24%/ 1

Henry VIII. .wore a round flat cap. .with a Bruch or Jewel
and a feather. 1776 PKNXANT Tour Saitl. n. 14 At the same
time [Bruce] lost his mantle and brotclu-. 1877 LL. JKWITT
Jlalf-hrx, among En^. Antit/. 223 The fibula in Norman
times was more like an ornamental circle of jewels and
stones, with a central pin ; and its name ' brooch

'

is derived
from this article, and its resemblance to a spit.

t 2. Formerly also in a more general sense : ac-

cording to Johnson
* a jewel, an ornament of

jewels '. In earlier times applied to a necklace, a

bracelet, and other trinkets. Obs,

1382 WVCUF Song Sol. \. 9 Faire ben thi cheekes, as of a
turtii ; tin necke as brooches. 1:1440 Promf. /\ii-y, 52
IJroche, juelle . . tnonife, arniilln, 1483 Catli, Angl. 45 A
Broche, ftruiaculitni, niouil,-. 1533 BFLU.NDF.N Liiy \.

11822122 The Sabinis had goldin Lruchis of grete wecht

apoun thair left anne. 1552 HLLOKT, Brouche or small

cheyn, whiche gentlewemen do weare about their neckes.
1621 iluii'iox A n'tit. JA7. in. ii. in. iii, About her tender neck
were a^tly bruches. 1676 BrLumAR, tironch> a kind of

Jewel to wear appendant to a Chain,

f b. fg. ci". geni, jewel. Ob.\.

i46oC.\i'GKAV!. C/ifv/t. vi. (1858 122 [ Ethtlthretlus] wedded
Emme, cleped 'The broche of Normandie '. 1528 MORI.

Heresy in. (15291 Ixxxviii. b It wolde lie a goodly brooche
for vs to loke on our o\vne fawltys another whyle. 1602
SHAKS. Hani. \\. vii. 94 He Is the Hrooch indeed, And
lemnie of all our Nation. 1625 B. JONSON Staple Neiv*
in. ii, Who is The very Broch u' the Beiu:h, Gem o' the City.

f3. 'A painting all in one colour '. Obs* > Only in

Dictionaries.)

1706 in PHILLIPS. Hence in BAILKY, JOHNSON, etc.

4. Comb., as brooch-maker.
c 1450 ! 't\'. in Wr.-Wtilcker 583 f-'irwacu/an'tts, a brouche-

niakere. c 1500 Cock? Lorell's B. 118431 9 Laten workers,
and broche makers. 1530 PALSUK. 201/2 Broche maker,
(>ambt'lottier,

Brooch, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To adorn

as with a brooch.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. .5- Cr. iv, \v. 25 Not th' Imperious shew

Of the ful 1- Fort un'd Caesar euer shall Be brooch 'd with me,

1865 K. Bi'RKiTT Walk Land's End 439 Wheat-fields in

their best gold brooched the broad bosom of either valley

Brooch, obs. form of HRU.MH.

Brood ibr/Td),,^. Forms: i br6d, 3-5 brod, 4-5
brode, 5-6 broode, Sc. brude, 4- brood. [OE.
brad, cogn. with Du. broed neut., MDu. broft -d- ;

also with OHG., MHG. bruot fem.,
'

heat, warmth,

hatching, that which is hatched, brood ', mod.G.
brut '

hatching, brood ', from Teutonic verb-root

bro- to warm, to heat.]
1. Progeny, offspring, voung.
a. esp. of animals that lay eggs, as birds, ser-

pents, insects, etc. A brood : a family of young
hatched at once, a hatch.
f IOOO/ELFRIC Horn. II. 10 p;t-t sind beon. .of Sam huni^e

Iii bredao heora brod. <i 1250 (?TC/<$- A"/V///. 1634 Ichnot to

h\van bu bredst bi brod. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 133 The
foulere that . . distroyed hadde hire brod. 1486 A'/1

. St. Albans
Kvj, A Brode of hennys. 1530 PALSGR. 201/2 Brood of

byrdes, covut-e doiseanx. 1611 BIBLE Luki- xiii. 34 As a
henne doeth gather her brood vnder her wings, 1697
DRVDFN I'irg. Kclog. iv. 28 The Serpents Brood shall die.

1711 ADDISON Sped, No. 121 p i A Hen followed by a Brood
of Ducks. 1760 tr. Kcyslers Trar. I. 356 Before the violent

heats set in the first brood of [silk-] worms have finished

their work. 1805 MACKINTOSH Driflield Angler 294 Brood
of black game, or heath fowl. 1873 G. C. DAVIES Mount.
$ KIt're ii. 9 A wild duck leads her brood by the rushes.

t b. of cattle or large animals. Obs.
< 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 3712 Ful of erf and of netes brod. 1387

TREVISA Hidden (1865) II. 201 iMatz.i Among hem [bestesj
al be brood is liche to be same kynde.

c. Of human beings : Family, children. (Now
generally somewhat contemptuous.}

a 1300 Cursor M. 1507 par he wond ai wit his brode.
c 1460 Tffivneley Myst. 104 A house fulle of brude. 1480
CAXTON: Dcscr. Brit, 40 They prayse fast troian blode For
therof come all her brode. c 1590 BUREL Queens Entry
Edinb., Thair infants sang, & bairnly brudis Quho had
but new begmi thair mudis. 1598 DRAVTON Heroic. Ep. xv.

38 Make this a meane to rayse the Nevils Brood. 1610

SHAKS. Temp. in. ii. 113 She will become thy bed .. And
bring thee forth braue brood. 1642 ROGERS Naatnan 25
The most poore, despised . . silly wench among all thy brood.

1680 OTWAY Hist, C. Marias 8 There's a Resemblance tells

whose Brood she came of. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der 129
A widow with a brood of daughters.

j- d. The young of fish ; fry. Obs,

1389 Act 13 Rich. //, xix. i Le frie ou brood des salmons.

1398 TREVISA Barth. DuP.R. xiii. xxvi. (14951 458 Smale
fysshes brynge forthe theyr brood in place wherin is but

lytyll water. 1531-3 Act 23 Hen. VIJI, xviii, Broode and
frie of fifishe in the saide riuer. 1558 Act i Eliz. xvii. $ t

Any young Brood, Spawn or Fry ofEels.

e. jig. Of things inanimate.



BROOD.

1597 SHAKS. a Hen. /F, in. i. 8fi Such things Income the
Hatch and Brood of Time. 1632 MILTON Penser. 96 The
brood of Folly without father bred. 1798 FRERE Neiu
Morality in Anti* Jacobin 9 July, To drive and scatter all

the brood of lies. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola \. ix. (1880) I.

136 A brood of guilty wishes.

1 2. The cherishing of the foetus in the egg or the
womb ; hatching, breeding. To sit on brood or

a-brood\ as a hen on her eggs,_/7^. to sit brooding.
Cf. ABEOOD. Obs. or arch.

1150-1398 [see ABROOD). a 1300 Seven Sins in E. E. P,
(1862) 19 A-pan is mule he sit a-brode. -1420 Pallad.
on Hush. i. 575 What woman cannot sette an hen on
broode And bryng her briddes forth ? c 1440 1'romp.
/'art 1

. 53 Brode of byrdys, fnllificacio. '1534 tr. Pol.

I'erg. Eng. Hist. 118461 I. 182 Verie commodius for the
broode and feeding of cattayle. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. HI. i.

173 There's something in his soule? O're which his Melan-
cholly sits on brood. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Conntr.Farm
80 To fat their Peasant Cockes and Hennes for Feastiuall

dayes . . and not for brood. 1872 BROWSING Fifine lix. 12
You still blew a spark at brood I' the greyest embers.

j* b. Hence : Parentage, extraction, nativity.
1596 SPENSER F.Q. \. ni. 8 At last. .Arose the virgin borne

of heauenly brood. Ibid. v. vii. 21 They doe thy linage,
and thy Lordly brood . . They doe thy love forlorne in

womens thraldome see.

c. attrib. with sense 'breeding'; as in brood
class : brood hen, mare, sw, and the like, where
however the words are often hyphened : see 6.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (15311 13 He . . cheryssheth vs, as .. the
broode henne her chekyns. 1814 SCOTT Diary in Lock-hart

(1839) IV. 234 The brood sow making a distinguished in-

habitant of the mansion. 1883 Birmingham Weekly Pi>st

ii Aug. 6/3 Mares and foals shown in the brood class. 1886
Sat. A'w. 6 Mar. 327^2 A brood mare, one of the blue-
blooded matrons of the Stud-book.

3. A race, a kind ; .1 species of men, animals, or

things, having common qualities. Now usually

contemptuous ;
= '

swarm, crew, crowd *.

1581 J. HELL Haddon's Ansii: Osor. 213]}, The secrett

whisperings of Pelagius brood. 1602 CARKW Cornwall 22 a,
Cornish houses are most pestred with Rats, a brood very
hurtful. 1706 HI-:ARNK Coll. 118851 ' 208 Presbyterians and
the rest of y

1 Brood, a 1719 ADDISON J.i Its tainted air and
all its broods of poisons. 1867 Fur KM AN Xorm. Cotiq. 1 18761
1. iii.96 A brood of petty despots. i&b^Pall MallG. 28June
i/i The unclean brood of pashas and beys at present infest-

ing London.
4. spec. The spat of oysters in its second year.
1862 Maan. Mag. Oct. 504 This brood is carefully laid

down in the oyster-beds of Whitstable. 1865 Pall MallG.
5 Dec. 5 The free fishermen buy not only

*

brood', as the

spawn is called when two years old, but oysters much nearer

maturity. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Etinc. IV. 154/1 Spat in

the second year is denominated ' brood '.

5. Mitt. 'The heavier kinds of waste in tin and

copper ores (Cornwall).
*

Raymond Mining Gloss.

1880 IV. Cormn. Gloss. Brood, impurities mixed with ore.

6. Comb., frequently with sense '-breeding,

hatching', as brood-basket, -bed, -capsule, -comb (of

bees), -goose, -mare, -oven, -oyster, -pouch, -song,
-sow

; brood-hen, a breeding-hen; also an old

name for the constellation of the Pleiades
; -f brood-

man L. proletaries], a Roman citizen of the

lowest class who served the republic only with his

children.

1848 Sketches Rur. Affairs 236 A hen and her chickens
are sometimes carried, .to the turnip-field, in a sort of basket,
called a

*
brood- basket. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. v.

(1641) 45/2 The rich Merchant resolutely ventures, So soon
as th' Halcyon in her *brood-bed enters. 1870 NICHOLSON
ZooL (1880) 235 Instead of producing simple

' Echinococci ',

it [the tape-worm] may bud off numerous **brood-capsules '.

1776 DEBRAW in Phil. Trans. LXVII. 27 The other piece of
'brood-comb. 171626 FLETCHER Hutu. Lieut. \\. \, They
have no more burden than a "*brood-goose, brother. 1526
[see 2c] ""Broode henne. 1551 RKCORDE Cast. Knowl. 265
In Greek Pleiades, and also Atlantides : they are named in

englysh the brood Henne, and the Seuen starres. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 298 There should not be put vnder a
brood-hen aboue 25 egs at one time to sit vpon. Ibid. II. 30
The occultation or setting of the Brood-hen. 1610 HEALEY
St. Aug. City of God in. xvii. 133 A . .*Broodman was . .

euer forborne from all offices and vses in the Cittie, beeing
reserued onely to begette children. 1878 Bosw. SMITH
Cartkage 29 Flocks and herds, and ^broodmares abounded
in their pastures. 1737 G. SMITH Cur. Relations I. iv. 490
*Brood-Ovens, contriv'd to breed and hatch all Sorts of

Kggs. 1864 Daily Tel. 18 May, From *brood-oysters,
whelks, shell-fish and the rest, the villages . . derive 30,000
a year. 1869 NICHOLSON Zool. (1880* 522 In the curious
American Tree-frogs, .the females have a dorsal ^brood-

pouch. 1881 F. M. BALFOUR Etttbryol. II. 55 In Syngnathus
the eggs are carried in a brood-pouch of the male situated
behind the anus. 1840 BROWNiNG^rrfc//^ 1.279 He. .sends
his soul along, With the cloud's thunder, or a dove's *brood-

song, 1815 SCOTT Guy M. Introd. 9 Her sons . . stole a
"brood-sow from their kind entertainer.

Brood (br/7d), v.
[f.

BROOD sb^\

I. trans, (mostly arch, or poet.)
1. To sit on (eggs) so as to hatch them

;
to incu-

bate.

r 1440 Froinp. Parv. 53 Brodyn, as
t

fico. 16*6 T. H. Cauuin's Holy Crt. 166 If the hen
brood not her eggs, she hath no desire to make them dis-

close. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. iii. 179 Gods
Spirit . . must incubate, and brood both, to make them fruit-

full. 1816 KIRBV & SP. Entomol. (18431 H- 4 1 note, That
the eggs, .are deposited in heaps and that the neuters brood
them. 1831 CARLYLE Sari, Res. (1869) 88 To breed afresh
Soul, is it not like brooding a fresh (celestial) Egg?
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fb. To produce by brooding npw ; to breed.

(Cf. Gen. i. 2.) Obs.

1649 SKLDEN Laws Eng. \\. i. (1739) 8 A Chaos capable of

any form that the next daring spirit shall brood upon it.

2. To cherish (young brood) under the wings,
as a hen does ; often fig.
15?' (Joi.DiNG Cah'in on Fs, Ivii. 2 To gather in our

hope unto God, that he may broode us under his winges.
1587 FI.HMINT, Contn.Ifolinshed\\\. 1338/1 A hen a brooding
hir chickens. 1639 HORN & ROBOTHAM Gate Lang, Unl.
xiv. 147 They brood their broode under the covering of
their wings. 1640 Bi>. HALL Episc. Ep. Ded. 3 This strange
bird thus hatched by FarelL.was afterwards brooded by
two more famous successors. 1675 J. SMITH Chr, Relit;.
Appeal i. 35 Those Gods, under whose wings I have been
brooded.

b. To brood nf> : = BREED /, to rear.

1586 WARNER All'. Eng. \\. xi. 49 The thriftie Earth that

bringeth out and broodeth vp her breed. 1610 HEALEV
St. Aitg. City of God 94 Not able to restraine them from
brooding up such desires.

3. fig. To breed, hatch (products or projects) ;

to produce as it were by incubation.

1613 FLETCHER Captain \\. i. 52 An ease that broodes
Theeves and basterds onely. 1662 FLM.LFR l\'orthies\,\^\Q\
III. 362 Hell, and not the heavens, brooded that design.
1802 SOI-THEV Thalaba. in. i, There brdxl the pestilence,
and let The earthquake loose. 1870 LOWELL Antony iny
Bks. Ser. i. 118731 '83 By the natural processes of the crea-
tive faculty, to brood those flashes of expression that tran-
scend rhetoric.

f4. To cherish, nurse tenderly. Obs.
1618 T. ADAMS Saints Meeting Wks. 1861 II. 401 Plea-

sures, delights, riches, are hatched and brooded by the
wicked as their own. a 1626 FI.I.TCHFR // 'onian's Prize \. \.

97 This fellow broods his master.

b. To cherish in the mind,
'
to nurse wrath (or

the like) to keep it warm'; to meditate upon,
contemplate with feeling. Now usually to brood
on or over : see sense 7.

1571 tr. Buchanans Detect. Mary, She temperately
broodeth good luck. 1589 WARSKR Alb. Eng. v. xxvii. 136
The world thus brooding Vanities. 1646 FULLER Wounded
Consc. (18411 316 To sit moping to brood their melancholy.
1675 IJRYUEN Anrengz. v. i. 2230 You'll sit and brood your
Sorrows on a throne. 1784 JOHNSON in Boswell /,//* a 8261

IV. 337, I have had no long time to brood hope. 1807
CRABHE I 'iUage n. 20 Their careful masters brood the pain-
ful thought. 1850 BI.ACKIK /F.sc/iylns II. Cr Such wedlock
even now He blindly broods, as shall uptear his kingdom.

II. intrails.

5. To sit as a hen on eggs ;
to sit or hover with

outspread cherishing wings.
1588 SHAKS. L. L.L. v, ii. 933 Birds sit brooding in the

snow. 1629 MILTON Xnth 1
. v, Birds of calm sit brooding

on the charmed wave. 1667 /'. /,. i. 21 Thou .. with
mighty wings outspread Dove-like satst brooding on the
vast Abyss, And mad'st it pregnant. iSoa PALKV Nat.
Tiu'ol. xviii. {18171 147 A couple of sparrows . . would build
their nest, and brood upon their eggs. 1852 MRS. JAMESON
Leg. Madonna (18571 ^S [The Dove] sometimes seems to
brood immediately over the head of the Virgin.
6. fig. To sit 091, or hang close over\ to hover

over ; with some figurative reference to the action

or attitude of a brooding bird. Said esp. of nightt

darkness, silence, wi'sf. stown-efattds, and the like.

1697 DKVDEN I'irg. Georg. i. 339 Perpetual Night . . In si-

lence brooding on th' unhappy ground. 1786 S. ROGERS
Ode Superst. \. ii, Night .. brooding, gave her shapeless
shadows birth. 1810 T. PARK Confirm. Day in Poet.

Register 31 The bishop's blessing broods upon their heads,
i As once o'er Jordan did the dove-like form". 1855 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. IV. 191 Glencoe signifies the Glen of Weep-
ing . . Mists and storms brood over it through the greater
part of the finest summer. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule xiii. 201
Silence brooded over the long undulations of the Park.

7. To meditate moodily, or with strong feeling,
on or over ;

to dwell closely upon in the mind; to

nurse or foster the feeling of.

1751 JOHNSON Ratnbl. No. 185 F 6 He who has often
brooded over his wrongs. 1759 FRANKLIN Ess, Wks. 1840
III. 364 From the 2ist to the 25th . . the governor brooded
over the two bills. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in W. iii, I veil'd

my head, and brooded on the past. 1808 SCOTT Alarm, vi.

vi, Sit and deeply brood On dark revenge. 1822 HAZUTT
Table-t. I. v. 98 A mind for ever brooding over itself. 1876
M. ARNOLD Lit. fy Dogma 196 It was on this that . . their

hopes brooded.

b. To meditate (esp. in a moody or morbid way),
1826 DISRAELI Vit>. Grey v. iii, Their conversation allowed

him no pause to brood. 1833 TENNYSON Poems 151 With
down cast eyes we muse and brood. 1873 MORLEV Rons-
scan I. 277 The egoistic character that loves to brood, and
hates to act.

8. transf. a. To breed (interest).

1678 BUTLER Hud. in. n. 861 Sums. .That Brooding lie in

Bankers Hands.
b. To lie as a cherished nestling, a cherished

thought, etc. (Cf. 4 b and 6.)

1679 DRYDEN Tr. $ Cr. Pref., The Injury he had re-

ceiv'd. .had long been brooding in his Mind. i8xa J. WIL-
SON Isle of Palms in. 659 The dovelike rest That broods
within her pious breast. 1850 HAWTHORNE Scarlet Let.

xvii, The themes that were brooding deepest in their hearts.

Broode, obs. form of BROAD.

Broode-axe, -exe, obs. fT. BROAD-AX.

t BrOO'ded, ///. a. Obs.
[f. BROOD v. or sb +

-KD!.]
1. Incubated, hatched

; nlsoySJf.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Self. 125 Such, .steams, as may
be thought to have swnrm'd from the brooding hen, and

BROODY.
crowden Into the brooded egge. (71771 GRAvTriumf/is of
Given, He nor heaps his brooded stores, Nor on all profusely
pours.
2. Having a brood (chiefly in comb, as double-

brooded).
1857 STAIKTON Butterflies fy Moths I. 37 Vattfssaa.}] the

species are single-brooded, except Urtica^, of which there

appears to be a succession of broods during the summer.
?.' In the following passage, some explain

(

Having
a brood (to watch over)

7

; others, 'brooding, or

occupied with brooding*. The very likely emend-
ation of brood-eied= broad-eyed (see BROAD a.

D-) has also been suggested.
1595 SHAKS. John in. iii. 52 Then, in despight of brooded

watchful! day, I would into thy bosome poure my thoughts.

Brooder (br/rdai). [f.
BROOD v. + -ER!,] One

who broods over things.
1869 Daily Nttvs 5 June, Louis Napoleon is not alone a

dreamer he is a brooder. He has brooded two whole
years over the possible result of the elections.

t Broq-dfill, a. Obs. [See -FUL.] Prolific.

n 1300 /:. E. Psalter cxliii[iv]. 13 pair schepe brode-full
. .In bar out-gang.

Broodiness 'br/7-dines). [f.
BROODY a. +

-NESS.] The condition or quality of being broody.
1881 Gard. Chroil. No. 441. 780 A change of run is almost

n certain cure for broodiness [in hens].

Brooding (br/7-dirj ,
vbl. sb. [see -ING 1

.]

1. The action of incubating or hatching.
.1440 Promp. Par7-. 53 Brodynge of byrdys, focio. 1552

HTLOET, Brodyng as hennes doth to chyckens. 1656 COW-
LEV rind. Odes 25 note) To come like an Egg that is not

yet hatcht, but a brooding.

*-fig-
1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in Azt. ii, But I the while Reck'd

not the brooding of the storm.

c. attrib., as in brooding-place* -pouch, -room.

1648 MILTON Psalm Ixxxiv, The Swallow there . . Hath
built her brooding nest. 1852 Howe Circle Apr. 155

' Brood-

ing-places '.. places selected by various sea-fowls, where

they in common build their nests, lay their eggs, and bring

up their young. 1884 ROK in Harper's Mag. May 930/2
The box was placed on a. .shelf in the brooding-room.
2. A cherishing in the mind

; moody mental

contemplation.
1873 MORLKV Rousseau I. 71 The morbid breedings which

active life reduces to their lowest degree in most young
men. 1871 K. H. HUTTON Ess. led. 2) I. Pref. 15 The brood-

ing of man's nature . .over this, .experience.

Broo'ding, ///. a. [f. BROOD v. + -ING a
.]

1. That cherishes (brood), hatches, or incubates.

i674[see BROODED///, /r.
1

]. 1801 PALEY Nat.Theol. (1817)

149 The question, why . . the brooding hen should look for

pleasure from her chickens. 1843 HOOD Song of Shirt

viii, Underneath the eaves The brooding swallows cling.

Jig. 1667 MILTON /'. L. vn. 235 On the watrie calme His

brooding wings the Spirit of God outspred.

2. fig. That hovers closely around or overhangs
(as a bird over her brood).

1646 CRASHAW Steps to Temp. 34 Darkness hovers With a
sable wing, that covers Brooding horror, a 1725 POPE

Otfyss. xix. 602 When nature's hush d beneath her brooding
shade. 18*3 CHALMERS Sertn. I. 346 A suppressed, but

brooding storm. 1850 KINGS LEY Alt. Locke xxxv. 11879'

tLost
in a brooding cloud of fog.

. That dwells moodily upon a subject of thought.
1818 MRS. SHELLEY Frankenst. vi. 1 1865* 89 Come, Victor,

not with brooding thoughts of vengeance. 1875 B. TAYLOR
Faitst II. 42 My father's was a sombre, brooding brain.

Broo'dingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In a

brooding manner.

1840 LYTTON Pilgr. Rhine xxvi, Which the demon brood-

ingly foresaw. 1654 MRS. GASKF.LL North fy S. ii, The
weather was sultry and broodingly still.

t Broo'dious, a. Obs. [f.
BROOD sb. + -ious

after words from Latin.] ? Prolific.

1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 368 Through inter-

marriages, and confederacies with Ours they grew so auda-

tious, broodious, and powerfull in England that, etc.

Broo'dlet, Broo'dling. rare. [f.
BROOD sb. +

-LET, -LING.] A young bird, a nestling.

1673 R. HEAD Canting Academy 21 The Hen and all

Her tender Broodlings. 1866 ALGER Solit, Kat. $ Alan n.

37 The wild bird whose little heart throbs . . towards her

nest and broodlets.

t Broo'dly, adv. Obs. = broodily (which was

perhaps the word meant), f. BROODY.
1615 LATHAM Falconry (1633) 98 When you do perceine

your Hawke to sit broodly and crowching.

Broody (,brw-di\ a. [f. BROOD sb. +-Y!.]

fl. Prolific ; apt or inclined to breed. Now<&>/.
1513 DOUGLAS &neis vi. xiii. 61 The quhilk ciete. .Happy

and brudy of hir forcy ofspring. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron.

Scot. I. (1821) p. xxxiv, This herbe is sa brudy, that quhair
it is anis sawin ..it can nevir be distroyit. Ibid. i. v.

(JAM.) The brudy spredyng of the Scottis. 16*9 BOYD Last
Battell 146 (JAM.) Strive to curbe your owne corruptions
which are broodie within you. a 1639 W. WHATELEY Pro-

totypes ii. xxx. (1640) 97 He is broody of quarrels. 1693

J. WALLACE Orkney 30 The Women are very Broodie and

apt for Generation. 1800 A. CARLYLE Antobiog. 225 His

widow, being still handsome and broody, married.

2. Of fowls : Inclined to '

sit
'

or incubate.

15*3 FITZHERB. Husb. 146 Whan they [hennes] wave

brodye. 1691 RAY Creation i. (1704) 186 The hen while

she is broody sits, and leads her chickens. 1859 DARWIN

Orif. Spec. (1861) 236 Fowls which very rarely or never be-

come '

broody', that is, never wish to sit on their eggs. 1875
LUBBOCK Grig. Civiliz. App. 498 A mongrel [fowl] that be-

comes broody and sits with remarkable steadiness.



SHOOK.

Brook (bmk), s/>. Forms : i br6e, 2-3 broo,
3-4 brok, 4 bruohe, 4-6 broke, 5-7 brooke, 5-6
bruke, 4- brook. [OE. broc masc., corresponding
in form to MDu. broek m., mod.Du. broek n., LG.
brok marsh, bog, OHG. bruoh, MHG. bruoch n.
and m., marshy ground, morass, Ger. truck m.
and n., moor, marsh, bog, fen. A similar range
of meaning appears in MHG. ouwe water, stream,
watery land, island ; and cf. BACHE. The ulterior
derivation of the WGer. *brdka- is uncertain ; it

has been doubtfully referred to brek-an to BREAK,
as '

that which breaks or bursts forth
'

; cf. spring,
' that which springs forth

'.]

1. A small stream, rivulet
; orig. a torrent, a

strong flowing stream.
c 888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. vi, Hwaet eac se broc, beah he

swibe of his rihtryne. 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 178
Fluuius, singalflowende ea ; riitus, ritS

; latex, burna ;

torrens, broc ; riunlns, lytel ri<S. c 1205 LAY. 10827 pat . .

wurpen hine in ainne broc. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P, A. 1073
Vpon be brokez brym. c 1450 Merlin xi. 167 In the brooke
were wylde gees that hem dide bathe. 1450 HKNRYSON
Mar. Fall. 86, I drinke beneth you far, Ergo, for mee your
bruke was neuer the war. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xli[i]. i

Like as the hert desyreth the water brakes. 1538 STARKKV
England 16 Yssue . . as Brokys out of fountaynys. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI

', m. i. 53 Smooth runnes the Water, where
the Brooke is deepe. 1600 A. Y. L. II. i. 16 This our life

..
Findes_ tongues in trees, bookes in the running brookes,

Sermons in stones. 1597 MONTGOMERY C/terrie $ Sloe 24
Among_the water broxe. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 450
These rivers are fed by numberless brooks from every part of
the country. 1864 TENNYSON (title) The Brook.

b. transf. A stream, a 'torrent' (e.g. of blood).
a ni$Ancr. R. 258 pet ilke dei bet he bledde . . brakes of

ful brode & deope wunden. c 1240 Ureisun in Lamb. Horn.
187 pi blod isched on be rode . . be large broc of bi softe side.

t 2. The stream or ' flood
'

of the sea. Obs. rare.
c 13*5 E. E. Allit. P. C. 145 When be breth & be brok &

be bote metten.

3. Altrib. and Comb., as brook-bank, -side ; brook-
bounded adj. ; Brook ouzel or Brook runner,
the Water-rail (Rallus acjuaticus).
1861 L. NOBLE Icebergs 161 Along the "brook-banks under

the Catskills. 1839 BAILEY Fcstus xx. (1848) 238 "Brook-
bounded pine spinnies. 1678 KAY U'illuflitys Omith. 314
The Water-Rail, called by some the Bilcock or *Brook-
Owzel. 1837 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-bks. (1871) I. 42
Strawberries were scattered along the *brookside.

b. in plant-names, as Brook Betony, Scrophu-
laria aquatica ; f Brook leek, Arum dracunctilns.
Brook mint, the Water-mint, RIcntha hirsula

;

Brook-tongue, Cicuta virosa
; Brook weed, the

Water Pimpernel, Samolm Valerandi. (Miller

Plant-Names.}
(1040 Sax.Leechd. I. 220 Genim bysse wyrte wos be man. .

*brocminte neinneb. 1614 MAKKHAM Cheap Ilusb. i. Table
Wds., Horse-mint ..is called Water-mint or Brook-mint.
1861 M iss PRATT Flmucr.Fl. IV. 245 *Hrookweed or Water
Pimpernel. 1863 MARG. PI.UES WiUjImoers 237 She got
the brookweed too from the banks of the Fowey river.

Brook (bruk), v. Forms: I brucan, 2 bruee(n,
2-3 bruke(n, brukien, 3-6 brouke, 4 brouk.
4-5 browke ; also 3-5 broken, 3-6 broke, (4-5
brok), 57 brooke, 5- brook ; 5-6 Sc. bruk (e (ii),
6 brwk, 6-8 bruik, 7 bruike. [OE. briican

(pa. t. Mac, brucon, pple. gebrocen), a Com. Teut.

verb, but found in the other langs. with weak con-

jugation : OFris. brfika, OS. brucan (MDu. brfiken,
Du. bnrikm\ LG. brfiken, OHG. briihhan ',MHG.
briichen, Ger. lirauchen], Goth, brukjan : OTeut.
stem *bruk- ' to make use of, have the enjoyment
of, enjoy

'

: Aryan *bhrug-, whence also L.fru-i
(.ifrugv-i), fruct-us in same sense. The strong
pa. t. and pple. occur in OE., but n j certain instance
of either is known in ME. ; i6th c. Scotch has the
weak brooked, brocket, bruikit.
The phonetic history is unusual

; the OE. bn'ican, M E.
bruken, brouke, would normally have given mod. brovik

',

while the mod. brook, and Sc. bruik normally answer to a
ME. broken, found already, as a by-form, in Layamon.]
1. trans. To enjoy the use of, make use of, profit

by ; to use, enjoy, possess, hold. Obs. except Si:
in some legal phrases, and arch, in literature.

Beowulf'894 pxt he beah-hordes brucan moste. a 1000
Wanderer 44 (in Sweet Ags. Reader) Swa he . . gief-
stoles breac. rii75 Lamb. Horn, in pu ane ne brukest
naut binra welena. c 1105 LAY. 30308 Ne seal he nauere . .

kinehelme broken [^1275 brouke]. a 1225 St. Marher. 19
Thu schalt aa buten ende bruken blisse. a 1300 Cursor M.
2589 To bruke bair heritage in pais. Ibia. 2427 1 Fairf. i Take
here bi wife and brok [v.r. brouk, -e] hir wele. c 1440 Bone
Flor. 1183 Syr Emere comawndyd every man To brooke
wele the tresur that they wan. 1548 Compl. Scot. 86
Ihone kyng of ingland . . brukit the realme tuenty }eirs.

1603 JAS. I in Calderwood Hist. Kirk 256 I, as long as I

brook my life, shall maintain the same. 1637 RUTHERFORD
Lett. cxi. (1862) I. 334 Long may He brook it ! 1707 DK.
ATHOL in Vitlpone 21 To retain, enjoy or bruik and exerce
all their Rights. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xi, No man shall
brook life after he has passed an affront on Douglas. Mot/.
Sc. The langest leiver bruiks a* (=the survivor nas posses-
sion of everything).

t b. Formerly in asseverations : So (or as] brouke
I my chyn, eyes, heid, etc : so may I (or as I wish

to) have the use of my eyes, etc.
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c 1175 Coft. Horn. 233 Swa ibruce ic mine rice ne scule 310mine mete ibite. a 1300 Ha-uelok 31 1 He shal [ben] king
So brouke I euere mi blake swire ! 1384 CHAUCER H. Fa
273 t or al-so browke I wel myn hede Ther may be vn
godelyhede Keuered many a shrewde vice, c 1386 Nonne
Pr. r. 480 So mot I brouke wel myn yen tway, Save ye, I

thise two shankys, It is full sore myne unthankys. 1591
Jroitb. Raigne K. John (1611) 29 III may I thriue, and
nothing brooke with me, If shortly I present it not to thee.

T C. To brook a name (well) : to bear it appropri-
ately, do credit to it, act consistently with it. Obs.

H,
wish thou mayest well brook thy name '.

Yoy.S. SeadStj) n Henceforth shee should be called the
Damtie ; which name she brooked as well for her propor-
tion and grace, as for the many happie voyages. 1655FULLER Ch. Hist, i. i. 8 And well did he brook his Name.
t2. To make use of i/ood; ; in later usage, to

digest, retain, or bear on the stomach.
950 Lindisf. Gosp. John iv. 32 Ic mett hafo to bruccanne

gone j;ie ne uuttun. a 1000 /ELFHIC Gen. iii. 19 On swate
Omes andwlitan ou bricst Sines hlafes. < 1175 Cott. l/m.
221 VEIra bara bing be on paradis beoo bu most bruce.
c 1440 1'romp. 1'arv. 53 Brouke mete or drynke . . retineo
vel digerendo retincre. 1540 RAVNAI.U Byrtli Man n. ix.

(1634)142 If she refuse or cannot brooke meat. 1561 HOLLY-
BUSH Horn. Apolh. 32 Geue him a good draught of y same
.. as hole as he can brouke it. 1598 W. PHH-LII' Linschotetis
Trav. hid. in Arb. Garner III. 26 So fat that men can
hardly brook them,

tb. absol. Obs.

1473 MARG. PASTON Lett. III. 79 Water ofmynte . . were
good for my cosyn to drynke for to make hym to browke.

C. fig. To digest mentally.
IS48 HALL Cliron. (1809) 178 After the letter twise redde

& wisely brooked.

3. To put up with, bear with, endure, tolerate

[a fig. sense of 'to stomach' in 2]. Now only in

negative or preclusive constructions.
I53 PALSGR.4/I/2 He can nat brooke me of al] men. 1583

STUBBES Anat. Alms. n. 30 They cannot at any hand brooke
or digest them that would counsel them to that. i6z4 GAIT.
SMITH Virginia iv. 115, I would deter such from coiimiing
here, that cannot well brooke labour. 1667 MILTON /'. /.
vi. 274 Heav'n .. Brooks not the works of violence and War.
1752 YOUNG Brothers n. i, Such insults are not bruok'd by
royal minds, c 1815 JANE AUSTEN Nortliang. At. (1833)
II. xv. 208 The General could ill brook the opposition of
his son. c 1854 STANLEY Sinai ^- Pal. v. (18581 230 That
haughty spirit that could brook no equal or superior,

f b. intr. To put up with. Obs.

1658 A. Fox tr. lynrtz' Surf. n. i. 49 The Wound cannot
brook with the Medicine.

t c. To lind it agreeable to do something. Obs.

1604 F,. HAKK No Gold, ,\'a G. in Farr's S. P. '(18481 256
Few men brooke To helpe a man that is in need,

t 4. To brook up. [perri. a different word.] Ohs.

1691 R.\vS.fyE.C. li'ds. 91 7V? nw/0;//, spoken of Clouds;
when they draw together and threaten rain. [Al>o 1721 in

BAILEY.]
Ii Here probably an error for busked,
a \yx>Cursor M. 25282 pe bodi has nedeofbath to bruked

be wid mete and clath.

Brookable (bnrkSb'l), a. That may be
brooked ; endurable. (Chiefly Sc.~)

< 1817 HOGG Tales ff Sk. V. 41 The face . . gazed on him
with an intensity that was hardly brookable. 1881 A ntobiog.
7. } 'onnger xxii. 264 The idea was not brookable to the old

people.

Brooke, obs. pa. t. of BREAK.

Brooked, a. Sc. Forms : 8 bruket, bruckit,

9 brocket, bruikit (brirk/'t). [Of uncertain

origin : it has been taken as identical with

BROCKED, but appears to be phonetically distinct.]
Streaked or marked with black ; soot-begrimed.
171796 BURNS ll'ks. (1800) IV. 85 (JAM.) The bonie bruket

Lassie certainly deserves better verses. 1810 COCK Simple
Strains 137 ijAM.) Lat me to the brocket knave. 1832-53
Whistle-Binkie (Sc. Songs) n. 105 To milk our bruckit cow.

i Broo'ker. Sc. rare.
[f.

BROOK v. + -EH'.]
One who enjoys possession of, a proprietor.
1721 RAMSAY II 'i-s. 1 1848) 1 1 1 . 70 The loyal brooker of Bell,

trees [the estate of the Semplesj.

Brooker, obs. form of BROKER.

t BroO'ket. [f.
BROOK si. + -ET.]

= BROOKLET.
1538 LELAND Itin. I. 13 A litle withoute Welleden I passid

over a Broket. 1610 HOLLAND L'atnden's Brit, \. 315 From
Lewis, the river . . is fed more full with a brocket falling
from Laughton.

Brooking (bru-kirj\ vbl. sb.
[f.

BROOK
.]

\ 1. The capacity to take (food) ; assimilation,

digestion. Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 53 Brokynge of mete and drynke,
retcticio. 1626 BACON Syfoa 61 The brooking of enormous
quantity of meats . . without Surfeit.

2. Endurance, bearing. (Now chiefly gerund ial.)

1624 BACON NeivAti. iii. (1635) 42 We have ships and
boats for going under water, and brooking of seas. Mod.
After brooking such an insult.

t Broo 'king, sb. Obs.
[f.

BROOK sb. -t -ING'.]
The maintenance or preservation of a brook.
1610 FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey n. ii. 50 Sometimes this

Compound Boundage implies a mutual! propertie or duety
participable to the Conterminants, as bancking, balking,
dyking . . brooking, riuaging, foording.

Brookite v bnrkait). Min. [Named after H.J.

BROOM.

Brooke, a mineralogist.] Native titanic anhydride;
Jurinite.
1879 RUTLEY Stita. Rocks x. 119 These plates have been

referred, .to guthite, to specular iron, to brookite, etc.

Brooklet (bru-klet). [f. BRUOK sb. + -LET : of

very modern formation
; the earlier equivalent was

BROCKET.] A little brook, a rivulet, streamlet.
1813 SCOTT Trierm. i. v, Such hilling sounds as the brook-

let sings. 1837 HAWTHORNK Twite-told T. (1851) II. xviii.

256 Along the brink of a freshwater brooklet. 1865 LIVING-
STONE Zambesi xxiv. 492 These little brooklets came down
from the range on our left.

Brooklime !bru-k|laim). Forms: [i hleo-
moce, 4 ; lemoke, lemeke, lemke], 5 broke-
lemke, -lempk, 6 brokelem, brooklem, -lyme,
7 brokelempe, brokelhempe, 6 brooklyme,
-lime. [Worn down from ME. brok-lcmok, f. Invc
BKOOK + Icmok : OE. lileomoc, name of the plant.]A species of Speedwell ( Veronica Bcccahunxa)
common on the edges of ditches ; also a kindred

species known as Lesser lirooklime or Narrow-
leaved Water Speedwell (/'. Anagallis\
[c 1000 Sa.Y. Leechil. 1 1. 92 Hleomoce hatte wyrt sio u caxeS

on brace, a 1387 Siiion. liarthol. iMowat Aneai.O.vm. 1.1

faearia, lemke \printeJ levike]. ,i 1465 . llphita >M t m;it
Anecii. Oxon. II.) 86 Fabaria . . malice leinekt; uel lemoke. 1

I450 MS. liodl. 536 (Plant names', Brokclemke. .1460
I. RUSSELL Kk. Nurture in Buhees Ilk. (18681 185 liroke
lempk . . is good for ache. 1548 TURNER Xamcs o/ llfrh-s
(i88i'25 Called in englishe Brouklem, and in IJuclie Bauch-
bung. 1551 Herbal 98 Broocklyme. 1597 ( it.KAKU Herbal
clxxxiv. 495 Brookelime or Hrookleln.hath fat, thicke stalkes.

1614 MAKKHAM Cheape llnst. led. 1)97 Take BrokeU'lnpe
[ed. i668bro(jkUnie] the lesse, and frie it with Talluw. 1748
ANSON / 'oy. u. xii. led. 41 364 Nor is there any other useful

vegetable here worth mentioning except brook-lime. 1794
MAKTYN Rousseau's Bot. xii. 124. 1846 SOWKKBY Ent;. r.i>t.

(18661 VI. 169 The leaves and young stems of the Brooklime
were once in favour as an antiscorbutic.

Brooky (bnrki), a. [f. BHOOKJ*. r-Y 1
.] Char-

acterized by or abounding in brooks.

1757 DYKK Fleece I. 52 Lemsters brooky tract, & airy Croft.
Ibid. II. 208 Hermor, & Seir & Heliron's brooky sides. 1882
Three in Xsri^ay viii. 61 '1'he rockiest, urookiest. .country
in the world.

Brool (br/7l . [a])p. ad. (Jer. bi-iill roar, roar-

ing, f. briillcn, Du. brullcn to roar ^as a lion,

etc.). (Cf. JJiiiLL v. j. ] A low deep humming
sound

; a murmur. ALsoy^1
". So Brooding vbl. sb.

1837 CAHI.YLE Fr. Rev. 11871' I. 144 Li>t to the brou! of
that royal forest-voice. iSmSJtctatorsyNav. 1507 What
the meaning of that multitudinous brool will be. 1884 l!-id.

16 Feb. 213 i A man who could reprt^ent the ruling opinion
of the hour with a brool as loud as its own. 1837 CAHI.YI.E
Fr. fit-7'. (1857' I'- " lv - 1Y- ^4 'the People also is calm ..

With but a few broolings.

BrOOIU (bn7m), sli. Forms: I brom, 2-4 brom.
3-6 brome, 5-6 brume, (> Sc. broym, broume ),

6 browme, 6-7 broome (7- Sc. brume), 5-
broom. [OE. brom from WGer. *trdma-), point-

ing to OTeut. type *lir&mo-z: cogn. with OHG.
brdmo, MHG. br&me masc. 'bramble' (whence
mod.G. brombeere\ also with Ger. l<ram ' broom

',

OTeut. tyjie *brmon-
;
and OHG. Imima, mod.

Ger. and MDu. brume, mod.Du. braain fern.,

bramble, thorn, (MDu. braine also 'broom'),
OTeut. ty])e *br&mon- fern. ; also with BRAMBLE,
q. v. The derivation of the OTeut. stem br&m- is

uncertain, but the earliest sense of the various forms

appears to be 'thorny shrub', whence 'bramble',
'furze orgorse', and by confusion with the latter
'

broom', which seems to be the only Eng. sense.]
1. A shrub, Sarothamnus or Cytisus Scoparius

(N.O. Leguminosa}, liearing large handsome yellow
papilionaceous flowers

; abundant on sandy banks,

pastures, and heaths in Britain, and diffused over
Western Europe. Also the genus to which this

belongs, and the allied genus Genista, including
the White Broom, and Giant or Irish Broom cul-

tivated in gardens, and many other species.
f 1000 Sajf. f.eechd. II. 32 Genim bromes ahsan. 1150

Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 545 Gfnt'sta, brom. 11384 CHAUCKH
//. Fame 1226 Lytel herde gromes That kepen bestis in the
bromes. 1523 FITZHERB. Sitrv, 6 h, Yet may he . . selle all

the wode, brome, gorse, fyrs, braken. 1562 '1 URNER Herbal
II. 7 b, Vnder the roug^he broume. 1567 MAI-LET Gr. Forest

34 Brome . . of some is called Mirica for the bitternesse of
bis tast. 1620 VENNER / 'ia Recta vi. 98 The young tender
buds of Broome are . . gathered and presented in pickle.

1783 CowPBB Task vl. 170 The Broom, Yellow and bright, as

bulfionunalluy'd Her blossoms. 1800 WORUSW. To Joanna,
Twas that delightful season when the broom, Full-flowered . .

Along the copses runs in veins of gold, c 1854 STANLEY
Sinai <V Pal. i. (1858) 20 The Retem, or wild broom, with
its high canopy and white blossoms, .is the very shrub under
which . . Elijah slept in his wanderings.
2. Entering into the name of various other plants

used for sweeping, or in other respects fancied to

be akin to the broom
proper;

as BUTCHER'S BROOM,
SPANISH BKOOM (a kind of grass\ q. v.

3. An implement for sweeping, a besom : ori-

ginally one made of twigs of broom, heather, etc.,

Ixed to a ' stick
'

or handle
;
now the generic name

for a besom of any material. Cf. BESOM j/M 2.

14. . Songs Costume 64 So many sellers of bromys, Say I
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never. 1481 CAXTON/i'^ywrtr^iArb.iis Alleranne. .eutryche
wyth his wepen . . some with a brome. 1538 BALE T/tre
Lawcs 177 Brom, brom, brom, brom, brom. Bye brom bye
bye bromes for shoes and powcherynges ; botes and byskyns
for newe bromes, Brom, brom, brom. 1562 J. HEYWOOD
Prov, $ Epigr. (1867144 The greene new brome sweepth
cleene. 151)0 SHAKS. Mids. N. \. i. 396, I am sent with
broome before, To sweep the dust behinde the doore. 1664
EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1720* 214 Move it sometimes with a
Broom or Whisk, that the Seeds clog not together. 1708
HEARNE Coll. (1885-6) II. no My chimneys with high flying
broom No longer thou shalt clean. 1798 SOUTHEY Lyric
P., To Spider iii, Where is he whose broom The earth shall

clean? 1829 J. W. CHOKER in Croker^Papers (.18841 II. xiv.

18 As they say of a broom that it is dirty to keep other

things clean.

b. fig. and transf.
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1347/2 Thus did the

broome ofiustice sweepe awaie these noisome cobwebs. 1621
SANDERSON Serni. (1681) I. 213 Thy new broom, that now
sweepeth clean all discontents from thee, will soon grow
stubbed. 1855 DICKKNS Dorrit i. xxiv,

'

If he hadn't len
cut short [died] while I was a new broom'.

4. A sweeping tail of a horse
; ci". broom-tail v& 6.

i6i6SuRFL. & MARKH. Country J-'arm 136 There arc manie
wrinkles and plaits in his broome or brushing taiie.

5. Comb. General relations : a. attributive, as

broom-besom, -blossom, -brush, -field, -Jlou'er, -grove,

-handle, -head, -plant^ -salve, -shaft, -shank, -stalk,

-tree, -wood; b. objective, as broom-maker, -seller.

1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xvii, Three whisks of a
*broom-besom. 1814 JONES in Life Chalmers (1851) I. 379
It is . . scrubbed off with a birch or broom besom, r 1314
Guy \Varu>. (18401 292 (Halliw. i In a *brom feld ther wer
hidde Thre hundred Sarrazlns. 1633 AMES Agst. Cerent.
ii. 258 One instrument . . for the pastures, and another for

the broome-feilds. 1595 SPENSER Sonn. xxvi, Sweet is the
*Broome-flowre. 1846 SOWERBY Brit. Bat. (1864) III. 14
Henry VIII .. was wont to drinke the distilled water of
Broom-flowers, against surfets and diseases thereof arising.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 66 Thy

i

broome-groues; Whose
shadow the dismissed Batchelor loues, Being lasse-lorne.

1826 Citron, in Ann. Keg. 51/1 He entered the yard . . with
a "broom-handle in one hand and a rope with a noose to it

in the other. 1882 HOWELLS in Longm. Mag. I. 56 Wher-
ever the piano-forte penetrates, lovely woman lifts her fingers
from . . the *broom-handle, and the washboard. 1817 Parl.
Debates 1344 Two "broom-makers, who sold their brooms in

adjoining stalls. citpoCncke LorelFs B. (18431 10 Potters,
*brome sellers, pedelers. 1523 FITZHKRB. Hush. 44 'Rrome
salue..to salue poore meimes shepe, that thynke terre to

costely. 1764 T. BKYDGF.S Homer Travest. I. 32 Let Hector
. . with his trusty *broomshaft douse ye. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.

vin,' Her and the gudeman will be whirrying through
the blue lift on a *broomshank'. 1646 BUCK Riff, ///, i. 7

Geoffry Plantagenet used to weare a "Broome-stalke in his

Bonnet. 1846 SOWERBY Brit. Bot. 118641 III. 13
*Broom-

lops were often used to communicate a bitter flavour to

beer, a 1450 WYCLIF Jer. xlviii. 6 iMS. Ei 5ee shul be as
iencian trees {.later hand 'broom trees] in desert. 1810
CAMPBELL Poems I. 8 A 'broomwood blossom'd vale.

6. Special comb. : broom-boy, ? a street-sweeper
or broom-seller; broom-bush, Parthenium Hyste-

rophorus ; "t" broom-cat, an old name for the hare
;

broom-cod, the seed-vessel of the broom ; broom-
cypress, A'ochia scoparia, (see BELVEDERE 2) ;

broom-dasher {dial.}, a dealer in fagots, brooms,
etc. (cf. haberdasher} broom-dog (.*>?.), an in-

strument for eradicating broom (Jam.) ; broom
goose-foot = broom-cypress ; broom-grass, An-
dropogon scoparius : broom-heath, the cross-leaved

heath, Erica tctralix
; broom-hook, ? = broom-

dog ; broom-land, land overgrown with broom
;

broom-sedge, a species of coarse grass, ? Spar-
Una

; broom-squire (see quots.) ;
broom-tail

(of a horse), a long bushy tail (cf. 4) ; broom
toad -flax = broom cypress ;

broom-weed, a

herbaceous plant ( Core/writs siliqiiosus} of the

West Indies and tropical America, from the leaves

of which a drink is prepared ; f broom-wort, a
name applied by Gerard to species of Thlaspi; by
others to some plant not identified (? broomrape).
1593 NASHE Four Lett. Con/id. 127

*Broome boyes, and
cornecutters. ^1300 Names of Hare in Rel. Ant. I. 133
The *bromkat, The purblinde, the fursecat. 1500 IVill of
Leivkenor (Somerset Ho.) A cole r of gold sett with diuerse

perlys & *brome codde. 1868 STANLEY Westm. Ab. iii. 148
The broomscods of the Plantagenets. 1864 Times 12 Dec.,
Heaths and plantations . . occupied by brickmakers and
**broom-dashers'. 1660 in Select.fr, Harl. Misc. (1793) 380
The king exchanged his woodbill for Francis Yates's *broom-
hook. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (J,\ I have known sheep
cured of the rot by being put into *broomlands. 1856
OLMSTED Slave States 9 Land . . which bore only ^room-
sedge a thin, worthless grass. 1815 D. GARROW Hist.

Lymington 31 Besoms . . composed of heath, which grows
in abundance all over the New Forest. .The manufacturers
of this little useful domestic article are termed *Broom
Squires. 1857 KINGSLEY Tivo }'. Ago II. xiv. 129

' Broom-
squires?' 'So we call in Berkshire squatters on the moor
who live by tying heath into brooms.' 1684 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1960/4 Stolen or strayed . . a Chesnut Sorrel Gelding
. . with a *broom Tail. 1704 Ibid. No. 3981/4 A . . Mare . .

with a large Brome Tail. 1786 P. BROWNE Jamaica 147
*Broom-weed. .is generally used in besoms by the negroes.
1614 MARKHAM Cheap Husb. i. (1668) Table Hard Wds.,
*Broomwort is an-Herbwith broun coloured leaves, and
beareth a blew flower, and most commonly grows in Woods,

Broom (br;7m), v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To sweep with a broom,
1838 J. GRANT Sk. Lond. 43 If he escaped being scrubbed

or 'broomed' to death. 1855 THACKERAY Newcomes IviiL

(D.\ Work-people brooming away the fallen leaves. 1883
Miss BKADDON Gold. Calfx. 119 A feeble old woman was

feebly brooming the floor.

2. To BREAM a ship. (? Only in Diets.)

16*7 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grant, ii. 13 Broming or

Breaming. Breaming her, is but washing or burning of all

the filth with reeds or broome. 1678 PHILLIPS, Brooming
or Braining a ship : see Breaming. 1707 Glossogr. Nm>a,
The brooming of a ship meant in old time the burning of
the filth from its side. 1708-21 in KERSEY, Brooming or

Breaming ofa Ship. 1721-1800 in BAILEY.

Broo m corn. [f. (in U.S.) BROOM + (Indian^

CORN.] The American name of the Common
Millet, Sorghum vulgare, of which the panicles
are made into brooms and stiff brushes ; also the

Sorghum saccharatum or Sugar Millet of the Kast.

1817-8 COBBETT Resid. U. S. (1822) 340, I have Broom-
Corn and Seed-Stems enough to make fifty thousand such
brushes. 1861 G. BERKELEY Sportsm, W. Prairies xx.iv. 410
The Americans called them Broom corn. 1886 Echo 25
Sept. 4/2 Broom Bread. .The latest novelty, .is an American
loaf made of broom corn flour. x886 A. H. CHURCH Food
Grains hid. 85 Broom corn . . is cultivated in some parts of
Northern India . . on account of the sugar which can be
extracted from the stems.

Broomer (br'mw). [f. BROOM z/.]
= next.

1857 Chamh. jrnl.\\l. 69 A company of shoe-blacks,

broomers, and messengers was set on foot.

Broom-man (br/?'m|ma.
i

n). [f.
BROOM + MAX.]

One who uses a broom ; a street-sweeper.
1592 GREENE Up$t. Courtier 11871) 27 Then Conscience

was not a broom man in Kent Street but a Courtier. 1646
G. DANIEL PoernsitySl. 59 Who's free? Not Broome-
men, nor the baser sort, Who dress the Citie, and defile the
Court, a 1716 SOUTH Semi. (1717) VI. 9 Scarce one, in

Five Thousand . . knows so much as what Popery means.

Only that it is . . A Word that sounds bigg and bigh in the
Mouths of Broom men, Scavingers and Watermen, on a sth
or i7th of November.

Broomrape ^br^-mr^'p). [A rendering of

mcd.L. Rapum genistw broom knob or tuber; f.

rapttm
' a knob or lump formed by the roots of

trees', and genista broom. The name is therefore

not of popular origin.] A large genus of parasitic
herbs (Orobanchc), which attach themselves to the

roots of broom, furze, clover, and other legu-
minous plants, having a brownish-yellow leafless

fleshy stem furnished with pointed scales or bracts.

The name was first applied to O. major, the

Rapum genista of Lobel and other early herbalists.

1578 LVTK Dodoens\\. vi. 664 That excrescence comming
from the roote of Broome is called . . in Latine Ra/ntm
Genistx, that is to say, Broome Rape. 1671 SALMON Syn.
Mcd. in. xxii. 424 Broom-rape, .easeth pains in the Reins.

1711 Phil. Trans. XXVII. 345 A large Broom-rape with a

purple Flower. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PL III. 120
Brown and leafless parasites, like the Broom-rapes. 1883
G. ALLEN in Knotvledge 3 Aug. 65 'i The fat, tuberous
stems of the greater broomrape.
attrib. 1863 MAFG. PLLTS Wild Flmvers 240 The broom-

rape order . . contains but two families, that of the broom
rape and the tooth wort.

Broomstaff (br/7'mstuf). arch. Also -stave

(rare]. PI. -staffs, -staves,
[f.

BROOM sl>. + STAFF.]
The staff or handle of a broom ; a broomstick.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. /'*///, v. iv. 57 At length they came to

th' broome stafTe to me, I defide 'em stil. 1711 E. WARD
Vitlg. Brit. v. 54 Rattling their Broomstaves, and their

Clubs. 1711-14 PRIOR Alma Poems (1754) 264 Broom-staff
or Poker they bestride. 1825 WATERTON Wand. S. Amer.
n. iii. 200 The black cat and broomstaff . . considered as
conductors to and from the regions of departed spirits. 1870
LoWBLL Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 117 The broomstave,
which might make part of the poorest house's furniture.

Broomster (br/7-mstai). [f. as prec. + -STER.]
One who wields a broom ; spec, in Curling, one
who sweeps the ice.

1831 Blackw. Mag. XXX. 972 The uncrampeted broom-
ster, and the pilgrim with the (unboiled) peas, may go hand
in hand.

Broomstick (br/rmstik). Same as BROOM-
STAFF. To marry over the broomstick : to go
through a quasi-marriage ceremony, in which the

parties jump over a broomstick ; also called
'
to

jump the besom '.

1683 tr. Erasmus' Mortse F,nc. 58 Shall take a Broom-stick
for a streight-bodied woman. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac.

(1737) I. 148 A story of a witch upon a broomstick, & a
flight in the air. 1732 POPE Use ofRiches 11.07 The thriving

plants, ignoble broomsticks made. 18x4 MACAULAY Misc.
Writ. (1860) I. 95 They were married over a broom-stick.

1841 MIALL Nonconf. I. 265 Not more hopeless .. the at-

tempt to make a broomstick bud. 1881 J. HAWTHORNE
Fort. Fool i. iv,

* There's some as think she was married over
the broom-stick, if she was married at all '.

b. comb.

1774 Westm. Mag. II. 16 He had no inclination for a
Broomstick-marriage. 1807 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824) 362
The broomstick-whirI'd hags that appear in Macbeth. 1851
MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 353, I never had a wife, but I

have had two or three broomstick matches, though they
never turned out happy.

Broomy (br/7-mi), a.
[f. as prec. -f -vl.]

1. Covered with or abounding in broom.
1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 132 All coarse

barren Heaths, Lingy, Broomy Lands. 1679 PLOT Staf-
fordsh. (1686) no This heathy, broomy, gorsy, barren sort

of Soile. 1790 BURNS Let. ftlrs. Dnnfap Nov., The broomy
banks of Nitn. 185* D. MOIR Gleti of Roslin iii. 169 Each
broomy vale . . bequeaths Some old heroic tale.

f 2. Of or pertaining to a broom or besom, rare.

1709 SWIFT Morning in Tatler No. a F i The Youth with

broomy Stumps began to trace The Kennel Edge.
3. Broom-like. Cf. bushy, rare.

1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Dmon (18131 253 Its leading shoot

appears . . to have spread into a small broomy top.

Broose. Sc. Also brooze, bruise, bruse.

[Sc. pron. broz, bru'z : of unknown origin. The
suggestion of Jamieson that the word is the same
as brose or brewis is absurdly impossible ; (though
phonetically it might be broos, pi. of BROO) : mod.
Sc. 6, ii, derives from OE. 6 or Fr. #.] A race on

horseback, or on foot, by the young men present
at country weddings in the north, the course being
from the place where the marriage ceremony is

performed (in Scotland the bride's former home)
to the bridegroom's house. Hence to ride, run,
win the broose. (The prize is usually a coloured
silk handkerchief.)
It is understood to be a survival from primitive marriage

customs : probably the whole wedding cortege formerly con-

veyed the bride at full gallop to the bridegroom's house ;

but now the race is kept up by the young men only, the
rest of the procession following at leisure. Cf. BRIDFLOC,
and the Teutonic synonyms there mentioned.

1786 BURNS To AnId Mare ix, At Brooses thou had
ne'er a fellow, For pith and speed. 1788 R. GALLOWAY
Poems 156 (JAM.) To think to ride or rin the bruise Wi'
them ye name. 1845 New Statist. Ace. Scotl. VI. 306 The
broose or contest who shall first reach the house of the bride-

groom is very keenly maintained. 1863 J. BROWN Horx Sufis.

(ed. 3) 31 You know what riding the bruse means.

Broose, obs. form of BRUISE.

i Broouage. Obs. i See quots.)
1610 W, FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey i. viii. 16 Grass and

plants fit for broouage, and browsage of sheepe. Ibid. \\. i.

So Rents proper . . may be for Landes, tenements . . Tur-
barie, Mastage, ("of Beech, Cake, Holme, &c.i Herbage,
Broouage, &c. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 333/2 Broov-
ae or Browsage is feeding of Sheep and Goats.

Brooyl, obs. form of BROIL.

Brose (br^uz). [mod.Sc. form of earlier fa-owes,

BKOWIS, OFr. brocz. Often treated as a plural,
like porridge, broth, etc. ;

in this case partly at least

from the sound of final -s (-z).'] A dish made by
pouring boiling water (or milk) on oatmeal (or

oat-cake) seasoned with salt and butter. Hence
brose-weal) /'rose-time, etc.

1657 COLvi L Whigs Snpplic. (17511 21 A bag which kept
his meal for brose. 179* BVRSS Deuk's dang o'er, <yr. it,

I've seen the day ye butter'd my brose. 1816 SCOTT Old
Mort. xxi,

' Whiles at brose-time', answered the. .damsel.
1828 J-\ M. Perth xvj, The citizens had gorged them-
selves upon pancakes fried in lard, and brose, or brewis.

iSzpCi'NNiNGHAM.J/rt^/c />V/V/<", Annh'ers. 137 His favourite

spring was brose and butter.

b. Pease brose : a similar preparation of pease-
meal. Atholc brose : a mixture of whiskey and

honey.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xlviii, His morning draught of

Athole brose. a 1840 Neil Gen's Farw.
,
For e'er since

he wore the tartan hose He dearly liket Athole brose.

Brose, obs. form of BRUISE.

Brosen, brossen, brosten, dial. ff. horsten,
obs. pa. pple. of BURST v.

Broshe, Brostle, obs. ff. BRUSH, BRISTLE.

Brosour, -ure, var. of BRUSURE, Obs., wound.

Brosy (brju-zi ), a. Sc. [f. BROSE + -T 1
.] Daubed

with brose, brose-fed.

1789 DAVIDSON Seasons 28 (!AM.) Laying the brosy weans

upo' the floor Wi' dousy hegnt. 18*3 E. LOGAN St. "John-
stown I. 4o(jAM.)A square-built, brosy-faced girl.

Brotch(e, obs. or dial, f. BROACH, BROOCH.

Brotekin, var. of BRODEKIN, Obs., a high boot.

tBro*tel, brotle, a- Obs. Forms : 4 brotel^l,

brotil, (brutel, brutil(e), 5 brotill(e, brottyl,

(brutyll), 6 brotle. [ME. brotil, brutil, f. broten

broken, pa. pple. of breotan. In use brotel ap-

pears as one of the various forms of britil, Irretil,

BRITTLE, and it may have been of later analogical
formation : cf. Irrickle, brockU.]
1. Liable to break, easily broken ; fragile, brittle.

1382 WVCLIF 2 Cor. iv. 7 We han this tresour in brotil

[1388 britil] vesselis. c 1430 LVDC. Bochas v. vii. 115541 127 a,

Fortunes fauors be made . . Of brotell glasse rather than
of stele. I4&3CAXTON Gold. Leg. 324/4 Kepte in a fraylie

and brutyll vessell.

b. Frail, perishable, easily destroyed, mortal.

1340 Ayenb. 129 Ysy hou Jwu art fyeble and brotel. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. ix. 37 J>e Bodi }>at Brutel is of kuynde.
1413 LVDG. Pylgr. Smvle v. xiv. (1483) 109. 1529 MORE
COM/, agst. Trib. lit, Wks. 1226/1 A brotle man lately made
of earthe.

2. fig. Unstable ; inconstant, fickle.

c 1315 SHORFHAM 5 Man is so brotel Ine his owene kende.

c 1386 CHAUCER Parsons T. F 473 The commendacion of

the peple is somtyme ful fals and ful brotel [v.r. brotil,

brethil, brutile, brutel]. a 1420 OCCLEVK De Keg. Print.

3861 His welthe hathebut a brotille stablenesse.

Hence t Bro'telliede, frailty. Obs.

\-ypAyenb. 130 Huanne J?e man .. knauj> his pourhede,
be vilhede, J?e brotelhede of his beringe,

t Bro'telness. Obs, [f.prec. + -NESS.] Frailty,
fickleness ; insecurity, uncertainty.
c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 35 On brutil ground thaybulde,

and brutelnesse Thay fynde, whan thay wene sikernesse.



BROTH. 1131 BROTHER.
a 1410 OCCLBVE DC Keg. Princ. i The brotilnesse of hir

nature, c 1430 LYUG. Bochas n. xm. (1554) 53 a, God..pre-
serue your variaunt brotilnesse.

Broth, (br^b), sb. Forms : 1-4 brop, 4-6
brothe, 6-8 broath, 7 broathe, 3- broth.

[Com. Teut. : OE. /w/^OHG. brod, prod, ON.
footi : OTeut. bropo(in}, f. vb.-root brii- to pre-

pare by boiling, make a decoction : see BREW.

(Cf. F. bouillon broth, f. bouillir to boil.) The
OHG. word was adopted in Romanic, giving
med.L. brodunt^brodiutn^ \\..brodot Sp., Pg.er0dios

Pr. bro, OF. bro> brett, whence broet, BBOWET,
BREWIH. Irish broth, Gael, broft are from Eng.]
1. The liquid in which anything has been boiled,

and which is impregnated with its juice ; a de-

coction ; esp. that in which meat is boiled or

macerated ;
also a thin soup made from this with

the addition of vegetables, pearl barley, rice, etc.,

as Scotch * broth'.

a 1000 Colloij. Monast. xxix. 13 (Bosw.) Faett brob 50

niajon habban. 1297 R. GLOUC. 528 On of is men . . Caste
broth vp a clerc. 1398 TKEVISA Earth. Da P. R. (Tolle-

inache MS.) xvn. Ixx, Bro^of be leues berof [broom] abateb

swellynge of J>e splene. c 1400 MAUNDEV. xxiii. 250 Non
other potages but the brothe of the flesche. c 1440 Prouip.
Parv. 53 Brothe, brodium, liqitamen. 1530 PALSGK. 201/2
Brothe of fysshe or flesshe, brovet. 1535 COVERUALE yitdg.
vi. 20 Take the flesh . . & set it vpon the stonye rocke . .

and poure the broth theron. 1578 LYTE Dodocns \. xxxix.

57 The decoction or brothe of Agrimonie. 1580 SIDNEY
Arcadia in. 281 She herself had used to make the broaths.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. ii. 50 He . . sawc'st our Brothes, as

Juno had bin sicke, And he her Dieter. 1665 GEKBIEH
Princ. 24 Too many Cooks spoils the Broth. i68z N. O.
Boileaits Lutrin i. 7 Bad 'em serve in the broath \rime
loath]. 1713 STEELE Sped. No. 308 F 3, I am sure . . you
love Broth better than Soup. 1804 WOLCOTT iP. Pindar)
Gt. Cry <$ Lilt. Wool Wks. 1812 V. 165 The more cooks
the worse broth. 1861 RAMSAY Reinin. (ed. 18) 118 She.,
never did more than to sup a few family broth.

b. fig. and transf. (Cf. stew, browst, etc.).

1*1526 FRITH Disput. Purgatory (1829) 141 If he had
thought to have gone through purgatory . . there should he
have had an hot broth and an heartless, a 1533 LD. BER-
NERS Huon vi. 13 He sware he wolde purchace for the two
sonnes. .suche a broth [1601 traine] that they shulde bothe

dye In doloure. 1878 SKELKY Stein III. 390 They . . want
to . , dissolve all civil society into a great fluid broth.

f 2. Loosely applied to various boiled, brewed,
or decocted liquors ;

also to the brine of ocean,
melted snow (SNO\V-BKOTH\ etc. Cf. Sc. BHEE,
BBOO.
c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 28 With brothe of venegur

draw|;e hit withalle. 1558 PHAER sEneid viu. Z iv, There went
the salt sea broad with swellynge broth. \$f)frBa<;chu$Bountie
in Harl. Jlfi.sc.(i.Bog)ll. 264 Bickering with the broth of boun-
tifull Bacchus. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Odour ii, This
broth of smells, that feeds & fats my minde. 1691 RAY
Making of Stilt 206 If you put in too much [ale] it will

make the Broth [of brine] boil over the Pan. 1765 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. II. 361 A sop in the briny broth of ocean.

3. Phrases. *f To make white broth of, said of

boiling to death (as a poisoner). A broth of a

boy : the essence of what a boy should be, a down-

right good fellow (colloq. Irish).
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 4 She was afraid that Cook

the Lord Chief Justice would have made white broth of

them, but the prerogative kept them from the pot. 1822

BYRON Juan vni. xxtv, Juan was quite 'a broth of a boy'.

1843 MRS, TON SA JndaKs Lion 131 Papa says you are the

broth of a boy, for taking care of me.

t Broth, brothe, a. Obs. [ME. brop : earlier

bnlp (north Eng. brath : see BRATH) ; ON. bra$-r

hasty, rash, passionate.] Impetuous, violent, pas-
sionate, wrathful ; also quasi-j^.
c xaoo ORMIN 7172 pat he be grimme .. Sc brab. r 1325

E. E. Allit. P. B. 149 pat ober burne watz abay^t of bis

brobe wordez. c 1340 Caw. fy Cr. Knt. 2233 He . . orpedly
strydez, Bremly brobe on a bent. 6*1420 Avow. Arth. xvi.

Thus bidus that brothe.

t Bro'theful, a- Obs. [f. BROTHE a. or the

cogn. BKATH sb. + -FUL : cf. BRATHFUL.] Violent,
wrathful.

1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. 55 Bituex J>am \>Q messengers
brobefulle wordes brak.

Brothel (brp-h'l), sb. Also 5-7 brothell(e,

5 brodel(le. [ME. bropel^ f. OE. broken ruined,

degenerate, pa. pple. of brcoftan to go to ruin : a
variant of BRETHEL.
The modern sense arises from confusion with an entirely

different word BORDEI, (q.v.); the brotJu't was originally
a person, the bordcl a place. But the combinations hordcl-

house and brothel's house ran together in the form brothel-

honse^ which being shortened to brothel^ the personal .sense

of this word became obs., and it remains only as the sub-
stitute of the original bordel.\

f 1. A worthless abandoned fellow, a wretch,

scoundrel, scapegrace, good-for-nothing.
1393 COWER Conf. III. 173 Quod Achab thanne, There is

one, A brothel, which Micheas hight. 1394 P. PI. Crcde
772 Ne bedden swiche bro^els In so brode schetes. c 1440
York JSIyst. xix. 265 Lprde, tokenyng hadde we none To
knawe bat brothell [Christ] by. c 1460 Tmvnchy Myst, 130, I

[ HerodJ shall se that brodelle [Christ] bloode By hym that me
has boght. c 1475 Lyt. Childr. Bk. in Babces Bk. (1868) 18

Fylle not thy mouth as done brothellis. 153* MORE Confut.
Tindale Wks. 514/1 The holy Lenton faste, whiche these

brotheles so boldly take vpon them to breake. 1594 CAKEW

Tassa (iSSn 117 [They] with wratli .. Enflamde, fortune
vniust and brothell call.

f 2. An abandoned woman, a prostitute. Obs.

1493 Fcstivall (W. de W. 1515) 54 b, He . . went agayne
to a brodelles hous. 1535 FISHER Wks. 418 Why dpcth
a common brothel take no shame of hir abhomination "I

1546 LANGLEY Pot. Verg. De Invent, m. xii. 79 b, Venus . .

was a common harlot & brothel of her body. 1583 STUBB^S
Anat. Abus. 58 A filthie strumpet or brothel. 1606 G. W[OOD-
COCKE] Ivstine ii3b, A company of concubins and brothels,

t b. (See Cjuot.) Obs. rare.

1613 K. C. Table Alph.($&.$i Brothell, keeper of a house
of baudry.
3. Short for brothers house, brothel-house (2, 4 b) ;

taking the place of the earlier BOUDEL, BoRDKL-
HOUSB : A house of ill fame, bawdy-house.
^1593 H. SMITH Wks. 11867} II. 26 Some [return] unto

the taverns, and some unto the alehouses . . and some unto
brothels. 1605 SHAKS. Lear m. iv. 99 Keepe thy foote out
of Brothels. 1(1704 T. BROWN Sat. Wks. 1730 I. 56 We
need not rake the brothel and the stews. 1711 STEELE Spcct.
No. 190 F 2 You understand by this time that I was left in

a Brothel. 1751 JOHNSON Rambt. No. 171 ? 12 Tricked up
for sale by the mistress of a brothel. 1828 MACAU LAY

Hallanti Ess. (1851) I. 86 The offal of gaols and brothels.

4. Attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. or as adj.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isi. r. xviij, Or Mcevius chaunt
his thoughts in brothell charm. (11711 KEN Hynwothep
Wks. 1721 III. 291 With so profligate a Race, Within their

Brothel-Heav'n. ^1856 MRS. BROWNING Soul's Trav. 39 The
brothel shriek, and the Newgate laugh.

b. comb., as brothel- haunting, -keeper, -like,

-master, -monger; brothel-house = BKOTHEL 3.

1692 tr. Sallnst 17 The Rage of adulterous Lust, of * Bro-

thel-haunting and other Bestialities. 1530 PALSGR. 201/2

*Brothelleshouse, bordel. 1535 COVERDALB Ezt-k, xvi. 39

[They] shal breake downe thy stewes, and destroye thy
brodel houses. 1599 SHAKS, AIuchAdo \. \. 256. 1678 Vug.
Man'sCall. 273 Thou shalt be. .put into the common stews

& brothel-houses. 1820 T. MITCHELL Aristoph. I. 255 One
Philostratus, a ''brothel-keeper. 1803 SOUTHEY in Ann.
Rev. I. 41 We will not transcribe Mr. Fischer's 'brothel.

like description. 1608 MIDDLETON Trick to Catch, .yc\, He's

a rioter, a wast-thrift, a "brothel-master. 1566 DRAXT
Horace Sat. \. iv. 113 No ^brothelmonger be.

t BrO'thel, v. Oh. [f. prec. sb.]

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\. i. iii. (16211 217 Who, like

Lust-greedy Goates, Brothel from bed to bed.

BrO'tlieller. ? Obs. [f. prec. + -KB 1
.]

A fre-

quenter of brothels, a whoremonger.
1608 MIUDLETON Trick to Catch, <yc. n. i, What though

he be a brotheller, a waste-thrift. 1784 Co\\ i'ER Task n. 751

For Gamesters, Jockeys, Brothellers impure. 1805 SOUTHEY
in Ann. Rev. III. 230 Not the only brotheller.

t Bro'thelling. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -ING !.]

The frequenting ofbrothels, whoring. Also attrib.

1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Hist. u. 76 (1591) 97 If he had any

courage . . it is dulled & worne away, in tipling and bro-

tneling houses. 1611 COTGR., Bordelage, brothelUng, wench-

ing, whoore-hunting.

f Brcrthellous, a. Obs. [see -ous.]
= next.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. ij, This whorish and brothel-

lous painting and colouring of faces.

t Bro*tnelly, a. Obs. [see -LY^.] Whorish,

1607 TopSELisSer^an/s 642 To play and meddle with filthy

whores and brothelly queans.

t Bro'thelry. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -RY.]

1. Lewdness ; harlotry.
1546 BALE Eng. Votaries n. (1550) 29 He fell to the talke

of as fyne brothelry, as anye craftes man in that art myght
vtter. 1569 J. SANFORD Agrippa's I'ait. Artes 97 Brothelrie

is the Arte of abandoninge the proper chastitie to all men.

1605 B. JONSON Volpone Ded. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter

ii. 14 Pestilent uses of turpitude and brothelry.

2. A place of prostitutes.
1593 MARLOWE Lust's Domin. i. iii, Whilst you at home

suffer'd his bedchamber To be a brothelry. 1616 DEKKER
Sez>. Sinncs n. (Arb.) 22 Thou makest thy buildings a

Brothelry to others.

t Bro'thelsome, # Obs. [f.
as prec. + -SOME.]

Pertaining to a brothel, lewd, whorish.

1624 F. yVHrttJRqM*ftsfar%3 The Vow of Chastitie filled

all the Earth with the steame of Brothelsome impuritie.

tBrO'thelyi and adv. Obs. Also brodly,

brothelych, brodelyche. [ME. : in sense a.,

f. BROTHE a. + -LY 1
,

-
; cf. the northern form

BRATHLY. Sense b. (only in Allit. Poems} may
perhaps be a deriv. of BROTHEL.]
A. adj. Fierce, violent, angry.

1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. 166 Fulle brobely & brim he kept

vp a trencheour, & kast it at Statin.

b. Vile, bad.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 847 J?e worlde stynkes Of be brych

J?at vpbraydez (rose bro^elych wordez.

B. adv. Quickly, hastily ; violently, furiously.

ri34o Cursor M. 18918 (Triii.) Brodly \_Cott. brathli] on

l>at hous hit brast. ci34o Gaw. $ Cr. Knt. 2377 penne he

..Brayde brobely be belt to be burne seluen. ?rti4oo

Morte ArtA. 1408 pe embuschement of Bretons brake owte

at ones, Brothely at banere. a 1400 Sir Pert. 2121 Per-

cevelle. .asked wherefore and why He banned it so brothely.

b. Vilely, in ill plight.

^1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1256 Brobely bro}t to Babyloyn

f?er bale to suffer. Ibid. C. 474 [Jonah] blusched to his

wodbynde bat brolly watz marred.

Brothen, brothin, banknipt, broken, pa. pple.

of BKETHK v. Obs.

Brother (bnrCar, sb. PI. brothers, brethren

(bre-iNren). Forms : i brofior, -ur, -er, 2-5

broper, 3- brother {passim -err, -ir, -ere, -re,

-yr, broither), 4-6 broder, -ir, -yr, 6 bruder
;

mod.Sc. brither. Plural: see below. [A Common
Teut., and Common Aryan word : OK. broftor

= OFris. brother*, broder, OS. 'brothar ;MDu.
and Du. broeder, MLG. and mod.LG. broder),
OIIG. bntotiar (MHG. bruoder, Ger. bruder\
ON. broftir (Sw., Da. broder}, Goth. bropar\
OTeut. *hropar : OAryan *bhnrlert -for, -//-,

whence also Skr. bhratr, Gr. (pparrjp, L. frdttr9
OSlav. bratit, OCelt. *brater t,Ir. and Gael, bra-

thair, Welsh brawl (from *brart.vdr\ Breton breur

(formerly breuzr}.
As in some other words in OE. long <>, the mod. form has

undergone more than the usual vowel change, which would
have left it (,br'3e.n. In ME., esp. in north, dial, and Sc.,

the th was often written d, perhaps after fader, inodcr.

The OE. dat. sing, was brewer \ the gen. was the same as

the nom. and remained so in Scotch down to 1600, as in

the connexion broder son (nephew, broder bairn, trader

vy/f, broder dochter, which have often been misunderstood

by modern readers. The plural has had a great variety of

forms : viz. inOE.^f&wvw^-tfrdike the sing.\ and brdoru,

-n>, later -rn, also once broe\>re (in Anglian, in Rushworth
Glosst; and with collective sense, ffbrd^er, and %et>r<f&nt,

->v, -ra. In early ME. \h.t Lambeth Homilies have bro^rc^

brc^t\, and rarely brc\>rcn ; the Trin. Coll. Horn. bro\>ren
and l-rcyren ; Onnin and Gen. fy Ex. have always bre\>r<: t

bre\>ert\ of Layamon the first text has a variety of forms,

most frequently brotye]ren, frequently bre]xe}reit, rarely

hr<ty,e)re, (never brc^re or brn\>t'r\ once brokerru\ once bro-

\teres ',
tlie second text has always bro\>ercs, brokers. The

Jesus MS. poems in O.E. Misc. have usually bro\>rcn, which
is the regular form in Ayenbite \ brotk(aren occurs in many
writers down nearly to 1600. In northern Kng., from the

earliest distinctive specimens, the regular plural form was

brt-\>t'r, brcther\ often used also by non-northern writers.

The standard English plural, down to 1600, was bre^(e}ren,
brethren. Brothers, after its early appearance in Layamon,
is not qupted again till the end of the i6th c., when it is

used by Shakspere indiscriminately with brethren. In the

zyth c. brothers became the ordinary form in the literal

sense; brethren being retained in reference to spiritual,

ecclesiastical, or professional relationship.
The original Teut. pi. num. corresponding to Aryan

"bhra'trcsi would be ^
bro\>riz, whence regularly ON.

bn&r. The corresponding OE. V'rtfeoVr, *&re<$eris unex-

pectedly wanting : but the Mercian b-rwpre, and its ME.
descendant brcthre (see ft) may possibly be a remnant of it.

The northern brother isee y.i rnay actually have come down
from v

(W(.'cW, though it may also merely be brctkre with

the final e dropped. The OE. -it, -o (-a* forms are difficult

to explain : it has been suggested that they might be origin-

ally duals i,Hke sculdru from smldor inasc.}. They were

regularly represented by ME. brotkre 'see a). Brethren^
brethren exemplify the u^ual passage of sbs. having vowel

plurals in southern early ME. into the -en type._
The

early occurrence of the modern brothers, as well as its sub-

sequent non-appearance till the end of the i6th c., is notable

and requires further investigation. In the genitive pi.

brebere occurs in Gen. <y Ex. \ brJpcrn -e in St. Brandon \

brtfyer, briers was northern ; brethren's standard Eng.,

now, in ordinary use, brothers'. }

A. Illustrations of the plural forms.

fa. plural brother, brothre: Q'&&w9w,&r0Srtt)

-ro, -"a
;
ME. 2-3 bropre, -ere, 4 brothere, 4-5 -ire.

a 1000 Cydinons Gen. 2013 (Gr.) BroSor bo r
- *" I(^> A ,i,

rs.

Ps. cxxi[i]. 8 For mine broSru. Ags. Gosp. John vii. 3 His

bro5ra \_Lindisf. & Rushii:, broSro ; Ifatton G. h\-s broSre].

Ibid. John vii. 10 His Sebrooru \_Hatton G. broSre]. IHd.

Matt. xii. 47 pin modur & bine jebroSra [Hatton G. jebroore ;

Lindisf. broora, v. 48 bro3ro ;
Rushiv. broker]. ^1175

Lamb. Honi. 5 Nu leoue brooVe ! Ibid. Leoue brodre and

sustre ! c 1205 LAV. 16120 Comen ba bro5ere. c izy$ f'as-

sion 626 in O. E. Misc. 55 }e beo> alle brobre \rime ych to

obre]. la 1400 Sayn John xix. in Relig. Pieces fr. Thorn-

ton MS. 94 His hyne holly and he .. Become bare thi bro-

thire \rhne ilk one to ober].

t/3. plural brethre: OE. brocpre, 2-3 bretrt,

brepere, 3 brifore. Obs.

6-975 Rjtskiv. Gl., Matt. i. n Broebre his. rxi75 Latnb.

How, g, 45 Leofe bre3re. c 1200 ORMIN 6366 Wibb hise

brebre. Ibid. 8269 Arrchelawess brebre \>no. a 1240

ll'ohunge in Cott. Horn. 275 Borne bre5re hauen me for-

wurpen. cizgo Gen. $ Ex. 1911 If he sa} hise breOere

misfaren. Ibid. 2213 Do bre5ere (gen. pi.) seckes. Ibid.

2271 Al 3o bri3ere fellen.

7. brether : (3-4 -ir, -yr, hreither, 4 briber, 5

hir, 4-6 bredery -ir, -ttr, -yr.} Still in north.

. and Sc.

(11300 Cursor M. 1 2 10 His breber als him-self he loued.

c 1340 Ibid. 23873 (Edinb.) Al er we briber, c 1340 Gaw, $
O. A"*. 39 Alle bo ri^h breber. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce in.

93 Twabrethir. c 1400 Dcstr. TV^yosSo His dere bredur

two. Ibid. 13167 Bothe were bin brether. i43z~S tr.

ffi&tcrt(iB65) I. i2s The breder of loseph. //</. 211 Rome
was made of ij. brewer, Remus and Romulus. I473\VAEKW.
Ckron. iHistwobrythir. 1313-75 Diitrn.Occnrrcnts^^

84 And vtheris his breder. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 33^The
rest of the brether or sisters. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) /V<?r.

vi in Our Lord hateth . . him that among brether soweth

disco'rdes. 1875 Lanc.Gloss. iE. D. ^Brether, brothers.

1 5. brethren : 3-4 bropren, -eren (4 brotheryn(e,

5 brodertn, -ynt, 5-6 brothern, -e, 6 brootherne,

Sc. (casually) brothcrand}. Obs.

a izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 173 Of two broSren. c 1*05 LAV.

2759 His broSrenhine cleopeden. Ibid. 2101 pa breo bro-

<5eren [c 1875 brobers ;
so 5536, 6809, 10461, 11176]. Ibid.

3880 Beine iweren ibro'oeren [c 1275 brobers; so 10446,

12255]- '34 Ayenb. 101 We gadereb alle cure brobren.

Ibid. 149 Uor oure brobren. c 1*75 O. E. Misc. 53 Go to

myne brobren. c 1440 Generydcs 2656 We are broderen.

1478 W. PASTON Lett. 816 III. 226 All my brodyrn and

systyrs. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg, 401/2 His brothern wepte.

brythi

Eng.



BROTHER.

1533 BELLENDEN Livy i. (1822) 44 To haif supportit his

brotherand. 1536 Remed. Sedition 24 b, Ye brotherne and

systerne? fathers and mothers? 1555 EDEN Decades W.
Ind. {Arb.) 50 These owre brootherne, owre flesshe & owre
bones. 1567 DRANT Horace''sEpist. 11. ii. H vj,Two brotherne.

t. brethren : 2-4 breprcn^ -eren
t 3- brethren,

(36 brethereri^e, 3-5 -z', 4 brithirn, -ertt,

4-5 -eren
t 4-7 brethern

t 5-6 brederne, -

ex 175 Lamb. Hom, n Leoue breSren. < 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 175 Ure helende .. segh J>os tweie brodren and bese
breSren weren on be se. (1205 LAY. 2137 J?o ba bre bre-

8eren. Ibid. 4202 pas bre<5ren [c 1275 beos brokers]. 1297
R. GLOUC. 478 The bretheren hulde al so a^en hor fader.

c 1300 St. Brandan 558 Mid oure Loverdes pans and mid
oure Bretherne i-bo3t. c 1350 Will. Palerne 5304 pe bold
breberen. <r 1380 WYCLIF Wks, (1880) 284 Among here

briperen. Ibid. 367 pe possessyon of her brebern. la 1400
Morte Art/t. 4144 My faire bretherene. t 1450 LONELICH
Grail Iv. 52 Alle his bretheren. Ibid. 59 His bretherin alle.

r 1450 Merlin iii. 4 The two brethern. 1489 CAXTON P'aytes

of A. iv. vii. 247 Two bretherne accused of thefte. 1535
COVERDALE Alatt. \. 2 lacob begat ludas & his brethren.

1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 68 Howel with his Bretherene.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. iv. 1. 11676) 134 Two melancholy
brethren. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. \. 49 Their Brethrens
honest though mistaken Zeal. 1843 MACAULAY Lays, Lake
Regillits ii, Unto the Great Twin Brethren We keep this

solemn feast.

brothers: 3 bropereS) bropres, brofiers.
c 1205 LAY. 9153 Alle his bro3eres [4:1275 brokers] mid

him. c 1275 Ibid. 12255 Broberes hii were [c 1205 ibro5eren].
Ibid. 2101 t>e breo brobers [<-i2o$ broderen] alle to gadere
comen. [So everywhere in the later text.] 1588 SHAKS. Tit.

A . in. L 30 Ah Lucius for thy brothers let me plead. 1597 - -

2 Hen. IVt iv. iv. 23 Thou hast a better place in his Affection,
Then all thy Brothers, c 1630 NAUNTON Fragin. Reg. (Arb.i

25 Being both younger Brothers. 1713 Poi'E Windsor For.

337 Around his throne the sea-born brothers stood. 1843
MACAULAY Lays, Horatius xxxii, The Romans were like

brothers In the brave days of old.

B. Signification : I. as simple sb.

1. The word applied to a male being to express
his relationship to others (male or female) as the

child of the same parent or parents.
'n the singular usually defined by a possessive word ex-

pressed or implied as 'my brother', 'the king's youngest
brother',

' the brother of your friend',
* (oun Brother

Jonathan',
'

come, <myt brother !'; in the plural, this may
be absent, if the relationship is between the individuals

themselves, as in
'

they are brothers ( i. e. to each other i '.

a. properly. The son of the same parents. But
often extended to include one who has either

parent in common with another (more strictly

called half-brother, or brother of the half blood} ;

also to a BROTHER-IN-LAW. See brother-uterine

(in 9 d), also BROTHER-GERMAN, GooD-BBQtHB.
(Also applicable to animals.)
O. E. Chron. an. 656 Min brooer is faren of bisse Hue.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xii. 13 Se^e minum bre<5er b;et he
da:le uncer a;hta wio" me. Matt. x. 21 SoSlice bro3ur

sylS hys bro<Sur to deaSe. ciifoHatton Gosp. ibid., Se
broSer syllu8 his bro3er. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 147 Do
two sustres wepen for here broflres deaS. a 1300 Cursor M.
1214 Caym his aun broder slogh. 1426 AUI>ELAY Poems
15 His borne broder. c -mpPromp.Parv. 54 Brodyr by the

modyr syde onely. . gerniantts. 1473 WAKKW. Chron. i He
create and made dukes his two brythir. 1590 SHAKS. Corn.

Err. 11. ii. 154 Fie brother, how the world is chang'd
with you. 1611 BIBLE Proi>. xviii. 24 A friend that sticketh

closer then a brother. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 456 His
Brothers Offering found From Heav'n acceptance. 1842
TENNYSON Dora 15 She is my brother's daughter. 1850
In Mem, xxxi. 5 Where wert thou, brother, those four days?
1859 Elaine 40 Here two brothers, .had met And fought.

b. Including more distant kin : A kinsman, as

uncle, nephew, cousin. (Chiefly a Hebraism of

the Bible.)
1382 WYCLIF Gen. xiv.

14^
Loth his brother takun. Ibid.

xxix. 12 He shewitle to hir that he was the brother of hir

fader. i6n BIBLE Gen. xiii. 8 And Abram said vnto Lot,
Let there be no strife, I pray thee, betweene mee and thee
..for wee bee brethren. Ibid. xxix. 12 Jacob told Rachel,
that hee was her fathers brother. Ibid. 15.

C. Said affectionately of one regarded or treated

as a brother ; one who fills the place of a brother.

1795 BURNS ' A man's a man '

v, Man to man, the world

o'er, Shall brothers be for a' that. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem.
ix, My friend, the brother of my love, My Arthur !

2. A fellow - clansman, fellow -citizen, fellow-

countryman (one who claims the same patria or

father-land) ;
in widest sense (under influence of

Christianity), fellow-man, fellow-creature.
a 1000 Ags. Ps. cxxi[i]. 8 For mine broSru ic bidde nu.

c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 219 For \>\ be<5 alle man ibrobren
and isustren. a 1300 Cursor M. 854 His grace it was. .pat
he wald bicom our brober. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de \V.

1531) 151 Theyr neyghbours. .1 meane theyr systerne
and

bretherne. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado H. i. 67 Adams sonnes
are my brethren. 1611 BIBLE Acts xiu. 26 Men and
brethren, children of thestocke of Abraham. 1667 MILTON
P. L. m. 29780 Man .. Shall satisfie for Man, be judg'd
and die..and rising with him raise His Brethren. 1714
FORTESCUE-ALAND Fortescue's Abs. ff Lint. Mon. 30 The
Lombards . . Brothers and Kinsmen of the Saxons. 1789
BURNS Co.pt. Grose, Land o' Cakes and brither Scots.

1840 LONGF. Ps. of Life viii, Footprints, that . . A forlorn

and shipwrecked brother, Seeing, shall take heart again.
n 1860 MACKAY Brotherhood of Nations vi, Are ye

not
brothers?. .Is [God] not Father of all climes and lands?

1871 MORI.EY I'oltaire (1886) 294 An ungrateful infection,

weakening and corrupting the future of his brothers.

b. A man and a brother : a phrase taken from

the motto on the seal of the British and Foreign
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Anti-Slavery Society, 'Am I not a man and a

brother ?
*

approved by a Committee of the Society
on 16 Oct. 1/87.
(The design, a kneeling slave in chains, uttering the words,

was shortly after produced as a cameo, black on white, by
Wedgwood, and became extremely popular as a personal
ornament. The seal is in regular use by the philanthropic

society, which still carries on the war against slavery and
the slave trade.)

1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. 101 [an engraving of the de-

vice and motto]. 1808 CLARKSON Hist. Abolition I. 450;
II. IQX. 1809 MONTGOMERY Songs Abolition Slavery i. ii,

The Negro wakes to liberty. . Read the great charter on his

brow, I am a man, a brother now.

Hence (contemptuously); man-and-brotherism,
the anti-slavery movement.
1865 Pall Mall G. 27 Mar, 3/1 Is this the principle of

abolition ? Are these the sentiments of man and brotherism ?

3. A fellow-member of a Christian society, or

of the Christian Church as a whole ; a fellow-

Christian; a co-religionist generally. (PI. brethren.}
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 8 An ys eower Lareow : ?;e

synt ealle xebroOru [Hatton G. gebroOre ; Littdisf. brooro].

cii75 Lamb. Horn. 5 Leoue bro6re and sustre }e hi hered.

Ibid. 125 Alle we beoS ibro3ran._ c 1200 ORMIN Ded. 3 Nu,
broberr Wallterr. .broberr mm i Crisstenndom. . Ice hafe

don swa summ bu badd. lyflAyenb. 101 We gadereb alle

oure brobren mid ous of adopcion. c 1449 PECOCK ReJ>r. i.

xii. 63 Thi Christen bricheren and sistren. 1521 FISHKR
Wks. 329 In the epi.stoles of oure ryght dere broder

Paule. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer^ Morn. Pr. t Dearly beloved

brethren, the Scripture moveth us in sundry places to ac-

knowledge and confess our manifold sins and wickedness.

If>id. Burial Service
^
The soul of our dear brother here

departed. 1780 COWPER Night. $ Gltnv-w. 29 Hence jar-

ring sectaries may learn . . That brother should not war with

brother. 1857 RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art 20 We expect a man
in ;t black gown, supposed to be telling us truth, to address

us as brethren. 1871 MOKLEY Voltaire (i886l 176 The
Protestants, .found warm hospitality among their northern

brethren.

b. The Brethren : in N.T. the members of the

early Christian churches ; hence, sometimes adopted

by (or applied ironically to; members of various

Christian associations, claiming to adhere to New
Testament principles ;

e. g. the Puritan party in

the Church of England under Queen Elizabeth.

Also in the adopted title or common appellation
of some modern sects who reject 'orders' in the

church, e. g.
* Brethren ',

' Brethren in Christ ',

'Christian Brethren', 'Plymouth Brethren', etc.

(,See the Registrar-General's Reports}
1382 WYCLIK Acts xviii. 18 Paul . . seide fare wel to

britheren. 1534 TINDALE ibid. Paul, .toke his leave of the

brethren. 1655 FULLER Ch. History ix.
139

Heartned hereat

the Brethren, who hitherto had no particular platforme of

discipline amongst themselves . . began in a solemne Coun-
cil . . to conclude, on a certain forme, as followeth. 1886

Whitaker's Almanac 195/2 The Brethren, or Plymouth
Brethren, have 23 places of worship in London.

c. Also in names of historical sects : e. g.

Brethren of Alexius : a sect of the i-4th c., =Cel-
lites. /?. ofthe Free Spirit : a sect which abounded
in Western Europe in the I3th c., alleged to have

derived its name from Rom. viii. 2-14.
1860 EUKRSHEIM tr. Kurtz s Ch, Hist. I. 142. 457 The

Brethren of the Common Life were an association
of^ pious

clergymen founded by Gerhard Groot at Deventer in the

Netherlands 1 1384). Ibid. 147. 470 It is more than probable
that Eccart stood in some relation to the Brothers and
Sisters of the Free Spirit.

4. A fellow-member of a guild, corporation, or

order ; hence, by extension, one of the same pro-

fession, trade, society, or order. (PI. brethren.^

1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 246 Dismas my broker bi-sou^te

l>e of grace. 1389 Gild ofGarlekhitk in E. E. Gilds (1870*

3 To noriche more loue bytwene be bretheren & sustren of

(?e bretherhede. c 1466 Gild of Tailors^ Exeter ibid. 315
Yf any Brother of the fforsayd ffraternyte

and crafte dyss-

pysse anoder. 1609 SKENE Reg, Maj. 142 Gif ane man,
quha is nocht ane brother of this Gilde. .leaues in legacie,

any part of his gudes to this Gild : we receave him as ane
of our brether. 1723 STICKLE Gw-rr. Lovers n. i, What shall

IdoforaBrotherintheCase? 1805 Med. * Phys. 7r/.XIV.
231 To furnish their professional brethren of the circle with
a supply of recent vaccine fluid. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr.
I. 559 Admitted a brother of the Stationers' Company.
1845 D. JKKKOLD Curtain Lect. xx. 49 When you were once
made a 'brother* [ Masonic] as you call yourself. 1848
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 441 One physician . . assured the

queen that his brethren would kill the king among them.

b. The official title of certain members of livery

companies, and formerly ofmunicipal corporations.
c. A member of Trinity House.
1602 Return fr. Parnass. (pt. 2) iv. v. (Arb.) 60 Two

states ofan incorporation, the one of the Aldermen, the other

of the Brethren. ifyfiLond. Gaz. No. 3176/3 The Master,
Wardens, Assistants and Elder Brethren of the Society of

the Trinity-House at Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 1704 Ibid.

No. 4066/3 The Mayor. .Aldermen, Brethren, ana Capital

Burgesses, of Your Majesty's Ancient Borough of Derby.
1766 ENTICK London IV. 330 This corporation [Trinity Ho.]
is governed by a master, 4 wardens, 8 assistants, and 18 elder

brethren. The inferior members . . are called younger
brethren ; into which number any master or mate, skilled

in navigation, maybe admitted. 1883 LD. SUDELEY in Ho.
Contm. 19 July, The Elder Brethren of the Trinity House.

d. More vaguely : One in the same case or

position ;
a comrade, fellow, companion, associate.

l^Pl. more commonly brothers?)

BROTHER.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13086 Breber mi dere and freinde Nu

yee sal mine erand wend. 1423 JAS. I. Kingis Q. clxxxiv,

Beseching vnto fair venus abufe, For all my brethir . . that

seruandis ar to lufe. c 1430 Syr Getter. 4499 Sir, brethre

we ar, both ye and I. 1611 BIBLE Job xxx. 29, I am a
brother to dragons, and a companion to owles. Prov.
xviii. 9 Hee also that is slouthful in hisworke, is brother to

him that is a great waster. 1632 MASSINGER Maid ofHon.
11. ii, I will draw my sword. Oh ! for a brother ! 1785
BURNS Ep. IV. Simpson xvii, Fareweel ' my rhyme-com-
posing brother'! 1821 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. i. 663 A
legioned band of linked brothers.

e. In numerous phrases indicating the kind of

fellowship, as sworn brother, brother aty in (ofobs.)

arms, brother of the angle ( fellow-angler), of
the blade, gussett long robe^ quill, etc.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 302, 1 tolde the myn aduenture As
to my cosyn, and my brother sworn. 1485 CAXTOW Paris <$

y. 3 Two brethern of armes. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, \\. iv. 7,

I am sworn brother to a leash of Drawers. 1632 MASSINGER
Maid of Hon. v. ii, Once more brothers in arms. 1653
WALTON Angler i. 5, I am a Brother of the Angle. 1668

R. L'ESTRANGE Vis. Qjtev. (17081 105 To pass for Hectors;
Sons of Priam ; Brothers of the Blade. 1680 Obseru.

' Curse
Ye Meroz' 7 This Aphorism is but borrowed from another
Brother of the

Quill. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick iv, My first

sworn brother in the appointed rule. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Perth II. 212 That doughty burgher is Henry's brother-

at-arms. 1828-41 TYTLER Hist. Scot. 1. 11864) '44 Randolph,
his friend and brother-in-arms. 1840 Eraser's Mag. XXI.
315 The two knights defend each other, as sworn brethren-

at-arms. 1878 MOKLEY Diderot II. 122 A chivalrous de-

fender of poorer brethren in art.

5. esp. A fellow-member of a religious order (cf.

frater,fr2re, friar}.
Hence frequently in titles, as Brethren of the Sack, B. of

the Holy Trinity : two fraternities of monks in the i3th c.

B. of the Community',
and B, of the Observation : laxer

and stricter sects of the Franciscans. Little Brethren of
the Poor : the Wyclifite preachers. Brothers of Obedience^
B. ofCharityi etc. : see quots.
c 1500 Cocke LorelFs B. (1843) 7 The pope, .hath graunted

in his byll, That euery brother may do what he wyll. 1513
BRADSHAW St. Werburgk (1848) 87 This kynge gaue a

place. .To buylde a monastery, to relygyous brethur. 1536
Act 27 Hen. VIII, xlii. 2 in Oxf. <y Camb. Enactm. 14

Scolers, Dimies, Brotherne, Chapleynes. 1552 LYNDESAY
Motiarche 5850 5e Brether of Religioun, In tyme leif ;our
abusioun. 1691 SOUTHERNS Sir Ant. Love i. i, A broken
Brother of Bethlehem, with all his frippery about him.

1706 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. if>t/i C. II. iv. xi. 450 The
Brothers of Charity were instituted by St. John de Dieu.

1788 Picturesque Toitr^
thro' Europe 19 The Brothers of

Obedience, .without being obliged to go to Malta, like the

rest, make the same vows, 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II.

61 The chief representative of the Jesuits at Whitehall was
an English brother of the Order.

6. Used by sovereigns and princes to each other.

1534 K. JAS. V. to Hen. VIII, 5 June in Nat. MSS. 11.

xxvih, Derrest and best belouit brother and oncle..3our
lowynge hartly brothere and nepho James Rex. 1535
K. HEN. VIII. ibid. n. xxix, To be frank and playn with
his saide goode Brother [of France], his Majestic woll in noo

wise, directly or indirectly confesse the Bisshop of Rome
tohaueany Jurisdiction in princes. 1553 Q. MARY //</. IN.

iv, Our good brothere the ffrenche king. 1711 STEELE

Spect. No. 64 F i Princes and Sovereigns .. are stiled

Brothers to each other. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 199
Lewis, .was as licentious, .as his brother of England.

7. Jig. Said of things.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. n. 141 Feire speche J>at is feibles is

falsnes broker. 1799 WORDSW. Two April Mornings vii,

That April morn, Of this the very brother. 1823 LAMB Elia
Ser. i. xxiv. (1865) 188 The art of roasting or rather broiling

(which I take to be the elder brother). 1830 TENNYSON
Isabel \\\, A clear stream flowing with a muddy one, Till

in its onward current it absorbs . . The vexed eddies of its

wayward brother.

fb. B. of the Rose', the five leaves of the calyx.
1611 COTGR. Le gobelct d* vne Rose, The fiue-leaued Cap or

huske thereof; called, by some, the fiue brothers of the

Rose. 1626 BACON Syfoa % 590 We see also, that the

Sockets, and Supporters of Flowers, are Figured ; as in

the five Brethren of the Rose.

II. attrib. and in Comb.
8. attrib. Placed before other substantives, in

the same way as fellow-. Brother-man : a man

recognized as a brother, a ' man and brother *.

Often united by a hyphen, esp. m the singular, so as to

make clearer the attributive relation of brother to the

second word (contrast brother-officer with brother John\\
but in the plural this is sufficiently shown by the inflexion

of the second word and non-inflexion of brother. Formerly
brother was also made plural.

1503 Act 19 Hen. VII, xvii, The Mayor ..with his

Brethren Aldermen. 1399 SHAKS. Hen. K, i. ii. 122 Your
Brother Kings and Monarchs of the Earth. 1603 Metis,

for M. in. ii. 219 My brother-Iustice haue I found so

seuere. 1603 DEKKKR, etc. Patient Grissil {^i) 18 Many
of his brother knights. 1613 Voy. Guiana m Hart. Misc.

(Malh.i III. 184 My brother-captain, Michael Harcourt.

1670 WALTON Lives in. 216 His Brethren Ministers of the

Low Countries. 1690 LOCKE Hum Und. ii. xxvii. (1695)
186 To punish one Twin for what his Brother-Twin did.

1735 POPE Odyss. xi. 300 Two brother-heroes shall from
thee be born. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica Ui. led. 2) 213 Com-
posed in praise of his brother-commander. 1820 KEATS

Hyperion n. 160 Tell me, all ye brethren Gods, How we
can war. 1837 DISRAELI Venetia i. xv. (1858 I. 100 An
esteemed neighbour and brother magistrate. 1839 CARLYLK
Chartism iv.^i28 These wretched brother-men. 1861 Jrnl.
Sacred Lit.gs To recognize him as one who is our brother-

man. 1871 MORLICY Crit. Misc. Ser. i. (1878) 220 Divorced
. .from his brother men.

b. of things.
,11822 SHLLLEY Sc.fr, Faust, Prol. Heaven, The sun



BROTHER.
sounds . . In the song of emulation of his brother.spheres.

1873 BLACK Pr. Thule ii. 32 Suainabhal and his brother

mountains. 1874 BOUTELL Arms fy A. ii. 17 The substitu-

tion . . of iron, in the stead of its elder brother-metal, bronze.

c. Hence, possible parasynthetic derivatives, as

brother-ma'nhood.
1864 CARLYLE Frcdk. Gt. IV. 457 A cheery brother-man-

hood.

9. Comb. a. The old uninflected genitive
=

'

brother's', as in broder bairn, daughter, son, wife,

was sometimes in later nsagetaken as --=- 'a brother's,

brotherly ', as in brother deed, brother love. b.

objective and obj. gen., as brother-hater, -slayer,

slaughter, -worship. C. instrumental, as brother-

forsaken, etc.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 3750 Fader, bis was na brober dede.

1483 Catk. Angl. 45 A Broder doghlcc,/mtria. A Broder

son, fratruus. A Broder wyfe, fratrissa. 1613 SHAKS.
Hen. VIII, v. iii. 173 With a true heart, And Brother-loue.

b. 1483 Catk. Angl. 45 A Broder-slaer,_/r<iZ>/<:/</a. 1561

T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. i. (1634) 510 Did brother-

slaughter seeme to the Patriarkes a lawfull thing? 1817
COLERIDGE Lay Scrtn. 387 Of many and various sorts are

the brother-haters. 1864 Chamb. Jrnl. 31 Dec. 838 Brother-

worship is natural to sisters when young.
d. Brother-consanguinean (see quot.) ;

bro-

ther-house, thehome of a brotherhood; fbrother-
law = BROTHER-IN-LAW; brother-uterine, one

bom of the same mother, but not of the same father.

Also BROTHER-GERMAN, BROTUEHWORT.
1880 MUIRHEAD Gains iii. 10 Brothers born of the same

father, often called 'brothers-consanguinean, are each other's

agnates. 1883 Contemf. Rev. Oct. 491 Their
_

"brother-

houses and schools . . in most of the chief cities of the

Netherlands. 1677 HOBBES Homer 195 Your "brother-

law Alcathous is kill'd. Ibid. 383 Hector, said she, Whom
best I lov'd of all my brother-laws.

Bro'ther, v. Also 6 Sc. bruder. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To make a brother of; to admit to

brotherhood ; also, to treat or address as brother.

1573 Sege Edinb. Castel in Scot. Poems i6t/i C. II. 289

Thay ar bowit and bruderit in our band. 1584 FENNER

Def. Ministers (1587) 7 Howe can you brother vs thus in

euerie line, and deale so vnbrotherhe with vs in euerie sen-

tence ? 1706 FARQUHAR Recruit. Officer i. i, No coaxing,
no brothering me 'faith. i8ao SCOTT Ivaiilwe II. iv. 62

This same motley gentleman thou art so fond to brother.

c 1835 BEDDOES Sec. Brother 11. ii, Marcello is my brother,

I am his, If coming of one mother brother us.

2. To be a brother to. To brother it : to act or

behave as a brother.
c 1600 CHAPMAN Iliad xin. 692 She that brought thee

forth not utterly left me Without some portion of thy spirit

to make me brother thee. 0:1648 LD. HERBERT Life (1826)

327 There remains now but you and I to brother it.

Hence Bro'thering vbl. sb. rare.

1818 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856)
1 1 1 . 97 By .. such brothering and

sistering he kept up his influence among his people.

Brother, obs. form of BROIDEB v.

Bro-thered, ppl. a. [f. prec. vb. + -ED.]

1. United into or by brotherhood.

1627-8 FELTHAM Resolves (1647) 211 When they meet a

brother'd constitution they then unite. 1876 BLACKIE Songs

Relig. % Life 3 All in brothered rays do mingle.

2. Caused by brothers ; fraternal.

1850 BLACKIE SEschylus I. 233 Save my city From brothered
strife, and from domestic brawls.

Brothered, sb. : see BROTHERRED.

Brother - germaii (br:?$3j|dt53'jman.) PI.

brothers - german ^formerly brethren-). [f.

BROTHER sb. + GERMAN.] A brother through both

parents ;
a ' whole

'

brother.

Early writers also used it as 'brother on the mother's

side, brother-uterine
'

; it has been proposed in modern times

to restrict it to
* brother on the father's side '.

1340 Ayenb. 146 Brober germayn of uader and of moder.

c 1450 Merlin viii. 122 Thei be men of high lynage, and be

bretheren germain. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxv. 230
Karoll the grete kyng of fraunce was broder germayn of

Quene Isabell kynge Edwardes moder. 1530 PALSGK. 201/2

Brother germayne, frere germain. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v. German, Brother German denotes a brother both by
the father's and mother's side. 1882 A. MACFARLANE Con-

sangitinity 8, I use the term brother-german, to denote

brother on the father's side.

Brotherhood (bro-Sarhud), also f brother-
head. Forms : a. 4 broj>erhede, broiper-, bro-

der-, brodurhede, brethered, 4-5 brether-

hede, 5 breperheed, 4-6 brotherheed, 5 brether-

heed, britherhed;e, brodirhede, broperhed,
5-6 bretherhed, brodered, 6 (breethreed),

bretherhead, brodirhed, brotherhed, -head(e,
hedde. ft. 5 broder-, broperhode, breperode,
britherhod, 5-6 brotherode, -hode, 6 brother-

hoode, 6- brotherhood. [Not in OE. : the

earlier ME. fonn broperhedt was, in form, a deri-

vative of BROTHER and -hed, -hede ;
but arose

probably from the accession of the earlier BROTHEH-

RED(E (which goes back to OE.^ to the -hede class,

through the intermediate brothered(e, the ending
of which might be either -rede or -hede. This is

made still more likely by the fact that the variant

brotherhode (whence the modern brotherhood) is

not found before the I5th c. ;
whereas childhood,

maidenhood, wifehood, and other genuine deriva-

tives in -hood go back to an OE. -had and early
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ME. -had, later -hdd(e, with -hed, -hede as an oc-

casional ME. variant. See -HEAD, -HOOD, -RED.

The variant liretherhede was frequent from the 1 4th
c. till about the Reformation, evidently by associa-

tion with the bretheroi brethren of a guild or order :

' the bretheren and sustren of the bretherhede '.]

1. The relation of a brother, or of brothers

mutually ;
fraternal tie. Also in spiritual sense.

a. (i 1300 Cursor HI. 1159 Felauscipe ne broiberhede

Mought te drau fra felon dede. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de
W. 1531) 169 b, Remyssyon of synnes, adopcyon of grace,
brotherhed to the sone of god. 1594 CAHKW Tassu (1881) 81

Eustace her meetes, who claymes a brother-hed In him.

$. c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 690 /fee fratcrnitas, a
brotherode. 1580 BARET Alv. B 1377 Brotherhood by the

same father and mother, gennanitas. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II,
l. ii. 9 Findes brotherhood in thee no sharper spnrre? 1605
BACON Adv. Learn, n. 5 Nature createth Brotherhood in

Families. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 166 The brotherhood
of blood was not to wear out.

2. Brotherliness, brotherly fellowship, companion-
ship, friendly alliance.

a. a 1300 Cursor AI. 3750 pis was na broder-hede [~\r.

brober dede]. c 1386 CHAUCER Schipm. T. 42 Ilk of hem
gan other to assure Of brotherhed [v.r. bretherhede, -heed,

breberode, broberhed, -hode], whil that her lif may dure.

1535 COVERDALE Zech. xi. 14 That I might lowse the brother-

heade betwixte luda and Israel.

B. 1388 WYCLIF i Macc.xii. 10 To renule britherhod [1382

bretherhed] and frenschip. 1665 MANLEY Grotins' Lcntj-C.

IVarrs 121 He was sure of the Brother-hood of France.

1868 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-bks. (1879) I. 54 We live in

great harmony and brotherhood.

f3. The personality ofa brother: inyour brother-

hood, a dutiful mode of addressing a brother. Obs.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 39 Eft writib be pope to be bischop, We
bid to bi broberhed, pat bu steer bislli pe clerkis of bi juris-

diccoun. 1502-3 Plitmpton Corr. 172, I recomend me unto

your mastership and brotherhode, and to my lady your wyfe.

1635 PAGITT Christianogr. n. vii. 84, I have opportunity to

salute your brotherhood, whose face I never saw.

y 4. The position or rank of a 'brother' in a

corporation. Obs.

1536 Act 27 Hen. VIII, xlii. i m Oxf. $ Camb. Enact in.

13 Scolershippes, Dimishippees, Brotherodes. 1606 SHAKS.

Tr. fy Cr. I. iii. 104 How could. .Degrees in Schooles, and

Brother-hoods in Cities . . The primogenitiue, and due of

Byrth. .stand in Authentique place 1

8. An association of brothers; a fraternity,

guild, society, association of equals for mutual

help, support, protection, or action. Also, the

brethren of such an order collectively.

a. c 1340 Ga-w. ff Gr. Knt. 2516 Vche burne of be brober-

hede a bauderyk schulde haue. 1387 E. E. Wills (1882! i

The Brethered of our lady of Abbechirch. 1389 in Eng.
Gilds 11870) 3 pe bretheren & sustren of be bretherhede.

1328 TINDALE Doctr. Treat. (1848) 343 The belly-brother-

head of monks and friars. 1553 !'"> m A "" Dioc- Lu:"J*eld

(1863) 27 Brotherheddes, glides, fraternities, & cumpemes.

/}. 1547 Act i Edw. VI, xiv. i Hospitals, Fraternities,

Brotherhoods, Guilds. 1555 T. HAUKES in Foxe A. ft M.

(1631) III. XI. 260/1 There is a brotherhood of you, but I

will breake it. 1653 WALTON Angler i. 5, I "ate the Otter

perfectly, even for their sakes that are of my Brotherhood.

1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in W. xiii, The grey brotherhood

Chaunted the solemn mass. 1882 FAIRBAIRN in Contemf
Rev. XLII. 867 The Arab tribes . . fused into a united and

enthusiastic brotherhood.

b. fig. A group or array of things figured as

brothers.

1728 POPE Dune. l. 143 Here all his suff'rmg brotherhood

retire, And 'scape the martyrdom of Jakes and fire. 1814

WORDSW. Excursion i. 29 The gloom Spread by a brother-

hood of lofty elms. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico (1850) I. 350

This rugged brotherhood of mountains.

6. A court, convention, or meeting of a fraternity

or guild ; spec, a convention or conference of dele-

gates from the corporations of the Cinque-Ports.

1681 Addr. Cimjne-Ports in Land. Gaz. No. 1857/2 1 he

humble Address of the Mayors, Bayliffs, Jurats, and Com-

mons of the Cinque-Ports . . Assembled at a Brotherhood and

Guestling holden at New Romeney. 1830 Thanet t, Cinque

Ports ILii The annual courts anciently called Guesthngs,

and afterwards Brotherhoods. Ibid. The Brotherhood men,

like members of Parliament, are privileged from arrest.

7. The fellowship or communion of Christians

with one another and with Christ ; also concr.

o cn8o WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 326 Cristen men

shu'lden loveris of breberheed in Crist 1382 _ , T/tess.

iv. 9 Of the charite of britherhed we hadden not nede for

to wryte to

VS ill UNC 1MV**" ^^. -"- ---
,

----
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2}8 You shall have part in the brother-hood . . of the Saints.

1865 R. W. DALE Jcmish Temp. vii. (1877) 74 Ihere is a

brotherhood between Christ and all believers.

8. Fellowship ; community of feeling uniting

man and man ;
also concr. those united in such

fellowship. A modern notion frequent in brother-

hood of man, universal brotherhood, etc.

1784 COWPER Task in. 208 The link of brotherhood, by

which One common Makerbound me to the kind. 1821 SHEL-

LEY Prometh Unb. n. ii. 95 And make the earth One brother-

hood 1841 D'IsRAELi Amen. Lit. (1867) 581 The common

brotherhood of man. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 107 In the

Church the beautiful ideal of human brotherhood was car-

ried into practice.

Brother - in - law
brodyr yn lawe, broder in law, broder elawe

BROTHERRED.

[App. 'in law'= in Canon Law (in contrast to

brother in blood or by nature), with reference to

the degrees of affinity within which marriage is

prohibited ;
a brother - in - law or sister - in - law

being, as regards intermarriage, treated
' in law

'

as a brother or sister.]

prop. The brother of one's husband or wife ; the

husband of one's sister. Sometimes extended to

the husband of one's wife's (or husband's) sister.

1:1300 A'. Atis. 4399 He was Daries brother in lawe.

(c 1425 VK. in Wr.-Wulcker 672 Hie leuir, estfrater in

legc.\ 1483 Catli. Angl. 45 A Broder in law [v.r. Broder

elawe], leuir. 1522 Bury Wills (.-Ay* 117, I bequethe to

John Bullok, my brother in law, a fetherbed. 1552 HULOKT,
Brotberne by mariynge the doughters of one man, called

brothern in lawe. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, I. iii. 80 That we
at our owne charge, shall ransome straight His Brother-in-

Law. 1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II. 901 On his Brother-in-

Law's behalf. 1830 Miss MITFORU Village Ser. iv. (1865)

273 Oakhampstead Park, the pleasant demesne of her

brother-in-law, Sir Arthur Vilhrs.

t b. humorously. The father of one s daughter-
in-law or son-in-law. Obs.
l6u SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 720 Who. .is no honest man

to goe about to make me the Kings Brother in Law.

Hence Bro'ther-in-la wship.
1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk. Ilk. (1885) 98 The pleasures

of brother-in-lawship in general.

Bro-therist. A follower of the fanatical Richard

Brothers, who attracted attention 1790-1802.
1807 SOUTHEY Esfriella's Lett. (1814) III. 199 J.'s friend

saw him once at the house of one of the Brotherists.

Bro-therize, v. rare- 1

,
[f.

BROTHER sb. + -IZE.]

trans. To provide with a brother or with brothers.

1752 MRS. DELANY Life f Corr. 82 It is happy for D., since

she is so brotherised and sisterised, that she can make their

strange and unnatural behaviour easy to her.

Bro-therkin. [f. as prec. + -KIN.] Little

brother. (After Ger. briiderchcn.)

1827 CARLYLE Germ. Rom. II. 285 Brotherkin Anselmus.

1831 Surt. Acs. in. vii. 289 Wert thou, my little Brother-

kin, suddenly covered up within the largest imaginable

glass-bell, what a thing it were . . for the world ! 1856
H. MORLEY Corn. Agrippa II. 50 Let this brotherkin,

priest or Levite turn his heart from her.

BrO'therleSS, a. Having no brother.

1460 Pol. R*l. ^ L. Poems (1866) 207 Broperlees, spouse-

lees, ful wrecchid y-wis. a 1678 MARVELL Nymph Compl.
Death Falun, The brotherless Heliades. 1821 BYRON Cam
ill. i. 464, I shrink from the deed which leaves thee brother-

less. 1865 LADY T. LEWIS Miss Berry's Jrnls. % Corr.

Introd. 17 She was brotherless and unmarried.

Bro'therlike, a.., adv. [see -LIKE.]

A. adj. Like a brother ; fraternal, brotherly.

1570 LEVINS Afctnip. 122 Brotherlike, fraternus. 1593

B. adv. After the manner of a brother.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. in. n. viii. 212 All Patriots.,

mourning brotherlike. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 1732 The

King, .kiss'd her with all pureness, brotherlike.

Brotherliness (bnrSarlines). [f. BROTHERLY

+ -NESS.] The quality of being brotherly ;

brotherly affection or sympathy.
1532 TINOALE Expos. Matt. Wks. II. 86 If brotherliness

will not help, .let him execute thy power. 1561 T. NORTON
Cah'in's Inst. Table Script. Quots., Honour all men, love

brotherlinesse. 1618 BOLTON Flams (1636) 285 The brother-

linesse of the Generals drew exceeding favour to that side.

1878 T. HARDY Return Native II. ni. ii. 85 He still cleaved

to plain living, .and brotherliness with clowns.

Brotherling : see BRETHELING.

Brotherly (br-8sjli\ a. Also 6 broderly.

[f. BROTHER + -LY l. Cf. OE. brotorlic ;
but

no corresponding form is found in ME.]
1. Of or pertaining to a brother ; also, character-

istic of a brother, fraternal, kind, affectionate.

f 1000 ^ELFRIC Gram. vi. 15 Fraternus, broSorlic. 1535

COVERDALE Amos i. Q They.. haue not remembred the

brotherly couenaunt [WYCLIF, boond of bretheren]. 1555

EDEN Decades W. Ind. I. ll. 72 A brotherly league. 1656

JEANES Mixt. Schol. Div. 152 A brotherly Saviour, and

Redeemer. 1835 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) III. 299 The freest,

brotherliest, bravest human soul.

b. Common in brotherly kindness, love (some-

times, though unnecessarily, joined by a hyphen).

1526 Filgr.Pcrf.fN. deW. 1531)170 Fraternall charite or

brotherly loue. 1611 BIBLE 2 Peter i. 7 Adde to godlmesse,

brotherly kindnesse. Hel<r. xiii. i Let brotherly loue

continue. 1667 H. MORE Div. Dial. v. xln. (1713) 526 The

exercise of. . Brotherly-kindness. 1856 R. VAUGHAN Mystics

(1860) I. 199 To displace this pride by brotherly-kindness.

+ 2 Ofthings : Acting in harmonious conjunction.

1638 A. READ Treat. Cliirarg. xx. 146 Two brotherly

muscles, appoynted for sundry motions of the same part.

BrO'therly, adv. [f.
as prec. -r -LY ^.] In the

manner or spirit of a brother ; fraternally.

i6 TINDALE i Piter i. 22 To love brotherly withouten

faynynge. 1590 H. BARROW in Conferences i. i To confer

brotherly and christianly with me. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen.VI,

iv iii. 38 How should you gouerne any Kingdome, I hat

know not.. how to vse your Brothers Brotherly. 1650 S.

CLARKE Keel. Hist. (1654' I. 237 He exhorted them lovingly

and brotherly to lay down their arms. 1805 SCOTT Last

Minstr. n. xx, The man he had loved so brotherly.

Brotherode, obs. form of BROTHERHOOD.

t Bro'therred. Obs. Forms : i br6Sor-
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ricdon, 2-3 broperreddene, 4 brojjerrede, ^5-6
brothered(e\ [OE. f. bi-oSor KUOTHEK + -rxJcn

condition, state : see -BED, and cf. kindred. Ap-
parently in its later ME. form brotlierred, brotlureJ,
it was merged in brotherhed, earlier var. of

BKOTHEKHOOD.] = BHOTHEKHOOD.
(The quotations after 1400 illustrate the merging of

brotlierred in brotherlicd.}
i 1000 . l.i.i i;r Grain, vi. 17 Fraternitas, l>ro<3orra;den.

c 1175 Latnb. Horn. 41 Leofe breoSre haldeS bro^erreddene
eow bitwenen. 1340 Ayctib. no He he| be broberrede and
part and uela^rede and ri^t and ine alle be guode dedes.
[bid. 146 Ane broberhede gostlich bet is worb betere banne
be broberrede ulesslich. 1464 Mtinn. Kf llousch. Kxp. 272
The brodered of the }eld of Seynte lornies. 1513-4 Act 5

Hen. VIII, vii, The Felishippe and Brodered of the blessed
Trinite. 1542 UUALL Erasin. Apoph. 340 b, A certain

brethreed which vsed to . . gather together at his hous,

Brothership -Jip .
[f. as prec. + -SKIP : OE.

-scipc. Only in ONorthumb. brtiSerstif, and in

recent occasional use as
'

fraternity '.]

a. Brotherly fellowship, brotherliness. b. A
fraternity or gild-brotherhood.

i 950 Liiuiisf.Gosp. Matt, x.xiv. 12 Eftcoles bro3erscip vcl
lufo moni^ra. 1706 FARQUAHAK Recruit. Officer I. i, Take I

your cap and your brothership back again. 1849 ROCK C/i. i

of Fathers \\. vii. 337 This wish, -to be in brothership with
religious houses. 1866 Cortilt. Mug. Nov. 579 They possess
trade-guilds and brotherships.

Bro'therwort. [f. as prec. + WOBT.] Wild

Thyme, ThytmtsSerpyllum. (Britten and Holland.)
(According to Ilalliwell, Pennyroyal.)
1387 Hilton. Kartlwl. ( Anecd. Oxon. ) 35 Pitlegiuin montn-

Hunt, brotherwort. ; 1465 Alpkitti (Anecd. Oxon. 'Si Ifi-r-

pilllint, serpilittin, pulcgiitni tllffntanttttt, brothuurt. //'/(/.

186 Tytubra ucl titnbria, brotherwrt. 1499 Prwiip. Pai-i'.

54 Brother wort, /Wz'o, pHleium. 1530 PALSGK. 201/2 Brother
worte herbe. 1597 in GERAKD App. i Britten & Holl.J.

Brothery, peril, an error for brokery.
1638 JACKSON Consecr. Son ofGod 185 Our Saviour purged

the material Temple from brothery [Wks. 1844 VIII. 359
brothelry] and merchandizing.

Bro-thfall. Obs. \a..ON.*inS8falioi*M8-
fall

' sudden fall
'

(Vigf.), found in Icel. as brotfall

epileptic lit.] Falling sickness, epilepsy.
c 1200 OKMIN 15504 And ta batt fellen o brobbfall pevi

tokenn att himm liable.

t Brothrell, sl>. Obs. rare-"1
. =BUOTHEL->.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. <y Uptondyshill. (1847) 28 Suche a
brothrell hir keepeth not to one.

Brothy (bi?-J>i), a. Also 7 broathy. [f.

BUOTH sl>. + -Y
'.] Of, or of the nature of, broth.

1651 OGlLBYyEio/ (1665)63 A Table in a Broathy Deluge
drown'd.

Brothyr, obs. form of BKOTHEK.

Brotikin, var. BHOJJEKIN, Ol's., a high boot.

Brotil 1, -tie, -ttyl.var. BHOTEL a. Obs. brittle.

Broueh(e, obs. form of BROOCH.
Brouch. Obs. rard- 1

; perh. = BROUUH, Buiui,

Bi'KUOw*, an '

orb".

1645 G. DANIEL AwwsWks. 1878 II. 77 Myfeeble Lampe,
as much Might fire Heaven's greatest Brouch.

Broud(e, variant of BROWD, BKOWDEN. Obs.

Brouder, -re, etc., obs. form of BKOIDER, etc.

Brouderer, obs. f. BKODKUEU, BROIUEBEH.
t Bron'dur, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. OF. bromturc,

brodeilre (Godef.) embroidery, f. broder to stitch,

embroider.]
Embroidered work, embroidery.
1470 HARDING Chron. cxciii. iii, Broudur and furres and

goldsmith werke aye newe.

Broues, -ease, obs. ff. BREWIS, BROSE.

Brouet, var. of BROWET, Obs., pottage.

Brough. now Sc. and north. Also 8-9 brugh,
9 dial, bruflf. [app. a. ON. borg, in sense of wall,
enclosure' : cf. the Ger. term hof

'

yard, court,

area', applied to the same phenomenon ;
the com-

parison being to the outer wall of a feudal castle.

Brough, brugh \ brx> t>r"X
w

)> now *n north. Eng.
dial, bruff (bruf), is the northern form ; south-

ern forms are Bum), and BURROW, in Promp. Parv.
bunuhe. (The word thus appears in origin iden-

tical with BHOCH, brough round tower.']
1. A luminous ring or circle around a shining

body, esp. the moon ; a halo.

\c 1440 Promp. Par?'. 56 Burwhe, sercle [1499 hurrowe],
orbkulits.] 1496 Dives % Pauf. (W. de W.) i. xxvii. 64/1
The broughe or cercle about the candell lyght is token of

rayne. 1635 PERSON Varieties n. iv. 62 These Circles by us
called broughes, are a world of way remote from the bodies
of the sunne and moone. 1808 JAMIESON Sc. Diet. s.v.

Motic, A brugh, or hazy circle round the moon is ac-
counted a certain prognostic of rain. 1855 Whitby Gloss.,

Bruff, the halo round the moon, when it shines through a
mist or haze. 1875 ROBINSON IVltitby Gloss. (E. D. S.) s.v.

Knijf,
' The larger the bruff, the nearer the storm

'

; or,
' the bigger the brufT, the nearer the breeze '. 1881 Stan-
dard 26 Dec. 7/4 When round the moon there is a brugh
The weather will be cold and rough.
2. Curling: see quot.
1857 CHAMBERS Inform. People II. 683/1 s.v. Curling,

Brough several concentric circles, varying from one to
fourteen feet in diameter, drawn round each tee.

Brough, variant of BBOCH, round tower.

Brougham, (br;7m, br/i-am, Wu^m). [f. the

name of Lord ISroughcun, of which the native

northern pronunciation was (brirx"am) also (brir-

fem), and brft'ham) ; this became in London

fbftf*3m, and br/7m\
For the vehicle ibr//mf was the accepted London pronun-

ciation, as seen in society verses, etc., and is still widely
prevalent, especially among elderly people; tbr/?'3m> is some-
what less frequent ',

but an extensive collection of evidence
shows ibr^"'3m) to be now the most common in educated use.

(Biv'mi is heard from the vulgar.]

A one-horse closed carriage, with two or four

wheels, for two or four persons.
1851 llvitsch. \Vonis III. 567 Dukes and marquises, and

people of that sort, glide away in their broughams. 1856
PATMORE/^;/^//;/ Ho. n. Prol. i, Briggs, Factotum, Foot-

man, Butler, Groom . . Preserv'd the rabbits, drove the

brougham. 1866 Miss BKADDON Laity's Mile \. 2 Those
dashing mail-phaetons and dainty little broughams.

Brought vbrgt), ppl. a. [pa. pple. of BRING
v.~]

Chiefly in composition, as in well, ill brought up
(see BKING v. 27 b).

Brouin, obs. Sc. pa. pple. of BBEW.

Brouk(e, Broume, obs. f. BROOK, BROOJI.

Broun(e, obs. f. BROWN, obs. pa. pple. of BREW.

t Brounes. Obs. rare- 1

. [If this is of one syll-

able, it suggests as possible sing, brounc, brunt,
ad. ON. bruni burning : but it may be a derivative

in -nes, as taken in the later version.] ? Burning,
inflammation.

1528 PAVNKLL Sah-rnc Regint. (1541)61 [It] comfortethe a
hotte stomake . .and repressethe his Brouiies [Lat. adnstio-
tiem

', 1634 brouninesse] and heate.

Brount(e, obs. form of BURNT.

Brous, Brouse, obs. ff. BRUSH, BRUISE.

Brouse, Broust, obs. ff. BROWSE, BROWST.

Brouster, -ar, northern ff. BREWSTEB.

Brout, obs. form of BBUT.

Brouwys, obs. form of BREWIS, BROSE.

Brow , bran), s/i. 1 Forms: I brii '//. brua,
2 bruw(e, ^ brouwe, brou, bruu, 3-4 brue, 4
brwe, brewe, 4-7 browe, 5 brou;, broue, ,s-

brow. [OE. brii fern., inflected on the type of

an OTeut. brful- str. fern., but prob. only an OE.
accession to the <i- declension of a WGer. or

primitive OE. /'///' of the type of cii, sti : OTeut.
*bru-s (

= Skr. bhru-s eye-brow, Gr.
o</>pi!-s

. The
original sense appears to have been 'eye-brow',
but it must have been extended at an early date

from the hair over the eyes to that on the eye-lids,
the '

eye-lashes ', for this was the normal sense in

OE., the eye-brows being distinguished as ofcr-bnia
i.e. over -

eye-lashes, or otherwise contextual ly.

From the eye-lashes, the name appears to have
been transferred step by step to the eye-lids, the

eye-brows, the prominences of the forehead, and

finally to the forehead as a whole. See also BREE
s6. !

,
and cf. BEETLE-BROWED.

ON. brii fern.
'

bridge
'

was perhaps the same word, with
a transferred sense; out the ON. word actually used for
'

eye-brow
'

was bri'tn, pi. Itrynn, conjectured to be a

secondary form from brn- founded on the gen. pi. bni.na.
iCf. mod.G. braune brow, founded on the pi. braitn, brancn,
MHG. brdiuen, pi. of braive.) In the other Teutonic langs.
*brn- is lost, and its place supplied by *br-wti.

; thus OHG.
bri'nvfi eye-lashes, obaritn bratua, itbar-brawa, eye-brows,
mod.G. aitgen-braiic, -brmiiie (see above* eye-brow, iviiiiper,
M HO. wititbrt'nve eye-lash, Du. ivctikbraanw eye-brow, all

of wh ich belong to OTeut. br&iva-, WGer. brt'nv, OK. brsw ;

see UREK. (It appears then that the Eng. brffiu and Ger.

braue, Du. tmuufto are not even cognate.)]

fl. The fringe of hair along the eye-lid, the eye-
lash, L. cilium. Only in OE.
a 1000 Kiddlfs xli. looiGr.) Ne ic brea^a ne bruna brucan

moste. c looo /Kij'Uic I
7
oc. in Wr.-VViilcker 156 Cilia, brua.

Ibid. 290 Cilium, bruwa.

t 2. The eye-lid, L. palpebm. Usually//. Obs.
(Some of the quotations are not certain t

<:izoo Trin. Coil. Horn. 213 At drinche . . Jere beS..
winrede bruwes. c 1205 LAV. 22283 [Hi] heouen up heore
bruwen. ^'1275 18374 pa heng he his brouwes [< 1*05
brcowen] adun. a 1300 E. E. Psalter x[i], 5 His brwes

\j>alpcbrx\ askes niennes sones. Ibid. cxxxi[i]. 4 If I gif to

min eghen slapinge, And to mi browes \p<ilpebris\ napping.
1340 HAMPOI.K Pr. Consc. 817 His browes heldes doun
wyth-alle, a 1500 Med. Receipts in ReL Ant. I. 54 Qwen
his broues hildes doune.

3. 'The arch of hair over the eye' J.]. Usually
//. In later use including the super-orbital ridge,
and especially the skin, on which the hair grows.
Now usually EYE-BROW. To knit, betid ones
brmvs : to frown.

[L 1000 vti.FRic Yoc. in Wr.-Wulcker 156 Snpcrcilia t ofer-

brua. Ags. Voc. ibid. 290 Intcrciliiim fcf. Or. nt<ro-

tftpvov] l)etweoh bruwuin.] // 1300 Cursor M. 8073 I.ang
and side \>a.ir brues wern And hinged all a-bout bair hern.

1398 TKKVISA Bartk. DC P. R. v. ix. U495) "4 The browes
hen callyd supercilia the ouer lyddes for they ben sette
aboue the eye lyddes. .The browes ben closyd with moche
heere. c 1400 Yivaine fy Gaiv. 261 His browes was like litel

buskes. 1575 J. STILL Gatmn. Giirton v. ii, I am as true
. . us skin betwene thy browes. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. l-

r
l, i.

ii. 3 Why doth the Great Duke Humfrey knit hih browes?
1601 CORNWALLVES Ess. xx, We will pull our browes, and in-

dure any paine to imitate the fashion. 1619 R. WEST Bk.
Demeanor 29 in Babees Bk. 292 Let not thy browes be
backward drawn, it is a sigue of pride, Exalt them not, it

.iliewe^ a hart must arrogant beside. 1715 Poric Ep. Miss
T. Blount 49 Vex'd to be still in town, I knit my brow.

1830 TKNNYSON Aladeline iii, O'er black brows drops down
A sudden-curved frown. 183* CEnone 74 The charm of
married brows.

b. Iii the same sense as 5 b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14747 To blaken Jan bigan bair brous

\v.r. bruus, brewes]. [See BLACK z/. i for other instances.]

4. //. The prominences of the forehead on either

side above the eyes. Now poetically^ next sense.

1588 SHAKS. L, L. L, v. i. 392 Helpe ! hold his browe.'.

1601 yul. C, v. iii. 82 Did not they Put on my Browes this

wreath of Victorie ? 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Eclog. yi. 35 Mglv
..His Brows with Berries, and his Temples dies. 11725
POPK Iliad XL 53 Last o'er his brows his fourfold helm he

placed. 1822 W. IRVING Brnceb. //a//xxvi. 235 The officer

. .placed it [a wreath] upon the blushing brows of his mis-

tress. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxxvi. 8 Kan my brows
and blow The fever from my cheek.

Jig, 1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 38 Our Cannon shall be bent

Against the browes of this resisting towne.

f b. ? Part of a wig covering the brows. Obs.

(71485 Dighy Myst. t Mor. Wisd, \. heading, Vpon his hed
a cheveler with browes.

5. The whole part of the face above the eyes, the

forehead. L.yOww.)
1535 STEWART Cron. .Scot. II. 289 With mony wound.. In

brcUt, in brow, in bak. 1592 SHAKS. l-'cn. <y Ad. 339 She
kissed his brow, his cheek, his chin. 1611 HIBI.E Isa. xlviii.

4 Thy necke is an yron sinew, and thy brow brasse. 1742
POPK Dunciad iv. 141 His beaver'd brow a birchen garland
wears. 1789 BURNS John Anderson i, Your bonie brow was
brent. 1872 RUSKIN Eagle's .V. 156 The essential point
in an eagle's head the projection of the brow. 1878 I!.

TAYLOR Denkalion i. i. 21 And strong, though troubled, is

her breadth of brow.

fix- 1595 SHAKS. John v. vi. 17 Heere walke I, in the

black brow of night. 1865 Gossi-; Land $ Sea (1874) 185
The sky has settled down again in frowning gloom. A
black and threatening brow it wears.

b. esp. as the seat of the facial expressions of joy,

sorrow, shame, anxiety, resolution, etc. poetic.

1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 749 To cloak offences with a cunning
brow. 1596 Merck. V. in. ii. 78 What damned error, but

some sober brow will blesse it. 1667 MILTON /*. L. iv. 886

To whom thus Satan with contemptuous brow. 1764
GOI.DSM. Trav. 315 War in each breast, and freedom on
each brow. 1802 WOKDSW. Sonn. T. I'Ouverture, Wear
rather in thy bonds a cheerful brow. 1807 CRABBK Par.

Reg. n. 178 Joy like thy bride's, should on thy brow have
sate. 1817 BYRON Man/. \\. ii. 25 Thy calm clear brow
Wherein is glass'd serenity of soul. 1843 MACAULAV Vir-

ginia 17 That brow of hate, that mouth of scorn.

c. Jig. Fronting aspect, countenance. Cf.fore-

head, front, face.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /K, iv. iii. 83 By this Face, This seem-

ing Brow of Justice did he winne the hearts of all. 1646
BUCK Rich. IfI, 78 His patience is deepe hypocrisie . . and
his friendship meerely a Court brow. 1694 STRYPF, Cranmer
in. viii. 330 A Book writ with a Brow of Brass, so did it

abound with confident Untruths. 18x8 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, x,

The old man, who had in his early youth resisted the brow
of military and civil tyranny.

fd.y/-. An unabashed brow
; confidence, effront-

ery ; cf.
' cheek ',

'
face

'

in slang use. Obs,

1642 FULLKK Holy fy Prof. St. iv. xi. 290 Men of more brow
then brain, a 1646 J. GREGORY rostkiuna(\b^ 88 Learned
men I confess, but of a strange brow, to pretend, etc.

1680 BURNKT Rochester 172 But they have not Brow enough
to say it. 1720 OZELI. ifertot's

Rom. Rep. I. n. 137 With
what Brow can I . . ask him ?

t 6. Specious look or appearance. Obs.

*&S9 J- HARRINGTON Laivgiving\\\. iii. (1700^ 4^54
Whether

tbe threaten'd Punishments, .tho thro unacquaintance they

may at first sight have som brow, would not. .expire in scorn.

f. Sc. To have no bro^iv (broo] of: not to like

the look of, not to be favourably impressed by.
1816 SCOTT OldMort. vii,

' Thir ridings and wappen-schaw-
Ings . . I hae nae broo o' them ava I can find nae warrant

for them.' 1818 Hrt. Midi, xxv,
'
I had never muckle broo

o' my gudeman's gossips.' 1823 GALT Entail III. iii. 41, I

hae nae brow o' sic worldly hypocrisy. 1887 Chr. Leader

24 Feb. 114/3
' ^an

'

sa*d 'he fisherman,
'
I hae nae brew

o' thae English banks ava.'

6. The projecting edge of a cliff or hill, standing
over a precipice or steep. (Arising out of sense 3 :

though now sometimes associated with sense 5.)

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 655 Bacward than be a brow^,

Twenty fote he garde hyme goo. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. \\. \. 53
On the brow o'th' Sea Stand rankes of People. 1611 BIBLE

Luke iv. 29, & led him vnto the brow \tnarg. edge] of the

hill . . that they might cast him downe headlong. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. \. 159 The wary Ploughman, on the

Mountain's Brow, Undams his watry Stores, a 1725 POI-E

Odyss. v. 614 The Wood, Whose shady horrors on a rising

brow Wav'd high. 1795 SOUTHKY Joan ofArc i. 286 If a

traveller Appear'd at distance coming o'er the brow. 187*

JENKINSON Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 200 The path .. runs

along the brow of the cliff to the summit.

b. north, dial. A slope, an acclivity, an ascent ;

= Sc. brae. E.g. Everton Broiv y
Shaivs Brow,

two steep streets in Liverpool.
1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab. 38 He scrambled up. .a sandy

brow.

1 7. A projecting edge (of a pillar, wall, etc.; ;
a

Ledge ; a verge. ? Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1 1. 595 The brows of pillars and wals,

to cast off rain. 1641 MILTON Reform, in Eng. t. Wks. 1847

6/1 The Table of Communion, now become a Table of

Separation, stands like an exalted platform upon the brow

of the Quire, fortify'd with bulwark and barricado.

8. Coal-Mining. A gallery in a coal-mine run-

ning across the face of the coal.



BROW.

9. ettipt. Brow-antler (see nextV
1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab, ii. 62 You may know . . what

his rights mean, if he has them, brow, bay, tray and points.
10. Comb., as brow-bone, -pendant ; broiv-l>onndt

-sick, -wreathed adjs. etc. ; brow-ague,
*

strictly

supra-orbital neuralgia of malarious origin. Now
used as synonymous with llemicrania or Megrim''
(Syd. Soc. Lex.}\ brow-antler, the lowest tine of
the horn of a stag, the '

antler
'

in its original sense
;

brow-band, a band worn across the brow
; spec.

the band of a bridle, etc., which passes in front of

a horse's forehead
; f brow-bending, frowning ;

brow-bent a., with bent brows, frowning (see 3) ;

f brow-lid, an eye-lid ; f brow-piece (Arck.\ a
beam over a door, a breastsummer

; brow-point,
= brow-antler

; brow-post {Arch.\ see quot. ;

brow-snag, -\>in& = brow-antler
\
brow-stone (cf.

brow-post}. See also BROWBEAT, etc.

iSssHoLDEN Hum. Ostea/.dSjS) 65 It is this nerve which
is affected in

*' brow ague '. 1647 W. BROWNK Pole*. \. 239 j

With two thrusts of his 'brow-ancklers, he was layd fiat on
'

the sand. 1596 COLSE Penelope (1880) 169 Brow-antlers
with her He exchange. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xiv.

(1660)168 Skilfull Woodmen., do call the Lowest Aiulier the
Brow Antelier. \^6^ Derby Mercury \^, Dec., Curious articles

made from the brow antler of a stag's horn. 1542 UHALI,
Krasm. Apoph, 17 b, With matrimonie commeth. .the soure

*browbendyng of your wiffes kinsfolkes. 1796 COLEKIDGK
To yg. Friend 28 His muse's witching charm Muttering
'brow-bent. < 1450 Voc. ufc Wr.-Wiilcker 675 Hoc sitper-
cilium, a *browbone. i6o^SnAKS. Cor. \\. ii. 102 He. .for

his meed Was *Brow-bound with the Oake. 1832 TKNNYSON
Dream Fair Wont. 128 A queen. .Brow-bound with burning
gold. 1504 T. B. La Primand. Fr. A cad, u. 77 One eyelid
or *browlidde. 1611 COTGR., Contrefrontaii, the 'brow-

peece, or vpmost post of a dore. 1877 A, B. EDWARDS Up
Nile xix. 545 The bride . .wears a gold *brow-pendant and
nose-ring. 1884 JKFFERIES Red Deer \\. 75 The stag, .with a
blow of the formidable

"

brow-point, ripped the hound open.
1706 PHILLIPS, *Brmv-post t lamong Carpenters! an over-

thwart, orcross-Beam. a 1641 SUCKLINC Prol. Authors^.)
A gracious influence from you May alter nature in our * brow-
sick crew. 1761 Lond. Mag. XXX. 17 The laying of the
kennels without *brow-stones. 1880 Geol. Mag. 450 Distin-

guished, .by the presence of a *brow-tyne close to the burr.

BrOW t^brau), sb.- Naitf, [app. a. Da. or Sw.

/;;, ON. />;'// bridge.] (Scequot.)
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Wd.-bk., Brcnv, an inclined plane of

planks, on one or both sides of a ship, to communicate in-

ternally; a stage-gangway for the accommodation of the

shipwrights, in conveying plank, timber, and weighty
articles on board. ..An old term for a gang-board. 1875
BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket-bk. vii. (ed. 2) 272 Plank . . to form
a brow to the shore. 1882 Standard 20 Oct. 6/r The horses
were . . walked from deck to deck by

' brows
'

. . and from
the deck to the wharf down a third 'brow'.

BrOW, ?'. rare.
[f.

BROW sl>y\
1. trans. To form a brow to, be on the brow of.

1634 MILTON Counts 532 The hilly crofts That brow this
bottom glade. 1707 MRS. RADCLUFK Italian xxii, The
woods that browed the hill. 1834 J. HODGSON in J. Raine
Mem. (1858) II. 357 Browed and hemmed with old brush-
wood and young plantations.

2. To face, browbeat. Sc.
1822 HOGG Perils ofMan I. 21 (JAM.) I wad rather brow

a' the Ha's and the Howards afore I beardit you. Ibid. 61

Stepping forward and browing the last speaker face to face.

Brow, obs. f. of BREW.
Browbeat ,bratrb/~t), v. Pa. t. browbeat,

Pa. pple. browbeaten (browbeat obs.}. [f.

BROW sb. ! + BEAT v, it appears from the earlier

quotations (see esp. BROWBEATING vbl. sb. , that
the brow in question was that of the beater, not
of the beaten party ; but it is not evident whether
the meaning was 'to beat with one's (frowning)
brows', or 'to beat (? lower) one's brows at*.

Connexion with beetle-browed is suggested.]
1. trans. To bear down, discourage, or oppose,

with stern, arrogant, or insolent looks or words ; to

snub,*to bully ;

' to depress with severe brows, and
stern or lofty looks

*

(J.).

1581 [see BROWBEATING vbl. sb.] 1603 HOLLAND Plu-
tarch's Alor. 129 We must entertaine our friends and guests,
with courtesie . . and not to brow-beat them. 1662 PETTY
Taxes 54 To be but brow-beaten by a prince or a grandee. ;

1706 PHILLIPS, Brow-beat ^ to look upon haughtily, or

disdainfully, to snub, or keep under. 1743 FIELDING Jour-
ney I. xv, He browbeat the informers against us, and
treated their evidence with .. little favour. 1803 JANF.
PORTER Thaddens xxxvi. 11831) 327, I will not be browbeat
and insulted. 1848 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. I. 663 The bar and
the bench united to browbeat the unfortunate Whig. 1879
FROUDE C&sarix. 101 He was brow-beaten and threatened
with violence.

b. absol.

1870 L'?ZSTRANCE Miss MUford I. vi. 210 The well-fee*d

lawyers have ceased to browbeat or to cajole.

2. fig. To present a threatening aspect to.

1860 WOOD in S. E. Dawson Handbk. Canada 266 One
tremendous cliff . . more than 1500 feet high, and inclined
forward nearly 200 feet, brow-beating all beneath it.

3. humorously. To beat with the brow.
1830 TENNYSON Sonn. to J. M. A"., While the worn-out

clerk Browbeats his desk below.

Browbeaten (brau-brt'n\///. a. Borne down
with arrogant looks ; snubbed, bullied.

1747 HORSLKY Fool Ixxii, (1748*11. 155 The browbeaten
Fool.

1135

Browbeater (brairbrtai). [f BROWBEAT f
-KR

l.] One who browbeats.
1670 W. Si.vi'soN Hydnl. Ess. To Rdr. ii A magisterial

browbeaten 1823 LAMB Elia (1860) 138 The scarecrow of
his inferiors, the brow-beater of equals and superiors.

Browbeating (brau-bi'tu)",, vM. sb.
[f.

as

prec. + -ING
i.] The action of the verb BROW-

BEAT; orig., it appears, ='
scowling, frowning'.

1581 J. HEI.I. Ildtidon's Ansiv. Osor. 486 b, To lie afrayd
of any her subjects lowring or browbeating. 1693 LOCKK
Kdiic. 42 Constant Rebukes and Brow-beatings. 1765
TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 611 The discouragements and brow-
beating of censorious .. persons. 1817 JAS. MILL Krit.
India III. ii. 68 The brow-beating of a witness.

Browbeating, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

That browbeats
; bullying, insolent.

1816 Remarks fcng. Manners 63 Hrowbeating insolence.
1864 MAX Mi'-LLKH Chips (i88oi"l. \ii. 147 A cross-exam-
ination by a brow-beating lawyer.

Browch, obs. Sc. form of BURGH.
1566 KNOX Hist. Kef. Wks. 1846 I. 431 To command free

Browchis to cheise Provestis and officiaris of our nameing.
Browche, obs. form of B HOOCH.

tBrowd,?'. Obs. Alsobroud. [a.OF./nm/,/e/-,
hrot/er to stitch, embroider

; but. from the begin-
ning, its pa. pple. liroui/eJ. browded, was evidently
associated with the native BRUWDEN, pa. pple. of
BRAID v., owing to contiguity of form and mean-

ing. Cf. BRAWD, BROID. BROIDER.
Fr. brtidcr is a Common Romanic vb., Pr. brvydar, Sp,

lorftnr to embroider.]
1. trans. To broider. embroider. Hence

Browded///. a.

.-1385 CiiAi'CEK J..G. II'. 227 Silk I broudede fill of grenc
grevys. < 1386 Mmkrs T. 479 Alle hise clothes brouded
[7'. r. browded] vp & doun. 1430 LYDG. Citron. Troy I. ix,

Kueryche his armes. .Brouded or bete vpon his coote ar-

mure. 1493-1503 Ledger it/A, llaliltiirtm in Cosmo Innes
Scotl. Miii. Agi's viii. 118601 246 Packit in his kist at Bruges
. .two pound of silk to brotvd with.

2. To plait, 'braid'. (Cf. next and BKOIDEN.)
1386 CHAUCER Kilts. T. 191 (Harl. MS. I Here 5olwe heer

was browdid in a tresse \~'. r. 4 jl/.S'.V. broyded, I breided,
l.aiisii. browdedj.

tBrOWden, pa. pple. Obs. Forms: I se)-

brosden, -broden. 47 browden. 4 broud, (4-5
browdyn, 5-6 -in, 6 broudin) ; 4-5 brawden.
brauden. (Also 4-5 broiden, broydyiO [OK.
broken, broden, pa. pple. of bregdan, bn'dan
to BRAID. In use almost exclusively northern. The
CKU forms are regular from *<? ; the rtft', an forms

are perhaps dial, variants of these ;
for the difficult

oy, of forms see BROIDKN.]
1. Twisted, plaited ; intertwined, interwoven,

formed of network
; woven.

a 1000 l''loic 257 iGrJ )a;r was on eorle. .broaden byrne.
1-1325 K. E.Allit. P. B. 1132 liryjter )>en be beryl oK'r
browden perles. ,1340 Can', fy Gr. Knt. 580 pe brawden

bryne of bry^t stel-ryngez. ?/ii4oo Marte Arth. 1858

Thurghe brenys browdene. u 1400 CnrscrM. 28016 iCotton
Galbal With bendes broud [Cott. broiden] and colers wide,

[r 1440 / *rf>ttip. /'rtrr'.53/i Broydyn,( 1499 broyded )lti<jnt'tittis.\

2. (
= BROWDED.) Embroidered: perh. in later

usage
' emblazoned in colours '.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce XL 464 Thai saw so fele browdyn
baneris. c 1425 WVNTOUN Critn. vii. viii. 446 Sandalys
Browdyn welle on kyngis wys. 1459 In-.: in l\iston Lett.

I. 477 J pece of rede satyne, brauden with J/c funnt fere.

aiyx> Ini'. Jewels in Tytler Hist. Sent. 11864! II. 393 A
covering . . browdin with thrissillis and a unicorne. 1535
STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 604 The baneris browdin brycht.

b. Dyed, stained.

a 1550 Ckristis Kirkc fir. xviii, His body wes with blud

all browdin. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 109 Blawdit and
browdin in thair husbandis blude.

3. Enamoured, fond. [Perh. a distinct word,

though capable of being connected with other

senses, e.g.' netted
'

: cf. sense I
, quot. 1 440.]

J597 MONTGOMERIE Ctierrie fy Sine 170 Sa was I browdin

in my bow. c 1600 '

Lyk as Aglaitros' 24 He beheld me
broudin on the bait. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. Ixxvii. (1862)

I. 198 We are fools to be browden and fond of a pawn in the

loof of our hand. 1697 Praise Yorkshire Ale (JAM.) To be

browden on a thing. <i 1758 RAMSAY Poems 18001 I. 331
IJAM.) Less browden still on cash than verse.

Browder, -re, obs. forms of BROIDER v.

tBrowding, 'M. sb. Ol/s. [f.
BROWD v.]

Embroidery.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt's. T. 1640 So riche wrought. .Of gold-

smitnry, of browdyng [v. r. broudynge], and of steel.

t BrOW'dinster. .SV. Obs. Also brodinster.
= next. Hence Browdinsterschip.
1561 Invent. Roy. Wardr. (18151 r 5 'JAM.) The browdin-

staris that wrocht upoun the tapestrie. 1578 Ibid. i4OljAM.>
The brodinsters, quha wrocht upoun the great pece of

broderie. 159* Act Jus. yi 11814) 608 IJAM. ) Confirmis the

office of browdinsterschip . . to the said Williame.

Brow dster. Obs. [f.
BROWD v. + -STEH.]

An embroiderer.

1450 etc. [see BRAWDSTER]. 1530 Lord Treas. Ace. Jos.
V. in Chambers Jml. (1833) 165 Item given John Younj;

Browe, obs. pa. t. and pple. of BREW.

Browed brawl), a. [f.
BROW rf.' + -ED 2.]

BROWN.

Having a brow or brows. Chiefly in comb., as

dark-browedt tow-browed, etc.

c 1460 Timmeley Myst. 100 She is browyd lyke a brystylle.
1483 CAXTOS Gold. Leg. 339/2 This ymage. .was well eyed,
well browed. 1526 SKKLTOS Magnyf. 1261 He frowneth
fyersly, brymly browyd. 1742 R. BLAIR Grave 17 I,ow-
brow'd misty vaults. 1796 SCOTT Wild Hnntsm., Mydaik-
browed friend,

Browen, -in, browne, obs. pa.pples. of BREW.
Browen, obs. pi. of BROW.
t Brower. Obs. rare- 1

, app. : A napkin.
c 1450 Hk. Ciirtasye 663 in Babees Ilk. (18681 321 Browers

he schalle cast ber-opon, pat be lorde schulle dense his

fyngers [on] ; pe leuedy and whoseuer syttes with-inne, Alle
browers schynne haue bothe more and myn.
Browere, -era : see BHEWKHN tVv.,brewhouse.
Browes, -esse, obs. ff. BRKWIS, BKOSE.

Browest, obs. form of BROWST.

t Browet. Obs. Also 4-6 bruet, brewet(t.
[a. F. brouet, broet (i^th c. in Littre soup made of

flesh-broth, dim. of OF. brett* earlier bro ( Pr.

bro, Sp. brodio, It. brodo, broda. med.L. l>rodintn,

broduin), late I-.. (*broduni\ or Romanic \brodo^ t

i ad. OIIG. brod BROTH. The OF. nominative

brand",, broez. gave BROWIS.]
Soup or broth of the juice of boiled meat, with

j

various thickening ingredients.
1399 LANGL. Rich. Kedeless u. 51 ^oure side signes, bat

1

shtnti; all be lirowet. c 1420 Liber ( \h<>rnt 1 1862*22 f>ese er

;

hennesin browet. (-1420 I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 661 Hie gar-
rim

t brewett. ( 1440 Promp. J\i>~t', ^4 Browetl, brodii'llnni,

(-1440 .-Inc. Cookery in Househ, Ord. (17901 430 Blauiiclii-

Bruet of Almayn. r 1460 Tmvneley Myst. 43 And brnght
me bruet of dere. 1495 CAXTOS I'ifiis Patr. iW. de \\'.i i.

xiii. 18 a/i He tie drankebutalytyll browet madt with meclu.
a 1500 MS. i=,t/i C. in Promp. Par-;'. 54 Bruet seec, brnet

salnmne, and bruet sara/ineys blatic.

Browgh, -t, obs. Sc. form of Brnc-.Ti.

Browhern, var. of BHEWKHN, Obs., brewhouse.

t Browis (brauvs). Obs. or dial. Forms:
.->,

broys, 4 brouwys, 5 browyce, 5-6 browes, 5-7
-esse, 7- browis ; see also BHEWTS, BHOSE. [MK.
broys t browes, a. OF. />roez, broucfz, noin. of broet

t

broticl , BROWET. Of this word browet is an original

doublet, and brewis, brosc, later variants.]
1 1. -

BREWIS, in l>oth senses.
a 1300 Havclok 924 Make be broys in be led. c 1325 (.',',->

de /-. 3077 Soupyd off the brouwys a soi)c. '"1430 I.vnc;.

OrderofFooles .Min. Poems 165 Tend re browyce made with
a m;u y-boon. < 1440 7 '^w;//. Parz>. 53 Iirowe-it: {'. r. browes],
adipatiim. , 1450 Knt. dc la Tour (18681 8 She come into
the warderobe to ete browesse. 1513 W. DK WORDF, Bk.

Kcntyngc in Habees />'/'. (1868) 274 Potage, as \\
-

orte~, fowtes,
or browes. 1562 J. HKYWOOD Prcn>. \ fcpigr. 118671 72, I

will eate no browesse sop>. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny MX.
viii, A kinds of broth or browesse. 1658 R. KRANCK Xorth.
Jl/i'/fi. ( 1821 1 209 When they kill a beast . . make a caldron ol

his skin, browis of his bowels.

2. A kind of BROSE
;

as the brow's of the

Sheffield Cutlers' Feast, a dish made by pouring
boiling water upon oat-cakes mixed with dripping,
and seasoned with pepper, salt, and butter.

1839 A. HYWATKR Sheffield Dial. 118771 3.? Nettle porridge
an' brawis. 1880 Slieff. Independent 3 Sept., Returning to

their hall, the members of the Company partook of ' browis
'

a cunningly devised broth without which the installation

[of the Master Cutler] would not be complete.

t BrO'wless, a. Obs.
[f.

BROW sbl- 5.] With-
out shame, unabashed. Q,i. frontless.

1615 W. HULL Mirr, ftlaiestie 81 Therefore they de-

spite him with all illusory gestures of browlesse scorners.

1679 L. ADDISON Life Mahowet 84 il.-), So browless was
this heretick, that he was not ashamed to tell the world, etc.

a 1821 K icATS Sonn. Ilaydo'i, When men .star'd at what was
most divine with browless idiotism.

Brown bmun\ ti. Forms: i briin, 3 brun.e,

3 -4 broun, 3 6 broune, 4-7 browne, 5 browyn),
^- brown. [Common Teat, : OE. bnht - OFris.

'brnn (MDu. bnnin, Du. bntin
,
OIIG. (MIK1.,

MLG.) briin, .mod.Ger. brann\ ON. brun-n (Sw.
/it'll fi, Da. bntun'} : OTeut. *brnn-o-z^ */>r/in-tf,

corresp. to Lith. brunas brown : Aryan type
*bhrH-no'-st

root *bhrn- : cf. BEAVER. Adopted
in Romanic, giving med.L. brfnnts, It., Sp., Pg.

brimo, Pr. and K. bntn t whence also bntnir to

BURNISH, q.v. (OHO. fa-fin meant 'glanzend'

shining, as well as 'dunkel-farbig' dark-coloured.)
The shade to which the name was given was originally a

dark one, as seen by sense i
;
also by Johnson's sole expla-

nation
' The name of a colour, compounded of black and

any other colour'. Levins Manip. 1570 has 'Broune,

black, ater\ Broune /Wciw '. Very dark brown is close to

black, as in the so-called
' black

'

bair of men.]

1. Dusky, dark. (Now only poetic, and regarded
as transf. from sense 2.)

a looo Metr. Boeth. xxvi. 58 Sio brune yS. < 1325 E. F.

A Hit. P. A. 536 Sone be worlde bycom wel broun, }>e sunne

watz doun. c 1400 MAUNDEV. 160 Here colour is liche Vyo-
let, or more browne than the Violettes. < 1449 Pol. Poems

j (1859) II. 221 Oure welevette hatte. That keueryd us from

mony stormy* browne. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 1088 Where

highest Woods, .spread thir umbrage broad, And brown as
!

Evening, a mAronOifys*. xvn.ais Or ere brown evening

j spreads her chilly shade. 17931 S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. 1. 15
! Arched with ivy's brownest shade. 1854 TF.NNVSON To
\ Maurice iv, I watch the twilight falling brown.



BROWN.
b. fig. Gloomy, serious. See BROWN STUDY.

2. The proper name of a composite colour pro-
duced by a mixture of orange and black (or of red,

yellow, and black), and varying greatly in shade

according to the proportion of the constituents,
as a red brown, yellowish brown, dark brown.
Brown is the colour produced by partial charring
or carbonization of starch or woody fibre, as in

toasted bread or potatoes, peat, lignite, withered

leaves, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18833 His hare [was] like to |>e nute
brun, Quen it for ripnes fals dun. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C.
ix. 330 Ale. .of J>e best and Brounest fat brewesters sellen.

c 1420 Liber Cocontm (1862) 32 Lay hur [the gose] to fyre
and rost hyr browne. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 54 Browne,
fuscns, subniger, nigellus. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. iv. 9
Ros. His very haire Isof thedissemblingcolour. Cel. Some-
thing browner then ludasses. 1725 Lond. Gaz. No. 6381/4
With a good Stock of Pale and Brown Beer. 1708 MRS.
CENTLIVRE Susie Body i. i. 13 My last Refuge, a brown
Musquet. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) I. 457 The head and
whole upper part [of the female sparrow] are brown. 1799
SOUTHEV Nondescr.) Snttff^ Black, brown dust, From the
oft reiterated pinch profuse. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. vi. ii,

Land of brown heath and shaggy wood. 1859 JEPHSON
Brittany i. 2 The brown rocky stream.

b. Used in naming varieties or species of animals,

plants, minerals, etc., as brown ant, bear, oiol\
brown willow ; brown h&inatitet etc.

c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. (1868) 183
The makyng of a bathe medicinable . .Brown fenelle. 1767
G. WHITE Selborne xi. 1 1789) 31 The young of the brown owl
will eat indiscriminately all that is brought. 1843 PORTLOCK
Geol. 225 Earthy Brown Hematite, both compact and de-

composed. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. VI. 69 Brown
Bent-grass. 1868 WOOD Homes without H. vii. 126 The
most admirable subterranean architecture is perhaps that of
the Brown Ant. 1882 Garden 28 Jan. 62/3 Lettuces . . the
best of all for winter, the old Brown Cos. 1884 St. James's
Gaz. 7 Aug. 4/2 On some estates in Scotland . . a brown hare
is now rarely seen.

3. Of persons : Having the skin of a brown or

dusky colour : a. as a racial characteristic
;
b. as

an individual peculiarity among 'white' races;
either natural (dark-complexioned, brunette), or

as an effect of exposure (sunburnt, tanned).
>t 1000 Cxdinon's Ex. 70 (Bosw.) Brune leode. c 1384

CHAUCER //. Fame 139 Vulcano That in his face was ful

broune. 1398 TREVISA Barth, De P. R. iv. ii. (1495) 80 In
lioote countrees comen forth blacke men and broun. c 1420
Chron. Vilod. 505 paw l>" be broune b

u art ry}t welle shape
and fere. 1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxvi. 127 That browne
Girle of mine, 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, m. ii. 295 When the
browne Wench Lay kissing in your Armes. a 1763 SHEN-
STONE Odes 11765' 226 lirown exercise will lead thee where
she reigns. 1764 GOI.DSM. Trav. 416 Where .. the brown
Indian marks with murd'rous aim. 1834 M. G. LEWIS Jrnl,
W. hid. 53 The fair sex elsewhere are called the 'Brown
Girls' in Jamaica. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 704 Enoch
was so brown, so bow'd, So broken.

1 4. In reference to the sword, steel, etc., it seems
to have meant : Burnished, glistening. Obs. [With
the sense cf. MDu. brun 'shining' ;Kalkar), and
F. brwrir to BURNISH.]
c 1325 F.. F^ Allit. P. A. 989 Brende golde bry^t, As gle-

mande glas burnist broun. c 1380 Sir Fcrntttb. 5609 Wy>
ys swerd of style broun. c 1460 Lyheans Disc. 552 Swordes
bryght and broune. 111802 Ballad '

Cospatrick
'

xxii. in
Child Ballads \. 70/2 My bonny brown sword.

5. To do brown: perhaps, 'to do thoroughly',
suggested by roasting; to deceive,

' take in', slang.
a 1600 John Bon 162 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 16 Ha ! browne

done ! 1837 DICKENS Picfauick xliii,
' He goes in ray ther

raw, Sammy ', said Mr. Weller . .

' and he'll come out done
so ex-ceedin' brown that his most formiliar friends won't
know him'. 1840 BARHAM Ingot. Lee., Execution^ We are
all of us done so uncommonly brownl

t b. Cf. round. Obs.
16x1 CHAPMAN May Days Plays 1873 II. 338 You haue a

whole browne dozen a suters at least.

6. Comb. General relations : a. qualifying the
names of other colours : as brown-bay, -green,

-pink, -red
\
b. parasynthetic, as brown-barrelled,

-bearded, -coloured, -complexioned, -edged, -eyed,

-faced, -haired, -headed, -leaved (-leafed}, -locked,

-roofed, -sailed, skinned, -stemmed', c. broivn-wash
v. (nonce-wd.).
1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. v. xii.fed. 7) 558 The other nations

under the hot Zone, be of colour *browne bay, like a Ches-
nuL 1733 Scots Mas;. Aug. 421/1 Thomas Hall Esq.'s brown-
bay gelding. 1882 J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool \. xi, One
big *brown-bearded fellow. 1833 6 TODD Cycl. Anat. <y

Phys. I. 41/1 note, Eight
*brown-coloured masses. 1704 in

Lond. Gaz. No. 4034/4 John Jackson . . aged near 40, *brown
Complectioned. 1824-30 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. iv.

(1863) 314 Delf, blue and white, *brown-edged and green-
edged. 1863 Miss YONGE Clever Worn. I. lii. 56 A brown-
haired, *brown-eyed child of seven. 1882 Garden 10 June
400/1 The downy, *brown-green young shoots. 1686 Lottd,
Gaz. No. 2100/4 A tall slender Man, *brown hair'd. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. v. iv. 279 Church Formulas seemed
to flourish ; a little *brown-leaved or so, but not browner
than of late years. 1855 J. EDWARDS Paint, in Oil Colours
27 *Brown Pink .. is a rich transparent olive, inclining
sometimes to green, and sometimes towards the warmth of
orange. 1835 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-bks. (1871! I. 14
Some of the oaks are now a deep *brown red. 1744 MITCHELL
in Phil, Trans. XLIII. 112 Like the Skin of many *brown-
skinn'd white People. 1795 SOUTHEY Lett. fr. Spain (1799)
106 Rubbed over, or rather brown-washed, with clay.
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7. Special combs. : thrown baker, a baker of

brown bread ; f brown bastard, a sweet wine (see
BASTARD 4) ; brown blaze (see quot.) ;

brown
coal, a name given to lignite, and to some varieties

of coal intermediate between lignite and true coal ;

brown -
fly, an artificial fly used in angling ;

brown gannet, brown gull, names of the Booby
(Sulafusca) ; brown gum, 'the inspissated juice
of the Eucalyptus resinifera* ($)'</. Soc. Lex!}\
brown-heart, a species of tree in Guiana

;
brown-

hen, the female of the Black Grouse (Tetrao
tetrix) ; brown-holland (see HOLLAND) ;

brown
jolly, \Vest-IndiancorruptionofBRlNJAL; brown
mould, Mucor mucedo and other fungi found on

decaying fruit, etc.
;
brown ochre, a variety of

limonite ; also the pigment prepared from it ;

brown rust, a disease of wheat caused by a para-
sitic fungus (Trichobasu rubigo vera] ; brown-
sleeve a., wearing brown sleeves ; brown-spar
(Afzn.} t

a variety of dolomite ; also applied to

varieties of the allied minerals ankerite and mag-
nesite, and to chalybite or native ferrous carbonate ;

brown-stone (see quot.) ;
brown stout, a supe-

rior kind of porter ; brown sugar, unrefined or

partially refined sugar as opposed to crystallized
or loaf-sugar; brown-thrasher, 'the (American)
Ferruginous Thrush, called also the Brown Thrush,
7*urdus rttfus* (Bartlett); brownware,a common
kind of pottery. See also BROWN Bess, BROWN
BREAD, BROWN GEORGE, BROWN PAPER, BROWN
STUDY.

i5z8 in Turner Sel. Records Oxford 58 Ye
corporation of

y= browne bakers. 1656 J. REEVE Let. in Spirit. Epistles
(1831) Suppl., In Trinity Lane, over against a *Brown
Bakers. 1720 St&ivs Surv. (ed. Strype 1754) II. v. xiv.

312/2 The Company of the Brown bakers, a Society of long
standing and continuance. 1603 SHAKS. Afeas. for <1f. in.

ii. 4 We shall haue all the world drinke *browne and white
bastard. 1609 Ev. Worn, in Hum i. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV,
A Figge for Browne-bastard. 1854 SCOFFEKN in Orrs
Circ. Sc. Chem. 458 The first portions of volatile matter
which pass over when /inc ore is distilled in contact with
carbonaceous matter, and which on account of their burn-

ing with a brown flame, are called by the technical name
of

*brown blaze, contain very little zinc, and are chiefly

composed of arsenic and cadmium. 1833 LVELL Princ.
Geol. III. 19^ This "brown coal consists of. .beds of lignite
of various thickness interstratified with the clays and sands.

1878 LAWRENCE Cotta's Rocks Class. 321 Brown coal . . dif
fers from ordinary black coal in containing a much greater
proportion of bitumen. 1787 BKST Angling(&. 21 in The
*
Brown-fly, or Dun-Drake .. its wings are made off the

feather of a Pheasant's wing, which . . exactly resembles the

wing of the fly. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam II. xxvlii. 335
The "brown-heart is in hardness of the same consistency as
the purple-heart, and the green-heart. 1756 P. BROWNE
Jamaica 173 The 'Brown-Jolly or Bolangena .. was first

imported into Jamaica by the Jews. 1814 LFENAN Hortns
yantaic. I. 280 Sometimes called brown jolly or mad-apple.
1883 Gd. Words Nov. 732/1 In the *brown-mould quite a
different arrangement prevails. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract.
Build. 415

* Brown-Ochre is a warm brown or foul orange
colour. 1855 J. EDWARDS Paint. Oil Colours 19 Brown
Ochre, .is a dark ochre of great value in landscape paint-
ing . . It is of a dark brownish yellow. 1840 BROWNING
Sordello iv. 395, I Was just a "brown-sleeve brother. 1843
PORTI.OCK Geol. 214 Bitter spar, or * Brown spar, occurs in

small but well-defined crystals. 1803 K. C. DALLAS Hist.
Maroons I. iv. 91 To prefer pale small beer to *brown
stout. 1875 tr. VogeCs Chem. Light xvii. 270 Hyper-oxide of

manganese also named *brownstone. 1704 Land. Gaz. No.
4032/4 Her Cargo, consisting chiefly of *Brown Sugar.
1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. t Wedding D.

t
As 'best-refined

loaf' to the coarsest 'brown sugar.' a 1847 C. MATHEWS Wks,
125 (Bartletti I love the city as dearly as a*brown thrasher
loves the green tree that sheltered its young. 1856 BRYANT
Rivulet i, List the brown thrasher's vernal hymn. 1836
Scenes Commerce by Land fy S. 150 Common *brown ware
. . a superior sort is manufactured at Nottingham.

Brown, si>. [The adj. used absol.]
1. Brown colour.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 435 The mingling together
of black and white colours doth . . produce a swart and
brown, and neither of both doth appear in the brown. 1850
TENNYSON In Mem. ci. 3 That beech will gather brown.

1873 BLACK Pr. Thule i. 3 Amid the browns and greens of
the heather.

b. Duskiness, gloom.
1719 M. BROWNE Piscat. Eclog. vm. (1773) in The scat-

t'ring brown of night.
C. A pigment of a brown colour.

1549 in Rogers Agric. <$ Prices III. 573/2, i Ib. Spanish
brown. 1611 MARKHAM Countr. Content, i. x, A little

Capons grease, and broun of Spain, mixt together. 1855 J.
EDWARDS Paint. Oil Colours 25 Vandyke Brown. (Bitumi-
nous Earth.) This is a rich transparent pigment.
2. techn. Brown or unbleached state.

_
1882 Standard n Sept. 6/6 Medium and fine bobbin nets

in the brown.

3. Elliptically, for various things or parts of

things of a brown colour : e.g. a brown butterfly,
a brown fly used in angling ; brown clothing, etc.

.71300 K. Horn 1122 Hure horn heo leide adun, And fulde
him of a brun [Gloss, a brown jar]. 1621 BURTON Anat.
Mel. n. ii. I. i. (1651) 232 The burned and scorched super-
ficies [of roast meat], the brown we call it. 1681 CHETHAM
Angler's Vade-m. xxxiv. 26 Angle with the smallest Gnats,
Browns and Duns. 1712 Act 10 Anne in Lond. Gaz. No.
5018/3 Paper called . , small ordinary Brown. 18*3 J. BAD-

BROWNETTA.
COCK DoHi.Ainnsew. 163 Flour or bread, .as seconds, thirds,
and browns. 1851 KINCSLEY Let. in Life ix, One pounder
I caught to-day on the ' March brown'. i86oGossE Rom.
Nat. Hist. 4 Here, too, are the butterflies . . the tawny
' browns' are dancing along the hedge-rows.

b. slang. A copper coin, a *

copper*.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Browns and whistlers, bad

halfpence and farthings. 1842 T. MARTIN in Fraser's Mag.
Dec.,

' More l<rcnvns than guineas goin* vith us any day.'
1865 Look hef. You Leap I. 239

* There isn't a respectable
boy 'ull give me browns for a sixpence.'

fc. A person of brown complexion; a brunette.

(-1450 Merlin xxi. 373 This feire broun is sone to the

kynge Bel inans.

Brown (braun), v. [f. BROWN a.]
1. intr. To become brown.
c 1300 K. A Us. 3293 Whan note brounith in haselrys. 1859

LEVER Davcnp. Dunn 26 ' That delicious potato-cake that
I see browning . . before the fire.*

2. trans. To make brown ; to roast brown
;
to

give (by a chemical process) a dull brown lustre

to gun-barrels or other polished iron surfaces.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 220 To Broune, obfuscare. 1760 MRS.
RAFFALO Kng. Hoitsekpr. (1778) 133 Take off the skin and
brown it 1833 J- HOLLAND Manuf. Metals II. 107 The
operation of browning a gun barrel. 1862 THORNBURY
Turner II. 319 The hot Italian sun had parched and
browned him.

fs-. '798 MARY WOLLSTONECR. Posth, Wks. III. ix. 23
To give a freshness to days browned by care.

Brown Bess. The name familiarly given in

the British Army to the
_
old flint-lock musket.

(Brown Musket was in earlier use: both names
existed long before the process of 'browning' the

barrel (introduced in 1808), and apparently referred

to the brown walnut stock.)
[1708 MRS. CENTLIVRE Busie Body\.\. 13 My last Refuge, a

brown Musquet. 1754 Connoisseur No. 31 The ceremony
is performed by a brown musket.] 1785 GROSE Diet. Vul-

gar T. s.v., To hug brown Bess : to carry a firelock, to

serve as a private soldier. 1797 Gent. Mag: LXVII. 1022
'

Etymologus* asks 'Can you trace the application of the
term Hrwn Bess to anything loading or fatiguing, such
as a musket to soldiers tired on a long march or to a wooden
pump ? Or is it . . derived from the colour of the material ?

Why is Bess the more favourite term than Nan or Moll ? A
brown musket is not an uncommon phrase, taking the part
for the whole, the stock for the steel. But why is Bess

brought in?' 1809 R. PORTER Trav. Sk. Rnss. <$ Sioed.

(1813) I. xxiv. 273 A good soldier . . sleeping with his hand
on his musquet, his wedded wife and dear brown Bess.
1820 COMBE (Dr. Syntax) Consol. ii. (D.) Religion Jack did
never profess, Till he had shoulder'd old Brown Bess. 1860
(JEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxix. 61 Without more
danger from Enfield or Whitworth than from Brown Bess.
c 1880 GRAM /fist. India I. v. 26/1 Britons with their old
' brown Besses'.

Brown bill, brown-bill. [See BILL sbl 2.]

A kind of halberd painted brown, formerly used

by foot-soldiers and watchmen.
1589 Pappe TV. I/atcJtet C iij b, All weapons, from the

taylors bodkin to the watchmans browne bil. 1678 BUTLER
Hud. in. ii. 541 Brown Bills levied in the City Made Bills

to pass the Grand Committee. 1823 SCOTT Peueril III. ii.

38 A constable with three or four assistants, armed with the
old-fashioned brown-bills. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I.

i. 316 There the porter stood, brown-bill in hand.

Brown bread. Any bread of a brown colour,
or of a darker colour than ordinary

' white bread'.

Formerly applied in Kngland to bread made of rye
or mixed rye and wheat ; now spec, to bread made
ofnnboulted flour, or

' whole meal ', containing some
of the * bran

'

or outer skin ol" the grain as well as

the fine flour. In U. S.
' a dark-colored bread

made of wheat or rye, either bolted or unbolted,
mixed with Indian meal, and sometimes sweetened '.

(Cf. brotvn baker in BROWN a. 7).

11489 CAXION Stmnes ofAymon xxi. 463 Bryng me som
broun brede Si water in a treen dyshe. 1530 PAI.SGR. 201^2
Browne bread, pain pis. 1577 HARRISON Rngland \\. vi.

(1877) 154 The next sort is named browne bread, ofthe colour,
of which we haue two sorts, one baked vp as it cometti from
the mill, so that neither the bran nor the floure are anie

whit diminished. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. in. ii. 194 She
smelt browne-bread and Garlicke. 1615 BEDWELL Moham.
Imp. in. 120 We do eat broun bread which is no way so

pleasing in tast. 1620 VENNER Via Recta i, 18 A browne
houshold bread agreeable enough for labourers. 1849 Fant.

Economist No. 19. 130 Proper brown bread is made from
undressed wheat-meal. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau I. 65.

2. attrib. Of or pertaining to brown bread ;

homely, unrefined.
a 1553 UDALL Royster D. i. iii, Old browne bread crustes.

1606 Wily Beguiled in Hawkins Eng. Dr. III. 313 (D.)
He's avery idiot and brown-bread clown. 17. . T. HANSON
in Southey Life Wesley (1820) II. 80, I am but a brown-
bread preacher. 1860 L. HARCOURT Diaries G. Rose I. 281

The Brown-bread Act.

Brown(e, obs. pa. pple. ofBREW ; obs. f. BRAWN.
Browned (braund), ///. a.

[f.
BROWN v. +

-ED 1
.] Made brown.

1871 Daily News 16 Aug., Every sort of rotten . . cranky
craft, is painted and varnished, literally.a whited ora browned

sepulchre. 1873 BLACK Adi>.Phaeton'\\. loThe tall, browned,

big-bearded man.

T~ b. Broivned-blaek. Obs.

c 1511 \st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 28/2 They [the

natives] be brounde blacke.

t Browne'tta. Obs. [ad. It. brunette after

BBOWN : cf. BKUNETTE.] A brunette.



^ BROWN GEORGE.
1381 STANYHURST Conctitesvn yffV/(Arb.) 141 In bodye

fine fewterd, a braue lirownnetta. 1589 WARNER Alb.

Eng. v. xxvi. 128 The next a gay Brownetta. 1598 E.
GILPIN Skial. (1878) 19 Thou art not faire, A plaine brown-
etta when thou art at best.

Brown George. 1. t a. A loaf of a coarse
kindof brown bread (0&f.). b. Ahard, coarse biscuit.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury HI. 86/1 The blackest and coars-

est Bread .. is .. Brown Bread, or Brown-George. 1694
ECHARD Plautus 195 This Monarch here must dine to Day
with a Brown George, and only Salt & Vinegar Sawce.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Prol. (D.) One musty crust of
a brown George. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Wont-bit.

f2. A kind of wig. 06s.

1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., Jarvis's Wig($.} [A wig] of the
colour of over-baked ginger-bread, one of the description
commonly known during the latter half of the last

century
by the name of a brown George. 1882 Globe 24 July 2/1
The King [George III] wore a brown wig . . known popu-
larly a century ago as 'brown George',
3. A brown earthenware vessel. Cf. BLACK JACK.
1861 HUGHES Tom Brown Oxf. xxiv. (D.) His brown

George, or huge earthenware receptacle, .in which his bed-
maker had been washing up his tea-things. 1864 K, CAPRRN
Devon Provinc., BroivH-George, a chamber utensil made of
red clay. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Brown-Georget a large
earthen pitcher.

Brownian (brairnian), a. [f. the name of Dr.

Robert Brown, who first described the movement
in question.] Brownian movement : the irregular

oscillatory movement observed in microscopic par-
ticles or 'molecules' of all kinds suspended in

a limpid fluid
;
also called molecular movement.

1871 RASTIAN Orig. Lowest Organisms 46 Bacteria . .

which exhibit movements resembling those known as
Brownian. 1874 JONES & SIEV. Pathoi. Anat. 28 Serum
. . crowded with fatty molecules, presenting an active
Brownian movement. 1875 DARWIN Insectiv. Plants iii. 64
Small granules which exhibited Brownian movements.

Brownie (brairni). Also 8 browny. [de-
nominative f. BROWN, with somewhat of diminu-
tive force : cf. the ON. svartdlfar or dark elves of

the Edda. A ( wee brown man '

often appears in

Scottish ballads and fairy tales.j A benevolent

spirit or goblin, of shaggy appearance, supposed
to haunt old houses, esp. farmhouses, in Scotland,
and sometimes to perform useful household work
while the family were asleep.
1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis vi. Prol. 18 All isbotgaistisandelriche

fantasies, Of browneis and of bogillis full this buke. 1781
M. MARTIN Descr. If, Jsl. (1716) 391 It is not long since

every family of any considerable substance in these Islands

(Shetland) was haunted by a Spirit they called Browny,
which did several sorts of work. 1802 SCOTT Minsir, Bord.
In trod. 41 The Brownie formed a class of beings, distinct
in habit and disposition from the freakish and mischievous
elves. 1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xxxvit. (D.) You talk ofmy
being a fairy, but I am sure you are more like a brownie.

BrOW'UineSS. rare. [f.
BROWNY a. -t- -NESS.]

The state of being
'

browny
'

or somewhat brown.
i&yiBlackw. Mag. XXVI 1 1. 580 Fowling-pieces, .through

the smooth browniness of their barrels.

11 See also BUOUNES.

Browning (,brairnin), vbl. sb.
[f.

BROWN
z/.]

1. The action or process of making or becoming
brown. (Browning of polished iron : see the vb.)
1791 HAMILTON Berthollefs Dyeing II. 11. 346 To give a

browning, stuff which has just been dyed must be dipped,
etc. 1808 Morn. Post Oct. 3 The cropping of the soldiers'

hair is to be followed by the browning of the hitherto bright
barrel and lock of the musket. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract.

Agric. II. 7 Shrivelling and browning of the leaves of trees.

1881 GREENER Gun 254 The ^process of browning takes from
four to eight days.
2. Cookery. A preparation for imparting a brown

colour to gravy or made dishes.

1769 MRS. RAFPALD Eng. Hou$ekpr.(\w%} Introd. 3 Lemon
pickle and browning answers . . better than cullis. 1796
MRS. GLASSE Cookery v. 42 Take one spoonful of red wine,
half as much of browning.

Browning, ppl. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING*.] a.

Becoming brown, b. Making brown.
1596 GOSSON Pleas. Ottippes 98 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 254

The tallow-pale, the browning-bay, The swarthie-blacke,
the

grassie-g_reene. 1834 MARRYAT Joe. Faithf. v 27 Where
is the blooming cheek, ruddy with the browning air? 1884
G. C. DAVIES Norfolk Broads xxxviii. 290 The browning
grasses quivered airily against the sky.

t Browning, sb. Obs. Perhaps = BROWNIE.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 2 He .. that calls for nothing

else at sea but winde; and neuer rests till Browning be
come. Ibid. Gloss., Browning^ a term vsuall in the mouths
of mariners and winnowers of corne, when they are calmed
and do call for wind.

Brownish (brairnij), a. [f. BROWN a. + -isH 1
.]

1. Somewhat brown.
iSSS EDEN Decades W. Ind. (Arb,) 193 Eyght of their

hennes . . of brpwnyshe coloure. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f.
Beasts 444 Hair . . of colour like a Ches-nut, or brownish.

1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 26 The sands of the Bagshot series

. .are commonly of yellow and brownish colours.

2. Comb. % as brownish-coloured'; also with other

colours, as brownish-black, -grey, -red, etc.

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2061. 2/2 A Brownish Black Mare.

1689 Ibid. No. 2433/4 A middle sized Man, his Hair curled
and brownish coloured. 1831 BREWSTKR Nat. Magic ii.

rownism. [f. the surname Brown, Browne]
(1833) 23 At first . . it is brownish-red.

Browuism. [f. the surname
1. The system of church -government advocated

^1581 by Robert Brown, an English Puritan and
VOL. I.
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Nonconformist. His principles, somewhat modi-
fied, became those of the Independents.

i6i7 HIERON Wks. II. 497 Some fall to Brownisme,
some to Popery. 1642 Conipl. to Ho. Commons 15 Schis-
matical men addicted to Anabaptisme and Brownisme.
173* NEAL Hist. Purit. I. 595 The violence of persecutiondrove some of them into the extremes of Browmsm.
2. The style of Sir Thomas Browne, (nonce-use.'}
1791 BOSWELL Johnson (1831) I. 293 Those words which

he sometimes took pleasure in adopting, in imitation of Sir
I npmas Browne . . In one instance only in these essays has
he indulged his Brownism.
3. filed. The Brunonian system. See BRUNONIAN.
Brownist. [f. as prec. (senses i, 3) + -IST.]
1. An adherent or follower of the ecclesiastical

principles of Robert Brown. (See prec.)
*Sff3SrUBBffilrf4/. Abus. ii. 74Diuersnewphangledfelows

sprong vp of late, as the Brownists. 1602 WARNER Alb.
Eng. ix. xlvi. 219 The Brownist and the Barrowist, goe
hand in hand together. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. in. ii. 34,
I had as liefe be a Brownist, as a Politician. 1702 C.
MATHER Magn. Chr. i. iii. 11852) 64 Shake off the name of
Brownist : it is a mere nickname, and a brand for the mak-
ing of Religion odious. 1853 MARSDEN Early Purit. 137
The brownists and the anabaptists were the first seceders
from the church of England at home.
2. Med. An adherent of the BRUNONIAN system.
Hence (in sense i) Brownrstical a.

1636 W. SAMPSON Vmu Breaker I b, By the vertue of his

good liquor hee's able to convert any Brownisticall sister,

1736 NEAL Hist. Purit. III. 456 Martin Mar-Prelate and
the rest of the Brownistical pamphlets in the reign of Qu.
Elizabeth. 1846 MACCRIE Alex. Henderson 35 Some per-
sons, .tainted with Brownistical and Independent notions.

Brownly ^brairnli), adv.
[f.

BROWN a. + -LY-.]
With a brown colour ; in a brown state.

ciSasBEDDOEs Sec. Brother i. i, A feathered and a jewelled
cap, And youthful curls to bang beside it brownly.

Brownness brau-n,nes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality or state of being brown.

*S7Z J.JONES Bathes of Bath in. 26 b, Blackenes or
brownes of egestion. 1611 COTGR., Rissole, the browne-
nesse that is giuen to a thing in the frying thereof. 1732
DE FOE Tour Ct. Brit. (17691 III. 76 The Derwent is re-

markable for its Brownness. 1878 HABERSHON Dis. Abdo-
men 16 Brownness of the tongue, .in states of exhaustion.

Brown paper.
1. A coarse stout kind of paper made of un-

bleached materials
; chiefly used for wrapping.

1542 in Glasscock Rec, St. MichaeCs Bp. Stanford < 1882}

43 Item for browne paper fur the seid orgons. 1611 COTGR.,

Papier marchand* browne pnper (wherein Tradesmen foul j

vp their Wares'. 1772 Cent/. Mag. XLII. 192 Course brown

paper, such as pedlars use. a 1848 MARRYAT A'. Reefer v,

[He] would, .clap the vinegar and brown paper on my bruises.

2. Comb, and attrib.
t
as brown-paper parcel^ etc.

Brown-paper warrant (see quot. .

1610 Histriom. iv. 194 The gentlemen see into our trade,
We cannot gull them with brown-paper stutT. 1691 Lomi.
Gaz. No. 2701/4 Any Brown-Paper-Maker may be furnished

with what Quantity of Course Rags .. they please. 1867
SMYTH Sailor s \Vord-bk, 719 Brown-paper warrants, those

given by a captain, and which he can cancel. 1885 Law
Times Rep. LI I. 736/2 [He] sent him a brown-paper parcel.

Brown Study, [-ipp- originally from BROWN
in sense of '

gloomy' ;
but this sense has been to a

great extent forgotten. ;The conjecture that brown
*

might be
'

the Ger. braune ' brow' does not require
serious notice.)]
A state of mental abstraction or musing :

'

gloomy
meditations' (J.) ;

' serious reverie, thoughtful
absent-mindedness' (Webster) ; now esp. an idle

or purposeless reverie.

1532 Dice-Play 6 Lack of company will soon lead a man
into a brown study, 1579 LYLY Eiiphiifs (Arb.) 80 You are

in some brown study, what colours you might best wear.

1607 TOPSELL Serpents 772 Nothing but sadnesse, and
heavinesse of rainde, brown-studies. i6g$Oxford-A ct 2 Oft

wou'd the new created Sophister Where Boy cry'd, want ye
any Coffee, Sir? Start from brown-study, i?!* SIEELE

Sped. No. 286 F 3 He often puts me into a brown Study how
to answer him. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases i. 13 He had
been standing there in a brown study.

t Brownswine. Ohs. rare. [Cf. OE. mere-

yiuin, Ger. meerschwtin, Du. meemvijn, and the

name porpoise itself.] A porpoise.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 54 Brunswyne, or deifyne,foca, del-

phinns, suiHits.

Brownwort (brau-nwcit). Herb.) Obs. [pern,
from its brown (lowers.] A name of the Water-

Betony \Scrophttlaria aquatica], and perhaps other

species of Scrophidaria.
c xooo Sax. Leechd. I. 158 Genim bysse wyrte wyrttruman

f>e engle brunewyrt hataS. Ibid. 374 Wi8 lungen adle

Genim. .& bryse wyrt & brim wyrt. < 1440 Promp. Parv,

54 Brownworte, herbe [1499 brother wort], fntlio, feniltinm
[i499/Wi7;]. 1551 TURNER Herbal \. Lij, The herbe
whiche we call in Englyshe water betony or brown wurt.

1673 GRBW Anat. Roots i. 13 In Brownwort, the Basis of

the Stalk sinking down by degrees, .becomes the upper part
of the Root. 1884 MILLER Plant 'ti, 248 Strophnlaria
aqnatzca t Bishop's-ltaves, Water-Betony, Brown-wort.

Browny (brau-ni), a. rare. [f. BROWN a. + -Y.]

Inclining to brown.
1583 STANYHURST ALneid iv. (Arb.) 164 Thee brownye lion

toostalckfro the mounten hewissheth. 1597 SHAKS. Lover's

Conipl. xiii, His browny locks did hang in crooked curies.

1873 KINCSLEY Valentine's D. t Oh! I wish I were a tiny

browny bird.

BROWSE.

t Browsage. Obs. [f. HROWSE v. + -AGE.]
1. The browsing of cattle ; concr. that on which

they browse.
1610 W. FOLKINCHAM Art ofSurvey i. viii. 16 (Jrasse and

plants fit for broouagc, and bruwsage of sheepc. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury \\\. 333/2 Browage or Bro^vsage is feed-

ing of Sheep and Goats.

2. The right of browsing.
1611 COTGR., Frcsangc^ one hog, or more, due vnto the

Maister of the waters, arid forrests of Aubigny (and else-

where) by the farmers of the Mastage and brousagc thereof.

Browse (bruuz), sb} Forms: 6-8 brouse,
brouze, 7 brouoe, brouss, 7- browze, browse,

[app. a. i6th c. F. broust (OF. brost, mod.F. broul)
'

bud, young shoot', (liut sense 3 was evidently
taken from the verb in English.) The loss of
the final / presents some difficulties: the occas.

spellings brouce, brouss indicate an early form

(brws), which may possibly have been a corruption
of brousts collective pi.]
1. Young shoots and twigs of shrubs, trees, etc.

1523 FITZHERB. Hitsb. 132 If thou bautr any trees to. .

cruppe for the fyrc-wodde, croppe them in wynter that thy
beastes maye eate the brouse and the mosse of the bowi:s
and also the yues, 1558 PHAFIR /Encid vn. (i iij b, This
Laurel bushe ful thick of browse. 1596 SIKNSI.R /-. Q. \\\.

x. 45 Their gotes upon the brouzes fedd. 1617 MAKKHAM
Carat, i. 5 liushes, brouse, and some hie or thiike trees for

shelter. 1669 WOKLIUGE Sysf, Agric. 11681) 323 Hruwsc or

bruuce, or hrutte, the tops of the Branches of Trees that
Cattle usually fetd on. 1721 DUDLEY in Phil, Trans.
XXXI. 1 68 In the Winter they live upon Hrow.-e, or ilu-

tops of Bushes and young Trees. 1874 C. (!KLKIK Lift'
Woods vi. 1 18 llrowse is the Canadian word for the tender

twigs of trees.

2. Fodder for cattle, consisting of young shoots

and twigs; that which is or can be browsed.
1552 HUI.OET, Browse, or meat for beastes in snow tyme,

vesca. 1580 BARET Alt'. Ii 1400 Drowse made for beastes
of withie bowes. 1621 FLETCHER Thierry fy Tli. \. i, I-ike

leaves they would . . become browse fur every beast. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. 118061 I. 261 Th' unworthy browze Of buf-
faloes. 1706 J. PHILII-S Cydt r \. 108 How the duals their

shrubby Brouze Gnaw pendent. 1837 Hownr J\nr. Life
v. ii. 11862) 367 Hollies, which were encouraged in most
ancient forests for winter browze.

3. The action of browsing.
1810 CROMEK Rem. Xit/isdate S0t>, All the (locks nt

browse. 1820 SCOTT Abbot iii, The cattle are even now re-

turning from their scanty browse. 1830 W. Pun.LIPS ^it,

Sinai iv. 114 As when at browse ..A herd of deer, .disport
them. 1850 LYNCH Theo. Trin. v. t-o (IJ listened to the

browse of the sheep as they cropped the grass.

Hence (or from the verb) Browse-wood.
1598 MANWOOD Lawcs Forest vi. i (16151 5 1 /2 '''"e

Foresters , . must prouide Browse-wood to bee mt downe
for [the Deer] to feed upon. 1664 KVKLVX Sylra 72 It is

advis'd not to cut off the Browse-wood of Oaks in Copses.
1835 E. JF.SSE Glean. Nat. Hist. Ser. in. 239 Right of com-
mon for four horses, and the use of browse-wood.

BrOWSe, sb. 1
Mining. Also brouze. ^Seequots.

1875 UKK. Diet. Arts I. 547 Btvwse, a metallurgical term
for a variety of slag. Ibid. III. -9 A mass of heated fuel,

mixed with partly -fused and semi - reduced ore, called

/>V(>cv, Moating upon a stratum of melted lead.

BrOWSe, browze (bruuz), v. Forms : (6

brose), 6-7 brouse, 6-8 brouze, 7 bioose, 7-9
browze, 6- browse, [f. UROWSK j/;.

1
,
or perhaps

directly from i6th c. F. broustcr^ now broutfr \\\

same sense), according to Littre, f. F. hroust, brout
'

bud, young shoot' ; the Eng. form being in-

fluenced by that of the sb., q.v. The pronuncia-
tion with -z may have begun in the verb ; cf. the

analogy of grass, graze, advice, advise, use, to itse,

etc. (Or if the verb was ever broust in Fng., we

might suppose the final -/ to have been lost, by
confusion with that of the pa. t. and pa. pple.)]
1. intr. orabsol. To feedow the leaves and shoots of

trees and bushes ; to crop the shoots or tender

parts of rough plants for food : said of goats,

deer, cattle. ^Sometimes carelessly used for graze,
but properly implying the cropping of scanty vege-

tation.)
1542 BOORDE Dyetary xvi. (1870! 275 At the x byt on the

grasse, or brosynge on the tree. 1580 HOLLYBANU Treas,
Fr. Tongt Bronter A manger, to brouze, to feede like an
Oxe or Goate. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. 32 b, All the bushes
and boughes .. were bewd downe and feld for men dike
brute beastes) to brouze on. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. in. iii.

68. i6iT. TAYLOR Comm. Titm\\. i (1619) 336 Cattell for-

saking the . . pastures to broose vpon leaues and boughes.
1789 MRS. PIOZZI JoMrn. France I. 38 Goats, .browze upon
the steeps of Snowdon. 1848 CARPKNTKR Anint. Phys. 141

The Giraffe uses its long tongue to lay hold of the young
shoots on which it browzes. 1870 BRYANT Honifr I. 11. 74
The horses browsed on lotus-leaves.

b. Jig. or transf.
16x1 SHAKS. Cymb. in. vi. 38 There is cold meat i' th' Caue,

we'l brouz on that. i8a3 LAMB Elia Ser. i. xv. < 1865) 1 19 And
browsed at will upon that fair and wholesome pasturage [a

good Library]. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873)

9 We thus get a glimpse of him browsing for. .he was al-

ways a random reader in his father's library.

2. trans. To crop and eat (leaves, twigs, etc.).

1533 FITZHERB. Husb. 131 Fell the vnder wodde fyrste
in wynter that thy cattell or beastes maye eate & brouse the

toppes. 1591 SPENSER Virg. Gnat 82 Others . . brouze the

woodbine twigges. i6ia DRAVTON Poly-olb. xviii. 284.

1789 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar> Odes xiii. 4 Korc'd, forc'd to

143



BROWSER.

brouse like goats, the lanes for food. 1859 DARWIN Orig.

Spec. iii. (1878) 56 Little trees which had been perpetually

browsed down by the cattle. 1864 Daily Tel. 2t May,
Herds of deer have browsed all the leaves away as high

as their necks could reach.

3. causal. To feed (cattle) on (twigs, etc.).

1550 [see BROWSER t]. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. vi. 2

(1681) 94 Rangers and Keepers of Parks . . brousing their

Deer on it.

Browser (brau-zsA [f.
BROWSE v. + -EH 1

.]

fl. ?One who feeds the deer (in winter-time).

Cf. BROWSE v. 3. Obs.

1550 in Harcourt Papers (1876) [At a survey taken loth

April 4th year of Edward VI] the jury did then present that

the Lords of Stanton Harcourt have used and ought to

find four Browsers in Woodstock Park in winter time, when

any snow shall happen to fall, and tarry, lye, and abide be

the space of two days, and so to feed the said Browsers

there browsing soe long as the snow doth lye, every browser

to have to his lodging every night one billet of wood the

length of his ax-helve.

2. An animal which browses.

1845 MIALL in Nonconf. V. 312 The stupidest of the browsers

of the field. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Comm. 122 We fell a

forest, and the timid browsers lose their shelter and food.

Browsing ;brau-zin;, vbl. sb. [f.
BROWSE v.]

1. The action of feeding upon young shoots and

leaves of trees and shrubs ;
also concr. shoots and

leaves ; browsing-ground.
1580 BARET Ah: B 1401 A gathering together of leaues

for beasts in winter ;
a browsing, f 1645 HOWELL Lett. ^650)

II. 8 The park . . for groves, and browsings for the deer . .

may compare with any. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany ix. 144

Heather and gorse, kept short by the browsing of the goats.

2. Comb., as browsing-line.
1805 REPTON Landsc. Card. 51 Stripped of their foliage to

a certain height, .which I shall call the browsing line. 1828

STEUART Planter's G. 309 The browsing-line of the black-

faced sheep seldom reaches to more than three, or three

feet and a half above the surface.

Browsing, ///. a. That browses.

1702 POPE Dryope 91 Nor let my branches feel Thebrowz-

ing cattle or the piercing steel, a 1725 POPE Odyss. xvn. 620

The grazing ox, and browzing goat. 1863 A. RAMSAY Phys.

Geog. xxviii. 459 Carnivorous and browsing mammalia.

BrOWSt (.braust). Sc. Forms : ? 5 browest,

6 broust, 6- browst. [f. brow-, pa. ppl. stem of

BREW, or perh. of earlier origin, from the root

bru-, as in OHG. bru-htis
;

cf. also Du. brouw-sel
' a browst

'

: the nature of the suffix is not clear.

(Some modern writers .have perverted this to

BREWST.)] A brewing ;
a brewage. Alsoyff.

a 1500 Bnrro-. Lawes xxxix. (jAM.i For the fourt browest,

he [the Browster; sail giue the dewtie of ane halfe yeare.

1594 Batt. Balrinnes in Sct'f. Poems ibth C. II. 347 Ane

bloodie broust there was brouine. 1650 Row Hist. Kirk

11842' 537 Yow must cause scripture speak it, or else yow
will not brew your browst well. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. iv,

The browst of the HowfT retained . . its unrivalled reputa-

tion. 1823 Q. Dura/art/ vii, You will drink a bitter

browst of your own brewing one day.

Browster, -ar, northern f. BREWSTER, brewer.

(11400 Co-c. Myst. 132 Boutyng the browstere. c 1440

Promp. Pare. 54 Brow-star or brewere. a 1555 LYNDESAY

Trag. 356 Ane Browster quhilk can brew moste hoilsum aill.

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. xxxix, Ane Browster. 1785 BURNS

3rd Ep. y. Lapralk v, Browster wives and whisky stills.

t Browze. Obs. rare~^. [Corruption of F. broil

in same sense : found earlier also as broust, and

thus identified with the etymon of BROWSE si>.]

The inner covering of the nutmeg.
1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 127 The Nutmeg has three

Wrappings, to wit, the Shell, the Mace and the Browze [la

Coque, le Macis, et le Brou^.

Broyle, Broyn, obs. forms of BROIL, BRINE.

Broya(e, obs. f. BROWIS, and BRUISE.

Bruart, variant of BREWARD.

Brue, variant of BRUKE, Obs., a locust.

Bruch, obs. f. BROCH, BROOCH, BROUGH, BUROH.

t Bruche 1
. Obs. [OE. bryce, ME. bruche ()

= OHG. bruh, MHG., modGer. bruch, MLG.
broke, MDu. broke, broke, Du. faml: OTent.

*brukiz-, from stem bruk- of brek-an to BREAK.

In later ME. superseded by breche, BREACH.]
1. The action of breaking, fracture; fig. the

breaking or violation of a command, engagement,
etc. ; transgression.
a 900 Pol. Laws Alfred 3 (Bosw.) DECS borjes bryce.

a 1000 Guthlac 670 (Gr.) Ne sy him banes bryce. 1:1300

Thrush I; Night. 28 Ne wes neuere bruche so strong I-

broke with rijte ne with wrong.

b. esp. Violation of chastity.

121225 Ancr. R. 38 WiSuten euerich bruche, mid ihol

meidenhod and meidenes menske. 1:1230 Hal: Meid. 13

Vre flesch . . }if bat ha wit hire wi5ute bruche cleane.

2. A fractured or injured part ;
a fissure or break ;

= BREACH sb. 7.

a 1125 Leg. Kath. 1614 pe bruchen of hire bodi. al to-

broken of be beatinge. a 1307 in Rel. A ntiq. 1 1 . 272 At the

furmeste bruche that he fond He lep in and over he wond.

t Bruch.0 -. Obs. rare. Alsobrueche. (Seeqnot.)

1562 TURNER Herbal n. 29!), Agarike is the same in a

Larche tre that brueche as the Northern Englishmen call

it, or as other call it, a todstole, is in a birche or a walnut

tre. .It groweth. .vpon the bole or body of the tre. .as other

thynges lyke mushrummes todestooles or bruches do.

Bruehel, obs. form of BRITCHEL a. fragile.

t Bru-chelnesse. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Frailty.

1138

c 1460 in Pol. Rel. # L. Potms (1866) 251 ,yue me grace

to hyde and hele The blame of my bruchelnesse.

11 Bruchus (brw'kps). [L. brucus, brt'ifhus, a.

Gr. Ppovnos, &pov\of
' a wingless locust'.]

1. An insect ; a caterpillar ;
= BRUKE.

1398 TREMSA Earth. De P. R. xi. vi. (1495) 393 Brucus is

the brood of long flyes that dystroye come and grasse.

c 1475 Bk. Found. St. Barthol. Ch. I. vi. (1883) 52 Brucus is

the issue of theTjuttyrflie, or he haue wynges. 1609 BIBLE

(Douay) Ps. civ. [cv.] 34 The locust came, and the bruchus.

Joel \. comm., Bruchus, an other fleeing litle beast, that

devoureth not only fruite but also the leaves of trees.

2. A genus of rhyncophorus beetles, of which the

larra are destructive to pease, etc. Hence Brvr-

chian, a member of the genus Bruchus.

1852 T. W. HARRIS Insects New Eng. 54 The habits of

the Bruchians and their larvae.

||
Bru-cia. The same as BRCCINE.

1810 HENRY Elem. Chem. (1840) II. 304 Of Brucia. 1876

HARLEY Mat. Med. 513 Brucia closely resembles strychnia.

Brucine (br-sain). Chem. [From Brucea

antidysentcrica, the tree which was supposed to

furnish false Angustura bark, now understood to

be the bark of a species of Strychnos.]
A vegetable alkaloid existing in false Angustura

bark, and (along with strychnine) in Nnx Vomica ;

like strychnine it is a strong poison.

1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amusem. 148 Brucine .. a new

alkali is . . procured . . from the . . bntcea anti-dysenterica.

(1865 j. WYLDE in Circ.Sc. I. 416,1 Brucine maybe sepa-

rated from strychnine by its solubility in cold alcohol.

Brucite (brw-sait). Min. [after A. Bruce, an

American mineralogist ; see -ITE.] A native hy-

drate of magnesia. 1868 in DANA.

Bruckle (br-k'l), a. Chiefly Sc. and dial.

Forms : 4 brukel, 5 brukyl, 5-6 -ill, 6 -il, bruk-

kil, -yll, brukle, brucle, 6- bruckle. [OE. brucol

(in scipbrucol )
f. stem bruk- of brekan to BREAK

(see also BHOCKLE) : but in later use, perhaps pho-
netic variant of BRTCKLE : cf.Sc. muckle and mickle.]

1. Liable to break ; fragile, brittle.

1513 DOFCLAS sEneis xii. xii. 1 14 As brukkyll ice. 1562
TURNER Herbal n. 64 a, Rootes . . not brukle or easy to

breke. 1589 PUTTENHAM Etig. Pocsie (Arb.) 219 Trusting
vnto a piece of bruckle wood, a 1721 KELLY Sc. Prat:

113 (JAM.) Lasses and glasses are bruckle ware. 1858 M.
PoRTKot'fi Soittcr yohnny 29 In bnickle stane and lime.

2. fig. Frail, uncertain, precarious, shaky '.

c 1325 Mctr. Horn. 120 Noht of brukel blod and bane.

c 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. v. xii. 1309 Vhe Devilys war noucht

wroucht of brukyl kynd. 1509 FISHER IVks. 91 What ves-

sell may be more bruckle and frayle than is our body.
n 1651 CALUERWOOD Hist. Kirk iWodrow) III. 743 Found-

ing them upon the bruckle .-uithoritie of profane writers. 1814

SCOTT Wa-.: Ixvii,
' My things are but in a bruckle state '.

1886 LONT. /. I! 'if/it Dial. 8 Bruckle, brittle.

t BrU'Ckle, v. Obs. or dial. [Related to Sc.

bniik, to begrime (see BROOKED) ; prob. a frequent-

ative : see -I.E.] trans. To make dirty; to begrime.
Hence Brvrekled ///. a.

1648 HERRICK Hesptr., Temple, Boyes and bruckel'd

children. :66l L. GRIFFIN Doctrine of Asse 7 We com-

monly say to Dirty Children that the Gardener will sow

Leeks in their faces ;
we may more truly tell our Bruckled

Professours that the Devill will sow Tares in their Souls.

1691 Rtv.V. C.Wordsu Briicklr, to &\ny . Bruckled, dirty.

tBrtrckleness. Obs. exc. dial. [f.
BRUCKLE a.

+ -NESS.]
' Bruckle' quality or condition ; frailty.

1423 JAS. I King's Q. cxciv, Pray the reder. .Of his gud-
nesse thy brukilnesse to knytt. a 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus

n. 962 Fullofbrukilnes. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Flyting\. 6it

Fecklesse foolishnes and beastly bruklenes.

Brud-, Brude, obs. form of BRIDE.

Bruder, obs. form of BROTHER.

Brudge, obs. and dial, form of BRIDGE.

Brudping : see BRYDTHING, wedding.

Brue, obs. f. BROW, BREW, and var. of BROO, Sc.

t Brued, /// Obs. rare. In 6 brude. [Con-
tracted from IMBRUED. (It might be from OF.

embruir, through intermediate*a^r.
A
] Imbrued.

1560 A. NEVILE Seneca's (Edipns 92 His eyes all bathd and

brude in bloud. 1583 STANYHURST JEneis n. (Arb.) 40 Then

they the sacred image with brude fist blooddye prophaned.

Bruer, obs. form of BREWER.

Bruea(se, obs. form of BREWIS, BROSE.

Bruet, var. of BROWET, Obs., broth, soup.

Bruff, dial. var. of BROUGH, a halo.

Brugge, brugg(e, obs. forms of BRIDGE.

t Bruges. Obs. Forms: 6 brigs, brug.bruges,

burges, broig, brygges, 6-8 bridges, 7 birges, 8

brudges. [F. Bruges, Flem. Brugge i.e.' bridge '.]

Name of a city of Flanders, used attrib. in Bruges

satin, and sometimes elliptically.

1517 T. ALLEN in Lodge lllust. Brit. Hist. (1838) I. 36

One black brigs hat. 1538 Aberdeen Reg. v. 16 (JAM.) Half

ellin of Brue saline. 1545 I.anc. Wills (1860) II. 66 White
sattin of Bridges. 1552-3 In-.: Ch. Goods Staffords. 17 On
cope of red satin bruges. 1559 Ini: Eccl. Vtstm. in Hay
Scotia Sacra 189 (JAM.) Blew and yellow broig satin. 1611

Rates (JAM.) Threed called Birges threed. 1721 C. KING
Brit. Merch. I. 285 Thred Sisters . . Ditto Brudges. 1752
BEAWES Lex Mercat. 383 Thread, called black and brown,

or Bridges Outnal.

Brugh, var. of BROUGH halo, and BROCH tower.

Brugh, brughe, brught, obs. ff. BURGH.

BRUISE. ^

Bruhows, obs. form of BREWHOUSE.

Bruik, Bruikit.Sc. formsofBROOKE., BROOKED.

Bruill, obs. form of BROIL.

Bruilyie, bruilzie : see BRULYIK.

Bruin (b-in). In Caxton brune, brunne,

bruyn. [a. MDu. bruin (bruyn, bruun) BROWN,
the name of the bear in Reynard the Fox.] An

appellation applied, after the manner of a proper

name, to the Common or Brown Bear. ;It has

advanced so far in the direction of a common noun

as to be often written without capital B.)

1481 CAXTON Reynard vii. (Arb.) i How bruyn the here

spedde wyth the foxe. Ibid, n The kynge . . saide to

brune the here, syr brune, I wyl that ye doo this message.

1663 BUTLER Hud. i. in. 131 Mean while th' approach d

the place where Bruin Was now engag'd to mortal ruine.

1728 PorE Dime. i. 99 So watchful Bruin forms with plastic

care Each growing lump, and brings it to a Bear. 1764

T. BRYDGES Homer Travest. II. 89 No more each two-legg d

bruin swears. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville III. 137

Promising to entrap bruin. 1867 MRS. HARVEY Cruise

Claymore 130 During the autumn Bruin may not unfre-

quently be seen near the vineyards.

Bruise br/7z), sb. [f.
the vb.]

f 1. A breaking ;
a breach. Obs.

1441 Plumpton Corr. Introd. 60 In eschewing of blood-

shedding and bruses of the Kings peace. 1530 PALSGR. 201/2

Brosyng or broose, briseure.

2. A hurt or injury to the body by a blunt or

heavy instrument, causing discoloration but not

laceration of the skin
;
a contusion.

1541 R. COPLAND Galyrn's Terap. 2 F ij, Yf in the parties

rounde about y vlcere there is eyther bruse, phlegmon, or

other tumour. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 327 Wounds are

most commonly made with sharp or piercing weapons, and

bruises with blunt weapons. 1663-78 BUTLER Hud. (J.)

One arm'd with metal, th' other with wood. This fit for

bruise, and that for blood. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 223

F4 The Bruises which they often received in their Fall.

1859 TENNYSON Elaine 1159 His costly gift, Hard-won and

hardly won with bruise and blow.

b. Of a plant, fruit, or other body.

1678 N. WAN-LEY Wonders in. xliv. 1 18. 226/2 He. .threw

it with that force against the floor that the solidest metal

would have received some damage or bruise thereby. 1770

WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) IV. 285 Pileus . . nearly flat

. .thin at the edge, turning watery on the least bruise.
^

c. spec. A contnsion or injury caused by jambing ;

Sc. in form brizz.

Mod. Sc. His hand has got a bad brizz under the wheel.

3. Comb., as bruise- like adj.; f bruise -root

(see quot.) ;
BRUISE-WORT.

1698 NEWTON Papal'er Corn, in Phil. Trans. XX. 263 Or
Horned Poppy, with a Yellow Flower, vulgarly called in

Hampshire. Squatmore, or Bruseroot. 1839-47 TODD Cycl.

Anat. f, Phys. 111. 908/1 The bruise-like swelling.

Bruise (brz;, v. Forms : i brysan, 3-5

brisen, 3-6 brise, 4 bris), 3-7 bruse, 4-6

broose, brose, bryse, 5 brese, bresse, brysse,

burse, 5-6 brisse, broyse, brouse, 6 brusse,

broose, 6-7 bruze, 7, 9 bruize, 6- bruise; (also&.

4 byrs, 6 birs, 8 birze, 8- brizz ; 8-9 north, dial.

bruzz : see also BlRSE v.). [OE. brysan to crush,

bruise, with which afterwards coalesced F. brisie-r,

bruisier, bruser, to break, smash, shatter. The

latter is of uncertain origin : see Diez, Littre, and

Scheler. (The Anglo-French form was bruser : see

senses i, 3.) The normal modem Eng. representa-

tive alike of OE. bryse and OF. brise would be

brise (braiz\ The early ME. truse may be ex-

plained as a s.w. spelling with the usual it

OE. y ; brese may also be accounted for as the

Kentish form with e for OE. y ;
but the ME.

forms brose, broose, broyse, brouse, and the modem
bruize must be from the OFr. forms, though the

phonological details are obscure. The shortening

of the vowel in i^th c. northern brisse, brysse, and

mod.Sc. brizz, Eng. dial, bruzz, is also unusual.]

1. trans. 'To crush or mangle with the heavy

blow of something not edged or pointed ;
to crush

by any weight' (J.). But now chiefly in a weaker

sense : To injure by a blow which discolours the

skin but does not lacerate it, and breaks no bones ;

to contuse : a. (the body of men or animals).

a. Forms brysan, brise, brese, birse, byrse, briss.

(890 K. >LFRED Bieda v. vi. (Bosw.) His preosta aenne of

horse fallende and jebrysedne. a 1000 Be Domes Dary 49

Ne mid swiSran his swybe nele brysan wanhydij jemod.
TI200 Tr'in Coll. Horn. 6t He wile smite mid . . swuerde .

and brisen. a iwHavelok 1835 That he sholde him. .brisen

so, that wit no salue Ne sholde him helen leche non. c 1375

7BARBOUR St. l-'incentius 395 Sancte Vincent tormentit wes

Byrsit, beft & brynt. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7929 My body
hath bou brisit. CI43O Syr Tryam. 237 Upon an olde

stede, That was bresyd and blynde. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur (1817) I. 375 Sir kayes hors brysed hym ful sore.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hen. m. 1924 He. .brissit all my banis.

0. Form bruse, bruze.

a !375 Joseph Arim. sor In be bikkeste pres he . . Breek

braynes a-brod, brusede burnes. 1387 TREVISA Higden
Rolls Ser. III. 59 fe Sabynes . . brusede and ouerlay bat

mayde [Tarpeial. 1516 FABYAN Chron. II. 538 The erle

marshall ouerthrewe his appellaunt, and so
brusyd hym, y'

. . he dyed. 1590 SPENSER F. Q m. iv. 34 Least they [fishes)

their finnes should brure. upon the
stony grownd. 1501

' Gnat xxxvii, And with his hand him rashly



BBTJISE.

bruzing slewc. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Tarts (1621) 221 And
"

'eby brused the head of the. .enemie of mankmde.there

y. Form brose, broyse, broose, brouse.

1381 WYCLIF Num. xxii. 25 The asse ioynede hym silf to

the wal, and briside \v. r. brosede] the foot of the sitter.

1430 LYDU. Chron. Troy iv. xxx, On a shelde, brosed and

affrayde They bare hym home. 1494 FABYAN vi. clxiu. 140

[He] fell from his horse .. whereof he was soo broysyd
that

he dyed. 1329 MORE Comfort agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1178/2

The iuste man though he fal, shall not be broosed. 1530

PALSGR 471/2, I brose with a stroke or with a tail . . 1 have

brousyd my shoulder with fallynge downe the stayres. c 1563

Thtrsitet in 4 Old Plays (1848) 77 He wyll brose me.

8. Form bruise, bruize.

1580 BARET Alv. B 1412 A wounde bruised is woorse than

e

made no scruple, .to beat and bruise him. 1842 TENNYSON

Two Voices 222 Cursed and scorn'd, and bruised with stones.

1871 MORLEY Voltaire 74 In England . . the peasant has not

his feet bruised in wooden shoes.

breake them not nor bryse them. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV,

. i. 8 Nor bruise her Flowrets with the Armed hoofes Of

shalfbruise'this springing seed^Before it comes to fruit.

c. To make a dent in, crush out of shape,

batter (a hard surface).

1530 PALSGR. 471/2, I brose harnessa or ones flesshe.whan

it synketh in with the weyghtynesse of strokes, Jenfmdre.
His heed pece was brosed with the stroke that a man myght
have layed his hande in the hole. 1599 lsee BRUISED///. <!.]

1875 Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.) 60 Aw've bruzzed mi clog-nose

wi puncin' that owd can.

d. To maul as a boxer or prize-fighter.
a 1625 FLETCHER Nice Valour \. i, He shall bruise three a

month.
,

f2. To break (in pieces, down), to smash. VOS.

[This sense was apparently from French.]

[1292 BRITTON I. xi. i Ceux, qi felounousement. .brusent

eglises, ou autri mesouns.] a 1300 E. E. Psalter xlv[i]. 10

Bowe shall he bris, and breke wapenes ma. 1382 WYCLIF

2 Kings xi. 18 And thei distruyden his auters and the

ymagis broosiden to gydris mijtily. 1483 CAXTON Gold.

Leg. 438/4 He toke breed and . . brosyd and gaue it to his

dyscyples. 1494 FABYAN VH. ccxxiv. 286 Kyng Phylyp . .

broused or erased y castellys. c 153 BERNEKS A rth. Lyt.

Bryt. (1814) 30 Not leue standyng neyther castel nor tours

haue beene brused in peeces. 1611 A rt of Venerie 77 Let

him plash or bruse down small twigges.

3. Jig. (to senses I, 2, 4) To crush, wound, disable.

[1202 BRITTON i. xxi. 7 Qi les sequestres de nos ministres

a escient eynt bruseez.) 1382 WYCLIF Deut. ix. 3 Fier de-

uowrynge and wastynge, the which brisse [MS. E. bruse]

hem down. Pi ov. Prol. i Thurj long sicknesse brosid.

c 1500 Partcnay 3748 Peruers fortune . . Which on reisith,

Anothir don brise. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. ii. 2 Bruis'd

vnderneath the yoake of Tyranny. 1600 HOLLAND Livy
XLU. 1. 1144 How they have quelled and bruised \fregisse\

the puissance of the Carthaginians. 1667 MILTON P. Z.v.

884 An Iron Rod to bruise and breake Thy disobedience.

1871 MORLEY Crit. Misc. (1886) III. 44 He feared that vio-

lent surgery which in eradicating a false opinion fatally

bruises at the same time a true and wholesome feeling that

may cling to it.

4. To beat small, pound, crush, bray, grind down.

1382 WYCLIF Lev. ii. 16 A part of the brisde corn. 1398
TKEVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xvi. (1495) 121 The lawes ben

as it were two mylstones contynued to brose and grynde
the mete, c 1420 Liter Cocorum (1862) 45 ?if bay [peas]

ben harde . . Brysse hom or strene horn. 1523 FITZHEFB.

Hnsb. I 59 Take that grasse, and broyse it a lyttell in a

morter. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 194 Some scatt'ring

Pot-herbs., bruis'd with Vervain. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr.

Pract. Agric. II. 415 Bruize eight gallons of red currants

with one quart of raspberries. 1847-^ TODU Cycl. Anat. fy

Phys- IV. 15/1 Larger morsels, .are first seized and bruised

by the dental apparatus.

f5. To crush by pressure, jam, squeeze. (The

ordinary sense in mod. Scotch. See also BIKSE z>.)

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World II. v. iii. 6 Wind bruised out

of a bladder. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. in. iii. Poems

dainty cheese. Mod. Sc. He has briz'd his ringer in the

door.

6. Naitt. To bruise water : see quots.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's l\
r
ord-bk.. Bruising water, pitching

heavily to a head-sea, and making but little head-way.
llritise-water, a ship with very bluff bows, built more for

carrying than sailing. 1880 Daily Tel. 7 Sept., While, rail

under, she is bruising her water like a barge.

1. intr. with along. To ride on recklessly, with-

out regard to fences or crops damaged, or to

sparing the horse. (Hunting slang : cf. to pound
along.}
1865 Dublin. Univ. Mag. II. 19 A majority of those who

follow them have . . no notion of hunting, but go 'bruising

along. 1872 Aitteros xii. no The baron hunted his five

days, -bruising along, .determinedly.

Bruise, obs. form of BKEWIS ; var. of BBOSE.

1139

Brui'seable, a. rare. [f.
BRUISE v. + -ABLE.]

1611 COTGK., Friable^ bruiseable, easie to be broken.

Bruised (brwzd),/^/. a. [f. as prec. + -ED 1
.]

1. Hurt or damaged by a heavy blow ; contused;
with skin crushed and discoloured. (Formerly in

stronger sense.)

1388 WYCLIF Matt. xii. 20 A brisid [1382 schaken] rehed
he shal not breke. c 1450 LONELICH Grail x.x\\\. 94 A ful

wery and abrosed Manne. 1573 TUSSER Hush, (18781 32
Forget it not Fruit brused will rot. 1727 DE FOE Eng.
Tradesm. (1841) I. vi. 44 Like an old invalid soldier out of
the wars, maimed, bruised, and sick. 1884 G. ALLEN Strange
Stories 85 The bruised and livid face of the old parson.
fig* 1604 SHAKS. Otk. \. iii. 219, I neuer yet did heare
That the bruized heart was pierc'd through the eares. 1642
MILTON Apol. Smect. (1851; 297 The brused consciences of
so many Christians.

b. Of blood : Extravasated. Obs. or dial.

1579 LANGHAM^art/. Health (1633) JI 3 Bruges and brused

bloud, stampe Nep leaues with salt and apply them. Mod.
Sc. Briz'd bluid.

2. Crushed, battered, dinted.

1590 SPENSER F.Q. \. xi. 14 Often bounding on the brused

gras. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. l
r
, v. Prol. 18 His bruised Helmet

and his bended Sword. 1-1650 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in.

(1692) I. 77 A bruised Ship-wrackt Vessel, full of Leaks.

1840 HOOD Up Rhine 44 Oh it's the beautiful brab6 pail . .

and how it's all bruised and battered.

3. Crushed small, brayed, pounded.
1382 [see BRUISE i>. 4]. c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. \. 679

Bresed whete and breses longe. 1664 LVELYN Kai. Hort.

(1729) 194 Those [birds] who feed on bruised seeds.

Bruiser (brw'zai). [f.
BRUISE v. + -ER '.]

1. One who bruises or crushes.

1586 WARNER Alb. Ene. in. xviii. 81 The Brooser of the

Serpents head. 1738 WESLEY Hymn * Praise by all to

Christ be given
9

xvi, Serpent, see in us thy Bruiser, Feel

his Power. 1863 J. MURPHY Comm. Gen. iii. 20 The bruiser

of the serpent's head.

2. In the phraseology of the prize-ring : A pro-
fessional boxer, a prize-fighter.

1744 H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann (18341 n - cxvi. 6 He let

into the pit great numbers of bear-garden bruisers (that is

the term) to knock down everybody that hissed. x?54 Con-
noisseur No. 10 11774) I. 77 Has no more claims to heroism,
than the case-hardened valour of a bruiser or prize-fighter.

1796 J. ANSTEY Pleader s Guide 202 A secret joy the Bruiser

knows In giving and receiving blows. 1811 BYRON Curse
Min. xi, Be all the bruisers cull'd from all St. Giles'. 1873
SYMONDS Grk. Poets x, 330 Polydeuces was a notable

bruiser.

3. Hunting slang. See BRUISE v. 7.

1830 R. EG.-WARBUKTON Hunt. Songs, Woorc Country vi,

On a light thorough-bred there's a bruiser.

4. A concave tool used in grinding lenses or the

specula of telescopes.

1777 MUDGE in Phil. Trans. LXVII. 304 A concave tool

or bruiser, with which . . the brass grinder, and the hones

are to be formed. 1:1790 IMISOS Sck, Arts II. 108 All

the emery strokes are ground off from the bruiser.

t Brui'Sewort. Herb. Obs. [From supposed

healing virtues.] The name of one or two different

plants, esp. the Common Daisy. Cf. banewort.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 374 Wi5 lungen adle genim . . and

bryse wyrt and brun wyrt. a 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.)

45 Consolida minor, .waysegle, itel bonwort, net brosewort.

<; 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture in Bahees Bk. (1868) 184

Brese-wort. .is good for ache. 1597 GERARD Herbal cxw\\.

7.512 TheDaisieis called., in English Daisies and Bruise

woort. 1611 COTGR-, Marguerite des Prez> th' ordinarie,

little, white and wild Daisie, called (otherwise) Bruisewort.

^83 AiNswoRTHZ,rt/. Diet. iMorellu, Bruise wort, consolida.

1830 WITHERING Brit. Plants ied. 7} II. 537 S[aponaria]

0fficiualis t Soapwort, Bruisewort.

Bruising ,(bn?zirj), vbl. sb. [f.
BRUISE v.]

1. Crushing or damaging with a heavy blow ;

also (obs.} breaking in pieces, breaking ; 3.^0 fig.

1382 WYCLIF Ps. cv[i]. 30 And Fynees stod and pleside ; and

the brosing [Vulg. guassatio} ceside. c 146 Towncley Myst.

172 For bryssyng of youre bonys. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. iW.

de W. 1531) 58 b, Kepe the rule of holy obedyence hole and

sounde, without crasynge or brusynge. 1664 EVELYN AW.
Hort. (1729) 219 To prevent bruising by Wind-falls .. lay

some Straw under your Fruit-Trees.

fb. concr. A broken piece, a fragment. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. xxx. 14 Ther shal not be founde of his

brosingus [1388 gobetis] a shord.

2. Fighting with the fists, boxing.

1780 in Wilberforces Lije (1838) I. 14 He is a fine fellow

if you come to bruising. 1854 THACKERAY Newcomes I.

101 Bruising was considered a fine manly old English cus-

tom. 1881 BLACKMORE Maid ofSk. 163 He had held the

belt for seven years, for wrestling as well as for bruising.

3. Comb., as bruisingwise adv. ; bruising-

match, a boxing-match, prize-fight.

1575 BANISTER Chyrurg, ii. (1585) 263 If it be bnisingwise

doone, we call it a contused wounde, or Ecchymosis. 1794

WOLCOTT (P. Pindar; Rowl. for Oliver Wks. II. 402 It

would wear the aspect of a bruising-match.

Bruising, ppl- a. [see -ING 2
.]

That bruises.

1578 LYTE Dodoens i. i. 3 Brusing or shyvering coldes.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. iii. no Put in their hands thy
bruising Irons of wrath. 1874 BOUTELL Anns $ Arm. vii.

121 Seriously injured by the bruising effect of the blow.

b. Hunting slang. See BRUISE v. 7.

1872 Anteros xvi. 142 A fair, though by no means bruising

rider to hounds.

Bruisse, obs. form of BREWIS.

Bruit (brt), sb. Forms : 4 brout, 5 bruyt(e,

5-7 brute, 6 brewte, 6-7 bruite, 5- bruit, [a. F.

&rtat in same senses, ppl. sb. belonging to bruire

BRUKE.

vb. to make a noise, roar : corresp. to Pr. bruzcr^

brugir, OCat. brogir, It. bruire. According to

Littre, brugitus, the prototype of bruit, occurs in

late L. Diez views with favour a derivation pro-

posed by Menage from L. rugire to roar, rugitus

roaring, and says that brugit for rugit occurs in

Lex Alcmann. If this be so, the prefixed b may
be due to some onomatopceic alteration.]
1. Noise, din, clamour, sound, arch.
c 1450 Merlin 211 Ther sholde ye haue herde soche bruyt

and soche noyse. 15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xviii. 23 They
made a merueilus great brute, wl blowyng of homes. 1563
FOXE A. <y M. I. 689/2 A brute or noise of wild Beasts.

1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xv. 240 A shrill and suddaine brute

this Prothalamion brake. 1637 R. HURST tr. Gombauld's
Endim. (1639' 202 A confused bruite of Cymballs. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rev. \. i. in. iii. 57 Testifying, as bis wont is,

by loud bruit, a 1863 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) V. xliii.

219 To check it with the bruit of arms.

2. Report noised abroad, rumour, tidings; matter

noised abroad, arch.

1494 FABYAN vn. 387 Not long after ye brute of this ouer-

throwe of the Englysshemen came vnto the towne. 1611

BIBLE Nahum iii. 19 All that heare the bruit of thee, shall

clap the hands ouer thee. 1671 EVELYN Mem. (18571 II. 66

There came an uncertain bruit from Barbadoes of some
disorder there, 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa uSiij III. xiv.

88 Who says Miss Clarissa Harlowe is the paragon of virtue?

. . Common bruit ! Is virtue to be established by common
bruit only? 1864 KIRK Chas. Bold\\. iv. iv. 483 The wildest

bruits were greedily credited.

fb. Noising abroad, public utterance. Obs.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark x, The bruite or

preaching of the Ghospell.

f 3. Fame, renown, celebrity, reputation. Obs.

c 1475 CAXTON Jason 51 The bruit of preu Jason aug-
mented . .from day to day. 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis xm. Prol.

193 (Julia evir in Latyn hes the bruit or gloie. 1549-62
STKRNHOLLJ & H. Ps. Ixviii. ii His people tnumphes make,
and purchase brute and fame. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 20

Ane Arbitour sould be of gude brute and fame.

I)
4. Med. A name for any of the sounds heard in

auscultation ; e. g. bruit arterial, bruit de souffle,

etc. A French sense ;
sometimes used in Eng.

Bruit (brwt), v. Also 6-7 bruite, 6-S brute,

[f.
BKUIT sb.]

1. trans. To noise, report, rumour. Often with

abroad, about.
a 1528 SKELTON Col. Clout 489 With language thus poluted,

Holy Churche is bruted. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par.

John iv. 28 The woman did bruit abrode this rumour. 1598
DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. xvi. IGI When Fame shall brute thy
Banishment abroad. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, \\, iii 68, I

finde thou art no lesse then Fame hath bruited. 1682

BUNYAN Holy War 43 If I rirst brute this, the tidings, thai

will come after, will all be swallowed up of this. 1837 CAK-
LYLE Fr. Rev. II. in. iv. iii. 263 The country is getting up ;

noise of you is bruited day after day. 1840 DICKENS Barn.

Rudge (18661 II. Ixxiii. 66 This report . . was bruited about

with much industry.

b. with suboni. clause, or an equivalent.
1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. ccxxii. [ccxvni.] 691 The

Frenchemen bruteth that ye wyll put out of your armes
tharmes of Fraunce. 1538 LATIMER Serin. $ AV;.< 1845 1404

[Those], .which were bruited to deny the sacrament. 1651
Proc. Parliament No. 98. 1502 The Enemy was bruted to

be upon his March towards Carlisle. 1706 ESTCOURT Fair

Examp. iv, i. 51 To blast my Fame, and brute it to the

World that you have left me. 1835 LYTTON RL'nzi iv. i,

They do bruit it that he sees visions.

C. intr.

1818 KEATS Endymion \. 791 Bronze clarions awake, and

faintly bruit, Where long ago a giant battle was.

2. trans. To speak of, make famous, celebrate.

1553 T.WILSON Rhet. n Let Cesar, Alexander, and Hanni-

ball be bruted for warriers. 1598 YONG Diana 98 Of whom
Fame brutes their name in euery ground. 1641 MILTON Ch.

Govt. v. (1851) 113 A man so much bruited for learning.

1791 COWPER Iliad vin. 220 The shield of Nestor, bruited to

the skies. 1816 BYRON Ch. Har. in. 37 Thy wild name Was
ne'er more bruited in men's minds than now.

f 3. To din. Obs.

1719 D'URFEY Pills (18721 IV. 86 Whole Towns you will

bruit with a Pettifogging Suit.

Bruit, -ish, obs. forms of BRUTE, BRUTISH.

Bruited (bnrted),///. a. [f.
BRUIT v. -f -EL>I.]

Noised abroad ; rumoured, reported ; famed, re-

nowned, celebrated.

1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel 395 The bruted Britons of

Brutus Albion. 1630 M.GODWVN Bp. Hereford's Ann. Eng.
\. 68 The Kings much bruited humanity. 1874 BLACKIE

Self'Cult. 51 The most bruited . . hydropathic appliances.

Bruiter (brw-tai). [f. BRUIT v. + -ER i.] One
who spreads a report, rumour, etc.

1535 T, CROMWELL in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. Ixviii, To
have compressed the bruters therof to silence. 1548 UDALL,
etc. Erasm. Par. John 50 The bruters abrode of all the

thynges that he wroughte. 1638 HEYWOOD Rape Lucr.

Wks. 1874 V. 226 Then be the bruter Of thy owne
shame.

tBrui'tful, a. Obs. [f. BRUIT sb. + -FUL.]

Full of renown, renowned, famous.

1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy xiv. xxi, His bruitfull fame.

t Brui'tish, a. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -ISH.]

Rumoured, noised abroad.

1567-8 T. HOWELL AVwe Sonets (,1879^ 134 Eche bruitish

broyle that forth abrode is blowne ;
Beleeue not lightly.

t Bruke. Obs. exc. dial. In 4 bruk, bruyk,
bruc [ad. L. britcus bruchus

;
see BHUCHUS.]
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BBUM.

1.
' A locust without wings

'

;
? the larva of the

locust ; a destructive caterpillar.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter civ. 32 He sayd & the locust

come and the bruyk . . Comm. The locust is modire of the

bruyk : thai ere litill bestis, bot thai ere ful noyous. 1382
WYCLIF Lev. xi. 22 As is bruk [1388 bruke] in his kynde,
that is the kynde of locust er it haue wenges. Jtr. li.

14 Y shal fulfille thee of men, as with bruc werm. 1609
BIBLE (Douay) jfocli. 4 The residue of the locust hath the

bruke eaten.

2. (See quot.)
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Bntck, a field-cricket. North.

Bruke, obs. f. BROOK.

Bruket, -it, Sc. f. BROOKED, streaked.

Brukil, -ill, -yl, obs. ff. BRUCKLE.

Brule, -inge, brullynge, obs. ff. BROIL, -ING.

Brulyie, brulzie, bruilzie, (brii-l*i, brii-li).

Also brully. Sc. and north, form of BROIL, a

fray, disturbance. (The 2 stands for 3, y.)

1785 BURNS Ep. W. Simpson Postscr. xiii.We Bardies ken
some better Than mind sic brulzie. 1790 Election Ballad

xvii, And Hell mix'd in the brulyie. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi.

xvi, As forward in a bruilzie as their neighbours. 1826

inLockhart (1839; VI II. 277011 the whole I am glad of this

bruilzie. 1875 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss. (E. D. S. } Brully,
a broil or squabble.

II See also BROIL rf. ! and z>.2

Brulyiement, brulliement, Sc. and north,

dial, form of BROILMENT, broil, disturbance.

1715 RAMSAY Cotit. Christ's Kirk Gr. n. ii, And quat this

brulziement at anes. 1722 HAMILTON Wallace 45 (JAM.)
An hundred at this bruilliement were killed. 1804 R.

ANDERSON Cumbrld. Ball., Jtff fy Job, And meade a brul-

liment and bodder.

Brum brwm), v. rare-', [cf. Ger. bruinmen

to hum, murmur.] intr. To murmur, hum.
1844 filiiik-it'. Mag. LVI. 207 Now this is the strangest

well !. .always humming and brumming
Brum, A slang contraction of BRUMMAGEM;

attrib.
'

counterfeit, not genuine '.

[1862 CariiA. Mag. Nov. 648 i Hoppe) We have just touched

for a rattling stake of sugar (i. e. a large stake of money) at

Brum.] 1881 Standard 27 Sept. 2/1 The Lobster Smack,
the house of call for the ' brum

'

i. e. unlicensed pilots,

who are patronised by captains objecting to the higher dues

charged by the regular Trinity House men at Gravesend..
Beside the fire is seated one of the ' brum

'

pilots.

I! Brumaire ,brme'r'> [Fr. ; f. F. bmme fog:

see BRUME.] The name adopted for the second

month of the year in the calendar of the French

Republic, introduced in 1793; it extended from

Oct. 22 to Nov. 20.

1803 F. l.ATiiriN (title* The Castle of the Twileries. or a

Narrative of all the events which have taken place .

._from
the time of its construction, to the Eighteenth Brumaire of

the year VI II.

Brumal (bra'mal), a. Also 6 brumaill, 6-7
brumall. [ad. L. brumal-is belonging to winter,

f. brTima contr. cj{*b/-eviia, shortest (,day), winter
;

cf. F. brumal] Belonging to winter ; winter-like,

wintry.
1513 DOUGLAS SEneis vn. Prol. 14 Thai schort days that

clerkis clepe brumaill. 1646 SIR T. BKOWNE I'st'ttd. Ep.

129 About the brumall Solstice .. the Sea is calme, and
the winds do cease. 1783 W. F. MARTYN Gcog. Mag. II.

374 They walk barefooted, throughout the brumal season.

1870 LOWKLL Study Wind. 32 What cheerfulness there was
in brumal verse was that of Horace's.

Brume (br;7m'. [a. F. brume fog : L brnma
winter

;
see prec.] Fog, mist, vapour.

i8o8J. BARLOW CWfttK^. I. 579 Hail, with its glassy globes,
and brume congeal'd. 1863 LONGF. Saga K. Olafy\x.. 8

Suddenly through the drifting brume The blare of the horns

began to ring.

Brume, obs. and Sc. form of BROOM.

f Bru'ment. Obs. =BUEVEMENT, an entry.

1523 FITZHKHB. Hitsb. 152 Bokes of accompte of house-

holde, & brumentes vpon the same.

t Brumle, v. Obs. 1
. [app. a. Ger. brumnicln,

dim. of brummen to roar.]
= HUIM z.l

1671 H-'estm. Drollery 118 Like a Boar that runs brumling
after the sows.

Brummagem (brzrmedjem), sb. and a. Also

7 brorn-, brumicham, brom-, brim-, brumig-
htirn, bromedgham, brumegeum, brumisham,
brim-, brumingham, 9 brummejam.
A. sb. 1. A local vulgar form of the name of the

town of Birmingham, in England. Hence (con-

temptuously), An article of Birmingham manu-

facture : spec. a. A counterfeit coin ; b. a spur.

[1691 G. MIEOE New Stale Eng. 235 Bromicham, particu-

larly noted a few years ago, for the counterfeit groats made

here, and from hence dispersed all over the Kingdom. 1848
MRS. GASKELL M. Barton (1882) 23/2 Poor babby cried ..

till we got to Brummagem for the night.] 1834-43 SOUTHEY
Doctor cxl. (D.) It proved to be a Brummejam of the

coarsest and clumsiest kind. 1840 E. NAPIER Sc. ff Sports
For. Lands I. vii. 221, 1 tightened the reins and applied the

Brummagems.
2. Eng. Hist. = '

Birmingham (i. e. counterfeit)

Protestant
'

[alluding to the counterfeit groats
made at Birmingham a few years before] : A nick-

name given to supporters of the Exclusion Bill in

1680. See BIRMINGHAM, ANTI-BIRMINGHAM.
[1681 LfTTHELL Brief Kel. (18571 ' '24 The latter party

have been called by the former, whigs, fanaticks, covenant-

eers, bromigham protestants, etc.] i68j (Sept. 9) Ballad,

1140

Riddle of the Round-Head, Whigs and Brumighams, with

shams and stories, Are true protestants. 1681 (Dec. 15)

Ballad, Ignoramus, O, how they plotted ! Brimingkams
voted, And all the mobile the holy cause promoted. 1682

Popish Fables, a Dialogue between Fly-blow, aTory ; Swift-

Keel, a Tantivy ; Flash, a Brumegeum ; See-well, a Whig.
Ibid. \ am a thin brass protestant silver'd over .. they call

me a Brumegeum. .but my Sirname is Flash.

B. attrib. or adj. I. a. Made at Birmingham.
b. With primary allusion to counterfeit groats
coined there in I7th c. ; but, also, with later refer-

ence to plated and lacquered wares still manu-

factured there : Counterfeit, sham, not genuine ;
of

the nature of a cheap or showy imitation.

1637 Calendar Dom. St. Papers 105 Those swords which
he.. pretends to be blades of his owne makeing are all

bromedghatn blades & forraine blades. 1688 T. BROWN, I

coined heroes as fast as Brumingham groats. 1817 Blackw.

Mag. XXII. Oct. 410/2 Brummagem Statesmen.
_
1853

LYTTON My Novel I. 120 (Hoppe) A work-table . . inlaid

with brass . . in that peculiar taste which is vulgarly called

Brummagem. 1861 A. K. H. B. Retreat. Country Pars.

Ser. ii. 47 The vulgar dandy, strutting along, with his

Brummagem jewellery.

2. Hist. Of or pertaining to the '

IJirminghams
of 1680 : see A 2.

1681 D'URFEY Sir Barnaby Whig Prol., To hear hard-

en'd Brumicham rascals prate. 1681 (Sept. 151 Ballad, Old

Jemmy ) No mobile gay fop, With Brimigham pretences.
(title) A proper New Hrummigham Ballad. i68a (Nov.)

The Cavalier Litany^ From a Ijmtiiiisha.ui Saint, and a

serious Church Whig. .Libera nos. 1690 B. E. Diet. Cunt.

Crew, Bromigham-consdence, very bad
; Bromigham-pro-

testants, Dissenters or Whiggs. (See further examples in

Birmingham Weekly Post, n Dec. 1880.)

Hence Brumiuageniish a., Brummagemize ;
.,

Briuumagism.
1870 HAWTHORNE Eng. Note-bigs. (1879) IV.

171^
The

country began to look Bnimmagemish. 1886 Sat. Rev. 13
Mar. 360 The reluctance of the capital to Brummagemize
itself. 1858 GREENER Gunnery 238 As to the mechanical

arrangement, to use a Brummagism, they are as if they
had been pitched together.
tOf Birmingham, the OE. form appears to have been

*
Beormingahdm. The metathesis of r, giving Brc-, Bri- t

Brn~, Brom-, is found a.s early at least as the isth c. In

No. 10 of Edgbastonia, i^th Feb. 1882, 140 variant forms
and spellings are cited from documents. Among these may
be found 1-2 \Domesday\ Bermingeham, 3-6 Birmyngeham,
5-6 Brymyngeham, 6 Brimicham, 7 Brimmgham, Brimigham,
Brimmidgham, Hrimisham ; also 4-6 Burmyngeham, 4-7

Brunrumiingham, Brummingsham, Brumigham, lirummidg.
ham, Brumicham.]
Bru'mmish, a. low. [f. BRUM, slang contrac-

tion of Brummagem + -1811.] Of coin : Of counter-

feit character, doubtfully genuine.
1805 G. COLMAN John Bu'll, Brit. Theat. 55 Two guineas

..one seems light, and t'other looks a little brummish.

Brumous (brw'mas), a. [ad. F. brumeuXj or

late L. britmosus '

wintry ', already in Isidore in

sense of
*

rainy '. See BHUMAL.] Foggy, wintry.

1850 THACKERAY Pcndennis xxiii, The blonde misses of

Albion in their brumous isle. 1859 MASSON Miltcn I. 526
In the dull brumous air.

Brumstane, obs. f. BRIMSTONE.

Brun.e, obs. and dial, form of BROWN, BURN.

i Brune, sb. Obs. Forms: i bryne, byrne,

!byrn), 2-4 brune (ii\ 4 brene. [OK. Iwyne:
OTeut. *bruni-z burning, f. ablaut stem bnin- of

brin-n-an to burn. Cf. ON. bruni:*bmnon- in

same sense. The Kentish form was brene : brcnnc

was rather a new formation on stem of ME. brcnn-

en, paving the way for the later burne, BURN sb]

Burning, a burn.

r8$o K. ^ELFKED Bxda iv. xxv. (title) (Bosw.) .#> 5am oe

5a;t mynster mid bryne fornumen wsere. ^950 Lindisf.

Gasp. Matt. xx. 12 Da;s da:Res hxto vet byrn. c 1000 Sax.

Leechd. II. 130 Wib bryne, jenim fmules nibeardes. a i*5
A cr. K. 296 J>e cwene. .bet mid one strea brouhte o brune

alle hire huses. a 1240 Urcisnn in Lamb. Horn. 203 l>er bis

brune were. 1340 Ayenb. 264 Helle is ..Vol of brene on-

bolyinde. [1523 FITZHKRB. Sitrv. 28 b, Catell hauynge no

such brenne.J

fig, a 1225 A tier. J\. 254 pe brune of golnesse.

t Brunei, -elle. Obs. [See quot. 1878.]
The plant Self-heal {Prunella vulgaris}.
*597 OKRARD Herbal cxci. i. 507 Brunell is called in

English Prune!!, Carpenters herbe, Selfeheale, and Hooke-

heale, and Sicklewoort. 1611 COTGR., Oingtereulc, Selfe-

heale. . Brunell, Prunell. 1878 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant~n.
t

Brunei, a modification of BritneHa t the Latin name (now
more frequently but less correctly written Prunella), which
took its rise from the German die Braune, an ' infirmitie

among soldiers that lie in campe' described by Gerard

(p. 508); this appears to have been a kind of quinsey. . for

which the Prunella was deemed a specific.

Brunetta : see BUKNET.

Brunette (brne
-

t, br/Vne't), sb. and a. Also 8

brunett. [a. F. brunette 'a nut-browne girle'

(Cotgr.\ fem. tfbrunet, dim. of brun brown.]
A. sb. A girl or woman of a dark complexion.

1713 Guardian No. 109 (1756) II. 108 Your fair women . .

thought of this fashion to insult the Olives and the Brunei ts.

1796 J. OWEN Trav. Europe II. 438 My landlady, -is a very

pretty brunette. 1847 BARHAM Ingot, Leg. (18771 12 Whether
the ladies there are short or tall, Brunettes or blondes. 1859

GEO. ELIOT A. Bede 45 His mother, a beautiful brunette.

B. adj. Of dark complexion, brown-haired ;

nut-brown. Also ahsol. the colour.

1712 HENLEY in Sfect, No. 396 You will excuse a Remark

BRUNT.
which this gentleman's Passion for the Brunette has sug-

gested to a Brother Theorist. 175* SIR H. BEAUMONT Crito

li Raphael's most charming Madonna is a brunette Beauty.

181$ Hist. J. Decastro 1. 180 Her complexion .. cleared

up into a fine brunette. 1861 HULME tr. Moqnin-'l'andon
l. v. 32 The Indian Stock, .skin brunette rather than black.

1881 G. ALLEN Anglo-Sax. Brit. 56 The nation which
resulted, .being sometimes blonde, sometimes brunette.

Hence Brune'tteness (rare).

1839 Fraser'sAfag. XIX. 75 Praising., the pretty brunette-

ness of a young lily-forced thing.

Brunie, -y(e, obs. ff. BHINIE.

t Bnrnion. ! Obs. [a. F. brugnon
'

espece cle

peche ou de pavie a peau lisse
'

(Littre) ; cf. It.

brttgiia, prugna, Fg. bntnho, deriv. of L. prtmum
plum, primus plum-tree.]
A smooth-skinned variety of the peach, a necta-

rine ;
sometimes described as ' a sort of fruit

between a plum and a peach '.

1706 in PHILLIPS. 1736 in BAILEY; and in mod. Diets.

Brunishe, obs. form of BURNISH v.

Brunne, obs. form of BURN.

Bruimeous ,br'iu'|3s), a. [f.
mod.L. brun-

neus, = med.L. brunus, f. Teut. brim BROWN.]
Dark brown. (Chiefly in Entomology^
1843 HUMPHREYS Brit. Moths I. 137 The hind wings are

brunneous grey. 1847Pr c ' Benv. Nat. Club II
;
No. 5.244

Abdomen, -beneath shining brunneous or ferruginous.

Hence (from combining form brunneo-) brun-

neo-piceous a., brunneo-testaoeous a.

1847 frx. Berw. Nat. Club 1 1. No. 5. 255 Elytra . .brunneo-

piceous, 256 Two lateral punctures, .brunneo-testaceous.

Bru'imer's glands. Anat. [So called from

their discoverer Bruaner, a Swiss anatomist 1653

1727.] Small racemose mucous glands situated in

the upper part of the small intestine in mammals
and certain fishes.

1860 in MAYNE Exp. Lex. 1880 Syd. Soc. Lex., Brun-
tier's flands : duodenal glands. .They secrete a viscid fluid

containing mucus, .whose purpose is not known.

Brunoniau (bran^u-man), a. MeJ. [f. Bruno,

Brundn-em, a Latinized form of the name Brown.]

Applied to the system or theory of medicine

founded by Dr. John Brown (1735-1788), accord-

ing to which physical life consists in a peculiar

excitability, the normal excitement produced by
all the agents which affect the body constituting

the healthy condition, while all diseases arise either

from deficiency or from excess of excitement, and

must be treated with stimulants or sedatives.

1799 Med. t, Phys. Jrtil. I. 124 The chief peculiarities of

the Brunonian System. 1806 Ibid. XV. 147 The Brunonian

method of preventing or curing indirect debility.

b. sb. One who holds this theory.
1882 Standard 1 3 Dec. 5/5 The Brunonians, ofwhom some

adherents still linger in Italy.

Brunstan, -stone, obs. or dial. ff. BRIMSTONE.

Brunswick (brzvnzwik). [LG. Bruns-Mlk,

-siiyk; Ger. Jiraunschweig.}
1. The name of a town and imperial province

(formerly a duchy - Brunswick- Wolfenbittlel) of

Germany. In earlier times Hanover constituted

the electorate of Brunswick-Luneburg, whence the

name 'line of Brunswick
' = '

line of Hanover'

applied to the English sovereigns from George 1.

2. Hence the name of an obsolete textile fabric.

1480 Prhy Purse Exp. Eliz. of York 130 Brussell clothe

dec vij elles iij quarters : Browneswyke iilj" ix elles.

8. attrib., in Brunswick black, a black varnish

made of turpentine and asphalt or lamp-black ;

Brunswick green, a green pigment consisting

of oxychloride of copper (Watts Diet. Chan.}.

Bmnt (bront), rf.1 Forms: 4- brunt, 4-6

bronte, 5-6 bront, brunte, 6 brount. [First in

1 4th c. Origin unknown; generally sought in

ON. bnma ' to advance with the speed of fire
'

;

though such a formation from that is difficult to

explain etymologically, and connecting links are

wanting. The word may rather be an onomato-

pouia of Eng. itself: cf. DUNT, and various br-

words implying sharp or smart application of force.

It is possible however that some association with

burnt (in Sc. bnmt], as if the 'chief bnmt' were
' the hottest

'

of the fight, has influenced sense 4.]

f 1. A sharp blow. Obs.

c 1315 E E. Allit. P. A. 174 Bot baysment gef myn hert a

brunt. 1400 Strwdone Bab. 3166 He smote the
bisshoye

withe a bronde And gaf him an evel bronte. 1470 85

MALORY Arthur xx. xxi. (Globe) 472/2 Sir Gawame gave

him many sad brunts and many sad strokes.

t b. At a brunt : at one blow, at once, suddenly.

Obs. (Cf. Fr. tout ct coup, tout il'un coup.)

f 1400 A lexander i Stev.l 1 34 All bat was bitten of the best,

was at a brunt dede a 1555 RIDLEY Wla. 53 Traditions. .

at one brunt are revived. 1581 J. BELL Haddons Answ.

iUor. 69 Here Osorius . . uttereth all his skill at a brunt.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) z Kings xxiii. 8 Which killed eight

hundred at one brunt.

f2. An assault, charge, onset, violent attack.

(Often after bear, abide, sustain, etc.) Obs.

a. of fighting men, physical agents.



BRUNT. 1141 BRUSH.

1430 Lvoc. Chron. Troy m. xxiv, The pore souldiours
Which bare the bronte euer of such shoures, And the mis-
chiefe of werre cpmonly. 1531 ELYOT Gov. (1834! 201 [He]
there alone sustained the whole brunt of his enemies. 1570
LEVINS Manip. 189 A Brunt, impetus. < 1590 MARLOWE
Faust, i. 93, 121 Stranger engines for the brunt of war.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny 11.491 Sustaining the charge and brunt
of K. Porsenaes army. 1648 GAGE West. Ind. x. (1655) 32
At the third brunt, they made those lusty souldiers flie.

b. of sickness, temptation, persecution, etc.

Obs, or arch.

1542 BOORDE Dyeiary viii. (1870) 245 Strength maye suffre

a brount. 1563 Homilies n. xvi. n. (1859) 461 So many and
great brunts of affliction and persecution. 01617 BAYNE
On Ephes. (1658) 127 A brunt of unbelief doth not evacuate
our faith. 1693 W. ROBERTSON Pkrascol. Gen. 533 He en-

dures sore brunts, rnagnos impetus sustinet. 1821 CLARE
Vill. Minstr. I. 210 Wishing to despise. .Brunts of fate and
scorns of men.

T" C. At the first brunt : at the first charge or

onset ; Jig* at starting, at first. Obs.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys cxlviii, Though some of his men
be overthrown at the first brunt, c 153* LD. BERNERS ffiton

1,1883) 395 At the fyrste brounte the Almaynes were con-

strayned to recule abacke. 1549 COVERDALE Erasm. Par.
i Cor. \. 23 A doctrine, that at the fyrste brunte seemeth
base and folyshe. 1693 Mem. Ct. Teckely i. 44 They put
them into disorder at the first brunt.

3. Shock, violence, or force (of an attack).
(This more abstract sense was at first only vaguely evolved

from the preceding, which it has now superseded. Phrases
like brunt ofwar* ofbattle> etc. connect 2 and 3.)

a. of war, or of any material force.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. \\. (1599) 84 All the brunt and
swaigh of that daies fight. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World in.

42 Athens, .endured the hardest and worst brunt of Darius
invasion. 1667 BOYLE Orig. Formes <$ Qual, 40 Neither
will it [Brasse] like Gold resist the utmost brunt of the Fire.

1728 MORGAN Algiers II. iv. 282 Utterly averse To stand
the Brunt of another Engagement. 1809 WELLINGTON Let.
inGurw. Disp, IV. 324 Bearing the first brunt of the enemy's
attack. 1862 MARSH Eng. Lang. ii. 20 It was on theCyinry
that the chief brunt of the contest fell.

b. of an immaterial force.

iS73 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (1884) 15, 1 must needes abide
the brunt of his displeasure. i66a FULLER Worthies (1840)
II. 447 When such prisoners .. have weathered out the
brunt of that disease. 1774 BURKE Atner. Tax, Wks. 1842
I. 175, I had rather bear the brunt of all his wit. 1827
HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) I. iv. 198 Grindal ..bore the
whole brunt of the queen's displeasure. 1875 JOWETT Pluto
(ed. 2) IV. 88 To avoid the brunt of their argument.
4. The chief stress or violence

;
crisis. (For-

merly expressed by chief brunt* greatest brunt!}
[1598 BARRET Thcor. VVarres i. i. 4 The first three, fiue,

or seuen rankes. .do beare the chiefe brunt. 1665 MANLEY
Grotius' Loiu-C. Warrs 144 It had inabled him to bear the

greatest brunt of Humane Affairs.] 1769 ROBERTSON Chas.l
t̂

1 1 1. xi. 309 The wing ofthe French which stood the brunt of
the combat. 1815 MOORE LallaR. (1824) 93 Now comes the

brunt, the crisis of the day. 1837 CAKLYLE Frt Rev, (1872)
I. vii. ix. 239 The brunt of the danger seems past, 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 241 But the English had borne
the brunt of the fight. 1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. vii. no
The brunt of the defence fell on ships, not on soldiers.

t 5. A sudden effort, strain, or outburst
;
a 'fit ',

'spurt'. (Cf. I b.) Obs.
c 1450 Merlin xviii. 282 Thei spored theire horse ouer

the brigge at a brunt. 1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utop.
(Arb.) 76 [Oxen] they graunte to be not so good as horses
at a sodeyne brunte, and (as we saye) at a deade lifte. 1612
T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus ii. 12 It is but for a brunt of new-
fanglednesse. a 1626 BP. ANDREWES Serm. xlx. (1661) 389
His vigour is not brunts only, or starts, impetus. 1670 R.
RHODES Flora's Vagaries 58 It will be but one Brunt o' th'

Old mans anger.
6. Comb., as brunt-bearing adj.
1654 CHAPMAN Alphonsm Plays 1873 III. 243 Saxon lans-

knights and brunt-bearing Switzers.

Ti Error for brute, BRUIT.
c 1485 Dig

mation And
BK.RNERS Froiss. I. clxxxviii. 222 The brunt went yl he was
chiefe heed of the prouostes treason.

t Brunt, sb Obs. rare-1
. A bud, a 'spur'

on a fruit tree.

1668 MARKHAM Way to Wealth No. 9. lit. i. 97 You must

;ather
your fruit clean, without leaves or brunts, .for every

runt would be a stalk for fruit to grow upon.

Brunt (brtmt), v. rare. [f. BRUNT j.i]
1 1. intr. To make an assault or attack. Obs.
c 1440 rromp. Part'. 54 Bruntun, or make a soden stert-

ynge, insilio. 1690 W. WALKER Idiomat. Anglo-Lai. 74
They would brunt without a main force.

2. trans. To bear the brunt of, face boldly, rare.

1859 I. TAYLOR Logic in Thcot. 194 Brunting the chilling

fogs of a winter's afternoon, in England. 1859 G. MEREDITH
A*. Feverel iv. (1885) 29

' Do you think they II ever suspect
us ?

' ' What if they do ? We must brunt it.
'

Brunt, obs. and dial. pa. t. and pple. of BURN v.

Brurde, var. of BKKKD, Obs., edge.
Brus, obs. form of BREWIS.
Bruschalle : see BRUSHAL, Obs., brushwood.

Bruse, obs. form of BHOOSE, BRUISE.

Brusen, obs. form of bursten, BURST pa. pple.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. v, Those who are brusen bellied,

or have ruptures.

t Brusery, -ury. Sc. Ol>s. [Cf. BRUSIT.]

Embroidery.
1513 DoutiLAs .-Knt'isxi. xv. 24 Hys hosing schane ofwark

of Barbary, In portratour of subtell brusery [t'.r. brusury.J

Brush (brtfj ), sb.l Forms : 5 brusche, 6

c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) iv. 52 Herd ye not the Excla-
mation And the grete brunte . . Crucyfy hym ! 1523 Lo.

l

I;

brushe, 6- brush. [ME. brusche, a. OK. brosse,

broce, broche brushwood t whence mod.F. brous-

sailles: see BRUSHAL). Diez cites Pr. brossa, Sp.
broza, It. brustia

t brushwood. Du Cange has
med.L. bntscta, brocia, brossia, brozia, brucia, all

in same sense. Diez takes the late L. type as

*brustia* and refers it to OIIG. burst, bursta

bristle; cf. MHO. biirste brush. If his conjectures
are correct, brosse ' brush

'

and brosse
' brushwood

*

were originally identical
; but as their history in

English shows no contact, it appears better here to

treat them apart : see BRUSH sb2~\
1. a. Loppings of trees or hedges ; cut brush-
wood (now in U. S.). b. A fagot or bavin of
such brushwood. (Cf. BRASH sb.'*}

133 R. BRUNNE Chron. (Rolls SerJ 8338 J>ey comaunded
to al men lyk Wiji brusch to come, & fylle be dyk. c 1440
Promp. Pan<. 54 Brusche, brttscns. 1530 PALSGR. 201/2
Brushe to make brushes on, brvycre. 1655 GL-RNALL Chr.
in Arm. xiii. 218/2 One sin helps to kindle another; the
less the greater, as the brush the loggs. 1690 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, Brush, a small Faggot, to light the other at
Taverns. 1732 Dii FOE Tour Gt. Brit. I. 138 <D.) Small
light bavins . . are called in the taverns a Brush. 1830 in
W. Cobbet Knr. Rides (1885) II. 298 [To] supply the farm
with poles and brush, and with everything wanted in the

way of fuel. 1830 GALT Laivrie T. in. ii. (1849* 86 The two
boys would be found serviceable, either in collecting the

brush, or in burning off the logs. 1860 BARTLKTT, Brush,
for brushwood^ is an Americanism, and. .comprises also

branches of trees. 1880 W, Cornwall Gloss.^&.'s.^Britsh)
dried furze used for fires.

2. The small growing trees or shrubs of a wood ;

a thicket of small trees or underwood. (Esp. in

U. S., Canada, and Australia.")

(71440-1530 [see sense i]. 1553 BRKNDE Q. Cttrtius Pj,
The mhabiters of the contrey were accustumed to creape
emonges the brushe like wild beastes. 1613 SYLVESTER
EU'gie Sir W. Sidney, Brush and Bryars (good for nought
at all). 1702 Eng. Theophrast. 374 You shall never have
clean underwood, but shrubs and brushes. 1766 C. BKATTY
Two Months' Tour (1768) 35 Grown up. . with small brush,
or under-wood. 1789 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar! Sir J. Banks <$

Rmp. Morocco^ Mindless of trees, and brushes, and the

brambles. i8zo Ox LEV N. S. IVales, The timber standing
at wide intervals, without any brush or undergrowth. Ibid.

These plains or brushes are swamps in wet weather.

1 3. Stubble. Obs. or dial.

1679 PLOT Stajfordsh. (1686) 343 They sowe wheat again,

upon the brush fas they call it) i. e. upon the peas stubble.

1790 MARSHALL Midi. Counties II. Gloss., Brush) stubble ;

as a wheat-brush.

4. Comb.
t

as brush-fagot, -heap, -pile ;
also

brush -apple, 'the native Australian wood of

Achras australis
'

,Treas. Bot.) ; t brush-bill,

a bill for cutting brushwood ; brush-bush, a

shrub (Eucryphia pinnata] having pinnate leaves

and single white flowers
; brush-cherry,

' the

native Australian wood of Trochocarpa lau-

rina
'

(Treas. Bot.) ; brush-kangaroo, a species
of kangaroo inhabiting the Australian ( brush

'

;

brush-puller, a machine for pulling up brush-

wood by the roots ; brush-scythe, a scythe or

sickle on a shaft for cutting brushwood ; brush-

turkey, an Australian bird (7a/egaffa Lathami ;

brush-turnip (see quot.).
1588 R. PARKE tr. Mendoza's China 65 Pikes, targets,

faunchers, brushebilles, holbards. 1606 Sir G. Gocsecappe
in. i. in Bullen O. PI. (1884) III. 44 She had as lieve be

courted with a *brush faggot as with a Frenchman. 1767
A. YOUNG Fanner's Lett. 230 The fire-wood was most
of it . . brush-faggots out of a wood, and but few of the

small bush-faggots. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. (i86i> 141

He was a perfect 'brush-heap in a blaze. 1830 Proc.

K, Geog. Soc. I. 29 These dogs . . are particularly useful

in catching the bandicoots, the small *brush kangaroo, and

1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth no To sow. .*brush tur-

nips, which are not expected to produce any roots, but in

the months of March and April afford an excellent food for

ewes and lambs. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 435 Termed . . the
* Brush Turkey, on account of the wattles with which its

neck is furnished. 1853 W. BRODERIP Note-bk. of Nat. 139

The brush-turkey belongs to a family of birds, .which never

incubate, but . . leave their eggs to the genial warmth of this

half-natural, half artificial mother.

Brush (brtff), s&. z Forms : 4-6 brusshe, 5

brusch(e, 7brish,6-brush. [ME.^rwjMi, a. OF.

brosse, broisse, identified by most French etymolo-

gists with brosse brushwood (see BRUSH j^. 1
), the

sense being supposed to be derived through that

of * bunch of broom or other shrub used to sweep
away dust

'

: cf. BROOM. But the history of the

French words has not been satisfactorily made
out : cf. MHG. btirste fern.

' brush
',
from borste

bristle, and see Diez, Littre, Scheler, Brachet.]
"^ 1. A utensil consisting of a piece of wood or

other suitable material, set with small tufts or

bunches of bristles, hair, or the like, for sweeping
or scrubbing dust and dirt from a surface; and

generally any utensil for brushing or sweeping.
Brushes are of many shapes and of various materials

according to use ; instead of bristles there may be slender

wires, vegetable fibres, feathers, etc. They are named ac-

cording to their use, as clothes-brush, hat-brush, ^hoc-brush,

blacking-brush, hair-brush, nail-brush, tooth-brush, etc.

A hard brush has stiff bristles ; a soft brush fine and
flexible bristles. The chimney-siueep's brush and dust brush

pass into a besom.

1377 I.ANGL. /'. PI. B. xiv. 460 Whi he ne hadde wasshen
it [a coat] or wyped it with a brusshe. 1485 lni>, in Ki/>on
Ch. Acts. 369 Unum brusshe, 2c/. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. 115
Olde men brusshed theyr dustye clothes with cowe tayles :

as we do with hear brusshes. 1530 PALSGR. 182 Vncs de-

crottoyresi a rubbynge brusshe to make clene clothes with.

a 1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 363 (R.), 100 brushes for garments
(none made of swine haireX 1609 C. BUTLE.H Fern. Mon. \,

Move the cluster [of bees] gently with your brush, and drive
them in. The Brush is a handfull of Rosemary, Hyssop,
Fennell, or other herbes ; of Hazell, Withie, Plum-tree, or

other boughs ; or rather of boughes with hearbs, bound
taper-wise together. 1619 in Pitcairn's Crint. Trials III.

478 Ane kame-caise, with ane brusch, with certane other

necessaris. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 5 f n If a coat be

spotted, a lady has a brush. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thjtic xvii.

275 You want a hard brush to brush sunlight off a wall.

2. An instrument consisting of a bunch of hairs

attached to a straight handle, for applying moisture

to a surface, moist colours in painting, colouring,
and similar purposes.
These also vary greatly in size, from a small brush Lompo.sud

of a few fine clastic hairs of the sable, etc. fixed in a fine

quill, to the large and coarse brushes of the house painter or

plasterer (some ofwhich have the hairs in distinct bunchev.

1483 Cath. Angl. 46 A Brusch for paynterys, cclcps, 1677
MOXON Alcch. Kxerc. 11703 249 Brishes, of three sorts, vi/.

A Stock Brish, a Round Brish, and a Pencil. With these

Brishes, they wet old Walls before they mend them. 1703
Art's Imfrov. I. 63 Take a fine Hogs-Hair-Brush; with

this, job and beat over your Work gently, that the Gold

may be pressed in close. 179* Gent I. blag. Apr. 52 H

Rub it over all the joints . . with a painter's brush. 1804
HuODESFORO \\~iccatn. Chaplt't 136 No painter that's living
can handle a brush ! 1859 Gi LLICK &: TIMES Paint. ?<)\

Brushes of brown sable are generally made by the inser-

tion of the hair into
cjuills;

hence the size of the brush
is recognised by the various names of the birds which supply
the quills employed as eagle, swan (ofvarious sizes 1

, goose,
duck, and crow. Ibid. The smaller kinds of brushes arc

still sometimes termed 'pencils'.

b. The painter's art or professional skill.

Brother of the brush : artist.

1687 Bi>. CART WRIGHT in Hist. Magd. Coll. (Oxf. HU. Sue.

143 Pray make use of my Brother of the Brush. 1759 STKKNI-.

Tr. Shandy 11793* I- ! 3i The honourable devices which the

Pentagraphic Bretheren of the brush have shewn in taking

copies. 1789 WOLCOIT iP. Pindar] Subj.Jor Paint. Wk>.
1812 II. 136 The world ne'er said nor thought it of thy
Brush. 1833 Byron's U'ks. 11846' 585/1 A young American
brother of tne brush. 1836 PRAKn/Vt-w-r,^'*. J"w<' I^tdy, If I

to-morrow Could manage just for lialf-an-hour Sir Joshua's
brush to borrow. Mod, There is another picture from the

same brush.

3. Any brush-like bunch or tuft.

a. generally.
1581 J. BULL Haddon's Answ.Osor. 258 b, Thys vayne-

glorious proud pecocke is bedeckt with, .glittering plumes,
wrapt up together in a great brush. 1870 HOOKKR Stud
Flora 473 E<]uisetum an>en$c. .the barren stem terminates

in an abrupt brush of branches.

b. The bushy tail, or bushy part of the tail, of an

animal ; spec, that of the fox.

1675 [see 10]. 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crciv, Brush . . a

Fox's Tail. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase in. 145 His Brush lie

drags, And sweeps the Mire impure. 1774 GOLDSM. Ant,
Hist. II. 190 His [the fox's] tail is called his brush or drag.

1784 Cowi'iiR Task vi. 317 The squirrel, flippant, .whisks his

brush. 1860 GEN, P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxxxix. 114
If the landed interest took the same courses in fox-hunting.

ny brushes they would

bring home. 1883 J. MACKENZIE Day-dawn in Dark PI.
it would be easy to foretell how many brushes they

162, I tied the brush of the tail [of the genisbuck] to Blue-

buck's saddle.

4. Entom. A brush-like organ on the legs of

bees and other insects.

1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 201 Tarsi short, with no
brush beneath. 1861 HULME tr. Mo<juin-Tandon n. in. 208

The legs of the Bee . . have the first joint of the tarsus dilated

. .Its inner surface is provided with several rows of stiffhairs

placed transversely, which gives to this part the name of the

'brush'.

5. Metallic brush : 'a bundle of fine wires fixed

in an insulating handle. Used for faradisation of

less sensitive parts in anaesthetic conditions
'

{Syd.
Soc. Lex.} ; also a wire hair-brush.

6. Electricity, a. Abrush-like discharge of sparks.
b, A piece of metal terminating in metallic wires,

or strips of flexible metal, used for securing good
metallic connexion between two portions of an

electrical instrument.

1789 NICHOLSON in Phil. Trans. LXX1X. 275 When the

intensity was greatest, brushes, of a different kind from the

former, appeared. 1803 Mcd. <y Phys. Jrnl. IX. 390 Some-
what like a little brush deflagration. 1842 W. GROVE Corr.

Phys. Forces (ed. 6) 75 The electric spark, the brush, and
similar phenomena, c 1865 J. WVLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 174/2
When any pointed object is presented to an electrised sur-

face, the spark, .becomes converted into a brush-like form ;

hence the term 'electric brush*. 1883 Knowledge 13 July

24/2 One of the brushes of the commutator presses the

insulating piece.

7- Optics. Bright or dark figures accompanying
certain phenomena observed in polarized light,

which by iheir shaded and ill-defined edges com-

bined with variations of breadth suggest the idea

of brushes.



BRUSH.

1817-45 HERSCHEL Light in Encycl. Metrop. 559. 1857
LLOYD wave Theory Light 193 The dark brushes, which
cross the entire system of rings. Ibid* 122 Haidinger
brushes . . two brushes, of a pale orange-yellow colour, the

axis of which coincides always with the track of the plane
of polarization. 1878 GURNEY Crystallog. in In certain

adjustments of the polariscope. .two dark brushes run across
the rings.

II. from BRUSH v. 2

8. A brushing ; an application of a brush.
1822 SCOTT Nigel xxxvii, He . . gives his beaver a brush,

and cocks it in the face of all creation. Mod, Give your
hair a brush.

9. A graze, esp. on a horse's leg. (cf. BRUSH v.- 6.)

1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4649/4 A Grey Gelding, .having, .a

Brush in the right Hip.
III. attnb. and Comb.

10. simple attrib. Brush-like.

1675 Loud. Gaz, No. 1044/4 A dark brown Nag . . a brush

tail, if not cut since stolen. 1703 Ibid. No. 3895/4 Lost, .a

large liver-colour'd and white Spaniel, with a brush Tail.

1711 Ibid. No. 4900/4 A whisk Tail and brush Mane.

11.. General relations : a. attributive, as brush-

drop, -play, -power, -work ; b. objective, as bntsk-

niaker, -manufacturer; C. similative and parasyn-

thetic, as brush-form, -like, -shaped, -tailed.

1878 SYMOSDS Sontt. M. Angela v, A rich Embroidery
Bedews my face from *brush-drops thick and thin. 1872
WATTS Diet. Chew. II. 402 Electric discharge, especially in

the *brush-form, frequently takes place in curves. 1859
TODD Cyct. Anat. $ Phys. V. 478/2 This end of the hair is

.. more or less ragged and *brush-like. 1709 Land. Ga.;.

No. 4538 4 Joseph Wheeler, *Brushmaker by Trade. 1812

Examiner 12 Oct. 650/2 W. Jones . ,*brush manufacturer.

1884 St. James's Gaz. 24 Jan. 6/2 An appearance of fusion

obtained by a delicate dexterity of '

brush-play [in painting],

1885 Pall Mall G. 10 Mar. 4/2 His *brush-power was not
more remarkable than his vision. 1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bk,

400
*
Brush-shaped, .made up of numerous spreading hairs,

etc. in a tuft, as the stigmas of Grasses. 1853 KINGSLEY

Hypatia xxt. 258 Four or five brace of tall ^brush-tailed

greyhounds. 1868 Illust. Loud, News n Apr., There is no

obtrusively pretentious 'brushwork nor garish colouring.

12. Special combs. : brush-burn, an inflamma-

tion or sore caused by violent friction ;
brush-

gold {Painting , gold pigment for applying with a

brush ; brush-grass, Andropogon Gryllus; brush-

iron-ore, brush-ore, an iron ore found in the

Forest of Dean (see quots.) ; brush-pencil, an

artist's colour brush
;

brush-tea (see quot.) ;

brush-tongued a., having a tongue tipped with a

brush-like cluster of filaments; brush-wheel, a}&
kind of friction-wheel which turns another similar

wheel by means of bristles, cloth, leather, etc., fixed

on their circumferences; {b , a circular revolving
brush used for polishing, etc.

1861 RKADE Cloister $ II. I. 13 Margaret Van Eyck gave
him a little *brush-gold, and some vermilion. 1633 GERARD
Herbal I. xxii, "Brushgrasse. 1695 WOODWARD .\~af. Hist.

Earth iv.fiyaj) igj MineraferriStalactiva. .called *Bru^h-
Iron-Ore. 1678 /'/'/. Trans. XII. 932 The Iron-Ore .. is

found in great abundance . .The best, which they call their

Brush-Ore, is of a Blewish colour. 1831 J.
HOLLAND Manttf.

Metals I. 33 A curious stalactite, rich in iron, and termed
brush ore, from its being found hanging from the tops of

caverns in stria; resembling a brush. 1703 Art's Iinfirm. I.

41 With a ^Brush-Pencil, Marble the thing you would Var-
nish. 1813 MILBURN Orient. Coinnt. II. 525 *Brush Tea so

called from the leaves being twisted into small cords like

pack-thread, about i^ to 2 inches long. 1880 St. James s

Budget 17 Sept. 12/2 Regions where humming-birds and

*brush-tongued lories abound. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 548
Wheels, .made to turn each other by means of bristles fixed

in their circumference; these are called "brush wheels.

Brush (brrf), sb$ In 5 broush, .SV. brwhs,
6 brous, 5-6 brusche. [? f. BRUSH f. 1

]

1. A forcible rush, a hostile collision or encounter ;

in later use, chiefly a short but smart encounter.

71400 Alexander 783 With slik a brout & a brusche

[Dubf. MS. broush] be bataill a-sembild. ^1425 WYNTOUN
Cron. vni. xvi. 120 Than thai layid on dwyhs for dwyhs [=
dush], Mony a rap and mony a brwhs. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. II. 51 The lansis and grit speiris with [thair]

force, Maid sic ane brusche vppne the bardit horss. Ibid.

III. 186 The feildis baith togidder thair did June, With
bic ane brous quhill mony speris brak. a 1600 Rob. Hood
(Ritson) n. xx. 31 His courage was flush, he'd venture a
brush. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. <$ Cr. v. iii. 34 Tempt not yet
the brushes of the warre. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1869)

312 Let us go and have t' other Brush with them. 1829
MABEVAT F. Mildmay Jv, I became a scientific pugilist, and
now and then took a brush with an oldster. 1860 KINGSLEY
Misc. I. 18 A smart brush with the Spaniards.

to. Hence At a brush* at the first brushy t to

stand brush.
a 1400 Alexander 2133 fDubl. MS.) Pe folke of t?e cite . .

barred bremely at a brush be foure brod ^ates. 1756 R.

SVMMER in Ellis Orig. Lett. \\. 460 IV. 378 The French will

not carry the place at a brush. 1795 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar)
Pindariema\l\&. 1812 IV. 73 Love will stand brush against
all wind and weather.

2,>fe Cf. 'rub'.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. Vf, v. iii. 3 Salsbury. .who in rage
forgets Aged contusions, and all brush of Time. 1676
HALE Contempl. i. (1689) 161 Though an humble man
may upon the very score of his humility and meekness, re-

ceive a brush in the world. 1800 WELLINGTON Let. in Gurw.
Disp, I. 121, I have given them a brush through Colonel

Pater, and have informed him that the system has not been
hitherto approved.
3. ? A slight attack of illness. ^Cf. BRASH.)

1142

1733 Swiff& Corr. II. 717, I [Dr. Sheridan] hope nothing
aila ner but a brush.

f Brush, sb., Obs., a variant of BBUCHUS, BRUKE.
1382 WYCLIF Isa. xxxiii.4 Gederede togidere shul be joure

spoiles, as is gedered brush [1388 bruke].

Brush. (bryf), z*.
1 Also 4-5 brusche(n, 5

brusshe. [Perh. identical with F. brosser intr.
' to dash through dense underwood ', said of a stag
or a hunter, which Littre separates from brosser

trans.
*
to brush', and refers immediately to brosse

' brushwood '. But it is possible that the Eng.
word is onomatopoeic, or that onomatopoeia has

affected its use : cf. rush and br- words like brast

(burst), break, brtiise. In modern use, also affected

by BRUSH v.- t esp. in sense 4.]

j* 1. intr. To rush with force or speed, usually
into collision. Obs. exc. as influenced by BRUSH v.'z :

see quot. 1863 in 4.
a \\t3oAlexandcryfoT, Andhehalisfurthonhede. .Brusches

doune by be berne is: bitterly wepis. la 1400 Morte Artk.

3681 Than brothely they bekyre with boustouse tacle,

Bruschese boldlye one burde. 6-1400 Dt-str. Troy 1 192 Bothe
batels on bent brusshet to-gedur. Ibid, 10969 Pantasilia . .

brusshet intobatell. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis x. xiv. 192 Furth
bruschit the sawle with gret stremys of blude. 1647 ^'-

BROWNE Pole*. I. 78 For feare to brush at the iniquity of

men, betray ye the cause of the gods? a 1650 in Furniv.

Percy Folio 1.388 His eares brushed out of blood.

\ 2. trans. To force, or drive with a rush. Obs.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vni. xiii. 93 ijAM.i Wpe he stwrly

bruschyd the dure, And laid it flailyngis in the flure. a 1460

Play Sacrament 649 Brushe them hens bothe & that anon.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 28 Blud fra byrneis was bruschyt
on the greyn,
3. intr. To burst away with a rush, move off

abruptly, be gone, decamp, make off.

1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Brush, to Fly or Run away.
1718 PRIOR Poems 63 Off they brush'd, both Foot and
Horse. 1728 VANBRUGH & Cm. Prov. Husb. n. i. 48, 1 be-

lieve I had as good brush off, 1730 FIELDING Author's
J-iircc i. vii, Come, Sir, will you please to brush? 1820

BYKON More. Mag. Ixv, He brush'd apace On to the abbey
1833 Hi. MARTINEAU Berkeley the B. \. viii. 154 tnoch
brushed out of the door. 1842 BARHAM Ingot. Leg. < 1877)

204 And one Sergeant Matcham had brush'd with the dibs.

V Blending this with BRUSH v.~

4. intr. To move briskly by, through, or against

anything, grazing it or sweeping it aside in passing.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <$ Selv. 143 To brush through many

atoms of room. 1712 ADDISON Sped, No. 530 P i A pretty-

young thing .. brushing by me. 1713 Guardian No. 163

(1756 II. 316 The servants, .begin to brush very familiarly

by me. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 13 Often brushing
through the dripping grass- a 1845 HOOD 2 Peacocks of
Belf. ii, They brush between the Churchyard's humble
walls. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola in. xxv, He had brushed

against a man whose face he had not stayed to recognise.

1885 BROWSING l-'crishtak 9 Where dogs brush by thee and

express contempt.

Brush (brrj ),t/.
ii Also 5 brusche, 5 -6 brusshe,

brushe, 7 brish. [f.
BRUSH si>.~ ; or ad. F. bros-

ser, similarly formed from brosse.]
1. trans. To pass a brush briskly across (a sur-

face), so as to sweep off dirt, dust, or light particles,
or to smooth the surface ;

as to brush a coat, a hat,

one's hair, a person (i.e. his clothes or hair).
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. (18681 180 To

brusche >em [robes] clenly. 1577 HELLOWES Gueuaras Ep.
162 To brushe, and lay vp their apparel. 1599 SHAKS. Much
Ado in. ii. 41 A brushes his hat a mornings. 1664 EVELYN
Kal. Hort. 1 1729 204 Brush and cleanse them from the Dust..

1807 CRAUBE Par. Rff. n. 160 He served the Squire, and
brushed the coat he made. 1812 J.& H. StfrmJRtyAadr.iL
(1873^ 12 Molly - . brushed it with a broom. 1837 MARRYAT
Olla Podr. xxxii, The children could not be brushed, for

the brushes were in the . . bag. Mod. The nurse brushes
the children's hair.

'

They were washing and brushing
themselves in the inn.'

t b. Jig. To thrash : esp. in To brush one's coat

for him. Obs. (Cf. to dust one^s jacket.}
1665 Surv. Aff. Netherl 61 Colonel Balfour, and his Eng.

lish, having brushed the Spaniards, the States capitulated.

1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. \. 209 They had their Coats soundly
brushed by them. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morelb n,

Cotiz'grro, to beat one, to brush his coat for him.

C. with compl., as to brush (a thing) dean, etc.,

to brush down, etc.

1839 DICKENS Nick. Nick.'iv, His hair, .was brushed stiffly

up from a low, protruding forehead. 1858 GLENNY Card.

Everyday Bk. 279 Sweeping away all dead leaves, and fre-

quently brushing down the shelves. 1879 BROWNING Ivan
Iv. 70 His broad hands smoothed her head, as fain to brush
it free From fancies.

d. absol. Also to brush away \ see AWAY 7.

1854 M RS. GASKELL North $ S. iv, She showed it by brush-

ing away viciously at Margaret's hair. Mod. You brush too

h;ird !

2. To brush up : to brighten up by brushing, to

free from dust or cobwebs, to furbish up, rub up,
renovate ; afso Jig. to revive or refresh one's ac-

quaintance with anything. (Pope associates this

with using a brush in painting, but perhaps only

by a word-play.)
a 1600 A, SCOTT Eagle $ Robin m Ever Green (1761) I. 233

Proud Pecocks . . Bruscht up thair Pens that solemn Day.
1605 CHAPMAN, etc. in Shaks. C. Praise 69 You should
brushe vp my old Mistresse. a 1744 POPE (J-) You have
commissioned me to paint your shop, and I have done my
best to brush you up like your neighbours. 1788 Lu, SHEF-

BRUSHING.
FIELD in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1861) II. 220 Nickolls ..

was happy in brushing up his acquaintance with you. 1832
HT, MARTINEAU Each, if All \. 5 She must brush up her
French. 1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre x, I brushed up my re-

collections of the map of England.
3. To brush (a thing] over\ to paint or wet its

surface with a brush ; to paint lightly ; also^/?^.
1628 EARLE Microcosm, xxxiii. 72 Practise him a little in

men, and brush him over with good company. 1677 MOXON
Mech. Exere. (1703^ 249 They finish the Plastering . . by . .

brishing it over with fair Water. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE
I'ertites Anecd. Paint. (1786) III. 9 It is just brushed over
for the lights and shades. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 39
Brush them over with brandy.
4. To rub softly as with a brush in passing ;

to

graze lightly or quickly, as in
passing.

1647 H. MORE Cupid's Conft, xxiii. 171 My mightie wings
high stretch'd. . I brush the starres. 1698 DRYDEN jEneid
iv, 839 And brush the liquid Seas with lab'ring Oars. 1725
POPE Odyss. ix. 569 It almost brush'd the helm. 1790 A.
WILSON Morning, To spurn dull sleep and brush the flowery
dale. 1850 BLACKIE ^Esckylus I. 31 Light with swift foot

she brushed the doorstead- 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv.

270 Light Zephyrus even-breathing Brushes a sleeping sea.

Jig. 1807-8 W. IRVING Saltnag. (18241 94 [They] have
been brushed rather rudely by the hand of time.

I), intr. To come lightly against with the im-

pact of a brush.

1649 SELDEN Laws Eng. i. lix. (1739^ in He became so

great, that his Feathers orushed against the Kings Crown.

f C. trans. To draw or pass (anything) lightly
like a brush over (something). Obs. rare.
a 1700 DRYDEN (J.) A thousand nights have brush'd their

balmy wings Over these eyes.

5. To remove (dust, etc.) with a brush, to sweep
(away'. Also transf. andjff. To sweep away as

with a brush, to carry off lightly in passing.

(Usually with advb. or prep, adjunct.)
c 1631 MILTON Arcades xv. 48 From the boughs brush off

the evil dew. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg. iv. 15 The Cows
and Goats.. That.. brush the Dew. 1813 BYRON Giaour

(Orig. Drafti ii, If. .the transient breeze, .brush one blossom
from the trees. 1814 SOUTH EY Roderick xvi, She brush'd

away the dews. 1835 MARRYAT Jacob Faith/, xxxix, Tom
passed the back of his hand across his eyes to brush away
a tear. 1860 HOLLAND Miss Gilbert ii. 41 Brushing tears

from his eyes. 1884 Manch. Exam. 26 Nov. 5^1 It is surely

high time to brush this nonsense away. 1886 Manch. Exam.
8 Jan. 6/1 Brushing the snow and slush into little mounds.

6. To injure or hurt by grazing ;
said esp. of a

horse grazing his fetlock with the shoe or hoof of

the fellow foot. Also absol.

1691 Lend. Gaz. No. 2661/4 A grey Gelding about 15
hands, .his Knees brush'd. 1868 Br. FRASER in Life (1887)
158, I hope he [a horse] does not

'

cut
'

or ' brush
'

in his

action. 1886 Sat. Rei. 6 Mar. 527/2 Such severe and.,

unnecessary pain, as the horse [inflicts] by hitting or brush-

ing himself behind.

BnTshable, a- fare. [f. prec. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being brushed.
Mod. Everything to be readily washable and brushable.

t Bruslial. Obs. In 5 bruschalle, brus-

shayle, brushaly. [a. F. broussaille> f. brosse

brushwood : see -AL 5.] Brushwood, underwood.
1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy v. xxxvii, He kepeth him close lo

in yonder caue Amonge brusshayle. c 1440 Promp. Parr.

54 Bruschalle [A', brushaly], garmentutn t ramcntum^ in

ratio, rantatia^ arbiistum.

Brushed (brrjt), ///. a. Also brosshen,
brusht. [f. BRUSH v2 or sir.- + -EU.] Swept or

smoothed with a brush
; grazed ;

furnished with a
' bnish '.

r 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. (1868) 180

Lett neuer wollyn cloth . . passe a seuenyght to be vnbrosshen
and shakyn. 1580 BARET Ah'. B 1415 Brushed : swept ..

versus. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarck., Hen. F, st. 264 Brusht

Gallants now they went. 1691 Loud. Gaz. No. 2627/4 A
Black Roan Horse, .the near Knee brush'd. 1711 'J. DIS-

TAFF* Char. Don. Sachwerellio n Brush'd Beavers, and
Formal Cravats. 1831 CAKLYLE Sart, Res. i. iii, Purse-

mouthed, crane-necked, clean-brushed, pacific individuals.

Brasher (brojaj). [f.
BRUSH v + -EB 1

.]
One

who brushes, or uses a brush.

1598 FLORIO, Scopatore, a sweeper, a brusher. 1599 BRETON
Praise Vert. Ladies (1876) 59 If he bee a good brusher, shee

is a good laundrer. 1651 G. HERBERT Jacula Pntdentum
(ed. 2), Critics are like brushers of noblemen's clothes.

b. techn. in various trades.

1835 URE Philos. Alanuf. 204 Operatives engaged in our

woollen manufacture : Wool-sorters . . pressers, brushers,
and steamers. 1868 Derby Mercury 18 Feb., He was en-

gaged as a ' brusher
'

to some men who were blasting.

t C. slang. Obs.

1690 B. Y,.Dict. Cant. Crcti^Brnsher^n exceeding full Glass.

tBrushet. Obs. In 4 brusschet, 5 bruschet.

[a. OF. broissete^ *broussette, dim. of brosse brush-

wood.] Underwood ;
a small thicket or covert.

c\^oSirFerutHb, 800 In bat ilke brusschet by! v. Jwausant
of oJJer and mo. c 1500 Partenay 3299 Thy-s bruschet made
put in-to on hepe. 1645 \V. HOOKE New-Eng. Scence*
Bands of Souldiers lying in ambush here under the fearn

and brushet of the Wildernes.

t Bru'shiness. Obs. [f.
BRUSHY + -NESS.]

Brushy quality, shaggy roughness.
1659 H. MORE Immort. Soul in. xxxi. (1662) 148 Con-

sidering the brushiness and angulosity of the parts of the

Air, a more than ordinary Motion . . may very well prove

painful to the Soul.

Brushing (brtrjirj\ vbl. sb. Also 6 broshyug.

[f. BRUSH z>Tor v.- + -IMG 1
.]



BRUSHING.

t 1. Cutting of brushwood, twigs, etc. Obs.

1513 MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp. Canterb. t For toppyng
of xij treys & broshyng.
2. Sweeping or smoothing (as) with a brush.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture (1868) 180 Ouer moche

bruschynge werethe cloth lyghtly. 1851 H. MAYO Pop.
Superst. (ed. 2) 151 Transverse brushings with the hand.

1858 GLENNV Gard. Everyday Bk. 95/1 The Lawn now re-

quires frequent brushing, rolling, and mowing.
3. attrib.

)
as in brushing-table\ also bruahing-

machiue. a name applied to various contrivances

acting as brushes for smoothing, dressing flax, etc.

'575 Richmond. Wills (1853) 246 Brusshinge stoule, one
chyste, and one chare. 1610 A Ithorp ATS. in Simpkinson
Washingtons Introd. 3 A lowe bedsted . . a brushing table.

1624 Ibid. 54 The nursery and brushing chamber.

Bnrshing, ppl. a. [f. BRUSH v.t,
~ + -iNr,2.]

1. That brushes (in various senses of the verb).
15x3 DOUGLAS sEneis n. ix. iviii.) 103 The fomy rivair or

flude . . with his bruscheand faird of waiter broun. 1597
DRAYTON Mortimer. 43 The brushing murmure stills her
(Hero] like a song. 1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul i. n. xci,
Blown away with strongly brushing winds. 1854 GILFILLAN
Wks. 126 The swift brushing wing of a bird.

2. Having a brushing tail.

1733 FIELDING Qitix. in Eng. n. v, A brushing fox in

yonder Wood, Secure to find we seek.

3. Rushing, brisk.

179* OSBALDISTONE Brit. Sfortsm. 79/2 A horse should
have his brushing galop in a morning before watering. 1824
SCOTT Redgauntlet let. vii, I . . assured him a brushing gal-
lop would do his favourite no harm.

Brushite (brz>-Jait). Afin. [Named after Prof.

Brush of Yale College, U.S.: see -ITE.] A hy-
drous phosphate of lime occurring in small crys-
tals in the rock guano ofAves Island and Sombrero
in the Caribbean Sea.
1880 DANA A/in. 492 D, Guano is bone-phosphate of*

Hme.. mixed with the hydrous phosphate, brusbite.

Brushless ,br-Jlfs), a. [f.
BRUSH $b* + -LESS.]

Without a brush
; having no brush. Hence

Bru shlessness.

1838 Eraser's Mag. XVII I. 484 The brilliant finish of the
brushless fox. 1880 Miss BROUGHTON Sec. Th. I. vi. 81 A
dressing and undressing without any toilet apparatus, an
absolute brushlessn ess, comblessness.

Bimshman(brzrjmaen). [f.
BRUSH sb.% + MAN.]

One who uses a brush
;
a painter.

i8i9 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Wks. (1830) 138 (D.) How
difficult in artists to allow To brother brushmenevenagrain
of merit !

t Bnrsh.ment. Obs. rare.
[f.

BRUSH sb^ -t-

-MENT, with collective sense.] Primings or lop-
pings of trees ; cut brushwood.
1591 RASTALL Statutes, Chart. Forestes 14 Those which

beare vpon their backes brushment, barke, or coale to sell

(Latin buscai t corticem, vel carbonem\.

Brushwood (.bnrjwud). [f.
BRUSH sb.\~\

1. Cut or broken twigs or branches
;
small wood.

1637 Bury Wills 11850) 169, I owe Danyell Whitacre. .for
three loades of brushe wood. IJ^COWPER Task iv. 381 Her
scanty stock ofbrushwood, blazing clear. 1818 HAWTHORNK
Amer. Note-bks. (18791 II. 44 A load ofdry brushwood.
fig. a 1613 OVERBURY Newes Chimney Corn. Wks, (1856)

199 Wit is brushwood, judgement timber : the one gives the

greatest flame, the other yeelds the durables! heat. 1649
G. DANIEL Trinarch,, Hen. I', ccxx, Lopt Royakie, is ever
to the Bold Attemptor, worth his pains; the Brush-wood's
gold. 1682 DRYDEN Relig. Laid 269 Vain traditions stopped
the gaping fence. .What safety from such brushwood helps
as these ?

2. Small growing trees and shrubs ; thicket,
underwood.
1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. I. 2 Land that is suffered to

he waste . . will be overspread with brush-wood, brambles,
thorns. 1814 SCOTT Wai>. xxxvi, Little dingles of stunted
brushwood. 1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies 235 They all

three made off . . through thickets and brushwood.
attrib. 1855 RUSSELL The War xxviii. 250 Brushwood

glades and remote dells.

Brushy (bnrfi), a^
[f.

BRUSH sbl + -Y 1
.]

Clothed or covered with ( brush
'

or brushwood.
1719 LONDON & WISE Compl. Gard. xxix, The Elms. . must

be good Brushy Trees from Top to Bottom. 1874 COUES
Birds N.-W.

14^5
It frequents brushy hilltops. 1882 Century

Mag. June 211 The wren Comes, .from its brushy den.

Bru'sliy, a*
[f.

BRUSH j.2 -t--YV] Brush-
like ; bushy, shaggy.
1673 GREW Anat. Roots i. i. 7 Roots, .neither Ramifi'd,

nor yet Brushy, or divided at the Top into severall small

Strings. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2273/4 Lost. .Setting Dog. .

a black Ear, and along brushy Tail. 1835 Fraser's Mag.
XL 141 His hair was. .thick and brushy.

b. Conib. t
as brushy-looking.

188* Garden 29 Apr. 286/2 Brushy-looking white blooms.

tBnrsit, ///. a. Sc. Obs. Also 6 brysit.

[In form this agrees with the pa. pple. of BRUISE v.,

but the connexion of sense is not manifest. The
sense recalls med.L. >rtts/tts

t brnsdus, brosdus

brodatuSj brudatus, Fr. hrodt
t embroidered ; cf.

BKUSERY.] Embroidered.
a 1450 HOLLAND Haulate xxxi, The said persevantis gyde

was grathit I ges Brusit with ane grene tre, gudly and gay.
1513 DOUGLAS s&ttfts i. ix. 123 Ane riche garment brysit
with stif gold wire. Ibid. in. vii. 25 Brusit claibis, and
riche wedis. Ibid. xi. xv. 22 Of nedill wark all brusyt was
his cote.

t Brusk, a. Obs. Her, An obsolete name for the
colour tawny or orange.

1148

148* Bk. St. Allans, Her. A iij, An Ametist a dusketl!
ston, brusk hit is called in armys. 1562 LEIGH A rrnory 200
The Colour, Bruske, which is betweene Geules and tawny.
1586 FERMI Blaz. Gcntrie 146 Tawney was named Bruske.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury i. 12/1 Tawny or Orange colour
. . in Blazon . . is termed by some old Heraulds, Bruske.

Brusk^e, obs. foim of BRUSQUE.
Bruaket, obs. form of BRISKET.

tBmrsle, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [Origin uncertain :

cf. BMJBTIB.] trans. ? To crack ; to bruise a little.

1614 FLETCHER Wife for Month, n. vi. Two broken citi-
zens. Break 'em more; they are but brusled yet !

Brusle, obs. and north, f. BIRSLE, BKISTLE.

tBruslery. Obs. [Cf. BROILERY ; also

BRUSTLE.] Disturbance.
IS4 St. Paters Hen. VIII, I. 886 This pryvate cace of

Reneger hath made all this bruslery.
t Bruso'le. Otis. [a. F. brussoles '

perh. a form
oi rissole with an epenthetic /''

(Littre).J A ragout
of braised veal.

1706 PHILLIPS, Brusoles or Bursoles iFr. in Cookery >,

Stakes of Veal or other Meat well season'd, in order to be
laid in a Stew-pan between thin slices of Bacon, and baked
between two Fires. 1724 RAMSAY Health 69 The collar'd
veal . . Pigs A la braise, the tansy and britsole.

Brusor, -our, -ure, var. of BRUSURE, Obs.,

wound, fracture.

Brusque (brsk, bnVsk), a. Also -
brusk(e.

9 brusk. [a. F. brusque, according to I.ittre, etc.,

adapted in ifith c. trom Italian brusco 'soure,

tarte, eagre, briske, vnripe ;
also soure- or grim-

looking' (.Florio); cf. Sp. and Pg. brusco '

nide,

peevish, ill-tempered, roughly hasty'. The ulte-

rior history is uncertain : one conjecture refers it

to the Celtic words mentioned under BKISK, which
is hardly likely, if the Romanic word appeared
first in Italian. See Diez and Littre. Commonly
spelt brusk in the iyth c., but now usually spelt
and often pronounced as French. (Cf. also BHUSSLY. ]

fl. Tart. (
= It. brusco.) Ol>s.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 152 The thin and bruske harsh
wine nourisheth the body lesse. [1752 LADY M.W. MON-
TAGUE Lett. Ixxvi. IV. 23 A sort of wine they call brusco.]
2. Somewhat rough or rude in manner

; blunt,
'offhand'.

1651 Rcliq. H'ottcn. 116851 582 The Scotish Gentlemen . .

lately sent to that King, found . . but a brusk welcome.
1757 H. WALTOLE Corr. 11837) L 37 This sounds brusque,
but

I_
will explain it. 1826 DISRAKLI I ~i:>. Grey n. xv. So

Yes, lively enough, but I wish her manner was less brusque.
1870 Lothair xlvi. 243 He was brusk, ungracious, scowl-

ing, and silent. 1879 M'CARIHY Olvn Times II. xxii. 123
His blunt, brusque ways of.speaking and writing.

Brusque (see prec. , v. [f. prec. adj.]
1. with impers. obj. To brusque it : to assume a

brusque manner, to ' do it
'

brusquely.
1826 SCOTT IVoodst. 11832) I. 150 I'll e'en brusque it a

little . . and try if I can bring him to a more intelligible mode
of speaking.
2. trans. To treat brusquely or with scant cour-

tesy, to treat in an off-handed way.
1836 leaser's Mag. XIII. 530 Even in this first dialogue

he brusques Tasso. 1839 Ibid. XX. 427 From the outset
Blackwood domineered over and brusqued him. 1862 M.
NAPIER Life Vise. Dundee II. 292 No disposition to slur

over, or brusque the question.

BrU'squely, adv.
[f.

as prec. + -i.Y 2 : see also

BRL'SSLY.J In a brusque manner
; off-handedly.

1671 True Xon.Conf. 85 Our Lord, .doth bruskly decline,
to be so much as an amicable trister. 1842 MRS. BROWNING
Grk. Chr. Poets 15 She .. rather brusquely proposes their

mutual marriage. 18826. RAMSAY Recoil. Mil. Sen'. II.

xx. 232 The man refused most brusquely.

Bru-squeness. [f. as prec. + -NKSS.] The
quality of being brusque or off-handed ; blunt-

ness.

1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. n. II. vii. 137 Their sensi-

tiveness is shocked by his brusqueness. 1884 ROK in Har-
per's Alag. June 92/1 Kindness, and .. girlish brusqueness
were, .equally blended.

II Brusquerie (brw'slwri). [Fr., f. brusque]
Bluntness, abruptness of manner, brusqueness.
1752 CHESTERF. Lett. 275 (1792) III. 258 This most mis-

taken opinion gives an indelicacy, a brusquerie, and a rough-
ness to the manners. 1817 MAR. EDGKWORTH Ormoiul Iv.

(1832) 172 Vou will lose this little brusquerie of manner . .

when you have mixed a little more with mankind. 1853
RUSKIN Stones Veil. II. vi. 74. 204 Always quickset;
erring, if at all, ever on the side of brusquerie.

Brusschet, var. of BRL-SHET, Ohs., a thicket.

Brussed, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of BURST v.

Brussels (,brz>'selz\ [Name of the capital of

Belgium, used attrib. to designate things connected,
in their origin or manufacture, with that city.]
1. Short for '

Brussels carpet '.

a. 1845 HOOD Domestic Asides iii, What boots for my new
Brussels I

2. Attrib. or Comb., as Brussels carpet, a kind
of carpet having a back of stout linen thread and an

upper surface of wool 'see quot. 1875) ;
Brussels

lace, a costly kind of pillow-lace made in Brussels

and its neighbourhood, noted for the thickness and
evenness of its texture, and the delicate accuracy
of its forms ; Brussels sprout (almost always
//.), the bud-bearing Cabbage (Brassica oleracea

BRUT.

gtmmifera), a variety producing buds like small

cabbages in the axils of its leaves.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. I. iv, A whole immensity of
"Brussels carpet, and pier-glasses. 1875 \}R.Dict. Arts I.

732 In the Brussels carpets the worsted yarn raised to form
the pile, .is not cut. In the imperial Brussels the figure is

raised above the ground, and its pile is cut, but the ground is

uncut. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa iii. 1 1 1. 28 Her head dress
was a ^Brussels lace mob. 1823 BYRON Juan xiv, xlvii,

Sympathy, .robes sweet friendship in a Brussels lace. 1796
C. MARSHALL Garden, xv. (1813) 224 "Brussels sprouts are
winter greens growing much like boorcole. 1861 DELAMER
Kitch. Gard. 57 And from the bud at the root of the foot-

stalk of each, will appear a miniature cabbage, which is the
Brussels sprout.

Brussh- : see BRUSH-.

tBru'Ssly, adv. Obs. rare-'1

. [This looks
like a phonetic corruption of bruskly, BRUSQUELY :

but the date presents difficulties, and further com-

plicates the question of relation between BRISK
and BHI-SQUE.] ? Brusquely, roughly, harshly.
1481 CAXTON Tulle on Fricndsh. Aiv, He is well deled

with all, and I more brusslydeled with al than right woltle.

I Brust. Obs. [OK. byrst : see liiK.sE, BKISTLE.]
A bristle.

a vxM.Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 46 Seta, byrst. ( 1000
Sax. Leccliti. I. 156 Hyre twigu beoo swylce swinen byrsi.
< 1330 Ronland <y I'er. 861 No Jubiter, no apolin, No is

wor^ be bru>tof a swin, In hert no in buu^t. 1570 LF.VINS

Manip. 194 A Bru>te, seta.

t Brust, a. Obs. Also 3 burst, [app. pa.

pple. of a vb. *byrstcn, burstcn, a. OX. byrsta to

bristle, f. burst bristle. (^Matzner cites an OX.
adj. byrstr bristly, maned. ] Bristled, with bristles

erect, bristling ;
also

_/?<>.
it 1225 Juliana 68 Set bat balefule beast as an burst bar

\Bodl. MS. ibur^t bar] but grunde his tnskes. c 1325 /V/.

Sofi^s 151 Cometh the maister budel brust ase a bore.

Brust, obs. form of BREAST sl>.

Brustie, -en, -ing, etc.: see BCRST.

Brustel, -il, -yl;le, obs. forms of BKISTLE.

t Bru'Stle, v. 1 Obs. Also 7 brussel. [Karly
ME. brustlien. parallel to bi;vstlien : see BRASTLE.

Probably onomatopoeic : expressing a duller or

more mufrled sound than brastle. Cf. rustle, bustle]
1. /;//;. To make a crackling or rustling noise.
r 1205 LAV. ^0143 Breken braden speren, Brustleden sceldes.

Ibid. 20080 Brustlede sc;uftes. 1393 Go\\ERConf. II. 93 He
. .brustleth as a monkes IVoise, Whan it is tbruwe into the

panne. 1755 JOHNSON, Krnstle, to crai kle, to make a small
nuise. (SkitmerA

b. Of the noise of waves.
1622 FLUICHKK .S/. Curate iv. vii, See where the sea

comes, how it foams and brussel>.

2. To go hastily with a rustling noise. Cf. bustle.

1638 H. KIDFR ll^ract's Odt-s I. (1644121 The. .green-skind
adder brustled through a bush.

t Bru'Stle, "'- Ohs. Also 7 brusle, 8 burstle.

[app. a variant of BRISTLK v., perh. influenced in

sense 3 by the prec., or by rustle.']

1. intr. To bristle as hair. See BRISTLE.

2. To bristle up as an excited beast, raise the

mane.
1656 COWLEV David, l. 11669) 17 A Lyon . . brustles up

preparing for his feast.

3. esp. Of birds : To raise the feathers ; hence

fig. with reference to the turkeycock or peacock :

To show off, vapour, bluster.

1648 HFRRICK Ilfspcr. (1859) I22 ^'an Vee see it brusle

like a swan? 1655-60 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. (17011 99/2
Shewing him the Cocks of Midas brustling against those
of Callias. 1657 G. STARKEY J/elmont's I 'hid. 64 He va-

pours and brustles like Dametas in his military- accoutre-

ments. 1659 GAUDF.N Tears Ck. 370 Like the Birds called

Ruffs, ever brusling and pecking against each other. 1720
Stem's Stirr-. led. Strype 1754) II. v. xxviii. 486/1 A mercer
in Cheapside ;

who had been often burstling ..about this

ceremony. 1721-1800 BAILKY, Brnstlr . .to vapour.

t Bnrstliiig, vbl. j-iM Obs. [f. BRUSTLE v\
+ -INU '.] Rustling noise or movement.
1600 HAKLUYT Voyages (1810) III. 133 We fell into a

great whirling and brustling of a tyde.

t Bru stling, vbl. sb* Obs. [f. BRUSTLE .-]

Raising of the leathers; vapouring, blustering.
1622 T. STOUGHTON Chr. Sacr. vii. 91 The Turkic cocke

. . inaketh a great brustling and strouting with his wings.

t Bru'Sure. Obs. Forms : 4 brusur, 4-5
bru-, brosure, -our, 5 brissoure, brys(s}ure,
broser, 6 brusor. [a. OF. briseure, bruseure,

mod.F. brisure, f. briser to break.]
1. Bruising or crushing ;

a bruise, contusion.
i 1350 Will. Paterae 2461 Non schold in bat barnes bodi

o brusure finde. 1382 WYCLIF Lev. xxiv. 20 Brusur for

brusur [\\i\g. fractnram profractura], eye for eye. 1-1400
Three Kings Cologne 95 This bawme is good for all bru-

sours [T/. r. brosours, -ures] and woundes. c 1440 f'romp.
Pan'. 52 Brisyng or brissoure [A", bryssynge or bryssure]

aitassatio, contusio, collisio. 1494 FABYAN VI. clxx. 165 With
broser or hurte ensuynge of the wounde before taken.

2. Breaking, breach, fracture ; ruin.

1382 WYCLIF Neh. vi. i, I hadde bild the wal, and ther was
not in it laft brosure [1388 brekyng]. 1406 Dives 4- P. (W.
de W.) vi. x. 247 Byfore brekynge & brysure gooth pryde.
1506 GUYLFORDE Pilgr. 36 None hole nor brusor apperyd.

Brusury, var. BRUSERY 0>>s., embroidery.
II Brut (brO, sb. Also 5 brout. [

= M.Welsh
brut, mod.W. bj-ud, in the names of the Welsh



BRUT.

chronicles of British history, as in the Brut Gruf-

fwtil a/i Arthur of Geoffrey of Monmouth, Brut

Tysilio, Bruty Tywysogion, etc. Salesbury Diet.

Eng. & Welsh (1547) has 'Brut, Walshe pro-

phecies
'

; Davies 1632
'

BruJ, brut, historia, chro-

nica
;
sumitur et pro vaticinio.' The Welsh Bible

has ( Dan. ii. 2 7) brudwyr
' brut-men

' = soothsayers,
Brut ' chronicle

'

was a transferred use of Brut=
Brutus, as in Le Roman de Brut of Wace, and the

Brut of Layamon, a chronicle or genealogy of the

legendary Brutus and his descendants in Britain.

Whether the transferred sense arose in Welsh, or

was taken from a French title, as the Brut of

Wace, or the later Petit Brut of Raoul de Bohon

(c 1350), is doubtful
;
but the latter is more likely.

For the Brutus legend, see BRUTE 12

.]

A chronicle of British history from the mythical
Brutus downward. (The ME. instance may refer

to Wace, Layamon, or some Welsh Brut.)
i 1450 Arth. fy Merl. (Matz.) 2740 So ich in the brout

yfinde. 1845 A thenxum 4 Jan. 9 A Greek version of our

brute-epos. 1847 YEOWELL Anc. Brit. Church Pref. 7 The
only other remains still extant of Ancient Welsh literature

consist of Bruts, or Chronicles. 1883 H. KENNEDY Ten
Brink's E. E. Lit. 188 A history of those who first had

possession of England
'
after the flood

'

or as a Norman
would, perhaps, even then have called it, a Brut.

t Brut, v. Obs. Also 7 brutte. [perh. a. F.

brouter '

to browse
'

: but cf. BRET, BRIT
zi.]

1. intr. To browse. Hence BRUTTINU vbl. sb.

1577 [see BRUTTING vbl. sl>.\. 1674 RAY S. f, F.. C. U'ds. 60
To brutte, to browse. Suss. Dial. 1699 EVELYN Acetarin

11729) 145 Marking what the goats so greedily brutted upon.
2. trans, dial. To break off (young shoots).
Afod. Kent. Dial., Your potatoes don't come up because

the young shoots were brutted off.

Brut, obs. form of BRET, a kind offish.

Brutage, obs. form of BRATTICE.

Brutal ;br;7-tal), a. and sb. Also 6 -all, -ell.

[f.
L. brilt-us (see BRUTE) + -AL. Cf. F. brutal,

1 6th c. in Littre.] A. adj.
\. Of or belonging to the brutes, as opposed to

man
;
of the nature of a brute

;
animal. Obs. or

arch.
c 1450 HF.NRYSON Mor. Fab. Prol. xii, Under the figur of

sum brutal beist. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 228 Lyke
brutell beistis takand thair desyre. 1651 HOBBES Govt. <y

Soc. v. 5. 78 The consent of those brutall creatures is na-

turall, that of men by compact only. 170^ J. TRAPP Abra-
Mitle iv. i. 1499 Hid their dazzling Forms in Brutal Shapes.

1726 GAY Fables 11755' II. 142 On man we brutal .slaves de-

pend. 1838 G. S. FAHKR Inquiry 95 The angel .. daily infuses

them into human and brutal bodies.

2. Resembling, pertaining to, or characteristic

of the brutes : a. in want of intelligence or

reasoning power.
1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Good Mann. (1570) A v, It is a

brutall fury in battayle for to fight. 1541 BECON Nnvs of
Heat'. Wks. 118431 52 He is truly too much brutal, that re-

joiceth not at the hearing of them [the news], a 1718 PENN
Maxims Wks. 1726 I. 828 Inquiry is Human ; Blind Obe-

dience, Brutal. 1722 DE FOE Plague (18841 120 A sort of

brutal Courage . . founded neither on Religion or Prudence.

1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey v. iv. 182 The students affected a

sort of brutal surprise.

b. in their animal or sensual nature.

1534 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. xxiii. (R.) These
lawes of y 1' Lacedemonians . . doth mocke thy brutall vices.

c 1550 Scot. Poems i6M C. II. 193 The parish priest, that

brutall beist, He polit them wantonly, a 1725 POPE Odyss.
l. 175 The suitor-train, a brutal crowd, With insolence and

wine, elate and loud. 1749 SMOLLETT Regicide v. viii, The
slaves of brutal appetite. 1878 MORLKY Diderot II. 13
Some of it is revolting in its brutal indecency.
3. As rude or ill-mannered as a brute beast

;

coarse, unrefined.

1709 SIIAFTESB. Charac. (1711) I. 129 A Man of thorow

Good-Breeding .. is incapable of doing a rude or brutal

Action. 1742 CHESTERF. Lett. I. xcv. 269 There is hardly

any body brutal enough.. not to say. Sir, My Lord, or

Madam. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 196 His [Tyi-

connel's] brutal manners made him unfit to represent the

majesty of the crown.

4. Inhuman
; coarsely cruel, savage, fierce.

1641 J. JACKSON Trite Evang. T. \. 5 It purporteth . . the

turning of fierce and brutall men. .unto, .calmeand sociable

manners. 1735-6 THOMSON Liberty ill. 430 Brutal Mariusand
keen Sylla. 1836 THIRLWM.L Greece II. xi. 53 The cruelty
of a brutal master. 1840 W. HOWITT Visits Remark. PI.

Ser, i. 237 The brutal amusements of the bull-baiting or the

cock-pit. 1878 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. i. 268 The cruel

and brutal abominations of slavery.

tB. sb. [ellipt. use of adj.] A brutal person. Obs.

1655 JENNINGS Elise 104 Should you have tormented me
so much, to make me hearken to tnis Brutal ? 1663 COW-
LEY Cutter Colman St. Pref. 10 The Honour of their Judg-
ments (as some Brutals imagine of their Courage) consists

in Quarrelling with every thing. 1676 WYCHERLEY PI.

Dealer i. i, The world thinks you a Mad-man, a Brutal.

Brutalism (br/7-taliz'm). [f.
BRUTAL a. +

-ISM.] Brutal state, brutality.
1803 BRISTED Pedest. Tour I. Introd. 9 The Norman

soldiery.. in the systematic uniformity
of their brutalism.

1831 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. Xl.V. 439 Brought it from the

lowest brutalism to the present degree of civilization. 1876
Gentl. Mag. 714 The fight with the brutalism of unbelief.

Brutality (brtiE-liti;. Also 7 brutallity.

[f. as prec. + -ITY. Cf. F. brutaliti."]

1144

1. The state or condition of the brutes ;
the con-

dition of living like a brute.

1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 166 p 6 To deprave human Na-
ture, and sink it into the Condition of Brutality. 1737 L.

CLARKE Hist. Hiblevu. (1740)416 tiote, Nebuchadnezzar's
state of brutality. 1863 J. MURPHY Com. Gen. iii. 1-7 The
marvellous elevation from brutality to reason and speech.

2. The quality of resembling the brutes: fa-, in

want of intelligence (ol>s.) ; b. in sensuality.

1549 LATIMER Sena. bef. Edw. VI, Wks. I. 252 Ifye will

not maintain schools and universities, ye shall have
a^
bru-

tality. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne ill. xii. (1632) 593 If it be

so, (that the vulgar are less sensitive to pain) let us hence-

forth keepe a schoole of brutality. 1755 YOUNG Centaur vi.

Wks. 1757 IV. 278 Of all brutes the most brutal is the

volunteer in brutality ; the brute self-made. 1836 H.
COLERIDGE North. Worthies I. 58 The brutality of even

the highest orders.

3. Coarse incivility ;
violent roughness of man-

ners ; sensuality.
1709 STEELE Taller No. 149 f 5 A natural Ruggedness

and Brutality of Temper. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II.

145 His brutality was such that many thought him mad.

1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 46 The heavy brutality and

things obscene of the court of Lewis XV.
4. Inhumanity, savage cruelty ;

an inhuman
action.

1633 H. COGAN Pinto's Trav.vni. (16631 23 They began to

talk, .of the Kings Brutality and Parracide. 1693 Mem. Ct.

Teckely iv. 67 The Brutallity of the Turkish Troops. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I. xii. 196 Hellish brutality. 1860

FROUDE Hist. Eng. VI. 390 His [Bonner'sJ brutality was
notorious and unquestionable. 1878 MORLEY Diderot II.

228 The brutalities that were every day enacted.

Brutalization (br=tilrt2*i'Jsn). [f. next T-

-ATION.] a. The action or process of rendering
or becoming brutal, or of lowering to the level of

the brutes, b. A brutalized condition.

1797 Monthly Rc~.'. XXIII. 572 It were desirable to know
whether a nation which has the virtues of ignorance and

poverty can preserve them without brutalization. 1863
HUXLEY Man'! Place Nat. 1 10 We are told . . that . .the unity
of origin of man and brutes involves the brutalization.

;
of

the former. 1870 Pall Malt G. 19 Aug. i A change which

might be not improperly described as brutalization. 1874
H. SPENCER Stud. Social, viii. 190 A certain brutalization has

to be maintained during our passing phase of sivilization.

Brutalize (br-tabiz;, v. [f.
BRUTAL a. + -IZE.]

1. intr. To live or become like a bmte.

1716 ADDISON Freeholder No. 5 He mixed . . with his coun-

trymen, brutalized with them in their habit and manners,

1749 WALPOLE Lett. 11. Maun 11834) II. ccviii. 303 If possi-

ble we brutalize more and more. 1810 COLERIDGE Friend

(1865) 152 To discuss on how much a person may vegetate
or brutalize in the back settlements of the republic, a 1859
DE QUINCEY Ceylon Wks. XII. 26 Man does not brutalize,

by possibility, in pure insulation.

2. trans. To render brutal or inhuman
;
to imbue

with a brutal nature.

111704 T. BROWN To Lnmenissa 113 Which .. Were but

at once to Brutalize Mankind. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Fr.

Wines fy Pol. iv. 54 The efforts that were made to infatuate

and brutalize the people. 1885 A. C. HARE Russia i. 23 That
which does most to brutalize the lower orders in Russia is

their constant habit of intemperance.
3. To treat as a brute, or brutally.

1879 STEVENSON Trav. Cevennes 15 God forbid . . that I

should brutalise this innocent creature. 1885 MRS. LINTON
Chr. Kirkland I. 274 He would have died outright had he
been brutalized in any way.
Hence Brutalized, Brtrtalizing ///. adjs.
1800 SOUTHEY /.f/A (1856) I. 106 The bloody and brutalising

spirit of Popery. 1803 BRISTED Pedest. Tour I. 455 The
coarse and brutalized indulgences of mere unalloyed sen-

suality. 1844 SlR S. ST. JOHN Hayti v. 183 The masses [in

Hayti] are given up to this brutalising [Vaudoux] worship.

Brutally (br-tali), adv. [f.
BRUTAL a. + -LY a

.]

In a brutal manner.

1749 CHESTERF. Lett. II. ccvii. 288 The animal and con-

stitutional courage of a foot-soldier . . is oftener improperly
. .exerted, but always brutally. 1824 W. IRVING T, Trav.
I. 283, I have always despised the brutally vulgar. 1847
GROTE Greece 11. xxxvi. IV. 433 He now acted still more

brutally towards the Argeian priest. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire

(1878) 123 Swift is often truculent and brutally gross.

Brutaako, obs. form of BRATTICE.

Brutch, obs. form of BROOCH, BKOACH sb.

Brute (br;7t), a. and rf.l Also 7 bruit(e. [a.

F". brut, fem. brute : L. briitus heavy, dull,

irrational (Sp. bruto, It. bruto sb.). Some of the

senses are probably directly from, or at least in-

fluenced by, the Latin.]
A. adj. (Now often an attrib. use of the sb.'}

1. Of animals : Wanting in reason or under-

standing j chiefly in phrases brute beasts, the brute

creation, the ' lower animals'.
< 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 1 1 Fro fleisch of alle brute

beestis. 1494 FABYAN vii. ccxxii. 246 Great moreyne fell

vpon brute bestes. 1580 LUPTON Siquila 55 More sense-

lesse, than the senselest or brutest beast in the world. 1611

BIBLE Pref. i Bruit-beasts led with sensualitie. 1613
WITHERS Abuses Stript \. v. in Juvenilia. (1633) 42 Viler

than the brutest creature. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 495 The
brute Serpent in whose shape Man I deceav'd. 1703
ROWE Fair Penit. in. i. Whose bounteous Hand feeds

the whole Brute Creation. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. i. 13
To degrade human-kind to a level with brute beasts.

1832 DOWNES Lett.fr. Cont. Countries \. 46 Not a being,
human or brute, appeared. 1849 W. IRVING Mahomed x.

(18531 59 The very brute animals were charmed to silence.

2. Of human beings, their actions, and attributes :

BRUTE.

Brute-like, brutish ; dull, senseless, stupid ;
unin-

telligent, unreasoning, uninstructed ; sensual.

1535 T. BEDYL in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. H. App. Iv, I
sup-

pose many of the curates to be so brute, that they would
read or speake every word, as it was written, a 1618 SYL-
VESTER Mem. Monalitie II. xxxix, Man (alas !) is bruter

than a Brute. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. i. (1851) 100 Their
owne brute inventions. 1645 Tetrach. (1851) 159 Which
should preserve it in love and reason, and difference it from
a brute conjugality. 1812 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. VIII. 311
The deplorable doctrines of brute materialism. 1870 BOWEN
Logic viii. 238 A black skin is not an invariable sign of a
brute intellect.

b. Rough, rude, wanting in sensibility.

1555 Fardle Facions n. x. 210 Their behauour was in the

beginning very brute. 1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851! 373
As to this brute Libel, a 1744 POPE (J.) The brute philoso-

pher, who ne'er has proved The joy of loving or of being
loved.

3. Of things : Not possessing or connected with

reason, intelligence, or sensation ; irrational, un-

conscious, senseless ; merely material
; esp. in

brute matter, brute force.
1540 MOHYSINE tr. Vires' Introd. Wisd. Bvb, Nature,

reason, and comlynes commaunde the sayde body to be

subjecte as a thynge brute, to that that dyeth never. 1611

GUILLIM Heraldry III. v. 97 By brute natures I understand

all essences . . that are meerefy void of life. 1646 EVANCE
Noble Ord. 37 Jehu, and Nebucadnezar weare but brute

instruments to worke Gods purposes. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle
Lect. viii. 259 Brute inanimate Matter. 171* BLACKMORE
Creation i. (1736) 6 Who. .believe That the brute earth un-

guided should embrace The only . . proper place. 1736
BUTLER Anal. I. iii. 82 A tendency to prevail over brute

force. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. (1877) I. ii. 36
The necessary results of a brute mechanism. 1860 ADLER
Funnel's Prov. Poetry xx. 455 Our Sanctuaries are no-

thing but brute stone, and still they weep. 1866 KINGSLEY
Herew. viii. 141 The land has been changed by the brute

forces of nature.

fb. Of inarticulate sound. C. Of thunder :
=

BRUTISH 4. Obs.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 62 The workes alone are a brute

sound, and have no tongue in them. 1656 COWLEY Davideis

iv. (1669) 144 They [the curses] with brute sound, dissolv'd

into the air. 154 note. Brute, That signified nothing. So
Thunders from whence the Ancients could collect no Prog-

nostications, were called Brute Thunders.

4. Of surfaces : Rugged ; unpolished, rare.

1627 DRAYTON Agincourt (1748) 7 The shire whose surface

seems most brute, Darby. 1804 SOUTHEY in Ann. Rev. II.

527 The value of the brute diamond.

B. sb.

1. One of the lower animals as distinguished
from man : a brute creature.

1611 HEYWOOD Gold. Age I. i. Wks. 1874 III. 15 Worse
then a bruit, for bruits preserue their own. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vm. 441 My Image not imparted to the Brute. 1712
POPE Sped. No. 408 F 4 Man seems to be placed as the

middle Link between Angels and Brutes. 1724 WATTS
Logic (1736) 91 Life . . attributed to Plants, to Brutes, and
to Men. a 1876 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. I. i. iv. 164 Brutes

. .cannot invent, cannot progress.

b. The animal nature in man. (Cf. BEAST i c.)

1784 BURNS Stanzas in Prosp. Death 15 Again exalt the

brute and sink the man.

2. A man resembling a brute in want of intelli-

gence, cruelty, coarseness, sensuality, etc. Now
(colloq^ often merely a strong term of reprobation
or aversion, and sometimes extended to things.

1670 COTTON Esfernm in. XL 538 These Bruits incapable
of Reason, were exasperated at the very name of Punish-

ment. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe 11840) II. xiii. 278 The great

fat brute thought it below him. 1722 Relig. Courts/:.

i. iii. (1840) 117, I was a brute for living in that horrid man-

ner. 175* CHESTERF. Lett. III. ccxcii. 340 That northern

Brute, the King of Sweden ! 1766 ANSTF.Y New Bath Guide
viii. 49 Their Husbands, those Brutes . . swear they will

never set Foot here again. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. I.

xii. 224 The brute of a cigar required relighting. 1878 Miss

BROUGHTON Cometh up as Fl. viii. 80 He would be a pretty

brute. 1885 MRS. OLIPHANT Madam I. v. 67 Women can't

try their husbands for being brutes.

C. attrib. and comb., as brute-man, -minded,

-mindedness, -shadow, -worship; \brute-beastish,

-like adj. and adv. ; brute-bastille (tionce-wd.), a

menagerie ;
brute-buried a., buried like a brute.

1845 HOOD Monkey Mart, v, To look around upon this

brute-bastille. 1530 PALSGR. 307/1 'Brute beestysshe . .

bruste. 1822 HOOD Lycus the Cent. 247 Let me utterly be

Brute-buried. 1813 BYRON Giaour 52 Man . . should . .

more than instinct? 1843 CARLYLE Past * Pr. 271 Tl

findest Ignorance, Stupidity, *Brute-mindedness, etc. ii

HOOD Lycus the Cent. 123 Lest a 'brute shadow sho

gr
O

822

.~ Lycus the. Cent. 123 Lest a 'brute shadow should

row at my feet. 1738 WAHBURTON Div. Legal. I. 284 The

Original of 'Brute-worship.

t Brute, sl>2 Obs. Also 6 bruit. [In sense

i, a variant of Brett or Britt, influenced by the

Brutus myth ;
in 2, a.pp.

= 11nit, Brutus, itself.

From the Old Celtic (and Latin) Britto, BRITON, there was

subsequently formed the proper name of an eponymous

hero, the reputed first king and founder of Britain. His

name appears in Nennius also as Bruto, in the Irish ver-

sion as Brittts and Brutus. In the latter form he was

linked with classical antiquity and the tale of Iroy, being

made a great-grandson of jfcneas. Brutus accordingly be-

came the prevailing form in Latin writers ; and was adapted



BRUTEHOOD. 1145 BRYN.
see BRUT. But its use as a proper name was not forgotten,
and in the i6th c. it appears to have given rise to sense z.J

1. A Briton, a Welshman.
1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburgh (1848) 152 Whyche kynge

cxpulsed. .All brutes and walshemen clere out of his londe.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. in. xvi. 73 Pledges, .that Denmark
it should pay Continuall Tribute to the Brutes.

2. a. The legendary Trojan Brutus, first king of

Britain, and founder of '

Troynovant
'

or London.
b. A Brutus ',

a hero of British, Welsh, or Ar-

thurian story. C. Hence, generally, a hero,
1 brave ',

'

gallant ',

'

worthy
'

(by some writers

used quite vaguely, and apparently without any
notion of the original sense).
a i553UDALL/?0z".r/'. D. (Arb.) 17 Who is this? greate Goliah,

Sampson, or Colbrande? No (say I) but it is a brute of the

Alie lande. 1577 NORTHBROOKK Dicing (1843) 12 Consider
. .what jolly yonkers & lusty brutes these wit be when they
come to be citizens. 1579 LYLY Euphnes (Arb.) 36 A great
blotte to the lynage of so noble a brute, c 1590 GREENE Fr,
Bacon xiii. 78 These brave lusty Brutes, These friendly

youths, did perish by thine art.
15^3

PEELE Edw.It Wks.
1839 I. 103 Lluellen. But if kind Cambria deign me good
aspect, To make me chiefest Brute of western Wales. 1599

Sir Clyomon Wks. III. 83, I have given my faith and
troth to such a bruit of fame As is the Knight of the Gol-
den Shield. [1606 DEKKER Deadly Sinncs (Arb.) 46 Lon-
don this fairest-fac'de daughter of Brute. Margin. 2700
and odde yeeres since London was first builded by Brute.]

Brute, obs. form of BRUIT st>. and v.

Brutehood (bn7-t,hud). [f.
BRUTE $b.^ +

-HOOD.] The condition or rank of brutes.

1852 Eraser's Mag. XLVI. 238 All the difference that ex-

jsts
.. between manhood and brutehood. 1872 H. COWLES

in Spurgeon Treas. Dai>. Ps. xcii. 6 One. .who has debased
himself to brutehood.

Brute-kind. The nature or race of brutes.
1880 VERNON LEE Belcaro ix. 267, 1 believe that mankind . .

has been, .evolved out of a very inferior sort of mankind or
brutekind.

Brutel, -il(e,-yll, var. of BROTELa. Ohs. brittle.

finitely (,br?7'tli), adv. [f.
BRUTE a. + -LY-.]

a. Roughly, rudely ; coarsely, b. Irrationally ;

mechanically.
1598 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas \\. \\, i. (1621) 249 And brutely

so To all that com his naked shame doth showe. 1645
MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 229 The vulgar expositor . . rushes

brutely and impetuously against all the principles . . of na-
ture. 1857 EMERSON Poems 109 Property will brutely draw
Still to the proprietor.

Bruteness (bn7-tn.es). [f.
BRUTE a. +-NESS.]

1. Rudeness, roughness, savageness, brutality.
1538 CDL. POLE in Strype Eccl, Mem. I. i. xxxviii. 457

The bruteness and danger of the thing. 1577 tr. Bullinger's
Decades (15921 208 Crueltie in reuenging. .brutenesse in re-

belling . . are the thinges that in warre are worthie to be
blamed. 1883 G. MACDONALD D. Grant III. xxix. 282 The
bruteness of the life he had hitherto led.

f 2. Unintelligence, stupidity, dullness. Obs.

1590 SPENSER /'. Q.\\. viii. 12 Thou dotard vile, That with
thy bruteness shendst thy comely age. 1594 SYLVESTER
Paradox agst. Lid. 591 'Tis in truth your brutenesse in mis-

deeming Things evill, that are good.
3. Want of consciousness, materiality, rare.

1836 EMERSON Nature 93 The immobility or bruteness of
nature, is the absence of spirit.

tBmterer. Obs. rare- 1
. [TvariantofBRUiTER;

cf. broderer,fruiterer, upholsterer, Cf. also BRUT,
in its Welsh sense of '

prophecy *.]
* A prophesier,

a soothsayer' (Tindale Table of words).
1530 TINDALE Dent, xviii. 10 A bruterar or a maker of

dismale dayes.

t Bruthen() y brethen. Obs. [OE. bryfan
a brewing.] Brewing. Bruthen-lead = BREW-
ING-LEAD, vessel for brewing in.

a vxxsGuthlac 953 BrySen . . 3aette Adame Eue fcebyrmde
set fruman worulde. Wnlfgeafs /FiV/tBosw.! An brySen
mealtes. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 142 Unjehwiede mylcen
o3de fild o3Se bry^en. c 1275 Death 242 in O. E. Misc. 182
Al so beodh his e}e puttes ase a bruthen led. c 1475 Found.
St. HartJwl, Ch, i. xxiii. (1881) 61 She myghte nat then, par-
forme the brethren [? brethen], that she hadde begunne.
Brutification

(br^tifik^t-Jpn). [f. BRUTIFY
;

see -FICATIOX (cf. personification}^ The action
or process of rendering or becoming brutish or
brute-like

; the result of the action.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Bergerac's Com. Hist. \\. 55 A Mate
to converse with during the solitude of my Brutification.

1799 LAMB Lett.
y. 41 One of them which had more beast

than the rest, .faintly resembled one of your bonifications.
1880 SWINBURNE Stud. Shaks. iii. (ed. at 194 This ultra-
Circean . . brutification of spirit.

Brutified v br;?tifsid),///. a.
[f. BRUTIFY v.

+ -ED.] Made brute-like or brutish.

"594 PARSONS Confer. Sncces. \. ii. 22 A Prince ruling by
affections, is lesse then a man, or a man brutified. 1683
TRYON Way to Health 619 Brutified things, whom they are

obliged to call Husbands and Fathers. 1863 B. JERROI.D
Sign. Distress 290 He has festered . . into that blurred and
brutified semblance of the erect man.

Bmtify (brw-tifai), v.
[f. L. bntti- (comb,

form) BRUTE + -FT.]
1. trans. To render brute-like ; to brutalize.
1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous Wks. (1834* 256/2 Religion

doth not brutify men. 1848 MILL Pol.Econ. n. v. 2 Hope-
less slavery effectually brutifies the intellect.

b. absol.

1819 Scotsman g Jan. 14/3 Their tendency.. is to debase
VOL. I.

and brutify. 1848 MRS. JAMESON Safr. $ Leg. .4 r/ (1850) \

61 Sin. .degrades and brutifies.

2. intr. To become brute-like.

1794 MRS. PIOZZI Synonymy II. 19 Man unwatrhed by
man brutified for very want of observance.

Hence Brn'tifying vbl. sb. and///, a.

1817 J. SCOTT Paris Revisit, (ed. 41 56 Measures that were
both savage and brutifying. 1831 E. CROWE Hist. France
III. ix. 275 A course of brutifying study.

t Bmtrgenist. Obs. rare. [f. L. bnlti-,
brutus + -gen-us bom + -IST.] One born among the
brutes.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xiv. 2. 248 The
men of this world, those Brutigenists, or Terrigenists . .

Earth-bred wormes. Ibid. 286 A dust Worme, a Bruti-

genist, a Terrigenist.

t Bru*ting(u), vbl. sb. Obs. rare- '.
[
= bryting

or hrytning, vbl. sb. f. OE. bryttian, brytnian : see

BRIT, BRITTEN
z>.] Cutting in pieces ; destruction.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvi. 156 Ich wil hadde wynnen al

Fraunce With-oute bruting of burnes.

Brutish (br/7-tiJ), a. Also 5-6 brutisshe,
-ysshe, 7-8 bruitish.

[f. BRUTE + -ISH.]
1. Of or pertaining to the brutes, or lower ani-

mals, as opposed to man.
*534 MORE Wks. 402 (.R.) A beaste, out of whose brutishe

beastely mouthe, cometh such a fylthie forme of blasphemys.
1596 SPENSER Astroph. 98 There his welwoven toyles . . He
laid the brutish nation to enwrap. 1614 T. ADAMS in Spur-
geon Treas. Dat>. Ixvi. 13 The Lord takes not delight in

the blood of brutish creatures. 1667 MILTON /'. /,. i. 481

Wandring Gods disguis'd in brutish forms Rather then
human. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 35 Without the want,
Life, now human, would be brutish,

2. Pertaining to, resembling, or characteristic of

the brutes :

a. in want of intelligence or in failure lo use

reason : dull, irrational, uncultured, stupid.
1555 EDEN Decades W. /w^.iArb.) 50 Sloweand brutysshe

wyttes. 1672 MARVRLL Rch. Transp. 1. 114 As the Opinion
is brutish, so the Consequences are devilish. 1728 MORGAN
Algiers I. i. 8 No People in the Universe, how savage and
brutish soever they be, want a sufficient share of Reason.
1866 ROGERS Agric. <$ Prices I. xxix. 693 He is. .dull and
brutish, reckless and supine.

b. in want of control over the appetites and

passions : passionate, sensual, furious.

1567 Triall Treas. (1850* 27 You bridled that brutishe
beaste Inclination. 1615 R- C. Times' Whis. v. 1651, 1 now
am come to brutish gluttonie. 1663 Cow LEY Verses <y Ess.

(1660) 70 It is only a Demonstration of Brutish Madness or

Diabolical Possession. 1709 STKKI.I; Tatli-r No. 45 F 3 The
Servant of his brutish Lusts and Appetites. 1731 SWIFT

Strephon fy Ch. Misc. V. 36 How could a Nymph so chaste as

Chloe. .Permit a brutish Man to touch her? 1869 J. MAR-
TINEAU Ess. II. 213 He scolds at [it] as a propensity abso-

lutely brutish.

f3. Rough, rude
; savage, brutal. ? Obs.

1494 FABVAN v. cxl. 127 To oppresse in partye theyr bru-

tisshe blastis, I wyll bryng in here y* sayinge of Guydo.
1599 GREENE Alphons. in, Therefore, fair maid, bridle these

brutish thoughts. 1643 King's Cabinet opened in Select.

Harl. Misc. (1793) 343 The rebels new brutish general hath
refused to meddle with foreign passes. 1726 CAVALLIKK
Mem. i. 42 The Count Brollio is . . fierce, naughty, cruel

and brutish ; having no Manner of Politeness, 1773 BURKE
Let. Wks. IX. 135 We shall sink into surly, brutish Johns.

f 4. = BRUTE a. 3. Of thunder : striking blindly,
random, [after L. brutumfulmen^\ Obs.

1586 C. FETHERSTONE (title) The Brytish Thunderbolt : or

rather Feeble Fier-FIash of Pope Sixtus the fift, against
Henrie king of Navarre. 1640 G. SANDYS Christ's Pass.

29 1 L.) Vainly we thy brutish thunder fear. Notes TOO The
philosophers will have two sorts of lightning . . the other

brutish, that is accidental and flying at random, 1871 R.
ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 164 Vet to the brutish winds why moan
I longer unheeded?
5. quasi-fli/Z'.

1647 W. UROWNE Polexander i. 202 Bruitish bred men.

Brutish, obs. form of BRITISH.

Brutishly (br/7-tiJli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. In a brutish manner ; irrationally, sensually.
1579 FULKE Refut. Rastel 749 He reasoneth brutishly

with putting such cases. 1674 J. B[RIASJ Harvest Home
in. ii Brutishly sottish, and stupidly irrational. 1720 DE
FOE Capt. Singleton \. (18401 8 They were so brutishly
wicked. 1868 BROWNING Ring <$ Bk. x. 1701 Why not live

brutishly, obey my law?

2. With brutish indifference to the feelings ;

coarsely, boorishly, savagely, brutally.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Mastiner . . to reuile

one and vse him mastife like, brutishly, foulye. 1688 SIR

J. KNATCHBULLZ>mryinyV. <$ Q. in. VI. 3 They brutishly an-

swered, Damn you. .how will you endure hell-fire ? a 1734
NORTH ;?'{ 1826) II. 129 Sitting there to hear his decrees

most brutishly and effrontrously arraigned, &c. 1807 G.
CHALMERS Caledonia I. n. vi. 310 Even lona had orchards. .

till the Vikingr brutishly ruined all. 1825 LD. COCKBURN
Ment. iii. 174 A very curious edifice, .was brutishly obliter-

ated without one public murmur.

Brutishness (br/7-tiJmV. [f.
as prec. +-NESS.]

Brutish quality or condition.

1547-64 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) ii. 3 The further
off we shall be from the brutishnesse of beasts. 1683 CAVE
Ecclesiastici 470 The fierceness and brutishness of the man's
temper. 1850 BLACKIE SEschylns I. Pref. 38 What a fearful

mire of brutishness.

Brutism ;bn7-tiz'm\ [see -ISM.] The char-

acteristic behaviour or condition of a brute.

1687 Addr. Thanks 7 Ingratitude that's worse than
Brutism. 1691 E. TAVI.OR Brhmrrfs Lift 429 Foolish Infatu-

ations, Madness, and stupid Brutisms. 1845 ftlaekw. Mag.
LVI1. 51 He. .relapses, .from civism to brut ism.

t Bru'tist. Obs. [see -IST.] One who regards
or treats men as brntes.

1637 HFYWOOD Royal King in. iii. Wks. 1874 VI. 49 To
hire one of those bruitUts that make no difference between
a gentleman and a beggar. 1680 BAXTER L'af/r. Ccnini.

Pref. A i i b, The Bruitists, who prefer the Bruits, yea, the

wildest before Men. 1685 BAXTER Paraph. Acf* iv. i

Such Brutists as the Sadducees.

tBrutize, v. Oh. ran. [f.
BRUTE sb. + -I/E.]

a. intr. To become or act like a brute, b. trans.

To render brutish. Hence Brutized///. a.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Keasts 17 Brutizing in their whole

life, till they taste the Roses of true science and grace.
a 1711 KFN Hynmoth. Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 361 From Lands
brutis'd Salvation is conceal'd.

Bruto "legist. Oh. rare- 1
, [f. BRUTE or

'L.bnit-
N
after Gr. forms in -o\ + Gr. At/y-o? + -1ST.]

One who studies the brutes.

1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat., I-'isliing ii7o6'44 If we may
credit. .Gesner that famous Brutologist.

t Bru'ttiiig, vbl. sb. Obs. rare- 1

, [f.
BRUT v.

+ -ING 1
.] Browsing; clippings of trees.

1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. 1 15861 131 b, You may
give them the toppes of olive trees, lentils or any tender

brutinges, or branches of vines. 1662 EVELYN* Sylvn (16791
22 To protect them [trees] . . from the . . l>rutting of Cattle
and Sheep. 1699 Acetaria \. vi. 2 iR.i This preserve^
itself best from the bruttimgs of the deer.

Bruttische, obs. form of BRITISH.

Brutus ^br/7'tws). More fully Brutus ivig : a

kind of wig.
' The rough-cropped head then

fashionable was called a Bnttns by the French,
after the great hero of antiquity whom they

specially reverenced '. Fairholt (ed. Dillon) I. 408.
1851 MAYHKVV Lond. Labour III. 5 (Hoppei He wore his

hair with the curls arranged in a P>rutus a. la George the

Fourth. 1857 t'EO. ELIOT Sc. Cler. Life, Janet's Rep. II.

189 Old Mr. Crewe the curate in a brown Brutus wig.

Bruwyn, obs. form of BKEW v.

Bruxle, var. of BKIXLE v. Obs. to reprove.

Bruyd, obs. form of BRIDK.

Bruyk, variant of BHUKE, Obs., a locust.

t Bruyllie. Obs. rare- '. ? = BBULYIK, or

? mistake for crnyltic.
'535 '!' CROMWKLI. in Strype Eal. Mew. I. A pp. Ixviii, The

French King, .confessed thextreme execuiions, and grtut

bruyllic of late done in his realme.

Bruyse, obs. form of BKKWIS.

t Bruzz, v. Obs. Only in vbl. sb. bruzzing.

[Imitative.] intr. To growl as a bear.

1693 URyniART Rabelais in. xiii, The barking of Currs,

bawling of Mastiffs, .bruz/ing of liears.

Brwe, obs. form of BROW sbl

Brwyn, obs. form of BREW v.

Bry- in obs. words : see Bin-.

Bryad, bryead, obs. forms of BREAD.

Bryanite (brai'anait). [see -ITE.] One of the

sect founded by William O. Bryan in 1815: see

BIBLE CHRISTIAN.
1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Rel. Knmvl. I. 257 liible Christians,

or Hryanites, a sect closely resembling the Methodists.

t Brych. Obs. rare 1

. V (Dr. Morris suggests
'

Filth, uncleanness'
;

cf. Ger. sick (er- brechen to

vomit; perhaps the word = BREACH, or BRUCHE,

transgression.)
civs E- A Hit. l\ B. 848 pe wynd, & \>e weder, & (>e

wortde stynkes Of J>e brych J>at vpbraydez Jjose bropelych
wordez,

Brych(e, obs. form of BREECH.

t Bryche, a. Obs. [OE. bryce : OTeut. type
*brnki-z, f. brck-an to break.] Breakable, fragile ;

broken down.
c 1000 Ags. Psalter cxix. 5 Min bigengea jewat bryce on

feor-weg. 1303 R. BRLNNE Handl. Synne 5821 Now ys Pers

bycome bryche pat er was bobe stoute and ryche.

Bryd- : see BRI-.

Bryd'de, obs. form of BIRD sb.

t Brydtliilig. Obs, Also 3 brudping(ii).

[OE. brydping, f. bryd-, BRIDE- + THING.] Wed-

ding, marriage, nuptials,
971 Blickl. Horn. 3 Gabriel WECS bissa bryd^inga jerend-

wreca. ,1275 Lime Ron in O. E. JMisc. 99 Ctimen to hi-

brudt?inge heye in heouene.

Brye, obs. by-form of BREEZE sb.i, gadfly.

Bryest, obs. form of BREAST.

Brygeless, var. of BRIGTELESS a. Obs.

t Brygge-a-bragge, adv. phr. Obs.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. 134 In a pyed cote he rode

brygge a bragge.

Brygges, var. of BRUGES. Obs.

Brygittane, var. form of BRIDGETIN. Obs.

Brygurdel, -gyrdyll, var. of BREECHGIRDLE.

Bryk(e, obs. form of BRICK, BRIGCB.

fBryke, v. Obs. rare- 1

. ?To taste, or -to
'
rise in the stomach'.
(* 1315 SHOKFHAM 102 Senne ys swete and lyketh, Wanne a

man hi deth, And al so soure hy bryketh, Wane he ven-

jaunce y-seth.

t Bryn ]
. Obs. Also brene. [A parallel form

to brynifj BBIKIK, perh. transp. from byrn :-OE,

byrne corslet, coat of mail
;

cf. BtTRNB.]*BRTNTE,
144



BRYN.

1330 R. BRUNNE 189 James of Auenue, he was verray pil-

gryn, He gan first remue f>e croice mad on his bryn. ?a 1400
Morte Arth, 1413 Thrughe brenes and bryghte scheldes
brestes they thyrle. c 14*0 Anturs ofArtk. xli, His brene
and his basnet was busket ful bene.

Bryn -, bryne. Obs. [ME. 3rfw,a.OX.ry,
old pi. of briin eye-brow.] Eyebrows, eye-brow.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron, 237 Maugre bobe his bryn was fayn

to com to grith. a 1400 Octovian 931 A great fot was be-
twex hys bryn. ^1420 Avow. Arth. xv, Alle wrothe wex
that sqwyne, Blu, and brayd vppe his bryne. c 1440 Promp.
Parv, 51 Bryne or brow of |?e eye, supercilium.

Bryn, -ne, obs. ff. BRAN, BRINE, BURN.

Brynston, bryntstane, obs. ff. BRIMSTONE.

Brynt, obs. pa, t. and pple. of BURN v.

Brynye, var. of BKINIE, Obs., cuirass.

Bryologist (braip-lod^ist). [f.
as next : see

-IST.J One learned in bryology.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 322 The Latin words em-

ployed by Bryologists. 1863 BERKELEY Brit. Mosses vii. 34
The labours of British Bryologists.

Bryology [braiiirl&dgi). [f. Gr. ppvov 'a kind
of mossy sea-weed', taken in modern science as

^'moss' + -\oyia discourse: see -LOGY.] That
branch of botany which treats of mosses. Also
used for the species of mosses ^collectively; of any
country or place. Hence Bryolo'gical^., -o\\yadv.
1863 BERKELEY Brit. Mosses vii. 34 Comparing the Bry-

ology of the British Isles with that of Europe. 1881 Xatnrc
No, 616. 376 On the bryology of the valleys of the rivers
Secchio and Magra.
t Bryon. Obs. [a. F. bryon, a. Gr. (3pvov, L.

bryum.] A kind of moss.

1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 95 Bryan, stampe it

and apply it three dayes to the knees that are swolne. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny \. 381 Ointments . . made . . of the odorifer-
ous mosse Bryon.

II Bryo*nia. Latin form of BRYONY
; familiarly

used in Homoeopathic pharmacy.
Bryonin (brar^nin). Ghent, [f. BRYONY: see

-ix.]
' The bitter principle of the root of the red-

berried bryony Bryonia dioica}? Watts.

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 502/2 The Wild Bryony .. Its pro-
perties are apparently owing to the presence of a principle
called bryonme, analogous to cathartine. 1863 WATTS Diet.
Chem. 1. 685 Bryonin acts as a drastic purgative. 1880

Syd. Sac. Le.v.
t Bryonin, a glucoside obtained from Bryoitia

..It is a white or slightly coloured granular substance,
bitter, soluble in w?ter and alcohol, insoluble in ether.

Bryony ^brar&ii). Also 6 brionye, bryonye,
^brione , 6-7 brionie, 7-9 briony. [ad. L. bry-
onia (Pliny), a. Gr. ftpvcuvia (Diosc.). Cf. also

Fr. bryone, whence Eng. brione in i6th c.]
1. prop. The English name of the plant-genus
Bryonia (N.O. Ciicurbitacese] ;

and spec, the common
wild species B. dioica}, sometimes called (in

distinction from sense 2) Red, or White Bryony.
c 1000 Saxon Leechd. I. 172 Genim l>as wyrte 6e man

bryonia . . nemneS. 1552 HULOKF, Bryonye or wylde vine.

1598 YONG Diana 302 Bryony, or the white vine, which
runs winding about the bodies of trees like a snake. 1616
SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farm 45 Against Deafenesse . .

drop into your eares the iuice of . . Brionie, mixed with

Honey or Oyle. 1815 SHELLEY Rev. Islam in. 7 Drooping
briony, pearled With dew . . Hung, where we sate. 1832
LVTTOX Eugene A, vi. 10 The white bryony overrunning the
thicket. 1863 LONGF, Wayside Inn, Sicilian's T. 26 One . .

mended the rope with braids of briony.
2. Black Bryony : a name given, from simi-

larity of habit to the prec., to an endogenous
climbing plant, Lady's Seal, Tamus comnntnis

(N.O. Dioscoreacefe),vvi\(\ in the south of England.
1626 BACON Sylva 492 The Shrub called Our Ladies

Seal, (which is a kind of Brionyi. i^o^Med. fy Phys. ^rnl.
XIV. 68 T. connminis, Bryony Lady-seal, Black briony.
1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. n. 271 This species .. although
commonly called Black Bryony, has nothing to do with the

fenus
Bryonia. 1883 Gd. Words Nov. 710/2 The .. red-

erried bryony, and the so-called black-bryony.
3. Bastard Bryony : Cissus sicyoides.
4. Attrib. and Comb. Bryony-vine = sense I.

1684 BOYLE Poronsn. Anim. Bod. iii. 18 Helmont talks

much of the great vertue of white Briony root. 1843 TEN-
NYSON Amphion 29 Briony-vine and ivy-wreath Ran for-

ward to his rhyming. 1875 FORTNUM M<iiolica'vx., 84 Small
vine or briony leaves and interlaced tendrils.

II BryOZOa Cbr3i|^/^u-a),J/'.//. Zool. Sing, bryo-
zoon v -zt7"V>n). [f.

Gr. Qpvov moss t- fa, pi. of

fypov animal ;
from the appearance of some species.]

The lowest class of molluscs, consisting of com-

pound or ( colonial
'

animals formed by gemma-
tion, each individual having a distinct alimentary
canal. Also called Polyzoa. In the sing, an in-

dividual animal of this class.

1847-9 TOUD Cycl. Anaf. fy Phys. IV. 50/1 The differences
between a Bryozoon and an ordinary polype. 1856 GOSSE
Marine Zool. n. i It has been usual [hitherto] to include
the Polyzoa (or Bryozoa, as they are sometimes termed* in

the class Zoophyta. 1876 BENEOEN Anim. Parasites 61

Many bryozoa spread themselves over marine animals.

1883 Harper's Mag. Dec. 107/1 The rick bryozoon . . in-

crusts the various parts with its silvery growth.

Hence Bryozo-an a., belonging to the firyozoa ;

also as sb., one of the Bryozoa.
1872 DANA.C'orals \. 19 The lowest tribe of Mollusks, called

Bryozoans, which produce delicate corals, sometimes branch-

ing and moss-like. 1878 BELL Gegwbauer's Comp. Anat.

1146

132 All the persons of a Bryozoan colony are not equally
well developed.

Brys-, Bryt-, in obs. forms : see BBI-.

Brysewort, -wyrt, var. ff. BRUISEWORT.

Brysille, brysl, var. of BRISEL a. frail.

Brys^s)ure, var. of BBUSURE, Obs., a wound.

Brytasqe, obs. form of BRATTICE.

Bryth, obs. form of BIKTH.

Bryther, -ir, obs. pi. of BROTHER.

Brython (bri-]>pn,\ [a. Welsh Brython, Briton,
Britons : OCeltic Britton-, BRITON. Brython and

Brythonic have been introduced by Prof. Rhys, to

avoid the misleading associations which attach to

the use of 'Briton', 'British', and 'Cymric'. They
are the natural correlatives of Goidel and Goidclic,

applied to the Scoto-Irish or Gaelic division of the
Celtic stock.] A member of that great division of

the Celts of the British isles, which mainly occu-

pied South Britain ; a Briton of Wales, Cornwall,
or ancient Cumbria.
Hence Brytho-nic, a. Of or pertaining to the

Brythons, or Britons of Wales, Cornwall, and

Cumbria, and their kin.

1884 RHYS Celtic Britain 3 The other group is represented
by the people of Wales and the Bretons . . the national name
of those speaking these dialects was that of Briton, .we take
the Welsh form of it, which is Brython, and call this group
Brythons and Brythoiiic. 4 Every Celt of the United
Kingdom is, so far as language is concerned, either a Goidel
or a Brython. 208 Both the Brythonic and the Goidelic
forms prove beyond doubt, etc.

Brytte, variant of HKET, BRIT, a fish.

Bryve, variant of BREVE v. Obs. to write.

Brywer, obs. form of BREWER.

Bryze, obs. form of BREEZK j/>.l, gadfly.

t Bu, sb. Obs. rare- 1

. [perh. ad. OX. till

dweller, */iel-tiii hell-dweller : but cf. the interj.

Boo
;
also lioglc-bo under B<K;LE.]

c 1300 A". Alls. 5956 He. .spaak als an helle bu,

Bu, obs. or dial. f. Bow sb.l, BE v., BUY.

Bu, Sc. form of Boo, v. and int.

Buat, var. of BOWET, Sc., a lantern.

t Bul), s/>. 1 Sf. Obs. [Prob. imitating the sound
of a dull blow as in thud : cf. BOB sfr.3, a firm

blow.] A storm, a blast.

a 1500 tj. SHAW Ad"', to Courtier, 'I hair may cum bubbis

ye not suspek. 1513 DOUGLAS s>r f -is i. iii. 15 Ane bluster-

and bub out fra the northt braying. 1535 STFWART Cron.
Scot. I. 124 Sum with ane bub had blawin doun hir blind.

Bill) \\>r>\> , s/>.'^ Also 7 bubb. [? imitation

of the sound of drinking ; cf. BIB
v.~\

1. A slang word for drink, esp. strong beer.

1671-2 ll'fstiii. Drollery in Koxb. Rallnds 118831 IV. 440

They . . took away . . their Wallets . . Which brought their

good Bubb. 1718 PRIOR I'ot'ins 193 He loves cheap Port,
and double Bub. 1812

J.
H. VAUX Flash Diet., Bub, a low

expression signifying drink. ,1840 MARRVAT A". Kt'efcr Ixv,
Our bub and our grub. 1841 ORDERSON Creol. iii. 28 The
gentlemen enjoyed their bub and roasted corn.

2. A mixture of meal and yeast with warm wort
and water, used to promote fermentation.
1880 Act 43 4" 44 I'ic. xxiv. 33 Bub or any other com-

position for promoting the fermentation of wort.

\ Bub, sb^ Obs. rare~ l
. [perh. a. F. bube ; or

suggested by BUBBLE.] A pustule.
1597 LOWK Cliimirg. (16341 82 Papulas. .are little bubs or

pustules, that breake out by themselves through the skinne.

t Bub, sb.^ Obs. slang, [app. short for BUBBLED.

(sense 5) : cf. BUB v.*]
1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crt ~it>, Bub, or Bubble, one that is

Cheated.

Bub, sfi.'' A contr. of BUBBY, in both senses.

t Bub, v.1 Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. BUB;. 1, and BUBBLE.]

trans. To throw up in bubbles. In quot. with uf.
1563 SACKVILLK ftlirr. Mag. Induct. Ixix, Acheron .. bubs

up swelth as black as hell.

t Bub, v.2 Obs. rare- 1
. [? short for BUBBLE

z'.]

? To bribe, or ? to cheat.

1719 I J'URKF.V rills II. 54 Another makes Racing a Trade
And many a Crimp Match has made, By bubbing another

Man's Groom.

Bubal, -ale bi;7-bal). [ad. L. Inibalus (ad.
Gr. /3oiJ#aA.o;) an ox-like antelope ;

also misapplied
to a kind of wild ox ; cf. BUFFALO.] Used to

render L. bfibalns : a. (in early examples) with

uncertain meaning (antelope or buffalo), b. (mod.
Zoo!.} A species of antelope (Antilofe frubaltts]

found in N. Africa.

1461-83 LiberNiger Edlv. ll
r
. in Ord. R. Hcntseh. 17 Many

fatte buballes, al maner pultry. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 72/2
Salomon had dayly . . veneson that was taken as hertes,

ghotes, bubals. 1873 TRISTRAM Moab ix. 168 Antelopes . .

the oryx antelope and the bubale.

[ Bubba'tion. [ad. L. bubbation-cm, occurring

only in this passage : the readings bullatio, Iml-

batio have been suggested.] (See quot.i
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. (1634! 515 This stone is to be

found . . scattered here and there in smal pieces by way of
bubbation (for that is the term they vse>.

tBu'bber. Obs. slang, [f.
lira s/i.- + -Kit ]

(See quots.)
1673 K. HEAD Canting Acad. 191 A Rubber . .goes to the

BUBBLE.

Alehouse, and steals there the Plate. 1690 B. E. Diet.
Cant Crtiv, Bubbert

a drinking Bowl ; also a great Drinker,
and he that used to steal Plate from Publick-houses. 1725
New Cant. Diet.

t Bubbing, vbl. sb. Obs. slang, [f.
as prec. +

-ING!.] Drinking ; also in comb.

1678 Poor Robin's Char, ofScold 6 She clamours at him
so long, .which makes him seek blinde Bubbing-schools to
hide himself in from her fury.

Bubble (to-b'l), j. Also 5 boble, bobel, 6

bubbul, 7 buble. [orig. f. the verb : see also the

earlier BURBLE sb. found c 1350. Parallel sbs. in

other Teutonic langs. are Sw. bubbla, Da. boble,

Du. bobbel, Ger. dial, bobbel^ bubbel. In their de-

velopment the vb. and sb. appear to have influenced

each other : see sense 5.]

1. A thin globular (or hemispherical) vesicle of

water or other liquid, filled with air or gas ; ap-

plied alike to those produced by the agitation of a

quantity of the liquid, or the uprising of gas to the

surface, and to those artificially made by blowing
through a tube ;

often * soap-bubble. Also a quan-
tity of air or gas occluded within a liquid ; spec.,

the portion of air left in the spirit-level. Some-
times applied to cavities produced by occluded air

in solid substances that have cooled from fusion.

To blow Intbbles : to produce bubbles by blowing
through a tube ; often fig. to devise baseless

theories, or to amuse oneself in a childish manner.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. xxi. 113 The water of those wellis

sprynge vp with grete bobles. 1528 PAYNELL Salerne

Regim. H b, Hit [wyne] hath great bubbuls and spume.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. iii. 722 The Earth hath bubbles, as the
Water ha 's. 1626 BACON Sylva 24 Bubbles, are in the
form of an Hemisphere ; Air within, and a little Skin of
Water without, a 1677 HALE True Relig. u. (1684) 32 Boys
. .blow Bubbles out of a Wall-nut-shell. 1728 YOUNG Lwe
h'ame n. 11757)99 What are men. .But bubbles on the rapid
stream of time? 1783 CowPSB Lett. 29 Sept., One genera-
tion blows bubbles, and the next breaks them. 1831 LARD-
NER Hydrostatics iv. 75 If the bubble stand still in the

middle, it proves the instrument [spirit level] to be correct.

1879 G. PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone Introd. i A bubble of

hydrogen rose to the surface, as the bubble from champagne
does in the wine cup.

t 2. transf. a. A hollow globe of thin glass, pro-
duced by blowing ; spec, one of the hollow beads of

glass formerly used for testing the strength of

spirits (see BEAD 7\ b. Hist. Used to translate

L. bulla a round ornament of gold or leather

worn by the children of Roman freemen. Obs.

1647 STAPYLTON Juvenal v. 194 What poore man ..had
Hetrurian bubbles when he was a lad. Ibid. Comm. 154
/Kmilius Lepidus. .had a statue in his pretexted purple and
golden bulla's lor bubbles 1 set up in the capitol. 1660 BOYLE
Neu< Exp. Phys.-Mech. \\. 40 Glass bubles, such as are wont
to be blown at the flame of a lamp. Ibid, xx.i 1682 171 Then
was taken a great Glass bubble, with a long neck. 1667
PEPVS Diary 11877! V. 419 He. .did give me a glass bubble,
to try the strength of liquors with.

3. fig. Anything fragile, unsubstantial, empty,
or worthless ; a deceptive show. From 1 7th c.

onwards often applied to delusive commercial or

financial schemes, as the Mississippi Bubble, the

South Sea Bubble.

1599 MARSTON Sea. Villanie n. vi. 198 To see this butter-

fly, This windy bubble taske my balladry. 1600 SHAKS.
A. I'. L, n. vii. 152 Seeking the bubble Reputation Euen in

the Canons mouth. 1626 BACON Ps. in Fair's S. P. (1848)

301 Mortality: This bubble light, this vapour of our breath,

r 1665 in Roxb. Ballads 1 1886 VI. 254 Why should a Woman
dote on such a Bubble ? 1721 SWIFT S. Sea Proj. Wks.

1755 III. ii. 138 The nation, .will find. .South-sea at best a

mighty bubble. 1745 DK FOE Eng. Tradesm. (1841) II.

xliv. 157 In the good old days of trade, there were no bub-

bles, no stock-jobbing. 1783 COWI-ER Task\\\. 175 Eternity
for bubbles proves at last A senseless bargain. 1858 Sat.

Rev. 27 Nov. 524/1 We are asked, .to back the luck of that

gigantic bubble, the French Empire.

b. attrib. or adj. ; Unsubstantial, fragile, delu-

sive ; often with reference to fraudulent commercial

undertakings, as in bubble company, scheme.

i635QuARLES Embl.\.\\.{ 17181 19 What's lighter than the

mind? A thought. Than thought? This bubble world.

1726 AMHERST Terras Fil. xii. 59 Several bubble-schools and
academies sprung up. 1763-71 H. WALPOLE I'ertue'sAnecd.

Paint. (1786) III. 119 He . . was concerned in a bubble Lot-

tery. 1798 EDGEWORTH Pract. Educ. 118011 II. 373 This

wager would have been a bubble bet if it had been brought
before the Jockey-club, a 1845 HOOD Black Job xvii, No
. .Bubble Company could hope to thrive.

4. The process of bubbling ;
the sound made by

bubbling ;
a state of agitation. Naut. phrase :

A bubble of a sea : cf. BOBBLE.

1839 BEALE in Sat. Mag-. 18 May 192/1 An awkward
*hubble' of a sea.. began to make. 1840 MARRYAT Poor

Jack xxiv. There was a bubble of a sea. 1874 MRS. WHIT-
NEY We Girls xix. 187 There was nothing but a low, com-
fortable bubble in the chimney-corner to tell of. .dinner.

f 5. One who may be or is
' bubbled

'

(sense 5 of

the verb); a dupe, a gull. Obs.

1668 SEDLF.Y Mnlb. Card. iv. Wks. 1722 II. 56 Are any of

these Gentlemen good Bubbles, Mr. Wildish ? 1702 DE
FOE Reform. Manners i. 315 The wondring Bubbles stand

amaz'd to see Their Money Mountebank'd to Mer-

cury. 1735-8 BOLINGBR. On Parties 144 They were not

such Bubbles as to alter, \\ithout mending, the Govern-



BUBBLE.
ment. a 1774 GOLDSM. tr. Scarrou's Comic Rom. (1775) I. 21
He generally dined and supped in taverns at the expence of

every
fool and bubble he met with. 1807 CRABBE far. Reg.

l. Wks. 1834 II. 151 A board, beneath a tiled retreat Allures
the bubble, and maintains the cheat.

6. Comb, (see also 3 b), as bubblc-blmoer , -blow-

ingpp\. adj. and vbl. sb.,-Jilleda.fl}. ; f bubble-glass,
glass as thin as a bubble (see also 2) ; bubble-
man (see quot.): bubble-shell, a sort of mollusc.
1882 Mncm. Mag. XLVI. 122 The iron-impregnated,

"bubble-filled fountains of Schwalbach. 1591 SPENSEK
Ruines of Timeys Why then dooth flesh, a*bubble-glas of
breath, Hunt after honour? 1862 MAYHEW Crim. Prisons
46 Cheats, subdivisible into . . "bubble-men, who institute

annuity offices and assurance companies. 1854 WOODWARD
Mollusca

_i 1856) 14 The 'bubble-shell (phyline), itself pre-
dacious, is eaten both by star-fish and sea-anemone.

Bubble (bo-b'l), v. Also 5-8 buble, 6 bobyll.
[Found (in the vbl. sb. BUBBLING) a 1400. Paral-
lel words are Sw. bubla, Da. boble, mod.Du. and
LG. bobbelen, mod.G. dial, bobbelen, biMeleu

;
all

of these are modern, and it is doubtful how far

they are related to each other, or are merely
parallel imitative words, suggested either by the
sound of bubbles forming and bursting, or by the
action of the lips in making a bubble. The Eng.
bubble can hardly be separated from the earlier

BUBBLE, common in the same sense from 1300;
cf. gurgle and guggle. In bubble the verb is the
source of the sb. as a whole, but sense 5 of the vb.

appears to be derived from sense 3 of the sb., and
in turn to have given rise to sense 5 of the latter.]
1. intr. To form bubbles (as boiling water, a

running stream, etc.) ;
to rise in bubbles (as gas

through liquid, water from a spring, etc.
; often

with out or up} ; to emit the sounds due to the
formation and bursting of bubbles.

1398 [see BUBBLING vbl. sb.}. 1477 NORTON On/. Alc/i. in
Ashm. iv. 11652)47 Remember that Water will buble and
boyle. 1530 PALSCR. 459/1 The potage begynneth to bobyll.
1580 H. GIFFORD Gillojlou-ers 11875] 10, I . . feele certayne
waters of vayne appetites to bubble vp wc in me. 1609
BIBLE (Douay) Kx. viii. 3 The river shal bubble with
frogges. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Is/, in. xx, Water, bub-
bling from this fountain. 1703 MAUNORBU, Journ, jerus.
(1732)63 Then bubbles up with abundance of Water. -1750
SHENSTONE Elegy i. 4 Now hear the fountain bubbling round
my cell. 1709 G. SMITH Laboratory 1. 329 Take good acid
of nitre, and fling . . chalk into it, till it. .ceases to bubble,

1824-29 LANDOR Imag. Conv. 118461 1. 3 Many bright specks
bubble up along the blue Egean. 1850 TENNVSON In Mem.
xcix, Yon swoll'n brook that bubbles fast. 1860 GEN. P.

THOMPSON Audi Alt,\M. ci. I The frozen notes came bub-
bling out together. 1871 TYNDALL Fragnt. St. I. iv. 97.

2. fig. a. Of things : To arise or issue like

bubbles.

1652 GAULE Magastroin. 228 Whence then bubble out
so many and so great errors in their prognostications ? 1713
BEVERIDCE Priv. Th. \. (1730) 94 So soon as any new
Thought begins to bubble in my Soul. 1852 KINGSLEY
Androiti. 114 Feebly at last she began, while wild thoughts
bubbled within her a 1859 L. HUNT To J. //. ii, It bub-
bles into laughter. 1879 M<CARTHY Own Times II. 16
Chartism bubbled and sputtered a little yet.

b. Of persons : To bubble over, up (with merri-

ment, anger, etc.^ : fig. from the bubbling of a pot
on the fire.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. % It. Jrnls. 11872) II. 173 He bub-
bled and brimmed over with fun. 1860 TYNDALL Gleu. I.

19. 133 One clergyman, .appeared to bubble over with en-

joyment. 1881 M. LEWIS Tit'o Pretty G. III. 97 He had
his views, -but he never bubbled up to discuss and defend
them.

C. trans. To send forth like bubbles.
K
A

Hebraism.)
1611 BIBLE Prov. xv. 2 The mouth of the fool poureth

[marg. bubbleth] out foolishness. Ps. xlv. i My heart is

inditing [inarg. boyleth or bubbleth vp] a good matter.

3. intr. To make a sound resembling that made
by bubbles in boiling or running water. Also
trans, (with object denoting sound), rare.
1602 Metamorph. of Tobacco (Collier) 19 Pretie waues. .

Bubbled sweete Musicke with a daintie Sound. 1842 STER-
LING Ess. fy 7Vr/t'.r (1848* I. 459 Love, the name bubbled by
every wave of Hippocrene. 18^7 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 247
At mine ears Bubbled the nightingale.
4. trans. To cover or spread with bubbles.

1598 MARSTON Piginal. iv. 151 The haile-shot drops. .

onefy bubble quiet Thetis face.

5. trans. To delude with ' bubbles
'

'^see BUBBLE
sb. 3) ; to befool, cheat, humbug. Also to bubble

vany one^ of, out of, or into a thing. Very oom-
mon in ib'th c. ; now rarely used.

1675 WYCHERLEY Countr. Wife in. ii, He is to be bubbled
of his mistress as of his money. 1702 The Eng. Theopkrast.
37 Men are commonly bubbled when they first enter upon
play. 1761 MURPHY Citizen n. i, And so here I am bubbled
and choused out of my money. 1792 MARY WOLLSTONECR.
Rights Worn. Introd. 2 The understanding of the sex has
been so bubbled by this specious homage. 1841 HOR. SMITH
Moneyed Man I. xi. 312 You have been preciously bubbled ;

ludicrously swindled and outwitted. 1880 M'CARTHV Own
Times III. xli. 235 Some critics declared, .that the French
Emperor had ' bubbled

'

him [Mr. Cobden].
6. Sf. and north, dial. To blubber.

1727 WALKER Remark. Pass. 60 (JAM.) John Knox..left
her [Q. Mary] bubbling and greeting. Mad. St. What is he
bubbling about now ?

1147

t Btrbbleable, ". Obs. rarc~ l

.
[f. BUBBLES.

(sense $ ) + -ABLE.] Capable of being duped.
1669 Dicker Nicked \-yA ed.) in Harl. Misc. II. 109 Ifthe

winner be bubbleable, they will insinuate themselves into
his acquaintance.

Bubble- and -squea'k. [f. BUBBLE v. +
SQUEAK ., referring to the sounds made in cooking
this dish.] A dish of meat and cabbage fried up
together, 'cold meat fried in butterwith vegetables'.
1785 GROSK Diet. Vulgar Tongue* Bubble and Squeak,

beefand cabbage fried together. 1795 WoLcorr(P. Pindar)
Wks. 1812 I. 192 What mortals Bubble call and SqueakWhen midst the Frying-pan in accents savage, The Beef
so surly quarrels with the Cabbage. 1824 BYRON Juan xv.
Ixxi, Bubble and squeak

'

would spoil my liquid lay 1855
BROWNING Holy-Cr. Day, Bubble and squeak ! Blessedest
Ihursday's the fat of the week. 1881 Leicester. Gloss. (E.
D. S.) Bubble-and-squeak, slices of underdone beef fried
and seasoned, laid on cabbage, boiled, strained, chopped,and fried in dripping.

fBu'bble-bow,-boy. Obs. [app.f. BUBBLE #.5
+ BEAU as if

(

beau-befooler* : cf. quot. 1712.] A
lady's tweezer-case.
(So explained in Pope's foot-note to quot. 1727; heremarks

that the word is 'in use in this present year'. Warburton
says the passage is quoted from one of Pope's own juvenile
poems, in which case its date would bet: 1704.)
[1712 ARBUTHNOT John />W/( 175,5) 3 Charles Mather could

not bubble a young beau better with a toy.]
1727 POPE, etc., Art Sinking 94 Lac'd in her Cosins new

appear'd the Bride, A Bubble-bow and Tompion at her
side. 1807 Month. Mag. XXIV. 550 Why was it called a
bubble-boy ? Probably the word is a misspelling for bauble-
buoy, a support for baubles.

Birbbled (b/rb'ld), ppl. a.
[f. BUBBLE sb. and

V. f -ED.]
1. Sent forth like bubbles; full of bubbles;

covered with bubbles.
1822 BEDDOES Brides Trag. v. Hi, What sound is thai . .

Harmonious as a bubbled tear? 1865 SWINBUKNI- /'tvw/.f .y

Ball., At Eleusis n Smooth pitchers of pure brass Under
the bubbled wells. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. led. 6) I. \ i.

224 The internal scattering common in bubbled ice.

t 2. Befooled, cheated, deceived. Obs.

,11683 OI.DHAM Wks. <$ Rent. 116861 66 Bubled Monarch*
are at first beguil'd . . at last deposVl, and kill'd. 1719
D'URFEY nils 11872) I. 348 A bubbled coxcomb.

Bubbler (bzrbbr. [f. BUBBLE v. * -KK.]
f 1. One who gets up bubble -

companies ;
a

swindler, cheat. Obs.

1720 POPE Let. to Digl>y 20 July, All the Jews, jobbers,
bubblers, subscribers, etc. 6-1778 Conquerors t)

Bubblers
and bubbled meanly Take their stand.

2. ' A fish found in the Ohio river. Its name is

derived from the singular grunting noise which it

makes.' Bartlett Diet. Anier.

f Bu'bble-the-ju-stice. Obs. [i. BUBBLE v.

+ JUSTICE ;
= 'cheat the magistrate', the game

being regarded as an evasion of the laws prohibit-

ing ninepins, etc.] A game (see quot.).
1801 SxRUTT Sports <y Past. Introd. 44 The game of nine

holes was revived . . with the new name of Bubble the

Justice.

Bubbling ;b
p

blin1, vbl. sb.
[f.

BUBBLE
.]

1. The action of the verb BUBBLE
;
the process

of forming bubbles, rising in bubbles, etc.

1398 TKI-.VISA Barth. De P. R. xi. xiv, And whan bat fyre
is queynte in watry cloudes, ^>e bobelynge . . and crakkes
of bat quenchynge isclepid bonder. 1548 THOMAS Ii. Diet.

11567) Tocco, the boblyng of a rennyng water, whan it

retourneth from the fall out of a deepe hole. 1/1656 Bi p

.

HALL Occas. Medit. (18511 54 After some short noise, and
smoke, and bubbling, the metal is quiet. 1855 MAUKV
rhys. Geog, Sea xviii. 755 (i86o> 414 The bubbling made
a loud noise, .heard for a long time after.

'ftS.- ^SS GURNALL Chr. in Arm. xiii. 116691 355/1 Arm u.-,

against . .bublings of our own vain hearts. 1710 PALMER
Proverbs 237 Correct., the bubblings of our native pride.

^2. Deluding, cheating (see BUBBLE v. 5). Obs.

I7Z5 BAILEY Erasm. Colioq. 468 Understand the Art of

Borrowing and Bubbling.

Bu bbling, ///. a.
[f.

BUBBLE v. + -ING *.]

1. That bubbles, rises in bubbles, sends up bub-

bles, or makes a bubble-like movement.
1583 STANYHURST /Eneis i. (Arb.) 23 Kreshe bubling foun-

tayns. 1639 HORN Si ROBOTHAM Gate Lang. Unl. vii.

11643* 65 Out of hidden springs gush forth bubling ..

fountaines. 1783 COWPER Task iv. 38 The bubbling . . urn
Throws up a steamy column. 1829 MARRYAT F. JMildmay
xi, The tide arul the wind formed a bubbling short sea.

2. transf. a. That comes forth like bubbles ;

gasping, gurgling, b. That utters bubbling or

gurgling sounds.

1819 BYRON Juan u. liii, At intervals there gush'd . . the

bubbling cry Of some strong swimmer in his agony. 187. .

KESANT & RICE Monks of Th. xxxi. 259 We'll make him
go round like a bubbling turkey-cock. 1885 STEVENSON
Dynamiter v. 67 There broke forth . . the bubbling, .sound
of laughter.
3. That has bubbles or drops forming on it.

1621 QUARLES f//r (1638) 91 The Harvester with bub-
ling brow.

f4. Deluding, cheating. Obs.

1675 WYCHERLEY Country H'ife in. ii, Come you bubbling
rogues you.
Hence Bu'bblingly adv., in a bubbling manner.
1611 COTGR., Empouleinent^ swellingly, bubblmgly.
Bubblish [ferMi/), A rare- 1

, [f.
BUBBLE sb.

3+-ISH.] Somewhat of the nature of a bubble.

BTTCCAL.

1830 Frascr's Mag. II. 499 This new scheme was bubblish,
and quickly blew up.

Bubbly (bwbli', a. [f. BUBBLE sb. + -Y'.]
Full of bubbles. (In Sf. --=

blubbering. )

1599 NASHE Lent. Stujfc (1871) 12 They would no more. .

haue their heads washed with his bubbly spume. 1611
COTGR., Empoule . . bubblie ; or.. rising in bubbles. 1642W. PRICE Serm. 13 Upon what slight motives from bubbly
honour, fleeting riches, shadowy pleasures. 1861 C. KING
Ant. Gems (18661 80 The greatest part exhibited that..
bubbly texture so generally found in antique pastes.

Bu'bbly-jock .bybli^k;. Sc. [f. prec. +
Jock = JACK. 1'erh. suggested in part by the sound
made by the bird ; cf. the English gobbler.'] A
colloquial name for the turkey-cock ; alsoyf^-.
1814 SCOTT Let. in Lockhart 118391 V. ", I am sair halded

down by the Bubbly jock. 1865 CARLYLE Fredlt. Gt. VI.
xvi. ii. 143 Oh my winged Voltaire, to what dunghill
Bubbly-Jocks you do stoop with homage.

tBu'bby 1
. Oh. m dial. [Cf. Ger. biibbi teat

vGrimm). Connexion with F. foupe teat of an
animal (formerly also of a woman], Pr. fopa, It.

poppa teat, is very doubtful.] A woman's breast.
1686 D'L" KFEY Neiv Poems ' 1690) 206 The Ladies here may

without Scandal shew Face or white Hubbies, to each
ogling Beau. 1712 ARBCTHNOT John Bull\n Arb. Garner
(1883) VI. 601 Why don't you go and suck the bubby?
1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. II. Oivb/i If on the contrary a
Woman has no occasion for Milk. .Let her put Chervil upon
her Bubbles.

Bubby-. [Bartlett and Webster say a corrup-
tion of brother : but the word looks more like Ger.

bube, bub, boy.] In U. S. a familiar name for a
little boy. Also shortened to bub.
1848 60 in BAR i u. IT. 1864 in WEBSTER.
Bubo (bifrbo . PL buboes, [a. late L. bttbo,

ad. Gr. liovfiuiv the groin, a swelling in the groin. JAn inflamed swelling or abscess in glandular parts
of the body, esp. the groin or arm-pits. 'An or-

dinary symptom of the plague in the 1 7th c.
I

Also
fit/rib., as in bubo plague.
1398 TBEVISA Harth. />,/'. A', vii. li.s.

,-.4,^5 273 Somtyme
a pustume comyth of ventosite and of \vynde and hight
Bubo. 1597 GEAHI> Hcrbalm. c.\.\.\iii. 11633) '5" Which
Unposthnme is called Bubo by reason of his lurking in such
secret places. 1658 ROWLAND Monjffet's T/teat. Ins,. 1050A Bubo risetli on a man that he [the scorpion] stings. 1782W. HEBERDEN Comment, vii. 1 1806 23 These sores therefore,
like pestilential buboes, point out the nature- of the disorder.
1839 47 'I ODD Cycl. Anal, ff Phys. III. 233/2 A bubo will

originate from .. inflamed inguinal or axillary glands.
Hence- Bvrboed///. a., affected with buboes.
1824-29 LANDOR Imag, Cwir. 11846' II. 126 They are not

blotched and buboed with its pestilence.

Bubonic (biKbjrnik), a.l
[f. late L. htlmi-ein

see prec. Brim -
-1C.]

That is attended with the appearance of buboes.
1871 l\cho 15 Aug., The bubonic disease in Khorassan.

1886 Athciixiiui 2; Sept. 405/2 A list of the dates of the
appearance of the famous bubonic plague from A.D. 25^
down to. . 1837.

Bubtvnic, a.- nonce-wJ.
[f.

1.. bubon-cm owl
-i- -ic.] Owl-like.

1795 WOLCOTT iP. Pindar) Loiisiad i. Wks. 1812 I. 191
With arms akimbo, and bubonic look.

Bubonocele (budy-m's/l . [a. Gr. tfovpuivo-

Kf]\ri, f. fiov&Sjv the groin + /cr/Ar/ a rupture ;
cf. F.

bubonocele] Inguinal rupture or hernia.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 91 Whence it commeth to pasne,
that woemen are often troubled with the Boubonocele
1736 Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 329 The Cure of the Hernia
. -could be obtained by no other Operation than that for the
Bubonocele. 1876 GROSS Dis. Bladder 343 A hernia of
this description is sometimes complicated with a bubonocele,
or hernia of the groin.

fBu-bukle. Obs. A confusion of BUBO and
CARBUNCLE (put into the month of Fluellen).
'599 SHAKS. Hen. K, m. vi. 108 His face is all bubukles

and whelkes.

t Bubu-lcitate, v. Obs.- [f. L. bubulcitare,
-art, f. bubulcus cowherd.] (See quots.)
1623 COCKERAM i, Bubulcitate, to cry like a cow boy.

1678 PHILLIPS Aff. affected Wds., Bubulcitate, to do the
oltice of a Bubidciis or Cowheard.

Buc^c, obs. form of BICK.
ii Bu'CCa. dial. [Corn, biicca hobgoblin, bug-

bear, scarecrow', app.cogn. with mod. \Yelsh bwgan
spectre.] a. A bogle ; applied inter alia to the
subterranean spirits supposed to frequent tin -mines

(see Philos. Trans, vol. L). b. A stupid person.
The compounds bucca-boo (bugaboo", butca-gwid-
den, are also in dial, use (see quots. .

1865 R. HUNT Pop. Romances W. Eng. Ser. i. 67 The
Buccas or knockers These are the sprites of the mines,
and correspond to the Kobals of the German mines. 1880
West Coritw. Gloss. 7 Newlyn buccas, strong as oak,
Knocking 'em down at every poke. Bucca-boo, a ghost ;

a bug-bear ; a black bucca. Bucca-gividden, a precocious
child ; a simple innocent ; an insane person.

Buccal (bfl-kal), sb. and a. [f. L. bucca cheek,
mouth + -AL : as if ad. L. *buccalts. With sense i,

cf. Sp. bocal mouthpiece of a trumpet.]
t A. sb. A mouthpiece. Obs.

1605 CHAPMAN & MARSTON Eastward Hoe A ij b, You all

know the deuise of the Home, where the young fellow

slippes in at the Butte end, and comes sques'd out at the
Buckall.
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BUCCAN. 1148 BUCK.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to the cheek.

1831 R. KNOX Cloqnet's Anat. 403 The buccal membrane.

1854 WOODWARD /VW/ttscvni856) 189 The buccal ganglia.

II Bucca-n, buca'n, bouca'n, si'. Also bo-
can. [Boucan is the French spelling (

= bkarr)
of a Tupi or allied Brazilian word, conveyed by
Europeans in the i6th c. to Guiana and the West

Indies, and hence often set down as Carib, Haitian,
etc. The modern Tupi form is mocaem (Pg. mo-

(jiifin
= mttkeir ) : the Carib names were ioualla

(youlla). anaki, the Haitian barbacoa. (E. B.Tylor.)]
1. A native South American name for a wooden
framework or hurdle on which meat was roasted

or smoked over a fire.

161 1 E. ASTON tr. De Lery Hist A mer. [The wooden grat-

ing set up on four forked posts] which in their language they
call a boucan. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Buccaneers, or Bnca-

neers, a term . . properly used for a kind of savages, who
prepare their meat on a grate, or hurdle made of Brazil-

wood, placed in the smoke, at a good height from the fire,

and called buccan. 1852 E. WARBURTON Darieall. 34 The
buccaneers proceeded to prepare their dinner. '1 he., flesh

was separated from the bones, cut into long strips, and laid

upon the boucan. 1864 WEBSTER, Buccan, a grating or

hurdle made of sticks. 1872 J. H. TRUMBULL Proc. Anicr.
Philol. Asstic. 13 The Virginia barbacne and the French
boucan idried meat).. were all derived from names of the

high wooden gridiron or scaffolding on which Indians

dried, smoked, or broiled their meats. This grill was called

boucatt by the Brazilians.

2. (in form bocaa) = BARBECUE sb. 5.

1857 IllKstr. Loud. News 28 Mar., The Bocan or building
used [in West Indies] for drying and preparing, .coffee.

3. Boucancd meat. [prop. Fr.]
1860-65 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xll. xii, Bucaniers, desperate

naval gentlemen living on boucan or hung beef.

Bxi'ccaii, v . Also boucaiie, bucan. [a. F.

boucam-r, 1. boucan : see prec.] trans. To expose

(meat) to the action of fire and smok^ upon a
boucan or barbecue

;
to barbecue. Hence Bu'c-

caned ppl. a., Btrccaniiig vbl. sb. (More usually

spelt like the French.)
1600 tr. LaudonnierSs llist. de la Flonae(l^&6)'m Hakluyt

III. 307 They eate all their meate broyled on the coales and
dressed in the smoake, which in their language they call

Boucaned. 1761 Ann. Reg., Charac. III. 1/2 These new
settlers obtained the name of Buccaneers from their custom
of buccanning their beef. 1827 Edin. Rci'. XLV. 407 Instead
of always boucaning their meats . . they now often used salt.

1865 TVLOR Early Hist. Man. 261 The art of bucaning or

barbecuing practised by the Americans. 1865 Morning
Star 14 Feb., The very name buccaneer is derived . . from
the i' jerked ') beef, which was alsocalled ' boucaned

'

meat.

Buccaneer, -ier v bykanis-j),rf. Also 7 buck-.
S bac-, buc-, buchaneer, 8-9 bucanier. [a. F.

boucanier orig.
' one who hunts wild oxen' (Littre),

f. boucan a barbecue, boucaner to dry (meat) on a

barbecue, to 'jerk' : see prec. ;Not in Cotgr."]
f 1. orig. One who dries and smokes flesh on a

toucan after the manner of the Indians. The name
was first

'

given to the French hunters of St. Do-

mingo, who prepared the flesh of the wild oxen
and boars in this way

'

(E. B. Tylor Early Hist.

Man. 261;. Obs.

1661 HICKERINGILL Jamaica 43 Not able . . to root out a
few Buckaneers ur Hunting French-men. 1710 J. TAYLOR
Jrnl. 'n There were a great many French Buchaneers
there. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpf. s. v., The antient in-

habitants of Hjspaniola, and the other Caribu islands.,

consisted of four ranks or orders, .viz. buccaneers, or bull

hunters, who scoured the woods. 1761 Ann. fit'g., Charac.
III. 2/2 The Buccaneers lived . . on some spots of cleared

ground just large enough to. .contain their buccaning houses.

2. (From the habits which these subsequently
assumed :)

' A name given to piratical rovers who
formerly infested the Spanish coasts in America

'

(Falconer Diet. Marine 1789).
1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Buckaneers, West-Indian

Pirates, .also the Rude Rabble in Jamaica. 1693 LUTTHELL
Brief R^el. (1857) III. 96 To pardon all the buccaneers that
will assist in taking Martineco. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (18691
414 Having been an old Planter at Maryland, and a Buc-
caneer into the Bargain. 1748 ANSON Ycy. n. i. (ed. 4) 169
The usual haunt of the buccaneers and privateers. 1767 T.
HUTCIUNSON Hist. Prcrv. Mass. i. 86 Bucaniers or pirates. .

were very numerous. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby i. Mate. 1864
BURTON Scat Air. II. 279 A buccaneer or pirate in the

Spanish Main.
attrib. 1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton xiii. (1840) 228 The

captain, .gave me some buccaneer words upon it.

3. By extension : A sea-rover who makes hostile

incursions upon the coast, a '

filibuster '.

1846 ARNOLD Hist. Rome II. xl. 564 To protect the
Mamertine buccaneers. 1877 GLADSTONE Glean. IV. xxiii.

355 Some of the less temperate of our adventurers ( I must
not call them buccaneers'. 1883 LORD R. GOWER Remin.
in Glasgow Weekly Her. 15 June 1/4 The poetic vein, .was
strong m that glorious old buccaneer [Garibaldi].

Buccaneer ,bckani>-j\ v.
[f. prec. sb.]

a. =To BUCCAN. b. To act as a buccaneer :

cf. BUCCANEERING vbl. sb.

i?9S WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Lonsiad n. Wks. 1812 I. 237
'Twould be a serious matter, we can tell ye, Were we to
bucaneer it on your belly. 1828 SOL-THEY in Q. Rei>.
XXXVI 1 1. 233 Warner would certainly, .have been roasted,
buccaneered, and eaten . .if he had not escaped on board an

English vessel. 1853 Black. .Ifaf. LXXIII. 493 The
Indians took the snake-flesh to dry (buccaneer) it.

Buccaneering (bkani->-rin), vbl. sb. [f

prec. + -iso '.] The occupation of a buccaneer ;

piracy. Buccaneering piece (F.fusil boucanier) : a

long musket used in hunting wild oxen (Littre).

1758 H. WALPOLE Corr. (1837) I. 383 Lord George Sack-
\ille refused to go a-buccaneering. 1761 Brit. Mag. II.

612 The said Looney took up a buccaneering piece.. and
shot the said Captain. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. (1849) 3^o
Wealth, which it was whispered he had acquired by buc-

caneering. 1876 GREEN Short Hist, vii. 8 (1882) 430 A new
buccaneering expedition .. under Drake.

Buccanee'ring, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

That follows the occupation of a buccaneer.

1703 DE FOE True-born Eng. i. 186 Norwegian Pirates,

Buccaneering Danes, .with Norman-French compound the
Breed. 1800 WEEMS Washington i. (1877) 8 With their

buccaneering legions. 1854 H. MILLER Sell, ff Schm. i. 12.

1868 GLADSTONE; Jnv. Mnndi viii. 11870) 251 The rough
manners of a sea-faring and buccaneering people.

Buccanee'rish, a.
[f. as prec. + ISH.] Be-

fitting or characteristic of a buccaneer.
1812 SOUTHEY Omniana II. 216 From his black beard and

buccaneerish sort of look, a sailor would suppose it to be

Davy Jones, c 1850 LOWELL Poet. Wks. (1879) 80/2 There is

a buccaneerish air About that garb outlandish.

1 Buccella-tion. Obs. rare-",
[f. late L.

buccella morsel, irreg. dim. of bucca cheek
;

cf.

bitfcc'a mouthful, morsel. See -ATXON.1

1657 riiys. Diet., Unccellation is dividing into gobbets,
or by piece-meals. 1678 PHILLIPS, Bicccellation l.:tt.

,
a

Chymical term, a dividing into Gobbets. Hence in BAILEY
and mod. Diets.

Bu'CCinal (bwksinal), a.
[f.

L. buccina a
crooked trumpet + -AL.] Trumpet-shaped ;

sound-

ing like a trumpet. Hence Bucciua'lity.
1846 in WORCESTER.

t Bu'CCinate, v. Obs. rare-",
[f.

as prec. +

-ATE.] 'To blow a trumpet
'

(Cockeram 1623).
In BLOCNT, PHILLIPS, BAILEY, etc.

Buccinator (twksiniritaj). Anat. [a. L. buc-

cinator, agent-noun f. buccinare to blow the crooked

trumpet. So called because it is the chief muscle

employed in the act of blowing.]
Name for a flat thin muscle which forms the wall

of the cheek. Also attrib.

1671 tr. Riolams' SnreGuide Physick 220 Vulgarly termed
Buccinator, or the Trumpeter, it were more rightly called

Bncco the Cheek driver. 1746 R. JAMES Introd. Monffet's
Health's linprov. 2 The Food is then applied to the double
Teeth, .by the various actions of the Buccinators. 1831 R.
Kxox Ctoquet's Anat. 269 The Buccinator . . is much larger
in glass-blowers and persons who play on wind instruments
than in other individuals. 1842 Blackttr. 3Iag. LI. 46 Two
or three [frogs] are blowing out their buccinators.

Birccinatory, a.
[f. as if ad. L. *bitcciiia-

tdriits.] Pertaining to a trumpeter or trumpeting.
1760 STERNE Tr. Shandy 11802) III. vi. 268 Directing the

buccinatory muscles along his cheeks . . to do their duty
he whistled Lillabullero. 1833 Black. Mag. XXXIII.
589 As if the buccinatory muscles of the cheek had not been
in working condition.

Buccinite (bc-ksinaitV Palxont.
[f.

BUCCIN-UM
+ -ITE.] A fossil shell allied to the buccinum.
1852 TH. RQSsHtimboldt'sTrav.l. ii. 108 Volcanic breccia,

said to contain . . buccinites.

Bnccinoid .bo-ksinoid), a. Zool. [f. Buccix-
i'M + -OID.] Resembling the buccinum.
1854 WOODWARD Mollnsca (1856! 127, Macroctteilns, shell

thick, ventricose, buccinoid. 1875 BLAKE Zool. 253 The
genus., forms part of the buccinoid family of the pectini-
branchiate order of Gasteropods.

Buccinum (b-ksint>m). Zool. [L. : from a

supposed resemblance to a trumpet.] The genus of

gasteropod Molluscs represented by the \Vhelk.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 258 The lesse shell called Bucci-

num, fashioned like vnto that horn or cornet, .hath a round
back. 1854 GOSSE Xat. Hist. Mollnsca 182 The buccinum
. . was observed to perforate a small hole in the shell.

Buccoon, var. of BUCKONE, Obs.

Bucera, var. of BUCKRA.

t Bu'cculent, a. Obs. rare- , [a. L. bi4cculent-

us, {. bucca cheek.]
'

Blub-cheeked, wide-mouth
'

(Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Buce, obs. form of Ku>s.

II Bucellas (bise-las). [The name of a village
near Lisbon.] A sort of Portuguese white wine.

1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz (C. D. ed.) 165 A bottle of sauterne,
bucellas, and sherry, a 1845 HOOD Public Dinner ii, Bu-
cellas made handy, With Cape and bad Brandy.

Buceiltaur (bise-nti, bia-sentjj). [ad. It.

Intcenloro, of uncertain origin ;
it is commonly

supposed that the name was taken from the figure-
head of the vessel, representing a creature half man,
half ox, which may have been designated by the
Gr. name *0ovntVTavpos, f. Gr. ou5 ox + icivTavpos
centaur (cf. ovoKivTaupos OXOCENTAUK) ; the word
is unknown to ancient mythology. The Ital. word
was sometimes used unchanged.]
1. Hist. The state barge in which on Ascension

Day the Doge of Venice went to wed the Adriatic

by dropping a ring into it.

1612 W. SHUTE Fongasse^s
I 'en. II. 479 The Bucentaure

NUGENTgently towed to Venice.

Italy III. 61 The Buceiltaurc. .is a particular kind of vast
1736 NUGENT Gr. Toitr
a par

galeasse, very much adorned with sculptures and gilding.

1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. xi, The Bucentaur lies rotting
unrestored. 1866 Punch 27 Oct. LI. 172 She that was
plight of old with Doge and Bucentaur and ring.

f 2. transf. A large ship ;
a gaily decorated

barge resembling the Bucentaur of Venice. Obs.

1623 COCKERAM i, Bucentanre, a carricke or great ship.

[1658 Hist. Christina Q. S-wedland 83 Her Majestic con-
tinu'd her journey, .towards Bruxells in a Bucentoro most
richly adorn'd, and guilded within and without.]

Bucephalus (,biase'falus). [ad. Gr. &ovici<pa-
\os ox-headed, f. $ot)s ox + KttpaKTj head.] The
name of Alexander the Great's celebrated charger ;

applied humorously as a name for any riding-horse.
[1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 220 Men called [him] Bucephalus

. . of the marke or brand of a buls head, which was im-

printed vpon his shoulder.] 1799 SHERIDAN Pizarro Prol.,
The hack Bucephalus of Rotten Row. 1814 SCOTT Wai'.

vi, The Bucephalus which he bestrode. 1818 BYRON Ma-
zeppa iv, As thy Bucephalus and thou.

Buoh, obs. form of BUDGE and BUSH.

Buchoh, ? obs. var. of BUNCH.
Bucher, Buchery, obs. ff. BUTCHER. BUTCHERY.
t Buche'tte. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. F. b&chetle,

dim. of buche billet.] A piece of firewood.

1507 Bk. Gd. Mann. L ij, [The] Fenix. .assembleth all his

buchettes and styckes in the hye mountayne, and fynably
the fyre enfiammeth them, and the Fenix is brente.

Bueht, Sc. form of BOUGHT, fold.

II Buchu (bzrka, bwk). Also 9 bouchue,
bucku. The name given by the natives at the

Gape of Good Hope to the plant formerly termed
Diosma crenata ; now assigned in Pharmacopoeias
to various species of Barosma.
1731 MEDLEY Kolben's Cape G. Hope I. 150 Men and

women . . powder themselves all over with Buchu. 1866
Treas. Bot. 125 Bucku leaves are much used in medicine
as a stimulant and tonic. 1875 H. WOOD Therap. (1879)

497 Owing to its bitter principle, buchu is perhaps slightly
tonic. 1880 P. GILLMORE On Duty 300 He.. gave me a

draught of Bouchue and quinine.

Buchyment, var. of BUSHMENT.

Buck (bk), sb.^ Forms : (sense
'

he-goat ') i

bucca, 2-3 buc, 3-4 bucke, 4-6 bukke
; (senses

' male deer ', etc.) I, 5 buo, 3-5 bok, 4-7 bukke,
bucke, 5 buk, 4- buck. [Orig. two words, OE.
buc and bucca, which became indistinguishable in

form after nth c. So far as the evidence goes,
OE. buc was used for the male deer, and bucca for

the he-goat, but the instances are so few that it is

far from certain that the words were thus distin-

guished in meaning. OE. <iac= MDn. hoc, Dtt.

bok, OHG. bocch (MHG. hoc, mod.G. bock\, ON.
bukkr (Sw. bock, Da. buk

,
all meaning primarily

'

he-goat ', though in each of the mod. langs. ap-

plied to male animals of the deer kind (in Da. also

to the ram : OTeut. *bukko-z. This was adopted
v only in the sense 'he-goat "j in F. bone, Pr., Cat.

boc, OSp. biifo iDiez; ; also, in same sense, as Welsh

bwck, Ir., Gael. boc. The extended form repre-
sented by OE. bucca (: OTeut. *bukkon-') appears
to exist in ON. bokki ' my good fellow, old buck

'

(Vigf.), but is otherwise peculiar to English.
(With OTeut. *bukko- Fick compares Zend bu:a

he-goat, also Skr. bukka he-goat ; but the Teu-
tonic does not phonetically correspond to these.

Franck thinks it doubtful whether the word is

native Teutonic, or rather an early adoption from

some other language.)]
1. The male of several animals.

fa. The he-goat. Obs. Phrase, To blow the

buck's horn : to have his labour for his pains.
a 1000 CLERIC Lei', v. 23 Gif se ealdor synjab, bringab

anne buccan to bote. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 348 Firjin buc-

can batt ys wudu bucca o3<5e gat. a 1x31 O. E. Chron. an.

1127 Da huntes .. ridone on swarte hors and on swarte

bucces. c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 37 Sume men leden here

lif alse get ober buckes. c 1386 CHALCER Milleres T. 201

Absolon may blowe the bukkes horn. 1387 TRKVISA Higdcn
(1865) I. 265 A peple bat..bee|> i-cloped in goot bukkes

skynnes. 1551 TURNER Herbal I. (1568) 59 What hath a

whyte fruite. .to do with the lykenes of a bukkes bearde?

D. The male of the fallow-deer. (In early use

perh. the male of any kind of deer.) Buck of the

first head, great buck (see quot. 1774)-
a 1000 /ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker i IQ Ctrnns uul

eripes, heortbuc. a 1240 Cnckoo Sons 10 Bulluc sterteb,

bucke ucrteb. 1393 GOWER Coiif. I. 45 She sigh..The buck,
the doo, the hert. c 1440 Pronip. Pan'. 55 Buk, best, dama.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. ii. 10 The Deare . .was a Bucke
of the first head. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia I. 3 He sent

vs commonly euery day a brace of liucks. 1774 GOLDSMITH
Nat. Hist. II. v. 11862)!. 329 The buck is called . . the fifth

year, a buck of the first head ; and the sixth, a great buck.

c. The male of certain other animals resembling
deer or goats, as the reindeer, chamois ;

in S.

Africa (after Du. bok, any animal of the antelope
kind. Also the male of the hare and the rabbit,

(the female being called the rf<w,after analogy of b.).

a 1674 MILTON Hist. Mosc. ii. (1851) 484 Being drawn on

Sleds with Bucks. 1741 Compl. l-'ain.-l'iece II. i. 300 They
[rabbits] are distinguished by the Nanies of Bucks and

Does; and the Males are usually call'd Jack Hares. 1879
ATCHERLKY Koerland 147 We. .came repeatedly across large

numbers of buck.



BUCK.

2. transf. Applied to a man (in various asso-

ciations).

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 3212 pese berdede buckys
also . . leue crystyn mennys acyse.

^

b. A gay, dashing fellow ;
a dandy, fop,

' fast

man. Used also as a form of familiar address.

In the i8th c. the word indicated rather the assumption

of '

spirit
'

or gaiety of conduct than elegance of dress ; the

latter notion comes forward early in the present century,

and still remains, though the word is now somewhat arch.

1725 New Cant. Diet., Back, as, A bold Buck, is some-

times used to signifya forward daring Person of either Sex.

1747 GRAY in Gosse Gray lEng. Men Lett.) 90 The fellow-

commoners -the bucks are run mad. 1751 FIELDINGA'melia
x. ii,A large assembly ofyoung fellows whom they call bucks.

1763 Brit Mag. IV. 261 The libertine supposes it [wisdom]

consists in debauchery . . the buck and blood, in breaking

windows. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trait. I. 341 The dashing

young buck, driving his own equipage. 1854 THACKERAY

Vfiucomes I. 82, I remember you a buck of bucks when that

coat first came out to Calcutta. 1880 L. STEPHEN Po/>e\. 12

Proud, .at being taken by the hand by this elderly buck.

C. slang, (see quot.)
1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour 362 (Hoppe) The bucks are

unlicensed cabdrivers who are employed by those who have

a license to take charge of the cab while the regular drivers

are at their meals. 1865 Morning Star 14 Sept., What is

the prisoner? Constable: He is a ' buck ', who hangs about

an omnibus stand.

d. A man: applied to native Indians of S.

America. Buck nigger,
' often vulgarly applied

to a negro man. Western
'

(Bartlett Diet. Amci:}

1870 BODDAM-WHETHAM Roraima 123 Stepping timidly

along may also be seen two or three ' bucks ', as the natives

of th* interior are called. 1884 Leisure H. Jan. 63/2 Buck

here [British Guiana] is the name for the South American

Indian.

It See BUCK sbl

3. Comb. a. appositive, indicating sex, as buck-

fawn, -goat, -rabbit, -rat ;
b. objective with vbl.

sb., as buck-hunting ;
C. parasynthetic, as buck-

hafted (for buck-horn-hafted) ;
also f buck-hide,

-hid, -hood, the game of ' hide and seek '. Also

BUCK-EYE, -HORN, -HOOND, -JUMP, -SHOT, -SKIN,

-TOOTH, etc.

1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. f, Phys. V. 517/2 At the second

year the "buck-fawn' or 'pricket' puts forth a simple

dag'. Cl6is CHAPMAN Odyss. ix. 340 Rams, and >buck-

goates. 1815 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1843) I. 333 [Re-

sembling] . even to the very handles Buck-hafted carving

knives, c 1450 HENRYSON Mar. Fat. 13 Whiles would he

wink, and play with her buk-hide. (11568 in Sibbald s

Ckrm.Sc,Peetry\\\.V$](\tM.') Scho plaid with mebukhud.

1664 KILLIGREW Parson's Weit. n. ii, A 'buck-hunting-nag.

1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece n. i. 293 The same Dogs are used in

Buck-hunting. 1877 Gd. Words 1 1/2 Fierce as a buck-rat.

t Btick, sit.- Obs. [Abbreviated from the full

names BUCK-WHEAT, BUCK-MAST.]
1. = BUCK-WHEAT.
1577 B. GOOGK Hmsbach's Husb. (1586) 40 b, As soone us

your rape seede is of [= off]. . you may sowe Bucke. 1610

MARKHAM Masterp. I. Ii. 107 Gluing them a certaine grame
which we call bucke. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon.

(Catalog. Seeds) Buck, or French wheat.

b. Running buck : corn bindweed.

1580 BARET Alv. B 1424 Renning Bucke or binde come, a

weede so called like vnto withwinde.

2. = BUCK-MAST ;
beech-mast.

1664 EVELYN Sylva (1812) I. 138 In some parts of France

they now grind the buck in mills. 1727 BRADLEY Fam.
Diet. I. s.v. Beech-tree.

Buck, sbl arch, and dial. Also 6 bucke,

bouke, bouck, 9 dial, book. bock. [In the sense

of '

lye, washing ', evidently belonging to BUCK v. 1
,

of which it is perh. a direct derivative. Whether

sense I
'

washing-tub
'

(?) has the same origin, or

whether the word in this sense is distinct, and to

be referred to OE. biic, ? hue,
'

lagena
'

(see BOWK)

is not evident.]

f 1. ?A washing tub, a vat in which to steep clothes

in lye.

1530 PALSGK. 201/2 Bucke to wasshe clothes in, aimer.

2. Lye in which linen, yarn, or cloth, is steeped

or boiled as a first step in the process of buck-

washing or bleaching.
[1530 PALSGB. 200/1 Bouke of clothes, bnce.\ 1560 WHITE-

HORN]; Ord. Souldioiirs (15881 45 b, Take of. . ashes that haue

serued in a buck . . halfe a part. 1615 MARKHAM hng.

Housew. II. v. (1668) 139 Give it . . a couple of clean Bucks,

the next fortnight following. 1721 BAILEY, Buck, a Lye
made of Ashes. 1808-25 JAMIESON Diet., Bonk, a fee made

of cow's dung and stale urine or soapy water, in which foul

linen is steeped in order to its being cleansed or whitened.

3. A quantity of clothes, cloth, or yarn, put

through the process of bucking, in buckwashing or

bleaching ;
the quantity of clothes washed at once,

a ' wash '. To lay the buck : to lay to steep in

lye. To drive the buck : to carry through the pro-

cess of bucking.
1532 MORE Confiit. r/rf,!/eWks. (1557)428/2 A womanne

washeth a bucke of clothes. 1573 TUSSER Hush. (.18781 166

Maides, three a clock, knede, lay your bucks, or go brew.

1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 26 Being one day in the kitchen

wringing out a Bucke of Cloathes. 1648 HERRICK Cheap

Laundress, The laundresses, they envie her good-luck, Who
can with so small charges drive the buck. 17190 VmxPlllt
(1872) V 58 A jolly brown Wench, a-washmg of her liuck.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Bucking, To drive a buck of

yarn, they first cover the bottom of trie bucking tub with

1149

fine ashes of the ash-tree, etc. 1862 BARNES Rhymes Dorset

Dial. I. 159 She can iron up an' vwold A book o clothes

wi young or wold. 1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. xxxii. (ed.

12) 198 She. .pointed to the great bock of wash.

f4. See quot.: but cf. BUCK v.", BUCKING*. Obs.

1683 PETTUS Fleta Min. I. (1686! 109 It is better. . that the

Oars . . were brought under the Buck or washing place.

5. Comb., as Imck-basket, -clothes, -sheet, -vat;

buck-ashes, ashes which have served for making

lye, formerly used as manure ; t buck-house, a

house for
'

bucking
'

in ; buck-lye (see quot.)
Also BUCK-WASHING.
1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593) xlix, Sage is . . to bee

couered about with Bucke ashes. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W.
in. v. 86 In her inuention . . they conuey'd me into a *bucke-

basket. 1881 GRANT WHITE ling, ivithont f; w. 186 To
sprinkle clothes that lay in a large buck-basket. 1623
MABBE Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. n. 54, I did not goe drop-

ping through the streets like a basket of Buck-cloathes.

1620 Union In-ventories (1841) 28 In the Wash howse and

Well howse one *Bouckfatt. 1738 Belfast Nciusp. in Antrim

ff Dawn Gloss. (E. D. S.I 14 A good "buck-house, about 80

feet long, with a well-watered bleaching green. 1632 SHER-

WOOD, *Bucke-lie, bnee. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Wd..

bk., Buck-lee, a lye of wood-ashes obtained from burning

green
' brash

'

or tern, the latter being esteemed the best.

Buck (b#k), sb.l A large basket used to catch

eels. Also eel-bucks, and at/rib., as in buck-stage.

1851 KINGSLEY Yeast iii. 43 The river fell over a high weir,

with all its appendages of bucks and hatchways, and eel-

baskets. Ibid. 53 Help me out along the buck-stage, said

Lancelot. 1857-8 Act 29 f, 30 Viet. Ixxxix. Preamb., Cer-

tain persons.. claim a Right, .to fish with Nets or Bucks in

Parts of the Thames. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling iii. (1880)

90 Large baskets called
' bucks '. 1885 Sat. Rev. 21 Nov.

673/1 Snigs are only taken in the eel-bucks if they are set

-Mith the stream.

Buck, sbj> Obs. exc. dial. [perh. a form of

BOUK, OE. biic belly, body, trunk, etc.
;

cf. senses

I, 2 (if these are genuine, and rightly placed here).

But the phonetic history is not clear, though the

shortening of long ii is found in suck :silcan.]

1 1. ? The body of an animal, a carcase. Obs.

1592 Acts James F/d8i4) 577 ijAM.l Sic derth is rasit in

the cuntrie that ane mutton buck is deirar and far surmountis

the price of ane boll of quheit.

t 2. ? Belly. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 515 The ventricle [in swine]

is large to receive much meat, and to concoct it perfectly,

we call it vulgarly the Buck. 1691 [see sense 3].

3. The body of a cart or wagon. Used dial.,

and in U. S. in comb., as buck-board, -cart,

-wagon, species of vehicles.

1691 RAY .S. r E. Country Wds., Buck the breast. Suss.

It is used for the body, or the trunck of the body.
'
-the

buck of a cart ',
i.e. the body of a cart. 1767 A. YOUNG

Farmer's Lett. People 273 These waggons . . should . . have

very stout hanging-boards . . projecting, about fourteen or

sixteen inches from the. buck, over the wheels. 1881 fcvANS

/ eicestersh. Wds. <E. D. S.) Buck, the front part of the body

of a cart or waggon, generally constructed with a ledge at

the top called the
' fore-buck '. .883 Harpers Jlaf. Aug.

390/2 The common road cart . . costs f 15 ; the fashionable

Backboard, $40. 1884 Chr. WorUi 7 Aug. 598/3, I have just

had a ride in a buckcart. 1885 Sat. Re-.: 21 1-eb. 240/1 A

blackboard is a plank of well-seasoned wood . . slung upon

four wheels placed within two feet of either end. Across

the middle of the board is a light seat holding two per-

^4. 'A T-shaped end to the plough-beam, hav-

ing notches in it for the purpose of regulating the

draught of the plough. The "shackle' goes into

it to which the horses are yoked.' Miss Jacksor

Shropsh. Word-bk.

1562 Wills f, Inv. N. C. 11835) 207 J wayne heade shakle,

i waynehead yoke . . j bucshacklll. 1688 HOLME Armoury
in. nil 332 The Buck [of a plow] is the iron which th

Horses are tyed unto.

t Buck sb.& Obs. rare. The action of BUCK v.-

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry m. xiv. (1660) 166 You shall say

Hart or Conie goeth to his Buck.

Buck, sb." U. S. [a. Du. Mag-bof, G. sageooc/i,

or shortly bock ; the same word as bock goat ; so

F chevre] A frame or stand of two crotches

connected by bars, serving as a rest for pieces o

wood while being cross-cut ;
a saw-buck.

1860 in BARTLETT Diet. Amer.

In Comb, buck-saw, a heavy kind of frame-saw

used with a buck.

Buck, a. [The stem of BUCK v. 1 used atlrib. =

bucking.] Of rain : Soaking, heavy
I7eo ELLIS Pract. Farmer 19 in Bntten Oldi ountry W,is

(E. D. S.) Lest the buck rains (as the farmers call tnenn lal

fast and harden the ground.

f Buck, -v.
1 Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 bouken. 5

bowke, ?-6 bucke, bouck, 9 Sc. bouk. [ME
bouken, bowken, answering to an OE. type *biicia>

not found. Cognate words appear both in Teut

and Romanic; cf. OHG. "buhlien, MHU.- *//</

Ger. bduchen, beuchen, EG. biiken, Sw. lyka, t

steep in lye ; Ger. beuche, Sw. byk lye, a wash o

clothes. Also F. buer :-L. type *bucdre to steep

in lye, wash clothes, It. bucata, Sp. Imgada, r1

buce lye, a wash of clothes. The relation of thi

Teutonic and Romanic words is not settled : Kluge

thinks the Teutonic may be original : see als<

Diez, and cf. BUCK rf.a]

BUCKBEN.

1. trans. To steep or boil in an alkaline lye as

first process in buck-washing, or bleaching.

1377 LANGLAXD P. Plcnwnan B. xiv. 19 Dowel [shal]

asshen it . . Uobet shal beten it and bouken it. 1413
,YDG. Pylgr. Simile I. xxv. (18591 3 she hadde bathyd,
owkid hym, and strongly wesshen hym. 1530 PALSGR.

72/1 Bucke these shyrtes, for they be to foule to oe wasshed

y hande. 1562 BULLEYN Bk. Simples, rc. 33 a, This venem-

us herbe,. women use to bucke their clothes with. 1615

llenfergns III. 84 (JAM.) [They] had them [their necks and

rms] boukit an' graithed.

2. transf. To drench, soak.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. ccxliii. 284 Fell such plente of

vater, y l the grounde was therwith. .bucked and drowned.

619 R. HARRIS Drunkard's dtp 21 Our brethren, -whitest

hey bee buckt with drinke, and then laid out to be sunn'd

ind scorned.

Buck bk), v2 [f.
BUCK sbl~\ To copulate

ivith ;
said of male rabbits and some other animals.

1530 PAI.SGR. 472/1 Konyes buck every moneth. 1575

TURHERV. Bk. Venerie Ixiii. 178 The Conie. .must be bucked

againe, for els she will eate vp hir Kabets. 1616 SuRFL. &
MAKKH. Cauntr. Faring:,. 1741 Cow//. Fam.-Piect\\.\,y>-$.

Buck ,bk), v.'-< [f.
BUCK j/i.i] intr. Of a

lorse : To leap vertically from the ground, draw-

ing the feet together like a deer, and arching the

:mck. Also trans. To buck off. Cf. BUCKJUMP.

1859 [see BUCKING vbl. sb--\. 1880 Black. Mag. Feb. 164

When a horse bucks heavily. 1881 Clirq. Career 38 He
bucked me off more times than I can remember.

Buck (bk), v* U. S. [perh. from BUCK s/iJ]

trans. To lay across a log.

1865 Morning Star Oct. ,
He also saw men bucked by

order of Wirlz for attempting to escape. 1879 TOURCLE
Fool's Err. 73 Dragging the ministers from the pulpit,

bucking them across a log, and beating them.

Buck (bok), v.-> Alining. Also to buck-work.

[Cf. 1 >u. token, boocken
' to beat or to strike ', Hex-

ham.] trans. To break orevery small witha bucker.

Cf. BUCKING vbl. s/>*

1683 PETTUS Flcta Min. I. (16861 243 The flinty copper

Oars . . may very easily . . be buck'd through. 1769 hat.

Hist, in Ann. Reg. 102 note, To buck or buckwork the ore

is a technical term among miners for beating or reducing

the ore to a small sand. 1846 Specimens Cornish Dial.

22 [He] Trudg'd hum fram Bal fram bucking copper ore.

Buck (bok), vf> dial. & U. S. [? corruption of

butt, associated with BUCK sb\\ trans. To butt.

1750 El LIS Country Housew. 174 in Britten Old Country
ll'tis. (E. D. S.) Many of these kickers are very apt and

prone to buck other cows . . for which reasons, all cows should

have wooden tips fastened to the end of their horns. 1834

M. Scorr Cruise Midge (if,6$ 170 The pet lamb.. was mak-

ing believe to buck him with its head. 1848 60 in BARTLETT.

Buck, v.' dial, or colloq. [f.
BUCK ji.' 2.] In

buck up (trans., and /;///". for re/I.] : To dress up.

1854 UE BONELLI Travels in ]!lh>ia I. 28 The young
trentlemeu of our party began to buck up and tried to outvie

each other in doing the amiable. 1875 in Lane. Class.

iii. D. S. ) 60 'Hello, Jim, what art' bucked-up for?

t Bu'ckasie. Obs. Sc. Also buckasy, buk-

kesy. The same as BOCASIN.

1474 Ace. 7. Bp. Glasgo-M in Borthwick's Kent, llril.

4ntiq. 131 ijAM.), 5 quarters of buckasy, for a doublate to

littill Bell, ioj-. 1478 Act. Audit. 83 JAM.) A doublat of

bukkesy. 1485 [see BOCASIN] Bokesye. 1611 Rates (jAM.i

Buckasie, the haill peece conteining two half peeces, x/.-

Buck-beau (bp-kbm). Herb. Also 6 buckes

beanes. [App. a transl. by Lyte of the Flemish

bocks boonen goat's beans
'

;
cf. mod.Du. bocksboon,

Ger. bocksbohne (j 586 in Grimm;. (Another name

of the plant, of later appearance, is BoG-BEAN,

which may be a rationalizing alteration of buck-

bean, unless, like bog nut, bog trefoil, it is quite

independent in origin.)]

A water plant (Mcnyemthes tri/oliala] common
in bogs in Britain, and widely diffused over the

northern hemisphere ;
it bears racemes of pinkish

white flowers.

1578 LYIT Dodoens iv. Ixxviii. 542 Of Buckes Beanes

Marrishe Trefoyl . . This herbe is called, in Brabant, Bocx-

boonen that is to say Bockes Beanes, bycause it is like the

leaues of the common Beane. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 743

Several men cured of the Gout by a decoction of Trifohmn

palnstre I Marsh-trefoil or Buck-beans'. 1755 Gentl. Mag.

431 Two or three dishes of chocolate, .or two dishes of buc-

bean tea. 1794 MARTYN Kcusscan's Bat. xvi. 176 Marsh

Trefoil, Buckbean, or Bogbean. 1863 BAKING GOULD Iceland

;QI The broad leaves of the buckbean float on the red water.

1866 Treas. Bat. 736 The beautiful Buckbean or Marsh

Trefoil . . a most desirable acquisition to ornamental ponds.

t Bucked, ///. a. Obs. exc. dial. [f.
BUCK .'

-r -ED.] That has been buck-washed.

1652 UROUHART Jewel Wks. (1834' 230 He came out with

a long gray beard and a bucked ruff.

Buckeen (bokrn). Anglo-Irish, [f. BUCK**.'

2+-EEN, dim. suffix ;
cf. squireen] A young man

belonging to the
' second-rate gentry

'
of Ireland, or

a younger son of the poorer aristocracy, having no

profession, and aping the habits of the wealthier

classes.

have succeeded to the Buckeens. 1851 THACKERAY Eng.



BUCKEB.
Hunt.\\. 11858) 320 After College, he.. lived for some years
the life of a buckeen.

Backer 1
(birkai). [f.

BUCK Z^ + -EK J
.]

A
horse given to bucking.
1884 Harper's Afag. J uly 301/1 If we should . . select

' a

bucker', the probabilities are that we will come to grief.

Bu'cker . Mining, [f.
BUCK

z/.y]
A hammer

used in bucking ore v see quot.).
1653 MANLOVE Rhymed Chron. 261 Break-offs, and

Buckers, Randum of the Rake. 1747 Hoosos Miner's Diet.
H ij b, A mixture of Stone . .with the Ore . . goes under the

Bucker, and then it yeilds good Smitham. 1851 TAPPING
Gloss. Derbysh. Min. T. 'E. D. S.) Bucker . . consists of a
flat piece of iron about the size of a man's open hand ; at
the back of it is a broad ring, through which is thrust a
piece of wood for a handle.

Buckeram^e, -erom, obs. ff. BUCKUAM.
t Bu'ckerels. Obs. (See quot.)
1649 LD. HERBERT Hen. K//7, 68 Two Apprentices play-

ing onely at Buckerels in the street late on May-eve 1681
BLOUNT Glossogr., Buckenls, a kind of play used by Boys
in London Streets, in H. 8 time ; now disused, and forgot.

Bivckery. nonce-wd. [f. BUCK sb. ' + -ERY.]
Bucks or swells, collectively or as a class.

1804 SOUTHEY in C. Southey Life II. 284 The whole mob
of Park Loungers and Kensington Garden buckery.

Buckesome, obs. form of BUXOM.
Bucket (btf'kt-t), sb. 1 Forms : 3-4 bocket.t,

4 bukket, 4~6boket t, 5 buket^t, -6buckette,
3- bucket. [Etymology uncertain: app. a. OF.
bukct washing tub, milk-pail ^Godef. s.v. bitquct] ;

cf. OE. hue '

lagena ', BOWK.]
1. a.

* The vessel in which water is drawn out of

a well.' b. ' The vessels in which water is carried,

particularly to quench a fire.' J.)
Buckets are usually of leather or wood; now chiefly the

latter. The local application of the word varies greatly :

in the south-east of England and in U. S. a bucket is a round
wooden pail with arched handle ; in south of Scotland it is

a 4-sided wooden vessel for carrying salt, coal, ashes, etc.

0:1300 Cursor M, 3306 Wantes vs here.. Ne mele, ne
bucket, ne funcll. 1382 WYCLIF !sa. \\. 15 As a drupe of a
boket. 1423 JAS. I King's (J. 70 As Tantalus . .Water to

draw wl buket botemles. .1440 Promp. /Vrr. 42 Bokett,
situla, mergits. 1552-3 Inv. Ck. Goods Staffs. 12 A pix of
marten, a bokett of brasse, vj alter cloths. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. II, iv. i. 185 Like a deepe Well, That owes two
Buckets, filling one another, The emptier euer dancing in

the ayre. The other downe, vnseene, and full of Water.
1611 BIBLE /'re/. 4 Like children at lacobs well, .with-
out a bucket. 1720 GAY Poems 11745' I. 225 Fetch the

leathern bucket that hangs in the belfry. 1822 SCOTT Xigel
xxii, There are fagots and a bucket of Sea-Coal in the stone-

chest. 1852 Leisure Hour 632 The blocks of stone which
contain the ore are brought up in buckets.

b. Phrase, To give the bucket to : to dismiss
;

cf.

give the ba^ the sack. To kick the bucket : sec

BUCKET-.
1863 MKS. GASKELL Sylvia's L. II. 122 He were sore put

about because Hester had gi'en him the bucket.

2. The piston of an ordinary lift-pump.
1634 BATE Myst. Xat. fy Art 9 If you lift the >weepe, it

will thrust down the bucket upon the water. 1650 LEAK
IVatcr-ivks. 17 The Sucker, .sustains the Water when the
Buckets or Suckers of the Pumps are not lifted up. 1822

IMISON.SY, <$ Art 1. 183 This piston is then called the bucket.

3. One of the compartments on the circum-

ference of a water-wheel, which retain the water
while they descend

;
one of the scoops of a dredg-

ing machine
;
one of the series of metal cups on

the endless band of a grain-elevator.
1759 SMEATON in Phil. Trans. LI. 133 If a stream of water

falls into the bucket of an overshot wheel, it is there retained

till the wheel by moving round discharges it. 18x2 PLAY-
FAIR Nat. Phil. 1 18191 1- 2I 7 ^he momentum of the water in

the buckets is equal to the momentum of the resistance.

1831 LAKDNKK Hydrostatits x. iy8 On the rim of the wheel
. .a number of cavities, called buckets, are constructed.

4. transf. -\- a. A cooler over an alembic, b. A
leathern socket or rest for the whip in driving, or

for the carbine or lance as part of cavalry equip-
ment, c. The socket for the stump in an artificial

leg or arm. d. A canvas-covered frame used as a

signal for boats, e. Applied to the '

pitcher
'

in

certain orchids.

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. \\. 3 The bucket, or cooler in the

head [of the Limbeck]. 1833 Regal, Instr. Cavalry \. 103
Draw the carbine from the bucket Ibid. 161 The lance is to

rest with the butt-end in the bucket on the right stirrup. 1863
WHYTE MELVILLE Ins. Saried. 12) 250, I put the whip in

the bucket, and drove steadily on. 1871 TYSDAI.L Fragm,
Sc. (ed. 6) II. ix. 178 A bucket, with an aperture like a spout,
is formed in an orchid.

5. Comb.) as bucket-engine, a machine having
buckets attached to an endless chain running over

sprocket-wheels, so as to utilize the power of a

small stream of water with a good fall ; f bucket-

fountain, a means of raising water with buckets ;

bucket-hook ;U. S. , a contrivance for attaching
a bucket to the sugar-maple tree, for the purpose
of catching the sap ; bucket-lift, a set of iron

pipes attached to a lift-pump ; bucket-pump, a

lift-pump; bucket-rod, a rod carrying the piston
ofa lift-pump ; bucket-rope see quot.); bucket-

valve, a round valve employed in the air-pump of

a steam-engine ; bucket-well, a well from which

1150

the water is drawn by a bucket
; bucket-wheel,

an ancient contrivance for raising water, consisting
of buckets fixed round a wheel, or attached to a

rope passing round a wheel, which till at the bottom
and empty themselves into a trough at the top.
1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. /?'. Index 3 A Bucket-

fountain [How to raise water constantly with two Buckets
onely art. 21]. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grant. \i. 27
The Bucket rope that is tied to the Bucket by which you
hale and draw water vp by the ships side. 1630 I. TAYLOR
(Water P.) 2\'my ofLands/tips Wks. i. 81/1 The Guestrope,
Bucketrope, and Porterope . . were all of rare stuffes of great

price. 1813 Examiner^ \ i Jan. 21;, i The female was found
in a bucket well.

Bu'cket, sb.- [Perhaps a. OF. buquet,
f
tre-

buchet, balance' Godef. It is uncertain whether

quot. 1597, and the proverbial phrase, relate to

this word or the prec.] A beam or yoke on which

anything may be hung or carried.

1570 LEVINS Manip, 86 A Bucket, beame, tollo. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 283 Swifter then hec that gibbets
on the Brewers Bucket. Mod. Newspaper. The beam on
which a pig is suspended after he has been slaughtered is

called in Norfolk, even in the present day, a 'bucket'.
Since he is suspended by his heels, the phrase to

'

kick the
bucket

' came to signify to die.

Hence (perhaps" To kick the bucket
; (slang} to die.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulgar Tongue^ To kick the bucket, to

die. 1806 WOLCOTT i P. Pindar) Tristia Wks. 1812 V, 242 Pitt

has kicked the bucket. 1810 TANNAHILL Poems 11846157
Till time himsel' turn auld and kick the bucket. 1840
MAKKVAT /'oar Ja<:k .\.\.\. He drained it dry. .and ' kicked
the bucket'. 1850 KISGSLLV Alt, Locke ii..

Bucket (bzrka , v. [f.
BLTKKT

sb.^~\

1. trans. To lift (water, in buckets ; also with <?/,

///. Alsoyf;
r
.

1649 Wandering 7t7c, Alderman's F. (1857) 21 Deepe
wells by eontinuall bucketting the water out, are in the end
drawne dry, 1872 A. J ELLIS in Philol, Soc. Trans. 11873)

31 The Greek, that great well whence we bucket up our
abstract terms.

2. To pour buckets of water over
;
to drench.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. n.(i65i > 239 He would have
his patient, .to be bucketed, or have the water powred on
his head. .-11670 HACKI;T Abp. M'illiams \\. 194 Wo be to
him whose head is bucketed with waters of ascalding bath.

3. s/atig. To cheat, swindle.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flask Diet. s. v., To bucket a person is

synonymous with putting him in the well. 1828 Scon Diary
in Lockhart 118391 IX. 253 Thurtell. .must in slang phrase
have bucketed his palls.

4. To ride (a horse hard, reckless of his fatigue ;

to *

pump
'

(take it out of him by bucketful*).
1856 [see BUCKETING r 1

/'/. sb. 2]. x868TOTTENHAM C. I'illars

I. 243 Bucketing his wretched horse home to Cambridge.
5. RGiving, intr. To hurry the forward swing

of the body preparatory to taking the stroke;
also trans., ns to bucket the recovery ;

and causally,
to bucket an oarsman or crew.

1869 [see BUCKETING///, a,} 1876 BESANT & RICE Gold.

Butterfly xv. 130 He was not so straight in the back as an
Oxford stroke ; and he bucketed about a good deal, but he

got along. 1882 A7. James's Gnz. 15 Mar. 6 2 Smith shows
a considerable tendency to bucket the recovery. 1884 Ibid,

25 Jan. 6/2 Style and form are best taught to men if'they
are not bucketed. Mod. ^Oxford Coacfa 'Don't bucket

your bodies
'

! They bucketed over the course : they rowed
u bucketing stroke.

Bucketful (btf-kaful). [f.
BUCKET j<M -FUL.]

As much as a bucket will hold.
a 1563 BKCON NewCateck.(*%44\ 39 All people are in com-

parison of him as a drop to a bucket-full. 1656 TKAPP Cotttm.
Matt, vii. u He will pour out ..as it were by pails or
buckets fuls. 1856 KANE Arct. E.\-pt. I. xv. 165 A stove,

glowing with at least a bucketful of anthracite.

Bucketing bzrktHirj), vbl. sb.

1. The using of a bucket ; the pouring of bucket-

fuls of water over a person.
1598 SVI.VES i EK Du Bartas < 1608 > 10 Danaide* sivelike Tub

. . never full for all their bucketing. 1648 HER KICK //^wter. I.

28 Water, Water . . come all to buckitting^. 1750 B. MAMIM
Nat. Hist. Eng. I. 85 Bucketting. .taking up the Water in

Buckets, and pouring it leisurely on the Parts affected.

1863 KINGSLEY Wattr-bab. iv. 172 They . . had recourse to
. . Bleedings, Bucketings with cold water.

2. a. Heavy, exhausting riding, b. = PUMP-
ING

; breathless exhaustion by violent exercise, c.

Hurried and jerky rowing.
1856 WHYTE MKLVILLE Kate Coventry xi, I had rather

give Brilliant a good
'

bucketting'. .over an even heath or a
line of grass. 1876 BESANT & RICK Gold. Butterfly x\. 133
Jack's bucketing up the river. 1883 Miss BKADDON Gold.

Calf xx\, 238 The laming of a fine horse by injudicious
bucketting up hill and down hill. 1883 Standard 22 Feb. 3/7
Dry Remark . . had a fearful bucketting before the spin ended.

Bu'cketing, ///. a.
[f. BUCKET v. + -INU-.]

That buckets; cf. BUCKET v. 5.

1869 Echo 26 Aug., Their recovery forward is flurried and
'bucketing'. 1882 St, James's Gaz. 7 Mar., Smith has a

hanging, bucketing recovery.

Biic'ket-shop. U.S. [?f. BUCKET s6* + SHOP.]
(The Leeds Mercury of Dec. '86 says 'The market au-

thority in Chicago, called the Board of Trade, would not
allow a deal in 'options' of less than 5,000 bushels of grain.
In order to catch men of small means, what was called the
1

Open Board of Trade' . . commenced business in an alley
under the regular Board of Trade Rooms. There was an
elevator to carry the members of the board to their rooms,
and occasionally a member, if trade was slack, would call

out,
*
I'll send down and get a bucketful pretty soon,' re-

ferring to the speculators in the
'

Open Board of Trade
'

BUCKING.
below. Hence the term ' bucket shop' came to be applied
to all grain gambling institutions.)

An unauthorized office used originally for smaller

gambling transactions in grain, and subsequently
extended to offices for other descriptions ofgambling
and betting on the markets, the stocks, etc.
1882 Standard^ Dec. 6/5 A system of speculation carried

Men opened offices, .and started a business in Stocks which
was simply betting . . The ' bucket shop' keeper . . offered
to deal at close prices and without commission . . There are
'bucket shops' and 'bucket shops'. The worst class of
them are thimble and pea sharpers under a more polite
name. 1886 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. n Nov. 2/2 A new plan
to suppress bucket-shops and restore speculative trading to
former channels.

Bu'ckety. Sc. ['A corruption of buckwheat'*

Jamieson).J Paste used by weavers in dressing
their webs.

Buckety ^birketi), a. [f. BUCKET sb.^ +-Y '.]

Bucket-like, clumsy.
1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 177/2 Great buckety boots of

Cordovan leather.

Buck-eye. Rot. [said to be i. BUCK j<M +
EYE ; see quot. 1841.]
1. The American Horse-chestnut (sEsculusglabra}.
1789 06 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 636 The buckeye . . is the

horse cnesnut of Europe. 1841 AIRS. LouDON \st Bk. Bot.

(18451 25 Called buck-eye, .from the hilum of the fruit

having the appearance of a stag's eye.
2. U. S. colloq. A native of Ohio, the *

Buckeye
State', in which the sKsculus glabra abounds.

Buck-eyed, a. Farriery. Having bad or

speckled eyes ; said of horses.

1847 in CKAIG.

Buck-horn b-kh^rn ; . Also Buck's horn,

[f. BUCK ^.1 + HOKN.]
1 1. a. The horn of a buck. b. The horn of a

goat used for blowing a blast. Obs.

1447-8 SHILLINGFORD Lett. (1871.1 36 Whiche bukhorn
was presented to my lord on Candelmasse day. 1548
Cojitpl.Scot. (1801)65 Hudit hirdis blauuand ther buc norms.

2. The material of a buck's horn; also attrib.

made of, or hard as buck's horn, horny.
1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. 5 The swarty Smith spits

in his buckhorne fist. xSao SCOTT Monast. xix, A large
knife hilled with buck-horn. 1881 Macm. Mag. XLIV.
473/1 Jacket with a. .green collar, and buckshorn buttons.

3. From its hardness : Dried whiting or other
tish. (Cf. early mod.Du. bokshoren.)
160* CAREW Cornwall 353., Liried, as Buckhorne made of

whitings. 1611 COTGR. s.v, Merlan, A dryed Whiting ; the
fish which we call Buckhorne. 1655 MOUFFET & BENNET
Health's Improv. (17461262 Stock-fish, whilst it is unbeaten,
is called Buckhorn. 1807 VANCOUVER Aerie. Devon (1813)
398 Thus prepared, they, .are called bucknorn.

Buck-hound (bzrkhuund . [f. BUCK sb* +

HOUND.] A smaller variety of stag-hound used
for hunting bucks. Master of the Bitckhoitnds^ an
officer of the Royal Household.
1530 PALSGR. 201,2 Bucke hound, liinonicr. 1543 UDALL

Erasm. Apopft. 127 b, There bee harryers, or buckehoundes.
1679-88 Seer. Serv. M. Chas. q Jos, (1851) 103 To John
Branch, serj

1 of the buckhounds to King Charles 2d. 1753
HANWAV Trov. II. Gloss., Mir-chekarbachi . .answers to our
master of the buck hounds. 1875 'STONEHENGE' Brit. Sports
i. ii. ii. 1.153 Formerly, hounds were kept to hunt the
tallow deer, called buckhounds.

Buckle ,b'ki). Sf. Also 6 bukie. [Deriva-
tion unknown

;
cf. L. buccinum whelk. Perhaps

sense 2 is a distinct word : ? f. BUCK sb.*\
1. The whorled shell of any mollusc ; e.g. whelk.
(Vijos W. DUNBAR Tua Mar. Worn. <y Wedo 276 And

with a bukky in my cheik bo on him behind.]
1596 DALRVMI-LE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. 57 In the space

of xii. houris thay grow in fair cokilis or bukies. 1638 H.
ADAMSON Muses Threnodie 2 (JAM.) Triton, his trumpet of
a Buckle Propin'd to him, was large and luckie. 1814 SCOTT
Diary in Lockkart (1839) ^ 2^o They gather shells on the

shore, called Johnnie Groat's buckies. 1845 PETRIE Eccl.
A rehit. Irel. 94 Oyster shells, buckies or sea-shells.

2. A perverse or refractory person.
1719 RAMSAY Ep. Lt. Hamilton iii, Gin ony sourmou'd

girning bucky Ca' me conceity keckling chucky. 1791
BUKNS Ep. to *J. Ma-xiutll iii, If envious buckies view wi'

sorrow Thy lengthen'd days. 1814 SCOTT Wav, III. 133
vjAM.,

1
'
It was that deevil's buckie, Callum Beg'.

Bucking" (.b*>-kirj\ vbl. sb\ [f. BUCK v. 1 +
-ING 1

.] Trie operation of steeping or boiling

yarn, cloth, or clothes in a lye of wood- ashes, etc.,

in the old process of bleaching, or in buck-wash-

ing ; the quantity of clothes, etc. so treated ; app.
also the lye used in the process. (.Cf. blacking.}
1483 Cath. A ngl. 38 A Bowkynge, lijciuarinm. a 1500 DE*

GV\\.v.\\\AX.MS.Pilgr.Lift>QfMankode'z\\>, \r\Cath. Angl.
38 Of thaym I make a bowkynge for to putte in and bowke
and wasche alle fylthes. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. iii. 140
Throw fowle linnen vpon him, as if it were going to buck-

ing- *753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s. v., Bucking of cloth is

the first step or degree of whitening it. 1818 HOGG Krmvnic
of Bodsb. II. 161 (JAM.) Help me to the water wi' a boucking
o' claes? iSaa IMISON Sc. y Art II. 163 This alternate

bucking and exposing on the grass is the old manner of

bleaching. 1875 UKE Diet. Arts I. 364 Boiling in an alka-

line lye, or, in other words, bucking or bowking.

2. Coutb. t
a.$ bucking-basket, -cloth, -house, -stoke,



BUCKING.

stool
j -tub, -vat. Also bucking-ashes = buck-ashes

(BUCK sb$ 5) ; bucking-keir, -washing, see quots.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbactis Hush. (1586) 65 b, The Gard-
ners use to lay *bucking ashes about it. 1832 SCOTT Nigel
ii, Off with Janet in her own ^bucking-basket. 1551-60 /?.
in H. Hall Soc. in Elizab. AgeaBM) 152 A Bucking Tubb.

A*Buckingclotheandapaile. 1615 ^lAKVMfM Etig. ffousew.

li. v. d668j 138 Cover the uppermost Yarn with a bucking-
cloth. 1597 Manchester Crt. Leet Records (1885) II. 124
From the northe to the 'bowking howse eight and fortie

yards. 1810 HENRY Elem. Chem. (18261 II. 274 The goods. .

are laid in a large wooden vat or "hawking keir. 1483 Cat/i.

AngL 38A*Bowkynstoke, lixinatorinm. tSto&AYtQtiffSf,
Notes ui.m. iL.) No bigger than a toad upon a*bucking-stool.

1615 MARKHAM Eng. Honsew. n. .(1608) 138 You shall pull

out the spigget of the "bucking-tub, a 1652 BROME Queen's
Exch. n. ii, Their Buckets shall they bring. .Their Bucking
tubs, Baskets and Battledoors. 1822 IMISON Sc. fy Art II.

163 It is then returned again into the "bucking vat. 1818

SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xvii, I'll cry up Ailie Muschat, and she

and I will hae a grand 'bouking-washing'. 1808-25 JAMIK-
SON Dict. t Boitkiii'ivashing, Boiikit-ivashzH

1

,
the great an-

nual purification of the family linen, by means of bouk.

Bu'cking, vbl- sb* [f.
BUCK v* + -ING*.] The

copulation of certain animals. Also attrib.

1535 COVERDALE Gen. xxx. 41 In the first buckynge tyme
of the flockes. 1657 COLVIL Whig's Snpplic.^^} 122 Fin-

macoul . . in a bucking time of year Did rout and chace a

herd of deer.

Bucking (by-kin), vbl. sl>">
[f.

BUCK v* +
-ING J

.]
= Buck-jumping.

1859 H. KINGSLEY G. Hamlyn II. 212 That same bucking
. . is just what puzzles me utterly. 1882 Detroit Free Press
2 Dec. 1/6 What he has just done is called bucking.

Bucking (bzrkirj\ vbl. sb Mining, [f.
BUCK

Z/.5 + -ING 1

/]
A peculiar manner of bruising ore

practised in mines in Cornwall and Derbyshire ;

see quot. Attrib. in bucking hammer, iron, plate.

1875 URE Diet. Arts II. 85 In small mines Bucking is re-

sorted to .. This operation consists of pounding pieces of

mixed ore on a slab of iron by means of a hammer or bucker.

Ibid. I. 548 A bucking iron is a flat iron fixed on a handle,
with which the ore is crushed; and a bucking plate is an
iron plate on which the ore is placed to be crushed.

Bucking (b^-kin), ppl. a. [f.
BUCK z/.3] Of

a horse : That bucks or buck-jumps.
1859 H. KINGSLEY G. Hamlyn II. 212 [He] can sit some

bucking horses which very few men will attempt to mount.

Buckish, (bykij), a. [f.
BUCK J.I + -ISHI.]

1. Resembling or characteristic of a he-goat ;

lascivious; ill-smelling.

1515 BARCLAY Egloges iv. 11570) C vj/i Buckishe Joly well

stuffed as a ton. 1562 TURNER Herbal it. 62 b, Sampharitik
. .hath a rammishe or buckishe styngkyng smell.

2. Of or resembling a ' buck
'

or dandy, foppish.

1806-7 J BERESFORD^/wr/>^//7^. /,,/&( 1826' v. Drunken
hermits, Buckish magicians. 1870 Daily News 19 Apr., The
fashionable old gentlemen who appear to flourish and look

buckish to a far greater age.

Hence Bu'ckishly adv., Bu'ckishness.
a 1822 SHELLEY S-wellfoot ii. H, She has been putting on

boots and spurs, and a hunting-cap, buckishly cocked on
one side. 1803 Pic Nic No. n u8o6) II. 140 Activity is

fashion, honest emulation buckishness.

t Bu'ckism, Obs. [f.
BUCK sb.^ + -ISM.] The

practice of a ' buck
'

or dandy.
1753 Scots Mag. May 241/1 Two gentlemen of great

quality, professors of Buckism. 1798 MORTON Secrets Worth
Knowing in. ii. (L.) I was once a delightful auctioneer -

my present trade is buckism. 1804 Miniature (1806) II. n
To grant licences to all professors of buckism,

Bu*ck-jump. [f.
BUCK sb.^ + JUMP.] A leap

like that of a buck. esp. A jump from the ground
made by an untamed or vicious horse, with the

feet drawn together and the back arched, to unseat

the rider. (Of American or Australian origin.)

Hence Bu'ck-jump z/. = BuCK v.'<'>
;

also Buck-
jumper, Buck-jumping vbl. sb.

1878 H. SMART Play or Pay i. (ed. 3) 18 Harlequin [a

horse], .indulged in a couple of buck jumps. 1882 Detroit
Free Press 2 Dec. 1/6 That pony is a mustang and

buck-jumper. 1885 Forman(Dakota^ Item 26 May 6/3 The
majority of the horses there [in Australia] are vicious and
given to the trick of buck-jumping.

Buckle ;byk'l), sb. Forms : 4-5 bode, -kle,

bukylli^e, 4-6 bokel(l, 5 bocul(e, -cull(e, -kull,

-kyll(e, bukkel, (bogyll), 6 bucle, ft- buckle,

[a. F. boucle : L. buccula (dim. of bncca cheek),
the recorded senses of which are i. cheek-strap of

a helmet, 2. boss of a shield. The precise relation

of the Fr. senses (adopted in Eng.) to those of the

L. word is obscure. Sense i is the only one found

in ME. ; the remaining senses appear to have been

introduced from Fr. at much later periods.]
1. A rim of metal, with a hinged tongue carrying

one or more spikes, for securing a belt, strap, or

ribbon, which passes through the rim and is pierced

by the spike or spikes. Often with de6ning word

prefixed, as knee-, shoe-buckle.

1340 Ayenb. 236 pet is \>e bocle of f>e gerdle. 1391 Test.

Ebor. I. 145 Un sayntour, le bukyll et le pendant de argent.

.1450 Gloss, in Wright's I'oc. 122 Ad plitscnlas, bogyHis.

r 1440 Promp Parr. 41 Bocle or boculle [bocul A". //., bo-

kyll or bocle 1499], pluscitln, 1483 in ARNOLD Chron. (181 1 >

116 A purple corse, .enameled in the bukkel with ij. ymagis.

1530 PALSGR. 200/1 Bocle that beareth the byt, portemors.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. in. i. 163 His stublwrne Buckles ..

Shall more obey then to the edge of Steele. 1712 AnnisoN

1151

Spect. No. 317 F22 Tongue of my Shoe-Buckle broke. 1777
SHERIDAN TripScark. Prol. > 18831 281 The buckle then us
modest limits knew. 1855 J. W. CROKER in Papers (1884)
III. xxix. 329 He expected to hear next that . . knee-buckles
had been issued to the Highland Brigade.

b. Phrases. )
To come to buckle ainl bare thong:

to be stripped of everything. } To turn the Intckle

of the girdle (see quots.X To cover the buckle :

to dance (a particular step).
1562 J. HEYWOOD Pro-.'. <$ Epigr, (1867) 73 He at length

came to buckle and bare thong. 1603 BRETON Post w.
Packet (1637) iN.) If you be angry, turn the buckle of

your girdle behind you. 1656 CROMWELL Sp. 17 Sept., If

any man be angry at it, I am plain, and shall use an

homely expression : Let him turn the buckle of his girdle
behind him ! If this were to be done again, I would do it.

1852 RKADE Peg Wfiff. viii. 131 Woffington covered the

buckle in gallant style ; she danced, the children danced.

j c. French buckle : a ring attached to a mare,
to prevent her being covered. Obs.

1691 Lond. Gaz. No. 2707/4 A Chesnut Mare, .buckled up
with a French Buckle.

f 2. The drop of an ear-ring. (Fr. boitclc d'

crcille.} Obs.

1674 Lond. Gaz. No. 878/4 Lost a pair of Diamond
Buckles, set Transparent in Silver, without any Gold Ear-

rings to them.

t 3.
' The state of the hair crisped and curled by

being kept long in the same state
'

(J.^ Obs.

1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 129 ?7 The Wearer .. lets his

Wig lie in Buckle for a whole half Year. 1730 FIKI.HING

Ttan Thumb Wks. 1775 II. 107 What's a woman when her

virtue's gone ! A coat without its lace; wig out of buckle.

1732 POPE Mor. Ess. iii. 296 That live-long wig . . Eternal

buckle takes in Parian stone. 1733 CHEVNE Eng. Malady
i. xi. 2 (1734! too Hair, which, with great Difficulty, re-

ceives or retains a Buckle. 1763 CHURCHILL Ghost in. (R.)

His features too in buckle see. 1789 BURNS Laddie s tfi'nf

set", An' his hair has a natural buckle an' a.

4. In Architecture ;see quot.).

1848 RICKMAN A rchit. xxx, A good bold corbel-table . it

has been sometimes called a buckle, because some speci-

mens resemble the tongue of a buckle. 1861 PARKER Goth.

Archit. 131 The corbels have the ornament called a buckle

or mask.

5. Comb., as buckle-maker, -manufacturer, -ring,

-shoe, -smith, -tongue ;
also f buckle - chape,

the back of a buckle, over which the ribbon or

strap passes ; buckle-covering, a certain step

or movement in dancing ; buckle-garter, a garter

fastened by a buckle ; f buckle-hammed, \ having
crooked legs [see BUCKLE v. III.) ; t buckle-pit,

a child's game ; buckle-plates : see BUCKLED 2
;

t buckle-ring, the frame of a buckle
;
buckle-

wig : see BUCKLED 3.

1761 Lotui. Mag. XXX. 233 Foreigners, .can afford to

give a much higher price for our buckle-chapes than our

buckle-makers can afford to do. 1859 DICKENS Haunted II.

vin. 48 There ensued such, .'buckle-covering, and double-

shuffling. i6z9GAUi.E Holy iladn. 324 "Buckle-hamm'd,

Stump-legg'd, Splay-footed, c 1440 1'romf. Pan: 42 "Bo-

kulle makere, pliisciilarius. 1722 Lond. Gaz. No. 6088/3

A Brass Buckle-maker by Trade. 1791 Chron, in Ann. Re,;.

54/i Several respectable "buckle-manufacturers from Bir-

mingham, .waited upon H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. 1532

MORE Con/lit. Tindnlc Wks. 11557) 574/2 Some suche prety

playes of likelyhod as chyldren be woont to playe, as cheri-

stone, mary bone, 'bokle pit, spurne poynte. i866LamKe-

forts, Com. Pleas 163 The plaintiff is. .the patentee of cer-

tain buckle plates used for bridge flooring. 1761 Land.

Mag XXX. 233 The dispute between 'buckle-ring-makers
and buckle-chape-makers. 1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey
liv. 309 Trim *buckle-shoes. c 1500 CoekeLorrlfs B. '1843)9

"Bokell smythes, horse leches, and gold beters. 1878 Eraser's

Mag. XVIII. 579 Men and women in . . powder and buckle

Buckle bz>-k'l), v. [f. prec. sb. ;
but cf. F.

bonder; branch III may be from the F. word,

which has the sense
' to bulge' (as a wall).]

I. With reference to BITKI.E sb. i.

1. trans. To fasten with a buckle. Often with

prep. on. to, or adv. on, up, together.
c 1386 CHAUCER Kills. T. 1645 Nailynge the speres, and

helmes bokelynge. ^1400 Roland 694 Herd bukllis his

helme, and gothe out sone. 1513 DOUC;I.AS Mxeu vm. v. 17

Wyth pople tre hattis buklit on thair heid. 1597 SHAKS. 2

Hen. II7, i. ii. 158, lust. You Hue in great infamy. Eat. He
that buckles him in my belt, cannot Hue in lesse. 1705 Lond.

Gaz. No. 4156/4 Stolen . . a . . Mare . . buckled up with a

French Buckle. 1717 SWIFT Gulliver \\. iv. 131 A servant

on horseback would buckle on my box. 1805 SOUTHEV

Aladoc in Azt. xvi, Buckle this harness on. 1870 BRYANT

1Had I. vil. 221 About his limbs The mail was buckled.

fb. To fasten (tip) in anyway; also fig. To

tmckle in : to limit, enclose. Of>s.

1460 Qiiia Atiwre Langueo 51 in Pol. Ret. % L. Poems

(18661 152 Bocled my feet, as was her wille, with scharpe

naile. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 140 The stretching of a

span buckles in his summe of age. 1792 A. WILSON Watty
Meg, Up my claes and cash I buckled.

2. trans. \Vith allusion to the fastening on of

armour: To equip, prepare ',
for battle, an expe-

dition, etc.). Chiefly reft.,
and now orA^ fig. : To

gird oneself, apply oneself resolutely to a task
1

.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 185 To Buckle him, farare si: 1574
tr. Martorat's Apoealips 31 Everie man . . must buckle him-

selfe to a painfull kind of life. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. viii.

12 Buckling soone himselfe, gan fiercely fly Upon that carle.

1611 W. SCLATF.R Key (16291 32* No maruaile if Angels so

desirously buckle themselues to prie hereinto. 1655 Fri.i IK

BUCKLE.

Ch, Hist. ix. vi. g 16 Cartwright buckled himself to the

employment [refuting the Rhemish Transl. of the N. Test.].

1730 T. BOSTON Mem. ix. 270 Where I thought I was best

buckled. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Camp. 368 Now buckles him-

self to the uninterrupted perusal of the instructive text.

b. intr. (for reft.} in same sense.

1563 BP. SANDYS in Strype A nil. K ef. I. xxxv. 398 Whereat

one of Sir Johns men buckled to fight with him. 1623
SANDERSON 12 Serm. 11637) '32 Before wee either eate or

drinke, or buckle about any worldly busines. 1625 BACON

Delayes, Ess. (Arb.) 525 To teach dangers to come on, by ouer

early Buckling towards them, is another Extreme. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xxi. 43 The Epicure bucklesto Study,
when Shame . . shall make him uneasy. 1757 CHESTERF.
Lett, cccxx. IV. 90 Those who have a great deal of business

must .. buckle to it. 1877 LYTTEII. Landmarks iv. x. 248

Their husbands and brothers must buckle to the fight.

c. To buckle to' : to set to work, apply oneself

vigorously.
1712 ARBUTHNOT 'John Bull (1727) 107 'Squire South

buckled too, to assist his friend Nic. 1746 BURKE Corr.

11844) I. 2I
>

I have shook off idleness, and begun to buckle

to. 1812 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. II. 375, I cannot

buckle to, until this business of the Museum is determined.

1884 Pres. Addr. Philol. Soe. 4 He buckled to at once,

learned in a month or so enough Iroquois for present

needs.

3. a. trans. To join closely, b. intr. (for reft.

To close, come to close quarters ; to grapple,

engage. Const, with ,an adversary" ; also with

ndvbs. together, in
, rarely la. Ol's. or dial.

1535 COVERDALE i Mace. iv. 14 They buckled together, and

the Heithen were discomfitedr 1543 GRAFTON Contn. Hard-

7-455 The erle . . folowed his enemyes . . that . . he myght
fight and buckel with theim before they came to London.

1576 FLEMING tr. Cains' Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 255 Un-
able to buckle with the dog that would fain haue a snatch

at his skin. '1650 Don Belliatiis 198 A man that had been

going to buckle with death. 1752 HUME Pol. Disc. x. 189

The whole armies were thus engag'd, and each man closely

huckl'd to his antagonist.

t C. To adhere resolutely to. Obs. rare.

1793 ROBERTS Looker-otn 1794)"! I. 338, I resolved to buckle

to my tenets to the last extremity.

td. trans. ,c!lipl.) To grapple with, engage,
' tackle '. Obs.

a 1605 MONICOMERIE Flytmg 154 Pedler, I pittie thee sa

pinde To buckle him that beares the bell.

4. trans. To unite in marriage, humorous or dial.

Cf. splice.

1724 RAMSAY Tea-T. Misc. 1173;' L 28 An ye wad gi's a

bit land Wee'd buckle us e'en the gither. 1753 SMOLLETT

Qnix. (1803) 1 1. 50 Our friend the licentiate, who will buckle

you handsomely. 1796 MACNKILL Will f, Jean i, Soon they

loed, and soon %vere buckled. 1822 SCOTT Xigel xxvii, Dr.

R. who buckles beggars for a tester and a dram of Geneva.

b. intr. To unite oneself in wedlock.

1693 DKYDEN Juvenal's Sat. vi. 37 Is this an age to buckle

witha bride ? 1806 TRAIN Poet. Rev. 64 1 JAM.) Ask'd her. .

Gin she wadna buckle too. 1823 LOCKHAKT Reg. Dalton

III. 163 (JAM.) May .. is the only month that nobody in

the north country ever thinks of buckling in.

II. With reference to BUCKI.K sb. 3.

f5. To fasten or retain in curl. OI'S.

1721 BAILEY, Buckle, .to put into buckles as hair. 1789 96
MORSE Ainer. Geog. II. 561 Their hair, .they buckle up in

a very agreeable manner.

III. To bend, warp.
6. trans. To warp, crumple, bend out of its

plane. Nowchieflytechn. : To bend a bar or surface

(.under longitudinal pressure) into a double curve ;

as
'

to buckle a saw, or the wheel of a bicycle or

tricycle'. Formerly alsoy7'.
c 1525 in Thorns'. 1 necdotcs i r 839 1 54 Ninepences are a little

buckled to distinguish in their currancie. 1605 BACON Adv.

Learn, n. r8 Reason doth buckle and bowe the mind unto

the nature of things. 1658 FORD Witch of Edm. \\. i, I

am. .like a bowbuckled and bent together. 1854 A", t, f>.

i IX. 576/1 An awkward person, working incautiously with

a saw, will probably.. buckle it. 1868 Daily Tel. 3 July,

It., struck the is-inch portion .. buckling, bending, and

breaking the inner bars. 1882 NARES Seamanship led. 61

58 It would buckle the mast.

b. intr. To bend under stress or pressure.

persons : To bend, stoop, double up >/.).

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, \. i. 141 Whose Feauer-weakned

ioynts, Like strengthlesse Hindges, buckle vnder life. 1637

POCKLINGTON A/fare C/ir. 154 His knees may not buckle to

Baal. 1677 MOXON Meek. Ejcerc. (17031 214 Where ever

they find the Work buckle. 1700 I. BROME Trav. i. (17071

38 We were enforced, .to stoop, and buckle almost double.

1851 H. MELVILLE Whale xiii. 66 The two tall masts buck-

ling like Indian canes in land tornadoes. Mod. The wheel

of his tricycle has buckled.

t 7. fi^. To give way, submit ;
to cringe, tmckle.

Obs. exc. dial.

1642 ROGERS Kaaman 260 Outwardly they . . seeme to

crouch and buckle. 1664 PEPYS Diary 17 Dec ,
The Dutch,

as high as they seem, do begin to buckle. 1703 SAVAGF.

Lett. A ntients Ixxii. 212 Consider, how many great Nations

. . they have . . forc'd to Buckle. 1864 E. CAPERS Devon

1'rminc.,
' To make him buckle

'

is To make him yield.

IV. Comb., as t buckle-beggar (Sr.\ a clergy-

man who performs irregular marriages, a hedge-

priest ; t buckle-bosom, a catchpoll, constable.

c 1700 Lo. FOUNTAINHILL Diary in Larwood Bk. Cleric.

Aneed. 294 He after turn'd a buckle-beggar, i. e. one who
married without licence. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xvii, A hedge-

parson, or buckle-beggar.. sate on the Duke's left. 1623

MABIIK Aleman's Guzman d'AlJ. I. 63 Buckle-bosomes,

Collar-i-atchers : in a word, thev are Sergeants and Catch-

poles.
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Buckled ;b-k'ld),///. a. [f. prec. + -ER]
1. a. Fastened with a buckle, b. Provided with

buckles. C. Joined closely, united.

1394 P. PL Crede 2^9 Nou ban
fc>ei bucled schon. c 1420

Anturs of Arth. xxix. 4 Her belte was . . Beten with be-

sandus, and bocult ful bene, c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nur-
ture 896 in Babees Bk. 11868) 178 His schon laced or boke-
lid, draw them on sure. 1876 Miss BRADDON J, Haggard's
Dan. I. 5 He wore, .stout buckled shoes.

2. Doubled or bent up, wrinkled, crumpled,
knitted

;
bent in a double curve. Buckled plates

{Meeh,\ see quot. 1852.
1564 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) ill 2 The buckled

browes of majestic shall be bent against them. 1666 PEPVS
Diary (1879) IV. 77 And took up a piece of glasse melted
and buckled like parchment. 1852 Specif. R. Mallet's
Patent No. 557 Plates of iron, .bent into a peculiar convex
and concave form, which I denominate ' buckled plates '.

f3. Crisped and curled. See BUCKLED. 3. Obs.

1753 RICHARDSON Grandison (ed. 71 I. 98 Sir Rowland, .in

his full buckled wig. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815)130,
I have had my hair, .singed, and bolstered, and buckled,
in the newest fashion. 1861 WYHTER Soc. Bees 524 This
buckled hair is. .the same as that denounced by the early
churchmen.

Buckler (b^-kbi), s&.i [f. BUCKLE v. + -ER!.]
One who or that which buckles; in quot. the

strap of a helmet 'obs.'.

71650 Don Beliianis 184 The Emperor had the Huckler of
his Helm cut.

Buckler (b^-kbi ;, sbj- Forms: 3-4 boceler,

4 bookeler, 4-5 bocler, bock-, bokeler(e, bok-
ler, buclere, bukler, -are, 6 bouc-. buccler, 7

bucklar, 6- buckler, [a. OF. bonder^buder (mod.
F. boudier*]) repr. a Lat. type

*buccidarius adj.,
'

having a boss ', f. bnccula : see BUCKLE
s/>.]

1. A small round shield ; in England the buckler

was usually carried by a handle at the back, and
* used not so much for a shield as for a warder to

catch the blow of an adversary
'

(Fairholt, s. v.

Buckler], but sometimes it was larger, and fast-

ened by straps to the arm. Sometimes wrongly
applied to any kind of shield. Also attrib.
a 1300 A'. Alis. 1190 Laddes, That sweord and boceleris

hadde. c 1386 CHAUCER ProL 558 A swerd and a bocler
baar he by his side, c 1440 Promp. Pan<. 42 Bokelere, /<?//,
ancitt, parnia. 1570 FLORIO ist Fruitcs 17 b, What weapon
is that buckler? A clownish dastardly weapon. 1611 BIBLI-:

i Citron, v. 18 Men able to beare buckler and sword. 1659
PEARSON Crm/C 1839 1280 He brought the bucklers stamped
with the pictures of Cassar into Jerusalem, 1760 GRAY Corr.

(18431 207 ^ pave . . is a very large buckler . . big enough to

cover the tallest man. 1776 GIBBON Dec I. fy Fall I. 12 The
buckler was of an oblong and concave figure, four feet in

length. 1813 SCOTT Triertn. n. xvi, Each knight . . Take
buckler, spear, and brand. 1870 BRYANT Iliad \. \\\. 222

Ajax. .upheld A buckler like a rampart.
2. Jig. A means of defence ; protection protector.
-1380 WYCLIF.SW. Wks. III. 265 pe bookeler of ^isgoostly

fijt is a man toholde his pees in tyme. < 1449 PECOCK Repr.
i.xiii. 71 Sufficient bokelerasens this assailing. 1535 COVER-
DALE Ps. xvii[ij. i My buckler, y home of my health, and
my proteccion. 1735 POPE Odyss. iv. 961 His country's
buckler, and the Grecian boast. 1857 {-

BRONTE Professor
I. iii. 37 On a buckler of impenetrable indifference.

3. Anat. \seequots.
[1611 COTGR., Bouclicr dc I'cstoinac, The triangular Bristle

that grows to the bottome of the breast-bone, and from the

middle thereof hangs over the stomacke.] 1541 R. COPLAND
Gitydon's Quest. Chirurg., Commyng fro the boucler of the

stomacke vnto the share bone, a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open.

(1677; 126 Bones of rosted or boiled Beef., the Ribs, the

Chine-bones, the buckler Plate-bone. 1706 PHILLIPS, Buck-
ler ofbeef, a Piece cut off from the Surloin.

4. In various technical senses: a. (see quots.',
1674 PETTY Disc. R. Soc. 115 Let the same [Cylinder], .be

covered with a moveable Head (such as in pressing of
Pilchards they call a Buckler). 1753 CHAMBERS Cyd. .$"//.,
Buckler of a cask denotes a moveable head, whereby to

compress the contents of it. In this sense we say, a buckler
of pilchards. 1877 Frascrs Mag. XV. 221 Afterwards the

fish are . . packed in wooden hogshead casks and pressed- .

as closely as possible together by pressing stones and bucklers.

b. Naut. ,see quots.)
1832 MARRYAT N. Forster xxxi, The cables were not yet

unbent or bucklers shipped, c 1850 Rudim. Navig. iWealet
joi Bucklers, pieces of elm plank barred close against the
inside of the hawse-holes to prevent the water from coming
in. Those used at sea, denominated Blind Bucklers, have
no aperture ; but those used, .at anchor, and called Riding
Bucklers, are made in two pieces . . having a hole in the

middle, large enough to admit the cable.

c. Anat.
t Zool.y etc. Variously applied to the

hard protective covering of parts of the body of

different animals, as of the armadillo, the ganoid
fishes, and some Crustacea ; spec, the anterior seg-
ment of the shell of the trilobites.

18*8 STARK Eton. Nat. Hist. II. 171 Alima, Leach. The
body and tail extremely elongated, as well as the shell or

buckler. 1843 Penny Cyd. XXV. 232/1 This buckler[of the

trilobites] has much analogy with the carapace of Apus.
1845 DR. BAIRD \nProc. Benv. Nat.Club\\.

xjii. 153 Cope-
poda. .envelope consisting of a buckler, enclosing head and
thorax. 1854 H. MILLER Footpr. Creat. iv. (18741 43 AH the

ganoids of the period . . have dermal bucklers placed right
over their true skulls. 1855 OWEN Skel. $ Teeth 5 In the

armadillo, .the trunk is protected by a large buckler of this

bony armour.

f6. Phrases (sense i}: To play at bucklers
,
at

sword and buckler : to fence ;
see also SwoRD.

To take np the bucklers : to enter the lists, present
oneself as a champion. To deserve to carry the

buckler : (with negative expressed or implied) to be

worthy to be remotely compared with, = mod. "to

be fit to hold a candle to*. To carry away the

bucklers : to come oft" winner. To give, lay dvtvn,

yield the bucklers : to own oneself beaten. Obs.

11500 Rel. Ant. I. 83, iiij and xxle
. oxon playing at the

sword and bokeler. 1592 GREKNE Di$pnt. Wks. 1881-3 ^C.

222 Giuing you the bucklers at this weapon, let me haue a
blow with you at another. 1593 Tell-trot/ic s A*. }'. Gift 30
That could play at bucklers So soone as she was past her
cradell. 1607 TOPSELL Serpents 644 Severus side carryed
away the bucklers. 1640 UP. H ALL Episc. i, 1 1. 48 When he
can. .prove it not Apostolike. . we shall give him the Bucklers.

1649 SELDEN Laws Eng. \. lix. 11730,' 109 The Clergy took

up the Bucklers, and beat both King and Commons to a
Retreat. 1642 SIK T. BROWNE Rclig. Med. 47 One that de-

serves to carry the Buckler unto Sampson. 1654 GATAKEK
Disc. Apol. 3, I shal herein willinglie yeeld him the bucklers ;

.. I confers, he hath the better of me. 1679 PRANCE Addit.
Narr. Pop. Plot 45 After much bandying on every side, the

Jesuite was fain to lay down the Bucklers. 1691 WOOD
Ath. Oxon. II. 61 John dying before he could make a reply
. . Dr. Franc. White took up the bucklers. 1709 STEELE
Tatler No. 31. f 3 They fought at Sword and Buckler.

6. Comb., as htttkler-maker ; also buckler-beak,
a fossil ganoid with a beak-shaped upper jaw ;

buckler-fern, the genus Aspidiitm ; t buckler-

hand, the left hand ; buckler-head, the fossil

fish Cephalaspis ; buckler-headed, having a head
like a buckler ; buckler-mustard, Biscutella

auriciilata', buckler-play, -playing, -player,

fencing, a fencer ; buckler-thorn, Rhamnus Pali-

itrus aculeatus.
i88z Proc. Bern. Xat. Club IX. iii. 441 The ^buckler ferns

(Lastrea dilatata^ of themselves forming a splendid shade.

1677 HoBBES//0w<'r238 Weari'd was thereby his buckler-
hand. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 587 In the Cephalaspis (or
* buckler-head'. 1415 in York Alyst. Introd. 23 *Bukler-
makers. 1483 Cath.Angl. 36 A Bock[el]ere maker,peltarins.
c 1500 Cocke Lorelfs B. 1184319 Bokeler makers, dyers, and
leiher sellers, a 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus iv. 598 Bot

,

hibited. 1448 SHILLINGFORD Lett. 11871 '68 Ever stonde yn
defence as a *bokeler player. 1468 Medulla Gram., Gladi

atttra, a "bokeler pleyng. 1562 TURNER Herbal \\. 115, I

knowe no Englishe name for it [Rhamnus]. But it maye
be called ether Christes thorne or *buklars thome. 1706
in PHILLIPS; hence in BAILEY, JOHNSON, etc.

Buckler (birklai), v. [f. prec.]
1. trans. To act as a buckler to ; to shield,

defend, protect.
1590 MARLOWE Edtv. //, i. iv. 579 Tis not the king can

buckler Gave*ton. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. Vl> in. iii. 09 Can
Oxford . . Now buckler Falsehood with a Pedigree? i86t

J. SHEPPABD fait Rome iv. 227 These new nationalities . .

bucklered the Empire against their [the Avars'] blows.

+ 2. trans. To ward or catch (blows .

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. i
',

i. Iv. 50, I will, .buckler withthee
blowes twice two for one.

Bucklered bzrkbid\ ///. a.
[f.

BUCKLER sb,

+ -ED.] Armed or furnished with bucklers.

1832 THORPE Csedmon 185 The bucklered warriors. 1870
BRYANT Iliad. I. iv. 108 Bucklered warriors ranged around.

t Bu'ckling, sh. nonce-wd. [f. BUCK sb.\ +

-LINO.] A young buck ; a little fop.

1778 GARRICK F.pil. to Fathers, Ye bucks & bucklmgs of
the age.

Buckling (b-kliq), vbl. sb.
[f.

BUCKLE #.]

1. The action of fastening with a buckle; alsoy?^.
1625 LAL- D Serm. 11837)69 A double buckling and knitting

of the State together. 1808 SCOTT Mann. vi. xii, At

buckling of the falchion belt.

b. foncr. A brace, a fastening ;
that which is

buckled on.

1861 SMILES Engineers\\. 449 The main chains were to be
..secured by buck lings. 1875 BROWNING Aristoph. Apol.
281 Thereupon lays body bare Of bucklings.

f 2. The action of closing with an enemy ; en-

gagement, onset. Obs.

1563 FOXE A. <y M. 1041/2 His valiaunt buckling with
two enemies. 1604 KDMONDS Obsen>. Caesar's Count, 98 I n

the buckling he might have receiued a small losse.

3. A bending, giving way; also, techn. the curving
or crumpling of a plain surface wider longitudinal

pressure.
1651 tr. Bncott's Life fy Death 56 For the buckling of their

knees. 1850 E. CLARK Britannia fy C. Bridges I. 104 No
one knew, a priori, the resistance of plates to buckling.

1877 Lionbt'rman'sGaz. 8 Dec. 362 The old ' sash-saw' was
..kept strained within a frame or 'sash' to prevent its

buckling or bending. 1882 Xatnre XXVI. 599 The curv-
ature technically called buckling.

f 4. The crisping and curling, or retaining in

curl (of hair). Also aftrib. Obs.

1713 STEELE Guardian No. 38 2 It is the last time my
black coat will bear scouring, or my long wig buckling.

1740 CHEYNE Regimen Introd. 9 The buckling upon Pipes
and boiling soft Broken Hair. 1846 J. TRAIN Bitchanitcs in

Fairholt s.v. Buckling^ Their locks, .restrained from falling
. .over the back and bosom by small buckling-combs.

Buckling (bricim\ ///. a. [f BUCKLE 'v. +

-IN'G^J Crisply curling, waving.
18. . CRAWFI-RD Classif. Races (I,.) With the European

races, the hair of the head is usually, soft, silky, or buckling.

t Bu'ck-mast. Obs.
[: OE. *&v-;;/ffj/mast

time when the beech was still called b6c, bok, of

which the latest known instance is in the I2th c.

The vowel ofbuck- shows the shortening of orig.
o before two consonants ; cf. Buckland : OE.

b6cland^\ Beech-mast.

'71425 Master of Game (Halliw.) The bores fedyng is

properliche ycleped akyr of ookys berynge and bukmast.

1607 TOPSELL l-~t>ur-f. Beasts no They will not eat Buck-
mast wherewithal Hogs grow fat. 1863 PRIOR Plant-it. 31.

fBuckO'ne. Obs. Also buccoon. [ad. It.

hoccone, f. bocca mouth.] A mouthful, morsel.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrim \\. 1340 The Diet of the Turkes is

sometimes rosted Buckones (that is, small bits or morsels of

tlesh). 1629 CAPT. SMITH Trav. & Adv. xiii. 24 The Tymor
-. . fed upon Pillaw. .with little bits of mutton or Buckones.

1659 GAUDEN Tears ofCh. 673 Having purchased a good
buccoon, and craving for more.

Buckorome, obs. form of BUCKRAM.

ii Buckra (brioft). Also buccra, buckara,
buccara, buckree, -ro. [In negro patois of

Surinam, bakra, master. According to J. L. Wilson,

quoted in Mann's "Webster, in lang. of Calabar

coast, 'demon, powerful and superior being'. H.
Goldie Diet, of Efik Lang, (of Old Calabar) has

wbdkara, makara, white man, European, f. kara

to encompass, get round, master (a subject).]
A white man (in negro talk).

1794 European Mag. XXVI. 144 De noder day When
Buckro no be beating. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple n. x,

Ah, piccaninny buccra ! how you do? 1863 20 1'rs. in If.

fnd. fyc. in Reader 21 Feb. 189
' Buckra die hard this time'

said the negroes; 'Since Gospel come buckra die hard.'

Buckram b^kram), sb. Forms: 3, 5 buk-

eram, (4 bougeren', 4,6 bukram, 5 bokram. 5-6
bokeram, -ham, 6 bocram(e, -keram, bucram,
-um, buckeram^e, -mme, 6-7 buckrom, -erom,

-orome, 8 buchram, 6- buckram. [Found
in most of the European langs. between I2th and
1 5th c. ;

cf. OF. boquerant ^izth c.), bouqueran^

bouquerrant, bougucrant, mod.F. bongran, Pr.

bocaran. Cat. bocaram (Diez), Sp. Iwcaran, It.

buchcrame ^in Boccaccio i4th c.), med.L. (in

France) boqucranmts^ bitcaranus, (in Italy) buchi-

ranus ; also MHO. buggeram, buggeran, buck-

eram, MDu. bocraen, bocraelt bollecraen, boucraen.

In early continental and apparently in early

Eng. use it denoted a costly and delicate fabric,

sometimes of cotton and sometimes of linen ;

but it afterwards acquired the sense of coarse

gummed linen used for linings, thus becoming
synonymous with Sp. bocaci, F. boucassin, Boc-
CASIN ; and this meaning it retains in modern

Eng., Fr., and It. (The MHO. lexicographers
state that in that lang. the word meant 'a fabric of

goat's hair
1

, but this explanation may perhaps be

a conjecture founded on a supposed derivation

from Ger. bock BUCK sb.v \ As the Eng. forms gene-

rally have ///, while all the Fr. forms have ,
it is

possible that the word may have been adopted
into Eng. not from Fr. but from Italian. For the

history of the word in Europe, and its probable

changes of meaning, see Col. Yule's Marco Polo I.

46-48 and 59.
Of the ultimate etymology nothing is really known. Some

refer to It. bnc/terare* to pierce full of holes', supposing that

the name was first given to a kind of muslin or net (cf. quot.

1548 in i\ Reiske (in Constantin, Porphyrog ed. Niebuhr

II- 53) proposes Arabj*y*_^v abu qiram pannus cum

intextis figuris', but he docs not say where he found this

compound; the simple qiram is of doubtful meaning, the

native lexicographers quoted in the Qamus giving the

various renderings 'red veil', 'striped and figured woollen
cloth ',

'

thin veil
'

(Freytag, s.v.l. Others suggest derivation

from Bokhara* or from Bulgaria, but this does not agree
with the early Fr. forms.]

1 1. A kind of fine linen or cotton fabric. Obs.

1222 Ornamcnta Keel. Sarunt in Register S. Ostnttnd

(1884* II. 132 Alba una de bukeram, cum parura, brodata.

1340 Ayenb. 258 J>e queade riche bet zuo ofte ham ssrede^
ase of to zofte bougeren and of to moche of prjs pourpre.
1411 Licence to Bp. IVaterford 26 Apr. in Close Rollt [To
export from England to Ireland, duty free], 18 pec. de
Hokerham. 1463 MARC. PASTON in Lett. 472 II. 132, 1

kan gettyn non gode bokeram in this town. 1475 Hist.

jlfSS. Comwiss., Inv, Gocds 1.555 A crosse of blue bokeram
for the roode. 1548 THOMAS Rules Italian Grammar in

Promp. /'nn>. 42 Bitckerame, buckeramme, & some there

is white, made of bombase, so thinne that a man mai see

through it. iJ5-3 /?'. Ch. Goods Stafford.^ iij olde veste-

ments, one of grene satten, the other of blewe buckeram.

[1849-53 ROCK tVi. ofFathers II. vi. 104 The mitre was made
of. . plain, fine linen, .which, during the Middle Ages, was
known here in England under the name of 'buckram'.]

2. A kind of coarse linen or cloth stiffened with

gum or paste. Men in buckram : sometimes pro-

verbially for non-existent persons, in allusion to

Falstaff's
' four rogues in buckram

'

(quot. 1596).
1436 Pol. Poems (18591 II. 171 Fustiane, and canvase,

Carde, bokeram, of olde tyme thus it wase. 1549 CHKKJ in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Lit. Men (1843) 8, I lack painted bucrum
to lai betweyne bokes and bordes in mi studi. 1596
SHAKS. i Hen. /I', \\. iv. 317 Foure Rogues in Buckrom let
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driue at me. 1665 BOYLE Occ<ts. Refl. (1675* Pref. 21 The
fashion, that now-a-days allows our Gallants to wear fine

Laces upon Canvass and Buckram. 1733 BERKELEYA Iciphr.

m. 9 One of our ladies . . stiffened . . with hoops and whale-

bone and buckram. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xv, My stomach . .

is . . too well bumbasted out with straw and buckram.

t b. A lawyer's bag ;
= buckram-bag. Obs.

1608 Toi'RNEUR Rev. Trag. IV. ii. 107 Yes, to looke long

upon inck & black buckrom [in allusion to Attorneys' bags].
1622 FLETCHER Sp. Curate IV. vii, To be . . A Lawyer's

Asse, to carry Bookes, and Buckrams.

3. Jig. Stiffness ;
a stiff and starched manner ;

that which gives a man a stiff exterior.

1681 H. MORE Annot.GlamiiCsLuxO. 55 His Style, the

texture whereof is not onely Fustian, but over-often hard anil

stiff Buckram. 1785 CORNWALLIS Lei. 24 May in Corr

(1859) I. vii. 191 A fine, good-humoured, unaffected lad, no

pride or buckram. 1793 KOBBRTBanivr^M(x7p4)II. 181 To
endure the confinement and buckram of any formal course

of habit. 1822 HAZLITT Men $ Mann. Ser. II. x. (18691

196 Laying aside the buckram of pedantry and pretence.

4. attrili. or quasi-o^'. a. Of buckram, like

buckram.
1537 Bury Wills (18501 129, I beqwethe to Robart Payne

a bocram shert, and to yonge Mr. Robt a bocram shert. 1563-

87 FOXE A.ffM. III. 623 She. .took with her a Buckeram

Apron. 1571 ASCHAM Scholem. (Arb.) 100 To clothe him
selfe with nothing els, but a demie bukram cassok. 1645
MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851! 365 A meer petti-fogger . . so

hardy, as to lay aside his buckram wallet, and make himself

a fool in Print. 1820 BYRON Let. to Murray 12 Nov.,

Pointing to his buckram shirt collar and inflexible cravat.

1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. I. vi. i. 263 Well may the buckram
masks start together, terror-struck.

b. fg. Stiff,
' starched ',

' stuck up
'

; that has a

false appearance of strength.
a 1589 FULKE Agst. A lien 301 ( L.) A few buckram bishops

of Italy. 1603 H. CROSSE I'ertues Comtmu. (1878) 122 Pros-

titute their ingenious labours to inrich such buckorome

gentlemen. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. n. vi. 60, 300 Buck-
ram Bishops of the selfe same making. 1840 CARLYLE
Heroes v. 287 A wondrous buckram style, the best he

(Johnson] could get. 1856 Miss BIRD tylukuvman in

America 374 In America no play was ever more successful

than the
' Buckram Englishman '.

5. Comb., as buckram-maker ; also, buckram-
bag, a lawyer's bag (sometimes = the lawyer him-

self) ; buckram-men, men in buckram (cf. 2}.

1611 BARREY Ram Alley i. in Dodsley 117801 V. 424 The
buckram-bag must trudge all weathers, a 1680 BUTLER
Rem. (1759' II. 313 His Face is like a Lawyer's Buckram

Bag, that has always Business in it. 1644 CLEVELAND

Rupertismusdffii^ 53 The terror of whose Name can out of

seven Like Falstaf's Buckram-men, make fly eleven.

Buckram (b'kram\ v.
[f. prec.] trans. To

pad or stiffen with buckram ; to give to anything
a starched pomposity or a false appearance of

strength. Also with out, tip. Chiefly fig.

1783 COWPER 7>wv!.652 His most holy book, .was never

used before To buckram out the memory of a man. 1784
WARTON in Boswell Johnson (1831) V. 211 It may have
been written by Walpole, and buckram'd by Mason. 1792
ROBERTS Looker-on U794) I- 53 You pinched, buckramed,
and pomatumed me up to such a degree. 1855 DE QUINCEY
in H. Page Life <$ Writ, II. xviii. in But afterwards he
buckramed or crinolined his graceful sketch with an elab-

orate machinery of gnomes and sylphs.

Buckramed (bo-kramd), ///. a. [f. prec. sb.

or vb. + -ED.] Stiffened with buckram ; clad in

buckram. Alsoyff.
1793 ROBERTS Looker-on (1794) 1 1. 77 Two antiquated beaux,

with long buckramed accoutrements and flowing perrukes.

1815 Examiner 8 Feb. 88/2 It is so stiff, so buckramed, so

spiritless in manners. i8<o HAWTHORNE Scarlet L. xx.

(1879) 2 5 H' s buckramed habit of clerical decorum. 1861

SALA 7m round Clock 184 The starched, buckramed. .skirts

of my female relatives. 1880 J. C. WATTS Gt. Novelists 89
Steeled and buckramed knights.

Bu'ckramize, v. nonce-ivd. To buckram. Jig.
1812 G. COLMAN Br. Grins, 3 Parsons xi. (1872) 201 Prigs
whose leaven Consists in buckramizing souls for heaven.

t Bn'Ckra'ms. Obs. [perh. f. BUCK rf.l I (re-

ferring to its offensive smell) + rams, var. RAMSON.]
Another name for Ramsons or Wild Garlic.

1578 LYTE Dodoens v. Ixxi. 638 The thirde kinde is called

. . in English, Ramsons, Buckrammes, & Beares Garlike.

1611 CoiGH.,Aild'ours, Ramsons, Ramsies, Bucke rammes,
Beares garlicke. 1783 in AINSWORTK Lat. Diet. (Morelll i.

Bucksaree, variant of BUXERKY, Obs.

t Buck'S-beard. Obs. [A transl. of Or. rpa-

yOTtuiy<av."\ A plant : Goats-beard ; Salsify.

1551 TURNER Herbal i. 11568)59 Dioscorides writeth no

more of bukkes beard but that it is good to eat. 1578 LYTK
Dodoens n. xvii. 167 The Spaniardes Scurzonera seemeth

also to be a kinde of Tragopogon or Buckesbearde.

Buck's-eye. U.S. (See quot.)

1883 Leisure Hour 476/1 Buckseye, the sweet-smelling

Californian lilac (Ceanothus^, forming a dense undergrowth .

Buekaee.Buckshish, see BUKSHT, BAKSHEESH.

Buck's - horn. An old name for various

plants, from the shape of their leaves, or appear-
ance of their branches, a. Senebiera Coronopus,
Swine's Cress, b. The Virginia Sumach Rhus

typhina*. Also Buck's horn Plantain, Buck's
horn Weld : species of PLANTAIN, WELD.
a 1450 MS. Bodl. 536 (Cockayne Leechii. III. 316', Bukes

homes or els swynes grese (grass! and has leues slaterde as

an hertys home. 1597 GERARD Herbal xcvi. i. 346 Bvckes

home . . hath long narrowe hoarie leaues. 1712 PETIVER

Rare Plants 1)
6 in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 424 Virginia

Sumach . . the first Branches are very soft and velvety, like

VOL. I.

the Horns of a young Deer, for which reason its call'd

Buckshorn by the Country People. 1719 LONDON it WISK
Cotnpl. Card. 199 Bucks-horn Sallad is multipli'd only by
Seed . . Vide Harts-Horn Sallad.

Buck's-horn, var. of BUCKHOKN.
Buck-shot (btf-kijpt). [f. BUCK rf.1 + SHOT.]
1 1. ?The distance at which a buck may be

shot. Obs. rare.

1447-8 SIIILLINGFORD Lett. (1871) 87 The said Cathedrall
Churche stant a buc shote fro and more.

2. A coarse kind of shot, larger than swan-shot,
used in shooting deer or other large game. Also

at/rib., as in buckshot-cartridge ;
buckshot-cinder

(see quot.) ; buckshot-rule, a political nickname
for government (of Ireland) upheld by a con-

stabulary with loaded rifles, which arose during
the Chief-Secretaryship of Mr. W. E. Forster, and
was especially associated with his name, though
the order that the constabulary should load wilh

buck-shot, instead of ball as formerly, was made
under his predecessor Mr. J. Lowther.
1776 O. ScHUVLBR in Sparks Corr. Amcr. Rev. (1853) I.

252 Should the enemy advance . . we shall be at a loss for

ball and buckshot. 1871 XAPHEYS Prm. A> Cure Dis. in. iv.

740 A piece about the size of a buckshot is the ordinary
dose. 1881 PARNELL in Daily AVifs 3 Oct. 6/3 Knemies
to buckshot rule. 1881 RAYMOND Alining Gloss., Buckshot-

cinder, cinder from the iron blast-furnace, containing grains
of iron. 1885 Snakim iv. 88 To be used at night pending
the arrival of buckshot cartridges from England.

Buckskin (bfkskin). [f.
BUCK rf.i + SKIN.]

1. The skin of a buck.

1433 Test. Ebor. (1855) II. 31 Unuin dublett coopertum
cum Dukskynnes. 1465 in Ripon Ch. Acts 159 Unam longam
tunicam de bukskynnes. 1686 Lond. Gtiz. No. 2124 '4, 15
Buck-skins dry'd, not pared. 1707 Ibid. No. 4344 4 For
Sale by the Candle .. 9000 Carolina Buck-Skins. 1809 U
LANGFORD Introd. Trade 82 Buck Skins at us. 6d. each.

2. Leather made from the skin of a buck : also

from sheepskin prepared in a particular way.
1804 HUDDESFORD wticom, Chaplet 140 Bold blades in

buck-skin breeched. 1828 SCOTT Fair M. Pfrth I. 34 YVil-

ling to see you two as closely united together, as ever needle

stitched buckskin. 1846-83 R. EG.-WARBURTON Hunt.

Songs (1883) xlvi. 134 Buckskin's the only wear fit for the

saddle. 1878 BLACK Green Past. xiii. 100 The suit of grey
buckskin which he wore.

b. attrib. and comb.

'565 GOLDING Ovid's Mt-t. IV. (1593) 79 In buck-skin cotes.

l66oPEpvs Diary i June, The fine pair of buckskin gloves.

1710 Tatter No. 241 ?9 A Pair of Buck-Skin Breeches. 1753
H. WALPOLE Corr. I. 198 A young squire booted and spurred
and buckskin-breeched. 1824 COBBETT Weekly Register 12

June 674 Priests.. who never wear buckskin breeches, and

go a fox-hunting. 1877 J. ALLEN Atner. Bison 581 The
buckskin suit of the Rocky Mountain hunter.

3. Breeches made of buckskin. (In first quot.

possibly gloves or boots of that material.

1481-90 HOWARD Hoitsch. Bks. 315 My Lord paied to his

cordwaner . . for a payr bucskyns . . xviij. d. a 1658 CLEVE-

LAND Newsfr. Newcastle 120 [He], .in embroidered Buck-

skins blows his Nails. 1774 ll'estm. Mag. 1 1. 657 The honest

buckskin . . Our modern Nimrod turns to sattin breeches.

1851 KINGSLEY Yeast ii. 34 A red coat and white buckskins.

f4. A nickname of the American troops during
the Revolutionary war

; hence, a native American.

1787 BURNS A liter, ll'ar, Cornwallis fought as long's he

dought, An' did the buckskins claw, man. 1800 WEEMS
Washington ii. 11877)8 George Washington a buck skin!

..impossible ! he was certainly an European. 1823 THACHER
Mil. Jrnl. 72 The burlesque epithet of Yankee from one

party, and that of Buckskin from the other.

Hence Bu'ckskinned a.

1829 A. FONBLANQUE Enf. under Admin. (1837' L 240

Yorkshire bnckskinned 'Squires. 1884 JOAQUIN MILLER

Mem. ft Rime 107 A savage buckskinned delegate to Con-

gress . . from . . Oregon.

Bucksome, obs. form of BI'XOM.

t Bu'ck-Stall. Obs. exc. Hist. [f.
BUCK rf.i +

STALL.] A large net for catching deer.

Ch. Hist. VI. 317 Sir Henry pitcht a Buckstall (wherewith
he used to take Deer in the Forest) in the narrowest place

of the Marsh. 1870 EDGAR Runnymede 156 We may be

dealt with as deer in a buckstall.

t Buck's tongue. Obs. Some rough leaved

herb ; perhaps Bngloss, or Prickly Ox-tongue.
11450 Alphita {Anecd. Oxon.) 20 Barl'a yrsina, assimi-

latur lingue bouis, asperiora tamen habet folia ; anglice

hitckesionge.

Buckthorn (bvtyfm). [f. BUCK s/>.
1 + THORN.

App. Lyte's translation of the It and mod.L. names.]
The shrub Rhamnus tatharticus ;

the berries of

whicli yield sap-green and other pigments, and

were formerly used as a powerful cathartic.

1578 LVTE Dodoens vi. xxx. 810 The Italians do
call_

it

Spino Merlo, some call it Spino ceruino . . and of Valerius

Cordus, Cerni sfina : we may well call it in English, Bucke

Thorne_. 1579 LANGHAM Gard. Health(i(>^cjg Bvckthorne,
the beries do purge downwards mightily flegme and choller.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s.v., Of buckthorn berries are

made three several sorts of colours. 1859 W. COLEMAN
Woodlands (18621 122 On chalky or loamy soils, we may oc-

casionally find the Buckthorn growing in considerable plenty.

Bu'ck-tooth. [f.
BucErf. 1 + TOOTH.] A large

projecting tooth. Also attrib.

[a 1550 Addicionn o/Siottis Corniklis.tfC. iTh. Thomson^
3 (JAM.) Schir Thomas Boyde was slane be Alexander
Stewart buktuth and his sonnes.] 1753 HANWAV Trai'.

(1762) II. xvi. i. 440 He ordered a man s teeth to be pulled
out, for no other reason than their being buck-teeth. 1866
CARLYLE Remin., K. Irving 99 An older. -bigger boy, with
red hair, wild buck teeth, and scorched complexion.
Hence Bu'ck-toothed ///. a.

1863 SIR B. BURKE I'iciss. Fain. ML 274 One shall be buck-
toothed, another hair-lipped and the fourth a stammerer.

Bucku : see Bt;cnr.

t Bu -

ck-wa:shing. Obs. [f. BUCK sb? +
WASH

.]
The process of washing coarse and

very dirty linen, by boiling it in an alkaline lye

(BUCK rf.3\ and afterwards beating and rinsing it

in clear water ; see bucking-washing in BUCKING
vbl. sb.\ So Buck-washer ; also dial, buck-wash.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. iii. 164 You were best meddlt-

with buck-washing. 1611 COTGR. Biiandicrc.z. laundresse.
or buck-washer. 1829 CARLYLF Misc. (1857! II. 26 His office

of bucku-asher, that is of verse corrector to his Majesty.
1845 Cromwell s Lett, ty Sp. U873I I. ii. n Such a job
of buckwashing. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Wd.-bk.

(K. D. S.) Bucn-Tuesh or veshin, a large wash of heavy,
coarse linen . . In the buck-wesh no soap was used, but the

linen was boiled in the buck-lee. It was then carried to

a neighbouring stream or spring, and laid upon a smooth
stone or a block . . there the linen was beaten with a

'

bat-

staff', after which it was well
'

swilled' in the pure water.

Buckwheat (b'k|hw;t). Also 6 buk-, bock-
wheate. [perh. immediately ad. Du. boekweit

(/wferj'fl'/inLyte) asGa.tticnvieize 'beech-wheat'

from the shape of the triquetrous seeds, whence
also the botanical name Fagofymin ; but it was
referred to as a familiar name by Turner, 30 years
before Lyte professed to take it from Dutch, so

that the name may have been of Eng. origin, after

BUCK-MAST or BucKj-i.'- BarnnbyGooge app. in-

dependently called it tiech-~u>licat.~\

1. A species of I'olygonum (P. Fagopyrum ,
a

native of Central Asia, whence it was introduced

into Europe by the Turks about the 13th c. The
seed is in Europe used as food for horses, cattle,

and poultry ;
in X. America its meal is made into

' buckwheat cakes ', regarded as a dainty for the

breakfast-table. Formerly also called BRAKE.
1548 TL-RNER Xames o/ l[,-r/>s >iS8i) 35 Elatine is lyke

wythwynde, but it hath seedesand Moures lyke Buckwheate;
it may be named in en^lishe running Buckwheate or bynde
corne. 1551 [see 2). 1577 B. GOOGE Heyesbach's Hitsb. 15861

31,1 had rather call it Heechwheate, bicause thegraine therof

is threecorned, not unlike the beechmast both in color and
forme. 1578 LVTE Hodoens iv. xiv. 468 In base Almaigne
Bockweydt, after whiche name it may be englished Bock-
wheat. 1597 GERARD Herbal I. xlvii. 89 Buckwheat nour-

isheth less than wheat. 1776 ADAM SMITH 11'. A'. I. i. xi.

236 Indian Corn and buckwheat are used for feeding poultry.

1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 456 In part of Normandy and

Bretagne. they live very much . . upon buck-wheat. 1859

JEPHSON Brittany ii. 20 Buckwheat is u^ed almost exclu-

sively for feeding pheasants.

b. attrib.

1865 BARING-GOULD Werwolves 3 He was down by the

hedge of his buckwheat field, and the sun had set. 1873
Atlas ofMichigan Pref. 20 Upon a somewhat similar soil

is found the
' Buckwheat'. . pine. 1881 RAYMOND Mining

Gloss. s.v. Coal, Buckwheat-coal.. \& the smallest size, and

usually included in the dirt or culm. 1882 Garden 25 Mar.

191/3 To go to America for a good . . Buckwheat cake.

2. Applied to other species of Polygomim, esp.

to Black Bindweed (P. Convolvulus*) or
'

Running
Buckwheat', and to P. tartaricum ' Tartarean

Buckwheat '.

1548 [see i]. 1551 TURNER Herbal 165, I call it runnynge
bukwheate, because in thre thynges it resemblethe bmc-

wheate. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 281 Running Buckwheat
or Bindweed . . putteth forth smal leaues, round and hairy.

1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. I. 11863' >' The beautiful

buck-wheat, whose transparent leaves and stalks are so

brightly tinged with vermilion.

Bucky, variant form of BUCKIE.

Buclere, obs. form of BUCKLER.

Bucolic ^biwkfrlik). a. and sb. Also 6 bueo-

lique, bucolik, 7 -ike, -icke, 8 -iok. [ad. L.

biicolic-us, a. Gr. $of/roAi-(5s, f. 3ov/foAos herds-

man.]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to herdsmen or

shepherds ; pastoral.
1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 31 Bncoliki, pertaining to

beasts or heardsmen. 1750 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 37 F 10

The Pollio of Virgil, .is a composition truly bucolick. 1803
SVD. SMITH Wks. (18671 1. 50 He goes on, mingling bucolic

details and sentimental effusions. 1863 MARY Howirr tr.

F. Bremer's Greece II. xvii. 167 The shepherds and shep.

herdesses . . milk the cattle, and compose bucolic poems.

1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets x. 308 Bucolic poetry.

2. Pertaining to country life; rural, rustic, country-

fied. (Somewhat humorous.^

1846 LYTTON Lncretia 118531247 The second [partner] had

a bucolic turn. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede 67 The keenest

of bucolic minds felt a whispering awe at the sight of the

gentry. 1875 A. R. HorE Schoolboy Fr. 308 A sturdy-

looking bucolic individual. 1878 LADY HERBERT Hiibner's

Ramble n. xii. 212 In its happy, bucolic isolation.

B. sb. fcf.
L. Biicolica, Gr. 0ovKo\txa in same use.]

1. //. Pastoral poems : rarely sing: a single poem.
1531 ELYOT Gov. i. x. (1883) I. 62 What thinge can be more

familiar than his [Virgil's] bucolikes. a 1560 ROLLAND Crt.
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BUCOLICAL. 1154 BUDDHIST.

I'ftins in. 103 His Georgiks and Bucolikis. 1656 BLOUNT
Gtossogr., Bitcolicks, pastoral songs, or songs of Heardsmen.

1870 Daily Ne^vs 16 Apr,, The manufacture of maple sugar,
of which 1 may sing you a bucolic when the season arrives.

2. = Bucolic poet.
1774 T. WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry \x\\\. III. 59 Spenser,

who is erroneously ranked as our earliest English bucolic.

3. A rustic, peasant, (humorous.')
1862 Sat. Rev. No. 351. 72/1 It is a satisfaction to make

the personal acquaintance of so worthy a bucolic.

4. //. Agricultural pursuits, ran.
1865 Times 1 5 Apr., A fancy farm steading . . for any special

branch of bucolics that may most delight the proprietor.

BucO'lical, a.
[f.

as prec. +-AL.] = BUCOLIC a.

1523 SKELTON* Gar/. Laurell 327 Theocritus with his bu-

colycal relacyons. 1830 T. HAMILTON C. Thornton 103 His
favourite bucolical pursuits, 1881 BENHAM Church Con-
trov. in Macm. Mag. XLV. IIQ/I The outcry against scien-

tific investigations has probably almost exhausted itself,

except among very bucolical persons indeed.

Hence Bucolically adv.
1881 Spectator 22 Jan. 120 Mr. Bence Jones . . will have

done good work, .of which he may be bucolically proud.
BucO'lican. nonce-wd. A rustic, a countryman.
1866 J. BASKS in Argosy I. 171 The one characteristic of

the British bucolican is his stillness and reticence.

t BuCO'licOH.1 Obs. rare. [a. Gr. &QVKO\IKOV ,

sing, of &ovKo\tt(d
'

pastoral poems '.]
A bucolic

poem.
1640 W. HODGSON Dh>. Cosmogr. 79 His three and twen-

tieth [Psalm].. we may call his Bucolicon.

Bircolism. nonce-wd. [f. BUCOL-IC + -ISM.]

A rustic phrase or characteristic.

1830 H. N. COLERIDGE Grk. Poets 7 The lowest '

buco-

Hsms
'

of Theocritus.

Bucram, -um, obs. forms of BUCKRAM.

Bucra'116. Arch. Also bucra'nium. [F. bu-

cram, and L. bucranium, ad. Gr. ftovKpavtov, f.

#ous ox + tcpav'tov skull.] A sculptured ornament

representing an ox-skull.

1854 FAIRHOI.T Diet. Terms in Art, Bncrania. 1878 R. J.

PLAYFAiR-d^ff/rtfed. 2) 232 Over the columns and pilasters

[of the Temple] are panels ornamented by bucranes.

Bud b*M), sbl Forms: 4-5 bodde, 5-7 budde,
(6 bood, botthe), 7 budd, 6- bud. [Late ME.
budde, boddc

;
of uncertain etymology. In ME.

identical in form with BUDDE.
Prof. Skeat suggests a connexion of some kind with ODu.

botte^ mod.Du. hot a bud, or with OF. boter, mod. F. bonier

to push, put forth, whence K. bouton (see BUTTON sb.}
' bud'.

iFranck refers the ODu. word to a Romanic source akin to

or identical with OF. boter.\ But such a change from / to

d is anomalous.]

1. Bot. A little projection found at the axil of a

leaf, composed of scales, which are small leaves,

and forming the rudiment of a branch, cluster of

leaves, or blossom. Hence, applied to a flower

(or leaf, at any stage of growth until fully opened.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn, Ixxv, Sumtyme bur-

gynge of boddes beb^ gnawe and frete with flyes. c 1400

Pnrif. Marie in Twiddle's I 'is. iTurnb. 18431 T 35 The
comyng Of greene veer with fresch buddes new. 1526

Pilgr. Perf. (.W. de W. 1531) 234 So longe it is called the

budde of a rose, as it is not a perfyte rose. 1527 ANDREW
Brnnsivykes Distyll. Waters O ij, The best flowres ben of

the rede apples . .whan the botthes begynne the blossome
and to go open. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. n. iv. 114 A worme
i'th budde. a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 64 To pluck away
the bearing buds, before they proceed unto flowers or fruit.

1752 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 207 r 8 The swelling bud and

opening blossom. 1832 TENNYSON Lotos-Eat. 71 The folded

leaf is woo'd from out the bud. 1842 GRAY Struct. Bot. i.

11880) 7 An incipient stem or branch, with its rudimentary
leaves, is a Bud.

b. Zool. A similar growth in animals of low

organization, which develops into a new individual.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. II. 433/1 The new indi-

vidual grows upon the parent as a bud or sprout. 1861

HULME tr. Moqnin-Tandon \\. i. 46 The creature gives off

from certain parts of its body buds or gemmae, which at a
fixed period become detached, and give rise to new animals.

2. transf. Used of things resembling buds : as

the rudiment of a horn when it begins to sprout ;

a nipple ; a pimple in farcy, a disease of horses.

1593 NASHE Christs T. 11613) MS Their breasts they em-
buste vp on hie, and their round Roseate buds immodestly
lay forth. 1639 T. DF, GREY Compl. Horsem. 304 This powder
healeth the buds or knots of the farcin. 1641 FRENCH
Distill, iv. (1651) 103 The young buds of Harts-horne. 1702
Land. Gaz. No. 3814/4 A . .Grey Gelding . . scar'd with the

Farcy Buds.

3. 'jig. Anything in an immature or undeveloped
state.

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 238/2 Such a desire is a
budde of ambition. 1592 WARNER Alb. Eng. vm. xxxix. 193
Our decent Church- Rites. .Did then put forth her Braunches,
and weare fruitfull in the bood. 1632 G. HERBERT Temple^
Sunday i, The fruit of this, the next worlds bud. 1727
THOMSON Summer 582 The wint'ry blast of death Kills

not the buds of virtue.

b. Said of children or young persons, or as a

term of endearment.
1595 SHAKS. John in. iv. 82 Now will Canker-sorrow eat

my bud [Arthur], And chase the natiue beauty from his
cheeke. 1675 WVCHERLRY Country Wife n. i, You are my
own dear bud. Ibid. in. ii, 'Tis no matter, no matter, bud.

1847 TENNYSON Princ. vi. 176 Her eye . . dwelt Full on the
child; she took it ; 'Pretty bud ! . . half open'd bell of the
woods !

'

1881 Confessions offriv. Girl 39 This is your
first party . . Yes, I am what is called a bud.

C. ' A weaned calf of the first year
'

(Ray S. and
E. C. Words (1674) 6o\ Still in dial. use.

1662 Collect. Campsey Ask 30 in Nichols Bibl. Top. Brit.

11790) lii. For every gast beast and heifer, gast ware and
bud [calf], three half-pence apiece. 1875 PARISH Sussex
Dial., Bud, a calf of the first year, so called because the
horns then begin to appear or bud. A/t>d. dial. Kent, There
are three halfers [heifers] and two nice young buds in the yard.

4. Phr. In bud (said of plants ;
cf. in leaf, in

Jlower] : budding. In the bud ; not yet developed ;

often fig.
= young, immature,

'

in the germ '. To

nip or crush in the bud: Jig. to repress or destroy

(a project, etc.) in its first beginnings.
1677 HORNECK Law of Consideration (1704) 89 If a

tree does not thrive, if flowers do wither in the bud.

1746 Rep. Cond, Sir y. Copt' 12 The crushing in the bud
an Insurrection. 1844 Mem. Babylonian P'cess. II. i68The
plot was apparently nipped in the bud. 1847 TKNNYSON
Princ. i. 31 While life was yet in bud and blade. 1867
FREEMAN A'crm. Cong. I. iv. 258 Promising germs of free-

dom were . . crushed in the bud. 1871 EARLE Philol, Eng.
Tong. (i88o' 445 A flectional word is a phrase in the bud.

5. Comb., as bnd-blighted, -crowned, -like adjs.,

bud-coat, -generation, -scale, -itme, -variation. Also
bud-bird (dial.}, the Bullfinch; f bud-cutter, obs.

name of an insect (transl. F. lisette
f

coupe-bour-
geon ', Boiste; ; bud-germ Zool^ ~

i b
;
bud-

glue (see quot.) ; bud-rudiment, the cell in the

embryo, from which the bud is developed.
1865 Cornh. Mag. 35 The provincial

' ' bud-bird
'

of Here-
fordshire, the bullfinch. 1820 SHFLLEY Prometh. Unb.
iv. i. 122 The *bud-blighted flowers of happiness. 1866
CHR. ROSSF.TTI Prince's Progr. fyc. 3 Poppies. .Wrapped in

*bud-coats hairy and neat. 1857 KMHRSON Poems 50 The
*bud -crowned Spring. 1693 KVELVX De la Quint. Compl.
Card. II. TOO To have the end of their new Shoots, .cut off

by a little black round Insect, call'd *Bud-Cutter. 1880
C. it F. DARWIN Mwew. PI. 190 A bud may revert to
the character of a former state many 'bud-generations
ago. 1884 BOWER 8: SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. <y Ferns 99
Hanstein has termed these organs which cover the buds
with a sticky secretion

'

Beleimer', or Colleters, and their

sticky product "bud-glue, or Blasto-colla. 1839 BAILEY
Festns (1854142 To watch young beauty's *budlike feelings
burst And load the soul with love. 1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat.
fy Phys. IV. 427/1 A simple canal with bud-like processes.
1882 VINES Sachs' Hot. 297 A cell, which Pringsheim calls

the *' bud-rudiment '. 1880 GRAY Bot. Text-bit. 400 'Bud-
scales. The dry teguments which serve to protect the . .

growing point within during the season of rest.

t Bud, sb:- Si\ Obs. [prob. var. of bod, BODE an

offering, f. ppl. stem of OE. bcodan (see BID iO to

offer.] A bribe. Also in comb, bud-taker.

1436 Acts fas. I, civ. (JAM.) All jugeis sail gar the assy-
souris sweir . . that lhay nouther haue tane, nor sail tak
meid na buddis of ony panic. 1535 LYNDBSAY&Hfprv 1616,
I am ane ludge . . Na bud nor fauour may my sicht oversyle.
1579 Act Jos. I'l (1597) 93 The saidis Bud-takeris, to be

displaced and deprived simpliciter of their offices, a 1651
CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk iWodrowt III. 394 They acquired
wealth by taking budds from such as had sutes to him.

Bud (bd) f z'.i [f. BUDW>.]]
1. intr. a. To put forth buds, to sprout, b.

with out : To come or push out, as a bud.

1398 Isee BUDDING ?/>/. A-/*.
1
] (-1440 Promp. Parv. 54

Buddun as trees, gennno. 1535 COVERDAI.E Job xiv. 8 The
stocke . . will budde. 1626 BACON Syh-a 11677) 417 The
removing of the Tree some Moneth before it Buddeth. 1684
tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. vi. 206 If. .a Carbuncle bud out in

the Arms or Legs. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby in. xxviii, The rose
is budding fain. 1862 H. SM-NCKR First Princ. n. xv. 119
(1875) 336 The wings and legs of a bird, .when they bud-out
from the sides of the embryo.
2. fig. To spring forth, as a bud ; to begin to

grow ; to develop ; also with out, up.
1566 KNOX Hist. Kef. Wks, 1846 I. 184 Thairby Goddis

woord should somewhat bud. a 1593 H. SMITH Serm. (1866)
II. 254 Many vices bud out of this one. 1608 GOLDING
Epit. Frossard's Chron. n. 68 There was trouble and insur-
rection budding yp. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, i. i. 94 The
sodaine breach.. is budded out, For France hathflaw'd the

. .budded, in the course of ages, into little towns.

3. trans. To put forth as buds
; to produce by

gemmation ; also withyfcrM and out. Also^.
1591 SI'KNSER I'is. Bellay 138 This Hydra. .With setien

heads, budding monstrous crimes. 1625 Gonsahno's ,V/. /-
quis.. It buddeth forth such pestilent blossomes, 1854
WOODWARD Mollnsca (1856) 49 The power they [zoophytes]
possess of budding out new individuals. 1869 NICHOLSON
Zool. Iviii. (1880) 520 Within the branchial chamber [of the

tadpole] . . the fore-limbs are budded forth.

4. To bring into bud, cause to bud
; also fig.

1604 DRAYTON Owle 3 The strength and fervour of whose
pregnant ray, Buds every branch, and blossomes every
spray. ? a 1700 Hawthorn Tree in Child Ballad's I. 313
Next yere againe I will be sene To bude my branches.

1852 TUPPER Proverb. Philos. 403 When did the body ele-

vate, expand, and bud the mind?
5. Gardening. To ingraft by inserting a bud of

a shrub or tree under the bark of another ' stock ',

for the purpose of raising flowers, or fruit different

from those of the stock. Also absoL

1663 COWLEV Verses <r Ess. (1669) 119 We no where Art
do so triumphant see, As when it Grafs or Buds the Tree.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 198 You may., bud at the
end of this month. Ibid, Stocks to bud Oranges and Lemons
on. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. II. s.v. Laurel, Grafted or
budded upon black Cherry Stalks. 1853 Blackw, Magt

LXXIII. 131 He grafted, and budded, and hybridised. 186*
DELAMER /'/. Gard. 156 To be budded on the Musk Rose.

t Bud, v.'~ St.
[f.

Bun J^.-.] trans. To bribe.

c 1565 LINDKSAY iPitscottiei Cron. Scotl. (1728) 148 They
budded the king to bide at home. 1582-8 Hist. jas. Vl t

(1804) 198 Moirtoun . . buddit Tullybardin with the office of
the Comptroller. 1636 RUTHERFORD/.^//. Ixiii. (1862) I. 169
To bud and bribe the Cross. 1657 [see BUDDING i'bl. s/>,'*],

Bud, v. Sc. = must : see Bus v.

t Budde. Obs. Forms : i budda. 5 budde
(? bude, bowde) : see also Boun. [Of unknown

etymology: the relation of the earlier budda, budde
t

with short n, to the later btnvde, boud, with long
vowel or diphthong, is also uncertain.] An insect ;

? a beetle of some kind : cf. Born, weevil.

a izooSemi-Saxon \
7o(.ab. in Wr.-Wiilcker 543 Siaral>yifS t

scearnbudoa itel budda. c 1440 Prontp. Parr. 54 Budde of

a tree, gemma. Budde Flye. [cf. ibid. 46 Bowde, malte-

worme [1499 boude of make]. ("1475 Pict. }'oc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 767 Nomina Mnscarum, Hec polnmita a bude,
Hie stabo*. scarbude. See B0BD.]

Budded (
b-ded ,///. a.

[f.
Bun v.^ or j^.1 +

-ED.] a. In bud, budding ;
furnished with buds,

b. Subjected to the operation of budding ( Bun z*.
1

5 . c. That has sprouted or put forth buds.

1552 HULOET, Budded, gcunnahts. 1579 SPF.XSER Sheph.
Cal. Feb. 36 The budded broomes. Ibid. May 214 His
newe budded beard. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 195
Cut off the Heads of your budded Stocks. 1817 WORDSW.
Poems of Imag. xvi, With songs the budded groves re-

sounding. 1881 Gard. Chron. XVI. 851 The budded rose.

Bu'dder. rare. [f. BUD ?'.I + -KB'.] That
which buds, or is in bud.
1818 KEATS Kndyin. i. 41 Now while the early budders are

just new.

Buddha ^birda, bu-d,ha). Also 7-8 Buddou, 9
Booddha,Bhooddha, Boudhou,Budh, Buddh,
Buddho. [a. Skr. Imddha enlightened, awakened,

pa. pple. of />;/(/// to awake, know, perceive.]
The title given by the adherents of one of the

great Asiatic religions, thence called BUDDHISM,
to the founder of their faith, Sakyamuni, Gautama,
or Siddartha, who flourished in Northern India in

the 5th century B. c. Sakyamuni is regarded as

only the latest of a series of Buddhas or infallible

reli'gious teachers, which is hereafter to be con-

tinued indefinitely.
When applied to Siikyamuni, Buddha is in English use

treated as a proper name, and even when used in a general
sense, it is always written with a capital B.

1681 R. Ksox Hist. Ceylon 18 The Buddou, a great god
among them. 1784 SIR W. CHAMBERS in Asiat. Res. (17991
I. 163 The Siamese have two orders of priests, arud so have
the worshippers of Buddou. 1803 MAHONY in Asiat. Res.

VII. 32 This last Bhooddha will be born of a Braminee
woman. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India 11. 87 With
the acquiescence of., the priests of Buddha. Ibid, III. 50
Relics of the four last Buddhas. 1853 WAYLASD Mem.
Jndson App. II. 410 A Buddh is a being who by virtue of. .

certain austerities becomes the object of supreme adoration.

1858 MAX MULLER Chips <i88ol I. ii. 51 The first subjective

system of faith in India, the religion of Buddha.
attrib. 1784 SIR W. CHAMRKRS in Asiat. Res.(\-j<y^ 1. 163
Knox says of the Buddou Priests, etc. 1801 JOINVILLE in

Asiat. Res. VII. 421 Some prince on the continent, pro-

fessing the Boudhou religion.

Hence Buddhahood, the condition of a Buddha;
Buddhaship, the office of a Buddha.

1857 G.TURNOUR Mahdivanso I. xxviii, Prince Siddhattho
attained Buddhohood, in the character of Gotamo Buddho.

1878 DODS Moham.) Buddha $ C. iii. 147 Such then was
the process by which Siddartha painfully won his way to

Buddhahood. 1882 SCHAFF Encycl. Rel. Kncnul. I. 333
Gautama's Buddhaship was for five thousand years.

Buddhie (bu'dik), a. [see -ic.]
= BUDDHIST a.

1816 G. S. FABER Orie: Pagan Idol. I, 54 Such impieties

peculiarly marked the Hermetic or Buddhic theology. 1817
Eight Dissert. (1845) I. 62 The doctrine of Buddhic In-

carnation.

Buddhism (bu'diz'm). Also Boudhism,
Budhism, Booddhism. [f.

BUDDHA + -ISM.]

The religious system founded by Buddha.
1801 JOINVILLK in Asiat. Res. VII. 400 If Boudhism could

not have established itself among the Brahmins, etc. 1816

Asiatic yrnl. I. 19 The name and peculiarities of Bud-
dhism have a good deal fixed my attention. 1870 F. HALL
in Wilson I'islinu Pnrdna V. 376 The Hindus, with their

hatred of Buddhism and everything therewith cognate.

Buddhist (bu'dist', sb. and a. Also Boodd-
hist, and

;wrongly) Bhudist, Bhudhist, Bhood-

dhist, Boudhist, Bauddhist. [f. as prec. + -TST.

The Sanskrit Bauddha 'follower of Buddha' was

previously used : hence the form Baitddhis1^\
A. sb. A follower of Buddha.
1801 JOINVILLE in Asiat. Res. VII. 398 In the opinion of

the Boudhists, there has been no creation. 1803 MAHONY
in Asiat. Res. VII. 33 The Bhooddhists speak of 26 hea-

vens, which they divide in the following manner. 1807
WILFORD in Asiat. Res. IX. 88 According to the Baud-

dhists, the ancient Buddha, .began to reign 1367 years B.C.

1810 M. GRAHAM 89 (Y.) Among the Bhuddists there are

no distinct castes. 1841 H. H. WILSON Asiat. JrnL New
Ser. XXXV. 44 A different class of sectarians from Bud-
dhists or Bauddhas. 1871 ALABASTER Wheel oftheLaw^
Buddhists are forbidden to kill animals.

B. adj. Relating to or connected with Buddhism.
1816 Asiatic yrnl. I. 21 The harmless sacrifices of the

Chinese, .are obviously Buddhist. 1835 MARRYAT ?//<* /Wr.
xxtv. I also found . . Bhudhist figures. 1871 ALABASTER



BUDDHISTIC.
Wheel of tlic Law 168 My ideas on Buddhist prayer are
stated in the Preface.

Buddhistic ,budi-stik\ a. -^BUDDHIST a.

1841 ANTHON Class. Diet. 87/1 A remnant . . of an early
Buddhistic system. 1860

J[.
MUIK Orig. Sanskrit Texts

11.69 I" Ceylon there exists .. an extensive Buddhistic
literature. 1884 DK. ARGYU. Unity of Nat. xiii. 508 The
real meaning of the Buddhistic Atheism in the mind of its

original teachers.

Buddhistical ; budi-stikal), a. [f. prec.-H -At.]

prec.
1837 G. TURNOUR Mahdiuanso \. xxviii, The mystification

of the Buddhistical data. 1860 I. MUIR Orig. Sanskrit

Text? " 68 The three pitakas, which now form the Bud-
dhistical Scriptures.

t Buddhite (birdaitl, s6. and a. Also Bud-
dite. [see -ITE.] An early synonym of BUDDHIST.
1803 R. PERCIVAL Ceylon 200 The Brahmins prevailed, and

the Buddites were compelled to take refuge in Ceylon.
1816 Asiat. Jrnl. I. 114 The ancient religious edifices of
Java are exclusively Buddhite, and not Braminical.

Budding v b-dirj), vbl. st>.< [f. Bui) Z/.1+-IXG 1
.]

1. The action of putting forth buds, sprouting ;

concr. buds collectively.
1398 TREVISA Jiarth. De P. R. ix. vii. (1495) 352 Harueste

. . wythdrawyth the vertue of buddynge and of spryngynge.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, GeriHcinent, a budding,
a sprouting. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 121 f 3 Before the
first budding of a Horn appears. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-T.
Misc. (1733) I. 100 Plantings . . Where buddings and blossoms
appear. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. xv. 252 By. .budding and
splitting, the corals may form masses of great size.

2. Jig. Springing forth, beginning, 'germ'.
1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. A v, Her forward budding in

the prime I blasted With wind of pride. 1677 GILIMS
Dxmonol. 11867) 461 We must .. nip it in the earliest bud-

dings of it. 1741 WATTS fniprov. Mind ix. (1801) 68 The
young buddings of infant reason. 1822 B. CORNWALL Let.
Boccaccio ii. 44 In budding, happiness is likest woe.
3. Gardening. The process of inserting a bud

from one shrub or tree under the bark of another,
so that adhesion takes place ; inoculation.

1719 LONDON & WISE Compl. Card. vn. 184 The proper
time for Inoculating or Budding, is. .according as the Season
happens. 1861 DELAMER Fl. Card. 156 Budding may be
performed from June to September.
4. attrib., as in btuUing-knife, -time.

1805 WORDSW. fnl. in. (1850) 64 A congregation in its

budding time Of health. 1831-60 LOUDON Encycl. Card.
6s6(L.) With the budding-knife makea horizontal cut across
the rind. 1839 CARLYLE Chartism viii. 165 There are

spiritual budding-times.

t Bu-ddiiigf, vbl. sb* Sc. Ol>s. [f. BUD v? +
-ING 1.] Bribery.
1640 Pasquil in Bk. of'Scotch Past] nils 118681 i44'l'herwas

houpes for brybea and budding. 1657 COLVIL IV/iigs' Slip-
flic. (1751) 92 It's very like, at others budding, He turn'd
his coat for cake and pudding.

Bu'dding, ///. a.
[f. Bun z/.i +-IM; ^.]

1. That buds ;
in bud, sprouting.

1581 SIDNEY Apot. (Arb.i 67 We might well want words
but neuer matter, of which . . we should euer haue new bud -

ding occasions. 1648 HERRICK Corinna's aMtiying, There's
not a budding boy, or girle. .But is. .gone to bring in May.
1664 DRYDEN Rival Lotties \. i. 186, I will not . . crush a
budding Virtue. 1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom 11784) 137/2
One unlucky . . circumstance blasted . . the budding hopes of
Melville. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neirhb. iii. 11878)
33 This gave a great help to his budding confidence.

Hence Bvrddiugness, budding quality or con-
dition. In mod. Diets.

Buddie, boodle Cb-d'l, b-d'l), s/>.l Korms :

4 budel, 5 bo)ml se, bothil, 6 bodle, boddle.
8- buddle, 9 boodle. [Etymology unknown : the

conjecture that it is a. Du. buidel purse, on account
of its bearing golds (yellow flowers) is untenable.]A rural name for the Corn-marigold.
a 1400 Names ofHerbs in MS. Sloane 5 f. 6 Monica, budel.

i 1440 Promp. fart'. 46 Bobul [printed Boyul) or bothule,
herbe, or cow-slope [T. r. bolhil, boyl]. 1580 TUSSF.R Hnsl: H.
i r Like vnto boddle no weede there is such. 1787 MARSHALL
K. Norfolk Gloss. lE, D. S.) Buddie, corn-marigold. 1830
FORBY Voc. E. Anglia I, 42 Buddie, a noxious weed among
corn, Chrysanthemum scgetnm.

Buddie (b-d'l). sb:- Mining. Also 6 buddel,
7 budle. [Etymology unknown : some have

compared Ger. butteln to shake, agitate. The word
occurs in Manlove 1653 as a term used by Derby-
shire lead-miners ; it is still current there and in

Cornwall, and also in the U. S. silver mines.]
A shallow inclined vat in which ore is washed.
1531-2 Act 23 Hen. I/Ill, viii. i The saide digger, owner,

or wassher, shall make . . sufficient hatches and ties in the
ende of their buddels and cordes. 1653 MANLOVE Rhymed
Ckron. 260 Main Rakes, Cross Rakes, Brown-henns, Budles
and Soughs. 1674 ^AY Smelt. Silver 1 16 The Buddie which
is a vessel made like to a shallow tumbrel, standing a little

shelving. 1869 CHURCH in Student II. 402 The buddies
where the ground ore is washed. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Gloss., Buadle (Cornwall), an inclined vat or stationary or
revolving platform upon which ore is concentrated by means
of running water. Strictly the buddle is a shallow vat . .

But general usage, particularly on the Pacific slope, makes
no distinction.

1155

Comb., ns huddle-hoy, -head, -tub,

M*miX&Sttf-Jilp iii. 62 Earning three-halfpence a day
as a. bucUUeboy at a tin mine, 1671 Phil, Tram. VI. 2109A Trambling shovel, .to cast up the Ore. .on a long square
board..which is termed the Buddie-head. iSis Chron. in
Ann, Keg. 54/1 Miner's buddle-tnbs. .and other materials.

t Birddie, z>.
] Obs. rare.

[? f. BUD vJ + -LE

frequentative suffix
;

but perh. rather onomato-

poeic.] intr. ? To bud, to sprout.
1581 J. BELL Haddon's Aitsw. Osor. 268 h, More wiuked-

nes hath bene sene to buddle upp afresh
J \.x\. pnllulare\

Ibid. 430 b, Sinnes do dayly boyle upp and buddle from
without us.

Buddie (bzrd'l),w.:2 Milling, [f. BUDDLKJ&-]
trans. To wash ,ore; by means of a buddle. Hence
Birddled ///. a.

; Birddler
; Bu'ddling vhl. sb.

1693 (1. POOLEY in Phil. Trans. XVII. 675 The places
where they wash, clean or huddle it, as their Turin is. 1747
HOOSON Miners Dict.s.v., In some places, they Buddie
all their Boose. Ibid. Ij b, The Budlers, Scrapers, and
Washers. Ibid. X iv,Waste [is] thatwhich is separatedby the
Water from the Ruddied Ore, by Huddling the Boose. 1869
CHURCH in Student II. 402 It [ore] is separated from the

accompanying rock and minerals by the process locally
[Cornwall] termed huddling.

Buddie, obs. f. BOODLE '.

Buddy bzrdi), a. rare.
[f.

Kun s/>.
1 + -Y

1.]
a. Full of buds. b. Like a bud.

1598 FLORID, Fronzuto^ stnlkie, buddie, spriggie. 1611

COTGR-, Fillolc, a buddie knob in a vine, like a wart. 1862
THACKKKAY Roimdab. Pagers (1879) 115 Here are the

scourges ! choose me a nice, long, swishing, buddy one.

1871 G. MACDONALD Roadside P. 209 Buddy dots of light.

Bude (bi/7d). [Attrib. use of the name of a

place in Cornwall.] Bude-burner, a gas-burner
invented by Sir Goldsworthy Gurney (who resided

at Bude , consisting of several concentric argand
rings. Bude-light, see quot. Bude sand, sand
from Bude, used as a dressing for soil.

1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 157 Old spaded and
burnt moors, dressed with 100 seams of bude sand. 1835
Mech. Mag. XXIII. 80 The Bude Light is a name given by
Mr. Gurney. .to anew light, .obtained by direct ing a stream
of oxy-hydrogen gas on a quantity of pounded egg shells.

1875 URE Diet. Arts II. 559 The Bude burner consists of 2

or 3 concentric argand rings perforated.

f Bude, obs. var. of BID, to announce, deliver.

i 1380 Sir Fcriunb. 1793 J?ey of fraunce aflbre be Amerel
}ude And Ro[land] \vi\> sterne continance ys message bus

gan bude.

Bude, var. of Bnui>.

Bude -= behoved : see Bus #.

Budel, obs. form of BEADLE and BUDDLI-: .y/;.
1

Budge 'btfd.3), sfi.l Forms: 4 bugee, -eye,

5 boge, bogey, 6 bogy, bug(g)e. buggye. Se.

buge, 7 budg, 9 boodge, 6- budge. [Etymology
obscure; usually identified with BUDGE sl>.'^, BOUGE
s/>.

]
, a leather ba^; but the connexion of sense is

not clear, and most of the early forms seem to

indicate a dissyllabic etymon. If the original sense

were ' kid-skin with the hair
1

(see quot. i6i6\ the

OF. bouchet. bochet a kid, might be thought of; cf.
'

budge of court' from F. bouchc under BOUGE sh.'-~\

1. A kind of fur. consisting of lamb's skin with

the wool dressed outwards.

i38z Pol. Poems 11859! I. 265 Somme frers beren peluse
aboute. . Al after that thai ere . . For somme bugee, and for

somme byse. 1395 Determin. Feast in Rogers Agric. .y

Prices II. 647 De xxxix furruris pro japuciis de Bugeye.
1465 fasten Lett. xcix. I. 134, Ij. gounes, one furryd with

bogey. 1513 DOCGLAS duel's viii. Prol, 58 Byand byssely,
and bane, buge, beuir and bice. 1532-3 Act -za, Hen. I'll I,

xiii, No man, vnder the saide estates, .shall weare any furre

. .except foynes, genets, .and Bogy. ('1570 THVNNE Pride
<S- Lowl. (1841) 32 A gowne Of fine blacke cloth, and faced

faire with budge. 1611 COTGR. s. v. Agncau, Blanche d*ag-
neaujc t the furre called, white Lambe, or, white Budge.
1616 BULLOKAR, Budge, a furre of a kinde of kid in other
countries. (.-1640 J. S.vYTH Lives Berkeleys( 18831 1.305 Furred
with Coney, lambskinne, and budge. 1721 C. KING Brit.
Mcrch. I. 288 Budge and Goat Skins, a 1859 DE QUISCEV
M'higgism Wks, VI. 115 note, Budge is a species of fur,

2. attrib. and Comb. t as in budge-face^ -fur, -goivn,
-skin ; budge-bachelor, one of a company dressed

in gowns trimmed with budge, who took part in the

procession on Lord Mayor's Day see BACHELOR 2).

(For budge-doctor, etc., see BUDGET.)
1466 Mann, ff Honseh. K-t'P. 371 My mastyr bout of hym

vj. boge scynnes prise mj.s. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 1070
In the stede of a budge furre. 1599 MARSTON Sco. b illanie

in. x. 222 Poore budge face, bowcase sleeue, hut let him
passe, Once furre and beard shall priuiledge an Asse- 1649
MILTON Ob&erv. Art. Peace Wks. 1738 I. 355 To part freely
with their own Budge-gowns. 1680 T. JORDAN London's
Glory 1 3 I n the Rear ofthem . . hastens the Foins and Budge-
Batchelors together with the Gentlemen-Ushers to Guild-
Hail. 1706 PHILLIPS, Bndge-Bachelers^ Company ofpoor
old Men Cloath'd in long Gowns, lin'd with Lambs-furr,
who attend upon the Lord Mayor of the City of London,
during the Solemnity of the Publick Shew.

t Budge, sb:~ Obs. we~\ Also 6 buge. [a.
OF. bouge

'

espcce de hache d'armes, ou plutot
une grande serpe

'

Godef. See VOULGE.]
' A kind

of bill ; a warlike instrument
*

t'Jamieson).
1513 DOUGLAS .-Ends xi. Prol. 16 Nane vther strokis nor

wapynnis had thai thar, Nother speyr, buge, pol-ax, swerd,
knyfc, nor mace \cd. 1553 IMS budgeisj.

BUDGELY,

t Budge, $b$ Obs. [Later spelling of BOUGE
j/'. 1

,
in sense i. Cf. BUDGET.] A leather bag.

1606 HOLLAND Sucton. 204 To the necke of another, there
was tyecl a lether-bagge . . with this title . . But them hast. . . .

deserved a verie lether budge \culeuin\ indeed.

t Bu
a push.

t Budge, Obs.
dge \c

. [?f.

.

BUI>GE zJ] A shove,

1714 ELLWOOII Autobwg. 11765)60 As for the Budge I had
hud it given me often in the Street but understood not the

meaning of it till now ; and now I found it was a Jostle,
enough to throw one almost upon his Nose.

t Budge, sk$ Obs. slang. See quots. Also
attrib.

1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 95 The Budge, .his employ-
ment is in the dark of the Evening, to go into any door that
he seeth open, and .. take whatever next comet h to hand.

1676 Warningfor Housekprs. < title \ Budg and Snudg,
File-lifter, Tongue-padder, The Private Theif. 1706 PHIL-
LIPS, Budge, one that slips into a House, or Shop, to
.steal Cloaks, etc. 1751 FIELDING Amelia \. iii, You are
some sneaking budge rascal.

Budge, sbS\ var. of BOUGE sb.-, court rations.

t Budge, a. Obs. Also 7 bodge, budg. [Ety-

mology unknown : we may perhaps compare BUG
a., also BOG a. BOGGISH.
There appears to be a reference to the attrib. use of

BUDGE .s/'.
1

,
as in the first quot. Possibly budge doctor may

have originally meant one who wore budge fur.]

1. Solemn in demeanour, important
-
looking,

pompous, stiff, formal.

1634 MILTON Comits 707 Those budge doctors of the Stoic
fur. 1640 BKOMK Sparagus Card. i\. v, I ha no more to

/ay t'yee, since you be so budge. 1676 MAKVELL Gen.
Councils Whs. 1875 IV. ny And how budge must they look
when they returned back to their diocesse?>. 1686 OLDHAM
Art. Poetry 66 No tutor, but thu Budg Philosophers he
knew. 1714 ELL.WOOD A tttobiog. < 1765) 60 The Warden wa>
a budge old man ; and I looked somewhat big too : having
a good gelding under me, and a good riding coat on my
hack. 1755 JOHNSON, Budge, surly, stiff, formal. 1781
Cowi'ER Cotiwrs. 299 The solemn fop, significant and budge.
2. dial. Brisk, lively.

1691 RAY .9. <y E. C. Wds, go Budge, brisk, jocund. You
are very Budge. A". C. Wds* i E. D. S.) Croivst; brisk,

budge, lively, jolly. 1721 1800 in BAILEY.

Budge bz?d,3\ -.' Also 6-7 bouge, (7 budg).

[a. F. boitge-r\.v stir; according to Drez, prob. Pr.

bolcgar to disturb oneself. It. bttficarc to bubble up
: late L. *bullicarc. to bubble, frequentative ol

buflTrt: to boil. Cf., for the sense, Pg. bulire to

move, stir.]

1. intr. To stir, to move from one's place. (Al-
most always with negative expressed or implied,
and said of that which stands firmly or stubbornly.
To budge against^ to move against, act in hostility

to, is now obs.

1590 GKKKNU Orl. l-'ur. 11599) 31 Bouge not a foot to ayd
Prince Kodamant. 1603 FI.ORIO Montaigne 116341 148 He
could not be induced to bouge from his place. 1637 EARI
MOSM. tr. iHalvezzi's Rom. <y Turqnin 154 [He] doth not

budge against his Prince. 1663 Bui LER Hud, \. 111.201, I

thought th' hadst scorn'd to budge a step, For fear. 1768
GOLDSM- Good-n. Man Epil., Not a soul will budge to give
him place. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville(\^g\ 207 The
trapper . . refused to budge an inch, 1877 MRS. OuPHANl
Makers Flor. x. 252 Showing no inclination to budge.

f b. ? To wince, flinch, shirk (after Fr. bouger}.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. n . iii. 44 Must I bouge ? Must I ob-

serue you? 1607 Cor. i.vi. 44 The Mouse ne're shunn'd
the Cat, a.s they did budge From rascals worse then they.

1630 WADSWORTH ,V/. Pilgr. iii. 15 All are bound to bee
there without budging at ^euen. 1651 BAXTKR Inf. Bapt.
Apol. in He told them in the Pulpit, that let them budge
at it how they would, it was their Hypocrisie that hindered
them from receiving the truth.

2. trans. To stir or move ,a heavy inert thing;.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 11. i. iv. (1641) 106/1 A stone so

huge, That in our Age three men could hardly bouge.
1853 KANE Grinnell Exf. xxiv. (1856* 218 Although the

starboard floe, .parted a six-inch hawser, it failed to budge
us one inch from the icy cradle. 1883 Hnrpers Mug, Nov.

903/2 Three men were trying . . and could not budge it.

t Budge, v* Obs. [? var. of HODGE z/.]
To put

together clumsily.
1628 EARLK Microcosm, xliv, All the actions of his life are

like so many things budg'd in without any natural cadence
or connection at all.

Budge, var. of BOUGE v. Obs. to bilge.
1622 FLETCHER Sflan. Cm-ate iv. v, Preach not abstinence

. . 'Twill budge the bottoms of their consciences,

Budge-barrel, [f. BUDGE sb^ BOUGE sbJ,
a leather bag + BARREL sb.] (See quot.

x

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. .xiv. 66 A Budgbarrell
is a little Barrell made of Latten, filled with powder to

carry from place to place for feare of fire ; in the couer it

hath a long necke to fill the Ladles withall without opening.
1696 PHILLIPS, Badge-barrel, a little Tin-barrel to carry
Powder in for fear of fire. i8z8 J. SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner
s,v. Barrt't, Budge-barrels. These barrels are employed in

the service of batteries, and have leather covers drawing
together like the mouth of a bag. 1862 F. GRIFFITHS Artil.

Man. (ed. 9* 93 Budge Barrels. Weight of barrel, copper-
hooped, 10 Ib.

t Bu-dgelling. Obs. rare~ l
. ;Dyce suggests

= '

boggling ', or a misprint for budgetting. )

a 1626 MIDDLETON No wit, no II , \. iii, Here is strange

budgelling : I tell you, sir, Those that I put in trust were
near me too.

t Bu'dgely. adv. Obs. rare. [f. BUDGE a. +

-LY-.] Solemnly, stiffly, with assumed dignity.
145-2



BUDGER.

1599 NASHE Lent. Stuffe in Harl. Misc. uSio) VI. 166

King Dionisius. .saw him sit under his canopie so budgely.

Bu'dger. [f. BUDGE z^^-EK 1
.]

One who

budges or stirs.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. viii. 5 Let the first Budger dye the

others Slaue.

Budgerow (bzrd^rJ'O. Anglo-Indian. Also

8-9 budgero. [a. Hind! or Bengali bajra.]
' A

lumbering keelless barge, formerly much used by
Europeans travelling on the Ganges' (Col. Yule).
[1:1570 tr. Cesare Federiciin.HattL II. 358 (Yj Their barkes

be light and armed with oares, .and they call these barker
Bazaras and Patuas [in Bengal].] 17*7 A. HAMILTON New
Ace. E. Ind. II. xxxiil. 12 In their Budgeroes, which is a
convenient Boat, that goes swiftly with the Force of Oars.

1781 HODGES 39 (Y.) The budgerows, which both sail and
row. 1834 H. GAUNTER Scenes in Ind. 249 Our papers, .we
happened luckily to have on board the budgero.

Budget (bzrdet). Forms : 5 bowjette, -gett,
6 bo-, booget, bow-, bou-, boud-, budgette,
(bowdshett , 6-7 bou-, bow-, boudget, 7 bug-
get, bu'd)git, 6- budget, [ad. ^.bougette, dim.

of bouge leather bag; see BOUGE sb^ t
BUDGE sb.'&

Cf. BOUGET.]
1 1. A pouch, bag, \vallet, usually of leather. Obs.

exc. dial.

1433-50 tr. Higden Rolls Ser.VII. 385 His bow5ettes [man-
ficis} and caskettes. c 1530 LD. BERNERS Artk, Lyt. Bryt.
11814} 62 A boget wyth letters hangyng at his sadel bow,

1542 UDALL Erasnt. Apopk. nob, For a pourse or a bou-

gette. 1611 CORYAT Crudities^ A certaine Pedler, hauing
a budget of small wares. 1638 HEYWOOD Wise Worn, iv. i,

You whose wealth lyes in your braines; not in your
budgets. 1677 MOXON Meek, Exerc. '1703' 250 A Budget
or Pocket to hang by their sides, to put their Nails in.

1783 JOHNSON in Bosivell (18311 V. 116 When I landed at

Billingsgate I carried my budget myself to Cornhill. 1808
SCOTT Marm. i. xxvii, Staff", budget, bottle, scrip, he wore.

1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Wd.-bk., Budget, a satchel of

bass-matting in which workmen carry their tools.

tb. Jig. Phrase, To open one's bttdget : to speak
one's mind. Obs. (Cf. 3.;

1548 H.\LLCn?. 1 18031 ioo Put it in your boget among lyes
and fayned fables. 1642 ROGERS Naainan 139 Infinite are

the subtilties which are in the bugit of this traitor. 1681

XEVILE Plato Redii'. 261 Most of the Wise. .Men. .are very
silent, and will not open their Budget.

t c. The hangman's budget. Obs.

1589 Papp<: iu. HatcJtft <

1 844 ' 37 With an Habeas Corpus
to remooue them from the Shepheards tarre-boxe to the

hangmans budget. 1607 DEKKER IVh, Babylon Wks. 1873
II. 270 A Broker and his wife that dropt out of the Hang-
mans budget but last day, are now eating into the Camp.
2. In various spec, uses :

f a. A leather or skin bottle. 0/>s.

1580 NORTH Plutarch 116761 574 Great Leather budgets
filled full of fresh Water. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais \\. viii,

The measure of twelve oyle budgets or butts of olives.

1786 tr. Beckford's I'athck 12 A water budget.

I). A kind of boot in a carriage, adapted for

carrying luggage. V Obs. Cf. BASKET 5.

1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) I. 115 Boots and budgets
are mostly understood as one article, .that wherein the

principal difference lies, is made with a loose cover, and is

properly the budget, being made convenient for trunks.

c. A leathern socket for retaining the butt of

a cavalry carbine on a journey. Cf. BUCKET sb.] 4 b.

1816 SCOTI Old Mort. i.\, The two dragoons . . have their

carabines out of their budgets.
3. trans/. The contents of a bag or wallet

;
a

bundle, a collection or stock. Chieflyy^
1
.

1597 T. MORLEV Introd. Mnsicke 157 You shall haue the

hardest in all my budget. 1692 R. L/ESTRANGIC Fables (J.)
It was nature, in fine, that brought off the cat, when the

fox's whole budget of inventions failed him. 1729 SWIFT
Wks. 1841 II. no, I read . . the whole budget of papers you
sent. 1784 COWPEK Task iv. 23 But O th' important budget !

. . who can say What are its tidings? 1822 HAZLITT Men
$ Mann. Ser. n. iii. 11869) 54 ^'s budget of general know-
ledge. i854THORKAU Walden iv, Bed and bedstead making
one budget. 1867 DE MORGAN (title] A Budget of Paradoxes.

b. A frequent title for a journal v i. e. a budget
of news, etc-) : e. g. Pall Mall Budget, Young
Folk's Weekly Budget.
4. A statement of the probable revenue and ex-

penditure for the ensuing year, with financial pro-

posals founded thereon, annually submitted by the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, on behalf of the

Ministry, for the approval of the House of Com-
mons. Sometimes put for the condition of the

national finances as disclosed in the ministerial

statement ; also for the financial measures pro-

posed. Hence applied to an analogous statement

made by the finance minister of any foreign country;
also to a prospective estimate of receipts and ex-

penditure, or a financial scheme, of a public body,
or (humorously) of an individual.

[The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in presenting his an-

nual statement, was formerly said to open the budget. In
a pamphlet entitled The Budget Opened^ Sir R. Walpole
was compared, apropos of his forthcoming Excise Bill, to

a mountebank opening his wallet of quack medicines and
conjuring tricks.]

1733 Budget Opened 8 And how is this to be done? Why
by an Alteration only of the present Method of collecting
the publick Revenues . . So then, out it comes at last.

The Budget is opened ;
and our State Emperick hath

dispensed his packets by his Znny Couriers through all
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Parts of the Kingdom . . I do not pretend to understand
this Art of political Legerdemain. 1764 Gent. Mag.
XXXIV. 207 The administration has condescended . . to

explain the Budget to the meanest capacity. '77I"97
H. WALPOLE Mem. Geo. ///, I. xvii. 250 The time was
now come for opening the budget^ when it was incumbent
on him to state the finances, debts, and calls of Govern-
ment. 1785 Hist, Europe in Ann. Reg. 168/2 On the

3oth of June Mr. Pitt opened the national accounts for the

present year, or what is generally termed the Budget. 1800

PITT in G. Rose Diaries u86o) I. 278 Our first business ..

must be to prepare our budget. 1814 WELLINGTON Let, in

Gurw. Disp. XII. 98 The budget has. .passed the Chamber
of Deputies of the departments with trifling amendments.
c 1860 WRAXALL tr. R. Houdin xi. 143, I resolved to effect

an utter reform in my budget. 1870 ROGERS Pref. to Adam
Smith W. .Vd/. 20 England was crippled by foolish budgets.
Hence Budgetisru.

1839 Blaclew.Mag. XLVI. 105 The journalism, the budget-
ism, the parliamentaryism, of the igth century.

f5. Her. = BOUGET : cf. 2 a. Obs.

1766 PORSY Heraldry Gloss., Budget, v. Water-Budget.
6. See MUM-BUDGET, a phrase enjoining silence.)

1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. v. ii. 7, I come to her in white, and

cry Mum ; she cries Budget, and by that we know one
another.

7. Comb, and Attrib., as budget-bearer^ -full,

-maker
',

-man. Also budget-bar see quot. ;

budget-gut, the caecum.

1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) I. 48 The *budget Bar
. . is a straight timber, on which rests the boot or bud-

gets. 1684 tr. Agrippa's Van. Arts Ixii. 184 Barefooted

Budget- Bearers. 1614 Kngl. Way to Wealth in Harl.
Misc. (Malh.) III. 238 Heaps and "budget-fulls in the

counting-house. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n.
'

350 The blinde gut . . is commonly called by some the sacke

j

or *budget gut. 1553 Act i Mary 3rd Sess. viii. 2 The
Currier. . 'Budget-malcer, and all other Artificers occupying
the Craft or Mystery of Leather-buying. 1647 HAWARD
Crown Rev. 26 Budget-maker: Fee, 6/. is. 8rf. c 1550

IVyll ofDcuyll (Collier) 6 To euery of these pety *Bouget
|

men of laws . . a Bouget to put inne their sub penas.

Bu'dget, v.
[f. prec. sb.]

trans, f a. To put in a ;

budget
'

or wallet
;
to

store up (obs.]. b. To budget for: to provide lor

in the budget rare .

1618 J. TAYLOR i Water P.) Pcnnilesse Pilgr. Wks. 1630 I.

125 2 We eate a substantiall dinner, & like miserable
Guests we did budget vp the reuersions. 1884 Daily News
9 Oct. 4/6 An army of 6,000 men and a force of 7,757 police
were budgeted for in 1883.

Budgetary tbp-agetari), a. [f. BUDGET sb. +
-AKY i A : cf. mod.F. tntdgctairc.] Pertaining to

a budget.
1879 R. H. LASG in Matm, Mag. Sept. 446/2 No accounts

whatever, not even budgetary estimates, .have been given.
1881 Daily Neivs 25 Mar. 5/4 M. Constans said such

budgetary derangement was impracticable.

Budgeteer (brd^etl^u;. [f. as prec. + -EEK.]
One who makes up a budget (in sense 3 or 4 .

-t 1845 T. MOORE Mentor, last Week ii, Such smooth

Budgeteers have genteelly undone u>. 1867 DE MORGAN
Budget of Paradoxes in Athenaeum 20

July 71/1 Prof.

Smyth is a paradoxer ; but he is one of those whom the

budgeteer would place in his first class. 1880 Worldzi Apr.
7 He has shown himself the prince of budgeteers.

Budgeter (bc-dgetaa). [f.
as prec. + -ER.]

One who carries a wallet ; ? a mountebank, char-

latan (obs.} ; a strolling player.
1603 RARSNBT Pop. Impost. 52 Our holy Budgetters hav.

ing to deal with Devils . . doe . . provide so many to be packed
up in One Patient, as except hell be drawn dry, they can
never want work. 1815 C. MATHEWS Mem. II. 345 Never
was such a thing known to a budgeter.

Bu'dgetless, a.
[f.

as prec. + -LESS.] With-
out a budget ; presenting no financial statement.

1865 Morning Star 7 Apr., Many .. Liberals suffer the

present budgetless Government with the greatest patience.

1884 Harper's Mag. 857/1 The justification for a budgetless
regime.

t Bu'dgy, a. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f.
BUDGE sb. 1 +

-Y 1.] Of or like budge or lamb's fur.

1508 F. R. Thulet or Virtue's Historic R ij b, On whose
furr d chin did hang a budgie fleece.

t Bu'dkin. Obs. [app. a variant of bodkin,

BODIKIN.] In G<xTs budkin *= by the body of

God : an obsolete oath.
1600 HEVWOOD i Edw. fl', in. i. Wks. 1874 I. 43 Gods blue

budkin ! has the knaue serued me so?

Bu'dless, a. [see -LESS.] Without buds.

1837 New Monthly Mag. LI. 115 Flowerless, bowerless,

budless, and blossomless ! 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley v. 49

,

Stalks budless and flowerless.

Bu'dlet. [f BUD sbl + -LET.] A little bud ;

: a secondary bud springing from another bud.
a 1864 DARWIN (in Webster) To distinguish .. the parent

i bud from the numerous budlcts which are its offspring.

t Bundling. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. BUDJ*.U-LTNG.]
A little bud

; Jig. a young child.

1577 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 213 Part of these yoong ones
to be taught the grammar in a faire schoole . . out of which
these budlings at need from time to time to be dulie de-

rived and drawen.

Budmash, var. of BADMASH, ' bad character*.

Bue, obs. form of BE v., Bow v.

Buel, obs. form of BOWEL.

Buen, obs. form of been : see BE v.

Buerne, obs. form of BERNE, BURN.

Buetts, obs. form of BEWETS.

BUFF.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury ii. 241/1 Bewctts, Bfwitts, or

Buetts, Boots . . to which the Bells are fastned, and are

buttoned about the Hawks Legs.

Bufall, var. of BUFFLE, Obs., buffalo.

t Bnfe. Obs. Cant. [f. the sound of his

bark.] A dog.
1567 HAR.MAN Caveat 84 Bufe, a dogge, 1609 DEKKER

Lanth. 4- Camtle-L. Wks.
i884_-s

III. 199. 1688 R. HOLME
A rmoitry in. iii. 68. 1725 New Cant. Diet.

Bufet, obs. f. BUFFET.

t Buff, si. 1 Obs. exc. in BLIND MAN'S BUFF.

Forms : 5-8 buffe, 6 buf, 6- buff. [perh. a. OF.

bufe, buffe, a blow ; cf. BUFFET si. 1
.]

A blow,

stroke, buffet. Buff and COUNTERBUFF seem to

have been technical terms in fencing or pugilism.
c 1420 AVOVJ. A rth. iv, Quo durst abide him a buffe. 1483

CAXTON Gold. Leg. 291/4 He gaf to her in Japyng a buffe.

1596 SPENSER F. Q- 1. ii. 17 The Sarazin, sore daunted with
the buffe. 1641 MILTON Prel. Episc. Wks. 1738 I. 38 Where
they give the Romanists one buff, they receive two counter-

buffs.

2. To this perhaps belongs the phrase To stand
buff: to stand firm, not to flinch ; to endure.

a 1680 BUTLER Hitdibras's Epitaph (R.) For the good old

cause stood buff 'Gainst many a bitter kick and cuff. 1698
VANBRUGH Prov. Wife v. v, The marriage-knot . . may stand

buff a long, long time. 1701 COLLIER M. Anton. (1726) 219
To stand buff against danger and death. 1738 FIELDING
Miser II. i, I must even stand buff, and outface him. 1827
SCOTT Diary in Lockhart (18391 ?X. 146 If he does [turn on

me], -it is best to stand buff to him.

Buff (bpf), sb.- Also 6-7 buffe. [app. ad. F.

biifjle buffalo ; cf. BUFFLE.]
I. The animal.

f 1. A buffalo, or other large species of wild ox.

1532 HULOET, Buffe, bugle, or wylde oxe, bubalus. 1577
B. GOOGE Heresl'ach's Hnsfr. 11586} 137 Bubalc, called of

the common people Buffes, of Plinie Bisonte. 1581 D. IN-

GRAM Narrat. in Arb. Eng: Garner V. 256 Buffes, which
are beasts as big as two oxen. 1611 AINSWORTH Amut.
Pentat. Deut. xiv. 5 The Buffe, Buffel, or Wilde-oxe.

<i 1674 MILTON Moscovia i. Wks. (1847) 569/1 Huge and
desert Woods of Fir, abounding with black Wolves, iiears,

Buffs. 1706 PHILLIPS, Buff, Buffle or Buffalo, a wild Beast,

t b. Used to render Pliny's tarandus, now usu-

ally identified with the reindeer. ObS.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658* A Buffe is called in

Greek Tarandus . . When he is hunted or feared*,he changeth
his hew into whatsoever thing he seeth. 1617 MINSHEU
Ductor in Ling. 56 A Buffe, so called because it has some
likeness with the Buflk . . L. Tarandus.

II. Buff-skin, leather, and its uses.

t 2. More fully buff-leather} : properly, Leather

made of buffalo-hide; but usually applied to a

very stout kind of leather made of ox-hide, dressed

with oil, and having a characteristic fuzzy surface,

and a dull whitish-yellow colour.

1580 BARET Ah'. B 1447 Couerings of saddles made of

buffe leather. 1581 jfrnls. Ho. Commons 130 The Bill touch-

ing the Making of Spanish Leather and Buff within this

Realm. 1613 Voy. Guiana in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 190
The hide [of the Sea-cow] . . will make good buff. 1711
STEELE Spect. No. 43 F 10 To have Flea'd the Pict, and
made Buff of his Skin. 1756 Gent/. Mag. XXVI. 61 Losh,
or buff-leather, drest in oil, fit for the use of the army.

b. Military attire (for which buff was formerly
much used) ; a military coat made of buff ;

= BUFF-

COAT. Also the dress of sergeants and catch-poles.

Hence, to wear buff, be in buff.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. ii. 45 But is in a suite of buffe

which rested him. 1599 Bp. HALL Sat. iv. iv. 42 If Martius in

boystrous buffes be drest. 1635 SHIRLEY Coronat. III. 306
To sell your glorious buffes to buy fine pumps. 1647 R.

STAPYLTON Juvenal \i. 419 With men of Buffe and Feather

\cumquc paludatis Ducibiis\ 1701 COLLIER M. Anton.

(1726) Life 116 Never suffer'd to wear Buff in Italy. 1833
SCOTT Peveril (1865; 9 Churchmen, Presbyterians, and all,

are in buff and bandoleer for King Charles. 1816

Woodst. (1832 1 177 Strangled on the pulpit stairs by this man
of buff and Belial.

3. colloq. somewhat arch.] The bare skin. In

buff: naked.
[i6oa DEKKER Satirom. iD.i I go in slag, in buff.)

1654 CHAPMAN Rev.for Hon. i. i, For accoutrements you
wear the buff. 1749 H. FITZCOTTON Homer i. 38 If you

perplex me with your stuff All that are here shan't save

your buff. 1803 BRISTED Pedest. Tour II. 606 He had no

change [of linen], consequently he slept in buff. 1872 C.

KING Sierra Net*, viii. 176 Stripping ourselves to the buff,

we hung up our steaming clothes.

4. = buff-stick or buff-wheel: see y.

1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metals I. 292 A wheel similar to

the glazer . . covered with . . buff leather, whence its name.

These buffs and glazers. etc. 1884 F. BRITTEN Watch \
Clockm. 37 Soldier's old belts make very good buffs . . Sticks

coated with emery paper are also called buffs.

III. The colour, and things so coloured. [Bun
a., used as si.]

5. Buff colour ; a dull light yellow. Blue and

buff were formerly the colours of the Whig party.

1788 DIBDIS Musical Tour xcvi. 394 The administration

is a colour in grain, and will stand when buff and blue shall

have entirely flown off. 1794 STEDMAN Surinam (1813) II.

xxiv. 220 [The water melon's] color is . . partly a very pale

buff. 1818 BYRON Juan Ded. xvii, I still retain my 'buff

and blue'. 1884 Harper's Mag. Feb. 349/2 A gradation

of buffs and reds. Mod. The Edinburgh StfJauOx
venerable blue-and-buff.

6. The Buffs : a popular name given, from the

former colour of their facings ;see BUFF a.\ to the



BUFF.

old 3rd regiment of the line in the British army
l^now the East Kent Regiment). Similarly the old

78th regiment (now 2nd Battalion of Seaforth

Highlanders) are called the Rossskire Buffs.
1806 Times 10 Jan. The band of the Old Buffs playing

Rule Britannia, drums muffled. 1838 Hist. Record -$rd
Regim. Foot 157 The Men's Coats were lined and faced
with buff, they also wore buff waistcoats, buff breeches and
buff stockings, and were emphatically styled the Buffs.

1848 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. I. 295. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Jan. 319/1 He entered the Buffs in 1817.

7. Pathol. = BUFFYCOAT.
1739 HUXHAM Fevers (1750) 36 Blood . . drawn off in high

inflammatory Fevers, .appears covered, .with a thick gluti-
nous coat, or Buff. 1789 DANIEL in 3Icd, Commnn. 1. 22

note, The blood was covered with a buff. 1835-6 TODD
Cycl. Anat. .5- Phys. 1.420/2 Louis found the blood covered

by a firm thick buff at each bleeding in . . cases of fatal

peripneumony. 1880 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v., Inflammatory
Buff) the buffy coat of coagulated blood.

IV. attrib. and comb.

8. Obvious: as buff accoutrements, belt; buff-

hide, ~skin
; f buff-hard adj.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 177 Good store of Buffe Hides.

^607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 157 His [the Rhinoceros'] more
then buffe-hard skin. 1622 MALYNKS Anc. Law-Merck. 81
The Commodities of East-land, and thereabouts . . Cables,
Canuas, Buffe-hides. 1740 SOMERVILLE Hobbinol ii. 306
His Buff Doublet, larded o'er with Fat Of slaughter'd
Brutes. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Buff> The skin of the
buffalo being dressed in oil . . makes . . buff-skin. 1794 G.
ADAMS Nat. fy Exp. Phitos. I. v. 181 A cup, furnished at

bottom with a piece of buff-skin. 1813 WELLINGTON Let. in

Gurw. Disp. XI. 334 Sets of buff accoutrements for the
soldiers. 1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. \. vii. 53 The military
classes in those old times, whose buff-belts [and] complicated
chains, .have been bepainted in modern Romance.

9. Special comb. : buff-jerkin, a military jerkin
of buff-leather ; also attrib.

; buff-stick, buff-

wheel, a stick or wheel, covered with buff-leather

or other soft material, used in polishing metal
;

\ buff-stop, a stop on a harpsichord or spinet which

produces a muffled tone by applying pieces of
leather to the strings. See also BUFF-COAT.

1x1659 CLEVELAND May Day xiv, The *buff-fac'd Sons of
War. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. iy, \. ii. 49 Is not a * Buffe lerkin
a most sweet robe of durance? 1625 FLETCHER Elder Bro.
v. i, Among provant swords, and buff-jerkin men, 1727
SWIFT Gulliver i. i. 24, I had on me a buff jerkin, which
they could not pierce. 1881 GREENER Gun 250 The. .gun
is then buffed over with a leather *buff stick. ,'i8ig
WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Wks, (,1830) 122 (D. > Like the *buf
stop on harpsichords or spinnets Muffling their pretty
little tuneful throats. 1880 A. J. HIPKINS in Grove Diet.
Mus. I. 691 A 'buff '-stop of smalt pieces of leather, brought
into contact with the strings, damping the tone.

tBuff, sb2 Obs, Also 6 buffle. [ad. It. buffa
the breathing hole of a helmet.] ^See quot.)
1598 FLORIO, Buffet^ the buffie or breathing holes of a

headpiece or helmet. 1600 HOLLAND Livy XLIV. xxxiv.

1192 Others furbushed their headpeeces, buffes \buctfilas\
and beavers.

t Buff, sb Obs. colloq. [Origin uncertain : see

quot. 1725, and cf. BUFFKK *.] Fellow,
'

buffer'.

1708-15 KERSEY, Buff, .a dull Sot, ordronish Fellow. 1709
Brit. Apollo II. No. 8 3/2 Tell me Grave Buffs, Partly
Gods, partly Men. 1725 AV?u Cant. Diet. s.v., Buff, a
Newgate Cant Word used in familiar Salutation : as, How
dost do, my Buff? 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. (1812* I.

iv. 15 Mayhap old buff has left my kinsman here his heir.

1764 BRYDGES Homer Travest. 117971 II. 420 You seem
afraid these buffs will flinch.

Buff (brf ), $b$ and int. [? Onomatopceic. Cf.
BUFE. Partly perhaps imitating a dog's bark (cf.
BUUGH v., BAFF) ; partly an instinctive exclama-
tion of contempt.]
A. as //;/. In phrases a. t 7o say neither buff

nor baff, not to say buff to a wolfs shadow (obs.").
b. To say (or know' neither buff nor stye (Sc.) :

i. e. neither one thing nor another, nothing at all.

1481 CAXTON Reynard K ij b, He wyste not what to saye
buff ne baff. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Afioph. n b, A certain

persone, beeyng of him bidden good speede, saied to hym
again neither buff ne baff. 1581 N. BUKNE Disput. 128 b
(JAM.) Johann Kmnox ansuent maist resolutlie, buf, baf,
man. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. /Vn\'i86ot 25 These toong-tide
Curs that cannot barke, nor say buffe to a woulfes shadow.
?rt 1750 Jacobite Relics \. 801JAM.) Who knew not what was
right or wrong, And neither buff nor sty, sir. 1824 SCOTT
Redg. ch. xii,

' What say you to that ?' . .

'
I say neither

buff nor stye to it*.

B. sb. Sc. (Perh. not connected with the prec.)
'Nonsense, foolish talk* (Jamieson).
1721 RAMSAY Addr. Town Council Edinfi. 23 It blather'd

buff before them a', And aftentime** turn'd doited. 1739
A. NICOL Poems 84 (JAM. Nae great ferly tho' it be Plain
buff. . I'm no book-lear'd. 1790 SHIRREF Poems 338 (JAM.)
It only gi'es him pain To read sic buff. 1813 W. BKVTTIE
Poems 11871. Yule Feast \ Read : but should you think it

buff, Throw't out o' sight.

Buff (bof), sb.b A name given tu the blindfold

player in the game of BUND-MAX'S BUFF. Shadow
buff\ a modern game in which one player has to

guess the identity of the other players from seeing
only their shadows.
1647 FANSHAWE Pastor Fid.* \ 1676) 78 Behold the Buff

\or\g. cco la cieca}. 1879 HOFFMANN Drawing-r. Afnuswi.q
Shadow Buff is agame ofgreater originality. The company
now pass in succession before the light but behind Buff.
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Buff tbatf), a.
[f.

BUFF sbl 2.]
1. Of the nature or appearance of buff leather.
a 1695 MRQ. HALIFAX On Ctcss Dmvagerof t.R.)This

goodly goose, .did overload Her bald buff forehead with a
high commode.

b. Jig. (from Bi'FF sb.~ 3;. Naked, unrefined,

1792 W. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 29 (1794) I. 410 On that
plain buff principle of old English hospitality.
2. Of the colour of buffleather

;
a light brownish

yellow.
(Early quots. are doubtful, and may mean the material.

1761-71 H. WALPOLB Virtue's Anecd. Paint. 11786) III.

69 note. The dress is that of a Cavalier about the time of
the civil war, buff with blue ribbands. 1791 J. WOLCOTT
(P. Pindar) 0<fr/0 ,4uWlu. 1812 11.462 Buff breeches too
have crown'd a proud proud day. 1804 Med. $ Phys. Jml.
XII. 512 Pileus brown buff, darker in the centre. 1835-6
TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. I. 419/2 The buffed coat .. is

generally .. of a light yellow or buff colour. 1876 Miss
BKADDON J. Haggard's Dan. I. 108 The .. old-fashioned
Staffordshire tea service, .blue flowers on a buff ground.
3. Comb., as buff- backed, -colour, -coloured,

-orange, -washed, -yellow, buff-tip, a species of
moth see quotA
1884 J. COLBOKNK Hicks Pasha v&i The pretty little *buff-

backed heron. 1794 STEUMAN Surinam (1813' II. xxiv. 220
The musk [melon], .is ribbed, "buff color, orange and green.
1686 Land. Gas. No. 2106/4 A . . Red Coat . . with a *Buff-
colour'd lining. 1882 VINI-.S Sachs' Hot. 282 From dead
plants [Fucaceai] cold fresh-water extracts a buff-coloured
substance. 1882 Garden 2 Sept. 202/1 A charming hardy
Orchid . . It is a "buff-orange colour. 1836 DUNCAN Brit.
Moths 187 Pygxra Bucephala. .named the *Buff-tip Moth,
on account of a large patch of that colour on the apex of
the anterior wings. 1883 Miss BKADDON Gold. Ca//xn. 150
The walls plastered, and white-washed, or *buff-washed.
1882 Garden 5 Aug. no-'i Seedling *buff-yellow Carnation.

4. Substantival uses of this adj. arc fur con-

venience treated under BrFF sb.- III.

tBuff,^- 1 Ol>s, exc. dial. [pro!), onomatopoeic:
cf. PUFF v., and BUFF sb.\ also . hoitffer in its

various senses, and OF. buffer
'

souffleter
'

;Godef.)-
Sense i has app. no connexion with 3, exc. as both

may arise in different ways from some of the cha-

racteristics of a broad puff of wind, and its associ-

ated sound.] Hence Bu'ffing vbl. sb., and///, a.

1. intr. a. To speak with obstructed and explo-
sive utterance, to stutter, b. To explode or tmr>t

into a laugh, or the like.

1297 R. GLOUC. 414 Of speche ha^tyf, Boffyng, & mest
wanne he were in wraj>be. 1398 TKEVISA Barth. DC P. I\ .

ii. viii. 114951 55 As I maye. though it be stanierynge and
buffynge. 1611 COTGR., Est,laffer^ to buff, or bur>t,out into

a laughter. Mod. Sc, He buft out into a laugh.
2. trans. To cause to burst out by sudden force.

-11637 B. JONSON Ltr-es ll'etc. at Welbeckfc.) A shock
To have bulT'd out the blood From ought but a block.

3. intr. To act and sound as a soft inflated sub-

stance docs when struck, or as the body does

which strikes it.

a*$SP>Christis KirkcGr. xi, He hit him on thewameawap
It buft lyk ony hledder. 1881 Lficcsterslt. II 'onts E. D. S. i

s.v., When an axe or hatchet strikes without cutting, which ii

sometimes the case, .with unsound wood, it \* said to 'buff'.

4. intr. and trans. To strike a soft inflated body
v
wlth the characteristic effect and sound .

1600 F. WALKER Sp, Alamfeville 64 b, The furious buffing

together of windes, when they meete. 1785 BURNS Tiva
Ht-rds xiii, A chiel wha'Il soundly buff our beef.

tBuff, v.~ St: Ol>s. [cf. F. boufftr.]
trans. ?To puff out. Hence Buft///. a.

1573 Lament. Lady Scat/, in Scot. Poems i6M C. II. ^5^
Buft brawlit hoi>, coit, dowblet, sark and scho. 1573 .SVj,v

Edinb. Ca&tel ibid. II. 294 That socht na tail/eours fur to

bufe thair breiks.

Buff, >.' [f. BL-KF,-/^]
trans, a. To polish with a buft (frequent colloq.

in the metal trades . b. To impart the velvety
surface usual in buff leather for belts, etc.

1885 Harper s Mag. Jan. 284/2 Sand-paper . .

'

buffs' the

grain of the leather, leaving it white and velvety.'

Buff ;bf ), v. slang, [cf. BUFFKK sb$] To
swear to.

1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet. s. v. Bujfc To buff to a per-
son or thing, is to swear to the identity of them. 1865

Daily Tel. 27 Feb. 6/1 What robberies are you going to
'
buff* to me . . meaning

'

to charge me with, or accuse me
of. 1869 Morning Star, 3 June, They are going to send

some one to
'

buff' town' it.

Buff, v.'3 nonce-tod. [Two formations : a. f. buff
in BUXDMAN'S BUFF ; b. suggested by phrase to

stand buff'(see BUFF j/U).] In phrase To buffet-.

a. to play blindman's buff (alsoj%'0 I & to stand

firm, resist.

1608 DAY Hum. out of Br. iv. iii. n88rt 67 Blindmans
buffe ? I haue bufft it fairely, and mine owne gullery grieues
me not half so much as the Dukes displeasure. 1822 T.

MITCHELL Aristoph. II. 84 Tuck yourself up, and buff it

like a man.

Buffal(l, var. of BUFFLE, Obs.
t
buffalo.

Buffalo (bwfalo;. Forms: 6 bufalo, ,7 buf-

folo, boufaleau, -alo, 7-8 buffelo, 8 bufolo), 7
-

buffalo. PL buffaloes, [a. It. buffalo Tlorio),

bufalo, bufolo (Baretti), or Pg. biifalo : vulgar L.

*bftfalus, a. Gr. J3ov0a\os (whence in literary L.

bubalus]. properly denoting a kind of antelope, but

applied to a wild ox. Cf. BUFFLK, BUFF sb.- The

BUFF COAT.

early quotations suggest that the word originally
came into Knglish from Portuguese.]
1. The name of several species of Oxen ; esp.

a. Ros bitbaluS) originally a native of India, inhabit-

ing most of Asia, southern Europe, and northern
Africa. It is tamed in India, Italy, and elsewhere.

b. B. coffer, the Cape Buffalo of S.Africa. C. Applied
in popular unscientific use to the American BISON.
a. 1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's China 181 They doo plough

and till their ground with kine, Bufalos, and bulles. 1665
Voy. E. India 359 They have a Beast very large, having
;i smooth thick skin without hair, called a Buffelo, which
,'^ives good milk

; the flesh of them is like Beef. i68a
WHELER Jonni. Greece i. 74 Drawn . . instead of Flanders
Mares by a pair of Boufaleaus. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour
Italy III. 214 They . . make use of buffalo's in ploughing
the land. 1843 MACAULAY Lays Anc. Route, Lake Regillits
x, The . . banks of L'fens, Where . . buffaloes He wallowing
Through the hot summer's day. 1850 LAYARD Ninevth x.

a 59 The cattle were, .the buffalo and common ox.

b. 1699 CAPT. ROGERS Descr. Xatal in Diunpiers Voy
(17051 II. in. 109 Buffaloes and Bullocks only are kept tame.

1731 MEDLEY Kolbeii's Cape G. Hope I. 79 They could dis-

cover in them [the woods] neither Elephant nor Buffalo,

1834 PRINGLE.^_/>. Sk. viii, 269 The buffalo is a very . .power-
ful animal, .larger than the domestic ox. 1857 LIVINGSTONE
Trav. iii. 56 The presence of the buffalo, .is a certain indi-

cation of water, .within, .seven or eight miles.

c. 1789-96 MORSE Am<;r. Geog. \. 195 This animal [bison]
has generally been called the Buffalo, but very improperly.
1836 W. IRVING Astoria 11849' *95 Boundless wastes..
animated by herds of buffalo. 1877 J. ALLEN Anier. Bison

456 Probably among the people generally the name buffalo
will never be supplanted.

2.
' A sort of fresh-water fish resembling the

Sucker' i Hartlett).
1789 96 MORSE Atner. Geog. 1.636 Inthe rivers areplenty

of buffaloe, pike and catfish. 1884 Harper's Mag. Mar.
516/2 The '

buffalo' and cat-fish . are not (infrequently as

large as a man.

3. = buffalo-robe ; see 4. colloq. U. .V. o^ Canada.
1856 KANE A ret. Expl. I. xv. 181 Leaving all hands under

iheir buffaloes. 1884 Boston \Mass.} 'Jrnl. 3 Sept., Asked
by the groom if he would like a couple of buffaloes (.robes) . .

*

No', replied the scientist, 'we would much prefer horses'.

4. Short for buffalo-horn \ used by cutlers for

making handles of pocket-knives ; the varieties are

Black Buffalo and Gtvjf or coloured Buffalo.

5. Comb.t
as buffalo-hide, -hunt, -hunter, -hunt-

ing, -range, -skin; buffalo-bag (cf. buffalo-robe \\

buffalo-berry, the edible scarlet fruit of a shrub

(Shepherdio, argented} found on the Upper Mis-

souri ; also the shrub itself; buffalo-bird, an

insessorial bird {Textor erythrorhynchus] which

accompanies herds of buffaloes in S. Africa
;
buf-

falo-chips //., the dried dung of the American

bison, used as fuel
; buffalo-clover, a species of

clover \TriJoliuni pennsylvanictitri} found in the

prairies of N. America
;

buffalo-fish sense 2
;

buffalo-grass, a kind of grass (Sesleria dacty-
loides\ found in the prairies ; buffalo-nut, the

fruit of a N. American shrub {Pyrularia oleijera,,
also called Oil-nut

;
also the shrub itself : buffalo-

robe, a cloak or rug made of the skin of the

American bison dressed with the hair on.

1856 KANE A ret. Expl, I. xvi. 192 Two large buffalo-

bags, each made of four skins. 1856 Gtird. Chron. 174 The
felicity of tasting real *Buffa!o-berrie>. 1857 LiviNGSTONK
Trav. xxvii. 545 'Buffalo-birds act the part of guardian
spirits to the animals. Ibid, u86i' 357 The leader of the

herd was an old cow, carrying on her withers about twenty
buffalo - birds. 1859 MARCY Prairie Trav. 268 'Buffalo-

chips for fuel. 1861 RUSSELL in Times to July, These . .

river.-- are very fine for. ."buffalo fish to live in. 1883 Har-

per's Mag. Nov. 943/2 The tall jointed grasses replace the

short crisp *buffalo-grass. 1703 Loud. C.az. No. 3919/4 A
parcel of.. BufTelo-Hides, &c, 1856 K.\Nt.-Jr^. Expl.\.
,\vi. 193 The sick .. were placed upon the bed of 'buffalo-

robes. 1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies 145 We passed.. a

'buffalo track, not above three days old.

Bivffard. Obs. ran 1

. [?a. F. bouffard
' often puffing, much blowing, swelling vp, strout-

ing out ; also, swelling with anger
1

i^Cotgr.)-] ?A
foolish fellow. C'f. BUFFER*.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 32 Thouhe she be yong, yet wol
she wele abide, Uncoupled to a fre.sslie man of innesse

[? iunesse], And take a buffard riche of gret vilesse.

EuflFat, -ed, obs. f. BUFFET sb.-, footstool.

Buff coat, bu-ff-coat. [See BUFF st>*]

1. A stout coat of buff leather, esp. worn by
soldiers. AlsoyT^.
1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. xi. < 1821} 134 Captaine Har\-y

receevid. .a blow with a pike, .but escaped danger by the

goodnesse of his Buffe Coat. 1685 W. ADAMS Dedham
Pulpit 104 The form of religion . . is a buff coat to their sins,

to turn the sharpest reproofs. 1801 GROSE Mil. Antig. II.

323 The buff-coat, or jerkin . . originally worn under the

cuirass . . became frequently a substitute for it, it having
been found that a good buff leather would of itself resist

the stroke of a sword . . Buff-coats continued to be worn

by the city trained-bands till within the memory of persons
now living. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. ii, The jack-boots, buff

coat, and other accoutrements.

2. One who wears a buff coat ;
a soldier.

a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams \. 116021 170 Some profane
buff-coats will authorize such incendiaries. 1721 N. AM-
HERST Terrx Fil. 219 The city buff-coats, who took Liste

in Bunhill-fields.



BUFFED.

t 3. See quot. Olis.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury ill. 293/2 Buff-Coat [is] a soft
Bread eaten hot with Butter. [PHILLIPS, KERSEY, & BAILEV
print bust-coat.}

4. = BUFFY COAT.
Hence Bu'ff-coated a,

1856 J. GRANT Black Drag, xlvii, The rear-guard of buff-
coated and steel-capped cavalry.

Buffed (bft), a.
[f. BUKF sb* -r -ED.] a.

Clad in buff. b. Coated or covered with buff,

having a '

buffy coat '. Buffed coat = BUFFY COAT.
1640 in Chambers Bk. ofDays \. 767 This you do To a

buffed captain, or perhaps unto His surly corporal. 1835-6
TODD Cycl. Aunt, f, Phys. I. 419/2 The buffed coat . . is

generally, .of a light yellow or buff colour. Ibid. The spe-
cific gravity of buffed blood.

Buffel(l, var. of BUFFLE, Obs., buffalo.

tBu-ffen, a. ptBowrf.aa+.jBHi.] 2 Made
of buff leather ; or var. of BUFFIN, coarse cloth.
1621 OyuajaArfolia^P. (1678) 101 Beneath his arm, a

Ituffen-Knapsack hung.

Buffen, var. of BUFFIN. Obs., a coarse cloth.

tBu-ffer 1
. Obs. [f. BUFFD.I.] A stammerer.

1382 WVCLIF Isit. xxxii. 4 The tunge of bufferes [1388
stuttynge men ; 1611 stammerers] swiftli shal speke.
Buffer 2

(bo-fai). Mec/i. [app. f. BUFF zU 3 +
->;K (cf. BUFFING vbl. rf.i'.]
1. A mechanical apparatus for deadening the

force of a concussion
;
as a round plate or cushion

(usually supported by a strong spring) fixed in

pairs at the front and back of railway carriages or

engines, or on the face of a terminal wall of a line

of railway. Extended also to the solid projecting
beam-ends of railway trucks, etc., and strong bars
across sidings, which sustain without deadening
the concussion. .Formerly called also buffing
apparatus: see BUFFING vbl. rf. 1 )

1835 Specif. Church's Patent No. 6791. 12 The buffers

supported by metal springs .v and air cylinder. 1841 Potny
Cycl. XIX. 258/2 Buffers or discs of wood or metal, some-
times covered with cushions. 1860 TYXDALI. d'tac. I. 2. 9
The shock . . is harmless when distributed over the interval

necessary for the pushing in of the buffer. 1867 Pall.Wall
G. 27 July 9 He jumped on to a buffer of a carriage.
2. fig. Also aftrib.

1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. xliv. 170 With no
excuse offered as a buffer against the manifest absurdity.
1870 LOWELL Ammgmy Bks. Ser. n. (1873) 313 A sense of
humor, .may have served as a buffer against the. .shock of
disappointment. 1883 Daily Nfws 27 July 5/1 The '

buffer'
State to borrow a simile from Indp-Afghan politics which
lies between Natal and the late King's dominion.
3. attrib. and comb., as buffer-frame, -head,

-plate, -rod, -spring; buffer-bar, cross-piece (on
an engine, etc.; carrying the buffers

;
-beam.

1883 A'. E. Raihv. Specifications, 40 Also, the fixing of
6 Buffers, and Buffer-frames, at ends of Sidings. 1835
Specif. Bcrgin's Patent No. 6781 Within each 'buffer head
is a bar of iron. 1863 Morning Star 13 Aug., The "buffer
rod, which was. .solid iron, was broken away. 1862 SMILES
Engineers III. 282 The necessity for .. preventing hard
bumping of the carriage-ends . . hence the contrivance of

'buffer-springs.
Bu-ffer 3

. [f. BUFF v? to polish with a buff]
a. A workman or workwoman who buffs knives,

plate, etc. b. ^ BUFF si.- 4. c. In Photography,A machine used for polishing daguerreotype plates.
1854 Scoi H;RN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 90 Exposing

them [Daguerreotype plates] to the friction of rubbers or
buffers of cotton velvet or doeskin. 1875 I'RE Diet. Arts
II. 3 The application of the highest polish by the use of a
buffer. 1882 Times 27 June, Robert Taylor, comb buffer.

Bu'ffer 4
. slang. [Origin obscure ; with sense

I cf. BUFE, BUGHEK ;
with 2 and 3 cf. BUFFER' and

BUFFAKD ; (but also the use of dog in sense 3).]
1. A dog. b. transf. A pistol ;

= BARKER 4.
Ii688 R. HOLME Armoury m. iii. 68 Cant I've., Bnffar,

Dog-like.] 1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Buffer, a dog.
1824 SCOTT RtdgumtUt ch. iii, Here be a pair of buffers
will bite as well as bark.

2. Sc.&iiial. 'A foolish fellow 'Jamieson if08.
3. A fellow : usually expressing a slight degree

of contempt.
1749 H. FITZLOTTON Ifinner}. (1748) 23 You're a buffer

always rear'd in The brutal pleasures of Bear-garden.] 1835
MARRYAT Jacob I'aithf. xxx, As the old buffer, her father,
says. 1863 Miss BRADDON Lady Aadley'n. 30, I always
said the old buffer would. 1876 M. HAY NoraKs Love T.,
Unless some old buffer is struck by . . my sermons.

t Buffer 5
. Obs. slang, ['

f. BUFF .^.2 2 +-ER.]
(See quot.")

1690 B. E. Diet. Caul. Crew, Buffer, a Rogue that kills

good sound Horses, only for their Skins. 1874 J. C. HOTTEN
Sla.ng Diet, [cites Bacchus $ l-'entts\

Buffers, slang. [f.BuFFf.4 + -KR.] (See quot.)
1874 J. C. HOTTEN Slang Diet., Buffer, the term was once

applied to those who took false oaths for a consideration.

Buffet (,b-fet), sb. 1 Forms: 3-6 buffett;e,
3-5 boffet(e, 4 boi'et^t, -at, 5 bofette, bufet,
7 bufflt, 3- buffet, [app. a. OF. buffet, boiiffet, a
blow, dim. of Imffe BUFF

,r<5.']

A blow, stroke ; now usually one given with the
hand. -\Pl. Fisticuffs (rare}. fHindman^s} buffet
(also blind and buffet") BLINDMAN'S BUFF.
-11225 Ancr. R. 182 Nolde me tellen him alre monne

dusigest, bet forsoke enne buffet, uor one speres wunde.
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"1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixviii. 23, I suffire vnrightwinly
shame in bofetis & spittyngis. c 1382 WYCLII- .Mark
xiv. 65 And summe bigunnen for to bispitte him, and
to hide his >

-

3en, and smyte him with boffatis. c 1450
Merlin xxviii. 571 Galashin . . yaf hym. .a buffet with his
swerde. 1605 VEKSTEGAN Dec. Intuit, ii. (16281 32 A Hoi-
lander and a Frenchman, .falling out, went to buffets. 1675
HOBBES Odyssey (16771 86 How much we do all other men
excel At wrestling, buffets, leaping. 1702 POPE Wife Bath
416, I . . with one buffet fell'd him on the Moor. 1783 AINS-
WORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell) i. s. v. Blind, To play a blind and
buffet, andabataniHi wore pitgnare. 1805 SCOTT Last
Alinstr. in. x, On his cheek a buffet fell, So fierce, it stretched
him on the

plain. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xii. A shower
of buffets rained down upon bis person. 1879 O.W. HOLMES
Motley xviii. 132 The letter was like a buffet on the cheek.

b. transf. andyff. (Cf. BLOW, STROKE.)
e 1325 K. E. A Hit. P. B. 885 pay blwe a buffet in blande

bat banned peple. 1605 SHAKS. Maclt. m. i. 109 One. .Whom
the vile Blowes and Buffets of the World Hath so incens'd,
that, etc. 1792 S. ROGERS Pleas. -Mem. i. 326 The traveller
whose altered form Has borne the buffet of the mountain
storm. 1875 HAMERTON Intell. Life v. ii. 178 The buffets of
unkindly fortune.

Buffet (bzrfet), sb:- Forms: 5 bofet, Sc.

buffate, 5-7 buffit, 5-8 buffett, 6 boffett, buf-

fat, buffote, buffed, 8- buffet. [Of unknown
origin. Usually assumed to be the same word as
the next, and therefore to be a. F. buffet ; but the
F. word has not this meaning, nor is there any
known connexion of sense in Eng.]
1. A low stool

;
a footstool. Now only .9c.

and north. Jial. In the i jth c. described as a three-

legged stool, but now denoting in north of England
a low stool of any kind, and in Sc. a four-footed
stool ' with sides, in form of a square table with

leaves, when these are folded down' (Jamieson).
The fuller buffet-stool occurs in the same sense
from the ijth c. Also buffet-form.
1432 K. /:. U'ills (18821 91, I bequethe . . Idary a bofet.

< 1440 Prmiip. Par--. 41 Bofet, thre fotyd stole 11499 boflet

stole], tripes. IHd. 55 Buffet stole, scaMlniu, tripos.
1478 Act. Audit. 67 i JAM.', Ii buffate stulis. 1568 Wills f,
Inr. 118601 I. 282 in Prninp. Par-. 1

. 42, 3 Buffett formes 3$.,
one litle buffet stole, 6tf. 1596 Lane. Wills liS6i'< III. 2

Ij buffet-stooles couered for women. 1611 COTGR., Sta/'eait,
a Buffit, or ioyned, stoole to sit on. <zi8o6 A. DOUGLAS
Poems (JAM.) Jean brought the buffet-stool in bye. Ntir-
scry Rime, Little Miss Muffet sat on a buffet, Eating her
curds and whey.
2. A hassock. Chiefly dial.

1877 K. PEACOCK A". II'. Lincoliisli. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Buffet,
a hassock. The difference between a Bass and a Buffet
seems to consist in the former being covered with rush
matting, and the latter with carpet. 1886 Demos II. 267A couple of buffets, to supplement the number in the pew.
Buffet (tw-fet), st>3 Also 8-9 beaufet

;
8

beaufette, -fait, buffette, 9 beauffet. [a. mod.
F. buffet, of unknown origin : in English, commonly
spelt beau- in the i8th c.. the cause of which is not

apparent. Sense 3 is of recent introduction from

France, and still pronounced as French (bfe).]
1. A sideboard or side-table, often ornamental,

for the disposition of china, plate, etc.

1718 HICKES & XKI.SOX J. Kcttlc-ivll n. S 32. 135 The
Plate . . was placed upon a Table or Buffett. 1755 /'////.

Trans. XI, IX. 66 The electrical expositor stood upon a low
beaufet. 1756 COI.MAN & THORNTON Connoisseur 15 Jan.,
The beaufait . . embellished with a variety of China. 1814
SCOTT ll'ii-.'. x, An old-fashioned beaufet. 1852 THACKERAY
Esmond i. v. (18761 34 And with this, the intrepid father
mounted the buffet with great agility. 1863 ( 'oiif. Ticket
Leai'c Man 1 32 A magnificent beaufet in the second corridor.

2. A cupboard in a recess for china and glasses.
a 1720 IIamourist 1 16 The Cat had got into the Beaufette

among the (llasses. a 1745 SWIFT Wks. (18411 II. 78 The
beaufet letting in so much wind that it almost blows out
the candles. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Beaufet, Buffet, or

Bufct, was antiently a little apartment separated from the
rest of a room by slender wooden columns, for the disposing
china and glass ware, etc., called also a cabinet. 1753 Phil.
Trans. XLVIII. 92 The lightning .. forced the door of a
beaufet at the encf of the hall. 1786 COWPKR Gratitude 33
This china that decks the alcove Which here people call a
buffet [rime yet]. 1876 (Iwn.T Archil. Gloss., Buffet, a
cabinet or cupboard for plate, glass or china. Some years
back it was the practice to make these small recesses very
ornamental, in the form of niches, and left open in the front
to display the contents.

||
3. A refreshment bar.

1869 Daily Neivs 16 Dec., In the buffet of the Marseilles
station.

Buffet ;b-fet), v. Pa. t. and pple. -eted. [f.

BUFFET rf.l ; but cf. OF. bitffeter in same sense.]
1. trans. To beat, strike, 'esp. with the hand

; to

thump, cuff, knock about.
01225 Ancr. K. 106 Te Giws .. buffeteden him [Christ].

'393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxm. 191 He boffatede me a-boute
be mouthe. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W. 1531) 259 When
he was buffetted & beten for vs. 1692 BKNTLEY Boyle Lect.
ii. 63 They must be bang'd and buffeted into Reason.
1748 ANSON l

f
oy. i. iii. ted. 4) 30 What we . . experienced . .

when buffetted by the same storms. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. iv,
Cut a crow's wing, or break its leg, the others will buffet it

to death. 1853 KANE Grinncll Exp. xxxvii. (18561 337.

b. To beat back, contend with (waves, etc.).
1601 SIIAKS. Jul. C. I. ii. 107 The Torrent roar'd, and we

did buffet it With lusty Sinewes. 1791 COWPER Odyss. vin.

1:24 Buffeting the boisterous waves. 1853 KANE Grinnell
K.\'p. 118561 xxxviii. 348, I had buffeted the elements quite
long enough.

BUFFLE.

c. fig-
1IS93 H. SMITH H'ks. (18671 H. 212 Our sins buffet

God on every side. 1678 R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers n.
T 3- 57 [They] are continually buffeting one another with

the Scripture, a 1884 M. PATTISON Mem. 49, I felt humili-
ated and buffeted.

2. intr. To deal blows, fight, contend, struggle.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, v. ii. 146 If I might buffet for my

I.oue. 1839 MARRYAT Pliant. Ship ix, She was. .buffeting
in a violent gale. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 167 Strove to
buffet to land in vain. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. xi, They
buffet with opposing waves.

\>.te.
1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 33 To see so delicate . . a being

buffet so resolutely with hardships. 1842 TENNYSON Gold.
Year 76, I heard them blast The steep slate-quarry, and
the great echo flap And buffet round the hills.

3. trans. To drive, force, or produce, by buffeting.
1734 WATTS Rcliq. JUT. (1789* 118 The soul of a man.. is

not to be buffetted into softness. 1865 PAKKMAN Huguenots
vi, 11875^ 80 He buffeted his way to riches and fame. 1872
B. HAKTE Right Eye ofCommander^ He felt the salt breath
of the. .sea buffet a color into his smoke-dried cheeks.

4. trans. To muffle (bells). [Perhaps a distinct

word
;

cf. bttff-stop in BUFF sb.~ 9, also BUFFER ^.]
z.753 -'\ rt Ringing 200 (L.) Buffeting the bells, that is, by

tying pieces of leather, old hat, or any other thing that is

pretty thick, round the ball of the clapper of each Bell.

Bu ffeter. rare- 1
, [f. prec. + -ER 1

.]
'A

boxer ; one that buffets.' J.

1483 Cath. Angl. 46 A Buffetter, alapus. i75Sin JOHNSON ;

and in mod. Diets.

Bu'ffeting, vhl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING 1
.]

The
action of the verb BUFFET.

( 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 207 Ich bide f>e . . bi his

spotlunge, and bufetunge. a 1340 H AMI-OLE Psalter xxi. 5
In spittynge, buffetynge & pungynge with be tbornes.

15^3-87 FOXE A. fy M. In Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxxviit.

3 Sharp temptations and strong buffetings of Satan. 1788
BURNS Let. R. Ainslie 3 Mar., I have been . . under much
buffetting of the wicked one. 1826 SCOTT \Voodst.\\\\, 1873
BLACK Pr. Thiile v. 74 The buffetings of wind and rain.

t Buffian. Obs. [? variant of BUFFOON, sug-

gested by ruffian.]
^ BUFFOON. Hence Buffian-

ism, buffoonery,
1655 Comic. Hist. Francion x. 13 It becometh not a man

of my Learning to be so great a Kuffian. 1596 NASHE Have
ivith yoii) XfC. M iv b, No buffianisme throughout his whole
bookes, but they bolstered out his part with.

t Bu'ffin. Obs. Also 6 buffen, buffine. i A
coarse cloth in use for the gowns of the middle
classes in the time of Elizabeth

1

(Kairholt); a

garment made of that material. Also attrib.

1572 II'ills fy /?'. jV. C. (i86o> 373 To my sonne Antonie
. .a pair of Buffins wth the slyuers to the same. 1590 Lane.
Wills 1 1860) II. 23 Unto Ellen Perpoyntea gowne of buffen.

1597 Wills fy lm<. X C. 11860^ II. 281, Vj yds. of grene
buffine g/. 1598 FLORIO, Gottonato, a kinde of cotton . . or

buffin sarge. 1617 F. MORYSON Itin, i. 4 Myselfe beholding
the Virgins statua. .did think it bad been covered with a

gowne of white buffin. 163* MASSINCER City Mad. iv. iv,

Sly young ladies In buffin gowns and green aprons !

Bu-ffiiig, vbl. sb
[f.

BUFF z;.' ;
cf. BUFFEB S

i.]

Only in (onib., as bitffing-apf>aratus, -block, -spring.
1835 Specif. Kergiiis Patent No. 6781 In order to explain

the meaning of the words *

buffing apparatus.'

Bu'ffing, vbl. sb? [f.
BUFF sb* 8c v$ + -ING '.]

a. The formation of a BUFFY COAT. b. The

process of polishing with a buff (BuFF sb* 4;, or

with a buffer (BUFFER ;

i) ; also that of imparting
a velvety surface to leather by the use of sand-

paper. Buffing- bfack^ in silver manufacture, a

wooden block covered with leather, on which an

article is rubbed to polish it.

1856 Tonn & BOWMAN Phys. Anat. II. 295 Buffing and

cupping of the blood has long attracted notice, r 1865 J.
WYI.UF. in Circ. Sc. I. 156/2 Buffing, or rubbing the plate
on some velvet fixed tightly over a piece of wood. 1885

Harpers Mag. Jan. 286/1 Buffing or sand-papering ma-
chine [for leather).

Buffit, obs. form of BUFFET.

t Bu'ffle, sb. Obs. Also 6 bulfeldV, 6-7 buf-

fell, -SV. buffil, bufle, 7 bufall, buflfel, -al(l, -ol.

[a. K. buffle, a common Romanic word : vulgar
L. *bufalns {= L. bftbalus}: see BUFFALO. Cf.

also BUFF sb* Some of the Eng. spellings in

1 7th c. show influence of the It. or Sp. forms.]
1. A buffalo ;

= BUFFALO i a, b.

cisii \st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.t Introd. 29/1 There [in

India] be bulfeldes [?bufTel!es] & coyes [?cowes] but the

coyes slepe [? sleye] they not. icja Victory agst. Turkes in

Dibdin's Typog. Afty.(i8i6) III. 117 In euery place abode
. . buffelles. 1623 FAVINK Thent. Hon. \\. xiii. 223 A mouing
Chariot, drawne by Oxen or Buffells. 1731 MEDLEY Kol-
bens Cape G. Hope II. 109 Buffles or Buffaloes are nu-

merous in the Cape countries, 1738 G. SMITH Curious Re-
lations II. 384 After these came a tniffle and a fine horse.

b. attrib. (cf. BUFF sb*}
1577 HARRISON England u. xvii. (1877) 292 Ships made

of wicker and couered with buffle hides. 1611 Bk, Rates

(JAM.) Belts called buffil belts, the dozen iilr. 1693 URQV-
HART Rabelais in. xxxvi, The death of a Buffle-ox. 1808

J. BARLOW Colntnb. v. 169 Lured o'er his lawns the buffle

2. A fool
;

BUFFLEHEAP. [After F. buffle.']

1655 Comic. Hist. Francion iv. 22 He said to the three

buffles who stood with their hats m their hands, Tell me,

you Waggs, etc. 1710 Pol. Ballads (18601 II. 90 To see the

chief attorney such a buffle.



BUFFLE.

Bu'ffie, v. [? Onomatopoeic ; connected with

some sense of BCFP
;

or ? misprint for bustle.
'

Buffle to puzzle, be at a loss
'

in Johnson (and
all subsequent Dictionaries) is a bogus word,

founded on the misprint of bujfting for bits/ling:]
1610 HEALF.V St. Aug. Citic ofCod 118 The next age Sil-

ver, under Jove, then warre began to buffle. [1730 SWIFT
Vindic.I.d. Carteret \Vks. 1778 IV. 141 That poor, angry,

bustling [J. /reshuffling] well-meaning mortal.]

Bufflehead (bo-f 'Ihed). [f.
BUFFLE + HEAD.]

A fool, blockhead, stupid fellow.

1650 Lady Alimony \. ii. in Hazl. Ws/<yXIV'. 278 What
adrolling bufflehead isthis ! i6o4EcHARr>/Yrt;//7<$48 What
makes ye stare so, Bufflehead ? 1718 J. Fox Wanderer
xiv. go Tho' my Forehead is broad, you Bufflehead, it is not

brazen. 1883 J. Herring in. Ivi. 225, I don't want the

bume-head to be coming here.

BufB.e-h.ead.ed (b-f'lhe:dj-d), a. [f. prec. (or

its elements) + -ED.]

f 1. Having a head like a buffalo's. Obs.

1697 EVELYN Nnttiisitt. ix. 293 There are remarked the

Goat and Buffle-headed. 1713 C'TESS WINCHEI.SEA Misc.

Poems 117 None but buffle-headed Trees.

2. transf. vjAfig. a. Large-headed, b. Foolish,

stupid.
1654 GAYTON Fest. Notes in. iv. go So fell this buffle-

headed gyant by the hand of Don Quixot. 1675 WYCHER-
LEY PI. Dealer \\. i, You know nothing, you buffle-headed

stupid creature, you. a 1736 YALDF.N t>?('/ # Sun, A saucy
buffle-headed owl. 1871 DIXON Tower\\. iv. 34 A drinking,
buffle-headed fellow.

II Buffo (bwffo), sb. and a. [a. It. buffo adj.,

comical, burlesque : see BUFFOON.]
A. sb. A comic actor, a singer in a comic opera.

B. as adj. Belonging to or characteristic of a

buffo
; comic, burlesque.

1764 FOOTF. Patron I. i, A rank impostor, the bufo of an

illiberal mercenary tribe. 1789 MRS. Piozzi Jonm. France
I. 177 They . . sung a thousand buffo songs. 1821 BYRON

jnan w. Ixxxi, The buffo of the party. 1830 L. HUNT A n-

tobiog. ii. (1860) 42 Kvery burlesque or buffo song, of any
pretension, was pretty sure to be Italian. 1851 KINGSLEY
\ 'east xiii. 237 Genial earnest buffo humour here and there.

Buffol, Buffolo, var. of BUFFLE, BUFFALO.

t Bu'ffon, -out. Obs. Also -oon. [a. F. bouf-

fante 'espece de guimpe gaufree que portaient
autrefois les femmes

'

(Littre). See BOUFFANT(E a.]
' A projecting covering of gauze or linen for a

lady's breast . . much worn about 1 750
'

( Fairholt).

1774 ]Vestm. Mai;. II. 259 Ladies in full dress still wear
. .buffoons for the' neck. Ibid. 288 Plaited tuckers and
buffons for the neck. 1783 European Mag. III. 15 Buffonts,
trimmed and plain, are in universal use still.

Buffoon (bf-n), sb. Forms : 6-7 buffon, e,

-onne, -oun, ooue, bouffon, boufoon, 7- buf-

foon, [a. F. buffon, bouffon, a. It. buffonc

buffoon, f. Intffa a jest, connected with buffare to

puff ;
Tommaseo and Bellini consider the sense

of 'jest' to be developed from that of 'puff of

wind", applied Jig. to anything light and frivolous
;

others, e.g. Littre, refer it to the notion of puffing
out the cheeks as a comic gesture. (In i;th c.

accented on first syllable.)]

fl. A pantomime dance. Sc. Obs.rare~*. [F.
' danser les Imffons to daunce a morris' Cotgr.]
*<A<)Conipl.Scot. vi. (1872)66 Braulis and branglis, buffons,

vitht mony vthir lycht dancis.

2. ' A man whose
profession

is to make sport

by low jests and antick postures' (J.) ;
a comic

actor, clown ;
a jester, fool. arch.

1585JAMES I. .Vs. /'oMiXArbOai WeremaineWith luglers,

buffons, and that foolish seames. 1389 PUTTENHAM Kng.
Poesie (1869) 76 Buffons, altogether applying their wits to

Scurrillities and other ridiculous matters. 1637 COLVIL

Wings' Supplic. (1681)68 Buthowthe Buffons all be outted.

1683 tr. Erasntus' Morix Knc. 2 Mountebanks, Buffoons,
and Merry-Andrews, a. 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 411 The

bey . . like other voluptuous Turks, had his buffoons to divert

him. 1835 LYTTON Ricnzi I. i. 3 The stale jests of a hired

buffoon. 1875 FARRAR Seekers I. iii. 12.

I Used for '

buffoonery".
1780 COWPER Progr. Rrr. 153 Thy sabbaths will be soon

Our sabbaths, closed with mummery and buffoon.

3. transf. A low jester ;

' a man that practises
indecent raillery' (J.) ;

a wag, a joker (implying

contempt or disapprobation).
1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man. in Hum. 11. v. 8 Age was au-

thoritie Against a buffon, and a man had, then . . reverence

payd unto his yeares. 1636 HEALEY Epictetns' Man. 73
Avoid the playing of the Buffone, and procuring of others

laughter. 1680 H. MORE Apocat. Apoc. Pref.
14^

BuiToones

rather, and abusers of the Apocalypse, than serious Inter-

preters of it. 1750 JOHNSON Ranibl. No.72F8 Falstaffthe

cheerful companion, the loud buffoon. 1840 MACAULAY
Ess., Ranke's Hist. (18511 II. 147 Buffoons, dressed in

copes and surplices.

4. attrib. and adj. Belonging to or characteristic

of a buffoon; vulgarly jocular. (Somewhat arch.}

1625 B. JONSON Staple News v. vi, With buffon licence,

least At whatso'er is serious. 1687 DRYDEN Hind <$
P. \.

39 The buffoon Ape, as atheists use, Mimicked all sects.

1734 tr. Rollin's Am. Hist. (1827) I. 102 A jumble of buf-

foon tales. 1762-71 H. WALPOI.E Vertue's Anecd. Paint.

(1786) III. 234 Egbert Hemskirk of Harlem, a buffoon

painter. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 469 No mean

images, buffoon stories, scurrilous invectives.

5. Corn!'., as buffoon-like adj. ; buffoon-bird.

1159

1611 COTGR., Bevjfonnesffuti buffoone-like. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. 11862) II. VI. iv. 180 The Numidinn Crane.,

vulgarly called by our sailors the buffoon bird.

Hence Buffoone'sque, Buffoo'uical a.
;

= BuF-
FOONISH ; Buffoo'nism= BuFFoo.NERY.

1756 i-'-entl. Mag. XXVI. 254 That they should commit
intellectual mendicity in buffoonesk terms. 1834 BECKFORD
Italy, $-f. II. 39 The strangest, most buffoonical grimaces.
Ibid. 169 A lay-brother, fat, round, buffoonical. l6n
COTGR., Bouffonnerie, bouffoonisine, ieasting. 1617 MIN-
SHKU Dnctor in Ling. 56 Buffoonisme. .vi : jesting.

Bu-ffoon, corrupted form of BUFFONT, Ol/s.

Buffoon (bf-n), v. arch. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To turn into ridicule, to ridicule; to

burlesque.
1638 FORD Fancies in. i. I R.) Who, in the great dukes

court, buffoons his compliment, a 1672 EVELYN Men/.

(1857) II. 73 The Duke of Buckingham's . . farce . . buffoon-

ing all plays. 1751 J. BROWN Shaftesb. Cliarat:. 371 Buf-

fooning and disgracing Christianity, from a false represen-
tation of its material part. 1836 Frasfr's Mag. XIV. 16

Having Polonius buffooned for him, and, to no small ex-

tent, Hamlet himself.

2. intr. To play the buffoon, to indulge in low

jesting. Also To buffoon it.

1672 [see BUFFOONING vbl. */<. ] 1820 BYRON in Moore

Life (1860) 434 Bankes and I .. buffooned together very
merrily. 1830 Frnser's Mag. II. 180 He., buffooned it

up to the bent. 1832 L. HUNT Sir R. Esher (1850) 94 All

dressed and talked and laughed and buffooned alike.

Buffoonery (bf'drnari). Also 7 buffonnerie,

7-8 buffon-, buffoonry. [f.
BUFFOON s/>. + -EKY.]

The practice of a buffoon ; low jesting or ridicule,

farce.

1621 Bi1
. MOUNTAGU Diatribv 450 Flatterie and Buffonrie

swayed all ill the Romane Senate. 1631 WEEVER Atic. J-'/in.

Mon. 685 langlery, buffonnerie, and such other vices. 1670
G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. 111.81 They are the first that laugh
and applaud any Buffonry. 1745 FIELDING True Pair.

Wks. 1775 IX. 296 Power and government . . have been set

up as the butts of ridicule and buffoonry. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambl. No. 125 F 6 This conversation . . degenerates too

much towards buffoonery and farce. 1875 JOWETT I'lato

(ed. 2) III. 132 You may often laugh at buffoonery which

you would be ashamed to utter.

Buffoc'iiiiig, vbl. sb.
[f.

BUFFOON v. + -ING'.]
The action of playing the buffoon ;

low jesting,

buffoonery. Also attrib.

a 1672 Woon Life (18481 43 Mirth . . buffooning and ban-

tering. 1811 BYRON Let. to Mr. Dallas 21 Aug., The two
stanzas of a buffooning cast, .are as well left out.

BuffoO'llillg', ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -INO 2.]

That plays the buffoon ; coarsely jesting, mocking.
1718 MoTTF.rx Quijc. 117331 III. ioi That buffooning

Devil shall never 'scape unpunished. 1763 J. BROW N
Poetry^ f,-

Mus. vii. 153 It was. .as illiberal and buffooning in its Begin-

nings as the old Comedy had been. 1879 G. MACDONALD
SirGibbie I. xix. 256 The buffooning authors of themischief.

Btiffoonisli (b;"f;7-nij ), a. [f.
BUFFOON sb. +

-ISH.] Like or characteristic of a buffoon.

1672 MARVEI.L Reh. Transf. i. 312 As improper and buf-

foonish, as to have seen the Porter lately in the good Doctors

Cassock and Girdle. 1702 Burlesque of J\. /.estranges

Qnenedo 168 This foolish, base Btiffoonish throng. 1818

Blackm. Mag. III. 533 In one of his productions lacrymose,
and in another merry, bufToonish, ludicrous.

t Bu-ffoonize, bu'ffonize, >< Obs. [f.
as

prec. + -IZE.] To act the buffoon.

Hence Buffoonizing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1611 COTGR., Gogucnardtr, to buffoonize it ; breake iests,

telle merrie tales. Ibid., Patelinage, a buffoonizing, or

acting the vice in a play. 1633 J. HAYWARD Banish'J I 'irg.

40 A buffonizing and jearing humour. 1657 COLYIL Whig's

Supplk. 11751) 98 He can buffonize, and jest.

t Buffoo'nly, a. Obs. Also buffonly. [f.
as

prec. -(- -I,Y l.]
= BUFFOONISH.

1607 CHAPMAN Bnssy D'Amb. i, Your Buffonly laughters

will cost yee the best blood in your bodies. 1650 R. STAPYI.-

TON Strada's Lmv-C. H'arres ix. 41 A buffoonly Calvinist,

who thought himself a Wit. 1684 GOODMAN Waiter El'.

Confer, i. (R.) Apish tricks and buffoonly discourse.

Buffote, obs. form of BUFFET s/>.*, footstool.

Buffy ,b-fi). [f.
BUFF st>2 and a. + -v 1

.]

1. Of a colour approaching to buff.

1842 Blaclnv. Mag. LI. 678 A buffy line across the hori-

zon. 1830 Fraser's Mag. XLII. 188 Tail feathers with

buffy white terminations.

2. Physiol. Applied to blood having a ' buff or

BUFFY COAT.

1782 S. F. SIMMONS in Med. Cominnn. I. 122 A coagulum
. . of a firm buffy texture. 1827 ABERNETHY Surf. U'ks.

II. ii The blood, on standing, appeared very- buffy. 1833-6
TODD Cycl. Anal. 1$ Phys. I. 424/2 A buffy crust is.. formed

on the surface of the clot.

Buffy coat. Physiol. A layer of a light buff

colour forming the upper part of the clot of co-

agulated blood under certain conditions.

1800 Med. f; Phys. Jrnl. III. 454 There being on the

blood a slight buffy coat. 1845 TODD & BOWMAN Phys.
Attat. 37 A yellowish white layer . . called the buffy coat

or inflammatory crust. 1874 JONES & SIEV. Pathol. Altai.

22 This layer is fibrine separated from the red corpuscles,
and is commonly termed the

'

buffy coat '.

t Bu'ffylle. Obs. rare-". A leather bottle.

c 1425 J "or. in Wr.-Wiilcker 658 Hie liter, buffylle.

Bufle, var. of BUFFLE, Obs., bjiffalo.

t Bu-fo. Obs. [a. L. bfifo, lit. a toad.]
' The

black tincture of the alchemists' (Gifford).
1610 B. JONSON Aleh. ii. v. (16161 633 Both Sericon. and

Bufo, shall be lost.

BUG.

Bufolo, obs. form of BUFFALO.

Bufonite (bi/rfonait). [f.
L. biifo, -ffncm toad

+ -ITE. Cf. Fr. bufoni/e .]
= TOAD.STONE, q. v.

1766 PENNANT Zool. III. 164 (Jod. I These and the other

grinding teeth are often found fossil, and in that state called

bufonites, or loadstones. 1865 PAGE Handbk. Geol. Tertns,

Bufonite (Literally Toadstonei a name given to the fossil

teeth and palatal bones of fishes belonging to the family of

the Pycnodonts . . in the Oolite and Chalk formations.

Bug (l'g), s/'.'1 Obs..o^dial. Forms: 4-7 bugge,
6-8 bugg, C- bug. [ME. bngge, possibly from

Welsh Iruig ;' bug)
' a ghost', quoted in Lhwyd's

Archxologia Brit. (1707) 214, from the MS. Welsh

Vocabulary of Henry Salesbury (born 1561).

Owen Fugh has /naif
'

hobgoblin, scarecrow
'

; but

the word is apparently now known chiefly in its

derivatives. When /tig became current as the

name of an insect ,see BUG ii.-", this sense fell into

disuse, and now survives only in the compound
BUGBKAR. Cf. BOGY, BUGABOO.
Although Salesbury's evidence takes the Welsh word

back only to the latter half of the i6thc., before which there

was plenty of time for its adoption from the Eng. bugge,

bug, its Welsh nativity is strongly supported by a numerous

family of derivatives, e.g. fat'gan ( = \>rt 'gam bugbear, scarer,

fat'givt/i to terrify, threaten," bwgwl i =b"gl) terror, terri-

fying, threatening, whence bygyln i=b"gwbV) to terrify,

threaten, byg-vydd i b*>'gw;VO) hobgoblin, phantom. The
S.Wales Invci ib//'k/i can however scarcely be a derivative,
but looks like an adoption of ME. bngge, or modern bogy.
With these Welsh words cf. Manx boag, boagdne

'

bugbear,

bogle, sprite
'

(whence I'oaganacl: frightful, boaga'ldoo
scarecrow), the Irish boi'dn hobgoblin, Gael, bpckdan (?for

bocani hobgoblin (though these cannot be actually cognate
with Welsh In^'gan}. Owen Pugh has also bygel nus
'

phantom ',
which seems however to be .in error for bitgail

nos, in Breton bugncl-nos
'

shepherd or lad of the night '.
]

1. An object of terror, usually an imaginary one;

a bugbear, hobgoblin, bogy; a scarecrow. To

swear by no bugs : to take a genuine oath, not a

mere pretence of one.

1388 Wvci.ir Munich vi. 69 As a bugge, either n iila'l

ofraggis [1611 scarcrow] in a place where gourdis wexen.

f 1440 /Vow/. /'rtr?'. 55 Bugge, or buglarde, jnaumts, (twins.

1529 MORK Comfort agst. Trib. I. Wks. (15571 1161/2 Lest

there happe to be such black bugges in dede as folke call

deuilles. 1535 CO\'KRDALF I's. xclij. 5 Thou .-.halt not nede

to be afrayed for cny l)ugges by night. 1365 JEWEL Def.

Apot. (1611* 285 A bug meet only to fray Children. 1579
GOSSON Sch. Abuse 23 Caligula, .bid his hor.se to supper. .

and swore by no bugs that hee would make him a Consul.

I593 SMAKS. 3 Hen. I'l, v. ii. 2 Warwicke was a Bugge that

fear'd vs all. 1611 Si'EED Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xlii. 3. 349

Champions against the maried Clt-rgy ifor women in those

dayes were great bugs in their eyes'. 1681 (il.ANN'il.I. Saddif-

cisinits ii. 41726) 453 Timerous Fools that are afraid uf

Buggs. 1719 D'URFKY Pitts (1872) II. 306 I.et the bug
Predestination Fright the Fools no better know.

b. ? A person of assumed importance. Possibly
this may survive in the U. S. slnng 'a big bug' for

an aristocrat,
' swell ', though the latter is re-

garded by those who use it as referring to BUG sb:1-

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815' 255 That I'm nine times

as good a man as he, or e'er a bug of his country. 1843
HALIBURTON Sam Slic/t Kng. xxiv. (Bartlett), We'll go to

the Lord's house, .pick out the big bugs.

2. Comfr., as bug-boy (? corruption of BUGABOO ;

bug-law, a law intended to inspire terror. Also

BUGBEAR, BUG-WORD.
1601 DEACON ii WALKER Spirits ff Divcls 354 'I'he countrey

hath been free from such dangerous bug-boyes. 1601

Ans. to Darel 222 Hobgoblings, Bugboies, Night-sprites,

or Fairies. 1694 R. I.'ESTRANGE Fables Ixxi. 11714* 87 'Tis

much the same Case betwixt the People and Bugg-Laws . .

that it is here betwixt the Fox and the Lyon.

Bug (bog\ JvV- [Etymology unknown. Usually

supposed to be a transferred sense of prec. ; but

this is merely a conjecture, without actual evi-

dence, and it has not been shown how a word

meaning
'

object of terror, bogle', became a generic
name for beetles, grubs, etc. Sense i shows either

connexion or confusion with the earlier biidde ; in

quot. 1783 shorn bug appears for ME. steam-

bui/de (-bmie) : OE. sccarn-budda dung-beetle, and

in Kent the '

stag-beetle
'

is still called shawn-biig.
Cf. Cheshire

'

buggin, a louse
'

^Holland).]
1. A name given vaguely to various insects, esp.

of the beetle kind, also to grubs, larvae of insects,

etc. Now chiefly dial, and in U. S. ; csp. with de-

nning words, asyfc/V bug, harvest bug, May bug,

June bug, potato bug; also fire-bug, in U.S. ap-

plied colloq. to an incendiary.
1642 ROGERS Naaman 74 Gods rare workmanship in the

Ant, the poorest bugge that creeps. 1691 RAY -S". <y E. C.

Wds., Bngge: Any insect of the Scarabaei kind. It is, 1

suppose, a word of general use. 1710 SHAFTESB. Charac.

ii. 4(1737) II. 314 The Bug which breeds the Butterfly.

1783 AINSWORTH Lai. Diet. (Morelli n, Blatta ..a shorn

bug, the chafer, or beetle. 1836 Sal. Rev. II. 258/1 In the

field bug we have an instance, etc. 1861 EMERSON Cond. Life
ii 38 A good tree . . will grow in spite of blight or bug.

c 1880 WHITTIER in Harpers Mag. Feb. (1883) 358/1 A big
black bug came flying in.

2. spec. The Cimcx Icctularius, more fully bed-

Irug or house-bug, a blood-sucking hemipterous
insect found in bedsteads and other furniture, of

a flattened form, and emitting an offensive smell



BUG-

when touched. b. Applied to insects of the

order Hemiptera or Heteroptera, to which the bed-

bug belongs.
1622 MASSINGER& DKKKER I'irgin Mart. in. ill, llarpa.v.

Come, let my bosom touch you. Spnngins. We have bugs,
Sir. 1683 TRYON Way to Health 588 The Original of these

Creatures called Bugs, is from Putrifaction. 1730 SOUTHALL

Bugs i Buggs have been known to be in England above

sixty Years, and every Season increasing upon us. 1798 W.
HUTTON Autobiog. 40 The doctor visited me . . and . . said,

*You areas safe as a bug in a" rug'. 1845 DARWIN Voy.
Nat. xv. (1852)330 An attack (for it deserves no other name)
of the Benchuca . . the great black bug of the Pampas. 1847
CARPENTER ZooL 721 The Geocori&ae or Land-Bugs, and
the Hydrocorisae or Water-Bugs. 1861 HVLME tr. Moqnin-
Tandon n. iv. i. 219 The Cimicidas, or Bups, belong to the

order Hemiptera. Ibid, \\, vi. v. 304.

3. Comb., as bug-bite, -destroyer, -fly, -killer ;

bug-agaric, Agancus mnscarius,
'

a mushroom
that used to be smeared over bedsteads to destroy

bugs' (Prior Plant-n.} ; bug-bane, Cimicifuga

fatida and other allied plants, used to drive away
bugs ; bug-wort = bug-bane.

1804 BEWICK Brit. Birds (1847! II. 165 It is made of. .the

roots of *bugbane, stalks of water
lily, pond weed, and water

violet. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knwvl. III. 862 Cinncifuga^ or

bugbane, an herb of the order ranunculacea. 1760 GOLDSM.
Cit, IV. Ixviii, One doctor who is modestly content with

securing them from Mjugbites. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. i.

xi. 88 Poisoned by bad cookery, blistered with bugbites.

1809 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) I. 135,': The "bug-destroyer
seizes on his bug with delight. 1711 Phil. Trans. XXVII.

M2,
10 and ii are *Bug-flies observed in the Woods about

ampsted Heath. 1791 HI/DDESFORD Salmag. in Shrimp-
scalders and "bug-killers.

t Bug, a. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 bugge,
byg. [Etymology unknown : cf. BIG, BOG a. and

BUDGE a.] Pompous ; big ; proud, conceited,

fine. (Still widely prevalent dial.}

1567 T)K.\'^'i: Horace sDe A rtc P. A. viij, Bugge verses which
cum to the stage With waight of wordes alone. 1642 H.
MORE Song of Soul \\. in. in. Ixiii, Then 'gins she [the

moon] swell, and waxen bug with horn. i68a Annot.
Glan-vilFs Lux O. 55 A Bug and sturdy Mendicant, that

pretends to be some person of Quality. 1881 Leicestersh.

Gloss. (E. D. S.i s.v., How bug y' are o' yer new cloo'es !

BtlgaboO ;b#'gab:). Also 8 buggybow, 8-

bugabo. [?
f. BUG + Boo int. : cf. Cornw. bucca-boo

under BUCCA, also BOGLE-BO, and bug-boy in

BUG sbl
'

sPossibly a Celtic compound, in which

case cf. OK. Beugibus, Bitgibus, name of a demon.)]
A fancied object of terror; a bogy; a bugbear.
[c xaoo Aliscans 1141 (Anciens Poetes de la France (1870'

X. 351 Et puis d' infer iras o Bugibu, Aveuc ton Dieu

Mahom[et] et Cahu.)

1740 Xmas Entertainm. ii, Of Hobgoblins, Rawheads,
and Bloody-bones, Buggybows. 1843 POE Premat. Burial
Wks. 1867 I. 338. Xo fustian about church-yards, no bugaboo
tales. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. n. (1873^ 128 If

the sins themselves were such wretched bugaboos as he

has painted.
b. cant. 'A sheriff's officer' (Grose's Diet.

Vulg. Tong. 1823); 'a tally-man', a weekly
creditor (ibid.') ; and similar senses.

1837 LYTTON Pelhnttt Ixxix. Many a mad prank . . which
I should not like the bugaboos and bulkies to know.

Bugasine, obs. form of BOCASIN, BUCKASIE.
1660 Act 12 Chas. II, iv. Sched. Bugasines or Calico

Buckrams the half piece v.s. 1670 Bk. Ratts(jtM,} Buga-
sines or callico 15 ells the piece 4.7.

Bugbear (bargbe-u). Forms : 6-7 bugge-
beare, 7- bugbear. [App. f. Bur, j.l + BEAR sb.^\

f 1. A sort of hobgoblin (presumably in the

shape of a bear) supposed to devour naughty chil-

dren ; hence, generally, any imaginary being in-

voked by nurses to frighten children. Obs.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Ansiv. Osor, lob, Hobgoblines
and Buggebeares, with whom we were never acquaynted.

1592 NASHE P. Penilesse (18421 74 Meare bugge-beares to

scare boyes. i6o7ToFSELi,/''(37^r:/I Beasts 353 Certain Lamias
. . which like Bug-bears would eat up crying boys. 1651
HOBBES Leviatk. \. xii. 55. 1758JOHNSON Idler No. uPg To
tell children of bugbears and goblins. 1842 BARHAM Ingol,

Leg. (1877) 10 The bugbear behind him is after him still.

2. transf. An object of dread, esp. of needless

dread ; an imaginary terror.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. 317 At the worst it is but a bug-
beare. 1643 ROGERS Naantan To Rdr. 2 All that thinke

originall sinne a bugbeare. 1717 KENNETT in Ellis Orig.
Lett. n. 430 IV. 306 The king of Sweden is every day a

less bugbear to us. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop iii. 14 What
have I done to be made a bugbear of? 1871 FREEMAN
JVortfi. Cotiq. (1876) IV. xvii. 51 Confiscation, a word which
is so frightful a bugbear to most modern ears.

b. attrib. or as adj.
c 1600 Timon \. ii. (18421 6 Thou shall not fright me with

thye bugbeare wordes. a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. viii. F 25.

601 The most horrible & bug-bear Denunciations.

Hence Bu'g-bearrdom, bugbears collectively,

needless fears ; Bug-bearish a.

1800 SOUTHF.Y in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor 1. 35/2

Bonaparte . . a name now growing more bugbearish than

ever. 1862 MRS. SI>EID Last Years Ind. 150 The assaults

and tyrannies of bugbeardom.

t Birgbear, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To

frighten with imaginary or needless fears.

1650 R. STAPYLTON Straaa's Low-C. Warres i They car-

ryed the Warre up and downe, only to bug-beare Townes
and Villages. 1687 Hist. Sir y. Hawk-wood ix. 17. 1705

l]fiO

S. WHATKLV in W. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. C/i. I. 167

To be bugbear'd out of our senses by big words.

Bugelet, Bugelle, obs. ff. BUOLET, BUOLK s/>. 1

Bugen, obs. form of Bow v. 1

"

Bu'ggalow. Anglo- Ind. Also buggala,

buglah. [a. Mahratti bagla. bagala, regarded by
Col. Yule as a corruption of Pg. baixd, VESSEL.]
' A name commonly given on the \V. coast of

India to Arab vessels of the old native form' (Yule).

1842 SIR. G. ARTHUR in Inii. Admin, of Ld. Ellenb. 222

(V. ) Native buggalas, by which so much of the trade of this

coast with Scinde, Cutch . . is carried on. 1869 Latest Nnt>s

i-j Oct., There were. . four vessels : two were large buglahs,
each mounting about eight guns. 1884 Times 30 May 8

At Mocha they took passage on board an Arab buggalow.

t BtTggard, buggart. Obs. or dial, [a va-

riant of lioGdAKD, the form of which suggests
formation from bugge, Br .f*. 1 (Still used in

Cheshire.)] A boggard, a bogy.
"575 Hist. Trmtbs Frank/art 116421 136 They two. .may

not be . . such buggards to the poore if they may not beare

the hagge alone. 1865 Miss LAHF.E Betty it' }'efs 6 Rail-

way styemers scroikin away through th' country, enew to

flay a buggart eawt o'th' greawnd.

Bugge, -r, obs. f. BUDGK, BUG, BUY, -EH.

Bugger i,b'g3J . Also 6 bowgard, bouguer.

[a. K l>ougre:\.. Bulganis Bulgarian, a name

given to a sect of heretics who came from Bulgaria
in the lithe., afterwards to other 'heretics' (to

whom abominable practices were ascribed . also

to usurers. See BOUGRE.]
tl. A heretic: the name was particularly ap-

plied to the Albigenses. Obs. exc. Hist.

1340 [see BOUGRE]. 1753 CHAMBKRS Cycl. Stiff, s.v.. The

Buggers are mentioned by Matthew Paris . . under the name

oflitigares. .They were strenuously refuted by Fr. Robert, a

dominican, surnamed the Bugger, as having formerly made

profession of this heresy.

2. One who commits bugger)- ;
a sodomite. In

decent use only as a legal term.

1555 Fardlc Facions n. x. 224 As rancke bouguers with

mankinde, and with beastes, as the Saracenes are. 1587
TURBERV. Epitaphs K; Soim. Wks. (1837) 372 To serve his

beastly lust .. he will leade a bowgards life.

b. In low language a coarse term of abuse or

insult ; often, however, in Eng. dial, and in U. S.,

simply = 'chap', 'customer', 'fellow'. Cf. BAC-

GAGK 7.

So in Fr. :

'

Bougre . . terme de mepris et d'injure, usite

dans le langage populaire le plus trivial et le plus grossier '.

<Littre. >

1719 D'URFEV PilU I. 59 From every trench the bougers

fly. 1854 M. HOLMES Tcmfest fr Stiti. 203
'

If I'd known
all you city buggers was comin' I'd a kivered my bar

feet_'.

1881 EVANS Leicest. Gloss, s.v., 'Mister, can ye fit this

canny little bugger wi' a cap?' said a mother to a shop-

keeper of her little boy.

Bu-gger, v. Also 7 buggar. [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To commit buggery with. Also absol.

1611 COTGR., s.v. Lcvrctce. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia
v. 198. 1675 COTTON Poet, ll'i-s. 117651 279. \(&i Trial S.

Cnlidige 42. a 1701 SEDLEY ll'fes. (1766) 126.

t Bu'ggerage. Obs. rare~ l

. Heresy; buggery.

1538 BALE Thre Laiues 671 Stodye the popes Decretals,

and mixt them with buggerage.

Bu-ggerer. [f.
BUGGER v. + -ER 1

.]
= BUGGEH 2.

1552 HULOET Buggerer, Pxderastes. a 1571 JEWEL On
i Tliess. (i6n) 77 Neither fornicators, nor adulterers, nor

wantons, nor buggerers shall inherit the Kingdome of

Heauen. 1651 BAXTER htf. ttapt. 158 He might have found

these godly Reformers . . to be Ribalds, Buggerers, Sor-

cerers. 1704 Faction Displ. xi. 14 Beaus, Biters, Pathirks,
B rs and Cits.

I Buggeress. Obs. A female bugger.
( 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 569 Bulgra, bugres.

Bvrggerly, adj. and adv.
[f.

BrnnER sb. +

-LY.] Like or pertaining to a bugger.
1545 JOVE Exp. Dan. vii. N vj b, Poore buggerly, beggerly

fryers. 1552 HULOET, Louer of chyldren buggerly or dis-

solutely, Pxderastes. 1653 \JRQI-H\RT ftabetais n. xxx, His

great buggerly Beard.

Bu'ggery (ba.gsri). Forms : 4 bugerie, 6

buggerye, -arie, -orie, boggery, bowgery,
bockery, Sc. bewgrye, 6-7 buggerie, f>- bug-

gery, 8- -ary. [f.
as prec. : see -EKY.] t a. Abom-

inable heresy. Obs. b. Unnatural intercourse of

a human being with a beast, or of men with one

another, sodomy. Now only as a technical term

in criminal law.

1330 R. BRL-NNE Chron. 320 pe Kyng said & did crie, be

pape was heretike . . and lyued in bugerie. 1514 FITZHERB.

Jitst. J'eas {1538} 125 b, It is enacted that the vice of bug-

gorie committed with man kynd or l>east be adjudged
fetonie. 1552 LYNDESAV Monarch? 3473 That self Syn of

Sodomye, and most abhominabyll bewgrye [?'. r. bowgre].

1667 CHAMBERLAVNF. St. Gt. Brit. \. (1684)41 The sin of

Buggery brought into England by the Lombards. 1754
EDWARDS Freed. IVill in. vii. 187 The most horrid crimes,

Adultery, Murder, Buggery, Blasphemy, &c. 1861 Act 24

ftf 25 Vic. c. 61 The abominable crime of buggery, com-
mitted either with mankind or with any animal.

B. attrtb. or as adj.

1643 R. O. Man's Jlort. vi. 49 Christ dyed not for the

rationall part seperated from the materiall, nor the material!

from the rationall, if there should be such Buggery births.

1851 MAVHEW I.ond. Labour I. 23 A buggery fool.

1 Bu'ggess. Obs. [a. Btigis, name given by

BUGLE.

the Malays to the dominant race of the Island of

Celebes' (Col. Yule).] A name formerly used in

the Indian Archipelago for a native soldier in Euro-

pean service.

1699 DAMPIER / \>y. II. I. 108 These Buggasses are a sort

of warlike trading Malayans and mercenary soldiers of

India. 1779 FORREST Voy, N. Guinea 213, I apprehended
he was a Captain of Buggesses, in the English Company's
sen-ice. 1792 Voy. Mergiti 78 (Y.I The word Buggess
has become amongst Europeans consonant to soldier, in the

east of India, as Sepoy is in the West. 1811 Ld. Minto in

ftafia 279 lY.i We had fallen in with a fleet of nine Buggese
prows. [1878 M'NAIR Perak 130 iY.| The Bugis are evi-

dently a distinct race from the Malays.]

Bugget, obs. form of BUDGET.

Bivggiiiess. [f.
BUGOY a. + -NESS.] The state

of being buggy.
1730-6* in BAILEY; thence in JOHNSON and mod. Diets.

+Bu 4

ggish,a. O/is.rarc-'. [f.
Bui; ,c/.l t-.isH 1

.]

Like a goblin ; terrifying, frightful.

1583 STANVHURST^II/ iv. iArb.> 107 Mee. .with visadge

buggish he [Anchises' ghost] feareth \turHJa terret imago}.

Bu'ggisliaiik. Obs. rare l

. [ builgishank,
f. BUDGK sb. 1 + SHANK.] ? A kind of budge fur.

1463 Test. Ebor. (1855! II. 260, i. togam nigram penula-
tam cum buggishanke. [Cf. 1530 PALSGR. 266 Schanke of

bouge, fovrrure lie cnisseftcs. 1730 BAILEY Shanks, the

skin of the leg of a kind of kid, that bears the furr called

Budge.)

t Buggle-boo. Obs. = BOGLE-BO.

1625 LISLE On Bartas 128 Another hath his moods And
like a Buggle boo straiesever through the woods.

Bugfgy (b'gi), sb. [Etymology unknown : the

word nas been conjecturally connected with BOGIE ;

also with BUG (see esp. quot. 1773,'. There is

no ground for supposing it to be of Anglo-Indian

origin.]
1. A light one-horse sometimes two -horse)

vehicle, for one or two persons. Those in use in

America have four wheels ; those in England and

India, two ;
in India there is a hood. (In recent

use. esp. in U. S.. India, and the colonies.)

1773 GV^/. Afag. XLIII. 297 Driving a post coach and
four against a single horse chaise, throwing out the driver

of it, and breaking the chaise to pieces . . ludicrously deno-

minating mischief of this kind,
'

Running down the Bug-
gies '. 1778 Ann. Reg. 197 The Suicide Pro!., Buggies, tim-

whiskies or squeezed vis-a-vis. 1782 India Gaz. 14 Sept.

'Y.i An excellent Buggy Horse about 15 Hands high. 1794
W. FELTON Carriages (1801) II. 183 The Buggy is a small

chaise, made to carry one person only. 1825 Annals Sport-

ing vii. 59 The speed and pluck of their buggy horses.

1844 DISRAELI Ctauxtf*$yxiv.(L,) Villebecque prevailed upon
Flora to drive with him to the race in a buggy he borrowed
of the steward. 1859 LANG Wand. India 287 We drove as

far as Deobund in the buggy. 1862 B. TAVLOR Homt $
Apr. Ser. 11. ii. 4. 93, I asked for a two-horse buggy and
driver. 1866 GEO. ELIOT Filix Holt III. 166 See that

somebody takes her back . . in the buggy.
2. In technical uses : see quots. (Cf. BOGIE.)
1861 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Buggy, a small mine-

wagon holding i ton to i ton of coal. 1883 Harper's Mag.
939/2 The men.. go out.. on the strand in a 'buggy'.,
which is a board seat slung by ropes from the axis of a

grooved wheel fitting and travelling on the strand.

3. Com/'., as buggy-boat, a boat made so that

wheels can be fastened to it, so as to make it

into a land-vehicle ; buggy-cultivator, buggy-
plough, a plough having a seat for the plough-
man to ride on.

Bu'ggyi ". [f.
BUG rf.^-H-T 1

.]
Infested with

bugs.
1714 PAH. Trans. XXIX. 65 With a black Speck, as

buggy Peas had. 1730 SOUTHALL Bugs 35 When they have

taken it [old Furniture] down, because
ij
was buggy. 1854

BADHAM Halient. 207 One of those provisionless Sicilian

locande, boasting, -a thunny supper and a buggy bed.

Bugh, bu;e^, obs. inf. and pa. t. of Bow i/.l ;

obs. form of BOUGH.

Bugher. [cf. BUFFER *
: the vb. is still bough,

bttgh (bxw ) m So.] A barker, a barking dog.

1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 34 Bugher, a Dog. 1688

R. HOLME Armoury III. iii. 68 Bugher, a Cur Dog. 1725
Nmi Cant. Diet.

Bughsom, obs. form of Bi'XOM.

Bught, variant of BOUGHT sb. and v.

1844 w - H. MAXWELL Sports f, Adv. Scotl. i. xv. 262

Forty-five or fifty fathoms of tows constitute a bngkt.

t Bugiard. Obs. [ad. It. bugiardo] A liar.

a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams i. 11692171 Like an egre.

gious btigiard here he is quite out of the truth.

Bugit, obs. form of BUDGET.

Buglah, variant of BI'GGALOW.

Bugiard = BUGGAKD.
c 1440 Protnp. Farv. 55 Bugge, or buglarde, Manriis,
Dueins.

Bugle (biw'g'l), sb.} Forms: 3- bugle, 4

bewgalle, -guile, 5 bugelle, 4-6 bugull(e, 4-7

bugil, 5-6 Sc. bowgle, 6 Sf. bougil, bewgill,

7 bugili, (8 ? beugle). [a. OF. bugle :-L. biicn-

lus, dim. of lio-s bav-is an ox.]

1. f a. The buffalo ,

- BUFFALO i a) and other

kinds of wild oxen. Obs. b. A young bull. dial.

(1300 A'. Alis. 5112 A thousand bugles of Ynde. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. K. xvlll. xv. (1495) 774 The Bugle.. is

lyke to an oxe and is a fyers beest. < 1400 MAUNDF.V. xxvi.



BUGLE.

269 Homes of grete Oxen or of Bugles. 1536 BELLF.SDEH

Cron. Scot. (1821! I. 47 Hornis . . thikkar than ony home of

ane bewgill. 1615 E. GRIMSTONE Hist. World 636 Clips

made of bugles homes. 1677 W. CHARLTON Exerc. at

Diff. et Num. Animal, (ed. 21 8 Bonasus, the Bugle. 1881

Isle of Wight Gloss. (E. D. S.), Bugle, a young bull ; the

Bugle Inn at Newport.
2. Music. Short for BUGLE-HORN, a. A hunting-

horn, originally made of the horn of a '

bugle
'

or

wild ox. b. A military instrument of brass or

copper, resembling the trumpet, but smaller
;
used

as the signal-hom for the infantry.
c 1340 Gam. ff Gr. Knt. 1136 With bugle to bent felde he

tmskez. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 142 Terrain hlewe hys

bugelle bold. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado l. i. 243 Hang my
bugle in an inuisible baldricke. a 1600 A. SCOTT Adamson

Jj- i>< xx. in The Ever-Green 11761) II. 185 Be than the

Bougil gan to blaw. 1623 COCKERAM, Bugle, a little blacke

home, a 1777 F. FAWKES 1'irg. /Etirid vn. (R.) Stoutly

Boreas his loud bugle blew. 1832 MACAUI.AY Armada 49

Bugle's note and cannon's roar The deathlike silence broke.

1877 Field Exercise Infantry 403 One G sounded on the

Bugle will denote the right of the line.

1 3. ? A tube. Obs.

1615 CROOKF. Body of Man 180 Put your Bugle into the

bladder and blow it.

4. Comb., as bugle-blast, -dang; \ bugle-browed
a., having horns like a wild ox

;

' horned
'

(fg.) ;

bugle - major, the chief bugler in a regiment ;

bugle-boy, -man = UUGI.ER.

,11627 MIDDLE-TON Attyth.forQ. Life (N.) Wife. 'Tis for

mine own credit if I forbear, not thine, thou bugle-brow d

beast thou. 1815 SCOTT Ld. ofIsirs n. xxi, A bugle-clang

From the dark ocean upward rang. 1844 Regul. f Ord.

Army 396 The Drum or Bugle-Major. 1848 J. GRANT
Advent, of Aide lix, 'Sound!' said I to the bugle-boy.

1859 SMILES Self-Help?* From the general down through
all grades to the private and bugleman. 1864 BRYANT Return

of Kirds vi, There is heard the bugle-blast.

Bugle (bbJ'g'l), sb* Bot. Also 5 bugyl, -ille.

[a. K. bugle - It. bugola, Sp. l>ugula:\?Ae L.

bugula. The L. bugillo, used by Marcellus Empi-
ricus c 400, seems to denote the same plant.]

1. The English name of the plants belonging to

the genus Ajuga, esp. the common species A.

rcptans. (The names Bitglossa and Bugle were

occasionally confounded by early writers.)

, 126s I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 554 Buglosa, bugle, a 1387

Sinon. Bartliol. {Anecd. Oxon.) 43 Wodebroun, bugle.

Cmisolida media is called in english Bugle. 1378 LVTI

Dodoens i. xc. 132 Bugle spreadeth and creepeth along the

ground. 1616 SrRFL. & MARKH. Country Farm 262 He
that hath bugle and sanicle, will scarce vouchsafe the sur-

geon a bugle. 1794 MARTYR Rousseau's Bot. iv. 45 Plants

. . having little or no smell, as bugle. 1865 GOSSF. Land ,y

Sea 1 1 5 The . . copse .. is blue with the thick spikes of bugle

2. Comb., as bugle-bloom.
1818 KFATS Eudym. n. 314 Velvet leaves and bugle-blooms.

Bugle (bi*?g'l> sb? Also 6 buegle, 6-7 beau-,

7 beu-, bewgle. [Etymology unknown. Ofthe

med.L. bugulus, sometimes quoted as the etymon,
a single instance, as the name of a '

pad ', or

framework for the hair, used by Italian ladies, oc-

curs in a chapter De moribus civium Placentin-

1 388, in Muratori Script. Ital. XVI. 580 ;
no simi-

lar word is known in Ital. or Fr. Bugle has a

certain resemblance in form to Du. beugel a ring

(:-MDu. boghil, boghel, Franck) ;
but no con-

nexion of meaning appears.]
1. A tube-shaped glass bead, usually black, used

to ornament wearing apparel. (Formerly also

collective, or as the name of a material.)

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Feb. 66 A gyrdle . . Embost with

buegle. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. (1877)61 note, The! vse

to garde their clokes rounde about the skirtes with . .

Bugles. 1598 FLORIO, Margaritine, bugles or seede pearles.

1640 Jrnl. Ho. Commons II. 33 The sole Making and Vent-

ing of Beads and Beaugles. 1637 R. LIGON Barbadoes

(1673! 16 Some small beads, of white Amber, or blew bugle.

1753 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) I.xxii. 159 Set off with

bugles and spangles, c 1813 MRS. SHERWOOD Stories Ch.

Cateck. xiv. 116 She would load them with presents, .gloves,

habit-shirts, silver spoons, bugles, brooches. 1884
' WAND-

ERER
' Pair Diana xxxiii. 265 The black grapes and bugles

which . .decorated her bonnet.

2. attrib. Made of, adorned with, or resembling,

bugles.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. iv. (1641) 37/1

With his

bristled, hoary, beaugle-beard, Comming to kisse her. 1600

SHAKS. A. Y. L. III. v. 47 Your inkie browes, your blacke

silke haire, Your bugle eye-balls, nor your cheeke ofcreame
1611 Wint. T. iv. iv. 224 Bugle-bracelet, Necke-lace

Amber. 1611 BARRF.Y Ram Alley IV. i, Her bugle-gown
and best-wrought smock. 1710 STF.ELE TatlerNo. 245 F2
Adam and Eve in Bugle-Work . . upon Canvas, curiously

wrought. 1767 ELLIS in Phil. Trims. LVII. 408 The Cel-

hilaria Salicornia . or Bugle Coralline.

Bugle, obs. form of BOGLE, hobgoblin, and

BEAGLE, hound.

'555 EDEN Decades It'. Ind. (Arb.) 206 He goeth. .with a

lyttle hounde or bewgle. 1696 AUBREY Misc. 192 (D.) Thej
assigned it [second sight] to Bugles or Ghosts.

Bu'gle, v. [f. BUGLE rf.' 2.] a. intr. To
sound a bugle, b. trans. To give forth (a sound l,

as a bugle ;
also (nonre-tisc* to summon by bugle.
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1861 THACKERAY Roundal*. Papers (18791 89 The wind -

iistruments bugling the most horrible wails. 1872 DIXON
Imitzers xxxv." 362 The rank and file . . who are bugled
Vom their beds. 1884 COI.BORNK Hicks Pasha 118 My
Viends. .who trumpet, bugle, and ' tam-tam

'

all day long.

Bugled (bitt-g'ld), a. Trimmed with bugles.
1881 Daily Ke-K'S 22 Aug. 3/6 Bugled . . silk laces.

Bu:gle-ho
-m. [f.

BUGLE sb.\ + HORN sb.]

The horn of a bugle or wild ox, used

t a. as a drinking vessel. Oh.
c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 525 lanus . . drynketh of his

'Ugle horn the uyn. 1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. I.

293 3if be water of bat welle is i-take iu bugle horn [in

cornn bubali\. 1519 HORMAN I'ltlg, i66h, Preciouse cuppis
>e made of bugull hornys.
b. as a musical instrument,whence = BuGLErf.! 2.

r 1300 A'. Alt's. 5282 Tweye bugle homes, and a bowe also.

1480 CAXTON Citron. Eng. ccix. 192 Two squyers blewe . .

with ij grete bugles homes, c 1630 RISDON Sitrv. Devon
\ 222 (1810) 231 His family bare in a field Gules, a bugle
lorn or. 1808 SCOTT Alarm. \. iii. His bugle-horn he blew.

1842 TENNYSON Locksley H . 2 Sound upon the bugle horn.

Bugler (bi/7'glai). [f.
as prec. + -ER 1

.]
One

who plays on a bugle ; spec, a soldier who con-

veys orders by signals sounded on a bugle.
1840 H. SMITH O. Cromwell II. 19 The Bugler . . was al-

ready handling his instrument. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea \ I.

366 A mounted officer rode up to a bugler of the igth Regi-

-icnt, and ordered him to sound the *
retire'.

Buglet (bi-glet). [f as prec. + -ET.] A small

bugle ;
e. g. one carried by bicyclists.

a 1803 Douglas Trag. iii. in Child Ballads i. 100/2 With

bugelet horn hung down by his side. 1838 D. MOIR Cnsa's

Dirge. The wild-bee with its buglet fine. 1885 J'riee-I.ist,

A bugle having two turns will sound short calls ; those with

three turns will sound military calls ; but the easiest to

iound of all is the above Buglet, which has four turns.

Bu'gle-WCed. Bot. An American plant,

Lycopus J'irgitricus, sometimes used as a remedy
for hemoptysis, or spitting of blood.

1860 BARTI.F.TT Diet. Amer., Bngle-werd. .is also known
as the Virginian Water-hound,

Bugling (bi;7-glirj , ppl. a.
[f.

BUGLE v. -r

-ING ?] That sounds a bugle.

1884 tr. A". Bauer's Mem. II. 50 A bugling postillion.

Bugloss (bi-gl(>s). Bot. Forms: 6~7buglosse.
6 buglose, 8-9 bugles), 7- bugloss. [a. F.

Iniglosse : L. biiglossa, ad. Gr. f3ovy\acrcros, f. Poiis

ox -t- fKaiacia tongue, from the shape and roughness
of the leaves.] A name applied to several bora-

ginaceous plants, particularly the Small, Corn, or

Field B. (Lycopsis or Anchnsa arvcnsif} ; Viper s

B. (Echium vulgarc], and other species of Ecliium
;

also by some old herbalists to Helmiiithia cchioidcs,

1'rickly Ox-tongue.
'533 ELYOT Cast, lleltli 11541) n Cynamome : Saffron . .

Buglosse : Borage. 1542 BOORDE Dyetary xix, The rootes

of Borage and Buglosse soden tender, .doth ingender good
Mode. 1605 B. Joxsox I'olfonc m. iv. 61 A little muske,

dri'd mints, Buglosse, and barley-meale. 1699 EVELYN'

Acetaria 14 What we now call Bugloss, was not that of the

Ancients. 1783 CRABBE t'illage i. Wks. 1834 II. 77 There

the blue bugloss paints the sterile soil. 1837 CAMPBELL

Dead Eagle, Fields . . blue with bugloss.

b. Comb. Bugloss Cowslip.
1879 PRIOR Hrit. Plant-n., Bugloss-Cim'slip, the lung-

wort, from its having the leaves of a bugloss and the flo%vers

of a primula. Pulnwnaria officinalis L.

t Buglo'SSate. Obs. rare -". [f. prec. (or its

source" + -ATE.] Some kind of medicine.

1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. I. s.v. Honey, Antidotaries. .as

the Buglossate made of Bugloss.

Bugull(,e, obs. form of BUGLE sb

t Bug-word, bug's-word. Obs. [f.Boorf.i

-l- WORD. Cf. bugbear word] A word meant

to frighten or terrify ;
a word that causes dread.

Usually in //. Swaggering or threatening language.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Prav. ft Epigr. (1867) 54 All be bugs

woords, that I speake to spare, a 1600 HOOKER Wks.

(1845! I 277 Certaine wordes, as Nature, Reason, Will

and such like which wheresoever you find named you sus-

pect . . as bugs wordes. 1632 SANDERSON Strm. 163 Out-

dared with the bigge-lookes and bug-words of those that

could doe him no harme. 1668 DRYDEN Sir i[. Mar-A II

I. i I have nothing to hope for . . but death. Death is a

bug-word. 11734 NORTH Kxam. i. ii. r 105 (1740' 87 A
Rebellion ;

O no, that's a bug Word.

Bugyl, obs. f. BUGLE s!>fl, a plant.

Buh, obs. form of BOUGH, Bow v.'1

Buhl (b/7l). Also Boule, q. v. [f. Boule name

of a wood-carver in France in the reign of Louis

XIV. (Bti/il appears to be a modern Germanized

spelling.)] Brass, tortoise-shell, or other material,

worked into ornamental patterns for inlaying ;

work inlaid with buhl. Also attrib.

1813 Rl'TTKR Fonthill 14 A pier table, richly ornamented

with buhl. 1831 CARLYI.E Sart. Res. in. x. 336 A wardrobe

BUILD.

Buhsum, obs. f. BUXOM a.

Buick, Buik(e, obs. ff. BOOK, BOUK.

Buif, obs. form of BEEF.

Build (bild), v. Pa. t. and pple. built, poet.

and arch, builded. Forms : Inf. 3-4 bulde(n,

4 bylden, bilden, (bield, byle), (4-5 belde(n,

beelde), 4-6 byld(e, bild(e, 5 buylden, 5-6

buyld(e, 6 builde, (byeld, beald, Sc. beild), 6-

build. Pa. I. 4 bildide, (bult , 4-5 bild(e, 5

buylde, byld, bylled, 5-6 bylded, -yd,buylded,

(6 Sf. belt), 6- built, builded. Pa. pple., j

jebyld, 4 i-, y-buld, y-beld, bilde, bulde, bilt,

(bilid), 5 bild, bylte, beldid, bildid, 6 bylded,

bylt, (bylled, -yd), buylded, -yt, buylt, (i-bylt),

(8 build), 6- built, builded. [ME. Imlden'ji ,

bylden, bilden : OE. *byldan to build (recorded

only in pa. pple. febyni , i. bold a dwelling. Hence

the two fundamental senses are 'to construct a

dwelling' and 'to take up one's abode, dwell'.

The normal modern spelling of the word would

be bild (as it is actually pronounced) ; the origin

of the spelling btii- (buy- in Caxton', and its reten-

tion to modern times, are difficult of explanation.
The OE. pple. ^fbyld might be from a compound y.

byldan : but cf. the southern lytlan (Gregory's Past. Care

153, 1. 9-io\ later bytlian (see Bosw.-Toller), f. *bu\>lo-

iwhence Ivtl, lold], which points to the antiquity of the vb.

(Not to be confounded with OE. byldan, ^elyTdan, for

bieldan to make bold : see I'.IELD.)]

1. To erect a building.
1. trans. Orig. To construct for a dwelling ;

to

erect (a house), make a nest). Hence, To erect,

construct ^any work of masonry), and by extension.

To construct by fitting together of separate parts ;

chiefly with reference to structures of considerable

size, as a ship or boat, a carriage, an organ, a

steam-engine (not, e.g. a watch or a piano).
Const, of, more rarely from, out of, tuith (the

material), on (the foundation). In early mod.

Eng. usc-d with up without change of meaning ;

but to build up ('m literal sense) now implies a

contrast with pulling down, or with a previous
state of decay, as '

to build up again '. To build

a fire, to arrange or pile the fuel. To build a

railroad, said in U. S., is unknown in England.
[e-ngo The Grave in Thorpe Ancilecta 142 De wes bold

^ebylcl er bu iboren were.] c 1205 LAY. 2656 He wolde

bulden twa burh. 1297 R. Gi-orc. 439 At Wyndelsore. .bat

noble stede ys, |)at he let bulde hym sulf. 1 1400 MAUNDEV.

98 [He] destroyed it [Jerico] and cursed it, and alle hem
that bylled it ajen. 1430 LYDG. Story of Thebes dj in

Dom. Archil. 111.47 A porche bylte of square stons. 1480

CAXTON Deser. Brit. 13 He bylded Cauntertmry. 1526

Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531 < i38b, Jerico, Hay, and Gabaon,
whiche y^ pagans buylded. 1541 in Turner .Sel. Rec.

Oxford 164 Standyngs now made and buyldyd or here-

after to be made and buyld for the said fayre. 1562 J.

HF.YWOOD Prov. , Epigr. 118671 168 Roome was not bylt

on one day. 1601 CHESTER Lore's Mart. ex. 11878' 27 At

Mount Paladour he built his Tent. 1644 EVELYN Mem.

(1857) I. 75 A castle builded on a very steep cliff. 1718
LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. II. liii. 78 The houses are

tolerably well built. 1794 S. WILLIAMS 1'ermont 138 When
the Indian builded his house. 1861 FLOR. NIGHTINGALE

Nursing 18 Your house must be so built as that the

outer air shall find its way. .to every comer of it.

b. build Up.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 1535 Priam . . byld vp a bygge towne of

be bare vrthe. 1400 CAXTON Eneydos Ixv. 166 Af thys cyte

ben many in doubte who buylde it vppe. 1611 BIBLE 2

C/iran. xxxii. 5 Hezekiah built up the wall that was broken.

Mod. It is far easier to pull down than to build up.

c. build afire, gun, nest, organ, railroad, ship.

1567 Triall Treat. 11850) 9 Synce Noe's ship Was made,
and builded. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. f, Cl. iv. xii. 4 Swallowes

haue built in Cleopatra's Sailes their nests. 1651 Proc.

Parliament No. 123. 1910 A Vessell .. built at Swansey.

1789 G. WHITE Selborne xliii. (18531 '5 1 A Pair of honey-

buzzards built them a nest. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in Azt.

iv, Fires are built before the tents. 1852 SEIDEI. Organ 21

In 1576, an organ with.. a back-choir was built at Bernan.

a 1856 LONGF. Building Sliif94 Thus, said he, we will build

this ship
' 1860 All V. Round No. 73. 545 The taste of the

day is for guns that are built, not cast. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Nov. 939/1, 550 miles of railroad had been built. 1884 Hid,

June 127/2 He often built his own fire.

2. absol. To erect a building or buildings ;

' to

play the architect' (J.V Of birds or other animals:

To construct nests, etc. (Possibly the earliest in-

stances may belong rather to sense 8.)

c 1205 LAV. 29671 Al. .bigunnen. .to bulden bi |>an watere.

c 1340 Gam. <$ Gr. Knt. 509 Brydde? busken to bylde. 1382

WYCLIF Esdra iv. 2 Bilde wee vp with you. 1413 LYDC.

Pyler. Sowlt v. xiv. (1483) 108 Yf thou .. arte a maister

/erker, couthest thou bilde withouten mater. 1594 SHAKS.

tick. Ill, i. iii. 264 Our ayer'ie buildeth in the Cedars top:

of Buhl is on trie left. 1842 BARHAM tngol. Leg. (1877! 185

A splendid buhl stand. 1870 Daily News 7 Feb., Scenes

with real hangings^N-eal buhl clocks, and other articles.

b. Comb., as buhl-saw, a saw used in cutting

out buhl-work ; buhl-work (see quot.).

1832 BABBAGF. Kfon. Manuf. xi. (ed. 31 96 Inlaid plates of

brass and rosewood, called buhlwork. 1875 URE Diet. Arts compounds founded on this sense, but used trans.
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1664 GERBIER Counsel 104 All Owners, .whether they build

or not. 1722 DE FOE Plague 11884! 294 The Ground was

let out to build on. 1848 L. Hi'ST JarHauyw, 33 Build-

ing as if they were to live for ever. 1850 TENNYSON In

Mem. cxv, The happy birds, that change their sky To build

and brood.

b. With certain advbs., build forms virtual

Buhrstone, variant of BURR-STONE. by building'. To bmld up : to obstruct (a doorway,



BROIL.

1. A confused disturbance, tumult, or turmoil
;

a quarrel. See also BBULYIE.

15251,0. BERNERS Froiss. II. 140 (R.) We shall make agreat
breull in Englande. 1548 HALL Chron. (18091272 The Erie

of Warwickes faccion intendyng to set a bruill in the coun-

trey. 1571 ASCHAM Sclwiem. (Arb.' 158 In the middes[t]
of the broyle betwixt Caesar and Pompeie. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. VI, i. i. 53 Prosper this Realme, keepe it from

Ciuill Broyles. i66i H. MORE Myst. Inig. 439 Filling the

Empire with intestine Broils, 1797 T. JEFFERSON Writ.

(1859) IV. 173 Plunging us in all the broils of the European
nations. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby in. xxiii, Foremost he fought
in every broil. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. iii. 4 (1882) 130
A tavern row between scholar and townsman widens intaa

general broil.

fb. To set in broil, on a broil. Obs.

1577 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 73/1 The greeuous danger of

setting things in broile. Ibid. IV. 204 To set things in

broil, .within this hir realme of England. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turkes (1621) 839 That warre, which would set all

Europe on a broile.

2. Comb.) as broil-maker.

1561 STOW Chron. an. 1104 iR.) Letting out the broyle-
maker into France.

Broil (broil), sb.- Also 6 broyle, 9 bruil.

[f.
BROIL v.i]

1. A broiling, a great heat ; a very hot state.

1583 BABINGTON Commandtn. vii. 295 What broyles of

scorching lust ^oeverthemindeabideth. 1821 MRS. WHEELER
Cumbld. Dial. App. 8 My het bluid, my heart aw' in a

bruil, Nor callar blasts can wear, nor drops can cuil.

2. Broiled meat
;
a grilled chop or steak.

iSaa KITCHINER Cook's Orac. iv. 107 The Fat. .dropping
into the fire .. will spoil the Broil. 1861 HUGHES Tom
Brown Oxf. I. iii. 45 Go and get me a broil from the kitchen.

3. Comb., as f broil-iron = broiling-iron.
1567 Wills f Inn. N. C. (1860) II. 266 One broule-Iron,

vij Speights, iiij pair of pottclipps.

Broil (broil), z'.i Forms : 4 Sc, bml5e,broilye,
4-6 brule, 5 broille, brolyyn, broylyn, broyll,

5-6 broyle, bruyle, broile, 6 brooyle,6-7 broyl,
6- broil. [Of uncertain origin and history : the

form brule, which is not infrequent before 1500,

appears to be the F. brule-r to burn (in OF. also

bruller} ;
but it is very doubtful what relation this

brule bears to the general form bruyle, broyle ; they

may be distinct words, or brule may be a conscious

assimilation to the F. bruler. The form bruyle, and
Sc. bwlje, appear to be the OF. bruillir found in

Godef. in the intrans. sense of '

broil, burn
'

(bruillir
de soleil] ; bruyle would become broyle, broil]

f 1. trans. To burn, to char with fire. Obs.

1375 BARBOCR Bruce iv. 151 Assalit Within with fyre,
that thame sa bruljeit. c 1375 ? St. Geoygis 456 He gert
brandis of fyre [til hyme] bynde, To brule it wes lewit

behynde. c 1440 Promp. Parr. 53 Brolyyn or broylyn,
ustulo, itstillo, torreo, a 2450 Knt, de la Tour (1868) 49
Ye shalle . . be broiled and brent, and sinke in the pitte of
helle. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 280/3 That he myght be
brente and bruyled. c 1500 Partenay 2289 Ther paynymes
were bruled and brend entire, a 1533 FRITH Duput. Pur-
gatory (1829) 115 He putteth them not away for broiling in

purgatory. 1568 H. CHARTERIS Pref. Lyndesay's Wks. tij b,

To bruyle and scald quha sa euer suld speik aganis thame.

2. spec. To cook (meat) by placing it on the fire,

or on a gridiron over it
;

to grill.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 383 He cowde roste, sethe, broille,

and frie. .and wel bake a pye. 1483 Cath. Angl. 45 Brule,
assare. 1598 B. JONSON ;'. Man Hum. \. iv. 12 The
first red herring that was broyId in Adam and Eves kitchen.

1653 WALTON Angler 57 Broil him [chub] upon wood-
cole or char-cole. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Hoitsekpr.
(1778) 71 To broil Mutton Steaks. 1835 W, IRVING Tour
Prairies 117 An evening banquet of venison .. roasted, or

broiled on the coals. 1853 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.j 621 Our
gridiron is only fit to broil small fish.

3. To scorch ; to make very hot, to heat.

1634 RAINBOW Labour (1635) 18 Let not his hot pursuit
broyle him in an Egyptian furnace. 1718 LADY M. W.
MONTAGUE Lett. II. xlix. 64, I was ..half broiled in the
sun, 1818 BYRON Jnan\. Ixiii, That. .sun. .will keep, .broil-

ing, burning on, 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. <$ It. Jrnls. \. 268
We turned back, much broiled in the hot sun.

4. intr. To be subjected to great heat, to be very
hot. (Mainly in to be broiling, for to be a-broiling.)
1613 SHAKS. Hen. VJIf* iv. i. 56 God saue you Sir,

Where haue you bin broiling? Among the crow'd i'th'Ab-

bey. 1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul \\. iii. iv. xxxii, One of a
multitude of myriads Shall not be sav'd but broyl in scorch-

ing wo? 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. vii. (180^) 34 Before

your age I was broiling on the coast of Guinea. 1883
Leisure Ho. 148/1 Don't keep us broiling here for ever !

b. intr. To grow hot ; esp. _/?. to become heated
with excitement, anger, etc. ? Obs.

1561 T. NORTON tr. Calvin s Inst. iv. xx, If they [Magis-
trates] must punish . . let them not broile with unappease-
able rigor. 1627 P. FLETCHER Locusts \. xxiv, Meantime
(I burne, I broyle, I burst with spight). 1760 STERNE Tr.

Shandy II. v, He broil'd with impatience. 1817 BYRON
Beppo Ixix, Her female friends, with envy broiling, Beheld
her airs and triumph.

C. Said of passion, emotion, etc. : To burn,

glow, be ardent.
1600 Newe Metamorpk. (N.) Love broyled so Within his

brest. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 36 p 2 The secret Occasion
of Envy broiled long in the Breast of Autumn.

Broil, v.2 Forms : 5-7 broyl, bruill, brooyl,
6-7 broile, broyle, 8 (Sc.} brulyie, 6- broil.

[a. F. brouille-r 'to jumble, trouble, disorder,

1122

confound, marre by mingling together' (Cotgr.),

corresp. to It. brogliare to stir, disorder, embroil ;

cf. the It. sb. broglio
'

hnrlie burlie, confusion,

mingle mangle', etc. ;Florio\ Ulterior derivation

uncertain : see Diez, Littre, Scheler.

LittriS ilike Diez) thinks the F. vb. identical with Pr. Intel-

har, brolhar,Ca.t. brollar'to bud, rise up ', and connected with
OF. bruill, broel, broil, raod.Fr. breuil,

' an enclosed piece
of brushwood, matted underwood, or cut bushes for ani-

mals,' found in lateL. in the Capit. de Villis llucos nostros

quos vulgus brugilos vocat), med.L. broilus, broltus, which
is referred to the OCeltic brag-, brogi- territory, district

(Thurneyseni. But most etymologists doubt the connexion

of broitillt'r with this.]

f 1. trans. To mix or mingle confusedly. Obs.

1401 /W. Poems (1859* II- OI J hou broylist up many
lesynges, fTor grounde of thin ordre. 1631 HKYWOOD Engt.
Elk. 11641) 187 The abundance of bloud already spilt and
broiled in the land.

f 2. To involve in confusion or disorder
;

to

agitate, discompose (a person) ;
to

'
set by the

ears', embroil. Obs.

1513 MORE Rich. Ill (16411 405 He was sore moved and

broyled with Melancolie and dolour. 1549 CHEKE Hurt
Sedit. (1641) 16 Who. .intende to broyle the Commonwealth
with the flame of their treason [with an allusion to BROIL

''] 1585 J*s. I. Ess. Poesic (Arb.) 21 To translate it well

and best, where I haue bothe euill, and worst broyled it.

1642 Up. Dl RHAM Present. Schismatic 4 Contentious ones
. .broyling the world in this manner.

3. intr. To be or to engage in a broil
;
to contend

in a confused struggle, irregular fight or strife.

1:1567 TCRBERVILLE A/ttr Misadv. C.ood //n/j (R.) The
barck that broylde in rough and churlish sease. 1592 ^yYH
LF.Y Armorie 81 Couragious John of Gaunt Like Priams
sonne strong broyling mid his foes. 1883 Pall Mall G. 15
Oct. 4/1 He was always broiling with his chiefs, constantly
in debt.

4. trans. To put into a broil, to embroil.

1857 HF.AVYSEGF. -Vrtw/ (18691 243, I shall not hurry him,
nor broil myself.

Broiled (broild), ppl. a. [f.
BROIL v.T- + -ED.]

Made very hot, scorched, charred ; spec, grilled.
c 1440 Proiiip. Par-.'. 53/1 Broylyd [A', brolyyd], HStnlatus.

Ibid. Broylyd mete, or rostyd only on the colys. 1483 CAX-
TON Gold. Leg. 249/1 This brente and bruled laurence. 1542
BOORDE Dyetary xviii. 11870) 277 Bruled meat is harde of

digestyon. 1586 COGAN Haven Health cxlviii. (1636) 146

Broyled meate is hard of digestion. 1611 BIBLE Luke xxiv.

42 A piece of a broyled fish. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. ff

Merih. I. ix. 275, I should like a broiled pheasant.

Broiler 1 ;broHai). [f.
BROIL v.\ + -ER!.]

1. One who or that which broils ; spec, one who
cooks by broiling ;

also said of a very hot day
(cf. roaster, scorcher'].

1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. \\. 31 He was a great Broyler
in Gebers Kitchin. 1750 [R. PL'LTOCK] Life P. Wilkins
xxxiv. (1883) 94/2 When the broilers began to throw the fish

about. 1817-8 COBBETT Resid. U. S. 11822) 12, July 27.

Fine broiler again . . We spent a pleasant day ; drank . . of

milk and water. Not more flies than in England.
2. spec. A chicken for broiling.
1886 Pall Mall G. 27 Aug. 14/1 Of these [chicks] about

seventy-five per cent, live and grow to be broilers.

Broiler 2
(broi-laj). [f. BROIL W.- + -EB 1

.]
One

who stirs up or engages in broils or quarrels.
<i 1660 HAMMOND Wits. IV. 544 (R.) What doth he but

turn broiler and houtefeu. 1841 ORDERSON Creol, viii. yi
Due impression alike on the civil and the military broiler.

t Broilery. Obs. rare. Forms : 6 broilerie,

broylery. [a. F. brouillerie, f. brouiller to broil :

see-ERT.] Dissension; strife; disturbance, disorder.

15*1 MORE in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 82 I. 290 The arch-

bisnop of St. Andrewis putteth all his possible power . . to

rere broilerie, warre, and revolution in the Realme. 1528
WRIOTHESLEY in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. xl. 79 To pass his

promise on such sort . . might . . make much broylery,

Broiling (brorlig), vbl. sb.\
[f.

BROIL z*.
1 +

-INQ 1
.]

The action or process of exposing to

scorching heat
; spec, grilling. Hence t broiling-

iron, a kind of Dutch oven.
c 1440 Promp. Part'. 53 Brolyynge [A'. broylinge], itstnlacio.

a 1619 DONNE Biathan.dfm) 140 How much [contributed]
Saint Laurence to his broyling, when he called to the Ty-
rant, This side is enough, turne the other, and then eate ?

1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. II. 271 Between broiling and
roasting the chief difference is in the temperature. In

roasting, the heat is moderate, and slow in penetrating : in

broiling, it is brisk and rapid. 1562 Richmond, Wills 11853)

163 One brulinge iron, viij<r*. 1615 MARKHAM Eng. Hoitseiv.

70-1 Take your Broyling-iron, I do not mean a Grid-iron

(though it be much used for this purpose) . .but a Plate iron
made with hooks and pricks, on which you may hang the

meat, and set it close before the fire.

t Broi'ling, vbl. sbf- Obs. rare- 1
. Forms: 6

brewlynge, brullynge. [f. BROIL v.'* + -i.NG 1
.]

Disturbance, dissension; embroilment.

1523 LD. BERNERS Frojss. I. cccl. 560 The great brullynge
that was than in Gaunt. Ibid, ccccxxxii. 759 A newe brew-

lynge in Flaunders.

Broiling (broi-lirj), ppl. a. [f.
BROIL .l]

1. That burns, scorches, makes very hot.

1555 Fardle Potions I. i. 24 The broyling heate. 1617
HIERON Wits. II. 84 Scarcely is the cup gone from his

mouth, before he feeleth an increase ofhis broyling drought.
1820 BYRON Elites n. 36 To be sure it was broiling. 1865
TROLLOPE Belton Est, xiii. 150 There is a broiling sun.

2. That is subjected to great heat, that is very
hot ; spec, that is being grilled.
1648 GAGE West. Ind. \. (1655) 2 Which only can and must

BROKE.

repay his broiling brow ! 1853 i

The savoury smell of broiling fish.

3. quasi -adv., as in broiling hot.

1840 HOOD Up Rhine 229 A broiling hot excursion up the

country. 1884 Q. VICTORIA Afore Leaves 180 We stopped
here about ten minutes. It was broiling hot.

Broi'lingly, adv. [f. BROILING ///. a. + -LY.*]

In a broiling manner.

1885 M. BLIND Tarant. xiii, It was a broilingly hot day.

fBroi'lly, a. Obs. rare-'', [cf. Fr. bruilli, pa.

pple. of bruillir ' to be burnt' (Gpdef.).]
? Broiled.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. ix. (1839) 107 It is jit alle broylly, as tho

U were half brent.

( Broi'lment. Obs. rare. Commotion, dis-

turbance, embroilment. See BRULYIKMENT.

Broi'ly, a- ran- 1
. [' f. BROIL rf.i + -yi.]

Full of broils, tumultuous, stormy.
1594 CARKW Tasso Ii88r) 77 Stormes of broylly whistling

iarre, Whom natiue caues foorth from their intrayls send.

Brok, obs. form of BROCK, BROKE.

Brokaded, obs. form of BROCADED.

f Bro-kage, brocage. Obs. Also 5 brooh-

age, 6 broc-, brok-, broakadge, 6-7 breakage,

brokeage. [In AFr. brocage, also brogage, in same

sense: see BROKER.]
The following meanings are given in dictionaries, or indi-

cated in some of the quotations : in many of the latter the

exact sense cannot be fixed, so that they are not here sepa-
rated. In most cases the word has an ill favour, cf. 'jobbery '.

I. a. The trade of a broker
;
the transaction of

commercial business, as buying and selling, for

other men. b. The premium or commission of

a broker, BROKERAGE ;
the gain or profit derived

from acting as agent, middleman, or intermediary.
C. The corrupt farming or jobbing of offices ; the

price or bribe paid unlawfully for any office or place
of trust

; frequently mentioned as an abuse in early

times, d. Trafficking in match-making, in the

marriage of wards, etc. e. Procuracy in immo-

rality, pimping, f.
' The trade of dealing in old

things, the trade of a broker
'

(J.).

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 267 A mayden fiat is maried
borw brokage . . hi assent of sondry partyes and syluer to

bote. 1383 WYCLIF Sel. IVks. III. 280 Symonyentis in

beneficis. -bi brocage maade to mene persones for to haue

ony beneficis of }>e chirche. c 1386 CHAUCER Milleres T.

189 He woweth hire by meenes and brocage. 1393 LANGL.

P. PI. C. ill. 92 Vserye and Auerice, and oper false sleithes

In bargeyns and in brocages. c 1440 Rom. Rose 6973, I

entremet me of brocages, I make peace and mariages. 1456
in Rel. Ant. II. 239 Now brocage ys made offycerys, And
baratur ys made hayly. 1:1460 FORTESCL'E Abs. $ Lim.
Man. xiv. 118851 144 Nor thai [Suytours] shall be importu-
nite or brocage optayne any vnresonable desires. 1555
Fardle Facions I. v. 50 Their women in old tyme, had all

the trade of occupiying, and brokage abrode. 1584 WHET-
STONE Mirror for Mag. 31 An other sort by brocadge

bringeth him in debt. 1577 HELLOWES Gneuara's Ep. 125

To ryse to it by brokage or corruption. 1579 SPENSER

Skepk. Cal. Ded., It served well Pandares purpose for the

bolstering of his bawdie brocage. 1591 M. Hitbberd 851

Shameles flatterie, And filthie brocage, and unseemly shifts.

1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood It. 55 Vserie sure is

requisite and good, And so is Brokeage, rightly vnder-

stood. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 489 By the brokage
or panderizmg of the lawes. 1611 BEAVM. & Ft. Philaster

v. lii, If a man had need to use their valours, he must pay
a brokage for it. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 148 Their occupa-

tions, brocage and vsury. 1618 Bctrnevtlt's Apol, C iv b,

Our last borrowed money is at 16, and three in the hundreth

for brokeage. a 1618 SYLVESTER St. Lewis 448 That after-

Judges. . From Bribes and Brokeage might be warned fair.

1623 KAVINE Theat. Hon. vii. i. 198 By the base brokage
and close contriuing of the Queene. 1644 BULWER Chirol.

4 Without the crafty Brocage of the Tongue. 1648 C.

WALKER Hist. $ Pol. Relat. \ i The Parliament payes yxxol.

Breakage. 1656 J. HARRINGION Oceana (1700) no Find

better preferments without his Brocage. a 1680 BUTLER
Rem. 11759) I. 428 Though the Crown is forced to pawn all

its own Jewels to them for mere Brokage. 1683 U. SMITH

Constantinople in Misc. Cur. (1708. III. 38 They [Jewsjare
of great use and service to the Turks, upon accompt of

their Brocage and Merchandise. 1755 CARTE Hist. Eng.
IV. 78 Not a fitting thing for a clergyman to be concerned

in a brocage of such a nature.

2. Comb., as brokage-nioney.
1591 PF.RCIVALI. Sf. DM., Corretage, breakage money.

t Bro'kaly. Obs. Also brooaly, brooale.

A broken piece, broken pieces. (Cf. BROCKLE.)
c 1440 Promp. Pant. 52 Brocale, or lewynge of mete [ 1499

brokalyof mne], fragmentam. Ibid. 428 Releef or brocaly
of mete, .fragmentum.
Brokdol, erroneous f. BBOCKLE, in Promp. Parv.

Broke (brwuk), sb. Forms: 1-2, 4 broo, 6-8

brok, 8-9 (dial.) brook, 5- broke. [OE. broc

'

misery ', andge&ret
'

fragment', f. brecan (pa. pple.

Zf-brocen) to BREAK. The later lengthening of the

vowel may be from the inflected dissyllabic forms

braces, brocu, etc. : cf. the pple. broke, broken, for-

merly brScen. Brock remains dialectally.]

I 1. That which breaks ; affliction, trouble,

misery. Only in OE.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxix. loGodnyle for his mild-

heortnesse nan unaberendlice broc him ansettan. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 59 Ealle ba sar and l>a brocu be se man to jesceapen
is. 1061 in Thorpe's Diplotn. 389 Gefreod aeghwylcere un-

eabnesse ealles woroldlices braces.



BROKE.

t 2. A piece ofanything broken off ; a fragment ;

e.g. of bread or food, broken meats, remains. Obs.
en6o Hatton Gosp. Matt. xv. 37 pat to lafe wa:s of bam

broccan [1:975 Rtislni*. G. jebroca ; ciooo Ags. G. ^ebrote],
hys naman seofan wilian fulle. 1507 (I 'ill ofBedyll (Somer-
set Ho.l A parcell of a broke of woode. a 1568 H'mi'ing of
yak , Jenny x, Bannatyne Poems 160 Quhen ye haif done,
tak hame the brok. 1721 KELLY Sc. Frm>. 211 I JAM.) I
neither got stock nor brock. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Brock, a
piece or fragment. /( ',-st. 1863 BARNES Poems Dorset Dial.
Coll. HI. 101 Wi' brocks an' scraps to plim well out.

1 8. A breaking of the skin or body ;
a wound ;

a rupture. Obs.

11350 Med. MS. in Archxol. XXX. 381 Hennebane rote.
Of ye broc is mych bote. 1535 COVERDAU: Lev. xxiv. 20
Broke for broke, eye for eye, tothe for tothe. a 1563 BEOJN
Nc-.u Cattch. (1844) 94.

1 4. A breach of the law ; a crime. Obs.
1481 Reynard (1844)92 Hadde I knowen my self gylty in

ony feat or broke.

5. pi. The short-stapled wool found in certain

parts of the fleece, when ' broken
'

or sorted. A
fleece consists of two main kinds of wool dis-

tinguished by the length and strength of the fibre;
the sorts which are long and suitable for combing
being called '

matchings
'

or '

combing-sorts ', the
rest

'
short wools

'

or ' brokes '. The spinning of
the two sorts is by different processes. .See NOILS.
1879 Standard 1-2 Apr., Wool and Worsted. Bradford. .

Noils and brokes are slow of sale. 1883 Daily .\'cms 3 Sept.
2/6 Noils and brokes are in rather better request. 1885 F.
H. BOWMAN Struct. Wool 352 Gloss., Brokes, short locks
of wool found on the edge of the fleece in the region of the
neck and belly.

Broke, obsolescent form of BUOKE.V.
1. Used occasionally for BHOKEN ///. a.

1:1380 WVCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 14 Leepfullis of broke
meat. 1463 Bury Wills (1850! 41 To recompense broke
silvir I had of his. 1647 H . MOKE Song ofSoul iv. v, Bodies
disjoind, broke glasses they esteem.
2. esp. in comb.

ciijo Hali Meid. 25 Witlese beastes dumbe and broke
rugget ibuhe toward te eoroe. 1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A. vn.
131 Blindeor broke-schonket [B. vi. 138 broke-legged]. 1440
Promp. Parv. 53 Broke bakkyde, //>/>>. 1470 HARDING
Chron. clvii. iii, Brokebacked and bowbacked bore. 1627MAY Lucan v. (R.) Broke-winded murmers, howlings, and
sadd grones.

Broke (brjuk\ v. [In form the base of broker,

h'okage, broking. An AFr. vb. abrokcr occurs in

Liber Albus (a 1419) 288.]
1 1. intr. To bargain ; to negotiate ; to traffic.

1496 Dives f, Fatif. iW. de W.I vn. xxi. 308 [They] thus
bargeyne & broke about the syngynge of the masse, that
may not be solde ne bought, as men do in byenge & sel-

lynge of an horse. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well in. v. 74 He . .

brokes with all that can in such a suite Corrupt the tender
honour ofa Maide. 1611 COTGK., Bronillon,one that broakes
in euery thing, whereby he may get but a pennie. 1625
BACON Riches, Ess. ( Arb.) 237 The gaines of Bargaines, are
of a more doubtfull Nature ; When Men shall, .broake by
Seruants and Instruments to draw them on.

1 2. trans. To retail, traffic in. Obs.
1599 MARSTON Sea. Villanie in. xi. 227 But to retaile and

broke anothers wit.

3. intr. To act as broker, agent, or go-between.
a 1652 BROME City Wit n. ii. Wks. 1873 I. 303 Prithee

what art thou? or whom dost thou serve, or broke for'.'

a 1666 FANSHAWE (Webster iWe do want a certain necessarywoman to broke between, Cupid said.

Broke, obs. form of BKOOK sb., v.

Brokel, obs. form of BROCKI.E a. brittle.

Brokelempe, -hempe, obs. ff. BKOUKLIMK. "

t Brokelet(te. Obs. rare. [app. dim. of
broke!, BKOCKLE fragments.] A fragment.
1538 ELYOT Biblioth., Analectes, he that gadereth vp

brokelettes. 1563-87 FOXE A.f,M.\\. 328 Twelve maunds
full of brokelets and offalls.

tBrO'keling. Obs. rare- 1
, [app. f. broke!,

BROCKLE a. or sb. + -ING.] Fragment.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxxiv. 123 Where he sholde happe

to etc the releef or brokelynges of his brode.

Broken .br<7u-k'n), ///. a. For forms see
BREAK v. Used adjectively in many of the senses
of the verb ; esp. the following :

_

1. Separated forcibly into parts ; in fragments ;

in pieces. (The resulting damaged state is often
the main notion.^

[737 Chart. sEbclhard in Cod. Dipt. V. 45 To brocenan
beorse.J ,,83 WYCLIF Isa. xxxvi. 6 Lo ! thou tristist on this
brokun staf. c 1500 Lancelot 240 The tronsions ofo brokine
sper. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xxx[i]. 12, I am become like a
broken vessel!. 1634 Bp. HALL Occas. Jfeif.cx. Wks. 11808)
203 A thin, uncovered roof., dark and broken windows.
1719 DE For. Crusoe 11840) I. iv. 60 Three broken oars.
1832 DE LA BECHE Geol. Man. 205 Polypifers occur . . rolled
and broken, as on an ancient coast. 1868 I. H. BLUNT
Re/. Ch. Exf. I. 327 A few broken walls and the roofless,
unglazed churches.

D. Broken bread, meat, victuals, etc. : frag-
'

ments of food left after a meal, etc.
; by extension

'

applied to remnants of drink, as broken ale, beer.

1382 WYCLIF Mark viii. 20 How many leepis of brokene
mete je token vp? 1530 PALSGR. 201/2 Broken meat,y"mf.
meats. 1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet., Escurridiiras, the drop,
ping of a cup, broken drinke, reliquix. 1594 PLAT Dinerse
new Exper. 13 Others doe soke clippings and other crustes
of bread in broken beere. 1639 T. DE GREY Cotnpl. Horse-
matt 112 Wash the places with broken bcere. 1675 HOBBES

1123

'i'S^,
20

-3 W 'th Broken meat and wine himself to feed
1876 Miss BRADDON J. /laggard's Dat,. II. 15 No sign of
unwashed tea-things or broken victuals.

C. In some cases broken gives a specific sense
to the combination, as broken tea, tea-siftings :

broken granite, granite reduced to a size fit for
road-making; broken-coal, a special size of coal
td. fig. Dissolved. Obs.

1538 LATIMER Serm. *, Rem. (,845) 397 Graciously to re-
member them with some piece of some broken abbey.
A. Rent, ruptured, torn, burst.
'377 LANGL. P. PL B. v. 108 pat bar[en] awey my nolleand my broke (r. r broken] schete. Ibid. ix. 91 He . . biddeth

f.e hegger go for his broke clothes. 1535 COVKRDAI E Jer
n. 13 Vile and broken pittes, that holde no water 1577HOLINSHED Chron. III. 845/1 Old hosen, broken shooex
1641 Tmtuti de la Ley 43 b, Old and broken apparell.
1760 GOLDSM. Cit. W. xxix, His .. dirty shirt, and broken
silk stockings.
3. Of organic structures: a. Having the bone

fractured
;
b. having the surface ruptured.

"340 Cursor
.]/.

8087 , Fairf.) Wi|> crumpeled knees and
brokm bak [?.>-. boceonbak]. 1562 I. HEVWOOD /><,-. , Ef
18*7) 113 Broken head. 1600 SHAKS. A. V. L. i. i. 134 Hee
that escapes me without some broken limbe. 1712 ADUISON
Specl. No. 433 6 They often came from ihu Council Table
with broken shins. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff, s. v. Broken,
Among horse-jockies, broken knees are a mark of a stumbler.
4. Shattered

; said of water whose coherence as
a mass has been destroyed by striking against an
object, or whose surface is broken.
.1793 SMEATON Edystonc L. 27I Sufficiently strong t,. re-

sist the falling broken water. 1804 A. DCNCAN Mariner's
Chron. II. 77 A dreadful, hollow, broken sea. 1867 SMYTH
Sapor's Word-H:, Broken It'.iter, the contention of cur.
rents in a narrow channel. Also, the waves breaking on
and near shallows. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket-Bit, vi.
led. 21 216 In a boat outside the broken water.
5. Crushed or exhausted by labour, etc. ; with

strength or power gone ; enfeebled.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxxi. 1 1 7 The ladyes were sore weryand broken of they re longe vyage. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron.

1. 163/1 The old broken yeeres of mans life. 1615 G. SANDYS
Trait. 118 Such a number of broken persons, .by reason of
their strong labour and weake foode. 1758 LADY M. W.
MONTAGTE Lett. cvi. IV. p8 Sir Charles Williams, who I

hear is much broken both in his spirits and constitution.
1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 705 Enoch was so brown, so
bow'd, So broken.

6. Crushed in feelings by misfortune, remorse,
etc. ; subdued, humbled, contrite.

"535 COVERDALE /'.t. l[i], 17 A broken and a contrite herl
10 God 1 shalt thou not despise. 1642 ROGF.RS Xaatnan 61

Try whether., yourselves growdaily lowlier, meeker, broken-
ner. 1652 XEEDHAM tr. Selden's Mare Cf. 68 The King's
courage was so broken, a 1718 PENN Life Wks. I. icoShe
was exceedingly broken, and took an Affectionate and
Reverent Leave of us. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. vii.

194 How beautiful to die of broken-heart, on Paper. 1858
ROBERTSON Leet. 269 Happy is the man not thoroughly
broken by disappointment.
7. Reduced or shattered in worldly estate, finan-

cially ruined ; having failed in business, bankrupt.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. 11, n. i. 257 The Kings growne bank-

rupt like a broken man. 1602 'f. FITZHHKBCKT Apol. 19
Cradock had byn a broken -Merchant about Italic. 1714
ELI.WOOD Autobiog. 117651 257 He might thereby repair his

broken fortunes. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison 11781) VI. i.

7 There may be many ways .. of providing for a broken
tradesman. 1863 GEO. F.I.IOT Rotnola i. xvi. (1880) I. 225
To mend the broken fortunes of his ancient family.
8. Reduced to obedience or discipline, tamed,

trained. Often with in.

1805 SOL-THEY Madoc iii A-^t. iii, The Elk and Bison,
broken to the yoke. 1844 Rcgftl. <y C>rd. A rniy 380 A Horse
. . notified . . to be properly broken. 1861 PALGRAVE Gold.

Treasury 308 A language hardly yet broken in to verse.

0. Broken man. Scotch Law and Hist. One
under sentence of outlawry, or living the life of

an outlaw, or depredator, chiefly in the Highlands
and Border districts ; broken-clan (see quot.).
1528.1/6". Caligula in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 348 note,

Divers radis to DC maid upon the brokin men of our realme.

1594 Sc. Acts 13 Jas. I'/ 227 Daylie heirschippes of the

wicked thieues and limmers of the Clannes and surnames

following, .broken men of the surnames of Stewarts, a 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist, Jas. FWks. (1711195 A thousand,
all borderers and broken men. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxvi, He
. . took to the brae-side, and became a broken-man. 1820

Abbot xxxiv, ,\W('. A broken clan was one who had no
chief able to find security for their good behaviour, a clan

of outlaws. 1875 MAINE /fist. Inst. vi. 174 The result was

probably to fill the country with ' broken men '.

10. Violated, transgressed, not kept intact.

1605 ARMIN Foole upon F. ( 1880) 14 A broken Uirgine, one
that had had a barne. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 713
The sign Of Cov'nants broke. 1800-24 CAMPBELL Lines on
Poland 84 This broken faith Has robb'd you more of Fame.
* 1840 C. H. BATEMAN Hymn,

'

Glory, glory, glory ', When

mercy healed the broken law. 1878 MORLEY Diderot I. 274
The broken oaths of old days.
11. Having the ranks broken ; routed, dispersed.
1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. xxxiii, Now leader of a broken

host. 1850 PRESCOTT Peru II. 330 The governor despised
the broken followers of Almagro.
12. I laving continuity or uniformity interrupted.
a. of a line ; Abruptly altered in direction ;

turned off at an angle.
1721 BAILEY, Broken Radiation is the breaking of the

Beams of Light, as seen through a Glass. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Stiff., Broken Ray, in dioptrics, the same with ray
of refraction. 1818 KIRBY & SP. Entotnol. III. xxxii. 319

BROKEN.
The antenna:, .broken iviz. when the main body of the an-
tenna forms an angle with the first joints'.

b. of the surface of ground, etc. : Intersected
with ravines or valleys; uneven. Also, broken up,
ploughed, stripped of turf.

1599 HAKLLYT I'oy. II. n. i 3I Bel wecne them both broken
ground. 1782 W. GILP.N ll'ye (,789) 21 By broken groundwe mean such as hath lost it's turf, and discovers the
naked soil. 1826 DISRAELI I'iv. Grey vm. iii, An open but
broken country. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 112 The
( arthaglnian cavalry and elephants extricated themselves
. .from the broken ground.

C. ol states or conditions: Interrupted, disturbed.
1712 ADDISON Sfect. No. 317 r 21 Broken Sleep. 1848

j

MACAULAY Hist. Kug. I. 430 His rest that night was broken.
o.. of weather: Unsettled, uncertain.

1793 SMEAIUN F.Jystone L. 275 The weather continued
broken till Saturday.
13. Fragmentary, disconnected, disjointed, in

patches.
1820 SCOTT IranliO'* i, Here the red r.iys of the sun shot

a broken and discoloured light. 1845 DAKWIN ( 'ay. fiat. xi.

(1870) 249 On the two great continents in the northern hemi-
sphere, hut not in the broken land of Europe between them.
1849 KUSKIN Sev. Lamps vi. i. 162 Broken masses of pine
forest.

a. of time : Interrupted ;

' odd '.

1621 QL-AKLKS Arfatusf, P. (16781 lntrod.,The fruits of
broken hours. 1667 PKPYS Diary 20 May, It being a broken
day, did walk abroad. 1754 CHATHAM Lett, \ephew iii. 16
Mr. Addison's papers, to be read very frequently at broken
times. 1827 HARE Gn,\<s,-s Ser. i. '1873' i6j He would have
made a broken week of it.

b. of sound, voice, and the like : Uttered dis-

jointedly, ejaculated, interrupted.
1530 PALSGR. 307/1 IJrokyn asonesspeche is, abrupt. 1609

BiBLE(Douay) Xiim. ix. 5 If the trumpeting sound in length
and with a broken tune. 1719 DE FoECrusoe 11840' I. xv.
260 He repeated it in the. .same broken words. 1731 POPF
!:/>. Boyle 143 Light quirks of Musick, broken and uneven.
1853 .-/ ral>. .\Y^-/;/.nRtldg. t 514 Her voice much broken with
sobs. 1886 STEVENSON Dr. jekyll ii. 25 He spoke with
a husky, whispering, and somewhat broken voice.

c. of language: Imperfectly spoken, with the

syntax incomplete.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. I

', \. ii. 265 Ureake thy minde to me
in broken English. 1685 Lotul. Gaz. No. 2093/4 A French-
man, .speaks broken English and Dutch. 1870 L'ESTRANGK
Miss Mitford I. v. 154 Four letters of Mr. Klopstock in
broken English.
14. I'roduced by breaking, severed.
( izoo 1'rin. Coll. Hotti. 93 pe brokene bo^es. 1535 COVER-

DAI.I-: Acts xxvii. 44 On broken peues oftheshippe Iso 1611].
1860 TYNDAI.I. Gta<: i. 9. 61 Broken fragments of rock.

b. Not whole in amount
; fractional ; not 'round'.

Broken number : a fraction.

1542 RECORDS Gr. Artes (15751 319 A Fraction in deede is

a broken number. 1609 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp. Canterb.,
Rec. of the deathe of brother Barton and syster Brooke for
broken wages vs. 1797 BURKE Regie. Peace in. Wks. VIII.
355 This new-created income of two millions will probably
furnish ,665,000 ii avoid broken numbers 1

. 1868 MILMAN
St. Paul's vii. 153 In one month .. it yielded no less than
,50 besides broken money.

C. Incomplete ; fragmentary ; imperfect.
1634 CANNE Xcccss. .V.^ar. 11849 i'iy Such broken stuff,

not worthy of any answer. 1656 Burton's Diary 11828) I.

81 There may be a broken title. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles
i. Introd. 6 Broken Traditions. 1813 BYRON Giaour xliii,

This broken tale was all we knew.
15. Of colours : Qualified or reduced in tone by

the addition of some other colour or colours.
1882 Printing Titties 15 Feb. 35/1 Another way of regard-

ing the tertiary colours is to contemplate them as broken
hues, that is, colours degraded by the addition of their

complementaries. Looked at thus, olive is a broken blue.

1 16. Of music : a. Arranged for different in-

struments,' part' (music) ; concerted, (obs. Shak-

spere appar. played upon the phrase, b. Cf. sense

13 b, quot. 1731.
[Cf. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus.yi margin, The plainsong

of the Hymne Saluator mundi, broken in diuision, and
brought in a Canon of thre parts in one, by Osbert Parsley.]
1509 SHAKS. Hen. I

', v. ii. 263 Come your Answer in broken
Musick

;
for thy Voyce is Musick, and thy English broken.

1600 A. }'. L. 1. li. 150 To see this broken Musicke in

his sides. 1606 Tr. <y Cr. in. i. 19 Pan. What Musique
is this? Srrv. I doe but partly know sir : it is Musicke in

parts. Ibid. 52 Here is good broken Musicke. 1625 BACON
Masques <y Tri., Ess, lArb. ( 539. 1626 Syh'a 278 So
likewise, in that music which we call broken.music or consort-

music, some consorts of instruments are sweeter than
others.

II. With adverbs : see combs, of BREAK v.

17. Brokeu-iii, broken-on", broken-tip.
1837 MARRYAT Olla Podr. xxxiv, Broke-in horses. 1876

GEO. P^LIOT Dan. Der. IV. Iv. 131 This broken-off fragment.
1846 J. BAXTER Libr.Pract. Agric. II. 247 Winter potatoes
on broken up grass land.

b. Broken-down, (a.) reduced to atoms, de-

composed; b.) decayed, mined; whose health,

strength, character, etc. has given way.
1817 J. SCOTT Paris Rn'is. led. 4) 75 His poor broken-

down animal. 1827 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 452/1 A half-drunk

horse-couper, swinging to and fro. .on a bit of broken-down
blood. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. III. 488/1 A
mass of broken-down epithelium. 1840 R. DANA Be/. Mast
xxi. 63 Broken-down politicians.

III. Combinations.
18. General comb. : chiefly parasynthetic, as

broken-ended, -footed, -fortuned, -handed, -headed,
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BULCH.
were ragged, roue, and Uiylcd, with lirode bulches [, 1325
bunches] on here bak. 1600 DARRELI. True Karr. n A
foul ugly man with a white beard and a great Bulch on his
brest. 1634 BRERETON Trav'. (18441 I. Dromedaries are
ugly creatures, bulches behind and before. 1747 HOOSON
Miners Diet. M ij, Ore, growing out on Knobs and
Bulches.

t Bulch, sb? Obs. rare 1
. = BULCHIN. A term

of endearment.

f
1622 FORD Witch Edm. v. i, So that my bulch Shew but

his swarth cheek to me, let earth cleave. . I care not.

t Bulch., v. Obs. [prob. a variant of BULGE v.
See BULCH sf>.

]

, also BODGE v., BILGE
.]

1. trans. To stave in (a ship) ;
= BULGE v. i.

1583 STANVHLHST jEneis i. (Arb.) 21 Wher Ilionus wai,
shipt. .And what vessel Abas possest . . Were bulcht by bil-
lows. 1586 J. HOOKER GiraU. frel. in Holinshed II. 94 2
He might, .bulch the. .ships if they durst anerre the coast.
2. intr. To swell out

; BULGE v. 3.
1611 COTGR., Piece poietreuse, a peece of coyne that rises,

batches, or beares out in the middle.

I Bulchin. Obs. or dial. Also 4 bulchyn,
6-8bulohing. [Variant of BULKIN : cf. BULCH sl> -\
1. A bull-calf.

1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. 174 For ten mark men sold a litille

bulcnyn. 1573 TUSSER Must, xx.xiii. u8 7 8j 74 Lamb,
bulchin, and pig, geld vnder the big. 1637 HKYWOOII
7"p. Sf

la Wks. 1874 VI. 272 Wouldst thou not haue some
Bulchin from the herd? 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. I,

Buiehing, a word used in some Counties for a Calf.
2. Used as a term of contempt or reproach.
1617 MIDDLE-TON & ROWLEY Fair Quarr. iv. iv, The

bulchins will use the Irish captain with respect. 1638
KORD Fancies nr. iii, Roguery, brokage and roguery, or
call me bulchin.

3. Used as a term of endearment.
1633 SHIRLEY Gamester iv.

i, How is't, Bulchins? Would
you had been with us. 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Biilcliim,
a Chubbingly Boy or Lad. 1725 Xew Cunt. Diet.
Bulck e, Bulcking, obs. f. BULK, BULKIX.
Buldge, obs. f. BUILD v. and sl>.

Bulderston(e, obs. form of BOULDER-STONE.
Bule, obs. form of BOIL sb., tumour, swelling ;

BUL, Obs., falsehood
; BULL j*.i

Bule, dial. var. of, BULLE, BOUL.

Bulge (brlcls ', sb. Also 7 bouldge, buldge.
[ME. bulge, a. OK. boulge (also bouge ,

or ad. L.

bulga leathern knapsack, bag, of Gaulish origin.
Sense 2, in which there is a variant BULCH, may
have been influenced by BOTCH j/;.l, BOUCH sb.

;

sense 3 seems to be a recent formation from the
verb. Sense 4 = BILGE, still belongs to the Fr.

bouge, but the history of its introduction into

English is not known.]
fl. A wallet or bag, esf. one made of hide; a

skin-bottle, a pouch, a purse ;
= BOUGE sbl i. Obs.

c 1230 Hali Mrid. 35 j>e
bitte bat beore5 forS as a water

bulge. 1623 FAVINE T/icat. Han. m. xiii. 523 The Crowncs
Reuennues . . wherewith she would fill her owne Bouldges.
t 2. A hump. Cf. BULCH, BOTCH, BOUCH. Obs.
c 1400 Ywaine fy Gaiv. 260 A ful grete bulge opon his bak.

3. A bulging, an irregularly rounded protuber-
ance.

1741 MONRO Anatomy 1 31 A large Tuberosity, or Bulge
of the Bone appears. 1856 KANK A ret. l-'.xp. xxix. 396 They
have the characteristic bulge of the carbonate-of-tlme sta-
lactite. 1861 WRIGHT Ess. Arehfeol. I. iv. 50 A bulge in the
wall. 1879 LE COME Eletn. Geal. 240 A mountain-chain
consists of a great plateau or bulge of the earth's surface.

4. The bottom of a ship's hull. (Now generally
superseded by BILGE.)
1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (1847^ 135 Shippes have
=ene put in danger . . by a hole made in the bulge. 1689
.ond. Gas. No. 2168/4 'the Turkey Mereluint was. .driven

ashore, where she stav'd in her Buldge. 41850 Kutiim.
Narig, (Weale) 101 Bulge or Bilge, that part of the ship
which she bears on most when not afloat.

6. Bulge-water, -ways = BILGE-WATER, -WAYS.
1735 DESAGULILKS in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 48 The Stench

and foul Air from the Surface of the Bulge-Water. 1777W. WRIGHT ibid. LXVI1. 508 By some called the bulge-
water tree, c 1850/1' iidim. Navig, (Weale) 116 The heel . .

is cleated on the bulgeways.

Bulge (bold.?), v. Also 6 boulge. [f. BULGE
si. ; see the variants BILGE, BOUGE, BULCH vbs.~]

1 1. trans. To stave in the bottom of a ship,
cause her to spring a leak ;

= BILGE v. I. Obs.
1563-87 VoxiA.HM. 281/1 In which fight .. were three

of the Genowaies ships both boulged and soonke. 1686 W.
DE BRITAINF. Hum. Prud. 9. 46 Labouring to buoy up a
sunk Ship of anothers, [he] bulged his own Vessel. 1782
in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (18461 VII, Add. iv, Fearing, from
the great swell, .it [the wreck) might bulge the ship. 1821
BYRON To Murray 7 Feb., Falconer's ship was bulged
upon them.

b. iransf.
1827 HONE Every-day bk. II. 1341 It was not a fair fall, as

only one shoulder had bulged the ground.

t 2. refl. and intr. Of a ship : To suffer fracture
in the bilge ; to strike (on or against) so as to

damage the bilge. Obs.

1581 J. BELL tfaddox's Ansu'. Osor. 452!), So doe they
also in the same shyppe bulge themselves most of all. 1395
SIR A. PRESTON in Hakluyfs Voy. 1 1 1. 579 The rest bulged
themselves. 1611 BEAI'M. ,t FL. Scorn/, l.adym. i, Forc'd
by a tyrant storm, our beaten bark liulg'd under us 1695
LUTTRELL Brief Ret. (18571 HI. 508 The Henry . . bulg'J

been
L

1164

upon a rock, and lost all her cargo. 1774 GOLDSM. Hist.
Greece I. 275 Their vessels, .bulged furiously one against
the other. 1796-7 COLERIDGE Poems 11862! 13 It bulged on
a rock, and the waves rushed in fast. 1807 ROBINSON
Arehxol. Gr;eca iv. xviii. 403 The ship received no damage
by bulging against rocks.

b. transf.
1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 348 If.. Planetary Bodies

should bulge and fall foul one upon the other.

II. Connected with BULGE sb. ^, 3, protuberance.
3. intr. To form a protuberance, to swell out

;

esp. in an irregular, clumsy, or faulty manner ;

e. g. as a wall of which the surface projects beyond
the top and bottom.
1677 MOXON Meek. Ejcerc. (L.), The side of a wall . . that

bulges from its bottom or foundation, is said to batter. 1703
MAUNDRKLL Jonrn. Jerus. 11721) Add. 10 The thin crust of
Salt upon the surface bulged up. 1787 G. WHITE Selborne
ii. 6 An oak . . bulged out into a large excrescence about the
middle of the stem. 1833 I. TAYLOR Hanat. vi. 165 If the
dyke of despotism had not bulged and gaped. 1868
LOCKYER Heavens led. 3) 211 The globe of Mars . . bulges,
like our Earth, at the equator.
4. trans. To make protuberant.
1863 SIR J. HKRSCHEL in Intcll. Obser-,: No. 46. 248 By

bulging them upwards. 1866 Morning Star 22 July A
purse bulged with Austrian florin notes.

Bulged (bsldjjd), ///. a. Also 5 bolgit. [f.
BULGE v. + -ED 1

.]

I. Forced into a protuberance ; swollen.
1436 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 155 They com . . With lx>lx>t

scrums ful craftly. 1821 CLARE I'ill. Minstr. I. 213 The
crack'd wall, bulg'd and bow'd. 1872 KUSKIN Eagles .V.
S 86 The wood-carvers . . adopted this bulged form.
t2. Of a ship: With the bottom or sides stove in.
1618 HOLTON Floras (16361 315 The huge Armada, bulged,

and split in the tight. 1730-6 BAILEY, Bulged [spoken of
a ship] when she has struck off some of her Timber upon a
Rock. 1790 BEAISON .\'av. f, Mil. Mem. I. 276 As she was
bulged he could not bring her off.

tBu'lget. S,: Obs. [a. OF. boulgettc. Cf.

BUDGET.] A pouch.
< 1550 BALIOUK Practicks (17541 235 JAM.) Ane pair of

bulgettis, ane barrow. 1562 in Keith Hist. 217 (JAM.) Cof-
fenis, bulzettis, fardellis.

Bulginess (bc-kl^ines). [f. BULGY + -NESS.]
The quality of being bulgy.
1883 Sat. Rev. LV. 497 [Umbrellas] rolled up tight and

not brought into use and bulginess.

Bulging bo-ldjjin, ,
vbl. sb.

[f. Bri.fi E
?>.]

I 1. The staving in of the bottom or sides ol a

ship. Obs.
1611 COTGR., En/tmcemenf, a sinking, a bulging. 1648

HERRICK Helper. I. 31 Nor wrack or bulging thou hast
cause to feare. 1755 MAGENS insurances II. 17 When a
Ship .. is in danger of bulging.

2. A becoming protuberant, swelling out.

753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty ix. 49 By their bulging too
much in their curvature. 1847-9 TODD Cyel. Aunt. $ Phys.
IV, 246/1 The appearance of bulging presented by the dis-
tended capsule. 1882 VINES Sachs' Bat. 393 Ramification
takes place by the bulging out of lateral cells.

3. concr. A protuberance ; a swelling.
1831 R. K.KO\Cloquet'sAnat. 425 This bulging is named

the Additamentum pedum Hippocampi. 1854 WOODWARD
MollttKa(l%y&] 152 Animal with .. eyes on bulgings at the
outer bases of the tentacles.

Bu'lging, ///. a.
[f. BULGE v. + -ING-'.] That

bulges or swells out ; bending outward, projecting,
protuberant, swelling ; baggy.
1812 WOODHOUSE As/ran, x. 80 The bulging equatorial

parts of the terrestrial spheroid. 1851 KJNGSLKY )'?ast iii.

45 He was dressed in a . . fustian jacket . . with bulging,
greasy pockets. 1859 R. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. R.
G. S. XXIX. 101 Irregular bulging lines of rolling hill.

Bulgy bzrldjji), a.
[f. BULGE sb. + -vl.] Swol-

len, clumsily or unduly protuberant.
1848 DICKENS Dotnveyvqo A man with bulgy legs. 1859

SALA Tiu. round Clock 11861)61 Third-class umbrellas are
dubious in colour . . bulgy in the body. 1879 BROWNING
Martin Relpli 74 The bulgy nose and the blood-shot eyes.

II Buli'mia, mod.L. form of BULIMY, q.v.
Bulimic (bili-mik), a. [f. prec. + -1C.] Symp-

tomatic of bulimy ; voracious.
So Buli'inious (bili'mi3s), a. [see -ous], having

a voracious appetite.
1854 BADHAM Halieut. 130 The bulimic propensities of the

callionymus. 1885 F. HALL in -V. Y. ffation 4 June 466
The bulimious Doctor [Johnson] would not have transacted
bis feeding so porcinely and perspiringly.

Bulimong, variant of BULLIMO.YC.
II Bulimus (biHbi-rmvs). PI. bulimi. [mod.

hat., a. Gr. /3ouAr/ios, occurring only as a sb. (see

BULIMY), but pern, regarded as an adj. with sense
'

having a voracious appetite '.] The scientific

name of a genus of terrestrial gasteropods. Hence
Bulimiform

(bilt'mif/ijm), a.

1830 LYELI. Prine. Geol. I. 384" Terrestrial shells, chiefly
lehces and spiral bulimi. 1854 WOOMWARU Molliisca. II. 165
Achatina I'ariegata . . shell imperforate, bulimiform. 1866
I ATE Brit. Mollusks iv. 164 The animal is bulimus-like.

Bulimy (bi-limn. Forms: 7 boulimie, 7 8

aoulimy, (8 boulomee, 9 bullimy), -,- bulimy,
iee also etymology, [ad. Gr. /3ouAF^i'a, f. 01;-

ntensive prefix 'properly combining form of tfoCs

ox)-rA.(>os hunger; sometimes adopted as bou-
'.iiniii. The synonymous Gr. /3ui/Ai/xos was adopted

BULK.
in med.L. in the incorrect form bolismus, whence
OF. bolisme, both used by Trevisa

;
and in 1710 c.

appears as boulime and as boulimos. The
modXat. form bulimia is now generally used in

medical works, though bulimus also occurs.]
I. i\Ied.

' A morbid hunger, chiefly occurring in

idiots and maniacs . . the so-called canine hunger'
(Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1398 TREVISA Barth. de P. R. Vll. xlv. (1495) 258 Bolismus
is inmoderate and vnmesurable as it were an houndes ap-
petyte. Ibid. xvm. xxvii. 786 Houndes haue contynuall
Bolisme, that is inmoderat appetyte. 1598 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas (1608) 210 One while the boulime, then the anorexic
. . rage with monstrous ryot. 1651 FULLER Abel Redir.
(1867) I. 222 He fell into a most devouring and unsatiable

bulimy. 1661 LOVELL//ZJ/. *4w/w.
<^-
Miu. 365 The boulimos

and dog like appetite. 1679 PLOT Staffordsh. (1686) 301 A
strange Boulimy. . seized one Brian Careswell . .who would
knaw and eat both Linnen and Woollen. 1720 W. GIBSON
Dispens. vi. m. (1734) 155 Continuing too long in them ..

may cause a Bulimy or Dog-appetite. 1751 R. BROOKE
Gen. Practice Physic (ed. 31 II. 193 A Bulimus is a Disease
. . wherein the Patient is affected with an insatiable and
perpetual Desire of Eating. 1780 BECKFORD Biog. Mem.
Painters 19 Hemmeline, who had long been troubled with
a houlomee, or voracious appetite. 1880 BEALE Slight
Ailm. 74 Boulimia . . may be due to a very irritable state
of the nerves of the stomach.

2.y?c-
1654 FDLLBI Coimn. Ruth (1868) 135 The boulimie of all-

consuming Time. 1696 Monthly MenuryV\ I. 83 The French
King has had . . such a Bulimy after Money. 1705 HICK-
ERINGIU. Priest-Cr. II. iv. 44 There is enough left to glut . .

any that has not . . an Ecclesiastick Boulimy. 1833 Hoou
lVks. (1862) II. 440 Novel reading is to some constitutions
asort ofliterary bullimy, or unnatural appetite. 1834 SOUTHEY
Doctor'xvii, First cousins of the moth who labour under
a bulimy for black-letter. 1853 H. ROGERS Eel. Fait/i 144
One incessant bulimia for idolatry.

Bulis, Sc. pi. form of BOUL sb. Obs.

Bulk ,b"lk), rf.l Forms : 5 bolk(e, 5-7 bulke,
6 bulcke, boulke, bowlke, 5 -6, <j

-SV . bowk, see

BOUK), 7 bulck, (boak), 6- bulk. [Of compli-
cated etymology. The coincidence in meaning
with OX. *lmlki, Icel. biilki

'

heap, cargo of a

ship' Yigf.), Da. bulk lump, clod (cf. mod. Icel.

brilka-st to be bulky), suggests that the word,

though not recorded before I5th c., may (in the
senses '

heap', 'cargo') be of Scandinavian origin.
Within a few years of its first appearance, bulk
occurs in the senses '

belly, trunk of the body ',

due app. to confusion with BOUK, which word it

has entirely superseded in literary English. (Cf.
however, the Flemish bulck ' thorax' in Kilian.)
The sense of '

size' (branch III) seems to have
been evolved chiefly from the notion of 'body',
though it may be partly due to that of '

heap
'

or

cargo'. The form boak, used by N. Fairfax 1674
indiscriminately with bulk in the sense of '

magni-
tude', is apparently : ME. bolkJ]

I. Heap, cargo.
1 1. A heap ; spec, the pile in which fish are laid

for salting. Obs. exc. in phrase in bulk (see c).
c 1440 Promft. Par?. 43 Bolke, or hepe, cnmnlits. 1602

CAREW Cornwall^ a, Pilchards are first salted & piled vp
. . vntil the superfluous moysture of the bloud & salt be
soked from them : which accomplished, they rip the bulk
& saue the residue of the salt. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round
!yorld(\%\o\tgi All the gold they found .. should be put
together in a bulk every night.

b. The cargo of a ship ;
a cargo as a whole ;

the whole lot (of a commodity). Phrase, To break
bulk (see BBEAK v. 43).
1575 in Hist. Glasgoiv( 1881) 117 Brekingbowk [ofa cargo).

1626 SIR R. BOYLE in l.ismore Papers (1886) II. 190 To
keep them from breaking Bulck, and from selling their

goods at an vndervallue. 1776 T. PAINE Coin, Sense (1791)
58 The premiums to be in proportion to the loss of bulk to
the merchants. 1884 Harpers Mag. June 51/2 Until this
is done the bulk of his cargo can not De broken. Mod. The
bulk is not equal to sample.

c. / bulk (of fish, etc. : lying loose in heaps,
without package. To loaei (a ship) /;; bulk : to put
the cargo in loose, when it consists of wheat, salt,

or the like. To sell in bulk : to sell the cargo as
it is in the hold ; to sell in large quantities.
1727 DE Foii Kng. Tradesm. xx. (18411 1. 195 There was

an old office erected in the city of London for searching :

viewing all the goods which were sold in bulk. 1769 FAL-
CONER Diet. Marine '1780*, She is to be laden in-bulk ; as
with corn, salt, etc. 1848 C. JOHNS Wk. at Lizard 53 This
jrocess is continued until the pile is several feet high. .The
Ish are now said to be 'in bulk'. 1866 ROGERS Agric. 4
Prices I. xxiv. 619 Wine . . sold either in bulk or by retail.

II. Senses belonging to BOOK.
t 2. = BOUK i, 2. The belly ; also the trunk, the

x>dy generally. Obs.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture in Baoees Kit. (1868) 145
Jen ley bulke, chyne, & sides, to-gedire. 1533 ELYOT Cast.
Helth (1541! 89 The boulke, called in latyn thorux, whiche
conteyneth the brest, the sides, the stomake, and entrayles.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 187 Ye Bulke, thorax. 1575 TI.-RBERV.
/>/. Venerie 215 They kill and smoother them, or breake
their bulckes with the force. 1594 SHAKS. Liter. 467 His
hand . . May feele her heart . . Beating her bulke, 1632
HEYWOOD Iron Age n. m. i. Wks. 1874 1 1 1. 392 My sword
through Priams bulke shall flic. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.



BULK.
in. jS-j His Bulk loo weighty for hi* Thighs is ^rown. 1718
Poi'E liiadxi. 458 His arm and knee his sinking bulk sustain.

t b. A dead body, carcase. Obs.

'575 TURBEKV. Bk. Generic 175 Lette the huntesman take
out of his wallet . . small morsels, and put them into the
Bulke of the hare. 1612 HEYWOOD A6ol. Actors 11841! 20
See a Hector . . trampling upon the bulkes of Kinges. 1637
RUTHERFORD Lett. No. 141 11862) I. 336 Christ shall . . mow
down His enemies & lay bulks . . on the green.

C. With some notion of 4 : A body of great

proportions, a huge frame vchiefly with adj. im-

plying large size) ; also_/?.
1587 GREENE Poems (i860 285 Trees Whose stately bulks

do fame th' Arabian groves. 1606 SHAKS. 7V. <y Cr. IV. iv.

130 Though the great bulke Achilles be thy guard. 1624
HEVWOOD Captives II. ii. in Bullen O. PI. IV, That grand
maister Of mechall lusts, that bulke of brothelree. 1718
POI-E Iliad xvn. 837 Behold the bulk of Ajax stands, And
breaks the torrent of the rushing bands. 1821 SHELLEY
Adotutis ii, He had adorned and hid the coming bulk of
death. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixx. n Dark bulks that
tumble half alive.

1 3. trans/, a. The hull or hold of a ship ; cf.

Ger. bauch. b. = Bol'K 2 b; ? the main body or
nave of a church ; cf. BODY 8 a. (Possibly the
sense may be '

crypt', cf. It. bnca, Tommaseo's
Diet.), c. The part of a vehicle fitted to receive
the load ; cf. BODY 8 b, BUCK s/>J> 3.

tl45o LONEUCH 6'nuVxxviii. 189 Thanne to be bowk of
be schippe gan he gon. 1518 will of Sekvode {Somerset
Ho.t, Bowlke of the same churche. 1546 STKYft: Eccl.
Mem. II. App. A. 9 And so was it [the corpse] reverently
setled in the bulk of the chariot. 1611 COTGR., Vaissenit
(fun naviret the bulke, bellie, or bodie of a ship. 1652
NEEDHAM tr. Selden's Mare Cl. 191 The rest of the bulk of
their Vessels . . was coyer'd with Hides. 1678 Loud. Gaz.
No. 1269/3 Her Bulke is still kept entire.

III. Size : cf. i and ^ c.

4. Magnitude in three dimensions ; volume.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. v. xv. 565 To make this book . . eny oiler

greet bolk. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk , Selv. To Rdr., To
another thing that was earlyer and Bulkier, and to somwhat
still that_was more betimes and more of Boak. 1736 Bu I LER
Anal, i. i. 27 What is the certain bulk of the living being
each man calls himself. 1795 SOUTHEY Vis. Mail/Orleans
291 Below, the vault dilates Its ample bulk. 1816 SCOTT
Antiq, xxv,

'
I hope it's bowk eneugh to baud a' the gear

1

.

1825 M''CULLOCH Pol. Econ. ii. ii. 141 They [gold and silver]
possess great value in small bulk. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr.
57 Sea water is denser or heavier, bulk for bulk, than fresh
water.

b. esp. Great or considerable volume. Alsoy?f.
1626 BACON Sylva 771 Rather thin and small than of

Bulk. 1669 PENN No Cross xi. 3 Wks. 1726 I. 332 "I'is

Vanity . . for a man of Bulk and Character, to despise an-
other of Less Size in the World. 1798 KERRIAR lllnstr.
Sterile iii. 58 The bulk of his materials generally overwhelms
him. 1855 MACAULAY//W/. Eiig. III. 457 The facility and
assiduity with which he wrote are proved by the bulk . . of
his works.

'

5. A mass
; the collective mass of any object.

Often esp. a large mass.
1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. in. 203 The last Use of

redargution did not lie . . against the whole bulk of Popery.
1658-9 COL. BKISCOE in Hunan's Diary (18-2%) IV. 204, I was
as much against confirming the laws in a bulk as any man.
1658 USSHER Alia. vi. 153 Locking their ships close to-

gether, and making one bulke of them, a 1718 PENN Tracts

brickwork. 1853 KANE Grinnell .tf."xxx. (1856) 260 A
similar bulk of lamp oil, denuded of the staves, stood
[frozen] like a yellow sandstone roller.

6. Greater part, or, in relation to number, the

majority ; the main body. (Sc. bouk
; cf. BODY y.)

[1662 GERBIKR Prim. 37 As for the main bulk of Palaces,
us true some have a greatness in plainness.] 1711 ADDISON
Sffct. No. 124 3 Prints .. calculated to diffuse good sense
through the Bulk of a People. 1752 HUME Pol. Disc. I. 4
I he bulk of every state may be divided into husbandmen
and manufacturers. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. III.
279 The bulk of the Presbyterian clergy are as fierce as the
slave-holders against the abolitionists. 1866 BRIGHT S/>.
Irel. 30 Oct. 1 1876) 188 The bulk of his land has only been
about half cultivated.

Bulk (blk\ sb:i [Not recorded before late
1 6th c. Etymology doubtful : Prof. Skeat sug-
gests ON. Mlk-r, /iflk-r beam (-BALK), which
might perhaps give ME. *l>olk, and mod. Eng. bulk ;

there is also an OE. bolca. -gangway of a ship',
supposed to be a parallel form to bealia, BALK.
Cf. ' Bulkar . .a. Beam or Rafter. Lincolnsh.'

CBailey.,]
A framework projecting from the front of a

shop ;
a stall.

1586 Praise of Muiklic 44 The tailor on his bulk, the
shomaker at his last. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. i. 226 Stalls,
Bulkes, Windowes, Are smother'd vp. 1680 yinit. Conform.
Clergy led. 2) 50 Leave him under a Bulk whetting his
crooked Knife. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 11815) 156
During the heats of summer, he commonly took his repose
upon a bulk. 1875 HAMF.RTON Intel/. Life XI. ii. 406 A
cobbler in his bulk was out-and-out his master.

t Bulk, rf. : > Obs. slang, [cf. BULK.] ,See
quota.)
1673 K. HEAD Canting Actul. 35 Bulk and File. The one

jostles you whilst the other picks your pocket. 1711 in

BAILEY. 1725 Ntiu Cant. I)ict., Bulk, an Assistant to a
/ tie or Pickpocket, who jostles a Person up against the
Wall, while the other picks his Pocket.
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Bulk (bi'lk), v. 1

[I. BULK rf.l. giving a number
of unconnected or loosely connected senses.]
1. intr. To be of bulk

;
to present an appearance of

size; to be of weight or importance, lit. a\\<\fig.
1671 W. CAKSTARKS in Story J.ife 27 Other things would

be so far from bulking in our eyes that they would evanish
and disappear. 1725 WODKOW Corr. 11843) III. 211 Your
loss . . bulks not with me in comparison of that of the public.
1832 CAKLYI.K in Eraser's Mag. V. 384 Any one of whom
bulked much larger in the world's eye than Johnson ever
aid. 1859 ( 1. WILSON K. Fortes iv. 91 For us . .of this genera-
tion, the years between 1831 and 1855 must bulk large.
2. To bulk up\ : to swell up, rise in bulk or mass.
1551 RECORDE Pat/m: Kiimvl. i. Def., The middle partes

notber bulke vp, nother shrink down more then the bothc
endes. 1601 Bp. BARLOW Defence 116 That corne hatli
bulkt into a stemme, and branched out into armes. . I neuer
heard or read. 1883 J. PARKER in Homil. Month. Oct. 18A few coins, .shall bulk up into quite a surprising offering.
T o. trans. To bulk out : to swell out, stuff out.
(In quot. 1553 the word may be = Bol.K, belch. I

1540 HYRDE Vines' Instr. Chr. Worn. (15921 F vi, One of
Sathans officers, that usest . . so many chosen meats at the
ful, bulking out Capons. 1553 HKEXDE Q. Cm-tins R. iij,Which violence of toung and rashenes of wordes, bulked
out . . was nothing elles but a declaration and token of his

trayterous haste, a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts KI Mon. 11642!
457 The most ancient Churches . . were . . like some kinde
of ships . . bulked out upon both sides in the midsl.
4. To pile in heaps, as fish for saltiny. Cf.
BULK rf.i i.

1822 C,. WOODI.EY Xcilfy Is/, i. vi. 154 Pilchards are said
to be bulked, when they arc piled up in layers, on the pave-
mentof the cellars. 1881 .Scotsman 12 Apr. 3/1 Sometimes
when seals are found in great abundance, they are ' bulked '.

5. Coinm. To ascertain the bulk of.

1883 Times 24 Mar. 6 Indian teas are 'bulked' by Her
Majesty's Customs that is to say, each chest is opened and
emptied, in order to ascertain the exact weight of the tea
and of the package. Ibid. The Customs are not to blame
for the bulking of Indian tea.

t Bulk, V,- Obs. Also 4 bolk. [Origin un-

known.] intr. ? To beat.

iiiyto Cursor .If. 18511 A-pon bair breistes can bai bulk
[/'air/, gon they bolk].

Bulk e, var. of BOLK Obs., to belch.

Bulked (bwlkt , ///. a. Also 5 yibolked.
[f. BULK jvU + -KD-.J Having bulk, bulky; esp.
in comb, big-bulked.

i 1420 Pallad. on llnslt. IV. 891 A stalon asse ybolked,
brawny. 1583 STANYHURST Descr. Lifaren, .Ends (Arb.i

137 In this caue the rakehels yrne bars, bigge bulcketl,
ar hamring. 1623 LISLE .^Elfric on O. <y -V. T. Ded. xxvii,
How this bulked world unto thee bowes. ^1843 SOUTHKY
Comm.-pl. Bk. Ser. n. 325 Big bulked volumes of physic.

tBu'lker'. Obs. slang. [1'erli. f. HULK st*
+ -EB', with the meaning 'one who sleeps on a

bulk',
' one who steals from a bulk'

; cf. Johnson

Savage Wks. () 787) III. 3^5
' On a bulk, in'a cellar,

or in a glass-house, among thieves and beggars,
was to be found the Author of The ]Vanderer'.~\
A low-lived person ; apettythief; a street-walker,

prostitute. Also-^ BI'LK sb.">

1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 99 The Bulker jostles
them up, and the File doth the work. 1678 Four for
Penny in llarl. Mist: IV. 147 <D.) He is .. the common
fender of all bulkers and shop lifts in the town. 1690
B. E. Diet. Cant. OCTI', BiMcr, one that lodges all Night
on Shop-windows and Bulkheads. 1690 SHALHVELL Am.
Bigot in. 265 Her mother sells tish, and she is little better

than a bulker. a 1705 T. BROWN in J. Ashton St'i. Life in

Q.
B

. Anne's Reign 83 In comparison of whom the common
Pick

er, on

; a common Jilt ; a whore.

ulkers, and
BAILEY, Bulke

ickpockets, are a very honest Society. 1790
ne that would lie down on a Bulk to any

Bulker- (bn-lkaj). [f.
BULK v. (sense 6) +

-EKl.] (See quot.)
1867 SMYTH Sailor's l\

f

ord-l<k., Rulkcr, a person employed
to measure goods, and ascertain the amount of freight with
which they are chargeable.

Bulkhead (bo'lkhed . Also 7 bulkeshead.

[App. f. BULK sl>,2 (or its etymon" + HEAD
;

I and
2 may however be f. BULK U in some sense.]
1. One of the upright partitions serving to form

the cabins in a ship or to divide the hold into

distinct water-tight compartments, for safety in

case of collision or other damage. Collision bulk-

head: the foremost bulkhead in a vessel.

1626 CAFT. SMITH Aecid. \ nr. Sctiint'ti 1 1 A quarter deckc,
the bulke, the bulkeshead. 1691 T. HALE--KV. <\~i-u' Invent.
120 The Hull .. shall be subdivided by other Decks and
Bulk-heads. 1805 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. VI. 354 Ever
since we have been prepared for Battle : not a Bulk-heatl

up in the Fleet. 1884 Pall Mall G. 25 Aug. 8/2 She had a
collision bulkhead and a bulkhead fore and aft.

b. trans/.
1880 HUXLEY Cray.Fish iv. 157 The curious pillars and

bulkheads which enter into the composition of the Endo-
phragma! system.
2. Milling. (See quot.)
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Bulkhead, i. A tight par.

tition or stopping in a mine for protection against water,
fire, gas. 2. The end of a flume, whence water is carried
in iron pipes to hydraulic workings.
3. The roof of a bulk or projecting stall ; also

the stall itself. Cf. BULK sb.-

1711 DE FOE Col. Jack (18401 59 Resting his hand, .upon
the bulkhead of a ship. 1823 Scoi i /Vrrr// III. xii. 213
Suddenly placing him on the bulk-head, that is to say, the

BULL.
flat wooden roof of the cutler's projecting booth 1837
DICKENS Picfav. xx, A small bulk-head beneath the taproom
window, in size and shape not unlike a sedan-chair, being
underlet to a mender of shoes. 1865 TIIOREAU Cape Cod
v. 73 An old woman came out and fastened the door of her
bulkhead.

Hence Bvrlkhea'ded///. a., furnished with bulk-
heads

; partitioned off by bulkheads.
1814 Ann. Reg. 79/2 The vessel was bulk-headed up fore

and aft. 1856 KANE Arct. K.rpl. II. 311 A single apart-
ment was bulkheaded off amidships as a dormitory. 1884
/'n// Mall G. 29 Oct. 2/1 The armed and bulkheaded mer-
chant steamer giving a good account of the French man-
of-war . . is an enticing picture, and has been much petted
and cackled about in some quarters.

Bulkily ;bzHkili,, adv.
[f. BULKY a. + -I.Y-.]

In a bulky manner.
1886 SILVKXSON Pr. Otto n. \iv, He grovelled bulkily

I upon the floor.

t Bu-lkin. Obs. [app. f. BULL sf>.> + -KIN; perh.
after Du. or LG. Sense b. (

= BUI.CH
'i, BCLCHIN 2}

may be a distinct word, cf. MDu. boelekijn, dar-

ling (Verwijs and Verdam
;
also BULLY sb. The

form of the variants flttlc/i. Hulchin may possibly
be due to the pronunciation of the Du. suffix in-

dicated by its later spelling -tje(n. No other in-

stance is known in Eng. of -diin as a variant of

-KIN.] a. A bull calf; a young bull. b. Used
as a term of endearment.
1583 STANYHURST sEncis I. (Arb.) 39 My su-eete choise

bulcking, my force and my power onlye. 1601 HOLLAND
f'liny xxvni. xii, A young white bulkin or steere. 1616
SURI L. ^ MARKII. Country Farm 31 Bore-Pigs, Ramincs,
Bull-Calues, or Bulkins.

Bulkiness bc-lkini-s .

[f.
BULKY + -NESS.]

The quality of being bulky ; largeness of volume.
Used by Fairfax for '

extension'.

1674 N. FAIRKAX Bulk f, Sefc. 29 A thing being cleave
some, not from its bulkiness, but inward emptiness mingled.
1691 LOCKE Money Wks. 1727 II. 24 Wheat .. cannot serve
instead of money ; because of its Bulkiness. 1740 GRAY
Let. in Poems 117751 I o The Gothic character and bulki-
ness of those volumes. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. in. xix. >

(1876' 368 The expense of transport . . is much affected by
the bulkiness of the goods.

Bulking bp-lkig),^/.^. [f-Bi-LK^.i +-ING'.]
1. The action or process of laying in heaps, or

piling without package : also attrib. Cf. BULKZJ.I ;.

1602 CAREW Cornwall 33 a, Pilchards., are first salted
S: piled vp . . in square heapes . .which they lerme Bulking.
1881 Scotsman 1 2 Apr. 3 i Complaints . . made by those in-

terested in the .seal fishery against the bulking system.

f2. --BL*Lt;iNu, swelling out. Cf. BULK z/.i 3.

1599 MINSHKU Sp. DUt. (1623', Turwa tie tierra , . [The
root] is found out by the bulking out of the earth.

t Bulking, ppl.a. Obs. nut- 1
, [cf. BULKER!.]

Sleeping out on bulks ; street-walking.
1676 D'Uhi-hv Mad. l-uklc v. i, Now will this damm'd

bulking Quean be too witty for me.

tBulkish, a. Obs. rart-*. [f. BULK j<U 4

-i.su'.] Of considerable bulk, big.
i 1660 Hist. Europe i,^ in Bnrtais Diary (1828) III. 547
He was a knight of the new order already, & grown very
bulkish & considerable.

1 Bii'lksome, tt. Obs. rare.
[f.

BULK sb.* +
-SOME ; cf. BoUKSOME.] Occupying space, bulky.
Hence tBu Iksomeiiess, magnitude, extension ;

BULKINESS b.

1674 N. FAIRFAX BulkfySfh 1
. 56 An Immensity, or a being

boundless in its bulksomness. 1708 M. BRUCL Lect. tifSenir.

33 (JAM.) Where Chn;>t grows ay bulksomer in the bosom.

Bulky bu'lki), sb. slang. A policeman.
1827 TATTON Pclham Ix.xix, The bugaboos and bulkies.

1841 .VV. $ ^lortt. v. ii, Inquiries about your respecta-

bility would soon bring the bulkies about me.

Bulky (bzrlki), a. Also
J- boaky, bulkey, -ie.

[f.
HfLK J/i.U-Yl.]

1. Of large bulk, voluminous) ; occupying much
space (esp. with a notion of excess).

1687'!'. I!KOWN,SW/J- in Upr. Wks. 1730!. 73 Will bang half
a dozen such bulky fellows. 1774 JOHNSON in Bos~u<;ll(\^\ i

Til. ii5lf anything is too bulky for the post, let me have it

by the carrier. 1879 GLADSTONE Glean. II. v. 213 This is

a large but not a bulky biography. For the word bulky
insinuates the idea of si/e in excess of pith and meaning.

f2. Having extension, occupying space. Obs.

1674 N. FAIKKAX Bulk $ Setr. 84 Suppose a being that is

bulkie, and nothing about it that is so, or two beings that
are bulky and nothing between them that is so. Ibid, 138
Body being a . . boaky unthroughfaresom thing.

t o. ? Pompous,
*

big', self-important. Obs.

1672 MARVKLL Reh. Trans}, i, 7 A bulky Dutchman di-

verted it quite from its first Institution. 1673 Ibid. n. 1 1674'

245 One of yourbulkie Princes, who had the Trumpet ready
to sound whensoever he hit the Ball at Tennis.

Bull (bul), $b.\ Forms: 3-4 bule, (3-4 //.

bulles, 4-5 -is), 5 bulle, 6-7 bul, 6- bull ; also

3-5 bole, 4 bol, 4-5 boole, (5 bolle), (8 Sc.diaL

biil). [ME. hole \hool(e\ app. a. ON. bole, boli\

cf. MLG. hitlle ^whence mod.G.';, MDu. faille

(bolle , Du. but, bol. There may have been an

OE. *bulta, whence the deriv. bitllttc 'bullock',
as the source of the ME. bule, bulle, and the

modern bull, which do not fit phonetically the bole

forms. Outside Teutonic, cf. Lithuanian bullus.



BULL. 1166 BULL.

Prob. from a verb-stem found in some German
dialects, as biillen, bullen to roar, perh. related

by ablaut to helUn : see BELL z/A]
I. Of animals.

1. The male of any bovine animal
;
most com-

monly applied to the male of the domestic species

\^Bos Taurus} ; also of the buffalo, etc.

c 1200 ORMIN 990 pe^re lac wass bule, & lamb, & buckess
twa togeddre. a 1300 CursorM, 10395 pe bulles [v.r. bolys]
tuelue he offrid sua. 13*5 E. E.Allit. P. B. 1682 A best

|>at he be, a bol oj?er an oxe. f 1380 WYCUK Serm. li. Sel.

Wks. I. 150 A bole bat shal be kild goij> in corn at his wille.

1413 LYDG. Pylgr. SfftttttV. xi. (14831 102 The cruell horned
(xx)Te. 1474 CAXTON Cfosse 112 A grete bole is suffisid with

right a litil pasture, a. 1528 SKELTON Image Hypocr. \\.

114 As gredy as a gull And ranke as any bull. 1587 Cen-
sure loyall Subj. (Collieri 54 When the Captain could no
longer withstand the Kings importunities, he drank buls

blood, and died, a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Scot.

11655) 4 2 The head of a Bull (a sign of present Death in
.1 ..: \ :_ ... i__r i_:_ n ti c--j

As yell's the Bill. 1818 in Knight Once upon a Timell.
249 A bull is to be baited on Monday next.

to. Hulls of brass, brazen bulls, as those that

guarded the golden fleece, and Phalaris* bull

'^proverbial as an engine of torture .

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1428 Two bolys makid all of
bras. 1611 BKAUM. & FL. Philuster in. i, The points of

swords, tortures, nor bulls of brass, Should draw it from
me. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i, i. i. i, All manner of tor-

tures, brazen bulls, racks, wheels. 1724 SWIKT \l-~ks. 118411
II. 4 To torment people, by putting them into a bull of
brass with fire under it.

c. in phrases mostly proverbial : t He may
bear a bull that hath borne a ca/f, in allusion to

the story of Milo of Crotona (see quot.). A bull

in a china shop : the symbol of one who produces
reckless destruction. To take the bitll by the

horns: to meet a difficulty with courage. To
show the bull-horn : to make a show of resistance.

1539 TAVERNER Erasm. Proi 1
. 115521 10 He that hath

borne a calfe, shall also beare a bull, He that accustometli

hym selfe to lytle thynges, by lytle and lytle shal be able
to go a waye with greater thynges. 1833 GALT in Fraser's

Mag. VIII. 655 He shewed, when he durst, the bull-horn.

1841 MARKYAT Joe. Faithf.xv, I'm like a bull in a china-

shop. 1873 TRISTRAM Moab vi. 107 Determined to take the
bull by the horns . . I stepped forward.

td. Hell bull. Applied to Belial. Ot>s.

a ltz5 Juliana 54 He |Je kingene king helle bule haued
ouercumen te dei belial baldest of helle.

fe. BuIVs head
4
Sc. : 'a signal of condem-

nation, and prelude of immediate execution, said

to have been anciently used in Scotland
1

Jam.).
1565 LixDESAY 1 1'itscottie'CV/ww. Scot 1. 11728.) 17 i JAMJ The

chancellor presentit the bull is head befoir the carle of

Douglas. 1649 [^ee *1- a I8 in Scott Minstr. Scat, Bvrd.

11803) II- 399 (JAM.1 If the bull's ill-omen'd head Appear
to grace the feast, Your whingers . . Plunge in each neigh-
bour's breast.

2. The male of certain other large animals, as

the elephant, alligator, whale, etc. f Hull of the

river: see quot. ,obs.}.

1615 G. SANDYS Trai 1
. 99 [The Nilus produceth) Buls of

the Riuer (so they write) not much vnlike to those of the

land, but no bigger than a calfe of halfe a yeare old. 1725
DUDLEY in Ph.il. Trans. XXXIII. 260 They [whales] gene-
rate much like to our neat Cattle, and therefore they are
termed Bull, Cow. and Calf. 1857 CHAMBERS Inform. People
1.716 Fights usually take place when male whales or bulls. .

meet with rivals. 1886 GUILI.KMARD Cruise Marchesa I. 198
The attitude of the bulls [seals] towards each other becomes
more peaceable.
3. Astron. The constellation and sign Taurus.
1509 HAWES Past, Pleas, xv. ii, The golden rayes . . Of

radyant Phebus . . Right in the Bull. 1607 TOPSEU. Ser-

pents 755 Diana . . translated him into heaven, close by the
constellation of the Bull. 1728 THOMSON Spring if From
Aries rolls the bounteous Sun, And the bright Bull receives
him. 1868 LOCKVER Heavens ied. 3) 323 Aldebaran, the
most beautiful star in the constellation of the Bull.

II. Transf. senses of diverse origin.

f 4. - BULL-HEAD, BULL-TOUI. Obs. slang.
1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Bull . , false Hair worn

(formerly much' by Women.
5. Alining. An iron rod used in the process of

blasting, b. ^ Clay-iron. Raymond Mining Gloss.

1851 Coal-tr. Terns, North untl'lii. fy Dnrh. 12
Filling

a
drill hole in wet stone with strong clay, and then driving
a round iron rod (called a bull', nearly the size of the hole,
to its far end.

6. ? dial. See quot.
1884 Leisure Hour Sept. 530/1 A huge whistle . . attached

by pipes to a steam boiler . . is familiarly styled the 'bull
1

.

7. slang. A crown piece, (cf. BUI.L'S-KYK 11.

iBia J H. VAUX Flash Diet,, Bull, a crown or five shil-

lings. 1852 DICKENS ftleak Ho. xlvii,
' Four halfbulls, wot

you may call halfcrowns '.

III. 8. Stock-Exchange [see BEAR j<M 8\
One who endeavours by speculative purchases, or

otherwise, to raise the price of stocks. Bulls and
/fears, the two different classes of speculators.
Bull was originally a speculative purchase for a rise.

1714 C. JOHNSON Country Lasses i. i. You deal in Bears
and Bulls. 1711 CIBBKR Refusal i, And all this out of
Change- Alley '.' Kvery Shilling, Sir ; all out of Stocks, Tuts,
Bulls, Rams, Bears, and Bubbles. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. .78

The cow turned into 'Change-alley, which frighted not a
little not only all the bulls, but the bears too. 1818 SCOIT
Rob Roy iv, The hum and bustle which his approach was
wont to produce among the bulls, bears, and brokers of

Stock-alley. 1880 F. HALL in \gf/i Cent. Sept. 437 not,-,

Can Mr. Bryant really have supposed financial bulls and
bears to be peculiar to Wall-street, New York?

b. attrib.

1851 Illnst. Lond. .\Vit.s 14 The bull party will not be
able to carry on much longer. 1881 Chicago Times i June,
The surrounding influences were . . favorable to the '

bull
'

movement. 1881 Mark Lane Express 8 Aug. 1085 The
speculative movement which has . . exerted a '

bull
'

influence
on the mauu market.

IV. Attrib. and Comb.
9. attrib. a. In sense of 'male'. (Sometimes

hyphened.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 10386 iGott. ), Togodd hegaue be lambis

to lottis, And to be pore men be bole stottis [/r//Wstostis].
1461 Test. Ebor. (1855) II. 254 Et xxx bull-stirkus. 1996
SHAKS. i lien. //", 11. iv. 287 Falstaffe, you ..roared for

mercy . . as euer I heard BulUCalfe. 1825 ADAMS Compl.
Sen: 77 The meat of the bull-calf is generally firmest. 1861

Du CHAII.LU Equat. Afr.v.\\. 170 We saw. .a. .bull-elephant.

1863 Spring in Lapland 185 Certainly a bull elk is an awk-
ward customer when brought to bay. 1880 Daily Nt-ivs 8

Dec. 6/7 One bull whale . . measured 48 ft.

b. Of or pertaining to .1 bull, bull-like.

1814 SIR R. WILSON Diary II. 336 Butting his head with
bull rage and closed eyes. 1830 M.ARRYAT King's Own
xxvi, You've such a bull neck. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. II.

iv. xi. 190 A doom proclaimed, audible in bull voice, towards
the four winds.

10. Simple combinations : a. attributive, belong-

ing to (or resembling what belongs to) a bull, as

bu/l-hide, -house, -skin
;

b. similative and para-

synthetic, &~>bull-braggingt-browedt -face </, -fronted,

-like, -necked* -voiced, adjs. ; c. objective with vbl.

sb. or ppl. adj., as bull-bearing.
1606 SHAKS. Tr, ^y <_>. n. iii. 258 Bull-bearing Milo.

1563-87 FOXE A. <y M. (15961 1170/2 The doltish brames
of these *Bull bragging bedlems. 1631 R. BVFIEI.U Doctr.
Sabb. 174 His *bul-browd-forlorne-downe-cast haire cover-

ing all his forehead. 1795 WOLCOTT iP. Pindari Hair
Powder Wks. 1812 III. 298 Let .. 'bull-face Brudenell
ruar. 1775 /'/*//. Trans. LXVI. 102 The sea-Iyon and
lyoness are 'bull-faced, with long shaggy hair. 1837
CARLVLK />. Rev. II. n. v. 106 He is of indomitable
'bull-heart ; and aUo, unfortunately, of thick *bull-head.
'" 1203 LAY. 14187 Swa muchcl lond . swa wule anes *bule
hude . seiches weies ouer-spneden. 1*97 R. GLOUC. 116

po carf he a bule hyde small al to a pong, c 1300 St.

Brandan 93 With bole huden stronge y-nou y-nailed therto
faste. 1718 Poi't Iliad\\\. 268 With .seven thick folds o'er-

cat, Of tough bull-hides. 1878 H. STANLEY I^arkCont. L
xvi. 439 Well wrapped in bull-hides. 1807 VANCOUVER
A%ric. Devon 473 'Bull-house, with two pens in it for bull

calves. 1850 R. BURTON Ccnti; Afr. in Jrnl. R. G. S.
XXIX. 321 The neck is *bull-likc, short, heavy, and broad.

1673 DHVDEN Lm'e in Nunnery \. u. i, Wlien the Place

falls, you shall be "Bull-master-deneral at Court, la 1400
Morte Arth. 1094 Bullenekkyde was ^at bierne. 1647
CLLVKLASU Char. Loud. Diurn. Maker 116771 I07 A Bull-

ncck'd Presbyter. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy\\, Rushleigh, though
strong in person, was bull-necked and cross-made. 1*1400
1 'waine <y Gait'. 2440 Al the arniure he was yn Was noght
but of a

J

bul-skyn. 1837 CAKLYI.K Fr. Rev. I. VH. vii. 325
The 'bull-voiced Marquis Saint-Huruge.
11. Special comb. : bulls and cows (see quot.) ;

f bull-back - pick-a-back ; bull-bat, the Ame-
rican Goatsucker

'

Caprimulgus American-its) ;

bull-beef, the flesh of bulls, also fa term of
abuse ; esp. in to bluster like bull-beef% as big as

bull-beef, etc. ; bull-bird - KULLFJNCH ; bull-

boat, a boat made of hides stretched on a wooden
frame ; bull-comber, a dung-beetle , Typhceiis vul-

garis ; bull-dance (see quot.) ;
bull -feast, a bull-

baiting Eng.'; a bull-fight (Sp.); bull-flesh,/^.
brag, swagger; t bull-fly, a stag beetle; bull-

foot />W.) Colt's-foot Titssilago ; bull-god, a

god worshipped under the form of a bull ;
bull-

hoof, Hot. ^see quot.) ; bull-man, a monster
half bull half man

; bullmanship nonce-ivd. ,

the art of fighting with bulls ; bull-of-the-bog.
the bittern, from its booming cry ; bull-poll, the

Turfy Hair-grass Aira cspitosa ; bull -pout
(American), a fish, ? = HIB sb.-

; bull-pump ^

v see

quot.) ; bull-pup, a young bull-dog ; bull-ring.
the arena for a bull-fight Sp.

1

) ; the place where
bulls were baited (Eng.) ; the ring to which a bull

was fastened; bull-roarer, bull-rope (see quot/,;

bull-run, bull-running, a race after a bull or

bull-baiting (e.g. the famous one at Stamford) ;

fbull-seg dial.}, bull-stag, a bull gelded when

past his prime ; bull-toad, ? IJrLL-FRuo
;
bull-

ward, the keeper ofa bull; bull-week (see quot. ;

bull-whacker American , a bullock driver in the
Western states ; bull-wheel (see quot. . Also
BULL-BAIT. -BAITING, etc.

1863 PRIOR Pop. XanwsBrit. Plants^ 'Hulls and Cows,
more commonly called Lords and Ladies, the purple and
the pale spadices, respectively, of Arum macul.itum. 1 1600
Rob. /ftwadUtSon) n. i. 183 Some were on "bull-back, some
dancing u morris. 1883 Mactn. Mag. ' Old b'irg. G->tt/.\
The *'

bull-bats' or night-hawks, in the air above us. 157*
GASCOIGNK I'oy, Holland in Southey Comm.-pl. Rk. Ser.
ll. (1840' 311 Methinks they be a race of 'bull-beef born.
t 1618 FLETCIILK Doitbl. Marr. m. I, Down with the hul-

beefe^. 1690 W. WALKI-.K tdiomat. Anglo- /.at. s? He look.s

as big as hull-beef. 1785 WOLCOTT i P. Pindar. Otic III to

A'.^.Wks. 1812 I. 83 Thou may'st bluster like Hu!l-l>eef

so big. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonnci'ille III. 109 We have
the crew of the little *bull boat complete. 1841 CATI.IN A''.

Anter. Ind. 11844) ! x\iv. 195 A skin-canoe-more fami-

liarly called in this country a bull-boat. 1802 HINGLEY
Anint. Biog. III. in The *bull-comber, clock beetle, and
spring beetle. 1855 ll'hitby Gloss., *Bnlt-Dancc, rustic

merriment connected with cattle-show feasts. 1867 SMYTH
Sailors Word-hk. t Bull-dance^ at sea it Is performed by men
only, when without women. It is sometimes called a stag*
dance. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2364/2 Bilboa, July 12 . . To
morrow there will be a *Bull Feast. 1768 EARL MALMES*
BfRY Diaries ty Corr. 11844) ! 42 The amusements of thin

town, .are, the bull-feast, two play-houses, and, during the

carnival, masquerades. 1824 J . M 1 CULLOCH Highlands
Stotl. I. 367 Some squire is born, and there is a bull-feast

at Grantham or Chirk. 1883 Sunday Mag. Sept. 574/2
The bull-ring, or, as it is called, the bull-feast. zSao T.
MITCHELL Aristoph. I. 220 What ! shall a little 'bull-

flesh gain the day? 1583 J. HIGISS Junius Xomenclator
(N.i Cerfi'olant^ a *bulltUe, or hornet. 1611 COTGR., Cerf
volant ) the great horned beetle, or bull-flic. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Bull-fly or Bull-bee^ an Insect. 1562 TURNER Herbal\\. 158

Tussilago is named. .inEnglishe Horse houe or *Bullfoote

1816 G. S. FABKR Orig. Pag. Idol. I. 433 The *bull-god of

Phenicla. 1871 ROSSETTI Burden Ninci-ek xviii, That
Bull-god once did stand And watched the burial-clouds of
sand. 1756 P. BROWSE Jamaica 328 The ' Bull-hoof or

Dutchman's Laudanum . . a climber, whose fruit is . . about
the size of a large olive. 1866 Treas. Bot., Bull-hoof,

Muntcuja ocellata. 1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pag. Idol.

\. 232 That being was succeeded by a second *bull-man.
1821 AVic Monthly Mag. II. 340 To her [Seville's] school of

*bullmanship that art owes all its refinements. 1815 SCOTT

Guy M. i, The deep cry of the Iwg-blitter, or "bull-of-the-

bog. 1880 JEFFERIES Gt. Estate 36 Some bulrushes and

great bunches of *bullpolls . . The bullpoll sends up tall

slender stalks with graceful feathery heads. 1823 F. COOPER
Pioneer xxiii. (1869) loi/i

' Away with you, you varmint !'

said Billy Kirby, plucking a *bull-pout from the meshes.
1881 RAYMONuf7/0w.,*/>W/-/K//(Cornwall',adirect single-

acting pump . . The steam lifts piston and pump-rods, and
the weight of these makes the down-stroke. 1883 Congre-
gationalist July 585 Toying with a tiny, toddling *bull-

pup. 1600 D. ROGKRS in Digby Myst. 11882' Introd. 26 He
caused . . The ""bull ringe . . to be taken vp. 1801 SOUTHEY
King Ramiro viii, Let me be led to your hull-ring . . And
let me be set upon a stone. 1828 SCOTT /". J/. Perth Introd.,

A poor mastiff that had misl>ehaved in the bull-ring. 1881

Academy 9 Apr. 263/3 A flat slip of wood a few inches long,

narrowing to one or both ends, and fastened by one end to

a thong for whirling it round, when it gives an intermittent

whirring or roaring noise, heard a long way off. . it is known
as a country boy's plaything in Europe, called in England
a 'whizzer' or *'

bull-roarer'. 1882 NARES Seamanship
ied. 6) 173 A *bull-rope . . is a hawser let through a block
on the bow-sprit end to the buoy, to keep the buoy clear

of the stem. 1864 CHAMBERS Bk. of Days 13 Nov. II.

575/2 As .. there could be no "bull-run without a bull.

1656 J. HARRINGTON Oceana 196 There is a solem-

nity of the Pipers, and Fidlers of this Nation . . call'd

the 'Bull-running, and he that catcheth and holdeth the

Bull, is the annuall and Supream Magistrate of that Co-
mitia, or Congregation, called King-Piper. 1861 SMILES

Engineers I. v. i. 310 If there was a bull-running within

twenty miles, he was sure to be there. 1641 BEST Farm.
Bks. (18561 141 Makinge a *bullsegge of a bull that is two
or three yeares olde. 1820 SCOTT Monastery iv,

'

Roaring
like bullsegs, to frighten the leddy'. 1680 Lond. Gaz. No.

1482/4 One red *Bull Stag with the same Mark. 1776 Chron.
in Ann. Reg. 149/1 Good ox beef, instead of which he had
substituted bull beef and bull stag beef. 1806 MOORK
Poems 166 Let the *bull-toad taint him over. 1614 HORNBY
.Sco. Drunk. (1859) 19 It is a cage of all base villany. ^Bui-
wards and beare-wards with like company. 1878 HALLI-

WELi,,*^//-7('tr/t, the week before Christmas, in which the

work-people at Sheffield push their strength to the utmost.

1878 BLACK Green Past. xiii. 106 Not even the stoutest *bull-

whacker who ever crossed the plains. 1883 Century Mag.
July 329/2 Attached to the derrick is also a big windlass,
called the

*"' bull-wheel ', which hoists the drilling apparatus
out of the [oil] well.

b. Comb, with gen. hitlfs : *t" bull's feather, a

horn, the mark of cuckoldry ; bull's-noon, mid-

night (dial. ; bull's -nose (see quot.); bull's-

pizzle, the penis of the bull, formerly a much-
used instrument of flagellation.
a 1700 Bull's Feather iN.i There's many an honest man

hath worn the *bull's feather.
1748

RICHARDSON Clarissa
V. 295 < D. i They may very probably adorn, as well as bestow
the bull's feather. 18. . Northampton dial. If I go on at thi>

rate I shan't be done at ^bull's-noon. 1839 C. CLARK John
NoakeSi $c. 17 No bull's noon hours I'll na' ya keep. 1842
GWILT Arc/tit. 1 1875) Gloss., *Butfs Nose, the external or

other angle of a polygon, or of any two lines meeting at_aii
obtuse angle. 1599 HAKLUVT I'oy. II. 187 The Boteswalne
. . walked abaft the Maste, and his Mate afore the Maste
. . echeof them a *bulls pissell dried in their handes. 1664
BUTLER Hud. n. i. 879 Th' illustrious Bassa . . with Bull's-

pizzte . . Was taw'd as gentle as a Glove. 1737 tr. (anon.)

Gil Bias vi. 1771 I. 26 I felt on my shoulders half a dozen

lusty liangs of a bull's piz/le.

Bull ,bul , sh* Also 3-6 bulle, 6 bul. [ad.
L. lmlla, denoting various globular objects.]
1. A seal attached to ail official document; esp.

the leaden seal attached to the Pope's edicts.

1340 Ayenb. 62 Me ualse|> be kinges sel ober be popes
bulie. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxci. 167 The pope sente

a general sentence vnder his bulles of lede vnto the arche-

bisshop. 1555 EDEN/)?tW<'.r H7. Ind. 1. 111.1 Arb. 1 74 The byshop

charters with golden Bulls. 17*6 AVLIFFE Parerg. 132 These
Letters are not said to be expedited till that Bull is an-

nex'd to them. 17*7-51 CHAMBER;. C>tV. s.v.



BULL.

2. A papal or episcopal edict or mandate.
1297 K, GLOUC. 494 The king vorbed ek in this lond al the

popes playdinge Of bullen. 1362 LANGL, /*. /*/. A. Prol. 66
And hrou5t vp a Bulle with bisshopes seles. < 1380 WYCLIF
(irete Sentence xvi. Sel. Wks. III. 308 pei inagnyfien J>e

popis bulle more ban be gospel. 1483 CAXION Gold. Leg.
108/1 And after., toke away hys bullys and wrytynges.
1561 DAUS tr. Ritllingcr on Apoc. 1157.1' 209 The Popes
Bulles . . may well be called Bills, since they be more vaync
then bubbles or bladders in the water. 1583 STUBHKS Anat.
Abus, u. 5 How often hath he sent foorth his roring buls

against hir Maiestie. 1667 MILTON /*. /,. m. 492 Then
might ye see . . I ndulgences, Dispenses, Pardons, Bulls, The
sport of Winds. 1827 HAI.I.AM Const. Hist, (18761 I.iii. 134
Pius V . . now ( 1 5701 published his celebrated bull, excom-
municating and deposing Elizabeth. 1873 MORI.KY Rousseau
II. 63 The bull Unigemtus, which had been, .an infraction

of French liberties.

3. Applied to a non-ecclesiastical edict. The
Golden Bull (Lat. Aiirca Jinlla , a decree issued

by the emperor Charles IV in 1356 to regulate
the election and coronation of an emperor.
1696 PHILLIPS. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. t s.v. Bull, The Golden

Bull . . on the backside of it there are several knots of black
and yellow silk; to which hangs a bull, or seal of gold.

1789-96 MORSE Amcr. Gcog. II. 222.

4. Comb, f bull -driver (see quot.) ; f bull-

founder, one that issues bulls or edicts (perhaps
with reference to founding or casting the leaden

seals) ; f bullman, issuer of bulls, said ofthe Pope ;

t bull-office, the office for issuing Papal bulls.

1649 SBLDKN Laws Eng. n. vi. (1739) 33 These
v
Bull-

drivers or Summoners to the Romish Court were no late

upstarts. 1563-87 FOXE A. <$ M. (1596) 1173/2 If these
*Bull founders doe charge me with any other thing besides
in this article. 1588 Holy JinII fy Crusade Rome 29 All the
holinesof this Romish "Bulman consisteth onely in externall

ceremonies. 1736 J. SERGES Popery Enemy to Script. 112
Before Henry VIII, England paid more into the *Bull-
office than all the Roman Catholic Countries put together.

t Bull, $b* Obs. rare. [a. F. lwlle;-L. bul/a.]
A bubble.

1561 [see BULL sl<:* 2]. 1563 NOWELL Homily in Liturg.
Serv, Q. Eliz. (1847) 501 This life is . . a vapour . . as a bull

rising on the water.

Bull (bul), sb.l [Of unknown origin ; cf. OF.
02//, bottle* bole fraud, deceit, trickery ; mod.Icel.

bull ' nonsense*
;
also ME. bull BUL ' falsehood

',

and BULL v.s, to befool, mock, cheat.

(No foundation appears for the guess that the word ori-

ginated in *a contemptuous allusion to papal edicts', nor
for the assertion of the ' British Apollo' (No. 22. 1708) that
'
it became a Proverb from the repeated Blunders of one

Obadiah Bull, a Lawyer of London, who liv'd in the Reign
of K. Henry the Seventh '.)]

fl. A ludicrous jest (cf. BULL v$}. Obs.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) J. Garret's Ghost Ded., Wit
and Mirth. . Made

vp,
and fashioned into Clinches, Bulls,

(juirkes, Yerkes, Quips, and lerkes. 1652 URC/UHART jewel
Wks. 118341 229 He had all the jeers, squibs, flouts, buls,

quips, taunts, etc. a 1695 A. A WOOD in Oxoniana II. 23
Every one in order was to . . make a jest or bull, or speake
some eloquent nonsense, to make the company laugh.
2. A self-contradictory proposition; in mod. use,

an expression containing a manifest contradiction

in terms or involving a ludicrous inconsistency un-

perceived by the speaker. Now often with epithet
Irish', but the word had been long in use before

it came to be associated with Irishmen.

1640 BROME Antlp. \. ^.323 Dumbe Speaker! that's a Bull.

Thou wert the Bull Then, in the Play. Would I had scene
thee rore. Bla. That's a Bull too, as wise as you are.
Bab. 1649 SELDEN Laws Eng. u. xi. (17391 63 It is no
Bull, to speak of a common Peace, in the place of War.
1673 MILTON True Relig. 5 Whereas the Papist boasts him-
self to be a Roman Catholick, it is a nicer contradiction, one
of the Popes Bulls, 1702 Lct.fr. Soldier to Ho. Commons
17 These Gentlemen seem to me to have copied the Bull of
their Countryman, who said his Mother was barren. 1711
POPK Lett, to J. C. Wks. 1736 V. 174, I confess it what the

Knglish call a Bull, in the expression, tho
1

the sense be
manifest enough. 1802 EDGEWORTH (title) Essay on Irish

Bulls. 1803 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1867) I. 69 A bull is an ap-

parent congruity, and real incongruity of ideas, suddenly
discovered.

Bull bul), j/'. 6 [Etymology unknown.] One of

the main bars of a harrow. Also attrib.

1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 15 The horse-harrowe is made of

fyue Tmlles, and passe not an elne of lengthe. 1649 BLITHE

Kng. hnpr. ImproT. (1652! 220 As little & light a harrow,
which may contain three little buls & about five Tines in

a Bull. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 247 The great square Bull

harrow, drawn by the second bull on the near side of the

harrow. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric, Perth 97 General Robert-
son of Lawers uses five bulls, having five teeth in each bull.

1843 B. AL.MACK in Jrnl. Agric. Soc. IV. i. 61 The bulls

or parts to contain the teeth, were made of dry foreign pine.

Bull 'bul\ sbS> Drink made by putting water

into an empty spirit cask, or over a sugar-mat, to

catch some of the flavour.

1830 MARRYAT King's Oivu xx, I'll pass the bottle, and
ou may make a bull of it. 1835 Joe. Faitkf. xx, A
nil means nutting a quart or two ofwater into a cask which

has had spirits in it. 1859 AllY, Round No. 4. 78 He would
. . have abdicated his sovereignty for an old sugar mat,
wherewith to make '

bull '.

Bull. Short for JOHN BULL. Hence Bu'llism
= JOHN Bt'LLISM.

1825 CARLYLE Early Lett. {Norton' II. 295 Bull himself,

again, though a frank, beef-loving, joyous kind of person,
Is excessively stupid. 1843 SYD. SMITH /f'-ts. (18671 II. 331

I

1167

Bui! is naturally disposed to love you, but be loves nobody
who does not pay him. 1821 Klatlnv. Mag. X. Sg Kn-
lish jurors have been lately so bepreacbed out of bnllism

by him.

Bull-, [prolj. in most cases = lil'I.L ?/<.'
;

hut

bull-Weed has the alternative form boll-weed, see
BOLL jAi, which may be the etymon in some of the
words. (The suggestion that Inill- in some plant
names may be .1 corruption of foal, is quite base-

less.)]
A prefix occurring in certain names of plants, as

bull-brier \Aineriean , see quot.; bull-oak (see

quot.) ; bull-plum, a sloe ^fniniis spinosa), cf.

however BULLACK
; bull-sedge see quot. ; bull-

weed, Centaurea niyra. - Koll-wecd
; bull-wort.

Ammi majtis, also called Bishop-weed.
1860 HAKTI.ETT Diet. Anier., *Bi</l Kriar, a large briar. .

the root of which contains a farinaceous substance from
which the Indians make bread. 1830 J. T,. STHUTT Syh'a
Brit. 22 'Bull-Oaks . . are thus denominated from the . .

circumstance of bulls taking shelter within them ; which
they erYect . .by retreating backwards into the cavity. 1770
FOOTE Latnc LfK'er m. iD. i A plum-tree indeed, but not
. . a damascen plum ; our proofs say loudly a *bu!l plum.
1879 PRIOR Plant'tittmcs, *BitU-stg or sedge, the reed-
mace, a 1450 Alphitti. (Anecd Oxon) 83 lacea nigra . .

Bulwed uel hardaw. 1597 GT.RARD Herbal ccxcix. 8 i. 703
Harts ease is named, -in English, Knapweede,

'

Bull weecle,

1598 FLORIO, Ammi. the . . herbe William, bulwoort or

bishops weede.

Bull (bul), r-.l [f. KILL j/*.i]

1 1. a. trans. Said of a bull : To gender with

(the cow), b. intr. Of the cow : To take the bull,
to desire the bull. Also To go a bulling. Obs.

1398 TKKVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. cix. 114951 850 Kene
lowe whan they be a bullynge. 1523 FIT/HERB. Hnsl>. 66 '

The damnie of the calfe shall bull agayne. 1601 HOLLAND
[

Pliny I. 224 Kine commonly . . seeke the fellow, and goe a i

bulling againe. 1659 HOWKLI. Lex. Tetraglotton> He that
bulls the Cow must keep the Calf. 1675 COTTOS* Poet, II 'fcs.

(17651 182 Unless I had a Spell, To bull my Cow invisible.

1736 in BAILEY.

2. Stock-Exchange. To try to raise the price of

stocks, etc.
;
to speculate for the rise.

111842 [see BEAR ?'.'-]. n88o BKSANT 8: RICE Harp ,y Cr.
xix. 196 Men who bull and bear the stock market. 1881

Chicago Times 4 June, If we succeed in bulling silver we
shall also succeed in bearing gold to the same extent.

tBnll, v* Obs.
[f.

BULL st>.*] trans. To in-

sert or publish (a matter, or a name) in a Papal
bull ; to affix the Papal seal to va document .

1563-87 FoxvA.fyM. 116841 1. 325/2 Shortly after the Pope
sent M, Martin with blanks, being bulled for contribution

of loooo Marks, a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams \. : 16921

130 As soon as the Dispensation was Bulled.

t Bull, v.'-'> Obs. [Cf. ME. Bri, falsehood, OF.
boler, boitllcr to deceive.] To make a fool of, to

mock
;
to cheat (ou/ of" .

1532 [see BULLING "'hi. sb."\ 1609 Man in Jlfoottt 1
1 1849' 38

Never laugh in your sleeve how you have gulled, or bulled,

your husband. 1645 Sacred Decretal in Prynne Disco"-.

St-.' Klazing-Stars 12 Wherefore being thus jeer'd and
bul'd, we Decree and Ordaine, etc. 1674 K. (!OWREY Inj.

V Al'. Physic 207 Tis admirable the World is so stupid to

be thus bull'd out of their Moneys.

Bull (bul ,
v.

[f.
Bt'LL j/'/] See quot.

1824 J. I >- COCHRANF. yourn. Russia (V Tartary 225, 1 could

do nothing but bull the barrel, that is, put a little water into

it, and so preserve at least the appearance of vodkey.

II Btllla(birla,l)27-la). TV. bull re. [L.
= bubble.]

1. FathoL A vesicle containing watery humour
and causing an elevation of the skin.

1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin 44 Bulla? are irregularly-shaped
elevations of the epidermis, varying in si/e from a split pea
to a goose-egg, containing a clear or opaque fluid.

b. Physiol.
* The tympanic element of the tem-

poral bone, when, as in the doj^, it forms a lariat-

bubble-like appearance.' Syd. Soc. I.cx.

1872 MIVART Elan. Anat. 106 In many Mammals .. it

forms a large inflated structure termed a bulla. 1881 ( ',it

62 The posterior surface of the auditory bulla.

2. Zool. A genus of molluscs, with thin and fra-

gile shells, inhabiting deep water.

1847 CARPENTER /.ool. 917 The Bulla and Bullet-a. .have
a small calcareous shell in which the spiral form begins to

manifest itself. 1851 MARY ROBERTS JMollusca 201 Thii

fragile shell of the solitary bulla is utterly inadequate to

contend with either winds or waves.

Billlace (bu'les\ Forms : 4-5 bolace, 5

bolys. -ysse, 5 6 bolas. bulas, 6 bulles, -ase,

-asse, 7 bullas, 6-7 bulloes, bullies, -eis, y

(tfinl. bulloe, -y~, 6- bullace. PL 4 bolaces,

bolas, 6 bullises, bulleys, -aze, boollesae, 6-7
bullies, bullase, 7 bullis, -eis, -aise, -ice, -ices,

-ises, -asis, 7- bullace, -aces, (Se, bullees,

Devon, bullens." [app. connected with OF.
belocc of same meaning (i^th c., Littre) ;

but its

precise relation to the OK. word, and the etymo-
logy of the latter, are not ascertained.
The Ir. bnlistairt Ga. bnlaistcar, sometimes accepted as

i he etymon, appear to be adopted from ME. bolaster~lmt~
luce-tret*. Legonidec gives a Breton polos, bolos '

prune
sauvage', and Florio 1611 has an It. bitlloi

'

bulloes, slowne,
or skegs ', which may possibly be ultimately connected.)

1. A wild plum (Prttrnts insititia] larger than the

sloe; there are two varieties, the black or dark-

BITLLATED.

blue) and the white ;
also well-known as a semi-

cultivated fruit.

c 1350 /F///. Palernc (18091 66 Gete vs . . bolaces & blake-
beries bat on breres growen. c 1400 Rom. Rose 1377 Notes,
aleys, and bolas. c 1430 LYIJG. Afin, Poems (18401 199 As
bryght as bugyl or efiys bolace. 1483 Cath. Angl. 47 A
Bulas, pepulittn, 1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 140 Bulleys
plummes and suche other, may be sette of stones. 1573
TUSSER Ifusb. 118781 76 Boollesse, black and white. 1599
A. M. tr. Gaheliwuer's Bk. Physick 183/2 lake whyt bul-
lises pounded to pappe. 1629 PARKINSON Orchard xiii. 578
The black Bulleis also are those .. that they call French
Prunes, 1655 MOUFFET & BKNNKT Health's hnprov. (1746^

293 Bullices likewise, both white, speckled and black, are
of tho like Nature. 1664 COTTON Starrun. \\. 11741 1 137 So
have I seen in Forest tall . . Bullace tumble from the 'free.

1741 Cowpl. Fam.-Piece u. iii. 394 Damasines, and Bullace.

1762 SMOLLETT Sir L. Greaves iii. (D.t Dick and I be come
hither to pick haws and bullies. 1769 MHS. KAFFALD Eng.
Housekpr. 1^1778) 236 To make Bullace Cheese. Take your
bullace when they are full ripe, etc. 1830 SCOTT Detnonol.
viii. 248 While gathering bullees. .he saw two greyhounds.
1837 HOOD Mem. T. //. (1860) I. 263 Our landlady . . com-
forted her inside with a mess of dried bullaces in sour wine !

1875 Lane. Gloss. iK. D. S. ) 61 Bnlloe, the sloe or wild plum.
b. Applied fancifully to a black eye.
a 1650 CLEVELAND ll'fcs. (16871256 The sparkling Bullies

of her Kyes Kike two eclipsed Suns did rise.

2. Ttie tree hearing the plum.
1616 SURFL. & MAKKH. Coitntr. J-'arm 670 You shall also

by no meanes alongst your pale walke plant fruit Irees,

blacke-thorne, or bullies. 1688 K. HOLME Armoury n. 119/3
Spinous or thorny Shrubs whose Fruit may be eaten, as . .

Bullas. 1859 W. COLKMAN Woodlands ' 1 862 1 1 19 The Bullace
Plum, .a variety of the common Sloe, from which it chiefly
differs in the superior si/e of all Its parts, especially the fruit.

3. Attrib. and Comb., as bullcK'c-friiif, -plum ;

f bullace-bay a., of a particular dark-bay colour

'said of a horse) ;
bullaee-tree I'see also Bri.-

LESTF.R).
< 1440 Promp, Par? 1

, 42 Bolas \.re
t pi'pulits. 1530 PALSGK.

199/2 Bolas frute, prunellc. i6c^ TOI'SELL Serpents 768
'I'heir egges. .are round, .in quantity as big as bullies plums.
1684 Km aniers Amer. (16991 19 Yaco. .bears a fruit like our
Bullace or Damson plums. 1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2576/4
The other [Gelding] a dark Bullace-Bay. 1848 W. GARDISEK
h'lora ofForfar. 54 /'. itisititia, Wild Bullace-tree.

Bullantic, a. rare ~'. [ad. F. bullatitiquc,
used by Fournier in the original passage of which
the quot. from Fry is a translation. The Fr.

dictionaries have hnllatiqite (f. bulla Papal bull) in

this sense ; bullantique is perh. due to association

with antique^ (See quot.)
1799 E. FRY Pantogr. 23 Bullantic

^ capital ornamented
letters in use for the dispatch of the Apostolic Bulls.

Billiard. Obs. [Contracted form of bull-

ivard. or perhaps rather of bull-herd
; cf.c0w~henl,

neat-herd) and bearard for BEABHKRD.] One who

keeps a bull, or who takes part in bull-running.
Cf. Bull-run s.v. BULL s!>* n.
1825 LOWF, in Hone Every-day fik. I. 1484 Every bul-

lard [at Stamford] . . ought to drink on that day. 1830
Champion of Kast 12 Jan. 14 The bullards of Stamford
intended yesterday . . to have had another day's sport.

1864 CHAMBERS Ilk. ofDays 13 Nov. II. 574/2 The bnllards,
a name given to the admirer-^ and supporters of bull-running

[at Stamford].

Bullary (birlari). Also 7 -ery. [ad. med.L.
bnUarium f. bulla papal bull : see -ART, -ARIUM.

Cf. F. bullaire. Also used in L. form Bullarium.]
A collection of papal bulls.

a 1674 CLARENDON Snn>. Leyiath. 153 Their whole Bul-

larium . . abounds in Canoni/ations, 1679 T. BARLOW Popery
78 Many more such impious Bulls there are in that Roman
Bullary. c 1690 SOUTH Scrm. V. v. (R.) The whole bull is

extant in the bultery of Laertius Cherubinus. 1726 AYLIFFK
afterwards

XXXV. 12 Aug. 4 Which in itself was compiled from the

Bultarium and decretals of the Popes.

Bullary, var. of BULLEHV. Obs.

Bullase, -asse, obs. ff. BULLACE.

f Bu'llate, sb. Obs. rare~ x
. A kind of metal ;

i.=-bullet-iron (see BULLET s/>.
1

8).

1591 (I. FLETCHER Russe Commiv, 11856) 93 They [the

Tartars], .preferre brasse and steele before other mettals,

specially bullate, which they use for swords, knives, and
other necessaries.

Bullate (bu-kit, btrkt), a. [ad. Lat. bullat-us,

having bubbles.]
1. Bot. Having blisters; inflated: said of leaves,

in which the surface rises in a convexity between

the veins.

1819 Pantologla, s.v. Bullate leaf, in botany, when the

substance rises high above the veins, so as to appear like

blisters. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 465 Clothed with large
bullate acuminate pale scales.

2. Phys. Having bitll& or puffy excrescences on

the surface.

1872 MIVART Elem. Anat. m The pterygoid may be
swollen and bullate, as in the Mole. 1877 HUXLEY Anat.
In-! 1

. An. vi. 293 This is principally composed of a large
bullate labium.

Bu'llated, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ED.]

f 1. Rom. Ant. Furnished with a bulla
^
or gold

ornament worn round the neck. Obs.

1698 W. KIN<; *Jonrn. Lond. 222, I could never meet with



BULLATION. 1168 BULLET.

a statue in London but what was clothed with a Toga pura
and no representation of a Bullated one.

2. = BULLATE.
1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. 261 The stalks . . had leaves set

on them .. rough and bullated, or like the leaves of wild

sage. 1822 BURROWKS CycL s.v. Rana, The toes are bul-

lated at the ends.

Bulla'tion. Bot. [as if ad. L. buRatio ;
cf.

BULLATE and -ATION.] A bullale formation.

1882 Card. CkroN. XVIII. 71 The bullations depressed
around the insertion of the petiole.

Bull-bait (btrLb^t,. Obs. or arch. [f. BULL
sb. 1 + BAIT sb. 1

III.]
- BULL-BAITING.

1656 W. WEBB in Digby Myst. (18821 Introd. 28 This
Maior . . would not suffer any . . Bull-bait. z8i8 in Knight
Once upon Time (1859) 485 Whenever a bull-bait has taken

place here. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. II. xxiv. 124 Bull-

baits and cock-fights, were prohibited.

fig. 17. . Douglas Trag. iv. in Child Ballads \. 103/2
' O

hold your hand, sweet William', she said,
' Your bull baits

are wondrous sair '.

Boll-baiter [bn-l|b?*tw). [f. BULL s/>. 1 +

BAITER.] One who baits bulls.

i8oa Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 169/1 He doubtedwhether
a bull-baker . . had ever distinguished himself in disaffection.

Bull-baiting birl,b^'tin\ vbl. sb. [f.
BUM.

sbl + BAITING.] The action of baiting a bull with

dogs. ;Cf. BULL-DOG.)
1580 BARF.T .^2/7'. B 1478 Bulbaitinges. 1583 BABIXGTON

Commandm. iv. (1637) 36 Gadding to this Ale or that, to this

Bearbaiting and that bulbaiting. 1652 Let. fr. Madrid in

Froc. Parl. No. 170 The next day there was Bull-beating.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 31 f 2 The bull-baiting .. cannot

possibly be exhibited in the theatre, by reason of the lowness

of the roof. 1802 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 168 2 The

practise of bull-baiting was dying away of itself.

t Bull-bear. Obs. [App. f. BULL sbl + BEAK
sl>.l

; but, to account for the sense, it has been con-

jectured that the first element may be BOLL j/>. :
*.

or BOGLE. Cf. BUGBEAR
,
of which also it is not

impossible that this is a corruption ; also Du.

bulk-man l

larva, spectrum ', bulk-back '

lemures'

(Kilian 1642). See next.] A spectre, bogy; a

scare-crow; a bugbear, or object of groundless
terror.

1561 T. NORTON Cahnn's Inst. in. v. (16341 319 They saw
themselves to be openly and uncolourably scorned of the

Pope and his Bulbeares. 1581 J. BELL Haddons Anw.
Osor. 423/2 Such as be alyve now should dreadd any Bull-

beares of Purgatory. 1592 G. HARVKV Four Lett. 11815) 21

That Fleeting (imprisonment in the Fleet) also proved like

the other a silly bullbeare.

t Bu'll-beggar. Obs. [See prec. As the

obvious combination bull + beggar does not appear
to yield a suitable sense, it is generally assumed

that there must have been some alteration under

the influence of '

popular etymology ', e.g. that it

is a
;
further' alteration of 'hull-bear ;

or that the

second element has been altered from boggard,

buggart
'

bogle
1

. But evidence is entirely wanting.
The word was sometimes ,see b." used with a

punning allusion to the Papal BULL, and to BEG-

GAR.] = prec. Hence Bu'11-beg-g-ing
1

///. a. noncc-

7*'</.', that operates as a terror.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. yn. xy. 122 They have so

fraied us with bull beggers, spirits, witches . . that we are

afraid of our own Shadowes. 1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl.

73 And beggers will needes be somewaies bulbeggers. 1592
G. HARVEY FourLett., Herredoutable Bull-begging Knight.
1601 DENT Path-w. Heanen 109 A mother, when her child

is wayward . . scareth it with some pocar, or bull-begger.

1634 J.TAYLOR (Water P.) Gt. Eater Kent Wks. 1. 147/2 The
name of Good-friday affrights him like a Bulbegger. 1673
MARVELL Reh. transp. II. 250 Private Conscience is. .a Bul-

begger to fright children. 1813 HOBHOUSE Jonrn. 32 Look-

ing altogether, as to his garments, like what we call a bull-

beggar. 1851 S. JUDD Margaret v. (1871) 20 The haunt of

bulbeggars, witches, spirits.

b. 11625 BOYS II' ks. 11630)550 The Popes Bullbegger
Cardinall Bellarmeni. 1726 AYLIFFE Parerg. 132 These
Fulminations from the Vatican, .were called Bull-Beggars.

Bull-bitch. The female of the bull-dog.
1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1632/4 The most part of her Head

Black, shaped like a Bull-Bitch. 1885 Bazaar 30 Mar.

1258/2 Nell, bull bitch . . game to death at anything breathing.

Bull-dog. (Also 6 bold-dogge.) Often with-

out hyphen (as one word, esp. in transf. uses. [f.

BULL sb.^ + DOG ; because used in bull-baiting, or

? from the shape of the head.
With the oldest spelling bolddoggt, compare

' Hie mo-

lossus, a bonddoge ', a 1500 in Wr.-Wulcker 758.]

1. A dog of a bold and fierce breed, with large

bull-head, short muzzle, strong muscular body of

medium height, and short smooth hair, formerly
much used for bull-baiting.
c igoo Cocke Lorelles B. 2 Than came one w* two bold-

dogges at his tayle. 1751
HUME Ess. fy Treat. (1777) I. 216

The courage of bull-dogs and game-cocks seems peculiar
to England. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth II. 2^0 What are the

useful properties of this fellow Bonthron? Those of a bull-

dog, .he worries without barking. 1863 KINCSLEY Water-
bob, i. 5 He would be . . a master sweep, .and keep a white

bull-dog with one grey ear.

b. attrib. and quasi-adj.
1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 588 That bulldog courage

which flinches from no danger. 1871 Standard 18 Jan.,
Can Paris wait even until the bull-dog spirit of this hard-

dying chief is able once more to show itself?

c. transf. Applied to persons : One that pos-
sesses the obstinate courage of the bulldog. Hence
Btrlldoggy n.. and Bu'lldogism nonce-tods.

'

.

1863 KINCSLEY Water-bab, iv. 138 Tom was always a
brave, determined little English bull-dog, who never knew
when he was beaten. 1858 Chaib. Jrnl, X. 20 Tom. .was
an English youth of about my own age, but a great deal
more bulldoggy. 1852 SAVAGE K. Medlicott \\. vi. tD.i He
possessed the element of bulldogism also.

2. f A sheriff's officer (obs.] ; one of the Proctors'

attendants at the Universities of Oxford and Cam
bridge. coUoq.
1698 FARQUHAR Love <y Bottle iii. 2 He would have put

me off, so I sent for a couple of bull-dogs, and arrested him.

1823 LO>:KHAHT Rfg. Dalton \. x. (1842) 59 Long forgotten
stories about proctors bit, and bull-dogs baffled. 1884 (i.

ALLEN Sft: Stories 289 It was quite a fortnight before I

[senior proctor] could face my own bulldogs unabashed.

3. transf. Applied humorously to a cannon or

other firearm
;

in mod. use, a particular kind of

revolver. Cf. BARKER. Also attrib.

1700 FARQUHAR Const. Couple m. i, He whips out his

Stiletto and I whips out my bull-dog. i8ao SCOTT Abbot
xvi, A plague . . on cannon and demi-cannon, and all the

barking bulldogs whom they halloo against stone and lime
in these our days ! 1824 St. Ronan's II

7
. II. 191 iD.\

'
I have always a brace of bull-dogs about me', .so saying

he exhibited a very handsome, highly finished . . pair of pi>-
tols. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Wd.-bk.^ Bull-dog or Muzzled
Bull-dog^ the great gun which stands ' housed

'

in the
officer's ward-room cabin. General term for main-deck guns.
1881 Daily \ew$ 27 Oct. 6/2 Revolver cartridges of the

ordinary
'

bulldog
'

pattern.

4. An insect : a. A kind of gad-fly .American .

l>. A kind of ant; also bul'hiog ant .Australian .

1865 Vis. MILTON W. CHEADLE Xortlnv. Passage 219
The '

bull-dog
'

or tabanus, is a large fly . . with a long body,
banded with yellow, .and its mouth is armed with a formid-
able cutting apparatus of four lancets. 1881 Cheq. Career

324 The
*

bull-dog
'

ant and the '

soldier
'

are about on a par
as regards venom. 1883 St. James Gaz. 19 Apr.,

'

Bull-

dogs' < a large horse-fly) render existence almost unendurable.

5. In Iron-works . ^ee quot. ;
also in comb.

Bulldog-burner.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Bulldog, a refractory ma-

terial used as furnace-lining, got by calcining mill-cinder,
and containing silica and ferric oxide. 1884 Times 8 Jan.,
The 'bulldog burner'. . is one of the hands in ironworks
whose duty it is to roast the refuse cinder icalled

'

bulldog ')

which is necessary for the fettling of the puddling furnace.

6. //. An old name of the Snap-dragon Antir-

rhinuin}.
1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PL IV. 124 Great Snapdragon. .

Bull-dogs, Lion's-snap. .are also old names of the plant.

7. Bulldogforceps.
;

Forceps with a spring catch

. . the extremity of one blade pointed, of the other

notched, for the reception of the point '. Syd. Sec.

Lex.
1880 M.kcCQKMicAntisfpt.Surg'.

166 He was led from the
use of the old 'bull-dogs' to the convenient and powerful
clamp forceps he has now employed.
8. slang. A sugar-loaf.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Bull-dog, a sugar-loaf.

Bull-dose, -doze bu'l|d<7/ ,
s/>. and v. U. S.

coUoq. [According to U. S. newspapers, f. Bi'LL s/>.
'

+ Du.SE.j
A. si). ? A severe dose (of flogging).
B. vb. a. ? To flog severely, b. To coerce by

violence, intimidate. Hence Bull-dozer, a. one
who 'bull-dozes'; b. a large pistol. Also Bull-

dozing vl>L s/>., bullying, intimidation.

1876 American AVwjr/r., If a negro is invited to join it

fa society called
' The Stop '], and refuses, he is taken to the

woods and whipped. This whipping is called a ' bull-doze ',

or doze fit for a bull. The application of the bull-doze was
for the purpose of making Tilden voters ; hence we hear of

the ' bull-dozed
'

parishes. 1878 N. Awer. Rw. CXXVII.
426 The great

' Bulldozer' of Europe. 1880 C. B. BERRY
Other Side 155 They . . pull him out of bed with a revolver

to his head. .That's called 'bull-dosing' a man. 1881 Sat.

Rn>. 9 July 40/2 A '

bull-dose
' means a large efficient dose

of any sort of medicine or punishment. Ibid. To ' bull-dose
'

a negro in the Southern States means to flog him to death,
or nearly to death. Ibid. A Californian bull-doser is a pistol

which carries a bullet heavy enough to destroy human life

with certainty. 1882 A'crt' J 'flrk Tribune 3 May, The hotel

where he was staying was visited, .by a mob of bull-dozers.

1884 H. GEORGE Social Prob. 16 Large Employers regu-

larly
' bulldose

'

their hands into voting as they wish.

I Bulle, "bule. Obs. exc. dial. [A variant

spelling of Pxn'i., q. v.] A semicircular or bowed

handle, as of a pail, a door, etc.

1483 Cat/i. Anffl. 47 A Bulle (Bwylle) of a dore, grapa.
1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. F. i b, In the Bottom [of the

Corfe] near the ends of it are two Holes bored, in which
the bended Bule is put. 1790 W. MARSHALL Midi. Counties

(E. D. S.) Btile, the bow-handle of a pail. 1875 Lane.
Gloss. <E. D. S.i Bule, the handle of a poi, pan, or other

utensil. 1881 Leicestersh. Words (E. I>. S.i &rt/e t semi-

circular handle of a bucket, pot-lid, etc.

Bulle, obs. form of BULL.

t Bulled, /// a. 1 Obs.
[f.

BULL s!>.- or v2 +

-ED.] Having a bull or seal attached.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 265 pe pape Celestyn . . With letter

bulled fyn assoyled to Scotlond sent. 1610 BP. CARLF.TON

Jitrisd. 268 He threw away the Popes bulled Letters.

f Bulled, pp/.a? rarf 1
. 1 =BOLLEI>///. a. 1 i.

1637 B. JONSON Sad Sheph. i, Jii, Hang the bulled Nose-

gaies 'bove their heads.

Bullee, -eisf obs. and Sc. forms of BULLACE.

tBu'llen. Obs.oii.dial. 'Hemp-stalks peeled'.
1674 in KAY. 1681 in WORLIDGE. 1706 m PHILLIPS; in

BAILEY, HALI.IWFLL, etc. 1876 KNIGHT Praci. Diet. Mech.,
Bnllctiy the awn or chaff from flax or hemp.
Bullen, obs. form of BULLION.

[Bullenger, erroneous form of BALIKGER. (In
the AF. passage (Rot. Parl. 2 Hen. IV, 22) re-

ferred to by Blount the printed ed. reads dafyngers,}
1670 in BLOL-NT Law Diet. 1678 in PHILLIPS, etc.]

Sullen-nail. \) corruption of bullion-nail ;

see quot. 1707 in BULLION' i.]

1842-76 GWII.T Arc/lit. Gloss., Bitlien nails^ such as have
round heads with short shanks turned and lacquered. They
are principally used in the hangings of rooms. 1847 in

CRAIG ; and in mod. Diets.

tBuller, JAJ Obs. [f.
BULL sb* + -KRI.]

a. One who issues or publishes a bull. b. A
deceiver, cheat, [perh. a distinct word, cf. Bi'LL v.?>,

OF. boitlcitr f

trompeur
'

Godef.]
a 1300 Cursor M. 29306 Fals bulleres bat J>am makes and

Jmm furth beres, or els lat falses J>e papes sele. c 1460
Tmvncley Myst. 242 (Matz. ) Thise dysars and thise hullars,
Thise cokkers and thise bollars.

Buller mrhi),^.2 Sc. Alsofibullyer. [cf.Sw.
bnUcr noise, roar, Da. balder tumbling noise. But

influence of boil is manifest.]
1. A roaring noise

,
of waves or flood) ; the boil-

ing of an eddy or torrent.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis x. vi. 13 Calmyt all is But slowr or

bullyer, imirmour or moving.
b. The Butler's*} of Bitchan ^ a rocky recess on

the Aberdeenshire coast, near Peterhead, open at

the top ; the sea, constantly raging in it, gives it

the appearance of a boiling pot or caldron.

1769 PKNNAST Tour Scotl. 145 <)AM.) The famous Bullers

of Buchan lying about a mile North of Bowness. 1774

JOHNSON West, Isl. Wks. 1787 X. 334 We. .turned our eye*;

to the Buller . . of Buchan. 1836 Penny CycL V. 508/1 The
Bullers of Buchan, a nearly round basin about 30 yards wide.

2. A'-
1851 WILSON Tales of Borders XX. 23 This new cause of

sorrow increased my paroxysm to a perfect buller.

Buller (bu-lai ,
z>.l Sc. Also 6 bullir.

[f.

prec. ;
cf. Sw. bullr-a, Da. Imldrc to roar, make a

noise.] To make a noise, to roar, to bellow.

1530 LYXUF.SAY Test. Pafyiigo 95 Blait lyke ane hog, and
Iniller lyke ane bull. 1549 Conipl. Scot. (1872) 39 The bullis

began to bullir, quhen the scheip began to blait. 1663
SPALDING Tronb. Chas. I ( 1 829 1 33 It.. would duck under

water, snorting and bullering. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xv,

Screeching and bullering like a Bull of Bashan.

tBu'ller, -J.'
2 Ot>s. Sf. Also buler. [Perh.

the same word as prec., but influenced in sense by
OF. bullir to Bon,.]
1. a. intr. To boil, to foam

;
to rush foaming.

b. trans. To wash up in foaming waves.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis i. iii. 26 The stowr wp bullerit sand
as it war wind. IHd. i. iii. 50 Salt waiter stremis Fast bul-

lerand in at every rift. Ibid. XI. xi. 34 Amasenus, that river

. . Abuf the brais bulryt as it war wod.

2. intr. To make bubbles or foam.

'535 STEWART Cron. Scot. 11.259 Ful ' mony berne lay
hulrand in his blude. 1536 BELI.KNDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I.

231 The king was Hand bullerand in his blude. a 1555
LYNDKSAY Trag. 338 Quhow 1 laye bulrand, baithit in my
blude.

Hence Bullering ///. a.

1533 BELLENDEN Livy v. (1822) 457 Thay sank doun and

perist in the depe bullerand stretnes. 1537 LYNDESAY Deflor.

Q. Magd. 45 So did this prince [swim] throw bulryng stremis

wode. 1552 Monarche 1553 The gret Occiane. .did nocht

spred sic bulryng strandis As it dois now.

tBu'llery. Obs. Also 6 bullary. =BOILEBY.

154* HEN. VUI in Rymer Fatdera (1710) XIV. 748 Foure

P.ullaryes of Salte Water. f]<nLotid. Ga:. No.407i/4 The
Salt-Works or Bullery of Salt .. are to be Sold.

Bullery : see HULLARY.

Bullescence (bule-sens). Bot. [as if ad. Lat.

*bitllesctntia f. pres. pple. of bullesc-Zre to bubble.]
A term applied to the condition occurring in leaves

when the inter-venous structure rises above the

veins, as in the Savoy cabbage. Cf. BULLATE.
1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Bullesse, obs. form of BULLACE.

t Btrllester. Obs. Also 6 bolaster, 7 bul-

aster. App. a phonetically reduced form of tmlles-

tre, btillace-tree (see BCLLACE^. Also btillester-lree.

1500 Oft. Voc. in Prnmp. Parr. 42 PefiulHS, a bolaster.

1562 TURNF.K Herbal H. 103 b, The one [kind of plum] is

called the bulles tre or the bullestertre. a 1700 D. CAMP-

BELL Let. in C. Innes St. Early Sc. Hist. 432 note, I send

you the wrack of all my plumes damsones and bulasters.

Bullet (.fan-let), rf.1 Also 6 bollet.te, boolet,

boullette, bullot, .SV. bullat. [a. K. boulette (in

ifith c. boullette^ dim. ol bottle ball ;
cf. f.botilet ^2.]

1. A small round ball. (In mod. use this sense is

transf. from 3.)

1578 I.YTK ncntocns i. viii. 15 Upon the braunches [of the

burdock] there groweth small bullets or rounde balles. IHd.

iv. Iv. 515 It [the Reed Grass] bringeth foorth his boullettes,

or prickley knoppes in August. 1664 H. MORE Myst. luig.

241 If a Beast were made of little wax bullets sticking to-

gether. 1851 I>. WILSON 1'reh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. iii. 261

Small gold bullets . . seem to have been the current coin.



BULLET.

1 2. A cannon-ball (of metal or stone) ; some-
times cannon-bullet. Obs. exc. Hist.
1557 RECORDE Whetst. Pivb, A Gonne. .doeth shotte

a bollet of twentiepound weighte. 1360 WHITEHORNE Cer-
taine Wayes 115731 33.1, If the boolet of a peese of or-
dinaunce waighe xxi. pounde. 1561 STOW Chron. an. (557
(R.) A ship before Greenwich .. shot off her ordnance, one
piece being charged with a bullet of stone. 1605 ist 7Y.
Jeroaimo in Dodsley (17801 III. 98 Raise spleens hig as a
cannon-bullet Within your bosoms. 1703 Lotid. Gaz. No.
39M/5 Their Forces, .fired several Red-hot Bullets into the
Town. 1882 SHORT-HOUSE J. Inglesant II. 378 More than
once a cannon bullet burst into the Minster.
3. A hall of lead or other metal, used in firearms

of small calibre
;
now often conical. Formerly

also collective (cf. BALL sb.\ 5 b .

IS79 GOSSON Sck. Abuse (Arb.) 38 The souldier is sooner
killed with a little Bullet then a large Swoorde. 1652 Proc.
Parliament No. 134 Ammunition . . found in the (Jastle of
Bradock . . 700 weight of Musket Bullet. 1758 JOHNSON
Idler No. ip T4 The man was not hurt by the bullet. 1839
tr. Lamartint's Tray. East 48/1 Beschir. .precipitated him-
self from the top of it under a shower of bullets.

fig- '599 SHAKS. Much Ado II. iii. 249 Shall quips and
sentences, and these paper bullets of the braine awe a man
from the careere of his humour ?

4. a. Formerly, The missile from a sling ; also
attrib. b. The angler's plumb or sinker.

1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (18371 '75 The arrowes flewe from
side to side, The bullot stones did walke. 1633 T. STAFFORD
Pac. Hit. viii. (18211 574 Captaine Roger Harvie, receevid
severall bruises with stones and Iron bullets, fluny upon
them. 1807 ROBINSON Archxol. Gr.rca Iv. iii. 349 In sling-
ing, they whirled it twice or thrice about the head, and then
cast the bullet. 1847 GROTE Greece (1862) VI. n. l.\x. 262
The Greeks . . obtained . . lead for bullets to be used by the
slingers. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling i. (1880) 47 It is not
desirable to plunge, .the bullet into the water.

5. pi. Sc. The game of bowls. [Cf. OF. konlete
in same sense.]
1843 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. n. 58 In the eastern

district of Berwickshire the game was called baivls or
bullets.

6. A term in card-playing.
1807 W. IRVING Salmag. 11824) 354 One of them .. ex-

claimed triumphantly,
' Two bullets and a bragger !

'

and
swept all the money into his pocket.
7. Phrases, t Every bullet has its lighting place.

Every bullet has its billet (see BILI.KT s&. 1
4).

f Full bullet: of full size. -^Bullet in mouth:
ready for action (cf. BOUCHE rf.l 2\
c 1575 GASCOIGNE Frnites Warn Ixvii, Every bullet hath

a lighting place. 1649 G- DANIEL Triuarcli., Hen. //',

cxxy, Some Minds are cast Full Bullett to the widest mouth
of Sin. 1692 Siege Lynterick 31 The said Garrison to march
out . .with Arms .. Bullet in Mouth, Colours flying. 1837
DICKENS Pick, xix, It is an established axiom that

'

every
bullet has its billet*.

8. Comb, and Attrib., as bullet-bag, -boy, -buttons,

-gun, -hole, -maker, -mould; and bullet-less, -like,

-proof adjs. ; also t bullet-bore, a tool for finish-

ing the interior of a bullet-mould
; bullet-bush

(see qnot.) ; bullet-drawer, an instrument for ex-

tracting bullets from wounds ; f bullet-iron ;see

quot.^ ; bullet-money (see quot.) ; bullet-shell,
a shell used with small arms. Also BULLET-
HEAD.
1598 BARRET Theor. ly'arres in. i. 34 On his right side a

"Bullet bagge or purse of canuas. .for bullets. 1652 Proc.
Parliament No. 170 Behind the hangings were found 66
Muskets, .and the bullet bagges filled with new cast bullets.

1677 MOXON Much, Exerc. (1703) 55 The *Bullet-bore, is a
Shank of Steel, having a Steel Globe or Bullet at one end,
just of your intended Bullet size. 1876 Daily News 18 Oct.
3/6 A "bullet boy in the Royal Arsenal, was brought up
from Maidstone gaol. 1731 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans.
XXXVII. 177 Prnnns Bujci folio cordato, fntctu nigro
rotitndo. The *Bullet-Bush. 1823 F. COOPER Pioneer v.

24/1 A frock of bottle-green with *bullet buttons. 1749 in

Phil. Tnww.XLVl. 85 The Extraction of it. .by the 'Bullet-
drawers. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jems. (1721* Add. 3 A
long 'bullet-gun could not shoot a ball over it. 1679 PLOT
Staffordsh. (16861 374 Spanish or Swedish barrs, here called
"bullet-Iron. 1876 E. CLARK Life Japan 185 Throwing
volley after volley of "Imllelless smoke into the stubborn
ranks of the enemy. 1874 LUBBOCK Orig. <$ Met. Ins. i. 10
The species making the "bullet-like galls. 1644 PRVNNE &
WALKER Ficnnfs's Trial 17 The said Governour . . had. .A
Match.makelr], a "Bullet-maker. 1879 H. PHILLIPS A'ffles

Coins 13'1'he
"'

bullet-money
'

of Siam is formed by bringing
together the ends of oval pieces of silver. 1677 MOXON
Alech. Excrc. (1703) 52 The making of "Bullet molds. 1856
J. GRANT Black Drug, xxxvi, Others, .believed in "bullet-

proof men, and put in a silver coin with their bullets.

t Brrllet, sb:* Obs. rare. [Ultimately identical

with BILLET sb\ : in sense I perh. a mere corrup-
tion of that word

;
in sense 2 ad. It. bulletin.]

1. = BILLET rf.i 4.
1612 Passenger o/Awcxw/^N.) There is a bullet for the

warrant of your lodging.
2. A slip of paper on which the voter wrote the
name of the candidate he supported. Cf. BULLETIN.
1615 G. SANDYS Travels 230 Elected by the Great Master

and his Knights, who giue their voices by bullets, as do the
Venetians.

Bu-llet, v. iioncc-wd.
[f. BULLET U] trans.

To shoot with a bullet.

1884 GILBART-SMITH Log d the ' Norseman' 135 A verit-

able stuffed pig, bom, bred, and bulleted in Albania.

Bulletecl (bu-leted), ///. a.
[f.

BULLET j7>.l +

-EH.] a. Bullet-shaped, b. Furnished with bullets.
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* 'S8s STANYIIURST Conceites lArb.) 143 A leshe of bulleted
hard Sloans. 1858 in Greener Gunnery Advt. 12 Manu-
facturer of Powder. .Saloon Pistols, Bulleted Caps, etc.

Bullet-head, [f. BULLET rf.' + HEAD.] a.

I

A head round like a bullet, b. A person with such
a head

; in U. S., fig. a '

pig-headed ', obstinate

person. Hence Birllet-hea^ded, -hea'dedness.
1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Bullet-headed, a dull silly

! Fellow. 1722 DE FOE Col. Jack( 1 8401 142 He would have
\
whipped poor bullet-head, so they called the negro. 1793HOLCROKT La-water's Physiog. xx. 102 Savages, by being
distorted, acquired the appellation of bowl- or bullet-head.
1846 LOWELL Biglma P. ix, He aint No more 'n a tough
old bullethead. a 1849 POE Marginalia Ixxiv, The dis-

gusting sternness, captiousness. and bullet-headedness of
her husband. 1872 F. W. ROBINSON Tito's Tronb.m ll'ray-
forcTs ll'ard, I was a thin, gawky, bullet-headed youth.

|

1875 BUCKLAND Log-Bk. 25 Popped his bullet head . . round
!
from the Curtain.

Bulletin v bu-lftin . Also 7bolletine, -ettine.

[In 1 7th c. ad. It. bullettino, bollettino dim. of bul-
letta = BULLET .!/.'

; but the mod. word (senses 2,

3), first recorded in latter half of i8th c., appears
to be a. FT. bulle/in.~\

tl. a. A short note or memorandum, b. An
official certificate ; a warrant of appointment to an
office. 06s.

[1645 EVELYN Mem. (1819) I. 181 We went now towards
Ferrara, carrying with us a Bulletino or bill of health.] 1651
tr. Life Father Sarpi (1676) 46 He . . kept under Key . .

even to the least bolletines and short notes that he made.
1673 R"' Jewrn. LO-M C., Venice 178 The sealing of bollet-

|

tines for them that are to undertake any new office, etc.

2. A short account or report of public news or

events, issued by authority ; applied esp., c 1800,
to a report sent from the seat of war by a com-
mander for publication at home.
1791 BURKE Appeal Whigs iR.I The pithy and senten-

tious brevity of these bulletins of ancient rebellion. 1792
LD. SPENCER in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1861' II. 474 They
brought me.. a bulletin, for which I am much obliged to

you. 1813 WELLINGTON Let. in Gurw. Disp. X. 410 There
is at Lisbon a newspaper of the ijth containing the French
bulletin of their action. 1840 CARLVLF. lferoes\\. 374

'

False
as a bulletin

'

became a proverb in Napoleon's time. 1880

Daily Xews 29 Oct., Daily bulletins of the weather are

despatched to subscribers.

3. An official statement as to the health of an
invalid.

1765 H. WAI.POLE Corr. (1817) II. 312 The dauphin is at
the point of death. Every morning the physicians frame an
account of him, and happy is he or she who can produce a

copy of this lie, called a bulletin. 1836 DICKENS Sk. /}'<>- 5
Verbal bulletins of the state of his health were circulated

throughout the parish half-a-do/en times a day. 1870 DIS-
RAELI Lothair\\x, Lothair, after having heard the first, .bul-

letin of the surgeon, had been obliged to leave the convent.

Hence Bulletin v. trans. To make known by
bulletin.

1838 JERROLD Men of Char., J. Pippins vii. Job again
and a^ain bulletined his convalescence. 1884 Reading
'Pa.) Herald 3 Apr., Mr. L has made arrangements to

have all. .championship games bulletined.

Bulletins', vbl. sb. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
BULLET

rf.l + -iNi;'.] The firing of bullets. Also atlrib.

1635 SWAN .Spec. M. v. 2 11643) ^7 In a bloudie bulleting

fight, the aire is forced and stirred.

Bullet Tree,var. of BULLY THEE: seeBui.i.Yi/;.*

Bullety (bu-lt-ti), a. [f. BULLET sb.i + -Y i.]

Shaped like a bullet.

1846 POE ll'ks. (1864) III. in His forehead is .. what is

termed bullety. 1857 Tail's Mag. XXIV. 174 It covered a
round, bullety head.

f Bulleyn, var. of BOLI.KN sb. Obs., seed-pod.
1578 LYTE Dodocns I. Ixxxiii. 123 Ye shall finde in the

huskes wherein they stood littell long bulleyns wherein the
seede is contayned.

Bulleys, obs. form of BULLACE.

Bu'll-fight. [Of recent introduction, having !

superseded bull-feast 'see BULL sfi. 1
10), which is

!

found in Ash and Bailey, while neither they nor

Johnson give biill-figlit."] A sport practised in
''

Spain, in which a bull is first attacked by horse-

men called toreadorcs, and footmen called pica-

dores, and finally slain by a swordsman called

matador. Hence Bull-fighter. -ing rbl. sb.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s.v. Bull, Bull-fighting, a sport
or exercise much in vogue among the Spaniards and Portu*

|

gueze. 1788 LD. AUCKLAND Diary in Corr. II. 63 All the

gentlemen . . went for the first time to the bull-fight. 1846
Byron's Wks. 13/1 note. The professional bull-fighter gave !

. .lessons. 1862 Sat. Re-'. XIV. 219/2 If we go on in this I

way, we shall be ready for bull-fights and gladiators. 1883

Sunday^ Mag. 575/1 Ferdinand VII founded at Seville a

university for . .education . . in the art of bull-fighting.

b. ! = BULL-BAITING.

1824 J. MCULLOCH Highlands Scot!. I. 367 If there is not
a bull-fight at Wrexham or Stamford, some squire is born,
and there is a bull-feast at Grantham or Chirk.

Bullfinch 1
(bu-lfinf). Also bulfinch. [f.

BULL sf/.l + FINCH. The reason for the name is

uncertain : some have suggested that it was given
on account of the thickness of the bird's neck.]
One of a genus of birds (Pyri-hula}, allied to the

Grosbeaks, having handsome plumage and a short,

hard, rounded beak; well known for its aptness
to be trained as a singing bird.

BULLIMONG.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 134/4 A Bulfinche, bird, riticilla.

1609 N. F. Fruiterers Secrets 2 A Hulfinch will eate [cherries]
stones and all. ifgg MoUFFKT & BENNET Health's Improi-.
(1746) 188 Bulfinches feed, .upon Hemp-seed, and the Blos-
soms of Pear, plum, and Apple-trees. 1789 G. WHITE Sel-
borne xxxix. 11853) '34 Bullfinches when fed on hempseed
often become wholly black. 1835 MARRVAT Olla Podr. xiv,
The piping bullfinch . . must have a good memory. 1847
Card. Chron. 118 The bill of the bulfinch is a most sus-

picious-looking instrument.

b. Comb., as bullfinch plover, bullfinch-trainer.
1864 ATKINSON Prorinc. names Birds, Bullfinch Plover,

Prov. name for Turnstone, Slrepsilas interpm. 1857 MAY-HEW Lond. Labour II. 59 This tuition among professional
bullfinch-trainers, is systematic.

Bullfinch -
(birllinj). [Evans Lcifcstersh.

Gloss. (1881) suggests a corruption of bull-fence.
If it was so, the origin must have been forgotten
before bull-finch fence was said.] A kind of hedge
(see quot.).
1832 Quart. Ke-.: Mar. 226 The bull-finch fence . . is a

quickset hedge of perhaps fifty years' growth with a ditch
on one side or the other, and so high and strong that [one)
cannot clear it. 1857 KIXGSLEV in Life xvi. .18791 H- 5 f'

Race at the brook, Then smash at the bullfinch 1880 7Y",w
2 Nov. 4/5 Double-stitched shooting coats, that will stand
the ordeal of

'

bull-finches
'

and brambles.

Hence Bullfinch v . iii/r.. to leap a horse through
such a hedge.
1837 Gambler's Dream III. 208 A fox hunter who must

bullfinch out [ofj a field in Northamptonshire, looks out for a
little daylight between the twi^s.

Bullfincher. =
prec.

1862 Sat. l\er. XIV. 219/2 A man exhibits his skill over
a bullfincher for his own aimi.sement.

1 Bu'llfist. Obs. exc. dial.
[f.

BULL sb} +
FIST sb. 'flatus ventris

'.]
The fungus called puff-

ball '

Lycopcrdtni bovista .

'

Still in use in Suffolk
'

Britten and Holland.
1611 COTGR., Pissartlif/,u fuss-ball, .puffiste, or bullfiste.

I7SS Gt-ntl. Mag. XXV. 124 The remarkable quality of the

Lycoperdon, Puff-ball, or Bui-fist for stopping haemorrhages.

Bull-frO :

g. [f.
BULL sb. 1 + FROC,.] The name

given to certain large American frogs, esp. Rana
pipiens, a species 6 or 8 inches long, which has a

voice not unlike that of a bull.

1738 MORTIMER .\'al. Hist. Carolina in Phil. Trans. XL.
348 The Bull-Frog. This hath its English Name from its

Noise, which seems not unlike the Bellowing of a Bull at a
Distance. 1795 WOLCOIT IP. Pindar Lottsind in. Wks.
1812 1.248 The Hull-frog's snore. 1824 W. IRUNG T. Trar.

118491384 The bull-frog croaked dolefully from a neighboring
pool. 1855 Lox<;i-. ///Yir". ix. 118 And the bull-frog, the

Dahinda, Thrust his head into the moonlight.

Bullhea d. Also 6 bullyhead.
1. A small freshwater fish with a large head

(Aspidophorus cataphractes) ;
the Miller 's Thumb.

11450 /'d. in Wr.-Wiilcker 704 Hie capito, a bulhede.

1558 .-/<7 i Eliz. xvii, Places where Smelts, Loches, Minnies,
Bulheads, etc. . .have been used to be taken. 1653 WALTON
Angler 232 The Miller's thumb or Bull-head is a fish of no

pleasing shape. 1841 H. MILLER O. R. Sandst. iii. 77 The
river bull-head, when attacked by an enemy, or immediately
as it feels the hook in its jaws, erects its two spines at nearly
right angles with the plates of the head.

2. A tadpole. Now only dial.

1611 COTGR., Caresot, a Pole-head, or Bull-head ; the little

black vermine whereof toads and frogs do come. 1883 Lan,-.

Gloss. (E. D. S.) Bull-heads, Bull-Janes, tadpoles.

f3. A mass of curled or frizzled hair worn over

the forehead
;
called also BULL-TOUR. Obs.

1672 M \KVELI. Reh. Transp. i. 3 To trick up the good old

Bishop in a yellow Coif and a Bulls-head, that he may . .

appear in Fashion. 1673 R. LEIGH Transpr. Rehean'aiyi
The Glories of her Yellow Hood and Bull-head. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury n. xvii. 119 Some term this curled Fore-
head from the French word Taure. a Bull-head. This was
the fashion ofWomen to wear Bull-heads, or Bull-like fore-

heads, anno 1674.

4. 'A stupid fellow; a blockhead.' J. Also attrib.

1624 I'.isc.v's Chost in Ifar/. Misc. III. 514 Why should
this bull head bishop, .against me roar with brazen bull ?

Bullkeaded bvrlhe'ded), a. Having a mas-

sive head, broadheaded
; fig. blindly impetuous,

blockheaded. Hence Bu llhea'dedness.
1818 SCOTT I/rt. Midi, xviii, They . . flourish with their

bull-headed obstinacy. 1846 ( 'oniic Jack Giant Kill. fed. 31

7 This beef-eating, bull-headed,
'

son-of-a-gun '. 1884 F.

BRITTEN ll'atch <y Clockm. 153 See that the pivots are ..

neither bull headed nor taper. 1858 CARLVLF. l-'redk. Gt. I.

iv. viii. 465 Rough and stiff as natural bull-headedness

helped by Prussian pipeclay can make it.

Bullied bu-lid . ///. a.
[f.

Bur.i.Y v. + -ED!.]

Roughly treated
;
cowed by a bully.

1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm A> Eng. (18641 IV. 67 The story
of Flambard's mother enlivened the chansons ofsome bullied

minstrel. a&ltfXiwcsKXiJiXSmgofCatte viii.That cring-

ing, bullied lout Had once a generous soul.

t Bullient, a. Obs. rare. [a. I., bullient-cni,

pr. pple. of tin/lire to BOIL.] Boiling, bubbling.
1660 BOYLE Contn.A'e7t> Exp. 11.11682! 141 Bullient Spirit

of Wine. .The murmer of the bullient water was heard.

Bullies, obs. form of BULLACK.

fBu'llifarit. Obs. rare~ l
.

a 1528 SKELTON Elynonr Rutntnyng 520 Necked lyke an

olyfant, It was a bullyfant, A greedy cormorant.

Bullimongf (bu'limonl. Forms : 4, y bull-,

5-7, 9 boly-, 6 bul-, 7 bally-, S bollimong.

(6 bullimooiig. 7 -mung, 8 -mond.fi- bulli-
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BULLING.

mong. (7-8 Diets. have bulli-, bolli-,bullmony.
[Of obscure composition : the second element is

app. IMONG : OE. gemang, -mfng, mixture.]
1. A mixture of various kinds of grain sown to-

gether (as oats, pease, and vetches) for feeding
cattle. Cf. DREDGE, MESLIN, and i.. farrago.
1313 etc. in Rogers Agrk. ff Prices II. 174/4 etc. 1494

Wilt of Fyche, Essex (Somerset Ho.), Frumenti et duo
quarteria de Bolymong. 1552 HULOET, Bolymonge whyche is

a kynd of myxture of cprne and grayne,farrago. 1577 HAR-
RISON Descr. Brit. I. xviii, Ofmixed come, as. .tares and otes
i which they call bulmong). -here is noplace to speake. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 557 Grain which . . is sown for beasts . .

which they call dredge or ballimong. 1639 HORN & Ko-
BOTHA.M Gate Lang. Unl. xii. 130 Bullimong [mixt prov-
ender) is sowne for cattell. 1706 in PHILLIPS [see 2]. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Suff., Bullimony, bullimong, bollimony,
etc. 1844 BAKU in Jvni Jl.sl.S.V.n Peas . . are frequent ly
sown with oats. .This crop is denominated bullimong.

b. attrib.

i6isT. AuAMS-SVl<rrt/to<^yyM/ly:\Vks. 1861 1. 127 They
are full of farraginous and bullimong mixtures. 1647 WARD
Simp. Col'lent, If any man mislikes a bully mong drassock
more then I, let him take her for all mee.

t 2. = BUCKWHEAT. Obs.

1578 LYTE Dodoens in. liii. 393 The seede is blacke and
triangled . . like to the seede of Bockweyde or Bolymong.
1598 GERARD Herbal i. Ix. p 4. 83 Buckwheat is called . . in

English . .Bullimong. 1706 PHILLIPS, Bollhnong or Z>W/-

mong. Buck-wheat, a kind of Grain: Also a Medley of
several sorts of Grain together, otherwise call'd -Mastin, or

Mong-corn.

Bulling, vbl. rf.l See BULL z/.l

1398 [see BULL r'.']. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 57 The
signes of their Bulling las it is termed) are their cries, and
disorderly forsaking their fellows. 1624 FLETCHER Kill*' a
Wife,t,c.\. 1715 BRADLEY Fam.Dict. I. s. v. Ooro.The Ad-
vantages of their bulling at that Time is, that they will

calve in ten Months.

Bulling, vbl. sl>.-
[f.

BULL zi.
1
, or nonce-vb.

f. BULL st>.', + -ING
i.] (nonce-use] = BULL-BAITING.

c i64sHo-ELLif. (17131 124 The. Pope hath sent divers
Bulls against this Sport of bullings.

t Bulling, vbl. sbfl Obs. [f. BULL vfl to de-

ceive
; cf.BULLKB.ri.lb.] ? Fraudulent scheming.

1531 MORE Confut. Barnes vm. Wks. 115571 736/1 Hys
asseheded exclamacions, and all hys busy bulling.

t Bulling, vM.st.* Obs.-". [Cf.V.toutfliranA
L. bullire to BOIL.] The action of water issuing
from a spring ; bubbling.
1552 HTLOKT, Bullyng, bollynge, or bubblyng of water out

of a sprynge.

t Bu-lling, ///. a. Obs. r,tre~ l

. [f. BULL v^]
That issues (papal bulls.

1624 Essex's Ghost in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) III. 515 This
bulling Pius.

t Bullion 1
. Obs. Also 5 bolyon. [a. F.

bouillon, f. bouillir to BOIL.] a. A boiling, a

quantity (of salt, etc.; boiled at one time (OF,
boullon de sd, med.L. bu/lio ' mensura salinaria

'

Du Cange) ; cf. mod. 'a boil of soap', b. A cer-

tain quantity of quicksilver ; cf.
' un bouillon de

vif argent xxv livres pesant' (Carpentier s. v. fijil-

Honunf).
J453 Weighing Charges in Heath Grocers' Comfi. (18691

422 Argent Vyff, ye bolyon . . iiijrf. 1610 HOLLAND Camdcii's
Brit. 575 iD.) In Wich the King and Earle have eight salt

pits, which, .yeelded on the Friday sixteene Bullions.

Bullion -
(bu-Hsn). Forms : 5 bullioun(e,

(Sc. buljeou), 6 bolion, -lyon, bulloyn, 6-7
bullyon, 7 bulloin, -oigne, ;bullen, bulline), j-
bullion. [Of obscure etymology. First recorded
as AF. bullion (see quot. 1336 in i); the form

appears to point to identity with F. bouillon, med.
L. tullio '

boiling' (cf. prec.), but it does not ap-
pear that the word ever had, except in England,
any of the senses denned below. If this etymology
be correct, the sense of '

boiling
'

must have under-

gone a purely English development into those of
'

melting', 'melted mass of metal'
; the applica-

tions quoted under the preceding sb. (which are
common to OF. and Eng.) probably furnished the
snggestion for this extension of meaning. In MDu.
boeliocn seems to have had the sense ofalloyed gold
or silver (cf. 3, 4) ; see Verwijs Sc Verdam, who
however identify the word with billioen, a. Fr.
billon. The conjecture that bullion is in some
way derived from L. bulla in the sense of seal
or stamp appears to fail both with regard to
form and meaning. The Fr. billon base metal

(see BILLON) is unconnected in origin, but it seems
to have influenced sense 4 of the present word ; on
the other hand, some obs. senses of Fr. billon seem
to have been imitated from those of Eng. bullion.']

I. 1. ? Melting-house or mint
;
but the iGthc.

legal antiquaries understood it as '

place of ex-

change '. vA-pp. only in the Anglo-French Sta-

tutes, or the translations of them.)
1336 Act gEdtu. Ill, ii. 2 Puissent sauvement porter ales

escnanges ou bullion . . argent en plate, vessel d' argent, etc.

'354 dft 27 Edtu. Ill, ii. 14 Puissent savement porter. .

plate d'argent, billetes d'or et tut autre maner d'or et tout/

moneys d'or et d'argent a nostre bullione ou a nos eschanges.
1631 tratisl. That all Merchants . . may safely carie and bring

1170

..all money of gold and siluer to our bullion or to our ex-

changes which we shall cause to be ordeyned at our said

Staples. 1641 Tt'riin's de la Ley 43 Bullion . . is the place
where gold is tryed. 1670 ELOUNT Law f>ict. t Bullion . .

signifies, .sometimes the Kings Exchange, or place, whither
such Gold in the lump is brought to be tryed or exchanged.
1725 SWIFT Drapiers Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n. 21 The third

part of all the money of silver plate, which shall be brought
to the bullion, shall be made into half-pence and farthings.

II. Precious metal in the mass.
2. Gold or silver in the lump, as distinguished

from coin or manufactured articles ; also applied
to coined or manufactured gold or silver when
considered simply with reference to its value as

raw material.

1451 St\ Acts Jos. II 11507) g 34 N.i man haue out of the

Realme, gold, siluer, nor Buljeon. ,1460 FORTESCUE Abs.
$ Lim. Alon. (17141 115 How Bullion may be brought into
this Land. [1477 Act 17 Edit.'. //', i, Toutz gentz en
queleconq6 koialme puissent porter a leschaungez come
bullion tout maner de bon monoie dargent, de queleconq6

value q
e fuhse.] 1488 Invent, in Tytler Hist. Scot. 11864)

11. 393 Item twa braid pecis of brynt silver bullioune. 1580
NORTH Plutarch 865 Bringing with him all his plate, both
Gold and Silver, unto the Mint-master, he gave it him to

put into bullion, and so to be converted into currant coin.

1633'!'. STAFFORD i'ac. Hih. iv. 118211 267 All such Moneys
be .. esteemed for Bullion onely. 1651 HOWEU. Venice 17
Their charge is to look to all sorts oi" bullions and coines,
that they be not embasd and adulterated, a 1674 CLAREN-
DON Hist. Rch. I. i. 59 The Bullion of neighbour Kingdoms
brought to receive a Stamp from the Mint of England.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 39/1 Mettal .. which is un-

wrought is called . . of some a Wedge or Bulline. 1725
SWIFT Drapiers Lett. Wks. 1755 V, n. 22 All silver money
should be taken only as bullion. 1863 FAWCF.TT Pol. Econ.
in. v. (18761 361 It is unprofitable to melt down our silver

coinage, and sell it as bullion. 1868 ROGERS Pol. Earn, iv.

(1876) 6 The sum .. retained by the Bank of England as
bullion.

b-A-
1635 QuAKLsa Embl, n. xiii. (1718) 114, I cannot serve my

God and bullion too. 1832 DOWNKS Lett. Cont. Countries
I. 91 It was tough work for foreign lips to coin the Swiss-
German bullion into a circulating medium ofcommunication.

c. Solid gold or silver as opposed to mere

showy imitations;. OftenyTo-. Also attrib.

1596 SPENSER F, Q. in. i. 32 AH of purest bullion framed
were. 1779 JOHNSON L. P. Wks. 1816 X. 160 The spangles
of wit which he could afford he knew how to polish;
but he wanted the bullion of his master. 1812 SCOTT Xigcl
xiv, Broidery and bullion buttons make bare pouches, a 1834
COLERIDGE Lit. J?<?/. (1836) II. 361 There is. .weighty bul-
lion Sense in this book. 1850 THACKERAY Pendcnnis xlvi,
A red neckcloth, .with a large pin of bullion or other metal.

1 3. Impure gold or silver
; alsoy?^. and attrib.

1616 BULLOKAR, Bullion^ silver unrefined, not yet made
into money. 1641 MILTON C/i. Discip. n. (18511 50 To ex-
tract heaps of gold and silver out of the drossie Bullion of
the Peoples sinnes. 1667 P. L. \. 704 A second multi-
tude, .scum'd the Bullion dross. 1820 \{ \Z\.\T\ Lcct. Dram.
Lit, 264 The coarse, heavy, dirty, unwieldy bullion of

books, is driven out of the market of learning.

III. Applied to other metals.

4. t a. Any metal in the lump (0AO. f b.

Base metal; = BILLON (o/ts.). c. Base bullion:

formerly= b; mod. in Mining (see
;
quot. 1881).

c 1590 MARLOWE Hcroff L. i, Base bullion for the stamps
sake we allow. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. n. ii. (1621!

261 And those [words], which Elds strict doom did disallow,
And damn for bullion, go for current now, 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny II. 462 (/Eris grauis) that is to say . . brasse Bullion,
or in Masse. 163* SHERWOOD Diet., Bullion, Billon. 1881

RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Base bullion (Pacific), is pig lead

containing silver and some gold, which are separated by
refining.

IV. 5. Comb, (sense 2), as bullion-dealer ; also

bullion-coal, local name of a particular seam
;

f bullion-heretic (tionce-wd., see quot.\
1881 E. HULL Coal-fields Gt. Brit. (ed. 4) 204 Amongst the

strata overlying the '

Upper-foot ', or
J*' Bullion-coal ', marine

fossils occur. 1861 N. Brit. Rw. Nov. 358 Will ^bullion-

dealers refuse to buy gold for us abroad? 1869 RocKRS in

Adam Sniit/t's IV. N. I. Pref. 40 The military chests of

Napoleon were supplied by. .British bullion dealers. i66a
THORNDIKE Just Weights v\\. 2 They are *bullion-heretics
. . though not stamped by conviction, and contumacy suc-

ceeding, and the declaration of the church upon that.

I Bullion ;

. Obs. Also 5 bolyon, -en, 6 bulion,
bullyon. [app. a. F. bonlon (spelt bouillon in

Cotgr.', f. boule ball
; assimilated in form to prec.]

1. A knob or boss of metal ; a convex ornament
on a book, girdle, harness, or ring. Also attnb.

1463 in Bury Ii Y//.T (18501 36, I beqwethe to Anne Smyth
a ryng ofgold with bolyonys. 1464 Mann. <$ Househ. Exp,
254 My mastyr payd to Martyn Goldsmythe, for bolyons
gyldynge, ij.s. 1517 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michaels^

Bg. Stortford (1882) 35 Item pd for x bolyens and claspis,

viij</. 1513 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 1165 The claspis and
bullyons were worth a thousande pounde. 1538-48 ELYOT
Dict. t Bullat a bullion sette on the cover of a booke, or
other thynge. 1568 PHAER sEneid ix. B b ij b, Bulions
broad of gold, and girdling girthes miraclose fyne. 1611

COTGR., Bossette . . a bosse or bullion set on a booke. 1706
PHILLIPS, Bullion of Copper is Copper-plates set on the
Breast-leathers, or Bridles of Horses for ornament. 1707
EARL BINDON in Lond. Gaz. No. 4339/3 To Prohibit . . all

Coachmakers . . that they do not use Varnish 'd Bullion-Nails.

2. ? = Bull's eye in glass.
1834 Specif. Hartley's Patent No. 6702. 2 When the table

of glass is complete there are. .more or less waved lines for

some inches round the '

bullion
'

or the centre of the table
of glass, which lessens the value.

BULLOCK.
3. = bolien

y BOLLEX sb., BULLEYN.
1589 FLEMING rirg. Georg. \. 9 She [the pine] beareth balls

or bullions of chesnut colour.

Bullion 4
(birlian). [prob. a. F. bouillon (see

BULLION l) in senses derived from that of ' bubble
'

:

*
i Plis bouffants qu'on fait a certains vctements ;

2. Fil d'or ou d'argent tourne en rond' (Littre).]
1 1. More fully bullion-hose : Trunk-hose, puffed

out at the upper part, in several folds. 0/>s. Cf.

BOUILLON 4.
I594 Gesta Gray, in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. III. 341 A

bullion-hose is best to goe a woeinge in ; for 'tis full of

promisinge promontories. 1616 B. JOSSON Devil an Ass in.

lii, Not, While you doe eate, and lie, about the towne, here ;

And coozen i' your bullions. 1622 FLETCHER Beggar's Bush
iv. iy, His baster'd bullions In a long stock ty'd up. 1632
MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal Dm>. n. ii. You shall see him . .

at noon in the bullion, in the evening in Quirpo.
2. a. An ornamental fringe made of twists of

gold or silver thread, b. A single twist of such

fringe. Also attrib. [Prob. now often associated

with BULLION -
precious metal,]

1662 FULLER Worthies i. 347 Bullion, like other Lace,
costing nothing safe a little thread. 1702 J. CHAMBER-
LAYNE St. Gt. Brit. n. in. vi. 11743) 4 J 6 None might wear
silk or costly furring . . without license from the king, nor no
other persons wear broidery, pearls, or bullion. 1854 THACK-
ERAY fftwcsttttt I. 277 All in a blaze of scarlet and bullion
and steel. 1879 Uniform Reg. in Navy List July ( 1882) 488/2
Epaulettes. Bullions to be two and three-quarter inches
in length and one and one-eighth inch in circumference. 1831
Athenxnm No. 221. 42 Richly trimmed with embroidery
and bullion fringes.

t Bu'llioner. Obs. [f. BULLION 2
-t--ERi.] A

dealer in bullion.
1662 PETTY Taxss 77 To save it [money] from being

melted down by goldsmiths and bullioners. 1675 R. VAUGHAN
Coinage 30 iL.) Base money, .melted down by the bullioners.

Bullionist (birlianist ,'. [f. as prec. -f -IST.]
One who advocates a metallic currency.
x8n SOUTHEY Ess. (1832) I. 58 The vaunted discoveries

of the bullionists and of the new political economists. 1828
TAYLOR Money Syst. Eng. no The bullionists were op-
posed by Mr. Vansittart, on the part of the ministry.
a 1852 WEBSTER ll'ks. (18771 1- 374> I profess to be a bullion-

ist in the usual and acceptable sense of the word. I am for

a solid specie basis for our circulation. 1878 A* Amer. Rev.
CXXVII. 106 Ricardo, the high-priest of the bullionists.

Bullionless ^birlisnles), a. nonce-iod.
[f.

as

prec. + -LESS.] Without bullion.

1854 Frascr's Mag. L. 351 From the bullionless bank.

Bullir, Bullis, obs. ff. BULLER, BULLACE.

Bullish (bu-lif ', a.* [f. BULL sb + -ISH i.]

1. Of or pertaining to a bull ; resembling or

having the nature of a bull.

1566 NUCE Seneca's Octtmia (1581) i66b, Cuckoldes bul-

lysh badge, a 1722 LISLE Hnsb. (1752) 314 His bullish

nature will be ploughed out in three years. 1830 Erasers
i Mag- II- 6 10 They are bullish, they are unmanageable, vin-

j

dictive and irreconcileable

2. Stock-Exchange, etc. Tending to or aiming

j

at a rise in the price of stocks or of merchandise.
1882 Pall Mall G. 5 July 5/2 We want to . . make prices

higher that Paris may see how 'bullish' we are. 1884
Afanch. Exam, n June 4/4 In this market . . a great ma-

jority are '

bullish
'

about cotton.

tBu'llish, a.- iioncc-ivd. [f. BULL j//.2 + -isn 1
.]

Of or pertaining to papal bulls.

1546 BALE Eng. Votaries n. 36 Thys baudy bulle maker
and hys other bullish begles.

t Bullish, a? Obs. rare, [f, BULL $b + -ISH 1
.]

Having the nature of a ' bull
'

or grotesque blunder;

laughably erroneous.

1641 MiLTOKsiM/wubfe. (1851) 191 A toothlesse Satyr is as

improper as a toothed sleekstone, and as bullish. 1660 S.

FISHER Rusticks Alartn Wks. (1679) 149 That Bullish Title

of works but imperfectly good.

Bullishly (bu-lijli), adv. [f.
BULLISH a.1 +

-LY ^.] After the manner of a bull.

.1827 LAMB in Sel. Bernard Barton (1849) J 3 T Making
me, ever and anon, roar bullishly.

Bullism (birliz'm . [f.
BULL $b. + -ISM.] The

making of bulls' or absurd blunders.

1835 MARRYAT Joe. Faith/, i, This lighter was manned
*an expression amounting to bullism,) by my father, my
mother, and your humble servant.

t Bu'llist. [f.
BULL sl>2 + -IST.] A drawer

up of papal bulls.

1587 HARMAR tr. Beza's Sernt. 134 (L.) Proctors in the

court ecclesiastical, dataries, bullists, copyists. 1653 UR-

QUHART Rabelais n.vii. 213.

t Bulli'tion. Obs. [as if ad. L. *lmlhtidn-em t

n. of action f. bullire to BOIL.] The action of

bubbling or boiling ;
ebullition.

c i6ao BACON Physiol. Rent. Wks. 1857 III. 809 The effects

are . . the bullition . . the precipitation to the bottom. 1651
BIGGS New Disp. ^296. 219 Many things bv their first bul-

lition depone their pristine venues. 1791 E. DARWIN Bot.

Card. \. 206 With sudden flash the fierce bullitions rise.

Bullmony, obs. form of BULLIMONG.

Bullock (birlak), sb. Forms : 1-3 bulluc, 5

bullok, 6 bolok, 6-7 bullocke, 6- bullock.

[OE. bulluc
;
see BULL sb^ t

and cf. ballock t has-

sock. (The alleged form bulluca is spurious.)]

1. Orig. a young bull, or bull calf; but afterwards,

and in later times always, a castrated bull, an ox.

a 1000 Interlinear Gloss, on the Liber Scintillarnm liv.



BULLOCK.

(MS. Reg, 7. C. iv.) To bulluce [Lat. ad vitulum], a 1240
Cuckoo Song in RUson Anc. Songs 3 Bulluc sterte^.
bucke uerteb. ^1440 Promp. Parv. 55 Bullok, boculns,
vitulus. i$zi Bury Wilts (1850)122 Item, delyuerid the

boloks, vj, acordyng after ye will, a 1553 UDALL Royster D.
:. iv, 1 know that, but my mind was on bullockes and
steeres. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado \\. \. 202 Why that's spoken
like an honest Drouier, so they sel Bullockes. i6ix BIBLE
Ps. li. 19 Then shall they offer bullockes vpon thine altar.

i7p GAV Poems (17451 I. 178 Here lowing bullocks raise

their homed head. 1815 ELMUXSTONE Ace. C/>K/ 11842)
II. 135 Bullocks are . . more used to plough than camels.

T 2. Applied loosely to a bull, or bovine beast

generally. Obs. exc. dial.

1535 COVERDALE Job xxi. io Their bullock gendreth, and
that not out of tyme. 1787 MARSHALL Norfolk Gloss. (E.

D. S.) Bullocks, a general term, in Norfolk, for all kinds of
cattle at turneps, etc. ; whether they be oxen, steers, heifers,

or cows. 1875 PARISH Sussex Dial,^ Bullock, a fat beast

of either sex . .

'

Yes, she's a purty cow . . one of these days
she'll make a nice bullock.

1

f 3. Jestingly used for : A papal bull. Obs.

1537 L&TIME8 t&mmb <$ Rem. (18451 378, I send you here a
bullock which I did find amongst my bulls. 1589 WARNER
Alb. Eng. v. xxiv. 121 Some egge vs sla the Prince and
shewe a Bullocke fra the Pope.
4. A slang term applied in Australian cities to

a countryman or bushman.
5. In the names of various plants, as Bullock's

Eye. the common Houseleek, Scnipervivitm tec-

tontni ; Bullock's Heart, the fruit oi Anouareti-

culata ;
Bullock's Lungwort, the Great Mullein,

Verbascum Thapsus L.

1597 GERARD Herbal cclvi. 630 The countrey people . . in

Kent, doe giue their cattell the leaues to drinke against the

cough of the lungs .. whereupon they do call it Bullocks

Longwoort. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PL IV. 135 Great
Mullein, .was. .Bullock's Lungwort. 1861 MRS. LANKESTER
Wild Flowers 57 House-leek . . is frequently called Jupiter's

Eye, Bullock's Eye, or Jupiter's Beard. 1866 Treas.Bot.,
Bullock's Hearty a name given to the fruit of Anona re-

ticulata, a kind of custard apple.

6. Comb. &S& Attrib. a. simple attrib., as bullock-

cart> -chariot^ -dray, -hutnp, -lamty -load, -pasture*

-shed* -skip, -train, -turnip, -vessel, -wagon,
-wainster ;

b. objective genitive, as bullock-driver,

-teasing \
also bullock-leech, a cattle-doctor ;

bullock-puncher (Australian*) bullock-driver
;

bullocVs-eye ;see quot.; cf. BULL'S-EYE); also

see 5 ; bullock-trunk, a trunk suited for carriage
in a bullock-cart, or on bullock-back.

1858 Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 47 The difference, .is 48 hour:,

by *bullock-carts. 1837 CAKLVLE Fr. Rt"u. II. v. xu. 316
*BulIock-chariots, and goadsmen in Roman Costume. 1857
WESTGARTH Victoria, fyc. xi. 251 Carriage by *bullock-drays
from Melbourne. 1792 Gentl. Mag. LXII. i. 175 We lost. .

about 600 privates, besides pack-horse and ^bullock-drivers,

1862 LLOYD Tasmania xix. 480 Shepherds, Bullock drivers,

and other servants were seized with the desire to turn dig-

gers of gold. 1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. IV. 1355
The ^bullock-hump . .is not by any means so characteristic

of this race. 1881 Daily News 31 Aug. 2/2 The excellent

*bullock land..would meet ready purchasers. 1774 LAM-
BERT in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 498 A farrier and bullock-

leach. 1803 WELLINGTON Let. in Gurw. Disp. II. 567 We
have not lost a *bullock-load of any thing during the war.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Eye,
vBullock's Eye, Oeil de

ban/, denotes a little sky-light in the covering, or roof, in-

tended to illumine a granary, or the like. 1865 Cornh.

Mag. XI, 105 The filthy quarters allotted me in an old

*bullock-shed .. exhausted all endurance. 1858 W. ELLIS
Vis. Madagascar ii. 21 Mr. Jeffreys . . died during a voy-

age from Madagascar to Mauritius in the miserable hold

of a *bullock ship. 1879 DOWDEN Southey iii. 47 The sorry

spectacle of "bullock-teasing made a slighter impression
on him. 1859 LANG Wand. India, 182 The Government
has a *bullock-train for the conveyance of stores. 1845

STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India 1,18541 78 'Bullock-trunks
. . are preferable, as they are permanently useful. 1884

Wliitby Gaz. 9 Aug. 2/5 The crop of., ^bullock turnips
must now be sown. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea, II. 179 There
were some Tartar peasants passing .. with small 'bullock-

waggons. 1883 Gd. Words July 420/1 The "bullock-wainster

who dared to hinder his progress.

t Bu'llock, v , Obs, exc. dial.
[f. prec.] trans.

and intr. ^ BULLY v. Hence Bu'llocking vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

1716 M. DAVIES Atli. Brit. \. 272 Upon the Evidence of

that bullocking Fryar Campanella. 1749 FIELDING Tout

Jones n. vi, You have charged me with bullocking you
into owning the truth, 1764 FOOTE Mayor cfG. \\. i, She
shan't think to bullock and domineer over me. l&faLetnc.
Gloss. lE. D. S.) 61 Fair play ! yo munnot bullock him.

Bu'llocky, a. noncc-wd. [f.
UULLOOK sb. +

-Y 1
.] Of the nature of or relating to bullocks.

1881 GRANT Busk Life Queensl, I. iii. 29 As a rule the

conversation was very horsey or bullocky.

Bulloe S , obs. and dial, form of BULLACE.

Bulloigne, -oin, -oyn, obs. ff. BULLION-.

Bull's-eye. The eye of a bull (cf. F. ail dc

bcEiif}\ hence I. Of glass.
1. A boss of glass, or the central protuberance
formed in making a sheet of blown glass. Hence

Bnll's-eyed///. a., containing a bull's-eye.

183* BABBAGE Econ. Manuf. iv. led. 2) 36 The centre [of

a sheet of glass] presents the appearance of a thick boss or

prominence, called the '

Bull's-eye '. 1863 Reader 28 Nov.

624 A window of small panes with the bull's-eyes in them.

1869 SALA Ship-Chattel. (L.^ Dingy bull's-eyed panes. 1878
BESANT & RICK Chaplain of Fl. iv. 34 Every other pane
being tho.-^e bull's-eye panes.

1171

2. Naitt. A hemispherical piece or thick disc of

glass inserted in the side or deck of a ship, cr

elsewhere, to light the interior.

Seawansk. led. 6) 96 A light room outside, with a but

eye between it and the magazine.
3. A lens, hemispherical or plano-convex.
1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. A> Phys.\ 1 1 . 354/1 The condenser

. . should be a bull's eye or hemispherical lens. 1879 Ctisscll's

Teelm, Educ. IV. 258/1 The condensers in ordinary use are,
The common *

bull's-eye* or plano-convex.
4. A glass of similar shape inserted in the side :

of a lantern ; the lantern itself; also attrib.

1851 MAYHKW Loud. I,abour\. 25, 2 or 3 Policemen, with
their Bull's-eyes and . . truncheons speedily restored order.

}

'853 HERSCHEL Pop, Lcet. Sc. vi. vi. 11873) 224 I' 1 a thick
|

fog the bull's-eye of a lanthorn seems to throw out a broad
j

diverging luminous cone. 1861 ANDKRSSON Okal'ango AYr*.

xxv. 264 We then tried, bull's-eye lanthorn in hand, to obtain
a glimpse of his retreating spoor. 1883 l/arfcrs Mag.
July 204/1 One .. was daxxled .. with opening bull's-eye--,
and captured.

II. A circular hole, or an object containing one.

5. Naitt. Also Bull's eye cringle ,see quote.).
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine 117891 Bull's-eye, a small

pulley in the form of a ring, having a rope round the outer

edge, .and a. .hole in the middle for another rope to slide

in. 1833 MARRYAT /'. Simple vi, Pass that brace through
the buffs eye. 1860 Merc. Mar. Mag. VII. 113 A leach-
line is. .carried . . through a bull's-eye. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s

IVord-bk., Bull's-eye cringle^ a piece of wood in the form
of a ring, which answers the purpose of an iron thimble;
it is seldom used by English seamen, and then only for the
fore and main bowline-bridles.

6. Arc/i. A small circular opening or window.
1865 Athenxitm No. 1978. 412/3 The plate-tracery, or

bull's-eyes, of the transept ends. 18750WILT A rehit. Gloss.,

Bull's eye, any small circular aperture for the admission of

light or air.

III. Other uses.

7. The centre of a target.

1833 Regal. Instr. Cat-airy \. 32 A bull's eye of eight
inches diameter. 1840 DICKKNS Old C. Shop 256 This is

wide of the bull's-eye. 1860 G. H. K. Vacation Tour 121

The house . . stands clear and white on the brown moor,
like a target, with a black window for a bull's-eye.

8. A circular ornament of gold lace.

1879 Uniform Reg. in Xavy List July (1882' 497/1 Gold
lacej to form bull's eyes at the bottom of each back seam.

9. A sweetmeat so called from its globular

shape.
1825 HONE Every-dtiy fck. I. 51 Hard-bake, brandy-balls,

and bulls'-eyes. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. iii, Where
huge bull's-eyes, and unctuous toffy might be procured.

10. Naut. ' A little dark cloud, reddish in the

middle, chiefly appearing about the Cape of Good

Hope' .Chambers Cycl. Supp. 1753, supposed
to portend a storm ; hence the storm itself.

1849 D. P. THOMSON Mctcorol. 406 (L.) The ox-eye or

bull's-eye is a wind similar to the tornado.

11. slan$. A crown-piece. v Cf. BULL sbl 7.'

1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew. 1714
in Mem. J. IItill 11

Bull's-Eye, a Crown. 1725 Nnv Cant. Diet.

12. A hole in cheese, the result of imperfect
manufacture, dial.

1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh, Word-bk. s. v., I dunna like

this cheese, it's got too many bulls' eyes in for me,

Bu 11-te'rrier. A dog of a cross breed be-

tween a bull-dog and a terrier.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xxxiv, Come down with me
to Tom Corduroy's. . I'll show you such a bull-terrier. 1857
HUGHES Tom Z>V0ri'iv, As dogged as a bull-terrier. 1871 M.

COLLINS Mr</. <y Merc/i.ll. x. 289 A. .bull-terrier, .snarled.

t Bull-tour. Obs. [App. f. Br Li,j0.l4 + TOUK.

K. Holme (cf.
UULL-HEAD 3, quot. 1688) referred

it to * F. taurt; a bull ', but see Littre s. v. tour.]

A mass of frizzled hair worn (by a woman) on the

forehead ;
a frowze, or

'
frizz '.

1724 LITTLETON Lat. Diet. s.v. Antltix, Bull-tour, a

woman's forelock, frou/.e.

Bull-trOU :t. [f-
BULL J<U + TROUT; the name

probably refers to the large size of this species.]

A fish of the Salmon tribe ,Saltno eriox of con-

siderable size, found in some British rivers.

*653 WALTON Angler 88 There is also in Northumberland,
a Trout) called a Bull Trout, of a much greater length

and bigness then any in these Southern parts. 1769 PICN-

NANT Zool. III. 249 This species is in some places called

the bull trout from the thickness and shortness of its head.

1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 461 Loch-Rannoch . . has

bull-trouts of 24 Ib. weight. 1842 Proe. Berw. Xat. Club

II. 4 Specimens of the fry of both Bull-trout.

Bullule (btf'littl). Mcd. [ad. L. bullula dim. of

bitlla.} A watery vesicle ;
a small bubble.

1707 FLOYER Pulse-Watch 429 The Motion or Rarifaction

of the red Bullule in the Blood. 1880 Syd. Soe. Lex., Bul-

lule, a small bleb or blister.

Bully v bu'li,, sb. 1 Also 6 bullye. [Etymology
obscure : possibly ad. Du. boel

* lover (of either

sex ', also
' brother' .Verwijs & Verdam) ; cf.

MUG. buolt, mod.Ger. buhle '

lover', earlier also

'friend, kinsman'. Bailey 1721 has boolie 'be-

loved' as an 'old word'. Bully can hardly be

identical with Sc. BILLIK, brother, but the dial,

sense -' seems to have been influenced by that

word. There does not appear to be sufficient

BULLY.

reason for supposing that the senses under branch
II. are of distinct etymology : the sense of * hired

ruffian' may be a development of that of 'fine

fellow, gallant
'

^cf. bravo} ; or the notion of

Mover' may have given rise to that of protector
of a prostitute', and this to the more general sense.

In the popular etymological consciousness the

word is perhaps now associated with BULL sb. ]

;

cf. BULLOCK v.]
I. fl. A termofendearment and familiarity, orig.

applied to either sex : sweetheart, darling. Later

applied to men only, implying friendly admira-
tion : good friend, fine fellow, 'gallant'. Often

prefixed as a sort of title to the name or designa-
tion of the person addressed, as in Shaks.,

'

bully

Bottom*,
'

bully doctor'. Obs. exc. arch.

1538 HALL; T/tre Lau-cs 475 Though she be sumwhat olde
It is myne owne swete bullye My muskyne and my mullye.
1590 SHAKS. Mtds. .A", in. i. 8 What saist tliou, bully Hoi-
tome? 1598 Merry li\ n. iii. 18 'Ble^se thee, bully-
Doctor. 1599 Hen. I ', iv. i. 48 From heartstring I loue

the louely Bully. 1610 Temp. v. i. 258 Coragio Bully-
Monster Corasio. 1688 A. PULTON Rcjl. Miss/oner's Arts
8 A Band of Bully Scholars, marching under ground with
their Black-Bills. 1754 RICHARDSON Grand!son IV. xv. 115.

I haue promised to be with the sweet Bully early in the

morning of her important day.
b. attrib., as in bully-boy.

1609 T. RA\ LSSCKOFT Denteroin., He that is a bully boy,
Come pledge me on the ground, a 1687 COTTON sEn, Bnr-

lesqited 11692) 53 From each part runs yon bully rustick,

To take advantage of the first kick. 1809 W. IRMSO
Knickerb. (1861,1 143 The bully-boys of the Helderberg,
1818 SCOT i Rob Roy \ iii,You are not the first bully-boy that

has said stand to a true man. 1880 WEBB Goethe s Fanst
i. ii. 53 My over jolly bully-boy, let be.

2. dial. Brother, companion, 'mate'.

1825 EBOCKETT Xorth Country Gloss, 32 Now generally
used among keelmenand pitmen to designate their brothers,
as bully Jack, bully Bob, etc. Probably derived from the

obsolete word bonlie, beloved. 1860 FORDVCK Hist. Coal,
iVt\ 60 They [the keelmen] art remarkably friendly to each

other, being all
'

keel bullies', or keel brothers. 1862 SMITHS

Engineers III. 12
'

Bully '..an appellation still in familiar

use amongst brother workers in the coal districts. 1863

Tyncside Sfftigs 61 Marrows, cries a bully, aw've an idea. .

We'll find Sir John Franklin.

II. 3. A blustering
*

gallant
'

;
a bravo, hector, or

' swash-buckler
1

: now, csp. a tyrannical coward
who makes himself a terror to the weak.
1688 SIIADWKLI. Bury F. iv. Wks. (17201 193 A lady \* no

inure to be accounted a Beauty, till she has killed her man,
than the bullies think one a fine gentlunan, till he has

kill'dhi>. 1692 WASHINGTON \x.Milton's Dcf. Pop. ?*.$. 1 1 8511
io Those furious Hectors we value not of a rush. We have
been accustomed to rout such BulIies[L. istns niinaces} in the

Field. 1732 Poi'L
E{>.

Bathnrst 340 Where LondonV column,

pointing at the skies Like a tall bully, lifts the head, and

lyes. 1780 DUNCAN Mariners Chron. 11804' II. :>g6 Tlie

most swaggering, swearing bullies in fine weather, were
the most pitiful wretches on earth, \\hen death appeared
before them. 1863 DICLV Federal St. II. 245 A low-minded,

unscrupulous bully, notorious forhis pro-Slavery sympathies.

b. A ruffian hired for purposes of violence or

intimidation, arch.

1730 FIELDING Tom Thumb n. i, Were he . . a bully, a

highway-man, or prize-lighter, I'd nab him. 1813 SHK.LLKY

Q. Mob ix. 179 These are the hired bravos who defend The

tyrant's throne the bullies of his fear. 1848 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. I. 204 A gang of bullies was secretly sent to slit

the nose of the offender.

4. spec, a. The 'gallant' or protector of a

prostitute ;
one who lives by protecting prostitutes.

1706 DK FOP; Jure /.'/?'. i. 8 Mars the Celestial Bully they

adore, And Venus for an Everlasting Whore. 1707 FAR-

QUHAR Beaux' Strat. in. iii. 37, Suit. What ! Murtheryour
Husband to defend your Bully. Mrs. Sutt. Bully ! for

shame. .Bullies wear long Swords. 1711 SWIM Lett. 117671

III. 249 A bully that will fight for a whore, and run away
in an army, 1749 CHESTCRF. Lett. (17921 II. ccxii. 312 Shew
yourself .- the advocate, the friend, but not the bully of

Virtue. 1750 JOHNSON Rantbl. No. 107 F 12 The bully and
the bawd, who fatten on their misery. 1817 M- BKNNFT
in Parl. Deb. 861 Would he be less the bully of a brothel

1

;

5. attrib. and comb., as bully-critic, -fop, -killer,

rake, -royster, -ruffian, -swordsman\ alsofbully-

back, a bully who supports another person ;
hence

t bully -back v. ; f bully -cock sb., t bully-

cocked a.) (a hat) worn as a bully wears it (cf.

BILLY-COCK' ; t bully-huff, a boaster who is also

a bully ; f bully-scribbler, a writer who bullies.

i7a6AMHEKsr Terras Fit. xxxiii. 179 They have spiritual

bravoes on their side, and old lecherous "bully-backs to

revenge their cause. 1759 DlLWOBTH Pope 43 .Supported

and "bully-backed by that blind hector impudence. 17*6

AMHEKST Terry Fit. xlvi. 255 A broad 'bully-cock d

hat, or a square cap of above twice the usual si/e. i88z

Daily ,\'t~!L's ( Leaden 3 Feb., In a '

bowler
'

hat, or in the

form which our ancestors called a 'bullv-cock. 1690

B E. Diet. Cant. Cn-ic,
*
Bully-fop, a Maggot-pated,

huffing, silly ratling Fellow. 1680 COTTON in Singer Hist.

Cards 334 They will rarely adventure on the attempt, un-

less they are backed with some "tally-hum. 1690 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Cnm', Hidly-hnff* a poor sorry Rogue that haunts

Bawdy-houses, and pretends to get Money out of Gentle-

men 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxviii, 'Here mother,, .never

mind that bully, huff'. 1837 CAKLYLK Fr. Ret>. II. in.

iii 145 M. lioyer ..is at the head of Fifty Spadassmi-

cides, or 'Bully-killers. 1711 E. WARD Qnix. I. 33 He
combats like that 'Bully- Rake That only fights for Fight-

ing's sake. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in Upr. Wks. 1730 I.
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74 Why, how now, *bully Royster ! what' a the meaning
j

of this outrage in the face of Justice? 1653 URQUHART
j

Rabelais i. xi, Pick-lock, Pioneer, "Bully-ruffm, Smell-

smock. 1671 DRVDEN Mock Astral, in. i, Snatch the Money
like a Bully-Ruffin. 1809 W. IRVING Knickcrb. (1861*233
Peter . . strode up to the brawling bully-ruffian, n 1715 ;

WVCHERLEY Posth. Wks. 5 iJoD.> The *bully scribbler . . is '.

beat out of his bravadoes only for assuming them. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rev, II. in. iii. 142 *BulIy-swordsmen, 'Spa-

j

dassins
'

of that party, go swaggering.

Bully ,
bu-li

,
sb.- Eton foot-ball. A melee,

[

a scrimmage.
1865 W. L. C. Etoniana xv. 213 Knees put out in the

J

fierce football bully. 1873 M. CoLLixsSyr. Silchester \\.xv\\.
j

213 A youngster who has held his own in a football bully.

t Bu'lly, sb$ Obs. Also bullie. [Cf. BOOLY.]
A cottage, hut.

1598 FLORID, Titgnriot a shepherds cottage, bully or
shead. 1611 COTGR., Tngitre. .a shepheards shed, or bullie.

Bu'lly, sb. Also 8 bullet. [Etymology un-

certain : variously referred to Eng. bully, dial, form
of BULLACE [cf. the 2nd quot.), and to F. boulct de

canon ;lit. cannon-ball) 'fruit d'un arbre de la

Guiane'
v Boiste). The form bullet occurs only late, i

and the F. name may be due to popularetymology.]
attrib. v&BttllyBay , Bully-berry Tree

', Bully Tree,
names for certain genera of the order Sapotacese,
also for a species of Mimusops (all natives of the

W. Indies and of Guiana).
1657 K. LIGOS Barbarities (16731 14 Lofty trees, as the

Palmeto, Royal . . Bully, Redwood. Ibid. 73 The Bully tree
j

. . bears a fruit like a Bullis in England. 1693 Phil. Trans.
,

XVII. 621 The Sope-Berry .. Indian Damozen, and the
1

Bully Bay. 1725 SI.OAXK Jamaica II. 124 When old it had

agreat many sulcl not unlike the Bully tree. 17500. HUGHES
Barbados 177 The Bully-Berry tree, .a very durable timber

tree. 1796 STEDMAM Surinam II. xxviii. 335 The bullet-

tree . . the bark is grey and smooth, the timber brown, varie-

ated or powdered with white specks. 1866 Treas. Bot.,

ully or Bullet Tree . . a species of Mimusops.

Bully (birli , sb.~>
[

f. BULL, or corruption of

F. bouilli boiled meat.] Pickled or tinned beef.

Also as bully beef.

1883 CLARK RUSSELL in Longin. Mag. III. 2, I have been

.shipmates with a man who grew white-haired at thirty on

>oup and bully. 1884 }. MACDONALD in 19^/1 Cent. June
1002 The colonel, .was. .quietly consuming .. his luncheon
of

'

bully beef and whiskey.

Bully, sb.b A pattern of miner's hammer,

varying from 'broad bully' to 'narrow bully\

Raymond Mining Gloss.

Bully, sb.l. dial, name for some kind of fish
;

cf. BULL-HEAD. Also short for Bi'LLFixcH 1 .'

1857 KINGSLKY Two Y. Ago ii. < D. i Turning the stones for
' shanniei

'

and '

bullies ', and other . . fKh left by the tide.

Bully bu-li , a.i [f. BULLY j<M]
I. [Orig. BULLY sb^ I., used attrib.

;
cf. brother^

1. Of persons : Worthy, 'jolly', admirable.
1681 CHETHAM Angler s Vade-m. (1689) Pref., From such

Hully fishers, this Book expects no other reception. 1852
HOOD Lamia \. 231 Here, bully mates, These, lady, are

my friends.

2. U. S. and Colonies. Capital, first-rate,
* crack '.

1855 \\"M. CARLETON Willy Rcilly v, The cook will give
you a bully dinner, a 1860 Cairo City Times iBartlettlThe

bully 'Crystal Palace' passed up to St. Louis on Monday.
1865 Daily Tel. 20 July, The citizens of New York, who
were aware that the celebration would be more '

bully
'

than
usual. 1870 MEADE AVzc Zeal. 331, The roof fell in, there

w;ib a '

bully
'

blaze. 1875 -V. Amer, Rev. CXX, 128 ' That's

bully !' exclaimed Tweed.
b. as an exclamation, esp. in phrase

*

Bully for

you !

* = bravo ! well done !

1864 Sanatory Commiss. U. S. Army 133 tu>te y Others
would say

'

good ', and others would use the very expressive

phrase 'bully'! 1864 Daily Tel. 18 Nov., The freckles

have vanished, and bully for you. 1883 Punch 28 July, Lady
Dufferin bully for her, mate !

II. 3. Resembling a bully or ruffian
;
charac-

teristic of a bully.

1727 SWIM City Shower Wks. 1755 III. n. 40 Those bully

GnMKB, who, as the moderns do, Instead of paying chair-

men, run them through. 1749 (title) Considerations on the

Establishment of the French Strolers ; the Behaviour of

their Bully Champions. 18850. MEREDITH Diana Crossly,

I. iv. 94 A bully imposition of sheer physical ascendancy.

Bully bu-li
,
a*

[f.
BULL sb.^ + -Y^.] Resem-

bling a bull-dog.
1884 Miss BRADUON Pliant. Fort. vii. 47 Angelina i.> bully

about the muzzle.

Bully ;birli' f v. [f. BULLY sb.i]
1. trans. To act the bully towards ;

to treat in

an overbearing manner
;
to intimidate, overawe.

1710 PALMER Prwerb& 69 His poor neighbour is bully'd

by his big appearance. 1747 Genii. Mag., The French

observing that we were not to be bullied by their 17 sail, etc.

1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. 118161 I. xii. 96 He saw,
that he had no chance ofbullying the servant. itftGttviLU
Mem. Geo. 7^(1875) III. xxi. 8 For the purpose ofbullying
the House of I.ords, who would not be bullied.

b. To overweigh, overbalance.

1883 Harper's Mtig. Aug. 449/1 A light displacement be-

ing bullied by large sails.

2. To drive or force by bullying ; to frighten
into a certain course

;
with away, into, ottt of,

to.

17*3 DE FOE Col. Jack (18401 27 What ails you, to bully
away pur customers so? 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa II.

xxxviii. 258 They are in the right not to l>e bullied on t of their

child. 1817 JAS. MILL Drit. India II. v. iv. 444 They are

bullied by the Plenipotentiaries to support him, 1854 BRIGHT |

Sp., Russia 31 Mar. (1876)227, 1 have no belief that Russia
. . would have been bullied into any change of policy.

3. intr. and absoL To bluster, use violent threats ;

to swagger.
a 1744 BRAMSTON i L. \ So Britain's monarch once uncover'd

sat, While Bradshaw bullied in a broad-brimm'd hat. 1783

JOHNSON Lett. II. ccci. 272, I bullied and bounced, .and

compelled the apothecary to make his salve according to
,

the Edinburgh Dispensatory. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple
(1863) 143 The officer .. mounted a small horse, galloping j

up and down . . bullying, swearing.

Bullyable, bulliable (bu-li,ab'l), a. rare.

[f.
BULLY v. f -ABLE.] Capable of being bullied.

1868 H. KINCSLEY Silcote o/Sil. II. xii. 148 Silcote was in

a bullyable mood.

Bullydom (bu'lidam). nonce-wd. [f.
BULLY $b.\

or v. + -DOM.] The state dominated by bullies.

1856 LEVER Martins of Cro' M. 599 The fellow. . has been

through all the phases of
'

bulleydom'.

Bullyer, obs. form of BULLER sb.

Bully-head, variant of BULL-HEAD.

Bullying v bu-li|irj ,
M. sb. [f. BULLY v. +

-ING 1
.]

The action of the verb to BULLY : over-

bearing insolence ; personal intimidation ; petty

tyranny. Often used with reference to schoolboy
life. Also attrib.

1802 G. ROSE Diaries '1860 I. 484 It is ridiculous to sup-

pose she will mind our bullying when we cannot strike. 1829
Censor 131 The bullying system .. a system tending to

brutalize the kindest natures. 1838 DICKENS O. TWs/dSso)
187/2 Mr. Bumble, .had a decided propensity for bullying.,
and, consequently, was fit is needless to say; a coward.

Bullying (btrliiirj), ///. a. [f. BULLY v. +

-ING-.] That bullies or acts like a bully; do-

mineering, menacing.
1746 W. HORSLEY Fool No. 22 (1748) I. 153 A Rock which

. .bids the bullying Sea-God Defiance. 1812 Examiner 24

Aug. 541/1 The bullying intolerance of William Cobbett.

1831 SCOTT Diary in Lockhart (1839) X. 50 No bullying
Mirabeau to assail, no eloquent Maury to defend.

Bullyism b birli|iz'm'. [f. BULLY sb. + -ISM.]

The conduct or practice of a bully.
a 1849 J'OE Lon^f, fyc. Wks. 1864 III. 320 The Outises who

practice this species of bullyism are as a matter of course

anonymous, 1886 All Y. Round 27 Feb. 35 The spirit of

'bullyism' .. peculiarly prevalent in the Northern States.

Bullyruong, Bullyon, obs. forms of BULLI-

MONG, BULLION.

Bullyrag (birlineg), v. dial, or colloq. Also

balrag, balla-, balli-, ballyrag (barlirseg*. [I'-ty-

mology unknown : connexion with BULLY sb. orz>.

is unlikely, as forms with bal-t bally- are widely
diffused in the dialects.]

fa. To overawe, intimidate (obs.}. b. To
assail with abusive language.
1807 WARTOS Misc. 128 You vainly thought to ballarag us

With yuur tine squadron off Cape Lagos, 1823 CARLYLE in

Froude Life I. 203, I bullyrag the sluttish harlots of the

place. 1864 ATKINSON Whitby Gloss., To Balrag or Bully-

ragi to abuse ferociously with a foul tongue, to bully. 1869
H. KISGSLEY Stretton II. 3 He asked . . whether a fellow

was to be bullyragged out of his very bed. 1879 Spectator
14 June 757 Irish tenantry engaged in what may be called

ballyragging their Member.
Hence Bully-ragging vbl. sb.

1863 H. KINGSLEY A. Elliot I. 225 The pair on *em should
have the bullying and ballyragging of nine thousand a

year. 1880 MRS. PARR Adam y E. xxi. 292 There'll be more
set to the score o' my coaxin' than ever 'all be to Adam's

bully-raggin'.

t Bully-rock, bully-rook. Obs. [Of uncer-

tain origin ; if not f. BULLY sb. 1 + ROOK, the form
and some of the senses must be due to popular
etymology. Cf. bully-rake in BULLY sb\ 5.]

1. = BULLY $b^ \
; jolly comrade, boon com-

panion.
1598 SHAKS. Merry fl

7
. i. iii. 3 What saies my Bully

Rooke? 1697 rraise of Yorksh. Alt\ My Bully Rocks, I've

been experienced long In most of Liquors.

2. = BULLY sbl 3 ;
a bravo, hired ruffian. (In quot.

1673 app. a bully who is also a rook or sharper.)
1653 URQCHART Rabelais i. liv, Ye Bully-rocks, And rogues.

1673 Char. Coffee House in Ilarl. Misc. 1 18101 I. 469 The
bully-rook makes it his bubbling pond, where he angles for

fops. 1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne III. 7 It properly be-

longs to Kings only to . . laugh at those bully-rocks. 1817
CAKLYLE Germ. Romance III, 44 A >tout swordsman and
hector as spiritual relative and bully-rock so to speak.

Bulmong, obs. form of BULLIMONG.
Bulrush, (bu'lrcj). Also 5 bolroysche, 5-6
bull'- rysche, -rissh, -rysshe, 6-8 bullrush.

[f.
bull of uncertain origin (identified by some

with BOLKI, cf. bulaxe, BOLE-AX ; by others sup-

posed to be an attrib. use of BULL sb?) +
RUSH. (The suggestion

*

pool-rush
'

is baseless.)]
A name applied in books to Scirpus lacttstrisj

a tall rush growing in or near water ; but in

modern popiflar use, more usually, to Typha lati-

folia, the 'Cat's Tail* or 'Reed-mace*. In the

Bible applied to the Papyrus of Egypt.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 244 Holrysche or bulrysche, Papirns.

11475 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 785 Hec papirns^ bolroysche.

1483 Act i Rich, til, viii. Preamb., Dyers..upon the Lists

of the same Clothes festen and sowe great Risshes, called

Bullrijtshcs, 1611 KIM i Ex. ii. 3 She lookt for him an

arke of bul-rushes. 1652 CULPEPPEH Eng. Physic. 191 The
Bui-rushes and others of the soft and smooth kindes. 1794
MARTYN Rousseau's Hot. xiii. 153 There are many plants
nearly allied to the grasses ; as . . Club-rush or Bulrush.
i8zi CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 46 Nodding bulrush down
its drowk head hings. 1867 PARKMAN Jesuits N. Atner.
xvi. ^875) 215 A dense growth of tall bulrushes.

2. Jig. In allusion to the fragility of the bul-

rush, or its delusive appearance of strength.
1646 J. HALL Horae Vac. 37 We leane on the bulrush of

our oune merits. 1672 BRAMHALL Vitid. Grotiits I, Compare
those. . Fellows, and Scholars, who were turned out of our

Universities, with those bulrushes in comparison, whom for

the most part they introduced. 1861 MOTLEY Dutch Rep.
II. 250 To wield so slight a bulrush against a man who had
just been girded with the consecrated sword of the Pope.
3. Phrases. To bow the head like a twlrush, in

allusion to Isaiah Iviii. 8. t To seek (Jind} a knot

in a bulrush , Lat. nodum in sdrpo qu&rere, to find

difficulties where there are none. So sarcastically,

t 7"<? take away every knot in the bulrush.

1581 J, BELL Haddotis Ans^u. Osor. 436 Myne opposed
adversary will seeke after a knptt in a Bullrush as the
Proverbe is. z6ix BIBLE Jsa. Iviii. 8 Is it to bow down his

head as a bulrush? 1662 CHANDLER Van Helmont's Oriat.

199 The Schools did presume to have taken away every
knot in the Bulrush. 1767 FORDYCE Serm. Yng. Worn. II.

xi. 162 Do we wish you . . to hang your heads like a bul-

rush?

4. Comb, and attrib.
,

as bulrush -
bed, -bridge,

-cradle, -fetter, -hurdle
\
also bulrush-like adj.

1675 HOBBES Odyss. 1 1677' 66 Then on a *bulrush-bed him-
self he laid. 1842 TENNYSON Morte D'Art/i. 135 Sir Bedi-
vere. .plunged Among the bulrush-beds, and clutch'd the

word. 1706 PHILLIPS,
*
Bulrush Bridge (in the Art ofWar >

a Bridge made of many bundles of Hullrushes bound to-

gether and cover'd with Planks. 1627 N. CARPENTER Acki-

tophel '1629) 27 Whence could Moses haue better deriutd
his greatnesse . . than from the *bulrush cradle? 1655 H.
VAUGHAN Silex Stint. (18581 108 Shall straw and *bul-rush-
fetters temper his short hour? 1658 ROWLAND Moitffiet's
Thcat. Ins. 916 They then dry it [the wax] on a *bul-rush
hurdle by day and by night in the open air. 1628 WITHER
Brit. Renienib. \. 1250 To shake the head, or hang it *Bul-
rush-like.

Bulrushy birlrji . a. [f. prec. + -Y 1.]
' Made

of bulrushes ', alsu
'

full of bulrushes
'

(Huloet, ed.

i672\ In Todd 1827 and some mod. Diets.

Bulse [bpls). arch. [ad. Pg. bolsa ^. bolsa,

It. borsa : med.L. bursa a purse. Cf. BUKSE.]
A package of diamonds or gold-dust.
1708 Land. Gas. No. 4499/4 There was brought from India,

in the Ship Albemarle . . Three Bulses ofDiamonds. 1779 FOR-
REST Voy. .V. Guinea 283 Amongst other things, wasabulse of

gold dust 1787 WOLCOTT iP. Pindan Ode itpon Ode Wks.
1812 I. 409 And tweak'd a Bulse of Jewels from the nose
Of Dames in India. 1813 MILBURN Orient. Commerce II.

79 These gems [diamonds] are generally imported, .in small

parcels called bulses, neatly secured in munlin and sealed

by the merchant. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. xviii.

t Bulstare. Obs. [? for bultare] = BOLTEK sbl 2.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 55 Bulte pooke, or bulstare, tara-
tantarare.

t Bult, variant of BOLT so.3, Obs.^ a flour-sieve.

Hence ;or from stem of bull, BOLT z;.
1
), f bult-

pele, ? a shovel for putting meal into the bolter.

f 1475 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 808 Hoc polientridium^ a

bultpele. Polenduare^ a bult.

Bult, -e, Bulter, obs. ff. of BOLT v. and BOLTER !.

Bult, -e, obs. pa. t. of BUILD v.

Bultell^e, van of BOULTEL, Obs., a sieve, sieve-

cloth.

tOwing to a misunderstanding of the passage in Act 51
Hen, III. (quoted s. v. BOULTEL) the word bultel was ex.

plained in Blount Law Diet. 1670 as
' the refuse of the

Meal after it is dressed by the Baker'. This erroneous
definition was repeated with some differences of expression
byPhillips and Bailey, and appears in many recent Diets.)

Bulter, bultey (b-ltaj, bzrltr. [A word

belonging to the Cornish fisheries, also called bol-

ttr, BOULTER ;
of unknown derivation.] See quots.

1769 PENNANT Zoot. III. 117 Bulters..are strong lines five

hundred feet long, with sixty hooks, each eight feet asunder
bailed with pilchards or mackrel. 1865 COUCH Brit. Fishes
III. 89 Another and more successful method isc. of fishing
for linaj is with the long line or bultey.

Bultow vbu-ltJ;. [Mahn says
'

f, Bi'LL large,
and Tow '

; but the word looks like an alteration

of the prec., under the influence of '

popular ety-

mology '. (Du. bulletouWy
' a name applied to

several ropes about a ship ', has also been sug-

gested.'] (See quots.)
1858 P. L. SIMMONDS Conim. Diet.* Bultow, a mode of

fishing practised in the [Newfoundland] Bank fisheries by
stringing a number of hooks on one line. 1883 Standard
13 Sept. 5/4 The 'btiltow' is . . a set line, called in some

places a '

trawl line '.

Bulwark birlwrk), sb. Forms: 5 bulwerke,
5-6 bul-, bullwork e, 6 bolwark, (bulwarge\
6-7 bulwarke, (7 burwarke), 9 bullwark, 6-
bulwark. [Cf. Du., MHG. bol-werk, mod.G. boll-

werk. Da. bttlvxrk, Sw. bolverk ; the word is not

recorded in ON., and the Da. and Sw. forms may
be of German origin. Prof. Skeat. regarding the

word as ultimately Scandinavian, derives it from

the words represented in Eng. by BOLE and

WORK, in which case the primitive sense would
be ' a work constructed of tree-trunks '. Others
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Would connect the first element with the MHO.
verb boln to throw, on the ground that the MHG.
word seems in some cases to have meant a machine
for throwing large stones. Both etymologies are

found in early mod. German authors. The Teut.

word was borrowed in French as boullewerc,

bollewet-c, whence boitlcver, mod. BOULEVAHD.]
1. A substantial defensive work of earth, or other

material ; a rampart, a fortification. Now only
arc/i, or poet.
c 1418 Gesta Hen. ^(1850) IT Ununi forte fortalitium(iuod

nos ' barbican
'

sui communis ' bulwerkc
'

appellamus. 1430
LYDG. Chron. Troy n. xi, Barbycans and also bulworkes

huge Afore the towne made for hyghe refuge. 1494 KABYAN
vn. 517 Syr John de Pyguygny. .wan within the bulwerkys
of the same [Amyas]. 1535 COVERDALK Habak. ii. i Set me
vpon my bulworke, to loke & se what he wolde sayc. 1611
BIBLE Dent, xx. 20 Thou shalt build bulwarkes against the

city that maketh warre with thee. 1692 BENTLKY Boyle
Ltct, viii. 294 They have not the Form of a regular Bul-
wark. 1791 COWPER Odyss. vi. ii With bulwarks strong
their city he enclosed. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. in. iii, Bul-
warks and battlement and spire In the red gulf we spy.

b. A breakwater, mole, sea-wall ; an embank-
ment confining trie bed of a river. Also Jig.
1555 EDEN Decades IV. Ind. n. vn. (Arb.) 133 The famous

ryuer of Padus. .hath the greate mountaynes cauled Alpes
. . lyinge at the backe therof as it were bulwarges full of

moysture. 1586 T. B. La Pritnaitd. Fr. Acad. 11589* 320
Men provide bulwarks and banks against a river that useth
to overflow. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 1 1 At Magdalen College,
in the water-walks, near the Bull-work called Dover Peer.
1861 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. II. 271 The Hand-bos, a bulwark
formed of oaken piles, was snapped like pack thread. 1865
GEIKIK Seen, fy Geol. Scot. iii. 57 To check the further

ravages of the waves a stone bulwark was erected.

2. transf. and Jig. A powerful defence or safe-

guard. Sometimes applied to persons.
1577 HOLINSIIED Chron. III. 900/2 The citie and lie of

Rhodes, one of the principall bulworks of christendome.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \\. 247 Fortescue, that notable
Bulwarke of our Lawes. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. III.
xiu. 357 To destroy their Fleete : which . . are their Walls
and Bulwarks. 1718 POPE Iliad vn. 258 He stood, the bul-
wark of the Grecian band. 1789 BELSHAM Ess. I. xvi. 297
England .. appeared .. the great bulwark of the common
liberties of Europe. 1837-39 HALLAM Hist. Lit. i. v. I. 342
Melanchthon. .perceived the necessity of preserving human
learning as a bulwark to theology.

3. The raised woodwork running along the sides

of a vessel above the level of the deck. (Not in

Bailey, Ash, or Johnson.) Usually//.
1804 DUNCAN Mariner's Chron. II. 274 The guns on the

quarter-deck tearing away the bulwark. 1825 H. GASCOIGNE
Nav. Fame 60 Along the side a yellow streak extends Be-
tween his Bullwark and the varnish'd Bends. 1840 R. DANA
Bef. Mast xxxi. 112 Our ship had uncommonly high bul-
warks and rail. 1866 NEALE Scq. $ Hymns 36 Dashed upon
our labouring bulwarks that fierce wind Euroclydon.
Bulwark (birlwik), v.

[f. prec.]
1. a. trans. To furnish with bulwarks, b. intr.

To throw up bulwarks, lit. andy^.
1450 Charter Jus. // in Hist. Edin u. (1753) 137 Licence

to fosse, bullwark, wall, toure and turote the said Burgh.
c 1530 LD. BKRNERS Artii. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 187 They es-

pyed . . a hous . . wel bolwarked and fausbrayed. 1545 JOVK
Exp. Dan. iv. 7 The angel of the Lord bulworketh round
about the godly. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. vi. 557 The
Lord hath Bulwarkt them about. 1657 MAY Sattr. Puppy
33 Commits the protection of his whole Body to his Eie-
Hds, and bullwarks it with closing them.

2. trans. To serve as a bulwark to
;

to defend,

protect, shelter.

1610 Chester's TV/., Rumor's Sp. 14 A hideous Dragon
whose thick scales, Like shields . . Did bulwarke him. 1630
J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Pt-nn. Pilgr. Wks. i. 123/2 Well bul-
warked by a hedge from raine and winde. 1746 W. HORSLEY
Fool No. 21 (17481 I. 146 A General .. who .. bulwarks
Europe against the common Enemy. 1873 BROWNING Red
Cot'. Xight-C. 1170 Friends bulwarked Rim about From
infancy to boyhood.

Bulwarked (taiwgikt), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-KD.] Furnished with, protected by, bulwarks.

bulwarked cliffs.

t Bulyiement, Sc. variant of BIUMKXT.
1768 Ross Hclcnore 121 ijAM.i Gird on their bulyiement

and come alang.

Bum (b*>m), s/>.
1 Not in polite use. Forms :

4 bom, 6 bumbe, 6-7 bumme, bomm(e, 7-8
bumb, 6- bum. [Origin uncertain.

Probably onomatopoeic, to be compared with other words
of similar sound and with the general sense of '

protuber-
ance, swelling', e.g. BUMI-^., BUMB a pimple, mod. Icel,
bitmba belly of a cask or other vessel, Fr. boinbc BOMB.
Cf. also BUM t'.

1 (The guess that bum is 'a mere contrac-
tion of bottom

', besides its phonetic difficulties, is at vari-
ance with the historical fact that ' bottom

'

in this sense is
found only from the i8th c.)]

1.
* The buttocks, the part on which we sit

'

(J.) ; the posteriors.

1387 TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. VI. 357 It seme^ ^at his
bom is oute pat ha|> fat euel [_ftctist i.e. piles], c 1530 RED-
TORDE Play Wit $ Sc. (18481 20, I woold thy mother had
kyst thy bum ! 1550 CKOWLEY Epigr. 1317 A bumbe lyke
a barrell wyth whoopes at the skyrte. 1590 SHAKS. Mids.
.V. n. i. 53. 1638 A. RKAU Treat. Chiritrg. xii. 97 To pul!
the feathers from the bummes of hens or cocks. 1708 Land.

Gaz. No. 444 1/4 A Sorrel Gelding, with . . some white Hairs
on his Bumb. 1785 BLHNS Jolly Beggars 42 Many a tatler'd

rag hanging over my bum. 1816 KIKUY Sf. Entowol. (1828)
II. xxiii. 329 Heating their bums or tails against them as

they creep along.
2. Applied opprobriously to a person. Cf. BATIE-
BUM and BUMULE sb?
1540 LINDESAY Satyre 2772 Quhair Devil gat we this

ill-fairde blaitie bum? 1572 [see BATIK-BUM.] 1825 JAMIL-
SON. Bum, a lazy, dirty, tawdry, careless woman.
3. colloq. Short for BUM-BAILIFF; (like the F.

cut for pottsse-cul.)
[1663 BUTLER Hud. i. i. 372 It had appeared with Courage

bolder Then Sergeant Bum, invading shoulder.] 1691 Long
Vacation i The Bums press hard on Poor Debtor. 1790
COWPER IVks. 11836) VI. 315 Threatened with attorneys and
bums, a 1845 BABHAM Ingol.Leg. (18771 307 Serjeant Bar-
ham with his bums and tip staves.

4. Comb, (mostly obs. or nonce-words), as bum-
delighting, -grown, -proof, f -thin

; also f bum-
barrel (?

= bum-roll}, some protuberant part of
a woman's dress

; f bum-beating vbl. sb. (used in

quot. for jostling, pushing others off the pave-
ment) ; t bum -blade, a large sword; f bum-
brusher, humorous for a flogging schoolmaster ;

f bum - creeper, ? one who walks bent almost
double

; -f bum-dagger, cf. hunt-blade ; t bum-
fodder, L. anitergium, hence, worthless literature ;

f bum-rolls,
'
stuffed cushions worn by women

about the hips' ^Halliw.) ; f bum-trap (s/atig), a

bailiff, a sheriff's officer (cf. BUMHAILIFF).
1609 Ei>. ll'om. in Hum. i. i. in Uullen O. PI. IV, He

have no soping, no puffs, nor no Cobwebs, no bu?>ks nor
*bumbarrels. 1616 BEAUH. i\: FL. \\-~it without .17. in. i,

Can there be aught in this but pride of show, lady, And
pride of *bum-beating ? 1632 MASSINGEH City Madatn i. ii,

Draw ! my little rapier against your "bumb blades ! a 1704
T. BKOWN WAs. (1760) II. 86 (D.*, I [Dionysus] was forced
to turn *bum-brusher. 1832 JHticfai'. M'ig. Oct. 426 To
protract existence . . in the shape of bumbrui-hcr.-,, and so

forth, after the fashion of the exalted emigres of 1792?
a 1652 BROME Eng. Moor m. iii. (18731 H- 4^ All alike to
me. .from the huckle back'd *

Burn-creeper, To the straight
spiny Shop-maid of St. Martins. 1600 ROWLANDS Lett.
Humours Blood iii. 57 The huge

:"bum Dagger at his backe.

1782 WOLCOTT iP. Pindar) Ode i to R.A.'s Wks. 18:2 I. 17
'lhat easy 'bum-delighting thing Rid by the Chancellor,
yclep'd a Sack. 1653 UKQUHART Rabelais i. xiii, Torche-
culs, arsewisps 'burntoddcrs. 1753 ,SVc/,v Mag. Apr. 208/1
(title) Bum fodder for the ladies. 1611 COTGK., J/anc/itr

t

Big haunched, well *bunime-growne. 1780-6 WUU.OTI tP.

Pindar) Ode R.A.'s Wks. 1790 I. 58
'

Bum-proof to all the

flogging of the schools. 1663 KILLIGRKW Parsons ll't'd.

in. v, Those virtues raised her from the Hat petticoat and
kercher, to the gorget and *bumroll. 1602 WAKXKK Alb.

Eng, ix. xlvii, 220 Supporters, Poolers, Fardingalcs above
the Loynes to waire, That be she near so *bombe-thin, yet
she crosse-like seems foure-squaire. 1749 FIELDIXG Tom
Jones y\-]-]^) 300 The noble *bumtrap. .into the hands of
the jailer resolves to deliver his miserable prey.

Bum, sb:- and int. [Imitative. Cf. HUMBO.]
fa. A child's word for drink (cf. BUM v. 1

). Obs.

b. Sc. To say neither ha nor bum ; not to say a

word (cf. BAFF).
1552 HULOET, Btia, the terme or voyce of infantes, ask-

ynge drynke, englyshed yf ye wyll, Bumme. 1570 LEVINS
Manif. 187 Bum, drinke, potus. 1598 Tom Tytlcr fy If''.

d66ij 4 Tipple (arriving with liquor), .here is good bum, I

dare boldly say. 1861 RAMSAY Remin. iv. led. 18) 75 They
neither said ba nor bum,

t Bum, J/'. :i Obs. rare-*.
1570 LLVINS Manip. 188 Bum of a pipe, oblongafistula.
t Bum, vl- Obs. Also bom. [? Onomatopoeic,

imitating the motion of the lips in drinking; cf.

BUM sb?] intr. To taste (drink) ; to drink.

1362 LANGL. P. PL A. vn. 139 He abyde}> wel |>e bet ^at
Bomniep not to ofte. 1393 Ibid. C. vn. 229 Who so bommede
[A. v. 137 bummede] J>er-of

' he bouht yt [ale] j^er-after.

t Bum, v$ Obs. exc. dial. Also bumb. [Var.
of BOOM v\

;
of echoic origin.]

1. intr. To hum loudly ;
to boom.

c 1450 CHAIXER IVyf Bathes T. 116 iCamb. MS.) As a bi-

tore bumbith [;. r. bombleth] in |?e myre. 1499 Promf.
/'arv. 55 Bummyn or bumbyn [v. r. bombon], botninzo. 1688
R. HOLML: Armoury \\. ix. 191 The Wasp and Hornet
Kumbeth. 1722 HAMILTON Wallace x. 253 (JAM.) English
men bum there [Stirling] as thick as bees. 1785 BURNS To
W". Simpson i

Let the busy, grumbling hive Bum owre their

treasure. 1821 SCOTT Ktnilw.y You shall hear the bittern
bumb. 1864 TENNYSON Xortli. Fanner 18, 1.,'eerd un a
bummin' awaiiy loike a buzzard-clock. Mod. St. The stones
came bumming past my head.

2. trans. S<: a. To throw or hurl a missile with

vibrating ur booming effect, as 'to bum stones at

anything
1

, b. To pelt with missiles, as * to bum
one with stones'. Cf. also * Immb sb., the game of

bandy' (Halliwell).

t Bum, v.'-> Obs. [perh. f. BUM sb. 1
^cf. BUM-

BASTE', though the sense 'Hog on the breech' is

not distinctly evidenced. Or it may belong to

prec. word, cf. sense 2 b.]
trans, (or absol.} To strike, beat, thump.
1579 STUDLEV Stiu-ca's Hippdytus 1 1581) 64 b, To scratch

and cufie, to boxe and bum. 1508 GRELNC Jus. 7Ku86i)
203 Sirrah, hold your hand, lest I bum you. 1608 MIDDLI:-
TON Fam. Love iv, iii, Sirrah, yon would be bummed for

your roguery. 1622 DKKKEK & MASS. K/Vf. Mart. iv. ii.

t Bum, v.* nonce-wd. [f. BUM j^.i]

1. trans. To pad or make a projection about
the posteriors.
1605 CAMDEHJ?f. (16371 T 97 Women bummed themselves

with foxe tailes under their garments.
2. intr. To project, form a protuberance.
1633 ROWLEY Mutck at Midn. \. \. in Hazl. Dodsley XIII.

8 What have you bumming out there, goodman Kile?

Bum, z/. 5 To act as a bum-boat woman.
1833 MARRYAT/'. Simple Ixi, He's dead and I'm bumming.

fl'itf. Ivii, To see his wife go a bumming.
t Bum. Obs. Colloq. contraction for by my.
1571 R. KDWARDES Damon -y Pith, in Hazl. Dodsley IV.

73 Bum troth, but few such roisters come to my years.
1578 WHETSTONE Promos <y Cass. in Reed Dodsley IV. 7
(N.) Nay, bum-ladie, I will not.

Bum- : see "Bon-.

Bumaloe, Bumaree : see BUMM-.
tBumb. Obs. [Cf. BUB sb$t BUMP sb.i] A

pimple.
1598 FLOKIO, Quosi, red pimples, bumbs or pearles in ones

Bumb, var. of BUM v*, Obs., to hum.
f Bumbail. Apparently shortened f. next.

1696 Growth ofDeism 22 Where [at the altar, under the
Test Acts] Men were capacitated to be Bumbails, keep
Gaming-houses and sell Ale.

BumbailifF (bzrmb*Hif). Forms : 7 bum-
baylie, 7, 9 dial, -bally, 7 -baylifl\e, 7- -bailiff,

[app. f. BUM sb. 1 + BAILIFF : i.e. the bailiff that

is close at the debtor's back, or that catches him
in the rear. Cf. the F. equivalent pousse-cul, col-

loquially shortened to (/, precisely like the Kng.
BUM,] A contemptuous synonym of BAILIFF 2:
' A bailiff of the meanest kind; one that is em-

ployed in arrests' (J.).
1601 SHAKS. Tivcl. N. in. iv. 194 Scout mee for him at the

corner of the Orchard like a bum-IJaylie. 1638 O. M. Ess.
$ Char. Prison $ Pr. 30 The very offscum of the rascall

multitude, as.. Decoyes, Bum-baylifies, disgraced Purse-
vants. .and a rabble of such stinkardly companions. 1650
J. JONES Judges Judg. 34 [Debtor*] taken ..from their

Ploughs, which are their Livelihood . . by vagrant Bum-
bayhes, and imprisoned. 1768-78 TUCKEK Lt. Nat. II. 528
The two necessary ministers of justice, a bum-bailid and a

Jack Ketch. 1809 W, IRVING Kniikcri\ in. ii. 118491 M^,
I have a mortal antipathy to catchpolls, bumbailifis and
little great men. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin, i, A confounded
pettifogging bum- bailiff.

Bumbalo, variant of BUMMAI.O.

t Bumbard, -art, sb. and a. Obs. Also 6

bombard,
[f.

BrM bitmb, z/.- + -ARD. Cf. also

BoWBEKT in a similar sense.]
A. sb. A bumble-bee, a drone ; also fig. a

droning person, a driveller. Cf. BUMBI.K sb. J 2.

f 1505 JJtNBAK T-iL'a Mariit Won. <$ Wedo gi Ane bum-
hart, ane dron bee, ane bag full of rtewme. Ibid. Qnhomc
to sail f complene 24 Cairlis of nobillis hes the cure, And
bumbardis brukis the benifyiss. a 1614 J. MELVILL Mem.
MS. 129 (JAM. i Like adercope webs, that take^ the silly flies,
but the bombards breaks through them. 1614 J. COOKE in

Dodsley I. 93 Your Spaniard is a mere Bumbard to him.

B. a. Lazy, indolent, drivelling.
f 1505 DUNBAK Dance Sc<'. Dcidty Synnis 70 Mony sweir

bumbard [v.r. lumbard] belly huddroun.

Bumbard, obs. form of BOMBARD.

Bumbaree, variant of BUMMAKEE.

Bumbarge (bo'mbaidg). [? Perversion of

BlTMBOAT, alter BAIUJE.]
1839 CAKLVLE Chartism viii. 163 What ship Argo .. was

other than a foolish bumbarge in comparison? 1885 Pull
Mall G. 20 June 3 A torpedo boat is not as tough as a

bumbarge.
t Bumbass. Obs. rare~ l

. {] f. bomb- in BOM-

BARD.] ? A large projectile to be thrown from
a bombard.

I655 MRQ. WOKCESTI-,K Cent. Inv. No. 24 A Spring . . to
shoot Buinbas>,es and Bullets of an hundred pound weight a
Steeple height.

Bumbast, -er, -ic, etc., var. of BOMBAST, etc.

t Bumbaste, ^. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6-7
bumbast, bombast ^e. [app. f.Bi'Mj/'J+BAsTKzv';
but bum might be a meaningless intensive or re-

duplicative prefix ; cf. next.] trans. To beat on
the posteriors; hence, to flog, beat soundly, thrash.

1571 R. EmvARDES Damon <y /'. in Dodsley IV. 60, I shall

bombast you, you mocking knave. 1616 SVRI L. & MAKKH.
Cotintr. /''arm i. \.\viii. 146 You must bumbast his buttock >

with a good long sticke. 1657 TOMUNSON Rtnott's Disf.
50 We use. .to smite and bombaste them (vipers i with rods.
1682 NfW Xe^t-sfr. Bedlam 56, I am resolved to l)uinha>t

him as soon as you are gone. 1731 HAILEY II, To inmbastc
[of bum and baste, i. e. to beat] to beat or bang. 1847-78
HALLIWELL, liumbaste. To beat, or flog. East.

b. ? To finish off,
'

dispose of ia can of liquor^ .

1640 (TLAPTHORNK f/'7/ in Constah. v. ii, Here let's canvass
This quart and then we'll bumbaste off another.

Hence Bumbastiug ///.., 'thumping', violent.

1598 FLORID, Ritgione, a good drie bumbasting blow.

Bumbaze (b#mb<Ti 'z
;
v. Chiefly Sc. Also 8

bombaze, -base, 9 bumbaize. [app. a kind of in-

tensive form of BAZK v. ; but cf. also BAMBOOZLE.]
To confound, perplex, bamboozle.
1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. r. i, She . . gars me look bom-

baz'd and unco blate. Ibid. iv. ii, Then oft by night, bom-
base hare-hearted fools. 1824 SCOTT Redgannt. II. iv, How
the scoundrel redcoats must have been bumba/fd. 1840
BAKHAM Ingol. Lf^.nj Clear bumbaized, and amazed, and
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fixed all the room stick. 1882 Git. Words 100 The mother
. .poor body, looked a good deal bumbazed.

Bu'lU-Dee*. Ar. [f. BUM v:- hum + BEE
j/;.i]

= BUMBLE-BEE. With qUOt. 1653 cf. BUM-BAILIFK.

1653 UKQUHAKT Rabelais 11. xi. The Swissers, who had
assembled themselves to the full number of the Bum-bees,
and Myrmidons. 1718 RAMSAY Contin. Christ's Kirk in.

xix, Spawn'd out. ,Wi' mony an unco skirl and shout, Like
bumbees frae their bykes. 1789 DAVIDSON Seasons 5 (JAM.I
Auld farnyear stories come athwart their minds, Of bum-
bee bykes. 1826 J. WILSON Xoct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 153

Caterpillars and bumbees and a' the rest o* the insect world.
1862 D. CAMPBELL Language^ $c. Higlil. duns, The inex-

pressive notes . . made by three unfortunate bumbees.

Bu'mbelo, birmbolo. [a. It. tombola ' sort

of glass vessel for holding wine ', etc. (Tommaseo
and Bellini) .]

A glass flask for subliming camphor.
1854 TOMLINSON Cycl. Use/. Arts u866) I. 286 Spheroidal

vessels called bomboloes. They are made of thin flint glass
. .and measure about 12 inches across.

Bumbeloe, variant of BUMMALO.

t Bu-mbis. ? Meaningless. See quot.
1622 FLKTCHER Beggars' Busk in. i, Sa, sa, Him, flam,

tara-dumbis ! East, West, North, South, now fly like Jack
with a bumbis !

t Btrmble, sb.^ Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 Sc.

bombill, 8 &: bummil, bummle. [f.
BUMBLE z/.

1
]

1. ? A humming noise
;

bluster. Sc.

1597 MONTGOMERY Flyting 105 For all sour bombill.

2. a. A bumble-bee, b. ' A provincial name
for the Common Bittern' (Atkinson Prov. A'amcs

of Birds 1864).
1638 WHI TING A Ibino <yZ>W/.<N.)Yon tender webs..Through

which with ease the lusty bumbles break. 1789 DAVIDSON'

Seasons 63 ijAM.j Up the hovves the bummles fly in troops.

t Bu'mble, sb Obs. exc. dial, [onomato-

poeic, cf. BUNGLE, JUMBLE, FUMBLE.]
1. A confusion, jumble.
1648 JENKYN Blind Guide i. 15 A bumble ofmusty reasons.

1660 S. FISHER Rusticks Alarm Wks. ( 1679' 427 With many
more Bumbles of their Senses, Meanings, Opinion^ 1690
B. E. Diet, Cant. Crew, Buntble, Cloaths setting in a heap,
or ruck, 1847-78 HALUWELL, Bumble^

a confused heap.
North.

2. A bumbler or blunderer ;
an idler. (Cf. batie-

bummil, BATIK-BUM; also BUMBLE j//, 1 z a.)

1786 BURNS Si. Bard gone IV. Iiid. iv, Some Urow.iy
bummle, Wha can do nought but fyke an' fumble. 1789
DAVIDSON Seasons 181 fJAM.)The Muse, .ca'd me bumble.
f 3. Associated with this is the name of the

beadle in Dickens's Oliver Twist ;see BUMHLEDOM! :

sometimes used attrib.

1856 Sat. Re--. II. 416/2 It will, .be useless to impress upon
the great Bumble mind, etc.

4. attrib. and comb., as bumble-bath, bumble-
broth, ? a mess, 'pickle, soapsuds' ;

also with sense

of *

clumsy, unwieldy' . bumble-foot, a club foot ;

bumble-footed, club-footed.

1661 K. W. Couf, Charts. < 1860' 56 A hog in armour, ju^i
such another bumblt-arst furfact piece of mortality. 1595
Murocous Ext, '18431 J 7 Such carrion as lies there in their

bumble baths. i6oz DEKKKR Satirom. Wks. 1873 I. 218

If I might ha my wil, thou should*! not put thy spoone
into that bumble-broth. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Praise
Clean Linn. Wks. n. 160/1 Laundresses arc testy..When
they are lathering in their bumble broth. 1861 H.KINGSLKV
Ravens/we \\\. (D.) She died mostly along of Mr. Malonc's
bumble foot, .he being drunk and bumble-footed too.

Bumble, sb.'* dial. See quot.
1694 WESTMACOTT Script. Herb, j> Bull- Rushes, .in some

Countries, .are called Bumbles 1877 PEACOCK .V. IV. Lin-
coln,. Gloss. (E. D. S.j Bumbles, such as are used for chair

bottoms.

Bumble (btf'mb'1), s/>. dial.
* A small round

stone. West! (Halliwell.)
1839 MURCHISON Silur. System i. xvxi. 413 Small concre-

tions, which., alternate witn beds of solid limestone. The
former, .are here known under the name of bumbles.

T Bu'mble, sb$ Qbs. rare~ l
. A bandage for

blindfolding. A kind of blinkers. North! ( Halliw. )

x63 LISLK &lfric on O. <y A". T. Pref. 14 Hood-winked
withnis implicite faith, as with a bumble on his head. 1863
Gloss, in Morton Cycl. Agric.^ Bumbles, covers for horses

eyes.

t Bumble, vl Obs. Also 4-6 bomble. [f.

BOOM v. 1
,
BUM v.- + frequentative suffix -LE.]

1. intr. To boom, as a bittern ; to buzz, as a fly.

c 1386 CHAUCER ll'i/e's T. 116 As a BUore bombleth in the

Myre \v. r. bumbith, bumlij*]. 1556-1693 [see UUMUI.INXJ

vol. sb.\. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss. 78 *//>/<,', to hum
or bu//.

2. trans. To grumble at, blame, take to task.

1675 DUFI-KTT Moik Temp. in. i, Be bumbled, and jumbl'tl,
and grumbl'd at. 1781 COWPER Corr. (1824' I. 201, I shall

not bumble Johnson for finding fault with Friendship.

fr Bu'mble, &.- Obs. exc. Sc. Also 6 bomble,
8-9 Sc. bummil, -el. [See HUMBLE sb%\

a. intr. To blunder, flounder. See BUMBUM;
vbL sb, b. trans. To bungle over

;
to do in a

bungling manner.

1532 MORI; Confut. Tindalc Wks. (1557^ 693/1 The thinge
wher about he hath bombled all thys while. Ibid. 734/2
Which argument Tindall hath all thys while bumbled aboute
to soyle, 1719 RAMSAY Kpist. Hamilton ii, Tis ne'er be
me Shall, .say ye bummil Ve'r poetrie. 1807 STA<;G Poems
145 As for a bang he bumiuel'd .. An* down the warrior
tumel'd

Bumble-bee .bznnb'lb/"
1

). [f. stem of BUMBLE

z>.i + BEE* ; cf. BUMBLE sbQ A large bee of the

genus Bombits ; a humble-bee.

1530 PALSGK. 460/1, 1 bomme, as a bombyll bee dothe. 1678
H, MORE Lett, 25 May in Glanvil Saddiii. 11681) Hunting
of Butter-flies and Bumble-bees. 1794 S.WILLIAMS Ver-

mont 129 There is a species called with us the bumble bee.

1881 Proc. Benv.Nat. Club IX. No. 3. 571 A most unusual
number of wasps and bumble bees.

Bumbledom bz>'mb'ldam). [f. Bumble, name
of the beadle in Diektns's Oliver Twist + -DOM.]

Fussy official pomposity and stupidity, especially
as displayed by the officers of pttty corporations,

vestries, etc. ; beadledom in its glory.
1856 Sat. Rev. II. 1 2/1 The collective Bumbledom of West-

minster. 1865 Spectator 22 Apr. 427 There spoke the true

spirit of parish Bumbledom. 1880 Daily_
Tel. 8 Oct., The

uncomplimentary epithet applied to municipal bureaucracy,
* Bumbledom '.

Bivmblekite. dial. Also bummel-kite. A
blackberry.
1691 RAY A". C. Wds., Bnmblekitcs'. Bramble-Berries.

Yorkshire. 1789-96 MORSE Ainer. Gcog. I. 188 Spwteat
blackberry or Bumblekites. 1824 Craven Dial. 15 To pike
. .some shoups, bummlekites,an hindberries. i^&^Hampsh.
Glo$s.> Bnmmcll or Bumble-kite, .a bramble or blackberry.

Bumble-puppy (btnnblpvpi). [Derivation i

unknown. Cf. BUMBLE v.-~\

a. An old game resembling bagatelle, but

played out of doors with marbles or '

dumps
*

of

lead ; nine-holes, b. Applied humorously to whist

played unscientifically.
1801 STRUTT Sports <y Past. in. vii. 242 note. 1884 Sat.

RUT.'. 25 Oct. 520 'Humble puppy' or domestic whist at

shilling points. 1885 Longm. Mag. VI. 597 A common form
of home whist called by Pembridge, Bumblepuppy.
Bu'mbler. dial.

[f. BUMBLE f.l and #." + -ERI
.]

a. A bumble-bee. (Applied to the Tyneside

artilleryman.) b. A blunderer.

1847 -78 HALLIW KL i., Bumpier. A humble bee. Xorth.

1863 ROBSON Bards of Tync 108 You'll light your l-aitles o'er

your pipe.. You blue tail bumbler. 1881 Mr>. I,. I.ISTON

My Loi'c III. 244 He is a bit of a bumbler when all is said

and done.

tBu'mbling, vbl. sb. Obs7
[f.

BI-MBLK v.\

and v.- + -IN<J '.]

a. Plundering, b. Buzzing, humming.
1533 MORI; Answ. Poysou. Bk, Wks. (15571 1088/2 Tyndall

dydde. .make some bumlyng aboute a colour for the matter.

1536 J. HEYWOOD Spidt-r <y /'/. Ixiv. 71 Much bumbling
among them all [fliesj : there was. 1693 uRQUHART Ret6tlat3
in. xiii, Bumbling of Bees.

Bu'iubo. Also burnboo, bombo. [Cf. It.

bombo a child's word for drink /i'ommaseo and

Bellini).]
( A liquor composed of ruin, sugar,

water, and nutmeg' (Note to Rod. Random".
\
also

other alcoholic mixtures.

1748 SMOLU.TI Rod. Rand, .\x.\iv, A table well stored with
bumbo and wine. 1756 T. TUKNLK Diary 28 Apr. in Parish
Sussex Gloss, :*. v., One bow] <;f punch and two muggs of

bumboo. 1867 S \IVTH Sailor s H'ord-bk.^ Bombo, weak cold

punch, a 1886 Xorthunt!' So>t%\\\ A*. <y tj. 6 Mar. 195 The
pitmen and the keelman. .drink bumbo made of gin.

Buiuboat (
( b^'nibJt;. Also 8 bomb-boat,

[app. f. HTM sf>,^ + BOAT. ^Cf. bumb'.iy
' a tjuag-

mire from stagnating water, dung, etc., such as Is

often seen in farm yards
'

Suffolk IV'onis from

CuUum Hist. Hawstcd 1815 ;
also Ray S. <fc . C.

Words.)]
1 1. A scavenger's boat, employed to remove

*

filth
'

from ships lying in the Thames, as pre-
scribed by the Trinity House Bye Laws of 1685.

(These
* dirt-boats* used also to bring vegetables

etc. for sale on board the ships, whence sense 2.)

1671 Pfoclam. C/uis. //, 6 Apr., Whereas several Dirl-

lioats. and Hum-Hoats. .under pretence of Fetching Dirt,
and Furnishing necessary Provisions on Hoard such Ships
as are in the River, do commit divers Thefts and Robberies.

1685 fty-La-ivs Trinity House No. 6 Dirtboats, otherwise
called Humboats.

2. * A boat employed to carry provisions, veget-

ables, and small merchandise for sale to ships,
either in port or lying at a distance from the

shore.' Smyth Saifors Word-bk.

1769 FA i.coNiiR /?/(.-/. Mari>ie
(iffy)) Bumboat, a small boat

used to sell vegetables, etc. to ships lying at a distance from
the shore. 1833 MAKRYAT P. Simple (18631 47 -^'1 l

)
lc bum-

boats were very anxious to supply the ship. 1863 Life .Wau- I

(>/~lVar\\\ Cornh. Slag. Feb., The bumboat has come along- !

side .. with oranges and grapes, loaf-bread, .herrings, and
similar dainties.

3. attrib.* as bitmboat act, man, people, woman.
1714 Lo>fd. Citr;. No. 5245/3 John Daniel, an Alehouse-

keeper and Bomb-boat Man at Woolwich. i8ao HKOUEKU'
& lJiN<;n.\M Ki-p. I. 433 The vessel, .was seized, .under the

Bum-boat act i2Geo. III. (.28'. i83$MARKYAT Jac. f-'aithf.

xxxvii, We purchased some sheets of paper from the bum-
boat people. 1884 LtttelFs Living Age 700 Fruits from . .

the bumboat-woman at a seaport.

Hence Bumboating vbl. sb.

1841 MARRYAT Poacher xxxvii, It was only bumboating
on a large scale.

t Bum - card. Obs. Also bun-, bumbe-,
bumme-card. [Of uncertain origin.] A raised

or otherwise marked card used for cheating at

play ; alsoy?^
r
.

1577 NoiuHUROuKE Dicing i' 1843 1 142 A bumbe carde finely

vnder, ouer, or in the middes, &c. and what not to deceyue ?

1589 Pappe iv. Hatc/ut C ij, Hee'le cog the die of deceipt,
and cutte at the bumme-carde of his conscience. 1611

FLORID, Rinterzata carta, a bun-card. 1631 BKATHWAIT
\\Sliimzics Gamester 42 The moregeneroua professants have
by this discarded him for a bum-card.

Bum-clock. Sc. and north, dial. [f. BUM v.-

to hum + CLOCK beetle.] A drone-beetle.

1786 BURNS Two. Dogs 33 The bum-clock humm'd wi'lazy
drone. 1875 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss. t Butnclock^ the hum-
ming beetle.

t Bum-court. Obs. [Etymol. uncertain : app.
f. BUM sb.l vcf. the first quot.).] Apparently, a

vulgar nick-name for the Ecclesiastical Court.

1544 Snppl. to Hen. VIII
^
28 The hearing of testamen-

terye causes . . of sclaunders, of leachery, adultery, and
punyshement of bawedrye ; and suche other bumme courte
matters. 1580 FULKE Stapl. $ Mart. Confuted 128 These
quarrels sir Bachiler, are more meet for the bomme-courts,
in which perhaps you are a prating proctor, than for the
schools of divinity. 1583 BriefConfnt. 33 In this saying,
if the term of bumcourts seem too light, I yield unto the
censure of grave and godly men.

f Bumdockdousse. Obs. [f. BUM sb^- + DOCK

rump + DOUSE v. beat, thump.] Urquhart's word
for pimpoinpet,

l a kinde of game wherein three

hit each other on the bumme with one of their

feet
'

(Cotgrave\
1653 URQUHART Rabelais l. xxn, At the leek, at Bumdock-

dousse.

t Bumfea'ge, bumfea'gle, bumfe'g, vbs.

Obs. [cf. BUM v.S] Humorous synonyms for to

flog, thrash. '^Xashe apparently regarded the word
as a coinage of ' Martin Marprelate '. )

1589 flay any Work 6 Ise so bunifeg the Cooper. 1589
NASHE Almond for Parrat 7 b, You . . neuer knewe what
his liumfeging ment. 1589 Martin's Month's M. Fib,
I wil o bumfeage him. 1598 FLORIO, S-cardassurc . . to

beate, bumbaste. .or bumfeagle.
t Bumfi-ddle, sb. = Bni s/>.

]

1675 COTTON Burlesque in Poet. Wks. '1765) 231 So her
llum-tiddle I had clapp'd.
Bumfi ddle z r

., see quots. ;
also Bumfi'ddler.

(1560 Trag. Rick. 11 '18701 42 To say 1 will teare this

pajier. .or fowler words than that, as to say I will bumfidle

your paper. 1611 DAVIES Scourge Folly in Wright Diet.

Obs. q Prov. Eng., A busie-body hardly she abides ; Yet
she's well-pleased with all bumfidlers. 1618 FLETCHER
Changes i. vi, And am 1 now bumfidl'd with a Bastard ? 1815
Sot:THi-.v Lett. 1 1856) 11-390 [An ode] too good to be fiddled ;

so 1 sent them a second, which was fit to be bum-fiddled.

Bumkiii, bumpkin (bo'mkin . Naitt. Also

8-9 boomkiii. [t.
BOOM sb.- -t- -KIN

; possibly
the Du. boomken may formerly have been used in

this special sense. The spelling bumpkin is

now more usual.]
' A short boom projecting

from each bow of a ship, to extend the lower edge
of the foresail to windward.' Falconer Diet.

Marine, 1769. Also applied to similar booms
for extending the mainsail and the mizen.

1632 SHERWOOD, Bumkin ;in a ship 1

,
chicambnult. 1769

FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789' Bunikin, or Boon:kin t
a short

boom. 1799 NavalCliron. I. 258 Carrying away her bump-
kin. 1815 H. GASCOIGNE Nav. fame 75 Dragg'd to the

Bumpkin the Foretack is found. 1840 R. DANA Bef, Must
xv. 41 Breaking off her larboard bumpkin.
attrib. 1794 Rigging *t St'niniitisfiip I. 231 Boonikin.

S/ir<nh, to support the boomkins, have their after ends
hooked to eye-bolts.

t Bunlkill -. Obs. rare. See quot.
1697 DAMPIER I'oy. 11729) I. 2 Another Canoa which had

been sawn asunder in the middle, in order to have made
Bumkins, or Vessels for carrying water.

t Bu-mkin :>. [f.
BUM jVi.l + -KIN.]

' A bur-

lesque term for the posteriors '. Nares, q. v.

Bumkin g, obs. form of BUMPKIN.

t Bu'inleaf, Obs. rare. [Cf. BUM-CAKD.] A
leaf of paper with a slip projecting from the edge

l^in a book used for a conjuring trick* ; it served a

similar purpose to that of the ' bum-card ', being
intended to enable the conjuror to open the book,
as if by accident, at the right places.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witclur. xni. xxxiii. 283 Each Bum-
leafe or high inch of paper, .rest your thombe upon anie of

those Bumleaves, or nigh inches.

II
Bummalo. Also bumbeloe, bumbalo,

bumaloe. [Yule quotes bomlnl or bonibila from

Molesworth's Mahratti Diet.} A small fish (ffar-

podon nehereits fuund off the coasts of .Southern

Asia, used, when dried, as a relish.

1673 FKVER E. India tf P. 67 (Y.) Massigoung . . notable

for a fish called Kumbelow, the Sustenance of the Poorer

sort, vf&j Archacologm VIII. 26210.) Dried fish, which

in this country [India] are called bumbeloes. 1813 J. FORBES
Oriental Mem. I. 53 The Bumbalo, a small fish extremely
nutritive. 1845 STOCQUELER Haiidbk. Brit. India (1854)

283 Skate, sword-fish, bumaloe, cockup, crabs, lobsters.

1885 BALFOCR Cycl. hulia led. 3* 512 Bummalo, a small fish,

salted and dried ; also called Bombay Duck.

Buminaree (bcmar?;. Also 8-9 bomaree.

9 bumbaree, bommeree. [Origin unknown.

Cf. BUMMERV.] A middleman in the fish trade at

Billingsgate.
[1707 Loiui. Gai. No. 4330/7 Run away. . a Negro Boy. .

called Hermitage or Bumaree.] 1786 Rep. Committee o/

City of Loud, on Price Provisions 31 The Bomarees will

buy up half the fi*h the Salesmen have, and sell to the Fiah



BUMMOCK.
mongers. 1851 MAVIIEU- Loud. Labour I. 67 In Billings-

gate the '

forestallers
'

or middlemen are known as ' bum-
marees

'

. . The bummaree is the jobber or speculator on
the fish-exchange. 1859 SALA 7'7i. round dock (18611 17
Stands are erected at different parts of the market for

' bum-
barees '.

Hence Burnmaree ing- vbl. sb. The acting as a

Bummaree.
1859 SALA Tw. round Clock 21 The process of bumbaree-

ing is very simple.

Bumme, obs. f. BuM.r/;. 1

t Bu'inmock, Bu'mmack. Sf. [Etymology
unknown : presumably ON.]
1. A large brewing of ale for a merry meeting ;

the ale itself. (In Caithness.) (Jam.)
1693 WALLACE Orkney 30 The Tennant will not fail to

have . . strong Ale i which they call Bummocks.i in readiness.
>8az SCOTT Pirate III. 200 ijAM.t The mickle bicker of

Scapa. . was always offered to the Bishop of Orkney brimful
of the best bummock.
2. A Christmas entertainment in Orkney given

by tenants to their landlords.

1795 Statist. Ace. Orkney XV. 393 note (JAM.) These enter,

tamments, called Bummacks, strengthened . . the bonds of
mutual confidence . . The Christinas Bummacks are almost
universally discontinued.

t Bummed, a. Obs. Also 6 bumbd.
[f. BUM

j*. 1 and v * + -ED.] a. Of garments : Padded out,
made to project, b. I laving a bum (only in comb.').
1588 W. AVKRELL Comb. Contrarieties B ij, This yeere

bumbd like a Barrel!, the next shottend like a Herring.
1611 COTGR., Fesse. . Fat-bumd.

Bummel, -il, Sc. ff. of BUMBLE vt
tBu'nimer 1

. Obs. =BUMBAILIFP.
1675 CROWNE Country IVit in. 40 I'le go get the writ and

bailiffs . . my Bummers shall have her in bed.

Bummer 2
. Sc. [f. BUM v.~ + -EB'.] That

which hums or buzzes ; spec, a toy (see quot.
1821).
1821 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 35 (JAM.) Bummers a thin piece

of wood swung round by a cord. 1862 HISI.OP Prof. Scot.

185 The loudest bummer 's no the best bee.

Bummer 8
(bo-mai;. U. .S'. slang, [cf. Ger.

biimmler in same sense.] An idler, lounger, loafer.

See also quots. Hence Bummerish. a.

1865 MAJ. NICHOLLS Gt. March in Pall Mall G. 23 Sept.

ii/2_If it be asked what a ' bummer '

is, the reply is easy.
He is a raider on his own account a man who temporarily
deserts his place in the ranks . . and starts out upon an in-

dependent foraging expedition. 1865 Atlantic Aftmt/i/y
Mar. 286 The brain . . a lazy bummer, that lived at the
stomach's expense. 1872 C. KING Sierra .\Vz-. ii. -:6 Indians
. .lying off with that peculiar bummerish ea^e. 1878 BLACK
Green Past. (ed. 2) III. 83 A system of local government
controlled by 30,005 bummers, loafers, and dead-beats.

s Bivmmery. Obs. [a. Du. bommaye Jlex-
ham), bodmerij ; see BOTTOMRY

sl>.~\
= BOTTOMRY.

1663 PEPVS Diary 25 Nov. He advised me in things I de-

sired, about bummary, and other ways of putting out money
as in parts of ships. 1668 CHILD Disc. Trade 11698' 144
Bills of Bottomry or Bumery. a 1734 NORTH Lii'es II. 33
A bummery bond. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 263/1 Bottomry,
Bottomree, or Bummaree.

Bu'mming, ///. a.
[f.

BI-M z>.- + -i.\o2.]
a. Buzzing, humming, b. "\ Bumming sound

(obs.) : Something of note, or worth listening to.

1599 MARSTON Sco. ^illanie \. iv. 188 Hath rak't together
some four thousand pound, To make his smug gurle beare a

bumming sound In a young merchants eare. 1616 Pasifnil
<y Kath. ill. 182 A thousand pound a yeere ! B'ar Ladie,
that s a bumming sound. 1821 CLARE Vill. ftlinstr. I. 131
Bumming gad-flies ceased to tease.

Bump (bmp), rf.l [Belongs to BUMP t'.l Ono-

matopoeic : the vl>. and sb. of action being probably
coeval. App. the order was bump v. to knock,
and bump sb. a knock

;
hence as sb. a swelling

protuberance caused by a blow, and as vb. to swell

or lise in a protuberance ;
but the historical record

is not very complete. Cf. BOUNCE, THUMP, etc.

Also as a parallel instance of an onomatopoeia
combining the two senses

' sudden blow '

and
'

swelling
'

cf. BUNCH.]
I. 1. A blow somewhat heavy, but rather dull

in sound
;
a sudden collision, more or less violent.

1611 COTGR., Adot, a blow, bumpe, or thumpe. 1768-78
TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. 149 An unlucky bump upon the head
Imight have] rendered him stupid. 1862 SMILES Engineers
III. 10 When the pump descends, there is heard a plunge,
a heavy sigh, and a loud bump. 1882 Lett, in Royal Acad.
Catal. (1883) 95 It went into the ditch with a bump.
2. Boating. The impact of the stem of a boat

against the stern or side of another boat in front
of it : in boat-racing at the English Universities,
the making of a '

bump
'

is the technical proof of
one boat's overtaking and beating another.
1861 HUGHES Tom Brown Oxf. I. xiv. 282 A bump now

and no mistake ; the bow of the St. Ambrose boat jams the
oar of the Oriel stroke. 1884 Sat. Re-.'., College Life 12 July
47/1 An unexpected bump in May.

II. Swelling.
3. A protuberance such as is caused by a blow or

collision ; a swelling, an irregular prominence.
1592 SHAKS. Rom. 4- Jiil. i. iii. 53 It had upon it brow, a

bumpe as big as a young Cockrels stone ; a perilous knock.
1611 COTGR., Angonailles, botches, (pockie) bumps or sores.
Ibid. Bigne, a bumpe, knob, rising, or swelling after a
knocke. a 1700 DRYDEN (J.i Not though .. in bumps his

1175

forehead rise. 1825-7 HONE R-.-cry-day /Ik. II. 1016, I sat

upon a small knoll, surrounded by curves and bumps.
4. transf. One of the prominences on the cranium

associated by phrenologists with special mental
faculties and propensities ; sometimes used for the

faculties, etc., themselves, (colloq.}

1815 Kdin. A'/T', XXV. 251 The aforesaid bumps on the
head are . . signs of peculiar energy, in some of the special
faculties. 1863 KINGSLKY Water-bab. iv. 165 She felt his

bumps, and cast his nativity. Mod . I never knew anyone
so deficient hi the bump of locality.

III. Comb., as bump-stick, a tool used by shoe-

makers for smoothing soles (
= Sleek-stick} ; bump-

supper, a supper given to celebrate the making of

a 'bump' by a college boat (see 2).

1725 KRADI.KV Fain. Diet. s. v. Box, It [Boxwood] makes
also . . Bump-Sticks and Dressers for Shoemakers.

Bump, $l>~
[f. Bi'MPfc'.-] The cry of the bittern.

a 15*8 SKF.I.TON Pucttis 227 \L. i The bitter with his bump,
The crane with his trump.

Bump (bymp , W'. ;t

[Origin unknown.] a. A
kind of matting used for covering floor*, b. A
material composed of cotton threads loosely twisted

together (formerly also refuse flax used for candle-

wicks, also woven for making coarse sheets
;
attrib.

in bump-sheet, also bump-mill, a factory where
this fabric is manufactured.

Bump, ?'.' [see BUMP
.v/>.']

I. To strike heavily or firmly.
1. trans, f a. generally. To strike heavily, knock,

thump. Obs. b. To impinge heavily upon ;
of

persons, to push (a heavy body; violently against,
or on any object ;

to hurt (one's head, one's knee,

etc.) by knocking against a hard object (some-
times const, ogaittst) on} ;

to strike or knock with

anything heavy and bulky ;
to seize (a person by the

arms and legs, and strike his posteriors against a

wall, tree, etc.

1611 COTGR.^Baculcr, to bumpe on the Posteriorumswith a

Bat. 1768 TUCKER Lt.Xat. I. 471 That antagonist, whom lie

humps and pummels so furiously. 1815 SCOTT Guy JA iv,

We bumped ashore a hundred kegs. 1842 TKSNYSON Epic
12, I bump'd the ice into three several slurs. Mod. I bumped
my head on the low ceiling. Several boys were 'bumped

'

against this wall at the beating of the bounds.

2. intr. To strike solidly, to come with a bump
or violent jolt against; to move with a bump or

a succession of bumps. Nattt. see quot. 1844.
(7 1843 SOUTH KY Lodorc 94 Thumping and flumping and

bumping and jumping. 1844 MRS. HOUSTON Yacht I'oy.

Texas II. 150 The extremely heavy swell on the bar, which
. .materially increases the chance of a vessel's

'

humping ';

a term the Americans use for touching on the sand banks.

1857 HOLLAND Hay Path xxv. 301 His heart bumped So
heavily against the walls of his chest. 1860 Merc. Mar.
Mag. VII. 305 She bumped several times, .losing her false

keel. 1885 M. D. CHAI.MKKS Law Times LXXX. 191/1 Due
to the cask bumping against the cellar wall.

3. trans. Boat-racing. To overtake and impinge on

(the boat in front . Also absol. = * moke a bump
'

:

see BUMP sb^ 2. (In the boat-races at the English
Universities, a boat which bumps another changes

place with it in the order of boats on the river.)
1826 Lit. Lounger 222 in O.rf. Mag, [Extra No.] 18 May

1887, 2/2 Christ Church bumps her. Ibid. 3/1, I never

thought of her bumping the Exeter. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt.

Locke xiii. 105 Having, as he informed me,
*

bumped the first

Trinity'. 1861 HUGHKS Tom Brywn Oxf. I. xiv. 276 Col-

leges, whose boats have no chance of bumping or being
bumped.

II. To bulge out.

f4. intr. To rise in protuberances, to bulge out,

to be convex. Obs.

1566 [see BUMPING ///. a.]. 1579 STUDLKV Si-urea's I!i/>-

polytas (1581* 71 His . . necke With . . knobby curnels hie

out bumping big do swell. 1307 GERARD Herbal (&$$ 1299
(L.) Long fruite. .with kernels bumping out. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch's Mor. 1021 Of the round line that part which is. .

without doth bumpe and bunch.

f5. trans. To make protuberant, cause to swell ///.

1662 J. BARGRAVF. Pope Alex. VII 11867! 120 Another

triangular, unequilateral, bumped-up, large loadstone. 1719
D'URFEY Pills I. 187 He bumpt up our Bellies.

6. trans. Printing. To bump out : To spread out

the matter of a book, article, or the like by wide

spacing, arrangement of page, etc.', so as to make
it fill the desired number of pages.
1885 Bookseller 6 July 49/1 The text had been so ingeni-

ously bumped out by the publishers that it filled twice the

number ofpages it should have done.

III. 7. Watchmaking : see quot,
1884 F. BRITTEN Watch ff Clockm. 246

'

Bumping
'

wheels,
i. e. altering the plane of the teeth with relation to the hole.

IV. 8. The verb-stem used adverbially AYith a

bump, with sudden collision ; bwnp, bump, with

repeated shocks of contact on the part of a heavy
moving body.
1806 BLOOMFIELD Wild Flowers Poems (1845)217 Bump in

his hat the shillings tumbled. 1863 KINGSLEY Water-bolt.

i. 47 As he came bump, stump, jump, down the steep.
Mod. The carriage went bump, bump, over the sleepers.

Bump, v.^ [Of echoic origin : cf. BOOM v.~]

A word used to express the cry of the bittern.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 173 A Bmor maketh that

mugient noyse, or as we terme it Bumping, a 1700 DRVDEN
l\

r
ife ofBath 194 As a bittour bumps within n reed.

BUMPKIN.

t Bu'mped, ///. a. Oh. [f.
BUMP $b^ and p. 1 +

-ED.] Covered with bumps; swelled out in bumps.
1611 COTGR., Basse . .knobbie, bulked, or bumped out. i66z

[see BUMP v, 1

5] Bumped up. 1776 tr. Da Costas Conchol.

177 i Jod.) The two ends or extremes, on the upper part are

very bumped and prominent.

Bumper bzrmpaj), j7;J [perh. from BUMP
.f/'.

1 or?;. 1
: with notion of a '

bumping *,
i. e. large,

'

thumping
'

glass.]
1. A cup or glass of wine, etc., filled to the brim,

csp. when drunk as a toast.

1676 D'UKI-KY Mad. Fickle \. i. (16771 52 Full Bumpers
crown our Blisses. i^Goi-DSM. Reteu, 127 He cherish'dhis

friend, and he relish a a bumper. 1856 KANE/IrrC. Exp. I.

xiii. 151 A dinner of marled beef. . and a bumper of cham-
pagne all round.

b. Comb., as bumper-aram^ -toast.

1818 SCOTT Hrt Midi, iv, Drinking their meridian fa

bumper-dram of brandy. 1839 LOCK HART KnHantyne-
hntnbng Few will doubt that he did.. pledge, with hearty
/eal, many a bumper-toast.
2. slang. Anything unusually large or abundant.

{Cf. whopper, whacker^ thumper, etc.) Also attrib.

1859 L,AN< ; // 'and. India 9 Tellwetl and Long . . have just
lust a bumper twenty-seven gold mohurs, 18640. BEHKK-
LIY My Lift <V Recoil. I. 182 The country was immensely
deep and the brook a bumper. 1885 Times i Weekly ed.i

2 Oct. 5 '3 The floods will have the effect ofgiving a 'bumper'
rubbee crop.

3. Thcatr. slang. A crowded ' house
'

at a theatre.

1839 DICKKSS .\7(7/. A'/Vvt. x.xtv, This charming actress

will be greeted with a bumper. 1886 Pall Mall G. 2 Aug.
3/2, 1 have heard a crowded house on a benefit night called
1 a bumper*.
4. In IThist and other games : see quots.
1876 A. CAMPBELL-WALKER Correct Card (18801 Gloss. TI

r>!unpiT. Winning two game-* i.e. eight points before

your adversaries have scored. 1880 BKSANT 8: RICK Seamy
Side xxxii. 282 After seeing a double bumper fooled away,
his partner rose in silent dignity, and left the house.

5.
[f. sense I of the verb.] The buffer of a rail-

way carriage U. S. .

1839 Jrnl. Franklin Institute. XXIV. 156 The bumpers
or elastic cushions are to be attached, -tu the front and rear

draw-bar. 1864 Sanatory Commission U. S. Army no note,
The Bumper is surrounded by a stiff spring, which prevents
the communication of the jar.

Bumper, sl>.-
[f.

BUMP v.- and j/.-] In

comb, bog-huntper BITTERN.
1866 Inverness Conr. 4 Jan., 1'he bog-bumper. 1887 JK.S-

soi'p A ready 56
' Were there any bitteins here ?

' '

Why, you
must mean Bog Bumpers.'

Bu'mper, z'.
1

[f-
BI'MPEP.

sb.^"\ a. trans. To
fill (a drinking-vessel) to the brim. b. trans. To
toast in a bumper, c. intr. (and with object it

to drink bumpers or toasts.

Hence Bumpering vbl. si>. {attrib. in quot.\
1696 W. MorxTAcuK Di'liglits Holland 40 They [the

Dutch J Bumper it but seldom. 1789 BI/RNS ll'Jiistte viii, I'll

. .bumper bis horn with him twenty times o'er. 1795 WoL-
coTTiP. Pindar) Hair Powd. V.'ks. 1812 III. 301 Ye bumper
it in England's cause. 1808 Cumbrian Ballads No. 75. 175

Come, bumper the Cummerlan lasses. 1859 M. SCOTT Tom
Cringle xviii. 510 We all sang and bumpered away.

Bu-mper, v.- [^connected with BrMPf. 1 or

.f/j.
1

] intr. Frequentative and dim. of /?>///:
to make or receive slight bumps ; to cause jolts,
1822 Black. Mag. XI. 159 A hand-gallop, in which I

trust you will think that Peggy [i. e. Pegasus] has bumpered
very seldom.

f Bivmperize, v. nonce-ivd.
[f. BuMPKB^. 1 +

-IZK.] To drink bumpers.
a 1794 GIBBON Mctn. in Misc. IV'ks. (1814* I. 141 We kept

bumperizing till after roll-calling.

Bu'mpiness. BUMPY state or condition.

1817 Blackw. Mag. I. 38 A modification in the shape or

Immpiness of its [the heart's] apex. 1886 Bicycling .\etfs

17 Sept. 74.8/2 Its bumpiness excelled any other wood-pave-
ment bumpiness in London.

Bu'iuping, vbl. sb. [f. BUMP z.'.
1 + -ING i.]

1. The action of the verb to Bi'MP. a. intr.

Sudden (usually repeated; collision or knocking.
b. trans. Striking heavily, thrashing. C. Banging
the posteriors of a person against a post or wall.

1842 Frasers Mag. Dec., A very tedious passage . .Four

days of., bumping about, a 1848 MARRYAT /?. Reefer ix,

The bumping of obnoxious ushers, and the
*

barring out
'

of

tyrannical masters. 1862 WHYTK MELVILLE Ins. Bar vi.

(ed. 121 298 Sundry bumpings and thumpings on the stairs.

2. ;See quot.)

1883 W. M. WILLIAMS in Kntnvledgf 18 Aug. 99/1 What the

practical chemist calls
'

bumping', or the sudden formation
of a big bubble of steam.

3. Comb., as bnmping-racc (see BUMP vl 3).

1871 PROCTOR Light Science 298 A closely contested

bumping-race.

Bumping, ///. a. [f. BUMP f.1 + -1x02]
Huge, great;

'

thumping .

1566 NUCE Seneca's Octaria (1581) 172 b, AH the bumping
bignes it doth beare. xyia ARBUTHXOT John Bull iv. vi,

Thou shalt have a bumping pennyworth.

Bu'mping'Ty, adv. [f. Bumping pr. pple. of

BUMP z'J + -i.v.J In a bumping or jolting manner.

1854 Chamb. Jrnl. I. 242 The carriage goes bumpingly.

Bumpkin v D27
'm P^*m )-

Forms : 6 bunkin,

7-8 bumkin. ;; bumking), 7- bumpkin. [The
curions gloss in the first quot. suggests that bimkin
f presumably the same word) was a humorous



BUMPKIN.

appellation for a Dutchman, and meant a man with

short stumpy figure. The word may be a. Du.
boomkcn 'little tree' Hexham) ;

cf. HrMKix J^.1

It may however be ad. MDu. bommekijn
'
little

barrel ', or f. BUM st.i + -KIN.]
1. An awkward country fellow, a clown.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 133 A Bunkin, fe\ow,ata'-j?fs, strigo.

1658 LD. WINDSOR in Hatton Corresp. 11878) 15 That I may
not looke more lyke a bumking than the rest. 1713 STF.ELK
in Englishman No. 40. 258 A Northamptonshire Bumpkin
would disdain to gather in such a Crop. 1774 CHESTERF.
Lett. I. No. 44. 141 A country bumpkin is ashamed when
he comes into good company. 1820 IRVING Sketch Bk. II.

357 The more bashful country bumpkins hung sheepishly
back. 1862 Comm. PL Philosopher 369.

2. ? Some kind of dance.

1823 LOCKHART Reg. Dalton i. xii. (1842) 74, I danced a

bumpkin with the boy.

Hence Buznpkiuet, a little bumpkin. Bump-
kinish, Bumpkinly adj$. y like a bumpkin,
clownish, rustic. Bumpkinship (humorous), the

personality of a bumpkin.
i774j.LANGHORNEOw/ry Just. 122 Shall Bumpkin come,

and bumpkinets be born ! 1881 Times 12 Jan. 4/1 Peggy
. . was a little, vulgar, country bumpkinet. 1778 Miss
BCRSEY Evelina (1794* I. 73, I had been brought up in the

country, which . . had given me a very bumpkimsh air. 1861

Court Life Naples 140 Our heroine . . had the bumpkinish
taste to love every person and thing connected with her
home. 1697 VANBRUGH Relapst iv, v, A pax of these bum-
kinly people ! 1823 SCOTT Peveril 11831) II. 265 A bump-
kinly, clod-compelling sort of look. 1872 Miss BRADDON
R. Ainsleigh I. xiii. 223 A man of the world, .to be ousted
and cheated by your bumpkinship.

Bumpkin, another form ofBuMKix*
^
in a ship

1

.

Bumpology. Hitmorous. [f. BUMP sb.\ 4,

after words in ~ology^\ The (alleged) science of

bumps ;

;

phrenology '. So Bumpo'sopher [after

philosopher}, one who is learned in bumps.
1834 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exere. (1842) III. 414 The argu-

ment is a specimen of the same defective bumpology. 1841

Englishman's Mag. i Feb. 20 The general principles of

bumpology. 1886 Pall Mall G. 23 Aug. 4/2 Phrenology,
viewed as bumpology, has ceased to occupy the minds of the

scientific. 1836 lilacfew. Mag. XL. 33 The most redoubt-
able bumposopher that ever discoursed.

t Bumpsy, a. Obs. exc. dial. Also bumsie.

f? f. BUMP .f/;.
1 or vb\\ Tipsy, intoxicated.

1611 TARLKTON Jests (18441 8, I being a carousing, drunk
so long to the watermen that one of them was bumpsie.
1630 J. TAYLOR i Water P. i

f-'pigr. ll'ks. n. 264/2 Strait

^taggers by a Porter or a Carman, As bumsie as a fox'd

flapdragon German.

Bumptious .btrmpjas , a. [A humorous for-

mation, suggested pern, by BCMP j/'.l or t'.
1

, and
words in -tious, like fractious. (Not in Craig
1847, nor in any earlier Diet. ] Offensively self-

conceited
;
sulf-assertive. {colloq. and undignified. )

1803 MAD. D'ARBLAV Diary fy Lctt.\l. 324 No my dearest

Padre, bumptious ! no I deny the charge in toto. 1821
CLARE Vill. ^linstr. I. 36 The bumptious serjcant struts

Ijefore his men . . And look as big as if King George himsen.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Bumptious, pruud, arrogant. I'ar.dial.

1857 C. MAXWELL Lett, in Life x. 11882) 295 Buckle's His-

tory of Civilisation a bumptious book, strong positivism,

emancipation from exploded notions, and that style of thing.

Hence Bu-mptiously aJv.
, BirmptiousnesB.

1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. <$ Merck. \, i. 17 That long-legged
isosceles triangle that bumptiously bestrides the asses'

bridge. 1857 HUGHKS Tom Brown \. v, Tom, notwith-

standing his bumptiousness, felt friends with him at once.
1881 Macm. Mag. XLV. 169 The bumptiousness of minor
British officialism.

Bumpy (bzrmpi), a.
[f.

BUMP sfr.i or V&.1 +
-Y

!.] Full of bumps or protuberances ; of a road,

etc., jolty, uneven ; causing bumps or jolts.

1865 E. BCRRITT H'alk Land's E. 239 A wall of brown,
brambly, humpy, bumpy heatherland. 1884 C. GURDON in

Lillywhite Crick. Contp. 49 On a bumpy wicket a dangerous
bowler.

Bumsie, var. of Bi'MPsv, Ohs., tipsy.

tBun (bi>n>, sb^- Obs. exc. dial. Forms: I

bune, 4 bon,e, 5-6 bunne, 6- bun; see also

BOON sb.'~ [OK. fame, origin unknown.]
1. A hollow stem, esp. of an umbelliferous

plant ; a kex.
<? TOGO Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 198 Canna, harundo t cala-

mu$) bune. c 1440 Promp. Parr. 277 Kyx or bunne or

dry weed. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 70 The . . lowe places,
and all the holowe bunnes and pypes that grow therin.

1875 ll'hitby Gloss., Runs, or Bunnons, the hollow stems of
the hog-weed or cow-parsnep.

2. The stalk or stalky part of flax or hemp.
1388 [see BOON sb. ]. ^1400 ARDERNE Chtntrgica in MS.

Sloane 56 f.
3 a, Chanyuot, bunes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xix .

i, The spinning of this fine Flax . . what shall be done with all

the hard refuse, the long buns? 1704 WORLIDGE Diet. Rnst.
et Urb. s. v. Drying, The dry Bun or kexe of the Hempe or
Flax. 1877 PEACOCK N. H'

r
. Lincoln. Gloss. (E. D. S.' Btw . .

The stalk of flax or hemp.
3. Comb., as t bun-wand. Ohs. Sc. = i.

1588 A. HUME Trinm. of the Lord, Thair speirs lyk bun-
wands brak. a 1605 MOXTGOMERIE/VJ'//^ 27680016 buckled
on a bunwand, and some on a been.

Bun (bzm), sb? Forms : 4-7 bunne, 5 bonn(e
8-9 bunn, 5- bun. [Etymology doubtful. The
mod. provincial Fr. bitgne is said by Burguy and

by Boiste (1840% to be used at Lyons for a sort of

1176

fritter ;
the word is not recorded in OF. with this

sense, but bugne, beugne (.^mod. bigne} occurs

with the sense of 'swelling produced by a blow* ;

the dim. bugnete is found in OF. with the sense of
*

fritter', and bugnets is given by Cotgr. ;i6n) as

a synonym of bignets (now beignets], explained

by him as
'

little round loaves, or lumpes made of

fine meale. oyle or butter, and reasons ; bunnes,

Lenten loaves '. i,Cf. Sp. bumtelo bun, fritter.) It

is conjectured that OF. bugnc, originally
( swell-

ing' may have had the unrecorded sense of *

puffed
loaf' (

=
bitgnct}, and may have been adopted into

English as bun. But the existence of this sense

in OF. is at present hypothetical, and it is question-
able whether such a derivation would account for

the form of the Eng. word.]
1. A sort of cake : the use differs greatly in dif-

ferent localities, but the word generally denotes in

England a sweet cake (usually round) not too large

to be held in the hand while being eaten. In

Scotland it usually means a very rich description
of cake, the substance of which is almost entirely

composed of fruit and spice; the richest kind of

currant bread. In some places, as in the north of

Ireland, it means a round loaf of ordinary bread. In

the earliest examples the meaning is doubtful, the

context merely indicating some kind of loaf or cake.

(See CROSS-BUN.)
1371 Assisa Panis in Riley Mimim. Gildhall III. 423 Cum

uno pane albo, vocato '

bunne', de obolo. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 55 riunne, brede, placenta, r 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk.
Nurture in Babees Bk. (1868) 133, viij loves or bonnes. 1506
Chiirchui. Ace. St. Mary hill, Lond. 117971 104 Two dozen
de white liunnys for pore pepyll. 1572 J. JOXFS Batht-s

Buckstone 9 b, Simnels, Cracknels, and Huns. 1630 J.

TAYLOR t Water P.I Jackt-a-L. Wks. i. 118/1 The light puft

vp foure-corner'd Bun. <z 1640 J. DAY Peregr. Schol. 1 1 88 1 *

44 Give em such a buttered bun to breakfast. 1714 GRAY
'

v. 96 Sweeter. .Than.. Bunna and Sugar to

the Darnel's Tooth. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. tMorell
n. Collyra, a little loaf of bread, a bun, a cracknel). 1825
HONE Erery-dtiy J>'A: I. 403 One-a-penny, two-a-penny,
hot-cross-buns ! Ibid. 405 Hot-cros^-bunsare. .consecrated

loaves, bestowed in the church as alms, and to those who
..could not receive the host,, .made from the dough from
whence the host itself is taken. 1845 HOOD Numb. One
viii, As bruwn as any bun. 1867 J KAN INUKLOW Gladys 135
The round plump buns they gave me.

2. Coful>., as f bun -bread, -house, -pan. -seller
;

bun-loaf (Lane, and Yorks. . rich currant-bread.

1494 Will of Hagis (Somerset Ho.i In pane vocato Bun-
brede. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. xxv, The Bunsellers

or Cake-bakers were in nothing inclinable to their request.
n 1845 SVD. SMITH Wks. 118591 ! 3 29/ J Let us seize a little

grammar boy . . throw over him a delicate puff-paste, and
bake him in a bun-pan.

Bun, J/'. ;{ -SV. and north, dial. Also 6 Sc. bwn;,
bunn. [Derivation unknown : the Gael, bun,
'

stump, root ', has been compared.] The tail of

a hare
;

in Sc. also transf. of human beings. (Cf.

tail.) See also BUNT sfi.*

c 1538 LVNDESAY Sitpplic. anciit Tallies 56, I lauch best to

se ane Nwn, Gar heir hir tm!l abone hir bwn. a i$j8G?nfa
<V Godly Initiates 'Hay tri.r' 118681 179 The seily Nunnis
Keist up their bunnis. 1789 DAVIDSON Seastws 27 t JAM.)
Poor maukin .. scudding cocks Her bun. 1805 A. SCOTT
Poems 50 ijAM.i We British frogs . . bathe our buns amang
thestanks. 1847-78 HALJ.IW. , #, the tail of a hare. North.

Bun bn ,
sb [Etymology unknown : con-

nexion with the prec. is not very likely. Cf.

BUXNY.] Aname given sportively a. to the squirrel,

b. to the rabbit (dial^. c. Also used as a term

of endearment,

1587 CHURCHYARD Worth. Wales (1876) 57 Her Squirrell

lept away, .she sought to stay The little pretie Bun. c 1614
DRAYTON Moon Calf Wks. 117481 178 She was wont to call

him . .her pretty bun. 1847-78 HALLUV,, />, a rabbit. l''ar.

dial. 1857 EMERSON J'ocms 155 The mountain and the

squirrel Had a quarrel ; And the former called the latter
'

Little Prig
'

; Bun replied,
' You are doubtless very big*.

Bun, obs. dial, f Intcn^ ben, pi. pres. ind., and
inf. of BE v.

141$ E.E. Wills (18821 20 Halfe to the pores nedy folk

that bun yn Marcle paryssh. Ibid. 24 The londe rentes that

;e bun feoffed In.

Bun, obs. f. BOON sbl
;
obs. f. BOUND;*//, a. \ 2

.

Bunce (bz?ns). slang. [Of unknown origin :

it has been plausibly conjectured to be a cor-

ruption of bonus. On the other hand, the modern
variant bunts is treated as a plural of BrxT (q. v.%
but the lattermay bean erroneous form.] Money ;

gains ; extra profit or gain, bonus ; something to

the good.
1719 D'URFEY Pills 278 If Cards came no better.. Oh!

oh ! I shall lose all my Bans. 1812 J. H. VAUX Plash Diet.,
HuHce, money. 1851 [see HI-XT si'.'}. 1865 Morning Star
27 Jan. [Witness said] That there were 100 bags of rice. .

removed after the fire . . and that they were ( bunce'. [Ex-
plained as

' overs for the firm '.] iSjrj) JAMIESON, Bunce.
An exclamation used by boys at the High School of Edin-

burgh. When one finds anything, he who cries Ritnce I has
a claim to the half of it. Stick up fory.mr bnnce,

' stand

to it, claim your dividend '. 1880 Antrim &* Down Gloss.

(E. D. S.t Bjince, a consideration in the way of commission

given to persons who bring together buyer and seller at a
flax market. Perhaps a corruption of bonus.

BUNCH.

Bunch, (bynj,, s/t. 1 Forms: 5 bonche, 5-6
bunche, bounche, 6-7 bounch, tj bunsh), 6-
bunch. [Of uncertain origin ; prob. onomato-

poeic ; cf. the synonymous BULCH, also hunch,
lunch (dial.\
As to the relation between BUNCH sb.i, ?'.

2
, and BUNCH $b*t

Z'.
1

, cf. BUMP. See also BoucHF.s^. 2
; possibly the bf>uck(e

of the Cursor M. should be read bonch e, and identified with
the present word.]

1 1. A protuberance, csp. on the body of an
animal ; a hump on the back (of a human being,
a camel, etc.} ;

a goitre ; a swelling, tumour. Obs.

-1325 Body fy Soul in Map's Poems (18411 344 Summe
were ragged and tayled. Mid brode bunches on heore bak.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. xix. (.1495* 778 A camell
of Arabia hathe two benches in the backe. I543TRAHEROX
Vigtfs Chirurg. i. x. 9 The gibbosyte or bounch of the liver.

1598 GERARD Herbal i. xl. 60 The leauen made ofWheate. .

openeth all swellings, bunches, tumors and felons. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury n. 86 i Bunch, or bunched eminences,
are knots in sprouts or shoots above others in the. .Lance.

1728 MORGAN Algiers I. iv 100 The rider sits behind the

Bunch or Hump. 1816 KEITH Pkys. Bot, II. 378 Bunches
. .on the branches of the Birch-tree, .known, .by the name
of witches' knots. 1826 F. COOPER Mohicans 11829; I. i. 18.

t b. In//r. A disease of horses. ? Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS, Bunches, Knobs, Warts and Wens, are

Diseases in Horses. 1715 in KERSEY. 1721-90 in BAILF.Y.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. t Bunches, in horses, called also

knobs, warts, and wens, are diseases arising from foul meat,

bruises, hard labour, or the like ; whereby the blood be-

coming putrefied and foul, occasions such excrescences.

1775 in ASH.

t c.
; The horn of a young stag.' Obs.

1710 BLOMF Genii. Recreat. 79 [referred to by Halliwell],

d. See quot.
1884 Pall Mall G. 17 May 4 A cigar consists of three

parts, the wrapper, the bunch, and the filler.

t2. A bundle
,
of straw). Obs. Also a bundle of

reeds, or teasels, containing a definite quantity, dial.

(-1450 HEX HYSON Test. Cres., For thy bed tak now a

bunche of stro. 1863 MORTON Cycl. Agric. lE. D. S.\ Bunch
(Camb.}, of oziers, a bundle 45 inches round at the band J

of reeds, a bundle 28 inches round, formerly an ell. {Ess.}

of teazles, 25 heads, otherwise a glean. (Glonc.\ of teazles,

20; a glen; of king's teazles, 10. (Yks., N.R.\ of teazles, 10.

3. A collection or cluster of things of the same

kind, either growing together(as a bunch ofgrapes\
or fastened closely together in any way ^ as a

bunch of flowers, a bunch of keys) ;
also a portion

of a dress gathered together in irregular folds.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 188 A bunche of flowers, Jtoretwn,
1590 Si'tssER /'". Q. i. ii. xi. On his craven crest A bounch
of heares discolourd diversly. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, i.

ii. 44 Bunches of Keyes at their girdles. 1610 Temp. iv.

112 Vines, with clustring bunches growing. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe 11840) I. xiv. 244, I gave him. .a bunch of raisins.

1821 BYRON in Moore Life 11838) 490 The old woman.,

brought me two bunches of violets. 1842 TENNYSON Day-
Dr. 64 Grapes with bunches red as blood. 1873 SIR J.
HERSCHF.L Pop. Lect. Sc. HI. 32. 119 That comet . . was a

mere bunch of vapours.

4. Jig. A collection,
'

lot '.

1622 JACKSON Jndah 76 See what persons God hath picked
out of all the bunch of the Patriarches, Prophets, Judges,
and Kings. 1633 SANDERSON Serw. II. 39 Though . . he do
but only name it [charity] in the bunch among other duties.

1687 W. SHERWIN in Hist. Magd. Coll. lOxf. Hist. Soc.)

79 As very a rascal as any in the Bunch, a 1784 JOHNSON
in Bosfivell 11816) IV. 151, 1 am glad the Ministry is removed.

Such a bunch of imbecility never disgraced a country. 1832
Athenseum No. 243. 355 Two friars are bargaining for a

bunch of cherubs. Mod. She's the best of the bunch.

5. spec. fa. A pack of cards (obs.} b. A flock

of waterfowl. C. (U. S.} A herd of cattle.

1563 FOXE in Larimer's Serin. <$ Rem. (1845) Introd. 12

The best coat card- -in the bunch. 1608 MIDDLETON Trick

to Catch, fyc. n. i, The best card in all the bunch. 1612

DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxv. (17481 366 The lesser dibbling teale

In bunches. 1835 E. JESSE Glean. Nat. Hist. Ser. in. 146

They [ducks] come in what are called bunches, .sometimes

..150 ducks in a bunch. 1884 Harper's Mag. July 294/2

The expence of herding a 'bunch' of cattle.

6. Mining. A small isolated body of ore, etc.

1815 W. PHILLIPS Ontl. Mm. Q Geol. (i8i8 160 The ores

both of copper and tin principally occur in quantities which

. .occupy, .but a small comparative portion of the vein, and

are . . termed bunches. 1865 I. T. F. TURNER Slate Quarries
20 It took seven years to reach a good bunch of slate.

7. Comb., as t bunch - back, a back with a

4 bunch
*

or hump ; t bunch-backed a., hump-
backed ; bunch-grass, Fcstnca scabrclla, of N.

America ; bunch-word (rare*, a word formed by

agglutination.
1618 HOLYDAY Juvenal 191 Virginia would exchange her

grace Of shape for Rutila's *bunch-back. 1677 W. CHARLE-
TON Exercit. de diff. et notn. Animal, (ed. 2) 8 The little

Scythian Ox with a bunch-back. 1519 HORMAN Vnlg. 31

No man shulde rebuke and scorne a blereyied man or

gogylyed . . or blabberlypped, or *bounchebacked. 1650

FULLER Pisgah iv. vi. 115 Who..affirme all Jews to be

crooked, or bunch-backed. 1866 Intell. Obserr. No. 53. 324

Thickly clothed with *bunch-grass. 1715 DUDLEY in Phil.

Trans. XXXIII. 258 The *Bunch or humpback Whale.

1862 D. WILSON Pre-hist. Man II. xix. 136 Like the

"bunch-words, as they have been called, of the American

languages, compounded of a number of parts.

i Bunch, J/'.
2 Obs. [f.

BUNCH v. 1
] A punch,

a thump.
1641 ROGERS Naaman 193 The Angell gave him [Peter] a

bunch on the to-side.



BUNCH.

t Bunch (b0nf), T/.I Ofo.exc.dta/. Forms:
4-5 bonch, e, bunche, 5-6 bounch(e, 5- bunch.

[Etymology obscure : perh. onomatopoeic ; cf.

BOUNCE v. and PUXCH v., both which are closely

parallel in sense to this word. The Du. bonken
to beat, thrash, has been compared, but relationship
between it and the Eng. word is very doubtful.]

a. trans. To strike, thump ;
to bruise flax, etc.,

by beating it.

i36aLANGL. P. PI. A. Pro!. 71 He bonchede [v.r. bunched]
hem with his Breuet. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 55 Bunchon',
tundo. 1496 Dives <$ Paup. (W. de W.) i. iii. 34/2 Men . .

bounche or knocke theyr brestis. 1577 HARRISON England
i. II. vi. (1877) 147 A fall .. might peradventure bunch or
batter it. 1601 CoRNWALLYBS Seneca 11631) 74, I will

reele, and bunch hempe. 1671 CHARENTE Let, Customs
Mauritania 49 These golden Apples, especially the biggest,
bunched in several places with the blows of Musket
bullets. 1840 SPURDENS Snppl. I'oc. . Anglia (&. D. S.)

Bunch, to beat hemp. 1877 PF.ACOCK N. W. Lincoln.
Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cauves bunch their mother's bags as soon
as they can stan'.

b. To kick. f.Yorksh., Lincolnsh., etc.)
1647 Depos. York Cast. 10 in Peacock N. W. Lincoln.

Gloss. (E. D. S.> He actually saw him bunching an old man.
1665 R. SELLAR in Absir. Quakers' Snjffcriugs\i\. (17381 176
They bunched me with their Feet that 1 fell backwards
IntoaTub. i8a$Gettt/. Mag. XCI. i. 397. 1864 ATKINSON
Whitby Gloss., He bunch'd me.

Hence Bnnchclot, a farmer
;
a clodhopper.

1877 Holderness Gloss. (E. D. S.).

Bunch (bzmf ), v:*
[f.

BUNCH j<M]
fl. intr. a. To bulge (put}, protrude, stick out.

b. To form bunches or clusters. Oh.
1398 TREVISA ar/. /)</>... xviu. xxi.i 1495)780 Camelion

. . his rydgebonys bonchyth vpwarde as it were a fysshe.
1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie n. 52 b, Hys [the Cameleon's]. .

ridge bones bounche upward. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvi,

xxxiv, Big berries growing thick together, and bunching
round in manner of grapes. 1603 Plutarch's Mor. 1021
Of the round line that part which is . . without doth bumpe
and bunch. 1622 MABBK tr. A Ifman's Guzman d'Alf. n.

342 Which made the wheales to bunch out vpon their

backs. 1638 A. READ Treat. Chirurg. xxiii. 167 If the

eyes of the patient . . bunch out. 1728 WOODWARD l-'ossils

(R.) Bunching out into a large round knob. 1806-7 J-
BERESFORD Miseries Hum. LiJ'e (1826) in. No. 10 Winding
up a top badly grooved, so that the string bunches down
over the peg.
2. trans. To make into a bunch

;
to gather (a

dress) into folds
;
to group (animals) ( U. S.).

1881 Chicago Times 16 Apr., When trees are bunched to-

gether, .they are scrubs. 1883 Chatnh. Jrnl. 690 Her hair

rudely bunched into an uncomely heap. 1883 Casselts

Family Mag. Aug. 561 Gathering and '

bunching' flowers.

1884 Bazaar 22 Dec. 664/2 An over-dress of chintz, much
bunched up on hips and at back. 1885 Milnor (Dak.\ Free
Press 18 Aug. 3/5 They [hogs] stand bunched around at the
root of the tree.

Bunched (bwnjt), ppl. a.
[f.

BUNCH sb.* and
v.2 + -ED.] -fa. Having or forming a protuber-
ance ; covered with swellings ; humped ; bulging,

protuberant. Bunched line, used by Guillim for :

A waved line. Obs. b. Punched up, out: (of a

dress) gathered into a bunch, -f c, Buncht-
back adj.

= hunch-backed. Obs.

1519 HORMAN J 'nig. 31 His nase was bounchyd aboue, and
flat downeward. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 20 The vse
of the swelled or bounched parte of the first Vertebre. 1603
HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor, 34 Those disciples who counter-
feited to be . . buncht backe like their master Plato. 1610
GIMLUM Heraldry \\. iii. (1660) 54 A Bunched Line is that
which is carried with round reflections or bowings up and
down. 1791 COWPER Odyss. xix. 307 His back was bunch'd.

1883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 532/1 Children with bunched-out

gowns.

t Bu'nchiness. Obs. [f. BUNCHY a. + -NESS.]

Quality of being bunchy, protuberance.
1594 CAREW Hnarte's K.ram. Wits iii. (1596) 25 There will

remaine . . the forehead and the nape with a little bunchi-
nesse. 1611 COTGR., Gibbosity bunchinesse.

Bu'iiching, vbl. sb.
[f.

BUNCH v.1 and - +
-ING 1

.] The action of the verbs to BUNCH: fa.

Thumping, beating (obs.'). f b. Bulging, pro-
tuberance (obs.). C. Making into bunches.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xu. xi, [The swan] hab a

byl with a maner bonchinge [1535 bounchynge ; 158* bounch-

ing] bat distingue)? be sy3te fro smel and taste, c 1440
Promp. Pan 1

. 55 Bunchynge, titncio. 1668 CULPEPPER &
COLE Barthol. Anat. i. ix. 20 [The stomach] hath two
bunchings. 4:1720 W. GIBSON Farrier's Guide \. vi. (17381
81 The Protuberances or Bunchings of the Cerebellum.

!.%&$ assett's Family Mag. Aug. 561 Flower-picking, bunch-

ing, and selling.

t Btrnching, ///. . Obs. [f.
BUNCH v.2 +

TNG 2
.] Protuberant, bulging.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. xxvi. (1495) 135 The
bones of be sholdres that ben holowe wythin and bounch-

ynge wythout. 1677 MOXOM Mech. Exerc. (1703* n Your
Punch will print a bunching mark. 1668 CULPEPPER COLE
Barthol. Anat. \. viii. 17 The bunching part of the Spleen.
1813 W. BF.ATTIE Yule Feast n Twa bunching megs.

Bunchy (bwnji), a.
[f.

BUNCH sbl -4- -T *.]

1. Bulging, protuberant ; full of protuberances or

swellings ; humped.
1398 TREVISA Barth, DC P. R. vn. Ixiv. (1495) 280 The

nayfes ben boystouse and bounche (1582 bounchye] as they
were scabbed. 1543 TRAHERON Vigo's Chirurg. i. x. 9 The
lyver is hollowe in the inwarde parte. .and bounchye wyth-
out. 1562 PHAKR SEneid. ix. Cciv, An vnshapen bunchy
speare [

rut/em nadis hastam\. 1607 TOPSF.LL Four-f. Beasts

YOU I.
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76 The fat in their [camels] bunchy back. 1873 BESANT &:

RICE Little Girl \\. xx. 183 Augustine, the fat, the bunchy,
the smiling. Mod. Who is that with the bunchy skirts?

2. Like a bunch
; having bunches or clusters.

1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (18631 ="3 So as to hang
..in a sort of bunchy festoon. 1833 TENNYSON Poems 72
Bowers Trellised with bunchy vine. 1852 ROCK Ch. Fathers
III. i. in Those leaf-like bunchy finials . . seem all too soft

and light to be of stone.

Buncombe, bunkum ;bznjkam). [f. Bun-
combe

t name of a county in N. Carolina, U. S.

The use of the word originated near the close of
the debate on the * Missouri Question

'

in the i6th

congress, when the member from this district

rose to speak, while the house was impatiently
calling for the '

Question '. Several members

gathered round him, begging him to desist; he

persevered, however, for a while, declaring that

the people of his district expected it, and that he
was bound to make a speech for Buncombe.

v See

Bartlett, Amer. Diet.-]
1. in U. S. use (see above}:
a. In phrases, such as, to talk or speak for or

to Buncombe, to pass a measure for buncombe ^i. e.

to please or gull a constituency
1

,
a bid for bii)i-

combe (i.e. for the favourable notice of the electors",
and the like. b. Political speaking or action not
from conviction, but in order to gain the favour of

electors, or make a show of patriotism, or zeal ;

political clap-trap.
a. 1857 S. G. GOODRICH Remin. I. ior (BartletO, Con-

gresses of crows, clamorous as if talking to buncombe. 1857
A'. York Tribune 2 Mar. iBartlett) The House of Repre-
sentatives broke down upon the corruption committee's bill,

having first passed it for btmcomlje. 1859 A'. York Her.
12 Mar., The bill was another bid for buncombe. 1863 \V.

PHILLIPS S/eec/tts ix. 234 They sometimes talked for

Buncombe,
b. 1850 Titties 24 Jan. 4/3 Conventions, rights of inde-

pendence, caucuses agitation, and whatever else may be

implied by the American expression
' bunkum '. 1856

.Sat. Rev. II. 372/1 Rather meant as a piece of bunkum
for his countrymen, than as a serious exposition of policy.

1857 KINGSLKY Two Y. Ago .\xv, Talk plain truth, and leave-

bunkum for right honourableswho keep their places thereby.
1880 JOHNSON- W. Lloyd Garrison <v Times 245 To take
some sort of action that would seem to be anti-slavery . .[butj
amount to little or nothing in short, mere buncombe.
2. Empty clap-trap oratory ; 'tall talk'; humbug.
1862 Sat. Rev. 15 Mar. 299 Did it [the Volunteer move-

ment] signify business or 'bunkum'? 1865 Pall Mall G.
8 Sept. 1 1/2 The philosopher is tempted to talk a good deal of
what we may call scientific 'buncombe'. 1884 Congrega-
Honalist June 456 This appeal to the

'

splendid history and
the roll of saints

'

is bunkum, or something worse.

3. altrib.

1863 DICEY Federal St. II. 317 General Butler's 'bun-
kum' proclamation. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 9 Aug. A
most amusing deduction of bunkum logic. >868 Temple
Bar Dec. 42 A buncombe story relating to his ring.

Hence Buncomize v., to talk ' bunkum
'

;

Bunkumite, one who talks ' bunkum '.

1864 Morning Star 13 Sept., Dispel the mist raised by the

petty breath of journalistic bimkumites. 1871 Daily
News

15 Mar,, He either gammons you [an 'interviewer'] inten-

tionally, buncomises, or is reticent.

II Bund (bnd). Anglo-Indian. [Hindustani

> - \ band
;
of Persian origin.] In India :

*

Any
artificial embankment, a dam, dyke, or causeway.'
In the Anglo-Chinese ports,

'

applied specially to

the embanked quay along the shore*. (Col. Yule.)

1813 WILLIAMSON East-Indian VadeMec. II. 279 iY.i The
great bund or dyke. 1834 MRDWIN Angler in Wales II.

xx. 72 The
' bund '

is a colossal piece of masonry, consisting
of massy walls, the interspace filled up by earth. 1839
THIBLWALL Greece VII. 83 To remove the dykes, or bunds,

by which the ancient kings of Persia or Assyria had ob-

structed the navigation. 1865 RAWLINSON Anc. Man. III.

i. 267 A bund or dam thrown across it.

Bund, bunden, -in, obs. forms of BOUND

ppl. a.-, zn&pa.pple. of BIND.

II Bunder (bzrndai). Anglo-Indian. [Hindu-

l^ bandar \ a Pers. word.]
1.

' A landing-place or quay ; a seaport ; a har-

bour ; (sometimes a custom-house)' (Col. Yule).
1673 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. (1698) 115 (Y.) We. .have

Bunders or Docks for our Vessels. 1727 A. HAMILTON* Ne?v
Ace. E. Ind. I. x viii. 209 The King granted us a Piece of
Ground for a Bunder to repair our Ships and Vessels. 1809
MAR. GRAHAM Jrnl* Resid. India, n (Y.)The new bunder,
or pier.

2. Comb. Bunder-boat, * a boat in use on the

Bombay coast for communicating with ships at

anchor, and also . . employed . . in going up and
down the coast* ,Col. Yule).
1825 BP. HEBER fount. Upper Frov. India {1828) II. 172

We crossed over, .in a stout boat called here a bundurboat, I

suppose from * bundur '

a harbour. 1845 STOCQUELER Hand-
bk. Brit. India (1854) JI2 Bunder-boats are obtainable at

the piers.

Bu*nding (bzrndin'), sb. Mining. Also 7-8
bunning.

' A staging of boards on shtlls or

stempleS) to carry deads? Raymond Mining Gloss.

Hence Bunding v., to furnish with a bunding.
1653 MANLOVK Lead-Mines iE. D. S.) 257 Bunnings, Pol-

ings, Stemples. 1747 HOOSON Miners Diet. Divb, Shafts
are likewise IJunding'd over when the Miner has done with

BUNDLE.
them. Hid. Tiv, The use of these are to Climbe by, or for

making Buildings. 1795 MILXKS in /'///'/. Trans. LXXXVI.
359 Expecting that the whole mass of bunnings above them,
which contains many hundred tons weight of rubbish, had
given way.
Bundle (bzrnd'l), sb. Forms: 4-7 bundel, 5

bondel;!, 5-6 bundelle, bouudell, (6 byndle),
6-7 bundell, 7- bundle. [Proximate derivation

obscure; ultimately f. *buiid- pa. pple. stem of
OTeut. *bind-an to HIND

; the precise form of the

suffix is uncertain. Cf. MDu. bondel (mod. bundel),
mod.G. biindcl\ also OHG. gibuntili, -Itn neut.,

MHG. gebiindclt
and QY*.byndcle wk. fern, 'act of

binding' (only in L,aws ofAlfred \\\\. } ;
but these

forms are not exactly parallel. The OE. byndelc,
or the OE. equivalent of any of the continental

words quoted, would have yielded mod. Kng.
*bindle, so that the form of the existing word
seems to point to adoption from Du. or LG., or

else to analogy with the pple. bund,
' bound

'.]

f 1. That which binds; a bandage. Obs. rare.

1382 WVCLIF jf'fr. ii, 32 Whether for3ete shal . . the womman
spouse of hir brest bundel [1388 brest girdil, COVERD.

stomacher; \u\g.fasciae J>trtoral2s]1

2. A collection of things bound or otherwise
fastened together ; a bunch; a package, parcel.
In some spec, uses now superseded by buncJi ; e.g. we no

longer speak of '

a bundle of keys, of flowers
'

; but we still

say
' a bundle of sticks', etc., not ' a bunch '. The most fre-

quent application of the word, when not followed by of> is

to denote a parcel tied up in a handkerchief.

1388 WvrLir Song ofSol. \ 12 My derlyng is a bundel of

myrre to me. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De /'. A', xvu. xcvii,

[Flax] bounde in pr.ity nytches ii boundel. c 1440 Promp.
I'ar^'. 55 Bundelle, fasciculus. 1474 CAXTOX (Jltesse no
On his gurdel a bondel of keyes. 1534 MORE On Passion
Wks. (1557.1 1297/T A boundell of the lowe growing he-rbe of

Vsope. 1577 DEH Rclai. Spir. i. 11659' T 33 ^ e appeareth
now all in violet Silk like a Cloke, and on his head a bundel
wreathed of the same. 1636 HKALEY Theophrast. 26 In his

hand a bundle of papers. 1716-18 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE
Lett. I. xxiii. 71 How may 1 send a large bundle to you?
1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery v. 81 Put in some good broth or

gravy, and a bundle of sweet herbs. 1802 MAH. K.DGEWORTH
Moral T. (1816) I. viii. 63 Tied up a. .bundle of linen. 1831
BREWSTER Optics xx. 181 A bundle of ylass ph.te^.

b. Animal Phys. A set of muscular or nervous

fibres bound closely together, c. Fibro-vasctilar

(or vascular} bundle (Veg. Phys.) : one of the

collections of fibres, vessels, and cells, which con-

stitute the fibro-vascular tissue.

1^32 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 283 The bundle of Fibres

which constitute the Muscle may be small. 1802 !\Icd. <V

Pliys. Jrnl. VIII. 368 The Molluscn . . have all the re-

mainder of the common bundle of nerves. . contained in the

same cavity with the other viscera. 1866 HUXLEY Phys.
.\i. 11869) 4 Delicate bundles of nervous filaments, the roots

of the spinal nerves. 1884 BOWER Si Scoir Dt Bary's
Phancr. fy Ferns 232.

c. Law. in//, (see quots.).
1678 PHILLIPS, Bundles^ a sort of Records of Chancery,

lying in the office of the Rolls; as, the Files of Bills, and
Answers in Chancery^ the Files of Corpus cum Causa, all

writs of Certiorari, with their Certificates, and divers

others. 1715 in KFRSEY. 1721-90 in BAILEY.

d. Twenty hanks, or 60,000 yards, of linen yarn.
1875 URE Diet. A rts II. 450 These packages . . consist of

from quarter of a bundle to five or six bundles.

6. Iron work. A '

fagot
'

of iron or steel rods

for welding together and working into a mass of

greater toughness.
1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metals I. 98 The whole mass

was bound together by collars driven on tight, or by strips of
iron wrapped firmly about the bundle. Several of these

faggots being thus prepared, were placed in a furnace and

brought to a welding heat.

3. fig. A collection,
' lot

'

(of things material or

immaterial) ; usually either with contemptuous
implication, or with allusion to a figurative 'tying

together*, f To be bound in the bundle of life (a

Hebraism derived from the Bible) : to be fore-

ordained to continued life.

1535 COVERDALE i Sam. xxv. 29 Then shal the soule of my
lorde be bounde in the bundell of y* lyuynge [1611 bound in

the bundle of life] euen with the Lorde thy God. 1564
GRISDAL Rent. (1843)11 A bundle of the principal nobility
of the Christian world. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
I. it (1686) 5 A bundle of calumnies. 1768-78 TL-CKER
Lt. Nat. II. 336 A bundle of superstitions and gross

86 A bundle of sen-

the King of Navarre, and the royal dukes in a bundle.

4. Attrib. and Comb., as bundle handkerchief:
bundle pillar (see quot.) ; bundle-ring, ring of

fibro-vascular bundles ;
so bundle-system, -tube

;

bundle-sheath, the sheath investing each fibro-

vascular bundle, the endodermis; bundle-yarn,

yarn made up in bundles (see sense 2 d).

1884 Pall Mall G. n Sept. 4/2 Crowds . . with huge car-

pet bags, tin boxes, and "bundle handkerchiefs. 1876 GWILT
Archil. Gloss.,

*Bundle Pillar^ in Gothic architecture, a

column consisting of a number of small pillars around its

Masses of tissue accompany the separate fibro-vascular
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bundles as. .envelopes or sheaths; these I term generally
"Bundle-sheaths. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT Dr Bary's Phanei:
ft Ferns 248 A . .nnmher of Dicotyledons . . differ in their

bundle-system from that which characterises their allies.

1883 Daily A'ni's 3 Oct. 2/6 The market for "bundle yarns.Bu lldle, v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To tie in, or make up into, a bundle.
1649 Apparitions at Woodstock, in Hone Every-day fik.

II. 584 The., oak., they had., bundled up into faggots. 1756LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. xcvi. IV. 76, I bundle up all

your letters. 1783 COWPER Task iv. 663 Flow'rs . . bundled
close to fill some crowded vase. 1828 STF.CART Planters
G. 249 Care must be taken to bundle up all the flexible pans
of the roots. 1859 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle x. 204 The cape . .

was bundled . . into a round heap. 1862 Miss VOXGE C't, .

Kate vi. 63 She . . bundled up her hair as best she might.
b. To '

fagot
'

bar iron for the purpose of

welding it together.
1831 J. HOLLAND Ulanuf. Metals I. 98 To cause bar iron

. .to be closely fagotted or bundled together.

t 2. fig. To collect, to gather into a mass. (Usu-
ally with up or together.) Obs.
a 1628 F. GREVILI.E Sidney 11652) 235 The former recited

particulars, howsoever improperly . . bundled up together
1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 541, I have bundled up all his
sins together . . for a meet day of punishment. 1690 LOCKK
Hum. Und. in. v. (16951 243 Under one Term, bundle to-

gether a great variety of. .Ideas.

3. intr. To pack up one's effects in preparation
for a journey ; hence, to go with all one's luggage
or incnmbrances. Also, of a number of persons :

To go precipitately and in disorder,
'

all in a
bundle' (cf. 4} : chiefly with in, off, on!.

1787 BURKS Prose U'ks. 25 The devil's bagpiper will touch
him off

' Bundle and go !' 1802 G. COI.MAN roar Gent/. \.

lii.(L.) Is your ladyship's honour bundling off then? 1845
KINGLAKE Eothen xviii. 282 He made both his wives bundle
out. 01863 WIIATELY in Miss Whately I.ifeff Corr. 118661
II. 428 'Curates, reclors, archdeacons, deans, bundle in,
bundle in !

'

1879 BROWNING I-'an /f. 109 So in we bundled
I and those God gave me once.

4. trans. To put or send persons or things)
au>ay, in, off, out, etc., hurriedly and unceremoni-

ously. Cf. '

pack off '.
' send packing '.

1823 SCOTT Peveril 1 18651 63, I will bundle away her rags
to the Hall. 1830 DF. QI/INCEY Btntley Wks. VII. 39When he and his are all bundled off to Hades. 1857
LIVINGSTONE Trav. xvi. 300 She. -tjundledhim into the hut
1876 K. JENKINS Blot on Queens It. 5 They were bundled
out pretty quick. 1878 C. BKTHELL in L,no Rep. (1887'
1 8/i, I have been bundled off to the Cape for a year.
5. intr. To sleep in one's clothes on the same bed

or couch with 'as was formerly customary with per-
sons ofopposite sexes, in Wales and New England).
1781 S. PETERS Gen. If1st. Connecticut (Bartletti It is

thought but a piece of civility to ask [a lady] to bundle.
1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. (Bartletti Van Corlear stopped
occasionally in the villages to. .dance at country frolics, and
bundle with the Vankee lasses. 1842 78 (see BUNDLING
r/'/. sb ].

Bundled bo-nd'kl), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED'.]

Made into bundles, collected in bundles
; wrought

(as iron) by welding bundles of rods or bars.

1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants III. 316 Root small, fibrous,
bundled, a little woolly. 1831 J. HOLLAND Maiiwf. Metals
I. 98 Those [anchors] which are forged from bundled or
scrap iron. 1854 S. THOMSON Wild 1-1. i. (ed. 41 29 The
fasciculated or bundled [root] we see in the bird's-nest orchis
1868 BROWNING Riagq Ilk. ix. 1052 Beds of bundled straw.

Bundler (bvndtei . [f. BUNDLE v. +-KR '.]
1. One who makes up (goods) in bundles. In

comb., as wood-bundler.
1869 Daily Km* 21 May, Bootblacks, wood-bundlers.
2. One who bundles : see BUNDLE tt. 5.
t Bu-ndlet. Obs. rare.

[f. BUNDLE sb. + dim.
suffix -ET.] A small bundle, a fascicle.

1382 WVCLIF Songo/Sol. i. 12 A bundelet of myrre mylemman is to me. 1774 T. WEST Ant
it/, /'unless App. xiii,Two Shields, .suspended by Bundlets of Nightshade.

Bundling (b-ndlin\ vl>l. sb. [f. BUNDLE v.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of the verb to BUNDLE, in

various senses.

1650 FULLER Pisgah 11. v. 129 Haran. .and Eden and Sheba
. .all near one another (as appeares by their bundling up
together). 1705 HICKERINGILL Pricst-cr. iv. (1721) 242 That
know no other Test of Holy Writ, but the Book-binders
bundling them into one_Volume. 1807 Edin. Rev. X. 109

1178

down f. OE. byc^cn sb.
'

buying ', f. byc*an to
liuv

; cf. ME. buS for liiggcS (jrd pers. sing, prt-s.
of the verb).] Buying, purchase. In the last

quot. a pa. pple. seems required.)
f 1175 Ltimti. Horn. 18 Min ihesu . . bu beadest us bin el-

ming [? read elnung] al wib uten bune. a 1225 Ancr. R. 362

Eternity. 1878 C. WAKE Krol. Moral. I. 401 The custom
of bundling, .among Celtic peoples.
attrit. 1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metals I. 145 These are

at the forge made up into faggots on the bundling bench.
1875 URE Diet. Arts II. 450 It is., better to employ a
bundling press than an ordinary table, as the yarn can then
be made up more solidly. 1887 Scotsman 19 Mar. Atbt,,
Bundling and packing machinery.

fBu-ndwork. Obs, rare-*. [?ad. Du. bont-
ivcrk fur, peltry ;

cf. Ger. buntwcrk ^written bund-
werk by Luther)

'

pelzwerk ', Grimm.]
1663 lav. Ld. J. Gordon's Furniture, A chapell bed all of

bundwork with two peice of hingings and pan.
t Bu-ndy. Obs. ? north, dial. ? A kind of horse.
1591 Wills s, Inv. N. C. II. (1860) 193 Bale Williamson

and soard bundy, coltes, 3/. 6/Sd. . . An old gray bundy and
J crooked mare 2O/-.

t Bune. Obs. Also 3 buine. [perh. worn

Bunewand, var. of BUN-WAND
; see BUN

Bunfyte, obs. form of BENEFIT.

Bung (bz>n), j7'.l Also 5 bunge. 6 boung(e.
[Cf. MDu. bong/ie in same sense, said by Franck
to be a regular dial, form for *bonde, whence the
recorded MDu. bonne, mod.Du. bom.
The Du. word corresponds to MHG. punt, pitnte', the

synonymous F. bonde is supposed to be adopted from some
Teut. lang. It has been conjectured that the source of all
these words is the L. pnncta in the sense of *

hole
', and that

the synonymous OHG., MHG. splint, mod.G. spmid, Du.
spon are originally the same word.]
1. A stopper ; spec, a large cork stopper for the
'month' of a cask, i. e. the hole in the bulge
by which it is filled.

c 1440 Prowp. Par-.'. 55 Bunge of a wesselle, as a tonne,
barelle, botelle, or other lyke. 1530 PALSGR. ?o2/i Bung of
a tonne or pype. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. iv. 7 11681)
54 Put into a vessel, and stopt with a Bung and Rag. 1769
MRS. RAFFALD -Eng. Hotisekpr. (1778) 329 Take out the
bung. 1830 M. DONOVAN Don:. Econ. I. 279. c 1860 H.
STI'ART Seaman's Catech. 64 They are stowed bung up.
2. transf. The 'mouth

'

of a cask; the bung-hole.
(Still dial.}

1571 DIGGES Pan/am, in, xiii. S i b, Take yourerodde..
and let it descende perpendicularly downe thorough the
bung. 1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Comfit, vm. 274 Stopping the
bung of the Vessel. 1775 Phil. Trans. LXV. 103 A small
cask of rum, with a large bung.
3. Naitt. A nickname ior the master's assistant
who superintends the sen-ing of the grog. [Cf.

l>ntig-starter^\

Mr$Man-of-War\n Coruh. Mag. Feb., To.. see the grog
served out. .the discharge of which [duty] has invested them
. .with the title of Bungs. 1865 /W// Mall G. 19 May i

The second master and master's assistant . . are, or used to
be. .known as 'bungs' in the service.

4. [Perh. not the same word.] a. A bundle of

hemp-stalks, b. Pottery : A pile of '

seggars
'

or

clay cases in which fine stoneware is baked.
1704 WORLIDGE Diet. Rust, el L'rl'. s. v. Watering, To lay

the Bungs i which are bundles of Stalksi in Water. 1832 G.
PORTER Porcelain 57 Each of these piles [of seggars] as it

stands, is called a bung. 1875 UHE Diet. Arts III. 614 The
'setters' for china plates, .are' reared' in the oven in 'bungs'
t5. = Bu-Mrf.i Obs. rare.

1691 AV:t' Disc. Old Intreagitc xxviii. 6.

6. Comb., as bung-cloth ; bung-hole, the hole in

a cask, which is closed with the bung ; f transf.
the anus (obs.) ; bung-knife, ? a knife for cutting
bungs ; bung-starter,

' a stave shaped like a bat,

which, applied to either side of the bung, causes
it to start out

; also a soubriquet for the captain
of the hold ; also a name given to the master's
assistant serving his apprenticeship for hold duties'

(Smyth Sailor's U'oni-bt.}; bung-stave, that
stave of a cask in which is the bung-hole.
i88a XARES Sfamans/i. led. 61 146 Bungs and 'bung cloths.

1571 DIGGES Pantom. in. xii. S b, The diagonal! . . lynes
from the bung holes to the . . lowest parte of either base.
1611 COTGR., Ciil de cheval, a small and ouglie fish, or
excrescence of the Sea, resembling a plans bung-hole, and
called the red Nettle [=Sea Anemone]. 1871 TYNDALI.
l'rag)tt. Sc. led. 6) II. xii. 255 A cask with a very large
bunghole. 1592 GREENE Upst. Conrtier (1871) 40 By his
side a skein like a brewers "boung-knife. 1860 H. STUART
Seaman's Catech. 64 The *bung stave is known by the
rivets

^of
the hoops being on that stave. 1867 SMYTH

Sailor's Word-[>k. 144 Its bung-stave is uppermost.

fBung, */>.-' Thieves' Cant. Obs. Also 6
bong, boong, 6-7 boung. [Origin unknown :

the resemblance to OE. ptuig purse (also Kris.

fling
'

purse
'

in Koolman), is worthy of notice.
Cf. quot. 1592 in BUNG v. 3.]

a. A purse, b. A pick-pocket. Also in comb.,
as bung-nipper, a pick-pocket.
1567 HARMAN Caveat 83/1 Bunge, a pursse. 1591 Def.

ConeycatchingW^ 4 Some . . would venture all the byte
in their boung at dice. I597SHAKS. 2 //en. //', n. iv. 138 You
Cut-purse Rascall, you filthy Bung. 1611 DEKKER Roar.
Girle Wks. 1873 111.217 Shal you and I nip a bung? shall

you and I cut a purse ? a 1658 CLEVELAND Cl. find. 1 1677) 96An Authentick Gypsie, that nips your Bung with a Canting
Ordinance. 1659 Caterpillers ofNat. Amir., Biinf-NMir,
or Cut-purse = a pickpocket. 1725 New Cant. Diet., Bung,
a Purse, Pocket, or Fob. . . Bung-nippers, Cut-purses.

Bung, a. Sc.
'

Tipsy, fuddled ; a low word
'

(Jam.).
1721 RAMSAY Epistle to R. H. B. Wks. 1848 III. 62 When

with wine he's bung, a 1758 Poems (1844) 84 She . .

chang d her mind, whan bung.

Bung (bey), v. [f. BUNG rf.l] tram.
1. To stop with a bung ; also with do-^n, up.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Coitntr. Farm 431 You must bung

it vp very close. 1741 HANBURY in Phil. Trans. XLI. 674
Unctuous Clay, such as Brewers use to bong their Vessels.

1835 MARRYAT Pacha ii, I had bunged up the cask. 1836
I'cntiy Cycl. V. 405/1 The beer [should be] well flattened

\

before bunging down in the casks.

BUNGLED.
2. transf. and fig To stop, close

;
to shut up.Now chiefly in pugilistic slang, to bung up the eyes.

15189 Pappcw. Hatchet A iiij, These mutiners. .must haue
their mouthes bungd with iests. 1621 MABBE tr. Airman's
Guzman d'Alf. II. 294 My mouth was bung'd vp, I durst
not speake. 1655 GL-RNALL Chr. in Arm. xii. 3 (1669)
356/2 Resolve to bung up thine ear fcom all by-discourse.
1755 Connoisseur No. 53 117741 II- '39 In the vulgar idiom
Bunging your eye. 1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay v, With
his eyes bunged up and his face.. swollen.

3. To shut up, enclose, as in a bunged cask.
1592 NASHE P. Penilcsse (ed. 2) 23 a, Bung vp all the welth

of the Land in their snap-haunce bags, 1775 GARRICK in
Colman Post/:. Lett. (18201 308 Henderson play'd Regulus;6 you would have wish'd him bung'd up with his nails
before y End of y 3

J act. 1794 J. WOLCOTT iP. Pindar*
Celebration Wks. III. 419 Chainr

d be the tempests, and
well bung'd the rain.

Bungalow >2>Tjgal<?u). Anglo-Indian. Also
7 bungale, 8 bungula, bungelow, bungilo, 8-9
bungalo (//. -oes), 9 bungallow. [a. Hindustani

banglii, understood to be identical with the adj. of
same form, meaning

'

belonging to Bengal '.]A one-storied house (or temporary building, e.g.
a summer-house), lightly built, usually with a
thatched roof. Dawk bungalow : see DAWK.
1676 STREYNSHAM MASTER MS. Diary (India Office) 25

Nov., It was thought fitt . . to sett up Bungales or Hovells
. . for all such English in the Company's Service as belong
to their Sloopes & Vessells. 1711 [? THORNTON] EngI. Pilot
ill. 54 All along the Hughley Shore, .almost as far as the
Dutch Bungelow. 1754 E. THOMPSON Sailor's Lett. (1766)
I. xii. 90 In an evening . .we swing to the Bread and cheese
liungula in our palanquins. 1809 MAR. GRAHAM Journ.
Resid. India to (Y.) We came to a small bungalo or

garden-house, a 1847 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady ofManor\\\.
.vxi. 239 The bungalows in India .. are, for the most part
. . built of unbaked bricks and covered with thatch, having
in the centre a hall . . the whole being encompassed by an
open verandah. 1875 F. HALL in Lippincotfs Mag. XV.
338/1 Every day I stopped once or twice at a travellers'

bungalow, or rest-house.

Bungee. ? Some kind of fabric.

1760 GOLDSMITH Cit. H". Ixxvii, I know these [silks] . . to
be no belter than your mere flimsy bungees.

Bungell, obs. form of BUNGLE.

t Bu'ngerly, a. and aJv. Obs. Also 7 bun-
garly. [f. *lmnger (? for BUNGLER) + -LY.]
A. adj. Unworkmanlike, bungling, slovenly.

B. aJv. Clumsily. Hence Bu'ngerliness.
1580 BARET Ah'. B 1498 Bungerly done, infabre. 1584

STANYHURST Deser. Irel. in ffolinshfdVl. Ep. Ded., Bun-
gerlie to Ixjtch up a rich garment, by clouting it with
patches of sundrie colours. 1596 NASHE Have ivith yon.
flfC. 91 The bungerliest vearses. .that euerwere scande. 1598
! LORIO, Grossolaneria, clownishnes. .grosnes, bungerlines.
1615 T. ADAMS Black Det>. 18 The more shallow in Know-
ledge, the more bungerly in wickednesse. 1618 BOLTON
J- fonts in. x. 199 The Enemies Ships, .were bungerly made.

t Bu ngie-bird. Obs. rare- 1
, [app. related to

the name ' Friar Bungay' or '

Bungy'. See Ward's
I'riar Jjacon ami friar Bungay : Notes 195.]

Contemptuous designation fora (? Franciscan) friar.

1591 Trtntb. Raignc K. John (1611) 50 Bald and barefoot

Bungie birds.

Bungle (bzvrjg'l\ v. Also 6 bongyll, boungle,
7 bungell. [App. onomatopoeic ; cf. BUMBLE,
BRANGLE, BOGGLE v.

f Prof. Skeat compares Sw. dial, bangla to work ineffectu-

ally (Rietzi, and OSw. biinga to strike (Ihre).]

1. trans. To do or make in a clumsy or unskilful

manner; formerly often with up, out. Now, usually,
To spoil by unskilful workmanship. Cf. BOTCH v. 1

1530 PALSGR. 627/2 A man may bongyll it up in a senyght
1570 LEVINS Manip. 180 To Bungle, infabre facfre..
1579 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (1884) 59 They were hudlid and
. . bunglid upp in more haste then good speede. 1649 BLITHE
F-ng. Imfror. Impr. (16531 52 He either wholly spoils it, or
at least bungles out a half work. 1791 SCOTT Let. in Lock,
hart 11839) I- 247 Never was an affair more completely
bungled. 1845 E. HOLMES Mozart 260 Theoratorio. .some

may expect to be patched or bungled.

2. intr. To work or act unskilfully or clumsily ;

to blunder.

and bungells in ill disposed matter, 1791-1824 D'ISRAELI
Citr. Lit. (1859) II- 498 phenstone . . found that his engraver
. .had sadly bungled with the poet's ideal. 1863 MAURICE
Mar. f, Met. Philos. IV. iv. 29. 118 Very likely Luther
bungled in his arguments.

Bu'ngle, sb. [f. prec. vb.] A clumsy or un-

skilful piece of work ; a botch, blunder, muddle.
Hence bungle-headed a.

1656 H. MORE Antid. Atheism (16621 84 The most enor-
mous slip or bungle she could commit. 1678 CL-DWORTH
Intt'll. Syst. 150 Those a/iapTigiaTa (as Aristotle calls them)
those Errors and Bungles. 1833 MARRYAT P. ./;// (1863)

231 The second figure commenced, and I made a sad bungle
. . for I had never danced a cotillon. 1865 Leeds Mercury
15 Apr., This dear old bungle-headed commercial man.

Bungled .bwrjg'ld),///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ED 1
.]

Done or made clumsily or unskilfully.

WATEHTON H'and.S. Amer. III. ii. (1879)316 On the ground
he [the sloth] appeared . . a bungled composition.



BUNGLER.

Bungler ,b#'i)gla.i).

bunglar. [f. as prec. + -

a clumsy unskilful worker.

Also 6 bongler, 7
One who bungles ;

any C
a bungler in his Trade. iSao IRVING Sketch Bk. II. 326 A
bungler at all . . sports that required . . patience or adroit-
ness. 1858 HAWTHORNS Fr. <y //. yrnls. I. 292 The greatest
bungler that ever botched a block of marble.

Hence Bungler-like a. and euiv.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 491 That Painter - - having
bungler-like drawn .. some Cockes. 1613 COTCK., Rude-
matt . . ruggedly, harshly, bunglarlike.

Bu-nglery. >vz/v->. [f. prec. + -Y.]^= next.

1837 /-'rasa's J/^. XVI. 656 The deficit of Rice; the

bunglery Of protocoling Cupid.

Bungling (b-ngliq), vbl. sb. [f. BUNGLE ^.]
1. The action of the verb to BUNGLE; unskilful

or clumsy working or action.

1663 HUTLER Hud. i. ii. 330 To prophane a thing So Sacred,
with vile Bungling. 1692 riv.'&iix.v Boyle Lect. 24 To believe
that . . the whole universe is nicer bungling & blundriug.
1845 LD. CAMPBELL Chancellors (1857) V. cxvi. 290 Losing
all patience at hU bungling.

t 2. ? Used (for the sake of rime' for bundling.
1593 BARNES Elegies in Arb. Garner V. 412 The viper's

youngling. .can[not] endure the bongting Within the viper's

belly.

BlL'ngling, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING

~."\

1. That bungles ;
unskilful and clumsy in working.

1589 NASHE in Greene Mcnaph. Ded. lArb. t 12 Such bung-
ling practitioners in principles. 1699 BESTLEY Phal. Pref.

75 A Bungling Tinker, that makes two Holes, while lie

mends one. i747CosTARO in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 483 Such
Notions . . demonstrate them to be very bungling Astrono-
mers. 1873 T. HILL True Ord. Studies 66 Danger of a bung-
ling teacher's extinguishing the child's thirst for knowledge.
2. Of actions : Showing unskilfulness, clumsy.
1598 FLORIO, Abboszamento, a. .bungling peece of worke.

1634 T. JOHNSON Party's C/tirurg. XL xviii. (1678)291 Itisa
shameful and bungling part to do more harm with your hand
than the Iron [of an Arrow] hath done. 1773 BURKE Corf.

'18441 ! 439 Done in an awkward bungling manner. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Com/. (1876) I. App. 644 The bungling at-

tempt of a compiler.

Bnnglingly (bz>-rjglii)U\ adv.
[f. prec.+-LY^.]

In a bungling manner ; unskilfully, clumsily.
1611 FLORIO, Acciarpa, botchinglie, bungling-lie. 1655

FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. 330 When done so bunghngly, that
it is detected. 1720 DE FOE Ctipt. Singleton \\\. (1840) 47

They did it but bunglingly. 1864 MRS. WOOD Trev. Hold.
I. iii. 37 So bunglingly did she execute her commission.

!l BungO (bznjgtf). A kind of boat used in the

Southern States and in Central America.
1854 J. STEPHENS Ccntr.Amer. 2 Sundry schooners, bun-

goes, canoes, and a steamboat, were riding at anchor. Ibid.

246 The bungo was about forty feet long, dug out of the
trunk of a Guanacaste tree.

t Bu-ngy, a. Obs. rare. [Cf. BULGY, BUNCHY.]
? Puffed out, protuberant.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 146 Great roules of Calico . .

somewhat higher and not so bungy as the Turkish Tulip-
ants. 1638 Ibid. 170 His shash or turban t was white and
bungie. Ibid. 346 The tree is not high nor bungie.

Bunion
,bD'nyan). AlsoSbnnnian, gbunnion,

bunyan, bunyon. [Of obscure etymology ; prob.
connected with BUNNY 1. Prof. Skeat regards it as

a. It. btignone
' a push, a bile, a blane, a botch

'

(Klorio 1598), f. bugno OF. bugn& (? whence

bunny} ; this suits the form, but the word was
until recently so rare in literary use that derivation

from Italian seems very unlikely.] An inflamed

swelling on the foot, csp. ofthe bursa mucosa at the
inside of the ball of the great toe ; see quot. 1878.
a 17x8 ROWE TonsonffCongr.) Warm my bunnians[yt>0/-

tu?te, Jacob's name for his corns] at your fire. xSxi uALT
Ayrsh. Legat. 198 (JAM.) Miss Mally had an orthodox corn,
or bunyan. 1863 C. M. SMITH Deadlock 248 His bunions
never mar his quiet pilgrimage. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract.

Surg. 1. 176When from excessive pressure a bursa forms over
one of the tarsal or metatarsal articulations, a bunion is said
to be present.

Bunjara, -jarrah, -jarree, var. of BKINJABBY.
Bunk (bprjk , j.i [Of unknown etymology ;

possibly related to BANK : cf. BUNKKK. Skeat

compares OSw. bunke boarding to protect the

cargo of a ship from the weather (Ihre . Cf. also

BULK j.-]
1. A box or recess in a ship's cabin, railway-

carriage, lodging-house, etc., serving for a bed ;
a

sleeping-berth.
iSisOl/w. in Ann. Kt'g. 58/2 He suddenly fell back upon

his hunk. 1859 R- BURTON Centr. A/r. in JrnL Geog. Soc.
XX I X. 47 Some houses Have a second story like a ship's bunk.
86a B. TAYLOR Home ff Abr. Ser. 11. IV. 363 The Summit
House . . where travellers can pass the night in comfortable
bunks. 1866 Harvard Mem, Biog.^ Peabody I. 165 At the
end of the train, a blue car . . one end of which is decorated
with bunks and shelves, which serve as sleeping apartments.
1879 DIXON Brit. Cyprus ix. 79, I am lying in a bunk, on
board the flag-ship.

2. ' A piece of wood placed on a lumberman's
sled to enable it to sustain the end of heavy pieces
of timber. Maine (U.S^ Bartlett.

t Bunk, sb,- Obs. Also bunken, bunkins.

[Cf. (LLJ bunk 'nascaptha, an odoriferous root',

1179

given as Arabic in Johnson's Pers.-Ar.-Eng. Diet.,

1852 ; not in Freytag or Lane.]
A plant (or root) yielding a drug.
i66o.fr/ 12 Chas. //, iv. Sched., Bunkins, Holliwortles,

or pistolachia. 1753 CHAHBE88 Cjv/. 6"w//., Bunk^ or

Bnnke>i) a word frequently occurring in the writings of the
Arabian physicians . . it was an aromatic root used in car-

diac, stomachic, and carniinative compositions. 1775 ASH
Bunk) Sunken (in medicine 1

,
the leucacantha.

Bunk, v [f. BUNK sb.^\ intr. To sleep in a

bunk; hence, to occupy rough sleeping quarters,

camp out. Also, To bunk it. collot/., chiefly U.S.
1861 C. ANUKKSON OfeavangoRiv, xxvii. 317 They would

not let us . . sleep in their huts ; we had to bunk it out on
the sand. 1884 J. G. BOUKKK Snake Dance v. 53 My com-
rade and myself bunked together in the double bed. 1885
Pall Mall G. 29 Aug. 6 1 The Orientals are a '

bunking
'

people.

Bunk 'bmjk), v? collot/. and slang. To be off.

1877 E. PEACOCK JV. W. Lincoln. Gfass. (E. D. S.\ Bunk,
to run away, to make off. 1880 BESANI & RICE Seamy Side
i.\. 67 Mark my words, Bunk it is. 1881 Leiccstcrsk. Gloss.
(K. D. S. ', Bunk . . budge ! be off ! apagc \

Bunker (bzrrjkai). Also 9 bunkart. [Ety-
mology uncertain

; cf. BUNK and BAXKER
*.]

1. A seat or bench ^ serving also for a chest
'

Jamicson\ .SV.

11758 RAMSAY /Vrw,r(i844) 91 Ithers frae aff the bunkers
sank. 1790 BURNS Tarn o' Shanter i\<) At winnock-bunker
. . sat auld Nick. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, i.v, No seat ac-
commodated him so well as the 'bunker' at Wooden d.
attrib. 1831 Hone's Year-book 1127 Upon the bunker seat

of the window they found three bottles.

2. An earthen seat or bank iu the fields, dial.

1805 Leslie ofP<nvis, <$<.( JAM.) The fishers, .built an open
bunkart or seat. 1880 Antrim $ Dtrwn Gloss. (E. D. S.t,

Bunker^ a low bank at a road side, a road side channel.
3. A receptacle for coal on board ship ; some-

times also ^St\ on land.

1839 Parl. Report Steam Vessel Accid. 74 Neither the
bunkers nor the coal-hold were cleared out so often as they
should be. 1831 IMust. Loud. News 24 Bunkers to hold 890
tons of coal. 1864 Times 10 Dec., The Cadmus has.. her
bunkers filled with upwards of 200 tons of coal. 1876 DAVIS
Polaris E.rp. xviii. 450 The bunkers and bulkheads below
deck were torn down.
attrib. 1882 Harper's Mag. 594 The trail of smoke from

that bunker steamer. 1885 Pall MallG. 19 Dec. 9/1 Call-

ing . . to embark bunker cuals for use on the voyage.
4. Colf\

' A sandy hollow formed by the wearing
away of the turf on the "links'". St.

1824 SCOTT Redgaunttet Let. x, They sat cosily niched
into what you might call a bunker

^
a little ^and-pit.

1857 CHAMBERS Inform. People II. 693/2 This club is use-
ful too for elevating a ball . . over . . bunkers, whins, etc.

1867 Cornh. 3fa. Apr. 496 A fellow who puts you into a
whin or a bunker every other stroke.

Bunkin, obs. variant of BUMPKIN.
Bu'nkin. Yar. of, or misreading for, BUNTING J

.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 133 A Bunkin, bird, terrancola.

Bunko b#'rjk0). U.S. slang. A swindling game
(? at cards). Hence attrib. and comb., as bunko-
wan

t -steew, and Bunko v.

iS&^PIiilada. Times No. 2892. 2 Tom's method of bunko
was the well-known lottery game. /{<id., There is not a

smoother-tongued fellow in the greut army of bunko-steerers.

1883 Standard \ Dec. 2/4
' Bunko men ', and swindlers . .

pick up a very good living. 1883 Pkilada. Times No. 2892.
2 A Reading banker bunkoed.

Bunkum, etc. : see BUNCOMBE, etc.

Bunn(e, obs. f. BOUND sb.^ limit, and BUN.

t Bu'nnell. Obs. exc. dial. A beverage made
from the crushed apples or pears, after nearly all

the juice has been expressed for the cider or perry.
1594 BAKNTIELD Affect. Sheph. n. xii, Bunnell and Perry

I haue fur thee. 1693 W. KOBLKTSON rhraseol. Gen. 1327 A
drink much like our Bunnel, in the Perry-countrey.

Bunnet, obs. variant of BONNET.

tBu'niukin. Obs. rare~ l
. Some early flower.

1657 PURCHAS Pol. Flying Ins. \, xv. 94 Bees gather
these flowers following . . In March. . . Bunnikin.

Bunning, obs. variant of BUNDING.

t Bu liny !. Obs. Forms: 5 bony, 6 bounny,
7 bonny, 6-; bunnye, 6 bunny, [perh. a. OK.
biigne, btugne, var. forms of bigne^ a swelling
caused by a blow

;
cf. boine (dial.) under BOJN v.

',

also BUNION.] A lump, hump, or swelling ; spec.
a soft watery swelling on the joints of animals.
6-1440 Pronip. Pan'. 43/2 Bony, or hurtynge Fleumon.

Ibid. 44/1 Bony, or grete knobbe . . gibbus. 1552 HULOET
Bowncheor bunnye, gibba. iS97<ji;KAKDHerbal ii.ccl.vxix.

(1633) 793 Continual bunnies and looseness of certain joints.
1610 MARKHAM Masterp. n. Ixxvi. 347 The Hough bonny
is a round swelling like a Paris ball. 1667 N. FAIRFAX in

Phil. Trans. 11.482 In some places his head bled ; in others

Bunnyes arose. 1784 SIR J. CULLUM Hist. Hawsted 170
A Bunny, a swelling from a blow.

Bunny- (bzrni). [f.
BUN j/.4 + -v.]

1. a. A pet name for a rabbit, f b. A term of
endearment applied to women and children (<?&O.
1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Bunny, a Rabbit. 1719

D'L-RFEY Pills IV. 74 Downy as any Bunny. 1863 FR.
KttULK/fch Georg. 258 Rabbits . . slightly different from
our English bunnies. 1873 G. DAVIES Mount. <y Mere vi.

46 Bunny gave a flick of his white tail.

1606 IVily Bcguil.'v\ Haxl. Dodsl.y IX. 252 Sweet Peg . .

my honey, my bunny, my duck, my dear. 1691 RAY S. $
E. Country Wds.) Bunny is also used as a flattering word
to children.

BUNT.

2. Bunny Mouth : the Common Snapdragon.
Antirrhinum majus. Also called Rabbit's Mouth,
1846 SowtRBY Brit. Bot. 1847-78 in HALLIWELL.

Bu'iuiy '''.

' In Mining. A pipe of ore or a
mass not a vein or lode.' Ure Did. Arts.

Bunny* (bwnii. dial.
'A small ravine opening

through the cliff line to the sea
;

as in Chewton
Bunny, Eeckton Bunny. Also any small drain,
culvert,' etc. Cope Jlampsh. G'/ftw.(E.D.S.J 1883.
1873 13LACKMOHK Cradffck .V.

-\.\xi.ii88j3l
iSoThe Httlu

village of Rushford was happy enough in its bunny. Ibid.
181 A boat house at the bottom of the bunny.
Bvmseil (birnsen, bc'nsen). Attributive use

of the name of Professor R. \V. E. Hunsen of

Heidelberg, denoting appliances invented by him :

Bunsen^'s) burner, lamp, a kind of gas-burner
used for heating and for blowpipe work, in which
air is burnt along with gas. Bunsen('s) battery,
a voltaic battery in which the elements are carbon
and zinc, and in which nitric and sulphuric acids,
or solution of bichromate of potash and sulphuric
acid, are employed. Bunsen cell, one of the
cells of which a Bunsen battery is composed.
1879 NHAU Elt'Ctricity led. Preece) 179 Bunsen's battery

has the cylindrical form of Daniell's. iSyoTYNDALL Heat ii.

S?^54
As in the case of l^unsen's burner. 1870 Eng. Mcch. 1 1

Feb. 525/1 [He] describes, .a Kunsen cell modified by him.

Bunsenite birnsOnsit). Mill. [f. BUSSES,
the name of the discoverer, + -ITE.] A native pro-
toxide of nickel. 1868 DANA .!//'. i^.
Bunt (bunt ,

rf.l Chiefly Xaut. [Etymology
unknown. Some have compared Ua. bunilt, S\v.

bunt a bundle .which seem to be merely a.

Ger. /(</).] gen. A swelling, a pouch- or bag-
shaped part of a net, sail, etc.

1. The cavity or bagging part of a fishing-net ;

also of a napkin or the like when folded or tied

so as to form a bag ; the funnel or bottom of an

eel-trap.
1602 CARKW Cornwall 30 a, The Weare is a frith . . hailing

in it a bunt or cud. a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open. 11677) 2lf>

That the whey may run . . through the bunt of the napkin.
1861 Coicn Brit, l-'is/ias II. 73 The scan for ilackarel is . .

nine fathoms in depth at the middle or bunt. 1880 Harper's
JIttg. l.X. 852 As the bunt of the >eine nears the shore,
silence prevails. 1883 /">W/<-;vc.v E.vhib. Catal. 367 Appa-
ratus . . to be fixed at the end of the bunt of an Eel Trap.
2. 'The middle part of a sail, formed designedly

into a bag or cavity, that the sail may gather
more wind. In " handed "

or "
furled

"
sails, the

bunt is the middle gathering which is tossed up on
the centre of the yard

'

(.Smyth Sailor's ll'orJ-l'k.}.
b. The middle part of a yard : the Sliitgs.
c 1582 Cotton J/.S'. Aff. xlvii. (Halliw.l Flying fyshes to

break ther noses agaynst the bunt of the sayle. 1611 COTGK.,
Bcitrtcr,. .to bunt, or leaue a bunt in a sayle. 1627 [see

BUNTLINK]. 1678-96 PHILLIES, Bunt, the hollowness which
is allowed in making of Sails. 1706 Hunt, iSea-term.i the

Bag, Pouch, or middle Part of a Sail, which serves to catch
and keep the wind; as The Bunt holds much Leeward
Wind, i. e. the Bunt hangs too much to the Leeward. 1794
Rigging ff Seamanship I. 86 Bunt, the middle-part of the
foot of square sails, and the foremost leech of staysails cut
with a nock. 1881 CLAKK RUSSELL Oeenn Fr..Lancc ii. 31
The bunt of the top-gallant sail. 1882 NARKS Seamanship
led. 61 10 Slings or Bunt, the middle of a yard where
the rigging is placed.
3. Comb., as /'uiit-gasfcet, -whip; bunt-jigger,

'a small gun-tackle purchase . . used in large
vessels for bowsing up the bunt of a sail when

furling' Sailor's IVont-bfc.}. Also BuNTLIXE.
1860 H. STUART Seaman's Calcch. 18 Bunt lines, bow-

lines, and bunt jiggers. Ibui. 46 The sail loosers . . over-
haul the buntlines and bunt whip.

b. Bunt fair, adv. phr. :

' Before the wind
'

(Smyth Sailor s ll
r
orj-bk. .

1653 URO.UHAKT Ralvlaii n. i, Spooming with a full Sail,
bunt fair before the Wind.

Bunt (bnt), st.- Bot. [Origin unknown.]
fl. The Puff ball (Lycoperdon bovista . XowuVa/.
1601 HOLLAND 1'liny xvi. xl. 1. 490 Tinder, made . . of

bunts and withered leaues. 1609 C. BUTLER Ft-m. Man. vtr.

(1623) Q iij, Smother them with Brimstone or Bunt, as you
kill Bees. 1878 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Planl-n., Bunt, Lyco-
pi-rihn Bo-cista, Nhamp.
2. A parasitic fungoid, Tilletia caries, which

attacks wheat, filling the grain with black fetid

powder ; also the disease caused by it.

X 797 -4""- Reg. 409/2 Wheat . . very much injured by
smut-balls or bunts. 1847 BERKKLEY Jrnl. Horticitlt. Soe.
London II. io8The principal diseases of

plants,
such as rust,

bunt, mildew, etc., are of vegetable origin. 1865 Carter's
Card. iy Farmer's I'ade-M. n, 124 Bunt .. results in a
swollen discoloured seed . . On the kernel being broken,
it is found to be full of a black stinking powder. x88z A.
CARLY Prine. Agricult. xix. 164 Bunt, or Smut-ball, the
most formidable disease, perhaps, to which wheat is subject.

Bunt, -<A : ' run;-', [perh. related to Bl's.ri.1]
? A portion of the stem or rachis of corn.

1775 Specif. Ka'^'linsons Patent No. 1099 A coarse try
[sieve] to convey the bunts from the chaff and corn.

Bunt, si.* ': Obs. [f. BUNT v.S] a. An instru-

ment for sifting meal. b. in tomb. buDt-mill, a
machine for cleaning corn.
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1794 STEDMAN Surinam (1813) II. xxvi. 298 Their dancing
music . . is not unlike that of a baker's bunt, when he

separates the flour from the bran. Ibid. xxix. 369 Separated
from the chaff through a bunt-mill.

Bunt t^bont), sbj> Sc. and dial. [Var. and perh.
more original form of BUN sb$] The tail of a

hare or rabbit.

1805 A, SCOTTHare's Compl. in Poems 79 (JAM.) A strolling
hound Had near hand catched me by the bunt. 1877 E. PEA-
COCK N. W. Lincoln. Gloss. Bunt, the tail of a rabbit.

Built, sb local. A medium quality of fagot.
'There are three classes of fagots for household use in

Sussex, i. brish fagots or kiln fagots, 2. seconds, spray
fagots, lordings, or bunts, 3. house-fagots (the best quality

1

.'

Rev. W. D. Parish.

1884 West Sussex G. 25 Sept. Advt., Clearance Stock of

Agricultural Drain Tiles, Pipes, Bricks, etc., and a quantity
of Bunts, Faggots, Mare, Pony, and other stock.

Bunt, soj cant. [Of unknown origin : cf.

BONCE.] An extra profit or gain ; something to

the good. (See quot.)
1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour I, 33 'Boys' deputed to

sell a man's goods for a certain sum, all over that amount
being the boy's profit or bunts [on p. 470 spelt bnnse]. 1881

Cheq. Career 270 In the stable . . in livery-stables, there ii

a box into which all tips are placed. This is called
' Bunt'.

Built, sb$ dial. The action of BUNT v.%

1875 PARISH Sussex Dial, s.v., A bunt is described to me
as a push with a knock in it, or a knock with a push in it.

Bunt, v Naut. [f. BUNT sb?\
1. trans. ' To haul up the middle part of (a

sail; in furling' (Smyth Sailor s IVord-bk.}.
1611 COTGR., Boitrser, to bunt, or leaue a bunt in a sayle.

1756 Gent I. AAzg.XXYI. 449 HauI'd up mycourses, bunted

my main sail.

2. intr. Of a sail: To swell, to belly.
1681 [see BUNTING ">bl. sb.}. 1755 in JOHNSON, and in mod.

Diets. (Not in SMYTH Sailor's IVord-bk.)

Bunt, v.~ Cbicfly dial. [cf. BUTT v.
;

also

BUNCH, BOUNCE; Breton has boitnta in same sense,

but connexion is scarcely possible.] trans, and
intr* To strike, knock, push, butt.

1825 Wiltsk. Gloss.) Bunty to strike with the head, as a

young animal pushes the udder of its dam. 1867 BLSHXELL
Afor. Uses Dark Th, 203 When the gusty shocks of broad-
side pressure bunt upon the house. 1875 PARISH Sussex

Dial,, Bunt) to rock a cradle with the foot ;
to push or

butt.

Built, v.'' dial, [Etymology unknown : goes
with BINT sb.l (In the I3th c. quot. we might
read boutep^ as a possible variant of bttltep, from

BOLT v.^ ; but the .spelling with ou does not other-

wise occur until 1 5th c. t and is peculiarly northern.]
trans. To sift (meal).

1340 Aycnb. 93 Ase ^e ilke bet bontej> J>ct mele, \>et to-delj>

I?et tlour uram be bren. 1880 Miss COURTSKY W. Cornu'.

Gloss., Bunting, sifting flour, 1883 //;/<-/.$/:. GYtw. iE. D. S.)

Bunt, to sift meal.

Bunted United \ppl.a. [f. BU.NT^.- 2 +-ED-.]
Of wheat : Infected with bunt.

1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 318 Bunted wheat often

forms a large proportion in flour, and is used more particu-

larly for the manufacture of gingerbread.

t Bunter l
V
bo -

nt9ij. Obs. exc. dial. [Etymo-
logy unknown.]

' A cant word for a woman
who picks up rags about the street ; and used, by
way of contempt, for any low vulgar woman.' J.

Also attrib.

1707 E. WARD Hudibrtts Rcdiv. II. n. ii.(i7i5,t 25 Punks,
Strolers, Market Dames, and Bunters. 1721 BAILEY, Bunter,
a gatherer of Rags in the Streets for the making of Paper.

1758 .Monthly Rev. 184 A nasty bunter or stinking dirty
fish drab. 1759 II. WAI. POLE Par. Register Yd A. Dobson
Fielding \. 118 There Fielding met his bunter muse. 1763
Brit. Mag, IV. 542, I heard a bunter at the Horse-guards
last Friday evening swear she would not venture into the
Park. 1819 Abeillardfy Hcl. 344 Complete fox-hunters and
much addicted to the bunters.

II Bunter- (birntar;. Geol. Short for bunter

Sandstein, i.e.
' mottled sandstone

1

, German name
for the New Red Sandstone.

[1830 LVELL Princ. Geol. xiii. (18501 187 The Muschelkalk,
Keuper, and Bunter Sandstein.] 1874 Elcm. Geol. xxii.

(1885) 331 The basement beds of the Keuper rest with a

slight unconformability, upon an eroded surface of the

Bunter. 1881 J. E. LEE Note-bk. A mat. Geol. 72 The bone-

bed has evidently filled cracks or hollows in the
' bunter '.

Btrnter 3
. dial. [f. BUNT v.]

' An old- fash-

ioned machine for cleaning corn.' Parish Sussex

Dial. 1875.

Buntillg (bz7*ntirj\ sbj* Also 4 bountyng, 5

buntynge ; cf. the variants BUNKIN, BUNTYLK,
BUNTLIN. [Origin unknown : Skeat suggests com-

parison with BUNT v,-, Sc. buntin short and thick,

plump (see 3), BUNT sb$, Welsh bontin the rump,
bontinog large-buttocked.]
1. The English name of a group of insessorial

birds, the Emberizinx^s^'farmlyoiFringillidiK
allied to the larks. The chief species are the

Common B. (E. miliaris\ also called Corn B. ;

Yellow B. (. citrinella}
= YELLOW-HAMMER ;

Block-headed B. ; Reed B. (. schceniclus}\
Snow B, {Plectrophanes nwalis), a bird inhabiting
the arctic regions, and visiting Britain in the winter ;

Bice B. (Dolichonyxoryzivorus}- BOBOLINK.
t 1300 in Wright Lyric P. xi. ix. 40 Ich wold ich were a

threstelcok, A bountyng other a lavercok. f 1440 Promp.
Paru. 56 Buntynge, byrde, pratellus. 1601 SHAKS. All's
Well n. v. 7, 1 tooke this Larke for a bunting. 1655
MOUFKET & BENN. Healths Improv. (1746) 188 Buntings
feed chiefly upon little Worms. 1789 G. WHITE Selborne
xiii. (1853) 57 The bunting does not leave this country in the
winter. 1878 MARKHAM Gt, Frozen Sea xxiv. Great ex-

citement was caused by the appearance of a snow bunting.
2. The grey shrimp (Crangon vulgaris^.
1836 Scenes Comm. by Land $ S. 92 Red shrimps, white

shrimps, and buntings, or grey shrimps, of which the last

are most esteemed for their flavour.

3. A term of endearment: in 'baby bunting',
the meaning (if there be any at all; may possibly
be as in Jamieson's

(

buntin, short and thick, as

a buntin brat, a plump child'.

1665 DAYKNANT Wit* in. i, Bunting [to the speaker's wife]
in very deed, You are to blame. Nursery Rime. Bye, baby
bunting, Father's gone a hunting.

Bu'nting, sb;~ Also 8-9 buntine. [Origin
uncertain : it has been conjecturally derived from
BUNT v2 to sift, bolt. The analogy of the Fr.

ctaminC) which means both bolting - cloth and

bunting, supports this derivation, although there

is no evidence that bunting was ever actually used
for *

bolting-cloth*. The fact mentioned in quot.
1 836 would suggest connexion with Ger. bunt, Du.
bont parti-coloured. (The word is not in Beawes
Lex Mercatoria Rtdiviva I75 2

i which has always
estawina, -as

J\
'An open-made worsted stuff,

used for making flags' ;Ure Diet. Arts}\ also in

general, a flag, or flags collectively.
1742 Navy Board Letter to L. C. A. 24 Sept. (MS. in

Pub. Rec. O.) The French and Spanish colours allowed his

Majesty's Ships are of bunting, whereas those used by the
French and Spanish are of linen. 1755 JOHNSON, Bunting,
the stuff ofwhich a ship's colours are made. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (1789' Buntine, a thin woollen stuff, of which
the colours and signals of a ship are usually formed. 1832
MARRYAT N. Forster xxxvi, Up goes her bunting. 1836
Scenes Comm. by Land fy S. 235 Buntine is a thin open
sort of woollen stuff ..it is woven in stripes, blue, white,
red. 1845 DARWIN I'oy. Nat. viii. (i879'i6i A net made of

bunting. 1871 PITMAN Phonogr. 7 Bunting, streaming from
the masthead.

Bu'nting, vol. sb.
[f.

BUNT ^.i-n-iNG 1
.]

The

bellying, bulging, or swelling of a sail, a net, etc.

1681 Phil. Collect. XII. No. 3. 62 Without any bellying,

bunting, or curvity in the superficies thereof.

Bunting u b#'ntirj', ppl. a. [Of various origin ;

senses i, 2, f. BUNT v. 1 + -IXG^.]
1. Of a sail : Bellying, swelling.
1:1702 R. HOOKE in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 141 To prefer

bellying or bunting sails to such as were hauled taught.
2. Swelling, plump ;

filled out, rounded, short

and thick.
,
But #//;/// /<zw^may be fromBuNTz'.-,,

1584 PICELE Arraignm. Paris i. i, I have brought a

iwagger for the nones, A bunting lamb. 1613 MARKHAM
fcng. Husbandman \. \. xvii. < 1635 1 108 Barley for your seede
. . elect that which is whitest, fullest, and roundest, being
.is the Plough-man calles it, a full bunting Corne. 1808-25
JAMIESON Diet., Buntin, short and thick ; as a buntin brat,
a plump child, Roxb.

0. ? Resembling a rabbit's bunt : short and cocked.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 259/2 The stork . . hath but

a short bunting Tail.

4. ? Untidy, tawdry.
1759 Compl, Lett.-Writer(z.&. 6) 224 A large Pattern em-

broider'd Gown , . which . . was unfashionable and bunting.

1839 C. CLARK J. Noakcs 13 \Vhen yow saa Mary drest,

Nought she had on look'd bunting.

Bunting crow '

v b'ntirj kr<?u'\ [Du. bontc-

kraai, f. bont parti-coloured + kraai crow
;

infl. by
BUNTING sb.^\ The Hooded Crow (Corvus cornix \.

[1658 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Bontc-kraaye, a Pide Crowe,
or a Roiston crowe.] 1802 G. MONTAGU Omitk. Diet. (1833*
62 Bunting crow a name for the Crow.

Bu'ntlin. Sc. a. = BUNTING sb.^ i.

17.. Hynd? Etin in Child's Ballads I. 296 We'll shoot
the laverock in the lift, The buntlin on the tree.

Builtline ^bzrntlai:n). Naut.
[f.

BUNT sb.^ -f

LINE.]
1. A rope fastened to the foot-rope of a sail and

passing in front of the canvas, so as to prevent it

from '

bellying' when being furled.

1637 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. v. 22 Bunt lines is . .

a small rope . . to trice or draw vp the Bunt of the saile,

when you farthell or make it vp, 1748 ANSON Voy. i. x. led.

4) 139 Endeavouring to hand the top-sails, the clew-lines and
bunt-lines broke. 1840 R. DANA Be/. Mast xxiii. 70 The
jigger was bent on to the slack of the buntlines.

2. Comb., as buntline-cringle ;
buntline-cloth,

buutline-span (see quots.).

1794 Rigging <$ Seamanship I. 86 Buntline Cloth, the

lining sewed up the sail, in the direction of the buntline,
to prevent the sail being chafed. 1882 NAKES Seawansh.
(ed. 61 80 A buntline span is a short piece of rope, with
a thimble spliced into one end, through which the buntline
is rove ; they are used to keep the sail, when hauled up by
the buntlines, from Wing blown away from the yard.

f Bu-ntyle, obs. var. of BUNTING sb.i

c \4$oGfass. in Wr.-Wiilcker 702 Hie pratellus , a buntyle.
Bunwand: see BUN sbl

Bunweed (bvnwid\ Herb. [Another form of

1 BENWEED, occurring also as btnivccd^ bindweed'.

etymological form and derivation uncertain.]
A Scotch name of the Ragweed '^Scnecio Jacobxd],

^1455 HOLLAND Houlate xxvii. iz Bot a blak bunwede.
1812 J.WILSON JReitfrews/i. 136 (JAM.) Prevailing weeds in

meadows and grass lands are rag-wort or bindweed, Sentcio

jacobca, 1820 Blackw. Mag. June 266 The Scottish witches

always went by air on broomsticks and bunweeds. 1847 J.
WILSON Chr. North (1857) II. 22 Sitting among the bimveeds
and thistles.

Buoy (boi, bwoi), sb. Forms: 5-7 boye, 6

bwoy, (buie, buy,) 6-8 boy, (7 bouye, buye,
boigh, bowie, boa, pi. boes), 7- buoy. [i5th c.

boye corresponds to O^.boye (DiQz},boyec (Palsgr.),
modF. bouee, Norm, boie (Littre\ Sp. boyat Pg.
boia 'buoy*; Du. boei, MDu. Avw buoy', and

"fetter*; the same word as OF. boie, buie, boe,

bue, beue, Pr. boia, OSp, boya fetter, chain : L.

boia halter, fetter (cf. BOY sb?] ; applied to a

buoy because of its being fettered to a spot. It is

not clear whether the Kng. was originally from

OF., or MDu. The pronunciation (bwoi), indi-

cated already in Hakluyt, is recognized by all

orthoepists British and American ; but (boi) is

universal among sailors, and now prevalent in

England : Annandale's Imperial Dictionary, 1885,
has (boi or bwoi), Cassell's Encyclopedic Diet.,

1879, says
' u silent*. Some orthoepists give b;7i.j

1. A floating object fastened in a particular place
to point out the position of things under the water

,as anchors, shoals, rocks), or the course which

ships have to take
;
or to float a cable in a rocky

anchorage to prevent its chafing against the rocks

(
=

cable-buoyj mooring-bttoy,. Bell-buoy, a buoy
fitted with a bell, to ring with the agitation of the

water, and so give warning of danger. See also

CAN-BUOY, NUN-BUOY, b. Something adapted to

buoy up or keep afloat a person in the water

(
=

life-l>it0}'\

1466 Mann. $ Househ. Exp. 325 Kabeles.and an hawser,
and ij. boyes. 1530 PALSGR. 199/1 Boy of an ancre, boyee.

1584 K. XORMAN Safeguard of Sailers 6 The markes of
the southern Buie. /. 10 The Buy upon the Nes.
1600 HAKLUYT Voy. (1810) III. 490 Marking .. how ur

bwoy floated vpoa the water. 1634 BBERETON Trav.

11844)4 'l'ne Flats .. where buoys are placed, 'twixt which
all ships are to sail. 1677 YARRANTON Engl. Improve. 41 An
Harbour . . where a Boy and a Cord two Inches Diameter
will be sufficient to a hold a Ship. 1802 SOUTHEY Inch-

capc Rock, That bell on the Inchcape Rock
;
On a buoy in

the storm it floated and swung, And over the waves its

warning rung. 1840 HOOD Up Rhine 25 The Buoys which
mark the entrance into the Maas. 1884 G.C. DAVIES Norfolk
Broads xl. 315 The melancholy cadence of the bell-buoy.

2. fig. Something which marks out a course, in-

dicates danger, or keeps one alloat.

(11603 1'- CART\VKiGiiTC0/w/. Rhtm.X. y.(i6i8.Pref. 10

Which haue waded so farre . . as the Bowies and markes of

holy Scriptures doe teach them. 1660 Z. CROI-TON Fasten.
St. Peters Fett. To Rdr. 7 Reformed Churches [are made]
our lanched boighs to detect our dangers, a 1770 G.WHITE-
FiELD-SVrw. xxxii. Wks. (1772) VI. 16 Love .. is a . . buoy
against the tempests of thii boisterous world. 1803 BRISTED
Pcdest. Tour I. 149 Having no intellectual buoy by which
to steer his course.

3. aftfib. (See also BUOY-ROPE.)
1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. vii. 6. 186 Cone with Cone :

having Base to Base . . Buoy figure. 1871 BAKER Nile
Tribut. xiii. 225 The buoy end is carried in the left hand.

1846 M CCULI,OCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1%^ II. 167 Masters
in the buoy or light service.

Buoy vboi, bwoi), v. Also 7 boy, bouy. [In
senses 1-3 app. adapted from some foreign source :

cf. Sp. boyar to float (f. boya BUOY sb.), and see

BUOYANT
;
in sense 4 from the sb.]

fl. intr. To rise to, or float on, the surface of

a liquid ; to rise, swell ^as the sea). Obs.

1605 SHAKS. Lear in. vii. 60 The Sea, with such a stonnc
. . would haue buoy'd vp And quench'd the Stelled fires,

1625 PLRCH\S Pitg-rit/u'S u. 1617 Our Wine wee saued which

boyed to the shoare. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 73
Which will not allow an heavy body left to itself within a

flowsom one that is lighter, to buoy up.

tb.yf?-. Obs.

1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 463 Rising merit will buoy up at last.

1716-8 in Lady M. lv. Alontagm-'s Lett, I. viii. 24 Folly
. . will buoy up . . in spite of all our art to keep it down.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 251 When the great Soul buoys up
to this high Point.

2. trans. To keep from sinking (in a fluid), to

keep afloat ; transf. to keep up, support, sustain.

(Usually with /.)
1651 T. BARKER Art Angling (1653) 8 The menow may

swim . . being boyed up with a Cork or Quill. 1774
BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 400 It is as hard to sink a cork, as to

buoy up a lump of lead. 1781 A. MONRO Compar. Anat.
led. 3> 3 The bat and flying squirrel . . have wings to buoy
themselves up in the air. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. n. v.

1.1849) 113 Thus buoyed up, he floated on the waves.

b. To raise to the surface of a liquid ; to bring
afloat (e.g. a sunken ship).
1616 BBAUM. & FL. Cust. Country \. \, I will descend to

thee, And buoy thee up. 1667 Land. Gaz. No. 196/3 She

sunk, with a Lighter . . Great care is taking to Buoy them

up with all the speed that may be. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess.

Waters III. 297 They . . buoy up some particles of the iron

& carry it to the surface.

3. fig. To keep up, keep from sinking, support,

sustain, (persons, courage, hope, heart, spirits, etc.).

(Usually with /.)
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1645 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. iv. I. 136 Lord Byron buoy'd
up with continual hopes. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. f, Ac/lit. 821
Brave to buoy the State, a 1797 H. WALPOLE Mem. Geo. ///,
(1845) I. ix. 135 France had been buoyed up by the ambition
. . of Spain. 1836 MARRYAT "Japhet xliii, The hopes which
had been . . buoying me up.

b. To raise, lift, cause to rise '

Kthe heart, spirits,

etc.). (Usually with up.)
1652 J. WADS\VOKTH tr. Simdovats Civ. Wars Spain 181

They ought to . . bouy them up out of that gulf of miserie
whereinto they were plunged. 1663 FULLER worthies 1.262
Hearts sunk down arc; not to be boyed up. a 1796 BURKK
Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 86 Buoyed up to the highest
point of practical vigour. a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante ft Circ.
i. (1874) 185 The spirits of thy life depart Daily to heaven
with her they so are buoy'd With their desire.

4. To furnish or mark with a buoy or buoys ;

to mark as with a buoy (rarely with out}.
1596 RALEIGH Discav. Guiana 36 Which sho'ld t

= shoal]
John Douglas boyed and bekonned for them before.

1707 Loud. Gaz. No. 4350/3 They have . . lately buoy'd a
new Chanel .. with 3 Black Buoys. 1710 in Picton L'pool
Mimic. Kec. (1886) II. 49 The buoying put of Formby Chan-
nell. 1773-84 COOK Voy. (1790) I. 215 The captain sounded
and buoyed the bar. 1883 Dit. ARGYLL Sp. Ho. Lards 19
July, Rocks on the [Scotch] west coast are not sufficiently
buoyed and beaconed.

Buoyage (boi-ed^, bwoi-). [f.
BUOY v. and sb.

+ -AGE.] The providing of (or with" buoys.
1858 Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 29 Buoyage of the Ri'ver Tees.

1863 Standard 5 Sept. 3/1 Charged equally by law with the

buoyage, beaconage, and lights of the river. 1883 Chamb.
Jrnl. 8 Dec. 769/1 Proposal for a uniform system of buoyage.

Buoyance (boi'ans, bwoi-,\ [f. BCOYAXT : see

-ANCE.J
1. = BUOYANCY, {poet, or rhetorical.)
1821 LOCKHART Valcrino III. iii. 86 The words, .produced

I know not what of buoyance and of emotion. 1833 1 1 .

COLERIDGE To Nautilus in Q. Rev. XLIX. 520 Leap along
with gladsome buoyance.
2. A contrivance for imparting buoyancy to boats.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Cutal. 39 The side buoyance call be
taken out and repaired . . Punt, fitted with buoyance, if

swamped not to sink.

Buoyancy (boi-ansi, bwoi-). Also S boy-
ancy. [f. BUOYANT : see -AHCV.J The quality of

being buoyant.
1. Power of floating son liquid or fluids

;
ten-

dency to float, b. As an attribute of the liquid :

Power of supporting a floating body (rare), c. Hy-
drostatics : Loss of weight due to immersion in a

liquid ; the vertical upward pressure of a liquid
on an immersed or floating body, which is equal
to the weight of displaced liquid; also of the
lower layers of a liquid on those above.

1713 DEKHAM Phys. Theol. 9 All the winged Tribes owe
their

^Flight
and Boyancy hereunto. 1765 WILKINSON in

Phil. Trans. LV. 97 The cork had not . . lost any force of
buoyancy. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 248 When the
stone was got up_ to the surface of the water . . becoming
heavier by losing its buoyancy. 1831 LARDXER Hydrostat.
v. 9 The support, whether partial or total, which a solid
receives from a liquid . . is expressed by the term buoyancy.
1868 WRIGHT Ocean World i. 19 The saltness of sea water
increases its density, and at the same time its buoyancy.
2. Jig. Elasticity of spirit, lightheartedness ;

capacity for recovering after depression.
1819 Blackw. Mag. Aug., The reckless buoyancy ofyoung

blood. 1824 DlBDmZ&r. G;/. 5 i6 There is neither fancy,
nor brilliancy, nor buoyancy, about him. 1866 DICKENS
Lett. (1880) II. 249, I have noticed .. a decided change in

my buoyancy and hopefulness. 1886 MORLEY Crit. Misc.
III. 102 To the last he retained his extraordinary buoyancy.
3. Tendency to rise (in the price of stocks and

shares'!, in the national revenue, etc.

1883 Maneh. Kxam. 14 Dec. 4/1 Considerable buoyancy
was developed owing to a smart recovery on the Paris Bourse.

Buoyant (boi-ant, bwoi-), a. Also 6 boyent,
7 boyant. [perhaps ad. Sp. boyaitte in same sense,
or OF. bauyant (app. also synonymous, though
explained differently in Godcf.) ; in Eng. it is app.
older than BUOY v. See -AM!.]
1. Having the power of floating, tending to

float
; floating.

1578 \V. BOURNE Trcas. for Trav. iv. x, The syde [of a
ship] being rounde and full, it is the more boyenter a great
deale. 1713 DERHAN Phys. Theol. 442 note. The Air-
Bladder [of a fish] makes the Body more or less buoyant.
'7*5 WILKINSON in Phil. Trans. LV. 98 The buoyant power
of cork in fresh water. 1792 Gentl. Mag. Mar. 210 Produced
from seed buoyant in the atmosphere. 1835-6 TODD Cycl.
Anat. S, Phys. I. 40/2 Filled with air, which renders the
whole animal so buoyant that it floats on the surface.

b. Lightly elastic.

1835-6 TODU Cycl. Anat. <y Phys. I. 70/1 The quick and
buoyant motions of the lively child.

C. Jig. Tending to rise or keep up.
c OhMff.Attfffl Will, f,c. in Har/. Misc. 1 17461 VIII.

30/2 His Vices were most notorious and boyant. 1808 SYU.
SMITH Wks. (1869) 112 Religion is so noble and powerful a
consideration it is so buoyant and so unsubmergible. 1868
ROGERS Pol. ECOII. xxi. <ed. 3,1 282 That part of the public
revenue is most buoyant.
2. Of liquid: Having the power of keeping

bodies afloat on its surface.

1692 DRYDEN Elconora Ded. (Globel, The water under me
was buoyant. 1813 BVROX Br. Abydos n. iii, These limbs
that buoyant wave nath borne. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau I.

324 1 he buoyant waters of emotion and sentiment.
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3. Jig. Of the spirits : Easily recovering from

depression, elastic, light. Of persons : Light-
hearted, cheerful, hopeful.

a. 1748 THOMSON Wks. (1766) I. 130 Nerves . . full of buoy-
ant spirit. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch 118791 I. 211/1 A
man of buoyant and animated valour. 1824 W. IHVINU
T, Trav. I. 338 My spirits were most buoyant after a tem-
porary prostration. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico (1850) I. 198
His buoyant spirits were continually breaking out in trouble-
some frolics. 1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Rrf. I. I. 105
The buoyant confidence of youth.
4. Comb., as buoyant-winded adj.
1833 HT. MARTINEAU Charm. Sea iii. 27 One or two of the

. . more buoyant-minded of the party.

Buoyantly, adv. In a buoyant manner.
1854 BADIIAM Jlalieut. 24 We might fail to carry him

buoyantly over. 1873 HOLLAND A. Bonnie, xiv. 225, I could
not have been more buoyantly expectant. 1883 Knowledge
22 June 370/2 Shares went up buoyantly.
t Buoyautness. Obs. rare. = BUOYANCY.
1668 Proc. Royal .toe. III. 395 iL. 1

,
The lightness and

buoyantness of the rope. 1716 J. PERKY State o/Rnss. 121
The Air being . . without that Strength of Elasticity or
Buoyantness that is occasioned by the Heat of the Sun.

Buoyed (boid, bwoid\ ///. a.
[f. BUOY vJ\

1. Kept afloat, supported, etc. : see BUOY v.

2. Furnished with a buoy or buoys.
1881 I'hilaiia. Record. No. 3438. 2 The best lighted and

buoyed river in the world. 1881 Echo 28 June 3/1 The
buoyed end of the new American cable.

Buoy-rope (b(w)oi-rjup ... [f. BUOY sb. +

ROPE.] The rope by which the buoy is fastened
to the anchor, f Also Iransf. (quot. 1562 used
for a woman's pig-tail).
1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. 11867) 4 Except liir

maide shewe a fayre paire of heeles, She haleth her by the

boy rope, tyll her braines :ike. 1630 J. TAYLOR i Water P.*

Wks. in. 65 a/2 Cleere, cleere the Doighrope, steddy, well
steered. 1723 Ititi. No. 6129/3 Twelve Fathom of a

Buoy Rope of six Inches and an half. 1860 H. SILAIM
Seaman s Catech. 56 If the cable should be slipped or parted,
the buoy-rope is used for weighing.

Buplever ^biple-vaj). Bol. \a...bupKz're\
L. bilplcurum, a. Gr. flovn\ivpuv, {. @ov- ox 4-

ir\ivp6v rib.] The plant llare's-ear or Thorough-
wax. 'An English name adapted from the French,

proposed by Bentham '

(Treas. Jlot.).
1881 G. ALLEN in Cornh. Mag. June 706 The narrow 1m.

plever flowers only at Torquay and in Jersey and Guernsey.
Ibid. 716 Torquay .. shares a southern buplever with the
Channel Islands.

II Buprestis b prt-stis . [L. biifn-stis, a. Gr.

[3ovirpr]aTis, lit. 'ox-burner'.]
1. An unidentified insect of the ancients, very
harmful to cattle

;

'

perhaps of the genus Mylabris'
(Kirby and Spence).
1398 TREVISA Barth. De /'. A', xun. xiii. (1495) 773 This

Burestes lycth amonge herbes and grasse : and the o\e
swalowyth this bcste, and whan this Burestes is s\va-

lowed he chaufeth sodenly the lyuour of the oxe and
makyth hym breke with grete payne and sprowe. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny II. 377 There is a kind of insect or (lie

called Buprestis . . kine and oxen catch much harme by this

flie. [1658 ROWLAND Monffct's Theat. Ins. 1001, I have seen
about Heidelberg two Buprestes like Scarabecs.J

2. Zool. A genus of beetles, natives of the tropics,
remarkable for brilliant colouring. Hence the family

Biiprestidx, rarely anglicized as Bupre'stidans.
1835 KIRHY Ilab. f!t lust. .-Inim. II. xx. 364 The most splen-

did and brilliant of the whole Order, the Buprestidans.

Bur, burr (byj.), sl>. Forms : 4 borre, 4-7
burre, 6- bur, 7- burr. [app. identical or cogn.
with Da. bom bur, burdock, Sw. borre sea-

urchin, and in comb, kard-borre burdock, though
the word is not found in ON., nor in Eng.
before the I4th c. A derivation from F. bottrre
'

rough hair, flock of wool ', labours under the

difficulty that the F. word is not found ever to

have had the sense which Eng. bur shares with

Da. and Sw. borre
',
nor does the Eng. word show

the wider sense of F. bourre.
The spelling of this and various other words or senses of

words, phonetically and perhaps even etymologically iden-

tical with it, is very unsettled : in nearly all burr is an earlier

spelling, but in the present word bur is now usual. See
further under BURR.]

1. Any rough or prickly seed-vessel or flower-

head of a plant : esp. the flower-head of the Bur-

dock (.-trctinm lappa) ; also, the small seed-vessel

of the Goose-grass (Galinui aparine} and other

plants ; the husk of the chestnut.

(-1330 Arth. ft Merl. 8290 Togider thai cleued . . So with
other doth the burre. c 1440 Proinp. Par-.'. 56 Burre, lappa,
glis. it 1547 J. HEVWOOD Four P's in Dodsley (1780) i. 87
Hys eares as ruged as burres. 1600 SIIAKS. A. Y. L. I. iii.

13 They are but burs, Cosen, throwne vpon thee in holiday
foolerie . . our very petty-coates will catch them. 1684 R.
WALLER Nat. A'.r/cr. 87 Like the Burre or Husk of a Chest-
nut. 1779 MRS. DEI.AXV Lett. Ser. n. II. 425 Goose grass
or cleavers, .does not bear burrs(which are the seed vessels)
till after the time of its flowring. c 1817 HOGG Tales ff Sk.
III. 316 The burr of a Scots thistle. 1861 Miss PRATT
l-'lowcr. PI. III. 87 Fruits, beset with prickles, are truly
burs, clinging very readily to any object. 1874^

ROE Open.
Chestnut />;-rxiii, She took the burr from his hand and
plucking out the chestnut tossed the burr away.

b. Phr. To stick (cleave, cling, etc.) like a bur.
<. 1330 [see above]. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. fy Uflondyshm.

BUR.

('847' 43 Together they cleyc more fast then do burres.

1603 SHAKS. .Meas.for.M. i. iii. 189, I am a kind of Burre,
I shal sticke. 1712 ARBUTHNOI- John Bull 11727) 59 When
a fellow stuck like a bur, that there was no shaking him off.

1810 CRABBE Borough v, Friends who will hang like burs
upon his coat. 1865 MERIVALK Ram. Emp. VIII. Ixiv. 81
It fastens itself like a burr on the memory.

c. The female catkin or 'cone' of the hop
before fertilization. [Possibly a different word : in

Fr. the vine when coming into bud is said to be
en bourre

',
cf. 5.]

1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract.Agric. I. 396 The male hop
has its . . pollen previously perfected, so as to impregnate
the stigma or bur of the female. Ibid. 403 About the middle
of this month [July] the hop . . begins to put forth bloom,
which is called

'

coming out into bur'. 1881 WHITEHEAD
Hops 51 It is worse than useless to wash the plants after

they are in burr, or blossom.

2. Any plant which produces burs, esp. Arctium
lappa (the Burdock^, and the genus Xaiilhium.

^480
Cath. Angl. 48 A Burre . . palinrus. 1562 BULLEVN

Rk. Simples 38 a, The great Burre, which is more commonly
known then commended. 1585 LLOYD Treas. Health F
viij, The rote of a little burre sodden in Vinegar. 1634
MILTON Counts 350 Where may she wander now . . amongst
rude burs and thistles? 1815 ELHIIXSIONE Act. Caufail
(1845) I. 33 We found ourselves, .among sand-hills, stunted
bushes, burs, and phoke. 1842 TENNYSON Day-Dr. 66 Bur
and brake and briar.

3. fig. That which clings like a bur
;
a thing or

person difficult to get rid of or ' shake off.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. -V. in. ii. 260 Hang off thou cat, tholi

bur. 1633 HEVWOOD Eng. Trav. in. Wks. 1874 IV. 51 This
burre will slill cleaue to me ; what, no meanes To shake him
off'.- 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Burre, a Hanger on, or
Dependant. 1826 J. WILSON A'ct/. Antln: Wks. 1855 1.115
Hie burr lias a pawky expression that's no canny.
4. Jig.

' Bur in the throat
'

: anything that ap-
pears to stick in the throat or that produces a

choking sensation, accumulation of phlegm, huski-
ness ;

' a lump in the throat '.

1393 LAXGL. /'./'/, C. xx. 306 Smoke and smorbrc .. Til
he be bier-eyed ober blynde and be borre [-<>.>-. burrej iii

bus brote. 1609 AV. lYoin. in flitar. M. ii. in Bullen O. PI.

IV, Theres hemming indeede, like a Cat . . with a burre in
her throate. 1641 MILIOX Ch. Goz't. Wks. 1738 I. 74 Their
honest . . natures coming to the Universities . . were sent
home again with, .a scholastical Bur in their throats. 1749
CHESTER! . Lett. II. ccxiii. 319, I hemm'd once or twice (for
it gave me a bur in my throat '.

5. A knob or knot in a tree
; also, one of the

'buds' or pimples characteristic of the farcy.

[Perhaps a distinct word : cf. I-', bourre vine-bud

(see I c bourrcld ' round swelling on a tree '.]

1725 BRADLEY l-'ain. Diet. II.s.v. Maple, That which is

\\ 1th jit elni^, etc., also in certain varieties of apples.
6. The rounded knob forming the base of a

dccrs horn. [Cf. BURL, bud of a deer's horn.]
1575 TURBERV. Bk. l'i'tit'ru'2^6 The round roll of pyrled

home that is next to the head of an harte is called the
Burre. 1677 N. Cox Ccntl. Rccreat. (1706' 65 The Bur is

next the Head
;
and that which is about the i!ur, is called

Pearles. 1736 DALK in Phil. Traits, XXXIX. 386 Tlie
Moose hath a branched Brow-Antler between the Burr and
the Palm. 1828 STARK Elcin. Nat. Hist. I. 148 Horns . .

with a branch above the burr pointing forward.

b. (See quot.)
I7S3.CHAMBKRS Cycl. Stipp. s.v., Burrs denote bits of flesh

adjoining to the horns of a beefs hide, cut off by poor
women after it is brought to market.

7. dial* See quots. [? from sense i
.]

1863 ATKINSON' Dauby Prtn>inc.
%
N. Riding Vorks/t.^ Bio;

the stone or other obstacle placed behind the wheel. 1875
IVhitby Gloss. (E. D. S.t, Bur, (i) an impediment ; an an-

noyance; 12' the drag-chain and shoe for fastening up a
carriage wheel when going down a hill.

8. Cotnb.t as bur*breedingt -headt -leaf-) -root
;

bur-bark, the fibrous bark of Triumjetta senii-

triloba> a tropical shrub bearing prickly fruits or
burs

; bur-flag ^ Intr-rccd
; bur-grass, Sc. ? a

species of Carex
;
bur-knot Bi'R 6: bur-mari-

gold, popular name of the genus Bidcns
; f bur-

nettle, perhaps Crtica pilidifera; bur - oak,
Qucrcus macrocaypa of N. America ; bur-parsley,
the genus Caucalis. esp. C. dattcoidest an umbelli-
ferous weed with prickly fruit

;
bur-reed, common

name of the genus Sparganium ; bur-thistle,
Caniiins tanceolatus, also called Spear - thistle ;

bur-weed, Xanthiuni striimarium ; also other

plants producing burs, as Galitttit aparine (Goose-
grass), Caucalis nodo$at and the genus Triitmfctta.
Sec also BURDUCK,
1756 P. UROWNIS Jtuitaii-ti -^33 'J'he "Bur- Bark. The plant

is common in Jamaica. 1630 DRAVTON A/uses Elysium \\\,

(R.> By the rough bur breeding docks Ranker than the
oldest fox. 1834. Brit. Httsb. i. xxix. 463 A coarse kind of
crass called

v<
bur-graas'. 1840 BKOWMNG Sonfcllo v. 412

Spear-heads for battle, 'l>urr-heads for the jou^.' 1483
Cath. Angl. 48 A "Burre hylle, ///.//////, cst locus i'ln

crescuttt lappi: 1615 I,.\\VSON Orch. <y Card. in. vii. 116681

15 A *bur-knot. .taken from an Apple-tree. 1634 lip. HALL
Occas. Med. c.\iii. Wks. (1808) 204 On a *

bur-leaf, 1833 in

Proc. Benv. J\'at. Club I. No. i. 29. 1870 PRIOR Plant-n.
t

*Bur Marigold) a composite flower allietf to the marigold,
with seeds that adhere to the clothes like burrs. 1713
PCTIVER in /'////. Trans. XXVIII. 36 Common 'Bur-Net-
tie. 1865 C. A. JOHNS in Tnw. Bot. \. 241 The v Bur



BUR.

Parsley . . is a British plant, growing in corn-fields in a

chalky soil. 1597 GERARD Herbal 1. xxx. 2. 41 Ihese

plants of some are called Sparganium . . I rather call them

*Burrc Reede. 1769 SIR J. HILL Fam. HtrtaHlgflffl
Bur-

Reed a common water-plant, with rough heads of seeds.

1883 G. C. DAVIES in Pall Malt G. 26 Oct. 4/2 The eye to

see beauty in bur-reeds and sweet-sedges. 1650 tr. Bacon s

Life ft Death 43 Asparagus, pith of Artichokes and * Burre-

roots boiled. 1787 BURNS Ep. Miss Scott ii, The rough

'burr-thistle, spreading wide. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet.

(Morell) l. s. v. Burr, *Burrweed, Sparganium ramosum.

1882 G. ALLEN Colours ofFl. iv. 84 Unless . . like . . XantIlium

strumarinm, burweed, they have declined as far as colour-

less or green florets.

\ See also BURK sb. in all senses.

Bur, v -
1

[f. prec. : cf. also BURR sl>.<>]
trans.

To remove burs from (wool) : see BURBJNU.

Bur, v.- dial. [f.BuRrf. 5.] trans. (Seequots.\
1863 ATKINSON Danby Provinc., N. Riding Yorksh., Bur,

to block or stop the wheel of a waggon or cart . . by . .a

stone. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.i Bur, to maintain

an object in position by blockage or leverage, as. .a partially

raised weight is burred up from the ground with a crowbar.

Bur, obs. f. BIER, BOIVEK sb.^-

t-Burail. Obs. [Fr.
= 'Silke rash' Cotgr.] A

stuff half silk and half worsted.

1714 Fr. Bk. Rates 36 Burail-Stuff per loo Weight, 07 oo.

|| Bura-t, bura-to. Obs. [OF. burat, Sp. bu-

rataJ] The same as BORATO, q. v.

1588 R. PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 350 Shippts
laden with . . calles of networke, Buratos, Espumillas.
c 1601 J. KEV.MER Dntch Fishing in Phenix I. 226 Velvets,

Buratoes, Rash, Fustians. 1730 BEAWES Le.i- Mereat.

(1752) 8i6..Camblets..Burats (a coarse woollen stuff i.

Buratite (bi->-ratait). Min. [f. the mineral-

ogist Burat + -ITE.] A variety of aurichalcite.

'863-79 WATTS Diet. Client. I. 686 Buratite. .is very vari-

able in composition, and is probably a mixture of several

minerals. 1868 DANA Min. 712 Buratite or the so-called

lime aurichalcite.

Burbet, obs. form of BURBOT.

t Bu'rble, sl>- 1 Obs. Forms : 4 burbel, 5 bur-

bulle, byl(l,e, 6 burbul, 5-7 burble. [i.

BURBLE v. : cf. BUBBLE sb. With sense 2 cf. the

nse of OF. bubette in the two senses of pimple,

swelling, and ' bulle d'air dans 1'eau
'

(Godef.).]

1. A bubble, bubbling.
c 1350 Ltgaulae Catlwlicac, Marie Maud. 239 A litel child

. .The se it was comen tille Therwith it made michel gale

With gret stones and with smale And playd with burbels of

the water. 1483 Cath. Aitgl. 47 A Burbylle in y" w-ater.

tidla 1530 PALSGR. 202/1 Burble in the water, buhette,

1547 BOORDE Brc-'. Health Ixxiii. 21 b, A wyndy spume the

which is full of burbles.

b. m\ZA\-adj. Bubbling.
r 1430 I.VDC. Chorle f< Birde 118181 3 The burbill [r. r.

burbly] wawes in their up boyllyng.

2. A pimple ;
a boil.

1555 EDEN Decades W. Ind. i Arb.) 266 Certeine pimples

or burbuls. 1610 BARROL'GH Meth. Physick \\\. iv. (1639) 387

As often as burbles are broken in the bowels. 1622 MA-

LVNES A ne. La'M-Merch. 77 lacinths . . ha\e commonly

pimples or burbles in them.

Burble, sb:- Se. dial, [see BURBLE z-.-']

'Trouble, perplexity, disorder' Jam.).
1812 Case, Moffat 45 JAM.' He always made burbles, by

which the deponent understood trouble. 1836 CARLYLE in

Fronde #11885) 1. 78 Much that was a burble will begin

to unravel itself.

t Bu'rble, v.1 Obs. Also 4 burbull. (5 bro-

bill), 6 burbyll, -bul. [Found c \ 300. There

are several similar forms in Romanic : It. borbo-

gliare to make a rambling or grumbling noise, Pg.

borbuthar, Sp. borbollar to bubble forth, also mod.

Picard borbouller to murmur (Diez) ; all apparently

imitative words, though Diez thinks the Sp. and

Pg. possibly formed on L. bulla bubble. The

Eng. word can hardly have any actual connexion

with these, exc. as a parallel onomatopoeia, ex-

pressing the sound made by the agitation, issuing

forth, or flowing of a liquid mixed with vesicles of

air or gas. Of this the later BUBBLE appears to

have been either a simple variant or a conscious

modification. In the later use of burbU there is

more of the notion of flowing than in bubble, as

though burble combined the notions of bubble and

purl ;
but the sb. burble was in 14-161)1 c. exactly

= L. bulla 'bubble'.]
1. intr. To form vesicles or bubbles like boiling

water ;
to rise in bubbles ; to flow in or with

bubbles, or with bubbling sound.

1303 R. BRVNNE llandl. .Synne 10207 As boj here y?en

shulde burble out. c 1440 Promp.Pan: 56 Burblon [ 1499 bur-

belyn), as ale or ober lykore, Imllo. 1470-85 MAI.OHV A rthur

x li, A fayre welle, with clere water burbelynge. 1530

PALSCR. 459/2 To boyle up or burbyll up as a water dothe

in a spring, bouilloner. 1577 W. VALLANS Two Swaiines in

/ tland's Itin. (1759.1 v - loToWhitwell short, whereof doth

burbling rise The spring, that makes this little river runne.

b. To form bubbles in water, etc., to gurgle ;

cf. BURL v.'~

c 1400 Destr. Troy 5760 Horn was leuer . . be brittnet in

batell, ben burbull in the flod. c 1440 .l/.V. Lincoln A. i. 17

f. ii5(Halliw.> Many a balde manne laye there swykede,
Brobillande in his blode.

Hence Bu'rbling ~M, sb. and///, a.

1182

H 1528 SKLLTON Rcplyc., These . . friscairly yonkerkyns . .

basked and baththed in their, .burblyng and boylmg blode.

'555 EDEN Decades If. Ind. n. II. 'Arb.) 113 The burbulmge
of the sande declared the sea to bee . . shalowe. 1609 Er.

Worn, in Hum. n. i. in Bulleu O. PI. IV, I he Meridian bol

Disceni'd a dauncing in the burbling brook. 1622 J. HAG-

THORPE in Farr's S. P. i 1848.1 346 Burbling streames.

Bu'rble, v-- Sc- '/ial- Ecf- F - l>arbouiller
' to

jumble, confound, huddle, or mingle ill-fauouredly
'

vCotgr. ,
and its cognates : cf. esp. Catalan borbollar

to perplex, bewilder. But actual connexion be-

tween these and the Sc. word is not evidenced. Cf.

BAHBULYE.]
trans. To perplex, confuse, muddle.

1843 MRS. CAKLYLIC Lett. 11883) I. 244 His external life

fallen into a horribly burbled state.

tBu-rbly, a. Obs. [f.
BURBLE rf.' + .Y 1

.]

Full of bubbles, bubbling.
,1430 I,YI. Min. Poems 181 The burbly \y.r. burbill]

wawes in (their) up boyling.

Burbolt. -boulte, obs. forms of bmu-BOLi.

'575 (' HAKVEY irf/fr-M'. 118841 90 Owte of the quiver of

good likiuge, On burboulte of truste, worthe the shootinge.

Burbot ^by-abat). Forms : ? borbot, (G bor-

botha , 7 burbott, -bate, -bout, 8-9 burbolt,

(7-8 bird-bolt), 7- burbot, ;g burbet, barbott).

[a. V.bo:irbo/te (Littre), botirbete (Godef.\ bourbette

(CoUjr.) ;
the usual inod.F. form is barbate, bar-

bette ;
cf. bourboter, barboltcr, to dabble or wallow-

in mud. ,The variant bird-bolt appears to be due

merely to popular etymology.)]
A fresh-water fish {Lota vulgaris} of the family

Gadidx, somewhat like an eel, but with a flat head,

having two small 'beards' on the nose and one on

the cliin. Also called Eel-pout or Coney-fish.
a 1475 in Rel. Ant. I. 85 The borbottns and the stykyl-

bakys ( 1520 ANDREW \oble Lyfe in Babees Bk. 1 1868' 231

Borbotha be lisshes very slepery, somewhat lyke an ele

hauinge wyde mouthes & j;reat hedes, it is a swete mete.

1605 in A rchxohgia 1 1 800' X 1 1 1 . 348 These Fishe bee nowc

in seasone.. Burbott. 1679 PLOT Staffordsh. 116861 241 In

Staffordshire . . it is call'd a Burbot or bird-bolt, perhaps

from that sort of Arrow rounded at head, somewhat like

this fishes. 1769 PENNANT /.col. III. 163 Burbot or Bird-

bolt. 1772 FORSTER in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 150 The four

kinds of Hudson's Bay fish are the Sturgeon, the Burbot,

the Gwyniad the Sucker. 1865 KlHGSLEY/rVnro. xxix, 1 he

knights think scorn of any thing worse than smelts and

burbot. 1883 Fisheries Exhit. Catal. led. 4> 106 Barbott

(or Eelpout).

Burbreach, obs. form of borough-breach: see

BOROUGH 7.

Burcer, obs. form of BURSAR.

Burch, obs. form of BOROUGH, BURGH.

Burchin, obs. form of BIRCHEN.

t Burd. Obs. vexc. in ballad poelry). Forms :

3-4 burde. bird, 4 --, berd e, birde, buyrde,

buirde, byrd>, (? byurde , 5 beerde, 8, y bird,

5- burd. [A word of obscure origin, found in the

earliest ME. in form burde, frequent in l.nyamon.

but afterwards chiefly in northern, or north midl.

writers, and in alliterative verse.

Burd has been variously identified with BIKP, and with

DKIDF Although its later spelling is identical with the

mod. Sc. form of kird, and it has been sometimes treated as

merely a fig. use of this word, the earlier forms of both show

them to be quite distinct. The identification with triiie has

somewhat more plausibility ;
but even if we take as the

basis the Da. brud instead of the OE. I'ryd, the phonetic

difficulties are many and serious. The various iM E. spellings

seem to indicate that the vowel was/V= OE. iy ; some of them

alsofavouradissyllabic form. TheOE. adj. byrde 'wealthy',

or perhaps
'

well-born, noble
'

answers phonetically, and the

sense 'well-born' or 'wealthy lady', would apparently

make it a suitable companion-word lofrcorii. But the rarity

of the OE. adj. 'found once, Oros. 1. i. 15, and there masc.,

se byrdesta
' the wealthiest man ') presents obvious difficulties. ]

A poetic word for
' woman, lady ', corresponding

to the masculine BERNE; in later use chiefly-
'

young lady, maiden '. (See BIRD sb. I d.'

c 1205 LAY. 19271 jEfter Ar5ur wes iboren beo a;die burde

[i- 1275 maide] /Ene. a 1225 St. Marher. 21 Cum nu for3

burde to bi brudgume..alre burde brihtest. c 1325 E. E.

A Hit. P. B. 80 Bobe burnez &. burdez. 4-1340 Cursor M.

12305 (Trin.) loseph went also soone Wib him marie bat

burde [v. r. bird] bolde. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 131 The
berdes bo songe Saul inlet-fecit inille, et danid decetn

ndlia. 1393 Ibid. C. xxn. 135 The buyrdes [bo] songen.

<- 1400 Destr. Troy 12037 f'ro 1)ale det" Pe bu
.

r [Helen] for

to saue. 1:1430 Hymns I'irg. 1,1867) 13 Heil bou blessid

beerde in whom [crist] was pi^t. c 1440 York Myst. xh. 209

But Mary byrde, thowe neyd not soo. a 1560 HOLLAND Crt.

Venus iv 418 Thay wald Venus make content Be sum new

hurd. ?i6oo Ballad in D. Wilson Mem. F.dinb. 33 My
birde ladie in Halyroode. 17.. Fair Helen n. in Scott

Minstr. Sc. B. 103 When in my arms burd Helen dropt.

1858 MORRIS Welland Rh: 229 'It is some burd', the fair

dame said . .

' Has come to see your bonny face '.

Burd, obs. and Sc. form of BIRD, BOARD.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. ii. 35 Tunes of beasts and burds.

Burd Alisander, var. of BORD ALEXANDER,

Obs., a kind of striped silk.

t Burd-alone, a- Obs. Sc. (a rare archaism in

mod. poet.' Also burd-alane, bird-. [Origin of

bunt obscure ; perh.
= BIRD,

'
like a sparrow alone

upon the house tops ', Ps. cii. 7. Jamicsnn says

the word ;
is used to denote one who is the only

BTJBDEN.

child left in a family ', but the examples show a

much more general sense.] As a solitary person
or being ; entirely alone,

'
all alone '.

1572 Lament. Lady Scotl. in Scot. Poems i6th C. II. 251

Tak }e ane, We must not leif the vther bird alane. a 1600

Auld Maitland Introd. in Scott Minstr. Sc. B., Burd-

allane, his only son and air. 17. . Gallant Grahams, ibid.

And Newton Gordon, burd-alone, And Dalgatie both stout

and keen. 1717 RAMSAY Lucky Wood in Poems (1800) I. 228

She's dead and gane, Left us and Willie burd alane, To bleer

and greet, a 1800 Sir Roland x. in Chambers Sc. Ballads

118291 259 He was riding burd-alane. a 1800 King Henrie

in Scott Minstr. Sc. B, And this was seen o' King Henrie For

he lay burd alane. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. IV. 32

When thou a maiden burd-alone, Hadst eighteen summers !

t Burda'sh. Obs. Also berdash. [Derivation
uncertain. Possibly the same as BARDASH (as

sometimes also spelt), on the ground that the

article of apparel was considered to be of effemin-

ate character, and a foppery for men to be ashamed

of. Connexion with HABERDASH is also suggested,

though at present unsupported by any evidence.]

An article of personal adornment worn in the time

of Queen Anne and George I ;
'the fringed sash

worn round the waist by gentlemen
'

(Fairholt) ;

'

it would seem a kind ofcravat '(HareFragm. 1 873}.

1713 STEEI.K Guardian No. 10 f 5, I have prepared a

treatise against the Cravat and Berdash [other edd. bar-

temples. Stage direction 'Pointing to her head']. 1730

Female Parson (in Fairholt i.f.i A modern beau.. Cane,

ruffles, sword-knot, burdash, hat, and feather.

Burde, obs. f. BE.VRH, BOARD; var. of BIRDE

(birth\ BOURD (jest;.

Burde, pa. t. of BIR, BUR v. Obs. to behove.

, 1400 Rwlaiid tf Ot. 1253 A nobill suerde the burde not

wolde.

Burdeaux, obs. f. BORDEAUX.

Burdell, var. BORUEL, BORDELLO, Obs. brothel.

Burden, burthen (be-id'n, bouS'n). Forms :

n. i bertien, 2 bjrr/Sen, -pan, 3-4 byr-, bir]rin>,

-thence, -thun, ^borjjon), 4 burjjen, -on, 4-5

berthen, 5 birthan, byrthyn, borhtyn, 5- bur-

then, fr .; byrden, 3 birden, -in, 4 byrdoun,
=, byrdune, -dyn g, bir-, burdyne, 6 bordone,

bir-, burding, burdayne, -eyne, -un, bourdon,
Sc. buirdin, 2- burden. [OE. byrtSen str. fem.-

OS. burthinnia : \VGer. type *bur\innja, an ex-

tension (with suffix -iiinja as in OF. nedeif, of

*burpi- (see BIRTH), f. stem bur- of *ber-an to

BEAR. The synonymous OHG. burdin, Goth.

baurfei, differ only in the suffix. The Eng. forms

with d, which began to appear early in I2thc.,

may be compared with murder for murtlur, and

dial. J'arden, furder, Sot farthing,further. The

prevalent form is now burden, but burthen is still

often retained for
'

capacity of a ship', and also as

a poet, or rhetorical archaism in other senses. Of

the senses in Branch IV, some are derived from

the Romanic BOURDON 2, influenced by the Eng.
burden ; others belong to the native word with

more or less influence from bourdon. The fusion

of the two words is so complete that it is not

possible to treat Branch IV as an independent sb.]

I. That which is borne.

1. A load.
o. a looo X\.rt\cGloss. in Wr.-Wiilcker 106 Sarcina, seam

net berfkn. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1135 Wua
sua bare his byrjxm gold & syluer. c 1205 LAY. 25970 He
bar uppen his rugge burSene [1275 borbonel grete. a 1300

Havelok 807 Gladllke I wile the paniers here. .They ther be

inne a birthene gret. 1382 WVCUF Xttmb. iv. 47 Berthens

to be bore [1388 To here chargis]. 1398 1 HEVISA 5r<A. De
P. R. vin. xxv, Bereris of heuy burbones. 1566 1 bTAPLE-

TON Ret. I'ntr. Jem-ll l. 4, I trust the burthen will sone be

disburdened. 1703 MAUNDRELL Jonrn. Jerus. (1732'i 45 All

Ships, that take in their Burthen here. 1827 KEBLE C/ir. K. 4

Oh ! by Thine own sad burthen, borne So meekly.

c 1160 Hatton Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 4 Hyo bindeo hehje

byrdene be man abere ne majj. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5

Ne her hit nes nefre nane burdene. a 1300 Cursor M. 6830

If bu find of bin ill-willand vnder birdin his best hgand.

< 1440 York Myst. xxxii. ir 4 Bring on his bak a burdeyne

of golde. c 1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 29 A Churll yai had,

yat felloune byrdyngs bar. 1595 SHAKS. John 11. i. 92 With

burden of our armor heere we sweat. 1733 POPE Ess. Man
III. 203 Did here the trees with ruddier burdens bend. 1850

PRESCOTT Peru 1 1. 98 A light burden . . was laid on his back .

2. fg. A load of labour, duty, responsibility,

blame, sin, sorrow, etc.

a. 1:971 Blickl. Horn. 75 Swa sa:t bonne seo unararfnedllce

byrben synna on eallum bysum menniscan cynne. c 1000

Ags. Cast. Matt. xi. 30 SoSlice min reoc is wynsum, and

mm byrSyn [v.r. byrSen, Hatlan berSene] is leoht. ^1300

Cursor M. 17338 Late us and urs be birthen her. 1594

SHAKS. Rich, III, iv. iv. 167 A grceuous burthen was thy

Birth to me. 1744 BERKELEY Sirit 1 10 Wks. 187 1 1 1 . 408

A nervous colic, which rendered my life a burthen. 1748

SMOLLFTT Rod. A',W. (18121 I. 34 The folly of laying the

burthen at my dour. 1812 J. WII.SON Itic ofPalms vs. 221

Hath she no friend whose heart may share With her the

burthen of despair '!

P 1303 R. BRL-NNE Handl. Synne 11959 For heuy byr-

doun bat y of hem [sins] bere Y am confoundedc. c 1374



BURDEN.
CHAUCER Boeth. 101 f>e burden of my sorwe. 1661 Sir //.

Vanes Politicks 13 The burden of an injury. 1885 GLAD-
STONE(in Christian Wertfttfjun. 37/2 'Sovereignty has been
relieved by our modern institutions of some of its burdens.

b. Burden of proof, etc. : (onus probandi in

Roman Law" the obligation to prove a controversial

assertion, falling upon the person who makes it.

'593 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. iv. iv. 2 Wks. 1841 I. 360 The
burden of proving doth rest on them. 1780 BURKK Sp,
Econ. Ref. Wks. III. 313 The burthen of proof rests upon
me, that so many pensions . . are necessary for the publick
service. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 152 The Roman
Catholic divines took on themselves the burden of the proof.

c. An obligator)' expense, whether due on private
account or as a contribution to national funds ;

often with the additional notion of pressing heavily

upon industry and restraining freedom of action.
1661 MARVELL Corr. xxi. Wks. 1872-5 II. 55 In the matter

of your two companyes, if they be of any charge or burihen
to you, he is willing to indulge you. 1741 MIDDLETON
Cicero \. ii. 62 Without any burthen on the Province. 1769
ROBERTSON Chas. F, V. iv. 392 The addition of such a load to
their former burdens, drove them to despair. 1813 WEL-
LINGTON Let. in Guru. Disp. X. no The burdens imposed
shall be imposed with equality. 1863 FAWI:ETT Pol. Econ.
in. vi. 369 The burden of any fixed money payment. 1876
FREEMAN Norm. Cony. V. xxiv. 373 The King lays certain
feudal burthens on his tenants in chief.

3. A * load
'

(whether of man, animal, vehicle,

etc.) considered as a measure of quantity. Now
only applied to the carrying capacity of a ship,
stated as a certain number of tons. Cf. 7.
o. 1388 WVCLIF 2 Kings v. 17 Graunte thou to me. .that

Y take of the lond the birthun of twei burdones. c 1449
PECOCK Repr. n. iv. 155 A man which stale sumtyme a
birthan of thornis was sett in to the moone. 1560 in Eftmiana
ii. 32 Fyve burthens of rushes to straw Mr. Durstons
chamber. 1601 SHAKS. All's U'clln. iii. 215 A vessel! of too

great a burthen. 1813 WELLINGTON Let. in Gurw. Disp,
XI. 505 Vessels of from fifteen to thirty tons burthen.

#. 1515 MS. Ace. St. John** Hosp., Cantcrh., Payd for ij

bordones off thornis for a hows. 1555 EOKN Decades II'.

Ind, (Arb.* 379 A shyppe of the burden of seuen score
toonne. 1630 WADSWOKTH Sp. Pilgr. iv. 33 This ship was
of an 100 Tunne burden. 1871 J. Q. ADAMS in C. Davies
Metr. Syst. in. 168 The burden of a ship, as a weight, is

ascertained by the depth of the water she draws.

1 4. That which is borne in the womb
;
a child.

-1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon (1885) 131, I see my
ryche burden go to exyle. 1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr.
Acad. n. 397 The veines whereby the burthen is nourished,
may well be likened to small rootes, whereby plants are
cherished. 1595 SHAKS. Jokn in. i. 90 Let wiues with
childe Pray that their burthens may not fall this day. 1628
GAULE Pract. The. 1 1629) 112 Mary's burden and vnweildi-

nesse, might well haue excused her absence. 1667 MILTON
P. L. n. 767 That my womb conceiv'd A growing burden.

fb. At one burden \ at one birth. Obs.
c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1467 At on burdene ^he under-stod two

Se weren hire sibbe blod. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls Ser.i

III. 43 Sche bare tweie children at oon bnrben. 1548
UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. \. 3 Further Judas had two
children at a burden. 1572 BOSSE\VI:I.L Armorie \\. 83 b,
Where many children are borne at one burdeyne. a 11539
W. \fv\\r?,\.?x Prototypes i.iv.(i64o 17 Some are of opinion
that Kvah at every burden bare twinnes

f 5. What is borne by the soil ; produce, crop.
1523 FITZHERB. Ifnsb. 12 Good grounde wylle haue

the burthen of corne or of wede. 1669 WORM DC E Syst.
Agric. (1681) 11 It furnisheth the Owners thereof with a
greater burthen of Corn, Pulse, or whatever is sown thereon.

6. In Mining and Metallurgy. (See quot.)
i88t RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Kurden iCornw.t \. The

tops or heads of stream-work, which lie over the stream of
tin. 2. The proportion of ore and flux to fuel in the charge
of a blast-furnace.

IT. 7. The bearing of loads, as in beast of bur-

t/t'tt, ship of burden (
=
merchant-ship).

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 5520 Halds bam. .In birtj>in, bath to
here and drau. 1697 DRYDF.N I'irg, Georg in. 557 Which
before Tall Ships of Burthen on us Bosom bore. 1740
JOHNSON Sir F. Drake Wks. IV*. 440 Peruvian sheep, which
are the beasts of burthen in that country. 1803 WELLINGTON
in Gurw. Disp. II. 199 Every animal, .of the description of
a beast of burthen.

. i6s3URo.uHART Rabelais \. 1, With nine thousand and
thirty eight great ships of burden. 1789 MRS, Piozzi Jonrn.
France II. 385 Dogs drawing in carts as beasts of burden.
1863 GEO. ELIOT Roinola \\. xxx. 11880) I. 370 To do the
work that was most like that of a beast of burden

III. 8. Used in the Eng. Bible (like onus in

the Vulgate) to render Heb. Nura massa, which
Gesenius would translate '

lifting up (of the voice',

utterance, oracle'; the Septuagint has /J^/m, Aq/x/ui,

upafui. But it is generally taken in English to mean
a 'burdensome or heavy lot or fate'.
a. 1388 WYCLIF^YI'//. xii. i The birthun [138* charge] of the

word of the Lord on Israel. 1535 COVER DALE Zech. xii,

The heuy burthen which the Lorde hath deuysed for Israel.

3- x6n BIBLE Isa. xiii. i The burden of Babylon, which
Isaiah the sonne of Amoz did see. 1865 SWINBURNE Ballad
ofBnrd. i The burden of fair women.
IV. Senses showing confusion with BOURDON 2

.

[The earliest quotation for BOURDON* shows that word
already confused with this. Apparently the notion was
that the bass or undersong was '

heavier
'

than the air. The
bourdon usually continued when the singer of the air paused
at the end of a stanza, and (when vocal) was usually sung to
words forming a refrain, being often taken up in chorus;
hence sense 10. As the refrain often expresses the pervading
sentiment or thought of a poem, this use became coloured

by the notion of '

that which is carried' by the poem : its
1

gist
'

or essential contents. J

1183

t 9. The bass, undersong ', or accompaniment :

= BOURDON 2 i. Obs.
- ^593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1133 Burthen-wise I'll hum on

Tarquin still, While tho\i on Tereus descant'st, 1600
A. Y.L. in. ii. 261, 1 would sing my song without a burthen,
thou bring'st me out of tune. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat, ii. 46
The burthen of the dull echoes that shake the damps from
the roof of his cavern.

(3. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. i. ii. 85 Heauy? belike it hath
some burden then? Ln. I : and melodious were it, would
you sing it. c 1840 LONGF. Trrres/. Paradise vi, Foliage
that made monotonous burden to their [birds'] rhymes.
10. The refrain or chorus of a song ; a set of

words recurring at the end of each verse.

a. 1598 B.V:ON Sacred. Medit. x. 123 As it were a burthen
or verse of returne to all his other discourses. 1610 SHAKS.

Tetttpt i. ii. 380 Foote it featly heere and there, and sweetc

Sprights beare the burthen. Burthen dispersedly> Harke.
harke, bowgh \vawgh. 1659 HAMMOND OnPs. cvu. Steading
543 Having a double burthen, or intercalary verse oft recur-

ring. 1774 T. WARTON Em;. Poetry i. 26 It has a burthen
or chorus. 1838 F.. GIT.ST l-'.ng. Rhythms II. 290 Burthen
. .the return of the same words at the close of each stave.

#. 1777 SIR W. JONES Poems Pref. 13 A lively burden at

the end of each stanza. 1801 STRPTT Sports \ Past. iv. iii.

304 At intervals, in place of a burden, they imitated the

braying of an ass. 1868 HKU'S Rcalmah vii. (1876) 167
Kealmah had joined in the burden of the Ainah's song.
11. fig. The chief theme

; leading idea
; prevail-

ing sentiment.

1649 BLITHE Eng. Itnprcr.>, Imfir. 11653' I21 What is the

Burden of my Song, and is the onely sure Cure. 1793
BI-RKFC Observ. C.ond. Minority \Vks. VII. 247 This wa* the

burthen of all his song
'

Kvery thing which we could

reasonably hope from war, would be obtained from treaty.'

1847 L. HI/XT Men, Worn. <$ tiks. I. xi. 199 The burden or

leading idea of every couplet was the same. 1862 STANLKV

JKV. C/t. 118771 1. xx. 386 Mercy and justice, .is the burden
of the whole Prophetic Teaching. 1879 I-'HOUDE C&sar xi.

126 The burden of what he said wa*> to defend enthusi-

astically the conservative aristocracy.

V. 12. attnb. and Comb., as in burden-hand,
-bearer, -bearing, -board, -carrying) -ship.
1855 IVhithy (.r/oss.j

'

BurJcnband, a hempen hayband.
1580 HOLLVBAND Treas. Fr. Tottg. t Crcxheteitr . . a ''bur-

then bearer. 1833 HT. MARTINI:AU Charm. Sea iv. 45 The
burden-bearers must find their account in . . a medium of

exchange. 1793 HOLCHOFT tr. Lavaicrs Physiog. xl. 209
Nothing but "burden-bearing patience in the eyes [of the
camel and dromedary], 1768 TI/LKKR /,/. Xat. I. 475 Ale-

drinking, 'burthen-carrying, fish-selling rhetoricians. 1658
USSHKR Ann, vi. 424, 50 "burden-ships of their friends shut
in by the beaked ships of Eumenes.

Burden, burthen bMd*n, -6*11), f. Forms:
a. 6- burthen. /3. 6 burdon, bourdain, 6-

burden. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To lay a (material) burden on ; to load.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 61 To burden, onfrare. 1593 SHAKS.
I'i'H. i<j-

Ad. 419 The colt that's backed and burthened being

young. 1621 BARGRAVF. Serin. Selfe-Policy 116241 2 Coffers

burdned with the aboundance of silver and gold. 1830
LVELL GeoL I. 299 Glaciers, .burdened with alluvial debris,

b. fig. To load, encumber, oppress, lay a bur-

den on, tax (memory, conscience, resources, etc.).

1541 EI.VOT hnnge Gen'. 153 b, Bourdainyng theim witli

continual! labours. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 199 Let vs not
burthen our remembrances, with A heaumesse that's gon.

1637 Sc. Prayer L'A:, Ceremonies, Which . .did burden mens
consciences without any cause. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver iv. ix.

316 Without burthening their memories. 1832 HT. MAR-
TINEAU Homes Abr. ii. 34 Without burthening the parish.
1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. xxi. 459 Burdened with variety
of pursuits and duties.

f 2. To charge (a person) ivith (an accusation) ;

to lay as a charge upon (a person'. Obs. or arch.

1559 Declar, of Doctrine in Strype Ann. Ref. I. i. vh'i. 114
Klias the prophet was burthened with false doctrine, and
to be a disturber of the commonwealth, 1577 HOLIXSHKU
Chron. II- 14 Manie writers burthen King William for the

procuring of Stigand his deprivation. 1580 NORTH Plutarck

721 One of the Tribunes.. burdened him [Clodius] that he
had prophaned the holy Ceremonies. 1581 J.

BELL Had*
dons Ansiu. Osor. 276!), You must ..convince all these

patcheries to be falsly burdened upon your Church. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 209 This is false he burthens me with-

all. (1779 JOHNSON L.P. Wks. 1816 X. 21 Too studious of

truth to have them burdened with a false charge.]

f 3. To Imrden out : to outweigh. Obs. rare.

1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. 375 Whether . .

they have in them any weight, wherewith to burthen out

Opinion.
Hence Bu'rdening vbl. sb. and///, a.

1591 SHAKS, i Hen. ('/, n. v. 10 Weake Shoulders, oner-

borne with burthening Griefe, 1641 R. BROOKE Eng.
Episc. ii. v. 82 A Synod hath a commanding and burdening
Power.

t Bu*rdenable, # Obs.
[f. BURDEN sb. +

-ABLE.] a. Capable of bearing a burden
;

b.

burdensome, chargeable, causing expense.

1632 W. LITHGOW Totall Disc. 362 Without Ordonance,
munition, and a burdenable ship. 1663 SPAI.DINC Trottb.

Chas. 1 117921 I. 291 (JAM.) They were but silly poor naked
bodies, burdenable to the country and not fit for soldiers.

Burdened, burthened (bs-jcVnd, b>uo"nd\
///. a. [f.

BURDEN sb. and v. + -ED.] fa. Im-

posed as a burden (obs.\ b. Heavily loaded,

encumbered, oppressed.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. in Thy proud Necke, beares

halfe my burthen'd yoke. 1697 DRVDEN yirg. Past. ix. 41
May thy Cows their burden d Bags distend. 1725 POPE
Odyss. xvii. 413 Constrained to wield, .the scythe along the

burthened field. 1818 Par/. Deb. 1409 The present bur-
dened state of the country.

BURDOCK.

Burdener (b5*jd*na.i*. One who burdens.

1552 HM.OF.T, Burdener, oncralor. 1604 HIERON' Wks. I.

488 An vnnecessary burdener of mankind.

Btrrdenless, a.
[f.

BURDEN- sb. + -LESS.]
Without a burden.

1858 J. THOMSON I'ane's Story, $c. (i88t) 177 Now thine

heart is burdenlers.

t Birrdenous, birrthenous, a. ui>.<.

Forms : a. 6 burthyn-, burthenouse, 7 bour-

thenous, 6-7 burtheuous. (3. 6 bourdenou.s.

-dynous, -daynouse, burdeinous, -deynous ve,

6-7 burdnous, 6- burdenous. [f.
BURDEN sb.

+ -ovs, after words from Latin ; cf. onerous.]
1. Constituting a burden, burdensome, a. lit.

Heavy, ponderous.
1529 MORE Dial. Heresyes n. Wks. 11557' 188/2 AungeU

. . vncharged of all bourdynous fleshe and bones. 1576
FLEMING tr. Cains' Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 256 A wheel
which they [dogs] turn, .by the moving of their burthenous
bodies. 1616 SI:RFL. & MARKH. Count*: Farm 9 Anie
burthenous weight. 1632 BROME North. Lasse i. vii, When
you groan beneath your burdenous charge.

b. ftg. Onerous, cumbersome ; oppressive.
1534 S I OR K C\nnf. agst. Trio. i. Wks. 1150/2 Job .. in ..

bis dispicions with his burdenous comforters. 1567 DRANT
Horace s Epist. i. xiii, If that my booke be burthenouse.

1593 .SHAKS. Rich, //, ii. i. 260 His burthenous taxations.

1657 CoKAiNEt >/'.*/;;/. irtift' Poems (i66p>34i The burthenous

draught Of misery. 1671 MILTON Samson 567 To sit idle on
the household hearth, A burdenous drone.

t 2. Burdened, oppressed, rare.

1614 R, TAILOR Ilog hath lost Pearl iv. in Dodsley (1780.1

VI. 421 My burthenous conscience was so fraught with Sin.

1812 W. TENNANT Anstcr /'. \i. xiii, The burdenous and

bustling multitude.

Hence Bxi'rdeiiously adv.
rSS6 J- HI:VUOOD .S/Wv .5 l-'lic .vci. 25 \'e finalli, bur-

denuslic, IHirdend the flic.

Burdensak, variant of BYUTHYNSAK.

Burdensome, burthensonie ;b5*jd'ns5m,

}>r>-iS'n-*),a. [f.
BritDEN s/>. + -SOMK.] Of the na-

ture of a burden ; onerous, cumbersome, oppressive,

troublesome, wearisome.

1578 ( 'hr. Prayers in Prh: Prayers 1 1851) 459 Considering
how burthensonie crowns and sceptres are. 1611 HIBI.K

Zcch. xii. 3 In that day will 1 make Jerusalem a burden-
some stone. 1712 F. 11. T. Shorthand p. iv, Not at all bur-

densome to the memory. 1838 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic
x.xiv. (1866) II. 20 A long definition is. .burthensonie to the

memory. 1863 FAWCKTT Pol. l-'.^on. i. iv. 118761 39 The tax-

becomes burdensome,
b. as quasi-j/'. Burdensomeness.

1645 MILTON Tetrnch. (18511 204 If our Saviour looke

away ought of law, it wa^ the burdensome of it.

Birrdensomely, bu-rthen-, </?'.
[f. prec.

+ -LV ^.] In a burdensome manner.
1611 COTGR., Poitannncnt) heauily, weightily, burthen-

some ly. 7 1873 J. S. MILL (O.i That as few employraents as

possible may be burthcnsomtly and vexatiously interfered

with.

Bu'rdensomeness, bu-rtlien-. [f.
as prec.

+ -NKSS.] The quality of being burdensome.

1574 \\'HITGIFT Def. Annsiu. n. Wks. 1851 I. 242 Defend-

ing the multitude or burdensomeness of ceremonies. 1607
Schol. Disc, (iffst. Antichr. i. ii. 86. 1865 Spectator 14

Jan. 34 The. .burdensomeness of the legislation of last year.

t Bu-rdet, bu-rdit. Obs. [Cf. F. bordat,
'

petite etoffe d'Kgypte
'

: also bnrat in Godef.]
Some kind of cotton fabric.

1710 Land, (.iiiz. No. 4787/4 A blue Ihirdit Mantua and
Petticoat. 1710 Prth'lain., i/'i,/. No. 5880/1 Camblets,
Burdets, or other Manufactures of Silk and Cotton. 1783
W. F. MARTVN Geog. Mag. I. 42 Carpets, dimities, burdets.

Burdeux, obs. f. BORDEAUX.

Bu-rdican, ? for BAUDEKIX ; cf. also BURRACAX.
1498 Will ofMnschampe (Somerset Ho.* A testor of Bur-

dycan.

fBu-rdie. S<; = BIRDIE, little bird.

1790 BURNS Tain O'S/ianter, The bonie burdies.

Burding, obs. f. BURDEN.

Burding, var. of BOURDING vbl. sb. Obs.

Burdis, var. of BOURDIS sb. Obs. tilting ;
BOUR-

DISE v. to joust.

Burdly, var. of BUIRDLT a. Sc.

Burdnous, var. of BURDENOUS.

Burdock (boudpk). Bot.
[f.

BUR sbt f DOCK sb.}

1. A coarse weedy plant (Arctinm Lappa^ and
kindred species) common on waste ground, bearing

prickly flower-heads called burs, and large leaves

like those of the dock.

1597 GKRARD Herbal cclxxvi. i. 664 The great Burre is

called. .Great Burre, Burre Docke, or Clot Burre. 1605
TIMMF. Quersit. HI. 181 Take . . of the seedes . . of the bur-

dock. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxvi. 383 The Bur-

dock, whose heads sometimes fasten themselves to your
clothes as you pass. 1859 TENNYSON Holy Grail 570 A bed-

mate of the snail and eft and snake, In grass and burdock.
1860 All V. Round No. 48. 510 The hooks of the burdock

cling to the passing animal, and are carried, .miles away.
b. Rarely applied to Xanthium struwarium

(Small Burdock or BURWEED). c. Prairie Bur-

dock) of N. America (Silphium terebinthinaccuni},

having leaves like those of the burdock.

2. atfrib. t as in Intrdock-leaf, -root.

1607 TOPSEI.L Four-/. Beasts 281 Take a handful of

SorreJ, and lay it in a Bur-dock leaf. 1764 GAI.E in Phil.

Trans. \N. 245 noti't
A pultice of burdock-root pounded.



BURDON. 1184 BURGEON.
1871 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xix. 268 The mighty burdock-
leaves . . beloved of painters.

t Burdon. OPS* Also 4 burdowu. [a. L.

bitrddn-em.'} A mule between a horse and she-ass
;

a hinny. Also attrib.

1381 WYCLIF 2 Kings v. 17 Graunte tome, .that I take two
burdowns [1388 burdones] charge fro the lond. 1607 TOP-
SELL Four-/. Beasts 433 The Burdon is begotten betwixt a
Horse, and a shee-ass,

t Burdotm. Obs. Common early spelling of
BOURDON sb.\ and -.

t Burdoun. 06s. [Cf. OF. bourdon ' clou a

grosse tete?' (Godef.).] A stud on the boards of
a book.
c 1440 Prowp. Pan'. 56 Hurdon of a boke, Intrdo, 1483

Cath, Angl. 48 A Burdun of a buke ; cLuiillns.

Burdour(e, var. of BOURDKH, Obs., jester.

Burdyn,var.of BOARDED. Obs. made of boards.

Burdyn^e, -dyng, obs. forms of BURDEN.
t Bure. Obs. [Fr. : see BURKL.] A coarse

woollen stuff.

1714 Fr. Bk. ofRates 64 Bures Stuff white per Piece.

Bure, obs. Sc. f. bore, pa. t. of BEAR z'.
1

: obs. f.

BIRR, BOWER sb.i

Bureall, obs. f. BERYL.

Bureau (bu^nTi^bifH-rJu); pl.-xs -s(-(~z\ [a.
F. bureau writing-desk, office, from bureau coarse
woollen stuff, baize (for covering writing-desks) ;

see BUREL. (In sense 2 often treated as Fr. and

pronounced b7Vr<V In Great Britain the stress is

usually on the final syllable, but Webster gives it

only on the first.]

1.
* A chest of drawers with a writing-board

'

(J.) : a writing-desk with drawers for papers, etc.

Burcau-bcd= BOX-BED.
1742 RICHARDSON* Pamela IV. 79 My Diamond P.uckle . .

Miss Nancy will find in the inner Till of my Hiireau. 1764
FOOTE Patron 11. i, I suppose . . my memory or mind to lie a
chest of drawers, a kind of bureau. 1818 CRUISE Digest vi.

66 After the testator's death both sheets of paper were found
in his bureau. 1875 Miss BRADUON Sir. World II. i. 3 A
heavy old bureau, brass handled and brass clamped,
2. An office, esp. for the transaction of public

business
;
a department of public administration.

In this sense the word is chiefly employed when foreign
countries are referred to. In the U. S. it occurs in the
official titles of certain government offices, whence also in

very recent official use in Kngland, as in 'Emigration Bu
reau ',

' Labour Uureau '.

1720 Lond. Gaz. 5835/3 The Bank having opened a Bureau
for buying and selling Actions. 1789-96 MORSE Atner.
Geoff. II. 463 The department of the treasury. . is divided
into twelve bureaux. 1813 SIR R. WILSON Prt'r. Diary II.

433 The counsels which have, .emanated from the Austrian
bureaux. 1856 EMKRSON ?tjf. Traits \Vks. 1874 II. 41

They have made London a shop, a law-court, a record

office, and scientific bureau. 1880 E. KIRKI: Garfield 43
What can a bureau do, with the whole weight of congres-
sional influence pressing for the appointment of men be-
cause they are our friends.

Hence Bureau/ism, officialism, 'red-tape-ism'.
1871 Daily Nttvs 9 Feb., The Ministry, .with all its routine

of tape, wax, seals, and Imreauism.

Bureaucracy (bin?n-krasi, -floras!), [a. F.

buremtcratie, f. bureau (see prec.) + Gr. -tcparva rule

(cf. aristocracy).] Government by bureaux
; usu-

ally officialism, b. Government officials collec-

tively.

1848 MILL Pol. Ecnn. II. 529 The . . inexpediency of con-
centrating in a dominant bureaucracy .. all the power of

organized action, .inthecommunity. i85oCARLYLF.Z.rt/^*?--</.

Painf/t. iv. (18721 121 The Continental nuisance called
*

Bureaucracy '. 1858 Merc, Mar. Mag. V. 43 The brigand
bureaucracy of China. x86oMiu,.AV/r. GVr/. 40/1 The work
of government has been in the hands of governors by profes-
sion ; which is the essence and meaning of bureaucracy.

Bureaucrat (biuVrokreet). [a. F. bureaucrats
f. as jec. : cf. aristocrat.'} An official who en-

^deavoTrrs to concentrate administrative power in

his bureau
;
a member of a bureaucracy ;

some-
times = bureaucratist.

1850 KINGSLFY Alt. Locke xx. iD.i He had . . done dirty
work for Dublin Castle bureaucrats. Ibid. xli. (D.) The
tyrants of the earth, .the plutocrats and bureaucrats. 1870
Daily News 3 Nov., That bureaucrat love of classification
which is the curse of France. 1883 Harpers Mag. June
107/1 A great centralizer and bureaucrat.

Bureaucratic (biu-r0|krse-lik), a. [Cf. F.

bureaitcratiquc^ and prec.] Of or pertaining to

bureaucracy.
So Bureaucra tically adv., in a bureaucratic

manner; Bureaucratism, a bureaucratic system;
Bnrean'cratist, a supporter or advocate of bureau-
crats and bureaucracy.
1836 Blackiv. Mag. XL. 587 They are given usually

through a bureaucratic influence. 1877 A. E. EDWARDS Up
Nile xv. 401 We find an elaborate bureaucratic system in

full operation. 1863. '>'<(/. Rev. XV. 265/1 Apeople. .bureau-

cratically governed, yet jealous of office. 1880 Athenaeum
ii Sept. 336/2 Thanks to Russian bureaucratism. 1883 igf/t
Cent. Dec. 740The intelligent but stern central bureaucratism
ofGermany. 1386 Foreign Q. Rev. XVII. 255 Asa

' bureau-
cratist

'

at home, or as a diplomatist abroad. 1854 Blnckw.
Mag. LXXVI. 134 German bureaucratists. .and Muscovite
diplomatists.

t Bu-redely, burethely, adv. Obs. rare. [Of

doubtful etymology and meaning : the form suggests
OE. gcbyredlU 'c

( as it behoves, duly, conveniently',
but it is not easy to connect this sense with first

quot.] ?At random, heedlessly.
1387TREVISA Higden Rolls Ser. VII. 427 In the whiche

cytees Robert wente burethely up and doun [passim vaga-
batnr\. c 1440 Gaiu. % Galoran \\. 21 (JAM.) Als wounded as

he was, Sone buredely he ras.

Buregh, bureh, obs. ff. BOROUGH.

Bure;en, var. of BKRGH v. Obs. to protect.

Bureit, obs. pa. t. and pple. of BURY v.

tBurel 1

. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms: ?3, 4-5
borel, 47 burel, 5 borelle, burell, 6-7 burrell,
8 burail. [a. OF. bnrcl (now lmrean\ a kind

of cloth, dim. of Intre, fern, 'coarse (? brown
1

)

woollen cloth, bay. babe', of uncertain origin, re-

ferred by Die/, Littre, and others to an adj. which

appears in OK. as bitIre 'dark brown ': late L.

*ottrreu$i *biirrin$, f. L, burnts red, commonly
taken as ad. Gr. irvpfa red. Cognate words toF.

burCj bitirCj are Lomb. bur, It. /v//t?dark ; to burel
^

Sp. Imriel. Pr. bun!, red-brown; also Sp. IntrieL

Pg., Pr. Intnl. coarse woollen cloth. See BUREAU.]
A coarse woollen cloth 'prob. originally of brown

colour: cf. BAIZE); frieze
;
a garment of this fabric

;

(plain) clothing.
r 1300 A". Alts. 5475 The kyng . . dooth on a borel of a

squyer. r 1300 Pol. Sengs 221 In a curtel of burel. c 1386
CHAUCER \vifes Prol. 356 If I be gay sire shrewe, I wol
renne out, my borel [;' 6 MSS., /V/Tc. burel] for to shewe.

1483 CAXTON G. tic la Tour V* ij, Of the valewe of one of
her gownes.l. poure peple bad had.l.ellys of burell or

' '

ls Progr.
ts of blacke b

both together 12 yeardes. 1720 Stores Stir? 1
, (ed. Strype

fryse. 1600 Qitt-cfi's ll-'ardr. in Nichols Progr. Q. Eli.;.

III. 511 Item, towe remnants of blacke burrell, conteyninge
Stores Stir? 1

, (ed. Strype
17541 I. iii, v. 579 T Burels, or Cloth-listed, according to the
Constitution made for Breadth of cloth. Ibid. 1 1. v. x. 286/2
Cloth ought to have been two KIls wide from List to List

which was called HurreUs. [1876 ROCK Text, i-'abr. vi. 65.]

b. attrih.

a 1400 K>tg. Gilds 351 Non ne shal makelmrelle werk, but

^if he be of >e flrnunchyse of the town.

tBu'rel-. Obs. rarc~ i
. A spoke of a wheel.

c 1325 Gfoss W", de Bibles/no, in Wright I'oc. 167 Mes les

rays [bureles] de la charette En les moyaus [in the nawes]
untreceyte.
Burel ^1, var. of BORREL a. Obs. lay, rude.

Burely, obs. f. BURLY.

fBuret. Obs. [Cf. F. Imrat 'stuff that's halfe

silke, and halfe worsted' (Cotgr. ; ;
but this may

be a dim. of I'lire.] (See quot.)
1714 f-'r. />'/. ofRates 3^3 Bures and Burets Stuff, per ICKJ

Weight.
Burette (biure*t\ Also in $ buret, buyret.

[a. F. Intrette. small vase, dim. of buire vase for

liquors. (In sense 2 of recent adoption.)]
fl.

' A little cruet, violl, or bottle for oyle. or

vinegar
'

(Cotgr.).
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 198/1 Eeryng a buyret of oyle.

2. A graduated glass tube for measuring small

quantities of liquid.
1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 25 Burette, an instrument in chem-

istry, invented by M. Gay-Lussac. Ibid. The burette, .is a

very useful instrument . .where the value, .of acids, alkalies
. .etc. has to be quickly and correctly ascertained. i88a
VINES Sachs' 7>W. 686 A glass tube bent downwards, which
. .terminates in a burette.

I! Burg ,bf'rg, biiaig, also bz>ig). [\VGer. />;#*

(whence late L. burins}, an earlier form of the

word which has become borough in Knglish.]

Occasionally applied by historians to a fortress

(BOROUGH i) or a walled town (BOROUGH 2) of

early and mediceval times, so as to exclude the

later notions connected with burgh^ borough. Sec
BOROUGH 3. Also comb, burg-ward (see quot.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. -S"//., Bttr-gwant ..\n middle age

writers, the same with bulwark. The name is also extended
to the town, and even the country about such a fortress,

1859 MKRIVAI.E ROM. E>np. (1865) VII. Ivi. 104 The fierce

warriors of the north, Romans only in name . . now fell

without remorse on the burgs and colonies. 1864 KINGSLKV
Row. <y Tent, 219 The monk who guarded the relics of the
saint within the walled burg. 1876 MORRIS Sigurd in. 172
And there is the burg of Brynhild, the white-walled house
and long.

Burg, obs. f. BOROUGH ; var. of BROCH.

Burgade, obs. form of BOURGADE.

Burgage '.bvugi-d^). Law. Also 4 borgage.
[ad. med.L. burgaghun (OF. bottrgage), f. fairg-it.t

(see prec. and BOROUGH) +-agittm.'\
1. A tenure whereby lands or tenements in cities

and towns were held of the king or other lord, for

a certain yearly rent.

In Scotland, that tenure by which the property in royal
burghs is held under the crown, proprietors being liable to
the (nominal) service of watching and warding; or, as it is

commonly termed,
'

service of burgh, used and wont'.

igoa Gt. Charter in A riwld's Chron. (1811) 219 Yf ani holde
of vs bi feeferme or bi socage or burgage. i6oz FULBECKK
ist Pt. Parallel 21 Burgage, is where the tenants of an
auncient borough, do hold lands within the Borough of the

King or some other person. 1676 B. W[ILLIS] Man. Gold&ni.

71 The said Tenements and Rents be held of Us in free

Burgage. 1768 BLACKSTONK Connn. II. 82 Tenure in bur-

gage is. .where the king or other person Is lord of an antient

borough, in which the tenements are held by a rent certain.

1863 H. Cox Instit. i. viii. 94 The more ancient [boroughs]
hold their lands in burgage.
b. cllipt.

= in burgage.
1868 Act 31 # 32 J'fcf. ci. 102 (Referring to Scotland*

Seised in any lands held burgage.

f 2. A freehold property in a borough ; also, a
house or other property held by burgage tenure.

[1292 BRITTON in. ii. 10 Bourgage est tenement de cite

ou cfe bourg, ou de autre lu privilegie par nous.] 1362
LANGL. /'. PI. A. in. 77 [>ei timbrede not so hye, Ne boujte
none Borgages. 1538 LKLASD ///';/. IV, 117 A. B. of Lich-
field gave . . certaine Kree Burgages in the Towne for to

sett this House on. 1609 SKENE Reg. ^laj. 121 Gif ane
bond man of ane Earle. .comes to ane burgh, and busies to

himselfc, ane burgage, and dwelles in that burgage ane
zeare. 1827 HAI.LAM Const. Hist. (1876* III. xiii. 40 The
right [to the elective franchise] sprang from the tenure of

certain freehold lands or burgages within the lx>rough.

3. Attrib. and Comb., as ourgagc-holder, -holding,

-/lOJtse, -land, -tenant, -tenement, -tenure.

1835 Blacfav. Mag. XXXV. 975 A check to the abuses of
the 'burgage aristocracy. 1748 Lond. Mag. 32 The two

Representatives [of Aldborough, Suffolk] are chosen by the

Majority of the *Burgage-holders. 1754 ERSKINF Prine.
Sc. Law 11809) 151

'

Burgage-holding is that by which

boroughs-royal hold of the sovereign. 1710 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4700/4 Two *Burgage Houses or Tenements. 1586
FKRNK Bins. Gcntrie 107 If he were possessed, .of *burgage
lands. 1819 MACKINTOSH Part. Suffrage Wks. 1846 III. 213
In the reign of Edward the First, .the members, .for cities

and towns [were chosen] by freemen, ^burgage tenants,
householders or freeholders. 1876 DIGBY Real Prop. i. ii.

3. 48 An important class of socage tenants..who held
lands of lords by this tenure in towns .. had obtained the

distinctive name of burgage tenants. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Perth III. 321, I will change .. thy *burgage tenement for

an hundred-pouml-lnnd to maintain thy rank withal. 1523
KITZHKRB. Sin-.: 12 Uyuers tenures, .as. .escuage, socage. .

burgage tenures. 1810 in Risdan's Smi>. Devon 402 The
borough.. is held, in burgage tenure.

f Burgaine. Obs. rare- 1

.
= BARGAIN sb&

1608 XUKUKN' Sftr?'. Dial. 208 The fmite . . haue made in

some little Farmes (or as they call them in those parts [S. &
\\'.}< Burgaines, a tunne, two, three, foure, of Syder.

Burgal, obs. f. BURGHAL.

Burgall (bi?'jgl\ [Cf. BERGLE.] (See quot.)
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Anier., Bitrgall (Ctenolabrus cent'

lens), a small fish very common in New York . . The usual

length is about six inches. .Other names, .are Nibbler, from
its nibbling off the bait when thrown for other fishes, Blue
Perch and Conner.

Burgamot, obs. form of BERGAMOT.

Burganet, var. of BUKGONET.

Burgar, Burgas, obs. ff. BURGHER, BURGESS.

Burgard, obs. form of BOURGADE.

(I Bnrgau (b?/rg^. [Fr.] 'The name of several

univalve nacrcuiis shells' (Littre").

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. A /*/., Bnrgau in natural historj-,
the name of a large species of sea snail, of the lunar or
round-mouthed kind; it is very beautifully lined with a

coat, of the nature of the mother of pearl, and the artificers

take this out, to use under the name of mother of pearl,

though some call it after the name of the shell they take it

from, burgaudine. 1865 Morning Star May 20, Cormorants,
with wings of mother of pearl and burgau.

II Burgaudine. [Fr. ;

' the Academy has bur-

gandine ; the other Diets, bitrgaudine'
1

(LittreX]

Mother-of-pearl made from the burgau shell.

'753 Uee BURGAU].

t Surge, v- Obs. Shortened form of BUR-
GEON v. Hence Bu'rging vbl. sb. and///, a.

1387 TRKVISA Higden Rolls Ser. V. 263 Germania comej>
of Germinare, J>at is for to burge and bnnge for\>. 1398
Barth. Dt P. R. xvn. Ixxv, Burgynge Jat nrste breke^oute
of J>e rote of an herbe..is calde ' Germen '. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 40/1 A braunche of an olyue tree burgyng. 1523
FITZHERB. ihtsb. 135 It burges out of many braunches.

Burgean t, -gen, -gyon, obs. ff. BURGEON sb.

Burgee (by-id^f
1

). Also burgie. [Etymology
unknown : senses i and 2 may be unconnected.]
1. A small tapered flag or pennant, three-cornered

(or swallow-tailed), used by cutters, yachts, etc.,

generally as a distinguishing flag.

1848 fflackw. Mag, LXIII. 87 She allowed her burgee to

droop listlessly, flapping it against her mast. 1862 Lond.
Rev. 16 Aug. 139 The Commodore 'makes 'eight o'clock, and

up go all the ensigns and burgees. 18840. C. DAVIES Nor-

folk Broads xxxix. 294 A pretty burgee was selected as a

distinguishing flag.

2. A kind of small coal suitable for burning in

the furnaces of engines.
1867 SIMMONDS CommercialDiet.) Eurgie [also in sense i].

Burgeis, -emott, obs. ff. BURGESS, BERGAMOT.

Burgenet, obs. form of BURGONET.

Burgeois, -se, -sie, obs. forms of BOURGEOIS,
BURGESS, and BURGESSV.

Burgeon (biJudgan), sb. Forms : 3 burjon, 4
bor-, burioun, -ion, -ioyn, -gean, borgun, 4-7
burgen, 5 bergyng, burgyon, 6 burgeant,
-gino, burryon, 7-9 bourgeon, 4- burgeon.
[ME. boriottn* bitrioiin, -jon, a. OFr. bor-, bitrjon,
mod.Fr. bourgeon, of uncertain etymology. ^Diez

suggests its derivation from OHG. hiirjan to raise,

to hold up.) The sb. and its derived vb. seem to

have died out in ordinary and even in poetic use

before the iSth c., but to have survived as tech-

nical terms in gardening. In the ipth c. they



BURGEON.
have been revived in poetry ; the use of the sb. in

Zool. corresponds to that of mod.F. bourgeon]
1. A swelling bud, a young shoot of a plant.
Now only poet. b. Zool. A ' bud' or reproduc-
tive germ of a zoophyte.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10735 9 1""1 ba 'mM bar burjon \CStt.

burioun] Suld spus [>at mai. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 10 The
treis begouth to ma Burgeonys. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Paems
11840) 56 To se burgyons on a dede drye stok. 1577 B.
GOOGE Heresbach's Hush (1586) 81 Thesette must be. .full

of knottesand jointes, and many little burgeons. 1601 HOL-
LAND Pliny 1. 476 The Vine in her eies and burgeons. 1753

burgeons or buds from its surface. 1876 SWINBURNE Erechth.
1170 Bounteous with .. burgeon of birth.

2-A-.
_
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter 513 My lare. .make to be grene

in ;ou the burioyns of vertus. 1577 HARRISON England in.
xiv. (1878) II. 91 Nascad originall burgeant of the kings of
Essex. i6ss-o STANLEY Hist. ChalJaick Pliilas. (1701) 1 1/2

create of the like humor, as the burgens of the face.

Burgeon (byud^an), v. Forms : 4 borgoune,
buriovme, -wne, 4-5 burion, 4-6 burgone,
-own, -oyue, -yn(e, 5 burryn, 6 borgeon, 4-7
burgen(e, 5-7 burgein;e (also fact, in 9), -in(e,
-inne, -ion(e, bourgen(e, 7-9 bourgeon, 4-
burgeon. [f. prec. sb. Cf. F. bonrgeonncr]
1. intr. To bud or sprout ; to begin to grow.
1:1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1042 pay borgoune/ & beres

blomez ful fayre. 1381 WYCLIF Kumb. xvii. 8 The jerde of

ignm. Paris I. iii. (1829) 10 The watery
burgen all in ranks. 1650 Br. HALL Balm Gil. 79 When the
Sun returnes . . it burgens out afresh. 1721 BAILKY, Burgeon,
to grow big about or gross, to bud forth. 1775 ASH, Bnr-
geia, Burgeon (v. intr. obsolete). 1810 SCOTT Lady of L.
II. xix, Earth lend it sap anew, Gaily to bourgeon, and
broadly to grow. 1814 CARY Dante (Chandosi 209 Our
plants then burgein. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cxv. 2.

b. transf. Of the limbs or appendages of ani-

mals. Formerly also of animals and diseases.

1382 WYCLIF Lev. xiii. 29 Man or womman, in whos heed
or beerde boriouneth a lepre. 1536 BKLLENDEN Cron. Scot.
(1821) II. 326 Thir eddaris .. burgeon with mair plentuous
nowmer than evir was sene. 1566 ADLINGTON Apulcius 31,
I perceaved a plume feathers did burgen out. 1774 GOLD-
SMITH Nat. Hist. (1862) II. i. ii. 380 Two small feet are seen
beginning to bourgeon near the tail. 1827 SCOTT Napoleon
(1835) II. 390 A hydra whose heads bourgeoned, .as fast as

they were cut off.

c. fig. To bud, burst forth ; to grow, flourish.

1382 WYCLIF Prov. xiv. 1 1 The tabernaclis of ri^twis men
shal burioune. 1531 ELYOT Gm<. i. xiii. (1883) I. 132 Learn-
ing . . sowen in a childe . . springeth and burgeneth. 1641
MILTON Animadv. 11851) 195 The Prelatism of Episcopacy
. . began then to burgeon. 1848 KINGSLEY Saint's Trag.
in. i. 33 Beneath whose fragrant dews ail tender thoughts
Might bud and burgeon.
2. trans. To shoot out, put forth as buds. Also

with out, forth. Also transf. xtAfig.
1382 WYCLIF Gen. iii. 18 It shal buriown to thee thornes

and brembles. (1400 Beryn 692 The busshis burgyn out
blosomis, & flouris. 1596 LODGE Marg. Atner. 22 Love
. . had newe burgend his wings, c 1820 SURTEES in Taylor
j# ( 1 852) 288 This goodly graft . . bourgeon'd forth its flowers

and leaf.

Burgeoned (bS-idsand), ppl. a.
[f. BURGEON

sb. + -ED -.] Furnished or covered with buds.

Burgeoning (bS-jd^anin), vbl. sb. [f. BUR-
GEON V. +-ING 1

!]

1. The action,of budding or sprouting ; alsoyff.
1400 Primer in Maskell Man. Kit. II. 24 Thou Jeldist

with hpoly buriownynge. 1616 MARKHAM Countr. Farm
in. xlvi. 401 It keepeth the tree from growing and rising,
which is the same that we call bourgenmg. 1878 B. TAYLOR
Deukalion n. v. 91 April burgeoning of sunny locks.

t 2. concr. A bud, a growing shoot, a branch ;

also transf. offspring. Obs.

11340 HAMPOLE Psalter 513 As rayne on herbe, and as

droppis on burionyngis. 1382 WYCLIF Matt, xxu'i. 33 See
. . fruytis, or burio^unyngHS, of eddris. 1618 Sheph. Kal.
(16561 xlvii, Thou ugly beast, Which of the Wines the bur-

genings doth eat.

B ivrge oiling, ///. a. [f. BURGEON v. + -ING 2
.]

That buds or sprouts.
1382 WYCLIF Wisd. xix. 7 A buriounende feeld. 1635

HEYWOOD Hierarch. Ml. 150 It is still greene and burgeon-
ing. 1886 Standard 17 May, Sitting on bench and chair
under the burgeoning trees.

Burgermeester, -meister = BORGOMASTER.
Burger, -ship : see BURGHER, -SHIP.

t Bu-rgery. Obs. rare. = BURGAOE or BUROHAL.
1832 T. ALLEN Hist. Yorksk. III. 8 The sum fixed, .con-

tinued to be paid . . under the designation of burgery rents.

Burges, Burgeshlp : see BRUGES, BURGESS-
SHIP.

Burgesie, -eosie, obs. ff. BURGESST.

BurgeSS (btKidjos), sb. Forms : 3-5 burgeis,
-eys, borgeis, -eys, -es, 3-7 burges, (4 bur-

gas(e, buries, -eys, ?boryeis), 4-5 bourgeis,
-eys, (burias, -jase, -iays, 5 burgens, bergeys),
t;-6 burgeois(e, 5- burgess. In ME. the pi. i

VOL. I.
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was generally the same as the sing., as still in F.

bourgeois. [ME. burgeis, a. OF. burgeis :-late L.

burgensis : see BOURGEOIS.]
1. An inhabitant of a borough ; strictly, one

possessing full municipal rights ; a citizen, free-

man of a borough.
rtl22J Ancr. R. 168 Hit is beggares rihte uorte beren

bagge on bac '. & burgeises for to beren purses. 1297 R.
GLOUC. 540 The borgeis anon The ;ates made a}en him.
c 1340 Aycnb. 162 Ane yongne boryeis and ane newene
knijt . . De borgeys wylneb to chapfari. c 1380 Sir Fmimli.
444 At Perigot ich was y-bore ! a borgeys dude me gete.
c 1420 Sir Amcutace xxv, Mony a riche burias. r 1532
LD. BERNERS Huon 560 He logyd in a notable burgesse
bowse. 1571 Jrnls. Ho. Commons I. 84 The Bill for the

Validity of Burgesses nonresiant. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Rapt.
243 Every Burgess at age . . hath power to trade, and
bear office, in the City. 1727 SWIFT Poison. E. Curll
Wks. 1755 III. I. 150 All persons of honour, lords spiritual
and temporal, gentry, burgesses and commonalty. 1862

Municip. Corp. Aft 45-6 / 'ict. 1. 7 In this Act Burgess
includes Citizen. 1876 GRANT Burgh Sell. Scat. n. ix. 288
In every burgh of Scotland, schools have been founded for

instructing the children of Burgesses.
b. spcf. One elected to represent his fellow-

citizens in parliament ;
the member of parliament

for a borough, corporate town, or university.
Now only technical and Hist. The same term
was used in some of the American colonies (as

Virginia" to denote the representatives sent by the
towns to the legislative body, which was called

the ' House of Burgesses '.

1472 J. PASTON in Lett. 701 III. 55 Ther be a doseyn
townys in Inglond that chesse no bergeys,- whyche ought
to do. 1554 jrnls. Ho. Commons I. 29 Examine the case of
Mr. Foster, Burgess elect. 1648 Art. Peace xvii. in Mil-
ton's 'Kits. (1851 1 II, The said Citizens, .shall be enabled, .to

choose and return Burgesses into the same Parliament.

1697 BLAIR in Perry Hist. Coll. Amcr. Col. Ch. 1. 18 In Elec-
tions

_of Burgesses for the General Assembly, or in the

choosing a speaker for the House of Burgesses. 1702 Lonci.
Gaz. No. 3840/1 One of the Burgesses for the University.
1863 H. Cox Instil, i. iii. 13 Writs addressed . . to cities and
boroughs for sending burgesses.

t 2. spec. A magistrate or member of the govern-
ing body of a town. Used as an official title (with

varying signification" in certain Knglish boroughs
before the Municipal Reform Act of 1 835.
(21300 Cursor At, 16060 Pilat salt, and him a-butte pe

burges \v. r. burgeises] o (>e tun. 1483 CAXTOX Gold. Leg.

i_i3/i
The burgeyses that were in their gownes and mantel-

lis. .called their seruantes. 1591 LAMBARDKXrcA. (1635) 38
Sheriffes, Coroners, Hundreders, Burgesses, Serjeants, and
Beadles, have their Courts within every their particular
limits. 1613 R. C. Table Alph. led. 3) Burgesse, a head man
of a towne. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 401 There are also
16 burgesses and their assistants, whose office, .resembles
that ofan alderman's deputy in London. 1796 MORSE Amer.
Geog. 1 1. 205 Belfast . . is . . governed by a Sovereign and
12 Burgesses. 1855 MACAUI.AY Hist. Kng. xvi. III. 616
He was welcomed at the North Gate [of Belfast, in 1690]
by the magistrates and burgesses in their robes of office.

1 3. transf. and
fit;. Said of a man or animal :

Freeman, free denizen (of). Obs.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 368 No other companions then
the wild burgesses of the forrest. 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Cust.

Country (L. i Twenty years have I lived A burgess of the
sea. (71630 in Risdon Surv. Devon 308 (1810) 315 The
deer securely stood, And walk'd a burgess of the wood.

4. a. attrib.

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 207/2 An alphabetical list, to be called
* The Burgess List '. Ibid. 197/2 The watchword of the

burgess population. 1881 MACGREGOR Hist. Glasgow xi.

97 The burgess class was subdivided into merchants and
craftsmen.

b. Comb., as ^burgess-man, -wife ; also burgess-
roll, the register or official list of burgesses in a

borough ; t burgess-ticket, a certificate of bur-

gess-ship ; f burgess-town (see qnot.).
1540 SIR W. EURE in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 15 A

king, a bushop, a *burges man, armed in harness. 1836
Penny Cycl. V. 208/1 To cause the *burges.s-roll to be made
out in alphabetical lists of the burgesses. 1657 COLVIL

Whigs Supplic. (17511 56 Beside ner loss of "burgess
ticket. 1682 WHELER Jonrn. Greece vi. 448 [It] was reckoned
one of the. .*Burgess-Towns of the Athenians. 1483 CAX-
TON Cato B vij, A good *bourgeys wyf and wel beloued of
her husbond. c 1550 Scot. Poems i6M C. II. 192 With
burges wifes they led their Hues.

Bu'rgess, v. Sc. [f. prec.] To make a burgess,
to admit to the freedom of a borough or burgh.
Also ludicrously applied to rough practices sym-
bolizing this. (See Jamieson.)

Burgessdom (bwudjesdam). [f. BURGESS sb.

+ -DOM.] The body of burgesses ; burgess-ship.
1668 in Smyth Rom. Family Coins (18561 288 Robert

Paulin having come to be sworn off the burgessdom. 1885
J. BROWN Bitnyan 329 Fifty-three persons were at one stroke
admitted to the burgessdom of the town.

t BuTgessing, ppl. a. Obs. rare.
[f.

as prec.
+ -ING-.] That lives as a burgess ; indwelling.
1663 SIR G. MACKENZIE Kelig. Stoic xiv. (1685) 133 [In-

fluence] no more sure than the Case hath upon the Watch,
or the Heavens upon its burgessing Angels.

Burgess-ship (bs-idaesijip). [see -SHIP.]
1. The status and privileges of a burgess ;

the 'freedom' of a borough, citizenship.
1467 Eng. Gilds 390 That no prentice haue his freedom of

Burgesshippe. 1380 NORTH Plutarch 971 To some [of the I

BURGHAL.
Towns] he gave the right of Burgesship of Rome. 1662
PEPYS Diary 30 Apr., The Mayor and burgesses did desire

my acceptance of a burgess-ship. 1752 CARTE Hist. Etig.
III. 333 A right of burgessship in that place. 1873 MORLEV
Rousseau I. 9 The position of burgess-ship.

b. fig* a rendering of iro^irfvfw, in Phil. iii. 20.
1612 R. CARPENTER Soules Sent. 91 Your Burgeship Is In

heauen. 1636 TRAPP Comm, Phil. iii. 20 Our civil conver-
sation, or our burgess-ship, while we live by heaven's laws.

f2. ?The position of 'burgess' or member of

parliament for a borough. Obs.

1673 VIU.IERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1705) II. 71 In the
Election of his Lordship to the same Burgesship before.

1695 in Sir J. Picton L'fool Manic. Rec. (1883) I. 261 A
vacancy was then here in the said Burgesship.
t Bu'rgessy. Obs. Forms : 4 borgeysye,

6-7 burgesie, -eonie, -eoise, -eoisie, 7 bour-

gessy, 8 burghesie. [a. OF. borgeisie ijnod.F.

bourgeoisie)^ f. borgeis BOURGEOIS, KURGESS.] =
prec.

1340 Aycnb. 161 Marines lyf ine Je erbe is ase borgcysye.
1586'!". B. La Prirnaitd. Fr. Acaii. '15891 544_Policie ..

somtime signifieth a Burgesie. .the participation and enjoy-
ing of the rights and privileges of a towne. 1636 E. DACRKS
tr. MachiaveFs Disc. Lh>y II. xxiii. 381 They .. honourd
them [the Privernates] with all the priviledges of their

Bourgessie. 1700 SOUTHFRNF, Fate Capua i. i,
The dti/ens

of Rome and Capua Enjoying common rights of burghesie.

Burgeys, obs. form of UUKGES.S.

Also 5 buriays, bur-

[a. OF. burgeise, fern, of

The wife of a burgess ;

8) 12 A wortlii burgoy^e,

t Bu-rgeyse. Ob
ioyse, burgoyze, -oise.

burgeis: see HI.-RGESS.]
a female citizen.

ri45o Knt. de la Tour (if

good woman. Ibid. 138 A burioyse, a riche woman." 1483
CAXTON Cato C tv, The hu.sbond of the sayd burgeyse.

Burgh. vbyro). Si\ Forms : 4 burch, 5 bwrch,
6 bruch, briighe, browght, burcht, 7 bourgh,
burrow, brught, 8-9 brugh, 6- burgh. [Var.
of Boitoi'GH

; ob*. in ordinary Eng. use since

1 7th c., but continued in Scotland, and now
always used instead of borough when a Scotch
town is referred to. The form brugh is found in

Bums and other writers of rustic dialect.]
1. Originally BOHOIYIH; now restricted to de-

note a town in Scotland possessing a charter,

(The earlier English instances will be found under
BOHOUGH

;
the examples given here are all Scottish.)

There are three classes of burghs, vu. Royal burghs, the
charter of which is deri\ed from the king, Burgh of re-

gality and Burgh of barony ^ having their charters respec-
tively from a lord of regality and from a baron. Originally
only the royal burghs .sent representatives to Parliament.

1375 UAKHOUR ftrnct: iv. 213 In burch I wist wcill I sultl

de. c 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. vi. xi. 31 pe Bwrch of Jeru-
salem. ('1505 DUN'BAR Flyting'2o\ Thow held the burcht

lang with ane borrowit gouti. 1566 Kxox Hist. Rcf. Wks.
1846 I. 99 The Commissionaris of browghtis. 1597 Acts
James /'/ ! 18141 148 'JAM.' To erect ane vniuersitie within
the said brughe. idxxjSKKSE Reg. Maj. 119 The Lawus and
Constitvtions of Bvrghs. a 1670 SPALDING Troitb. Chas. I

(18291 74 The body of puritan ministers of the burrows of
Scotland. 1732-69 DE FOE, etc. TnitrGt. Brit, IV. 45 There
are three Sorts of Burghs; viz. Burghs Royal, Burghs of

Regality, and Burghs of Barony. 1785 BTRNS Author's
Earnest Cry and I'r. i, Ye Knights an Squires, Wha repre-
sent our brughs an' shires. 1828 SCOTT /''. J/. Perth I. 60
The right of hunting and sporting over the lands of the

burgh. 1846 M cCfLi.ocH Ace. Brit. Empire < 1854* II. 371
In burghs, there is often a separate school for classics.

b. Burgh and land \ town and country. Sc.
ISI3-?S Diurnal of Occnrr. (1833^ 81 Chargeing all our

soueranes liegis al.sweill to burgh as to land, regalitie as to

royalitie, to address thame to come to Edinburgh. 1540
LYNDESAY Satyre 1795 Baith in bruch and land. 1634-46
Row Hist. Kirk 1 1842 74 [The] whole body of thi-^ Realms
both in brught and land. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxix, I

glance like the wildfire through brugh and through land.

1827 Snrg. Dan. i, Within burgh, and not landward.

2. Used for borough : a. by Scotch writers in

speaking of foreign towns ; b. as an archaism,
either /0<tf. or Hist, (see BOROUGH 6 a, BURG).
1798 CANNING New Moral. 434 in Anti-Jacobin 9 July

(1852) 219 Till each fair burgh, numerically free Shall choose
its members by the Ruli- of Three. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris
(ed. 5) 274 The wars of the Normans, .made the inhabitants

[of Paris] feel the necessity of an enclosure to preserve their

burghs from the invasion. 1828 CARLYLF. For, Re^ :
, fy Cont.

Misc. II. 118 The mere earthly burgh of Stratford-on-Avon.

3. attrib. and comb., as burgh-moor, -school ;

f burgh-lands, f burgh-roods, lands in a burgh
or held by burgage tenure.

(TigoS DUSBAR Tita Mariit Went. 338 And gottin
his biggingis to my barne, & hie *burrow landis. ifi'S"

75 Diurnal of Occurr. (1833* 296 Mr. Archibald Grahmes
nous, .in the *burrowmure. c 1570 Leg. Bj>. St. Andrews in

Scot. Poems i6f/t C. II. 317 Save tua pure aikers of "borrow
ruddis. 1864 A. MKAY Hist. Kilmartiock 137 Such was
the origin of the 'burgh-school. 1876 GRANT (title) History
of the Burgh Schools in Scotland.

Burgh, obs. form of BARROW sb.\ BOROUGH,
BURR sbl ; var. of BROCH.

Burghal (bz>ugal), a. Alsoburgal. [f.
BURGH

+ -AL.J Of or pertaining to a burgh, borough, or

municipal corporation ; fburghal division, a

portion (of land) of size suitable for a burgage
tenement ;

of. BOROUGH 4.

1591 Charter of Jas. I'f, in A. M cKay Hist. Ktltnarnock

(1864) 300 To assign his lands . . in whole or in part, into

burghal divisions, for buildings or houses to be erected on

Hit



BUBGHAL-PENNY. 1186 BURGLE.
the same. 1839 W. CHAMBERS Tour Holland 33/1 These
times of Amsterdam's burgal glosy. 1847 National Cycl.
691 The burgh warrant is a burghal or civic proceeding
directed against foreign debtors. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr.n.
282 That old burghal community, .the Hanse Towns.

Birrghal-pe:imy. Obs. English Law.
Forms: 2 boreghal-, borghalpani, 4 burghal-
penni, 5 borthalpeni. (Spurious forms only Hist.
and in Diets. : 7 brodehalpeuy, -halfpeny,
broodhalpeny, -halfepeny, broadhalfepenny,
bordhalpeny, -halfpeny, 8-9 bordhalfpenny.)
[Of uncertain form and meaning ; perh. f. biirghal,
or some other deriv. of BOROUGH, -t- PENNY.]
A municipal tax of some kind

;
in ancient charters

certain monasteries are exempted from paying it.

Cowell's guess (quot. 1607) adopted by later writers, ap-
pears to be founded on an erroneous derivation. Apparently
the word became obs. early in I5th c. ; perhaps even long
before that time, as the examples in the later charters may
be merely repetitions of a conventional formula.

^1177 Charter Hen. II (Waltham Abbey) in Dugdale
Mtmasticon II. 14 Warda & Wardpani & Boreghalpani.
c 1190 Charter Rich. I (Waltham Abbey) ibid. II. 16 War-
pani & borghalpani. 1355 Charter Eiin: III iPulton Priory)
ibid. II. 827 Wardepenny & Burghalpenny. 1414 Charter
Hen. V iShene Prioryj ibid. 1. 976 Averpeny, Hundredpeny,
& Rorlhalpeny [errorfor Borjhalpeny].
[1607 COWELL Interpreter, Brodehalpeny commeth of

the three Saxon words >l>ret a boordl and (haired that is,

for this or that cause.. and ^penning} it signifieth a tolle

or custom for setting up of tables or boords in a Faire
or Market. 1641 Termes de la Ley 42 Broodhalpeny, in
some Copies Broodhalfepeny, that is, to be quit of a cer-
taine custome, exacted for setting up of Tables or Boords
in Faires . . At this day the freedome it selfe . . is called by
the name of Hroadhalfepenny. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,
Bredehalfpeny. 1664 SPELMAN Gloss., Bonihalpeny. 1670
BLOUNT La-M Diet., Bord-halfpeny. 1706 PHILLIPS, Bard-
halfpenny : so in BAILEY, and mod. Diets.]

t Bu-rghen, -Jen, -hen, v. Obs. [app. in

form a var. of BERGH v. (cf. bureau there quoted',
but perhaps influenced in sense by BORROW

z/.l]
trans. To protect, save.
c 1205 LAY. 8713 Cassibellaune wurhte fill swi5e to burden

his liue. a 1225 Juliana 26 5et tu maht ?ef bu wult bur-
hen be seoluen.

Burgh-english, obs. f. BOROUGH-ENGLISH.

Burgher (bS'jgaj', sb. Also 6-7 burger, -ar,
-or. [In 1 6th c. burger, a. early mod.G. or Du.
burger citizen of a burg or fortified town ; after-

wards assimilated to Eng. burgh, BOROUGH.]
1. An inhabitant of a burgh, borough, or cor-

porate town
;

a citizen. Chiefly used of con-
tinental towns, but also of English boroughs, in a
sense less technical than burgess. Now somewhat
archaic.

1568 [see BURGHERSHIP]. 1590 MARLOWE vnd Pt. Tarn-
onrl. v. i. 160 Go now, and bind the burghers, hand and
foot. 1600 SHAKS. Menh. P. i. i. 10 Your Argosies .. Like
Signiorsand rich Burgers on the flood. 1660 R. COKE Pwer
ft Subj. !86 A Burger who hath . . half a mark, let him pay
a Peter-peny. 1698 in R. Holmes Bk. ofEntries of Panti-.

fract Corp. 233 The most able and sufficient Burgesse or
Burgor inhabiting and residing in the said town. 1727 DE
FOE Eng Tradestn. xxvi. (1841! I. 265 The burgher's wives
of Horsham, go as fine as they do in other places. 1824 W.
IRVING T. Trav. I. 56 A rich burgher of Antwerp . . tn a
broad Flemish hat. a 1842 MACAULAY A rinada 74 And
the red glare on Skiddaw roused the burghers of Carlisle.

1867 FREEMAN Xonit. Conq. 118761 I. v. 288 The valiant
burghers had already learned to grapple with the Dane.
fig. 1619 DHAYTOS Man Moon iR.) As those great
burghers of the forest wild, The hart, the goat.

b. attrib. and comb.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xviii,

'
I do not understand,'

answered the burgher - magistrate,
'

that the young man
Butler's zeal is of so inflammable a character.' 1837 CARL-
YLE Fr. Rev. II. i. viii. 56 Mark that queenlike burgher-
woman. 1841 SPALDING Italy 4- //. Is/. II. 170 Contests,
in which one club of burgher-oligarchs successively dis-

placed another. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Ref. (1861) I. 38 The
burgher class controlled the government. 1873 DIXON Two
Queens III. xm. iv. 20 Springing from a burgher stock.

1878 SIMPSON Sch. Shafts. I. 154 To show the inferiority
of a burgher militia to professional soldiers in war.

2. A member of that section of the Scottish Se-
cession Church, which upheld the lawfulness of
the burgess oath : also attrib. See ANTIBURGHER.
1766 J. BROWN Hist. Seceders 67 The Anti-burghers . .

persecuted their Burgher brethren with deposition and ex-
communication.

1773 J.
SMITH Hist. Sk. ReliefCh. 41 The

Burgher_clergy maintained that it [the Synod] remained in
their society, while the Antiburghers endeavoured to prove
that they carried it away with them to Mr. Gibb's manse.
1861 RAMSAY Remin. (ed. 18* 18 John Brown, Burgher
minister at Whitbum. 1881 MASSON Carlyle in Macni.
Mag. XLV. 74 That Nonconforming communion, called
the Burgher Seceders.

3. In Ceylon ; see quot.
1807 CORDINER Ceylon ^.) Admitted by the Dutch to all

the privilegesofcitizensunderthe denomination of Burghers.
1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 457/1 The descendants of Europeans
of unmixed blood, and that race which has sprung from
the intercourse of Europeans with the natives, are called
Burghers.
Hence Bvrrg-herag-e, Btrrg-herdom, Bu-rg-her

hood, the body of burghers or citizens collectively.
1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. I. m. iii. 210 Baronage, Burgher.

age, they were German mostly by blood, and by culture
were wholly German. 1884 loM Cent. July 121 Voss the
poet of burgherdom. 1885 Harper's Mag. Feb. 413/2 As

the burgherhood enlarged, the assembly became a huge
mob.

BuTgher, ^'. Sc. [f. the sb.]
= BURGESS v.

1835 LD. COCKBURN Mem. \. 70 Being
'

Burghered
'

or
made to

' ride the Stang'.

[Burgheristh. An incorrect spelling of burh-

riht 'borough-right,' in Domesday (Taunton).
In Domesday there are several instances of st for OE. lit,

as in radchcnistres for rddcnihtas, Spelman conjectured
that it might \x~l'iirgh~breche burglary, and the word
appears u-ith erroneous explanation in many Law Diets.]

Bxirgliermaster bz>-rgajma:staj). rare. [Cf.
Ger. htrgtrmeistir,]

= BURGOMASTER.
1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1089/3 The Burghermasters have

empowred several Burghers and Merchants to raise a Sum
ofMoneyamong themselves. 1738 G. SMITH Curious Relat.
II. 445 All the Birds that are found here [in Greenland]
can swim except one sort . . called Burgher masters. 1845
S. AI/STIX Rankc's Hist. Ref. II. 523 A post we sometimes
find occupied by a burghermaster.

Burghership (bMg3jJip\ [f.
BURGHER +

-SHIP.] The rights and privileges of a burgher.
1725 tr. Diipin's Eccl. Hist. i6//j C. I. V. 188 Who had lost

their Burghership for some great Crimes. 1871 FREKMAN
A'ortn. Conq. IV. xviii. 209 The rights both of burgher-
ship and clanship were strictly enforced.

b. fig. (cf. BURGESS-SHIP i b .

1568 COVERDALF. Bk. Death (' transl. out of High Dutch ')

xvi. (1579' 69 Our conuersation and burgership is in heauen.

Burghesy, variant of BURGESSY, Ol>s.

Burghmaster, obs. form of BOROUGHMASTEH.
Burghmaster, incorrect spelling for bcrgh-

master, BARMASTER. In mod. Diets.

Burgine, -gione, obs. forms of BURGEON.

Burglar bSugloj). Also 6 burglour. burgh-
lar, burgleyer, 7 burglare, -layer. [Found
in AFr. in i6th c. : ad. Anglo-Lnt. luirgla/or
1 3th c.), burgulator (i6th c.), altered form of

burgator ,
1 3th c.), perhaps f. the first element of

lurgh-breche, the native Eng. term for burglary.
The Anglo-Lat. verb burgul&re (quasi 'to burgle'

N
>

is recorded in 1354 (dssis. 27 Edw. Ill, quoted
in Reeves Hist. Etig. Law ed. Finlason II. 419).
The 1 3th c. AF. word for 'burglar', burgesour,
/nirgeysour, is of obscure formation, but of the

same ultimate origin. The related BURGLARY is

in legal AF. burglarie, in Anglo-Lat. l>iii^aria,

Iwrgeria (early I3th c.', for which burglaria is

found in i6th c. The origin of the intrusive /,

m burglator, burglaria, and the corresponding
Eng. forms, is not clear ; but the notion of Lam-
barde (1581) and later writers that the ending -far

represents AF. ler-s, laroiin (: L. la'tro, latrd'i:em]

thief, is contrary to the evidence. A '

burglator
'

or '

burgesour' was not necessarily a '
latro

'

; his

object might be something else than plunder.
No corresponding words are known in continental OF. or

med.L. ; the rare OF. Imrgtr' saccager, piller' (Godef.t, oc-

curring in (larnier's I'ic tie Saint Thomas, is unconnected,
unless perhaps this sense of the word may be due to AF.
influence.]

1. One who is guilty of burglary.
[111168 BRACTON De Legilnis (Rolls ed.) II. 234 fo. 115 b,

Murdritores & robbatores burglatores. (71387 Fkta l.

xvi. led. 1685 p. 15) Tempus autem discernit prgedonem a
fure & a Hurgatore. 1292 BRIITOS I. xi, De Burgeysours.
. . 1'enoms a burgesours trestouz ceux, qi felounousement en
tens de pes brusent eglises, oil autri mesouns, oil murs ou
portes de nos citez ou de nos burgs. 1516 in Fitzherbert
Grannde Ah-iilgcment 268 b, Burglers sont ceux que en-
trent mesons ou eglises al entent de inbloier beins. J 1541
tr. l''itzhcrlierfs AVw Kit. Jmtyces 125 b, Burglours ane pro
perly such as felonously in y tyme of peace breke any
house, church, etc. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. \. xxi. 221 A
Hurglour whom Kritton calleth a Burgessor. .that by night
breaketh into a house, wyth intent to Roblie, Kill or doe
other Felonie [ed. 1582 has burzloitr, bnrglur ; 1588 bitrgh-
Inr passim]. 1599 Kranghton's Lett, v. 15 In Moses law he
that had slaine a Burgleyer by night had been guiltles.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xv. 358 A common burglayer will

passe by quietly things that lie open. 1681 I.ond. Gaz. No.
1768/4 This day were apprehended, .two persons suspected
to be notorious Burglars and Robbers. 1769 BLACKSTONE
Connn. IV. 224 The definition of a burglar, as given us by
sir Edward Coke, is, 'he that by night breaketh and
entreth into a mansion-house, with intent to commit a
felony'. 1860 G. K. Yucnf. Tour 140 Still the thing looks
well, and might . . prevent a particularly conscientious
burglar from breaking in.

2. Comb., as burglar-alarm, -season
;

also bur-

glar-proof adj.

1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 93/2 Bells, "Burglar Alarms,
Lightning Conductors. 1881 Daily Krsus 24 May 7/6 Stock
of second-hand Fire-and-* Burglar-proof Safes. 1886 Pall
Mall G. 4 Sept. 3/2 The 'burglar season has set in.

fBu-rglarer. Obs. Also 7 burglerer. [f.
Bl'RGLAR-Y + -ER

1.] =prCC.
1598 KITCHIN Courts Leet (1675) 17 Burglarers are those,

which in time of Peace break Houses, etc. 1606 EARL
NORTHAMPTON in True and Per/. Relat. Gg ija, Certaine
Burglerers that robbed his owne house. 1664 BUTLER Hud.
II. i. 417 Love is a Burglarer, a Felon. 1704 LUTTRELL Brief
Rel. 118571 V. 499 A reward for apprehending burglarers.

tBtrrglarily,fl<fo. Oh.
[f. BURGLARY + -LY -.]

After the manner of burglary ; burglariously.
'533 d(-t 24 Htn. Vfff, v, Euill disposed person or per-

sons, ^attempting to murder, rob, or burglarily to breake
mansion houses,

Burglarious (bwgle-^'rias), a. [f. BURGLARY
+ -OUS. d, felonious.']
1. Of or pertaining to burglar)- ; addicted to

burglary ; involving the guilt of burglary.
1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. 226 All these entries have

been adjudged burglarious, though there was no actual

breaking. 1807 SVD. SMITH Plymley's Lett. iv,The larcen-

ous and burglarious world. 1822 BYRON Werner 11. !. 26
This burglarious, larcenous felony.
2. Burglar-like.
1859 THACKERAY Virgin. Ixxxix, The daring and burgla-

rious capture of two forts of which he forced the doors. 1865
DICKENS Mnt. Fr. i A burglarious stream of fog creeping
in. .through the key-hole.
Hence Burgla'riously adv.

1807 OPIE Lect. Art in. (1848) 311 Burglariously entered
the Temple of Fame by the window. 1883 LCTM Rep. XI.
Queen's B. 588 The plaintiff's dwelling-house .. was bur-

glariously entered.

Burglarize ^-.iglaraiz), v. U.S. [f.
BUR-

GLAB + -1ZE.] trans. To rob burglariously ; to

break into by violence for the purpose of theft.

1883 TALMAGE in Chr. Globe 13 Sept. 829/2 The man who
had a contempt for a petty theft will burglarise the wheat-
bin of a nation. 1884 Boston iMass. ) Jrnl. 7 Feb. i The
house of John Fuller was burglarized on Wednesday night.

t Bu*rglarly, adv. Obs. In 5-6 burg^ilarlie,
6 burghlarlie. [f.

Bi'RGLAR + -LY 2
.]

After the

manner of a burglar.
[1495 Act n Hen. J'ff, lix. Pream., Intendyng burgu-

larie [-He] and feloniously to have broken the hous of your
seid Subget]. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, v, Their dwellynge
house, whiche the same euyl doers shuld attempt burgu-
larlie to break by night. 1581 LAMBARDF, Eiren. n. vii. (15881

291 He robbeth him Burghlarlie in the night season.

Burglary 1
buglari\ Also 6 burgulary,

6-7 burglarie, burghlarie. [see BURGLAR.]
The crime of breaking by night into a house with

intent to commit felony. Also attrib.

[1199-1216 Assize A". John m Placit. Abbrev. 68 De bur-

garia & aliis latrocinlls. .De Burgeria & de ligatura & aliis

latrocinils. 1516 in Fitzhepbert Grannde Abridgement
268 b, Que il vient a son meson de faire burglarie.] 1532-3
Act 24 Hen. VIII, v, Any suche persoune, so attemptinge
to committe suche murder or burgulary. 1581 LAMBARDE
Eiren. n. vii. (1588) 262 Burghlarie is the theft done by
entrie into a dwelling house, a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Con-

fat. Rhem. N. T. (1618,1 558 How like burglary theeues they
break open all dores. 1649 SELDEN Laws Eng. \. xl. (17391

63 Burning of woods was finable . . but Burglary was Felony.
1679 Jestates Ghostly Ways 3 Wounded his creditor, Hugh
Hare, a Gentleman of the Temple, by committing burglary.

1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. iv. xvi. 226 Neither can burglary
be committed in a tent or booth erected in a market or fair.

a 1843 SOUTH KY Nondescr. vi, There is a maggot there, .it

is his house, His castle .. oh commit not burglary ! 1855
WHARTON Crittt. Law U. S. 598 Burglary is the breaking
and entering the dwelling-house of another in the night.
Ibid. 611 The breaking and entering must be in the night.

b. As an act: A felonious breaking into a house.

1609 W. BARLOW Ans^v. Nameless Cath. 308 The second

comming of Christ is resembled to a theeues burghlarie.

1712 in Maidment's Sc. Pasqnils 438 Like fearful women
in burglaries they generally add bloodshed to theft. Mod.
The season for burglaries has commenced.

C.Jig.
1636 FITZ-GKFFREY Blessed Birthday (1881) 155 To breake

into Gods sealed secresie, This is . . bold burglary, a 1677
BARROW Serin. I. xxi. (R.) To break open the closet of a
man's breast, .may well be deemed a worse sort of burglary
. . than to break open doors.

tBu'rglary-. Obs. [As if ad. 'L.burghirins^
ad. AF. ourgter.]

= BURGLAR.
'533-4 Act 24 Hen t VIII, iii, Diuers and many great

arrant robbers, murderers, bulglaries [sic] and felons. 1624
T. TAYLOR TuwSerttt.

ij. 9 With what severity are the lawe.s

executed
up_on Burglaries, that breake into mens houses, to

rob and spoile? 1651 W. G. tr. Cwefs Inst. 88 Murderers,
Robbers, or Burglaries.
Hence t Bvrrglary v. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Robbachiare, to filch, to pilfer, .to burglarie.

Burglayer, obs. form of BURGLAR.

II Bu'rgle, sb. [Pers. Jjip burghitl'tAt monde,

gnian'. Zenker.] (See quot.)
1764 HARMER Observ. vn. iv. 147 Burgle is wheat boiled,

then bruised by a mill, so as to take the husk off, then dryed
and kept for use.

Burgle (.byug'r, v. colhq. or humorous. [A
back-formation from BURGLAR, of very recent ap-

pearance, though English law-Latin (1354) had
a verb burgulare of same meaning.]

a. intr. To follow the occupation of a burglar.
b. trans. To break feloniously into the house of;
to steal or rob burglariously.
1872 M. COLLINS Pr. Clarice I. iv. 63 The burglar who at-

tempted to enter that room would never burgle again. 1874
Standard 14 Nov. 3 New words with which the American

vocabulary has lately been enriched ;

'

to burgle ', meaning to

injure a person by breaking into his or her house. 1884
Blnckw. Mag. 513/2, I burgled myself again m the night.

Hence Bu*rgled ///. a., and Bxrrgling vblt sb.

and ppL a.

1880 Daily News 28 Oct. 5/3 Treachery seems to have
been developed even in burgling circles. 1884 C. DICKENS
Diet. Lend. 28/3 A gentleman of the burgling persuasion.
1885 Graphic 14 Feb. 151/1 After the 'burgling' is com.

pleted. 1886 PIIKLPS Burglars in Par. vii. 117
' Oh ',

said

the mistress of the burgled ccttage . .to the policeman.

Burgleyer, obs. form of BURGLAR.

Burgomaske, variant of BERGOMASK.
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Burgomaster (bzrjg0ma:st3i). Also 6-7
bourgomaster. [ad. Du. Intrgemeester, after Eng.
MASTER ; see also BUKCHEK-, BOROUGHMASTER.]
1. The chief magistrate of a Dutch or Flemish

town, nearly corresponding to the mayor in Eng-
land, Often used loosely for any member of the

governing body of a foreign municipality. Also

for BOUOUGH-MASTER, as an official title in certain

English boroughs.
1592 NASHE P. Penilcsse (1842) 69 The beare beeing

chiefe burgomaster of all the beastes ynder the lyon. 1596
SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. i. 84, I am ioyned with .. Burgo-
masters, and great Oneyers, such as can holde in. ^1598
HAKLUYT Voy. I. 157 Euery of the foresayd cities sent one
of their burgomasters vnto the towne of Hage in Holland.

1707 Loud. Gaz. No. 4350/1 The . . Freeholders, Burgomas-
ters, and other Inhabitants, of the ancient Borough of

Cricklade. 1-1710 ADDISON (J.) They chuse their councils

and burgomasters out of the burgeois, as in the other

governments of Switzerland. 1779 JOHNSON Bocrhua~cc
Wks. IV. 356 The only daughter of a burgo-master of

Leyden. 1864 KIRK C/tas. Boldll. iv. i. 220 The Burgo-
masters were, .employed in strengthening the defences.

2. A species of gull (Lants glaucus}.
1678 RAY Willughby's Ornith. 349 The Great grey Gull. .

called at Amsterdam the Burgomaster of Greenland. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl, Supp., Burgomaster of Greenland, .a whim-
sical name given by the Dutcli sailors to a species of . . sea

gull. 1853 KANE Grinnell E.vp. xvi. (18561 124 The birds,

too, were back with us . . the Ivory gull, the Burgomaster,
and the tern. 1883 tr. Norden&kiold's Voy, l'ega 43.

Burgone, obs. form of BURGEOX.

t Burgonet X bi>ug6net). Obs. exc. Hist. Also
6 burguenet, (burgant), 6-7 burgenet, 6-9
burganetj 9 bourginot, -goinette. [ad. OF.

bourguignotte, app. f. Botirgogne Burgundy.]
a. A very light casque, or steel cap, for the

use of the infantry, especially pikemen. b. A
helmet with a visor, so fitted to the gorget or

neck-piece, that the head could be turned without

exposing the neck.

[1598 BARRET Theor. Warres Gloss. 249 Burgonet, a
French word, is a certaine kind of head-peece, either for

foote or horsemen, couering the head, and part of the face

and cheeke.]

1563-87 FONK A. iff
M. 1 1596) 1083/1, I was page to a foot-

man, carying after him his pike and burganet. 1570-87
HOLINSHED Scot.Chron. (18061 II. 255 His burguenet beaten
into his head. 1592 GREENE Upst. Court. Wks. (Grosarti XI.

235 With Burgants to resist the stroke of a Battleaxe.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.\\\\.\. (1632) 407 On their heads

they all wore guilt Burgenets. 1796 SOUTHEY Joan vn.

296 A massy burgonet. .helming his bead. 1825 WIFFFN
Tasso vii. xc, The glistening burganet that veils His brows.

1834 PLANCH Brit. Costume 280 A morion and bourginot
of the same period. 1852 D. MOIR Tomb de Bruce v, In

the hall hung the target and burgonet rusting.

fig, 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. \. v. 24 [Antony] The demy
Atlas of this Earth, the Arme And Burganet of men.

BurgOO (bwg'). [Derivation unknown.
Connexion with dial, burgot i, Marshall, Norfolk^, bur-

good (Hall-S yeast, has been conjectured. The spelling

burgoitt i Craig 1847) appears to be due to his notion that

the word was Fr.]

A thick oatmeal gruel or porridge used chiefly

by seamen ; loblolly.
1750 ELMS Country Houses. 206 lE. D. S.) Whole greets

^gnts) boiled in water till they burst, and then mixt with

butter, and so eaten with spoons, which [was] formerly
called loblolly, now burgoo. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.
Burgoo, a sea-faring dish. 1825 KNAPI- & BALDW. New-
gate Cal, 111.489/1 Burgoo ofas good a quality as the barley.

1863 SALA Capt. DaHf.ll. i. 15 [He] had the best Beef and
Burgoo at the Skipper's table.

comb. 1833 MAKUYAT P. Simple xxxiii, Mark my words,
you burgoo-eating, .trowsers-scrubbing son of a bitch !

Burgor, var. of BURGHER.

Burgown, burgoyn, obs. ff. of BURGEON.

Burgoyze, var. form of BURGEYSE, Obs.

Burgrave, burggrave (bzrjgrJiv\ Also 6

burgreve. [ad. (jvc.bitrggraf, f. ditrgtown, castle

+ir/v?/ count.] The governor of a town or castle ;

later, a noble ruling by hereditary right a town or

castle, with the adjacent domain.

1550 BALE Kng. Votaries n. 13 Foure dukes, four mar-

quesses, four landgraues, four burgraues . . were appoynted.
1576 LAMBAKDE Pcramb. Kent (1826) 435 They of the lowe
and high Germanic, .cal one ruler, Burgreve, another Mar-

greve. 1684 Scanderbeg Rediv. ii. 23 The Burgraves of

each City. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages 11841) IV. v. 459 The
burgraves of Nuremburg. 1879 BARING-GOULD Germany
II. 247 The majority of gentry did not occupy their own
castles, but lived in those of the princes, as burggraves or

stewards.

Hence Burgra'viate, the rank or office of bur-

grave.
1762 tr. Busching

l

$Syst. Gcogr, IV. 50 The imperial land-

judicatory of the burgraviate of Nurenberg.

Burgularie, -arlie, obs. ff. BURGLARY, -LAHLY.

t Burgu'llian. nonce-wd. [According to Xares

'Conjectured to be a term of contempt, invented

upon the overthrow of the Bastard of Burgundy
in a contest with Anthony "Woodville, in Smith-

field 1467'; but this, in absence of evidence, is

very improbable.] A braggadocio, bully.

1598 B. JONSON Er. Man in Hum. iv. iv, Bobadil!. .that

rogue, that foist, that fencing Burgullian?
f

vb-yjgyndian ,
a. and sb. Also

6-7 burgonian. [f. the territorial name Rurgumly
V
L. Bttrgundia, F. Bffurgogiu} + -AN.]
A. adj. Belonging to Burgundy (in any of the

senses of the name). \Burgtmian cross St.

Andrew's cross .see AKDKEW). Burgundian hay:
-= Burgundy Hay, see BUBGUNUY 4. Burgitn-
tiian pear: an old variety of pear of globular

shape and delicate flavour.

1578 LYTE DodoeHS in. xiii. 334 The leaves are set to-

gyther, standing lyke to a burgonian Crosse. 1607 TOP-
SELL Serpents 666 As it were in form of a Burgonian crosse,
or of the letter X. 1664 KVELYN Kal. Ilort. ^1727) 234
Uurgundian Grape. 1671 GKEW Anat. Plants vi. 10

Amongst Pears, the Burgundian. 1712 tr. l\>nu-t's Hist.

Drugs I. 12 Burgundian Hay., is a Species of Trefoil,
or Saintfoin. 1832 DOWNES Lett. fr. Cont. Count. I. 527
Some traces of Burgundian times, still extant here.

B. sb. 1. An inhabitant of Burgundy ;
also

used for one of the Teutonic nation of the Hur-

gunds, from whom Burgundy received its name.

f" 2. (In form Bitrgonian A kind of ship; perh.

merely a ship built in the Burgundian dominions,
which in the ijth c. included the Netherlands.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 86 The Vindili, part of whom be

the Burgundians. 1618 Perkitt Ib'arb. in Select. Hurl.
Misc. < 1793) 60 A conference he had once with a Burgonian.
1627 DKAYTON Agiticourt no I-'uure Burgonians excellently
jnan'd.

Burgundy bfrjgindi . [ad. med.L. Bur$un-
dia, V. fioitrgogiie. (Swift rimed it with Sunday. )]

1. The name of a kingdom, and afterwards a

duchy of the Western Empire, subsequently giving
its name to a province of France. Used attrib.,

as in Burgundy ll'ine.

1697 W. POPE Old Man's Wish, With Monte Fiascone or

Burgundy wine.

2. Hence ellipl. Wine made in Burgundy. Gener-

ally understood to apply to the red wines of that

province, unless otherwise stated.

1672 WYCHKRLKY Lcn'e, in Wood I. ii, I hate his imperti-
nent Chat more than he does the hone.st Burgundy. 1728
SWIFT Ladies at Sot's If. Wks. 1755 IV. I. 92 At the AVscon

Sunday, I'll treat you with burgundy. 1797 HOI.CROFT Stvl-

bcrgs Trav.ad. j'HI. Ixxxiv. 351 That kind of red burgundy
which the French call petit liurgogm: 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair ix, The cellars were filled with burgundy then.

b. attrib.

1672 WYCHERLEY Love In M'oodv. ii, No Burgundy man
or drunken scourer will reel my way.

f 3. A sort of head-dress for women ;
= Bouit-

GOIGXE. Obs. ,
See bourgogne in Litlre Supp.

1700 FARQUIIAR Const. Couple n, i. i, Running to . . the

French milliner, for a new Burgundy for my Lady's head.

4. Burgundy Hay, B. Trefoil [F. hirgogne,

fain de bourgogne] : applied by English writers

to the plant Lucerne, Alcdicago saliva : but in

French originally to Sainfoin, Onobrychis saliva.

(The two were formerly confused : see SAINFOIN).
1616 SURI-L. 8: MAKKH. Conntr. Farm 698 in Britten and

Holl. s.v., Burgundy Hay. . Because the Burgundians have
been alwaies very carefull for the sowing and tilling of this

herbe. 1834 BAXTER Phxnog. Bot., Burgundy Trefoil.

5. Burgundy Pitch. [The substance is still

chiefly obtained from the neighbourhood of Xeuf-

chatel, which was once Burgundian territory. So
F. poix de iJonrgogne.'] The resinous juice of the

Spruce-fir {Abies excelsa} ; sometimes called U'fiite

pitch, though its colour is reddish brown or whitish

yellow. See also quot. 1 875. Also attrib.

1678 SALMON Pharmacop. Londin. \. viii. 170 Burgundy
Pitch . . is the Rosin of the Pitch-Tree.

gun
W.

Ibid. 225, Bur-

undy pitch plaster applied between the shoulders. 1769
V. BITCHAN Dom. Med. xxix. (1845) 227 Burgundy pitch

may be spread thin upon a piece of soft leather. 1875 UKI-:

Diet. Arts I. 550 Burgundy pitch, when genuine, is made
by melting frankincense, .in water and straining it through
a coarse cloth. The substance usually sold as Burgundy
pitch is, however, common resin incorporated with water
and coloured with palm-oil.

Burgyn(e, burgyon, obs. ff. BURGEON.

Burh, OE. form of BOROUGH, BURGH, q.v.

Buriable (be-riiab'l), a. [f.
BURY v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being buried, lit. and,/?^*.

1598 KLORIO, Sepellihile, buriable, that may be buried.
'

1841 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) VI. 296 A buriable

|
corpse. 1858-65 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xn. i. IV. 120, 1 notice,

1

as not yet entirely buriable, Three Epochs.

Burial (be'rial). Forms: 3 biriel, 4-6bery-,
beri-, buryel, -ell, -elle, -all, -alle, 5-6 byryall,

-ele, -elle, 6 bereall, 6-7 buriall, 6- burial.

[ME. buryel, biriel, incorrectly formed as a sing,
of byriels, BURIELS, q.v. ; in later times associated

with sbs. in -al from Fr., such as espotisal-s.]

tl. A bury ing- place, grave, or tomb. Obs.
i 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2488 Dor is Sat liche in biriele don._ 1388

WYCLIF 2 Kings xxiii. 17 And the kyng seide, What is this

biriel, which Y se? 1398 TREVISA Bartk. de P. R. xn.

xxviii. (14951 430 The nyghte owle hauntyth and dwellyth
in buryels. c 1450 tr. Higden, (1865) I. 415 There is a
maruellous berielle . . in Waste Wales. 1535 COVERDALE
Neh. ii. 5, I beseke the sende me . . vnto y* cite of my fathers

buryall [1611 sepulchres]. 1612 Acts Jas. VI (1814) 499

(J.\M.) And thairfore the said Revestrie was dispomt to

Schir James Dundas of Arnestoun knycht to be ane buriall

for him and his pobteritie.

fig' 139& SHAKS. Merch. V. i. i. 29 Vailing her high top
lower then her ribs To kisse her buriall.

2. The act of burying ; interment; funeral.

1453 Tt'st. Ebor. (1855) II. 171 To the kyrk-wark for my
beriall, xxj. 1467 Ibid. II. 278 The day of my beriall. 1549
Bk. Com. Prayer, The Order for the Burial of the Dead.
1602 SHAKS. Hani. v. i. 2 Is she to bee buried in Christian

buriall, that wilfully seekes her owne saluation. 1611

liiBi.K yer, xxii. 19 He shall be buried with the buriall of
an asse. 1647 F. BLAND So'ildiers March Salv. 35 To
commend his body to due burials. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Supp. s. v., Christian Burial, that performed in holy ground,
and with the usual service or ceremonies of the church.
Burial ofan ass, Asint sepultura, an ignominious kind of

burial, out of holy ground, under the gallows, or in a Mgji
way, where several roads meet, and performed by public
hangmen. Such is that of suicides, excommunicated per-

sons, etc., sometimes denoted canine burial, or burial of
a dog. 1867 FREEMAN \orrn. Cong. I. vi. 513 The body
received a second burial.

b. transf. andy?^.
1603 DHAYTON Bar. II 'arrcs vi. xcvj, Which in this Bosom

shall their Buriall have. 1878 MOULEY Diderot II. 50 The
burial of men and women alive in the cloister.

c. //. Formerly in computations, etc. of mortality,
which were based on the entries of burials: = Deaths.
a 1687 PETTY Pol. Arith. i The Medium of the Burials at

London in the three last years, .was 22337. 1753 CHAMHI^RS

Cycl. Supp. s.v., Burials, in computations of mortality, de-

note deaths, and stand opposed to births. 1782 B^RKE^-,

Negro Code Wks. IX. 305 Kvery Minister shall keep a

register of births, burials and marriages. "1803 Med. Jrnl.
X. 408 During the bame months of the year 1803, thu

burials amounted to 238.

3. The depositing of anything under earth or

water, or enclosing it in some other substance.
a 1626 BACON Ntnu Atlantis (1635)33 We have great lakes,

both salt and fresh ;
we use them for burials of some natural

bodies. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., Some commend
burials in the earth, others in wheat, to season timber when
first felled, and make it of more durable use.

4. Co>nb. and Attrib., as burial-cake, -chamber,

-cloth, -clothes, -feast, -ficlJ, -laii\ -office, -proces-

sion, -torcli, -truce, -urn, -vault.

1864 A. M C KAY Hist, Kilmarnock 194 Heordered twelve
doxen of *

burial -cakes. 1871 AI.GER Future Life 04 Along
the sides of the 'burial-chamber were ranged massive stone
shelves. 1570-1 Old City Ace. Bk. (Archieol. Jnil. XLIII.t
Kd. for the bwryall cloth of mr. peke, xvj</. 1876 GEO.
ELIOT Dan. Dcr. II. xxii. 75, I had belter put my 'burial-

clothes in my portmanteau and set off at once. 1579 FI'I.KE

Rcfut. Rastel 798 They called together the people, .to their

'buriall feastc-s. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. <y Jui. iv. v. 87 Our
wedding cheare, to a sad buriall Feast. 174^ R. BLAIR
Gravt' 484 What is this world ? What but a spacious "hurial-

tleld unwall'd ! 1880 "Burial Law Amendment Act. 1871
AL,ER Future Life^ 1'ercuiving tht_-ir[Etruscans'] 'burial-

processions and funeral festivals. 1709 STEELE Tatler No.

109 f i Three Men with *Burial Torches. 1862 GKOIK
Greece V. 11. Ivi. 76 Granting the customary 'burial-truce

to the defeated enemy. 1766 ESTICK London \\ . 76 A
'burial-vault the whole length of the church,

5- Special Comb. : burial-aisle, an aisle in a

religious building used for interments, also fig. ;

burial -board, a body of persons appointed by

public authority to regulate burials
; burial-case,

a shaped coffin, made to close air-tight, for the

preservation of a corpse ; burial-hill, -mound, a

mound erected over a grave, a tumulus, barrow
;

burial-service, a religious service accompanying
a burial ;

a form of words prescribed by ecclesi-

astical authority to be used at funerals
; esf. that

used in the Church of England ; burial-society,
an insurance society for providing money for the

expenses of burial ; burial-stone, a stone on a

grave,, a tomb-stone ;
burial-yard, burial-ground,

grave-yard. Also BUHIAL-GROUND, -PLACE.
1820 SCOTT Abbot xxxviii, To send his body and his Iteart

to be buried in Avenel ^burial-aisle. 1831 CARLYLE Sart.

Res. i. xi. 88 Looks he also wistfully into the long burial-

aisle of the Past, c 1600 NORDEN 6>r. Brit, Cornw. (1728)

70 He was a digging a borowe or 'buriall hill. 1854 H.
Mti.LLK Sch. .y Schnt. 210 Stumbling among *burial-mounds
and tombstones, he had toppled into an open grave. 1865
LUBBOCK Prch. Times 63 The tumuli or ancient burial-

mounds. 1726 AVLIKFE Purerff. 132 If it be not. .prohibited

..by a Kubrick of the "Burial-Service. 1838 DICKENS O.

Twist v, The reverend gentleman . . read as much of the

burial-service as could be compressed into four minutes.

1857 GEO. ELIOT Cleric. Life xxxvii. 329 The faces were not

hard at this funeral ; the burial-service was not a hollow

form. ciq]$Pict.l''oc. in Wr.-W flicker 756 Hoc poliandrnm,
a 'byryelstpn. 1864 SKEAT I '/ilii>id's Pocis 1:7 Engraven
on this burial-stone Two hands together clasped you view.

1842 MIALL mliotuoHf. II. 33 The same authority demands
a burial-yard rate,

Hence Btrrialer, one who assists at a burial.

1832 HOGG In Fraser's Mag. VI. 166 The burialers. .were

lying powerless, .beside the corpse of their dead relative.

Buriall, obs. form of BERYL.

1552 LYNDESAY Monarch* 6203 The Heuimus, brycht lyke
buriall.

Burial-ground. A piece of ground set apart
as devoted to the regular interment of the dead

;

a burying-ground, cemetery.
1803 Ann. Rei'. I. 98 The account of the burial-grounds

furnishes the most interesting description in this work. 1842
LONGF. God's Acre i, I like that ancient Saxon phrase, which
calls The burial ground God's acre ! 1845 DARWIN Voy.
A'a/. viii, It was the burial-ground of all the goats in the

island. 1850 LVELL widl r
isit U. S. II. 325 That burial-

ground commands a beautiful view.
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BURIAL-PLACE. 1188 BURLER.

Burial-place. A place of burial
;

a place,
as a vault, church, piece of ground, etc., set apart
for the interment of the dead ;

a burying-place.
1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 482 The graves of his Com-

panies and Complices are set in the sides of the Buriall

glace.
1715 Land. Gaz. No. 5375/2 They broke into the

urtal- Place of the Family of Rothes. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp. s.v. Burial, Westminster Abbey is the burial-

place of most of our English kings. 1867 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. I. vi. 513 The population, .had a burial place of their

own. 1875 HIGGINSON Hist. U. S. vi. 42 Cabot gave Eng-
land a continent and no one knows his burial-place.

t Bu'rian. Obs. exc. Sc. Forms in sense i :

i byrsen, 2 berien, burien. [OE. byrgen str.

fern, has no parallel forms in the other Teut.

langs., but represents a "VYGer. *burginnja> f. ablaut-

stem burg- (borg-] of *berg-an BERGH to protect
-f innja (cf. BURDEN). But evidence is wanting
as to the identity of this with the local Sc. burian

t

which is not associated with it in sense.]

f 1. A tomb, sepulchre. Obs.
a 1000 7i'wiGr.> i86py briddan dseje of byrgenne beorna

wuldor of deaSe aras. ciooo Ags. Go$p. Matt, xxiii. 20 \Va
eow..for5am ge synt xelice hwituin byr^enum. cn6o Hat-
ton, G. ibid., 5e ''c hwile beriene. ^1175 Lamb. Horn, in
[He forSfarene] mon fere5 to buriene.

2. Sc. 'A mound, a tumulus
; or, a kind of for-

tification' .Jamieson). Usually applied in south

of Scotland to"*a prehistoric
*

camp' or hill-fort.

1792 Stat. Ace. Scotl. IV. 522 (Kirkpatrick-Juxtai There
are a great number of Cairns or burians. 1794 Ibid. XI.

528 (Westerkirki There is a great number of burians in this

parish. These are all of a circular form, and are from 3610
50 yards diameter. They are supposed by some to be re-

mains of Picti>h encampments. 1794 //V</. XIII. 599 Burians
are to be seen in different places, whether British towns
or asylums for cattle. 1805 R. FORSYIH Beaut. Scotl, II.

285-

Burias, -ayse, -es, -eys, -oyse, obs. fonns of

Bl'UGES.S, BURGEYSE.

Burie, obs, form of BERRY, BOROUGH, BUEY.
Buried be-rid;,^/c. [f. BUBYZ/.]
1. a. Laid in a grave, interred, b. Laid, sunk,

or concealed under ground.
.1440 Promp. Paw. 37 Byryyde [*499 biryed], sepultus.

1579 SI-ENSER Sheph. Cat. Nov. 159 That did her buried

body hould. 1715 POPE Ep. Addison 16 Some bury'd marble
half preserves a Name. 1801 SOUTHEV Tkalabam. i, Some
open rocks and mountains, and lay bare Their buried
treasures. 1844 TUPPER Proverb. Philos. 388 In company
of buried kindred. 1863 LYELL Antiq. Man g A flint in-

strument from below a buried trunk of one of these pines.

2. trans/, andyf^.
1812 BYRON To Thyrza,

' And tfiou art dead' 71 More
thy buried love endears Than aught, except its living years.

1844 LINGAKD Anglo-Sax. C/i. (1858) I, i. 48 How they,
buried in an obscure corner of the earth, dared to oppose.
1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cxx, Sad Hesper [watches] o'er

the buried sun.

Buried, obs. form of BERRIED, threshed.

t Bu'riels. Obs. Forms : i byrsels, byriels,
birsels, 2, 5 berieles, 3-4 birijeles, -ieles, -iles,

3-5 buryels, -iels, -ieles, -ielles. 5 beryels.

[OE. byrgels str. masc., cogn. w. OSax. Intrgisli

neut., f. burg- ablaut-stem of bergan BERGH to

protect h suffix -isli-
;

cf. QY*.grn'fels

purse, etc. See also BITRY v. and BURIAL.]
1. A burying-place ; a sepulchre, tomb.
854 Chart. /Ethelu'ulfof Wesscx in Cod. Dipl. V. 107 Of

3?ere holan pannan up on Icenhilde we on 3at:ne h&'denan
byriels. c 1000 /ELFRIC Gen. xxiii. 9 Da;t he him sealde . .

men he arerde of hare berieles to life. 1297 R. GLOUC. 204
po vond he . . An buryels al nywe yniad. 1393 LANGL. P.
PI. C. xxn. 146 Prophetes hem tolde That bat blessed body
of buriels sholde aryse. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 12 In alle

mennis sight her berieles began to smoke. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 151/2 Upon the buryels grewe a right fayr flour-

delis.

2, An interment, funeral.

(1250 Gen. <5- Ex. 2474 So woren forS .x. wukes gon, ?et
adde lacob birigeles non.

). Also i byrsere,4by-,birier,
6 buriar, 6-9 buryer. [OE. byrgerf, f. byrig-an
to BURY 4- -ere, -ER!.] a. One who buries; fb.
a grave-digger ;

also dead-burier.
c 1050 Voc. in Wr-Wiilcker 468 Per uisfellones Jmrh byr-

geras. 1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xxxix. 15 Thei shuln sette a title

. -bisidis it [a boon of man] til that byriers byrye it. 1535
COVERDALE Amos vi. io The deed buriers shall take them,
and cary awaye their bones. 1598 FLORIO, Scpellitore^ a
burier, a digger ofgraues to burie the dead. 1642 ROGERS
Naaman 32 The buriers and mourners gape for him. 1722
DE FOE Plague (1884)51 The. .buryers of the Dead, .were

..terrify'd. 1798 Monthly Rw. XXVII. 406 Amid the
carcases wander Slowly the buriers. 1876 BLACKMORE
Cripps I. ii, 27 Secret buryers.

f Bxiriller, burriller. Obs. Of doubtful

sense : see quots. App. identical with BURLEH ;

but possibly a maker of BUHEL.
\c 1226 in Herbert Livery Comp. (1837) ! 25 [quoting

Strype) Non vexantur propter Burillos, vel pannos Buril-

latos.] 1837 HERBERT Livery Ce-mp. I. 26 The matter was
referred to the arbitration of three of the burillers' gild.

1875 STUBBS Coast. Hist. III. xxi. 573 They persecuted
the guild of burrillers, a sort of clothworkers.

Burin (biue-rin). Also 7, 9 burine. [a. Fr.

burin, cogn. w. It. bolino, borino, Sp. and Pg.

buril, OSp. boril, perh. f. OHG. bora boring-
tool. The It. form bolino was occas. used in 1 7thc.]
1. A graver ;

the tool used by an engraver on

copper ;
also attrib.

i66z EVELYN Chalcogr. (1769) 57 [The utmost efforts and
excellency of the bolino]. Ibid. xi. (1805; 262 Whither

wrought with the burin . . or with aqua fortis. 1674 Govt.

Tongitc vii. 2. 140 Like the gravers burine upon copper.
1762-71 H. WALPOLE Virtue's Anccd. Paint. (1786) III. 227
Several of his designs, -were afterwards retouched with the

burin by his disciple. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. III. x. vi.

266 The Text itself engraved ; all by the exquisite burin
of Pine. 1880 HAMERTON in Daily News 13 Apr. 3/6
Painters of the present day consider etchings at least equal
to burin engravings . . a burin engraver can only plod
patiently to a foreseen result.

b. The style or manner of using the graver.
1824 DIBDIN Libr. CoiHp. 507 'Tis a fine specimen of Log-

gan's bold burin.

2. A triangular tool used by marble-workers.
Hence Bu rinist, an engraver.
[1796 ftLoaf.Anonym. (1809! 187 We., might not improperly,

as we use a tool called a burin, be called Burinators, and
the Art, Burining.] a 1864 For. Q. Rev. No. i (L.) Many
expert burinists. TXKt American V. 124 All the great original
burinists did not invent, but reproduced with the burin.

t Bu'rinesS. Obs. Forms : I byrisnes, 2

buri-, burienesse, 3 burineesse, -isse, 4-5 be-

renes, berynes(s. [OE. byriyies, f. stem of OE.

byriian to BUKY + -NESS.] a. A burying, burial,

sepulture, b. A burial-place ;
a grave, tomb.

i 890 K. ALFRED Bxiin iv. xi, Da was mycel unebelicnes
Xeworden be his byrisnesse [Lat.y"o^/ dijficultate tiuiiu-

tandi]. 1175 Laiul>. Horn. 35 Ga to bine feder burinesse
o3er

|>er
eni of bine cunne US in. c 1205 LAV. 25852 Sa;t

and biheold auere 1 aenne burinEesse [1250 burinisse]. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce iv. 334 He deit . . And syne wes brocht to

berynes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 12160 The grekes. .broght hir
to berenes, as horn best boght. c 1470 HENRY IVallace iv.

498 Fyfe off hys awne to beryness he gart leid.

Buringe, obs. form of BURYING.

Burion, -ioun, -iown, -jon, obs. ff. BOBGEUN.
Burke ,bwk,, v.

[f. Burke, the name of a
notorious criminal executed at Edinburgh in 1829,
for smothering many persons in order to sell their

bodies for dissection.]
1. trans. To murder, in the same manner or for.

the same purpose as Burke did ; to kill secretly by
suffocation or strangulation, or for the purpose of

selling the victim's body for dissection.

1829 Times 2 Feb. 3/5 As soon as the executioner pro-
ceeded to hi^ duty, the cries of * Burke him, Burke him
give him no rope', .were vociferated. .

'

liurke Hare too !'

pounds, a 1845 BAKHAM h'.gol. Leg., The Tragedy ad fin.

The rest of the rascals jump'd on him and Burk'd him.

III. xxv. 165 [Disraeli's] last speech, altoge'ther
burked in the Times, but pretty well given in the 'Post'.
1860 (!I;N. P. THOMPSON And! Alt. III. cxxxviii. in Per-

mitting a minister to burke the parliamentary conscience.
1880 Oracle fy Corr. No. 55 A book suppressed before issue
is popularly said to have been burked.
Hence Bu'rker, Bu'rkism.
1831 SOUTHEY in 0. Re-s. XLIV. 314 We can tell them

that there are
travelling Burkers in the land. 1859 WOR-

CESTER, s.v. Bnrkism cites Wcstnt. Rci:

Burking (buukin), vbl. sb.
[f. BURKE v. -t

-ING '.] a. The action of murdering in Burke's
fashion, b. fig. The action of stilling or quietly
but effectively suppressing.
1831 SOUTHEY Lctt.( 1856) IV. 252 The burking must make

every one see the necessity of this. 1831 SIR J. SCARLETT
in Trial of T. B. Hodgson 373 As bad as those who have
been lately convicted of burking. 1880 A. FORBES in loM
Cent. 195 The despotism of burking is not to be tholed.

Burkite (byukait). [f. the proper name Burke
+ -ITE.] a. A political follower of Edmund Burke.
b. An imitator of Burke the murderer.
1807 Ann. Rev. V. 164 To reverse the policy of the Burk-

lies or Antijacobins. 1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 289 Save as a
thief, a murderer, or a Burkite.

Burkundaz, -auze (Uwjkdy / . Also
burkendoss. [Arabo-Pers. jU ;S j barq-amtaz

lightning-darter.] 'A matchlock man, but com-
monly applied to a native of Hindustan, armed
with a sword and shield, who acts as doorkeeper,
watchman, guard, or escort

'

(H. H. Wilson Gloss.

Judicial Terms).
1781 Ann. Reg. 14/1 He . . prepared 500 cavalry and 500

burkendosses .. for this purpose. 1845 STOCQUELER Handbk.
brit. Itidia (1854! 68 The force is sufficiently large, consist-
ing. . ofthousands ofthannadars, chokeedars, burkundauzes,
pykes, etc. 1848 G. WYATT Revel, ofOrderly (1849) 20 A
poor devil of a burkundaz.

Burl (b5.il), st. [a. OF. bourle tuft of wool
;

cf. Sp. borla tuft, tassel, and BUBR.]
1. A small knot or lump in wool or cloth.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 56 Burie of clothe, tnmenttim. 1870

SLATER Colours 39 These spots or '

burls
'

arise from por-
tions of cotton intermixed with the wool. 1879 in CasselCs
Tcchn. Ediic. IV. 342/1 The burler. .carefully removes any
knots or burls.

t 2. transf. A small lump or rising in the skin ; a

pimple or pustule. Obs. (Cf. BUR sb. 5.)
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 220 The powder of the

Hedge-hogs skin, being mingled with oil by anointment,
taketh away the buries in the face. 1651 CULPEPPER Astral.

Judgem. Dis. (1658) 82 The Sun causeth Pimples and Buries
in the Face.

f 3. The rudiment or bud of a red deer's horn ;

see quot. Obs. (Cf. BUR sb. 6.)
i6n COTGR. s-v. Basse, Our wood-men call [the bump], if

it bee a red deeres, the burie or scale, and, if a fallow deeres,
the button.

4. A knot in wood (U.S.).
1886 E. S. MORSE Japan. Homes iii. 133 If it is gnarled

or tortuous in grain, or. if it presents knots or burls, it is

all the more desirable. 1887 Advajice (Chicago) io Mar.
145/1 From each ragged wound grew a burL

Burl (bM), z>.l
[f. the sb. There was a med.

L. burillare : see BUBILLEB.]
1. /rans. To dress /(cloth), esp. by removing

knots and lumps ;

' to dress cloth as fullers do
'

(J).
1483 Cat/i. Angl. 48 To Burie clothe, exhtberare. 1552

Act st 6 Edm.
Iff,

vi. 27 If. .Cloth . . happen to be evil
burled or wasted in the Mill. 1611 MARKHAM Countr. Con-
tent. 11. v. (1668) 128 That the Cloth-worker or Sheer-man
burie and dress it sufficiently. 1706 PHILLIPS, Burl, to
dress Cloath as Fullers do. 1730-6 BAILEY, Burl, to pick
out the Straws or Threads of Cloth which have not taken
the Dye, as Cloth-drawers do. 1882 BECK Draper's Diet.,
Burl, to pick the burls from the surface of woollen cloths.

2. To pick out, remove (a lock or flock of wool).
1650 CHAHLETON Paradoxes 26 The . . Priest buries a small

lock of wooll, from the. -upper garment of the Saint. 1863
MORTON Cycl. Agric. Gloss. lE. D. S.>, Burl, to cut away
the dirty wool from the hind parts of a sheep.

t 3. To remove '

burls
'

from the face, nonce-
use (see BURL sb. 2). Obs.

1648 HERRICK Hesper. (1869) 226 Of pushes Spalt has such
a knottie race, He needs a tucker for to burie his face.

t Burl, v Obs. [Stratmann and Matzner com-

pare LG. burrcln '

sprudeln
'

;
cf. also BURBLE,

PURL.] intr. To bubble, as a spring or fountain
out of which water flows gently.
c 1440 Bone Flor. 1639 Betres lay burlyng in hur blode.

c 1450 Erie of Tolons 99 Many a bolde baron . . Lay burland
yn hys own blode.

Burl, Burler, dial, forms of BIRL, BIRLER.

fBurlace, burlake, burlet, corruptions of

Boitrdtlais, name of a variety of grape, cultivated
in the I7th c., which long ago dropped out of
cultivation, and its name along with it.

1629 PAKKISSON Orchard vi. 663 The Burlet is a very
great white Grape. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort.

(17^29) 234 A
Catalogue of. .excellent Fruit Trees; Vines, Raisin, Bursa-
robe, Burlet. 1688 RAY Hist. Plant. II. 1615 The Burlet

Grape. 1737 MILLER Card. Diet. (ed. 3) s.v. Vitis, The
Hurdelais, vulgarly called Burlake. [1797 Ibid. The Claret

Grape, Bourdelais or Verjuice Grape.] 1755 JOHNSON,
Burlace ; (whence in all subseq. Diets.'.

Burlady : see BYRLADY : By our Lady I

Burlap bSulaep). Also 7-8 borelaps, -lapps.

[Etymology uncertain. (Cf. Du. boenlap
'

rubbing-
clout, linen

'

Calisch ; the first component may
have been confused with boer peasant.-)]

Originally perhaps a sort of holland ; now a

coarse canvas made of jute or hemp, used for bag-
ging ; also, a finer material used for curtains.

1695-6 Act 73-8 Will. Ill, x. 16 Course Linnens com-
monly called Borelapps. 1696 J. F. Merchants Wareho. 2,
I shall _begin with Bore-laps; because that for Shifts or
Shirts is counted and known to be a very strong Cloth.

1871 NAPHEYS Pm<. ff Cure Dis. in. iv. 725 Pack them in

large burlaps. 1880 N. H. BISHOP
i, Months in Sneak-Box

15 Captain George Bogart . . affectionately sewed her (the
duck boat] up in a covering of burlap.

Burlaw, obs. variant of BYHLAW.

t Burie. Obs. [Cf. BURLY sb., BUBB sb.&] Dis-

turbance, confused noise.

1563 Mirr. Mag., Somerset xxxvii, After this burie the

kyng was fayne to flee, a 1684 LEIGHTON Rent. (1875) VI.
102 The noise of gain makes such a burie in their ears, that
there is no remedy.
t Bu'rled. ///. rt.1 Obs. [Cf. F. burele bearing

fesses of different tinctures (Heraldry}] Striped.
c 1500 Partenay 2809 With siluer and asure the tail burlid

was.

t Burled, ///. a.- Obs. rare~\ [Cf. BIBL y.l]
1451 Acts Jos. II 11597} xxxiii, Na man sail take the said

money, fra it be burled and clypped, Dot at his awin lyking.

f Burled, ///. a. :! Obs. rare-". Armed. (A
dictionary word of very questionable authenticity.)
1616-76 in BULLOKAR. 1678 in PHILLIKS. 1721 in BAILEY.

Burler (b/>ula.i). Also 6 border, 7 burlier,

[f.
BURL vl + -ER !. The form borler doubtfully

belongs here : see also BURILLEB.] One who
dresses cloth by removing knots and extraneous

particles.
1483 Cat/i. Angl. 48 A burler, extuberarius. c 1500 Cocke

Lorell's ^.(1843)9 Borlers, tapstry
workemakers and dyers.

1565 J.HALLE Hist.Expost. 8 One Thomas Lufkyn . .a fuller,
and burler ofclothe. 1730 Sttnu's Sitrv. (ed. Strype 1754) II.

v. x. 286/2 The . . sheriffs caused to appear before them the

Dyers, Taylors, Burilers . . and fullers. 1757 DYER Fleece

(1807) 96 The clothier's shears And burler's thistle skim the

surface sheen. 1875 URE Diet. Arts I. 550 Buriers, women
are so called who are engaged in removing from woollen

cloths, with tweezers, all irregular threads or hair-

Burler, variant of BIBLEH.



BURLESQUE.
i

Burlesque vbaile'sk), a. and s/>. [a. F. bur-

lesque, ad. It. burlesca f. burla ridicule, mockery.]
A. cuij.

f 1. Droll in look, manner or speech ; jocular ;

odd, grotesque. Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Burlesque (Ital.) drolish, merry,
pleasant. 1684 Bitcatiicrs Amer. I. (ed. 2> 2 On his head he

put a sutable cap which was made very burlesque. iy6z-yi
H. WALPOLE Vcrtufs Aticcd. Paint. (1786) III. 8 Graham
speaks of Fuller as extravagant and burlesque in his man-
ners. 1848 W. K. KELLY tr. L. Blanks Hist. Ten Y. II.

299 Such was the burlesque origin of the ministry of three

days.
2. Of the nature of derisive imitation

; ironically

bombastic, mock-heroic or mock-pathetic ;
now

chiefly said of literary or oratorical compositions
and dramatic representations ; formerly (quot.

1712) also of pictorial caricatures. In burlesque
author, poet, actor= a writer of burlesque literature,

an actor of burlesque parts, (here is a mixture of
the atlrib. use of the sb. in B.
a 1700 .5V. Pasquils (1868) 285, I shall not here, with bur-

lesque penners, Carp at her beauty. 1712 HUGHES in Spcct.
No. 537 F 2 Those burlesque Pictures, which the Italians

call Caracatura's. 1714 Ibid. No. 616^2 Our little burlesque
authors, who are the delight of ordinary readers. 1756 J.
WARTON Ess. Pope (1782) I. iv. 255 Our nation can boast . .

poems of the burlesque kind. 1814 SCOTT l^av. xxiii,
Cathleen sang, .a little Gaelic song, the burlesque elegy of
a countryman on the loss of his cow. 1840 MACAU LAY
Ranke's Hist., Ess. (1854) II. 552 Burlesque romances in

the sweetest Tuscan.

\>. quasi-.?/'.

1741 FIELDING J. Andrews Pref., No two species of writing
can differ more widely than the comic and the burlesque.
1779 JOHNSON L. P., CirwU'y 43 A . . pleasing specimen of
the familiar descending to the burlesque. 1821 CRAIG Lect.

Drawing i. 52 This .. borders .. on the burlesque in repre-
sentation.

B. si'.

1. That species of literary composition, or of
dramatic representation, which aims at exciting

laughter by caricature of the manner or spirit of
serious works, or by ludicrous treatment of their

subjects ; a literary or dramatic work of this kind.

Also attrib.

1667 SIR \V. TEMPLE in Four C. Eng. Lett. 123, I hear
Mr. Waller is turned to burlesque among them, while he is

alive. 1709 Taller No. 63 f 2 The Burlesque of Virgil
himself has passed, among Men of little Taste, for Wit.

1768 TUCKER f.t. Nat. II. 130 Witty burlesques of the no-
blest performances. 1867 Miss BRAUDON Rupert Godw. ii.

24/2 The . . night . . on which the new burlesque was to be
performed. 1869 Daily Ntnvs 7 Jan., For the last fifteen

years, burlesque has been driving pantomime off the stage.
2. Grotesque imitation of what is, or is intended

to be, dignified or pathetic, in action, speech, or
manner ; concr. an action or performance which
casts ridicule on that which it imitates, or is itself

ridiculous as an unsuccessful attempt at serious

impressiveness ; a mockery.
1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty vi. 31 Were it [the wig] to be

worn as large again, it would become a burlesque. 1772WESLEY Jrnl. 3 May, Why is such a burlesque upon public
worship suffered ? 1846 M'CuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire
11854) II. 213 The representative system ..established in

Scotland previously to the Reform Act, was . . a burlesque
of all principle.

Burlesque (bjle-sk), v.
[f. prec.] trans.

To turn into ridicule by grotesque parody or imit-

ation ; to caricature, travesty.
1676 'A. RIVETUS JUN.' Mr. Sniirke i, It seem'd a piece of

Wit . . to Burlesque them in earnest, a 1764 LLOYD Ep. Mr.
Caiman Poet. Wks. 1774 I. 167 Ere I burlesqu'd the rural
cit. 1804-6 SYD. SMITH Sk. Moral F/ulos. xi . 136 Cervantes
has burlesqued the old romances. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. IV. 600 Prior burlesqued . . the bombastic verses in

which Boileau had celebrated the first taking of Namur.
b. intr.

1680 Du Monlin's Adv. C/i. Eng. towards Rome 31 (L.)
Dr. Patrick joins hands with them in burlesquing upon the
doctrine. 1683 tr. Erasmus' Morix Enc. 27 The Poet shall
be burlesqu'd upon with his own doggrel rythms.

Burlesqued (bwle-skt), ///. a. [f. as prec. +

-ED.] Caricatured
; made ridiculous ; travestied.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. (1857) xxvi, Groans of contrition

burlesqued. 1784 AVzy Spectator xix. 4/1 A .. burlesqued
procession of the disappointed constituents.

Burlesquely (bjle'sldi), adv. [f. BURLESQUE,
a. + -LT.] In a burlesque manner.
1817 COLERIDGE Bic-g. Lit. 221 We seem to sink most

abruptly, not to say burlesquely. 1833 Q' ^ ci '~ XLIX. 41
[He] had ventured to assume the title, burlesquely fero-

cious, of Attorney-General to the Lantern.

Burlesquer ^bzule-skai). [f. BURLESQUE v.

and sb. + -ER 1
.] a. One who burlesques, b. An

actor in burlesque dramas.
i6S7CoL\'lL Whigs Supplic. (1751) 95 Fifteen poetasters,

Half fools, half beggars, half burlesquers. 1751 SHENSTONE
Wks. St Lett. III. 187, I wish the burlesquers of such in-

genuous profusions could be punished. 1869 Daily News
26 Nov., It was at this theatre that Mr. Henderson's troupe
of English burlesquers appeared.

Burlesquing (boile-skirj), vbl. s/i.
[f. as

prec. + -INC; '.] Ridiculing by grotesque imitation

or travestying. (Chiefly gertmaial,)
1677 W. SHERLOCK Ansiv. ramph. by T. Danson 70. 1609

FARQUHAR Love q Bottle I. i, His imitation was downright
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burlesquing it. 1873 SVMONDS Gk, Poets viii. 247 Burlesquing
the gods was always a capital resource of the comic poets.

Burlesquing (buile-skin),///. a. [f. as prec.
+ -IXG-.] That burlesques.
1688 W. DARREL St. Ignatius no Phanatick 19 Vent your

Burlesquing Vein till Dooms- Day. 1884 Pall Matt G.

31 Mar. 5/1 In sarcastic and yet burlesquing mood.

t Birrlet. Obs. Also 6 byrlet, 7 bourlet, 7-8
birlet. [a. Fr. bourlet or bourrelet^\ A padded
roll of cloth for a woman's head ; a coif or hood

;

also, a similar roll serving as a support for a ruff.

1490 Coventry Ace. in T. Sharp Dissert. Pageants (1825)
i-jnote, Itemtwoo Burlettis. 1552 HULOET, Byrlet or tyrynge
for women, calantica callottc en champ\agne\. 1578 in
Collect. Inventories (1815)219 A lang taillit gowneof layn. .

with burlettiu. 1611 COTGR., Lc grand papillon, a high
Bourlet, or Hood. 1678 PHILLIES, &V&l,(ola word)aCoife,
or Hood. [Whence in BAILEY.]
Burlet : see BURLACE.

t Burle'tta. Obs. [a. It. burletta^ dim. f. bitrla

fun.] A comic opera ;
a musical farce.

1748 H. WALPOLE Corr. (ed. 5) II. cxcv. 243 The burlettas
are begun ;

I think not decisively liked or condemned yet.
1813 Examiner 15 Feb. 106/2 A revived Olio, calling itself

the burletta of Poor Vulcan. 1879 PLANCHE Extravag. I.

13 A more appropriate name than *

Burletta', which dis-

appeared from the play-bills on the emancipation of the
minor theatres from their legal fetters in 1844.

b. attrib.

iy6z Lond. Mag. XXXI. 674 She then sings a very pretty
song of Arne's in the Burletta taste. 1831 Lincoln Herald
6 May, The best buffo and burletta singer.

t Bu'rlev '. Obs. rare 1

, [cf. F. boitrnlet, and
BuBB.fi.1 2.J 'The butt end of a lance' (Halliwell).
1548 HALL C"//>vJ. 12 One company had the plackard, the

rest the port, the burley, the lasses, .all gylte.

Burley 2
, -lie, -ly. Sc. and north. Eng. A

corrupted form of BYKLAW, q. v., used in comb.
Burleyman, also Burleybailie, an officer of a

byrlaii>-court ; see quot. 1879.
[1599 SKENE Verb. Signif. (JAM.) Laws of Bui-law are maid

St. determined be consent of neichtbors .. quhilk .. ar com-
monly called Byrlaw-man.] 1750 C. CAMPBELL in Stewart's
Trial Aff. 146, I. .think it's quite right to have burliemen
. . You will therefore appoint two discreet honest men for

that purpose of the tenants ; and. .be sure you swear them
to fidelity in their office, a 1758 RAMSAY Poems (1800) II.

536 Jude took him for a burlie-bailie. 1864 A. M CKAY
Hist. Kiltnarnock 108 Twelve young men, with such a
number of the burliemen in town. 1875 Lane. (7&M.(E, D.S.)
62 Bitr/y-man. 1879 Athcn&itm 26 July 115 Burleymen
are still appointed at the Courts Leet and Courts Baron.
Men of agricultural experience are always chosen, and their

duty is to value damages, e. g. to crops, from cattle straying.

Burlily (byullli), adv.
[f.

BURLY a. + -LY*.]
In a pompous or swaggering manner.
1863 LYTTON

T Caxtoniana I. 70 Polysperchon called in per-
son, and said, burlily, 'Why do you refuse my invitation?'

Burliness (fe'ilinSs). [f. BUBLY + -NESS.]

Burly state ; fullness of figure ; stoutness, bigness.
i6iz DRAYTON Poly-alb, vni. 119 Into a lesser roomth thy

burline&se to bring. 1832 L. HUNT Sir R. Esher (1850) 128
In the rest of his face . . a kind of bloated prominence, or
rather burliness. 1859 SALA Tw. round Clock (1861) 143
Who shall tell . . the pitchy burliness of their bulging sides.

Bu'rling. Oh. exc. dial. A yearling heifer.

1503 Will of Etton, Lincoln (Somerset Ho.) A kowe & a

burlyng. 1863 MORTON Cycl. Agric. (E. D. S.) Burling
i Line. >, a yearling heifer.

Burling (bzrjlin), vbl. sbl Also 6 byrling.

[f.
BURL Z/.1+-ING 1

.]

1. The dressing of cloth, csp. by removing knots.

1530 PALSGR. 198/2 Byrling of clothe, ^insure. 1553 Act
5 <y 6 Ediv. Vf, xxii, Mills called Gig-Mills, for the perching
and burling of Cloth. 1601 HOLLANT D Pliny II. 560 They
fall anone to burling of it with Cimolia. 1836 URE Philos.

il/rt///C 187 Burling is. .a process, in which the dried cloth
is examined minutely in every part, freed from knots or
uneven threads, and repaired by sewing any little rents.

fb. (contemptuously.)
1548 HOOPER Commandm. x. Wks. (1843-52) 377 Other

sort- .are a-dilling and burling of their hair.

2. atlrib.) as in Inirling-comb, -machine ; also

burling-iron, a pair of tweezers or small pincers
for extracting the knots from wool.

J 53<> PALSGR. 198/2 Byrlyng yron, nnes cspinccs. 1603
HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1231 He . . all to beclawed and
mangled him with tuckers cards, and burling combs. 1648
HERRICK Hesp., To Painter, Then for an casie fansie,

place A burling Iron for his face. 1730-6 BAILEY, Burling-
iron, a Sort of Pinchers or Nippers for that Use.
3. concr. See quot., and cf. BUBL z/. 1 2.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Burlings, pieces of dirty wool.

tBurling, vbl. sb. Obs. Cf. BURLY sb., BURLE.
(-1530 BERBERS Arth. Lyt. Rryt. .'1814! 240 There began

muche hurlynge and burlynge in the courte.

Bu'rlow-bea'nie. See quot. 1884.
Ballad, 'A" Arth. % K. Cornwall' in Child Ballads n.

287/1 Forth is gone Burlow-beanie, As fast as he cold hie.
Ibid. Ixx, I coniure thee, thou Burlow-beanie, The powder-
box thou feitch me. 1884 CHILD Ballads n. 30. 279/2 A
Burlow- Beanie, or Billy-Blin, a seven-headed, fire-breathing
fiend whom he has in his service.

Burly, sb.
t and Burly-hurly, early var. of

HURLY-BURLY.
1835 Blaffcv. Mag. XXXVIII. 310 Let him_fancy the

burly the contention the claims and counterclaims. 1563
GOLDING Cxsar (1565) 31 Agame of late in Italy at the

burlyhurly of the bondqien.

Burly (byuli), a. and adv. Forms : 3 borli,

BURN.

4-5 borelich. burlich, -lych(e, (north.') burely,
6 boorelie, -lye, bourlie, -ly, Sc. 5 buyrlie, 6
buirlie, 7 borely, 4- burly. ^See also BOWERLY,
BUJUDLY.) [ME. korlich, northern burli. Usually
identified with OIIG. burtfh* MHO. burltch ex-

alted, lofty, stately, f. *lwr- cogn. w. OHG. burjan
to lift up + -///* = -LY. If this be so, the word must
have existed in OK. or ON. ; but it is unrecorded,
and no plausible etymon for the first element has

yet been found in either of those langs. The pho-
nology is also difficult, for the ME. borli, bonlyth,
i6th c. borely, boorelye, northern i5th c. burely^ Sc.

buyrliet buirlie, require a ME. *borlit OE. type
*horlic

y whence the later (b-rli, bwuli) comes by
shortening the vowel before two consonants as in

turn, month. The spelling burly was originally
only northern. The dial. BOWERLY would seem
from the sense to be a variant, but it is difficult to

reconcile phonologically with the ME. forms.]
A. adj.

fl. Stately, dignified, of noble or imposing
presence or appearance. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8541 Salamon Was king sittand in hi.-i

fader tron, He was a borli [v.r. burli] bachelcre. (-1375
BARBOUR Troy-bk. \. 295 pe commowns hade gret ferly Of
sabuyrlyacompanye. 'i a 1400 Morte Arth. 2191 (/rete wele

my ladye be qwene. . And allc be burliche birdes bat to hir

j

boure lengez. 1664 l-'loddan F. i. 8 A Talbot brave, a borely
tike. Ibid. in. 25 A burly band Of warlike wights.
absol. ci4zo Anturs of Arth. 1, He..bede the burlyche

j

his brand, that burneschit was bri^t.

fb. poet. Of things: Goodly, excellent, noble.

Obs. (As an epithet of spear, brand
t
the meaning

may have been 'stout' : cf. BOISTEROUS.^
c 1325 E. E. Allit. /'. B. 1488 With mony a borlych best al

of brende golde. c 1340 Gaiv. $ Gr. Knt. 2224 A denez ax
|
nwe dy^t, pe dynt with [t]o ;elde With a borelych bytte.
c 1420 Anturs ofArth. xliii, Greselle. . wos the burlokke[st]
blonke, ther euyr bote brede. c 1450 Rauf Coifyar :go
Within that burelie byggin. Ibid. 266 Ane burely bed was
wrocht in that wane, Closit with Courtingis, and cumlie
cled. 1535 STKWART Cron. Scot. (18581 I. 7 He semit weill
to weir ane buirlie brand. 1873 SYMONUS Grk. Poets v. 124
My wealth 's a burly spear and brand.

2. Stout, sturdy, massively built, corpulent ; of

large body or trunk.
c 1340 Caii'. <y Gr. Knt. 766 A won in a mote . . loken vndcr

DO^ez, Of mony borelych bole. < 1400 Dcstr. Troy 3769
Tantelus . . was a tulke hoge, Borly of brede. 1513 Mom-;
Hist. Rich. ///, Wks. 36/2 Sommewhat corpulente and
boorelye, and natheles.se not vncomelye. 1596 SH-INSER As-
/5*A*/Elegy 7 There might you -see the burly Buare. 1709
ADDISON Tatlcr No. 116 P i She had a Mind to look as big
and burly as other Persons of her Quality. 1856 MRS.
BROWNING Aur. Leigh \. 596 Burly oaks projecting from
the line. 1866 KINGSLEY Hcrcw. vii. 133 He singled out
the burliest knight he saw.

t b. Of a garment, or wool : Thick, heavy. Ol>s.

(Cf. BURL sl>.)

1631 Mcrcurius Politicns 1153 Casting his Eye upon the

Executioner, he [Earl of Derby] said. Thy Coat is so burly,
thou will never hit right. 1805 LUCCOCK Nat. Wool 88 The
sheep of England, when transported to Jamaica, yield the
same kind of '

burly fleece '.

3. 'Big'; domineering, bluff, arch.

1592 SYLVESTER Triumph Faith n. 25 The Circumsised
Crew Of Cahalists and burly T;dmudists. 1645 MILTON
Tetrach. (18511 180 Erasmus . . was wrote against by som
burly standard Divine. 1648 Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche 224
(L. ) When a burly tempest rolls his pride About the world.

1864 J.H. NEWMAN Apol. 11885* Prcf. i6They [Englishmen]
are as generous as they are hasty and burly.

4. Comb., as burly-boned, -headed
> adjs.

1590 Almond for Parrat (1845) 12 These are nothing in

comparison of his auncient burlibond adhmctes, 1592 NASHE
P. Pcnilcsse 25 Unweildie burlibo;ind soldiery. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. yi, iv. x. 60 Cut . . out the burly bon'd Clowne in

chines of Beefe. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. i. iv. iv. 108

Destiny has work for that swart burly-headed Mirabeau.

B. adv. Sturdily, stoutly.
t 1400 Destr. Troy 11059 So burly bo big brusshit to-

gedur.
t Bu'rly, v. Obs. rare~*. [f. the adj.] trans.

with out : To make burly ;
to puff out.

1635 QUAHLES Embl, i. xii. (1718) 49 Think'st thou that

paunch that burlies out thy coat Is thriving fat.

Burm, var. form of BORM or BARM.

Burmaiden, obs. f. of BOWERMAIDEN.
Burn (bz>Jn\ sbl Forms: i burna, burne,
burn, 2-6 burne, (4 bourne, buerne), 4-5
brynne, 3- burn. See also BOURNE^.' [Com-
mon Teut. : the OE. burna wk. masc., bttrne wk.

fern., burn str. fern, (apparently not distinguished
in sense) correspond to OFris. Intrna masc., MDu.
borne masc., Du. born, MLG. borne, born masc.,
mod.G. (poet.} born masc., which are metathetic

forms of the words appearing as OHG. bntnno,
Goth, bntnna wk. masc., Du. bron masc., ON.
brunn-r str. masc., repr. OTetit. types *bntnnon-,
*brunno-z. The primitive and prevailing sense of

the Teut. word is
*

spring, fountain', of which
there are some traces in OE., the word being used
to render \jtf..fons of the Vulgate.
A connexion is often assumed with brmui- ablaut-stem

of OTeut. -brtH-n-an BURN t'.',on the supposition that that
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root had originally the wider sense
(

well up, be in commo-

tion ', applicable to water as weH as to fire ; but of this there

is no actual evidence. Curtius and others have regarded

the sb. as cogn. w. Gr. Ape'ap a well, supposing the root to be

the same with that of L. ferflre to boil up ; but the form

of the Teut. word does not permit this explanation.]

1. In OE. : A spring, fountain ;
a stream or river.

In later use : A small stream or brook. Now
(exc. in the form BOURNE rf. 1

) chiefly north.

c xooo Ags. Gosp. John xviii. i |>a code he ofer Sn burnan

Cedron. a 1250 Morat Ode in Lamb. Horn. 175 \Veter. .of

t>e burne. a 1230 Owl ff Xight. 916 An ydel wel, That

springeth bi burne thar is suel. 1375 BARBOLK Bruce VII.

78 At that burn eschapit the king, a 1400 C<n<. Myst. (1841.1

162 By bankys and brynnys browne. 1533 STEWART Cron.

Scot. II. 611 Thair blude like burnis rynnand on the grene.

1641 X'.h. Kilting Records IV. 206 Presentment for nonpay-
ment of assessment . . for Whitby-burne [ previously always

beck]. 1753 Stewart's Trial 191 Allan Breck. .was fishing

in a burn near the deponent's house. 1839 STONEKOUSE

Axholmeyi Well watered bya beck or burn. 1855 BROWH-
ivc Last Ride together viii, Yonder girl that fords the

burn. 1878 BLACK Macteoii of D. I. 176 Munching the

young grass, and drinking out of the burn.

2. a. \Vater from a fountain or well. b. ' \\ arm

water used in brewing or washing' (Jamiesoni.
<i8oo Corpus Class. (O. E. Texts) 1185 Latcjr, burne.

(iooo /ELHRIC Vx. SnppL in Wr.-Wiilcker 177 Latt.r,

burna. c 1565 LYNDESAY Satyrc 4140 To mak thin aill they
think na fait Of mekill burne and lylill malt, a 1806 Allan,

o Maut in Jamieson Pop. Ballot!* II. 239 JAM.) They, .put

the burn untill the gleed.

b. Said poet, like flood, of the sea. Cf. BROOK.
t 1400 Dtstr. Troy 12523 Thretty and two [shippes] There

were brent on the buerue with the breme low.

fo. To make one's burn: to 'make water'. Obs.

1788 PICKEN Poems 118 ijA.M.) Or stap the very haly sang
To mak his burn.

3. atlrib. and in comb., as burn-brae, ~fishiug,

-foot, -head, -inoiilh, -trout ;
also burn-gate, a

small water-course ; burn-side, the side of a

brook, the strip of ground alongside of it.

1724 RAMSAY Tea-T. Misc. (1733' I. 57 They bigg'd a

bower on yon 'burn-brae. 1873 G. C. DAYILS Mount. ,y .1A-;v

xiii. 104 Good sport for 'burn tishing. 1832 CAKLYI.E Remitt,

l. 36 Every dell and *burngatc. -he had traversed. 1875 J.

VEITCH Tweed 30 The depths of glen that fold The Burn-

heads, i- 1400 Dcstr. Troy 5768 All borne were bai backe

to be *buerne syde. 1789 BURNS A '.t'cwkrife Minnie ii, By
yon burnside . . wi' my minnie. 1840 W. IRVING Crayon
Misc. 255 The green shaws and burn.sldes of Scotland. 1805

R. FORSYI H Beauties Scot/. 1 1. 360 Pike are . . caught with

. . lines baited with *burn-trouts or frogs.

tBurn, if'.- Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 byrne, 5-7

burne, 8 Sc. birn. Contracted form of Bnu>EX.
c 1375 BARBOL-R St. Tkadea 231 Al my synnis ful &: sere

I band as it a byrne hade bene. ? a 1400 Chester PI. I.

1 1843' 65 Isaake . . taketh a burne of stickes and beareth after

his father. 1595 B. CHAPPELL in Farr's .Y. P. 1 18451 H- 4^5
The earth of kite liath shakt herself, As wearie of her sin-

full burne. 1614 Scourge ofl'cnns \ 1876) 40 Weeping much
her burne to beare. 111774 FERCISSON Farmer's Ingle in

Poems (1845^ 38 How big a birn maun lie on Bassie's back.

1855 E. WALGH in Lanc.Sk. 50 Gathering, .'aburu o' nettles'

to put in their broth. 1880 ll'est. Cortw. Gloss. tE. U. S.i

Burn, twenty-one hakes (probably a burden 1

.

Hence burn-rope, a rope for carrying a burden.

Burn (bwn ,
sb? Forms: 4-6 brenne, 6-7

burne, 7- burn. Sc. ft- birn .in sense 2). [f.

BUKN f. 1 The earlier brenne derives from the

ME. form brenn-en of the vb. : it took the place
of the orig. sb. bryne, brene, Biu'XK, q. v.]

1. The act or effect of burning ; csp. an injury to

the body caused by burning, a burnt place.
[rt 1300 Havelok 1239 Hwan he . . the fir brouth on brenne.]

1594 PLAT Chem. Conclns. 20 It is commended especiallie

in a burne. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. viii. (R. ' [It] healeth

any burne or scalding, a 1691 BOYLE (J.) A very effectual

remedy against burns. 1813 J. THOMSON laflamm, 137 An
exterju'il injury, as a blow, a wound, or a burn.

2. A mark made by burning, a brand.

[1523 FITZHERB. Sur^'. 28 b, If any of these sayde officer*

fynde any maner of catell hauynge no suche brenne.] 1563

SC. Acts Mary.iy)j* 85 That all bestiall, slaiie to land-

wart and Burgh . . bring with them in all times cumming
their hide, skin, and birne, vnder the paine of confiscation.

1661 Sc. Acts Chas. II. xxxiii. (Jam.) That no barrel be

sooner made and blown, but the coupers birn be set thereon.

1703 Land. Gaz. No. 3947^4 A Burn on the near Shoulder

with the Letters R. C. 1820 SCOTT Monast. ix, A fat

bullock.. somewhat kenspeckle, and marked both with cut

and birn.

b. ' Skin and birn, a common phrase, denoting
the whole of anything, or of any number of per-

sons and things.' Jamicson, s.v. Kirn. (Cf. quot.

1563 above.)
1718 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk in. xv, The smith's wife . .

fand him skin and birn. 1806 A. DOUGLAS Poems 143 (JAM.)

Now a' thegither, skin an' birn, They're round the . . table.

c. A branding iron, brand.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (18561 71 When yow marke. .dippe
in the very bottome of the burne and botte, and then it

maketh a cleaner and better impression.

d. attrib.

1705 Lend. Gaz. No. 4179/4 An X burn mark on the near

Buttock. 1870 Shropshire Word-bk., Burn-mark, (i) the

mark on an animal's hide made by the brand-iron, obs.
', (2)

the stamp of the brand-iron on tools and implements.

3. Heat,
' hot haste ', velocity, rare.

1835 L. HUNT Capt. Sword vi. 75 Lo ! the earth went
round To the burn of their speed with a golden sound.
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Burn ,bun ,
v. 1 1'a. t. and ///<;. burned (biund),

burnt (bfifflt).
Forms : a. Inf. i beornan, ^bear-

nan, bernan '., 2-3beornen,birnen, 2-4berne(n,

4-6 birne, byrne, 5-7 burne, (6 bourne\ 6-

burn. /'a. t., sir. I beam, (barn), //. bur-

non, 3 born, //. burnen ;
weak 3-4 bernde, 5

byrnyd, 6 byrned, 7- burnt, 9 burned. Pa.

pple. i bornen ; weak 6- burnt, burned. 3. Inf.

i brinuan, 2-3 brinnen, 3-4 brinne, brin, 46
brynne, bryn. Pa. t. ;i bran), 3-5 brint, ,3

brind , 4 brinde, 4-5 brynt, 5 brynnede, 5-
Sc. brunt, 6 brint). Pa. pple. 3-6 brint, 3-4
brind, 5-6 brynt, 6- Sc. brunt, (6 brount\ 7.

Inf. i beernan, 2-3 bsernen, barnen, 3 bearnen,
Ori/i. bsernenn. Pa. t. i bsernde, 3 barnde,
bearnde. Pa.pfle. i bserned. 8. /w/l^brennen.
3-6 brenne, bren, brene, 8-9 north, dial. bren.

Pa. t. 3 On/i. brennde, 3-5 brende, 3-6 brente,

4-5 brennede, -yde, (,5 brend
, 4-6 brenned,

4-7 brent. Pa. pple. 3-6 (dial. 6-) brent, (-te,

-tte , 3-6 brend, (

^-de), 6 (9 dial.) brenned, (7
brended . [The modern verb represents two
earlier verbs, viz. \\ the intransitive strong vb.,

Goth, lirinnan, (bratiit, ln-uniiitm ; bntiinans],

OX. trinnan (later brennan}, OS., OHO., MHO.
brinnan, OE. brinnan, by metathesis *birnan,

bernan, beornan, bran, barn, born, beam ; bnr-

non, borneii) 'ardere'; and (2) the derived facti-

tive weak vb., Goth, brannjan
'

brannida, bran-

nips), ON. brcnna, OS., OIIG. brenn(i)an, .MHG.
and Ger. brcnnen), OE. bxrnan (by metathesis

for bryinan). bynnle, 'urere'. Beornan and b;>'r-

nan were still distinct in OE., but ran together

early in the ME. period. ME. had four types of

the present stem, bern-,brinn-, barn-, lmn(n-,
the two former of which appear to represent the

intr., and the third the trans. OE. verb ; l>rcn(n-

appears to be mainly the OX. brenna, but may
partly have originated by metathesis from bern-.

Of the original strong verb, the strong pa. t. does

not appear later than Layamon, and the distinction

of transitive and intransitive was soon lost, the

different types being used indiscriminately as to

sense, though with dialectal preferences. Brenne,
brent was the most common type in late ME., and

even down to the i6thc., when it was somewhat

abruptly dispossessed by bunt, burnt, app. the

descendant of the earlier bern-, birn-, though the

continuity is not very clearly made out, as, between

the I3th and ifith c., this type is scarcely recorded

in Sc. writers.

In the Teut. l>rimi-ati it is considered that only brin-

i: Aryan *l<hrcn ) belongs to the root, the second being
originally a present suffix : cf. OE. bryne :- OTeut. 'brttni-z

burning. The root does not appear outside Teutonic : the

comparisons often made rest on the untenable assumption
that the n of brin- is not radical.

The distinction in usage between the two modern form.s

of the pa. t. and pa. pple. is difficult to state with precision.
Burnt is now the prevailing form, and its Use is always per-
missible ; burned is slightly archaic, and somewhat more
formal in effect ; it occurs more frequently as

pa. t., or in

combination with the auxiliary !ui~'c than as ppl. adj.]

I. Intransitive senses.

1. Of fire, a furnace, or conflagration : To be in

the state of activity characteristic of fire
;
to be in

the state of combustion. Sometimes the prominent
notion is that of intense heat .whence also trans/.
of a fever, etc.) : sometimes that of the visible

flaming or blazing.
o. t 1000 [see BURNING yV>/. a.], c iifoLamb. Hem. 97 Ic

walde sendan fur on eorSan, and ic wile Jat hit berne.
t 1205 LAY. 2-89 In here temple he lette beornen enne blase

of fure. 1535 COVERDALE Isa. Ixv. 5 Smoke and fyre, that

shal burne for euer. 1590 SHAKS. Mitts. N. in. i. 113 Some-
time a fire [He be] . . and burne. 1665 in /'////. Trans. I. So
The Air enters to make the Fire burn. 1864 TKNNYSON En.
Ant. 72 A still and sacred fire, That burn'd as on an altar.

. a 1400 Syr Pi-re. 440 A bryghte fire . . Brynnande
therby. c 1530 rot. I\cl. <y L. Poems (1866) 29 A gret fyre

brynnyng vp-an a houce.

y. riiooORMiN 10452 Hali} Gast iss hali^ fir.patt baernej>^>
t patt herrte. a 1250 Morat Ode 125 ill . E. /*. (1862) 30
per is fur pat eure barnS.

6. 1381 WYCLIF Isa. Ixv. 5 Fyr brennende all dai. c 1400
MAUNDEV. vi. (1839) 69 As the fyre began to brenne. 1534
I,D. BERSERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurcl. (15461 Pvj, The fire that
brenneth in mount Kthna.

b. fig. Of the passions, as love, wrath, etc. ;
also

poet, ofa battle: To be fierce, furious ;
to glow, rage.

a. (825 Vespasian Psalter ii. 12 Donne beorneS in

scortnisse eorre his. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n. vii. 23
Quench your T-oues hot fire . . Lest it should burne aboue
the bounds ofreason. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xliv. 18 Let not thine

anger burne against thy seruant. 1718 POPE Iliad xm. 313
This said, he rushes where the combat burns. 1844 Mem.
nubylonian P'ccss II. 313 The grace of the Holy Spirit . .

burns in hrs heart. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. i. 2 (1882) 12

The rage of the conquerors burnt fiercest against the clergy.
6. < 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1747 Desyr That in his herte

brende as any fer. a 1541 WYATT Lovers Case
4^1

Abroad
needs must it [love] glide, That brens so hot within.

BURN.

2. Of matter: To be in process of consumption

by fire ; to be on fire ;
to be enveloped in flames.

o. c xooo -
;ELFRIC Dcnt.v. 23 5e jehirdon his word & gesawon

l>qne munt birnan. a\z*$Ancr. R. 306 }e schulen. .bcrnen

mid him i5e eche fure of helle. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce XVH.

619 Thai flaggatis b>*rnand in a baill. 14*3 JAS. I. King's
Q. clxviii, The fyre In quhich I birn. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(\V. deW. 1531) 48 b, Chyppes, hey, or hardes, mater apte
to burne. 1593 SHAKS. Rick. //, v. v. 109 That hand shall

burne in neuer-quenching fire. 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. i. 7 A
place that burns with Fire and Brimstone. 17*8 Poi'E

Dune. in. 105 Padua with sighs beholds her Livy burn.

1810 HENRY Eletn. C/iem. 11826) I. 406 It then burns with

a pale yellow flame. 1864 TENNYSON Kinglet 53 Burn, you
glossy heretic.

j8. a 1300 Cursor M. 5742 (Gott.) $on tre . . Jat brinand
semis as on ferre. 15.. in Hazl. E. P.P, III. 15 Though
he deserve To brynne and stewe In the infernal glede.

y. cizyo Saints' Lives (Laud MS.) (1887) 229 J?e more

(>at be Born barnde, be grenore be leues were.

5. cijp&St. Brandan 511 So stronge brende the inoun-

tayne. 1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. xvn. 326 Brynge in better

\\-ode 'or blowe it till it brende. ? 1*1400 Chester PI. n.

11847* 148 The fourth daie after then Sea and waiter all

shall brene.

b. fiff. Of persons, of the heart, etc. : To be on

fire (with desire, lust, passion, wrath) ;
to glow,

pant. Often followed by infinitive of purpose :

To desire ardently.
a. c 1000 Ags. Gos/>. Luke xxiv. 32 NEKS uncer heorte byrn-

elide [950 Lnidisf. bernende ; 973 Rns/nv, biornende ;
1160

Hatton beornende] ba he on weje wiS unc space. 1175
Lamb. Horn. 95 pe halia gast . . dude bet heo weren birn-

ende on godes willan. 1552 LYNDESAY MonctrcJte 4875
That law . . Causyng Doling Clerkis byrne in lustis ragt.

1579 FENTON Gnicciard. (1618) 181 Burning in desire to be

reuenged of the Gibelins. 1611 BIBLE Rom. i. 27 Men . .

burned in their lust one towards another. 1720 OZELL
I'crtofs Rom. Rep. I. v. 297 Virginias burnt with Impa-
tience to revenge himself of Appius. 1885 STEVENSON

Dynamiter xiii. 195 You cannot conceive How I burn to

see you on the gallows.
6. a 1300 Cursor M. 23271 |>ai war won to brin in catel

wit couetise to win. c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 52 Bet is

to be wedded than to brynne. 1513 DOUGLAS &neis u.

iii.[ii.] 84 Than haistit we, and brint to heir him say.

y. rt 1225 Leg. Katk. 1362 Bearninde al as he was of

gronie and of teone.

5. c 1320 R. BFUNNE Mcdit. 201 J>yn herte shulde brenne
for grete loue. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. v, For him I

brenne as doth the glede. a 1547 EARL SURREY Aeneidu.

403 To throng out . . our hartes brent with desire.

c. lit. andyfi,
1
-. With certain modifying adverbs.

To burn out, forth : to burst out in flame (arc/i.).

To burn out, also quasWv/?. and pass., To burn

itself out, to be burnt otit : to burn until extin-

guished by want of fuel. To burn down t burn
low : to burn until it becomes feeble from want of

fuel. To burn up : to take strong hold of the

combustible material, get fairly alight. Also with

certain adjs. denoting the colours or quality of the

flame, as To burn red, bltte^ bright, etc.

1382 WVCLIF \Vi$d, xvi. 19 Fyr brende out on either side.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, n. i. 34 Violent fires soone burne out

themselues. 1814 Lett. fr. England I. viii. 92 Till the

lights were burnt out. 1816 SOUTH EY Ess. (1832) I. 336 In

the tenth year of the war, the spirit of Jacobinism was
burnt out in France. 1831 CARLYLE Sort. Res. n. ix. 214
Till it burn forth, in our conduct, a visible, acted Gospel
Mod. Do not let the fire burn out It is burnt out already.
His zeal will soon burn itself out. The fire has burnt down
to a spark. Do not go before the fire has burnt up.

^ Phys. Occasionally used (.with conscious meta-

phor) for : To undergo the same kind of chemical

change (oxidation) as in burning, accompanied by
more or less evolution of heat.

1885 HUXLEY /V/>tf. 17 All parts of the body are continually

being oxidized, or, in other words, are continually burning.

3. gen. To become or be violently hot
;
said of

solids or gases (ndt oC liquids). Also of persons :

To have a sensation like that arising from exposure
to fire ; often of the face, as an effect of shame or

anger ; also (colloq.} of the ears, in allusion to the

superstition that a person's ears feel hot when he

is spoken of in his absence.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Horn, in Sweet Ags. Read, 92 His [Herod';,]

lichama barn wiSutan mid langsuintre hactan. 1727 J)K
FOE Syst. Magic i. ii. (1840) 59 If you put it [lime] into

water, it would burn. 1881 Oxfordsh. Gloss. Suppl. (E.D. S.J

If it be my own true love, burn, cheek, burn.

fb. To be inflamed, suffer from inflammatory
disease, spec. Of a horse : To suffer from glanders.

Obs. or dial.

1611 BIBI.K Lei: xiii. 24 If. .the quicke flesh that burneth

haue a white bright spot. 1686 Loud. Gaz. No. 3155/4

A dark bay Nag. .commonly burning at the left Nostril.

c. fig.
The money, etc. t

burns in ones pocket,

meaning that the owner is eager to take it out, or

spend it. (The same notion is expressed by other

constructions of the verb
;

e. g. to burnones pocket,

a hole in one's pocket, cf. 16
;
more rarely the

pocket is said to be burning out with its contents.)

1740 Ms. DKLANY Antobwg. ty Corr. (1861) II. 165 The

post brought me your letter, which burnt in my pockel.

1768 TUCKER /./. .\'af. I. 152 Children, .cannot rest til! they

get rid of their money, or, as we say, it burns in their

pockets. 1849 COBDEN Speeches 82 Your pockets are burn-

ing out at the bottom with railway shares. 1885 Harper's

Mag. Feb. 361/1 The thousand dollars was burning in her

pocket-book.



BURN.
d. In certain games : of a person approaching

so near to a concealed object sought, that he would
feel it very warm or hot, if it were fire. (Cf.
WARM.) Hence Jig. To approach near to the
truth. [Cf. Fr. ' nous brulons, comme on clit an

jeu de pincette '.]
1821 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 355 (JAM.) As children say at hide-

and-seek.. I do flatter myself that I burn in the conclusion
of this paper. 1871 F. MALI. Mod. English 118731 339 As
children say at play, Mr. White burns here.

e. Said/0rf. or rhetorically of water: To be in

violent agitation, rare.

1692 RAY Disc. iii. (1732) 18 The whole Sea boiled and
burned. 1728 POPE Dune. \\. 184 His [Eridanus'l rapid
waters in their passage burn.
4. Of candles, lamps, etc. : To be in process of

combustion so as to give light ; hence, to flame,
give light, shine. Also traitsf. of the sun, stars,
or any other luminary.
a. a 1000 Csedmotfs Ex. (Gr.) 115 Heofon candel barn.

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Luke xii. 35 Sin eower lendenn begyrde &
leohtfatu byrnende [050 Linitisf. bernendo ; 975 Rmliw. be-
rende; 1 160 Hatton bearnende]. riioo Trin. Coll. Ilom.wWe O3en . .on ure honde beren candele berninde. c 1300 St.
Brandan 337 Hou this tapres berneth thus. 1562 J. HFV-
voooProv. $ Efigr. 11867) 104 This candell burnth dim.
1601 SHAKS. yl. C. iv. iii. 275 How ill this taper burns.
1717 POPE Saita 258 The torch of Venus burns not for th
dead. 1871 MORLEY FoltairedB
light burn for many even now.

) 24 So clearly does that
.

# c '4 Ckron. Vihd. 3I 8 pe cerge \>' stode bryngnyng

5. c 1300 SI. Braxdan 335 This tapres brende longe y.
nous. c 1420 SirAmadatidfyi) 29 Candils ther were bren-
nyng toe. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (\V. de W. 1531) 40 A lampe
that brenned contynually.

b. Of other objects : To appear as if on fire, glow
with light or colour.

*43 J*s. I. King's Q. xlviii, A mby. .Semyt birnyng vpon
hir quhyte throte. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 555 On the tayle
an bed ther wase, That byrnyd bryght as anny glase. 1530
FALSER. 460/2 His eyes burned in his heed, as lyght as a
candell. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $C1. n. ii. 197 The Barge she
sat in, like a burnisht Throne, Burnt on the water. 1667
MILTON P. L. n. 538 With feats of Arms From either end
of Heaven the welkin burns, a 1718 Rowr. (J.I Oh ! prince,
oh I wherefore burn your eyes? 1832 TENNYSON Pal. Art 48
1 he light aerial gallery, golden-rail'd, Burnt like a fringe of
fire. 1872 BLACK Adi: Phaeton x\x. 265 The earth-banks
of the railway-line burned crimson under the darkening sky.
tc. Of the sea: To be phosphorescent. Cf.

BtJBHIKO v/il. sb. 3.

1667 in Phil. Trans. II. 497 At Kast and South winds it

[the sea] burned most.

6. To suffer destruction, injury, change of struc-
ture or properties from contact with fire ; to be
reduced to ashes, a cinder, etc., by fire

;
to be

scorched, charred, etc. Often said of food spoiled
by too great or prolonged exposure to heat in roast-

ing or baking. To burn to ;the inside of a vessel) :

to adhere to by burning; also with to (absol. as

adv.). To Imrn away : to be gradually dissipated
or consumed by burning (also quasi-;v/?. to burn
itself away]. Sometimes with adjs. denoting the

result, as to burn black, brown, hard, etc.
a. a 1225 Ancr. R. 242 Hwober euerfur wi5innen hire bet

heo ne bernde ? 1500 SHAKS. Com. Err. i. ii. 44 The Capon
burnes, the Pig fats from the spit. 1677 MOXON Mech.
jw.(i703) 10 You must take special Care that your Iron

burn not in the Fire. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 69. 3/2The Pudding burnt unto the Pot. 1725 BRADLEY Aiww. Diet.
II.

s.y. Syrttf, Boil it [sugar] to a Caramel, and take great
care it does not burn to. 1830 M. DONOVAN Dom. Eco.
1 1. 267 The meat would inevitably burn, and become hard
and tasteless.

Ii S. a 1300 Cursor .I/. 22704 pis midel erth . . Al to noght
salbrm awai. c 1440 Ane. Cookery in Honseh. On/. (17901 439
Boyle horn togedur with esy fire, that hit brenne not. a 1520
Myrr. Our Ladye 296 A busshe al on fyre .& yet it brente not.

f b. irons/'. Of crops, etc. : To be withered by
the sun's heat

;
to suffer decay in such a manner

as to present the appearance of being scorched.
1523 FITZHERB. Hush. 23 If drye wether come, it [the

grass] wyll drye and burne vpon the grounde, and waste
away. 1750 ELLIS Mod. Husbatidm. II. n. v. 42 The Crop
[of turnips] would set, or what we call Imrn or sfoil, if it

was not houghed in due Time.
6. To suffer death by fire. Now somewhat arch.,

the usual modern expression being to be burnt.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso n. liii. 30 With him content Was she

to Hue, that would with her haue brent, c 1604 J. C. in

Shaks. C Praise 63 They should all burne for their vilde
heresie. 1779 FORREST I'oy. -V. Guinea. 170 Here . . women
often kill themselves, or burn with their deceased husbands ;

but men also burn in honour of their deceased masters.

1878 TENNYSON Q. Mary i. i. 7, I can't argue upon it ; but
I and my old woman 'ud burn upon it.

7. To burn into (of fire, a caustic, etc.) : to eat
its way into (a thing or substance). Usually _/?-.
of an event, a conviction, etc. ;

to make an in-

delible impression upon (a person's mind).
1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Pref. (1865)238 The impressions of

infancy had burnt into him. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brmvn
Oxf. I. xvi. 318 The scenes of the last few hours, .burnt into
his soul. 1878 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. i. 213 Deeply and
bitterly the spectacle of this injustice burnt into his soul.

II. Transitive senses.
*
to consume byfire.

8. Of fire : To destroy, consume (any com-
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bustible object). Of persons : To cause to be

destroyed or consumed by fire; to set on fire,

commit to the flames. Also absol.
o. rizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 61 He wile smite. .mill orje .

and pilten and bernen. c 1205 LAY. 14000 purh bi lond heo
crneo & ha=r;ieo & berneS. 1375 UARBOI-R Jlrace xv. 438Of his menjhe sum send he For till burne townys twa br
thre. r 1511 Ist Eng. Bk. Amcr. (Arb.) Introd. 28/2 The
towne Bombassa, that they also byrned and robbed. 1535
COVERDAI.F. Re-.: viii. 7 The thyrd parte of trees was burnt,
and all grene grasse was brent. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig.
Sacr. i. iii. 4 Nabonasser did burn and destroy all the
antient records of the Ch.ildieans. 1717 LADY M. W. MON-
TAGUE Lett. II. xlvi. 38 This letter, .you may burn it when
you have read enough, a 1843 SOUTHEY Ropmlit iii, They
were for burning the body outright.
$. tt 1300 Cursor M. 12219 F vlr i wat him mai noght brin.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xm. 737 [He] brynt houss and tuk the
pray. (-1400 Mclayne 27 [He] Brynnede tham in a fire.

1552 LVHDESAY Mminrclie 3476 Quhen all wes brynt,
flesche, bind and bonis. 1609 SKKXK Re$. Maj. 94 Gif ane
alledges that ane other lies brunt his house.
7. ft looo Sal. , Sat. iGr.i 412 BriceS and barneS bold

Mtimbru. CI200 ORMIN 1529 patt illke chaff batt helle til-

shall b.-crnenn. 1297 R. GLOUC. 511 Hii barnde hous S: other
god, & defoulecle louerd S: hine.
5. 1154 (-'. E. "//<<>. i Laud .MS.) an. 1137.5 i pa rxueden

hi & brendon alle be tunes, c 1325 K. /'.. Alia. 1\ B. 916
pe brath of his brethbat brennez alle binkez. ,1400 Dcslr.
Troy ii93r The knightes. .brentyn and betyn doun all the

big houses. 1507 Bit. Gil. Manti. <\V. de \\'.i L.ij, The
Fenix is brente in the myddes of theym. 1528 MORK
lleresyes n. Wks. 179/1 The bookes also bee gone and
loste, whan there was no law made yet to brenne them.
1657 HoWKLL Loudhiop. 120 Beat them to their houses,
and brent them therein. [1796 F. LF.IGHTON MS. Let. to
J. Houcher Feb., I heard yesterday from a Shropshire
Farmer the old verb bren and its participle brent for burn
burnt.]

b. \Vith advbs. or complementary phrases. To
burn up : to consume entirely by burning. To
Imrn a;uay : to consume or dissipate gradually by
burning. To burn out : to consume the contents
and interior of (a building). So also To burn to,

into (formerly also /
x

ashes, powder, etc.
;
and

To burn (a building) down, to the ground.
a. c 1305 in E. E. 1\ (1862) 4 pe fire sal berne vp sinful"

man bat hab misdo. c 1511 at l-:,ig. Rk. .4 met: (Arb. > Introd.
33/1 Thonder & lytenynge Bhafl . . bourne theym all in

po[w]der. 1611 BIBLE Ja/i i. 16 The fire of God. .hath burnt
vp the sheepe. 1858 Lr>. ST. LEONARDS Hantiy B/.: Prof.Law xv. lor Although the house should be burned down,
yet the tenant must continue to pay tbe rent. Mod. AVrctf-

paper. The first and second floors of the front building
were burned out, roofs off.

P. a 1300 Cursor M. 13237 And al to pouder bai it brint.

1548 Compl. Scot. 21 Vas it [Carthage] nocht brynt in puldir
ande asse.

S. c i2ooOmiiN 1468, &brenn itt all till asskess bar. 1382
WYCI.IF Lev. vi. 10 The asken, the which the fier vowrynge
brent out. Ecclns. xlix. 8 Thei brenden vp the chosen
cite of hoelynesse. 1549 LATIMER Serin, bcf. Edit: /"/,
in. (Arb.) 98 God.. brente theym all vp wyth brymstone.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. ix. 10 The fire which them to ashes
brent. 1863 MRS. GASKF.I.L Sylvia's L. II. 176 It were a
good job it were brerned down.

C. Used in the imperative as an imprecation.
1711 SWIFT Lett. (1767) III. 287 The box at Chester; oh,

burn that box, and hang that Sterne. 1838 DICKKNS O.
T-.vist xxxix,

'

Why, burn my body !

'

said the man.
9. Specific uses of sense 8.

a. To make a burnt-offering of (incense, a

victim) to a deity. Also absol. (with incense as

implied object).
1535 COVERDALE Ezck. xliii. 21 Thou shall take the bullock

. . and burne him in a seuerall place. 1667 MILTON /'. L. i. 474
One [altar] of Syrian mode, whereon to Imrn His odious
offerings. 1718 POPE Iliad I. 607 The priest . . burns the
offering with his holy hands. 1839 THIRI.WALL Greece II.

232 He burnt a great pile of precious incense on the altar.

1883 Harper's Mag. Nov. 877/2 These altruistic sen-ants of
'society '..burn the lamp of sacrifice before this modern
shrine.

, a 1300 Cursor M. 1098 He to brin his tend bigan.
5. <:I200 ORMIN 1745 patt recless . . te bisscopp haer Be-

forenn allterr brennde. 1382 WYCI.IF Lev. vi. 12 He shal
brenne the talw} of the pesible thingis. 1526 TINDALE Luke
i. 9 His lott was to bren odoures. a 1556 CRANMER Wks.
(Parker

_Soc.)
I. 8s He . . made him carry the same wood

wherewith he should be brent.

t b. With metonymy of the object ;
To Imrn a

fountry; i.e. to set fire to all objects on the sur
face of the ground. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 6139 Mine kene men . . al bis lond bearneS.

c 1350 ll'ill. Palcrne 2646 pel hadde luberli here lond brend
and destrued. 1470 HARDING Chroti. (1543) 165 Into Fiflfes
he went, and brent it clene. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur i.

xiii, They lete brenne and destroye alle the contrey afore
them. 1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel. XI. vii. (1633) 94 He spoyled
Arthur Mac Murrough, brent his country.

C. fig. To burn one's hats : to cut oneself off

from all chance of retreat. To burn the Thames :

to perform some startling prodigy, 'set the Thames
on fire'. To burn the mill fin allusion to letting
the millstones become red-hot by friction from want
of grist).

0*7^ j. nun** of c.mp. or jnor. o wnose moaest wisaom . .

never aims To find the longitude, or burn the Thames.
1886 Manch. Guard. 23 Feb. 5 The sooner Mr. Goschen
burns the boats in which he quitted the shores of Oppo-
sition, etc.

BURN.

10. To put to death by fire, csp. as a judicial

punishment. Xo\v often A? burn alive, to death.
a 1300 Cursor AT. 21235 Barnabas . . bath for-draun and

brim IT'.;-, brend] wit feir. 1547 Honiilics\. Faith 11,11859*
41 Some have been . . beheaded, some brent without mercy.
155* LYN'UESAY J\Ifl>ia>r/ic 5103 Sum han^U . . Sum brynt ;

sum soddin in toleiddis. 1591 SHAKS. i J/f>i. k'/, v. iv. 33O burne her, burne her, hanging is too goud. 1635 PAGITT
Christianogr. in. 11636) 112 He was brent for an hereticke.

1685 LflnJ. Gaz. No. 2080/4 Elizabeth Gaunt likewise Con-
victed of High Treason \va* burnt at Tyburn. 1753 Scots

Mag. Apr. 200/2 Anne Williams was burnt at a stake at

Gloucester, Apr. 13, for poisoning her husband. 1855 BROWN-
ING I/cret it.'s /></.<'., Men $ M'oni. it. 190 They bring him
now to be burned alive.

11. To consume for artificial warming orlighling ;

to keep (a candle, a lamp alight.
1712 ADDISON* Spect* No. 488 ?3 Let a family burn but a

candle a-night less. 1866 \Vn.sox Chem, 128 Fuel of any
kind should never be burned in rooms, unless in fireplaces

provided
with chimneys. Mod. I do not burn gas in my

bedroom.

*! Phys. Sometimes used for: To consume by
oxidation with evolution of heat (cf. 2 *").
JjW. A large portion of our food does not go to form

tissue, but is simply burnt as fuel for the production of heat.

b. In fig. phrases : To burn daylight : to burn
candles in the daytime, also to waste or consume
the daylight. So f To burn seasonable weather'.

to fail to turn it to advantage, consume, waste
'

obs. . To burn the (or one's] candle at both cads ;

sec CAXDI.K.

1592 SHAKS. Rom.tf JnL i. iv. 43 (Qo. i) Merc. We burne

daylight here. Rom. Nay thats not so. Merc. I meane
sir in delay, We burne our lights by night, like Lampes
by day. 1618 RAI.I.KIH .SVw /< Father in R-.'in. 116611 120
Jt is a strange piece of Art .. to He idely at the road,
burning so seasonable wt-aiher. c 1620 Z. Bovi> Zion's
Flinders '1855192 Why burne wee day light? wee have
time and place. 171643 ^'- CARTVVRIGHT Ordinary i. ii.

i D.I Her nose the candle . . Put out your nose, good lady,
you burn daylight. 1682 X.O. tipilt-an'sLntrin\\\. looThey
burn the day in game, and sport the faster. 1738 SWIFT
Polite Con-,', in. (Oi No candles yet .. don't let us burn

daylight. 1820 SCOTT !-><a>ihoe xliii, Bum not, daylight about
it ; we have short time to spare,

tc. fig. To burn it blue: ] to act: outrageously.
Obs. s/titt^. ,See liuiO
1731 SWIFI ShvpItonffClt. \VK 1755 IV.i. 15;, Miss Moll

the jade will burn it blue.

12. jig. To inflame with desire, love, passion, etc.

(71300 Cursor M. 4315 First to brin O.r. bren] bin hcrt

wit-in. 1513 I)orr,i,AS sKncis i. \. n Of cruell Juno the
dreid brynt hir inwart. n 1528 SKKLTON Bk. Fooles i. 202
Thou brennebt the de^yre^. 1697 DKVDKN I'irg. Gcorg. m.
333 With two fair Kyes his Mistress burns his lirea-4.

* * to affect by burning.
13. Of fire, or any heating agency : To pro-

duce the characteristic effects of combustion upon ;

to calcine, char, scorch, discolour, or mark by

burning ;
to spoil food in cooking from such

a cause
;
to alter in chemical composition v by ox-

idation, vnlatilixntion of a constituent, etc.), or in

appearance, physical structure or properties, by
intense heat. Not used when the effect is merely
that of melting or softening. Of persons : To
expose (something) to the action of fire so as to

produce these results ; csp. to treat with fire for a

Specific purpose, e.g. 7o burn wood (for charcoal),

clay (for bricks or pottery), the soil (as an agri-
cultural process). Also with adjs. denoting the

result, as To burn hard, red, black, clean.

1519 fntt-fl. Elan, in Hazl. Dodslcy I. 31 Great riches

might come thereby, Both pitch and tar, and soap ashes
. . Uy brenning thereof only. 1669 WORI.IDGE Syst. Agric,
viii. i (1681) 146 If your laud be cold .. the best way
is . . to burn it. 1719 D'URFEV nils V. 142 'Till Pudding
and Dumpling are burnt to Pot. 1726 Lomi. Gnz. No. 6438/2

Supposed to be employed in burning Ground in Notting-
hamshire. 1846 J.

BAXTER Libr, Pract. Agric. II. 25 When
bones are burned in the open fire, the animal matter .. dis-

appears. Ibid. 186 It is difficult to burn the earth.

b. Hence, To produce (charcoal, bricks, lime,

etc.) by burning.
1205 LAV. 15466 Lim heo gunnenbsernen. 1635 J. BABING-

TON Pyrotcchn. 7 Take good dry coale, well burnt, and beat
it to dust. 1663 GERBIER Counsel D ij a, To burn more Lime
in twenty four hours time. 1716 Lend. Gaz. No. 5446/9
AH [bricks?] that are samel, or under burnt, to be excluded.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I. ix. 146 These [earthen vessels]
I burnt in the fire. 1717 Eng. Tradcsm. iii. 11841* I. 20

The bricks would not be so good . . when they were burnt.

c. To burn (metals) together', to join them by
melting their adjacent edges, or heating the ad-

jacent edges and running some molten metal of

the same kind into the intermediate space.
d. transf. To produce on (anything) an effect

resembling that of burning; e.g. (of the sun) to

wither, dry up (vegetation), to parch, dry up (the

ground) ;
to freckle, embrown, or discolour (the

skin), cf. SUNBURNT. Sometimes said of cold, and
of certain manures and crops, to express their

effect on vegetation or on the soil, f poet. Of cattle :

To burn (the ground") bare ; to crop it close.
n 1300 Cursor M. 6025 Haile and fir was menged samen

. . J>e gresse it brint.
("1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars 88

Phebus cam to bren [r.r. birn] hem with his hete. fi4J5



BURN. 1192 BITRNET

Three Kings Cologne 44 Hit wexeb liche eerys of corn bat
were brent with \>e wedir. c 1511 i$t Eng, Bk, A met". (Arb.t
Introd. 29/2 Lest that the soon shuld burne hym. 1591
SPENSER Bellay's R nines of R. xvii, Scortching sunne
had brent His wings. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 527
Vines also are burned therewithal [swine's dung]. 1697
DRYDEN I'trg. Georg. \\. 271 Goats ..graze the Field, and
burn it bare.

e. fig. Tobttrn theplanks: toremain long sitting.
1843 CAKLVLB PtuttfPr. (1858) 208 Sit obstinately burn-

ing the planks.
14. To wound or to cause pain to (a person,

animal, or part of the body) by the contact of fire

or of something intensely heated : said both of

the fire or heated body itself, and of the person who
applies it. Often refl. (of persons, with approach
to the passive sense) ; also in expressions such as

To burn one'sfingers, one'sfoot to suffer injury
in those members by burning. Also absol.

a, 1300 Cursor AT. 7224 Man aght to dred be brand J>at

brin t [v.r. brende] him forwit in his hand. 1382 WYCLIF
Isa. xliii. 2 Whan thou shall go in fyr, thoti shall not be
brent, a 1420 OCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2382 He that is

brent, men seithe, dredethe the fire, a 1520 Myrr. Our
Lady? 43 Y l

brennyth hym, and woundeth hym so sore.

1596 DRAVTON Leg. n. 280 Warm'd with the Fire, that un-
awares might burne Mee. 1713 BERKELEY Hylas $ P.
i. Wks. 1871 I. 270 When a coal burns your finger. 1875
JOWETT Plato led. 2) I. 28 The power of heat to burn.

b. In fig. phrase, To burn one s (pivii] fingers'.
to sustain damage through meddling with some-

thing ; rarely To bunt (another s} fingers.
1710 PALMER Prcwcrbs 356 The busiebody burns his own

fingers. 1713 Guardian No. 108, I do not care for burning
my fingers in a quarrel. 1865 HOLLAND Plain T. iv. 126
Strove to overreach each other, and burn the fingers of un-

suspicious outsiders. 1877 Punch 26 May 130 Without
burning its fingers with Clerical Fellowships, etc.

c. To cauterize, as a surgical operation ;
to

brand with the mark of a criminal. To burn
out: to destroy (the eyes, etc/ by burning.
1483 Cat/t. Angl. 32 To Birne with yrne ; CftJtteHftre%

in-

canteriare. 1486 Hk. St. Alhans C. vj b, Brynne the na-
rellls [of a hawkjthourogh o\vte. 1570-87 HOLINSHED i&vf.

CA*,(i8a6) II. 203 Him that is brunt in the hand. 1595
SHAKS, John iv. i. 59 These eyes .. with hot Irons must
1 burne them out. 1655 BAXTER Quaker sCatech. 3, I daru
no more accuse them . . for persecution who shall burn a
Thief in the hand. 1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5329/4 He . . was
burnt in the Hand last Assizes at Worcester. 1722 DE Foi-:

Col. Jack(\%^) 128 Transported felons, .burnt in the haiul.

d. transf. Said of a caustic, acrid, or irritating
substance (as vitriol, a blister, etc. ;

sometimes
of intense cold, the effect produced by which
resembles that caused by burning : To wound or

cause local pain to, in a manner resembling the

effect of contact with fire. Also absol.

1509 FISHER l\'ks. i. (E. E. T.) 31 Teres . . shall scalde and
brenne ourbodyes. 1562 TURNER Baths 6b, If any entring
into the bath . . thynke . . that he is burned. 1607 TOPSF.I.L

Faitr-f. Beasts 212 The snow burneth the Dogs nose. 1667
MILTON/'. L. n. 595 The parching air Burns frore, and cold

performs th' effect of Fire. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No, 3240/4
His face burnt or scalded by some Humor. 1865 J. H.
NEWMAN Gerontins Ice which blisters may be said to burn.

t e. To infect with sores ; esp. with venereal

disease. Cf. 3 b. Qbs.

1529 S. FISH Supplic. Begg. (Arb.) 7 These be they . . that
be brent wyth one woman, and bere it to another, c 1556
BALK in Chambers Cycl. s.v. Burning, lie [leacherous
Weston] not long ago brent a beggar of St. Botolphs parish*
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. iit. 58 Light wenches will

burne, come not neere her.

15. To drive (a person or animal) out ofn place
by heat, or by the burning of his dwelling.
Phrase, To burn out of house ami home,
1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4702/3 [He] was formerly burnt out

of the Fountain Tavern in the Strand. 1780 PITT in Earl
Stanhope's Life (1861) I. 43 Thanks to the sun .. I was
burnt out of my bed this morning before seven o'clock.

16. To make (a mark) on or in, (a hole) in or

through, anything, by burning. Alsoy^. to make
(a recollection, a conviction) indelible in a person's
mind. To burn in : to render indelible (the

painting upon pottery, etc.) by exposure to fire.

a 1840 MOORE in Sheridaniana 61 They [some verses]
bear, burnt into every line, the marks of personal feeling.
1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat. Hist. 172 A power which . . burnt-in
the image of each in his remembrance, 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Romola i. xvii. (1880) I. 244 Her brother's words .. had
burnt themselves into her memory, c 1865 J. WVLDE in
Circ.Sc. I. 389/1 They are 'burnt in

'

on the surface of the
ware. 1883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 538/1 Cash burning holes
in our pockets.

17. To burn the water', to spear salmon by
torchlight. Also, To burn a bowl, a curling
stone, etc. : to displace it accidentally.
1805 SKENE in Lockhart Scott (1839* II. 265 This amuse-

ment of burning the water . . was not without some hazard.
1884 Pall Mall G. 19 Aug. 5/1 Water-bailiffs are sent up
the rivers at certain times to prevent

'

burning the water '.

Phrase-key : To burn alive, 10 ; b away, 5, 8 b ;
l< black,

5, 13; b blue, 2 c; b boats, 9 c; b a bowl, 17 ; b the breast,
12 ; b bricks, 13 b ; b brown, 5 ; b a candle, 4, n ;

b candle
at both ends, n b ; b charcoal, 13 b; b clay, 13 ; # a coun-
try, 9 b ; b a curling-stone, 17; daylight, n b ; down,
2 c, 8 b; ears b, 3 ; b one's fingers, 14, 14 b

;
b forth, 2 c ;

b ground, 13 ; b hard, 5, 13 ; horse b, 3 b
; b in, 16 ; b in-

cense, 9 ; b into, y, 16 ; b into ashes, 8 b ; b it blue, n c ;

b lamp, 4, IT
;
b lime, 13 b; b low, -2 c; the mill, 9 c; /

offering, 9 ; b out, 2 c, 8 b, 14 c, 15 ; b the planks, 130;^
one's pocket, 3 c ; b red, z c, 13 ; sea b, 4 c ;

b seasonable

weather, n b ;
b soil, 13; /' the Thames, Q c ; b to, 5 ; b to

ashes, 8 b
;
b to death, 10

;
b to the ground, 8 b ; b together,

13 c ;
b up, 2 c, 8 b ;

b the water, 17 ;
b wood, 13.

Buril-. The verb or verb-stem in composition

forming sbs. or adjs.

1. With verb + object, as burn-grain adj. ; t burn-

cow, transl. Gr. povirprjarts (an insect, also a herb,

injurious to cattle), cf. burst-cow, BUPKESTIS ;

burn-grange (.5V.), one who sets fire to barns
;

burn-the-wind, burnewin, a Sc. designation for

a blacksmith.

1658 ROWLAND MoitffeCs Theat. Ins. 1000 The Latines

retain the Greek name of Buprestis . . But I . . do adventure

to call it by a new name in English, '"iiurncow, or Burstcow.

1783 AISSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Moral) 11, Also a sort of herb

which kills cattle ; the burncow. 1598 SYLVESTER Dn
Bartas 11. i. Furies 165 iD. i Turning our seed-wheat-kernel
To *

burn-grain thistle, a 1500 Cclkell'ie Soiv i. v. 92 (JAM.)
Ane ypocreit in haly kirk, A *burn-grenge in the dirk.

1785 KI-RNS Scotch Drink x, Then *Burnewin comes on
like death. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth I. ii. 57 Thou hast had
a quarrel with some Edinburgh Burn-the-wind.

2. With the verb used attrib. buming\ as

"j-
burn -

coal, f ~wood\ also burn - fire ,<//#/.),

perversion of BOJTFIKE; burn-iron, Sc. burn-aim,
a branding-iron ;

burn-stick (see quot.) ;
burn-

weed THORN-APPLE, Datura stramonium.

1708 W, KING Cookery 37 Not to make his "btirnfire at the

upper end of Ludgate street, c 1750 J. NELSON Jrnl. (1836)

96 Monday being a rejoicing day, they had burn-fires in the

market place. 1597 Sc. Acts, Jas. I'f, 253 (title) Great
'burne Coale, suld not be transported furth of this realm.

x6o9Si<KNE Reg. Maj. 152 Burne coalis. 1485 /;/:'. in Ripon
Ch. Acts 373 Ij birne iron et j markyng iron $d. 1675
COTTON Poet. Wks. 117651 202 I'll make a "Burn-mark with
a T. 1847-78 HALLIWELL Diet.,* Burn -stick, a crooked stick,

on which a large piece of coal is daily carried from the pit

by each working collier over his shoulder for his own private
use. 1756 1*. BROWNE Jamaica, The Thorn-apple or * Burn-
weed. All the parts of this plant are remarkably narcotic.

1701 BKAND Zetland 92 ijAM.) The inhabitants make use of
the wrack [of ships] for ^burn-wood.

t Burn, v.~ Obs. 5 boom-, born-, bourn-en.

Chiefly inf>a. pple. burned : see BURNKD///. a.-

[a. OF. burnir, var. of bntnir to BURNISH, ori-

ginally to brown, f. brun BROWN.] = BURNISH .i

c 1374 CHAPCER TroyIns i 327 (Harl. MS. 12391 Al feynith
be in lust that he sojournith, And al his speech and chore
he bournith !

Hnrl. ^/.V. 3943 vnournith]. 1393 Gpwi-.R Conf.
1 1. 231 An harnels. .which burned was as silver bright, c 1430
Lvnc. Bochas iv. ii. (1554) 112 a, Achaire . . of gold boomed
bryght c 1440 Proinp. Pan*. 44 Bormyn or pulchyn [?'. r.

bornyn, boornyn], polio.

Burn e, variant of BERNE. Obs., a man.

Burnable (bzj-jnab'l), a.
[f.

Bi'RN^. 1
+-ABLE.]

Capable of being burnt or consumed by fire.

1611 COTGU,, A dnst //'/c, burnable. 1678 R, RUSSELL Gcbcr
in. ii. 2. ii. 174 Ignible ior burnable by Fire'. 1721-90
BAILEY, Adnstible, burnable. 1861 All V. Round 23 Feb.

465 Not to rear houses of frail burnable plank.

t>. quasi-.?/', : A combustible, (rare?)

1825 HONK Every-day Bk. I. 1430 Burnables are deemed
lawful prize.

Bu'rn-bake, -beak, obs. var. of next. Hence
Bu'rn-baking vbl. sb. t Burn-beaked ///. a.

1803 A. HUNTER Georgical Ess. I. 35 What happens after

the operation of Burn-baking. (71722 I.ISLE//;/^. (1752) 163
He is very much against feeding burn-beaked wheat.

Bu'rn-beat, v. Also -bait, -bate.
[f.

BURN
v. + BEAT j^. : * or v.- : the latter part is inflected

;

pr. pple. bumbeating, pa. pple. burnbcat^ tram. To
pare off and burn the rough turf or sod of moor-
land or fallow ground in order to improve it.

Hence Bu'rn-baited ppl.a. ; Bu'rn'beating'rV'/. sb.

1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agri:. Ci68i,i 37 The best way . . to

improve and reduce these Lands into Tillage, is to Burn-

Beat, or Denshire them. 1676 Cider (ifyi} 74 The ground
being turfie . . may be burn-beat in June or July. 1681

AW. Rust. Nov., Wheat may yet be sown .. especially
on burn-baited Land. 1727 ABP. BOULTER Lett. I. 221 The
tenant shall not be able to burnbeat any ground in virtue

of this act. 1808 J. WALKER Hist. Hebrides ty High!. Scotl.

I. 176 The practice of. . Burnbaiting, or sod burning.

Burnderthe, var. BRANDRETH, Obs. t gridiron.
c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker66o Hec trifas, burnderthe.

t Bume. Obs. [Early ME. burne (ii) :-OE.

byrne
'

cuirass, corslet
'

: the later form of this would
have been *fyrn, *birn, whence the metathetized

forms BRYN, brent, q.v. Cf. the parallel dis-

syllabic bryniet brume, BRINIE, from ON., and its

metathetized form BYRNIE.] = BRINIE.
c 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 434 Lorica anata, hringedu

byrne. c\\"]$Lamb. Horn. 155 NimeS gode ileue to burne.

(1205 LAV. 2:123 Cnihtes mid burnen [^1275 brunie] wel
idihten. //>/>/. 21129 ba dude he on his burne [('1275 brunie].

Burned bwnd\ ppL a^ See BURNT.

t Bu'rned, ///. .
2 Obs. Forms : 4-6 borned,

burned, 5 bourned, boomed, [f. BURN v.- 4-

-ED.] Burnished; brilliant; often said of gold or

silver. (In later instances peril, confused with prec.)
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame 1387 As burned gold hyt shoon

to see. c 1386 Doctor s T. 38 Phebus deyed hadde hire

tresses .. I-lyk to be stremes of his borned hete. ^1430
LYDC. Min. Poems (18401 65 They have espj-ed . . i-gravcn,
in lettrisof bourned gold, Maria. ^1530 I.D. BFRNERS Arth.
Lyt. /?;-//. (1814) 156 And in the toppe therofstodean egle of

borned golde. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Citron, III. 801/1 Their
horsses trapped in burned silver.

Burner (b/rmai). Also 4-6 brenner, -ar
;

6 borner.
[f.

BURN v. 1

+-EH^.]
1. One who burns, or consumes with fire.

(1380 WVCLIP Sel. Wks. III. 329 Alle brenneris of houses
and cornes ben cursed opynly in parische chirches. 1502
ARNOLDS Citron . 176 Brenners of houses & chirches. 1563
Homilies \\. Wilful Rebell. i. (1859) 558 The burners of
their villages. 1702 C. MATHER magn, Chr. vn. vi. (1852)

569 Weymouth also suffered from these burners no little

damage. 1871 MORLEY I'oltaire (1886) 14 The burner of
books and the tormentor of those who wrote them.

\>.fig.
1872 SPURGEON Trcas. Dai'. Ps. lix. 12 Persecutors in talk,

burners and slabbers with the tongue.
2. One who prepares or produces by burning.

Chiefly in comb., as brick- 1 charcoal-, lime-burner.

1463 Mann, fy HouseIi. Exp. (1790) 154 To pay to a lyme
brenner ffor lyme \\s. viiu/. c 1500 Cocke Lorcll's B. (1843)
10 Parys plasterers, daubers, and lyme borners. 1562 Act
5 Eliz. iv. 30 The Art or Occupation of a . . Lime burner,
Brickmaker. .Burner ofOare and Wood-Ashes. 1703 Art's

Iwprov. p. xiv, The Trades of Brick-burners, etc. 1823
Bro. Jonathan II. 71, I mistook them at first for charcoal-

burners. 1874 Line. Chron. 4 Dec. in Peacock Ar
. //', Line.

Gloss. (E. D. S.) To brickyard hands : wanted two steady
men as burners.

3. A vessel to hold something that is burning.
1856 T. HOOK G. Gurney I. vi. (L) To put three or four

of the pastilles into a burner on the chimney-piece.
4. That part of an illuminating apparatus from

which the flame comes ;
in a lamp the wick-holder;

in a gas-light the part containing the hole or

holes through which the gas passes before com-
bustion. Often with defining words, as Argand,
katwingi Bttnsen. cockspnr, fish-tail burner.

1790 ROY in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 162 A simple Argand's
burner. 1808 MURDOCH in Phil. 7>WM.XCVJIL 125 The
burners . . are connected with the mains, by short tubes.

1828 Miss MirroKn /-'iMage (i%6$ 113 The luminary . . had
four burners, which never . . were all in action together.
1886 Harper's Mag. LXXII. 463/2 From the centre of the

dome a large chandelier was suspended, furnished with four

electric burners,

t Bu'rnet, . and $b^ Obs. [a. OFr. bitrmte,

bntncttc in same sense, dim. of brun t BROWN.]
A. adj. a. Of a dark brown colour.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. How. 163 Hire mentel greneoSerburnet.
c 1440 Promp. J'ar?'. 56 Burnet colowre, bttrnetum. a 1500
I'flc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 569 Bnrnetits, burnet, color quidam
cst. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis xn. Prol. 106 Sa mony diuers

hew, Sum pers, sum paill, sum burnet, and sum blew.

b. absol.

a 1450 SyrPeny v. in Rel. Ant. II. 108 He may gar them

trayle syde In burnet and in grene. 1605 CAMDEN Rein.

(1637) 194 The roabes . . of Greene or Burnet.

B. sb. A wool-dyed cloth of superior quality,

orig. of dark brown colour.

1284^
in Rogers A'gric. $ Prices II. 536/3. ("1325 Love

song in Rel. Ant. II. 19 Of a blak bornet alwos nir wede.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4759 As well be amourettes In mourning
blak, as bright burnettes. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .$"//.,

Unmet, in middle age writers, denotes brown cloth made
of dyed wool. attrib. '1400 Rom. Rose 226 A burnet
cote henge therwhhalle.

f See quot.
1616 BUI.LOKAR, Bnrrtef) a hood, or attire for the head.

1623 in COCKERAM. 1678 in PHILLIPS.

Burnet ;bfrrnet\ sb.% [f. prec. from the dark

brown colour of its flowers.]
1. The popular name of plants belonging to the

genera Saiigttisorba and Poterium (N.O. Rosacetz),
of which the Great or Common Burnet (Sangtti-
sorba officinalis) is common in meadows, and the

Lesser or Salad Burnet {Poterium Sanguisorbaf* on
the Chalk. The old herbalists confounded with

these the Burnet Saxifrage Pimpinella Saxifraga,
an umbelliferous plant resembling the Burnets in

foliage.
[<ria6< Anglo-Norm. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker $$j _Bnrneta,

sprungwurt.] r 1400 MS. Slocute 2457, f. 6 (HalHw.) Pyni-
purnolle . . Englysch y-called is burnet. -1450 Alphita
(Anecd. Oxon.i 25 Burnete \nel burnette]. 1527 ANDREW
Bnttuwykft Distyll. Waters C j, The other is named the

greate Pympiuella or burnet. 1579 LANCHAM Gard. Health

(16^3) 109 Bvrnet openeth the stoppings of the liuer . . and

helpeth the Jaundies. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V. v. ii. 49 The
euen Mea.de, that erst brought sweetly forth The freckled

Cowslip, Burnet, and greene Clouer. 1693 EVELYN De la

Quint. Coinpl. Gard. II. 188 Burnet, called in French Pirn-

prenelle or PimpcmelL\ is a very common and ordinary
Sallet furniture. 1757 I)YER Fleece i. 695 Mix'd with the

greens of burnet, mint & thyme. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden.
xii. (1813) 264 Burnet is a warm perennial sallad herb, used
also in cool tankards. 1882 Proc. ftenv.Nat. Club IX. No.

3. 461 By the waysides . . the common burnet was growing.

2. Comb., as burnet blood-wort, Sannttsorfa

offidnalis ; burnet-buttons, the flower-heads of

liurnet
; burnet-fly, -moth {Anthrocera or Zy~

gxna filipendul^) a greenish black moth, with

crimson spots on its wings ; burnet-rose, the

Scotch Rose (Rosa spinosissima) ; burnet saxi-

frage, Pimpinella Saxifraga (cf. i ) ; burnet-

sphinx bitrnet-moth.

1776 WITHERING Bot. Arrangem. (1801) II. 197 *Burnet

Blood-wort, a hard woody plant with winged leaves and a

4-cleft blossom. 1821 CLARE / 'ill. Minstr. I. 124 On the pis-

mire 's castle lull While the* burnet-buttons quak'd. i88s/W/
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BURNETTIZE.
Mall G. i June 5/1 A good *burnett fly, and some harelips
hovering overhead. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXII. 345/2 The
six-spotted "Burnet moth (Anthrocera Filipendulx) .. has
six red spots on the superior wings. 1884 WORSLKY-BENI-
SON in Evang. Mag. June 251 The little *Burnet-Rose ofour
chalk-hills and sandy shores . . has white flowers. 1668
WILKINS Real Char. n. iv. 4 ^Burnet saxifrage. 1794
MARTYN Rousseau's Bat, \. 57 Most of them have their little

flowers white as .. burnet-saxifrage. 1870 J. CLIFFORD in

Eng. Mech. 21 Jan. 449/3 In February . . the caterpillars of
the Six Spotted *Burnet Sphinx \Zygaena Filipendul&.
Burnettize (bzonetsiz), v.

[f. the name of Sir

William Burnett, who in 1837 patented the pro-

cess.] \See quot.) Hence Bu-rnettizing vbl. sb.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's \Vord-bk. 147 Bitrnetize, to im-

iregnate canvas, timber, or cordage, with Sir William
iurnett's fluid, a solution of chloride of zinc. 1885 CULLKY
Handbk. Pract. Telegraphy led. 8) 112 Burnettising or

steeping in a solution of Chloride of Zinc.

tBurneux; Obs. A sauce made of butter,

pepper, salt, etc. (Halliwell).
1430-5 GREGORY Chron. (18761 141 Braune with mustarde,

elys in burneus. 1494 FABYANVII. 586 For the firste course
Brawne and mustarde. Ded ellys in burneux.

f Burn-grace. Corruption of BONGRACE.
1654 GAYTON Fest. Notes in. xi. 148 Burn-graces in

Summer to save childrens Faces.

Burnie ^-ini'. .SV. [dim. of BURN j/;.
1 See

-y4.] A small burn
;
a brooklet.

1724 RAMSAY Tea-T. Misc. (1733) I. 100 By burnies sae
clear We wander for pleasure, a 1854 J. \VILSON Trees,
The little waterfall of the wimpling burnie,

fBurnikat, a. Obs. [ad. OF. bruniquet in
' safren bruniquet' (see Godef."

; prob. some sort of
dim. vibrun BROWN.] A kind of saffron.

1502 AR*soi.DKC/ir0n.(i8ii)234(Lisf0/$S>icery), Burnijkat
safraen.

Burning (bzrmin), vbl. sb. Forms: see BURN
v. 1

[f. BURN f. 1 + -TNd'1

.] The action of the verb
BURN in its various senses.

I. Connected with the intr. senses of the verb.
1. The condition of being on fire

; the action of

sending up flames
;
hence concr. flame. Cf. 5 b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2875 pe fire it haldes bar stedfast, thoru
brennyng of be brinstane. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 358 Bren-
nyng of Laumpis. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 39
Flamynge in fyre as though all the kechyn had ben in

brennynge. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. <*j- Jnl. \. ii. 45 Tut, man !

one fire burnes out anothers burning. 1695 BLACKMORE/V.
Arthur \\\, 711 The troubled whirlpool belches Burnings
out. 1805 WORDSW. Waggoner \. 169 A burning of por-
tentous red.

b. fig. The intensity of passion ;
the state of

being inflamed with grief, rage, desire, etc. Also
in comb,, as heart-burning,
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. n. vii. (1405* 33 Seraphin

passyth other angels in brennynge of lone, a 1400 Relig
Pieces, /r. Thornton MS, (1867) 22 All bat kyndills f>i ly.

kynge in brynnynge of charite. 1633 P. FLETCHER Poet.
Misc. 80 All his verses turning Onely fann'd his poore
hearts burning. 1643 MILTON Divorce i. iv, That burning
mentioned by St. Paul, wherpf Marriage ought to be the

remedy. 1822 SCOTT Nigel i, While these heart-burnings
were at their highest.
2. Heat, glowing warmth.
1513 DOUGLAS sEnci$y.\\\. Pro!. 23 The recent dew begynnis

doun to scaill To meys the byrnyng quhar the son had
schine. 1592 SHAKS. I'en, fy Ad. 50 She with her teares
Doth quench the maiden burning of his cheekes.

3. Phosphorescence of the sea
; BRIMING. Cf.

also BRINY a. 2

1667 H. STUBBE in Phil. Trans. 1 1. 497 As to the Burning of
the Sea, I could never observe so great a Light, as to per-
ceive Fishes in the Sea. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.Supp. s.v.,
The burning of sea water . . its yielding a brisk light.

f4. Heat attendant upon disease or a serpent's
bite; the disease itself; esp. erysipelas or St.

Anthony's fire, and venereal disease. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Levit. xiii. 28 And therfor it shal be clensid,
for a fel wounde of brennyng it is. ^1390 MS. quoted in
Phil. Trans. XXX. 845 A Receipt for Brenning of the

Pyntyl, yat men clepe ye Apegalle. 1398 TREVISA Barth.
De P. R. xvin. ix. (1495) 759 The serpent Ophites hath as

many manere of brennynges and greuynges as he hath
speckles and colours. ciqy* MS. quoted m Phil. Trans.
XXX. 842 That no Stew-holder keep noo Woman wythin
his Hous that hath any Sycknesse of Brenning. 1547 BOORDE
Breuyary, The icth Chapiter doth shew of Burning of an
Harlotte. 1552 HULOET, Burning or ytche in the skynne,
vredo. a 1571 JEWEL On Thess. ^.(1583) 346 Ech Saint was
assigned, .to his sundry charge . . Antonie, for the burning
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. 1753 Cycl. Supp., Burning is

more particularly used for. .erysipelas. 1860 MAYNE Exp.
Lex, t Burning, an old English name for Gonorrhoea.

II. Connected with the trans, senses of the verb.

5. The action of consuming or injuring by fire.

c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 3653 Brenninge he [Moyses] calde Sat
stede. c 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 138 At the brennynge [v. r.

berneynge] Of the bodies. 1594 WEST Symbol, n. 201

Burning of a barne adioyning to a dwelling house by night.
1648 Art. Peace xxii. in Milton's Wks. 1851 II, The other
[Act] prohibiting the Burning of Oats in the Straw. 1865
Reader 25 Feb. 221/2 Whether Omar really ordered the

burning of the Alexandrian library or not.

b. concr. A conflagration, a fire.

c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vn. ix. ^09 Of bat brynnyn Schyre
Willame De Besat bare ban girt defame. 1543-4^^ 35
Hen. VIII, xii, The same Scottes . . make . . spoyles burn-
ynges, murders . . and depopulations in this his realme. 161 1

BIBLE Amos iv. n And yee were as a firebrand pluckt out
of the burning. 1700 TYRRF.LL Hist. Eng. II. 792 There
were cruel Plundering 1; and Burnings committed in that
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Province. 1758 HAYWARD Serin, xvi. 485 Sentenced to

everlasting burnings.
6. The infliction of capital punishment by burning.
c X375 WYCLIF Antecrist 119 Martyres han suffrid many

dyvers kyndis of peynes as . . drenchyng, brennyng & many
oper. .1450 Merlin i, 21 He hadde delyuered his moder
fro brennynge be gode reson. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (1531 ) 205 b,
All maner of outwarde paynes, as burnynge, drownynge,
or suche other. 1812 L. HUNT in Examiner 28 Dec. 819/2
The burnings of Queen Mary might have been excused be-
cause there was a burning under Edward the Sixth.

f 7. A sore caused by fire or heat
; a burn. Obs.

1542-3 Acf 34 <$ 35 Hen. VIII, viii. i Scaldinges, burn-
inges, sore mouthes . . & such other like diseases. 1616
SURFL. & MARKH. Conntr. Farm 75 A Cataplasme made of
the yolke and white of an egge . . applyed vnto burnings
doth quench . . them.

8. The treatment of any substance with fire for

a specific purpose, a. = BURXBEATING.
1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. v. i. 62 This Art of Burning

of Land . . is not applicable or necessary to all sorts of Land.
1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Burning of land, called aUo bum
beating. 1814 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Client. 344 The im-
provement of sterile lands by burning was known to the
Romans. 1842 LANCE Cott. I-'arni. 7."

b. The preparation of lime, bricks, pottery, etc.

by the use of fire
; also the burning on or fixing

ot colours by the application of fire.

T559 MORWYXG Eronyn/. 214 Men thmke them to be . . le.s

smelling of any fyrines and brenning. 1663 GKRBIER Counsel
57 The burning of lime in China, .being as followeth. 1719
DE FOE C>/tV!i84o> I. ix. 146 Tiles of my own making and
burning. 1784 WKDGWOOD in Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 366
The burning-on of enamel colours upon earthen ware. 1881
RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Burning, see Calcining.

C. Surg. Cautery.
1636 H HALEY Epictttus* Man. 163 To live, of itselfe, is

neither good nor evill, no more then cutting or burning.
<* 1677 BARROW Sertn. II. jv. (R.), To endure cuttings and
burnings.

d. See BURN v. 13 c.

1688 R. HOLME Armonry in. vii. 144 Yet there is

another way of joining the two edges together in one, and
yet not sodder them, but melt the edges by running hot
Lead along it ; which is termed the Burning of a joint.

f9. Lighting up; illumination. Obs.

1466 in Past. Left. 549 II. 267 For brinnyng of the Abbes
[? Abbey] with the torches xx</.

b. The illumination of a river by torches for

the gaffing of salmon.
1844 W. H. MAXWF.LL Sports $ Adv. Scotl. xxix. (1855)

235, 1 look upon sunning and burning as the acts of privi-

leged poachers.

10. Comb., as (sense 5" burning-lens, -mirror)

-speculum ; t burning-point, the focus of a lens

'0AO ; burning-fluid, -oil^-ivood-, (sense 8} Imrn-

ing-house, -iron. Also BUKMXO-GLASS.
1849 \W,ALE Diet. Terms,

*

Burning-house, the furnace
in which tin ores are calcined. 1865 Morning Star 3 May,
There was a large burning-house, that evolved arsenical

vapour. 1483 CVzM. Angl. 32 A *Birnyngeyrne. .cauterisim,

1503 A/em. Ripon^ uSurteesi III. 167 t)e proficuo ferri Sancli
Wilfridi vocati Seintwilfride burningeyron. 1523 FITZHERH.
Sun'. 286 Euery townshyppe. .ought to haue a dyuers bren-

nynge yron 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Reli%, \. 96 For
which last he was .. branded on the shoulder with a hot

horning iron. 1831 BRKWSTER Optics xxxviii. 164 By
means of this powerful 'burning lens platina. .quartz, garnet
..were melted in a few seconds. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v. Burning-glass, Every concave mirrour . . is . . a "burn-

ing mirrour. 1698 A. VAN LEEUWEN-HOF.K in Phil. Trans.
XX. 171 The ^burning Point of the Magnifying Glass. 1807
HUTTON Course Math. II. 120 All rays parallel to the axis,
are reflected to the focus, or burning point. 1837 WHEWELL
Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 367 Remarkable inventionsas
. . *burning specula. 1642 MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp. Can-
tcrb.^ For felhnge. .ashes and other "burninge wood vjs.

Burning (,bi)uniij\ ppl. a. For forms see the
verb.

[f.
BURN z;.

1 + -ING-.] That burns (in the
various senses of the verb).

I. Connected with the intr. senses of the verb.

1. In a state of active heat, glowing, flaming.
nooo /ELFRIC on O. T. in Sweet Ags.Rcader( 1879) 68 Das

bri cnihtas het se cyning awurpan into byrnendum ofne.

cii75 Lamb. Horn. 41 On berninde fure. c 1270 Saints'
/.zrwtLaud MS. 1887) 234 For in be brennynde hulle . . Mi
ri^te is to brennen Inne. c 1430 Life St. Katharine (1884)
41 Among be flaumes of ^at brennyng fyre. IS^TORKING-
TON Pilgr. 11884) 37 In the likenes.se of brennyng tongis.
1713 YOUNG Last Day in. 209 Bound to the bottom of the

burning pool.

b. transf. Of fever, thirst, etc. : Characterized

by great heat, raging, violent.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xx. 83 Byles and bocches and bren-

nyng agues. 1661 LOVELL Hist.Anim. fy Min. 518 A feaver,

burning, tertian, and exquisite, requireth a liquid consist-
ence. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siipp. s.v., On account of a
sensation of heat .. we say a burning fever. 1857 LIVING-
STONE Trav. ii. 52 In a state of burning thirst.

c * fig* Of the passions : Ardent, glowing ;

vehement, excited.
a 1300 Cursor M.> Resurrection 264, p. 988 With brennand

luf scho dwelled, n 1450 Knt. de la To7tr(i868 1 164 So bren-

ninge plesaunce that they wol neuer eschew thaire synne,
1552 LYNDESAY Monarche 2570 Thare byniand yre. 1709
STEELE Tatler No. 81 FS A burning Desire to join tnat

glorious Company. 1814 SOCTHEY Roderick xxiv, With
copious tears Of burning anger. 1862 STANLEY Jew. Ch.

(1877) I.
xiji.

260 A burning enthusiasm. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catnlltts Ixiv. 226 This burning sorrow within me.

d. fig. In burning- s/iatrte, disgrace, etc., the

prevailing idea is now perhaps 'flagrant, flaming.

BURNING BUSH.

conspicuous
'

; but there is often a mixture of
notions derived from other senses, such as those
of branding, stigmatizing ; torturing as an inward
fire

; causing the cheeks to glow, etc.

1605 SHAKS. Lear\.\. iii. 48 Burning shame Detains him
from Cordelia. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 44 P 5 It is really
a burning shame this Man should be tolerated. 1817
CHALMERS Astron. Disc. vi. 202 [To] sit down in patient
endurance under the burning disgrace of such a violation.

2. On fire, as a combustible ; in process of being
destroyed by fire ; enveloped in flames.
(iooo /KLKKIC Dent. ix. 15 pa ic nybereode of bam byr-

nendan munte. c 1175 Lamb. How. 27 He mahle iseon ane
berninde glede. (-1380 Sir l-'erumb. 2236 Lucafer banne
tok op an-haste be brennyngest bronde a con be. a igoz
ARNOLDS CArow.dSii 'p. xx, Beringburning coles. 1598 1 JAR-

BET Theor. Warres iv. ii. 107 The Sentinel! . .ought to cock
his burning match. 1667 MILTON /'. L. i. 69 A fiery deluge,
fed With ever-burning Sulphur uncpnsum'd. 1712 ADPISON
Spect. No. 281 Ti3 A Pan of burning Coals. 1867 KKKF-
MAM Norm. Conq. ied. 31 1. v. 324 They were hardly clear of
the burning town.

\>.jig. Burning matter
t burning question 'cf. F.

question brulante, Ger. hrenmnde Frage\ : one that
is under hot discussion, or about which the public
are excited.

1865 M. ARNOLD ss. Crit. i. 11875) 42 Where these burn-

I

ing matters [politics and religion] are in question, it [_cri-

|

ticism] is most likely to go astray. 1873 DISRAELI in St.

James's Gaz. (Feb. 1882', Those institutions . . in due time
will become great and burning questions. (21883 MAX

j

MULLER India, ll'/iat Can It Teach L's'>. i. (1883* 32 Take
any of the burning questions of the day.

C. Jig. That is on fire with feeling and passiun,
or that glows with vehemence ; ardent, fiery.
0:1340 HAMPOLF Psalter x.xiii. 6 pa ere bai hat ere bren-

nandere in luf. 1508 KIRHER II 'As. i. iK. E. T.) 182 Shyn-
ynge in fayth .. brennynge in charyte. a 1560 ROLLANU
Cr/

:
I 'en/is Prol. 68 I'auld and birnand in rancour and

malice. 1819 I'YROS Juan \\\. Ixxxvi, The isles of Greece!
Where burning Sappho lo\-'d and sung. 1873 (i. C. DAVIES
Mount, fy Mere xiv. 117, I had prepared n. most burning
and eloquent add rev;.

3. In a highly heated state; exceedingly hot.

^ Burning line: the equator (obs.}. Burning
zone: the torrid zone .^poct. .

1483 CA XTON G. de la Tcnr C iij b,The clevi 1 . . dycle put bren-

nyns nedles th rough her browes. 1553 Kni;N Treat. AV?c
hid, (Arlj.i 10 V'nder the Equinoctial or burninge lyne.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ff Min,, Engendring cholerick
humours, and burning blond. 1697 DRYUEN l

r

irg.Gcorg.
in. 390 In ihe Desart Land Of Libya travels, o'er the burn-

ing Sand. 1713 ADDISON Cato \. iii. 31 Lord of half the

burning Zone. 1807 CRABEE Library 318 We trace In dens
and burning plains, her savage race.

b. Burning scent: strong, very 'warm 1

scent;

burning chase: hot, uninterrupted } pursued without
a check.
a 1700 I-)RYDI:N <

J.), He shot by me Like a young hound
upon a burning scent. 1755 VorxG CY/<*rWks. 1762 IV.
182 Ye staunch pursuers of Pleasure Opening full cry on
iu burning Scent. 1854 R. MASSIF in Bk. Praise \\\ No. 358
11862*384 The hart .. Heated in the burning chace. 1859
A rt Taming Horses xii. 200 Burning scent, when hounds go
so fast, from the goodness of the scent, they have no breath
to spare, and run almost mute.

4. That burns luminously; giving light, shining;

transf. glowing as if incandescent.
r iooo Ags, Gosp. John v. 35 He waes byrnende leoht-fet

and lyhtende. 1297 R. GLOUC. 534 The bissops amansede
alle .. Mid berninde taperes. 1398 TKEVISA Barth. De P.
R. xvin. ix. {14951 759 The serpent Ophites is paynted wyth
brennyng speckles, f 1430 LYDG. Bochas vi. i. (1554* 143
Hrenning eyen sparkling of their light. 1564 BKCOS Gen.

Pref. in IVks. 11843) T 8 They are .. like unto a brenning
candle. 1596 SPENSER F.Q. i. v. 6 Burning blades about
their heades [they] doe blesse, 1821 SHELLEY Prmneth.
Unb. n. i. 22 The burning threads of woven cloud unravel.

II. Connected with the trans, senses of the verb.

5. Affecting with heat
; scorching, withering.

1382 WVCLIF Gen. xli. 23 Other seuen [eeris], thinne and
smytun with a brennynge blaste. c 1620 Z. BOYD /.ion's

/''/duct's 11855* 38 The burning ray, That from the sun
comes. 1718 POPE Iliadi. 90 Phoebus [shall] dart his burn-

ing shafts no more. 1805 WORDSW. Waggoner i. i 'Tis

spent this burning day of June !

b. Causing a sensation like that of contact with

fire, f Burning water = ardent spirit ,o/v.\

1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 2 Oure quinta essencia . . hath

,iij. names . . brennynge watir, be soule in be spirit of wyn,
and watir of Hjf. 1528 PAVNELL Saleme Kegim. Fivb,
Wyne citrine is not so burnynge as redde claret. 1559
MORWYNG Et'onym. 8 Brenning water . . doth . . make boat
and dry mens bodies. 1578 LvTB Dodoens I. Ixxxvii. 129
The small burning Nettell. 1878 BRITTKN & HOLLAND
rtanl-n., Burning Nettle, Urtica nrens, L.

c. That resembles heat in its effects.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 675 Burning Isicles are

lodg'd within. 1821 SHELLKY Prometh. Unh. i. 33 The
bright chains Eat with their burning cold into my bones.

6. quasi-at/z'., as in burning hot.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (1860) 6 Now at erst the irnesse be bren-

nyng hote in the fire. 1549 ConifiL Scot. vi. 52 Ther tua

symmyrs ar vondir birnand heyt. Mod. It was a burning
hot day in July.
7. In parasynthetic combinations.

1597 DRAYTON Mortimer. 145 His Cradell Phalam burn-
ing-bellyed Bull.

Burning Bush. a.
' The bush that burned

and was not consumed' mentioned in Kxod. iii.,

and assumed as an ensign by the Presbyterian
150



BURNING-GLASS.

churches of Scotland, in memory of the persecution
of the rythc. b. A name applied to various

shrubs or plants, as the Artillery plant, Pilea

SerpylHflora, the DictammisFraxi)ulla,M\& (U.S.)
the Euonyimis atropurpureus and E. Americanus.
1866 Treas. Bot. t Burning Bush^ sometimes applied in

gardens to the
Artillery plant, 1878 BRITTEN & Hou..

Plant-n., Burning Bush, Dictamnns Fraxinella, L. (in

gardens). It is said that the plant gives off so large a quan-
tity of essential oil that the air around it becomes inflam-

mable, and will ignite if a light be brought near. 1883
Harper's Mag. Apr. 726/1 The euonymus, or burning-bush,
clothed in the autumn with its brilliant scarlet berries.

Burning
1 - glass v bz>'jnirj-glas). A lens, by

which the rays of the sun may be concentrated on

an object, so as to burn it if combustible.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 35 Archimedes . . with his Burning
Glasses . . fired their other Shippes a far off. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry H f
. I. Hi. 74 The appetite of her eye did seeme to

scorch me vp like a burning-glasse. 1643 CARYL Sacr. Covt.

33 The fiery beames of Gods wrath are conti acted into this

burning-Glasse. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver \\\. i. 180, I had about
me my flint, steel, match, and burning-glass. 1768 TUCK EK

Lt. A'd/. II. 426 Not unlike the virtuoso's scheme, who
would needs try to make a burning-glass of ice. 1878

Masque Poets 213 Beauty is a burning-glass that brings The
soft, diffusive sunshine to a focus.

b. A concave mirror, by the use of which the

same effect may be produced.
1675 BAXTER Cath. Th?ol.\. in. n The Spirits effect on

the soul to come by reflection . . as Light and Heat from
the Sun by a Speculum or Burning-Glass. 1751 CHAMBERS

Cycl. s.v.. The second . . are concave ; very improperly
called burning-glasses, being usually made of metal. 1760
tr. Keysler's Travels^ I. 428 A concave burning-glass re-

flects, .the solar rays into one focu?.

Burningly by'jnirjii ,
adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.]

1. In a burning manner, with burning effect.

<r 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T.JO-J Loue hath his firy dart so bren-

nyngly Ystiked thurgh my . . herte. 1853 F. W. NEWMAN
Odes of Horace 76 Nor clung more burnmgly the fatal

boon on huge Alcides' shoulders. 1855 BROWNING Ch.

Roland^ liurningly it came on me all at once. 1876 ().

MEREDITH BeoMCn. Career II. xv. 276 She sat over the

portrait blushing bumingly.
2. fig. \Vith ardour

; hotly ; ardently ; eagerly.

1340 Ayenb. 31 Oure Lhord . . he ssolde lovye bernindeliche.

1382 WYCLIF i Kings xi. i Kyng Salomon to brennyngly
lovede many hethen wynimen. 1506 Ord. Crysten Men
(W. de W.) n. xi. 116 In getynge to moche brennyngely, in

retaynynge to straytely. 1866 ALGER Solit. Nat. fy Man
m. 134 Hopelessly separated from the world by their vows
. . yet burnmgly attached to it by the passions.

Burnish (br/unij , sb. rare.
[f.

BURNISH v.\]

Burnishing; a burnishing ; spec, anything laid over

a surface to give a bright and glossy look.

^1647 CRASHAW Poems 135 Blushes, that bin The burnish

of no sin. 1728 RAMSAY Ep. Friends Ireland^ Giving ilka

verse a burnish. 1781 SMEATHMAN in Phil. Trans. LXXI.
179 The lacquer or burnish with which the brasswork was
covered was totally spoiled. 1871 Daily News 6 Sept.,
The burnish . . was . . no subtraction from efficiency.

Burnish vbiJ-iniJ;,^.
1 Forms: 4-5 burnissh,

-eash, -yssch, bornyssh, 4-6 burnyssh, -isch,

bornysch, 5 bornysh, burnesh, -each, -eyssb,

5-6 burnysh, 6 burnech, bournysh, -yssh,

byrnysh, 6- burnish. Pa.pple.'. also 4 bur-,

bornyst(e, 5 burnysyd, byrnyst, 6 bur-, bir-

neist. [f. OF. burniss- stem of Imniir, var. of

brunir\ cf. Pr. bornir\ see BURN z>.-]

1. trans. To make (metal) shining by friction ;

to furbish
;
to polish ^a surface) by nibbing with

a hard and smooth tool.

1-1335 E. E. Allit. P. 554 pe beryl bornyst byhouez be
clene. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce \\\\. 225 Thair basnetis burnyst
var all brycht. 1460 Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems (1866) 102 Off
clothes of gold burneysshed bright. 1556 C'hron. Gr. Friars

(1852) 36 The standert new payntyd . . the crosse new

burnechyd. 1652 NEEDHAM tr. Seldens Mare Cl. 192 They
. .burnish the hilts of their swords with the teeth of such

great Animals as swim in the Sea. ltwTHIH.WAU.rv*cv
IV. xxxiii. 29 r Their shields were burnished for the occasion.

1875 URE Diet. A rts I. 424 Gold-leaf is Iaid
t upon the edges,

and is then burnished with apolishing tool, tipped with agate.

b. Jig. (Of things non-material.)

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (1531)61 b, Hye walles & noble, all bour-

nysshed and polysshed with cnarite. 1589 PUTTENHAM
Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 155 Figuratiue speaches [are] the instru-

ment wherewith we burnish our language. 1606 DEKKER
Sev. Sins n. (Arb.) 21 If a Lye . . be not smooth enough,
there is no instrument to burnish it, but an oath. 1728
YOUNG Lave Fame vii. (1757) 166 Pursuit of fame .. into

coxcombs burnishes our fools.

t C. in extended nonce-use.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. viii. 29 So forth he came all in a
cote of plate Burnisht with bloudie rust.

2. transf. To make bright and glossy ;
to over-

spread with lustre.

-1335 F.. E. Allit. P. B. 1085 Jtenne watz her blybe barne

burnyst so clene. 1658 T. MAYERNE Archimag. Anglo*
Gall. xix. 17 You may burnish your pye or pasty and ..

put it to the Oven. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 249 Fruit bur-

nisht with Golden Rind, Hung amiable. 1753 HOGARTH
Anal. Beauty x\\. 94 As he proceeds in burnishing the lights.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Cinn. 4- Pearls iv. 74 A mild sunshine

burnished the scene.

b. absol. for refl. To make oneself shine.

1701 D'URFEY Pills II. (1719) 104 A. .flashy Fop. .Who if

he is not burnishing thinks he all *s Time does lose.

3. Of a stag : To rub the dead 'velvet* or skin
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from his horns [cf. Fr. bntnir in same sense] ;

applied loosely to the annual renewal of the horns,

perhaps by confusion with BURNISH v.-

1616 BULLOKAR, Burnish^ is also a terme among hunters

when Harts spread their homes after they be fraied. 1677
N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. (1706) 64 All Stags as they are bur-

nish'd, beat their Heads dry against some Tree or other.

1693 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. 289 The Deer bur-

nisheth his head. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Burnishing,
Deer are said to burnish their heads, when rubbing off a

white downy skin from their horns against a tree, they
thrust them .. into a reddish earth, to give them a new
colour and lustre. 179* OSBALDISTONE Brit. Sportsm. 83/1.

4. intr. To become bright or glossy ;
to shine,

gleam. Also _/?.

1614 FLETCHER Rule a Wife I, How you itch, Michael !

how you burnish ! 1713 SWIFT Sala>nander\iY?>. 1755 III,

n. 77 I've seen a snake . . Burnish, and make a gaudy show.

5. trans. To fix into 'a setting^ by pressing down
the metal rim with a burnisher.

1793 SIR G. SHUCKBURGH in Phil. Trans, LXXXIII. 109

Upon the cell, into which the glass is burnished, and also

upon the tube of the telescope, into which the cell is

screwed.

t Bu*rnish, v.- Obs. except dial. Also 4 and

9 dial, barnish. [Etymology unknown ; con-

nexion with senses 3 or 4 of prec. seems hardly

possible, and is also opposed by the early s.w.

and still dial, form barnish. East Anglian dial.

v&ssfurnish in same sense.]
1. intr. Of the human frame : To grow plump,

or stout, to spread out; to increase in breadth.

1398 TREVISA Barth De P. R. vi. i, This age is calde

adolescencta, for it is full age to gete children, and able

to barnisch [1535 burnyshe], c 1430 Syr Generides 780 The
childe. .began to burnesh and sprede. 1601 HOLLAND/*////)'
I. 345 A man Groweth in height . . vntill hee be one and

twentieyearesofage : then beginneshetospread and burnish
in squarenesse. 1640 FULLER Joseph's Coat 11867) 101 We
must not all run up in height, like a hop-pole, but also

burnish and spread m breadth. 1684 DRYDEN Davenant's
Circe Prol. 398 A slender Poet must have time to grow,
And spread and burnish as his Brothers do. 1847-78 HAL-
LIWELL, Banrish, to increase in strength or vigour ; to

fatten; look ruddy and sleek. 1875 PARISH Sussex Dial.

s.v. ,

* You burnish nicely ', meaning,
' You look well '.

b. transf.
1624 WOTTON Archit. in Relig. Wotton.(i(&$ 68 Whether

the Fabrick be of a beautiful Stature ; whether for the

breadth it appear well burnished. 1662 FULLER Worthies
n. 190 [London] will be found to Burnish round about,
to every point of the compasse.

Btrrnishable, a. rare- ,
[f.

BURNISH z;.
1

+ -ABLE.] Capable of being burnished.
1611 COTGR., Pfllissable, pollshable, burnishable.

Burnished .bzrinijt , ///. a. [f. BURNISH vJ]
1. Made bright and shining as by friction, polished.
^1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 77 As bornyst syluer J>e lef

onslydez. 1413 LYDG. Pifar.SfftvleV.'V, Bryght bornyshed

fold,

i 1470 HENRY Wallace n. 130 Hys byrnyst brand he

yrstyt at ye last. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. \\. H. 196 The
Barge, .like a burnisht Throne Burnt on the water, a 1775
POPE Odyss. iv. 66. 1789 WORDSW. Even. Walk, Tbi
whole wide lake . . like a burnished mirror glows.

1853 (3 June) BRIGHT Sp. India (1876) n The glossed and
burnished statement.

2. transf. Having the appearance of polished
metal ; bright, shining, glossy.
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 220 Bornyste Quyte

watz hyr
uesture. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. n. i. 2 The shadowed
liuerie of the burnisht sunne. 1667 MILTON P. L. rx. 501

Serpent. .With burnisht Neck ofverdant Gold. 1827 KKBI.K
Ckr. y.

t
BurialofDead \\\) Let some graceful arch be there

. . With burnish 'd ivy for its screen.

b. Of deer: ;see the vb.)

s begins to spr<

Burnisher (bij'inijaj). [f. BUBNISHZ'.I+-BB I
.]

1. One who burnishes.

c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 604 Pollictort a bornyshour.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tang, Enluminenr de Ui>res,
a burnisher of books. 1664 PEPYS Diary (1879) III. 65 By
and by the flaggon finished at the burnisher's. 1708 Brit.

Apollo 13 Feb. 8 Mrs. Wills Burnisher of Plate, at the Iron

Anchor. 1884 Birmingham Daily Post 23 Feb. 3/4 Chan-
delier Trade. Wanted, Burnisher used to best work.

2. A tool for smoothing surfaces or for burnish-

ing or polishing articles. It differs in material

and shape according to the purpose and trade.

1598 FLORIO Fmgatore . . a burnisher [1611 a rubbing
cloth, a rubber, a burnishing toole, a burnisher]. i66a
EVELYN Chalcogr. (1769) 21 Burnisher, (another tool used

by Chalcographers). 1751 CHAMBERS Cyc/. t Burnis/ters

for gold or silver are commonly made of a dog's or wolfs

tooth, set in the end of an iron or wooden handle. Of late,

agates and pebbles have been introduced. 1837 WHITTOCK
Bk. Trades, Engraver (1842) 214 The burnisher is. .formed
of hard steel, rounded and polished.

Burnishing ( bzhmijin\ vbl. sb. [BURNISH z/.
1
]

1. The action of brightening or polishing (chiefly
metallic surfaces) ;

also attrib.

1552 HULOET, Bournyshyng or poolyshyng. 1598 FLORIO,

Fntgatoio, a burnishing toole. 1644 IVHLTON Editc. Wks.

(1847)98/2 As it were the burnishing of many studious &
contemplative years. 1764 HARMER Observ, iv. vii. 320 The

BURNT.

burnishing of gold. 187910 Cassctfs Ttchn. Educ. IV. 299/2
The next process is burnishing Steel tools are used.

b. fig. c. concr. Metallic polish, lustre.

1780 BI-RKK Election Sp. Bristol Wks. III. 372 That our

disgrace might want no sort of brightening and burnishing.

1851 RUSKIN Stones Venice I. App. xvii. 393 You cannot

perfectly see the form of a humming-bird, on account of its

burnishing.
2. transf. Of deer. Cf. BURNISH v.'1 3.
1611 COTGR., Frayoiter, a Deeres burnishing of his head.

1859 TODD Cycl. Annt. t; Phys. V. 518/2 The animals . .

rubbing them [i.e. the horns] against any hard substances
. -this action is termed '

burnishing '.

Bumishnient (bwunifment). rare. [f. BUR-
NISH v. 1

] Metallic polish, lustrous adornment.
1862 CHRISTINA ROSSETTI My Dream in Goblin Market,

etc. 63 But special burnishment adorned his mail.

II Burnous, burnouse (bzun's, -n'z). Also

7 bernou, -noo, -nooe, 9 ber-, bornous(e, boor-

noos, bournous, burnoos(e. [a. F. hirnous, a.

Arab. uJi-> burnus. On account of the final -s,

the word has often been treated in Eng. as a plural.]
1. A mantle or cloak with a hood, an upper gar-
ment extensively worn by Arabs and Moors.

1695 MOTTEUX St. Oloris Morocco 81 The black Caps and
Bernous they are oblig'd to wear. Ibid. 91 A Bernooe, or

kind of Stuff or Cloath Cloak, edg'd with a Fringe, whence
there hangs a kind of a Cowle behind with a Tuft at the end
on't. Ibid. 92 The Alcaydes. .have a Bernoo of Scarlet, or

black Cloth, without a Cowle. Ibid. 93 The King's Blacks

are seldom seen to wear Bernoos. 1811 Ann. Reg. 568/1 A
cloak, or Bernouse as it is called. 1832 LANDER Exped.
Niger II. xiv. 277 Dressed in a full bomouse, or Arab cloak.

1841 MARRYAT Poacher (Rtldg.) 279 Their white bournous
. .waving in the wind. 1863 KINGLAKK Crimea I. 289 The
bumous. .is his [the Arab's) garment by day and by night.

1875 J. BENNET Winter Medit. i. ix. 263 The inhabitants of

Algiers . . wear . . thick woollen bournous with hoods.

2. A kind of cloak or mantle worn by women, re-

sembling the Arabian garment.
1859 SALA Tw. round Clock in The Burnouse cloaks,

and the Llama shawls. 1863 Capt. Dang. III. viii. 254
The folds of her White Burnouse. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
Der. I. xi. 219, I want to put on my burnous.

Burnou'sed, pp>. a. [f. prec. + -ED 2
.]

Wear-

ing a burnous.

1846 Blaclnv. Mag. LX. 337 Burnoused warriors. 1864
.SALA in Daily Tel. 20 Apr., The bumoused Kabyle and the

kilted Highlander. 1868 Daily Tel. 22 May, The lovely
. .ladies of Genoa, .turned out. .shawled and burnoused.

Burnt, burned ibw-nt, bwnd), ///. a. For

forms see the vb. [f.
BURN z/.l]

1. Set on fire, consumed with fire.

138* WYCI.IF Isa. xiii. 9 Brent faces [Vulg. fades com-

buste\ 1535 COYKRDALE Jer. li. 25 A brente hill, a 1547
SCRREV SEneid n. 1015 Reft from the brent Temples of

Troy. 1591 SPENSER R nines ofTime 19 Th'auncient Genius
of that Citie brent. 1611 BIBLE Jer. li. 25, I wil . . make
thee a burnt mountaine. Mod. Many objects of value were
discovered amid the ruins of the burnt houses.

b. fg. Fired with passion ; inflamed, excited.

a 1564 BECON Humble Supplic. in Prayers, ffC. (1844) 247
Brent with a fervent and unfeigned zeal. 1859 TENNYSON
Enid 560 All his face Glow'd . . So burnt he was with passion.

2. Burnt out : a. extinct after entire consumption
of the fuel ; sometimes Jig. ;

b. driven out by a

conflagration ; cf. BURN v. 15.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. vn. ii. 302 Burnt-out Seigneurs,

rally round your Queen ! 1837 DE QUINCEY Lake Poets S,c.

Wks. II. 108 It was a burnt-out volcano.

3. Affected or damaged by fire or excessive heat,

scorched, f Burnt line : the equator, t Burnt
zone : the torrid zone. In f Burnt planet, \ Burnt
VVay, = COMHUST {Astral.).

1393 GOWER Conf. II. 375 They destruied king and all And
leften but the brente wall. 155* HULOET, Burned roste-

meate on the spyt. I5SS EDEN Decades W. Ind. (Arb. ) 59
The marchaunt . . passeth to Inde, By the burnte line or

Equinoctiall. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World i. 142 Being
under the burnt Zone, it was held uninhabitable. 1667
PEPYS Diary (1879) IV. 442 The ground was everywhere so

burned and dry. i86a MARY E. ROGERS Dem. Life Palestine

17 Cattle were browsing on the scanty burnt-up pasture.

b. Of persons : That has suffered injury or pain
from fire, or agencies resembling fire ; esp. in pro-

verb, The burnt child dreads thefire.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 1820 Brent child of fier hath mych

drede. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prav. <$ Epigr. (1867) 45 Burnt
childe fyre dredth. 1674 DUKE OF LAUDERD. in Lauderd.

Papers (1885) III. xxxil. 53 A burn'd Child dreads the fire.

fo. Mid. Adust. Burnt choler : 'choler adust '.

1578 LYTE Dodoens 1. xv. 24 Hoate, cholerique, burnte,
and pernicious humors. 1585 LLOYD Treas. Health Y iv,

Against a quartaine of burnt coler in haruest, take y rote

of fennel, parcely, of bochers brome, sperage, cinkfoyle.

4. That has been treated with fire for a specific

purpose: a. Said of earth that has been burn-

beated ;
of clay, bricks, tiles, etc. Also burnt-

iron (see quot. 1881).

1387 TREVISA Higden (1865) I. 97 pe walles were i-made of

brend tile and of glewe in stede of morter, 1616 SURFL. &
MARKH. Conntr. Farm 687 Harts doe run ouerthwart the

burned ground where the dogges can haue no sent. 1834
Brit. Husb. xvii. I. 367 Part of the field was dressed with

burned clay. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Bnrnt iron,

in the Bessemer and open-hearth processes, iron which has

been exposed to oxidation until all its carbon is gone.

b. Of gold and silver : Molten, refined by fire.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 988 fe bor} watz al of brende

golde bryjt. 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 1304 His sadel was



BURNTISH.
of brend gold newe ybete. (1420 Anturs ofArth. xxx,
A bordur a-boute alle of brent gold. 1488 In-v. Jewels of
Jas. Ill in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 393 Item twa braid

pecis of brynt silver bullioune.

c. Calcined or treated by fire for use as a drag,

pigment, etc., as burnt ahem, carmine, ochre t

sienna, sponge, umber, etc. (see ALUM, CARMINE,
etc.) ; "f

1

burnt-brass, obs. name for copper sul-

phate ; f burnt copper, copper oxide ; t burnt

lead, lead sulphide.
1661 LOVELL Hist, A uitti. $ Min. 459 CatheretUks, burnt

pumice-stone, burnt alum, burnt vitriol, burnt antimony
or crocus metallorum . . Causticks^ live lime, burnt-brasse,
sublimat mercury. 1731 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Lead, Burnt

Lead, plumbum itsturn, is . . lead melted in a pot with

sulphur, and reduced by fire into a brown powder. 1790
RICHARDSON Chem. Princ. Metallic Arts 124 When it

[copper] is exposed to a red heat . . it separates in scales,

which are called burnt copper. 1800 Med. Jrnt. IV. 412 To
medical practitioners in general, burnt sponge is known to

be the basis of the Coventry remedy.
d. Impressed by burning or branding; branded.

1652 Ad-ut. in Proc. Parliament No. 163 A Browne bay
Mare, .a burned O upon each hip.

e. Burnt taste, flavour, etc : a taste, etc., re-

sembling that of something that has been burnt.

5. Of wine, etc.: 'Made hot' (J.) ; see quot.

1876 ;
the precise early sense is doubtful. (Now

only dial.} Burnt brandy : that from which part
of the spirit has been removed by burning.
1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. 120 Commyng to . . a tavern,

called for burnt-wine, sacke, malmesie, hipocras and what
not. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. n. i. 222 He glue you a pottle
of burn'd sacke. 1661 PEPYS Diary 15 Jan., A cupp of
burnt wine at the taverne. 1709 STEKLE Tatler No. 36 r 5

I'll lay Ten to Three, I drink Three Pints of burnt Claret at

your Funeral. 1876 F. ROBINSON Wkitby Gloss. Pref. 9
' Burnt wine from a silver flagon

' was handed . . being
a heated preparation of port wine with spices and sugar.
1880 Barman's Afan. 55 Burnt brandy . . one glass of Cognac
and half a table-spoonful of white sugar, burnt in a saucer,

6. Affected as with burning.
a. Of grain : Affected by smut, ergot, etc. ; cf. 7.

1597 GERARD Herbal i. Ivii. 77 Burnt Rie hath no one good
property. 1806 R. ANDREWS in Young Agric. Essex I. 295,
Kars of smut, or what we call burnt wheat.

b. Affected by venereal disease.

1693 W. ROBERTSON Phrased. Gen. 289 A burnt whore,

7. Comb., as t burnt-cat [F. chat bride\ a sort

of pear ; burnt-corked a., blackened with burnt

cork ; burnt-ear, a disease in corn, in which,

owing to the growth of a minute fungus Uredo

segetum, the ear appears covered with blackened

powder ; t burnt-marked a., branded.

1690 W. WALKER Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 80 The Pot calls

the Pan *burnt-arse. 1676 WORLIDGE Cyder (1691) 216

*Burnt-cat, Lady-pear, Ice-pear, .are all very good winter-

pears. 1884 Liverpool Daily Post 2 Jan. 4/7 Their *burnt-
corked faces, a 1722 LISLE Husb. 150 (E. D. S.) *Burnt-ear,

Ustilago in corn. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 465/2 Diseases to

which barley is subject .. the smut, the burnt ear, blight.

1705 in Land. Gaz. No. 4163/4 A . . Mare . .* burnt-marked
on the near Hip with H.

t Bu'rntish, a. Obs. [f.
BURNT + -ISH.] Hav-

ing symptoms of burning, somewhat burnt.
1662 J. CHANDLER I'an Helmont's Qriat, 227 Thirst ariseth

in Fevers by reason of burntish putrefactions. 1674 R.
GODFREY Inj. $ Ab. Physic 70 Burntish and stinking belch-

ings, .plainly attest it.

tBu'ratness. Obs. rare 1
. In 6 brentness.

[f. BURNT + -NESS.] Burnt quality.
1559 MORWYNG Evonym. 23 Destill it ..with a soft fire;

least the waters stink or savour of brentnes.

Burnt o'fFeriiig, burnt-o'ffering. A
sacrifice offered to a deity by burning. (As the

word is chiefly familiar in Scriptural use, it natu-

rally suggests in the first place the animal sacri-

fices of the Jews.") So also Burnt -sacrifice.

1382 WYCLIF Mark xii. 33 More than alle brend offringis

\i'. r. sacrifices] and sacrificis. iSssCovERDALE Job i. 5 Job
.. offred for everyone a brentofieringe. 1751 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v. Sacrifice, When the victim was slain, they flayed
him, if it was not a burnt-offering (for then they burnt skin

and alh. 1852 GKOTE Greece n. Ixxi. IX. 236 Have you ever
sacrificed to him with entire burnt-offerings as we used to

do together at Athens?

1382 WYCLIF Ex. xx. 24 ^e shulen offre vpon it ^oure brent

sacrifices. 1588 A. KING Canisins' Catech. 21, 1 offermy self

to the this mornyng in ane brounte sacrifice. 1611 BIBLE
2 Kings xvi. 15 Burne. .the Kings burnt sacrifice.

Burough, -row, obs. ff. BOROUGH.

Burr, bur (bw), sb Also 7 burgh, 6-7
burre. [Derivation obscure : nor is it at all clear

whether the senses under II and III ought not to

be treated as separate words. But the co-existence

of the form BURROW sb$ (q. v.) with BURR sense 5,

and its explanation as 'a circle about the moon \
seem to identify this with the bttnvhe, burroive of

the Promptorium, the phonetic variants being

analogous to fur, furrviu ;
while the form bttrg/i,

besides burre^ as well as the sense of II, appears
equally to point back to the same ME. forms.

For the source of the ME. see BROUGH.]
I. 1. General sense : A circle.

c 1440 Ifromp. Parr. 56 Burwhe, sercle [1499 burrowe],
orbiculits.
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II. A (? protecting) ring, etc.

t2. A broad iron ring on a tilting spear just
behind the place for the hand. Ots.

ciS30 Lo. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Rryt. (1814)327 Squyers
and varieties were . . knockynge on hedes and burres on

myghtye spares. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne II. xxxvii. (1632)

427 Burre, or yron of a launce, etc. 1611 DEKKER & Mm-
DLETON Roar. Girl n. i, I'll try one spear, .though it prove
too short by the burgh. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry iv. xiv.

(1660) 338 The Burre. .is a broad ring of Iron behind the. .

place made for the hand, which Burre is brought unto the
Rest when the Tilter chargeth his Speare or Staffe.

3. A washer placed on the small end of a rivet

before the end is swaged down ; also (Gunnery)
see quot. 1802.

1627 FELTHAM Resolves n. xxix. \Vks. (1677) 218 A brawl
. . which with all the burrs of silence should have still stood

firmly riveted. 1802 C. JAMES Mil. Dift.^ Bur [in Gun-
nery], a round iron ring, which serves to rivet the end of
the bolt, so as to form a round head. 1851 Ord. $ Rcgitl.
Roy. Engineers u. 51 Leather Pipes, joined by Copper
Rivets and Burs. 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Cateck. 5
Bolt and burr.

4. (See BURK-PUMP.)
III. 5. A circle of light round the moon (or a

star) ;
a BBOUGH. The original sense seems to

have been merely 'circle, halo'; but in modern
use there is usually the notion of a nebulous or

nimbous disc of light enfolding the luminary ;
as

if modified by association with BUR sb.

1631 BRATHWAIT ly/u'wzies, Xantlpp. 104 A burre about
the moone is . .a presage ofa tempest. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat.
V Exp. Philos. IV. Hi. 463 The stars seem, -surrounded with

a sort of burs. iSoz HKRSCHKI. in Phil. Trans. XCII. 499
Of Stars with Burs, or Stellar Nebulse. 1851 NICHOL
Arc/lit, ticav. 128 The halo itself gradually sinking into a

bur, or ail atmosphere around a star.

Burr, bur (boi), sb.'-
1

[Origin unknown.] The
sweet-bread of a calf, sheep, etc.

1573 A rt ofLimning 10 To take grease out of parchement
or paper : Take shepes burres and burne them to pouder,
etc. 1730-6 BAILEY s.v., The Bur of a Beef, etc., the sweet
bread. 1752 Ifist. Pompcy the Lift. 125 Sitting down to a
breasl of veal, .raving at the landlord, because the bur was

gone. 1834 ESTHER COPLHY Honsekpr's. Guide v. 107 A
sweet-bread (or burr). . boiled.

, bur, sb.z Obs. [Etymol. uncertain.

Though the sense approaches that of BOKE sfr.l,

connexion with that appears to be phonetically

impossible. Mr. E. B. Poulton suggests that the

general notion is that of 'a roughness or scar,

which looks artificial or as if resulting from acci-

dent the look presented by an ear (beyond any
other organ of special sense) in birds, and other

animals which have not the external pinna pos-
sessed by mammals '. This would connect it with

the following word, or even with BCR
sf>."\

The external meatus of the ear, the opening lead-

ing to the tympanum.
(This is clear in quot. 1688, since hawks have nothing but

an opening ; so practically the cropt-eared dog in quot.

1677 ; quot. 1573 refers to the secretion of wax in the meatus

of the ear, and las was formerly supposed) in the parotid

glands or
' kernels of the ears

'

(though it might be read as

identifying the 'burres
1

with the 'kirnels't. Dr. John-
son's explanation

' the lobe or lap of the ear
'

_was an un-

fortunate guess, servilely followed by later dictionaries.)

J573 COOPER Thesaurus, Parotis. -an impostume behinde

the eares comming of a matter distilling from the heade

into the burres or kirnels of the eares. 1677 Loud. Gas.

No. 1203/4 A Little White Shock Bitch . . cropt ears . . red

above the burrs of her ears. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n.

237/1 Names of the parts afa Falcon Of the Head. .The

Burrs, or Ear burs, are the Ears. 1730-6 BAILEY, Burr,
the round Knob of Horn next a Deer's Head ;

also the Burr

of the Ear. [Hence in JOHNSON.)

Burr, bur ibw), sl>.* [app. the same word

as BUR sb. ;
at least having some notion of rough-

ness derived from it : but usually spelt burr, and

therefore here treated apart.]

1. A rough ridge or edge left on metal or other

substance after cutting, punching, etc. ;
e. g. the

roughness produced on a copper
-
plate by the

graver ; the rough neck left on a bullet in casting ;

the ridge produced on paper, etc., by puncture.
1611 FLORIO, Bocchina. . . that stalke or necke of a bullet

which in the casting remaines in the necke of the mould,

called of our Gunners the bur of the bullet. 1784 E. DARWIN
in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 5 A bur made by forcing a bodkin

through several parallel sheets of paper. 1837 WHITTOCK
Bk. '/></<; 1 1842) 214 The scraper., for rubbing off the burr

or barb raised by the graver on the copper plate. 1846

Print. Apfar. Amateurs 13 [In type-founding] when the

waste piece of metal called the
' break

'

is broken off, the

burr that is left is planed away. 1876 Athcnxmn 25 Nov.

693/3 Burr, .is caused by the tearing up of the copper by
the needle or burin. A ragged edge is left which holds the

ink and gives a rich velvety effect. 1879 CasselFs Techn,

Editc. IV. 117/2 A burr left at the hinder end of the thread

[of a screw] which '

ragged
'

the wood.

2. Technical senses of obscure origin. [? With
notion of '

something rough ', or of ' tool for re-

moving ronghness'.] a. short for burr-chisel,

burr-drill, burr-saw : see 3. b. (See quot.).

1794 Rifling ff Seamanship I. 150 Burr, a triangular

hollow cfiissei, used to clear the corners of mortises.

1833 J. HOLLAND Mrmuf. .Metals II. 145 In lhe making of

screws.. workmen.. use what they call a burr, or burring

BURR.

tool . . The burr is a square piece of steel . . having in the

centre a hole screwed as accurately as possible with a square
thread or worm.
3. Comb, burr-chisel, a three-edged chisel used

to clear the comers of mortises ;
burr - cutter,

burr-nipper, nippers for cutting away the burr

from a leaden bullet
; burr-drill, a dentist's drill

with a serrated or file-cut knob or head ;
burr-

gauge, a plate perforated with holes of graduated

sizes, for determining the sizes of burr-drills ;

burr-saw, a small circular saw used in turning.

Burr, bur (bw), sb.o Also buhr. [Origin
uncertain : possibly identical with Bull sb., being
so called from its roughness.]
1. a. Siliceous rock capable of being employed

for millstones, b. A whetstone.

1721 C. KING Brit. Mtrcti. I. 288 Burrs for Mill-Stones.

1816 W. SMITH Strata Ident. 12 Burs, or scythe stones. 1834
Amer. Jrnl. Sci. XXV. 233 Millstones equal to the best

French buhrs. 1879 Shropsh. Word-bk., Bur. .a whetstone

for scythes. 1880 JEFFERIES Gt. Estate 168 The French
burrs, -come over in fragments.
2. A siliceous boss or rock occurring among

calcareous, or other softer, formations ;
a harder

part in any freestone.

1839 MURCHISON Silur. Syst. I. iv. 49 Upright bands of

hard sandstone, termed 'Burrs', which cut through the

strata. 1863 I. TURNER Slate Quarries 16 Circular saws . .

are . . unable to cut through
' burrs

'

. . and other hard places.

3. spec. A term applied by quarrymen in Dorset-

shire to a soft sandy limestone, with hard silicified

bosses, above the ' Dirt bed
'

in the Lower Purbeck

series. Also to a harder sandy limestone chiefly

made up of comminuted shells, in the Upper Pur-

beck beds.

1829 T. WEBSTER Obsew. Purli. tf Portland Beds, Tram.
Geol. Soc. Ser. n. II, Below this is another mass of calca-

reous stone, considerably softer, .it is divided into two by
a slaty bed, the upper being called aish, and the lower the

soft burr. 1882 Caruh. Mag. 728 Above this we get the soft

burr, a lake sediment. 1883 T. BOND Corfc Castle 51 The
stone . . locally known by the name of Bur, is perhaps the

most durable building stone in England.
4. A partly fused mass of brick ;

a clinker.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pniet. Build. 344 Burrs or Clinkers

are such as are so much over-burnt as to vitrify, and run

two or three together. 1864 Daily Tel. 2 June, The ad-

visability of sinking brick burrs in different parts of the

river. 1876 GUILT Encyel. Archil. % 1824 Burrs and clinkers

are such bricks as have been violently burnt, or masses of

several bricks run together in the clamp or kiln.

5. atlrib. : see BuRK-xTONE.

1883 Specif. N. E. Rail-M. (Almuick <$ Cornli. Branch) 58

Price of Dry or Burr Walling.

Burr (bw, brr}, st.o Also burrh. [app. imit-

ative of the sound ; though probably associated

in idea with the roughness of a bur
;

cf. Bl'R S/L,

esp. sense 4, bur in the throat.]

1. A rough sounding of the letter /
; spec, the

rough uvular trill (
- French r grasseyt) character-

istic of the county of Northumberland, and found

elsewhere as an individual peculiarity. (Writers

ignorant of phonology often confuse the Northum-

berland /run- with the entirely different Scotch ;-,

which is a lingual trill : see quots. 1835, l8 73-)

1760 FOOTE Minor (1781) Introd. 9 An Aunt just come
from the North, with the true NewCastle bur in her

throat. 1805 R. FORSVTII Beauties Scat/. II. 57 From [the

Tweed], southward as far as Yorkshire, universally all

persons annex a guttural sound to the letter r; a practice

which in some places receives the appellation of the Berwick

hirrh. 1835 W. IRVING Crayon Misc. (1849) 24 He spoke
with a Scottish accent, and with somewhat of the North-

umbrian ' burr '. 1873 J. A. H. MURRAY Dial. S. Scat!. 86

The northern limits of the burr are very sharply defined,

there being no transitional sound between it and the Scotch

r. Along the line of the Cheviots, the Scotch r has driven

the burr a few miles back, perhaps because many of the

farmers and shepherds are of Scotch origin. 1876 GREEN
Short Hist. i. 3 (1882) 25 The rough Northumbrian burr.

b. Hence, loosely, A rough or dialectal pronun-

ciation, a peculiarity of utterance.

1849 C. BRONTE Shirley iv. 39 'A Yorkshire burr . . was

. .much better than a cockney's lisp.' Ibid. III. ii. 41 Your

accent . . has no rugged burr. 1867 A. J. ELLIS E. E. Pro-

mine. i. i. 19 Each district has its burr or brogue. 1874

FARRAR Christ II. lix. -,48 Betrayed by his Galilean burr.

2. [
= BIRR 3.] Whirr, vibratory or rushing noise.

1818 KEATS Endym. u. 138 Holding his forehead, to keep

off the burr Of smothering fancies. 1825 COLERIDGE Lett. xl.

in Lett. Confers. , f,c. II. 177 Put the whole working hive

of my thoughts in a whirl and a bur. 1836 MissM ULOCH

J. Halifax \. 2 The open house-doors . . through which came

the drowsy burr of many a stocking-loom. 1860 All Jr.

Round No. 57. 159 The burr of working wheels and cranks.

Burr, bur (bw), sb.l [a. F. bourn 'padding',

also ' refuse of raw silk '. Cf. BUHL sb.}

1. A sort of pad for a saddle.

1688 R. HOLME A rmonry in. 345/1 The French Pad Sad-

dle the Burs of it come wholly round the seat. 1725

BRADLEV Fam. Diet. II. 6 a/2 Pad Saddle, of which there

are Two sorts, some being made with Burrs before the Seat,

others with Bolsters under the Thighs.

2. The refuse of raw silk.

1798 W. HUTTON AutMoK. 117 To take out the burs and

uneven parts [of a thread of silk). i8u SMYTH Pract. Cus-

toms 185 Waste silk is what surrounds the cocoon . . This

burr is proper to stuff quilts.
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BURR. 1196 BURROW.
II Burr, bur, s&. A [Hind.

j_>
bar -.-Ski, vata]

The Banyan-tree (Ficus indica^ ; also attrih.

1813 J, FORBES Orient. Mem. III. 14 A sacred Burr, or
pipal tree. 1849 SOUTHEY Comnt.-Pl, Bk. Ser. n. 407 A re-

markable banian or burr tree. 1845 STOCQUELKR Handbk.
Brit. India, (18541 M 1 The bur, the largest of trees.

tBurr, v. 1 Obs. rare~ l
. [f. BUHR j.i] intr.

To spread out like a burr round the moon.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. in. vi. 71 The Rayes of things,

burring out from all Bodies that act at a distance.

Burr (,bw), v.~
[f. BURR sb.\ 3.] trans. To

fashion into a burr or rivet-head.
1880 Times 27 Dec. 9/4 A tool having a screw and triple

clip, which grasps the gas check and burrs it over a pro-
jection at the base of the shell.

Burr, ^. ;i

[f. BURR J/J.G]

1. intr. To pronounce a strong uvular r (instead
of a trilled r\ as is done in Northumberland.

Also, loosely^ to speak with a rough articulation ;

to speak inarticulately or indistinctly, to utter the

syllable burr or something like it.

1798 WORDSW. Idiot Hoy xxii, Burr, burr now Johnny's
Hps they burr, As loud as any mill, or near it. 1816 Monthly-
Mag. XLI. 527 There let them burr and oy. 1866 CARLYLI:
Remin. (1881) II. 126 He . . burred with his r.

2. trans. To pronounce (/-) with a 'burr' (or,

loosely t with a trill).

1868 H. KINGSI.EY Mathilde II. 268 There were plenty of
r's in it, and he burred them. Mod. You cannot speak French
like a Parisian, until you have learnt to burr your r's.

3. intr. To make a whirring noise.
See BURRING///, n.

t Burracan. Obs. [a. F. bouracan *

gros
camelot* (Littre).] A coarse kind of cloth.

1588 Lane. Wills (1861) III. 135 The same hanginges of
redd and yelowe burracan,

Burracho, var. BORACHIO, Obs., leather bottle.

Barrage, obs. form of BORAGE.

Burral, burrel (bwrel . Sc. See quot.
1796 Statist. Ace. Scoff. XVII. 404 That partial kind [of

cultivation] called balk and burral. 1811 Agr. Surt>. Abcrd.
235 ijAM.) The inferior land, besides the outfields .. wai
called .. Imrrel ley, where there was only a narrow ridge
ploughed, and a large stripe or baulk of barren land between

every ridge

Burranet. Obs. exc. dial. [app. repr. an OE.
*beorh-ened ( Du. berg-send BEKGANDEU), f. beorh
BURROW sb.- +ened duck ; cf. BURROW - DUCK.]
The Sheldrake.
1602 CAKEW Cornwall 35 a, Widgeon, Burranets, Shags,

Duck and Mallard. 1759 B. MARTIN Nat, Hist, Eng, \.

Dorset 39 Geese, Galls, Burranets, Woodcocks. 1882 JAGO
Cornish Gloss. 125 Burranet, the Shell-drake.

Burras, obs. form of BORAX.

Burras-pipe- ? Obs. [f. burras, obs. form
of BORAX

s
see quot. 1688).] See quots.

1676 J. COOKE Marrow of Sure. fed. 4") 2 Those [Instru-
ments] needful to be carried about are .. Incision-knife,

Burras-Pipe and Stitching-Quill both in one. 1678 PHILLIPS,

Surras-pipe^ certain Instrument derived originally from
the Goldsmiths, and now also used in Chyrurgery, to keep
corroding Powders in, as Vitriol, burnt Allum, Precipitate,
etc. [1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 259/2 Terms of Art
used by the Gold-smiths. Charging, is to lay on the place
to be soldered both Soder and Burras. Ibid. HI. 308/2
Founders Tools. The Borax Box ; of some termed a
Horace Box

; but more vulgarly a Burras Box, is a Brass
or Copper Box with a Pipe in the side, in which bruised
Borax is put, to scratch it by little and little out of the
Knobbed Pipe, on the place intended to be Soddered.]
I 753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.. Surras-pipe^ an instrument
used by goldsmiths, consisting of a copper box, with a

spout, having teeth like a saw; sometimes also used by
surgeons for the application of certain solid medicines by
inspersion. 1721-1800 in BAILEY as in PHILLIPS; hence in

JOHNSON and mod. Diets.

Burrass. [a. K. bourras (same sense).] Coarse

hempen cloth.

1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (18131 24* The dregs are. .

filtered through brown burrass bags.

tBurratine. 06s. rare- 1
, [ad. \\..burattino

'qucl fantoccio di cenci o di legno, con molti de'

quali il burattinajo rappresenta commedie e farse
1

(Tommaseoand Bellini).] A puppet ;

' a silliegull
in a Comedie' (Florio).
1617 B. JONSON Vis. of Delight 19 A she monster delivered

of sixe Burratines, that dance with sixe Pantalones.

Burreau, var. of BUKRIO, Sc. Obs. t hangman.
|| Bu-rred, another form of BARRAD.
1823 New Monthly Mag. VII. 232 His long hair was . .

surmounted by a burred or conical woollen cap.

fBurree'. Obs. [a. F. beurrt (lit. 'buttered')

'espece de poire fondante* (Littre).] See quot.
1719 LONDON & WISE CoinpL Gard. 52 [Page headed La

Burree] The Burree. .call'd the Butter Pear, because of its

smooth, delicious, melting soft pulp.

II Burrel. [ad. Hindi bharal (Col. Yule).]
The blue wild sheep of the Himalaya.
1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat. Hist. 54 The burrell, or wild sheep,

of the Himalaya Peaks . . The burrell is considered as the
first of Himalayan game animals.

Burrel, app. misprint for BURREE.
1706 in PHILLIPS (with explanation nearly as in BURREE

above t, 1721-1800 in BAILKV; hence in JOHNSON, etc.

Burrel-fly. Obs. [Derivation unknown : cf.

F. bourreler to torment.] The gadfly.
1678 PHILLIPS (App.\ Bnrrel-J7y, the same as Gad-fly. 1713

DERHAM P/iys.- Theot. (L.) The whame, or barrel-fly, is vexa-
tious to horses in summer. 1721 BAILEY, Bnrrel-J?y,&n In-

sect very troublesome to working Cattle. Hence in JOHN-
SON and mod. Diets.

t Burrell. Obs. rare. (Cf. BURR sbl sense 2.)

1548 W. PATTEN Expcd. Scotl. in Arb. Garner III. 118

They brake and bare away the nether end of the staff [of a
standard] to the burrell.

Burrell, var. of BORREL, BUREL. Obs.

Burrel-shot. See quot.
1706 PHILLIPS, Burrel-shot Case-shot. 1730-6 BAILEY,

Barrel Shot iwith Gunners' small Bullets, Nails, Stones,
Pieces of old Iron, etc. put into Cases, to he discharged
out of the Ordnance or murdering Pieces ; Case shot.

Hence in JOHNSON and mod. Diets.

t Burret. Obs. rare. [a. F. bouret, burett used

to render L. mitrex, also conchylittm, in Du Pinet's

transl. of Pliny 1566, whence Holland may have
obtained the word.] Used to render L. murex^
a kind of shell-fish yielding a dye.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny ix. \.\xvi. 258 The Murexor Burret.

1745 tr. Colnmellas linsb. vm. xvi. 373 Conchyls, burrets,

oysters, and others ofthe purple kind [Lat. conchyIt is > inuri-

cibitSi et ostreis\. Ibid. 374 footnote^ The murex, which
some call a burret.

Burrh-stone, variant of BURR-STONE.

Burridge, Burrie, obs. ff. BORAGE, BURRY.

Burring (bzrriry, vbl. sb. [f. BUR v.^ + -ING*.]
The removing of burs and other foreign bodies

from wool or cotton in the process of manufacture.

Hence burring-machine, -saw, -wheel.

1879 in Cassell's Tcchn. F.ditc. IV. 340/1 To clean the wool
of these troublesome seeds, the burring machine was brought
into requisition.

Burring (bjnrirj), ///. a.
[f.

BURU v$ + -ING-.]
a. That burrs in speech ;

b. whirring.
1883 Mag. Art Sept. 470/2 What a funny burring patois.

1886 E. HODDKR Life Earl Shaftesbury I. in. 139 Amidst
the burring din of machinery.
t Burrio, burio. Sc. Obs. Also 7 burreo ;

see also BotJKREAU, [a. F. bourrcau^ earlier

boreau, borel.] A hangman, an executioner.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 201 He was burio
lo himself mair schamefully than we micht devise. 1567
Declar. Lordis Quarr. in Dalyell Scot. Poems i6M C. II.

274 Syne with his Burrio [she] band ane new manage. 1634-
46 Row Hist. Kirk ( 18421 322 Should ye be burrioestoyour
brethren '{ [1830 SCOTT Demonol. 324 The Devil, .had made
her associates, .to be their own burrioes.J

fig. a 1600 MOSTGOMEHIE SPUN. Hx, Lovers . . Thoght
they persaivd that Burrio Death to bost within [Mr] eyis.

+ Burriour, burior. -SV. Obs. Also 7 bur-
rier. [An adaptation of prec., after agent nouns

in -our, -0!'.~\
=

prec.
c 1550 Clariodns (JAM.) Sum burriouris ye sail gar come

yow to. n 1600 BUREI.L Pilgr, in Watson Coll. foemtdyoG)
n. 40 (JAM.) Thir catiff miscreants I mene, As buriors has
cuer bene. 1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's A ittobiog. xii. 1 18481

456 To be his executioners and burners against ministers.

II Burro (birr*?). [Sp.] A donkey.
1800 SOUTHKY in Life (1850) II. 119 The easy pace and

sure step of the John burros. 1800 Lett. 118561 I. 129

By the aid of a burro and the good baiting-places in the way.
[Frequent in Southey.] 1884 Harpers Mag. Oct. 750/2
Even pottery and singing-birds, are . . brought burro-back,

packed in . . crates.

Burrock (b^*r^k\ [Apparently in its origin a

mere dictionary word, though perh. it may have
found its way into actual use

;
ad. mod. or rned.L.

burrockhim, ad. OF. bourroiche, explained by
Littre and Godef. as an apparatus made of wicker-

work for catching iish.]

1701 Cmvell's Interpreter (ed. Kenneti, ttnrrochiuni^ a
Burrock or small Wear, where Wheels [i. e. weels] are lay'd
in a River, for the taking of Fish. 1706 in PHILLIPS ; hence
in BAILEY, JOHNSON, and mod. Diets.

Burrough, ordinary f. BOROUGH in i6-i8th c.

t Burrough-gate. Obs. [ad. OE. burh-geat
y;ate of a castle.]
a looo Thorpe Laws I. 190 Gif ceorl ha;fde fif hida agenes

landes, clrican and cycenan, bellhus, & burhfceat-setl &
sunder note on cynges healle. 1680 Jani Anglormn Feu.
Nova. 32 What in Ancient time made a Churl . . become a

Theyn or Noble, .was five hides of his own Land, a Church
and a Kitchin, a Bell-house and a Burrough-gate.

Burrow (b'w), sb^ Forms : 4 borwj, 4-6
borow, 6 boroughe, 6-7 borough, burrowe,
bury, 7 burrough(e, 7- burrow, fy ?<//<*/. bury,
burry). See also BERRY sb^ [Of somewhat ob-

scure origin. The forms are identical with those

of BOROUGH, of which the word is commonly re-

garded as a variant ; but the sense is not known
to have belonged to OE. burh, ON. borgt

or to

the parallel form in any Teut. lang. Possibly it

may be a special use of BOROUGH i, stronghold : or

else a derivative (unrecorded in OE. and ON.) of

*burg- ablaut-stem of OTeut. *bergan to shelter,

protect ; cf. BURY v.
t BURIELS. The forms bury,

BERRY sb$ may perhaps be connected with BERGH
sb. protection, shelter.]
1. A hole or excavation made in the ground for

a dwelling-place by rabbits, foxes and the like.

c 1360 ll'ifl. Palerne 9 By-side J>e borw} J>ere t>e barn was
inne. 1382 WYCLIK Matt. viii. 20 Foxis han dichis, or

borowis, and briddis of the eir han nestis. 1538 LELAND
Itin. V. 59 There is nothing now but a Fox borow. 1540

Act 32 Hen. VIII^ xi, Rabettes, in or vpon any bury. 1616
SURFL. & MARKH. Countr. Farm 504 The wood Torteise
. .maketh her borough in the woods. 1669 WORLIDCE Syst.

Agric. 11681) 173 Leaving places on the sides for the Coneys
to draw and make their Stops or Buries. 1759 JOHNSON
Rasselas 35 The conies which the rain had driven from their

burrows. 1832 HT. MAKTINEAU Ella of Gar. iii. 37 To
hunt the pumns out of their burrows in the rock. 1849
MURCHISON Siluria iii. 40 The burrows, .made by Crusta-
ceans. 1879 JEFFERIES Wild Life in S. C. 38 In heavy rain

. .they [rabbits] generally remain within their buries.

f b. A burrowing ; any small tubular excava-

tion, or underground passage. Obs.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 607 The burroughes [of the

internal ear] in their inward superficies are inuested with a

very soft and fine membrane. 1662 J. CHANDLER Van Hel-
monfs Oriat. 82 Fiery Mines or Burroughs.
2. trattsf. and Jiff. A secluded or small hole-like

dwelling-place, or place of retreat ; a * hole'.

1650 WELDON Crt. Jos. I (1651) 44 This fellow knew his

Burrough well enough. 1790 BOSWELL Johnson (1816) III.

409 The chief advantage of London is, that a man is always
so near his burrow. 1835 SIR J. Ross N.-IV. Pass. xxix.

408 A fresh breeze made our burrow colder than was agree-
able. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 130 Within a few
miles of Dublin, the traveller, .saw. .the miserable burrows
out of which squalid . . barbarians stared wildly.

3. Comb., as f burrow-headed a., ? given to

searching things out, inquisitive, curious (obsJ}.

1650 B. Discolliminium 17 Over-brain'd Burrow-headed

Men, restlesse in studying new things.

Bu'rrOW, $b:- dial, or techn. Forms : 5 bo-

roughe, burgh, 7 borough, 7- burrow. See

also BARROW sb.^ [The form taken in some parts
of Engl., esp. Cornwall, by the OE. beorg, ME.
ber%) oierwt borj, borw. burgh hill, of which the

more general representative is BARROW j^. 1
,
and a

by-form BERRY sb2, q. v.]

A heap or mound ; in earlier use a hillock ; now,

esp. a heap of refuse made in mining or beat-burn-

ing. See beat-borough under BEAT sb$
885-1393 [see BAKKUW sb. 1

}. 1480 Robt. Devyll zo Farre
from boroughe or hyll. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 314/1 This

holy man sawe upon the burgh on the ground the deuyls
makyng joye. 1602 CAREW Cornwall \<$ b, Before ploughing
time, they scatter abroad those Beat-boroughs . . upon the

ground. Ibid. (1723) 1483, One Gidly .. digged downe a
little hillocke,or Borough. 1663 CHARLETON Chor.Gigant.
39 Those Tumuli, or (as we call themi Burrows. 1696
C. MEKKET in Phil. Trans. XIX. 351 Hills . . called Bur-
rows, .supposed to be Sepulchral Monuments. 1784 TWAM-
LEV Dairying 125 Prepare a burrow of soil . . from old Turf.

1875 UKE Diet. Arts I. 550 Burrou> t a miner's term for a

heap of rubbish. 1880 East Cornu*. Gloss. (E.D.S.) Burrow^
a mound or heap; a sepulchral tumulus. Beat-burrow^ a

heap of burnt turves.

Bu'rrOW, sb$ dial. [: OE. beorg, beorh fem.

(only in compounds , tebeorh neut. ME. bergh,

shelter, f. beorgan to shelter, BERGH.] Shelter.

1577 HARRISON England \. \\. xxiv. 358 Enclosed burrowes
where their legions accustomed . . to winter. Ibid. 360 The
boroughs or buries were certeine plots of ground, whereon
the Roman souldiers did use to lie, when they kept in the

open field. 1609 HOLLAND Anttii. Marcell. xvm. vi. 114
Flat levell and plaine fields not able to affoord us . . any
borough to shelter us \latihnla prxbere sufficient], 1867
Leisure Hour 352 Where there has been convenient shelter

or burrow, as it is called in Oxfordshire, from the wind.

tBu'rrow, sb* Obs. Another form of BOROUGH,
BURGH. Used also in plural for the Burgesses, or

representatives of the Burghs or *

Commonalty
*

in

the Scottish parliament. Cf. BURGESS.

1634-46 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 135 Many commissioners

being assembled, they were parted in three, barrens, bur-

rowes, ministers. 1642 Declar. Lords fy Comm. to Gen. Ass.

Ch. Scot., Land. 10 The Nobility, Gentry, Burrowes, Minis-

ters and Commons. 1650 Row (son) Hist. Kirk (1842) 486
The gentrie by themselves, the burrows by themselves.

t Bivrrow, sb.$ Obs. Another form of BURR sb.1,

BROUGH
;
a circle of light about the moon.

1499 Promp. Parv., Burrowe [1440 Burwhe, sercle], orbi-

culus. 1656 DUGARU Gate Lane. Unl. vi.(i659i S 64 A circle

(Burrow) about the moon foresneweth wet. .weather.

Burrow (b#T0u), v.\
[f.

BURROW sb.*]

1. intr. Of animals : To make a burrow or small

excavation, esp. as a hiding- or dwelling-place.
1771 BAKKINGTON in PhiL Trans. LXII. roThey. .burrow

underground. 1796 MORSE Amcr. Gepg. I. 218 Their dens
which they [alligators] form by burrowing far under ground.
i8a8 STARK Eletn. Nat. Hist. II. 307 The larvae burrow in

the wood. 1831 SOUTHEY Lit. Bk. in Green ff G. Wks. X.

380 Worms . . Burrowing safely in thy side.

b. fig. To lodge as in a burrow, hide oneself.

1614 T. ADAMS DivelVs Banq. 47 These Monsters are in

the Wildernesse ! No they borough in Sion. 1640 BASTWICK
Lord Bps. vi. Fij, These Lordly Prelates, .will not suffer

any one . . to burrow within their Diocese, a 1848 MARRYAI
R. Reefer vii, We were forced to burrow in mean lodgings.

1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 95 Some dim cave where he

[an anchorite] had burrowed With bats and owls.

c. fig. To bore, penetrate, or make one's way
under the surface ; also to burrow one's way.
1804 ABERNETHY Surg. Observ, 169, I have known many

diseases which burrow. 1831 BREWSTER Newton (1855) II.

xxiv. 340 To burrow for heresy among the obscurities of

thought. 1836-9 I'ODD Cycl. Attat. $ Fhys. II. 637/1 The
ulcer . . as it burrows deeply . . may perforate the muscular

wall. 1851 GLADSTONE Glean. VI. xliii. 29 Each local body
has to find, I should say rather to burrow its own way.

1855) HAWTHORNE />. > It. Jrnls. II. 260 We were bur-

rowing through its bewildering passages.
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2. refl. with passive pple. : To hide away in, or

as in, a burrow.
1602 WARNEK Alb. Eng. ix, H. 233 These lie burrowed,

safe from skath. 1807 CRABBK Par. Reg. \. 221 An infant
. . Left by neglect, and burrowed in that bed. 1837 CAR-
LVLE Fr. Rev. II. v. v. 282 A blustering Effervescence, of
brawlers and spouters, which, at the flash of chivalrous
broadswords . . will burrow itself in dens.

3. trans. To construct by burrowing, to excavate.

1831 Q. Rev, XLIV. 357 Most of their habitations were
\\retched cabins, .burrowed in the sides of the mountains.

t Btrrrow, v.* Obs.rare~ {
.

[f. BURROW sb.'*,

or var. of BEHGH z;.] trans. To protect, to shelter.

1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees i. 116 Hills, houses or such like,

to burrow or shelter it from the North, .winds.

Burrow-duck, [f. BURROW^.* (or ? possibly
sb.-, in sense * sand-hill'

; cf. BURRANET) + DUCK.
The bird makes its nest in rabbit-burrows or in

sand-hills on the sea-shore.] The Sheldrake or

Bergander, Anas tadorna.

1678 RAY Willughbys Ornith. 363 They are called by
some, Burrow-Ducks, because they build in Coney-bur-
roughs. 1709 DERHAM in Phil. Trans. XXVI. 466 TheShel-
drake, or Burrough-Duck. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 371/1
Sheldrake . . called m different parts of Britain Bargander,
St. George's Duck, Burrow Duck, and Burrough Duck, etc.

Burrower (bzrrouai). [f. BURROW Z/.I+-ER!.]
An animal or person that burrows. (///. andyf^.)
1854 WOODWARD Mollusca (18561241 The boring shell-fish

have been distinguished from the mere burrowers. 1862
Land. Rev. 16 Aug. 142 The shrewdest burrower after facts.

1874 LUBBOCK Orig. 4- Met. Ins. ii. 29 The larva: of Strex

being wood-burrowers. 1883 G. ALLEN in A"<w&v4r
<-'22june

367/2 [Shrews and moles] are. .most of them burrowers.

Burrowing" (bzrnmin
1

, vbl. sh. [f.
as prec. +

-ING l.] The action of BURROW v. 1 Also attrib.

1771 BARRINGTON in Phil, Trans. LXII. 4 Its property of

burrowing. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. y Phys. II. 161/2
With reference to its burrowing habits.

Borrowing, ///. a. [f. as prcc. + -ING -.]
That burrows. Burrowing owl, an American

species of owl (Noctita funicularia) dwelling in

burrows made by itself, or by other animals.

1757 DYER Fleece i. 36 Where the burrowing rabbit turns
the dust. 1808 HOME in Phil. Trans. XCVII1. 307 The
mole, or other burrowing animals. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXII I.

121/2 The well-known burrowing little owl. 1870 HoOKER
Stud. Flora qo Crambe muritima. -Rootstock. .burrowing.
t Birrrow-mail. Sc. Obs. [f. BURROW-* +
MAIL tribute.]

' The annual duty payable to the

sovereign by a burgh for the enjoyment of certain

rights' (Jamiesonl.
1424 Sc. Acts Jas. I (1597) 8 All the greate and smal

customes, and burrow-mailles of the Realme, abide and
remaine with the King till his living, c 1550 SIR J. BALFOUR
Practicks (1754) 46 He sail faithfullie pay to the King hi-

1617 Sc. Acts fas. VI 118161 579 (JAM.) His
'

off
"burrow-mail

Majesties burgh off Abirdene .. doted with ampill priui

ledges and immunityes for the yeirlie payment of the
soume of tua hundereth threttene pundis sex schilHngis
aucht pennyes of borrow maill.

BurrOWS-towil (bzrrastaun). Only Sc. exc.

in Ormin. Forms: 3 (Orw.] burr;hess tun, 4
burwis toun, 5-8 borrows -town, 6 burous-
toun, borous-, borroustouu, burrowistown, 9
burrows-town (cf. proper name Borrowston-ness
or Btfntss), BOROUGH-TOWN. Also attrib.

c uoo ORMIN 6538 J?att illke burr^hess tun batt Crist wass
borenn inne. c 1325 Mctr. Horn. 107 Burwis tounes war
tharinne. c 1430 HENKVSON Tiva Jlft'ce, The elder dwelt in

borrows town. 1548 Coinpl. Scot. 87 ^our feildis, villagis
and buroustounis. a 1649 $c - Acts Charles / 11814) VI. M2

I JAM. ) Borrowstoun kirks being alwayes excepted. 1724
RAMSAY Tea-T. Misc. (1733) I. 02 The brawest beau in

borrows-town. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxvi,
' Ou ay, hinny

thae's your landward and burrows-town notions'.

Bu'rr-pump, bu-r-pump. Naut.
[f. BUR,

or BURR j^.i + Puaip.J A form of bilge-pump
with the piston so constructed as not to require
a valve : see quot.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram, ii. 8 A Bur Pump.

The Dutch men vse a Burre pumpe . . wherein is onely a

long static with a Burre at the end, like a Gunners spunge,
to pumpe vp the Billage water that . . cannot come to the

well. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 297/2 The Bur-Pump,
or Bildge-Pump. .The maner of these are to have a staffe 6,

7
or 8 foot long with a Bur of wood, where unto the Leather

is nailed, this serveth in stead of a Box. And so two men
standing over the Pump do thrust down this staffe, to the

middle whereof is fastned a rope 6, 8, or 10 to hale by,
and so they pull it up and down. 1678-1706 in PHILLIPS.

1721-90 in BAILEY. 1755 JOHNSON, Burr Pump. 1867
SMYTH Sailors IVord-bk., Burr-pinnp, a name for the

bilge-pump. 1874 KNIGHT Diet, Mech. I. 412 Burr-pump^
. . in which a cup-shaped cone of leather is nailed by a disk

(burr) on the end of a pump-rod, the cone collapsing as it

is depressed, and expanding by the weight of the column
of water as it is raised.

Burr-stone (b/>u,st<?"n). Also buhr-, burrh-,
bur-, [f.

BURR sbj> + STONE.] A siliceous rock

of coarse cellular texture, found chiefly in France

and N. America, and used for millstones ;
a piece

of this rock.

1690 Land. Gaz. No. 2538/4 Her Loading, consisting of

about 750 Burr Stones. 1708 Ibid. 4501/4 A Pink . . with

her Cargo, consisting in Burstone, Lime, and Glasses for

Windows. 1821 Edin. Pkilos. Jrnl. IV. 246 Particular

account of the recently discovered Buhrstone. 1840 HUMBLK
Diet. Geol. <$ Min. (.1843) 35 'l'ne substance of burrh-slone,

ur mill-stone, when unmixed is pure silex. 1850 LYELL ztui

Visit U. S. II. Q This burr-stone . . constitutes one of the

members of the Eocene group.

Burry (b-ri), a^
[f. Bu jd. + -Y J

.]

1. a. Full of burs (see BUR j*.). b. Of the

nature of a bur
; rough, prickly.

1468 Medulla Gram, in Cath. Angl. 48 Lappetum, a burry
place. 1597 GKRARU Herbal \. xxx. 2. 41 They bring
foorth their burrie bullets, .in August. 1676 T. GLOVER in

Phil, Trans. II. 629 Another [nut] . . like a Chesnut, with
a Burry husk. 1737 MILLER Card. Diet. (1768) I. 4 Seeds
armed with three burry prickles. 1865 Times 13 Feb.,
Wool, .gray, i\d. to 5</., burry and refuse, \d. to 6if.

f2. Shaggy, rough. O/>s.

c 1450 HENRYSON in Bannatytic Poems 109 (JAM. 1 That he

[the sheep] . . heir quhat burry Dog wald say him till.

Burry (bj>-ri), a.~ [f. BURK sb.b + -V 1
-]

Cha-
racterized by a burr or uvular trill.

1866 Ch&tttO, frill. 793 Their language was . . so extra

burry as to be nearly unintelligible.

Burry, dial, form of BUKBMW si'. 1

Burryn, -yon, obs. ff. of BURGEON.
II Bursa b/rjsa). PI. bursae. [med.L. bursa

bag, purse, a. Gr. &vpaa hide, wine-skin.]
1. Phys. jnore fully buna niucosa) : 'Asynovial

sac of discoidal form interposed between muscles,

tendons, or skin, and bony prominences, for the

purpose of lessening friction \ Syd. Soc. Lex. 1880.

Some of these are constant, some only occasional.

1803 Mcd. Jrnl. X. 69 While engaged in dissecting the

bursa; mucosjc of the human body, I discovered two new
bursa; on the knee. iSzz HOOPKK Mcd. Diet. 131/2 A
bursa of the superior oblique muscle of the eye. z878 T.

BRYANT Pract.Snrg. I. 175 When a bursa has formed it

may inflame or suppurate. 1880 Syd. So*.. I.ex. s.v., The
occasional burs* are generally developed as the result of

unusual friction.

2. See quot. (Cf. BURSE 7.)

1852 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. 407 In Germany . . the

nanid of Bursa was given to houses inhabited by students,
under the superintendence of a Graduate in Arts.

Bursal (bSusal), a. [f. prec. + -AL.]
1. Phys. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a

bursa (see BURSA. i).

1751 Phil. Trans. XI.VII. xxxvii. 261 The bursal and
crucial ligaments . . were . . in their natural order. 1878 T.

BRYANT Pract. Sitrg. I. 176 Bursal swellings.
2. (See IJt-RSA 2.

[1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. ,S";c//.s.v., Bursa is mure particularly
used in middle age writers for a little college or hall in an

university, for the residence of students, called bursales, or

bursarii.] 1852 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1853* 24 note,

Occupiers of the same bursal room.

3. Pertaining to the public revenue.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. i. in. iv. 64 Quite another .sort

of Edicts, namely
' bursal

'

or fiscal ones.

Bursa'logy. More correctly bursology. [f.

BUKSA + Gr. -\oyia (see -LOGY).] The doctrine or

consideration of the hursae mucosac.
z8n HOOPER Mcd. Diet. 1860 MAYNK A>/. Lc.i:

Bursar 'bi>usaj . Forms : 6 bursor, 6-S

burser, S bourser, boursar, 7- bursar, [ad.
med.L. bursarhis^ f. BUKSA

;
cf. F. boursier used

in senses i and 2.]

1. A treasurer, esp. of a college.
ZS&7 HARRISON England \i. iii. 82 In ech of these [colleges]

. . they haue one or moe thresurers whom they call Bursarios
or bursers. ^587 FLEMING Contn. Holins!icd\\\. 1361/2 A
bursor or paiemaster for those wars. 1695 KENNETT Par.

Antiij. Gloss, s.v. Bitrsaria.) The conventual bursar was
to deliver up his accounts yearly on the clay after Michael-
mas. 1706 HEARNE Collect. 118851 I. 198 He . . continu'd
Bourser of yc

College several years together. 1868 M. PAT-
TISON Acaticm. Org. iv. 109 Kach college has one or more
bursars who administer the finances.

2. In Scotch universities and schools: A student

or scholar who holds a bursary, an exhibitioner,

1567 Sc. Acts yas. VI (1597) S ia Al Patronis hatuuid

Provestries, or Prebendaries of Colleges, Alterages or

Chaplaneries, at their giftis and dispositioun, may. .present
the samin to Bursans, quhom they pleise to name, to studic

vertew & letteris, within ane College of ony of the Vmuer-
siteis of this Realme. 1634-46 Row Hist, Kirk (1842'
Introd. 20 Quhairby a burser might be intertened at the
New Colledge of Santandrous. 1787 BEATTIE Scotticisms
16. 1856 J. GRANT Black Drag, xxxii, A bursar fresh from

Glasgow College. 1876 GRANT Burgh Sch. Scotl. n. 497
Three bursaries, .at the grammar School of Banff, each
bursar receiving free education and 2 10 o yearly for

maintenance.

3. A student in a ' bursa
'

(see BURSA 2).

1852 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. 408 The rector, .repeated
with his bursars their public lessons.

Bursarial (bzuse'rial , a.
[f.

med.L. biit-sa-

i-i-us + -AL.] Belonging
to a bursar or a bursary.

z86* Sat. Rev. XIV. 255/2 Careful in all bursarial and
presidential matters. i88a Oxford under Purit. in Q.
RCT. Oct. 492 The Fellow being engaged in tutorial or
bursarial work. 1886 Atkenxnm 17 July 80/1 A central
bursarial power.

Bursarship (bfrawjlp). [f.
BUBSAK + -SHIP.]

a. The office of a bursar, b. = BURSAKY 3.
a 1656 HALES Gold. Rent. 276 (L,1 Not the plotting of an

headship . . but the contriving ofa bursership of twenty nobles
a year. 1864 Athcnxum No. 1921. 244/3 A few bursarshlps.

1878 LECKY England in \%thCcnt. II. v. ^5 Burnet. .showed
his gratitude by founding eight bursarships in his will.

Bursary (by-isari). [ad. med.L. bnrsariits

treasurer, bitrsaria treasurer's room ; see BUUSAK.]

fl. ? -BURSAK 1. Obs.

1538 LELAND Itin. II 1 . 68 Certen Bursaries, M inistera and
Choristes.

2. A treasury ;
the bursar's room in a college, etc.

1695 KENNETT Par. Antiq, Gloss, s.v. Bursaria t The bur-

sary, or place of receiving and paying money and rents by
the bursarttt bursars, or officers of account in religious
houses. i7 Die KOK Tour Gt. Brit. (1769* II. 244 In the

Bursary [01 New College, Oxford] is shewn the Crosier
of the Founder. z^36 NKAL Hist. Purit. III. 429 Thu
Bursaries were emptied of the public money.
3. In Scotland : An endowment given to a

student in a university or school, an exhibition.

1733 P- LINDSAY Interest Scot. 124 To procure a Bursary
for this hopeful Boy. 1800 A. CARLYLE Autobwg, 62 The
bursaries given . . to students in divinity to pass two winters
in Glasgow College, and a third in some foreign university.

1850 DE QUINCEY in H. Page De Ouincfy \ 18771 II. xvii, 74
Such small 'bursaries' or 'exhibitions,' as the Scottish

college system offers.

Bursch i burp. PI. burschen. [Ger. bursc/i,

hursche, fellow- student, young fellow : MUG.
bursty a. L. bursa Bi'iusA 2, whence the sense

])assed in university slan^
r to a student living in

a bursa. See Grimm, Kluge.] A student in a

German university. Hence Burschenism, noncc-

7i'</., the manner and customs of the burschen.

1830 CAKI.YLI-: Riclit^r^ Misc. (1857) II. i.;8 >ior,-, JJursch-

cnism is not without its meaning, more than Oxfordism
or Cambridgeism. The Bursch strives to say in the strong-
est language he can :

' See ! I am an unmoneyed scholar,
and a free man '.

Burse .bws). Also 6 burssfe, (6-7 buss), 7

burs, burze, byrse. [a. F. bourse purse, wallet

: med.L. bnrsa, a. Gr. Qvpcra hide, wine-skin.

The history of sense 3, and its F. form bourse, is

doubtful, but apparently it did not originate in any
reference to the money business there transacted.]

I. 1. A purse : now the designation of one of

the official insignia of the Lord High Chancellor
of England.
1570 LI:\INS Manip. 191 A Hur^c, 1'iersa. 1863 BARING-

GofLD Iceland 239 An ancient crimson velvet burse.

b. ({/. A receptacle for the 'corporal' oi-

lmen cloth used to cover the elements in the

Eucharist.

1844 LINGAKD Attgfo-Sa.wtt Ch. (18581 II. i.\. 70 A burse
U hold the linen for the altar. 1866 Direct. Angt. led. 31

^512 Burse, the ca^e for the corporal.

t 2. A purse-like sac or covering. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 395 The burse or cod vvherin thU

woollie substance lyes. Ibid. XXMI. ii. iR.) A twofold
Inirse or skin, which no living creature hath besides.

II. In commerce.
t 3. A meeting-place of merchants for transaction

of business
;
an Exchange. Obs. (Sec BOURSE.)

[According to Guicciardini and Catel 'quoted in Chambers
Cycl. Snpp. 1753', the name arose at Bruges, from the sign
of a purse, or three purst>, on the front of the house which
the merchants there bought to meet in ; some hay this was
the arms of the former o\vm:r>. the family Hursa or de let

Bourse. Others assign the circumstance to Antwerp. See
Chambers Cycl. SnJ>p. 1753, T.iltrc (Si<pp., and Addi-

tions^ Xotes iff Queries i^t Ser. I. 74, etc. All the accounts

agree as to the sign of a purse or purses, j

1553 EDI 'N Treat. AVrc Ind. 25 Whether the marchaimles
.. haue their continual recourse as to y burse or strete.

1580 LYI.Y Enpkites 434 It [London] hath . . a gloryous
Bui.se which they call the Kyoll Exchaun^. 1598 BARCK-
LEY I'die. Man \. 1.1603} 54 Socrates walking in the Bursse

or Market place. 1638 I,. ROBERTS Merch. Map Commerce
clxxxi, This citte [Bruges] hath an eminent market place
with a publicke house for the meeting of all Marchants . .

called the Burse, of . . the extinct familie Bursa, bearing
three purses for their armes, ingraven upon their houses,
from whence these meeting places to this day are called

Burses. 1721-33 STKYPK Eccl. Man. \\. \. 327 In the burse
"

.

uf Antwerp money was never >o scanty. 1732 Hi. F"ot: Tou
Gt. Brit. (1760^ II. no
Burse in the World.

. .

The Royal Exchange is the greatest

fb. The Burse: (spec.) the Royal Exchange
in London, built by Sir Thomas Gresham in 1566.
Britain s Burst : the New Exchange in the Strand,

built by the Earl of Salisbury in 1609, afterwards

known as Exeter 'Change, on the site of the present
Exeter Hall. In both of these there were shops,
allusions to which are frequent. Obs.

1570 Churchtt, 1
. Ait. St. Margarets, II Vj/w/wiA'^lNicholls

1797) iS When the Queens Majesty went to the Bursse.

1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch. 12 Our soueraigne Ladie in

abolishing the fyrst title i Buss')., had prudent consideration

to tearme yt the exchange. 1611 DEKKKR & MIDDLLTON
Roar. C/r/Wks. 1873 III. 196 She say>, she went to the

burse for patterns. 1625 Diff. East ff West Churches,

Title-page, To be -sold at the signe of the Windmill in

Britain's Burse. 1632 MASSINGKK City Madam in. i.

(Nares) A coach.. To hurry me to the Burse, or Old Kx-

change. i6*oGLAl*THORNi; Wit inConstab. i, She has been

at Britain's burse a buying pins and needles. 1653 A - Wl1-'

SON Jos. f, 48 A goodly Kabrick, Rival to the Old Ex-

change which the King, .dignified with the name ofBritain's

Burse. 1710 if/tatfrottrv. (ed. Strype 1754) II. vi. i. 577/2
It pleased his Majesty, .to intitle it Britain's Burse or Buss.

tajfe Obs.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely n. x. 441 The whores factors

would f.iiiu- drawe customers to her burse of bawderies.

1634 J. TAYLOR (Water-P.) Gt. Eater Kent n His guts are
the rendezvous or meeting-place or burse for the beasts of
the fields, the fowles of the ayre, and fishes of the sea.

1636 FITZCEFFREY Blessed Birthd. (i88it 150 O royall
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change for vs, o blessed Burse, Where man the blessing
gets, God takes the curse !

f 4. ? A shop. Obs.
a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal 4 Five burses [tabernai] which

I let, adde to my store Four hundred sesterces.

III. In French and Scotch universities.

f 5. A fund or foundation to provide bursaries.

1605 KENNETT Pur. Antiq. Gloss, s. v. ISttrsaria, For-

merly all exhibitioners . .at Paris were called uursars, as they
lived on the burs, or fund, or endowment of founders and
benefactors . . Which bursarii were most properly those
novices or young scholars, who were sent to the university,
and maintained by the religious out of their public burs,
or stock. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Bursn, Burse, or

Bourse, in the French universities, still denotes a founda-
tion for the maintenance of poor scholars in their studies.

6. = BURSARY 3.

1360 ist Bk. Discipl. v. (1836) 3^ They must have the

priviledges in schooles, and bursis in colfedges. 1579 Si:
Acts Jas. VI (1814) 179 (JAM.) Nane sail bruik ane burss
in ony facultie bot for the space of foure yeiris. 1677
in Spottiswood Hist. CJi. Scotl. App. 26 Inviting young
Scholars to come and dispute for a Burse, (which is their

maintenance at the Colledge,'. 1779 in Grant Burgh Sch.
Scotl. II. v. 210 In 1779 the council of Aberdeen enacted
that no boy who has. .competed for a '

burse', shall receive

premium.
7. A college, or academic hall. See BURSA 2.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592' 1114 Samuel .. was
gouernour and principal of Naioth, that is to say y* Burse
(as they terme it) or Colledge of Prophetes. c 1840 SIR W.
HAMILTON Log. App. II. 374 note, The .. Masters Regent
in the Burse (or Collegei of St. Lawrence, in Cologne.
Burser, -or, obs. forms of BURSAR.
t Burseu, bursew. Obs. A dish in cookery.
1:1400 Forme of^Cnry 5 Burseu (Warner Antiq. Ciiliii.

prints btirsen] . . Take noumbles of swyne, and parboyle
hem in broth and wyne, etc. Ibid. 32 (Matz.) Sursftas,
Take pork, seeth it, and grynde it smale, etc.

Bursiform (bziMsif/im), a. [ad. mod.L. liursi-

formis, f. Bu USA purse: see -FORM.] Purse-shaped.
1836 TODD Cycl. Anat.

_ff Pliys. I. 518/1 note, The
Cepnalopods of the Foraminiferous Order have a bursiform
body. 1872 NICHOLSON Palzont. 119 Cup-shaped, pyriform,
bursiform, or discoidal.

Burst v^wst), v. Pa. t. and pple. burst.
Forms : a. (type berst, burst) i berstan, 3 ber-

sten, (bursten), 4-5 berst(e, 5-6 barst, 6-
burst. /3. (type brest, brast, trust) 3-5 bresten,
4-5 breste, 4-6 brest, briste, (4 brusten), 5
bruste, 5-6 brust, bryste, brast, 6 braste, 9
dial, and arch, brast. Pa. t. a. I bserst, 3 bearst,
4 berat, 3 barste, 5-6 barst, 6- burst, (8-y
incorrectly bursted). P. 3-7 brast, 4-6 braste,
brest, 5 breste, (6 brust, brusted), 9 dial, and
arch, brast. pi. a. i burston, 2-4 burste;n,
4-5 borsten, 5-6 barst, 6- burst. Pa. pple.
a. i borsten, 4-5 borsten, -uu, 5 burstyn,
(borsen, 6 5V. bursin

, 6-8 bursten, 6- burst,
(8-9 incorrectly bursted, 9 Sc. bursen). $. 4-5
brosten, brusten, (4 brost, brast}, 6 brusten,

6-7 brast, brust, 9 arch, brast, (9 north,

dial, brossen, brosen . [ i) A Common Teut.

strong vb. : OE. berstan (pa. t. bserst, burston,

pple. borslen) OFris. bersta, OS. brestan (brast,
bruslon ; forestall), (MDu., Du. berstan, barsten,
LG. barsten, hasten), OHG. brestan (MHO. bre-

stan, Ger. bersten from LG.), ON. bresta, (brast,
trustuiu ; broslinn], (Sw. brista, Da. briste) :

OTeut. *brestan, possibly from *bnk-st-an, a deri-

vative (intensive) of brek-an to BREAK -'.

(2) The earlier brest- of WGer. became by meta-
thesis berst- in OE., Frisian, Du., and LG. ( whence
also it has passed into mod. Ger. in place of
MHG. brest-). In Eng. this berst- mostly again
became brest- in ME., partly perh. under Norse

influence, whence the pa. pple. brosten still, in

north, dial. ; but this has since the i6th c. gone
back to berst, changed by the disturbing influence

of r to burst. So that we have the alternate series

OTeut. and WGer. brest-, OE. berst-, ME. brest,

mod.Eng. berst, hirst. But the I5~i6th c. had
often brust and brast, barst in the present ; and
the north, dial, had hrisl, bryst, as in Danish.

(3) Theoriginal strongconjugation survivedduring
the ME. period, with the typical forms, after meta-

thesis, breslen, brast, brosten, but with much dis-

turbance and mixture of forms in 14-1 5th c. In

the 1 6th c. a very common form was brast for all

the principal parts; but about the end of that

century, burst (for all the parts" began to gain the

ascendancy which it has since maintained, though
the pa. t. was frequently brast in i /th and the

pa. pple. bursten till i8th c. Various old forms
survive dialectally, and in U. S. the pa. t. and pple.
are frequently bursted, vulgarly busted^

I. intr. To break or be broken suddenly.
1 1. To break suddenly, snap, crack, under violent

pressure, strain, or concussion. Chiefly said of

things possessing considerable capacity for resist-

ance and breaking with loud noise; often of
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cords, etc., snapping under tension ; also of spears,
swords, etc., shivered in battle. Obs.
a. a 1000 Be0wttl/%i% Burston ban locan. a. 1000 Byrht-

no5 284 (Gr.) Bserst hordes laerij. 1297 R. GLOUC. 460 Atte
laste bora stronge duntes hys suerd berst atuo. 1413 LYDG.
Pylgr. Sowle v. xi. (1483) 102 Then enforced hym soo sore
to the weyght tyll the cordys borsten of the balaunce.
a 1591 MARLOWE Dido \\. iv, Was it not you [the tacklings
of a ship] that holsed up these sails? Why burst you not?
1718 POPE Iliady.v. 545 As the tough string he drew, Struck

by an arm unseen, it burst In two.
. 1340 HAMPOLE/V. Consc. 7014 Als smyths strykes on be

yren fast, Swa bat it brekes and brestes at be last, c 1430
Syr Generides 4458 The helm went of also, The laces brast
even a twoo. 1566 ADLINGTON Apuleius 7 The rope being
olde & rotten brast in the middle & I fell down. 1577
HOLINSHED Chron. III. 809/1 There was good running and
manie a speare brust. 1803 W. ROSE Antadis 136 Brast
each strong lance.

f b. Of ships : To go to pieces. Obs.

1513 BRADSHAW St. IVerbnrgh (1848) 193 Incontinently
the ship barst all in spndre. 15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I,

ccclvi. 574 Thre of their shyppes brast and went to wrake.

t c. Of persons, in fig. phrase
'
it is better to

bow than to burst '. Also : To perish (by hunger).
a 1440 Ipoutydon 1722 Thoughe he shulde for hungre brest.

c 1450 in Bal'ces Bk. (1868) 34 Often tyme it is betere to bow
ban to berst. c 1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. 65 To bow at

bidding, and bide not while thou brest.

fd. fgt To cease, come to an end. Also (in

OE.) said of an oath : To be broken. Obs.
a iioo Laws ofK. Edw. 3 5'f batt Reswutelod wa;re ohbe

him aS burste.

2. Now chiefly of a surface or thing with ex-

tended surface : To break suddenly when in a state

of tension, to fly asunder or in pieces ; to be broken

by expansion of the contents. Of persons or

animals : often as an imagined consequence of

excess in eating or drinking, or of violent exertion.

Also Jig. (chiefly with allusion to the bursting of a
bubble ; now often colloq. with up.

- 153S COVERDALE Bel. \, 27 This he put in y6 Dragons
mouth and so y6 dragon barst in sonder. 1561 J. HF.VWOOD
Prov. <V Epigr. ( 1867) go Thus drinke we .. tyll we burst.

a 1600 HOOKER Eccl, /'<>/. vn. xx, 5 Lest the very entrails

ofsome, .should thereat haply burst in sunder. 1709 STEEI.E
Tatler No. 40 f 10 By an Accident of Firing a Piece of

Ordnance, it burst, and kill'd 15 or 16 Men. 1713 ADDISON
Guardian No. 159 His breast heaved as if it would have
bursted. 173* POPE Ess. Man i, 90 And now a bubble

burst, and now a World ! 1774 J. BRYANT Mythoi. II. 406 If

I burst I don't care. I drink with a good will and a safe

conscience. 1881 Daily News i Sept. 3/5 The boilers had
not burst.

0. a 1300 Cursor M. 16505 He brest in tua his buels all,

vte at his wambe l?ai wrang. (.'1340 Gaiu. fy Gr. Knt. 1166
With such a crakkande kry, as klyffes haden brusten. a 1400
CM. Myst. 11841) 232 Myn hed doth ake, as it xolde brest.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy\. vi,This Buforyghtanone Through
myght ther of brusteth euen a twain. 15*6 SKELTON Magnyf.
2186 For laughter I am lyke to brast. 1558 KNOX First
Blast f Arb.) 40 Let them blowe til they brust. 'SQi
SPENSER Bcllay"s Vis. vi, Poyson . . Made him to swell,
that nigh his bowells brust. 1865 B. BRiERi.EY/rXv/aA' I. 12

Bring me another pint afore I brast \vi' thinking. 1865 SWIN-
BURNE Masque Q. Bcrsabc 16 He [a bird] . . suddenly woxe
big and brast.

b. Said of boils, tumours, etc. : To break the

outer covering and discharge the matter. Of a
bud : To break the envelope, open out. Of a

cloud : To disperse in heavy rain (often fig!).
c 1000 Sax. Lft'chd. I. 272 [Lege bysse wyrte leaf] to bam

sare hyt sceal berstan and halian. 1547-64 HAULUWIN Mor.
P/tilos. fPalfr.' x. 5 Stop the beginning, so shalt thou be
sure All doubtfull diseases to swage and to cure : But if

thou be carelesse and suffer them bra,st. Too late commeth
plaister. 1776 WITHERING Bot. Arrangein. (17961 1. 360 Two
stamens of the Bryuni extinetorittm . . one ready to burst.

1807 Med. Jrnl, XVII. 9 The sac would go on increasing
until it would burst. 1855 TENNYSON Maud \\. i. 42 The
heavens . should burst and drown in deluging storms The
feeble vassals of wine and anger and lust. 1885 Daily
News 16 July 5/2 When the cloud bursts.

f* c. To break up explosively. Obs. rare.
c 1432-50 tr. ///vA- (1865) I. 319 White salte, contrary

to the nature of other salte, whiche, beenge soluble in the

fyre, brestethe and brekethe in the water.

3. Said hyperbolically* as a strong expression for
' to be exuberantly full

'

v
'cf. 12). Also with onf.

1563 Homilies \\. Serin. Rogation Wk. (1859) 499 And thy
presses shall brust with new wine. 1611 BIBLE Prov. iii. 10

Thy presses shall burst out with new wine.

b. Of persons : To be unable to contain oneself.

Chiefly in fut,, or in phrases to be ready to burstt

to be bursting. Const, witk (information, envy,

delight, etc.) ; also with inf. as * to be bursting to

tell a secret *, i. e. with desire to tell it. Cf. 3.

1633 FORD Broken //. w. ii. (1811) 305 Ere I speak a word
I wuT look on and burst. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exentfi. n.

xii. 45 The Pharisees could hold no longer, being ready to
burst with envy. 1712 STEELE Spcct. No. 533 ^2 Ready to

burst with shame and indignation. 1733 BERKELEY Alciphr.
v. 13 One of these tame bullies ready to burst with pride
and ill-humour. 1789 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Subj.for Paint.
65 She bursted with th' important secret soon. 1867 FHOUUE
Short Stud. ( 1 872! I. 2 Most of us when we have hit on some-
thing, .original, feel as if we should burst with it. 1884
IVest. Morning News ii Sept. 4/4 Sir Richard . . had been

bursting . . to let the news be known.

t 4. fig. Of the heart : To 'break
*

by the shock
or pressure of grief or by the swelling of emotion.

BURST.

a. a 1225 After. R. 80 Hu stout ham baet beoS. .wiSuten
hope of vtcome, and heorte ne mei bersten. 1393 COWER
Con/. III. 311 Ha, herte, why ne wolt thou berst. 1593
SHAKS. 3 Hen. VIt v. v. 59 No, no, my heart will burst, and
if I speake.
&. a 1300 Cursor M. 15956 Quen he himself it vnderstod,

Almast his hert can brest. 4:1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 31
Have here my trouthe, til that myn herte bruste. 1535
FISHER Wks. \. 404 Hir harte..for very payne it mygnt
haue brast. 1578 T. PROCTOR Gorg. Gallery^ Lover in Dis-
tress^ <KM O heauy hart . . If thou shouldest brast . . Then
should I dye without reward.

5. Said of a door. Now usually to burst open :

to fly open suddenly.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. viii. 4 No gate so strong, no locke

so^nrme and fast, But with that piercing noise flew open
quite, or brast. Mod. The door burst open, and a man
rushed into the room.

II. intrans. Jig. (With adverbial extension ex-

pressing the nature of the action.)
6. To break forth into sudden activity, or mani-

festation of an inward force. Of persons: To break
out into sudden action or forcible expression of

feeling. Usually with out, forth.
a. Const. /', with (a speech, a cry, or other

mode of expression) ; also simply.
a. 1682 DRYDEN Mac Fl. 138 Long he stood. .At length

burst out in this prophetick mood. 1711 ADDISON Spect,
No. 164 PS She burst out in Tears. 1842 TENNYSON Dora
155 And all at once the old man burst in sobs. 1848 W. K.
KELLY tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. I. 560 M. Henri Baud
. . burst out enthusiastically :

' My father was a common
man'.

(A. c 1450 LONELICH Grail lv. 317 Thanne with a swerd he
owt braste, that in his bond he held wel faste, 1562 PILK-
INGTON On Ahdias 284 They will brast out and declare their

faith. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. in. iii. 19 The wisard . . brusting
forth in laughter, to her sayd. 1869 WAUGH Yeth-Bobs ii.

33 He brast eawt again, as if his heart wur breighkin.
b. Formerly with on. Often with vbl. sb., To

burst (out, forth} on weeping. Afterwards replaced
by a, as To burst out (on] a-faughtngt a-crying
(now dial, or arch.} ; the prep, is now omitted
in general use : To burst out laughing, etc.

c 1370 Robt. K. Cicyle 53 He smote hym . . That mowthe
and nose braste on blode. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 44 Hys nose
breste a blood habundauntly. 1^64 HAWARD Eutropius vi.

57 Cesar, .braste forthe on weepinge to beholde the heade
of so worthye a manne. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 90 F 7 One
of the Ladies burst out a laughing. 1825 Bro. Jonathan
III. 315 He burst out a-crying. 1836 MARRYAT Japhet
xxxiii, The remembrance, .made us both burst out a laugh-

ing. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 84 The crew of his own
trireme also burst out laughing.

C. Const, into \ also, formerly, with infinitive.

Often with out, forth, e. g. f To burst (out, forth}
to weep. In same sense, To b^trst into tears (in-
fluenced by some notion of 2). So to bttrst (out)
into laughter, song, speech ; to hurst (out] into

Jlame \ of plants, to burst (out) into blossom, etc.

a. 1630 [see 16]. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 74 When ..we
. . think to burst out into sudden blaze. 1709 STEELE Taller
No. 58 F i The Father burst into the following Words.
1716-8 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. I. xxxi. 105 She could
not forbear bursting into tears. 1727 SWIFT Gnlliver n.

viii. 163 Bursting at the same time into a flood of tears.

1802 BLOOMFIELD Soldiers Home ii, I.. rose at once, and
hursted into tears. 1832 TENNYSON Fatima v, My heart. .

Bursts into blossom in his sight. 1853 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.)
661 The courtiers . . could not avoid bursting into a violent
fit of laughter. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 78 The taper will

burst again into fun flame.

&. c 1385 CHACCER L. G. W. 1031 With that word he brast

out for to wepe. .1400 Dcstr. Troy 9425 Deffibus . . For
bale of his brother brest out to wepe. 1528 MORE Hcresyes
iv. Wks. (1557) 255/2 Thei brast out in vyrulent and veni-

niouse wordes. 1578 TIMME Calvine on Gen. 132 They
bruste forth into manifest rage. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit,
ix. viii. (1632) 555 Heart-burnings betwixt the King and his

Clergy, which, .brast forth into a more fearfull flame. 1637
Valentine <$ 0. 13 He. .brast out into these speeches.

III. Transitive (causative). Not in OE.
f 7. To break, snap, shatter suddenly. Obs. in

general sense.

a. 1297 R. GLOUC. 437 pe suerde hii nome . . & barste mony
a sselde. 1362 LANGI- /'. PI. A. vn. 165 He beot so be Boyes
he barst nein heore Ribbes. 1590 MARLOWE -znd Pt. Tain-
burl, v. i. 71 Whose charlot-wheels have burst the Assyrians'
bones. 1596 SHAKS. Taut. Shr. \. Induct. 8 You will not pay
for the glasses you haue burst. 1715 in Sc. Pasquils 1 1868)

393 Dee'l knock, Dee'l sink, Dee'l ryve and burst him.

p. 1340 HAMPOLK Pr. Consc. 1787 Alle thyng it brestes in

sonder. < 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2413 And with a wawc
brostyn was his stere. 1480 Robt. Devyll 16 Tenne noble

stedes backes he dyd brust. 1508 FISHER Wks. \. 60 Whan
he is ones fallen to the grounde he is brasten'all to peces.

1509 BARCLAY Ship ofFoolfs (1570) 170 God . . geueth thee

not his beard to draw and brast. 1563-87 FOXE A. fy M.
(1684) II. 85 He., brast them [the images] all down in

pieces. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 192 Drear winter with
its cold would brast the rocks, a 1881 ROSSETTI Ballads <$

Sonn. 130 All the locks Had the traitor riven and brast.

fb. To burst down : to break down violently.
(1440 [see BURSTING vbl. sb.\

1* - fiS- T break or violate (a law, a principle).
Obs. rare.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso v. Iv. 85 If Rinaldo. .haue the sacred

lore of war so brust.

d. poet. To interrupt, put a sudden end to.

1842 TENNYSON St. Siw. Stylites 175 With hoggish whine

they burst my prayer. 1859 Enid 1120 Many a. .heel

against the pavement echoing burst their drowse.



BURST.

8. To disrupt, shatter, cause to fly to pieces

(a surface, or thing having extended surface).
In mod. use the tendency is to restrict the word to cases

in which a containing envelope is ruptured by the expan-
sion (or the too great size) of the contents.

1382 WYCLIF Dan. xiv. 26 He made gobettis, and }aue in

to mouthe of the dragoun, and the dragoun is borstun.

'535 COVERDALE Luke v. 37 Y new wyne barsteth y ves-

sels and runneth out. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, I. i. 64 The
losse of those great Townes Will make him burst his Lead,
and rise from death. 1736 BUTLER Anal. \. i. Wks. 1874 I.

14 Birds and insects bursting the shell their habitation.

1791 SMEATON F-dystone L. 174 Nothing . . but . . gun-

powder, could have burst and dispersed the materials of

the spire in the manner it had done. 1775 HAFFENDEN in

Phil. Trans. LXV. 340 The place where the leaden pipe is

bursten. 1817-8 COBBF.TT Resid. U. S. (1822) 42 The buds

of a Lilac, .are almost bursted, which is a great deal better

than to say, 'almost bitrst'.

b. To rupture (something) by internal force,

or by pressure, a blow, etc., upon it when inflated

or distended. To burst a blood-vessel: to cause

its rupture by exertion, etc., or simply to suffer the

rupture of a vessel. To burst one's sides : imagined
as a result of excessive laughter. To burst one's

buttons (through over-feeding or exertion).

1712 ARBUTHNOT John Btilldjss) 47 You would have burst

your sides to hear him talk of politicks. 1796 PEGGE

Anonym. (1809) 354 We were ready to burst our sides. 1863
KINGSLEY IVater-ta/i. v. 185 He. .played leap-frog with the

town-clerk till he burst his buttons. 1865 Miss LAHEE Billy
o Yeps T. 10 Lads laughin' fit to brast their soides. Mod.
Take care you do not burst your gun.

f C. fig. To hirst up : to shatter, destroy. Obs.

1597 DANIEL Civ. Wares vn. ii, Who else had burst-up

Right to come t' his right.

fd. To ruin financially
= BREAK v. ii. Obs.

1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull\\. iv, I therefore hold it advis-

able that you continue the Lawsuit, and burst him at once.

9. To burst bonds, barriers, etc. Now said

only of the person or thing confined within ;
for-

merly with wider meaning as in 7. Now chiefly^/ff.

o. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 963 pe grete barrez of be abyme
he barst vp at onez. 1535 COVERDALE Jer. v. 5 These . .

haue. .bursten the bondes in sonder. 1824-9 LANDOR fmag.
Conv. (1846) II. 3 My madness . . would burst asunder the

strong swathes. 18. . Hymns Anc. f; Mod.
' Come see the

place
'

ii, Who burst the bands of death and hell.

B. cilio Cursor M. 7203 (Fairf.) His bandis al he brest** - '"--"-
1realle

. aynes and tetters in pi

/'. Q. I. v. 31 Furies which their chaines have brast.

b. Of a river or water : To burst its banks.

i8o TYNDALL Glac. I. 8. 58 A subglacial lake had burst

its boundary.

f c. transf. To force one's way across (a fron-

tier) Obs. ; also, To burst (the enemy's) ranks,

poet, or rhetorical.

1652 C. STAPYLTON Herodian vill. 67 The Frontiers they
had brast. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 483 Clad in iron,

burst the ranks of war.

tlO. To burst the heart: said of grief or violent

emotions. Also of persons, To Intrst one's heart.

So To Imrst one's brain : to take or occasion ex-

cessive thought. Obs.

1385 CHAUCER L. G. II''. 1298 Ffor which methynkyth
brostyn is myn herte. 1555 Let. in Strype Eccl. Mem. III.

App. 1. 162 Though thou wouldest brast thine heart about

it. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xxiv. 373 Bookes which

busteth not our braines about Mooneshine in the water.

1391 SPENSER Raines o/T.^iS Nigh with griefe. .my heart

was brust.

11. To cause (the body) to swell till it bursts.

Chiefly as an imagined result of over-feeding or

violent exertion ; often re/I.

1530 PAI.SGR. 757/1, I thruste out ones guttes, or burste

one. Je accreue. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 635 Cramm'd and

gorged, right burst With suck'd and glutted offal. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I. xiii. 227 Water, with which . . he

would have burst himself. 1839 Cumberl. ff Westmoreland
Dial. 31 He hed welly brosen his sel wie runnin.

b. causative!)
1
.

01802 '

Broomfield Hill' xiv. in Child Ballads II. (1884)

394/2 Ye need na burst your gude white steed Wi racing

oer the howm. a 1822
' Fair Marjory' xvii. Hid. III. 121/2

It's first he burst the bonny black, An syne the bonny

12.
'

hypcrbolically. To fill to overflowing.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. i. 74 That Crop . . bursts the

crowded Barns.

13. To burst a door, gate, etc. : to force it open

by a violent thrust, so as to break the door or its

fastenings. Also burst open.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, \. iii. 28 Open the Gates . . Or wee'le

burst them open, a 1700 DRYDEN Desp. Lover Misc. Wks.

1760 II. 118 The bounce burst ope the door. 1721 DE FOE
Mem. Cavalier (1840) 113 They burst open the gate. 1847
TENNYSON Princ. vi. 59 She spoke, and . . Descending, burst

the great bronze valves. 1864 BoadUea 64 Burst the

gates and burn the palaces.

1 14. To cause to burst out, abroad. Obs.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 865 Sho brast out bright water at hir

brode een, a 1593 MARLOWE Mass, at Paris I. ii, To burst

abroad those never-dying flames.

IV. Intransitive senses implying movement ac

companied by the bursting of barriers.

These uses mostly correspond with those of BREAK, branch

VII, but express more strongly the notion ofsudden violence.

15. To issue forth suddenly and copiously by
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breaking an enclosure, or by overcoming resist-

ance. Usually with out, forth, or other adv.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11704 Vnrler be rote a well vte-brast.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xv. 481 Blude brist out at voundis

vyde. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxii. 216 One of hem . .

smote the same hugh vpon the liede that the brayn hrest out.

the waters aboue the Heauens fall down upon us. 1847 TEN-
NYSON Princ. IV. 453 A river level with the dam Ready to

burst and fill the world with foam. 1852 Elaine 516 Half
his blood burst forth.

b. transf. zn&fig. Of tears, cries, etc. : To issue

suddenly in spite of repressive effort. Of light,

sounds, etc. : To issue suddenlyfrom a source ;
to

become visible or audible with startling sudden-

ness and clearness ; often const, on (the eye, ear,

etc.). Of the sun : To hirst from, through (the
clouds" ; often with out, forth. Also of news,

events, sights, truths, etc. : To burst upon (a person) :

to be revealed with overwhelming suddenness to.

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1808 Get held he wi5 Sis angel fast, Til

5e dauing up it brast. rt 1300 Cursor M. 18916 par come a
sune Vte o be air al bristand dune, c 1386 CHAUCER Doctor s

T. 234 The teeres brast out of hir eygnen tuo. 1506 FISHER
Wks. I. 165 The sounde of a grete trumpe braste out. 1591
SPENSER Petrarch's Vis. iii, Sudden flash of heavens fire

out brast. 1678 BUNVAN Pilgr. I. 73 What sighs and groans
brast from Christians heart. 1826 F. COOPER Mohicans xvii,

Such a yell.. as seldom bursted from human lips before.

1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. vii. 168 On turning a sharp
corner, Hebron burst upon them.

*:, To burst upon a vieu>. (rare.)
c 1854 STANLEY Sinai fy Pal. i. 69 The Israelites, corning

down through that very valley, burst upon that very view.

C. fig. Ofthoughts, emotions, latent forces, etc. :

To find utterance or manifestation suddenly, esp.

after long repression or concealment. Usually
with out, forth ; const, into (the result).

1542 BF.CON Christm. Bang., Wks. (1843) 81 Charity ..

brasteth out into good works whensoever it seeth an occa-

sion given. 1591 SHAKS. I Hen. VI, iv. i. 183 Had the pas-
sions of thy heart burst out . . we should haue .seene de-

cipher'd there. . rancorous spight. /< 1603 in Litiirg. Services

Q. Eliz. (1847) 680 Defections in Ireland . . in the end brast

out into open rebellion. 1810 SCOTT Laity etf L. II. xxxiv,

Anguish of despair Burst, in fierce jealousy, to air.

t d. Of an eruptive disease. Also of the body
affected by it : To break out into sores or pimples.
The latter sense appears to have existed in OE., where

however it probably originated from i or 2. Cf. quot. a 1000

under BURSTING ///. a.

1552 HULOET Breake o^lte, or braste oute, as a mannes
face doth with heate. (11593 H. SMITH ll'ts. (1866) I. 301
The leprosy which brast out of the forehead.

e. To spring forth, as a plant, shoot, etc.

(Usually implying the overcoming of restraint.)

a tyxiCnrsor M. 10723 Bath flour and frut suld bar-ofbrest

[v. r. briste]. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man iv. 60 The fift

[Muscle] likewise brusteth forth of Fibula. 1835-6 Toon
Cycl. Anat. fy Phys. I. 120/2 The radicle that bursts from
the fecundated seed of a plant.

f f. To emanate, originatefrom. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10059 But o be grace bat of hir brestes,

Of al bis werld belt er be brestes. 1567 JEWEL Def. Apol.
(1611) 409 All these mischiefes brast out first from the High
Throne of the Pope of Rome.
16. Of a tempest, conflagration, disease, or the

like. Chiefly with out, forth.
1542 HENRY VIII Declar. Scots 192 Things of suche enor-

mitie do brest out and appere. 1546 LANGI.EV Pol. Verg.
De Invent. I. xvi. 29 a, Diseases, that brest furthe on euery

syde. 1579 TOMSON Calvin Serm. Tint. 250/2 We do but

heap vp wood, and the wrath of God brasteth out at a blow.

1630 LORD Banians 87 The windes in the bowels of the

earth . . brast forth into eruptions. 1792 Anecd. W. Pitt

I. x. 203 The flame of war .. was preparing to burst out

in Europe. 1808 R. PORTER Trav. Sk. Kitss. f Swell. (1813)

I. i. ii War burst around him, and he fell in combat. 1848
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 665 A tempest burst forth, such

as had not been known since that great hurricane.

17. To make a sudden overwhelming assault on ;

to rush violently and suddenly over.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21400 Brathli on his fas he brast. 1862

STANLEY Jew. Cfi. (1877) I. ix. 180 Immense swarms of

hornets burst upon the country with unusual force.

18. poet. To burst away : to rush away im-

petuously. Also (of a bird) To burst on the wing:
to start off into flight.

1809 CAMPBELL Gert. Wyom. in. iii, Wild bird bursting on
the wing. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine 1237 The wild Queen . .

hurst away to weep. 1864 En. Ard. 635 A crew that

landing burst away In search of stream or fount.

19. To force a passage impetuously through

(a barrier, physical or moral, the enemy's ranks,

a crowd of people).
a 1300 Cursor M. 12872 Opin he sau be liftes seuen, be

fader steuen bar thoru it brast. 1837 NEWMAN Par. Sertn.

(ed. 3) I. xx. 305 There are times when a thankful heart

bursts through all Forms of prayer. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypo-
tin xxii. 288 Bursting desperately through the women who
surrounded him, the monk vanished.

20. To break forcibly into, come suddenly and

impetuously into (a room, a country, etc.) ;
also

with adv. in. Similarly to burst up (from below).

1563 FOXE A. f, M. (1684) I. 397/1 Thorow windows and

doors, .they brast in to the Pope. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso n.

xxvii. 25 He broke the throng, and into presence brast.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 128 In burst the pert Slut,

BURST.

with an Air of Assurance. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. \\. v,

We were the first that ever burst Into that silent sea. 1813
MAR. EDGEWORTH Patron. I. v. 98 The flames burst in from

the burning trellis. 1835 MAKRYAT Jacob Faith/, i, My
father burst up from the cabin.

Phrase-key : To burst abroad, 14; b away, 18 ;
l< banks,

9; b a bloodvessel, 8b; /'bonds, 9; /' one's brains, ro;

bud />, 2 b ; b one's buttons, 8 b ; cloud />, 2 b ;
b a door,

13 ; / down, 7 b ; b forth, 6 b, 6 c, 15, 15 b, 15 c, 16 ; b a

frontier, 9 c
;
b from, 15 b, 15 f; b the heart, 10 ; b for

hunger, i c ; /' into, 6 c, 15, 20 ; b on, 6 b, 15 b, 17 \ b on
the wing, 18 ; b open, 5, 13 ; b out, 3, 6 b, 6 c, 14, 15, 15 b,

15 d, 16 ; b ranks, 9 c ; b one's sides, 8 b ;
b through, 15 b,

ig ; b up, 2, 8 c, 20
;
b upon, 15 b ; b with, 5 b, 6 a.

Burst (byjst), sb. Forms: i byrst, 1-4 berst,

birst, 5 byrst, 3- burst. [In sense i repr. OE.

byrst (berst} OHG. brust : OTeut. *bnusti'Zt
f.

pa. pple. stem of /'restart to BURST. This seems to

have become obs. about the middle of i4th c. ; the

modern sb. was apparently f. the verb, in i6th c.

Cf. ihe parallel BREST, BRIST.]

f 1. Damage, injury, harm
;

loss. Obs.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Ex. xxit. 6 }ilde bone byrst be J>set fyr on-

tende. c 1205 LAY. 1347 Brutus at braec al buten burstan

1^1275 harme]. Ibid. 1610
J>e king Goffar iseih his burst

[c 1275 lure], c 1300 in Wright Lyric P. iv. 24 That burst

shal bete for hem bo. c 1320 Syr Bevis 1929 A-dede hire

ete al ther ferst That she ne dede him no berst. r 1420
Chron. Vilod. 330 pen In all be tober worldelyche burste.

c 1430 How Gd. Wyf tan^te Dan. in Babees Bk. (18681 45
The more nede hyt make or the grettyr byrst.

II. Senses farmed anew from the verb.

2. An act of bursting; the result of this action.

1611 SiiAKS.Cj'/W'. iv. ii. 106 The snatches in his voice And
bursts of speaking were as. his. 1836 MACGILLU RAY Hmn~
boldt's Trav. iii. 52 The Peak of TenerifFe exhibited a lateral

burst, preceded by tremendous earthquakes. 1885 G. MERE-
DITH Diana of Crossiv. I. iv. 107 When beech-buds were
near the burst.

b. fig. Bitrst-np : the failure, collapse, of an

organization or scheme.

1879 Daily Ne?t>s 22 Sept. 2/1 A speedy burst-up of the

whole agricultural system.
3. A sudden and violent issuing forth. Chiefly

of light and sounds. So also a burst offlame, a

burst offish (in local use).

1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 311 We heard a hollow burst of

bellowing Like Buls. 1671 MILTON Samson 1651 Down they
came, and drew The whole roof after them, with burst of

thunder, Upon the heads of all. 1816 SOUTHEY Lay of
Laitr,-, Dream vi, Burst after burst the innocuous thunders

brake. 1854 BREWSTKR More Worlds ii. 17 The gloomy
landscape whose varied beauties a burst of sun-light has re-

vealed. 1857 National Mag. II. 197 Terminating in a

glorious burst of acclamatory harmony.
b. A sudden opening on the view.

1798 COLERIDGE Tears in Solit. 215 This burst of prospect.

1814 JANK AUSTEN Mansf. P. viii. (D.) Here is a fine burst

of country. 1875 BROWNING Inn Album 4 Not so the

burst of landscape surging in.

4. An explosion, eruption, outbreak.

1649 MILTON Eikon. Wks. 1738 I. 403 He . . kept them up,
the only Army in his three Kingdoms, till the very burst of

that Rebellion. ^1719 ADDISON (J.) Imprison'd fires, in the

close dungeons pent, Roar to get loose, and struggle for a

vent.. Til'l with a mighty burst whole mountains fall. 1790
WEDGWOOD in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 309 As often as the

heat was at or near the boiling point of the acid, frequent. .

bursts or explosions happened. 1870 Pall Mall, G. 17 Nov.
12 Out of 8,245 shells and shrapnel fired with this fuze. .

there were 128 premature bursts.

5. A vehement outbreak (of emotion or its ex-

pression).
I75I JOHNSON Ratnbl. No. 141 p 10 A mistake which had

given rise to a burst of merriment. 1775 BURKE Anter.

Tax. Wks. II. 408 From the whole of that grave multitude

there arose an involuntary hurst of gratitude and transport.

1838 THIRLWALL Greece V.
xliy. 370 A burst of ill humour,

which it would have been wiser to suppress. Mod. The
statement was received with a burst of laughter.

6. A great and sudden exertion of activity, a

vigorous display of energy; a 'spurt'. Phrase,

At a (one} burst.

1862 ABP. TRENCH Eng. Past % Pr. in. 97 With Chaucer

English literature had made a burst, which it was not able

to maintain. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. i. (1875) 8 The
burst of creative activity in our literature. 1876 GREEN
Short Hist. vii. 5 (1882) 393 The great poetic burst for

which this intellectual advance was paving the way.

b. Horsemanship. A hard ran, a gallop without

a check.
t8io SCOTT Lady ofL. i. iv, So shrewdly, on the mountain-

side, Had the bold burst their metal tried. 1852 THACKERAY
Esmond i. iv. (1876) 29 During a burst over the Downs after

a hare. 1868 R. EG.-WARBURTON Hunt. Song$\\\. (1883! 155

How keen their emulation in the bustle of the burst, When
side by side the foremost ride.

7. colloq. A prolonged bout of drunkenness, a
*

spree'. Also a big feed, a * blow out '.

1881 MRS. PRAED Policy $ Pass. 1. 288 When . . his men go on

the burst. 1881 Cheq. Career 356 A good week's burst.

Burst (b&ist), ///. a. Also arch, brast. [pa.

pple.
of BURST v. ; see BURSTEN///. a.]

1. See senses of BURST v. t&- Shattered, broken,

Obs. b. Rent by force when in a state of tension ;

exploded, torn open,
1812 BYRON Ch. Har. \, Ixxvm, Clinging darts, and lances

brast. 1824 Miss MITFORD ViHagt&st. \. 11863) 138 Working
over the weak irregular burst-out button-hole. 1885 STEVEN-
SON Dynamiter 190 You behold me sitting here like a burst

dnim.



BUKSTABLE.

t 2. spec. Ruptured, suffering from hernia. Also

as quasi-*/'. Obs.

1580 BARET Alv. B 1560 He that is burst, or hath his

bowels fallen down into his coddes. 1611 COTGR., s. v. Ber-

gamasqne, a trusse for a burst man. 1631 R. BVFIELD Doctr.

Sabb. 14 [It] appeares also by the example of the burst, and
of the bastard.

Burstable (bfvjstab'l), a. ran. [f.
BURST v.

+ -ABLE.] Capable of being burst.

i6nCoTGR. , Rompable, burstable, breakable.

t Burst-cow. Oes. [f.
BURST v. + Cow.]

= biirn-ccnv, an old name for the BUPRKSTIS, q. v.

1646 SIR. T. BROWNE Psend. F.p. 177 [Insects] pernicious
unto cattell, as the Buprestis or burstcow. 1658 ROWLAND
Monjffefs Theat.Ins. 1000, I . .adventure to call it by a new
name in English, Burncow, or Burstcow. 1706 PHILI.II-S,

s. v. Buprestis, the Burn-cow, Burst-cow, or Blain-worm.

Bursted (bS'Jsted), ///. a. Also 6 brested,

brasted, brysted. [Weak pa. pple. of BURST v.

+ -ED.]
= BURST ///. a. Now dial.

1527 ANDREW Brims-tyke's Distyll. Waters Lib, Mem-
bres whiche be frosen, and brested or wounded of the frost.

1561 Xe'.fe Enterl. Q. Uester (I%T 23, 1 w-ote not how they
were brysted. a 1600 HOOKF.R Serm. iii. (1845) III. 760 It

causeth their brasted hearts to rejoice, a 1649 DHUMM. or

HAWTH. Poems Wks. 11711) 25 The long-since dead from
bursted graves arise. 1728 T. SHERIDAN Pcrsins v. 83 The

Dangers portended you from a bursted Egg.

Bursten i.b>ust'n), ///. a. [Obs. pa. pple. of

BURST v.
;
like many other strong pples. in -en, it

is still sometimes used attrib., esp. in poetical or

rhetorical language.]
= BURST ///. a.

c 1440 Anc. Cookery in llonsfi. Ord. (1790)462 Take qwete
streyned, that is for to say brosten. ("1440 Pro/up. Parr.

53 Brostyn man, herniosiis. 1544 PHAER Regim. Lyff
115601 U iij b, A drynke for one that is brusten. c 1620

CHAPMAN Batraclwm. Ep. Ded. (1858) 38 Even bursten

profusion. 1638 MYNSHL-L F.ss. Prison 44 In prisons, Gen-

tlemen, and bursten Citizens meet as upon the Exchange.

1712 STF.F.I.E Spt-ct. No. 444 P4 A Doctor for the Cure of

bursten Children. 1762 tr. DnliameCs Hnsl>. III. xii. (ed. 2

414 All rotten or bursten grapes. 1843 CARLYLE Past ^j-

Pr. (1858) in Now grown quite corpulent, bursten, super-
fluous. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul 118831 544 'he worn-out and
bursten condition of the old bottles.

fb. Comb., as bitrsten-Mlied, -guttcJ. Obs.

1601 HOLLAN-D Pliny 1 1. 263 To cure those that be bursten

bellied. 1661 K. W. Coiif. Charact. (1860147 A. .clubfooted

burstengutted, longneck't. .hircocerous. a 1722 LISLE Husl>.

477 Whether it was usual for pigs to be bursten-bellied.

t Burstened, ff/. a. Obs. [incorrectly f. prec.]

Filled to bursting.
1697 Siinh- in Gross (ed. 2} 37 A very Night-Bird, and

Vagrant, Bur>ten'd with Folly and Revenge.

t Bu'rsteiineSS. 06s. Also 5 brostynes.
6 burstiness, 7 bursunesse ;

see also BURSTNESS.

[f.
BURSTEN ///. a. + -NESS.] Burst state or

quality ; spec, rupture, hernia.

1483 i.'at/i. Angl. 45 A Brostynes, hernia. 1528 PAVNFI.I.

Salerne Regim. X iij, Specially when the burstennes

cometh by ventosite. 1615 MARKHAM E'tf. Housciit. n. i.

(1668) 29 For the rupture or burstennesse in men.

Burster (bi>Mst;u). [f.
BURST v. + -ER!.]

1. He who, or that which, bursts ; spec. (Artill.\

a charge of gunpowder for bursting a shell, or the

bag containing it. Hence burster-bag.
1611 COTGR., Rotnpenr, a burster, a breaker. 1862 F. GRIF-

FITHS Ariil. Man. led. 9) 193 The segment shells .. are

each charged with a burster, containing powder. 1876

Daily \e-,vs 22 Sept. 3/5 The Palliser shells will have capa-

city for a 25 Ibs. burster.

b. fig. ? An exhausting piece of exercise, some-

thing which ' takes the wind out
'

of one.

1851 lllitstr. Lond. .Ven'S 99 A pace that would have been

a burster to many a fresh man.

c. ? Racing slang. A heavy fall
;
a 'cropper'.

1863 Even. Standard 24 Apr., Benedict came down a

burster, and was out of the race.

2. In Australia : see quot. (Usually BUSTER. N

1879 WALLACF. A itstralas. ii. 31 The well-known southerly
' bursters

'

are violent storms of wind occurring in summer.

Bursting ;bS-jstirj), vbl. sb. [f. BURST v.~]

1. The process or action of breaking suddenly and

violently, as under tension.

1375 BA'RBOUR Krnce XVI. 158 Thar wes of speris sic brisl-

ing. 1575 J. STILL Gamin. Gnrton\. iii, We would not greatly
care For bursting of her huckle-bone, c 1600 Rob. Hood
(Ritson) I. iv. 47 And it were not for bursting of my bpwe,
John, I thy head wold breake. 1611 BIBLE Isa. xxx. 14 There

shall not be found in the bursting of it, a sheard.

b. spec, by internal force or pressure.

i$26Pilgr. Perf.W . de W. 1531)201 b, The body is not able

to receylie it all, without feare of brastynge. 1600 SHAKS.

A. Y. L. It. i. 38 The wretched annimall heau'd forth such

groanes That their discharge did stretch his leatherne coat

Almost to bursting. 1885 Manchester Exam. 22 Sept. 5/2

The damage caused by the bursting of an embankment.

f 2. spec. Rupture ;
hernia. Obs.

1544 PHAER Rtgim. Lyfe (1560! U viij b, To remove the

swelling of the coddes preceding of ventositie, or of anye
other cause (except brustyng*.

t3. Explosion, explosive noise. Obs.

1771 SMOLLETT Hnmpk. Cl. (1793! ". 34 The bursting,

belching, and brattling of the French horns in the passage.

4. Rushing impetuously from restraint or rest.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiii. 86 The lion ..With a step,

a roar, a bursting unarrested of any brake.

5. comb, with various advbs. (cf. the vb.)
c 1440 Promp. Parr. 50 Brestynge downe, prostracio.

1200

1552 HULOET Aposthnme, or brasting out. 1711 STEELE I

Sped. No. 474 f2 Theoccasional burstings out into laughter.

6. attrib. bursting charge, the charge of
|

powder required for bursting a shell or case-shot ;

a small charge of fine powder placed in contact

with a charge of coarser powder to ensure the

ignition of the latter.

1858 GREENER Gunntry 134 The bursting charge is very
small, but it suffices to break the shell into about 30 pieces.
1862 F. GRIFFITHS Artil. Mini. led. ot 194 Loaded shells

should never be fired with less than the authorized bursting

charge.

Bursting (bii-astirj), ///. a. [f.
BURST v. +

-ING-.] That bursts (see senses of the verb).
a xooo Sax. Leechd. I. 272 Untrumnissa 5ses lichoman

biet is berstende lie. 1667 MILTON /'. L. ix. 08 Bursting

passion. 1714 YOUNG Force Relig. n. 210 Afar his bursting

groans were heard. 1777 SIR W. JONFS Palace of Fort.

15 As distant thunder breaks the bursting cloud. 1847
LONGF. Evan. i. ii. 99 From our bursting barns they would
feed. 1863 KINGLAKK Crimea V. i. (1877,1 245 Fragments. .

from a bursting shell.

Burstle, var. of BRISTLE v.-, BRUSTLE .
2

t Bu-rstning, vbl. s/>. Obs. Incorrect form =
BURSTING ; rapture, hernia.

1607 TOPSF.I.L Four-f. Beasts 504 Arnoldus commendeth a

plaister made of a Rams skin for burstning. 1635 SWAN
Spec. Al. 1 1670) 220 Sulphur-wort . . is used with good success

against the ruptures and burstnings of young children.

Burstness (bpustnes). Also 6 brastnes ;

and see BUKSTENNESS. [f. BURST///, a. + -NESS.]
The state of being burst ; rupture ; hernia.

1552 HULOFT, Hrastnes, or rupture of a man. 1607 TOP-
SFLL Fcinr-f. Beasts 204 The Ointment . . healeth burstness.

//'/'</. (16581 64 The skin of the feet and nose of an Ox . .

helpeth. .burstness very' much. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet.

II., Rupture . .burstness ; a distemper in a horse.

Bur-stone, variant of BURR-STUNK.

t Burst-wort. Obs. [f.
BURST sl>. + WORT.]

An old name for Hcnriaria glabra, a herb for-

merly thought helpful for curing ruptures.

1597 OEHARD Herbal clxiii. 455 [Herniaria] is called . . in

English Rupture woort, and liurstwoort. 1661 LovEU. Hist.

Anim. <y Min. 448 Leaves, of burst-wort, marsh-mallows.

Burstyll, obs. form of BRISTLE.

Burt, v. Obs. Also 5 burt-on, 6 burte.

Pa. t. and fa. pplc. burt. [Cf. BUTT z.]

1. trans, anil absol. To push or thrust, as with

horns
;
to butt.

c 1440 Promp. Parr. 56 Burton', as hornyd bestys, cormt-

peto. 1552 HUI.OET, Kurt lyke a ramme, aritto. 1556
ABP. PARKKR Psaltercxxvm. 44 Our homes shall burte them
downe.
2. To pierce, gore.
1597 MoNTGOMF.RlE Chcrrti f,-

SI. 165 Than furth I drew
that deadlie dairt . . It hurt me, it burt me, The ofter I it

handill. n 1605 In Prais of Maistres, Quhais beutie has

me burt ? Quhais beutie healls my hurt?

3. To indent, dint (as a tin-kettle). Somerset.

Hence Burter, Hurting vbl. sb.

c 1440 Promp. Par-.'. 56 Burtare, beste [1499 burter], cor.

nitpeta. ll'id. Hurtynge, comnpetns.

Burt;e, Burth-e: see BIRT, BIRTH.

Burthen, etc. : see BURDEN.

Burton bSut'n). Also barton.

A small tackle consisting of two or three blocks

or pulleys used to set up or tighten rigging, or to

shift heavy bodies. There are several varieties,

as Spanish burton, top burton.

1704 in HARRIS Lex. Technician. 1769 FALCONER Diet.

Marine (17891 Burton, a.. small tackle, formed by two

thimbles may hang on each side, to hook the burton-tackles

in. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 118/1 The Spanish barton con-

sists of two moveable wheels and one fixed wheel. 1860 H.

STUART Seaman's Catech. 35 The top burtons are hooked
to the burton pendants.

t Bu'rton-WOOd. Obs. A shrub found in

Campeachy and in the Galapagos islands.

1697 DAMPIF.R I'oy. I. 101 Bushes of Burton-wood, which

is very good firing. 1699 Ibid. II. II. 57 We . . harden the

Steels of our Fire-Arms . . in a Logwood-fire [or else] .. with

Burton wood or the Grape-tree.

Bur-tree, var. of BOURTREE, elder
;

see also

BURR sb.*, banyan-tree.

Burwarke, obs. form of BULWARK.

Burwe, burwgh, burwhe, obs. ff. BOROUGH,
BURROW.

t Bu'ry, sb. Obs. Also 6 bery, 7 berry.

[Originally dative of bwli : see BOROUGH i b.] A
manor-house, or large farm ; a specialization of

the OE. Intrh, lyrig 'an enclosed or fortified place'
which still survives in many local names.

1175-1576 [see BOROUGH i b). 1598 STOw_.Sr. xxxiii.

1 1603* 294 The name of Aldermans burie (which is to say a

Court) there kept in their Bery or Court-hall. 1654 GAYTON
Fest. Notes III. vi. 106 They went untill they came to a Bury.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Berry . .The chief house of a Man-
nor, or the Lords seat is so called . . to this day ; especially in

Herefordshire, where there are the Berries of Luston,
Stockton, etc.

Bury .be'ri). v. Forms: i byrs(e)an, byrisan,
- byrien, 3 birrjenn (Orm.), 3-5 burien, by-

ry(en, birien, 4birin, 5 byryyn, byryn, beryyn,

BTTRY.

berry, 3-5 biry, beri(e, 4-6 bery, byry, (6

byrry, byrrey, burrey, burry, burye, bewry,
7 buerie, bure), 4 burye, 4-7 burie, 4- bury.
Also Sc. 5 beryss, 6 berisch. [OE. byiym wk.
v. : WGer. *lmrgjan (of which the only other

trace is the OS. derivative burgisli sb. = BURIELS),

app. f. burg- ablaut-stem of OTeut. *berg-an str. v.

to protect, cover : see BEHGH v. The Scotch

forms beryss, berisch, appear to follow the analogy
of words from French (ike pctyss, perisc/i.']

1. To deposit (a corpse', in the ground, in a

tomb ;
to inter. Hence to commit (a corpse) to

the sea. with appropriate funeral rites.

a 1000 Hymns tGr.l x. 29 pone geomormod Josep byri^de.

1154 O. E. Chron. iLaud .MS. I an. 1137. 7, & sythen
byrieden him. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2520 Hise oore breoere. .

Woren ybiried at ebron. 1375 BARBOUR Bmce x. 489 He
deit soyn, and beryit was. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13674 Asca-

tus . . Gert bryng hom to burgh, birit horn faire. c 1440 York

Myst. xvii. 285 Sen thy body beryed shalbe, This mirre will

1 giffe to bi grauyng. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. 51
Thame that will nocht berisch or erde the bodis of thair

freindis on the North part of the kirk yard. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. II, in. iii. 155 He be buryed in the Kings high-way.

1635 Tom a Lincolne II. in Thorns' E. E. Prose Rotn. (1858)

II. 344 Buring him inhumanly upon a dunghill. 1852 TEN-
NYSOS Ode on Wellington i Let us bury the Great Duke.

b. Said of the surviving relatives : hence, To
have biiried (one's relatives) = to have lost them

by death.

1710 STF.F.LE Taller No. 215 74 My elder Sister buried

her Husband about Six Months ago. 1723 S. MORLAND
Spec. Lat. Diet. 1 1 To Bury, as one buries his Relations

when he survives them, Efferre.

c. Said of the religious functionary who cele-

brates the rites which accompany interment.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 51 So no bing be askid. .for dead to be

byried. 1401 Pol. Poems $ Songs (18591 1 1. 87 Whi . . wil

we not . . birien the pore as wel as the riche ? Mod. '
I never

object to bury a dissenter ;
indeed I should be most happy

to bury them all.'

d. absol.

1552-3 In-. 1
. Ch. Goods Staffs, in Ann. Diocese Liclificld

IV. 46, Xls. peyd to the bysshope for hislaysance to byrrey.

1854 GDI.. WISEMAN Fabiola n. xi. 145 There is no evidence

of the Christians having buried anywhere, anteriorly to the

construction of catacombs.

e. Jig.
c 1175 Laml'. Hom. 51 Hwenne bu scrift underuongest

benne buriest |>u bine sunnen. 1382 WYCLIF Rom. vi. 4
We ben to gidere biried with him bi cristendom in to

deeth. a 1555 LYNDESAY Trag. 427 5e Prencis and Prelatis

. .Sail bureit be in hell. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 423
Thou didst kil my Children. But in your daughters wombe
I bury them. 1850 MF.RIVALE Ront. Emp. (1865! I. iii. 119
His first care must have been to bury the evidence in the

graves of his associates. 1875 JOWF.TT Plato, Gorgias (ed. 2)

1 1. 393 He would bury you under a mountain of words.

2. To put under ground for the same purposes
as a corpse, e.g. to bury a person alive

;
to consign

to the ground any carcase, decaying organized

matter, rubbish, etc. ; also, other things, in sign
of their final abandonment or abrogation. To

bury the hatchet : to put away strife, settle a

quarrel, in allusion to the American-Indian cere-

mony of burying a tomahawk on the conclusion

of a peace.
1535 COVERDALE Jer. xxii. 19 As an Asse shall he be buried.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 55 1'le breake my staffe, Bury it cer-

taine fadomes in the earth. 1884 Harper's .Ifaf. Feb. 412/2
She buried the hatchet.

b. Jig. To consign to oblivion, put out of the

way, abandon and forget.

"593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, iv. i. 55 In your Bride you bury
Brotherhood. 1601 Jul. C. iv. iii. 159 p'ue me a bowl of

wine, In this I bury all vnkindnesse Cassius. 1670 J. LAW
Let. in Laiidcrdale Papers (1885) III. App. i. 234 To burie

presbiterian government with their oun consent. 1712 Addr.

Cambridge in Lond. Gaz. No. 5027/5 May Faction be

buried. 1885 A. 1!. ELLIS W. Afric. 1st. xi. 263 The natives

. . had buried their own differences and united to repel the

invaders.

c. To consign to a position of obscurity, in-

accessibility, or inaction; often refl. and pass.

1711 I'inii. 'Sachevcrell 74 It would be a pity to bury so

promising a young Gentleman in such a place. 1722 DF.

FOF. Col. Jack (1840) 186, I looked upon myself as one

buried alive in a remote part of the world. 1751 JOHNSON
RamM. No. loo T i Many well disposed persons . . are so

unfortunate as to be totally buried in the country- 1782
COWPER Truth 443 Sorrow might . . Bury herself in solitude

profound. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth (1860' 5 To retire from

the world and bury herself in the recesses of the cloister.

3. Without restriction of purpose : To deposit

or hide under ground ;
to cover up with earth or

other material.

ri340 Cursor M. 16919 (Fairf.) )>e lewis .. beried [iho

crossis] fro Crysten men in a preuy stede. 1530 PALSGR.

451/1 It is the propertye of a dogge to burye his meate in

the grounde. 1542 BOORDE Dyetary xviii. <

1870) 277 Bake

meate . . is buryd in paast. 1626 BACON Syh'a 378 A
Bottle of Beer, buried in like manner as before, became

Che'mists sometimes tury the.. - .

Xts. 53 So I took the money . . and buried 3000
pieces

ofgold.

b. Of things : To cover over out of sight, to sub-

merge.



BURYING.

*737 MILLER Card. Diet, (1759) s. v. Cedrus, This wood. .

resisting gun shots, and burying the shot without splinter-

ing. 1791 SMF.ATON Hdystone f-. 272 The seas that are

said . . in a manner to bury the house in time ofstorms. Ibid.

273 The two stones together would compleatly. .bury the

cramps.
4. To plunge or sink deep in, so as to cover

from view ;
to put out of sight ; also in phrases,

to btny one's face in one's hands, ones hands in

onfs pockets, etc.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 45 The riuer that is buried vnder
the earth, twentie miles off appeareth againe. 1710 ADDISON

Whig-Exam. No. 4 f i As well assault an army that is

buried in intrenchments. 1815 BYRON Heb. Melodies, Song
ofSaul i, Bury your steel in the bosoms of Gath, 1850
MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxxiii. 299 Taking a pin . . he
buried it to the head in her flesh. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia
xxv. 312 Hypatia sat still in her chamber, her face buried

in her hands.

b. intr. for refl. or pass. To burrow
;
also Mech.

to lie embedded or enclosed.

1841 JOHNSTON in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club \. No. 9. 266

The animal buries in sand, c 1850 Rudim. Nai'ig. (Weale)

124 Those ends of the planks which bury in the rabbets.

V. fig-
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. \. viii. 39 The inward book of lawe

of kinde, biried in mannis soule and herte. 1712 BERKELEY
Pass. Obed. 9 Wks. 1871 III. 113 Everyman's particular
rule is buried in his own breast. 1855 H. REED Lect. Eng.
Hist. ii. 6r The truth, that now is buried beneath the mass
of the old British legends.

5. pass. To be profoundly absorbed or engrossed
in a habit or practice.
c 1380 WYCLIF Tracts xviii. Wks. (1880) 271 Prelatis &

peynted religious beried in hereolde synne. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turkcs (1621) 654 Charles the emperour resolved, .to

passe over into Affricke, whilest Solyman was yet buried in

the Persian wars. 1868 TENNYSON Lucretius 9 His mind
Half buried in some weightier argument.

Bury, obs. form of BURROW.

Buryer, obs. form of BURIER.

Burying (be'ri|in), vbl. sb. (Forms : see the

verb.) [f. BURY v. + -ixc 1
.]

1. The action of entombing a dead body or

anything similarly treated
; burial, interment.

1297 R. GLOUC. 382 Henry, hys Songe sone, was at hys
buryng. r 1300 A'. Alis. 8013 N'uste mon never he then

kyng Have so riche a buryeng_ . 1388 WYCLIF Jer, xxii. 19
He schal be biried with the biriyng of an asse, c 1420 Sir

Amadacexxiv, I schalle. . BringehisboditoCristunberiinge.
1608 SHAKS. Per. in, ii. 72 Who finds her, give her burying.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s. v., Burying alive, was the

punishment of a Vestal who had violated her vow of vir-

ginity. 1772 JOHNSON in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 144 An axe. .

imports war : the taking it up, being a declaration of war ;

and the burying it, a token of peace. Mod. The day after

the battle was devoted to the burying of the dead.

}
b. concr. A funeral, a burial. Obs. or dial.

1681 E. MURPHY State Irel. 31 He . . tarried a while in

the. .place ere the Burying came. 1750 WESLEY W-^s. (18721
II. 192 There being a great burying in the afternoon. 1787
WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ode upon O. Wks. 1812 I. 433 Palls

that grace a burying.
2. The action of depositing under ground, cover-

ing over witb earth or other material ; alsoy%-.
1626 BACON Sylva 315 The Burying of Bottles of JJrink

well stopped. Mod. The burying of his talent by the unpro-
fitable servant.

3. Comb, and Attrib,, as burying-bell, -day,

-grave ;
also fburymg-light, ?the tapers used at a

funeral service ; fburying-ticket, ? a funeral card.

1552 in Church GoodsofBerks. 8 A burienge bell, a sakeringe
bell, iboz Returnfr. Parnass. in, v. (Arb.) 47 From our first

birth, vntil our *
burying day. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jut. n.

iii. 10 What is her *burying graue that is her wombe. 1887 H.
R. HAGGARD xxxl. Jess in Cornhill Mag. Mar. 321 You are

likely to meet a *burying party. 1522 Bk. Founder's Comp.
in N. fy Q. HI. IX. 62 Payd to the Wax Chaundler for the

*beryin lycht at Sen Marky' lR
. 1712 STEELE^>^/. No. 431.

F 3, I then nibbled all the red Wax of our last Ball-Tickets,
and three Weeks after the black Wax from the "Burying-
Tickets ofthe old Gentleman.

Bu'rying, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. -f -TXG 2
.] In-

terring ; enclosing, whelming.
1762-9 FALCONER S/iipwr. in. 590 The burying waters close

around their head. 1855 TENNYSON Maud n. v. 12 Never an
end to the stream ofpassing feet, Driving, hurrying, marry-
ing, burying.
Hence Burying beetle, -sylph, a clavicorn beetle,

which excavates the ground beneath the dead
bodies of mice, moles, and other small quadrupeds,
so as to bury them as a nidus for its larvre.

1802 BINGLEY j4/>H. Biog. (1813) III. 126 The burying
sylph. .Synonyms. Silphavespillo. Linn. Scaraba^us sil-

phoides? 1883 WOOD in Gd. Words Dec. 762/1 Burying
Beetles, with their orange and black-banded bodies.

BUTying-ground. A place for burial
;
a

churchyard, graveyard, cemetery.
1711 Lond. Gaz. 4911/4 They intend to let by Lease the

Burying -ground in Bunhill-field. 1814 Q. Rev. II. 83
A Moravian burying-ground. 1854 H. MILLER Sc/i. fy
Schm. 210 Getting out, just as a party of unscrupulous re-

surrectionists were in the act of entering the burying-ground.
1872 MARK TWAIN Innoc. Abr. xv. 99 Pere la Chaise, the
national burying-ground of B"ranee.

Bn'rying-place. A place of burial, a tomb
;

now usually prec.
1382 WYCLIF Gen. xx'ni. 4 Gif je to me ry^t of a biryyng

place with 3ow. .1450 MERLIN iii. 57 Uter .. lete write

vpon eche beryinge place his name that lay vnder. 1561
T. NORTON Calvin's hist. HI. 330 Burying places were called
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Cxmeteria. Sleping places. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xlix. 30 The
caue. .which Abraham bought, .for a possession of a burying
place. 1726 AYLIFFK Parerg. 132 Every Person may have
a Burying-place in his own Estate. 1870 F. WILSON Ch,

Lindisf. 65 The burying-place around it has been used
within memory.
Buryt, obs. form of BORITH, soapwort.
t Bus, st>.1 Obs. Also 6 bowse, [a. Du. bits,

MDu. buis 'gun
1

, a specialized sense of bus, Imis

box : cf. Ger. bi'tchse, and see HARQUEBUS.] A
harquebus.
1549 Compl. Scot. fi8oi) Mak reddy your cannons bas-

tardis, falcons . . busjs, doggis, doubil busis, hagbuttis of

croche, half haggis. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars 42 [see BOWZE].

BUS, 'bus (bos), sh* Occas. buss. A familiar

shortening ofOMNIBUS. Hence bus-driver, -man, etc.

1832 HT. MARTINEAU Wealfy Woe i. 14 If the station offers

me a place in a buss. 1837 fraser's Mag. XVI. 680 An-
other Buss came up. a 1845 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. in.

(1858) 445 There was no taking refuge too then, as with us,

On a slip-sloppy day, in a cab or a 'bus. 1851 Belgravia
73 Whilst thundering down Hundreds of busses scour the

trembling town. 1851 MAYHF.W Lond. Labour III. 348 As
the busmen call them. 1887 Punch 12 Mar. 130/2 She is

left without a penny to pay for tram or bus. 1887 Pall
Mall G. 25 July 6/1 Tale of the 'bus men's woes .. the

private 'buses.

Hence Bus v. in colloq. phr. to bus ii : to go
by bus.

1838 New Monthly Mag- LIII. 93 A little too bad. .that

you and I.. should be compelled to 'buss it. 1860 Chawb.

Jrnl. XIV. 116 We may
' cab

'

it . .we may 'bus it ;
or we

may go by boat.

BUS, ?'. (yd sing;} north, dial. Also buse, bos,

bose, boes, (boost). Pa. t. bud(e, bute, bood,
boot, bond, bode. Pres. Subj. bove. [Contracted
i. behoves, &?//0m/, chiefly used impersonally. Tran-

sition forms in pa. t. were byhod, behode: see

BEHOVE. The pa. t. bud, bid, is still used in Sc.

of moral or logical necessity : it is no longer

impersonal.]
jl. impersonally. (It" behoves, is obligatory upon,

is necessary for. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9870 Of a womman bos him be born.

Ibid. 10639 Pan kus bis may be clene and bright. Ibid.

Resurrection 68. p. 986 pat day. .bode man again be boght.

1352 MIXOT/WW.SM 18871 ix. 28 At the Nevil-cros, nedesbud
tham knele. c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 107 (Ellesm.) Him
boes \_v.r. bihoues, byhouej?, falles, he muste] serue hym
seine that has na swayn. c 1400 Yivaine fy Gaw. 3022 With
both at ones bihoves him fight, So bus the do. -1400 Destr,

Ti'oy 5115, I bid berfore barly, J>at he bove herchyn. c 1440
York Myst. vin. 148 Nowe bus me wende, ("1500 Poon
on Death in Halliwell Nitg& P. 40 To rekkenynge buse us

ryse.

2. mod.Sc. Pa. tense also as/rw., with subject:

Must, ought.
a 1774 FERGUSON Election, For tricks ye buit be tryin'. 1786
BURNS Dream vi, I fear, that wi' the geese, I shortly boost

to pasture I' the craft some day. 1790 SHIRREF Poems 43

(JAM.) A' he said boot just be to the point. iSiSSus. FERRIEK

Marriage II. 1^23 'An' ye bute to hae an English wife tu.'

1866 Corn/i. Mug. XIII. 359 They bude to meet again.
1868 G. MACIX>NAI.D A'. Falconer I. 67,

'

I bude to speik
whan I was spoken till.'

Bus, Sc. form of BUSH.

Busard, obs. form of BUZZARD*.

Busby (b'zbi). [Derivation unknown.

Busby is the name ofan English village, and also a personal
surname of some antiquity, well known as that of Dr.

Richard Busby, Head Master of Westminster School 1640-

1695.]

*f 1. A kind of large bushy wig. Obs.

1764 T. BRYDGES Homer Travest. (1797* II. 144 But I'm

afraid we cannot get him A busby large enough to fit him.

1882 Globe 24 July 2/1 This '

Busby', so often used collo-

quially when a large bushy wig is meant, most probably
took its origin, not . . from Dr. Busby, the famous head
master of Westminster School, but from the wig deno-

minated a ' Buzz ', from being frizzled and bushy.

2. A tall fur cap, with or without a plume, having
a bag (generally of cloth, and of the colour of the

facings of the regiment) hanging out of the top,
on the right side

;
worn by hussars, artillerymen,

and engineers; hence, one who wears a busby.
Also busby-bag.
1807 (25 Dec.) in Malet Hist. Rec. iS/// Hussars (1869) 16

Permission received to be clothed as Hussars jackets light

blue, silver lace ; busby-bags blue. 1853 in Duncan Hist.

Royal Regt. Artill. (1873* II. 44 Sealskin busbies were sub-

stituted for bearskin. 1854 in Kinglake Crimea V. 1. 271
The Busby-bags taking it coolly. 1870 Daily News 27 July

5 They wore the handsome and characteristic jacket which
our Hussars have discarded for the tunic, and retained their

busby. 1885 ANNANDALE Impl. Diet. s.v., The bag appears
to be a relic of a Hungarian head-dress from which a long

padded bag hung over, and was attached to the right shoulder

as a defence against sword-cuts.

Buscage, obs. form of BOSCAGE = thicket.

Buscarl (b^-skaal). Hist. A modernized form

of the nth c. butsecarl, a, ON. bumkarl, meaning
' seaman, sailor, mariner

'

[cf. Buss sb. 1
]. Found

in the iyth c. legal antiquaries, and occasionally

used by modern historical writers in this or the

original form.
a iiax O. E. Chron. an. 1066 (Laud MS.) P" butsecarlas

hine forsocan. {1664 SPELMAN cites the forms Intzecarl

( Domesday), K/ttr/,wMttWW/, buzsecarl, bucecarl. 1678
BI.OUNT has Buzcarles, Bnscarles, Mariners or Seamen.

BUSH.

1730-6 BAILEY Butsecarl, Bnlescarl, a Boatswain or

Mariner.] 1864 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. % Eng. III. 176

Sturdy knights, active squires, weather-beaten butsecarles

. . assembled at Fecamp. 1866 KINGSLEY Herew. i. 53 Out
and away aboard a ship among the buscarles. Ibid. vi.

118 The broad hats of peaceful buscarles.

Buscaylle, obs. form of BUSHAI.LE.

f Buscli, v. northern. Obs. Also bossh. [app.

onomatopceic : cf. brush, rush, gush ; also BASH,

etc.] trans. To flow with a rush, to gush ; to

rush with force.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. C. 143 pe wawes & efte busched to

|>e abyme fat breed fyssches. c 1350 Will. Palerne 173 Til

hit big was & bold to buschen on felde. c 1400 Dt-slr. Troy
1 1 120 Myche blode ofhis body bo.sshet out after. 1535 STEWART
Civil. Scat. III. 368 And all the bowellis buschit out.

Busch-, earlier spelling of BI.-SH-.

Busch(e, buscie, obs. forms of Buss.

Busch en, var. of BUSK v. Obs.

f BuschljOllie. Sc. Olis. [a. Flem. Inisboom, i. e.

box-beam, box-tree : see Box s/>.
1
] Boxwood, box.

1513 DOUGLAS stifu-is ix. x. 67 Kos schawmys of turnyt
buschboun [ed. 1553 buschbome] tre.

Buschie, early equivalent of BUSHMAN.
1731 MEDLEY Kolben's Cape G. Hope I. 89 A sort of Hot-

tentot Banditti infests all the nations about the Cape. .'J'hey
are called Buschiesor High-way men. //>/</. 269 The hone-'.t

Hottentots abhor these Buschies as they do their devil.

Buschop e, obs. form of BISHOP.

Buscom, obs. form of BUXO.M.

Buscy, obs. form of Buss sb^

t Buse, v . rare. Aphetic form of ABUSE.
1589 WARNER Alb. F.ng. vi. xxx. (1612) 151 My wife..

Shall not ywis be bused by the sqnandring I'ollo.

Buse, obs. = BOOSE, cattle-stall
;
Bus v. behoves.

Busemare, var. BISMEK, Obs., shame, reproach.

Buserde, obs. form of BUZZAKD'.

Bash, (buj", s/i. 1 Forms : 3-7 busk, 4-7 buske;
4 bos(s eh. e, bossh(e, buss(e, (also bousch e,

boysch, buysch(e), 4-5 buseri(e, busscli(e, 4-6
bussh(e, 5 boshe, 6 bushe, buszhe, 5- bush

;

.S'r. 6- bus, buss. [ME. husk, a. ON. busk-r (Da.

busk, Sw. baskf), cogn. w. OHG. bush (MHG.
kitsch, liosc/t, Ger. Imsf/i), MDu. bust, base (Du.

i'osf/i, bos), all ad. Rom. bosfo or late L. bosfiim,

boscus wood, ofwhich the ulterior source is unknown.

Cf. BOSCAGE, BOSK. The form busk is still found in

northern dial., but in Sc. is reduced to bus, buss;

the Iniss of the Ayenbite was only Dan Michel's

way of spelling bush with ss for sh.]

1. A shrub, particularly one with close branches

arising from or near the ground ;
a small clump

of shrubs apparently forming one plant.
a. Form busk. Obs. exc dial.

rizgo Gt'fi.
!>)

K.v. 2779 Vt of 3at busk .. God sente an
steuene. 1377 LANGL. ]'. PI. B. XL 136 Briddes . . bat in

buskes [1393 C. xiv. 156 bosshes, bussches, busches] made
nestes. c 1440 Promp. Parr. 56 Kuske or busshe, rubiis,

damns. 1549 Compl. Scot. 37 liirdis hoppand fra busk to

tuist. 1601 YARINGTON 7'7t Lament. Traj. in. ii. in Bullen

O. PL IV, Thickets full of buskes. 1670 RAY. ling. Pror.

(1678) 54 Lads' love's a busk of broom. 1863 Lo. LYTTON

RingAmasis II. 211 The old straight carriage-drives, .now
wind in and out among the busks and thickets. 1855

imtty Gloss., Busks, bushes.

0. Form bush.

c 1315 SHOREHAM 131 Thou art the bosche of Synay. 1340

Aycnb. 28 Ne in gerse, ne in busse, ne in trauwe. 1382
WYCLIF Luke vi. 44 A boysch [1388 buysche] of breris. 1398
TREVISA Earth. l)e P. R. xvn. cxl. (14951 696 A busshe

hyghte Rubus. < 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. i. 87 As plummes
boshes are. 1543 Act 35 Hen. VIII, xvii. 4 Over-grown
with Bushes or Under-wood. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 176 The

undergrowth Of shrubs and tangling bushes. 1864 TENNY-
SON Grandmother 40 In the bnsh beside me chirrupt the

nightingale.

7. Form bus (.SO.
1528 LYNDF.SAY Drcme 62 And demit Flora frome euery

bank and bus. 1768 Ross I/elenore vb (J.\M. ) Upon the

busses birdies sweetly sung. iSisPlCKKN Poems 163 (JAM I

I like our hills an' heathery braes, Ilk burdie, buss, an'

burnie. Sc. Prmvrbs, Better a wee buss than nae beild.

Ye maun bow to the buss ye get bield frae.

b. Phr. To beat the bus/i.: (lit.} in bat-fowling, to

rouse the birds that they may fly into the net held

by some one else
; (_fig.) to expend labour ofwhich

the fruit is not gained by oneself. (Cf. BEAT v. 26.)

To beat (formerly also go, wend, seek) about the bush :

to go indirectly and tentatively towards an object,

to avoid coming to the point. Cf. BEAT v. 26 c.)

rz44o Generydcs 4524 Some bete the bussh and some the

byrdes take. 1520 WHITTINTON Vulg. (1527) i A longe be-

tynge aboute the busshe and losse of tyme to a yonge be-

gynner. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. i b, If he utter his mind in

plain wordes : and tell it orderly, without goynge about the

bushe. 1561 T. NORTON Cak'ins hist. i. 12 That we shuld

not seke about the bush for an vncertaine Godhead. 1658-9
in Burton Diary (18281 III. 528 We have beaten the bush,

and not come plainly to the point. 1705 VANBKUCH Cmifeiier,

in. ii, I went round the bush, and round the bush, before 1

came to the matter. 1819 Elacfrw. Nag. IV. 621 He never

goes about the bush for a phrase. 1822 HAZLITT TaMc-t. II.

ix. 212 He does not beat about the bush for difficulties or

excuses. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. (1871)1!. l.iii. 18 1'enighted

fowls, when you beat their bushes rush towards any light.

C. Proverbs.

1599 SANDYS Europe Spec. (1632) 123 Thus hath every
151



BUSH.

cap his bush, each suspition his prevention. 1600 HOLLAND

Tivv xxiii iii 474 Therefore with one bush tas they say i je

areTo stop wo gtps, and to do both at once .638 SANDER-

w SrrS II 07 This common usage of the phrase, as it

well oreserveth the sence, so doth it also (that I may stop

wo gaps with one bush) Justine the truth of this charge in

nTv text f 1689 Popish Pol. Unmaskt 84 in yd Coll.

Poems (1680) 23/2 With them one Bird in Hand's worth two

r^h" Bush 1875 JEVONS Mwy (18781 24; The chance of

receiving gold which is still like the bird in the bush

2 In northern dialects extended to sub-shrubs

as 'heather, or herbaceous plants growing m a

clump, as nettles, ferns, rushes.

ioi
LYXDESAY Complaynt 408 Ihone Vpeland bene fu

scrle

1

buf
C

ke'ip

/

ky"on the'bor'dour.
2j

i57<>-87,
HOI.INSHED"

Ckra. (1806) U. 96 Caused the rash busn to keep the

cow. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxv, The oppressors that hae

driven me to tak the heather-bush for a bield.
, .

+ 3 collectively. A clump of shrubs, a thicket ,

bushy ground. v
Cf. BOSK 2.) Obs. exc. as re-

MTZHERB zitru -2 b, Highe grounde and drie is

SL^wSstoKrrtrtgjftft
^sSS^w^d^f^i
Sfii5.Ci. Scot. v. (.677- 26, The rest betook them to

a little bush of wood, where being environed on all sides,

th

!y
e

A
e

clump of shrubs used as a place of con-

cealment ;

= AM-BUSH, q.v. So to take a bush, to

thrust or run one's head in a bush. UPS.

c .o Artlt. * Merl. 8432 In on busse thou the hide 1375

PloUR Bruce vn. 71 [He] stud m-till a busk lurkand.
'

380 Sir Fernmb 2887 pan schullab our men of hem be-

war ' & breken out of be bossche. C1&6 CHAUCER
Aj/J

7-6S9 This Palamon Was in a bussh tbat no man myghte

hvrn se a ISS3 UDALL Rayster D. I. iv. (Arb.1 28 As the

bea^t pkssed by, he start out of a buske. 1631 J. BURGKS

Ansiu Rejoined 52 Hee againe takes a bush, and ruue^

himseife vnder the ambiguous terme of Religious Ceremo-

i6 GURNALL Chr. in A ml. l. (1669) 21/1 Instead of

confessing? their sins, they run their head ma bush, and by

their good will would not come where God is.

b Bcsr-rars-bush : see BEGGAR b.

600 SHAKS A )' /- "I. ' 85 And wil you (being a man

of your breeding', be married vnder a bush like a begger?

5 A branch or bunch of ivy .perhaps as the

plant sacred to Bacchus' hung up as a vintners

sio-n ; lience, the sign-board of a tavern.

KV MORF Cmflti. TindalcW*. (I 5 57> 642/1 Set vp for

a bare'signe, as^ a tauerners bush or tapsters a e stake.

?l FLORIO 2V />' i8 5 Womens beauty, is like vnto

an luy bush, that cals men to the tauern, but hangs itselfe

without" to winde and wether. 1612 DEKKER If not good

^vWks 1873 III. 280 As a drawer in a new Tauern, first

daTthe bush
7

.

?
s hung vp. c 1613 ROWLANDS Mare A

y/t 16 At next bush and signe Calling for clarret. 1644

EVELYN*//. (.857) I- 97 Wicker bottles dangling over even

the chief entrance . . serving for a vintner s bush. 1692 in
--^-.- 5oYoumaybmd two
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in -i erevish.looking bush above the occiput. 1880 Chamb

5VW774 Their hefds. .covered with great bushes of wool.

b' occas. of a bushy beard, or eyebrows.

[< 1400 Ywaine S, Gmv. 261 His browes war like htel

Luskes 1 1647 S. SHEPPARD ?d pt. Committee-Man. <~ui,. ..

2 His chin has no bush, save a little downe. 1859 1 1 x-

NVSON I'i-ien 659 He dragg'd his eyebrow bushes down,

and made A snowy penthouse for his hollow eyes.

f 8 A bushy tail, /. of a fox ;
= BRLSH sb.- 3 b.

,575 TKRBERV. Bk. Venerie 241 The tayle of a foxe is

calf" his Bush. 1577 DEE Relat. Sfir. i. (16591 113i
It

seemeth to be a deaTUun ;
for it hath a long tall with aS at the end. 1610 G i ILL.M Heraldry ill. xiv. (16601 166

Termes of the Tayle, That of a Fox is termed his Bush.

9 (Recent, and probably a direct adoption of

the Dutch bosclt, in colonies originally Dutch.)

Woodland, country more or less covered with

natural wood: applied to the uncleared or un-

tilled districts in the British Colonies which are

still in a state of nature, or largely so, even though

not wooded ;
and by extension to the country as

opposed to the towns.

,780 [cf. bush-cat in ii]. 1828 SCOTT
_
Taffstr.Chamber

When I was in the Bush, as the Virginians call it. "37 J-

LAHG N S Wales I. 253 His house was well enough for

he'bush, as the country is generally,
termed in the colony

a CAM.YLE Fr Ke-.: (1871) II. v. iv. 187 The Black man

love's the Bush. ,873 TRO'LLOPE Australia I. 299. Nearly

every place beyond the influences of the big towns is called

bush 'even though there should be not a tree to be seen

,874 GEIK.E Lift Woods ii. 2. Every thing being much

cheaper in Toronto than away in the bush. 1886 New Zea-

land Herald i June 2/4 There is a bush upon it of63 acre*.

b To take to the bush.

,837 J LANG. N. S. lilies II. 15 Four of them imme-

diately take to the bush, i. e. become bush-rangers, or run-

away convicts, subsisting on plunder.

10. Attrib. and general Comb. : a. in sense i, as

hisli-fasrot, -fruit, -ground, -planting, -tuft ; bush-

mown, -like, -skirted adjs. ; b. in senses 7 and 8 as

bush-bcard,-ha.ir,-head,-taU; --ang\w>lmsh-biarded,

-haired, -headed, -tailed adjs. ;
o. in sense 9_(

=

' in the Bush'), as bush-farm, -farming, -fire, -inn,

-lanJ, -life, -rider, -track, -work, BeSH-BANGER.

1606 SY/<; Gaosecltf i- i" " pl- " 8IH> UJ;''^e

weares a bush beard. 1662 GREF.NHAI.GH in.
Ellis Orig

Lett n log IV. 8 A learned Jew with a mighty bush-

beard ll A. STAFFORD Hear: Dagge 59 An austere

T>ushbearde
5
d Philosopher. .1876

G. HERmi*.
Career Il.i. 13 He was a fair, huge, bush-bearded man.

1841 'jr,,l K. A trie. Sac. IV. n. 292 Two rows of 'bush-

faggots are laid for perhaps 50 yards in advance on the mud

at l!w water. ,851 Hamch. II 'ds. II. 49 He had been don
To the port from his *Bush-farm to sell his stuff. 1866

MARK Lr.MON Waitfor End. x. i 3 T Hislog-house and hl,

-bush-farming. 1868 DILKE Greater Brit. II. m. m. 32

The smoke from these "bush-fires sometimes extends for

hundreds of miles to sea. ^ Pall Mall Budget, 22 Aug.

n/i 'Bush fruit, including gooseberries, .raspberries, nuts,

fte. icn FITZHF.RB Sun: 34 b, Howe moche wode grounde

-'"busshe grounde, heythe, lyng, or suche other. 1837

BTJSH.

American snake ; bush-quail, a name given to the

Turnicidre, a family of gallinaceous birds ; bush-

road a road through the Bush ; bush-scythe, a

bill-hook ; bush-shrike, the English name of the

Thamnophittnx, a sub-family of the Shrikes ;

bush-sparrow, an American name for a kind of

sparrow (see quot.
s

,

; bush-spider, a large spider

of S America ; bush-syrup (see quot.) ; Inufe-

\,r&ck = !nish-roaJ; i bush-tree, the Box (Btixus

<emptrvirens\ ;
bush vetch, Vicia sefium ; bush-

wood, underwood, brushwood ;
bush-worm (see

quot ). See also BUSH-BUCK, -FIGHTER, etc.

1611 'COTGR., Anguille de Ms. .the 'bush Adder, or wood

snake 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 81/1 The 'Bush Antelope (A.

?^c,<ltrir<, called bush-goat by the English residents at

Sierra Leone. 1597 GERARD Her!>nl ccxu. 3. 547 _Bush

Basill, or fine Basil!, is a low and base plant. 1631 GOLGF.

Gad's Arrws v. ii. 421 Such men are more fit. .to came

a *bush-bill rather then a battell-axe. 1780 FORSTER m
Phil. Trans. LXX1. 2 The common^Bush-cat

of the Cape.

Ibid i Kolbe . . speaks of a Tyger Bush-cat, which he de-

sc bel as the largest of all the Wild Cats of the Cape-

countries. 1732 L>E For. Tntr Gt. Brit. (1769) II. -79 These

last cold and wet Lands have been . . greatly improved, by

draining off the Rain-water . . an Invention, called 1

a nin! 1882 Pall Mall G. 29 June 2/1 A broken-down,

deserted shanty, inhabited once, perhaps, by rail-sphtters,

or bush-fallers. 1865 A thenxum No 1948. 279/1 A new

species of 'Bush.goat. 1854 Clmml. Jrnl. I. MI By good

luck we came on a *bush-hog. O^Harfer sMag. Dec.

jj/i Shrubs that . . had run the gauntlet of tne bush-hook.

- XLVIII. 258 Half dead with their long
'

should people know where wine is sold, unless a bush is

hung out 1 r

b. Hence, the tavern itself.

a 1625 BEAUM. & FL. (O.) Twenty to one you find him at

Proverb. GooJ wine needs no bush.

^i^&JK&^JBK
OTGR. v. Swi, Good wine draws customers without

T^ii>mm
n
ta Grff Wards 432 Faded boughs-the bush

.ha? good wine does not need-rustle over the door.

d. fit;, as To hang out bushes.

,616 BFU.-M & FL. Cast. Coimtr. m. u. Young women

in the ofd world were not wont, Sir, To hang out gaudy

bushes for their beauties. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Rehg.JUea

,1 82 In every one of them, some outward figures, which hang

as signes or bushes of their inward formes.

e fig. Boasting, bluster, -tall talk . U.S. thai.

,817 HALIBURTON Clock,*. '1862)450 You Maine folks have

beentalkin' a leetle too fast lately, a leetle too much bush.

+ 6. transf. Anything resembling a bush ;
a bushy

mass of foliage, feathers, etc. ;
a bunch. Obs.

%:EeWi trynTe 1S,' SSSS^fA
SaSftSSs'SRSggSg
? They put on all their bravery . . and bushes of feathers.

7. Up. A bushy head of hair. (Very common

in l6th c. : of hair is now expressed.)

S ^feSSS^^S^
because his bush did burden him. 1040 SANDERSON o '"'

,47 Abushof hairwill do it, where 'tgroweth. 1719 "Vmt
Pills 1. 57 He who wears a long bush ^'^"Ir ,

from his Pericrane. 01845 BARHAM Ingold Leg. her. in.

(1858) 508 A continued tuft of coarse, wiry hair, .swelled out

grty Eyes, brown bush Hair. .

heered cmPellenx. a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT C<7/r. .

V 7- UoTsi 196 Your puppet being lifted aboue the Priests

^'ush head I5S HVLOET, Bussh hedded, or he that hath

a good bussh dfheare. .88! MRS. PRAF.D Policy 4 /. I.

eo Tha driver paused before a *bush inn. 1881 GRANT

^hLiflQueZtsL I. viii.
?
6 Holding the long sweepmg

fail! tangled^in a huge "bush-knot. 186. .

LvTTON^.^toy
KMXV-ii All the

' Bush- land .. was on fire. 1868 DILKE

CrTaterBrit II. m. ii. 14 Tropical 'bush-lands in which

sheep-farming is impossible. .849 LVTTON Caxtmsn. xvn.

ci, The""rnoVy of that wild Kush-life. 18,8 OGLE flowers

* Unb. G*attW. 37 Great *bush-hke plants of Senecio.

?883 Field to Feb. ,99 The tremendous stock whips of he

Australian 'bush-riders. 1858 H. MILLER Sch.
t,SJi,n.y-<,

This woody, ^bush-skirted walk. .6o Wilj B^alid\O
Hazl. Dodsley I X. 290, I might have turned my fair'bushtail

to you instead of your father. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4453's

A Danish Bitch, with a Black Muz/le, and a long Bush

Tail 1872 W. F. BUTLER Gt. Lone Land xxi. (1875) 339

TheSbush-taiied..clean.legged animals. 1586 WKBBK

. Poetrie (Arb.) 77 Fro the sun beames safe he yzardes

vnder a "bushtufte. 1805 Miniature (1806) No. 34 g.
175

Sober whist is by no means below the dignity of a bush-

wg rfjo GALT
y/.m T. I,, xi. (1849) 78, I knew as little

of
?
bushrwork as any other store-keeper or mechanic. 1852

FraseSs Mag. XLV. 240 The sort of service that fits . . for

the bush-work of the Cape.

11 Spec, combs. : t bush adder (see quot., and

cf boske addrt s. v. BOSK) ;
bush antelope, ? =

BDSH-BUCK; bush basil, Ocymum minimum;

bush-bean, the American name for the Kidney-

bean tPhascolus milgaris ; f bush-bill, 'a Bill-

hook ;
bush-cat, the Serval or Tiger-cat ot South

Africa bush-chat, a bird, one of the Chats or

Saxicolse ;
bush-creepers, a group of tropical

birds belonging to the family of the \\ arblers ;

bush-draining, the draining of land by trenches

filled with brushwood ; bush-faller, ? one who

cuts down timber in the Bush ; bush-goat = BusH-

BVCK ; bush-grass, Calamagrostis efigejos ;
bush-

hog, a wild pig of South Africa, the bosch-vaark

of the colonists ;
bush-hook, a bill-hook ,U. !>. ;

bush-lawyer, the New Zealand Bramble (&**

aiKfralis- ;
bush-master, n very venomous South

rtav- . 25 a

nfsele aeainst the
"
bush-lawyer ', a tough and tangled

bramble 1826 Edin.Rev. XL1II. 300 The most venomous

of re Ues, and known by the name of the bush-master.

86o GOSSE Kam. .Vat. Hist. 267 The counl-couchi, or bush-

rna^er is the most dreaded of all the South^American

snakes' 1857 W. WESTGARTH Victoria * A ustr.Gold Mines

xiiVThe gloomy antithesis of good bush-rangers and bad

bushroads ,552 HCLOET, Byl called a forest til, or bush-

sUhe? Xj BOROUGHS in'.Galaxy Mag. Aug., A favourite

sparrow rf my own. .is the wood, or "bush-sparrow usually

roads from the .

H^Tl-<y. II. ". -27 A litle way off was a great high

bush tree a, though it had no leaues. 1768 WALES in Ph,L

Transf. 119 K
'

entirely covered with low *bush-wood

i8 LVTTON My Xm-cl in Slack. Mag. LXXI. 184, 1

perceived the form of a man seated amongst the bushwood

1796 STFDMAN Surinam II. xxiii. 183, I had now extracted

oufof my right arm two dreadful insects These are called

n Surinam the "bush-worms, and are the shape.and sue

oftheaurelia of the common butterfly, with a pointed tail

and black head.

Bush ' buf), sb* [app. a. MDu. busse, i,mod.Dvi.

!,us} Box, bush of a wheel; cf. G. biichse rad-

biichse, Sw. hhil-bossa
' wheel-bush . Cf., for the

form early forms of BLUNDERBUSS, HARQUEBUS,

in -bush. As to connexion with BOUCHE, see

BUSH v?~\

1 The metal lining of the axle-hole of a wheel ;

hence, the metal ,or wooden) case in which the

journal of a shaft revolves. (Cf. Box si.- 16.

b A cylindrical metal lining of an orifice; a per-

forated plug, cylinder,
or disk; esf. a drilled plug

inserted in the touch-hole of a gun, or in a bearing

of a watch when worn (cf. BOUCHE).

S in Collect. Invent. (18,5) 169 Item, fyve buscheis of

foSd for cannonis and batterd ^f^^'^ent
G^rnist with vron werk and housches of fonte. 1625 Invent.

In SwtMretl-,'r</M.(K. U.S.) One pa.re of bushes., one

end to receive a bush.

2. Comb, bush-metal, an alloy of copper and

tin used for journals.

Bush (buf), v.l For forms see sb. [f.
BUSH M]

T 1 /rans To set in a bush or thicket as a place

of concealment, to place in ambush ;
intr (for

reft.) to hide in a bush, he in ambush. (Cf. BI

'C/

!',

l

,o'R BRUNNE Chron. 187 Saladyn priuely was bussed

bes^e be Horn ^1400 Destr. Troy^t* Lurkyt vnder lefe-

s,l lot wUh vin^ Busket vndur bankes on bourders

vUh'oute. C .440 1 -orkMyst. xm. 8, I

rr^j^;

nowder bmke

ne belde But owther in frith or felde. 1480 CAXTON tAnw

Far II 15201 .i Coryn sholde go out and busshe hj-m

in f' wode ,535 STEWART Cran. Scot. (1858) I. 263 The

Pechtis than weT buschit neir hand by. ,623 DANIEL Ily.

.ue^s Tri n. i, Being closely bush'd a pretty Distance o(T

2 To protect (trees, etc.) with bushes or cut

brushwood set round about ;
to supportwith bushes.

*itS. Ace. St. -John's Itosp Canterb., Paid fo,-bushes

to bush the ashes in the meadowe vjrf. 1676 \\ ORLIDGE

Sh themS that



BUSH.

cattel may not rub against them. 1741 Conipl. Fain..Piece

111.416 Let the Sets be bushed about for some time, to pre-

vent their being injured. 1884 [see BUSHED zb].

3. To protect (land or game) from net-poachers by

placing bushes or branches at intervals in the pre-
served ground, so as to interrupt the sweep of a

net. Also absol.

1843 CARLYLE Past fy Pr. 288 Assist us still better to bush

the partridges. Ibid. IV. viii. 11872) 254 Game-preserving
Aristocracies, let them 'bush

1

never so effectually, cannot

escape the Subtle Fowler. 1860 Chamb. Jrnl. XIV. 274 As
for netting by night, bush your fields closely. 1883 J. PURVKS

in Contetnp. Rev. Sept. 355 They know the fields to avoid

for net-work, those that have been bushed i. e. irregularly

dotted with posts driven upright into the ground.

4. To bush-harrow (ground, etc.) ;
to cover in

(seed) with a bush-harrow.

1787 WINTER Syst. Husk. 313 Sow the clover seed, which

bush in, by the horses walki'ng in the furrows. 1848 Trnl.

R. Agric. Sac. IX. I. 10 By attention to the spreading and

bushing the field the whole surface becomes . . changed.

5. See quot. [ cf. bush-draining in BUSH s/>. } n.
1838 .Vu Monthly Mag. LIII. 32 They might hae thocht

of bushing the tent-pegs . .This is done, on the approach of

heavy rain, by digging a hole near each tent-peg, and filling

it with brushwood, to act as a sort of drain and prevent the

water from saturating the ground, and making the pegs draw.

6. To tether a horse by burying the knotted end

of the head-rope in the ground.
1871 Daily News n Sept., The system of 'bushing ', by

which the officers' horses of the oth Lancers are now fastened.

7. intr. To be bushy, to grow thick like a bush.

1562 TURNER Herbal u. 1338, It [wilde Thyme] busheth

largely, and groweth somthyng asyde. 1667 MILTON P. L.

IX. 426 So thick the Roses bushing round About her glowd.

1809 PARKINS Culpepfer's Eng. Physic. Enl.vyj Greyish or

whitish leaves, .many bushing together at a joint.

b. transf. of hair. Also with out.

1500 BARCLAY Skip of Fooles (1570) 159 Their heare out

309 Ihe doggc .
.

-

toppe of his sterne : for then will it bushe out verie gallantly,

t c. of the ' tail
'

of a comet. Obs.

i^jVL^UKa_CoiilH.l[olinshctilll. 1314/1 There appeared
a biasing star in the south, bushing toward the east.

f 8. To bush about or out : ? to beat or hunt

aboutfor ,as for gameX Cf. BUSK v.- 2.

1686 13 June) 3IS. Let. from Job Chariwck ,<f Council of

Hiigli to Council at Balasore, Wee take notice that you can

Procure us about 20""1' [maunds] ofWax, pray bushe out for

some more, a 1734 NORTH Life Lii. Guilford (1742) 201

They are forced to bush about for ways and means to pay
their rent and charges.

t Bush, v.- Oiis. exc. dial. Forms : 4 busche,

4-5 bussh(e, 5 boyssh(e, 6 bush. [Deriv. un-

certain : cf. OF. buschier '

frapper, heurter ',
MDu.

butisschen (
= MHG. biuschen] to knock, beat ;

also

PUSH.] intr. To butt with the head ; to push.
1387 TREVISA Higdcn Rolls Ser. II. 191 He may busche

ajenst men and horshedes and breke strong dores wij? his

heed. 1398 Barlh. Di P. R. xvni. iii. (14951 749 The
ramme is excyted and busshyth full strongely. 1515 Scot.

Field 439 Then full boldlie on the brode hills, we bushed

with our standarts. 1590 GREENE Mourn. Garni. 33 If he

bush not at beautie. 1864 E. CAPERN Devon Provinc., To

Bush, to butt or strike with the head.

Hence Bvrshing vbl. si'.

1398 TREVISA Bart/t. De P. R. vil. lix. (1495) 273 A pos-

tume comyth . . of brekynge and brusinge and boysshynge
and hurtelynge. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeless I. 99 J>ey

made

jou to leue f>
at regne }e ne ^myjte,

Withoute busshinge
adoune of all 3oure best ffrendis.

Busli (buj), v.3 [f.
BUSH sir.- ; originally said

of wheels ; with the extension of the word to the

vent of muskets, etc., it appears to have been

erroneously associated with F. bouc~he mouth, boucher

to stop up (see next), or bouchoti cork, plug ;

whence the frequent later BOUCHE v.~\

1. trans. To furnish with a bush
;

to line van

orifice; with metal.

1566 Invent. 168 I JAM.) Item, ane pair of new cannone

quheillis buschit with brass. 1675 COTTON Burlesque upon
B. 233 (D.) [He] Bushes the Naves, clouts th' Axle-trees.

1781 THOMPSON in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 264 The vent of a

musket is very soon enlarged by firing, and.. it is found

necessary to stop it up with a solid screw, through the

center of which a new vent is made of the proper dimen-

sions. This operation is called bushing, or rather Douching
the piece. 1882 Field 16 Sept. 410 A 12-gauge gun that I

had bushed on my system.
2. transf.
1881 C. A. EDWARDS Organs 69^

The front pin is bushed

by two or three thicknesses of baize . . to avoid rattling.

i Bush, v.l Obs. [a. F. toucher to shut an

aperture ;
of doubtful derivation : see Littre.] To

stop a hole, opening, or passage.
a 1659 OSBORN Otsent. Turks (1673)315 Eyeing Christians

with a high disdain, for . . bushing the way to Heaven with

Purgatory and other Bugbears, a 1693 URQUHAHT Rabelais

til. ix. II. 279 If . . all the holes in the world be not shut up,

stopped, closed, and bushed.

Bush(e, obs. form of Buss.

Buslia (bu'Ja). The manager or overseer of an

estate in Tamaica.
1833 M. Scon in Blackw. Mag. XXXI. 902 The Over-

seer, or Busha, to give him his Jamaica name, looked at

me. 1834 Cruise Midge xii, Gangs of negroes, .waiting
to receive busha's orders for the morrow. 1866 Morning
Star 17 Mar., The magistrates and bushas, or overseers.
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t Bushaile. Ot<s. Also in 5 busshaile, bus-

cay11) e, -kayle, boschayle. [a. OF. boschaillc

(Godef.) a wood - It. boscaglia : low Lat. bos-

calia (Du Cange), pi. of boscale, f. late L. boscuin a

wood.] A copse or thicket ; often as a place of

concealment, an ambush.
? 1400 Mortc A rtlutr 895 On blonkez by }one buscayle.

Ibid. 1634 They buskede theme . . In the buskayle of his

waye. a 1400 Oclouian 1607 Besyde Acrys, yn a boschayle

They token rest, c 1430 Syr Getter. 9189 Thei. .come out

of here busshaile Slreight foi-to bede hem bntaile.

b. collect. Brushwood, underwood.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. xxvii. 271 A gret yle fulle of Trees and

Buscaylle. Ibid, Buscaylle & Thornes & Breres & grene
Grasse.

Bush-buck (bu'Jbek). [ad. Du. bosch-bol; ;

see BOSCH ]
.] A small species of African antelope,

also called the Bush-goat.
1852 Blaclm'. tfag. LXXI. 294 A shot at an ostrich or

bushbuck. 1863 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi 343 In the mornings
and evenings the pretty little bush-buck (Tragelafhus syl-

vatica] ventures, .out of the mangroves, to feed.

Bushed (bujt , ///. a. [f.
BUSH sii. ]

,
v. 1 + -ED.]

+ 1. Of plants or shrubs : Formed into a bush.

1573 TUSSER Hnsb. 11878) 95 Bassel, fine and busht, sowe
in May. 1597 GERARD Herbal x.xxiv. i. 239 Leaucs . .

bushed or braunched at the top.

2. Covered with bushes or 'bush'.
1868 DILKE Greater Brit. II. in. yi. 62 The coastlands . .

are exhausted, densely bushed, and uninhabited. 1883

Miss BROUGHTON Belinda III. in. vii. 22 The homely loveli-

ness of bushed bank.

b. Protected with bushes. (Cf. BUSHZ>.' 2.)

1884 lllttst. Loud. News 29 Nov. 539 It matters but little

what the fence may be a bushed or unbushed one.

3. transf. Having a bushy head of hair.

1494 KABYAN vn. ccxxiv. 251 For that tyme clerkes vsed

busshed and brayded hedys. 1552 HULOET, Boye with a

bushed heade, coiiiatiilns. 1623 FAVINE Theat. Hon. xi.

xiii. 235 A great head, thickly bushed and tufled with haire.

1849 LYTTON K. Arthur \\. cxxxi, Hideous visage bush'd

with tawny hair.

b. Of the hair : Spreading like a bush, bushy ;

also bushed out, up.
1535 COVERDALE Song ofSol. v. 1 1 The lockes of his hayru

are buszshed, browne as the euenynge. 1779 FORREST Voy.

-V. Guinea 95 The hair of the women was bushed out also.

1842 PRICHAKU Xat. Hist. Man 24 Frizzling hair . . bushed

out round their heads.

4. slang. At '

Beggar's Bush '. ? Obs.

1812 J. K. VAUX Flash Diet., Buslid, poor; without

5. Lost in the bush \sbl 9 . Cf. bogged.

1856 Tail's Mag. XXIII. 740, I narrowly escaped being

'bushed'. 1881 A. C. GKANT Bash Life Qtieetisl. II. xxxl.

154 John feared that he might get bushed.

Bushel (bu-Jel), sb. 1 Forms: 4 bus'vs)chel,

buisshel, buysshel, boussel, boyschel, 4-5

buyschel, 4-6 busshel(le, 5 bu-, byschelle,

buscel, bysshell, 5-6 bowsshell'.e, 6 buszshel,

buszhell, bushylle, bousshell, beyschell, 5-7

bushell, 4- bushel. [ME. boysclicl, buyschel, a.

OF. boissicl. -el, buissiel (mod.F. boisseau, dial.

boisteau\ according to Diez dim. of boiste ',Pr.

bostca and boissa) box. This explanation is sup-

ported by the med.L. form bustellus, beside busscl-

lus, bissellus. Du Cange took the word as a dim.

of OF. hoist = med.L. buw, bitta BUTT.]

1. A measure of capacity used for corn, fruit, etc.,

containing four pecks or eight gallons.
The imperial bushel, legally established in Great Britain

in 1826, contains 2218.192 cubic inches, or 80 p_ounds
ol

distilled water weighed in air at 62 Fah. The Winchester

bushel, much used from the time of Henry VIII, was some-

what smaller, containing 2150.42 cubic inches or 77.627413

pounds ofdistilled water ; it is still generally used in United

States and Canada. The bushel had a great variety ol

other values, now abolished by law, though often, in local

use, varying not only from place to place, but in the same

place according to the kind or quality of the commodity in

question. Frequently it was no longer a measure, but a

'.veight of so many 130, 40, 45, 50, 56, 60, 70, 75, 80, 90, 03,

220) pounds of flour, wheat, oats, potatoes, etc. A lull

account of these local values is given in Old Country <y

Farming Words (Eng. Dial. Soc.) 169.

c 1300 'Battle A bb. Ciistninals (1887)67 Habebit inj bus-

sellos de bericorn. 1:1330 Poem on Times Eitti: II, 393 in

Pol. Songs (1839) 341 A busshel of whete was at foure shll-

linges or more. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xviii. 6 Mynge to gldrc

Ihre half buysshclis of clene floure. 1497 .-frf 12 Htn. I'll,

v, That the measure of a Bushell contame vni. gallons ol

Wheat. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. s 12 An acre of grounde .

may be metelye well sowen with two London busshelles of

pease. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. i. i. 116 His reasons are two

eraines of wheate hid in two bushels of chaffe. 1710 SWT

Lett. (1767) III. 55, I have my coals by half a bushel at a

English 'imperial"Dushel contains 60 Jbs. of average wheat

or 80 Ibs. liquid measure.

\ b. ? A liquid measure. Obs.

1483 Cath. Angl. 49 A Buschelle ;
tatvlia liqttidornii,

est, bacits.

f c. Sometimes used without of. Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. i. iv. 15 Who so bou?t[e] a
J>"sshe

corn, c 1386
- Rcrcs T. 392 Hir cake Of half a busshel

flour.

d. loosely. A large quantity or number.

c 374 CHAUCER Troytus m. 976 And would a bushel of

BUSH-FIGHTING.
..nim al excusen For that a. grane of love is on it shove.

1680 A lisa: Stilling/toft Serin. 33 Who have Benefices

and Honours by Heaps, and by the Bushel. 1683 TRYOX

Way to Health 579 He. .has got a Bushel of Money by his

Practice. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. liii. II. 78 An
old beau . . with a bushel of curled hair on his head. 1873

Miss BROUGIITON Nancy III. 187 Bushels of girls . . there

always are bushels of girls somehow; here they come.

2. A vessel used as a bushel measure.

1382 WYOLIF Luke xi. 33 No man lijtneth a lanterne, and

puttith in hidlis, other vndir a boyschel [1388 buyschell, but

on a candel sticke. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. I. viii. 20

Thre mues or busshellis all full of rynges of gold, a 1565

HEYWOOD FourP's in Dodslcy 11780' I. 87 Rolynge his eyes
as rounde as two bushels. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 154

Their feet.. are as broad as a bushel. 1677 HALE Prim.

Orig. Man. i. i. 22 The Sense represents the Sun no bigger

than a Bushel. 1724 WATTS Logic 152 The apples will fill

a

b! fig. (with ref. to Matt. v. 1 5).
' To hide one's

light under a bushel."

'557 TotteU's Misc. lArb.) 244 Trouth vnder bushell is

faine to crepe. 1627 SANDERSON Serin. I. 267 The light of

Gods word, hid from them under two bushels for sureness :

under the bushel of a tyrannous clergy . . and under the

bushel of an unknown tongue. 1644 Z. BOYD Card. Zion in

Zioit's Flowers 11855' APP- 7/2 From under the Bushell of

ignorance. 1868 FREEMAN Xorm. Conif. (18761 II. App. 540

The light of those saintly ladies should in no case be hidden

under a bushel.

c. Phrase. To measure other people's corn by

one's own bushel : to apply one's own standard to

others, to judge others by oneself.

1636 H ENSHAW Hone snbc. 279 Men usually measure others

by their own bushels : they that are ill themselves, are

commonly apt to think ill of others. 1801 HUNTINGTON
Bank ofFaith 35 We must not measure every body's corn

by our own bushel.

3. altrib. and comb. : a. of a bushel
,
as busficl-

bag, -basket, -measure, f -poke ;
b. resembling or

as wide as a bushel-measure, as ousJicl-breeches,

-wig ;
also bushel-iron, ? (old), iron sold by the

bushel.

1529 in Rogers Agric. <r Prices III. 567/3, i "bushel

basket. 1850 Jrnl. K. Agric. Soc. XI. I. 202 The food

. .carried in bushel-baskets. 1831 CARLYLE Sart.Rcs. i.vn,

Hell-girdles, bushel-breeches, cornuted shoes, or other the

like phenomena. 1831 J. HOLLAND .tlanuf. Mfla/s I. 144

Bushel-iron, or the fragments of old hoops, and all pieces

of similar size. 1851 Ord. q A'cflil. Royal Engineers xvi.

66 All Bushel or Scrap Iron, and Waste in conversion. 1530

PALSGR. 200/2 'Bousshell measure, I'oisscaz'. 1523 rnz-

IIERB. ffusb. S 141 Bagges, walletles, or *busshell-pokes.

1794 WOI.COTT iP. Pindar) Ko-.ul. far Oliver Wks. II. 344

What gives them consequence, I trow, Is nothing but a

'bushel wig.

Bushel, sb:- [cf. BUSH st:-] The bush or box

of a wheel. 1 Obs.

1433 in Rogers Afric. ft Prices III. 550/4 New bushel, /S:

Iron to do., I/-. 1730-36 BAILEY, Hitshels [of a Cart wheel]

certain Irons within the Hole of the N.ive, to preserve it

from Wearing. [So JOHNSON.) 1864 WEBSTER, Btislu-l, the

circle of iron in the nave of a wheel.

Bushel (birjel ,
v. rare-, [f.

BUSHEL s/>.
]

]
To

hide under a bushel, yfy. (see BUSHEL rf. 1 2 b.)

1650 T. VAUGHAN Anima Mag. Abscond. 56, I have not

liusheld my Light, nor buried my Talent in the Ground.

J653 JENKYN On Jude (18451 82 Not bushel the candle of

Scripture discovery. 1882 H. MERIVALE Fancit of B. II. i.

xxiv. 105 The agricole . . thinks that he is wasting his days
and bushelling his light out of London.

Bu-shelage (btrjeleds). [f.
as prec. -t- -AGE ;

prob. after OFr. boisselage, boesselage a species ot

' droit '.] Duty payable by the bushel on mea-

surable commodities.
1818 in TODD ;

and in mod. Diets.

Busheler, busheller(bujebi). U.S. local.

[Cf. Ger. bossier ;
Sanders f. bosseln to do odd jobs

of repairing.] One who repairs garments for

tailors : also called bushelman.
1847 in WORCESIER ; and in later Diets.

Bil'shelful. [see -rui..] As much as fills a

bushel ; Jig. a large quantity.
c 1449 PECOCK Refr. iv. ix. 474 Worth . . a buyschel ful of

gold. 1600-12 J. M. in Shahs. C. Praise 98 Lovers will tell

a bushell-full of Lyes! 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy v, Nature has

given him a mouthful of common sense, and the priest has

added a bushelful of learning. 1861 Temple-bar Mag. I. iSS

A. bushelful of gold pieces would scarcely have sufficed.

t Bu'Shet. Obs. [f.
BUSH sl>. 1 + -ZT.] A small

shrub or bush ;
a small thicket. Cf. BUSKET.

1573 TUSSFR Husb. (1878! oo So haue you good feeding, in

bushels and lease. 1662 RAY Three /tin. it. 139 We rode

through a bushel, or common called Rodwell Hake.

Bush-fighter (bir/fartai). An irregular com-

batant or skirmisher, accustomed to fight in the

bush ;
one who fires from among the bushes.

1760 WESLEY Jrnl. 22 Nov. (1827) III. 27 If it should

happen, thai any one of these silly bush-fighlers steps out

into the plain. 1825 Rlachoi. Mag. XVII. 343 Cornwall;*
and Burgoyne had been over-reached by the despicable

bush-fighters opposed to them. 1857 MAYNE REID m
Chamb. Jrnl. VII. 363 Not so much with ihe eye of a

soldier, as wilh lhat of a hunter and bush-fighter.

Bush-fighting Jm-JfaHirj), vbl. sb. Guerilla-

warfare in the bush. Alsoyff.
1760 in Wesley Jrnl. 22 Nov. 11827) III. 26 You may keep

up. .a little bush-fighting in controversy ; you may skirmish

awhile. 1795 BURKE Regie. Peace iv, Pray let us leave this

bush-fighting. 1830 Frastr's Mag. I. 189 Accustomed to

bush-fighling in his own counlry. 1837 W. IRVING Capl.
151 - 2



BUSH HAMMER. 1204 BUSILY.

Bonneville ('1849) 76 The very Indian allies, though accus-
tomed to bush-fighting, regarded it as .. full of frightful

danger.

Bu'sh-hamnier. U. S. [prob. ad. Ger. bosz-

haturner
t
in same sense, f. boszen to beat.] A ma-

son's large breaking hammer, often having square
ends cut into pyramidal points ;

also a hammer
for dressing millstones, usually having detachable
steel-bits in the dressing face.

1885 Harper's Mag. Mar. 558/1 They took the bush-
hammer out . . that the ladies might see the varieties with
five, six, eight, and ten edges, which gave the granite the

slightly lined or ridged appearance.
Hence Bush-hammer, v. To strike or dress with

the bush-hammer.
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Supp. s.v., Rough-pointing,

tooth-axing, bush-hammering. Ibid. Sandstone is seldom
bush-hammered, as the stunning makes it scale.

Bush-harrow (bu'fhseT^i), sb. An agri-
cultural implement for harrowing grass land or
'

bushing in
'

seed, consisting of a heavy frame with
bars in which bushes are interwoven underneath.

1770-4 A. HUNTER Georgical Ess, (1803) I. 372 We con-

stantly employ a heavy bush-harrow to spread the dung.
1877 BLACKMORE Erema I. ix. 101 Asa bush-harrow jumps
on the clods of the field.

Bu'sh-ha rrOW, v. [from prec.] trans. To
use the bush-harrow upon (ground). Also absol.

1834 Brit. Hnsb. I. 486 After the cattle are removed, the
land is bush-harrowed and rolled. 1839 HT. MARTISEAU
Dcerbrook II. xi. 211 A man be>ide his hor.se, bush-harrow-
ing in a distant green field. i86z H. KINGSLKY Ravenshoe
xxxii. 188 The meadows were all bush-harrowed, rolled, and
laid up for hay.
Hence Birsh-haTrowing vbL sb.

1834 Brit. Hnsb. I, 481 The subsequent operation of cro^s

bush-harrowing. 1866 ROGERS Agric. fy Prices I. xxi. 540
'1 he ordinary means by which our forefathers covered their
seed was by bush-harrowing.

Bushily bu-Jili), adv. In a bushy manner.

1857 (1. LAWRENCE Guy Liv. x, She wore her hair

bushlly on each side of her small face.

Bushiness (fau-Jines). Bushy state or quality.
1730-6 in BAILEY

; hence in JOHNSON. 1790 BEWICK Hist.

Quadrupeds (1807) 277 The bushiness of its hair. 1851
G LENNY Handbk. Fl. Card. 210 Bushiness and compactness
of growth. 1875 MASSON Word$~>.v. fyc. 175 The bushiness
of his [Scott's] eyebrows.

Bushing bu-Jirj\ vbl. sbl [f. Bi'SH vt\
1. Training on bushes (ot>s.\ setting with bushes.

C\QK* rallnd.on ffitsl; xi.33Trailyng,repairyng,bosshyng
vyne clene. 1843 CARLYLE Past <$

Pr. n. iii. 1 18721 46 We
hear not. .by what methods he preserved his game, whether
by 'bushing' or how. 1875 'STONEHESGK' Brit. Sports i.

i. i. 5. 7 Bushing the stubbles interferes with the drag-net.
2. Growing bushy ; forming a bush.

1597 GERARD Herbal f-y) The goodly shadowe which they
make with their thicke bushing and clyming, 1610 FOLKING-
HAM Art ofSnn<ey i. in. 6 The braunching and bearing of

Plants, Bushing of Shrubs.

Bushing (bu-Jig), vbl. sb:-
[f.

BUSH sb* and
v$ + -INU !.]

1. The operation of fitting a hole with a bush.
Also loner. = Bl'SH sb. z i.

1794 Rigging fy Seamanship I. 154 Bus/ting is letting

through the middle of a sheave a cylindrical piece of metal,
with a hole through its centre, to admit the pin . .on which
the sheave turns. 1839 R. S. ROBINSON Naut. Steam Eng.
81 The brass bushing of the strap. 1864 WEBSTER, Bushing,
a thimble ; sometimes called a bush.

2. Watchmaking. See BoucHoy.

Bushing (.bu-Jin), ppl. a.
[f. BUSH v^ +

-i>'<; -.] Growing or spreading like a bush.
1608 TOURNEL-R Rev. Truj. v. iii, That bushing-staring

star. 1688 R. HOLME A rnwury n. 89/2 Fine leaves, bushing
and spreading over the ground. 1725 POPE Odyss. ix. 164
The bushing alders form'd a shady scene.

Bushless ;bu-Jles), a. Devoid of bushes.

1830 TENNYSON Ode to Mem. 96 The high field on the
bushless Pike. 1873 W. F. BUTLER Ct. Lone Land xvi.

(1875) 247 A rough and bushless plateau.

Bushlet (bu-Jlet). rare.
[f.

BUSH sbJ +-LET.]
A diminutive or tiny bush.
1822 New Monthly Mag. V. 4 Birds as they flutter from

bushlet to tree.

Bu'shling. rare, [see -LING.] A little bush.

1562 TURNER Herbal \\. 643, Nardus celtica . . is a litle

bushlyng. Ibid. 963, A bushlyng, a spanne long.

Bushman (bu-Jman). [f. BU.SH $b\ 9 + MAN,
app. orig. after Du. boschjesman applied by the

Dutch colonists in S. Africa to the natives living
in the 'bush'

;
and since extended in application.]

1. A tribe of aborigines near the Cape of Good
Hope. The Du. forms Bo$jesmany Boschjeswan,
also occur as ethnic names.
1785 SPAKRMAN I'oy. Cape G. Hope I. v. 197 There is an-

other species of Hottentots, who have got the name of

Boshees-men, from dwelling in woody or mountainous
places. 1824 BURCHELL Trai>. 1.64 For our mutual safety
and defence, .against the Bushmen. 1842 PRICHARD Nat.
Hist. Man 513 Considering the Bushmen, or Bosjesmen, of
South Africa as the most degraded and miserable of all

nations. 1845 Foreign Quart. R<rv. XXXIV. 421 Stunted
representatives of humanity, .under the name of Bushmen.
2. A dweller or traveller in the Australian 'bush';
a bush-farmer

; a station-hand
;
a teamster who

carries stores to the stations.

i8$a Blacks. Mag. LXXII. 522 Where the wild bushman

eats his loathly fare. 1856 Tait's Mag, XXIII. 742 An ex-

perienced bushman and well mounted. 1880 Chamb. Jrnl.
4 Dec. 774 Crowds of Bushmen, as those who live in the
interior are called by their brethren of the coast.

Bu'Shmanship. [f. prec., sense 2.] The

practice ofworking, etc., in the bush; bush-farming.
1880 Blackw. JAi.c. Feb. 169 Bush-Life. Queensl. His in-

timate knowledge of bushmanship.

Bushment (bu'Jment). Forms : 4 bussche-,

busse-, buysche-,buche-,buchy-,4-6 busch(e)-,
busshe-, (5 bussh-\ 5-6 bushe-, 6 bus-, 5-
bushment. [In senses 1-3, an aphetic form of

ABUSHHENT, AMBUSHMENT, q. v. In some early

quotations it is difficult to know whether abtish-

ment or a bushment was intended. In sense 4, cf.

BUSH sb. 1 + -MEXT.]
1. AMBUSHMENT i. arch.

1375 BAKBOUR Bruce \\\\. 442 A buschement slely maid he
thair. 1393 GOWER Con/. I. 349 And of his men a great

partie He made in busshement abide, c 1440 Generydes n.

5977 In a buschement he layde his men eche on. 1485
CAXTON Chas. Gt. 133 Your peple that shal be hydde in the

busshement. 1553 BRKNDE Q. Curtius in. Dlj, For feare

the enemyes should lye there in busshement. I59*WYRLEY
Armorie 86 Two Gascoin Lords warie bushment make.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. 1. 1, 54 The barbarous folk Once
and again from bushments on us broke.

f2. = AMBITSHMENT 2. Obs.

ci^ooDestr. TroyiyoiA A busshement of bol3 men breke

hym vpon. c 1465 Eng. Chron. (1856) 48 In the way as he
sholde go, lay a greet busshement of Frensshemenne to take
him. 1x1550 Christ is Kirke Gr. xix, The buschment haill

about him brak, An bickert him with bows.

f3. A surprise party ;
= AMBUSHMENT 3. Obs.

1513 MORE Rich, ///( 1557) 64/2 A bushement of the dukes
seruantes. .began sodainely at mannes backes to crye owte
as lowde as their throtes would gyve : King Kycharde.
1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. I. 144 Galdus assemblit ane

army. . and dividit the same in divers buschementis. 1549
LATIMER Serm. bcf. Edw. VI (Arb.) 187 ludas also when he
came wyth bushementes to take his maister Christe.

4. ' A thicket, a cluster of bushes
'

(J.; ;
a mass

of bushes. ? Obs.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. II. 169/2 The sides are full

of great and mightie trees vpon the sides of the hils, and full

of bushments and vnderwoods. 1614 KAI.EIGH Hist. World
\. viii. 2. in These our grounds would, .be covered, either

with Woods, or with other offensive Thickets and Bush-
ments. 1610 W. SCLATER Expos. i Thess. (1630162 These
thickets of bushment. 1762 DUNN in Phil. Trans. LI I.

466 The most distant trees and bushments.

f b. A bushy formation (of plumage). Obs.

1555 ELIEN Decades IV. Ind. tArb.) 224 These byrdes ..

hatie a much greater bushement of fethers.

Bushop e, -hopp(e, obs. ff. BISHOP.

Bush-ranger (btrjtr^adgai). [f. BUSH* 9 +

RANGEB.] An escaped convict who took refuge
in the Australian ' bush

*

;
a criminal living in the

bush, and subsisting by robbery with violence.

1817 Sydney Gazette 25 Jan., Robberies by the banditti of

bush-rangers on Van Dieman's Land. 1826 Gentl. Mag.
July XCVI. u. 69 2 Van Diemen's Land papers and private
letters are full of details of atrocities by the bush-rangers
(escaped convicts 1

. 1852 WEST Tasmania II. 130 The
bushrangers at first were absentees [convicts] who were
soon allured or driven to theft and violence

;
so early as

1808 by systematic robbery they had excited feelings of

alarm. 1869 PARKMAN Discov. Gt. West xxvii. (1875) 389
His little garrison of bush-rangers greeted them with a
salute of musketry.

Bush-ranging (bu-J,r^'-nd:$irj), vbl. sb. Also

-ra'ngering. [see prec.] The practice of the bush-

ranger ;
the attacking and robbing of travellers or

settlers in the bush. Also attrib.

1832 HT. MARTISEAU Homes Abr. v. 72 As long as any
convicts were disposed to bush-ranging . . he could not for

his part feel very secure. 1863 Guardian 23 Dec., Bush-

ranging has obtained such a head in New South Wales,
that the Government have offered a reward of 2500 for the

capture of a gang of five. 1864 SAI.A in Daily Tel. 9 Aug.,
Bushrangine broils between Federal dragoons and half-

naked guerillas. 1853 Eraser's Mag. XLVIII. 662 What
has bushrangerin^ and the police come to?

Bush-rope .bu'JirJup). [f. BUSH j. 19.] A name

given to certain climbing shrubs in tropical forests,

esp. to species of Cissus or Wild Vine.

1814 Q. Rev. XL 70 They are in many places so closely
interwoven with rattan and bush-rope that they seem
to be spun together. 1825 WATERTON \Vantf. S. Amer.
i. i. 91 A vine called the Bush-rope by the wood cutters, on
account of its use in hauling out the heaviest timber. 1826

SYD. SMITH IVfcs. (1859) " 74 The bush-rope joins tree and
tree, so as to render the forest impervious.

Bu'shwhack, v. U. S. [f. BUSH + WHACK v.

to beat ; prob. after BUSHWHACKER.] To act as

a bushwhacker ; to beat the bush ; to attack or

kill in the manner of a bushwhacker (sense 2).

1837 Fraser's Mag. XVI. 613 The Colonel had begun to

make a speech, or, as he phrases it,
'
to bushwhack in the

most approved style '. 1866 J. E. SKINNER After Storm I.

234 While peaceable citizens were robbed with impunity
and government officers were bushwhacked. 1877 G. FLEM-
ING Mirage HI. viii. 212 A good many men were missing,
shot or bushwhacked, we did not know which.

Bushwhacker [borfilmete). U.S. [f.

BUSH ,T<M+\VHACKER, one wno 'whacks* or beats.

(Cf. also Du. bosch-u'afhtert forest-keeper.^]
lit. One who whacks or beats bushes

; hence,
1. One accustomed to beat about or make his way

through bushes ; a backwoodsman, a bush -

ranger.
1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. vi. v. (1849) 342 They were gal-

lant bush-whackers and hunters of racoons by moon-light.
2. Applied in the American Civil War to irregular

combatants who took to the woods, and were

variously regarded as patriot guerillas, or as bush-

rangers and banditti ; a bush-fighter.
1862 Macm. Mag. June 141 Of banditti, or bush-whackers

. .we say nothing. 1866 J. E. SKINNER After Storm I. 240
Neither bushwhackers or slaves were seen in the streets.

3, A scythe or other implement used to cut away
brushwood.
1858 J. Dow Serin. I. (Bartlett) The victim soon destined

to fall before the keen-edged bush-whacker of Time. 1870
EMERSON Soc. fy Solit. iv. 81 He is a graduate of the plough,
and the stub-hoe, and the bushwhacker.

Hence Bushwhackerisin.
1883 American VI. 356 The *

border ruffianism' and the
' bushwhackerism

'

which disgraced Missouri.

Bushwhacking
1

(bu'Jihwifckta),
vbl. sb. U.S.

1. Making one's way through bushes; esp, the

pulling of a boat by means of the bushes along
the margin of a stream.
1826 T. FLINT Recoil. Miss. Valley 86 A process, which, in

the technics of the boatmen [of the Mississippi] is called

bush-whacking. i8z8ffist, <y Geog, Miss. Valley (Bart let tj

The propelling power of the keel-boat is by oars, sails, set-

ting-poles, the cordelle, and . .bush-whacking, or pulling up
by the bushes.

2. The making of the woods a basis ofoperations
for fighting or deeds of violence ; bush-fighting.
1864 Daily Tel. 23 Aug. An unimportant bushwhacking

foray. 1880 Scribner's Monthly XXI. Dec. 301 Forbes
underwent four months of bushwhacking with the Carlists.

Bu'shwha eking, ///. a. That bushwhacks.

1883 American VI. 92 The scouting, bushwhacking
Unionist, Fortner.

Bushy (bu-Ji), a. [f.
BUSH s&i +-Y.]

1. Abounding in bushes
; overgrown with shrubs

or underwood.
1382 WYCLIF Isa. vii. 19 In alle busshi places. 1552

HULOET, Busshy places, I'espicfS. 1575 TURBERV. St.
Venerie Pref. Seruanls such as beat the bushie woods
To make their masters sport. 1641 MILTON Ch. Discip. \.

1 1851) 32 They seek the dark, the bushie, the tangled For-

rest. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World 11840) 305 The
country being, .something more bushy, and here and there

a few trees. 1885 Manck. Examiner^15 May 5/2 The enemy
still occupied the bushy ravine running down to the river.

2. Growing like a bush
;
shrub-like.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 44 Fumitorie. .is a bushie or

shrublike Herbe, like to Coreander. 1579 SPENSER Sheph.
Cal. Dec. 2 All in the shadowe of a bushye brere. 1667
MILTON P. L. iv. 696 Each odorous bushie shrub. 1719 DE
FOE Crusoe (1840) I. iii. 54 A thick bushy tree like a fir.

1814 WORDSw. White Doe of Ryl. \, 96 The spread Of the

elder's bushy head. 1861 PRATT Flower. /'/. IV. m.
3. Of hair : Growing thick like a bush.

1611 BIBLE Song ofSol. v. n His locks are bushy, a 1613

J. DENNYS in Arb. Garner I. 150 Some lusty horse..

Whose bushy tail upon the ground doth track. 1652 GAULE
Magastrom. 305 A bushy head of haire. 1843 CARLYLE
Past <$ Pr. n. x. (1872) 78 A man with eminent nose, bushy
brows and clear-flashing eyes. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule L i

The gusts of wind that blew about his bushy grey beard.

fb- Of persons: With long thick hairj also

Obs.

1615 P. SMALL Man's May in Fair's S. P. (18481 311 Time
still describ'd in poets thus we finde, Bushy before, but very
bald behinde. 1650 BULWER Anthropotnet. n. 56 He does
that which is ridiculous . . who is . . a Bushie among those

who are Poled.

4. Puffed out like a bush.

1756 NLGENT Gr. Tour, Germany II. 298 They wear

pointed hats, and monstrous bushy ruff's. 1832 Eraser's

Mag. VI. 386 All. .had taken more stuff than necessary for

their clothes.. It is as if the women could not be bushy
enough, the men not puffy enough, to please themselves.

\ 5. Dwelling among the bushes, ran:

1563 T. HOWELL Ar/>. Amitie (1870) 83 The Nightingal. .

gettes the peerlesse prayse. The bushie birdes among.
6. Comb., as bushy-whiskered, -wigged, adjs.

1831 CAKLYLK in Fraser's Mag. V. 402 Old sedentary

bushy-wigged Cave. 1837 Fr. Ret'. (1871) II. I. ix. 40

Impassioned bushy- whiskered youth threatening suicide.

l8u J. H. VAUX Flask Diet., A man who is poor is said

to be '

at Bushy park ', or
'

in the park '. [Cf. BUSHED )

Bushylle, obs. form of BUSHEL.

Busied i,brzid),///. a. For forms see BUST v.

[f. BUSY v. + -ED.] Attentively occupied, engaged,

actively employed. (The attrib. use is rare ;
for

the use as predicate see BUSY v. I c.)

1611 FLORID, Affacetidato, busied, full of affaires. 1659
Land-Mark betwixt Prince $ People 2 Our . . too much
busied forefathers. 1669WOODHEAD St. Teresa n. vii. 55 That
the busied Monk was tempted but with one Devil.

Busily i,bi
p

zili}, adv. Forms : 3 busiliche,

(sup. bisilukest), 3-5 bisiliche, 4 bysely, bysily,

bisili, bisyly, besaly, besiliche, (comp. bisi-

loker\ 4-5 bysyly, bisily, besily, 4-6 besyly,

4-7 besely, 5 besele, besselyche, bysiliche,

bysylyohe, (coinp. besilier ,6bisilye. buisyly(e,

busely(e, busilie, 4, 6- busily, [f.
BUSY a +

fl. With fixed attention; carefully, needfully ;

attentively, intently ; with attention to details ;

particularly, minutely,
'

curiously '. Obs.
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BUSINESS.

ciaos LAY. 4473 His cnihtes .. laicn bi t>an brimme and
bisilichen [c 1175 busiliche] hit wisten. ?rt 1300 Cato Major
iv. 35 Let not o Bok bisiliche Beo lernynge euer-more.
t 13*5 R. !' AMi. P. B. 1446 Wyth besten blod busily
anoynted. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. ii. 7, 8 Than Herode, bisily
lernyde of hem the tyme of the sterre . . And he . . saide, Go
;ee, and axe ^ee bisily of the chyld. c 1386 CHAUCER Matt
of Laws T. 997 He loked besily Upon the child. 1483
CAXTOMM Leg. Cij/2 He demanded more besilier after

hym. a 1520 Myrr. Our Ladye 225 How besely she was to

kepe her tongue. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades ^1592) 344 It

is in the 3. of Kings, very busily set downe.

t b. Anxiously, solicitously. Obs.
c 1400 in Pol. Rel, $ L. Poems (1866) 234 Here we Hue

bisiliche wit strong sorwe & care.

f 2. Earnestly, fervently, eagerly, importunately.
1:1340 Cursor M. 17719 (Trin.) Bisili to god preyond'e.

<""37S Lay-Folks Mass-Bk. B. 14 We blesse }>e bisyly.
c 1460 Toivneley Myst. 26 Pray for me besele. 1534 Ln.
BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Bbij, My wife, .busily
praied me to kepe it. 1621 BOLTON Stat. Ircl. fn Kliz.\

316 Dermot Mac Morche . . went . . to the said king Henry,
and him besely besought of succour.

3. So as to be fully occupied ; diligently, indus-

triously, assiduously, energetically.
1340 HAMPOI.E Pr. Consc. 1067 About worldisshe thynges

bai here travaile Ful bysily. 1447-8 J. SHILLINCFOKU Lett.

(1871' 3 Have full bisily labored lo make an answere to the

articulys, 1508 FISHER Wks. \. (E. E. T.) 58 He shoulde
haue resysted. .more besyly. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /J', v. v.

18 Northumberland, and the Prelate Scroope. .are busily in

Vrmes. 1736 BUTLER Anal. vii. 142 This little scene of
human life, in which we are so busily engaged. 1798
SOUTHKY To Spider, Busily our needful food to win, We
work. 1866 KINGSLEY Hercw. x, The old Lapp nurse sat. .

sewing busily.

b. Actively, briskly.
1513 BRADSHAW.SV. IVerburgedlafi) i Byrdes besely syng-

ynge. 1843 CABLYLE Past fy Pr. n. vii. 11872)65 St. Ed-
nmndsbury. .is a busily fermenting place. 1860 TYNDALI.
Glac. i. ii. 72 The stars, .twinkled busily.

Business .bi'znes). Forms : i North, bisi*-

nis, 3 bisenes, 3-4 bisines, 4 bisy-, bysi-, bis-

synes, bissinesse, 4-5 besines(se, besenes,
bisy-, bysynesse, 4-6 besynes(se, bysy-, busy-
nes, 4-7 busynesse, 5 besineas, bessynes,
byse-, bisinesse, 6 besyness, busenes;s, buysi-
nes, 6-7 busines, -nesse, (7 buis'ness, buay-
nese), 7- business. [OE. (North.) bisiyiis, f.

BUSY a., or stem of BLTSY v. ; see -NESH. Shortened
to a dissyllable, since it ceased to be a noun of
state. The plural businesses (formerly also busi-

ness} is used only in a few senses, chiefly 14, 15.]
I. State or quality of being busy. (Cf. the adj.)

(These senses are all obs., but some of them occur as
nonce-words with special spelling BUSYNESS, and trisyllabic
pronunciation.)

1 1. a. The state of being busily engaged in any-
thing, b. Industry, diligence. Obs.

C13SO Cursor M. 28748 ^Cott. Galba MS.1 Fasting and
gude bisines tiers a man fle lustes of fless. c 1380 WYCLIF
ly'ks. 11880) 60 Cristis bysynesse in prechynge. 01440
Promp. Parv. 37 Bysynesse, assiduttas, diligencia. 1549
Conipl. Scot. 2 Distitute of., al verteus bysynes of body
ande saul. 1611 BIBLE Rom. xii. n Not slouthfull in busi-
nes [1881 Rev. Vers. in diligence not slothful]. 1696 STIL-
LiNCFL. 12 Serin, vm. 349 Apprehensive, .not so much from
the business of our enemies, a 1713 in Guardian No. 35
12 Behold the raptures which a writer knows. . Behold his

business while he works the mine.

f 2. Activity, briskness. Obs.

1423 JAS. I. King's Q. civ, The lytill squerell, full of besy-
nesse. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Conntr. Farm 681 The
businesse of his [a dog's] taile. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <y

Selv. ii The bulkiness of the world, the business of motion.

f3. Mischievous orimpertinent activity, officious-

ness. Obs.

1466 Paston Lett. No. 543 II. 263 Al by her awne bessynes
of her lunge. 1528 MORE Dial. Heresycs in. Wks. 212/1
Faccious wayes full of busynes. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia 315O noble sisters . . now you be gone what is left in that sex,
but babling and businesse?

1 4. Eagerness, earnestness, importunity. Obs.
la 1300 Cato Major M. xvii, Envye wij> gret bisinesse Beo-

benk >e forte fieo. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xn.
Introd., Males secheb females with be>iiiesse. c 1400 Lay-
Folks Mass-Bk. App. iii, 122 J?orou3 besynesse of preyers.
1543 Pryntcr ibid. 86* Make me accordyng to my busynes
Partaker of thy . .glory endles.

f 5. Anxiety, solicitude, care ; distress, uneasi-

ness. (The earliest cited sense.) Obs.
< 950 Line/is/. Gosp. Matt., Table Contents xx, Ne bisig-

nisse mettes S: woedes hsebende (Lat. nee solidtudineiit
escx ct 7't-sti*.hal'cn<1iitn]. <i 1300 Cursor M. 14105

'

Martha,
Martha'. .' In mikel bisenes ert bou'. 1382 WYCLIF Ezek.
xii. 19 Thei shulen eete her breed in bisynes [solicititdinc\.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 3 Put away thoughte and gret pensifnes
..and besinesse. 1526 TINDALE Gal. v. 17 From hence
forth, let no man put me to busynes [so in COVERDALE,
CRANMER, Geneva}. 1577 St. Augustine's Man. (ed. Long-
man 1 90 Leave of thine own businesses . . and withdrawe thy
selfe from thy troublesome thoughtes.

f* 6. Care, attention, observance. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Ecclits. xii. 15 Haue thou bisynesse \curam
hate} of a good name. 1398 TREVISA Bartlt. De P. R. v
xxxvi.

(149^51 148 The herte hyghle cor. .of cnra besynesse,
for therin is all besynesse and cause of witte and of know-
inge. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. F/7, xxxii. 5 Takyng uppon
theym the charge and besynes for the assessyng of the seid
somme. 1540 HYRDE I'ivcs Inst*; Chr. Worn. (1592.1 CCij,
All these busines, & keeping of the corce,

f 7. Trouble, difficulty ; ado. Cf. BUSY a. 3. Obs.

1205

< 1374 CHAUCER And. fy Arc. 102 Ful mychell besynesse
had he or bat he myght his lady wynne. 1387 TREVISA
Higden. Rolls Ser. III. 449 [He] aleyde )>is sorwe unnebe
wib grete besynesse. 1528 TINDALE Obedience Clir. Alan
Wks. I. 310 What business had he to pacify his children.

11599 R- BODENHAM in Arb. Garner I. 34, I had no
small business to cause my mariners to venture. 1693 LOCKK
Ednc. 157 His learning to read should be made as little

Trouble or Business to him as might be.

t b. Ado, disturbance, commotion. Obs.

1494 FABYAN vn. 684 For whose goodes was besynesse by-
twen the Kynges amner and the sheryffe. 1514 Lu. MOUNT -

JOY in Strype EccL Mem. I. i. o He feared that if they had
not their pardons in likewise, they would either make busi-

ness or they would avoid. 15*6 TINDALE Matt, xxvii. 24
When Pilate sawe .. that moare busenes [1611 a tumult

|

was made. 1560 DAUS Slcidanc's Comm. ^43 a, One of the

Sergeaunts . . made a busines with him as though he would
haue caricd him to pryson. 1570 87 HoLissiiED.SV. Ckron.
118061 no Argadus sent foorth . . with a power to appease
that businesse.

1 8. Diligent labour, exertion, pains. Phrases.

To do (one's} business, give business : to take pains,
do one's endeavour

(
L. dare opcram .

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1068 Wald bai do half swilk

bysines About goddes of heven. c 1380 WYU.IK H7ks. (1880)

373 He wol bat bai ?eue bissynes to be londe. t 1400
MAUHDBV. xxiii. 251 Thei.-alle weys don here besynes, to

destroyen hire enemyes. i4zz E. E. Wills ( 1882' 51 They
will do her besynesse to fulfyll goddes will. 11509 HAWKS
Past. Picas, xiv. xiv, In vayne they &pende their besynes.

t II. 9. A company of Hies, also of ferrets. Obs.
c 1470 /A'r.v, S/U'^e, -y C. 1 1822) 31 A besynts of flyes. 1486

Bk. St. Allans fvi a, A Besynes of ferettis.

III. That about which one is busy.

flO. The object of anxiety or serious effort ;
a

serious purpose or aim. Obs.
c 1392 CHAUCER Compl. I'cntts 20 Me to serue is al his

besynesse. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Sowle in. iii. (1483! 51 Alle

youre .study and besinesse hath ben to defame tho th;it were
better than ye. ?c 1530 Prw, Ifmus0ltle*kepyngm Pol. Kcl.

fy L. Poems (1866* 29 Peyse wisely the besynes & the pur-

pose of them wich aminynyster thy goodes.

11. A task appointed or undertaken ; a person's
official duty, part or province ; function, occupation.
(-1385 CuAt'CKR L. G. \y, 1719 Had hire seruauntis don

hire besynesse. a 1533 Ln. HICRNERS Hnon Iviii. 199 It lu>

houeth vs shortely to dctermyne oure besynes. .1 shall shew
ou what is best for vs ii to do. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xxxix. 1 1

loseph went in to the house, to doe his busines. 1642
FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. \. x. 25 Though going abroad
sometimes about her businesse, She never makes it her

businesse to go abroad, a 1680 BUTLKR Rem. (1759* L 95
Love's Business is to love, and to enjoy. 1709 STEKI.K

Tatler No. 1 8 f i Because a Thing is every Body's Business,
it is no Body's Business. i8oz MAK, KDGKWOHTH Mor. T.

< 18161 I. xvii. 141 It is our business to keep the room aired

and swept. 1878 HUXLKV Physiogr. 18 ; The great business
of the sea is. .eating away the margin of the coast.

b. That on which one is engaged, or with which
one is concerned, at the time ; often spec, the

errand on which one comes.

1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. ur. ii. 193 If you knew my
businesse, You would mtrent me rather j;oe then stay. 1684
BUNYAN Pilgr. u. 72 What is your business here so late to

Night? 1697 DKYDEN l-'irg. Georg. iv. 644 What Bui^'ness

brought thee to my dark abode? 1740 J. CLARKB Kdnc.
Youth (ed. 3> 15 His Business will have no Difficulty in it.

Mod. I asked him his business. What business brings you
here?

12. A person's official or professional duties as a

whole ; stated occupation, profession, or trade.

1477 EARL RIVERS Dictcs iCaxton) 106 He that wele &
dyligently vnderstondith to his bysenesse. 1549 LATIMER
Semi, on the P/oitg/ters\ Arb.) 29 Lette euerie man do hi>

owne busines, and folow his callyng. 1694 R. L'ESTRANUE
Fables

ccclxy. led. 6) 385 They make Fooling their Business
and their Livelihood. 1732 LAW Serious C. ii. fed. z'\ 19
His every day business, wiU be a course of wise and reason-

able actions. 1745 CHESTERF. Lett. I. c. 278 To apply your-
self seriously to your business. 1882 BEECHERUI Homiletic

Monthly (N. I'.) Apr. 381 One whose business it is to preach.

T" b. Official or public engagements generally,
active life. Obs. See also Man of business : 2 a a.

1750 CHKSTERK. Lett. III. ccxxiv. 15 Your (ierman . .will

be of great use to you when you come into business. 1779
JOHNSON Po^e Wks. IV. 6 Sir William Trumbal, who had
been, .secretary of state, when he retired from bushier,
fixed his residence in the neighbourhood of Binfield.

13. In general sense: Action which occupies time,

demands attention and labour
; esp. serious occupa-

tion, work, as opposed to pleasure or recreation.
i 1400 Apol, Loll. 3 Hatyng to be enpli^ed wij> seculer

bisines. 1533 MOKE Con/at. Tindale Wks. 826/1 Oc-

cupied in honorable businesse. 1600 C. PERCY in Shaks.
C. Praise 38 Pestred with contrie businesse. 1653 WALTON
Angler Ep. Ded. 3 To give rest to your mind, and devest

your self of your more serious business. 1796 SoUTRSV
Occas. Pieces v, The business of the day is done. 1857
HEAVYSEGK 6<f/<i86o) 141 Business still should alternate

with pleasure.

t b. Work done by beasts. Obs. rare.

1737 H. BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1756) II. v. 104 A Horse
which eats only a moderate Quantity of Food, will do as

much Business, .[as] one that eats continually.

C. Phrases. To mean business : to be in earnest

colloq.}. On business', with an errand or purpose-

relating to business.

1857 HUUHES Tom Brown i. ix, I telU 'ee I means busi-

ness, and you'd better keep on your own side. Mod. No
admittance except on business.

d. A persons business : work to be done or

BUSINESS.

matters to be attended to in his service or on his

behalf. To do (a person's} business : to ' do for *,

ruin, or kill him.
J53S COVERDALE 2 Mace. xv. 5 To perfourme the kynge*

busynesse. 1611 BIBLE Litkc ii. 49 Wist ye not that I must
be about my Father's business? 1667 PEPYS Diary 16

Nov., Lord Vaughan, that is so great against the Chancellor
. . was heard to swear he would do my Lord Clarendon's
business. 1694 Lui rRKi.i. Brief Rel. 11857) III. 349 They
would now doe the queens businesse, if she were not im-
mortall.

14. i^With plural.} A pursuit or occupation de-

manding time and attention ; a serious employ-
ment as distinguished from a pastime.
6-1400 Apol. Loll. 77 Now al most is no worldly by&ine*

bat mini>tres of be auter are not inplied in. 1458 SfS. flj

Christ's //AI/. Abingdon in Dem. Arc/it/. III. 41 Another
blissed besines is brigges to make. 1535 COVEKDALE 2 Tim.
ii. 4 No man that warreth tangleth him selfe with worldly
busynesses. 17*7 DK FOB I'-ng. Tradesm, v. (1841' I. 33
Trade ought to be followed as one of the great businesses

of life. 1853 A. J. MORHIS Relig. -V Business, Title-page,
Wherever religion is a business, there will business be a

religion. 1848 MACAU LAV Hist. Eng. II, 54.

b. spec. A particular occupation ;
a trade or

profession.
1827 CARI.YI.K Transl. 11874* 2I 7 I wished to be a fisher-

man, and tried that business for a time. 1852 M'CfLLOcii
Taxation \. ii. icd. 2' 74 Taxes on the profits of particular
businesses. 1856 FROUUE Hist. Eng. 1 1858* L i. 51 Not al-

lowing any m;m to work at a business for which he was unfit.

1878 Ji'VONs Primer Pol. Kcon. 58 A good butcher make*

high wages, Ijecause his business is a greasy one, besides

being thought to be cruel. Mod. Which of these businesses

is to be preferred V

15. A particular matter demanding attention ;

a piece of work, a job. (The plur. is now unusual.)

ISS7 NUKTM Gnenara's Diall Pr. (1582) 424 b, The con-

tinual! buy>ine> they haue do vex them. 1590 SHAKS. Mids.
N. in. i. 3<)5 We may effect this businesse, yet ere day. 1595

John iv. iii. 158 A thousand businesses are briefe in

hand. 1611 BIBLI-: Pref. ii In a businesse of moment a

man feareth not the blame of conuenient slnck nesse. 1647
W. BRUWSK Polex. \. 66 During all these ^reat businesse.

1718 Poi'f; Iliad xix. 152 What I ;ict, survey, And learn

from thence the business of the day. 1851 CAKLYLE *SYcr-

ling n. vi. 11872) 139 On these businesses . . he was often

running up to London. 1881 Daily Tel. 27 Dec., Attention
was paid to the business of the evening.

b. Elliptically for: A difficult matter (colloq^.

1843 CAKLYLK Past <% Pr. it. xii. '1872) 90 If he had known
what a business it was to govern the Abl>ey.

C. To do one s business :

'
to ease oneself.

1645 Sin r. Decretal 3 Have a . . care . . that . . no birds

build, chatter, or do their businesse, or sing there.

16. A matter that concerns or relates to a par-
ticular person or thing; const, of. or genitive case.

1525 Lu. BKHNEHS Froiss. II. xxi. 4.; It is longe now sith

I made any mencion of the busynesses of farre countreis.

1526 TINDALE Phil. 12, That my busynes [TO. nar' ffj.(] is

happened unto the gretter furtherynge off the gospell.

1875 Jouhir /Ya/tMed. 2 iV. 32 Virtue is the business of the

legislator.

b. Concern, the fact of being concerned with.

1759 JOHNSON Kass t -l<is\\\\. 11787 185 >Iy liu^iness is with

man. 1837 CAKLYLE i-'r. RK\ 118711 II. i. i. 4 Madame, your
business is with the children.

C. colloq. A matter with which one has the right

to meddle. Also, Justifying motive or right of

action or interference, 'anything to do' (wi'M).
Almost always with negative expressed or implied.
Const, usually with, or infinitive.

11690 R. L'EsTRANGK (J.), What business has a tortoise

among the clouds? 1761 SHERIDAN Mem. Miss Sidney

Bidulpk II. 308 She has no business to gu into her own

lonely hou>e again ; it would be enough lo kill her. 1849

RUSKIN .SVr-. Lamps iv. 13. 105 Such kind of architecture

has no business with rich ornament. '11859 KINGSI.LV

Misc. II. 311 That is no business of ours. 1878 H. SMART

Play ur Pay ix. (ed. 3' 177 A Captain of Dragoons has no

business with a wife ; but then we're always doing what

we've no business to do.

d. To mind ones mvn business: to attend to

one's own affairs, to refrain from meddling with

what does not concern one. Now colloq.

1625 BACON, Envy, Ess. iArb.> 512 Neither can he, that

mindeth but his own Businesse, finde much matter for

your own business,' growled his uncle.

e. To go about ones business : to go and attend

to one's own affairs, to go away ;
in imperative used

as a formula of impatient dismissal. So To send

about ones business : to dismiss unceremoniously,

to
' send packing'.

1687 J/rti-i/. Coll. ff Jas. 1 1 (Oxf. Hist. Sou.' 210 He was

a pert . . manr. . and . . might go about his business. 1702

Loud. C.az. No. 3801/6 They advised him to go about his

business. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull 70 Shall I leave all

this matter to thy management .. and go about my busi-

ness? 1749 FIKLDING Tom Jones xvi. v. 11840} 236/2 Go
about your business, I hate the sight of you. 1768 BLACK-

STONE Comm. III. 423 The basha . . sends them about their

business. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol. Eton. 62 He would ..

be told to go about his business.

f 17. A subject or topic of consideration or

discussion ; the subject of a book, etc. Obs.

(common in i;th c.")

1622 SI-ARROW Bk. Com. Prayer (1661) 128 This Sunday



BUSINESS.

. . the Kpistle and Gospel treat about the same businesse,

the birth of Christ. 1640-4 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692)

I. 42 When a Business was begun and in debate. 1652
Proc. Parliament No. 133. 2073 Resolved .. That .. the

House doe only take into consideration publique businesses,

and no private businesses. 1660 STASLEV Hist. Philos.

(1701) 379/1 The Pythagoreans . . were studiously addicted

to the business of Numbers. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 480 The

very Matter and Business of the Letters sufficiently dis-

covers them to be an Imposture.
18. vaguely, An affair, concern, matter. (Now

usually indicating some degree of contempt or im-

patience, esp. when preceded by a sb. in attrib.

relation.) Frequent in colloquial phrases like
' a

bad business',
t a queer business '.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. ii. i. 24 We would spend [an houre] in

some words vpon that Busmesse. 1658-9 KNIGHTLEY in

Burton Diary 11828* IV. 75 Their officer expostulated the

business with me. 1675 TRAHLKNE Ckr. Ethics xxvii. 433
It is a poor business for a man to be seuure that has nothing
to lose. 1706 Land. Gaz. No. 4012/1 A Business has lately

happened which may . . engage us in new
Disputes. 1805

Mcd. Jrnl. XIV. 354 The vaccinator should .. see his

patient at least four times during the progress of the busi-

ness. 18x3 SOUTHEV \elson II. 177 This boat business ..

might be part of a great plan of invasion. 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Romola i. iii. (iBSoi I. 40. 1868 H. KISGSLEY Sikote of S.

111. v. 73, I am getting so sick of the whole business.

tb. Affectedly used for an 'affair of honour', a

duel. Obs.
a 1637 B. JONSON Masque of Merc. Wks. V. 431 <N. For

that's the word of tincture, the business. Let me alone

with the business. I will carry the business. I do under-

stand the business. I do find an affront in the business.

c. colloq. Used with intentional indenniteness

of material objects. (Cf. affair, concern?)

1654 EVKLYN Diary (Chandos> 228 Sir Thos. Fowler's

aviane . . is a poor businesse. 1697 tr. Ctcss D'Annoys
Trav. 11706) 231 Some Pastry business, which burns the

Mouth, it is so excessively peppered. 1847 L. Hi NT Men,
Worn, ff Bks, I. i. 10 A business of screws and iron wheels.

19. Dealings, intercourse (wit/i). anh.
1611 BIBLE Judges xviii. 7 They . . had no businesse with

any man. 1843 CARLYLE Pastff Pr. iv. vi. (1872) 245 What
a shallow delusion is this . . That any man . . can keep
himself apart from men, have 'no business' with them,

except a cash-account
' business*.

tb. Euphemism for 'sexual intercourse . 0/>s.

1630 TAYLOR <N.i, Lais of Corinth, ask'd Demosthenes
One hundred crownes for one nights businose. 1654 Wit-i

Recreations (N. 1

, He does no business of thy wives, not he,

He does thy business \Coracine> for thee.

20. Theat. Action as distinguished from dia-

logue. (Formerly used more widely.)

1671 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal in. ii. (Arb.) 83,
'
I see here is a great deal of Plot, Mr. Hayes.' Bayes.

'

Yes,

now it begins to break ; but we shall have a world of more

business anon.' 1779 SHERIDAN Critic n. ii, The carpenters

say, that unless there is some business put in here . . they
shan't have time to clear away the fort. 1833 LAMB Eli-i

(1860) 264 He carried the same rigid exclusiveness of atten-

tion to the stage business. 1860 Comh. Mug. II. 749 They
sive the literary composition the almost contemptuous title

of '

words', while they dignify the movement:, of the actors

with the name of ' business'.

21. spec, (from 13 and 19): Trade, commercial

transactions or engagements.
1727 DK FOB Enff. Tradcsnt. iv. (1841' 1.30 The mer-

chants' exchange, where they manage, negotiate, and fre-

quently indeed beget business with one another. Ibid. If

they do not get money, they gain knowledge in busine^>.

1823 LAMB Elia 1 1860) 3 To open a book of business, or bill

of lading. 1862 BUKTON Bk-hunter I. 84 [People] who
wanted to do a stroke of business with some old volume.

1884 Times (weekly ed.) 12 Sept. 7/3 They are evidently

doing a very brisk business.

fig. 1847 Dii QUINCEY Secret Sac. Wks. VI.^56 It has

done business as a swindle through thirty generations. Ibid.

258 The goddess and her establishment of hoaxers at

Eleusis did a vast 'stroke of business
'

for more than six

centuries.

b. Place of business : usually in sfe. sense, a

shop, office, warehouse, commercial establishment ;

so also House of business, b. Hours of business,

business hours : the hours in the day during which

commercial or other business is transacted.

22. Man of business, f a. One engaged in

public affairs (ofo.). b. One engaged in mercan-

tile transactions. C. A man of business-like

habits, one skilled in business, d. The profes-

sional agent who transacts a person's legal busi-

ness, an attorney.
1670 BUKNET Let. to Brisbane^ I am . . resolved never to

have anything to do more with men of business, particularly
with any in opposition to the Court. 1712 STKELK Sped.
No. 466 P 3, I am a Man of Business, and obliged to be

much abruad. 1727 DK FOE Eng. Trade&m. iv
; (i84i)

I. 30
Men of business are companions for men of business. 1752
HUME Est. $ Treat. 117771 ' "3 ^*' Pericles, a man of

business, & a man of sense. 1787
' GAMBADO'^H. Bunbury)

Acad. fforsem. (1809) 30 By a man of business is not meant
a Lord of the Treasury, or a Commissioner of Accounts,

but what is called on the road, a rider, a bag-man, or bagster.

1857 BUCKLE Cii'ilis. I. xi. 629 If we were all men of busi-

ness our mental pleasures would be abridged. 1861 RAMSAY
Rcmin. vi. (ed. 18; 232 In Scotland it is usual to term the

law-agent or man of business of any party his 'doer'.

23. A commercial enterprise regarded as a
'

going concern* ; a commercial establishment with

all its 'trade', liabilities, etc.

Mod. {Heading of Advt. column) Businesses, etc., to be

disposed of.
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24. allrib. and in Comb., as business habits, hours,

house, letter, life, transaction, etc. ; also, busi-

ness-card, a card of a tradesman, manufacturer,

commercial traveller, etc., with his address and

various particulars as to the nature of his business,

used for advertising purposes ;
business end (used

humorously, see quot.) ;
business -looking a

,

having an appearance suggestive of business ;

business man man of business ;
see 11 b, c.

1865 DICKENS jl//. Fr. I. 3i7<Hoppei Bland strangers

ith "business-cards meeting the servants in the streets.

878 HOLBBOOK Hyg. Brain 56 The 'business end of a

carpet-tack. 1881 Daily Tel. 31 Jan., What are they to

do after 'business hours? 1839 UICKGNS Nick. Nick. 11, A

business-looking table, and several business-looking people.

1878 N. Amer. AYz>. CXXV1I. 109 The mass of 'business

men. 1840 CAKLYLE Heroes I. 36 Snorro. .almost in a brief

'business style, writes down, etc. 1871 MAKKUY Elcm. Law
(1874) 472 Nearlyall "business transactions have reference

. . to the ownership of property. 1861 BUKTON Bk-hiinttr

I. 38 Persons who might take a purely 'business view of

such transactions. 1850 CLOLUII Dipsychtis II. i. 49 Men s

"business-wits the only sane things.

Bu-sinessless, a. nonte-wd. Without business.

1881 Argosy XXXI. 375 His '

Hegira' from the business-

less chambers to which he objected.

Bu'siuess-like, . Of persons and things :

Suitable for business, befitting business
; apt for

business, practical, methodical, systematic. Hence

Bu'Sinessli ke-ness.

1791 BUKKE I'arr. 11844' HI- 349 They are steady, sen-

sible, and have business-like head*. 1804 G. Rosii Diarifs

(1860) II. 157 His Lordship .. had hardly ever anything
businesslike to say. 1875 Si L BBS Canst. Hist. I. ii. 18 In-

veterate and business-like gamblers. _

1886 I'all ZIull flnifg.

8 July 28/2 The essence of businesslikeness.

Busk bsk), s/t.
1 Also 6-7 buske. [a. F.

busc, of uncertain origin. Scheler regards it as

a doublet of F. toil wood : late L. boscum ^see

HUSH jA.i", ; of. the related F. biiche, OF. bitsche

fern., splinter of wood. In Fr. as in ling, the word

was formerly sometimes used for the whole corset,

and Littre considers it cognate with It. busto (see

BUST) ;
but this is unsatisfactory with regard to

both sense and form.]
A strip of wood, whalebone, steel, or other rigid

material passed down the front of a corset, and

used to stiffen and support it. Formerly and still

itial. applied also to the whole corset.

1592 WAKNKK Alb. l-'.ntr- \n. xxxvi. 175 Her face was Masla
. . her hodie pent with buske. 1611 COTGR., Bite, a buske,

plated bodie, or other quillfd thing, worne to make, or

keepe, the bodie straight. 1688 R. HOI.ME Armaury\\\.
94/2 A Busk . . is a strong peece of Wood, or Whalebone
thrust down the middle of the Stoinacker. 1755 MKS. C.

CI.ARKK Aid,'H:'f. H8.-7' 64 The want of which latter in-

strument of death |a daggel ]
I om.e saw supplied with a

lady's busk ; who had just presence of mind sufficient to

draw it from her stays. 1786 Misc. Kss. in Ann. Keg. 125/2

Whale bone and busks, which martyr European girls, they
know not. 1824 Craven Dial. 15, I lost my hollin busk,

Hnely flower'd. i86z M.\VHKW Crhii. Prisons 40 Bundles

of wooden busks, and little bits of whalebone.

Hence f Busk-point. 'The lace, with its tag,

which secured the end of the busk
'

(Nares). Obs.

1599 MAHSION AY. I'illnnic n. viii. 213, I saw him court

his Mistresse looking-glasse, Worship a busk-point. 1612

CHAPMAN Widdoivcs T. Plays 1873 III. 43 Certaine morall

disguises of coinesse. .ye borrow of art to couer your buske

points, a 1667 Wl i UEK rassian of Lore, He . . doth crave

her To grant him but a busk-point for a favour.

( Busk, sb.- Obs. Some kind of linen fabric.

1458 in Rogers Agric. <* Prices III. 478/2 Busk for table

linen 24^ ells <a /4 . 1480 Ace. EJ;i: IV in Privy /'. /;>/.
Eliz. of Yvrk 124 For wasshing of divers old peces of busk
and of a paillet vjtt.

t Busk, sb* Obs. Sc.
[(. BusKf.ijcf.BusKKY.]

Attire, dress, decoration.

1723 M'WARD Contemlin^s 3561 JAM. I Cloathcd and adorned
with the busk and bravery of beautiful and big words.

Busk, f. 1 Obs. exc. <>'('. and north, c/ial. Also

4-5 bosk, 4-7 buske, (4 buaky). See also BUSSI'.2

[Generally thought to be a. ON. biia-sk, refl. of

bi'ia to prepare ^sce BOUN ///. a.}, the refl. pron.

having been agglutinated to the stem, as in bask.

(The irans., i/ttr. and >v//. constructions are all found in

the earliest northern specimens of ME., so that no evidence

is available for their development : the order here followed

is purely provisional. But for the presumed derivation, it

would be more in accordance with the history of other

verbs, to start with the trans., including the refl., and take

the ititr. as the usual elliptical construction of the latter.)}

I. inlr. 1. To prepare oneself, get ready.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11585 t.Cott.) Rise vp, iosep, and busk

\CStt. busk (>e| and ga. c 1340 Can. q Cr. Knt. 509 Bryddez
busken to bylde. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce vm. 409 The king
buskit and maid him }ar. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2568, I bid

|?at ye buske, and no bode make, c 1440 York Myst. xxx.

87 Nowe wiffe, |>an ye blythely be buskand.

b. spec. 'I'o attire or deck oneself ; to dress.

1795 MACSEH.L Will q 7. Poems (1844) 72 Jean . . loo'd to

busk aye In her hame-spun thrifty work. 1875 in Lane.
Gloss. (E. D. S.) 62 Come busk up, an' let's be off.

C. Iransf. To essay, attempt.
c 1340 Ale.i: ff Dina. 135 Whan ber buskede a burn a bow

for to louche.

2. To set out, go (chiefly with notion of speed) ;

to hie, hurry, haste.

BUSK.

1 1300 Cursor .If. 4300 Quell bou sets him busk to be, buu

do be stallworthli to flei. c 1350 Leg. Catlwl., Pope Greg.
12 Thai bosked to the biriing. 1375 Joseph A rim. 202

pe kyng . . to his bed buskes. 1373 BABBOUR Bruce x. 404
Ane of the vachis . . buskit thiddjrward but baid. c 1440

BOUR Bruce x. 404
. but baid. 1440

Cain, ft Col. L 24 (JAM.) He maid his offering; Syne buskit

hame the samyne way. 1583 STAXYHCRST XntidM. (Arb.)

102 Flee my sun, and busk on. 1876 ROBINSON Bfi& Yorksh.

Gloss. (E. D. S.)
' Now, come busk' be off!

3. To busk up : to get up, rise.

c 1340 Cav.'. $ Gr. Knt. 1128 pay busken vp bilyue, blonk-

kez to sadel. <ri3o Know Thyself K\ E. E. P. (1862) 133

pe morwe he buskejj vp to rise.

II. trans.

4. To prepare, make, or get ready ;
to set in

order, fit out. Still in Si. (Sometimes with up.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 11710 Apon be morn bai ware busked to

bair wai. c 1335 E. E. A Hit. I'. C. 437 per he busked hym
a hour, c 1430 Erie of Tolom 232 [We] were buskyd yare,
( )n owre jurney for to fare. 1460 Lybeans Disc. 822 Buske
her and make her boun. 1663 SPALDING Trout. Chns. f (1792)
I. 108 (JAMJ The covenanters, .busked the yard dykes very

commodiously. 1818 SCOTT F. M. Perth v, It were hard to

deny thie time to busk thy body-clothes. 1839 Blac/m'.

Mag. XLV. 179 Heaven help us . . if the good lady's specs
are not

' busked
'

and ready in the case !

5. To dress, attire, accoutre, adorn, dress up ;

' to dress' in its widest sense. Still in Sc.

6-1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 142 pou burne for no brydale art

busked in wedez ! (11440 Sire Degm'.\w Hyt was buskyd
above With besauntus ful bryjth. 1535 STEWART Cron.

Scot. II. 390 King Bredus buskit in armour brycht. 1663
SPALDING frank. Chas. 1 (18291 7 The lady Frendraught
. . busked in a white plaid . . came weeping and mourning
to the Bog. 1787 BURNS Bnrlesij. Lament ii, But now they'll

Imsk her like a fright, 1800-24 CAMPBELL Cora Linn iii,

Hedges, busk'd in bravery, Look'd rich that sunny morn.

b. spec. To dress a fishing-hook.
1814 SCOTT Wav. I. ix. 123 He has done nothing . . unless

trimming the laird's fishing-wand or busking his flies. 1819
Klaclav. Mag. V. 124 His daughter .. we have sometimes

seen '

busking hooks '. i823Scon Qiifniiit D. xii, I. .use not

to gulp the angler's hook because it is busked up with a

feather called honour.

C. fig.
1656 TKAPF Coiiini. Kcv. xvii. 3 His head only before was

busked with the blasphemy . . now his whole body. 1827

I'OLLOK Course of Time VI, The frothy orator, who busked

his tales In quackish pomp of noisy words.

6. To dispatch, hurry, hasten.

1413 LYDG. t'ylgr. Son<le i. xxii. (18591 25 Deth spareth no

persone . . but buskyth you vnto pyttes brynke. 1877 PEA-
COCK -V. W. Line. Gloss. lE. D. S.I Busk, to hasten, to

hurry forward.
' Noo busk thee sen off, an' doant stan

gaw min' there for a week.
' '

I liv'd sarvant wi' her for a

bit, but she buskt me aboot while I couldn't bide it.'

III.
r,-Jl.

7. To prepare or equip (oneself;, get ready;
now csp. Si: to dress, clothe, or deck (oneself).
a 1300 Cursor M. 10556 Anna busked hir and yede. c 13*5

Pol. Songs 239 Hue bosketli huem with botouns, Ase nit

wereabrude. cmaBoneFlor. 276 My lord will buske hym
to ryde. 1515 .Scott. Fielil 83 in dietham Misc. (1856) II,

He bid buske and bowne him, to go on his message. 1600

FAIIUAX Tasso Vll. xxxvii. 124 The noble Baron . . buskt

him boldly to the dreadful! fight. 1863 BARING- GOULD
Iceland 125 Grettir busked himself for a cold ride.

8. 'I'o betake oneself; to hie one.

c 1350 H'ill. Palcrne 2477 pei busked hem homward. 1377
LANGL. /'. /'/. B. IX. 133 Buske }ow to bat bote and bideth

}e ber-inne. 1558 PHAER .-Etieiit iv. Kj mar?, note, Mer-

cury busketh him forward. 1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel. ix.

(1633) 27 Gathelus and his wife, .were faine to buske them,
with all their traine into Europe. 1877 [see 6].

Busk, z'.
2 Naiil. [app. a. obs. F. twsfutr to

shift, filch ; prowle, catch by hook or crook ;

busquer fortune to go seek his fortune' (Cotgr.),
ad. It. buscare 'to filch, to prowl, to shift for'

(Florio
1

,
or Sp. buscar, OSp. boscar to seek ; perh.

orig.
'

to hunt', or ' to beat a wood ', f. bosfo wood.]
1. intr. Of a ship : To beat or cruise about ;

to

beat to windward, tack : with adv. about, to and

again. Also to busk it out : to weather a storm

by tacking about.

1665 Loml, Gaz. No. 9/2 A Ship from Longsound, who
hath been busking too and again this Fortnight. 1678
WVCHERLEY Pl.-Dealcr in. i. 33 Go, busk about, and run

thyself into the next great Man's Lobby. 1713 C. JOHNSON
Success/. Pirate i. i (D.iThe ship was found busking on the

seas without a mast or rudder, a 1734 NORTH Lives II. 316
Sometimes a-try and sometimes a-hull we busked it out.

b. ' To cruise as a pirate'. [Perh. the original

sense : cf. It. buscare, F. 6nst/uer above .]

1867 SMYTH .Sailor's Word-bk, , Busking, piratical cruising.

c. trans. To busk the seas : ? = to scotir the seas.

1747 J. LIND Lett. Navy \. (1757) 29 Three deck'd ships
are too large and unweildy to busk the seas, as they call it.

2. fig. To go about seekingyw', to seek after.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. iii. P 123. 203 The Parties would

be less industrious to busk about for any other [defence].

Lives II. 122 My Lord Rochester . . was inclined . . to

busk for some other way to raise the supply, ibid. III. 54

Running up and down and through the city . . perpetually

busking after one thing or other.

3. slang. See quots. (But perhaps this is a dis-

tinct word. Hence Bu'sking vbl. sl>. and
ppl.

a.

1851 MAYHEW Lotttf. Labour I. 215 Obtain a livelihood

by
'

busking ', as it is technically termed, or, in other words,

by offering their goods for sale only at the bars and in the

taprooms and parlours of taverns. Ibid. fed. 2) III. 216

Busking is going into public houses and playing and singing
and dancing. Ibid. 222 Busking, that is going into public



BUSK.

houses and cutting likenesses of the company. 1860 Cernh.
Mag. II. 334 Thieves* words and phrases . . selling obscene
songs busking. 1874 Sunday Mag, Xmas No. i Chair-
caners, 'busking vocalists', musicians and acrobats.

Busk, '.
3

[Origin unknown ; if not identical

with prec.] intr. Of fowls : To move or shift

about restlessly or uneasily.
1567 TURBERV. Passions in Chalmers Epitaphs^ fyc., Bird*

will alway buske and bate and scape the fowlers trap. 1575
Bk. Fakonrie 4 This sorte of hawkes do never use to

plume or tyre uppon the foul whom they have seazed untill

such time as they percieve it to leave busking and bating.
1835 MARRYAT Olla Podr. v, A hole . . as large as if a covey
of partridges had been busking in it.

tBusk, v.* tObs. ra>-e~'. [?f. busk, var. of
bush : cf. BUSH z/.l But possibly, an application
of BUSK vt} intr.

1653 W. LAUSON in Arb. Eng. Garner I. 194 This fly . .

among wood or close by a bush, moved in the crust of the
water is deadly in an evening . . This is called

'

Husking
for Trout'.

Busk^e, obs. form of BUSH.

Buskayle, var. of BUSHAILE, Obs.

t Bu-skboard. Obs. [? f. BUSK j//.i (or ? j-.i)

+ BOAKD.] A part of the apparatus for hanging
the clapper of a bell. See BALDRIC 4.

1857 W. C. LUKIS Ch. Bells 24 The great object in sus.

pending a clapper. The ancient mode with hawdrick and
buskboard, was clumsy and expensive.

Busked (bskt), ///. a. 1 In mocl.Sc. buskit.

[f.
BUSK I/.' +-KD.] Dressed, attired

; decked.
1787 BURNS Biirtcsg. Lament i, Nae joy her bonie buskit

nest Can yield ava.

Busked,///, a.2
[f.

BUSK rf.l *- -KI^.] Pro-
vided with or wearing a busk.

1876 Miss BROUGHTON Joaniv, Mrs. Moberly's is not that

tight, compact, well-busked fat.

BuskelT, Busken, obs. fi". BUSKLE, BUSKIN.
Busker (b-skaj). [f. BUSK W.I+-ER!.] One

that prepares, attires, dresses, etc.

1568 SIR F. KNOLLYS in C0TO/<. J/<ii'. 11867) 48 She praysed
Mystres Marye Ceaton for being the fyne.st busker, that is

to say, the fynest dresser of a womans heade or heare. that
is to be seen in any countrye. 1819 Black. Mug. V. 233
His enumeration of the famous fly-buskers of Anld Reekie?

t Bu'sket. Obs. rare. [f. busk, var. of BUSH sbl
+ -KT, or ad. Kr. bosquet : cf. also BusHET, BOSKKT.]
1. (See quot.)
1579 SPENSER Shepk. Cal. May 10 To gather May buskets

[Gloss. Baskets, a diminutive, little bushes of hauthorne],
2. = BOSKET.

1803 W. ROSE Autaitis 127 Wend thy way Thro' yonder
buskets.

Buskey, -ie, obs. forms of BUSHY, BUSKV a.

Buskill, var. of BUSKLE, v. Obs.

Buskin (buskin). Also 6 buskyn(g, busken,
6-7 buskine, busgin. [A word existing in many
European langs. : known inKng.sinceiGthc. Cf.Fr.

brouseqnin (i6thc.), early mod.Du. brozckcn ;now
broosken), Sp. borcegul, formerly also bossegtii, Pg.
borteguim (Dozy cites as earlier forms inorseqiiill,

mffseyutn), It. bortacehino ; the synonymous Fr.

brodequin, BKODF.KIN, q. v., is doubtless related, but
the phonetic relations are obscure. The special
source of the Eng. is uncertain : the early mention of
'

Spanish buskin
'

might suggest that it was adopted
from Spain, a view in some degree supported by
the fact that OSp. boszegu! (Minsheu) is the only
continental form without the r. (The Sp. word
appears to have originally had a final : cf. borce-

gitincro buskin maker.) But it is not impossible
that the Eng. word was corrupted from Fr. or Du.
The ultimate etymology is unknown. Diez regarded the

Romanic words as a. Du. brozeken, and this as a dim. of
broze, supposed by him to be ultimately ad. late L. bymi
leather. But the wide diffusion of the word in Romanic
and its late appearance in Du. are inconsistent with this

hypothesis, which Dutch etymologists decisively reject isee
BRODEKIN! ; and the Romanic forms do not admit of deriv-
ation from byrsa. The appearance of the Sp. and Pg. words
suggests an oriental origin, but the Arabic etymology pro-
posed by Dozy is far-fetched and untenable. The OF. lirois-

segnin, britsquin, the name of a woollen fabric, is prob.
unconnected ; Godef. says that the material was so called
from-its colour : cf. BRUSK.]

1. A covering for the foot and leg reaching to

the calf, or to the knee
;
a half-boot.

1503 Privy P. Kxp. Elk. York
(18301 86 Twoo payre of

buskins for the Queues grace at . . iiijj. the payre. 1530
PALSGR. 202/1 Buskyng, brodeqnin. Ibid. 907 The buskyns.
les krouscqiiins. c 1550 // >// of Deny11 1 Collier) 9, I geue
to euery Ruffian, .a payre of chayned buskens. 1579 Lane.
Wills (1860) II. 178 My Spanishe buskins furred. 1596
SPENSER f. Q. i. vi. 16 Sometimes Diana he her takes to be ;

But misseth bow and shaftes, and buskins to her knee. 1671
F. PHILLIPS Reg. Necess. 28 They, .put on Furre Buskins of
white Leather. 1683 CHAI.KHII.L Thealma # Cl. 51 White
Buskins lac'd with ribbanding they wore. 1781 GIBBON
Dect. ff F. III. Ixiii. 583 He assumed the royal privilege of
red shoes or buskins. 1860 Miss YONGF. Stokes/ey Seer. i.

(1880) 186 A .. shrewd-looking labourer in. .high buskins and
old wide-awake.

2. spec. The high thick-soled boot (cothurnus)
worn by the actors in ancient Athenian tragedy ;

frequently contrasted with the ' sock
'

(sofcus), or
low shoe worn by comedians.
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1570 LEVINS Manip. 133 A Buskin, cothurnus. 1597 Pp.
HALL Sat. i. i. 19 Trumpet, and reeds, and socks, and buskins
fine. 1663 BP. PATRICK Parab. Pilgr. xxxiv. t t668) 262 The
Play is ended, and the high-heel'd Buskins are pull'd off.

'7*3 J- BROWN Poetry ft Mas. vi. 1 19 The Buskin . . hight-
ened the Stature. 1871 MORLEV Crit. Misc. ,1886) 1. 127 Doff
the buskin or the sock, wash away the paint from their
cheeks, and gravely sit down to meat.

b. Hence ^. and transf. The style or bpirit of
this class of drama ; the tragic vein

; tragedy.
To put on the buskins: to assume a tragic style;
to write tragedy.
1579 SFKXSER Sliepli. Cal. Oct. 113 How I could reare the

Muse on stately stage, And teache her tread aloft in bus-kin
fine. [Gloss., the buskin in poetrie is vsed for tragical matter.

|

1679 DRYDEN Tr. f, Cr. Pref. B ij, I doubt to smell a little
too strongly of the Buskin. 1711 H. CROMWELL Let. /,>

J'ofejVec. I736V. 114 Mr. Wilks.. has express'd a furious
ambition to swell in your buskins. 1817 BVRON iieffoxxx\,He was a critic upon operas, too, And knew all niceties of
the sock and buskin. 1860 A. WINDSOR Kthica iii. 171 Our
English dramatists combine the office ofcomedy and tragedy
writers in one and the same person . . Aristophanes, Plautus,
and Terence never put on the buskin.

C. attrili. Tragic.
1602 Return ft: Parnass. \. ii. .Arb. i 12 Marlowe was

happy in his buskine muse. 1709 STF.KLK Tatler'Ho. 47 5
Gentlemen who write in the Buskin Style. 1747 W. HOBS'-
LEY Fool 1 17481 ii. 187 The Stile .. has something of the
Buskin Vaunt.

3. Attyib. and Comb., as buskin-maker ; buskin-
wise adv., after the manner of a buskin.
1591 PF.RCIVALI. Sp. Diet., Borr.ognineria. a buskin makers

shop, Cethurnetria sutrina. 1637 BRIAN 7Vttf-/v(>///. 1167,,)
47 This messenger . . is a very plain fellow in his Holy-day
Jacket, and his busking Hose. 1725 BRADLEY f'am. Diet.
II. s.v. Knee, Wrap the Knees in Oil Cloth, Buskinwise.

Bu-skin, v. noin\---i'J.
[f. prec. sb.] trans. To

cover as with a buskin.

1793 Monthly Rev. XVIII. 542 Her population .. bad
zoned every hilt with vines . . and buskined its foot with
the various species of corn.

t Buskina-de. nona-wii.
[f. BUSKIN sb. +

-AWE, on analogy of bastinaJc (-at/o^, blockade, etc.]
A blow with a buskin.

1653 UHQI-HART Rabelais ii. xv, How wouldest thou defend
thyself? With great buskinadesor brodkin blows, answered
he.

Buskined (bc'skind),///. a.
[f. Bi SKIN sb. +

-ED 2
.]

1. Shod or covered with buskins.

1590 SIIAKS. Arias. .V. II. i. 71 The bouncing Amazon Your
bnskin'd Mistresse. 1704 PorK Windsor For. 168 Her
buskin'd Virgins. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT Makers Flor. iv.

104 A brown peasant boy of ten, with buskined legs.
2. spec. Wearing the buskins of tragedy ; "fig. and

/rails/., concerned with or belonging to tragedy.
1626 MASSINGKR Ran. Actor i. i, The Greeks, to whom we

owe the first invention Both of the buskined scene & humble
sock. 1742 VOL-NG A"/. Th. VI. 349 See the buskin'd chief
Unshod. .Reduc'd to his own Stature. 1820 HAZLIIT Lect.
Ih-tiin. Lit. 135 They would be ranted on the stage by some
buskined hero or tragedy queen.

b. Tragic; dignified, elevated, lofty.
>S95 MARKHAM SirR. Griniiile Ixxi, Rich buskin'd Seneca.

1632 BROME Court Kegg. in. i. Wks. 1873 I. 220 Petra[r)k's
buskin'd stile. (11771 GRAY Poems (17751 35 I" buskin'd
measures move Pale Grief, and pleasing Pain. 1838 9
HALLAM Hist. Lit. III. m. vi. 98 The interest serious, but
not always of buskined dignity. 1841 DF QriNCEV Hf.tner
*r //.Wks. VI. 393 To speak in a sort of stilted, or at least
buskined language.

t Bu-sking, vbl. sb.i S,: Obs. [f. BUSK v .1 +
-ING 1

.]

1. Fitting out, attiring ; concr. attire.
e 1320 Sir Tristr. 92 Blif:e was his bosking. 1619 7..

Bovn Last Battell 961 (JAM. I Too curious busking is the
mother of lusting lookes. 1632 RUTHERFORD Lett, xxiii.

(1862) I. 90 The wooer's busking and bravery . . are in vain.

1638 Rtlat. Accidentt in Harl.Misc. iMalh.i IV. 289 Some
lhad] . . their outward buskings not one thread singed.
fig. 1637 RUTHERFORD Letters 70 Godliness is more than
the outside and this world's passments and their buskings.

f b. spec. The dressing of the head ; head-dress.

1571 ASCHAM 5
>

fo&M.(Arb.)54 Either a slouinglie busking,
or an ouerstaring frounced bed. 1621 .SV. Act. Jas.VI, xxv.

g^3
That none weare upon their Heads, or Buskings, any

Feathers.

t 2. Setting out, departure. Obs.
>i

f
1300 Cursor M. 3245 Bun was he made til his bu^kyng,

Wit tresur grette and riche ring.

Bu'Sking, vbl. sb*
[f. BUSK v.-']

'
Piratical

cruising ; also, used generally, for beating to wind-
ward along a coast, or cruising off and on

'

Smyth Sailor 's ll'ord-bk.}. A\so/if. (see qnot.\
1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 310 This practice, .for which

they had a technical term ofreproach, viz.
'

going a-busking'.
[The practice was to pawn property not bis own, shift his

quarters and disappear.]

Busking, vbl. sb. and ///. a. : see BUSK z.2 3.

t Bu'skle, v. Obs. Also 6 buskel, buskill, 7
buskell. [app. a frequentative of BUSK zi.

1
; the

senses correspond closely to senses oibusk, and both
verbs are in the early examples often accompanied
by the ppl. adj. bcnm. See BUSTLE z>.]

1. trans. To 'busk', prepare, equip, attire.

(Chiefly reft.)
a 1555 BRADFORD IMs. 445 Buskel thyself, and make thee

bowne to turn to the Lord. 1585 PII.KING ION Ji-if. Xeliem.

Wks. (1848) 352 They buskle and bowne tht-inselves to this

BUSS.

work. 1594 CAREW 7V?Kff(i88it 117 Buskled in armes . .

them readie make The ten knights.
2. intr. To prepare oneself; hence, to set out,

start on a journey, address oneself to a task
; to

set to work (csp. nastily or promptly).
11535 MORE m-s. 11557) 81 In what place .. ye stand

whan ye buskle forward. 1583 STANVHCRST sEncid in.
<Arbj 81 King Helenas. . From towne to us buskling. 1594CAREW Tasso(lB&i) 53 The C'ampe to armes which buskelled
1602 WARNER Alb. Jing. xli. Ixxvii. 313 Then buskling to
his Sword cride Theeues.
3. intr. To hurry about

;
to be in agitation or

commotion, to bustle.

'545 JOYK F.xp. Dan. ii. iR.i Now began the bisshopes to
busskle and bere rule. 1561 AWDELAV Frat. I'acal. 15 This
Mouthful! knave wyll buskill and scratch when he is called
in the morning. 1586 \V. WARNER All'. Kng. i. vi. 22 In
buskling vp and downe In Plutocs Pallace, to her ioy,
Proserpine he found. 1642 ROGERS Xaatnan 174 He bus-
kells and takes on like a mad man.
4. trans. To agitate, shake, toss

; L. jaitare.
(Cf. BKUSTLK i',2 2, and BUSTLK ->. 5.)
1581 STL-DLF.V Seneca's Hercules (XI. 189 He buskling vp

his burning Mane, doth dry the dropping south,

t Bu-skling, -M. sb. Obs.[f. prec. vb. + -ING
'.]

Kager activity, bustling ; scuffling, agitation.
1548 THOMAS Itai. Grain,, DimenammtOt buskelyng or

shakyng. 1563-87 FOXE A. q .V. (15961 309/1 The princes
seruants . . hearing the buskling, came with great hast.

1571 GOI.DIXG Calvin on 1's. Iv. 2 A shutting or buskling
suche as is wont to bee in a great preace of people. 1600
Hoi.LAND Li'.y n. xlix. 7i 'Suddainly, at the very tirsi

buskling [friinavi trepidationetn\.

fBu-skry. Sc. Obs.
[f. BUSK sb:-'- + -nv.] Attire.

1723 M'WARD Cmitemiiiigs 324 (JAM.) We must not be
pleased or put off witli the buskry or bravery of words.

Busky ^bzrski . a.
[f. busk, var. of BUSH sb\ +

v; cf. BUSHY, BOSKY.] Bosky, bushy.
1570 I.EUXS Kltinip. 99 Buskye, damasiis. 1596 SIIAKS.

T Hen. //", v. i. 2 The Sunne begins to peere Aboue yon
busky hill. 1600 Tor RNEUR Transf.Met. xlviii. Wks. II. 206
And sometimes nibble on the buskie root. 1606 J. RAVNOI ns
Dolamys Print. 1 1880) 71 Huge Tmolus . . with buskey bail e.

, 1800 K. WHITE Clift Gr. 272 Von busky dingle.

Busle, busling, obs. ff. BUSTLK, BUSTLING.
Busmar, variant of BISMKU, Obs., shame.

Busment, obs. form of BUSBMENT.
Buss b;;s), rf. 1 Forms : 4-7 busse, 5 busoh,

6 busche, 7 buce, busoie, (brisse, burse).
bushe, 8 buche, bush, 7- buss. [A word found in

many Kuropean langs.: OF. busse, OSp. buce, bitzo,
Pr. bus, med.L. (i2th c.) bucia, bussa

\ also
OHO. (rare) bir.o, MUG. buze, ON. bu-,a, OE.
btitse.(-carlas in OE. Chron. A.D. 1066, Du. buis,
whence app. mod.G. biise, F. base, and sense 2

below. In sense I the word probably came into

English from OK. The remoter etymology is un-
known

;
the OF. busse cask, is usually assumed

to be identical.]

fl. A vessel of burden; perh. similar in build
and rig to 2. Obs. exc. Hist., or as in 2.

1330 R. BRL'NNE Chron. 153 Busses britti Charged with
vitaile, with gode men & douhti. Ibid. 169 J>ei sauh fer

in be se A grete busse & gay. 1538 Al-eni. Rcgist. V. 16

(JAM.) Ane busche quhilk was takin be the Franchemen. 1611
SI-EED ///?". Gt. Brit. ix. vii. 25 Thirteene Buces or Buscies.
which had each of them three course of Sailes. 1865 Cortifi.

Mag. XII. 375 Richard's fleet.. with its heavy busses and
dromons for carrying horses and provisions.

2. spec. A two- or three-masted vessel of various

sizes, used esp. in the Dutch herring-fishery; in

1 794 identified with a '

fly-boat '.

1471 Sc.Actt Jas. Ill (1597) 48 That Lordes, Barronnes,

CHILD Disc. Trade 11698) 56 A Dutchman will be content
to employ a stock of 5 or locoo/. in burses. 1706 DE FOE
Jure Di~'. I. 10 Neptune . . In Holland's Buss for Herrings
Fish'd. 1749 H'eatth Gt. Rrit. 37 The vessels that go upon
this fishery, are buches, or busses, of the burthen of 70 to

100 tons. 1776 FALCONER Diet. Marine, Buss, a ship of
two masts, used by the English and Dutch in their herring
fisheries. It is generally from 50 to 70 tons burthen. 1794
RigginS $' Seamanship I. 239 Buss, a Dutch fishing-vessel
with three short masts, each in one piece. On each is carried

a square-sail, and sometimes a topsail above the mainsail.

[A plate is given.] 1867 Q. Rev. Apr. 317 The. .fishery has
seen year by year the number of its busses decrease.

b. attrib. and in comb. See also BUS-CARL.

1580 in Wadley Bristol (IY//s(i886) 226 The busse chest

in the Alarie. 1615 Trades Incr. in Harl. Misc. iMalh.)
III. 308 Buss-fishing is more easy than any other kind of

fishing. 1667 UENHAM Direct. Paint, iv. v. 12 Buss-Skippers
. .stamp to think Their Catching-craft is over. 1776 ADAM
SMITH W. N. (1869) II. iv. v. 94 Two-thirds of the buss-

caught herrings are exported. Ibid. 95 The great encour-

agement which a bounty, .gives to the buss fishery. Ibid.

The establishment of the buss bounty.

Buss (bs), sb? Now arch, and dial. Also

6-7 busse. [app- an alteration of the earlier

BASS sb? ; cf. also Sp. buz, Ger. dial, buss, which
however may be only parallel onomatopoeias.] A
kiss, a smack.

1570 TURBERV. Ladie Venus, tyc. He that brings him
home againe, A busse V yet not a busse alone doubtlesse
shall haue. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. in. x. 46 Every satyre first

did give a busse Tu Hellenore. 1634 J. LEVETT Order.



BUSS. 1208 BUSTLE.

Bees Pref. Poems, The winged Citizens of mount Hymete

a hearty buss. 1859 E. WAUCH Lane. Songs in Lane. Gloss.

(E. D. S.) 63 Let mammy have a buss. 1863 Sat. Rev. 368
Giving him a hearty buss upon each cheek. i88aTKMNvsoN
Prom. May n. (1886) 117 Gi'e us a buss fust, lass.

b. Kissing.
1708 PRIOR Mice, After much buss and great grimace

Much chat arose.

BUSS (bzTs), v.1 arch, and dial. Also 6-7
busse, 7 boss {dial.} ; pa. t. 6 bust. [Belongs
to Buss j/'.2]

1. trans. To kiss. (See quot. 1648.)
1571 R. EDWARDS Damon $ P. in Hazl. Dodsley IV.

82 \ our wife now will buss you. 1595 SHAKS. John in. iv.

35, I will thinke thou smil'st, And busse thee as thy wife.

1648 HERRICK Hesper. (1823) I. 266 Kissing and bussing
differ both in this, We busse our wantons, but our wives we
kisse. 1719 D'URFRV Pills (1872) V. 95 To every one that
I did meet, I bravely bussed my Hand. 1847 TENNYSON
Princ. \. 213 You . . Nor burnt the grange, nor buss'd the

milking-maid. 1866 G. MEREDITH I'ittoria xxix. 11886) 300
Up with your red lips, and buss me a Napoleon salute.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. <$ Cr. iv. v. 220 Yond Towers, whose
wanton tops do busse the clouds, Must kisse their owne
feet. 1607 Cor. m. ii. 75 Thy knee bussing the stones.

2. absol.

1635 QUARLES Embl. n. viii. (1718) 93 Come buss and
friends, my lamb. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 69,
I now forgive you heartily ; let's buss and be friends. 1879
BROWNING Ned Brattsz&sSo blubbered we, and bussed, and
went to bed.

Buss, t'.
2

, Sc. form of BUSK v^ To attire, dress,

dress up, deck, adorn
;
to dress v a fishing hook).

i In Hawick, before the annual Common-riding, the ancient
'colour' or town's standard is ceremoniously bussed for the
occasion with ribbons, etc.)

c 1570 Leg. Bp. St. Andreivs In Scot. Poems i6t/i C. II. 331
A cowe [i.e. scarecrow] bust in a biscops place. 1805 A.
SCOTT Poems (18111 18 t'jAM.J Wi' fly-buss'd hook, an' fish-

ing rod. 1818 Edin. Mag. 327 (JAM.) I'll buss my hair
wi' the gowden brume. 1882 Proc. Beru>. Nat. Club IX.
No. 3. 562 Only the feathers to

' buss flies'.

Buss, variant of Bus sb
t
omnibus.

Buss, obs. form of BURSE, BUSH.

Bussard, -erd,-ly, obs. forms of BUZZARD, -LY.

Busschel, -chop(e, obs. ff. BUSHEL, BISHOP.

Busse, obs. form of Buss, Buz/.

Bussel(l, obs. form of BUSTLE.

f Bu'ssell, busshell. Obs. Var. of BOSSKLL,
the 'print* of a mazer or drinking-bowl.
r 1530 in Gutch Coll, Cr, II. 314 The mending of a Bason

. . and the makyng of thamell and the bussell withe my
Lordis Armes. 1625 in Rymer Fcedera XVIII. 236 The
bason enamelled about the busshell and brymme.
Bussh-, obs. spelling of BUSH-.

fBusshe. Obs. [Cf. JftifA-to* in BUSH rf.i i >.]

Boxwood.
1430 Test. Ebor. II. 8 Pecten de busshe.

Bussing (b^'sin), vbl. sb^ Also bossing (dial. .

[f. Brss v.\ + -ING*.] Kissing.
1577 NORTHBROOKF. Dicing ( 1843) 166 A very kindling of

lechery, whereto serveth all that bussing. 1656 DuGARD
Gate Lat. Unl. 626 All lechery, uncomly bussings . . are

unchastitie and defile the mind. 1691 RAY X. C. was. s. v.

Osse, Ossing comes to bossing. Prov. Chesh. 1882 TFNNY-
sos Prom. May n. (1886) 117 Wasn't thou and me a-bussin'

o' one another t'other side o' the haaycock?
t Bussing, vbl. sb* Si: Obs. [f.

Buss v.~]
1. = BUSKING vbl. sbl
?n6oo Reid Squair xv. in Evergreen II. 230 To put the

Bussing on thair Theis.

2. ' A linen cap or hood, worn by old women,
much the same as Toy* (Jamieson'.
1788 PICKEN Poems 59 (JAM.) Witches . . Wi long-tailed

bussins, ty'd behin*.

Bussle, obs. or Sc. form of BUSTLE.

t Bu*ssle-h.eaded, a. dial. ? Obs. See quot.
a 17*2 LISLF.//;^/'. 11757410.) 183 The ears [of wheat] being

long and heavy were bussle-headed, that is, did hang their

heads downward into the sheaf.

II BUSSU. A South American name for a species
ofpalm (Manuaria saccifera\ the spathes of which

supply a kind of coarse strong cloth. Hence
bttssu pafw, Intsszt cloth.

1858 HOGG I'eg. Kingd. 754 Manicaria sacclfera is a
native of Brazil .. where it is called Bussu. 1858 Ibid. 755
Between layers of the smooth Bussu cloth. 1866 Treas. Bot.

II. 717/2. 1885 LADY BRASSEY / Trades 166 The delicate

brown net-work that covers the spathe of the Bussu palm.

Bussyii(n)e, var. of BUYSINE, Ofis.
t trumpet.

Bust (b#st), st>.
1

[a. F. buste (of which Littre

gives no examples earlier than I7th c.), ad. It.

busto Sp., Pg. bitsto, Pr. bustz (rare). The pri-

mary sense in It., and the only sense in Pr., is

'trunk or upper portion of the body*. The origin
of the Romanic word has not been satisfactorily
ascertained ; see Diez, Scheler, Littre.j
1. A piece of sculpture representing the head,

shoulders, and breast of a person. Cf. BUSTO.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 264 Over his grave was . . the
Statua or Bust . . to the middle part of nis body. 1768
KARL CARLISLE in G. Sehvyn $ Contetnp. II. 311, I have this

morning been sitting for my bust, which is to be done in

marble. 1816 BYRON Ch. liar. in. Ixvi, Their tomb was

simple, and without a bust. 1821 Jnetn HI. viii,

Romances paint at full length people's wooings, But only
give a bust of marriages. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece III. 3
The reward . . consisted in three stone busts of Hermes.

? Influenced by L. bustum sepulchral monu-
ment.

teach . . The dirge to murmur, and the bust to rise, a 1771
GRAY (\-j-j $) Poems, Can storied urn or animated bust Back
to its mansion call the fleeting breath ?

2. The upper front part of the human body ; the

bosom (esp. of a woman),
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., In speaking ofan antique, we

say the head is marble, and the bust porphyry, or bron/e,
that is, the stomach and shoulders. 1819 BYROX Juan n.

cxix, There was an Irish lady, to who-e bust I ne'er saw

justice done. 1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies 32 His naked
bust would have furnished a model for a statuary. 1886
Miss CLKVELAND in Pall Mall G. 13 Mar. 13/2, I do not ap-

prove of any dress which shows the bust.

f 3. transf. A swelling or protuberance. Obs.

1653 UnQrHART,ffd/tf/<mi. viii, It [i.e. a necklace] reached
down to the very bust of the rising of his belly [Fr, a la

boucque du petit venire.]

4. attfib. and Comb., as bust-maker, bust-like adj.
1826 Blacks, Mag. XIX. 393 Her lips were not wont to

be so cold and white . . not so moveless and bustlike her
bosom. 1837 CARI.YLK Fr. Rr<'. I. v. iv. 217 Will the Bust-
Procession pass that way? 1860 HAWTHORNK^/rtr/;. Faun I.

i. 5 You never chiselled . . a more vivid likeness than this,

cunning bust-maker as you think yourself.

Bust, sb.- A box : see Bi'STE.

t Bust, z*.
1 Obs. exc. Idial. [Origin unknown :

cf. BASTE v?>, also Sw. dial, bysta (Kietz), OF.
boster (rare, ? var. of twitter) to knock at a door,
MDu. btiust cudgel, f. Imusschen to beat.] trans.

To beat, thrash.
a 1225 Juliana, 24 Speche bu maht spillen ant ne speden

nawiht bah \>\\ me Uiste and beate. c 1230 Halt .!/,/</. 31

Beateope &. buste'5 be as his ibohte brel. c 1400 A lexius
< Laud MS. 463) 331 Ofte J>ei him bete and buste (riiitt'-ivd,

nistei. [1808-25 JAMIESON, To bust) to beat, Aberd.]

Bust (,bpst). Dialectal or vulgar pronunciation
of Bi'RST sb. and v.

; often adopted with humorous
intention, esp. in U.S. spec. *a frolic; a spree'
; Bartlett; ; cf. BURST sb. 7. Hence Bust-head a.

a 1860 ( 'aliforniaSong\. Bart let t', When we get our pockets
full Of this bright, shinm' dust We'll .. spend it on a bust.
a 1860 J. C. NEAL Dolly Joiies (Harriett', I was soon fotch'd

up in the victualling line- and I busted, for the benefit ofmy
creditors. 1885 Ath't. in Lisbon (Dakota) Star 3 Apr. 6/7
N. P. Express Monopoly Busted. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel.

1 9 Oct., Irresistible proclivities towards
' bust-head' whisky,

'

red-eye' rum, and loafing generally.

t Bu'Stal, a. Obs.~ [f.
L. bust-urn a tomb 4

-AL.] Of or pertaining to burial or the grave.
1730-6 in BAILKY.

Bu'stamite. -l//w. [Named afterthe discoverer

Bustamente.] A greyish-red calciferous variety
of Rhodonite, a bisilicate of manganese and lime.

Busta'ngee, obs. form of BOSTANGEE.
1686 Loud. Gaz. No. 2196/1 The Grand Signior. .doubled

his Guard of Bustangees.

Bustard b#-stajd). Forms : 5-6 bustarde,
4- bustard

; also, 6 bistarda, bistarde, bys-
tarde, 7 bistard. [The form bustard in I5th c.

appears to be exclusively English, and looks
like a mixture of the two OF. forms bistarde and

oustarJe, both going back to L. avis tarda, the
name given to the bird, according to Pliny, in

Spain. This name, if purely Latin, would mean
' slow bird', but * the application of the epi-
thet is not understood' (Prof. Newton\ as the

bird is remarkably swift on foot, and, though
averse to flight, capable of great speed when
compelled to take wing. Prof. Newton suggests
that tarda may have been a sb. ; perh. avis tarda
is a mere etymologizing alteration of a non-Latin
name. Hence Yg*abetarda,betarda, $\t.avutarda,
It. ottarda^ Pr. austarda. The Eng. form bistard

was of later appearance, taken directly from Fr.]
1. A genus of birds (Otis) presenting affinities

both to the Cnrsores and the Grallatores or

Waders
;
remarkable for their great size and run-

ning powers. The Great Bustard (Otis tarda} is

the largest European bird, and was formerly com-
mon in England, though now extinct, or found

only as a rare visitant.

[1391 Test. AVW.d836iI. 155 Lego Elisotae, uxori Ricardi

Bustard.] c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture in Rabfts Bk.
(1868* 144 Pecok, Stork, Bustarde, & Shovellewre. 1486
Bk. St.Albans D iij b, The symplest of theis will slee . . a
Bustarde. 1514 FITZHKRB. Just. Peas 115381 126 b, To forfayt
for every egge of crane, or bustarde so distroyed .. twenty
pens, c 15*0 L. ANDREW Noble Lyfe L

ij b in Babees Bk.
(1868*218 The Bistarda is a birde as great as an egle. 1597
BP. HM-i-Sat., Def. Envie -2Q Nor lowly bustard dreads ihe
distant raves. 1655 MOUFKT & BENNET Health's Imfo-ov,
(1746) 174 Bistards or Bustards, so called for their slow Pace
and heavy flying ;

or as the Scots term them, Gusestards ;

that is to say, Slow Geese. 1731 FIELDING Miser in. iii, A
bustard, which, I believe, may l>e bought for a guinea. 1794
WORDSw. Guilt $ Sorr., The bustard. .Forced hard against
the wind a thick unwieldy flight. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI.

57/1 Bustards have leen heard of within the last few years

in the neighbourhood of Bury St. Edmund's. 1864 Times
19 Nov., A specimen of the Great Bustard, long an extinct
British bird, was picked up in the sea . . off Burlington
Quay about a week ago.

fig- I8si CARLYLE Sart. Res. i. vii. 56 By what strange
chances do we live in History . . Milo by a bullock ; Henry
Darnley, an unfledged booby and bustard, by his limbs.

2. Applied to other related birds : in America
to the Canada Goose, Bernicla Canadensis Prof.

Newton in Encycl. Brit.}. Thick-kneed Bustard :

the Stone Curlew ((Edicnemus crcpitans].
3. Local var. BUZZARD, applied to large moths.
1886 M. G. WATKINS in Academy 14 Aug. 101/3 There are

some capital chapters on ' bustard
'

fishing (that is, fishing

during the night with a large artificial moth 1
.

Bust-coat, mistake for BUFF-COAT 3.

1706 in PHILLIPS. 1721-1800 in BAILEY.

t Buste, bust. Obs. Also 4 Sc. bouste.

[var. of BOIST sbl\ A box, esp. for containing
ointments, drugs, confectionery, etc. Cf. BOTST.

BOOST, BUIST.
a 1225 A tier. J?. 226 He haueS so monie busies ful of his

letuaries. c 1375 ? HARBOUR St. Magdalena in A bouste of

precius vngument. (1450 HENKVSON Mor. Fab. 30 Out of
his buste ane bill can hee braid. 1483 Cath. Angl. 49/1 A
Buyste [t:r. Bust]. 1566 KNOX Hist. Kef. Wks. 1846 I. 264
The Lord James., had (by all appearance) lyked of the
^ame bust tnat dispatched the rest.

Busted (basted), a.
[f. BUST sb.\ + -ED^.]

Having a bust, or breast ; chiefly in comb.

1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 539 Her full-busted figure-head
Stared o'er the ripple feathering from her bows.

Bustee ^bwst/). [Hindustani : ... > bastT

dwelling.] A village : 'applied in Calcutta to the

separate groups of huts in the humbler native

quarters' (^Yule).

1885 Daily Tel. 25 Dec., No cases of cholera were found
in the squalid bustees round several tanks.

Bustel, obs. form of BUSTLE.

Busteous, -ious, variants of BoiSTOUS a. Obs.

Buster (bzrstai). Vulgar corruption ofBuRSTEK.
1839 ,Vr:c Monthly Mag. LY 1 . 358 We can . . buy a two-

penny buster at a baker's-shop.

Hence in various specific senses :

2. slang (chiefly U.S.). a. 'Something great'
(W.) ; something that ' takes one's breath away

'

;

something that provokes excessive admiration or

amusement, b. A roistering blade, a dashing fellow.

C. A frolic
; a spree.

1850 MKS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. iv. 23 Mas'r George
. . declared decidedly that Mose was a buster, a 1860
THORPE Big Bear Arkansas (Bartletti, I went on, laming
something every day, until I was reckened a buster, and
allowed to be the best bar-hunter in my district. 1867 F.

LI-DLOW Fleeing to Tarshish 176 The rector's growing re-

putation for preaching busters, which is the Missourian for

pulpit eloquence.

3. In Australia, a. A violent southern gale

prevalent at Sydney, b. To come a lmster\ to be
thrown from a horse, 'to come a cropper'.
1863 F. FOWLER/,**/, m Atliensentn 21 Feb., The brick-

fielder is . . the cold wind or southerly buster, which . . carries a
thick cloud of dust, .across the city. 1883 Times 27 Sept. 9
The port is exposed to sudden gales, known as '

southerly
busters '. 1886 COWAN Charcoal Sk., The buster and brick-

fielder : Austral red-dust blizzard and red-hot simoom.

t Bu'Stian. Obs. Forms : 5 busteyn, 6 bus-

tiane, bustion, bustyon, -yan, borstyan, 7 bus-

tiam, 8 bustine, 6-8 bustian. [Derivation un-

certain ; cf. OK. iwstannf) -ane, birttennc, 'sorte

d'etoffe fabriquee a Valenciennes' (Godef.) ; It.

bottana (

specie di tela bambagina , mentioned

along with fustagno fustian ^Tommaseo and Bel-

lini) ;
F. boutancs 'toile de coton de Chypre',

boittane (
etoffe qui se fait a M ontpellier

'

(Boiste).]
A cotton fabric of foreign manufacture, used for

waistcoats and for certain church vestments ;

sometimes described as a species of fustian, but

sometimes mentioned as distinct from it.

1463 in Hitry Wills (1850) 18, I wele haue anothir veste-

ment made of white busteyn. 1566 Eng. Ch. Furniture
(Peacock, 1866) 43 A cope and a vestment of Bustian de-

faced. 1571 Wills ff Inv. N. C. 11835) 362 j yeard & J ofwhit

borstyan xviij-/. i&fiRichmotid. M-V//jr( 1853! 276, Viij yeard s

and a quarter of bustion at xiiij</. a yeard . . v yeards of whit
holme fustion at xiijrf. a yeard. 1598 FLORIO, Restagno,
a kinde of stuflfe like bustian, such as they make waste-
cotes of. 1611 COTGR., fr'nstaine a grain d*orge, bustian.

16x1 Rates(\tM.\ Bustians or woven tweill stuff, the single

peece not above fifteen elnes. i6aa MALYNES Anc. Law-
Aferch. 229 The commodities which are not made at all, or
but in small quantitie in England, and may be practised,
are manie, as Buckrams, Tapistrie, Busttans, Cambrickes.
i7zo STOW Sfirt'. led. Strype, 1754* II. v. xviii. 382/1 All ..

I-ustians and Bustians made in England and Wales shall

pay for each horse-pack, 8d. 1725 RAMSAY Gentl. Sheph.
i. i, Neat, neat she was, in bustine waistcoat clean.

Bustle (bzrs'l), s/>. 1 Also 7-8 bussle. [f.

BUSTLE z'.1]
1. Activity with excitement, noise, and commo-

tion ; stir, tumult, disturbance, fuss, ado.

1634 MILTON Conns 379 Feathers ..That, in the various
bustle of resort, Were all to-ruffled. 1692 LOCKE Educ.

167 (1880) 143 All his Bustle and Pother will be to little

or no purpose. 1733 FIELDING hitr. Chawbrnn. \. x, What
was the occasion of ihis bustle? 1758 JOHNSON Idler No.



BUSTLE. 1209 BUSY.

jg F 3 Many, .pass their lives . . in bustle without business.

1822 BYRON Juan vin. xxxix, He . . could be very busy
without bustle. 1853 KANE GrinncII Exp. xxix. (1856) 249
In the bustle of preparation. 1875 }f.\ws Money (1878) 266
The bustle and turmoil, .grow to a climax at four o'clock.

b. transf. The agitation or *

working' in the

process of fermentation.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Seh>. 128 Fermentation or bustle

of the working or leavening particles. 1713 Land, fy

Countr. Brew, iv, (1743) 331 Now the greater the Vessel

is
t
the more Parts may arise and sink down ; and . . the

more must be the Bustle.

2. The commotion of conflict ; concr. a conflict,

straggle, scuffle, fray. arch.

1622-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. n. (1682) 188 The Bustle betwixt

Athens and Lacedaemon. 1678 BUTLER Hud. \\\. in. 363

Caligula . . Engag'd his Legions in fierce Bustles, With
Periwinkles, Prawns and Muscles. 1693 LUTTRELL Brief
Rel. (1857) III. 51 Divers were killed in the bustle. 1721
DE fQ&Mtm, Cotw&r (1840) s86 We had a small bustle

with some of the. .troops of horse. 1769 Junius Lett. xxx.

136 His escape he attempts, -a bustle ensues. 1865 KINGS-
LEY Hernv, xli. (1877) 503 There was a bustle, a heavy
fall.

3. Thieves' cant. (See quota.)
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Bustle, a cant term for

money. Ibid. s.v. Bustle, Any object effected very suddenly,
or in a hurry, is said to be done upon the bustle. 1830
LYTTON P. Clifford 56 He who surreptitiously accumulates

bustle, is, in fact, nothing better than a buzz gloak.

Bu'stle, sb.% [Perh. the same word as prec. :

in the earlier examples it-seems to denote rather

the projecting portion of the dress itself than the

means employed to produce the projection ;
cf.

quot. 1826 in BUSTLING///, a.]
A stuffed pad or cushion, or small wire frame-

work, worn beneath the skirt of a woman's dress,

for the purpose of expanding and supporting it

behind ;
a *

dress-improver '.

1788 T. MONRO in Oila Podrida No. 40 Such locks the

nymphs now wear (in silks who rustle,) In rich luxuriance

reaching to the bustle. 1830 Miss MITFORD Village Ser.

iv. (18631 T 77 A waist like a wasp, a magnificent bustle, and

petticoats, .puffed out round the bottom. 1838 New Month.

Mag. LIV. 207 It caught the bustle the projecting mass
of muslin, silk, or cotton, as might be. 1865 Dailŷ Tel.

12 Apr. 7 Originally the 'bustle' was merely a species of

pillow, which was tied round the waist.

Bustle (bws'l), z^.
1 Forms : 4 bustelen, 6

bustel, bussel, 6-7 bussle, bussell, 7 busie,
6- bustle. [ME. Iwstelen, used (once only) by
Langland, is perh. onomatopoeic, suggested by
BLUSTER and by the sound of the alliterative words
in the line. The mod. verb differs in sense, and
has not been found earlier than the middle of the

1 6th c.
; possibly it may be a phonetic variant of

BUSKLE, from which in early use it is scarcely

distinguishable in sense ; cf. also hustle, rustle, etc.

The resemblance in sound to mod. Icel. bustl a

splash, as of a fish in water, aS bitstla to make a

splash, to bustle, is noteworthy, but evidence of

historical connexion is wanting.]
I. in ME. fl. intr. ? To wander blindly or

stupidly;
= BLUSTERS. I. Qbs. rare'*-,

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vi. 4 Ther were fewe men so wys
that couthe the wei thider, Bote bustelyng [1377 B. v. 521
blustreden ; 1393 C. vm. 159 blostrede] forp as bestes ouer

valeyes and hulles.

II. The mod. word.

2. intr. To bestir oneself or display activity
with a certain amount of noise or agitation, to be

fussily active : usually implying excessive or ob-

trusive show of energy. Often with advs. about,

along, up and dffivn. (Cf. BUSKLE v. 2, 3.)

1580 NORTH Plutarch 123 Some . . for fear to be taken tardy
did bustle up at this noise. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. i. 152
God..leaue the world for me to bussle in. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. n. Hi. vi. (1651) 349, 1 was once, .mad to bussell

abroad. 1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. \\. 1759 How they
trudg'd, and busied up and downe. 1632 SANDERSON Serin.

I. 312 Many servants, .will . . bustle at it . . so long as their

masters eye is upon them. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 315
All shall be glad to bustle into armes for their defence.

1672 VILLIF.RS <Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal v. i. 113 Busie,
busie, busie, busie, we bustle along. 1711 STEEI.E Sficct,

No. 6 F 6 The good Man bustled through the Crowd. 1781
COWPER Convers. 215 We bustle up with unsuccessful speed.
1818 BYRON yuan i. clix, Antonia bustled round the ran-

sack'd room. 1838 DICKENS O . Twist xxxix, Get up, and
bustle about. 1844 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 122 We bustle

and God works. 1857 EMERSON Poems 37 Let the great
world bustle on.

b. simper. = Bestir yourself ! Make haste!

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 289 Come, bustle, bustle.

Caparison my horse. 1822 BYRON Werner i. i. 258 What,
ho, there ! bustle ! 1837 DICKENS Pickw. vi,

' Bustle
',
said

the old gentleman. 1869 LD. LYTTON Orvat $8 Run to the

Apothecary ! Bustle, wench !

f C. To come down with commotion. Obs.
// 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xn. 369 Down he bustled like an

oak. .Hewn down for shipwood.

f-3. intr. To struggle, scuffle, contend
;
to elbow

one's way through a crowd. To bustle it out :
=

to fight it out. Obs. (Cf. hnstte.}
c 1600 Timon in. i. (1842} 42 The foure windes doe bussle

in my heade. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 261 Edward
the Third, .and Philip Valois bustled for the very kingdome
of France. 1647 W. BROWNE Polex. \\. 321 'Tis in vaine . .

VOL. I.

to bustle with my resolution. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull
( T755) 52 Peg's lads bustled pretty hard for that.

4. trans, and rcfl. To bestir, stir, rouse : also

with up. Now rare.

1579 A. MUNDAY in Arb. Gamer V. 209 Bustling them-
selves to dress up the galleys, 1584 LYLY Cnmpaspe iv.

i, My master bustels himself to flie. 1610 Histriow. vi.

251 Bustle up Your drouping spirits. 1880 Daily Tel.

12 Oct., We spend a couple of hours in bustling up the
denizens of the big wood.
5. trans, (and reft.) To cause to move precipi-

tately and in disorder ; to hurry (a person or thing)
in a fussy or over-energetic manner. Const, with

preps, or advs. b. To make (hot, etc.) by bustling.
1563-87 FOXE A. <$ M. III. 771 The Bishop .. bustleth

himselfwith all speed possible to the Church. 1833 Blackw.
Ring. XXXIII. 281 A man who bustled himself into Im-

portance with the mob. 1849 Ibid. LXV. 695 Old Thomas
had to bustle on his coat. 1855 KINGSLEY ii'estw. Ho ii,

The churchwardens and sidesmen . . have bustled themselves
hot and red. Ibid. v. 92 The jolly old man bustled them out
ofthehouse. 1883 Standard 8 Sept., Ifa stroke oar spurted
at every two hundred yards, and then eased when he was
striking fast, he would *

bustle
'

his men into utter confusion.

Bu-stle, V.- rare. [f. BUSTLE sb.-] intr. To
stick out, project, as if supported by a bustle.

1853 DICKKNS Lett. 11881) III. 157 A clinging flounced
black silk dress, which wouldn't drape, or bustle, or fall.

Bustled (btrs'ld), ///. a.
[f.

BUSTLE sb.- +
-ED ^.J Wearing a bustle.

1832 CARRICK in Whistle-Binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser.'i. 38 The
bustled beauty may engage, The dandy in his corset. 1837
New Month. Mag. LT. 27 Furbelowed and bustled in the

extravagance of the mode.

t Bivstlepate. Obs. rare
-1

.
[f.

BUSTLE v.i

+ PATE.] ?A bustling person.
a 1652 BROME Quccnes Exch, v. Wks. 1873 III. 539 Did

he so put thee to't, my little Bustlepate?

Bustler (b*sloi\ [f.
BUSTLE &. 1 + -EG 1.] One

who bustles or displays fussy activity.
a 1680 BUTLER Ron. (1759) II. 393 An Hypocrite . . is a

great Bustler in Reformation. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 951
Thou bustler in concerns Of little worth. 1852 HAWTHORNE
Blithed. Rom. I. v. 81 The little sphere, .in which we were
the prattlers and bustlers of a moment.

Bustless (bustles), a. [f.
BUST sbl + -LESS.]

Without a (.developed) bust.

1870 Miss KROCGHTON Red as Rose I. 122 Their little,

bustless, waistless, hipless figures.

Bustling vbzrslirjX vbl. sb.
[f.

BUSTLE v.^ +
-INO !.] The action of the verb BUSTLE.

1589 R.HARVEY/*/. Pcrc. 7 Let theyoouth. .not cpntinew
such bustling, backbiting, with facing and defacing one
another. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclays Argents (1636) 681

The shore resounded at . . the bustling of the Cables. 1628

EARLE Microcosm. (Arb.) 88 An eager bustling, tb.it

rather keepes adoe, than do's any thing. 1651 HOBHCS
Lci'iath, n. xviii. 91 The most sudden, and rough buslin^
in of a new Truth.. does never breake the Peace. 1662

FILLER Worthies in. 109 In his time was much busling
in the University, about an Apocrypha Book. 1674 BURNKT

Royal Martyr $c. (17 re} 41 This doth, .discharge all busling
and righting on the pretence of Religion. 1843 CARLYLB
Past % Pr. (1858) 167 His life is but a bustling and a just-

ling. 1865 KINGSLKV Hereby, xv. (1877) 186 There was

bustling to and fro of her and her maids.

Bu'stling, ppL a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That

bustles ;
full of bustle or agitation.

1597 DRAYTON Mortimer. 25 A bustling tempests routing
blasts. <7i6ii CHAPMAN Iliad xm. 312 From hollow bust-

ling winds engendered storms arise. 1647 CLARENDON Hist,

Reb. H. (1843) 49/2 Sir Harry Vane was a busy and a bus-

tling man. 1823 SYD. SMITH ll'ks. (1859) II. 14/2 A little

merry bustling clergyman. 1826 Miss MITFORD Village
Ser. 11. (1863) 357 note, The rustling bustling silk gown,
redolent in every fold of clerical dignity. 1881 J. HA\\-

THORNE Fort. Fool i. ,\iv, The bustling period of the day.

Hence Bu'stlingly adv.
1822 SCOTT Nigel x\'\\, Reginald Lowestofie was bustlingly

officious and good-natured. 1885 D. C. MURRAY Rainb.
Gold II. in. iii. 78 He searched bustlingly for his hat.

I Bu'Sto. Obs. Pi. -os, (-oes, -o's). [a. It.

busto : see BUST.] ^=BuST sbl i.

1662 J. BARGRAYE/V/^^U-. fV/dSe?) 117 An handsome
ancient busto (as called at Rome) of Augustus that is, the

head and shoulders in brass. 1732 DE FOE TourGt. Brit.

(1769) II. 143 A fine busto of Dr. Harvey, 1754 RICHARDSON

Gretndison VII. v. 20 It Is ornamented with pictures.,

statues, bustoes, bronzes. ciBoo K. WHITE My Study 68

Nor think it aught of a misnomer To christen Chaucer's

busto Homer. 1863 SALA Capt. Dang. I. iii. 64 Bustos,

pictures, and prints cut in brass.

t Bu'Stuary, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. bustua-

riits pertaining to burning or the funeral-pyre.]

A. adj. Of or belonging to the funeral pile ;

funereal, rare.

1693 URQUHART Rabelais HI. Hi, Ashes, into which the

fuel of the funeral and bustuary fire hath been converted.

B. sb. An incendiary.

1607 J. KING Serin. (Nov.) 25 The disloiall broode of Ignatius

Loiola the notorious Incendiaries, Bustuaries, of Christian

states, c 1633 T. ADAMS Wks. (1862! II. 32 (D.) They are

the firebrands and bustuaries of kingdoms. Ibid. 157 (I*.)

Satan, .is the great bustuary himself.

Bustuus, bustwys, van BOISTOUS a. Obs.

Bu-sty. Rare corruption of BUST sbl or BUSTO.

1684 \st Dk. Beaufort's Progr. 113 A busty representing

him down to the waste.

Bustyan, -yon, var. BUSTIAN, Obs., a cloth.

Busum, obs. form of BUXOM.

tBu-sy, sb. Obs. [OE. fa's&t, bysgu sir. fern.

abstr., f. bistg BUST a. ; also
bisi^ bysi& neut. of

the adj. used as sb. (only in pi. /j/jgw).] Occupa-
tion, business ; state of being actively employed.

a- 1000 Proem to rfLlfred's Bocth.^ )a bis^u us sint swibe

earfojmme [and see BUSY?'.* i]. la 1400 Mortc Arth. 3631
The bolde kynge es in a barge and a-bowtte rowes, Alle
bare-hevvede for besye. 1400 Octonian 340 Nother of
hem myght fram other ascape, For besy of fyght.

Busy (bi-zi), a. Compared busier, -iest.

Forms : i bysis, 3 bisej, bese, busi, 3-4 bisi,

bise, 3-6 besy, bisie, 4 bisaie, bysi^e, bisye, 4-5
bysy, bessy, bissy, (buysy), 4-6 bisy, besye,

5 besie, 5-8 busie, 6 busye, buisie, 7-8 buisy,
8 Sc. bizzie, -y, 5- busy. [OE. bisig, \%\xxbysig,
ODu. bczich (mod. Du. bezig], LG. be$ig\ no

cognate words are known in any other Tout or

Aryan lang. The ME. typical form was bisi,

bisy, bysy : the form bust (with // OE. y] occurs

in the later text of Layamon, but otherwise the u
form is not found before the if}th c. : its preva-
lence in modern spelling, while the pronunciation
is with /, as in ME., is difficult to account for.]
1. Occupied with constant attention

; actively

engaged ; doing something that engrosses the at-

tention. Said of persons ; also of the mind, the

hands, a mental faculty, or the like. (Rare in

attrib. use.)
In the earlier examples (esp. those under b and di this sense

is often not to be distinguished from that of '

careful, eager,
anxious'. The Litter notion has now disappeared, though
a trace of it is found in Johnson's definition,

'

employed with

earnestness', which does not quite agree with the present
usage.
a\zz$ Attcr. R. 182 So J>e sicnesse is more, se \>e gold-

snn'3 is bise^ure. c 1300 A". Alts. 3906 Whan he Alisaunder

besy seoth. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6047 Bise was the buerne
all the bare night. 1570 LEVINS Manip, 108 Busie, sata-

gens, intcntits. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn, S/ir. v. ii. 8r She is

busie, and she cannot come. 1611 BIBLE i A'tugs x.v. 40
As thy seruant was busie here and there. 1690 W. WALKER
Idiomat. Anglo-Lai. 74 You are as busie as a bee. 1752
JOHNSON Rawtbl. No. 201 ? 12 Time slips, .away, while he
is either idle or busy. 1802 SOUTHEY Thalaba iv. xiv, The
youth, whose busy mind Dwelt on Lobabu's. .words. 1843
CARLYI.E Past fy Pr. in. xii. (1872) 178 A People energetic-

ally busy; heaving, struggling, all shoulders at the wheel.

1883 FKOUDE SJiort Stud, IV. ii. i. 170 His children knew
him as a continually busy, useful man of the world. Mod.
Don't interrupt me, I'm busy.

"b. Const, about, t after^ t of, on, -upon, trvcr, with

(an object of attention).
a looo Sal. fy Sat. (Gr.) 61 Bysi^ Defter bocum. .71225

Ana: R. 142 Bisi abuten gostliche bi3ete. c 1340 Cursor
M. 192 (App. iii. Laud MS.* Of martha also that buysy [V.r.

bysy, bisy, bessy] was abowte cryst bo. ^1380 WYCLIF
Rule St. Francis n. (1880) 40 pat bei be not bisi of
here temporal goodis. 1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado\. ii-3 He is

verie busie about it. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 329 iP i He
had been very busy, .upon Baker's Chronicle. 1715) DE FOE
Crusoe (1840) I. xvi. 285 He was so busy about his father.

1823 LAMB Elia Ser. i. ii. (1865! 15 Busy as a moth over

some rotten archive. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. v. 3 (1882)

231 Busy with the cares of political office.

C. Const, in (an employment). Often with

vbl. sb. ; in which construction the prep, is now

commonly omitted, so that the vbl. sb. becomes

indistinguishable from the pr. pple.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 84 pus ha beo5 bisie i hisse fule mester.

rtiSoo Knt. <$ Wife (Halliw.) Be bessy in Godis servys.

1663 SIR C. LYTTF.LTON in Hatton Corr. (1878) 30, I am soe

buisy. .in the dispatch
of a fleete. c 1680 BEYERIDGE Sena.

(1729* I. 430 Busie in providing a suitable entertainment.

1702 ROWK Amb, Step-Moth, i. i. 235 So busie were my
faculties in thought. 1713 ADDISON Guardian No. 112 P i

Busy in finding out the art of flying. Mod. I found him

busy packing his trunk.

*fd. Const, for. Also with inf. Obs.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5489 pe devels . . pat to tempte
men. .ay er bysy. c 1380 WYCLIF Scrttt. xv. Sel. Wks. I. 36
Men.. shulden be bisye for blisse. (-1440 Gesta Roni.dtyq)

245 Latevs be euer besye to plesegod. 1533 MoREAnsw.
Poyscn. Bk. Wks. (1557) 1036/1 The leche that . . sytteth by
the sicke man busye aboute to cure hym. 1629 Sherto-

gcnbosh 21 The English were busie to fill the ditch. 1726

Life of Penn in Wks. \. 138 Busie for Forms.

f e. euphemistic* 7o be busy with : to have to

do with (sexually). Obs.

1612 Pasquil's Night-cap (^.}
r
Y\\Q^ hast beene too busy

with a man, And art with child. 1687 DRYDEN Hind $ J'.

in. xiii. 7 The Wolf has been too busie m your bed. 1728
VANBR. & CIB. Prov. Husb. \\. i, You would have the Im-

pudence to Sup, and be busy with her.

2. Said of things ; fig. of passions, etc.

rtiooo Byrhtnoth\*r.} no Began wxron bysi?;e. 1:1750

SMENSTONE Ruin'd Ab. 15 Birds .. With busy pinion skim

the. .wave. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby i. iii. Grief was busy in hi*

breast. 1827 CARLYLE Traml., Lihtssa (1874) 63 The

screeching of the busy saw. 1855 H. REED Lect. Eng. Lit.

iv. (1878) 143 Time is busy in the work of change. 1863

KINGLAKE Crimea (1876) I. vii. 104 For many days rumour

was busy. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. vi. 3 (1882) 290 Busy
as was Caxton's printing-press,

t3. Occupied to the full or to the limit of one s

powers : in phrase To be busy to do (a thing) : to

be fully occupied with it alone, to have enough to

do to . . . Obs. (Cf. ALBYSI.)
(71386 CHAUCER A'nts. T. 1584 Swich strif . . Bitwixe Venus
..And Mars.. That luppiter was bisy it to stente. 1387
TRKVISA Higden Rolls Ser. IV. 453 pe Est gate .. was so

hevy of sound bras bat twenty men were besy i-now for to

152
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tende it. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10388 }>e kyng . . harmyt hym
sore, pat bisi was be buerne to bide in his sadill.

4. Constantly or habitually occupied ;
full of

business, always employed. Also of things : Con-

stantly in motion or activity.
c 1x05 LAV. 2837 He wes a swiSe bisi [1275 busi] mon.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knts. T. 633 1 Harl. MS. 7334) The busy [v. r.

bisy, besye, besy, bysy, besi] larke, messager of daye. 1548
LATIMER Serin. Ploughers f Arb.) 38 No Lordelie loyterer
. . but a busie ploughe man. 1628 E ARI.E Microcosm. (Arb. i

34 The busie mans recreation, the idle mans businesse. 1642
T. TAYLOR God's Jndgem. \. \. xv. 42 A l)usie-doer in setting

up stakes for the burning of poore Martyrs. 1702 Rowi.

Amb, Step-Moth. \. \. 220 The Etherial Energy lhat busie

restless Principle. 1814 SCOTT ll'av. I. viii. 102 Curiosity,
the busiest passion of the idle. 1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res.

i. iii. (1871 * 10 A most busy brain. Mod. How can so busy
a man find time for visiting?

fb. Devoted to business; diligent, active, in-

dustrious. Obs.

1470 HENRY Wallace in. 300 He in \ver was besy, wycht
and wyss. c 1500 Lancelot 2449 He was bissy and was deli-

gent.
5. In bad sense : Active in what does not concern

one ; prying, inquisitive, meddlesome, officious
;

restless, fussy, importunate. Cf. BUSYBODY.
c 1400 MAUNDF.V. xxix. 295 Thei asked him [Alisandre],

wht he was so proud and so fierce and so besy. 1:1475
Lernc or be L. 2 in B.abees Bk. 11868' 9 To Bolde. ne to

Besy, ne Bourde nat to large. 1530 PALSGR. 306/1 Besy,

malapert or medlyng in maters, entrt-metteux. 1580 BARF.T

A/7'. Ii 1585 A Busie man : a medler in all matters. 1679
Trials Green, etc. for Murder of Sir E. Godfrey i$ HL-

was a busie man, and . , would do a great deal of mischief.

1740-61 MRS. DF.LANV Life % Corr. (1862) III. 299 That
little busy, mischievous fiend, jealousy. 1809-10 COLKRIDGK
Friend (1865) 55 A busy and inquisitorial tyranny.

f6. Solicitous, anxious, uneasy ; careful, attentive

(see note under i ). Of desires, prayers, etc. : Ear-

nest, eager, importunate. Obs.

(-1380 WYCLIF M'ks. (1880) 362 Bissy study and contain-

placyon. f 1391 CHAUCER A strol. Prol., Thy bisi preyere
. . to lerne the tretis of the astrclabie. 1406 OcCLKVB Mis-

rule 25 My grief and bisy smert. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Smvle
iv. xxiv. yoBesyentendement to that that she techeth. 1483
Cat/i. Angl. 29/1 To make besy, solidtare.

fb. phr. To do one's busy pain (diligencet

cure) : to exert oneself diligently, to do what one

can. Obs. Cf. BUSINESS 8.

t 1387 CHAUCER Truth 108 Do your bysy peyne To
wasshe away our cloudeful offense, i 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk.
Nurture in Babets Bk. (1868) 199 My copy .. whiche to

drawe out [I] h.iue do my besy diligence. 1502 ARNOLDS
Chron. (18111 238 This lytil yle. - For to repay re, do ay thy

besy cure.

7. Of actions, employments, conditions, etc. :

Energetically carried on ; pursued with vigour ;

active ;
that keeps one constantly occupied.

1548 LATIMER Sertu. Ploughers i Arb.) 24 Right prelatynge
is busye labourynge. 1718 POPE Iliad xvi. 778 On every
side the busy combat grows. 1815 L. HUNT Note* on Ft-ast

of Poets 33 Engaged in the busier pursuits. 1837 H r.

MARTINEAU Soc.in Amer. 11.338 The busiest, .concerns of

life, a 1875 KINGSLEY Lit. <$ Gen. Ess. xii. (1880) 353 Here
and there a stray gleam of sunlight . . awoke into busy life the

denizens of the water. 1872 VKATS Groivth Connn. 143 A
busy trade in timber.

t 8. Of things : Involving much work or trouble ;

elaborate, intricate,
'

curious.' Obs.

1441 Lett, patent Hen. VI re Eton Coll. in Liber Canta-

colours. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 230 b, Alexander per-

ceiuyng the [Gordian] kuotte to bee ouer buisie to bee vn-

dooen with his handes. Ibid. 51 b, Buisie and sumptuous
buildynges. 1577 tr. Bnllinger's Decades (1592) 332 The
manner of consecrating them, is far more large and busie.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 925 The History of the Bones
is a busie piece of Worke.

9. Of times and places: Full of business, stir,

or activity.

1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. iv. 26 For thy Bees a quiet Sta-

tion find. .And plant . .Wild Olive Trees . . before the busie

Shop. 1814 BYRON Lara I. i, Bright faces in the busy hall.

1832 MACAULAY Armada 36 That time of slumber was
as bright and busy as the day. 1871 MORLEY Crit. Misc.

Ser. I. (1878) 215 The busy world of men.

10. That indicates activity or business.

1632 MILTON Allegi-o 118 The busy hum of men. 1702
ROWE Amb. Step-Moth, i. i. 299 Each busie face we meet.

1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. I. i. 8 People, with . .

busy faces. Mod. We were surprised at the busy aspect of

the village.

11. Comb., as Imsy-brained, -fingered, -headed,

-tongued, adjs. (often in unfavourable sense).

Also t busy-head = BUSYBODY ; busy-idle a.,

busily employed about trifles (so busy idleness') ;

busy-idler, a person so employed.
1572 J. MAITLAND Agsl. Sklatamui Tonngs, Gif 'bissie-

branit bodeis yow bakbyte. 1579 TOMSON Calvin't Serin.

Tim. 658/2 If wee be more busie brained then we shoulde

be. a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Common. Kng. (16331 2'7 FCT
what will not *busie-heads and lovers of trouble . . invent ?

1603 DAVIES Microcosm. 57 (D.) Many a busie-head ..

Put in their heads how they may compasse crownes. 1583
STUBDES A nat. A bus. n. 60 These *busie heded astronomers,
and curious serching astrologers. 1633 Costlie IVhore IV.

ii. in Bullen O. Plays IV, A plague upon this busie-

headed rabble! 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. i. xx. (1865) 159
These *busy-idle diversions. 1880 BERTHA THOMAS Violin-

Ployer I. li. 45 He amused himself in caning wooden

1210

figures., and other busy-idle ways. 1822 T. MITCHEU.

Aristoph. II. 18 A sort of ennuye, triste, pitiable 'busy-
idler. 1878 liosw. SMITH Carthage 255 *Busy-tongued
rumour passed from mouth to mouth.

Busy bi'zi , v. Forms: i byssian, bissian,

bysisan, 4 besien, bisien, biaie, bysi, bisy,

4-6 besy, 5 besye, 5-6 busye, 5-7 busie, 6 bussy,

bysye, 5-' busy. [OE. bisyan, bysyan, {. bisig

Brsv a.]
1. trans. To employ with constant attention ;

to

engage or occupy assiduously ;
to keep busy

(persons, employments, or objects of attention .

a looo /V<w;/ tojvtlfrtdl Bovtk^ For ba?m. . manijfealdum

,hy'wits about it. 1698 TEMPLE Jiss. Poetry
Wks. 1731 I. 241 Before the Discourses . .of Philosophers

began to busy.. the Grecian Wits. 1724 SWIFT Drapier's
Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n. 95 To busy my head and my hand-;

to the loss of my time. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xl. 5 Wouldst
thou busy the breath of half the people?

b. refl. (The most usual construction.' Const.

inf.
'

obs.^, with, in, about.

ciooo O. E. /font. (Thorpe) II. 406 iBoswJ Se man bib

heri^endlic, Se mid godum weorcum hine sylfne bys;ja)>.

(-1340 Cursor M. 23048 iTrin..) pel. .bisieden hem to pleisen

hym. ri400 Dcstr. Troy 9306 Achilles., to bryng hit

aboute besit hym sore. 1530 PALSGR. 895 My self . .

whiche . . have besyed me . . to teche . . many. . princes and

princesses. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. 11. ii. 97 He busied him-

self in Toyesand Trifles. 1736 BUTLER Anal. n. vii. 353 To
how little purpose those persons busy themselves. 1851
HELPS Cotnp. Solit. iii. 11874)46 He busied himself about

many worldly things. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. ii. 33
Petersen began, .to busy himself with his wardrobe. 1876
GREEN- Short Hist. ii. 5 (1882) 79 The King, .busied him-

self in the erection of numerous castles. 1878 BROWSING
La Saisiaz 64 Busy thee for ill or good.

C. in passive. Const, as in b.
f looo Colloq. Monast. (Thorpe) 18 (Bosw.) Ic com bysgod

on sange. 1526 Filgr. Per/. iW. de W. 1531* 58 Be thou

neuer more than nedeth . . busyed or troubled in the defautes

or offences of other. 1623 BIN-GUAM Xcnophon 85 That the

enemie might be busied on all sides. 1758 JOHNSON IdLr
No. 4 P 7 Every tongue is busied in solicitation. 1868 K.

EDWARDS Ralegh I. xviii. 361 Ralegh was busied, .with bis

official duties.

d. trans. To occupy .time fully, rare.

1629 FORD Lever's Mel. i. i. u8n> 125 Him. .whose study
Had busied many hours. 1802 W. TAYLOR in Robberds
Mem. I. 431 Two elections, .which busied time and idea.

f 2. To trouble the body 'only in OE.
N

or mind
;

to afflict, worry, disturb, perplex. Obs.

a 1000 Metr. Boeth. xxii. 30 iGr. i

J?aes lichoman leahtras

and hefignes. .oft bysigen monna modsefan. c 1000 irhalt

(Gr. ) 51 Hine hunger bysaf>. c 1000 Sax. Lecchd. I. 82

Gif se lichoma hwa;r mid hefi/;Hcre ha:to sy gebysgod. c 1325
E. E. A Hit. P. A. 268, & busyez be alxwte a raysoun bref.

(1380 WYCLIK Serin,
y.

Sel. Wks. I. 13 It is no nede to

bisie us what hi}t Tobies hound. 1591 Tronb. Raigue K.

John (1611' 61 That were to busie men with doubts,

t b. To disturb, agitate (a material object). Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. 11868? 8 The causes whennes be

sounyng wyndes. .bisien be smobe water of the see.

3. intr. ^r
1

for refl.]. To be busy, occupy one-

self, take trouble (now rare}.
c 1340 Caw. <y Gr. Knt. 1066 Naf I now to busy, bot bare

bre dayez. 1382 WVCLIK Luke x. 40 Martha bisyede aboute
moche seruyce. < 1450 Merlin xiii. (1877) 201 Oon part
bisied for the rescew. 1573 G. HARVEY Lcttcr-bk. (18841 J 33

Chaos, whereon 1 bussid over longe. 1582 BATMAN Earth.
DeP.K.-20-i b/2 Euery part [of the earth], .busieth with his

owne weight to come to the middle of ye earth. 1878
BESANT & RICE Ce/ias Arb. III. xiv. 218 She .. fell to

busying about mv pillows.

Busybody bi-zib^di . [f.
BUSY a. 5 + BODY.]

An officious or meddlesome person ; one who is

improperly busy in other people's affairs.

1526 TINDALF. i Pet. iv. 15 Se that none of you suffre ..

as a busybody in other mens matters. 1530 PALSGR. 423/2
He his a busye body, il est tntrc-wettcux. 1570 Dn
Math. Pref. 46 Vaine pratling busie bodies. 1679 PRANCE
Addit, Narr. Pop. Plot 40 The Jesuites, who are the great

Polypragnwns, or Busie-bodies. 1710 PALMKR PtWttVS 356
A busiebody burns his own fingers. 1847 DISRAELI Tancnd
vi. xi. 480 The most energetic men in Europe are mere

busybodies. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 56 The habit

of being a busybody and of doing another man's business.

Hence Busybodied ., of the nature of a busy-

body, meddlesome (rare} ; Busybodying, vbl. sb.
t

acting the busybody ; ///. a. acting as a busybody ;

Busybodyish ; Busybodyism ; Busybodyness.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. iv. 25 It is not out of Curiosity,

or Busybodinesse, to be medling mother mens Lines. 1812

G. COLMAN Br. Grins, Lady of tl 'r. \\. xvii, The busybodied,
brainless knight. 1828 J. WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XXIII.

129 Curiosity, .and a habit of busybodyism. 11849 POK
Myst. Marie Roget Wks.(i872)226 Romantic busybodyism.
1857 Chamb. Jrnl. XX. 427 The whole system of busy-
bodying and scandal-mongering. 1863 ftiRS. C. CLARKE
SJtaks. Char. vi. 160 A fussy, busy-bodying old woman.
1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. III. x. ii. 234 A rather impudent
busybodyish fellow. 1882 Eraser's Mag. XXVI. 53 Merely
the result of. .a sort of intellectual busybodyness.

tBn'Syfol, a. Obs. In 5 bisi-. [?f.&V, BUSY
J& + -FCL.] Elaborate, made with much work.

1340 Ayenb. 226 Lo5e clobinge na}t protid ne bisiuol.

Bu'Syliede. Obs. In 4 bisi-, bisy-, bysy-,

bysihed, -hede. [f.
BUSY a. + -HEAD.] a. State

or quality of being busy ; occupation, labour
;

BUT.

| care, anxiety. b. Curiosity, inquisitiveness. c.

Elaborateness,
' curionsness '.

(Frequent in Ayenb. ; scarcely found elsewhere.)

c 1300 A'. Alis. 3 Bisyhed, care, and sorowe, Is with mony
i uche a-morowe. lyya Ayenb. 55 pe bysihede of glotuns bet

ne zecheb bote to be debt of hare zuel}. Ibid. 164 Alle be

bisyhedes and be greate niedes of |^e wordle. Ibid. 228 Non
ne wolde . . zeche uairhede ne bisihede of robe ; . . bote yef he
ne wende to by yzo}e of be uolke. Ibid. 231 Vdele bysyhede
of zi}be of hyerbe and of speche.

Busying (bi
-

zi|ii)
N
,

vbl. sb. and ///. a.
[f.

BUSY v. + -INR.] A. vbl. sl>. The action of the

verb BUSY. B. fpl. a. That makes busy.
1398 TREVISA Beirth. De P. R. xiv. ii. (1405) 215 a/2 pl

besyeng and Inclynacon of partyes. 1656 S. H. Gold. Law
58 A world of other busying performances.

Bnsyish (bi-zi|ij ,
a. [f. BUSY a. + -ISH 1.]

Somewhat busy.
1861 CLOUGH Poems

t>-
Prose Rent. (18691 ' 268 Cauterets

. . is a busyish water-place.

[Busyless, a. A conjectural reading of Theo-
bald 1726 in Shaks. Tempest in. i. 15 where the

folio of 1623 has ' busie lest '.)]

Busyn, var. of BUYSINE, Obs., trumpet.

Busyness bi'zines). rare.
[f.

BL'SY a. + -NESS :

a modern formation on busy, the already existing
word business having acquired different meaning
and pronunciation.] Busy state or quality ;

=

BUSINESS I, and next.

1868 MRS. WHITNEY P. Strong vii, The bright brisk busy-
ness of the squirrel. 1868 G. MACDONALU Scalioard Par. I.

xi. 164 In the midst of the world of light and busy-ness.
1880 Mtu'in, Mag. May 53 An interesting example of the

busyness of rumour.

t Bu'syship. Obs. In 3 bisi-, 4 besi- [f.

j

BUSY a. -I- -SHIP.] Busy state or quality; business,
I activity, exercise ;

=
prec.

rt 1225 Ancr. R. 384 Exerdtatio corporis ad modicum
nalet. . Licomliche bisischipe is to Intel wurS. 1393 GOWER
Conf. II. 39 What hast thou done of besiship To love.

tBu'syty. Ol>s. rarc~ l
. In 6 besyte. f. BUSY

+ -TY
;

after words from F. and L. like veri-ty,

jolli-iy.] Officiousness, fussiness.

i 1511 COLF.T Serin. Conf. % Rcf. in Pheiiix (1708) II. 4

The Besyte and Wantonness of Officials.

But ;bft), prep., conj., adv. Forms: I be-utan

(only as prep, or actv.\ btitan, -on, -un, btita,

biite, 2-3 buten, 2-4 bute, (2-3 boten, 2-4 bote,

3-7 Sf. bot , 3- but. [The OE. adv. and prep.
lie-iltan, bit/an, btita,

' on the outside, without ', of

which the strong form regularly became in ME.
tauten, boute, BOUT, as adv. and prep., was pho-

netically weakened to bfilen, biite, but, as a con-

junction, with uses arising immediately out of the

prepositional sense. In some of these uses, the

conjunction is, even in modem English, not dis-

tinctly separated from the preposition : the want
of inflexions in substantives, and the colloquial use

of me, us, for /, we, etc., as complemental nom-
inatives in the pronouns, making it uncertain

whether but is to be taken as governing a case.

In other words 'nobody else went but me (or I
'

is variously analysed as = '

nobody else went except
me '

and '

nobody else went except (that ) I (went) ',

and as these rrtean precisely the same thing, both

are pronounced grammatically correct. (See La-

tham, Eng. Lang. ed. 1850, p. 483 ; also F. Hall,
Modern English 104, 303, notes.') In colloquial
use me, as, etc., are more common than /, we,

etc. ;
in literary use, the point is usually avoided

by substituting except, save, or othenvise altering

the phraseology. In certain phrases the conjunc-
tional but develops, by ellipsis of a preceding

negative, the adverbial sense 'only': see C. 6

below. Otherwise the modern use of but as a

preposition or adverb is only Scotch ; the form

BOUT which was the regular M E. repr. of OE. butan

as prep, and adv. having become obsolete by 1500.]

A^^^Jl. Outside of, without.

Only nTDt. (see BOUTI, exc. in mod.Sc. in such phrases
as but the house : see BUT adv. i e.

2. Without, apart from, unprovided with, void

of. (Used in Sc. since I4th c. but now obsolescent.

The ME. was boute, BOUT, q. v.

1894-1500 see BOUT.] 1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 91 Till the

toun soyn cumin ar thai Sa preuely, bot noyss making. 1423

JAS. I King's Q. viii, And doun I lay bot ony tarying.

'497 Minute Twrt-CoHnc. Edinb. in Phil. Trans. XLII.

421 Thai sail be banist but favors. 1533 BKLLENDF.N Livy
iv. (1822) 321 The samin wes done but ony respect to juris

or lawe. a 1644 LAUD Serin. (1847! 127 They. . joy in their

very tears to see they cannot call but crying. 1724 RAMSAY
Tea-t. Misc. 11733) II. 163 I'd tak my Katie but a gown
Bare-footed in her little coatie. 1794 BURNS A nld Man ii,

My trunk of eild, but bussorbield Sinks in time's wintry rage.

1810 TANNAHILL Poems (1846) 21 Safe but skaith or scar.

3. Leaving out, barring, with the exception of,

except, save. Distinctly a preposition in OE.

979-82 O. E. Chron. (MS. Cott. Tib. A m> pa feng Bad-

mlind to.. and heold seofoSe healf gear butan II nihtum.

a 1000 Menolog. 87 (Gr.) Ymb first wucan butan anre niht.



BUT.

In later times, the original prepositional and

later conjunctional uses are so inseparable that the

whole are treated under C.

B^ adv. 1. Without, outside.

t a. in general sense, with forms Initan, buta,

bute, boute : see BOUT.

b. spec, in Sc. with sense : Outside the house

(of motion as well as rest) ;
in nwd.Sc. in or into

the outer or more public apartment of the house,

in the ante-room or kitchen : opposed to BEN, (^.v.

(Now less common than ben.}

1:1450 HENRVSON Mar. Fat. 14 Her den.. Full beenlie

stuffed both butte and ben, Of Beines and Nuttes, Pease,

Rye and Wheat. 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis iv. xii. 53 Flambe . .

Spreding fra thak to thak, baith but and ben. 1568 Wife
tifAudit, iv. in Bannatyne Poems (1770) 216 Aye as ye gang
but and ben. a 1646 A. HENDERSON Let- C/tas. I, Wks. 160

It cannot be brought But, that is not the Ben. 1787 BURNS
Lett. Iii. Wks. (Globe) 334, I can hardly stoiter but and ben.

1827 J. WILSON Noct. Amor. Wks. 1855 I. 357 Bring but a

bottle o' primrose wine. Mod. Sc. Gae but, and wait while

I am ready.
c. as adj. Outside, outer, exterior : as,\nbutend.

1619 SIR R. BOYLE in Lismore Papers (1686) I. 219 The
but end of a great stone howse that was never fynlshed.
1862 R. H. STORY in Athenzum 30 Aug. 270 He conducted

me to the but end of the mansion.

d. as sb. The outer room of a house, into which

the outer door opens. A but-and-ben : a house

having an outer and an inner apartment ;
a two-

roomed house.

1734 RAMSAY Tea-T. Misc. (1733) I. 29 A house is butt

and benn. 1786 BURNS Calf\i, Some kind, connubial dear,

Your but-and-ben adorns. 1859 R. BURTON Centr, Afr. in

Jml. R. G. S. XXIX. 134 Each house has two rooms,
a ' but' and a ' ben

'

separated by a screen of corn-canes . .

The but, used as parlour, kitchen, and dormitory, opens upon
the central square ;

the ben . . serves for sleeping and for

a storeroom. 1861 RAMSAY Remin. iii. led. 18) 60 A cosy

but, and a canty ben. c 1870 R. BUCHANAN Sutherland's

Pansies iii, I found him settled in this but and ben.

6. As, prep.
1768 Ross Helcnore 74 (JAM.) Lindy . . looking butt the

floor, Sees Bydby standing just within the door. Mod. Sc.

Gang but the house and see who is there, and come ben

again and tell me. The mistress happened to be but the

house [i.e. out in the kitchen] at the time.

2. In sense : Only. An elliptic development of

the conjunction : see C. 6.

C coiij.

(general Scheme. I. In a simple sentence. II.

In a complex sentence. III. In a compound sen-

tence, or introducing a consequent sentence. IV.

In phrases.
1. In a simple sentence ; introducing a word or

phrase vrarely a clause) which is excepted from the

general statement : Without, with the exception of,

except, save.

1. After universal statements with all, every, any.

t a. In OE. construed as a prep, with dative.

(See A. 3.)

izxooo-*W7ftt^~705<Z.) Ealle buton anum. c 1000 /F.l.riuc

Job (Ettin.) iv. 15 Ealle ba bing. .buton bam anum.

b. In ME. and modem use weakened to a

conjunction, as in 3 and 4.

(a.) This is shown before a nominative pronoun.
c 1460 Taimieley Myst. 23 Alle shalle be slayn but oonely

we. a 1835 MRS. HEMANS Casablanca 2 The boy stood on
the burning deck, Whence all but he had fled. 1873 J. H.
NEWMAN Disc, fy Arguments 6, I am one among a thou-

sand ; all of them wrong but I. [Collc-o,. also,
' but me '.]

(4.) Otherwise, on account of the levelling of

inflexions, the case is not shown, or may be in-

dependent of bill ^quot. a 1000', or but introduces

a phrase.
a 1000 Panther 16 iGr.) Se is xthwam freond butan dracan

anum. a 1300 Cursor .!/. 763 Sua do we [etej Of al be tres

bot of an. 1423 J.\s. I King's Q. 94 With wingis bright,
all plumyt, bot his face. 1596 Echo. Ill, n. i. 13 Wisdom
is foolishness, but in her tongue. 1399 NASHE Christ's T.

57 b, If wee did imitate ought but the imperfections of

Beastes. 111618 RALEIGH Verses (Mildmay MS.) Love all

eaten out but in outward showe. 1681 DRYDEN APS, $
Ackit. 56 And thought that all but Savages were Slaves.

1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. ix. 68, I can bear

any thing but contempt. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece V. xxxix.

81 It [an oath] was taken . . by all but the Eleans. Mod.

Any thing but that ! Any one but a fool would understand.

Anywhere but in England. At any time but the present.

Everybody but you has signed.
C. All but : everything short of. Hence, ailvb.

Almost, very nearly, well nigh : see ALL A. 8 b.

2. After only, or a superlative. Const, as in I b.

ijSo^NoRTH Plutarch 672 The first time that ever the

two Kings were of one House but then. Mod. The only
person I have met but you. He is last but one in the class.

3. After interrogatives (w/io, what, etc.' but was

already in OE. construed as a conjunction, not

affecting the case of the following sb. or pronoun,
which depends upon the expansion of its own
clause. This appears to have been universal in

ME., and is regular now. Only rarely in modern
times is but treated as a preposition governing the

word.
a. With pronouns showing the case.

a looo Crist 695 (Gr.) Hwset sindon ba giinmas bulan god

1211

sylfc. c 1380 WYCLIK Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 279 Who .shulde

be dampned but bou? 1782 COWPER Gilpin 113 Away went

Gilpin who but he? 1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. 231

Come for, but thee, who seeks the Muse? Mad. Is there

any one in the house but she ? (or but her ?) Who could

have done it but he ? (or but him 'I).

b. Otherwise the case is not shown, or is ob-

jective independently of but.

c 1300 Cato Major iv. v, What prou may bi catel do But
hele wol with be dele? c 1440 Gesla. ^fiv;/. (1878) 123 What
dude he but yede, and purveyde him of iij. cautils. 1576
GASCOIGNE Steel Gl. lArb.) 60 What causeth this, but greedy
golde to get? 1601 WEEVER in Shaks. C. Praise 42 Who
but Brutus then was vicious? 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 339
Who but the most desperate adventurers . . could at all

have thought of [it]. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxiv. 336
What must she do but immediately turn to the Lieutenant '.'

Mod. Whom could he mean but me? Why have they come
but to annoy us ?

4. So after a negative, expressed or implied.

(Here but regularly translates L. nisi, and may
be explained as '

unless, if not '. It has been

treated as a conjunction from the earliest times.

t a. With sb. or pron. as compl. to be : see 6 a.

1:893 K. /ELFKED Ores. l. i, pa;r nseran butan twe^en deelas.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 282 per ms bot a Godd. c 1240 Ureisnn
in Lamb, Horn. 185 A^ein hwam be sunne nis boten a

schadwe. 1340 Ayenb. 258 pe ssredinge bet ne ssolde by
bote a tokne. .of be ssame of his vader. 1393 LANGL. P. 11.

C. i. 205 Ther be cat nys tote a kyton. Ibid. xx. 149 Alle

bre nys bote o god.
b. With a sb. or pronoun whose case depends

on its own clause. (a.': The case is now shown

only in a personal pronoun.
a 1000 Plia'nix (Gr.) 358 Ne wat 011115 butan metod ana.

a 1000 Seafarer iGr.i 18 Ic ne ehyrde butan hlimman SRJ.

c 1000 -Ig's. Gosp. Matt. xi. 27 Nan mann ne can bone sunu

butun fedyr [Lind. buta de faxler ; Hatt. buto se fader ;

Vulg. nisi pater}. 1:1330 Hali Meiil. 21 Ne inoten nane

bute heo hoppen ne singen. 1330 R. BRUNNK Citron. 183

No body bot he alone vnt j be Cristen cam. '! c 1370 Robt.

K. Cicylef>\ There was lefte noon but he allone. 1:1380

WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 45 Othir God is noon but I. r 1430

Syr. Tryam. 1166 Ther schalle no man fyght but y. 1560

A. L. tr. Calvin's Foure Serin. ( 15741 48 There is none but

he alone to save us. 1615 tr. l)e Mont/art's Snrv. E. Indies

26 None but he and his men can tell, what is become of

them, a 1842 ARNOLD Fragm.mi Church 11845) 223 None
but they, .have a right to rule in the Church.

(/>.' Otherwise, on account of the levelling of

inflexions, the case is not shown, or would be

objective independently of but (as in quot. 1300,

i
=599, 1808 .

1154 O..C/troii.(Laud MS.) an. 1135 Durste nan man
sei to him naht bute god. c 1200 Moral Ode in Triu. Coll.

Horn. 223 Non ne cnoweS hine alse wel buten one drihte.

a 1300 Cursor M. 961, I wat bot be haf i na frend. c 1380
WYCLIF Stl. Wks. I. 94 Love we God . . and drede we noo

thing but hym. 1599 GREENE George a Gr. 118611 256 He is

the man and she will none but him. 1618 J. TAYLOR (Water
P.I Penniless Pilgr. (1883) 23 Nothing, ibut my weary self i

was bad. 1627 PERKINS Prof. Bk. ii. g 158 (16421 7 1 None

speakes the same but their principal!, aijii KKN Hymn-
atheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 7 For I Nothing but Ants about

this Hill descry. 1802 MAR. EDGEWOHTH Moral T. (1816)

I . iii. 17 He wants nothing but a little common sense. 1808

J. B \RLOW Coluinb. l. 30 Invoke no miracle, no Muse but

thee. 1821 SHELLEY fltllas, Nought is but that which feels

itself to be.

1 (c.) The nominative occurs erroneously, where

the construction requires the objective.
c. 1430 Syr Gcner. 902 This child hath no modre but \.

1607 TOPSELL four-/. Beasts in They have no other King
but he. a 1866 in Engel Nat. Mas. ix. 358 And I had nae

mair bot hee, O.

C. With a prepositional, adverbial, infinitive,

or other phrase jarely expanded to a clause .

971 BKckl. Ham. 33 Nolde he him na andswerian buton

III. xxi. (1495) 69 He erryth not but by happe. c 1400 Ram.
Kose 292 She ne lokide but awrie, Or overthart, alle

baggyngly. 1448 SHILLINGFORD Lett. (187:1 66 We woldt

ulu presume to buy , .

Kings market. 1701 WOTTON Hist. Rome 401 He never

us'd any Linnen or other Clothes but once. 1743 J-

MORRIS Stria, ii. 49 Faith and hope have no aptitude to

make us happy, but as they incline us to love. 1779 FOH-

REST Voy. N. Guinea 246 In the streets, women seldom

speak but to women. 1843 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. (1851) 1. 1.

i i 2 No man can be really appreciated but by his equal

or superior. 1884 W. C. SMITH KildrostaM 77 You have no

choice but marry Doris now.

t d. But was strengthened by only. Obs.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 5 Ha nawiht ne barfof o3er bing benchen

bute an of hire leofmon. 1:1460 FOKTESCUE A I'S. <y Lim.

Moil. (1714) 42 It nedith not to . . purvey, but only for the

Kyngs Hous. 1602 L. LLOYD Confer. Laiucs 27 1 here was

no God but onely his maister. 1682 WHELER Journ. Greece

i 2 No Appeal can be made, but only to the Senate. 1715

BURNET Own Time II. 242 They took little care of it, but

only to find men who would bear the charge.

5. Negative and interrogative sentences contain-

ing a comparative (esp. more were formerly fol-

lowed by but ; they now usually take than, or

else the comparative is omitted and but retained ;

modern idiom preferring sometimes one, some-

times the other.

1440 J. SHIRLEY Dcthe K. James (1818' 12 There be no

mo kynges yn this reume bot ye and I. c 1500 Roc. HOIK

BUT.

(Ritson) i. i. 155, I have no more but ten shillings. 1523

LD. BKRXERS Froiss. I. cxi.
134. They . . toke their horses,

wherof they had no mo but sixe. 1530 Gold. Bk. M.
Anrel. Nnijb, What greatter correction shuld I haue of

thy wyckednes. .but to bee certain that all the lovyng ladis

of Rome ar sory of thy life. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent.

xlv. 266 To bestow it vpon men which are no better but

dung. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Imtiue 97a, They were

no better but a ragged sort of shepheards. 1644 CHIL-

LINGWORTH Serm. 32 Our whole lives (if sincerely examinedl

would appeare, I feare, little lesse but a perpetuall lye. 1686

Papist not Misrepr. 21 The difference .. is no more but

this. 1713 STEELE Guardian No. 143 F 5 There needed no
more but to advance one step. Mod. There remains no

more but to thank you for your courteous attention.

b. So with similar sentences containing other,

otherwise, else
;

in which Init is still sometimes

retained, esp. after else, as
' Who else but he ?

'

971 Klickl. Horn. 39 Hwylc beren msende he bonne elles

buton heofona rice ? Ibid. Hwa:t miende he bonne elles,

buton bait we ^efyllon b;es bearfan wambe mid urum

godum ? 1495*-^ 1 1 Hen. VII, ii. i Ther to have noon other

sustenaunce but brede and water. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.
Poesie ill. xix. (Arb.) 207 What els is man but his minde?
1611 BIBLE Prt'f. i For none other fault but for seeking to

reduce their Countrey-men to good order. 1689 SELDEN
Table T. 118471 149 Pleasure is nothing else but the inter-

mission of Pain. 1713 STEELE Guardian No. 143 F 5 Had
no other fault, but that of being too short. Mod. It is

nothing else but laziness !

t c. After unlike. Obs. rare.

1653 ASHMOLE Theatr. Chem. Prol. 7 Not unlike, but the

Wall-nut-Tree which, .grew in Glastenbury-Church-yard.

6. By the omission of the negative accompanying
the preceding verb

v
see 4 a , bill passes into the

adverbial sense of: Nought but, no more than,

only, merely. Thus the earlier 'he nis but a

child' is now 'he is but a child'; here north,

dialects use NOBBUT= nought but, not but, 'he is

nobbut a child '.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 4322 Bettur. -ban folu bi prai bat es bot

tint. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvn. 359 He conieb but selde.

1-1400 MAUNDEV. 157 The folk . . ban but litille appetyt to

mete, c 1440 A nc. Cookery in Honscli. Ord. ( 17901 465 Take

rys, and glf horn but a boyle. 1512 Ac( 3 lien: VIII, vi.

Preainb., The forsaid penaltie expressed in the said Statute

is but xxs. 1617 S. COLI.INS Epphata to F. T. (16281 239
It was impious, .but euen to touch the bodies of Saints dead.

1647 COULEY Alistr., Spring ii, Could they remember but

last year. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. i. S 3 Wks. 1871 II. 29

Do but consider this. 1766 GOLDSM. yic. H'. iii, Premature

consolation is but the remembrancer of sorrow. 1794 BURNS

(title) My love she's but a lassie yet. 1876 GREEN Short

Hist. i. 3 (1882) 30 In arms the kingdom had but a single

rival.

fb. In obsolete or dialectal use in various

connected senses: Neither more nor less than,

absolutely, actually, just, even. .Sometimes Init

seems merely expletive.) But <w = just now,

only this moment. .

c 1430 Syr Tryant. 596 For welle y wW that y am but dede.

i 1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt\i<) Yf thei se him,

they are but lost for ever. 1594 NASH& Unfort. Trav. 39

He tolde me but eilerie thing that she and he agreed of.

1622 MABBE tr. Alt-man's Guzman d '

Alf. t. 248 He is heerc

i Sir) about the house, I saw him but now. 1665 BOYLE

Occas. Reft. (i67V 37 A but plausible Argument, dress'd

up in fine Similitudes. 1844 F. PAGET Tales Village Childr.

Ser. n. (1858) 16 My poor legs how they do but tremble.

1859 BARNKS Rhymes in Dorset Dial. II. 7 Back here, but

now, the jobber John Come by.

t c. Formerly strengthened with only, whicli

now would be used alone.

1477 EARL RIVERS Dictes 9, Another litil flode wtuche

drowned but the centre of Egipte onely. c 1532 LD. BER-

NEKS Hmn Ixxxviii. 280, I had but alonely my swerdc in

my hande. 1598 BARS-FIELD Poems (Arb.l 112 They are

indeed but onely meere Illusions. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. v.

viii. 40 He onely liu'd but till he was a man. 1644 MILTON

Arcop. (Arb.i 36, I find but only two sorts of writings.

7. elliptically : Any but, aught but, anything

else than, other than, otherwise than. (Often after

ever, never.)

1533 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xviii. 20 Fewe had sleple but

lytle, and yet they had sore traualed the daye before. 1596

Ediu 111, n. i. 50 Never to be but Edwards faithful

friend. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. I. ii. 118, I should sinne lo

thinke but Noblie of my Grand-mother. 1644 MILTON

\rcop (Arb. 156 It cannot be but a dishonour and dero-

gation to the author. 1794 BURNS Hcrui long f, dreary is

the night. How can 1 be but eerie? 1833 Black-M. Mag.
XXXII. 166 He never took but one voyage. 1864 R. PAUL

Let. in Mem. (1872) xviii. 273 You say you are tied hand

and foot. You will never be but that in London.

b. After cannot choose.
'
I cannot choose but

speak'
- 'I cannot help speaking '. So interrogative

' Who could choose but . . ?' (Here the infinitive

phrase was sometimes expanded into a sub-ordi-

nate clause ',cf. 16; ; esp. after the passive it cannot

be chosen btit^

ISS7 NORTH Gmnara's Diall Pr. (1582) 402 It cannot be

chosen but wee must come before these judges, etc. Ibid.

412 He cannot chose but he must fall downe flat to the

grounde. 1619 W. SCLATER Ejcf. i T/ussAi6y) 295 Canst

thou chuse now but say, God is in vs, of a truth? 163=

MABBE A Ifman'sGusman d'A lf.\\. 296We could not choose

but be weary with our last night's ill rest. 1676 HOBBES

Iliad u. 240 He could not chuse but laugh. 1743 RICHARD-

SON Pamela III. 70, I could not chuse but to forgive her 1

1854 LADY LVTTON Behind Sc. I. Pref. 12 They cannot choose

but echo them.

C. After cannot, could not, dare not, etc., and
152-2



BUT.

the interrogative who could, etc., with ellipsis of

do, be, etc. (Lat. non possum non.)

JS49 Bk. Com. Prayer Coll. 15th Sund. after Tr., The

frailty of man without thee cannot but fall. 1579 GOSSON

Sch Abuse (Arb.) 19, I cannot butcommendehis wisedome.

1610 W SCLATER Expos, i Thess. (1638) 166 What Atheist

dares but yield attention ? 1628 Bp. DAVENANT Serin. 35 If

hee bid it stand still, .it dares not but stand. 1644 MILTON

Artof. (Arb.) 32 It could not but much redound to the

lustre of your milde and equall Government. 1705 ADDISON

Italy Ded., It can't but be obvious to them. 1777 WATSON

Philip II (1793) I. ll. 26 Such power, and .. resources could

not but appear formidable. 1812 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830)

IV. 180, I cannot but be gratified by the assurance. 1832

HT. MARTINEAU Each. (fAll ii. 23 He could not but try.

II. In a complex sentence ; introducing the

subordinate clause.
* With general sense '

except that
'

; the full ex-

pression being but that, often reduced to hit.

t 8. But that = Except (that), save (that). Obs.

a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 1403 (Gr.) Eeorhere call acwealde

buton bset earce bord heold heofona frea. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.

Matt. v. 13 Ne maj [baet sealt] to nahte, buton bxt hit

sy utaworpen. c 1205 LAY. 31186 He wolde al pis kinelond

setten an heore bond, bute bat he icleoped were king.

b. with omission of that.

1701 W. WOTTON Hist. Rome 316 Nothing would serve

him, but he must imitate Alexander. 1713 STEELE Guardian
No. 146 r> 4 Nothing would satisfy Sir George . . but he

must go into tbe den. 1820 H. MATTHEWS Diary^ Invalid

174 Nothing would please him but I must try on his mitres.

9. But that, introducing a consideration or reason

to the contrary : Except for the fact that, were it

not that. (Formerly that was occas. omitted.)

21400 Cov. Myst. 43 (Matz.) Myn handwerk to sle sore

grevyth me, but that here synne here deth doth brewe.

'! a 1400 Morte A rth. 44 Nere for joye she swounyd swythe,
But as that he her heldevp ryght. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. \: v.

41 And but she spoke it dying, I would not Beleeue her

lips. 1628 EARLE Microcosm, xlvi. (Arb.) 66 Hee would be

whbly a Christian, but that be is something of an Atheist.

1682 WHEI.ER Journ. Greece I. 78 We had not staid here

long, but the Wind expected proved a brisque South-wind.

1726 AMHKRST Terrx Fit. xiv. 71, I need not have put the

casesofar.but that I was willing to shew, etc. l795SouTHLY
Joan ofA re l. 359, I too should be content to dwell in peace
. . But that my country calls. 1850 SIR H. TAYLOR Sicilian

StttH. n. iii, Each by the other would have done the like

But that they lack'd the courage.
* * With general sense

'

if not '.

10. Introducing a condition : If not, unless,

except, arch.

c888 K. /ALFRED Boeth. xli. 2 Du se^st baet Nan bing
w yrbe, bute hit God wille. c 1000 Ags. Ps. vii. 12 Bute ge
to him jecyrren, se deofpl cwecS his sweord to eow. c 1175

Lamb. Ham. 147 Ne mei na Mon me folsen, bute he forlete

al. c 1250 Gen. *,- Ex. 3616 Dat folc on him ne mi^te sen

But a veil wore hem bi-twen. 1388 WYCLIF Matt. v. 20

That but [1382 but jit] 5our ri3tfulnesse be more plenteuouse
than of scribis . . je schulen not entre into the kyngdom of

heuenes. 1 1461 Paston Lett. II. 79 But I maye have helpe

of my mayster and of yow, I am but lost. 1534 LD. BERNERS
Gold Bk. M. A urcl. S vij b, He is of an yll inclinacion, hut he

be forced. 1721 Si. German's Doctor
ff

St-uit. 278 No man

may take the man, but he have authority from the Sheriff,

t b. Expanded into but
if.

Obs. (Very common
from 14111 to l6th c.)

c 1200 ORMIN 1662 patt nohht ne ma53 ben don . . But iff

itt bee wibb witt. 1:1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. mo Hov
schulde bou com to his kyth bot-if bou clene were 1 1393

LANGL. P. PI. C. II. 184 Feith . . ys . . ded as a dore-nayle
bote yf be dede folwe. 111450 Knt. de la Tour ix. 13

But yef thei amende hem, the citee and the peple shulde

be perysshed. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (16131 "5. He did

not like that maides should once stir out of their fathers

houses, but if it were to milke a cow. 1596 SPENSER /. Q.

in. iii. 16 But if remedee Thou her afford, full shortly I her

dead shall see.

11. Hence a. With 'It shall go hard' and

phrases of the nature of a threat. 'I'd burn the

house down but I'd find it', i.e. if I did not find it

(without doing so) = even though I should have

to bum the house down, I'd find it.

1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. 102, I wyll abyde here

this seven yere but I will wynne it. 1628 EARLE Microcosm.

xxxi. i Arb.) 53 It shall goe hard but he will wind in his op-

portunity. 1643 Answ. Ol'serv. W. Bridges cone. War. 21

Hee will worke wonders but he will doe it 1725 DE FOE

Voy. round IVorlddZno* 307 They would go quite up to the

Andes but they would find them. 1727 Secrets fm'is.

World (1840) 300 I'd burn the house down but I'd find it.

1793 BURNS Scots, lulia hoe v, We will drain our dearest

veins, But they shall be free ! 1839 -Vero Monthly Mag.
LVI. 513 It shall go hard but we shall damage the theory.

b. After // is marvel (obs.) ;
it is odds ;

it is

ten to one, and the like.

1583 FULKE Defence (1843) 124 It is_marvel but you will

say, a dead body is not altogether void of strength. 1627

H BURTON Bait. Pope's Bu/tl'o Rdr. 3 A thousand to one,

but he will breake loosse. 1663 Bp. PATRICK Paralt. Pilgr. vm.

(1668) 35 It is a thousand to one hut they will find the

means. 1712 Spectator No. 457 T 3 It is ten to one but my
friend Peter is among them. 1713 STEELE Guardian No.

14 T i It is odds but you lose. 1815 Scribblcomania 261 It

is odds but he miscarries in his suit. 1864 Miss YONGE
Trial I. xii. 238 Ten to one but the police have got them.

C. With an asseveration after an imprecation :

If . . not. arch. ' Beshrew me, but I shall go
' =

if I shall not go.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. n. vi. 52 Beshrew me but I loue

her heartily. 1691 J. WILSON Belphegor i. iii, Beshrey me,

but I should have broken my heart. 1766 GOLDSMITH Vic.

W. vii, May this glass suffocate me, but a fine girl is worth

1212

all the priestcraft in the creation. 177$ BICKEKSTAFH Sultan

n. i Let me die but 1 believe it is their dinner.

* * * With general sense 'that not', L. qum.
After negative and questioning constructions.

12. In a simple attributive clause belonging to

a sb. or pronoun in the main sentence : That . . not.

c 1500 Cocke Lorelles B. (1843) 12 There was non that there

was But he had an offyce more or lasse. 1535 COVERDALE

2 Kings xx. 15 There is nothynge in my treasures but 1

haue shewed it them. 1662 H. MORE Inimori. Soul 66 We
cannot conceive of any portion of matter but it is either

hard or soft, c 1846 SPEDDING Even. -antfi Rev. (1881! Hardly

man passes by but he must add a wreath to it. 1880 Dally
n. man passes oy uui ne uiiw O-UM. -

Tel. ii Dec., There never was a reform yet propounded. .

but some one pronounced it forthwith to be chimerical, ex-

travagant, and Utopian.
b. With omission of the pronominal subject c

object oT the dependent sentence, so that but acts

as a negative relative : That . . not, who . . not.

(L. quin.)
[1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cxli. 170 There departed

none agayne, but that had great gyftes gyuen them.] 1556

J HEYWOOD Spider f, F. Hi. 4 No kind of file a hue, but

was there that day. 1587 CHURCHYARD in Mirr. Mag. (1815)

II. 490 Not one of these but gave his maister thanke. 1628

EARLE Microcosm. (Arb.) 71 There is no man of worth but

has a piece of singularity. 1689 SELDEN Table T. (1847) 210

There is no Prince in Christendom but is directly a Trades-

man. 1723 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840)' 290 There was scarce

a plantation near me but had some of them. 1700 GOLDSM.

Cit W 1 There is no work whatsoever but he can criticize.

1820 KEATS Laaiia 665 Not a man but felt the terror in his

hair. 1866 KISGSLEY Herrui. xli. (1877)495 Hardly one of the

Frenchmen round, but. .looked on Hereward as a barbarian

Englishman.
c. But what is sometimes erron. put tor but :

see 30.

13. Following an adjective qualified by not so.

Cf. 'So brave that he ventured', and ' not so brave

but (that] he hesitated '.

1534 Lu. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. A urel. (1546) C vj b,There

is nothyng that is so loste but that there is hope of recover-

yng. 1579 GOSSON Sell. Abuse (Arb. i 50 There was neuer

fort so strong, but it might be battered. 1621 BURTON Anal.

Mel. ll. 538 No garden so well tilled but some noxious weeds

grow up in it. 1711 AUDISON Spect. No. 203 p 6 It is im-

possible . . to make them so fast, but a cat. .will find a way

through them. 1814 CARY Dante (Chandos ed.l 79 \et

'scap'd they not so covertly, but well I mark'd Sciancato.

1883 E. GOSSE I7/A Cent. Studies 10 Lodge was not so

vagrant a person but that he had married by this time.

14. Introducing an inevitable accompanying cir-

cumstance or result : So that . . not. Now gener-l.UiiialiuiL.ij \JL 11,01111 . uv/ ipM*** " t>

ally expressed by without and gerund :

'

you cannot

look but you will see it', i.e. without seeing it.

^ormerly sometimes but that.

41400 Cursor M. 9654 iLaud MS.) He may not scape

where he go But him assaieb euyr his fo. c 1400 MAUNDEV.

40 No Straungere comethe before him, but that he makethe

him sum Promys. 1534 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel.

1546) M iv b, One unhappynes chaunceth not, but an

nother foloweth. 1644 HEYLIN Stutnbling-bl. in Hist. (,

Misc. Tracts 653 The Magistrate cannot be resisted, but

that God is resisted, also. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies ll. i.

123 You cannot dip into a Diary but you will find it. 1758

JOHNSON Idler No. 12^4 Scarce any couple comes to-

gether, but the nuptials are declared in the newspapers
with encomiums on each party. 1796 MRS. INCHBALD fiat,

f, Art xxxiii, Nor did she ever weep, but he wept too. 1835

LYTTON Rien:i x. vi. 422 He had never confided but he had

been betrayed. Prov. It never rains but it pours.

f 15. a. After no sooner, where modern use re-

quires than. (Also but that.'] Obs.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadiad6ij) 69 Philoclea no sooner espied

the lyon but that, .she leapt up, and ran to the lodge-ward.

1597 T. BEARD Tluat. God's Judgetn. (1612) 194 It was no

sooner said but done. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones VI. v.

(1840) 72/1 No sooner acquainted my brother, but he im-

mediately wanted to propose it. 01774 GOLDSM. Hist.

Greece (1774) I. 265 Which Nicias had no sooner notice of,

but he embarked his troops.

fb. After scarce, scarcely; not half; not long,

not far, and the like ;
where modern use requires

when or before. Obs.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. 230 They were scant entred,

but that the frenchmen came thyder. 1563 SACKVILLE in

Mirr. Mag. R iij b, We had not long furth past, but that

we sawe Blacke Cerberus. 1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (1837)

32 He scarcely spake the worde, but by and by. .unto her

flankes they flewe. 1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan. n. 35 He
had scarce rub'd his eyes, .but Darius fled. 1713 ADDISON

Cato iv. iv, Scarce had I left my father, but I met him. 1725

DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 208 Nor had we received

him on board half an hour, but . . we put out to sea. 1727

Secrets Iniiis. World 1 1840) 236 He had not gone many
steps more, but he saw his brother. 1800 COLERIDGE Piccol.

i. ix, Scarce have I arrived . . But there is brought to me
from your equerry A splendid richly plated hunting dress,

f C. After it was not long after, where modern

use requires that.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. 156 It was not longe after but

that the duke of Lancastre, etc. 1563-87
FOXE A. f, M.

(1596) 182/2 It was not long after, but Eustace sonne to

King Stephan. .made war on duke Henrie.

16. After it cannot be, it is impossible, it is not

possible, is it possible ? More fully but that.

1539 CRANMER Bible Luke xvii. i It can not be but of-

fences wyl come [WYCLIF, It is impossible that sclaundris

come not; isidTiNDALE, It can not be avoyded but that

offences will come ; 1582 Rltem., It is impossible that scan-

dale should not come ;
1611 BIBLE, It is impossible but that

offences will come]. 1557 NORTH Gueuara s Diall Pr. (i 582)

i8s It cannot be but that the writings of such a woman . .

BUT.

were very lively. 1621 BURTON Anat. .UW.(i8o6) 1. 161 How
is it possible but that we should be discontent? 1650 R.

STAPYLTON Strata's Lcrw-C. Warns vni. 7 She said it was

not possible but she must be in great anxiety. 1724 DE t OE

Mem Cavalier (\&#?i 160 It was impossible but he should

see it. 1792 MARY WOLLSTONECR. Rights Worn. Ded. 5,

I think it scarcely possible but that some of the enlarged

minds . . will coincide with me. 1880 T. SPALDING Aftz.

Demmol. 41 It can hardly be but that the
' thousand noses

are intended as a satirical hit.

^[b. Erroneously for that, after it is not im-

possible, not improbable, not unlikely, etc. (Cf. 21.)

1665 I WILSON Projectors in, 'Tis not impossible but I

may make my party good. 1680 Vitid. Con/arm. Clergy

(ed. 2) 38 It is not unlikely but somebody may know. 1684

N. S.'Crit. Eng. Edit. Bible mm. 184 It is not improbable

but that Origen .. marked the various reading. 1711 Med-

ley No. 33 It is not impossible, but such a day as this may
come, etc. 1780 MADAN Thelyph. I. 3 It is not impossible

but that the light of that great reformer had remained

hidden under the bushel of monkery.

17. After (' Tis) pity.
1573 New Custom n. iii. in Hazl. Dodslcy III. 34 were

pity but thou were hanged before. 1598 BARNFIELD Poems

l Art I 121 Pity but hee were a King. 1667 H. MORE Div.

Dial i 64 It's pitty but what you say should be true. 1852

Miss YONGE Cameos II. xviii. 194 Pity but we knew more

of the one loyal man of his time !

18. Not but ,thaf), elliptically
= '

it is not but

that
'

; or perh^ sometimes
' not to say but that

'

;

cf. next.

1642 R. BROOKE Eng. Efisc. 67 Not but that they were

most worthy men. 1704 POPE Disc. Past. Poetry 10 Not

but he [Spenser] may be thought imperfect on some lew

points. 1768 BICKERSTAFF Lionel * Cl. i. i, Not but your

father had good qualities. Mod. Not but that I should have

gone if I had had the chance.

* * * * After various verbs in negative or inter-

rogative construction, with same general sense as

in prec. series (12-18). In all cases but that is a

possible variant.

19. After not say, think, conceive, conclude, be-

lieve kncnu, see, be sure, persuade, and the like.

,11400 Against Miracle Plays in Ret. Ant. II. 56 Per-

aventure ye seyen that no man schal make ;ou to byleven

but that is good. 1534 LD. BERNERS Cold. Bk. M. Anrel

(IS46) E e vb, Thinke not but it dooeth brenne my heart.

1581 STYWARD Martial Discip. i. 28 He maie not say but

that hee was forewarned. .656 S H. Gold Law 89 I see

not but that, .one or both are undone. 1686 GOAD Celcst.

Bodies i. ix. 33 Who knows but that Light and Cold may
have kindness one for the other. 1760 GOLDSM. Cit. W.

xxxii, Who knows but we may see a lord holding the bowl

to a niinister. 1847 Black*. Mag.pil.
220 How could he

tell but that Mildred might do the same? 1884 limes

(weekly ed.) 5 Sept. 3/4, I am not sure but that there isastate

of facts by which . . the Constitution would be in some danger.

f b. So formerly after deny, where that is now

used

1547 Homilies I. Fruit/. Exhort, ll. (1859! n Yet no man

carlideny, but this is the chiefe. 157$ GASCOICNE Nata of

fnstr (Arb.) 32, I will not denie but this may seeme a pre-

posterous ordre. ,663 Bp. PATRICK Parat Pilgr. vm.

(16681 ri, I w'U not dl:n >'
but that " IS a a* "1

.'

thm
f;

,790 RLEY Horz Paul. 1. 5, 1 cannot deny but that it would

be easy.
20 After fear and equivalent verbs.

1556 I. HEYWOOD Spider f, F. Ixvii. 31 Feare not : but I,

Wyll fauer and forder yoursute. 164' T. EDWARDS Reasons

a/st. Indcf. 20, I doe not feare but that these few Sou -

dfers will be able to returne agame. 1820 Blackiu.Mag. VI.

684, I do not fear but that my grandfather will recover

1879 MRS. OLIPHANT Within Prec. xvn. 15 Never fear but

gf After doubt, despair, make no question,

scruple, and the like. (Cf. L. non Jubito quin.)

Here that is now considered more logical.

fI34 Cr^.l/. I2322(Trin.)She..doutednou3tButgoddes
wilkwolde be wrou3t. a 1400 Against Miracle P'W
Rel Ant II 51 No dowte but that it is deadly synne. 1548

LAT'IMER Ser,. Ploughtrs (Arb.) 37, I doul
jnot

but 'he
were many blanchers in the olde time. 1600 O. E. (?M.

SUTCLIFFE) Repl. Libel i. i. 23, I make no question, but

they do farre excell them. 1656 A rtif Handso.ncness 73

Who . scruples, but that they may lawfully be pluckt out?

a Ml FULLER Triana iii, Sabina's friends despair not but

. . to mould him. 1701 W. WOTTON Hat. Rome 482 1 hey

Left, on A rt (1875) 87, I do not doubt but that you are sur-

P
T

5

22. After prevent (let), hinder, restrain, etc. ;

now expressed by from with the gerund, or the

gerund alone. (Cf. L. nihil imfedit ijinn or quo-

minus) Also after fail, miss, hold, forbear, and

the like, where various constructions are now used,

for which see those verbs.

An infinitive phrase often took the place of the clause.

?j^I PERK.Ns'W Bk. ii. .56 U642) 69 These words

shall not bind him but that hee may enter. 1553
?',
W ' L

?
N
t

Rhet 8ib, If you lokein the boke. .you shal not faile but

find them 1588 R. PARKE Hist. China 23 He cannot let

but haue
m
in his shop men that must worke of his

occupy
tion 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xxv. (Arb.) 308

Our'makl? may not be in all cases res.rayned but that he

may. .manifest his arte. 1610 MARKHAM Masterp n. clxxn.

482 You shall not faile but .. you shall spet in Tils.mouth

%6 G. HAKEWILL Comparison 20 He con d not hold but

let fall teares at the sight thereof. 1653 C** * W



BUT.

cissia I. 294 Cloria . . could not forbeare but plainly to tell

him her thoughts. 1656 Art!/. Handsomeness 70 What . .

hinders, .but that we may study to adorn our lookes? 1713

ADDISON Cato in. vii. 18 What hinders then, but that thou

find her out? 1737 WHISTON Joscphus x. x. 2 It could not

be avoided but their .. colours must be changed. 1844 F.

PAGET Tales Village Childr. Ser. n. (1858) 96 She cannot

miss but see us.

fb. After I see not or no cause = 1 see nothing

to prevent. Also after There wanted but little ;

cf. L. parum abfu.it quin. Obs.

1580 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xxi, I see not but the

reste^ . may be borne with. 1600 O. E. (? M. SUTCLIFFE)

Rcfl. Libel I. ix. 236, 1 see no cause . . but that the Spaniardes
should rather feare vs. i6s8UssHER/!. 624 There wanted

but little, but that the people had killed the Judges.

c. After Godforbid, and the like.

1393 LANOL. P. PI. C. iv. 149 Lord it me for-bede Boteich

be holly at byn heste. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, IV. 111. 38

Heauen defend, but still I should stand so.

III. In a compound sentence, connecting the

two co-ordinate members; or introducing an in-

dependent sentence connected in sense, though
not in form, with the preceding. In a compound
sentence the second member is often greatly con-

tracted, as in
' Thou hast not lied unto men, but

(thou hast lied) unto God '.

* In a compound sentence.

23. As adversative conjunction, appending a

statement contrary to, or incompatible with, one

that is negatived :

On the contrary.
= Ger. sondern.

897 O. E. Chron., Nawoer ne on Fresisc gescacpene ne on

Denisc, bute swa him selfum Suhte ba;t hie nytwyr'ooste

beon meahten. a 1300 Cursor M. 8598 t>ai had na credel

ne wit to bij Bot did bair childer bi Jam Iij. 1393 LANGL.

P. PI. C. i. 36 fat wollen neyber swynke ne swete bote

swery grete obes. 1593 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. n. v. 7 Wks.

1841 I. 250 Neither the matter . . was arbitrary, but neces-

sary. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. City ofCod 581 Monkeyes,
and Babiounes, were not men but beasts. 1681 DRYDEN
Abs. q Ac/tit. 567 He left not Faction, but of That was

left. 1751 JOHNSON Rambl. No. 141 T 10 A reply, not to

what the lady had said, but to what it was convenient for

me to hear.

24. Appending a statement which is not contrary

to, but is not fully consonant with, or is contrasted

with, that already made :

Nevertheless, yet, however. = Ger. aber.

J535 COVERDALE Isa. Ixiii. 16 Abraham knoweth vs not. .

But thou Lorde art oure father. 1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc.

To Rdr. s Now we Discourse better, but we live worse.

a 1703 BURKITT On N. T. Mark iv. 29 The care and endeavour

is ours, but the blessing and success is God's. 1711 STEELE

Sfect. No. 144 F 8 Her face speaks a Vestal, but her

Heart a Messalina. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. x, That pride

which I had laid asleep, but not removed. 1821 SHELLEY

Hellas, Life may change, but it may flie not ; Hope may
vanish, but can die not. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece I. 351 The

hopes of the Messenians sank, but not their courage.

b. After not only, not merely (sometimes strength-

ened by the addition of also).

1382 WYCLIF Petition A'l'xf, ffC. in Sel. Wks. III. 511 Nott

oonli..medful, butt moost medeful. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.
Poesie I. xxiii. (Arb.) 60 It is not only allowable, but also

necessary. 1682 WHELER Journ. Greece i. 18 We had time

not only to see the Town, but the places circumjacent also.

1727 SWIFT Gulliver iv. vii, I was not only endowed with

the faculty of speech, but likewise with some rudiments of

reason. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 232 The ally . . was

not only a Roman Catholic, but a persecutor of the re-

formed Churches. 1866 KINGSLEY Hereru. Prel. (1877) 15

Leofric was not merely Lord of Bourne, but Earl of Mercia.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 29 They not only tell lies but

bad la ies.

* * In a distinct member of a compound sentence

(usually after a semicolon or colon) ;
or at the be-

ginning of a following sentence.

25. introducing a statement of the nature of an

exception, objection, limitation, or contrast to

what has gone before ; sometimes, in its weakest

form, merely expressing disconnexion, or empha-

sizing the introduction of a distinct or independent

fact, as the minor premiss of a syllogism :

However, on the other hand, moreover, yet. In

OE. ac, Ger. aber, L. autem.

CI205 LAY. 8263 Al hit buncS him wel idon. .bute nele he

be nauere Euelin mid serhoe bi-ta:chen. a 1240 Wohtingc

ofnre L. in Cott. Horn. 277 Poure bu wunden was in a

beastes cribbe ;
Bote swa bu eldere wex, swa bu pourere was.

a 1300 ff. Horn 1 1 13 Alle dronken of be her Bute horn alone

Nadde perof no mone. c 1300 Beket 43 Gilbert . . seide he

was al to hire wille : bote he moste bithenche. c 1380 WY-
CLIF Sel. Wks. III. 220 ?if 3e axen ony bing in my name,
he schal ?eve it to }ow. But we axen in the name of Jesus,

whanne we, etc. .11400 Ywaiue ff Caw. 788 (Matz.) Now
must I ga, bot drede the noght. 1548 LATIMER Scrm.

Plougkers (Arb.) 19 But now you wyll aske me whom I cal

a prelate. 1611 BIBLE John xix. 9 But Iesus gave him no

answer. 1626 DONNE Serin, iv. 36 He saw it ; but but with

the Eye of Hope. 1690 LOCKE Hnm. Und. ill. vii. 5 All

Animals have Sense; But a Dog is an Animal. Henmt
signifies little more, but that the latter Proposition is join d

to the former, as the Minor of a Syllogism. 1724 SWIFT

Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 570 We are here preparing for your

reception but whether you approve the manner I can only

guess. 1816 J. WILSON City of Plague i. i. 4H Fare ye

well. But list ! sweet youths, where'er you go, beware. 1848

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 615 Feyersham passed for a good-,

natured man : but he was a foreigner. Mod. 'Get money ;

honestly, if you can : but, get money !

'

1213

+ 26. Introducing a reply to a question : cf. the

modern unemphatic why. Cf. Fr. inais, Gr. clAA-a.

a 1300 Cursor AT. 19622 Quat art bou, lauerd, sua vnsen ?

Bot i halt iesus nazaren. c 1320 Cast. Lone 809 And whuche
beob [be] breo bayles }et . . Bote be inemaste bayle, I wot,

Bi-tokneb hire holy maidenhod.

27. After an interjection or exclamation, as yes!

but, aye ! bjit, nay ! but, ah ! but, I say! but, ex-

pressing some degree of opposition, objection, or

protest ;
but also colloquially, mere surprise or

recognition of something unexpected.
1846 LANDOR Wks. I. 347 God forgive me '. but I think

him as worthy as the best of the saints. Mod. Ah ! but he

knows better than to go there. I say ! but you had a nar-

row escape ! Eh ! but that 's a queer story ! Whew ! but I

am tired ! Faith '. but that 's a poser ! Come ! but that s

drawing it rather strong. Excuse me ! but your coat is

dusty. Beg pardon ! but have you found a scarfon the road ?

IV. Phrases and casual collocations.

28. But and = but also, and also : see AND.

Obs. exc. Sc.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 595, I haf a bow, bot and a vyre.

1382 WYCLIE Wisd. xi. 2 Not onli the hurting, .but and the

looking bi drede slen. But andwithoute these with o spirit,

thei myjten ben slayn. 1450 HENRYSON Blitdy Scrk,

Meik, bot and debonair. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-T. Misc. (17331

II. 181 A kame but and a kamingstock. 1832-53 Whistle-

Binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser. n. 75 In height an ell but an a span.

f b. But and, but and if= but if : see AND C.

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1786 But and thow crye, or noyse

make. 1535 COVERDALE Matt. v. 13 But and yf the salt

haue lost his saltnes. 1540 HYRDE Vines' Instr. Chr. IVont.

(1592) G ij, But and thou array thy body sumptuously, .thou

canst not be excused as chast in mind.

29. But for = except for, were it not for : see

sense I.

c 1205 LAY. 31446 Hit likede wel ban kinge, buten for ane

Huge. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. ff Ad. 504 These mine eyes. .But

for thy piteous lips no more had seen. 1667 PEPYS Diary

(1879) IV 351 Several of the Council, .would come hut for

their attending the King. 1885 Law Rep. XXIX. Ch. Div.

291 But for the concurrent jurisdiction, the decision, .would

have been the other way.

fb. Butfor: but because, but since : see I- OK.

1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. v. i. (1495) 101 That is noo

wonder but for it is selden seen. 1563-87 FOXE A . Sf M. ( 1684)

I. 462/1 But for thy shepheards wolden be excused, a 1593

MARLOWE Massacr. Paris II. v, But for you know our quarrel

is no more.

But if: see sense 10 b.

But that: see senses 8-9, 13-22, in some of

which that is now obs., while in others but that is

still the better form, and but is familiar or collo-

quial.
SO. But what often occurs for but that in

various senses, and is still dial, and colloq.

1662 H. MORE Immort. Soul 96 We cannot discover any
immediate operation of any kind of soul . . but what it first

works upon, etc. 1711 Medley No. 24, I don t know one

Politician but what Drunkenness wou'd make a Sot of. 1761

FRANCES SHERIDAN Miss Bidulpk I. 45 There are not many
masters of eminence but what have a hundred originals

palmed upon them more than ever they painted in their

lives. Ibid. (1767) V. 45 There is not a circumstance but

what is worthy to be writ in letters of gold. 1862 T ROLLOPE

N. Amer. I. 47 Nor am I yet so old but what I can rough

it still. 1868 Miss BRADDON Birds ofPrey vi. n. 313 Not

but what his head is as clear as ever it was. Oa+Statutartt
22 Dec. 5/2 Not but what the picture has its darker side.

[See many modern instances in F. HALL, Mod. English 262.]

D. quasi-tt!>. [The adv. used ellipt.}
The outer

room of a house ;
see BUT adv. i d.

E. quasi-flay. [The adv. used attrib] Out,

outer, exterior ;
see B. i c.

F. quasi-/>w*. The negative of -cuho,= Lzt.yui/i:

see 1 2 b.

But, sb.l The conjunction &/* (sense 25), used

as a name for itself; hence, a \-erbal_objection

presented.
1571 Scmpill Ballatcs (1872) 137 ?it botis & hummis de-

clairis ?ow quhat I mene. 1614 T. ADAMS Divttft BOM/. 1 39

There is a corrective But, a vcruntamcn, spoyles all in the

vp-shot . . here is a But that shipwrackes all. 1682 1 . GOOD-

WIN Wks. (1864) IX. 485 The grants of grace run without

ifs and ands and buts. 1752 A. STEWART in Scots Mag.

,,_.,) sept. 446/2 He was a sufficient but himself for all1

the_

sum 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xi,
'
I heartily wish I could, but

'

Nay, but me no buts I have set my heart upon it. 1872

MINTO Eng. Lit. 108 We are. .jerked back with a ' but .

f But st>.2 Obs. [cf. PUT v. (which occurs m
the context), also OF. bout 'coup', boute 'coup

porte en boutant' (Godef.).] 'Putting' the stone.

a 1300 Havelok 1040 He maden mikel strout Abouten the

altherbeste but.
,

,

But (bot), v._arch. [f.
BUT f*. ;

cf. to thou.]

ititr. To say or use 'but'; also quasi-/>-a.r.
in

phrase
' but me no buts '.

,553 [see BUTTING vbl. s6.t]. ,11625 FLETCHER Hum. Lieut.

,. v7/V Yes, you may live; but- Leo. Finely butted

doctor. 1708 MRS. CENTUVRE Busie Bod. n. i. 28 Cfta. Sir, 1

obey : But. Sir Fran. But me no Buts. 1810

Antiq. [see BUT j*.
1 above].

Butargo, obs. form of BOTABGO.

t Butch, v. Obs. exc. dial, [incorrect
back-

BUTCHER.

in. i, I shall be hutching thee from nape to rump. 1846

I. T. BROCKETT Class. N. Count. Wds. (ed. 3) I. 75 Butch, to

practice the trade of a butcher, to kill. 1875,
L axe. Glass.

(E. D. S.) 63 He use't to be a farmer, but he hutches neaw.

Hence Butch-knife - butchers knife.

<zi849 POE m-s. (1864) III. 172 White throats sweetly

jagged With a ragged butch-knife dull.

Butcher (bn'tfai),
sb. Forms : [3 boueher],

3-6 tocher, 4-6 boueher, 4-7 bowcher, 5

bochere, -or, -our, -eyr, .SV. bowchour,

(bochyer), 5-7 bueher(e, 6 Sc. boucheour,

(boscher, boohsar), 6- butcher. [ME. bocher,

boueher, Anglo-Fr. form of OF. boc/iier, touchier

(mod.F. boueher) = Pr. bochier ;
f. OF., Pr. boc

BUCK sb. 1
he-goat. The literal sense is thus

' dealer

in goat's flesh
'

; cf. It. beccaio butcher, f. bccco he

goat.]
1. One whose trade is the slaughtering of large

tame animals for food ;
one who kills such animals

and sells their flesh ; in mod. use it sometimes

denotes a tradesman who merely deals in meat.

[1292 BRITTON I. xxi. n De tannours, qi se fount tan-

nours et bouchers qi vcndent chars par peces. ] a 1300 A .

A Us. 2832 He is to-hewe . . so the bocher doth the oxc. 1387

TREVISA Hidden \ Rolls Ser.) I. 285 A woman bat wasquene
of Fraunce'by eritage wedded a bocher for his faimiesse.

CI440 Gesta Rom. (1879) 370 The mayster sente for the

buchere. .for to sle the hogges. 1525 Old City Ace. Bk. in

Arc/ixol. Jrnl. XLIII, Itmpayd to the Bochsar for agreyt

serlyn xvjrf. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, III. i. 210 As the

Butcher takes away the Calfe. 1726 GAY Fables \. ix, Be-

neath a butcher train'd, Whose hands with cruelty are

stain'd. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau II. 44 The butcher pays

himself in live cattle. Moil. To pay his butcher s bill.

b. fig. One who slaughters men indiscriminately

or brutally; a 'man of blood'; a brutal murderer.

1529 RASTELL Pastime, Hist. Brit, i 181 1 1 282 E rle of Wor-

cester whiche for his crueltye was called the bocher of

Englande. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. f, Ad. 766 A mischiefe worse

then.. Butcher sire, that reaues his sonne of life. 1595-
-

lohn iv ii. 259 To be butcher of an innocent chikle. 1621

BURTON Anat. Mel. To Rdr. 11849' 3' Bloody butchers,

wicked destroyers .. common executioners of the human

kind. 17*0 OZEU. VeriofsRom.Kef.il. ix. ,58 I he Mur-

derer of Caius, the Butcher of three Ihousand of his Fel-

low-Citizens. 1837 CARLYLF. Fr. Ra: (1871) II. v. 111. 182

With wild yell, with cries of
' Cut the Butcher down !

f2. An executioner; one who inflicts capital

punishment or torture ; also attrib. Obs.

c 1450 HEXRYSON Mar. Fab. 38 The Ape was boueher, and

.hanged him. 1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 85/3 He unclad

hym and gaf hys clothys unto the bochyers. Ihd. 121/3

The bochyers tote combe, of yron and began to kembe

hym on the sides within the flesshe. 1494 IABYAN vn.

1811) 572 Whan y bysshop came vnto his place of execu-

cion, he prayed the bowcher to gyue to hym v. strokes in

the worshyp of Cristes fyue woundes.

+ b. fiir. Ol's.

,579 TOMSON Calvin's Semi. Tim. 474/1 Their conscience

is their boueher. Ibid. 591/2 They shal need no other

butcher . . hut they shal haue as it were an hole yron always

burning within themselues.

3. A kind of artificial fly used by anglers ior

salmon. [Cf. BAKER 3.]

1867 F. V*MKBAfH*g x. (18801 345 I he Butcher.. kills

almost wherever there are salmon. .884 M. G. WATKINS in

Long,,,. Mag. June .77 What fly had been used . Ihe

Butcher
'

? Yes ;
but he did not care much for that lure.

4 General combinations : a. attrib. and simi-

lative (sense I b), as butcher-like adj. and adv.,

t -wise adv., -work. b. syntactical (genitival),
as

butchers-block, -boy, -cleaver, -hook, -shop, -tray.

,587 TURBERV. Traii . T. (.837) 35 *Butcherlike to rippe

her downe the raynesf ,625 HART Anat._ Ur. 11. xl. .27 By

hisbutcherlike boldnesse he cast many into, askes. 1687

SmuTS*/* Dryden 3 The Butcher-hke discords that

arose ?<& Blacks Mag. LXXI 23,.
A butcher-like as-

sistant creeps up, and pierces the spinal marrow. 1558

PH^^llvi. Qivb, There.. Priams son he sawe all

bouchefwise Bemanglid. .808 SCOTT Marm. . xxxn, lo

tell The "butcher-work that there befel.
.

,842 DICKENS Amer. Notes (1850) 1.0/2 Great unsightly

stunSs, like earthy 'butchers'-blocks. 1.725 Lmd. Gaz. No

formation from BUTCHER rf.]

fa tram. To cut up, h
.

a ram. ,
ack (obs.}. D. intr.

(north, dial.) To follow the trade of a butcher.

,785 [see BUTCHING]. 1834 SIR H tntU. TAYLOR ArtntUt

ters, "butchers' trays, etc.

5 Special comb.: butcher-fly, ? a kind of blow-

fly f butcherman, a butcher (oil.} ;
butcher s

bill sometimes used sarcastically for the list ot

killed in a battle (less frequently for the money cost

of a war) ;
butcher's blue, a dressmaker s name lor

a particular
shade of dark blue like the colour of

a butcher's apron ;
butcher's or t butcher-dog,

app. formerly a breed of dog (obs. iasfec. sense) ;

butcher's grip, a particular
method of clasping

the hands ;
butcher's knife, also butcher-knife,

a particular kind of knife used by butchers. Also

BUTCHER-BIRD, -BOW, BUTCHER'S BROOM, -MEAT.

!66l T. JAMES Voyage 81 Butterflyes, *Butchers-rlyes,

Horseflyes 1821 N Monthly Mag. I. 568 The butcher-fly

fastens by instinct . . upon those parts only that are defective

and disgusting. .867 F. FRANCIS^WV> ,3?J
Butcher Fly .. is not the fly known elsewhere a, Ihe

Butcher '. 1481-90 Hmxird House!,. Bits. 60 Item, to Wat-

kyn, 'bocherman iij It. 1881 SULLIVAN July Anmvers. in



BUTCHER.
Mactn. Mag. XLIV. 343 There may be politicians who
would prefer the anniversaries kept in the good old style,
however heavy the *'

butcher's bill '. 1883 Daily Nnus 17
May 6/1 Even Venus must have mislaid some of her charm
if arrayed in "'butcher's blue' or 'rotten orange'. 1576
FLEMING tr. Cains